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What they won't

teach you in class

|ust in time for

Election '96, three
editorials examine
President Clinton's

four-year track
record on various
issues (See Diversity

101, page8-A).

The beginning of

Bruiser's reign

With eight years of

tutelage under
Coach Cal behind
him James
"Bruiser" Fii- ttkn
over trie Amnerst
hoops dynasty (See

Sports, Section C).

WORLD

French pair married in

posthumous ceremony

MARSEILLE, France — Death
couldn't cancel Patricia

Montenez's wedding plans. On
Saturday, she married the man of

her dreams, 2 1/2 years after his

slaying.

Montenez, 36, became Mrs.
Claudie Darcy in a ceremony in

this southern Mediterranean city,

ending a long legal battle with a

little help from the president.

"Every minute I think about
Claudie — he never leaves me,"
she said after the wedding.
Montenez and Darcy, a police

officer, were engaged to be mar-
ried when an assailant shot and
killed him in a gritty Marseille
neighborhood on Feb. 24, 1994.
They had an 8-year-old son. Last

September, President |acques
Chirac issued a decree allowing
the unusual wedding, and a

posthumous ceremony was
planned for Feb. 23, the eve of the

second anniversary of Darcy's
death. City officials gave
Montenez a marriage certificate,

and all the plans were made, right

down to the cake. But a few days
before, the parents of the dead
groom had second thoughts and
launched a fierce legal fight to call

the whole thing off.

NATION

Prison prank results in

discipline for deputies

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (Af; — Five

sheriff's deputies said it was only a

prank when they strapped jail inmates

into a chair and told them they were
going to be electrocuted.

But internal affairs investigators

aren't laughing, and say the deputies

face penalties ranging from letters of

reprimand to suspension without pay.

The three mock executions took
place in |une using a chair that is used

to restrain unruly inmates, said,

Sacramento County Supervisor Roger

Dickinson.

"The occupants of the chair were
told it was electrified and they were
about to be electrocuted," he told

The Sacramento Bee. "All I know is

that to the extent that this occurred,

the deputies were supposedly jok-

ing."

Capt. Bill Roberts said the deputies,

who were not identified, have been
questioned and "every one of them
has been honest and forthright and
remorseful." They "told the truth

knowing they were going to be disci-

plined."

The same five deputies are being

Questioned in another internal investi-

gation in which a black reserve

deputy complained that he was sub-

ject to racially offensive behavior,

Roberts said.

The downtown jail where the mock
executions took place is the same one
which currently houses Unabomber
suspect Theodore Kaczynski. But he is

being held in isolation from the rest

of the inmates.
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A challenge!
Maurice Caston, President of Student Government Association,

challenged student leaders and administrators to be a part of histo-

ry making in the 1 996-1 997 school year.

SGA, Bulger join for election;

'Choose or Lose* bus to visit

during voter registration drive

By Raghuram Vadarevu
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association (SGA) and two
of its agencies, together with University of Massachusetts

President William Bulger's office, have implemented a

voter registration campaign designed to register, educate

and increase student participation in the upcoming elec-

tion.

"We |SGA| always emphasize to students to get

involved in their civic duty," said Maurice Caston, presi-

dent of the SGA.
The purpose of the campaign is to spread the influence

of students across the state, said Frank Mozell, the voter

registration coordinator in the joint effort between SGA,
Commuter Services, the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCERAi and the UMass
President's Office.

According to |ason Vecchio, student coordinator of

SCERA, a successful registration drive among the four

UMass campuses would result in the largest absentee vot-

ing block in Massachusetts.

The registration drive was set to begin on opening
weekend, when representatives from SGA were scheduled

to attend Convocation and other first night events to enlist

first-year students for the drive.

Mozell said the campaign will give the first-year stu-

dents an opportunity to "get their feet wet" in campus
activities.

According to Vecchio, the total budget of the cam-
paign is $20,170. In addition, the campaign has a few
paid positions through the University's work study

program, and the remaining workers will be volun-

teers.

On Monday, resident assistants, including residence

hall voter registration organizer and Student Trustee Sean
Carter, were supposed to distribute voter registration

cards to their residents to be filled out and returned to

their respective Cluster Offices.

"We will make the pick-up at the cluster offices," said

Mozell. "This will speed up the process of the registra-

lioll."

Then SGA will create a database from the registration

cards. This database will be used to identify the students'

voting district.

A "Tell me about" postcard will be mailed on behalf of

each student to candidates running for office in their dis-eacn siuucm 10 canaiuaies rut

Controversial survey discloses

academic dishonesty rate at UM

trict, requesting information about their campaigns.

As the election nears, campaign volunteers will call

each student to let them know where and at what time

they will vote.

According to election law, registration for an election

must end 20 days prior to Election Day. This year, the last

day to register is Oct. 16, at which point the SGA cam-

paign will shift to educate students on each of the candi-

dates.

"The main thing we are putting together is a survey

concerning UMass related issues," said Vecchio. "Then we
will creak' a report to be mailed to on- and off-campus

students, parents, and alumni* This will be the centerpiece

of our educational campaign."

On Election Day, the campaign will organize trans-

portation for students to and from polling sites.

Vecchio hopes the registration campaign will make stu-

dents and public higher education a priority in

Massachusetts, and to establish the University as an inter-

est group.

The SGA is trying to secure a debate between
Congressman )ohn Olver and State Representative |ane

Swift, said Vecchio, to further student interest in the elec-

tions.

The SGA-led campaign is currently negotiating with

MassPIRG and UMass Hillel to join their respective vot-

ing rcgistratkx) effort*.

In addition to the SGA led-campaign and those of

MassPIRG and UMass Hillel. ihc national voter registra-

tion drive led by MTV and Rock-the-Vote will send their

"Choose-or-Lose" bus to UMass. The campaign has

already registered over 25,000 young voters, according to

MTV.
According to an MTV press release, the bus will feature

interactive displays and a voter registration table, which
will be run by local volunteers.

Barbara Pitoniak cf the UMass News Office said the

bus will arrive on Sept. 10 and park near the Student

Union Building from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Rock-the-Vote is a non-profit organization based in

California. It produces many public service announce-

ments featuring various music artists instructing young
people to vote.

The organization has set up an online voter registration

site on the World Wide Web and has entered into a part-

nership with 1-800-COLLECT to create 1-SOO- REGIS-
TER, a telephone voter registration system.

New system installed in dorms;

ten Southwest halls use cards

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

A majority of students at the

University of Massachusetts have
cheated at one time or another in

their academic careers, according to

a recent report .done a

campus-based research group.

Nearly three-fifths (59.4 percent)

of UMass students have cheated dur-

ing the past academic year according

to an Academic Dishonesty Survey

by Project Pulse, a part of Student

Affairs Research, Information and
Systems (SARIS).

Yet, of the 354 UMass students

who were surveyed by Project Pulse,

only 1 1 percent said that they
thought cheating was a very serious

problem.

"Academic dishonesty is a concern

that all students and faculty share,"

Student Government Association

(SGA) President Maurice Caston
said. "It should always be clearly

understood that academi.' honest] is

essential in all students i'nd. as stu-

dent leaders, the officers at the SGA
strive to be examples of this ideal for

the student body."

Project Pulse conducted the tele-

phone survey on May 7 in order to

.hM-^ students' attitudes concerning

academic dishonesty. They also

wanted to investigate students' par-

ticipation in behaviors which are

academically dishonest

The first question which students

were asked was, "In your opinion,

how serious is the problem of acade-

mic dishunesty?" The majority of
students surveyed (47.1 percent)

said that the problem was "some-
what serious." This number, along

with the 1 1 percent of students who

felt that cheating was "very serious."

nearly matches the number of stu-

dents who reported cheating.

Students were then asked if they

agreed with statements pertaining to

academic dishonesty. The highest

percentages of students in agreement

came from the two statements,
"Cheating on an exam is OK if the

quality of teaching is poor (lb. 7 per-

cent)." and "Cheating on an exam is

OK if the professor gives unreason-

ably difficult exams ( 1 5.7 percent)."

These attitudes clearly conflict

with official University policy
regarding academic dishonesty.

"The students of this University

have well-defined guidelines con-
cerning academic honesty available

in the Undergraduate Rights and
Responsibilities guide, a reference

Turn to CHEATING, page 13-A

By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

In keeping with their goal of

increasing security in residence halls.

University of Massachusetts Housing
Services has equipped 10 buildings in

Southwest Residential Area with a

new card access system.

With the card access system, man-
ufactured by Diebold, Incorporated,

students use their UMass identifica-

tion card instead of a key to open the

main door of their building.

The card access system was imple-

mented at the beginning of last

semester in |ohn Ouincy Adams and
Coolidge Residence Halls, and was
wiy successful.

This summer, the card access sys-

tem was installed in lohn Adams.
Washington, Kennedy, Cance,
Pierpont, Moore and Patterson
Residence Halls.

Mackimmie Residence Hall is cur-

rently equipped with card access,

however it will not be operational

until system testing is completed.

Sharon Shevlin, assistant director

for Computer and Information
Systems, said the introduction of the

system to Southwest Residential Area
is part of a two to three-year project

to bring card access to all of th^ resi-

dence halls on campus.
"We're a tad behind schedule now,

but we'll be bringing up groups each

semester until the project is com-
plete." Shevlin said.

The original plan called for all

Southwest dorms to be equipped
with card access by this semester, fol-

lowed by Orchard Hill and Central

Residential Areas in the spring of

1997, then Northeast and Sylvan
Residential Areas in the fall of 1997.

According to Shevlin. the delay is

not due to any problems with fund-

Turn to KEYCARDS, page 3-A

Childcare woes hit students

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Emily West is a typist at the
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Program located in Morill Science

Building. She works full time, as

does her husband. She has two chil-

dren, aged seven and nine.

Being new to the area, one of
their first problems was locating

reliable and affordable child care.

Unfortunately for the Wests, the

University of Massachusetts does
not offer childcare to infants under
two and children over six.

"The university offers no child-

care in the summer months for

older children either, which is when
many of the after school programs
close down as well," West said.

Classes continue and all the offices

for the departments and administra-

tion stay open all summer.
Childcare is necessary year round
and not just for certain ages

"It's frustrating for me. It seems
as if the University could make
child care more available," West
said.

She said she had considered plac-

ing an ad for a babysitter on the
Whitmore Administration Building

jobs board for a student who need-

ed to make some extra money, but

her resources are limited.

"If I am only making $8 an hour
and I have to pay a sitter $5 an
hour, what's the point in working."
West asked.

Due to the expense of day care.

this v,ill he West- last week at her

job.

"I intend to stay home with my
children for the next month to help

get them ready for school.
Afterwards, I need to find a job...

that ends by 5." she said.

West is not alone with her prob-

lem — faculty, staff and students all

face a financial crunch when it

comes to day care.

The University has recognized the

issues, and released a report in

February of last year, stating, the

"University provides adequate and
first rate child care for those mem-
bers of the campus community that

need it."

This information, however, per-

tained to graduate students only,

not undergraduates'.

"Because of distribution prob-

lems, the results were inconclusive

as far as the undergrads are con-

cerned," said David l.aFond, a

member of the Family Issues

Committee which released the

report.

The final recommendations from
the PIC arc as follows:

"The University should expand
and restructure the current
University Child Care System so

that all students and staff have
access to alloidable quality child

care when they need it. The UCCS
should also increase its hours of

operation and offer more flexible

time slots at current facilities."
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Fine tuning...

Part of the UMass marching band practiced last Tuesday outside of the Athletics Field South, near the

Mullins Center.
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Cofaowt, c/o the Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

Friday, Sept. 6

Dance — The Fourgone
Conclusions Contradance will be

held tonight and every first Friday at

the Greenfield Guiding Star Grange.

The evening starts with

Scandinavian couples dances fol-

lowed by contras called by Mary
Desrosiers. Beginners and singles

welcome. Admission is $5 each or

barter. For more information, call

549-1913.

Saturday, Sept. 7

Dance — A Scandinavian Dance
Workshop will be held this evening

and every first Saturday from
8-10:30 p.m. at the South Amherst

Munson Library. Arna Desser
and/or Van Kaynor will teach with

live fiddles. Beginners and singles

welcome. Admission is $5 each or

barter. Call 549-1913 for more
information.

Dance — An English Country
Dance will be held tonight and every

first Saturday from 8-10:30 p.m. at

the South Amherst Munson Library.

Helen Davenport teaches the dances

and Van Kaynor leads the band.

Beginners and singles welcome.
Admission is $5 each or barter. For

more information, call 549-1913.

Thursday, Sept. 12

Lecture — Serena Nanda, profes-

sor and chair of anthropology at

|ohn )ay College of Criminal justice,

CUNY, will be speaking on "Hirjas

in India." an all-male religious sect

'hat is considered an alternative,

third gender in India. The event,

sponsored by the Stonewall Center,

is free and will begin at 1 1:30 a.m.

Meeting — The French and Italian

Department will hold their first

informational meeting for their pro-

gram abroad in Siena, Italy tonight

at 7:30 p.m. in Herter Hall, room
301.

Saturday, Sept. 14

Tag sale — The North Hadley
Congregational Church will hold its

annual tag sale today from 9 a.m. -

4 p.m. and tomorrow from noon - 4

p.m. Hot dogs, coffee, cold soda and

fresh popcorn are available in addi-

tion to the wide array of sale items,

including many collectibles, excep-

tional furniture, lamps and appli-

ances: new and old merchandise:

adult and children's clothing; lug-

gage; dishes; and more. Rain dates

are Sept. 21-22.

Notices

Astronomy — The Amherst Area

Amateur Astronomers Association

will conduct free public solar

observing at 1 p.m. at the Amherst

Town Common every Saturday in

September. Also offered every

Saturday this month will be free

public planetarium shows at 4 p.m.

In Amherst College Bassett

Planetarium and free public observa-

tory observing at 9 p.m. at Amherst

College Wilder Observatory. Every

Sunday in September there will be

free public observing at Mt. Pollux,

off South East ST. in South
Amherst.

Bicycle registration — The UMass
Department of Public Safety and
Alpha Phi Omega will conduct bicy-

cle registration at the Student Union

Circle Monday, Sept. 9, through

Friday, Sept. 13, from 10 a.m. - 2

p.m. Information about preventing

theft and bike identification will be

available.

Dance — The Northeast
American School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance
spree every Friday from 8:30 p.m. -

midnight. Dance to a variety of

music in a smoke and alcohol-free

environment. All ages welcome.
Sliding scale. Call 584-8167 for

more information.

Singing — The Pioneer Valley

Cappella has immediate openings

for people of all voices interested in

a small, focused ensemble singing

classical music. Rehearsals are held

on Thursday evenings in

Northampton. For more informa-

tion, call Tom at 536-3072 or Karen

at 259-1646.
Support group — Overeaters

Anonymous will hold weekly meet-

ings on Saturdays at 10 a.m. at the

Campus Center. The group is for

individuals who share an addiction

to food and suffer from compulsive

eating and other eating disorders.

The only requirement for member-
ship is a desire to stop eating com-
pulsively. There are no dues or fees.

Donations are strictly voluntary. For

more information, call (617)
641-2303.

Volunteer recruitment — The
Boltwood Project, a community ser-

vice project at UMass. is seeking

200-300 student volunteers to work
in one of approximately 23 different

groups in the Valley. Participating in

Boltwood allows University and Five

College students the opportunity to

earn one or two credits while volun-

teering. Interested students need to

attend one of three recruitment

nights in the Campus Center
Auditorium on Sept. 9-11 from

6:30-8:30 p.m.

Since 1890....
Founded in 1890 as Aggie Life, the

Massachusetts Daiy Colegian is now
the largest colege daiy In New

England*

The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian

Older than dirt

When it comes to copies,

no one stacks up to Kinko's.

There are times when

you have to work all

night, and still look

good in the morning. We can

handle from one to one million

multi-page black

& white and color docu-

ments. We offer everything you

need to get your project finished on

time, such as laserprinting, bind-

Let Kinko'i add cotor and impact

to your prtitntatiotn and ntporti.

ing, and color output.

To leam more, visit our

World Wide Web site at

http://www.kinkos.com or call

1-800-2-KINKOS.

50 FREE self-serve copies
Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and receive up to 50 FREE
81/2" x 11" black and white copies on 20 lb. white bond.

Offer is limited to one coupon per person. Coupon must be presented at time of purchase and is not

valid with other offers. Offer valid at Kinko's Northampton and Amherst locations only. Coupon void

where prohibited by law. No cash value. Offer expires 10/31/96.

34 Bridge Street, Northampton

585-5000

220 North Pleasant Street Amherst

253-2543

kinko's
The new way to office:

APT7M
OPEN 24 HOURS, 7 DAYS A WEEK

Mort than 850 location, worldwide. For th* location nearest you call 1-800-2-KINKOS.
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High-priced rents, housing scarcity

plague several University students

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

Due to increasingly high rents and a general lack

of space, many students have been unable to fine!

affordable, quali'y off-campus housing.

Alison Cervini, a Commuter Services and Housing

Resource Center (CSHRC) housing counselor said,

"Basically the problem is the fact that there is a low

supply of off-campus housing and a high demand
from students. In general, people just aren't moving

out of their apartments."

Senior Renee Langevin is one of many UMass stu-

dents having difficulty finding a place to live. She has

driven two hours to and from her home for four con-

secutive days, yet has not located any housing.

"I feel like I have been searching forever."

langevin said. "I'm looking for a two bedroom
apartment in the range of $650. but the prices arc-

outrageous. 1 actually had a realtor laugh at me when
I told them my price range."

Langevin said that many two bedroom apartments

in Amherst cost about $1 100. while some reach the

price of $ 1 300 per month.
"Because there is no more rent control in Amherst,

I believe that many students are being exploited," she

said.

Sophomore Lucyna Soja agreed, saying, "The land-

lords know that students need apartments, which

enables them to charge very high rents — this is

exploitative."

Cervini said that she realizes that landlords have to

earn money for upkeep, but some take full advantage

of their tenants.

"It is a sad situation, but the students still do it."

she said.

"I have been looking for places for a month,"

senior Alex Kogan said. "1 have checked a lot of

places, but they are either too expensive or too far

away."

Cervini has been working for CSHRC for three

years, and said that she has never witnessed a more

hectic housing search.

CSHRC tries to make the search for off campus

housing as easy as possible for students and

non-students. They supply a free rental listing ser-

vice, community information service, a home shar-

ing program and advocacy £or housing concerns.

They have also opened up a web page

(http://home.oit. umass.edu/-cshrc) which is updat-

ed every Friday.

If people are successful in finding housing,

CSHRC offers a counseling center on landlord/ten-

ant rights and responsibilities.

.'
i
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Andrew Novak, a senior Biology major, looks through notebooks of available housing at the Housing

Resources Center in the Student Union last Wednesday.

.

CHECKOUT A CREAT CLASS!

EDUCATOR

Peer Health Educators...
...learn about cool stuff

...teach workshops in the residence halls and Greek area.

...give out condoms and other goodies at

the Campus Center and special events.

...enhance their own self-knowledge.

...make new friends.

...MAKE A Dl FFERENCE!

PEER HEALTH EDUCATION I & H

PUBLIC HEALTH 213/214 or EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits - 2 Semester Commitment Required

For more information & permission of the instructor call the

Division of Health Education, 577-5181.

Class will meet on Tuesdays & Thursdays

from 9:30am-10:45
*N0TE: The class time in the course schedule book is wrong.
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UMass, host towns negotiations

see improvement during summer
By Retfi McCarthy
Collegian Staff

Relations between UMass and its host towns.
Amherst and Hadley, have begun to mend. The compro-

mises and agreements reached have left many town and

UMass officials feeling good about the progress made,

and confident that this tentative truce can endure a try-

ing school year.

Following the July discussions between the town and

UMass, Hadley was allotted $39,000 a year from UMass
for support police services and road safety. In return,

Hadley dropped its pursuit of a $1 tax on Mullins

Center tickets, which was to go towards paying for

these services.

Plus, UMass no longer faces a $203,000 lawsuit from

Hadley for traffic tickets that were mistakenly paid to

the University rather than the town.

The University will also be contributing its support

and resources for an improvement to the existing pay-

ment-in- lieu-of-taxes (PILOT) program, in which the

state attempts to reimburse the municipalities for the

taxes lost from the exempted state institutions. The cur-

rent PILOT program is "viewed as inadequate" and "has

not been fully funded" according to Dick Conner, direc-

tor of State Government Relations.

Hadley Selectboard Chair Alan )acque said, "With

this agreement, the foundation is laid for working

together in the future on important issues such as legis-

lation for a more equitable PILOT program."

"We're at a very preliminary stage of discussing this

issue with the surrounding towns like Hadley and
Amherst," said Conner, referring to the progress being

made with the PILOT program.

However, Conner said he would like to see a more
substantial increase and a superior program, so the

financial burdens of both the University and the town

can be eased.

"We're pleased to have forged this new agreement

with our neighbors in Hadley," Chancellor David K.

Scott said. "We have been working hard to achieve a

mutually beneficial accord, and we're happy with the

long-term relationship that is developing between the

University and the surrounding communities."

Both parties have agreed not to demand anything fur-

ther from each other for the next three years.

In mid-August, representatives from UMass and the

town of Amherst agreed to form "impact committees,"

which would be geared towards "identifying, assessing

and, to the extent possible, addressing impacts which

each community would have on the other."

Hill Boss, an Amherst Selectboard member, is hoping

to minimize conflicts by targeting two areas. The first

joint program would target the University's impact on

the town in regards to that of the environment and com-

munity. The University has been asked to approach the

town before it begins major projects that would impact

the community of Amherst, and the same respect would

be reciprocated by the town.

"We're not asking for a veto power," Boss said. "We
just want them to be ;«are of and attuned to the con-

cerns of the town."

The second point of contention, and increasingly

more aggravating and frustrating to the townspeople,

which Boss is hoping to resolve is that of the off cam-

pus behavior.

"Up until recently no one accepted much responsibili-

ty on the student behavior off campus," he said. "We
were told it was not the place of the University to take

the place of parents."

Boss, who has continually locked homs with officials at

UMass regarding this particular issue, hopes it will no

longer be an irritating problem for those Amherst resi-

dents who must attempt to deal with party-going college

students every weekend and occasional weeknights.

"If this September the lives of residents amongst
whom the students live is a little better, then 1 would be

happy," Boss said. "When you're dealing with a large

entity like a university you don't look for total capitula-

tion, but baby steps."

Associate Vice-Chancellor John Feudo said of the

joint program, "We are very happy with the agreement.

We wanted to make sure we had a method set up for

communicating issues of mutual concern. We feel we
have a mechanism in which to do that now."

UMass Chancellor David K. Scott said of these mech-

anisms, "We are, in essence, two communities living

together as one. Therefore, it makes sense to have coor-

dination, cooperation and, above all, communication.

We hope that will serve as a model for the future."

With the full swing of the school year, and the vast

amount of activities it will bring, not in full bloom,

Feudo is confident that the roads the University and the

towns of Amherst and Hadley have laid will endure.

"1 don't anticipate any major problems at all," he

said.

Positions available in all departments

News, Business & Graphics

Visit us at 1 13 Campus Center or Call

545-1762 • 545-3500 •545-1864

Want to become a Catholic?

Be Confirmed?

Receive Communion?

The Newman Center

The Catholic Student Center on the Campus of the

University of Massachusetts invites you to

AN INFORMATION NIGHT

Come and learn about our RCIA process

(Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults)

and our Confirmation Program

TUESDAY - SEPTEMBER 10, 1996

7:00 PM to 8:00 PM
FRONT LOUNGE, THE NEWMAN CENTER

Classes begin Sunday Evening September 15, 1996

For more information, call or stop by the Newman Center Office

Sister Kathleen Keough, SSJ (413) 549-0300

keycards
continued from page 1 A

ing, but rather because the installa-

tion process is lung and extensive.

Housing Services performs all of

the installation.

So far, Shevlin said, the system

"has worked out excellent."

Students who used the system

last semester adapted to it easily,

Shevlin said.

"It's really not a big change,"

Shevlin said. "We live in a society

of cards. If you want to get money
out of an ATM machine, you use a

card."

Andrew Cotter, a senior architec-

tural studies major and residential

assistant (RA) in Washington said

of the card access system, "It's not

much of a difference."

"1 think it's a good idea, it makes

the building a little safer," Cotter

added.

Tanya Hoos, a senior political

science major and RA in

Washington, agreed.

"It does make the building safer

in the middle of the night, but

while security is on duty, it doesn't

make much of a difference," Hoos
said.

Brian Tirrell, speaker of the

Student Government Association

(SGA), said, "If the students like

it, we're [SGA] for it.

"1 really don't think it will add to

security," Tirrell said.

Shevlin said the card access sys-

tem does allow for tighter security

in the residence halls.

"The system lets us more cllee

tively manage access to the build-

ing," Shevlin said. "For example,

vendors will have cards pro-

grammed for access only at specific

points (in the building] and times.

The security aspect (of the system
|

allows us to configure doors. io

that when a door is propped open

too long, a signal is sent to the

main console and whatever is hold-

ing the door open can be removed.
"1 think it's a great idea, a great

system, and I'm really invested in

its success," she said.

UIZAKTM MOWN / COUfCIAN

The new card swipe system outside of Southwest dormitories.

Autumn blood drive vital to Red Cross

By Daniel E. Levenson

Collegian Staff

Throughout the fall semester, University of

Massachusetts students will have many opportunities to

donate desperately needed blood to the American Red

Cross.

|odi Liquornik, of the American Red Cross, said that

while blood is donated from a variety of different organi-

zations over the country, academic institutions constitute

50 percent of that supply line.

Consequently, during the summer months, when the

number of students on college campuses .drasiically-

decreases, the available supply of blood dwindles to criti-

cally low levels.

At one point in |uly, the Red Cross had less than one

half day of blood left, according to Liquornik.

"UMass is our single biggest collection site in Western

Massachusetts," Liquornik said, adding that the first

blood drive of the fall is thus especially important.

Since 1979, the Red Cross has continuously adminis-

tered blood donation centers on campus, including 42

alone this past year. Liquornik said. Over 200 institutions

in New England benefit from UMass blood drives.

Because of their frequency. Liquornik asks that students

donate as much as possible.

"People can safely donate every 56 days," Liquornik

said.

Greg Kelley, a recent UMass graduate with a degree in

psychology, donated on several occasions and stressed

that the process places little burden on those who wish to

give.

"You basically lie down for a few minutes. It's pretty

easy — they just do everything for you," Kelley said.

Currently, the Red Cross is specifically seeking univer-

sal donors, those with type O Negative blood.

In cases of severe crisis, sufficient time often does not

exist to determine the blood type of a injured party, mak-

ing a universal donor immensely important, and even life-

saving.

The first blood drive, to be held in the Cape Cod
Lounge in the Student Union Building, will occur from

10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on the following dates: Sept. 5.

Sept. 1 1. Sept. 12 and Sept. 18.

Appointments are available, but walk-ins are also wel-

come.

Tau Distribution
September 5th & 6th 9am-5pm

Campus Center Room 162

PLEASE BRING YOUR STUDENT IO.

in one 8top you can
-Pick up a Terminal Adaptor Unit (free)

-Set up an e-mail account
(billed to your bursar account)

-Purchase Software (cash)

-Purchase a cable (cash or check)

Drougnt to uoo ou, Hou«'"9 J«»vc« |«Ucommvnic«tionc, v* Off' * °T

Information ana leclwologu,. Mv_ OvpfX"^ oervwt, •"»* Un 'v«,'*'tq ;jtor»..
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Hadley: Campus Plaid, Route f 16 and Route 9. Open Monday Saturday, 9:30AM -9:30PM; Sunday, 10AM 6PM

Amherst deals with chain dilemma; Starbucks, Pizza Hut the latest

By Beth McCarthy
Collegian Staff

The face of downtown Amherst has shifted once
again this summer, as two more nationwide corporate

chains have quietly lodged themselves into the midst of

this traditional, quaint New England town.
However it seems the customers are more disturbed

than existing businesses and the town itself.

Pizza Hut has tucked itself in next to D'Angelo, and

Starbucks Coffee has snuggled in two doors down from

Bart's, which also serves a wide variety of coffee.

Eighteen-year-old Chris Carde, a 14-year resident of

Amherst, said he is "not real happy."

"A large part of the character of the town is the inde-

pendent businesses," he said. "It will no longer be the

quirky little college town it's always been, but will turn

into a generic strip of chains."

Aaron Henry, a part-time UMass student, agreed

that "it's probably not a good thing."

Starbucks manager Barbara Elwood believes the

business can contribute to the community because of

its "high quality of coffee."

"We've already had a lot of college kids come in and

say 'Thank God you're here," she said.

Nicole Speropolous, a UMass student, does not share

this heartfelt gratitude, even though she's applied to

Starbucks for employment.
"There are already five coffee shops in the area

which are all pretty good," she said.

Karen Dwelley, an employee at Bart's, is not very

concerned with the fresh competition. She was a little

anxious as to how much business they would lose when

Starbucks had their grand opening on Aug. 17, but she

said business "doesn't seem to have changed at all."

However. Dwelley added that she understands that

during the summer there are mostly locals about who

have their certain preferences, and that any major

changes will be noted when the school season begins.

Chris Sarage. an employee at Antonio's Pizza, is

unfazed by the Pizza Hut, which he cannot help but

notice directly across the street.

"We're not threatened by it," he said. "Competition

is always healthy for everybody and makes you work

harder and improve."

He is also confident that Antonio's pizza will not be

harmed because it's "faster, cheaper, and in my opinion

more delicious."

In fact, few seem concerned about any threat to

Antonio's since it has apparently embedded itself into

the Amherst community too solidly to be ousted so eas-

ily by a little competition.

The employees at Pizza Hut refused to answer any

questions, and their Public Relations firm did not

return any phone calls.

According to Erin Hickey. an employee at

McDonald's, these chains, and particularly

McDonald's, do not detract at all from the small town

atmosphere.

"It's McDonald's! Every town should have one."

Hickey said. "1 shouldn't have to go to Hadley."

Hickey also feels the chains are good because of the

employment opportunities that open up when a new

business moves in.

An 18-year-old resident of Amherst. Devin Michael

Giles, thinks that because these chains are offering jobs

to the "drug users, smokers, and the people who
drink," they are indirectly encouraging these types of

behavior. He also believes "it would be worth it to

blow up the entire city just to save it from chains."

The process for approval with the town of Amherst's

Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBA) is the same for all

restaurants who want to appeal for a special permit,

according to Linda Faye of the ZBA department.

"There is no difference if they're a national chain or

a mom-and-pop," she said.

Each business must submit the special permit appli-

cation and detailed plans as to what they intend to do.

These plans include menu, parking, trash removal and

hours of operation. They are then subject to public

hearings held on Thursdays, and a decision is made

during the Public Meeting.

The arrival of these two chains appear to have gone

unnoticed like the others that have been slowly but

surely creeping into this quaint downtown, Newbury

Comics, Subway. D'Angelos. McDonald's, and many

more may continue to come unchallenged.

The fate of the atmosphere of downtown Amherst

lies in the mass numbers of college students, whose

business will eventually determine the look of Amherst.

The scales could tip either way or simply continue to be

a blend of the old with the new.

The indications given from students who are already

back, or who have never left does not bode well for big

business chains, however. These consumers still want

to cling to that small town local business aura which

indicates that the future for corporate chains does not

bode well.

TMANC WO / COlllCJAN

Pizza Hut is one of many new businesses to move into the downtown Amherst area this summer.

PLANNING TO OBSERVE
ROSH HASHANAH AND YOM KIPPUR?

Students planning to be absent from class due to

religious observance must notify their instructors at

least one week in advance. In the event of a dispute

between a student and a faculty member,

either party should contact the

Department Head or

the Ombuds Office at 545-0867.*

"Taken from the Major Days of Religious Observance 1996/97 Calendar

THANC VOI COH1CUH

Starbucks, a national business chain, is competing with locally-owned coffee shops in the Amherst area.

Campus Center Hotel Welcomes the Glass of 2000

Looking for a place that will

accomodate your parents this fall?

Look no further, look towards the

center, the CAMPUS CENTER
HOTEL.

t i ( .^BW^^ilW ^

VISA [MasterCard]

V^^^^^^^^^^^~/ l "^^^"^^^ J

SBerkan]

The Campus Center Hotel features:

• 1 16 Modern Hotel Rooms with Free HBO
• Special Discounted Rates for students, parents and alumni
• Special Discounted Parking Rates in the Adjoining Garage
• Several Dining Locations
• Short Walk to Alumni Stadium or to the Mullins Center

Call Early to Reserve Your Room at 549-6000

Welcome Back College Students!

fiubuchon Hardware welcomes you with all

your dorm and apartment needs:

• Outlet Strips & Surge Protectors • Tapes. ..from Scotch to Duct

• Desk Lamps

• Small Appliances & Fans

• Padlocks

• Key Copies

• Picture Hangers

• Mounting Putty

• Shelving

• Tools

• Automotive Supplies

• Bike Locks

• Door Mirrors

• Self Adhesive Hooks

fiubuchon Hardware
452 Russell Street

Hadley. MH 01035
(413) 256-3000

Next to stop and shop

Call for oar open early - open late hours
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Globe , be not proud

Mark

McGrath

Arc-cent survey revealed that the University of

Massachusetts has a significant problem in the

form of cheating. So... what else is new? Cheating

is a problem that plagues every existing college and uni-

\ crsity. and has done so over the course of many years

Why all the concern now?
Why is the media so quick to condemn an institution so

looked down upon that of the student > polled 90 percent

disapprove ol it'.'

The answer in this case seems to be quite simple. My
hypothesis goes as follows: most of the

newspapers in and around the Boston area

have the notion that Boston is the absolute

hub ol education and sophistication for

New England.

In order :o retain that position, these

papers fed that they must minimize posi-

tive exposure lor selected institutions from

outside that area, which undoubtedly
include the University of Massachusetts

among them.

My main corollary to that hypothesis is

that the Boston media, most notably The

Boston Globe, feels itself to be the guardian of truth, jus-

tice and the Bostonian way. As the most widely read and

respected newspaper in the area, the Globe abuses its

position by distorting and overemphasizing certain nega-

tive issues involving the University's academic and athlet-

ic programs.

Examples are not hard to find. Over the summer the

Globe unleashed a barrage of negative stories about the

1 'Mass basketball program and 'he man who built it. |ohn

Caiipari. Such stories alleged wrong-doings and left little

room for objectivity. Less than two years ago. the same

paper saw fit to publish the grade point averages of six

UMass basketball players without their consent. While

not incriminating, these grades cast suspicion and infamy

on the program that exists to this day.

And now the Globe publishes the editorial in its Aug.

! S issue headlined, "UMass. be not proud," in response to

study which indicated that 59 percent of UMass stu-

dents have cheated in some way in the last year.

It ll a blatant attack on the University without need or

base. The editorial was littered with overblown quotations

from the likes of Lord Byron and metaphysical poet

George Herbert, used not to enhance the clarity of the

piece, butnoplaee their" so-called educaled voice at a level

where they could seel. safe in castigating the paper's

:.iwnic target.

The Globe is so cunning. Especially when it says that

[they] were under the impression that academic stan-

dards at UMass-Amherst were being threatened mostly by

overemphasis °n athletic recruiting." As if the average

member of the University community felt violated every

time The Minulemen scored a point en route to the Final

Four and the national spotlight that came with it.

They fail to mention that the survey was taken only at

the University of Massachusetts and refused to compare

the results with similar surveys from around the U.S. In a

less biased editorial, the Boston Herald stated that some

national surveys have estimated that 75 percent of college

students have cheated. According to that number, the

University of Massachusetts is 16 percent below the

national average when it comes to cheat-

ing. UMass. be proud! 1 wonder what the

number is for any of the hallowed beacons

of learning situated in and around the

Boston area.

If Boston College were to have a survey

taken with worse results, I doubt you'd

find its name in a bold-lettered headline on

the editorial page in the Boston Globe.

After all, the story about BC basketball star

Schoonie Penn possibly being academically

ineligible for the first half of the college

basketball season was buried in the depths

of the sports pages, while similar stories related to UMass
have appeared on page one of the entire paper, color pic-

tures included.

By beating up on UMass simply because it's situated

west of Worcester, The Globe is not only making the

University look bad. it's making itself look bad. To the

editors at the Boston Globe 1 say "Globe be not proud!"

In a letter to the editor responding to the editorial, the

Chairman of the Massachusetts Board of Higher
Education, lames F. Carlin, wrote to the editors of the

Globe. 'Give us a hard kick when we deserve it and
applause when applause is earned. Higher education in

Massachusetts is on the move, the story is getting better

every day. and we welcome the Globe's interest, good or

bad." Lets hear it for Mr. Carlin, who, while standing

firmly against cheating, is also quick to defend the

University against the Globe bias.

There's no doubt about it. cheating is a problem. If the

Globe had any foresight, it could have made good use of

the survey by applying it to the general college-age popu-

lation, suggesting solutions and pressuring all institutions

to pump up their defenses when it comes to academic dis-

honesty.
• Cheating exists. That cannot be denied. The fact that mi

marry UMass students were willing to admit to it can tell

you something about the University community. At least

they were not lying, for as the Globe is quick to remind us

in the words metaphysical poet George Herbert: "Show
me a liar and I'll show you a thief."

Mark McGrath is a Collegian columnist.

What a country!

FFor a returning exchange stu-

dent like myself, it can be eas-

ily assumed that differences

will evolve between the city and
Valley life. Manchester, England
and Amherst. Mass. are not just dif-

ferent in an inanely obvious geo-

graphic sense, but when you also

throw in the factor that one has a

population of over two million, and

the other just slightly less, the com-
parison becomes a little more ori-

ented towards extremes.

When it came
to the social —^^—^^^
scene at the

University of
Manchester.
"extreme" would
be the right

word to use. lust

for the sake of

hedonistic sci-

ence. I put my
mind, body and
wallet on 'he

line to investi-

gate, this phe-

nomena. It was
not too hard, as

in the two mile

radius surround-

ing my residence

hall, there were
ovet 30 pubs,
clubs and restau-

rants to be
found; from the Indian sector in

Rusholme to the outskirts of the city

center. In the pursuit of "higher"

knowledge. I will try to remember
all that I had discovered during that

10-month period of intense study

and research.

With what Amherst has in its

pubs like Rafters and Mike's
Westview, Manchester has in The

Serpent Bar and O'Shea's, with so

many others that it would be quite

intoxicating to list them ail. With

what Northampton has in its pre-

mier club in Pearl Street.

Manchester has in The Hacienda

and The Paradise Factory, with Bfl

many other clones and prodigies

you would have to go out all night,

. night just to see some of them.

I :ini not extremely putting down

the social scene at UMass, but the

sheer massiveness of what

Manchester possessed in its lorms

of student distraction just boggled

the mind: especially compared to

the eternal search for a party in

Brandywine on Fridays, or the lines

that run up and down the center of

Amherst on any given night.

One of the first differences con-

cerning the strategy of mass hedo-

nism there was that the weekend is

used to recover from the week itself.

The busiest nights were Tuesdays

and Thursdays, when most of the

clubs had their special deals to lure-

in the cash-————-^—^^ strapped stu-

dent. For
example on a

Tuesday at

The Paradise

Factory,
£2.00
(around $3)
will get you
into one of
the maddest,
fattest,
sweatiest
clubs in

Manchester, if

not the whole

of England.

This place

has three lev-

els, with the

first two
arena-style,

and the third

having its own separate D|. House
and techno are the flavors of the

day, and the mad struggle for your

own space on the dance floor gets

lost in the flow of adrenaline, boost-

ed by the eternal bump and grind of

hundreds of bodies. This club was
one of the more liberal around, with

special nights every week on the

third floor for gay. lesbian and
bisexuals only. But on every night

you will get a mixture of all sexual

orientations, and the best thing is is

that no one cares too much about it

It is all in the name of fun and
sweat.

The Paradise Factory, and its

more publicized neighbor, The
Hacienda, attract the siars from the

area in TV. sport and music. On any

given night you can meet the "better

half" as Boy George might be spin

ning the beats or a player from the

city's premier football. . I mean.

" When it came to the

social scene at the

University of
Manchester, "extreme"

would be the right word

to use. Just for the sake

of hedonistic science, I

put my mind, body and

wallet on the line to

investigate this phe-

nomena.
"

Jorma Kansanen

soccer club in Manchester United

might be enjoying a victory. Liam
Gallagher from Oasis might be pick-

ing a fight with a United fan (conse-

quently, a Manchester City fan) or

members from the cast of

"Coronation Street" (one of the

more popular soap operas in

England since the early 60's) might

be tripping the light fantastic.

The pub scene is a different mat-

ter, with the amount of sweating a

lot less, but not in the way it attracts

the crowd. If the standard
meat -market was my cup of tea. or

in this case, "pint of ale," pubs like

the |abez Clegg or The Flea And
Firkin Brewery would suit an
Ale-man like myself; but the prices

and fashion were way too high for

my standards, a case of fashion over

finance. But mostly the prices of

the bars were manageable, with

some possessing the most fantastic

of atmospheres. One was O'Shea's,

right down the street from our sister

campus, UMIST (University of

Manchester Institute for Science

and Technology). A genuine Irish

pub with the freshest Guinness in

the Metro area. O'Shea's has live

Irish music every night of the week,

and without any cover charge, so

the beer prices were not a factor.

But my favotite, because it was
the closest and the cheapest place,

was The Grovel. This bar was set up
just for our residence hall, and was
not just your local juke-joint,

because it held almost six hundred

people in total capacity. What a

country! Bars in residence hall com-

plexes! With the cheapest beer in

town, at around a £1.10 ($1.50 in

the U.S.) a pint! Sorry, I lost myself

there for a moment...

The social scene here, though, has

that way of affecting a person.

Extreme is the word also in your

respective tastes, whether yours is

clubbing all night, or chilling out

with your friends over a few pints.

At UMass, the hassle to get into

Charlie's or Time Out is sometimes

not even really worth it. Believe mc.

Amherst is my town, but if I could

take a little bit of Manchester back

with mc this year, I think you know
what I would bring.

jorma Kansanen is a Collegian

columnist

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

Get into it... whatever it is

Jacob W.

Michaels

For incoming students at the University of

Massachusetts, one of the school's biggest

strengths — its size — can also be one of its

biggest weaknesses.

With around 17,000 undergraduates enrolled, there

are a lot of people to meet. However, with that many it

can also be difficult to meet people with the same inter-

ests. If you've been at the same school for a number of

years, it's sometimes especially difficult to remember
how to meet new people.

But that's one of the keys to surviving at UMass. If

you don't make friends with anyone, you're going to

end up spending all of your free time in

your room,- watching TV and probably
being bored out of your mind.

The best way to meet people at UMass,
cliche as it seems, is to make the

University smaller.

The University should be lauded for helping incoming

students do this. They've set up a new "Universe-

through the University" program for nearly 200 unde-

clared freshmen, which lets them take classes and live

together as a way to meet each other.

Students not in this program, though, need to take

the initiative. There are many ways to make the

University smaller, and to find people with similar inter-

ests.

The most obvious place to meet people is the dorms,
where you should try to be friendly with the people

you'll be living with for at least the rest of the semester.

The biggest problem there is that housing assignments

are pretty much random, so there's no guarantee you'll

meet anyone with similar interests.

The next place to meet people is in your major.

Chances are good that you'll meet someone you can get

along with in a course because you'll have similar inter-

ests. The problem here is many freshmen start by taking

gen-ed courses, not courses from their major.

Another way to meet people is through the Greek sys-

tem. Although it has somewhat of a bad reputation, the

Greek system remains a good way to meet other people,

and to get involved in a lot of activities.

"A lot [of sororities and fraternities) do have more
community, that's certainly the way I feel about it." said

"It's

and
Millis Mershon. the Greek Affairs office manager,

people I could get to know and have as friends

could trust."

The last, but certainly not least, way to meet people is

through the Registered Student Organizations, or

RSOs. There are over 175 RSOs of all types and sizes

on campus, catering to almost everyone's interests from
cultural to political to entertainment.

Groups like AHORA. Hillel and the Black Student

Union are great ways to meet people from similar cul-

tural backgrounds, and to stay involved in a culture that

may not be the main one at UMass.
Then there's student media — UVC.

WMUA, the Index and the Collegian —
which can let you not only make friends,

but also learn more about what's going

on on campus and even become a cam-

pus personality. There are also several

smaller, but less reliable media outlets, such as the con-

servative Minuteman newspaper, and the more liberal

Liberator.

Another choice is student government — from floor

rep to Student Government Association senator —
though it requires winning an election first. Not only

can students make friends through these groups, but

they can also work to bring speakers, stage events and
simply make UMass a better place to be.

Other groups — like the Republican Club, the

Radical Student Union. MassPIRG and the Cannabis
Reform Coalition are good ways to get involved with

politics without needing to be elected.

Other RSOs are more hobby-related. Groups like the

Sky- diving Club. Ski Club and the Science Fiction

Society are good ways to meet people who have the

same interests.

The one thing to remember is it's not always easy to

break into some of these groups. The people already

there know each other and are friends. It can be a little

odd to join for the first time. But make the attempt.

Everyone there was new once, and they're all interested

in making new friends.

And making life-long friends is as much a part of

UMass as going to classes and getting an education.

Jacob W. Michaels is a Collegian Columnist.

Call me Q Townie Conner

C. Taylor

Conner

I
offer the mathematical dilemma

at hand: Take one student, minus

the ability to drive or a girlfriend

for most of the summer. Add several

hours of MTV and "SportsCenter."

Multiply by the number of consecu-

tive hours of insufferable boredom.

Tally the equation.

If you guessed seven. I believe

there are still openings in Math 001 if

you hurry. If your calculations came

out to "summer in Amherst." pat

yourself on the back.

Let me just state that my intent in

this column is not to

scare prospective
post-May dwellers

away from the area,

but rather to offer up
a slice of life present-

ed in the form of my typical day. Feel

free to take notes.

10 a.m. — Wake up. Get out of

bed. Drag a comb across my head.

Remember I have no hair.

Thermometer reads 80 degrees. Turn

on SportsCenter and have a bagel.

Some mediocre NBA player signed to

a deal that has God asking him for a

loan. Suddenly wishing I weren't a

5'8" track runner with skills like

Hardaway. Tim. that is. When his

knee was blown out. While he was

under anesthesia in surgery.

1

1

a.m. — Watch SportsCenter

again. Thermometer jumps to 100

degrees. Receive third-degree burns

when I peel myself off the leather

couch.

Noon — Watch SportsCenter
again. Temperature bounds to 150

degrees. The fan starts to sweat.

1 p.m. — Head out for a running

workout. Run six 150 meter hills on

the steep parking lot behind Mark's

Meadow Elementary School.

Breathing about as easily as Kate

Moss trapped under Anna Nicole

Smith. Thinking about making a col-

lect call to Kevorkian. It's 200
degrees now. Grass is spontaneously

igniting. Some genius walks up to me
and asks if it's hot enough for me.

Would vomit on his shoes, but I

think it's the only fluid left in my
body. Strip down to my jock strap

and jog home. You
probably didn't need to

know that.

1:30 p.m. — So much
to choose from for

lunch. Frozen pizza,

frozen burgers, frozen chicken pucks,

frozen boeuf bourgignon with a side

of truffles and beluga caviar. It's all

the same. At least I can save some
cash by defrosting the midday meal

outside, where it's now 300 degrees.

However, such oppressive heat was
bound to produce tragedy, as I found

out when 1 stepped in something
sticky on my front steps upon my
return from running. Don't know
how I'm going to explain to my
neighbor that I got her melted cat all

over my Nikes.

3 p.m. — Head out to my new car

to drive over to Boyden to lilt

weights Cost of vehicle: $1700. Cost

of insurance and registration: Close

to $1700. Ah. the joys of being a

male under 25 in Massachusetts.

Still learning how to operate a

manual transmission, which means

my combined stalls, jerks and
screeches total 400 by the time I

coast from my apartment to the

opening of Puffton. Incidentally, that

number also is the total number of

two-foot-high speed bumps over
said distance. And. in an ironic note,

that number also is the temperature

which has caused said obstacles to be

reduced to ash upon contact.

5 p.m. — Release a sigh of relief as

the weather lulls to a meager 125
degrees. Return to the crib for a

shower before work. Make a brief

call to the girlfriend, who's studying

in England. Three weeks later receive

a phone bill which resembles the

GNP.
5:45 - 9:30 p.m. — Telefund. For

the uninformed, Telefund is the
UMass version of the Kathie Lee
clothing scheme. Actually, it's much
better. You'll be surprised how much
money you can bilk out of alumni
just by telling them their donations
will save you from having to return

to the family business — beating the

spit out of thrifty alumni. Plus, the

office is air conditioned.

9:30 p.m. - II p.m. - Eat. Wait
for SportsCenter.

1 1 p.m. - Midnight — Any guesses

here, folks? When you get caught
between UMass and townie purgato-

ry, between civilization and Western
Mass. between the moon and New
York City... I mean, Amherst, the

best that you can do is not to fall

asleep during "The Big Show."
And. for God's sake, keep cool.

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian
columnist
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That's what Dionne is for

Is
lack Kemp a big enough

band-aid to heal Citizen Dole's
decrepit campaign and to pre

vent a Clinton landslide? Nope. Dole
needs the psychic band-aid: the one
and only Dionne Warwick — the
new voice of the Grand Ol' Party.

Without her, the party has been
struggling to find a voice

— but Warwick has that

voice, the voice of the
silent majority who: a.)

stays up late perusing
informercials on how to

get rich quick b.) wastes their mini-

mum wage salary on buying guide-

books on how to get rich, and c.)

cares more about Robert Downey
(r.'s rehab program than the future

of the Nation. This is a silent majori-

ty whose dreadful turnout at the
election polls has directly been relat-

ed to the increase in daytime talk

shows — the same talk shows that

prevent this silent majority from liv-

ing a real life. Ricki Lake is ruining

our nation with the help of Gordon
Elliot and Montel Williams. We
need Dionne's help now'.

So where does Warwick fit in for

the rest of us? Take a look at this

proposed GOP-plus-Dionne plat-

form designed to increase the stan-

dard of living for everyone:

I. Theme Song - "That's What
Friends Are For." Who can forget

when Ronnie and Ollie sang this

song to themselves at those
Lockheed Martin and Philip Morris

functions, describing their close

friendship. But the song means so

much more. As of two weeks ago,

the GOP began to value its friend-

ship with the poor and disadvan-

taged — why else would they disas-

semble Welfare entirely? Also
remember, the GOP, according to

Colin Powell, is the party of inclu-

sion. They want to be friends with

everyone, and that includes you. So
brush away Pat Buchanan's attacks

on the poor, immigrants, women
and "sexual deviants." I am sure he

is just kidding, because he is a mem-
ber of the inclusive Republican party

Mike

Burke

who have shredded their ultra-right

wing edge, right?

The GOP will finally become the

party of Lincoln and Warwick— a

party of inclusivity. Need proof?

Listen to "That's What Friends Are

For," Warwick's last number one
hit. The backing vocalists show

diversity at its

finest. Stevie

Wonder, as ablind

African-American, represents the

disabled population and the minority

race while Elton |ohn, a gay
Englishman, stands for all the for-

eigners and the queer population.

What a combination! So keep
smilin', keep shinin' because the

GOP is there for you, yeah you.

That's what friends are for.

II. Education. Every morning pub-

lic school students will sing "That's

What Friends Are For." but

American-born students who are

the offspring of legal or illegal immi-

grants must only sing in the chorus

section.

III. Health Care. Alternative medi-

cine will no longer be alternative,

allowing Warwick to use her psychic

ways to prevent illness and diseases.

IV. Military Spending. Warwick
will revolutionize the arms race.

Foreign nations will slowly sell all

their weapons and military intelli-

gence back to the U.S. in order to

purchase more Warwick parapher-

nalia. In Iraq, the Warwick wig
becomes a holiday favorite, while in

Indonesia the Dionne-style
Badminton racket outsells Cabbage
Patch Kids. Even in China the

Warwick cult spreads fast, first

through the Internet. Later, rice

makers reshape their product into

mmiature Warwick heads. The rice

soon outsells Kraft's Santa-shaped

macaroni and cheese. Scandal —
Warwick claims to be more popular

than Santa! The world's economy
goes haywire while nations sell back

their arms to buy into America's lat-

est cult of personality. In the U.S.

the National Enquirer goes bankrupt

after finding Elvis alive at a Taco
Bell drive-thru and no one cares.

V. Balanced Budget/ Tax
Overhaul. Warwick's overwhelming

newfound international popularity

slowly resurrects her singing career.

After rereleasing "Do You Know the

Way to San lose" on CD single, cass-

ingle, colored 7 * vinyl and
CD-ROM. Warwick records "That's

What Taxes Are For." The song goes

multi-platinum. Generously, she

donates all the proceeds from the

song to the government, thus cutting

the deficit in half.

Then President Dole, who was
elected with Warwick's help,

announces a sweeping 50% tax cut

allowing taxpayers to buy more
Warwick records eliminating the

deficit altogether. After this monu-
mental occasion, lack Kemp goes on

a wild ego trip celebrating the fact

that trickle down economics actually

work.

Then... Kemp wakes up, still

wearing his Bills uniform, only to

realize that trickle economics will

never work. Plus Dionne is not by

his side. Unfortunately the deficit

won't soon be erased and millions of

welfare recipients will be struggling

to survive. Why? Maybe Dole fool-

ishly called Warwick's Psychic
Network, not to ask her to be the

keynote speaker but to ask her about

his future. The message probably

sounded a lot like this:

Mr. Dole, thanks for calling the

Psychic Friends Network. The future

is not bright, I see the numbers 43

and 57 as your unlucky numbers.

Do not waste your time at the

Alamo or Epcot. Oh no. Mr. Dole, I

see a white elephant dying a slow,

painful death. There is also a quar-

terback being sacked and unable to

get on his feet. Sorry to tell you I

could have saved the GOP. but it is

too late now. Please call the Psychic

Hotline again.

Mike Burke is a Collegian colum-

nist.

A brave new world
Before you dismiss those AT&T commercials showing

you the brave new world of the future, you'd better

take a second look. A revolution is afoot that will

affect the way we all live.

Although those commercials have Tom Selleck telling

you how AT&T will bring all sorts of cool technology to

you, they are not the chosen ones. The future lies in

Netscape and Microsoft.

Last summer Microsoft introduced its next generation

operating system, Windows '95, with unprecedented pub-

licity. Now that Microsoft has conquered the desktop

computer, it has two new related goals: the Internet and
television. Meanwhile, young Netscape already has the

Internet in its sights, as well as a bold

future that omits Microsoft's dominance
over the computer industry.

Last month both companies released ver-

sion three of their web browsers. A web
browser is a program that allows a desktop

computer to view varying multimedia pre-

sentations on the Internet. Both touted

their browsers as the best in the business,

but all critics agree that Netscape
Navigator continues to win the war, despite

Microsoft's counter- offensive with the

new Internet Explorer.

The war continued to heat up between these titans of

the software industry when Netscape accused Microsoft of

asking them to collude. Collusion is when two companies

agree not to compete, and instead set prices. The lustice

Depaitment immediately took interest in the accusation,

and contacted Netscape, who then provided the govern-

ment with a copy of a letter from Microsoft.

I am sure you are asking yourself what this has to do
with AT&Ts brave new world campaign, but there is an

impouant link.

Most technology firms agree that the Internet is the

future of the computer, and everyone is hinging their

future growth on the Net - especially the Web. However,

they believe Internet dominance will even proceed beyond

the future of computers, because it will soon become the

leading source of news and entertainment altogether.

The battle between these two companies will have dra-

matic implications on where the technology will head.

Should Netscape win the war, you may expect a slew of

new inexpensive alternatives to Personal Computers
called Network Computers. If Microsoft wins, expect the

status quo. But Windows and the Internet will to some

extent mesh.

The NC idea is a throwback to the 1970s and early

1980s, when PCs were simply science fiction that not

even "Star Trek" dared to tread upon. In the 1970s offices

used terminals insjead of PCs to do some of the work we

do on desktops today. These terminals are basically the

same as the ones used to connect to the Internet on the

seventh floor of the University's library. NCs, like termi-

nals, will have no drives of any sort.

However, like a PC it will have a microprocessor, mem-

ory, keyboard and a modem or terminal adapter that will

connect to phone or TV cable lines. The NC display will

be your television screen, unless you want to buy a special

monitor kind of like the old Commodore 64 when we

were kids. Like a terminal, no software will reside on

these computers because users will temporarily download
programs from the Net, and will save their files into a per-

sonal account.

Smaller technology firms are positioning themselves on
different sides, of the divide. The majority, which includes

Apple. Sega, Magnavox and Sony to name a few. are on
Netscape's side. All three are producing crude NCs they

will debut late this year or early next year. Because the

software networks and accounts are not available yet,

these NCs will only be capable of viewing Web pages.

However, if they receive a warm welcome from con-

sumers, expect to see companies like America On-line
serve up software networks to take advantage of NCs.

Although Microsoft hopes their plan will

win, they are already planning to take part

in Netscape's brave new world by provid-

ing innovative news resources on the Web
and television. Over the summer Microsoft

kicked off their new on-line magazine,

Slate. This is to the Internet what Atlantic

Monthly and The New Yorker are to the

newsstand.

Shortly after the new magazine kicked

off. they opened shop on television with

partner NBC. The two began MSNBC, a

cable station very similar to CNN except

with a greater focus on technology. MSNBC, like CNN,
sports a web page with in-depth articles that parallel the

quality of the Associated Press.

After these two new news resources began. Microsoft let

the cat out of the bag on a new project called Cityscape.

This basically is a plan to enter the community newspaper

industry, but rather than printing the news, Microsoft plans

to publish it on the Net. However, unlike a newspaper, this

system will allow people who read about a movie, play or

concert review to reserve tickets for the event and find a

nearby restaurant, too. Similar resources are already avail-

able in cruder forms at sites like Lycos. Microsoft intends

to begin the project next summer.
I am sure a few of you who are still reading this are

wondering what this has to do with how you will receive

news and information in the future. With the meshing of

television and computer technologies, and the dramatic

speed increases that Internet technology is experiencing,

broadcast news and the newspaper will become one. After

watching Dan Rather or Tom Brokaw report on a story

that caught your attention, you could immediately read an

in-depth newspaper article, and then watch Brokaw's

report again.

If news is not your thing, then there are possibilities lor

entertainment too. After watching the latest video by

REM. you could request to see more videos, read a review

of the album and order it and even watch a documentary

about the band. This is a lot like watching television and

browsing the Internet — in other words you get the best

of both worlds.

It is too early to declare a winner, bgt if the browser

war is any indication of the future of technology, then I

will hedge my bets with Netscape. However, this future I

am dreaming about might simply be the result of watching

too many AT&T commercials during Star Trek: the Next

Generation.

Matthew Wurtzel is a Collegian columnist.
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Dont count out the vote

Michael

Elliot

As you read this, student organizers on this campus
and those around the country are preparing for the

November elections with one issue in mind — voter

turnout. In a few months, as the last votes are tallied and
the returns announced, the same organizers will inevitably

look at each other in a fit of disgust and say, "We've got

to be able to do better than this."

Traditionally, students and young people in general fail

to vote in numbers, which costs us a considerable voice in

the political dialogue of the country. Some suggest that

cynicism is at the root of the cause. Most can count on
one hand the number of politicians they can truly trust.

Perhaps the problem lies within the two
party system — we really aren't given much
to choose from. Bill Weld and )ohn Kerry
are a lot more alike than they would allow

voters to believe. No matter which one sits

in the Senate for the next six years, they can
still swap stories about how they invested millions at their

next Ivy League reunions.

Too often our leaders base their decisions on political

convenience. The president recently signed a welfare
reform bill, one which he must know will do tremendous
harm to poor children, simply to defend himself from
attacks from Bob Dole that he is a supporter of Big
Government.
The voters are buying it, ignoring the fact that federal

programs do not exist because of the creative engines of

some bureaucrats, but because real economic struggle

exists for many Americans. Little to inspire us, no doubt,
but certainly not an excuse to hide from the duty that

citizenship presents. Don't believe in the vote or the

process? Fine. What's your solution? The only message
sent on the refusal to cast a ballot is one of complacen-
cy.

After the 1994 election. Newt Gingrich misguidedly
assumed that the less than 50 percent of eligible voters

who bothered to cast a ballot provided a sufficient man-
date to roll back spending on social services for the needy
and pro- environment legislation, among other things.

Clearly, if the entire nation had voted, a very different pic-

ture of America would have emerged — one considerably

less conservative.

Despite our grievances however, the election deserves

our careful attention. Unfortunately, it is not as simple as

"choose or lose." Even with the significant time restraints

imposed upon students, we must still find the lime to

access the information and people who highlight the para-

mount issues and intricacies of contemporary American
politics.

Yes, it's a burden. Not only must we go into town
(democracy would be better served with a polling station

on campus), but we must be prepared to make well edu-
cated deliberate decisions.

As much as Leno and Letterman cause us to crack a
smile during their review of the day's top political news,
better sources exist.

However, don't rely on Newsweek and the Boston
Globe, as large media corporations do not

necessarily provide the most accurate view

of our lives. Read the platform statements

in the sample ballot mailings, listen to

public radio in the car, go to a relevant

evening lecture on campus, read a periodi-

cal you would normally not refer to — do whatever it

takes to widen your perspective in politics. Often follow-

ing specific issues as they develop, those which implicate

your life at UMass, is immensely helpful. For example, on
the California ballot, the so-called Civil Rights
Amendment may lead to the dismantling of all affirmative

action programs without providing a sustainable alterna-

tive.

In recent years, the political winds have been blowing
from west to east. If such is the case here, who is to say
that a similar proposal will not appear on the
Massachusetts ballot in the coming years? At UMass, the

still unfulfilled 1992 ALANA agreement, brought about
by students who decided that diversity was a essential

component of any exceptional education, could be
brought into question.

Financial aid, always threatened by budgetary con-
straints, is of course very important to us all as students.

Or perhaps foreign policy should be your concern? Many
UMass students finance their college education by enlist-

ing in reserve units of the U.S. military. We should there-

fore be very concerned as to how willing the next presi-

dent will be in deploying forces abroad and for what rea-

son.

The reality is that the system is made up of people, and
we get to choose who those people are. The trick of
course is to make sure they remember who we are.

Michael Elliott is a Collegian columnist.

The reasons why
For everyone who has ever

heard — "I just don't love

you anymore,* this column
will either make everything clear,

confuse the hell out of you or give

you a reason to fight.

I think it's safe enough to say

that explaining to someone why
you are no longer in love

with them is a pretty

tough thing to do. It's a

gradual thing really, it's

not like you wake up one
morning and — poof —
the magic is gone, but it does hap-

pen. You might not want it to hap-

pen, you might not even expect it

to happen. There can be warnings

and flashing lights, or it can hap-

pen during the six o'clock news
between the economic editorial and

the weather.

To say it is bad. To be on the

receiving end is probably worse.

It's like a child playing with a

pointed stick — sooner or later

someone is going to get hurt (this

is usually followed by, "and don't

come crying to me." But that part

wasn't applicable).

Here are a few theories as to why
this strange phenomenon might
occur.

Theory No. I

You were never really in love

with that person in the first place.

In fact it was just a serious case of

infatuation brought on by bore-

dom, or because you are rebound-

ing with a capital "R." They filled a

void, they got you over the hurdle,

you feel better — but you sure as

hell don't feel love.

Theory No. 2
You change. Somehow some-

where between the first kiss and
the x anniversary, things have
changed. You get a new job, start a

new hobby, make new friends —
whatever, but somehow you have

moved and they haven't. To quote

a line from Dr. Monroe on "The
Simpsons:"

Tara MK
Connelly

"You are no longer the hot love

object that he (or she) desires."

Theory No. 3
They have changed. They have

gotten a new job, they have met
new friends, they have gotten a

new hobby — and baby, it sure

doesn't include you. Therefore you
must bid them
adios.

Theory No. 4

It has been
four years. You
know him or

her so well that it's like clockwork.

You still love their annoying
nuances and you know that you
want to spend the rest of your life

with that person. However, they

don't. They don't realize it, they're

not going to realize it and all

attempts and hints (subtle or other-

wise) have failed. Your goals are not

theirs. Your dreams aren't either.

Theory No. 5

You find out that you're at an
impasse where something has to

change, but you just can't figure

out what it is. You've broken up
more times than the days of

Christmas and every time you both

vow things are going to be differ-

ent, they are — for a short enough
span to lull you into a false sense of

security— than bam! "Sorry, the

number you are trying to reach has

been disconnected or is no longer

in service. Please hang up and try

your call again."

Choice A. Hang up and try

again.

Choice B. Switch phone compa-
nies.

Choice C. Find a new number.

Theory No. 6

It just wasn't meant to be. These

are for people who believe in fate

and the concepts of bad timing and
star- crossed lovers. And for all

those who "just know," sometimes

what feels like a gut instinct is real-

ly indigestion.

Theory No. 7

Lack of common interest. You
like hot, steamy weather and he
likes icebergs and penguins. Your
idea of a dinner is five courses and
corresponding wine — his is a

package of hot dogs and a six pack.

Yeah, opposites attract, but if the

fundamental things like values,

hobbies and ideals are as different

as night and day with no comple-

menting or balancing to be seen,

sorry no dice.

Theory No. 8
Abuse.

Mental, physical, whatever. It's

grounds for abandonment, divorce

and in some cases justification for

murder. There is only so much you
can take before you realize that

love can't conquer all. Look at Tina

and Ike.

Theory No. 9

Stagnant. Like the Campus
Pond, this one word describes your

present state. It's been, oh about
two years or so, and those little

nuances tha' you used to take plea-

sure in knowing have become
nerve wracking symbols of well,

stagnation. Your lives are routine.

Kisses and embraces have become
perfunctory. Roses on your birth-

day, perfume for Christmas,
expected, predictable and (sigh)

boring as all hell.

Now that isn't to say that all

relationships end up this way, but I

can bet that any number of people

have been faced with any number
of the above combinations and
know wha. a horrible empty feeling

it can cause. Sleeplessness, weird
eating habits, the ability to live on
one cup of coffee and an M&M a

day. Even if the question "why?" is

never answered there will come a

day when you'll eventually find

yourself out of love. It happens,
because we all can't be Wesley and
Buttercup in the Princess Bride and
frankly, who'd want to be?

Tara MK Connelly is a Collegian

columnist.

Letters to the Editor

The educator strikes back
To the Editor:

Bob Dole's unprecedented attack on teacher unions in

his Aug. 1 5 acceptance speech tried to place the blame for

the problems facing our schools on the people who are

trying to solve them, fudging from the number of irate

calls I've received from my members, it was a grave mis-

calculation.

This attack came as no surprise. Last spring, countless

teachers, assisted by the National Education Association

(NEA), called their Congressmen urging them to oppose

the $3.3 billion in federal education cuts — the largest in

history— being proposed by Newt Gingrich, and support-

ed by Dole. While that measure passed by only three votes

(thanks to Peter Torkildsen and Peter Blute. who buckled

to Gingrich's pressure), it was turned back in the Senate,

thanks to an amendment by our senator, |ohn Kerry. It

was the nation's teachers who spoke out against cuts in

Head Start, vocational education, safe and drug-free

schools and college loans.

Now. Bob Dole is scapegoating teachers and their

unions because he has no solutions to the real problems

facing our students and schools. When he's ready to talk

about these problems, and the solutions to them, we'll be

glad to do so.

In the meantime, he ought to keep an eye on his own
base. On Aug. 1 3, at a press conference at the Republican

Convention in San Diego, the NEA released the results of

a nationwide poll of 1,000 Republican voters on educa-

tion issues. It was conducted by GOP pollster Linda
DiVall. whose clients include Bob Dole, the Republican

National Committee, Phil Gramm and Mitt Romney.
That poll showed 80 percent of GOP voters (53 percent

of whom described themselves as "conservative") believe

that federal funding for public schools should be
increased or maintained, while only 15 percent support

cuts.

It also showed that 61 percent prefer seeing their tax

dollars spent on improving public schools, rather than on
vouchers for private and religious schools.

Bob Dole's support of deep cuts in education spending

and his convention appeal for vouchers show that the

Republican Party is out of touch with its base. Attacking

teachers and their unions is a waste of their time. They
would be far wiser to listen to their own party members
before they marginalize themselves even further.

Meline Kaaparian

President

Massachusetts Teachers Association

Interested in becoming i columnist?

to 115 Campus Center and speak to Mark
or call 545-1361
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Diversity 101
Amherst restaurant under attack
By Sunanda Ghosh
Colfegion Stjff

Like most college towns, the town

of Amherst and the University of

Massachusetts have always had a

love/hate relationship.

Students make up a large majority

of the consumers who create profit for

local merchants. Thus, during college

recesses, Amherst merchants suffer

economically. And, while students

bring money to the town, many local

residents seem to feel that some
aspects of college life are an annoyance

which should be done away with.

In Amherst, Pruddy's, a

1-atin-American restaurant located on

Boltwood Walk, has faced demands by

certain town residents calling for its

removal for the past two years.

The largest group calling for this are

tenants of the Clark House, a subsi-

dized housing complex which houses

mainly elderly residents. These resi-

dents believe Pruddy's will become like

Twisters, the restaurant formerly locat-

ed there, which was owned and oper-

ated by other management. According

to the residents. Twisters had a bad

reputation.

"Twister's had a record of poor
management, people being loud, uri-

nating outside the premises, and hav-

ing constant fights" said |ana Sorge, a

resident of Clark House.

When Twisters closed, Prudencio

Gomez, Sr. a resident of Amherst,
moved in his Latin-American
Restaurant, previously located on
Route 9. He runs the business with the

aid of his son, Prudencio Gomez, Jr.

According to Gomez |r., they were

not expecting the large number of

restrictions the town would be impos-

ing based on the reputation of the

prior establishment at that location.

Gomez |r. said some of these restric-

tions include: closing at 1 1 p.m., not

serving low-cost drinks, not allowing

them to use the back entrance and,

unlike other restaurants, having to

renew their license each year.

Gomez |r. added, "They basically

told us not to cater to the students."

He continued by saying he believes

the town just wanted to make it diffi-

cult for his business to survive.

"For two years we have been tested

by the town of Amherst to prove our-

selves responsible and respectable...

they are just waiting for us to fail. We
are the only place in town on proba-

tion because of a previous business

[Twisters] that resided in this same
space, to which we have no relation,"

said Gomez Sr.

Housing Authority Chairperson loan

Logan said, "You have to give the new
kids on the block a chance. Some peo-

ple can't stop remembering Twisters.

Well, Pruddy's is not Twisters."

Logan also said that ever since the

first town meeting, Amherst was not

willing to give Gomez a chance.

"I have found it [Pruddy's] is a

peaceable kingdom," said Logan about

the restaurant.

Pruddy's is located in a busy area of

Amherst nearby other restaurants such

as The Black Sheep Cafe, Amber
Waves and Amherst Chinese.

"We live in commercial zone and

not in a residential zone. The town
made a mistake by placing The Clark

House and Ann Whalen House in this

area," Gomez Sr. said. "When the

town had started converting the build-

ings into housing for elders, many
Amherst residents complained and
spoke out on what a bad decision

Amherst would be making. The town

did not put a buffer zone and now we
are paying for it.

"We have no problems with the

police, health inspector, building

inspectors, and we even have some
support from the Gark House."

The manager of the Clark House,

Liz Massey, had no comment concern-

ing involvement with Pruddy's.

Sorge said that Pruddy's is not as

bad as Twisters, but she added that

she did not want Pruddy's to become a

similar operation.

She said that the patrons of Twisters

were seen urinating outside. According

to one of the patrons. Twisters would

Prudencio Gomez |r
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welcoming customers into Pruddy's \

Welcome back to the University of

Massachusetts. Welcome back to

higher education, PVTA buses, over-

subscribed classes and liberal buzz-

words such as diversity and multicul-

turalism.

Multiculturalism and its manifesta-

tions have become icons, trends,

something to prove just how "down*
you are or how "down" you think you

are.

Multiculturalism is so much more
than just wearing a Malcolm X cap,

preforming at Asian Night or having

a diverse circle of friends.

Multiculturalism is studying, ana-

lyzing and fully comprehending why
and how the different facets of our

society deal with issues of race and
ethnicity.

Multiculturalism is thinking criti-

cally about power, race, gender and
sexuality. It is learning about the cru-

cial issues which continue to shape

our society.

On behalf of the diversity pages of

the Collegian, we urge both new and

returning students »j take part in the

struggle for social justice here at

UMass, not just by joining our many
diverse Registered Student Organ-
izations, but by reading, writing and

listening to what people have to say.

We urge you to act. to do something

to better the condition of peoples oi

color here and throughout the world

At the Collegian, our job as diver-

sity editors is to address these critical

issues in an intelligent and thoughtful

manner. Our contribution to the

struggles of oppressed people is in

what we write. We encourage every-

one to join us in our struggle.

In this, our first diversity page ol

the year, and the first joint venture by

all three diversity pages, we hope to

give you an introduction, a taste ol

what life is like for people of color

both here at the university and across

the world. You won't be taught this

in any classroom.

The staff here at the Black Affairs

desk, the Developing Nations Desk

and the Multicultural Affairs desk

would like to invite anyone interested

in writing to come to the Collegian or

call us at 545-1851.

Humphrey brown III • Black Affairs

Gregory Casimir • Black Affairs

Lisa Chiu • Multicultural Affairs

Sunanda Ghosh • Developing

Nations

lock the doors to their bathrooms, and

customers therefore relived themselves

outdoors.

According to Gomez, the restrooms

at Pruddy's are easily available.

Vernard Fennell, a UMass student

who has been to Pruddy's a number of

times said, "I've never had to wait in

line for the bathroom. They are always

very clean so I would have no reason

to urinate outside."

Clark House residents have also

complained about the music, claiming

that it is too loud. However, other

businesses residing close to Pruddy's

say they have never heard the music

outside.

Nick Seamon, manager of The Black

Sheep, said. "I wouldn't even know
they were there... We've never had a

problem with Pruddy's."

Owners of Amber Waves and
Amherst Chinese both agreed with

Seamon saying that there is no noise

problem at all.

The only business which has filed a

BMCP continues 20 year mission
By Alarm Todman
Collegian Staff

For many first year and transfer

Asian American. Latin American,
African American and Native

American (ALANA) students coming
to the Amherst will be a new and very

different experience.

"When I first heard about
Massachusetts I thought, What's a

Massachusetts?'" said Chipp Mitchell,

a former University of Massachusetts

football player.

"When I decided I would go and
check it out. I took my car and drove

from my hometown in New Jersey to

UMass. Then I looked to the right of

me, and I saw woods," Mitchell said.

"I looked to the left of me, and I saw
woods. Then I turned on the radio...

and boy that's what got me. I turned it

on. and put it on one station and I got

folk. Then I turned the knob some
more and got Country and Western.

"Now I'm not knocking anyone who
likes this music, but you got to under-

stand where 1 come from."

Mitchell, like many students at

UMass. comes from the inner city. He
would bop his head to the phat sounds

of R&B, soul, sap and other types of

music that many from the inner city

prefer. Amherst seemed to be a differ-

ent experience for Mitchell.

Many ALANA students agree with

Mitchell's initial reaction to UMass.
Many believe that just because they are

in a new and different environment,

doesn't mean they have to lose their

culture. With music being an impor-

tant part in the lives of many students

of color, groups like The Black Mass
Communications Project (BMCP) were

created to provide comfort and famil-

iarity to the UMass environment.

Here at UMass, BMCP, is hoping to

create something of "their own."
BMCP first came into existence in the

spring of 1 969, with intentions to pro-

vide a group that would cater to the

ALANA community and their cultural

needs.

Craig Buchanan, the newly elected

music director, and Yusef Lateef. the

general manager, are eager to correct

any misconceptions that many stu-

dents on campus might have about

BMCP.
"BMCP's main goal is to bring the

music industry to the campus, and the

students to the music industry,"

Buchanan said.

Many students are satisfied and have

positive things to say about BMCP. but

some feel there are too many require-

ments to join, or that BMCP only pro-

duces parties and does not provide

help and experience valuable to some-

one in the communications field.

However, according to Lateef, stu-

dents have clearly missed the focus of

BMCP if they have these miscomcep-

tions. Lateef said that although BMCP
throws large events like "leans and
T-shirt" and the "Funk o' Thon."
which sold approximately 1 .000 tick-

ets, there are other events that BMCP
does to familiarize their members with

all different aspects of the communica-
tions field.

"There are a lot of people who want

be on the air, but not do work," Lateef

said. "They take BMCP for granted."

Buchanan continued, "That is why it

is important to have office hours as a

requirement, because it will enable stu-

dents to get to know board members,

and to see what goes on behind the

scenes. These are the people who real-

ly work hard to see BMCP's purpose

reached."

As for their accomplishments,
Buchanan did not hesitate to speak on

the success of last semester's Funk o'

Thon, especially since many were dis-

couraged after a fight broke out at last

fall's leans n' T-Shirt event. He added

that BMCP had top of the line security

that night.

"We definitely were on top of

things," Buchanan said.

Buchanan talked about the BMCP
spring conference, which many stu-

dents did not attend. He said that stu-

dents had a problem with the $10 fee,

but added that the price really wasn't

as expensive as it seemed.

According to Buchanan, this whs the

first time they charged an admission

fee for the conference, and that it

included the dinner, D|/Rap artist Pete

Rock's appearance and admittance to

both parties, including the semi-for-

mal and the unsigned talent show.

"Now a lot of people set up the $10
boundary," Buchanan said. "Don't get

me wrong. I understand we are all col-

lege students, and we enjoy music, but

people would pay ten dollars to go to a

club for one night, so ten dollars

shouldn't be anything. This fee includ-

ed both Friday and Saturday."

BMCP has been working hard to

allow those in their community to feel

welcome at UMass, by providing
events that will cater to people of

African descent.

Lateef and Buchanan both agreed

that some things people have said

about BMCP are valid, and are trying

to change the outlook for the upcom-
ing year.

New ideas on their agenda include

at least two events for each month,
and inviting outside professionals to

give lectures in the field of communi-
cations.

BMCP is calling upon every person

in the ALANA community to join

and take part. They are working to

form a collaboration with WMUA
and UVC. and hope to have more
representation from their members in

all areas within the field of communi-
cations by providing trainings in

radio, television and journalism. They
will be holding a barbecue informa-

tional event this Saturday all are

invited to attend.

According to Buchanan. "Anyone of

African descent, who is a communica-
tions major needs to be a part of

BMCP. It is an outlet to any lines of

communication. Communication can

be verbal, music and so many other

things. Communication is what you
make of it.

"For anyone who is a communica-
tions major and is of African descent.

you're stumping out on yourself by not

joining BMCP."
#

complaint about the noise at Pruddy's

is Pinocchio Restaurant. According to

Gomez |r.. Pinocchio is now express-

ing an interest in buying th$ space

from Pruddy's landlord, which he

believes may be the cause of the com-

plaints

Representatives from Pinocchio had

no comment.

According to Logan, the music at

Pruddy's is not a problem. She saijd she

walked around the premises in) the

evening and could not hear the musk
at all.

Gomez |r. said that one of the

changes the town has forced the

restaurant to do is to change the store-

front sign from Pruddy's Tropical Bar

and Grill to Pruddy's. According to

Gomez, the zoning board ordered this

on the grounds that there is no such

thing as a "bar and grill."

Gomez's lawyer has recently told

him that restrictions placed on
Pruddy's are infringements on their

business, and that the town may be

violating their rights with their ordi-

nances.

Last spring. Margot Parrot and
ex-select board member Harry
Brooks, both residents of Amherst,
went .to, investigate .Pruddy's them-
selves;

According to Gomez. Brooks was
harassing one of the bouncers and was

politely asked to leave.

According to a statement filed by

Brooks to the Amherst police, he tried

to enter Pruddy's on a different night

and was refused admittance by» the

bouncer 00 the grounds that they were

holding a private party for the Latin

American Cultural Center.

In an official complaint to the

police. Brooks said alter being turned

away, "We then left briefly... We
observed from Sweetzer Park as this

young man walked into the bar...

What's more is that he was visibly

\-ian."

Brooks then tiled a complaint with

the town of Amherst claiming
Pruddy's had committed age discrimi-

nation.

Gomez |r. said, "Whoever causes

trouble is asked politely to leave. If it

is a student causing trouble, we ask

them to leave, and that's okay to the

town of Amherst. But when the trou-

ble maker is older, it suddenly
becomes unlawful."

Captain Charles Scherpa of the

Amherst Police Department said

Pruddy's has a clean record and that

he has never known of any problems

with Pruddy's establishment.

Logan also said. "It has been my
j observation that they (Pruddy'sl are

,
yery scrupulous about carding peo-

,plc".

Gomez Sr. urged students to get

involved with Amherst politics

"The Zoning board do not think

Students are important. Not because

these students are trouble makers but

because they are alive, dynamic, and

enjoy having fun," Gomez Sr. said.

UMass student Richa Kaul laid,

"I've been in Amherst for three years,

and as diverse as the town might claim

to be, Pruddy's is the only place that is

accepting to all students, especially

students of color. I have gone to other

places in town... where I have been

treated unprofessionally by the man-

agement. These bars cater to certain

types of people, if you don't fit the cat-

egory, they make it difficult for you.

"1 have found Pruddy's atmosphere

to be very comfortable and friendly.

Rules are enforced, problems never

get out of hand and Pruddy takes

every students' needs and safety into

consideration, unlike other places in

Amherst."

Savia Barron, a senior at UMass,
said. "Pruddy's has a completely dif-

ferent crowd than Twisters. I didn't

enjoy Twisters, it did not have good

management. Pruddy's is welcoming

and safe to all. They [ Pruddy's | makes

me feel like a part of their family

unlike other places which are very

impersonal."

Gomez |r. added. "We have a clean

slate. I don't know why we are being

harassed by certain members who
have such an influence in this town.

We welcome everybody, our bouncers

don't have an attitude, and we treat

students like people."

What Whitmore hopes well forget

Lisa

Chiu

One of the most valuable lessons

all students should learn about the

University of Massachusetts is not

to be fooled by its liberal propagan-

da — trust me, it's all talk and very

little action.

While white students may have dis-

cussions about racism, students of

color experience it daily. We are con-

tinually assaulted and singled out by

the UMass police, by ignorant teach-

ers and classmates, in the workplace,

by townspeople, and by the adminis-

tration.

According to an asso-

ciate director at the

Office of Admissions,
total enrollment last

year for students of

color was approximately 1 2 percent

and white students make up approx-

imately 88 percent of the student

population. How can we begin to

correct the wrongs of our racist

American history when we don't

even have the numbers to put up a

fight?

And despite the low number of

ALANA (Asian American, Latin

American, African American and
Native American) students at

UMass, we as students of color have

and are continuing to fight, because

it is all that we can do.

The University of Massachusetts

at Amherst has had a long history

of organized student protest. In

April 1989, students from both
People for a Socially Responsible

University and the Central
American Studenf Association took

over a laboratory in the basement
of Marcus Hall to protest

Racial

Composition

at UMass

military-funded research, as well as

IS funding of the conflict in El

Salvador. Six were arrested and two
Were treated at University Health
Services for soreness after being
dragged from the building.

Five days later, at a rally in sup-

port of these students, 100 stu-

dents came together and marched
to Memorial Hall, where they occu-

pied the building for two days, 61
protesters were arrested, 3 gradu-
ate -tudents were suspended. A

week later 75 stu-

dents took over the

Graduate Research
Center in support
of the demands of

the two prior
takeovers. These students refused

to negotiate with the administra-

tion or leave the building.
Thirty-five were arrested, and 19

students were suspended. As a

result of these suspensions, six

UMass students staged a hunger
strike.

In May of 1992, 350 students
occupied Whitmore, demanding 10

new minority faculty members over

the next three years. They also
attempted to shut down the
Collegian by removing copies from
distribution boxes on the grounds
that the paper was racist.

In October 1992 students again

took over Memorial Hall in protest

of the Columbus Day celebration,

and demanded 40 full scholarships

for low-income women of color. A
day later. 70 black students stormed

Washington Residence Hall, occu-
pying it for two hours in protest of a

racial attack against a black resident

assistant.

Due to massive student unrest, the

administration, students and the

Department of lustice took part in a

lengthy negotiations process resulting

in a document titled "The 1992
AI.ANA Agreements." This docu-
ment addressed areas on campus
from police to Columbus day, the

now non- existent upward bound
program and the Admissions office.

To (his day much of this document
remain unfulfilled.

lust last May, 200 ALANA stu-

dents took over the Campus
Activities Office in protest of dis-

proportionale funding by the
Student Government Association to

ALANA Registered Student
Organizations.

The Higher Education

Coordinating Council has just

recently set new admissions stan-

dards, raising the minimum GPA for

entrance to UMass. Students of

color are directly excluded from
acceptance to the university. These
guidelines are designed to prevent

"less qualified" students and stu-

dents of color from attending
UMass, leaving community colleges

as the only opportunity for higher

education.

And just last May, high ranking
administrators like Grant Ingle
said, "The definition of multicul-

turalism risks alienating many
white students because it does not

include 85 percent of the student

body."

The racism that pervades this

country and this university has
never left. The same attitudes which
lead up to the 1989 takeover of
Marcus Hall and (he 1992 takeover
of Memorial Hall are with us today.

Do not let them for once think that

we have forgotten.

Do not allow Whitmore or HECC
to feel at all comfortable about the

climate of student unrest here at

Amherst. For if you do forget, or if

you do decide to give in to the
hypocrisy, don't be surprised when
an Asian student is beaten up: if a

dining common worker calls you a

nigger; if your ALANA RSO does not

get as much money as the
non-ALANA RSOs; or if the only
ALANA voice in the Student
Government Association, the
ALANA caucus, is taken away.
And don't be surprised when the

U.S. decides to declare war on Iran

or supports sanctions which only
harm the people, like those women
and children in Cuba. Iraq and
Myanmar.
As students and as students of

color here at this university, you
have the right to demand changes to

what you believe is unjust and
wrong about our campus society. In

1992, students just like you saw the

need to change what they believed
was unjust treatment of peoples of
color throughout our campus com-
munity.

Remember the past. Remember
that the fight is the same no matter
what year it is. don'l sell out. and
continue to challenge, and chal
lenge. and challenge until you arc
heard

Lisa Chiu is a Collegian stuff
member.

Intro to Diversity
(What they won't teach you in the classroom) *"

If you don't like the effect, don't produce the cause

Hussien

Ibish

"If you don'l like the effect, don't produce the eaajea
"

warned the great George Clinton in Fr.nkadelic's seminal
1972 album. America Hals its Young.
George Clinton's political advice to Americans has

never bote, more ;-pt in the quartet century since it was
issued than now, as his lesser namesake. Bill Clinton,
leekl reelection to the presidency of the United States.
The liberal denizens of our very own "Happy Valley"

w ,ii tn to the prospect of being able to help Bill Clinton
become the first Democrat elected (wice to the presidency
since Franklin D. Roosevelt himself.

After all. this is Clinton country.

The Valley not only has been a

bastion of support but has also pro-

vided key players to the Clinton
regime, most notably the architect of

Itl foreign policy. National Security Advisor and Mount
llolyokc Professor Anthony Lake.

This support, both tacit and overt, comes from many in

the Valley and Five-College community who would see
themselves as critics of "traditional American foreign poli-

cy," as enlightened citizens of the world, as having moved
beyond the "ignorance and prejudices" of most fellow citi-

zen-, as opponents of oppression and imperialism.

Yet Clinton's international behavior has scarcely varied
from those of his predecessors: murderous, brutal, racist,

aggressive, chauvinistic and absolutely morallv indefensi-

ble.

So. what sort of international behavior exactly will you
be endorsing when you vote for Clinton in November?
The record is crystal clear.

t Union's international posture was defined as early as
In- inauguration, with the "21 Missile Salute" he received
as his tomahawk cruise missiles slammed into civilian

areej of Baghdad at the moment of his swearing in. As
Maya Angelou droned on about multiculturalism at the

inaugural ceremony, with a serene Clinton smiling in

approval, the politically correct phrases of her poem were
punctuated by the terrible explosions a world away.

Amidst the smoldering wreckage, one of Iraq's greatest

iitii-i-. I ayla al-Attar. lay dead in the rubble of her home
along with her husband and housekeeper, human sacri-

fices at the alter of imperialism in honor of Clinton's
ascendancy.

Throughout his tenure. Clinton has insisted that the
sanctions on Iraq, which have caused the otherwise pre-

ventable and needless deaths of over 500.000 Iraqi chil-

dren in the past five years, remain in place. His UN
Ambassador. Madeleine Albright, has sought to block
every effort at lifting or easing the sanctions, no matter
how many children die for lack of medicine and basic

nutrition.

In fact, under the guidance of the Five-College darling

Lake. Clinton has instituted a policy of "Dual
Containment" in the Persian Gulf region, targeting both

Iraq iitid Iran. Iran has been continuously provoked, sub-

jected to a total trade embargo like the one against Cuba,
third party sanctions to attack other states that would
trade with it, and blamed without any evidence at all for

all the numerous uprisings in U.S. dominated Arab coun-
tries.

Clinton continues to attempt to turn Iran into an inter-

national pariah, and lay the groundwork necessary to "jus-

tify" the eventual United States attack on that country
that so many American warmongers desire.

Clinton has also acted as the godfather of the project to

legitimize the Israeli occupation of the West Bank and

Gfi7H, known here as the "Mideast Peace Process."

Granting Palestinians none of their basic national or
human rights, the Oslo accords simply replace Israeli

occupation troops in major Palestinian towns with
Arafat's mercenaries. Israel's unreconstructed colonialism

and apartheid have thus been obscured. Many people
apparently even believe there has been some sort of
"Israeli withdrawal" from the West Bank or Gaza.
Nothing of the sort has taken place.

Clinton repeatedly used the diplomatic muscle of the

United States to shelter Israel from criticism for

its crimes, most recently when the Israelis

bombed a U.N. base where hundreds of unarmed
Lebanese civilians had sought shelter from the

Israeli bombardment of their towns. Well over a

hundred were killed. Clinton blocked every inter-

national effort to criticize Israel for this grave act of ter-

rorism, instead blaming the Lebanese themselves.

Clinton has also give diplomatic and material support

to the vicious Russian assaults on Chechnya, again repeat-

edly blaming the Chechens, like the Lebanese, for daring

to defend themselves against colonialism.

Not that Clinton hasn't had significant colonial adven-
tures of his own.
In Somalia,
Clinton inherited

a project from
Bush that was
unclear in its

objectives and
entirely shady in

its motivations.
Clinton and
B o u t r o s

Boutros-Ghali
gave it a grim -in

gle-mindedness of

purpose: kill

Muhammad Farah

Aideed.

Through their

men on the

ground,
Major-GeneralThomas
Montgomery of the U.S. Army and Retired Admiral
Howe, the self-styled king of Mogadishu, Clinton and
Boutros- Ghali sought to rearrange the politics of
Somalia.

These men declared that Aideed must die, and engaged
in an insane manhunt involving the deaths of hundreds of
Somalis. Aideed's home and offices were rocketed by U.S.

helicopter gunships, with dozens of innocents murdered
U.S. troops assassinated a number of older Somali men.
only to discover to their disappointment that these were
not. as they had hoped, Aideed.

American helicopters and Pakistani infantry opened fire

on crowds of unarmed Somali demonstrators on several

occasions, leaving corpses littering the streets of
Mogadishu. Finally, Somali fighters, armed with nothing
more than rocket-propelled grenades, were astonishingly

able to bring down one of the American helicopter gun-
ships which rained death on the streets from on high.

In the ensuing battle, at least 18 crack U.S. Army
rangers were to be killed at the hands of the Somali fight-

ers. White America reacted in horror at the sight of the

battered bodies of its pilots being dragged through the

streets by crowds of enraged Somalis. Clinton's Somali
adventure soon came to an ignominious end.

While no less insidious, Clinton's other great colonial

project. Haiti, produced less dramatic incidents.

Recall that Clinton railed against President Bush's bla-

tantly racist refusal to grant political asylum to Haitian-

fleeing General Raoul Cedras' brutal military dictatorship.

He would behave very differently, he vowed. But, true to

form, Clinton not only continued to refuse to grant asy-

lum and instead herd refugees into inhuman concentra-

tion camps as prisoners, he instituted a policy of piracy on
the high seas to capture Haitian vessels and return their

dissident cargos to the tender mercies of the Haitian mili-

tary, lest some black people enter the United States.

Ironically, strong circumstantial evidence suggests that

the United States was a key force behind the coup which
overthrew President Aristide and installed the military

junta in the first place, thereby driving the Haitians to

flee.

There is absolute certainty, however, that Clinton
played an amazingly cynical double game in Haiti. It has

emerged that Clinton's intelligence boys over at the CIA
were secretly funding and supporting the notorious

F R A P H
militia/death
squad which vio-

lently suppressed

ail dissent against

the junta, while

at the same time

Clinton was pub-

licly embracing
Aristide and call-

ing for the junta

to step down.

The notorious

FRAPH leader

Emmanuel
"Toto" Constant

was on Clinton's

CIA payroll, dri-

ving the Haitian

people to flee

into the

Caribbean,
straight into the arms of the U.S. Navy, which would
either send them back into the clutches of the despots or
put them in American prison camps around the region.

Meanwhile Clinton denounced the despots, and used the

whole despicable charade as an excuse to reimpose U.S.

military occupation in Haiti, which continues to this day.

Of course, Haiti is not the only Caribbean island to feel

the wrath of Clinton. Cuba, that perennial target of brutal

American presidents, continues to be the subject of ever

greater levels of economic warfare. Under Clinton, not

only have the trade embargo and illegal third party sanc-

tions continued unabated, but bizarre new laws such as

the "Helms-Burton Act" allow non-U. S. companies doing
business in Cuba to be sued by Americans in U.S. courts.

Indeed, under Clinton. Americans grasping for imperial

"extraterritorial rights" extending its jurisdiction beyond
national borders has greatly increased with similar laws
attacking foreign companies doing business not only with

Cuba, but with Libya and, of course, Iran as well.

In Bosnia, Clinton was guilty of extending unrealistic

false hopes to the Muslim government, all the while
behaving in a manner that only served to extend the war
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as long as possible. Having fomented the break-up of

Yugoslavia into ethnic enclaves, the United States,

through Clinton, foisted the hideous Dayton Accords on
the south Slavs, forcing the Muslims into an uncomfort-
able and unequal alliance with their former Croat enemies
and setting up Clinton's Swedish crony Carl Bilt as consti-

tutional overlord of Bosnia.

Of course, this was not before Clinton's main proxy in

the region, Croatia, committed the largest single atrocity

of the whole Yugoslav war the ethnic cleansing of

Krajina. Hundreds of thousands of krajina Serbs were
driven from their homes in a few days by the
Clinton-funded and armed Croatian Army, which was
advised by a group of retired U.S. military officers led by
the tormer head of the Defense Intelligence Agency. Once
again, Clinton was quick to offer his war criminal allies

full diplomatic protection, arms and money.
This has not been a comprehensive review of Clinton's

international crimes, but it does serve to accurately char-

acterize the behavior of the United States under his lead-

ership.

There can be no doubt, then, why President Clinton is

regarded around the globe as a figure inspiring loathing

and revulsion. He should be standing trial, not standing

for office. Furthermore, there can be no doubt as to what
kind of policies a vote for Clinton will endorse and perpet-

uate.

This is not to say, of course, that one ought to endorse

his floundering and pathetic rival, Bob Dole, who is cer-

tain to be just as bad. Quite clearly you are likely to get

about the same policies from both men. Virtually no one
in the Valley is going to vote for Dole anyway.

But, one needs to honestly recognize that, in any event,

a vote for Clinton will serve and be seen as an endorse-

ment of his policies and actions. That is how he, the

media, and the world will see it.

In a nutshell then, this presidential election is the great-

est moral test the Valley has faced since the days of the

vicious and barbaric Gulf War in 1990-91.

People need to vote their conscience. If you like

Clinton, and support these actions and policies, then by
all means vote for the fellow. If not. withhold your
endorsement.

Vote for a taird party candidate, or anyone with whom
you agree, or sit this one out and start organizing for next

time, or focus on the local level. Be creative. It is absurd
to think, as Americans are apparently taught, that a choice

every four years between Coke and Pepsi is the sine qua
non of political participation.

The arguments of fashion hold that Clinton's oppo-
nents are somehow so much worse that one has no
choice but to support him no matter what his actions

have been. People need to ask themselves, however,
where the moral limits lie. Is there not a point when a

person goes beyond the moral limits and it is no longer

possible to support them? Is there a limit at all? Or, in

the name of an illusory and barren "pragmatism." will

those who ought to know better be herded like sheep into

voting for, endorsing, and causing the return of a proven
villain?

This election is a moral fssue. Clinton's record, Is-clear.

You know by now exactly what you are going to get if* you
vole for him.

Forget the lies spoken by Bill Clinton. Remember the

truth sung by George Clinton. "If you don't like the effect,

don't produce the cause."

Hussein Ibish is a Collegian Columnist.

Clinton & race: history of betrayal Labor dances with the Devil

Sunanda

Ghosh

Ivatury

flanked by former welfare recipients

at gala ceremony at the White House.

smiling President Clinton pursued his

quest for re-election by formally aban-

doning this country's 50-year-old com-
mitment to its poor children.

\- he gleefully signed the so-called

"welfare reform act."

which ended the Aid to

Families with

Dependent Children
program (AFDC),
Clinton spoke inflow-
ing terms about "empowering people"

and "providing opportunity."

Children of unemployed single par-

ents will no longer receive guaranteed

federal support. It is estimated that 12.8

million people, including eight million

children will be cut off

from aid and health care

by this morally repre-

hensible act.

While strict time lim-

its are now placed on
any aid to poor families, Clinton's

reform contains no provision for job cre-

ation, cuts millions of people off from

health care coverage, and doesn't

address the question of day care for chil-

dren of the single mothers who arc now
supposed to spend their days at work.

Thus, while pretending to "empower

people." Clinton's new law contains

none of the tools to enable families cur-

rently relying on welfare to become inde-

pendent.

The cruel nature of Clinton's

"reform* is underscored by the dra;'ic

cuts made to supplemental aid for

low-income children with disabilities.

This will cut 3 1 5.000 of these children

from their measly $470 a month benefit

and, more importantly, their health care.

This law amounts to little more than

>i cynkal vote -grubbing gimmick at the

expense of those in society least able to

defend their interests, especially chil-

dren in need.

At its center. Clinton's Welfare

Abolition Law has a clear racist effect

since it will disproportionately harm

people of color. It also has an obvious

taeist motivation.

The debate on "welfare reform" over

the years has been riven with racial and

ethnic stereotypes such as the demo-

nization of single mothers, attacks on

"cultures of poverty" among people of

color, and theories such as those

expounded in Vie Hell C nnv.

ITierefore, in signing this law Clinton

plays on deep-rooted racist sentiments

amala

among the majority in the United
States, thereby improving his popularity

among the white voters.

Those who would defend President

Clinton insist that his overall record on
racial issues is good, and that, in an
election year aberration, he has been

forced to sign this

"Republican bill" in

order to ensure victory

at the polls.

One could seriously

challenge the idea that

he "needed to do this" given the disar-

ray in the Republican Party and a weak
challenger, the lackluster Bob Dole. In

any case, it remaias a clear betrayal of

principle on Clinton's part. Those who
continue to defend him in the face of his

unconscionable actions

partake in this same
betrayal of principle and

abandoning of millions

of poor children.

The fact that Clinton

has a dismal track record on racial

issues serves as a much better explana-

tion for his enthusiastic embrace of this

racist "welfare reform" than the theory

of election-eve damascene conversions,

lust as Clinton is currently abandon-

ing these millions of poor children for

political expediency, he abandoned a

number of black appointees when the

white boys in Congress started to howl.

During his tenure as president, Clinton

has clearly demonstrated a double stan-

dard of disregard and disrespect when it

comes to his female African-American

appointees.

For example, Lani Guinier's nomina-

tion for Assistant Attorney General in

charge of Civil Rights was withdrawn
when her law review articles on
empowering African-American elec-

torates came under attacl . Rather than

discuss the merits of Guinier's propos-

als, the media caricatured her as a

"Quota Queen," while the conservatives

in Congress were publicly declaring

their intentions of attacking her the way
liberals had attacked ludge Bork.
Rather than stand behind his nominee,
the spineless Clinton withdrew the
nomination of Guinier.

"I was nominated — and then the

rules were changed," said Guinier, a

respected law professor and Clinton's

colleague from Yale Law School. She
was not even given the minimal respect

of representing herself and her ideas

before Congress.

This same basic courtesy has been

granted by other presidents to their con-

troversial nominees, such as Robert
Bork and John Tower, and given by

Clinton to Zoe Baird and Kimba Wood,
all ofwhom needless to say are white.

Similarly. President Clinton gave vir-

tually no support to Dr. Jocelyn Elders,

the Surgeon General, who was driven

from office in controversy after she

spoke honestly about serious health

issues. Even during the nomination
process, Clinton failed to adequately

defend her as she came under a barrage

of vicious attacks from Congressmen
and the media.

Four years ago, Candidate Clinton

sought to curry favor with white voters

by attacking another black woman, the

rapper Sister Souljah. These attacks

were all the more provocative in that

they were calculatedly made at a meet-

ing of the Rainbow Coalition in order to

prove to all that Bill Clinton was willing

to insult people of color to their faces.

In 1992, Clinton/Gore campaign
commercials promised to "send a strong

signal to criminals by supporting the

death penalty." Using code words,
Clinton's carefully crafted rhetoric has

played on stereotypes that demonize
black people as criminals.

One of the few campaign promises

Climon has delivered has been the

diversion of vast resources into the "law

and order" machinery. Millions spent,

not on job creation or education in the

inner cities, or improved health care for

the poor, but on a huge prison system.

In the past, Clinton has even execut-

ed black men for political gain. In a

decision bearing all the hallmarks of

extreme cruelty, Arkansas Governor Bill

Clinton refused to grant clemency for,

and thereby condemned to death,

Rickey Ray Rector, a black man suffer-

ing from severe brain damage. After

committing murder, Rector was loboto-

mized by a self-inflicted bullet wound
and was unfit to stand trial, let alone be

executed. Governor Clinton, ignoring

widespread calls for clemency, sought

to prove his toughness by executing this

mentally destroyed black man.

In the face of his unequivocal track

record, Clinton is revealed as just anoth-

er good ol' boy, the modem Southern

Dixiecrat. The President's signing of the

Welfare Abolition Law was nothing

more than typical Clinton. So, don't

believe the hype. And in November,

vote your conscience.

Sunanda Ghosh and Shyamala
Ivatury are Collegian staffmembers

The attitudes and actions of orga-

nized labor with regard to President

Clinton continue to defy logic.

In 1992, unions contributed a

whopping $3.7 million and hundreds

of hours of voluntary service to the

Democrats for Bill Clinton's campaign.

In response to Clinton's victory, then

AFL-CIO President Lane Kirkland

said. "It has been a long dry spell. We
have, 1 think, reached an oasis."

The newly elected so-called

"pro-labor" and "pro-working people"

President went into public-relations

overdrive. In a post-election publicity

stunt aimed at making people feel

good, Clinton organized an "Economic
Summit" that included

union leaders, corporate

CEOs, and academics, all

posing as one big happy
family. But this "summit"

produced little more than

glossy news photos and double-talk.

Subsequently, Clinton appointed
economist Robert Reich as Secretary

of Labor. Reich was noted for advanc-

ing a post-modem version of noblesse

oblige that sought to contain social

tensions by persuading the technocrat-

ic elite to be more generous with
increasingly displaced workers. His

appointment and early actions were
greeted with enthusiasm by union offi-

cials as "pro-labor."

But, as has been typical of the

Clinton administration's relationship

with labor, it soon became clear that

Reich's calls for "new partnerships"

between labor and management and
"win-win solutions" were in fact busi-

ness strategies for improving American

corporate competitiveness, cooked-up

in collusion with pro-business
Commerce Secretary Ron Brown and

Economic Advisor Laura D'Tyson.

Thus, Clinton's real attitude towards

labor began to emerge.

Having constructed a false image of

caring for workers, Clinton continued

to advance the interests of big busi-

ness. He proceeded to systematically

sell-out key labor issues such as health

care, NAFTA and striker replacement

legislation.

One of the most important promises

Clinton made to the working people

had been a health care reform package

that included universal coverage.

Either through incompetence or by

design, Clinton's mishandling of health

care reform served only to kill the issue

for years to come.

ihayamala

Ivatury

Clinton sought to avoid the

inevitable all-out battle with insurance

companies and other health care profi-

teers. Rather than propose a simple

"single-payer" universal insurance sys-

tem as any committed reformer would,

Clinton tried to appease these com-
mercial interests. Instead of insuring

the public's health care, he confused

them with a convoluted and incompre-

hensible "managed care" proposal

based on for- profit health manage-
ment organizations (HMOs).

In the confusion, it was almost too

easy for insurance companies, the

American Medical Association, and
others who profit from sickness to

frighten Americans
away from the very

idea of health care

reform: all at the

expense of 38 mil-

lion poor Americans

without health care.

Organized labor had originally pro-

posed universal health care, specifically

a "single-payer" program. But they

continued to support Clinton in spite of

his abandonment of this principled

stance. For example, the Presidents of

the United Auto Workers and
American Federation of State, County

and Municipal Employees declared that

they would not support demonstrations

or other lobbying efforts for the "sin-

gle-payer" system, claiming that they

would work on the "inside" to influ-

ence Clinton's health care package.

On the heels of the health care

reform debacle, adding insult to injury,

came Clinton's signing of the North

American Free Trade Treaty (NAFTA)
and the General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade (GATT). These treaties are

widely regarded as being against the

interests of American workers, as they

enable big business to easily transfer

manufacturing units to areas where the

cost of labor is cheap, such as Mexico.

Clinton sold them as a panacea for the

economic problems faced by the aver-

age American. But of course, the only

American beneficiaries is big business.

The duplicitous Clinton later

sought to pass the blame for the

effects of his own legislation onto
poor migrant families. In the 1995
State of the Union Address, he
linked job loss with illegal immi-
grants, stating, "the jobs they hold

might otherwise be held by citizens

or legal immigrants."

Candidate Clinton had promised to

support the "strikers replacement bill,"

which would not allow companies to

hire scabs as permanent replacements

for striking workers. Clinton has
shown little enthusiasm for this act.

Even conservative commentator
Kevin Phillips described Clinton as "the

most anti-labor president of the twenti-

eth century." Wouldn't one then expect

organized labor to express doubts
about Bill Clinton? On the contrary.

In August 1996, the first female and
Latina vice-president of the AFL-CIO,
Linda Chavez- Thompson, said she
was thrilled with the Democratic Party

Platform and enthusiastically endorsed

Clinton, as did the AFL-CIO.
In June, over 1 .400 union members

and delegates formally inaugurated a

"Labor Party" in Cleveland. Because of

their insistence on supporting Clinton,

they adopted a nonsensical "non-elec-

toral strategy." As explained by its

organizers, "... we call on the Labor
Party to mobilize working people in a

bold experiment to develop effective

— non-candidate/non- electoral —
political actions that turn our organiz-

ing approach to politics into reality."

Obviously, the Labor Party platform

includes no running of candidates in

'lections and bars its chapters from
running any independent candidates.

As Alexander Cockburn of the
Nation notes, "Unions active in pro-

moting the Labor Party will do nothing

impertinent or subversive, such as

actually annoy Democrats. The Labor
Party is achieving the miracle of a third

party that is the wholly owned sub-

sidiary of the party it is challenging."

Upset by even this non-challenge to

Clinton, the new "progressive, vision-

ary" AFL-CIO President John
Sweeney claimed that the chief priority

of the AFL-CIO is the re- election of

Bill. Clinton, stating, "Well, shame on
us for if we start splitting off or dis-

tracting our activists. We should save

the creation of the Labor Party for a

non-Presidential year."

Whatever Sweeney and other labor

leaders think, it's clear that Clinton

cannot be described as pro-labor.

Despite his rhetoric, he is scarcely

more pro-labor than Bob Dole.
Organized labor and voters concerned

with these issues need to finally come
to terms with the real nature of Bill

Clinton and, in November, vote their

conscience.

Shyamala Ivatury is a Collegian

Columnist.
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Everywoman's Center confronts issue of violence against women
By Laura Stock

College Staff

Staff members and volunteers of the

University of Massachusetts

Kverywoman's Center spent their sum-

mer strengthening their "Against

Violence Against Women" programs,

as well as planning new events for the

fall semester.

The center offers two programs
dealing with different issues of vio-

lence against women — the

Educator/Advocate program and the

(.Vunselor/Advocate program. Both

share common goals: raising aware-

ness of domestic violence and ending

the isolation of victims and survivors.

Programs for prevention

Educator/Advocates use preventive

education as a tool for decreasing the

high incidence of violence against

women.
Largely comprised of trained stu-

dent volunteers, this group designs and

facilitates workshops for various cam-

pus organizations, high schools and
community groups.

Though workshops can be tailored

to a group's specific needs, topics gen-

erally include rape and date rape

awareness, battering or abuse in rela-

tionships, media images of women,
pornography, sexual harassment, and

defining abuse and respect.

Community members interested in

having a workshop conducted should

call or visit the Everywoman's Center,

located in Wilder Hall. Facilitators rec-

ommend that interested groups

request workshops at least two weeks

in advance, so they may address specif-

ic issues.

The Counselor/Advocate program

serves as a support system for all sur-

vivors of rape, battering, incest, sexual

harassment and related violence. The

program offers free and confidential

services to women in the UMass. five

college and Hampshire County com-

munities.

Counselor/Advocates staff a

24-hour hotline for individuals who
have been sexually assaulted or bat-

tered and provide support, information

and crisis intervention. Walk-in coun-

seling is also available weekdays from

8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Nelson House.

Additionally, Counselor/Advocates

provide short-term counselling on a

weekly basis.

Information regarding law enforce-

ment, legal, medical and social services

and University systems can also be

obtained through the program.

Therapy, resource and support group

referrals are available through the hot-

line or Nelson House.

The Counselor/Advocate program

also offers 10-week support group6 for

rape and incest survivors.

A variety of educational and advoca-

cy services are also provided by the

Women of Color (WOO program,

located in Wilder Hall. The WOC pro-

gram works independently and in col-

laboration with campus and communi-

ty groups and organizations to provid-

ed workshops, film series, guest speak-

ers and social and cultural events for

women of color.

The WOC program also performs

outreach work for women of color and

their families, and makes referrals to

campus and community agencies that

serve diverse cultural and linguistic

populations.

Center offers opportunities

According to Everywoman's Center

Director Carol S. Wallace, volunteer

opportunities for women of all colors,

whether members of the campus or

community, are always available.

An open house will be held from

noon to 4 p.m. on Sept. 1 1 in Wilder

Hall for women interested in paid stu-

dent positions, internships, volunteer

opportunities and Everywoman's
Center programs and services. A
reception and refreshments will follow

from 4 to 7 p.m. "A Women of Color"

reception is scheduled on Oct. 3 from

6 to 9 p.m. in the VIP lounge of the

Mullins Center.

To become either an Educator/

Advocate or a Counselor/Advocate,

thorough training and interviewing by

the Program Coordinator is required.

Both positions involve 60 hours of

training, weekly staff meetings and

other individual requirements. Because

a 12-month minimum commitment is

required to become a staff member,

students are encouraged to volunteer

before their senior year.

UMass students are also eligible for

three pass/fail academic credits

through the women's studies program.

In addition, in their third semester

with the program Counselor/

Advocates and Educator/ Advocates

can also exercise a graded option.

Rachel Thorburn, Assistant

Coordinator of the Counselor/

Advocate program, said volunteering is

an opportunity for meeting other

women concerned and excited about

women issues and violence against

women.
"The 60-hour training is an intense

experience, but it's very rewarding,"

Thorburn said.

The most valuable experience in vol-

unteering, Thorburn said, "is having a

sense that they [volunteers] are mak-

ing a positive difference in a

victim/survivor's life."

Thorburn said the number of appli-
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Sheri Vanetzian, an Amherst resident, works at the Everywoman's Center Hotline, located in the Nelson House.
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Mental Health Groups Fall '96
MONDAY

Stress

Management
Group—

In this group

participant: will learn

the sources of stress

and a variety of

techniques to manage

their stress.

Mondays, 3:30 - 5 p.m.

I UISDAY VVI DNI5DAY 1 1 IURSDAY
Women's Group

for Graduate
Student and
Professional

Women—
This is a group for

women struggling with

major life issues, such as

juggling work or school

while managing a family

life, difficulties in a

graduate program, •

relationship issues,

separation or divorce,

single parenting, etc. This

is an on-going group

with new members

accepted whenever there

are openings.

Tuesdays, 12:45 -

2:1 S p.m

Increasing Self
Esteem,

Building Self-

confidence—
This group will use a

variety of expressive

therapy techniques as

wel as mutual support

and sharing to help

participants understand

the roots of low self-

esteem, gain greater

acceptance of themselves,

and increase self-

confidence.

Tues, 3:45 - S p.m.

Letting Go and
Moving On—

This is a

psy coeducational support

group for people who are

in the process of ending

or have recently ended

an intimate relationship.

Group sessions will focus

on understanding the

process of loss, dealing

with anger, learning to

take care of oneself, as

wel as other topics

generated by the group.

Tuesdays. 6 - 7:30 pm.

Adult

Children of
Dysfunctional

Families—
This is a therapy group

for individuals who

would like to use group

interaction to help

understand how their

upbringing continues to

influence relationships in

the present. Issues such

as exploring/expressing

feelings, developing self-

esteem and breaking

dysfunctional patterns

are central.

Wednesdays, 3:30 -

5 p.m.

Lesbian, Gay,

Bisexual

Support

Group—
Thursdays, 3:45 -

S p.m.

Long term

Therapy Group

for Older

Students and
UMass Staff—

This group provides an

opportunity to work

on problems which

interfere with personal

and academic life such

as lack of intimacy,

loneliness, low self-

esteem and concerns

of professional identity.

Thursdays, 3:30 - 5 pjn.

Groups begin in early to mid-October. All groups require a pre-group interview.

Groups are open to students and to Kaiser members whose site is UHS. For information or to sign up
for an interview call 545-2337 or drop by 127 Hills North, M-F, 8-5.

cations the program receives usually

exceed the amount of openings avail-

able. This semester, they will sick

approximately 25
Counselor/Advocates and 10

Educator/Advocates. Thorburn recom-

mended applying early. The deadline

for application is Sept. 1 1 , and training

begins on Sept. 15.

Patricia Mota Guedes, Program
Coordinator of the Educator/Advocate

program stressed that 'here are many

different ways for women to get

involved.

"If you don't want to go through the

training, there are other ways to get

involved," Guedes said. "You could do

work with your dorm, sorority or RSO
[Registered Student Organization]."

"Come and talk to us, and we will

work together," Guedes said.

Fall activities abound

The Everywoman's Center has

scheduled support groups for the fall.

such as the "Acculturation Group for

Latina Women" and a "Coming Out

Group for Lesbians." The "Child

Sexual Abuse Survivors Support

Groups," which involve the

Counselor/Advocate program, are also

scheduled for the fall.

The Amherst Women's Safety Series

begins Sept. 25 with a forum titled,

"Enjoying the Beauty of Amherst: A

IV-iM.M.il Safa) Pwptm for Women

of All Ages " fhe forum, which takes

place from 7 to 4 p.m. at Amherst

Junior High School, will discuss the

Mfety of girls and women when they

arc enjoying the outdoors.

"One of our goals is to bring people

who live in Amherst, Hampshire and

Amherst College students and UMass

students together,' Guedes said.

In addition to the 1 verywoman's

Center, the salelv series is sponsored

by the UMass and Amherst Police

Departments. Amherst Health

Department, professionals from the

office OJ State Representative Ellen

Story, Northwestern District Attorney

Elizabeth D. Scheibel. Select Board of

Amherst. Amherst Conservation

Department, Amherst and Hampshire

College Public Salety. Valley Women's

Martial Arts. ACTV ami the League of

Women Voters.

Guedes also said the center is in the

process of planning events for

October, which is Domestic Violence

Awareness month.

The Everywoman's Center is also

organizing a collaboration with

ALANA students and the New World

Theater to discuss iamet of race, sex

and media stereotypes through two

plays: Lisa |ones' Combination Skin

and Diana Son's ft, I W. I
Caust I'm a

Woman).

"Soul-TV" to be solid gold on UVC;
new dance show debuts this semester

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

For all the fans of programs like "Soul Train" and

"Solid Gold," a new show entitled "Soul-TV," scheduled

to air on Sept. 27, may become the UMass version of

these dance favorites.

The show will be taped from the Student Union
Ballroom, and is open to the public. However, it will not

be seen live on UVC since the dance-party will last 3

hours, and the film must be edited to one hour. A new
episode will be filmed once a month.

The performers for the first show will be an off-campus

"system" called Sound.

Sound is combined of three core members — two lyri-

cists/producers, a producer/D) — and a constantly chang-

ing group of dancers and singers.

One member of the group, known as "Person,"

explained the dynamics of the group.

"We call ourselves a free style system, not a free style

group," he said. "The reason we use system and^iot group

is because we are not limited to a certain number of peo-

ple or a certain type of music. We specialize in hip-hop.

soul, R&B, techno."

Last year at the Black Mass Communication Project

conference, Sound, along with long-running UVC show,

"Room 307," headlined a popular talent show.

The three officers of the Registered Student

Organization, junior |enn Corbett, and seniors Song Yi

and Felix Plaisar, are eager to gel University of

Massachusetts students involved.

"There's so much talent on this campus. I see it every-

day. We want students to be able to promote their talents,

especially in front of their peers." C orbetl said.

Soul-TV officers will be holding auditions in Southwest

on Sept. 14 for dancers and hosts

"We are looking for performers with a hip-hop theme,"

Corbett said. "The show is opened to the public to dance,

but we need performers to entertain the audience and to

get them more involved."

There will be platforms lor the dancers and the crowd

to dance on. Monitors will also be setup around the room,

airing Soul Train episodes.

Yi will serve as choreographer for the Soul-TV dancers.

"The purpose of the dancers is to gel the crowd hyped

up. We are looking for 10 or more dancers. They need to

be energetic, enthusiastic and not camera shy." she said.

Yi said she is not really worried about females showing

up for auditions, but did express concern over a possible

shortage of male dancers

"I hope that we get a lot of gays They seem to be more

camera shy," she said.

Corbett said that she is a little concerned about their

budget.

"We have to havs proper lighting in the ballroom end

that cost thousands of dollars. We only have $750 for the

semester," she said. "We are going to try to work out a

deal with the Arts Council or another group "

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

KLEIN'S ALL*SPORTS
Welcomes You With Back To School Savings!
Gott • Ski • Hockey • Basketball • Swimming • Lacrosse • Football • Hiking • Running • Walking • Snowboarding • Tennis • Racquetball •

Weight Lifting • Baseball • Soccer • Field Hockey • Bowling • Volleyball • In-line Skating • Watersports

THE BLACK SHEEP

DELI - BAKERY - CATERING

: >OLYEAR II

4

OCMP LOCATION 1

Black Sheep Cafe 1
<it 8 pm and 10 pm $1 off for Students

79 Main Street - Amherst - 253.3442
Mon. - Wed. 7 am - 1 1 pm Thurs. - Sat. 7 am - 1 am Sun. 7:30 am - 9 pm

UMass
Division of Continuing Education

Academics and More !!!

• Over 100 undergrad courses— in the evening!

• More than 100 noncredit workshops—
affordable, fun, practical, including

Bartending, Fund Raising Certificate Program,

Past Life Regression, Jitterbug, ESL, EMT Training,

Private Pilot Ground School, and MAGIC!

Call for a free coarse catalog -

(413) 545-0107 or contined@admin.umass.edu

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts Amherst

providing access to adult, nontraditional

education for over 25 years

SAVE THE PEOPLE YOU CALL UP TO 44%

t
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SGA searches for new prospects

*lt [Senate Elections) is a call

to «H student*. UMass is what

you make it. If you don't get

involved to change or create the

environment you want you are

going to be miserable."

— Maurice Caston, SGA
President.

What is the Senate?

The Undergraduate Senate

consists of a group of eighty stu-

dents elected from residential

areas, each representing 250
students.

Thirteen percent of the

Senate is designated as the

ALANA [Asian, Latino,

African- American and Native

American] Caucus. Twenty-five

ot the 80 seats are designated

for commuters and three scats

for the Greek area.

Senate duties include:

• Representing the entire

undergraduate population.

• Creating policies that gov-

ern all Registered Student

Organizations (RSOs).
• Allocating $1.5 million

from the Student Activities

Trust Fund (SATF) to student

groups.

• Improving student life

through the University

Administration.

Any student interested in

being elected to the Senate must

follow a nomination procedure.

To be nominated, a student

must obtain 25 student signa-

tures from their residence hall.

That student is then placed on

the Senate election ballot of

their residential area.

Polling stations are estab-

lished at the Dining Commons
nearest a residential area.

Commuters vote at the Hatch,

while ALANA Caucus votes are

. cast at the Office of ALANA
Affairs.

Nominations open on Sept. 4

and close on Sept. 18. The elec-

' tions are to be held on Sept. 25.

— Raghuram Vadarevu

By Roghuram Vodarevu

Collegian Skiff

Coming off a year in which massive

student mobilization resulted in addi-

tional money for student activities, the

Student Government Association

(SGA) has planned to take on the

University of Massachusetts primary

governing bodies.

The SGA plans to enlist a state legis-

lator to introduce a bill in the

Massachusetts State House of

Representatives, designed to increase

the number of student seats on the

Higher Education Coordinating

Council (HECC) and to give the stu-

dent trustees from all five UMass cam-

puses voting power on the University's

Board of Trustees.

The legislation will stipulate that the

number of student seats on HECC
would increase from one to three, with

each representing the universities, state

and community colleges, respectively.

Presently, the council has one seat

for students, which is rotated among
the three divisions of higher education.

"It [the bill] will make a great differ-

ence for the students of the

Commonwealth," said Maurice Caston,

president of the SGA.
HECC sets parameters for the

University's Board of Trustees. Last

year, the council recommended a 5 per-

cent roll back of tuition, which was

later was passed by the Board.

According to |ason Vecchio, student

coordinator of the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy

(SCERA), the two new seats on the

council would accurately represent the

different economic conditions of the

students at the state's higher education-

al institutions.

In addition, the SGA plans to intro-

duce legislation to give each UMass
campus voting power on the

University's Board of Trustees. The

current voting privilege is rotated

among the five campuses alphabetical-

ly. Presently, only UMass Dartmouth

and Lowell have voting power, which

Caston sees as a disservice to students

because it silences three of the five stu-

dent trustees

The Board is made up of 28 seats of

which five are designated for student

trustees. Upon receiving recommenda-

tions from the HECC, the Board

decides on issues such as tuition and

student fee hikes.

According to Brian Tirrell, speaker

of the SGA Senate, the increased vot-

ing power of the student trustees would

not shift the balance of power on the

Board.

"The main problem we have is that

the Board cannot change itself. It is

hard to get a bill passed sometimes. We
haven't had a representative that will

follow the bill through," Tirrell said.

Past legislative efforts have never

made it out of committee, said Tirrell.

Vecchio said SGA and SCERA are

looking to enlist friends of students or

UMass alumni to follow the bill

through the House.

In addition to expanding student

power within the Board of Tpjstees,

the SGA has proposed renovations of

the Student Union Building and an

addition onto the Metewampe Lawn
located on the pond-side of the

Campus Center.

The proposal was made after

Chancellor David K. Scott asked the

campus community to suggest ideas for

three new buildings on campus.

Funding for the three new buildings

will be raised through a "capital cam-

paign," to be launched on homecoming

weekend. The campaign is designed to

raise money through alumni.

The SGA proposal is up against

plans for a new alumni convention cen-

ter and hotel proposed to be built near

Warren Mcguirk Alumni Stadium,

Tirrell said.

"I think [the convention center]

would be nice," Caston said. "I am
going to become an alum next year, I

would feel uncomfortable with the con-

dition of the Student Union.

"When you look at the conditions of

the Student Union, offices are over-

crowded, there is no sprinkler system,

the paint's peeling off the walls. The

student body has outgrown the Student

Union."

In other matters, SGA will increase

pressure on the University over its failure

to adhere to the 1992 ALANA agree-

ments, which called for a greater and

more accurate representation of minori-

ties among the students and faculty.

Hillel, Chabad offer activities
New and returning Jewish students given several options

Z—

7

»• for food and drink.
By Anna Feder

Collegian Staff

The first day of classes is here and as students try

to cope with the transition from rest and relaxation to

the rigor of higher education, the Jewish community

has attempted make the change a little easier.

On campus, Hillel and Chabad House have

planned a number of activities during the first week

of classes for both new and veteran students alike.

Off campus, the Jewish Community of Amherst,

located at 742 Main St. and Congregation B'nai

Israel, located at 253 Prospect St. in Northampton,

are gearing up for the high holidays.

Hillel House, located at 588 North Pleasant St. is

starting off with "Taste of Israel" at 5:30 p.m. tonight

at Hampden D.C. in Southwest. Traditional Israeli

cuisine will be served. On Saturday, Hillel's Social

Committee is sponsoring a dance at 10 p.m. in Hillel

House. Food and beverage will be provided. The

event is free with a Hillel activity card, and $2 to all

others.

This Sunday, Hillel is hosting their second

"Kick-Off Barbecue" from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. It is a

rain or shine event which will include sports, music

and food. The cost is free with an activity card and

$2 to all others. Later in the afternoon there is a

trip to Northampton planned just for first-year stu-

dents. The group will meet at the Fine Arts

Center/Haigis Mall bus stop at 5:30 p.m. and

return at 10:15 p.m. The highlight of the expedition

is a stop at the Fire and Water Cafe to enjoy some

of the live music they offer every night. Look For

the "Noho Trip" sign, and be sure to bring money

for food and drink.

On Sept. II at 6:15 p.m. Zionists For Action and

the Student Alliance for Israel are sponsoring an ice

cream party at Hillel House. This event is free and

open to the public.

Also at Hil! d on Sept. 12 at 7:45 p.m. students can

gather to watch Friends, Seinfeld and E.R.. Apples

and honey will be provided to help prepare for the

spirit of the New Year.

Activity cards may be purchased in the Hillel office

or at the Hillel table on the Campus Center con-

course. The cost is $1 5.

This Friday night at 7 p.m. Chabad is hosting a

special "Back to Campus" Shabbat service in their

newly renovated synagogue located at 30 North

Hadley Road. As always, services are free and open

to the public.

On Sunday, Chabad will offer a Shofar-making

workshop entitled the "Model Shofar Factory." A
Shofar is a ram's horn which is crafted into an instru-

ment used on Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year.

Its purpose is to awaken a person to repent and moti-

vate them to make positive resolutions for the coming

year. It also creates the mood for the 10 Days of

Repentance that follow.

During the program, visitors learn about the art of

Shofar making as well as participate in a "hands-on"

experience in the creation of a shofar from a raw

hom. The "factory" also includes various holiday dis-

plays, workshops and special art projects.

The event starts at 2 p.m., it is free and open to the

public. For $7 participants can take home the Shofar

they have made. For more information contact Yonah

Blum at the Chabad House.

SOME THINGS ARE MEANT TO BE CLOSED
YOUR MIND ISN'T ONE OF THEM

Km- iliTnrtwi. MDA tin* shown how valuable people with

MMMMMM *''* "• "•""''•y w* fcaBBfi talent, ability and

desire are more lmpoita.nl tlian strength of a person*

muscle* The one barrier these people can't overcome

la a closed mind Keep yours open
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COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT...

S H AB
Gain Experience in

Administrative Aspects

of Health Care

Sponsor Health

Promotion Events

Come join the

Student Health

Advisory Board

Informational meeting:

|Wed. September 18, 5:30 -6:30pm

University Health Services Rm. 304

For mora Info call Tamara at tha Health Education Office 577-5181
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COLLISION REPAIR & AUTOBODY

53 S. Prospect, Amherst Center
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• Imports & other unibody vehicles are

our specialty

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-

1/2 mm)

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European technology painting

and refinishing systems

• We provide substitute transportation

• Users of Sikkens paint products

Remember it's your car and your

choice of repair facilities

Shop Registration # RSI 212J
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Public radio thrives in its third decade UMass officers saddle up in Hadley
By Kristin Bolow
Collegian Correspondent

Nestled inside the University of
Massachusetts Hampshire House is

something you may not quite
expect... a radio station.

WFCR. broadcast at 88.5 FM. is

the local affiliate of National Public

Radio (NPR), and has over 126,000
listeners located in northern and
western Connecticut, southern
Vermont, parts of Rhode Island and
the Hampshire, Hampden and
Franklin counties.

WFCR, which has been located at

UMass for 25 years, was originally

formed to "serve the public in an
educational way," said Karin
Obermeier, the station's outreach
coordinator.

The station began in 1966 with a

small group of supporters, playing

news, classical music and a few spe-

cial lectures from guest speakers at

the local colleges.

The station has grown with time,

and has added jazz and other types

of music, attracting additional lis-

teners.

The best of NPR is featured for

talk, as well as the new "Monitor
Radio Early Edition," "Marketplace
Morning Report," "the Best of Fresh
Air" (news highlights for that week)
and many others.

For music lovers, tune in to the

sounds of "Valley Folk," "Afro-Pop
Worldwide" or the old stand-bys,
jazz or classical.

Martin Miller, WFCR's general
manager, further explained the sta-

tion's new additions by saying, "the

station is similar to a museum, in

that we try to attract people with
our newer features but keep them
coming back for the programs that

have been around for a longer time."

Of course, funding is a source of

concerns. Ten percent of support
comes from local businesses and
corporations, 4 percent comes from
state funds (UMass), 3 percent
comes from other local colleges, and
other portions from federal funds.

"The majority of support, howev-
er, comes directly from our listen-

ers," Miller stated.

Sixty percent of support stems

from the phone-a-thons (the next

one is Sept. 25- 29), contributions

by mail, and WFCR's annual used

record sale (Oct. 19 & 20), during

which 50.000 to 70.000 records of

all musical genres are sold on the

common.
To really get involved, however,

listeners support the station further

by becoming members of WFCR,
and enjoy the benefits of a

bi-monthly calendar and updated
newsletter from the station. Student

memberships are only $15.

Students can also get involved

with WFCR in other ways. The sta-

tion offers work study jobs to stu-

dents who are eligible for them and
internships dealing with news at the

station.

WFCR is always looking for vol-

unteers for fundraising drives.

"We're especially looking for vol-

unteers to help sort records for the

upcoming used record sale,"

Obermeier said. "Volunteers get

first dibs on what records we
have."

By Laura Stock

Collegian Slatf

cheating
continued from page 1 -A

that the SGA is never remiss in advising the students

review thoroughly," Caston said."

In a letter published in the Boston Globe,
Chancellor David K. Scott agreed with Caston.

"Every student arriving on campus receives a book-

let on undergraduate rights and responsibilities that

clearly specifies that academic honesty includes cheat-

ing, lying, facilitating dishonesty, plagiarism, etc,"

Scott said.

Scott wrote a letter to the editor of the Boston

Globe in response to an editorial which said that aid-

demic honesty is sadly being ignored by a majority of

undergraduates at UMass.

"The SARIS survey on academic dishonesty is not

that big of a deal." SGA speaker Brian Tirrell said.

"People seem to forget that we are below the national

average for cheating."

Tirrell also said that he disagreed with some of the

behaviors which were considered cheating by Project

Pulse.

"One of the questions was 'Have you ever
obtained questions or answers that would be on an

exam from someone who had already taken it?" he

said. "Who hasn't done that? It is just research on a

subject. If a professor does not change their exams

from semester to semester, the student deserves a

better grade."

Elizabeth Williams, assistant director of Project

Pulse, said, "Some people definitely have a bone to

pick about survey methods. We asked about all types

of behavior that not everybody would consider cheat-

ing. The important thing is that the Project Pulse sur-

vey is accurate."

Students were also asked about 1 3 specific types of

cheating and whether they had engaged in each dur-

ing the past academic year. The highest percentage of

students (34.9 percent) said that they had "copied a

few sentences of material from a source without foot-

noting it in a paper."

"Sloppiness in citing sources, by far the main type

of academic dishonesty reported in the recent campus
survey that led to the editorial, stems in part from a

failure of the education system at all levels to teach

values and integrity," Scott said in his letter.

He added, "This failure is complicated by a new
technology, the Web, in which a vast amount of infor-

mation isn't sourced or owned."
Other types of cheating with high percentages were

referencing materials that the student did not actually

read (23.1 percent), allowing someone else to copy
answers during an exam (19.3 percent) and selling or

giving another student a term paper so they could

turn it in for credit ( 1 1 percent).

At the end of the survey, students were asked if

they had friends who had cheated. A little over seven-

ty-two percent said "yes," while 80.1 percent of stu-

dents said that they would not do anything if they saw
another student cheating.

In the midst of being given negative attention for

cheating, Scott said, "UMass Amherst is to be com-
mended for its honest reporting and attempting to

deal with the larger issues of .hies and integrity, an

attempt that we in higher education too often aban-

don."

Chabad House Programs • Fall 1 996

CLASSES: MONDAYS- 7:00 PM AT CHABAD HOUSE- FEMINISM & MYSTICISM
Tuesdays- 8:00 PM at Chabad house- Talmud Class- Tractate
Berachot
wednesdays: 8:00 pm at chabad house- tanya-jewish
Mysticism
THURSDAYS: 1 2:00 PM LOCATION TBA- LUNCH & LEARN
Messianism and Redemption in Jewish Thought

Shabbat Services: Every Friday night at 7:00 PM (6:00 PM after
DST) Shabbat services followed by traditional
home cooked shabbat meal- Free

High Holiday Services: services and traditional holiday meals through
out all the holidays. call 549-4094 for
scheduling info.

informal class on the meanings behind the high
holidays "monarchy or anarchy - rosh hashana
& yom kippur" Thursday, September i 2, 8:30 PM
at Chabad House Call for information.

"Shofar factory" come and learn how, and make
your own Shofar at Chabad house Sunday,
September 8 at 2:00 PM

Dancing in the Streets Chassidic Style - simchat
torah at Chabad House, Saturday, October 5 at
7:00 PM

Chabad Student Coalition : Get involved in our RSO, become a member!

Student Seminar in New York: Sign up for the "Second annual
International Jewish leadership
conference of university students"
WEEKEND OF OCTOBER 25-27. CALL FOR
INFORMATION.

GOURMET JEWISH COOKING: CHALLAH BAKING WORKSHOP WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER 23 AT 7:00 PM.

CHANUKAH: CHANUKAH PROGRAMS AND PARTIES THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE EIGHT
DAYS. CALL FOR INFORMATION ON SCHEDULING AND GETTING
SUPPLIES, (E.G. , MENORAHS AND CANDLES).

COUNSELING: Chabad house offers counseling to students. Call for
an appointment.

Kosher Pizza: chabad house brings the finest kosher pizza shop to
the arfa. call for information.

Last week, the Hadley Farm corral was strewn with
debris, set on fire, decorated with balloons and crowded
with school buses, tractors and police cars all in an effort

to make the University of Massachusetts campus a safer

place.

Eighteen mounted police officers participated in a week
of training, organized jointly by the UMass Mounted
Police Unit and the New England Mounted Police
Association (NEMPA).

This year, mounted police from the Boston Park Ranger
Deparimeni. Worcester County Sheriff Department,
Saruioga, N.Y. Park Police, and Hartford and Providence,

R.I.. Police Departments joined the UMass officers in

training.

|im Turaii, coordinator of the UMass Mounted Police

Unit, said the initial focus of the training is on the officers.

"First, we work on the equitation end of it," Turati said.

"We have to make sure we have capable, competent riders

before we attempt at training."

Turati, a horse owner since childhood, organized the

original UMass Mounted Police Unit, which only lasted

for two years due to budget constraints, in 1974. The pro-

gram was on hiatus lor 15 vears, until it was revived in

1989.

The mounted police unit currently consists of five full-

time officers and five in training. The unit owns 18 hors-

es, all of which they obtain from private donations. The
department's operating budget only provides for the cost

of veterinarian care and stabling at Hadley Farm.
"Right now, we have six of the best horses we have had

in the eight years of the program," Turati said.

Over the course of the week, the horses went through

various types of training to assure that they were capable

and safe to take into the community.
The obstacle course last Tuesday involved a sensory and

nuisance type of training, which provided the horses with

visual examples of what they may encounter in the com-
munity. The UMass Fire Department assisted in setting

contained fires, then extinguishing them with carbon diox-

ide cartridges in front of the horses.

"The horses need to learn to be relatively calm around
fire engines, smoke, hoses and the carbon dioxide car-

tridges," Turati said. "They want to please us as much as

they can, but sometimes they are too frightened."

The task of the mounted police officer, Turati said, is to

remain calm so the horses do not become agitated, and to

reassure the horses by petting, stroking and talking to

them.

The obstacle course created mostly an urban atmos-

phere for the horses, with running buses and cars, sitcus.

and road flares. Balloons were also exposed to the horses

in training. Survival riding and an exercise in

search-and-rescue took place Thursday at Mt. Toby. On
Friday, they worked on campus and practiced roadway
work, motor vehicle stops and ticketing.

"People often see mounted police officers on the street

and say, 'Gee, that looks nice, there's not much to that,'

but there is a long training process involved," Turati said.

"It's really an awful lot of work."

That work can also prove to be dangerous, as one of the

riders was thrown from her horse at the obstacle training

on Tuesday. The officer, from Worcester County, was
taken to Cooley Dickinson Hospital by ambulance as a

precaution.

Susan Murphy, a Boston Park Ranger and UMass grad-

uate, has worked with the NEMPA program for 10 years.

"The experience so far has been pretty good," Murphy
said. "1 work with the training for park rangers, and it's a

good review for them, as well as educational."

Turati said the mounted police are just one part of a

whole police force that shares a goal of making the cam-
pus as safe as possible.

"When you put all of the units together— the mounted,
bike, car and foot patrols — you have a law enforcement
agency proactive in serving and protecting the communi-
ty," Turati said.

There are distinct advantages to having mounted police

officers, Turati said. For work in crowds or parking lots,

officers on horseback have an obvious height advantage.

"Mounted police have been great public relations tools

throughout history," Turati said. "Being out in the open
lets people know that police officers are regular types of

folks. The worst thing that happened was 40 or 50 years

ago when a lot of police officers were taken off the street

and put in cars.

"It took the human element out of law enforcement.
Officers need to be out on the street," he said.
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The UMass Mounted Police Unit and members of New England Mounted Police Association (NEMPA) participated

in a training session last week at the Hadley Farm.

Choices Not Chances

Free Contraception Education

Every Mon & Thurs 3 - 4:30 pm and

Tut s & Wetl 7 - 8:30 pm in rm. 302 UHS
Men and Women Welcome

For more inlormation call the Health

Education Office 577-5181
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Car Wash
Automatic
Wash/Wax

Open Daily

Self-Servlce

Bays
Open 24 Hour*

Scap/Rinse/Wash

Bubble Brush

Engine De-Greaser

VACUUM CLEANERS
BILL CHANGERS

381 College Street (Rt. 9 East)

Amherst
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Used Becks
1C€€*« of Academic

Paperback* in

many subjects
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Valley Becks
ins. Pteatant St.
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UMass

Accelerated

Emergency
Medical Training

by

Human Services Training

Consultants, Inc.

Part Time/ Evening

Classes start

September 1 6, 1 996
Call UMass Continuing

education at

545-0474
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Free the press
A message to students new and old frxm the Daily Collegian news desk.

Why this newspaper matters, and why we need you,

A quality college newspaper accomplishes significantly more than the simple transfer of information to its read-

ers, sueh as the time of a lecture or the score oflast night's game.

Our job is to report on the issues, conflicts and events which shape and consui.te us, thereby fostering an

informed dialogue between students, faculty, staff and administration.

It is by no means an easy task and the tired faces of our readers who casually turn these pages each day indi-

cates that we could be doing a better job. «.,.". . . l . < u
Publishing daily is a small miracle — from 8 ajn. to as late as 5 a.m., our staff is isolated in the basement ot the

Campus Center to get this publication exactly where h is right now— in front of your eyes.

Unfortunately, the hard work which is required during any typical day limits our ability to cover the campus as

thoroughly as we would like.
.

/. ...
A problem, no doubt; the well-being of everyone is at stake. We must know why tuition and fees our so high,

why racism exists on this campus, why there is not enough financial aid available, why advising services are totally

inadequate and why the upcoming eleetkms are vitally important — and that's only the beginning.

The Collegian, therefore, depends on new writers whose interest extends beyond career goals to a genuine con-

cern for the people of our community. Without them, we will never access the information which may alter the

way wo sec this University and perhaps empower us to make needed changes.

This is your naper— if the coverage is not adequate, if an important issue is being ignored, come tell us.

Even better."come write for us. A background in journalism is not a requirement, nor is a iong term commit-

ment. You can write what you want, when you want — come down and see us in 11 3 Campus Center.

A community requires involved and educated citizens. This is a good place to start.

Thank you.

Michael Elliott

News Editor

Ayf^fQtU

Students connect at Leadership Conference

ELliAM TH MOWN I COUEOAN

The calm before the storm!

ELIZABETH MOWN / tOUEGIAN

What's new....
Herter Hall's large auditorium was selected for renovation over the summer, and is ready for class.

The Undergraduate Registrar office rests peacefully last week before the storm of people come through

wanting to make changes.

By Michael Elliott

Collegian Staff

IHANC WO/ COUEGIAN

Singer Natasha Springer gave a moving performance at the dinner of

the leadership conference last Wednesday at the Campus Center
Auditorium.

FOR SAI
:e Available in Large Campus Community

|B,000 S.F. (Thars Students & Faculty)

Beautiful View

COMPUTER
Tri-State Fairs:

Original Area Shows

since 1987

Buy at wholesale prices directly at the show from nearly

50 independent competing companies under one roof.

From full systems to shareware, ifs all here

MULLINS
Located on the campus of UMass.

Rte 9 onto Rte 116N at Staples

taking first exit, turn right

\

• New England's Largest College Daily

• Distributed Free throughout UMass-

X Amherst, Amherst College, Hampshire

College, Smith College and Mount
Holyoke College.

• Competitive CPM
• 90% Penetration of student market

• Home of the UMass Minutemen 1996
NCAA Final Four - 5 time A- 10 Champs.

This is a discount ticket. General

admission is $7.00 each. Clip or

photocopy this ad and save $2.00 ea

Our dealers feature the IBM/PC

marketplace. Join us four times a year.

Kids under 10 free with parentEPT 14

10AM-3:30PH
ONE MONTH FREE INTERNET AT THIS SHOW FROM TIAC

Don't over

sleep, one day

show only!

-
I

I ,

I

I
Bonducci's Cafe

I
Gourmet coffees & pasteries, veggie burgers, $3.00

lunch specials... Relax with a friend at

Amherst's original coffeehouse

BONDUCCI'S BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE*

Coffees, espresso drinks,

& frozen yogurt

higher price prevails

l_on the Amherst Common

63 South Pleasant Si. I

Amherst, MA
l/l» tIK . UUUCI.ll VVIIHIIUII '

Approximately 100 students

trekked back to campus early this

year to participate in the week-long

Student Leadership Conference,
which came to a close this past

Thursday.

Coordinated through the Campus
Activities Office, the five-day confer-

ence was aimed at bringing student

representatives of on-campus busi-

ness, agencies and Registered Student

Organizations (RSOs), together to

discuss issues ranging from conflict

resolution to social identity.

Participants were housed in the

Crabtree Residence Hall for the dura-

tion of the conference.

"It's really a networking thing,"

said Brian Tirrell, speaker of the

Student Government Association

(SGA) Senate.

Tirrell spoke on the particular

advantages the conference offered to

the SGA.
"We need to know all the people in

all the RSOs so we can get our job

done for them," he said. "The whole

campus community is here."

Margaret Arsenault, the assistant

director of campus activities advising

center and organizer of the confer-

ence, said the event was about "com-

munity building."

"Students are meeting students

here that they wouldn't normally
meet." Arsenault said.

Christina Cowell, vice-president of

the Cambodian Students Association,

said the conference was beneficial to

every group involved, no matter was
their particular focus was.

"This means we can get connec-

tions and do things with other clubs,"

Cowell said.

The conference, in addition to lec-

tures regarding skills such as time

management and public speaking,

also consisted of several, small

group-oriented workshops, empha-
sizing cooperative skills.

Christina Walsh, who played a

large role in conference organizing,

said that many of the participants.

used to being the most vocal amongst
their peers, learn the importance of

collective decision making.

"We definitely emphasize respect

for other people," Walsh said.

"This is just a microcosm for the

rest of the world," she added. "You're

not only learning skills to be a leader

on campus."

Student Bonnie barklay of

Amnesty International and the

Green-O Snack Bar agreed.

"This proves to me that even the

most headstrong leaders can work
together," Barklay said. "We aren't

always the know it alls."

Jeff Coker, SGA Secretary of

Finance and conference organizer,

said he was pleased with the enthusi-

astic reception the conference
received during its opening days, cit-

ing the fact that students made the

commitment to end their summer
early to attend.

"There is a lot of ability in this

room," said Coker, during a lunch

time mecrng in the Campus Center

Auditorium.

Walsh said that much of her job

was made easier because many of the

participants were very eager to

re-think their leadership abilities.

"These are students who want to

succeed," Walsh said. "People are

showing a real willingness to learn."

As an added benefit, Walsh was
able to secure community support for

the conference, from local merchants

such as Rao's, Bruegger's Bagels and
Bueno Y Sano; all providing free food

and drink during the conference.

"Everyone really supports this idea;

the sponsors have been great," Walsh
said.

That Included Chancellor David K.

Scott and other administrators, who
hosted a formal dinner the final night

of the conference.

The event allowed students to not

only connect with each other, but

with key University officials.

Sign-ups for next year's

Leadership Conference begin during

the spring semester in the Campus
Activities Office, second floor,

Student Union Building.

Du Bois Library expands

online services for students

Welcome Back Students
friom the Vcdle4f.''i fyawute ScUia & jbipA,

•Available at

UMASS' People's

Market

• Also available at

Stop & Shop and

Bread & Circus

MlISKJMAIL
1755 Boston Rd.,

Springfield, MA1*^^Mrf
W^ M

T*T*" '^f'l'f'
U S 1 C MAIL

(Next to Eastfield Mall)

413-543-1002

SUMMER SIZZLER SALE
FLOOR MODELS DISCONTINUED ITEMS

Used One Of A Kind

Here's A Sample of the Many Specials:

REG SALE
PEARL5 Pc. Session w/ Hdwr. 2499 1400

ROLAND SPD 8 Electronic Pad 725 500

PEARL Used Quarter Toms 299 199

YAMAHA W5 76 Key Synthesizer 2495 1865

ENSONIQ SQ 2 Key Synthesizer 1395 1045

YAMAHA SY 35 Synthesizer 899 699

ENSONIQ ASR 88 LOADED 4495 3199
JACKSON Soloist Pro 1045 799

GIBSON '95~ Les Paul Std Wine Red 2200 1195

GIBSON "85- Les Paul Std Black 2100 1139

PEAVY All Acoustics 30% OFF
GIBSON Hummingbird 2050 1257

CHARVEL All Acoustics 30% OFF
TRACE ELLIOT All Bass Gear 30% OFF
PEAVY Classic 100 Head 780 600

HARTKE 2155 Bass Combo 20OW 1250 995

GIBSON Used Les Paul Bass <u 1 case 1050 800

ESP Strat 599 400

YAMAHA MU 5 Tone Generator 300 199

YAMAHA QY 20 Sequencer 660 399

OBERHEIM Drummer 300 150

OBERHEIM Strummer 300 150

DBX 242 Equalizer 300 219

OBX 274 Expander Gate 450 329

FURMAN Q1S1 Equalizer 399 269

LEXICON Alex 399 289

BOOK t SHEETS Lg. SelcUon SAVE UP TO 60%

The Facts about \oung Women and Breast Health:

-
•

«" * --* -
.
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By Daniel E. Levenson

Collegian Staff

As part of the W.E.B. Du Bois

Library's extensive computer based

system, students will now be able to

renew borrowed books and monitor

their own circulation record
on-line.

This information may be accessed

through the Five- College Online
Library Catalogue.

According to Betty Brace, of the

library's circulation department, this

newly implemented feature of the sys-

tem will save considerable time and
money for everyone involved.

Library administrators, she said,

have little interest in fining students

for over-due books, and hopes that

the new system will be beneficial to

everyone involved.

The on-line system will eliminate

much of the cost imposed upon the

library for printing late-fee notices, a

cost which Brace said was consider-

able.

When students check their circula-

tion records, they will be able to

access a variety of important informa-

tion, including what books they cur-

rently have out. and when they are

due back.

Any late fees or overdue books are

also noted on the circulation record,

where students may also renew
books.

"It saves everybody a lot of time,"

Brace said. "It's like being able to

check your own records."

Books may be "self-renewed" up to

five times. After that, the borrower

has to bring the book to the library

staff. Manually checked out items,

which include government docu-
ments and musical scores, cannot be

self-renewed on the computer sys-

tem.

Books already overdue can not be

renewed using the computer system.

In branch libraries, such as in the

Morrill Science Building, students

must also renew books at the circula-

tion desk.

Brace called the self-renewal
option, "a very small part of what the

system does," citing other features

that allow UMass students to access

information from the entire Five-

College catalogue.

Brace said that she hopes the new
system will make the libraries' con-

siderable resources even more acces-

sible.

Program seeks dropouts

By Daniel E. Levenson

Collegian Staff

In hones of making the University
of Massachusetts a more manageable
place for freshman without declared

majors, the office of the Provost and
the School of Education have institut-

ed a new program to offer additional

information and guidance.

Entitled, "Universe through the

University," the program will help
freshman in selecting their new
.course of study, as well as providing

them with a support apparatus within

the residence halls.

With nationwide drop-out rates

on the rise, the University feels such a

program will help curb this trend,

according to Steve Beeber of the

University Press Relations office.

Beeber said that it is easy for stu-

dents to become overwhelmed and
disoriented at a university this large

and complex.

"I would stress the fact that this is

a way for incoming students not to

get lost in the shuffle." Beeber said.

The more than 200 participants

will spend the year in Patterson

Residence Hall.

Each student will take two classes

together as part of the program:
"Twenty First Century Challenges"

and "College Writing."

Each class will have no more than

20 students, allowing for a more per-

sonable atmosphere conducive to

learning, Beeber said.

The program will also provide aca-

demic counseling and tutoring, as

well as a variety of workshops on
such topics as time management,
choosing a major and study skills.

The Learning Resource Center will

supply the program with volunteer

mentors, composed of upper-class
students, graduate students, faculty,

staff and alumni.

Kristin Gowdy, a sophomore psy-

chology major, said such a program
would have been useful during her

introductory semester at the universi-

ty.

^Welcome Back
Graduate Students

Best Wishes for the Coming Year

from Dean Charlena Seymour

and staff at the Graduate School

compare:!
MORE MACHINES

Stairmasters • TrearJt* • Utecydes

Nor* Track • Keiser • Nautilus

Tectrix • Olympic Free Weir/its

BETTER AEROBICS
Hftow • Reebok Bench Step

Boxerose • Yoga • Area's Largest

Aerobics Space • Suspended Wood Floor

"Big enough to own the beet equipment, hut email
enough to know your name"
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P 1 13 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003
Phonel (413) 545-3500 • Fax: (413) 545-1592

great scores...

lSAt
last chance

to prepare for

the October test
Last class begins on: September 5th!

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST
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'LSAT it a registered trademark ol Law Sen***.
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When you learn that your child has a
neuromuscular disease, you have a million
questions. MDA answers them all through
special videos and brochures for parents,
and Just by being there. It's education for
life. If you need MDA, call 1-800-878 1717.

MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY ASSOCIATION

K -\ %V \ DAILY COLLEGIAN
/ O
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Can you name all the Presidents??

Emily Courville, a junior Theater major, admires the exhibit on the 25th floor of the library which gives a history of the UMass presidents.

Freedom is a

three-letter

SOME THINGS ARE MEANT
TO BE CLOSED
YOUR MIND ISN'T ONE OP THEM.

As a teacher of children with learning

Disabilities, as well as a teacher of their

teachers. I can really appreciate all the

new laws protecting our rights. But I

always remember that if it weren't for

MDA research and patient services,

people with neuromuscular diseases

wouldn't be free to enjoy these rights.

That's why, to me, freedom is a

three-letter word — MDA.

IiIlHaI

For dnriulRft. MDA has nhown
how valnabln pnopln with
cllfiahillUns nrn In society Wp
I>"h>'vi» talent., nlillit.y and desire

,-vi<. wntuw titt|toi t.-uit than
slr«nf!Ui of a itnrwm'ft iiinnrl'-r

'I'Iip t't>p hafil4r t.hppp pnopln

can't ov«rcom« Is a cIomkI rnlnd

Kppp yours opnn

Ml I*,' HI MIDrSIMOPMY ASSOCIAIKKI

1 800 878 1717

Ptotaaonal Mucsic

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717

• Haircutting

• Tanning
• We Take Your

Hair Seriously.

REGENCY HAIRSTYLES
253-9526 « 189 N. Pleasant St.

<Shaw <zMoto\ Cm

cf\tnioli

•Over 21

• 7-passenger van

available

"Lowest Rates In Town"

312 College Street

Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 253-5040

(413) 533-8884

akilla. They beliave that worn and play can go
together. And th«j hava the natural, American atyla
that defines M>«rerombia t, Titch, Fit fchia deacrip-

n? Than we n««d -you at Xbetcrofntn ».

"
•

' 'he faataar-Ti-owlrnj men's and woawn's
clothing retailers in tha country because our atoraa
and clothes embrace a free, independent style that '

a

distinctly Aaerlcan. And a lot like you.

IMaHrannfHe Present at. i ve|
Work at Abercrombie t ritch aa a Brand Representative
and enjoy fun people, cool nuaic, and great diacounta
on the comfortable, caaual clothing that ara uniquely
oure. Houra are flexible to fit your achedule.

Pick up an application at a atora near you or check
out our Hom Page on tha Internet for more information
and atora locations. EOE

www . abercrombie . com

With KV Comer Clips you aren't limited to standard shelving

designs. You can make your unit fit any area of your room.

Assemble shelves quickly and take them apart for easy storage.

With COWLS pine shelving and
KV Corner Clips it's EASY!

COWLS PINE SHELVING

^s«l • Standard grade in widths of

• Premium grade in widths of 2, 3, 4,

5, 6, 8, 10,12, 14, 16, 18 & 20 inches

•Both grades in 6, 8, 10, 12. 14 & 16

^r^ foot lengths

For All Your
Building and
Remodeling

Needs

0ILD18G SUPPLY
125 Sunderland Road. North Amherst

(413) 549-0001 ~ 7-5 weekdays ~ 8-3 Sat.

FREE local delivery

3E«nsa

UM improves waste plan

By Daniel E. Levenson

Collegian Staff

A new composting program at the

University of Massachusetts is set for

implementation for the fall semester,

and is expected to better address the

problem of waste disposal in an envi-

ronmentally sustainable manner.

The program, administered by the

Office of Waste Management, is one

of the first of its kind in the nation,

and has already raised eyebrows as

far away as San Francisco.

"There's a lot of benefits to having

a composting program on campus,"

said Cherly Chaves, a recent UMass
graduate who worked on the project

as a intern.

Significant reductions in what the

University sends to landfill is antici-

pated, she said.

Additionally, a possible increase of

10 to 15 percent in the recycling rate

is expected, said Chaves, who also

noted that the sewer systems will get

a break, since the solid waste load

will be reduced.

The compost generated will be

used for groundwork and landscaping

around the UMass campus, according

to Chaves.

According to the Office of Waste
Management, UMass generates in

excess of 6100 tons of trash per year,

of which a sizable amount is organic

material.

The composting devise can handle

1500 lbs. of food waste per day on a

28 day cycle. On a 14 day cycle, the

system is even more efficient, produc-

ing 3000 lbs. per day, said Chaves.

"We estimate that the dinning halls

will probably produce about 20 tons

a week [of compost] during the regu

lar semester," Chaves said.

The composted waste will come
from four large dining halls

[Worcester, Berkshire, Hampshire

and Franklin J, as well as other small

er dining locations on campus.

Animal bedding from the

University's Hadley farm, as well as

leaf and yard work waste from cam-

pus, will be included for composting.

The device used in this program is

unique in that all the composting

occurs within a contained space,

Chaves said.

"It takes up a lot less space, and

it's all enclosed so there's no pest or

odor problem," she added, explaining

the advantages of the system.

The Wright In-Vessel Composting

Unit was purchased with a $90,000
grant from the Department of

Environmental Protection Clean
Environment Fund.

The composting vessel is manufac-

tured by a Canadian company,
Wright Environmental Management,
Inc.

"UMass will be the first pilot site in

New England," Chaves said.

She added that the program will

provide opportunities for students

interested in environmental technolo-

gy-

"We're probably going to need
more student interns once we get

going," Chaves said.

The UMass system will serve as a

model run for other interested insti-

tutions, she added.

WORKSTUDY &
NONWORKSTUDY JOBS

After School Child Care Worker

Arts Management/Theater

Buiiding Supervisors

Clerical Assistants (workstudy only)

Volleyball Officials/Supervisor

Water Safety Instructors

Youth Basketball Officials/Supervisors

Adult Basketball Supervisor & Scorekeepers

Pee-Wee Tennis Instructor

Application Deadline: September 15, 1995

Apply at:

Human Resources Dept.

Town of Amherst
70 Boltwood Walk
Bangs Community Center

Amherst, MA 01002

TOWN OF AMHERST

OfcyjiS:

UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST

University Health

Services Amherst,

MA 01003
577-5000

An open letter to

the UMass Student Community
from the Director of the UHS
Eye Care Services Spring 1996.

Frederick H. Bloom, O.D.

Director, UHS Eye Care

Service!

My name is Frederick Bloom. I graduated from the

University of Massachusetts in 1971 and the New
England College of Optometry in 1975. I am very

proud of the University Health Service Eye Care
Program and the high quality of eye care delivered to

more than 80,000 individuals over the last 20 years.

I have been on the teaching faculty of the New
England College of Optometry and recently co-

authored an article with Dr. Abel, a UHS physician,

that was published in a national optometry journal. In

addition, I am credentialed in diagnostic ocular

pharmaceuticals by the Massachusetts Board of

Optometry.

Eye care services include:

• Complete optometry examinations

• Reduced rates on spectacle frames and lenses

from local participating opticians

• Emergency eye care

• Comprehensive contact lens service

Our stafftakes great pride in being able to fit many people who

have had difficulty in the pa<t wearing contact lenses.

Patientfeedback ofthose who have used the UHS Eye Cart

Services over theyears has been consistently excellent.

"I invite you to use the eye services at UHS."

uhs
EYE CARE SERVICES
Convenient Hours & Campus Location

Call 577-5244
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Cosby returns to prime time
What do Molly Ringwald. Brooke Shields Bill Cosby

and Ted Danson all have in common ?
They're all debuting a ooinedy Mies this fall. Cosby and Danson

hfW found new home* on CBS. while Shields settles into NBC's
killer Thursday night line cip and Ringwald lands a cushy spot

sandwiched between ABC's "Ellen" and *Qm
Under Fire."

The new fall season starts this month
with brand new episodes of older scries

and new shows trying to figure out if

they've got what it takes to stay on the air.

Of course the new shows face stiff compe
tition from hit shows like "ER,"
Roseanne" and "Murphy Brown." Over
30 new series will debut this full, but only
a handful will stick around after lanuary.

CBS's Monday's line up begins with the
new "Cosby" show. Cosby is reunited with original
"Cosby" co-star. Phylieia Rashad and original show pro-

ducers. Marcy Carsey and
Tom Werner. The
original was one of

the most successful

sitcoms of the '80s

and the '90s ver-

sion expects to be just us niCCCaaful.

Follow that up with newlyweds Dunson and Mary
Steenburgen in "Ink." The show is about | divorced cou-
ple who work at a newspaper. Danson. of course, is a tele-

vision veteran, but Steenburgen is making her first foray

into the genre. The couple has impressive
credentials — Danson has nearly a dozen
Emmy nominations and awards from
"Cheers" and Steenburgen owns an
Academy Award. The show will have little

trouble staying afloat, even if the writing is

a little shaky, primarily because of its great

position in the schedule.

"Murphy Brown" snags the 9 p.m. time
slot after "Ink" while Cybill Sheperd's hit

omedy series returns to its original Monday
night time slot to provide the lead-in for the

medical drama "Chicago Hope."
Last year both ABC and NBC had the miserable habit of

placing luke-warm comedies, gutless dramas and sappy
made-for-television-movies against CBS' "America's
night for television" schedule which trounced the competi-
tion.

Turn to TUBE, page 1
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~ Calendar of Events

COUK!W DtNNIS KKUY

Melissa Etheridge

Wednesday, September 4

Iron Horse Music Hall,

Northampton — They Might Be
Giants at 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. All Ages.

Two sets ill quirky pop by Bay State

favorites. (584-OblO)

Smith College. Theater 14 — King

Lear performed by the Company of

Women at 8 p.m. The all female play

opens on Sept. 3 and continues until

Sept. 6. (585-2314)

Thursday, September 5

Herter Art Gallery, UMass —
Opening reception for "Once Upon a

Time: France 1996" at 4 p.m. The
exhibition features works by over 40
UMass undergraduates during their

study at the Chateau de La Napoule in

France.

Iron Horse Music Hall — NRBQ at

7 p.m. All Ages. One of America's

most revered classic bands celebrate

the first anniversary of the re-opening

of the Iron Horse.

Friday, September 6

Iron Horse Music Hall — Wild
Colonials with Ryan Downe at 10

p.m. All Ages. Recent DGC signees

bring their "eclectic" sound to the

Valley.

University Gallery — Opening
reception for fall exhibitions at 5 p.m.

Showcased work includes art by Daisy

Youngblood. Dawoud Bey and Nina

Payne. (345-5670)

Saturday, September 7

(ones Library. Amherst — "An
Inward Look: A Robert Frost

Odyssey" at 1 p.m. A multimedia pro-

gram presented by Roger A. Barnett

on longtime Amherst resident, Robert

Frost. (256-4090)

Mullins Center, UMass — Melissa

Ktheridge at 8 p.m. All Ages. Arguably

the most powerful woman in the

music world today takes the stage at

Mullins. (545-3001)

Pearl Street — Versus with the God
Rays and Low at 9 p.m. 18+. New
York's finest live band returns to the

Valley for a night of intense fun in

support of their new album. The
Secret Swingers.

Pearl Street — |.|. Cale at 7 p.m.

21+. Legendary bluesman and writer

of "After Midnight." one of Eric

Clapton's signature tunes.

Sunday, September 8

Bezanson Recital Hall, UMass —
Will Crutchfield, piano, & Sharon
Hayes, soprano, at 4 p.m. The benefit

performance, which will include pieces

by Mendelssohn, Schubert, Brahms
and Wolf, will raise money for a grand

piano for the Hall. (545-0018)

Iron Horse Musical Hall — |ohn
Hammond at 7 p.m. All Ages. Another

blues legend hits the Northampton
club scene.

Pearl Street — Man... or

Astroman? with the Henchmen at 8

p.m. I8+. Space rock meets surf rock

at its finest. An introduction to the

"Next Phase."

R. Michelson Galleries, Amherst —
reception for Lewis Bryden exhibit at

5 p.m. The Hadley artist, who appears

in the forthcoming book Paintings of
New England, is known for his

Pioneer Valley landscapes and por-

traits. (253-2500)
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After summer films fizzled, Hollywood prepares for sizzling fall
By Chris Connor
Collegian Staff

The summer of 19% will undoubtedly be remembered
as one of the most exhilarating in recent film memory
with literally hundreds of choices available to the celluloid
butf. And, unlike many a balmy season past, these were
quality picks too.

Who can forget the period-inspired magic of The
Phanthom? or the breathtaking action of Fled? The epic-
drama of Moll Flanders? and what about the childlike
wonder of Kazaam?
As Homer (Simpson, that is) once said, "In case you

hadn't noticed, I was being sarcastic*
This fall's big screen scramble seems to be an indication

that Hollywood obviously did not take the cue to cut back
its bombastic schedule of releases. One would think that
failures posted by their most profitable male and female
stars (Jim Carrey's The Cable Guy and Demi Moore's
Striptease) would frighten most studio execs into submis-
sion, but the flicks keep a-rolling.

Of the new crop, some scream box office glory, others
scream straight-to-video and still others scream enigma.
Here are some of the most intriguing prospects soon to
fall off the Tinseltown trees:

SEPTEMBER

The First Wives Club: Goldie Hawn, Diane Keaton
and Bette Midler team up to strike back at their ex-hus-
bands. Good news: During their careers, this trio has
managed some triumphs (Private Benjamin. Baby Boom
and Down and Out in Beverly Hills, respectively). Bad
news: The supporting cast includes the head Showgirl her-
self. Elizabeth Berkley, and "Melrose" mannequin,
Heather Locklear. No Oscar nominations here.
Surviving Picasso: Anthony Hopkins is about to get

intense again. Real intense. He's tackling the role of the
infamously misogynistic artist in this Merchant-Ivory
piece, which may help their intellectual fan base decide to
overlook /efferson in Paris. Good news: Hopkins was, as
always, brilliant in Nixon... Bad news: But who was he
supposed to be playing again?

Bulletproof: Adam Sandler and Damon Wayans team
up for — surprise — a buddy pic. Wants to be Lethal— Weapon, hopes not to be Fled and will probably wind up
somewhere in the middle. Good news: Sandler's riding
high off two hits (Billy Madison, Happy Gilmore). Bad
news: Wayans is not (Blankman, The Great White Hype).
Maximum Risk: )ean-Claude Van Damme as twins.

Again. Good news: N/A. Bad news: See above.
Last Man Standing: Action auteur Walter Hill (48

Hours) enticed Bruce Willis into playing the Eastwoodian
"Man With No Name" for this period piece set in the "30s.
With only the aforementioned Gibson/Glover-lite and
"The Muscles from Brussels" to contend with in the early
autumn action market, this one might gun down its com-
petition. Good news: Willis seems to improve with almost
every effort. Bad news: Hiil has been on a bit of a slide as
of late (Trespass, Wild Bill).

OCTOBER

That Thing You Do: "Mr. Perfect," Tom Hanks, goes
for the triple threat: Writing, directing and acting. In this

tale of a '60s rock band's rise to fame, moviegoers will

hear less from Hanks than they did in Toy Story, but will

see just slightly more, as he opts for a supporting role.

Starring honors go to up-and-comers Johnathon Schaech
and Liv Tyler. Good news: Can anyone remember the last

time Hanks disappointed? Bad news: A cast of relative

.--

unknowns may prove deadly, but most likely not.

Sleepers: The movie starring everyone and their moth-
ers. Old school (Robert De Niro and Dustin Hoffman)
and new school thespians (|ason Patric, Brad Pitt and
Kevin Bacon) assemble under the direction of Barry
Levinson to craft the tale of four friends who violently

right a childhood wrong. Good news: With a cast like

this, how can you go wrong? Bad news: See the
Mulholland Falls file for the answer.

The Long Kiss Goodnight: Proof that no matter how
much loot you lose in Hollywood, unwarranted second
chances abound. For the couple guilty of making
Cutthroat Island (actress Geena Davis and director Renny
Harlin) to reteam for this amnesiac thriller takes all the
nuts in the Planters factory. Good news: Kevin Costner
survived Waterworld. Bad news: Davis' last homerun was
1 992's A League of Their Own.
Romeo and Juliet: William Shakespeare continues his

reign as the world's worst paid screenwriter with this

chronologically updated version of the big love story,

which will retain its original text despite the modern edge.
Talented Leonardo Di Caprio and Claire Danes share-

iambic pentameter duties. Good news: Excellent casting
should overcome a risky juxtaposition... Bad news: Or
not.

The Glimmer Man: Anthony Hopkins stars as Liberace— just kidding. Actually, stop me if you've heard this one.
Steven Seagal. Keenan Ivory Wayans. Buddy pic. You
know the drill. Good news: Seagal wasn't bad in
Executive Decision. Bad news: Then again, he was only
around for ten minutes.

The Chamber: Stephen King, be warned — John
Grisham now publishes a novel every three days, bettering
your record of every five. Hot off the heels of A Time to
Kill comes another race-fueled legal tale starring Chris
O'Donnell and Gene Hackman as a green lawyer and his

death-row inmate grandfather, respectively. Good news:
Chamber director James Foley helmed the superb
Glengarry Glen Ross. Bad news: He also directed Fear.

The Ghost and the Darkness: Val Kilmer assumes a
British accent and Michael Douglas reassumes his
Romancing the Stone hair for this true-story actioner set
in turn-of-the- century Africa. Lions are wreaking havoc
on the construction of the East African Railroad, and it's

up to our heroes to put an end to the terror. Good news:
Douglas escapes from mid-life crisis roles for once. Bad
news: A release date pushed back from late summer could
spell trouble.

NOVEMBER

The Crucible: The words of Arthur Miller leap to the
silver screen in this rendering of his impassioned play, the
tale of an affair gone awry in witchcraft-obsessed 17th
century Salem. Perennial Oscar nominees Daniel
Day-Lewis and Winona Ryder star as Miller's doomed
lovers, with fellow Academy Award faves loan Allen and
Paul Scofield supporting. Good news: No Demi Moore.
Bad news: If nothing else, it may state box office numbers
with The Scarlet Letter.

Ransom: He's kiltless, Danny Glover is nowhere to be
found and his son's been kidnapped. Mel Gibson may be
giving up his director's chair to Ron Howard for this pro-
ject, but the result should be a guaranteed smash anyway
given Howard's track record. Rene Russo, Gary Sinise
and Delroy Lindo round out the stellar cast. Good news:
The trailer, in which Mel is very not happy, is a breathtak-
er. Bad news: Only a truly abominable script could fell

this giant.
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Both Torn Hanks and Geena Davis (pictured here in

Schwarzenegger starred in a comedy whose title began
with the letter "I"... well, never mind. America's favorite
Austrian will try to erase memories of funior with this
Christmas romp about a dad desperate to find a toy scarce
in supply. At a reported cost of $75 million, this is a big
risk to say the least. Good news: Twins effectively showed
Arnold's lighter side. Bad news: Take your pick — Brian
(The Flintstones) Levant directing or Phil Hariman,
Sinbad. Rita Wilson and lames Belushi comprising the
supporting cast.

The Mirror Has Two Faces: Galapogos turtles have
been born, lived full lives and expired in the time it's

taken to complete this Barbara Streisand mega-project.
The story revolves around the desire of Streisand's ugly
duckling professor to be beautiful. Good news: We know
she can act and direct... Bad news: But this much nega-
tive advance press surely must have disrupted the produc-
tion.

Star Trek: First Contact: Capt. Picard and the rest of
the "Next Generation" crew make their first Shatner-free
appearance on movie screen in this eighth Trek opus. This
time around, it's the Starfleeters versus those pesky
Klingon- as-arch-nemesis replacements, the Borg. Good
news: The last bad Trek flick was Star Trek V, directed by
Shatner. Bad news: This one's directed by lonathan
Frakes, another cast member, but Leonard Nimoy did a
fine job on the two that preceded Shutner's lolly. Even

COUHTISY COLUMBIA PICTUWS
A League of Their Own) have a busy fall season ahead.

odds.

IU1 Dalmatians: Disney remakes its own classic, but
adds a twist — live action. As characterized in the origi-
nal. Cruella De Vil was a memorably demented villain, a
tough act for needs-a-hit Glenn Close to follow in the
llesh. But. regardless, everybody loves puppies, right?
Good news: When Close is on her game, she's on Bad
news: When screenwriter John Hughes is off his game
(Career Opportunities. Dennis the Menace), he's off.

Space jam: Will Michael Jordan's big screen debut be
the de facto sequel to Kazaam? That's the big question at
Warner Brothers as basketball's undisputed heavyweight
teams with Bugs Bunny and the gang to light oil alien foes
and Shaq's ticket sales. Good news: Untapped potential
star power coupled with no Disney cartoons in sight. Bad
news: A budget reportedly bigger than five one-year
lordan contracts.

The People Vs. Larry Flynt: This true story of the
"Hustler" magazine publisher seems to fit in the logical
progression for director Milos Forman. lack Nicholson as
a boisterous mental patient in One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest. Many Oscars. F. Murray Abraham as a
deliriously jealous composer in Amadeus. Same result.
And now. Woody Harrelson as a crippled porno magnate.
Urn. yeah. Good news: Forman must know what he's
doing. Bad news: However, that still doesn't excuse
Valmont.

*0^
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All American Food
Great Burgers Hot Dogs
Shakes Clams Chicken

Philly Cheese Steaks

Soft Serve Sundaes

ROUTE 9

HADLEY, MA

http://www.javanet.com/~mrburger/
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^ It's Back To

K School Time!
10% Off Parts With

Campus I.D.

Not valid with other discounts • Does not apply

to oil changes ana alignments • Discount valid

only at time of purchase • Offer expires 10/12/96

FREE MIDAS SHUTTLE TO CAMPUS

MtOAS

Exhaust • Brakes • Shocks • Struts

Computerized Alignment

Rte. 9, Hadley 586-9991
Near Hampshire Mail

VISA
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Def Leppard goes alternative, Watts shines from Stones* shadow
By Mike Burke

Collegian Staff

DEF LEPPARD
Slang

Mercury

What has happened to Britain's bad boys

who used to sing about n.aking love like aH
man and having sugar pouroi all over one's J|f

self? Has their testosterone teenage dream

of living life in the fast lane come to halt

or is Def Leppard trying to mark*'

themselves as an "alternative" act?

Probably a little of both. Unfortunately

the anthem filled days of multi-plat

inum are gone, long gone. The banc

strays from its patented sound, experi

menting with various fornu ot eastern

music and samples to little success. Still the

band sounds freshest on "All I Want is

Everything." a hip-hop flavored roeker akin to "Pour

Some Sugar On Me." C-

THE IERKY BOYS
The jerky Soys III

Ratchet/ Mercury

If you thought these guys were dumb in high school

wait til you hear them now The same pranks are all here

but the shock value isn't. Frank Rizzo calls up a

COUHTISY CYNTHIA IfVINE

A new look and sound for Def Leppard?

1-800-How's My Driving? after claiming to be run over

by a truck. Later the Boys call up looking for an ass mas-

sage. If this sounds funny to you, why don't you just call

up the numbers yourself and save your money. F

THE REVEREND MORTON HEAT
It's Martini Time

Interscope

It's martini time indeed as the

Reverend serves up an extra dry,

straight up blast of fun rockabilly mixed

with a twist of noise. From the

psych-out instrumental "Slingshot"

to the ballad "Crooked
Cigarette," the Texan trio flies

through this album with a

punked out, energized craze

that leaves the listener over-

. whelmed but blissfully intrigued.

The Reverend Horton Heat are one

of the few acts that can completely bor-

row a sound and make it all their own. Even

their cover of the classic "Rock the joint" is fresh and

packed with fun. Will this start a Martini craze among

Generation X-ers? If so, please leave the olives on the

side. B+

MEAT BEAT MANIFESTO
Subliminal Sandwich

Nothing/ Interscope

Clocking in at over two hours, this double disc record-

ing may be the most intense and innovative albums of the

summer. Meat Beat Manifesto, a groundbreaking industri-

al dance group that has greatly influenced such artists as

Nine Inch Nails and the Chemical Brothers, retakes its

place at the forefront of the progressive dance scene. The

first CD finds the band following similar roads as past

releases. They utilize mass amounts of noise collages set

to hypnotic drum beats, creating a haunting but welcom-

ing sound. But it is the second CD that leaves the greatest

impression, although it is far less accessible. Missing are

the dance tracks, instead replaced by just levels of noise

and samples. If you find dance music (a la "The

Macarena") too limiting, you owe it to yourself to check

out Meat Beat Manifesto. Be careful, though, this is not

the easiest music to listen to. B

SADAT X
Wild Cowboys

Loud/ RCA

Six years ago Sadat X made a loud debut on Brand

Nubian's groundbreaking debut. All For One. Since then

he had kept busy with Tribe Called Quest. Busta Rhymes

and Notorious B.I.G. Now he has taken the solo route and

kept the grooves and raps fresh even though the album is

filled with images and sounds of the wild west. The lead

single, "Hang "Em High" features Clint Eastwood's

famous whistle from The Good, The Bad A The Ugly. The

true highlight "Game's Sober" reunites Sadat X with

Grand Puba of Brand Nubian. An impressive solo debut.

B

TEARS FOR FEARS
Saturnine Martial Si Lunatic

Fontana/Mercury

The mighty have certainly fallen. Twelve years ago
Tears For Fears topped my hit list with tunes like "Shout"
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counnsr amirican mcordings

Ex-street musician, Wesley Willis rocks Saddam Hussein's Ass on his major label debut

and "Everybody Wants To Rule the World." Then they

disappeared for awhile, reappeared as a reincarnated

Beatles and then disappeared. Now they are making their

last stand — a 78 minute collection of rarities and
b-sides; think of it as their last chance to cash in on their

former success. Thank the music gods that |ohn Tesh isn't

hosting a six hour special on Tears For Fears. D-

TULLY CRAFT
Old Traditions, New Standards

Harriet

Tully Craft is indie pop at its poppiest and cutest, and

they sure know it. What other band would name a song

"Pop Songs Your New Boyfriend's Too Stupid To Know
About"? Overall Old Traditions, New Standards picks

right up where their three singles left off — with plenty of

sing-a-long melodies making this one of the best pure

pop albums of the summer. A-

CHARLIE WATTS
Long Ago & Far Away
Pointblank / Virgin

Forever stuck behind the shadows of Mick (agger and
Keith Richards, Charlie Watts has remained the quiet

Rolling Stone — the dignified drummer who could pass as

(agger's father or boyhood schoolteacher. While his mates

have fallen face forward recycling their outdated rock 'n'

roll riffs. Watts defiantly took a different path forming the

Charlies Watts quartet. With the assistance of the London

Metropolitan Orchestra, Watts leads his group through 14

timeless classics including Cole Porter's "In the Still of the

Night" and Duke Ellington's "In a Sentimental Mood." As

with the Stones, Watts stays in the background, always

providing perfect accompaniment while avoiding the lime-

light. Long Ago & Far Away beautifully relives the days

before the birth of rock V roll by one of rock's premier

drummers. B-

WESLEY WILLIS

Fabian Road Warrior

American Recordings

Sympathy goes out to all those Berkeley trained musi-

cians who hear Wesley Willis and kill themselves simply

because Willis has a major label recording contract while

they are working in the budget cassette section of Tower

Records, (ust a few years Willis was a struggling street

musician in Chicago, but he soon became a cult artist and

now he is prepared to take on the world. Fabian Road
Warrior, his major label debut, features 24 originals with

titles like "Alanis Morissette" and "Rock Saddam Hussein's

Ass." Also, all 24 tracks begin with the exact same bass

hook, original isn't it. Every song follows the same pattern:

cheap casio keyboard plus Willis' screaming. According to

legend. Willis has released 20 more albums of similar mate-

rial. At 71 minutes the CD is hard to get through but taken

in small doses, Willis is both humorous and refreshing. B

.
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NRM MUSIC • FILENE'S • TOWN

CALI-F0R-T1X: (413) 733-2500 • (860) 525-4500

FOR MORE INFO CAU (41 3) 545-0505. EVENT DATU TIME SUBJECT 10 CHANGE

PRODUCED BY METROPOLITAN ENTERTAINMENT GROUP
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COUIITISY ASSOCIATID MUSS

Dr. Timothy Leary 1920-1996

~ Obituaries

By Mike Borke & Lisa Oiiveri

Collegian Staff

While the world wept at the loss of such international

renown figures such as Ella Fitgerald and Dr. Timothy

Leary, the pop culture bid good-bye to this summer. Many
of the following changed the world we know, but tragically

others never had a full chance. Here is a partial list of recent

deaths.

Pando S. Bcrman. 91, pioducer of classic n* . -. rich j»

the Hunchback of Notre Dame and National Velvet died on

luly 1 3.

lames Bond producer, Albert R. Broccoli, 87, died in late

|une. Overall Broccoli produced 1 7 007 flicks including Dr.

No and Goldeneye.

Famous news broadcaster, John Chancellor, 68, died on

luly 12.

(.'has Chandler, 57, bassist for the legendary English rock

outfit The Animals died in late luly. Chandler also worked as

a record producer for |imi Hendrix.

Oscar Award winner Claudetle Colbert, 88, the star of

Cleopatra. The Palm Beach Story and It Happened One
Night died on July 30.

Ray Combs. 40, host of the popular game show ""The

New Family Feud" died on |une 2.

Singer Marguerite Ganser Dorste, 48, former member of

the all-girl group the Shangri-Las who sang "Leader of the

Pack" and "Walking In the Sand" died on luly 28.

"The First Lady of Song" Ella Fitzgerald, 78, died on |une

15.1 ler death marked the end of an era as she was often

viewed as the last great jazz singer.

Co-pruducer of the hit sitcom "Seinfeld," Majorie Gross.

40, died on |une 7.

German silent film star Brigitte Helm. 88, died on June

II.

Emest Hemingway's daughter, Margaux Hemingway, 4 1

,

died on July 1 . She was best known for her modeling and

acting careers.

Former child actress Dana Hill, 52, best known for her

ruk on National Lampoon 's European Vacation died on

luly 15.

Country-western songwriter, Walter Hyatt, 46, died on

May 1 1 in the Valu-|et crash in Florida.

The most controversial pyschologist of the past 30 years,

Timothy Leary, 7b, died on May 31 . At Harvard during the

1960s, Leary advocated the use of LSD and other hallucino-

gens for expanding mind consciousness.

Burger King founder James McLamore, 70, died on Aug.

8. The fast food chain, opened in 1954, was originally

named lnsta Burger King.

Jonathan Melvoin, 34, was the most recent casualty in the

alternative rock world. The Smashing Pumpkins touring

keyboardist died on luly 12.

British author Jessica Mitford. 78, known for her classic

1963 book, The American Way of Death, died on July 23.

Bradley Novell, 28, lead singer of the punk band Sublime

died on May 3 1

.

Styx* drummer, |ohn Panozzo 47 Hied on July 16.

Drummer, Mel Taylor, 62, of the instrumental surf band

the Ventures died of Aug. 1 1

.

Buying the right computer: advice to save time & money
Another school >ear has arrived which

meant only one thing: more homework.
Yes. it's that dreaded H word again. But

with the help of a new or used computer,

your workload could be lessened, thus

rsing your play time.

For readers who do not

current!) own a computer

•nd lot those interested in

upgrading, I sit are mmm
ideas io consider before

investing over $1,000 in a

new or used computer.

I itst assess your needs.

II the computer is going to

primarily be used to write essays and
|\ipers. then a power house of a computer

i hat could easily calculate the nation's debt

is unnecessary. For those who want to log

onto the Internet, play video games and

program* , a cutting edge computer

might he in order.

( >t course a computer is capable of more

than simple word processing and gaming.

My computer balances my check book and

keep tracks of expenses like books and

food.

Configuration

. the hard question — what comput-

er is best for your needs? Readers who
want a low cost machine for basic work
like writing should probably consider a

486 or Pentium. People interested in a

more powerful computer should concen-

trate on the latter. When looking at these

popular models, there are a few features

that buyers should look for on both sys-

tems Be sure to check for a CD-ROM, a

sound card and a modem.
Often these are standard

components, but wide dif-

ferences exist in terms of

quality.

A used 486 is likely to

have a double speed
CD-ROM while new
machines, such as the

Pentium, should have a six speed drive.

The hard drive will also be smaller on the

older 48bs. A new computer, should con-

tain at least a gigabyte of hard drive space

The older machines will have only eight

megabytes of memory, half of most new
computers, both systems should have a

28.8 khps modem, but this is unnecessary

for students living on campus.

All machines should have a local bus

video card. Used 486 computers will prob-

ably have Vesa local bus, but one with PCI

is nearly essential. All new computers will

also have PCI video cards, and should be

MPEG compatible allowing the computer

to display full screen videos like a televi-

sion. All gamers will probably want a mon-

itot at least 1 5 inches across or greater.

There are other features that people

might want to consider, including faster

and bigger drives, tape backups, faster

modems, 3D video and more memory.

Anyone who buys a 486 with only eight

megabytes of memory, will want the older

version Windows. Pentiums probably
already have Windows '95 installed.

One final note, the prices will dramati-

cally differ depending upon what you

choose. Expect the average used 486 to

cost about $600, while a new Pentium will

range from $1000 to $3000.

Choosing the Correct Store

Once the computer type is chosen, it is

time to head out to the stores.

Before running out to Lechmere to pur-

chase a 486, beware. Most brand name
manufacturers have eliminated 486 com-

puters from their line-up, so these comput-

ers can only be found at used and small

neighborhood computer stores. For those

who choose to buy a computer in such a

store, make sure the store includes a war-

ranty at no extra cost.

Most used computer stores do not have

a wide selection of Pentiums, and the few

that they will carry are probably not much
better than a 486. People who want
state-of-the-art Pentiums need to visit

computer superstores or smaller computer

stores that specializes in new computers.

Both have their advantages and disadvan-

tages.

Computer superstores have a wider

selection and a helpful staff. Their prices

are competitive too, plus they usually sell

Macintoshs. However, since the sales asso-

ciates often work on commission, they

might try to sell unnecessary accessories. I

recommend CompUSA largely because

their sales associates do not sell on com-

mission. Unfortunately there are no loca-

tions in Western Massachusetts.

The alternative to the superstore is the

small neighborhood computer store. These

businesses are often privately owned and

usually have a helpful staff. Often the

selection of out- of-the-box brand name
computers is slim, but they can custom

design a computer for a customer's needs

— unlike the superstores.

The third alternative is mail order

through catalogs or the Internet. This

method combines the best of both worlds:

selection and personal service. Many mail

order retailers design custom made com-

puters, while others offer name brand out

of the box computers such as IBM.
Do you have questions concerning com-

puters? If so write to us at: Daily

Collegian, attn: computer advice. 113
Campus Center. Amherst. MA 0/003.

Matthew Wurtzel is a Collegian colum-

nist.

FAC prepares for

diverse fall season

By Seemo. Gangatirkar

Collegian Start

The University of Massachusetts oilers a diverse

array of events when it comes to the line arts.

There is something for everyone sit affordable

prices.

The 1996-1997 season at the Fine Arts Center

will feature everything from dance, theater, music

and art. This season will showcase programs spoil

sored by the Center Series, New WORLD Theater,

the Asian Dance and Music Series and the

Off-Center Series

The Center series begins when Grammy nomi-

nated vocalist Cleo Laine, the "Queen of Jazz,"

appears on Oct. 19. Laine has received nomina-

tions in the Female Classical. Jazz and popular cat-

egories.

Music from a variety of other cultures will come

to the FAC in a special presentation called "Call

and Response" op Oct. 24. The concert will fea-

ture West African talking drums, Brazilian dance

and martial arts, Cuban music and dance, African

American jazz tap. jazz trio and a gospel octet.

The same weekend, the FAC hosts the unique

percussion, movement and performance art group,

STOMi\ who have appeared on "Oprah" and the

"Oscars ' the instrumental group strays from con-

ventional percussion instruments by utilizing

match boxes, wooden poles, hub caps and brooms

in ways you would have never thought.

The internationally renowned Czech
Philharmonic Orchestra, featuring solo violinist

Alyssa Park, presents a concert on Nov. 20.

The Festival of Tibet, which will be presented by

the Asian Dance and Music Program, will take

place from Oct. 1-6. The Drepung Monastery
Lamas are on a world tour, promoting world heal-

ing and the awareness of Tibetan culture. The
"Tibetans in Exile Fund" will receive 10 percent of

ticket sales.

Turn to FAC, page 12-B

coumfSY hn[ A«ts ciNitn

The Festival of Tibet, a five day event in

October, highlights a stellar Fine Arts Center sea-

son this semestesl

[111Welcomes!uBack to School "!

I*ff Srlri lion of Siinrio. Surfs. Origin! ifl & SOs Iron-On T-Shirts,

and all the stud thal's cool (or a new dorm room.

I

POP-CULTURE ARTIFACTS

Wemoved*
But you can still get the best deal around on

all your t-shirt and other screen printing needs

right here in Hadley. We're directly across the street

from Bread & Circus at 322 Russell Street (Route 9).

Thome's Marketplace, 2nd Flow ^wthair^ton,
j

MA_»
i

586;54 lj

PANDA EAST
Best Chinese Restaurant
In the Valley since 1987

& Fine Japanese Cuisine

Lunch Specials Everyday!

Starting at $3.95!

Banquet Room Available

Delivery Express Available

549-0077

"We bring China Town to You" ;

103 N. Pleasant Street. Amherst. MA 01002 C413J 256-8923 • 256-8924

Our phone number's the same».call us!

86-6933

Rekindle those lazy days;

vacationing on the web
By Matt Wurtzel

Collegian Staff

Need to take advantage of these

last few weeks of summer? The
following web sites ean help you
choose a place to go to recapture

those lost days.

The Worcester Telegram &
Gazette On-line — New
England Beaches at hup://
www.telegram.com/ suntrav.htm

On this site The Worcester
Telegram and Gazette maintains,

amidst their back issues, a com-
prehensive article listing all of the

New England salt water beaches.

Although the list includes
important information such as

times of opening and closing and
availability of lifeguards, it uses a

cryptic code that is difficult to

understand.

In addition to beaches, the list

includes camp sites and recom
mended hot spots throughout
New England with a special focus

on Central and Western
Massachusetts. A list of various

tourist bureaus and organizations

in New England is provided where
you can obtain more information.

The only major drawback is the

lack of a searchable index. A-

The Massachusetts Office of

Travel and Tourism at

http://www.mass-vacation.com

Although you are probably not

planning an entire vacation, these

state employees can help you plan

a day trip.

Virtually all you need to know
about the hot tourist sites across

our home state is mentioned here.

Read a tutorial on how to eat lob-

ster correctly — now there is

something useful. It also includes

a fair and festival list that is quite

helpful when planning a day trip.

Unfortunately this site is

extremely Netscape enhanced with

Irames, |ava applets and animated
banners that show the leaves

changing colors. I usually dislike

the unnecessary use of frames.

They did not simply use the frame

as a helpful navigation tool, but as

a method of formatting the screen

— which they could have used

other methods to accomplish. Out
of stale students may find this site

more interesting then residents

who are familiar with the slate.

C-

Suniiiu'r at http://www. boston-

magazine.com/JuneHtmlDocs/su
mmer.html

This page is a conglomeration

of articles by Boston Magazine
about summer things you can do
in New England. Topics cover as

much ground as the locations do.

Bike riders should enjoy the

comprehensive list of great trails

to ride including a route in the

Berkshires. Check out the info on
day trips for sight seeing historic

locations that are not too far from

Amherst including Old Sturbridge

Village. There is even advice on
where to shop for all of you
shopaholics.

This page's only major draw-

back was the fact that you can not

easily jump from topic to topic.

All the articles are on one page, so

you have to scroll through pages

of text that you might find irrele-

vant. B

Massachusetts Bikeways at

http://tdc- www.harvard.edu/
bicycle/mass.bikeways.html

If biking is your favorite past

time, then you'll want to book-

mark this site.

This is a comprehensive list of

all the bike trails across the state

from Boston to the New York bor-

der. The page is a must for cyclers

and mountain bikers who are

looking for new trails to conquer

or links to other biking sites. B

Aces for Archer's book The Forth Estate

SOME THINGS ARE MEANT TO BE CLOSED
YOUR MIND ISN'T ONE OF THEM.

MDA has shown how valuable people

with disabilities are to society

Talent, ability and desire are more
Important than strength of a person's

muscles The barrier these people

can't overcome Is a closed mind
Keep yours open

1-800-878-1717

MUSCULAR
DYSTROPHY
ASSOCIATION till. i_-v

JEFFREY ARCHER
The Fourth Estate

Harper Collins

With this summer's publication of

The Tourth Estate. Britain's Jeffrey

Archer once again proves that he is

one of the world's greatest story

weavers. Each
time Archer
writes a novel,

readers can be

assured that

they're getting

literature of

premium quali-

ty, with well

developed char-

acters and plotlines
unmatched in

contemporary
literature.

The Fourth
Estate deals

intimately with

the press and
the media
empires which
evolve around
it. More specifi-

cally, it deals

with two char-

acters — both

of extreme
wealth, both of

unquestioned
power, both on

the edge of

bankruptcy.
These facts are

known from the

first 25 pages of

the book but

the fun comes
in seeing how
their respective

stories evolve.

In the blue corner is Richard
Armstrong, a lew of humble peasant

beginnings. After escaping the Nazis,

Armstrong finds his way into the

British military, where he rises

through the ranks of officer in charge

of the press in a sector of occupied

Germany. Through shrewd business

maneuvers, he is able to take over a

faltering newspaper and turns into

the cornerstone of a giant media cor-

poration. Armstrong
Communications.

In the red corner, hailing from
Australia is Keith Townsend. son of a

newspaper owner, who is educated at

elite private schools, ft is no secret

that Townsend is being groomed to

take over his father's business.

Both men sit poised to take over

the world's media, but each step

along the way brings a new challenge

and counterattack by the other. The
results resembles a battle to the death

rather than a battle for the trophy of

the world's dominant media empire.

Taking place in a time period that

spans from the World War II to pre-

sent day, The Fourth Estate takes its

World-renown
Forth Estate.

counusY H«pt« couins

author Jeffrey Archer shines again with The

time, developing in a way that allows

every little detail to fall into line.

Disguised as stories, the opening

chapters give great insight into what

keeps the characters' competitive

fires burning.

Is it just plain greed? No, it's more.

It's overcoming obstacles in whatever

form they present themselves. The

Fourth Estate is a novel about power

and the games people play in order to

obtain and retain that power. In the

end. only one man can win, because

wealth is of no consequence in this

game. To be the last one standing is

the only acceptable result. A (Mark
McGrath)

TOM HOLLAND
Lord of the Dead
Pocket Books

Main Street

Northampton

MA 01060

413-588-8545

Words About
Pictures Newsletter,
10% ofl star*
merchandises ImrltatJoi. to

Annual Membership Party,

"e'its

Museum far one full year!

August 29th-0ttober 13m

Featuring:

Donna Barr

Julie Doueet

Diane DiMassa

Mary FleerteT"

Roberta Gregc

Lurene Haines

Sonia Hillio

Undo Meal

Wendy Pi]

Trina Rol

and

Marie Severin

Tuec-Thurs.
and Sunday
flSaSrjxn)

Friday

Saturday
©°©rj)GD

CLOSED MONDAY

3rd Annual

membership Party!

This year's membership party is

chock full of excitement and stars!
September 20-22 offers a weekend
of signings, panel discussions, and a
reception to knock your socks off!

frl. Sept. 20th
"The Great Women Superheroes"

slid* show presentation by Trina
Rabbins 7:00pm

Saf. Sepf. 21st
artist signings 1-4pm

Mike Allred (*%•*>«)

Dav* Dorman (AtUas Tribeo
Lurene Haines (Word. About Pictar**)

Trina Rabbins
(A Century of Woman Cartoonists)

Sonia Hillio.
( Star Troki Next Generations)

Mary Fleener (Fie.n.r)

Maria Severin (Marvai Artist)

Saf. Sept. 21
3rd Annual

bmrship Party 6-9pm
r»sontation, toad, prisma

and a Yo-Yo contest fudged by
Mike, Allradl

Sun. Sepf. 22
unday brunch with the stars

focusing discussion on tho
comic Industry's audience

'p become a member and
us for a weekend you

won't soon forgotI

A discontent vampire struggling to

cume to terms with who he has

become Ilie elder creature who was

once his creator, now the object of

his hatred. A dark, handsome
"older" vampire who longs to be his

lover. A willing listener 10 whom he

tells his story.

Anne Rice fans beware!
While Lord of the Dead pre-

sents itseil as a chilling, dark

thriller about gothic creatures

of the night, ii is merely a

cheap rip-oil of her master

piece. Interview with the

Vampire
In Tom Holland's debut

novel, he attempts to explore

the life of romantic poet and

writer Lord Byron, but with

an interesting twist. Byron is

not only an opium-taking, tor-

tured soul and unrequited
lover, but a nomadic vampire

louring the world to uncover

the truth about himself and to

meet others like himself.

Holland's idea is great, but

unfortunately he is not able to

pull it off. While Rice has the

capability of making her char-

acters energetic and charis-

matic, Holland's vampires are

as lifeless as the paper upon
which they are written.

The story begins by intro-

ducing Rebecca, a zealous lass

searching for a lost and secret

manuscript of Lord Byron.

She finds herself in a crypt

where she discovers not only

the treasure for which she was

looking, but also Byron, com-

plete with pale skin and Gangs,

standing over ihe casket con

taining the body of a decom-
posed woman.

Instead of killing Rebecca,

drinking he Hi « >d and making Lord of

the Dead a short story. Byron begins a

narrative of his life as a vampire and

recounts his journeys to remote and

exotic places of the world, leaving the

inevitable demise of Rebecca far a tire-

some 300-some pages later

Although the novel is dry and
unentertaining, it is obvious that

Holland is quite knowledgeable on

Byron's life and those involved with

him. Factual events and people such

as the jealous |ohn Polidori and the

infamous companion Percy Shellej

are intertwined with fiction, giving

the reader a very dark and sometimes

very erotic look into Holland's inter-

pretation of Byron's inner psyche.

Holland makes a valid attempt to

capture the intrigue of Byron's lieti

tious life as a vampire, but his

attempts tall ihon The similarities

between Rice's novel and this one aft

undeniable, leaving the reader with .i

leciing ol deja VU, and the desire to

read more about I esiai. Icavi-

Byron's "biography'' to the scholars.

C-(Lisa M Oliver i)

AMY TAN
The Hundred Secret Senses

G.P. Putnam's Sons

Amy Tan hit big with her genera

tional novel about mothers and

daughters in The foy I nek ( tub. She-

followed that novel with the lacklus

ter The kitchen God't Wife lii The

Hundred Secret .Senses. Tan regains

the colorful style ihiit made /"i ' •

such a success

When it comes to her relationship

with her hall sister. Kwan. Olivia is

the first to admit thai she's treated

her badly. Not only does Olivia lind

it difficult to bridge the 12 year

difference, she also finds it hard to

understand Kwan'a Chinese ideas,

When Kwan lirsl comes io the

United States, she confesses a secret

to Olivia. Frightened by kwan's ihs

closure. Olivia reveals Kuan's secret

to her mother. Kwan is institutional

i/.cd and when she is linully released.

Olivia is repentant and forces herscll

to listen to Kwan's sti.ries about

other lives in othet times

Many years later, Olivia's marriage

Io Simon is faltering and she wants ;i

divorce. Kwan's ghosts s;iv otherwise

and she convinces Olivia and Simon

to make a trip with her to China.

It's only in China that Olivia tiiiiilly

begins to understand what Kwan has

been telling her about the hundred

secret senses. Most ol all, Olivia

understands the relationship between

herscll and Simon and the special

relationship she has with Kwan
The combination ol fan's deadpan

humor and description ol village life

in China lends a charming film quail

ty to the book. In addition, Tan adds

a dimension of surrealism to the

novel, making it just a hit fantastic

Tan's writing flows smoothly
throughout the book, never faltering

1 very word is carefully chosen and

placed for maximum impact. With

The Hundred Set ret Senses. Kin

manages to recapture the magic of

The foy luck Cluh.

The Hundred Secret Senses is a

wonderful novel about the tics ol sis

terhood. More importantly. Tan
introduces ideas that hjve been pail

of Asian culture and telu'ion tor

thousand- ol years and successfully

bridges the gap between Eastern and

Western philosophies. A (Seema

Geaajatirs

Eii'Wi.oiiyKrt
Without Waitiitg In Line

STUDENT SPECIAL

IAMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB
Rte 116

So. Amherst • 256-0060

©iC
EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER OPEN HOUSE

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1996, NOON - 7PM

Noon - 4pm: Staff will be available to provide information about

paid student positions, internships and volunteer opportunities

4 - 7pm: Reception and refreshments

All campus members welcome

For more information call 545-0883

hWT TT6KAT HOUTHCf LeTl

I'fQU UVre* TO ST\j* g£f<WF|
iTlCNCN SALSA

•

*
it

mamt
,;• ":r;: mum

Listeh Before you Buy! An. Kind? Of Music! Imports khv >UR5. Discs!

OPE.N LfYVt!

•t r»,

\ll Buv CPr! CDs FOR $7.99'

^c?BC3 CS OL>^
IS Pleasant St. • Northampton
(413) 582-1885 • turnitup@javanetcom[
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Young's reunion with Crazy Horse fails to gain speed

NEIL YOUNG AND CRAZY HORSE
Broken Arrow

Reprise

MCC -tuging a dramatic artis-

tic comeback in the late '80s with

Freedom, Neil Young has been on a

roll, First he brought Crazy Horse-

back from the dead, then he polished

off the International Harvesters — he

c\en made a lew runs with Booker T
& ihe MC'i and Pearl |am. His latest

album. Broken Arrow, finds Young

and the Horse treading familiar terri-

tory — no less passionate or ener-

getic, but perhaps a bit short on new

ideas.

Not nearly as cohesive as Ragged

Glory or Mirror Ball. Broken Arrow

KM more like a Crazy Horse stylistic

sampler than a unified artistic vision.

The longer, jam-oriented songs arc-

clumped together awkwardly at the

beginning, leaving the shorter songs

to feel more like tossed off after-

thoughts than significant songs. The

scattering of mood and style makes

Broken Arrow an uncomfortable ride,

and makes a good case for program-

mable CD players

Luckily, the haphazard running

order doesn't do too much damage to

some of the best songs Young's ever

written. The opener "Big Time"

wraps the thick fog of Crazy Horse

guitar around a moody and heart-

breakingly beautiful melody — as glo-

riously tragic and dark as anything off

ol Tonight's The Sight. "Loose

Change" follows, but aside from the

amazing feat of a successful harmoni-

ea solo on top of the Crazy Horse dis-

tortion mountain, it fails to catch fire,

and clocks in way too long.

After the epic first half, the shorter

songs seem even less interesting and

badly thought out. Both "Scattered"

and "This Town" bounce along nice-

ly, but to no obvious end. Even worse

is "Changing Highways," a song that

is almost identical Is a number ot

earlier Neil Young songs, but far less

memorable.

The faltering step steadies some,

however, on "Slip Away" and "Music

Arcade." "Slip Away" is a marathon

in the classic Crazy Horse style —
extending soloing, dramatic dynamic

shifts. It represents what Crazy Horse

does best by seeking out the depth

and pulse in the song — at once

haunting and immediate. The guitars

are thick and heavy, roaring like

mighty rivers, but given the focus by

the solid rhythmic foundation —
glowing with the warmth and elec-

tricity of Neil's best work.

lumping suddenly from the over-

sized and extensive to the immediate

and subtle, "Music Arcade" is the

sole acoustic track on Broken Arrow.

It's whispered intimacy is like a

breath of fresh air after the almost

suffocating thickness of the electric

songs, and it's a beautiful snapshot of

what Young can do with a few select

chords and the power of his impres-

sionistic, startlingly simple, lyrics.

"Have you ever been lost, have you

ever been found out. have you ever

felt all alone, at the end of the day,"

he asks, allowing his distinctive voice

and the hushed intimacy to fill in the

unspoken pains of isolation and sus-

picion. Again, Young recalls the

darkness and questioning of

COUmiSTNICKKNICMI

George Michael is out of hibernation but barely stays alive on Older.

Tonight's the Night, but with the

grace the years have granted, and the

unusual context of an otherwise loud

collective of anthems.

In keeping with Broken Arrow's

frustrating missteps, "Music Arcade"

is followed by a completely useless

nine minute cover of, "Baby, What
You Want To Do," notable for noth-

ing other than its bad sound quality

and tired interpretation.

Broken Arrow succeeds ultimately

on the strength of a few highlights,

but seems inconsequential next to the

passionate explosion of Ragged
Glory, the tattered beauty of Harvest

Moon, and even the spooky explo

rations of Sleeps With Angels. Neil

Young never fails, and even his mis-

steps are better than most anyone

else's bests, but Broken Arrow slips

quietly into the catalog — let's hope a

little more time is spent on the next

album, and some new territory

explored. B (Bradley Skaught)

GEORGE MICHAEL
Older

DreamWorks

Back in the 1980's. George
Michael was "the man," with his

image lining the wall of every teenage

girl. Even in the early 90's he was

still somewhat of a pop icon. But

now, in 1996, Michael's stardom has

lessened. Now he appears to be jump-

ing on the bandwagon of other 80's

bands who are trying in vain to make

a comeback. But sadly for Michael,

Older, the inaugural release by

Dreamworks, will not be the album

to restore his icon status.

You would be hard pressed to miss

classic Michael tunes like, "Faith" or

"I Want Your Sex" on the radio dur-

ing his heyday. And while it enjoyed

comfortable airplay on VH-1. "Fast

Love," the second single from Older

is now resting comfortably in the 99

cent bin at Blockbuster Video. Yet

this is the catchiest and most melodic

cut off of the entire album. This is the

George Michael that his fans want to

hear, and if "Fast Love" was at all

representative of Older, Michael

could again ride the wave of success.

Instead Older drags on and on.

becoming boring and stale only a

mere half-way through. Though it

shows a more mature and insightful

Michael, the songs are all basically

the same. The first track, "|esus to a

Child" is a nice opening to the CD,

but the same structure and tempo

becomes boring when the rest of the

songs mimic it.

However, Michael is a very talent-

ed artist and it would be unfair to

just point out Oider's flaws. During

an extended absence from the record-

ing industry, Michael experimented

with new genres of music. His

mediocre attempt to blend different

styles shows that he is trying to

expand as an artist, but it doesn't

always work.

Michael needs to abandon tech-

niques that worked a few years ago

and develop a different approach. On
"It Really Doesn't Matter at All."

Michael utilizes a boring, synthe-

sized, casio-keyboard sounding drum
beat that is so overwhelming and
repetitive, it overshadows the song

making it nearly impossible to enjoy

his sultry voice.

And though most of the songs are

dense with similarity, a tracks have

potential. The problem, however, is

that these songs seems less remark-

able because they are enshrouded by

long and strenuous tunes. "The
Strangest Thing," a beautifully haunt-

ing standout track becomes stale sim-

ply because all the other songs mimic
it.

Older become blase when listened

back to back with Michael's past suc-

cesses, such as "Father Figure." He
may be older but definitely not wiser.

C(LisaM. Oliveri)

BECK
Odelay

DGC

Alternative rock's resident loser is

back to prove to the unfaithful he

was no one hit wonder, just perhaps

a genius MTV stumbled upon by acci-

dent. Since the "Alternative Nation"

last heard from him. Beck released

the superb low-fi album, One Foot In

the Grave on K Records and this

summer's equally impressive, Odelay.

Odelay, produced by the Dust
Brothers, who produced the Beastie

Boys masterpiece Paul's Boutique,

finds Beck maturing and experiment-

ing with more will and ease.

Although raised on American folk

music and Delta Blues, Beck found

his true calling in the late '80s

anti-folk scene. Since then he has

taken his anti-folk sound and mixed

it with hip-hop, funk, blues and just

about anything else he can unearth.

Listening to Beck reinvent the music

of yesterday with a '90s vision is star-

tling. His original influences of

Woody Guthrie and Fred McDowell
are still apparent, but often well con-

cealed.

From the countryish "Lord Only

Knows" to the beautiful folksy

"lack-Ass" to the rockin' opening

track "Devil's Haircut," Beck proves

he is still the most versatile musician

in the alternative rock world. Indeed

no style or sample is safe from Beck's

exploitation, even Kurt Cobain is in

danger — "Minus" eerily sounds like

a lost Nirvana tune.
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STUDENT WELCOME & WELCOME BACK EVENTS

THE NEWMAN CENTER
THE CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER

on the CAMPUS of the UNIVERSITY of MASSACHUSETTS

Monday, September 2, 11:00 A.M.- 3:00 PM.
m

^>

Class Cf 2CCC - Day CM" - Campus Center

When you're browsing among all the campus groups

and activities, be sure to stop by the table for the

Newman Student Association (NSA).

We look forward to meeting you.

Sunday, September 8, 7:00 P.M.

Welcome Mass fcr the Cpenine cf

Academic Year • Newman Center

Join us in asking God's blessing on the new year.

Refreshments will follow. Meet some new friends.

Monday, September 8, 6:00 P.M.

freshmen and New Student

HelCCme - Newman Center, Front Lounge

Pizza/Soda

Friends

Tour

Info on

NSA (Newman Student Association)

The Graduate Student Group

The International Student Group

THE NEWMAN CENTER
472 NORTH PLEASANT STREET

AMHERST, MA 01002

(413) 549-0300

COURTESY AliSON DYW

Beck steals a bit of history on his latest voyage into the unknown, Odelay

While Beek may dabble in more

straight-ahead alternative rock, his

forte lies in the fields of funk and

hip-hop. "High 5 (Rock the

Catskills)," complete with samples

from Rasputin's Stash's "Mr. Cool."

blows away any recent Beastie Boys

song. Beck funks up the house on
"Hotwax," white Odelay's closing

track. Ramshackle, is a mellow ballad

that would have fit well on his previ-

ous album. One Foot In the Grave.

Interestingly Charlie Haden.
Ornette Coleman's longtime bassist,

appears on the closing track. The
same Haden who assisted Coleman
invent free jazz on albums such as

The Shape of \azz to Come, in the

late "50s by destroying the methods

and ideals of the jazz world.

Today Beck is doing just the oppo-

site as he borrows heavily from the

past only to piece together the future.

A (Mike Burke)

Want to

write

about
poetry, film, the-

ater, musk,
books, travel,

food or anything
else?

Then write for

the Arts &
Living Desk.

See campus

computer store

for details.

Buy an IBM PC 340 or

350 desktop computer

and an IBM Multimedia

Kit. And you'll get a CD

software package that includes Windows 95,

Lotus SmartSuite, Netscape Navigator, World

Book Multimedia Encyclopedia and the Infopedia

collection of essential reference software.

Buy a ThinkPad and you'll get Windows 95 and

Lotus SmartSuite. You can also take advantage

of special student, faculty and staff financing.

Just call 1-800-4 IBM-LOAN for information.

Hurry, visit your campus computer store today

After all, no one looks — _
good in a checkered = S-T ~f=
apron. £:=r=Tri,
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Hollywood leads summer gossip
Antonio marries Melanie; Rodman tells all about Madonna

By Lisa M. Oliveri

Collegian Staff

Though the summer did not live up to expectations
weather-wise, there was no shortage of heat in
Hollywood. With marriages, proposals and romance,
blockbuster movies, drug overdoses and skyrocketing
salaries, the celebrities we love so much gave us plenty
to talk about.

Nothing overshadowed Hollywood as much as the
giant screen hit, Independence Day. which broke all

box-office records. University of Massachusetts alum,
Bill Pullman, who saved the planet as President of the
United States, recently secured a starring role in another
adventure film, Volcano.

John Grisham's name was as hot as the Macarena this

summer as The Runaway jury topped the best-seller list

while his debut novel, A Time to Kill became a huge
box- office hit. He also has another novel to film. The
Chamber, on the horizon. Look lor Chris O'Donnell as
the lead man in a story about the death penalty and old
age.

Well, movies mean money and some of the biggest
salaries ever were dished out this summer including |im
Carrey's unprecedented $20 million deal for The Cable
Guy and $12 million for Demi Moore in her flop
Striptease. But that's pocket change in comparison to

what Arnold Schwarzenegger will receive for a mere
six-week stint in the upcoming Batman movie — a
reported $25 million, plus a percentage for marketing
his likeness on figures, posters, etc.

And speaking of Carrey, he recently proposed to
long-time girlfriend Lauren Holly only weeks after she-

told him to move out. No confirmation as of yet, but it

looks like marriage is in the future for beauties Brad Pitt

and Gwynnelh Paltrow, who by the way, is already
thought to be an Oscar contender for her starring role in

Emma.
Brits Liam Gallagher, the lead singer of Oasis, and

actress Patsy Kensit have also decided to tie the knot,

though no date has been set because she is still bound to

her second husband Jim Kerr of Simple Minds.
Hearts broke in women world-wide when Antonio

Banderas announced his wedlock to Hollywood bimbo
Melanie Griffith earlier this summer. Why, Antonio,
why?
And speaking of bimbos, MTV's )ennie McCarthy

bordered on overexposure this summer not only co-star-

ring in the overplayed "Singled Out." but also by pro-

moting a CD and playing veejay. And now MTV is dis-

cussing a deal that will give her more airtime. thus con-

firming the notion that the station really is only for

teenvboppers.

After a much rumored strike by the cast of "Friends"

demanding $100,000 an episode, they have agreed upon
$75,000, almost double their previous salary. Not bad

since none of

them have been
able to successful-

ly make a move to

the big screen yet.

Did anybody
know that Helen
Hunt, of Twister

and "Mad About
You" fame, used
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COUHHSY MICHAU P. WtlNSTtIN

UMass alum Bill Pullman had a summer to remember
starring in the blockbuster, Independence Day.

Robinson." now showing in re-runs on the cable station

FX?
By now anybody who hasn't heard about Robert

Downey, |r. may a-> well be passed out themselves. After

being arrested for possession of drugs and an unloaded

handgun in early I u
I
y , he was found unconscious in the

bed of an unbeknownst Mrangcr. He was discovered by

the woman's daughter and is currently in a 24-hour
rehabilitation program.

Apparently Chicago Bulls player Dennis Rodman feels

he didn't get enough exposure being trashed by
Madonna. Not only did he release an autobiography,

"Bad As I Wanna Be." but he also staged quite the mar-

keting scheme Drenod as a bride, he fooled the press

into thinking he was getting married, but alas, it was just

a cheap promotional ploy.

The much hyped musical-movie Fvita. Andrew Lloyd

Webber's story about politics in Argentina, was not

without controversy. After losing original director

Oliver Stone, Argentinian leaders protested star

Madonna's presence in their country. She also made
headlines in Budapest where a a high Catholic official

attempted to ban her from a church. But then again, is

anything that happens to Madonna particularly surpris-

ing?

Keanu Reeves reportedly pulled out of the sequel to

his blockbuster Speed, not for lack of salary, but in

order to tour with his band Dogstar. who, incidentally is

quite the smash in Europe and Asia. Former co-star

Sandra Bullock has. suid that she will stay on, but only if

she approves the male lead. Rumor has it that she is

vying for A Time To Kill co- star, Matthew
McConaughcy to fill the empty space.

And the summer also >ju. the start of a trend that

America can certainly live without. Metal mohawks,
nnpftHinmr meist gpttMPtM one'« W0$
onto the scene, lust something to think about

Lisa M. Oliveri is a Collegian columnist.

DAMON WAYANS ADAM SANDLER

Deja vu smothers fall fashion runways

By Tara MK Connelly

Collegian Stan

A few months ago when beach-goers were laid out

amidst the sun's rays and ocean breezes, this year's

fall fashion was already halfway down the runways

of Paris, London and New York. The insider's word
on this season's smashing lineup is the same word
that has been around for the past few years — retro.

Retro is defined by the American Heritage College

Dictionary as, "involving, relating to or reminiscent

of things past." Bui the fashion world was never one

to go or even adhere to common definition. To
designers, retro is a concept and an idea to be

weaved and constructed not only by the fibers ol

material, but also by those of the individual's imagi-

nation.

Because the past, loosely speaking, can span any-

where from a few years to a few decades, designers

had a wealth of time periods to work with. They

have a basic idea that everyone has closets full of

clothes which just don't seem to go with anything

else. Working on the idea that a woman may have

wool slacks, silk shirts and cotton jackets, designers

have paired different textures and varying degrees of

similar colors to create outfits of surprising depth,

richness and style.

A simple black dress can be dressed up or down
with a cardigan, pearls or belt. DKNY has jackets

that can be paired with anything from skirts to jeans.

Other hot items include camel-colored car and pea

coats that are either adorned with horn buttons or

belted for an international flair, reminiscent of the

trench coal which has also been resurrected in vinyl.

If the word in style is retro, then the word in mate-

rial is knit. From sensual evening wear to bulky

sweaters, knits, especially in the form of dresses, can

be seen in almost every collection from |il Stuart to

Ellen Tracey.

Knee length, calf length and anywhere in between

is where these simple and multipurpose^ creations

hit. V-necked, collared and halter shaped tops take

the wearer wherever they want to be, much like the

Visa card you'll need to purchase these haute fash-

ions — at $200 a pop and up, they aren't the stuff

Grandma makes for Christmas.

And what do we wear with these masters of cre-

ation? Anything and everything from sweaters (cash-

mere and silk) around the waist to thigh length

suede jackets. Dress up or down with scarves, belts

or chains. Pair with alligator pumps with their

oh-so-chic stacked heel or go vamp in patent leather

go-go boots.

Suits, jackets, shirts and anything else you can

think of are all basically mixed and matched in a

variety of colors, the most basic, of course, being

black. And designers are also pairing together more

offbeat colors like brown and navy, creating a sur-

prisingly interesting duo. But with any article of

clothing, the color and material are nothing com-

pared to the care designers are taking on the drape

and cut of the clothes.

Anyone can tell a well made article of clothing by

the way the fabric clings or doesn't cling, drapes or

doesn't drape. Take |il Sanderis, a master of making

beautiful basics from high-waisted wool pants to

simple wool turtlenecks. The clothes don't bunch or

hinder movement, and they are definitely things that

people can add to an already existing wardrobe.

So what has come out that shouldn't have? Faux

fur and the big boring controversy between super-

models who are featured in PETA ads buck naked

refuting fur, and then seen a year later walking down
a runway smothered in the stuff. Publicists for such

belles as Naomi Campbell and Nadja Auberman all

claim that a) the models were told the fur was fake,

or b) it was a last minute mistake. Uh. okay. That's

like a vegetarian consuming a sirloin steak because

they thought it was really just tofu with catsup.

Oops! My bad!

There has also been a rise in '70s wear. What kind

of '70s wear? Try leisure suits. Yes, the pants, the

shirts, the collars! The sheer and utter horror of

humanity. If someone won't wear their mom's char-

treuse "wonder," what makes a designer think some-

one will shell out $300 for a '90s model? Simple —
people will buy anything.

Also nix the animal prints. The zebra, the leopard,

the snake — it is sad to think that people would still

put hard earned cash into trying to look like a

"National Geographic" special stand-in. Maybe they

think the Tarzan look will eventually catch on and

the designers can claim they were the trend setter.

Yes. and maybe drinking milk through your nose will

become "all the rage."

Colors. Now here is something interesting. After

places like the Gap and |. Crew bombarded us by

overstocking their catalogues and stores with pastel

colors, a recent fashion report stated that the evil

mass marketing ploy was to make everyone look like

an extra for "Easter Parade."

"Marie Claire* recently featured a list with five key

items that women should have. They include: a

three-quarter or ankle length coat, an ankle-grazing

maxi skirt, a navy, red, or black turtle neck sweater,

a pantsuit with a jacket and stovepipe pants and a

classic white shirt or blue oxford with french cuffs.

And finally, the new stuff on the market. For per-

fume we have the spicy, heady "Dolce Vita" by

Christian Dior, taking the lead that Poison started

with its deep grape scents, but making it much more
oriental.

Then there is the "cK be" by Calvin Klein, another

androgenous perfume that is highly unremarkable,

but will be sure to saturate the magazine ads with

scary undernourished models in hip Gen-X clothing.

Think that's "CK One" — think again. The can isn't

the only thing recyclable.

Speaking of recyclable, two new unisex scents join

the market. There is Paco Rabanne's scent "paco"

and Gap's "Om." Also hitting over-made
perfume-selling cosmetic ladies' hands are "Curve"

by Liz Claiborne and "Ocean Dream" by Giorgio

Beverly Hills.

Label-wise, Ralph Lauren is coming out with a

chic and sensibly priced line for women called

"Lauren." This line promises the designer's style

with Banana Republic-like prices. Also trying to cap-

ture a new age group and sex is Tommy Hilfiger's

line for women called "Tommy."
Lots of plaid, lots of red, white and blue and lots

of "gee, doesn't this look a lot like the stuff at

Abercrombie?" Calvin Klein is putting out a black

label line of men's clothing in Italian black wool.

Klein is a superb designer and his suits will definitely

give Brooks Brothers a run for their money.

So read what you want, buy or not. but remember

fashion is more than just clothes, and so is the fall.

HIRING
and

WE VE GOT OUR

ON YOU!
Campus Design & Copy (CD&C) IS HIRING

AND WE'VE GOT OUR IKfE ON YOU!

If you want to gain valuable business and communication skills, we've got a

great opportunity for you. CD&C is a student-run business and we're currently

looking to hire six sharp students to join our team. If you want a challenge and

more than just a regular Job, come in and pick up an application - WE DARE Ml
CO&C Is located in 403 Student Union; that's on the second floor, above the

Credit Union. The application deadline Is September 18.
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THE CURE
Wild Mood Swings

Elektra

For a while, The Cure was getting

a little bit too happy. No, not quite

"perky" happy, but nevertheless they

were not the same somber, melan-

choly folks from yesteryear. They

were pioneers of alternative music

back when it was, indeed, alternative.

And though their latest release is by

no means their best, it is a valiant

effort that comes up just shy of excel-

lence.

Wild Mood Swings is. as the title

suggests — a collection of songs that

evoke a full range of emotions, from

despair to ecstasy. Robert Smith and

Co. experiment with many different

types of music here, producing some

of the Cure's most compelling songs,

both lyrically and rhythmically.

The band hauntingly mixes an

accompanying orchestra with dark

lyrics to give Wild Moods Swings a

classic gothic feel. The third track,

"It's a Lie," questions both destiny

and heartache with lines such as,

"I've never understood/ One special

friend/ One true love/ Why each of

us must lose everyone else in the

world." Cure frontman. Smith, bel-

lows out this poem, invading his lis-

teners with chilling excitement and

beckoning them into his mind.

It was precisely work like "It's a

Lie" which makes the CD great, for

the first three songs. Then "|ust Like

Heaven," the band's breakthrough

1987 hit. came on — twice. Well, not

exactly, but very close. Instead of

recreating n«w songs on Wild Mood
Swings , the band capitalizes on ones

that weren't that great to begin with.

The Cure has a great gothic sound,

and if the album wasn't cluttered

with catchy pop tunes and lines

about the sun rising, it would com-

pare with their earlier, darker materi-

al such as Disintegration.

Bypass the few songs that are just

not top-notch and Cure fans will find

a pleasant listening experience.

Unfortunately Smith doesn't create

enough shivers utilizing his dark, sex-

ual voice enough, but when he does,

it is well worth the wait. B (L.O.)

SEBADOH
Harmacy
Sub Pop

Since leaving Dinosaur, Jr. almost

10 years ago, Lou Barlow has trav-

elled a long path from bedroom
obscurity to alterative rock hero. Last

year, as a member of the Folk

Implosion, Barlow became an MTV
household name due to the enor-

mously successful Kids Soundtrack.

Now, Barlow is out to prove

Sebadoh's worth and also to prove

that Sebadoh is not just his band.

Democratically. )ason Lowenstein

and Barlow share songwriting credits

on this 19 track album. Together they

make for one of the sloppiest but fas-

cinating songwriter tandems. Mix

Barlow's |oni Mitchell influences with

Lowenstein's angry punk side and you

have the winning combination to the

schizophrenic sounds of Sebadoh.

On "Worst Thing" and "Love to

Fight." Lowenstein recaptures the

band's harsh noise side — an ingredi-

ent missing since Eric Gaffney, the

band's resident noisemonger. left

after the release of 1993's Bubble &
Scrape.

With Lowenstein's new found

punker side. Harmacy flows in a dis-

shelveled manner akin to their classic

album /// which flawlessly displayed

the band's multi-faceted sound. As

on ///, Barlow's deep personal songs

sound even more intimate and dra-

matic when meshed around

Lowenstein's collages of noise and

anger.

Barlow remains among the most

intimate and sensitive songwriters of

today. With good reason he has

love songs. The mix of fire & water is

a combination that Sebadoh has per-

fected. Their classic album /// was

beautifully chaotic. While Harmacy
finds itself with more focus, the band

still feels to be on the verge of com-

plete collapse.

Harmacy meaningfully ends with

Bob Fay taking lead vocals on

Sebadoh's punk assault cover of the

Bag's "I Smell A Rat." Fay, Gaffney's

replacement and longtime Sebadoh

fill-in, is often lost in the Sebadoh

shuffle but is still an essential mem-
ber of the band.

Sebadoh shines the brightest when

the band is unfocussed and rough.

Harmacy finds the trio on the edge of

a breakdown that leaves the listener

intrigued and at the edge of their

seat. A- (Mike Burke)

COUHTtS* CHAHUS ft TIRSON

Westfield's own Sebadoh offers up more twisted love songs on Harmacy.

become the posterboy of the sensitive

male His confessional lyrics are

deeply personal and revealing. "And

it feels like I'm on fire/ these words

are not the truth/ but don't hold it

against me/ I know you're lying too,"

he sings in "On Fire." "Don't let me
fall without someone ,o hold on to."

With the possible exception of the

Wedding Present's David Gedge. no

current songwriter has found power

to pen such beautiful and real songs

of lost romance. "Willing To Wait"

and "Too Pure" are the emotional

highlights of the album and stand as

some of Barlow's finest moments,

both musically and lyrically.

While Barlow sings his heart out,

Lowenstein keeps the band's intensi-

ty on high as his songs explode with

power in the wake of Barlow's quiet

IIMMIE DALE CILMORE
Braver Newer World

Elektra

There is nothing so gratifying as an

artist finally creating the work which

perfectly captures his or her abilities

— limmie Dale Gilmore is one of few

musicians, and one of the very few

country musicians, to achieve that.

Braver Newer World is an album that

encapsulates the broad vision of

Gilmore's work, and gives it a coher-

ence that makes listening to the

album akin to watching a movie —
ideas and emotions vary, but they are

wrapped around a central experience

— a defining vision.

Like Emmylou Harris' Wrecking

Hall. Braver Newer World is pro-

duced by a non-country musician

(T-Bone Burnett) who, through his

understanding of other styles, is able

to capture the spirit of country and

surrounds Gilmore with a sound that

is both sympathetic and challenging.

Braver Newer World starts off with

the title track, a gorgeous, dream-like

song that rides atop a wave-like swell

of steel guitar and horns, broken only

by a startling, distorted sitar-sound-

ing guitar. The album is full of such

seemingly disparate musical ideas,

but the unity of the songs remain

seamless, and by the time the fourth

song. "Headed for a Fall." starts, it is

clear that the normal boundaries of

music have been broken, giving

Gilmore free reign to explore the

wide expanses of the musical palette

— taking country music to places it

has rarely ever gone.

Much of the exploration on Braver

Newer World is the work of drum-

mer/percussionist )im Keltner.

Keltner builds a rhythmic web
around the songs, eschewing the

standard drum set sounds for a col-

lection of shakers, wooden torn thuds

and a spooky, trip-hop style percus-

sion. Keltner's playing gives the

atmospheric album a pulse — a

swirling, hypnotic feel.

All of the music exploration and

ingenuity would be wasted, however,

if there weren't substantial songs

underneath. Luckily. Gilmore has

been as flawless in choosing songs as

choosing musicians. A handful of

originals, all among his best, are

mixed in with songs from fellow

West Texans Al Strehli and |oe Ely

(the beautiful "Because the Wind,"),

an old blues standard ("Long Snake

Moan,"), and even a Sam Phillips

song. The Phillips' song, "Where is

Love Now," is one of the most pow-

erful on the album — written espe-

cially for Gilmore. The soaring

melodic line and searching lyrics find

Gilmore in familiar thematic territo-

ry, proving that it is Gilmore's

singing that lies at the heart of his

music — the high, lonesome country

wail that wraps layers of meaning

and emotion around every word.

Braver Newer World place Gilmore

in the company of the few country

musicians who are pushing their way

past the stagnant Top-40 Nashville

cloning, and. in exploring the vast

musical vocabulary available, have

found the true voice of country music

— a voice that is confined only by the

imagination. Braver Newer World is a

masterpiece and. hopefully, the flag-

ship of many such exciting and vital

works — an album of incredible

value and discovery. A (B.S.)

Lizottes Tobacco Shop
76 Main St.

Northampton, MA
Tel .584-2812

Imported: ^^^. .^0i^k_ Pipes:

Cigars M ^ ^W Peterson

Cigarettes Agp V Merrschaum

Tobacco ^ w^^ Stanwell

Clove Cigarettes
Bulk Pipe Tobacco

Cigar Humidors

Charatan

Prop: Vin Dimuri Open 7 Days

FINE YARNS 61 NEEDLEWORK SUPPLIES

COME IN AND BROWSE
Welcome Class of 2000
• wool, blends, acrylic yarns

' over 300 knitting/crochet pattern books
• over 350 needlework pattern books

• needlework kits & supplies

The Carriage Shop
233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, MA 01002

413-549-6106

Throughout your college years,

make A.J. I tastings your
headquarters for

:iIOOL SUPPLIES!
Count on us for everything from your first freshman notebook

to your final thesis paper... plus all those years of pens, pencils,

paper clips, typewriter ribbons, etc., in-between!

SPECIAL

Bring us your used Hewlett-Packard Ink Jet cartridge H51626A, 51629A, or

51633A and we will give you $1 .50 off the price of a new one.

A-T-Hastings.Inc.——^— %J— Newsdealer and Stationer—*-^— **

"Conveniently located in the center of Amherst"

^^^=, 45 South Pleasant St. • 253-2840

y^^ OPEN: Weekdays 5 a.m. to 9 p.m. ,

Sundays, 5 a.m. to 5 p.m.

CAMPAIGN JOBS
for the

ENVIRONMENT
$60-$80/DAY

Pnrl-timc/Full-time

Work with MASSP1RG to stop pollution

Flexible schedule for students.

Fun, casual atmosphere.

Call Terri at 256-6434.

L.B.G.A.
(Lesbian, Bi-Sexual, Gay, Alliance)

Weekly info socials every Tues. 7pm

Campus Center Rm. 803

for more info call 545-0154 or

stop by our Student Union office

Sponsored by:

iik i. roi Look in the

weeks ahead for

the L.B.G.A.'s first

dance at the
Grotto.

Mon. Sept. 23rd
or

Mon. Oct. 27th

Back in the Valley again
By Mike Burke

Collegian Staff

Nearly 20 years ago University

of Massachusetts' student |ohn

Linnell decided to take the year

following his freshman year off —
with the intent of returning. Well,

like Charlie on the MTA. Linnell

never returned. Instead he formed

They Might Be Giants, a highly

successful, quirky pop act.

In a recent phone interview

from his home in New York,

Linnell remembered his days at

UMass.
"1 had an interesting lime meet-

ing lots of musicians but it wasn't

exactly what 1 wanted to do,"

Linnell said.

After leaving school, Linnell

moved to Boston, soon hooking

up with the Providence-based

band the Mundanes. Local com-

mercial success came their way, so

collectively the group moved to

the Big Apple with high expecta-

tions of gigs and record deals.

Coincidentally. he moved in next

door to John Flansburgh, a former

grammar school classmate from

Massachusetts, and the .wo hit it

off.

"We started writing „ongs

together and had fun so I left the

Mundanes in 1981." Linnell

recalled.

The duo soon picked the

moniker of They Might Be Giants,

after a film of the same name sim-

ply because "it was not a snazzy

new wave name."

As They Might Be Giants, the

duo played often around the East

Village scene in New York City

garnering enough attention to

grab the eye of an upstart local

label, Bar None. Around this time

the band played the first of many

Northampton gigs.

"We played Northampton at a

party at a friend's house off Main

St., before getting a record deal or

a booking agent. We met a bunch

of friends at the show and we got

a gig at the Iron Horse largely

because of these friends," Linnell

remembered. "That show at the

Iron Horse was great —.a ruckus

scene. So we came back a bunch

of times and each time was more

hysterical."

The band also regularly played

Pearl Street including one show

with the Pogues and Mojo Nixon.

Since those early shows in

Northampton the duo has evolved

greatly. After two successful

albums on Bar None, They Might

Be Giants made the jump to

Elektra. a major label. To the

band's surprise, the band had

"become big shots on the loser cir-

cuit as a very popular independent

band." Their debut album remark-

Turn to 1 1 page BACK
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• If tribute albums arc to your liking but Sun Ra is a bit

out there, invest in Sweet Relief II — Gravity of the

Situation: The Song of Vic Chestnut. REM.. Smashing
Pumpkins and Hootie and the Blowfish headline here

with an interesting duel between Madonna and her

step-broiher |oe Henry
• Capitol bought 44 percent of Matador Records, the

hip New York home ol Pavement. Li/. Phair. |on Spencer

Blues Explosion and mote. The deal was estimated at $20
million, not bad for a label that has never even had a plat-

inum record. Credibility sure is expensive these days.

• One of America's premier punk/pop bands of the

decade, lawbreaker, called it quits this summer.
• Yo La Tengo took a minor acting role this summer as

the trio portrayed their idols, the Velvet Underground, in

the summer cult hit / Shut AnJ\ Warhol.
• Thurston Moore, noise addict and guitarist of Sonic

Youth, has been vacationing in the Valley where he co-

produced several avant-garde jazz shows. Through the

Pinecone Lightning Day Series, Moore has brought the No
Neck Blues. Test. Gregg Bendian's Inter/one and Loren

Mazzacone Connors to the Unitarian Meeting House in

Amherst. Moore also worked on an all day event, Fire in

the Valley, which was held on campus.
• Northampton got an earful of punk rock this summer

as the Warped Tour flew into the Northampton Airport.

It may not have been Lollapollooza but nearby residents

sure knew it wasn't a big band festival either. Bands on

the bill included The Mighty Mighty Bosslones.

Pennywise. Face To Face. Rocket From the Crypt and

CIV.
• And now for the best and worst live music-related

picks of the summer. The bad news first:

Top Five Worst of the Summer
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School must be back in session because They Might Be Giants

squash Northampton again.

J-t

1.) Heroin. The drug has been plaguing the entertain-

ment industry for decades, but this summer its popularity

skyrocketed. The rock world lost two more young musi-

cians. Jonathan Melvoin (Smashing Pumpkins) and

Bradley Novell (Sublime) this summer while several oth-

ers are recovering in rehab. Friends close to Aerosmith

have expressed concern that Steven Tyler may have

relapsed alter 10 years of sobriety — possibly explaining

the recent departure of long time manager and anti-drug

advocate Tom Collins.

2.) The Sex Pistols. Who needs 'em? Supposedly they

sounded great this summer, but this is the Sex Pistols not

Steve Vai. In 1976. they were punks because they didn't

sound good.

3.) Oasis. Better than the Beatles? Well maybe if |ohn,

Paul, George and Ringo all left and Pete Best returned to

cover Paul Anka's "She's Having My Baby." Otherwise I

will stick to my scratchy Beatles record over that

"Wondersuck" song any day.

4.) Lollapollooza. Maybe Iron Maiden and Andrew

Dice Clay will co-headline in 1997!

5.) The Hokey-Pokey, oops I mean the Macarena.

Five Summer Shout-outs

I.) The Fugees. Overplayed. Yes. But this talented trio

deserved every bit of praise and attention they received.

Don't forget, though, they have other songs besides

"Killing Me Softly" and "No Woman No Cry."

2.) Patti Smith. Back in the musical world after an

extended absence.

3.) KISS
4.) The Macarena Craze. Is this the Twist of the '90s?

5.) Phish's Clifford Ball. 1 am hardly a Phish Head but

this two day event sounded great. Why doesn't Pavement

do this?

story is weak, and hinges far too much on coincidence to

ever be taken seriously.

4. foe's Apartment:

Bad ideas were floating around MTV when a script

about a guy who befriends the roaches who infest his

apartment got OK'd for a feature length film.

The film is chock-full of adolescent humor involving

feces, but the worst idea of all was to make it a musical.

The roaches sing in the same uncool manner of Alvin and

the Chipmunks. This movie probably made about $2 mil-

lion, so plenty of people lost their jobs because of this

one, and rightly so.

5. The Cable Guy:

"He ain't gettin' any funnier," said the surly old man

sitting in front of me.

Good ideas get wasted in what could have potentially

been a funny film. The sardonic humor gets lost in useless

Oliver Stone-circa-Nfl/ura/ Born Killers-type banter.

With this role |im Carrey began to hack away at his $20

million asking price.

With all that aside 1 will say that there were a few

decent films out this summer. The Rock, with its testos-

terone- pumping, unrelenting action was easily the best

of the big blockbusters. I found myself laughing frequent-

ly in Kingpin, especially at Bill Murray in his great sup-

porting role as the rival bowler. Disney once again proved

impressive with its retelling of The Hunchback of Notre

Dame. But the best movies that came out this summer

were not conglomerate Hollywood hype, but rather inde-

pendent or foreign made films. Here are the five best

movies of the summer:

1. Lone Star:

)ohn Sayles' brilliant, dark western is about a border

town Texas sheriff who tries to find out the truth about a

20 year- old murder. More importantly, the sheriff is

interested in whether the truth implicates his father or

not. There are about six subplots that interweave intelli-

gently, but each is so compelling that a whole movie

could easily devote itself to each.

Chris Cooper is Sheriff Sam Deeds, the only person in

the town who doesn't regard his father as a legend He's

out to prove that it was his father. Buddy Deeds, who

killed the former corrupt sheriff (played intensely in

flashback by Kris Kristofferson.)

The story is thoroughly engaging, and each of the many

characters brings a new intrigue to the legend of Buddy

Deeds. Great supporting performances by Elizabeth Pena,

joe Morton and Matthew McConaughey add flavor. This

further shows Sayles to be one of the most consistent and

intelligent filmmakers alive.

2. Supercop:

lackie Chan's 1993 Hong Kong action flick Police Story

III was released and retitled in the U.S. this summer after

the surprise success of Rumble in the Bronx. All the spe-

cial effects that Hollywood can muster up will never

equal Chan's pure showmanship.

Rumble had great action and stunts, but was dragged

down by a sometimes laughable script that was full of

holes. With Supercop, Rumble director Stanley Tang

combined great stunts and fighting scenes with a cohe-

sive, intelligent plot.

Along for the ride this time is martial arts expert

Michelle Yeoh (or Michelle Khan as she is known over

here) as Chan's commander. Her stuntwork and fighting

almost equal Chan's. But in the film's finale, Chan

engages in a real Mission: Impossible as he dangles from

a helicopter, smashing through billboards and jumping

onto a moving train. A great ride.

3. Basquiat:

Painter-turned-director lulian Schnabel takes the audi-

ence into the interesting and troubled life of his former

peer, the late |ean-Michel Basquiat. Schnabel shows

Basquiat not as a hero or a troubled genius, but as a per-

son.

Amherst grad Jeffrey Wright is great as the graffiti

artist who became a pop icon. Schnabel uses unique

direction and interesting music to highlight the artist

without becoming too pruentious. The cast is a virtual

who's-who in the movie industry. David Bowie shines as

Basquiat collaborator and friend Andy Warhol. The likes

of venerated greats such as Willem Dafoe. Dennis

Hopper. Gary Oldman and fine newcomers such as

Benicio Del Toro and Claire Forlani are magnificent in

their supporting roles. Basquiat is a wonderful film about

the interesting life of an American artist.

4. Trainspotting:

You have probably heard enough about this film about

heroin-addicted hooligans stealing and carousing about

in Scotland. You might have also heard that it is a great

movie.

From the Irvine Welsh story', director Danny Boyle and

star Ewan MacGregor reunite after the first feature, the

underrated 1994 Shallow Grave. MacGregor is amazing

as Renton, the young man that wants to rid himself of his

past, overcome his addiction and live his life. It's sick, it's

funny, it's abusive. Simply put: it's great.

5. Welcome to the Dollhouse:

As the Sundance Film Festival winner, Dollhouse was

sure to make its mark on the art house circuit. Director

Todd Solondz shows the story' of an unpopular geek in

the eighth grade without getting sappy with sympathy.

Heather Matarazzo is great as Dawn Wiener, unaffec-

tionately known by her peers as "Wiener Dog." Dawn is

beaten up and harassed by her classmates. Solondz char-

acterizes her in such a way that, however twisted it

sounds, she deserves it. The film is full of dark humor

that almost creates an air of unease. Solondz finds your

buttons and pushes them in a fine directorial debut.
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rvlichae! Keaton and Michael Keaton in the flop, Multiplicity.
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Kaplan helps you focus

your test prep study

where you need it most.

We'll show you the

proven skills and test-

taking techniques that

help you get a higher

score.

great skills...
Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep

tools available. From videos to software to virtual

reality practice tests with computerized analysis to

great teachers who really care, nobody offers you

more ways to practice.

1-800-KAP-TEST

get a higher score
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ably sold over 100.000 copies, nearly

unheard of for a new label.

After recording two well received

albums on Elektra the band hired a

backing band for their successful

album. )ohn Henry.

Early next month, Elektra will

release their latest effort, Factory

Showroom. Linnell mentioned that

the band heavily uses horn and string

arrangements on the album. But the

band has also thrown in plenty of

quirky numbers that their fans have

grown to love.

Interestingly, their tune "I Can

Hear You" was recorded last year

using a non-electrical antique

method of recording at the Edison

Museum in New Jersey. The band

performed into giant cones which

funnelled the music directly to a nee-

dle that cut the groove onto a wax

cytmder. Not surprisingly the sound

quality is terrible.

Tonight the band returns to the

Iron Horse and Linnell expects the

show to feature several tracks off the

new album, including the album's

first track. "SEXXY" as well as lots

of older material. Sounds like anoth-

er ruckus night in the Valley with

They Might Be Giants.

They Might Be Giants perform at

the Iron Horse Musical Hall tonight

at 7 pm and 10 p.m. The show is all

...rtjgafc, Ceil lae, tJukst.m-OblQ for
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COMPARE!
MORE MACHINES

Starmasters • Trea*nis • iJecyctes

Nordc Track • Keiser • Nautilus

Tectrtx • Olympic Free Weights

Bamaaana
HvLow • Reebok Ben* Step

Boxerose • Yoga • Area's Largest

Aerobics Space • Suspended Wood Floor

"Big enough to own the best equipment, but small
enough to know your name"

AMHERST ATHLETIC
CLUB

460 SO.
WEST AMHERST
ST 256-0080

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL &
PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION

FREE TRIAL CLASSES
MUSIC • ACTING • DANCE

SEPTEMBER 9-13

Call: Pad (413) 545-0519 • 73 Babtlett Hall • Umass
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computers
students can use

can the UMass Arts Council to
find out more at 545-0202.

OIT (the Office of Information Technologies) supports computing for students and

faculty on the UMass campus.

"to use OIT's host computers (running UNIX or OpenVMS), you need a traditional OIT

host computer account

" to use graphical web browsers from your own computer, you need a UMAccess account

" to use PCs or Macs in OIT's computer classrooms, and/or to use OIT's printers, you need

an OIT sticker on your UMass ID

You can use any or all of these services for a fee of $20 per semester.

How do I get an account or sticker?
That depends on whether you've used OIT services before or not...

If you have never had an OIT or UMAccess account, nor had an OIT sticker on your

ID, take your UMass ID to the Campus Center room 165-169

on September 5, 6, 9, 10, or 1 1 - between 9 am and 5 pm

on September 12 - between 9 am and noon

After noon on September 12th, take your ID to Lederle GRC room A 109 any

Monday - Friday, 9-5 - but beware, the line may be long!

If you used an OIT or UMAccess account in spring 96, you don't need to stand in line

anywhere! Simply log on using the same usemame and password and start using it.

Logging on activates the account and you will be billed $20 later in the semester. You will

need to go to Lederle GRC A 109 to get a sticker on your ID if you want to use the OIT

classrooms.

If you had an OIT or UMAccess account but need to change something (get a new

password, add a service, etc.), go to Lederle GRC room A107 Monday - Friday, 9-5.

•If you only need a sticker for your ID, go to Lederle GRC A 109 to get a sticker on your

ID if you want to use the OIT classrooms.

Questions?
call the HelpDesk at 545-9400

And, of course, the HelpDesk is open in Lederle lowrise room A 109 to answer questions

about using your account, computing, using the Web, etc.

Want to

writ*

about
poetry, film, the-

ater, music,

books, travel,

food or anything
else?

Then write for

the Arts &
Living Desk.

Come down?ic ao;
oday!

AESIVOCS
HEALTHY SKIN

Deep pore cleansing, facials,

lash and brow tinting,

brow shaping, leg waxing.

34 Main St. Amherst, 253-9879

»
*
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Forget the summer reruns;

cable TV marathons sizzle

Everything has a connection to

the 1980s.

Cable television was perfected

in the '80s. It is now as American

as tag sales, barbecue cook-ouis

and lemonade stands. Living

through the tube is the most

risk-free, stress reducing activity

as it brings the world into your

house.

This summer, schedulers

grabbed viewers with TV
marathons.

An ACE
(cable TVs
award of

excellence)

should go

to the per-

son who
thought up

the "Facts

of Life-

marathon.

One of

the best

episodes of

"Facts Of
Life" was a desperate attempt to

continue Natalie's (Mindy Cohen)

career with a spin-off. The writ-

ers moved Natalie to New York

City to advance her writing by

soaking up city life. She roomed

with two no-name women and

two future leading men. Richard

Crieco ("21 lump Street") and

David Spade ("Saturday Night

Live") played a wannabe actor

and pre-med student respectively.

Its format was similar to

"Friends." but was never picked

up by any network.

For MTV buffs. "The Real

World 111" marathon and reunion

show was nostalgic. Night after

night, Judd was shot down by

potential love interests. The best

rejection line had to be "I'm get-

ting married next week."

Alicia Silverstone cleaned up

at MTV's movie awards.

Silverstone won nearly every

award that night, including most

desirable, best hair and best guest

appearance on "The Wonder
Years," to name a few. Not bad

for a high school drop-out.

"Singled Out" just doesn't

work as a marathon. If |enny

McCarthy is annoying after five

minutes, just imagine her after 1

5

episodes. Chris Hardwick's one

liners are great. He actually lis-

tens to the stupid answers contes-

tants give and no one has escaped

his sarcasm.

Flipping the channel. VHI'i
summer marathon coverage of

jewel was precious. Her video

came out a year ago, but she is

finally getting the over-play that

bands in the '80s craved. VH1 is

cashing in on their close relation-

ship with her. They found her

before MTV and kissed her butt

for interviews prior to her

new-found market appeal. Every

third video had

jewel singing in a

public bathroom.

The "History of

Music Videos
A-Z" was fun.

VH1 alphabetized

the videos, threw

out the really bad

ones and aired

the rest for the

I ndependence
Day weekend.
The marathon
featured over an

hour and half of

Madonna and ended with Santa

Claus wannabes ZZ Tcp.

If you missed it, the best snip-

pet of the four-day anthology

started with a cheer: "Mickey* by

Tony Basil and her five pounds of

make-up. Others included were

The Beach Boys pretending to be

cool with "Kokomo" and the Belle

Stars with "Iko, Iko," both tunes

from Cocktail.

Comedy Central saluted

Andrew McCarthy with the

McCarthy Era. I didn't have the

channel, so I missed his hits, such

as Pretty in Pink, as well as the

bad ones — which includes any-

thing after Weekend at Bernie's.

His best acting performance was

as a 17 year-old advice writer

caring for fellow orphans on a

made-for-TV movie.

The Family Channel brought

us Patrick Swayze's only decent

movie without a 1960s setting or

hit song — North and South.

based on the trilogy by John

lakes. The Civil War era minis-

eries featured an all-star cast,

including Elizabeth Taylor and

Kirslie Alley. It was a superb

alternative to those looking to

avoid the sappy Olympics cover-

age on NBC.
OK. I'll admit it, the Road

Rules Marathon hooked me.

Daniel Sullivan is a Collegian

staff member.

Sex-crazed "Brady Bunch" hits the theaters

By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

A VERY BRADY SEQUEL
Directed by Arlene Sanford

with Shelley Long, Gary Cole,

Christine Taylor

Playing at Mt. Farms Four Theater

ludging by the success of the first

Brady revival film, The Brady Bunch

Movie, we knew that it was much
more than a hunch that this group

would one day have a second outing

— hence, A Very Brady Sequel.

Still stuck in their own little psy-

chedelic world where the '70s never

ended, the Bradys bring a whole new

meaning to the word "retro." On top

of all the anachronistic humor that

polyester pantsuits and lovebeads

provide, the Brady Sequel is gener-

ously laden with sexual innuendo

and hilarious moments that never

would have made it past the censors

on the television series.

In fact, the new twist on "The

Brady Bunch" makes you wonder if

the show was actually that raunchy,

but you were just too young or naive

to catch it on those timeless re-runs.

Despite the fact that the first

movie incorporated almost every

famous "Brady Bunch" plot, the

sequel manages to dust off a few

more — including the family trip to

Hawaii with the cursed tiki doll and

the tarantula. Whatever is lacking

from the original material though,

the screenwriters certainly are not

afraid to enhance, or downright

make up.

The saintly matriarch Carol (once

again played by Shelley Long) is

caught in a moral dilemma when her

first husband, (Tim Matheson) with

whom she spawned the three girls

with hair of gold, comes back from

the dead. We know, however, that

he's only using her to get his hands

on an artifact that's worth $20 mil-

lion.

The film gets the most comic

A Very Brady Sequel spins some new tales on America's most lovable family.
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mileage off the sexually charged

relationship between Greg

(Christopher Daniel Barnes) and

Marsha (Christine Taylor). Sibling

rivalry turns incestual when Greg

and Marsha argue over who gets to

turn the attic into his or her own
"groovy pad," and they wind up

sharing it.

The middle child syndrome is also

a sirong subplot, as the whiny |an

(lennifer Elise Cox) tries to get out

of Marsha's shadow by creating a

boyfriend named "George Glass."

A Very Brady Sequel is not recom

mended for people who are not

familiar with the show, however.

Much of the cross- generational

satire would be lost on someone

who knows nothing about Marsha's

"Oh, my nose" episode, or Greg's

alter ego, "johnny Bravo." One

thing's for sure, though — for a film

about sex, drugs and alternative

lifestyles, don't look towards the

depressing melodramas of the '90s.

Tune in to the Brady Bunch. B+

FAC
continued from page 6

The annual Festival of Lights,

featuring extravagantly dressed

dancers, hypnotic music and twin-

kling lights will take place on Nov.

2. Included in the performance will

be the "Court of Heavenly Beings."

featuring the deities of Indian cul-

ture.

New WORLD Theater presents a

variety of multicultural perfor-

mances throughout the year, includ-

ing workshops and artists in resi-

dences.

The Theater kicks off its season

on Sept. 20 with Milk Of Amnesia, a

one woman play about a young

Cuban girl's assimilation into

American culture.

The Off-Center series begins on

Oct. 31 and Nov. 1 with a double

bill that will feature Pioneer Valley

natives jim Colemen and Therese

Freedman. Body of Work, a new
multimedia presentation by the pop-

ular Everett Dance Theater will be

presented on Nov. 7 and 8.

The best part about checking out

shows at the FAC is that they are

inexpensive.

If you're looking for something

more than the traditional keg party!

or the movies, try the FAC. There!

truly is something for everyone.

Work for the

COLLEGIAN

Positions in every

department are

available!

Call 545-3500

or visit us at

113 Campus Center

HOWARD
JOHNSON.
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VISITING THE PIONEER VALLEY

401 Russell St. • Route 9

Amherst - Hadley

(Centrally Located

2 Miles From UMass,

4 Miles East of 1-91)

• 1996 Howard Johnson

"Gold Medal" Winner

• AAA, Corporate &
Family Rates

• Swimming Pool &
Free HBO

• 100% Satisfaction

Guarantee

(413)
586-0114

CENTRALLY LOCATED TO ALL 5 COLLEGES

In Room Coffee • Color Cable TV

Large Renovated Rooms With Double Beds

Non-Smoking Rooms Available

Family Rate Avalible

(413) 256-8111
345 North Pleasant Street, Route 1 16, Amherst

Near The University, Amherst College, Hampshire College,

Mt. Holyoke and Smith College

Only 1 block from

downtown

Amherst,

Massachusetts Ddge
Charm • Comfort • Convenience
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Camby subject of investigation, Flint takes helm
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

When you left the University of
Massachusetts in the spring, the men's
basketball team was still riding a wave
of success following a 35-2 season
highlighted with a Final Four appear-

ance. The only question to be asked
was, "What NBA team will consensus

National Player of the Year Marcus
Camby be strutting his stuff for?"

But by early |une, additional ques

tions arose when The Hartford
Courant broke a story stating that

West Hartford agent Wesley Spears

reportedly gave Camby a diamond-
studded necklace bearing his jersey

number (21) and agent )ohn
Lounsbury of Signature Sports doled

out, "a couple of thousand |dollars|."

to the former UMass center before his

junior year.

In the subsequent months, an inves-

tigative committee was formed by the

University to determine whether or not

COUEGIAN FILE

Marcus Camby passed up his senior year to enter the NBA draft this past

June. He was picked second overall by the Toronto Raptors.

the school was responsible for

Camby's actions. If the committee
were to find evidence that UMass was

negligent in any way or had knowledge

of Camby's actions, an NCAA investi-

gation would be launched and punitive

action would be taken.

"The University will conduct its own
investigation." said UMass Assistant

Athletic Director for Compliance, Jeff

O' Malley. "It will be forwarded to the

chancellor who will review it, and then

the chancellor will forward it to the

NCAA. At that time, the NCAA will

make the determination whether or

not we [UMassj find ourselves at fault

or not. They will make the determina-

tion whether or not they want to do
any follow up work on the case."

O'Malley stated that if the NCAA is

comfortable with the UMass investiga-

tion, they may do very little. If the

NCAA were to continue the investiga-

tion, it is too early to determine what,

if any, penalties the school would be

faced with. O'Malley could not com-

ment further on the investigation until

the committee concludes its investiga-

tion sometime in the beginning of the

month

"It really depends on what shakes

out," O'Malley said. "If it's found out

that we did use an ineligible player, it

could be something like forfeiture of

the NCAA tournament games and the

returning of some of the money
[earned in post season play]. Beyond
that, it goes into whether in not we
were at fault or not."

The NCAA has specific regulations

for collegiate athletes dealing with

agents which are as clear as the black

and white in which they appear in the

organization's official rule book. The
NCAA's general rule of agents as it

appears in section 12.3.1 states. "An
individual shall be ineligible for partici-

pation in an intercollegiate sport if he

or she ever has agreed (orally or in

writing) to be represented by an agent

for the purpose of marketing his or her

athletics ability or reputation in that

sport."

As O'Malley clarifies, "A student

athlete cannot make an oral or written

agreement with an agent to represent

them even after their eligibility is done.

Whether you sign on the dotted line or

make an oral agreement, it's still a vio-

lation."

In section 12.3.1.2 titled "Benefits

from Prospective Agents" the NCAA

Turn to CAMBY, page 9-C

Bruiser talks of transition period for Minutemen

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

How do you follow in the footsteps of a coach like

John Calipari?

"It's a tough job. but somebody's got to do it and they

chose me," said new Massachusetts men's basketball

coach lames "Bruiser" Flint.

In the wake of all that has taken place with the UMass
basketball team this summer, Flint has quietly taken the

helm of a program formerly coached by one of the most
charismatic coaches in NCAA history. However, Flint

does not feel pressured to coach any differently than he
has in the past.

"I'm just going to go out there and do what I learned

throughout the years as an assistant. Prepare myself to go
out there and do the best job that I can," Flint said.

"That's all I can do. I can't go out there and try to be
John Calipari or anybody like that. I've got to go out
there and prepare the team the best I can, work as hard
as I can, and give it all I got to continue the success of

this program."

At 31 years of age, Flint is the youngest active head
coach in Div. I basketball, and has had a successful

coaching history behind him. In his seven years as an
assistant coach, the Minutemen have never suffered a los-

ing season, advancing to the NCAA Tournament the past

five seasons in a row, and the NIT the two years before

that. In his seven year tenure, UMass has recorded the

fourth most victories in the nation.

Flint graduated from St. loseph's University in 1987
where he was a four year letter winner for the Hawks'
basketball team In his senior season,, Flint earned second
team all-conference honors while leading his team to the

Atlantic 10 championship and an NCAA Tournament
appearance.

Upon graduating from St. loseph's, Flint spent two sea-

sons as an assistant coach and assistant athletic director

at Coppin State College in Baltimore, Md In 1989, he

courresY media relations

[ames "Bruiser" Flint

joined the UMass program and become a driving force in

bringing the Minutemen into the national spotlight.

"My goal wasn't to be an assistant for the rest of my
life." Flint said. "My goal wai, efr-aome pwww iii un it ; to

become the coach of my own progTam. I felt as though
my time was coming, but I never thought I'd be at

UMass
Players and fans alike were relieved to find out that

Turn to FLINT, page 9-C

UMass represented at Olympic Games
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

As athletes from around the world

gathered in Atlanta this summer to

compete in the Centennial Olympic
Games, several sports had stiong ties

to the University of Massachusetts
sports community.

Four field hockey players, a

women's soccer player, two basketball

players, and a gymnastics coach made
up the Minuteman delegation in

Georgia.

Brianna Scurry allowed only three

goals in her women's soccer team's

five games, en route to the gold medal.

The former Minutewomen goalie

holds the UMass career record for

saves (368) and the single season
record for shutouts ( 1 5).

Scurry was quoted in the Olympic-

preview issue of Sports Illustrated as

saying that if her team won the gold

medal she would streak through the

site of the soccer venues, Athen

She made good on her promise, mak-
ing a 30 yard sprint wearing nothing

but her medal.

Gymnastics coach Steve Nunno also

got a taste of gold, as his protegee

Shannon Miller captured the top place

in the individual balance beam to

complement her team gold.

Nunno was a four-year letter win-

ner on the UMass men's gymnastic's

team. Although he holds no school

records, Nunno has gone on to a suc-

cessful coaching career, including

teaching Miller, the most decorated

U.S. gymnast of all time.

There were no medals for field

hockey coach Pani Hixon and former

Turn to OLYMPICS, page 4-C

Reimer, Samuel key to UMass defense
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

There's a saying in sports that we've all heard a

million times: offense wins games, defense wins
championships. Sometimes cliches can seem anti-

quated, but for the 1996 Massachusetts football

team, this old cliche holds the key to success.

Despite concerns at quarterback, the Minutemen
are expected to hold their own on the offensive

side of things. But if they want to improve on last

year's 6-5 mark and take home a Yankee
Conference championship, they need to answer
questions on the other side of the ball.

Any discussion of the Minutemen defense begins

with the linebacking corps, particularly senior

Ail-American candidate, Justin Riemer. Last year

the New |ersey native led the Yankee Conference in

both total tackles (150) and solo tackles (95). and
was selected first team All-Conference and first

team All-New England. In addition, Reimer was
voted Most Outstanding Defensive Player by his

teammates.

"It's a nice place to start when you return the

leading tackier in the conference," Massachusetts

football coach Mik" Hodges said. "He has trained

very hard in the off season, and with the experience

factor from last year, we expect big things from
him in the fall

"

Another star in the making is sophomore outside

linebacker Khari Samuel, who ranked second on

Turn to DCFENSC, page 10-C

Quarterback Anthony Catterton will be called on to run the Minuteman offense this year for the UMass football team
. otLKMMMU

UMass' deep squad:

Lynch, Myers lead

By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

The tradition continues .

From NCAA Final Four appear-

ances to being perennially at the top

of eastern collegiate soccer, the

University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team is used to

being considered a front-runner.

This fall they will be looking to top

last year's performance ( 14-4-2) as

A- 10 champions and move once
again on to the hallowed ground of

the Sweet Sixteen. Head
coach Jim Rudy's preferred on field

strategy is a possession game, but

unfortunately there are some things

that you can not hold on to forever.

With the loss of last season's lead-

ing scorer Rachel LeDuc to gradua-

tion, her position as head of the

offense is the one spot that inher-

ently needs to be filled. The good
news is that the rest of Rudy's side

is in fine shape, as at every other

position the Minutewomen are deep

in returning talent.

Goalkeeper At the opposite end of

the pitch, the last line of defense is

a strong spot once again for the

Minutewomen. They return one of

the premier keepers in the East, if

not the country, in junior Danielle

Dion (41 GP 41 GS. 0.72 GAA,
17 shutouts). With an improved
vertical jump and quickness. Dion

has not sat on her laurels, and is in

a solid position to continue her past

dominance in A- 10 competition

(0.26 GAA).
One of the possible reasons that

the two-time first team All-Atlantic

10 selection has improved in her

preseason training sessions is the

addition of freshman keeper Angie

Napoli from Longmeadow.
"It is quite a relief, because dur-

ing last year we basically camou-
flaged the fact that we had only one
keeper by dressing other people for

games, warmups and what not,"

Rudy said. "We got through it with

Danielle basically playing the whole
season except for ten minute-

"I think Danielle is very happy to

have her around as well, because

they push each other, and it is nice

in have that." Rudy added

Defense: As the old saying gin.'-.

defense wins championships, and
the returning triumvirate of senior

All- American Erin Lynch, junior

All -Atlantic 10 selection Erica

Iverson and sophomore Amanda
Thompson were one of the main
reasons for last season's success.

Rudy is encouraged by all three

players' preseason fitness levels, but

by her own play Lynch (55 GP-52
GS, 33 points) stands out as the

marquee player of this team's
defense, which in combination with

Dion, allowed just 15 goals last sea

son.

Turn to SOCCER, page 2-C
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Women's Soccer

Fierce non-conference foes, wimpy A-10 awaits
By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Skiff

COOiGIAN nit

Senior Erin Lynch will lead the women's soccer team as she vies for her

third straight Atlantic 1 Player of the Year award.

soccer

A potpourri schedule will guide the

Massachusetts women's soccer team

through the colorful New England fall,

and into tournament time this season.

The slate is laden with the usual

stumbling blocks — national powers
ranging from Connecticut to Texas

A&M. Coach jim Rudy's schedules

generally contain many potential land

mines.

While 1996 will see the

Minutewomen face tough squads, it

will, against Rudy's wishes, also have

to feature matches against enough
cream puffs to put Hostess out of busi-

ness.

This season, the Atlantic 10 has

opted to expand conference play from

just within its East and West divisions,

to include cross-over matches.
Unfortunately, with the exception of a

few good teams at the top, the Atlantic

10, full of young, underfunded pro-

grams, is the CBA of women's colle-

giate soccer. The added games serve

little purpose to the Minutewomen
except to pad stats, and weaken their

strength of schedule rating at NCAA
selection time.

With this in mind, the annual

UMass/Reebok Classic has been

loaded to include No. 5 Connecticut,

1995 Final Four participant SMI) and

a strong young Georgia squad, led by

coach Bill Barker, that will turn heads.

"There's four great teams," Rudy

continued from page 1

"Lynch is a big-time player, and one

of the best in the country," Rudy said.

"You do not recognize that until some-

one says 'stop looking at the game, and

look at Erin Lynch and how she plays

the game."

There are some questions remain-

ing, though, as the team has to fill the

left back position vacated by the grad-

uation of Nikki Ahrenholz in their four

defender scheme. Sophomore defender

Meghan Brennan will not play this sea-

son due to recurring illness, and will

be red shirted.

Midficld: The strongest spot of the

UMass lineup is the midfield,

Minutewomen retur

The depth of this midfieJd is Hker

Mississippi ait'i! siails' wlnV*"'

All-Atlantic 10 selection Rebecca
Myers (54 GP-52 GS, 78 points).

Riding the peak of her appearance in

this summer's Olympics, Rudy has

already noticed the effect it has had on

her overall training regimen.

"Rebecca is training harder than

ever before, with a lot of extra inten-

sity during the training sessions,"

Rudy said. "She and Smith, Iverson,

Lynch and [Tara] Tokarchik have

really raised the intensity level of our

training, which is one of our goals.

When we train harder, we play hard-

er, and they have certainly done
that."

After Myers, there is no drop-off in

talent as seniors Julie Magid, Amy
Powell, Tina Lightning and Sandy
Shimogaki return for their final sea-

sons. Along with junior Liz

Rutherford, and sophomore Sara Hill.

who has bounced back from an ACL
injury suffered last season, the list of

midfielders is deep. - be ha ve

returning depth," Rudy said. "And we
have added two midfield type players

[freshmen Tara Tokarchik and Robin

Smith] to our roster in anticipation

that five of them are seniors."

Forwards: To wrap up the

Minutewomen lineup for this season,

you have to start from the beginning.

Losing LeDuc's inimitable scoring

touch has its effect, but Rudy has

faced this problem in the recent past

with success.

"When we faced the 1995 season,

we had to deal with the loss of our

leading scorer in Nicole Roberts,"

Rudy said. "So, the question was
'who is going to score the goals?'

"What happened was Rachel
LeDuc stepped up, with a good sup-

porting cast, but she was the one that

scored 1 8 goals. So, that is the ques-

tion again this year."

Basically, until two of his prospects

emerge as standouts, for Rudy this

position wtH be a "forward-by-com-

mittee." The return of sophomore
Karin Johnson gives a look of experi-

ence, while junior transfer Samantha

Frank, and incoming freshmen Emma
Kurowski and Kate Webb, will all be

looked at for front-runner status.

Thftfcptrt MOW HIRING

Positions Open:

* Librarian

* Stall Artist

* Systems Manager

* Asst. to Managing Editor

Attention Students

At THE CLUB
Tennis and Fitness Complex

659 Amherst Rd (Rt. 116)

549-3638
3 miles from campus on the bus line.

**

PLAN FOR SPRING BREAK
V.I.P. Student Memberships!
Buy a year membership for $319
and you'll get round trip airfare

for two!

Choose from FLORIDA, HAWAII,
BAHAMAS, (MR CAHCUH

CAMSTAR CIRCUIT AND NAUTILUS
Newly redesigned fitness area!

1 2 Machine circuit program

20+ Nautilus machines & Abs station

EI THE
SLIDE
Just one

of the

great

additions

to our

NEW
aerobics

programs.

CARDIOVASCULAR
Brand New Equipment

7 Treadmills • 4 Stairmasters

4 Exercycles • 1 Rower

FREE WEIGHTS
Brand New
Cross over Cable Machine

A large variety of dumbells

barweights • benches

Squat rack

Some Restrictions Apply.

There's a lot of NEW going on at

THE CLUB!
Campus Get Away III

JOIN TODAY!
V.I.P. Membership $319 (with tickets)

One semester$145 (tickets not included)

Two semesters$245... (tickets not included)

said of the field. "It's got the makings

to be one of the best early tourna-

ments."

After home matches with UC-Santa

Barbara and St. Bonaventure, the

Hartford Hawks return to Richard F.

Garber Field for the first time since

last year's NCAA opening round

match, where they fell following a

Rachel LeDuc goal with 1.4 seconds

remaining in double overtime.

Hartford will have a new look this

year, losing Danish International mid-

fielder Irene Stelling and forward

Jessica Reifer among others. Perhaps

the Hawks' biggest loss is well-respect-

ed coach Austin Daniels who took the

University of Colorado job over the

summer.

"We'll be happy to see them again,"

Rudy said. "We like playing Hartford.

That's one game that 1 know that we're

always up for."

While Hartford will look to avenge

its NCAA loss on Sept. 21, on Oct. 19

the Minutewomen will look to avenge

theirs when they travel to UConn, site

of a 3-0 NCAA Sweet 16 drubbing.

Unlike their New England rivals, the

Huskies suffereu minimal graduation

losses, and might have gotten even

stronger with a solid recruiting crop by

1 5th year coach Len Tsantiris.

"UConn really is the same team,"

Rudy said. "They're big, strong and

aggressive. They probably did the best

job on us defensively, [better) than

anyone's ever done. They minimalized

us getting it anywhere near the goal. I

was very impressed. It's a challenge to

beat UConn."
The other non-conference highlight

will be a November homecoming trip

for Erin Lynch, Julie Magid and
Amanda Thompson, as the

Minutewomen travel deep into the

heart of Texas for a tournament at

Texas A&M. UMass will face a strong

George Mason squad, and then either

the host Aggies or UNC-Greensboro

in a good pre-Atlantic 10 and NCAA
tournaments tune-up.

The Aggies made their first NCAA
appearance last year, but were downed

by the Minutewomen 2-1 at Garber

Field in last year's UMass Classic in

one of the season's most tightly con-

tested matches.

As for the A-10 slate, the most

anticipated match will be in Amherst

when the Minutewomen face the

Temple Owls on Oct. 26. On a fluke

goal in the 90th minute. Temple beat

UMass 1-0 in Philadelphia last year.

rx-comingthefirs^chooUoeverbeat

Women's Soccer

Aug. 31 FAIRFIELD

(at Agawam, Ma) 7:00 p.m.

Sept 6-8 UMASS/REEBOK CLASSIC

Sept. 6 GEORGIA 4:30 p.m.

Sept.8S.M.U. 2:15 p.m.

Sept. 1 4 UC SANTA BARB. 1 :00 p.m.

Sept. 1 5 ST. BONAVENTURE' 1 :00 p.m.

Sept. 21 HARTFORD 1 .00 p.m.

Sept. 24 at Rhode Island* 4:00 p.m.

Sept. 28 ST. JOSEPH'S* 1 :00 p.m.

Oct. 4 at LaSalle* 4:30 p.m.

Oct. 6 at Geo. Wash.* 2:00 p.m.

Oct. 1 2 at Wright State 1 2:00 p.m.

Oct. 1 S DARTMOUTH 3:30 p.m.

Oct. 19 at Connecticut 3:30 p.m.

Oct. 21 at Fordham* 2:00 p.m.

Oct 26 TEMPLE* 1 :00 p.m.

Oct. 27 DUQUESNE* 2:00 p.m.

Nov. 1-3 Texas A&M Tourney

(at College Station, TX)

Nov. 1 George Mason 1 : 30 p.m.

Nov. 3 Texas A&M or UNC Greens. 1 1a.m./1 :30 p.m.

Nov. 9-10 Atlantic 10 Championship

(at Kingston, R.I.)

Nov. 1 5-1 7 NCAA First Round
Nov. 22-24 NCAA Second Round
Nov. 29-30 NCAA Quarterfinals

Dec. 6-8 NCAA Semi's and Finals

(at Santa Clara, Ca)

•Atlantic 10
Home games played at Garber Field

Head Coach: Jim Rudy

Men's Soccer

No* 20 UMass looks to avenge championship loss
By Chris Stamm
Collegion Staff

"You're never satisfied when you lose in the finals." said

Massachusetts men's soccer coach Sam Koch of last year's

5-2 loss to Rhode Island in the Atlantic 10 Championship.
After finishing the 1995 campaign with a record of

15-5-2 and a second place showing in the A-10
Tournament, Koch and his crew hope to claim the No. I

spot in the conference as they did in 1994.

"If anything it's a good motivation factor for this year, to

make sure we're ba:
,k there [in the fiiials]. Our goal is to

win it this year," Koch said.

With last year's two leading scorers, senior All-American

candidate Dave Siljanovski and junior Mike Butler returning

to lead the offense, firepower will be the strongest aspect of

the Minutemen's game.

Siljanovski is one of the all-time great assist men in

school history. With the single-season (17) and career (22)

records for assists, it was no wonder that he was a national

tader in points and assists last season, and just the guy you

want setting up an offensive force like Butler. One of the

A-10's premier finishers, Butler ended the season with 11

goals and 30 points.

the Minutewomen in a conference

match, regular or postseason.

Temple coach Seamus McWilliams

employed a bunker defensive forma-

tion in the contest, which worked per-

fectly. Cramming as many as 10 play-

ers inside the penalty area, the

Minutewomen had no open lanes to

penetrate the Owl walls for a clean

shot on goal. Rudy is prepared to

counter the "Temple of Doon" this

year.

"Seamus said already that he's going

to play the same bunker defense and

lock up the shop, close the doors,"

Rudy said. "Rumor has it that this year

he's bringing shov ^pitchforks.

barbed wire and machine gun place-

ments. We'll be prepared for the

bunker though."

Another A-10 match that always

bears watching will be played on Oct.

6, when UMass travels to Washington,

D.C. to face the Colonial Women of

George Washington, the preseason

pick to win the A-10's Western

Division.

While UMass is hosting a handfull

of exciting games this season, they will

not be hosting an event they have in

the past. After spending the past two

years in the Pioneer Valley, the A-10
Tournament will be played at Rhode

Island.

COllfGIAN Mil

Mike Butler will lead the offense of a men's soccer team that looks to capture an A-10 title.
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"Those two guys {Siljanovski and Butler j are our two best

finishers," Koch said. "They are outstanding, and 1 expect

them to do what they did las. year if not more this year."

Tile Minutemen will miss the dedicated play of last year's

senior co-captain Brad Miller, who was not only an offen-

sive force, but a team leader on the field as well. Hoping to

fill the void left by Miller and add some more depth to the

University of Massachusetts' front line is UNC- Charlotte

transler Rob Cairo. With excellent ball control and a knack
lor setting up plays. Cairo could prove to be the squad's

third offensive threat. Sophomore Paul Corcoran, who
boasts the strongest shot on the team, may see time as either

a forward or midfielder.

If there's one word that best describes the Minutemen's

midfield, it's depth and as Koch puts it simply, "Midfield is

our strength."

Sophomores Scott Regina and Jake Brodsky will use their

strong ball handling skills to control play and set up the

offense. Senior midfielder and Amherst native, Tashi
Tshering, rounds out the attacking midfielders. Tshering will

likely push the pace for UMass, utilizing his speed to pene-

trate opponents' defense.

The defensive aspect of the midfield will be controlled by

sophomore Brad Kurowski. Along with Kurowski, senior

|oe (acobson will see some time at defensive midfield. as

well as marking back, (acobson, the team's most tenacious

defender, will most likely be matched up with the oppo-

nent's leading offensive threat.

In addition to lacobson, the backs will be lead by senior

Dan Chagnon along with sophomore (on Hanna, junior

Fabio Maniatty and perhaps junior Tobias Bremke.

"Defensively, we need to be a little more compact and a

little better organized in making sure everybody understands

their role," Koch said.The final piece of the puzzle has yet to

be determined. Who will mind the net behind (acobson and

company? With the graduation of keeper Eric Gruber last

year, the Minutemen do not have a time tested man between

the posts. Sophomore |eff (ablonski and redshirt freshman

Tim Pearson will likely compete for the starting spot.

Sophomore Todd Fowler may make a bid for the keeper

spot as well.

"Tim and (eff are going to be fighting for that number one

spot." Koch said. "But 1 think Todd has really come on. He's

closed the gap considerably in the spring."

This year's talented squad was ranked No. 20 in the

nation in the Soccer News preseason poll, UMass' first ever

national ranking. In addition, the team finished second in

the A-10 behind GW in a preseason coaches poll. However,

preseason accolades will have to stand the test of time.

According to Koch, this is one of the toughest schedules

he has comprised in his five years at the helm for the

Minutemen, facing six top 20 teams.

Massachusetts' three game exhibition series consisted of

three potential NCAA Tournament teams (No. 17 Boston

College, No. 7 Brown and No. 2 Duke, who took to the

field in last year's National Championship). UMass kicks

off the regular season with local powerhouse Boston
University on Sept. 7. Later in the season, they face No. 3

MEWS SOCCER
Aug. 31 DUKE (exhibition)

(at Chicopee, Ma) 7:00 p.m.

Sept 7 at Boston University 7:00 p.m.

Sept. 1 at Holy Cross 3:00 p.m.

Sept. 1 4 at Maine 1 1 :00 am
Sept. 18 NEW HAMPSHIRE 3:30 p.m.

Sept. 22 at South Carolina 2:00 p.m.

Sept. 24 HARTFORD 3:30 p.m.

Sept 27 ST. JOSEPH'S* 3:30 p.m.

Sept. 29 at Temple*
Oct 4 at Virginia Tech* 3:30 p.m.

Oct. 6 at Geo. Wash.* 2:00 p.m.

Oct 11 DAYTON* 3:30 p.m.

Oct13XAVtER* 1:00 p.m.

Oct 18 at Fordham* 3:00 p.m.

Oct 20 at LaSalle* 1 :00 p.m.

Oct. 25 ST. BONAVENTURE* 3:00 p.m.

Oct 27 DUQUESNF* 1 :00 p.m.
Nov. 2 at Rhode Island* 1 :00 p.m.
Nov. 8-10 A-10 Championship

(at Dayton, OH)
Nov. 24 NCAA First Round
Dec. 1 NCAA Second Round
Dec. 8 NCAA Quarterfinals

Dec. 1 3-1 5 NCAA Semi's, Finals

(at Richmond, Va.)

•Atlantic 1

Home games played at Garber Field

Head Coach: Sam Koch

out any of the other A-10 teams. Koch cites Virginia Tech,

George Washington and Xavier as potential A-10 Tourney

teams. However, with schools like LaSalle, Duquesne and

Dayton — which has hired its first full time coaching staff

— the A-10 is clearly an up and coming conference.

Over 25 Aerobic Classes with Certified instructors

IMgNaiGfffflOflK..

mw/comm

AdultFitness

UmM -^Vi
a

317 RusseU St (RL 9) Hadley,MA

586-0633

Basketballs Volleyball Court Open Court Time
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Field Hockey

Experience the key as Hixon, Rose return to team
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

After two years away from the pro-

gram to serve as the United States

National team coach, Massachusetts

field hockey coach Pam Hixon is back

on her home field.

Inexperience played a key role in

the Minutewomen's uncharacteristic

7-13 record, but the return of Hixon

and goaltender Hilary Rose, com-
bined with a year under the belts of

many players, should provide for a

stronger UMass team.

Sophomores Kate Putnam and

CCXUGIAN Mil

Senior Kyle Rothenberger and the UMass field hockey have a tough road

ahead as they attempt to make the NCAA tournament once again.

Erica Johnston will key the UMass
attack as forwards. Putnam, last

year's Atlantic 10 Rookie of the

Ye»r. and Johnston both saw time in

all A> of the Minutewomen's games
last year, each starting all but one
game.

Also vying for a spot at forward is

Saskia Fuchs. Though she is only a

freshman, Fuchs has the credentials,

having played on the Dutch national

under- 18 team.

Freshmen Christine Millbauer, who
has played in the National Futures
Tournament, and Nicole Bardell will

join sophomore Kim Lamson and
junior Courtney Mac Lean as others

who will see time at forward. Lamson
may also be used as a back, and
MacLean will likely see most of her

action in the midfield.

One thing is certain about the

Minutewoman midfield- Kyle
Rothenberger will be there. The
senior Ail-American is UMass' top

returning scorer and will anchor the

team both offensively and defensive-

ly. Rothenberger stands as one of the

Minutewomen's most potent offen-

sive threats, combining passing skills

with the ability to score.

MacLean will most likely join

Rothenberger at midfield, and junior

Amy Ott could split time between the

midfield and sweeper. Sophomore
Katherine McClellan will most likely

see time as a midfielder, and Kerry

Lyons, who walked onto the team as

a freshman last year, may also be a

candidate for time there.

Despite having graduated Andrea
Cabral, the UMass backfield is a

strong unit, returning several experi-

enced players. Senior co-captain

Olympics
continued from page 1 -C

UMass players Patty Shea and Pam
Bustin. Hixon, who took a two-year

leave of absence to Coach the national

team, and her squad had to settle for a

disappointing fifth place finish.

The road in Atlanta was a bumpy
one for the field hockey team. After a

tie in the opening game, the team

defeated eventual silver medalist

Korea. But against Great Britain in the

next game, the U.S. team had a goal

disallowed and lost 1-0.

The. squad lost 2-1 to Argentina

after a controversy over an injury cost

them valuable time. The team played

to a 1-1 draw against Germany, but

then hit the wall against Australia, the

team that went on to win the gold, los-

ing 5-1.

The U.S. team came back to take a

2-0 win at the hands of Spain in a con-

solation game.

Returning UMass field hockey player

Hilary Rose saw plenty of action in

Atlanta as the starting goalie for the

British national team. Rose and her

squad failed to capture a medal as well,

taking home fourth place.

The Puerto Rican national basketball

team had the services of the

Massachusetts backcourt tandem of

Edgar Padilla and Carmelo Travieso.

The two paired to form one of the

strongest guard tandems in college bas-

ketball last season, helping the

Minutemen to the Final Four.

They returned to the court at the

Georgia Dome, the site of the basket-

ball venue, having played against

Arkansas and Georgetown there dur-

ing last year's NCAA Tournament.

Although the pair saw limited play-

ing time, Travieso finished his Olympic

run averaging eight points per game,

while Padilla contributed with four ppg
and three assists per game.

The duo did not get the chance to

face the vaunted members of the U.S.

Dream Team, as Puerto Rico failed to

make the medal round, finishing in

10th place.

Expiration Date - 9/30/96

WILDWATER
OUTFITTERS

BOOKBffQ SALE!

15% to 25%
OFF!

ROUTE 9, Hadley - Across from Stop & Shop

Make any sandwhich a

MEAL DEAL
just add $1 to the price of any sandwhich and get a

medium soda & chips. No coupon required!

Subway sandwhich shops may be all over the country but we're certainly at home in

Amherst. We buy our vegetables locally from Atkin's farm as well as our salami &
pepperoni from Carando. And of course our bread is baked fresh daily, in our own ovens.

4 Main Street, Amherst, MA • 256-1919

Hours: Sunday-Thursday 1 0am- 1 2pm • Friday & Saturday 10am-2am

Aug. 31 WAKE FOREST
(at Westfield State) 1 :00 p.m.

Sept. 7 at New Hampshire 2:00 p.m
Sept. 11 at Boston College 7:30 p.m.

Sept. 14 James Madison
(at Iowa City, Iowa) 1 :30 p.m.

SepL 1 5 Iowa of St Louis 1 1 :00 a.m.

(at Iowa City, Iowa)

Sept. 18 YALE 3.30 p.m.

Sept. 22 Perm State

(at Storrs, Conn.) 1 2:00 p.m.

Sept 25 at Rhode Island* 3:30 p.m.

Sept. 28 at Temple* 1 2:00 p.m.

Oct. 2 NORTHEASTERN 3:30 p.m.
Oct. 5 NORTH CAROLINA

(at Westfield State) 1 -.00 p.m.
Oct 6 WEST CHESTER

(at Westfield State) 2:00 p.m.

Oct. 9 BOSTON UNIV. 3:30 p.m.

Oct. 1 2 SYRACUSE 1 :00 p.m.

Oct 1 7 at Providence 3:30 p.m.

Oct 19atUSalle* 1:00 p.m.

Oct. 26 at Connecticut 1 2:00 p.m.

Oct. 30 at Dartmouth 3:30 p.m.

Nov. 2 ST. JOSEPH'S 1 :00 p.m.

Nov. 9-1 Atlantic 1 Champioships

(at Philadelphia, Pa)

Nov. 14 NCAA First Round

Nov. 1 7 NCAA Quarterfinals

Nov. 23-24 NCAA Semi's and Finals

(at Chestnut Hill, Mass.)

•Atlantic 10 Conference Games
Home games played at Totman Field

Head Coach: Pam Hixon
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Football

Alessio, Catterton crucial to Minuteman offense

Massachusetts returns Yankee Conference's leading rush attack

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

Melanie Gore, the most experienced

of the backs, will likely be called

upon to stop the opponent's top scor-

ing threat.

Sharon Hughes and Laura Phelan

are probable candidates to team with

Gore. Others who will compete for

time in the backfield are sophomores

(ana Benscoter, Lamson, and
McClellan.

Jen Gutzman and Amy Ott are the

two who will see time at sweeper. Ott

started in the spot for most of last

season, but may also see time in the

midfield. This summer Ott primarily

played defense at the U.S. *B' Camp.
Gutzman made the switch from mid-

field to backfield last season, and
should see most of her time there.

Hilary Rose returns to the UMass
goal after taking last year off to play

with the British national team. In her

40 career starts as a Minutewoman,
Rose has recorded 26.5 shutouts. She
led the nation in save percentage in

her first two years, and in

goals-against average as a freshman.

Freshman Michelle Crooks will serve

as Rose's back-up.

In addition to Hixon, whose U.S.

team took fifth place at the Olympic

Games in Atlanta, many members of

the UMass squad padded their field

hockey resumes over the summer.
Rose joined Hixon in Atlanta, guiding

Great Britain to a fourth place finish.

Rothenberger, Putnam, Johnston and

Ott all received invitations to the

U.S. A' Camp after playing at the *B'

camp this summer. Hughes played at

the'B' camp as well.

For the Massachusetts football team, the queuions
for this upcoming 1996 season were supposed to be

about defense.

Though they return nine starters to the offensive

side of the ball (including the entire offensive line

and the Yankee Conference's leading rusher, Frank

Alessio), offensive concerns remain. The Minutemen
led the entire Division 1- AA in rushing at 303 yards

per game in 1995, and they feature maybe the best

one-two backfield combo (Rene Ingoglia and
Alessio) in the conference. So the University of

Massachusetts should be set to light up the score-

board, right?

Well, not so fast. There are still many questions the

Minutemen have to answer if they want to take their

first Yankee Conference title since 1 990.

The most glaring question is poised toward the

center where junior Anthony Catterton enters the

season as the starting quarterback. Catterton has

experience having started the last seven games of last

season after Vito Campanile went down with a shoul-

der injury. Known as a good option quarterback,

Catterton was plagued last year by his inability to

establish a consistent passing game.

Completing only 23 of 72 passes last fall, Catterton

threw for 235 yards with one touchdown and four

interceptions. But the coaching staff expects good

things from Catterton this fall and though the pres-

sure to succeed might seem great, the junior quarter-

back seems to be taking it all in stride.

"1 don't think there's much pressure," Catterton

said. "1 think as a whole, as a team there's pressure

on us, and that's the way it should be. I think there

should be pressure on me to get the passing game
going, and hopefully 1 will."

The quarterback position for the Minutemen will

also be helped by the addition of quarterback coach

Bob Colbert, who comes to Amherst with 26 years of

coaching experience in the National Football League,

Division 1-AA and Division III. Colbert should take

some pressure off of offensive coordinator Doug
Berry, who has handled the quarterbacks in the past.

"He [Colbertl brings a lot of experience here,"

Catterton said, "and he's already helped me out

tremendously with things I've needed to work on this

summer".
Despite the loss of possibly the best running back

in the 50-year history of the Yankee Conference,

Rene Ingoglia, the Minutemen should have one of

the more potent ground games in all of Division

1-AA.

Queer Peer Educator
HELP FIGHT AIDS.

CHEMICAL BREAST A N EATING

OEPEiNQANCV, CANCER DISORDERS

IN YOUR COMMUNITY.

We can ' -fc do
For more info call the Ileal

witiourt you

.

:c at 5~ 7-S 18 1 & ask for Lauri

niiiis
» you on MM »» "ww oam acxm and «*v tor a poo

COLLEGIAN FILE

With a new QB and new additions to the coaching staff, UMass will look to romp through the

Yankee Conference.

Last year tailback Frank Alessio, an All-American

candidate, posted the fifth-best single season yardage

total in UMass history with 1,276 yards in 1995,

including a school and conference record 337 yard

effort at Boston University last November. Expected

to be the man on offense, senior Alessio it excited for

the 1996 season.

"Everyone is very motivated and ready to get this

season started," Alessio said. "Everyone's minds are

clear, and we're ready to start a fresh slate and see

what we can do this year."

Behind him at tailback is the more than capable

Matt Jordan. Last season as a redshirt freshman

Jordan gained 564 yards, averaging a downright nasty

7.4 yards a carry, in addition to solid special teams

play.

At fullback, the Minutemen will be helped by the

return of senior Ron Brockington, who played only

three games last year as a result of a nagging hemia
injury. The former Gathered New York State Player

of the Year, Brockington is at the head of an

impressive group of fullbacks. Sophomore Jim

Piano saw time enough to gain 153 yards on 31 car-

ries last season, and the coaching staff is really high

on redshirt freshman Jamie Houston. The 6-2 238

pound North Middlesex product had an impressive

spring, rushing for 33 yards in the Maroon-White
game.

"We're really looking forward to getting Jamie on

the field after he redshirted last season." head coach

Mike Hodges said. "Holston is a legitimate big full-

back, the first big back we've had at UMass in some

time."

As far as the offensive line goes, the situation

couldn't be better for the Minutemen. They return

not only the top five starters from a squad that boast-

ed the nation's finest rushing attack and allowed omy
12 sacks all year, but they actually bring back their

top eight linemen from 1995. They're an imposing

group, and as Hodges explains, "They have the

potential to be as good as any group of linemen we've

had in a long time." He adds, "The possibilities are

very good that we should have a dominant offensive

line."

Senior left tackle Dan Markowski and junior cen-

ter Matt Alegi were both second-team Yankee

Conference selections in 1995, and right tackle Mark

Shalala returns for his senior year as team co-cap-

tain and leader down in the trenches.

The nation's best ground game shows no signs of

slowing down, with the return of Alessio and lordan

in the backfield, and an offensive line that ranks

with any in Division 1-AA. But can they mount

enough of a passing game to take pressure off the

rushing attack? Will Anthony Catterton be the man
UMass needs to expand the passing game? The

Minutemen will need to answer these questions early

if they expect to compete for supremacy in the

Yankee Conference.

Reimer, Samuel key to UMass defense

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

There's a saying in sports that

we've all heard a million times:

offense win' games, defense wins

championsLj- '".. onetimes clich-

es can seem antiquated, but for

the 1996 Massachusetts football

team, this old cliche holds the key

to success.

Despite concerns at quarter-

back, the Minutemen are expected

to hold their own on the offensive

side of things. But if they want to

improve on last year's 6-5 mark
and take home a Yankee
Conference championship, they

need to answer questions on the

other side of the ball.

Any discussion of the

Minutemen defense begins with

the linebacking corps, particularly

senior All-American candidate,

Justin Riemer. Last year the New
Jersey native led the Yankee
Conference in both total tackles

(150) and solo tackles (95). and
was selected first team
All-Conference and first team
All-New England. In addition,

Reimer was voted Most
Outstanding Defensive Player by

his teammates.

"It's a nice place to start when

you return the leading tackier in

the conference," Massachusetts

football coach Mike Hodges said.

"He has trained very hard in the

off season, and with the experience

factor from last year, we expect big

things from him in the fall."

Another star in the making is

sophomore outside linebacker

Khari Samuel, who ranked second

on the Minutemen last season

with 94 tackles. Samuel showed

the ability to make the big play,

with seven sacks, five forced fum-

bles and ten tackles for losses.

He's an athletic specimen, but if

you listen to Hodges, that's not

what separates him from the rest.

"The thing that makes
[Samuel] a good player is his

competitiveness," Hodges said.

"He expects so much of himself,

and that's why he looks the way
he does. He's bigger, stronger and

faster than he was a year ago. His

future is very, very bright."

The Minutemen also have
senior Mike Dawson and sopho-

more Elvis Abellard in the middle.

Abellard, an emotional player

with great athleticism comes into

the 1996 campaign healthy after

tearing his posterior cruciate liga-

ment last fall. Dawson, who will

play his natural position of middle

linebacker this season, round out

a linebacking unit that should

rank among the best in the nation.

In the secondary, the

Minutemen are thin. They've lost

three of their four starters from

last year's squad, including honor-

able mention All-American
Breton Parker and defensive sig-

nal caller Jason Turdyn. The
assignment of the opponents
toughest wideout will go to senior

co-captain Kory Blackwell. The
only returning starter, Blackwell is

an outstanding athlete who will

also handle kickoff duties for the

University of Massachusetts. The
coaching staff is hoping that

Blackwell can pick up where
Parker left off and solidify a ques-

tionable secondary.

"He [Blackwell] is going to be

our new Breon Parker." Hodges
said. "We need Kory to be our
steady guy that we feel comfort-

able putting on our opponent's

best receiver."

Senior Brian Mooney will lead

the unit at the free safety spot,

while senior Leggie Beckford and

redshirt freshman Jerard White will

occupy the other starting spots.

The defensive line is also a

source of concern for the coach-

ing staff. They have the talent at

tackle, with junior Mike Batelli,

senior John Sawyer and junior

Shaun Williams all returning to

the middle. But when you switch

to the ends, there isn't much expe-

rience. Junior Jeron Alston is the

only returning end who's played

on Saturday. The Minutemen
have taken sophomore Mim Hill

from the offensive line and placed

him at defensive end where they

hope his raw talent will compen-

sate for lack of experience. Junior

Chris Cronin is also expected to

see time at end.

225 Triangle Street

Amherst, MA 01002

(413)549-0044
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GRINDERS E1ZZA
SM LG SM IG

Meatless 3 75 4 75 Plain 400 700
Salami 375 475 Pepperoni 4 75 850
Geoova 3 75 475 Hamburger 475 850
Sausage 3 75 475 Horn 4 75 850
Eggplant 3 75 475 Sausage 475 850
Turkey 375 475 Onion 475 850 PINNERS
Hamburger 3 75 4 75 Pepper 4 75 850
Cheeseburger 400 500 Bocon 4 75 850 Spaghetti with Souce 5 00

Veal 400 500 Ota 500 900 Spaghetti with Meatballs 600
Ham Egg 4 25 5 25 Mushroom 500 900 Spaghetti with Sousage 600
Pepper Egg 425 5 25 0«k 500 900 Spoghetli with Eggplant 600
Italian 4 25 5 25 Tomatoes 500 900 Spoghetti wrth Mushrooms 600
Roast Beef 425 525 Broccoli 500 900 Spoghetli with Chicken 600
Meatball 4 25 5 25 Pineapple 500 900 Spoghetti with Veol 600
Seafood 4 25 5 25 Salam 475 8 50 Cheese Ravioli 600
Pastrorrn 4 25 5 25 Anchovies 500 900 MeatRaviioi 600
Ham 4 25 5 25 Eggplant 500 900 Stuffed Shells 6 00

Tuna Fish 425 5 25 Peslo 500 900 Manicot* 6 00

Chicken Cutlet 4 25 5 25 Spinach 500 900 TorteWni 600
Grilled Chicken 475 550 Feta 500 900 Lasogno 600

Artichokes 500 900 Veggie Lasogno 600

STEAK < Chicken 500 900 Grilled Chicken with Spoghetti 600

SM LG Red Onion 500 900
Plain 350 4 25 Two Way 600 10 00 SIDE ORDERS
W/ Cheese 3 75 450 Three Way 6 75 1150 SM LG

W/ Onion 3 75 450 Four Way 750 13 00 French Fries 150 2 75

WV Pepper 375 4 75 Super Specio 900 16 00 GorhcBreod 100 175

W/ Mushroom 400 500 Extra Cheese 100 150 Mozz Sticks 3 00 600
W/Egg 4 25 5 25 Onion Rings 1 75 300

Join us Tomorrow at the

Student Union Building

We'll be giving away great

stuff all day!

IOOO AND s r I » I 1 s

55 University Drive

Amherst • 549-5700

Bud + Bud Light Drafts

(Pfasfoara §&§©

Wednesday
Iwe Wing Night after 9pm

Friday
1/2 Off Appetizers

from 4-7 pm

OCMP Accepted
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Tennis

Tennis seeks national spotlight,

Navarro, Gerasimova to shine

By Luke Merodim
Collegian Staff

For Massachusetts men's and
women's head tennis coach Judy

Dixon, the 1996 season is shaping

up to be huge. Four years removed

from extinction, Dixon is hoping

that by the end of the fall UMass
will have put itself in the national

spotlight.

"This is a big year for the pro-

gram," Dixon said of the women's

team. "And 1 expect big things of

the men as well."

Building on the successes of the

spring 1996 campaign is crucial to

UMass this year, but they'll have to

do it without their No. 1 players of

a year ago.

The women's tennis squad starts

the season with big shoes to fill

from last year's New England cham-

pionship team.

"This team has to find an identity

now that Liesl Sitton is gone."

Women's

Tennis

Sept. 1 2 HARTFORD
3:00 p.m.

Sept. 1 8 at Amherst
College 3:30 p.m.

Sept. 20-22 Eastern

Championships
(at Princeton, N.j.)

Sept. 25 at Vermont
3:00 p.m.

Sept. 28 at Columbia
3:00 p.m.

Oct. 2 at Connecticut

2:30 p.m.

Oct. 9 at St. John's

3:00 p.m.

Oct. 1 1 at Dartmouth.

2:00 p.m.

Oct. 1 8-20 at New
England

Championships

Oct. 25-27 Army
Tournament

Nov. 7-10Rolex
Championships

(at Williamsburg, Va.)

Home matches played

at Upper Boyden Courts

Head Coach: Judy
Dixon

Dixon said.

Sitton. the former two-time New
England champion and four year

starter at No. 1 singles, graduated

in May. and her absence leaves a

void at the top that Dixon hopes

will be filled by Greenfield High
product Olga Gerasimova. A former

product of the Soviet tennis system,

the Latvian native is expected to

learn on the job.

"It'll be a rough first year at No.

I for her," Dixon said. "But she hits

the ball a ton, she's got a good
ground game, and she's aggressive

on the baseline. I expect that by her

junior year she'll be an outstanding

player for us."

As far as the rest of the squad.

Dixon is hoping for big things.

"We hope 1996 is the year we
vault into the national spotlight."

Dixon said. "We play seven nation-

ally ranked teams, and if we can

work on our intensity and concen-

tration, this could be a watershed

year for the program."

If the Minutewomen can boast of

a strength, it's the depth they pos-

sess in the second through seventh

spots. Junior co- captains Lana
Gorodetskaya and Caroline Steele,

along with lone senior Liz Durant,

are proven winners who will be

looked to provide leadership.

The men also have a new face at

the top of the depth chart.

Freshman Bo Navarro is Dixon's

new No. I, and his talent has the

coaching staff excited.

"[Navarro] is very quick, he's a

well-coached serve and volley play-

er and he's got a good touch,"

Dixon said.

Again, as with Gerasimova,
Dixon is looking two years down
the line.

"Normally, I don't like putting

freshman at No. 1 because of the

pressure, but Bo should hold his

own. We're expecting Bo to be a

force in a couple years." Dixon said

The reM oi ilie men's team loots

good early, with the return of

co-captains Alex Aller and Ryan
McGinley, and a strong recruiting

class. Dixon is pleased because the

"heart and soul" of the team is

returning, and they've had a year to

mature.

"Last year the men's team
"'
matured a lot faster than we could

have dreamed of, and having that

extra year can only make us

stronger." Dixon said.

It will not be an easy task for the

Minutemen to repeat past successes,

however. Dixon has strengthened

the schedule considerably, adding

the likes of Rutgers. St. lohn's and

Boston University, in addition to

Men's

Tennis

Sept. 1 3 WESLEYAN
3:00 p.m.

Sept. 18 at Fairfield

3:00 p.m.

Sept. 1 9 at Boston

University

1:00 p.m.

Sept. 22 RHODE ISLAND
10:00 a.m.

Sept. 25 at Connecticut

3:00 p.m.

Sept. 27-29 Army
Tournament

(at West Point, N.Y.)

Oct. 1 MIT
3:30 p.m.

Oct. 7 at St. John's

3:00 p.m.

Oct. 1 1 VERMONT
3:00 p.m.

Oct. 1 7 at Boston College

3:00 p.m.

Nov. 2-6 Rolex

Championships
(at Princeton, N.).)

Home matches played at

Upper Boyden Courts

Head Coach: judy Dixon

OCMP
THE OFF CAMPUS MEAL PLAN

CURRENTLY MATURING THESE
FINE RESTAURANTS:

Volleyball
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By Steven Grant

Collegian Staff
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Newman
Center
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committing to a tougher in-confer-

ence schedule.

The Minutemen are anxious to get

the year started, hoping their young

talent will guide them to its highest

ever conference finish, topping last

year's UMass record-setting fifth

place at the Atlantic- !0's.

COMPARE!
MORE MACHINES

Staimasters • TreaoVnfc • Uecyctes

Nordc Track • Keiser • Nautilus

Tectrix • Olympic Free Wa^its

HMjow • Reebok Bencn Step

Boxercee • Yoga • Area's Largest

Aerobics Space • Suspended Wood Floor

"Big enough to own the best equipment, but small
enough to know your name"

AMHERST ATHLETIC
CLUB
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What's the saying? It's the quality that counts, not
the quantity?

Well, the Massachusetts volleyball team is certainly

hoping that holds true, because although they're lacking

in the latter, they think by the end of the 1996 season
they'll have enough of the former.

Bonnie Kenny's Minutewomen have revamped their

'•oster by ending ties with players who "weren't willing

to make the (proper) commitment." To help compen-
sate, the coach has brought in a stellar freshman class to

compliment veterans Dionne Nash, Lesley Nolan, Katie

Pearce, Susan Maga and Michelle Paciorek.

l^ast year, UMass finished 24-15, was an A-10 semi-

finalist and went to the N1VC tournament. Led by
Kenny, the team has a 51-23 record over the past two

seasons, and it would like nothing better than for that

trend to continue.

But again, the problem — however big or small —
lies in numbers. One of the freshmen, Amanda Fleming,

will most likely be out the entire season with a knee

injury (ACL), leaving the current total at eight. The

team will hold walk- on tryouts, but as of now there

will be just two players on the bench.

And you can bet those two will not be Nash or Nolan.

With last year's go-to-gal Giza Rivera not returning,

the two senior outside hitters will serve as the nucleus

of the offensive attack. Last season, Nash averaged 2.85

kills per game, a career low, but also averaged 2.73 digs

per game, a career high. Nolan registered 3.5 kills per

game and an impressive 3.56 digs per game. How others

will fit in remains to be seen, perhaps for a while.

"We've got four new faces coming in," Kenny said.

"Two of which will probably start right away. The goal
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BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.

Excitement and adventure

is the course description,

and Army ROTC is the

name. It's the one college

elective that builds
your self-confidence,

develops your leader-

ship potential and helps

you take on the chal-

lenge of command.
There's no obligation

until your junior year,

so there's no reason not

to try it out right now.

peiLiioi
57 north Pleasant Street

253 5141 Proper Identification A Nust
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**HERST,**

ARMY ROTC
TK SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

For details, visit the Army ROTC Building oi call

545-2321/2322

Just because you're

a college student doesn't mean
you have to eat like one!

FOR MORE INFO:
1-888-211-6267

Veteran Dionne Nash will look to lead a young team in the upcoming season.

COUfGIAN HU

is to find the six people who are most comfortable with

each other on the court, and it may take some time to

accomplish that.*

The four rookies include the injured Fleming, a 5-10

middle blocker/outside hitter from Bakersfield, Calif.;

(ill Meyers, a middle blocker from Huntington Beach,

Calif.; Karl Hogancamp (listed as a top 50 recruit by

Volleyball Weekly), a setter, also from Huntington
Beach; and Sarah Watters. an outside hitter/middle

blocker from Las Vegas.

"I'm very happy with Jill Meyers especially." said

Kenny of the niece of Basketball Hall of Famer Ann
Meyers- Drysdale. "She's in great shape, and has a

strong work ethic. She really pushes people in practice,

and so far has done very well.

"We knew we had a very good recruiting year, but it's

going to be so important to be patient with them. It's

going to take some time for them to learn and under-

stand the system. Plus they still need to realize that the

level of play is very different at the Division One colle-

giate level than what they're used to.

"And we're obviously confident with our veterans,

Dionne and Lesley, with Maga coming off the bench.

They form our strongest position, the outside hitter."

In the middle they'll have a very good blocking unit in

Paciorek, the lone Massachusetts native, and Meyers,

while Pearce and Hogancamp may split the setting

duties — perhaps even simultaneously.

Kenny, who denies her squad is once again in a

rebuilding stage, sees team weaknesses as inexperience

and depth, or lack of it.

Ideally, at least, the team will improve throughout the

course of the season. The keys in the eyes of the coach

will be to improve with every match amidst a tough

schedule and stay healthy. And if everything goes

according to plan, the Minutewomen will achieve their

main objective.

"We have a legitimate goal — to qualify for the

[Atlantic 10] conference tournament," Kenny said.

"Only four teams make it. We've been fortunate enough

to do it in the past and hopefully we'll be able to do it

this year. But we're on a time schedule. At the end of

the season, hopefully we'll be peaking and playing our

best ball."

Within the A-10, Kenny sees Rhode Island, George

Washington and Virginia Tech as top opponents. All

three were major players last season, as well.

Thus far, the Minutewomen have opened up against

Tulane, Southwest Texas State, Providence and Middle

Tennessee State. The matches were yet to be played at

press time. This Friday, they get back in action against

St. Bonaventure, and then Connecticut and Penn State

on Saturday, all in the Penn State Invitational.

If all does go well, and at the end of the year UMass

is in striking range of making the A-10's. they may have

to face Virginia Tech and George Washington — on the

road — to do it.

But by then, if the former is going strong, the new
saying will be "Too many chefs..."

Volleyball

Aug.

Aug. 30-31 UMASS INVITATIONAL

Aug. 30 TULANE 11:30 a.m.

Aug. 30 SW TEXAS ST. 7:00 p.m.

Aug. 31 PROVIDENCE 2:00 p.m.

31 MIDD. TENNESSEE ST. 7:00 p.m.

Sept. 6-7 Penn State Invitational

(at University Park, Pa.)

Sept. 6 St Bonaventure 6:00 p.m.

Sept. 7 Connecticut 1 :00 p.m.

Sept 7 Penn State 7:30 p.m.

Sept. 1 3-14 UMASS CLASSIC

Sept. 1 3 CENTRAL CONN. 2:00 p.m.

Sept. 1 3 VILLANOVA 7.00 p.m.

Sept. 1 4 DELAWARE 1 1 .30 a.m.

Sept. 1 4 SETON HALL 4:30 p.m.

Sept. 20-21 Rhode Island Tournament

(at Kingston, R.I.)

Sept. 20 at Rhode Island 4:00 p.m.

Sept. 21 Long Beach State 1 2:00 p.m.

Sept. 21 Brown 4:00 p.m.

Sept. 27 ST. BONAVENTURE* 7:00 p.m.

Sept. 28 DUQUESNE * 7:00 p.m.

Oct. 4 at LaSalle* TBA
Oct. 4 at Temple" 7:00 p.m.

Oct 5 at Fordham* 5:00 p.m.

Oct. 1 1 at Xavier* 7:00 p.m.

Oct 12 at Dayton*

Oct. 1 8 GEO. WASH* 7:00 p.m.

Oct. 1 9 VIRGINIA TECH* 7:00 p.m.

Oct. 25 RHODE ISLAND* 7:00 p.m.

Oct 30 at Connecticut 8:00 p.m.

Nov. 1 at St. Bonaventure* 7:00 p.m.

Nov. 2 at Duquesne* 7:00 p.m.

Nov. 5 at Harvaro 7:00 p.m.

Nov. 8 FORDHAM* 7:00 p.m.

Nov. 9 LA SALLE* 2:00 p.m.

Nov. 9 TEMPLE* 7:00 p.m.

Nov. 1 3 BOSTON COLLEGE 7:00 p.m.

Nov. 15 DAYTON* 7:00 p.m.

Nov. 16XAVIER* 7:00 p.m.

Nov. 22 at Virginia Tech*7:30 p.m.

Nov. 23 at George Washington* 6:00 p.m.

Nov. 29-Dec. 1 Atlantic 10 Championship

(at Kingston, R.I.)

Dec. 4 NCAA First Round

Dec. 7-8 NCAA Second Round

Dec. 12-15 NCAA Regionals

Dec. 19-21 NCAA Semi's and Finals

(at Cleveland, Ohio)
* Atlantic 1 matches

Home matches played at the Curry Hicks Cage

Head Coach: Bonnie Kenny

MOtill light groat flavor, from which

to choos*. This if thorns

J The M&M* Cookie

Oatmeal Raisin

J White Chocolate Macadamia

J Oatmeal Chocolate Chunk Walnut

-i Chocolatey Chocolate Chip

J Chocolate Chip

J Peanut Butter

-I Sugar Cookie

Sugar Jones Sweet Sixteen

1 6 Big Cookies in any combination,

delivered hot to your door $15

Sugar Jones Big Eight

8 Big Cookies ot your choice baked to order

and delivered hot $10

Ice Cold Milk

Quarts of 2% lowfat and skim $2

Sugar Jones Giant Cookie

A Two Pound Cookie 1 (14 inches in diameter) decorated

with your personalized message written in buttercream

icing. A perfect gift for any occasion. It's bigger than

your head 1 Delivered with a personalized card $19.50

Sugar Jones Little Giant

A One Pound Cookie! (10 inches in diameter)

Same as the GIANT COOKIE but smaller

Perhaps the same size as your head (?) $14

Ben & Jerry's Ice cream

and frozen Yogurt

Twelve amazing flavors

to amuse you (pints) $4

!! AEROBICS !!

'em hot
Yummy cookies baked to order and

delivered hot to your door

*°>
!! AEROBICS !!

9°

"©we*
COOKIES"

549-5663
Free Delivery

7pm-2am Iverynlghtl

Minimum order $1 0. Visa & Mastercard accepted.

Discounts on large orders

BACK TO
.SCHOOL

ELEBRATION
END OF SEASON

h'/Fii;K1'I»ii

II you want to send a gift of these same delicious cookies

anywhere in the USA call Sugar Jones' brother, Dan, at

1 (800) SO YUMMY or htlp://www king net/danz

FREE COOKIE
with purchase of

Sugar Jones Big Eight

Thrs coupon must be mentioned when placing your order

E«**s 1 2/1 5/96 Not valid with any <*er UscounB

FREE MILK
(one quart)

with any cookie order

Tt*s coupon must be mentioned when placing you order

txpires 1 2/1 5/96 Not valid witi any <*w discounts

ICE CREAM
(one pint) with purchase of a

Sugar Jones Giant Cookie

Th* coupon must be menBoned when piecing you- order

Expires 1 2/1 5/96 Not valid with any ol»r discounts

. LOCKS ££*£*
A Huge Selection
'Free Bagels with
Locks'

"

• DAY PACKS
Just $19.95
Values to $65

•HELMETS

•LIGHTS

•ACCESSORIES

GIANT mcm-1
Was $2499

Now $1999

SCHWINN MOAB
Was $549 Now $459

MARIN
MONOCOQUE
Was$1239N0W$899

NISHIKI PINNACLE
Was $899 NOW $749

Sales • Service • Rentals
Accessories • Shipping • Storage

Only 7/10 mile

from the Rail Trail
Always a free
Helmet with any new bike purchase

VMLEVm BICYCLES
Since 1981

319 Main St., Amherst
• 256-0880 or 800-831-5437
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Water Polo

Water
By Fred HuHbrink, Jr.

Collegion Staff

Final Four. Schminal Four. Final

Fours come and go. Now. National

Championships. They come once,

maybe twice in a lifetime.

So. the Mallrais rip-off is a slight

exaggeration, but last year's other

University of Massachusetts Final

Four squad, the men's water polo

team, is back in full force and looking

to take the proverbial next step.

"This team considers the Eastern

Championship their right." said

Massachusetts Head Coach Russ

Yarworth referring to the title his club

has won the past three seasons. "I'm

not satisfied with that any more. We
have the ability to be pretty good.

We'll see what [the players] want to

do."

ludging by the excitement and

enthusiasm at practice the players

want nothing less than to vie for the

national title, but in order for a team

to go that extra mile they need leader

ship.

Leadership is seemingly the only

area where the Minutemen are lacking

in the early going. Yarworth graduat-

ed four seniors last season, including

both captains (Luis Limardo and John

Luviano), and his club suffered the

tragic loss of emotional leader Greg

Menton.

The team will have to find it's lead-

ers from a small group of seniors and

juniors.

Ron Gonen and Paul Engin are the

only seniors on this year's squad and

Yarworth has just two juniors (Marc

Staudenbauer and |.C. Limardo) on

the roster.

What the squad does have is a

strong returning corps of seasoned

and talented sophomores .supplement-

ed by the addition of Puerto Rican

native Adrian Roman and Loyola

Marymount transfer lake Howard.

Brian Stahl and Gabriel Marrero

are coming off superb freshman cam-

paigns and will be looked to as major

scoring threats in the starting lineup.

Carlos Mendez and Geoff Gear also

saw considerable time in the water

during their first year at UMass in

1995 and can be dangerous snipers

off the bench. Scott Stevens and Chad

Filiault are another pair of sophs that

made strong strides last season at

both ends of the pool.

. . Having Stahl (last year's second

Basketball

Summer Shootout showcases
leading scorer) setting up at

Two-meters with Roman, Marrero

and Limardo. Yarworth expects the

Minuteman offense to be potent.

"Brian's going to score goals,"

Yarworth said. "But. we want him to

work on his whole game and take

advantage of the team. We'll be a

tough team to match up with."

The offense will be strong, but the

key to a championship team is

defense.

"We have to play defense. Defense

wins championships," Yarworth said.

Staudenbauer and Gonen are two

players that have shined brightly

despite perpetually being over-shad-

owed by stars like Luis Limardo and

lavier Gonzalez in their tenures at

UMass They will have to emerge

from those shadows and take the reins

of the Minuteman defense.

The defense, like the whole team,

will be young and less mature than

last year's Final Four squad, but tal-

ented non- t he-less.

With Staudenbauer and Gonen
starting. Yarworth has Gear. Howard

and Mendez coming off the bench to

defend the goal that senior Paul Engin

finally gets to keep.

After being red-shirted his first sea-

son, Engin got to be Alex Mujica's

back-up for the past three seasons.
,

Now it's Mujica who is on the side-

lines, as one of Yarworth's assistants,

and it's Engin's turn to wear No. 1

symbolizing the Minutemen 's last line

of defense.

Engin's top back-up this season

will probably be freshman net-minder

Richard Huntley. A native of San

|uan, Puerto Rico, Huntley is just one

a slew of freshmen on Yarworth's

pre-season roster to impress the

coaching staff.

Cory Koenemann, a field player

from St. Louis has been "a pleasant

surprise" so far. Annapolis native

Rich Slingluff and Efthymios (Tim)

Troupis who hails from Athens,

Greece have both shone signs of

promise as well.

This young team will need to gel

quickly as they stare down a very

tough schedule.

The highlight of the schedule comes

in mid-October when UMass faces off

against fellow Final Four team

University of California-San Diego on

the 18th, and then National

Champions UCLA on the 20th.

By Casey Kane
ColUgion Staff

After suffering a graduation crunch, the UMass men's water polo team has its work cut out for it as it tries to again reach the Final Four.

CO.UGIAN Mil

Men's Water Polo
Sept. 7-8 Navy Invitational

(at Annapolis, Md.)

Sept. 1 1 BOSTON COLLEGE 7:30 p.m.

Sept. 14 EWPA League Tourney

(at Brooklyn, N.Y.)

Sept 14 Lehman 10:30 a.m.

Sept. 14 Merchant Marine Acad. 1:30 p.m.

Sept. 14 at St. Francis 4:30 p.m.

Sept. 21 at Brown TBA
Sept. 28 EWPA LEAGUE TOURNEY

(at Amherst, Ma.)

Sept. 28 HARVARD 1 0:00 a.m.

Sept 28 MIT 2:30 p.m.

Sept. 28 BROWN 9:00 p.m.

Oct. 5-6 Brown Invitational

(at Providence, R.I.)

Oct. 1 2 EWPA League Tournament
(at Bronx, N.Y.)

Oct. 12lona 6:00 p.m.

Oct. 1 3 Fordham 9:30 a.m.

Oct. 1 3 Queens 5:00 p.m.

Oct. 18-19 Claremont Convergence

(at Claremont, Calif.)

Oct. 20 at UCLA 3:00 p.m.

Oct. 26-27 EWPA League Playoffs

(at Providence, R.I.)

Nov. 8-10 Easter Championships

(at Cambridge, Mass.)

Dec. 6-8 NCAA Championships
(at Lajolla, Calif.)

Home games played at Amherst College

Heed-€oach: Russ Yarworth

,Stairmaster4400PTJ
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Amid the confusion of an abrupt
coaching change, and despite an esca-

lating controversy, four members of

the five- man Massachusetts men's
basketball recruiting class gave Bay

State fans a sneak preview of what's

ahead for the Minutemen at this sum-

mer's Boston Shootout.

The Shootout, which is in its 24th

year, annually attracts the best

schoolboy basketball talent in the

country. This year's event boasted

such marquee names as Lester Earl,

Shaheen Holloway, Chris Burgess,

and Schea Cotton.

Mike Babul, a 6-foot-9 swingman
from North Attleboro, and Monty
Mack, a b-foot-2 guard out of South

Boston, were key members of the

host Boston team. Jersey City, N.|..

product Ajmal Basit, a 6-foot-10
center, and Winston Smith, a

6-foot-5 guard from Elizabeth. N.J..

highlighted the New Jersey team. All

four arrive in Amherst in the fall.

Despite the sweeping changes
made to the basketball program in

the weeks previous to the Shootout,

the incoming freshmen were upbeat

and happy to have the chance to play

with aiiJ ugainst their future team-

mates.

"I was sitting down talking to [the

other recruits], we had a nice time

when we all went for our official visit

at the same time. We're going to have

a good time up there," Mack said.

"We talked about next year. 1 was

cheering them on like they were
cheering me on. We want to get a

chemistry on the team next year,"

Smith said.

The most pressing issue at hand

was the players' reactions to new
head coach James "Bruiser" Flint.

While they all admitted to initial con-

cern over former coach John

Calipari's departure, they were
pleased with the choice of Flint as

head coach.

"He recruited me. so I have a good

relationship with him." Babul said.

"I feel that it's a good situation for

me, because he recruited me too.

And if he wasn't going to be there I

don't think I would have attended

UMass," Smith said.

Mack agreed with Smith, stating

that Calipari's departure was no con-

cern for him.

"[Calipari leaving] doesn't matter.

Everyone has goals, and his goal was

to become an NBA coach. 1 have the

goal to become a good college play-

er," Mack said. "1 got kind of close to

[Flint]. He recruited me to go up

there, so I'm going to go up there and

work hard."

Mack will have to wait a year to do

so, having failed to reach the

required score on the SAT. Mack just

missed the cut of 820, scoring an

810.

Only Basit expressed serious reser-

vations over the new situation. Basit

was reportedly looking to get out of

his signed national letter of intent to

UMass after Calipari took the coach-

ing reigns with the New Jersey Nets.

"(Calipari] was a major influence

on my decision to attend the

University of Massachusetts, to get

Coach Calipari's instruction through-

out my lour years of college," Basit

said.

Basit was quick to comment that

his concern was not over Flint's new
position.

"Coach Flint recruited me. 1 have

no problem with Coach Flint," Basit

said. "1 spoke with Coach Flint exten-

sively the day after Coach Calipari

left. He called to reassure me about

my position at the University."

At the NBA Draft on June 26,

Calipari went on record as saying

that Basit had decided to honor his

commitment to Massachusetts.
Later that night, calls to Basit's

home confirmed Calipari's state-

ment.

Flint

BI0CYCLES

CYBEX UBE

NORDIC TRACK

TREADMILLS

h^wwH
AMHERST
ATHLETIC
CLUB

460
West

South
Amherst

256-0080

The Right Place to Be!

3 Barbers Everyday
Unisex Hair Styling

Tel. 253-1722

Guys & Gals

Clipper Cuts

Layer Cuts

40 Main Street. Amherst. MA
(Next to Newbury Comics)

Appoint
Not Necci

Razor Cuts

Flat Tops

Kid Cuts

Fades

wJim Hours: Mon - Wed, 8 - 5:15pm

Thurs & Fri 8-8, Sat 82:45pm

Proprirtort: Jim Rrtd and Ttrri Loncrini

rs*

Ttrri

Men's Basketball
Nov. 6 MARATHON OIL (exhibi-

tion) 7:00 p.m.

Nov. 1 5 CONVERSE AIL-STARS

7:00 p.m.

Nov. 25-27 Maul Invitational

(at Maul, Hawaii)

Nov. 25 UMass at Chaminade
2:00 p.m.

So. Carolina vs. Virginia

Kansas vs. LSU

Iowa vs. California

Nov. 26 Second Round
Nov. 27 Final Round
Dec. 4 Great Eight

(at United Center, Chicago, IH.)

UMass vs. Georgetown 7:30 p.m.

Kansas vs. Cincinnati 10 p.m.

Dec. 7 TBA
Dec. 1 FRESNO STATE 7:30

p.m.

Dec12DREXELTBA
Dec. 14 at Wake Forest

8:30 p.m.

Dec. 20 Jimmy V. Classic

(at Meadowlands, N.J.)

UMass vs. North Carolina

9:00 p.m.

Dec. 22 at No.

Carolina-Wilmington 3:30 p.m.

Dec 27 The U Game"
(at Hartford Civic Center)

UMass vs. UConn 7;00 p.m.

Jan. 2 Davidson (site TBA) TBA

Jan. S ST. JOSEPH'S TBA

Jan. 8 at LaSalle TBA
|an. 12 VIRGINIA TECH TBA

Jan. 1 4 at St. Bonaventure

9:00 p.m.

Jan. 1 8 Commonwealth Classic

UMass vs. Boston College

(at the FleetCenter, Boston, Mass.)

2:00 p.m.

Jan. 21 RHODE ISLAND TBA

Jan. 25 at Temple

Jan. 30 at George Washington

7:30 p.m.

Feb. 1 XAVIER 2:00 p.m.

Feb. 3 at Fordham TBA
Feb. 6 DUQUESNE TBA

Feb. 8 at Rhode Island 1 2Feb.

ST. BONAVENTURE TBA
Feb. 1 5 Maryland at Worcester

Centrum 1:30p.m.

Feb. 20 FORDHAM TBA

Feb. 23 at Dayton TBA
Feb. 25 at St. Joseph's

9:30 p.m.

Mar. 1 TEMPLE 2:00 p.m.

Continued from page 1 -C

Coach Cal's right hand man would be his successor. As Flint described,

it was important to the new recruits coming in this year, since he had

recruited them with Calipari. In addition, recruits were aware that

Calipari might not be around for their full tenure as Minutemen, but

that Flint would be.

The biggest switch for Flint is the fact that, "Now I'm in charge of the

whole ship, not just part of it," as he describes.

"I have to deal with whether the guys are eligible or not, if they have

housing, how they're doing with their summer jobs. I have to know

what's going on with the whole program, where before I used to say

stuff like. 'Don't worry, John, it'll be O.K.' You don't say that any-

more," Flint said with an easy going smile and chuckle.

Not only will Flint's relationship with the players change, but the ros-

ter itself is different as well. With consensus National Player of the Year

Marcus Camby in the NBA and the powerful front court combo of Dana

Dingle and Dante Bright lost to graduation. Flint will rely on hU six

rookies to step up.

"Our message has always been, the pressure is not on you to perform,

the pressure is on you to prepare to perform," Flint said. "It's going to

be tough. We got a lot of young guys and it takes time for those guys to

get their confidence up and get used to playing at this level. You never

know about freshmen. You can read about them all you want to in the

paper, but you have to get them to do it on the court."

With all the things that have changed in the program, there are some

things Flint hopes will not change.

"1 hope the Mullins and the fans arc enthusiastic and wearing basket-

balls on their head, going wild. We'll be competitive on the court," Flint

said.

Camby

n

Continued from page I -C

deals with cases similar to the alle-

gations brought against Camby.
The rule reads, "An individual shall

be ineligible per 12.3.1 if he or she

(or his or her relatives or friends)

accepts transportation or other ben-

efits from any person who wishes to

represent the individual in the mar-

keting of his or her athletic ability."

To make sure these NCAA regu-

lations are met at UMass, the

University employs an official regis-

tration process through which
prospective agents can meet with

interested student athletes. After a

prospective agent files the 1 3 page

application to register with the

school, "We will do background

checks to make sure that they are

registered with the NBA or the NFL
or Major League Baseball,"

O'Mallcy said. "We'll check their

references to make sure that they

are legit."

Prospective agents are made
aware of their responsibilities in the

six pages on dealing with agents

found in the UMass Athletic

Department Policy Manual: 503
Student Athlete Responsibilities. In

this document, the athletic depart-

ment explicitly states their stance in

dealing with agents. The manual

states, "The Athletic Department

strongly encourages its student ath-

letes to interact with registered,

approved agents only. The
Department realizes that it is

impossible to prohibit unregistered

agents from contacting student ath-

letes by telephone or in off-campus

ares, however, access to pia^ucc,

games and campus facilities may be

denied."

If the student athlete is interested

in meeting with the agent, the agent

will conduct a one hour presenta-

tion for the student athlete, coach-

es, and athletic directors at UMass.

It is clear that there is a regulato-

ry process for student athletes deal-

ing with agents, at UMass and
nationally. The question remains, is

this system effective?

VIVA LA REVOLUCION!
Write for Black affairs,

Developing Nations ^

or Multicultural
.

,

Affairs!

Come down to the
Collegian
or
Call us at 545- 1851

Pizza's, Subs,

Calzones, and more.--

Hours: 11am - 2am • 549-5160

DEFTONE9 S THE URGE

mm FRIDAY, SEPT. 13 • 7:30 PM
TICKETS $17.50 (+.50« BUILDING CHARGE)
Limited General Admission Floor Seats Available

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE THE MULLINS CENTER BOX OFFICE
AND BSE^EnZ33 OUTLETS: NRM MUSIC • FILENE'S • RECORD TOWN

CALL FOR TIX: (413) 733 2500 • (203) 525-4500

M U LLINS CF.N T E R

Come Join the #1 Ranked
"Best Place to Workout" at UMass!!!

The Body Shops will be open for registration and limited

workouts on September 4th; full workouts on September 16th

Ydpunir nnn©nnnlb®irsMip Mdhndlsss

<S) TOTMAN GYM 6/BOYDKN GYM 17. WASHINGTON
TOWER 19. WEBSTER & GORMAN PROMS

Landice Treadmills • Lifefitness Stair Climbers • Upright & Recumbent Bikes

Concept II Rowers • Nordictrack X-Country Skiers

PowerlineWeight-Training Machines • Complete Sets ofFree Weights

AWARD WINNING LOCAL SERVICE
• Full Service Autobody
Insurance Approved

• Full Selection of genuine
GM Goodwrench parts.

• Mass. State Inspection

Station #3243
• Fine selection of new and used cars & trucks.

• Ask about our FREE 18 point maintenance check.

*_ .«_

VIIGESmhc
CHEVROLET

DICKINSON ST. • BET'VEEN RT. 9 & MAIN ST 253-3-;44 .-PARTS LINE 253-5928

T01AL FITNESS
WITHOLT WAITING IN UNE

owes *

STUDENT SPECIAL
4 MONTHS

KEISER • NAUTILUS • CYBEX
STAIRMASTERS • L1FECYCLES

TREADMILLS • VR. BIKE
LIFEROWER • GAUNTLET

GRAVITON

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB
Rte. 1 16 So. Amherot

256-0080

USE AIL FACILITIES WITH JUST ONE

MEMBERSHIP!

All ARE SUPERVISED BY QUALIFIED STAFF

YOUR COST

FooTwexR.D€N
~ Sizes ~

Men's. 6-18

Women's:5-12

Brand Name Athletic

and Casual Footwear

Specializing in Running Shoes

321 Main Street, Amherst • Down the street from Amherst Police Department

\

Z It's Back To

r. School Time!

$60/Semester $100/Year

Full Refund Policy in Effect for 14 Days

With Original Receipt & Membership Sticker Only

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS • AMHERST. MA
ted by MassConcerts.

For those who have already joined during the summer come to

the Totman Body Shop Only Starting September 4 to pick up

your membership sticker and receipt

For more information call the Body Shops at 545-6075

10% Off Parts With

Campus I.D.

Not valid with other discounts • Does not apply

to oil changes and alignments • Discount valid

only at time of purchase • Offer expires 10/1 2/96

FREE MIDAS SHUTTLE TO CAMPUS

mwAS
Exhaust • Brakes • Shocks • Struts

Computerized Alignment

Rte. 9, Hadley 586-9991

Near Hampshire Mall
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Cross Country

Cross country teams defend A-10 championships

The Massachusetts

By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

The women are used to being on top of the Atlantic

10. the men are new at it. and both groups are in good

shape to defend last year's first-ever University of

Massachusetts dual conference championships in men's

and women's cross country.

'We have reason to believe that we're as good as last

year, if not better,* men's coach Ken O'Brien said. "You

never know how the year's going to play

out. but hopefully we can defend our

title."

Women's coach Julie LeFreniere basi-

cally echoed the sentiment of O'Brien

but was a little more reserved in doing

so.

"I think that we are probably stronger

than last year, but I never like to assume

anything," she said. "To me the A-10 is

wide open. Anyone could win it."

If the Minutewomen are going to win

the conference title for the fourth time in

six years, they will in all likelihood be

led by junior standout Rebecca

Donaghue who was far and away
LaFreniere's top talent last season becoming the

school's first ever NCAA cross country qualifier.

The women's captain is Molly Dunlap, a distance spe-

cialist who excels on hilly and rough terrain. Dunlap is a

good leader who can be counted on to put the

Minutewomen over the top in close races against less

balanced opponents.

"I can see her really stepping up this year." said

LaFreniere of Dunlap, who won the New England 10K

Championship last year.

Also key to Massachusetts' success this fall will be the

continuing brilliance of 1995 All-Conference performer

Katie Greenia. Greenia finished 10th at A-lOs last sea-

son after missing the entire 1994 campaign due to an

ankle injury.

"She looks to be in fantastic shape," LaFreniere said

of Greenia. "I'm really excited about her; she'll be

another force for us (this sea-———————"~~"~~ son).

"The key to success is

keeping everyone healthy,

which is sometimes hard in

this sport," LaFreniere said.

If Melissa Langevin, a

Tantasqua Regional graduate,

can come back like Greenia

has, then the Minutewomen
are in tremendous shape to

defend their championship.

Langevin has been out of

action since a tragic fall in

the ECAC Championships in

1994. Earlier that same sea-

son, she became the first, and only. Minutewoman ever

to win the A- 10 individual title.

"It would be wonderful to hav; Melissa back, but it's

one thing to come back physically and another to come

back emotionally." LaFreniere said cautiously. "Even if

she does get a few races in this season, I can't expect her

to just jump into the top sc«*rt
"

"// would be wonderful

to have Melissa back, but

it's one thing to come
back physically and

another to come back

emotionally.

"

Women's XC Coach
-Julie LeFreniere

For reference, if Langevin were to return to her full

strengh. her times of 1994 are comparable to those post-

ed by Donaghue last season.

Rounding out the formidable UMass lineup are veter-

ans Christy Martin and Kristen Donaldson, and impres-

sive newcomers Sharon Tillotson and Lisa Budd.

On the other side of the gender coin, the men return

four of their top five runners from their first-ever title

season in 1995.

Last fall. Matt Behl and Mike Maceiko literally ran

away from the pack finishing one-two in every race the

Minutemen ran. Also returning to O'Brien's top five

after successful cross country and track seasons last year

are |on Way and Paul Blodorn.

After graduating four seniors from last year's champi-

onship team, O'Brien is left with a large gap that he

hopes to be able to fill immediately.

The Minuteman core of Maceiko. Behl. Way and

Blodorn will be bolstered by other veterans such as

Walter Stock and Ryan Carrara, both of whom are com-

ing off very strong track seasons.

Also in the maroon and white pack this season will be

Mike Ferrari, Tim Boilard and |anda Ricci-Munn, all of

whom ran with little pressure on them last season, but

will be looked upon to crack the top seven in the

autumn of "96.

"I think in this group we have some kids who gained

experience last season and can step into the mix,"

O'Brien said.

After a typical championship season for the women,

and a first-ever men's title, both teams toe the line as

the defending A-10 Champions looking to record anoth-

er autumn of firsts.

Men's Cross Country

S^pt. 14 Northeastern, Iowa

(at Boston, Mass.)

10:00 a.m.

Sept. 21 VERMONT, B.U., MAINE,
CENT. CONN. ST. 12:30 p.m.

Sept. 28 Meet of Champions
(Bronx, N.Y.) 11:30 a.m.

Oct. 12 Paul Short Invitational

(at Bethlehem, Pa.)

Oct. 18 New England Championships

(at Boston, Mass.) 1:00 p.m.

Nov. 2 Atlantic 10 Championships

(at Bronx, N.Y.) 10:00 a.m.

Nov. 16 IC4A Championships
(at Boston, Mass)
11:00 a.m.

Nov. 25 NCAA Championship
(at Tuscon, Ariz.)

12:00 p.m.

Home meets start at Totman Field

Head Coach: Ken O'Brien

defense
continued from page 1 -C

the Minutemen last season with 94

tackles. Samuel showed the ability to

make the big play, with seven sacks,

five forced fumbles and ten tackles

for losses. He's an athletic specimen,

but if you listen to Hodges, that's not

what separates him from the rest.

"The thing that makes [Samuel] a

good player is his competitiveness."

Hodges said. "He expects so much of

himself, and that's why he looks the

way he does. He's bigger, stronger

and faster than he was a year ago.

His future is very, very bright."

The Minutemen also have senior

Mike Dawson and sophomore Elvis

Abellard in the middle. Abellard. an

emotional player with great athleti-

cism comes into the 1996 campaign

healthy after tearing his posterior

cruciate ligament last fall. Dawson,

who will play his natural position of

middle linebacker this season, round

out a linebacking unit that should

rank among the best in the nation.

In the secondary, the Minutemen

are thin. They've lost three of their

four starters from last year's squad,

including honorable mention

Ail-American Breton Parker and

defensive signal caller Jason Turdyn.

The assignment of the opponents

toughest wideout will go to senior

co-captain Kory Blackwell. The only

returning starter, Blackwell is an out-

standing athlete who will also handle

kickoff duties for the University of

Massachusetts. The coaching staff is

hoping that Blackwell can pick up

where Parker left off and solidify a

questionable secondary.

"He [Blackwell] is going to be our

new Breon Parker." Hodges said.

"We need Kory to be our steady guy

that we feel comfortable putting on

our opponent's best receiver."

Senior Brian Mooney will lead the

unit at the free safety spot, while

senior Leggie Beckford and redshirt

freshman lerard White will occupy

the other starting spots.

The defensive line it also a

source of concern for the coaching

siaff. They have the talent at tackle.

with junior Mike Batelli. senior |ohn

Sawyer and junior Shaun Williams

all returning to the middle. But when

you switch to the ends, there isn't

much experience. lunior |eron Alston

is the only returning end who's

played on Saturday. The Minutemen

have taken sophomore Mim Hill

from the offensive line and placed

him at defensive end where they

hope his raw talent will compensate

for lack of experience, lunior Chris

Cronin is also expected to see time at

end.

For a team many feel can com-

pete for the Yankee Conference title,

a meshing of veterans and youngsters

is needed for UMass to take home a

conference title.

r-

IS
I?
19
I

Sept 7 at vlllanova* 1 :00 p.m.

Sept. 1 4 at Holy Cross 1 :00 p.m.

SepL 21 at Richmond* 1 .00 p.m.

Sept. 28 NORTHEASTERN* 1 2:00 p.m.

Oct. 5 at Rhode Island* 1 :00 p.m.

Oct 1 2 BOSTON UNIVERSITY* 1 :00 p.m.

Oct. 19 BUFFALO (Homecoming) 1:00 p.m.

Oct. 26 at New Hampshire* 1 2:30 p.m.

Nov. 2 MAINE* 12:30 p.m.

Nov. 9 at William St Mary* 1 :00 p.m.

Nov. 1 6 CONNECTICUT* 1 2:30 p.m.

Nov. 30 NCAA First Round
Dec. 7 NCAA Quarterfinals

Dec. 14 NCAA Semifinals

Dec. 21 NCAA Championship

•Yankee Conference games
Home games played at McGuirk Alumni Stadium

Head Coach: Mike Hodge
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Andy's Pizza Savings!!!

Small Plain Pizza FREE
tilk pitckm %t Mf Iiff i fim if nflir frit

HI

l\

HAMPSHIRE
FITNESS

*x CLUB

ISpiritffius
LIQUOR STORE

The Area's

Most Complete
Club • 256-6446
90 Gatehouse Road
'Off Rl 9 2 miles East of Town Center

• PVTA bus route to Roilinq Cfeen •

• pool • aerobics • iqua-Mfobics •

• fltoi * nautilus • racQuctball •

• tree weights • jjcuzzi • sauna •

> bikes • tennis •

• treaomtus •

IZ\~>— «^S~%~. MONDtf-FR'Mf

Sw«fPot* frt«4r..-JtM.2§2

You have to see it to believe it

"Best Barbecue Joint in New England"
from USA Today to Yankee Magazine

Over 500 Beers
Over 50 Single Malt Scotches
Many Small Batch Bourbons

80 Belgian Ales
Glassware, Homebrew Supplies

State of the Art Humidor from Vilgilant

with Large Selection of Cigars

More than 500 Fine Wines
from Around the World

Micro-Brewed Beer Kegs in Stock
Weekly Specials

Discover, Visa, Mastercard Accepted

Open 9am - 1 1pm

Rt. 9/ 338 College Street (413) 253-5384

Take 191 to exit 19/Rt. 9 East

Spirit Haus is I mile East of Amherst, Mass.

17 Montague Rd., Amherst^Frec Delivery 7 days

549-0626 11:30am - 2am

rFREE SODA I 4 Free Cans
w/ any large of Coke

pen Daily

LUNCH AND DINNER
Eat In or Under the Tent

Rte. 116* Old Amherst Ro • Sunderland

4 I 3/548-9630

i grinder or dinner
;
w/ Any Large Pizza

Wednesday Special

Calzones $3.25
Superior Offers Hot/Cold

Grinders, Steak Grinders,

Salads, Dinners, and
much more.

Call: 549-0626

$1.65 OFF
j
$1.65 OFF

Any Large Pizza
j
Any Large Pizza

! $2.00 OFF ;
$2.00 OFF

| Any 1 Item Pizza
J
Any 1 Item Pizza

I

I

I

I

L.

: -V. $i.65off i $i.65 0ff
$2.25 OFF ', i Any Large Pizza ;

Any Large Pizza

1

Any 2 Item Pizza i i I
i

, J one coupon per order • coupon cannot be combined with other offers
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Melissa returns

to Mullins

Melissa
Etheridge is back

at the William D.

Mullins Center
Saturday. Check
out our preview

(See Arts &
Living, page 5).

UMass cruises

to Invitational title

Lesley Nolan
and the women's
volleyball team
captured theUMass
Invitational last

weekend (See
Sports, page 21).

WORLD

Farrakhan meets

Castro during tour

MEXICO CITY (AP) — Nation

of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan

praised Fidel Castro yesterday,

saying his talks with the Cuban
leader were wide-ranging and
"wonderful."

The black leader met briefly

with Castro after arriving Tuesday

in Havana, the last stop on a trip

that has taken Farrakhan to Libya,

Iran and Iraq.

"It was a wonderful conversa-

tion, we touched on many sub-

jects, but the fundamental one

was social relations," the Cuban
government news agency Prensa

Latina quoted him as saying. The
Cuban press initially said

Farrakhan was to return to the

United States today, but the latest

reports indicate he left yesterday.

At a news conference yesterday,

Farrakhan criticized the Helms-

Burton law and the Clinton

administration's recent tightening

of its decades-old economic
embargo on the communist island.

Prensa Latina reported.

The black leader also railed

against U.S. missile attacks on
Iraq this week, and economic
sanctions against several Arab
nations, according to the Prensa

Latina dispatch from Havana,
monitored in Mexico City.

NATION

Clinton has surgery;

benign cyst removed

WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Clinton had a benign

cyst removed from his neck yester-

day in a 12-minute procedure at

the White House, spokesman
Mike McCurry said.

The growth, known as an inclu-

sion cyst, was located near

Clinton's left ear at the jawline. It

was removed by dermatologist

David Corbett in the doctor's

office on the White House
grounds, McCurry said.

"It had grown a little larger in

size and certainly a little more both-

ersome to the president," he said.

The cyst — basically an ingrown

pimple — was diagnosed during the

president's physical examination in

May. His physician, Dr. Connie

Mariano, noticed during the

Democratic National Convention

that it had grown bigger and sug-

gested that Clinton have it removed

as soon as possible.

Yesterday was the first day they

could fit the procedure into

Clinton's schedule. Mariano said.

"He was alert, awake and talk-

ing about golf," she said. Corbett

applied a local anesthesia, sliced

the cyst across its top, drained it,

closed the skin with two stitches

and bandaged it.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Friday Saturday

9 $ S?
HIGH: 85 HIGH: 85 HIGH: 80

LOW: 70 LOW: 70 LOW: 65
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Bombing leaves Iraq 'worse off

according to President Clinton
By Susanna M. Schafer

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — U.S. military

strikes against Iraq left Saddam
Hussein "strategically worse off,"

President Clinton said yesterday, but

Iraqi forces still challenged American

air patrols in the newly-expanded

"no-fly" zone over southern Iraq.

Clinton, speaking with reporters in

the Oval Office, declared a success

the twin U.S. cruise missile strikes

against Iraqi air defense sites this

week. They had been sparked by

Saddam's attacks on the Kurds in the

north.

"I'm satisfied this mission has

achieved the objectives we set out for

it," Clinton said in his first assess-

ment of the U.S. moves, which
included enlarging the so-called "no

fly" zone in southern Iraq.

Saddam now "knows there is a

price to be paid for stepping over the

line," the president said. "He is

strategically worse off."

Even so, Iraqi forces confronted

U.S. flyers twice as they began their

patrols yesterday over the expanded

"no-fly" zone that Washington unilat-

erally declared Tuesday.

An Iraqi air defense radar site illu-

minated an Air Force F-16 with its

signal, a potential precursor to firing

a surface-to-air missile. The "Fighting

Falcon" responded by unleashing an

anti-radar missile, and the site went

silent. Defense Secretary William

Perry told reporters.

Two Iraqi MiGs also apparently

tried to "lock on" to U.S. jets con-

ducting a routine patrol, but turned

away as they neared the 33rd parallel,

the northern border of the expanded

"no-fly" zone, defense officials said.

Clinton vowed to stand tough
against such Iraqi threats, saying,

"We will do whatever we have to do

in the future to protect our pilots."

To reinforce the buffer zone
between Iraq and its neighbors,

Clinton announced Tuesday that the

"no-fly" zone would be expanded

about 60 miles further north, to the

33rd parallel. That would take it to

the suburbs of Baghdad, where a

defiant Saddam ordered his armed

forces to shoot down any foreign air-

craft. Clinton described the U.S. mis-

sion this way: "Our objectives... are

limited, but our interests are clear: To
demonstrate once again that reckless

acts have consequences. To reduce

Saddam's ability to strike out again at

his neighbors. To increase America's

ability to prevent future acts of vio-

lence and aggression."

Yesterday's confrontations over the

"no-fly" zone followed two separate

strikes by a total of 44 cruise missiles

against 1 5 Iraqi air-defense sites.

Reaction to the latest confrontation

was mixed.

Republican presidential nominee

Bob Dole supported Clinton's han-

dling of the crisis, saying yesterday.

"He's doing what he should do."

Asked if the president waited too

long before taking action, he said,

"We'll talk about that later. Not

today."

Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott

(R -Miss.) and others said congres-

sional leaders were trying to craft a

bipartisan resolution supporting U.S.

troops.

"The administration would like to

have an endorsement of all their poli-

cies throughout history," Lott said.

"We'd like to say we support our

troops, we support aggressive actions

against Saddam Hussein at this time."

Senate Minority Leader Tom
Daschle (D-S.D.) said Clinton ought

to be cautious about escalating the

confrontation, saying, "Before we ask

one American to give up their life...

we ought to have a pretty good rea-

son to do so."

Both Republican and Democratic

congressional leaders indicated the

Clinton administration did not tell

them of the initial missile attack until

after it occurred. The lack of advance

notice riled Sen. Arlen Specter (R-

Pa.) a frequent and sharp critic of

Perry. He said he supported Clinton's

moves but wondered if he had a plan

for concluding the conflict.

Perry told reporters there were
signs that Saddam was reacting to the

U.S. assaults.

U.S. officials have observed "a gen-

eral pullback of Iraqi forces in the

north," although more than 40,000

Iraqi troops remained there, Perry

said at a joint appearance with British

Defense Minister Michael Portillo.

In addition, he said, half the Iraqi

MiG jets stationed at airbases in the

area now included in the "no-fly"

zone in the south have moved north.

A senior U.S. Defense official gave

numbers, saying the Iraqis appeared

to have moved about 23 of the 46

MiG aircraft in that zone.

U.S. allies have had mixed reac-

tions to the U.S. strikes. While
Britain, Germany and Japan have

been supportive, France, Spain and

Russia objected. Saudi Arabia asked

the United States not to use planes

based on its land for the strikes.

Despite the friction with some
allies, Clinton said of the multination-

al coalition allied in 1991 against

Saddam: "I don't think it's dead."

Secretary of State Warren
Christopher left Washington for

Europe for consultations with some

allies, telling reporters on his plane

that his main target is France.

"The cooperation of the French is

highly desirable," he said. "We hope

they will be willing cooperate fully."

Both British and French planes

remain active in enforcing the "no-

fly" zone over southern Iraq, but nei-

ther is policing the newly expanded

section of that zone.

Portillo said the U.S. strikes

against Iraq were part of a shared

Western aim of putting "some imped-

iments in the way" of Saddam's
repression of his own people.

The Spanish defense minister,

Eduardo Serra. told a news confer-

ence that his country in principle

would not oppose the use of Spanish

military facility for possible further

attacks against Iraq.

Politics determine bombing sites

By Greg Myre
Associated Press

NICOSIA, Cyprus — Saddam
Hussein's army attacked the

Kurds in northern Iraq. So why
did the United States respond with

missiles and an expanded no-fly

zone hundreds of miles away in

the south?

The Americans

made clear they

were not trying

to clean up the

mess in northern

Iraq, a region

where many armed groups are

active and no one has more than

partial control.

In choosing a target, the

Americans opted for Iraqi air

defense systems in the south for at

least three apparent reasons:

• Reason No. I: Quite simply,

the Americans consider southern

Iraq more important than the

north. Iraq's southern neighbors,

Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, are

major oil producers with

staunchly pro-American govern-

ments that favor tough action

against Saddam. The Americans

blasted Iraqi air defense systems

in the south and pushed a south-

ern no-fly zone from the 32nd
parallel to the 33rd parallel, a

line that runs only 30 miles

south of Baghdad. As a result, it

will be more difficult for

Saddam to mobilize his army and
send it south to threaten Kuwait

or Saudi Arabia, two countries

that can't match Iraq's military

might.
• Reason No. 2: Northern Iraq is

a complete mess, and a U.S. strike

there would have been filled with

risk.

The two
main Iraqi

Kurdish fac-

tions in the

north have
been quarrel-

ing on and off

for decades, and they again came
to blows on Aug. 17, ending a

fragile cease-fire.

Iraq intervened on behalf of one

faction, the Kurdish Democratic

Party, alleging that archrival Iran

was supporting the other Kurdish

group, the Patriotic Union of

Kurdistan. That intervention

sparked the U.S. attack.

Northern Iraq is even more
volatile thanks to periodic attacks

by Turkey, which pursues its own
rebellious Kurds when they retreat

into the rugged mountains across

the border.

Yet no one group has domi-

nance, making the region

extremely unstable. When Iraq

saw Iran meddling recently,

Saddam apparently decided he

could not let that pass without

responding. But that in turn pro-

voked the Americans.
• Reason No. 3: U.S. relations

with Turkey, a key NATO ally

that borders northern Iraq, are

sensitive at the moment. The
new Turkish prime minister,

Necmettin Erbakan, is an
Islamic conservative, and the

United States doesn't want to

risk pushing him away from the

West.
A U.S. attack in northern Iraq

could easily ignite a much larger

conflagration, thereby sending

Kurdish refugees pouring into

Turkey, as happened in 1991 after

the Gulf War.

Turkey is already a bit touchy

about having the U.S. -led forces

patrolling the no-fly zone over

northern Iraq from bases in south-

eastern Turkey.

In the U.S. calculations, hitting

the north wasn't worth the risk,

even it that's where Saddam's army

was active.

The Americans declared the mis-

sion a success. But the latest U.S.

confrontation with Saddam, like

previous showdowns, has produced

inconclusive results.

When the dust clears from the

latest fight, Saddam may have a

bit less room to maneuver. But the

Kurds will still feel vulnerable,

and Saddam will remain in full

control of Iraq. It seems almost

inevitable that the cycle will begin

again.

TWANG VO/COUtCIAN

From one class to the next...

Kristina Tolentino, Class of 1 999, gave a warm welcome to the class of

2000 at Sunday's convocation.

'Fair Share bill released;

will help lower student costs

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

The Fair Share bill, a five-year leg-

islative plan which caps the percent-

age of educational costs paid by stu-

dents and strengthens the account-

ability of state institutions of public

higher education institutions, was
released over the summer by the

Massachusetts legislature.

"Fair Share is an investment in the

power of knowledge," said Sen. Stan

Rosenberg (D-Hampshire and
Franklin counties), chair of the Ways
and Means Committee. "It is a clear

and manageable proposal to move
toward a world class public higher

education system for UMass."

The Senate Ways and Means com-

mittee formed the Fair Share bill in

response to a 112 percent increase in

student costs from 1988-1992.

The bill states that by fiscal year

2002, as state funding increases, a

resident student's cost (tuition and

mandatory fees) shall not exceed one

fourth of the per-student cost of edu-

cation at a community college and

one-third of the per- student cost at

the university and state colleges.

"We [SGA] applaud the efforts of

the Ways and Means Committee and

the Fair Share Bill." said Student

Government Association (SGA)
President Maurice Caston. "However,

all mandatory fees should be included

in the formula; as it is, the bill does

not represent true fair share.

"Yet. 1 think the Fair Share bill will

be good for the University," said

Caston. "It will allow the state to kick

in more money to the under-funded

public education system."

Also, within the Fair Share bill is

an increase in state support which

will help close the $145 million dol-

lar gap in higher education funding.

"The Fair Share bill will keep edu-

cation affordable," added Caston.

Rosenberg said, "Fair Share also

provides the best opportunity for a

college degree to thousands of low

and moderate income students who
otherwise would be priced out of

higher education."

The SGA and the Student Center

for Education and Research
Advocacy (SCERA) have been work-

ing with Rosenberg in the creation of

the Fair Share Bill since 1994.

SCERA held a phone bank last

semester in order to make parents of

UMass students aware of the Fair

Share bill. SGA leaders have met

with Rosenberg to ensure that stu-

dents were included in the process.

"We have supported the effort to

make Fair Share a reality from the

very beginning," Caston said.

"Stabilizing the Commonwealth's
Investment: Toward a Five-Year

Financing Plan for Higher Education"

is the special task force report which

the bill stemmed from. Rosenberg

sponsored the original legislation for

the Fair Share bill with State

Representative Ellen Story (D-
Amherst).

Fair Share will also establish a pro-

gram under which the common-
wealth would contribute $1 to each

institution for every $2 raised private-

ly by the institution (up to $25 mil-

lion for UMass).

"The Fair Share bill sets up a good

incentive for the University to raise

private funds," said SGA Secretary of

Finance Jeff Coker. "This will help

Turn to FAIR SHARE, page 3

Senate to try to bar job discrimination in Defense of Marriage act

By Cassandra Burrell

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Key Senate

Democrats say they're optimistic

they'll get enough votes to add lan-

guage outlawing job discrimination

against gays into a broader bill ban-

ning federal recognition of same-sex

marriages.

Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.)

Sen. James Jeffords (R-Vt.) and Sen.

Joseph Lieberman (D-Conn.) said

they hope the Senate will pass the

me«sure as part of the bill defining

marriage as a legal union between

one man and one woman.
Gay-rights activists still are lobby-

ing against the overall bill — called

the Defense of Marriage Act — even

though they expect the Republican-

dominated Congress to pass it by a

wide margin.

But they hope that if it does pass,

it will include the anti-discrimina-

tion measure.

"When the proposed Defense of

Marriage Act reaches the Senate

floor... People for the American

Way Action Fund urges senators to

take lemons and make lemonade:

attach the Employment Non-
Discrimination Act to the bill as an

amendment," the group said in a

written statement yesterday.

"We want to shift the debate

away from anti-gay diatribes toward

a discussion about ending discrimi-

nation against gays and lesbians,"

added the statement.

During a news conference,

Kennedy said the anti-job discrimi-

nation amendment had 31 cospon-

sors yesterday, and he knew of at

least eight additional Democrats
who have said they would vote for

it.

Support is growing, although "I

think we all know... we are fighting

uphill," Lieberman said.

Lieberman said he will vote for

the overall bill to support the insti-

tution of marriage.

However, Kennedy said he will

vote against it because he believes it

is unconstitutional and unnecessary.

He also has attacked the bill as

"thinly disguised bigotry."

Jeffords said he hadn't yet made

up his mind.

The Defense of Marriage Act.

introduced by Sen. Don Nickles (R-

Okla.) would give states the author-

ity to refuse to recognize same-sex

marriages performed in other

states.

Conservatives have said the bill is

needed because a gay-rights lawsuit

could lead Hawaii to become the

first to legalize gay marriages. If

that happens, other states may have

to recognize same-sex marriages

performed in Hawaii, they have

said.

President Clinton has said he

would sign the bill in its current

form. Nickles remains opposed to

the anti-job discrimination amend-

ment.

The House passed the Defense of

Marriage Act 342-67 in July. In the

Senate. Republican and
Democratic leaders were dead-

locked over what other amend-
ments would be allowed during

debate on the bill.
1

They included a Democratic pro-

posal to include violence against

gays in the list of crimes that could

be declared "hate crimes" under
federal law, increasing their penal-

ties. Another Democratic plan

would require health insurers to

cover hospital stays of at least 48

hours for new mothers and her new-

borns if their doctors think it is nec-

essary.

A third would make it illegal for

anyone convicted of domestic vio-

lence to own or buy a handgun.

Republicans hoped to introduce

amendments that would reimburse

the legal expenses of the White
House travel office employees fired

in May 1993, cancel the District of

Columbia's exemption from some
welfare rules and require unions to

get written consent of members
before spending their individual

union dues on political activities.

,
i
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Thursday, Sept. 5

Music — The Five College Early Music Program will be

holding "painless* auditions for the Early Music

Collegium. Euridice Ensemble, Voices Feminine and other

ensembles. Auditions will be held from I to 5 p.m. in

Room 12 of Pratt Hall at Mount Holyoke College today,

and from 1 1:50 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in Classroom at Music

Building at Hampshire College and 4 to 5:30 p.m. at Sage

Hall at Smith College on Friday. For information, call

539-2079.

Friday, Sept. 6

Dance — The Fourgone Conclusions Contradance will

be held tonight and every first Friday at the Greenfield

Guiding Star Grange. The evening starts with

Scandinavian couples dances followed by contras called

by Mary Desrosiers. Beginners and singles welcome.

Admission is $5 each or barter. For more information, call

549-1913.

Comedy — "First Week Comedy Show" will be held at

8 p.m. at the Bluewall Cafe. The event is free.

Film — Eraser will be shown at 8 and 10 p.m. in the

Campus Center Auditorium. The event is free.

Party — CASA Dominicana will host a "Welcome Back

Party* at 10 p.m. at the Southside Room in the Hampden

Student Center. There is a $2 admission fee.

Saturday, Sept. 7

Dance — A Scandinavian Dance Workshop will be

held this evening and every first Saturday from 8-10:30

p.m. at the South Amherst Munson Library. Ama Desser

and/or Van Kaynor will teach with live fiddles. Beginners

and singles welcome. Admission is $5 each or barter. Call

549-1913 for more information.

Dance — An English Country Dance will be held

tonight and every first Saturday from 8-10:30 p.m. at the

South Amherst Munson Library. Helen Davenport teaches

the dances and Van Kaynor leads the band. Beginners and

singles welcome. Admission is $5 each or barter. For

more information, call 549- 1 9 1 3

.

Special Event — "Welcome to the West Fest '96" will

take place from 1 1 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Southwest

Horseshoe. The event is free.

Music — Melissa Etheridge will play at 8" p.m. in the

Mullins Center. Tickets are still available. Call 545-0505

for information.

Thursday, Sept. 12

Lecture — Serena Nanda. professor and chair of

anthropology at John lay College of Criminal Justice,

CUNY, will be speaking on "Hirjas in India." an

all-male religious sect that is considered an alterna-

tive, third gender in India. The event, sponsored by

the Stonewall Center, is free and will begin at 11:30

am.
Meeting — The French and Italian Department will

hold their first informational meeting for their program

abroad in Siena. Italy tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Herter Hall,

room 301.

Friday, Sept. 13

Religious — The Alliance Christian Fellowship Time

Out will have its first weekly fellowship meeting at 7 p.m.

in the Campus Center. Check the Info Desk for the room

number. Sharing, prayer, teaching and contemporary wor-

ship music will be involved.

Saturday, Sept. 14

Tag sale — The North Hadley Congregational

Church will hold its annual tag sale today from 9 a.m.

- 4 p.m. and tomorrow from noon - 4 p.m. Hot dogs,

coffee, cold soda and fresh popcorn are available in

addition to the wide array of sale items, including many

collectibles, exceptional furniture, lamps and appli-

ances; new and old merchandise; adult and children's

clothing; luggage; dishes; and more. Rain dates are

Sept. 21-22.

Sunday, Sept. 8

Religious — The United Christian Foundation invites

students interested in fellowship to meet from 5 to 7 p.m.

at Folsom House, located on 367 N. Pleasant and Fearing

Sts. There will be activities, and al! are welcome and

respected. For more information, call Yuland at

546-3659 or Keny at 256-0109.

Campus Police Log

Notices

Astronomy — The Amherst Area Amateur Astronomers

Association will conduct free public solar observing at 1

p.m. at the Amherst Town Common every Saturday in

September. Also offered every Saturday this month will

be free public planetarium shows at 4 p.m. in Amherst

College Bassett Planetarium and free public observatory

observing at 9 p.m. at Amherst College Wilder

Observatory. Every Sunday in September there will be

free public observing at Mt. Pollux, off South East ST. in

South Amherst.

Bicycle registration — The UMass Department of

Public Safety and Alpha Phi Omega will conduct bicycle

registration at the Student Union Circle Monday, Sept. 9,

through Friday. Sept. 13. from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Information about preventing theft and bike identification

will be available.

Dance — The Northeast American School of Dance

Studio in Northampton will hold a dance spree every

Friday from 8:30 p.m. - midnight. Dance to a variety of

music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment. All ages

welcome. Sliding scale. Call 584-8167 for more informa-

tion.

Singing — The Pioneer Valley Cappella has immediate

openings for people of all voices interested in a small,

focused ensemble singing classical music. Rehearsals are

held on Thursday evenings in Northampton. For more

information, call Tom at 536-3072 or Karen at

259-1646.

Support group — Overeaters Anonymous will hold

weekly meetings on Saturdays at 10 a.m. at the

Campus Center. The group is for individuals who

share an addiction to food and suffer from compul-

sive eating and other eating disorders. The only

requirement for membership is a desire to stop eat-

ing compulsively. There are no dues or fees.

Donations are strictly voluntary. For more informa-

tion, call (617) 641-2303.

Volunteer recruitment — The Boltwood Project, a com-

munity service project at UMass, is seeking 200-300 stu-

dent volunteers to work in one of approximately 23 differ-

ent groups in the Valley. Participating in Boltwood allows

University and Five College students the opportunity to

earn one or two credits while volunteering. Interested stu-

dents need to attend one of three recruitment nights in the

Campus Center Auditorium on Sept. 9-11 from

6:30-8:30 p.m.

Accident — Property Damage

Sept- 3

A telecommunications vehicle

backed into a parked housing vehi-

cle on Thatcher Way.

Property damage to a car in

parking lot 34 was reported.

Alarm— Car

Sept. 3

The owner of a vehicle in park-

ing lot 33 was notified to check his

vehicle for alarm sounding.

The alarm sounding of a vehicle

in parking lot 33 was reported. The

owner was en route to reset and

the vehicle was secured.

Alarm— Intrusion

Sept. 3

Staff from Marcus Hall reported

an accidental alarm activation.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Sept. 2
An individual, who left his vehi-

cle parked three months ago in the

Campus Center Garage, returned

to find it damaged.

Drug Law Offenses

Sept. 3

William Duffy, 18, of 27

Rosemary Ave., Wakefield, was

arrested in |ohn Quincy Adams
Residence Hall for possession of a

hypodermic and Class D and E

substances.

Drugs were confiscated in

Pierpont Residence Hall. Charges

are pending.

The odor cf marijuana was

reported in Patterson Residence

Hall.

The odor of marijuana was

reported in )ohn Quincy Adams
Residence Hall.

Family Offenses — Domestics

Sept. 3

A security receptionist in

Thatcher Residence Hall reported

male and female residents having a

verbal argument. The room was

checked.

Larceny

Sept. 3

An individual reported a trek

bike stolen from the rack at

Webster Residence Hall.

Liquor Law Violations

Sept. 2
Alcoholic beverages were confis-

cated from underage individuals on

the Southwest Residential Area

Mall.

Sept. 3

Alcoholic baverages were confis-

cated from two underage parties in

)ohn Adams Residence Hall.

Alcoholic beverages were confis-

cated from an underage individual

in Washington Residence Hall.

Lost/Found Property

Sept. 3

A ring was found in John Quincy

Adams Residence Hall.

A passport was found in the

Campus Center Garage.

A mountain bike was found on

the lawn near parking lot 22.

Medical Emergency

Sept. 3

A party complaining of general

weakness was taken to Cooley

Dickinson Hospital in

Northampton.

Missing Person

Sept. 3

An individual in Johnson

Residence Hall reported concern

for a new student who felt uncom-

fortable with crowds on campus,

packed his belongings and told his

roommate he was leaving.

Noise Complaint

Sept. 3

There was a report of M-80's

going off in the Orchard Hill

Residential Area Bowl. An investi-

gation showed all quiet.

Sept.4

A group in Gorman Residence

Hall was advised to quiet down.

A loud party in Lincoln

Apartments was asked to quiet

down.

Parking Complaint

Sept. 3

Fourteen cars were towed from

parking lot 46 for parking viola-

tions.

Two cars were towed from the

parking garage for parking viola-

tions.

Suspicious Vehicle

Sept. 3

The owner of an unlocked vehi-

cle on Sylvan Drive with a com-

puter in the back seat was noti-

fied.

The owner of a vehicle on Clark

Hill Road was notified that his

vehicle's lights were on.

The owner of a vehicle stopped

in a bus stop on Massachusetts

Avenue was asked to move.

Suspicious Person/Activity

Sept. 3

Individuals on Massachusetts

Avenue were reported for roller

skating down the center of the

road.

An unwanted person attempted

to gain access to Melville Hall.

Four individuals were observed

tampering with a vehicle in parking

lot 32. found trespassing and

escorted from campus.

Vandalism

Sept. 3

A partial roll of toilet paper was

set on fire in Crampton Residence

Hall.

A parking officer reported a

vehicle in parking lot 52 that he

believed to be broken into; the

owner said that the damage was

from last semester.
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With your help,

MDA is building a tomorrow

without neuromuscular diseases.

Muscular Dystrophy Association 1 -800-572-1 717

®

1-800-COLLECT
Proudly Sponsors Intramural Sports At

Univ. of Massachusetts-Amherst

, b rjobvsb

1-800-COLLECT

SPORTS:

Flag Football

Soccer

Softball

Ice Hockey

Tennis Singles

Field Hockey

ENTRIES CLOSE:

Sept. 1

6

Sept. 1

6

Sept. 17

Sept. 1

8

Sept. 24

Sept. 24

CAPTAIN'S MEETING:

Sept. 19 & 20, 6:00pm

Sept. 19 & 20, 6:00pm

Sept. 23, 6:00pm

Sept. 25, 6:00pm

Oct. 2,6:00pm

Oct. 2,6:00pm

PLAY BEGINS:

Sept. 23

Sept. 23

Sept. 25

Oct. 1

Oct. 4

Oct. 4

Officials needed for Flag Football, Softball, Soccer, and Field Hockey.

Check with IM Office for meeting locations and for late entries.

Call 5-2693 or 5-0022 for more information or visit our website: http://www.umass.edu:80/umim/

SIGN UP TODAY

NIRSA Endorsed

See Your

Intramural

Recreational

Department

<f>

1-800-COLLECT
It's Fast. It's Easy. It Saves

Netanyahu, Arafat meet, shake hands

before discussing peace process' future

By Jack KatzaneN

Ajjociated Prei»

EREZ CROSSING, Gaza Strip — With his arm twist-

ed, Benjamin Netanyahu yesterday shook the hand of

Xasscr Arafat, a man he once condemned as a murderer.

Then the Israeli hard-liner and the former guerrilla talked

peace.

The historic meeting at the Israel-Gaza border —
arranged after months of U.S. pressure and Palestinian

threats — helped clear the air of animosity that thickened

afterNetanyahu's Likud Party came to power in May.

It also signaled to the Palestinians that the other half of

a deeply divided Israel has finally accepted them, and

especially Arafat, as peace partners.

But it yielded few concrete results.

At a news conference after the hour-long meeting,

Netanyahu said he was prepared to negotiate a final peace

agreement and, in his most generous moment, added he

hoped to "improve the prosperity and economic condi-

tions of the Palestinian population.*

Arafat said the meeting set the stage for progress in

restarting the peace process, which has been frozen since

Israel's election. "The path was cleared for us to negotiate

on all levels and in all aspects," he said.

Netanyahu and Arafat arrived separately yesterday

evening at the Erez crossing between Israel and Gaza.

Inside the meeting room, a grim-faced Netanyahu but-

toned his jacket and reached across a table to briefly grasp

the hand of Arafat, dressed in his usual black-and-white

checkered headdress and olive military-style outfit. Israeli

TV stations played the footage of the handshake over and

over, sometimes in slow motion. Even as the leaders spoke,

aides bickered about the height of the podiums set up for

the news conference, with the Palestinians charging

Netanyahu's was taller and insisting it be changed. The two

men stood side-by-side during the joint 1 5-minute news con-

ference— but they barely looked at each other, and the usu-

ally polished Netanyahu appeared stiff and uncomfortable.

The meeting did not address key outstanding issues,

such as Israel's desire to change the terms of its promised

pullout from Hebron and the Palestinians' demand that

Israel ease the six-month closure of their territories.

The sides had earlier agreed on a vague statement

declaring a liaison committee would start meeting today

to oversee implementation of agreements already signed,

including on Hebron. Netanyahu drew harsh attacks from

hard-line Israeli politicians for meeting with Arafat. They

accused him of breaking campaign promises and buckling

under U.S. pressure. "It's a grave mistake," veteran Likud

lawmaker Uzi Landau said.

Former Premier Shimon Peres, architect of the Israel-

PLO accords, said the summit was an "enormous moral

victory" for his policies.

Outside the meeting site, Israeli peace activists waved a

sign saying, "It's about time."

Israeli elder statesman Abba Eban said Netanyahu had

no choice but to honor existing agreements, terming the

summit "a shotgun wedding."

Still, the encounter was the first recognition of Arafat

by an Israeli premier from the Likud Party, which long

opposed Israel PI .O peacemaking.

As late as February, Netanyahu had said he would not

hold talks with Arafat. But as the May elections

approached, he softened his position, saying he would

only meet Arafat if it was vital for Israel's security.

Netanyahu said later yesterday that the meeting became

possible after he received assurances the Palestinians would

cease what he considered violations of the peace accords.

Netanyahu has argued that Arafat did too little to fight

Islamic militants and operated government offices and

security services in Jerusalem even though Israel-PLO

accords limit his jurisdiction to parts of the West Bank

and Gaza. In recent weeks Arafat closed down several

Jerusalem offices.

The Palestinian leader, meanwhile, is angry with

Netanyahu's decision to expand )ewish settlements and by

the delayed withdrawal from Hebron, the last West Bank

town under occupation.

Netanyahu wants Arafat to renegotiate the terms of the

Hebron troop pullback to better ensure the safety of 450

Jewish settlers living in the heart of the city of 94,000

Palestinians. The Palestinians said they are willing to dis-

cuss some changes but are concerned about setting a

precedent for reopening agreements. In Hebron,

Palestinians warned that talk must be translated into facts

on the ground.

"This meeting is just giving us an anesthetic." said

Hassan Afazani, who runs a photo shop and studio.

"There isn't going to be a peace at all in Hebron unless

the redeployment comes soon." The summit followed

pressure from the United States. Egypt and the interna-

tional community, and a flurry of secret contacts involving

U.N. envoy Terje Larsen of Norway.

An Israeli source said the Americans even hinted a

meeting between Netanyahu and President Clinton next

week was linked to his meeting Arafat. The warning was

apparently passed to Netanyahu's foreign policy adviser,

Dore Gold, by U.S. envoy Dennis Ross during a meeting

in Paris last week.

"There has been a very intense engagement between

representatives of the prime minister (and] Arafat. We
obviously have been very helpful and supportive of that

effort." Ross told Israel TV yesterday.

Fair Share
continued from page 1

bring resolve to the present inconsistency of funds."

Public higher education institutions will be responsible

to a Fair Share Formula Review which is established in

the bill. The review will evaluate the accuracy and effec-

tiveness of the funding formulas used.

The bill also establishes accountability objectives for

the public higher education system and requires that the

Board of Higher Education work with each institution to

develop a comprehensive system of educational and man-

agement performance measures and standards.

"In return for the state's investment, we hold the insti-

tutions responsible for their performance," said

Rosenberg.

The Board will also provide grants to institutions for

hiring independent consultants to help campuses improve

their performance.

In addition, the Board of Higher Education will file

with the legislature an annual "Condition of Higher

Education Report" <k*erib»K*he

tion. ,,*,mm ntf a «M

Don't hate me because I'm beautiful

A bird perches proudly on the cool water of the campus pond.

TOTAL FITNESS
Without Waiting In Line

I
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Andy's Pizza Savings!!!

Small Plain Piixa FREE
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STUDENT 1 tSPECIAL I

IAMHERSTATHLETIC I

Rte.110
So. Amharit • 286-OOSO

!! AEROBICS !!

Emergency
Medical Training

by

Human Services Training

Consultants, Inc.

Part Time /Evening

Classes start

September 1 6, 1 996

Call UMass Continuing

education at

545.0474

FIEX

FITNESS CENTER
AMHERST

!! AEROBICS !!

M A

Northampton
18 Center St 584-1205

Amherst
Mon-Sat: 10-6 Sunt 12-5 Thun & Fri til 9 Carriage Shop* 549-1396

TheMercantile
1
I
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Campus Activities Presents

First Week '96

"A Taste of UMass",
Friday, 6 Sept.

FIRST WEEK VIDEO DANCE
Student Union Ballroom

9pm to lam

FIRST WEEK COMEDY SHOW
Bluewall Cafe .^ \
8pm *&<*

FIRST WEEK MOVIE-'ERASER"
Campus center Auditorium
8pm and 10pm

-Welcome to UMass-

v><;A

FREE ADMISSION
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Conventional wisdom

/.

Bob

Dunn

I
sat, bleary-eyed, in front of the television watching

the Republican convention, anxiously awaiting the

next prelude, the next preliminary speaker before the

main event. All in preparation for the final outcome. It

was at about this time that I began to realize two things:

1

)

I'm not getting paid for this.

2) I (and the rest of the world) already know the final

outcome.

It was a bit anticlimactic. After all, watching the con-

vention when you've already known who the nominee is

for quite some time is like seeing a movie adaptation of

your all-time favorite book. You already know how it

ends.

Not that it didn't have its surprises. Even

though I'm no fan of Republican ideology,

and even less of a fan of most Republicans,

I was shocked at some of the depths that

the party plunged to this time. Let's wal-

low in just a few lowlights from the con-

vention floor, shall we?
• Mary Fisher, a long-time AIDS

activist, who Tom Brokaw helpfully point-

ed out is "still* HIV-positive (just >n cas*

anyone forgot that a cure for the AIDS
retrovirus hasn't been found yet), dragging

a young HIV-positive African- American girl on the stage

pleading with the crowd to elect Dole so he could contin-

ue the fight for a cure.

Unfortunately, Ms. Fisher forgot to mention that we'd

probably be about six years closer to that cure if the prob-

lem hadn't been ignored by the administration of Ronald

Reagan. Who, is "still" a Republican, by the way, Tom.

Not to mention the fight this same party put up against

universal health care a while ago.

The Democrats played their sympathy cards as well,

bringing Christopher Reeve and James Brady out to rally

the troops, but those people are adults, fully capable of

understanding the ramifications and responsibilities asso-

ciated with a political convention appearance. The young

lady that Ms. Fisher brought out probably was not. Both

Fisher and the party should be ashamed of themselves

using a sick child in that manner to further their own
goals.

• Speaking of helpless dupes, Scott O'Grady found

himself as a mere puppet in the hands of the party, find-

ing himself both on stage and on a huge video screen

lauding empty praise on Ronald Reagan, of all people, and

thanking the Republicans for his rescue from the jungle.

Urn, Scott, hate to burst your bubble, babe, but the

Commander in Chief at the time of your rescue was a

Democrat, and Reagan hadn't been in office in quite some

some respect for you.

He also had the nerve to salute Reagan on behalf of the

members of the armed forces. 1 was in the armed forces.

Don't even try to speak for me. pal.

• Speaking of Reagan, the tearful, maudlin overblown

tribute to him would have been a nice touch, if it wasn't

so deliberately misleading. It painted an image of Reagan

as more of an icon than a seriously flawed leader. Going

on and on about what a popular President he was, when
almost every poll released since he left office shows exact-

ly the opposite. Lee lacocca even referred to Reagan as a

good CEO. Not a President, but a CEO. I wasn't aware

that the mark of a good CEO was running

up deficit spending to the point where
we're still feeling the pinch. As lames
Carville wrote, we wouldn't even have a

deficit anymore if we weren't paying off the

interest of the deficit rung up during the

Reagan/Bush years. Way to run a business,

Lee. By the way it's a country, not a corpo-

ration.

• Haley Barber calling the Republican

party "big, bold and diverse." Brave words

in front of a crowd almost exclusively white

and male.

• The party holding up Christine Todd Whitman as a

shining example of the diverse party that Barber spoke of.

Almost as if to say to the predominantly anti-choice

crowd, "See! We really like women! Here's one! Some of

our best friends are women!"
Methinks they doth protest too much.

• Colin Powell's suspicious omission of "sexual orienta-

tion" from his tirade against discrimination, mentioning

only sex, race and religion.

• Dole himself, who admitted that he hadn't even read

his party's platform and had no plans to do so. Ask your-

self, if this guy can't even be bothered to care what his

own party thinks, what about the decisions he's going to

make that affect people who aren't Republicans?

• And finally Dole, continually referring to his party as

"the party of Lincoln," as if that's supposed to mean that

the Republican party has always been about inclusion.

True enough Lincoln was a Republican, but in name
only. At that time the Republican ideology was almost

completely different from what it has been in the recent

past and is today. I guess if they actually manage to cut

education, no one will ever find that out anyway.

Ordinarily, I would worry about the sheer amount of

methane being released from all the bull dung on the con-

vention floor, but according to the Nielsen ratings no one

watched, instead opting to breathe cleaner air elsewhere.

time. You might have read about it. simp. I used to have Bob Dunn is Collegian columnist.

A lessonm PC 101

It
would be most appropriate in

my first column of the year to

welcome back all of us who
are fortunate enough to return to

this wonderful place called UMass.

As for you first-year students,

freshmen in particular, allow me to

introduce you to the one aspect of

campus life that you will see, hear

and maybe even feel every single

day you're here.

It's political cor-

rectness. While
some of you may
actually agree with

this bunch of PC
bull, I'm willing to

wager that more of

you will be sick-

ened and driven to

the edge of insanity

by it all. I know I

am.

Let me give you some examples

of this "dookie" with which too

many people choose to pervert the

English language. How about start-

ing with ways of classifying peo-

ple? For instance, we have no more

black people in this society. Now
we have African-Americans.
Chinese? Japanese? No, no... can

you say Asian-American? Let's not

forget the Indians... I mean Native

Americans. I always slip up on that

one. However, if you're white,

there's no real fancy schmancy way
of saying that. Unless you're really

PC in which case you could go for

something like pale-fleshed

American or maybe
pigmcntally-challenged.

Andrew

Trodden

Give it up already. We know
who you are. We know what your

heritage is and we don't need you

to wear it like a billboard. If you're

a citizen of this country, you're

American. Enough said. Unless

you're an illegal immigrant, then

you should be hung by the toenails

and put on the first boat out of

port. Don't let the door hit ya'

where the good lord

split ya'.

Now for some of

the evasions of truth

people hide under to

cover up their imper-

fections. How about

something like the

sudden lack of fat

people we have
found? You know
why? They're not fat

anymore, they're

overweight or heavy- set. They
may even have some sort of exces-

sive gravity affliction.

No more deaf people, they're the

hearing impaired. Blind? Uh no,

you've just become a member of

the visually impaired club. Maybe
you're handicapped, but probably

not because you're more likely

physically challenged.

Maybe you're stupid, if so then

suck it up buddy 'cause you're stu-

pid. You're not learning disabled

or you don't have an insufficient

flow of knowledge into your data

processing module. You're just stu-

pid, live with it.

Whatever you do, don't call any-

body gay, because gay means

happy. We wouldn't want to call

anybody happy now would we. The
proper term is homosexual, but I

think heterosexually challenged

may be even a little better. Yeah
right. You're gay. Be proud of it or

don't be it. There are a lot worse

things you could be called than

gay, so hey... be happy.

If all of this PC has really

annoyed the hell out of you, then

use your voice. If I have annoyed

you, I've done my job. fust leam to

live with what, who or where you

are and stop trying to change all of

that simply by referring to it in a

different way. My name is Andrew
and you can call me whatever the

heck you want, but when it's all

said and done I'm still going to be

the same person.

Plain and simple. 1 am what 1 am
and no amount of adjectives (or

expletives) can change that. I wear
glasses, my hair is graying, I've got

a beer gut, I'll probably go bald

someday and I smoke. I'm not an
alcohol-induced overweight,
bespectacled, young fellow with
hair discolormentation and the

potential for unintentional cranial

fur i-ernovai who likes to inhale car-

bon monoxide and other assorted

health injurious agents. I'm just

me.

In the words of George Carlin,

"all of the PC crap makes me want
to vomit... well maybe not vomit,

makes me want to engage in an
involuntary personal protein spill."

Andrew Trodden is a Collegian

columnist.

Prospective Columnists!
So... You have an opinion. And you'd like to have that opinion expressed on the

editorial/opinion page of the Daily Collegian. Here's what to do.

1) Come on down to speak with the nice folks at the Editorial/opinion desk in the

Collegian offices in the Campus Center basement. They don't bite, and will be more
than happy to field questions you present to them.

2) Prepare a sample column that will offer us a fleeting glimpse at the magic con-

tained within your pen or keyboard, whichever may be the case.

3) Attend the meeting for interested prospective columnists. It will be held in the

above-mentioned office at approximately 7 p.m. At that point, much more informa-

tion will be available.

4) Have a nice day!

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

A breath of something different

"Those with the most

power are the ones that

prosper; this is true

throughout society as

well. Ifyou have the

influence, you have

every right to use it to

serve your own needs.

"

Erik Molitor

Since this is my first column, I suppose I should

introduce myself. My name is Erik Molitor. I am a

junior here at the University of Massachusetts. 1

come from Westfield, Mass., and before that I lived in

New jersey, a state which 1 am convinced has not a single

redeeming quality.

I am a math major, but don't peg me for the introverted

Unabomber type. I get pretty good

grades, but that's because I enjoy

what I'm doing, so that makes it easy.

My toughest class so far was called

"Fundamentals of Abstract Math;*

math with no numbers! Please, don't

ask.

My parents are divorced, but I still

love them both. I have lived with my
dad since the split. 1 was quite proud

to realize just how much I have

become like him in the last couple of

years. He's one of the greatest guys I

know, and there are certainly worse

things I could become.

I am extremely conservative,
which is the main reason I decided

I wanted to write columns for the

Collegian. In the two years I have

been here I have grown sickeningly accustomed to the

liberal slant of virtually all of the columnists. The
Editorial/Opinion page has been littered with fluff,

rather than addressing more controversial and impor-

tant political issues. So I decided it was time for a

breath of something different.

Now this is not to say that my conservative ideals are

right, or that they are the only way. They are simply a

different view for the campus to mull over than the

mound of politically correct, liberal columns that come
out every other day. I know even before 1 write my first

editorial that I am bound to get pounds of mail, and to

start more than one heated controversy and debate. This

is what I intend. I love a good argument, and I respect

anyone who can communicate their ideas effectively and

convincingly. You may never change my mind on an

issue, but 1 will never assume that I can change yours

either.

I am going to attack every issue I can think of that

deserves it. Some of my favorite political issues include

welfare, immigration, homosexuality, drug abuse, foreign

policy, education and political correctness.

I have many beliefs about the human race that drive my

political thought. I believe strongly in pure competition.

We have attained the highest evolutionary position on

Earth through natural selection. Those with the most

power are the ones that prosper; this is true throughout

society as well. If you have the influence, you have every

right to use it to serve your own needs. This applies to

economics, foreign policy, everything. The United States

is the strongest nation in the world,

so we have every right to guide the

lower nations of the world in the

direction that will profit us the most.

I do not believe any racist ideolo-

gies. I think all people are pretty

much equally worthless. Of course

there are exceptions to every rule,

but a person has to work pretty

hard against this mainstream ten-

dency.

I also have come to believe that

people are. by nature, violent.

Without laws to keep ui in check,

there would be chaos and murder
everywhere. I do not think it has

always been this way, but the

moral decline of society has made
it more evident. Sometimes I think

it is no use to fight the trend; we should just ride the

tidal wave of crime, corruption and violence down
into the pits of hell. Our society will someday crumble

without a moral base to hold it up, just as Rome's
did.

We are smart enough to reverse this trend, but the apa-

thy of our society is incredible. We just don't care any-

more when we are shown the proof of our imminent
downfall every night on the nightly news. As a society, we
can no longer unite on any subject. The civil rights cause

would have withered and died in an environment like

today's, because no one would have gotten up off their

couch to join a march.

Democracy is based on the involvement of its citizens.

When people stop getting involved, stop debating the

issues and turn out less than 30 percent of the population

for national elections they are begging to be ruled rather

than governed.

So if 1 strike a chord with you, fine. If you agree with

me, great. If you hate what I say, even better! Pick up
your pen and start writing, but don't expect me to give up
without a fight.

Erik Molitor is a UMass student.

The sound of silence

Daniel E.

Levenson

I'm
sitting in the Collegian News

Room, and it is quiet. The faint

humming blow of the vents is

the only background music to the

off-key tune of my typing.

It's rare to find any sort of quiet

around here, especially in the news-

room, where there are

usually 8 million peo-

ple (myself included)

running around like

penguins with their

heads cut off. By 5

p.m., things have real-

ly worked up to a

fevered pitch and
brain power has

approached critical

mass.

We are living at a

time when technology and science

allow us to communicate around the

world almost instantly. If we are in

our cars, there are cell phones and

beepers. If a war breaks out, the 5

p.m. news is there to tell us about it.

With so much out there, we would

be foolish not to use it. The problem

is not in using it, but in abusing it,

and not in the way that you probably

think I am going to talk about. I'm

not going to write about the "Idiot

box" or Big Brother watching our

every move.

It's not the right to privacy I'd

like to address, that's an entirely dif-

ferent column. What really concerns

me is not what others can do to us

using this science, but what this new
technology has stolen from us, kid*

napped in the middle of the night

and buried.

Quiet.

There are many kinds.

It's hard to find any place today

that is truly devoid of distracting

noise.

It's even harder to find anywhere

on this campus that's even remotely

quiet.

So many kinds of silence, so few

places to find them.

Example: The
mind-numbing,
heart-pounding cloud

of intensity that forms

inside a person's head

when one finds oneself

hanging onto a moun-
tain bike for dear life

as they are hurtling

down a steep

rock-strewn, water
bar covered,

watch-out-for-the-low-branches-or

-you're-going-to-eat-wood trail.

People yelling, cars in the distance,

dogs barking, all of it, every last

noise, fades.

Example 2: The humble silence

above tree-line. If you can find some-

place vertical, and it stays vertical for

iong enough, eventually you will

come to a place with no trees. At first

it's kind of eerie, while there is life

above this man- observed line of

demarcation, it is not what one
would find at sea level. The only
sound you hear is the wind dancing

across the bare rock. The only thing

you feel is the sun beating down on
you. Often, there is no conscious
thought, only the drive to continue

onward. We all have our moments of

doubt, but when the wind whistling

in your ear is the only sound for

miles around it's easier to grab that

self- doubt by the throat, kick the

crap out of it, and toss it over the

edge. I find it amazing what we are

capable of doing when we don't have

someone there to tell us we can't do
it.

A Funyak looks like a Kayak. A
Funyak floats like a Kayak. A Funyak
is paddled like a kayak. A Funyak,
however, in all it's glory, does not

roll like a kayak. In fact they don't

roll at all.

At least not with a person still sit-

ting in them. I know this well. 1

swam several times in the
Pemigawasset river this summer. I

swam in flat water, small rapids and
a few not- so-small rapids. Often not

on purpose.

OK, never on purpose.

But it was still fun. And the cur-

rent isn't really that fast, unless
you've been dumped halfway
through a rapid, your boat gets

away from you, and you're left

standing there holding a paddle in

waist deep white-water trying to

figure out what your next move
should be. Then it really looks like

it's movin'.

Not that I know anyone to whom
that has happened.

Not that it happened to me.
Well, OK, maybe it did.

Believe me, as soon as the sound
of that rushing water starts to

bounce around your brain, all

extraneous thought is tossed over-

board. It's a loud kind of quiet, dif-

ferent from others, a sound that

washes the soul and quenches its

thirst.

At 9:05 on a Wednesday morning,

things are pretty quiet around here,

and that's fine by me.
Daniel E. Levenson is a Collegian

columnist.

Arts & Living
Mullins Center set for Etheridge
By Lisa M. Oliveri

Collegian Staff

In recent years, it's hard to imagine Melissa Etheridge
and not equate her with her sexuality. She is, perhaps,
the most prominent lesbian musician performing these

days. This Saturday. Etheridge returns to the Pioneer
Valley to promote her latest album, Your Little Secret.

Yet while some argue that she became a bit of an
overnight success with her previous release, the triple

platinum album, Yes I Am, Etheridge has travelled a
long road to fame And now she intends to not only pro-

mote awareness and tolerance, but to give her fans what
they desire most — hard-rocking music.

Though she currently lives in a posh mansion in

Hollywood Hills with her lover of six years, Julie

Cypher, it was not always luxury and riches for
Etheridge. She spent her earliest childhood years in

Leavenworth, Kan., listening to her idol Bruce
Springsteen and dreaming of becoming a musician.
Now, the 34-year-old singer has not only been com-
pared to her idol, but sometimes even called the female

Springsteen.

A large part of Etheridge's music is her sexuality,

from the awkwardness of being in a first relationship to

the pining of a lover gone away. Her songs are inspired

by true life experiences, and most of her fans agree that

they can relate to what she sings about.

"I will always write about the many human experi-

ences," Etheridge said in a recent interview on an
America On-Line (AOL) forum.

By listening to any one of her four albums, it seems
Etheridge has been through her fair share of pain, and
while times may have been rough, they provided her

with inspiration for songs.

"I find (inspiration) from life," she told AOL. "Often

that has been loneliness and anger."

These days she has no room in her life for such emo-
tions. She recently announced that Cypher is four

months pregnant. Etheridge is also being considered for

a role as |anis joplin in an upcoming film.

Her recent platinum success has also enabled her to

forgo an opening act and perform solo.

Etheridge has many connections to New England. She
attended the Berklce College of Music in Boston and
performed at many of the Hub's clubs before moving to

Los Angeles. It was there she began to embark on her

career, often playing in small lesbian clubs.

Her first album, Melissa Etheridge was released in

1988. but it wasn't until 1992's Never Enough that she

COUKTISY (HANK OCttNKlS

Melissa Etheridge headlines the William D. Mullins

Center on Saturday.

began to gain popularity and respect. The album earned

her a Grammy in 1993 for Best Female Rock Vocal and

in the same year she publicly came out at the Lambda
Ball, celebrating Bill Clinton's inauguration.

1993 was, in fact, a big year for Ethciidge. Yes I Am,
spawned many hit singles, including "Come to my
Window" and "I'm the Only One." She was also chosen

as a recipient for the VHl Honors in 1994 for her work
with the Los Angeles Shanti Organization.

For Etheridge, her declaration of lesbianism seemed

to boost her career. Suddenly, she realized many more
people could identify with her songs. She has also used

her popularity to help out many gay organizations, help-

ing educate and inform people.

On her latest album, she doesn't lose any of the pas-

sion. The first single, "I Want To Come Over," explores

the complicity of relationships. "Nowhere to Go" deals

with her years in Kansas and the American dream.

Etheridge promises to excite audiences more than

before. She plans to play for over two-and-a-half

Turn to MULLINS, page 9

Paltrow's Emma latest adaptation
Clueless, a '90s adaptation of Austen s novel, hurts newest version

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Correspondent

EMMA
Directed by Douglas McGratfi

with Gweneth Pahrow, Jeremy Northom, Toni Colette,

and Ewan MacGregor
Playing at Academy ofMusic

Crawl out from under that rock you've been under if

you haven't noticed that Jane Austen adaptations have

been the hot art house darlings lately. Don't be afraid

to embrace the bodice! The Austen films do differ,

exhibiting characteristic stamps from each interpreta-

tion. The recent BBC production of Pride and
Prejudice, a gentle giant weighing in at a hefty

mini-series size, can't truly be compared to the sweep-

ing romance of last year's more concise Persuasion.

Austen films tend to be quirkier than any old costume

drama, unlike so many of those Merchant-Ivory films,

popular enough a few years ago until the public wised up

and refused to accept Nick Nolte as the title role in

fefferson in Paris. I wish the Merchant-Ivory boys better

luck later this year when they release their Picasso bitter

bioptic starring Anthony Hopkins as the bald bad-ass.

Emma follows in the footsteps of the most popular

of the recent plethora of Austen pics — Ang Lee's

Oscar winning (all right, all right, I know it was Emma
Thompson's screenplay...) Sense and Sensibility —
high profile actors donning unflattering costumes in

the name of the highbrow period piece and the upcom-
ing free-for-all Oscar Watch. Emma lacks the simplic-

ity of Sense and Sensibility by juggling potential suitors

around and dropping various characters names like

they were embroidered handkerchiefs.

Emma will no doubt grab its fair share of nomina-

tions as a double fisting, literary adaptation/costume

comedy of manners, but the real question is does it

deserve any? Probably not for what it will receive.

Gweneth Paltrow is charming enough as the titular

heroine Emma Woodhouse who takes it upon herself

to play yenta to the denizens of her village, but it's the

strong supporting cast that shines in Emma.
Toni Colette, previously seen with Gweneth Paltrow

in The Pallbearer, ran the risk of character actress

limbo for playing Muriel from Muriel's Wedding for

the rest of her career. With Emma. Colette plays anoth-

er ugly ducking role, this time as a young lady with a

dubious pedigree who falls subject to the matchmaking
whims of her friend (Paltrow). Colette's character falls

in and out of love so quickly that under Emma's tute-

lage, "love" as a concept quickly loses its meaning.

What separates Emma from the rest of the pack is Amy
Heckerling's multiplex hit Clueless. When Heckerling's

film was released, those who were Austen-friendly touted

it as a work of genius, an adaptation of Austen's Emma set

in modem day Los Angeles. The rest of us thought it was
darn funny. With McC-rath's film, the rest of us can finally

understand Heckerling's genius. It is argued that Austen's

stories are timeless, but I believe it's difficult to subscribe

as such until you compare Alicia Silverstone's "Cher" to

Paltrow's "Emma," making an enlightening double bill, if

not amusing.

With Clueless released over a year before Emma, an

interesting problem is created. Essentially, those who
have seen Clueless can predict every beat of Emma. At

times the only thing I was waiting for was to see how
Ewan McGregor's character would be portrayed as his

figure in Clueless was "updated" into a "disco dancing,

Oscar Wilde reading, Streisand ticket holding, friend of

Dorothy..." Enter Ewan MacGregor, last seen as the

hippest smack daddy this side of the Prime Meridian in

Danny Boyle's Trainspotting.

Now, no movie-goer is an islard, but in tailcoats

MacGregor still looks a little smarmy. His character, a

flamboyant tease for Paltrow and Colette's
marriage-minded dispositions, is disappointingly

straight. The charm of Clueless was that this character

was not only flamboyant, but he was rejecting not only

the Emma figure (Silverstone), but her entire gender.

This is where Emma ultimately fails. Feeding whole-

some meat to an audience who has already had a great

meal at McDonalds. B+
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Man... or Astroman? flies in

Man... or Astroman? — they're out of this world.

By Mike Burke

Collegian Staff

Man... or Astroman? isn't your average punk rock

band.

They didn't grow up listening to the Sex Pistols or the

Clash — those bands were never too big on their home
planet. Actually they never listened to "Earthling" music.

According to Coco the Electronic Monkey Wizard, several

years ago a spaceship accidently crashed in Auburn, Ala.,

leaving the band stranded in a foreign land.

Since the crash, the band has been working in a top

secret lab, reportedly in Atlanta, which is where I recently

talked to Coco via a phone interview — unfortunately

telepathic messages were not received.

Although the band has gained fame in the music indus-

try, their primary mission on Earth has been research,

with the intent of fixing the spaceship.

"We were not a band until we crashed on Earth. Then
we needed a way to travel around the world to recollect

pieces to our spaceship so we decided to form a (touring)

band. The band is a means to the end."

Musically, the band is heavily influenced by surf rock of

the early 1960's. Why surf and not more current sounds

of punk or rap?

"Our database from out of space was out of date; basi-

cally our math was 30 years off," Coco explained. "If our

math was correct we would probably sound like Rage
Against the Machine."

Man...or Astroman? has adapted to Earth's backward-

ness in music. Coco explained that on their home planet

most sound is produced by gamma and beta rays which are

foreign to Earthlings. Their music serves a monumental
purpose — preparing us for the Next Phase, a mind shatter-

ing new form of music. According to Coco, Earthlings will

be prepared for this "sonic bliss' in another six years.

In the surf tradition, Man. ..or Astroman's? thrives

largely, but not entirely, on instrumental tunes wing
variety of equipment from antique 1960's instruments to

state-of-the art electronics invented bv the band them-

COUHTlSrCHKIS TOllVfK

selves in their private lab. Starcrunch plays guitar.

Birdstuff sits behind the drums, Dexter X, who only per-

forms live, switches effortlessly from bass and guitar and

Coco is the bassist and mastermind of the samplers and

other electronic gizmos.

For the first time, on the band's latest, and sixth over-

all, album. Experiment Zero (Touch & Go) Coco heavily

used a Theremin adding a new sound to the band's attack.

"We played a few shows with |on Spencer who has a

Theremin and I messed around with his. Since then I've

been totally into them. They were the first electronic

instrument developed."

Coco went on to discuss his distaste of most electric

instruments, except the Theremin, due to their lack of

physical interaction between man and instrument.

On tour the band is known for dressing in space cos-

tumes and recreating their laboratory setting on stage

complete with stacks of television sets. While this may
sound like a scene out of movie, Man. ..or Astroman?
does not support the recent blockbuster, about space

aliens. Independence Day.

Coco said, "I had high expectations for the movie but I

didn't enjoy it. I couldn't get over the Fresh Prince."

Surprisingly, Coco thought the portrayal of aliens wasn't

bad for Hollywood but it wasn't nearly realistic as the

1960's lapancse B-movie Human Vapor which correctly

represented life in outer space as less dense than Earth.

Last year Man. ..or Astroman? opened for Southern

Culture on the Skids at Pearl Street Nightclub with one of

the most powerful and enjoyable sets I've ever seen.

Sunday night Man. ..or Astroman? returns for another

night of space rock action.

Coco warned potential concert-goers that en Sunday,

"we will-learn a lot about our own existence and about life

in outer space." Plus we will get a great night of music

from the best punk surf band in the universe.

Man. ..or Astroman and the Henchmen perform at

fearl Street on Sunday might at 8 p.m. The show is 18+.

Tickets are $6 in advance and $7 at the door. Call the

club at 584- 7771 for more information.

Ringwald & Shields ready for TV debut

(Editor's Note: The following article

was published yesterday. Due to an
error most oj the article was cut. I

What do Molly Ringwald.
Brooke Shields, Bill Cosby and
Ted Danson all have in common ?

They're all debuting a comedy
MtiM this fall. Cosby and Danson
have found new homes on CBS,
while Shields settles into NBC's
killer Thursday night line-up and
Ringwald lands a cushy spot sand-

wiched between ABC's "Ellen" and
"Grace Under Fire."

The new fall season starts this

month with brand new episodes of

older series and new shows trying

to figure out if they've got what it

takes to stay on the air. Of course

the new shows face stiff competi-

tion from hit shows like "ER,"
"Roseanne," and "Murphy Brown."

Over 30 new series will debut this

fall, but only a handful will stick

around after January

.

CBS's Monday's line-up begins

with the new "Cosby" show. Cosby
is reunited with original "Cosby"

co-star Phylicia Rashad and the

team that produced the original

show, Marcy Carsey and Tom
Werner. The original "Cosby
Show" was one of the most suc-

cessful shows of the '80s and the

'90s version of the show expects to

be just as successful.

Follow that up with newlyweds

Danson and Mary Steenburgen in

"Ink." The show is about a

divorced couple who work at a

newspaper. Danson. of course, is a

television veteran, but Steenburgen

is making her first foray into the

genre. The couple's impressive cre-

dentials (Danson h»s m-arly a

dozen Emmy nominations and

awards from "Cheers" and

Steenburgen owns an Academy
Award) are strong and this show

will have little trouble staying

afloat, even if the writing is a little

shaky, primarily because of its great

position in the schedule.

"Murphy Brown" snags the 9
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Cybil Shepard

p.m. time slot after "Ink" while

Cybill Sheperd's hit comedy series

returns to its original Monday night

time slot to provide the lead-in for

the medical drama "Chicago

Hope."

Last year both ABC and NBC
had the miserable habit of placing

luke-warm comedies, gutless dra-

mas and sappy made-for-televi-

sion-movies against CBS'
"America's night for television"

schedule which trounced the com-

petition.

|ane Seymour returns for a fifth

season as "Dr. Quinn. Medicine

Woman." "Dr. Quinn" is followed

by last season's surprise hit,

"Touched by an Angel," starring

Roma Downey. The new show is

"Early Edition," starring a man who
receives news one day early, just in

time to warn people about disasters

coming their way.

And don't expect NBC to catch

up anytime soon to CBS on
Saturday night. True, NBC is taking

a gamble and debuting three new
shows on Saturday night, but none

of them sound credible enough to

generate enough viewer interest to

make a dent in CBS's lead.

Carrying on the momentum gen-

erated from the summer's hit movie

Independence Day and FOX's
"X_-Files." NBC now brings us

"Dark Skies." The show is based on
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Bill Cosby

the idea- that years and years ago.

aliens landed on earth and are now
living among us. This show stars

Eric Close and Megan Ward
("Party of Five"), as a disillusioned

couple trying to root out the

extra-terrestrials.

"The Pretender" shows viewers

the adventures of a man who is so

smart he can have any profession,

from an airplane pilot to a doctor,

anytime he wants to. Michael T.

Weiss stars as the vigilante trying

to do good in the world, while

being pursued by a group scientists

from a covert research facility.

The last show is "The Profiler,"

starring Ally Walker as some sort

of psychic detective, who can

reconstruct crimes by examining

crime scene evidence. It's kind of

eerie sounding, but out of the three

shows, it looks like the best one.

Whatever else, NBC still owns
Thursday night. Despite an earlier

scare, you won't have to go
Friendless this season. The cast of

"Friends" returned to the set,

despite the fact they didn't get the

$100,000 per episode they demand-

ed. Instead they settled for a tidy

$75,000 per episode. That should

pay for lennifer Aniston's hair-

dressing bills for a while.

Newcomer Shields managed to

land her comedy, "Suddenly
Susan," on NBC's Thursday night.

That's the good news. The bad
news is that, as of yet, the show has

no point. Which explains why
Shields was doing flips in a bathing

suit and trying out different hair

styles during promos shown at the

Olympics instead of the usual pre-

lum to TUBE, poge 9

Guide to campus eating;

saving money & health

Mark

McGrath

Well,

it's that

time of

the year

again.
School is

startin' and the eatin' is, ah... not so

good and not so cheap... not so fast!

With a little help from me, you'll be

eating like royalty in no time at all; and

at a reasonable cost too. |ust take some
simple advice.

• Eating at the Dining Commons
(DC): If you're living large in the

dorms, you're probably on the meal

plan which means you have already

paid for lunch, dinner and/or breakfast

for a full semester. Take advantage of

it.

While the quality of DC food may
not be at the level of McDonalds, it can

still be eaten, just look at all the foods

impossible to mess up. There's cereal,

fruit, bagels and cold cut sandwiches.

Anything cold should be safe to ingest.

The best part of the DC is the chance

to smuggle out future snacks. The pos-

sibilities are endless — an orange in the

pocket, a slice of cheese between the

pages of a book. While you're at it, you

may want to pocket some silverware

and dishes (see section: Eating in the

Dorms).

Need something hot? Odds are even

that you'll find something that your

stomach won't throw back at you. For

a conservative approach, stick with the

chicken pucks. Eventually work up to

the southern fried steak. If there's a

culinary bungee jumper in you, go all

out and dive head first into the cavatelli

supreme. )ust don't ask what's in it.

Even the pickiest eaters should be

able to take care of basic nutritional

needs at the DC. The key to success:

Don't like the look of the food? Shut

your eyes. Don't like the smell? Block

your nose. If it moves, stomp on it.

• Grocery Shopping: For many stu-

dents, college represents the first need

to actually shop at a grocery store.

Students be wary. Inexperienced shop-

per + credit cards = grocer's dream. It's

easy to lose track of your purchases, so

to maximize your dollar follow these

simple instructions.

1.) Get a scan card. The days of clip-

ping coupons are over. These cards

allow the buyer to take advantage of

great offers and save lots of money.

2.) Buy no more than you need, oth-

erwise the leftovers will go to waste.

For example, when buying pasta and
tomato sauce, never buy more sauce

than pasta. Otherwise you will find a

moldy jar in your microfridge next

May.

3.) Compare prices. Bread is bread

no matter which way you slice it. Eight

Ramen Noodles for one dollar is not

enough. Another store is bound to have

them cheaper. No frills, baby!

• Eating in the dorms. Most dorms

on campus have some type of kitchen.

Take advantage of your kitchen, but

understand the following:

1.) If you need a frying pan and
don't have a frying pan, no one will.

2.) If you're looking for a sauce pan,

someone will come up with a frying

pan.

3.) If you cook something, make
sure it doesn't smell good. . . otherwise

it will gone before you eat it.

4.) Don't worry about buying silver-

ware — the DC unofficially loans it

out. just don't ask and don't let them

catch you, and don't forget to return

those spoons to their rightful owner.

5.) Microfridges are only good for

popcorn and cups of soup. Don't

expect bagel bites to come out nicely.

• Calling Delivery: Alright, I know
that there will be days when you miss

your chance to eat at the DC and are

too lazy to cook a meal for yourself.

Only in this case, calling delivery is an

acceptable alternative. Since delivery

can be expensive, minimize costs by:

I.) Never order cookies alone. I've

seen many fair- weathered friends pop

out of the woodwork once the halls

smell of white chocolate and peanut

butter. Best bet is to order in numbers,

therefore you can defend your cookies

in numbers. Cookies you pay for but

don't eat are equivalent to money down
the drain.

2.) If your roommate is vegetarian,

always order meat on your pizzas for

the reasons mentioned above.

3.) Never pay with a credit card or a

check. You'll find yourself in debt and

nothing to show for it but an extra 10

pounds.

4.) Call and complain about delivery

food and see if you can get more free!

Spoil yourself if you follow all my
advice. Count up all the money saved

and spend it on a nice dinner at a fancy

restaurant. Good food is hard to come

by out here.

Mark McGrath is a Collegian

Columnist.

I taunt my MTV; a declaration of freedom
Over the course of our long rela-

tionship, you've given me everything

from "Remote Control" to "Liquid

Television." You've introduced me

to the likes of Pauly Shore and

Downtown )ulie Brown. I've given

to you, at times, my undivided

attention. I've taken what you've

told me as truth. I've bought your

products. I've rocked the vote.

Now, it seems we're going in our

own separate directions. Why is

that? The answer is simple. Your

product is no longer appealing to me.

and, at times, it can be described

more accurately as repulsive.

Let's start with what may be the

most popular half hour of your pro-

gramming day... "Singled Out." I

ha.e to admit, you guys have really

found a way to get people's atten-

tion. Start with fifty beautiful peo-

ple, and then bring out another

beautiful person, usually (but not

always) of the opposite sex who
will, based on height, weight, breast

size, body hair or any other irrele-

vant physical characteristic narrow

the fifty down to a few, who will in

turn be narrowed by other superfi-

cial means until there is left... you

guessed it, a pair of beautiful people

who have a date paid for by you.

Throw in |enny McCarthy and you

have a real winner.

In a perfect world, "Singled Out"
would be ridiculed as one of the

shallowest creations ever to emerge
from the minds of television pro-

ducers. But we're not part of a per-

fect world. Instead of being a rather

loud and obnoxious joke, the show
finds its way on to millions of televi-

sion sets, where it is free to send out

messages as to what MTV and the

"cool" world it pictures think makes
people beautiful. Yes, we're in MTV
land, where the people are beautiful

and the thought patterns exceeding-

ly simple.

lust take a look at the revered

Beavis and the respected Butthead. 1

would like to think that that show's

initial success was due more to shock

value than to quality of entertain-

ment. But its following seems as

strong as ever. I've seen large groups

of (physically) grown people stop

whatever they were doing in order to

watch their idiotic adventures.

You know as well as 1 do that

"Beavis and Butthead" watchers

are not of the average intelligence

level. As a way of proving this

point, vou play before each
episode a trailer which makes it

blatantly obvious that your car-

toon idiots are not role models,

and that their antics n<fd not be

repeated. The worst part of the

whole matter is that your viewers

take this insult to their intelli-

gence as a joke. I guess the joke's

on them.

What's on next, The Fake World?

You take seven beautiful people and

place them in a beautiful apartment

in a beautiful part of a beautiful city

and wait for some beautiful prob-

lems to present themselves. Then
you have the nerve to call it "The

Real World." I don't want to ruffle

any feathers, but there's nothing

real about such an arrangement.

Maybe you'd have a more realistic

show if you threw a boat captain,

his first mate, a millionaire and his

wife, a movie star, a professor and a

country girl named Maryann on an

uncharted desert isle... or has that

already been done?
And speaking of beaches, while I'm

ripping you limb from limb, I might

as well tell you what I think of your

six months of spring break week. It

sucks. Anyone who's really interested

in that crap is already there, guzzling

beer and chasing bikinis all over the

place. What's the use in glamorizing

comnsr K>*" iomnson

Pauly Shore drowns alongside
MTV.

activities that are otherwise known as

the seven deadly sins?

Yes. there was a time when I

needed at least an hour's dose of

your programming each and every

day, but that was when MTV had

something to do with music videos.

In your quest to expand your empire

Tun to MTV, page 9 '

Airwaves are buzzing with the sounds ofWMUA
By Bryan Schwartzman

Collegian Staff

The valley is once again filled with

the sounds of college radio as

WMUA, 91.1, began the;r fall pro-

gramming yesterday. WMUA is the

University of Massachusetts student

run station which also gives air time

to graduate students and community

members.

Glenn Siegel, the professional advi-

sor to the station said, "Our mission

is to act as a training ground in all

facets of radio... and to provide the

university and surrounding communi-

ty with a diverse array of music and

public affairs."

WMUA broadcasts at 1,000 watts

and has a 20 to 30 mile listening

radius.

During the week, the station has

block programming which features

different genres of music including

jazz, rock, rap and folk.

Looking for jazz? Well, every

weekday from 9 a.m. to noon,

WMUA sets aside time for jazz

music. Some other examples of

blocks are the "World" block which

airs weekdays from noon to 2:30

p.m. Plus, there are blocks dedicated

to eclectic in the morning, blues,

public affairs, and rock and urban

contemporary. Schedules are avail-

able in the WMUA office located in

the campus center basement.

One of the most successful shows

is the long running Polka Bandstand,

hosted by Billy Belinda and Mitch

Moskal on Saturday mornings, which

airs from 6 a.m. to noon. There is

also a "Country, Blues and Bluegrass"

show from one to five p.m. on

Sundays.

"If somebody listens to WMUA
consistently, they will become musi-

cally educated," Siegel said.

He mentioned the stations plays

everything from punk rock to throat

singers from Tuva.

"The only thing we don't play is

European classical music." he said.

The block format has been in place

for seven years, which is how long

Siegel has been at the station.

Siegel said most people who
become involved in the station have

had no prior experience in radio. One
route to involvement is participation

in the D| training class, which meets

once a week for five weeks. Once
someone has completed the course,

they can substitute for D|s and apply

for their own show.

WMUA is a member of the

Associated Press and runs three news

reports every weekday. There is also

a half hour news show from 5 to 5:30

p.m. on weekdays.

Another way to become involved

with the station is to join the sports

staff. Mike Reise and Patrick

Sheeran, the co- sports directors are

holding a meeting for interested staff

members Thursday night at 7 p.m. in

the WMUA studios. The sports

department covers the UMass foot-

ball, basketball and lacrosse teams in

their entirety, and occasionally covers

the other athletic teams.

There is also a call-in sports show
called "Sportsline" on Sundays from

noon to 3 p.m.

"We try to cover as much as possi-

ble." said Sheeran.

Some of the new features this year

include six hours of Latin music on
Saturdays, starting at 4 p.m. There

will also be a radio drama program

called "Theater of the Mind* on
Saturdays, beginning at 2 p.m.

Amy Strube, who has been work-

ing with WMUA for three years, was

recently elected to be the program
director.

"This is going to be a full time

job," she said. "We are on the air 24

hours a day."

She said it is difficult to make a

programming schedule because,

"there are a lot of qualified DJ's out

there and we want to get as many
voices on the air as possible."
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Surviving in college is tough enough, right? That's

why we've designed a package to make tilings

easier Choose AT&T and look at all you can get:

AIKI True Reach* Savings

Save 25% on every kind of US. call

on your AT8ST phone bill when you

spend just $25 a month.1

Al£rftue Rewards*

Get savings at Sam Goody/Musicland,

TCBY "Treats" and BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO

with the Member Benefit Card.

ATET Universal MasterCard.

A credit, cash and calling card that

brings you discounts on USAir. And

no annual fee -ever.
2

ATKT \KwidNer Service

Get 5 free hours of Internet access

every month just for having AT&T

long distance3

To sign up, look for us on campus or call

1 800 654-0471

AT&T
Your True Choice

http://www.an.com/college
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Netscape improves again;

web surfing made easy
Grisham's latest drama not a runaway thriller

Surfing the Internet

with Netscape Navigator

has never been easier since

Netscape made the best

web browser better. And
now there is the third

release of Netscape
Navigator which improves

the standard web browsers

must be measured by.

The new version will

save you time in a multi-

tude of ways. Like updates

to previous releases, ver-

sion 3.0 is faster than the

last release.

Unlike the previous
release. Navigator 3.0 lays

out the entire page with

boxes the size of the

images before the page is

finished loading. Alternate

text appears in the boxes

until the pictures are

loaded and displayed. The
older method simply left

blank spaces until the

graphics loaded. The new
process significantly

speeds browsing the Web.
Not only does the page

appear faster, saving users

time, but Netscape pro-

vides extra utilities not

included in other
browsers, allowing the

user to spend more min-

utes browsing rather than

waiting.

When the company
released version 2.0 earlier

in the year, a mail reader

and an improved news-
group reader accompanied

the Web browser. Now
version 3.0 offers chat and
Internet phone utilities too.

The mail and news read-

ers remain rather
unchanged. The only
improvement on the mail

reader is the ability to

actually read HTML tags

embedded in e-mail.

Netscape touts this as a

marked improvement, but

it is not that important.

However, overall the mail

reader is extremely useful

because users do not need

to waste time or resources

Tiddling with a second pro-

gram.

The chat application

allows users to log on to

the world of Internet Relay

Chat where
other com-
puter users

meet and talk

about every-

thing under
the sun. It is

primarily
intended as a

form of

entertain-
ment, so it is

not very useful.

I also found the Cool
Chat utility extraneous.

Cool Chat allows users to

make long distance phone
calls across the Internet

provided the computer has

a soundcard, speakers, and
a microphone. This might

become more useful when
more people have the abili-

ty to take advantage of it.

Another useless utility

included with the third

release is the virtual reality

plug-in that allows users

to view three dimensional

worlds on-line.

A utility that eliminates

the necessity for helper appli-

cations and increases multi-

media capabilities is

LiveVideo. Users no longer

need to download AVI ani-

mation files, then view them

through a different applica-

tion. LiveVideo Netscape

now displays them directly

through the browser, freeing

hard drive space.

Beyond extras like Cool

Chat, the application is

chock fu" of other super-

fluous accessories that are

rather unnecessary and
sometimes annoying, like

embedded sounds.
Webmasters can now
include sound files in the

background of a page, cre-
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X3HN GRISHAM
The Runaway Jury

Doobleday

John Grisham returns wiTh his latest courtroom
drama, gambling that it will capture as much attention

as his past novels. In The Runaway lury, he examines
not only how corrupt the big cigarette manufacturers
are, but also how easy a jury is manipulated.

As in all of his previous novels, Grisham revolves the

action around a courtroom, his love and forte. Only this

time it is not about a racially provoked rape or a conspir-

acy by money-hungry environmentalists. The featured
case involves corrupt and shifty cigarette corporations
vying to win a lawsuit placed against them. But like any
Grisham thriller, the plot twists and secret agents make
the story line complicated and arduous.

Rankin Fitch is introduced early on as a member of
the "Big Four," a group of cigarette manufacturers who
annually contribute $3 million to an undetectable fund.
The Fund, as it is known, is used to pay for the lawyers
and devices which they employ in cases against them —
cases like those of )acob Wood, a deceased plaintiff.

Wood's family sued one of the "Big Four" companies
in a wrongful death case. His family believes they
deserve compensation after he was afflicted with lung
cancer as a result of years of smoking. And the compa-
nies know that if one case like Wood's is won, then
smokers everywhere will follow suit, all trying to get a

piece of the action.

The main nemesis of the cigarette companies is

Nicholas Easter, an experienced juror who has travelled

from state to state, changing his identity and look to

serve on these lung cancer inspired trials. He is crafty,

boisterous and virtually untraceable by Fitch's hired jury

experts. The defense team cannot find out any informa-
tion about him while concerned about his affect he will

have on the jury.

Easter quickly enraptures his peers on the jury, telling

them fantastic stories of how he spent time in law
school. He befriends even the most unlikable characters,

making all 1 3 put their ultimate trust in him. And while

he is winning them over in one room, he is telling the

judge about their every move and thought in another.

And, of course, no Grisham novel is complete without

an informer — Marlee. a friend of Easter's, a foe of
Fitch's, and appears to know more about the jury than
the jury themselves. She provides almost a comic relief

to the book, interjecting witnesses and baffling the
defense team.

Grisham has the unique capability of turning some-
thing dull to many people into a lively, uplifting story.

Until the emergence of such high profile cases such as

the O.f. Simpson murder trial, courtroom drama has
been far from exciting. Yet Grisham captures the drama
with eloquence and flair.

At the same time, however, The Runaway Jury
becomes stale. Grisham spends far too many pages on
unimportant description and the book becomes bogged
down with way too much legal jargon.

Whether or not Grisham tried to accomplish an anti-

smoking novel, it is nearly impossible to desire a ciga-

rette after reading this novel". The testimonies by his

characters are so convincing that even the most ardent

smoker might be a little disgusted at their habit.

Grisham effectively communicates the message that, yes,

lung cancer is related to smoking, and yes, the cigarette

companies have been covering it up for years.

While Grisham in the past has dealt with social issues,

this topic is not nearly as interesting or inspiring as some
of his pervious themes. Also the novel is less compas-
sionate than The Chamber and not as emotional as A
Time to Kill. And perhaps this lack of spark contributes

to the novel's dry spots.

The Runaway lury is more entertainment than litera-

ture, making it fun to read. I only wonder how long it

will take to be made into a movie. B-
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John Grisham's Runaway Jury.
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Well, ff so rdw ok tlWn to the Collegia*

and st*rt writing for Arts I Living totUy.

Ask for Mike.

We wMf your ideas *ml fnp*t.

Our first Arts & Living meeting is Monday night at 6 p.m. in the Collegian newsroom. All staff writers and new writers

must attend. Write about anything from gardening to death metal and Shakespeare to sky diving. Even if you don't want to

write, give us some story ideas for future articles. We are here to please you, plus you can't hang up on us like those damn
telemarketers. The Collegian is conveniently located at room 113 in the Campus Center Basement.
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Finally, you can stop relying on other people for your phone

messages. With Sprint Paging,SM you'll always get the message

first. Sign up now, and get your first month of paging and

three months of voice mail FREE. And if you get Sprint

Call 1-800-825-8573
www.sprint.com (look for College)

Limited-time offer

Residential Service, you'll get your sixth month of paging

FREE, too. Add that to a simple, flat monthly rate with NO

hidden costs and a high-quality Motorola® pager, and you're

not only getting your messages, you're getting one great deal.

Sprint

Matthews at Mullins!

COUdTlSY IOHN fAILS

Dave Matthews Band is set to play the William D. Mullins Center on Oct. 6. Tickets go on sale Monday Sept. 9 at 10

a.m. at the Mullins Center Box Office and Ticketmaster outlets. Tickets are $23.50. Hands will be stamped and num-

bers will be distributed, to determine place in line, beginning on Sunday at 7 p.m., only at the Mullins Center Box

Office.

Mullins
continued from page 5

hours, mixing both original songs

with some of Iter favorite covers,

likely including (oplin's "Take
Another Little Piece of My Heart."

And if last year's show was any indi-

cation, Etheridge will be great.

Melissa Etheridge will perform at

the Mullins Center on Saturday night

at 8 p.m. Tickets are on sale at the

Mullins Center box office and at

Ticketmaster outlets. For more info

call 545-0505.

tube
continued from page 6

view clips.

Add solid shows like "Seinfeld" and

"ER," and NBC has little to worry

about.

ABC's new line-up is a mix of old

and new. The network is bringing

back "Roseanne" for its ninth season.

Also returning to ABC are "Home
Improvement," "Ellen," "Grace Under

Fire," and the critically acclaimed

"Murder One."

"Murder One" got annihilated last

year when it debuted opposite "ER."

This year, ABC has made some
changes, adding Anthony LaPaglia

and DB Woodside to the cast.

Remember Ringwald? You last saw

her in movies like Pretty In Pink and

The Breakfast Club. After living in

self- imposed exile in Paris for the last

few years, Ringwald is back with the

first of this season's "Friends"

rip-offs. Produced by the

Carsey-Werner Company for ABC,
the show features a group of

twenty-something, small-town friends

who hang out in a restaurant.

In the past, shows based on movies

haven't always done well. ABC may
have learned from those results, but

they're going to try anyway with two

shows, based on popular movies. The

first series is based on Clueless. In this

new, half-hour comedy, Rachel

Blanchard takes on Alicia

Silverstone's role as the well-meaning

Cher. Stacey Dash and Heather
Cottleib reprise their roles as Dionne

and Tai, respectively.

The second series is "Dangerous
Minds." Former "Designing Woman"
Annie Potts sports a new hair-cut in

the role of Louanne Johnson, a

teacher who arrives at a racially

mixed, inner city high school in

California. The show is based on the

book written by the real Johnson and

produced by jerry Bruckheimer (Top

Gun).
Seema Cangatirkar is a Collegian

staff writer.

MTV
continued from page 7

even farther than it had grown, you

have lost touch with the attraction

that brought many of your viewers in

the first place.

It seems that whenever I flick the

dial to your channel, if one of the

above mentioned shows is not running,

then something even more ridiculous

like "Road Rules" or "Buzzkill* is.

These shows seem to have no realistic

value, save to alienate those who have

no real place in your imaginary beauti-

ful world. Therefore, I will be forced to

break off our long-running relationship

as I am pursuing this thing called a

life. You may have heard of it.

Mark McGrath is a Collegian

columnist.

on-line
continued from page 8

ating mood music. This follows in

Netscape's tradition of adding unnec-

essary niceties like the addition of sim-

ple animated graphics in the second

release.

Despite all these features, Netscape

continues another tradition of provid-

ing more bang for your megabyte.

Netscape Navigator is actually smaller

and more feature rich than Microsoft's

Internet Explorer, according to

Netscape. A full featured copy of

Netscape Navigator 3.0 is only 5.64

megabytes while a full featured copy

of Microsoft Internet Explorer 3.0 is

10.62 megabytes.

In addition to eating less hard drive

space, the price is right for this feature

rich application because it is free for

students and faculty — no wonder this

application is the most popular in the

world. A second advantage — it's

available for all versions of Windows
and Macintosh. A few weeks ago

Netscape also announced plans for a

version for OS/2. Users can not go

wrong with this application.

Download a copy at

http://home.netscape.com. A
The version reviewed was for

Windows 95. The system used was a

486DX/2 66 MHz with 8 megabytes,

and both 14.4 kbps and 33.6 kbps

modems.
Matt Wurtzel is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Love your Collegian

O 1996 Sprint Communications Company LP

Campus Activities Presents

First Week '96

"A Taste of UMass",
Friday, 6 Sept.

FIRST WEEK VIDEO DANCE
Student Union Ballroom
9pm to lam

FIRST WEEK COMEDY SHOW
Bluewall Cafe ^ v

8pm S^^ir

FIRST WEEK MOVIE "ERASER"
Campus center Auditorium
8pm and 10pm

-Wtlcomt to UMass-

y><;A

FREE ADMISSION

WWW.THEMEAD0WS.COM • OFF 1-91 , HARTFORD • WWW.THEMEADOWS. COM

prassNitr*»
SSUv SEPT. 7 • 8PM

o
3

SATURDAY

or call

PROTIX
860-422-0000

413-732-0202

rickets available,

cash only,

at STRAWBERRIES

Music & Video

Stores located in

Connecticut and

Western

Massachusetts.

SEPTEMBER 11 • 8PM

o

o

No refunds, No exchanges

Performances rain or

shine. Food, beverages,

glass containers, lawn

chairs, umbrellas,

cameras and/or recording

devices may not be

brought inside the

facility gates. Due to the

nature of theatrical

bookings, schedule is

subject to change.

Patrons are responsible

for all parking charges

and service charges.

peoplefsbank
It's Possible. At People's:

Member FDIC

t SAINT FRANCIS
Hotpud and Medial Center

We've made a science of carmg.

Eudweise

ms

W INTEKNATIONAl SENSATION

"STOMP finds beautiful
noise in the strangest places."

-USA Today

FBI., SAT. & SUN.
NOVEMBER 1, 2 J 3

BucfeRirttJu:

23

o

55

o

o

5oo

o

-nO

I
° • WWW.THEMEAD0WS.COM • OFF 1-91 . HARTFORD • WWW.THEMEADOWS. COM
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I V Dales auditions set Emmys celebrate 50 years of TV
By Jennifer Bowles
Associated Press

COUHTfSV UMASS THtATlRCUUD

"A Day For Surprises"

ng for a lew minutes in the spotlight?

diversity of Massachusetts department of

nounced auditions for Lily Dale, a drama

n l-oote. Foote, a Pulitzer Prize-winning

hi, explores issues of kinship, love and loss

Ul family in the play set at the

the century.

Thespians can sign up for slots at the

il tailboard located outside 1 12 Fine Arts

in 9 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Copies of the

n he signed out for two hours on a

The theater department encourages

I the script before auditions.

\ile will he performed at the Curtain

n Dec. 6-7 and 9-14.

ioru hi// be held today and tomorrow at the
i vcirtment of Theater from 7-11 p.m. For

motion, contact the department at

— Seema Gangatirkar

PASADENA, Calif.— Each year, the Emmy Awards
honor television's best from the preceding season.

This year, the show will honor not one but 50 years

of the medium to coincide with the 50th anniversary

of the academy that founded the Emmys.
That, says Emmycast producer Dick Clark, has

given organizers a "treasure trove* of material to pre-

sent during Sunday's three-hour ceremony at the
Pasadena Civic Auditorium, beginning at 8 p.m. on
ABC.

But what exactly is the Academy of Television Arts

& Sciences?

People outside Hollywood surely don't know. And
even those in the know aren't quite sure what it's all

about.

"You're asking the wrpng guy." says Clark, before-

rattling off, "They preserve the heritage... it's a non-
profit organization... but please ask them, I'd screw it

up"
Even Emmy host Paul Reiser hesitates when asked if

he's ever been to the academy.
"That's a good question... I can't say I have," Reiser

says. "I know a lot of their work is in archives and
preserving television. But they'd be better able to tell

you."

Perhaps one reason for the uncertainty is that the

academy isn't in Hollywood proper. Since 1991, a

dusty rose building with green trim in suburban North
Hollywood has served as its headquarters.

But hey, the rent is free, notes Academy President

.

-ajfc

siB •

i\
.4,

mt,5*

F
cowmsY associate mtss

Angela Lansbury

Richard Frank, since the building was part of a plan to

revitalize the area.

Outside, a courtyard is ringed with bronze busts of

such legends as Milton Berle, Norman Lear, Rod
Serling and Bill Cosby, (ohnny Carson and Lucille Ball

are among the few honored with life-sized statue*.

The academy was founded in 1946 by retired jour-

nalist-turned-TV producer Syd Cassyd, who got his

star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame just last month.

The organization's first meeting was attended by only

seven people.

"The Academy has won worldwide recognition

beyond anything we could have imagined." Cassyd
said while receiving his star.

With 9,000 members today, the academy claims to

be the largest organization of professionals in national

television, including editors, producers, actors and
just about anybody else involved in the making of TV.

For the most part, the academy's main task is hand-

ing out the Emmys each year. But it also sponsors

seminars, internships for college students and panel

discussions held by those behind the cameras of some
of TV's most popular shows.

So how do you honor such an institution and make
it interesting to the general public?

"We will do our darndest to make it exciting, sur-

prising, entertaining, but it really depends on what we
pluck out of the files," Clark says.

The Emmy Awards, he concedes, are "not a block-

buster like the Oscars. Television is part of our daily

lives. Movies are big deal, they're the big screen and
you can't ever get away from that. This is just familiar-

ity."

The show will open with a tribute to theme music
over the past 50 years, with the orchestra playing

tunes from 40 shows such as "Cheers." "All in the

Family" and "Dragnet."

'This is 18.000 theme shows in a minute-and-a-half.

The orchestra's doing calisthenics now," Reiser quips.

There's also a segment, Clark says, on "the kind of

scenes we all talk about the next day" like the birth of

Lucille Ball's baby on "I Love Lucy," the goodbye
from the "Cheers" gang and the last episode of "M-A-
S-H."

While yesteryear's shows will be honored, current

shows such as "ER" and "Chicago Hope" are sure to

hog the airwaves during the trophy giveaway.

NBC's "ER* leads the pack with 17 nominations,

including best drama series and nods for its stars

George Clooney, Anthony Edwards, Sherry Stringfield

and Noah Wyle. CBS' "Chicago Hope" nabbed 15

bids.

"ER" also is nominated for the new President's

Award for programs of social value in an era of

increasing concern about sex and violence on TV. The
idea for the award came from Frank, the academy
president.

"I've sort of made myself the cheerleader for televi-

sion," Frank says. "TV is always being criticized. I

wanted to bring attention to important works that

addressed social issues and addressed them in a posi-

tive way."

And this year's

nominees are. .

.

Nominees in top categories ffy the 48th

Annual Primetime Emmy Awards. to»be present

ed Sunday by the Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences:

DRAMA SERIES: "Chicago Hope,* CBS;

-ER," NBC; "Law & Order," NBC; 'NYPD Blue,"

ABC; The X-Files," Fox.

COMEDY SERIES: "Frasier," NBC; "Friends,"

NBC- "The Larry Sanders Show,* HBO; *Mad

About You." NBC; "Seinfeld." NBC.

ACTOR, DRAMA SERIES; Andre Braugher,

"Homicide: Life on the Street," NBC; George

Clooney, "ER," NBC; Anthony Edwards. "ER,"

NBC; Dennis Franz, "NYPD Blue," ABC; Jimmy

Smits, "NYPD BLUE," ABC.

ACTRESS, DRAMA SERIES: Gillian

Anderson, "The X-Files," Fox; Kathy Baker,

"Picket Fences," CBS; Christine Lahti, "Chicago

Hope," CBS; Angela Lansbury, "Murder. She

Wrote," CBS; Sherry Stringfield. "ER." NBC.

ACTOR, COMEDY SERIES: Kelsey

Grammcr, "Frasier." NBC; John Lithgow. "3rd

Rock From the Sun," NBC; Paul Reiser, "Mad

About You," NBC; Jerry Seinfeld, "Seinfeld,"

NBC; Garry Shandling. "The Larry Sanders

Show," HBO.
ACTRESS, COMEDY SERIES: Ellen

DeGenerea. "Ellen," ABC; Fran Drescher, "The

Nanny," CBS; Helen Hunt. "Mad About You,"

NBC: Patricia Richardson, "Home
Improvement," ABC; Cybill Shepherd, "Cybill."

CBS.
SUPPORTING ACTOR, DRAMA SERIES

Hector EHzondo, "Chicago Hope," CBS; James

McDaniel, "NYPD Blue," ABC; Stanley Tucci,

"Murder One," ABC; Ray Walston. "Picket

Fences," CBS; Noah Wyle. "ER.* NBC.
SUPPORTING ACTRESS, DRAMA SERIES:

Barbara Bosson. "Murder One," ABC; Tyne Daly,

"Christy," CBS; Sharon Lawrence, "NYPD Blue,"

ABC; lulianna Margulies, "ER," NBC; Gail

O Grady. "NYPD Blue,* ABC.
SUPPORTING ACTOR, COMEDY SERIES:

Jason Alexander, "Seinfeld," NBC; David Hyde
Pierce, "Frasier." NBC; Michael Richards.

"Seinfeld," NBC; Jeffrey Tambor. "The Larry

Sanders Show." HBO; Rip Torn, "The Larry

Sanders Show," HBO.
SUPPORTING ACTRESS. COMEDY

SERIES: Christine Baranskl, "Cybill," CBS;
Janeane Garofalo, "The Larry Sanders Show,"
HBO; Julia Louis-Dreyfus, "Seinfeld," NBC;
Jayne Meadows Allen, "High Society." CBS;
Renee Taylor, "The Nanny," CBS.

— Associated Press

a minute
FROM

to 9a.m.

It pays to be a college student.

Sprint gives you long distance the way you want it — plain and simple. Just 9# a minute from

9 p.m. to 9 a.m., whether you use your Sprint FONCARD, call from your college residence

or call collect. And we'll give you 30 free minutes just for signing up.

Pretty simple, huh? 9 CeiltS.

Call 1-800-795-1162
Check us out on the Internet: www.sprint.com (look for College).

9 cents.
HOT NONSiTCS:

Sprint

50 Main St. • Amherst
256-8840

WICKED COOL BACK TO SCHOOL

CD BLOWOUT
SALE

!

$3.00 OFFALL *MSI
REGULARLY PRICED $12AH) OH MORE

Certain restrictions apply. Standard surcharges apply to FONCARD and collect calls. The surcharge for station -to station calls is S2.25. On some campuses you may not be able to get

this service (or on campus housing 1« dialing. A one time credit of up to $4.80 will appear on your first full-month's invoice.

©1 996 Sprint Communications Company. LP.

-
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7LAnd More For
Back to School!
•311 T-SHIRTS

Black Light Bulbs
& Lava Lamps
Doc Marten

i*4
SALE ENDS 9/8/M • NO DOUBLE DISCOUNTS • SALE ITEMS EXCLUDED
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Stardate 2000.
The Doo-Wop-Shop; professor Walter M. Chestnut, the Campus Herald;

Maurice Caston, SGA president, and administrators were all at hand for con

vocation of the class of 2000.

We want you

to write for us!

Call the

Collegian

at

545-3500

With your help,

MDA is building a tomorrow

without neuromuscular diseases.

Mutcul.r Dystrophy Allocution 1 -800-572-1 717

w.

BACK W

SHOP SCOTT'S & SAVE LOTS!!

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PATRONAGE —

. jjk
Quantity
Discounts
Available

Bud Light

24- 16oz. bottles

$1*99
+ Dep.

Heineken Cases
24- 12oz. bottles

$1099
IOdp

(V
Southern Comfort #+ 1

7j>° ml Kahlua

$Q49 75° m|

$1199

Miller

Genuine Draft

Reg 8c Light

24-12 oz bar bottles

$1199
11+ Dep.

Red Dog &

Ice House

18 pack cans

$Q49
+ Dep.

1.75 ml

Busch &
Busch Light

30 pack cans

$1199
I + Dep.

Milwaukee Best

Reg & Light

30-pack cans

$Q99
Absolut * + D*p

Corona
12 pack bottles

$ft99
+ Dep.

8"

Moosehead
12 pack bottles

$1199
+ Dep.

Bud & Bud Light

1/2 Kegs

$39"+ Dep.

12

\
<$>
^

Captain
Morgan
2L Coke

Zhenka Vodka
1.75 ml $099

Alize $
750 ml

8

11"

Sutter Home White Zin.

Jack Daniels Country Cocktails 1 .5 L 6*qq

4/pack3' 6
One Eyed Jack

Boones Mix & Match 6 pk. t^AQ
$
]
QOO ^O.oep

5 for

planning a party or functions. give us a call. we can help.

s§mhVISA Maste'Corr)

We Wont To Be Your Favorite Liquor Store

!

Tele-Check for * University Drive

your personal check at Newmarket Center, Amherst

Rafters

SCOTTS
Victory

Market X
a>
01

w

E
<

Alumni Stadium

University Drive

Closest

^
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Administration's new 'WISE' web site

could make registration much easier

By Susan Nickerson

Collegian Corespondent

Sick of waiting in line for a course schedule? The
implementation of the new WISE system web site, a

branch of the Registrar's Office home page on the inter-

net, may soon make the registration process significantly

easier.

WISE (Web Information Systems for Everyone), is a

brand new service offering University of Massachusetts

students a secure, easy-to-use way of accessing their per-

sonal academic schedules and current on or off-campus
addresses through the World Wide Web.

According to Marc Runkel, Network Specialist for the

Registrar's Office, "the WISE system's best advantage to

students is it's convenience. You can avoid waiting in long

lines at Whitmore [Administration Building). You can
also access your own personal class schedule or current

address from almost any computer at any time."

During the add/drop period, student records' are

instantly updated if course scheduling is changed over the

phone, avoiding any confusion when it comes to class

time.

Security was a top concern for the system program-
mers, as confidential information will be accessible

on-line.

To keep that information out of the hand* of thoee it

was not intended for, the system requires a student identi-

fication and pin number (the same used for phone regis-

tration).

Karen Mack, senior systems analyst for University

Information Systems, hopes to see the system encompass

all of UMass's academic and cultural departments in the

future.

From registering for classes, checking ones billing sta-

tus, to selecting a housing assignment, Mack intends for

the system to become very popular as it eventually elim-

inate the hassle of waiting in the long lines at

Whitmore.
The WISE system took months of planning and devel-

opment to complete. Mack, WISE team leader, commend-
ed those she worked with.

"Together we had the skills to implement such a com-

plex, yet easy-to-use system," Mack said.

Flak DiNenno, systems coordinator for Transfer Course

Articulation, Ed Dunn, systems programmer, Howell Lee,

systems analyst, and )ames Conz, UN1NX/VMS systems

administrator, compose the remainder of the system

designers.

To take advantage the finished product, check it out at

http://www.ureg.admin.umass.edu on the World Wide
Web.

Come write for

Jewish Affairs
Call or Visit,

113 Campus Center

545-3500
One step at a time...

A student is on her way to the first day of classes.

l^^r^Mi®
Complete multimedia computer customize for students

Campus Z-Statiorr* features:

• Powerful Intel* processor
• Large capacity hard drive

• Plenty of memory to run today's hottest applications

• Plug & Play into your campus network with a high-speed modem

Desktop Systems include Microsoft* Natural* Keyboard

and Microsoft Mouse

Loaded with Microsoft software for study and fun

• Microsoft Office for Windows 95 with Word, Microsoft Excel,

PowerPoint, Microsoft Access, Schedule*, Encarta 96
Encyclopedia, Microsoft Internet Assistants

• Microsoft Windows 95 with Microsoft Internet Explorer 2.0

• Microsoft Plus!

• Games for Windows 95
• Norton Antivirus and more

Hewlett Packard Color Deskjet available

Ask about Microsoft Programmer's Dream Pack

Processor

Hard drive

Monitor

with LAN card

Pentium 100 MHz

12GB

14" (13.2" viewable)

$1799

$1899*

Pentium 133 MHz

1.6GB

IS" (13.7" viewable)

$2199

$2299

Pentium 166 MHz

2.1GB

15" (13.7" viewable)

$2499

$2599

Experience Campus Z-Station.

The University Store

413-545-2619

S http: / /www.zds.com

educationOzds.com

J
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Chang advances to semifinals

By Bob Greene
Associoted Pratt

NEW YORK — Michael Chang was a survivor

today. As a result, he has a spot in the men's semifi-

nals of the U.S. Open.

In a closely fought match with both players scram-

bling around the court, Chang prevailed, beating

lavier Sanchez 7-5, 3-6, 7-6 (7-2). 6-3.

Earlier, Steffi Graf overcame surprisingly tough

ludith Wiesner for a 7-5, 6-3 victory and a berth in

the women's semifinals. Her opponent will be the

winner of a quarterfinal later today between sev-

enth-seeded |ana Novotna and No. 16 Martina

Hingis.

The other women's semifinal will match No. 2

Monica Seles and No. 4 Conchita Martinez, both

straight-set winners Tuesday. Chang's foe in the

next round will be decided tonight when third-seed-

ed Thomas Muster of Austria and No. 6 Andre

Agassi play. Chang was only 17 years old when he

won the French Open in 1979. He's still seeking

Grand Slam tournament title No. 2.

Against Sanchez. Chang fell behind 5-3 in the

opening set. But the right-hander, known for his

speed, tenacity and big groundstrokes, used all three

to capture the opening set.

After winning the second set. Chang went up two

service breaks at 3-0 in the third. That's when

Sanchez again found the winning touch, pulling

even at 4-4 and finally capturing the set in a

tiebreak.

"I knew that lavier was not going to go away, and

he didn't," Chang said. "Javier did not get to the

quarterfinals by playing mediocre tennis."

Chang, considered to be one of the best-condi-

tioned players on the tour, appeared to tire late in

the third set. played under an overcast sky with a

threat of rain. Both players raced from sideline to

sideline, from baseline to net until one finally hit a

winner or made an error.

lust as he did in the third set. Chang jumped out

early in the fourth. This time, though, he held on,

finally closing out the 2-hour, 49-minute match on

the fourth match point.

Graf, top-seeded and the defending champion in

this hardcourt Grand Slam tournament, was pushed

hard by Wiesner. who always plays Graf tough but

has yet to beat the world's No. 1 player.

Wiesner. an Austrian ranked 24th in the world,

made Graf work for every point and every game.

There were only three love games in the match, and

Wiesner served one of those in a match that lasted

just six minutes short of 1 1/2 hours.

It was Wiesner who jumped on top. breaking Graf

at 15 in the fifth game when the German pounded a

forehand into the net. When she held at 30. Wiesner

led 4-2.

Graf, however, hasn't had 20 Grand Slam tourna-

ment titles just handed to her. She held at 15. broke

Wiesner at 30. then held at 30 to take a 5-4 lead. In

the sixth game. Wiesner saved one set point, but not

the second as Graf closed out the hard-fought. 42-

minute. first-set battle.

The best was yet to come.

Graf served to begin the second set and quickly

took a 40-30 lead, the last point coming when she

boomed a service winner down the middle.

Wiesner. though, was not through.

Five times the Austrian reached break point. Five

times Graf staved off the break. Then Graf finally

held with a big forehand. Perhaps thinking of her

missed opportunities, Wiesner lost her next two ser-

vice games as Graf took a 4-0 lead. Wiesner broke

back in the fifth game, and although she continued

pressuring her opponent, she never was able lo truly

threaten the defending champion.

'Maybe I haven't played the best tennis the first

few rounds, but 1 know when I get to the important

matches, I'll be up there," said Graf, who won her

40th consecutive Grand Slam tournament match.

Tuesday night's Pete Sampras-Mark Philippoussis

clash was billed as the big battle of the U.S. Open.

It turned into the big bore. Philippoussis slammed

1 7 aces. Sampras cracked 1 1

.

So what?

In a match almost devoid of drama, the top-seed-

ed Sampras battered his way into the quarterfinals

with a methodical 6-3. 6-3, 6-4 victory over the

young ace-slinger from Down Under.

"1 think maybe I was trying to force a bit too

much instead of getting into the game slowly and

playing some solid tennis." Philippoussis said. "But,

you know, 1 learned a lot from here and will do well

next time."

Philippoussis never broke Sampras' serve, and. in

fact, only had one break point in the match. On the

other hand, Sampras had 11 chances to break

Philippoussis' big serve, converting four.

"It was pretty much uphill," Philippoussis said. "I

was always fighting to get back instead of taking the

pressure off. I was never up, always down, always

trying to get back. Always makes it tough when that

happens."

Stefan Edberg is making his final Grand Slam

tournament one to remember, reaching the quarter

finals at the National Tennis Center for the first time

since winning his second straight U.S. Open in

1992. He did it Tuesday by edging Britain's Tim

Henman 6-7 (2-7), 7-6 (7-2). 6-4. 6-4.

"Today wasn't easy." Edberg said. "I had a little

trouble with the timing today at times. But I think

winning the second tiebreaker got me back to square

one again.

"After that, the third and fourth sets were pretty

good, 1 thought. That's really what tennis is all

about," he said.

Goran Ivanisevic pounded out 20 aces in his 6-4,

3-6, 6-3, 7-6 (7-2) victory over unseeded Andrei

Medvedev of the Ukraine and Corretja defeated Guy

Forget of France 6-4. 6-3, 7-6 (7-5). Seles played

nearly flawless tennis in eliminating South Africa's

Amanda Coetzer 6-0, 6-5. Martinez had trouble only

in the first set before beating unseeded American

Linda Wild 7-6 (8-6). 6-0.

It is the second straight year Martinez has reached

the semifinals. Last year she lost to Seles, her semifi-

nal foe tomorrow.

Johnson may run final 400m of season;

uncertain whether he will go to Sarajevo

By Piero Volsecchi

Attocioted Press

MILAN. Italy — Double Olympic champion Michael

lohnson is gearing up for Saturday's IAAF Grand Prix

final in the 400 meters, a race that likely will be his last

of the season.

lohnson. who won the 200 and 400 meters at the

Atlanta Games, said yesterday he was uncertain whether

he would compete in a meet at Sarajevo Monday.

"I'll discuss the matter with IAAF officials tomorrow

and I'll make a final decision by Saturday." lohnson said.

"If I'm not going, the Milan final will be my last race this

^•ason. 1 need to take some vacation."

The Sarajevo event, called the IAAF Solidarity Meet

and the first major sports event to take place in that city

since the war ended in Bosnia-Herzegovina, is expected

to be attended by more than 100 athletes.

Olympic champions Noureddine Morceli (1,500

meters), Kenny Harrison (triple jump) and Charles

Austin (high jump) and world triple jump champion

lonathan Edwards are among the announced competitors

lor the meet at rebuilt Kosevo Stadium.

While praising the IAAF and the International

Olympic Committee for organizing the Solidarity Meet,

lohnson did not elaborate on the reason for his uncer-

tainty.

Some IAAF members, who were present at Johnson's

press conference yesterday, suggested that some athlete*

were concerned over security in Sarajevo.

In Saturday's final at Milan's Arena. Johneon will be

seeking to win only, since he's out of contention for the

400-meter event title and the overall title, «w»™,n8 a

top prize of $200,000. lohnson is ninth in the IAAF 400-

meter standings and made the final following the with-

drawal of sixth-place Davis Kamoga of Uganda.

Only the top eight are qualified for the Grand Prix

finals, which this year does not include the 200 meters.

Kenyan Daniel Komen, who shattered the world

record in the 5,000 meters at Rieti Sunday, Edwards.

Morceli and 400-meter hurdler Samuel Matete ol

Zambia are in the running for the men's overall title.

Komen leads the three others, 76 points to 72.

Sweden's Ludmila Engquist. the Olympic 100-meter

hurdles champion, and U.S. sprinter Gwen Torrence

lead the women's overall standings with 66 points each_

lohnson is not thinking about a world record in the

400 in Saturday's race.

"My goal is to win, not to set world records, he said.

"People can hardly understand that in this sport the

important point is to beat the others. Each race is excit-

ing."

He has twice broken the world record in the 200 this

year, running an astonishing 19.32 in the Olympic final.

He's second to Butch Reynolds in the 400 world list —
43.39 to 43.29.

Dallas' Smith ready to take on Giants

By Denne H. Freeman

Associated Press

IRVING. Texas — Injured Dallas

Cowboys running back Emmitt
Smith threw away his neck brace

yesterday and declared himself ready

to take on the New York Giants.

"I honestly feel like I can go."

Smith said. "I'm still sore, but I think

I'll be OK."
It was less than 48 hours earlier

that Smith fell on his head and
shoulder trying to carry out a play

fake in a 22-6 loss to the Chicago

Bears. Doctors were so worried there

might be spine or neck damage they

cut his uniform off while treating

him.

"They didn't want to take any

chances, so they cut up that good

looking uniform," Smith said. "I

hated that. But I know this, 1 never

had a feeling like that before. I've

still got a lot of soreness and my
back bothers me a little."

Smith stayed overnight in a

Chicago hospital, then flew home
Tuesday with owner Jerry Jones in

the Cowboys private jet. Only last

week Smith was recovering from a

sprained knee ligament suffered in

the final exhibition game.

"This definitely made me forget

about my knee," Smith said. "This

was a big burner down my body. I

was numb. 1 could hear the crowd

and everything, but I was wondering

what happened."

What happened was Smith went

into the air and expected to be tack-

led before he came down.

"I thought somebody would hit me
and cushion my fall." Sn.ith said.

"Instead, they [the Bears! just let me
fall, and all of a sudden, I was crash-

ing face first into the ground. I'm

just glad it was grass and not turf."

Smith said he won't carry out play

fakes again with the same vigor.

"They'll have to get somebody else

if they want somebody to make a big

dive," Smith said with a laugh.

Smith has been deluged with let-

ters, telegrams, faxes and telephone

calls.

"I appreciate everyone's concern,"

Smith said. "I even saw [former

Chicago running back] Walter Payton

looking in on me. I'm a very lucky

man. It could have been a lot worse."

Smith, who gained 70 yards before

hurting himself late in the game, said

the fact the Cowboys played so poor-

ly didn't help his mood.

"We had a big breakdown," Smith

said. "That's why I want to be in

there Sunday and help the team win

this game. We need to erase a bad

memory."
With that Smith walked off. He

didn't limp. And he didn't have his

neck brace.

He has become the NFL's inde-

structible warrior.

Asked if that was so. Smith smiled

and said. "You forget 1 missed a

game once."

That was at the end of the 1994

season against the Giants after the

Cowboys had clinched the NFC East

Division title. He had a bad ham-

string which needed rest for the play-

offs.

In 1993. Smith rushed for 168

yards and caught 10 passes for 61

yards while playing with a separated

shoulder against the Giants. New
York coach Dan Reeves was asked

yesterday in a teleconference call if

he thought he would see Smith on
the field Sunday.

"No doubt," Reeves said.

f
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Attention Students

\ AtTHE CLUB
Tennis and Fitness Complex

659 Amherst Rd. (Rt. 116)

549-3638
3 miles from campus on the bus line.

**

PLAN FOR SPRINQ BREAK
V.I.P. Student Memberships!
Buy a year membership for $319*

and you'll get round trip airfare

for two!

Choose from FLORIDA, HAWAII,
BAHAMAS, OR CAHCUN

CAMSTAR CIRCUIT AND NAUTILUS
Newly redesigned fitness area!

12 Machine circuit program

20+ Nautilus machines & Abs station

C THE
S5 SLIDE

25
Just one

of the

2 great

• additions

• to our

NEW
JJ aerobics

programs.

CARDIOVASCULAR
Brand New Equipment

7 Treadmills • 4 Stairmasters

4 Exercycles 1 Rower

FREE WEIGHTS
Brand New
Cross over Cable Machine

A large variety of dumbells

barweights • benches

Squat rack

Some Restrictions Apply.

There's a lot of NEW going on at

THE CLUB!
Campus Get Away III

JOIN TODAY!
V.I. P. Membership $319 (with tickets)

One semester$145 (tickets not included)

Two semesters$245... (tickets not included)
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Holtz and Irish meet Vandy in opener
By Teresa M. Walker
Associated Press

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Eric Vance wishes the
Vanderbilt schedule-makers would pay attention
to how other teams ease into a new season.

Vanderbilt, coming off its 13th straight losing
season, entertains sixth-ranked Notre Dame
tonight.

"I wish we had a preseason game, a scrimmage
or something," the Commodores' safety said. "I

don't think there's a tougher way to start the sea-

son.

"It always works to your advantage to have a
lesser quality opponent. 1 see teams like Florida
and Tennessee doing that. If you look at our
record, that's what Notre Dame's doing with us."

he said.

The gap is huge between Notre Dame, winner
of eight national championships and home to
seven Heisman Trophy winners, and Vandy,
whose Southeastern Conference accomplishments
include frequent nominations to the SEC's All-

Academic team.

"You never know," Irish coach Lou Holtz said.

"More upsets occur in the first game of the season
than any other time." Like in 1995, when
Northwestern beat Notre Dame.

Still, a down year for the Fighting Irish is not

being among the national title contenders. Last

season's conso'ation prize was a trip to the
Orange Bowl.

Vanderbilt wound up 2-9.

Notre Dame has made some last-minute switch-

es on offense. Holtz wants to pump up his offense

with more passing, so he switched his second tail-

back Autry Denson to flanker — before leading

rusher Randy Kinder pulled a quadriceps. Denson
will stay at flanker, with Robert Farmer starting

in Kinder's place.

Vance doesn't buy the talk that the Irish might
struggle at receiver.

"They have a lot of talent at Notre Dame,"
Vance said. "The guy listed as third-team receiv-

er... could play [here]." Vanderbilt's timing with

Notre Dame hasn't been good. The Commodores
lost 41-0 to the emotional Irish in the first game
after Holtz's neck surgery last September. The
Commodores now face a team determined not to

repeat last year's opening loss to Northwestern.
That's not likely to happen this year with a Vandy
team relying on newcomers to lift an offense that

managed an average of 230 yards per game in

1995.

The backup to quarterback Damian Allen is

freshman Duce Reeder. The Commodores also

have five freshmen receivers, including starters

Todd Yoder and Tavarus Hogans. The line starts

four sophomores.
"I think they're very good athletes and good

competitors who've done a good job in practice,

but they haven't teamed up against a crowd like

Notre Dame," said Rod Dowhower, in his second
year after being hired to fire up the offense.

When Holtz looks at Vandy, he sees a defense
that held powerful Tennessee to 12 points in its

final game last year. Vandy has 10 defensive
starters back with the only loss James Manley,
who's now with the Minnesota Vikings.

"I know they feel that they're going to stop the

run, and they can do that by putting nine men up
there," Holtz said. "If they do that, the question I

have is can we throw the ball successfully?"

Tomich and Wistrom awesome ends

LINCOLN. Neb. — Tom Osborne talks about
Nebraska's defensive ends the way a gambler
might talk about a pair of aces that are dealt face

up in a poker game.
He doesn't brag about them. He just smiles and

acknowledges that they can make a big difference

in the way things go.

With characteristic understatement, the coach
of the top-ranked two-time defending national

champions reflects on the combined power of Ail-

American Jared Tomich and Grant Wistrom.
"As a pair, I don't know if I've ever had two

better defensive players," Osborne said. "It's hard
for a team to say they're going to run away from
Wistrom, because Tomich is there."

Tomich and Wistrom were there often for
Nebraska in 1995, usually arriving with a force

that made opponents miserable. And their enthu-

siasm is apparent for Saturday's season opener
against Michigan State.

Wistrom said that "whoever shows up to play

us had better be ready to get hit in the mouth on
every snap."
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"We are very definitely ready... Nebraska can
do better than last year.* Tomich said.

Nebraska was second nationally against the
rush in '95, fourth in scoring defense and 1 3th in

total defense. The defense scored 44 points.

Over two national championship seasons, the
Huskers allowed an average of 12.8 points per
game.

Playing from the left side, the 6-foot-2, 250-
pound Tomich led the team with 10 sacks, caused
opposing teams losses of 79 yards, caused three

fumbles, recovered two and was credited with 24
quarterback hurries.

Wistrom, 6-5 and 250 pounds, led the defense
in tackles for losses with 15 and was second
behind Tomich in sacks with four. He made 44
tackles, 21 of them solos.

"I was disappointed in myself last season,"
Wistrom said in spite of being a third-team All-

American
"My motto this year is three [downs] and out,'

make the other guys give up the ball," he said. "I

wanted to be a difference-maker much more than
1 was last year.

"We want to give the ball to the offense inside

the opponent's 50-yard line at least three times
every game," he said.

Tomich is among the Huskers who take an
offensive view of defense.

"The ball belongs to whoever gets his hands on
it," Tomich said. "We want to get the other
offense off the field, take the ball and give our

guys good field position and always be ready to

put it in the end zone. We can do those things."

"We know we can never let ourselves be flat

because we know that we are always going to get

the other team's best shot."

"lared and 1 don't have to talk on the field to

pump each other up," Wistrom said.

Both also emphasize their pride in academics.

Tomich, a senior, began his career as a walk-on
and had to sit out his freshman year to become
academically eligible. He was diagnosed with
Attention Deficit Disorder.

"Football was what I cared about and school

was just a struggle for me, always," he said.

"Now, I have to say that nothing that I've done as

an athlete means more to me than getting that

diploma."

This is no time to turn back
Keep MDA's lifesaving research

moving forward.

Baseball labor talks go on
By Ronald Blum
Auociatod Pn»t»

NEW YORK - Baseball's exec-

utive council yesterday postponed
next week's owners meetings in

Seattle and decided the council will

meet to discuss the sport's long-

running labor talks.

"It is important to bring the
labor situation to the executive

council for review," acting com-
missioner Bud Selig said. "There
still are several outstanding issues

that must be settled. This delibera-

tion is necessary in order to get a

fair and equitable labor deal for all

concerned. We are hopeful that

soon after the subject is reviewed

by the executive council, we can
bring it to the full ownership."

The council, which runs the
sport in the absence of a commis-
sioner, made the decision during a

telephone conference call yester-

day. The council will meet with the

sport's labor policy committee next

Wednesday, probably in the
Chicago area.

Selig and management negotia-

tor Randy Levine had hoped to

have an agreement with the play-

ers' association before the quarter-

ly meetings in Seattle, which had
been set for Sept. 11-12.

An agreement with the union,

which would trigger the start of

revenue sharing among the teams,

requires approval from 21 of the

28 clubs. However, a bloc of own-
ers led by H. Wayne Huizenga of

the Florida Marlins, lerry

Reinsdorf of the Chicago White
Sox and Andy MacPhail of the
Chicago Cubs has prevented
Levine from offering all players
service time for the 75 regular-sea-

son days wiped out by the 1994-95
strike.

Management's last offer was to

give service time to all players
except the 18 or 19 who need it to

become eligible for free agency fol-

lowing this season. The union has
said it will not agree to any deal

that doesn't include service time
for all players.

Shifting the focus on the teams'

side from the labor committee to

the executive council might give a

push toward closing the deal. The
membership of the executive coun-
cil is considered less hard-line than

the labor committee.

Of the council members, only

Reinsdorf and Montreal Expos
president Claude Brochu are

known to be opposed to granting

full service time. The other council

members are Selig, AL president

Gene Budig, NL president Len
Coleman, Bill Giles of the

Philadelphia Phillies, jerry

McMorris of the Colorado Rockies,

Carl Pohlad of the Minnesota
Twins, George Steinbrenner of the

New York Yankees and Fred
Wilpon of the New York Mets.

Boston Red Sox chief executive

officer John Harrington and
Atlanta Braves chairman Bill

Bartholomay are non-voting mem-
bers. The labor committee includes

Reinsdorf and Braves president

Stan Hasten, who also has spoken

out against granting service time. It

also includes David Glass of the

Kansas City Royals, viewed by the

union as a hard-liner.

Others on the labor committee
are Harrington, McMorris. Rusty

Rose of the Texas Rangers and
Phillies chief operating officer

Dave Montgomery.
Levine and union head Donald

Fehr had been scheduled to meet

today in Baltimore but called off

the session after the council made
its decision.

The two basically agreed on the

central economic points of an
agreement during 1 3 bargaining

sessions from Aug. 9-11. The deal

would include a luxury tax in

1997, 1998 and 1999 designed to

decrease the payroll disparity

between large- and small-market
clubs.

Other than service time, the
major outstanding issues are the

structure for the union's option
year in 2001 and management's
demand that salary arbitration

cases be decided by three-man pan-

els rather than single arbitrators.

The union has said it will agree

to panels in either half the years of

the contract or half the cases each
year.

Owners have not met since
March 20-21 in Phoenix. In mak-
ing its decision to postpone the

Seattle meetings, the executive
council gave Selig the authority to

reschedule them on three days'

notice.

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717
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Graduate Assistantships Available

Graduate Women's Network

Coordinators
for Graduate Student Senate

Starting a.s.a.p., 2 positions @ 10 hrs. per week each

Salary: approximately $123 per week.

The coordinator will be responsible for working with international gradute women's communities, advocating

for individual graduate women, organizing and implementing a graduate women's peer mentoring program, and

political advocacy regarding all issues that affect graduate women.

Qualifications Application Deadline: September 19. 19%

Must be a currently enrolled graduate student at

UMass Amherst. Demonstrated organizing skills.

Must be knowledgable or interested in issues facing

graduate women on campus and active in campus pol-

itics.

Preferred: Experience in advocacy or organizing

around women's issues

Please send copy of resume and cover letter

addressed to:

GWN Coordinator Search Committee

Graduate Student Senate

cc919

Box 31212

UMass-Amherst

MA 01003
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to decide between Scott Mutryn and

Matt Hasselback at QB now if

they're to dream of a bowl game.

If any of you caught the Michigan

State-Purdue fiasco on Saturday, you

know the name I'm about to throw

out. State true freshman Scdric Irvin

was the pimp daddy, scoring four

touchdowns in his first collegiate

game. He exhibited great quickness

and vision, and his touchdown in the

second quarter was the best scamper

I've seen yet this season. (That

includes Curtis Enis ) But the real

coup for Coach Nick Saban is where

Irvin comes from. This kid is a

Miami, Fla. native, and former

Hurricane great Michael Irvin's

cousin. How did Butch Davis lose

this one? Could the loss of a player of

Irvin's talent be among the first signs

that all the drama surrounding the

vaunted Miami machine has affected

them to the deepest level, recruiting?

You have to admire Davis for what

he's trying to do, which is give the

Hurricane program some respect. But

the sad truth of college football is

wins first, grades second.

Butch had better get his troops

ready for the Big East, because

there's a certain team in upstate New
York dying to knock them off the top

of the food chain for good. Hint: it's

not Colgate.

Out west, Colorado is hoping for

big things in Rick Neuheisel's second

season in Boulder. Much of that hope

is resting on the broad shoulders of

Koy Detmer If you recognize the

name, that's because he's former

Brigham Young Heisman trophy win-

ner Ty Detmer's little brother. The

buffs enter this week ranked No. 5 in

the nation, but in the new and
improved Big 8, now known as the

Big 12, the big dog is still Nebraska.

Texas looked good in squashing

Missouri last weekend, and Texas

A&M always puts a good squad on

the field, but the road to the national

championship still goes through

Lincoln.

Although Tom Osborne may
exhibit as much ethics as the Boston

Globe does covering a UMass story,

Ahman Green is a great back, and

their defense will once again put fear

into the hearts of coaches throughout

the Midwest. They'd better watch

out. though. The Big 12 has six teams

in the top 15. and one of those

teams, on a good day. can beat the

Big Red.

Conference USA Football? Yeah,

whatever.

Lastly, a tradition in college foot-

ball was put to an end over the sum-

mer when it was announced that the

Rose Bowl had finally bitten the bul-

let and joined the dreaded Alliance.

Among all the New Year's bowl

games, the Rose Bowl was always the

classiest, and its matching of the Big

10 champ and the PAC-10 champ
was more than just a tradition of

football powers. It was almost a war

between two ways of life, the Big- 10

with its stereotypical blue-collar

players and style clashing with the

sun-drenched laid back surfer dudes

at Southern Cal. UCLA and Arizona

State. Now it's a bowl game like any

other, and although I suppose it was

inevitable, it's tough to see it pass.

The Alliance is now complete. I even

heard they've remade the national

championship trophy. If I'm not mis-

taken, it's now going to be a big gold-

en dollar bill on a plaque.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian slaff

member.

SOME THINGS ARE MEANT
TO BE CLOSED
YOUR MIND ISN'T ONE OF THEM.
For ctecadfta, MDA has shown
how valuable people with

disabilities are to anctety We
believe talent, ability and desire

are mm-* Important than
Btr*ngth of a person's mHMftM
I'he one banter these people

can't overcome Is a closed mind
Keep yours open

MUSCIH AM bvSlMQPHY ASSOCIATION

I
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Championship game last year. Brett

Favre should come back from his

off-season problems, and the defense

remains tough. Reggie White doesn't

have too many years left, so they want

to win now.

Right behind them should be the

Lions again, as head coach Wayne
Fontes hopes his players can save his

job for the third year in a row. The
passing game, along with all- pro RB
Barry Sanders should get the job done;

the question is the defense, which lost

Willie Clay and LB Chris Spielman

Tampa Bay, with new head coach

Tony Dungy, will have trouble on
offense if they can't come to terms with

RB Errict Rhett, Although third-year

quarterback Trent Dilfer can only

improve without former head coach

Sam Wyche causing problems. Dungy,

who masterminded the Vikings'

defense for years, should create a

vicious D for the Bucs out of Hardy
Nickerson, one of the most overlooked

LBs in the league, and Warren Sapp,

Regan Upshaw and Marcus Jones, all

former first round picks on the defen-

sive line.

The Bears and Vikings should be

competitive, but weaker defenses (the

Vikings lost coordinator Dungy and the

Bears have already lost DT Chris

Zorich for the season) should keep

them out of playoff contention.

The NFC East, despite having given

us almost every Super Bowl Champion

in the 90's. is probably the weakest

division in professional football right

now. New York fans had to suffer

through the lets' miserable season last

year — this year the Giants should pro-

vide the fun. The one saving grace for

the Boys in Blue is that they get to play

Arizona — one of the few teams likely

to be worse than them — twice.

The Redskins, surprisingly having

made the correct choice in their QB
controversy, are a team on the rise.

Gus Frcrotte has shown himself to be a

winner, and RB Terry Allen can look

forward to another good season. An
average defense should do well against

some of the lesser offenses, but might

have problems against some tougher

teams.

Everyone knows all about Dallas'

problems — both on and off the field

— and it's going to be hard for them to

compete, even with the great players

they still have. It only got worse when
Emmitt Smith got hurt Monday. Barry

Switzer's finally going to have to show

whether he can coach, or if he's really

as pitiful as everyone suspects. Dallas is

going to have to get healthy and stay

that way and win a lot at the end of the

season to overcome what could be a

slow start. Ray Rhodes' Eagles could

well take over the division champi-

onship, but they'll have to overachieve

again to do it. They have a tougher

schedule than they did last year, and

much of their success will depend on

how Rodney Peele can handle the QB
duties.

The AFC West should once again be

dominated by the Chiefs, who kept

almost their entire team together in the

off- season, though it's hard to guess

what the after-affects of their humiliat-

ing playoffs loss to the Colts will be.

The question for them is not whether

they'll get into the playoffs, but

whether coach Marty Schottenheimer

and QB Steve Bono will self-destruct

again when they do.

San Diego, having gotten rid of the dis-

ruptive influences of RB Natrone Means

and DE Leslie O'Neal, could make some

noise again. They're lead by two of the

best guys in the business in the Bobbies

— coach Ross and GM Beathcard, with

Stan Humphries and Junior Seau provid-

ing on the field leadership.

After these two teams. Chris Warren
should help lead Seattle to a

respectable place in the division, but

unless QB Rick Mirer can step it up in

his fourth season, the team won't be

playing in the post-season. A
not-so-spectacular defense will also

probably cost them a few games.

Denver will once again try to ride an

aging |ohn Elway, this year combined

with last year's rookie sensation Terrell

Davis, into the playoffs. And once
again, a weak defense will keep them

out of it. The Los Angeles. . . excuse me,

Oakland... Raiders should do fine...

until Hoss gets hurt again. Oh wait,

that already happened.

The Central is another of the weaker

divisions in football, though nowhere

near as bad as the NFC East.

Pittsburgh's effort to repeat as champs

took an eerily familiar turn last week,

when defensive stalwart Greg Lloyd

was lost for the season. Last year, they

overcame the loss of all-pro CB Rod
Woodson, but can they do it again? To
make matters worse, the loss of Neil

O'Donncll has caused a full-blown

quarterback controversy, with Mike
Tomczak already replacing last week's

starter, |im Miller.
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One calculator to handle algebra

through calculus. Another lor finance.

And a computer program to perform

statistical computations. Whoa'
Wouldn't it be extraordinary if one

calculator could handle so many diverse

needs, and still be easy to use? Well,

now one does just that. Presenting the

TI-83 Graphing Calculator. START

The reuolutionary TI-83 handler* tost PO'fG

of fuoctions for a variety of college THINGS

/ subjects, fled if you're familiar with the

popular TI-82, picking up the TI-83 will

be a snap. The new TI-83. In a multi-

function world, there simply is no equal.

Check it OLVt >f your campus bookstore

or favorite retailer where Tl calculators

are sold.

1 Texas
Instruments
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The biggest threat to the Steelers is

probably the Cincinatti Bengals. QB
|cfT Blake can beat defenses deep to

receivers Carl Pickens and Darnay
Scott, and Ki-Jana Carter should be

recovered from the ACL tear that cost

him his rookie season. If not, the

Bengals signed former Arizona RB
Garrison Hearst as a nice insurance

policy. The big question is whether

Dave Shula can create a defense. If he

follows in his father's footsteps in that

area, look for him to follow in his

father's footsteps into unemployment
at the end of the year.

Houston has a very strong defense

and an improving offense, but isn't

likely to challenge this year. Look for

them as spoilers though, especially

towards the end of the year when they

unveil Steve McNair.

It's hard to guess how the Baltimore

Ravens will do. This isn't that far from

the team that went 1 1-5 and knocked

the red-hot Patriots from the playoffs

two years ago as the Cleveland Browns.

Then again, they're not that far from

the team that was horrible last year,

though they can't really be blamed for

that. New coach Ted Marchibroda.

who was one play from the Super Bowl

last year, should have Baltimore in

every game, though the playoffs aren't

likely this year.

(acksonville should better last year's

record, as they benefit from being in a

weak conference.

The second most competitive divi-

sion on the NFL is the Patriots' own
AFC East. Look for the Buffalo Bills to

vie again for the division champi-

onship. Thurman Thomas and Jim

Kelly arc another year older, but with

Quinn Early and Eric Moulds making

the move up north, they should have

plenty of offensive punch. The defense

will be strong again with Spielman

helping out all-pro Bruce Smith and

NFL Defensive Player of the Year
Bryce Paup.

As far as the Patriots go. pre-season

seems to have answered the riddle

"what happeas when you subtract Bob
Trott and Myron Guyton and add Bill

Bclichick and Willie Clay?" The
answer: A solid secondary, which is

vastly different from last year. In fact, if

pre-season is any indication the

Patriots' defense — despite not having

the last year's leading tackier. Vincent

Brown — could be very good. The
offense should get going behind last

year's offensive rookie of the year.

Curtis Martin, though the big question

remains whether Drew Bledsoe, with

the help of QB coach Chris Palmer,

can return to pro-bowl form. However,

a disappointing first game against

Miami showed the difference between

pre- and regular season, and New

England needs to make sure they come

to play every day if they want to win.

The Colts are a bit of an enigma.

After coming one play from the Super

Bowl, they let head coach Marchibroda

leave, and replaced him with offensive

coordinator Lindy Infante, who was

last seen as a head coach in Green Bay.

They had, and should continue to have,

a solid defense, but does anyone really

expect |im Harbaugh to have a repeat

of last season?

The lets already had a good defense,

and they decided to get an offense this

season by adding a new coordinator

(Ron Erhardt). a new quarterback

(O'Donnell). new wide receivers (Jeff

Graham, Keyshawn Johnson, and Alex

Van Dyke) and a new offensive line

(lumbo Elliott and David Williams)

They did make a mistake by taking Van

Dyke instead of Lecland McElroy in

the second round of the draft, — a sus-

pect running game (as well as poor

coaching by Rich Kotite) will keep

them from contending.

Last is the |immy Johnson-led

Dolphins, who despite many prognosti-

cations are not Super Bowl material.

Their defense, which certainly didn't

impress anyone last year, lost three of

I heir iop players to free agency (Troy

Vincent. Bryan Cox and Marco
Coleman). Their offense still has Dan

Marino but does he have anyone to

throw to? O.J. McDuffic can do the

job. but he's going to get a lot of atten-

tion with Fred Barnctt. who was

brought in to replace Irving Fryar, out

for the season. Johnson also needs to

convince the team that they can run the

ball, despite the temptation to fall back

on Marino whenever things get bleak,

which they certainly will.

So, barring injury, the playoffs in the

NFC should consist of San Francisco.

Tampa Bay. Detroit. Green Bay. Dallas

and Philadelphia, with the Pack playing

the 49ers for a trip to the Super Bowl.

In the AFC, Kansas City. San Diego,

Pittsburgh. Cincinatti, New England

and Buffalo, with the Bills and the

Chiefs looking to be the team to break

the NFC Super Bowl dominance.

Jacob W. Michaels is a Collegian

columnist.

COMPUTER
Tri-State Fairs: 3

Original Area Shows

since 1987

Buy at wholesale prices directly at the show from nearly

50 independent competing companies under one roof.

From full systems to shareware, ifs ail here

MULLINS
Located on the campus of UMass.

Rte 9 onto Rte 116N at Staples

taking first exit, turn right

This is a discount ticket. General

admission is $7.00 each. Clip or

photocopy this ad and save $2.00 ea

Our dealers feature the IBM/PC

marketplace. Join us four times a year.

Kids under 10 free with parentEOT 14

10AM-3:30PM
ONE MONTH FREE INTERNET AT THIS SHOW FROM TIAC

Don't over

sleep, one day

show only!

WORKSTUDY &
NONWORKSTUDY JOBS

After School Child Care Worker

' Arts Management/Theater

Building Supervisors

Clerical Assistants (workstudy only)

Volleyball Officials/Supervisor

• Water Safety Instructors

• Youth Basketball Officials/Supervisors

• Adult Basketball Supervisor & Scorekeepers

• Pee-Wee Tennis Instructor

Application Deadline: September 15, 1995

Apply at:

Human Resources Dept.

Town of Amherst

70 Boltwood Walk

Bangs Community Center

Amherst, MA 01002

TOWN OF AMHERST
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Myers
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"I'm excited, because coming into

the season you have to be," Myers
said. "I think my last two years I did

not really look at this ever ending, but

now 1 see that ending. 1 have played

all my life, and so it is now or never.

"You have to go out and give it all

you can now, because I do not want to

sit down at the end of the season and

be like 'we could have.' I want to say

'we did.'"

For Rudy, he has noticed her
increased training energy, which for

the team is key to game-time work
ethic.

"We feel good about her, and she

has come in a little bit lighter, a little

quicker," Rudy said. "With our pre-

season training, Myers has been a fac-

tor in all of it. Slide tackles, getting up
and chasing, organizing people at a

more intense level than she did in

prior years."

"She makes an impact in every

game she plays," added Rudy.
"Whether it is on corner kicks, runs

from behind or 50-yard serves. She
draws people like a magnet, and then

that opens other people up."

A long time ago...

Soccer has been Myers' life. One of

the earliest memories she has concern-

ing this particular choice of athletic

endeavor was at the tender age of 6

years old. Fooled by an offer to play

soccer at a next door neighbor's party,

the next thing she knew, she was
signed up on a team. Myers thought it

would be the backyard game they

were going to play, but the next day

she started her soccer life.

From day one her family has been

there for her, especially her bigger

brother Brian, and she still tries to

hold on to her child-like regard of the

game.

"My family was always there to sup-

port me, and they would come to my
games," Myers said. "It is still a lot of

fun, but 1 just remember when you

were playing when you were little.

You don't care, and you all just run

around in clumps. I think my parents

wanted me out of the house a little bit,

too.

"The main thing for me this year is

for everyone to have fun out there. I

do not want [my teammates] to think

of it as a job."

The development of the Marietta,

Ga., native continued through her
teenage years, as she was a member of

the Tophatters Soccer Club that cap-

tured the State Club Championship in

two consecutive years (1991-92). On
that team, her friendship with UMass
teammate junior keeper Danielle Dion
began, creating a bond that stands to

this day.

With her arrival in 1993. the start

of her freshman season was hectic in

more ways than one. With any incom-
ing college student, the transition to

university life can be hard. But Myers
was in one of the luckiest positions of

all, as teammates like Paula Wilkins

and Briana Scurry made sure she felt

welcome in her new home.
The team concept is the main

emphasis for a Rudy-led team, and
that, along with the tradition of this

program, was one of the things that

led Myers to make UMass her choice.

"When 1 came in as a freshman, the

seniors and the upperclassmen made it

that much easier," Myers said. "The
level of play was definitely higher, but

it helps a lot when your upperclass-

men give you that support, let you in

and show you the ropes.

"They made you feel at home, they

knew you were going to be homesick
and have a rough time."

The circle is complete...

Do not mention it to anyone
involved with the team, but three

years later, the list of Myers' achieve-

ments does nothing but impress: in

1993, Atlantic-10 Rookie of the Year,

and honorable mention All-America

selection; in 1994, MVP of the A-10
Tournament, and A-10 First Team
and Soccer News All-America selec-

tion; in 1995, A-10 First Team selec-

tion, and moved close to the top in

four of the all-time UMass statistical

categories (points-4th. goals-6th,

assists-4th, and shots taken-6th).

Without a little help from her
friends, all of these accomplishments

fall by the wayside. Most of her fellow

seniors are her fellow midfielders, and

through these last four years she has

been consistently teamed up in the

middle with the likes of Julie Magid,

Amy Powell and Sandy Shimogaki.

HMMA KANSANtN/COUlGIAN

UMass women's soccer player Rebecca Myers sits atop Mt. Skinner after

a recent workout.

They all know her the best, and have

helped her become one of the best in

UMass women's soccer history.

"Rebecca's great to watch, because

she is so offense- oriented, but she

will get back on defense when she

needs to," Powell said. "It has been a

real blessing to play with people like

Rebecca, Julie and Sandy. We all give

a different aspect to the game."

"She and I have been in the center

since our freshman year, so we have a

good bond in there, and we know
each other well," Magid said. "Its an

understanding between us. Whoever
goes up, the other stays back, and vice

versa. So, it's worked out well, and we
play really well with each other."

The leadership of those upperclass-

men for Myers has had its positive

effect, as she believes that kind of

presence will be the key to success for

the team this season. With all of the

accolades that she has received, her

focus is not on the all-time scoring

lists, etc., it is now on the current

group of underclassmen.
"1 think we need to take each game

as it comes, and not look over any-

one," Myers said. "The overall goal in

the back of everyone's head is the

NCAA's, but it needs to stay back

there.

"I do not want to sell anyone short,

because all of the seniors have been to

the Final Four, and we know what it

feels like. I want to give that to the

underclassmen, more than anything in

the world... it is the best thing ever"

she said.

The circle is almost complete, and it

is now for Myers" place on the top of

the Pioneer Valley to be reserved. She

has seen the view from the Valley

floor, but she has not seen her athletic

peak yet, and wants to reserve that

view from the top for a later time in

the season.

"Hopefully, I haven't reached my
peak yet," Myers said. "1 hope 1 will in

three or four months, but until then, I

really hope I haven't."
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could play, and it was not as smooth
as we have played."

Opening game jitters, a large

debut crowd, a rare night game,
slick playing conditions, any excuse

could be used, but the fact is that

Fairfield did not have a chance in

this contest anyway. The win was no
surprise, but the surprise for the

Minutewomen was senior tri-cap-

tain Rebecca Myers debut at central

forward, due to the loss for the sea-

son of the preseason favorite at that

position in junior Samantha Frank.

UMass took the offensive initia-

tive from the start, scoring a goal

just 5:11 into the match. Senior
Tina Lightning capitalized on a

beautiful service from fellow senior

midfielder Sandy Shimogaki to give

the team an early 1-0 advantage.
Lightning caught Fairfield keeper
Christen Veach a little too far out of

position, and chipped the ball right

over her head.

The offense was all UMass for the

first two-thirds of the half, but
began to look a little flat as time
wore on. The Minutewomen were
unable to capitalize on scoring
opportunities by both Myers and
senior midfielder Amy Powell, while

Lightning left another scoring
chance in the bottle midway through

the half, as she was back tackled on
a breakaway by Fairfield's Jennifer

Mitchell.

Myers' offensive influence was felt

in the front, as Fairfield's defense

was consistently marking her. But

the real defense on the field was the

one comprised of junior Erica

Iverson, sophomore Amanda
Thompson, senior Erin Lynch and

freshman Robin Smith. Smith made
her collegiate debut, while Iverson

was literally on the ball with tough,

physical defending throughout the

match.

UMass' team defense in this open-

er was not unnoticed by Rudy, as

they severely limited the impact of

last season's leading scorer for

Fairfield, junior midfielder Kelly

Hurley and he saw them as the

strength in this win.

"To me, the defenders organized

really well," Rudy said. "We got

caught on a few counters, but you

are going to do that when you domi-

nate a game that much.
"I felt they knocked the ball

around the back very well, reduced

the other team's chances and with

the exception of a few times in the

box, I felt really good about them."

The second half was more of the

same for the Minutewomen, as they

mostly kept the ball in Fairfield's

half of the pitch, while midway
through falling a little flat again.

It was all over when Erin Lynch was
dragged down in the goal box. and
converted on the ensuing penalty

kick.

With 25 seconds to play, Fairfield

made the score a little more appetiz-

ing for themselves at 2-1. However,
it was an own goal, as the defensive

scramble in front of junior Danielle

Dion's net left Fairfield's Ann
Rosdick ricocheted shot as the final

score of the match.

"I think that own goal was a good
product of our defenders trying to

get back," Rudy said. "One out of

10 that will happen... I'm not wor-

ried about that goal."

THE CROSSROADS

MDA is where help and hope

meet for people

with neuromuscular diseases.

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717
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MORE MACHINES BETTER AEROBICSH
Stairmasters • Treadmis • IJecyctes

NorrJc Track • Keiser • Nautilus

Tecttx • Olympic Free Weights

HVlm • Reebok Bench Step

Boxerdse • Yoga • Areas Largest

Aerobics Space • Suspended Wood Floor

"Big enough to own the beat equipment, but small
enough to know your name

AMHERST*^10 « e&
GRE Computer Countdown

Co**""**
Te*

Phobic*

Only a few more chances
to take the GRE on Paper.

Hurry'

Classes »'«

fitting
to*'-

Call today to enroll.

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST

www.teaplan.com
E-m«i: OR E lupun com Aimrte*MM l»»»ort •Upun"

L.B.G.A.
(Lesbian, Bi-Sexual, Gay, Alliance)

Weekly info socials every Tues. 7pm
Campus Center Rm. 803

Sponsored by: for more info

call 545-0154 or

stop by our

Student Union

office

Look in the
weeks ahead

for the
L.B.G.A.'s first

dance at the
Grotto.

Mon. Sept. 23rd
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WMUA Sports

NoWMUA, the campus radio station of UMass, is looking for new talent,

experience is necessary.

There will be an informational meeting of the WMUA Sports Staff, tonight

at 7 p.m. Anyone interested is encouraged to attend.

If you have any questions call WMUA Sports Directors Mike Reiss or Pat

Sheeran at 545-2876.

Interested in

Intramurals?

Entries are being
taken now for soccer,

flag football, co-ed
softball, ice hockey,
field hockey, water
polo, ultimate Frisbee,

and more. Call 215
Boyden at 545-0022,
or stop by for info.

Officials are also

needed for intramurals.

Flag football, soccer,

ice hockey, softball,

and others need offi-

cials. The positions are

paid! Call 215 Boyden
at 545-0022, or stop

by for info.

We Want Writers!

Are you interested in writing sports???

If you are, come down to the Collegian offices Monday night, Sept. 9. There will

be an informational meeting for all new writers at 5:30 p.m.
There will be a meeting for current sports staff members Monday Sept. 9 at 6

p.m.

Anyone is welcome, no experience is necessary.

If you have any questions, concerns, or comments call co~ sports editors Casey

Kane or Chris Stamm at 545-071 9.
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Clockwise from above: UMass men's soccer player Dave Siljanovski; women's tennis player Liz Durant; cross

country standout Rebecca Donaghue; UMass tailback frank Alesskx

Siljanovski photo Collegian file, all others courtesy Media Relations.

Join Men's Crew

The UMass men's
crew wants new row-
ers. No expedience is

necessary, and every-

one is welcome.
There will be an

informational meeting
Monday, Sept. 9 at 7
p.m. in Campus Center
Rm. 101.

Contact head coach
Stew Stokes at
545-0487 if you have
any questions.

MERGE
When we all work together,
great things can happen.

H
Stairmaster 4400 PT

REISER

NAUTILUS

FREE-WEIGHTS

STAIRMASTERS

LIFE CYCLES

LIFE ROWER

BIOCYCLES

CYBEXUBE

NORDIC TRACK

TREADMILLS
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Sta«masters • 1 readmis • Uecyctes

Nor* Track • Ketser • Nautilus

Tectrix • Olympic Free Weights

Hiljow • Reebok Berth Step

Boxeroise • Yoga • Area's Largest

Aerobics Space • Suspended Wood Floor

"Big enough to own the beat equipment, but small
enough to know your name"

AMHERST aTlluebt,c
460 SO.
WEST AMHERST
ST 256-008O

AMHERST
ATHLETIC
CLUB

460
West

South
Amherst
256-0080

The

Boltwood
Project

Recruitment Nights
Attend Only One

Monday. September 9 or

Tuesday. September 10 or

Wednesday. September 1

1

6:30-8:30 pm in the Campus Center Auditorium

Recruiting t Diversity and Five College Students

Interested In earning up to two credlUs

while providing community service to the Amherst area

For More Information call 545-6753
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Women's Crew
The Massachusetts women's crew is looking for motivated people interested in rowing. Rowers and coxwains are needed No

experience is necessary.

There will be an informational meeting Thursday, Sept. 12 at 7 p.m. in Mahar Auditorium
For more info call 545-9441 or stop by 230 Boyden.

Tryouts
The Massachusetts field hockey team will

hold tryouts Friday, Sept. 6. The tryouts
will start at 2:30 p.m. at Boyden. Call
545-4092 for more information.

last chance
to prepare for

the October test

Far left: Melanie
Core of the
UMass field hock-
ey team; above
left: the UMass
women's crew;
below left: UMass
women's soccer
player Rebecca
Myers.

All photon cour-
tesy UMass Media
Relations.

la* cu» b««*n» on: September 8th! !

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST

'LSAT is « fcgmarM tradamartt c* Uw Swvkm

KAPLAN

,GKPML
The Global Leader*

W
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Your oneofa-kind source for everything you'll need to know.
Watch tor our In Sites at www.kpmgcampus.com

^ LIQUORS n
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-544l~

v
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featuring, "Bud Dry" bots
$9.49<ase

Sam Adams "laaer"
$16w <sebots.

"The 6/PK. Bonanza"!
Horpoon - Alt, Ale, Pilsner, Snakebite, & "I.P.A."!

Petes • Nine different flavors including; "Octoberfesf' l

Catamount - Porter, Wheat, Amber, Gold, & "OetoberfesH

Sams long Shots - Pole Ale, Blk. lager, & "Hazelnut Brown" !

Brewery Hill • Raspberry, Cherry, Honey, Blk & ton, & "Pale" !

•5 &**

All Beers Pius Deposit QI'fcN 9.00AM 1 1 :00PM VISA/MAS I FRCARP 'Delivery Available-
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field hockey
continued from page 24

score from it, and that's one plus."

"The umpire just waited too long to make the call." Hixon said.

The Minutewomen were 0-for-5 on penalty corners, while (he Demon
Deacons were 0-for-3. Rose made six saves for UMass and Mumford
stopped eight shots for Wake Forest.

"It was a great start for us this year coming off of last year's disap-

pointing season," Rothenberger said. "We came out. we were confident.

We followed the game plan to a tee."

"We still have a lot to do, but I'm very pleased we won the game,"
Hixon said. "It's really important wc won the game, I think it's really

important for our own confidence.

"Our defense played really well and that's important." she said.

The Minutewomen return to action on Saturday, when they travel to

face New Hampshire.

)unior Courtney MacLean was named Atlantic 10 Player of the

Week following her two-goal performance in last Saturday's 4-1

field hockey win over Wake Forest.

football
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continued from page 24

whole team has a strict focus and
that's to work hard and get things
going."

Alessio, along with sophomore
sensation Matt Jordan, will look to
keep up the always impressive
UMass ground game. Entering this

weekend's game the Minutemen
have a streak of 35 consecutive
games where they have rushed for at

least 100 rushing yards as a team.
The Minutemen are returning

with 16 of 22 starters and 51 total

letter winners that will be looking to

improve on the 6- 5 mark left a year

ago. Five of the 16 returning are
from the offensive line which
accounted for the primary reason
why UMass had the top rushing
offense in the entire nation in Div.

I-AA last season.

Villanova comes off a dismal 3-8
season from a year ago, but does
hold a 7-6 all-time series lead over
the Minutemen. Once a regular
opponent, this time it'll be four
years since the Minutemen have

faced the Wildcats.

"I really don't know much about

them," Hodges said. "Right now
we're trying to take care of UMass.

Their offensive coordinator is new,

and we're expecting a completely

different offense than we've seen out

of Villanova in the past."

Speaking of a completely different

offense, the Minutemen are hoping

that their scheme will be a little dif-

ferent this year as well. In a season

last year where passing was as rare

as a kickoff returned for a touch-

down, the Minutemen have named
junior Anthony Catterton as their

starting quarterback with the hopes
of reinstating a solid passing attack.

"There's so much enthusiasm."
Catterton said. "The guys are really

ready to play. The guys in front of

me are great and 1 couldn't ask for

anything better. They're an amazing
group and a bunch of hardworking
guys.

Catterton will have three solid

tight ends, and two strong wide

receivers in senior Darryl Thomas,
and sophomore Doug Clarke to do
the duties of hauling in passes.

Last season the Minutemen aver-

aged only 44 yards passing a game,
483 yards for the year, and only two
passing touchdowns to six intercep-
tions. Catterton will be hoping to

change those numbers dramatically.

The Minutemen will see five new
faces on the sidelines this season as

they have brought in five new coach-
es to help Hodges and the
Minutemen. Rich Rachel, from
Rutgers, joins the team as sec-
ondary/special teams coach. Ben
Albert, former Minuteman defensive

lineman, is now the defensive tackle

coach. Stanley Clayton, from Penn
State, will coach the offensive line.

Bob Colbert, offensive coordinator
from lames Madison with NFL
coaching experience, will be quarter-

backs coach, and Brian Crist, from
Virginia Tech, assumes the duties of

wide receiver/tight ends coach.

The defense for the Minutemen

shapes up very well at the linebacker

positions where all-America candi-

date )ustin Reimer reins, with 155

tackles to lead the conference last

year, including 95 solo tackles and 8

sacks. Another punishing linebacker

coming off a strong redshirt fresh-

man season is Khari Samuel. He led

the team in forced fumbles with five

and ranked second in tackles with

94. Mike Dawson begins the year as

well in the middle linebacker posi-

tion.

The defensive line will need to

play tough as well as the secondary

which loses three of its four starters

including standout Breon Parker.

Senior cornerback and co-captain

Kory Blackwell will be relied on
heavily to defend the opponents top

receiver. He will also assume the

kickoff return duties left by Parker.

"Enthusiasm is definitely a big

key," Alessio said. "You got to work

hard, you got to be enthusiastic, and

if we keep working hard, we're
going to be ready to play."

Lovell
continued from page 24

of his ability to carry the puck, in terms of his ability to

take face offs and his ability to see the open man. Those
are all going to be able to help us. especially his ability

to handle the puck on the power play."

Lovell's transfer occurred shortly after the NCAA
levied heavy sanctions against Maine this past summer,
its hockey program in particular. Although 1 1 sports,

ranging from cross country to football were hurt, none
were hit harder than coach Shawn Walsh's squad,
which received four years probation and scholarship
reductions in addition to television and NCAA tourna
ment bans for the upcoming season.

The Black Bears have been ranked No. 1 for parts of
three of the past four seasons, and Lovell will bring a

wealth of experience that the UMass hockey team, in its

infancy, hasn't had an opportunity to enjoy just yet.

"[I'll bring] a lot of experience," the former Junior
Bruin standout said. "I've been there. I've played in the

national championship game and I've been in Hockey
East playoff games. I've done all that stuff, with Maine,
the top team in the country for three years in a row."
Due to NCAA transfer regulations, Lovell has the

option of either playing from the conclusion of the fall

semester through Christmas 1997. or sitting out the

entire season, and playing all of next year. Both Lovell

and Mallen said that a decision will be made in

December, although at the moment it appears that

Lovell will don the maroon and white at RPI's Houston
«Field House on December 27.

When Maine played in the RPI Invitational in 1994,
Lovell won the tournament's MVP award, netting a hat

trick against Miami of Ohio, and scoring a pair of goals

with three assists against the host Engineers in the title

game.

The addition of Lovell will boost the Minutemen.

10-19-6 a year ago, as they aim to finish above .500
this season, and advance to the Hockey East semifinals

in March at the FleetCenter. Lovell will help thrust the

program further into the limelight both on and off cam-
pus.

The transfer sparked a good amount of reaction in

Maine, where the Black Bears serve as the state's single

most followed sports entity, in a scaled down version of
Nebraska's obsession with the Cornhuskers on the grid-

iron.

The folks in the Valley will likely take notice too.

UMass already ranks amongst the league leaders in

attendance, and Lovell's presence will likely boost the

program's popularity, as fans take notice of the Mullins
Center's "other" tenants.

"I'm excited," junior finance major Mark Lestuk.
UMass hockey's superfan said. "Hopefully Lovell will

make a big contribution, and get us a .500 season,
maybe even a four- seed [in the Hockey East playoffs]

and a trip to Boston."
• * •

Lovell is not alone in leaving the Black Bears' den.
Sophomore defenseman Brett Clark is taking his

booming slapshot north of the border, and is listed on
the roster for the Montreal Canadiens rookie camp
which opens next week. If that falls through, the

Hockey East All-Rookie team selection will press his

luck playing |unior A with Brandon.
The Bangor Daily News reported yesterday that All-

American goaltender Blair Allison and All-Hockey East

defenseman )eff Tory are leaving to try out for the

Canadian national team.

Brad Mahoney has transferred to Northeastern and
will add some muscle to new coach Bruce Crowder's
squad.

Want to write

sports?

There will be an
informational meeting
for new sports writers

at 5:30 p.m. on
Monday in the
Collegian offices.

Anyone and everyone
interested in writing

sports is welcome.
There will be a meet-

ing for all current
sports staff members
Monday at 6 p.m. at

the Collegian.

If you have any ques-

tions, call co-sports
editors Chris or Casey
at 545-071 9.

UMass
Division of Continuing Education

Academics and More ! !

!

• Over 100 undergrad courses— in the evening!

• More than 100 noncredit workshops—
affordable, fun, practical, including

Bartending, Fund Raising Certificate Program,

Past Life Regression, Jitterbug, ESL, EMT Training,

Private Pilot Ground School, and MAGIC!

Call for a free course catalog -

(413) 545-0107 or contined@admin.nmass.edii

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts Amherst

providing access to adult, nontraditioial

education for over 25 years

RUSSELL'S
»* LIQUORS o

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring, "Bud Dry" bots
$9.49<ase

Sam Adams "Laaer"
$
1 6" (se bots.

"The 6/PK. Bonanza"!
Harpoon - Alt, Ale, Pilsner, Snakebite, & "I.P.A." !

Petes - Nine different flavors including; "Octoberfest" !

Cotomount - Porter, Wheat, Amber, Gold, & "October-Test" !

Sams Long Shots - Pale Ale, Blk. Lager, & "Hazelnut Brown" !

Brewery Hill - Raspberry, Cherry, Honey, Blk & Tan, & "Pale" !

Mix/Match "two" 6/Pks . .

.

$

All Beers Plus Deposit open 9.00AM - 1 1 :00PM vrSA/MASTERCARD •Delivery Available-

liritfiatis
I

Specialty Beverage Center |

Microbrews

|riarpoon ifA 12 pack Bottles $8,991

llesex Brewing Co. $4.99/six|

Oatmeal Stout Brown Ale, (^soberry Wheat I

|New Amsterdam $4.99/sixl

Amber, Black 5 jaaALe, Blonde, ipA

|Longsbot $4.99/sixl

fale Ale, Black Lager, hazelnut Brown

li/2 keg Sam Adams Boston Ale $75,001

1 Liquor Specials

Southern Comfort $7.99

1

750ml

Stoliclinaya Vodb

750ml

$11.99

kahlua 7so ml

Bacardi Limon

$12.99

$12.99

750 ml

jack Daniels

750ml

$12.99

/

Over 30

Microbrews

j|H^.

Micro-Brewed Beer Kegs in Stock
Wine Coolers • Ice • Mixers • MiniKects • Beer Glasses

FULL REDEMPTION CENTER
Rt. 9 East College Street • 253-5384

one mile east of Amherst Center on Rt. 9E
VISA - MASTERCARD - DISCOVER Accepted

Attention Grad Students:,

Take 10% off Regularly,

Priced Fine Wines

/M^s-

Fafl Bike Sale

Trcsmolo
Switchback
Sycamore
HllLTOPPCft
AtTA SX

MONGOOSE
£2*0.95

$369.95
$419.95
$734.95

IBOC O-GSX $999.95

$259.95
$289.95
$349.95
$389.95
$599.95
$899.95

Hahanna
Fine Mountain
Lava Dome
CinochCone
KlLAUCA
AA
Expuosir
Kuua

$469 95
$529.95
$629.95
$849.95
$1049.95
$124995
$1699.95
$1949.96

$349.95
$40995
$539.95
$625.95
$874.95
$1074.95
$1449.95
$1649.95

E3 Bicycle Vvbrid
I.' W..I. \ I .,'

104 PMferal Street • 774370!
Amkrrt • «53-77Sa i AS South PteaMot St. (rear)

Ourn«wloe»tkw«WofthMB|toa • 32 Maexmie 2k. • M##100

Serving the Vcvlley's Cyclist for Over 25 Years
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Volleyball goes unbeaten on the road
By Steven Grant

Collegian Staff

At this rate, the Massachusetts vol-

leyball team will finish the season

undefeated en route to bringing home
its first NCAA championship.

But, of course, that fact amounts to

nothing, and right now the

Minutewomen are just happy to be
4-0 after hosting the Reebok/UMass
Invitational to open their season.

Since they are a team short in the

depth department, and relatively

inexperienced with two starting

freshmen, just playing together
against competition is considered a

positive. A winning record is gravy.

And what's more, not only has
UMass not lost a match, it hasn't lost

a game. That's right, over the week-

end, they beat up on Tulane,
Southwest Texas State, Providence
and Middle Tennessee State, all 3-0.

And there arc other highlights. For
starters, junior Lesley Nolan was
named this year's first WHMP
Athlete of the Week yesterday. The
outside hitter was the tournament
MVP after leading UMass with 55
kills and 46 digs, while hitting .323
for the tournament (season).

Also, senior Dionne Nash became
the first Minutewoman in school his-

tory to reach the 1,000 career dig

plateau in the opener against the

Green Wave.
Without question, coach Bonnie

Kenny was happy with those individ-

ual achievements, as well as pleasant-

ly surprised about the collective

effort of her squad.

"I thought [the tournamentl would
be a bit more challenging, actually,"

she said. "I certainly didn't think

we'd be 3-0 in all four matches. Bui

we played very, very hard. The two
freshmen played great. 1 knew that

COUKUSY Mf DC* KiLATIONS

Sophomore Michelle Paciorek and the UMass women's volleyball team
cruised to victory last weekend in the UMass Invitational without dropping

a game.

the team who served well, passed and
played defense would do well this

past weekend, and I felt comfortable

in the way we did those three things."

Against Tulane, where the

Minutewomen won, 15-7, 15-5,
15-8, freshman Kari Hogancamp
played impressively. The setter/out-

side hitter registered a whopping 22
digs to lead the team in her first col-

legiate match. Nash, meanwhile,
totalled 15 kills and 16 digs. Nolan
also gave a strong effort, with 14 kills

and 10 digs.

UMass defeated SW Texas State,

15-4, 15-1. 15-7. Here, Nolan had a

team-high 15 kills to go along with

eight digs. Freshman middle blocker

(ill Meyers played solidly in her sec-

ond straight game, while Hogancamp
picked up another 12 digs in the

match.

The Friars were UMass' next vic-

tim, going down 15-3, 15-11, 15-9.

Nolan was outstanding, leading both

teams in kills and digs, with 1 3 and
18, respectively. Nash garnered 11

kills, while sophomore setter Katie

Pearce remained consistent with 38
digs.

"Katie really did a great job this

weekend," said Kenny. "She played
very well defensively, as well as
offensively. She was very creative out

there for us."

Finally, UMass beat Middle
Tennessee State, 15-7, 15-0, 15-9.

While MTS relied on Deb Anderson
(15 kills, 10 digs) for almost all of

their offense, Nash (13). Nolan (11)

and Meyers ( 1 1 ) all reached the dou-
ble-digit mark in kills. Meyers
improved or stayed the same in every

match in number of kills, peaking in

this one. Pearce managed 1 3 digs to

lead the Minutewomen, while
Hogancamp followed with 1 1 and
Nolan 10.

So with their stellar start, has
Kenny's expectations suddenly shot

up? Is she making plans for

Cleveland in December?
"No, I don't think that would be

fair," she said. "We have to keep
things in perspective. It's so early.

We've got a lot to work on, and have

got quite a ways to go."

So sure, at this rate they will be the

NCAA champions. But that holds

about as much weight as other facts.

For example, not only is her record

flawless on the road and in the con-

ference, they are also tied for first

with the best winning percentage in

the nation. That sure does sound
nice, doesn't it?

DIMON WWANS ADAM SANDLER
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Spring season a success for crew,

Dietz & Co. look for same in '97

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

Would you believe that there-

was a time when a Massachusetts

athletic team which won last

year's Atlantic 10 Championship
needed to raise money just to

compete?
Gone are the days when the

Massachusetts women's crew
spent as much time raising money
for equipment as they did on the

water. Since the UMass program
was elevated to varsity status two
years ago, coach |im Dietz has
transformed what was once a club

sport into one of the leading
squads in the nation.

Financial developments aside,

Dietz and company have excelled

in a sport traditionally dominated
by private schools. While UMass'
Ivy League opponents have the

luxury of drawing from a pool of

students, many of whom have
rowed in high school, the
Minutewomen still rely on
on-campus recruiting. Has this

effected the program? Let last

season's record speak for itself.

'96 In Review...

Last season, UMass boasted
regular season wins over Boston
University, Northeastern,
Columbia, Villanova, Navy and
the Univeristy of New Hampshire.
On the heels of a successful regu-

lar season, the Minutewomen
found themselves entering the

first ever A- 10 Championship in

Philadelphia with the first place

seed in nearly every event.

In varsity eight competition,
UMass brought home the gold,

topping Temple, George
Washington, and St. Joseph's in

the final heat.

In novice competition, three
boats continued the
Minutewomen's successful streak.

The first novice eight, racing in

the junior varsity race disguised

as the UMass lightweight varsity

edged out St. loseph's for the first

place spot.

"This crew has the fight which I

hope all UMass teams will

become noted for," Dietz said.

"Week after week, we saw this

crew come from behind beating

much larger crews as they clawed
their way to victory."

The second novice eight, took
second to George Washington
while the third novice boat
brought home the gold.

At the end of the A 10
Championships, the overall point

trophy was awarded to UMass. At

the end of conference competi-
tion, the Minutewomen brought
the Commissioner's Cup back to

Amherst for the second straight

year after racking up the most
points in the A-IO.

Later in the season, UMass met
with mixed results in Sprints,
entering competition with a num-
ber five seed. However, rough
weather put a damper on race

day.

"With cold overcast skies and a

25 to 30 mile per hour quartering

headwind, the varsity came
i

to sinking each time out and tin

ished a disappointing fourth,'
Dietz said.

The junior varsity squad, com
peting in the varsity lightweights,

however, brought UMass its lirst

gold medal in the Sprints

In the IRA Regatta held in

Camden, N.).. the varsity eight

brought home the silver, taking

second to undefeated Sprints
champion Brown. The story of the

day was the lightweight boat rac-

ing in the junior varsiiv went tak

ing first place.

The season concluded with |

fifth place national ranking pel

formance in the final Cincinnati

Regatta, which will he replaced
with the first ever Nl A A
Championship.

"Going varsity was the beat

thing that could have happened lo

UMass rowing," said senior light

weight rower Amy Kenney li

allowed us to bring in the coachei
and equipment that could bring

us up to the next level."

This year, the Minutewomen
will boast a varsity lightweight

boat for the first time. In add!
tion. UMass hopes to build oil of

last year's successes with solid

on-campus recruiting.

"On-campus recruits are our
lifeline, the blood thai keepi
UMass crew going," Kenney -

r

Ee44 ' Sat * aaMBali

Jim D*et2

UMass Women's Crew
Fall 1995 Schedule

Oct. 6 Textile River Regatta

Oct 1 2 Head of the Housatonic
Oct. 1 3 Head of Connecticut
Oct. 20 Head of the Charles

Oct. 26 Head of the Schuylkill .

Oct. 26 Dartmouth Novice Regatta

Nov. 3 Yale Novice Regatta
Nov. 10 Foot of the Charles

OPENS FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 6
www mca com
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ANNOUNCEMENTS HELP WANTED
Want to start your own frater-

nity? Zeta Beta Tau is looking

tor men to recoloni/e our chap-

ter If interested call Bret Hrbek

at317 334 1898 ext. 214

Potior Sale: Fine Arts. Movie.

Animal. Rock. 3-D Most images

$6. $7.8, $8 SUB. Wed-Fri

9am- 4pm Benefits UMASS
radio WMUA 91.1 FM.

All University women invited

to attend Sigma Kapa Open
Rush. Thurs 9/5 5-7 pm. Sun.

9/8 6-8 pm. Tues. 9/10 5-7 pm.

Thurs. 9/1? 6-8 pm Please call

Beth for more info. 256-6887

Located 19 Allen St. (Behind

Hillel)

AUTO FOR SALE

MAZDA • 91 323 HATCH-
BACK; 79.000 mi.; very good

condition; sunroof, tune-up work

lustdone; $2900 0B0; Call 549-

728J5

93 MITSUBISHI MIRAGE 40

miles. $6500 or best offer. 367-

0384

EMPLOYMENT
NOW HIRING! COFFEE SHOP
AND HATCH Now have posi-

tions available working during

lunch Mon-Fn Come down and

see us or call 545-0016 or 545-

2597

PART TIME JOBS FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT. Earn $60-$80

per day working to prevent toxics

with MASSPIRG Flexible sched-

ule for students. Fun. casual

atmosphere. Call Alex at 256-

6434.

FOR RENT

Want the toughest job you'll

ever love?? People's- a stu-

dent-run business- is seeking

highly motivated undergraduate

work-study and non-work-study

students for long-term commit-

ment. Learn to co—manage a

small business, gam invaluable

leadership skills, and have a

blast! Applications available at

the Center for Student

Businesses. Student Union,

Room 406, or the Market. EOE

Counter/Kitchen Help 25

Hr/Week. Must be able to work

late nights and weekends. Apply

at DP Dough. Downtown
Amherst.

Spring Breakll Earn Cash!

Highest Commissions! Lowest

Prices! Travel free on only 13

sales! Free Info! Sunsplash 1-

800-426-7710

Now Hiring Experienced
Wait Staff Driver and Hostess;

Apply with-in only; Kai Chi

Restaurant

CAREGIVER WITH EARLY
CHILOHOOD Experience for

two and three year old. Monday.

Tuesday, or Friday 8-5. car

required, references required.

253-3237

Fridge Rentals

Delivery 253-9742.

Plus Free

FOR SALE

LAPTOP COMPUTER. IBM
701CS/486-75/8 RAM 540 MEG
HD/ with case and extras/

$1100/060 Please contact Josh

at 256-8966

BOOKCASES Unfinished pine

24-x36-x9" 3 shelves- $48.00

tax- 536-1944

Looking for a fun, responsible

companion with own trans-

portation for our 13 year old son.

Some afternoons and overnights

in our home in Leverett. Call

548-9057

PERSONAL CARE ATTEN-
DANT For evenings, overnights,

and wekends. For male quad.

$7.85 per hour. $15.70 for

overnight 6-0666.

RECEPTIONIST: MULLINS
CENTER. M-Th: 1:30-5:00 pm. F:

10:30am-5:00pm. telephone

experience required, some cleri-

cal. $5.25/hr. MULLINS CENTER

2nd floor to apply.

Immediate Openings! Tennis

shop sales help needed. Flexible

knowledge of racket sports

required. Call Jonathan. 585-

8854

HELP WANTED
PAINTERS NEEDED- Now hir-

ing painters for the greater

Amherst area. Hiring quick and

reliable painters Experience

preferred, but not required.

Starts at $7/hr.. plus bonuses.

Part-time or Full-time. Contact

Dan Wolman at Student

Painters, 1 -800-829-4777.

Cruise Ships Hiring- Earn up

to $20.000+/month. World

Travel. Seasonal and Full Time

positions No exp. necessary

For info, call 1-206-971-3550 Ext.

C50015

National Parks Hiring-

Positions are now available at

National Parks, Forest, and

Wildlife Preserves. Excellent

benefits and bonuses! Call 1-

206-971-3620. Ext.N50016

fropical Resorts Hiring-

Students needed! Entry level

and career positions available

worldwide. Call Resort

Employment Services. 206-971-

3600 ExtR50012

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
Over $6 Billion in public and pri-

vate sector. Grants and scholar-

ships are now available. All stu-

dents are eligible Let us help.

For more info, call 1-800-263-

6495Ext.F5O014

International Employment-
Earn up to $25-$45/hour teach

mg basic conversational english

m Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea.

No teaching background or Asian

Languages required. For info,

call 206-971 -3570 Ext. J5001
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INSTRUCTION

WWW.SUCESS.ORG Free

business education from

American Institute.

Entrepreneurship and Real Estate

Investment Courses. Retire rich

in ten years.

SERVICES

COMPUTER PROBLEMS?
Need an upgrade? In-house ser-

vice, call Scream Savers 549-

0083

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK 97 - SELL
TRIPS. EARN CASH AND GO
FREE. STS is hiring Campus
Reps/ Group Organizers to pro-

mote trips to Cancun, Jamaica.

and Florida. Call 800-648-4849

for information on joining

America's #1 Student Tour

Organization

YOUR AD
HERE!!!

545-3500

Rates
$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20tf per word/day

All others

40£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly. We
are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
Activities Miscellaneous

Announcements Motorcycles

Apartment For Rent Personals

Auto For Sale Room For Rent

Employment Room Wanted

Entertainment Roommate Wanted

For Sale Services

Found (2 days Free) Summer Sublet

Happy Birthday To Sublet

Houses For Rent Travel

Instruction Transportation

Lost Wanted to Rent

Musicians Wanted

Always Wanted one of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas
**% -fee b*«y«i/ur,. of

cck -H< o»He«y»n.

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

Ii»mmammp

Dilbert By Scott Adams
Dllberf By Scott Adams

WHY DO YOU COANT A
JOB AS OUR NETWORK
ADMINISTRATOR-
rAISTER DOGSERT?

Robotman By Jim Meddick

I DONT LIKE PEOPLE.

THIS IS A GOOD
OPPORTUNITY TO ANNOY
IDIOTS SUCH AS

YOURSELF FOR. rAY OWN
ENTERTAIN fAENT

WOW. YOU'RE

PERFECT.

CAN YOU
START
TOMORROW?

SURE, AS ^
FAR AS
YOU KNOW.]

ILL GIVE '

YOU /AY

PAGER
NUrABER

Robotman By Jim Meddick

50.000 EYS$ WILL SEE
YOUR AODM LACED IN THE

THE

(WOULD I LIE TO YOU?)

2.

Personals Policy
All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified employees

before payment and acceptance of the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first names and initials

are allowed. The only exceptions are for birthday or congratulations per-

sonals, in which case the full name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEPTIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm room numbers

as well.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not acceptable.

Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are not acceptable. Personals

may not be used for the purpose of harassment.

Profanity may not be used in personals.

The personals section is for personals only. The personals section may
NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, advertise meetings, etc.

All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D. number of

the student placing the as filled in on the insertion order. Non-students

must provide a valid driver's license and the license number must be

recorded on the insertion order. Use of false identification or misrepresen-

tation is subject to penalties under the law.

The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any personal that does

not meet the Collegian's standards in accordance with the statutes pf the

Commonwealth ofUftsachuseW '
° ' "' "

" '"^AM
'

R0eOTMJ»4, HtVP NfcieST HH NEArJ ESP-
«00*Tlr46 Uftr. just STN-JPTWEPe ANP
S66- IF I CAN PICK UP YOUR TM006HTS

OK.OK YOU'RE HUMBIEP
BV MY GENIUS. ..YOU'*E
PPIWLG06P TO WfTNESC
A WISTOfffc; MOMENT
in science but you
THINK TUB HAT ITSBLf
LOOKS ASINING..

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL &
PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION

last chance
to prepare for

the October test
Lad daaa hedm em September 9th!!

Call 1-80O-KAP-TEST

GRE

KAPLAN
•ORE It • ragniarad iradanuuk of ttw Educational TmO-h Sovlca

FREE TRIAL CLASSES
MUSIC • ACTING • DANCE

SEPTEMBER 9-13
Call: Pad (413) 545-0519 • 73 Bartlett Hall • Umass

MICHAEL'S BILLIARDS
• 60* Kg Screen

tv.

9 ft. Table*

Live

Entertainment

Every Fri. & Sot.

Sporting

Events

10A BeJchertown Road

Amherst, MA 01 002

256-8284

I

—

iZ

I

Andy's Pizza Savings!!!
@(% &Gq8@ 8®(D(J>®0D fcrjl

2 Dinneri fir $10.50
fltl 111

—
I

91 I

I

Pep Li of Germanic Languages & literature*

510 Herter Hall 545-2350

OPEN CLASSES

All German language courses, elementary to
advanced.

GERMAN 297A

GERMAN 304

GERMAN 380

DANISH 190A

Crusades and the Image of Islam
MWF 12:20

From Berlin to Hollywood (AT)
TuTh 1:00-2:15, screening
W 6-9 p.m.

Weimar Germany
TuTh 2:30-3:45

HanB Christian Andersen
TuTh 1-2:15

All of the above are taught in English

SWEDISH 110 Elementary Swedish
MWF 11:15

FOOTWeXPs D
~ Sizes —

Men's: 6-18

Women's: 5- 12

Brand Name Athletic

and Casual Footwear

Specializing in Running Shoes

32 1 Main Street, Amherst • Down the street from Amherst Police Department

• Haircutting

• Hair Color

• Permanent Waving

• Tanning

• Extensive Professional
Products Available

REGENCY HAIRSTYLISTS

253-9526
189 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst

TOTAL FITNESS
WITHOUT WAITING IN UNE

OJ1C8 BEsr

/%39\
STUDENT SPECIAL

4 MONTHS

| REISER • NAUTILUS • CYBEX E

|
STAJRMASTERS • LIFECYCLES

2 TREADMILLS «VR. BIKE £
H UTEROWER • GAUNTLET £

CRAvrroN 5

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB
RU. llflSa Amhe rat

256-0O80

Leold ( leoldOjavanet.com

)

by Roger and Salem Salloom 01996

Well, my voice went up

again today at 3 o'clock. The

same as yesterday.

Maybe it's the lack of

oxygen inside the beaver suit

I've been wearing.

I need to enjoy life more.

I'm miserable. I have to

learn how to pick the fruit of life.

Got any ideas where to

find some fruit?

,\NcGRYN0r,0lPFPtENP.

1 THAT'S WHY WE HAVE

.

^! ODDS 'N' ENDS

r^as

UMT WISH, IK*I KWG
rwitm,mapumft
F\SHING UNE

PARTY FAVOR, %lf-
APHESIVE VEICRO
STRIP, TOOTStE WM.L

YDUCAN610PN0W.
I CALLED THE
MANUFACTURER IN

rAAlAYSlA ANP
THEY C6r4T Wt A
UAND-TDOLEP
REPLACEMCKT

A-H*! I THINK 1
tMY'VE F0UNP
A TASSlfc FOP
W tAOCCASlM

,

SUPPER'

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

HfcLLO, I'D LIKETO
MAfc£APieDG&.CAW
1 SPEAK TO JERRW,

lOUAPOA^A NA6AM Wf-

CAU'TCOAeiOTWe
PWOUfc.?? HtV^NOT
Bo^.'icANeee

weSjOOTOTAMDHvlG
TU£££tNTW£BACK-
6Ra)MPU>Wl.eil)AMNE
NtU)T0Nl3
6»K6»MG.'

TeitWlMl<3AU
TtCMOn^PROPe^CR

17 T(M£5-'

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

K)Teve«otvfcfc
QOAuneOTDBCA
Utu)Sf&PtR CAKtoONCT

_ DRABBlt-

ornci

IPMO0UJANTTHE.J06,
400'LL WPweiOAfftiER
Aft^OOEr5riOr5 HAlje

S00UAOA>WfORN\AL
ART TRAINING?

Robotman By Jim Meddick

I'to #>ING PWJMTOWW TO ROP
tw «/ ecp-eoofn^e MAT.

I WISH SOM60NG. \\MU|rO«
WOULD INlROWjCfc THIS THATJ&W
' <XfK TC 1H6 / WfcAWN6

coMCCProP \cw usual
AMTIPBSPIRAMU HEAP?

BACK A W ESP R6SEAPCM IS

80 JlMtti^TSnftRSCQCP
SOON?/ 8V1WG QUEST FOR A

SELF-ESTECM BOOSTINJ6

FiMsiNV

PACK.

Dilbert By Scott Adams

I GOT HIR.EO AS

THE NETWORK'
ADMINISTRATOR
FOR YOUR
COMPANY.

I

HERE'S rAYCARD. SOU
CAN ONL\ REACH rAE

BY ErAAIL OR BY
PAGER.

WHEN THE
NETWORK
BREAKS, NO
E-rAAIL. ILL

JUST SIT

AROUND AND

WAG JAY

TAIL.

)

fYOURPAGER]
NUrABER HAS

A TILDE...

HOW DO
I DIAL

. A TILDE ?

V

-Dwight Eisenhower

"Jutf tray submerged and k«*p caJm, ma am.
Ray hf found a pi«c« of your sort, and other

staff mombca or* looking tor th« r*st."

Close te Home By John McPherson

1 mm 7*?W TJtJeCoffiituwvt a>f 9-^

EMERGENCY

H&ffe&>+'<.* \ jwwMlWiiuw^>w b» \mmnu Prut Swwi

"I'm sorry, sir, but your insurance company
requires that you first get a referral slip from your
primary care physician before we can treat you."

Today's Staff

Jacob W. Michaels
Night Editor

Mike Elliott

Copy Editor

Elizabeth Brown
Photo Technician

C. Tony Morse
Production Supervior

Marc Dionne
Sandra Krauss, Matt McArthy

Production

Today's D.C. Mono
Cell 3*3-7626 tor mor*> Information.

Franklin1

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet

Spicy Black Bean Burger

Macaroni & Cheese

DINNER
Roast Beef

Cheese Lasagne

Chicken Breast

Sandwich

Hampden
LUNCH

Hamburger on Roll

Chicken Cutlet

Grilled Cheese

DINNER
Roast Beef

Baked Ziti

Worcester

LUNCH
Macaroni and Cheese

Rotini with Italian

Sausage Sauce
Red Beans

DINNER
Roast Beef

Caponata
Pastabilities

Baked Ziti

Berkshire

LUNCH
Macaroni and Cheese

Rotini with Italian

Sausage Sauce
Tri Bean Caserole

DINNER
Roast Beef

Chick'n wings

Pastabilities

Baked Ziti
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Sports
Minutewomen get fast start at Fairfield

By Jofmo Kansanen
Collegian Staff

AGAWAM — This past weekend in Agawam,

the University of Massachusetts women's soccer

learn opened up their season with a 2-1 victory

over Fairfield University.

The Minutewomen drew 1.653 screaming fans

for the battle between last season's A-10 and

MAAC champions, more than enough for a

"home away from home" advantage. The match

was more one-sided than the final score, as the

UMass defense limited the Fairfield offense to just

10 shots on goal.

On the other hand, the team did not look as

sharp as they did in their preseason games, like

their 5-0 demolishing of the University of

Vermont two weeks ago. This game that was

played under the lights last Saturday was also

under the critical spotlight of head coach |im

Rudy, and even with the win. he was and was not

satisfied with their overall performance.

"Well, we were pleased with the victory, but I

do not think we are too pleased with the way we

played." Rudy said. "It was not as smooth as we

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCEB, page 1
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Myers returns to lead

women s soccer to top

By Jormo Kansanen
Collegian Staff

In her four years at the University of

Massachusetts. Rebecca Myers has experienced the

peaks and valleys of sporting competition. From

last second NCAA Tournament wins to mind-baf-

fling losing streaks, the central midfielder and senior

tri-captain for the women's soccer team has seen it

all.

Now, her final season for the No. 18 nationally

ranked Minutewomen (1-0) is at hand, and the

journey towards the last peak in her collegiate career

has begun.

On a less metaphorical note, one of the traditions

that head coach )im Rudy uses to officially end the

preseason for his team is "The Mountain." The last

workout before the real season entails a run to the

top of Mt. Skinner, a more condensed metaphor

concerning the toughness of the season- long grind.

From one of the peaks surrounding the Pioneer

Valley, Myers reflects on her stellar career up to this

point, with the enthusiasm of high expectations for

her upcoming final season.

Turn to MYERS, page 1
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Field hockey destroys

Wake as Hixon returns

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

COUHHSV MIDIA RtLATIONS

Senior Erin Lynch scored once in the Minutewomen's victory over Fairfield last Saturday.

WESTFIELD — Though much
of the fanfare before the

Massachusetts field hockey team's

season opener last Saturday was

focused on the return of coach

Pam Hixon to the Minutewomen
squad, the spotlight after the

game was focused squarely on the

shoulders of a new member of the

team.

In her collegiate debut, Saskia

Fuchs, who was named Atlantic

10 Rookie of the Week, scored

two goals and assisted on one, as

UMass rolled to a 4-1 victory over

the Wake Forest Demon Deacons

at Westfield Stale College. The
win gave the Minutewomen a 1-0

record, while Wake Forest

dropped to 0-1.

"[UMass] is a really great team

and I think we made a good start

today," Fuchs said.

"We're not prolific scorers, so I

think if [Fuchs] brings scoring to

our team that will be a real

bonus," Hixon said. "She's very

skillful, and she'll be very danger-

ous, somebody that people will

have to worry about."

The game was played at

Westfield State College because of

the lack of artificial turf at UMass'

Richard F. Garber Field. The
Minutewomen will host two more

games this season, North Carolina

on Oct. 5 and West Chester on

Oct. 6, at Westfield State.

Massachusetts got on the board

first when Fuchs. who is recover-

ing from a bad groin pull, beat

Deacon goalie Wendy Mumford
1 1:23 into the game. Fuchs then

converted a Kyle Rothenberger

pass 32 seconds later to give the

Minutewomen a 2-0 edge.

Wake Forest was able to get

within one during a scramble in

front of the UMass caae, Marv
Moore pushed the ball past

UMass goalie Hilary Rose for

Wake's only score of the game.

In the second half, the

Minutewomen put the game out

of reach, tallying twice more,

junior Courtney MacLean, who
garnered A-10 Player of the Week

honors, scored the first of her two

goals on the day off a Kate

Putnam assist just four minutes

after halftime.

MacLean put the finishing

touch on the Massachusetts score-

card, collecting the rebound of a

Fuchs shot and putting it past

Mumford.
"Courtney is a natural goal

scorer," Hixon said. "She's been

working well. I expect that she

will have more goals this season

than she's ever had."

Wake Forest threatened to

score again when a penalty corner

was awarded with 1 :45 remaining

in the game. The Demon Deacons

were unable to convert on the

opportunity, but were able to

force another shot when they

stopped the UMass clearing

attempt. Rose went to the ground

to protect the goal and a scramble

in front of the net ensued.

UMass' Amy Ott tried to clear

the ball from Rose's pads, but a

swarm of Wake Forest players

also played the ball, pushing it

under Rose. A penalty stroke was

awarded to Wake Forest.

Wake's Susan Bowman faced

Rose for the stroke, after Rose vis-

ibly argued the call with the refer-

ee. Bowman couldn't put the shot

away, sending the ball to the left

of the net.

"Comer. Corner saved. I'm lay-

ing down and there are five black

shirts treading on me, playing the

ball," Rose said. "The decision

should have been to go out. But

[the umpire] let play carry on and

then the stroke was awarded.

"Obviously you have to defend

the stroke, but there is frustration

in knowing the HeHsinn should
have been made three tackles ear-

lier than it was. But she didn't

Turn to HELD HOCKEY, poge 20

Kicking around the NFL: UM gets Maine hockey star

NFC Central on top again

The NFL season kicked off last

weekend and it's just 16 more weeks

until we know who's headed for the

playoffs and who's headed for an early

golf season and getting ready for next

year.

Which means now is the perfect

time for season predictions. So. going

around the league. .

.

The NFC West will, appropriately,

be dominated by the only team actually

in the west — San Francisco. Jerry

Rice and Steve Young
will again lead the

attack and with Terry

Kirby adding to the

running game, the

49ers should get

through the regular sea-

son pretty easily. The
defense is also solid,

though the loss of Eric Davis could

hurt against some of the pass-happy

teams in their division.

The rest of the teams in the division

are all matched fairly well. The Falcons

have an explosive offense with the run

and shoot, but didn't get their defense

much help during the off-season. The

Rams, provided bad-boy first-round

selection Lawrence Philipps is on the

field and not behind bars, could be

good. Isaac Bruce is an all-pro, and

their second first-rounder, Eddie

Kennison, could join him. Now the

question is who will throw the ball to

JACOB W.

MICHEALS
onto

them? Steve Walsh did a good job two

years ago in Chicago, but doesn't have

the best arm. The final answer could be

Tony Banks, who was impressive in

the preseason.

Right with these two should be the

Panthers, who will continue to improve

with QB Kerry Collins having more
experience and Tim Biakabutuka pro-

viding a running threat. Defensively,

the Panthers have a very good sec-

ondary, with Davis jumping from the

49ers to add to

Tyrone Poole.

and Brett Maxic.

The Saints are

the worst team in

the division and
coach |im Mora
will have to do a

great job with Jim

Everett, Michael Haynes. Willie Roaf

and a few good defensive linemen to

keep his job.

The NFC Central is probably the

toughest division in football once
again. Gone are the bruising running

attacks of yesteryear, replaced with the

throwing combinations of Favre to

Brooks and Chmura, Mitchell to Moore

and Perriman, Moon to Carter and
Reed, and Kramer to Conway and
Engram.

The Packers are the clear favorites in

the division after going to the NFC

Turn to NFL, page 16
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By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

Amidst a monsoon in Orono,
Maine, on Jan. 27, Maine's Tim
Lovell registered a hat trick as the

Black Bears downed Massachusetts

6-3, before the second largest

Alfond Arena crowd of the season.

In fact, Lovell, an All-Hockey East

selection, rained down on the

Minutemen all year long, tallying

goals in each of his three meetings

with UMass.
However, the UMass faithful will

not be faced with this possibility

when the Black Bears venture to the

William D. Mullins Center February

Hand 15.

Fourth year coach |oe Mallen

announced last week that Lovell has

transferred to UMass, and is eligible

to start playing after Christmas at

Rensselaer.

Lovell was Maine's leading scorer

for much of last year's Hockey East

runner-up campaign, before suffer-

ing a deep thigh bruise, and finish-

ing fourth overall. As a sophomore,

Lovell was named the MVP of the

NCAA's East Regional, helping the

Black Bears advance to the national

championship game.

Lovell's speed and agility will

benefit the Minutemen the moment
he takes his first shift. He is a deft

playmaker, and until the 1995
NCAAs, was one of Hockey East's

best kept secrets. His work on the

power play is particularly strong,

where he led Maine with 10 goals

last year. His ability to quickly work
the puck into the zone and set up
the play will greatly help the

Minutemen in their umbrella forma-

tion.

COURTISY MAINl SRORTS INfORMATON

Tim Lovell

"I think that Tim Lovell is a ter-

rific addition to our team." Mallen

said. "When we've played against

Maine the last couple of years, I

thought that he was a player that

was always a threat against us. He's

a big asset to our team now. He's

going to be able to push the pro-

gram forward.

"He's going to bring experience

and he's going to bring maturity.

He's going to bring the skill level

that our underclassmen can look at

and watch and learn from and I

think he's also going to raise the

skill level of our upperclassmen."

Lovell. still adjusting to the

Pioneer Valley's relatively busting

pace of life compared to Orono,
agreed with his coach's sentiments.

"I'm excited to be here," he said.

"It's an up and coming team and
I'm excited to play for them. [I like]

the coaching staff, the facility and
that they're up and coming, and I'd

like to see if I could help them out."

After three seasons. Lovell was
27th on tradition rich Maine's
all-time scoring leaders chart, and a

strong season would have had him
cracking the top 10.

The senior center from Norwood,
ranks as one of the league's

strongest skaters, and is excellent in

neutral-zone transitions. Both of

these characteristics will only be
amplified on the Mullins Center's

spacious Olympic-sized playing sur-

face.

"The big sheet is going to allow

him to move around," Mallen said.

"His game is puck control and find-

ing the open man and this is a great

surface for him to play on.

"All college hockey teams that

play on a big sheet like us are still

adjusting to how to play on a big

sheet. I think that Tim can bring to

us a lot of characteristics in terms

Turn to LOVELL, page 20

College football:

boastful Big 12
,

'Canes miss out

Last Saturday kicked off the col-

lege football season for most teams, a

sure sign that exams, foliage and

Halloween are on the horizon.

While it's great to spend a lazy

Saturday afternoon listening to Keith

Jackson call names like Biakabutuka

and McDuffic, and debating whether

the Big 1 2 will be better than the Big

8. 1 know some of us still long for the

dog days of August. Well, there's only

one thing to say to that. Suck it up.

Football: something old, something new
By Mike Corey

Collegian Staff

Senior Justin Riemer set a UMass record for solo tackles last year with 95. He'll be back in action this weekend

when the football team travels to take on Villanova.

Entering the 1996 football season,

the Massachusetts Minutemen have

undergone numerous changes,

adjustments, and new looks.

However, some things will remain

the same.

Throughout the spring and presea-

son this team has been looking to

finally put together the talent, enthu-

siasm, and chemistry that has before

brought them 1 7 Yankee Conference

Titles.

"I think probably one of the things

that has prevented us from being a

championship football team the last

couple of years has been the lack of

enthusiasm," head coach Mike

Hodges said. "So, we're talking a lot

about that and we're trying to prac-

tice that way so we'll play that way."

UMass will begin the season this

weekend on the road for the first of

three games away from Warren

McGuirk Alumni Stadium. The
Villanova Wildcats will be first on
the list in a non-conference game
for the Minutemen. This will be the

first time that UMass has played the

Wildcats since their 13- 9 victory

over the Minutemen at home back in

1992.

Despite having lost Rene Ingoglia,

the UMass all-time leading rusher to

graduation, the Minutemen did not

have to make many adjustments in

that department. The adjustments
will be getting used to the different

numbers and faces that are tearing

up the field.

Senior All-America candidate
Frank Allesio. ranked third on the

all-time UMass rushing list, ran for

a team high 276 yards and was the

Yankee Conference leading rusher.

"[Ingoglia's] gone and we've got a

lot of great backs stepping up,"
Alessio said. "I go at the season with

the same focus every year, and this

chief. Classes started yesterday, and if

you're like me. you're already broke.

That being said, some early thoughts

on the college football season.

Every season, the so-called

"experts" will pick one golden boy,

give him the Heisman in September

and lament on how great he'll be in

the NFL. This year is no exception. If

you listen to anyone in the know,

Tennessee's Peyton Manning is the

greatest thing since sliced bread.

Manning did his best to prove them

right Saturday, leading the Vols to a

62-3 pounding of Nevada-Las Vegas.

He only played one half, and did the

things that the Knoxville faithful

expect of him. But, 1 mean, come on,

UNLV? Was that Moses Scurry at

quarterback? 'Stacy Augmon at

flanker? The fact is that Manning is

good, really good, but he's not all the

way there yet. He might not even be

the best QB in the Southeastern

Conference, with Danny Wuerfel
returning to a Florida team that had

the pleasure of being smacked by

Nebraska in the National

Championship game last January.

Give Peyton time. He will be the

man, someday.

Seeing as most of us grew up in the

Commonwealth, there must be an

undercurrent of sentiment concerning

Boston College football floating

around campus. (Doug Flutie to

Gerald Phelan?) Without a solid

quarterback and a schedule that

includes the likes of Virginia Tech.

Michigan, Syracuse, Notre Dame,
Miami, and a West Virginia team that

kicked the holy hell out of Pitt

Saturday night, BC will be about as

good as the new Pearl Jam album. I

know they beat perennial powerhouse

Hawaii this weekend, but they've gc«

DAILY COLLEGIAN
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The Harder
They Come
Jimmy Cliff inspired

Pearl St. on
Tuesday night with
a passionate set of

classic reggae
tunes. Check out
our review (See Arts

& Living, page 5).

Junior quarterback
Anthony Catterton
will look to resurrect

the Minuteman
passing game
against Villanova
tomorrow (See
Sports, page 14).

WORLD

Brutal vigilante justice

shown on Mexican TV

MEXICO CITY (AP) — As dozens
of people watched, a man was tied

to a tree, doused with a flammable
liquid and set ablaze. As he died,
writhing, a video camera rolled.

All day Thursday, television sta-

tions across Mexico broadcast the
gruesome footage of vigilante justice,

the latest in a series of incidents in

which Mexican townsfolk, fed up
with crime, have taken the law into

their hands.

Residents of Playa Vicente in the
Gulf Coast state of Veracruz had
accused the man, identified as
Rodolfo Soler Hernandez, of raping
and strangling a woman last

Saturday.

A close-up of the man before the

execution indicated he had been
badly beaten. Shots taken later

Saturday showed him twitching and
jerking as flames consumed his body.
His corpse finally slumped forward in

its bonds.

Veracruz Attorney General Rodolfo

Ouarte Rivas said Thursday his office

had investigated the burning, as well

as the videotaping and distribution of

the tape

"We have identified those respon-
sible," he said, adding that the body
was being exhumed and an autopsy
planned as part of a criminal investi-

gation.

NATION

CIA-Contra connection

examined by Deutch

WASHINGTON — Insisting that he
has found no evidence of wrongdo-
ing, CIA Director John Deutch has
ordered his inspector general to
investigate allegations that the CIA
was involved in drug trafficking to

support the Nicaraguan Contras.

In a letter to Sen. Barbara Boxer,

D-Calif„ dated Wednesday, Deutch
said the CIA inspector general would
examine charges raised in a series of

articles by the San Jose Mercury
News.

The California newspaper reported

that throughout the 1980s, a San
Francisco Bay area drug ring sold

tons of cocaine to Los Angeles street

gangs and tunneled the profits to

some of the CIA-directed Contra
forces in Nicaragua.

"I consider these to be extremely
serious charges," Deutch wrote.
"Although I believe there is no sub-

stance to the allegations in the
Mercury News, I do wish to dispel

any lingering public doubt on the
subject. Accordingly, I have asked the

agency's inspector general to con-
duct an immediate and thorough
internal review of all the allegations

concerning the agency published by
the newspaper."

Deutch said a previous review he
had ordered and already completed
by his staff, as well as past CIA exami-

nations of the issue, "supports the

conclusion that the agency neither

participated in nor condoned drug
trafficking by Contra forces."
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Rape victim settles in civil suit;

UM fraternities to pay $200K

Friday, September 6, 1996

By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student who was alleged

ly raped at a fraternity party last April has settled her civil

lawsuit against Sigma Phi Epsilon for the payment of

$200,000.

The suit, filed in Hampshire Superior Court on April

10, claimed that Sigma Phi Epsilon was responsible for

failure to provide the student with adequate security, and
that alcoholic beverages were served to her assailant to the

point of his intoxication. The fraternity was also sued for

negligence in that they failed to verify the identity of the

individuals entering the fraternity house, and failed to act

properly by having security present.

The victim, who was at the time a sophomore pre-med-
ical major, claimed that shortly after midnight on April I

she was approached by a male student who danced and
talked with her for 10 to 15 minutes. He consumed sever-

al drinks in that time period, and appeared to be intoxicat-

ed.

The victim alleged thai ;^ -he and the man were head-

ing outside to get some air, he pushed her into a bath-

room, locked the door and forced her to engage in oral

sex. He then allegedly pushed down her pants and
attempted to rape her. Because of students knocking on
the bathroom door, the assailant fled the scene.

According to the victim's attorney, leffrey A. Newman,
the victim did not know her attacker's name, but he told

her he was a fraternity pledge The party was supposed to

be for invited guests only. The assailant was never appre-

hended, and the criminal case under investigation by the

Amherst Police has been closed.

Newman said that before a full discovery was even com-
pleted for the Superior Court filing, he and his client were

approached by the fraternity's insurance representative,

and they discussed a settlement with Sigma Phi Epsilon
and the other fraternities who sponsored the party.

Sigma Sigma Sigma, Phi Mu Delta. Alpha Delta Phi,

Alpha Chi Rho. Alpha Epsilon Pi, Alpha Epsilon Phi,
Delta Zeta and Chi Omega jointly sponsored the party.

Newman said the case is significant because it was set-

tled within four months of filing and because the victim
refused to execute a confidentiality agreement, which
would have made the terms of her settlement private.

"She was very pleased with the settlement," Newman
said. "In ihe sense that she is a pre-med student, her goal
was to alert other women and protect other women who
go to fraternity parties." ,

However, because of psychological reasons, she left

(.Mass and has entered another college to complete her
studies.

Director of Greek Affairs Michael Wiseman had a

mixed reaction to the settlement.

"I can say one side of me was not surprised," Wiseman
said. "I have known of cases at other campuses with simi-

lar outcomes. I was also somewhat surprised because the

decision was not based on an actual incident, but an envi-

ronment that was created."

Dan Backer, the public relations coordinator for the
Interfraternity Council and a member of Zeta Psi, said he
was glad that the issue wus resolved to the satisfaction of
the parties involved. Last semester, after the incident was
reported, a committee was formed to revise the Greek
social policy regarding safety, health and environment.
The policy was formally published yesterday, Backer

said.

"The whole situation is something that never should
have happened in the first place." Backer said. "Right now
we have to prevent it from happening in the future."

Faculty Senate holds first meeting;

plan for AAU affiliation discussed

Robert Karam, the Chairman of the Board of Trustees, spoke yesterday to the Faculty Senate.

HIZANTH BROWN N COUtGIAN

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

See Related Story
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The Faculty Senate convened yester-

day in 227 Herter Hall for their first

meeting of the fall semester.

The new Chair of the Board of

Trustees of the University of
Massachusetts,
Robert Karam.
began the meeting
with an address to

the senate.

"I recognize that

UMass Amherst is the flagship of the

UMass system," Karam said. "We
have to work together and move for-

ward in order to continue to be great."

Karam had been a trustee for I 3

years before becoming the Chair of the

Board.

"No one on the Board of Trustees

has pushed stability and realistic goals

mure diligently than trustee Karam,"
Chancellor David K. Scott said.

Karam stated that he represents a

very dedicated select group of trustees

who have the best interest of UMass in

mind.

He challenged the Faculty Senate to

prepare a plan to gain affiliation with

the American Association of

Universities (AAU), a challenge which
Scott said that he supports and
desires.

Only one school will be allowed
into the AAU in New England, which
puts UMass in competition with the

University of Connecticut

If UMass gains affiliation with the

AAU they will become one of only 16

schools who are both Landgrant and
AAU higher learning facilities

However, it will cost a large sum of

money over a several year period plan

to make UMass the best candidate for

AAU. Karam will have to ask for spe-

cial appropriated funds from the

Massachusetts legisla-

ture.

However. Karam
did offer a source of

inspiration to spur the

funding drive.

"Do you [Massachusetts legislation!

like it when UMass basketball beats

UConn?" he asked. "Well let's do it

again with AAU. Do we want to be a

first class or second class University?"

Karam left the podium to a round
of applause after his closing statement,

which urged the University to "work
as a family

Scott then began his presentation.

"It is nice to come back, everything

is on the upswing," Scott said as he

began his address. "I appreciate the

hard work of the Trustees. President

William Bulger and the entire campus.

We have a lot to be proud ol

Ptovost Patricia Crosson informed

the Senate that 24 new faculty mem-
bers have been hired, almost all of

whom are tenure track positions.

I lowevet , there was a net loss of about

1 5 faculty members.
Also, the Director of the Library

Search Committee has invited Mvm
candidates who will soon be interview-

ing.

Vice Chancellor of Administration

and Finance Paul Page reported that

major classroom renovations have
taken place in several buildings on
campus, such as Herter 227. Also,

landscaping is being done and the

pond will be dredged.

Mike Begay of the Department of
Community Health Studies asked why
the Annual Gay and Lesbian
Brownbag Luncheon was not being
funded by the Chancellor's office.

"We first funded the luncheon as a

seed project, then we hope that it con-

tinues through other means," Scott

responded.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Tom Robinson added that his office

will be funding Ihe luncheon.

Scott reported that approximately

17.000 applications were received by

the University this semester.
Regularly, 74 percent are admitted,

and 33 percent of the admitted appli-

cant accept.

However, the class of 2000 is about

300 students over the expected yield.

"UMass is an institution which is

rapid!) changing." Scott said. "I com-
mend the admissions office to be with-

in the target yield by 300."

A special report, which will add
three new faculty members to the

Athletic Council, was also debated.

Secretary of the Faculty Senate |ohn

Bracey said that the Faculty Senate has

tried a laissez-faire attitude with the

council, but that the policy has run out

of control and requires Senate inter-

vention.

Make sure you hang it straight...
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Becky DaSilva, a sophomore environmental science major, and Bill

Tobin, a first-year Russian major, check out the selection at the poster
sale held yesterday at the Student Union.

UMass project to recruit

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

It's that time of year again when
Registered Student Organizations
(RSOs) are busy organizing events

for the upcoming year. To plan
events, RSOs need workers and vol-

unteers.

The Boltwood Project will be hold-

ing a recruitment night next week in

the Campus Center auditorium.

The Boltwood Project is sponsored

by the Landscape Architecture and
Regional Planning Department. It is a

service learning course offered by the

University of Massachusetts

The project combines the class-

room with a community service pro-

ject. Students who participate in the

program will receive one or two acad-

emic credits.

There are a few course require-

ments that go along with the course.

Once a week, for ten weeks, each
group meets for two hours. Students

are expected to attend seminars, com-
munity service events and complete a

journal and a paper by the semester's

end.

A large part of the student's grade

depends on attendance and participa-

tion, and participants in the program
are expected to see the volunteers

each week.

The Boltwood Project is also a

community outreach program in

which volunteers work primarily with

individuals with a mental or physical

disability.

Senior Jeff Chapdelaine has been a

part of Boltwood since the first

semester of his sophomore year and
is now the project's coordinator. He
oversees the entire program, along

with associate coordinator Kelly-

Warren and Mary "Becca" Mix.

"As students, it gives us the oppor-

tunity to create a positive relationship

with our campus and the communi-
ties which we share with neighboring

towns." Chapdelaine said. "In return,

the Boltwood Project allows us to be
a part of what is happening around
us."

"The participants and volunteers

get exposed to something new. It's

good for both parties." said senior |en

Kalis, who is beginning her fifth

semester with the Boltwood Project.

She has volunteered at The Fun Club
in the Banks Community Center
where there are about ten partici-

pants who are developmentallv dis

abled.

"We spend two hours a week doing

a lot of out of house activities, such

as bowling, miniature golfing, visit a
petting zoo, hiring a magician." Kalis

said, a consumer studies major.

Last year, senior Dan Hoffman,
along with 14 others, volunteered
their time at a Northampton Boy
Scout troop.

"We help the Scouts work on earn-

ing their merit badges," Hoffman
said. "We try to get the scouts to earn

two or three a semester. Sometimes
they have to write a story about their

favorite pet and they can't read or
write very well so we help them work
on that. Other times we teach them
how to fold flags and about safety

issues.

"You get to see the effect you have

on someone else's life... like with the

ftoy Scouts, we walk into the room
and they all start clapping and cheer-

ing."

This semester Hoffman is working
at the Farren Care Center.

"The volunteers at this center
spend two hours a week playing
bingo, carving pumpkins, and just

doing fun activities," he said. "You
get to help people who otherwise
might not have had a chance to do
the activities that we do with them.

"It's also great for your people
skills. If you have the patience to deal

with a situation when it arises, it can
help you later in life."

Most volunteer groups through the

Boltwood Project are allowed to
make up their own programs for the

participants. However, the exception

is when working with the Boys and
Girl scouts.

"The Boy Scouts are more struc-

tured. The troop leaders tell us what
to do and we help the Scouts. In the

other groups we plan the programs."

Hoffman said.

This semester the Boltwood Project

is looking for 220 volunteers. They
are holding three recruitment nights

next week from September 9-1 1

from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.

Students interested in the project

must attend one of the meetings.

"We ate looking for anybody who
wants to volunteer. Any UMass or
five-college student. Your year and
age doesn't matter either,"

Chapdelaine said.

Students are warned however, that

a formal application process exists

before entry into the program, which
is by M means automatic. They also

must complete an application during

their session, and on September 12 a

letter to each applicant will be at the

Boltwood Table in the Campus
Center, notifying them of tru'ir selec-

tion status.

"Wc as students have the amazing
responsibility and power of changing

the world around us," Chapdelaine
said. "Our piece of the world is

Amherst while we are at the
University and Boltwood allows us to

do just that. The satisfaction we get

in return is incomparable to the time

we put in."

lor more information call Jeff
( 'hapiiclaine at 545-6753 or Merle
WiBmmm, lhr<; tor of the Boltwood
Project* 545-660"
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Friqay, Sept. 6

Dance — The Fourgone
Conclusions Contradancc will be held

tonight and every first Friday at the

Greenfield Guiding Star Grange. The
evening starts with Scandinavian cou-

ples dances followed by contras called

by Mary Desrosiers. Beginners and sin-

gles welcome. Admission is $5 each or

barter. For more information, call

549-1913.

Comedy — "First Week Comedy
Show' will be held at 8 p.m. at the

Bluewall Cafe. The event is free.

Film — Eraser will be shown at 8

and 10 p.m. in the Campus Center
Auditorium. The event is free.

Parly — CASA Dominicana will

host a "Welcome Back Party" at 10

p.m. at the Southside Room in the

Hampden Student Center. There is a

$2 admission fee.

Saturday, Sept. 7

Dance — A Scandinavian Dance
Workshop will be held this evening

and every first Saturday from 8-10:30

p.m. at the South Amherst Munson
Library. Arna Desser and/or Van
Kaynor will teach with live fiddles.

Beginners and singles welcome.
Admission is $5 each or barter. Call

549-191 3 for more information.

Dance — An English Country
Dance will be held tonight and every

first Saturday from 8-10:30 p.m. at

the South Amherst Munson Library.

Helen Davenport teaches the dances

and Van Kaynor leads the band.

Beginners and singles welcome.
Admission is $5 each or barter. For

more information, call 549-1913.

Special Event — "Welcome to the

West Fest '96" will take place from 1

1

a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Southwest
Horseshoe. The event is free.

Music— Melissa Etheridge will play

at 8 p.m. in the Mullins Center.

Tickets are still available. Call

545-0505 for information.

Dance — Hillel House will host

"Club Hillel House" at 10 p.m. All are

welcome. The event is free with a

Hillel Activity Card, and $2 without.

Sunday, Sept. 8

Religious — The United Christian

Foundation invites students interested

in fellowship to meet from 5 to 7 p.m.

at Folsom House, located on 367 N.

Pleasant and Fearing Sts. There will be

activities, and all are welcome and
respected. For more information, call

Yuland at 546-3659 or Keny at

256-0109.

Religious — The Chabad House
Model Factory, located in Chabad
House in Amherst, will demonstrate

and have visitors participate in the art

of shofar making at 2 p.m. The event is

free, with a $7 cost for visitors who
wish to take home their shofar. For

more information, call Yonah Blum at

549-4094 or 54»-7855.

Music — "Singer's Delight" at

Bezanson Recital Hall will feature

pianist Will Crutchfield and soprano

Sharon Hayes performing "Treue und

Trust" by Peter Cornelius and lieder by

other composers. The concert begins

at 3 p.m. Tickets are $8 and $4, and

are free for students with valid ID.

Sale — The "Tag and Super Sock

Sale" will take place from 9 a.m. to 3

p.m. on Amherst Town Common.
Small furniture, aplliances, sports

goods and toys will be available in

addition to a big selection of socks and

other legwear. Sales benefit P.E.T.S.,

the all-volunteer animal welfare net-

work.

Thursday, Sept. 12

Lecture — Serena Nanda, professor

and chair of anthropology at John (ay

College of Criminal justice. CUNY,
will be speaking on "Hirjas in India,"

an all-male religious sect that is con-

sidered an alternative, third gender in

India. The event, sponsored by the

Stonewall Center, is free and will begin

at 11:30 a.m.

Meeting — The French and Italian

Department will hold their first infor-

mational meeting for their program
abroad in Siena, Italy tonight at 7:30

p.m. in Herter Hall, room 301

.

Friday, Sept. 13

Religious — The Alliance Christian

Fellowship Time Out will have its first

weekly fellowship meeting at 7 p.m. in

the Campus Center. Check the Info

Desk for the room number. Sharing,

prayer, teaching and contemporary

worship music will be involved.

Saturday, Sept. 14

Tag sale — The North Hadley
Congregational Church will hold its

annual tag sale today from 9 a.m. - 4

p.m. and tomorrow from noon - 4

p.m. Hot dogs, coffee, cold soda and

fresh popcorn are available in addition

to the wide array of sale items, includ-

ing many collectibles, exceptional fur-

niture, lamps and appliances; new and
old merchandise; adult and children's

clothing; luggage; dishes: and more.

Rain dates are Sept. 21-22.

Notices

Support group — Synthesis Center

Associate Rebecca Reid leads an ongo-

ing support group for single people

over 30 from 7:15 to 8:45 p.m. in

downtown Amherst. Single, divorced,

widowed and all sexual orientations

are welcome. There is a low fee. For

information, call 253-5494.

Religious — The Muslim Student

Association at the University of

Massachusetts all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday- prayer

from 1 to 2 p.m. at the Campus

Center. The room will be posted on

the Notice Board. For more informa-

tion, call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili

at 253- 0874.

Discussion group — "A Course in

Miracles" will meet from 7 to 8:30

p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting

in September. Call 253-3795 for more
information.

Astronomy — The Amherst Area

Amateur Astronomers Association will

conduct free public solar observing at

1 p.m. at the Amherst Town Common
every Saturday in September. Also

offered every Saturday this month will

be free public planetarium shows at 4

p.m. in Amherst College Bassett

Planetarium and free public observato-

ry observing at 9 p.m. at Amherst
College Wilder Observatory. Every

Sunday in September there will be free

public observing at Ml. Pollux, off

South East ST, in South Amherst.

Bicycle registration — The UMass
Department of Public Safety and
Alpha Phi Omega will conduct bicycle

registration at the Student Union
Circle Monday, Sept. 9, through
Friday, Sept. 1 3, from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Information about preventing theft

and bike identification will be avail-

able.

Dance — The Northeast American

School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree

every Friday from 8:30 p.m. - mid-

night. Dance to a variety of music in a

smoke and alcohol-free environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. Call

584-8167 for more information.

Singing — The Pioneer Valley

Cappella has immediate openings for

people of all voices interested in a

small, focused ensemble singing classi-

cal music. Rehearsals are held on
Thursday evenings in Northampton.

For more information, call Tom at

536-3072 or Karen at 259-1646.

Support group — Overeaters

Anonymous will hold weekly meetings

on Saturdays at 10 a.m. at the Campus
Center. The group is for individuals

who share an addiction to food and

suffer from compulsive eating and
other eating disorders. The only

requirement for membership is a

desire to stop eating compulsively.

There are no dues or fees. Donations

are strictly voluntary. For more infor-

mation, call (617) 641-2303.

Volunteer recruitment — The
Boltwood Project, a community service

project at UMass, is seeking 200-300

student volunteers to work in one of

approximately 23 different groups in

the Valley. Participating in Boltwood

allows University and Five College stu-

dents the opportunity to earn one or

two credits while volunteering.

Interested students need to attend one

of three recruitment nights in the

Campus Center Auditorium on Sept. 9

-II from 6:30-8: 30 p.m.
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Attention Students
JmttkL

tf$ At THE CLUB
Tennis and Fitness Complex

659 Amherst Rd. (Rt. 116)

549-3638
3 miles from campus on the bus line.

CAMSTAR CIRCUIT AND NAUTILUS
Newly redesigned fitness area!

12 Machine circuit program

20+ Nautilus machines & Abs station

H THEMSLIDE
Just one

of the

great

additions

to our

NEW
aerobics

programs.

CARDIOVASCULAR
Brand New Equipment

7 Treadmills • 4 Stairmasters

4 Exercycles • 1 Rower

FREE WEIGHTS
Brand New
Cross over Cable Machine

A large variety of dumbells

barweights • benches

Squat rack

Some Restrictions Apply.

There's a lot of NEW going on at

THE CLUB!
Campus Get Away III

JOIN TODAY!
V.I.P. Membership $319 (with tickets)

One semester$145 (tickets not included)

Two semesters$245... (tickets not included)

UM Golden Key delegation attends

international conference in Arizona
By Daniel Sullivan

Collegian Staff

In an effort to improve procedures and recruitment,

the University of Massachusetts Golden Key Honor
Society chapter sent 1 1 people to an international con-

vention in Scottsdale, Ariz.

Golden Key recognized the top 1 5 percent of juniors

and seniors in a class. Five hundred UMass students

are in the academic service society.

"The officers attended workshops that will help the

charter," said |enn Cooper, graduate advisor to the

Golden Key Honor society. "It helped to develop skills

to help the community."

"We learned new outreach programs, new ways to

get campus programs involved. We will work to get

more people other than the officers involved with more
publicity of meetings." said Briana Kelly, a senior com-

munications disorders and co-newsletter coordinator

of Golden Key.

Chapters from as far away as Australia, Puerto Rico

and throughout the United States attended the event.

The UMass chapter, however, logged the most com-
bined miles of any groups. Co-vice president Sarah

Gardner, senior operations management, said the con-

vention gave the UMass contingent many strategies to

implement.

"The convention was held to get people excited

about Golden Key," Gardner said. "It was to help get

people to know more about Golden Key and to meet

the corporate sponsors."

AIDS awareness, improved Amherst student/town

relations, and scholarship funding were highlights from

last year, Kelly said. During the four day event, the

UMass chapter received honorable mention for most

improved.

"The society can help students with their careers,"

Kelly said. "Corporate sponsors recruit people, we get

people involved in community service and award schol-

arships."

Over $50,000 in scholarships were given out

through Golden Key, Gardner said. In the beginning of

their junior year, eligible students receive a letter ask-

ing for membership, she added.

The event will try to improve student and Amherst

town relations, Kelly said.

"We are planning to volunteer at the Apple Harvest

Festival on the Amherst Common on October 5."

Gardner said. "We have a Halloween party to help the

kids in North Village. It's a fun time for the kids."
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The University of Massachusetts at Amherst's chapter of the Golden Key National Honor Society receives the

Most Traveled Award in Scottsdale, AZ.

Both Women's Issues and GLB (Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual) Issues are

looking for writers for the new Collegian semester. To get involved, call Michelle

Hillman (Women's Issues) or Jamie Sinsheimer (GLB Issues) at 545-1762.

UMass
Division of Continuing Education

Academics and More !!!

• Over 100 undergrad courses— in the evening!

• More than 100 noncredit workshops—
affordable, fun, practical, including

Bartending, Fund Raising Certificate Program,

Past Life Regression, Jitterbug, ESL, EMT Training,

Private Pilot Ground School, and MAGIC!

Call for a free course catalog -
(413) 545-0107 or contined@admin.umass.edu

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts Amherst

providing access to adult, nontraditional

education for over 25 years

TheMercantile
Mon-Sat: 10-6 Sum 12-5 Thurs & Fri (il 9

Northampton
18 Center St 584-1205

Amherst
Carriage Shop* 549-1396j
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UM asbestos questions continue;

SGA office a concern for Tinell
By Daniel E. Levenson
Collegian Staff

Asbestos, a once valued insulating material used in

some buildings on campus, is now known to cause cancer.

Careful management is required if potential health prob-

lems are to be avoided.

According to |ohn Findley, associate director of housing

at the University of Massachusetts, asbestos is still a legiti-

mate insulating material, as long as certain precautions

are taken to insure student safety.

"Our job is to keep it in good shape and contained,"

Findley said.

He added that asbestos in the residence halls has either

been removed or sealed using a special process.

Brian Tirrell, student government association (SGA)
speaker, is concerned about possible problems with

asbestos in the SGA office, located in the Student Union

Building.

"There is asbestos in our office," Tirrell said. "I don't

believe that they plan to do anything about it."

Tirrell said that while he does not think the asbestos

poses an immediate threat, he is concerned about its pres-

ence there.

Richard Stein, a retired professor of chemistry,

explained that the shape of the asbestos fibers used in the

insulation is part of the problem with using that material.

The structure is particularly receptive to human lungs,

causing the asbestos to lodge in the organs, he said.

According to Stein, as long as the asbestos is contained,

it does not pose a threat. Asbestos is often released into

the air during removal, and Stein said that a safer course

of action may lie in the sealing and containment of the

Fibers.

"Asbestos fibers do cause cancer when they are

inhaled," Stein said. "If it's bound it isn't harmful."

Dr. Alan Calhoun, acting medical director of University

Health Services, said that asbestos irritates the lungs,

much like smoking.

"It's when asbestos becomes airborne that it's a prob-

lem." he said. "It can cause shortness of breath over many

years. Smoking exacerbates the effects of asbestos."

He said that in addition to cancer it can also cause lung

disease similar to emphysema in smokers. The cancer

caused by asbestos is called mesothelioma. It is not lung

cancer, but rather a cancer of the lining ol the lungs.

Calhoun said that if someone suspects they may be

working in an area where asbestos could be a problem,

that they should "contact physical plant asbestos shop and

ask someone to come over and evaluate the material."

The material was often used to insulate hot-water

pipes, it was later abandoned in favor of fiberglass.

Asbestos insulation was also used in some floor and ceil-

ing tiles.

Senate serves many roles to UMass
By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

The Faculty Senate held their

528th meeting yesterday, yet many
students do not know what the pur-

pose of the Faculty Senate is, or that

it even exists.

As stated in the Constitution of

the University of Massachusetts
Faculty Senate, their purpose is

threefold: "To ensure the represen-

tation of all faculty members of the

campus community in the gover-

nance of the Amherst Campus and

the University as a whole; to discuss

and recommend policies affecting

the campus and the University as a

whole; and to promote faculty par-

ticipation in the development of

policies and procedures within the

UMass."
The Senate derives its authority

from actions by the Board of

Trustees.

All voting members of the Senate

are elected. The elected membership

must range from 120 to 140. Only

qualified voters with at least one aca-

demic year of service to the

University shall be eligible for elec-

tion to the Senate.

The Senate has five elected offi-

cers: the secretary; a presiding offi-

cer; a delegate to the Board of

Trustees; associate delegates to the

Board of Trustees; and at-large mem-
bers of the rules committee.

Elections are conducted by written

ballot in accordance with procedures

in the bylaws.

There are 15 councils and 12

standing committees which keep the

Senate running.

Committees produce special

reports concerning relevant subjects

which are then presented before the

Senate for discussion. After the dis-

cussion, the Senate votes whether or

not to approve the report.

On September 19 the Senate will

decide upon the special report of the

Rules Committee concerning the

bylaw amendments to the Athletic

Council, and will discuss the annual

report of the Faculty Senate Council

on the status of women.
The Faculty Senate holds meetings

every other Thursday at 3:30 pm in

Herter Hall, room 227.

Get yourself connected...

tllZAMTH MOWN \ COLLI&IAN

Students waited patiently in the Campus Center yesterday to open e-mail accounts.
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Clinton's Bloody Campaign

Hussein

Ibish

By
launching yet another brutal military attack

against Iraq. President Clinton has once again
revealed the nature of his regime and his own char-

acter.

In trying to criticize the Iraqi President, Clinton actually

supplied the perfect description of himself: "While his

objectives may change, his methods remain violence and
aggression.' The cowardly attack, carried out by
unmanned cruise missiles, left at least five Iraqis dead,

including civilians.

No one, even the ultra-gullible American press, doubts

for a minute that this current bombing was merely aimed

at impressing voters and amounts to a murderous elec-

tion-eve public relations ploy. Democrats tike to "prove

their masculinity* with a little blood-letting

in the Third World.

As for the latest pretext for Clinton's

unending violence against Iraqis, even the

most tortured reading of international law,

including Security Council Resolution 688,

can't provide a fig-leaf. It is particularly sickening for

those of us of Kurdish origin to have to endure the croco-

dile tears of Clinton and his cronies as they try to cloak

their evil machinations in the guise of concern for the

Kurds.

Ever since the end of the Gulf War, the United States

has sought to use Iraqi Kurds to divide Iraq through

phony "safe havens* and illegal "no-fly zones." Clinton

hoped to gain control of Iraqi Kurdish leaders lalal

Talabani and Massud Barzani, and ultimately get them
to jointly declare an independent republic in northern

Iraq.

Neither effort has been successful, and the ostensible

reason for the recent American bombing is that Barzani's

forces used Iraqi government troops in fighting Talabani's

forces for control of the city of Erbil. Clinton claims that

the Iraqi rmy somehow has no right to enter a large Iraqi

city, and that by bombing southern Iraq, he is somehow
defending Kurds in northern Iraq.

Iraqi Kurds have been cursed with leaders like Barzani

and Talabani who blindly side with every malevolent

anti-Iraqi force, whether Iranian, Turkish or even Israeli

and American. Needless to say, most such actors have lit-

tle regard for the interests of Iraqi Kurds. These petty,

foolish, blundering leaders continue to place the Iraqi

Kurds in impossible situations, and are their greatest ene-

mies.

It is particularly stupid to imagine that anyone in the

United Stales or Britain gives a second's thought about

the fate of the Kurds. Few peoples have suffered more as

a result of Anglo-American perfidy than the Kurds. From
the days when the dream of an independent Kurdistan
was sabotaged by the British in the 1920s, to the unbe-
lievably cynical U.S. betrayal of the Iraqi Kurds in 1973,

to the continuing abuse of Kurdish nationalism since the

1990-91 Gulf War. the litany of betrayal is endless.

The transparent fallacy of "American concern for

Kurds" is further exposed by the fact that the United
States has funded and supported the huge but little publi-

cized war that Turkey has been waging against its own
Kurdish population, which it dismisses as "mountain
Turks." The vast majority of Kurds in the world live in

Turkey, under the severest repression, far worse than
what has been known in Iraq. And in the course of its

brutal anti-Kurdish war. with full U.S.

support, Turkey has repeatedly attacked

Kurds in Iraq.

But, of course. Turkey is a U.S. NATO
proxy, and home to many an American mil-

itary base. American silence and indiffer-

ence regarding Turkey's besieged Kurds reminds us that

no one in the United States really gives a damn about

Kurds. They just want an excuse to butcher Iraqis.

Moreover, the real purpose of Clinton's bombing is to

grub for votes in November, the old "October surprise*

tactic again.

It serves as yet another reminder, as if any were needed,

of the brutality and immorality of Clinton and his

unscrupulous henchmen. Reports indicate that, yet again,

the Five-College community's own Professor Tony Lake

has been instrumental in instigating this vicious bombing.

Lake's mentor, Henry Kissinger, oversaw the 1973 U.S.

betrayal of Iraqi Kurds. He had incited the Iraqi Kurds to

rebel as a means of helping Iran put pressure on Iraq, only

to cut them off completely when Iran and Iraq came to

terms. When asked how he could treat a people so ruth-

lessly, Kissinger blandly observed that "covert action

should not be confused with missionary work."

Lake has already emulated his mentor in cynically

exploiting the Iraqi Kurds. If Clinton is re-elected.

Professor Lake may well get a chance to go the whole hog.

The key question for the readers of this newspaper
remains whether or not you wi!'. be voting for Bill Clinton

in November. His most recent killings in Iraq, like his

Welfare Abolition Law, only serve to underscore exactly

the kind of policies and actions that you will be endorsing

and perpetuating when you give him your vote. But

remember: "If you don't like the effect, don't produce the

cause."

Hussein Ibish is a Collegian Columnist.

Reflections on hogwash

Steven

Grant

As most of you already

know, I know everything.

And most of you people

have come to realize that in the

past I've been rather stingy in

revealing my knowledge to anyone
— close friends, professors, what-

ever.

Well, that's all

going to stop for a

while. I've thought

about it, and it's

time you learned

the truth, regard-

less of who wants to prevent you

from attaining it (Uncle Sam, the

scientific community, etc.).

First of all. as a select few of you

have contended all along, the Earth

is indeed flat. Although I don't nor-

mally give away how I know such

things (mainly because I don't

speak of what I know (see para-

graph one), this one is an excep-

tion. Without becoming too

detailed, I apply my always useful

Principle of Common Sense (PCS).

(Are there too many parentheses so

far?)

Come now, you all know it to be

the case. You've all wondered why
we're not all grabbing the South

Pole, watching our hands slip away

as we fall into outer space. But you

keep quiet because the SCIBYs
(scientific community is brainwash-

ing you) throw all these jumbles of

numbers and letters which they call

formulas and conform you into

thinking otherwise.

Try this at home: Take a basket-

ball. Now try and place G.I. |oe on

it. Now pour some prune juice for

oceans. See? Furthermore, picture

yourself spinning the ball on axis

while revolving it around your

room. Der.

How do people travel around the

world? They don't. Um, they actu-

ally enter an almost identical paral-

lel universe once they

go the "diameter"

(distance) of the

"planet" (plane).

Besides, have you
ever met someone

who travelled around the world?

Actually, there is a big tent made
out of a souped-up hypercolor

material covering us.

So. you ask, then how did we
land on the moon? That was all a

scam. You know that film of

Armstrong first setting foot on the

surface? Well, if you look in the

upper-righthand corner of your

screen, you can see some guy in

jeans holding up a sign that reads,

"This is the moon, honest." Big

Neil figured he'd get fancy.

Oh yeah, and then there's the

one where they tell you if you put a

red sweater in a dark closet, it loses

its color. Hogwash. How come it

never comes out of the closet

turquoise and camouflage or some-

thing? Come on! These people are

toying with you here. I mean,
they're sitting around thinking of

ways to trick you. National security

is one thing, boredom is another.

By the way, every event has a

cause, and you have no free will.

Oh, listen close, this next one is

a biggie. The world revolves

around you. (Or so to speak, of

course, but we've already covered

that.) Yes. you. Not the guy next to

you reading this column. You.

Even I'm in on it. We're all

actors in the big performance enti-

tled "Your Life." There are tribes

in Africa just sitting around in their

villages, living their lives in hopes

that someday you'll happen upon

them. Everyone who walks by you

is at least looking at you in the cor-

ner of their eye. Your parents had

great auditions before they were

chosen to have you.

Don't get me wrong, we all lead

our own, sort of secondary lives,

but it's just to pass the time before

we're due to stand behind you in

the D.C. or something. And trust

me, the person who's driving slow

in front of you is only doing their

job.

And talk about having to wing it.

Remember last week when you

asked that guy for the timCj but he

wasn't wearing a watch? He's still

.

kicking himself. He missed out not

only on helping you but quite the

hefty bonus. Listen, I need you to

play it cool for a while. If anyone

asks, you DID NOT read this.

Oh, no, someone's coming. He's

FBI. And he's with God! Man.
they're pissed! Here's one last

thing. It's about your fate. Your life

depends on it. Tomorrow after-

noon, at exactly 3:29 be at the cor-

ner of M...

Steven Grant is a Collegian staff

member.
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The struggle within

I

imagine not everyone will understand what I am
about to describe. Some may never have experi-

enced it. Others may know it in a different form,

may have assigned their own images or metaphors to it,

and may approach it from another direction. Some, I

suspect, feel its truth more deeply, more painfully, more
vividly than I can even imagine, let alone put into

words.

There is a softness somewhere. A softness, a tender

spot, an inner core. Maybe it's in a closet or a box.

Maybe it's in the "soul" or the "mind." You decide

where it lives and where it suffers.

Mine is in a cave. A dark, cold cave whose walls echo
an endless, cavernous emptiness and close

in around me at the same time. The soft-

ness shivers and flinches in this cold dark-

ness, lost in a place too small and tight to

fit it.

The softness is bruised and broken,

curled into a ball, a beaten animal, whim-
pering, cringing, barely breathing. So
many painful blows to such a defenseless

creature.

Something outside the cave must pro-

tect the softness. Don't let anyone or any-

thing in. Guard the entrance with anger,

fury over what's been done here. Strike out. Strike back.

Take that. Come near me again and I'll kill you. I swear

I'll rip you in half. Rage. Teeth-bearing, growling,

flesh-tearing rage. This animal, this snarling beast is

avenging an injustice, reacting instinctively to the

intense pain it feels when it sees into the cave's dark-

ness. Pain indirect. Pain through pity.

But even this animal, whose intent is only to protect,

must not go into the cave where the softness cowers
alone, whimpering in exhaustion. Always alone.

Outside, another being says he hates the softness. He
calls it weak. Why can't it be more like him? Hard and

strong and firm. He is a concrete wall. Rock. Nothing
moves him. Nothing can hurt him. He is independent,

solid.

"Don't let it get to yer," he says. "Let it roll right

down yer back. Water off a dolphin. No need to cry and
pity yerself. Be a man about it. Don't think so much a

yerself. Yer not the only one with problems 'round here.

Suck it up, yer little wimp."
But the wall doesn't really hate the softness, because

it, like the beast, is only trying to protect it. Shielding

blows from the outside world as best he can, even con-

crete can't block them all.

The softness whimpers on. Even without fresh

wounds, the creature's tender body aches ceaselessly

with the old.

Another being outside the cave tries to help the soft-

ness by making the cave entrance more attractive to the

rest of the wotld. This one focuses on controlling the

beast and may be called the peacemaker.

"Be nice now. Don't fight. How do you expect anyone

to like you when you growl at them? Think of the soft-

ness. How can it heal if you scare potential healers

Sometimes the peacemaker is success-

ful in calming the beast, sometimes it is

not.

A chisel works off and on at the wall,

chipping away at its thick concrete. It is

also trying to help the softness.

"Mr. Wall, if you just let the world out

here see inside the cave, if you just step

aside for a moment, just let them get a

peek, well maybe someone out here can

help the poor, battered dear."

Sometimes the chisel makes progress

and sometimes the wall thickens, spoiling

the chisel's work.

What's the answer? The protectors? The helpers? Who
should give in? Their intentions are all good, but which is

the best way to move?
The decision-maker controls these four creatures and

many more outside of the cave. It is she who decides day

to day, minute by minute, who should give in a little and
who should gain a little ground. But the decision-maker
is unsure. She is frightened for the softness, so she never

lets any one creature have complete control. She doesn't

know the answers and she will do all she can to prevent

any further injury to the softness.

Sometimes, however, it seems the decision-maker
becomes desperate, or maybe she just simply loses con-

trol over her pawns. The raging beast escapes momentari-
ly, or the wall becomes almost impenetrably thick or the

chisel pierces a tiny hole and the horrible pain of the soft-

ness pours out in an instant of deafening whimpering.
Thus far, the decision-maker has always been able to

regain control. What if someday she can't? Will it mean
insanity? Or will it mean a cure for the pain?

Nicole Coumoyer is a Collegian columnist.

College ball not the same

Stamm

The times they are a changin'.

Strike that — they have

already changed, especially

when it comes to big time college

basketball.

The days when five young men
pulled their socks up to their knees

to toss a ball into a peach basket

hoisted up on a poll in a dusty gym-

nasium are history. In this day and

age, college basketball is as much
about running a business as it is

about winning games.

This is something we here at

UMass learned this

summer when alle-

gations that

Consensus National

Player of the Year

Marcus Camby
took money and jewelry from
agents wishing to represent him

after his career as a Minuteman
came to a close. In addition to

prompting a University investiga-

tive committee to analyze the situa-

tion, Mr. Camby's subsidized

income also spurred yet another

aggressive media blitz. (I'll save the

traditional Collegian bitch session

on the objective way in which The

Boston Globe and Boston media in

general covers UMass sports for

another column.)

After two years of being a

die-hard Minutemaniac, I have

begun to question the system con-

siderably. Et tu Marcus? What the

hell was he thinking? While I won't

be too hasty to pass judgement

until the committee releases its

findings later this month, the fact

that Camby would even consider

placing the program and University

as a whole in jeopardy is beyond

me.
With talks of possibly having to

give back revenue earned in the

post season or even erasing our

Final Four appearance from the his-

tory books, Marcus did a great job

tarnishing a program that worked

long and hard at becoming one of

the big boys. Needless to say. I

won't be rushing out to the store

for Toronto Raptors gear anytime

soon.

It was obvious to

everyone from Dick
Vitale to the guys that

sweep down the

Mullins Center court

after games that Camby would earn

big bucks as soon as he went pro.

Did he really need the money so

soon? What's a few grand when
you will be making millions in a

matter of months?
There has been an ongoing

debate as to whether or not colle-

giate athletes should be paid, and

many people believe that poor
Marcus took what he could because

he didn't have the time or was not

allowed to hold down a part time

job. Bologna. He took it because it

was there, not because he didn't

have time to scrub dishes in the

DC.
But since we're on the topic, why

shouldn't athletes get some sort of

financial compensation? With
money pouring in from ticket rev-

enues, merchandising and television

deals, there are literally millions of

dollars turning over. That's not to

say that University big-wigs are

getting rich off hoop revenue, as

it's not cheap to run a big name
program. However, none of this

would be possible without the play-

ers. I'm not talking about giving

them cars or two grand a week, but

something could be done. Couldn't

a trust fund be set up for players,

so at the end of their collegiate

career they got a little piece of the

pie?

This is something that needs to

be addressed not just here at

UMass, but in college basketball in

general. It's all about business, and

if you think there are many (if any)

Div. I programs that don't bend the

rules in their favor, you are crazy.

I'm not saying that every major col-

lege hoop coach has a Jerry

Tarkanian alter-ego, but just like in

big business, things happen. The
public has to drop its naive facade.

People shouldn't be floored when
a coach with amazing business
savvy like coach Calipari goes to

the NBA for $15 million, there's

nothing illegal about that. I would
go too, if I couid. People shouldn't

be floored when athletes like

Camby take money. That's not to

say that it's right, but that's just the

way it goes these days.

Unfortunately, it takes something
like the Camby situation to get the

NCAA legal gears in motion and
the general public thinking.

Chris Stamm is a collegian
columnist.

Arts & Living
Iron Horse readies for eclectic mix, "Wild" style

By Stacey Shockford

Collegian Correspondent

California-based, yet internationally-assembled, the

eclectic rock band Wild Colonials visit Northampton
tomorrow night for what should prove to be an entertain-

ing show.

On their recent release, This Can't Be Life, on DGC,
the Wild Colonials combine folk and roots rock with a

lyrical twist. In her music, lead singer/lyricist Angela

McCluskey attempts to. "explore the darker side of rela-

tionships, but the music is much more spirited."

The band's guitarist, Shark, spoke of the band's collab-

orative songwriting method.

"Paul will play some 16th century Gypsy folk riff,

which I'll find really exotic," he said. "Or I'll start play-

ing some old country riff and someone will say, Ooh
what's that?' Scott will just pick up whatever instru-

ment seems appropriate, Thad will start trying out

rhythms, Angie will pluck something out of her bag of

poems and start singing a melody, and it just goes from

there.'

McCluskey's powerful voice has been compared to

Natalie Merchant and Tanya Donnelly, but her tender yet

edgy vocals take on a character quite her own. And with a

variety of instruments that include guitar, violin, piano,

bass, keyboard, drums, saxophone, pennywhistle, melodi-

ca, and didgeridoo, the band's sound is just as worldly as

the quintet's origins.

McCluskey was bom and raised in Glasgow. Scotland;

guitar-vocalist Shark hails from Toronto; and once con-

cert pianist (now violinist) Paul Cantelon spent most of

his life in Paris. Only drummer Thaddeus Corea and Scott

Rowe originate from the United States — New York City

and Delaware, respectively.

The five met in Los Angeles in 1991 and soon

thereafter began a regular gig during open mike night

at the Cafe Beckett. A few months later the band

moved to the larger Cafe Largo, where the likes of

Bono, Winona Ryder and Keanu Reeves regularly

checked them out. Now the Wild Colonials — the

name comes from an Irish song called "Wild Colonial

Boy" — have gone from playing tiny clubs to playing

for thousands of people. They have recently toured

with King Crimson. Chris Isaak and Toad the Wet

Sprocket.

Tomorrow's show is just one of many stops on their

busy East Coast tour. They will be playing many songs

from their latest album. This Can't Be Life (released this

August) including the hit single, "Charm," as well as some

of their earlier work.

Wild Colonials perform at the Iron Horse Musical Hall

tomorrow at 10 p.m. The show is all ages. Call the club at

584-0610 for more information.

COUDTtST DANA TYNAN

The Iron Horse Music Hall hosts the Wild Colonials

tonight at 10 p.m.

Patricia Cornwell falls flat-faced on From Potter's Field

By Seemo. Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

PATRICIA CORNWELL
From Potter's Field

Scribner Books

With her newest novel. Cause of Death knocking |ohn

Grisham out of the top spot on the bestsellers' list,

Patricia Comwell can easily claim the distinction of being

one of the top mystery novelists.

Her previous novels (including Post Mortem) have all

been bestsellers. Comwell draws on her experience work-

ing as a computer specialist in a medical examiner's office

to create taut and suspenseful drama, creepy enough to

send chills down the spines of the most hardened of

Stephen King fans.

Following the success of Cause of Death, From Potter's

Field was rereleased in paperback. From Potter's Field is

the sixth novel starring Kay Scarpetta. the brisk and cool

chief medical examiner for the state of Virginia.

Throughout previous novels, Scarpetta has been after

the elusive and maniacal Tample Brooks Gault. Gault. a

sadistic killer, seems to murder Tor the pure enjoyment

of it. His latest victim is an unidentified woman, found

in the snow in Central Park. Even as she searches for the

identity of »he woman, Scarpetta pursues Gault, know-

ing that she is tantalizingly close to the killer and all his

secrets.

Scarpetta tries to piece together Gault's motives and if

she ever figures out what makes Gault tick, Cornwell

doesn't let the reader know. What is clear though, Gault's

killings have become a morbid offering to Scarpetta, prob-

ably with the idea of impressing her.

If there was ever a chink in Cornwell's armor, From

Potter's Field would be her Achilles' heel.

Cornwell's style of writing is terse, sparing relevant

details and background. She expects that the reader has

read the previous novels and relies on the information

in those books, rather than repeating anything in this

one.

For the first time. Cornwell loses what made the other

books so powerful: her concentration and focus. Story

threads are begun here and there, never quite culminating

in anything tangible.

What Comwell does have to her advantage is the char-

acter of Kay Scarpetta. She is not a particularly likeable

character — you get the impression that Comwell bases

Scarpetta on her own life.

Scarpetta, even in her most frightening moments, is

exasperatingly calm and hopelessly stubborn. Scarpetta

likes to do things her way and that kind of strength is

admirable, if not a little stupid occasionally.

From Potter's Field is a disappointment, especially if

compared to Cornwell's earlier books, such as Cruel &
Unusual. The novel lacks sufficient enthusiasm and

punch to make it the ingenious novel it could have

been. It's almost as if Cornwell was writing the book

in a daze, counting on the success of the other books

to carry this one. But if you discount this one disap-

pointment among the seven Kay Scarpetta books.

Cornwell still ranks among the most brilliant authors

today. C

Augusta Savage, Mead
among local galleries

to feature new exhibits

Augusta Savage Gallery. Monday & Tuesday, 1-7

p.m.. Wed-Fri 1-5 p.m. "How Many Witnesses?," a

photography exhibition by Ellen Eisenman opens

Sept. 25. Reception is 5-7 p.m. Augusta Savage

Gallery is located in the New Africa House in the

Central Residential Area. University of Massachusetts.

545-5177

Hampden Gallery: Mon-Fri 5-7 p.m., Sunday 2-5

p.m. Gallery officially opens October 1-5 for the

Festival of Tibet. Hampden Gallery is located in

Hampden Commons in the Southwest Residential

Area. UMass. 545-4197

Hcrter Gallery: Mon-Fri 1 \-A p.m.. Sun 1 2-4 p.m.

Herter Art Gallery is located at 1 25A Herter Hall.

Currently on display is "France 1996." a group exhibi-

tion of work by students in the summer European Art

program. "Foundations" exhibition opens Sept. 18.

Reception is 4-6 p.m. UMass. 545-0976

Mead Art Gallery: Mon-Fri 10-4:50 p.m.. Sun-Sat

2-5 p.m. Current exhibitions are: "Western Art from
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When it comes to math, it's sink or swim.

Fortunately, we've found a way to help you

keep your head above water: the new

TI-92. It'll tear through statistics, crunch

calculus and rip algebra to shreds unlike

any other calculator. Of course, the Tl-92

isn't just a piranha of
•(fab)**

power. With easy-to-read KxM ,mir1!rW

^Txpand^ItxPL
I s zeros <

5: approxC
j:tonDfnon<

equations

and handy

pull-down menus, it's as

friendly as Flipper. To see

for yourself why the Tl-92 calculator

is the biggest fish in any

pond, try it out

on the Internet.

^r Texas
Instruments
Send ttnit to t amsctcom or cjl I 800T1-CAKS CI99M1.

Available: @ Best Buy @ Circuit City @ OfficeMax @ Office Depot @ Service Merchandise

@ Staples @ Sun TV @ Target
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Jimmy Cliff heats up Pearl Stxrowd

THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS
rocked the house down at

the Iron Horse in

Northampton Wednesday
night. THEY played two
sets, one at 7pm and
another at 10pm. Fans
without tickets were
stranded outside trying to

catch a glimpse of the

show through the win-
dow.

By Tim Gleeson
Collegian Correspondent

IIMMY CLIFF

Pearl Street

Sept. 3

limmy Cliff stormed into Pearl

Street Tuesday night and wowed a

sweaty, dance fever crowd. The
global music star from (amaica
brought this reggae philosophy into

full hilt, backed by the strength of

the tight Oneness band.

The combination of Cliff's vocal

perfection and the fine orchestrated

mastery of his band left none in

doubt of their acclaim. They were
the sirens and the crowd was drawn
to them.

The band wasted little time in

pulling the audience into dance and
the fans were able and eager,
warmed up by the opening act,

New Horizons. Cliff and his band
swung right into "Beautiful World,
Wonderful People," setting the tone

for the evening.

There was no rest as Cliff treated

the crowd to an uplifting musical

experience. He controlled a ride of

non-stop thrills, taking his fans to

higher states. Whether it was work-

ing the crowd into a clapping,
singing frenzy with, "You Can Get

It If You Really Want," or calming

them with the acoustic score,

"Sitting Here in Limbo," they did

not disappoint.

At one point Cliff stopped to

help usher in the approaching mil-

lennium with a plea to all to help

make peace for our future genera-

tions. He immediately started into a

powerful rendition of his tune,

"Vietnam." Also included was a

high energy reggae classic, "The
Harder They Come" and his vocal

wonder, "Many Rivers to Cross," a

tune that never fails to hit.

Left breathless and high at the

end of the show, the crowd made
the cry for more and Cliff quickly

delivered an encore. The Oneness

band returned to the stage with

drums ready and performed a ses-

sion medley of "Bongo Man A
Come" and "Rivers of Babylon."

This highlight was a perfection of

harmony to end the night as Cliff

left the stage stating his message:

peace and love.

Never before or again could

someone grace the stage with any

more passion than Jimmy Cliff. It is

an amazing experience to see a per-

former with such love for what he

does.

Dancing, kicking, slashing and

wailing with such energy and emo-

tion. Cliff can simply charge his

crowd with the same feeling that

has made him a reggae great for

over 20 years. Such genuine feel-

ings opens listeners up to his phi-

losophy that anyone can do what

they want and get it if they really

want.

Summer hardcore keeps the scene alive

Adam
Dlugacz

comnsY us «co*os

Jimmy Cliff wooed Pearl St. crowd

with passionate and inspirational

sounds.

exhibits
continued from page 5

COUKTISY AUCUSTA SAVAGE GAi.lE»Y

Ellen Eisenman's "There's No Place..."

the Middle Ages to the Modern Era," "The Art of Ancient

Peru," "Built and Unbuilt: Amherst College Architecture:

20th Century American Art." Amherst College. 542-2335

Museum of Art: Tues. Fri, Sat 9:30-4 p.m.. Wed & Sun

12-4 p.m., Thursday 12-8 p.m. On display now is

-Landscapes." Smith College. 585-2760

Student Union Art Gallery: Mon-Fri 1 1-4 p.m. Gallery

opens with an exhibition of computer generated images by

artist Yeon Choi on Sept. 12. Reception is 5-7 p.m. The

Student Union Art Gallery is located in the Student Union

Building. UMass. 545-0792.

University Gallery: Tues-Fri 11-4:30 p.m., Sun-Sat 2-5

p.m. Opening reception Friday, September 6, 5-7 p.m. at the

gallery. Exhibits opening this weekend: Daisy Youngblood.

Dawoud Bey and Nina Payne's "Over & Over: Works in

Waxed Linen." UMass. 545-3670

Wheeler Gallery: Mon-Thu 4-8 p.m.. Sun 2-5 p.m.

Gallery opens with "All Dressed Up and No Where To Go."

a mixed media exhibition by Kathleen Anderson. Wheeler

Gallery is located in the Central Residential Area. UMass.

545-0680
— Seema Gangatirkar

Listen up kids, hardcore is back

in full effect. The summer wit-

nessed a slew of new releases that

proves the scene may be mighty

once again. Throughout the

semester, this column, "Keeping It

Real," will bring you up to date on
what's going on in the hardcore

punk scene in terms of

record releases and
shows.

Once again New
York City showed that

when it comes to hard-

core, its scene reigns with an iron

fist. H20 released their debut,

self-titled LP on Blackout Records
— ten songs of raging, fun hard-

core destined to become a classic.

Madball's back and their sec-

ond LP, Demonstrating My Style,

on Roadrunner Records, proves

they are still the best when it

comes to the harder side of

things. Surprisingly, their new
album calls for unity and
self-reliance, as opposed to the

tough-guy lyrics that occupied

their last album.

Hardcore kings Murphy's Law
released their fourth LP.

Deadicated. on Another Planet

Records. If you love hardcore,

then you probably already own
this.

Killing Time's new EP,

"Unavoidable," on Blackout

Records, shows that despite their

layoff, they haven't lost a thing.

No Redeeming Social Value

(N.S.R.V.) released their debut LP,

Rocks The Party, on Striving For

Togetherness Records. N.R.S.V.

sing about skinheads, Old-E malt

liquor and fighting ignorance;

you'll mosh and laugh at the same
time. Sub-Zero
released their

debut LP,

Happiness
Without Peace,

on Two Damn
Hype Records. Fans of the

Cro-Mags should check them out.

Two of Long Island's best

bands, Silent Majority and
Tripface, also made some noise

this summer. Fans of Avail should

take a listen to Silent Majority's

second EP, "Distant Second," on

Reservoir Records. Anyone who
likes heavy hardcore that doesn't

sound like metal and is not full of

tough-guy or militant

straight-edge lyrics should find

Tripface's debut 7", "This

Foundation," on Exit Records.

Look for new albums by Sick Of

It All, Killing Time, Crown of

Thornz, Vision Of Disorder,

Tripface and Stillsuit. Shutdown
and Fahrenheit 451 will also be

releasing their debut EP's in the

fall.

Plus new 7"s by Murphy's Law,

CIV and H20 are in the works.

Striving For Togetherness Records

and Blackout Records are both

releasing compilations featuring

some of New York's finest.

Victory Records was very busy

this summer releasing albums by

Refused, By the Grace Of God and

Path Of Resistance.

Sweden's Refused's second

album. Songs To Fan The Flames

Of Discontent, is one of Victory's

best releases ever. Their combina-

tion of Born Against and Sick Of It

All influences put many American

hardcore bands to shame.

By The Grace Of God's new EP.

featuring ex-members of Endpoint

and Falling Forward, exceeds both

band's previous works. Look for

new albums by Earth Crisis,

Snapcase and Integrity in the fall.

Finally Stife, who broke up and

will be missed, are releasing a

post-split live record. Battery put

their debut LP out on Conversion

records and it rocks. Coverage put

out their debut LP on Lost and

Found Records and it is very

Slayer-esque.

The only show scheduled in the

near future is Madball at Pearl

Street on Sept. 22.

Please send show information,

music to review, or comments to

the Collegian c/o Keeping it Real

— Arts Section.

Adam Dlugacz is a Collegian

staff member.

H20's self-titled debut album highlights summer hardcore scene.

ESY BLACKOUT MCOSDS

Surviving in college is tough enough, right? That's

why we've designed a package to make things

easier Choose AT&T and look at all you can get:

AT&T True Reach* Savings

Save 25% on every kind of U.S. call

on your AT&T phone bill when you

spend just $25 a month.1

AW True Rewards*

Get savings at Sam Goody/Musicland,

TCBY "Treats" and BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO

with the Member Benefit Card.

ATXT Universal MasterCard*

A credit, cash and calling card that

brings you discounts on USAir. And

no annual fee -ever.
2

AT&T WorldNeT Service

Get 5 free hours of Internet access

every month just for having AT&T

long distance.3

To sign up, look for us on campus or call

1 800 6540471

AT&T
Your True Choice

http ://www att.com/college

xA7&T(^tr*CjrdaarxjntvSuf¥' r» apply 'VAfectto rrd* ,j,*( *ai 'Vihd Ut !vr Must tup tip in !'**> and use srrvnr at Ira* 1 hr mo $Whi U* *VtoMul hrs. nr $W<* kx unlimited usafr ( uMorwrs |w\ srjwratr tHrpkw th3f^^)inS\^!^!!!vK^\^l)^!^^
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New York's hippest band, Versus returns to Northampton Saturday.

ICP hosts Versus concert
Ex-small factory folks, Qod Rays, open

By Miles Burke

Collogion Staff

Two years ago Versus and small factory highlighted the 1995 Loud Music

Festival with baek-to-back stellar shows at the Iron Horse Music Hall. Since

then Versus has gained even more recognition while small factory splintered

into two off-shots: the God Rays and Flora Street. Tomorrow night internal

Combustion Productions (ICP) brings Versus and the God Rays to Pearl Street

in what hopes to be a fantastic night of music.

Versus and small factory both emerged, from New York and Providence,

respectively, on the underground rock scene in the early 1990s. Although their

sounds differed greatly — Versus listened to lots of Sonic Youth and Mission

of Burma, while small factory had a quieter background — both bands found

homes on the indie rock scene.

Besides sharing fans, both bands popped up on compilations together on

labels such as Simple Machines and Pop Narcotic, small factory even paid

homage to Versus on ihtli la»t full length record, For If You Cannot Fly, on the

tune. "Versus Tape."

Unfortunately small factory broke up last summer after a farewell show in

Providence — of course. Versus opened up. Months later ex-small factory

members Alex Kemp and Phobe Summersquash formed the God Rays.

While the God Flays suffer from an inevitable personality complex, Versus

has never been troubled. Their music alone sets them apart from 99 percent of

the rest of the scene. Although strongly influenced by the early 1980s

post-punk scene that spurned Mission of Burma, Versus has established an

identity all its own combining noisy assaults with melodies that would make

Burt Bacharach proud.

Last month the band released their sophomore full length, Secret Swingers, a

brilliant work that captures the band at its finest. While their previous works

were exceptional, Secret Swingers grabs listeners and sucks them in. Led by the

hit single, "Yeah You," Versus is quickly becoming a popular favorite on the

underground rock scene.

Since forming last fall the God Rays have experimented with different

line-ups and instruments trying to capture a new sound. Kemp and

Summersquash remain in the spotlight though never quite recapturing the

charm of small factory.

Versus and the Cod Rays perform at Pearl Street on Saturday night at 9 p.m.

Call the club at 584-4256 for more information.
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Ex-small factory folks lead the God Rays into the limelight.

Without Waiting In Line

STUDENT SPECIAL

AMHERSTATHLETIC CLUB
Ka.ll*

So. Amhent •256-0060
J

Emergency
Medical Training

by

Human Services Training

Consultants, Inc.

Part Time / Evening

Classes start

September 1 6, 1 996

Call UMass Continuing

education at

545.0474

Regency Hairstyles

189 No. Pleasant St.

253-9526

^ r^STUDENTS WITH
LEARNING

DISABILITIES J
This Spring semester, researchers

at the UMASS School of

Education will be conducting a

research project/independent

study course which focuses on

the life experiences of students

with learning disabilities. The

u tie of the project is

Learning Disabilities and

Adolescence: an

Autobiographical Perspective.

Students who participate in the

project will write a personal essay

about their own adolescence and

how it has been affected b> na\ -

ing a learning disability

Participants will receive 3 under-

graduate independent stud> cred-

its and individualized instrucuon

in wnung.

If you are interested in participat-

ing, please call 665-6729 for more

information. Students who elect

to participate will be asked to

begin in mid September,

^ so please call soon'

Complete multimedia computer customize for students

Campus Z-Station* features:

• Powerful Intel* processor
• Large capacity hard drive

• Plenty of memory to run today's hottest applications

• Plug & Play into your campus network with a high-speed modem

Desktop Systems include Microsoft* Natural* Keyboard

and Microsoft Mouse

Loaded with Microsoft software for study and fun

• Microsoft Office for Windows 95 with Word, Microsoft Excel,

PowerPoint, Microsoft Access, Schedule*, Encarta 96
Encyclopedia, Microsoft Internet Assistants

• Microsoft Windows 95 with Microsoft Internet Explorer 2.0

• Microsoft Plus!

• Games for Windows 95
• Norton Antivirus and more

Hewlett Packard Color DeskJet available

Ask about Microsoft Programmer's Dream Pack

Processor Pentium 100 MHz Pentium 133 MHz Pentium 166 MHz

Hard drive 1.2GB 1.6GB 2.1GB

Monitor 14" (13.2" viewable) 15" (13.7" viewable) IS" (13.7" viewable)

Price $1799 $2199 $2499

with LAN card $1899* $2299 $2599

Experience Campus Z-Station.

The University Store

413-545-2619

http://www.zds.com

education@zds.com

Older, wiser McNabb ready for 'Cuse
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. (AP) —

The last time he faced North
Carolina, Donovan McNabb was an
unproven redshirt freshman mak-
ing his first college start.

Now he's a sophomore star
preparing to lead No. 9 Syracuse
against the No. 24 Tar Heels on
Saturday at the Carrier Dome.
"We just want to come out and

show that we can compete with
anyone." said McNabb, the
nation's third-ranked passer last

season. "We're a very talt.UcJ
team. We'll never know until the
end of the season how good we
really were."

Last year, McNabb led the
Orangemen to a 20-9 win over
North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

The rematch will again be the
season-opener for Syracuse, who
went 9-3 last year. North Carolina
got off to an impressive start last

week with a 45-0 win over
Clemson.
"Syracuse has an experienced

team coming back." North Carolina
coach Mack Brown said. "They're
going to play really good in the

opener.

The Tar Heels dominated
Clemson, piling up 429 yards on
offense while holding the Tigers to

91.

"It was a good game for us,"
Brown said. "We have a lot of inex-

perience on our team... and I

thought they responded really well.

They played with confidence."

While McNabb returns for
Syracuse, his favorite receiver from
last season, Marvin Harrison, is

now in the NFL. McNabb's new
targets include Deon Maddox.
Kevin Johnson and |im Turner.

"We've got to see what that

group of guys bring to the table,

what we're going to be able to do
with them," coach Paul Pasqualoni

said. "Last year, Marvin was the

strength, and we highlighted him."

Syracuse-North Carolina is the

only game Saturday matching two
ranked teams.

In other Top 25 action, it's

Michigan State at No. 1 Nebraska;
UCLA at No. 2 Tennessee; Duke at

No. 3 Florida State; Georgia
Southern at No. 4 Florida; No. 5

Colorado at Colorado State;

Louisville at No. 7 Penn State;

New Mexico State at No. 8 Texas;

Rice at No. 10 Ohio State; The
Citadel at No. II Miami; No. 13

Northwestern at Wake Forest;

Southern Mississippi at No. 14

Alabama; No. 15 Virginia Tech at

Akron; Houston at No. 17 LSU
Fresno State at No. 18 Auburn
No. 19 Southern Cat at Illinois

Washington at No. 20 Arizona
State; Indiana State at No. 21

Kansas State; Arizona at No. 22
Iowa; and Central Michigan at No.

23 Virginia.

Peyton Manning, the pre-season

Heisman Trophy favorite, will lead

Ten against UCLA.
The Volunteers routed UNLV

62-3 in their opener last week.
UCLA will be playing its first game
under Bob Toledo, who took over

after longtime Bruins coach Terry

Donahue left to become a televi-

sion commentator.
"We hope to at least get a little

pressure on Peyton so he doesn't

sit back there and pick us apart,"

Toledo said.

Chiefs-Raiders rivalry heating up again

By Doug Tucker

Associated Press

KANSAS CITY. Mo. — As the

Kansas City Chiefs trotted onto the

practice field one day this week,
coach Marty Schottenheimer
looked suspiciously at a low-flying

helicopter buzzing overhead.

"Is that Al up there?" he asked.

He was probably joking. But to

everyone involved, the 36-year

rivalry between Lamar Hunt's
Kansas City Chiefs and Al Davis'

Oakland Raiders is no laughing

matter.

It's no joke to Chiefs fans who
hold Raider-Hater parties every

year and reminisce about the good
old days, like the time Ben
Davidson speared Lenny Dawson
and ignited an epic player brawl.

It's no joke to Chiefs players who
cannot help but get caught up in

the intensity of the moment.
"This becomes one fired-up

town," said tackle |oe Phillips.

"It's Raiders week," noted safety

Mark Collins. "That's all you have

to say."

It most assuredly is no joke to

the Raiders. The Chiefs have domi-
nated them throughout the

Schottenheimer era like no other

team ever did.

Heading into their kickoff

Sunday in Arrowhead Stadium, the

Chiefs (1-0) have beaten their

archrivals 12 of the last 13 games.

The Chiefs are the only team ever

to mount a six-game winning
streak against the Raiders, and
they've done it twice in this

decade.

"Nobody likes to be dominated
by anybody," said Raiders quarter-

back Billy Joe Hobert. "Certainly,

it's on our minds. You don't build

a tradition and you don't build

respect by getting your butt kicked

twice a year by the same team. It's

about time we turned that around."

"It's still like 'us versus them'
when you get to Kansas City," said

safety Eddie Anderson. "Like in col-

lege, there's one team that's your
real rival. They're in our division

and it's a game we've got to win."

Like a gambler on a lucky streak

who dares not count his chips for

fear of breaking the spell,

Schottenheimer dislikes even dis-

cussing his domination of the

Raiders, let alone explaining it.

"Each game has come down to a

play here and there," said

Schottenheimer, whose Chiefs
began defense of their AFC West
crown with a ragged 20-19 victory

over Houston. "I honestly have no
reason I can think of. They've been

two evenly matched teams."

It's not just one losing streak the

troubled Raiders (0-1) will be look-

ing to snap. They lost their seventh

in a row dating back to last year

when they failed to hold a 14-7

halftime lead and dropped a 19-14

verdict last week in Baltimore.

Whether Hobert or the injured

Jeff Hosteller would start Sunday
remained murky. The last time they

met, Hobert threw a pair of TD
passes that came too late to pre-

vent a 29-23 Chiefs victory. But

that was all Hobert needed to get

caught up in the rivalry.

four
opportunities

to learn about

arts management
at the Arts Extension Service

O Introduction to Arts Management, 3 credits

Meets Mondays, 6:30 to 9:00 p.m. Offered through the

Division of Continuing Education (Fee waiver available to

qualified students through support from the UMass Arts Council)

© Internships at AES/credit possible

• Arts for social change research

• Publications marketing • Artist Business Library

Meeting: Wednesday, Sept. 11, 4 p.m., 602 Goodell

O Work Study Positions

• congenial staff • nationally respected organization

• great experience

O The Artist in Business Library

houses over 600 reference volumes, periodicals, directories

and three job listing publications.

Interested? Call AES, 545-2360 or stop by 602 Goodell.
AES is a program of the Division of Continuing Education.

Hingis to face Graf in U.S. Open today

By Hal Bock
Associated Pre**

NEW YORK — A handicapper
examining today's women's semi-

finals at the U.S. Open would
have to give 15-year-old Martina
Hingis a better chance against
defending champion Steffi Graf
than Conchita Martinez has
against Monica Seles.

After all. Hingis has beaten
Graf this year. That's more than
Martinez has done against Seles,

who has swept all eight matches
and all 16 sets they have played.

Their last meeting was in the
Open semifinals a year ago.

"I remember the match,"
Martinez said. "She played well,

but I didn't play good at all. I

don't know why. I wasn't passing,

wasn't aggressive enough.

"I just have to play deep and
make her move a little, not let her

be aggressive. I know her game is

being aggressive. I have to try to

move her around with my fore-

hand, not let her play comfort-

able."

Seles dismisses their history. "It

has been one year since I played

her," she said. "A lot has hap-
pened in her game and in my
life."

There are some basics, though.

Seles knows what to expect and
how she must deal with it.

"She has a good first serve and
she has a great forehand so I'm

going to try and stay away from
that," she said. "She doesn't make
a lot of unforced errors. I have to

hit a lot of winners. If they're in,

great; if they're not, I'm in trou-

ble."

Seles is nursing a sore left

shoulder that restricts her move-
ment and might require surgery.

She also benefitted from a sec-

ond-round walkover and has
played fewer sets than any of the

semifinalists because of that.

Hingis, whose engaging smile

and carefree style has captivated

the Open, defeated Graf at Rome,
her only win in five matches with

the No. 1 player in the world.

"It was another surface," she is

quick to point out. "And the last

time, I lost on grass at

Wimbledon. I am in the semis
now. I have nothing to lose

against her."

The loss to Hingis does not

weigh terribly heavy on Graf for

one simple reason. "I have beat

her since," she said.

Of more concern is the confi-

dence factor and go-for-broke
approach Hingis brought with her

to the Open. It produced victories

over highly regarded Arantxa
Sanchez Vicario and (ana
Novotna on the way to the semis.

Cincy back in hunt after dismal start

By Joe Kay
Associated Press

CINCINNATI — Not close enough to be a contender,

not so far back that they're out of it. This is baseball's

version of purgatory, and the Cincinnati Reds are in it.

The defending NL Central champions bought them-
selves some time by sweeping the Atlanta Braves the

last three days. They remain 4 1/2 games out of first,

trailing St. Louis and Houston, as they prepare to open
a four-game weekend series against San Francisco.

"This series was so critical." manager Ray Knight

said. "It could have buried us. What we did was stay

alive.

"If we don't play them well, it's See ya.' Well, we
played them well and we're still hanging in there."

Hanging is what the Reds do best. They haven't been

consistent enough to make a charge at first place, nor

bad enough to eliminate themselves.

It has helped immensely that St. Louis and Houston,

the two teams setting the pace, have stumbled along as

well. A hot streak by either one in the past two weeks
would have eliminated the Reds. Neither one could pull

it off.

So the Reds languish. They've been between four and
six games out of first place since Aug. 5, playing 16-15

baseball over that span.

They gain a little ground, then stall out and fall back,

only to regroup and start inching forward again.

"It's like baiting you," Knight said.

It's been that way all season. The Reds have never

been more than three games over .500 and never more
than 1 1 games under. After a slow start, they have set-

tled into mediocrity. Since July 22 — a span of 45
games — they've been within three games of .500. The
lack of a winning streak has cost them valuable time. If

they continue playing around .500 for much longer,

they'll simply run out of time to catch up. They're 70-

69 with 23 games left.

Because there are two teams ahead, the situation is

compounded. On most days, one of the two is likely to

win. That means every loss by the Reds will cost them
ground against one of the two teams they have to

catch.

"The situation is, we have to win as many games as

we possibly can," shortstop Barry l.arkin said.

The only thing working in the Reds' favor is the

schedule. They have seven games left with the first-

place Cardinals — four at Riverfront Stadium and a

three-game series in St. Louis that finishes the regular

season. The Reds don't play the Astros again. That
alone has given the Reds hope and made them play

some of their best baseball of the season. Their three-

game sweep of the Braves was their first at Riverfront

Stadium since June 1992.

"It looks as if they're concentrating more and paying

more attention." Knight said. "We're not making a lot

of mistakes in crucial situations."

MATCH POINT MATCH POINT MATCH POINT
Always keep a shovel,

rake and water nearby

when burning debris.

When putting out a

campfire, drown the fire,

stir it and drown it again.

When building a campfire,

clear a 5-foot area around

the pit down to the soil.

REMEMBER. ONLY YOU CAN REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN REMEMBER. ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES. PREVENT FOREST FIRES. PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

ft * A Pn*t Service as Tm JSCa f 9* !B fc • « •» KU rmm 'm* I

SORORITY RUSH ! I SORORITY RUSH II SORORITY RUSH II SORORITY RUSH I I

| SIDE by SIDE
we wear our LETTERS...
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... with PRIDE !!

Orientation:

September 8th, Campus Center @ 12pm, room 163
Rush Dates:

September 8th - 15th
•• For more information call: Greek Affairs at 549-8459**
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Hike's famous Schmcrg
is ccming back en a new night — Saturday at <5:CC

Pile ycur plater high fir $2

• roast beef

• baked chicken

• chicken parm.

• eggplant parm.

• ziti & meat balls

• kielbasa & beans

• au gratin potatoes

pasta salad

rice & vegetables

lots more !
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support from the bench.

And now he will get his turn to play, although

the Dodgers are unsure how much playing time

Butler will see. It all depends on how he does.

Similar uncertainties rested on the shoulders of

New York Yankees pitcher David Cone last week.

Cone, who was playing for the first time since

May 2, was diagnosed with an aneurysm in his

pitching shoulder in May. Cone threw a no-hitter

through seven innings.

"People said "You can't do this, or you can't do

that' and here I am,* Butler said.

• Boston Bruin Cam Neely has been forced to

put his skates on the shelf because of a degenera-

tive hip condition.

Neely, a powerful forward, has been hampered
in the past few years by nagging injuries, including

problems with his hip and knee.

The Bruins called a 4 p.m. press conference yes-

terday to discuss Neely's condition. Doctors have

told both Neely and the Bruins organization that

Neely will need an artificial hip, and may never

regain his old form.

Neely was a first round draft pick of the

Vancouver Canucks in 1983, and was traded to

Boston in 1987.

He scored more than 35 goals in each of his

first five seasons in Beantown, breaking the 50

goal mark in the 1989-90 and 1990-91 seasons.

Injuries began to slow Neely down after that. In

1993-94 he scored 50 goals in just 49 games.
Only Wayne Gretzky has scored 50 goals in fewer

games.

Neely finishes his NHL career with 395 goals

and 299 assists over 1 3 seasons.

• Everybody's favorite criminal Lawrence
Phillips is back in the news again. Don't worry
though, it's nothing good.

Phillips has had a lawsuit filed against him by

his ex- girlfriend. Kate McEwen.
Phillips and McEwen have a long and rocky

relationship, one that was splashed across the

sports pages last fall when Phillips pleaded no
contest to misdemeanor trespassing and assault

charges for a Sept. 10, 1995 attack on McEwen.
McEwen has brought forth the lawsuit, which

was filed Aug. 16 in lackson County Circuit

Court, and it includes a broader spectrum of

abuse.

The lawsuit asks for actual and punitive dam-
ages for sexual assault, battery, kidnapping,

assault, false imprisonment, emotional distress,

and violation of rights.

Allegations in the lawsuit include that Phillips

beat and kicked McEwen while she was at a

friend's house, grabbing her hair "caveman" style,

pulling her down three flights of stairs and slam-

ming her head into a wall; and that he slashed her

tires and threatened to kill her when Phillips

asked for a glass of water and she told him to get

it himself.

Mitch Frankel, Phillips' agent, has said that his

client has gotten a bum rap.

"Since he's come to St. Louis, there's been a lot

of things that have surrounded his life and not all

of them have been good." Frankel said.

Understatement of the year. Captain Clue.

Frankel also said that he thinks the real

Lawrence Phillips will surface once he has put his

personal problems behind him.

"1 think that as time goes on and everyone gets

to know him a little better, I think you'll find him

very engaging and very hospitable," Frankel said.

Whatever.
• Virginia Tech men's basketball coach Bill

Foster has announced that he will retire at the end

of this year's season. q
Foster, 60, is entering his sixth year as head

coach of the Hokies. He guided the team to a

23-6 record last year and a final national ranking

of No. 15, the school's highest ever final ranking.

He led Virginia Tech to the NCAA Tournament

for the first time since 1 986.

Foster, who has been a collegiate head coach for

29 years, has left a legacy at Shorter College.

North Carolina- Charlotte, Clemson, and Miami.

Casey Kane is a Collegian columnist.
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The Collegian Staff

Staff Artist

and

Systems Manager

have been fBed.

Thank you to

an those who applied.

Minnesota and Atlanta head into a week two showdown

By Paul Newberry
Associated Press

ATLANTA — )eff Brady feels like he's stuck in

the wrong season.

In the season opener, it was the Detroit Lions

and all their offensive weapons. On Sunday,
Brady and the Minnesota Vikings have to contend

with Atlanta's run-and-shoot frenzy.

"I feel like 1 haven't really played any run

defense," said Brady, the defensive player of the

week after he intercepted two passes in the 17-13

victory over the Lions.

"We're just in a basketball game. And this

week's even going to be worse with four wide

receivers."

Of course, it won't be so bad if the Falcons

play like they did last week in a 29-6 loss to

Carolina Panthers.

The Vikings, though, realize that game was
symbolic of Atlanta's Jekyll-and-Hyde personali-

ty: pushovers on the road, beasts at home.

The Falcons have lost 1 3 of their last 15 games
outside of the Georgia Dome. At home, Atlanta is

12-4 over the past two seasons.

"They're not playing at Carolina this week,
they're playing at the Georgia Dome," Minnesota
coach Dennis Green said. "The team we'll see is

the one that has won 12 games at home. It's a

team built for speed, and that's what the Georgia

Dome gives them."

The Falcons failed to score a touchdown last

week for the first time in 27 games, largely

because they were baffled by Carolina's simple

four-man rushing schemes. Preparing for a more
elaborate defense. Atlanta's lineman were caught

flat-footed as the Panthers racked up seven sacks

of |eff George.

George, who threw for a team-record 4,143

yards in 1995. was only 16-for-35 for 215 yards

in the opener.

"Our offense played about as bad as it could

play," coach |une Jones said. "We didn't complete

anything, not even our base stuff. 1 don't have a

reason why."

The Vikings retooled defense, with five new
starters in the front seven, allowed Detroit 435
yards, but came up with four interceptions, and a

fumble recovery at its own goal line.

"There's definitely a concern when you give up
that many yards," defensive end Derrick
Alexander said. "But we did the thing that's most
important, we kept them out of the end zone. For

teams to move the ball between the 20s and not

score, that doesn't really mean a lot in this

game."

Look for the Vikings to use the same bend but

-

not-break philosophy against Atlanta, which last

year became the first team in NFL history to have

four players with 1 ,000 yards receiving or rushing.

"Between the 20s, it's a great offense," said

Minnesota quarterback Warren Moon, who
played in the run-and-shoot at Houston when
(ones was an assistant coach.

"But sometimes you have problems in short-

yardage situations or down around the goal line,

where they can usually defend you pretty good. A
team can stack it up at the line and not have
much field to cover behind them."

Unfortunately for the Vikings, this will be their

first game against Atlanta since 1991. The run-

and-shoot — with its four receivers, no tight end

and only one running back — is unlike any other

offense in the league.

"Maybe if we played the Falcons twice a year

like Carolina, we could be ready for it," Green
said. "But... we'll be scrambling."

The Falcons defense, supposedly improved
with the addition of linebacker Cornelius Bennett

and safety Patrick Bates, did plenty of scrambling

against Carolina as the Panthers set a franchise-

record for points in a game.

The cornerbacks, Anthony Phillips and Darnell

Walker, were especially tentative, but (ones said

he wasn't planning any changes in the secondary

— or anywhere else, for that matter.

"We've got a lot to prove," linebacker (esse

Tuggle conceded. "We definitely know that all

eyes are on us. We're trying to believe that this

defense can work."

Perhaps the Falcons won't have to contend

with Moon, who suffered sprains to both ankles

against Detroit and also was nursing a sore toe.

He was questionable at week's end. and the

coaches will let Moon decide if his 39-year-old

body can handle the artificial turf at the Georgia

Dome.
"I don't want to do anything to injure myself

again," Moon said. "1 want to play it smart."

If he can't go, the Vikings will give Brad
(ohnson the first start of his pro career. Last

week, (ohnson came off the bench to throw a

game-winning 31 -yard touchdown pass to Cris

Carter with just over a minute remaining.

After five years as a reserve in Minnesota —
and a backup during most of his college career at

Florida State — (ohnson relished the thought of

finally getting a chance to prove he can be a No.

1 quarterback.
"It's been a great change for me as tar as actu-

ally throwing the ball, my confidence on the field,

being a leader in the huddle," Johnson said. "I'm

the same person, but I'm a changed quarter-

back."

If the Vikings win, it would be their first 2-0

start since 1987. If the Falcons lose, they could

wind up in a hole too deep to climb out of.

After Minnesota, Atlanta has a difficult sched-

ule: at home against Philadelphia and trips to

Detroit and San Francisco.

"Our guys know it's a long season," |ones said.

"We have a good team and we're going to prove

that before the season is over."

COLLEGIAN
SPORTS

TOTAL FITNESS
WITHOUT WAITING IN UNE

A
oBlCS BEST0J>iv« "««T|^

139\
STUDENT SPECIAL

4 MONTHS
KEISER • NAUTILUS • CYBEX

gjSTAIRMASTERS • UFECYCLES

i

TREADMILLS • V.R. BIKE
LIFEROWER • GAUNTLET

CRAVTTON

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB
RU. 116 So. Amherst

256-OO80

The

Boltwood
Project

Recruitment Nights
Attend Only One

Monday, September 9 or

Tuesday, September 10 or

Wednesday. September 1

1

6:30-8:30 pm in the Campus Center Auditorium

Recruiting University and Five College Students

Interested In earning up to two credits

while providing community service to the Amherst area

For More Information call 545-6753

FOOTWeXfc. D€N
— Sizes ~

Men's: 6-18

Women's:5-12

Brand Name Athletic

and Casual Footwear

Specializing in Running Shoes

321 Main Street, Amherst • Down the street from Amherst Police Department

Campus Activities Prtstrus

First Week '96

"A Taste of UMass",
Friday, 6 Sept.

FIRST WEEK VIDEO DANCE
Student Union Ballroom
9pm to lam ^

Y,<;A

*FIRST WEEK COMEDY SHOW
Bluewall Cafe ^ \
8pm £&W

FREE ADMISSION

•n-

FIRST WEEK MOVIE-"ERASER"
Campus center Auditorium
8pm and 10pm

-Welcome to UMass-

DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
Plan now for next summer...

SEASONAL
LAW ENFORCEMENT
TRAINING PROGRAM

This 285-hour program qualifies graduates for a federal Level n law enforcement commission, needed for a

position as a seasonal law enforcement officer in national parks, or other environmental agencies.

The program includes instruction in (among other topics) :

• Law Enforcement Techniques • Firearms Training

• Defensive Tactics • Crime Scene Management

• Accident Investigation • Federal Law and the U.S. Code
• Defensive Driving

• Detention and Arrest

• Search and Seizure

• Patrol Procedures

Nov. 2, 1996-March 22, 1997. Weekdays during

Wintersession and Spring break, plus 7 Weekends

Registration deadline/confirmation: October 18, 1996

Registration Materials and More Information are available from:

Division of Continuing Education, (413) 545-2484.

UNIVERSITY Or MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Water Polo in Navy Invitational,

Midshipmen main event forUM
women s soccer

By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

So much for easing into the season.
UMass coach Russ Yarworth takes his defending

Eastern Championship water polo squad down to
Annapolis. Md. to face Navy (and two other opponents
— Richmond and George Washington) in the Navy
Invitational this weekend.
The Midshipmen were the only team this side of the

Mississippi to defeat the Minutemen in the regular sea-
son last fall, and perennially are Massachusetts' only
major competition in the east for an NCAA playoff
berth.

Navy brings an aggressive, attacking style at both ends
of the pool, and Yarworth expects them to be ready.

"They're usually a little further along at this time of
year than {other teams], " Yarworth said. "It should be a
dogfight."

In sharp contrast to the intense rivalry of a
UMass-Navy match that features physical struggles and
tense last-minute possessions, UMass-Richmond games
usually come down to third stringers trying to impress
the coaches in fourth quarter garbage time.

Last season, the Minutemen swept three matches from
the lowly Spiders (18-5, 16-14, 23-13). In addition
UMass is 6- all-time versus Richmond.
"Richmond has a couple good individual players,"

Yarworth said. "If you don't pay attention, you can get

yourself in trouble."

Richmond (10-17 last season) lost its top two goal

scorers from last season, but returns 44-goal so.rer Tom
Haggerty and Chris Sirras. who netted 28 goals a year

ago.

After ending the regular season last year winning
seven of their last nine matches, the Spiders finished a

disappointing eighth at the Eastern Water Polo
Association tournament, losing all three of their matches

including a 1 6-5, first-round drubbing by the
Minutemen.

George Washington is yet another club on the docket

that has yet to beat the Minutemen.
UMass has beaten the Colonials both times the two

teams have met. The latest Minuteman victory came in

an 11-9 decision at the Labor Day Invitational last

autumn.
The Colonials, like Richmond, have strong individual

performers, and Yarworth figures it will take a strong

team effort to keep GW at bay.

Junior driver Brent Stoll is the Colonials' only proven

legitimate scoring threat, having led GW in scoring last

season with 146 points (111 goals, 35 assists), a mark
that would have led the UMass squad last season.

ieremy Yamamoto. a midget (145 lbs.) driver who may
be physically mauled by either Brian Stahl (215) or |.C.

Limardo (205) down low, scored 29 goals and tallied a

.659 shot percentage in his freshman season a year ago.

Stahl, Limardo, et al. should have their way against

Yamamoto's Colonials and Richmond. The real test will

be the physical style of the host Midshipmen.

Sports Notice
There will be a meeting for all new writers interested in wwiting

for sports Monday at 5:30 pm in the Collegian office, 1 1 3 Campus
Center Basement.

A Sports staff meeting will follow at 6:00 pm.

continued from page 14

"The coach has been kicking our
butt this week, so what we might
have lacked in fitness in the last game
we have made up. Everyone wants it

this year, taking their own initiative,

and making fit what the coach has
not made." Even though the
Lady Bulldogs are in their second
year as a Div. I program, they can not

be overlooked. They already have
two wins under their belt this season,

beating Georgia St. and Georgia
Southern by scores of 5-1 and 3-2,

respectively. Last season they took

NCAA Tournament standout NC
State to the wire in a 2-1 loss. Their

defense up to this point has been suc-

cessful in all parts of the pitch, with

sophomore defenders Stephanie
Yarem (5 points) and Suzannah
Weathersbee leading the team in

scoring.

Factor in that head coach Bill

Barker was an old teammate of
Rudy's at Rollins College, and was
also an assistant for him at Central

Florida, and emotions could run
high.

"These are two games that are the

biggest on their schedule for the

year," Rudy said. "They are young,

very fast, very aggressive and they

had quite a good team last year for a

first year program. 1 expect them to

be well prepared, fit and physical as

hell."

"Georgia is a very young program,

and they are all very excited and
eager about their opportunity to start

a new program with coach Bill

Surker,* assistant coach Chris
Chamides said. "1 think it is going to

present a very big challenge for us, in

the sense that this is going to be a

really good introduction to the grind

of the season."

SMU is on the other side of the

spectrum, as the quality of their soc-

cer tradition rates up with the likes of

UMass. Last season they reached the

Final Four, losing only to Portland by

a score of 4-2. Even though they lost

head coach Alan Kirkup to the

University of Maryland, and also

their three top scorers to graduation

and transfers, they still come in as a

strong team. Their No. 22 national

ranking is deceptive, and the core
remains from last season's impressive

23-1-1 squad, led by their solid mid-

field of senior Amy Kline (24 GP. 24
GS, 30 points last season) and
juniors Danielle Brousseau, Emily
Rogers and Kristen English.

UMass connections continue with

the Mustangs as Rudy is more than

familiar with new coach Greg Ryan.
In his first season, UMass lost to

Ryan's old team, Wisconsin, by a

score of 2-1 in the NCAAs. In addi-

tion, assistant coach Brett Hall has

worked with sophomore defender

Robn> Smith in the past. SMU fresh-

man forwar.! Morgan Rittenhouse
was recmueu by Rudy last year, but

slipped through the cracks, and leads

a talented recruiting class coming
into this season.

With their losses in the off-season.

Rudy and Chamides will not take this

team lightly.

"(Ryan) has some good players on

that team, and plus they are coming
off some great success last year,"

Rudy said.

"SMU is solid, a Final Four team

and no matter what you say, they are

going to have players on the field

with Final Four experience,"
Chamides said. "They did lose some
scoring, but they still will be very

strong.

"It is going to be a really good
benchmark test to see where we
stand against quality NCAA teams. It

will be a good check to see where we
stand as compared to last year,

because they advanced further than

we did, and we would like to get

where they were."

All in all, this weekend will be an

experience for the Minutewomen. On
Sunday afternoon, at approximately

4:00 p.m., you will know the result

from the crowd noise at Garber
Field. Sorry, all of you UConn haters,

the rematch of last year's tournament

loss is in Storrs on Oct. 19.

DO
NOT

ENTER

Great pioneers don 7 hesitate. MDA

research pursues every possible avenue.

1-800 572-1717Muscular Dystrophy Association

COUiGIAN Hit PHOTO

Sandy Shimogaki will have her work cut out for her in the midfield as UMass faces SMU and Georgia this week-

end.

COMPARE!
MORE MACHINES

Starmasters • 1 readmits • Uecydes
NorrJc Track • Keeer • Nautilus

Tectrtx • Oymcc Free Weights

nnttsasaaar
Hrtow • Reebok Bench Step

Boxerctee • Yoga • Ames Largest

Aerobics Space • Suspended Wood Floor

Big enough to own the beet equipment, but email
enough to know your name"

AMHERST"ZtM* 460 SO.
WEST AMHERST
ST 256-0080

This is no time
to turn back.
Keep MDA's

lifesaving research
moving forward.

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717

last chance
to prepare for

the October test
Utt class begins on: September 9th!!

Call I-800-KAP-TEST
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See campus

computer store

fnr details.

Buy an IBM PC 340 or

350 desktop computer

and an IBM Multimedia

Kit. And you'll get a CD

software package that includes Windows 95,

Lotus SmartSuite, Netscape Navigator, World

Book Multimedia Encyclopedia and the Infopedia

collection of essential reference software

Buy a ThinkPad and you'll get Windows 95 and

Lotus SmartSuite. You can also take advantage

of special student, faculty and staff financing.

Just call 1-800-4 IBM-LOAN for information.

Hurry, visit your campus computer store today.

After all, no one looks —

.
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-
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

KLEIN*S A1L*SP0RTS
Welcomes You With Back To School Savings!

twimming • Lacrosse • FootbaB • Hiking • Running • Walking • Sno

Soccer • Field Hockey • Bowling • Volleyball • In-

Golf • Ski • Hockey • Basketball • Swimming • Lacrosse • FoolbaB • Hiking • Running • Walking • Snowboarding • Tennis • Racquetball

Weight Lilting • Baseball • Soccer • Field Hockey • Bowling • Volleyball • In-line Skating • Watersports

Jlllllll
convcRM

15% OFF
iimiL

adidas-^ •*

Fib* Any Non-Sale Item as* was.**
Jllllll-l-llllllll- With Coupon Only • Expires September 1 3. 1 996 llll I III I II 1 1 1 1 T

For Your Sporting Good Needs . . . KIM*S AIliSPORTS Has It All!

HAMPSHIRE MALL • HADLEY

^
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ACTIVITIES

Panhellenic Council is sponsoring a Greek

Arei Cicwiih benefiting AIDS

foundation Saturday. Septarnber 7th 12

3 behind 375. 387. 389 and 395 N
Pleasant Stieet $3

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Come meet the vsters of CHI OMtGA et

our Open House on Sept 8 at 1 30. Sept

9 at 5 30 and ou Befbequc on Sept 10 at

5 30 Call Heetw for more information

at 549-4742 ^_
Want to start your own fraternity' Zeta

Beta Tau is looking for men to recofonue

ow chapter If interested call Bret Hrbak

1317 334 1898 ent 214

Poster Sale Fine Arts. Movie. Animal.

Rock, 3D Most images $6. $7. & $8

SUB Wed Fri 9am 4pm Benefits

UMASS radio WMUA 91 1 Bui

AM University women invited to attend

Sigma Kapa Open Rush Thurs 9/5 5-7

pm Sun 9/8 6-8 pm lues 9/10 5-7 pm

Thurs 9/12 6-8 pm Please call Beth for

more info 256-6887 located 19 Allen St

(Behind Hillell

AUTO FOR SALE

1985 Buck Century SW Good condition

SVOOO BO Contact David 549-8273

86 Ford Escort Runs good, tires n good

condition, new starter, very little rust

WOO call flnen 586-0363

MAZDA "91 323 HATCHBACK. 79.000

mi . very good condition, sunroof, tune-up

work |ust done. $2900 0B0. Call 549

7286

93 MITSUBISHI MIRAGE 40 miles.

$6500 or best offer 367-0384

EMPLOYMENT

Part Time Jobs for the environment

Earn $60- $80 per dey working to prevent

toxics with MASSfWG Flexible schedule

tor students Fun. casual atmosphere

CallAie»al?5r>6434

Largest Student Travel Planner on East

Coast looking for Campus Rep to promote

Kodak Spring Break Tnps 'Guaranteed'

lowest package prices and best incen-

tives You handle the sales we handle

the bookkeeping Cancun. Nassau.

Jamaica. S Padre. Orlando & Key West

Earn BfGm and/or FftEETHPIS) GREAT

FOR RESUME " ' Cad 1 -800-222-4432

tMPLOYMENT

NOW HIRING' COFFEE SHOP AND
HATCH Now have positions available

working during lunch MorvFn Come down

and see us or call 545-0016 or 545^2597

PART TIME JOBS FOR THE ENVIRON

MENT Earn $60 $80 per dey working to

prevent toxics with MASSPIRG Flexible

schedule tor students Fun. casual atmos

phere Cal l Alaxet 256*434

Now Hiring part time telemarketers

Morning, afternoon and evening hours

available Earn $6 $7 per hour plus

bonuses No sales Will tram Contact

Ms Miranda 1 -800-82»4777

Child Care Three great kids >n Amherst

M. T. Th 2 7pm. W 4 9. Sat Eve Car

needed, non smoking Robin 253 0660

Sam 9pm

School Bus Driver 10 hours a week, after

noon. $1000/hour with free health club

benefits Must have e Class 2 DPU
license 586-0633 Call or apply in par

son Kid Sport Rte 9. Hadley

Want the toughest job you'll ever love"

People's' a student-run business is seek

ing highly motivated undergraduate work

study and non work study students for

long term commitment learn to co

—

manage a small business, gam invaluable

leadership skills, and have a blast 1

Applications available at the Center tor

Student Businesses Student Union.

Room 406. or the Market EOf

Counter/Kitchen Help 25 Hr/Week. Must

be able to work late nights and week

ends Apply at P Dough. Downtown

Amherst

Spring Break 1 1 Earn Cash 1 Highest

Commissions 1 lowest Prices' Travel free

on only 13 sales 1 Free Into 1 Sunsplash 1

800-4213-7710

Now Hiring Experienced Wait Staff

Driver and Hostess. Apply with in only.

Kai On Resnurant

CAREGIVER WITH f ARU CHILDHOOD
Experience tor two and three year old

Monday. Tuesday, or Friday 8 5 car

required, references required 253 3237

Looking for a tun. responsible companion

with own transportation for our 13 year

old son Some afternoons and overnights

m our home mLeverett Call 548-9057

PERSONAL CARE ATTEN0ANT For

evenings, overnights, and wekands For

male quad $7 85 per how $15 70 tor

overnight 6-0666

RECEPTIONIST MULLINS CENTER. MTh
1 30-500 pm F 10 30am 500pm tele

phone experience required, some clerical

$525/hr MUtUNS CENTER 2nd floor to

•ppty

EMPLOYMENT

PAINTERS NEEDED Now hmng painters

for the greater Amherst area Hiring

quick and reliable painters Experience

preferred, but not required Starts at

$7/hr
.
plus bonuses Part time or Full-

time Contact Dan Wolman at Student

Punters . 1 80082*4777

Cruise Ships Hiring- Earn up to

$20.000«/month World Travel

Seasonal and Full Time positions No

exp necessary For into call 1 206-971

3550 Ext C50015

National Parks Hmng Positions are now

available at National Parks. Forest, and

Wildlife Preserves Excellent benefits

and bonuses> Call 1 206 971 3620 Ext

N50016

Tropical Resorts Hmng Students need

ed 1 Entry level and career positions avail

able worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services 206971 -3600 Ext R5O012

ATTENTION All STUDENTS' Over $6

Billion in public and private sector

Grants and scholarships are now avail

able All students are eligible Let us

help For more into call 1 800 2636495

ExtF50014 ^__
international Employment- Earn up to

$25 $45/hour teaching basic converse

tional english in Japan. Ta «an. or S

Korea No teaching background or Asian

languages required For into call 206

971 3570 Ext J50015

MUSICIANS

Drummer Needed tor dark, post-altema

live pop/rock We have EP end Boston

gigs If you are serious and can chill or

rock out call Phil 54*5836

ROOM FOR RENT

2BR Apt in Sunderland HW floors,

wash/dry. porch, garage 315< BEAUTI

FLU SETTING' QUIET' 6654394

SERVICES

COMPUTER PROBLEMS' Need an

upgrade'' In house service, call Scream

Savers 54*0083

WANTED

Sell me your purple lot sticker Call Greg

w/pnee 6 2196

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals Plus Free Delivery 253

9742

FOR SALE

Computer. Compaq 486. 8 RAM. 210HD.

Software. $750 or B0 367 9874 or 253-

2822 ^_^^_
futon. Double. Frame and Custom Cover

$20000 060 548 9728

LAPTOP COMPUTER i8M 701CS/486

75/8 RAM 540 MEG HO/ with case and

extras/ $1100/060 Please contact Josh

at 25*8966

BOOKCASES Unfinished pine-

24
-
x36'x9

-
3 shelves $48 00 • tax

5361944

INSTRUCTION

WWWSUCESSORG Free business edu

cation from American Institute

Entrepreneurship and Real Estate

Investment Courses Retire rich in ten

years

SOME THINGS
ARE MEANT
TO BE CLOSED

last chance

to prepare for

the October test

lSAt
k September 8th!!

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST KAPLAN
'LSAT is a lagotsred trademark of Law Services

YOUR MIND
ISN'T ONE
OF THEM.

For decades, MDA has
shown how valuable people

with disabilities am to

society We believe talent,

ability and desire are more
Important than strength of

a person's muscles The one
barrier these people can't

overcome is a closed mind
Keep yours open

MUSCULAR
DYSTROPHY
ASSOCIATION

•LllL
7 I

1-800-878-1717

For The Week Of September 1-7

ARIES
March 21-April 30
Hut mote nnphssi* on mreting your

Anal-trial obligations on Umr Dont tal

behind (Jar your orgeudzatkwiaj skills

to grt on top of things. Devote Ihr

wrrkmd lo a little rest and rrlajuUkxi

Youll nerd It for a busy upcoming

vtek!

TAURUS
April 21-ftUy 21

It's your turn to br tn thr spotlight -

don't be afraid to show what you've

got! You will br recognised for your

first rale prrfonrtartce and hard work

Br opm and honest and your good

name wtll br urutrttrd Postpone

travel plans for next weekend

GEMINI
llay 22-June 21

Change is good, but think things

through first' Don't take others for

granted, especially your family

members You wtll depend on them

more than ever In the upcoming

months A big surprise could be Just

around the comer*

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Business plans could take a turn br

the worse Don't get upset. It's out of

your control now Keep looking ahead

Things will soon be tn your favor

again Others wtll admire your

flexibility Think about your (amity's

financial future

LEO
July 23-August 23

Let yourself go creatively this week at

work There are no limits, and you

might surprise yourself A fellow

employee might Inspire you. Turn

more of your sttenuon lo budgeting In

the upcoming months Start saving for

something you have been wanting

VIRGO
Aiifutt 24-September 22

Plan a special evening with a good

friend It will lift your spirits and give

you a new perspective An unexpected

phone call might leave you confused

Dont read loo much kilo It Take time

to read the One print It will clarify an

ambiguous Issue

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Be on the lookout tor opportunities

for advancement They may be right

around the corner. Be cautious when
beginning a new relationship There

may be more to It than what's on the

surface Do some research on a new
subject of interest

SCORPIO
October 24-No*ember 22
Confidence la the key to success.

Others will admire you for your

knowledge and ability to work under

pressure You will be recognized for

your contributions. Keep It up. and

you will aoon take steps up the career

ladder

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

A hectic week at home overshadows

a personal goal you've been trying to

work on Don't let your strews level

rise—Instead, focus on taking things

one step at a time Catch up on a

chore you've been avoiding before It

becomes overwhelming

CAPRICORN
December 22-Januarf 20

Use your head this week when It

comes to planning an excursion

Although It's tempting to go first class.

cutting a few corners will save you

some money without affecting your

enjoyment one bit Take a friend along

for the ride

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

Give yourself a break from the heat

—

whether it's the outdoor kind or the

high stress kind Little gesture* mean

a tot. especially when It comes to an

Intimate relationship Everything's

going your way as the week comes to

a close-so celebrate'

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Your torus and dedication are starting

to pay off. but don't let up now You

could accomplish even greater things

A pialonic relationship could be

developing along new Lines Make your

choice, and then stick to It when It

comes to your family

For Entertainment Purposes Only

CROSSWORD 1
1

—

B
-

1 J— "

1

' T r~ <r~ TO TT
-

[TJ-<W

14 " 16

17 1

?0 i |fi

aj 24 H?5 26 I

w ?g 31 1 33 34

15 137

30 40 41

42 44

45 a"I

J 49

52 53 H _" S7 56 50

SO 81

1

"

84 86 .

87 68 .

ACROSS

14.
"

15

Under

Cats leaf

Bassbal rut oul

olplsy

a Piano'

(Fat]
Has debts

16. lngno*s role in

Casablanca

17. Allied

18. Feigned

20. Soothsayer

21. Skeleton, lor one

22. Dated

23. Misrepresents

25. Bruncfi or lunch

27. Eikptical

». Egg yung

31. Like a DeMt* Mm
35 Byhookorby
36. Author S4M06

37. Qeneocnkals

J6- Vats

38. OfylHouston

him)

40. Goktbrtcks

42. Ho's guitar, lor short

43. Members ol the pine

way
44. EigMsome
46. Take fan

47. Fury

46. Kitchen tools

49. Grade

61. On which -du puT
ialound

52. HekJMJe

66. Skcker

56. Brood

60. Qeomefric measures

61 That g«r who
married Phi

64. Tarzan portrayer

Lincoln

66. -Wan Street
"

66. Pointless

67. English money abbr

66. Noils. orbuH
69. Cartography

ooiec&on

DOWN
Paris of overals

Author Wieeei

Mineral vem
Disregard

Unite

Lao and Pious

Wrong

Lfce WMie Winkie

Jet-wrung transport

Ending

Poet Sharon

Exploits

11 Do dock work

19. Clean an gp
21. Beer barrel

24. Fteadwe a pnnong

26. Encircling trenches

26. Vast age

27. Befall

21 Truck stop?

29. Misplaces

30. Warning kght

32. Babble

31 Surmae
34. Bresk coverings

Burning

Area above the Iter*

Junk-mad addressee

lobe bed

Oaoastion

uookdook nam. aoor

50. Lemon refresher

61. Prepares to pairs

windows

52. Poetic works

61 Droop

64. Appellative

55. Taking horse

|2wds.)

67. PhD postulants

sum
61 Armbone
61 umepiggies

61. Airlne letters

61 Bards erne

61 Afcestar
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Dilbart By Scott Adams Drabl* By Kevin Fagan

NETUimK ADMINISTRATORRATOPJ

I HAVE FORGOTTEN
W PASSWORD. I

HUrABLY BEG FOR
ASSISTANCE

I HAVE NO TDAE FOR
BORING ADttlNl STRATIVE

TASKS, YOU FOOL/ I'rA

BUSY UPGRADING THE
NET DORK!

YOU COULD HAVE GIVEN1
<AE A NEW PASSWORD
IN THE TlfAE IT TOOK
TO BELITTLE KE

YES, BUT COHICH

OPTION WOULD
GIVE fAE JOB
SATISFACTION7

J

fAACOMC 5TRIP FOR THE
SCHOOL PAPERWLL BE
6EM\AlJTO&»OGCAPUICAL
IT WLL REUOLVE AROUND
THE UFE Of A WAHDSOME
CDLLEGE'dTOOENT AND
HfeUyACWFAMlLW'r^

ANOTHEDAD.UJHAT
6HALL I NAME
THEOAO

HE'LLHAVJEA^AARI-
ALECK LITTLE BROTHER
NAMEDTATW " AND A
BE^LOERED
rAOrWNAN\EO \A &
'eowHMwijNCH"'

1

J
Dilbert By Scott Adams

[ART SUPPLIES
i DESIGN SUPPLY STUDIO
| ON TOWN COMrvtON • 65 SOUTH PLEASANT STREET • AMHERST • 4 1 3/253-5S92

I FREE DISCOUNT CARD "- ,0""*
WfTH THIS COUKDN e GOOD R* 10% Off AU IIJROiASlS K» ()NT FULL YTAR

DO
NOT

ENTER

Great pioneers don t hesitate.

MDA research pursues

every possible avenue.

Drable By Kevin Fagan

a)t^U)V*ATMC)l»\.' I'fv\

COiN6TO PjE THE CAR-
TOON»e>TfORTL4£,
SCHOOL PAPERS

TODAH 1 &ECHN httl

rWETEORlCRl^eiD
rAI^ANDfORIONE'

LET'QOee I'LLrCEPA
COMP0IER>^A»4N£R,
AN E-rW^LAODRE^^ AND
^FL0N^1D^NSU)ERALL
THQ66 PE€»M NJKX&MM

HA0EMCjOTr**0U6WT
0«:ANS600C>
CARTOON /f,R^T
IQEAO^ET? ( TmN6">

tiR'DT.'
i

Robotman By Jim Meddick Robotman By Jim Meddick

MONTY WfcITWWe,TW4 feYOlAe
»>r\OMewT OF tRVtW • TWfc TRUTH
is ywdt wA&r/wg yew? we.
WATCHING STVPIP TVSMW/S AMP
0vy/Wf5 IPIOTIC PfWWCTS HAVE

A Nice PAYj-

iwe eesr thing
A*X/T MOMEMTS
OF TROTH /S THAT,

sy veFthimoH,
THty PON'T (.AST

waLrOWST ASK MOrA
IOGN&tOOASUNCH
>0flCt CU«£5fR0i*V

TUtFRiPt3e!,

jr^

TH6U WOPAL''L\NATfcRON
EWiU CUBt, HOLD "6M fOfiETHBR

AHP.NlOLA/IWeY STICK LIKE,

CWXYGtUfc"

I'M auiLPIr^X STICK AfWWP,r</PS,AWP "

A MiWIATwRlS \ WATCH AS Ff?6Pe WQV&
eiFFf.i Tovyep.voBeaevATi'ow pecK breaks

"—Z\ Off AWP PlUrVWtTTff INTV

)
\lHe Uiveff • fW3UNTA(N

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick

[UJHAT 6 THI5CAU£P NMUfWtW]

Close to Homo By John McPherson

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717

% WELCOME BACK TO THE LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN!
Don't Drink
and Drive

LITE, LITE ICE
MILLER BEER sau 15.49
30- 12 0/ CANS MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00

FINAL S4W&49

s11BUSCH &
BUSCH LIGHT
30-120? CANS

DEP

HAMM'S
CASE 24 12 02 CANS DIP.

HARPOON
ALL FLAVORS

6 PK BOTTLES

sa DEP

'AU.FIAVORS
6 PK BOTTLES

KILLIANS IRISH RED
12 PK BOTTLES 9

+ DEP

HORNSBY'S CIDER
CIPF.H A DARK N DRY
6PK BOTTLE

^EVERYDAY LOW PRICEJ^

1/2 KEGS
BUD, BUD LT, BUD ICE, .

UTE, RED DOG, 1
ICEHOUSE, MICH,
MICH IT, AMBER BOCK DEP

XWwf OF THE MONTHK
TURNING LEAF
CHARDONNAY
- ZINFANDEL
WHITE ZINFANDEL
FUME BLANC j^qmi

sa
ALMADEN WINES
RHINE, CHABUS,
GOLDEN, BLUSH,
ROSE, BURGUNDY,
FRENCH COLOMBARD,
CHENIN BLANC

ss
3.0 LT

MARCUS JAMES
ALL FLAVORS i *%«-aaav

** 5'

GEORGES DUBOUEF
BEAUJOLAIS-VILLAGES

,

750 ML

Sjjtter
TIOME S&99
WHITE ZINFANDEL 750 ML

BOONE'S WINE
ALL FLAVORS
750 ML

SALE 3.49
MAIL-IN REBATE -1.50

ALLFIAVORS
4PK.

FINAL

COST*f+ 0£P

POPOV SQ39
VODKA im

m
*£&

750 ML

CAKIBBf>N RUM

GOLD TEQUILA
750 Ml

sio
SEAGRAM'S 7
MENDED 5ALE 1249

WHISKEY
175L

MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00

FINAL

COST

RON ROBERTO RUM
WHITE A GOLD SALE 9.99
175 L MAIL-IN-REBATE -2.00

FINAL

COST
s7

JIM BEAM
BOURBON
1.7SL

GOLDSCHLAGER 1
107* CINNAMON SCHNAPPS *£

!! AEROBICS !!

FIEX

FITNESS CENTER
AMHERST M A

O.K.

Let's imagine that every

week or so we get 2 nights in a

row ...with no day in between.

So, at 6 a.m. when it would

normally start to become light in the

morning, it'd begin to get dark

again....maybe you'd see a sliver of

sun for is minutes....then it'd be

a whole night all over again.

I told my friend who might

have cancer that life is a 50/50

deaL.half of \t is a blast and half is

terrible.

Whatever you want...

two nights ofdarkness or

two days of light

you be the weatherman....

but you don 't need to broadcast

your report as most weathermen

do.

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick

STHI6HTYI-1-nHATMI&mY
WrtXCur EKH L£rVrlN6 »«5—j «PUNP n

!! AEROBICS !!

We Accept

Cans and Bottles

ior Redemption

i\TTHESTOP& SHOPPLAZA
HADLEY NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE
253-9344 586-3007 534-4555

SALE PRICES

THURS. 9 5/96 THRU
WEDS. 9/11/96

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

Kaplan prepares more students,

one student at a time.

NUMBER OF PRE-GRADUATE STUDENTS PER YEAR*

70,000

30.000
KWjJjTjl 25.000

Prlncaton Other Qulekl*
Ravlaw Companies University

(combined) Courses

KAPLAN

Here's Why.
Kaplan teachers are crynamic, experienced and highly effective.

Using Kaplan's unique, customized prep system, they'll create

an individualized study plan that focuses on your needs.

Don't risk your future with an Inferior prep course.
At Kaplan, we'll make sure you get a higher score.

1-800-KAP-TEST

<g$> 3Z£> KAPLAN ^ ^^
'lOUsstlmat*

IS THAT ASOPERrTtOERf
or oust some iAwe>i

"Here, I rigged this up to help with your poison ivy-

"Always wanted one of those" By A. Morse & S. Dumas

rA^ r*v»e tfc -Ji^.2^
^oor Q..fs.

fV>o>AfCor* ijsoC
fxtferm.awoi* f corv^

'—r~

ive do*\'\ (00 1 aCooooV

OerV+ l«+ «»e c<x\M
"jpo driofeng OAdeCnoe
no H; pt«ie folks, '

MoUSlO^ SlH-4 K£S (xJrvi+S

***e -te (et rjpo krvoto

**> o&n'f vWea^ot
^Kese m^oorroorn...

ArtitrbtjeVe - UKf -the.

c/KiorAk»reo«i a.

jsjlSLeks i**. <>^e m
DrooM* anapen

icr- f,ke twe one

2r^x^^ (20^3a® 00e?^m (Mi
instead of this stupid ad

®&n&<3a®3 saws© » s<3s=a^s

Today's Staff

Chris Conner
Night Editor

Lisa Oliver!

Copy Editor

Liz Brown
Photo Technician

Tony "Xot" Morse
Production Supervior

Marc Dionne, David X. Voldan

Josh Sylvester

Production

|o^oa

If you take a good look

at history you might

get a black eye.

-BMCP

99

Liberty . .

.

Happiness

Today's D.C. Menu
Cmll 545-2626 tor

Franklin

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Grilled Cheese 6t bacon

Fish Munchies

DINNER
Barbecued Spareribs

Baked Ziti

Charbroiled Chicken

Breast

Hampden

Every American is entitled to the same basic

rights and freedoms And MDA makes these

rights into realities tor people with

neuromuscular diseases

The medical care and essential equipment that

MDA otters guarantee my most basic rights by

helping me to stay alive MDAs assistance also

offers me freedom to wo* and pursue my

interests And that makes me happy

Thanks to MDA. I can make use of alt my rights

and alt my abilities

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Pucksllll

Fish Munchies

DINNER
Beef Strips with Snow

Peas

Tilapia Santa Fe

Fish

Worcester

LUNCH
Fish Munchies

Mesquite Chicken Sand.

Bow Ties/ Meat Sauce

Tri-Bean Caserole

DINNER
Beef Strips w/Snow Peas

Stir Fry Veggies

Eggplant Parmesiana

Half Time Deli

V7 Coxy '

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717

Berkshire

LUNCH
Fish Munchies

Mesquite Chicken

Raviolo with Sauce

Vegan Ravioli

DINNER
Beef Strips w/Snow Peas

Stir Fry Veggies

Eggplant Parmesiana

Barbecue Spareribs
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Sports
Football kicks off season on road with Villanova

The Massachusetts

DAILY COLLEGIAN
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By Mike Corey
Collegian Staff

Preparing and producing. The first word ol the two
is something that the UMass Minutenien football leant

has been doing all off-season. The second is what
they're hoping will be the result of all that hard work
as they tackle the Villanova Wildcats tomorrow after-

noon at 1:00 p.m. in Philadelphia.

"You can talk all about what you have to do out
there, but the most important thing is you've goi to get

out there and play," Head Coach Mike Hodges said. "I

really think we're prepared. We've got a very business

like group."

The Minutemen take to the road which will be the

lirst ul three games away from the confines of Warren
McGuirk Alumni Stadium. They will be lacing a team
which they have not faced since 1992 where the
Minutemen came up with a 13-9 victory at home. The
Wildcats lead the overall series between the two
schools 7-6 since their first meeting back in 1961.

Villanova began their season last week, where they

played a solid game against Rutgers, but lost by 10
(38-28) before a crowd of over 27,000. The Villanova

attack looked like the exact opposite of the Minutemen
who are known for the running game which averaged
over 303 yards a game last season. In the first game the

Wildcats ran for only 23 yards, but quarterback Clint

Park threw for 350 yards.

Last season the Minutemen threw for only 483 yards
all year. However, Mike Hodges said he feels that will

definitely be different this season.

"I think we'll be a lot better this time out," Hodges
said. "We put a lot of effort into our passing game. I

think a lot of teams think that If we can stop the run
against UMass we're going to win the game,' and we're
trying to change that."

lunior Anthony Catterton will have the duties of try-

ing to change that this week as he begins the year as

the number one quarterback.

Though the Minutemen are trying to establish a pass-

ing game for themselves, they need to try to shut down
the Wildcats passing attack first.

Last week Park set career highs in five different cate-

gories including completions (24), attempts (56), yards
passing (350). touchdowns (3) and interceptions (5).

The Minutemen might be hoping that at least that last

record- breaking mark will be repeated in this game.
To stop the air assault, the Minutemen will need the

Mvondary to step it up, a group in which UMass lost

three of It'l lour starters from last year. Co-Captain
kory Blackwell. the lone returner starter, is very strong
.it the cornerback position and will defend one of the
two excellent receivers the Wildcats have. Last week
junior |osh Dolbin caught six balls for 94 yards,
putting him over 1000 career yards receiving, and
junior Brian Finneran caught 10 passes for a career
high 166 yards.

Senior Bryan Mooney takes over the starting free
safety duties, making the switch from strong safety.

and will be counted on heavily as well to shut down
some of the passing attack of the Wildcats.

The Minutemen are approaching this season with a

different altitude, one which Hodges said he feels will

give his team a verv rewarding year.

"We need to play emotionally every week," Hodges
said. "The coaches and players have been working real

hard with being enthusiastic in practice, and we just

need to transfer that to a game."
The UMass running attack is once again in full gear

and ready to put up big numbers again this season.
Senior All- America candidate Frank Alessio, the
leading rusher in the Yankee Conference last season,
will lead the attack, along with sophomore Matt
(ordan.

Villanova ran into problems rushing the ball last

week, gaining only 23 yards on 27 carries, and with
All-America candidate linebacker Justin Reimer, last

year's conference leader in tackles, times won't be any
easier this week for the Wildcats. Back him up with
sophomore Khari Samuel and middle linebacker Mike
Dawson, second and third on the team in tackles last

season, respectively, and the Minutemen will hope to
put the stick in the Villanova rushing game this week
as well.

Playing against a team that the Minutemen don't
know much about. Hodges said he feels they're going
to have to be ready in all areas, physically and emotion-
ally.

"We're going to have to adjust, and we're going to
have to be able to make the necessary change*."
Hodges said. "We've been practicing hard, and we
need to go out and play with a lot of enthusiasm and
emotion."

Broadcast Notes: Listen to the game live on the only
station broadcasting Minuteman football fh FM Stereo,

91.1 FM WMUA. beginning with the pregame show at

12:45 p.m. Game time is 1:00 p.m.

UMass to face UIMH Wildcats

By Jen Ryder

& Casey Kane
CoHegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
field hockey team travels to Durham.
N.H. Saturday to face the University

of New Hampshire at 2 p.m.

Last Saturday the Minutewomen
1 1-0) won their season opener as they

defeated Wake Forest, 4-1. On
Wednesday, they beat the University

of Toronto, 4-0, in an exhibition
game.

Junior Courtney MacLean and
freshman Saskia Fuchs. who scored

two goals apiece in last week's victory

against Wake, were named Atlantic 10

Player and Rookie of the Week,
respectively.

MacLean scored twice on five shots,

while Fuchs converted on two of her

three shots. Fuchs also came away
from the game with an assist.

Senior midfielder Kyle
Rothenberger also had a strong per-

formance last week as she recorded

two assists, and sophomore Kate
Putnam helped the offensive effort

with an assist as well.

On defense UMass needs to look no
further than senior goaltender Hilary

Rose She enters the game following a

six- save performance against Wake
Forest.

UMass coach Pam Hixon, who has

been away from the college game for

two years in order to coach the U.S.

National Team, has little background
information about UNH.

"I honestly don't know what to

expect." Hixon said. "I've heard that

they are strong, physical, big kids who
hit the ball hard. And that they're rela-

tively experienced."

For New Hampshire, tomorrow's
game will be the season opener. Robin
Balducci's Wildcats, who are hoping
to improve on last season's 7-12
record, return eight starters, including

their top scorer, senior loAnne Fortin.

Other notable returnees on offense

include junior Kate Roberts, and
sophomores Caroline Coyne and
Carey Blalobrzeski.

Becky Craigue started all 1 9 games
l«l year, seeing time at both the back

and forward positions. This year her

role has switched to the midfield.

where she will team with senior
Courtney Lucksinger.

Defense will be a key weakness as

New Hampshire returns no starting

midfielders. Senior co-captain Aimee
Tanguay and junior Kristen Wagner
will lead the relatively inexperienced

defense in 1996. Tanguay will lend a

lot of stability to the defense, having

started 41 games over the past two
years in a Wildcat uniform.

Both teams are still adjusting to the

no-offsides rule, which is new to col-

legiate field hockey this year.

"With the new rules and the off-

sides. I think people are going to be
changing what they are doing almost

daily." Hixon said.

Wednesday's game against Toronto
gave the Minutewomen a chance to

see a different perspective of the
no-offsides rule. Canadian teams have

been playing under the rule change for

over a year.

"It was interesting to see what
they're doing differently that might
work or that we could implement for

our team," Hixon. said. "We picked up
some pointers."

New Hampshire won last year's tilt

at Totman Field, 1-0, in double over-

time.
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Kate Putnam, who tallied an assist in UMass' 4-1 win over Wake Forest,

faces off against UNH tomorrow.
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Senior Co-Captain Kory Blackwell and the Minutemen kick off their season on the road at Villanova tomorrow.

UMass classic comes to town,

Minutewomen face SMU, Ga.
By Jorma Kansarten

Collegian Staff

You wanted the best, and you
got the best

All references to stadium rock
metaphors aside, the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer
team will be hosting some of the

hottest programs in the country this

Friday and Sunday. Richard F.

Garber Field will be the happening

place to be. as the UMass-Reebok
Women's Soccer Classic comes to

town. The Classic is the home
opener for the No. 18

nationally-ranked Minutewomen
(1-0), and looks to be one of the

top four team tournaments in colle-

giate soccer this season.

The University of Georgia (2-0),

No. 22 Southern Methodist
University (1-0) and No. 5

University of Connecticut (1-0)
will be competing. UMass' home
debut is against Georgia at 4:30
p.m. today, while SMU and UConn
face off in the early game at 2:30
p.m. Sunday's slate includes UConn
vs. Georgia at noon, with the finale

of the Classic at 2:30 p.m. when
UMass faces SMU. Head
coach |im Rudy is the catalyst of

this competition, and he is looking

forward to getting both the tourna-

ment and season rolling on an even

further positive note. •

"It would be a great way to start

off the season, if the people want to

see a decent level of competition."

Rudy said. "This is one of the best

four team tournaments in the coun-
try this year, never mind the first

week. We might as well start out

looking at the best."

Last weekend's season opener
was a good result in the win col-

umn for UMass. as they beat
Fairfield by a score of 2- 1 . But start

of the semester problems, com-
bined with the overzealous crowd
atmosphere in Agawam, seemed to

leave them a little distracted. The
crowd noise in itself was high
pitched, to say the least, due to the

enthusiasm of over 1000 youth soc-

cer players who were present.

It was a double-edged sword for

the team, but one that Rudy did not

dislike that much in the long run,

and would openly wish for again

this weekend.

"We were happy that the crowd
was so large, but it was shrill."

Rudy said. "It was nervy with so

many young shrill voices, but bles--

their hearts, they cheered the whole-

time.

"I think we have to improve on
what we did in the first game, and
there was so much unneeded pres-

sure. They better be prepared,
because we can not play like we did

against Fairfield this weekend and
win."

For the players themselves, they

know that this weekend's tourna-

ment will be a test for how they
face the competition in the remain-

der of the season.

"Both of the teams coming in are

going to be very competitive, and
we are going to need a lot of hard
work and commitment throughout

the *u,uad." leniOT midfielder Tina
Lightning said. "We need to be on
form, and it is going to take a 1 10

percent from, all of us to get

through the weekend with two
wins."

"The key to UMass has always
been our defense, but hey. I am a

little biased." junior defender Erica

Iverson said. "Our only problem is

that we need to establish who our
front-runners are going to be. and
who is going to make thai step up
in the front line.

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER page 10
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junior defender Erica Iverson and the Minutewomen host the
UMass/Reebok Classic this weekend at Garber Field.

Men's soccer face in-state rivals Boston University
By Jason Rubin
Collegian Staff

After three somewhat uninspiring pre-season
games, the Massachusetts men's soccer team
kicks off their regular season against Boston
University. Although the team did not look sharp
in their tune-up contests, a lot is expected of
them this year.

All three of the preseason games were tight

throughout the entire duration, and could have
gone either way. Against nationally-ranked
Boston College, Massachusetts fell victim to a

costly penalty call in the box late in the second
half.

"There are no excuses, we just did not do what
we had to do," Head Coach Sam Koch said. "Wc
have to improve a lot of things if we are going to

beat BU, but I am pretty confident we will
"

Facing Boston University is not a new experi-

ence for the Minutemen. They played the Terriers

last year, and defeated this tough in-state rival

2 I Led bv junior forward Nick Bone, BU
promises to put up quite a fight. Bone tallied 27

points last year, with 13 goals, loining Bone is

sophomore midfielder Christian Steen, a flashy

playmaker who can also be e/viremely dangerous.
Containing these two and slowing down Boston's
midfield will be two keys to the Minuteman
gameplan.

On both sides of the ball. UMass has many tal-

ented players. Offensively two players appear to

be vital to the Minutemen's success.

"Mike Butler always has a good game against

BU. For us to win we need to have a good game
out of him," Koch said.

Another key man in the Massachusetts attack

is senior Dave Siljanovski. a pre-season All

American. Koch praises Siljanovski's ability to

work hard away from the ball and to get into

scoring position.

"If he does this successfully, BU is going to

have a hard time stopping us," Koch said.

Defensively. |oe facobson become* a key play-

er. He draws the responsibility of containing
Bone. A tough assignment, but as Koch says, "He
is probably one of the best markers in the coun-
try."

facobson, who just recovered from a broken
ankle, might have a hard time playing on the turf

at BU. However, his play is crucial to the team's
success.

In the net for the Minutemen is sophomore
Tim Pearson, who, after a solid freshman cam-
paign, gets the nod over fellow sophomore |eff

fablonski. Both goalies performed well in the

pre-season, making the decision a tough one.
Entering the season UMass has some depth at

this important position.

"They are both starting goalies, but right now
Tim Pearson is the one who is starting in goal."

Koch said.

After making the Atlantic 10 Conference Finals

last season, expectations are high for the team. A
pre-season rank of 20th in the nation is more

n for optimism.

Things are looking positive for the men's soc-

cer team, as they have fielded their most competi-
tive squad in years. The Minutemen do not play a

home game at Richard F. Garber Field until Sept.

18, when they face the University of New
Hampshire.

Butler makes a comeback;

Phillips is in trouble again

It wouldn't come as any surprise

to me if someone said that Brett

Butler believes in miracles. It's hard
not to believe in them when you hap-
pen to be one.

Butler is scheduled

to return to the field

at Dodger Stadium
tonight when Los
Angeles opens a

homestand against
the Pittsburgh
Pirates. Butler will

start in center field

and man the leadoff spot in the bat-

ting order.

If you've been living underground
for the past five months or so.
Butler's come back to the L.A. line-

up may seem like a routine activa-

tion from the disabled list, but in

Around the Horn
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truth his comeback is nothing short

of incredible.

Butler last played May 1 against

Colorado, stating after the game that

he was to have his tonsils out. But

during the tonsillec-

tomy doctors found
something, a small
lump in his throat. It

was cancer.

Since that game
against the Rockies,
Builer has had two
surgeries and 32

extensive radiation treatments.

But he is back, having rejoined the

Dodgers in uniform on Aug. 26 in

Montreal. Although he didn't play
then, he has provided rock-solid

Turn to HORN, page 10
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The Sound and
the Fury return

Melissa Etheridge
returned to the
Mullins Center for

an exciting,

three-hour set.

Check out the
review (See Arts &
Living, page 5)

UMass cruises

through Classic

(unior goalkeeper
Danielle Dion post-

ed two shutouts as

UMass went unde-
feated in the
UMass/Reebok
Soccer Classic (See

Sports, page 10).

WORLD

Yeltsin boasts faith in

Russian heart doctors

NEW YORK (AP) — Russian
President Boris Yeltsin says he
will be in good hands when he
undergoes a heart operation per-

formed by Russian surgeons,
according to a published inter-

view.

"In any medical field Russia has

world-class specialists... I will be

operated on here. The decision is

final." Yeltsin wrote in response to

questions submitted in writing by

the Russian newsmagazine Itogi.

Excerpts of Yeltsin's comments
were published in the Sept. 16
issue of Newsweek, which has a

publishing agreement with Itogi.

The interview was made available

to other news organizations on
Sunday. Yeltsin. 65, announced
last week that he would be under-

going heart surgery later this

month. Details of his condition
are not known, although in the

interview he said he had "ischemic

heart disease."

His announcement confirmed
months of rumors but still

stunned Russians, accustomed to

decades of Kremlin stone-walling

and outright lying about their

leaders' health.

NATION

Oprah, Spielberg top

latest Forbes ranking

NEW YORK (AP) — Oprah
Winfrey has talked... and talked...

and talked her way to great
wealth.

In fact, she's talked so well dur-

ing the past two years that she
once again ranks atop Forbes mag-
azine's list of the 40 best paid
entertainers. Her combined 1995
and '96 earnings: $171 million.

That puts her $21 million ahead
of No. 2. director Steven
Spielberg, and returns her to the

top spot she last occupied in

1993.

"The reigning queen of talk tele-

vision, Oprah just keeps on going,

despite a temporary dip in ratings

two years ago," Forbes says in its

Sept. 23 issue, released Sunday.
The magazine said a fitness book
she co-wrote added to her talk

show earnings. Spielberg, ranked
No. 1 in 1994 and 1995. fell to

the No. 2 spot Winfrey occupied
last year as his $ 1 50 million two-

year estimated gross income failed

to stack up. Next on the list are

the Beatles at No. 3, singer
Michael lackson and the Rolling

Stones in fifth place.

Rounding out the top 10: the

Eagles. Arnold Schwarzenegger,
magician David Copperfield, actor

lim Carrey and Michael Crichton,

author of "Jurassic Park."
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New Greek party policy begins

effort to better houses* security
-By Laura Slock

Collegian Staff

In response to the growing need
for security at University of
Massachusetts fraternity parties, the

Interfraternity Council and
Panhellenic Association have pub-
lished new social policy regulations

which have radically changed aspects

of the Greek community.
In the aftermath of several inci-

dents which threatened the security

of fraternity partygoers last semester,

the GAMMA (Greeks Advocating the

Mature Management of Alcohol)
Committee was formed.

One of the incidents includes the

alleged rape of a UMass student at

Sigma Phi Epsilon last April, for

which Sigma Phi Epsilon and eight

other fraternities were held responsi-

ble The fraternities paid $200,000 to

the victim in the settlement of her
civil lawsuit, filed in Hampshire
Superior Court, for failure to provide

adequate security, failure to regulate

alcohol distribution, and failure to

monitor entrance to the party.

The victim's attorney, Jeffrey A.

Newman, said, "My client is fervent

that UMass fraternities are not doing
enough to protect women at parties."

According to Dan Backer, the pub-

lic relations coordinator for the
Interfraternity Council, GAMMA
hopes the new social policy will cre-

ate much safer conditions within the

Greek Area.

"We as a Greek community recog-

nize that this policy is essential in

improving our environment," Backer

said.

The social policy lists strict regula-

tions for fraternity sponsored parties,

particularly regarding alcohol con-

sumption. According to the policy,

fraternities are required to compose
lists of invited guests and register

them with the Greek Affairs Office at

least two weeks prior to the event.

Fraternities are no longer allowed to

advertise their parties, and only one
list party is allowed per week.

Host fraternities are not permitted

to serve alcohol at parties, and kegs

and punch bowls are prohibited.
Guests may bring their own bever-

ages or a third party vendor, such as

a catering service, may supply alco-

hol. However, the fraternities are

required to employ a TIPS certified

bouncer to check l.D.s and distribute

wrist bands or hand stamps to those

of legal drinking age.

The social policy also requires that

there be at least two sober chapter

officers at each event to check names
on the guest list. Two sober drivers

must also be provided for each event.

The fraternities are obligated to

provide a certain amount of

non-alcoholic beverages and food for

guests, determined by the social poli-

cy.

There have not been any social

events yet this semester, but Backer
said enforcement of the new rules

will not be a problem. GAMMA will

conduct event evaluations and has

devised sanctions for various infrac-

tions of the policy, including fines

and weeks worth of social probation.

"Some people of the Greek com-
munity don't like certain aspects of
the policy, but we understand that

this is something we have to impose
quickly and effectively," Backer said.

According to Fabio
Pari-di-Monriva, vice president of
Zeta Psi, some members of the Greek
community disagree with Backer.

"The University is trying to move
too quickly, and it's not going to

work." Pari-di-Monriva said. "The
ideas are good, but when you radical-

ly change everything, it will end up
leading to chaos.

"If no parties are allowed on the

Row, it will spill over into the town.

There will be a mass exodus to

Hobart |Lane! and the bars uptown,
requiring more manpower from the

Amherst and UMass police depart-

ments
"

Pari-di-Monriva also said that the

fraternities do not receive outside
funding to hire bouncers, and they

cannot afford it on their own.
"Any brother could do it, but TIPS

certification is expensive," he said.

"Speak to anyone in any house —
some people are not happy with the

new policy. We're being punished for

one person's actions, which were
wrong, certainly not right, but I

didn't do it. my brothers didn't do it.

the Greek community didn't do it."

Pari-di-Monriva said, however,
that Zeta Psi intends to fully comply
with the new regulations, whether or

not certain fraternity members agree

with them.

MTV "Choose or Lose" to hit UMass
By Raghuram Vadarevu
Collegian Staff

In January, Rock-the-Vote and MTV's
"Choose-or-Lose" bus started their journey across
America to register voters, and raise awareness on political

issues facing young people.

The journey will lead the bus to the University of
Massachusetts on Tuesday.

The bus will arrive outside the Student Union Building to

help kick off the Student Government Association's (SGA)
voter registration campaign.

It is expected to arrive at 10 a.m. and conduct voter reg-

istration until 3 p.m.

"It will be an excellent kick-off event for the voter regis-

tration drive for the election," said Steve Guy, coordinator

for the Choose-or-Lose bus visit to UMass. "[The SGA
Voter Registration Campaign] is a real aggressive attempt
to make sure the whole student body participates [in the

election]," he said.

According to organizers, the voter registration table will

be run by student volunteers with a large portion coming
from students employed by the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA).
"The (registration campaign) is a good chance to meet

people and it's a worthwhile cause," said first-year animal
science major Darren Merves, who is a campus canvasser

for the campaign.

In addition to Merves, SCERA has hired about 20 stu-

dents as a result of their attendance at first night events for

first- year students.

All of the students are work study, and will be paid $8
an hour for the duration of the campaign.

in addition to the table, the bus will feature two televi-

sion monitors, two speakers and two computer kiosks that

poll political views.

During the Democratic and Republican National con-
ventions, MTV set up a scoreboard with the top five most
important issues facing the people polled by the kiosks.

"The scoreboard tabulated the number of times [the

issues] were mentioned at the conventions," Guy said.

According to Guy, a representative of the Massachusetts
State Board of Elections will be in attendance.

Voting registration programs, similar to that of the
SGA, are being conducted with great success across the

country at universities and colleges.

During a visit to the University of Oregon, registration

at the bus was impossible because the "phenomenal" regis-

tration program conducted at that university. Guy said.

According to Frank Mozell. voter registration coordinator

for the SGA campaign, UMass has a chance to break the

record for most registrations in a day if 1 300 people register.

"I am very interested to see how turns out for them."
Guy said in reference to the SGA voter registration cam
paign. which has set a goal of registering 10,000 students.

The most frequently asked question concerns absentee
balloting. The SGA campaign has solved the problem
effectively by mailing absentee ballots on behalf of the stu-

dents, Guy said.

In partnership with MTV. the non-profit
California-based organization, Rock-the-Vote will be at

the bus distributing voting information.

Rock-the-Vote. in addition to attending bus events,

produces public service announcements with various
music artists to instruct young people to exercise their vot-

ing power.

UMOC gears up for new members
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts stu-

dents are fortunate that the natural

beauty of the Pioneer Valley can pro-

vide a refreshing break from the daily

academic grind, made all the more
accessible by the affordable and fre-

quent outdoor events offered by the

UMass Outing Club (UMOC).
UMOC's general membership and

info meeting is tonight at 7 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom.
Activities include cross-country ski-

ing, biking, white water rafting, rock

climbing, kayaking, canoeing or sim-

ply just being outside in the fresh air

of the wilderness.

At the meeting, there will be a

slide presentation, showing pictures

of past trips to Mexico. Virginia and
Hawaii, as well as local area trips to

the Berkshires.

"We just want to introduce fresh-

men and students new to the

University to the Outing Club," said

Chris Gasbarro, president of UMOC
"UMOC is a great way to get to

experience the outdoors, try new and

exciting things and meet many new
people," said Vice President Craig
Hovey.

A $5 membership fee discount will

be offered to those who attend the

meeting tonight. The standard fee.

valid for one year, is $ 1 5.

Members are also able to rent

equipment at lower prices.

"If a student participates in a club

sponsored trip, they can rent all the

equipment that they need for only a

dollar. If we are going skiing and you
need to rent poles, skis and boots,

Turn to OUTING, page 2
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"Tell me do you want me..."
Melissa Etheridge got the crowd going on Saturday night at the
Mullins Center.

Drug war at stalemate
By Lawrence L Knutson
Associated Press

WASHINGTON —
Counterpunching Bob Dole's claim

that he's soft on drugs, President

Clinton says Congress will stymie the

war on narcotics unless it quickly
provides all the money "to get the job

done."

In a letter to House Speaker Newt
Gingrich, the president said House
action to date falls more than $640
million short of paying for his anti-

drug priorities, and he urged action

before Congress recesses.

"In particular, the House once
again is attempting to cut ... my
request for the Safe and Drug Free

School program, the only federal pro-

gram fully dedicated to helping
schools combat alcohol and drug use,

as well as violent behavior." Clinton

said in the letter dated Saturday.

The president recalled he vetoed

legislation last year because it cut

that program by 50 percent. "We
should not slash funding for a pro-

gram that gives parents the security

that their children are receiving the

same anti-drug message in school
that they receive at home," he said.

Gingrich spokesman Tony
Blankley strongly criticized the presi-

dent for "making demands on a

Saturday afternoon of the
Republican Party" when many mem-
bers of Congress, including Gingrich,

were out of town.

"It is impertinence." Blankley said

Sunday in an interview. He added
that most of Clinton's anti-crime and
drug programs that aren't fully fund-

ed are "designed to strengthen gov-

ernment rather than to fight the prob-

lems."

Overall. Clinton said that while the

$15.3 billion he requested for the

1997 fiscal year represents the largest

anti-drug budget ever, House action

so far on 1 997 appropriations bills

would provide only $14.9 billion.

GOP presidential nominee Dole
contends Clinton is not serious about

fighting illegal drug use. Republicans

have latched onto the issue ever since

the release of statistics showing the

use of marijuana. LSD and cocaine
more than doubled since 1992 among
young people aged 1 2 to 17.

The UMass Outing Club (pictured here) on a recent caving |ourney.

Chechen tension rises

By Dove Carpenter

Associated Press

GROZNY. Russia — The war
with Russia may be over, but
Chechens who oppose indepen-
dence fear their republic faces

another conflict that could shatter

the ambiguous peace that has
descended on Chechnya.

"For us this is not a holiday, it's

a funeral," said Mukhadin
Shimayev. a local official holding

forth on a dusty town square in

Urus-Martan. a stronghold of
Chechen opposition to the sepa-

ratist rebels

"They want us to kill each other.

This is the peace established by
Lebed." said Shimayev, referring

to Russian security chief
Alexander Lebed. who negotiated

a peace agreement with Chechen
rebels who want independence.

An uneasy silence has replaced

the throbbing of helicopter gun-
ships and thudding of artillery that

resounded throughout Chechnya
for more than 20 months Lebed
and the rebel military commander,
Asian Maskhadov, are making
progress on a political settlement.

The first stage of a Russian with

drawal of thousands of its troops

from Chechnya began on Sunday.

But one unsettling truth has
emerged: None of the disputes

that led to war have been resolved.

The separatists, flush from their

military triumph, apparently will

not bend on their insistence on full

independence. The Kremlin remains
vague about a final military with-
drawal or a deal on independence.

The Russian disengagement
leaves Chechnya still teeming with
weapons and divided into two main
groups: the separatists and the pro-

Moscow "oppozitsiya," or opposi-

tion who want to remain part of

Russia. The two sides fought a brief

war in 1994 and the opposition
formed a pro-Moscow government
when Russia sent troops into
Chechnya later that year.

Many Chechens, who are pre-

dominantly Muslim, see a worri-

some similarity to the situation a

few years ago in Afghanistan,
which plunged into bloody faction-

al fighting after Moscow ended its

disastrous incursion into that
Muslim country.

"Just like in Afghanistan, the

Russians have deliberately left

without a political agreement in

place. It's not the right way to

make peace," said Akhmed, a
Grozny civilian who returned to a

destroyed home last week. He
would not give his last name.
"People fought each other in
Afghanistan and they'll do it

here." he predicted.
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Monday, Sept. 9

Special event — Harvard profes-

sors Cornel West and Skip Gates will

participate in a conversation about

their new book. "The Future of the

Race* at 7:30 p.m. in |ohn M.

Greene Hall at Smith College. The

event is free. A reception will follow

in the Davis Ballroom-

Tuesday. Sept. 10

Volunteer — MassPIRG, SCERA.
Hillel House and other RSOs are

looking for more than 70 volunteers

for MTV's 'Choose or Lose" Bus

from 1 1 a.m. to 3 p.m. to help regis-

ter students to vote and break MTV's
record of registering 1 300 people in

one day. To volunteer or get more
information, contact Leigh at

MassPIRG at 545-0199 or visit the

office at 423A Student Union.

Religious — Chavurah Ha Ruach

Shul, an alternative |ewish Sunday
school, will hold an informational

meeting from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. at

the children's House on 51 Bates St.

in Northampton. For more informa-

tion, call Karen at 584-4352 or

Robin at 549-6403.

Panel — The Office of Minority

Graduate Student Recruitment is

sponsoring a workshop for incoming

minority graduate students on "How
to Survive the First Year" from 7:30

to 9:30 p.m. in Campus Center Room
162-175. Panelists will be continuing

American graduate students of color

who will discuss their experiences in

their departments, the University and

the community.

Wednesday. Sept. 1

1

Community — The Student

Alliance for Israel and Zionists for

Action will hold "Ice Cream Israel" at

6:15 p.m. at Hillel House.

Thursday. Sept. 12

Lecture — Serena Nanda. profes-

sor and chair of anthropology at

|ohn )ay College of Criminal

justice. CUNY, will be speaking on

"Hirjas in India," an all-male reli-

gious sect that is considered an

alternative, third gender in India.

The event, sponsored by the

Stonewall Center, is free and will

begin at 11:30 a.m.

Meeting — The French and Italian

Department will hold their first infor-

mational meeting for their program

abroad in Siena. Italy tonight at 7:30

p.m. in Herter Hall, room 301

.

Friday, Sept. 13

Religious — The Alliance Christian

Fellowship Time Out will have its

first weekly fellowship meeting at 7

C.
In the Campus Center. Check

Info Desk for the room number.

Sharing, prayer, teaching and con-

temporary worship music will be

involved.

Religious — Traditional Rosh
Hashana services will be held at 6

p.m at Hillel House, and liberal/egali-

tarian services will be held at 6 p.m.

in the Student Union Ballroom.

Seminar — The UMass Polymer

Science and Engineering Department

will have Dr. Joseph Davidovits

deliver a lecture entitled,

"Aluminosicilate Polymers for

Ultra-High Temperature Structural

Applications" at 3:35 p.m. in Conte

Center Room All.

Saturday, Sept. 14

Tag sale — The North Hadley
Congregational Church will hold its

annual tag sale today from 9 a.m. - 4

p.m. and tomorrow from noon - 4

p.m. Hot dogs, coffee, cold soda and

fresh popcorn are available in addi-

tion to the wide array of sale items,

including many collectibles, excep-

tional furniture, lamps and appli-

ances; new and old merchandise;

adult and children's clothing; lug-

gage; dishes; and more. Rain dates

are Sept. 21-22.

Notices

Auditions — The UMass Funk
Club begins auditions from noon to 5

p.m. on Sunday, Sept. 22 in the

Campus Center Auditorium. Men
and women are welcome. Students

are advised to bring water and a

snack. For more information, call

546-2771 or 546-1318.

Auditions — Tryouts for Neil

Simon's "Rumors" will be held at 6

p.m. on Thursday, Sept. 12 and

Friday, Sept. 1 3, and on Saturday,

Sept. 14 at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. at the

Campus Center. Callbacks will be

held on Sunday. Sept. 15. Special

arrangements can be made for reli-

gious conflicts. For more informa-

tion, call the UMass Theatre Guild at

545- 0415 or visit the office at 423

Student Union.

Community — Womanshelter
Companeras is a battered women's

shelter located in Holyoke serving the

greater Holyoke-Chicopee area and

parts of Hampshire County.
Womanshelter ahs an extensive com-

munity education program providing

speakers and workshops on thew fol-

lowing topics: domestic violence;

teen-dating violence; date rape; sexu-

al harassment; domestic violence and

children; and many more. The ser-

vices are free of charge, but the wom-
anshelter will gladly accept dona-

tions. For information concerning

these programs or to arrange a pro-

gram date for a group, call Edith

Jennings from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Monday throught Friday at

538-9717.

Sale — The UMass Sic! Club will

hold a mountain bike sale from 10

a.m. to 4 p.m. Wednesday through

Friday on the lawn of the Student

Union. Bikes by Cannondale. Giant,

Scott and more will be available.

Prices start at $195. For more infor-

mation, call 545-3437.

Support group — Synthesis Center

Associate Rebecca Reid leads an

ongoing support group for single

people over 30 from 7:15 to 8:45

p.m. in downtown Amherst. Single,

divorced, widowed and all sexual

orientations are welcome. There is a

low fee. For information, call

253-5494.
Religious — The Muslim Student

Association at the University of

Massachusetts all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer

from 1 to 2 p.m. at the Campus
Center. The room will be posted on

the Notice Board. For more informa-

tion, call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili

at 253- 0874.

Discussion group — "A Course in

Miracles" will meet from 7 to 8:30

p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays start-

ing in September. Call 253-3795 for

more information.

Astronomy — The Amherst Area

Amateur Astronomers Association

will conduct free public solar observ-

ing at 1 p.m. at the Amherst Town
Common every Saturday in

September. Also offered every

Saturday this month will be free

public planetarium shows at 4 p.m.

in Amherst College Bassett

Planetarium and free public observa-

tory observing at 9 p.m. at Amherst

College Wilder Observatory. Every

Sunday in September there will be

free public observing at Mt. Pollux,

off South East ST, in South
Amherst.

Bicycle registration — The UMass
Department of Public Safety and

Alpha Phi Omega will conduct bicy-

cle registration at the Student Union

Circle Monday, Sept. 9, through

Friday, Sept. 13, from 10 a.m. - 2

p.m. Information about preventing

theft and bike identification will be

available.

Dance — The Northeast American

School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree

every Friday from 8:30 p.m. - mid-

night. Dance to a variety of music in

a smoke and alcohol-free environ-

ment. All ages welcome. Sliding

scale. Call 584-8167 for more infor-

mation.

Singing — The Pioneer Valley

Cappella has immediate openings

for people of all voices interested in

a small, focused ensemble singing

classical music. Rehearsals are held

on Thursday evenings in

Northampton. For more informa-

tion, call Tom at 536-3072 or Karen

at 2<>9-1646

UMass
Division of Continuing Education

Academics and More !!!

• Over 100 undergrad courses— in the evening!

• More than 100 noncredit workshops—
affordable, fun, practical, including

Bartending, Fund Raising Certificate Program,

Past Life Regression, Jitterbug, ESL, EMT Training,

Private Pilot Ground School, and MAGIC!

Call for a free course catalog -

(413) 545-0107 or contined@admin.nmass.edn

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts Amherst

providing access to admit, nontiaditional

education for over 25 years

Ffc>R. AXJL, "VfcXOTR.COiaJEOUVTE JSTEOEaOaB

UMass and Greek

225 Triangle Street

Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 549-0944
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you can rent it all for a dollar,*

Gasbarro said.

Members who are not participat-

ing in a club-sponsored event may

still rent equipment.

"If you just want to rent a canoe

for a day. it'll probably cost you 75

percent less than what it would to

rent one from EMS (Eastern

Mountain Sports) or some place like

that,* Gasbarro said.

Trips and activities are just as inex-

pensive, he added.

"Depending on where you go, if

the trip is over night or not, you are

usually just paying for gas money.

Everyone knows that colleges stu-

dents do not have a lot of money,"

Treasurer Katie Tracy said.

Next weekend, UMOC will hold

the f 'h bi-annual newcomers week-

end to their cabin in Bethlehem. NH.
"The purpose of this weekend is to

get everyone to know each other real-

ly well and to get comfortable with

the cabin. We usually do some group

bonding programs; split up the

duties. We also go on a 4,000 foot

hike," Gasbarro said.

Gasbarro. who went on his new-
comers trip three years ago said he

"had a great time and I've been
hooked ever since."

Every weekend, UMOC offers two
or three trips. Next weekend, in addi-

tion to the newcomers trip to the

cabin, there will be a caving trip to

Knox Cave in New York and a kayak-

ing trip. In addition, UMOC trips are

offered for all levels of difficulty.

"If there's a trip going rock climb-

ing and you want to go but have
never tried it before, there will be

someone there it help you," said

Tracy.

Gasbarro said they welcome mem-
bers to come and try new activities.

"If a member has experience in a

activity that we don't sponsor, we
encourage them to start it," he said.

The cabin, which is located a half

mile into the woods from the parking

lot, sleeps 25, and is 20 years old.

There is no electricity or running

water.

Members can rent the cabin out on

weekends during the school year for

$100, and non-members can rent the

cabin for a weekend for $1 50.

UMOC has been in operation for

74 years, and is the largest and most

active outing club on the east coast.

They currently have 500 active mem-

bers. Next year, for UMOC's 75th

anniversary, the organization is plan-

ning fundraising events to finance the

renovation of the New Hampshire

cabin.

During the first weekend in

October, a leadership seminar will be

held at the cabin with the officers of

UMOC.
"We usually take fifteen people

who want to be leaders on trips. We
get to know them, fix up the cabin

and get to know their abilities, espe-

cially in first aid and out door sur-

vival," Gasbarro said.

Beginning in two weeks,

kayak-rolling lessons will be held

every Friday night in the Curry Hicks

pool from 6pm-10pm. "For safe-

ty precautions, we don't like people

to go out kayaking unless they know

how to get out of a kayak when it

tips. We practice wet exits and

Eskimo rolls," Gasbarro said.

Halloween already?
IHANC VO/ COIUCIAN

The Rfa*w Bend Farm Produce is just one

year.

<ne of the many places you can these sweet pumpkins this time of the

BtBl
THE DAILY COLLEGIAN IS LOOKING

FOR PHOTO TECHNICIANS TO
WORK FOR THE PAPER. IF YOU ARE
INTERESTED, PLEASE CONTACT LIZ
BROWN OR THANG VO AT 545-1701,

OR COME ON DOWN TO THE
COLLEGIAN AND FILL OUT AN

APPLICATION!

t#
The Road to building your resume...

Junior or Senior SON preferred; ill may apply
Applications available ontil September Bth

Any ajTMsHem contact Jllycla or Pater. S4S-1SOO

The Collegian is Looking for a

Marketing Manager

GLBT events abound Two Kurdish towns captured after fighting
Husseins*s Kurdish faction led offensive; Iraqi government denies involvementBy Jomia Stnsheimer

Collegian Staff

The Stonewall Center and New
WORLD Theater have both released

some of their forthcoming events for

the fall semester.

The Stonewall Center, located in

Crampton house on the University of
Massachusetts campus, is a Lesbian,

Bisexual, Gay and Transgender
Educational Resource Center.

New WORLD Theater was found-

ed in order to present the dramatic
works of people of color as a vibrant

and important dimension of contem-
porary theater.

These events range from a Gay,
Lesbian. Bisexual, Transgender
Studies Lecture Series to several dra-

matic works addressing the issues

that face young GLBT people of
color today.

In September, some of the events

sponsored by The Stonewall Center
include GLBT Lectures and a GLBT
Cafe. The lectures will be conducted
every Thursday at 12:30 p.m. in vari-

ous rooms throughout the Campus
Center.

The first lecture of the semester
will be this coming Thursday, Sept.

1 2 featuring Serena Nanda, Professor

and Chair of Anthropology at John

lay College of Criminal lustice. She
will be speaking on "Hirjas in India,"

an all- male religious sect considered

an alternative, third gender in India.

Other topics throughout the month
will include the issue of professional

homosexual men and women and the

hardships that face them in the work
place.

The GLBT Cafe will be held on
Thursday, Sept. 19, at 7:00 p.m. in

the Hampden Gallery. It will be a

visual arts exhibit and poetry reading

featuring paintings and other work
on paper by local Latino artists and
readings from PoeSida.An Anthology

of AIDS poetry from the U.S.. Latin

America and Spain, edited by Carlos

Rodriguez. This event is also part of

New WORLD Theater's Gay Latino

Theater Project—Positive/Positivo:

Gay and Lesbian Latino/a Identities

in the time of AIDS.

New WORLD Theater's
Positive/Positivo is a festival that will

be held from September 19-28. Over
that time, the festival events will

explore issues of identity and gender

through theater, media, art and dis-

cussion. Two dramas. Milk Of
Amnesia and //./. Vato, will be pre-

sented on Friday September 20 and
Friday September 27 at Hampden
Theater, respectively.

Milk Of Amnesia, written and
performed by Carmelita Tropicana,

is a one woman travelogue that

blends the persona of Carmelita
with the more personal voice of her

creator, who describes the hardships

of growing up in the U.S. via Cuba.

The story shifts from the U.S. to

Cuba, from modern times to colo-

nial times all the while presenting an

array of characters male, female,

and animal.

H.l. Vato, written and performed

by Beto Araiza, is a "Baile con la

muerte (dance with death.), and
offers a poetic reflection of an every-

day vato's life at the end of his first

decade, living with H.l.V. From his

initial "death sentence" diagnosis to

defiant survivalist, //./. Vato docu-

ments that road traveled by few and

survived by fewer still.

Both Milk Of Amnesia and H.l.

Vato are part of the festival which
will also feature a commissioned
piece exploring issues affecting sexu-

al behavior in the Latino community.

Since 1988 the New WORLD the-

ater's Latino Theater Project has

given special focus to the exploration

and support of Latino theater

through productions, workshop resi-

dencies, commissioned work, and
symposia.

Other events sponsored by The
Stonewall Center and New WORLD
Theater will continue throughout the

entire fall semester. The GLBT
Lectures will run every Thursday
from now until December and will

always include a wide variety of top-

ics and issues that face GLBT people.

For more information about any of
the events, contact The Stonewall

Center at 545-4824 or New WORLD
Theater at 545-2511.

Free the Pres
— write for Cdllegianne

The Collegian hews desk is still looking

for new writers. Experience, nor a major in

must attend a orientation meeting, Friday,

Sept 13 at 2 p.m. in the Colfegiaii^Mce;
1 15 Campus Center (basement). II you are

unable to make thismeettog at the;|iyen

time, please contact MichaePEUibltm|the
office or at $45-1762.
Thank you to all those who have already

contacted us about writing.

ROAD
CLOSED

Not to US!

We re going straight ahead

tor treatments and cures

for 40 neuromuscular diseases

Mutcular Dyslropny AMoaatlon

1-800-572-1717EJET^
Pnmrmeuo* MM mot n*xuna

CHECK OUT A GREAT CLASS!

Peer Health Educator!...

...leiri about cool stiff

...teach workshops in the residence kails ni Greek int.

...jive out condoms and other fooiios it

tk: Campus Center and special ivenfs.

...enhance their own self-knowWje.

...make new friends.

...MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

PEER HEALTH EDUCATION I & II

PUBLIC HEALTH 213/214 or EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits - 2 Semester Commitment Required

For more information & permission of the instructor call the

Division of Health Education, 577-5181.

Class will meet on Tuesdays & Thursdays

from 9:30am-10:45

•NOTE: The clan lime In the count ichedule book it wrong.

By Brian Murphy
Associated Press

IRB1L. Iraq — A Kurdish faction allied with

President Saddam Hussein captured two towns

from a rival Kurdish group in fierce fighting

Sunday. The groups gave conflicting accounts of

whether Saddam's forces took part in the assaults.

Iraq, meanwhile, claimed it fired anti-aircraft

weapons at U.S. and allied aircraft patrolling no-fly

zones over its territory Sunday. The Iraqi fire

missed and the planes fled, the official Iraqi News
Agency said. Iraq made the same claim on Friday

and Saturday, also saying there were no hits.

American pilots have said they have detected no

Iraqi response to their sorties.

In northern Iraq, the Kurdistan Democratic
Party pressed ahead with its week-old offensive,

marching east and taking the towns of Degala and

Kuysanjaq from the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan.

Both groups agreed that the towns, 20 and 30

miles east of lrbil, changed hands amid heavy fight-

ing.

But the KDP said in a statement from London
that it launched the assaults on its own, while PUK
spokesman Latif Rashid, speaking to The
Associated Press from London, said the faction was

overwhelmed by the combined forces of the Iraqi

army and the KDP.
The Iraqi government said its forces were not

involved. "We stress once again that our armed
forces have already returned in full to their previ-

ous positions," an Information Ministry source told

the state-run Iraqi News Agency.

No details of the fighting were available, and
there was no word on casualties.

Iraqi forces teamed up with the KDP on Aug. 31

to capture lrbil, the de facto capital of the Kurdish

safe haven established in northern Iraq after the

1991 Persian Gulf War.
The United States responded with missile attacks

on southern Iraq on Tuesday and Wednesday, ham-
mering air defense sites in southern Iraq.

Since then, the Iraqi forces appear to have
refrained from playing a major role in the battles

between the rival Kurdish groups.

But Iraq placed its heavy weaponry only a few
miles behind the front-line positions of its KDP
allies. Almost 100 Iraqi tanks could be seen in the

region on Friday, and Defense Secretary William

Perry, speaking on CBS' "Face the Nation," said

Sunday that some Iraqi troops "are still nearby and
still dangerous."

A United Nations officer in lrbil, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said a force made up main-
ly of KDP fighters, but aided by some Iraqi govern-

ment troops, was moving to the east on Sunday. He
said the intense fighting prevented U.N. officials

from going to the scene.

In Washington, joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman
Gen. John Shalikashvili told NBC's "Meet the

Press" that Saddam "is clearly exploiting the differ-

ence between those two Kurdish factions.

But he said "very, very few* Iraqi troops were
still in the safe haven area. "There continue to be

reports of a few hundred here, a few hundred
there."

The KDP said it was pushing east toward the

Dokan Dam hydroelectric plant. The group said

the PUK, which controls the plant, cut power and

water to lrbil after being driven out a week ago. It

said lrbil, a city of about 1 million, was suffering

from "severe water and sanitation problems."

The offensive was also taking the KDP in the

direction of Sulaymaniyah in the east, the last

major stronghold of the PUK.

According to the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan,

many families fled Kuysanjaq, a town of about

80,000, in response to Sunday's Fighting.

The group appealed for "urgent and decisive"

help from the United States and its allies.

But the Americans have made clear they do not

want to take sides in Kurdish infighting. The mis-

sile attacks last week targeted southern Iraq, and
Washington has taken no action in the north.

"We should not be involved in civil war in the

north," Perry said. He said any retaliatory attacks

would take place "where our interests are."

Shalikashvili said there are signs that Saddam is

trying to repair the surface-to-air missile sites dam-
aged in the U.S. raids.

"We have warned Saddam Hussein that any
attempt to repair those sites or reinforce them will

be taken very seriously," he said.

Washington also expanded the southern "no fly*

zone this past week in conjunction with the missil"

strikes.

About half of Iraq, comprising wide swaths of

both the north and the south, are off-limits to

Saddam's aircraft. The zones were established after

a U.S.-led military coalition drove Saddam's occu-

pation forces out of Kuwait in the Gulf War.

Saddam said last week that Iraq would no longer

honor the no-fly zone and would target U.S. and

allied aircraft that fly dozens of missions daily over

the exclusionary zones.

The Iraqi News Agency said the aircraft made 99
flights Sunday over the newly expanded southern

no-fly zone, and 1 2 over the northern zone.

Along the border with Turkey, meanwhile,
Kurdish rebels killed nine soldiers in ambushes of

army patrols, the government said. Turkey has said

it will send troops into northern Iraq to prevent

Kurdish rebels from crossing its border.

Aaahhhhh...

|ohn Guz from Holyoke enjoys the breathtaking view at Enfield lookout in the Quabbin reservoir.
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The Collegian is

looking an Assistant

Manager to help the

News Room.

For more
infomation

call

545-3500

or

come in

With your help,

MDA is building a tomorrow

without neuromuscular diseases.

MDp\' Muicular Dy.lrophy Association 1 -800-572-1 7 1

7

MERGE
When we all work together,
great things can happen.

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717

TOTAL FITNESS
Without Waiting In Line

SPECIAL

[AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB
Rte. 110

So. Amherst . 256-0060

COMPARE!
MORE MACHINES

Stairmasters • TreaAr* • Utacydes

Norofc Track • Keiser • NauSus

Tectrtx • Olympic Free Weights

BETTER AEROBICS
HMjow • Reebok Bench Step

Boxerctee • Yoga • Aim's Largest

Aerobics Spece • Suspended Wood Root

"Big enough to own the beat equipment, but small
enough to know your name"

AMHERST AT
^SI

1C
460 SO.
WEST AMHERST
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The Collegian is

like Brussels

Sprouts... You
just have to

read it.

Emergency
Medical Training

by

Human Services Training

Consultants, Inc.

Part Time / Evening

Classes start

September 1 6, 1 996
Call UMass Continuing

education at

545-0474

FOOTW€XrV. D€N
— Sizes —

Men's: 6-18

Women's:5-12

Brand Name Athletic

and Casual Footwear

Specializing in Running Shoes

32 1 Main Street, Amherst • Down the street from Amherst Police Department
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No nonsense

Mark

McGrath

Step right up... don't be shy.

I'm about to share with you
one of the biggest secrets to a

successful college career and life for

that matter. The tool I am about to

present to you could be the most
trouble-saving device that you've
ever seen. It will help you avoid a

multitude of pitfalls and it costs

nothing. Hear that? NOTHING!
The tool is a word...

a very simple word con-

sisting of only two let-

ters. Take an "N" and
add to it an "O." What
you have is a big fat

NO. Yes, that's the

secret. The cat is out of

the bag — all you need
is a little spine to use it.

Think of the trouble
you could save.

The next time one of

those application-toting, slimeball

credit card company representatives

approaches you in the Campus
Center, all you have to do is say

"no." Say "no" to the T-shirt. Say
"no" to the water bottle. Say "no"
to the debt and the accumulating
interest. Say "no" to the annual fee

(and to the alluring prospect of no
annual fee). Say it loud. Say it clear.

Let it echo throughout the Campus
Center Concourse. Make them hear

you. It's your privilege.

"No" is a wonderful word, and it

can be used in so many ways. Have
you ever taken a look at your tuition

bill? On it is a really big number.
That's what you have to pay to go
to school here. That amount is arti-

ficially inflated by a waivable con-

tribution to MassPIRG. Unless you
take the contribution off the bill

yourself, you'll be throwing your
money to a special interest group
which you may or may not favor. It

seems that by making the act of say-

ing "no" a process, they think they

can catch the bill-paying student
body napping. The next time you
receive your tuition bill, ask your-

self what MassPIRG is. If you don't

know or couldn't care less, don't
give them your money. Rise to the

challenge. Say "no" to the waivable
fee. Subtract it in green ink.

Assertiveness is extremely hard to

come by in our soci-

ety. People so often

go along with any-
thing that anyone
wants them to do
that it's hard to
know what anyone is

really thinking in the

first place. Whose
loss is that? Certainly

not credit card com-
panies and/or
MassPIRG. The real

loser is you, unless you learn how to

make your voice heard.

To be able to use this word effec-

tively is in itself an art form.
Everywhere you go, there are people
who, for some insane reason, think

they are entitled to bother you and
make you feel bad for not giving in

to their silly little causes. They are

bound to harass you into submis-
sion if you're not strong enough to

say "no."

If you need to, practice saying the

word in front of a mirror. Look at

yourself. Stare into your own eyes.

Take a deep breath. Now say it.

Louder! Say it again. Feel the
power. Beat your chest. How liber-

ating was that? You know how to

do it, the trick is being able to say

"no" to real people.

Try it out. Take a big box of
chocolate chip cookies to class with
you. Wait for a crowd to gather.

When someone asks for one of your
special cookies, scream the word

"no" in that person's face. As you
watch the crowd scatter, feel the
power contained within those two
letters. Make a game out of it. Try
and say it clearly with a mouthful of
cookies. While the action may seem
selfish, rude and even a bit disgust-

ing, you can feel comfortable in

knowing that the display is merely a

spine-developing exercise, meant
not to hurt others, but to prepare
yourself for more serious situa-

tions...

Like if a member of the Cannabis
Reform Coalition was to ask you if

you really believed that stuff they
say about marijuana not hurting
anyone and not leading to more
serious drugs. As Nancy Reagan so

eloquently stated, "Just say no!"

Or if some bum claims that

because he smells bad you should
contribute change to his "Buy More
Booze Fund." If you run into this

one make sure you respond with a

"get a job" in addition to your "no."

Or if you're walking through the

mail, and some lady offers you free

cheese if you follow her down a

long corridor so she can ask you a

series of ridiculous questions that

anyone in his or her right mind
would have absolutely no opportu-
nity at getting right. Example: "On
how many days of odd weeks in the

past month have you consumed at

least two servings of any kind of
cheese (real or fake) that has a fluo-

rescent orange additive?"

The point is that by saying "no"
you can save yourself from a num-
ber of situations which you may
find weird, uncomfortable or just

plain annoying. As a member of the

Doormat Club, I can assure you that

being walked over is no way to

make your mark in this world.

Mark McGrath is a sick Collegian

columnist.

Follow your bliss

As 1 look back over my career

here at UMass, I have some
advice to give first-year stu-

dents. I came here three years ago as a

shy freshman not knowing a soul on
this entire campus, but I have made
friends and grown as a person since

then. 1 won't kid you, it

wasn't a fun first couple

of weeks, but 1 would
never change it. The
excitement of finding

your place in this vast

crowd is something beyond compari-

son. It will happen. Give it time.

I should start with why we are here

at UMass — partying, just kidding.

We're here to get an education. I will

address the former later, but let's get

the work out of the way first. The
main reason we are here is to get a

degree. Do not fret about what your

major will be. It will find you. Joseph

Campbell, a favorite scholar of mine,

put it best when he said. "Follow your

bliss." Take classes that interest you or

are recommended to you, or just fit

cleanly into your schedule. By doing
this, I can virtually guarantee that you
will find the right major.

The best advice I can give incoming

students is to not skip classes. Stay up
half the night partying (I know I did),

but get to class in the morning even if

you are there more in body than in

mind. You might think to yourself.

"Oh. I can get the notes from such and
such." NO! Notes are not the same. If

you are in a class,

then you must keep
your finger on the

pulse of the class. I

learned this the hard

way when 1 showed
up to a discussion group I had not

attended the whole semester, and
found out I had missed a paper and an

exam. You can get by not doing a lot

of work, but by all means go to those

lectures, and especially discussions,

since they are prime opportunities to

meet (suck up to) your professors and
to discuss (pry the answers for) the

upcoming exam.

Now for the real reason why some
of us are here... partying. UMass is as

great place to party if that is your thing

but it is also a great place to do other

things besides partying. I'm afraid that

UMass has gotten a bad rap for being

nothing but a party school, thus under-

scoring all its other elements. Take

some words of wisdom from an old

hand at partying at UMass: Balance is

the key. Play and party hard, but make
sure you work and study just as hard.

There are natural lulls in the semester

that allow for more hearty partying,

such as around Thanksgiving, but
there are times one should work more
and play less, such as the end of the

semester when it comes time to catch

up on the work that you let slide dur-

ing the semester.

It's pretty cool having your parents

commend you on your good grades

when you consider how much partying

and fun you had as well. It's a little

known secret but the W. E. B. Du Bois

library has some mystical way of

relieving hangovers. Maybe it's the alti-

tude or some curative fumes from the

thousands of books it contains. But it

does work.

The thing to remember is to have a

good time here at UMass. This is a

greai place to grow academically,
socially and emotionally. I hope incom-

ing students will take some lessons

from what I've written, and I wish you
all well for this grand journey on
which you are embarking.

Ed Hurley is a Collegian columnist.
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Fresh man

Mike

Rybicki

Being a freshman here at the ultra-splendid
University of Massachusetts, I can imagine how
overwhelming it must be for the lesser humans

who are also beginning their college careers at this most
miraculous of academic institutions. I have spent the last

week or so experiencing the magic of this educational par-

adise on earth, and have generously decided to write up
ten little tips for my fellow first-year students.

Hopefully, my hints and suggestions will make your life

here more enjoyable, since I love each and every one of

you. Non-Freshmen (or "Stalemen") may find them help-

ful as well, but it ain't gonna break my heart if you don't

read it. You people can go read the funnies for all 1 care.

1. You may have noticed that some of your professors

recommend attending a bizarre ritual they call "lecture."

Such professors seem to be under the impression that they

work at Harvard. Explain to these blokes that you did not

come here to rot in some classroom. You
came here to throw cows off the roof of

your dorm.
2. Be economical. It is not always nec-

essary to buy your own beer, as many peo-

ple will considerately leave unfinished
bottles of alcohol around for the benefit of their fellow

lushes. One could probably get pretty well tanked off left-

overs found in just the elevators alone. The cost of college

is rising all the time and since many of you will be here
five or six years, it is essential to make your booze dollar

count. Word of caution: be sure to remove any and all cig-

arette butts before drinking.

BrewSpeak
Familiarize yourself with the following types of dorms.
• Wet dorm: Dorm in which drinking is allowed
• Moist dorm: Dorm in which drinking is not allowed

yet practiced anyway (most common variety)

• Slightly Damp dorm: Moist dorm with just one
drinker in it

• Dry dorm: Non-existent

3. With thousands of hormone-charged thugs roaming
the campus, it is important to be on guard against crime.

The best way to do this can be summed up in two words:
packing heat. Travel only in cover of night and bring plen-

ty of ammunition. Avoid well-lit areas and jumpy campus
cops.

4. The food here is fine when compared to pig drop-
pings. If you're reluctant to try anorexia or think it's not

for you. you may want to consider transferring.

5. Our school mascot's head is simply oversized. His
head is really big. I mean, it's much, much larger than it

ought to be. It cannot be emphasized enough that this

individual has one seriously enormous gourd. This bothers

some people.

6. The Textbook Annex is, surprisingly, the place where
you buy your textbooks. 1 believe it was also a level of
Dante's Inferno. One taste of the Textbook Annex and
you'll agree that the Nazis had the right idea about book
burning. The only way you're ever gonna get to the front

of the line is if you pretend you're in labor, and don't even
bother trying it if you're a guy. They just threw me out.

7. Many students try to delay taking their final exams by
lying. Some have even pretended that a relative died and
they have to attend the funeral on exam day. To fib in this

manner is morally repugnant and ethically reprehensible.

If you must use this scheme, take the time to actually kill

the relative so that the funeral is legit. The professor will

in some cases morbidly ask to see an obituary, so do him
one better and bring in the remains.

8. It's important for freshmen to be
involved. On our first day here, for example,

they held a new students convocation. This
glitzy gala featured a performance by Walter
M. Chestnut, who played us some tunes on a

long trumpet-type thing like in those Ricola commercials.
It was a supreme irony: the audience was riveted by this

amazing wheelchair-bound musician playing in a wheel-
chair, yet no one hung around to watch the marching
band.

9. Beware the "MicroFridge". The MicroFridge is an
electronic monstrosity that is half microwave, half refrig-

erator. This is a flavor mother nature never intended. It's

like something from the kitchen of Dr. Moreau. You're
gonna wind up cooking your ice cream and freezing your
tea and stuff like that. Also, the sheer amounts of radia-

tion this thing gives off result in dizziness, bright orange
feces and loss of teeth and hair.

10 The best thing about UMass is that you don't need
to bring your own stereo. Your neighbors will be more
than happy to blare incredibly loud music from their

dorms at all hours of the day and night. It's gotten to the
point where I just shout requests out my window. So if

you hear someone yell "Play 'Piano Man'!" at 2 a.m. it's

urobably me.

I'd love to keep writing, but I heard there's an opening
at center on our basketball team, so I'm gonna go try out.
If anyone has the misfortune to read this whole article, let

me know and I will immediately lose all faith in humanity.
Sweet dreams, kids!

Mike Rybicki is a UMass student.

The strength of words

"N
ever believe your story

will make a difference."

"Then why do
reporting at all?"

"Listen, it is my job to simply
observe and record all that I can."

I had spent several weeks as an

intern for a weekly newspaper, but

this was my first opportunity to ask

a professional journalist any pro-

found questions about the job. We
were in the car driving to an
assignment. In my inexperience, I

had serious difficulties with what
we were going to have to do.

"But how can we
just knock on this

woman's door?" I

asked. "If it was
me, I would slam
the door in a

reporter's face!"

"Every reporter has his or her

own philosophy, but I like to iden-

tify with the ancient scribes who
record ;d words and deeds."

We were trying to do a story on
a flight attendant who was killed in

the TWA Flight 800 crash. (The
only reason 1 was involved was
because I had a car.) We were on
our way to the victim's mother's

house in Queens, where we would

simply knock on the door and start

asking questions. Were we tapping

this poor woman's grief for the

sake of selling papers? I felt what

we were about to do was rude and

intrusive, but even so, I was in the

car and on my way.

When we got there, the mother's

Bryan

Schwartzman

house looked like every other
house in the residential neighbor-

hood. There was no sign of the

tragedy that had occurred less than

40 miles away and less than two
weeks before.

My companion knocked on the

door, while I stood behind with a

camera, just in case she decided to

let us take a picture. The victim's

aunt came to the door, explaining

that her sister was still bed-ridden.

She told us a few bits and pieces

about how the victim grew up and
was about to close the door when

the victim's mother
appeared.

She was an older
woman, and her grief

was apparent. It was
so apparent that her

facial expressions conveyed a pain

more clearly than I had ever seen.

Her face showed signs that a sud-

den tragic event had altered her
life.

I stood behind the reporter
unsure of my role. Was I supposed
to show support for the reporter,

for the victim? I struggled to make
my facial expression show some
compassion, some meaning, some
reason for my being there, and for

this whole tragedy having hap-
pened. I was unable to do any of
these things.

The mother tried to speak about
her daughter, but she broke down
into tears. She reached out to the

reporter, needing someone to hold,

and the reporter embraced her and

consoled her as best he could. I

was angry at my editors for putting

me in the position, but were they

wrong?
The most cynical of observers

might say that in such a situation, a

local newspaper is just using a per-

son's grief as a way to sensational-

ize a local angle to a story.

That situation forced me to eval-

uate the roles of a local newspaper.
Most journalists start at that level,

and local newspapers play an inte-

gral role in their respective commu-
nities. Without local newspapers,
there would be a tremendous void.

If a paper is to record the day's
events then it also must record its

grief. One of the reasons journal-

ists try to get to the scene of acci-

dent is because people are often
willing to talk, expressing feelings

that often help them deal with a

sudden tragedy.

Several weeks later, a woman
about whom a reporter at the
paper wrote a story brought dough-
nuts to the staff in the news office,

in gratitude for an article that had
been written about a business she
was starting. Having an article

written about a local business can
make a difference in the business
owner's life. So I ate the dough-
nuts, and they reminded me that, at

least in some small way, each arti-

cle can make a difference.

Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian columnist.
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Arts & Living
Melissa 'comes on over* to Mullins Center
Etheridge wows a nearly sold out Valley crowd on Saturday with fierce performance

By Lisa M. Oliver.

Col legion Staff

MELISSA ETHERIDGE
Mullins Center

Sept. 7

Melissa Etheridge certainly had her
number of 'Brave and Crazy' fans on
Saturday night. Though Fran dropped
her fair share of rain on the hundreds
of fans waiting in line to get into the
Mullins Center, it was Etheridge who
was the hurricane inside.

Two years ago, Etheridge played a
terrific on-campus show but on
Saturday, she rocked the house, sur-

passing her previous Mullins visit.

From her melancholy ballad.
"Nowhere to Go." to her chic anthem.
"All American Girl," Etheridge enticed

the audience with her powerful voice
and superb guitar playing.

Though new songs like her most
recent single, "I Want to Come
Over," garnered a healthy applause,
her old favorites pleased the audience
the most. Songs such as "If \ Wanted
To" and "Resist" clearly excited her
fans.

One sure sign of a great performer is

their ability to interact with the audi-

ence. During her three hour set.

Etheridge toldi 'stories and gave advice,

even calling audience members up to

the stage. Sylrie often introduced songs
by sharing a brief tale of the song's

genesisy""

Mjtmy of Etheridge's songs deal with

/'young love and the exploration of sexu-

ality. And as she explained to the audi-

ence, she bases her music on life expe-

riences. She gave a nearly ten minute

monologue on living in Leavenworth.

Kan. and a certain place called.

"Shriner's Park." It was here,

Etheridge told with a smirk, that she

discovered the facts of life with long

lost pals, and then questioned if they

even remembered her.

For many of her audience members,

Etheridge is surely an unforgettable

woman. Her presence is enormous on
stage — at times it seemed as though

she was shouting more than singing.

Midway through her set, the arena

went dark and a curtain appeared on
stage. Then, almost magically.

Etheridge reappeared — at the other

end of the Mullins Center.

Near the back of the floor seating,

a small stage had been constructed,

with barely enough room for Etheridge

and her band. Yet, she was able to

reach the audience even more during

the songs she performed here — it was
almost as though she was becoming
part of the audience, rather than per-

forming for them.

After that, there was no stopping the

fans who wanted a piece of Etheridge.

They swarmed the stage, hands out-

stretched, almost begging for a hand-

shake. Though at times she was almost

pulled into the audience, Etheridge

took the time to greet people.

There was an overwhelming thunder

of applause as people cheered, clapped

and stomped their feet in a standing

ovation for Etheridge at the end of her

second set.

(LIZASETH MOWN/ COUEGIAN

Melissa Etheridge rocks up Mullins Center with powerful return to campus.

She returned to the stage with two.

ten minute encores, extending her

songs by jamming with her more than

proficient bandmates. She performed

her hit, "Like The Way 1 Do." an epic

tune about unrequited love to all her

adoring, female fans who by now were

dancing and singing in the aisles.

Her unbelievable repertoire with the

audience seemed to make her fans the

subjects of her songs. She ended her

show bellowing out her words of the

heart, asking the hundreds of scream-

ing women, "Does she want you, like

the way I want you. does she captivate

you...", leaving them breathless and
energized.

No need to worry Melissa — the

audience wanted you. Really, really

wanted you.
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Island cant stand weight;

Kilmer and Brando sink

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Correspondent

THE ISLAND OF DR. MOREAU
Directed by John Frankenheimer
with Marlon Brando, Val Kilmer,

David Thewlis and Fairuza Balk

Playing at Mt. Farms Four Theater

A friend of mine annually tries

to convince me that Val Kilmer has

never made a bad movie. Going so

far as to justify his performance in

The Real McCoy, my friend (who
shall remain nameless to protect

the guilty...) is either obviously an
idiot or never bothered to check
out The Island of Dr. Moreau.

I've never had any ill will toward

Val Kilmer. 1 also don't believe

that the sun rises and sets with
him. My friend's tirades, aside

from bordering upon the homo-
erotic, confuse Val's skills as an
actor with his ability to choose
parts that are "cool." Val has
become the poster boy for smart

alecs for over a decade since his

earlier Real Genius days.

Embarrassingly enough, Marlon
Brando (a one time poster boy for

cool in his own right...) had been

seen on "Larry King Live" touting the

power that Moreau would cany once

it was released, claiming that "it will

make more money than any other

film in history." Now, a few weeks
after its release, Marlon Brando is

nowhere to be found to eat crow, or

anything else for that matter.

That may be a cheap shot, but so

is everything about The Island of
Dr. Moreau. Promoting the film as

a vehicle for either Brando or

Kilmer is not only misleading, but

possibly damaging for both of these

actors' cult followings. Screen time

for both actors is ridiculously small.

as if we can't hold them account-

able for the debacle that follows.

The "plot" of the film comes
from H. G. Wells' story of a mad
doctor who uses "science" to cre-

ate creatures that are

half-man/half-animal. I'm sure we
can all imagine the possibilities for

terror. Marlon Brando plays the

doctor with the wish to cure
mankind of its imperfections by

creating this race of mutant peace-

ful vegetarians. Val Kilmer plays

his smirking companion who helps

him deliver terrifying mutant
babies and serve lentil soup.

The main character of the film,

played by David Thewlis (so chill-

ing as the acerbic drifter in Mike
Leigh's Naked), is a shipwrecked

outsider who finds himself on
Moreau's island. Thewlis tries to

seem shocked and disgusted every

time he sees another abomination

of nature occur, but nothing can

really hide the fact that he seems

plain embarrassed to be seen next

to two preening peacocks dis-

Turn to MOREAU, page 6
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Oasis covers Beatles and more at Centrum
By Matthew Wurtzel

Collegian Staff

counnsY snvi doubu

Oasis takes on the Beatles and more at the Worcester Centrum.

OASIS

Worcester Centrum
Sept. 6

The thunderous roar of helicopter

blades filled the Centrum as Oasis

mulled onto the stage. They electri-

fied the crowd who moshed and
danced along with their first song.

-Roll With It.*

Oasis performed three sets filled

with a multitude of new favorites and

a few older songs. The first set

encompassed such favorites as,

"Morning Glory," and "Don't Look
Back in Anger," two hits off their cur-

rent album, (What's the Story)

Morning Glory?

Thrown in amongst the newer
more popular hits were older songs

from thetr debut, Definitely Maybe,
like "Cigarettes and Alcohol," a

declaration of their vice ridden

lifestyle.

Peppered in throughout the entire

show were a few new unreleased

songs, a couple of b-sides, and the

expected Beatles cover.

Following a trcpd popularized by

the Stone Temple Idiots, Oasis sand-

wiched an acoustic p-rformance
between two heavier ones. The band

left the stage, and Noel Gallagher sat

in a chair strumming an acoustic gui-

tar, singing without his brother

Liam.

Noel opened the acoustic set with a

b-side entitled. "Free to be Whatever

1 Want." The crowd went wild when
he concluded the song with a few

verses from the Beatles' "Octopus'

Garden."

The enthusiasm spilled over to the

next song. "Cast No Shadow."
Audience members began to sing

along with Noel, who seemed to

enjoy the accompaniment. The
acoustic set exemplified the band's

multifaceted abilities.

Oasis began their third set with a

chord that sounded as though it were

lifted from R.E.M.'s Monster. Liam

returned to the mic, and the rest of

the band followed him on the stage

for a final three song set.

The closing performance includ-

ed familiar favorites like,

"Wonderwall" and "Champagne
Supernova." The audience had
waited all night for these hits, but

their excitement peaked when the

band played a heavily distorted ren-

dition of the Beatles', "I Am the

Walrus."

After Liam finished singing, he

bolted from the stage leaving Noel

and the band who continued to play

the loud distorted feedback.

Oasis left the audience pining for

more, but there was nothing left to

give, since they had exhausted their

repertoire of songs.

Two bands, England's Dust and
an old American modern rock
favorite, the Screaming Trees,

opened for Oasis. Dust's half hour

set was lackluster, which was evi-

dent in the crowd's lack of

response.

The crowd moshed and crowd
surfed to the Screaming Trees' hour

long set. They performed such hits as

"Nearly Lost You." and their latest

single, "All I Know."

Don't you hate it when the Army tries to

recruit you into fighting in Bosnia? Don't you

hate it when telemarketers call you when you

are washing your dog? Don't you hate when the

Collegian runs little ads everyday begging you

to write for us? Well, if so, run on down to the

CollegiMi and start writing for Arts & Living

today. Ask for Mike. We want your ideas and

input. Write about anything from gardening to

death metal and Shakespeare to sky diving.

Even if you don't want to write, give us some

. story ideas for future articles. We are here to

please you. Plus, you can't hang up on us like

those damn telemarketers. The Collegian is

conveniently locatedatroom 113 in the

Campus Center Basement.

Moreau
continued from page 5

Versus scorches crowd at swinging Pearl Street concert

By Mike Burke

Collegian Staff

VERSUS

Pearl Street

Sept. 8

In support of their brilliant new
album, Secret Swingers, Versus per-

formed at Pearl Street on Saturday

at an Internal Combustion
Productions show, blowing away
the crowd with an onslaught of new

songs and crowd favorites.

Versus hit high gear quickly on.

"Yeah You," the album's first single

and killer track. Led by bassist

Fontaine Toups' seductive vocals

and ace melody, the quartet gelled

tightly and never let up.

Throughout the hour-long set,

Versus kept the intensity high and

allowed for no let-downs — even the

two new songs meshed fluidly.

While the new tracks were all

standouts, the crowded club was

electrified during old favorites such

as "Astronaut," "Forest Fire" and

"Tin-Foil Star." The latter tune

was reluctantly performed after an

audience member relentlessly

requested this song. His wish was

granted.

Besides "Yeah You." Versus rocked

through half of Secret Swingers,

including "Glitter of Love." "Double

Suicide (Mercy Killing)" and "Jealous."

Surprisingly, the band ignored

any concert favorites off their debut

album. The Stars Are Insane, and

debut EP, Let's Electrify. However,

they encored with "Frog," off a

1 994 single on K Records.

If there was any question of Versus'

talent or live show. Saturday's perfor-

mance was a solid one hour answer

that left no doubts. Hopefully the

band will be back soon.

The Godrays opened and made a

lackluster effort to recreate the

charm and joy of small factory. Low
performed a slow, slow set.

Collegian
Graphics

With your help,

MDA is building a tomorrow
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Val Kilmer sinks even deeper in new film.
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Sports—savvy people needed

The Office of Media Relations is looking for

students interested in all aspects of sports

information. There will be an informational

meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in 249 Boyden.

No experience is necessary, and everyone is welcome.

men s soccer
continued from page 10

junior forward Mike Butler and senior forward Dave Siljanovski. Citing
Butler's vision of the field and Siljanovski 's ability to work hard away
from the ball and get into scoring position, he hoped the one-two punch
would be what they needed. It was.

In the 29th minute, Butler sent a soft lob over the BU defense where a
breaking Siljanovski met the pass and hammered it home. Throughout the
course of the match, the Minutemen would only let loose four more shots
on Terrier goalkeeper Bryan Murphy, who earned two saves on the day.
On the other side of the ball, defenseman |oe Jacobson fared well in

one of the game's toughest assignments — to contain Nick Bone.
Jacobson, who is described by Koch as being, "one of the best markers in

the country," kept the heart of the Terrier attack at bay.

Perhaps the most relieving aspect of the game came from inside the
18-yard box, where freshman Tim Pearson did a more-than-adequate job
protecting the net. With 1 1 saves against the Terrier attack, Pearson
calmed one of UMass' most irksome preseason fears: With last year's start-

ing netminder lost to graduation, who would fill in between the posts?
In the games leading up to Saturday's regular season. Pearson split

time with sophomore Jeff Jablonski. According to Koch, both keepers are
of starting caliber, yet it is evident that Pearson is up for the challenge of
the collegiate game.

UMass is on the road again on Tuesday, when they travel to Worcester
to face the Crusaders of Holy Cross. The Minutemen do not make their
home debut on Richard F. Garber Field until their Sept. 18 contest
against the University of New Hampshire.

PSYCHIC READINGS
Palm • Astrology * Tarot Cords

Crystal * Psychomotry • Spiritual Readings

Readings bg Vaodda

guised as actors. The same can be

said for Fairuza Balk, playing

Moreau's "daughter," a

half-cat/half-girl, but you'd think

she'd have learned her lesson about

roles in fantasy epics from Return to

Oz.

In typical style, Kilmer does end up

i !olleglan

stealing the show by the end. The

only redeeming scene of the film

comes with Kilmer, drugged and on a

Messianic complex trip, playing

somewhere between his performance

as |im Morrison from The Doors and

Brando's as Kurtz in Apocalypse
Now. The horror, the horror...
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Without Waiting In Line

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB
Rte. 116

So Amherat • 256-0060

Come write

for the

Massachusetts

Daily Collegian!!

Come join us
at the

Collegian.

Staff Librarian

pf position now
open.

MONDAY
Stress

Management
Group—

In this group

participants will learn

the sources of stress

and a variety of

techniques to manage

their stress.

Mondays, J:J0 - 5 p.m.

T UF.SDAY
Women's Group

for Graduate
Student and
Professional

Women—
This is a group for

women struggling with

ma|or lift issues, such as

juggling work or school

while managing a family

life, difficulties in a

graduate program,

relationship issues,

separation or divorce,

single parenting, etc. This

is an on-going group

with new members

accepted whenever there

are openings.

Tuesdays. 12:45 -

2:15 p.m.

Increasing Self-

Esteem.
Building Self-

confidence—
This group will use a

variety of expressive

therapy techniques as

well as mutual support

and sharing to help

participants understand

the roots of low self-

esteem, gain greater

acceptance of themselves,

and increase self-

confidence.

Tues, 3:45 • 5 p.m.

Letting Go and
Moving On—

This is a

psvchoeducational support

group for people who are

in the process of ending

or have recently ended

an intimate relationship.

Group sessions will focus

on understanding the

process of loss, dealing

with anger, learning to

take cart of oneself, as

wel as other topics

generated by the group.

Tuesdays, 6 - 7:30 pm.

Wl DNISDAY

Adult

Children of

Dysfunctional

Families—
This is a therapy group

for individuals who

would like to use group

interaction to help

understand how their

upbringing continues to

influence relationships in

the present Issues such

as exploring/expressing

feelings, developing self-

esteem and breaking

dysfunctional patterns

are central.

Wednesdays, 3:30 -

5 p.m.

Lesbian, Gay,

Bisexual

Support

Group—
Thursdays, 3:45 -

S p.m.

Long term

Therapy Group

for Older

Students and
UMass Staff—
This group provides an

opportunity to work

on problems which

interfere with personal

and academic life such

as lack of intimacy,

loneliness, low self-

esteem and concerns

of professional identity

Thursdays, 3:30 - 5 pm

@M INTRAMURAL

SPORTS

Paid Officials Needed For Flag Football,

Softball, Soccer, & Ice Hockey
Clinics: Football, Soccer - Sept. 18, 19, 20

Co-ed Softball - Sept. 19, 23, 24
Ice Hockey - Sept. 25

Call for times & locations

Still Time To Enter Flag Football, Soccer, & Softball

More Info In 215 Boyden, 5-2693/5-0022
on the web: http://www.umass.edu.80/umim/

!! AEROBICS !!

\w^
Regency Hairstyles

189 No. Pleasant St.

253-9526

THANC VO / COUIGIAN
|ulie Magid, a senior midfielder, celebrates after scoring in yesterday's

2-0 win over Southern Methodist in the UMass/Reebok Soccer Classic.

FITNESS CENTER
AMHERST, MA

Groups begin in early to mid-October. All groups require a pre-group interview.

Groups arc open to students and 10 Kaiser members whose site is UHS. For information or to sign up

for an interview call 545-2337 or drop by 127 Hills North, M-F, 8-5.

!! AEROBICS !!

TOTAL FITNESS
WITHOUT WAITING IN LINE

0tfC8 *

STUDENT SPECIAL
4 MONTHS

REISER • NAUTILUS • CYBEX 1

STAIRMASTERS • LIFECYCLES
TREADMILLS • V.R. BIKE

3 LIFEROWER • GAUNTLET
S GRAVTTON

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB
Rte. 1 16 So. Amherat

256-OO80

UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST

University Health

Services Amherst,

MA 01003
577-5000

An open letter to

the UMass Student Community
from the Director of the UHS
Eye Care Services Spring 19%.

Frederick H Bloom, O.D.

Director, UHS Eye Care

Services

My name is Frederick Bloom. I graduated from the

University of Massachusetts in 1971 and the New
England College of Optometry in 1975. I am very
proud of the University Health Service Eye Care
Program and the high quality of eye care delivered to

more than 80,000 individuals over the last 20 years.

I have been on the teaching faculty of the New
England College of Optometry and recently co-

authored an article with Dr. Abel, a UHS physician,

that was published in a national optometry journal. In

addition, I am credentialed in diagnostic ocular

pharmaceuticals by the Massachusetts Board of

Optometry.

Eye care services include:

• Complete optometry examinations

• Reduced rates on spectacle frames and lenses

from local participating opticians

• Emergency eye care

• Comprehensive contact lens service

Our stafftakes great pride in being able to fit many people who

have had difficulty in the past wearing contact lenses.

Patientfeedback ofthose who have used the UHS Eye Care

Services over the years has been consistently excellent.

"I invite you to use the eye services at UHS."

uhs
EYE CARE SERVICES
Convenient Hours & Campus Location

Call 577-5244

Minutewotnen
continued from page 10

pushed them all over the place."

With SMU trying to adjust to the

changing UMass formations, the
Minutewotnen sustained the pres-
sure, including a solid scoring chance
for the freshman Kurowski. in the

match's 25th minute.

Magid attacked out of the midfield,

working a give-and-go with fellow
midfielder Sandy Shimogaki, to double
the Minutewoman lead at 31:58.

Magid made a run through the cen-

ter of the field, just off to the right, and
fed Shimogaki, who was outside of the

goal box on the right hand side.

Shimogaki returned the pass and from
18 yards out, Magid buried it into the

net to goalkeeper Erin Poole's left, for

her first goal of the season.

The Minutewomen kept the
Mustangs on their heels for most of the

remainder of the half, getting several

quality scoring opportunities after an
Erin Lynch free kick with 40 seconds
remaining in the first half.

The Minutewomen held a 10-1 shot

advantage at half time. The UMass

Minutemen
continued from page 10

got behind the defense, kept it alive

under defensive pressure, and was sur-

prised by how far the goalie came out.
"1 saw the ball go over the defense,

it was pretty far out and the goalie

popped out for it, so I just went for it,"

Kurowski said. "I saw her [Myers] run-

ning through a couple of other times,

and I had tried to hit her. A few times
she was offsides, and I probably
should have taken the shot myself.

"I looked up and saw the open net.

so...lsnotit."

Part Two: senior midfielder Amy
Powell hits crossbar on rebound from
Kurowski shot. Georgia keeper Mindy
Hyde was able to track back on the shot

by Kurowski, but the ball bounced out
of her hands into an open goal mouth.
Lady Bulldogs and Minutewomen con-
verged and collided in the box for the

defense smothered any offensive
chances for SMU in the second half.

Even with UMass thinking more about
defense, the Mustangs could only
muster two shots in the 45 minute
period, both by Marci Miller.

One of the closest things SMU had
to a scoring chance in the stanza was a

counter attack break down the left

wing by Brown, but Thompson cut her
off from her stopper position, slid, and
deftly knocked the ball out of bounds
before the Mustangs could strike.

UMass goalkeeper Danielle Dion
made just one save in the match, and
had precious few touches.

"[SMU] had a very good tactical plan,"

Rudy said. "They started with three peo-

ple up front and had a plan to keep us
from coming out of the back. Even
though that happened, we still did it.

"We adjusted and defeated their plan

and still got effective flank penetration

from [Robin] Smith and from [Erica]

Iverson, but the key there was Lynch
because she messed them up. She read

it. made the adjustment and split them

and came out of the back and did well."

In a spirited affair on Friday, the
Bulldogs showed no patented Southern
hospitality towards their hosts, Myers
in particular. Georgia took the body
hard all day, looking more like the
Broad Street Bullies than a soccer
team, even a Brazilian one.

Myers frequently bore the brunt of
the Bulldogs' bites, being fouled hard
four times in the match's opening 20
minutes. The native of Atlanta suburb
Marietta was tightly marked by Georgia
coach Bill Barker's squad, which was
well aware of Myers' prowess around
the goal, especially in the air.

Georgia's physically aggressive tactics

nearly handed UMass a goal in the 30th

minute. Georgia's Jennifer Ahem clipped

Lynch during a rush, as Lynch neared
the left hand comer of the penalty box.

Off of the ensuing free kick, Lynch
served the ball for the far post, where
Myers had broken free of the Bulldog
defense, but her head missed the ball —
and an open net — by a matter of inches.

Myers head also factored in UMass'

first serious scoring opportunity, com-
ing in the match's 12th minute. Tina
Lightning fired a Magid pass off of the

crossbar, with the rebound ricocheting

straight to Myers. The senior, who is

tied for third on the UMass career goal

list, struck the ball well off of her head,

but was stymied by a solid save by
goalkeeper Mindy Hyde.

The Georgian got the last laugh
against her state university though, tal-

lying the match's lone goal at the
49:12 mark.

Emma Kurowski sent a cross from
the left corner that was pushed across

to Amy Powell. Powell's shot struck

the cross bar, and Myers emerged from
a mad scramble for the rebound to

knock the ball into the goal.

The Minutewomen, playing their

standard ball-control style, kept
Georgia off the scoreboard for the
remainder of the match, as the
Bulldogs posted a total of nine shots

on the day, forcing Dion, another
native Georgian, to make just two
saves, one in each half.

loose ball, with senior Amy Powell's
shot clanging the top post.

"I think it was the product of a lot of
hustle," Powell said. "Emma was in

there, then I slid in there', and Rebecca
slid in there, and she finally got it in. It

was just one after another, and we
gave it our all.

"It was just one of those things, you
put the ball in the net. and it does not

matter how it gets there sometimes. It

was a little too close for comfort, and
it was not too pretty, but..."

Part Three: the game-winning header

by Myers. The world began to come to a
halt, as time seemed to slow down to a
crawl, the ball laying at the doorstep of
victory. While in the real world, the
importance of this goal was that UMass
really did need it in a tough, physical

game that left scoring at a premium. The

The Massachusetts

midfielder-tumed-forward took advan-
tage, and the game was won at the 49: 1

2

mark of the game. "All 1 remember is

that Emma knocked the ball to me, and
she kept going, so I flipped it on to her."

Myers said. "[Emma] hit the keeper with
it, then Powell was there, and she hit the

crossbar. I was just like, "Go for h!"
The pleasure was all hers, and dou-

bly so. as it was against her state uni-

versity. Georgia, and her old teammate
and adversary. Mindy Hyde. But for
the main tandem at the forward posi-

tion this weekend, it was enough for

them to be successful — and comfort-
able — in their roles.

The key moment that brought all this

about was Rudy's substitution of
Kurowski for senior Tina Lightning mid-
way through the first half. It was more
of his wanting the freshman prospect in.

DAILY COLLEGIAN
New England's Largest College Daily • Founded in 1890 • Daily Since 1967

Drivers Wanted
for AM Paper Delivery

Must have car or access to car

Hours 7:45- 10:15 a.m.

Please contact Rob
McDonald
or Alycia

Hlnes @
545-3500

rather than taking his senior out. and in

his inimitable style, takes all the credit.

"It was just a sign of brilliant coach-
ing, knowing when to bring her on.
with just fifteen minutes to warm up."

Rudy said, laughing. "But, no, that is

Emma, and what we have expected is

that she would make an impact. That
goal was pretty incredible stuff. I can-
not wait to see the video.

"It helps a lot when [Emma] can get

a ball and hold on to it up front, then
we can get more penetration in the
final third. Usually, the final third of
the field is the last part to come togeth-

er. But usually, we are there by this

point. The thing is that we did not
have any frontrunners through presea-

son, so we are trying to do it now."

forma Kansanen is a Collegian
columnist.

field hockey
continued from page 10

In the their season opener against

Wake Forest, the Minutewomen were
unable to convert on their penalty
corner opportunities. Against New
Hampshire, UMass went l-for-5. as

Rothenberger converted off a corner
for the game's first score.

The Wildcats had trouble with
their corners, going 0-for-2 in that

category.

Massachusetts returns to action on
Wednesday, Sept. 1 1 when the team
travels to Chestnut Hill for a game
under the lights at Boston College.

Game time is set for 7:50 p.m.

Choices Not Chances

Free Contraception Education

Every Mon 8c Thurs 3 - 4:30 pm and

Tues 8c Wed 7 - 8:30 pm in rm. 302 UHS
Men ana Women Welcome

For more information call the Health

Education Office 577-5181

TOTAL FITNESS
WITHOUT WAITING IN UNE

STUDENT SPECIAL
4 MONTHS

/

KEISER • NAUTILUS • CYBEX
STAIRMASTERS • LIFECYCLES

TREADMILLS • V R BIKE
LIFEROWER • GAUNTLET £

GRAVTTON
[

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB
Rte. 1 16 So. Amktnt

256-0080
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football
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Villanova wasted no lime getting

back on the board. The Park to

Finneran connection moved the

"Catc down field with ease, and Park

hit Sifford with a six-yard TD pass,

to put the Minutemen down 14-0

with 526 remaining in the first

quarter.

After two more unsuccessful series

by the Minutemen, Villanova was

once again on the move. But with

1 1:50 remaining in the second quar-

ter, Sifford fumbled and Minuteman

linebacker Justin Reimer recovered.

With the ball on their own 49,

UMass capitalized on the Wildcats'

mistake. On third and three at the

Villanova 44, Catterton went deep

and found sophomore Doug Clark,

who fought off Villanova defensive

back Adamole Turner for the recep-

tion and a Minutemen touchdown.

Kicker Eric Oke missed the extra

point, but UMass closed the gap to

14-6.

It was as close as the Minutemen
would get all day, as the Wildcats

would score 22 unanswered points to

end the half.

Villanova's next drive lasted only

36 seconds. Park found Finneran

wide open down the sideline and
Finneran raced to a 35-yard touch-

down. With the score 21-6, the game

began to spin out of the Minutemen's

reach.

Backed up deep in their own terri-

tory on their next possession, UMass

was forced to punt. Under intense

pressure, sophomore Andy Maclay's

punt was blocked by the Wildcat's

Turner for a safety.

On the free kick awarded to

Villanova, Maclay punted the ball out

of bounds and the Wildcats started at

midfield. A personal foul by the

Minutemen put the Cats at the

UMass 35. and after a three-yard

scramble by Park that failed to garner

a first down, Villanova placekicker

Mark Kiefer boomed a 46 yard field

goal, giving the 'Cats a 26-6 lead.

The Minutemen began to drive on

the next possession, but on a broken

COURTIST M(DW RELATIONS

Linebacker Mike Dawson and the rest of the Minutemen seemed

defenseless in a 50-14 spanking by the Villanova Wildcats.

play Catterton tried to improvise and

found only the huge arms of

Villanova defensive end Nate
Mclmyre. Mclntyre intercepted the

ball and embarked on a 35-yard
return that brought him to the

Massachusetts eight yard line before

Catterton took him down. Three
'Nova plays produced four yards, and

a 22 yard Kiefer field goal put the

'Cats up 29-6.

Massachusetts needed only one

play to give the ball back to

Villanova. On first and 10 from their

own 12, Catterton fumbled on a

pitch and the Wildcats recovered.

Three plays and an Anthony
Cowsette plunge later, Villanova had

given themselves a 36-6 cushion to

take into the locker room.

Despite the apparent impossibility

of the task at hand, the Minutemen
came out fired up in the second half.

lerard White picked off a Park pass

at the Villanova 47, and on the sub-

sequent Minutemen possession senior

fullback Ron Brockington busted

through the Villanova defensive line

and stormed to a 38 yard touchdown
run. After Brockington converted the

two-point conversion, UMass had

cut the lead to 22 with 1 1:29 remain-

ing in the third quarter.

The Minuteman optimism faded

quickly, however, as the Wildcats

scored again with 5:37 remaining.

Freshman quarterback Cliff Boden, in

place of Park, threw a 22-yard scor-

ing strike to Cowsette to give 'Nova a

42-14 lead.

With the outcome largely decided.

Hodges replaced Catterton with

freshman Jeff Smith. Smith respond-

ed by going 5-for-12, with 62 yards,

and impressed with his strong arm.

After the game, Hodges, though

obviously disappointed about the

game, focused on the positive.

"People say, first game mistakes,"

Hodges said. "That's a bunch of

baloney. You can't do those things,

and we did them today. I don't feel

good about what we did here, but

these kids will come back.

"I really like this football team,

despite what you just saw [Saturday].

That's not the football team we're

capable of being, and we will be

back. We will be back."

The Minutemen travel to

Worcester next Saturday to take on

Holy Cross. UMass has won the last

four meetings against the Crusaders,

by a combined score of 127-10. It

will be the season opener for Holy

Cross. Game time is scheduled for

1:00 p.m.

Nash and Paciorek lead UMass
to strong finish in Invitational

By Steven Grant

Collegian Staff

The good news is that for the fifth and sixth straight

matches, the Massachusetts women's volleyball team,

playing in the Penn State Invitational this past week-

end, swept its opponent, 3-0.

And. in keeping with the cliche, there is bad news.

In their seventh match of the year, the Minutewomen

got a taste of their own medicine, losing 3-0 to the #6

Penn State Nittany Lions, 15-S. 15-9, 15-4.

But is it really bad news? Preseason concerns were

that UMass was a young, inexperienced team and

would need time to gel before really being capable of

consistent success.

And what happens? The Minutewomen open the

season 6- 0, without losing a single game, let alone a

match. And when they finally do fall, as they did on

Saturday, it's to a top ten team, and the home team, no

less.

True, the quality of opponents has been a step

down from UMass (6-1). But no one really knew

that was the case until the matches were actually

played.

The Minutewomen had one match on Friday, with

fellow Atlantic 10 member St. Bonaventure. Keeping

with recent history, they trounced the Bonnies, 1 5-2,

15-6, 15-3. The Minutewomen are now 9-1 all-time

against the women in brown.

On Saturday, they beat the Connecticut Huskies,

15-1, 15- 10, 15-7, avenging last season's loss in the

Mullins Center. Their final match was the loss to Penn

State.

Senior outside hitter Dionne Nash (24 kills, 19 digs,

two aces) and junior middle blocker Michelle Paciorek

(27 kills, 20 digs, two aces) were named to the

all-tournament team, junior Lesley Nolan played true

to form, making 32 kills and 28 digs.

UMass will next be in action when it hosts the

UMass Classic on Sept. 1 3 and 14. The four opponents

will be Central Connecticut St., Villanova, Delaware

and Seton Hall.

Minutemen
continued from page 10

cute," Hodges said. "We've got to have people make

some plays and we can't have balls go through our

hands, we can't have interceptions, and we can't fum-

ble. We have to be careful with the football, which we
weren't doing today."

However, that doesn't take anything away from the

Wildcats, who played a solid game both on offense and

defense. Quarterback Clint Park tossed in a solid per-

formance, going 1 l-for-21 for 153 yards and two TDs
in just over two quarters of work.

Park was replaced by Chris Boden early in the third.

Boden went 9-1 1 with 108 yards and one TD.
The UMass secondary felt the effects of losing three

of its four starters from last year. But. co-captain Kory

Blackwell and freshman corner lerard White were all

over the place making good plays.

"We'll jump back from adversity," Blackwell said.

"Football to me and the rest of the guys I play with is

like a game of life. It's ups and downs, we'll jump back

from it. It's a test of our character."

One bright spot may have been that Catterton

showed signs that a passing attack could be present in

future games for the Minutemen — it just wasn't in full

swing on Saturday.

The Minutemen's solid rotation of wideouts — Doug
Clark, Darryl Thomas, Raphael Quinn, and Eric Dawley
— were among nine different players who caught passes

for UMass.
This is the first time in a very long while that the

Minutemen passed for more yards than they ran for.

"He showed some flashes at times, completed some
balls, but made some mistakes, threw some intercep-

tions, missed some calls, and missed some reads,"

Hodges said. "I think he showed he can throw the

football, but being able to throw it and doing it on a

consistent basis to help us win is what we've got to

do."

Freshman quarterback Jeff Smith also saw time

throwing the ball, going 5-for-12 for 62 yards.

UMass certainly saw a much more balanced attack,

with running and passing, using the option, and even

a fullback pass by Pizano. It was just the mistakes,

and the positioning and timing of them that put a

quick end to making the UMass drives more produc-

tive.

"They get slow balls on you and they're on a short

field all day because your turning the ball over and you

add the penalties and that stuff to it and you just don't

give yourself a chance to win." Hodges said. "You can't

do that against a good football team. We didn't give

ourselves a chance (to win] today."

The Minutemen will try to put this one behind them

heading next week to Holy Cross, which they pummeled

last year 52-0. However, they can not take anything for

granted at this point.

If UMass can use a balanced attack like it showed on

Saturday, while eliminating the penalties and turnovers,

this team can win.
"1 don't feel real good about it, what we did here,

but I know these kids will come back," Hodges said. "I

really like this football team, despite what you saw out

there because that's not the type of football team

we're capable of being, and we'll be back. We will be

back."
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ACTIVITIES

Ptnhellenic Council is sponsoring a

Greek Area Carwash benefiting AIDS

Foundation Saturday September 7th 12-

3 behind 375, 387, 389 and 395 N

Pleasant Street S3

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Come meet the sisters of CHI OMEGA
el our Open House on Sept 8 at 1 30.

Sept 9 at 5 30 and our Barbeque on Sept

10 at 5 30 Call Heather for more mfor

matron at 5494742

Wool te dan fear own fraternity?

Zett Beta tsu is looting for men to reed

omit our chapter It interested call Bret

Hrbetat317 33*1898 e«t 714

Poster tele Fine Arts. Movie.

AmmI. Hock. 3 Most images $6. $7.

& $8 SUB Wed Fn 9am 4pm
Fienehts^JM^^adioWMUA 91 1 FM

All University women invitee' te

0*10*01 Sigma Kapa Open Rush Thurs

9ft S-7 pm Sun 9/8 6-8 pm lues 9/10

S 7 pm Thurs 9/12 6-8 pm Please rail

Beti for more info 256- 6bP" Located 19

Allen St IBervr* K Fell

AUTO FOR SALE

19K Buick Century SW. Good condi

nor, $1.000 B0 Contact Daw) 549 8273

M Fere
-

Escort Runs geeol tires m good

condition new starter very little iusi

SMC call Brian 586^363

MAZDA -91 323 HATCHBACK 79 000

tii very good condition, sunroof, tune-up

work |ust done $2900 0BO Call 649-

7786

S3 MITSUBISHI MIRAGE 40 miles

16500 or best otter 3674384

EMPLOYMENT

Part Time Joes tor the environment

Earn $60 $80 per day working to prevent

tomes with MASSP1RG Flexible schedule

for students Fun. casual atmosphere

Call Alen at 25M434
Urges! Student Travel Plennor on

East Coast looking for Campus Rep to

promote Kodak Spring Break Trips

"Guaranteed' lowest package prices and

best incentives You handle the

sales we handle the bookkeeping

Cancun. Nassau. Jamaica. S Padre.

Orlando & Key Wait Earn BIG $$$

and/or FREE TRIPISl GREAT FOR

RESUME"' Calll 800 222 4432

EMPLOYMENT

NOW HIRING 1 COFFEE SHOP AND
HATCH Now have positions available

working dunng lunch Mon-Fn Come down

and see us or call 546-0016 or 54S-2S97

PART TIME JOBS FOR THE

MFNT Earn $60 $80 par day working to

prevent exact with MASSPIRG Flexible

schedule for students Fun. casual atmos

phere Call Ale» at 256-6434

New Hiring part time telemarketers

Morning, afternoon and evening hours

available Earn $6 $7 per hour plus

bonuses No sales Will tram Contact

Ms MirarvJa 1-800-829-4777

Child Care Throe great kids m Amherst

M, T, Ih 2-7pm. W 4 9. Sat Eve Car

needed, non smoking Robin 253 0660

9am 9pm

School Bet Driver 10 "iouis a week

afternoon. $10 00/hour with free health

club benefits Must have a Class 2 DPU

license 586 0633 Call or apply m per

so" Kid Sport. Rte 9. HaoTey

Want the toughest joe you'll over

nreeTT Peoc'i's o student run business-

is seeking highl, motivated undergradu

ate work study and non-work study stu

dents for long term commitment Learn

to co—manage a small business, gain

invaluable leadership skills and have a

blast 1 Applications available at the

Center for Student Businesses Student

Union, Room 406. or the Market E0E

Counter/Kitchen Hole 25 Hi/Week

Must be able to work late nights and

weekends Apply at P Dough.

Downtown Amherst

Serine. BreakM Earn Cashi Highest

Commissions 1 Lowest Prices' Travel tree

on orty 13 sales ' Free Mo 1 Sunsplash 1

800 426-7710

New Hiring Experienced Wait Stall

Driver and Hostess, Apply with in only.

Kai Chi Restaurant

CAREGIVER WITH EARLY CHILD

HOOD Experience for two and three year

ok) Monday. Tuesday or Friday 8-5 car

required, references required 253 3237

Looking hx o tun responsible comparv

ion with own transportation for our 1

3

year old son Some afternoons and

overnights in our home in Leverett Call

5489057

PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT For

evenings, overnights, and wekends For

male quad $7 85 per hour $15 70 for

overnight 60686

EMPLOYMENT

RECEPTIONIST MULLINS CENTER
M-Th 1305 00 pm E 10 30am.

500pm telephone expenence required,

some clerical $525/hr MULLINS CEN-

TSR_2noJtoc<joapply

PAINTERS NEEDED- Now hTring

painters for the greater Amherst area

Hiring quick and reliable painters

Experience preferred, but not required

Starts at S7/hr . plus bonuses Pan-time

or Fulltime Contact Dan Wolman at

Student Painters. 1 «0-829-4777

Cruise Shies Hiring- Earn up to

$20.000»/month World Travel

Seasonal and Full Time positions No
exp necessary For mid call 1206-971

3550 Ext C50015

Notieael Parks Hiring- Positions are

now available at National Parks. Forest,

and Wildlife Preserves Excellent bene-

fits and bonuses' Call 1 206-971 3620

Ext N50O16

Tropical Resorts Hiring Students

needed 1 Entry level and career positions

available worldwide Call Resort

Employment Services 206-9713600 Ext

RS0012

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS! Over $6

Billion in public and private sector

Grants and scholarships are now avail-

able All students are eligible Let us

help For more into call 1 800-263-6495

ErtF50014

INSTRUCTION

WWW SUCESS ORG Free businett

education from American Institute

Entrepreneurthip and Real Estate

investment Courses Retire rich in ten

years

MUSICIANS

I for dark, post altema

tive pop/rock We have EP and Boston

gigs If you are serious and can chill or

rock out call Phil 549-5836

ROOM FOR RENT

7BR Apt in Sunderland HW floors.

wash/dry. porch garage 315* BEAUTI

FUL SETTING' OUIETi 6654394

SERVICES

COMPUTER PROBLEMS? Need an

upgrade7 In house service, call Scream

Savers 549-0083

WANTED

Sell me your purple lot sticker. Call

Greg * /price 6 2196

el Employment- Earn up to

$25 $45/hour teaching basic conversa-

tional english in Japan. Taiwan, or S

Korea No teaching background or Asian

Languages required For info call 206

971 3570 Ext J50015

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals Plus Free Delivery 253

9742

FOR SALE

Computer, Compaq 416. I RAM,
710HD. Software. $750 or 8 367 9874

or 253 2822

Futen. Double. Frame and Custom Cover

$200 00060 548-9728

LAPTOP COMPUTER IBM 701CS/486-

75/8 RAM 540 MEG HO/ with case and

extras/ S1 100/060 Please contact Josh

«25fr8966

BOOKCASES Unfinished pine

24-«36'x9" 3 shelves $48 00* tax

5361944

Collegian

We'll wrap up
the news for

you!

ARIES
March 21-April 20
Cautious optimism Is the watchword

when evaluating a new solution to an

old problem Don't be afraid to let

your creativity have free rein—you

could come up with something really

spectacular. Keep your thoughts to

yourself during an Important meeting.

TAURUS
April 21 May 21

You re ripe to do some ground-

breaking, especially In your personal

affairs. Do your homework before

accepting a new responsibility If the

opportunity seems too good to be true.

It probably Is Let a loved one talk you

Into something a bit wild and crazy.

GEMINI
May 22 June 21

A recent milestone has you feeling

excited about the future. Share your

enthusiasm with your mate A distant

relative could get In touch to aak a

favor of you Dont feel obligated If Its

something, outrageous. Just be tactful,

and things will work out eventually.

CANCER
June 22-July 22
everything Is going your way early In

the week. Try to accomplish aa much
as possible now. because the tides will

turn later. Nothing too terrible, but

you II be swimming upstream on a

number of Issues. Lean on a family

member for some extra support.

LEO
July 23-Anfu*t 23
Plan an escape from your regular

routine. Learn a new skill, try a

new food—anything to break the

monotony. Focus on your health as

the week draws to a close- -a new diet

or exercise routine could refresh you

and prepare you for the days ahead

VIRGO
August 24- September 22

Something that seems stralghttorward

could have pitfalls lurking behind the

next corner- Plan ahead and listen to

the advice of those who have gone

before. If the stakes are low. you may
be able to figure things out on your

own.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Be sure to do lots of research before

making a decision. If someone seems

hesitant, that person could be hiding

something. Don't be a bully—Instead,

read between the lines to team what's

upsetting that person. Pull your own
weight at work.

SCORPIO
October 24-Norember 22
Team up with an older person to form

an unbeatable combination. Youl)

surprise yourself with your level of

Insight, especially In circumstances

where you have no experience.

Reserve the weekend for quality time

with your family or a loved one.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Difficulties this week translate Into

valuable experience In I he days to

come. The simplest solution may be

the best. Be sure to look at your

problems from every possible angle—

and enlist some help If you think

you've forgotten anything

CAPRICORN
December 22-Jsvnu*xry 20
It's tempting to be Irresponsible this

week, but If you can force yourself

to get the job done, you'll reap the

rewards this weekend. Clear your

conscience of an old obligation, and

contact an old friend whom you've not

spoken to for awhile.

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18

Family and personal matters keep

you hopping In the middle of the

week If you can take the heat, you II

clear up some matters that have been

smoldering for a long time Then youU
be free to enjoy a really spectacular

weekend.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Catch up on sleep If youre exhausted

—now Is the time to get ahead on

petty chores and obligations It's time

for some teamwork In your family or

professional life Several minds are

better than Just one. but youil have to

put your ego on hold

CROSSWORD 1
1 7 T- r T~ aare

-
T 1

1
9 in TT

-
TT

13 14

16 n 18

It BJ20 21 BJ22

m BJ i

26 ?7 26 USB29 po 31 32

33 BJ36

36 1 36

39 BJ BJ41

43 |*J SSJ44

_
BJ46

47 4* BJ60 I 62 53

64 Im"

1

1 S6

69 60

l63 l "

ACROSS

For Entertainment Purposes Only

i.

». JoOo (UfX*o)
». Gejo

1J. Holpor

14. It may bo toM oMa
15. Bowery bum
14. "Four and seven

years tgo "

17. Totm stats

It Possessive word

20 Rood guides

22. Onagers

23. Haunches

24. Pomon

26 Pluckiest

2t. Resolute

33. -OneDoyet
(2 worth)

34. Become aware of

te. Between Sun.

andTuoe
St. Ceremony

37. In mo future

M. Electrical una

31. Hydrocarbon jumx

40. Averse

41. Cnolesprey

42. Answer*

44 Teory

46. Lyric poems
46. Tracy nee Truehoart

47. Teen tat;

SO Breather

tl. Outcome*), for

eumple

54. -I'm In Love wth a

_Quy
57. Mrs. Peron

St. English composer

Thomas

tO. Liver spread

tl. Tore asunder

12. - and shod t

outer

S3. -Me and Jones"

64. She! games

DOWN
1. Flair

2 Chinese staple

3. The mtchen sunk

4. • the lend ol the

free...'

5. Assumption

6 Imng/ssu
7. \Matson and Crick's

shock

6. Newsmen Rather

t. Distorts

10. Takes the laurels

11. Bus Slop ploywnghl

It HaHrvlhe-nng action

14. Recipe arms
It -Beyond the See"

srnger Bobby
21. veryftery

23. Rope fiber

24. Yogurt flavor

25. Itraeticty

26 One wth a dropped

27. Seek penance

2a. Gestures sOentty

21 Fender marks

30 Mirror reflection

31. Elector

32 Lodger una

34. Guides

37. Sharpen a razor

31 Cornet

40. Hunting cabin

41. Oenotogsts. often

43. The* over

44 Director Craven

46. Prefix tor scope or

veion

47. KMa fly

41 Foe. stones

41. Stock Beauty author

ajoanj

50. Grooves

51. Sutherland or Sta

52. Lnlunrl

$3. l*y and note

St. Disc speed labor

)

St The Side*

St Area labor)
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AlwaysggM one of Thoss> By A. Morse & S. Dumas
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Hear Say By Entile Yang
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Robot-men By Jim Meddick
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Robotman By Jim Meddick

"V

uey, wis cofra shop Avknow "friends"...
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Dllbsrt By Scott Adams

THE NETWORK ADMNtSTRtfOR

CAN VOU PROGRAM THE
K0UTER5 TO BLOCK
EMPLOYEES FROrA ALL

FUN C0EB SITES?

iO

WHY STOP THERE? I CAN
PROGRAM THE ROUTERS
TO BLOCK ALL USELESS
ACTIVITIES.

Dilbert By Scott Adams

I'VE HIRED THE "DOGBERT
TOUCHY- FEELY INSTITUTE"
TO TEACH US ABOUT
TEA/AldORK.

<C^
H

COEU START WITH AN
EXERCISE ABOUT TRUST.

I COANT EACH OF YOU TO
SIGN BLANK CHECKS
AND GIVE THE/A TO *E.

UHATUILL
THIS TEACH

US ABOUT
TRUST?

J

IT WILL TEACH

YOU THAT TRUST

IS AN EXCEiLENT

QUALITY FOR

OTHER PEOPLE

TO HAVE

Loold By Roger & Salem Salloom

Leold ( leoldO|«vanel. com )

by Regsr and Salsm Salloom oim

Lowell and I were walking

down the street and I thought this

girl was waving at me but she was

actually fanning her face from the

heat.

I almost said,"Hi."

I'm a jerk.

I told Lowell, "We're losers.

We have nothing going on in our

lives."

Lowell said, "Yeah, we're

losers."

Then I said, "Actually, I'm

not a loser, Lowell, but you are.

"

I said, "Really. Lowell, you

can't be a loser. It's virtually

impossible because you have a

beautiful new mountain bike.

"

Lowell said, "Thanks, Leold,

I forgot I had the bike."

Isold, "Yeah, no problem...

loser.

"

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick Close te) Home By John McPherson

rnTOjOuVI-

WUMPY IWANTED
TD TELL YtUTIwVr

i think- ywze.
vat'

PROMPT 1 , OP V&UH6 UHTH MUTUeE 03NCEPT5

writ sum YODNfe chuxrb* r

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick

19a H I '"f

UIHs League officials soon got wise to

Jason's dad and the remote -control glove.

SjSS$3
instead of this stupid ad
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Quote of the Day

sire what is good,

rfore, everyone

to does not agree

with me is a traitor.

-George III of England

Yesterday's Crossword Answers

Today's D.C. Menu
CeS *4S-*«*« Ur stete ssfassssfj

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Pucks

Turkey Tetraainni

Philly Cheese Steak

DINNER
Chicken Breast

Spaghetti/ Sausage
Italian Tofu Balls

Quarter Pound Burger

99

D R P D D

1
T w 1 T

A 1 D E R T U N A W 1 N

S C R E S T A N D 1 N G S

H E R M A P si A s s E S
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P M P H E ^H C E w A T T

E N E L A T H T 1 G E R

R E S P N D S W A T E R Y

O D E S T E S S

S L A N G |r E S T D 1 P

W N D E R F u L E V 1 T A

A R N E

1
p A T E R 1 V E D

T E A « M R S S c A M S

Hampden
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Puck

Turkey Tetraizinni

DINNER
Chicken Breast w. Rice

Spaghetti & Sausage

Worcester

LUNCH
Grilled Sneeze

Grilled Ham & Sneeze

Spaghetti & Sauce

Latin Stew

DINNER
Chicken Breast

Black I'd peas

Pastabilities

Meatball Grinder

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Sneeze

Grilled Ham fit Sneeze

Spaghetti & Sauce
Wheatball Grinder

DINNER
Shrimp & Sausage

Black I'd Peas

Pastabilities

Chicken Breast



The Massachusetts

SpoptsWeekend
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• the woman's volUy-
bafl team had a strong

showing at this week-
end's Penn State

Invitational. For the

complete story turn to

page 8.

• the men's water
polo team suffered a
disappointing first

weekend of the season,
dropping two of three

matches at the Navy
Invitational. See tomor-
row's Collegian for the

story.
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'Nova capitalizes on UMass mistakes, wins 50-14

VILLANOVA

MASSACHUSETTS 14

Massachusetts loss keyed by

blunders on both sides of ball

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

VILLANOVA Pa. — Mistakes, mistakes, mistakes.

Three fumbles, 10 penalties, a blocked punt, an inter-

ception and a safety — all in the first half— spelled disas-

ter for the University of Massachusetts football team on
Saturday, as the Villanova Wildcats raced to a 36-6 half-

time lead and cruised to a 50-14 blowout of the
Minutemen.

"We can play a lot better than this," UMass coach Mike
Hodges said. "We were ready to play from an emotional

standpoint. We were flying around, that doesn't get it

done if you don't execute. You got to have some people

make some plays. We can't drop passes that hit us right in

the hands, and you have to protect the football, which we
just didn't do today."

Villanova came out on fire. On the second play from
scrimmage, junior quarter-

back Clint Park connected
with Ail-American candi-

date wideout Brian
Finneran on a 56- yard pass

play that set the tone for

the afternoon.

Two successive pass plays of 1 1 and 1 2 yards brought

the Wildcats down to the UMass four yard line, where
junior tailback Curtis Sifford waltzed through a huge hole

and into the endzone. The drive took only 1 :02. and the

extra point put 'Nova up 7-0.

The Minutemen's first drive was long and sustained, but

it failed to produce any points. With a steady march high-

lighted by the running of senior standout Frank Alessio,

UMass looked poised to get on the scoreboard.

An Anthony Catterton screen pass to Alessio brought
the Minutemen down to the 31, and UMass caught a

break when Villanova was called for a late hit. The
15-yard penalty put the Minutemen on the Villanova 16,

but the hit shook up Alessio, forcing him to sit out the rest

of the drive.

With sophomore tailback Matt Jordan out with a sore

right hamstring, fullback |im Pizano handled the rushing

chores, and on third down and five, Pizano fumbled.
Villanova recovered on the three yard line.

The subsequent Wildcat drive was unsuccessful, but
UMass senior co-captain Kory Blackwell mishandled the

Villanova punt and the Wildcats recovered in UMass terri-

tory, on the 49 yard line.

Turn to FOOTBALL page 8

Women s soccer blanks

SMU, UGA; now 3-4

Offense displays new balanced attack,

but cant overcome penalties, turnovers

By Mike Corey
Collegian Staff

COUHTf ST Ml£XA MLAHONS

Junior quarterback Anthogy Catterton threw for 118 yards in Saturday's 50-14 loss to
Villanova.

This past weekend the University

of Massachusetts football team was
given a rude introduction to the
1996 season by the Villanova
Wildcats, losing 50-14.

Although the Minutemen made
many mistakes, not all of them
began on the field — many
occurred in their heads. Mental
errors plagued the Minutemen
throughout the game, allowing
Villanova to take control of the

contest early on.

Only 1:02 into the game,
Villanova marched 84 yards on five

plays to light its side of the board at

7-0. On their first possession how-
ever, the Minutemen looked as

though they would get those points

right back as fullback Inn Pizano
took a run inside the Villanova
five-yard line. But he fumbled at

the three, beginning the string of

bad luck and mistakes that would
hurt the Minutemen the rest of the

way.

UMass quarterback Anthony
Catterton was sacked four times on
the day and threw two intercep-

tions. Minuteman penalties would
be the problem, as they became a

familiar occurrence throughout as

UMass racked up 12 mishaps for

91 yards, including many mistakes

that came from not being focused

and mentally sound. There were
offside penalties, personal fouls

and delay of game and holding
calls, all of which occurred more
than once.

"The penalties are just inexcus-

able." UMass coach Mike Hodges
said. "You can say first game mis-

takes. That's a bunch of bologna. It

doesn't make any difference. First

game, second game, third game, you
can't do those things."

The statistics of the game do not

give you a true indication of how
this game really turned out. The
Minutemen rushed for 172 yards
while the Wildcats put up 154.

UMass had 180 yards passing.
Villanova had 261 yards passing.

The Minutemen had the ball longer,

they converted the same number of

third-down conversions, and had
only three first downs fewer than
the Wildcats.

However, the stats that stand
out are the penalty yards, (UMass
91. Villanova 40), and the
turnovers (UMass 5, Villanova 2).

The stats don't tell you where the

turnovers occurred. There was a

UMass fumble on the Villanova
three-yard line, an interception
run back to the UMass eight- yard
line, a fumbled punt return that

Villanova recovered in UMass ter-

ritory, and a fumble that Villanova

recovered at the UMass 12-yard
line.

"Turnovers and penalties contin-

ued to put our defense in bad situa-

tions and we just can't do that,"

Hodges said. "We're not a domi-
nant football team that we can
afford to make those kind of mis-

takes and have an opportunity to

win."

UMass did have some opportuni-

ties on some solid drives, many of

which were cut short from dropped
passes, penalties and ill-advised

plays, such as when UMass attempt-

ed a quarterback keeper on a third

and 1 5 play.

"We need to come out and exe-

Turn to MINUTEMEN, page 8

Field hockey tames Wildcats, wins 4-0

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

While Friday's muggy weather
might have made No. 22 Southern
Methodist and Georgia feel right at

home as they ventured to Richard F.

Garber Field for this weekend's annual

UMass/Reebok Women's Soccer
Classic, their northern opposition was
far less hospitable.

The No. 18 Massachusetts side

downed Georgia 1 -0 on Friday and
topped SMU. a 1995
Final Four participant.

2-0 yesterday in more
typical, nasty Pioneer

Valley weather.
Meanwhile, No. 5

C( mnecticut topped SMU and Georgia
4-0 and 2-0 respectively, as both teams

from below the Mason-Dixon line flew

home without scoring a goal.

After their 4-0 shellacking at the

hands of a powerful UConn side, the

Minutcwomen had cause to worry
about SMU yesterday.

The team responded with its best

team effort of the season thus far as it

contained a formidable SMU attack,

and was able to consistently mount
offensive pressure of its own both
from the back, and with its forward

unit

MASSACHUSETTS 1

"This was the best and longest con-

sistent effort that we've had," UMass
coach Jim Rudy said of his team.

"Our coaches are very pleased with

the way we played," said Amanda
Thompson, who took official recruiting

visits to both SMU and Georgia while in

high school. "It was a good effort all the

way through. There were no mental laps-

es like our other games. We're becoming
more focused and organized together."

After twenty minutes fought primari-

ly in the midfield. UMass' new
three-forward forma-

tion paid dividends at

the 23: 1 2 mark. Emma
Kurowski sent a cross

for Rebecca Myers,
playing in her new cen-

ter forward spot. Myers redirected the

cross from the right post into the open
side of the goal for a 1-0 UMass lead.

"The first goal though gave us the

momentum to carry through," mid-
fielder Julie Magid said afterwards.

"Yeah, [the new formation
worked]," Rudy said of the different

offensive shape. "They were calling to

bench and saying 'what do we do over

here?' We gave them a different look

and it was good because those players

played well. We had total mobility. We

Turn to MINUTEWOMEN, page 7

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

COURTESY MEDIA RELATIONS

Sophomore Erica Johnston netted a goal in Saturday's 4-0 field hockey win over New
Hampshire.

On paper, the Massachusetts field hockey team made
Saturday's 4-0 victory over the New Hampshire Wildcats
seem easy.

After a scoreless first half, the Minutewomen rolled to

the win. with four different players scoring all four goals

in the second. The win pushes UMass' record to 2-0.

while UNH falls to 0-1.

After a first half deadlock. UMass broke through the

Wildcat defense for the first tally of the game. Senior Ail-

American Kyle Rothenberger put the Minutewomen on
the board, scoring her first goal of the season.

The score came just over two minutes into the second
half, when Rothenberger
converted off a penalty cor-

ner. Sophomore Kate
Putnam and freshman
Saskia Fuchs were credited

with the assist.

Just over four minutes later. Courtney MacLean gave
the Minutewomen a 2-0 lead, scoring her third goal of the

season off a Putnam assist.

UMass increased its lead with a little over 24 minutes
remaining in the game. Sophomore Erica Johnston put
away an unassisted goal for her first tally of the season to

boost the Minutewomen to a 3-0 margin.

Junior Jen Gutzman rounded out the Massachusetts
scoring, connecting for her first goal of the season.

Senior goaltender Hilary Rose had an easy day in the

net, as she didn't have to stop a shot. The game marks the

27th shutout of Rose's career, and the first of the season.

New Hampshire goalie Mary Pearsall turned back 7

Minutewoman shots.

MASSACHUSETTS 4

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 7

Forwards Myers and Kurowski

step up to power Minutewomen
There were not very many pressing

questions concerning the University of

husetts women's soccer team
(3-0) coming into this weekend's
UMass/Reebok Women's Soccer Classic:

solid in the midfield. defense and keeper

position.s. with nine returning starters for

the 1995 A 10 Champions

In the world of sports reporting,

though, "we" breakdown the makeup
of the teams we cover to the point of

having a breakdown.

But. truthfully, the main dilemma

for the Minutewomen at this juncture

was the most visible, and most overan-

alyzed side of the pitch: the forward
position. Head Coach Jim Rudy h8s

been looking for a frontrunner. and
after this weekend, he might have a

pair of them: senior Rebecca Myers
and freshman Emma Kurowski.

Two out of the three goals scored in

this weekend's wins over Georgia and
SMU were the products of their hustle

and teamwork. Continuing with that

"breakdown" theme, the Georgia

game-winner was the one of the week
end. due to the clincher by senior mid-
fielder Julie Magid in the SMU game,
so let's take that infamous closer look.

Pan One: the give and go between
Kurowski and Myers, and the fresh

man forward's run to set up tin

ing opportunity. Myers got the ball in

the center of the field from her fellow

forward, worked it back to Kurowski
and she was off to the races. Kurowski

Turn to MINUTEMEN, page 7

Single Siljanovski goal snuffs BU
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

In the game of soccer, it's not always the quantity of shots

on net that drive a team to victory as

much as the quality of those shots.

The University of Massachusetts

men's soccer team kicked off the regu-

lar season on Saturday with a big 1-0

non- conference win over Boston University

After beating BU last year, coach Sam Koch knew the

Terriers would be geared up to defend their turf at

Nickerson Field this time around.

MASSACHUSETTS

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

BU proved to be a force to be reckoned with, out-
shooting the No. 17 Minutemen 21-5 — 15-1 at the
half. But the Terriers could not capitalize on their pow-
erful attack, not even on their nine comer kicks.

While BU seemed to own the offen

sive side of the slat chart, it was
UMass's lone first half shot in the 29th

minute that secured the Minuteman vic-

tory.

Before the game. Koch stated that in

order to win the contest, he would need big games from

Turn to MEN'S SOCCER, page 7
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Water polo drop

two over weekend
The men's water
polo team had a dis-

appointing weekend
against Navy. Check
out our coverage
(See Sports, page
12).

Blast off

Astro style

Man. ..or Astroman
took their out of this

world sound to

Pearl Street on
Sunday. Check out

our review, (See
Arts & Living page
5)

WORLD

Saddam Hussein regains

control of Northern Iraq

DOKAN. Iraq (AP) —
Kurdish allies of Saddam
Hussein captured the last strong-

hold of their rebel rivals

Monday, giving the Iraqi leader

control over much of northern

Iraq for the first time since the

Persian Gulf War.

With Iraqi troops trailing close

behind, the Kurdistan Democratic

Party claimed control of the city

of Sulaymaniyah after the crum-

bling forces of the Patriotic Union

of Kurdistan abandoned their

posts, U.N. workers in the city

fled in advance of the offensive,

leaving the city quiet after its

fall, Clarry said.

The United States, which

launched missile strikes against

southern Iraq last week, made

clear it has no plans to take

sides in the fighting between

the Kurdish factions.

NATION

Morris denies details

of prostitute's story

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Former presidential adviser Dick

Morris told Congress Monday that

he told a prostitute "everyone

thinks" Hillary Rodham Clinton

was behind the FBI file search, but

that he was relating polling data

and not firsthand knowledge.

"I have no personal knowledge

or information from any source

whatsoever as to who was respon-

sible for ordering the FBI files,"

Morris said in a sworn statement

to the House Government Reform

and Oversight Committee.

It was the first time that Morris

publicly acknowledged a relation-

ship with Sherry Rowlands,

although pictures of the pair were

published in a tabloid newspaper.

The disclosure in The Star that

Morris had a longtime relationship

with Rowlands forced his resigna-

tion Aug. 26 from the Clinton

team.

Last week, The Star published

what it said were excerpts of

Rowlands' diary.
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Volunteer fair reaches out

By Beth McCarthy
Collegian Staff

The Community Service Program
(CSP) will be holding a volunteer fair

this week — the first of many activi-

ties aimed at reaching out to sur-

rounding communities and University

of Massachusetts students.

a

The volunteer fair will be held

Sept. 1 1 at the Campus Center
Concourse from 1 1 a.m. until 2 p.m.

to recruit students interested in

involving themselves in their commu-
nity.

Karen Elam, coordinator of the

CSP. which is located at the Mather
Career Center, is excited that there

will be more than 40 agencies repre-

senting a wide variety of interests.

There will be several volunteer
positions available, from tutoring

children to working in shelters for

both animals and people.

Those interested in health issues

such as AIDS, or the protection of

the environment will also find rele-

vant organizations available for vol-

unteer placement.

Both national and local agencies

will be represented, including the

Boltwood Project.

This volunteer fair, according to

organizers, is intended to make stu-

dents new to the University aware of

their options, and comfortable in

exploring them.

"We're definitely appreciated,"
said Sally Carter, a who is on the

executive board of Students
Helping Area Reach-out Efforts

(SHARE).
"There are always projects that

need to be done but the council
doesn't always have the time or the

people to do them," she added.

Elam said that the CSP is not only

dedicated to providing volunteer
placements to students, but enriching

their lives in the process.

"This is not just volunteering. It's

not just service," Elam said. "But I'd

like to see more students involved

over longer terms and see learning be

an integral part of that."

To accomplish this, the CSP, with

the support of the Vitally Involved in

Voluntary Action (VIVA), is combin-

ing classroom learning with hands-on
experience.

VIVA is a council which includes

students, UMass faculty and adminis-

trators, and members of the commu-
nity.

David Schimmel, chair of the
Provost's Special Committee on
Service Learning, would like to see

volunteer service as a "part of every-

body's college experience."

Schimmel hopes serving the com-
munity will be "as much a part of

campus life as going to a basketball

game or concert."

Each of these volunteer commit-
tees intends to integrate what stu-

dents learn in classes, taking that

knowledge into the community to

help create and work on service pro-

grams.

In return, Schimmel strongly
believes that the students will then
take the experience and knowledge
they have gained from their volunteer

work and apply it to what they are

learning at the University. A broader

education is the result, he said.

Grants have already been awarded to

over 20 faculty members who have
included community service aspects to

their courses. Some of the departments

include Anthropology, Art, Polymer
Science, Nursing, Consumer Studies,

English and a variety of other disciplines.

The specified courses include community
service relating to that subject.

Coming attractions include the

annual "Make a Difference Day," a

food drive that serves all of

Hampshire County, in October. In

November and December, they will

be holding a "Fill-A-Bus" clothing

and toy drive which will go to the

Amherst Survival Center.

Students interested in getting
involved with the VIVA council
should attend their first meeting on
Sept. 25, between 12 p.m. - 1 p.m.

Contact Karen Elam at 545-3368 for

more information.

Kerry, Weld race close
BOSTON (AP) — Gov. William F.

Weld and U.S. Sen. |ohn Kerry are

running neck-and-neck in their race

for Kerry's Senate seat with less than

two months to go before the election,

a new poll indicates.

The survey of 404 likely voters was
done for The Boston Globe and
WBZ-TV (Channel 4) Wednesday
and Thursday. It found Kerry leading

Weld 42 percent to 38 percent when
people were asked who they would
vote for if the election were the next

day.

The poll, conducted by KRC
Communications Research of
Newton, had a 5 percent margin of

error, however; which means that the

race was a statistical tie. A similar

poll in April gave Kerry 45 percent

and Weld 40 percent, The Boston
Sunday Globe reported. Last month,
a Boston Herald poll put Weld ahead
of Kerry. 46 percent to 38 percent.

That survey of 401 likely voters had a

margin of error of 4.8 percentage
points.

The Globe also reported that vot-

ers rate Weld higher than Kerry on
issues such as taxes, welfare reform,

crime and education, but Kerry gets

recognition for his record of working

to create opportunities for minorities.

The poll aiso found Weld more per-

sonally appealing than Kerry. About
45 percent said they find Weld
"warm and likeable," compared to

only 31 percent who said that about

Kerry.

Kerry and Weld also were about
even on the question of who is more
compassionate, with Kerry getting 37

percent and Weld getting 35 percent.

A hopeful sign for Kerry: nearly a

third of those surveyed said they
would be less likely to vote for Weld
if that would increase the Republican

majority in the Senate.

A number of voters also indicated

that they were concerned about the

large personal debt of Lt. Gov. Paul

Cellucci. Cellucci, who would auto-

matically become governor if Weld
were elected to the Senate, owes
more than $750,000.

But Kerry's attempts to alarm vot-

ers by tying Weld to House Speaker
Newt Gingrich don't appear to be
working. Only 22 percent of those

responding said they believed Weld
would follow Gingrich's conservative

agenda, while 47 percent said they

believed Weld would keep his inde-

pendence.

President Clinton led Bob Dole by

51 percent to 32 percent, with
Reform Party candidate Ross Perot

getting 6 percent. But pollster Gerry
Chervinsky, KRC president, said that

was down from a 61-28 percent lead

for Clinton over Dole in April —
and that could be bad news for

Kerry. "It doesn't appear Clinton's

coattails will be as long as the Kerry

campaign had hoped," Chervinsky
said.

COUKTNIT SMITH l OUfGlAN

Open for business!
Shannon Hodgson works the register at the People's Market, one of the

student-run businesses on campus.

Looking to reduce bike thefts,

UMass police offer solutions

COUSTNtV SMITH / COUIGIAN

Heather Garber jots down vital information outside the Student Union as part of the bicycle registration

program.

By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

In efforts to reduce the number of

bicycle thefts on campus, the University

of Massachusetts Police Department

will conduct free bicycle registration

and engraving services all week

The UMass Security Department

and Alpha Pi Omega, a service fra-

ternity, will set up a registration

table outside of the Student Union

Building from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

today through Friday.

Lawrence G. Holmes, Deputy

Chief of the UMass Division of

Public Safety said the main goal of

the program is to protect students'

bicycles by educating owners about

various theft prevention methods.

"We're encouraging people to reg-

ister and engrave their bikes, which

will act as a very strong deterrent

against theft," Holmes said.

Once registered, each bicycle's

engraved serial number, brand and

color are entered into the UMass

Police Department's computer sys-

tem. Registration makes each bicy-

cle traceable, as well as easier to

report with insurance agencies in

the event of a theft

According to the Securit>

Department's report, over 350

bicycles were reported stolen on

campus in the past three years — a

majority of those being mountain

bikes, valued at more than $400.

With the registration service, over

75 percent of owners who reported

thefts received insurance money.

The report also stated that

the highest amount of bicycles

are stolen in September and

May.

"Bikes are high in value, and

high in demand," Holmes said.

"But people steer away from steal-

ing bikes they won't be able to sell

— bikes that are engraved and

disay a registration sticker."

Hawaii court to look at marriage law

By Bruce Dunford

Associated Press

HONOLULU (AP) — Are children better off when they

are raised by two parents — one man and one woman?
The state of Hawaii says they are, and will try to con-

vince a judge that that's a valid reason to deny marriage

licenses to couples of the same sex.

The trial that begins Tuesday comes three years after

Hawaii's Supreme Court touched off a political, religious

and social furor when it said the state's ban on gay mar-

riages is unconstitutional unless the government can show a

compelling interest in keeping it. Whatever the outcome of

the 10- to 12-day trial in Circuit Court, the fight will return

to the Supreme Court on appeal. Deputy Attorney General

Rick Eichor said his main argument will be that the ban is

aimed at giving Hawaii's children the best possible upbring-

ing.

"We're not engaging in any gay-bashing," Eichor said.

"Our focus is what is best for the children, and not the

particular predilections, good, bad or indifferent, of gays and

lesbians." Eichor's witnesses will include psychologists who
will testify that a family unit with a married mother and

father gives a child the best environment in which to develop.

"Children of gays and lesbians do just fine, thank you,"

countered plaintiffs attorney Dan Foley, who also plans

to call child psychologists to make his case that same-sex

couples can be good parents.

Foley represents three gay couples who sued the state

when they were denied marriage licenses in 1991

.

Foley said the state's argument implies that marriages

are licensed for the purpose of procreation. In 1984, the

Legislature removed the ability to have children from the

criteria for a marriage license, saying the requirement dis-

criminated against the elderly and the handicapped.

Should fudge Kevin Chang rule in favor of same-sex
marriages, he is expected to stay his ruling to prevent gay

couples from getting licenses until the state Supreme Court

hears the case again. The effect of the case could extend

across the country. Under the U.S. Constitution, states rec-

ognize each other's laws. Thus, gay marriages performed in

Hawaii might be recognized in other states as well.

Already anticipating the Hawaii court's ruling. 16 states

have acted to refuse recognition to same-sex marriages

performed elsewhere, while 18 other states have consid-

ered such a law and rejected it.

Gingrich shifts blame back to Clinton

on drug funding & increase in usage

WASHINGTON (AP) - Returning fire in the political

war over drugs. House Speaker Newt Gingrich says the

administration is undermining congressional efforts to

curb surging drug use. "After three years of serious

neglect from your administration, your recent letter to me
seems to indicate that you are now prepared to join

Congress in addressing escalating drug use, particularly

among our young people," Gingrich, R-Ga., wrote the

president.

He was responding to a weekend letter in which

Clinton, counterpunching Bob Dole's claim that he's soft

on drugs, told Gingrich that Congress will stymie the war

on narcotics unless it quickly provides all the money "to

get the job done."

The president said the House has fallen more than

$640 million short of paying for his anti-drug priorities

and urged action before Congress adjourns in a month or

so.

"In particular, the House once again is attempting to

cut... my request for the safe and drug-free school pro-

gram, the only federal program fully dedicated to helping

schools combat alcohol and drug use. as well as violent

behavior," Clinton wrote. Gingrich replied that the

Republican-led Congress is providing the necessary funds,

"in many cases providing more money than requested by

the administration."

Dole and his Republican supporters contend that

Clinton is not serious about fighting illegal drug use.

Republicans have stepped up their criticism since the

release of government statistics last month showing the

use of marijuana, LSD and cocaine more than doubled

since 1992 among young people aged 12 to 17.

A Columbia University survey released Monday said

two-thirds of baby-boomer parents who experimented

with marijuana as teen-agers said they expect their own
children will do the same.

In his letter, Gingrich reiterated GOP complaints about

the administration's drug policy, including the assertion

that Clinton had appointed federal judges "who are easy

on drug pushers and users."

Gingrich, who like Clinton has acknowledged smoking

marijuana as a college student, also needled the presi-

dent on a personal level, calling a Clinton remark during

his 1992 campaign about drug use "totally irresponsi-

ble."

In a 1992 MTV appearance, Clinton was asked

whether, if he could repeat his youthful experiment with

marijuana, he would inhale this time. "Sure, if I could; I

tried before," replied Clinton. "We need to have leaders

who will tell kids that drug use will not make you look

cool," Gingrich wrote Clinton.

Gingrich in the past has acknowledged smoking pot

while in college, saying in late 1994. that use of marijuana

in graduate school "was a sign we were alive."

»
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Volunteer — MassPIRG. SCERA.
Hillcl House and other RSOs are

looking for more than 70 volunteers

for MTV's "Choose or Lose" Bus
from 1 1 a.m. to 5 p.m. to help regis-

ter students to vote and break MTV's
record of registering 1300 people in

one day. To volunteer or get more
information, contact Leigh at

MassPIRG at 545-0199 or visit the

office at 423A Student Union.

Religious — Chavurah Ha Ruach
Shul, an alternative Jewish Sunday
school, will hold an informational

meeting from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. at

the Children's House on 51 Bates St.

in Northampton. For more informa-

tion, call Karen at 584-4352 or

Robin at 549-6403.

Panel — The Office of Minority

Graduate Student Recruitment is

sponsoring a workshop for incoming

minority graduate students on "How
to Survive the First Year" from 7:30

to 9:30 p.m. in Campus Center Room
162-175. Panelists will be continuing

American graduate students of color

who will discuss their experiences in

their departments, the University and

the community.

Wednesday, Sept. 1

1

Community — The Student Alliance

for Israel and Zionists for Action will

hold "Ice Cream Israel" at 6:15 p.m.

at Hillcl House.

Thursday, Sept. 12

Lecture — Serena Nanda, professor

and chair of anthropology at )ohn lay

College of Criminal Justice, CUNY,
will be speaking on "Hirjas in India,"

an all-male religious sect that is con-

sidered an alternative, third gender in

India. The event, sponsored by the

Stonewall Center, is free and will

begin at 11:30 a.m.

Meeting — The French and Italian

Department will hold their first infor-

mational meeting for their program
abroad in Siena, Italy tonight at 7:30

p.m. in Herter Hall, room 301.

Friday, Sept. 1

3

Religious — The Alliance Christian

Fellowship Time Out will have its first

weekly fellowship meeting at 7 p.m. in

the Campus Center. Check the Info

Desk for the room number. Sharing,

prayer, teaching and contemporary
worship music will be involved.

Religious — Traditional Rosh
Hashana services will be held at 6
p.m at Hillel House, and liberal/ egal-

itarian services will be held at 6 p.m.

in the Student Union Ballroom.

Seminar — The UMass Polymer
Science and Engineering Department
will have Dr. Joseph Davidovits -

deliver a lecture entitled,

"Aluminosicilate Polymers for

Ultra-High Temperature Structural

Applications" at 3:35 p.m. in Conte
Center Room All.

Saturday, Sept. 14

Tag sale — The North Hadlcy
Congregational Church will hold its

annual tag sale today from 9 a.m. - 4

p.m. and tomorrow from noon - 4

p.m. Hot dogs, coffee, cold soda and

fresh popcorn are available in addi-

tion to the wide array of sale items,

including many collectibles, excep-

tional furniture, lamps and appli-

ances: new and old merchandise:

adult and children's clothing: lug-

gage: dishes: and more. Rain dates

are Sept. 21-22.

Notices

Auditions — The UMass Funk Club

begins auditions from noon to 5 p.m. on

Sunday, Sept. 22 in the Campus Center

Auditorium. Men and women are wel-

come. Students are advised to bring

water and a snack. For more informa-

tion, call 546-277 1 or 546- 1 3 1 8.

Auditions — Tryouts for Neil

Simon's "Rumors" will be held at 6

p.m. on Thursday, Sept. 12 and
Friday, Sept. 13, and on Saturday.

Sept. 14 at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. at the

Campus Center. Callbacks will be

held on Sunday, Sept. 15. Special

arrangements can be made for reli-

gious conflicts. For more informa-

tion, call the UMass Theatre Guild at

545- 0415 or visit the office at 423

Student Union.

Community — Womanshelter
Companeras is a battered women's
shelter located in Holyoke serving the

greater Holyoke-Chicopee area and
parts of Hampshire County.
Womanshelter ahs an extensive com-
munity education program providing

speakers and workshops on thew fol-

lowing topics: domestic violence;

teen-dating violence: date rape; sexual

harassment; domestic violence and
children; and many more. The services

are free of charge, but the womanshel-

ter will gladly accept donations. For

information concerning these pro-

grams or to arrange a program date

for a group, call Edith Jennings from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday throught

Friday at 538-9717.

Sale — The UMass Ski Club will

bold a mountain bike sale from 10
a.m. to #*p.m. Wednesday through
Friday on the lawn of the Student
Union. Bikes by Cannondale, Giant,

Scott and more will be available.

Prices start at $195. For more infor-

mation, call 545-3437.

Support proup — Synthesis Center
Associate Rebecca Reid leads an
ongoing support group for single

people over 30 from 7:15 to 8:45
p.m. in downtown Amherst. Single,

divorced, widowed and all sexual

orientations are welcome. There is a

low fee. For information, call

253-5494.

Religious — The Muslim Student
Association at the University of
Massachusetts all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer
from 1 to 2 p.m. at the Campus Center.

The room will be posted on the Notice

Board. For more information, call Utama
at 256-*482 or Laili at 253- 0874
Discussion group — "A Course in

Miracles" will meet from 7 to 8:30
p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays start-

ing in September. Call 253-3795 for

more information.

Astronomy — The Amherst Area
Amateur Astronomers Association
will conduct free public solar observ-

ing at 1 p.m. at the Amherst Town
Common every Saturday in

September. Also offered every
Saturday this month will be free pub-

lic planetarium shows at 4 p.m. in

Amherst College Bassett Planetarium

and free public observatory observing

at 9 p.m. at Amherst College Wilder

Observatory. Every Sunday in

September there will be free public

observing at Mt. Pollux, off South
East ST, in South Amherst.

Bicycle registration — The UMass
Department of Public Safety and Alpha

Phi Omega will conduct bicycle regis-

tration at the Student Union Circle

Monday, Sept. 9, through Friday, Sept.

13, from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Information

about preventing theft and bike identi-

fication will be available.

Dance — The Northeast American
School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree

every Friday from 8:30 p.m. - mid-

night. Dance to a variety of music in a

smoke and alcohol-free environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. Call

584-8167 for more information.

Singing — The Pioneer Valley

Cappella has immediate openings for

people of all voices interested in a

small, focused ensemble singing clas-

sical music. Rehearsals are held on
Thursday evenings in Northampton.
For more information, call Tom at

536-3072 or Karen at 259-1646.

Support group — Overeaters
Anonymous will hold weekly meet-

ings on Saturdays at 10 a.m. at the

Campus Center. The group is for

individuals who share an addiction to

food and suffer from compulsive eat-

ing and other eating disorders. The
only requirement for membership is a
desire to stop eating compulsively.

There are no dues or fees. Donations

are strictly voluntary. For more infor-

mation, call (617) 641-2303.
Volunteer recruitment — The
Boltwood Project, a community ser-

vice project at UMass, is seeking
200-300 student volunteers to work
in one of approximately 23 different

groups in the Valley. Participating in

Boltwood allows University and Five

College students the opportunity to

earn one or two credits while volun-

teering. Interested students need to

attend one ot three recruitment
nights in the Campus Center
Auditorium on Sept. 9-11 from
6:30-8:30 p.m.

MATTHCWI SIMONUU / COUfClANCorporate Playground...
Cassandra Legualt (Apparel Marketing, Class of '98) scales a climbing wall as part of the Hearth-Fitness Fair

taking place on the lawn between the Library and the Pond.
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Finally, you can stop relying on other people for your phone

messages. With Sprint Paging,SM you'll always get the message

first. Sign up now, and get your first month of paging and

three months of voice mail FREE. And if you get Sprint

Call 1-800-825-8573
www.aprint.com (look for College)

limit»d-tim« offer.

Residential Service, you'll get your sixth month of paging

FREE, too. Add that to a simple, flat monthly rate with NO

hidden costs and a high-quality Motorola® pager, and you're

not only getting your messages, you're getting one great deal.

Sprint

O 189(1 Sprint Communication* Company LP.

Campus Police Log
Accident — Leaving the Scene
Sept. 5

A vehicle was struck by an
unknown vehicle in parking lot

47.

Sept. 7

A headlight was broken on a vehi-

cle in parking lot 65.

Alarm — Fire Trouble
Sept. 6

A loose smoke detector was
repaired in Kennedy Residence
Hall.

Animal Complaint
Sept. 6

A dog in a car with no windows
open in parking lot 32 was report-

ed.

Annoying Behavior

Sept. 7

North Pleasant Street was reported

littered with trash cans.

Sept. 8
A Resident Assistant of Pierpont

Residence Hall reported being

harassed by individuals.

Annoying Telephone Calls

Sept. 6

Children were playing with the

phone in North Village.

Sept. 8

A resident of Patterson Residence

Hall reported receiving threaten-

ing telephone calls.

A |ohn Adams Residence Hall resi-

dent received harassing calls.

A Dickinson Residence Hall

Resident received a threatening

call.

Assault & Battery

Sept. 8
Five males in Kennedy Residence

Hall seeking retribution for an

alleged earlier assault in Amherst

were reported. The Amherst
Police Department sent an officer.

Assist Citizen

Sept. 5

A student reported his wallet

stolen from Pierpont Residence

Hall.

An individual with a key stuck in

the vehicle's ignition was referred

to Amherst Towing.

Sept. 7

The owner of a vehicle in parking

lot 1 1 was notified of lights left

on.

The owner of a vehicle in parking

lot 1 1 with a dead battery was
assisted.

Sept. 8
Several individuals were reported

stuck in an elevator in Washington

Residence Hall. The elevator tech-

nician was en route.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Sept. b
A vehicle in parking lot 29 had a

window broken; one speaker was
stolen, the other speakers were
ruined.

A vehicle was broken into in park-

ing lot 49.

Disabled Motor Vehicle

Sept. 5

A disabled vehicle blocking the

roadway on Stockbridge Road was
reported; the owner arranged for a

tow.

Disturbance

Sept. 7

A fight in progress on Sunset
Avenue was reported to the

Amherst Police Department.

There was a report of beer bottles

being broken on the Southwest
Residential Area Mall.

A fight in progress was reported

on University Drive. Neil M.
Harris, 21. of 351 Park St..

Brookline, was arrested for mali-

cious destruction of property
exceeding $250.

Sept. 8
A fight in progress was reported in

Gorman Residence Hall.

Individuals were gone upon
arrival.

Drug Law Offenses

Sept. 5

The odor of marijuana was report-

ed in Coolidge Residence Hall.

Sept. 6
The odor of marijuana was report-

ed in |ohn Adams Residence Hall.

Sept. 7

A resident of McNamara
Residence Hall reported receiving

an envelope containing marijuana

slipped under the door.

A drug bong was i/onliscated from

an individual on University Drive.

The odor of marijuana was report-

ed in Kennedy Residence Hall.

Sept. 8
The odor of marijuana was report-

ed in Washington Residence Hall.

The odor of marijuana was report-

ed in Gorman Residence Hall.

The odor of marijuana was report-

ed in Leach Residence Hall.

Health/Safety Hazard

Sept. 5

The odor of smoke was reported in

Dickinson Hall.

Sept. 6
An alarm in Marcus Hall was acci-

dentally activated.

Sept. 8
A burning odor was reported in

McNamara Residence Hall; it was
unfounded.

Larceny

Sept. 5

A theft of posters and cassette

tapes from the Student Union
Ballroom was reported.

A radio was stolen from a vehicle

in parking lot 44.

A backpack was stolen from
Whitmore Administration
Building.

Sept. 6
A terminal adapter unit was
reported stolen from a bag in the

University Store.

A mirror was stolen from Mary
Lyon Residence Hall.

Sept. 8
Items were taken from a room in

Brooks Residence Hall.

Laundry previously reported stolen

was found in |ohn Adams
Residence Hall.

Liquor Law Violations

Sept. 5

Alcohol was confiscated from
underage individuals in parking

lot 50.

Stpt (<

Alcohol was confiscated from an
underage individual in Cancc
Residence Hall.

Alcohol was confiscated from an
underage individual in parking lot

49.

Sept. 7

Alcohol was confiscated from
underage individuals in parking
lot 33.

Sept. 8
Alcohol was confiscated from
underage individuals in parking
lot 22.

Medical Emergency
Sept. 6
An individual in Brown Residence

Hall with an alcohol overdose was
transported to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton.

Noise Complaint
Sept. 5

An individual complained of loud

drumming in Clark Memorial
Garden.

Sept. b

A loud stereo was turned down in

Gorman Residence Hall.

Sept. 7

Bongo playing on the steps of

Brooks Residence Hall was report-

ed.

There was a report of breaking

glass at Hampden Dining
Commons. Police were unable to

locate.

A loud party was quieted in

McNamara Residence Hall.

Parking Complaint

Sept. 5

A Parking Office tow was conduct-

ed in parking lot 63.

A vehicle was towed from
Presidents Drive for parking viola-

tions.

Sept. 7

A vehicle was towed from Lewis

Residence Hall.

Suspicious Vehicle

Sept. 5

A vehicle in parking lot 1 1 with a

traffic barrier on its roof was
removed.

Sept b

A citation was issued to the owner
of a motorcycle who left his motor

running, unattended, by Grayson
Residence Hall.

Suspicious Person/Activity

Sept. 5

An intoxicated individual created a

disturbance on Orchard Hill

Drive.

Sept. b
Parties were reported urinating in

public in parking lot 50.

Housing staff of Wheeler
Residence Hall was notified about

an individual on the roof.

A loud explosion was reported on

Chancellors Drive. An area search

was negative.

There was a report of fireworks

outside Kennedy and Coolidge
Residence Halls. The area was
quiet upon arrival.

Sept. 7

A Resident Assistant from Field

Residence Hall reported having

trouble convincing a non-resident

to leave. The individual was gone

upon arrival.

Two individuals in a minor alterca-

tion at the Mullins Center were

reported; neither party wanted to

press charges.

Sept. 8
Individuals were reportedly throw-

ing objects at vehicles from Van
Meter Residence Hall.

There was a pursuit and alterca-

tion with an officer in parking lot

71.

Individuals were reported camp-

ing out, waiting for morning ticket

sales at the Mullins Center.

An underage individual was
reported carrying a beer ball by

Tobin Hall.

To individuals were reported sleep-

ing in a vehicle in parking lot 32.

Traffic Stop

Sept. 6

A vehicle was stopped for a cross-

walk violation on Campus Center

Way.

Sept. 7

Robert L. Layton, 22. of 1232A
Beacon St., Brookline. was arrest-

ed on Governors Drive for driving

with a revoked license and for

operating a motor vehicle not

meeting safety standards.

Sept. 8
Ryan Gregory, 20, of 19

Briarwood Dr., Manchester, CT..

was arrested for unlicensed opera-

tion of a motor vehicle, and reck-

less operation of a motor vehicle.

Vandalism

Sept. 5

A machine was vandalized in

Butterfield Residence Hall.

Sept. 6
A window was broken in Moore
Residence Hall.

A magazine was set on fire in a

rest room in Crabtree Residence

Hall.

An antenna was bent and wind-

shield wipers were broken on a

vehicle in parking lot 32.

Posters were strewn on the floor of

Cashin Residence Hall.

Sept. 7

Graffiti on the stairwell walls of

Field Residence Hall was reported.

Bad dents on a vehicle door in

parking lot 22 were reported.

An object was thrown through a

vehicle window on Eastman Lane.

A card access unit was damaged at

Kennedy Residence Hall.

A card access unit was damaged at

Coolidge Residence Hall.

A newspaper box was tampered

with on Presidents Drive.

Warrant Service

Sept. 6
Keith N. Darrow, 20, of 217
Auburn Ave., Staten Island, NY.
was arrested in Mackimmie
Residence Hall fo- negligent oper-

ation of a motor vehicle.

Weapons Violations

Sept. 5

An individual wearing an illegal

metal studded bracelet in the

Textbook Annex was reported.

-

•

a minute
PROM

to 9a.m.
9m

It pays to be a college student

Sprint gives you long distance the way you want it —plain and simple. Just 90 a minute from

9 p.m. to 9 a.m., whether you use your Sprint FONCARD, call from your college residence

or call collect. And we'll give you 30 free minutes just for signing up.

Pretty simple, huh? 9 Cents.

Call 1-800-795-1162
Check us out on.the Internet: www.sprint.com (look for College).

Sprint

Certain restrictions apply. Standard surcharges apply to fONCARD and collect calls. The surcharge tor station to station calls is S2.25. On some campuses you may not be able to get

this service tor on campus housing 1* dialing. A one-time credit of up to $4.80 will appear on your first fulhmonth's invoice.

ii)1996 Sprint Communications Company. LP.
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Attack of the 1 0-foot condoms

Mike

Burke

These pests need to be exterminated. No, not those

annoying flies who enjoy my food, but those damn corpo-

rate sponsors who insist on hounding me about a new

credit card or car. Get off my campus. I have no interest

in your special introductory rate that lasts bO minutes,

plus I can barely afford books, not a new car. Leave.

Now.

'i i-tcrday, the campus lawn was invaded by alien bal-

loons taking the shape of a giant condom package and

deodorant stick. Do we really need a Trojan packet taller

than my house? I know Trojan offers good protection, but

not thai much protection.

But if safe sex isn't for you, hop on over

to the AT&T booths that follow me around

campus like a sick, lost dog. Get free stuff if

you sign up for an AT&T card that doubles

as a phone card and a credit card. What a

concept! This way you can use your new credit card to pile

up your phone debts. What a combination! Think of the

hours of free phone sex— well, at least, free for 30 days

until you get your bill which may easily be larger than

Anna Nicole Smith's... well you get the picture.

Is kissing more your thing? Good because now with

Pearl Drops toothpaste, your teeth can be whiter than ever.

Plus I learned yesterday in Cooperate Fair 101 that now

Pearl Drops has an improved taste. All right! Life is good.

These cooperate fairs are examples of UMass at its ulti-

mate worst. Do we have to suffer this outright, disgusting

form of commercialism in order to get a free stick of Arid

XX deodorant, for that extra protection? I would rather

have the entire campus smell like the Dead Mall, than see

another 30 foot bottle of Lipton Iced Tea challenging the

Tower Library for air space.

Fortunately the library will still be standing long after the

Lipton Iced Tea has been deflated and transported to

another innocent campus. Is education still this University's

goal? Or are we stuck in a four year advertising campaign

where we are nearly brainwashed (seeing 10 foot condoms

early in the morning does strange things to the mind) into

running up credit card bills so we can't even afford tuition.

So what happens now? I am assuming someone at this

University makes a pretty penny off this operation but

where does this money go? Hotels in New York City to

watch our basketball team? New cars? Why not new

books so students can learn the harmful results of ram-

pant commercialism that plagues our nation as a whole,

and more and more, the Pioneer Valley.

How soon will it be when a giant Wal-Mart hovers over

Amherst much like the space-ships in Independence Day.

Someday we may never see the sky because everyone will

live inside Wal-Mart. It may happen.

Over the past year, several international and national

chains have stormed the Valley. Take a ride down Route 9

and you will pass relatively new stores for Blockbuster

Video, Chili's and Media Play— suddenly the road looks

like every other highly commercialized two

lane highway in America.

These same chain stores are tearing

apart the fabric that once made the Pioneer

Valley a safe haven away from the greedy

chains. Slowly, local businesses are falling under as the

nationals take over business. Are the days of mom & pop

stores over? Please say no.

Amherst and downtown Northampton haven't suffered

greatly yet, but the wave may soon topple them too.

Kudos to Antonio's for crushing McDonald's business in

town. Ronald McDonald must feel pretty stupid when 30

people are waiting in line for a slice of goodness while

McDonald's stays empty. Then again, he probably eats at

Antonio's too.

And no. CVS isn't really your neighborhood drug store,

though these days they are in every neighborhood. But

don't worry, the money isn't staying in your neighborhood

it's probably heading out to zip code 90210.

So what can we do about this tidal wave of commercial-

ism? Boycott. Simple isn't it? Support local businesses, they

need you a bit more than the Pepsi Cooperation or whoever

else owns this pollutant mess that is spilling over the Valley.

Fortunately in the Valley there are scores of local restau-

rants and merchants who need your support so they can

eat. They are just like you and me so please help them out.

Don't make the wrong choice— you may find yourself

in a giant Wal-Mart filled with ten-foot condoms and

deodorant sticks. And you thought the campus lawn

looked bad yesterday...

Mike Burke is a Collegian Columnist.

Seeing beyond the accent
We complain a lot about our pro-

fessors.

It's a natural thing. We hate the

way they grade, the way they teach

and the way they dress. And if they

can't speak good, clear English, it's

just another thing to pick on.

Never mind that the

professor standing up

in the front of the

room is erudite

enough to deliver a lecture in a lan-

guage that is not native to him, for-

get that this person is probably

hailed as a genius in his own coun-

try. Instead, we focus on that imper-

fect English and never really take a

moment to discover the person

behind the voice.

In high school, my physics

teacher was from Vietnam. His

accent was as bad as his handwrit-

ing. But by the time I walked out of

his classroom in the spring, I no

longer wondered why someone

whose English was so hard to

understand was teaching an upper

level physics class.

He knew we had difficulty under-

standing him. but instead of becom-

ing aloof, he shared with us the cul-

tures and experiences of his native

country — eliciting a response from

his students.

Every Friday, instead of conduct-

ing class, he talked to us about his

experiences growing up in Vietnam

during the war and its affect on his

family — his father was dragged off to

prison for supporting the Americans.

He talked about mined rice pad-

dies. He talked about how his moth-

er lost her job because she was a

doctor. He talked about

families being separated

and homes being lost.

His stories about finally

escaping from a detention camp and

making his way to freedom through

Cambodia and finally to Singapore were

the stuff of war-time adventure novels.

Except this was real and the some-

one who had experienced this "adven-

ture" was standing in front of us, writ-

ing Newton's equations on the board.

And he isn't the only one.

There was a woman working at

the K-mart in my hometown. She

had come from Bosnia six months

ago after spending six months in a

refugee camp. Despite the fact that

she hardly knew any English, she

had found herself a job and was

making the best of being away from

her home.

1 have often wondered why peo-

ple come to the United States. It

can't be an easy choice to come to a

country where you don't know the

language. It's hardly a simple task to

arrive in a country where the only

recognizable symbols are Coca-Cola

and McDonald's.

But thousands of people come
every year. They cross the

shark-infested waters between Florida

and Cuba, they slip under the fences

between Mexico and California.

And not once do we think about

asking why they are here. We don't

ask why they left their homes and

families because we think we
already know the answers.

It's because of the opportunities

the United States offers. In terms of

welfare, jobs and education, the

United States comes out ahead of all

other countries in the Western

Hemisphere.

But it's the situations we don't

think of. We don't consider

Bosnians and Serbs trying to hold

onto what is left of their lives. We
hardly spare a thought for the

Chinese dissident or the Cuban

refugees looking for the chance to

speak their minds.

It takes a special kind of courage

to overcome personal misfortune

and immigrate to a new country. It

takes a lot more than learning to

speak English flawlessly.

So the next time you hear a heavy

accent, try not to tune it out. After

all, if you listen carefully enough,

you might learn something new.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian

staff member.

Letters to the Kclitor

Globe assault hits the mark

To the editor:

In my opinion, Mark McGrath

{Globe, be not proud, 9/4/96) is

right on target in his assessment of

the Boston Globe's reason for pub-

lishing its editorial about the Project

Pulse cheating survey.

A member of my staff and I spoke

to several members of the press after

we released the results of the survey.

We tried to explain to each reporter

that there rcslly was no story here.

College students cheat and they have

been cheating at about the same rates

for decadei.

We carefully explained about

cheating rates discovered at other

institutions based on similar surveys,

and we noted that the UMass rate

actually seemed low compared with

other institutions.

We provided information from

several news stories and academic

journal articles. Some reporters

seemed interested while others cer-

tainly were not. The Globe reporter

falls into the latter category. The

reporter was not interested in making

comparisons to other institutions.

Mark McGrath noted that if col-

leges in Boston had high cheating

rates, the Globe would not be inter-

ested in pursuing a story. Well, in

fact a 1 993 Boston Herald story indi-

cated that 83 percent of MIT stu-

dents cheat. While I do not know if

the Globe ignored the story then, it

certainly was not interested in writ-

ing about it now within the context

of the UMass figures.

Gary D. Malaney

Director

SARIS

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this pajie are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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I'm Back!

Many people are probably wonder-

ing why 1 am still writing for the

Collegian after boldly announcing my

departure from this hallowed office

last May. Well, two words: French

240. In fact my foreign language

requirement is the only thing stand-

ing between me and that diploma

which my Mom can proudly frame

and hang up in the liv

ing room.

It is the only thing

son that has always had things come

easy for them. You know, the person

who could get A's if they applied them-

selves, but got B's because it required

less effort. The person who could bang

out a 1 2- page report the night before

it was due and not break a sweat. The

person who always managed to keep

one foot out of it no matter what. Until

"It's awful to be left Tjust couldn't get

behind, because
Freneh „ just took

that is keeping me from everyone who already
up too much time .

,

being an alumni and graduated will call

hounded by the Telefund
you up and Say, I ve

gotten interviews

with X, Y and Z, ' and
you can say that you
watched wannabe
hippies dance by the

impossible, God campus pond during

the tree hbet con-

cert.
"

Tora MK
Connelly

for donations. It is the

only thing keeping me
from clocking in at four

years with no loans (a

collegiate feat that some

find

bless scholarships). On
the other hand, it is the

only thing keeping me
covered on my Mom's
health insurance, the only

thing that is keeping

from bursting into the

real world penniless and therefore not

such a bad thing after all.

Procrastination... it should be a major.

Not that I did it intentionally. I was

a real go-getter when I first arrived. I

completed all my general education

requirements by the end of The first

semester of my sophomore year. I

was taking courses for my major by

the second semester of that same year

and safely esconed in the journalism

department my junior year. I antici-

pated graduating a semester early. I

was doing sooo well— but...

Yes, but. But I am the type of per-

had those papers to

do, the Collegian to

work at and all my

other classes. I'd

spend from 9 a.m.

to 3 p.m. in classes

and then come

down to the news-

room until 10 p.m. I

didn't have the time

or patience to study

vocabulary, verb

tenses and genders.

1 never wanted to go

to France, never had

a burning desire to be bilingual. I just

really, really disliked it. And it

showed. I either get it or don't give

a— well, you know, about it.

I have no intention in staying any

longer at the University of

Massachusetts than necessary. The

Valley has become a little too happy

and frankly, I'd like to see a little

more cynicism and un-PC behavior.

My sarcastic nature needs to be fed

and right now it's beginning to

starve. But I can't leave unless 1 learn

to parlez-vous with the best (or at

least up to the intermediate level).

So all of you who think to blow off

your general education requirements

do it ASAP because once spring

semester rolls around 100 level cours-

es will be packed with seniors who

just need one more I or SBD to march

across the football stadium. Besides,

seniors deserve to be able to start class

at 11:30 am, it's only natural after

having to put up with an 8 a.m. in

Mahar back when first year students

were freshmen and it was okay to rag

on them without fear of a lawsuit.

It's awful to be left behind

because everyone who already gradu-

ated will call you up and say, "I've

gotten interviews with X,Y and Z,"

and you can say that you watched

wannabe hippies dance by the cam-

pus pond during the Free Tibet con-

cert. They can be racking in nine

bucks an hour, while you're making

five shelling out free advice m a col-

lege newspaper. You're stuck in

rrtrroo between not reatly being a stu-

dent, but not really being able to

commit to the real world. For lack of

a better adjective — it really sucks.

So as I dodge another semester's

worth of students (is it me or are

their even more people milling

around?), watch in amazement as

members of the class of 2000 get

their free goodie bags and navigate

their way around the sea of tables in

the Campus Concourse, do not be

surprised to hear me mutter under

my breath, "Je, tu, il, elle, nous..."

cause come December I may not be

ready to live in Paris, but I sure as

hell will be ready for the real world.

Tara MK Connelly is a Collegian

columnist.

The return of Seuss. almost
Writing editorials for the Collegian is a lot like trying to

balance a rabid raccoon on the end of your nose while

serving steaming bowls of chili to an angry horde of water

buffalos

Sometimes you make it, and sometimes you don't.

Attending college, on the other hand is not unlike trying

to chew the wings off 1 ,000 perturbed hornets while playing

the soundtrack to The Goonies using a tin can and a straw.

Sometimes you make it, and sometimes you don't.

It's only been three days since we started classes, and

already I can smell the smoke of burnout in the air. Well,

maybe not burnout, and certainly not boredom. I have

enough things to do to keep me quite busy for the

next three years.

Maybe it's because things don't seem as exciting

to me this year as they did last year. There just

doesn't seem to be anything new. Maybe familiarity really

does breed contempt. Not that I dislike UMass. In general

I find it a pretty nifty place. For the most part I really like

the people, and my classes aren't all that bad either.

It still feels like summer. Or spring. Or something in

between. It's not fall yet. There aren't 459 feet of snow

covering campus, so winter isn't here.

I find myself caught in some weird Collegian limbo.

There are many ducks, but only one swan.

There are many dining halls, but only one Campus

Center.

I saw this episode of "COPS" where this dude drank a

bucket of paint to get high.

The last few lines are fairly unrelated, except that they

attempt to illustrate the reduced level of consciousness

that I seem to find myself existing in on a regular basis.

At times I feel like I'm caught in some weird existential

Dr. Seuss book. But maybe that's just me. "1 will not go to

class today, I will not go there anyway."

I do not like to go to sleep,

Dan

Levenson

I do not like to go beep-beep.

I do not like to do my work,

my math professor is a jerk.

I do not take a math class now,

wow, wow, wow, wow. wow, wow.
UMass dining is a joke,

on their wretched gruel we choke.

Chewing bubble gum is cool,

as long as you don't start to drool.

Dave Matthews band really rocks,

the Clintons have a cat named Socks.

Bats can fly although they're mammals,

in Egypt people ride on camels.

Citrus fruits can prevent scurvy,

many roads at school are curvy.

If you'd like to leave a message,

go ahead.

That last line wasn't very rhymy,

The bottom of a dumpster's grimy.

Seagulls like to steal your food,

they are very, very, rude.

If a Seagull steals your food,

tell him that you think he's rude.

The last four lines were about nifty seagulls,

don't be offended, owner of beagulls.

The good old Seuss would make up words,

like shertlut, herdulf, getrerjords.

I know the song that gets on everybody's nerves. And so do

all my friends. And we're going to sing it until they release every

captive isopod being held in aquariums around the world.

An isopod is a primitive little life form, found in various

places. I don't know if any are really being held in aquari-

ums in the world, but if they are, they should be released.

I don't think I'm conscious, but my eyes are open.

Goodnight.

Dan Levenson is a Collegian columnist.
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Arts & Living
Astromen blast off in Pearl St. Pumpkins pump Civic Center

II HII SI I IIHIS llll IM-.K

The galaxy's finest, Man...or Astro-man blew away Pearl Street with their intergaluctic space rockers.

By Mike Burke

Collegian Staff

MAN...OK ASTRO-MAN?
Pearl Street

Sept. 8

NORTHAMPTON — Lightning,

Theremins, spacesuits, sci-fi flicks —
it was all here as Man. ..or

Astro-man. the prototype space alien

band blasted into Pearl Street.

Sunday night with an hour long crazy

set of intense surf punk.

Dressed in vintage spacesuits,

Coco the Electronic Monkey Wizard

and Dexter X boarded the stage
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while their bandmates Birdstuff and

Starcrunch dressed down in more

traditional "earthly" clothes.

But the audience was all set for the

ride as soon as the lights dimmed and

the Astromen made their entrance to the

sounds of sampled sci-fi soundbytes.

Much of the evening's set com-

prised of punked-up instrumental

rockers that would have made Dick

Dale proud. The band claimed their

vocals on the instrumental tunes reg-

istered on a frequency that we. earth-

lings, can't comprehend. Later in the

set, Man. ..or Astro-man? sang, in

English, on a couple tracks including

"U is for Uranus."

Throughout the show, the intensity

was on high as the band jumped, and

tripped, all over the stage. The gui-

tarist, Starcrunch, on one of his many

moments of craziness, actually fell into

the crowd. While on the dance floor, a

backpack caught onto his guitar.

Moments later, in a search for poten-

tial bombs, Starcrunch investigated the

earthling's bag. No bombs were found.

Coco led the band switching from

bass to homemade instruments when

nyt (lining with the crowd. Near the
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end of the set Coco played with his

Theremin — an antique electric

instrument he recently adopted.

On stage, the band reconstructed

parts of their research laboratory,

crowded with old television sets tubes

and lightning makers. Old sci-fi flicks

were screened on a white backdrop

set up behind Birdstuff, the drummer.

While Man... or Astro-man? may

sound like a novelty to the uninitiat-

ed, they are far from a joke. As a

band they are a tight unit that jams

fluidly together although at times

their songs sound familiar. At their

best, Man. ..or Astro-man can not be

beat for enjoyment or energy, they

arc simply a terrific band— even it

they weren't from a distant land and

dressed in space costumes.

As expected, the crowd danced

throughout the hour long set, even

though the club was absolutely packed

to the max. With barely enough breath-

ing room, the club's temperature rose

and rose but the crowd and band never

let up. It was pure fun for all.

The Henchmen, from Michigan,

opened with a thrilling set. of garage

punk -rockabilly.
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SMASHING PUMPKINS

Providence Civic Center

Sept. 8

PROVIDENCE — The Smashing Pumpkins' soki-out show

Sunday night at the Providence Civic Center swung through

the spectrum of emotions and left many glorious memories. To

get fans pumped the concert began with a pre- show build up

us the PA system pumped out the instrumental title track to

their current album Mellon Collie and the Infinite Sadness.

The Pumpkins, lead by their crazy space-suited leader

Billy Corgan, walked out on stage to thousands of adoring

fans who were screaming and raising their fists, just sec-

onds into the first song "Zero." the Pumpkins were caught

in the midst of yet another scary and potential

concert-ending situation — the latest of a series of tragic

events that has plagued the band this summer.

The Pumpkins are back on tour following the drug related

death of their road keyboardist, lonathon Melvoin, and subse-

quent firing of drummer |immy Chamberlain for his involve-

ment in the incident.

Earlier in the summer the band became the focus of the

media's attention after a teenage fan died in the middle of

a mosh pit at a show in Ireland.

Sunday night's show began as a potentially life threat-

ening display of public disobedience that almost ended

the show. The energy of the music combined with the

band's "Lollapallooza moshing" image caused an instant

uproar by Providence Pumpkinheads.

Before the show began, the floor of the Civic Center was

lined with portable chairs, but as soon as the Pumpkins

began "Zero," people who had seats stood up and put their

chairs over their heads passing each and every chair back

or to the side of the floor. From the side of the floor, the

chairs looked like a bunch of crowd surfers.

Corgan and guitarist lames lha stopped the show right

away and asked for the lights to be turned on. Corgan

exclaimed, "It's time for you losers to forget about the

whole Pearl )am/MTV thing, that's old. this is 1996."

Amazingly, it took only about two minutes for all of the

people on the floor to safely pass back every single chair

and dump them into appropriate heaps of useless seating

apparatuses. Very quickly all the chairs were passed and

the Pumpkins started their set for the second time a rock

V roll show of humongous power.

The band pulled out all favorites from their latest heavy

metalish album, including "Bullet with Butterfly Wings,"

"Where Boys Fear to Tread" and "Tonight, Tonight."

Although the crowd obviously favored, and looked forward

to, the more mosh friendly songs, they were also delighted

by the Pumpkins' sensitive and warm side. "1979" and

"Disarm" featured Corgan on acoustic guitar, enchanting

and silently encouraging all those rock wannabees to sing

along in chorus.

Turn to Pumpkins pogeS

William Burroughs keeps beat going
By Panogioris Gianopoulos

Collegian Correspondent

WILLIAM BURROUGHS
My Education: A Book of Dreams

Penguin Books

William Burroughs stands in a hallway, unable to pass

because a six-foot snarling rabbit is blocking the way. His

pistol jams and his friend Ian turns into a cat and leaps

out the window. Confused? This is only one of the many

bizarre and confusing episodes recounted in Burroughs'

latest book. My Education: A Book of Dreams.

If you haven't already guessed, My Education, is all

about dreams. Imagine transcribing your dreams for

}0 years in all their incoherence and then tacking them

together into 200 pages. Now have someone else read

thfiTO /.Hintuhey make very little seo>e).

...•

It should be quickly noted that Burroughs still man-

ages to shape his dreams into an entertaining and sur-

prisingly affecting book. Using only bursts of simple

language, Burroughs paints an eerie portrait of life while

dreaming. The remarkably difficult task of describing a

dream is smoothly accomplished again and again.

The key, it seems, is simplicity. With only a few,

faint lyrical strokes, a phantom of an image has been

created and the reader has entered Burroughs' mind.

Burroughs thankfully eschews overdone attempts at

fragmented language to elicit sensations of surrealism.

The events are surreal enough; he merely dabs out

the scene and lets the reader experience it. Delivered

subtly, the dreams initially feel as normal as yester-

day's lunch and then it hits. A CIA man with a shrunk-

en head? Breakfast on planet Venus with John Brady?

While My Education consists of disconnected

Turn to BOOKS, pooeo
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Emmys fail to excite "Frasier," "ER," take home top honors
Ceremony offers no surprises, no glitches

By Lynn Elber

Associated Press

By Fraiier Moore

Associated Press

NEW YORK — To reverse the

sort of comparison being made a

month ago, "The 48th Annual Prime-

Time Emmy Awards" was the

Republican National Convention of

awards telecasts.

That is. Sunday's Emmy show was

sleek, fast-moving, mostly glitch-free,

even more surprise-free, and timed down

to the minute— some 180 of them.

The winners, uniformly gracious,

got on and off with the split-second

efficiency of — well, the speakers at

the G.O.P. convention.

For their part, the awards presen-

ters dutifully read what was written

for them and made it work. (Although

the scripted banter between "NYPD
Blue's" Dennis Fianz and |immy Smits

flopped so badly they couldn't help

sharing a grin and a groan at the writ-

ers' folly. "We TOLD 'em," Franz

reminded Smits.)

Aired live by ABC from the

Pasadena Civic Auditorium, the

Emmy telecast sported a particularly

handsome set — modem and majestic

— complete with onstage orchestra.

There viewers saw their favorite

stars behaving nicely, and found out

who won. They were subjected to no

song-and-dance numbers. No teeth-

grinding comedy sketches. No inter-

minable tributes.

The biggest gaffe was when pre-

senter Christine Lahti mispro-

C(M KTKSV ASSOCIATED IfthSS

Tony Bennett

< <>t H I I S\ ASSOCIAII'.DI'HH.SS

Dennis Miller

nounced winner Greta Scacchi's

name. (Hint: It's not "SKAT-chee.")

And perhaps the evening's most

brazen display was an unavoidable

one: Emmy herself, that tacky trophy

that host Paul Reiser accurately

described as "a nickel-plated bird-

woman holding up a whiffle ball."

Otherwise, under executive pro-

ducer Dick Clark, the program was

free of pretension and attitude. It was

downright tasteful.

Also a mite bland?

Maybe what was missing was what

made the Republican Convention

crackle: a Colin Powell or Elizabeth

Dole son of interlude. (Even Oprah

Winfrey, on-hand as an Emmy assis-

tant host, didn't do it "Oprah-style"

as Liddy Dole did in San Diego.)

A lump-in-the-throat finish would

have found Angela Lansbury, at long

last, winning Best Actress Emmy for

her final season of "Murder, She

Wrote." But she didn't.

Nor did anything else happen to make

the evening, and the show, an event.

More successful was a fancifully edit-

ed montage of actors' entrances and

exits through decades of shows. As

Reiser noted, "You've got to have a

door."

As host. Reiser, star of NBC's sit-

com "Mad About You," supplied the

right touch of brisk impertinence In

his opening monologue, he cautioned

that with his jokes, as with the

evening's awards nominees, only one

out of five would be a winner.

Of course, he had a far better average.

PASADENA, Calif. - NBC's
"Frasier" proved to be just what the

doctor ordered as the "Cheers" spin-

off landed its third consecutive

Emmy for best TV comedy.

"Frasier" producer Peter Casey

thanked the TV academy at Sunday's

48th Annual Primetime Emmy
Awards for honoring the show about

an egotistical psychiatrist able to

solve everyone's problems but his

own.

"More importantly, we feel it sends

an important message to the

pompous, the long-winded and the

incessantly fussy of America. It says,

'Yeah, there's a place for you," he

added.

There was, it seemed, a place for

everyone at this year's awards. No
one show dominated the program —
not even the top-rated "ER." The

NBC hit was named best drama but

failed to capture a single performing

award for its ensemble cast.

After several years of nominations,

Julia Louis-Dreyfus and Helen Hunt

won statues for their comedic roles.

"A lot of people say our show is

about nothing, but of course it has

been about plenty of something for

me." said a tearful Louis-Dreyfus,

named best supporting comedy
actress for her role as Elaine on
NBC's "Seinfeld" in her fifth bid.

Hunt was chosen best actress in a

comedy for her role as young wife

lamie Buchman on the NBC series

"Mad About You."

"I'd like to thank Paul Reiser, Paul

Reiser, Paul Reiser, Paul Reiser, Paul

Reiser," Hunt said of her co-star,

who also hosted the awards ceremo-

ny.

)ohn Lithgow took the best come-

dy actor award for role as his egotis-

tical alien commander in NBC's "3rd

Rock from the Sun." It was his sec-

ond career Emmy.

Kathy Baker was named best dra-

OtMIHTKSV ASSOCIATKDfKKSS

Itzhak Perlman

matic actress for her role as physician

(ill Brock in the now-cancelled

"Picket Fences," while the best actor

award in the category went to Dennis

Franz of "NYPD Blue" for his por-

trayal of tough, vulnerable police

detective Andy Sipowicz.

NBC led the networks with 20

Emmy awards offer a night of winners

Winners at the 48th Annual Primetime Emmy Awards:

DRAMA SERIES: "ER." NBC.

COMEDY SERIES: "Frasier." NBC.

M1NISERIES: "Gulliver's Travels." NBC.

TELEVISION MOVIE: "Truman." HBO.

VARIETY, MUSIC OR COMEDY SPECIAL: "The Kennedy Center Honors," CBS.

VARIETY, MUSIC OR COMEDY SERIES: "Dennis Miller Live." HBO.
ACTOR, DRAMA SERIES: Dennis Franz. "NYPD Blue," ABC.

ACTRESS, DRAMA SERIES: Kathy Baker. "Picket Fences," CBS.

ACTOR, COMEDY SERIES: John Lithgow, "3rd Rock From the Sun." NBC.

ACTRESS, COMEDY SERIES: Helen Hunt, "Mad About You," NBC.

ACTOR, MINISTRIES OR SPECIAL: Alan Rickman. "Rasputin." HBO.

ACTRESS, MINISERIES OR SPECIAL: Helen Mirren, "Prime Suspect: Scent of Darkness," PBS.

SUPPORTING ACTOR, DRAMA SERIES. Ray Walston. "Picket Fences," CBS.

SUPPORTING ACTRESS. DRAMA SERIES: Tyne Daly, "Christy," CBS.

SUPPORTING ACTOR, COMEDY SERIES: Rip Torn. "The Larry Sanders Show," HBO.

SUPPORTING ACTRESS, COMEDY SERIES: lulia Louis Dreyfus, "Seinfeld," NBC
SUPPORTING ACTOR. MINISERIES OR SPECIAL: Tom Hulce. "The Heidi Chronicles," TNT.
SUPPORTING ACTRESS, MINISERIES OR SPECIAL: Greta Scacchi, "Rasputin," HBO.

PRESIDENT'S AWARD: "Blacklist: Hollywood on Trial," AMC.
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Campus Center Rm. 803
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for the
L.B.G.A.'s first

dance at the
Grotto.

Mon. Sept. 23rd

Emmys, including nine awarded

Sunday and 1 1 presented Saturday.

HBO was second with a total of 14;

ABC followed with 12, CBS with II.

Ray Walston snared a supporting

actor award for "Picket Fences,"

while Tyne Daly collected her fifth

Emmy in 10 nominations, winning

this time for her supporting role as

Miss Alice in CBS' canceled school-

teacher drama "Christy." Her previ-

ous Emmys were from the "Cagrey &
Lacey" police series.

"The Larry Sanders Show" won its

first Emmy after 30 nominations as

Rip Torn was honored as best sup-

porting actor in a comedy series.

"ER" defeated a strong field for

best drama series including "Chicago

Hope," "Law & Order." "NYPD
Blue" and "The X-Files."

"Oh boy. oh boy. oh boy." said

producer |ohn Wells,

Earn a
FREE
trip! >

Council Travel, the nation's student travel

specialist, is looking for an outgoing and

highly motivated person to distribute our

Student Travels magazine, promotional fryers

and ochet student discount information on

campus at U Massachusetts, Amherst.

If you're not shy. have a few extra hours a

week, and enjoy spreading the word about

student discounts, contact us for more details!
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representative of Council Travel in Amherst.

Preference will be given to the individual avail-

able for the academic year and who has an

active interest in marketing and working,

studying, or traveling overseas.

To arrange for an interview, please contact

Nicole at 2S6-1 261 . Monday through Fnday,

between 9:00-5:0X1. Ask about the Campus
Rep program.
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Just a little further...

Bridged Nowd (Wildlife Biology, Class of '97) struggles against the laws of physics to win a T-shirt.

Puerto Ricans prepare for Hortense

By James Anderson
Associated Prejj

PONCh. Puerto Rico — Islanders boarded up windows
and lined up to buy water, then rushed to trie beaches
Monday to watch the sea, churned by the outer edge of a
strengthening Hurricane Hortense.
The National Weather Service hurriedly issued a hurri-

cane warning for Puerto Rico late Monday morning and
authorities posted a hurricane watch for the Dominican
Republic's south coast. Skies blackened throughout the
day. Hundreds of tourist yachts, sailboats, house boats
and government vessels sought shelter in mangrove
swamps in bays of southwestern Puerto Rico.
From 100 miles off St. Croix in the U.S. Virgin Islands,

waves the height of a house crashed over the 1 5-foot pier
where cruise ships anchor at Frederiksted. Winds howled
and gusted near 70 mph, driving sheets of rain that cov-
ered roads with 4 feet of water and flooded homes.

Forecasters called Hortense, the eighth storm and third
hurricane of the Atlantic season, volatile and dangerous It

comes on the heels of Hurricane Fran, which skirted the
Caribbean before slamming into the eastern United States
late last week, killing more than two dozen people.

Forecasters said there was a 6 percent chance the coast

of Florida could feel the effects of Hurricane Hortense by
Thursday morning.

"These storms are crazy. I pray it doesn't veer toward
us," lose Escobar said, perched on a ladder to board up
the window of the store where he works in Ponce, a

southern Puerto Rican city renowned for its Spanish colo-

nial architectuie.

hscobar hurried to finish work so he could go home to

wait out the storm with his wife and five children.

At 5 p.m. EDT Monday, the center of Hortense was
about 95 miles south-southeast of Ponce, the National

Hurricane Center near Miami said.

Hortense was moving toward the west-northwest at 7

mph and was expected to gain in force Tuesday, it said.

Hortense grew to hurricane strength Monday and
enlarged to a 470 mile wide mass, with sustained winds
near 80 mph in the center and weaker tropical storm-force

winds toward the edge.

Hortense also changed direction, stalling south of St.

Croix then drifting in a northwest direction that would
bringhurricanc-strcngth winds dangerously close to Puerto

Rico, the hurricane center said.

Carmen Emilia Rodriguez, 69. was getting ready to

evacuate her 84-year-old mother and a 9 1 -year-old neigh-

bor from their tiny beachfront homes. Already, waves
were slapping the rocks 10 feet in front of the porch.

Search for Irish peace settlement resumes

By Shawn Pogatchnik

Associated Press

BELFAST. Northern Ireland —
Politicians resumed their search for a

Northern Ireland peace settlement
today but bickered over a death threat

hanging over the head of the province's

most notorious pro-British militant.

The Rev. Ian Paisley, Protestant

leader of the Democratic Unionist
Party, formally demanded the expul-

sion of politicians linked with
Northern Ireland's so-called "loyalist-

paramilitary groups. He also refused

to meet with them.

Negotiations aimed at finding a

way to govern Northern Ireland
began in June at Stormont. the
center of British administration in

suburban east Belfast. They
involve eight local parties, the
British and Irish governments and
former U.S. Sen. George Mitchell

as chairman.

The IRA-allied Sinn Fein party,

which represents one-third of the
north's Roman Catholics, is barred
because the Irish Republican Army
resumed bombings in February out-

side Northern Ireland. All talks par-

ticipants have been required to give

an oath endorsing six principles,

penned by Mitchell, that bind them
to use "exclusively peaceful and
democratic means* — effectively, to

renounce violence.

Loyalist commanders have main-
tained a 23-month-old cease-fire as the

price for remaining in the negotiations

that resumed today after a six-week

break.

But last month they issued a

death threat against two loyalist

rebels who were demanding that

they strike back against the IRA.
Paisley's party last Wednesday pub-
licly stood alongside one of the
threatened men, 36-year-old Billy

Wright, dubbed "King Rat" because
of his vicious reputation in loyalist

circles.

Paisley's deputy, Peter Robinson,

said his party was defending Wright's

"right to free speech" and added: "If

you're going to have talks based upon
democratic principles, then you can't

go around threatening people with

death."

Catholics and loyalist leaders say

Paisley's party is itself violating the

Mitchell principles by allying itself

with a man widely blamed, though not

convicted, for many killings of

Catholics.

Mitchell, in consultation with the

British and Irish governments, has the

responsibility for barring any party

because of its actions. Negotiators are

expected to meet three days each
week until December.

But public expectations are low.

no new IRA cease-fire is in sight and

Catholic-Protestant relations are at a

low following a summer dominated
by street clashes between Protestant

marchers, Catholic protesters and
police.

v
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Speaking of mid-'80s Mets superstars with drug prob-

lem! gelling a second chance with the Yankees. How
bout Darryl Strawberry? The Straw has been tattooing

the ball mikc his call-up. and has yet to embarrass him

s,-li in left Raid

The additions of Strawberry and Cecil Fielder give the

YinlfW serious power threats from both sides of the

plate for the stretch run.

Speaking of the stretch. Hey Cecil. 1 thought pin stripes

were supposed to make you look slimmer.

• Andruw Jones, an Atlanta rookie, looks to be the

next Mud to come out of the Braves phenomenal farm sys-

tem.

As a matter of fact, he looks so good that after next sea-

son he may force Atlanta management to get rid of either

Fred McGriff or Dave Justice. Both veterans will soon

become very expensive. McGriff is getting old and lustice

seems to injure himself every year.

If the Braves were to dump McGriff. they could move

Ryan Klesko back to first base, the first position he

switched to after being drafted as a pitcher, and lones

would be in left field. If lustice was to leave, lones could

roam the range in right for the Bravos.

Atlanta is in a win-win situation with Jones, they just

have to keep in mind how they got the team to this level:

by building from within and showing faith in young talent.

• Three thousand dollars. That's a good chunk of

change for most drug-free college students. The Red Sox

were so blinded by Kevin Mitchell's personality, 1 guess,

that they signed on the dotted line a contract that allotted

the Round Mound of Rehab $3000 per plate appearance.

Three grand for striking out. Three Gs for not even

swinging the bat and taking a walk. Three thou every time

he got hit in his meaty shoulder.

To further put his "earnings" in perspective, if Mitchell

played a full season (assume about 650 plate appear-

ances) he would make about two million per annum —
isn't that the league minimum now-a-days?

1 worked my butt off this summer, 40 hours a week on

a construction site. I made about $2500 for about 400

hours of work. Real work. Actual physical labor. 1 wish I

could hit home runs.

• Ozzie Smith, one of the greatest shortstops in major

league history, is making his farewell tour around the NL

with the surging St Louis Cardinals just as three young

sters are starting lo make their mark in the bigs at that

same position.

The most prominent of whom is Seattle's Alex
Rodriguez who has made himself a legitimate MVP candi-

date in the junior circuit. A- Rod leads the league in hit

ting and has developed good power hitting in front of

Ken Griffey. He is a slick rangy shortstop who reminds

most people of another great, Cal Ripken.

The young shortstop who most emulates Smith is the

Mets' Rey Ordonez who makes the highlight reel at least

once a night with his tremendous range and spectacular

plays.

Ordonez, like the Wizard, is prone to prolonged batting

slumps, but can ignite a rally with a big hit from the bot

torn of the lineup and can run.

Carving a niche all his own is the Yankees' rookie

shonstop Derek Jeter. He is as steady as they come and is

poised to be this summer's AL Rookie of the Year. Jeter

can hit for average and fair power. He has good speed,

sure hands and better-than-average range.

• Nomar Garciaparra. Need I say more?

Well, I will anyway.

Garciaparra is without a doubt the prize of a continual-

ly ascending Red Sox minor league system. More than

that, the former Georgia Tech Yellow )acket is maybe the

best all around shortstop prospect to hit the majors

since... well, he's better than Alex Rodriguez!

• One year to the day that Cal Ripken. Jr. immortalized

himself as Major League Baseball's most durable player

ever, baseball's most unassuming superstar ever joined

the most exclusive of all statistical clubs.

Before him, only Hank Aaron and Willie Mays had

managed to accomplish the feat that may best reflect the

purity of a hitter's prowess.

Eddie Murray joins Aaron and Mays as the only three

hitters in big league lore to record 3000 hits and 500

home runs in a career.

This from a switch-hitter who you never hear about

a player who has never won an MVP award, a batting

crown or a home run title. This from a consummate

teammate, friend, All-Star and all-around good guy.

This from maybe the greatest hitter of his era.

Fred Hurlbrink. ]r. is a Collegian columnist.
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realms, they all originate in Burroughs' head.

Consequently there are recurring themes and characters.

A cast of old friends, people turning into cats, levitating,

being unable to find breakfast and pistols that won't fire

can be found every few pages.

Also, many of the dreams take place in the Land of the

Dead, recognizable by its presence of dead people (natu-

rally), as well as empty restaurants, turnstiles and assorted

depressing urban architecture. Though these recurring

themes never coalesce into the semblance of a plot, they

serve as a rudimentary and reassuring set of symbols, like

a few familiar colors in a chaotic painting.

Among the dreams surface occasional commentaries

by an awake Burroughs, touching on painting, politics,

narcotics and the people he has known. Burroughs

makes the reader experience the past and present at

the same with the repetition of images and looping

dreams.

Incredibly, by the end of the book, the dreams have

been granted an engaging context. They are an intimate

passage into Burroughs' unconscious and with a bit of

deciphering from Burroughs himself. My Education grows

into a memoir of sorts.

Towards the end. there are moments when the dreams

reveal pieces of his past, regrets, mistakes and bitter loss.

These pared down honest reflections take a long time to

arrive, but when they do, they justify every random three

sentence blurb it took to get there. A-

Borque familiar face in Bruins' camp

By Howard Ulman
Aijocited Press

Pumpkins
continued from page 5

A special treat, "Siva." the only

song played off of their debut album

Gish, reminded the audience of the

band's innocent youth and impact on

today's music.

After playing a long set of tongs

including the hit singles "Today" and

"Cherub Rock" the Pumpkins

Without Waiting In Line

returned for three encores totaling

seven songs.

The encore, "Tales of a Scorched

Earth," represented much of their

song style throughout the night —
reminiscent to the band's style on

Siamese Dream. After explosively

starting each song, the band often

found its way into spacey jams filled

with psychedelic images and

drowned-out distortion.

Throughout these experimental

portions. Corgan ruled the stage,

pumping his fist in the air shouting

and screaming lyrics of dark poetry

before building the song back into its

triumphantly raging score. Also dur-

ing the encores, the Pumpkins fea-

tured two new songs, which followed

this truly artistic pattern and rocked

the house, giving the audience mem-

bers yet another reason to cheer.

Overall, this was one of the most

impressive concerts that the New
England area has seen in a long time,

a definitive smash o' pumpkin rage.

WILMINGTON — There are 33

players in the Boston Bruins train-

ing camp who weren't with the

team last year — and one who
seems to have been around forev-

er.

Ray Bourque is back for his 18th

NHL season. Still healthy at age 35,

he remains one of the league's best

defensemen and has no timetable for

retirement.

"The fire's still there and 1 still

enjoy playing the game and physically

1 feel good," he said Monday. "As

long as those things continue. I think

I'll do well."

The Bruins captain has seen dozens

of teammates come and go since join-

ing the team in 1979.

Last Thursday, he watched with

regret as Cam Neely, after 10 seasons

with Boston, tearfully announced his

retirement because of a degenerative

hip condition.

"It's not a surprise to anybody,

but it's a sad day when one of

your good friends and a great

teammate isn't going to be around

anymore," Bourque said last

Thursday when the high-scoring

Neely departed.

Neely was plagued by injuries for

most of his last five seasons. Bourque

has been much luckier.

The most games he missed in

any season was 20 in 1988-89

when he had a knee injury. Last

season, for the first time in his

career, he played all his team's

games.

He was chosen a first-team all-star

for the 12th time last season, match-

ing Gordie Howe's NHL record, and

has been either a first- or second-

team all-star 1 7 times, the only player

in NHL history to achieve that in all

his seasons. He has won five Norris

Trophies as the league's best defense-

man.
Barring injury, Bourque should

become the Bruins' leading scorer

before the midpoint of the season;

he trails Johnny Bucyk's total of

1,339 points by only 26. And
Bucyk played 1,436 games for

Boston compared to Bourque's

1.228.

"It's a young man's game, but

mentally I still think as a young

man," Bourque said. "I feel I'm

very fortunate. I played with quite

a few guys now that have had to

end their careers because of

injuries and I've been very blessed

and very fortunate to stay

healthy."

Bourque averages 30 to 35 min-

utes of ice time for each 60-

minute game. Last season, coach

Steve Kasper indicated he'd like to

cut down that time. It never hap-

pened.

"If 1 wouldn't play that amount

of time, I don't think I'd be as

effective," Bourque said. "It's

tough sometimes when you get into

a stretch where you're playing

maybe 34, 35 or 33 minutes a

game, but that doesn't happen all

that often."

As the Bruins' best defenseman, he

plays on power plays and kills penal-

ties, boosting his ice time. But he

stays in excellent shape, even in the

offseason.

"1 think they're going to cut down

my minutes when I'm not doing as

well or I slow down," Bourque said.

"I feel great physically. I'm ready to

go again."

Despite his individual achieve-

ments, he's never won a Stanley Cup.

"People aren't expecting much

from this team, and 1 like that posi-

tion where you're an underdog and

you have to overachieve," Bourque

said.

He expects at least two more

chances to win the Stanley Cup. He'll

be 37 when his contract expires after

the 1997-98 season. And after that?

"If I feel healthy and still enjoy

myself and am still effective. I'm

going to keep playing,
-
Bourque said.

"How many years? It depends on

how things are going."
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in college athletics is a necessary
evil Having our huge tournaments
and high caliber competitions
beamed into your living room costs

lots of money. At the same time
there are people who know how to

work the system and can make con-

siderable money from it. Enter
agents.

If collegiate players knew they
would be getting some kind of com-
pensation from their school after

graduation, would they be as likely

lo wine and dine with illegal agents'.'

I don't think so.

Again, I'm not implying that play-

ers take illegal gifts and cash
because they don't have time to hold

down a part time job. However, if

they knew that they would receive

something from the school in the

way of compensation, they could
keep temptation at bay. At the same
time, the NCAA only meets once a

year and tends to be very reac-

tionary. Rules won't necessarily be

passed until something has already

gone wrong.

Some of this can fall on coaches

as well. Look at the recent

"Hozeman Incident" on the west

coast. I'm not implying that

Bozeman was driven to corruption

to field a competitive squad. But

with a squad of wealthy alums and

some shady middlemen, an obses-

sive coach (like Bozeman) can scare

up a few grand to pass on to a

recruit and ice the deal.

Take a look at the schools and
areas from which many of these ath-

letes are coming. A lot of these guys

are not graduating from the best

school systems with the best educa-

tion money can buy. To some, it is

more the dream of playing in the

NBA than the college degree that

has led them to the NCAA. This

isn't the most moral and wholesome
outlook, but it's true. When some-

one puts a set of car keys in their

face or a wad of cash in their pock-

et, it's hard lo resist temptation.

The bottom line is, most Division

1 college athletes are shooting for

the pros and in many respects the

NCAA has become a minor league

for the NBA and the NFL. Many of

the top athletes are looking to go
pro before ihey are looking for a

career, and thus they get caught up
in a system. Why wait to cash in

when they can score now? Until the

schools realize that they have a

responsibility to give their players

some of their profit, the whole
messy circle will continue.

I am not implying that there are

not some coaches out there who
work hard to do their job as legally

as possible (read: )ohn Thompson).

However, the problem remains and

will remain until something is done.

Chris Stamm is a Collegian

columnist.
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Kickin' It

Senior midfielder Joe Jacobson travels with the UMass men's soccer squad

into Central Mass. for a match against Holy Cross
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basketball game). If I could get my tuition bill paid off

doing back-flips in the nude on the Mullins Center floor

before a cast of thousands. I would, but... for the sake of

artistic license, do not quote me on that one.

My friend has said that with this whole debacle, con-

cerning the presence of shady agents and dodgy alums,

the compensation policy would eliminate most, if not all,

of their influence. Sorry, once again, agents will always

be quite shady, and overzealous alums will always be

quite dodgy. The NCAA can not enact enough rules to

quiet people whose main motivations are: to further use

and abuse their prospective client, with no regard for

their university; and, to further use and abuse their

school's prospective superstar, and in this case, with too

much regard for their university.

But hey, wait a second, the way that this compensa-

tion thing has been put forth is that only the big money
sports would be included. How about the other sports?

Would only the big money sports get the benefits of the

television dollars, the local, national and possible inter-

national marketing income, etc.? 1 do not think so.

I have covered some teams on this campus that put as

much, if not more, effort into their respective sports as

the more "popular" sports, with a fraction of the recog-

nition from the student body, athletic department and.

yes, the media.

There are athletes that compete on Garber. Totman
and Lorden Fields that experience the same problems

that we all possess (see beginning of article), and I do
not see them complaining. I do not want to hear that

they do not make the university money, they just "make"

the university because they fight for the maroon and
white for the sake of pride alone.

Never mind all this unprofitable pride stuff, the legal

ramifications are immense. The NCAA is already a part

of big business, and with the decision to pay athletes,

you might as well make it into a professional league, lust

take a look at the respective financial problems of the

major professional sports over the past few years, and

ponder that.

The money that the University makes should be put

where we all benefit, the University. We are the ones

that built the Mullins Center, not |ohn Calipari. And
also, have you ever eaten the DC food before? I have,

once... once.

forma Kansanen is a Collegian columnist.
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Fix in the mix between Tyson-Seldon?
By John Nelson

Associated Press

!! AEROBICS !!

The crowd screamed "Fix!" and that was OK.
Under the circumstances, what could you expect

them to scream? "We want our money back?"

They know that won't fly in Vegas.

But when |im Gray. Bobby Czyz and Steve

Albert, the three announcers doing the Mike
Tyson-Bruce Seldon fight on pay-per-view
Saturday night, bought into the hysteria, that was

inexcusable. Gray was the worst, and although he

should have known better, he apparently couldn't

resist the flow of emotion from the fans. And
Czyz? He's a good one to talk. He's under investi-

gation for quitting a fight.

His house better not have many windows in it.

Tyson stopped Seldon 109 seconds into their

fight on KingVision-SET, Showtime's pay-per-

view arm. Most of the viewers who plunked down
$39.95 for the show knew what they were getting

— a short fight.

But when Gray came out to interview Seldon

afterward, he looked stunned — like a blue-

haired old lady had just clocked him with a

roll of nickels for moving in on her slot

machine.

Gray stuck his chin out defiantly and asked

Seldon: "OK. what happened?" He looked like a

guy who had money on the loser. Seldon said he

wanted to win, and Gray interrupted: "There

would be those who would question that. The
whole audience is yelling 'Fix!' It didn't look like

you were hurt that badly." Again, Seldon tried to

explain, and Gray burst in: "You seem all right

now and you were just knocked out a few seconds

ago. You seem all right now!"
Seldon again pleaded his case. "I'm a professional

fighter," he said. "I had the heavyweight title," he

said. "I went against the baddest man on the plan-

et." he said.

Unable to brow-beat a confession from Seldon,

Gray tried referee Richard Steele, who had just

rescued a rubbery-legged Seldon from sure disas-

ter. No confession there, either.

If he wanted to do a full reporting job, maybe

Gray should have explained that fighters who get

knocked out early quite often recover quickly

because they haven't taken much punishment.

Maybe he could have explained that when a punch
spins a fighter's head around like the kid in The
Exorcist, they often go down and stay down.
Instead, Gray took the cheap way out.

At that point, Czyz turns to Albert and says, "I

know he has a bad chin and he probably didn't

want to take a beating. I don't think he was hurt

as bad as all the staggering and wobbling he

did."

Now, there's tome expert testimony. Czyz is

under investigation by the New York State

Athletic Commission after quitting a fight against

Evander Holyfield last May 10 under mysterious

circumstances, claiming Holyfield had rubbed a

foreign substance into his eyes.

At least Seldon admitted he got beat up.

"I think the screaming fans have a legitimate

gripe," Albert said. "There are those who are dis-

pleased and some will feel there's something
amiss, something awry."
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Sampras defeats Chang, Graf stuffs Seles again
By Bob Greene
Ajsocicited Pre»s

NEW YORK — When the 1 37 mph serves had disap-

peared at the far end of the court, the rackets packed

away, the year's final Grand Slam tournament a two-

week memory and the National Tennis Center awash in

rain, the champions reigned — again.

Pete Sampras survived, not only the firepower from

across the net, but a gut-wrenching quarterfinal in which

he was barely able to walk off the court a winner.

Steffi Graf, on the other hand, thrived, showing once

again that despite the convoluted computer rankings

there's really only one No. 1 in the women's game.

Sampras counts Grand Slam tournament titles as the

measure of his success. The U.S. Open triumph was his

only major one of 1996, but the eighth of his career and

fourth at the National Tennis Center.

"This definitely saved my year," he said.

He is now in elite company, tied with Jimmy Connors

and Ivan Lendl for major titles and only three behind the

Open era record of 1 1 by Bjom Borg. The all-time mark
is 12 by Roy Emerson.

|ohn McEnroe also has won the U.S. Open four times,

one less than Connors.

"These past two weeks I have played my share of great

tennis and poor tennis," Sampras said Sunday after

brushing aside Michael Chang in the title match 6-1, 6-4,

7-6 (7-3). "I got through the | Alex] Corretja match and I

never thought I would be here as a winner. But I fought
hard and played the best match of the tournament today
against Michael, so it really saves my year. It really does.

"It wasn't a bad year, but this will definitely make the

rest of the '9b season very enjoyable to play."

To become the first American to successfully defend
his U.S. Open crown since Connors in 1983. Sampras
was forced to go five sets against |iri Novak of the Czech
Republic, ward off the laser serves of Australia's Mark
Philippoussis and Croatia's Goran Ivanisevic as well as

survive — there's no other word for it — his five-settei

against Corretja.

"I never thought I'd be here as a winner," Sampras
said of his newest title. "This is the most difficult [cham
pionship] I ever won. The ranking was up for grabs, but

the title is so much more important than the ranking. I

wanted the title."

Part of the reason was the Corretja match in which he

vomited on the court and seemed at times unable to con-

tinue, only to pull it out when the Spaniard double-fault-

ed on match point.

Then there was the loss of his close friend and coach,

Tim Gullikson, who died in May from brain cancer.

"I was thinking about him all day and all during the

match and things he told me to do on the court." said

Sampras, who looked skyward after his win over Chang.
"I still feel his spirit, and even though he is not with us,

he is still very much in my heart, and I wouldn't be here

if it wasn't for his help."

Any one of several players — Sampras. Chang, Thomas
Muster. Chang, Yevgeny Kafelnikov and Ivanisevic —
could conceivably have taken over the No. 1 ranking by
winning the U.S. Open. Sampras put all that nonsense to

rest.

Likewise with Graf, who is co-ranked No. 1 with
Monica Seles, this year's Australian Open champion. And
like Sampras. Graf has enough emotional problems to be
considered beatable.

She admits her off-court problems are affecting her.

Her jailed father Peter is on trial in Germany for evading

taxes on $28 million of her income. She remains under

investigation.

"It was really, really difficult to play this tournament,"

said Graf, who beat Seles 7-5, 6-4 in Sunday's final. "|

was really struggling to remain focused."

But that hasn't stopped Graf's hurried pace toward

being the best ever to play the sport. It was her third

Grand Slam tournament title of 1996, her sixth eonsecur

tive Grand Slam tournament win, and her 21st Grand

Slam tournament crown. Graf trails only Margaret Smith

Court, who has 24 major singles titles.

"Steffi is clearly No. I
," Seles said. "Everybody can see

that."

CROSSWORD 1

Parcells takes heat for Pats slow start

By Jimmy Golen

Associated Press

FOXBORO — There was a time

when a handshake with Marv Levy

was cause for celebration for Bill

Parcells. There was a time when
Parcells would walk off the field

drenched with Gatorade, instead of

just all wet.

But the two Super Bowl victories —
including the one over Levy's Bills —
are now long in the past. And with the

New England Patriots off to an 0-2 start

after a 6- 10 record last year, people are

beginning to wonder whether coaching

is part of their problem. Parcells took

several risks in Sunday's 17-10 loss in

the pouring rain at Buffalo, most of

which were unsuccessful. Each failure

could also be attributed to a player's

mistake, of course, but whether Parcells

fulfilled the coach's duty of putting his

players in position to win is the ques-

tion of the week.

"You second-guess yourself. You
think about calls you made, especially

when they don't work," he said

Monday when asked to grade himself

and his coaches. "You think about all

those things. No doubt about it.

Probably more than you know.
"[But] don't try to get me to say,

'Well, 1 coached great, but we lost,' if

that's what you're trying to get me to

say. So, I'm not saying that."

Bad read again, coach. Few at the

press conference thought the coaches

were being dragged down by the

team, and not the other way around.

For example:

With three minutes left and the

game tied 10-10. Parcells accepted a

holding penalty when declining it might

have forced Buffalo to punt from the

New England 42. After a delay of game
penalty (because the Bills correctly read

the Patriots blitz and needed to call an

audible), |im Kelly hit Quinn Early on a

slant route to turn a third-and-23 into a

63-yard touchdown.

Parcells said he called the blitz

because he knew the Bills would try

the slant route. And Ricky Reynolds

was in position to tackle Early for a

harmless short gain, but didn't.

"We knew that he was going to run

the play that he ran," Parcells said.

"We should have made that play."

On the final play of the game, with

New England facing a third-and-goal

with no timeouts and four seconds

left, Parcells called a draw to David
Meggett. His reason: passing had
already failed twice. Also, Meggett
created a passing threat and kept
Buffalo honest.

But the line missed a block and

Phil Hansen stopped Meggett at the 2

as the clock ran out.

"If I had it to do over again I'd do
the same exact thing," Parcells said.

"That play should have scored. That

play should have scored... I thought it

was our best shot. That play should

have scored."

A fake field-goal attempt was read

perfectly by the Bills. "That's a good

call by them, though. That's a guess-

ing game on both sides," Parcells said.

Levy had lost three straight to

Parcells, plus the biggest game the

two ever faced off in, the 1991 Super

Bowl. The Giants' victory on Scott

Norwood's missed field goal elevated

Parcells towards the realm of coach-

ing genius while saddling Levy with

the loser label.
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IAMHERSTATHLETIC CLUB
Rle 116

So. Amlient • Z56-OO80

ACROSS
1. Under

6 Catfleet
10. B*Mbaii m oot

of ptoy

14. • a Piano"

(2 wet*.)

15. Has debts

16 Ingntfs role m
Casablanca

17. Wailed

16 Feigned

20. Soothsayer

21. Skeleton, lor one
22. Dated

23. Misrepresents

26. Brunch or lunch

27. Elliptical

30. Egg vung

31. Like a DeMiHe Mm
36 Byhookorby
36 Author Siktoe

37. Genetic initial*

36 Vats

39. City (Houston

Mm)
40. GoWbncks
42. Ho's guitar, lor short

43. Members ol the pine

family

44. Eightsome

46. Take ten

47. Fury

46 Kitchen tools

49. Grade

61. On which TJu |Our"

is found

62. Held title

66. Slicker

66 Brood

60. Geometric measures
63. That girT who

married Phil

64. Tarzan portrayer

Lincoln

66. -Wan Street

66 Pointless

67. English money: abbr

68. No its or buts

69. Cartography

collection

DOWN
1. Parts of overalls

2. Author Wiesel

3. Mineral vein

4. Disregard

5. Unite

6 Leo and Pious

7. Wrong

6 L*e WWie Winkie

9. Jet-setting transport

10. Ending

11. Poet Sharon
12. E .ports

13. Dodook work

19. Clean air gp.

21. Beer barrel

24. Readies a printing

28. Enorckng trenches

26 Vast age
27. Befall

28 Truck stop?

29. Misplaces

30. Warning light

32. Babble

33. Surmise

34. Break coverings

Burning

Area above the Hank

Junk -mail addressee

to be tied

Oscillation

Cookbook item: abbr

Lemon refresher

Prepare* to paint

window*
62. Poetic work*

53 Droop
64. Appellative

Taking horse

(2 wd».)

PhD postulant*

eiam
66 Arm bone

Little

Airline

ajaTttM

55

57

59

81

52

63. AIk» star

ARIES
March 21-April 20
You're running on adrenalin and pure

litaUim-t Work off some of your mors*
energy by exercising or debating with

a friend Just make Mire II slays

friendly and not loo competitive. Look

lor new challenge* In the days to

come.

TAURUS
April 21 May 21
You're sensitive this week, especially

to distractions. Do what you can to

avoid excessive noise, but don't be

surprised If lis everywhere you turn.

When asking for something, make It

dear exactly what you want, or you
risk a painful misunderstanding

GEMINI
Mat 22-June 21

Head outdoors to enjoy a taste of the

first tall weather It will refresh your

mind. A friend may need a little extra

attention and understanding. Be sure

that your own mixed feelings don't get

In the way.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

A hectic pace and tons of loose ends
keep you hopping throughout the

week. Toward the weekend, wind

down with a trusted friend and a

favorite movie. Focus on Improving

your diet to help manage stress. Some
extra vegetables could be Just the

thing to help you feel better

LEO
July 23-Aufust 23
If you're feeling as though you're

stuck In a rut. try something new.

Start to exercise, change your

routine—expect the unexpected and
you 11 feel the difference Immediately.

You will hear news from a distant

friend or relative.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22
You're feeling contrary this week, so

use It to your advantage Thinking

about something from a different

or unusual angle could pay big

dividends—you might Just have a
burst of genius. Keep a low profile If

you're anticipating a big change.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

The change of seasons could be

making you feel a bit melancholy,

Take to the outdoors to perk up your

mood a bit. Whatever you do. don't

lake your moods out on someone

dose to you That person could be

feeling a bit fragile, and you donl

want to hurt any feelings

SCORPIO
October 24-Norember 22
Donl be afraid to tackle the big

problems this week—you're chock-full

of energy and enthusiasm On the

home front, stick to more routine

pleasures to put a mate or loved one

al ease. Too much change could be

making that person unhappy.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

If you're feeling overloaded, try

delegating some of your reaponal

Ulltles Donl be surprised If others

are as busy as you are. however.

Instead of working harder, try working

smarter Al home, a new development

brings happtneas.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Work Is the name of the game this

week. Focus on your long term goals

while you're In the office, but leave

your work behind when you step oat

the door. After all. too much work and

not enough play could mean burnout

and boredom.

AQUARIUS
January 21- February 18
Pay your dues early In the week and

then Just sit back and enjoy life. Take

to the outdoors with your family or a

close friend Collect a few leaves to

bring back as a reminder that there's

more to life than Just work

.

PISCES
February 19- March 20
An Investment you made awhile ago

Is beginning to pay off. It's exciting,

but donl get rash—Jusi continue on
the path you've chosen. If you're

feeling bored, consider taking s class

Learning to dance or cook, or even

draw, could be Just the thing.

For Entertainment Purpose* Only

113 Campus Center • University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Performing Art* Divitiea offer] Group

and Private Instruction in music, theater

and dance Registration for Group

Instruction runs Sept 3- IS. 1986 Private

Instruction is on-gong PAD is located m
T3 BartJett Had UMASS. 413-5*W»19.

for mfo

i'« lee Heckey Team is

looking tor new recruits Come to Dewi-

ng meeting Sept 1?at6pm outside the

Blue Wall All levels welcome For more

into call Kara 548 9171

e* University Wemea: Come
vist Alpha Chi Omega Open Rush Sept

9 at 700. Sept 10 at 6 30. and Sept 11

at 7 00 Call Sam at 549-8459 tor into

Come meet me sisters of CHI 0M6GA
at out Open House on Sept 8 at 1 30.

Sept 9 at 5X and our Barbeque on Sept

10 at 5 X Call Heither try more infor

maoon at 549 474?

Waal 1* Mart year own fraternity 1

/eta Beta Tau is looking tor men to reed

orve our chapter If interested call Bret

Hroe*at317 334 1898 art 214

All Uaiversity women invited to

attend Sigma Kapa Open Ruth. Thurs

9/5 5-7 pm Sun 9/8 6-8 pm Tues 9/10

5-7 pm Thurs 9/12 64 pm Please call

Be* for more into 256-6887 Located 19

Allen St IBehwd Hmel|

SIGMA DELTA TAU welcome* yon

back 1

1 We invite you to our house lor

Open Rush Sept 9 and 10 630-8Xand
Sept 1179 Any questions Call Lon54»

6573 Located on 409 N Pleasant

AUTO FOR SALE

1965 Bine* Century SW Good Condi

Hon $1.000 90 Contact David 549 8273

a Feral Iscen Runs good tires m good

condition new starter very little rust

$800 call Bran 5864X3

MAZDA m 323 HATCHBACK; 79000

mt . very good condition sunroof, tune up

work *ist done $7900 0BO Call 549W
S3 MITSUBISHI MIRAGE 40 miles

$6500 a best offer 367 0384

tSSS Dedfe Arte* Wagon $550 runs

well Call Jen O 549 41X

EMPLOYMENT

INTERNS WANTED
(hnp //www takeme coml Need creative

innovative individuals Graphic Gurus.

Inspired Writers Human Net Browsers

For owek cash weekly scholarships

EMPLOYMENT

Call* Care Thurs 2 30 9 00 p m
Northampton area Car needed $6 00

Call Joan 584-8086

Part-Time Jek* for the environment

Earn $60 $80 per day working to prevent

tcoucs v*th MASSPIRG Heiuble schedule

for students Fun. casual atmosphere

Call Alex at 2564434

large*! Student Travel Planner on

East Coast looking for Campus Rep to

promote Kodak Spring Break Trips

'Guaranteed' lowest package prices and

best incentives You handle the

sales we handle the bookkeeping

Cancun. Nassau. Jamaica. S Padre.

Orlando a Key West Earn BIG $$$

and/or FREE TRIPtSI GREAT FOR

RESUME i M Call 1-8X 222-4432

NOW HIRING! COFFEE SHOP AND
HATCH Now have positions available

working during lunch Mon-Fn Come down

and see us or call 5454016 or 545-2597

PART TIME JOBS FOR THE ENVBTON
MENT Earn $80 $80 per day working to

prevent tones with MASSPIRG sFleuble

schedule for students Fun. casual atmos

prate Cal l Ale« at 2564434

New Hiring part time telemarketers

Morning, afternoon and evening hours

available Earn $6 $7 per hour plus

bonuses No sales Will tram Contact

Ms Miranda 1 800429-4777

School Bui Driver 101 hours a week

afternoon. S'0 00/hour with free health

club benefits Must have a Class 2 DPU

license 586 0633 Call or apply in per

ton Kid Sport. Rte 9. Hartley

Want the toughest jek you II over

km?? People s a student run business

is seeking highly motivated undergrade

ate work study and non-work study stu

dents for long term commitment Learn

to co manage a small business, gam
invaluable leadership skills, and have a

blast 1 Applications available at the

Center for Student Businesses Student

Union. Room 406. or the Market £01

Counter/Kitchen Help 75 Hr/Week

Must be able to work late nights and

weekends Apply at P Dough

Downtown Amherst

Sprieg Break!) lam Cash' Highest

Commissions i Lowest Prices 1 Travel free

on only 13 sales 1 Free Info 1 Sunsplash 1

800476 7710

New Hiring Fipenencod Watt StaH

Driver and Hostess Apply with m only,

K* Chi Restaurant

EMPLOYMENT

CAREGIVER WITH EARLY CHILD
HOOD Experience for two and three year

old Monday. Tuesday, or Friday 8-5 car

required, references required 253 3237

Looking tar a tun. responsible com
aeaiea with own transportation lor our

1 3 year old son Some afternoons and

overnight] in our home in Leverett Call

5489057

PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT For

evenings, overnights, and weekends For

male quad $7 85 per hour $15 70 lor

overragrrt SSjSj

RECEPTIONIST: MULLINS CENTER. M
Th I 30-5-00 pm F 10 30am S 00pm

telephone enpenence required, some cfer

ical $5 25/hr MULLINS CENTER 2nd

floor to apply

PAINTERS NEEDED- Now hiring

painters for the greater Amherst area

Hiring quick and reliable painters

Experience preferred, but not required

Start] at $7/hr
.
plus bonuses Part time

or Full time Contact Dan Wolman at

Student Painters. 1 -800-829-4777

Craita Skip* Hiriag- Earn up to

$?0.000t/month World Travel

Seasonal and Full Time positions No

exp necessary For info call 1 206-971

3550 Ext C5O015

National Perk* Hiring- Positions are

now available at National Parks. Forest,

and Wildlife Preserves Excellent bene

fits and bonuses 1 Call 1206971 3670

Ext N50016

Tropical Reiertt Hiriag- Students

needed 1 Entry level and career positions

available worldwide Call Resort

Employment Services 706 9713600 Ext

R50012

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS! Over $6

Billion in public and private sector

Grants and scholarships are now avail

able All students are eligible Let us

help For more info call 14X763 6495

Ext F50O14

EMPLOYMENT

Wanted Skier* and Snewbearder*.

Want to ski or snowboard for free and

gain sales experience7 Write and tell me

why Send letter and resume to Kevin

Moran Stratton Mt RR1 Box 145 Stratton

Mt VT 05155

Earn up to

$25 $45/houi teaching basic conversa

nonal english in Japan. Taiwan or S

Korea No teaching background or As">"

Languages required For into call 706

971 3570 Ea J50015

Driver* wanted to deliver AM papers

Must be available 7 45 10 15am MUST
HAVE A CAR Contact Alycia or Rob at

545 35X

FOR RENT

Fridge Rental* Plus Free Delivery 253

9742

FOR SALE

PINBALL MACHINE. Reconditioned

$10X X (413) 2535363

Camauter. Cent*** 4SX 8 RAM. 210HO.

Software. $750 or BO 367 9874 or 253-

2872

Futon. Double. Frame and Custom Cover

$2XX0B0 548-9778

LAPTOP COMPUTER IBM 7UICS/486-

75/8 RAM 540 MEG HO/ with case and

extras/ $1 1X/0B0 Please contact Josh

at 756 8966

BOOKCASES Unfinished pine

24-*36
-
x9- 3 shelves $48 X • tax

536-1944 ^___
DAKOTA: Beautiful

Husky/Shepard/Retriever mix 2 yrs ol

age. outdoor dog. needs lots of exercise,

well behaved, voice trained, fantastic

personality playful, sweet, good natural

great in strange environment Loves

swimming, trisbee. other dogs outstand-

ing around small children $150 neg only

to good homeowner Leaving the coun-

try Call Tata C 2564788

Trek MuHrtrack 720 15 in ir.ime, $250

or B0 Call 253-1602

Bar size peel table by United Perfect

condition Includes eveiythmgi

Interested7 Call Scott and Dom « 256-

10B
Waterbed. Queen Sire, semi wavelets

Includes headboard with mirror, side-

mount padding. 2 heaters, dram/fill kit

$150 or BO ftitan couch, twin mat

tress, metal frame with wood cross sup-

ports $75 or 80 253 5350 Dave

INSTRUCTION

WWW SUCCESS ORG Free business

education from American Institute

Entrepreneurship and Real Estate

Investment Courses Retire rich in ten

yean

Dive Key Large Earn 2 credits Dec 28

Jan 3 545-2338018X787-0972

Earn 2 credits learning to scuba dive

Mon . Tues . Wed ,
or Thurs 7-10 pm

Call 5457338 or 8X2820977

MUSICIANS

Drummer Needed lor dark post altema

live pop/rock We have EP and Boston

gig* II you are serous and can chill or

rock out ca ll Phil 549-5836

Blues Jam Tues 8X pm Emersonl12

Check it out 1

Guitar Classes start 9/10 Rentals

available. First week tree 10 wks /

$40 X FTUG PAD 5454519

MISCELLANEOUS

Let your voice ke heard! WMUAnews
is looking for anchors, reporters, produc

ers and more for daily newscasts No

experience is needed All maiors wel

come Stop by our offices at 105 Campus

Center or call 545 2876 and ask for

Alexandra

PERSONALS

Choice* Not Chance* Free contracep

tion education every Mon and Thurs 3

4 X and Tues and Wed 74 X in Rm

302 UHS Men and Women welcome

For more information call Health

Education Office 577-518I2BB Apt in

ROOM FOR RENT

Sunderland) HW Hoots, wash/dry.

porch, garage 315* BEAUTIFUL SET

TNG 1 GUIETi 6654394

TRAVEL

Spring Break '97- Sail trig*, ear*

c*»h. and g* free. STS is hiring

Campus Reps/ Group Organuers to pro

mote trips to Cancun. Jamaica, and

Florida (>ll FJX 648-4849 for more infor-

mation on pining America's t\ Student

Tour Operation

WANTED
Sell me your purple lot sticker

Greg w/pnee 6-2196

Call

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day
Students

20y_ per word/day
All others

40tf per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly. We are not

responsible for errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

FOUND

Pair al glasses m brown leather case in

front of Bartlett on 9/5 Call The

Collegian at 535X

SERVICES

COMPUTER PROBLEMS? Need an

upgrade7 In house service, call Scream

Savers 5494083

I.

7.

Personals Policy
All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified employees;
before payment and acceptance of the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first names and initials

are allowed. The only exceptions are for birthday or congratulations per-

sonals, in which case the full name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEPTIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm room numbers
as well.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not acceptable.

Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are not acceptable. Personals

may not be used for the purpose of harassment.

Profanity may not be used in personals.

The personals section is for personals only. The personals section may
NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, advertise meetings, etc.

All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D. number of

the student placing the as filled in on the insertion order. Non-students

must provide a valid driver's license and the license number must be
recorded on the insertion order. Use of false identification or misrepresen-

tation is subject to penalties under the law.

The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any personal that does
not meet the Collegian's standards in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
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Quote of the Day

y

I'm for abolishing and
doing away with

redundancy.

-J. Curtis McKay,

Wisconsin State

Elections Board
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Today's D.C. Menu
CaWI 343-362* >WMM Mmfmmitmm.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Hungarian Noodle Bake
Tacos

Veggie Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meat Loaf

Ratatouille

Veal Parmesian

Hampden
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Chicken Sand.

Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meat Loaf

(Not many choices,

huh?)

Worcester

LUNCH
Tacos

Ziti/

Italian Sausage Sauce
Veggie Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken
Carbanzo Beans

Pastabilities

Ravioli Alfredo

Berkshire

LUNCH
Tacos

Broccoli & Cauliflower

Ziti & Sausage

Veggie Taco

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meat Loaf

Pastabilities

Ravioli Alfredo
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Sports
Offense is strong, but UM polo loses two of three
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By Frad Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

It would seem logical thai in a weekend when your top HO
ei netted 1 5 goals, and a two-point goal to boot, that your

lean would win at least a majority ol the games it played.

Well. Hiian Stahl couldn't carry the whole load lor the

UMatl water polo squad — getting ejected in the loss to

George Washington didn't help — and the Minutemen

dropped two o\ three matches at the season-opening Navy

Invitational.

I his is i team that is learning to play together, where-

as the other teams are putting a big bull's eye on our

I., k," coach Russ Yarworth said. "We're the biggest

game oi the year for (most teams |."

I he Minutemen started the weekend off right by maul-

ing Richmond. 1 7-8 in a game dominated by the offensive

performance of Stahl and fellow soph Gabriel Marrero.

Stahl tacked eight scores (six goals, one 2-pt. goal) on

the board in the contest while Marrero found the back of

the net live times.

I think if Brian plays maturely he'll do well,'' Yarworth said. "But,

Iv can't major |foul | out ofany more games like he did against GW."

lunior Marc Staudenbauer. who Yarworth needs to step

into more of a leadership role, tallied six points in the match,

scoring a pair of his own and dishing out four assists. Ron

Gotten, one of two seniors on the UMass squad, notched three

points (one goal, two assists) in the convincing Minuteman vic-

tory .

UMass kept the momentum rolling into their next match

the Midshipmen of Navy who previous to the tour-

nament were ranked 14th in the country — just one below

the Minutemen's national ranking.

Massachusetts jumped out to a 2-0 advantage at the

end of the first quarter playing aggressive defense, but

found itself knotted at four after two periods.

11k two eastern polo powers traded goals in the third, but

things fell apart for the Minutemen in the final frame as their lack

of conditioning compared to that of Navy made the difference.

After allowing four goals in the first three periods, the

UMass defense caved in and Paul Engin's net was bom-
barded by an all-out Navy attack. The Midshipmen tallied

six goals in the fourth quarter to four Massachusetts goals

giving Navy a 10-8 victory.

Stahl again paced the Minutemen, scoring five goals

while newcomer Adrian Roman notched a two-pointer

and an assist.

Engin held his ground making nine saves despite taking

the tough loss

"Paul played the way we need him to play this season,'

Yarworth said.

In a game that would eventually go to overtime, the

Minutemen came out flat against the Colonials, falling

behind 3-1 after one quarter and never really recovering

against a lesser opponent losing lb- 14.

Despite Stahl's ejection, he paced UMass with four goals

in the game, but the Minuteman attack was not slowed

thanks to Staudenbauer and freshmen Rich Slingluff.

Staudenbauer scored two goals and handed out four

assists tallying 13 points in the three-game set. Slingluff

scored the first three goals of his young career in the loss

but was one of few newcomers to emerge as well as

Yarworth had hoped.

"I'm still waiting for some of our new players to devel-

op," Yarworth said. "Some of them need to step up real

quick so we have a bench."

Marrero continued his steady play over the weekend,

finding the back of the net twice and dishing out three

assists in the GW game.

Engin was not as solid in the final contest of the week-

end blocking just five of 21 Colonial shots.

The Minutemen don't have long to recover as the low-

flying Boston College Eagles sputter into town to contest

the Minutemen at Amherst College on Wednesday night.

Crusaders up next for UMass
By Jason Rubin

Collegian Staff

A win is a win. This was the case

last Saturday for the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team.

Although the team was outshot 21-5

b\ Boston University in their last game,

they came out with a 1-0 victory.

Hopefully, a victory over Holy Cross

today will be a little easier to come by.

Despite the poor offensive output by

the Minutemen. there were some bright

spots in their last game. Goalie Tim
Pearson played extremely well, turning

away 1 1 shots, earning a shutout in his

collegiate debut. The defense showed

an ability to bend, but not break, as it

allowed numerous shots, but came up
with crucial stops against serious

attacks late in the game.

Next up for the No. 1 7 nationally

ranked squad is The College of the

Holy Croat in Worcester. It is a non-

conference game, but is still impor-

tant early in the season as the

Minutemen look for an identity.

UMass needs to be more aggressive

on offense. This responsibility falls to

junior forward Mike Butler and
senior forward Dave Siljanovski. The
two did connect on the only goal in

Saturday's contest, however they still

need to become more active for the

team to be successful.

\long with an increased offensive

output, the defense needs to tighten

up as well. Even though BU could

not find the net. if the D continues to

allow so many attempts on their

young goalies someone will.

UMass is at its best when they are

playing their game, and controlling

both sides of the ball. Patient ball

movement, with quick strikes to the

net is key for the Minutemen, as well as

more focused play by the midfielders.

The Crusaders are looking to get off

to a strong start in their season opener,

after posting a 9-7-1 record last year.

Their top two goal scorers graduat-

ed, as did their starting goalie.

Although they lost the spiritual core

of their team, they still have a talent-

ed group of youngsters.

One player to keep an eye on is

senior captain lake McDowell. He is

the most proficient scorer of the

returning players, and could cause

plenty of damage if ignored.

Last season they were outshot and

outscored by their opponents; they

are not exactly an offensive power-

house. They are more of a

grind-it-out, physical team that likes

to slow down the pace of the game.

Many of their victories were by

one-goal margins.

The Cross is also a young, hungry

team that plays with a great deal of

energy, The kind of team that hopes

to catch its opponents by surprise,

and steal games.

This could be a get-healthy game
for UMass, as they have the potential

to exploit a less powerful opponent.

If the Minutemen play within them-

selves. Holy Cross should not pose

much of a problem at all.

COLU--GIAN HLE PHOTO

Senior driver Marc Staudenbauer played well, but he couldn't keep the Minutemen's heads above water as they lost two out

of three this past weekend.

We all knew the Sox were good?

Go Sox!

Yeah, we knew it all along. I was

behind em the whole way. I never

doubted for a second. I told you so.

Shut up!

( III i>(,UN IIIJ- PHOTO

Mike Butler, a junior forward for the Minutemen. leads UMass to Worcester to

face the Crusaders of Holy Cross.

Be a fan or don't. I'm sick of hear-

ing. "They @*#!in' suck" all summer
and then watch the same people

scramble to get tickets or share their

theories on how they knew the Sox
were going to turn it around.

At any rate, the Bostons are in the

thick of the Wild Card hunt, and are

actually close enough to consider

themialvei contenders in the

American League East.

It will take an optimum perfor-

mance from Roger Clemens in

almost every start the rest of the way

and continued steady play from
sparkplugs Darren Bragg and |cff

Frye — two mid-season pick-ups

that are making G.M. Dan Duquette

look really good.

Add into the mix Mo Vaughn s

MVP-caliber season, a magically

rejuvenated Mike Greenwell and
speculation of a September return by

lose Canseco. Those sucky Red Sox

are about the last team I'd want to

play right now.

• Don't even try to tell me that the

new football seats in Oakland's
Alameda County Coliseum aren't

helping the As just a little bit in their

all-out blitz on season home run

records.

Sure, Mark McGwire can get his

anywhere, but Scott Brosius? |a«on

Giambi? Even Terry Stcinbach has

cleared the 30 dinger plateau.

The new boxes in straight away
center field block out just about any

wind coming in from the bay. It's not

too hard to hit home runs in dead air.

Look at Vinny Castilla.

• Thanks for the prank calls after

Dwight Gooden's no- hitter at the

end of last semester. I really appreci-

ated them.

1 still don't think he deserves a sec-

ond chance, but I do respect his

determination and the fact that he's

making the most of his opportunity.

In contrast, if you want to be hon-

est about things. Doc's numbers this

season pale in comparison to the

standard he set for himself in the

mid-'80s with the Mets.

Turn to BASEBALL page 8

FACE OFF
with

Chris Stamm

College athletes

deserve a stipend
Dollars and sense.

\ simple bottom line that comes to the mind of almost

every college student. Whether it's in reference to scraping

up enough cash to pay next month's rent, or the anxious

calculations of how much (or how little) that first post-

graduation job is going to pay.

Well, what if your first job comes while you're still in

college? In addition to taking classes, you are part of a

multi-million dollar money making operation, through

which, at the end of the

day, your cut is zero.

G. . Med, this is an
oversimplifktuion. yet it

is not unlike what is

taking place in the

realm of major colle

giate athletics. With
television contracts,

sneaker deals, and tournaments with revenues in the mil-

lions, the players who sustain this system are getting the

short end of the stick. Not to jump too far on the Dickie V.

bandwagon, but I think big time college athletes should get

a cut of what their school makes off of them. That is to

Mj Pay them.

Many people argue that athletes already get full scholar-

ships, clothes via team endorsements, and money for

books. This isn't enough.

Take a trip to our very own University Store. In the sec-

tion full of UMass hoop gear, notice the rack packed with

team icrseys. I'll wager to bet that in the last year, the best

selling jersey number was 2 1 . Why?
Because scores of kids dreamed of dunking on Tim

Duncan, making it to the NBA. and owning expensive yet

cheesy necklaces (I said it once and I'll say it again. /-./ tu

Marcus?). Anyway, did Mr. Camby receive any profit from

ol ictseys bearing his number? Pop your favorite

college basketball hoop game into your Sega or Nintendo

MiltIB and check out the No. 21 center for UMass. The
likeness to Camby is uncanny, and again, people are mak-

ing profit off a collegiate athlete's likeness.

Would Michael Ionian allow Nike to use his slam-dunk-

ing silhouette to sell shoes for free?

nte have to realize that all the money floating around

in college athletics is a necessary evil. Having our huge

Turn to PAY 'EM poge 1

Scholarships enough

for NCAA athletes

Sense and Sensibility.

That philosophy is what I have had to live by in my
three- plus years in this academic institution concerning

my finances. It is common sense that has allowed me to get

by on a shoestring budget, with my grade point average still

relatively intact. Talk to me about that one after this semes-

ter.

We, as a collective student body, all have to deal with

the problems of

financial aid, on
both personal and
academic levels.

So. that is why 1

have a problem
with the payment
of student-athletes

for their services... but, let me explain.

For a student like myself that has had to, in the past

work two paying jobs and one un-paying job (what you are

now reading) while still trying to make a vain attempt to

handle a full-time workload, and graduate on time, I can

not buy... sorry, maybe that is the wrong word... I can not

agree to the argument that these athletes are in such a dire

need for cash and compensation

Excuse me, is that a full scholarship that you have been

^FACEOFF
with

Jorma Kansanen

given?

Let me say something in pure economic terms (and yes

you can quote me on this): I will be paying my tuition bill

until I retire, or at least, until my future wife and kids move
out of the playing card shack we will be living in

Yes, the marketing and competitive phenomenon that is

the NCAA sports juggernaut is a million, if not billion, dol

lar operation, and has been accomplished by taking advan
tage of its PTPers.

Yes, these athletes that we wait in line for, in zero degree

weather sometimes to possibly cheer our euphorically
intense brains out, are representatives of your state univer-

sity. No matter if they are big or tall, male or female, they

all deserve to be singled out and praised for their hard
work done in the colors of the maroon and white.

But, hey, they get scholarships... I can not help but

Harper, I mean, harp on that fact (if you do not know who
Harper Williams is, you should not be going to a UMass

Former Minuteman Marcus ('amby is just one of many big names in the middle of NCAA controversies. Turn to JUST PLAY, poge 9

Field Hockey hits

the road

Kyle Rothenberger

and the field

hockey team trav-

el to Boston
College tonight at

7:30 p.m. (See
Sports, page 1 0).

"It's the end of the

world as we know it.

REM. released

their new album
Monday night,

mixing the best of

previous works.
Check out the
Collegian 's review (

See Arts St Living,

page 5).

WORLD

U.N. approves
Nuclear Test Ban

UNITED NATIONS (AP) —
The General Assembly voted over-

whelmingly Tuesday to endorse a

global treaty that would ban all

nuclear test blasts. President
Clinton called the vote a "step

toward lifting the cloud of nuclear

fear."

The endorsement opens the

door for the treaty to be signed by

U.N. member states, although it

must overcome strong opposition

from India if it is ever to take

effect.

"We are taking the next crucial

step toward lifting the dark cloud

of nuclear fear that has hung over

the world for 50 years now,"
Clinton said from Kansas City

after the 1 58-3 vote.

"With this treaty, we are on the

verge of realizing a decades-old

dream that no nuclear weapons
will be detonated anywhere on
the face of the earth," said

Clinton, who is expected to sign

the pact when he visits New York
for the General Assembly in two
weeks.

NATION

Paying off balances

could result in fees

NEW YORK (AP) - Credit

card customers who pay off their

balances in full may soon discover

that their conscientiousness has a

price.

Credit card companies — losing

revenue from deadbeats — are

looking for new ways to make
money, and one is by charging
fees to those who avoid interest

charges by paying in full or keep-

ing their cards in sock drawers for

emergencies

About 20 percent of GE
Capital Corp.'s GE Rewards
MasterCard holders fit that

description. GE Capital informed
those cardholders last week that

it would begin charging them $25
per year if they don't carry a bal-

ance, even if they don't use the

card at all.

GE Capital is the first major
card issuer to assess such a fee.

But other credit card issuers

have found other ways tc collect

more money from cardholders.

For example. AT&T in the past

year started allowing less time to

pay late bills before imposing a

$15 fee. AT&T had waited 10

days to charge the fee, but now
gives customers as little as one
day.
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UMass in top five for voter registration
By Roghuram Vadarevu
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Student Government
Association's (SGA) voter registration campaign scored a huge
success by placing in the top five voter registration events on the

MTV and Rock-the-Vote's Choose-or-Lose bus tour yesterday.

The SGA campaign, with the help of MassPIRG, the Student
Center for Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA), cam-
pus fraternities and sororities, MTV and Rock-the-Vote, regis-

tered 1054 student voters.

The number of registrants ranks third behind Syracuse
University and Michigan State University, which holds the record
of 1 300 registrants in one day.

"I think that it is a good event to help raise awareness on vot-

ing," said Pat Keating, senior communications disorders major.
"I hope that it helps the student body to take the right of voting
more seriously and exercise it in the November elections."

According to lason Vecchio, student coordinator of SCERA,
over 70 volunteer canvassers were placed at various buildings

across campus from the Whitmore Administration Building to

outside the Student Union Building.

"We owe the volunteers quite a debt of gratitude, they really

worked hard," said Vecchio.

According to Student Trustee Sean Carter, the number of reg-

istrants for the day was affected by the work of resident assis-

tants who distributed voter registration cards last week.
"I think that it is a great way to start off the year for

MassPIRG, SCERA and SGA," said Melanie Undem, campus
organizer of MassPIRG at UMass.

MassPIRG provided more than a 100 people for the registra-

tion event.

Many who participated in the registration drive were first time
registrants.

Frank Staples, an African-American graduate student of edu-
cation who is a first time registrant said, "If I am not registered

to vote then I am a part of the problem, not the solution.

"I have to think about people who struggle to vote. 1 need to

think about my ancestors who paved the way for education and
the right to vote." said Staples, who attended the Million Man
March last year in Washington D.C.

This election year, a major directive of Rock-the-Vote is to

increase voter turnout in Latino and African-American commu-
nities across the country.

Recently, the bus went to East Los Angeles to register people
from Latino communities

According to Jaime E. Uzeta, field coordinator of Rock-
the-Vote, there is always a sense of distrust in minority commu-
nities towards voting.

In 1992, 18 percent of Latinos and 37 percent of African-
Americans from the ages of 18 to 24 voted. That statistic is lower
than the 45 percent among white voters in the same age group,
said Uzeta.

In response, Rock-the-Vote has tried to develop programs to

increase the participation of minorities in the voting process.

Luis Quirama. co-chairman of the Asian, Latino. African-
American. Native-American (ALANA) Caucus of the SGA
Student Senate, said that minorities, specifically Latinos and

EUiAMTH MOWN \ COtUCIAN
Trasi Sheard, a sophomore communications major checks out the Choose or Lose Computer Kiosk, yesterday afternoon in

front of the Student Union.

African-Americans, should register to vote as independents
because the two parties are not addressing the needs of minori-

ties.

"The Republicans are not in touch with our needs and the

Democrats take the | African-American and Latino] vote for

granted," he said.

"It is about time people of color voice their opinions and get

people to represent them | in government]." said Ann Marie
Jimenez, senior communications major.

According to Vecchio, the campaign will focus on dormitories

and classrooms around campus. The campaign will send students

into classes for the next four weeks.

For next week, they have scheduled 45 visits to classrooms.

"The faculty has been very supportive. They are enthused with

the thought of students registenng other students." Vecchio said.

Two protesters were present during the registration process,

holding signs of "choose your own path and lose your corporate

sponsor" and "stop the exploitation of America's youth."

The protesters, Chris Imhof and Will Watts, sophomore politi-

cal science and sociology majors, respectively, said they were
protesting the MTV corporate sponsorship of the event.

Imhof said, MTV is gearing the voter registration drive
towards college students and not people in the inner cities like

the homeless and the poor because college students are their tar-

get audiences

According to Watts, the protest was not directed at Rock-
the-Vote. but at MTV and its exploitation of youth

Campus cops make own
"Checkpoint Charlie"

Harvard professors hold forum at Smith;

West & Gates discuss future of race

By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Department of Public Safety kicked

off its "Back to School Safety
Campaign" yesterday by educating
drivers about seat belts and child pas-

senger safety.

UMass police conducted a check-

point from 7 a.m. - 10 a.m. on
Stadium Road, near the Grass Roots
Day Care Center, where they stopped

drivers to check motor vehicles to

ensure that all passengers were wear-

ing seat belts and all children were
buckled up or seated in a properly

installed, appropriately-fitting car or

booster seat.

Massachusetts General Law states

that all drivers and passengers of pri-

vate motor vehicles must wear safety

belts and that children age 12 and
under must be properly restrained in

a car seat or safety belt when riding

in a motor vehicle.

According to Deputy Police Chief
Barbara O'Connor, many members of

the UMass community are not famil-

iar with Massachusetts seat belt and
child safety laws because they are

from different states.

''We also have a large population
of graduate students and employees
with children on campus." O'Connor
said.

Yesterday's checkpoint involved
officers informing drivers about the

law and distributing information
about the importance of buckling up
to prevent serious injury in the event

of a crash.

At future checkpoints, including

one today at North Village Road, offi-

cers will issue citations to motorists

in violation of seat belt and child

safety restraint laws.

Police officers elso spoke with chil-

Tum to POLICE, page 2

By Lisa Chiu

Collegian Staff
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Mike Billiel, the coordinator of the Safe Road Child Passenger Safety Law
check point, stops Terry O'Neill of Amherst and his son, Seamus, to inform
them of the laws surrounding seat belts, yesterday morning.

NORTHAMPTON — Gathering from far and wide and
from all parts of the Valley, Media Relations at Smith
College estimates that 2,400 people filled |ohn M. Greene
Hall to hear leading Afro-American scholars, Cornel West
and Henry Louis Gates speak on issues of race.

Co-authors of their most recent book, The Future of the
Race. West and Gates, both professors at Harvard
University, spoke and answered questions from both the

audience and moderator Ruth Simmons, president of

Smith.

The speakers were asked by Simmons, the first female

African-American president of an elite college, what they

thought the African-American community needed to do
for the next century.

Gates said he felt that the African-American commu-
nity today is going through the best of times and the

worst of times. He cited statistics that one in three

black men in the United States are in prison, and that

45 percent of all black children are living at or below
the poverty level.

Gates also added. "The new middle
class, made possible through
Affirmative Action has prospered and
those who are not privileged have
been cut off... we need to expand the

size of the middle class."

West responded by saying there is a

need for the community to be com-
mitted to a sense of self which is self-

critical, has integrity and simultaneously allows compas-
sion to flow. He said that it is only when this occurs that

people can openly discuss race.

"This is not an issue of political correctness, it's an

issue of human suffering... I don't know a black brother

or sister who does not have white supremacy in them...

the question is how do we talk about this to be empow-
ered to resist racism? We have two elites running for pres-

ident and they are not saying a word," West said.

Both speakers answered questions concerning the

upcoming elections, which was also the theme of the dis-

cussion.

West said that the elections were symptomatic of deep-

er problems in the American culture and economy. He
said that Americans live in an oligarchy economy where
corporate American supports both candidates and ensures

that its aims are always granted. He also said that America
has to deal with its apathy, pressing the need to have pub-

lic conversations about how these two candidates came
about.

"We have a choice between a decent man, Dole, who is

cold hearted, and Clinton who is an opportunist and is

spineless... How is it thai among the talent and intelli-

gence of America that it can produce these two candi-

dates?" said West.
West also quoted Tolstoy, "'So many people want to

change the world, so few want to change themselves.'"

He said, "I am not one who supports the candidates,

I support movements, the black movement, the gay
and lesbian movements, the women's movement... and
the question is how those candidates support each of

these movements, without significant pressure on
Clinton, he will do a spineless thing like signing the

welfare bill."

See Related Story

Page 2

A man from the audience asked West and Gates what
they thought about independent candidates and third

party candidates, and their responses to what he thought
was a purposeless electoral college.

Gates answered that he was a passionate supporter of

black people forming a third party. He said that as long as

black people continue to vole for one party and until they

become the swing vote, since they are the margin of differ-

ence, they will continue to be treated the way that Clinton

treated them.

"As long as it is taken for granted, we are stuck until we
force change, we will remain disenfranchised," said Gates.

When asked what both West and Gates saw as how this

era of history is in anyway qualitatively different from
other era's. Gates said that issues of legal segregation pro-

vided a sense of unity. He said that since 1968, due to

Affirmative Action, the middle class has perpetuated itself

and the lower class has perpetuated itself, and that at the

rate that they are moving in, they will never meet.

"We have never confronted this aspect to this large

degree ever before, our community is in great despair,

because this current black leadership is not dealing with

it," Gates said.

West responded to the question by
saying. "This current generation does

not have the vital tradition of struggle

that convinces them that the fire is

worth sustaining."

He said that America is at a very

icy moment in time, and encouraged
young people to keep alive their tradi-

tions of compassion and sacrifices,

and to remember that they come from a rich tradition of
spirituality and struggle.

A man from the audience asked both speakers to speak
on their perspectives of Louis Farrakhan.

Gates said that he was critical of Farrakhan. in public,

and disagreed with him on certain issues, believing that he
represented attitudes of homophobia, sexism and anti-

Semitism.

Gates said he felt the problem.with the Million Man
March, while a great event, which only Farrakhan could
have pulled off, was that, "The atoner did not atone."

He said, "He [Farrakhan] should have atoned for his

homophobia, sexism and anti-Semitism... if he changes
and undergoes a change like Malcolm X did, he will be
great; if he fails he will be just a demigod."
West responded to the topic of Farrakhan by putting

the Nation of Islam into a historical perspective. He said

that Farrakhan is part of a 200-year long tradition in

the United States; a tradition of black nationalism. West
referred to Alexis de Touqueville's words that democra-
ts is i tyranny of the majority over a minority. He said

that if significant numbers of black people are not con-

vinced that they are a part of the United States, they

become pessimistic and begin to look to their own com-
munity.

He said he believes that Farrakhan's appeal lies in the

fact that black men and women are attracted to him
because he is free in his mind and soul to say whatever he
wants.

"He has freedom from the inside... like the admiration
many have of black musicians and artists, they are free to

blow anything they want, to sing anything they want. He
(Farrakhan] is free to solicit direct confrontation from the

PUHMI that be," West said.
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Wednesday, Sept. 1

1

Community — The Student Alliance for Israel and

Zionists lor Action will hold "Ice Cream Israel" at 6:15

p.m. at Hillel House
Meeting — The UMass Italian Club will hold an organi-

zational meeting at 7 p.m. in the 3rd floor lounge of

Herter Hall. AH are welcome.

Meeting — Alphi Phi Omega, a national coed service

fraternity, will be holding an informational meeting from

7 to 8 p.m. in Field Classroom. All are welcome.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry Society will hold its first

meeting of the semester at 7 p.m. in Campus Center room

804. People are encouraged to come to read, listen or sim-

ply enjoy the company. Free coffee will be served and new

members are welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition will hold its

first meeting at 7 p.m. in Campus Center room 904. All

are welcome.

Thursday, Sept. 12

Meditation — An introduction to yoga and meditation

practices will be the First in a weekly series of meetings

taught by yogi monks Dada Krishnananda and Didi

Anandanirupama. The event starts at 8 p.m. in the 2nd

floor lounge of Butterfield. For more information call Alex

at 255-6341.

Meeting — Alphi Phi Omega, a national coed service

fraternity, will be holding an informational meeting from

7 to 8 p.m. in Crabtree Classroom. All are welcome.

Meeting — The French and Italian Department will hold

their first informational meeting for their program abroad

in Siena, Italy at 7:30 p.m. in Herter Hall room 301

.

Lecture — Serena Nanda. professor and chair of

anthropology at |ohn lay College of Criminal lustice.

CUNY, will be speaking on "Hirjas in India." an all-male

religious sect that is considered an alternative third gen-

der in India. The event, sponsored by the Stonewall

Center, begins at 1 1 :30 a.m. and is free.

Sports — All players interested in "Zoo Disc" Ultimate

are invited to a meeting at 6 p.m. in the Cape Cod
Lounge. No experience is required. For more information.

callToddat54»-101C

Friday, Sept. 13

Religious — The Alliance Christian Fellowship Time

Out will have its first weekly meeting at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center. Check the Info Desk for the room num-

ber. Sharing, praying, teaching, and contemporary wor-

ship music will be involved.

Religious — Traditional Rosh Hashana services will be

held at 6 p.m. at Hillel House, and liberal/egalitarian ser-

vices will be held at 6 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Seminar — The UMass Polymer Science and
Engineering Department will have Dr. (oseph Davidovits

deliver a lecture entitled. "Aluminosicilate Polymers for

Ultra-High Temperatur Structural Applications" at 3:35

p.m. in Come Center Room All.

Auditions — The UMass Funk Club will begin audi-

tions from noon to 5 p.m. on Sunday. Sept. 22 in the

Campus Center Auditorium. Men and women are wel-

come. Students are advised to bring water and a snack.

For more information, call 546-2771 or 546-1318.

Auditions — Tryouts for Neil Simon's "Rumors" will be

held at 6 p.m. on Thursday. Sept. 12 and Friday. Sept. 1 3.

and on Satursay. Sept. 14 at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. at the

Campus Center. Callbacks will be held on Sunday. Sept.

15. Special arrangements can be made for religious con-

flictv For more information, call the UMass Theatre Guild

at 545- 04 1 5 or visit the office at 423 Student Union.

Community — Womanshelter is a battered woman's
shelter located in Holyoke serving the Holyoke/Chicopee

area and parts of Hampshire County. Womanshelter has

an extensive community education program providing

speakers and workshops on the following topics: domestic

violence; teen- dating violence; date rape; sexual harass-

ment: domestic violence and children; and many more.

The services are free of charge, but the Womanshelter will

gladly accept donations. For information concerning these

programs or to arrange a program date for a group, call

Edith Jennings from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through

Friday at 538-9717.

Sale — The UMass Ski Club will hold a mountain bike

sale from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Wednesday through Fridat on

the lawn of the Student Union. Bikes by Cannondale,

Giant. Scott and more will be available. Prices start at

$195. For more information, call 545-3437.

Support group — Synthesis Center Associate Rebecca

Reid leads an onngoing support group for single people over

30 from 7:15 to 8:45 p.m. in downtown Amherst. Single,

divorced, widowed and all sexual orientation are welcome.

There is a low fee. For information, call 253-5494.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from 1 to 2 p.m. in

the Campus Center. The room number will be posted on

the Notice Board. For more information, call Utama at

256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Discussion Croup — "A Course in Miracles" will meet

from 7 to 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting in

September. For more information, call 253-3795.

Astronomy — The Amherst Area Amateur Astronomers

Association will conduct free public solar observing at I

p.m. at the Amherst Town Common every Saturday in

September. Also offered every Saturday this month will

free planetarium shows at 4 p.m. in Amherst College

Bassett Planetarium, and free public observatory observ-

ing at 9 p.m. at Amherst College Wilder Observatory.

Every Sunday this month there will be free public observ-

ing at Mt. Pollux, off South East St.. in South Amherst.

Bicycle registration — The UMass Department of

Public Safety and Alpha Phi Omega will conduct bicycle

registration at the Student Union Circle from 10 a.m. to 2

p.m. through Friday, Sept. 13. Information about theft

prevention and bike identification will also be available.

Dance — The Northeast American School of Dance

Studio in Northampton will hold a dance spree every

Friday from 8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People

can dance to variety fo music in a smoke and alcohol-free

environment. All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more

information, call 584-8167.

Singing — The Pioneer Valley Capella has immediate

openings for people of all voices interested in a small,

focused ensemble singing classical music. Rehearsals are

held on Thursday evenings in Northampton. For more

information, call Tom at 556-3072 or Karen at 259-1646.

Support group — Overeaters Anonymous will hold

weekly meetings on Saturdays at 10 a.m. at the Campus
Center. The group is for individuals who share an addic-

tion to food and suffer from compulsive eating and other

eating disorders. The only requirement for membership is

a desire to stop eating compulsively. There are no dues or

fees. Donations are strictly voluntary. For more informa-

tion. call(6 17) 641- 2303.

conhnued from page 1

dren at the Grass Roots Day Care Center yesterday about

the importance of seat belts and distributed key chains.

stickers and toy badges as part of the program.

According to police department statistics, seat bells and

properly worn and adjusted child restraints are 7 1 percent

effective in preventing deaths and 67 percent effective in

preventing injury. Out of all professionals, doctors are lis-

tened to 6 percent, parents nine percent and police offi-

cers 48 percent of the lime when distributing advice on
seat belt safety.

UMass police received a mini-grant through Safe

Roads, a western Massachusetts traffic safety program

designed to help small communities address traffic safety

concerns. Safe Roads also loaned visual display radar

equipment to the UMass police.

UMass police officers will also receive roll call training,

awareness of laws and fines and enforcement information

as part of the program, O'Connor said.

"We want to educate the public through enforcement of

seat belt nand child safety laws." O'Connor said.

"Hopefully, our end goal of making the campus safer will

be achieved."

Audience seeks reassurance, not talk

By Lisa Chiu

Collegian Staff

The theme presented by President

Ruth Simmons for Monday night's

dialogue between Cornel West and

Henry Louis Gates was the 1996

elections and how to improve the

conditions for African-Americans in

the United States

After West and Gates addressed

Simmon's questions, the audience
presented their own questions, rang-

ing from the leadership of Minister

Louis Farrakhan of the Nation of

Islam, inner city violence and broader

questions of spirituality and hope.

While the theme of the dialogue was

supposed to be race and the elections,

the predominantly white audience

seemed to be primarily concerned with

how racism and race relations effect

their lives as white Americans, and not

how it effects people of color.

A white audience member challenged

West on his embracing Farrakhan after

the Million Man March. She said that,

as a |ew. she did not understand how

West could embrace Farrakhan.

because he was "anti-Semitic."

West responded that although he

and Farrakhan have disagreements, the

embrace did not necessarily mean that

he embraced all of Farrakhan's ideas.

"It means we have a relationship...

in that speech he made at the Million

Man March, I didn't hear certain

things. I didn't hear any xenophobia,

and it was a great moment."
Gates added that the only way

Farrakhan can change is because of

people like Cornel West. "It won't
happen from the outside, and it won't

happen from the Jewish community."

said Gates.

The woman seemed to remain
unsatisfied with the answer.

Another white woman from the

audience shared her experience of

being held at gun point by two black

men in Los Angeles. She said that

during the time she was assaulted,

the men looked at her with no
remorse whatsoever.

She said that "the two black gen-

tlemen" were looking at her in the

same way that West and Gates were

looking at her; treating her just as

white America has been treating

African-Americans their whole lives.

She asked West and Gates to address

the violence which occurs in the

African American community.

West responded by stating that

over 85 percent of the victims of such

violent acts are poor people. He
explained that the fear she -experi-

enced is felt by poor people and peo-

ple of color every minute of the day.

These questions seemed to reflect

an attitude which showed little

regard for actual conditions of people

of color and poor people, instead

they appeared to be self-absorbed

and trite. They were concerned with

how Farrakhan is seen by some to be

"anti-Semitic." and not why
Farrakhan is seen as a leader in the

African-American community. They

were concerned with how white

Americans experience fear of being

assaulted in the inner city and not of

how people of color are far more like-

ly to be victims of such crimes, as

West pointed out.

In contrast, President Simmons
attempted to discuss concrete and

real issues such as how to improve

conditions for the African-American

community and how the elections

effect African-Americans.

Finally, a third white audience

member commented that she felt the

room was filled with spirituality, and

that everyone could leave the room
and "kick ass." The predominately

white audience cheered, and some
gave her a standing ovation as West

got up to hug her.

In the end. it was hard to avoid the

conclusion that most in the audience

were looking for expressions of reas-

surance from the two Black scholars,

rather than a serious dialogue regard-

ing race issues in the United States.

Free the Press — write for
Collegian news.

The Collegian news desk is stilt looking for new writers. Experience,

not a rnojcx in journalism is required. Those interested must attend on

orientation meeting, Fri. Sept. 13 of 2 p.m. in the Collegian office,

1 1 3 Campus Center (basement j. if you ore unable to moke this meeting

at the given time, please contact Michael Elliott in the office or at

545-1762.
Thank you to all those who have olreody contacted us about writing.

Correction
In the Sept. 10 issue, Alpha

Phi Omega, a co-ed national

service fraternity, was
misidentified as the Alpha Pi

Omega, a service fraternity.

The Collegian regrets the

error.

Clinton starts campaign trail with welfare reform
By Sonya Ross

Associated Pren

KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Saying

jobs are crucial to making welfare

reform succeed. President Clinton

urged states today to ensure that pri-

vate companies will hire those elimi-

nated from public assistance rolls.

Clinton told a gathering of

Southern governors that he had glad-

ly granted their wish for converting

federal welfare programs to block

grants and now they had a responsi-

bility to use the money to supplement

wages paid by private employers.

"You asked for this, and now you

got it," Clinton said while cautioning,

"There is not enough money around

to create enough public jobs to solve

this welfare problem."

"We need to break this responsibil-

ity down to think about how we can

make it a good deal for the business

community ... so we don't wind up

with a bunch of nightmares saying,

'We passed all these lough laws and
now here are all these people in the

street with no right to get any help."

Upon arriving in Kansas City to

launch a four-siate campaign trip,

Clinton met with six single mothers
who have made the transition from
welfare to work. He embraced a pre-

grant that converts public assistance

money into paying jobs as an example
of how states can follow up the wel-

fare legislation he signed last month.
Under the Kansas City program, a

public-private partnership called the

Local Investment Commission fun-

nels federal welfare and food stamp
money to an agency that uses the

money to give employers wage sup-

plements of $500 a month for each
former welfare recipient they hire.

The new employee continues to

receive health-care and day-care ben-

efits for four years.

Clinton said it was "absolutely

imperative that every state do what

has been done here."

Missouri is one of 12 states that

use public assistance money to sup-

plement wages. Clinton said pro-

grams structured this way will

encourage private employers to deliv-

er enough jobs for the new welfare

law to succeed. "I believe the busi-

ness community's response will be

overwhelming," he said.

In his speech accepting the

Democratic presidential nomination

last month, Clinton said Americans
have a moral obligation to ensure

there are jobs available to people who
must leave the welfare rolls under the

new law.

The president has been widely crit-

icized — especially by liberal

Democrats — for signing the welfare

legislation, which replaces the cur-

rent Aid to Families with Dependent
Children program with block grants

to states. It also caps lifetime welfare

benefits at five years and ends bene-

fits after two years for adults who do
not go to work.

He has sought to smooth over dif-

ferences among Democrats by pledg-

ing to repair the worrisome aspects of

the law if elected to a second term.

He also has claimed that, in signing

the law, he removed the issue as a

target of election-year attacks by

Republicans.

Kansas City was the first stop on

Clinton's three-day swing through

Missouri, Colorado, Arizona and
California. During the trip, he will

return to the idea-a-day campaign
strategy that he employed during his

four-day train ride to the Democratic

National Convention.

Wednesday, the president plans to

offer ideas on improving drug treat-

ment, especially for prison inmates,

and on Thursday he will focus on
education, press secretary Mike
McCurry said.

"Hell No!"
EUZANTH MOWN \ COLLEGIAN

Matt Leonard, a sophomore comparative literature major, protests

against MTV's Choose or Lose bus, yesterday in front of the Student

Union.
MATTHEW SIMONCAU \ COLLEGIAN

On the left. Tommy Brooks, a sophomore sociology major, battles against Rob Levesque, a sophomore school of management major, at the
Health-Fitness fair on Monday.
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Surviving in college is tough enough, right? That's

why we've designed a package to make things

easier Choose AT&T and look at all you can get:

AT&T True Reach* Savings

Save 25% on every kind of U.S. call

on your AT&T phone bill when you

spend just $25 a month.1

ATET 'fine Rewards*

Get savings at Sam Goody/Musicland,

TCBY "Treats" and BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO

with the Member Benefit Card.

Ai&T Universal MasterCard.

A credit, cash and calling card that

brings you discounts on USAir. And

no annual fee -ever.
2

ATET VforidNeT Service

Get 5 free hours of Internet access

every month just for having AT&T

long distance3

To sign up, look for us on campus or call

1 800 654-0471

AT&T
Your True Choice

http: //www. att.com/college
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A taste of corporate America
aB

e my guest and have a seat." she invited with a

charming smile, as 1 noted her Hispanic

dialect. She was pointing to the brass .mj

padded elevated chair with the raised platforms where

one places the soles of their shoes.

It was midday this past |uly, near the Old City Hall in

Boston. The colorful tie I was wearing included a hue that

blended perfectly into my light-blue 100-percent cotton

and freshly-starched oxford.

That shirt was neatly tucked into my off-white pants

with the razor-sharp pleats. My black leather belt with

the silver buckle not only firmly kept my
p t :i t > and shirt as is. but additionally,

matched my black socks with the little

designs.

My socks, beneath my cuffed pants, were

only visible while 1 strode alongside the

rest of the metropolitan Boston work-force

who dresses similarly — but not the same.

The summer before the finale of my
undergraduate career formally introduced

me to executive America. The lifestyle is

drastically different as compared to any-

thing else in which I have partaken during

my undergraduate years. 1 agree with a friend of mine,

from Amherst, who recently remarked: "It's a different

world."

Such previously illustrated attire may seem descriptive

of conformity, however, this is- not the case. There are

numerous ways of distinguishing oneself, but expounding

this is not my responsibility. Experiential learning is vital.

Minutes before I accepted the invitation to temporarily

relax. I was enjoying my lunchbreak with a brisk trot

through Fanueil Hall Marketplace. It was then that I again

noticed that my otherwise intact professional appearance

contained a flaw that I meant to correct earlier that morn-
ing.

My black wingtips. which matched my belt and socks,

ucre scuffed.

first appearance is key. Those who do not press their

shirts and pants protrude in an outlandish light. More
respect and credence is granted to those who dress

accordingly.

Once one begins wearing and matching ties, the endless

array of designs becomes amazingly noticeable, as does

the style in which others match their ties. Also, once one
^'consistently dresses in such a manner, an increased

respect is lent to the lifestyle.

"I'm a part of corporate- America." I said to the woman

sitting on my left during the morning commute to Boston.

"Someone else should be shining my shoes."

So there I was. sitting upon my elevated bench and
ready to be treated like royalty for the next few min-
utes. I did not want my shoes glossed or shiny, but I

wanted them solid looking, free of the blemish that was
irritating me. Also I was missing was my crown and
scepter.

"Brazil," Maria answered in response to my asking, as

she rubbed her cloth in the tin of black polish.

She was quite the conversationalist, and I found
impressive her consummate knowledge of

four languages. Portuguese was her native

tongue, and she grew up also speaking

Spanish. In school, she studied English and

French, the former of which was enhanced

because she had been in the States for the

past year.

Needless to say, quite a talented woman.
While she gladly polished my shoes,

effectively putting the final touch on my
appearance, she told me about how much
she enjoyed being in America. She missed

her native Rio de laniero. but through her

work, she also enjoyed meeting and speaking with
accountants, businessmen, lawyers and the like.

This whole episode consumed no more than seven or

eight minutes of my lunchbreak. Ours was a

give-and-take business relationship. She provides the ser-

vice, and in return, I pay her the flat rate, plus a couple

dollars tip.

It is as easy as that.

Plus, I liked and appreciated her performance, so not

only could I be a return customer, but also I passed on the

good word.

Who would have known that I'd find myself under such

conditions?

I was between semesters at a school where the only

people who consistently get decked out are the faculty.

This is especially the University's brass, with all due
respect to the esteemed professors. Ever seen any admin-

istrators gallivanting in sandals or sneakers?

Sometimes an occasional student is spotted on campus,

making his or her way to an interview or a career fair or

another important meeting.

Keep an eye out for such figures. Their presence on this

campus will draw an increased respect from some.

But only if their shirt and tie blend.

Henry ). Brier is a Collegian columnist.

The blame game
It's that time of year again, the

time when the politicians try to

blame each other for all of soci-

ety's ills. Voters are becoming fed up
with it. Nonetheless politicians con-

tinue to conduct smear campaigns.

Good examples include the Senate

race between Gov. William Weld
(R-Mass.) and Sen. John Kerry
(D-Mass.). Some of their advertise-

ments attack each other's records in

an extremely malicious manner. Both

negatively ask what
the other has done for

the Commonwealth.
Obviously they will

not provide positive

answers, but these
commercials are tire-

some. A few of their

advertisements actu-

ally discuss what they

have done without a

word about their

opponent, but these

commercials are far

and few between.

Worse than the smear commercials

is the rhetoric of political speeches

that pervade other campaigns. The
most visible campaign of the year,

the presidential election, is actually

the worse.

Bob Dole basically blames
President Clinton for a myriad of

problems which he didn't create. The
best example of such accusations is

Dole's speech at the Republican
National Convention.

Dole talked about the problems
that plague our nation, and some fic-

titious problems too. He claims

Matthew

Wurtzel

Clinton is solely responsible for the

decay of the American education sys-

tem. However, he conveniently
ignores the truth. In the excesses of

the 1980s — somewhere he'd like to

return us — he allowed massive
wasteful spending on pork barrel

projects such as defense rather than

education.

This was a common practice on
the part of both Republicans like

Dole and Democrats as well. Sen.

Sam Nunn (D-Ga.)
and the late Les Aspen,

Clinton's first defense

secretary and a former

Senator, "never saw a

weapons system they

didn't like."

Needed reforms and
money for education

on the national level

were overlooked in the

1980s when Clinton
was a young governor

in Arkansas. Basically,

he had no control over national poli-

cy. However, Dole was up on Capitol

Hill where he had the ability to influ-

ence overall education spending and
reform programs. A quick glance at

Dole's record will reveal he didn't

support such programs.

Another common theme that Dole

uses to attack Clinton is drug use.

Clinton is not responsible for the

increase in the use of drugs, but Dole

once again forgets about this. Drug
use in America is like a roller coaster

rising and falling, sometimes moving
fast and other times slowly rising.

The problem dates back well before

Clinton's administration, and proba-

bly could be traced further than the

Lyndon lohnson administration.

Clinton grew up with this problem
like most Boomers and Generation

X-ers. Unlike Dole.

Congress is just as much at fault

for this problem as the President.

However, Senator Dole never assist-

ed Clinton in this fight. He cut
spending last year on drug abuse pro-

grams in the name of deficit reduc-

tion. How many pork barrel projects

like defense contracts and farm subsi-

dies did he save at the expense of the

lost lives of innocent children who
became hooked on illegal substances

like heroin?

As Dole paints a picture of a

decaying America, where Clinton is

the devil that created it all, he is sadly

mistaken. Although there is a prob-

lem with drug use, our education sys-

tem is improving and our economy is

booming. Unemployment last month
fell to 5.1-percent, a seven year low,

and wages are on the rise, according

to Labor Department figures released

last week. Economists are saying

more jobs are available than there are

skilled people to fill them.

People are tired of hearing negative

rhetoric, but politicians never learn.

Dole, Weld and Kerry are not the

only candidates espousing such trash,

no one can forget the presence of H.

Ross Perot. Two months lie ahead
before election day. so the end of the

blame game is still not in sight.

Matthew Wurtzel is a Collegian

columnist.

BE HEARD

!

There was a Httte boy named Jaifiieson. andJamleson had
something to say. Unfortunately. Jamleson was a very shy
little boy. He just couldn't muster tip tte courage to write a
letter to the editor hi the CoHe&ui Poor little Jamlesen's
head exploded. The moral of this story. Write a letter to the

editor, and see If your internal cranial pressure cant be
relieved.

Letters should be under 400 words, aiid sliotrid be submit-

ted with a name, place of residence and phone number for

verification purposes. Have a nice day!

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this pave are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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Oogy, look what Yve become

Jeremy

Hurewitz

When I was a kid, I went to

sleep-away camp for five

summers. For four of those

five summers 1 had a bunkmate we
called Oogy.

Oogy was smaller than all of us.

He was short, pudgy and very ugly

with a huge forehead

and giant lips and
freckles. He got the

name Oogy from one

of our counselors
who said he looked

like a puppet he used to watch on

television named Oogy.

Oogy was extremely smart, but in

the absent-minded professor tradi-

tion. He'd make some nerdy com-
ment, tinged with brilliance and we'd

all be left scratching our heads. Then
Oogy would turn around and walk

right into a wall and we'd all laugh at

him.

We tortured Oogy. We'd tie him to

trees and poke him with sticks.

Once t I put »ni in, Jiis ear. We'd
hold hirrr down an* *ake tifrns filling

our mouths with water and pretend

to vomit on him.

We played deranged games with

Oogy. One such game was called

"The Question Game." We would
ask him a question like, "What's the

serial number on this box of fruit

loops?" or "What's my grandmothers

maiden name?" Of course he never

gave the right answer and we kept

inventing elaborate new ways to tor-

ture Oogy, like putting tons of hair

spray and gel into his hair until his

head was like a helmet. When these

tortures were over and Oogy wanted

to question us we just biffed him on

the forehead, laughed

and walked away.

Sometimes he'd

have breakdowns. I

remember coming into

the bunk one sunny
afternoon and Oogy was crying qui-

etly to himself. 1 held him in my
arms, like a big brother, and he told

me he had a nightmare that the

entire world was piled on top of him

and he couldn't get out. After these

instances we'd vow not to hurt Oogy
but a week later someone would yell

"Pig-pile on Oogy!" and we'd all pile

on top of him until he turned blue

and passed out.

Oogy didn't come back my last

summer. My most vivid memory of

that summer was at the end when all

my peers vowed not to come back

the next year and went over and raid-

ed the girls side the last night. 1

thought I might want to come back

the next summer, so I stayed back

and wussed out.

Looking back on this, and early

high school, I seemed like a good
young Republican: torturing the

weak while maintaining proper social

norms. I had short hair, good grades

and I played basketball and baseball.

At 16, I lost my virginity and start-

ed getting high often. I quit sports,

played my guitar more often and

starting reading guys like Kurt

Vonnegut and Tom Robbins.

Now I'm in college. I get drunk,

wake up late in the afternoon with a

black eye (sometimes) and an aching

head (often), and miss classes. I go to

parties, suck down nitrous balloons,

fish out. get laughed at, get up and

walk over to girls I barely know and

say things like. "So. am I making you

breakfast tomorrow or are we going

out?," get slapped and laugh.

I dress like a pimp in my long, bur-

gundy, leather trench coat and take

ecstasy and go to disco parties. I've

been arrested twice and my hair has

caught on fire numerous times. I

keep with base women because its

easier to handle when they leave (and

they always do). I have insomnia and

I take pills to go to sleep.

Oogy, I heard you're going to the

University of Michigan. Maybe you'll

become a judge like your old man.
Wouldn't it be poetic justice if one

day I was standing in front of you in

a court of law? Give it to me Oogy, I

only want what I deserve.

Jeremy Hurewitz is a UMass stu-

dent.
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Close your eyes, open your mind

Alyson

Harrison

Midnight... 12:03 a.m.... tossing, turning. 12:07

a.m... twisting, tossing, turning. 12:12 a.m... I

flip my warm pillow over to the cold side and

lay my head back down. 12:16 a.m... Kicking the com-
forter off my legs, I squirm to find the remote. Power
On. Click, Click, Click. Dave Letterman's voice drones

on. "Our next guest with us tonight has a new movie

out titled..."

It's hot. I'm exhausted and irritated that

I'm unable to fall asleep. 12:22 a.m... The
red light from my alarm clock shines

brightly. 12:23 a.m... 1 want some hot tea.

Maybe the warm, sweet, lemon taste on my
lips will help comfort me to sleep. I fumble through my
room. All of my mugs are dirty. I settle for one I used ear-

lier for Kool-Aid.

As the water heats, I wonder how long it will be until I

fall asleep tonight. 12:30 a.m... My tea is ready. I'm wide

awake. Letterman's over and Gordon Elliot is making his

way through the doors of his studio. I'm thinking to

myself, warm milk. Nine out of ten doctors recommend
drinking a glass of warm milk before bedtime. Milk con-

tains tryptophan, a natural sleeping pill. I thank that one

doctor who probably hates milk like 1 do. I'll drink my tea

and eat my cookies. You can have your milk.

Slipping into my head is yet another expert opinion.

Experts say that a 20 to 30 minute cardiovascular work-

out at least three to five days a week helps maintain a

healthy sleeping pattern. Exercise! You'd think walking

2-4 miles a day is good enough for the experts. My legs

feel like jello. Healthy? No doubt. But my exhaustion isn't

helping my sleeping pattern.

12:41 a.m... My lips are still warm from my tea, which

is gone. I lie back down in bed and flip my pillow over

once more. 12:43 a.m... I wanted to be asleep 43 minutes

ago.

What do 1 have to do tomorrow? Classes, banking,

mailing letters, laundry, dishes— the list never ends. I

bore myself to sleep, stressed and overtired.

So, when you can't sleep, what do you do?
Well, because humans are not always

open to expert advice. I decided to think of

some of my own sleeping aids.

First, everyone has to have that one
friend who never shuts up. He or she loves

to bore you with details about their latest

love affair. It's not the nicest idea, but dial your motor-
mouth friend, lay your head on your pillow with the

receiver to one ear. Within moments, you'll realize you're

getting sleepy, very sleepy.

Second, it's common knowledge that if you can't fall

asleep within 20 minutes or so, you're probably not tired.

So get up! Visit a friend. Listen to some music. Take a

long, hot shower. Watch a movie. These last moments
should be relaxing and rewarding after a long, hard day of

work.

Third, avoid interesting material. Don't struggle to stay

awake to find out if he marries her of if your favorite

super hero saves the day. Rather, pull out your Organic
Chemistry book or your dusty collection of Shakespeare's
works. The sandman is bound to come.

Lastly, go to bed with an open mind. Forget the trou-

bling issues and focus on more positive thoughts. Let this

be your time to fantasize. Set your mind to thinking up a
few sexy scenarios. Good Night and Sweet Dreams...
Alyson Harrison is a UMass student.

To the editor:

It is common knowledge that peo-

ple with similar interests stand to

gain by uniting and working together

as a team, so that each person can

benefit from the momentum of the

unified force toward a common
objective, achieving far more than

could be accomplished alone.

But what is truly remarkable is the

protection which such unity affords

each member in a crisis. When an

established social machine fails, the

problem may be pinpointed to a par-

ticular part, thus allowing the fault to

be localized, the losses to be mini-

mized and the true nature and pur-

pose of the whole to remain obscure,

especially when the fault is more

closely connected to that purpose

than its members would like to

admit. In other words, it enables a

member to suddenly become an indi-

vidual when the time comes to point

Letters to the Editor

toward any wrong doing.

When planning a social gathering,

if the most important issues pertain-

ing to its success are the chick/guy

ratio and the amount of alcohol to be

made available, can anyone deny that

each brother's hope in attending, if

not his goal, is to get laid?

This is the real purpose of the frat

machine, one such organization of

people with a common interest, and
it performs its functions very well. It

hides its intent beneath a thick cloak

of charity and apparently good inten-

tions, all the while turning out a pro-

duction line of violated women.
Last semester one such woman

among the silent many spoke out.

and a "policy" was adopted. But
don't rejoice yet— the machine has

merely adapted. You see, it thrives

on naivety and conformity. The
defective part was really not defec-
tive at all. He just got told on.

Monday, the Collegian reported
Fabio Pari-di-Monriva, vice presi-

dent of Zeta-Psi as having said,

"We're being punished for one per-

son's actions... I didn't do it. My
brothers didn't do it. The Greek
community didn't do it."

Amazing, isn't it? He needs not
lose that line on his resume. He just

has to continue making his personal

"too small to catch any blame" con-
tribution to the whole environment,
and someday the machine might
reward him with that chance
encounter with that pretty little

underage freshwoman holding a wild

berry wine cooler.

If his remarks aren't enough to

truly enlighten you, I suppose you
will have to wait until something
happens again, and is reported. Then
you will understand. Right?

Benjamin lohnson

Northampton

Arts & Living
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R.E.M. latest release

solidifies band's rep
By Bradley Skaught
Collegian Staff

R.E.M.

New Adventures in Hi Fi

Womer Bros.

Believe the hype. Believe the
multi-million dollar contract. Believe
every scrap of major label promotion.
R.E.M. has solidified its place in

music history by accomplishing
everything that can be expected of
great artists — a body of work that is

nearly flawless in integrity, execution
and imagination. The latest album.
New Adventures in Hi Fi, more than
lives up to that reputation.

Recorded in a piece-meal fashion
(studios, sound checks and even
some live performances) the album
has a warm, handmade quality.
Instrumentation is sparse, but care-

fully woven together to create a lush

envelope of sound. Touring band
members Scott Mcaughey and
Nathan December join R.E.M. on
most songs, allowing for the diversity

of sound demonstrated in these most-
ly small group recordings. In many
ways the sound is reminiscent of
Automatic for the People — the same
southern gothic folk quality that gave

Automatic its dark undertones and

intimacy, only coupled with the vitri-

olic spark of Monster style guitar. Hi
Fi stands as a true testament to the

diversity of the band and to its singu-

lar vision.

The first track, "How the West was
Won and Where it Got Us," sets the

uneasy tone of the album. It's a dark
and spooky ballad, laced with a ring-

ing piano part and a hissing synthe-

sizer. R.E.M. and producer Scott Litt

have created such intricate sound-
scapes for every song. Bozoukis,
Mellotrons, Autoharps and many
other exotic sounds are used to star-

tling effect. R.E.M. has mastered the

art of the understated performance
— a single ringing guitar note, a care-

ful three note organ part, etc. All of
these delicately arranged parts flow
around each other in an almost fluid

display of tasteful and imaginative

production. Listening to R.E.M. is

akin to watching a master painter at

work — every color seems to fall into

place like magic, and every brush
stroke captures the essence of the

subject, suggesting things above and
beyond the surface reality of the sub-

ject. Also like a master painter,
R.E.M. has left plenty of room for

sponteneity and "happy accident."

Turn to R.E.M.. page 6

White Zombie & Sublime sink on latest albums
Zombie's collection of quirky remixes don't measure up to original successes

WHITE ZOMBIE
Supersexy Swingin' Sounds

Gerferi Records

It is probably a fair assumption
that bands who release an album of

remixes have lost their ability to

write original songs. Only seldom
does this style work, and only if an
artist adds something interest-

ing to the newer ver-

sion, assuming the
originals are decent

in the first place.

On Supersexy
Swingin' Sounds,
the latest offering

from rockers
White Zombie, the

album merely recapitu-

lates their older songs into a

plethora of synthesized, repetitive

beats.

Somehow the ambient trance
rhythms don't mesh well with the

devil praising lyrics of White
Zombie. The heavy, electric guitar

sound, coupled with Rob Zombie's
unintelligible mumblings gave the

band its edge. After all, "More
Human than Human," is a catchy
song. However, there is nothing
catchy about this album.

With this flaccid attempt to enter

a realm in which they can't com-
pete, White Zombie falls flat. They
should regroup their talents and
write more songs like,

"Super-Charger Heaven" instead of

patronizing their fans and feeding

them regurgitated garbage. C-
(Lisa M. Oliveri)

SUBUME
Sublime

MCA Records

Don't believe the hype! This CD
is generic garbage that the major
labels are trying to pass off as the

ultimate combination of ska and
punk.

First of all the punk part is a little

misleading as only three songs,

"Same In The End," "Seed" and
"Paddle Out" incorporate punk. The

problem with these songs is that

they were already written by NOFX.
The rest of the songs are a decent

combination of reggae and rather

bland ska, however all the songs
sound the same and the tempo
never shifts. Furthermore, the songs

"Garden Grove" and "What I Got"
border very closely to Grateful
Dead-like music.

The lyrics on this album go
beyond ridiculous and are

downright awful. On "April

29, 1992" the lead singer

raps about how the best

part of the L.A. Riots was
all the free loot he stole.

"Wrong Way" depicts how
the lead singer can't help

himself from turning girls

into sex objects. The rest of the

songs are equally nauseating.

Don't waste your time on this

band when there are a ton of good
ska bands like Voodoo Glow Skulls,

Slackers, Toasters, Hepcat or the

Stubborn All-Stars out there. F
(Adam Dlugacz)

MINDY MCCREADY
Ten Thousand Angels

BNA Records

Mindy McCready has all the tal-

ent of Faith Hill with the voice of an

angel cleverly packaged into a beau-

tiful gift for country music fans. It is

nearly impossible to suppress a

smile when listening to her debut
album, Ten Thousand Angels, her

soft soprano voice can make even
the most Prozac addicted person
happy, even if for a moment.
McCready records with vibrant

energy which radiates throughout
the entire album.

McCready will be the voice of

many line dancing females every-

where. Her first single, "Ten
Thousand Angels," a women's plea

to entities above to help her ward
off an overzealous admirer, was the

breakthrough hit for this southern

belle. She followed with the still

thriving single. "Guys Do It All The
Time," a fun tune of a woman want-

Sublime crashes on its latest.

ing to drink, gamble and watch
sports.

The sultry voice of Lonestar's
Richie McDonald is featured on the

heartbreaking ballad, "Maybe He'll

Notice Her Now." McCready belts

out this decree of loneliness with all

the pain of a neglected lover, leav-

ing the impression it hits close to

her heart.

Ten Thousand Angels has the

potential of becoming a staple in the

record collection of any contempo-
rary country music fan. If

McCready's next album is as good
as this debut album, her stardom is

almost guaranteed. A- (L.M.O)

RED FIVE

FLASH
Interscope

Wow! Every now and again major
labels show that they have some
sense and actually sign a good band
that deserves it. Red Five sound like a

combination of the Pixies, Hole, Belly

COUHTW IOMN OUNNt

and R.E.M. The two singers, Betty

Carmellini and lenni McElrath have

two of the best voices in the business.

The lyrics mostly deal with rela-

tionships and are very insightful and
hit home. The first song, "Space"
sounds like something off the

Pixies' Surfer Rosa album and com-
pletely rocks. The second song,
"Gasoline" then plows into you with

a driving, punkier sound that is

truly powerful. The song "Shuffle"

is a nice surprise as the lyrics urge

the listeners to stop feeling sorry for

themselves and get on with their

lives, a refreshing change from the

depressing lyrics most bands serve

up. Finally, "Hold Me Down" is a

beautiful, magnificent pop song that

highlights the album.

Red Five keeps the album going

at a fast pace — none of the songs

are over three minutes and don't get

bogged down or repetitive. Truly a

great pop album. A (A.D.)

Turn to TRAX ON/TRAX OFF. page 6

R.E.M. new release lives up to its rumors.
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Bringing fun back to hardcore
If you are one of those people who

think that moshing started at

l.ollapalooza or that Pearl )am

invented stage diving or even that the

moronic dance you do at all your

mall-punk concerts is moshing —
you are wrong.

Vinny Stigma, guitarist for

Agnostic Front, first used the term

"moshing" in the early '80s. Moshing

was. and still is, a release of energy

for people who did not fit into soci-

ety. While moshing was violent, it

was not a place to flex your muscles

or prove your manhood. It's disgust-

ing how the mainstream culture have

corrupted such a pure thing.

Moshing or slam dancing has no

place at a Screaming Trees or Neil

Young concert. If you don't believe

me. it was SSD. a hardcore band

from the early '80s, who sang "Come

into our pit and feel our might."

Remember that next time you see

Green Day.

The next part of this article is

directed towards the hardcore kids.

Recently I've noticed a disturbing

trend at shows: kids are not dancing

or sitting down. What is that about?

I've been to shows where people have

given me weird looks for dancing,

like it's something I'm not supposed

to do. Isn't part of the fun of shows

going off in the pit with your friends

in an environment that is safe and

supportive'.' You have the right to

stand still and not get hit. but there

are plenty of places in a club to stand

without interference

Hardcore shows are supposed to

be violent — it adds to the excite-

ment. I'm not advocating brainless

fighting or kickboxing. I just would

like to see more energy at shows.

One of the most beautiful thing

about the old Sunday matinees at

CBGB's was hundreds of kids stage

diving, dancing and singing along in

unity.

Didn't Project X sing "Dancefloor

lustice?" What happened to

Warzone's classic song "Dance or

Die?" Let's make the scene fun again

and more importantly, let's show all

the poseurs that MTV doesn't own

the pit — we do.

It's time to put away the fashion

show, the worrying about what other

people are going to think and have

some fun. Like it says in the song.

"We All Fall Down" by Sub-Zero:

"Feel the vibes in the air. Swing your

arms and move your feet and jump.

Check in your problems at the door.

Respect the scene, just use your head,

just use your head. Don't try to hold

them down. Let'em go and break

their bones."
• In new record news, New York's

Crown of Thornz released Mentully

Vexed on Another Planet Records as

a follow up to their excellent

self-titled debut EP. Fans of

Absolution. Bum and good hardcore

in general should check this out.

Revelation Records took a break

from the world of major labels to

bless us with some actual hardcore

releases. Past Our Means is a new

six-song EP from California's Ignite.

Past Our Means continues their

melodic posi-core in fine form. CIV

released a new two song 7-inch. The

first song "Social Climber" follows

the trend of old school hardcore

exhibited on Set Your Goals.

"Sausages?" is super poppy, kind of

like Hiisker Dii. but has a sad vibe

that adds emotion to the song. The

packaging is also excellent.

Circle Storm is a new band featur-

ing ex-members of Chain Of
Strength. While Circle Storm is a

new band the two songs on the

7-inch were originally recorded in

1988. Fans of straight edge hardcore

from that time should enjoy this.

• Besides the Madball show at

Pearl Street, the Red Door Theater in

Feeding Hills on Sept. 15 is having a

show with Fastbreak, Backlash.

Gandium. Trial, Envy and Coldfront.

Adam Dlugacz is a Collegian

columnist

Unique journey explores pedophilia

By Lisa M. Oliveri

Collegian Staff

A.M. HOMES
The End of Alice

Scribner Books

A.M. Homes is dangerous.

Intelligent, witty and extremely poet-

ic, but dangerous. Pedophilia, while

it may be some people's fantasy, is

not a freely discussed topic. Yet in

her latest novel. The End of Alice,

Homes forces her readers to ingest

molestation as if it is the main course

in a four star restaurant, neatly

served on a silver platter.

There is not a touchy subject left

out of The End of Alice. To most

authors, the sheer thought of

pedophilia is taboo enough. But

Homes pushes the envelope as far as

she can go. Homosexuality, incest,

rape and murder are just a few of the

issues she deals with deftly with in

her fourth novel.

There are two main characters

introduced to us. intermingled and

intertwined so tightly together it

seems as if they are experiencing a

twisted, shared psychosis. First, the

child molester, in jail for raping and

killing young girls. He is haunted and

at the same time excited by Alice—
a college student who corresponds

with him via mail. Their commonality— pedophilia. He is her mentor, the

only person to whom she can share

her macabre fantasies.

Later in the novel we meet the

object of Alice's desires, a young

teenager named Matt. She coerces

him into tennis lessons as a prelude

to their affair, wining and dining him.

Alice gets him to want her as much

as she wants him. even going to such

extremes as eating his scabs (yes,

scabs).

Homes' prose is beautiful and

endearing, making the reader almost

forget he is reading the words of a

sexual predator. But be forewarned:

The End of Alice is not for the weak

at heart. It will not only make you

question societal normalcy and con-

formity, but also test your stomach.

Hardly a page is turned without one

act of indecency being violated.

Deep psychological probes are

Homes' forte. Her previous novel. In

A Country of Mothers, examines the

sometime detrimental effects of

adoption. Here, she explores the

inner psyche of a monster. It's hard

to imagine a time when Homes' id

did not work overtime.

The End of Alice is a unique jour-

ney down a dark, scary road and

Homes' prolific thoughts accentuate

her writing wonderfully. A definite

must-read for lovers of great litera-

ture. B+
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MDA is building a tomorrow
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Muscular Dystrophy
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1-800-572-1717
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continued ftom page 5
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™ ™Junior or Senior SOW preferred; all may apply
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White Zombie slips on Supenexy Swlngin' Sounds

THROWING MUSES
Limbo

Rykodisc

No, it's not another album of

guitar-based alternative songs...

oh wait, yes it is. Kristin Hersh has

returned and she sounds better

than usual though not much differ-

ent. More fast-paced and driven

than the previous album

University, Limbo erupts with

chubby bass lines and pointed gui-

tar melodies for which Hersh and

the whole incestuous Throwing

Muses-Breeders-Belly family are

known.

While the lyrics are. as usual,

intriguing and quirky, they occa-

sionally approach absurdity. Lines

like. "I need a barnyard" could

mean anything, so interpret what

you'd like (be gentle). All respect

ful jabs aside. Limbo has some

great songs, like the superlative

title track, the fabulous "Tar

Kissers," and the intoxicatively mel-

low, "Mr. Bones." With Limbo,

Hersh has proven she's the big sis-

ter of alternative rock she always

thought she was. A- (Panagiotis

Gianopoulos)

STEVE WYNN
Melting in the Dark

Zero Hour

Back in the '80s. Steve Wynn was

in a band called The Dream
Syndicate — a Velvet Underground

style unit that produced a handful

of great albums, but failed, and still

fails to get the credit they deserve.

When Wynn went solo in (he early

'90s, the failure of many to recog-

nize his fantastic wit. imagination,

and melodic gift continued. Two
wonderfully produced pop records

and a spooky, dark acoustic record

disappeared without a trace. If there

is any justice at all, however.

Wynn's latest. Melting in the Dark.

will make its way to the top of

everyone's year end lop ten list.

Backed by indie rock heroes,

Crone, in the final line-up perfor-

mance, Wynn strips away the care-

ful production of his first two

records and rocks out with a blaz-

ing collection of songs that repre-

sent, in full, everything that's good

about Wynn's music.

The first song. "Why" is a pound-

ing mess of scratchy electric guitars

and Wynn's sly. dry vocals. The

entire album falls in line thereafter

— solid grooves laced with thick,

noisy guitars holding steady under

the clever wordplay and catchy

songcraft. The best songs on

Melting recall the musicianship of

Dream Syndicate, but with the

maturity of Wynn's earlier solo

albums.

It's a kick to dance to. sing along

with, think about, and learn from

— definitely a home run for Steve

Wynn. and a real triumph in the

hard-to triumph world of guitar,

bass and drum rock. A (Bradley

Skaught)

R.E.M.
continued from page 5

Some of the live tracks, especially

"Departure" and "Undertow," are

filled with, the freedom and space

allowed in live performance. Guitarist

Peter Buck tosses out ringing walls of

distorted guitar while Michael Stipe

dances about the melody on top.

Drummer Bill Berry and bassist Mike

Mills are at their very best all the way

through — soulful and beautifully

imaginative. The greatest surprise on

/// Fi might actually be that R.E.M. is

an astonishing live band — playing

off of each other with uncanny intu-

ition and unity.

From the moody ballads to the vol-

canic electric rockers, R.E.M. has

mastered their art, and Hi Fi is a

nearly flawless document of that mas-

tery. It is an impassioned, questioning

work that is pushing at the very edges

of pop music, but is also firmly root-

ed in pop's vocabulary. It may be a

sweeping generalization, unsympa-

thetic to the diversity of musical taste

and criteria, but REM. could very

well be the greatest rock and roll

band today — a band of unfailing

imagination and consistency.

New Adventures in Hi Fi is another

heartbreakingly beautiful masterpiece

in a long line of heartbreakingly beau-

tiful masterpieces — worth every mil-

lion spent, and every soul touched.

A+

Kay question* contact JHycIa or Potor, 54S-J500

The Collegian is Looking for a

Marketing Manager

Order your college ringNOW

JOSTEXS
AMERICA S COLLEGE RING'

SAVE UP TO $120 £
^.UNIVERSITY SeP« ®;

1

B! de

1

„^,
M'4PM

mSTOREft Campus Center 545-2619 s
Meet with your Jostens representative lor full details See our complete ring selection on display in your college bwlartore

Is it Carter or Hearst?
Bengals, fans confused
By Joe Kay
Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Is Ki Una Carter still the
Cincinnati Bengals' featured running back? Or has
newcomer Garrison Hearst edged ahead of last year's
top overall pick in the draft?

Neither running back knows what's going on. And
based upon what the coaching staff is saying, the
Bengals aren't sure, either.

Two games into the season, Carter is still the
starter, but now shares the job with Hearst.

Carter is confused and stunned by his sudden loss

of status. Hearst is just trying to figure out what's
going on.

Coach Dave Shula isn't offering any answers.
"We want to use both of them." Shula said. "We

think they can both make plays. They both showed
that at times Sunday."

Neither one performed very well during a 27-14
loss Sunday in San Diego. Carter started the game,
carried six times for 14 yards in the first half and
caught one pass for a 20-yard gain.

Carter jammed his left shoulder in the second half

and got just one more carry, finishing with 1 3 yards
on seven attempts. Hearst became the featured back
in the second half, also carrying seven times overall

for 1 6 yards.

After two games. Carter has 21 carries for 27 yards

while Hearst has 22 yards on 10 attempts. Neither
one has broken a run of more than nine yards.

Neither one knows where they stand in the coach-

ing staffs eyes. The only thing Shula has said defini-

tively this week is that Carter will start Sunday
against the New Orleans Saints.

"As far as I know, I'm still going to be in the

game," Hearst said. "I've just got to keep learning so 1

can get more chances in the game."

The Bengals stunned Carter and the rest of the

team by claiming Hearst off waivers two days before

the final preseason game. At the time, they said

Hearst, who makes $2.1 million, would be an insur-

ance policy in case Carter struggles.

It hasn't worked out that way. Hearst is sharing the

job with Carler, who missed last season because of

reconstructive knee surgery. Carter was taken aback

when he sat out most of the second half last Sunday.

"I'm definitely frustrated about not getting the

ball," Carter said. "I'm supposed to be the featured

back. I was told I'd be carrying the ball at least 19

times. I don't know what the coaches were thinking.

"I don't know, maybe they're trying to weed me
out. Maybe that's why they brought Garrison Hearst

in here, to give him a chance."

Throughout the preseason, Shula expressed confi-

dence in Carter. The first indication of concern came
the day the Bengals claimed Hearst off waivers.

Shula said Monday that Carter has not approached

him about his role. Players had the day off yesterday.

"He hasn't said anything to me," Shula said. "I

anticipated this when Garrison Hearst came in here

and before Garrison Hearst got here, that guys were
not going to be happy about the number of opportu-

nities they were getting.

"As a competitor, you respect it in them. But
they've got to be able lo handle it the right way. You
just show up to work and do your job."

Shula saw good and bad in both running backs'

performances Sunday.
"1 thought Ki-fana started well in the ballgame. We

tossed the ball to him a few times early on and he

made some nice runs," Shula said. "As the game weni

on, it didn't happen for the offense as an entire

group, and he was part of that."

The biggest drawback to Hearst is his limited

knowledge of the offense

"Garrison is still learning the offense, and it shows
on occasion out there," Shula said.

Iickin' but keep on tickin

Cardinals on roll, blank San Fran 1-0 I

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Things are going so well for St.

Louis, even an injury to a front-line

starting pitcher turns into a timely

blessing in disguise.

Mark Petkovsek, replacing Alan

Benes in the rotation, had his sec-

ond strong start of the season

against San Francisco, combining
with four relievers on a five-hit, 1-0

shutout yesterday.

"We didn't slot him for the

Giants," St. Louis manager Tony La

Russa said. "He's only pitching

because Alan Benes took a ball off

ihe wrist. But it's not often you get

a pitcher with his kind of versatili-

ty-"

With their 10th win in 1 I

games, the Cardinals opened a

ihree-game lead in the NL Central,

their largest lead over Houston
since |uly 21. The Astros were
home against Philadelphia on yes-

terday.

The Giants have lost 10 of II

games and five straight.

Petkovsek (11-2) is 3-0 in his five

spot starts this season, including 2-0

with a 0.90 ERA against the Giants.

In younger days, he says he might

have yearned for more starting time.

Now he's happy just helping out.

"That's why they send guys out to

war when they're young, because
they feel like they can conquer the

world." Petkovsek said. "When you

get a little older, you figure out you

need help."

Ray Lankford hit a run scoring

double in the sixth inning to score

the game's only run, and the

Cardinals increased their NL
Central lead to three games.

"It's been happening for us all

year, but in the last two weeks is

when it's really happened," said

Dennis Eeksersley, who got the last

lour outs for his 350th career save

and 27th of the season. "It's like

we're all thinking, 'Let's go. Let's

kill those last 20 games."
Petkovsek, making his first start

since May 12 and fifth of the sea-

son, gave up two hits and three

walks in five shutout innings.

Losing pitcher Kirk Rueter (5-7)

pitched seven strong innings in his

first start for the Giants, allowing

one run on four hits. Reuter and
Tim Scott were acquired from
Montreal on |uly 30 in exchange for

Mark I.eiter.

"I just wanted to keep us in the

game, and I did that," Rueter said.

"For my future here, I think they're

going to let me pitch. In Montreal, I

might have come out of that game

sooner.

Rueter took a one-hitter into the

sixth inning, when Royce Clayton

grounded a one-out single. Lankford

followed with a drive to the left-

field alley that eluded lunging lei I

fielder Barry Bonds for a double,

allowing Clayton to score and giving

St. Louis a 1-0 lead.

Cardinals relievers worked out of

jams to preserve the lead. Tony
Fossas struck out Desi Wilson with

runners on second and third in the

sixth, while Rick Honeycutt got out

of a two-on, one-out situation in the

seventh.

Rueter's failure to lay down a

bunt cost him. He bunted into a

double play in the third with run-

ners al first and second and no outs,

then popped out to the catcher try-

ing to bunt a runner to second in

the fifth.

Notes: The Cardinals are a sea-

son-high 13 games over .500, the

Giants a season-high 25 games
under... After the trade, Rueter
made one relief appearance for the

Giants before making five starts at

Phoenix (AAA) in August, going 1-2

with a 3.51 ERA... The Giants are

23-51 since |une 21st... Of the

Cardinals' 10 shutouts this season,

six have been combined efforts.

hoop
continued from page 1
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missible evidence in a courtroom hearing, because under

California law it is illegal to secretly tape a conversation.

• Ronnie Fields, the highly touted prep star out of

Chicago's Farragut Academy was denied admission to

DePaul University because of academic standards.

Fields, who at one time considered following Farragut

teammate Kevin Garnett to the NBA, signed a national

letter of intent to play for DePaul, expecting to sit out the

year on Prop 48.

DePaul's admissions department said it denied Fields'

because he lacked the necessary qualifications. The admis-

sions department looks at test scores, high school tran-

scripts and extracurricular activities.

The 6-foot-4 guard underwent surgery Feb. 2b to

repair three vertebrae after he broke his back in a automo-

bile accident.

• The Arkansas Razorbacks are facing NCAA investiga-

tions, prompting the resignation of Kim Wood, the hoop
team's academic coordinator.

Wood, the daughter of Arkansas Chancellor Dan
Ferriler, admitted to typing correspondence course papers
for suspended guard Jesse Pate. She said lhat she never
did the assignments, she just typed them.

Typing the work violated an NCAA rule which pro-

hibits extra benefits being given to athletes. The rule

states that no employees or boosters of a school can give

an athlete services or goods that are not available to the

general student body.

The NCAA Infraction Committee could penalize the

Razorbacks for Wood's actions, and there is a possibility

lhat the penalties could be more severe because Wood lied

about the papers when originally asked in |une.

Afraid that she would jeopardize both her and Pate's

positions. Wood denied typing Pate's papers when first

asked about it.

Pate was taking two correspondence courses, for which

Wood typed 20-25 lessons.

"He didn't know how to type, and 1 was happy to help

him, even knowing it was against the rules," Wood said.

He didn't know how to type? Yeah, or read, or write

or...

• Virginia point guard Harold Deane received two

30-day suspended jail sentences after he was involved in

an incident outside a nightclub in April.

Deane was charged with trespassing and resisting arrest

alter a disruption broke out outside Fry's Spring Beach

Club on April 13.

He left the Cavalier basketball team after his arrest, but

is still on scholarship and could rejoin the team if adminis-

trators and coaches allow.

• Closer to home, the six Massachusetts basketball play-

ers whose grades were leaked to ihe media during the

1994-95 season settled their invasion of privacy case.

Marcus Camby, Donta Bright. Tyrone Weeks and Mike
Williams, who were on academic probation, and Dana
Dingle and Ted Coitrell. who were given academic warn-
ings, each received $12,000 in the settlement, for a total

of $72,000.

The Minutemen lodged a complaint with the
Massachusetts attorney general's office in December
1995.

Casey Kane is a Collegian columnist.
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September 11-13, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Student Union Lawn

* Great Deals on iri' I'Hiit

Used Mountain Bikes from:

&GIJUVTA
presented

by
Free Bike
Registration!!

434 Student Union

UMASS SKI CLUB 545-3437
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ANNOUNCEMENTS EMPLOYMENT
Pertorming A/u Division oilers G'oup and

Private Instruction in music, theatai an)

dance Registration for Group Instruction

runs Sept 3 15. 1996 Private Instruction

is ongoing PAD is located m 73 Bartlett

Hall UMASS. 413 M50519. tor info

UMASS Women s Ice Hockey Team is

looking for new recruits Come to open

log meeting Sept l?at6pm outside the

Blue Wall All levels welcome For more

into call Kara b*A±\V\

Attention University Woman Come visit

Alpha Chi Omega Open Rush Sept 9 at

1 00. Sept 10 at 6 30. and Sept 1 1 at

rag c*«s*>i jiM»-84S9n>i

Come meet the sisters of CHI OMEGA at

our Open House on Sept 8 at I 30. Sept

9 at 5 30 and our Barbeque on Sept 10 at

i 30 Call Heather for more information

at M9 4 742

Want to start your own fraternity' Zeta

Beta Tau is looking tor men to recofonue

our chapter It interested call Bret Hrbek

at317 334 1898 eict 214

Ail University women invited to attend

Sigma Mpa Open Rush Thurs 9/5 5-7

pm Son 9/8 6 8 pm lues 9/10 5^7 pm

Thurs 9/12 6-8 pm Please call Beth tor

more into 256-6887 Located 19 Allen St

(Behind Hillei)

AUTO FOR SALE
MAZDA 91 323 HATCHBACK. 79,000

mi very good condition, sunroof tune up

wort mst done. $2900 0BO. Call S49

7286

EMPLOYMENT

Child Care Thurs 2 30-9 00 p m
Northampton area Car needed S6 00

Call Joan 584-8086

Pan Time Jobs tor the environment Earn

$60 $80 per day working to prevent toxics

with MASSPIRG Flexible schedule for

students Fun. casual atmosphere Call

Alex at 256^434

NOW HIRING 1 COFFEE SHOP AND
HATCH Now have positions available

working dunng lunch Mon-Frt Come down

and see us or caH 545-0016 or 5452597

PART TIME JOBS FOR THE ENVIRON

MENT Earn $60 $80 per day working to

prevent toxics with MASSPIRG Flexible

schedule for students Fun. casual atmos

pnere Call Alex at 256-6434

Now Hiring part time telemarketers

Morning, afternoon and evening hours

available Earn $6 $7 per hour plus

bonuses No sales Will tram Contact

Ms Mnanto 1 800-829-4777

Want the toughest fib you'll ever love"

People's a student run business is seek

ing highly motivated undergraduate work

study and non work study students tor

long term commitment Learn to co man
age a small business, gain invaluable

leadership skills, and have a blast 1

Applications available at the Center for

Student Businesses Student Union.

Room 406. or the Market EOE

Counter/Kitchen Help 25 Hr/Week. Mutt

be able to work late nights and week

ends Apply at P Dough. Downtown
Amherst ^_^
Spring Break i > Earn Cash 1 Highest

Commissions 1 Lowest Prices' Travel free

on only 13 sales 1 Free Into 1 Sunsplash 1

600-426-7710

Now Hiring Experienced Wait Staft

Driver and Hostess. Apply with m only.

K* Chi Restaurant

Looking tor a fun. responsible companion

with own transportation for our 13 year

ok) son Some afternoons and overnights

inour home m Leverett Call 548-9057

PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT For

PSYCHIC READINGS
Polm •*• Astrology • Torot Cords

Crystal * Psychomorrv * Spiritual Readings

Rcadio^s bo Vaodda

evenings overnights, and weekends For

male quad $7 85 per hour $15 70 tor

overnight 6-0666

PAINURS NEEDED Now hiring painters

tor the greater Amherst area Hiring quick

and reliable painters Experience pie

tetrad, but not required Starts at $7Aw

plus bonuses Part-time or Full-time

Contact Dan Wolffian at Student Painters

[-800-8294777

Cruise Ship* Hiring- Earn up to

$20.000./month World Travel Seasonal

and Full Time positions No exp neces

sary For info call 1 206 971 3550 Ext

C5O015

National Parks Hiring Positions are now

available at National Parks Forest, and

Wildlife Preserves Excellent benefits and

bonuses' Call 1 206 971 3620 Ext

N5O016

Tropical Retorts Hiring Students need

ed' Entry level and career positions avail

able worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services 2069/1 3600 Ext R50012

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS' Over $6

Billion in public and private sector

Grants and scholarships are now avail

able All students are eligible Let us

help For more info call I 800 263 6495

Em F5QQI4

International Employment- Earn up to

$25-$45/hour teaching basic conversa

iional english in Japan. Taiwan, or S

Korea No teaching background or Asian

Languages required For into call 206

971 3570 Ext J50015

Drivers Wanted For The Optimist One

day a week, good pay' Call 596 7070 Ext

27

INSTRUCTION
WWW SUCESS ORG Free business edu

cation from American Institute

Entrepreneurs'^ and Real Estate

Investment Courses Retire rich in ten

years

Sunglasses Prescription. Oakley w/ case

Call 549 3950

MUSICIANS

Drummer Needed tor dark, post alteme

tive pop/rock We have EP and Boston

gigs It you are serious and can chill or

rock out call Phil 549 5836

MISCELLANEOUS

let your voice be heard' WMUA news is

looking tor anchors, reporters, producers

and more for daily newscasts No expen

ence is needed All majors welcome

Stop by our offices at 105 Campus Center

or call 545-2876 and ask tor Alexandra

VISA/MASTERCARD GUARANTEED Bad

credit No credit No problem Call 1

800 354 1590 l24hoursl

SERVICES

COMPUTER PROBLEMS' Need an

upgrade' In house service, call Scream

Savers 549 0083

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20# per word/day

All others

40<£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly. We
are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

Personals Policy
All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified employees
before payment and acceptance of the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first names and initials

are allowed. The only exceptions are for birthday or congratulations per-

sonals, in which case the full name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEPTIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm room numbers

as well.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not acceptable.

Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are not acceptable. Personals

may not be used for the purpose of harassment.

Profanity may not be used in personals.

The personals section is for personals only. The personals section may
NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, advertise meetings, etc.

All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D. number of

the student placing the as filled in on the insertion order. Non-students

must provide a valid driver's license and the license number must be

recorded on the insertion order. Use of false identification or misrepresen-

tation is subject to penalties under the law.

The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any personal that does

not meet the Collegian's standards in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Standard Headings
Cider Jack needs friendly outgoing people

tor promotions at local retailers Flexible

hours Please call Lara Minucci to set up

amnterview 6 17 928-0048 Ext 107

Attention Skiers and Boarders Entry level

positions into the ski industry with skiing

benefits Makeupto$1000/month Pan

time enthusiastic individuals please call

Ski Card International I 800 333-2SKI

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals Plus Free Delivery 253

9742

FOR SALE

PINBALL MACHINE Reconditioned

$1^00000(4131 2S3-5363

Computer. Compaq 486. 8 RAM. 210HD.

Software. $750 or B 367 9874 or 253

282?

futon. Double. Frame and Custom Cover

$200 00 0B0 548-9728

LAPTOP COMPUTER IBM 701CS/486

75/8 RAM 540 MEG HO/ with case and

extras/ $1 1 00/OBO Please contact Josh

ai 256-8966

BOOKCASES Unfinished pine-

24-i36
-
x9- 3 shelves $48 00 tax

5»19M
Sega Saturn w/ 2 controllers and

Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3 $18000 Call

5465727

TRAVEL

One Way Ticket Hartford to San
Francisco Sept 21 Male Only $150 060
S49-854fi

FREE TRIPS & CASH' i Find out how hun-

dreds ot student representatives are

already earning free trips and lots ot cash

with America s '1 Spring Break company!

Sell only 15 tnps and travel free' Cancun.

Bahamas. Maratlen Jamaica or Florida'

Campus Manager positions also avail

able Call now 1 Take a break Student

Travel 1800195 Break

WANTED
I need Matthews tix tor Oct 6 O Mulhns

I will pay or trade I have MSG tix tor Oct

4 Call Craig 253 3336

WORTH THE RIDE

2BR Apt in Sunderland HW tloors.

wash/dry. porch garage

31S. BEAUTIFUL SETTING' QUIET' 665
4394

Activities Musicians

Announcemens Miscellaneous

Apartment For Motorcycles

Rent Personals

Auto For Sale Room For Rent

Employment Room Wanted
Entertainment Roommate
For Sale Wanted
Found (2 days Services

Free) Summer Sublet

Happy Birthday To Sublet

Houses For Travel

Rent Transportation

Instruction Wanted to Rent

Lost Wanted

CO U P ONI COUPON C OU OO r-*l c ou fo i

CAPTAIN VIDEO.
19

MONTAGUE
ROAD
NORTH -% -

7MHERST
'

'BETWEEN]

FA!?rv\S

i?4AMlfi^

. ONE „

2M0VIESfr3f !

-. BECOtJBiKllDwm^Til^fFERS-ON^....Si-illli.

rmSS INTRAMURAL

SPORTS

Paid Officials Needed For Flag Football,

Softball, Soccer, & Ice Hockey
Clinics: Football, Soccer - Sept. 18, 19, 20

Co-ed Softball Sept. 19, 23, 24
Ice Hockey - Sept. 25

Call for times & locations

Still Time To Enter Flag Football, Soccer, & Softball

More Info In 215 Boyden, 5-2693/5-0022
on the web: http://www.umass.edu.80/umim/

love * Msrratja *

Bo yo» nee4 hew Mtti

* taaass * Moray

toMy probiarmr

&DVICI FOR AU PR0BUMS

noajMNtou MMMNsmn
Mfnuarroi au MtnMatrio* nu

uu h» lira oufsrrm tr fkmi

(413)585-1601

Earn a
FREE
trip! '

Council Travel, the nation's student travel

specialist, is looking for an outgoing and
highly motivated person to distribute our

Student Traveti magazine, promotional dyers

and oilier student discount information on
campus at U Massachusetts, Amherst.

If you're not shy, have a few extra hours a

week, and enjoy spreading the word about
student drscounts, contact us for more details!

The person hired for this position will be a

representatrve of Council Travel in Amherst

Preference will be given to the indrvidual avail-

able for the academic year and who has an

active interest in marketing and working,

studying, or traveling overseas.

To arrange for an interview, please contact

Nicole at 2S6- 1 261 , Monday through Friday,

between 9:00-5:00. Ask about the Campus
Rep program.

Council Travel

The

Boltwood
Project

Recruitment Nights
Attend Only One
^

Monday. September 9 or

Tuesday, September 1 or

Wednesday, September 1

1

6:30-8:30 pm In the Campus Center Auditorium

Recruiting University and Five College Students

Interested In earning up to two credits

while providing community service to the Amherst area

For More Information call 545-6753

!! AEROBICS !!

FITNESS CENTER
AMHERST M A

44 Main Street
Amherst, MA 01002

!! AEROBICS !!

Gtn X kt.*i/is

-SU.vt ^ad^kl/l oxfords

rJouHIOkiH
-A KM U U r I t

Harpoon
Night

Gluing away glasses, T-Shirts,

hats and free Rntonios Pizza!

Wednesday night starting at 9:38

and going till close.

COMPUTER
Tri-State Fairs:

Original Area Shows

since 1987

Buy at wholesale prices directly at the show from nearly

50 independent competing companies under one roof.

From full systems to shareware, ifs all here

Located on the campus of UMass.

Rte 9 onto Rte 116N at Staples

taking first exit, turn rightMULLINS
CENTER
SEPT 14

10AM-3:30PM

This is a discount ticket. General

admission is $7.00 each. Clip or

photocopy this ad and save $2.00 ea

Our dealers feature the IBM/PC

marketplace. Join us four times a year.

Kids under 10 free with parent

Don't over

sleep, one day

show only!
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Frumpy The Clown By Judd Winilc
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University By Frank Cho

Frumpy The Clown By Judd Winilc
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan
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Dllbert By Scott Adams

TEArABUIlDING EXERCISE

THIS NEXT EXERCISE
tJILL CHALLENGE YOUR

ABILITV TO SOLVE
PROBLEMS AS A
TEAfA.

BUILD A WORKING
SUNDIAL USING
ONLY A PENCIL
AND A OONUT.

HlK

FOUR HOURS LATER

ONE. -AORE BrTE

ISN'T GOING TO
rAARE ANY
DIFFERENCE

Always wanted one of those By A. Morse & S. Dumas

0J<'» ST.M ftot* '^gotlS

L/7

Leold By Roger & Salem Saltoom

LGOlCl ( leoldO|avanet.com

)

by Roger and Salem Salloom eijsr-

/ was at the check out

counter at the suoermarket

yesterday. There was a guy

who looked exactly like me. I

was afraid to talk to him

because I realized he might

be me. I turned away for a

minute and he vanished.

I couldn't believe there

was another me.

I thought I was special.

My parents lied. Now,

finally.... I know.

I wonder if they lied

about anything else...

or. even exaggerated?

I'll bet there's a couple of

other things.

I knew I resented them

for a reason.

I'm not going shopping

anymore.
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Hear Say By Emile Yang
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So, did y<M $eT Uh-no, l-firtisri«d
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Close to Home By John McPherson

CLOSE TO HOME john mcpherson

Daily
Horoscope

ARIES
March 21 April 30
Sharp reflexes and quick rrepwwr*

keep vni oul of hot w»ttr—muti at

Ihr Umr ThM week could br dBdnrnt

•o try lo ovoid r*fth riafc rituoUono

r wit« up in voui iron makes H

emata to overcome thrm If Hi loo

•r«ry aak a vwrrlhrart lo help

TAURUS
April 21- May 21

Head for the outdoor* thtt werk

Financial worrtn start lo ease up
Ister in the week You could even

receive art unexpected windfall Put

II to work for your future Settle a

controversial Issue st home before you

meet with any outside interference

GEMINI
Mat 22-Jane 21

Resist the UtnputUon lu du aumrUitiw,

reckless Ordinarily ll would be OK.

bul this week there are other conatd

rraUoro Stick close lo home and

focus on get Una, your chores done. A
group of friends offers a shake up of

your usual weekend routine

CANCER
June 22-July 22
If an antagonistic relaUonshlp seems

(o be deteriorating,: lake a few steps

back li a better than the alternative,

wtsch Is lo patch up aArr a baowoui

You beat the odds later this week.

so be prepared to act the part of the

graetou* winner

140
July 23- August 23
Tne tides are shifting lo favor you

ihioughout the week, so put off

oWiasona until later A meeting may
not be ihe best piace lo voice your

opinion. Put together a list of changes

you think are Important, and then

bring them up later. In pnvalr

VIRGO
August 24-September 22
Work lo reach a happy medium with

a dtfTk-uh person. The payoff could

be bigger than you think. Pay close

attention lo drwrfttnes—something

could be creeping up on you. You'll be

especially energetic In the iimiii<HQ1

this week

UBRA
September 23-October 23

Thr ntgtila are right tor yuu ihl* week

Do your cnraUve thinking late in the

day. or even better In ihe evetsfig*

Innovauons In your everyday routine

are a re*rearing alternative to Ihe

dafiy rut Use all your charm to

soothe a drmandlng person.

SCORPIO
October 24 Norember 22

Sketch out a plan of attack early ihl*

week lo aotve a nagging problem

Make Ihe bag moves first, and then

refine your approach aa the week

come* lo a dose A romantic evening

gives you a new outlook on life

8A01TTARIU8
Norember 2% December 21

An unexpected gtit cheers you up

early In Ihr week Trying times are

almost over for a while Save some

money so you can splurge later You

deserve a ceiebrsuon Invite someone

special to share it with you. and you

could learn something of value

CAPRICORN
December 22 Jsnusry 20
Short umpered coworker* are your

main obstacles early In the week

Placate them with a mixture of good

humor and tolerance, and you'll go

far Later lha* week, try aorneihing

different for recreation Take a lesson

or read a how lo book—then go for IU

AQUARIUS
January 21-Febnuury IS

taur ail youi attention and energies

Into s big problem Don't expect

anything of other* thai you woukm't

do yourself Leading by example at

ihr best way for you lo get things

acoumpilshrd. Stand up to an inum
klating person and you II earn respect

PISCES
February 19-March 20

You might feel caught In the mlddk

this week and the worst pan wilt be

thai you can understand both side*

of the argument Don I lake sides-

instead take a mediating rose, and

you 11 come oul on top At home an

intimate retauonshlp lakes an
unexpected turn

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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ACROSS
i.

6

10.

14

Under

C*t» fast

B*set»« Ni oul

saw
" t Puno"

11 Hud«*s
16. Ingnrft rote in

Cuabavui
17. IrVtrKd

16. Fagrwd
20. SoolfMyer

21. Sk«wton. lor one

22. Oiled

23. Msrepreeenta

28, Brunort or kjnoti

27. ErtptK*

30- Egg yung

21. Like a CMMIe Mm
26. Byhooliorby

Alitor SiMoe
Genetc SSSj
as

City (Houston

Mm)
QcMbncrui

42. Hos gurtor tor trnrt

42. Members ot Ihe pme
(amity

Eightsome

Take ten

Krtcfien tools

Grade

61. On ornori "du pur"

atound

82. Heldtree

86. Seeker

86. Brood

60. Qaomeinc meejures

62 That g«r who
married Phi

64. Tarzwi portrayer

Unooki

66. "Wan Street

66. Pomtiesi

67. Engiah money abbr

66. Norrs. or butt

69. Cartography

ootectlon

DOWN

26.

V.
36

29.

40.

46.

47.

46,

Parts ot c

AuthorMM
Disregard

IMS)
Leo and Pious

Wrong

L tie Wreie W«*ie
Jel-setang transpon

feaSa
Poet Sharon

12 Eiptorts

12, Do rJock work

19. Clean an gp
21. Beerbarrej

24. Readws a pnnang

26. Enorceng trenches

26. Vaslage

27. BekjH

26, Truck slop?

29. Msptoces

2a Warning kght

22. Babble

22. Surmae
24. Break coverings

26. Burning

40. Area above tie Hank

41. Junk-mai addressee

42. tobeMd
46. OaaaaBon

48. Cookbook nam abbr

80. Lemon refresher

81. Prepares lo paint

windows

62. Poetic works

62. Droop

84. Appalatrve

56 Tailing horse

(2"ds)
87. Ph D postulanrs

tun
66. Arm bone

69. Little piggies

61. AiUne letters

62. Bard's tme
61 Alcestar

(OK. AA/YT/ME HE TbUCi/ES

C 77/E MOTORCYCLE.

9- II

iMe&bv 5 n> .- u.>^. ^> v u««i m Ln#» *IM „-><*•

Using stimulus/ response, the Nelsons hoped
to discourage Jeremy from engaging In

dangerous activities as a teen aget
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Quote of the Day

Baseball Is 90 percent

mental. The other half

is physical.

-Yogi Berra

99

Yesterday's Cresswerd
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Today's D.C. Menu
Call 343-2626 for atatr* littormmtlom.

Franklin

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken

Hot Corned Beef on Rye

Ravioli / Tomato Sauce

Vegan Ravioli

DINNER
Pork Chops and Stuffing

Turkey Divan

Vegetarian Pocket

Qtr. Pounder Burger

Hampden

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet

Macaroni and Cheese

DINNER
Pork Chops &Stuffing

Turkey Divan

Worcester

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken

Fettuccini/Tomato Sauce

Ratatouille

DINNER
Pork Chops & Stuffing

Tempeh Stir Fry

Pastabilities

Tri-Colored Tortellini

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken

Fettuccini/Tomato Sauce
Ratatouille

DINNER
Pork Chops & Stuffing

Turkey Divan

Tempeh Stir Fry

Pastabilities
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The Massachusetts

Sports
UMass looks to remain undefeated
By Jen Ryder

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts field hockey
team hits the road again to face the

Eagles of Boston College tonight at

7:30 pm. The Minutewomen, 2-0,

are trying for their third win in a

row. In addition to their two regular

season wins, the team defeated the

University of Toronto 4-0 in an exhi-

bition game last Wednesday at

Springfield College.

Going into tonight's contest, the

University of Massachusetts is 14-0

against Boston College, having never

lost to the Eagles in the series which

dates back to |9f2.

Massachusetts coach Pam Hixon
will find ;i familiar face on the BC
bench during tonight's contest. Tara

Idles, who played for Hixon at

UMass, is in her first year as an assis-

tant coach with the Eagles.

"It's interesting because I was also

coached by | UMass assistant] Amy
| Robertson | and I played with

[UMass assistant] Ainslee | Press] at

UMass," lelley said. "1 know what
UMass is all about. Coach Hixon
instills pride and tradition in her

players, which will be a threat."

The defense and solid play of

senior goalie Hilary Rose is one of

the reasons the Minutewomen are

enjoying their early success. In her

last game, against New Hampshire.

Rose recorded her 27th career

shutout, and did not face a shot on

goal the entire game.

"She's the best there is." lelley said

of Rose. "We will have to put a lot of

shots on goal."

For the second week in a row
freshman Saskia Fuchs has been

named Atlantic 10 Rookie of the

Week. In last weekend's win, she

Hilled on the game winning goal.

Although the team is still adjusting

to the no offsides rule, scoring has

not been a problem. In both their

games and their exhibition this sea-

son the Minutemen have scored four

goals.

The scoring has been spread out

among five players: senior Kyle

Rothenberger tl). juniors Courtney

MacLean (3) and |en Gutzman (1).

sophomore Erica Johnston (I) and

I uchs (2). Sophomore Kate Putnam

leads the team with three assists,

while Rothenberger and Fuchs each

have two.

"| Rothenberger] is a hard worker

and great athlete, and she has the

biggest heart. She is the leader on
that team," lelley added.

Boston College (0-2) and head

coach Sherren Granese head into

their home opener looking for their

first win of the season. They have

suffered losses to Michigan and
Michigan State, being outscored 6-3

in the process.

Offensively for the Eagles the three

goals have been scored by three dif-

ferent players: Andrea Durko, |oy

Ramsbotham and Ann Marie
Ambros. Nicki Novocin, Michelle

LaBonge. Marion Fitzgerald and
Durko all have recorded one assist

each.

The team has given up 16 penalty

corners so far this season, while they

have only had six. The UMass
defense has faced five penalty cor-

ners, and the Minutewomen offense

has played 10, converting on one.

Playing in the goal for the Eagles is

Sarah Egnaczyk. who has played in

both their games. She has given up
six goals and recorded 30 saves.

The BC defense will have to find a

way to stop the potent Massachusetts

offense, especially in the second half,

where UMass has scored six goals.

"Our team is young, very fast and

has quality athletes," lelley said.

COUKTESV MEDIA RELATIONS

Senior goalie Hilary Rose and the UMass field hockey team travel to

Chestnut Hill to play Boston College tonight at 7:30 p.m.

Rhett demands raise; Patriots' fans are restless

The Tampa Bay Buccaneers are 0-2 after the

first two weeks of National Football League
action.

Okay, that's nothing unusual. The Bucs have

been one of the worst franchises in the history of

the NFL. The difference is this year could have

been different.

With a new coach setting up an easier offense

for third- year QB Trent Dilfer and RB Errict

Rhctt, they might have been able to move the

ball. The only problem is Rhett has yet to show
up to play.

After rushing for 2.218 yards and 18 touch-

downs in his first two seasons. Rhett has yet to

rush for a single yard this year. Instead, he has

been holding out since the beginning of training

camp as he tries to renegotiate his contract to

earn more than the $300,000 he currently does.

On one hand, it's easy to see his point:

• Other running backs who have rushed for

comparable yards tend to have contracts worth a

million dollars or more.
• The Tampa Bay Bucs, especially if he leads

them to victories and therefore larger crowds,

make a lot more off Rhett than they pay him.

• In a sport and position where five years can

be a full career. Rhett wants to make his money
while he's still at a high level of play and can

demand that much.

On the other hand, he's earning over $300,000.

That's a hell of a lot of money. And considering

it's for playing a game, it's hard to see where he's

coming from. Far too many college grads will be

lucky to make $40,000 in a boring full-time job.

Does anyone really need $1 million anyway? Sure,

it would be nice to have, but most people should

be able to live quite nicely on just a few hundred

thousand.

And for someone who's as concerned with

money as Rhett seems to be. he should keep the

date Nov. 5 in mind. If he hasn't signed a contract

by then, he's done for the season.

Then there are players like Buffalo's all-pro DE
Bruce Smith. He's also in a contract dispute with

his team. The difference is (and Patriots fans are

painfully aware of this) he's still playing on

Sunday

Yes. the situation is a little different. Smith is

an eight- time Pro-Bowler who has helped lead

the Bills to four Super Bowls. He plays for a

team with a quality owner in Ralph Wilson, who
he knows will take care of him. Rhett is a much
younger player, who plays for a historically

cheap, lousy team. He also already makes a lot

of money, much closer to market value than

Rhett does.

The major difference is Smith has too much
respect for his team, the game, and the fans to sit

on his couch on Sundays.

This attitude might be best summed up by Bills'

LB Chris Spielman. As he puts it, the Bills aren't

privileged to have him play for them, he's the one

with the privilege of playing for them.

It's an attitude all athletes, not just football

players, should remember. They get a lot of

money to play a sport, gain thousands, and maybe
millions of fans, and get more muiiey and fame in

television endorsements. It's hard to sympathize

when they start quibbling over an extra million

bucks.

First round draft pick Keyshawn lohnson got

his first touchdown reception last Sunday. He
then proceeded to hold a wild celebration for

himself in the end zone. Compare that to Terry

Glenn, who managed the same feat. He showed

excitement at his accomplishment, but it was
restrained, celebrating the TD. but not rubbing it

into the other team's faces.

These "super-spikes" are becoming quite

obnoxious. From San Francisco's Merton
Hanks' epileptic seizures after every INT to

Michael Irvin and Deion Sanders' dances, every

one is nauseating. There's a difference between

players celebrating a good play by simply spik-

ing the ball, gesturing for a first down, or

swinging their arms like they were hitting a

baseball, and the elaborate routines players now
do.

If it keeps up. the NFL could (and probably

should) set up no taunting rules similar to what

college football uses. There is a reason it's called

the No Fun League, after all.

On the contrary, there's nothing classier than

the Packers new tradition of jumping into fans

arms after TDs. That's how players should cele-

brate.

Nothing's quite as amusing as listening to the

fans of a losing team.

On the Patriots' internet discussion group, one

fan blasted linebacker Chris Slade in terms

unprintable in this paper, for his fumble after

intercepting a Jim Kelly pass. Considering the

Patriots picked off Kelly again just a few plays

laster, it seems a bit foolish to get upset with

Slade for putting the ball on the ground after he

thought he was tackled on his first NFL intercep-

tion.

Even better are the fans railing against QB
Drew Bledsoe. One went so far as to suggest that

Scott Zolak should be the starter, and that the

team would have been in the playoffs last year if it

had been Zo under the center.

Now. Zolak's a great backup, and could proba-

bly start for about eight teams in the NFL. but the

Pats aren't one of them.

In reality. Pats fans should have been happy

with last Sunday's game, despite losing. After the

horrid performance on opening day against Miami

last year, the team never recovered and played

horribly throughout the season.

This year, the Pats seemed to regain their

pre-season spirit when they played Buffalo after

the horrid opening day performance against

Miami. With the worst team in the NFL, Arizona,

coming to Foxboro next week, the Pats should get

their first win, and confidence they can use to

springboard to a better season.

And from the Alanis Morrisette "Isn't It

Ironic?" section: Former Patriots kicker MisMn'

Scott Sisson went three for three for the Vikings

in their win over Atlanta. Current rookie kicker

Adam Vinatieri went one for four in the Patriots

seven-point loss. Anyone know how to say

"Missin
-

" in Dutch?

Jacob W. Michaels is a Collegian columnist.

Bozeman resigns from Ca.; denies sexual allegations

Todd Bozeman

A quick look at some of the college hoop news that

caught my eye over the summer:
• Todd Bozeman resigned as California's coach. The

resignation came in the wake of allegations of sexual

harassment from a former Cal student.

Suzanne Wilson, a 22-year-old first-year student at

Hastings College of Law, accused Bozeman of threaten-

ing her and making repeated phone calls to her with

"highly sexual connotations."

She filed for a restraining order,

which was imposed late last month,

on Aug. 14.

Bozeman has denied Wilson's alle-

gations, turning the table on her, say-

ing that it was she who was btctMMd
in starting a sexual relationship. He
also said that he knew of "several bas-

ketball players" who had told him of

their sexual relationships with Wilson.

The 32-year-old Bozeman has also accused Wilson of

lying to him about her plans for $2,000 he loaned her to

pay for law school.

She allegedly took the $2,000 and used it for an illegal

gift club', and refused to pay Bozeman back in the six-

week time frame the two had established Bozeman said

that he threatened to report her involvement in the club

to the FBI if she didn't return the money.

But when it rains, it pours, Bozeman found out when
he was accused of paying the family of a former player to

influence the player's decision to attend Cal.

The San Francisco Chronicle printed a report stating

that members of felani Gardner's family were paid

$30,000 to influence Gardner's decision. Sports

Illustrated reported the amount to be $1 5,000.

Bozeman also denied the recruiting violations, saying

that his lawyer had forbidden him

from making specific comments.

Cal could face serious sanctions

from the NCAA, depending on the

findings of current investigations

Gardner, a 6-foot -6 guard, trans-

ferred to Pepperdine at the end of last

season. He is hoping the NCAA will

wave the mandatory one-year waiting

period that all transfers face, if Cal is

put on probation.

Tom Gardner, (elani's father, brought the illegal

recruiting inducement to the NCAA's attention after two

years because he was unhappy about his son's playing

time. He told the NCAA that he has a taped conversa-

tion in which Bozeman offered the elder Gardner the

money.

The taped conversation would most likely not be per-

Turn to HOOP, page 7

Water polo set to host

Eagles in home opener
By Fred Horibrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

Every sports team can use a

pick-me-up after losing two out

of three games to open their HI
son. Especially a season in which

the team is defending a champi-

onship.

Tonight the water polo team

will be looking for that pick-

me-up as they play one of only

four home matches this season at

Amherst College's Alumni Gym
pool.

And oh look. Boston College is

in town.

The Minutemen, three nine

defending Eastern Champions,
have dominated the Eagles in

water polo. The University of

Massachusetts holds a 14 I

record all-time against their

intra-state rivals. The Eagles were

destroyed on their last trip to

Amherst, falling to the Minutemen
20-6 in a complete mis match.

Boston College is coached by

ex-Minuteman G.T. Ladd, and
assisted by last year's co-captain

|ohn l.uviano. but UMass coach

Russ Yarworth isn't going to cut

his former pupils any slack.

"(In yesterday's practice] they

really went at it. I was pretts

pleased." Yarworth said. "We're

just going to go out there and play

our game."

In theory, Massachusetts' game
consists of a powerful two-meter

offense (Brian Stahl. Gabriel

Marrero, Adrian Roman and |.C.

Limardo) and an inexperienced

but tenacious defense anchored by

the veteran goal-keeping of Paul

Engin.

The UMass squad left half of

their game at home last weekend
when they traveled to Annapolis,

Md. for the Navy Invitational.

Their expected high-powered
offense (39 goals in three game--)

was there, but they forgot to pack

the defense ( 34 goals allowed t.

"I'm trying to get us to play the

complete team game," Yarworth

mM "liiie team] kaowi that they

have to come out to play every

time now."

The BC squad will be out to

play as they can't help but gear up

for the biggest contest on their

season KMBUIe.
I ,ist \cai the fugles came to

Amherst a young inexperienced

team tad left a young, discouraged

inexperienced team after the

Minutemen trounced them by a

two touchdown margin.

Boston College returns most of

their core from a year ago includ-

ing a seasoned, young defense that

will have trouble contending with

the size and strength of the key

Minute-man seorers down low.

The Eagles don't have any scor-

ers that can compare to the quar-

tet that Yarworth employs at the

two-meter position, so look for

the Eagles to try and grind out a

low-scoring affair.

After the Minutemen tangle

with the Eagles, they will brave

the streets of Brooklyn to compete

in their first Eastern Water Polo

Association tournament of the sea-

son. UMass will contest Lehman
College, the U.S. Merchant Marine

Academy and St. Francis College.

Amherst will host an EWPA
league tournament on the Sept. 28

(Harvard, M.I.T. and Brown) fin-

ishing off all the home dates for

the Minutemen in 14%.

From poolside... Last season

the Minutemen outscored the

Eagles 41-12 in their two meet-

ings... Brian Stahl is on pace to

score I 0t goals in the regular sea-

son alone. If UMass gets as far as

it did last year, he is on track to

net 145 goals, which would easih

eclipse the Minuteman all- time

record.. Ron Gonen has moved
up to fifth place on the UMass
career quarters played chart, pass-

ing Frankie Mariani. He is a mere

33 quarters behind record-holder

lavier Gonzalez... Freshman Rich

Slinglufl has scored three goals

and won nine swim-offs for the

Minutemen alicuds this season.

Marcus & Raptors
ink 3-year contract
TORONTO (AP) — The Toronto

Raptors have come to terms with

Marcus Camby. the second overall

pick in this year's NBA draft.

Under the NBA's rookie salary cap,

Camby will make a minimum of

$2,028 million in the first year of I

maximum three-year deal, alter

which he can become a free agent.

His salary will increase to $2.3 mil-

lion and $2.6 million in the second

and third years, respectively.

Camby, the 1995-96 consensus

college basketball player of the year.

averaged 20.7 points. 8.0 rebounds

and 3.8 blocks last season, while

leading Massachusetts (35-2) to the

NCAA Final Four.

"It's been a very productive sum-
mer." said Camby, who will likely

play forward with the Raptors. "I've

just been playing every day. working

out and just trying to stay in shape."

The 6-foot- 1 I Camby, who left

UMass after his junior season to enter

the draft, admitted accepting gifts

from potential agents while still in

school.
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The Rhythms
of Life

The Fine Arts

Center gears up for

an exciting, diverse

semester ot dance,

music and more.
Check out our cov-

erage of the perfor-

mances (See Arts b
Living, page 5).

UMass (grounds

BC Eagles

Hilary Rose
earned her second
consecutive shutout

in net for the
Minutewomen as

the field hockey
t< am beat BC 2-0
(see Sports, page
16).

WORLD

Clinton warns Hussein

against further threats

WASHINGTON (AP) — Warning
Iraq that America is "not playing

games," the Pentagon ordered a pair

of B-S2 bombers and eight radar-

evading F-117 jets to the vicinity of

the Persian Guff yesterday to prepare

for possible new hostilities.

Defense Secretary William Perry,

using uncharacteristically harsh lan-

guage to discuss an Iraqi attempt to

fire on U.S. aircraft in the region,

pledged a U.S. response to Saddam
Hussein "disproportionate to the

provocations which were made
against us."

At a campaign rally in Arizona,

President Clinton spoke in similar

terms.

"We will do what we must to pro-

tect our people," Clinton said. "The

determination of the United States to

deal with the problem of Iraq should

not be underestimated."

Later, after meeting with former

Sen. Barry Goldwater in a Phoenix
hospital, Clinton said his administra-

tion was determined "to manage the

situation in an appropriate and disci-

plined way.

"I think it is important not to let

the word war spiral out of hand," he

told reporters.

NATION

Attorneys describe

McVeigh as 'average'

DENVER (AP) — Attorneys for

Oklahoma City bombing suspect

Timothy McVeigh portrayed him yes-

terday as a Gulf War hero whose
political attitudes are "hardly distin-

guishable from the average voter for

Pat Buchanan."

In fact, if McVeigh is allowed a sep-

arate trial from co-defendant Terry

Nichols, jurors will see him "as an

extroverted, outgoing, intelligent,

bright and engaging young man,
though an ail-too trusting one," attor-

ney Robert Nigh said. In court papers

supporting motions for separate trials,

Nigh said the differences between
McVeigh and Nichols are stark.

"If Mr. McVeigh's character is not

assessed independently of Mr.
Nichols', he will be severely preju-

diced," he said

The weight of evidence is against

Nichols, not McVeigh, Nigh said.

Attorneys for Nichols are also arguing

for a separate trial. McVeigh and
Nichols face federal murder and con-

spiracy charges in the April 1 9, 1 995,

truck bombing at the Oklahoma City

federal building that killed 168 peo-

ple and injured more than 500.

Prosecutors are seeking a single trial.

U.S. District Judge Richard Matsch
will rule on the request after a hear-

ing Oct. 2. Aside from noting
McVeigh's military accomplishments
— which included being among the

first wave of soldiers in the attack on
Iraq — Nigh acknowledged his client

was sharply critical of the federal raid

on the Branch Davidian complex in

Waco, Texas, and was concerned
about the right to bear arms.

"However, these political attitudes

are hardly distinguishable from the

average voter from Pat Buchanan,"

Nigh argued.
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Kerry, Kennedy, Riley discuss education
By Michael Elliott

Collegian Staff

In the midst of a heated electoral

battle with Gov. William F. Weld.
Democratic Sen. |ohn Kerry, along

with his colleague. Sen Edward M.
Kennedy and the U.S. Department of

Education (DoE) Secretary Richard

Riley, spoke to newspaper editors

from 1 I Massachusetts colleges md
universities yesterday — highlighting

what they perceive to be a

"Republican onslaught" on federal

higher education programs.

The interview was conducted via

phone conference from Kerry's

Capitol Hill office.

A matter of priorities

"The federal commitment to educa-

tion is under siege," said Kerry, who
wasted little time in blasting his

opposition.

COUHTISY ASSOC IATID (HISS

Sen. Ted Kennedy

Citing moderute Republicans who
will leave the Senate after their terms

expire this year, Kerry said he fears a

more conservative majority may be

BS0M to drastically reduce education

expenditures

There is very little moderation
left on the Republican side. Many
have expressed the notion that high-

er education is expendable." Kerry

said.

Riley agreed, criticizing recent

Republican balanced budget pro

poull, which, according to DoE
calculations, would cut $30 billion

from higher education over seven

years.

He continued by contrasting the

GOP plan with that of President Bill

Clinton, who has proposed a bal-

anced budget within the same time

span that would add $37 billion to

education.

"The commitment of resources is |

pretty good indication of

the nation's priorities."

added Kennedy. "We huve

no other higher priority;

everything flows from
[education.]"

Making few attempts to

hide their partisan senti

ment. the Senators both
called for a Democratically

controlled senate.

"Who wants to risk a

Republican leadership in

the country and the

Senate," Kennedy asked.

Kerry commended his

own record, portraying
himself as a defender of

higher education in the

Senate.

He spoke about a suc-

cessful amendment he
authored, which restored

$2.7 billion worth of
potential cuts to last

year's higher education
appropriations bill. A
more ambitious amend-
ment failed the most
recent time around due to

insufficient Republican support,
according to Kerry.

Kerry also attacked Weld's
record on education, relaying stu-

dents' concerns voiced to him at a

recent visit to the University of

Massachusetts at Dartmouth.

"Students tell me that just the

tuition increases Gov. Weld has

imposed have forced many students

to leave," Kerry said.

Kennedy also took his swings at

Weld, protesting his support for elim-

inating the DoE, characterizing it as

"something I just can't understand."

Politics and financial aid

Of special concern to

UMass-Amherst is the Federal direct

loan program, which all three offi-

cials spoke on. In place for over a

year on this campus, the program has

been highly praised by students and

administrators alike.

Direct lending, however, has

mixed support in Washington and
has barely survived several efforts to

eliminate it out right, according to

Kerry.

Under certain proposals, only five

institutions in this state, out of a total

of 47 which would qualify, could

expect sufficient operational funds

for the direct lending program, Kerry

said.

Kennedy blamed Republicans for

succumbing tc banking industry

pressure, which, according to his

figures, stands to profit $11 billion

a year through the older Guaranteed

Student Loan program.

Advocates of the direct lending

program say it saves students money
and time by securing loans directly

from their university, who in turn,

receive their funds straight from the

DoE. No intermediary financial insti-

tution participants in the exchange,

which Kennedy said, would slow the

process and drain student savings

accounts.

"That money comes out of the

pocketbooks of working families in

Massachusetts and around the coun-

Gvm't officials resign over welfare bill

By Deb Riechmann
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President

Clinton's signing of the Republican

welfare overhaul bill last month has

now cost the Health and Human
Services Department (HHS) three

top officials, as two more quit in

protest yesterday.

Peter Edelman is resigning as Mri*
tant secretary for planning and evalu-

ation, and Mary |o Bane is leaving as

;issisi;mt secretary for the administra-

tion for children and family. Both will

depart Sept. 28.

Last month. Wendell E. Primus
resigned as the agency's deputy assis-

tant secretary in the office of plan-

ning and evaluation. He prepared a

study that said the welfare legislation

would plunge one million more chil-

dren into poverty.

Primus worked for Edelman. who
is married to Marian Wright
Edelman. director of the Children's

Defense Fund. She is a longtime
friend of the Clintons, but a sharp

critic of the welfare law.

"I have devoted the last 30-plus

years to doing whatever I could to

help in reducing poverty in America,"

Peter Edelman wrote in a memo to

colleagues yesterday. "I believe the

recently enacted welfare bill goes in

the opposite direction.

"It is now more urgent than ever

that we find new approaches that

simultaneously promote self-suffi-

ciency and protect the most vulnera-

ble in our society," wrote Edelman,
who plans to return to the
Georgetown University Law Center

faculty.

Bane wrote in a separate memo:
"My deep concerns about the welfare

bill that the president signed on Aug.

22 have led me to conclude that I

cannot continue to serve as assistant

secretary." She plans to return to

Boston.

HHS spokeswoman Melissa
Skolfield declined to comment on the

resignations. However, she said lack

Ebeler. the second in command for

planning and evaluation, would
replace Edelman. Named to succeed

Bane was Olivia Golden, who worked
directly under Bane and formerly was
director of program and policies for

the Children's Defense Fund.

Clinton, who had vowed in 1992 to

"end welfare as we know it," vetoed

two previous overhaul plans, saying

they were too harsh on the nation's

children. He signed the third, despite

studies that indicated many more
people would end up in poverty.

The welfare overhaul sets a federal

lifetime limit of five years of welfare

per family and requires able-bodied

adults to work after two years, but

allows exemptions for some recipi-

ents. It also gives the states block

grants to run programs and lets them

set many of the rules, allowing them

to provide fewer years of assistance,

for example.

Republicans said the law would
reorder a confusing welfare system

and free families from years of depen-

dence on public assistance.

However, many Democrats criti-

cized Clinton of election-year postur-

ing in signing it. saying its provisions

were too hard on children, that peo-

ple would be left without support if

the economy turned sour and that the

law would push more people into

poverty.
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Aimee Geiinas, a natural resources alum, gives out information to interested students for the Audubon
Society.

try," Kennedy said.

"Let's let the schools themselves

make the judgement," he added, as to

what program they will operate

under.

Riley expressed concerns for

diminishing grant dollars afforded to

students from congressional appro-

priations.

The Pell Grant program, intended

for students of high financial need, is

"not funded near the level they

should be," Riley said.

The same is true, he said, for feder-

al work-study and Perkins Loans
programs.

Fiscal realities or "flim-flam''

Long on criticisms, Kerry,

Kennedy and Riley did offer general

solutions to the rising costs of college

education.

Riley spoke about the Clinton

plan to make two years of college

education universal by

offering a $1 500 credit to

all students. This, he
said, would cover the

approximate cost of two
years at a average com-
munity college.

In addition, Riley said

Clinton will propose an

allowable tax deduction of

up to $10,000 to finance

any level of college educa-

tion.

According to Riley, a

college graduate can expect

their lifetime earnings to

tally 7 3 percent more in

comparison to someone
who holds only a high

school diploma.

"Knowledge is the key

asset to the future." Riley

said.

While both Riley and
Kerry said that such a plan

would cost the government

$40 billion over seven
years, it fits into an overall

deficit reduction program.

Some students expressed

doubts as to how realistic these

expectations were.

Kerry said, "there is no flim flam

artistry to this," but did not elaborate

any further.

Student might equals student dollars

Kerry became enthusiastic as he

emphasized that students must par-

ticipate in the political process, espe-

cially when programs, such as direct

lending, are threatened.

"Students across the country need

to be very, very vigilant." Kerry said.

Riley also praised students who
travelled to Washington to flex their

political muscles

"I was so proud to see college stu-

dents of America come to

Washington (last spring, during the

middle of budget negotiations) and let

their feelings known." Riley said. "We
need the energy of young people of

being involved."

courriSY associatio pmss

Sen. |ohn Kerry

Students find trouble

due to campus vendors

By Beth McCarthy
Collegian Staff

Like so many new students at

the University of Massachusetts.

Zoe Kamara, a political science

major, remembers her freshman
year when she signed on with

one of the many credit card com-

panies promoting their business

on campus.

"The credit card I got 1 maxed
out and owed hundreds of dol-

lars," Kamara said.

Fortunately, she was able to

pay the balance right away, but

she is now very suspicious of

companies trying to attract stu-

dent business.

"I don't think they should be

allowed on campus," Kamara
said. "They just prey on new stu-

dents who are really naive about

situations like this."

Kamara is not alone in her

opinions of the many business-

es and vendors that are

allowed onto the UMass cam-
pus.

|ohn O'Donnell, a biology and

chemistry major at UMass. main-

tains an anti-vendor feeling.

"Personally, it doesn't appeal

to me because they're sort of

intrusive," O'Donnell said.

"[It's] intrusive because most
people have a lot on their minds

and aren't thinking if they can

make credit card payments when
they're approached. And they

want you to make a decision on

the spot."

Even one of the employees.

Shah Anderson, at the Dad's

table which sells the Boston
Globe and the New York Times

in the Campus Center Concourse

does not fully support businesses

on campus.

"For the most part they offer a

service, but at the same time

they're still charging. It's like a

double edged sword." said

Anderson, who is also an

African-American studies major

at UMass
"We offer the paper at a dis-

counted rate for students

because they need it for classes

und they don't have much cash,"

Anderson said.

Anderson also complained that

there were vendors who are not

licensed, but still sell their prod

ucts on campus. These, said

Anderson, were the people who
exploited the students and "peo-

ple like us have to deal with the

negative image made by those

who aren't legit."

The Campus Center/Student

Union Commission (CC/SUC)
decides who. and how long, a

vendor is going to be allowed

inside the Campus Center
Concourse and certain allotted

slots in the Student Union. They
have been attempting to alleviate

some of the problems and con-

cerns of students

Matthew Auger, chair of the

CC/SUC. said that they strongly

discourage "corporate vendors,"

with the exception of banks
because of student need.

"I'm pretty certain you won't

see them again this semester,"

said Auger, referring to the

banks.

Auger explained that the

only reason vendors selling

products or services are active

on campus is because of the

time restraint. For instance.

Dad's will have to be able to

deliver their papers on time,

and students will want to open
bank accounts at the start of

the semester.

"We try to keep the first two
weeks reserved for informational

distribution and student organi-

zations." said Auger.

The CC/SUC also give very lit

tie, and specified, times to credit

card vendors "in an effort to

restrict students getting into

trouble," said Auger.

To benefit the school even
further, the CC/SUC strongly

encourage vendors to have stu

dent organization sponsors.
This relationship succeeded in

raising "$2,500 last spring,
and has raised as much as

$4,000 in the past." according
to Auger. If vendors do not,

they could be subject to a

steep charge that goes directly

to the Campus Center build-

ing

"We have some groups who
don't want to follow the very
simple protocol we require." said

Auger, in reference to the unreg-

istered vendors. Auger assures

that these organizations are very

swiftly dealt with and are not a

huge concern.
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Senate nominations still available
By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

Senatorial nominations for the undergraduate senate

are being accepted by the Student Government

Association (SGA) until 5 p.m on Sept. 18.

"There are only about 40 nominations in presently, but

we expect a flood at the end," said Pete kilboume, SGA
secretary of Public Policy and Relations.

Candidates must collect 25 signatures from their km
dential building or comparable representation, such as the

off- campus commuter area and ALANA (Asian. Latino.

African, and Native American) Caucus appointees.

"The new senators offer a fresh perspective on the

University," said Kilboume.
"1 want to add to the diversity of political opinion with-

in the SGA." said sophomore candidate Emilie Codega.

Codega added that, within the senate, she believes

women's rights ne**d to represent the entire spectrum of

opinions of all women on campus.

If elected, she will represent the Central Residential

Area, at -large.

Each dormitory on campus has at least one senatorial

position while more populated dorms have two. Besides

the dormitories, senators also represent the off-campus

commuter area, Area Government appointees and

ALANA Caucus appointees.

As defined by chapter one, section one of the SGA

bylaws. "Senate seats shall be apportioned by the Senate

among several constituencies, defined here as either

Electoral District, Caucus appointment or Area
Government appointment."

"New semiuus discover things that we have not seen."

said Kilboume. "After all. we have been here for a while."

The new senators will be responsible for many aspects

of campus governance, including the review and recom-

mendation process for the Student Activities Fee. enact-

ing, amending or repealing the bylaws of the SGA
Constitution and recommending the Student Activities

Trust Fund operating budget.

Also, the new senators shall gain the power to

"promote the general welfare and interests of the

undergraduate student body by making recommenda-
tions on policies and procedures," according to the

bylaws.

Senatorial elections will be held on Sept. 25th. Voting

takes place in all the dining commons lor on-campus stu-

dents, in the Campus Center for off-campus students and

in the Newman Center for Hillel and Greek Area resi-

dents.

"Every now and then a new senator comes along, takes

control and does an awesome job," said Kilboume.

Students interested in running for a seat in the

Undergraduate Senate can obtain nomination papers in

the SGA office. 420 Student Union Building during regu-

lar business hours.

Correction
The article 'Audience seeks reassurance, not talk' in yesterday's paper was a news analysis.

The Collegian regrets the errors.

Notice: The positions of Staff Artist and

Systems Manager have been filled.

Applications for the two remaining positions,

Assistant to the Managing Editor and Librarian, are due on Friday, Sept. 13.

Leave all applications at the Collegian in the mailbox of Chris Conner,

Managing Editor.
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Make way for the ducklings...
Two-year-old Maya Berkman, of Amherst, takes some time out from her busy schedule to play with the

ducks by the campus pond.
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DIVISION Of CONTINUING EDUCATION
Plan now for next summer...

SEASONAL
LAW ENFORCEMENT
TRAINING PROGRAM

This 285-hour program qualifies graduates for a federal Level II law enforcement commission, needed for •

position as a seasonal law enforcement officer in national parks, or other environmental agencies.

Ttw program includes instruction in (among other topics):
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' Law Enforcement Techniques • Firearms Training

• Defensive Tactics • Crime Scene Management

• Accident Investigation • Federal Law and the U.S. Code

• Defensive Driving

• Detention and Arrest

• Search and Seizure

• Patrol Procedures

Nov. 2, 1996-March 22, 1997. Weekdays during

Wintersession and Spring break, plus 7 Weekends

Registration deadline/confirmation: October 18, 1996

Registration Materials and More Information are available from:

Division of Continuing Education, (413) 545-2484.
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Accident — Property Damage

Sept. 9

Two vehicles were involved in an

accident at llasbrouck Laboratory.

The Amherst Police Department
was notified. The cars were towed.

Sept. 10

There was an accident with prop-

erty damaged in parking lot 50.

Henry R. Fenton, 21 . of 102 Walnut

St., Somerville, was arrested for

unlicensed operation of a motor
vehicle, giving a false name to a

police officer and malicious destruc-

tion of property exceeding $250.

There was a two vehicle acci-

dent on Fearing Street. The
Amherst Police Department was
advised.

Alarm — Fire Trouble

Sept. 10

A defective alarm was reported

in Hamlin Residence Hall.

Animal Complaint

Sept. 9

A bleeding swan in the Campus

Pond was reported.

Environmental Health and

Services was notified.

Disturbance

Sept. 10

There was a roommate argument

in Pierpont Residence Hall.

Housing staff was called to resolve

the problem.

Hazardous Materials/Spills

Sept. 10

There was a gas leak reported on

North Pleasant Street. There was

no emergency situation. Plumbers

handled the problem.

Larceny

Sept. 9

There were three reports of

bookbags being stolen at the

Textbook Annex.

A briefcase, wallet and check-

book were reported stolen from

Boyden Gymnasium.
A laptop computer was reported

stolen from Coolidge Residence

Hall.

Lost/Found Property

Sept. 9

Two bookbags found at the

Textbook Annex were turned in to

the police.

Sept. 10

Property found on Orchard Hill

Drive was turned in to the police.

The owner was notified.

Noise Complaint

Sept. 9

A vehicle with a loud stereo was

reported in parking lot 65.

Suspicious Vehicle

Sept. 9

A vehicle on University Drive

with three people sleeping in it was

reported.

An individual was found asleep

in a vehicle in parking lot 33.

Free the Press

write for Collegian news.
The Collegian news desk is still looking for new writers.

Neither experience, nor a major in journalism are required.

Those interested must attend an orientation meeting Friday,

Sept. 13 at 2 p.m. in the Collegian office, 113 Campus Center

Basement. If you are unable to make this meeting at the given

time, please contact Michael Elliott in the office or at

545-1762.
Thank you to all those who have already contacted us about

writing.

Nctd t coapBttrf or nctd to ip grmk tlM ont you hav

WE BEAT ANY PRICE BY AT LEAST 5
1

Internet service, web page space, system support,

up grades, training, supOes and equiptment. 12

ytjui i of expirence, student employef ,technical

SupportH hours a day. 253-4640
Shore Break Tech.
Fr^.JSrVww.»Hon»br»»*kx>ornj

Thursday. Sept. 12

Meditation — An introduction to yoga and meditation

practices will be the first in a weekly scries of meetings

taught by yogi monks Dada Krishnananda and Didi

Anandanirupama. The event starts at 8 p.m. in the 2nd

floor lounge of Bulterfield. For more information call Alex

at 253-6341.

Meeting — Alphi Phi Omega, a national coed service

fraternity, will be holding an informational meeting from

7 to 8 p.m. in Crabtree Classroom. All are welcome.

Meeting — The French and Italian Department will

hold their first informational meeting for their program

abroad in Siena. Italy at 7:30 p.m. in Herter Hall room

301.

Lecture — Serena Nanda, professor and chair of

anthropology at |ohn lay College of Criminal justice,

CUNY, will be speaking on "Hirjas in India." an all-male

religious sect that is considered an alternative third gen-

der in India. The event, sponsored by the Stonewall

Center, begins at 1 1:30 a.m. and is free.

Sports — All players interested in "Zoo Disc" Ultimate

are invited to a meeting at 6 p.m. in the Cape Cod
Lounge. No experience is required. For more information,

call Todd at 549-1016.

Friday, Sept. 13

Religious — The Alliance Christian Fellowship Time

Out will have its first weekly meeting at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center. Check the Info Desk for the room num-

ber. Sharing, praying, teaching, and contemporary wor-

ship music will be involved.

Religious — Traditional Rosh Hashana services will be

held at 6 p.m. at Hillel House, and liberal/egalitarian ser-

vices will be held at 6 p.m. in the Student Union

Ballroom.

Seminar — The UMass Polymer Science and

Engineering Department will have Dr. Joseph Davidovits

deliver a lecture entitled. "Aluminosicilate Polymers for

Ultra-High Temperature Structural Applications" at 3:35

p.m. in Conte Center Room All.

Saturday, Sept. 14

Religious — Traditional Rosh Hashana services will be

held at 9 a.m. and 7 p.m. at Hillel House, and liberal/egal-

itarian services will be held in the Student Union

Ballroom at 10 a.m. and 7 p.m.

Notices

Auditions — The UMass Funk Club will begin audi-

tions from noon to 5 p.m. on Sunday, Sept. 22 in the

Campus Center Auditorium. Men and women are wel-

come. Students are advised to bring water and a snack.

For more information, call 546-2771 or 546-1318.

Employment — The Student Government Association

is looking to fill the position of Inventory Control Officer

(SGA Auditor). Requirements for the position include:

heading the Student Activities Inventory Task Force;

maintaining the inventory database; organizing auditory

records for the $4 million SATF; and spot-checking agen-

cies and RSOs for inventory. The position is open to both

work study and non-work study students, and students

may pick their own hours. The position must be filled

immediately. If interested, call )eff Coker at 545-034

1

Tag sale — The North Hadley Congregational Church's

annual tag sale will be held from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on

Saturday, Sept. 14, and from noon to 4 p.m. on Sunday,

Sept. 1 5. Food and drink will be available in addition to

the wide array of sale items. All are welcome.

Auditions — Tryouts for Neil Simon's "Rumors" will be

held at 6 p.m. on Thursday, Sept. 12 and Indu>. Sapt. I \
and on Saturday, Sept. 14 at 10 am and ? p.m. at the
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Campus Center. Callbacks will be held on Sunday, Sept.

15. Special arrangements can be made lor religious con-

flicts. For more information, call the UMass Theatre

Guild at 545- 0415 or visit the office at 423 Student

Union.

Community — Womansheller is a battered woman's

shelter located in Holyoke serving the Holyoke/Chicopee

area and parts of Hampshire County. Womanshelter has

an extensive community education program providing

speakers and workshops on the following topics: domestic

violence: teen- dating violence; date rape; sexual harass-

ment; domestic violence and children; and many more.

The services are free of charge, but the Womanshelter will

gladly accept donations. For information concerning these

programs or to arrange a program date for a group, call

Edith lennings from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through

Friday at 538-9717.

Sale — The UMass Ski Club will hold a mountain bike

sale from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Wednesday through Friday on

the lawn of the Student Union. Bikes by Cannondale,

Giant, Scott and more will be available. Prices start at

$195. For more information, call 545-3437.

Support group — Synthesis Center Associate Rebecca

Reid leads an ongoing support group for single people

over 30 from 7:15 to 8:45 p.m. in downtown Amherst.

Single, divorced, widowed and all sexual orientation are

welcome. There is a low fee. For information, call

253-5494.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from 1 to 2 p.m. in

the Campus Center. The room number will be posted on

the Notice Board. For more information, call Utama at

256-8482 or Uili at 253-0874.

Discussion Group — "A Course in Miracles" will meet

from 7 to 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting in

September. For more information, call 253-5795.

Astronomy — The Amherst Area Amateur
Astronomers Association will conduct free public solar

observing at 1 p.m. at the Amherst Town Common every

Saturday in September. Also offered every Saturday this

month will be free planetarium shows at 4 p.m. in

Amherst College Bassett Planetarium, and free public

observatory observing ai 9 p.m. at Amherst College

Wilder Observatory. Every Sunday this month there will

be free public observing at Mt. Pollux, off South East St.,

in South Amherst.

Bicycle registration — The UMass Department ol

Public Safety and Alpha Phi Omega will conduct bicycle

registration at the Student Union Circle from 10 a.m. to 2

p.m. through Friday. Sept. 13. Information about theft

prevention and bike identification will also be available.

Dance - The Northeast American School of Dance

Studio in Northampton will hold a dance spree every

Friday from 8.30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People

can dance to variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free

environment. All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more

information, call 584-8167.

Singing — The Pioneer Valley Capella has immediate

openings for people of all voices interested in a small,

focused ensemble singing classical music. Rehearsals are

held on Thursday evenings in Northampton. For more

information, call Tom at 536-3072 or Karen at

259-1646.

Support group — Overeaters Anonymous will hold

weekly meetings on Saturdays at 10 a.m. at the Campus

Center. The group is for individuals who share an addic-

tion to food and suffer from compulsive eating and other

eating disorders. The only requirement for membership is

a desire to stop eating compulsively. There are 410 dues or

fees. Donations are strictly voluntary. For wore informa-

tion, can 161 7) 641- 2303.

Mental Health Groups Fall '96
MONDAY

Stress

Management
Group—

In this group

participants will learn

the sources of stress

and a variety of

techniques to manage

their stress.

Mondays, 3:30 - S p.m.

I'ULSD A Y WIDNIS1XA- HUJRSDAY

Women's Group

for Graduate
Student and
Professional

Women—
This is a group for

women struggling with

major life issues, such as

juggling work or school

while managing a family

life, difficulties in a

graduate program,

relationship issues,

separation or divorce,

single parenting, etc. This

is an on-going group

with new members

accepted whenever there

are openings.

Tuesdays, 1 2:45 -

2:1 S p.m.

Increasing Self-

Esteem,

Building Self-

confidence—
This group will use a

variety of expressive

therapy techniques as

well as mutual support

and sharing to help

participants understand

the roots of low self-

esteem, gain greater

acceptance of themselves,

and increase self-

confidence.

Tues, 3:45 - 5 p.m.

Letting Go and
Moving On—

This is a

psychoeducational support

group for people who are

in the process of ending

or have recently ended

an intimate relationship

Group sessions will focus

on understanding the

process of loss, dealing

with anger, learning to

take care of oneself, as

well as other topics

generated by the group.

Tuesdays, 6 - 7:30 p m.

Adult

Children of

Dysfunctional

Families—
This is a therapy group

for individuals who

would like to use group

interaction to help

understand how their

upbringing continues to

influence relationships in

the present. Issues such

as exploring/expressing

feelings, developing self-

esteem and breaking

dysfunctional patterns

are central.

Wednesdays. 3:30 •

S p.m.

Lesbian. Gay,

Bisexual

Support

Group—
Thursdays, 3:45 -

S p.m.

Long term

Therapy Group

for Older

Students and
UMass Staff—
This group provides an

opportunity to work

on problems which

interfere with personal

and academic life such

as lack of intimacy,

loneliness, low self-

esteem and concerns

of professional identity.

Thursdays, 3:30 - 5 pm.

Groups begin in early to niid-Otlober. All groups require a pre-group interview.

Groups are open to students atul In Kaiser members wbose site is UHS. For information or to sign up

for an interview call 545-2337 or drop by 127 Hills North. M-F, 8-5.
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Rock the vote, sock MTV
They came. We saw. We kissed their ass.

The infamous "Choose or Lose" bus (catchy,

huh?) came a' rollin' into campus the other day,

wrapped up in the flag, only wanting to do good, only

wanting to help.

Yeah, right. But, if it happens to help sell an extra few

thousand records for an artist whose label

plays ball with MTV at the same time, well,

what's the harm?
The entire project started off with good

intentions. Rock the Vote is a valuable and

worthwhile organization, and normally, I'd

be all for anything that encourages registra-

tion and increases turnout, but MTV? 1

don't really think that their intentions are

purely selfless. Did anyone else notice the

giant condom looming in the background

beyond the bus? I think we're getting

screwed.

MTV is an organization who prides itself

on its "counterculture" and "subversive"

image, while playing it so safe it's almost

impossible to distinguish it from its supposedly "older"

and "squarer" counterpart, VH-I.
Here's a channel that routinely censors itself and its

programs (Beavis and Butthead, any number of videos

with blurred-out images), promotes misogyny and juvenil-

ity (Singled Out, any Spring break nonsense, Buzzkill)

and routinely mocks and exploits people of color on
shows like "The Grind* by placing a

dumber-than-a-bucket-of- hammers-white-guy in the

role of ringleader to a group of mostly African-American

and Latino kids in sports bras and Speedos. This is the

network that's suddenly concerned with politics and
minority voter registration?

They even insisted of making a game out of it. Ranking

the total numbers of new voters, as if it's a big contest or

something. I would have been more impressed if we had

higher totals of registered voters before the damn bus

even showed ud
The visit wasn't totally without merit — there was

information to be had, if you could brave the gauntlet of

radio station weasels (who have been big supporters of

voter registration and political involvement thus far) and

the bizarre association of music videos with politics.

"Um, oh, yeah, the new Dave Matthews video. Um,
yeah he's like political and stuff, um... he likes animals or

something, right? Uh, can 1 have u sticker7
"

The whole spectacle reeked of rampant narcissism.

Everyone rushing to the bus hoping to be caught by a

camera lying on its side, having a three sec-

ond soundbite shot from 14 different angles

on six different types of film, complete with

zoom shots and a soundtrack layered with

an Afghan Whigs riff.

"Hey I want to be on TV! Where's
Tabitha? Where's Chuck D.? Hey, where's

that ugly guy who's in that band that had
that song that time that was kind of O.K.?"
There was a time when MTV cared even

less about politics than they do now. Until

someone (probably an intern) did some
math and figured out that almost all new
voters, by default, fall into the cherished

18-34 year old demographic group and
faster than you can say, "target audience,"

MTV was on the campaign trail.

What may be forgotten is that people were able to reg-

ister to vote pretty easily long before there was basic

cable. Every fall, there are tables set up right in the con-

course; it takes Ave minutes and you don't even have to

listen to anything by Hootie and the Blowfish or risk

being seen in the same vicinity as Simon Rex.

You can do this on your own. You don't need some
pie- eyed piper in a satin baseball jacket leaving you a

trail to the voting booth laden with baubles and merchan-

dise. Make some phone calls, join a campaign, log onto a

web site — there are any number of non-partisan and
partisan sites chock full of information and each site will

probably lead you to more. Call Project Vote Smart, voice

your concerns, write letters, ask questions. But don't

show up to some pseudo-rally in order to win a free CD
or to rub elbows with that other Kennedy; do it because

vou care.

On a positive note. Rock the Vote did tally up 1,054
new registrees. Let's see if when November comes we
chalk up 1,054 new votes.

Bob Dunn it a Collegian Columnist.

Turning back pages

David

This is my senior year, and I have

been a faithful Collegian
Columnist since my freshman

year. My face just beams with pride

whenever I say that.

From the bottom of this aging
heart, I must express that I really

enjoy writing columns. The Collegian

is a great college newspaper. I really

mean that. I've been around long

enough to see it win all these great

awards. It ain't brag-

gin' if you've done it.

By the way. is the

Collegian an it, a her,

or a him? Let's take a

poll.

The part of being a columnist that I

without a doubt love the most is the

people I get to meet. Whether I want-

ed to meet these people or not, I love

it just the same. It's great getting

responses and it's the negative ones

that make life a little more exciting.

I just can't help smiling inside

whenever people say to me, "Don't

write any stupid columns because I

haven't read anything good lately."

The raw truth came out. I actually

don't really try to write stupid

columns. I don't really know about

the other columnist?. I can't speak for

everybody. Nonetheless, it's hard to

come up with columns sometimes.

Believe me, I've stayed up late,

scratched around newspapers for

ideas, begged friends and strangers

for ideas, threw chairs through my
window, meditated underwater and

bounced tennis balls against my wall

just to get column ideas that wouldn't

be stupid.

This summer I finally put together

something called a portfolio. I

dragged my ass to Kinko's and photo-

copied all my columns and assembled

them together. I can't deal with my
portfolio, especially the columns from

my freshman year. When I read it, I

burst into cringes and I grit my teeth

out of disbelief of some of my publi-

cations. For the most part though, I

just smile. Only two
people on the face of

the earth have read my
portfolio — fortunate-

ly.

Although I've cov-

ered many topics and issues through-

out the course of my tenure, I feel like

there's more to write about. But the

ironic part comes when it's the day

before my deadline and I feel like I've

exhausted all my ideas. Then chair

throwing comes in.

One idea that has been floating

around my head is how things have

changed around here since '93. First

of all. the Collegian has never been

this big. It (or is it she?) used to be

tabloid size and only about 1 2 pages.

Now it's "like 80 pages" as a friend of

mine said.

The Bluewall Cafe used to be a

dump. The Tower library, oh excuse

me, the W. E. B. Du Bois Library,

became a phallic, sexist symbol a cou-

ple of years ago. The cash registers in

the Campus Center Store used to be

big, heavy calculators. The parking

lots were lettered instead of colored.

This "un-PC" move by the university

shocked me. Men's basketball games
used to be played in a cage. UMass
used to have a president named
Hooker, now it's a Bulger. UMass stu-

dents also used to have two different

student I. D. numbers which created

mass confusion. No pun intended
there. Slices of cheese used to be a

buck at Antonio's and now it's $1 .25.

Is Antonio not making any money or

something? This year's on-campus
residents actually got real snack packs

this year. It was a box and a cup full

of goodies. Quite an improvement
from last year's box of drugs which
included Vivarin, cough drops, and
painkillers.

Then there are the dining com-
mons. They have really impressed me.

They're now open 12 straight hours

and they've added Stone Willy's Pizza

as a daily option. My question is. who
is Stone Willy? Does he have any
relation to Free Willy? The Stone
Willy Pizza display looks like some-

thing stolen out of Boston University.

The next thing you know, UMass stu-

dents can Finally use their meal plan

on other options (like Taco Bell.

Newman Center and Antonio's)
besides the DC like most schools.

I'm looking forward to living it up
this year. I've cranked out columns
since UMass' stone ages. I'm on my
Final wind of ideas and I can't think

of how to conclude this column. So
I'll end with this: sign up for credit

cards at Stone Willy and take the free

stuff.

David Chan is a Collegian
Columnist.
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Question

FDRWE?

If King were alive today

Martin F,

Jones

For the trumpet shall sound.and the

dead shall be raised incorruptible,

and we shall be changed.

I Corinthians 15:52

April 4, 1968. Memphis, Tenn.

A stout, 39-year-old man steps

out onto the balcony of a mod-
est hotel. He is in good spirits.

Dressed in a suit and tie, he's prepar-

ing to go out later that evening. He
calls out to one of his

colleagues in the park-

ing lot below.

"Jesse," he said. "I

want you to go to din-

ner with us this

evening. And you be sure to dress up
a little tonight, OK )esse? No blue

jeans, all right?"

And without warning, a bullet tore

into the right side of his face with

such force that it drove him violently

backward. He grasped for his throat,

crumpling to the balcony floor with

his feet protruding through the bot-

tom rail.

Below, his assistants shouted,
"Take cover!" and fell to the pave-

ment or hid behind a car. Abernathy,

who'd heard a "pop* like a firecrack-

er, ran out onto the balcony and saw
Martin Luther King lying diagonally

there, his hands rigid at his throat.

"Oh my God," Abernathy cried.

"Martin's been shot."

Parts of this passage was taken in

part from Stephen B. Oats' Let the

Trumpet sound; The Life of Martin

Luther King fr. This powerful biogra-

phy of the most important social

activist of our time conjures up many
sentiments: courage, vision, triumph,

adversity, despair, and above all,

hope.

Twenty-eight years after his assas-

sination on that fateful evening in

Memphis, Tenn., Dr. Martin Luther

King |r. remains the most famous and
beloved of martyrs who gave his life

for the cause of peace, freedom, and
justice. He was indeed a drum major

for justice, a tireless servant who
advocated on behalf of all oppressed

people everywhere.

For his people, the

African-Americans, King was a pow-
erful symbol of hope, giving a beauti-

fully affirming resonance to the song

"We shall overcome." He was their

leader, their champion, their inspira-

tion, their deliverer. For them, the

loss of King hit the hardest of all.

I am. however, somewhat personal-

ly exempt from this tragic experience.

My brother Malcolm and I were both

born in the summer of 1969, over a

year after King's death. For us, King

is more a famous historical figure

than a former leader to whom many
people felt the same closeness as a

family member.
For those who had the privilege to

occupy the same plane of existence

with him while he was alive, the loss

surely remains as painful as ever. For

those of us bom after

April 4, 1968. there is

e feeling of being dis-

connected from some-

thing very special, as

we continue to wander

through life, searching for something

comparable to Fill that void.

Today in 1 996, we may want to ask

ourselves: what if Martin Luther King

Jr. were still alive today? What would

the world be like? Would it be any

different? And if so, how?
If King were alive today, what

would the social canvas of the nation

look like? No doubt, there would not

have been a Reagan Revolution or a

Gingrich Revolt if King were still

alive. America would be leaps and
bounds ahead of such ultra-conserva-

tive dogma. What would King have to

say about Clinton's signing of the

GOP welfare bill? Most likely, he

would have condemned the act as a

cowardly capitulation of principle

while pandering to the anger of an

increasing racially and class stratified

society. Perhaps instead, a President

Jesse Jackson would have signed a

universal health care bill, akin to the

one that Clinton abandoned in con-

gress for political expediency.

King, at the age of 67, probably
would not have ever .run for president

himself, but would have remained a

dedicated and powerful activist with

supreme courage and conviction,

always keeping the faith of the people

and constantly showing them the light

at the end the tunnel.

During the recent GOP National

convention. House Speaker Newt
Gingrich was compelled to publicly

acclaim the late Dr. King in one of his

speeches. I have also seen copies of

letters which he. along with former

president George Bush, have sent to

King's widow, Coretta Scott to wish

her a happy Martin Luther King Jr.

Day. As it turns out. such support for

the late civil rights leader has become
a convenient shield for the likes of

Bush and Gingrich who have success-

fully collaborated with Clinton and

Ronald Reagan to destroy Martin's

dream of a nation of liberty and jus-

tice for all. and not only for a privi-

leged few.

Would King have supported the

Persian Gulf War? What would he

have to say about Bush's Panamanian

massacre? Would he condemn the

inhuman sanctions against the Iraqi

people? How would he respond to

Clinton's recent military strike in the

region? The answer is clear and with-

out question.

What would King have to say

about our decaying cities and the

drug epidemic that is claiming the

lives of thousands of young people,

mostly black and Latino? How would

he feel about the half-a-million black

and Latino men in prison, (about 50

percent of the total)? And what of

America's racist death penalty?

Would he have generated adequate

support to free Mumia Abu-Jamal?

You'd better believe he would.

These are all very important ques-

tions to ponder while offering our-

selves a comprehensive self-evalua-

tion of our society. But the most

important question of all is what King

would have to say about those of us

who have stood by idly for all these

years and done nothing to address

these serious issues facing America
and the world-at-large.

During the 1960s people risked

more than a week of class or work to

stand up for the national liberation

struggle which was taking place. They
dropped out of college and left

promising careers to answer the call

to arms. They marched against the

sting of fire hoses and the vicious

attacks of police dogs. Many were
beaten beyond recognition. Others,

most notably Martin Luther King Jr..

Medger Evers and Malcolm X, gave

their very lives to the struggle.

It is in all reality a futile exercise to

speculate on how King and others

would have made a difference had
they lived. The fact remains; they

have now made a permanent transi-

tion into the hereafter. They accom-
plished tremendous things while they

walked on this earth, more than could

ever have been expected from any of

them. In their absence, however, far

too many of us continue to pitifully

cower in the face of a ruthless
onslaught against all that they lived

for and died to achieve. The question

now is: what are we going to do?
Martin F. tones is a Collegian

Columnist.

You need not apply

C. Taylor

Conner

Call me a sadistic necrophiliac with a equine-centric

bestial fetish if you must, but I'm going to beat the

hell out of a dead horse.

By now most people have already heard or read about

the Project Pulse study which indicated that UMass stu-

dents have less than admirable morals when it comes to

cheating.

And, as many students may have read in Mark
McGrath's column last week, the Boston Globe decided

summarily to enlighten the populous of New England
with these embarrassing statistics.

However, unlike my colleague, I don't

believe the Globe should be made the

scapegoat of our own faults, no matter

how much we'd like to see their de facto

endorsement deal with Boston College

cease.

Rather, I say we cast our eyes upon ourselves — let us

find a student or students within our own hallowed walls

with whom no BC, Globe or any other institution of high-

er learning can compete.

It is thus that I present the "C. Taylor Conner Search

For Perfection Scholarship."

The rules are as such:

/. The student must be a full-time UMass student, and

must hn ve a GPA at or above 3.5.

2. The student must have never cheated on or with

anything in his/her life. This includes tests, quizzes,

papers, labs, significant others, taxes, the significant oth-

ers of good friends, pinball. the significant others of bad

friends, Uno, the significant others of relatives, etc.

3. The student must have chosen UMass over all other

schools when selecting a college. Extra points for having

rejected BC.

4. The student must be a virgin, and must never have

masturbated. A handwriting expert will be brought in to

read each and every application, and that person will

know what you've done. And how much of it, too.

5. The student must have never bought anything sold

or bought, processed anything bought or sold, sold any-

thing bought or processed, processed anything processed
or processed, or bought, sold or processed crack.

6. Just a reminder — the handwriting expert will know.
7. The student must call his/her patents every day.

Requests for money must be limited to every 2.3 calls.

8. The student must never have sampled or attempted
to sample any sort of alcohol or drug. This effectively

eliminates the Southwest and Central Residential Areas
— prepare to pee in a cup on command if you live in

either area and still want to apply. And don't bother with
Golden Seal.

9. I'm serious about the handwriting
expert — he can tell just by the way you
write your name.
W. The student must not have seen any

films starring Chris O'Donnell. noted BC
grad and pretty boy.

//. The student must have never used any sort of pro-
fane language in his/her life. The handwriting expert will

nof know whether or not you've sworn before, but if you
say you've just been to Whitmore, don't bother applying.

12. The student must never have referred to me by my
full first name. Failure to comply will result in disqualifi-

cation and a pimp slap.

Well, there you have the rules.

In case you were wondering, the prize is a $25 scholar-
ship funded entirely by yours truly. If the phrase "Drop
in the bucket" springs to mind, please remember I am a
college student as well.

This column is in no way a ruse of some sort. I will

interview folks who want a piece of the action.

If you feel as though you may be a qualified applicant
for this scholarship, send your application by Oct. 4 to
the following address:

C. Taylor Conner Scholarship

do Massachusetts Daily Collegian

1 15 Campus Center Basement
Amherst, MA 01005
Let the games begin!

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian Columnist.
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No more baggy t-shirts, guys

Lauren

Lobik

The fall season is here and so are the new fashions

Women's wear can be seen in fashion magazines, depart-

ment stores and on the runways of Europe. Everything's

retro, but what about the men? They always seem to be

left in the dust.

No matter what market or book store you

enter, the shoppers are always bombarded by

a wide array of women's fashion magazines.

Try to find a men's magazine and you're sure

to be there for awhile. Maybe it's because

men do not jump at the chance to investigate

the latest styles or maybe it's also because men normally

don't spend a lot of money on clothes. Anyway you put it.

men's fashion is important too.

Looking around campus, the last thing on the minds of

the Generation-X males is "the latest look." It must have

been the frayed jeans and oversized T-shirts that gave it

away. The look screams "comfortable!" There's nothing

wrong about being comfortable, but guys, sooner or later

you are going to have to dress up. If that occasion comes
more sooner than later, here are some basic essentials

men need for back-to-school.

According to this month's issue of "Details" magazine,

there are 10 essentials that men must have for the fall of

'96. The first two items are the suit jacket and pants. It is

not the same old suit anymore The word of the day for

this one is tailored, tailored, tailored. No more boxed
shoulders or pleated pants. Tailored,
pin-stripe suits made of wool are the way to

go. They aren't just blue and gray anymore
either. The color for this season is camel.

Remember the camel hair sport coats your
father wore? They're back and have touched

the likes of knits, suede and corduroy. All of these ver-

sioii!> can be seen throughout September's issue of "Ebony
Man." The third essential is the raincoat, but for some rea-

son, I don't believe this would be a big hit on campus.
Underwear and jeans are the next two essentials. Pair a

cotton-nylon tank top with boot-cut jeans and throw over

the ensemble a stretch, cotton dress shirt (essential six)

and you have achieved the look. The next is a crewneck or

V-neck wool sweater. This would look best in a shocking

Turn to FASHION, page 7
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FAC does something wac 5>

Looking for something to du this semester?

There shouldn't be any problem finding something

fun to do on campus, especially with the Fine Arts

Center (FAC) gearing up for their new season, "The

Rhythms of Life."

With performers like the wildly popular percussion

group STOMP and a group of Tibetan monks appear

ing at the FAC in October, there is plenty to see and

hear for everyone.

"It's a classical music series, it's a world

music series, it's jazz, it's Broadway." sattaj^

programming director Joyce Smar.

In addition to live performances, th

FAC also runs several galleries on campus

Off-Center series and New WORL
Theater.

Each program has its own personality. The
Off^Center series tends to focus more on the off-beat,

postmodern dance scene while New WORLD Theater

hosts programs by artists of color.

"What we are doing is adding excitement; were
adding quality while also adding meaning." Smar said.

"That 'it what makes it so exciting."

When it comes to finding the perfect words to

describe the 1996-97 season at the Fine Arts Center,

some that immediately come to mind are energy, vitali-

ty, sound and color.

The FAC starts off its season with a bang on Oct. 1

9

with three different acts performing in the Concert

Hall in one week.

"Wc call it our "Opening Festival.*" marketing dire'

tor Shawn Farley said.

The week's activities begin with Cleo Laine, the only

singer to receive Grammy nominations in the Female

Classical. Jazz and Popular categories. STOMP follows

with a two-night performance and the week closes out

with Call and Response: Dance and Music Traditions

of the African Diaspora.

Putting together a calendar that appeals to the

diverse tastes of both the community and student pop-

ulation would be daunting for most people. But Smr.r,

in her first season at the FAC, created a program that

"makes a lot of sense."

"We bring the best companies that we can." Smar

said.

One of the more intriguing performing troupes

appearing at the FAC is Andes Manta. a group which

performs the music of the Andes on more than 35 tra-

ditional instruments. The FAC is also pleased to pre-

Seema

Gangatirkar

sent two symphony orchestras — the Minnesota
Orchestra and the Czech Philharmonic.

Smar attempts to find groups which will appeal to

the student population. One of those groups is the

Meridian Arts Ensemble. The Meridian Arts Ensemble

is a brass quintet thai not only take^ a classical

approach but also performs music by Frank Zappa.

Captain Beefheart and Milton Babbit.

Smar also looks to see which performers have or

have not been here.

"For example. Philodanco is a really

! high energy, exciting dance company
that has never been here." Smar said.

Philodanco, the Philadelphia Dance
Company, mixes more traditional dance

styles with modern and contemporary innovations.

,

The group will be here in November
Another group making its first appearance at the

Concert Hall is STOMP. The percussion group utilizes-

(among other things) 20 brooms, 40 gallons of water,

five editions of the Sunday New York Times and 30
pounds of sand.

"I was very surprised to find out thai STOMP had

never been on this campus," Smar said. "So we
worked very hard to make thai happen. ! tWnk It's

very much worth it."

The students are obviousK veiled about the

upcoming STOMP performam rickets for tj»e show
are selling fast

.

"It's the buy of the decade. Smar said, noting that

tickets for STOMP usually go for $35, but *««fcnts

can purchase any seat in the house for just $5.

The group has been gi in popularity in the last

few years, showing up on the "68th Annual Acadom
Awards," "Mister Rogers Neighborhood" arwl

"Oprah
"

Farley said that the publicity generated by tho-e

appearances have realh helped the FAC "U* when ii

came to promoting ihe e\ent.

"It helps us because people see them and particular

K students have seen them," Farley said.

With all the events happening in the Valley, any

extra publicity helps the FAC to attract audiences.

"There's a lot of competition," Farley said.

Patrons receive a preview in the spring and in the

fall — about 25.000 brochures are sent out to the gen-

eral public. Support from area newspapers also help

spread the word.

Vou try to market us best you can." Farley said.

"You do ihe best you can to edutttb the public

One of the marketing strategies — the $5 ticket f.

Five- College students — has paid Off. Smar m.

Honed that student attendant

/~~^* has risen 93 percent
r he policy was i

^~~*"~~~-—

.
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since
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said, while
noting that
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"Come
and experience
the rhythms of life.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian staff writer.
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IsAellencamps latest not so Lucky
By Lisa M. Oliveri

Collegian Staff

IOHN MELLENCAMP
Mr. Happy Go Lucky
Mercury Records

|ohn Mellencamp sure doesn't sound like he used to.

Gone are the days of bluesy tunes like "jack and Diane*

or "Hurts So Good." Now he seems more comfortable

with quirky dance rhythms rather than his former

swarthy guitar riffs.

On his latest release, Mr. Happy Go Lucky,
Mellencamp explores various genres of music, and sur-

prisingly, it works. He blends acoustic rock, ethnic

dance beats and country into an eclectic and satisfying

CD.
Mellencamp has been performing and recording

music for more than two decades, recording his first

album in 1976. Through the years he experimented

with many different styles of music, each time finding a

niche and acquiring new fans. Now, a more mature

Mellencamp returns to present a collection of new
songs.

While some border on great, none of them actually

get to that point. On "The Full Catastrophe,"
Mellencamp utilizes a funky accompanying violin, but

the lyrics are too disjointed and self-deprecative and

take away the songs merit. It winds up sounding more

like a rejected Garth Brooks song than a Mellencamp
original.

One especially catchy tune is "Emotional Love,"
written by his band member, Toby Myers. With lyrics

such as. "Crossing oceans above/Sally in the
roses/What she knows is/Such emotional love," and
interesting background chanting, "Emotional Love" is a

funky, off-beat love song.

The remaining collection at tunes on Mr. Happy Go
Lucky were all written or co-written by Mellencamp.
Most of the music demonstrates his musical ability, but

the lyrics are way too digestible.

Though the albums has its faults, it actually mea-
sures up to his recent successes. The music is

vibrant and demonstrates a broader scope of
Mellencamp's song writing talents. It's always inter-

esting when an artist takes the initiative to experi-

ment with various ethnic overtones, and
Mellencamp has more than proved his willingness to

utilize this form.

Back in the days when he was |ohn Cougar, his

music was more meaty. Granted "lack and Diane" was
a cheesy love song, it was also the anthem of teenagers

lovers throughout the '80s. But this CD lacks anything

of that stature.

Mr. Happy Go Lucky certainly won't go down as

being the best of Mellencamp's projects, but for a

pleasant afternoon listening experience, this is the CD
for you. B-

A Cougar-less |ohn Mellencamp is a happy and lucky guy on his latest record.
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ElMACUNA
Bmr % Grill

Now Open SIX Nights a. Week
Till 1 AAI!

Saddh
seats

$3.75 Meg-» MargpuritM

82.OO 16 "Drafts
Full Menu izxitill 1 1 pxn.,

Appetizers until we close
Come check out the fiesta that's

right down your alley!

11 Boltwood Walk / Amherst (Behind Antonios)

413-253-4040

Tues. - Sun. 11:30 a.m. - 1 a.m;

^»

Mrtonio s

RUSSELL'S
t**'

o«* LIQUORS ^
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441 ****t

Featuring, "Genuine Draft" bots
$9.49case

Busch & Busch Liaht

$ II 79
30/PK.

"The 6/PK. Bonanza"!
Catamount - Porter, Wheat, Gold, Pale Ale, & "Octoberfest" !

Oregon - Nut Brown, Honey Red, Blackberry, IRAO
long Shots - Pale Ale, Blk Lager & "Hazelnut Brown" !

Brooklyn - Lager & The Famous "Nut Brown Ale" !

Smuttynose • Shoal Pale Ale, & "Old Brown Dog Ale" !

Mix/Match 'two" 6/PKs . . .

$9
95

All Beers Plus Deposit Q£Eft 9:00AM - 1 1 :00PM VISA/MASTERCARD •Delivery Available-

Diversity attacks back with 311
By Rob Stevens

Collegian Staff

From ska to funk and from rap to

reggae, 5 1 1 mixes ail types of music
into their sound. They recently landed

a spot on MTV's buzz bin with their

smash hit "Down," placing them at

the forefront of up-and-coming alter-

native acts — largely because their

band reaches out to a vast musica
audience as diverse as their sound.

Tomorrow night, 31 1 bring their

act to the Mullins Center for their

only New England appearance on the

current tour.

In 1993. 31 1 made their debut
mark with an album simply called

Music. Though it received little com-
mercial success, the album estab-

lished 311 as a credible alternative act

while attracting a devoted fan base.

Since their emergence onto the rock

scene, they have repeatedly experi-

mented all over the musical horizon,

diversifying both their sound and audi-

ence attraction. Hailing from Omaha,
Neb., the band worked hard to prove

the state housed more the just power-

house college football teams.

The band's earlier influences
include Bob Marley and the Clash
along with more recent influences

such as the Beastie Boys and Bad
Brains. Though difficult to pinpoint,

their sound features grinding guitar

chords, funk metal bass and rhythms

combined with a one-two punch of

rapping and singing.

Although 311 concentrates on the

genres of ska, funk and rock, their

counnsYVMinYAKTisn

31 1 is in the house— the Mullins Center, that is, on Friday night.

fan base has grown rapidly following

exposure on several alternative tours.

The band was a member of the

H.O.R.D.E. tour with Blues Traveler

and also on selected dates of this

summer's Warped tour which fea-

tured No Doubt and Spearhead. They

also proved they were a viable force

in the rap world when they opened

for Cypress Hill.

If their previous concert showings

are any indication, be sure to expect a

fun, hard and entertaining show.

Show up early to catch the opening

acts, the Deftones (see article) and

the Urge.

311, the Deftones and the Urge

perform at the Mullins Center Friday

at 7:30 p.m. Call 545-0505 for more

information.

Sacramento's Deftones assaults Mullins

By Ray Keenan
Collegian Correspondent

While there are a few "hotbed" music scenes today that

everyone is aware of — New York, Seattle, L.A. — few

music fans think of Sacramento as the next big scene. But

over the past four years, the capital of California has

shaped up to create a hard-hitting scene of their own. The
first band to dent the mainstream so far, the Deftones,

opens for 3 1 1 tomorrow night at the Mullins Center.

The quartet, consisting of Chino Moreno on vocals,

Stephan Carpenter on guitar, Abe Cunningham on bass

and Chi Cheng on drums, have been friends since child-

hood. They have kept it together though their sudden pop-

ularity due to over a straight year of touring clubs, dives

and most recently, arenas.

Their continuous travelling as an opening act on tours

such as White Zombie. Pantera, the 19% Warped Tour
and currently 311, has helped the band build a name for

themselves. The band's debut. Adrenaline, on Madonna's

label Maverick, which features such songs as "Nosebleed,"

"Root" and the relentless "7 Words." overflows with pain,

aggression and passion.

Even though Moreno can screech and howl with the

best of them, he also has the ability to slow it down ever

so softly and melodically show his spirit and passion in

each song. It is, in fact, the band's specialty — the careful

attention to dynamics and arrangements that make every

song distinct and arresting. It is an impressive display of

diversity and talent from a new band.

Listening to their album is not enough to really understand

the Deftones. The band's tremendous live energy overcomes

you with Moreno's unrelinquishing stage presence. Whether

it's Carpenter's outstanding guitar showmanship or Moreno's

love of diving into the crowd while allowing fans to sing along

with them, the Deftones live will not soon be forgotten. Their

performance laced with energy and attitude should showcase

the many faces and sounds of the Deftones.
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1 800-4IBM-L0AN

>or Special
student, faculty

and staff financing.

See campus

computer store
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Buy an IBM PC 340 or

350 desktop computer

and an IBM Multimedia

Kit. And you'll get a CD

software package that includes Windows 95,

Lotus SmartSuite, Netscape Navigator, World

Book Multimedia Encyclopedia and the Infopedia

collection of essential reference software.

Buy a ThinkPad and you'll get Windows 95 and

Lotus SmartSuite. You can also take advantage

of special student, faculty and staff financing.

Just call 1-800-4 IBM-LOAN for information.

Hurry, visit your campus computer store today.
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Mangold's debut film

examines rural USA
By Justin Daniel Smith
Collegian Staff

HEAVY
Directed By James Mangold

With Pruitt Taylor Vince, Liv Tyler,

Shelly Winters
Playing at Pleasant St. Theatre

Celebrated at this year's
Sundance Film Festival, Heavy is a
disturbing look about the life and
dreams of an obese, anti-social
"mother's boy" in rural New York.
Victor (Pruitt Taylor Vince)

longs for a change from his life as a

cook in his mother's diner. Victor's

mother Dolly (Shelly Winters), is

the sweetest woman in the world
and would do anything for her son,

so long as he doesn't abandon her.

Newly hired waitress Calli (Liv

Tyler) needs to sort out her life

after having trouble in college and
settles down in town with her
folk-rock boyfriend (played by
Lemonhead and alterna-hunk Evan
Dando). Calli is stuck with no real

direction in her life and her
boyfriend only seems to bring her

down even further.

Victor puts Calli up on a pedestal

hoping that she is the change he's

been waiting for. But Victor is

unable to express himself, stuck
with an attitude of self-loathing. He
wants to talk to Calli but is so
afraid of humiliation that he stays

within the security of his thoughts.

lames Mangold makes an impres-

sive debut with his engaging direc-

tion. He uses deep images full of

Ansel Adams type tones that carry

the mood.

Vince is superb as Victor.
Though most of his performance is

wordless, his expressions let you
feel his pain. Tyler is captivating as

she continues to prove herself more
than just a pretty face. Deborah
Harry is great in a supporting role

as the haggard waitress that can no
longer rest on the laurels of her
beauty.

Mangold keeps Heavy entertain-

ing all the while without completely

sulking into depression overload.

But that's not to say that Heavy
isn't a downer — there's nothing
"feel good" here, but it is a power-
ful look at the emotions of humani-
ty. A-
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Northampton's next big thing

performs on Saturday at Look Park

— guranteed fun for all.
Liv Tyler
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Instructor
Training

Certification

548-8807

Northampton's Nields headlines Look Park
By Bradley Skaoght
Collegian Staff

Did you ever have a hard time
finding music the whole family could
enjoy? Has your roommate ever
asked you to "turn that crap off?"

Perhaps you should round up the
family (and the roommate) and
checkout The Nields at Look Park in

Northampton Sept 14.

"There is no stereotypical Nields
fan," said Nerissa Nields, primary
songwriter and occasional lead singer

for the Pioneer Valley based band.
"Our fans tend to listen to all sorts of
things. All ages are equally represent-

ed. Male, female, etc."

Indeed, there is something for

everyone to enjoy in The Nields'

music — gorgeous harmonies, an air-

tight rhythm section, some noisy gui-

tar, and the kind of lyrics that say the

things you always wished you could.

This diversity of sound and style

might make The Nields a difficult

band to categorize, but The Nields

wouldn't have it any other way.

"Almost all of the great bands I

love are hard to categorized," Nields

said.

Hard to categorize or not, The
Nields put on an indisputably amaz-
ing live show — a live show that is a

special treat here in the band's home-
town. It doesn't hurt that The Nields

are playing in support of a solid new
album, Gotta Get Over Greta — an
album that solidifies on record what
the full electric line-up had been
doing live for a year or so previous.

The album before. Bob on the
Ceiling, was, according to Nields, "A

Shelley Winters

kind of foreshadowing of Greta.
Dave Hower played drums on the
album as a favor. Everything just fell

together after that. It's like magic —
the Field of Dreams idea — 'If you
build it, they will come."*

The growth in the band is obvious
when comparing the two records,

and there's no question that next one
will be even stronger.

"I want to continue writing songs

as quirky and original [as the ones on
Greta.] Great songs — songs that

could become part of the vocabu-
lary." Nields said

Sept. 14th at Look Park is a great

chance to see first hand just how far

they have come and, perhaps, where
they are going.

"We could have some new songs

COUKTISY ASSOOATtD WISS

together by then." Nields said.

New songs or not, a Nields show is

an event not to be missed — a rare

chance to catch one of the area's best

bands on their way to bigger and bet-

ter things.

The Nields perform Saturday. Sept.

14, with lane Siberry and the Amy
FatTchild Band at Look Park in

Northampton.

fashion
continued from page 5

shade of red, or a neutral black. Now
comes a T-shirt. Yes, the trusty old
friend is part of the latest fashions, but

appearing in a different form. Sorry guys,

it is anything but oversized. The version

is tight and fitted. The final two "must
haves" are a toss up between a sleek,

leather racing jacket or a polyester-
nylon parka.

So, there they are, the 10 basic cloth-

ing essentials for men this fall. These
choices dominated the fall clothing lines

displayed by every designer from Ralph
Lauren to Donna Karan. Have no fear

because these looks can be found in a
wide variety of stores and price ranges.

The most reasonable prices can be found
at such stores as American Eagle,
Structure and The Gap. Guys, you don't

have to throw away your favorite jeans

and T-shirts, but why not try something
new on for size?

Lauren Lobik is a Collegian
Correspondent

The CollegianI
just Knows Jp

The Arts & Living page
needs writers to cover
jazz, classical, theater,

dance, television and art

galleries. If you are well

knowledgeable in these

fields please come down
and write for us today.

Ask for Mike or call

545-1361. Thanks.
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Rain closes some trails,

but biking still possible

Kf ta all maps

— BOUNDARY LINE EfcEfl TREES

TRAIL
I [ OPEN OR BRUSH

. ROBERT FROST TRAIL

«*.—— KENNETH CUOOEBACK
TRAIL

nrri marsh or
l—

—

J SWAMP

------- ACCESS ROAD

A key to conservation areas in Amherst.

COUimSV AMMUST TRAILS COMMITTl!

Do you love the outdoors and are inter

ested in getting more involved in the hid

den woodlands and mountains of the

Pioneer Valley? Do you find yourself

looking at Amherst's beautiful surround-

ing mountain sides and wish you were

hiking? Do you own a mountain bike

and don't know where to ride except on
campus or into Amherst''

Then read "Alfresco News," a weekly

column that focuses on out-

door activities and environ-

mental issues throughout
the Pioneer Valley. Each
week "Alfresco News" will

focus on recreation and conservation

parks, the people who are responsible for

their preservation and the exciting sports

the parks are open to.

• Be Avvare, Bike With Core

Ahhh... fall is coming, the trees are

beginning to turn, the days are becoming

shorter and the weather is becoming a lit-

tle bit crisper. Doesn't this time of year

magnetically pull you into the woods?
Don't you long for the solitude of trees,

rocks and streams as the hustle and bustk-

of school gives you a slight headache at the

bridge of your nose and eyes? What's a

better time than now to release your ten-

sion and go trail blazing on your mountain

bike? How many mountain bikers want to

escape into the woods of Amherst, but

don't know where to ride without being

accused of ripping up the earth?

It is hard to miss the rolling mountain
sides and spacious fields that surround
the University of Massachusetts but it's

even harder to find trails designated for

mountain biking around campus. Unless

you are a die hard biker, you have to do
a little research before you take a ride

into the woods or along the countryside

of Amherst for a recreational spin.

Although Amherst may appear to have

many areas of natural woodlands filled

with miles of endless trails, this is not the

case. Due to a very rainy summer and
evidence of past mountain bike damage,
the Amherst Conservation Commission
has established strict mountain biking

regulations.

The following conservation areas have

been carefully marked and must be
noted as off limits until the earth dries

out: Katharine Cole, BayBerry, Larch
Hill North, Cider Mill Pond, Plum Brook
North and South, Mt. Caster, Hop
Brook, Lawrence Swamp and Elf

Meadow. Those areas have wet and deli-

cate areas. Podick is only accessible to

mountain bikers through the north loop
and open fields. The bridge to Upper
Miller River is closed as well as all of the

trails at LoMT Miller River due to heavy
pedestrian use on Hood plain soil

Wet terrain is not the only reason bik-

ing is limited in Amherst's numerous
conservation areas. Many conservation

areas are active farms.
Trails that run through
these farms that are off lim-

its to mountain bikers
include Haskin Meadow

and the Wentworth Farm.

After reading the above list you are

probably wondering where biking is

allowed in the Pioneer Valley. Do not

despair, the valley has an array of trails

tucked away higher up in the mountains.
The Holyoke Range and the Robert Frost

Trail are open to mountain biking.

However, bikers do have to be careful

and aware of steep, wet sections that are

closed.

"The Robert Frost Trail has better
water drainage and offers a variety of ter-

rain," said Dom Turano, an employee at

the UMass Bike Shop. "What it boils

down to is mountain bikers must ride

with care on the designated trails, or the

town of Amherst will outlaw mountain
biking all together."

Of course, one does not have to moun-
tain bike through Amherst's woods and
countryside on dirt trails thanks to the

Norwottuck Rail Trail. Named after the

Nonotuck Indians, the paved path is 8.5

miles long and links Northampton.
Hadley and Amherst along the former
Boston & Maine Railroad. Much of the

trail passes through open farmland
where it is easy to view the Holyoke
Range to the south, as well as Mt. Toby
and Mt. Sugarloaf to the north.

Since 1%5. the Amherst Conservation

Commission has assembled a town sys-

tem of conservation areas that totals

more than 1.326 acres as well as 51

acres of miscellaneous town land. For
more information about mountain biking

regulations call or write to:

Amherst Conservation Commission
Conservation Services

Town Hall

Amherst, MA 01002
(413)256-4045

LizAndenum is a Collegian Staffmember.
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Groove is in the heart

Groovasaurus returns to the Iron Horse Music Hall for a night of intense

jams and dancing. The show starts at 10 p.m.

\\, DAVE
z FME^MATTHEWS
~V / r TICKETS!
Well, not really but we have lots of

photos of the band that you can look
at for free. So come write for the

Arts & Living page. Ask for Mike,
Seema, Lisa, Jeremy or Bradley.
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'Sacred Music Sacred Dance" of the Festival of Tibet

COUKTHV UNI MTS UNTU

With your help,

MDA is building a tomorrow
without neuromuscular diseases.

MDA
Muscular Dystrophy

Association

1-800-572-1717

Calendar of Events for the FAC
Milk of Amnesia
8 p.m., Friday, Sept. 20,

Hampden Theatre

2 p.m. & 8 p.m., Saturday,

Sept. 21, Hampden
Theatre

Tickets: $8. $5
Single tickets for low
income patrons are avail-

able by calling 545-1972.

//./. Vato

8 p.m., Friday, Sept. 27,

Hampden Theatre

2 p.m. & 8 p.m., Saturday,

Sept. 28, Hampden
Theatre

Tickets. $8. $5

Festival of Tibet

Oct. 1-6

5 p.m., Sunday, Oct. 6,

Concert Hall

Tickets: $15. $5

Son-Corazon:
Hearistrung: For Myrna
Vazquez
8 p m., Saturday. Oct. 5,

Bowker Auditorium
Tickets: $8, $5

Cleo Laine & the |ohn
Dankworth Group
8 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 19,

Fine Arts Center Concert
Hall

Tickets: $50, $25, $15. $10
&$5

STOMP
8 p.m. Tuesday Oct. 22 &
Wednesday Oct. 25,

Concert Hall.

Tickets: $55. $50, $25, $10
&$5

Call and Response: Dance
and Music Traditions of

the African Diaspora

8 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 24,

Concert Hall

Tickets: $15, $10& $5

Under Siege Stories

8 p.m.. Friday, Oct. 25 and

Saturday Oct. 26, Bowker
Auditorium

Tickets: $8, $5

Meridian Arts Ensemble

8 p.m., Wednesday, Oct.

50, Bowker Auditorium

Tickets: $20. $15, $8 & $5

Fusionworki and
Freed ma 11/ Cole man
Dance
8 p.m., Thursday, Oct. 51

& Friday, Nov. I,

Hampden Theatre

Tickets: $10, $5
Festival of Lights

2 p.m., Saturday, Nov. 2
Bowker Auditorium &
Outdoor Gardens at

Stockbridge Hall

Tickets: $7, $5

Lafayette String Quartet

5 p.m.. Sunday, Nov. 3,

Bowker Auditorium

Tickets: $20. $15. $8&$5

Philadanco

8 p.m., Wednesday. Nov
6, Concert Hall

Tickets: $50, $25. $15, $10
&$5

Everett Dance Theatre

8 p.m., Thursday. Nov. 7 &
Friday, Nov. 8, Hampden
Theatre

Tickets: $10. $5

Andes Mania
8 p.m.. Wednesday, Nov.
1 5, Bowker Auditorium
Tickets: $20. $15.$8&$5

In Mixed Company
8 p.m., Friday, Nov. 15,

Hampden Theatre

Tickets: $10, $5

COmltSlTflNl MUCIN UK

The Meridian Arts Ensemble prepares to take on Zappa
and more as part of the Center Series.

R.A.W. ('Cause Im a
Woman) & Combination
Skin

8 p.m.. Nov. 15 & 16.

Bowker Auditorium

Tickets: $6, $5.50

Czech Philharmonic
Orchestra

8 p.m., Wednesday, Nov.
20. Concert Hall

Tickets: $50, $25. $15.
$10. $5

Red Fiery Summer

8 p.m.. Friday, Dec.
Saturday, Dec.
Hampden Theatre

Tickets: $8, $5

Daniel and the Lions

8 p.m., Saturday, Dec. 7,

Concert Hall

Tickets: $27, $23, $15
$10, $5

For more information, con

tact the Fine Arts Center
Box Office at 545-251 or

IHUO~99^-UMAS

Freedman/Coleman Dance

VMiruntt dfAWT h«it r-r» fc*n io AWT t»«nr .» AWI < ,11,,* >M ,m ^U.ky c«t»™W™ ,,,* s.,lr- - " ^^r^TTSlTlTM^^
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Surviving in college is tough enough, right? That's

why we've designed a package to make things

easier ChooseAW and look at all you can get:

ABST Thie Reach* Savings

Save 25% on every kind of U.S. call

on your AT&T phone bill when you

spend just $25 a month.1

AW True Rewards"

Get savings at Sam Goody/Musicland,

TCBY "Treats" and BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO
with the Member Benefit Card.

AIM Universal MasterCard*

A credit, cash and calling card that

brings you discounts on USAir. And
no annual fee-ever.-'

ATKrWMWNet* Service

Get 5 free hours of Internet access

every month just for having AT&T

long distance.
1

To sign up, look for us on campus or call

1 800 654-0471

AT&T
Your True Choice

http://www.att coin odhp
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'Canes look to blow Rutgers away
By Tom Conavon
Associated Press

PISCATAWAY, N.|. — While
help has been the last thing Miami
has ever needed against Rutgers, the

Hurricanes can count on it tonight.

After scoring 82 points the first

two games of the season, No. 10

Miami (2-0) will be able to put a lit-

tle more juice in its offense by wel-

coming tailback Danyell Ferguson

and wide receiver Yatil Green to the

lineup in the nationally televised

game. Ferguson, the Canes' leading

rusher last season, and Green, the

No. 2 receiver, were suspended for

two games by the NCAA for accept-

ing the use of a limousine for a night

from a former Miami player.

"It's been a real long wait," said

Ferguson, who gained 1,069 yards

last season. "It was real tough, but I

fell a little better because we won."

Miami coach Butch Davis has

refused to say whether he'll start

Ferguson and Green, but he really

doesn't need them against Rutgers

(1-1).

The Scarlet Knights are rebuilding

under new coach Terry Shea and the

only thing that is working now is the

defense, which played well last week

in a 10-6 loss to Navy.

Shea's offense has been pathetic,

with three quarterbacks trying to

make something happen. Mike
Stephens, a senior walk-on whose

only previous start for Rutgers was

at third base for the baseball team,

gets the nod this week.

"Obviously we would love to

win," Stephans said. "You don't go

out to play a game to try and look

respectable. Nobody likes to get

blown out. Nobody likes to lose. We
want to go out and compete as best

we can.

"If we come out a loser, then we
come out a loser," he added. "As
long as we play hard and play the

game we're supposed to play, it

should be a good game."

That hasn't been the case ever

against Miami.

Rutgers has played the Hurricanes

in each of the last three years and
lost by margins of 31-17, 24-3 and
56-21.

The blowout coming last year

when the Scarlet Knights were field-

ing a team players thought was capa-

ble ol earning a bowl berth. Miami
scored all its points in the first half,

including 35 in the second quarter.

Miami's Ryan Clement made his

first start in that game and complet-

ed 6 of 13 passes for 1 57 yards and
three touchdowns, including a 46-

yarder to Ferguson and a 28-yarder

to Green. Ferguson also rushed for

93 yards and scored on a 1 -yard run.

"I'm not concerned about start-

ing." Ferguson said. "It's not
whether you start, it's whether you
finish. I didn't start against Rutgers

last year and 1 think I had two touch-

downs and 170 all-purpose yards."

Sophomore Dyral McMillan
replaced Ferguson in wins over
Memphis and the Citadel and rushed

for 275 yards and two touchdowns.

Miami will be facing a far different

Rutgers defense this year.

Coordinator Rod Sharpless has

installed a system he used at Virginia

Tech, one that puts eight defenders

near the line trying to stop the run

and put pressure on the quarterback

with blitzes.

Testaverde tries to redeem inconsistencies;

despite Steelers loss, QB starts season well

By David Ginsburg

Associated Press

OWINGS MILLS. Md. — Vinny Testaverde talked

confidently this summer about having his finest year in

the NFL.
Coming into the 1996 season, Testaverde had 16

career 300-yard days and a 58 percent completion per-

centage. On the other hand, he had only two seasons in

which he threw more touchdown passes than intercep-

tions.

His career was comparable to a sailboat on choppy
seas — up and down, up and down.
Things were supposed to be different this year.

Playing in a new city under a new coach in a multi-

faceted offense, Testaverde completed 27 of 39 passes

in leading the Baltimore Ravens to victories in their

first two preseason games.

"I'll be able to utilize my abilities more now than in

any system I've been in," he said in August.

Testaverde is having a career year all right — quite

similar to every one of the nine unfulfilled seasons that

preceded this one. In the opener against Oakland.
Testaverde ran for 42 yards and a touchdown and
passed for 254 yards. He didn't throw an interception

and was hailed as the hero of the Ravens' inaugural

victory. Then came Game 2 Sunday against the

Pittsburgh Steelers. Testaverde ran for a touchdown
and threw for another. But his first pass of the game
was intercepted and returned for a touchdown, and he

later lost a fumble that Pittsburgh converted into seven

points.

Fourteen points scored. 14 points given away. In the

NFL, a quarterback who comes out even in the plus-

minus category isn't going to win many games. It didn't

happen Sunday, as the Steelers handed the Ravens a

31-17 defeat.

"There's still improvement that I have to make for us

to continue to win on a consistent basis," Testaverde

said yesterday. "But I feel like I've made a lot of

progress to this point and that I'm on the right track to

put our team in the playoffs."

Testaverde felt that way last season, too. but a string

of ineffective performances caused former coach Bill

Belichick to bench him in favor of Eric Zeier. This

year, coach Ted Marchibroda virtually assured
Testaverde that the job was his to keep, and for that

Testaverde is quite thankful.

"It's comforting to know that you can have a bad

game or two and still be back in there." Testaverde

said. "Every quarterback goes through it, I don't care if

you're Dan Marino or whoever. You're not going to

play 16 great games."

Marchibroda. who coached such standouts as Sonny
(urgensen and Bert (ones, has never seen a quarterback

who never threw an interception or never dropped the

ball upon being hit by a charging lineman.

"He's going to throw some interceptions and he's

going to fumble sometimes," Marchibroda said. "When
you scramble, you're going to fumble."

It was the 46th career fumble for Testaverde, who
makes no apologies for running out of the pocket

rather than take a sack.

"The idea is to make something happen," he said.

"Sometimes you score a touchdown or complete a big

pass. Other times you might lose the ball."

This Sunday, Testaverde will attempt to rebound
against the Houston Oilers. He threw two TD passes in

the Cleveland Browns' 14-7 victory in Houston last

year, then rode the bench in the rematch after being

displaced by Zeier.

"Vinny has really matured as a quarterback,"
Houston coach Jeff Fisher said. "I was really surprised

at the decision to replace him last year and go with the

other guy. Vinny is accurate, mobile, has good vision

and a strong arm. The games I've seen him play, I

believe he has the ability to take his team to the play-

offs."

It's only happened once before. Maybe this year

things will be different.

Order your college ringNOW
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Patriot's LB Slade takes heat for fumble
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By Howard Ulman
Associated Press

FOXBORO — It was a big play for

Chris Slade — his first interception in

four NFL seasons. The Patriots best

defensive player fell to the ground, left

the ball there and siarted celebrating.

One problem. The whistle hadn't

blown.

Buffalo's |ohn Fina fell on the unat-

tended ball, and Slade headed to the

sidelines where an unhappy coach Bill

Parcells was waiting.

"He gave me a couple of looks," the

linebacker said yesterday, "and some
words, too."

New England ended up losing 17-10

last Sunday, and Slade's slipup might

have deprived them of critical points.

He intercepted |im Kelly's pass on the

Bills' second possession, but instead of

giving his offense a first down at the

Buffalo 26-yard line, he gave the Bills

the ball.

Kelly threw another interception on

the next possession, giving New
England the ball at the Bills' 41, a loss

of 1 5 yards from where Slade fell. That

possession ended with Adam Vinatieri

missing a 45-yard field goal attempt.

"It wasn't a mistake on my part after

you looked at [the replay] six or seven

times," Slade said of his fumble. "I

want everybody to know that."

He caught the ball at the Buffalo 28,

and Bills center Kent Hull tripped him.

Slade stumbled for a few yards. As he

was going down, he was pushed to the

ground by a teammate.

Slade contends the tackle was made

by Hull. The officials ruled he was

downed by a teammate and the play

was not over.

"I'm thinking, if I'm on the ground I

must have go: tackled b> a Buffalo

Bills player," Slade said. "I was just

excited. I put the ball down. That was

my first pick. I was hyped."

In 1993, Slade led all AFC rookies

with nine sacks. In 1994, he led the

Patriots in sacks for the second straight

season. Last year, he was a Pro Bowl

alternate.

That should have been enough to

celebrate.

"I didn't mention it but I think the

player knows" how he feels, Parcells

said. "Any enthusiasm you show for a

teammate I am all for. Anything you

do to draw attention to yourself 1 am
against... particularly if the ball's still

alive."

Slade has been part of a defense that

has played well despite opening the

season with two losses. He said the

switch from a 3-4 to a 4-3 defense

hasn't been too difficult.

"We're making progress." he said.

"It was very similar to the 3-4. The ter-

minology was just a little different...

You give up one of the outside guys in

coverage, whereas you gain a pass

rusher."

Slade figures he'll be learning as

long as he stays in the NFL "not only

in the games, but you can learn in

practice."

He hopes to learn from his mistakes,

like the interception that became a

fumble.

"It's a lesson learned for all of us,"

Slade said. "It's the rules of the game. 1

didn't know them well enough and

maybe 1 just got a little overexcited.

"Everybody's been getting on me
about it. This is in good fun. You leam

from your mistakes and you just keep

going. At the end of the season,

nobody will even remember. They'll

just know 1 had an interception against

Buffalo."

But has he really learned his lesson?

"If I get an interception this week

I'm going to be just as excited as I was

last week," he said. "You tell Bill that."

Razorbacks subject of investigation

FAYETTEVILLE. Ark. (AP) —
The daughter of the Arkansas
chancellor has resigned as academ-

ic coordinator for Razorbacks bas-

ketball after admitting she know-
ingly violated an NCAA rule and

lied about it to investigators, a

newspaper reports.

Kim Wood, daughter of Dan
Ferritor, said Monday that she

typed correspondence course
papers for former Arkansas guard

lesse Pate. She said she never did

Pate's lessons for him, only typed

them. Her resignation was report-

ed in a copyright story in yester-

day's Arkansas Democrat-Gazette.

"Jesse had come to the university

without a scholarship, without
support, without help," Wood said

in the article. "He didn't know
how to type, and I was happy to

help him. even knowing it was
against the rules."

Typing the work violated the

NCAA's rule on extra benefits. The

NCAA could consider Wood's

action a secondary violation. But

Wood compounded the problem
when she lied, said Robin Green,

administrator for the NCAA
Committee on Infractions.

When lying is discovered in an

NCAA investigation, "usually... it

is because there arc other viola-

tions that are major in nature,"

Green said.

The NCAA uncovered Wood's
violation during its continuing

investigation of Arkansas' basket-

ball program. The inquiry started

after Pate and Sunday Adebayo,
both transfers, were ruled ineligi-

ble in February. Arkansas allowed

the two players to practice before

properly certifying their junior col-

lege grades. The Infractions

Committee could penalize the uni-

versity for Wood's actions. Green

said. The committee also could

blacklist Wood from being hired at

another NCAA member's athletic

department. Arkansas athletic

director Frank Broyles said he

didn't know why Wood resigned.

He declined to comment when
asked if he was aware she had

typed the work and whether she

had been asked to resign. Wood
said she typed 20 of Pate's 25

lessons for two correspondence

courses in her Walton Arena office

last September and October. Pate

would deliver handwritten notes to

Wood and return later to pick up

the typed version.

An NCAA investigator ques-

tioned Wood for an hour in |une.

The investigator accused Wood of

typing Pate's papers and she

denied the allegation.

"I think they're concerned I did

lesse's work for him, and I simply

didn't." Wood said. "So there's no

way I can prove that."

Using computer analysis, the

NCAA compared papers typed by

Wood and Pate and concluded
there was a 90 percent chance that

Pate's papers came from Wood's
office printer.

Just when she met the man of her dreams, her husband showed up

to ruin

everything.
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continued from page 16

Big 10

they limit my job to what I have to do, which is very
nice.

"I just hope at those times when 1 do need to come
through. I do it for them, and that I am always there
for them."

For head coach |im Rudy, he has been a fan since
his first sight of Dion, and has noticed her solid,
steady improvement over her first two years at
UMass.

"When we first saw her, we felt she had good feet,

hands and eyes," Rudy said. "She had a real good
starting point technically, and that is the best starting
point.

"She has made very good, logical progress, and 1

would say over two years she has let in very few soft
goals. I could count that number on one hand, and
really, it is less fingers than that."

Who's the Boas?

Unfortunately, in most parts of the world, even in

soccer hotbeds, the sport is still considered a man's
domain. Dior' had to contend with that in her forma-
tive years, but not in such a morally intense manner.
She had to let the boys know who was the keeper,
and who was not.

"I just remember playing on this YMCA team in

Texas with... boys," Dion said. "They all used to
make fun of me because I would hang around the
goal."

Besides that, serious soccer did not start for Dion
until a unique coaching persona helped her in the
final choice of soccer. Her family made the move to

Atlanta, and when she was 12 years old she began to

work with the coach of the Tophatters Soccer Club,
Lawrence Vine. He had a drive and a love for the
game, which had its influence on her and Tophatters
and UMass teammate Rebecca Myers. The faith he

had in her abilities, while among athletes that were
older, stays with her to this day.

"|Vine) showed me that hard work ethic," Dion
said. "And if you put your mind to it, and work your
butt off that hopefully. . . eventually, you will get to the

goal you want to get at.

"He was not only there for me as a soccer coach,
but he was also there as a person for me, and I guess
that is why I admire so much about him."

Rudy said, "Thanks to her connection with Vine,

who really worked and pushed her hard, she made the

picture of what proper goalkeeper skill looked like."

Since those teenage days, Dion and Myers have
been close, and have become even closer since Dion's

freshman year. Myers had some good leadership influ-

ences with her upperciassmen, and passed that on,

helping Dion through both the geographic and emo-
tional transition of college.

"My whole senior year before coming here, I was
always talking to [Rebecca] on the phone." Dion said.

"When I came here, I knew she was going to be there

to help me with any problems, and it just made it that

much easier, because she knew the other sophomores.
"1 think with our team concept, we are so much

more of a team than a lot of other schools I know,
and it makes life a whole lot easier. You know you all

are going to be together through thick and thin."

Walking in considerable footsteps

For Dion, she noticed the team concept in effect on
her recruiting trip here to UMass, with the leadership

of those seniors that helped lead the Minutewomen to

the 1993 Final Four. But the clincher was Rudy, who
is considered one of the best goalkeeping coaches in

the country. His coaching has helped keepers like

Skye Eddy and Briana Scurry, who was awarded the

Missouri Athletic Club/Adidas National Goalkeeper

of the Year Award in that 1993 season. Simply put,

she wants just a little of that Rudy-kind of magic.

"It seems like every keeper he has worked with has

become a better keeper," Dion said. "I can not tell you
what it is that he leaches you. 1 can not go home and
say that he has done this drill, and it makes me this

much of a better keeper. He makes you think, and
when you walk out onto the field, it is your game.
"He has done some amazing things, so 1 am hoping

that some of it will rub off on me."

She does not need to hope that some of Rudy's
expertise will rub off on her, k already has. Coming
into this weekend's games against UC-iania Barbara
and St. Bonaventure, her consecutive start streak has

now reached 29 matches. She has racked up almost

4,000 minutes in goal, while posting 17 shutouts and
an anemic 0.72 GAA in her tenure at UMa.ss.

All this has been accomplished while walking in the

footsteps of the most recognized keeper in UMass his-

tory, Briana Scurry. At first, Dion fell some apprehen-
sion concerning the space left behind in net, but Rudy
once again came through for his keeper.

"Coach did his best to make me realize that I had
my own shoes to fill," Dion said. "The whole time
that I was going through the recruiting process, he
just kept telling me that you do not have to fill her

shoes."

"You are going to come in and be your own person,

and make your own shoeprints that someone else is

going to feel like they have to fill. And they will not

have to do that, either."

Dion has made her own spot in that keeper tradi-

tion, and it is still only her junior season. If Dion
keeps up this pace, she will get the recognition she
deserves, and the only lonely place she will have to

worry about is at the top.

continued from page 16

lime.

ImMm the Heels, there are a few
more teams making significant progress.

Arizona St.. with All Pac-10 quarter-

back | im Plummer. handled
Washington over the weekend and find

themselves at No. 20 going into their

game with perennial powerhouse North

Texas this Saturday. (Wasn't North
Texas in Unnecessary Roughness?)

Iowa, with tailback extraordinaire

Sedrick Shaw, survived a scare from
the Arizona Wildcats in Iowa City

Saturday before pulling it out. 21-20. In

a conference with no real front-runner,

the Hawkeyes could make inroads for

the Big 10 title. BYU and LaVelle
Edwards' air assault offense has cruised

to a pair of victories early. Steve
Sarkisian has passed for 10 touch-

downs already, and it's not even fall yet.

Sarkisian seems to be keeping up with

the long line of standout BYU quarter-

backs, and beating Texas A&M is still

something to be proud of.

Declaration of the week — If

Boston College covers the spread
against Virgina Tech this weekend.
(They're three point underdogs), I will

strip down to nothing but a Speedo. a

pair of cleats and a snorkel and run
around campus singing the "Macarena."

There is no way BC comes close to the

Hokies on Saturday. Virginia Tech is a

legitimate Top 20 team, and BC isn't.

They're not even Top 50 material. This

week Malt Hassclback gets the start,

and even though he's got all the tools,

he hasn't produced yet. If he does
though, I ain't scared.

Booty Schwag of the week award —
Coach Andy Talley of Villanova. After

his Wildcats beat our beloved

Minutemen on Saturday. Talley showed

up to the press conference and lit a

ugar, and then proceeded to rip Boston

Globe writer juc minis lor a perceived

lack of positive press about Villanova in

the Northeast and proclaim his quarter-

back Clint Park one of the best in

America. Relax, coach. You had one

good game. Kudos to UMass coach

Mike Hodges and senior co-captains

Mark Shalala and Kory Blackwell for

their grace after a very disappointing

loss.

Tonight's game— Miami at Rutgers

Don't bother with this one. Rutgers

has lost their two best players, Ray
Lucas and Marco Baltaglia, and just

doesn't have the tools to compete with

the talent pool of the Hurricanes. My
advice to you is to go uptown and get

hammered, and if you miss any classes

tomorrow, tell your professor I said it

was okay. )ust please, for God's sake,

don't puke on yourself.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

Columnist

football
continued from page 1
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over the starting duties. So far in his

career, Catterton has passed for 360
yards on 34 for 94 passing and one
TD, numbers that the junior quarter-

back will be looking to build up this

season.

Catterton admits he's not the most
vocal guy on the field but has his own
way of getting the team going.

"When I'm on the field, 1 say what I

have to say to get the stuff done,"
Catterton said. "I think that if I get too
vocal or too loud a lot of the guys
know that's not me, they know that's

fake and they wouldn't respect that. I

try to do everything I do in a positive

way."

Catterton had a lot of goals for him-

self and the team as he took on this

position at UMass, in trying to make
this team the best possible.

"My goals coming here were to be
the best player I could be, the best per-

son for this team, and to do everything

I could to help the team win," he said.

For the Minutemen, who are known

for their ground game, it will be a

tough task to change that right away,
but Catterton feels confidence in that

challenge and realizes that's what they

need to do.

"I came here to throw the ball.

Obviously we haven't passed much in

the past, but I'm ready to see what I

can do to get the air game going," he
said.

Catterton also noted that an impor-

tant aspect of his game is that he tries

not to dwell on the past.

As Catterton relates, according to

UMass QB coach Bob Colbert, "The
only play is the next play, you have to

go on with the next play, if you keep
worrying about it, it's just going to

mess everything else up."

"I think execution is key, no mental

mistakes, no penalties, no intercep-

tions, no fumbles, we have to play solid

football," Catterton said.

Catterton is also a player who is very

agile and talented — a player who can

run the option well, an excellent run-

ner, and a person with an increased

confidence to throw the ball. Catterton

has also felt this team is one which can
come together a lot more and build on
having a great season.

"I think we all work great together,"

Catterton said. "The guys have got to

know each other better. I feel a lot

closer to my teammates, and it's a little

more interesting this year the way we
bond as a team, and it helps us out a
lot more."

Anthony sees himself as a quiet per-

son who just tries to do the right

things, to be a good guy, and on the

field, to help the team achieve success.

In talking about a Yankee
Conference crown, Catterton feels this

is a goal within his team's reach.

"We have a great team, we have
great players, and we have a great

coaching staff," Catterton said. "We
have everything to do it with, we just

got to get out there and do it, and I

really feel confident that we have the

ability to do it."

CHECK OUT A GREAT CLASS!

Peer Health Educators . .

.

. . . Itarn about cool stuff

. . . tueh workshops in Iht rtsidsnet halls and Greek araa.

. . |i«a •al condoms and ether faadiet at the Camui Canter and special events.

. . . enhance their awn telf-knowledge.

. . . make new friendt.

. . . MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

PEER HEALTH EDUCAITON I & II

Public Health 213/214 or

Education 213/214

6 Credits • 2 Semester

Commitment Required

For mere information & permission of the instructor call the

Division of Health Education,

577-5181.

Class will meet on Tuesdays & Thursdaysfrom

9:30am -10:45

'NOTE: The class time in the course book is wrong.

COUITISV Mf CXA RELATIONS

junior QB Anthony Catterton thinks strong team unity will help him to open up the UM passing game this season.

Don't Let The
Marshall Catch You
Going Anywhere Else!

Marshall

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTO BODY

S3 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center
Imports and other unibody vehicles are our speciality.

• Users ofSikkens paint products

• Accepted by all insurance companies for collision repair

or glass repair.

256-8157 256-1385
Shop Reg #RSi212^f"

PSYCHIC READINGS
Palm • Astrology * Torot Cards

Crystal • Psychomorry • Spiritual Readings

Aft yoo wofrito g6wr

Lm * *>rnog« * HmM * lama * Monty

3o you ntd Up woS My probitm?

AOVICI FOR All PR0BIEM5

»MMMMMB
nOITMAMrTON. «<

mmm sm trr

WmUWQH. MA

uu io« I »u cuoncn itmom

(413)585-1601

Opens September 13th, At Theatres Everywhere.

DID YOU KNOW?
The University Health Services offers Contact Lenses!!!

With ail these great features:

• Same day fitting or replacement in many cases

• Wide variety of lenses available (including disposables)

• Convenient On-Campus Location

• Free sample start-up solutions

• Contacts mailed FREE!*

'normal delivery

WHR¥ ArE you WRItIng for?
Call the Eye Care Services of the University Health Services.

577-5244

UlVIass
Division of Continuing Education

Academics and More ! !

!

• Over 100 undergrad courses— in the evening!

• More than 100 noncredit workshops—
affordable, fun, practical, including

Bartending, Fund Raising Certificate Program,

Past Life Regression, Jitterbug, ESL, EMT Training,

Private Pilot Ground School, and MAGIC!

Call for a free course catalog -

(413) 545-0107 or contined@admin.umass.edu

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts Amherst

providing access to adult, nontraditional

education for over 25 years
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Americans face Canada in World Cup
MONTREAL (AP) — The United States promised a

better performance in tonight's Game 2 of the World

Cup ot Hockey championship series. It better since it's

facing elimination.

"We just didn't play the way we did to get to this

point in the tournament," U.S. defenseman Brian

Leetch said yesterday referring to Canada's 4-3 victory

a day earlier on a controversial overtime goal by Steve

Yzerman in Philadelphia.

"Our big plus is our skating and we didn't skate."

Leetch said. "I don't think it was their experience that

made the difference. It was us making things difficult

for ourselves."

Canada can win the tournament with a victory at a

soldout Molson Centre in Game 2 of the best-of-3

final. Game 3, if necessary, would be played here

Saturday night.

The Americans were unbeaten, including a 5-3 victo-

ry over Canada, and were the most impressive team

going into the finals. But they were outplayed by the

veteran Canadian squad, which patiently checked the

Americans and used its deep bench to dominate most

of the game, particularly the overtime. Canada outshot

the U.S. team 7-1 in the 10-plus minutes of overtime.

The game ended when Yzerman's wrist shot aimed

for the top corner was misplayed by goalie Mike

Richter. On the play, it appeared Canada forward Rod

Brind'Amour was offside.

The Americans took heart in knowing they had a

good shot at winning the opening game and can still

adjust their game to make better use of their relative

youth and speed.

"Canada will play the same game because it was suc-

cessful," U.S. coach Ron Wilson said. "They'll try to

clog up the neutral zone.

"They showed us respect by doing that. That's why

we've got to show more determination to get around

the checking. Up to now. I don't think we received the

respect we got in that game. The other games were

more wide open."

But it was more than tactics that gave Canada the

edge. For the first time since the tournament started.

Canada got strong performances from nearly all of its

top players, particularly Mark Messier and Eric

Lindros.

The rest, such as Yzerman. Theo Fleury, Joe Sakic

and Adam Graves, followed to give Canada its best

game of the tournament. Matched man for man,

Canada has a much stronger team in every area except

defense.

"Our good players stepped it up a notch," Canada

wing Vincent Damphousse said. "Everybody played

great, everybody wanted to win. Wc didn't like the crit-

icism we were getting all week."

Now, the Canadians, who went to a second overtime

to beat Sweden 3-2 in the semifinals, want to wrap up

the tournament so they can take a brief vacation before

heading to their NHL training camps.

"We don't want to let it slip," Damphousse said.

"You don't know what will happen if it goes to a third

game. We've got a chance to end it and we want to

take it."

Neither side held a full workout yesterday, but

Canada defenseman Eric Desjardins, whose gaffe with

seven seconds left in regulation gave the United States

the tying goal, showed up to face the media.

Desjardins had tried to tuck the puck safely under

goaltender Curtis Joseph's pads in the crease, but acci-

dentally slid it into his own net.

"I was handcuffed and 1 didn't know where to put

the puck." Desjardins said. "It was right on my blade

and he was right there. I tried to give him the puck and

it went right under his legs. It was a mistake."

Butler breaks hand, could end career

By John Model

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Having made a

triumphant return from cancer

surgery. Brett Butler — one of base-

ball's best burners — broke his hand

while bunting in what could have

been the final at-bat of his career.

Without question, it was his last

plate appearance of the regular sea-

son, although he said yesterday he

hadn't decided on retirement and

hopes to play in the postseason.

Butler broke the fifth metacarpal in

his left hand in the fourth inning of a

5-4 victory by the Los Angeles

Dodgers over the Cincinnati Reds on

Tuesday night.

Butler appeared at a news confer-

ence yesterday wearing a short cast on

his left wrist. A Dodgers official said

Butler will wear the cast 2-3 weeks

and will be examined in about three

weeks by Dr. Norm Zemel, who con-

firmed the fracture earlier yesterday.

"1 Zemel 1 said in three weeks 1 get

my cast off. Miracles have happened

before," an upbeat Butler said. "I

didn't think it was broken initially; it's

the same kind of injury I had in

Cleveland in 1986. It was just one of

those freak things.

"I'm going to go home for a few

days, meet the club in Colorado or

San Diego [next week] I'm a part of

this club, and I'm going to continue to

be a part of this club."

Entering yesterday night's game

against the Cincinnati Reds, the

Dodgers had 18 games left in the reg-

ular season, which ends Sept. 29. If

the cast remains for three weeks, that

means it would be removed about

Oct. 2. early in the divisional playoffs.

Butler. 39, recently told friends and

several teammates he would retire at

the end of the season. However, he

said yesterday he wasn't going to

think about that right now.

"It's not an absolute that I'm going

to retire. I'll tell you that right now,"

Butler said. "We'll re-evaluate that

over the winter."

Butler said he has always wanted to

go out on his own terms and that

obviously wouldn't be the case if his

career is finished. Butler rejoined the

Dodgers last Friday night following

more than four months on the side-

lines because of a cancerous tonsil.

"The positive thing out of breaking

my hand is I'm still alive," he said.

"The cancer, there was a question

there."

Butler's wife, Eveline, said she felt

bad.

"He worked long and hard to come

back," she said. "And this was upset-

ting to my kids. I think they think

Dad has been through enough. 1

couldn't believe it."

Eveline Butler said she was plan-

ning on going to the couple's Atlanta

home yesterday, but now will leave

with her husband today.

"He didn't have a choice," she said.

"I told him he was going. We need to

get out of town."

Dodgers manager Bill Russell said

when he went out to look at Butler's

hand Tuesday night it was "turning

blue."

"He got hit pretty good," Russell

said. "You knew it was bad. I knew

he was going to come out once I saw

it."

Russell thinks it's "highly unlikely"

that Butler will play again this year.

"I would say at this point it's asking

a lot of him to put him right back in

the lineup because it's probably going

to be in the playoffs or possibly in the

World Series when he gets in there,"

Russell said. "It's going to be asking a

lot of him to put him back in the line-

up at that time. Again, I'm not saying

it's not impossible. But I am saying

it's highly unlikely."

Butler squared around to bunt and

Giovanni Carrara's inside pitch hit

him on his throwing hand. It was

ruled a foul ball by plate umpire Bill

Hohn because Butler's hand was on

the bat when it was struck.

Reds outfielder Eric Davis, who

was a teammate of Butler's with the

Dodgers in 1992-93. cringed when he

heard about the severity of the injury.

"He's been blessed that he's healthy

now, and that's the key," Davis said.

"He was able to overcome some

tremendous odds, so the fact that he's

only played in five games is not a neg-

ative thing.

MLB owners balk, as dispute unsettled

By Jim Litke

Associated Press

CHICAGO — lust because they're

rich doesn't mean the baseball owners

don't feel your pain. Unfortunately,

they're not ready to do anything about

it.

"I know the fans are tired of hearing

about this," acting commissioner Bud

Selig said yesterday.

He had just emerged from yet

another meeting with executive council

members to discuss yet another pro-

posed labor agreement with the play-

ers. By all accounts, this one was no

different from the dozens that had

gone before it.

First the owners talked among
themselves. Four and a half hours

later, Selig used up 15 more minutes

talking about what they talked about

behind closed doors. If he can be

believed, it wasn't much.
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"If some people think it's going too

slow, that's their opinion. But they

don't have the facts," he said. "I do."

But what he still doesn't have is an

agreement. And if history is any prece-

dent, he won't have one for some time

to come. In the meantime, baseball

bums.
These owners are such a contentious

bunch, they spend an hour before

lunch arguing what to order and the

hour after congratulating themselves

for agreeing on anything at all. Next

thing, the day is shot and everybody

has to catch a plane. Though the rest

of us long ago lost interest in the

details of the dispute between the own-

ers and players, suffice it to say a deal

that would bring labor peace to the

game until 2000 or 2001 is back on

the table. Whatever else the meeting

was supposed to be about, it was sup-

posed to determine whether a faction

led by Chicago White Sox owner Jerry

Reinsdorf can muster the eight votes

necessary to knock it off.

Reinsdorf rarely has a problem
delivering. While he is no stranger to

hyperbole — he once likened players'

union chief Donald Fehr to cult leader

Jim Jones— Reinsdorf rarely bluffs.

After the owners met "eyeball to

eyeball" — a phrase management
negotiator Randy Levine used — Selig

said only that they were more united

than when they began

"But I won't kid you." he said.

There's still a huge difference of opin-

ions."

Someone asked how big was the

8»P- L .
"I'm not going to get into that.

Selig responded.

And with good reason. Reinsdorf

has two very powerful and very public

allies in Florida Marlins owner H.

Wayne Huizenga and the Tribune Co.

— which in addition to owning the

Chicago Tribune also owns the

Chicago Cubs — and as many as a

dozen others quietly lined up behind

them.

His side wants two things. Without

them there is little chance of a deal. It

does not want players credited for ser-

vice time during the strike in cases

where that time makes them eligible

for free agency at the end of the sea-

son. And it wants the luxury tax

already agreed to for the first three

years of the deal to remain in effect

through the last two.

Fehr and the union are likely to view

further concessions as charitably as

replacement players. And the players'

incentive to settle is even less than for

the owners; the only thing operating

under the old deal costs them is a raise

in the minimum salary. And almost

nobody makes the minimum any more.

Without an agreement, a few things

happen to baseball, and none of them

are good. Levine probably walks, virtu-

ally ensuring no deal gets made until

the 1997 season ends. Small-market

clubs, some of which are getting killed

at the gate, lose as much as $6 million

each in revenue-sharing. A strike or a

lockout becomes possible. It is impor-

tant not to overstate the case. No one

can say with any certainty what labor

peace, or a commissioner for that mat-

ter, would do for the game. The NBA
went an entire season without a cur-

rent contract in force and nobody
noticed. During the NFL owners' mov-

ing frenzy, Paul Tagliabue couldn't be

found. For a while it seemed that

league didn't have a commissioner,

either. Pro football was barely bruised.

Baseball negotiations still creeping along

By Ronald Blum

Associated Press

CHICAGO — Baseball's ruling executive council

failed to make any major decisions when it met yester-

day, leaving the impression that labor talks remain on

hold — and interleague play, too.

"I won't kid you." acting commissioner Bud Selig

said. "There's still a huge difference of opinions, and 1

don't want to minimize that. They were all articulated

to the point where I felt we had a positive meeting."

Neither Selig nor Randy Levine. the owners' chief

negotiator, publicly detailed the discussion during the

4 1/2-hour session. Levine said the council will meet

again — either in person or by conference call.

lust 6 1/2 weeks remain until the start of the offsea-

son — and free agent filings. Selig admitted the slow

pace of labor talks may jeopardize interleague play,

which is scheduled to start next year but awaits

approval from the union.

"I hope not. but certainly that's one of our con-

cern;*." he said.

1 cvine was upbeat following the meeting, saying the

discussions were positive and downplaying rumors that

he might resign if a deal isn't reached soon.

"I'm still ready to dance." he joked.

Levine and union head Donald Fehr negotiated the

basic outline of the deal from Aug. 9-11. but talks

stalled when the owners' labor policy committee held a

conference call the following day and some members

objected to the terms Levine was negotiating. That

committee met yesterday with the executive council,

which runs the sport in the absence of a commissioner.

Levine gave a report of the history of the talks, the

ramifications of a deal and the possible fallout of a

breakdown in negotiations.

"The value of this meeting was eyeball-to-eyeball."

Levine said. "There were a lot of misunderstandings,

miscommunications. We've crossed huge gulfs, but

there are huge issues open. We're going to continue to

brief and educate people. A lot of people still arc learn-

ing the possible components of the deal, what they are.

the impact."

Selig said that because of baseball's labor history, he

will continue at a deliberate pace, not wanting to rush

negotiations.

"Often, labor agreements were completed and voted

on, and within six months there was anger, misunder-

standing, a lot of "Why didn't you tell me this." he

said.

"They," he said of the teams, "have the right to

understand the deal, more importantly understand the

ramifications of the deal."

Levine and Fehr agreed on a structure that calls for a

luxury tax in 1997. 1988 and 1999, and no luxury tax

in 2000. The chief remaining issues are:

• whether owners will give service credit for the 75

regular-season days wiped out by the strike to the 18

or 19 players who need it to become eligible for free

agency this year;

• whether owners will allow players to have the

option in the contract of a second tax-free year in

20t>h and l • ** '•"* f4
• whether players will agree to the owners' proposal

to have all salary arbitration cases decided by three-

man panels rather than single arbitrators. The union

has proposed having three-man panels decide half the

cases each year or half the cases decided during the

contract.

"I think there's a much better level of understand-

ing." Selig said, "and when you have understanding

that leads to consensus." Still, many are tired of the

long debate.

"1 think there's a sense of frustration here." said

Atlanta Braves chairman Bill Bartholomay, a non-vot-

ing member of the council. "It's gone on for so long.

It's almost like the Thirty Years War — even that came

to an end. It's ridiculous. All other sports seemed to

have solved their problems intelligently. Hopefully, the

players' association and the owners can reach the same

conclusion."
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SEASONS
RTE.9HADLEY 584-8174

Monday- Saturday 9:00am- 11 :00pm

Not Responsible for typos • Visa, Mastercard & Discover accepted

DISCOUNT
LIQUORS

BEER • WINE • KEGS • ICE • CIGARS

HEW! BEKDISPUVAREA
WE NOW STOCK OVER 100%

*** MORE ICE COLD MICROS & IMPORTS! KEG OF THE WEEK!

CjuVt X WfcAl/IX

1am
ADAMS

24-12 oz. Boll.

$1399
+ dep.

HARPOON
24-12 oz. Bolt.

$1799

+ dep.

•SUv*. r^Viddkn owfordi

BUSCH & LT.
'30 pk"

$| I
99

+ dep.

SMIRNOFF
VODKA

$1399
1.75L

MGD&MGD L
34-13 OI Bar BettUi

dep

FOSTERS
24-12 oz. Bolt.

$| 799
+ dep.

HowtA'TOWi*
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CANADIAN
CLUB
WHISKEY

$1599

1 75L

BLOSSOM
HILL

ClfARD. &CAB.

W 1 ')L

GORDONS
GIN

$11 99

1.75L

SEAGRAMS
V.O.

WHISKEY

515"
1.75L

BUD DRY
24-12 oz. Bar

Bott.

$£99
+ dep.

SARANAC
24-12oz.

Bott.

$1 it9916
+ dep.

KEYSTONE
LT.

"30 pk"

w+ dep.

BECKS
24-12 oz. Bolt.

$1799
+ dep.

CANADIAN
MIST

$1 19911
1 75L

M/D 20-20

$|99
750 ML

"STONE
CREEK
WINES

$399
1.5L

BOONES FARM

$|99
750 ML

STOUCHNAYA
VODKA

$|999
1.75L

R.H.PHILLIPS
"NIGHT
HARVEST
WINES"

$C99
*•*? 750 Ml

CAPT.
MORGAN
SPICED RUM
$1599

1.75L

KAHLUA
$1249

.750 ML

ANDREA
CHAMPAGNES
$2*9
750 Ml

SANTA RITA
MERLOT &
CAB.

$499
.750 ML

NATURAL LT
24-12oz. cans

$399
^** + dep.

J.W.
Dundee

24-12oz.Bott.

$1499
+ dep.

HAMM'S
24-12 oz. cans

$TF29
•» + dep.

*te*On Sift"U^00 +DEP

BEEFEATER
GIN

$19"
1.75L

PEACHTREE

$599
.750 ML

GORDONS
VODKA

SI Q49
1.75L

KEGS 1 '

BUD. BUD ICE, MICHELOB, BUD LT

RED DOG, MICHELOB LT, LOWEN-
BRAU DK., MICHELOB DK., LITE,

LITE ICE...

$-11199
+DEP.
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SOUTHERN
COMFORT
$jJT99
.750 ML

NATURAL LT.

NATURAL ICE

39
$3499

+ DEP.

MICRO KEGS
SAM ADAMS W PLUS

CARLO
ROSSI

$599
4 01

BEERBALLS
$0999
JmJm + dep.

WE DELIVER
584-8174

OREGON
SARANAC
J.W. DUNDEE

'89" MANY

ISP "ORE

ICE
10 LBS *V
50 LBS *5"

100 LBS *9"
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continued from page 16

goals, because opposing defense are

not able to key in on just those two

guys.

Butler, who notched two assists in

the match, proved to be plenty dan-

gerous pumping his career point total

up to 50 with 18 goals and 14 assists.

"I don't think Holy Cross threat-

ened us offensively,* Koch said.

"They certainly had some opportuni-

ties due to our mistakes, but for the

most part, our defense was sound."

On the other side of the ball, fresh-

men goalkeeper Tim Pearson tallied

two saves in the match after record-

ing his second straight shutout

.

Thus far in the season, the keeper

position seems to be another key

UMass strength. Pearson has filled in

the shoes of last year's senior starting

netminder Eric Gruber well, although

he is in good company.
"I think the fact that will push Tim

Pearson is the fact that [sophomore
keeper] Jeff (ablonski is right there

behind him," Koch said. "He can
start for us too, and there's going to

be a battle between them all season."

The Minutemen travel to the

University of Maine on Saturday
before making their home debut
against New Hampshire on Sept. 18.

UM Zoo Disc

ready to begin
The Zoo Disc Ultimate Friibce

team returns this year, inviting

potential players, both new and old,

to their general interest meeting.

Team member Andrew Wright

encouraged both those who are seek-

ing a competitive sport or just a

opportunity to get in shape, to give

Ultimate a try.

"Ultimate it a

what-you-make-of-it kind of sport."

said Wright. "You can come out and

be real intense about it. or just have

fun."

funior Marlowe Knipes said a key

advantage to the sport is its unique

competitive structure; specifically,

the lack of referees, even in champi-

onship tournaments.

"Glory is better than points; this

game is not about demolishing the

guy next to you," Knipes said. "If

you hated sports in high school, but

wanted to play anyway, give this

game a chance."

Zoo Disc will hold a orientation

meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the

Cape Cod Lounge. Both men and
women, regardless of experience, are

urged to attend.

— Michael Elliot

field hockey
continued from puge 16

remaining to pad the UMass lead

2-0.

"Sharon is our utility player,"

llixoit said, "I think it's a great con-

fidence boost lor her to get a stat

because she works so hard in prac-

tice."

With the 2-0 lead as a cushion,

the Minutewomen were able to

relax.

"Once we scored we started to

relax and play a little freer." Hixon
said. "We played well enough to win

today and that's really important."

Fuchs agreed.

"In the first half we had some dif-

ficulties.*" she said. "In the second

half we moved more in both direc-

tions and created some openings."

For UMass, Rose made 10 saves

on the evening to earn her 28th

career shutout, while IK goalie

Sarah Egnaczyk slopped six shots.

Minutewomen Notes

Fuch's goal was her second game
winner of the season... Rose's
shutout was her second in a row...

McClellan's assist was the first of

her collegiate career... Last night's

game marked senior Kyle
Rothenberger's 64th consecutive
start.

MITH/COUK
UMass coach Russ Yarworth and his water polo squad pounded Boston College 1 7-4 last night at Amherst
College.

water polo
continued from page 16

well in extended minutes but were
held scoreless by some good defense

and some bad luck.

On two consecutive possessions,

Mendez hit the goal post. After a

tremendous save by Paul Engin,
Mendez drove again, but this time he

dished to sophomore Chad Filiault

who beat Rea with a touch shot from
two meters out.

Stahl notched his fourth goal of

the half, and the Minutemen went
into the break with the score, 9-2.

UMass's ace sniper recorded a nat-

ural hat trick in the third quarter giv-

ing him seven goals in the match and

22 on the young season.

"Brian had a bad game at Navy
where he let his emotions get to him,

but put thai behind him and played

capably tonight." Yarworth said.

Bill Hunter scored his lirst colle-

giate goal to account lor the winning

margin.

tie™. CLUB, CO—rec, and

INTRAMURAL TEAMS:

PLANNING TO OBSERVE
ROSH HASHANAH AND YOM KIPPUR?

Students planning to be absent from class due to

religious observance must notify their instructors at

least one week in advance. In the event of a dispute

between a student and a faculty member,
either party should contact the

Department Head or

the Ombuds Office at 545-0867.*

Taken from the Major Days ol Religious Observance 1996/97 Calender

e here at The
Collegian sports desk
are looking to inform

the campus about
some of UMass'
less-publicized teams.

That's why we've
come up with a new
column called "Sports

Briefs."

Send us a brief run-

down of what your
team has been up to

and we'll let people
know. The column will

run each Thursday, so

deadline is 12 p,m,
Wednesday. You can

drop off info in person

(113 Campus Center
Basement) or via fax

(545-1 592). This can
only work with your
help. Call Sports
Editors Chris or Casey
at 535-0719 with any
questions.
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FAR EAST MID EAST
Asian noodle soups, Arabian delights

salads & stir-fries salads & sandwiches

63 Main St. 31 Boltwood Walk
253-9200 253-9299

OCMP Delivery Express

r

#

Complete multimedia computer customized for students

Campus Z-Station* features:

• Powerful Intel* Pentium* processor

• Large capacity hard drive

• Plenty of memory to run today's hottest applications

• Plug & Play into your campus network with a high-speed modem

Desktop Systems include Microsoft* Natural* Keyboard

and Microsoft Mouse

Loaded with Microsoft software for study and fun

• Microsoft Office for Windows 95 with Word, Microsoft Excel,

PowerPoint, Microsoft Access, Schedule*. Encarta 96 Encyclopedia,

Microsoft Internet Assistants

• Microsoft Windows 95 with Microsoft Internet Explorer 2.0

• Microsoft Plus!

• Games for Windows 95
• Norton Antivirus and more

Hewlett Packard Color DeskJet available

Ask about Microsoft Programmer's Dream Pack
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Experience Campus Z-Station.

The University Store

413-545-2619

http://www.zds.com

educationOzds.com
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ANNOUNCEMENTS I EMPLOYRflJBNT

PtHormmi Am Divttiw orters Group

•nd Private Injttuctton in music, inaatat

and dance Registration tot Gtoup

Instruction runs Sapt 3 15. 1996 Private

instruction is on-going PAD is located in

73 Barttett Hall UMASS. 413 S4S-0519.

••I M|
UMASS WmWi Ice Hacaaf Team is

looking tor new recruits Come to open

ing meeting Sapt 12 at 6 prr uutadt th*

Blue Walt All levels welcome For mote

into call Kara -548-9171

All University women inviltd lo

enand Sigma Kapa Open Ruth. Thurs

9/5 5-7 pm Sun 9/8 6-8 pm Tuas 9/10

5-7 pm Thurs 9/12 6-8 pm Please call

Beth tor more into 256-6887 Located 19

Allan St (Behind HilleD

CHINtSt FOOD Kai Chi deliver. ng

Sunday Thursday to 2am. Friday and

Saturday to 3am

AUTO FOR SALE

MAZDA 91 323 HATCHBACK: 79.000

mi vary good condition, sunroof, tune-up

work ,ust done S2900 080. Call 549

7286

19/1 row), '[i BBiB BTWi
19(3 Otds. Delta O to- sale New tires

rotors wheels Panasonic Stereo System.

S750 Call 253-7258

VW Gait 'IS Good condition 82.000 mi

$3200 Call Chnsta Mon Fri 8-4 545

5362

EMPLOYMENT

New Hiring part time telemarketers

Morning, afternoon and evening hours

available Earn $6 $7 per hour plus

bonuses No sales Will train Contact

Ms Miranda 1«T>829~4777

Spring Break 11 Earn Cash' Highest

Commissions 1 lowest Prices 1 Travel tree

on onry 13 sales' Free Info' Sunsptosh 1

800-42&77I0

Cruise Skips Hiriag- Earn up to

CO.OOO'/month World Travel Seasonal

and Full Tune positions No eip neces

sary fot into cell 1 206 971 3550 E«t

C5001S

National Partis Hiring- Positions are

now available at National Parks Forest,

and Wildlife Preserves t icellent benefits

and bonuses' Call 1206971-3620 Em
NS0Q16

Trapical Resells Hiriag- Students

needed' Entry level and career positions

available worldwide Call Resort

Employment Services 206-971-3600 En
R50012

ATTENTION AU STUDENTS! Over $6

Billion in public and private sector

Grants and scholarships are now avail-

able All students are eligible Let us

help For more mto call 1-800- 263 6495

E«t F5O014

Intematieoel Employe*- Earn up to

S25 S45/hour teaching basic converse

tional english in Japan. Taiwan, or S

Korea No teaching bettsjognd or Asian

Languages toured Forllflb calldBtv

971 3570 E«SJ50015

level positions into the ski industry with

skiing benefits Make up to SlOOO/month

Pan lime enthusiastic individuals please

call Ski Card International 1 800 333

2SU

CRIMINAL JUSTICE MAJORS Security

officers needed tor Springfield

Applicants must have a clean police

record, and pass drug screening

interested applicants call (BrjOfirjO '777

Need Same Extra Cash, but don't have

time tor a steady too' Sign up to wort

Family Day. Saturday. September 28

Applications can be picked up at the

Alumni Relations Office in Memorial Hall

For more into contact Jenn Bennett at

545-2317

Free T-shirt » SI.000 Ctedit card

fundraisers for fraternities, sororities and

groups Any campus organisation can

raise up to SLOOO by earning a whopping

S500/Visa application Call 1 800-932

0528 Ext 65 Qualified callers receive

tree T start

Wanted Skiers and Snowkearders

Want to ski oi snowboard tor free and

gain sales e«p' Write and tell me why

Send letter and resume to Kevin Moran

Stratton Mt Fffil Box 145 Strarton Mt.

VT 05155

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals Plus Free Delivery 253-

9742

Sunglasses: Prescription. Oakley w/

case Call 549 3950

MUSICIANS

Female singer te lein/surt Folk/Funk

alternative band Interested cell 549-4723

Drummer Needed For Jaik pop/rodl

bend Call Phil S49-5836

MISCELLANEOUS

Let your voice be heard! WMUA news

is looking for anchors, reporters, produc-

ers and more for daily newscasts No

enpenence is needed All maiors wel

come Stop by our offices at 105 Campus

Center or call 545 2876 and ask tor

Alexandra

VISA/MASTERCARD GUARANTEED
Bad credit No credit No problem Call

1800 354 1590 (24 hoursl

ROOM FOR RENT

In Large House minutes to campus

Space enough tor two Call Kevin 549

0957
^

Northampton- Roemate needed

great downtown two bedroom apt Own
bedroom/bathroom, shared living room

and kitchen Seeking lespmoible male or

female Call 5869284

FOR SALE
PINBALL MACHINE. Reconditioned

Jl 000 001413)253 5363

Futon. Deukle. frame and Custom Cover

S200 00 080 5489728

SERVICES

COMPUTER PROBLEMS? Need an

upgrade7 In house service, call Scream

Savers 549-0083

Pregnant? Need Help' Call Birthright of

Amherst area tor tree testing and caring

assistance 5491906

For The Optimist One

day a week, good pay' Call 5B6 7070 Ext

27

Cider Jack needs tnendiy outgoing peo-

ple lor promotions at local retailers

FleuWe hours Please call Lara Mmuco
to set up an interview 61 7 9284048 Ext

107

Aatentiaa Skiers end Beerden. Entry

LAPTOP COMPUTER IBM 701CS/486-

75/8 RAM 540 MEG HO/ with case and

extras/ S1 100/060 Please contact Josh

3t?S6 8966

BOOKCASES Unfinished pine

24-x36
-
«9" 3 shelves- $4800 tax

536-1944

Stga Saiuin * .' controllers and

Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3 $1 80 00 Call

5465727

Steree Systems and components,

used/reconditioned Large selection, hon

est advice, warranty great prices We
buy audio video. DJ, musical equipment

Stereo and Video Exchange at Jackson s

Flea Market. Mountain Farms Mall.

Hadley Open Sundays only. 9-5 Other

days call Amherst. 256 0941

Bunnies!!! All colors, mim-lops 367

0105

Fmen. deafen, with frame and cover

$150 bo Waterbed. queen semi wave
less with headboard $150 b o 253-5350

Ressignol Skrkaats Mens sire 12 (29 51

new BO Call
(413J637

2282

SALE Oorm fridge $124 Word Processor

$100 Call 546 1576

GREAT CAB

IMS Oldsmobilt Cutlass Supreme
Goad running condition Best offer Call

S45 3097 or 634 5732

INSTRUCTION

WWW SUCESS ORG Free business

education from American Institute

Entrepreneurship and Real Estate

Investment Courses Retire rich in ten

years

SERVICES

One Way Ticket Hartford to San

Francisco Sept 21 Male Only $150 OBO
549-8546

FREE TRIPS & CASH!! Find out how
hundreds of student representatives are

already earning free tnps and lots of cash

with America's '1 Spring Break company'

Sell only 15 tnps and travel free 1 Cancun,

Bahamas Ma/atlan, Jamaica or Florida

'

Campus Manager positions also available

Call now' Take a break Student Travel

1800195 Break

Spring Break 17 Sel' trips earn cash

and go ftee STS :: RtffcKJ Camp::;

Reps/Group Organuers to promote tnps to

Cancun. Jamaica, and Florida Call

18001648 4849 for information on joining

America s *l Student Tour Operation

WANTED
I need Mattkews lis for Oct 6 O
Mullins I will pay or trade I have MSG
tu tor Oct 4 Call Craig 2SW336

WORTH THE RIDE
2BR Apt in Sunderland. HW floors.

. wash/dry. porch, garage

315. BEAUTIFUL SETTING' QUIET' 665-

4394

ARIES
March 21 April 20

Update your skills to br sure you

remain on the cutting edge at work.

On the home front, be sure that

you're being totally honest with a

mate or close friend. Avoid telling that

person what you think he/she wants

to hear.

TAURUS
April 21 May 21

Get some basic chores out of the way

before letting your hair down If you've

been mulling over a big decision for

awhile, now Is the time to take the

plunge Discuss the change and then

make a choice Nothing ventured,

nothing gained.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

This Is good time to sun something

new. like a business or a relationship

If you're having problems at home, sit

down and have a frank discussion. It

might be as simple as a couple of

crossed wires, or It could be more

serious. Find out as aeon as possible

CANCER
June 22 July 22

Planning for the future helps you

come up with some new and exciting

possibilities Try brainstorming so you

know you're not missing anything

Don't be surprised If plans you made

a while ago are scrapped for some

thing entirety dltTerent.

LEO
July 23-August 23

An unplanned getaway drops your

stress level It's about time—you've

been stewing quite a bit lately When

you return, take a deep breath and

then plunge Into your routine again

foil U ^ryrtsed at wh" I

In perspective can do for you.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

This Is a lucky week for you. so don't

hesitate—grab things by the horns

and go for It! Being flexible pays ofT

later In the week, as you have the

opportunity to better yourself by

learning a new skill. Come to a

friend's rescue this weekend

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Your bargain finding radar la working

perfectly this week, so It's a good time

to go shopping Be sure to establish

your budget before you leave,

however, or you could pay a heavy

price later. Focus on reducing your

debt load later In the week.

SCORPIO
October 24-Norember 22

If you're feeling hounded, try to find

a place where you can be left alone

Shut your door, put up a Do Mot

Disturb sign—do whatever It takes.

Follow your Instincts when It comes lo

advancing a personal relationship

Slow and steady does the trick.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23 December 2

1

You're In rare form lately—It's a good

tunc to plan a party Put together an

unusual mix of friends and then

expect the unexpected Don't worry

about going over budget either Just

put your creativity to the test and see

what you can come up with.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
As fall arrives In earnest, your

romantic nature Is In full blossom

Give yourself a long rein and prepare

to sweep your sweetheart off his/her

feet. The outdoors Is calling—a picnic

might be nice. Later In the week, turn

your attention to a problem at work.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

When It comes lo getting day to day

chores done, a computer can help,

but If you rety on It too heavily, you

could br bound for trouble In the long

run If you're making plans for the

future, think big You may not make

It. but vou'll know you tried.

PISCES
February 19-March 20

You can count on most of your friends

this week to help you manage a crisis.

If one or two people are missing

unexpectedly, wait awhile and then

check up on them They could be In

need of a little assistance themselves

—and you're Just the one to help

For Entertainment Purposes Only

[some things are meant to be closed
YOUR MIND ISN'T ONE OF THEM.
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Furniture Sale & Collection
North Congregational Church A^

and

Tag Sale
Cushman Hill Children's Center

Saturday September 14

Rain or Shine • 9 am-2 pm
on the Amherst Common

• Bring your used furniture to the common to be recycled •

• Buy used furniture at very low prices •

• Clothing, toys, household items & much more •

For information Call 549-5568
Pickup/Delivery service available (within Amherst) for a fee of $5/ltem

"Take it or leave it" area

Largest recycling event of its kind in the area.

IlVVicr INTRAMURAL

SPORTS

Paid Officials Needed For Flag Football,

Softball, Soccer, & Ice Hockey
Clinics: Football, Soccer Sept. 18, 19, 20

Co-ed Softball - Sept. 19, 23, 24
Ice Hockey - Sept. 25

Call for times & locations

Still Time To Enter Flag Football, Soccer, & Softball

More Info In 215 Boyden, 5-2693/5-0022.
on the web: http://www.umass.edu.80/umitn/

Tri-State Fairs:

Original Area Shows

since 1987COMPUTER
FAIR

MULLINS
CENTER
SEPT 14

I0AM-3:30PM
ONE MONTH FREE INTERNET AT THIS SHOW FROM TIAC

Buy at wholesale prices directly at the show from nearly

50 independent competing companies under one roof.

From full systems to shareware, ifs all here

Located on the campus of UMass.

Rte 9 onto Rte 116N at Staples

taking first exit, turn right

This is a discount ticket. General

admission is $7.00 each. Clip or

photocopy this ad and save $2.00 ea
l

Our dealers feature the IBM/PC

marketplace Join us four times a year. |

Kids under 10 free with parent |

I

Don't over

sleep, one day

show only
1

!

HAMPSHIRE
FITNESS

*x CLUB

Jon now lor our

' 5 wfiek

semester

special (SI 59)

& qet <i (me
' HFC T-Shirt!

The Area's

Most Complete
256-6446

90 Gatehouse Road
"Off RL 9 2 mrl« East or Town Center"

• PVTA bui route to Rolling Green •

• pool • Mfobrcs • tque-eerobrcs •

* swos • niutilu* • racquetball •

• tree weights • lacuzzi • tauna •

• meseqe • bikn • term* •

• tjwen • rreaamiiu •

CROSSWORD 2

I

ACROSS
i. in the

-I >/\ i

The
Crown

t. Relatives

9. Russian river

13. Author Rogers St.

Julius

14. Rummage
16. Beatles' meter maid

17. Bogarde et al.

16. Golden Rule

preposition

19. J. Edgar's boys

20. French growing

season
21. Debilitates

23. Ukraine seaport

25. Mbna
26. Scottish group

27. Knaves
30. Easily snapped
33. Portents

34. Lying flat

36. Grunt

37. Zest

38. My Way
39. Mythical monster

40. That girl

41. In need of brushing

up
Gel gussied up
Upswings
Artichoke cores

Holbein or Arp

Oft an even

48.

51.

52.

55.

50.

58.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

down (topsy-

turvy)

Venture

Mas' partners

Croissant, e.g.

Cheer on the team

Gay
Motown's genre

Lace place

Lease again

Inlantry

Approvals

Monica of tennis

27.

28.

20.

30.

31.

32.

34.

36.

38.

39
41.

42.

45.

42

43

45

46

47.

I
- -i-yr- I

•
!

DOWN
1

.

Green gem
2. Revise a manuscript 47
3. When We Vary ^

Young (Milne) 49
4. Sambur
5. Highland gals 50
6. Goodman's drummer 51

in '35 52 ;

7. Charged particles 53
6. Screw-loose lixer 54
9. Compelling 57

10. Wheel parts 5g
11. Actor Roscoe
12. Turner of films

15. Leather

ornamentation

22. Silly person

24. Junior Romeo's rite

of passage
25. Human bellows

2t. -Hepchrnan '

"

Deteriorates

Nebraska city

Chromosome cargo

Londoners.

informally

German pistol

White-plumed bird

Appointments

Coop creatures

Cannon operators

Spoken
Review

Those who can't

resist a look

Frigid

" a Cockeyed
Wonder"
Toys with tails

Twinkling bear

"Our first duty is not

lo be " (Shaw)

Run-down area

European crow

Census
Skipper's wore

Coll. entrance tests

Exclamation

Rosear. j Arnold.

Barr

!! AEROBICS !!

FITNESS CENTER
AMHERST M A
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Dllbort By Scott Adams University2 By Frank Cho

TEA/ABUILDING EXER£lSt

IT'S HOPELESS! YOU'RE
LOSERS! WE'LL NEVER
fAAKE A SUNDIAL OUT
OF A PENCIL AND AN
EATEN DONUTi n

J

HEE HEE/ ALL VOU HAD
TO DO C0AS STICK THE

PENCIL IN THE DONUT.

U)E JUST

BROKE ALL

KINDS OF

UNION
RULES.

BUT HEY!

LOOK AT THE

SHADOW FROM

THE PENCIL it

UM CH,A6rmTiort
IO MitiifcRAMS —

1

<~* D>AZE£».r-|J_

Generation X By Chris Lehman

EMlR SINCE X CPtt'fc

AMCRICA /\S FoRhiChl

Y

lWM4rro5€ETHzUS>

GAME'S MY WAV,

%rn 6 fir wild*
•NP,5Hir/ |f
15 fa>v rV<hr*

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

Hit CARIDON^I'D CON'T UK£ IT U)HtN OUR
h7r— ^=Q-Lr U)ORK^ 6A01LM ONOECbTCOO
HO <-> NlieiMSOWWCtCAICOMAOOesj

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom Always wanted one of those By A. Morse & S. Dumas

!! AEROBICS !!

FallBike Sale

TftESHOLO
Switchback
Sycamore
Hilltoppe*
Alta SX
IBOC O-GSX

MONGOOSE
WA#

$329.95
$369.95
$419.95
$734-95
$999.95

Now
$259.95
$289.95
$349.95
$38995
$599.95
$899.95

Hahanna
Fiite Mountain
Lava Dome
ClNDErtCONfc
KlLAUCA
AA
ExpLosir
KULA

Was
$469.95
$52995
$62995
$849.95
$ 1049.95
01249.95
$1699.95
$1949 95

Now
$379.95
$409.95
$539.95
$625.95
$874,95
$ 1074.95
$1449.95
$1649.95

Leold (leold®|avanet.com)

by Roger and Salem Salloom 01996

Sometimes I feel depressed, but I

really love my tropical fish.

I give them a few rules before I

put 'em in the tank....

no biting

no chasing other fish

take your turn on the food

And no matter how bad you feel...

no jumping out because...

believe it or not...

" that's not water on the other

side of the glass."

Then I give them their names
and they're off to their new life.

tv>*3« ciass>Ci«aLs «re
Sllk^. U*V3 p«|Xl n-ioriCA +0
3*i" MS, Blonde k**be «
r*y

3 Sn^'pWU, 'OlcloJi,

4 i^e c<orjV* Oa'o< -rs<

Close to Heme By John McPherson

CLOSE TO HOME john mcpherson

8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

iLk:3 Bicycle Warld

Gtmm 104 Fftdtaral 9tre%* T74-S7M
Jtafacfvt •

i 63 South Ptoutat St. (re*r)

Ourmw location: Nortfcjunpton 32 Mmoojc St • £844100

Serving the Valley's Cyclist for Over 25 Years

'GEEZ, I THINK I'VE GOT
*

SOMETHING IN HY EVE'

THATS VCUR F//VGER

[OH VEAH, THAT'S BETTER

*~7F

Always a practical (oker. Carl tosses an old
rib bone onto the door at the height ol

his chiropractic session

8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

HE*' TRlPt£ X

GIRLFKIPOD t^
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jS3
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5r (**s I THINK II
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instead of this stupid ad

Today's Staff

Jacob W. Michaels

Night Editor

Lisa Chiu

Copy Editor

Courteny Smith
Photo Technician

Marc Dionne
Production Supervisor

Joylyn Lombard, Jack Myers
Josh Sylvester

Production

Quote of the

Morning

Stop plate

tectonics

-seen on T-shirt

»

Quote of the

Afternoon

Take me drunk,
I'm home

-seen on T-shirt

99

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 343-3626 far mora ImfmrmmHam.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Cheese Pizza

Falafel Pocket Sandwich

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Savory Beef Strudel

Mexican Veg. Stew
Pastabilities

Hampden
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Barbecued Beef on a

Bun

DINNER
Breaded Chicken

Tenders

Savory Beef Strudel

Worcester

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

DINNER
Breaded Chicken

Ritoni w/Meat Sauce

Lentil Chili

Tenders

Mexican Veg. Stew
Pastabilities

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Ritoni w/Meat Sauce

Lentil Chili

Pizza

DINNER
Brd. Chicken Tenders

Mexican Veg. Stew
Pastabilities

Savory Beef Strudel

t
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Sports
The Massachusetts

Field hockey earns second shutout Water Pol° sinks BC >

Yarworth & Co. 2-2
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts I

Boston College

CHESTNUT HILL — The Massachusetts field

hockey team scored a pair of second half goals to

secure a 2-0 win over Boston College last night

at Alumni Stadium.

After BC played them to a scoreless tie at half

time, the Minutewomen produced two goals

within six minutes of each other to defeat the

Eagles. Freshman
Saskia Fuchs
notched the

game-winning goal

while junior
Sharon Hughes added an insurance goal to power
UMass. The victory, which continues a 14-year

dominance of the Eagles brings Massachusetts'

record to 3-0. while BC falls to 0-3.

"BC played us really tough, they didn't give us

any space to move." UMass coach Pam Hixon
said.

With the bouncy stadium turf leading to free

hits in both directions, neither team was able to

take command of the game in the first hair. The
UMass defense, which played strongly last week
against New Hampshire, deflected a number of

hits by the Eagles towards the circle.

BC was able to put together a serious scoring

opportunity with 9:57 remaining before intermis-

sion, junior Gabrielle Bieg worked past the

UMass defense to face goalie Hilary Rose but

Bieg couldn't convert, sending the ball wide to

Rose's right.

The Eagles also threatened when they were
awarded a penalty corner with 6:21 to go in the

half, but they failed to score when the shot went
wide to the short side.

Boston College stormed out of the gates in the

second half forcing a penalty corner approximate-

ly four minutes into the period. Rose blocked the

initial shot, but a scramble in front of the UMass
net ensued when BC tried to send home the

rebound.

With players from both teams practically on

top of Rose as she tried to protect the ball, the

Eagles managed a shot but the ball went wide to

the right of the cage.

Less than three minutes later. UMass put
together an attack in front of the BC goal with
the Minutewomen being awarded a penalty cor-

ner with 28:22 remaining in the game
Off the corner's rebound, two-time Atlantic 10

Rookie of the Week Fuchs connected to put
UMass on the board 1-0. Kutherine McClellan

was awarded the assist on the eventual game win-

ner.

"(Saskia) is a really good team player, but at

the same lime she accepts her responsibility as a

center forward to score the goals." Hixon said.

That was not all for Massachusetts, as Hughes
tallied her flrtl goal of the season with 21:31

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 13

By Fred Hurtbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

Massachusetts 17

Boston College

COUHTtSY M{DIA MICTIONS

|unior Sharon Hughes earned her first goal of the season as UMass beat Boston College 2-0.

This game was a classic case of: "It

wasn't as close as it sounds."

Last night at Amherst College's

Alumni Gymnasium, the UMass
water polo squad defeated — annihi-

lated, actually — Boston College,

17-4. to even up their season record

at 2-2.

The Minutemen went into the

game looking to put together a com-
plete
per-
for-
nunc*

n

both
sides of the ball. UMass coach Russ

Yarworth was pleased with the cal-

iber of play he saw from his defend-

ing Eastern Championship club.

"It's always good to see the team

take advantage of a winning opportu-

nity," he said. "I got them jacked up

to play defense."

The Minutemen put up a solid

defensive front in the first quarter.

hardly allowing a dangerous shot on
goal and allowing only one score in

the period. The UMass defense held

BC (0-1) in check with an intense,

aggressive smothering style of

defense that led to numerous Eagle

turnovers.

Most of those Eagle giveaways led

to Minuteman goals.

With the score 1-0 on the strength

of a Brian Stahl tally. Aldo Roman
made a brilliant steal and an outlet

pass on the money to senior captain

Ron Gonen. After he got position,

Gonen dished across the pool to

Marc Staudenbauer who found the

buck of the net to give Massachusetts

u two goal advantage.

less than two minutes later in the

first quarter, Roman was rewarded

for his tenacious defensive effort.

Gonen took ihe ball quickly up the

right side and found Roman set in the

middle of the pool. The Rio Piedras,

Puerto Rico, native unleashed a

vicious blast past a helpless Tom Rea

in the BC net.

Another Roman takeaway led to

Staudenbauer's second score of the

quarter and a whopping 6-0 first

quarter Minuteman lead.

Staudenbauer's two goals give him

15 points in just four games this sea

son after having scored 50 points in

35 games last season.

"I'm looking for Marc to be a

leader in the pool." Yarworth said of

Staudenbauer. "He really knows the

game as well as anyone. He's got a

personality that lends itself to leader-

ship, and if the stats come, that's

great too."

Gonen. the anointed team leader

by virtue of his captainship, handed
out four assists (two to Stahl) in the

game extending his career UMass
record, that he set in just three sea-

sons, to 120.

Neither Gonen. nor the rest of the

starting seven, saw much playing

time as the Minutemen jumped out to

a steep 7-1 first quarter lead.

Carlos Mendez and Jake Howard, a

pair of players that illustrate the

depth of the UMass bench, played

Turn to WATER POLO page 13

Men's soccer blanks Holy Cross
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

Massar.hnsp.Tts

Holy Cross

The Massachusetts men's soccer team (2-0) offers

this correction to an
age old sports
metaphor: "Some times

you win, sometimes
you lose, and some-
times you win big.

"

Coming on the heels of a mediocre 1-0 win over
New England powerhouse Boston University, the

Minutemen looked to re-tune their engines in

Tuesday's match up against Holy Cross. After being

out-shot by the Terriers 21-5 over the weekend. No.
18 UMass exacted revenge by drubbing the Crusaders
5-0 on Hart Field in Worcester.

What made the difference?

"I don't think it had anything to do with what I

said," said UMass coach Sam Koch. "I think it had to

do with the opponent and playing on grass. The ball

movement was much better, the work off the ball was
better, which created opportunities for us to finish."

Talk about mixing it up. Five different Minutemen
notched goals in the match, outshooting the Cross
13-2.

Just over 17 minutes into the match, sophomore
midfielder Rob Cairo was first to light up the score

board, finishing off a feed from junior forward Mike
Butler 10 yards out. That was the only offensive dam-
age the Minutemen would muster in the first half of

play.

In the second half, senior midfielder Tashi Tshering

sparked a scoring frenzy when he earned his first

career goal driving home a loose ball in the box 51

minutes into the game.

Three more Minutemen would go on to score in the

squad's second straight shutout of the season. In the

66th minute, Butler found sophomore midfielder Mark
Saad for the third goal. Two minutes later, the UMass
offense struck again via All-America candidate Dave
Siljanovski tallying an unassisted goal. Sophomore
midfielder Jake Brodsky placed the final nail in the

Crusaders' coffin hammering home a feed from fresh-

man forward Eric Rabinovitz.

This is characteristic of the Minuteman offense as

Koch describes. "If you look at the way the team has

been in the last two years, everybody scores. We don't

go to one particular player and expect him to put the

ball in the back of the net for us.

"We certainly have two great goals scorers in Dave
Siljanovski and Mike Butler, but, there has always been
four other players who have scored six or eight goals

during the season and that's what muke^ u< so danger-

ous." he said.

Koch added that Butler and Siljanovski. in fact,

become more dangerous when more people score

Turn to MEN'S SOCCER, page 13

COUKTtSY MEDIA RtLATIONS

Shut out city! Senior defenseman Joe jacobson
played solid D on two counts as UMass kicked off

the season with two shutouts.

Dion stands alone in Minutewomen goal

By Jormo Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Whether it is the game of soccer,

lacrosse, ice or field hockey, the goal-

keeper position can be a lonely place. It

is the last to be recognized when a team
wins, and the first to be put on the

stand when a team loses.

For the No. 8 nationally ranked
University of Massachusetts women's
loccer team (3-0). junior keeper
Danielle Dion has to had to face this

complex. The dimensions of a soccer

net (8' x 24') can be daunting even for

the imposing stature of a 5'9, two-time

All-Atlantic 10 first team selection.

It can be a lonely place, as there are

times when you sit and watch the

action for most of the game, but then

have to instantaneously switch into

high gear, as 1 1 opponents rush the

box wanting to make you look like a

fool. Concentration is the key for Dion,

but at very few times, she is only
human.

"I just try to follow the ball, wherev-

er it is. at any point of time on the

field," Dion said, with a smirk.

"Actually, a little funny story. I found

myself drifting a little bit this weekend
when we played SMU. and I caught

myself one time.

"The concentration level you have

has to rise, because if you are not con-

centrating, you never know when the

ball will be in front of you."

It definitely helps when you have a

first rate defense in front of you. as

Dion has combined with the likes of

junior Erica Iverson. sophomore
Amanda Thompson and senior Erin

Lynch to be one of the top back lines in

the East.

"You could not ask for anything

more," Dion said. "I have had the most

incredible defense in front of me. and

Turn to Won, page 1
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Danielle Dion embarks on her third year in the net for UMass and has
excelled in the "lonely" position.

UMass QB seeks to instill air offense

By Mike Corey
Collegian Staff

Being a quarterback requires a lot of

effort, leadership, and talent. It's a

position with high prestige and respon-

sibility. The Massachusetts football

team knew they had found a player

who could fit the bill when they select-

ed Anthony Catterton to be the quar-

terback to lead the Minutemen this sea-

son.

In a year where the Minutemen are

in desperate need to balance the attack

on the offensive side of the ball —
having just lost the top rusher in

UMass history — many people are

looking to Catterton to reerect the

UMass passing game A large responsi-

bility for the Orlando, Fla. native, in

playing a position that many people

criticize depending on performance
However, Catterton isn't trying to let

any of that get to him.

"People are going to say what they

want to say," Catterton said. "I learned

a long time ago, at this position, you

either get all the glory or take all the

rap. so I really don't pay attention to

that. I just try to do the best I can. and
give all I can give."

Catterton began his careeT about 1

2

years ago in Florida, and by the end of

his career at Boone High School he had

rourresv Mmi* n lations

Anthony Catterton

passed for 4.521 yards and 33 TDs.

and rushed for 1.507 yards and I
1)

TDs. In 1993 he was the only quarter

back in central Florida to pass for over

300 yards in back to-back games. An

honorable mention as a senior, named

to the Orlando Sentinel All-Central

Florida and All-District first team.
Catterton was recruited by both Florida

and Florida St. although he mentioned
that his size was a factor and hurt him
in playing for such schools.

"I like the responsibility of leading a

bunch of guys," Catterton said. "It's

just a position I grew up playing, and I

feel comfortable with. I don't feel that

[my size] is a disadvantage I feel I can
run pretty good, so it compensates for

not having the height."

So what brings ;i guy from Florida

up to the University of Massachusetts?

"I enjoyed the company here."
Catterton said. "The guys are great. I

felt real comfortable with the them,
and I lik'-H the campus. I have family

that live within four hour ran]
here, and I hvajn have somebody
coming to my games. I been down
south my whole life, in Florida or
Georgia, so it was | chance lo get away
and I really liked the coaches in the
program."

Catterton played in three games in

1994 and played in nine games in

1995. making icven Marti wm taking

Turn to FOOTBALL poge 1
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Big JO one big flop; Tarheels can play

Not so long ago, the Big 10 was
considered the elite conference in the

nation. Year in and year out. they pro-

duced more NFL prospects than any

other conference, and top to bottom

the level of play was superior to that

of anyone in

America. So what
the hell happened?

This past week-
end served notice to

the nation that the ^^^^^^^^
Big Ten is not what it was. With the

rite of the SEC and the formation of

the Big 12. the Big 10 wasn't expect-

ed to rule the football world, but

nobody thought they'd disappear

either.

Nebraska served up the first blow,

pounding Michigan St. 55-14. Now,

the Spartans are a decent Big 10 pro-

gram, and they destroyed Purdue

52 14 two weeks ago. I understand

that Nebraska is unreal, but when a

mid-level Big 10 team loses to any-

one by 4 1 points, out of conference,

there is cause for concern.

But the dookie hit the fan Saturday

Luke Meredith
on College Football

afternoon when Southern Cal

destroyed Illinois 55-3. A program
known for its defense, the Mini were

stymied by a team that returns only

one offensive starter from last year's

Rose Bowl champions. Even media

sweethearts
Northwestern, last

year's Cindarella.

was beaten by Wake
Forest in a 28-27

^^^^^^
t h r i I I e i

Northwestern 's loss doesn't really

concern me; they're decent, but not

great. However, even decent teams

shouldn't have trouble with the

Demon Deacons.

I know it's not even
mid-September and there's still a lot

of football to be played, but this is no)

a recent trend. The Big 10 has had

trouble out of conference for years,

and unless they get themselves togeth

er, they'll find themselves on the out-

side looking in as college football

expands and progresses.

• Do Believe the hype
Congratulations. Chapel Hill, sounds

like you've got yourselves a football

team. North Carolina proved that

their season opening 45-0 humilia-

tion of Clemson was no fluke

Saturday night. They went up to the

Carrier Dome and ignored all the

pre season hype about the supposed
greatness of Syracuse and their

Ail-American quarterback Donovan
McNabb. thumping the Orangemen
27-10. They came out fired up,
storming to a 17-0 halftime lead.

'Cuse is no pushover, however, and
made a run to cut the lend to seven in

the third quarter But. like all good
teams, the Tarheels were patient

They waited for their opportunity,
and when it came they pounced. The
ability to win on the road when the

home team has momentum is the sign

Of ii football team that's going some-
where. Syracuse dropped from No. 9
to 24 in this week's AP poll, and if

UNC can get past Florida State in the

ACC, there just might be Sugar in

their stockings come bowl leitcttoti

Turn to BIG 10, page 1
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Bring the

jazz

|.|. (ohnson
storms into

Northampton with

two shows on
Sunday. Check out

our preview (See
Arts & Living, page
5).

Minutewomen
shoot down Hawks

Caroline Steele

and the UMass
women's tennis
team opened their

season with a win
yesterday, defeat-

ing the Hartford
Hawks, 6-1 (See
Sports, page 1 0).

WORLD

Iraqi missiles fired to

"make statement"

BACHDAD, Iraq — Iraq and the

United States moved closer to a show-

down Thursday, with more U.S. fire-

power sent to the Persian Gulf, Iraq

claiming missile attacks on American
jets and both countries spitting harsh

rhetoric.

After almost two weeks of conflict,

each side seemed willing to raise the

stakes but neither looked prepared to

make a decisive move.
Iraq said it tired missiles at U.S. war-

planes over a no-fly zone for a second

straight day Thursday, hours after

accusing Kuwait of an "act of war" for

agreeing to open its airfields to

Amencan jets.

Pentagon officials confirmed that

Iraq fired three surface-to-air missiles

Thursday, but said they were aimed at

an area near the southern "no-fly"

zone where allied aircraft were not fly-

ing.

"We had nothing in the area.

Clearly he released them only to make
a statement," a military official said on
condition of anonymity. "There were

no (radar) tracks," indicating guidance

systems were not left on long enough
to direct the missiles to an intended

target. "It took a hard search to find

them."

NATION

Florida State U. ranks

as no. 1 party school

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — Co,
Seminoles! Florida State University is

No. 1 — in partying.

FSU was named the top-ranked
party school nationwide in the latest

Princeton Review's "Advantage Guide
to the Best 310 Colleges."

It dethroned three-time champion
University of Rhode Island, which
banned alcohol on campus last year.

George Washington University in

Washington was No. 2 and arch-rival

University of Florida came in third.

"Oh that's good," said Tom Guillot,

a 22-year-old junior at

FSU. "We beat em again. We beat

'em in everything."

Florida State was ranked fourth in

partying in the guide's first edition

1993, and then came in second three

years in a row behind Rhode Island.

ThL !s the first year it's in first place.

So, does that mean the Seminoles

are last in academics?

"If you read the whole thing, it's

really not all bad," said FSU President

Sandy D'Alemberte, noting the nice

things the guide says about the friend-

ly atmosphere, good climate and "bar-

gain-basement" tuition

The Princeton Review, the New
(ersey-based company that provides

test preparation classes and is not affili-

ated with Princeton University, pub-
lishes the annual guide to colleges for

high school seniors. Its party-school

ranking was based on a survey of

56,000 students at the 310 colleges

listed.
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September days...
Senior Kari Olsen was among many found studying amidst the trees on campus yesterday.

Lack of bicycle rocks

causes safety problems
By Beth McCarthy
Collegian Start

The lack of bicycle racks on the

University of Massachusetts campus
has become an increasingly annoying
and potentially dangerous problem,
according to students and the

Division of Environmental Health
and Safety (EH&S).

Because there is a shortage of bike

racks on campus, students seeking

places to park their bikes have
obstructed and cluttered entrances to

campus buildings. The blocked
entrances could cause problems for

students trying to exit the buildings.

Amber Conboy. an engineering
major, has been forced to seek out

alternative fixtures to secure her
bike.

"All day today, I've chained my
bike to trees and railings," said

Conboy. "I have yet to chain my bike

to a rack because there is no room."

Conboy is aware that the railings

are for the handicapped to use, or in

case of fire, and she makes an effort

to lock her bike in alternative loca-

tions.

"I never chain my bike on railings

where people might really need to

use it for the stairs," said Conboy. "I

try to stay in areas where my bike

wouldn't actually impair someone
from using it."

Conboy keeps to trees and fences

that appear to "serve no other pur-

pose than as an ornament."

However, EH&S has "received an

increased number of complaints this

semester of bicycles blocking handi-

cap ramps, stairways and doors,"

according to a press release.

Jay Taintor, an English major, who
uses the rails on stairways and ramps
understands that they are needed,

but sees no other option.

"I'm sure that it causes problems

for people who need to use the

handrails." said Taintor. "But I need

to use them too because there are no
bike racks."

Gary Stokarski. Fire and Safety

Officer, said that EH&S has been
aware of the problem for five years

and has been trying to resolve the

problem for an equal length of time.

"Our office has tried to seek fund-

ing for more bike racks, but has not

been too successful," said Stokarski.

Stokarski explained that EH&S
will attempt to solve the problem by

continuing to seek grants and fund-

ing through every possible means.
In the meantime. "We do have the

avenue of education." said Stokarski.

EH&S has posted warnings
around campus in an attempt to per-

suade students to avoid using
handrails according to Stokarski.

"Emergency evacuation from a

building would be difficult, if not

impossible, in some situations

because of the bicycles," said Mears.

Mears would like students "to be

mindful of others when parking their

bicycles."

Stokarski also mentioned that stu

dents should keep safety in mind,
particularly in the winter when peo-

ple will rely heavily upon the rails to

avoid slipping down stairs.

Even though the Division of

EH&S would like to educate stu-

dents and allow them to use their

own judgement, they have gone as

far as removing bicycles according to

Stokarski.

"If they are repeat offenders or

there is a specific complaint from
someone with mobility impairment,
the bike will be removed," said

Stokarski. "It also depends on the

seriousness of the situation."

He also stressed to students the

importance of registering their bikes,

because EH&S may try and locate

the owner of a bike before it is

removed.

Festivities for Jewish

New Year scheduled

75th annual Big E boasts full schedule

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Start

By Jacob W. MichoeJs

Collegian Staff

For Jews at the University of

Massachusetts, and all over the world,

the holiday season has arrived.

Sundown tonight marks the begin-

ning of Rosh Hashana. the lewish New
Year, and one of the most important

holidays in the Jewish faith. It is fol-

lowed by Yom Kippur. the Day of

Atonement, which begins at sundown
on Sept. 22.

There are a number of options for

Jews at UMass who are looking to cele-

brate the beginning of 5757. the year

on the lewish calendar.

Chabad is offering an otthodox ser-

vice at their house on North Hadley

Road. Services begin at 7 p.m. tonight.

Tomorrow, services begin at 10 a.m.

and 7:30 p.m.. and on Sunday they

begin at 10 a.m. with the Shofar blow-

ing at 12:30 p.m.

The Shofar is a ritual hom made out

of a ram's hom which is blown only on

Rosh Hashana to signal the beginning

of the New Year.

The lewish Community of Amherst
is holding members- only services at

Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m. tonight

and 9:30 a.m. tomorrow. They are also

holding a children's service open to the

general public at 2:45 p.m. tomorrow
at the Jewish Community of Amherst.

Hillel is offering two services this

year — a "liberal/egalitarian" one in

the Student Union Ballroom — and a

traditional one in the Hillel House.

Friday evening services will begin at

6 p.m. at both places. Morning services

on Saturday and Sunday will begin at 9
a.m. in the Hillel House and 10 a.m. in

the Student Union. Both Saturday
evening services begin at 7 p.m.

According to Louisa Shein. who will

be the cantor for the liberal service, it

will be led by both men and women.
"We'll be doing, you know, most of

the service in Hebrew and also some
English readings." she said "It hopes
to be a lot of singing and a nice Rosh
Hashana service."

The traditional service, led by Rabbi
Carl Woolf. will will be completely in

Hebrew.

Shein. who is also Hillel's vice-pres-

ident of Cultural and Religious Affairs,

said Hillel is doing two services to give

more options to the "diverse Jewish

body" on campus.

"Last year, we sometimes had one
service and sometimes we had two,"

she said. "We sent out a question-

naire... and it became very clear that

people were happier when there were
more options. So this year, we decided

to have two services for everything."

Students who have to miss class for

either High Holiday should inform
their instructors a week ahead of time.

Anyone having a problem with a pro-

fessor should contact the head of the

department of the Ombuds Office.

Celebrating its 75th anniversary, the Big E will begin

today and continue until Sept. 29 in West Springfield.

The Big E is well-known for its free entertainment. This

year's schedule of events promises to be "full of amazing
events and one-of-a-kind exhibits, a variety of tempting

culinary delights and a host of live entertainment," accord-

ing to Communications Manager Catherine Pappas.

The following is list of highlights for this year's Big E.

At 9:30 p.m. on opening night. Fleet Bank will sponsor a

fireworks display to kick off the festivities.

A longstanding tradition, the Big E Circus can be seen

under the Big Top daily, free of charge, at 1 p.m., 4 p.m.

and 7 p.m.

The "Diamond Jubilee" exhibit, sponsored by Honnoush
Jewelers and Milk Promotion Services Inc., is located in the

New England Center. It will host 75 years of fair memora-
bilia celebrating the Eastern States Exposition.

Winn's Thrill Show will excite audiences as they balance

on 70 foot high sway poles and ride motorcycles on an

inclined wire.

On opening day, a member of the group will perform a

"skywalk" from the Brooks Building to the Coliseum at 2

p.m. and 7:30 p.m. The Winn Show performance will take

place daily at 12:30 p.m.. 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. at the Mallary

Plaza.

The Big E Grande Parade sponsored by Stop & Shop will

march off at 5 p.m daily. The Budweiser Clydesdales, the

famous eight-horse group, will also appear daily in the

parade.

As a special guest appearance, the University of

Massachusetts Minuteman Marching Band will perform in

the parade on Sept. 19.

Amusement park rides for all ages will also be part of the

entertainment. A Pay-One-Price ride discount for $12 is

good for one day Monday through Thursday on the Magic-

Midway.

Other points of interest for fair-goers are Ice Sculpting

demonstrations, an antique car display. Italian Pavilion.

Storrowtown Village Museum, Commerford's Petting Zoo,

the Avenue of States and U.S. amateur ballroom dancers.

The main stage, which features different types of free

entertainment, will offer many singers and groups.

David Hasselhoff, actor and producer from Baywatch.
will sing a collection of songs on Sept. 14 at 8 p.m.

Grammy nominated singer Billy Ray Cyrus will sing on
Sept. 15 at 8 p.m.

At I p.m. and 4:30 p.m., from Sept. 16-20. fans of the

Supremes can relive their music and style as they perform.

In addition to these acts, scheduled to appear are: Connie
Smith, the Bethany Assembly of God Choir and Orchestra.

Cottonwood, Emilio, Pedragons, Kathy Mattea. Tom
HaiTibridge. Trisha Yearwood, Peter Noone. The Chiffons.

Peaches & Herbs, Tracy Lawrence and La Bouche.

Big E employees are not sure what to expect for atten-

dance numbers, but last year they hosted 1.1 million peo-

ple, said Pappas.

"We are expecting at least that many this year, especially

for our 75th anniversary," she said.

Gates will open daily at 8 a.m. Most buildings and
exhibits are open from 10 a.m.-lO p.m. The Avenue of

States hours are 10 a.m. - 9 p.m. and the Storrowtown
Village Museum hours are 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.

The Pioneer Valley Transit Authority will provide daily

bus service from the 1-91 parking lot in downtown
Springfield to the Big E and from select hotels and motels

along Route 5 in West Springfield. Additional weekend
shuttle service will be available from Enfiled Square, the

Holyoke and Fairfield Malls. Westfield and West
Springfield.

Services will also be provided to the Big E by Peter Pan
throughout New England.

Admission Prices for the Big E are $10 for adults on
weekends, $8 Monday-Thursday. Children ages 6-12 are

$6 and children 5 and under are free.

Two day passes, which are good for any two days of the

fair are $16. For more information and schedules, call 1-

800-343-9999
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Sophomore Rob Luhrs takes time out from his busy schedule to play a quick round of frisbee

Korean flooding causes famine

By Sang-Hun Choe
Associated Press

SEOUL, South Korea— Famine is

biting ever harder into North Korea,

with children and the elderly espe-

cially threatened and the government
reducing food rations still further.

Aid experts say North Korea will

need substantial food aid again next

year and possibly for much longer.

South Korean officials said

Thursday that North Korea's food
crisis won't ease unless the commu-
nist nation fundamentally changes its

economic policies. They said massive

floods the past two years merely
aggravated a chronic problem.

After floods destroyed thousands

of acres of North Korean farmland

last year, the reclusive nation sought

international help for the first time

to feed its 24 million people. More
flooding this summer worsened the

problem.

Experts say that North Korea's

BfOM were hurt by terraced farms,

made on slopes of hills throughout

the country. Topsoil washed down-
hill by rains buried vast rice paddies

below. U.N. officials operating out of

North Korea reported that much of

the flood-stricken farmland remains

buried because the country has no
fuel to run bulldozers and other
heavy equipment.

Kim Hyong-ki. a senior official in

South Korea's Unification Ministry.

reported to parliament this week
that the North needs 4.9 million

tons of food to maintain the mini-

mum acceptable ration this year, but

harvested only 3.4 million tons last

fall.

As a result. U.N. agencies say

North Korea has reduced food
rations to less than half of what is

considered an acceptable minimum
and introduced potatoes to the coun-

try's rice-based diet.

Still, food rations have been cut

for many adults to only 7 ounces a

day of cereal as the North diverted

dwindling food stock to feed children

suffering malnutrition and rickets.

the agencies said.

k
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Friday, Sept. 13

Religious — The Alliance Christian Fellowship Time

Out will have its first weekly meeting at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center. Check the Info De»k for the room num-

ber. Sharing, praying, teaching, and contemporary wor-

ship music will be involved.

Religious — Traditional Rosh Hashana services will be

held at 6 p.m. at Hiilel House, and liberal/egalitarian ser-

vices will be held at 6 p.m. in the Student Union
ballroom.

Seminar — The UMass Polymer Science and
Engineering Department will have Dr. Joseph Davidovits

deliver a lecture entitled, "AJuminosicilate Polymers for

Ultra-High Temperature Structural Applications,* at 3:35

p.m. in Conte Center Room AI 1.

Party — The Asian-American Student Association will

host a party from 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. on the 10th floor of the

Campus Center. Admission is free with two friends

accompanying. For more information, call the office at

545-0189.

Saturday, Sept. 1

4

Religious — Traditional Rosh Hashana services will be

held at 9 a.m. and 7 p.m. at Hiilel House, and liberal/egal-

itarian services will be held in the Student Union
Ballroom at 10 a.m. and 7 p.m.

Concert — Tully Craft, the Crabs. Bunnygrunt and the

Mitchells play live at the Butterfield Basement at 9 p.m.

Tickets are $3 for UMass students and $4 for all others.

Call Mike at 665-7243 for more information.

Sunday, Sept. 1

5

Auditions — The UMass Dance Team will hold audi-

tions at 2 p.m. on the 1 9th floor of |ohn Adams Residence

Hall in Southwest. For more information, call Kellie at

256-8742 and )anine at 549-4394.

Auditions — Tryouts for UMass' comedy improv group.

Mission Improvable, will be held at 7 p.m. at the Campus
Center room 174. For more information, call Walter at

546-0115.

Dance — An Argentine Tango Workshop, instructed by

Daniel Trenner and Florencia Taccetti, will be taught in

two sections: Basic I at 4:45 p.m. and Basic II at 6 p.m.

both at the Florence Community Center on 140 Pine St. in

Florence. The cost is $20 for one or $30 for both work-

shops. Contact lacqueline Maidana at 584-7099 to regis-

ter. Trenner and Taccetti will also be performing at 8 p.m.

at Club Metro on 492 Pleasant St. in Northampton. For

information, call 582- 9898.

Religious — Traditional Rosh Hashana will be held in

Hiilel House at 9 a.m. and liberal/egalitarian services will

be held in the Student Union Ballroom at 10 a.m.

Outdoors — The United Christian Foundation Student

Fellowship invites anyone interested to go on a hike to

Mt. Skinner to meet at Folsom House on 367 N. Pleasant

St. at 1 p.m. All are welcome. For more information, call

Kent at 549-3501 or Yuland at 546-3659.

Monday, Sept. 16

Travel — An organizational meeting for the 1997

UMass program abroad in Siena will be held this evening

in 301 Herter Hall. For the meeting time or more infor-

mation, call Professor Elizabeth Mazzocco at 545-3453.

Notices

Auditions — The UMass Funk Club will begin audi-

tions from noon to 5 p.m. on Sunday. Sept. 22 in ihc

Campus Center Auditorium. Men and women are wel-

come. For more information, call 546-2771 or 546-1318.

Tag sale — The North Hadley Congregational Church's
annual tag sale will be held from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. on
Saturday, Sept. 14, and from noon - 4 p.m. on Sunday.

Sept. 15. Food and drink will be available in addition to

the wide aiTay of sale items. All are welcome.
Auditions — Tryouts for Neil Simon's "Rumors" will be

held at 6 p.m. on Thursday. Sept. 12 and Friday. Sept. 13,

and on Saturday, Sept. 14 at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. at the

Campus Center. Callbacks will be held on Sunday, Sept.

15. Special arrangements can be made for religious con-

flicts. For more information, call the UMass Theatre

Guild at 545- 0415 or visit the office at 423 Student

Union.

Community — Womanshelter is a battered woman's
shelter located in Holyoke serving the Holyoke/Chicopee

area and parts of Hampshire County. Womanshelter has

an extensive community education program providing

speakers and workshops on the following topics: domestic

violence; teen- dating violence; date rape; sexual harass-

ment; domestic violence and children; and many more.

The services are free of charge, but the Womanshelter will

gladly accept donations. For information concerning these

programs or to arrange a program date for a group, call

Edith Jennings from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. Monday through

Friday at 538-9717.

Sale — The UMass Ski Club will hold a mountain bike

sale from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Wednesday through Friday on

the lawn of the Student Union. Bikes by Cannondale.

Giant, Scott and more will be available. Prices start at

$195. For more information, call 545-3437.

Support group — Synthesis Center Associate Rebecca

Reid leads an ongoing support group for single people over

30 from 7:15 - 8:45 p.m. in downtown Amherst. Single,

divorced, widowed and all sexual orientation are welcome.

There is a low fee. For information, call 253-5494.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from 1-2 p.m. in

the Campus Center. The room number will be posted on

the Notice Board. For more information, call Utama at

256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Discussion Croup — "A Course in Miracles" will meet

from 7 - 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting in

September. For more information, call 253-3795.

Astronomy — The Amherst Area Amateur Astronomers

Association will conduct free public solar observing at 1

p.m. at the Amherst Town Common every Saturday in

September. Also offered every Saturday this month with

free planetarium shows at 4 p.m. in Amherst College

Bassett Planetarium, and free public observatory observ-

ing at 9 p.m. at Amherst College Wilder Observatory.

Every Sunday this month there will be free public observ-

ing at Mt. Pollux, off South East St., in South Amherst.

Bicycle registration — The UMass Department of

Public Safety and Alpha Phi Omega will conduct bicycle

registration at the Student Union Circle from 10 a.m. - 2

p.m. through Friday, Sept. 13. Information about theft

prevention and bike identification will also be available.

Dance — The Northeast American School of Dance
Studio in Northampton will hold a dance spree every

Friday from 8:30 p.m. - midnight every Friday. People

can dance to variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free

environment. All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more
information, call 584—8167.

Singing — The Pioneer Valley Capella has immediate

openings for people of all voices interested in a small,

focused ensemble singing classical music. Rehearsals are

held on Thursday evenings in Northampton. For more
information, call Tom at 536-3072 or Karen at

259-1646.

HIRING
and

WE VE GOT OUR

ON YOU!
Campus Design & Copy (CD&C) IS HIRING

AND WE'VE GOT OUR IM ON YOU!
If you want to fain valuable business and communication skills, we've got a

great opportunity for you. CD&C is a student-run business and we're currently

looking to hire six sharp students to join our team. If you want a challenge and

more than Just a regular Job, come in and pick up an application - WE DARE YA!

CD&C is located In 403 Student Union; that's on the second floor, above the

Credit Union. The application deadline is September 18.

MASSPIRG releases report detailing

chemical toxicity, related problems

By Daniel E. Levenson

Collegian Staff

A new report released by the
Massachusetts Public Interest
Research Group (MASSPIRG) and
Greater Boston Physicians for Social

Responsibility outlines potential
problems and solutions for issues

dealing with toxic chemicals.

The report states that over 2. 1 bil-

lion pounds of chemicals linked to

reproductive problems in people
were used between 1990 and 1994.

There are over 70,000 synthetic

chemicals and metals used commer-
cially across the country. The health

effects stemming from the use of the

majority of chemicals is unknown,
according to MASSPIRG.

Michelle Markesteijn from the

MASSPIRG campaign office covering

Western Massachusetts said that the

group plans to take a number of

actions to alert the public about the

dangers of chemicals used in every-

day household products.

Letter writing campaigns and peti-

tions are all planned. MASSPIRG
also plans to go door to door to talk

to people about toxic chemicals and

what they can do to help protect

themselves and their communities

from the chemicals.

The issue will also be discussed on

radio talk shows. It's something that

the group feels is vitally important.

"This is a student and community

issue," Markesteijn said. "We're

changing the way we think about tox-

ins in our lives and the power we
have over them."

They are also pushing for legisla-

tion that would, among other things,

require manufacturers to test the

chemicals they use for safety and to

label these products accordingly.

"Our big push and what we're

campaigning for is labels,"

Markesteijn said. "Our children and

our grandchildren are being affected

by household products that we think

are safe."

The report has generated national

interest from coast to coast.

"We've had calls from New Mexico

to Maine." said Markesteijn.

Industries using the most known

or suspected reproductive toxins in

Massachusetts include those involved

in the production of plastics, chemi-

cals, paints, adhesives and photo-

graphic equipment and supplies.
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Up, up and away...
Sophomore Kyle Burchesky demonstrates his take-off with the UMass Hang Gliding Club on campus

Wednesday.

NOBODY'S PERFECT
Come to UMass - Lincoln Campus CenterRm 165+169

Monday, Sept. 16th thru Friday, Sept 20th

Ladies & Mens merchandise from
Express-Limited-Structure-Aeropostale

and other famous specialty stores

& designer labels at

60%-80% off
their original prices

KNIT TOPS
9"- 12"
Comp. 24°*-49"

From
"Limited" Stores

Italian Knit group

TOPS-SKIRTS-
DRESSES

9"cachor2/l500

Comp. 48**-78**

JEANS
Colors

or 2/ IS00

Comp.
28--41" each

Blue & Black

12"

or 2/2000

Comp.
28" 41" each

SWEATERS

Comp. 18"-94"

From
Bloomingdales

Ladies Mahogany
JEWERLY BOXES

29"
in their catalog

for ISO00

Sale Hours Mon. - Thurs. 7am- 9pm
Fri. 7am - 6pm

Visa AMEX Disc. ATM Cards/Cash
Sorry-No Checks

SGA plans info-social for students

By Jonathan liberty

Collegian Staff

The Studem Government Association (SGA) will

be holding an info-social on Monday at 5 p.m. in

room 420 of the Student Union Building.

"Students can come to the info-social and learn

anything to do with the SGA." said SGA Secretary of

Public Policy and Relations Pete Kilboume. "This is a

good chance to learn more about us."

All of the SGA's executive officers will be present,

including President Maurice Caston, Student Trustee

Sean Carter and Senate Speaker Brian Tirrell.

"This is an ideal opportunity for the general public

and prospective senators to meet with the executive

officers of the SGA," said SGA Associate Speaker

Nathan Peyton. "We want people to come to the

social, ask questions and just get to know us."

"Some people wander around campus unsure of

what is going on and how to create change." said

Kilbourne. "They need some sort of initiative and that

is why the info-social is so important."

Nomination forms and informative pamphlets

about the Student Activities Trust Fund (SATF) and

the SGA will be available.

"A lot of people express concerns and complain

that nothing is being done around campus," said SGA
Secretary of Finance Jeff Coker. "If these people want

their concerns to be heard, they should come to the

info-social; it is a good chance for them to get

involved and meet their student representatives."

"A lot of change starts with the SGA," Coker

added.

There will also be a presentation about the SGA.
"Basically, if people want to get involved with stu-

dent government, they should come to the

info-social," said Kilbourne.

"The atmosphere will be very informal," said

Peyton. "Any questions that students want to ask will

be answered."

Open house welcomes women
Michelle Hillmon

Collegian Staff

The Everywoman's Center hosted

an open house and reception

Wednesday, Sept. 1 1 at Wilder Hall.

The director of the Everywoman's

Center, Carol Wallace, said that

"one of our primary objectives is to

serve as a training site for students

and volunteers."

The Everywoman's Center, which

was founded in 1972, works to pro-

vide 24-hour comprehensive ser-

vices to survivors of sexual assault,

harassment and rape. Other services

also include legal advocacy and sup-

port through legal proceedings to

survivors of assault and an educa-

tor/advocate workshop program
that works towards decreasing vio-

lence against women through educa-

tion.

Topics include as rape awareness,

battering or abuse in relationships,

media images and how they effect

women, pornography, sexual harass-

ment, safety strategies and defining

abuse and respect.

The Everywoman's Center also

sponsors a Teen RAP program,
available to the entire Hampshire
County, in conjunction with the

Men's Resource Center, which
offers programs for schools and
youth groups.

The Woman of Color Program
works to improve the lives of

women of color through advocacy
and educational services. The pro-

gram offers workshops, films, guest

speakers, outreach work, resource

materials and referrals.

The Everywoman's Center also

provides volunteer opportunities to

students and residents in the 20
towns and five colleges in

Hampshire County.

According to Wallace, the volun-

teers "are not just answering
phones." Students staff the 24-hour

hotline and operate the resource and

referral program.

"Students and volunteers for the

most part provide services," said

Wallace.

Benefits of volunteering at the

Everywoman's Center include learn-

ing real skills, building your resume

and the "opportunity to work in a

multicultural setting with women
from all over the world." said

Wallace. "A student who works here

will completely rethink her career

plans because of her experience

here."
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WRIT! FOR WOMEN'S ISSUES AND LET YOUR

VOICE RE HEARD. COMB DOWN TO THE

COLLEGIAN LOCATED IN THE BASEMENT OF

THE CAMPUS CENTER AND ASK FOR

MICHELLE HILLMAN OR CALL 5*5*1762.

FREE THE PRESS
WRITE FOR COLLEGIAN NEWS.

ALL POTENTIAL NEWS WRITERS: YOU MUST COME TO THE GENERAL INTER-

EST MEETING IN THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE THIS AFTERNOON AT Z P.M., 113

CAMPUS CENTER (BASEMENT).

IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO MAKE THIS MEETING AT THE GIVEN TIME, PLEASE

CONTACT MICHAEL ELUOTT IN THE OFFICE OR AT 545*1762.

THANK YOU TO ALL THOSE WHO HAVE ALREADY CONTACTED US ABOUT

WRITING.
Lollipop, lollipop

lunior Will Hall and sophomore Melissa Parsons enjoy the women's tennis match with UHartford at

Boyden courts yesterday.

»•Nttd i conpittr? ormi to ip sndt theom job kwt?
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Internet service, web page space, system support, ««*£} j^T "—j.
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ywr j of explrence, student emptoyer.fechnical 81101*6 Br6ftk T6Ch.
Supports hours a day. 253-4640 gg^^^^^^jfj
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PLANNING TO OBSERVE
ROSH HASHANAH AND YOM KIPPUR?

Students planning to be absent from class due to

religious observance must notify their instructors at

least one week in advance. In the event of a dispute

between a student and a faculty member,

either party should contact the

Department Head or

the Ombuds Office at 545-0867.*

Taken Irom the Majo. Days ot Religious Observance 1996/97 Calender

{.ive in Concert (™H;y

TUES. NOV. 19 - 8:00 PM
JOHN M. GREENE HALL
SMITH COLLEGE • NORTHAMPTON, MA

$16.50 ADV. - GENERAL ADMISSION

Tickets are available ,,t t,x Unlimited .it U. Mass. For The Record in Amherst, B-Side Records^in

Northampton, and all Strawberries Record Stores. To charge by phone call Pro Tix 413-/J<!-U<fu<:
llllllini «1l U. riil'iY TUI IMC nciuiu m mimn*!, "

ries Record Stores. To charge by phone call Pro Tix 413-732-0202

UMass
Division of Continuing Education

Academics and More !!!

• Over 100 undergrad courses— in the evening!

• More than 100 noncredit workshops—
affordable, fun, practical, including

Bartending, Fund Raising Certificate Program,

Past Life Regression, Jitterbug, ESL, EMT Training,

Private Pilot Ground School, and MAGIC!

Call for a free course catalog -

(413) 545-0107 or contined@admin.nmass.edu

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts Amherst

providing access to adult, nontraditional

education for over 25 years
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Notes from the Campus Center basement

Back again for another year, huh? Welcome to

UMass. freshmen. Some tips, suggestions and
observations: the sooner you discover the

brain-cleansing effects of alcohol- and-other-drug
abuse, the better. There's a pretty hip movie rental

place down Route 9 before the bridge you should check
out. The DC food sucks, the bathrooms in the dorms
don't get cleaned on the weekends, library elevators

make you dizzy and when credit card people give out
free candy and other dumb stuff at the Campus Center,

always give them the name and address of someone you
don't like.

Although your classes may seem hard now and you
think that your professors are giving you too much
work, don't get bent out of shape; it doesn't

get any easier. Freshman intra classes are a

joke. The sooner you learn which homework
to skim vs. which homework to skip, the

better off you'll be. The only good thing

about Sports Illustrated Campus Challenges

are the free KitKats.

Evan

Young

sticker? How is it possible that nothing but E-lot stick-

ers are available? Have they ever tried walking through
a sub-zero blizzard, uphill, for about a mile to get to

class?

Parking on this campus, in a word, sucks.

So, according to some survey, about 60 percent of the

students here at UMass cheat in one way or another on
tests. Isn't it great to know that out of the 17,000 or so

undergraduate students here, the study that arrived at

that percentage consisted of not even 1 percent of the

total student body? It's good that the views of so many
students were used to make such a broad generalization

about the poor moral quality of acade-

mia here at our school.

Well, as strange as it may sound, I lived on my own,
in the real world, for an entire summer without once
thinking about issues of social diversity, racism or polit-

ical correctness. Is it possible, you ask? But how can

anyone survive in our world without being socially

aware?

I've been here all of four or five days and I've already

been bombarded with mounds of PC rhetoric other

related B.S. I wonder how I ever got by this summer
without being made to feel guilty because of my
socio-economic status.

With all the bazillions of dollars that get pumped into

this school, wouldn't it be safe to assume that our
University would have the money to lay down just a

LITTLE BIT of EXTRA PARKING?!? How expensive is

asphalt, white paint and a few big lights? Don't the peo-

ple who fix the prices for parking stickers have con-

sciences? What is the upkeep cost for pavement'! Is it

so high that they have to charge us every year for a new

Go. Go U. Go UMass. Go UMass.
So, are they going to give the fans a

little bit extra this basketball season? Isn't the "sixth

man" entitled to a few perks too? Maybe a free diamond
necklace here, a Mercedes or so there, a few multimil-

lion dollar contracts...

Yunno, just to keep us cheering loud...

As an English major, I've ended up taking a lot of
comparative literature classes here, as the two are some-
what related fields of study. You know, I have yet to

come across a comlit professor or T.A. who seems to

have all their marbles in one bag. Has anyone else

noticed this rather strange phenomenon?
I don't mean this as a knock, though. I've had both

good and bad comlit classes, just as I've had good and
bad English classes. It's just that the comlit professors

I've had have all been a little bit strange.

Speaking of phenomena, thank God I didn't waste my
money on that movie this summer. John Travolta must
have been acting in the truest sense of the word when
he had to play the part of a super-genius.

Evan Young is a Collegian columnist.

On a lost plane

One by one, my senses woke
and made me aware that I

was "me."

I felt the pressure of the seat

against me and the weight of the

atmosphere on me. I smelted the

musty scent of not- quite-fresh air

in my nostrils and tasted the sweet-

ness of saliva and acridness of bile

in my mouth. I

heard the humming
of engines, the muf-
fled blowing of a

strong wind, and,
when I opened my
eyes, saw that I was
strapped into the
cockpit of an air-

plane, high above
the ground, flying

steadily toward I

knew not where.

I was 8-years-old.

With no idea how I got there, I

suddenly realized that I had to pilot

this craft myself and had no clue

how to do so. Buttons and levers

everywhere. Lights blinking, confus-

ing me. Something that looks vague-

ly like a steering wheel. I grabbed it

and the plane shuddered violently.

Oops. I probably should have left

that alone. Well, it was too la'.;

now; I had disengaged the autopilot

and was in full control.

I was about 1 3, 1 guess.

"Turbulent" could not describe

the flight I found myself on. The
plane shook and tossed me around
its tiny cockpit, bruising me badly.

Through it all, I clung desperately

to the "wheel," trying to keep it

steady. |ust when I thought I was

succeeding, gaining control, the
plane would suddenly jump forward
and dive so I'd have to use all my
strength to pull back on the column
in front of me.

I fought constantly with this one
lever for years before I stabilized

the plane enough to look around the

cockpit for other controls.
Searching frantically

for an altitude meter, I

needed to know how
high I was, if I was
dangerously close to
the ground or a moun-
tain. The windows did
me no good. 1 was sur-

rounded by an almost
impenetrable fog most
of the time and caught

only quick, feeble
glimpses of what I

hoped might be clear skies. I had no
idea where I was. I had no idea
what kind of dangers lay ahead. I

had no idea what to do.

15... 16... 17...

lust when I thought I was losing

my mind, when the cockpit seemed
to close in around me, it was all I

could do to resist the temptation to

thrust all of my weight forward
onto the lever and nosedive into the

ground or ocean, because at least

then I'd be certain of something.
The fog or clouds or whatever had
cloaked the plane thinned just a bit.

I still couldn't see very well, but a

new hope, born out of pure desper-

ation, emerged in my heart.

I slowly let the air flow out of my
lungs, unsure of how long I'd been
holding my breath.

So what if I don't know where I

am? Wherever it is, it is better than
smashing into the side of a moun-
tain like a bug onto a windshield.

1 looked around the cockpit
again, more closely this time. Some
buttons and switches and levers

were labelled — I knew which ones
were safe to touch and which ones
were not. Others were labelled, but
the labels meant nothing to me.
Most of the gadgets around me were
mysteries, and I was afraid to touch
them.

Slowly, systematically, I started

trying things out. First, I stuck to

the controls I was sure were safe,

and gradually I started taking risks.

Some risks resulted in little mis-
takes (I put the landing gear down
once), and some resulted in near
disaster (I shut down my left engine

accidently and had to fly for quite a

while with only one until I figured

out how to get it going again). But a

few of the controls I took a chance
on helped my situation immensely.

I was beginning to get acquainted

with my airplane, familiarize myself
with the cockpit, and the more I did

so, the more in control I felt. Control

is a wonderful thing for sanity.

I'm still flying my little airplane.

No, I don't know why I'm here or

how I got here or exactly where I

am, but I'm learning to deal with
those uncertainties — and I'm
learning to fly. Someday, I may even
get to where I'm going.

One thing I know for sure: I'm
not the only one out here.

Nicole Cournoyer is a Collegian

columnist.

letters to the editor

and Columns

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes and encourages letters to the editor.

When writing, please TOTE your letter and keep it to a maximum of 400 words. We
would much rather print several concise letters in the limited space available on the
page.

All letters should include a name, address and phone number (for verification purpos-
es only). Students should also include their year and major. The Collegian reserves the
right to edit submissions for grammar, clarity and length.

Send all letters to the Ed/Op page c/o the Collegian, 113 Campus Center, UMass.
Letters to the Editor can also be sent through our e- mail account:

letters@oit.umass.edu

The Ed/Op page is also always looking for columnists. If you are interested in writing
columns for the Collegian, come down to the office, or call at 545-1491, and ask to
speak to Mark McGrath.

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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Point made
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Imagine this — you are the leader of the most powerful

nation on the planet. An enemy from your past rears his

head once again with militarily aggressive acts. Now
more then ever, you need the approval of your people.

What do you do?
This is not the plot of the latest Piers Anthony novel. Bill

Clinton had some tough decisions to make as Saddam
Hussein violated post-Gulf War restrictions and launched

the largest military action since. His decisions and actions

have garnered overwhelming criticism and
little praise.

What were the thought processes behind

his decisions? He could not allow the mili-

tary restrictions to be ignored because that

would allow further aggression. However,
because of the timing of his re-election campaign, his crit-

ics claim his military response is a display of strength to

impress voters. I wonder what his critics would have said

had he done nothing.

Some of the most vehement criticism I have seen has
come from writers claiming Kurdish origins. Such criticism

has accused Clinton of being a murderous, apathetic and
cowardly imperialist who kills civilians to further his own
aims in the Middle East. I find this ironic coming from the

defender of a people whose political organizations turned
on each other like a pack of jackals after the Gulf War

Christopher

Hasset

ended.

Quite frankly, the greatest enemy of the Kurdish people

are their own political leaders. The Kurdish people are

indeed cursed with such men as Barzani and Talabani.

Perhaps the lack of unity in the Kurdish political movement
could use a little criticism.

So why did Clinton throw a bunch of missiles at Iraq?

The answer is quite simple. Hussein's actions demanded
some kind of response, something more than a nasty note

from United States Embassy.

It is true, these events occurred close to

his re-election. It is true, civilians died.

However, Bill Clinton is not the one who
amassed troops in violation of

post-Gulf-War restrictions. And civilian

casualties are aimed at being kept to a minimum. I doubt

Hussein has similar policies.

So cheers to Bill Clinton. A response was required and
he gave one. Once the response was heard, he stopped

shouting. And despite accusations to the contrary, the

White House is not taking sides in Kurdish civil disputes.

His most recent actions in Iraq, like his actions during the

past four years, serve to underscore exactly the kind of poli-

cies and actions you will be endorsing when you give him
your vote this fall. Go Bill!

Christopher Hassett is a Collegian staff member.

A vote of no confidence

Daniel

Bodah

This year, I've decided I'm going to throw my
vote away. That's right, I'm just going to waste
my one little ticket to speak in the monolithic

circus that divides up all our political power—usually

known as "democracy." But let me tell you, this is no
rash decision. Oh no, I've got it all planned out. I just

need a little help from you, loyal Collegian ed-op page
readers.

Every four years it seems all my friends and I start

wondering what to do, now that we're al' full-grown,

responsible adults, when the election comes up. One of
the major problems always seems to be that none of us
really thinks that the candidates are anything other than
power- hungry liars. It's hard to feel good about voting

for someone you know is going to spend
four years in office embarrassing, annoy-
ing and angering you. But what can you
do, right? I mean, democracy does
depend on all of us joining together and
speaking out for the government we
want (even if the least of two evils), doesn't it?

I'll admit it — in 1992, 1 suppressed my mild case of

nausea about the whole stinking deal and went down to

a polling booth. I had decided that even some slimy,

womanizing rich boy from Arkansas was better than Of
"Oil-money" Bush. Frankly, the whole "New World
Order" business was really creeping me out. And what
hell, Clinton was telling me that he'd try to get us all

free health care. I mean, if we have to have a govern-

ment, they might as well take care of us instead of
spending billions of dollars to bomb Arabs halfway
across the globe.

One of the things that surprised me when I got to the

polling booth was the huge number of options. I'd only
really heard of the two major parties, the so-called

Independent H. Ross Perot, and some vague rumors
about Libertarians (not that I could have told you much
about their ideas).

So here 1 was, all of a sudden in a little panic, looking

at a bunch of parties I'd never expected to have the

option of voting for. And somehow. I have the vague
memory that there were a lot more things to vote for

than just "President." In confusion I just pulled all the

"Democrat" levers and left, wondering vaguely if this

fulfilled my duty as a responsible member of a democra-
cy.

Since then I've thought a lot about what happened.
And I've decided that this time, I'm going to know
what's going on when I'm in that booth. And if all of
you out there care to, you can find out by reading this

column in the period leading up to the election. I'll be
doing a little investigating, and every time this column

appears I'll tell you a little more about
what's going to be in the booth and who
the parties are and what they stand for.

So you can see what you options are —
and not just vote for one of the two main
flavors.

However, I'm pretty sure no one I would want to vote
for could actually win the election. It's my firm belief

that control of this country is in the hands of the corpo-
rate powerhouses and they wouldn't let anyone who
didn't have their best interests at heart win.

Although this might change in the course of my
research, I'm planning to write in the one vote I can
truiy say I stand behind: No Confidence. No confidence
in the political process as it stands in this country. No
confidence that my vote has the ability to actually mat-
ter. No confidence in the so-called "democracy" I'm told

we are part of. If that's how you feel as well, I suggest
we unite. If enough people write in a vote of no confi-

dence, we can hopefully get a discussion going on how
to change things so that instead of voting for someone
we don't hate, we can actually have a government that

truly represents us.

Daniel Bodah is a UMass student.

Welcome to the rest of your life

Lounsbury

The Real World. No. I'm not

talking about seven strangers

... picked to live in a house...

and have their lives taped... I'm talk-

ing about that big world outside of

UMass. Over the past couple of years,

I have noticed an increase in the num-
ber of "welcome to

the real world" com-
ments thrown my
way. While I under-

stand where these

comments are coming
from, they rest uneasily with me.

It is not fair to tell anyone that

because he or she doesn't live out on

their own, doesn't pay his or her own
bills, that he or she is not living in the

real world. Every moment of our lives

is very real to each and every one of us.

True, children are protected and sup
ported by their parents for years. Most

of us here still rely heavily on the secu-

rity of Mom and Dad. But this is how
our society works. This is real.

Imagine this icenario. |ane is a

40-year-old woman, happily married

with three children. Both parents are

still alive and she has a successful

career and busy social life, lane cannot

recall a traumatic event in her life.

Then there is Michael. Michael is

10-years-old. He lost his father when
he was only seven and
his stepfather has abused

him for the last two
years. Michael has a

hard time relating to

peers and cannot
truly happy time in hisremember

life.

There is no question that fane is liv-

ing in the real world. There should be
no question about Michael. No,
Michael is not out working, not
putting meals on the table. But his life

cannot be discredited as anything but

real. Unfortunately, this child has

experienced far too many of the hor-

rors of the world for such a young age.

To tell this boy that he hasn't even

reached the real world yet is to tell him

that all the pain he has suffered is

meaningless.

While I know that no one means
any harm by saying "welcome to the

real world," it's frustrating nonethe-
less. I live, and have always lived, in

the real world. The real world of a

child, the real world of a teenager and
now the real world of the starving col-

lege student.

As I near graduation, I look for-

ward to reaching the next stage of life,

but don't expect to one day wake up
and have everything tum into reality. I

would not dismiss my childhood as
pretend. It was the time in my life

where my personality began to develop
and I became who I am today. There is

nothing more real to every individual

than their own life experiences.

So next year when I must find a job.
pay off student loans and pay rent, feel

free to chuckle knowingly under your
breath as you tell me. "welcome to the
rest of your life!"

Amy Lounsbury is a UMass student
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Arts & Living
Johnson swings to Noho Sunday

New guitarist to hit Valley scene
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

With one of the best R&B albums of the year. Peace
Beyond Passion, and a huge hit with John Mellencamp
with the cover of Van Morrison's "Wild Night" a few
years back, Me'Shell Ndegeocello has firmly planted her

feet in the music world and it looks like she's here to stay.

She's also here to play, with a show at Pearl Street tomor-

row night.

Ndegeocello's (for the record, pronounced
ne-day-gay-o- chello) voice is bold, and her bass-playing

is fluid, rolling and downright funky. Her presence is

looming enough that established rock acts like The Who
invited her to be their opening act for recent stateside live

performances of the album Quadrophenia. Guitarist and
songwriter Pete Townshend personally congratulated her

on her new slbum during those nights, calling Peace
Beyond Passion, "flawless," which is a sentiment also

shared by this writer. She also performed on the

HORDE, tour this past August.

This breakthrough artist's voice combines hip-hop sen-

sibilities as well as hints of 1970's Motown voice fluctua

(ions. The lyrics are both sexually and socially conscious

while remaining self-engrossed and searching — question-

ing existence and imminent death. The music swings many
ways, but always grounds in raunchy funk, as well as soft

and sensual live rhythm and blues.

Following her debut album, !99Vs Plantation
Lullabies, Ndegeocello told Vibe magazine. "[That album)

was the view of a black woman. In Peace Beyond Passion

I'm trying to see myself as a person... I was angry. With
this new one, I'm searching. I've obtained freedom. I real-

ized it was mine to grab."

Her music echoes this sense of freedom with its various

tones and sounds. The audience will get a chance to share

that sense of freedom and see if any of the smooth, live

R&B of her album will funnel into the show.

Me'Shell Ndegeocello performs at Pearl Street Saturday

Sept. 14 at 7 p.m. The show is 18*. Tickets are $13.50 in

advance and $15 at the door. Call the club at 584-7771

for more information.
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|.|. Johnson brings his legendary trombone to the Iron Horse for two shows on Sunday night.

By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

"I knew the trombone could be
played in a different way (than in

swing jazz], that someone would
manage it one of these days — you're

going to be the one," Dizzy Gillespie

told a young ).). Johnson in the

1940s.

The great trumpeter's prophecy
was right on the mark. Johnson, who
is playing a benefit sponsored by
WFCR this Sunday night at the Iron

Horse, single-handedly changed peo-

ple's view of the trombone. Before

Johnson, the instrument was just

stuck in the middle row of a big

band, with no room for personal
exploration or improvisation. That all

changed.

Charlie "Bird" Parker hit the scene

in the 1940s and jazz musicians all

over the United States adopted Bird's

theories of improvisation and reduc-

tion in size of bands, allowing more
space for individual expression in

jazz, (ohnson, as one of Parker's side

men. inducted long, smoothly played

fast lines into jazz — a concept even

ska trombonists attempt to imitate.

Besides his fast playing. Johnson

initiated a slow, pensive and mellow

tone — a large change from the

car-horn tone used by many trom-

bone lineups in pre- 1940s swing
bands.

Johnson became one of the major

names during the great era of modem
jazz ( 1940s- 1960s) teaming up with

other demigods such as Miles Davis.

Bud Powell, Sonny Rollins and
Charlie Mingus... the list goes on and
on.

Working with fellow trombonist

Kai Winding together in 1954,
Johnson honed his writing skills with

classic compositions like "Enigma,"

"Kelo" and "Lament."

When jazz musicians were losing

live work with the advent of

rock-and-roll in the 1960s. Johnson

decided to try his hand at composing

for film and television. He became
very successful in this field, with

scoie credits for "The Mod Squad,"

Shaft and "The Six-Million Dollar

Man* in addition to obscure films

like Cleopatra lones and Across
1 1 Oth Street.

This Sunday, lohnson will bring

his fabled history, his innovative

ideas and surely many of his compo-
sitions to the locals and students of

the Pioneer Valley in a rare show at

the Iron Horse Music Hall.

/./. lohnson performs at the Iron

Horse Music Hall in Northampton
Sunday. Sept. 15 at 7 p.m. and 9:30

p.m. The show is a benefit for WFCR.
Call the club at 584-0610 for more
information.
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Top fashion designer quits ready-to-wear shows
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By Suzy Patterson

Associated Press

COU«TISV (HANK OC«N»IS

Family fun for all
Jane Siberry will co-headline the Pioneer Valley

Folk & Crafts Music Festival with the Nields this

Saturday, Sept. 14 at 6:30 p.m. at the Pines

Theater at Look Park, Northampton.

PARIS — Increasingly fed up with the runway rat race,

Yves Saint Laurent — the perennial king of Paris fashion

— will abandon the big crunch of next month's spring

ready-to-wear shows.

"Instead, we will show the Rive Gauche collection for

about 10 journalists at our main headquarters on Avenue

Marceau," St. Laurent Co. President Pierre Berge said in

a telephone interview.

The presentation, during the runway shows that begin

Oct. 7, 1996 will be an intimate moment for serious fash-

ion-watchers, showing about 25 designs on a few top

models, he said. There will be no music — thus complet-

ing the departure from the usual pret-a-porter produc-

tion.

"Yves Saint Laurent will keep on with haute couture

shows. They are attended by fewer people and are more

manageable," Berge said.

But the decision to quit ready-to-wear shows is a some-

what avant-garde reaction to what's become in recent

years an unruly circus, where showbiz reigns more than

clothes. It harkens back to the early days of intimate

shows where guests could nearly touch the clothes.

Saint-Laurent, 60, will attend the small showing to

speak with the audience, in contrast to the silent appear-

ance designers usually make.

Berge says he and Saint-Laurent are fed up with today's

hysteria and hype.

"Don't forget, we started the whole luxury ready-to-

wear movement exactly 30 years ago," said Berge. point-

ing out that in 1966, when the first Rive Gauche shop

opened on the Rue de Tournon, most top couturiers did

not yet deign to design and promote luxury ready-to-wear.

"Then I realized that there were other new, younger

designers doing good ready-to-wear, and in 1973 we
grouped them together in a Chambre Syndicale de Pret-a-

Porter," he said.

President of this fashion governing body until 1993,

Berge believes things have gone to pot in Paris's ready-to-

wear format. As dozens of foreign designers have invaded

the scene, the schedules are murderous. There are 10 or

more shows a day, the timetables take observers way into

the night and many designers cannot get their acts togeth-

er on time. (Saint Laurent has not been among the tardy.)

The result is chaos, according to Berge.

"I don't mind having non-French people show in Paris,

that's fine as long as they are talented, but many are not.

There should be more selectivity." he said.

Yves Saint Laurent is not the first house to abandon

the big runway shows attended nowadays by about 2.000

journalists, buyers and fashion groupies

Pierre Cardin has not given a big show — haute cou-

ture or ready-to-wear — for years.

Karl Lagerfeld at Chanel has opted for intimate shows

at the Ritz Hotel to display the haute couture collection.

Since the Louvre's Carrousel space — specifically ere

ated for fashion shows — opened three years ago. design

ers have been drifting away from the antiseptic but prac

tical area in search of originality.

The house of Guy Laroche still is known for less

expensive pret-a-porter, but they have not done shows for

several years now.

Hanae Mori, the only Japanese designer to be admitted

to the inner sanctum of Paris haute couture by its

Chambre Syndicale, gave up ready-to-wear shows but

continues to parade the haute couture.

Meanwhile, information from YSL and other designers

will be available on the Internet and several television

networks, ever more keen to photograph spectacles, if

not clothes.

Two-CD set highlights unknown works of Britten's career

By Scott Bernard

Collegian Correspondent

SIMON RATTLE Gi

CITY OF BIRMINGHAM
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Rattle Conducts Britten

EMI Classical

Benjamin Britten, one of the great

composers of this century, was known
mainly for his operas. Many of his great

operas, among them Peter Crimes and

Billy Budd. fall within a 21 -year span

between 1945 and 1966, which is gener-

ally considered the most fruitful time in

his I'te. However, instead of taking ihe

representative works of this period in

Britten's life, Simon Rattle has chosen

instead to cull together pieces both

ambitious and novel from early and late

in the composer's life.

What results is an abundant two-CD
set which presents a lucid insight and

background for the main works of

Britten's musical career, as well as fit-

ting epilogue. While none of these works

is representative of Britten the compos-

er, they provide proof that he did not

appear out of nowhere; he had reached

his musical maturity long before the

debut of the opera, Peter Grimes.

There are several highlights in the set.

There is a very Copeland-esque piece,

"An American Overture" from 1942,

written during the early years of World

War II when Britten exiled himself to

the United States because of his paci-

fistic views. Then there is "Ballad of

Heroes, Op. 14" from 1938, written for

the British International Brigade fighting

in the Spanish Civil War. Despite its

overly political content, it bears a strik-

ing resemblance to 1962's "War
Requiem, Op. 66" in its emotional inten-

sity.

Also of note is the playful.

"Diversions for Left Hand, Op. 21"

(1940), and the late "Building of the

House. Op.70" (1967), a very sophisti-

cated work which occasionally slips into

atonality. but still does not veer from

Britten-esque style.

However the truly epochal work on

these disks is the emotionally wrenching

"Sinfonia da Requiem. Op. 20." written

in 1940 and dedicated to Britten's

deceased parents. The work, in its litur-

gical framework, represents both the

inner turmoil that Britten felt over losing

his parents and towards a world slowly

slipping into war all about him. This is a

turmoil which the devoutly pacifist

Britten would not entirely resolve cre-

atively until the "War Requiem" and
perhaps he never resolved it personally.

Simon Rattle and the City of

Birmingham Symphony Orchestra per-

form these works with intensity and
grand gusto. Each — with the exception

of "Sinfonia" — of these relatively

unknown works has a distinct stamp for

those listeners who do know Britten. It

is not recommended as a starting place,

but more of a reference for interested

fans.

19.99 2 CD SET 26.99 2 CD SET 12.99 CD

CO On Sale
U3 * loreein CD» jjiAieiit

E. L0NGMEAD0W, Heritage Park Plaza

HADLEY, Russet St. & Route 9

H0LY0KE, 2275 Northampton St

PITTSFIELD, 555 Hubbard Ave.

SPRINGFIELD, 1550 Boston Post Rd.

W. SPRINGFIELD, Century Plaza, Memorial Ave.

ENFIELD, Q.,Rte. 190 Hazard Ave.

(413)525-4744

(413)256-3160

(413)536-2222

(413)448-2911

(413)543-1517

(413)737-4128

(203)741-3030

Mens tennis starts year

with solid recruiting class
By Stephen Reich

Collegian Start

The Massachusetts men's tennis
program kicks off its season today
at 3 p.m. at Upper Boyden Courts
against Wesleyan.

UMass coach |udy Dixon is

excited about this yerr's team,
which features the best recruiting

class in UMass history. Highly
touted Bo Navarro of San Diego
has already made his presence felt

by establishing himself as the No.
1 singles player.

Sophomores Todd Chaney and
lason Blind will play second and
third singles, followed by the
team's captain, junior Alex Aler.

who hails from Peru. Freshmen
Mark Huckins and Rob
Manchester, both from
Massachusetts, round out the sin-

gles lineup.

With three of the top six players

being freshmen, and two of the

top six only sophomores, the ten-

nis team is one of the youngest
teams in the nation.

"We've added strength and
depth to an already solid team
which tooU second in the New
Englands last year." Dixon said.

Navarro and Chaney will also

play first doubles with Manchester
and Blind filling in the second
doubles slot.

The Minutemen have the
strongest schedule they've ever
had and will play the top quality

programs of Army, Cornell, West
Virginia and St. lohn's.

"This year is the year to take the

next step, to jump into the upper
echelon of the Atlantic 10," Dixon
commented.

Dixon has high expectations for

this year's squad.

"I expect the team to play very

well, but there is still a question of

how were going to perform under
crunch time," Dixon said.

The Minutemen have a lot of

talent, but the season will depend
on how they react during crunch
time. With matches from
September until late April, Dixon
hopes for the Minutemen to get

out to a quick start. Dixon said

that early season wins are essen-

tial for boosting the team's confi-

dence.

After today's match, the men's
team will have almost a full week
to prepare for its next match,
which is scheduled for next
Wednesday.

volleyball
continued from page 10

"The chemistry of this year's team is

great. Their work ethic is second to

none," Kenny said.

Returning players include the experi-

enced core of Nolan, Nash. Paciorek.

sophomore Katie Pearce. and senior

Susan Maga. The freshman additions of

Amanda Hemming, Kari Hogancamp,
(ill Meyers and Sarah Walters have nicely

filled in holes left by a relatively low
turnover rate between the 1995 and

19% seasons.

In addition to All-Tournament,
Paciorek was named Atlantic 10 Athlete

of the Week and UMass Co-Athlete of

the Week along with soccer player

Rebecca Myers. Paciorek's near-flawless

performance is of particular interest to

Massachusetts fans, being the only local

entry on a predominantly West
Coast-recruited team. She hails from

Sunderland, MA and attended Frontier

Regional High School.

COMPUTER
Tri-State Fairs:

Original Area Shows

since 1987

Buy at wholesale prices directly at the show from nearly

50 independent competing companies under one roof.

From full systems to shareware, ifs all here

MULLINS
Located on the campus of UMass.

Rte 9 onto Rte 116N at Stapfes

taking first exit, turn right

This is a discount ticket. General

admission is $7.00 each. Clip or

photocopy Ms ad and save $2.00 ea

Our dealers feature the IBM/PC

marketplace. Join us four times a year.

Kids urxJer 10 free with parentEPT 14

10AM430PM
ONE MONTH FREE INTERNET AT THIS SHOW FROM TIAC

Don't over

sleep, one day

show only!

,
,™ 'V j^B. jM ;i J t l J

1

Computer Shows

soccer
continued from page 10

year's team so far. We have dominated

all three of our games, but we have not

finished enough to be comfortable."

For California native and senior mid-

fielder, Amy Powell, it is simple: pay-

back time has come for that 1-0 loss.

"They beat us on their home field

last time and now we would like to do
it," Powell said.

Santa Barbara is going into its sec-

ond season under head coach John
Cossaboon, who Rudy has high
regards for on both a professional and

personal basis. They are friends, and
used to be affiliated with each other on
the regional staff of the United States

Soccer Federation. Rudy does not

underestimate his compatriot-ai-arms

and knows that his team will be pre-

pared, in one way or another.

"He will come up with a scheme, but

California players are unusual," Rudy
said. "From game to game, or within a

half, they can be totally on, then go
totally off."

But in reference to his own
California players (junior defender
Erica Iverson and Powell), he said,

"They are always on, and in fact, here

the surf is always up."

Minutewoman Note: Along with

Michelle Paciorek of the women's vol-

leyball team, senior tri-captain

Rebecca Myers was named WHMP
UMass Co-Athlete of the Week. Myers
scored both of the game winning goals

in last weekend's wins over Georgia

and SMU in the UMass/Reebok
Classic.

men s soccer
continued from page 10

line."

"Then there are two freshmen, Eric

Rabinowitz, and (immy Redmon who
will play some more further down the

line." Koch added.

One factor that has played an impor-

tant role in the team's early season suc-

cesses has been the overall conditioning

of the players.

"1 have been very pleased with the

physical condition that the players report-

ed in. it has been by far the best that I

have seen," Koch said. "I think that

everyone is on a mission as far as what

we want to accomplish this season and I

am certainly pleased about that," Koch
said.

XC heads to Boston for opener
ByOvvKrain
ColojQCT> Cm iMponoert

The 19% Massachusetts men's cross country season will

officially get underway tomorrow in Boston at Franklin Park at

10 am.
The team will face stiff competition from Northeastern and

lona, teams the Minutemen are very familiar with The teams
squared off in a nine team invitational last year and the

Minutemen finished a respectable tilth

Coach Ken O'Brien admits that lona is definitely the team to

beat this year.

"lona should be cast as the favorite," O'Brien said.

"Realistically, it will be a battle for second place."

lona is returning its top five runners from last year, a season

that tanked it in the top 20 in the nation. Northeastern is in the

opposite situation as graduation exacted a heavy toll on their

team
Even though lona presents a challenge, O'Brien remains

confident and optimistic. The Minutemen return a solid, veter-

an group of runners, having lost only one top five runner to

graduation. O'Brien will be relying heavily on Mike Maceiko,

Ryan Carrara. Paul Blodom and Walter Stock.

There is also a group behind them that O'Brien hopes may
be the catalyst to a successful season.

"There is a group of mnners behind the veterans that will

hopefully break out of the supporting cast to pressure the front

running group," he said. "Any time you put trie heat on the top,

it will make the team better as a whole."

Some of these newcomers are Brian Chabot. Ryan Fortune,

freshman Sean Murphy and sophomore transfer Peter

Gleason.

UMass is hoping to build on the successes of the 1995 cam-

paign After compiling a record of 6-4, the Minutemen went

on to the first Atlantic 10 Championship in schoul history.

They followed up by running to a solid fourth place finish at

the New England Championships.

"Although we have been pcrenially a top team, it was the

zenith of our season," O'Brien said of the two meets. He then

went on to admit that the low point followed at the IC4A
Championships, when the team finished a disappointing 23rd

out of 68.

The emotional drain of pursuing and capturing the A-IO
title, as well as the grind of a long season, did take it's toll.

"We did not hold together as well as I would have liked,"

O'Brien said. "We ran out of gas, which was more mental than

anything else. I really believed that we should have had a top

ten finish there."

However, O'Brien senses that this year the veteran runners

will bring a mental toughness that wis acquired with last year's

experience and be able to impart this wisdom to the younger

runners.

The meet will take place at Franklin Park in Boston, an inter-

nationally famous cross country course and one that the coach

admits "may be one of the top five in the world." It was the site

of the 1995 United States National Cross Country
Championships in which some of the best runners in the world

participated It was also a previous site for the World Cross

Country Championships.

"We are fortunate to live in New England and have the

opportunity to run on this course three to four times in a sea-

son," O'Brien imparts with reverence.

"Cross country is an objective sport in the way you can com-

pare your performance with the times of the best runners in the

world. There are some kids on our team who are familiar with

this course because they ran it in high school. For those run-

ning it the first time though, there will be some awe and mixed

emotions."

field hockey
continued from page 10

goals and an assist, while freshman Sara

Perilla has also netted two goals.

"They are a young team and they have a

very fiery, feisty coach who is very
attack-oriented, so I am anticipating a real

high-energy, high-tempo competition."

Hixonsaid.

"(Morgan)'s an excellent coach, she's

tactically really good, she understands the

game, and she herself is a real tough com-
petitor. Teams land of emulate their coach-

es and they definitely emulate her as being

real aggressive. They go for every ball and

don't hold anything beck." she said.

Hixon said that she doesn't want her

team to let thoughts of playing the other

two schools interfere with Saturday's

game.

"Our main goal is to play well in our
first game, and then whoever we play next,

sobeh."

women's tennis

| Chinese • American Cuisine ^J

Restaurant & Bar
MI FARMS MAU.

ROUTE 9 • HADLEY • 586-2774

Dekwy: Sun-lrui Noon-2 am. Fit & Sol. noon-3 am.

HALF PRICE
APPETIZERS

9 PM-Close • 7 Days a Week
31 SELECTIONS!

Ex: Pu Pu (for twoj
,reg,J>»9'Now5.99

No other promos apply
EAT IN ONLY

continued from page 10

do in the first match. I didn't expect

quite such a strong start," UMass
coach Judy Dixon said.

Dixon was wary about the team's

success due to the loss of No. 1 singles

player Ola Gerasimova because of

NCAA clearinghouse issues.

"If 1 can add her back to the team,

it'll be like placing the cherry on top of

the ice cream," Dixon said of her miss-

ing player. "We're hoping to have her

back by the Eastern Invitational at

Princeton."

Even without Gerasimova. Dixon
was happy with her team's effort.

"I'm pleased, not only with the

results, but with how we played,"

Dixon said, re-emphasizing the

strengths of the team, which brought

about its success. "I asked them to

control the ball and control the pat-

terns on the court."

The team now consists mostly of

juniors who have grown under
Dixon's revival of a formerly defunct

program. The level of control and
maturity on the team allowed the

Minutewomen to dictate the tempo in

defeating Hartford.

"We came out really focused today.

Everyone played hard, and worked the

patterns," junior Caroline Steele said.

Steele and her No.l doubles partner,

Marie-Christine Caron, displayed

poise when they eradicated a 5-1 dou-

bles deficit to come back and win 9-7.

Steele was excited with the

prospects of the team.

"We're really close to each other

and it makes it easier to win for each

other. It's going to be a great season,"

Steele said.

Even though the season is new, the

win is still a significant one for a pro-

gram that is relatively young. Dixon's

revival has the women's and men's
program playing to a winning tune

after only four years of existence.

Next week the Minutewomen will

compete for the first time in the

Eastern Intercollegiate Invitational at

Princeton University in N.|.

"This is an important event for this

program, with teams like Princeton

participating against us in the tourna-

ment." Dixon said.

clause cafe
We're not just for Breakfast anymore

Beer & Burgers
Sunday Brunch 'TILL Q P.M.

!! AEROBICS !!

F1EX

MonSal
7- 9 pm

FITNESS
AMHERST M A

fW-ft-'S* \" AEROBICS !!
168 Pleasant Street Amherst- 253-2291

Muslim Students' Association

Over 30

Microbrews,
[SOS

Specialty Beverage Center

Attention Grod Stnde

JokilOSoHRegnloriy

Priced Fine Wines

Microbrews Beer bpe

IharpoonPTJpTMta wed Doe sleek
ale, fp.A„ pilsner, Alt HWSIX | igJUr™

Beer Specials

ouse $8.99|

18-pack Cans

$6.99l

Liquor Specials

Southern .Comfort $7.99

Hot H99/sixl
M

,

b

^ff
Palek Black U§er. riazekBw IMOlSOu 00Wen

Oi™SuinerGoldH99/sixl 12-pack bottles

|l/(fe> Sam Adams Chem Bud Dry,
,

$9,991

$8500 * wttles

750 ml

IBacardi Limon

. .750 ml,

lack Daniels

$12.99

$8.99

$12.99
1

750 ml

Hack Daniels Country

[Cocktails $3.9974-pack

Micro-Brewed Beer Kegs in Stock

Wine Coolers • Ice • Mixers

Mini Kegs • Beer Glasses

FULL
REDEMPTION

CENTER

Rt. 9 East College Street • 253-5384
one mile east of Amherst Center on

Rt. 9E
VISA - MASTERCARD - DISCOVER

Accepted
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ANNOUNCEMENTS EMPLOYMENT
Performing Arts Dieuiaa otters Group

and Private Instruction in music theater

end dance Registration for Group
instruction rune Sept 31b. 1996 Private

instruction rs on-going PAD is located in

>3 Barttett Mall UMASS 413MS0519
tor into

UMASS Women » Ice Heckey Team is

looting lot new recruits Come to open

ing meeting Sept 12 at 6 pm outside the

Blue Wall All levels welcome For more

into call Kara 548-9171

Ail UiMveraiy winun invited to attend

Sigma Kape Open Rush Thurs 9/5 5^7

pm Sun 9/8 6-8 pm lues 9/10 5 7 pm

Thurs 9/12 6 8 pm Please call Beth for

more into 2564887 located 19 Allen St

iBarend Hillel)

CHINESE FOOD kai Chi delivering

Sunday Thursday to 2am. Friday and

Saturday to 3am

AUTO FOR SALE

MAZDA 91 373 HATCHBACK. 79.000

mi . very good condition sunroof, tune-up

work just done $2900 0B0 Call 549

7286

1971 HNH> LTD $550 00 247 9456

1983 OWs Delta 83 for sale New wet.

rows, wheels Panasonic Stereo System.

$750 Call 253-7258

VW Golf 89 Good condition 82.000 mi'

$3200 Call Christa Mon Fn 8 4 545

5362

EMPLOYMENT
New Hiring part-time telemarketers

Morning, afternoon and evening hours

available Fain $6 $7 per hour plus

bonuses No sales Will tram Contact

Ms Miranda 1 800-8294777

Sprint ireakll Earn Cash' Highest

Commissions 1 lowest Prices 1 Travel free

on only 13 sales 1 Free Info 1 Sunsplash 1

80u-4?6-7710

Cruise Ships Hiring- Earn up to

$20,00fr>/monih World Travel Seasonal

and Full Time positions No exp neces-

sary For info call 1 206-971 3550 E>t

C50015

National Parks Hiring- Positions are

now available at National Parks, forest,

and Wildlife Preserves Excellent benefits

ant bonuses> Call 1206-971-3620 Lit

N50016

Tropical Resorts Hiring- Students

needed 1 Entry level and career positions

available worldwide Call Resort

tmplovmeni Services 206 971 3600 Ett

R5O012

ATTENTION AIL STUDENTS! Over $6

Billion in public and private sector

Grants and scholarships are now avail

able All students are eligible Let us

help For more info call 1 800 263*495

Ea F50014

kwenwoenel [aaaliyiai- Earn up to

$25 $45/hour teaching basic converse

tional english in Japan. Taiwan, or S

Korea No teaching background or Asian

languages required For into call 206

97 1 36706x1 J5Q01S

Driver* Wanted For The Ofrtjmrtt On*

day a week, good pay! Carl 586-7070 Ext

27

Attention Saien end Boorden Entry

level positions into the ski industry with

skiing benefits Make up to $1000/month

Pan time enthusiastic individuals please

call Ski Card International 1800 333

2SKI ________
CWMINAl JUSTICE MAJORS Security

officers needed tor Springfield

Applicants must have a clean police

record, and pass drug screening

Interested applicants call 18601560 777/

Need Sarm Extra Cat*, but don t have

time tor a steady |Ob' Sign up to work

Family Oay. Saturday. September 28

Applications can be picked up at the

Alumni Relations Office in Memorial Hall

For more into contact Jenn Bennett at

545-2317

Free T-shirt $1,001 Credit card

fundraisers tor fraternities, sororities and

groups Any campus organization can

raise up to $1,000 by earning a whopping

$5 00/Visa application Call I -800-932-

0528 Ext 65 Qualified callers receive

fneT-at-ri

Wonted Skier* end Snowboordors

Want to ski or snowboard tor free and

gam sales exp1 Write and tell me why

Send letter and resume to Kevin Moran

Stratton Mt RR1 Bon 145 Stratton Mt.

VT 05155

FOR RENT
Fridge Rentals Plus Free Delivery 253

9742

Sunglossot: Prescription. Oakley w/
case Call 5493950

MUSICIANS

Female singer lo join/start Folk/Funk

alternative band Interested call 549-4723

Drummer Needed For dark pop/rock

band Call Phil 549-5836

MISCELLANEOUS

Let pm voice he heardl WMUAnews
is looking tor anchors, reporters, produc

ers and more for daily newscasts No
experience is needed All majors wel

come Stop by our offices at 105 Campus
Center or call 545 2876 and ask for

Wexandra

VISA/MASTERCARD GUARANTEED
Bad credit No credit No problem Call

1800-354-1590 (24 hours)

ROOM FOR RENT

In large Haute minutes to campus

Space enough tor two Call Kevin 549

0957

Northampton- Roomate needed in great

downtown two bedroom apt Own bed

room/bathroom, shared living room and

kitchen Seeking responsible male or

female Call 586 9284

FOR SALE

PINBAll MACHINE Reconditioned

$10000014131253-5363

Fetan. Double. Frame and Custom

Cover COO 00 0B0 548-9728

LAPTOP COMPUTER IBM 701CS/486

75/8 RAM 540 MEG HO/ with case and

extra*/ $1100/080 Please contact Josh

31256-8966

BOOKCASES Unfinished pine

24'i36' >9' 3 shelves $48 00 tax
536-1944

Cuter Jack needs friendly outgoing peo

pie tor promotions at local retailers

Flexible hours Please call Lara Minucci

to set up an interview 617 928-0048 E«t

107

Sega Saturn w/ 2 controllers and

Utbmate Mortal Kombat 3 $18000 Call

546-5727

Stereo Systems and components.

used/recondiboned Large selection, hon

est advice, warranty, great prices We
buy audio, video. DJ. musical equipment

Stereo and Video Exchange af Jackson s

Flea Market. Mountain Farms Mall.

Hadley Open Sundays only. 9-5 Other

rJeyicsllAmhersL 2560941

BwHuoelM All colors, mim-loos 367

0105

Futen. double, with frame and cover

$150 bo Waterbed. queen, semi wave

less with headboard $150 b o 253-5350

Rouignel ttibeatt Mens sin 12 (29 51

new BO Call 1413)637 Z282

SAIE Dorm Fridge $125. Word Processor

$100 Cat! 546-1576

GREAT CAR
1985 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Good

running condition Best otter Call 545-

3007 or 634-5732

INSTRUCTION

WWW SUCESS ORG Free business edi>

cation from American Institute

Entrepreneurship and Real Estate

Investment Courses Retire rich in ten

years

SERVICES

COMPUTER PROBLEMS? Need an

upgrade' In house service, call Scream

Seven 5494083 ^__
P.egnnnt? Need Help' Call Birthright

of Amherst area tor free testinq and car-

ing assistance 549-1906

TRAVEL

One Way Ticket Hartford to San

Frjnruco Sept 21 Male Only $150060

549-8546

FREE TRIPS * CASHI I Find out how
hundreds of student representatives are

already earning free tnps and lots of cash

with America's #1 Spring Break company'

Sell only 15 tnps and travel free 1 Cancun.

Bahamas. Maiatlan Jamaica or Florida 1

Campus Manager positions also available

Call now > Take a break Student Travel

1800)95- Break

Spring Break 17 Sell tnps. nam cash

and go free STS is hiring Campus
Reps/Group Organizers to promote tnps to

Cancun. JsrriS'ca. and Florida Call

18001648 4849 for information on joining

America s #1 Student Tour Operation

WANTED
I aaarJ Matthews tix for Oct 6 O
Mullins I will pay or bade I have MSG
bx for Oct 4 Cad Craig 253 3336

WORTH THE RIDE
2BR Apt in Sunderland HW floors.

wash/dry, porch, garage

315* BEAUTIFUL SETTING 1 0UET' 666-

4394

Performing Am division offers Group and

Private Instruction in music, theater and

dance Registration for Group Instruction

runt Sept 3 15. 1996 Pnvete Insbucbon

is on going PAD is located in 73 Bardett

Hall UMASS. 413-5450519. tor info

Standard Headings
Activities Miscellaneous

Announcements Motorcycles

Apartment For Rent Personals

Auto For Sale Room For Rent

Employment Room Wanted
Entertainment Roommate Wanted

For Sale Services

Found (2 days Free) Summer Sublet

Happy Birthday To Sublet

Houses For Rent Travel

Instruction Transportation

Lost Wanted to Rent

Musicians Wanted

IIICISS

^/SPORTS
^ \ Don't Miss The

Flag Football (MlVqCj....u...9IJji)',' -a
soccer (m/w) -AXm? For entry ftxms
Co-ed Softball V ..^S&fcatf <m\\ ft- rjf
Ice Hockey (M/W) |...lwi8 V/l'Jr ^
Track h Cross CountrvaM^U/24 J9 HAQm

webhttp://wwwAjjplss.edu:80/umim
\

W
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ARIES
March 21 April 20
Things could change quickly this

week, eo remain flexible and open

to suggestions. With patience and

dedication, a romantic commitment

could deepen. Share your Inner

Feelings to help someone understand

your motivations better.

TAURUS
April 21 May 21

Look for a win win solution to a

thorny problem. You might not have

to take a hardline stance In order

to get your way. Trust a loved one's

advice when It comes to matters of the

heart. Some news could change your

life late in the week.

GEMINI
Ma? 22-June 21
If money Is a concern, reevaluate your

budget. You may And some luxuries

you can live without. Work toward

achieving a major goal this week. Your

ability to see both sides of an Issue

will work In your favor when It comes

to reaoMng a conflict.

CANCER
Jane 22-July 22
To avoid escalating an argument.

learn patience. Try an old-fashioned

family dinner to strengthen ties

Trouble In s relationship may not run

deep, but you should still work to

resolve your differences. Be sure to

prepare before an Important meeting

LEO
July 23-Angui.t 23
Think and plan lor the future this

week. You're In a position to know
what's best so don't leave any

possibility unexamined. It might be

time for a career change, a move or a

change In a relationship. Communica-
tion is the key to gaining Insight.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22
Focus In on the details in order to

avoid simple mistakes. Watch yourself

in traffic, or you could be on the

receiving end of some unwanted

attention. Drive defensively. To learn

from someone's experiences, don't be

afraid to ask difficult questions.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Even If their reasoning seems shaky,
consider a friend's paat history before

second-guessing a decision they've

made. Set your goals early to be sure

you don't miss a single opportunity.

Outdoor activities this weekend
refresh you (or a difficult time ahead.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
Before writing a goal off as Impossible.

try thinking about the reasons why It

hasn't already happened. You might
gain some useful insights. Put your
social life in high gear by planning a

party. An unusual mix of guests could

generate some real excitement.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Things may take longer than usual to

finish this week. Build some extra

time Into your schedule, and you'll

eliminate a major source of stress.

A younger person could be feeling

lonely. Try adding some quality time

with them.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
If you're looking for good Ideas, you'll

have to sift through s few mediocre

ones first An old-fashioned brain

storm session will help A blind date

could lead to a relationship. If you're

alieady attached, surprise your

sweetie with a romantic evening.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18
Although It's tough, try to keep an
open mind when having a discussion.

If you don't listen, you'll miss out on
an important Idea. Focus on your

family to build your strengths. A
relative contacts you with a dilemma.

Be prepared to make a tough decision.

PISCES
February 19- March 20
History Is a fine teacher this week, so

be on the lookout for situations with

parallels In the past. An old friend

offers a new take on romance. Be
clear about what you want, and he or

she will be equally open with you.

Then. If It still feels right, go for It!

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40<2 per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly. We
are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

Personals Policy
All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified employees
before payment and acceptance of the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first names and initials

are allowed. The only exceptions are for birthday or congratulations per-

sonals, in which case the full name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEPTIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm room numbers
as well.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not acceptable.
Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are not acceptable. Personals
may not be used for the purpose of harassment.

Profanity may not be used in personals.

The personals section is for personals only. The personals section may
NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, advertise meetings, etc.

All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D. number of
the student placing the as filled in on the insertion order. Non-students
must provide a valid driver's license and the license number must be
recorded on the insertion order. Use of false identification or misrepresen-
tation is subject to penalties under the law.

The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any personal that does
not meet the Collegian's standards in accordance with the statutes of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Excellent Business Experience
The UMass Student Federal Credit Union

is looking for volunteer tellers.

Call 545-2800 or inquire within.

(Located in Student Union)

n
Jim

The Right Mact to Be!

Barbers Everyday
Unisex Hair Styling

r ^

Guysi Gali

Clippei Curs

layer Cuts

Hata Cuis

Flat Top
Kid Cuts

Fades

Appointment

Not Naccassory

miferBi

fjnrber&

Tel. 253-1722
40 Mln street, Mnnt HA
(Next to Newbury Coelci]

Terri

Hours: Mon - Wad,
8-5:15pm

Thurs & Fri 8-8,

Sot 8-2:45pm

Proprietors:

Jim kmd and
mrrilonerini

^f^^TOlCMOLSPE^

«,»a»l^aaT**x»j*3Sa»***»«»»atw*FaV«:^

A professional nail service using the

highest quality products.

MANICURE & $
PEDICURE
Full SCI Of NOilS '25

AtXBtUvli & Dmujk . Gty Ctotikkalu AuaifoWe

We 31 CAMPUS PLAZA • IIADLEY
guarantee (Behind Pizza Hut)

MSSm 253-4756 _. Jf
JLj^ OPEN MON.-SAT. 9:30 AM -8:30 PM. kJ^M^

Fills

September Sale Celebration
20% Savings on Food for Your Hair

Sept. 16th thru 21st

Sott ort»<

Monday- with Paul Mitchell

Tuesday - with Aveda
Wednesday - with Biolage& American Crew

Thursday - with KMS
Friday - with Nexxus

Saturday - with American Crew &
Hair Brushes

f%<? It*. PCc*4*Ht St
253-9526
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Always Wanted one of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Dub... By Maura and Micaela
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Robotman By Jim Meddick
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8 Years In Braces By Eric Peterson
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom Dllbert By Scott Adams

LGOIQ ( leoldO|avanet .com )

by Roger and Saltm Salloom c\m

Our teacher asked us to

think very carefully and try to

remember and write down the

saddest moment of our lives and

the happiest moment.

The saddest moment was

when I fell down and knocked out

one ofmy teeth.

The happiest moment was

when my brother lost his tooth.

THE COMPANY ANNOUNCED
TMAT CJE tJILL "ABANDON
OUR STRATEGY OF
(AAKING GOOD
Pr\0 DUCTS..."

jj *at

FROfA NOCJ ON (aJE'LL

"PUPvSUE A DESPERATE
STRATEGY OF MERGERS,
BUSINESS SPIN-OFFS,

FRUITLESS PARTNERSHIPS

AND RANDO/A REORGANI-

ZATIONS.
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Close to Home By John McPherson
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Universtiy3 By Frank Cho
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Will you quit whimpering! They're not carnivores!'

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick
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The Collegian is

like Brussels

Sprouts... You

just have to

read it.

It's more than magnifi-

cent. It's mediocre!

-Samuel Goldwyn
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By Brian Marchionni

Top 1 Reasons why
there wasn't a top 1 last week

10. Let's just say that Commissioner Cordon has

been a little trigger happy with the bat signal lately.

9. I've recently discovered masturbation.

8. I again realized that I still don't get paid for this.

7. I spend Monday through Thursday in the

Textbook Annex.

6. Freak typing accident has filled me with a crip-

pling fear of keyboards.

5. I thought one of them singing Bud Ice penguins

was stalking me.
4. Two words: NyQuil and Sudafed.

3. I had a little "episode" with Chancellor Scott and

$5,000 in unmarked bills.

2. Too busy enjoying the exciting new line-up of

channels on HSCN.
1. I was caught smoking within 20 feet of the

Campus Center.

Today's D.C. Menu
Ct.fl 5*5-2626 tor mor* information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Mesquite Chicken

Hot Beef Sandwich
Captain's Catch

Sesame Roll

DINNER
Rotisserie Chicken

Stuffed Shells

Quarter Pound Burger

Qtr. Lb. Cheddar Burg.

Hampden
LUNCH

Hamburger
Raditore (?)

Tomato Sauce

Garden Vegan Burger

DINNER
Rotisserie

Glazed Chicken

Stuffed Shells in Sauce

Worcester

LUNCH
Hamburger on Roll

Grilled Sneeze
Garden Vegan

Burger

DINNER
Glazed Chicken
Veggie Gumbo
Stuffed Shells

Half Time Deli

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on Roll

Krabby Cake Sandwich
Raditore/Tomato Sauce
Garden Vegan Burger

DINNER
Pineapple Ham Steak

Pastabilities

Stuffed Shells in Sauce

Veggie Gumbo
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Familiar foes face UMass
women s soccer at home

By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Stan

This weekend at Richard F.

Garber Field, the No. 8

Massachusetts women's soccer

team (5-0) will open up its Atlantic

10 schedule against St.

Bonaventure (3-1) on Sunday,
with the University of

California-Santa Barbara (1- 3)

coming into town on Saturday.

Both games will be at I p.m.

While on paper, the games may
look like easy wins for the

Minutewomen, but UMass coach

|im Rudy is more concerned than

confident about this weekend.

"The interesting part is that 1 feel

this is going to be two completely

different sides and the styles will be

totally different." Rudy said. "The

California kids will play very skill-

fully and knock it around, while St.

Bonnies will be a more direct team.

Let's get it forward and let's go."

While coming off its best effort

of the young season against

Southern Methodist University last

weekend, Rudy still feels the need

for his team to evolve. He wants his

team to get away from its recent

Monty Python-ish style of passing,

which means more than getting the

ball in their teammates "general

direction." Crisper and cleaner ball

movement, not a quest for the Holy

Grail, is what the coach will be

looking for this weekend. "We
are going to have to get better at

some things," Rudy said. "One,

although our possession game is

pretty good, we really need to clean

up our skills. Technically. I was not

real pleased, because we can be a

lot more skillful than we were.

"We got things done because tac-

tically we played right, but I would

say that our receiving and passing

was very ordinary."

St. Bonaventure is off to a fast

start, even with its 3-0 loss to

Alt) Championship finalists

Xavier in its home opener. The
Bonnies' first-year coach is no one
new to UMass, as Kim LeMcre was
a former three-time All-American,

but more specifically, an old neme-
sis when she played at Hartford,

leading them to four consecutive

NCAA Tournament appearances.

LeMere has some good players

on her squad, with |o Storms lead-

ing the team in scoring (10 points),

after scoring two goals in a minute

span this week in a 3-1 victory

over the University at Buffalo.

"Last year, we played them in

our first game and shut them down
[in a 3-0 win]," Rudy said. "St.

Bonaventure is off to their best

start that I can recall there ever.

[LeMere] went there and took on a

St. Bonnies team that, heretofore,

has not done a whole lot."

UC-Santa Barbara will be trying

to improve on last season's less

than impressive 6-12 record. But

even their display of offensive inep-

titude (only 23 goals in 18 match-

es) last year can be disguised in the

fact that the Gauchos did win three

out of their last four, and had a 6-5

record over their last 1 1 games.

Diminutive 5'1" sophomore for-

ward Darcie Frounfelter (5 points)

has led this year's team in scoring,

with the remainder of the team's

offensive punch lying somewhere
lost in Bakersfield. Rudy might

wish all California teams could be

like the Gauchos, but through past

experience, he is not taking this

team lightly.

"Santa Barbara, even though
they are coming in at 1-3, is a team

that we can not take anything for

granted," he said. "We faced them

out there two years ago and their

record was very weak and they

pulled off the upset.

"They did what they had to do.

They kept us at bay and we did not

get our finishes in, sort of like this

Turn to SOCCER, page 7

Football tries for first win of season at HC
By Luke Meredith
Collegian Staff

Going into Saturday's contest with Holy Cross,

the Massachusetts football team has something to

prove, ^oth to the other squads in the Yankee
Conference and to itself. The Minutemen (0-1)

face the Crusaders at 1 p.m. Saturday at Fitton

Field in Worcester.

Last week's 50-14 rout at the hands of the

Villanova Wildcats was something that, if taken

the wrong way, could ruin a team's focus for an
entire season. Rut if you ask UMass coach Mike
Hodges, that isn't going to happen to his

Minutemen.
"We've had a good week of practice," Hodges

said. "The team that showed up last week was
not the team that I saw practicing all summer.
"They have to focus more on their play and

they know that. Last week the team was ready to

play from an emotional standpoint, but the focus

wasn't there."

Even with last week's loss etched into memory,
it is seemingly possible for the Minutemen to

overlook Holy Cross. UMass scored the last 120
points in the series, and have beaten the
Crusaders four consecutive times. Last year the

Minutemen routed Holy Cross 51-0 at Warren P.

McGuirk Alumni Stadium, rushing for 414 yards

and piling up 24 first downs in their biggest win
in 52 years.

Holy Cross hopes for different results this year.

Saturday's season opener for the Crusaders will

mark the first appearance of new head coach Dan
Allen. Allen left Boston University after six sea-

sons to take the job in Worcester. He compiled a

36-33 mark in Boston and in 1993, won the

Kodak/American Football Coaches Association
NCAA Division 1-AA National Coach of the

Year award. Allen led the Terriers to back to

back playoff appearances in 1993 and 1994.

Massachusetts Footbal

Frank Alessio

UMass

J.R. Walz

g. Holy Cross

On the Air

1400 AM WHMP - Marc Vandermeer
91.1 FMWMUA-

Brad Davidson, John
Patterson, Larry Harding

BU had a wide-open passing attack under
Allen, but as far as Saturday goes, Allen's game
plan remains somewhat of a mystery to Hodges.

"You never know what's going to happen when
a team changes as much as Holy Cross has"

Hodges said. "They have a new head coach, a

new offense and it will be up to us to make
adjustments on Saturday."

Holy Cross's vaunted new offense will be led

by junior quarterback Brion Stapp. Last season,

he started six games for the Crusaders, throwing

for 1 1 69 yards and five touchdowns.

Sophomore Dan Boland originally won the

starting assignment against Massachusetts, but he

suffered an elbow injury and will not play.

The Crusader backfield is led by |.R. Walz. the

1994 Patriot League Co-Rookie of the Year. Last

year he rushed for 550 yards and three touch-

downs, including a 1 72-yard effort in the season

finale against Colgate. Other Holy Cross stand-

outs include senior linebacker David Streeter,

with 299 career tackles, and last season's two
Patriot League receiving leaders, juniors Brian

Hopkins and Jeff Laboranti.

For the Minutemen, this week will be the sec-

ond try at a new, more open passing offense.

Anthony Catterton threw for a career high 1 18

yards, going 9-for-17 with two interceptions.

Hodges is confident that the Minutemen can

establish a passing game.
"I think we proved last week that we can

throw the football, but we can't have the

dropped balls like we did at Villanova." Hodges
said. "We need to find consistency in the pass-

ing game."

Hodges gave Catterton's performance mixed
reviews.

"He made some mistakes, but he also made
some nice plays," he said. "Of the two intercep-

tions, only one was his fault. The challenge now
is to find that consistency."

While Holy Cross will be playing their season

opener, the Minutemen will have the advantage

of having a game under their belts. They were
rusty last week, and it showed. Villanova
already had the chance to work out early-sea-

son kinks against Rutgers and came out sharp

against the Minutemen. With a week of practice

to work out their own kinks, UMass will look to

come home to Amherst 1-1 Saturday night.

Injury Report: Senior free safety Brian

Mooney is doubtful for Saturday due to a

strained right hamstring... tailback Matt Jordan

is questionable with a sore right hamstring...

senior wideout Darryl Thomas is questionable

with a case of turf toe.

UMass looks to stay perfect at Maine
By Jason Rubin

CoHegan Staff

The undefeated. No. 18 nationally ranked Massachusetts

men's soccer team hopes to continue its winning streak against

the Maine on Saturday, at 1 1 a.m. in Orono.

Massachusetts is coming off of two encouraging victories

over Boston University and Holy Cross. Up to this point in the

season, the Minutemen have played well, but not to their full

abilities.

"The potential that we have is tremendous and we have not

yet tapped all of our resources." UMass coach Sam Koch said.

Beating Maine will not be an easy task as it fields its most
competitive team in years.

"I honestly believe that on any given day we can beat any-

body, however also on any given day we could lose to the Holy
Crosses." Koch said. "Only time will tdl.

"There are a number of things that we need to work on, but

we are getting there. Yet we are 2-0 and you can't complain
about that," Koch added.

On the offensive side of the ball, the scoring has come from
familiar faces. Senior forward Dave Siljanovski has netted two
goals in as many games, including the winner against Boston

University, junior forward Mike Butler has once again been the

playmaker. as he notched two assists along with a goal. Butler's

two assists pushed his career point total to 50 (18 goals, 14

assists).

Defensively. UMass has been strong as well Senior defense-

man |oe Jacobson has played solidly, marking the opposition's

top scoring threats. Senior defenseman Dan Chagnon has per-

formed well, especially around his own net.

One surprise has been the play of senior midfielder Tashi

Shering. The Amherst native has earned his way into the start-

ing lineup after solid outings.

"He did a super job against B.U.," Koch said. "In the Holy
Cross game he was always in excellent coverage or helping

someone out. He has done a lot of good things and he is a big

reason why we are 2-0 so far."

Holding it all together defensively has been sophomore goal-

keeper Tim Pearson. In his collegiate debut he recorded a

shutout with 1 1 saves. Against Holy Cross he matched this feat,

recording his second shut-out in as many games.

Another strength for UMass has been the overall team depth.

On the bench the Minutemen have many capable replacements.

"On the bench we have a bunch of guys I know can play,"

Koch said. "Marc Saad had an outstanding goal against Holy

Cross. Lee Marlow, Fabio Maniatty and Scott Regina all had

good years last year and will definitely contribute down the

Turn to MEN'S SOCCER, page 7

James Madison up first for UMass
in Hawkeye Invitational Tourney
By Casey Kane

Coleg.cn Staff

The Massachusetts field hockey team

travels to Iowa this weekend for a pair of

games in the Hawkeye Invitational

Tournament. The Minutewomen will face

perennially tough lames Madison Saturday

at I p.m., while host Iowa will take on
Saint Louis. The winners of the first day's

games will square off at 1:30 p.m. on
Sunday, with the first day's losers taking

the field at 11:30 a.m.

"It's tournament format so winners will

play winners and losers will play losers."

UMass coach Pam Hixon said. "The most

important thing is that we look at our first

game with lames Madison and not worry

about who we're going to play next."

The Minutewomen (3-0) have pro-

duced an overall team effort thus far,

spreading the scoring out between six play-

ers. Freshman Saskia Fuchs has netted

three goals on the year, as has junior

Courtney MacLean. Senior Kyle

Rothenberger, juniors Sharon Hughes and

|en Gutzman and sophomore Erica

Johnston have added one goal each.

While the play of the offense has put

numbers on the board, it is the combined

effort of the UMass defense that has kept

opponents to only one goal in the team's

three contests. Laura Phelan, Amy Ott,

Melanie Gore and (en Gutzman also

worked to fend off any attack that New
Hampshire could put together in UMass'

second game, resulting in goalie Hilary

Rose not having to face a shot.

"(The backs] work very well together,"

Hixon said. "Hilary gives the defense a lot

of confidence, and Laura and Amy and

Mel and (en are all very smart, experienced

players."

lames Madison comes into Saturday's

game with four contests under its belt and

a 2-2 record, having beaten Miami of

Ohio and Virginia Commonwealth. The
Dukes lost to North Carolina in their sea-

son opener and to Wake Forest, the squad

the Minutewomen beat 4-0 in their season

opener.

|MU coach Christy Morgan's squad is

led by freshman Julie Martinez, who has

four goals and an assist on the season,

lunior Diane Cegidski has turned into two

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, poge 7

Minutewomen down Hartford
By Michael Nam
Collegian Staff

comrrtsr media relations

Mike Butler and the UMass men's soccer team travel

to Orono this weekend to take on Maine.

The Massachusetts women's tennis

team notched an impressive victory in

its first game of the season yesterday

defeating the University of Hartford,

6-1 at the Upper Boyden Courts.

The Minutewomen swept the dou-

bles matches and lost only one singles

match in a strong, controlled effort by

the entire team.

"I never know how we're going to

Turn to WOMEN'S TENNIS, page 7

Minutewomen ready for UMass Classic
By Jeremy Adams
Colegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts women's volley-

ball team locks to make a good show-
ing this weekend when they host the

Reebok sponsored UMass Classic at

the Curry Hicks Cage.

The Minutewoman will square off

against Central Connecticut today at 2
p.m. and at 7 p.m. against Villanova.

Tomorrow, they face Delaware and
Scion Hall at 1 1:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.

respectively.

Coach Bonnie Kenny's squad has

posted an admirable 6-1 record while

matching up with some challenging

opponents as it prepares ft-r the start of

Ai lantic- 1 conference play.

The tournament will feature

non-conference opponents from
Central Connecticut State, Villanova.

Delaware and Seton Hall. The
Minutewomen previously hosted the

UMass Invitational tournament at the

end of August and went undefeated

without losing so much as a game
against teams like Tulane and
Providence College.

In the past week, UMass participat-

ed in the Perm State Invitational, com-

ing away with a 2-1 record. Both victo-

ries were 3-0 sweeps of University of

Connecticut and Atlantic- 10 rival St.

Bonaventure. The bne blemish to its

record came at the hands of tourna-

ment host Perm State. The loss marked

the end of an 18-gamc winning streak

amassed through the Minutewomen's

first six matches, their longest such

streak since 1994, when they went 25
games before dropping one.

"We've come out a lot better than I

expected. We're playing a very tough
schedule to make sure we're ready for

conference play," Kenny said.

The Minutewomen start their con-

ference schedule on Friday, Sept. 20
when they travel to Kingston. R.I. to

play the Rhode Island Rams in the

opening match of the Rhode Island

Classic.

UMass women's volleyball matches
up well in the Atlantic 10.

"In the A- 10 Rhode Island and
Dayton will be tough, but you can
never count out Virginia Tech or
George Washington. Duquesne and
Temple will not be far behind. They've

both come a long way." Kenny said.

Kenny attributes the early season

success to the hard work and dedica-

tion of her returning upperclassmcn

and new players alike. Senior outside

hitter Dionne Nash and junior middle

blocker Michelle Paciorek earned

All-Tournament honors for their

efforts at the Penn State Invitational.

The tandem hit 27 and 24 kills, respec-

tively, and both contributed 1 9 digs

and two aces.

Solid performances at the tourna-

ment were also turned in by additional

Massachusetts players, including junior

Lesley Nolan, who provided 32 kills

and 28 momentum-saving digs.

Kenny openly praises her team's

drive.

Turn to VOLUYBAU., page 7

COOtTNJY SMITH / COUEGMN
Liz Durant and Noelle Orsini celebrate after a point in yesterday's

women's tennis action. The Minutewomen beat Hartford, 6-1

.
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Maximum
Van Dumb

(ean-Claude Van
Damme falls sharply

on latest action
thriller. Maximum
Riik. Check out our
review (See Arts &
Living, page 5).

A weekend
of wins

Julie Magid and
the UMass women's
soccer team won
twice this weekend,
defeating Cal-Santa

Barbara on Saturday

and St. Bonaventure

on Sunday (See
Sports, page 1 0).

NATION

Kevorkian aide ailing,

wants assisted suicide

FARMINCTON HILLS, Mich.
(AP) — As Dr. lack Kevorkian's

assistant, Janet Good has coun-
seled people with painful illnesses

and witched as Kevorkian helped
them lake their own lives. Now
she says her own battle with can-

cer will almost surely end in sui-

cide — hopefully with Kevorkian
at her side.

"I want to end my life gently,

peacefully, painlessly — just like

I've seen Dr. Kevorkian's patients

die," Good said.

The 72-year-old woman was
diagnosed more than a year ago
with pancreatic cancer, and it has
spread to her liver.

Good founded the Michigan
chapter of the Hemlock Society,

which supports doctor-assisted
suicide. She has witnessed several

Kevorkian-assisted suicides,
including that of |anet Adkins of

Portland, Ore., who in 1990
became the first known person to

die with the doctor's help

At least 40 people have died
with Kevorkian's help. Because of

their close friendship, Good said

she is worried that Kevorkian will

be reluctant to help her die.

"That's another reason why
I'm planning on alternate ways"
of dying, she said.

WORLD

Armenian returns to

roots in chess tourney

YEREVAN, Armenia (AP) — The
World Chess Olympiad opened
Sunday with a record 209 teams from
127 countries as Armenians enthusias-

tically welcomed world champion
Garry Kasparov as one of their own.

Kasparov, the world's highest-
ranked player and champion of the
Professional Chess Association, leads a

Russian team that won the last

Olympiad in Moscow two years ago
and will contend for top honors
again.

The 33-year-old Kasparov was born
in Baku, capital of neighboring
Azerbaijan, to an Armenian mother
and a Jewish father. He later moved
to Moscow.

His presence is a source of pride for

Armenians: A crowd of 5,000 people
attending Sunday night's ceremonial
opening gave him a thunderous
standing ovation.

"Honestly, many people were skep-

tical when Armenia expressed its

readiness to host the Olympiad, and
they were doubtful when they heard
that everything was going ahead all

right," Kasparov said. "I believe that

today everybody was convinced that

the potential of this country and its

people has no real limits."

Georgia, China and Hungary,
which finished first, second, and third,

respectively, in the women's competi-
tion two years ago, are expected to

contend for that title again.
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SGA survey bolsters

awareness in elections
By Roghurom Vadarevu
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Student Government Association
(SGA) voter registration campaign
will distribute a survey on
Wednesday to candidates running in

the upcoming November elections.

The survey is an attempt by the
SGA to gauge state and federal candi-

dates' positions on UMass-related
higher education issues.

"The survey is strong, it asks a lot

of good questions," said Student
Trustee Sean Carter. "(From the sur-

vey) we will be able to differentiate

candidates' opinions on higher- edu-
cation."

The results from the survey will be
compiled into a report. According to

Carter, about 1 50,000 copies of the

report will be mailed to students, par-

ents, alumni, faculty and University

administrators.

Students will receive the report
labelled with, "their address and each
of the races in their district" to
remind them of the election, Carter
said.

The report will allow students to

make a well informed decision in the

upcoming elections. Carter added.
The SGA campaign is waiting for

the approval of the survey by the
Alumni Association to distribute the

survey after the primaries on
Tuesday, according to Carter.

A preliminary draft of the survey
addresses various issues ranging from
state Sen. Stanley Rosenberg's
(D-Amherst) "Fair Share Funding"
initiative to the Federal Direct Loan
program.

The questions were formulated by
the Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy (SCERA),
the UMass Alumni Association, and
the SGA.
The survey is a part of the SGA's

voter education phase of their voter

registration campaign begun on
September 1.

According to Carter, the survey
will be published on the forth-com-
ing SGA World-Wide-Web page in

the near future.

In other affairs, the SGA
Undergraduate Student Senate will

be closing nominations for the Fall

Senate election on Wednesday,
September 18 at 5:00 pm.

Scott looks to the future,

plans for UMass growth
Editor's note: this article is the first

in a four part series profiling key
administrators and faculty at the
University of Massachusetts

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

Chancellor David K. Scott has a

plan to fulfill a vision articulated for

the University of Massachusetts: to

be the best public higher education
system in the United States by the
year 2000

Despite the immense criticisms and
challenges that he has faced in his

short tenure as Chancellor, Scott
brings a diverse history of education-

al, administrative and human experi-

ence to his present position at UMass
Amherst.

Humble beginnings

David K. Scott was born on the
Orkney Islands off the coast of
Scotland. He grew up on a small
island only four miles long and two
miles wide with a population of 100.

Scott said the aurora borealis on win-
ter nights and spectacular sea storms

sparked his interest in physics.

Scott had to leave his home at the

age of 10 to go to boarding school, a
necessity to prepare him for a better

education, he said.

He graduated from the University

of Edinburgh with an undergraduate
degree in physics. He engaged in

research; focusing on Nuclear Physics

at Oxford University in England and
completed the Doctor of Philosophy

degree in 1 967 at Linacre College.

Scott then became a fellow at

Balliol College. Oxford University,

but promptly decided to move to

Berkeley, to study at the University of
California.

There, he pioneered research in

high speed collisions of heavy nuclei

to study extreme states in nuclear sys-

tems. He also spent time at the
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory as the

Scientific Director of the Cyclotron
Laboratory.

In 1979. Scott went to Michigan
State University (MSU) as the John
A. Hannah Distinguished Professor
of Physics and Astronomy, and of
Chemistry.

At MSU, Scott was offered his

first experience with academic
administration, where he served as

Associate Provost, Provost and Vice
President for Academic Affairs at dif-

ferent times. Following a six year
tenure, he left the Provost position to

become the |ohn A. Hannah
Distinguished Professor of Learning,
Science and Society at MSU. Scott

said that this role allowed him to

combine his 30 years of experience as

a scientist and academic administra-

tor.

Scott is a fellow of the American
Physical Society. He has written near-

ly 200 papers on nuclear science and
higher education, and has given 150
lectures in countries all over the
world.

In |uly of 1993, Scott became the

Chancellor of UMass.

A plan for the future

Presently, Scott is in the midst of
implementing his Strategic Action
plan.

"The advantage of Strategic Action
is that we [UMass] now have a

five-year plan." Scott said. "It also

maps out how much we have to

spend each year and this becomes a

very helpful template for formulating
our budget requests for each fiscal

year. In all of its aspects, it serves as

a very useful guide."

The plan addresses improving
information technologies, capital out-

lay (for building renovations) and
University advancement — extending

to every facet of the University.

Scott said that this semester will be
energetic and exciting, but also a

tense time as UMass begins the
implementation of the plan.

Academic Dishonesty: Solutions

Turn to SCOTT, page 2
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How's everybody feelin' tonight...
31 1 performed to a sold out crowd at the Mullins Center last Friday night.

25-yearmold Tupac Shakur dies
Former pastor mourns; no arrests made in Las Vegas shooting

By Vereno Dobnik
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Tupac Shakur, remembered by many
as a violent rapper who died in the gangsta culture he glo-

rified, was mourned at his boyhood church Sunday as the
victim of a society that destroys black youth.

"He had the genes, he had the ability, could we have
provided the society that would have made him blossom,"
the Rev. Herbert Daughtry said at The House of the Lord
Pentecostal Church in Brooklyn.

Two days after the 25-year-old Shakur died of gunshots
wounds suffered in a drive-by shooting on a Las Vegas
street, the pastor asked: "Who will weep for Tupac
Shakur'"

"I will weep for Tupac." he replied

Though he left Brooklyn in his teens, Shakur stiil is list

ed as a member of the congregation he joined when he
was 1 5. with his mother and sister.

Shakur — who had served time for assault, weapons
violations and sex abuse — was hit by four bullets Sept. 7

as he rode in a car driven by the head of his label. Death
Row Records chief Marion "Suge" Knight

Knight, who suffered minor injuries, and an entourage

of at least 10 cars, including bodyguards, have failed to

provide any suspects.

Los Angeles police told Newsweek magazine on condi-
tion of anonymity that the shooting of three Crips gang
members in Compton, Calif., last week was in retaliation

for the Shakur shooting. Other sources told the magazine
more retribution was likely.

"Whoever did it is seriously in some s— because this

isn't something Suge is going to just drop," a friend of
Knight\ said in the Sept. 23 issue. "You will start seeing
Negroes drop real soon."

Despite the controversy and success ol Shakur, anony-
mous music industry sources told Newsweek they believe

Knight was the target. "The best way to get Suge is to
mess with his money." said a source close to Death Row.
"Tupac is his money."

In Brooklyn, Daughtry told about 150 people in the
half-full church that Shakur's self-proclaimed ambition to

be "a revolutionary" against injustice to blacks "was just

as real as Martin's and Malcolm's." referring to Martin
Luther King and Malcolm X.

"1 know that there are those who say he went about it

the wrong way." Daughtry added. "But it's not for me to

judge.'

2-Pac
COUHTF.SY DtATM HOW RECORDS

Translation

broadening

Center to assist courts;

a bilingual legal system
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

The Translation Center at the

University of Massachusetts will

soon be offering Spanish lessons

for court interpreters and all other

court employees statewide — from
judges and baliffs to prosecutors
and police officers.

Massachusetts has the highest

percentage in the nation of incom-
ing immigrants who do not speak
English, which puts a strain on a

English-only legal system.

"Part of our mission is reaching

out towards immigrants whose
English may be shaky. Those immi
grants may speak Spanish.
Vietnamese, Cambodian. Polish or

Haitian and these people need to

access health care and education,
as well as the justice system." said

Professor Edwin Gentzler. the
Translation Center's director.

The program, which is scheduled
to begin in the Spring of 1997. will

only be offered on campus for the

first semestei

"As the program gets stronger,

we will expand and have transla-

tors go out to different parts of
the state, but for now. they [cowl
employees] will have to e<MM
here." Gentzler said.

In order to become certified as a

translator, people must take a certifi-

cation test. The center will begin

offering prep classes for these tests.

"Gradually, we are going to

offer certification test training for

Spanish. Russian. Portuguese,
Vietnamese and Haitian. The best

way to prepare for these tests is to

practice." Gentzler said.

"We will offer this program to a

gamut of people involved in law
enforcement. If you can communi-
cate where someone needs to be and
how to fill out the forms, you can
help people with their lives." he
added.

UMass is the first university in

the state to offer this program.

The first year of the program will

is funded by a $72,000 grant from
the state.

"I am very happy to have thi:

grant has been provided to the pro-

gram," Gentzler said. "It will pro-

vide job opportunities for many stu-

dents, especially students with many
ethnic backgrounds."

Gentzler said State Sen. Stanley

Rosenberg (D-Amherst) and
State Rep. Ellen Story
(D-Amherst) have been very
helpful facilitating committee
meetings with the trial courts.

"They have been very supportive

from the beginning." he said.

This current project is just one
example of the many ways the
Center has worked with the com-
munity.

Past activities have included
working with student- translators

for Bay-State Medical Center in

Springfield, translating brochures
on health issues such as asthma
and diabetes for the Channing L.

Bete Company of Deerfield. and
more locally, translating poetry
into Khmer and Spanish for the

annual Book and Plow Festival in

Amherst.

Over 250 translators in 50 lan-

guages provide their services at

the Translation Center. These
translators are professors, faculty

spouses, professional staff, gradu-
ate students and some undergrad-
uates.

The center was originally devel-

oped to serve the academic com-
munity of UMass. The center, how-
ever, has been able to broaden its

mission to serve the business com-
munity as well.

"Language can enable you to

build bridges and develop trust

with your neighbor, or your com-
munity. It's amazing how even if

you just learn a few words, that

can build trust," Gentzler said.
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Monday, Sept. 16

Informational Session — The Student Government

Association will hold an informational session at 5 p.m. in

the Student Government offices, 420 Student Union.

Refreshments will be served.

Meeting — Amnesty international will have its first meet-

ing at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center in room 902. All are

welcome to join.

Meeting — UVC-TV 19 is having it's first general body

meeting for the semester at 7 p.m. in our studio at 216

Student Union Building. This meeting is open to new mem-

bers and the curious. For more information, call 545- 1 356.

Meeting — UMass Update will hold a news meeting at 8

p.m. in UVC-TV 19's studio for those interested in report-

ing, writing, and technical crew. No experience is necessary

and new members are welcome. For more information, call

UVC-TV 19 News Department at 545- 1 336.

Meeting — Alpha Chi Omega, a natioanl co-ed service

fraternity will be holding an informational meeting at 7 p.m.

in the Campus Center. Snacks provided and all are wel-

come. For more information, call the office at 545-2068.

Travel — An organizational meeting for the 1997 UMass
program abroad in Siena will be held this evening in 301

Herter Hall. For the meeting time or for more information,

call Professor Elaixabeth Mazzocco at 545-3453.

Tour— A Winter Mission Tour, sponsored by the UMass
Ski Club will be held on the Student Union Lawn 1 la.m-

4p.m. Games, activities, movies, arcade, free give-aways,

and more. Call 545-3437 for more information.

Tuesday, Sept. 1

7

Meeting — The Circle K Community Service Group will

have a meeting in room 409 of the Student Union. Anyone

Interested in volunteering time at a soup kitchen, tutoring,

working in a shelter or being a Big Brother or Big Sister is

invited.

Meeting — All interested candidates for the Stockbridge

school basketball and golf teams should attend a meeting at

the Mullins Center V.I.P. room at 4 p.m. If unable to attend,

contact lack Leaman in room 307 at the Mullins Center or

call 545-1301.

Meeting— The Wildlife Society presents "Bats of Belize"

with Jeff Corwin and free pizza at 5:30 p.m. in Holdsworth

room 203.

Wednesday. Sept. 18

Meeting — Alpha Chi Omega, a national service frater-

nity, will be holding an informational meeting at 7 p.m.

on the 5th floor of Kennedy, in Southwest. Snacks provid-

ed, and all are welcome. For more information, call

545-2068.

Meeting — The Distinguished Visitor's Program (DVP)

will be having an informational meeting at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 162. If interested in bringing a lec-

turer to campus, come to this meeting and find out more

about DVP. Refreshments will be served. All are invited

and encouraged to attend. For more information, call

545-0046.

Notices

Opening — The Sunderland Congregational Church,

located at the comer of Rte's 47 and 116, has opened the

Serendipity Shoppe in the church basement. It carries quali-

ty used clothes and accesories for all ages at thrift shop

prices. All clothes are now on clearance and a sweater sale

will run through October. Hours are Wednesdays and

Saturdays, 9 a.m.-12 noon. We're on the UMass
(Sunderland) bus route.

Auditions — The UMass Funk Club will begin auditions

\

NOBODY'S PERFECT
Come to UMass - Lincoln Campus Center Rm 165+169

Monday, Sept 16th thru Friday, Sept 20th

Ladies & Mens merchandise from
Express-Limited-Structure-Aeropostale

and other famous specialty stores

& designer labels at

60%-80% off
their original prices

KNIT TOPS
9"- 12"
Comp. 24°°-4900

From
"Limited" Stores

Italian Knit group

TOPS-SKIRTS-
DRESSES

9"each or 2/ 15°°

Comp. 48--7S-

JEANS
Colors

or 2/ 1500

Comp.
18--42- each

Blue & Black

12"

or 2/2000

Comp.
28**-42M each

SWEATERS
6"- 19"
Comp. 28--94"

From
Bloomingdales

Ladies Mahogany
JEWERLY BOXES

29"
in their catalog

for 25000

Sale Hours Mon. - Thurs. 7am- 9pm
Fri. 7am - 6pm

Visa AMEX Disc. ATM Cards/Cash
Sorry-No Checks

from noon to 5 p.m. on Sunday, Sept. 22 in the Campus

Center Auditorium. Men and women are welcome. For

more information, call 546-277 1 or 546- 1318.

Employment — The Student Government Association is

looking to fill the position of Inventory Control Officer

(SGA Auditor). Requirements for the position include:

heading the Student Activities Inventory Task Force; main-

taining the inventory database; organizing auditory records

for the $4 million SATF; and spot-checking agencies and

RSOs for inventory. The position is open to both work study

and non-work study students, and students may pick their

own hours. The position must be filled immediately. II inter-

ested, call |eff Coker at 545-0341

.

Community — Womanshelter is a battered woman's shel-

ter located in Holyoke serving the Holyoke/Chicopee area

and parts of Hampshire County. Womanshelter has an

extensive community education program providing speakers

and workshops on the following topics: domestic violence;

teen- dating violence; date rape; sexual harassment; domes-

tic violence and children; and many more. The services are

free of charge, but the Womanshelter will gladly accept

donations. For information concerning these programs or to

arrange a program date for a group, call Edith Jennings from

9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday at 538-97 1 7.

Support group — Synthesis Center Associate Rebecca

Reid leads an onngoing support group for single people over

30 from 7:15 to 8:45 p.m. in downtown Amherst. Single,

divorced, widowed and all sexual orientation arc welcome.

There is a low fee. For information, call 253-5494.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from 1 to 2 p.m. in

the Campus Center. The room number will be posted on the

Notice Board. For more information, call Utama at

256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Discussion Group — "A Course in Miracles" will meet

from 7 to 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting in

September. For more information, call 253-3795.

Astronomy — The Amherst Area Amateur Astronomers

Association will conduct free public solar observing at 1

p.m. at the Amherst Town Common every Saturday in

September. Also offered every Saturday this month will

free planetarium shows at 4 p.m. in Amherst College

Bassett Planetarium, and free public observatory observ-

ing at 9 p.m. at Amherst College Wilder Observatory.

Every Sunday this month there will be free public observ-

ing at Mt. Pollux, off South East St.. in South Amherst.

Dance — The Northeast American School of Dance

Studio in Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday

from 8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance

to variety to music in a smoke and alcohol-free environ-

ment. All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more informa-

tion, call 584-8167.

Singing — The Pioneer Valley Capella has immediate

openings for people of all voices interested in a small,

focused ensemble singing classical music. Rehearsals are

held on Thursday evenings in Northampton. For more infor-

mation, call Tom at 536-3072 or Karen at 259-1646.

Support group — Overeaters Anonymous will hold

weekly meetings on Thursdays from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at the

Campus Center, and from 2 to 3:30 p.m. at St. Bridget's

Church Parish Hall, 2nd floor. The group is for individu-

als who share an addiction to food and suffer from com-

pulsive eating and other eating disorders. The only

requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating

compulsively. There are no dues or fees. Donations are

strictly voluntary. For more information, call Kim at

548-9902, Jennifer at 548- 9040 or Maryanne at

549-5957.

Continued from page 1

In response to the Project Pulse
survey on academic dishonesty, Scott

offered both questions and solutions.

"We have to step back and ask:

'Are we missing something in the
whole educational process in terms of

issues of values and standards?'," he

asked.

He added, "I think that from the

'60s onwards in universities, there

was a revolution that really made us

back away from some of the old ideas

that you could really teach and
impose standards and values.

"We now have more a relativism;

some people even call it a type of

moral nihilism. And maybe its a ques-

tion of finding something between
these two extremes because obviously

neither of them are good.

"I believe that the tide is turning

on this; the period that we have come
through there has been a lot of cheat-

ing and dishonesty generally in soci-

ety and in our universities. 1 remem-
ber a time when there was a tremen-

dous emphasis on individual competi-

tion in order to get ahead at any cost.

"I really believe that there is a

move back towards more caring and
more responsibility to a society and
a collective. There is more concern

about caring in a collective sense

rather than individual advance-
ment."

The AAU and UMass

The American Association of

Universities is an exclusive group
of 60 public and private colleges

and universities across the country,

whose membership may soon
include the Amherst campus.

"The 60 public and private

schools in the AAU are considered

the major research universities in

the country," Scott said. "In an

absolutely detached analysis, this

campus is certainly close to being

viable for being considered in that

set."

Presently, the AAU is looking for a

school in New England for AAU
membership.

"It is important to be in that set

because they constitute a very power-

ful force in Washington; they are very

influential, 1 think, with the federal

government in terms of setting policy

and direction in higher education;

they're important in Washington in

terms of getting funds in support of

research and therefore it's important

politically, I think, to be member of

that set," Scott said.

Of the 60 institutions, only 16 are

historically Land Grant schools. The

grants, conceived during the Civil

War era, offered access to land and

funds from the federal government in

exchange for military involvement on

campus. They have traditionally been

the state institutions which have been

the most accessible to students.

It is the intersection of AAU and

Land Grant status which Chancellor

Scott and Chairman of the Board of

Trustees Robert Karam state as their

goal.

Scott said, "These 16 schools con-

stitute a very important set of uni-

versities that are in the forefront

with important research discoveries,

but are also in the forefront with

regard to the applications of these

discoveries to try and benefit soci-

ety.

"The AAU\Land Grant Model is

one of the implementation issues

from the Strategic Action plan. We
have designated people within the

administration to coordinate the

development of a plan as to what

are the various kinds of things that

we have to do to make membership
in the AAU realistic."

Utilizing resources

Scott said that one of the best

things about UMass is that it does

amazing things with fewer resources,

compared to similar universities.

"We are a University that is always

breaking down barriers, between cul-

tures, between disciplines and
between the University and society."

said Scott.

Scott also said that the interna-

tional reputation of the faculty and

the quality and loyalty of the faculty,

staff and students to the University

was impressive.

One of the most frustrating aspects

of the University, Scott said, was the

poor quality of the work environment

for large numbers of faculty, staff and

students.

Accordingly, much of the Strategic

Action Plan is dedicated to improve-

ments of campus facilities and
grounds.

Striving for legacy

Although Scott is always the target

of debate from all ends at the

University, his colleagues neverthe-

less maintain a belief that he is the

right person for the Chancellor's

Office.

"David has a vision," Karam said.

"And that vision will lead to results."

Provost Patricia Crosson said,

"Chancellor Scott is completely dedi-

cated on behalf of the Amherst cam-

pus. He is enormously committed
and hard working."

With such pressures placed upon
him and the system to excel, Scott

said that often his greatest obstacle is

himself.

"1 have a tendency not to listen;

some arrogance that 1 always know
best, which is not always true," Scott

said.

Equally as problematic, he said, are

the personal strains placed upon by

his busy schedule.

"The demands on my time lead to a

fragmented existence and frustration

that 1 can never give the quality and

amount of time people deserve,"

Scott said.

Scott does not shy away from
philosophical musings when asked

about how he thinks he will be

remembered.

"When 1 leave, 1 would like people

to remember that I helped to build

the foundation of a modern Land
Grant research University, which
reinvents the dream of the role and

nature of teaching and learning,

research and discovery, outreach and

public service in the Knowledge and

information Age, in the way that the

original Land Grant model was
invented for the Agrarian and
Industrial Age," he said.
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UMASS ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE
NOTICE:

TO FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

STUDENT TICKET BOOKLETS FOR THE 1996 UMASS FOOTBALL
SEASON ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE ATHLETIC BOX OFFICE
LOCATED AT THE CURRY HICKS CAGE. TICKET OFFICE HOURS
ARE MONDAY FRIDAY, 8:30AM 4:45PM.

TICKET BOOKLETS MAY ALSO BE PICKED UP AT THE STUDENT
ENTRANCE (EAST SIDE) PRIOR TO ALL HOME FOOTBALL GAMES
A VALID UMASS UNDERGRADUATE ID IS NEEDED TO PICK UP
FOOTBALL TICKETS. (ONLY ONE BOOKLET PER STUDENT.)

ACTIVITY CARD APPLICATIONS WILL BE MAILED OUT
AROUND OCTOBER 1ST.

HELP SUPPORT UMASS FOOTBALL!!
TH

©0BC3 <t?@QDB BBA888

Write for Women's issues and let your

VOICE RE HEARD. COME DOWN TO THE

COLLEGIAN LOCATED IN THE RASBMENT OP

THE CAMPUS CENTER AND ASK POR

MICHELLE HlLLMAN OR CALL 545*1762.

UMass
Division of Continuing Education

Academics and More ! !

!

• Over 100 undergrad courses— in the evening!

• More than 100 noncredit workshops—
affordable, fun, practical, including

Bartending, Fund Raising Certificate Program,

Past Life Regression, Jitterbug, ESL, EMT Training,

Private Pilot Ground School, and MAGIC!

Call for a free course catalog -

(413) 545-0107 or contined@admin.umass.edu

Division of Continuing Edncation

University of Massachusetts Amherst

providing access to adult, nontraditional

edncation for over 25 years

Bosnia divided in first post-war elections
By Georg* John

Ajjociatad Pr»i$

SARAJEVO. Bosnia-Herzegovina — How fair?
How Hawed? Organizers of Bosnia's first post-war
elections argue they were the best one could expect
in a country crippled by war's divisions. Those who
watched the voting say it was flawed to the point of
making its results invalid.

There was broad relief Sunday, one day after the
vote, that the national and regional elections were
mostly peaceful. Turnout was estimated at between
60 percent and 70 percent in Bosnia's first post-war
ballot, intended to start the long process of reconcili-

ation between Muslim, Serb and Croat.

With glitches in free movement and confusion
over where to vote and voters' registration lists,

nobody was claiming that the elections were a model
of democracy - particularly after campaigns full of
rhetoric about letting the new government collapse

and allowing Bosnia to split once and for all into one
half controlled by Serbs and another by Muslims and
Croats.

Beyond that, much was up for interpretation.

Representatives of international organizations
most involved in Bosnia were upbeat. Under pressure

to stage a success, they glossed over the difficulties oi

the voting and the months preceding it. Britain's Lt

Gen. Sir Michael Walker, ground troops commander
in the NATO-led peace force, whose heavily armed

presence was everywhere Saturday, said the vote was

an indicator of a democracy being bom.

Carl Bildt, the chief international monitor of

Bosnia's peace, hailed the great dignity of electioi.

day. Robert Frowick, the chief election organizer,

called the vote a basis to realize the promise of the

Dayton peace accords.

On days preceding the vote, senior U.S. and inter-

national officials drew a line in the sand, saying Serb

dreams of using the elections to prepare for secession

were out of the question. What was left unsaid: Serb

politicians campaigned for more than two months on

a platform of splitting off the Serb half of Bosnia —
something prohibited by the Dayton accords. Croat

politicians also played the nationalist chord, as did

Muslims to a smaller extent.

Their campaigns surely hardened Serb and Croat

sentiment to secede and will cement ethnic divisions

far beyond the elections. International officials in

Bosnia thought 60,000 Muslims driven off by the

Serbs would return to their former hometowns to

vote. But only about a third did so.

Some were too scared, others too angry. Towns
like Srebrenica were effectively placed off limits by

organizers who feared confrontations. Other
Muslims couldn't find polling stations — they existed

only on paper or were created at the last minute.

Whatever the reason, the absence of Muslim vot-

ers in Serb-held lands further hardened Bosnia's eth-

nic divisions.

Organizational problems led to temporary shut-

downs of some polling stations, hours-long lines at

others and extended voting hours elsewhere.

The Muslims' ruling Party of Democratic Action

demanded Saturday that the vote in the Serb half of

Bosnia be annulled. President Alija Izetbegovic cited

reports of serious irregularities. Bosnian Croats also

filed complaints.

The European Union said that truncating the elec-

tions by indefinitely postponing municipal voting was
a cause for concern. It also criticized the gross imbal-

ance of voting practices in Serb-held areas near
Gorazde, site of one of the war's most bitter Serb-

Muslim fights, saying inadequate facilities for return-

ing Muslim voters skewed the vote.

EU observer Doris Pack said registration mixups
prevented some people from voting, and some
polling stations were overburdened.

IMANC VO/ COUSGIAN

White or wheat, that is the question!

Bridget Landon (right), a sophomore bio-chemistry major, and her friend, Suzan Dowden, from Newton,
N.H., checks out bakery goods at the outdoor market at the Amherst town commons on Saturday morning.

Interested in serving

your community?
The Jewish Affairs

Editor position is

vacant at the

Collegian,

This Diversity Desk
needs yOur help to

continue quality

coverage of Jewish
life at UMass and

beyond.

To get involved

contact Chris

Conner, Managing
Editor, at 545-0719

or visit the Collegian

office at 113 Campus
Center Basement
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THANC VOI COUiGlAN

Weighing around...
Dave Trott, of Cranby, Massachusetts, brings his tomatoes and

green peppers from Breezy Acres farm to the outdoor market on
Saturday morning at the Amherst town commons.

JUST DO IT
OPENRush: Sept. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13

Formal Rush: Sep*. 1 6, 1 7, 1 8, 1 9, 20

8:00 P.M. 418 N. Pleasant Street
Plecut Contact Eric Spitz (Rush Chairman)

-* 549-0676 **-*

Accepted at

more Schools

than you were.

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT...

S H AB
Gain Experience in

Administrative Aspects

of Health Care

Sponsor Health

Promotion Events

Come join the

Student Health
Advisory Board

Informational meeting:

Wed. September 18, 5:30 -6:30pm

University Health Services Rm. 304

For more Info call Tamara at the Health Education Office 577-5181

Rhythms of Life

1996/1997 SEASON
Fine Arts Center
UmviisiTT ot Massachusetts Amhiist

Hi everywhere

-you A/vant to be.

Stomp, Grease,

The Festival of Tibet,

The San Francisco Mime Troupe,

Having Our Say, The Everett Dance

Theatre . . . From dance to music

to theater and beyond, some of

the best performances in the

world are as close as the Fine Arts Center

stage. And for only $5 a ticket, you can't

afford not to take your seat.

So what are you waiting for? Come see what the

noise is all about! ^

For tickets and information on our fall season
FineArt,

Center

ALL THIS FOR 5 BUCKS A SEAT? GET BUSY!
t 1*96 Vim U S A Inc

uMVMmro)
I
MASSACHUSeTTj

AMMMT I.
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Don't believe the hype

News bulletin — a United States military

heat-seeking missile accidently blew up a TWA
747 killing hundreds of innocent passengers on

their way to Paris.

Unfortunately, this isn't a scene out of the latest Tom
Clancy thriller, it may very well be the latest cover-up

by the government for national security reasons. And
the government is not alone in the cover up.

After months during which most of America assumed
terrorists were to blame for the horrifying accident over

Long Island, many experts now believe that "friendly

Are* may have been the cause of this catastrophe. But

we may never learn the real story because we live in

America, the home of the brave and free.

Unfortunately, neither Mr. "Brave* Brokaw nor any of

the major networks will get anywhere near this

late-breaking news, while they scare

America into believing that drugs and
crime are destroying its cities. And we
can't forget how dangerous international

terrorists are, especially those originating

in the Middle East, lust look at Oklahoma
City and the TWA crash over Long Island.,

were Americans, weren't they?

In the wake of the TWA crash. President Clinton

quickly developed an anti-terrorist piece of legislation

that swept through both the House and Senate. No one
batted an eyelash as our representatives in Washington
passed a law that severely curtailed essential freedoms

deemed inalienable by our founding fathers. But this is

1996, not 1776. Their reason for this unconstitutional

legislation? Our national security was endangered by

foreign terrorists.

Freedom today is vastly different from 220 years ago.

In school we were taught how little freedom existed in

the Soviet Union. I was horrified to learn how all forms

of mass media were controlled by the Kremlin. Where
was their freedom?

But today. I ask where is our freedom? Where is this

freedom of the press that our country was founded on?
The connection between the major television networks

and the government can not be ignored. In order to pro-

tect national security, they "protect" us from informa-

tion that might harm us.

No, 1 am not claiming that aliens are living in New

Mike

Burke

oops, those al

Mexico (though I am not sure exactly what lives in

Thompson Hall), but I will guarantee you that if aliens

ever ianded, we wouldn't learn about them until

Hollywood made a two-and-a-half hour movie on the

subject. But such incidents of censorship happen every

day.

Last month, while watching the local news, a reporter

broke in with a report that a U.S. spy plane had crashed

in northern California. More updates were to follow. I

never heard a word about the crash again. It was as

though it never happened — just like the government
wants.

While we parade around with our red, white and
blue, we must ask ourselves: How different are we from
the Soviets who once marched with their sickles and
hammers?

The media's deceptive view of America

popped up again during the Republican
and Democratic conventions. By carefully

picking camera shots and time slots, the

major networks transformed the conven
tions into a means of serving their person-

al interests.

During the Republican Convention, the cameramen
consistently found every minority delegate in the hall.

How many times can we see the same face and read the

caption that should have read, "|ohn Doe, the Gay
Republican." There were actually fewer minority dele-

gates in 1996 than in 1992, but one would never know
by watching television — just another reason to kill

your tube.

And then there was the Democratic Convention
where the networks carefully delayed their coverage to

avoid the Democratic Party's one-two punch of |esse

lackson and Mario Cuomo, the party's most talented

and fiery orators. While America was engrossed in some
inane sitcom like Friends, (ackson was lighting up
Chicago with a numbing speech about the future of

America.

So what can we do about this? Stop watching net-

work television and seek out alternative sources of

news. Look on the Internet, underground newsletters,

talk to friends, basically anything. Just don't believe the

hype.

Mike Burke is a Collegian Columnist.

The Unknown Soldier

Andrew

Trodden

Imagine this: you're in Vietnam in

the middle of the war. You're
lying in the most disgusting nasti-

ness and filth you can imagine.

There are bugs crawling all over you,

bugs you've never even seen back in

the States. You're trying to get some
sleep but no matter
how hard you try, you

just won't close your
eyes because the sol-

dier on watch might
doze off as well. You
really want to brush
some of those insects

off of you, but can't

because you know the

slightest bit of noise

may tip off the enemy
in the bushes, who's
waiting to blow your
head off.

Imagine that.

I say that because none of us could

know what that must feel like. We
cannot know that hell. We do not

want to know that hell. We'll just sit

and watch it in the movies and pre-

tend like we really feel the pain that

those soldiers must have felt. We pre-

tend like we understand what they

went through, yet when you get right

down to it, most of us aren't even
brave enough to fight our way out of

a paper bag.

Now let me tell you about a man
I've never met — we'll call him Mr.

S. He was there, he was in 'Nam. He
had the bugs crawl all over him while

he kept one eye open, wary of the

enemy. He had bullets whiz by, just

inches from his head only to land in

the back of a fellow soldier. Maybe
he was a friend, maybe not, but they

wore the same uniform and that

made them friends enough.

Mr. S. was even wounded in 'Nam.

No, he didn't take a bullet, he fell

and broke his arm dodging those bul-

lets. We may know the pain of a bro-

ken bone, but how many of us have

broken that bone while being shot at

by people you can't even see because

the foliage is so thick?

We have the nerve to

complain if our car

doesn't start or our
television doesn't work.

Then we can be so bold

as to take it to someone
who can fix it. Out
there, if it broke you
fixed it. If you couldn't

fix it, you lived — or

died — without it.

Mr. S. lived without

it in 'Nam, and many of

his friends died without it in 'Nam.
Many of those friends may have died

right there in Mr. S.'s arms because

there were just too many wounds to

stop the bleeding, and al! he had to

stop it with was a beat-up towel that

had been used for everything. Maybe
Mr. S. sat there with these men
knowing that they were going to die,

yet he kept telling them, in hopes of

making the pain go away, that some-

how, somewhere they were gonna be

okay.

But by the time the choppers final-

ly made it into the field to pick up the

wounded, it was already too late for

some. And for the others, well, Mr. S.

knew they wouldn't make it home
either, at least not the same way they

left.

Every damn day more and more
blood, more gunfire, more bombs,
more friends whose moms never got

to say goodbye and whose newborn
child never got to say hi. Every day

Editorial Policy

The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes columns, letters and cartoons from
UMass and the rest of the Five-College Area.
Letters and columns must be typed and double-spaced, with the writer's

name, local address and phone number attached. This information is subject
to verification prior to publication.
Anonymous submissions will not be printed.
The editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and columns for gram-

mar, clarity and length.

Any submission that is requested to be left unedited will not be considered
for publication.
Submissions become the property of the Collegian and will not be returned.
The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted material.
Letters should be no longer than 450 words and columns should be about

70 typed lines.

Submissions should be sent to the Editorial Desk, c/o Mark McGrath, 113
Campus Center, UMass Amherst 01003.

worse than the next, sleeping maybe
two hours if you're lucky, walking for

four more, only to get caught by

incoming mortar shells. Maybe you

get hit, maybe you don't, but there's

always that thought that maybe
today's your day. But then when the

shelling is over and you're still stand-

ing, you somehow find it in yourself

to be happy that you're still alive. As
you look out over the mass of wound-
ed soldiers, dead soldiers, soldiers

you only know by their dog tags, you

feel guilty but glad it's not you.

Mr. S. may very well know that

feeling. Not a single one of us could

ever comprehend what that hell must

be like. We don't have to compre-
hend it because we don't have to go

through it. We don't have to go
through it because of people like Mr.

S. and all the friends he lost out there

in 'Nam. These are the real heroes of

this country, the men and women
who provide this freedom for us, our

generation and generations to come,

so that we do not have to go through

the living hell and torture of war.

Mr. S. made it home from the

war. He's a good family man now.
But the thoughts and memories
could never be too far from his

mind. And when the choppers come
in on Billy Joel's "Goodnight
Saigon," you can't help but wonder
what goes through the mind of a

true hero like Mr. S. But all you can

do is wonder because he'll never let

it show. He's just listening to Billy

sing "... we all go down together."

He's thinking, "maybe Billy's right,

but I'm not taking anyone down
with me. I've been there and I don't

want to go back."

Andrew Trodden is a Collegian

columnist.

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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Whose security comes first?

Michelle

Hillman

According to RAINN Rape
Facts, a woman is raped
every five minutes in the

United States.

From personal experience, I know
how frightening it can be to be by

yourself at night and feel as though

vou might be in danger.

My freshman year of

college, 1 worked off-

campus and had to take

a bus at 1 1 p.m. every

night. The bus stop was
about half a mile from my work. One
night, I missed the bus and began
walking to the nearest phone to call

for a ride. While 1 was walking, 1

noticed a man behind me on the

sidewalk. I began to feel nervous, so

I crossed the street and so did he.

Finally, I broke into a full sprint and

came to an intersection. At this inter-

section I came upon a UMass police

car. Frantic, I asked the officer to

roll down his window and asked the

him to give me a ride home. His
reply?

He refused to give me a ride

because 1 was off-campus, and
instructed me to call the escort ser-

vice. This officer drove off and left

me not only in a potentially danger-

ous situation, but also in shock. If

something did happen to me that

night, how would he explain, as a

UMass police officer in a marked
car, that he was the last person to

have seen me? Although I should not

have been walking alone, that is not

the point.

Coming from the library, a parking

lot or a friend's room are all poten-

tially dangerous situations. What the

University of Massachusetts does not

like to tell new students or their par-

ents is that although the University

does not foster an unsafe environ-

ment for females, they also do not do
anything in the way of preventive

measures. I can remember how
impressed my parents
were with the help
phones so graciously
pointed out to us on one
of our "campus tours."

These phones, which are

strategically placed around campus,

will not do a damn thing if you hap-

pen to be, let's say, on frat row.

Maybe if these phones were
around the areas in which women
were actually being assaulted they

might be helpful.

According to the MS. Project on
Campus Sexual Assault, 2,971 col-

lege men reported that they had
committed 187 rapes, 157

attempted rapes and 854 incidents

of unwanted sexual contact.

What is even more appalling than

these figures is the denial that these

attackers grip onto so tightly.

"We're being punished for one per-

son's actions... I didn't do it. My
brothers didn't do it. The Greek
Community didn't do it," said Fabio

Pari-di-Monriva, vice president of

Zeta-Psi. Absolutely amazing. No
one did it. No one is responsible.

How is this kind of attitude possible

in 1996?
Eighty-four percent of the men

that committed rape said that what
they did was not rape, according to

the MS. Project.

Everyone is so afraid of the blame

falling on their shoulders that people

are just shifting it around instead of

addressing the issue head on.

Men rape. Men rape women.
Women get raped as early as the age

of 12. One in two rape victims are

under the age of 18.

The problem lies not in what
women should be doing to protect

their safety, but what colleges, uni-

versities, companies, corporations,

businesses and society in general

should do to acknowledge the prob-

lems of assault, harassment and
rape.

In the case of the alleged rape that

occurred last April at Sigma Phi

Epsilon. the entire suit revolved

around "adequate security" and
"alcoholic beverages." Not to say

that these things did not add to the

danger of the situation, but in the

words of the Director of the Greek

Affairs, Michael Wiseman, "I have

known of cases at other campuses
with similar outcomes. I was also

somewhat surprised because the

decision was not based on an actual

incident^ but an environment that

was created."

Thank you. At least one person

agrees that the problem goes beyond

the environment, alcoholic bever-

ages or. say. the age old excuse
about how the woman was dressed,

but actually does have something to

do with the assailant.

Ninety percent of the women on
college campuses who have been
raped are reported as having said

"No" repeatedly.

Michelle Hillman is a Collegian

staff member.

Learning to live with Ramen pride

Justin

Beland

Much like your parents and damn near everyone

else in your life. I have & piece of advice for those

of you living in your first apartment. However, I

believe my advice to be more practical than the standard

"what phone company to use" and "why you should buy

everything including your first child at Wal-Mart because

the prices defy all modern rules of existence, both physical

and metaphysical." (I am a firm believer that Wal-Mart
just steals everything from cargo freighters in the

Bermuda Triangle and sells it off at 100 percent profit.

But I digress.) My morsel of wisdom is but this: don't go
grocery shopping when you are hungry.

I'm sure I am too late to reach most of

you, those poor souls with cabinets

chock full of sour dough pretzels (possi-

bly the only bulletproof snack food) and

Spam. I will say nothing of Spam other

than this: have you ever seen anyone buy it? Eat it? Of
course you haven't, which leads me to believe that the

same cans of Spam have been sitting on your local gro-

cer's shelves since the Nixon administration.

I made the terrible mistake of doing my annual "first

trip" to Stop & Shop after moving two couches, weighing

(at a conservative estimate) six thousand pounds each, up
37 flights of stairs. Okay, it was two flights of stairs, but

physical prowess-wise, I make Norm from Cheers look

Mke a pubescent pit bull. I also moved a futon and its

accompanying frame up the same flights of stairs, which
someone had made steeper after the couches.

To this day, 1 can't fathom why I bought a futon and a

frame. The thing cost twice as much as a king-sized bed

would have. I guess I felt that at some point in the future,

it would come in handy if I ever had a friend sleep over

the house. Now I know that sleeping on a rusty steel

grate is pure bliss compared to my futon (the only bullet-

proof sleeping apparatus), and that if I wanted to keep

the aforementioned friend. I would have been better off

letting him bunk down in one of my bureau drawers.

So after these spectacular feats of pure testosterone, I

was ready to buy food. Big mistake. Anyone else get

roped into buying two cases of Ramen noodles? Yes
they're dirt cheap, but it's time to face the cold, hard
truth: they taste much like the words "botulism* and
"cholera" sound — just plain scary.

The first time I made Ramen noodles, I didn't quite

know what I was doing. I dumped the water out and was
left with just noodles. You laugh at my ignorance, but it

wasn't bad. and I haven't been able to eat

them any other way since. You can't help but
notice that no matter what the little tinfoil

package says, be it "shrimp" or "chicken" or
"chicken mushroom" or "beef" or "guano," all

the flavors taste the same; that is, almost, but
not quite like, that which they are supposed to taste like.

I think I'm the only sober person who has ever
bought tripe. For those of you playing along at home,
tripe is the stomach lining of a cow. It looks a bit like a

cut-up plastic bag, and, for that matter, tastes like one
too. It's probably the only hunk of cow more disgusting
on a plate than on the tongue. (Bought me one of those
too.)

To offset the hunk o' cholesterol above, I bought a
healthy breakfast cereal. One of those "fiber-rich" cere-

als. "Fiber- rich" meaning the rough fiber equivalent of
raw twine. It's good, but rather than proudly proclaiming
"fiber-rich," the box should say: "WARNING: Nuclear
laxative in a box. You should probably just dump this in

your toilet and eliminate the middle-man."
So that's my advice to young apartment dwellers. I'd

write more, but I've got Ramen on the stove, and I gotta
run to the bathroom.

Justin Heland is a UMass student.

Columnist a hypo-
critical slanderer

To the editor:

Mark McGrath's editorial (9/9/96)

entitled "No nonsense" blatantly

spews forth some of the very foolish-

ness that his column's title purports

to avoid. As he has done on several

occasions during his career as a

Collegian writer, McGrath has

attempted to ridicule the Cannabis

Reform Coalition with baseless and

laughable claims.

Readers were once again then

assured of McGrath's DARE-fueled

ignorance when reading his tirade

against "that stuff (the CRC says|

about marijuana not hurting anyone

and not leading to more serious

Letters to the Editor

drugs." By issuing such sweeping
generalizations concerning the CRC's
major tenets, McGrath slyly avoids
having to debate recent findings in

biochemical research, current socio-

logical theory, or any other of the
base elements of the anti-prohibition-

ist stance.

McGrath has not succeeded in

cloaking his ignorant and uninformed
views from those who arc the least

bit cognizant of the complexities of
the failed War-on-Some-Drugs.

McGrath's especially hypocritical

nature is revealed when we compare
his anti-marijuana stance with his
views on alcohol consumption, as
written in his editorial "The ABC'ssjo
college a guide to campus life"
(Summer Orientation 1996): "under-
age drinking - never seen it, never
will."

Is Mr. McGrath thus of the opinion
that consumption of ethyl alcohol —
a deadly neurotoxin associated with
physical addiction, cirrhosis of the
liver, heart disease, fetal alcohol syn-

drome, alcohol poisoning — by chil-

dren is somehow more morally
acceptable than what the CRC advo-
cates, which is the controlled
re-legalization of recreational
cannabis — which all scientific litera-

ture has heralded as non-toxic and
non-physically addictive?

The CRC earnestly encourages
UMass students to reconsider Mark
McGrath's hypocritical, uneducated
and dangerous statements in light of

their obvious intent to groundlessly

slander our organization.

)ohn I anzerotta

Treasurer

Cannabis Reform Coalition

Arts & Living
Van Damme doubles in new dud
Risk proves to be a maximum bore with clicked high action plot

COlMTHV ALAN MAM

jean-Claude Van Damme and Natasha Henstridge show off plenty of skin but little talent in Maximum Risk.

By Lisa M. Olrven

Collegian Staff

MAXIMUM RISK

Directed by Ringo Lam
with Jean-Claude Van Damme,

Natasha Henstridge, Jean-Hughes

Anglode and Stephanie Audran

Playing at Hampshire Six Theater

The Muscles from Brussels returns

to excite viewers with his latest action

film, Maximum Risk. However, cer-

tainly no excitement nor suspense

abounds in this movie. Instead,

lean-Claude Van Damme barely holds

this film afloat with its badly cliched

car chases and its even worse choreo-

graphed fight scenes.

As in a previous film, Double
Impact. Van Damme takes on two

roles — playing twin brothers. They

are separated at birth because their

mother Chantal, (Stephanie Audran)

cannot afford to keep them both. One
twin stays in France, the other is

raised in the United States by

Russians.

Van Damme plays Alain Moreau, a

retired French soldier, who currently

cams a living as a policeman. He inad-

vertently stumbles upon the body of

his unknown twin, Mikhail (also Van
Damme), who had been killed by

thugs in the South of France.

Perplexed by the whole situation,

Alain takes his brother's passport and

heads to New York City to solve the

mystery of Mikhail's murder. With the

help of a Quci.iin Tarentino- ish cab

driver, he finds himself at the

Bohemian club, located in the city's

Russian community, Little Odessa. He
is — surprise — mistaken for Mikhail

and chased by Russian mobstcrv

Enter Alex Minetti -— the beautiful

girlfriend of Mikhail (played by

Species' Natasha Henstridge). who is

also under the assumption Alain is

Mikhail. After quickly escorting Alain

to the back of the club at which she is

the hostess, she kisses him passionate-

ly, and gives him the key to a hotel

room, saying she'll be there later.

And to confuse matters even more,

the Russian Mafia is both Alain's

friend and nemesis. He cannot decide

who to trust, and it appears that

everyone is out to kill him. Alain can-

not even be sure if Alex is on his side.

Instead of mesmerizing the audi-

ence, and keeping them glued to their

seats, the complex plot results in a

confusing, shallow storyline that is

only held together by Van Damme's
star name and sex appeal.

Though touted as an action-packed

intriguing story full of suspense,

Maximum Risk plays more like a bad

John Le Carre novel. Any element of

surprise is nnn-fxistent; any hint of

conspiracy is so obvious and contrived

that it's known from the start of the

movie. Sadly, for action movie fans,

there is an overwhelming sense of

deja-vu; from the restaurant fight

scene, to the badly choreographed car

chase scenes, everything's been done

before.

While it's obvious that Van Damme
is the meat of the movie, it's hard to

distinguish Henstridge's role— other

than the gratuitous sex and nudity.

Hardly a scene goes by without her

disrobing or kissing Van Damme.
When she finds out that her boyfriend

is dead, it makes virtually no impact

on her. She glides into Alain's arms in

the blink of an eye.

There's no doubt that Van Damme
knows he is a sex symbol, and takes

every opportunity to show off his buff

body. This time he fights the Mafia in

a sauna dressed in only a bath towel.

Turn to RISK, page 6
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UMASS ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE
NOTICE:

TO UNDERGRAD SPORT MANAGEMENT MAJORS

THE ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE IS SEEKING RESPONSIBLE
WORKERS FOR HOME FOOTBALL GAMES FOR THE
1996 SEASON.

POSITIONS INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO:

PARKING ATTENDANTS
USHERS
TICKET SELLERS
TICKET TAKERS
TAILGATE SECURITY

THERE WILL BE A MEETING FOR ALL THOSE INTERESTED ON
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19 AT 5:30PM AT WARREN MCGUIRK
ALUMNI STADIUM. AT THE TOP OF SECTION 6. TH

Mental Health Groups Fall '96
MONDAY

Stress

Management
Group—

In this group

participants will leam

the sources of stress

and a variety of

techniques to manage

their stress.

Mondays, 3:30 - 5 p.m.

UISDAY WI-.DNISDAY IHURSDAY
Women's Group

for Graduate
Student and
Professional

Women—
This is a group for

women struggling with

major life issues, such as

juggling work or school

while managing a family

life, difficulties in a

graduate program,

relationship issues,

separation or divorce,

single parenting, etc. This

is an on-going group

with new members

accepted whenever there

are openings.

Tuesdays, 12:45 •

2:1 S p.m.

Increasing Self
Esteem,

Building Self-

confidence—
This group will use a

vanety of expressive

therapy techniques as

well as mutual support

and sharing to help

participants understand

the roots of low self-

esteem, gain greater

acceptance of themselves,

and increase self-

confidence.

Tues, 3:45 - 5 p.m.

Letting Go and
Moving On—

This is a

psychoeducational support

group for people who are

in the process of ending

or have recently ended

an intimate relationship.

Group sessions will focus

on understanding the

process of loss, dealing

with anger, learning to

take care of oneself, as

well as other topics

generated by the group.

Tuesdays, 6 - 7:30 p.m.

Adult

Children of

Dysfunctional

Families—
This is a therapy group

for individuals who

would like to use group

interaction to help

understand how their

upbringing continues to

influence relationships in

the present Issues such

as exploring/expressing

feelings, developing self-

esteem and breaking

dysfunctional patterns

are central.

Wednesdays. 3:30 -

5 p.m.

Lesbian, Gay,

Bisexual

Support

Group—
Thursdays, 3:4$ -

S p.m.

Long term

Therapy Group

for Older

Students and
UMass Staff—

This group provides an

opportunity to work

on problems which

interfere with personal

and academic life such

as lack of intimacy,

loneliness, low self-

esteem and concerns

of professional identity.

Thursdays. 3:30 - 5 pm

Groups begin in early to mid-October. All groups require a pre-group interview.

Groups are open to students and to Kaiser members whose site is UHS. lor information or to sign up

for an interview call 545-2337 or drop by 127 Hills North, M-F, 8-5.

Live N'degeocello jams rev up R&B
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

ME SHELL N'DEGEOCELLO
Pearl Street

Sept. 14

NORTHAMPTON - Me'Shell N'degeocello's

show Saturday night at Pearl Street was all about

groove. The music selections before she came on
(songs from James Kn.wn, Fugees and other
funk/hip-hop artists) already had the crowd dancing.

No opening band performed, and none was needed to

warm this crowd up.

N'degeocello attracts a diverse crowd, which truly

illustrates her universal messages and music. The
sharply dressed audience got a lot more music to

dance to once N'degeocello and her ensemble of five

musicians and two backup singers hit the stage.

From her first few songs, including "The Way" (off

her new superb album. Peace Beyond Passion), and

her single from the 1993 album, Plantation Lullabies,

"If That Was Your Boyfriend, He Wasn't Last Night,"

the audience could clearly sense there was a lot of

power on stage.

N'degeocello puts forth presence and showmanship

reminiscent of The Artist Formerly Known As Prince,

possibly even with hints of His Bad Self, James
Brown.

She continued the set with songs from her new
album including "Deuteronomy: Niggerman* and
"Eccfesiastes: Free My Heart." That song's powerful

lyrics were carefully enunciated by N'degeocello: "For

my time on earth, 1 pay dearly for the past. Confusion

embraces my heart for to know self, is to forgive self,

my sojourn of truth." The band blissfully showed
their dedication to Rhythm & Blues.

N'degeocello's own bass abilities were only dis-

played a few times during the show, but when she did

pick up the bass, there was no questioning that her

command of the instrument equalled her emotional

songwriting and relaxed and honest singing abilities.

Some of the figures she played on the bass steered

the band into a new song. Most of the night, songs

were strung together by groove to prevent the ener-

getic crowd from stopping their dancing (a concrete

example of her James Brown showmanship influ-

ence).

By the end of the show, the band had reached

musical peaks over and over again, both in mellow,

crooning tones and upbeat funk.

For all those who missed this event of an

unmatched caliber, it would be wise, and very fun, to

catch N'degeocello when she comes around again.

Then you will see the ways in which N'degeocello

takes R&B and turns it all into a religious experience,

where she is preaching about her search for a higher

power who truly loves all.

Mullins Center erupts as 31 1 take charge

By Rob Stevens

Collegian Staff

311
Mullins Center

Sept. 13

3 1 ! sure knows how to draw the

kids — rowdy kids. Their headlining

show at the Mullins Center was filled

with scenes of youthful rebellion

straight out of an MTV video featur-

ing near riots and plenty of moshing.

and of course, angry aggressive

music. The event, which also featured

the Deftones and the Urge, was in

high gear well before 31 1 made an

appearance.

Even before the Deftones took the

stage, fans sitting in the lower arena

seats had organized a rally to rush the

floor once the lights went down.
Hundreds of young fans jumped over

two front rows of seats and over a

gate to reach the open floor — mosh-

pit mania. I

The lax and understaffed security

could do little to prevent this

onslaught of floor-rushers, aside

from stopping a few stragglers before

they made it to the pit. No one was

hurt and, surprisingly enough, this

whole scene recurred when the 311

came on the stage.

Enough about the crowd... the

Deftones played a wonderful role as a

supporting act. In their 10-song set,

the band combined elements of heavy

metal, rap and punk. Lead singer

Chino Moreno was the highlight of

this act. Through most of the set. he

was down on his knees screaming in

a defiant rage, jumping into the mass

of crowd surfers, or climbing on top

of speakers — always inviting the

UMass crowd to join him in his

aggression.

The Deftones played a solid set of

completely hard-edged, almost Rage

Against the Machine-like metal that

warmed the crowd up well.

Bright lights, psychedelic images

and thousands of screaming fans

greeted 311's appearance onto the

stage. It was evident from the start,

as both lead singers came out shirt-

less, that the band was ready to rock

hard.

Live. 31 1 intricately mixes rock V
roll with reggae, ska, funk and rap

with a main intent set on audience

Turn to 311, page 6

FILM &

it., i ROCK
fOSTER

AMERICAN & FOREIGN
MOVIE POSTERS

ROCK POSTERS
PHOTOS & POSTCARDS^
SCRIPTS I5EPT 16-19
Student Union Ballroom

DO YOU MISS HIGH SCHOOL. SPORTS? )

DO YOLJ MISS REAL. PARTIES?

ARE YOU TIRED OF BEING JUST ANOTHER
NUMBER ON CAMPUS?

c
ARE YOU TIRED OF DOING THE SAME THING

EVERY WEEKEND? J

( DO YOU MISS EATING GOOD FOOD?")

JUST DO IT*
Open Rush:

Fo

,11, 12, 13

19,20

THE DECISION IS YOURS
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Spearto take care of 'Rasta Business'
Local grQups ftre up Butterfield
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By Tun Gleeson

Collegian Correspondent

The uplifting condition of 'reggaemylitis' has been

spreading over the town for some time now and will be

brought to a feverish pitch tomorrow night with the

coming of reggae legend, musical wise man Burning

Spear. Don't miss this train, fans — catch reggae music

at its very best.

The hardest working man in roots-rock reggae is

making a triumphant return to the Valley with a year of

work and success under his belt. Burning Spear (a.k.a.

Winston Rodney) has been touring the entire summer.

town to town, with shows nearly every night. The

5 1 -year-old original dread is bringing forth his message

and music more powerfully than ever after 25 years.

Spear will be supporting his latest album, Rasta

Business, which claims a spot as one of his best. From

"Creation" to "Subject in School" to the title track, the

album is a reggae classic. Burning Spear, a cultural

ambassador, continues his unbending devotions to rasta

consciousness and the spirit and teachings of Marcus

Garvey.

His work has not gone without notice and due

respect. In 1995. Spear topped the 14th annual

International Reggae Music Awards with nine nomina-

tions, four of which he claimed, including the Bob

Marley Award for Entertainer of the Year, Best Music

Video, the Marcus Garvey Humanitarian Award, as well

as induction into the Reggae Hall of Fame.

The elder statesman of reggae music continues his

work with no sign of stopping. Getting his start at the

renowned Studio One in Jamaica in 1969, Burning

Spear has been travelling the globe ever since. Sending

out his voice, the voice of peace, he has kept the voice

of Garvey alive.

He has done it with over a dozen albums and count-

less mesmerizing live performances. His shows excite.

They are get-up. rock-up dances and memorable expe-

riences played with a passion that Spear brings out

every night.

Proven by the success of his live albums and his

tours. Spear is still a reggae force. Do not miss the cre-

ation rebel as he continues his journey, telling his sto-

ries and philosophies to young and old alike for all to

benefit.

"Reggaemylitis, is it dangerous?" No, but very conta-

gious, and don't even try to fight it tomorrow night.

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

Indie pop fans were in for a

sweet treat on Saturday night at

Butterfield as the Mitchells,

Bunnygrunt, The Crabs and
Tullycraft rocked the basement.

Over 125 people were in atten-

dance for the pop show. Seemingly

equal representations of students

came out to see each of the three

headlining bands.

After an early departure by the

Mitchells due to a dormitory fire.

the St. Louis band, Bunnygrunt
played an 1 1 -song set full of loud

pop songs which, at times, hinted

of rock 'n' roll.

Bunnygrunt's drummer began

the set by saying, "I'm sick of all

this standing around, let's rock!"

She was addressing some minor

sound difficulties, which faded

away as they belled out some
tunes. Disappointingly, the entile

crowd sat down during most of

the completely danceable and fun

set.

The highlight of the

Bunnygrunt's set was drummer's

rendition of "lohnny Angel."

which was just as sweet as the

M&M Chocolate Candies repre-

sented on the guitarist's yellow

IM shirt.

During their first East Coast

show, the Crabs played a surpris-

ingly diverse set pi 1 1 songs, rang-

ing from soli, sweet pop songs to

"Quicksand." a definite rock n

roll jam during which bassist Sean

Tollefson of Tullycraft played.

The Crabs threw Reese's Peanut

Butter Cups Miniatures and

Smarties to the audience, as well

as "Crabs" tattoos for the few

vegan audience members.

Tullycraft, from Seattle, ended

the show and brought the crowd

to their feet. They played the pop-

piest set of the night, and the

dancers took advantage. By

request, the quartet played "Pop

Songs Your New Boyfriend's Too

Stupid To Know About" to the

crowd's delight.

311 Risk

COUHTISY CH*IS CAHROll

Burning Spear brings Rasta roots and reggae legacy

to Pearl Street on Tuesday night.

continued from page 5

participation. The floor was filled

with thousands of fans bobbing their

heads, raising their arms, moshing

and crowd surfing. The overly excit-

ed crowd cheered in excitement

throughout nearly every song.

Singers Nicholas Hexum and SA
Martinez traded off rhymes, verse

for verse, matching each other in

intensity and feel. Clever lyrics led

into funky choruses rooted in reg-

gae. Funky guitar rhythms, slap pop-

ping bass lines and an earthy beat

worked perfectly with the two
singers' dual action in creating a

unique chemistry of rhythm.

Although the guitars play loud and

distorted rock. 311 often jumped
into slow, mellow grooves which, at

times, were psychedelic before

bumping back into grinding dance

music.

"Homebrew," from their second

album. Grassroots, captured their

spirited reggae side. Guitar riffs a la

Blues Traveler flowed throughout

this song which mixes ska rock and

Beastie Boys-ish rap. The next tune,

"Down." brought an enormous
applause and an increase in mosh-

ing.

Soon after they played their hit

single, the band warned the audi-

ence. "If y'all are here for the MTV
stuff and all that, y'all best leave

now." The band went on to play a

long, energy-packed set which
included three encores and several

tunes from their debut album.

Music, for the old school 31 1 fans.

continued from page 5

leaving the audience to wonder how,

through kicks and punches, it doesn't

fall off.

But even with all these problems,

nothing could be as bad as the final

fight scene in the movie. The charac

ters end up in a slaughterhouse, sur-

rounded by the hanging carcasses oi

hundreds of pigs. An unlucky swine is

chainsawed in half, marking the focal

point of unnecessary gore.

In a genre of films that revolves

around only a few stars, |ean-Claude

Van Damme can afford to be choosy

about which roles he takes. He
usurped Steven Seagal's throne many

movies ago. Maximum Risk is not the

film that will strengthen Van Damme's

reign on action movie stardom, but

rather the one that will destroy it. C-

Want to

write

about
poetry, film, the-

ater, musk,
books, travel,

food or anything
else?

Then write for
the Arts &
Living Desk.

Come down
today!

Guatemala

Student Tour
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tropical jun^M™
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January 3-17
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(FmSTUDENTS WITH
LEARNING

DISABILITIES

This Spring semester, researchers

at the UMASS School of

Educauon will be conducting a

research projectAndependent

study course which focuses on

the life expenences of students

with learning disabilities The

utle of the project is

Learning Disabilities and

Adolescence: an

Autobiographical Perspective.

Students who parucipaie in the

project will write a personal essa>

about their own adolescence and

how it has been affected b> hav-

ing a learning disabilirs

Participants will receive ? under-

graduate independent stud> cred-

its and individualized insmicuon

in wnung

If you art interested in pamcipat-

I

ing. please call 665-6729 for more

intormauon Students who eiect

to parucipaie will be asked to

begin in mid September,

^ so please call soon' ^

football soccer
continued from page 10

those things every week."
Holy Cross began the game going

three downs and out on their opening
two possessions, and UMass made
good on its second series of the game
when the Minutemen got the lights on
the scoreboard working first.

Catterton fired a 36-yard touch-
down strive to tight end Erik Henry,
who found the endzone untouched
with 9:28 left in the first quarter, for an
early 7-0 UMass lead.

The Minutemen would add to the
lead with 1:11 left on the clock in the
first quarter, as Catterton once again
found Henry for 36 yards, to advance
to the Holy Cross four-yard line. One
play later, Catterton would run it in
from two yards out for the second
score of the day.

Henry was reliable throughout the
day and was Catterton's prime target,

catching five balls for 98 yards and a
TD.

"We've been running a lot of play
action trying to get the defense moving
around and open up some holes, and it

worked pretty well today," Henry said.

"People always try to emphasize the
run against us, so we should be able to

Catterton
continued from page 10

with our offensive line, you've got to

have your linebackers' play run."
Hodges said. "If we can continue to

work the mix back there, and cut out
the penalties, we're gonna be fine."

The key to this new passing attack is

the play of Cattenon. Catterton looked
sharper on Saturday than he did
against Villanova, and he looked more
confident in the pocket.

Still, there were mistakes, like his

fumble on the first drive that killed a
UMass push into Holy Cross territory,

and some throws that were off target.

But for this experiment in a more wide
open passing game to work, UMass
can't abandon its quarterback if things

don't go well right away.

"You get in a rhythm." Catterton

said. "When I did mi-* a co.-pie pass-

throw whenever we want."

Throw the ball they did, as Catterton

spread the wealth around, finding five

different receivers, hitting three with

touchdown passes.

"Teams can't stick eight people on
the line of scrimmage and think they're

going to win now," Henry said.

"They've got to look at how we're pass-

ing, and cover that, so it's going to

open things up for us."

Running back Frank Aiessio and
fullback Ron Brockington ran for over

100 yards each on the day, with Aiessio

gaining 103 yards on 21 carries and
Brockington 108 yards on 1 7 carries.

The Minutemen are now 24-0 in

games where two running backs have

rushed for over 100 yards.

Allesio ran well, finding the holes

and taking the pitch out, while
Brockington was a force crashing
through the line and dragging tacklers

for yards. Catterton also scrambled for

42 yards and one touchdown on 10
carries.

After giving up a field goal midway
through the second quarter, UMass
drove 64 yards on four plays in 1 : 19 to

score once again. The scoring drive was

capped with a 16- yard TD pass to

tight end Bryan Healy.

"The guys did a great job," Catterton

said. "The tight ends and the offensive

line did a great job. The receivers were
just open, and when they get open and
I got time to throw the ball, its like

pitch and catch."

Holy Cross would come back with a

drive of its own as they went 72 yards

on 1 2 plays, ending with a TD to Brian

Hopkins from Brian Stapp.

Stapp was 28-46 with 199 yards and
1 TD on the day for the Crusaders,
tossing the ball to nine different
receivers.

The Holy Cross ground game was
spread out between four backs who ran

for 1 10 yards.

At halftime, the Minutemen held the

advantage 21-10, and they went on to

score once more in the third quarter.

Catterton found freshman wide out
Torey Hamilton for 49 yards and the

last UMass score.

The UMass defense played well in

the afternoon. It held the Crusaders to

short yardage on the ground, and was
strong in pass coverage as well. Senior

co-captain Kory Blackwell. a comer-

es, we kept right at it. we kept throw-

ing the ball, and good things ended up
happening."

Lost in all this talk about the offense

was the play of the defense, which
stuffed the Crusaders all day. Holy
Cross was never able to establish any
sense of an offensive rhythm, save for

one touchdown drive in the second
quarter. Leading the way was sopho-
more linebacker Khari Samuel, with

nine tackles, and senior linebacker

Justin Reimer with six tackles, includ-

ing a sack of Holy Cross quarterback

Brion Stapp with 4:48 left in the game.
The sack caused a fumble which was
recovered by the Minutemen. ending

any hope of a late comeback by the

Crusaders.

Having the offense get on the board

!! AEROBICS !!
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early seemed to have a positive effect

on the defense, allowing it to establish

a rhythm without having its back to

the wall like last week.

"If the offense, or defense gives a

spark, we can all come together and
start doing things right," Samuel said.

The secondary showed improve-
ment from last week, allowing only
199 yards passing to Holy Cross,
which threw 46 times. Senior comer-
back Kory Blackwell was everywhere,

and Tony Gugliazza, who replaced an
injured Brian Mooney, responded with

seven tackles.

Despite the great play of the
defense, it is the offense that people
want to hear about, and the question

as to whether the Minutemen can have

a balanced and effective attack of run-

ning and passing remains.

It's still hard to tell. Saying that

Holy Cross was not the toughest
opponent the Minutemen will face all

season is an understatement. All day
it seemed as though the flow of the

game was dictated by the Minutemen,
and the offensive line had no trouble

pushing the smaller defensive line of

the Crusaders all over the field, giving

Catterton time to establish his passing

attack.

UMass could have blown the
Crusaders out of the water early, but

stupid mistakes, such as 13 penalties

and three fumbles, kept UMass from-

making it ugly for (he Crusaders.

Hodges was not pleased at the
Minutemen's repeat performance in

the penalty department.

"We have to take a good hard look

at (the penalties]," Hodges said.

"Maybe we can some officials to come
to practice or something, but we have
to get those things cleaned up because
we're not going to able to overcome
these things every week."

Hodges is right. The Minutemen
beat the Crusaders, but they didn't

look fabulous doing it.
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back, led the charge for the defense.

Sophomore linebacker Khari Samuel

continued to show opponents what

pain feels like, as he led the lineback-

ers.

"I was happy we stayed together like

we needed to and that was a plus for

us," Samuel said. "Everyone's position

has improvement needed but I think

we came together better than the first

game."

Justin Riemer was strong as well,

recording the only sack of the day on
the Crusaders quarterback.

Andy Maclay punted well for the

Minutemen, averaging 43 yards a punt.

Place kicker Erik Oke was
four-for-four on extra points.

Hodges was happy after the win, but

said he wants to cut down on mistakes.

"We won the football game and
that's great, I'm happy for our kids, but

we have a lot of things to clean up."

Hodges said. "They know that we are

capable of playing a lot better than we
played.".

The Minutemen are on the road next

weekend, finishing off a three-game
road trip. They play the Richmond
Spiders this Saturday at 1:00 p.m.

field hockey
continued from page 10

|MU found the Minutewoman
net about 10 minutes later, when
Julie Weiss pushed the ball past

Rose after a scramble in front of

the cage.

Dianne Cegielski gave the

Dukes their first lead nine min-

utes into the second half.

UMass thought it had tied the

game on a Rothenberger shot, but

the goal was disallowed because
there were two balls on the field.

It didn't take long for UMass to

overcome to stop in play, as
Katherine McClellan tied the game
20 seconds after the game was
restarted.

Neither team was able to con-

vert in the first overtime, with
UMass sending a shot just wide of

the JMU net 1 1 minutes into the

extra period.

Rose was impressive in goal for

UMass, stopping 25 shots, includ-

ing a penalty shot in the first half.

Only 16 seconds before the
Minutewomen's first goal. Rose
stopped a Dukes' penalty shot.

James Madison goalie Tara Perilla

made 10 saves.

UMass coach Pam Hixon was
pleased with her team's effort in

the close game.
"The game was a war." Hixon

continued from page 10

toying with multiple Bonnie defenders

as if the ball were a teddy bear dan-

gled before a newborn.

St. Bonaventure mustered no offen-

sive pressure in the first half, with
only three legitimate offensive posses-

sions in the 45-minute period. The
Bonnies posted just two shots, both

well wide of the Minutewoman net,

and St. Nona venture's first half time
of possession on the entire UMass half

of the field literally could have been
measured with an egg timer.

The Minutewomen started the
match on a rampage, taking six shots

in the first five minutes — 10 in the

opening nine minutes of the match —
and tallying the opening score.

Myers scored what amounted to

her third game winning goal in four

matches, at the 3:53 mark, convert-

ing on a feed from Julie Magid from
six yards out. The goal moved Myers
into second place on the school's

all-time chart.

Freshman Emma Kurowski, a day
after tallying her first collegiate

assist, scored her first UMass goal by
heading in a Tina Lightning corner
kick at 35:58.

"We haven't been scoring very
many goals at all lately, and we're
finally coming through and finishing

goals in the final third [of the field)."

UMass co-captain Erin Lynch said.

The Minutewoman dominance con-

tinued into the second half, when
freshman goalkeeper Angie Napoli,

making her first start and appearance,

made her only save of the entire match
on Jo Storms in the 62nd minute.

Moments after being inserted for

Myers in the match's 74th minute,

Tarah Tokarchik sent a precise pass

across the top of the penalty area to

Magid. who lofted a beautiful shot

over besieged Bonnie keeper
Margaret Reif.

Similarly, at 80:59, less than a

minute after entering her second col-

legiate match, hard-working fresh-

man Kate Webb, of nearby Westfield,

collected the loose rebound of her

own shot and tallied an unassisted

goal, the first of her career.

Webb looked strong in her debut
this weekend, exhibiting the potential

to become a player similar to

Connecticut sparkplug Jana Carabino,

a small but quick, mobile and tena-

cious reserve with a knack for busting

through and scoring against fatigued

defensive lines. Webb took five shots

in her 10 minutes of playing time yev

terday, four of which were earmarked
for the back of the net.

"Webb-ster got one and almost
four," Rudy said. "She reminds me of

a damn barracuda after a mate fish.

She just hopped on [loose balls) so

quick. She can accelerate the pace of

the game. She has a knack."

In Saturday's match against the

Gauchos, UMass held a strong territo-

rial advantage, but had few good
chances at the UC Santa Barbara goal.

Lightning struck for UMass' first

goal 21:54 into the match, as she

perfectly chipped the rebound of a

Kurowski shot over UCSB goal-

keeper Ilsa Bertolini from 18 yards

out.

After being set up by Lynch and
Tokarchik, Amy Powell scored the

second half s only goal at the 48:25
mark with a precision 25-yard blast

that snuck into the goal just under
the cross bar.

weekend
continued from page 10

but we had some key players that just

had poor games, without mentioning

names," Rudy said. "But they know,
and some kids did not play up to their

levels.

"So, I reminded the seniors they
have only fourteen games left in their

regular season careers, and to make
them count."

Rudy was more than concerned with

another example of miscommunication
in the back line, which brought back

memories of their season opener versus

Fairfield. Near the end of the match,

the mix-up between junior keeper
Danielle Dion and her defense was too

similar to the only goal scored against

UMass this season, which was a late

own goal.

"Yeah, I guess it is kind of a nice

feeling to know that the only goal

scored against you is by your own
team," junior defender Erica Iverson

said. "We were wearing down, we tend

Jim A Gabt

Guys i Gals

Clipper Cuts

layer Cuts

Razor Cuts

fhi Tops

Kid Cuts

Fades

The Right Place to Be!
Barbers Everyday

Unisex Hair Styling liTom A Ttrri

arbers

No» Nexcassory

Tel. 253-1722
40 Main Street. Anheret. MA
(Next to Newbury Comical

Hours: Mon - Wad,
8 -5:15pm

Thurs & Fri 8-8,

Sot 8 2:45pm

Proprietors:

Jim Head and
fern Loocnni

BROADSIDE/University of Massachusetts

SPORTS

Paid Officials Needed For Flag Football,

Softball, Soccer, & Ice Hockey
Clinics: Football, Soccer - Sept. 18, 19, 20

Sept. 19,Co-ed Softball
Ice Hockey

Call for times & locations

Still Time To Enter Flag Football, Soccer, & Softball

ept. 19, 23, 24
Sept. 25

More Info In 215 Boyden, 5-2693/5-0022
on the web: http://www.umass.edu.80/umim/

Ites

SPORTS
. l
r^.i\ Don't Miss The

CTIONGET THOSE FORMS IN BY

Flag Football (M/WXJ.
Soccer (M/W)

Co-ed Softball

Ice Hockey (M/W)

Track & Cross Count

ms

On the

webhttp://wwwji,h r,

LATE ENTRANTSrAout) check > DR EXTEN< YDEN215

to lose our concentration a little and
that is when we need to buckle down
and focus.

"It won't happen again, the coach
will make sure of that."

Whatever passing continuity the

Minutewomen had from the outset of

the first and second halves was lost in

the final twenty minutes. The team
looked to digress, and according to

senior Tina Lightning, they have to

work on that final part of the game,
mentally and physically.

"The first half was pretty good, but

sometimes there were a few break-

downs," Lightning said. "Yeah, (the

field) does make a difference, because

we try and get on Garber Field well

before the game to try and get a feel for

it. On the whole we passed well, but

we can pass better."

On Sunday^ versus St, Bonaventure.

that sMement was more than justified,

as UMass came out fast with a goal just

3:53 into the match. Both senior mid-

fielder Amy Powell and freshman for-

ward Emma Kurowski had early oppor-

tunities, but it was senior tri -captain

Rebecca Myers' header off fellow

tri-captain Julie Magid's beautiful free

kick which made that goal the eventual

game winner.

The Minutewomen offense dominat-

ed the entire game this time, piling up
46 shots in the match, breaking an
18-year- old record for shots in a

match against a Division I opponent,
while limiting St. Bonnies to four shots.

Later in the second half, when the

wave of substitutions began, players

like freshmen midfielder Tarah
Tokarchik and forward Kate Webb
made immediate impacts. Tokarchik
assisted on Magid's goal at the 73:38

mark, while Webb scored her first col-

legiate goal, capitalizing on a loose ball

in front of Bonnies keeper Margaret

Reif to make the final score of 4-0.

Senior defender, and Ail-American.

Erin Lynch saw that the coach's little

talk after the UCSB game was needed,

and helped the team to relatively get

back on track.

"I still think there is room for

improvement," Lynch said. "It helped

out a lot. and we needed to be woken
up:

volleyball
continued from page 10

afraid to make aggressive mistakes.

She was extremely powerful at the

net. And I was happy to see Nolan
reach the 1,000 kill mark. She
played strong 'D' for us, as well."

Kenny was especially happy with

Meyers.

"But I think Jill Meyers played

better than anyone." she said. "She
played good D' and served the ball

well. And she held the blockers
which opened up the outside hitters,

creating a one-on-one situation."

On Saturday. UMass beat
Delaware. 15-11. 15-2. 15-5 and
downed Seton Hall 15-1. 15-3.

15-4. Nash earned 24 kills while

hitting an impressive .419 on the

day. In the final, she managed a

match-high 12 kills and a .474 hit-

ting percentage.

In the championship against

Seton Hall, UMass scored 1 2 unan
swered points to start the match,

and the Pirates never recovered.

"It's a tribute to the players."

Kenny said. "We made few
unforced errors against Seton Hall,

and we played hard throughout.

Seton Hall was not as bad as we
made them look."

En route to earning MVP hon-

ors. Meyers totalled 34 kills and 39
digs for the tourney, including a

career-high 17 kills and 23 digs.

Nolan. Nash and sophomore setter

Pearce were all named to the

All-Tournament team.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Hay Women s Rugby 1 Fun and challeng

ing Duly46pm Call Mel C?»M70

AUTO FOR SALE

90 Geo Prism Excellent condition

S360CBO 584 8302 AsUa Muw

1986 Subdiu Gt Hatchback 114k miles

Good condition 4W0<ive $1600 Best

Call 586 349/

GREAT CAR
1985 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Good

running condition Best offer Call 545^

3007 or 634 5732

MAZDA 91 323 HATCHBACK. 79.000

m . very good condition, sunroof, tune-up

work iust done S2900 060. Call 549

7286

1978 TOR0 1 TO $550 00 2479456
~

FOR SALE
Dave Matthews Tickets for sale 10/6

Call 549-4739

Fudge w/Freew 4ft tall, mint Call Kelly

54909?0$90orFjrj

TRtK MWTITRAK 720 15 in frame, $250

OR B0 Call 253 1602

1983 Olds Delta 83 for sale New tires,

rotors wheels Panasonic Stereo System.

$750 Call 253-7258

WV Golf 89 Good condition 82.000 mi

$3200 Call Chnsta Mon Fri 8 4 545

5362

EMPLOYMENT

PINBALL MACHINE Reconditioned

$1.00000(4131253 5363

Futon. Double. Frame and Custom Cover

$20000 080 548 9728

Stereo Systems and components

used/reconditioned Large selection, hon-

est advice, warranty, great prices We
buy audio, video. Dj. musical equipment

Stereo and Video Exchange at Jackson s

Flea Market. Mountain Farms Mall.

Hadley Open Sundays only. 9 5 Other

days call Amherst 256-0941

Bunmes"! All colors, mini lops 367-0105

Rossignoi Skiboots Mens sue 12 129 51

new B0 Call 14131637-2282

SAiE Dorm Fndge $125. Word Processor

$100 Call 546-1576

Pair of prescription eyeglasses Outside

GRC on 9/10 Call UMASS Police to

clam

INTERNS WANTED
Ihttp //www takeme com) Need ere

alive, innovative individuals Graphic

Gurus Inspired Writers. Human Net

Browsers For quick cash weekly schol-

arships

Need some extra cash, but don't have

time for a steady rob7 Sign up to work

Family Day. Saturday. September 28

Applications can be picked up at the

Alumni Relations Office in Memonal Hall

For more into contact Jenn Bennett at

5HM317

Business Opportunity Need additional

income' Want the energy to earn it'

tanh-fneraHy company looting lor distrib-

utors Wild Organic food, free Tape 1

800 927 2527 e«t 7368

Wanted Skiers and Snowboarders

Want to ski or snowboard tot free and

gam sales experience' Wnte and tell me

why Send letter and resume to Kevin

Moran. Stratton Mt , RR1 Box 145.

Stratton Mr VT05155

Spring Break" Earn Cash' Highest

Commissions 1 Lowest Prices 1 Travel free

on only 13 sales 1 Free Into 1 Sunsplashl

800-426-7710

Cruise Ships Hiring- Earn up to

$20,000*/month World Travel Seasonal

and Full Time positions No exp neces

sary For info call 1 206-971 3550 Ext

C50015

National Parts Hiring Positions are now

available at National Parts. Forest, and

Wildlife Preserves Excellent benefits and

bonuses 1 Call 1206-971 3620 Ext

N5O016

Tropical Resorts Hiring- Students need-

ed 1 Entry level and career positions avail

able worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services 206 9713600 E xt R50012

ATTENTION ALL STU0EMS' Over $6

Billion in public and private sector

Grants and scholarships are now avail

able All students are eligible Let us

help For more info call 1 800 263*495

ExtF50QI4

International Employment Earn up to

$25 $45/hour teaching basic conversa

tional enghsh in Japan. Taiwan, or S

Korea No teaching background or Asian

Languages required For info call 206-

971 3570 Ext J5O015

Drivers Wanted For The Optimist One

day a week, good pay' Call 586-7070 Ext

27

Attention Skiers and Boarders Entry level

positions into the ski industry with skiing

benefits Make up to $1000/month Part-

time enthusiastic individuals please call

Ski Card International 1 800-333-2SKI

INSTRUCTION

Jail Piano Teacher Beginners to

advanced students Call Steven Page

25J33S4

WWW SUCESS ORG Free business edu

cation from American Institute

Entrepreneurship and Real Estate

Investment Courses Retire rich in ten

Sunglasses Prescription. Oakley w/ case

Call 549-3950

MUSICIANS
Drummer Needed For dark pop/rock band

Call Phil 549-5B36

MISCELLANEOUS
V1SA/MASTERCAR0 GUARANTEED Bad

credit No credit No problem Call 1

800-354-1590 124 hours)

PERSONALS
Pregnant' Need Help' Call Birthright of

Amherst area for tree testing and caring

assistance 549-1906

ROOM FOR RENT

WORTH THE RIDE

2BR Apt >n Sunderland HW floors.

wash/dry. porch, garage

315* BEAUTIFUL SETTING 1 QUIET' 665

4394 ___
Northampton Roomate needed in great

eowntown two bedroom apt Own bed

room/bathroom, shared Irving room and

kitchen Seeking responsible male or

female Call 586-9284

SERVICES

COMPUTER PROBLEMS' Need an

upgrade' In house service, call Scream

Savers 54*0083

FOR RENT
Fndge Rentals Plus Free Delivery 253-

9742

TRAVEL

FREE TRIPS AND CASH' Find Out how

hundreds ot student representatives are

already earning free trips and lots of cash

with America's #1 Spring Break company'

Sell only 15 trips and travel free 1 Cancun.

Bahamas. Maratlan. Jamaica or Florida 1

Campus Manager positions also available

Call Now' Take A Break Student Travel

18001 95-BREAK'

TRANSPORTATION

Oo you commute' I need a nde from

Pmstield Willing to share gas expenses

Call 413-442 7186

WiBsfeiiflfeitSSS
&Z6 $313

Shrimp Tempura *&a<4'»4&
Gor^onzola buffalo Potatoce^g^
Nachos Especial

*^

- Menu ... Come bee

htt»t//»titiwlo.«ty.

EXPERT AUTO BODY REPAIRS,

AUTO PAINTING and
GLASS REPLACEMENT

<Zr-

y
. OVEN BAKED URETHANE FINISHES

<" ©|< r.hop -=€;.

. FREE ESTIMATfl & CLAIMS ASSISTANCE MttM

. INSURANCE -PPR0VED GLASS REPLACEMENT - .-

. PROFESSIONAL UNIB00Y REPAIR AND FRAME STRAlGHTENINu

256-8157 256-1385
53 Sout* Prospect Street. Amhsrst. Massachusetts

ARIES
March 21-April 20

Use all the tools at your disposal to

accomplish an Important goal After

all. you can't dig a garden with a

toothpick. Rather than frying oil the

handle Immediately, try to find out If a

misunderstanding Is at the heart of a

conflict. If you can clear that up. the

rest should be easy.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21
Take a side trip this week. The break

In the routine will give your creative

juices a boost Rely on your better

Judgment to know when enough Is

enough In a social situation. Don't

follow others down the road to excess.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21
Tickle your sweetheart's fancy with

something whimsical, like a moonlight

picnic or« afternoon rowboat ride.

Demonstrate your commitment

Instead of Just talking about It. and

you'll win the respect of someone

Influential.

CANCER
June 22-July 22
A small token of affection could go a

long way toward building a relation-

ship. Don't worry so much about

perfection this week. Instead, focus

on Just getting the Job done well.

Allow extra time for travel.

LEO
July 23-August 23
Although you might feel like you have

become trapped In a sea of rules and
regulations, do your best to untangle

them. With a little detachment, you

may be able to see an underlying

pattern. Then. Just put this insight to

work, and youll be able to move

mountains.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

Focus on clearing up an old debt

before undertaking something new.

You'll free your mind as well as your

conscience. Your presence of mind will

serve you well In an emergency this

week. Take credit when credit is due—
you've earned It.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
To navigate your way through some

tense momenta, you'd be wise to keep

quiet. The leas you say. the less likely

youll be to misstep. On the plus side,

your home life Is wonderful. Enjoy the

company of a loved one to help you

through this rough patch.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
Although patience lan't your strong

suit, this la a good time to cultivate

your skills. Rely on your sense of

humor to help smooth out a difficult

situation. A friend calls you with an

Idea that sounds like great fun. Take

them up on It If you can.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

To get a clearer Idea of how to get

where you want to be. take a personal

Inventory of your ambitions and goals.

Then make your plans, but be sure

not to sell yourself short. Now Is a

good time to make a commitment,

especially a lifelong one.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
If you're reeling strapped for cash, see

if you can turn a hobby into a career

move. Doing what you love could

make all the difference In the world.

Don't cling too tightly to plans you've

made. Flexibility will be the key this

week.

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18

Bask In the glory of a recent personal

achievement. Now Is not the time to

be modest. Then, go ahead and share

your wonderful mood with members of

the family. You could provide Just the

lift someone needs to snap out of a

bad mood.

PISCES
February 19-March 20

Focus on helping someone who needs

it. Even If you can't solve all their

problems, your aid will be a real

morale booster at a key time. Don't

let administrative details slip— It's

Important that you keep up with

everything.

For Entertainment Purposes Only

CROSSWORD 3

ERGE
When we all work together, great things can happen.

MDfrV Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717

ACROSS
1. Confirm, in a way
5. The ball of wax

10. Without feeling

14. Buckeye State

15. Hash-house patron

16. Beige

17. Trade mission

19. •. .. the stuff to

drink" (Housman)

20. Native of: suffix

21. Baboons

22. Fred Santord's

buddy

23. Bible book after Joel

24. Cowgirl Evans

26. Not tecund

29. Letting down

33. Doctors dialogue

34. Split

35. Driver's aid

36. Cohort

37. Frequencies

38. Grass coverings at

dawn

39. Norma played by

Sally

40. Winter complaints

41. Josephine's abrasive

42. Like a sibling

44 Snaggle

45. Country hotels

46. Extreme

47. Wasp
50. Conductor's start

51. IL city

54.

55.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

Spreading trees

One ol Henry Vlll's

brides

Biblical birthright

sailor

Nantes' river

Pari ot REO
Completed

Bury

The lower -priced

spread

DOWN
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

18.

22.

I

Q3.

24.

25.

26.

Galloped

Gotta Have It

(Spike Lee film)

Despicable

For Annie author

Combat instrument

Detests

Actor Skinner

Pope who crowned

Charlemagne

Sea raptor

More convenient

Bruins inits

Wilbur's stable friend

Like a bee

Partner ot fun

Arizona's

Canyon Dam
Bohemian

Peace march

participants

Fills with reverence

Tolerates

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

34.

37.

38.

40.

41.

43.

44.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

55.

56.

17.

Statesman

Stevenson

Peeves

Jitterbug dance
News briefs

Staircase post

Beau
Bagels, e.g.

Agonizingly unsure

Two tablets, perhaps

"... but not one

tor tribute" (Harper)

Unusual art object

Sneeze ease
Lumberjack's lore"

Plow name
Wild plant

Furthermore

David Bowie's

statuesque wife

Tantrum

Single organism

Stevenson's

changeable Mr

many words

Frazier foe

compos mentis

English washroom

' irvetn

Judicial Hearing Board
A great experience for students who

are interested in campus leadership*

wish to improve communication and listening skills*

are enrolled full time*

have at least a 2.0 G.P.A.+

are not on judicial sanction*

APPLY NOW TO BE A HEARING BOARD MEMBER
Training held in the Campus Center from 7:00 to 9:00p.m. on:

September 24 & September 25

Room 168C Room 165-69

Applications available at
Residential Cluster Offices

The Dean of Students Office

Student Government Association

APPLICATION DEADLINE:

5:00 p.m. September 23, 1996

Any questions? Please contact Paul Vasconcellos or Jennifer Cooper, Dean

of Students Office, 227 Whitmore, Phone: 545-2684

Personals Policy
All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified employees

before payment and acceptance of the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first names and initials

are allowed. The only exceptions are for birthday or congratulations per-

sonals, in which case the full name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEPTIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm room numbers

as well.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not acceptable.

Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are not acceptable. Personals

may not be used for the purpose of harassment.

Profanity may not be used in personals.

The personals section is for personals only. The personals section may
NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, advertise meetings, etc.

All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D. number of

the student placing the as filled in on the insertion order. Non-students

must provide a valid driver's license and the license number must be

recorded on the insertion order. Use of false identification or misrepresen-

tation is subject to penalties under the law.

The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any personal that does

not meet the Collegian's standards in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

September Sale Celebration

20% Savings on Food for Your Hair

Sept. 16th thru 21st

Soft 04/ts § •

Monday- with Paul Mitchell

Tuesday - with Aveda
Wednesday - with Biolage& American Grew

Thursday - with KMS
Friday - with Nexxus

Saturday - with American Grew &
Hair Brushes

t%9 %*. Pte*,4<zwt St.

253-9526

Experience Seville, a crossroads of cultures, a crucible of history

Study in Spain
The

(_>enterfor

C_>ross~(^,ultural

Study

Oeville, opain

For information

or a video, contact:

Director, CC-CS,

Department CN
446 Main Street,

Amherst, MA
01002-2314

Tel: (413)256-0011

(800) ESPANA-1

FAX: (413)256-1968

http://www.cccs.com

Upper Division Spanish Studies Program

(Fall, Spring, anil Academic Year)

Explore language, literature, history, art,

sociology, business, and politics, taught

in Spanish, and TEFL.

Intensive Intermediate Program in

Spanish Language and Culture

Progress to the advanced level. Fall or

Spring Semester program integrates

language, literature,civilization,

and current events.

January Term

Challenge yourself. Intensive language

courses and Spanish Poetry or Theater.

Summer Programs

Focus on Spain. Two three-and-one-

half week sessions offer Spanish

language courses at all levels, plus

literature, theater, history, and Jewish,

Muslim, and Spanish Civilization.

H Excellence since 1969 in College-Level Spanish Studies,

Cooperation with U.S. Colleges and Universities H

DHbert By Scott Adams DHbert By Scott Adams

ON WEEKENDS I'LL FEEL
fAY PAGER. VIBRATE ...

BUT COHEN \ GO TO
CHECK IT, t REM.ILE
I'rA NOT GOEArUNG IT

ITS A CLASSIC CASE

OF PHANTOM- PA&EH
SYNDfVOfAE. IT'S

COrArAON AMONG
TECHNOIOGV WORKERS

THERE'S

NO TREAT-

MENT FOR

IT

I DON'T WANT
TO TREAT IT.

I WANT TO
RELOCATE IT.

IN TODAY'S NEWS, OUR
COMPANY HAS DECIDED

TO BUY ANOTHER. DYING
COMPANY IN A BUSINESS

U)E DON'T FULLY

UNDERSTAND

1
V)

OUR STOCK ROSE

FIVE POINTS ON
THI ANNOUNCEMENT

•

WHY DOES
OUR STOCK

GO UP

EVERY TIME

WE DO
SOMETHING
BONE HEADED 7

I LIKE TO

THINK OF IT

AS OUR
COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE

Robotman By Jim Meddklc

9TARI*Tt 3H7g1 HAJt BEAMEp pOVYO
TO INVESTIGATE THE SUD0feN,6E\j&P£D
'OMMyNICATION UNK WOW CANINE
COLONIST* ON GrVHrvVfc. r^TYpR* ^jr.

/ FAN OUT. LET'S- A
\ FiNt) SC*A6,jJ

•W IttCORp&RS PICKING OP NO UF£
Sl&NS... ALSO, FEJlCOfONEL. «EC0RVS
LIST HO 6UXSRLV COLONISTS, BUT
LOOK AT THfclR MUZZLES, CAPTAIN...

^lUEY'VE GOT 6RfcV vVWtSKgpS—
X

/ GOOP LOOP, JIM, LOOK.'-

THcse pcgs wege Acfiewy
\UP TO CVCt£ FOU/2 .".'

Robotman By Jim Meddick

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winkle

Mf WRENTb AKE tazos 1

Frumpy tho Clown By Judd Winkle

t'hRjnishcp wtouMcec
A WEEK ore*? NC7TWIN&

[THAT5Q
5 ME KM? THE SarPIDeST THIN6S

[

I HEAKP yOJTWBi TO «jJS(-(
A GrWAflEFWuiT pfXOfv THE^===r=—i TDrLET

HAVE NO RESPECT
)

fOP. SOEMCE r

[DO YOU THlHK UE'WE

SfSO
CBOWr^ni

UK£ I

HUNPAWE

YEAW WE AWttSUAWT£DT0 8E
MnTMMr AiTBMATlVE.RAPiOiS
WE lOE«t NEVER 6O/N6 TOBC
UKE OUR »«EUTS I f&i U«CE
WE'VE. CAVED IN TD SXliL (WHS
U£ VE BtCOME A TtPicau-Y
CXfl>iNA(?r PCMESTlCATEP FAMILr'

D0MT YOO TW/NK SO 9

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University1 By Frank Cho Close to Home By John McPherson

My older brother, Tito, had

an ear infection.

He was taking a drug called

omnistratocillin. He said the indian

name for the drug was...

that-which-killsthe-germs-and-

everything-else-in-the-

neighborhood.

I told him I had a girlfriend

and our relationship had the same

effect.
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"The owner of the amusement park called and
said he'll give us free passes for next year

if we don't say a word about this to the press."

Drabble By Kevin Fagan
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Quote of the Day

Now you realize that

evil will always tri-

umph, because good
is dumb!

-Dark Helmet,

Spaceballs

99

Instead of this stupid

ad
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Today's D.C. Menu
Cmll 343-2626 for M«f* Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken

Turkey Chili

Scalloped Spaghetti w/
Tomato Sauce

DINNER
Roast Pork

Breaded Chicken

Lentil Chili

Quarter Pound Burger

Hampden
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Pucks

American Chop Suey

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Breaded Chicken

Worcester

LUNCH
Charbroiled Chicken

Fettuccini w/Sauce
Golden Burgers

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Tofu Fajita

Pastabilities

Chicken Parmesan

Berkshire

LUNCH
Charbroiled Chicken

American Chop Suey
Golden Burger

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tofu Fajita

Pastabilities



The Massachusetts

SportsWeekend • The men's soccer team defeat-

ed Maine, 1-0 this weekend. For a

brief summary see the bottom of

this page, but for complete details

check out tomorrow's Collegian.

• The men's and women's cross

country teams each took second in

heir respective races this weekend.

The men ran in Boston, while the

Minutewomen were edged by

Brown in the Thetford Invitotional.

See tomorrow's paper for the sto-

ries.

• The men's water polo team

swept through the EWPA
Tournament this weekend, beating

Lehman College, the U.S. Merchant

Marine Academy, and St. Francis.

See tomorrow's Collegian for the

review.

Collegian Sports • Monday, September 1 6, 1 996

UMass wins first, beats Holy Cross 28-10

MASSACHUSETTS 28

HOLY CROSS 10

By Mike Corey

Collegian Staff ___^

WORCESTER — After an embarrassing 50-14 loss to

Villanova in its first game of the season, the Massachusetts

football team was looking to do to the Holy Cross Crusaders

what was done to it a week ago, when the two teams squared

off Saturday at Firton Field in Worcester.

Many had tallied this game as a victory for the Minutemen

before the opening kick, considering that in the last three

meetings, UMass had a combined 120-7 margin of victory,

and scored the last 120 points, including last year's 51-0 rout

in Amherst.

The Minutemen, wanti-

ng to keep those statistics,

did not disappoint, as they

took care of the Crusaders

28-10. to even their record off at 1-1.

The Minutemen used a well-balanced attack recording 263

yards on the ground and 224 yards in the air, as quarterback

Anthony Carterton threw for the most yards in his career.

Catterton went 9-for-18 with three touchdown passes, to

become the first quarterback to throw three TD passes in one

game since Dave McGovem did it in 1990.

"1 got a nice little rhythm going and good things ended up

happening." Catterton said. "1 think it shows we're well bal-

anced, and it's hard for the defense to key on one thing-

Even though the Minutemen did not deliver the thrashing

most people expected, they were impressive in many aspects

of the game. They were free of interceptions, tallied 487 total

yards, with an average of 7.16 yards per play, and held Holy

Cross to 509 yards.

However, penalties and fumbles were once again a prob-

lem for UMass, allowing the game to be closer than it should

have been. UMass coach Mike Hodges was unhappy because

his team racked up 1 16 penalty yards on 1 3 calls, and it fum-

bled three times.

"I'm happy with our effort. I'm not happy with the way we

played." Hodges said. "We need to clean up some of the

things will still didn't get cleaned up. The penalties and fum-

bles continue to hurt us.

"We need to take a hard look at those things, a hard look at

the things we're doing. Maybe we need to bring some officials

to practice or something, but we got to get those things

cleaned up. because we're not going to be able to overcome

Turn to FOOTBALL. Page 7

Women s soccer gauges

Gauchos, bombs Bonnies

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

After his team posted its third

consecutive shutout on Saturday, a

2-0 win over

California-Santa

Barbara.
Massachusetts

MASSACHUSETTS 2

CAL-S. BARBARA
women s soccer

coach Jim Rudy was not satisfied

with the team's performance, one

which he felt lacked a certain lus-

ter.

In response. No
8 UMass, still per

feet at 5-0, demol

ished St.

Bonaventure (3-2) yesterday 4-0,

outshooting the Bonnies by a star-

tling 46-4 margin and holding an

1 1-0 corner kick advantage.

The 46 shots set a new school

MASSACHUSETTS 4

ST. BONAVENTURE

record against Division 1 opposi-

tion, breaking the 18-year-old

mark of 43, and becomes more
impressive considering that the

official scorer stated that he was
conservative in

regards to awarding

shots.

They knew they

played poorly

| against UCSB] and they came out

to play today," Rudy said. "People

that had stinkers yesterday came
out and did all

right."

From start to fin-

ish, both the

UMass starters and

reserves controlled the flow of the

match, skilled players like Erica

Iverson and Rebecca Myers often

Turn to SOCCER, Page 7

COURTtSY MEDIA RELATIONS

Minuteman quarterback Anthony Catterton proved there is such a thing as a UMass air

attack, as the football team beat Holy Cross 28-10 Saturday in Worcester.

Catterton proves L7M air attack actually exists

By Luke MeretWi
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER — Ladies and gentlemen, we have

a passing game.

lunior quarterback Anthony Catterton set career

highs in both yardage and touchdowns yesterday as

Massachusetts thumped Holy Cross 28-10.

His three touchdowns were the most any

Minuteman quarterback has thrown since 1990.

when former UMass standout Dave McGovem threw

three TD's against New Hampshire.

Carterton's 224 yards break is a new personal

high, with the last mark set only last week in the

Minutemen's loss to Villanova. Senior tight end Erik

Henry set career highs with five receptions and 98

yards.

"I think people will finally realize that we can

throw the football." UMass coach Mike Hodges said.

"It gives you a huge boost when you get a penalty,

and it's second and fifteen, and. well, that's okay

because we can still make this thing.

"In years past, if we were second and fifteen we

were pretty much dead in the water. I don't think

we're in that situation any more. We've got some

guys that can catch the football and make plays for

us. It makes a big difference, and I think it was the

difference today."

Hodges has tried to emphasize the passing game

more this season, attempting to balance an offense

that was first in the nation in rushing offense last sea-

son, but never passed for more than 1 10 yards in a

game all year.

"Their linebackers were backing off. and now you

can run the football a little bit. With (Ron]

Brockington and IFrank] Alessio back there, and

Turn to CATTCRTON, Page 7

Field hockey splits a pair in Invitational

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Top quality talent was what the

Massachusetts field hockey team faced

this weekend when they travelled to

Iowa City, Iowa for

the Hawkeye
Invitational
Tournament.

On Saturday,

the Minutewomen faced No. 4 James

Madison, while St. Louis squared off

against No. 3 Iowa. Winners faced

winners and losers faced losers on

Sunday, with UMass and Iowa meet-

ing in the championship game.

MASSACHUSETTS 2

JAMES MADISON 1

The Minutewomen's undefeated

streak came to an end Sunday after-

noon at the hands of the Hawkeves

Iowa beat UMass. 2-1, after the

Minutewomen put down |MU 3-2 on

Saturday. UMass's record stands at

4-1 after the weekend.

UMass got on the

board first, when senior

midfielder Kyle

Rothenberger sent the ball

home off a penalty corner, giving the

Minutewomen a 1-0 lead. Amy Ott

and Saskia Fuchs were credited with

the assist on Rothenberger s goal.

The Minutewomen did not relin-

quish the lead in the first half, as

IOWA

MASSACHUSETTS

gsalie Hilary Rose and the UMass
defense combined to stop 16

Hawkeye shots.

Iowa tied the game at one with

Kerry Lessard's

goal on a scram-

ble in front of

the UMass net.

The Hawkeyes

put away the eventual game winner

with under 10 minutes left in regula-

tion. Emily Smith's shot was redirected

by Annette Payne, to beat Rose for the

tally.

Rose stopped 25 shots, while Lisa

Celucci made one save for Iowa.

In Saturday's action, the

Minutewomen stopped lames
Madison 3-2 in double overtime

Saturday. .

Fuchs scored the game winning

goal off a penalty corner

situation, after taking a

feed from sophomore Kate

Putnam. The goal was the

third game winner of

Fuchs' career.

Sophomore Erica lohnston put the

Minutewomen on the board first, tak-

ing advantage of an out-of-place JMU
goalie. Rothenberger assisted on

Johnston's goal.

Turn to FKLD HOCKEY, Page 7

THANO VO / COUIGHN

Senior Amy Powell scored in UMass' 2-0 win over UC- Santa

Barbara, Saturday. The Minutewomen went on to defeat St.

Bonaventure 4-0 on Sunday.

Differences apparent in

UMass' weekend wins

By Jorma Kansanen

Collegian Staff

It was the best of times, it was

the worst of times.

For the Massachusetts women's
soccer team (5-0. 1-0 A- 10) this

weekend, it was more than a tale of

two different opponents, but it was

a tale of two different games. The

casual observer would look at the

respective 2-0 and 4-0 defeats of

the University of California-Santa

Barbara and St. Bonaventure with

more than an air of UMass superior-

ity, but against UCSB, coach Jim

Rudy was not satisfied at all with

his team's effort.

"We played well enough to win.

Turn to WEEKEND, Page 7

Minutemen win,

stay undefeated

The Massachusetts men's soccer

team extended its undefeated streak

to 3-0 this weekend with a 1-0

blanking of Maine (2-2).

lunior forward Mike Butler ham-

mered in an unassisted goal 31:18 into

Saturday's match, leading the team to

its third consecutive shutout victory.

While the Minutemen managed to

keep their shutout streak alive, they

were outshot by the Black Bears 1 5-9,

which was reminiscent of last week's

1-0 win over Boston University in

which UMass was outshot, yet man-

aged to walk away victorious.

Freshman keeper Tim Pearson put

forth another solid showing in the

win, posting three saves for the

Minutemen, while Maine's Aaron

Weymouth notched five on the day.

— Chris Slamm

Meyers, Minutewomen seek and destroy at UM Classic

By Steven Grant

Collegian Staff

THAKK, VO I 1 < tu K.IAM

The Massachusetts women's volleyball team won four times en route to

capturing the UMass/Reebok Classic this weekend at Curry Hicks Cage.

This past weekend brought even more good news for

Massachusetts volleyball fans.

Going into the UMass/Reebok Classic, held this weekend

at Curry Hicks Cage, the Minutewomen were 6-1
, had two

players (Lesley Nolan and Michelle Paciorek) named UMass

Athlete of the Week, saw Dionne Nash hit the 1 .000 dig

mark and watched its freshmen compete at times like well

seasoned veterans.

The momentum continued on Friday and Saturday.

UMass went 4-0 against Central Connecticut. Villanova,

Delaware and Seton Hall to win the championship.

Freshman fill Meyers was named tournament MVP and

Lesley Nolan earned her 1 ,000th career kill, becoming only

the second junior in school history to do so.

"We played very well," UMass coach Bonnie Kenny said.

"The Seton Hall match was the best match I ever had a team

play."

Friday's opponents were Central Connecticut (1-6) and

Villanova (3-4). The Minutewomen disposed of the former

quite easily. 15-13, 15-4, 15-11, while the contest with the

latter marked the first time this year a match went to a

fourth game for UMass. let alone a fifth. The final score was

15-3. 15-17. 15-12, 13-15. 15-10.

Outside hitter Nolan had 33 kills and 30 digs, while

junior middle blocker Paciorek added 25 kills and 16 digs to

lead UMass to an undefeated Friday. Nolan posted 1 1 kills

with no errors versus CCU, before recording 22 kills and a

game- high 26 digs against Villanova.

Meyers had a career-high 17 kills and 23 digs in the

nightcap, while committing only four errors. And in the

opener, freshman Sarah Watters made her first collegiate

start, recording seven kills, seven digs and six service aces,

just one off the school single-match record of seven.

Senior outside hitter Nash had a career-high 23 kills in

the nightcap, while sophomore Katie Pearce registered a

game- high 70 assists, just eight off the school record of 78

set by Pearce herself.

"Dionne and Lesley have played well for us," Kenny said.

"And we knew they were going to be go-to players.

"For the first time in her four years here, Dionne was not

Turn to VOUEYIAIL, Page 7
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Feeling nauseous
in Minnesota

Newest Keanu
Reeves vehicle

doesn't live up to

expected hype.

Check out our
review (See Arts &
Living, page 5).

Marrero, Mass
maul competition

Sophomore
Gabriel Marrero

scored four goals in

leading the water

polo squad to three

victories in an
EWPA league tour-

nament (see Sports,

page 8).

WORLD

Catholic Bishop in UK
resigns after affair

LONDON (AP) — A Roman Catholic

bishop who disappeared last week
with a woman parishioner returned

Monday and announced he is resign-

ing.

The Right Rev. Roderick Wright, 55,
Bishop of the western Scottish dio-

cese of Argyll and the Isles, begged
forgiveness from fellow clerics, his

family and the family of parishioner

Kathleen Macphee, a divorcee in her
early 40's.

"I now wish time and privacy to

reflect on my future," Wright's resig-

nation statement said.

Wright had been counseling Mrs.
Macphee recently over the
breakup of her marriage, news
reports said.

Wright, who lived alone in a house
beside St. Columba's Cathedral in

Oban, was reported missing a week
ago. Around the same time, Mrs.

Macphee, who has three children,

ages 1 5, 1 8 and 24, disappeared
from her home in the town of Fort

William.

In the resignation staterw to

Pope |ohn Paul II, Wright said he was
"physically and spiritually unable to

sustain the responsibilities of a dioce-

san bishop and asked to be released

of my office as Bishop of Argyll & the
Isles."

NATION

Gov't shoots down
friendly fire theory

By Pat Milton
Associated Press

SMrTHTOWN, N.Y. — Speculation that

TWA Flight 800 may have been downed
by friendly missile fire is outrageous, the

FBI's chief investigator said Monday.
Chief FBI investigator James

Kallstrom denounced the rumors,

appearing in Internet chat groups and
other venues, that the Boeing 747 was
brought down by an errant missile

launched by a U.S. warship or aircraft.

"It's just not true," Kallstrom said.

"It's an outrageous allegation."

Two months after the crash, investi-

gators can still not say what brought
down the plane, however. NBC News
reported Monday that investigators

are looking more closely at the possi-

bility of a catastrophic mechanical fail-

ure such as an explosion triggered by
fumes in the plane's center fuel tank.

But investigators also keep looking at

the possibility that a terrorist using a mis-

sile or a bomb brought down the Paris-

bound jetliner, killing all 230 aboard.

"There is not a bevy of information

there that we're holding back. There
really isn't," Kallstrom said. "You |ust

have to take my word for it at this

point but that's the truth."

Investigators had gone to the high-

est levels of the Defense Department
to virtually rule out friendly fire as a

possibility, Kallstrom said.

"It's not being covered up at any
level," he said. "I don't want the vic-

tim's families or the public to think

that we would do something like

that."
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Hughes Medical funds

™ semester-long research
By Daniel E. Levenson
Collegian staff

JAMES STANLEY COUEGIAN

Don't try this at home!
Libor Karas, from the Czech Republic, representing the Volvo Cannondale

terday outside the Student Union.
team shows his riding skill yes-

Olver turns down debate

The Howard Hughes Medical
Institute has given $2.2 million in

grant money to the University of
Massachusettes since 1992. and is

funding numerous research projects

this year.

Hillary Woodcock, who is the pro-
gram assistant for assessment and
public relations for the Hughes grant

foundation, spoke about the pro-
gram.

"They're particularly interested in

funding bio-medical research."
Woodcock said.

As for the number of students
profiting from the program, there are
"about 75 in any given year." she-

said.

Students with a wide range of
majors in the life sciences have bene-

fitted from the grants, including
those in chemistry, psychology, biolo-

gy, food and natural resource! man-
agement and forestry and wildlife.

The University has applied for two
grants in the past, both of which they

received. The first grant of $1.2 mil-

lion was given in 1992 and the sec*

ond of $1 million, in 1994. These
two grant projects are now running
concurrently.

Dr. Rod K. Murphy, a professor of
biology, has been the main investiga-

tor for both of these grants.

Biology Professor Bruce Byers is

the biology department's undergradu-
ate academic coordinator. In a need
press release, he praised the program,
saying that through the research they

perform, students would gain a more
thorough understanding of the sci-

ences they study.

The institute was formed at the
request of Howard Hughes, a mil-

lionaire with an interest in promoting
idem to a younger generation.

According to information provided
by the Institution, "students who
have research experience have a defi-

nite edge when it comes to applying

for medical school or graduate
school."

Hughes, who amassed his fortune

through the movie and airline indus-

try, created the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute in 1953. The orga-

nization is located in Chevy Chase,
Md.

Hughes died in 1984.

The Institute accepts applications

of financial endowment from colleges

and universities. Since it's creation,

the organization has given $555 mil-

lion to 220 colleges and universities

since 1988.

Here, at the University, the award-
ed money has allowed for students at

all levels, from freshman to seniors,

to do research projects for a MOMS-
ter.

Within the larger grant framework
lies the Research Experience for
Undergraduates Program. This allows

students to conduct research lull time
during the summer months, provid-

ing them with $250 per week for 10
weeks, as well as a housing allowance

of $500.

The lunior Fellows Program sup-
ports undergraduate students in

research they conduct during their

senior year. The program chooses I 2

undergraduates and awards them
$1000. Students with a GPA of 3.0
or above may apply for these grants.

Applicants are drawn from junior
level students in the college of natur-

al science, mathematics and the life

science departments.

Students have used the money for

a wide variet> of research projects

including, but not limited to:

research on breast cancer, how
amphibians breathe and mangrove
root systems.

By Raghuram Vadarevu
Collegian Staff

Congressman |ohn D. Olver
(D-Amherst) has declined to appear
for a debate in October with state

Senator lane Swift (R-North Adams)
sponsored by the Student
Government Association (SGA) at

the University of Massachusetts.

"We |SGA| want him to come,"
said Brian Tirrell. speaker of the
Undergraduate Student Senate. "The
students need him to come so they
can be more familiar with the issues."

According to Patrick Riccards.
press secretary for the Olver re-elec-

tion campaign, the decision not to

attend the debate at UMass was made
because other areas in western
Massachusetts had expressed more
interest in hosting a debate.

"He (Olver) has five debates
scheduled." said Tirrell. "Hopefully

he can find time to come and talk to

us |the students|. a key constituency

for anyone who wants to win that

seat | the first congressional district

for the U.S. House of
Representatives!.

Riccards said the Olver campaign
received seven requests from
Berkshire county, one of five debate
locations, to attend their debate.

"From a campaign standpoint it's a

smart move, but it is a bad move in

having issues being brought to cam-
pus." said Frank Mozzel. voter regis-

tration coordinator for the SGA-led
registration campaign.

The Olver campaign has made sev-

eral unsuccessful attempts to organize

events with the SGA. said Riccards.

"Olver has always supported stu-

dents and we are appreciative for his

support." said lason Vecchio. student

coordinator for the Student Center
for Educational Research and
Advocacy (SCERA), a participant in

the SGA voter registration campaign.
"However, we feel that the

University community deserves the
opportunity to hear |ohn Olver and
lane Swift discuss each student
issue," Vecchio said.

Swift has agreed to attend the
debate. In a press release she said

Olver should recognize important
communities across the district and
that they do not deserve "his arrogant

dismissal."

"We think that it is extremely
unfortunate that the Congressman
[Olverl has decided not to debate in

every region of the district," said l.ori

Gazzillo, press secretary for the Swift

campaign. "We feel that every resi-

dent of the district should have the

opportunity to hear both of the candi-

dates on the issues."

In response. Riccards said.

"Congressman Olver has represented

Hampshire County for the last 2S years."

"lane Swift is insulting the intelli-

gence of the students at UMass by
insinuating that this debate is the end
all be all of showing support for | stu-

dents at | UMass." he said.

According to Riccards,
Congressman Olver will participate

in a debate on Springfield's Public

Broadcasting System channel 57 on
Sept. 29 from 8 p.m. to 9 p.m.

This past Saturday, the Swift cam-
paign scheduled a press conference at

the Amherst Town Common, but
later cancelled citing the possibility of

inclement weather, said Gazzillo..

Robinson improves campus for all;

supports academic goals of UMass
Editor's note: this article is the second in a four part
scries profiling key administrators and faculty at the
University of Massachusetts

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Thomas B.
Robinson collaborates with the Chancellor and the
Student Government Association (SGA).

After collaboration he is responsible for the Employee
Assistance Program, Student Affairs Special Service-.

Public Safety. Environmental Health and Safety and
Student Affairs Research. Information and Sv stems.

Robinson then offers direction to Campus Activities,

Student Affairs and Enrollment Services in order to
enact programs for the University of Massachusetts.

"I'm interested in creating a campus environment which
enables a |] students to be successful." said Robinson.

Education

Hagerstown, Md. was the birthplace of Robinson.
In 1962, Robinson began his college career at luniata

College in Huntington, Pa. from which he graduated
with a major in Sociology and a minor in Psychology.

He furthered his education at Pennsylvania State

University at University Park. Pa. Robinson achieved
his graduate major in Higher Education Administration
and Counselor Education with a minor in Psychology.

By 1977 Robinson had attained his M.Ed, and
Ed.D.. also from Pennsylvania State Universitv.

Before arriving at UMass in 1992. Robinson worked
in several administrative positions for six other institu-

tions of Higher Education, including his alma maters.
New England College, University of New Haven at

West Haven Conn.. Montana State University and
California State Polytechnic University.

At four of the universities. Robinson was the Dean
of Students, preparing himself for the position of Vice
Chancellor for Student Affiars at UMass.

Duties

Candidates meet for a fifth time

"There are over 30 departments for which I am
partly responsible." said Robinson, "But my major
duty is to support the academic mission of UMaes."
The Vice Chancellor added. "In essence. UMas> || |

small city. Student Affairs needs to provide services in

order that the campus functions well, both academi-
cally and socially."

One piece of the Vice Chancellor's job is to represent

the students' point of view in administrative matters.

"Being a student advocate." said Robinson, "I con-
sistently have to raise the question. What does this

mean for students'.'"'

"\ ice Chancellor Robinson is pretty receptive to

student needs." said Speaker of the SGA Brian Tirrell.

who meets regularly with Robinson each week.
"Sometimes he | Robinson] has to make tough deci-

sions and side with the administration which makes us

unhappy in the SGA. but often when there is a conflict

between administration and students, he sides with
us." added Tirrell.

Tirrell said that Robinson has been a strong student

advocate in the matter ol the cancellation of a pro-

posed housing fee. The fee would have cost students

hundreds of dollars, hut with the collaboration of
Robinson and the SGA. the fee was cut to 50 dollars.

Robinson has also supported the SGA's proposition

for a polling place to be moved into Amherst.
"I enjoy working with student leaders." said

Robinson. "We have developed a relationship based
on mutual respect which has allowed us to work on
ieillOl and either agree or agree to disagree."

The Semester Ahead
"One major concern for the next semester involves

the overall campus culture." said Robinson, "1 under-
stand that it is not always the most welcoming; We
need to make improvements and focus our energies to

improve the campus culture on behalf of all students."

The Office of Student Affairs is presently involved
in thinking of ways to best build community at UMass,

Turn to ROBINSON page 3

By Glen Johnson
Associated Press

WORCESTER — With the gener-

al election less than two months
away, incumbent Sen. |ohn Kerry
(D-Mass.) and challenger Gov.
William F. Weld debated for a fifth

time Monday by sounding some
old themes but adding some new
vigor.

The debate was only moments old

when an impassioned Kerry said the

Republican governor was "mugging
the truth" when he spoke of Kerry's

attitudes on selling drugs to chil-

dren.

Weld said he "couldn't possibly

make | Kerry's record | worse than it

is."

Weld said Kerry was someone
who looked at drug problems more
from the point of view of the addict
and criminal than the victims of

drug-related crimes.

"I don't need any lessons from you
on violence or what it does to our
streets." said Kerry.

Even in sounding old refrains

about each other, they seemed to

have increased the sharpness of

their attacks.

Weld said if Kerry's name was
"lohn Six Pack instead of |ohn
Forbes Kerry" he would have
thought twice about his vote to raise

the gas tax.

Kerry had been promising to step

up his campaign in the closing

weeks of his re-election campaign
and got his chance in the debate

that came a day before the state pri-

mary in which both candidates were
running unopposed.

It was staged at Mechanics Hall, a

site where Charles Dickens once
read "A Christmas Carol" and Mark
Twain spoke.

THANG VO/ COUECIAN
Tom Robinson, Vice Chancellor of student Affairs, is continuing to work with student leaders for a better
UMass.
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Info-Social—The UMass Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance

will hold its weekly info-social in the Campus Center,

room 803 from 7-9 p.m. There will be a brief discussion

to decide the semester's activities, announcements about

this month's LBGA dance, and plenty of time to be social.

For more information, please call our office at 545-01 54.

Meeting—The Circle K Community Service Group will

have a meeting in room 409 of the Student Union. If

interested in volunteering time at a soup kitchen, tutoring,

working in a shelter, or being a Big Brother or Big Sister,

come find out how to become a part of a close knit group

dedicated to helping others.

Meeting—All interested candidates for the Stockbridge

school basketball and golf teams should attend a meeting

at the Mullins Center V.I. P. room at 4 p.m. If unable to

attend, contact lack Lcaman in room 307 at the Mullins

Center or call 545-1301.

Meeting—The Wildlife Society presents "Bats of Belize"

with loll Corwin and free pizza at 5:30 p.m. in

Holdsworth 203.

Wednesday. Sept. 18

Meeting—UMass Film Society, 6 p.m.. Cape Cod Lounge

in the Student Union. New members are welcome.

Meeting—UMass Poetry Society will have it's weekly

meeting in Campus Center room 163 at 7 p.m. Come to

read, talk, or listen. Free coffee, and if possible, bring

your own mug. For more information, call Tim at

546-0562.

Meeting—The UMass Italian Club is holding an organi-

zational meeting on the 3rd floor Herter Hall. All are wel-

come. Knowledge of Italian not required. Questions? Call

Bill at 585-7806 or e-mail at wacava@student.umass.edu.

Meeting—Alpha Phi Omega, a co-ed community service

fraternity, will be holding an informational meeting at 7 p.m.

on the 5th floor of Kennedy, in Southwest. Snacks provided,

and all are welcome. For more information, call 545-2068.

Meeting—The Distinguished Visitor's Program (DVP) will

be having an informational meeting at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 162. If interested in bringing a lecturer to cam-

pus, come to this meeting and find out what DVP is all

about. Refreshments will be served. Everyone is invited and

encouraged to attend. For more information, call 545-0046.

Thursday, Sept. I9GEO Social—For all Graduate
Student Employees, from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m., Campus Center

room 1009. There will be free hors d'oeuvres, a full cash

bar, and family and friends are welcome. For more infor-

mation, contact Emilie at 545- 0705 or 545-5317.

Notices

Staff Needed—The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout, Copy, and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304

Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Opening—The Sunderland Congregational Church,

located at the comer of Rte's 47 and 1 16. has opened the

Serendipity Shoppe in the church basement. It carries

quality used clothes and accessories for all ages at thrift

shop prices. All clothes are now on clearance and a

sweater sale will run through October. Hours are

Wednesdays and Saturdays, 9 a.m.-noon. The shop is

located on the UMass (Sunderland) bus route.

Auditions — The UMass Funk Club will begin audi-
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lions from noon to 5 p.m. on Sunday. Sept. 22 in the

Campus Center Auditorium. Men and women are wel-

come. For more information, call 546-2771 or 546-1318.

Employment — The Student Government Association

is looking to fill the position of Inventory Control Officer

(SGA Auditor). Requirements for the position include:

heading the Student Activities Inventory Task Force;

maintaining the inventory database; organizing auditory

records for the $4 million SATF; and spot-checking agen-

cies and RSOs for inventory. The position is open to both

work study and non-work study students, and students

may pick their own hours. The position must be filled

immediately. If interested, call |eff Cokerat 545-0341.

Community — Womanshelter is a battered woman's shel-

ter located in Holyoke serving the Holyoke/Chicopee area

and parts of Hampshire County. Womanshelter has an

extensive community education program providing speakers

and workshops on the following topics: domestic violence;

teen- dating violence; date rape; sexual harassment; domes

tic violence and children; and many more. The services are

free of charge, but the Womanshelter will gladly accept

donations. For information concerning these programs or to

arrange a program date for a group, call Edith (ennings from

9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday at 538-9717.

Support group — Synthesis Center Associate Rebecca

Reid leads an ongoing support group for single people over

30 from 7:15 to 8:45 p.m. in downtown Amherst. Single,

divorced, widowed and all sexual orientation are welcome.

There is a low fee. For information, call 253-5494.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from I to 2 p.m. in

the Campus Center. The room number will be posted on

the Notice Board. For more information, call Utama at

256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Discussion Croup — "A Course in Miracles" will meet

from 7 to 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting in

September. For more information, call 253-3795.

Astronomy — The Amherst Area Amateur Astronomers

Association will conduct free public solar observing at I

p.m. at the Amherst Town Common every Saturday in

September. Also offered every Saturday this month will

free planetarium shows at 4 p.m. in Amherst College

Bassett Planetarium, and free public observatory observ-

ing at 9 p.m. at Amherst College Wilder Observatory.

Every Sunday this month there will be free public observ-

ing at Mt. Pollux, off South East St., in South Amherst.

Dance — The Northeast American School of Dance Studio

in Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from

8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to vari-

ety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment. All aps
welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call 584-8 167.

Singing — The Pioneer Valley Capclla has immediate

openings for people of all voices interested in a small,

focused ensemble singing classical music. Rehearsals are

held on Thursday evenings in Northampton. For more
information, call Tom at 536-3072 or Karen at 259-1646.

Support group — Overeaters Anonymous will hold

weekly meetings on Thursdays from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at the

Campus Center, and from 2 to 3:30 p.m. at St. Bridget's

Church Parish Hall. 2nd floor. The group is for individu-

als who share an addiction to food and suffer from com-

pulsive eating and other eating disorders. The only

requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating

compulsively. There are no dues or fees. Donations are

strictly voluntary. For more information, call Kim at

548-9902. )ennifer at 548- 9040 or Maryanne at

549-5957.

mjm

SEEKING
Students in Recovery
from alcohol or drug abuse

ARE YOU IN

AA, NA, RR?
Are you willing to escort someone

who is going to their first meeting?

If so, please call Lydia Rackenberg, LICSW
Mental Health 545-2337

All calls are confidential
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Academics and More ! !

!

• Over 100 undergrad courses— in the evening!

• More than 100 noncredit workshops—
affordable, fun, practical, including

Bartending, Fund Raising Certificate Program,

Past Life Regression, Jitterbug, ESL, EMT Training,

Private Pilot Ground School, and MAGIC!

Call for a free course catalog -

(413) 545-0107 or contined@admin.amass.edu

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts Amherst

providing access to adult, nontraditioial

education for over 25 years

Task force finds blame in Saudi attack

By John Diamond
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - A failure by
the Pentagon and key field com-
manders to focus on terrorism con-

tributed to the death toll of the

bombing in Saudi Arabia that killed

19 U.S. airmen in |une, according

to a task force report released
Monday.
In response. Defense Secretary

William Perry ordered a review of

whether any Air Force personnel

should be court-martialed.
President Clinton praised the report

as "unvarnished, blunt, straightfor-

ward."

"We intend to do everything we
can" to protect troops in the field,

Clinton said. "We're going to

aggressively implement the...

report."

House Speaker Newt Gingrich,

(R-Ga.). campaigning in his home
state, accused the Clinton adminis-

tration of being "consistently weak
in its approach to protect

Americans from terrorism." "I

think we need to do a great deal

more to protect our young men and
women," he said.

A focus of Perry's review is

expected to be Air Force Brig. Gen.

Teryl ). "Terry" Schwalier. com
mander of the 4404th Wing and
the officer responsible for the sccu

rity of the roughly 2,000 service-

men living at Khobar Towers in

Dhahran, site of the bombing.
"Khobar Towers was identified to

Gen. Schwalier as one of the three

highest priority soft targets in the

region," the report notes.

But Schwalier seems not to have

made terrorism a top priority, the

report said, contending that he

"never raised to his superiors force

protection matters that were
beyond his capability to correct.

Nor did he raise the issue of

expanding the perimeter or security

outside of the fence with his Saudi

counterparts." An end-of-tour

memo written by Schwalier the day

before the |une 25 bombing does

not even mention the terrorist

threat as a focus of his tenure.

Perry was not specifically criti-

cized by the task force, which was

commissioned by the Pentagon

and headed by retired Army
Special Forces Gen. Wayne
Downing. However, the Downing

report cites as its first finding the

Pentagon's failure to issue orders

on protecting forces housed in

buildings.

"I am concerned that insufficient

attention is being given to antiter-

rorism measures and force protec-

tion," Downing wrote in a memo to

Perry accompanying the task force

report.

With thousands of Army troops

packing bags for possible deploy

ment to Kuwait, Gen. )ohn

Shalikashvili, chairman of the |oint

Chiefs of Staff, said the military is

taking steps to coordinate its

response to terrorism. Still, the

four-star general admitted to being

caught off guard.

"All of us have been surprised

by the size and sophistication and

the destructiveness of this

attack," Shalikashvili said.

Ford Motors signs landmark contract

By Brian S. Akre

Associated Press

DEARBORN. Mich. — Ford Motor

Co. and the United Auto Workers
tentatively agreed Monday on a new
national contract for Ford's 105,025

union workers that includes a land-

mark jobs-preservation provision, a

source said.

Terms of the agreement were not

announced, but a source close to the

union, who spoke on condition on

anonymity, said it was a three-year

deal and that Ford has promised to

maintain at least 95 percent of cur-

rent jobs at its U.S. plants during the

term. The contract also includes a 3

percent raise in the first year, fol-

lowed by a bonus in each of the fol-

lowing two years, the source said.

The UAW had sought a return to

annual raises, which cost more in the

long term.

Another source close to the talks

said the UAW gave Ford the lower

wage rate it sought for new hires at

its parts plants, which will be phased

in over three years with several con-

ditions. The deal came after three

months of negotiations and a final

53-hour weekend of talks. It was
announced 42 hours after the current

three-year pact expired at midnight

Saturday.

"Sometimes it takes a little longer,"

UAW President Stephen Yokich told

a news conference after shaking

hands with Ford Chairman and CEO
Alex Trotman. who praised the nego-

tiations and the UAW bargaining

team.

"I think it's been a very good, prag-

matic-driven process," Trotman said.

"While every minute hasn't been total

fun, I have been very impressed by

the pragmatism and professionalism

and businesslike behavior of the peo-

ple on the other side of the table."

The member ratification vote should

be held by Sept. 29, said Ernie

Lofton, a vice president in charge of

the UAW's Ford department.

The union's executive committee is

scheduled to meet Tuesday to

approve the deal and the union's

Ford council, which would involve

several hundred people, will meet

Wednesday to review it.

The UAW next will negotiate with

either Chrysler Corp. or General

Motors Corp. The union has been

holding lower-level talks with the two

automakers since it designated Ford

the lead company earlier this month.

Talks to replace the current three-

year contracts began in |une under

the direction of Yokich, who
assumed the union's top post in

1995.

The union's top priority was stem-

ming "outsourcing," or farming out

parts jobs to outside, nonunion sup-

pliers. The union sought reduced

overtime and protection of the

UAW's fully paid health care bene-

fits.

Outsourcing was at the center of a

1 7-day strike at two GM parts plants

in Dayton, Ohio, last spring which

virtually shut down the No. 1

automaker's domestic production.

Any significant restrictions on out-

sourcing in the Ford contract are like-

ly to be fought by GM, which manu-
factures more of its own parts than

Ford or Chrysler.som
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which is also a goal of the SGA.
"It is good that we are on common ground with the SGA;

we will be able to work together to ensure that students have
a wonderful experience while at UMass," said Robinson.

During this semester Vice Chancellor Robinson will

be addressing issues on campus safety. Students will

receive newsletters and be offered programs in order lo

raise student consciousness about safety concerns.
Robinson staled, "Campus safety is a goal that we all

have to strive for."

Robinson and the Office for Student Affairs hope to

further address the needs of the ALANA (Asian, latino.

African and Native American) students.

"I feel very strongly about this issue," said Robinson, I

hope that we can finally begin to address the needs of
ALANA students during this semester."

Under the direction of Robinson, hnrollmcnt Services
is practicing a new management initiative.

"We need to look at how we do our work in order to

maximize resources," said the Vice Chancellor.

Retention of students is another aspect which
Enrollment Services is looking to better.

Robinson stated, "Student Affairs has to give new stu-

dents the very best start possible. We need to give them
support in order lor them to achieve their hopes."

Robinson will also be looking at new ways to forge partner-

ships with colleagues lo further break down walls at UMass.
"We should work together and collaborate on issues."

said Robinson, "Mutual support will enhance the value

of our work and ultimately make us more successful."

Opinions

"One of the best aspects of UMass is an outstanding

faculty and a very strong academic program," said

Robinson, "The student body is involved and interested

in helping to shape the future of the University."

Robinson said that a lack of appropriate support from

the Commonwealth for facilities on the campus was detri-

mental to UMass. He added that a level of institutional

inertia slowed progress and change within the campus.

He added, "One of the worst aspects of UMass is that

the culture is not always welcoming or supportive to

members or guests of our campus community."

Experience, collaboration and confidence in students

were the major strengths the Robinson uses to function

as the Vice Chancellor.

Yet at times Robinson said that he is overly optimistic

about the ability to bring about change.

Also, "The many demands of the position that are not

compatible with a normal private life," was Robinson's

least favorite part of being Vice Chancellor.

However, Robinson said that he does enjoy being in a

position with the ability lo help influence the direction

of the University.

"This is a wonderful University with many opportuni-

ties to participate in campus activities, clubs and organi-

zations, co- curricular programs, internships, volunteer

and community service programs, governance, music,

theater, athletics, etc. Get involved. Be active members
of our campus community," said Robinson.
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Hangtime!

Russ Magnanti, of Plattsburgh, NY was doing a snowboard exhibition on a trampoline yesterday near

the pond.
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UMass graduate publishes magazine;

UniverCity keeps N.Y. students hip

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

When Patrick Hadley graduated from the University of
Massachusetts in 1990 with a degree in Hotel Restaurant,

Travel and Administration, he had no idea that three years

later he would be publishing his own monthly entertain-

ment magazine in New York City.

After graduation, Hadley was hired to do marketing for

a microbiology company in New York.

After spending lime in the city, his interests were
sparked in the arts and entertainment industries. He dab-

bled at first with commercial production, before realizing

that he wanted to pursue acting.

"I decided I wanted to try to become an actor. My fami-

ly freaked out and I ran out of money," Hadley said

Without much luck in a extremely competitive environ-

ment. Hadley quickly looked lor a alternative source to

vent his creative yearnings.

"I saw an idea for a newspaper and from there my
entrepreneurial spirit and skills took over, " said Hadley.

Today, his publication, UniverCity, is the largest tree enter-

tainment publication to reach New York's college market and
the only one targeted solely for the city's college students.

UniverCity is written by 30 volunteer writers — mostly

college students looking for experience.

"In addition to the experience, they get free stuff like

tickets and CD's, but no money," said Hadley.

UniverCity covers a wide variety of topics in each issue.

Articles from the September edition range from fashion,

movies, music and book reviews. They also rate restau-

rants and scoping outlets aimed at students.

Hadley attributes UniverCity's success to the advertis-

ing philosophy behind the publication.

"Advertisers who want to reach this market can place

one ad rather than 25 individual ads in all the college

papers," said Hadley.

After looking through the paper, it is easy to notice the

appeal it has to the advertisers, that it is very accessible to

students.

Recently there have been discussions about UniverCity

going on-line.

"These discussions are still in very early stages. This is

going to be a major project. We are hoping to get one title

sponsor," said Hadley

Despite Hadley's success with UniverCity, he has bigger

plans of producing and directing his first independent
film. He recently founded the Future Producers and
Directors (FPD) Network with this idea in mind.

"As directors and producers, we don't compete with

one another, so I thought if we grouped together we could

pool all of our resources and help each other," he said.

This 14 member group meets once a month and acts as

both a resource and a support group.

"We are constantly networking with each other and offer-

ing feedback on each other's current projects," said Hadley.

"People in their 40's and 50's are running the entertain-

ment industry today. We are the next generation to run

the industry," said Hadley. "FPD Network is a group of

ambitious, talented people that will eventually be the most
influential in the industry."

Hadley also recently wrote a pilot television program.

Entitled, "Talking Pictures," his show, about the movie
industry, takes place in two places, in the studio and on
the street. Hadley said the show was intended to attract

"MTV crowd" viewers.

"Eventually, I will be making movies. UniverCity gives

me the credibility in the entertainment industry as well as

the chance to meet important people," said Hadley.

He has interviewed stars such as lames Earl Jones,

Robert Duvali, Spike Lee and Robin Wright through his

publication.

"You make your own opportunities. New York City is a

great place to start. It's a little tough and scary at first but

once you get going and meet and make contact it a fun

and unforgettable experience," Hadley said.
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Former UMass student makes it big in media world.

September Sale Celebration
20% Savings on Food for Your Hair

Sept. 16th thru 21st

$*o*
Tuesday - with Aveda

Wednesday - with Biolage & American Crew
Thursday - with KMS
Friday - with Nexxus

Saturday - with American Grew
& Hair Brushes

253-9526

Want to

write
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poetry, film, the-
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books, travel,

food or anything
else?

Then write for
the Arts &
Living Desk.

Coma,down
today!

Mental Health Groups Fall '96
MONDAY

Stress

Management
Group—

In this group

participants will learn

tht sources of stress

and a variety of

techniques to manage

their stress.

Mondays, 3:30 - 5 p.m.

I U I.SD A Y Wr.DNISDAY 1 1 IURSDAY

Women's Group

for Graduate
Student and
Professional

Women—
This is a group for

women struggling with

major life issues, such as

juggling work or school

while managing a family

life, difficulties in a

graduate program,

relationship issues,

separation or divorce,

single parenting, etc. This

is an on-going group

with new members

accepted whenever there

are openings

Tuesdays, 12:45 -

2 IS pm

Increasing Self
Esteem,

Building Self-

confidence—
This groyp will use a

variety of expressive

therapy techniques as

well as mutual support

and sharing to help

participants understand

the roots of low self-

esteem, gain greater

acceptance of themselves,

and increase self-

confidence.

Tues, 3:45 - 5 p.m.

Letting Go and
Moving On—

This is a

psychoeducational support

group for people who are

in the process of ending

or have recently ended

an intimate relationship

Group sessions will focus

on understanding the

process of loss, dealing

with anger, learning to

take care of oneself, as

well as other topics

generated by the group

Tuesdays. 6 - 7:30 p.m.

Adult

Children of

Dysfunctional

Families—
This is a therapy group

for individuals who

would like to use group

interaction to help

understand how their

upbringing continues to

influence relationships in

the present. Issues such

as exploring/expressing

feelings, developing self-

esteem and breaking

dysfunctional patterns

are central.

Wednesdays, 3:30 -

S p.m.

Lesbian, Gay,

Bisexual

Support

Group—
Thursdays, 3:45 -

S p m

Long term

Therapy Group

for Older

Students and
UMass Staff—

This group provides an

opportunity to work

on problems which

interfere with personal

and academic life such

as lack of intimacy,

loneliness, low self-

esteem and concerns

of professional identity.

Thursdays, 3:30 - 5 pm.

Groups begin in early to mid-October. All groups require u pre-group interview.

Groups are open to students and to Kaiser members whose site is UHS. For information or to sign up

for an interview call 545-2337 or drop by 127 Hills North, M-F, 8-5.
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Somethings rotten at the DC

Mark

McGrath

Last week, while I was sitting in Franklin Dining

Common, eating cold cereal without milk tor the

umpteenth dinner in a row. I started thinking.

What is wrong with this system'.' Why am I paying good

money to eat this miserable food in this miserable emi

ronment? A whole box of the stuff that was in my bowl

goes for about four bucks at the supermarket, and here I

was, eating it for more than that per bowl. The more I

thought, the more fault I found with the

lyttem. Needless to say. I am now off of

the meal plan and I've never been happier

in my college career.

Motj of the time, DC criticism doesn't

work because the complaints are misdi-

rected, and rarely hit upon the problems

within the system. What I'm going to do

is present to you. in my estimation, the

problems with the Dining Services on

campus in a clear and concise argument

which will undoubtedly change the way

you look at the system. Instead of debat-

ing the nature of the chicken puck. I will hit at the heart

cit the matter. The folks over at Dining Services will have

to acknowledge that there are problems with the system,

and if they don't. I will suggest a cour>e of action that will

force them to take action.

The first and most obvious of the problems with the

food-rationing system as we know it is the quality of the

food. It doesn't take a food critic to let you in on the

secret that what is served in the DCs isn't exactly

gourmet, and sometimes it can more accurately be

described as repulsive.

The reasons for the poor quality of the food? There arc

many, the first of which is the fact that there is no compe-

tition when it comes to eating on this campus. If you are a

freshman or sophomore, you are are forced to pay a cer-

tain, rather hefty amount of money to eat, and you can eat

at the DC... or you can eat at the other DC. unless you go

to Pastabilities or Basics, which are DCs in disguise. Yes.

those are your options.

Because the system guarantees a certain customer base,

which amounts to about half of the campus, Dining

Services knows it's going to get its buck. If they are able

to scare away business with their horrid food, that's

money in their pocket. They cant lose. Also, because they

have their customer base predetermined by the monopo-

listic system, they seldom, if ever have to worry about

keep-ng that base happy. The next time you are standing

in the DC line, compare your situation to that of Soviet

peasants waiting for hours to get their rations, not having

a say in the form or quality of their food and being forced

to take it.

And then there are the meal plans. You have three

choices. 19. 14 and 10 meals per week. If you are on the

10 meal-plan, you cannot eat on weekends, regardless of

how many times you ate during the week. So if you only

have to pay lor seen meals you didn't cat and can't even

eat them on weekends. In order to scare students away

from the least c\pcn»i\e plan, thev lake away weekend

dining rights. Something's rotten in the slate of

Massachusetts, and I think it's coming from the DC.

By far. the worst pail of the system is that nobodv ttya

Or does anything about it. Because of the ridiculousness ol

the whole setup, students feel helpless, and I can't blame

them Even so, they must be reminded that

they are consumers, and can demand certain

siandauls no matter what the system would

like them to believe. Instead of eating the

take mashed potatoes, they ought to be

demanding real ones... alter all. they pay for

them.

When someone gets your money, you have

every right to demand satisfaction. You are

consumers, not a bunch of starving children

who would give anything for their next

morsel lo be seen and treated as adults and

to be respected as adults requires that you

act like adults in demanding that you be dealt with fairly,

especially when your money is at stake.

The first thing we need to offset this ridiculousness

is competition. Yes. even if that requires bringing

national corporations into the Campus Center, compe-

tition must be initiated. There are food courts at every

luro,e university I've ever visited (except for UMass,

that is). At most of them, students can use their meal

plans to buy a Big Mac or a Steak Burrito Supreme for

lunch.

Placing a food court in the Campus Center has been

discussed, but the University unions won't allow any

progress. They must teali/e that their services are sub-

par, and because their food is so bad. they would be put

out of business (and their jobs) in no time. To get rid ol

the rule that forces students on (he meal plan would

have similar results. This established, one might wonder

if the situation will ever change.

It can and it will, but for that to happen, student voic-

es must start to be heard. Back in the bO's, students at

this I niversity and all across the country weren't afraid

to protest institutions they saw as unfair. They were able

to bring about change by violent and non-violent means.

Today, students are too apathetic and complacent to

know whai they're missing out on.

The current structure of dining services and the meal

plans is a travesty of which everyone is aware, but

nobody is willing to attack. Instead of filling out DC
comment cards, skipping meals and joking about chick-

en pucks, you should be chanting, "one... two...

three... four — DC food is really poor." Instead of

overdosing on dry Cheerios. you should be organizing

protests that would make your parents proud. Only

when these sups ajt taken can the food machine be

halted.

go to the DC three times during a particular week, you Murk Mcdrath is a Collegian columnist

Why am I here?

Ann

Rubinstein

Wr hy am I here? I've been asking myself that

question a lot recently. I am a sophomore
English major. 1 pour $ 1 0,000 per year into

this school and am not even sure if I need lo be here.

In the past, it has been made quite clear to me that

without an education, I'll get nowhere in this world.

So what?

Where am I supposed to be going anyway? Is a

big house in a nice town with a good educational

system and not a bad commute to the city what I'm

working to obtain? Or is it an insanely high income

that 1 can pour into my penthouse on Fifth Avenue

and all my DKNY power suits that I am paying for

right now. Neither of these offers sounds too com-

pelling.

Maybe 1 just want the simple life. This summer. I

drove down to New Mexico with two

friends. We got a cheap apartment
where we slept on the floor and ate off

of plastic plates. I was a waitress at

Denny's. It was the best summer of my
life. I made enough money to pay for the

apartment and to drive around a lot of the southwest.

My job was not my life. I had all the time I needed

to hang out with my friends and have fun. I'm not say-

ing I want to sleep on the floor for the rest of my life,

but this is a much more appealing lifestyle to me then

entering corporate America.

On the way to New Mexico, we stopped in New
York. We took the train into the city at the morning

rush hour. Everyone on the commuter rail was wear-

ing a business suit and a frown. They were all

absorbed in their papers and didn't even stop to say hi

to the suit who sat down next to them.

When the shuttle stopped at the city. I was surprised

that I didn't get knocked onto the third rail by a brief-

case and die from electrocution, everyone was elbow-

ing their way along at full power-walk pace. Where

were they bustling to? To the office, to see all of the

same people they see every day, to do the same thing

they are going to do till they are 65. It was crazy. They

couldn't even take the time out from their day to turn

to the person next to them and say, "Hey did you catch

the Yankees game last night," or even, "I have that suit

in my closet at home."

The train was pretty crowded (I was glad I used

Dial), yet everyone seemed so isolated. I wanted to

reach out to the guy across from me and find out what

on Earth he did that would make him want to get up

this early, put on a suit in 80 degree weather, and

probably not get home for 12 more hours, il didn't

talk to him though, because he had already given me a

snide look when I tried to save on train fare by telling

the conductor that we got on at White Plains, which

we had not quite reached yet.)

I never want to be like that, traveling for an hour

each day with people I don't know (my best friend in

elemental] sL |kh.>1 I met on a school bus) to a job that

is probably not enjoyable.

Twix has this new commercial where this kid who
just got his license is driving along and is told to slow

down because he has 60 years of hard boring work
ahead. I Hipped out the first time I saw this. I'm 19.

Retirement age is about 65. There is nothing on this

Earth that I would enjoy doing for 46 years. So I guess

I'm back to the question of why I am going to college.

My idea til what I want to do with my life

changes daily, but I usually come back to the idea

thai I want to be a writer. It is said that what peo-

ple write best about are the things they experience.

So. would I be serving myself better If I were bum-
ming around Europe, or living with

some ethnic people or even if 1 were

in the Army?
Not that I am saying that college isn't

an experience. Obviously it is, and a

great one at that, but it is also a very

expensive one. I originally came to college with no real

thought of doing otherwise. What are you going to do

after high school? Why, I'm going to college of course!

It is not that I consider dropping out as an option, I

think college is a pretty essential part of my life, useful

or not.

What do I hope to accomplish at college? Last

year. I was on the novice crew team, which was

undoubtedly the best thing I could have done for

myself. I had fun and I met the greatest people

ever.

This year. I have much harder courses and unfortu-

nately I do not have the time, so I seem lo have decid-

ed that academics are my number one priority at col-

lege, which makes sense What comes second, though?

Building up my icsume so I can get into a good grad

school'' Nope... no plans of going there. Drinking and

smoking as much as possible? Nice sideline, but not a

goal. Meeting guys'' Not as goal either. I guess maybe

just doing as much as I can lo meet people and expand

my mind.

The other day I took the bus back from E ! oi.

The bus driver was a UMass grad who said she

now drove the bus and enjoyed it. and was consid-

ering going into trucking. I was shocked, but with

more thought I realized how great that was. She'd

had a good time at college, and then instead of

going and getting a job that was expected of her,

she turned •round and did something that she real-

ly enjoyed.

Maybe I'll do that. I coftld be a parking lot atten-

dant.

Ann Rubinstein is u I Mass student

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this pave are those oj the individual writers

and do not neeessarily represent tlte views oj the Collegian.

TheGulfWar,partII

Sam
McAfee

Once again, ihe United Slates takes center stage

as the guardian of democracy, I shining light in an

otherwise dark and chaotic world. Break out the

Hags and yellow ribbons; it's the Gulf War, pari II.

I i\e years ago, around this time, in the trough of I reces-

sion, that George Bush called upon Americans lo support out

troops as they restored democracy to Kuwait and disciplined

that tyrant, Saddam Hussein II did not seem to matter to the

mainstream press thai Kuwait was actually a monarchy prior

to the invasion, employing guest nOn- citizens to work lor the

royal family's petro-empirc under near slave like conditions

Nor was il important to note that I lussein's lyranny had Iven

of little importance through the 1980s when we were ship

ping him the arms with which to light Khomeini in Iran

(another favorite dictator who came to |x>wer

with US approval when the CIA helped over-

throw the Shah).

Of course the spin doctors ol foreign

policy knew that the public would never

support a military operation when painted

in this light. Instead, followed faithfully by the press, they

erased recent history from the American consciousness

and invented an enemy which could replace the USSR, at

least for the moment. After all. Lockheed had poured Ml

lions into the development of the stealth bomber, as had

Raytheon into the patriot missile. These private weapons

contractors could not hope to secure lucrative contracts

with the Defense Department without an adequate display

of their products.

Now it is an election year and Clinton is playing the same

tunc After Iraqi forces vainly attempted to down US plane-

patrolling the nu-fly zone, the president asserted thai be

would respond with disproportionate force, One wonders il

there is anything left to bomb from the alleinialh ol the last

war. A congressional study on that altermalh revealed that

two years after Desert Storm, much of the infrastructure

remained unrepaired and many cMHtVH were still without

adequate food or medicine. Even conset value estimates ol

the final death toll ol Iraqi civilians soar at around 100.000.

ITiat (otal. added to deaths sullered in hospitals left with out

power or supplies alter the storm, can reach 200,000. Alter

all that, we left I lussein in power so we could have another

round d target practice bi lew years

Other losers in this game wiil be the American tax pay-

ets as we pick up the tab ol a military operation to the

tune ol several billion dollars, further inflating our gratu

ItOUl deficit. There will be less money available for the

bead) disappearing social lervicea, including funds fa

public institutions like the University of Massachusetts.

We are neither justified nor financially secure enough to

engage in this abysmal waste ol reaoUfOOI.

But rest assured, the Clinton administration will let slip

the dogs of war. recounting the excuse thai the United

Slates cannot lUnd b) while I country terrorizes its

neighbor! m exterminate! its own people.

Ol course. U.S. policy dictates thai it regu

lurly engages in these practices in order to

secure the interests of big business. Let us

not forget how we have Healed our neigh-

bor Puerto Rico, which we "liberated''

from Spain with brute force, only lo use it as our own
colony, exploiting both its reaourcei and underpaid work

force for U.S. corporations. Our policy toward Haiti.

Grenada and the Dominican Republic has been quite sim

ilar Not should slip from our minds the near extermina-

tion ol out own native population in the Interest! of greed

and expansion.

\s the United Slates prepares to lake the next steps in

ecuring markets for the already powerful under the guise

ol liberation and at the expense of the weak, shall we

stand idly by and watch'.' We live in I system that perpetu-

ates us own inequalities through the ballol box when the

only parties are big business parties. Voting is a crucial

part of democracy but will have no effect under these con-

ditions As November approaches, the vote should be the

least of our worries. What we need to do is organize. But

we would rather sit back, stuff our face with junk and

change the channel. Hey. if we just ignore our problems,

they'll go away, right?

Sam \/i !/<'•' ii a ' Weil simian

Things that make me go "huh?"

C.F.

Gorospe

No one can argue thai we've

all, at one lime or another, had

great thoughts in out great

minds. Some thoughts are so great that

we can't help but say "huh"?
Sometimes, things are so baffling that I

sometimes find my neck jerking for-

ward, my eyes simultaneously bulging

out and I would just say "huh?" litis

could be a good thing... it means that

I'm alive because I'm thinking. The

topic of this article might not be an

issue for everyone, but I'm here to

make it one.

What is an issue anyway? I think I

have an idea about what it is Issues

concern people — peo-

ple like. us. Good
enough reason? Maybe.

Personalty, I think

we've tired-out the

word "issue." I refer to

the word "issue" simply as a thing that

makes me go "huh?" I've been told by

one of the Collegian editors that they

love reading about these things called

issues I guess it's sale to say that I'm

strictly going by the rules and I'm play-

ing my role. Unless you're one of those

big-time players out there, then you

need not be concerned. However,
being the great college students that we
all are. most of us don't lit this narrow

category. I sense that most ol us will be

tuning in. You're probably wondering

what I mean by "big-time players
'

I'm glad you're wondering.

Let me begin by writing about our

old time favorite. Marcus Camby. We
all remember him, don't we? Maybe

you don't know him. If you don't

know who he is, 1 suggest you tecon

aider why you're going to college. Lor

those who have forgotten who
Marcus Camby is, let me remind you.

He's a UMass alumnus. Bui wait!

Can we refer lo him as a UMass
alumnus when he didn't graduaie'' I

don't think so I guess he's more like

a college drop out from UMass, lo

simplify things, he used lo go here.

He played excellent ball — basket

ball. He helped bring the Minutemen

to the Final lour last season Thank

you Mr. Camby. It you go lo the

Hampshire Mall, you're bound to see

Ins )KXmg fans who pride themselves

OH their #2\ jctsevs

However you categorize him. it

doesn't matter now — wrong! He no

longer goes lo this school and he's mak-

ing $2 million in his Rrst Haaon as i

rookie for the Toronto Raptors.

Imagine how much loot he'll be reaping

in a lew years from
now There'i no doubt

thai be hopes to make
as much money as the

new I os Angeles Inkers

$28 million man.
Shaquille O'Neal, who claimed that he

didn't leave the Orlando Magic for the

money. Or maybe Camby aims to make

as much as Michel |ordan. who
attempted to leave the Chicago Bulls il

he didn't get the $25 million deal he-

wanted, lordan's still whining allet

making over $70 million from endorse-

ments — grow up!

I'm sure about one thing. Camby
can't make millions the way Bill

Gates does - but they can both easily

make $10,000 a day. It's sater to M)
lhal Gates can easily make (his much,

being the richest man in the world

If I were to write out the amount

of money thai thee* bi>' nine phtyen

make, I would be writing a lot ol

zeros I'm very fortunate to know the

word million(s). This makes a doc

tor's salary seem like nothing, after

toiling through medical a hool for so

many ycats. But doctor! lhouldn'1

become doctor! loi the money any-

way. Right'.' So I guess this doesn't

realh count.

I have a bright idea, let's all illegal-

ly accept gills from our basketball

agent! (foi those of us who have

them I. Then, let's all drop out of

school and make millions. Let's for-

get about the school's reputation.

Let's forget about how our actions

can affect the rest of the UMass com-

munity's reputations. Let's forget

about our young fans' future. They

can do the same thing. Be like

Camby. Thank you #21! What did

you learn aliet three years of college.

pure entertainment? "Huh?"
I guess you can do lhal. Wrong! I

ihink you should have stayed in school

for al least another year — not only to

lead our team to Ihe Final Four again,

but to leem to think. Too bad you're

not here to read this. Thanks to those

who support vou too. Thank you for

thinking. Good luck to those who are

about to follow your path. Not! 1 have

one request to make to those of you

who are attempting to embark on the

notorious Camby Road... Please

THINK! Think Real Hard'

Here'l the biggest part that just

makes me go "huh"? Weren't the other

big guys down in Washington D.C.

making a big deal about welfare reform?

Weren't they so concerned that the wel-

late icvipienls were receiving an ample

amount ol money doing nothing? Oh. I

didn't know lhal these wellare recipients

are making millions with which they go

out and buy their big boats. Better yet, I

didn't know that these welfare recipients

were so loaded they could go out and

play ball all day long.

What about Governor Weld, who
is always trying to cut our education

money? What are these big time-

players thinking? Or are they think-

ing? Maybe we're all looking too

hard yeah tight, il this was only

the case!

( / (mnispi is at Mass student

Need Advice?

Send your dilemmas to the Editorial/opinion desk down at the Collegian and see our suggestions

printed on the page in the near future.

Arts & Living
Minnesota feels very sick
Kecmu Reeves shows lack of breadth once again

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

FEEUNG MINNESOTA
Directed by Steven Baigelman

with Keanu Reeves, Vincent D'Onofrio and
Cameron Diaz

Playing at Mt Farms Four Theater

How can the great stale of Minnesota be

so generous one minute and so sour the

next? This is the question we are left with

after Steven Baigelman's leeling
Minnesota . Following up the Coen
Brothers largo as the second film this year

set in a slate whose claim lo fame is that

it's really, really cold there, leeling
Minnesota takes place in a more temper-

ate season. Leaving behind the coldness of

the black family values of Fargo, we are

confronted with something boring and
gray.

The film opens with Ijacks (Keanu
Reeves) going home lo attend the wedding
of his brother Sam (Vincent D'Onofrio,

who was once so amazing as the loony pri-

vate in Full Metal jacket) to Freddie
(Cameron Diaz). The catch is thai Freddie

is being lorced to marry Sam and wear

"SLUT" tallooed upon her upper arm
because of some misunderstanding with

the local arcade operator (Delroy Lindo).

The characters walk the fine line between

petty criminals and stereotypical white

trash.

This should have been an amusing film,

Ijacks and Freddie running from Sam on a

road trip ending with Freddie's fantasies

of becoming a Vegas showgirl, but the

story never wants to leave their home-
town. Along the course of this road-trip

lhal isn't, a barrage of forcibly wacky
cameos and minor roles are played by

Tuesday Weld, Courtney Love and Dan
Ackroyd.

What makes the film unbearable at times

is the quirkincss that Baigelman wants so

desperately to inflict upon us with these

cameos and bizarre carloony violence.

Before long we are supposed to realize that

Ijacks and Sam have never really grown up,

and now ihey are adults bickering over

Freddie. We never seem to care for any of

these characters, it just plays like Dumb
and Dumber for a True Romance audience.

Keanu Reeves and Cameron Diaz get dragged down in silliness.

COUHTISTIINt UNI PK'TUMi

Franken attacked

in moronic book
By Teresa McCarthy
Collegian Correspondent

IP. MAUKO
Al Franken Is A Buck-Toothed Moron And Other

Observations

Payback Publishing

From its parody-laced title you might guess ihe topic

of this soon-to-be-bestseller. It must be a conservative

retaliation against Al Franken's semi-recent book, Rush

Limbuugh Is A Hig Fat Idiot And Other Observations'.

The anger in this relatively short and relatively repetitive

book (an approximate two hour distraction) is directed at

Franken, who you probably know as the character Stuart

Smalley from "Saturday Night Live," and his Democratic-

Party connections. |.P. Mauro tries to rip him apart, seem-

ing much like a rabid dog that has lost its mauling capacity.

Instead of inducing outrageous laughter on every page,

which was so obviously his pretentious aim, Mauro weak-

ly manages to stir some intermittent giggling. Despite his

sweeping Republican generalizations (he and Limbaugh

must be thicker than highly pressured blood) and ridicu-

lous patriotism, he is a critic of contemporary American

society and therefore has a voice you might want to hear.

His primary platform is ihe hypocrisy he sees within

the Democratic party — its self-righteous leaders and

celebrity adherents. With the help of cartoons, this book

created a vivid picture of just how intimate Hillary and

Bill Clinton are with influential corporate people such as,

my friend and yours, Ted Turner. What a surprise!

This humor must be dLssected from the rest of his writing, which

is purely cruel and ignorant— tired Barney Frank continents and

derisive vegan remarks are just the beginning. Never have such glar-

ing fallacies of logic reflected off the pages of a hardcover. Mauro's

reversal of cause and effect relationships are insidious. There are

about three references in which drugs — he chooses crack — are

blamed as the cause of crime and violence in New York.

As the book progresses, one becomes increasingly suspi-

cious of the author's motives. His relentless scorn for Franken

as a comedian just does not make etnas. My conclusion is that

Mauro found Franken very laughable as Stuart Smalley, a char-

acter created by Franken to satirize 12-step programs, etc. In

the book, Mauro completely denounces him and then proceeds

to denounce 12-attp programs himself. . . and less eloquently!

This is what I consider to be the tragic downfall of the

book. There is absolutely no purpose to it. Al Franken

was unfortunately in the right place at the right lime. It

obviously would have been directed at anyone to call

Rush Limbaugh big, fat, or idiotic. For Mauro's sake, it is

good that the adjectives chosen were so mild. His

response has been so long-winded and inflammatory that

I'm afraid he would have had a stroke if Rush had been

identified as the (your favorite insult here) he is. Then

this book wouldn't exist. Would the Presidential election

still go on??? C

JUST DO IT
OPENRush: Sept. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13

Formal Rush: Sept. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20

8:00 P.M. 418 N. Pleasant Street
Please Contact Eric Spitz (Rush Chairman)

549-0676

^

FAR EAST MID EAST
Asian noodle soups, Arabian delights

salads & stir-fries salads & sandwiches

63 Main St. 31 Boltwood Walk
253-9200 253-9299

OCMP Delivery Express

"'JBaloLiHaUSe

E^FILM&
,i. . ROCK^

...... l""'

POSTER--
SALE^

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT...

S H AB
Gain Experience in

Administrative Aspects

of Health Care

Sponsor Health

Promotion Events

Gome join the

Student Health

Advisory Board

Informational meeting:

Wed. September 18, 5:30 -6:30pm

University Health Services Rm. 304

For more info call Tamara at the Health Education Office 577-5181

^—-^ SINCE l<)84 _

a CazuelaRESTAURANT
The Cuisines of MEXICO tnl the AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

Since 1 984 La Cazuela has been winning acclaim and awards

for its hand made cooking and outstanding design. We pre-

pare food that is representative of fine dining in the many re-

gions of Mexico and the American Southwest. Our menu
changes seasonally to take advantage of the freshest available

foods and to reflect the cultural traditions of the food we serve.

We offer an extraordinary tequila list, superb margaritas, a taste

ful wine selection and the warm hospitality that reflects a west-

ern heritage. Please join us.

UVE RIGHT
WELL

( (H)kWITM
CHILES!

Dinner Every Night

Downtown Northampton

Across From The Parking Garage

Cowboy Junkies return

for rare club appearance

By Bradley Skaught

Collegian Stan

Cowboy Junkies take their mellow sounds to the intimate Iron

Music Hall on Wednesday niaht.

Michael Timmins' guitar playing

back into focus— stripping away

the more carefully layered

arrangements of the few previous

albums. This stripped down
approach promises to translate

beautifully live— the rough edges

and grit intact. It is well known,

however, that no matter how
graceful or lyrical the guitar play-

ing, and no matter how soulful

and nuid the rhythm section, it is

Margu Timmins' voice that will

steal the show. Rarely rising above

a whisper, but as nuanced and

powerful as any lung busting diva,

Timmins brings life and passion to

the poetic tales of heartache and

survival. It is a voice as sweet and

lyrical as it is sad and weathered.

Cowboy lunkies fans and roots

rock aficionados will be breathless

at the Iron Horse on
Wednesday - a rare flawless com-

bination of artist and venue. Bring

some kleenex and put your heart

on your slees c

Cowboy lunkies perform at the

Iron Horse Music Hall

Wednesday night at 7 p.m. and

10 p.m. Call the club at 584-

66/0 for more information.

Seems like everyone's jumping

on the roots rock bandwagon these

days. Even SubPop has a country

band. All this is old hat for Cowboy
lunkies fans, however, who have

been basking in the glory of the

lunkies hushed country stylings

since I988's Trinity Sessions. It is a

glorious stroke of luck, then, that

the lunkies will be appearing Sept.

18th at the Iron Horse in

Northampton — perhaps the most

intimate venue in New England.

Intimacy is the catch phrase

when dealing with the lunkies.

Eew songwriters can get as

"inside" as Michael Timmins, and

few voices can shine as beautifully

as Margo Timmins'. They are a

brilliant alter hours band— a best

friend at two in the morning. The

tiny Iron Horse stage, and the

wonderful Iron Horse sound, will

allow the lunkies lo display their

mastery of the subtle a mastery

well displayed on their latest

album Lay it Down.

Lay it Down is a smokey.

stripped down album. It brings

!! AEROBICS !!

HEX
FITNESS CENTER
AMHERST M A

!! AEROBICS !!

389 North Pleasant St.

Tuesday Sept. 17, 7p.m.

Wednesday Sept. 18, 7p.m.

Questions call Brad at 548-9582
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Red Sox' Vaughn is the Man;
Butler has bad luck bunting

Have you ever heard the saying: "If it weren't for bad

luck, I wouldn't have any." .

Well, the Dodgers' Breti Butler should have that tat-

tooed on his forehead. Mere days after he battled his

way back on to the diamond after a bout with throat

cancer, Butler had his hand broken while attempting to

bunt.

Broke his hand bunting. Probably the only guy in

major league history that is known for his bunting ability

as much, if not more, than anything else he has done is

out for at least three weeks for doing wrong the thing he

does best.

The Dodgers
may have worse

luck. Butlers'

presence alone

seemed to cata-

pult LA into first

place in the

national League
West, but with-

out their spark-

plug and emo-
tional leader lets

see what hap-

pens.

• Mo Vaughn is the Man.

Not for his .300+ batting average, his 40+ homers or

his 125+ ribbies (although numbers like that can't

hurt). No. Mo's stature should not be measured by his

performances inside the lines, rather he should be laud-

ed for what he does outside Fenway.

Mo has become a hero to inner-city youths all across

New England. From his hometown of Norwalk. CT to

his adopted city of Boston, kids everywhere wear #42

jerseys and "Hit Dog" t-shirts, but not just because he

can hit a baseball 3.000 feet.

People admire and idolize Vaughn because he is a

great man. He didn't grow up with the advantages he

has now. but unlike a lot of super-rich superstars, he

remembers where he came from and how hard he

worked to get where he is today.

He realizes how hard it is to grow up these days. He
knows how much kids struggle with everyday issues

that our parents didn't even know about when they

were kids. So, any chance Mo gets, even if he doesn't

have the time, he gives back to the community.

Whether it's buying a couple hundred tickets to a

baseball game, or taking some kids out on the town or

just his measley $100,000 annual donation to the Boy's

and Girl's Club of Boston, Mo contributes to more
than just the Red Sox playoff hopes.

Mo Vaughn is the Man.
• Brain Busters: I . Who was the last Red Sox player

to hit 40 home runs in a single season? 2. Which major

league team holds the record for all-time World Series

winning percentage (five or more appearances)?

Answers later in this column.
• Mark McGwire has become the 12th player in

major league history to hit 50 home runs in a season.

An impressive accomplishment, but it seems with

the evolution of the power hitter that 50 may eventual-

ly be a rather average total for home run champs in the

future.

I mean Andres Galarraga has had seasons where

he's had single-digit home run totals and he leads the

NL in taters this season. Like I said last week: Vinny

C axilla |ason Giambi.

The Baltimore Orioles have eight guys who have hit

20 or more this season, not to mention the pick-up of

Todd Zcile and Pete Incaviglia.

So, to the point. The home runs are great, they're

exciting for baseball fans, and they glorify the games

superstars. But, home runs are like three-pointers in

ihe NBA. They pushed the line in. and now there are

more three-point shooters in the league than there are

empties in the campus pond.

Home run hitters are a dime a dozen nowadays as

well. The new stadiums are being built specifically to

cater to today's "power hitter."

Anyway, congratulations to one of the original Bash

Brothers for officially immortalizing himself in the

annals of baseball lore as one of the game's great

power hitters, at least for now.
• Brain Buster Answers: 1. Tony Armas. 43 (1984)

2. Pittsburgh Pirates. .714 (5-2).

• Okay. I'll say it: the Red Sox are out of the playoff

picture. Fine. Are you happy ya' damn Yankee fans. My
summer's over. I have to actually study now.

The Sox put forth a valiant second-half effort, some-

thing that cannot be credited to just the power of Mo
Vaughn, nor the pitching of Roger Clemens. The
Boston resurrection came about thanks to savvy front

office moves, clutch performances and, yes, good
coaching.

General Manager Dan Duquette brought in Jeff Frye

and Darren Bragg, two average players that have done

nothing but produce for the Sox. Troy O'Leary has

quietly put up tremendous RBI numbers while getting

no attention or respect from the fans and media.

Reggie Jefferson has shown the league that he really is

a terrific left-handed stick.

Even if Aaron Sele has refused to live up to his

potential the pitching has been better since the All-Star

break. Tom Gordon continues to be average while hav-

ing incredible stuff. Tim Wakefield has done all a

knuckle-bailer can do and Heathcliff Slocumb has

actually been better than decent in the second half.

The Red Sox are a good baseball team, and they

proved that they deserve that label and will be able to

build on this season in the near future. Look out.

Fred Hurlbrink, )r. is a Collegian columnist.
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By Molcolm Johnson
Associated Pre**

Michigan State's football program will be on probation

until the end of the 1999 season.

The NCAA said Monday it concluded the school violat-

ed rules on recruiting, benefits, academic eligibility, ethi-

cal conduct and institutional control.

The sanctions apparently will not cost the university the

right to appear in future bowl games since the NCAA's
report did not mention such a penalty. It also does not

prohibit the team from playing in televised games.

In addition to four years of probation, which began

Dec. 1, 1995, the NCAA reduced by seven the number of

initial financial aid awards Michigan State can make to

football players during the 1997-98 academic year. And it

cut by one ihe number of coaches who can recruit off

campus during December 1996 and January 1997. The
sanctions came in addition to penalties the school

imposed on itself after investigations by Michigan State

and the NCAA turned up the violations.

Michigan State placed its football program on proba-

tion for two years, starling Dec. 1. 1995, fired its athletics

student advisor and reassigned others connected to the

program during the time the violations occurred.

After the university fired Greg Croxton. the former ath-

letics student advisor. Croxton said the school was mak-

ing him a scapegoat.

But the NCAA now will require that Michigan State

continue to develop a comprehensive athletics compliance

education program. The university must make annual

reports to the NCAA on the program during the four

years it is on probation.

"In determining appropriate penalties, the committee

considered Michigan State's corrective action." the NCAA

report said. "If the athletics student advisor had still been

employed in athletics at the institution, the university

could have been subject to additional penalties had it

failed to take appropriate disciplinary action against him."

The NCAA report warned Croxton that if he tries to get

a job in the athletic department of another NCAA school

before |uly I. 1998, the university could be asked to show

why he should be allowed to take the position.

In self-imposed penalties that the NCAA adopted as its

own. the university forfeited five wins from the 1994 sea

son; reduced its number of initial scholarships for 1996-

97 from 25 to 23; and reduced its total football scholar-

ships during the current year from 85 to 79.

It also has already cut by one the number ol football

coaches permitted to recruit off campus and cut the num-

ber of official visits by potential football players from 56

to 48 for the 1995% school year.

The investigations- began in October 1994, and cen-

tered around alleged academic fraud. They also focused

on charges of improper benefits received by Michigan

State athletes from people who were not tied directly to

the university, but represented its interests. The investiga-

tions were prompted by former player Roosevelt Wagner's

charges against the football program under former coach

George Perles.

Paul Molitor, 21st player to break 3000 hit mark

By Doug Tucker

Associated Pre**

KANSAS CITY. Mo. — Paul Molitor got his 3,000th

career hit Monday night, becoming the 21st major leaguer

to reach the mark and the first to do it with a triple.

Molitor's historic hit came exactly three years to the day

that Dave Winfield got No. 3.000. Like Molitor. Winfield

was born in St. Paul, Minn., and was playing for the

hometown Minnesota Twins when he made it to the mile-

stone.

Molitor singled in the first inning for No. 2,999 and died

out in the third.

With one out in the fifth, Molitor hit an opposite-field fly

ball to the alley off Kansas City rookie lose Rosado.

Center fielder Rod Myers and right fielder |on Nunnally

both tried to run it down but slowed up as they came
together, and the ball dropped just behind them.

Molitor, 40, reached the plateau with his major league-

leading 21 1th hit of the season, and the 105th triple of a

career that started in 1978 with Milwaukee. He signed

last December with the Twins.

Molitor's teammates ran onto the field to congratulate

him after the hit. as did Twins manager Tom Kelly, who
rarely leaves the dugout to join celebrations.

Two other members of the 3.000-hit club, Robin Yount,

who played more than a decade with Molitor in

Milwaukee, and former Royals star George Brett watched

from an upstairs box at Kauffman Stadium. Also on hand

was American League president Gene Budig.

The crowd in Kansas City gave Molitor a standing ova-

tion when he came to plate, and another ovation after the

hit.

In his next at-bat in the seventh, Molitor singled for hit

No. 3.001. He hit a sacrifice fly in the ninth in the Twins'

6-5 loss. Molitor raised his average to .343 with his

3,000th hit. The Twins designated hitter is on his way to

his 1 1th .300 season, and sixth in seven years.

The seven-time All-Star and MVP of the 1993 World

Series with Toronto admitted before the game he was

more relaxed than he had been the day befoe while trying

to get the historic hit at home. "The thing about yesterday

was it was not relaxing," Molitor, who got a standing ova-

tion from the sparse Kauffman Stadium crowd each time

he came to the plate, said before the game.

"Now, to be away from trying to do it on one given day

in Minnesota, naturally. I think I'll be a little more relaxed

tonight." he said.

Molitor, who is also the first man to reach the rare

plateau in a season in which he got more than 200 hits,

had made up his mind to enjoy the chase.

"It's fun," he said. "The response and the letters and the

calls that I've gotten, and the crowd yesterday - how could

you not enjoy something like this?
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ANNOUNCEMENTS I EMPLOYMENT
Play Wwn'1 Rnnkyt Fun and chal

lengng Daily 4 6pm Call Mel O 256

5470

CHINESE FOOD KAI CHI delivering

Sunday Thursday lo 2 am Friday and

Saturday to 3 am

APARTMENT FOR RENT

3 Btdroem eeartmcM in Puthon For

into call 54*5941

AUTO FOR SALE

90 Gea Prism Eicelleni condition

$3600780 584 8302 AettorMun

HIS Subaru Gl Hatckaack 114*

mles Good condition 4W Drive $1600

BestO Call 586-3497

GREAT CAR
IMS Olsimabila Catlass Suareaie

Good running condition Best otter Call

545-3007 W634-5732
*

MAZDA W 323 HATCHBACK. 79.000

mi very good condition, sunroof, tune-up

wort pit done. 17900 080. Call 549

7286

1X3 MfcDetuO tor sale New ores,

rotors, wheels Panasonic Stereo System.

J750 Call 253-7258

Tatar Wealed For Biochem 420

Background in Organic Chemistry also

Call 549-1987

Survey Persenael Needed for PVTA

Radership Survey- In order to improve bus

service, the Fudership of all bus routes in

the Amherst area will be surveyed during

ihe week of October 20 through October

26 Each bus route will be surveyed sev

eral limes throughout the week
Surveyors will be paid $7 00 to S8 00 an

hour to distribute survey forms, answer

questions and collect survey forms All

shifts are available For more information

please call 413 781-6045 Pioneer Valley

Planning Commission. 26 Central Street.

West Springfield. MA 01089 An E0E/AA

Employer

ENTERTAINMENT

Zeppelial Pearl Jam 1 Creedence!

NYC Band does it all for your ne«t party'

Covers iams. Kick Ass ongmais 1 Call my

Secret Saliva 212-463 6683
Imp //www esfumo com/-mss/

17 Fard Hauler New engine, great

shape Call Amy 253-1986

77 Dadea Van Automatic May inspec

oon sucker. Runs Great $600 756 1300

EMPLOYMENT

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals Plus Free Delivery 253

9742

Available aewl 2BDR lownhouse on

bus line 1630/month Squire Village

665-2203

FOR SALE

•n. but don't have

time for a steady |Ob' Sign up lo work

Family Oay. Saturday. September 28

Applications can be picked up at the

Alumni Relations Office in Memorial Hall

For more info contact Jenr, Bennett at

545-2317

Spring Break" farn C i%m Highest

Commissions 1 lowest Prices' Travel free

on only 13 sate* 1 Free Into' Sunsplashl

800-426-77)0

Craisa Ships Hiring Earn up to

O0.00f>Anon» World Travel Seasonal

and Full Time positions No exp neces-

sary For mto call 1 206 971 3550 En

C50015

National Parts Hiring- Positions are

now available at National Parks. Forest.

and Wildlife Preserves Excellent benefits

and bonuses' Cat) 1 206 971 3620 Ext

N50016

Tragical Resent Hiring- Students

needed' Entry level and career positions

available worldwide Call Retort

Envjtoyment Services 2*9713600 Ext

850012

ATTENTION Ail STUDENTS! Over tB

Billion in public and private sector

Grams and scholarsrups are now avail

able All students are eligible let us

help For more into call 1 800 2634495

In 150014

Inur—mml Uwple yrnaai Earn up to

S25 S45/hour teaching basic converse

tionel english in Japan, Taiwan or S

Korea No teaching background or Asian

Languages required For into call 206

971 3570 Ext J50015

Anerweat Skiers end Baerdert I ••try

level positions into the ski industry with

skiing benefits Make up to

JlOOO/monti Part l*ne antxjvaiw mr>

vidual] please ce» Ski Card Intemeoonel

1 800333 7SKI

Dave Matthews Tickets for sate 10/6

Call 5*9-4738

Fridge w/Freeier 4ft tall, mini Call

KeHy54»O3?0a0orB0
PINBALL MACHINE. Reconditioned

SVOOOOO (41 3)253-5363

Futon. Denote. Frame and Custom Cover

S200 00 080 548-9728

Steree Systems and components,

used/reconditioned Large selection, horv

est advice, warranty, great prices We
buy audra. video. DJ, musical equipment

Stereo and Video Exchange at Jackson's

Flea Market. Mountain Farms Mall.

Hadley Open Sundays only, 9 5 Other

days call Amherst 2564)941

SALE Dorm fridge $125" Word Processor

$100 Call 5«i> 1576

Watefkett Oak. Queen. Drawers S225

5496412

I have 4 Dave Matthews Ti> Oct 4

MSG Need .u sell Call Karen 5495079

WasMmm XB400 Bass Atiive Pick Ups

w/case $750 587 0472

Netonnek Cemgeter 8 mrj Ram 120 HO

Both expandable Microsoft/Office with

case $700 756-1300

DAKOTA Beautiful

Husty/Shepherd/fletnever mi. 7 years of

age. outdoor dog. needs lots of exercise

well behaved, voice trained, fantastic per

sonality playtul. sweet, good netured

great in strange environment Loves

swimming, tnsbee. other dogs, outstand

ng around smeH children $150 nag- only

to good homeowner Leaving tie courv

tiy_CalHere O 756 67W
Fatan Double with frame and cover $150

80 Waterbed Queen Semi wavelets

with headboard $150 B0 253 5350

FOUND

Pair el prescription eyeglasses
Outtade GRC on 9/10 Call UMASS Pohce

to clean

INSTRUCTION
Jan Piaae Teacher Beginners to

advanced students Call Steven Page

7533354

WWW SUCESS ORG Free business

education from American Institute

Entrepreneurship and Real Estate

Investment Courses Retire rich in ten

yean

Boxing Laneai w/D|ata Bumpus Call

(or brochure 732 8817

Sunglasses: Prescription. Oakley w/

case Call 5493950

MUSICIANS

Drummer Needed For dark pop/rock

band Call Phil 5495836

MISCELLANEOUS

VISA/MASTERCARD GUARANTEED
Bad credit No credit No problem Call

1800-354 1590 l24hoursl

PERSONALS

«? Need Help' Call Birthright of

Amherst area tor free testing and caring

assistance 549-1906

ROOM FOR RENT

Northampton Roemoto needed "

great downtown two bedroom apt Own
bedroom/bathroom, shared living room

and kitchen Seeking responsible male or

female Call 5809284

WORTH THE RIDE
2 BDR Apt in Sunderland HW floors.

wash/dry. porch, garage

315* BEAUTIFUL SETTING' DUET' 665

4394

SERVICES

COMPUTER PROBLEMS? Need an

upgrade 7 In house service, call Scream

Savers 5490083

TRAVEL

Spring Break 17 Sell tnps. eam cash

and go free STS is hiring Campus
Reps/Group Organizers to promote trips to

Cancun. Jamaica, and Florida Call 1 400
648 4849 for information on loinmg

America's #1 Student Tour Operator

TRANSPORTATION

Da «M cenannte? I need a ride from

Pirtsfield Willing to share gas uipeneaa

Call 413 442 7186

ARIES
March 21-April 20

If you're feeling stressed and

overwhelmed, treat yourself lo a mlnl-

vacauon. A weekend getaway or

mtdweek excursion could be Just the

ticket. An old friend could be feeling

neglected—are you caught up on your

correspondence?

TAURUS
April 21 -May 21

Resist the temptation to procrastinate

this week, especially where a promise

to a sweetheart Is concerned. Your

trustworthiness could be at slake. An

unusual adventure could entail some

risk. Make sure you plan ahead before

agreeing lo participate.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

A rtgld person wants to make you

adhere to every detail. Before you

start to look for ways lo get around

the rules, try opening the floor lea-

honest discussion. There may be an

Important goal behind Ihe regulations

that you're missing

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Help with a sticky situation comes

from a distant source. Focus on

raising funds for a pet project. You're

unusually persuasive this week, so

put yourself lo work with a vengeance

This weekend, treat your mate to an

unexpected luxury.

LEO
July 23-August 23

Confusion reigns this week, but you're

more than equal lo the challenge. The

cooler head will prevail In a heated

conflict, so keep your wits about you.

Treat yourself to a group outing for

some real and relaxation. It could add

a new dimension to your social life.

VIRGO
August 24- September 22

If a close relationship seems tense

right now. see If you can Improve Ihe

communication factor. If you're not

both operating on the same wave

length, you're doomed from the start.

An old friend has a suggestion that

could change your life

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Although you may feel as (hough

chaos Is ruling your life, stick It out a

little longer. A slight change In plans

could help several things tall Into

place, so don't be afraid lo stick your

neck out. Ask plenty of questions of

someone who knows you Intimately

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

You'U go further this week If you can

anticipate what's expected of you

Instead of having It spelled ouL

CulUvate your Intuition. If you're

having trouble understanding

something of a technical nature,

consult an expert.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

What you say and what you mean

could differ wildly this week, so

consider your words carefully. A hated

household task could become much
easier if you take advantage of all the

tools at your disposal. Don't be afraid

to ask for help.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Invest In something for yourself this

week. Whether It's a toy or a handy

timesaver. you'll be glad you did It.

A hard working person may need a

break from their routine. Offer them

something fun to do; you could see an

entirely new side to their personality.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

An argument over money has Its roots

In some other Issues. Get to the

bottom of the problem, or It will only

recur. A new opportunity la coming

your way. so be prepared! A voice

from the past calls to offer advice.

Take It with a grain of salt

PISCES
February 19-Marcb 20

Don't allow yourself to be persuaded

away from your convictions. Stick to

your guns, but don't be surprised If

you meet with resistance. If you're

determined to prove a point, try

building a case that's based on facts

and numbers.

CROSSWORD

For Entertainment Purposes Only

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

25.

28

31.

34.

36

37.

38

40

42.

44.

45.

48

51.

52

Dnnk deeply

Handle

Wan
Wlggily, for one

Mtdianrte king

Passage tor smoke

Style of expression

• True What They

Say About Dixie?"

(2 words)

Recount

Brouhaha

Accounts receivable.

lor one

Hit the hammock
Male sheep

Emulated Betsy

Ross

Goof up

Hong

Olympic |udge

Daisy Yokum

Johnson of

•Laugh-In-

Shaking in one's

boots

lacto

Laughing sound

Like Fox's -Roc"

Meager quantity

Sought reparations

Last letter

Word after freeze,

often

64

68.

70.

71.

72.

73.

74.

75.

78.

77.

Writer Gardner

Shade provider

Edition

Sweater size (abbr
,)

Kind of room

Carved piece of

jewelry

Creep

Four-cycle gas

engine inventor

Muddled

Actress Dern

Aids for actors

Social events

Ria

Jests

Mademoiselle's

pronoun

Turns white

DOWN
1. Resign

2. Take down
3. Corrosive liquid

4. It's kept unoer the

rug

5. Girlish (abbr.)

6. Kross of rap

7. Famed Scottish loch

8. Acting awards

9. Horsehtde hitters

10. Rudder locale

11. Trim down
12. Story-telling dance

13. Complaint from Fido

" t vieta"

rFedora" aria

New Zealand vine

Fern, soldier

List shortener

Give torth

transit

Exclusive

32. Utmost degree

33. Graylags

35. Make very merry

39. Consider

Cornelia Skinner

Continental continent

(abbr.)

arts

Teach

Roper or Lincoln

50. Letter on a Tigers

uniform

Art stand

Fleet Street's favorite

newsmaker
• Around the

Clock-

Toiletry case

Repast

Leisure

Amounting lo zero

Saskatchewan tribe

Berets

Wartime agcy.

gloss

41.

43.

48.

47.

49.

56.

58.

59.

60.

62

63.

65.

66.

67.

69.

71.

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winkle
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Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Always Wanted One ef These By A. Morse & S. Dumas
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Dllbert By Scott Adams
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University By Frank Cho

UjHEN THE YEAR 2O00
COrALS, YOUR. COMPUTERS

U)UL THINK, IT'S THE

YEAR "00" AND CAUSE

AAATOR PROBLEM

{

c

THE DOGBERT CONSULTING

COMPANY CAN FIX THE

PROBLEIA FOR ONLY
TEN rAILLION DOLLARS.

OUR LOORK IS GUARANTEED
FOR ONE FULL YEAR

,

STARTING TODAY.

QA)T C0HY WOULD I CARE?
THE YEAR "00" IS BEFORE

00RNI'M

AMAZING . Y0UD
ACTUALLY HAVE TO

BE SfAARTtR TO

DO SOMETHING
STUPID

e IMbMn StnlrjM .
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Set it
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom Generation X By Chris Lehman Clese te Home By John McPherson

Everytime I see teenagers

or young people marching in a

parade, I cry.

All the other spectators

are cheering or smiling or

clapping.

It's not so bad for me. In a

life filled with uncertainty, I have

a small pocket of consistency I

can count on.

It could be worse, I could

break out into irresistible

laughter at funerals.

heyTTmeak You're

TAKING oft Jb Go

TooR MERicA.

YES.MVftftsrSTor
15 A southern
pjVWWioN.cMf
Id JOIN rAE\ n

WHAT DOES |J MEAN
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8 Years In Bracos By Eric Peterson
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'Wooo! Thank heavens! I was starting to

think you'd forgotten about me!"

8 Years in Bracos Bv Eric Peterson
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Quote of the Day

4.
I have definitional

problems with the

word Violence/ I don't

know what the word

'violence' means.

^-William Colby,

CIA director

Yesterday's Crossword Answers

Today's D.C. Menu
CM 3*3-3*3* for i

Franklin
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LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Kielbasa Grinder

Chicken Burrito

DINNER
Fried Shrimp
Chicken Breast

Eggplant Parmigiana

Grilled Ham & Cheese

Hampden
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Chicken

Sandwich
Chicken Burrito

DINNER
Quarter Pound Burger

Chicken Breast with

Rice Stuffing

Worcester

LUNCH
Chicken Burrito

Ziti with

Tomato Sauce

Bean Burrito

DINNER
Quarter Pound Burger

Garden Vegan Burger

Pastabilities

Manicotti in Sauce

Berkshire

LUNCH
Chicken Burrito

Ziti with

Tomato Sauce

Bean Burrito

DINNER
Quarter Pound Burger

Hot fk Spicy Wings
Garden Vegan Burger

Pastabilities / Manicotti
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Sports
The Massachusetts

UMass men's soccer remains unbeaten,

Butler again leads offensive attack, while goal keeper Tim Pearson posts another

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts 1

Maine

The shutouis continue.

With three regular season games under its belt, the Massachusetts men's

MCCtf team (3-0) has posted its third straight shutout victory. The most recent

Minuteman romp came last Saturda> in Orono. Maine where UMass blanked

the Black Bears 1-0.

In the No. 18 Minutemen's shutout against Maine (2-2). junior forward

Mike Butler again led

the UMass scoring

march, firing in an

unassisted goal at

51:18.

"Butler's goal was

an outstanding shot from about 30 yards out that rocketed into the upper cor-

ner, " said I Mass coach Sam Koch. "I don't think anybody could have gotten

it."

While the Springfield native was the only Minuteman to light up the score-

board. Koch felt his squad played well as a team.

"It was a solid team effort from everybody." Koch said.

However. Koch gives much of the credit in the win to his defense, as UMass

WM out-shot 15-4 bv the Bears yet still managed to return to Amherst with a

victor)

The Minutemen's offensive barrage has gotten off to a slow start. However,

in this recent victory over Maine. Butler and Co. have done a better job keep-

ing the opposing keeper on his toes. Koch feels that his front line is beginning

to get back into the rhythm of shooting more.

On the other side of the ball, it was the Dan Chagnon show as the senior

defender led the defense. As usual, his job was to shadow the opponent's top

ICOm and the end results were the same as they had been in the previous two

games — shutout.

Chagnon. who sat out last season to concentrate on academics, is back and

has been a major force in the backfteld for UMass.

"Danny Chagnon definitely put in an Ail-American performance; he was

super." Koch said. "He won everything in the air, he did a great job in the

back.

"Joe lacobson played a great game in the back as well, they really didn't give

I Maine much of a chance."

Rookie keeper Tim Pearson put forth another solid effort between the posts,

notching t\u> lavce in the match. With the Chagnon/lacobson tandem anchor

ing the UMass defense along with defender Tashi Tshering. who has bailed out

Pearson with a few saves himself, it is no wonder Pearson has kicked off his

college career with such success.

This three game shutout streak is the club's best opening performance since

the club won its first five games in the '92 campaign. However, Koch is reluc-

tant to compare this year's squad to one from the past.

"To be honest with you, I don't even remember what the '92 team did."

koch said. "I'm just worried about this year. As far as comparing the two

teams, this team is completely different than any team we've had here."

That's true. This year's combination of speed, defense and offensive fire

power has earned UMass its first national ranking

The Minutemen play their season home opener against the University of

New Hampshire on Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. at Richard F. Garber Field.

W hen asked how it will feel to finally play a home match this season, Koch

replied. '1 think it will feel like we're away. We haven't seen that field yet this

The Minutemen have not beaten the Wildcats in the past two years, but

Koch isn't concerned with the past. In tact, he hopes to keep moving forward

and concentrate on the task at hand.

"We have to worry about how we are going to play on the day," Koch said.

"When we do that, locus on what wc have to do as a team, and each player is

focused on doing his job within the team, it doesn't matter where we are play-

ing or who we are playing against
."

UMass polo wins three

Engin &. defense solid

By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

Senior defender Dan Chagnon helped the Minutemen post their

third shutout in three games as UMass blanked Maine 1-0.

The Massachusetts men's water

polo team returned safely ami

happily from Brooklyn, NY this

past weekend after plowing

through their first Eastern Water

Polo Association league tourna-

ment this season.

lor a change, the Minutemen

weren't led by any one scorer,

instead coach Russ Yarworth got

a well balanced scoring attack in

each of the weekend's victories.

Massachusetts had a different

leading scorer in each of the three

contests, but in none of the three

games did super sophomore Brian

Stahl pace the squad in goals.

In UMass's first match, they

swam off against lowly Lehman
College.

Springing off the momentum
built from their convincing 17-4

thrashing of Boston College, the

Minutemen jumped out to a quick

three-goal advantage in the first

quarter.

The Minutemen replicated their

first quarter showing with an

equally impressive second period

going into half time with an 8-2

lead. UMass shifted into cruise

control from there and pulled into

the driveway with a 10-4 win.

Eight different Minutemen
found the back of the net in the

first contest led by sophomore

Scott Stevens and freshman Rob
Markle who scored two apiece

Freshman Ryan Gray also con-

tributed a score in the rout.

Reserve goaltenders Dane
Teruya and Richard Huntley split

time in the UMass net. The tan-

dem combined for eight saves

while giving starter Paul Engin the

game off.

UMass's second contest was lit-

tle different from its first as the

Minutemen entirely dominated the

U.S. Merchant Marine Academy.

The Minutemen pounced on the

Merchant Marines quickly, lead-

ing 8-0 after just one quarter

rudely dismissing them by a final

ICON of 17-3.

All three goalies. Engin. Teruya

and Huntley saw time in the

ambush. Engin paced the trio with

five saves while, all told, the

Minuteman goal keepers turned

away 1 1 of 14 shots.

Chad Filiault. the only

Massachusetts native (North

Adams) on the UMass roster,

topped the Minutenum scoring

attack with three goals along with

Timmy Troupis, a native of

Greece,

Troupis, who weighs 165

pounds soaking wet after a eating

a store-full of baklava, can add

tremendous depth to the UMass
defense as the season wears on

having gained I wealth of experi-

ence in Greece. Stahl netted his

only two goals of the weekend in

the win.

UMass lost its fire in its final

contest of the weekend having to

come back from a four-goal

deficit to defeat a revamped St.

Francis squad, 9-8.

After being outscored in the

third quarter by a 6-1 margin.

Massachusetts got its act together,

rallied for four scoring strikes in

the final frame and squelched any

hopes of another major upset.

Gabriel Marrero netted three

goals in the contest, paving the

way for the Minuteman offense

that got no help from Stahl or

Staudenbauer who were held

scoreless by the St. Francis

defense.

|.C. Limardo and freshman
Rich Slingluff pitched in two goals

each picking up some of the slack

left by Stahl. Engin was superb

between the pipes, turning away

nine St. Francis attempts in pre-

serving the come-from-behind
\ ictory.

Up next for the Minutemen is

the Brown Invitational where they

will be tested by the No. 18

Brown Bears.

year.

Maceiko, Carrara lead men's XC to second place finish

By Chris Krein

Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts men's cross country season

got underway this weekend in a tri-meet against

lona and Northeastern.

In ideal running conditions (60 degrees with a

light mist) Saturday at Franklin Park in Boston, the

Minutemen raced to a second place finish, easily

outdistancing a depleted Northeastern team. lona.

a veteran top 20 team, paced it's way to victory,

placing runners in the lop three positions.

They were lead by Padraic Buckley, who finished

ahead of the pack in 24:36.

The UMass team earned the split by finishing

with 37 points, well ahead of Northeastern's 84

points, but behind lona's commanding 19 point

victory

Coach Ken O'Brien was satisfied with the perfor-

mance of his squad on the five-mile course.

"I'm very pleased with the outcome, especially

considering the strength of the lona team," O'Brien

said. "Athletically speaking, to have three

first-time runners finish in our top six is an indica-

tion that the teams were not that far apart."

The Minutemen were lead by an outstanding per-

formance from senior Mike Maceiko. Maceiko was

edged out of third place by lona's Mark Churchill,

finishing only one second behind him in a time of

25:16.

"Mike ran a little conservatively in the first half

of the race." O'Brien said. "However, he came on

extremely well up Bear Cage Hill and ran the last

mile 10 to 15 seconds faster than anyone else in the

field, with possibly the exception of Buckley."

Ryan Carrara was the next UMass finisher, plac-

ing sixth (25:29). The junior from Holliston, along

with senior teammate Paul Blodorn, who finished

ninth, garnered extra praise from their coach.

"Mike. Ryan and Paul should be given extra

credit for getting the younger runners mentally pre-

pared for this race," O'Brien said. "It was a nice

mix of upperclassman leadership with youthful

enthusiasm."

It was the rookies who made an immediate

impact in the race. Freshman Peter Gleason and

sophomore Brian Hughes ran with the front ot the

pack for the first half of the race.

They fell off the pace slightly at the end however.

Gleason finished seventh overall with a time of

25:5b. while Hughes placed eleventh in 25:50.

"We wanted to see how the younger kids would

respond when they are counted on." O'Brien said.

"They accepted that challenge."

Other finishers for UMass included Sean
Murphy, who crossed the line in 26:23. good

enough for 19th place, and Brian Chabot. who
came in 23rd with a 26:57 performance.

Ryan Fortune brought up the rear for the team

with a 26th place finish.

"We had good results due to a good approach."

O'Brien stated. "The kids worked hard in the off

season, came to practice with the right attitude and

that showed today."

O'Brien will be looking for similar results this

upcoming weekend as the team plays host to

Vermont, Boston University and Maine in the first

home meet of the season.

The meet is slated to begin at 12:30 p.m.

COtmrNCV SMITH ' COLLEGIAN

Aldo Roman continued his steady play, offensively and defensive-

ly, helping the water polo squad to a perfect EWPA weekend.

Smith transfers exuberance to UM women's soccer
By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

THANC VO / COUK.IAN

Robin Smith, a transfer from Creighton University, has mightily

contributed to one of the best defensive back fields in the country.

Yesterday was team photo day for the

Massachusetts women's soccer team, so the

Minutewomen. like nine-year- olds headed for

Sunday School, broke out their gleaming white uni-

forms and best family photo album smiles.

After a few minutes, the official photographer had

completed his work, and Marie Rudy, head coach |im

Rudy's wife stepped in for a few unofficial team photos.

At this point, the team stopped being the

Minutewomen and reverted to their slightly

off-center selves. Players climbed on each other,

and hung from the cross bar of the net behind them

like chimpanzees. In the center of Rudy's viewfind-

er Robin Smith was doing a handstand.

On a team full of laid-back free-spirited types, the

sophomore transfer student, just in from Creighton

University, was already one of the ring leaders.

That, coupled with her gritty and tenacious

on-the-fteld work at left back where she plays as a mir-

ror image of right back Erica Iverson. makes it seem

peculiar that last year she was anywhere but Amherst.

let alone a midfielder for a 7-1 1 team in Omaha. Neb.

A lifelong midfielder. Smith made the adjustment

to her new defensive role as swiftly as she adjusted

to her new teammates. Her aggressive attacking

style, compliments and aids that of Iverson and

Ail-American Erin Lynch who's front-and-center

in an offensively-minded defensive diamond.

"It gives you a lot of confidence to know that either

the ball isn't going to get through, or the person isn't

going to get through." Lynch said. "You know she's

going to go in hard and get one or the other."

"I've never had to hang back so much." Smith said

of her new position. "I'm used to playing forward and

| rushing up the field |
is just what I do. I gel bored if I

have to stay back there, fhey clear the flank for me so

I can make runs up the field and hopefully I'll learn to

use that more effectively in the future."

Returning nine starters from last year's NCAA
Sweet 16 team, the Minutewomen had limited

opportunities for newcomers. One was at left back,

a slot vacated by the graduation of Nikki Ahrenholz.

a strong defender, but often timid offensively.

"She's admirably filling in a slot that we didn't

know how else to fill," Rudy said. "Playing as an

opposite footed left side defender is hard to do."

Smith made the switch to defense, and brought

her smash- mouth style of creating offensive oppor-

tunities with her. It is not uncommon to see Smith

take down an opposing forward and charge 30 or

more yards up the left flank, dynamically running

over the opposition's right side like Larry Czonka.

"I don't go in to hurt anybody, but I'll go in hard

and if they fall in the process it happens, it's part of

the game." Smith said.

Playing like a seasoned veteran in her new surround-

ings. Smith has already started to become a favorite

amongst the vociferous Richard F. Garber Field

crowds, a world away from the aptly named Tranquility

Park where Creighton plays its home matches. Her

mentality takes one of the nation's toughest defensive

units, and makes it even more formidable.

"We feel like our back line is like a rock." |im Rudy

said. "It has experience and she is a very experienced

player herself. She doesn't play like a sophomore.

"[Our defensel has skill. It has vision. It has

intelligence. And she's just added greatly to that.

We knew that we'd be solid with just | Iverson.

Lynch and Thompson] returning and
|
goalkeeper

Danielle) Dion, but she's further solidified that."

Some had wondered if Smith, heavily scouted

from Naperville (III.) North High School, would be

making such an impact anywhere after missing much

of her senior year after undergoing ACL surgery.

Smith found herself in Omaha, where she was

one of only three players to start all 18 matches for

the Lady jays, leading the team with bO shots on

the season, and scoring her one goal in a home
match against Southern Methodist.

Smith's family planned to move to the Boston

area, and she explored her options to follow suit.

"She wrote me a letter that I was really

impressed with." Rudy recalled. "It was mature and

direct. When I talked to her I just developed a feel-

ing. I liked her mentality, attitude and personality.

Her former coach spoke the world of her."

Her teammates have also noted her value off of the field,

where her addition has already made a strong impact, less

than a month since arriving in the Pioneer Valley.

"She's come in as a transfer and picked up the

intensity level of our training sessions and the games."

Lynch said. "She picks everyone else up. Everyone

picks up their intensity because we know she's out

there trying as hard as she can every practice."

This quality could rank as Smith's most valuable

asset to the team, one that will likely be amplified next

year, when she returns to her natural midfield posi-

tion, where UMass graduates its entire unit this year.

Rudy makes no secret that he'll look to her in the

future.

"I see her as a potential leader," he said. "She

has the personality for it. She's a great kid, viva-

cious and talkative."

On the field, it's Smith's play that's been doing

the talking lately. Opposing tactical schemes often

compressed on the left two thirds of the field, neu-

tralizing Iverson and Lynch's ability to charge from

the back lines and set up an offensive strike. Those

tactics become moot, when the possibility of an

attack from the UMass left is an option.

Smith's versatility and the bruising style of play

that she learned from former coach Brett Hall con-

tributes to that. Meanwhile, her open-minded atti-

tude towards a change of scenery on the field to

accompany the drastic change of scenery off the

field coming from Nebraska will make her a main-

stay in the UMass lineup for the next few years.

"I've played halfback all my life: I've never played

defense, but I just want to play where | coach RudyJ needs

me right now." Smith said. "If that's left back, tliat's left

back. The defense we have is such a good defense and

such a good system, and I'm proud to he a pan of that."

The Minutewomen rely on their defense and the

attacks it both generates and thwarts to win matches.

With the addition of Smith, who's hands were firmly

planted on the ground for yesterday's team photo, it's

more likely the defensive unit and entire team will

have its hands in the air in celebration when the

NCAA Tournament arrives
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Befuddled

brothers

Edward Burns
follows up the
Brothers McMullen
with Jennifer
Aniston's She's the

One. Check out the

Collegian's review
(See Arts & Living,

page 6).

Donaghue, UMass
have strong weekend

Rebecca
Donaghue and the

UMass women's
cross country team
finished second in

last weekend's
Thetford Invitational

in Thetford, Vt. (See

Sports, page 10).

WORLD

Izetbegovic victorious

in Bosnian election

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina
(AP) — Bosnian Muslim leader Alija

Izetbegovic seemed assured yesterday

of becoming chairman of the coun-
try's new three-member presidency as

election officials neared the end of

their tally.

Even before final results were in,

foreign envoys were pressing
Izetbegovic to start working on the

institutions meant to steer the coun-
try away from war and separatism.

Despite an increasingly nationalist

tone from Izetbegovic's party, diplo-

mats are counting on the 72-year-old

president's desire to keep Bosnia
whole.

The two halves of the country —
the Muslim-Croat federation and a Serb

republic — will enjoy a high degree of

autonomy. The key to holding Bosnia

together will be avoiding gridlock,

beginning with the presidency.

The peace plan for Bosnia called

for a three-way presidency shared by
a Muslim, a Serb and a Croat. The
one with the highest number of votes

is chairman for two years.

With 85 percent of the Muslim and
Croat ballots and 79 percent of the

Serb vote counted, Izetbegovic had
629,000 votes to 501,000 for

Momcilo Krajisnik, a Serb nationalist

who campaigned on the platform to

break up Bosnia. Kresimir Zubak of the

main Croat party had 245,000 votes.

NATION

Kennedy, Frank attack

GOP's immigration bill

WASHINGTON (AP) — As
Republicans battled over immigration

reform, Democrats led by Sen.
Edward Kennedy and Rep. Barney
Frank attacked the latest COP pro-

posal as mean-spirited and discrimi-

natory.

"This bill is an insult to the nation's

proud immigrant heritage and histo-

ry and it doesn't deserve to pass,"

said Kennedy (D-Mass.) a leader in

crafting the Senate's original immi-
gration bill, which passed over-
whelmingly in May.

At issue is the immigration
reform bill that emerged from a

Republican conference. Democrats
complained they were excluded
from negotiations, and the result-

ing legislation is punitive and does
away with important provisions
included in the earlier bills.

Kennedy, for instance, criticized

Republicans for, among other
things, eliminating provisions to

provide 350 additional Department
of Labor inspectors for immigration
enforcement.

Another provision, designed as a

compromise, would let children of

illegal immigrants stay in school as

long as their parents pay tuition.

The earlier House bill had denied
public schooling to those children

outright, but Democrats said the

compromise amounted to the same
thing because few illegal immigrant
families can afford tuition averaging

$5,600 a year.
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UMass to host hearing

on opinions
,
problems

with genetic research
By Daniel E. Levenson

Collegian staff

A hearing intended to bring out

into the open the opinions and con-

troversies surrounding genetic

research will be held on the

University of Massachusetts campus.

The Massachusetts Legislature's

Special Committee on Genetic
Information Policy will hold the

meeting in room 101 of the Campus
Center on Sept. 24 at 4:30 p.m.

Current genetic research involves

efforts to map and understand the

DNA sequence of human beings.

Specifically, the Human Genome
Project, which is federally funded,

focuses on mapping every gene in the

human body — potentially using this

information to determine which peo-

ple are carriers of genetic-based dis-

eases, or who might develop these

diseases sometime in the future.

The main concern, according to

committee organizers, is the risk that

insurance companies or employers
would offer marginalized status to a

applicant based on genetic informaiton.

State Representative Harriette L.

Chandler (D-Worcester), who
co-chairs the committee with State

Representative lay Kaufman
(D-Lexington), spoke about the

importance of the public meetings. A
believer in the research, she said

genetics is going to be "the health

care of the future."

"Basically, what we're trying to do
is to see if we need some legislation or

regulation." Chandler said. "We're
really trying to protect the individual."

While other states have adopted
legislation to protect civil and privacy

rights, Massachusetts currently has

no legislation regulating the science

or the industry of genetic research.

"There are a number of states that

have already introduced legislation."

Chandler said.

In a state where many private and
public groups are currently engrossed

in extensive research on the subject,

there is concern, she said, that steps

need to be taken now to insure pre-

carious situations in the future.

According to Chandler, there was a

recent attempt to pass a bill that

would have provided protection for

individuals from discrimination based

on genetic informaiton, but it failed

when it came up for a vote.

In a recent press release, Chandler
said, "We need to hear people's con-

cerns about these issues, so that we
can balance the great benefits from
these discoveries with an individual's

right to privacy."

Paul Mathews, legislative aid to

Chandler, said the goal behind having

the meetings now is to avoid issues

regarding privacy and discrimination

from surfacing further down the

road. He emphasized that genetic

research will eventually play a major

role in the health care industry.

"There's some very far reaching

implications for these developments,"

Mathews said. "This is something
that's going to be a major issue in 10

years.

"Most of the research into genetics,

especially with the human genome is

government funded," he said.

The Committee has a diverse group
of members who are involved in

many different areas relating to the

issues being discussed. They include

professor George Annas, Boston
University Health Law Department;
ludith Beard. Epidemiology Research

Coordinator; professor Marjorie Clay,

University of Massachusetts Medical

School; Michael |. Malinowski,
Kirkpatrick and Lockhart: Dr David
Page, Whitehead Institute; Dr. Philip

Reilly, Shriver Center for Mental
Retardation and Martia West, New
England Regional Newborn
Screening.

Chandler expressed her hopes that

students and interested community
members would attend, and possibly

participate in the meeting.

"We hope that the University will

turn out and come," Chandler said.

The Committee will hold public-

meetings in other places around
Massachusetts, including Worcester.

Lexington, and Boston.

Perot not to be allowed

in presidential debates

By Sandra Sobieraj

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — In a decision

cheered by Republicans, a nonpar-

tisan commission recommended
yesterday that Ross Perot be denied

a spot in this fall's presidential

debates because he has no realistic

shot at winning the White House.

An outraged Perot vowed to sue.

Still to be seen is whether
excluding Perot would hurt his

presidential prospects by denying

him a stage or give him new
ammunition to argue against the

two-party system.

The Commission on Presidential

Debates said its purpose in recom-

mending the exclusion of Perot and
Reform Party running mate Pat

Choate was to provide a forum for

candidates "from whom the

American people actually will

choose the next president.

"Participation is not extended to

candidates because they might prove

interesting or entertaining," said the

panel of five Democrats and five

Republicans, which has played host

to the fall debates since 1987.

Choate denounced the commis-
sion process as a "corrupt little

game."

Republican Bob Dole's cam-
paign, pinning its come-from-
behind strategy on a boost from
the debates, hailed the decision.

"They assume there was no realis-

tic chance that anyone but myself

or the president would be elected,"

said Dole, campaigning in Arizona.

"I'm prepared. We're ready to go."

The Clinton campaign, which
thinks including Perot would help

its cause, called the ruling regret-

table and pledged to continue to

push for Perot's inclusion in ongo-

ing talks with the Dole team.

"I enjoyed having him in there in

1992." Clinton, campaigning in

Michigan, said of Perot. "I'm not

afraid of any debate."

The commission's non-binding
recommendations in recent elec-

tions have served as the starting

point for negotiations between the

presidential campaigns.
Negotiators for the Clinton and
Dole campaigns met in private yes-

terday afternoon to discuss the

number, timing and format of the

proposed debates.

The commission has recom-
mended one vice presidential

forum and three presidential

debates, with the first to be held

Sept. 25 in St. Louis. Sources said

the Clinton campaign was pushing

for the first showdown to be held a

week later, on or around Oct. 2.

Russell Verney, national coordina-

tor of Perot's Reform Party, rejected

the commission vote as a "very sub-

jective decision that was made by the

Republicans and Democrats to pro-

tect the two-party system."

Some White House aides pre-

dicted that decision could anger

voters and trigger a backlash
against Dole for advocating Perot's

exclusion. More than 60 percent of

Americans in public opinion polls

say they favor his inclusion.

"There may be an adverse reac-

tion." said White House deputy
chief of staff Harold lckes.

"Martyrdom is not what we're

seeking," Choate shot back at a

news conference. "Office is what
we're seeking."

Verney said the Reform Party

would file suit by Friday in U.S.

District Court in Washington
against the commission and indi-

vidual officers of the panel, asking

them to use more "objective crite-

ria" in deciding participation in the

debates. But election-law experts

dismissed any such suit as futile.

"What is the legal right that Mr.

Perot claims he has? I'm a little

hard-pressed to come up with

one," said attorney |an Baran, who
represents mostly Republicans.

"There's certainly a political point,

but I don't see any legal point."

Verney said the party also

would ask the Federal Election

Commission to suspend a limit of

$50,000 on Perot's contributions

to his own campaign so the

Texan can tap his personal for-

tune to finance his candidacy. He
spent more than $60 million on

his 1992 independent bid, but

agreed to abide by spending lim-

its this year when he accepted

$29 million in federal campaign

funds.

Nobody's perfect...

Stacey Lew, a international business and law junior, looks through the sale yesterday at the Campus
Center's Nobody's Perfect clothing sale.

Woman kills one at Penn State
By Dave Ivey

Associated Press

STATE COLLEGE. Pa. — A 19-year-old woman with a

Mohawk haircut spread out a tarp in the middle of the

Penn State University campus yesterday and opened fire

with a rifle, killing one student and wounding another

before she was tackled while trying to reload.

lillian Robbins. a hunter with Army Reserve training

who acquaintances said had a history of mental problems

and was known as "Crazy |ill." was hospitalized in serious

condition with a stab wound suffered in a struggle with

the student who came to the rescue and knocked her

down.
No immediate charges were filed against Robbins. who

is a longtime resident of State College but not a student.

Police gave no motive for the shooting and said

Robbins did not know her victims.

Robbins positioned herself in front of the student union

and fired off at least five shots from her rifle, a Mauser
with a telescopic sight, around 9:30 a.m., police said.

Hundreds of frightened students and teachers scattered

across the lawn outside the Hetzel Union Building, one of

the campus' busiest areas. A book in one student's back-

pack stopped a bullet.

Aerospace engineering student Brendon Malovrh
noticed smoke, ran over and tackled Robbins as she was
putting in a second ammunition clip, police said.

As the two struggled. Robbins pulled a knife from her

purse and tried to stab Malovrh. stabbing herself in the

leg instead, police said. Malovrh quickly took off his belt

and fashioned a tourniquet on Robbins.

In front of them lay a dead Melanie Spalla. 19, of

Altoona. Pa. Nicholas Mensah, 27, of Philadelphia, had

been shot once in the abdomen. He was in stable condi-

tion.

"This is a high-traffic area, where lots of people ride

their hikes. It's freaky to know this happened here. But I

guess this is where you want to do it if you want to kill

someone," said lessica Ohrum, 20. of East Berlin. Pa.

Acquaintances who spoke on the condition of anonymity

said Robbins had a history of mental problems, once spend-

ing time in a hospital. They said she had been married and

divorced in the past year and had tried to commit suicide

last month. Friends said she hoped to become an artist.

Fellow employees at a diner-bakery where she had
worked a year ago called her "Crazy lill," an acquaintance

said.

Eagle's eye view...

EUZAMTH MOWN COUfGIAN

Sajata Stephane, a junior psychology and legal studies major, works on a bowl at the Crafts Center yes-

terday afternoon.
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Meeting — Student Union Health Advisory Board

(SHAB) is holding it's first meeting at University Health

Services, room 504, from 5:30-6:30 p.m. Anyone wanting

to leam more is welcome.

Meeting — UMass Film Society, 6 p.m., Cape Cod
Lounge in the Student Union. New members are wel-

come.

Meeting — UMass Poetry Society will have it's weekly

meeting in Campus Center room 163 at 7 p.m. Come to

read, talk or listen. Free coffee, and if possible, bring your

own mug. For more information, call Tim at 546-0562.

Meeting — The UMass Italian Club is holding an orga-

nizational meeting on the 3rd floor of Herter Hall. All are

welcome. Knowledge of Italian not required. Questions?

Call Bill at 585-7806 or e-mail
wacava@student.umass.edu.

Meeting — Alpha Phi Omega, a co-cd community ser-

vice fraternity, will be holding an informational meeting at

7 p.m. on the 5th floor of Kennedy, in Southwest. Snacks

provided, and all are welcome. For more information, call

545-2068.

Meeting — The Distinguished Visitor's Program (DVP)
will be having an informational meeting at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 162. If interested in bringing a lec-

turer to campus, come to this meeting and find out what

DVP is all about. Refreshments will be served. Everyone

is invited and encouraged to attend. For more informa-

tion, call 545-0046.

Thursday, Sept. 19

Meeting— UMass chapter of Pi Sigma Alpha (National

Political Science Honor Society) will hold their first gen-

eral chapter meeting of the semester in the 6th floor

lounge of Thompson. All political science majors and
minors are encouraged to attend.

CEO Social — For all graduate student employees,

from 6-9 p.m.. Campus Center room 1009. There will be

free hors d'oeuvres, a full cash bar, and family and friends

are welcome. For more information, contact Emilie at

545-0705 or 545-5317.

Friday, Sept. 20

Workshop — The Alliance Christian Fellowship's week-

ly workshops, TimeOut. will be held at 7 p.m. in room
176 of the Campus Center. TimeOut this week is a

Worship Special, featuring a fu'l band. Mark Lloyd will

also speak on reaching people with and through the

power of Christ.

Saturday, Sept. 21

Music — The Hooked on Swing Society presents Blue

Rendezvous at the Northampton Center for the Arts,

located at the intersection of Rts. 9 and 10, opposite the

gates of Smith College. The $9 admission Includes a free

dance lesson with local instructor Jacqueline Maidana at

7:30 and a dance from 8:30-11:30 p.m. The next dance

will be held on Saturday, Oct. 19. For more information,

call 1-800-206-4700

Sunday, Sept. 22

Meeting — UMass Ski Club's first general meeting.

Campus Center room 163C. 7 p.m. All interested skiers

and snowboarders welcome. For more information, con-

tact the UMass Ski club. 430 Student Union, or at

545-3437.

Notices

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout, Copy, and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and Mlitmi sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m.. 304

Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Opening — The Sunderland Congregational Church,

located at the corner of Rte's 47 and 1 16, has opened the

Serendipity Shoppe in the church basement. It carries

quality used clothes and accessories for all ages at thrilt

shop prices. All clothes are now on clearance and a

sweater sale will run through October. Hours are

Wednesdays and Saturdays, 9 a.m.-noon. The shop is

located on the UMass (Sunderland) bus route.

Auditions — The UMass Funk Club will begin audi-

tions from noon to 5 p.m. on Sunday, Sept. 22 in the

Campus Center Auditorium. Men and women are wel-

come. For more information, call 546-2771 or 546-1 318.

Employment — The Student Government Association

is looking to fill the position of Inventory Control Officer

(SGA Auditor). Requirements for the position include:

heading the Student Activities Inventory Task Force;

maintaining the inventory database; organizing auditory

records for the $4 million SATF; and spot-checking agen-

cies and RSOs for inventory. The position is open to both

work study and non-work study students, and students

may pick their own hours. The position must be filled

immediately. If interested, call Jeff Coker at 545-034 1

.

Community — Womanshelter is a battered woman's
shelter located in Holyoke serving the Holyoke/Chicopee

area and parts of Hampshire County. Womanshelter has

an extensive community education program providing

speakers and workshops on the following topics: domestic

violence; teen- dating violence; date rape; sexual harass-

ment; domestic violence and children; and many more.

The services are free of charge, but the Womanshelter will

gladly accept donations. For information concerning these

programs or to arrange a program date for a group, call

Edith lennings from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through

Friday at 558-9717.

Support group — Synthesis Center Associate Rebecca

Reid leads an ongoing support group for single people

over 30 from 7:15 to 8:45 p.m. in downtown Amherst.

Single, divorced, widowed and all sexual orientation are

welcome. There is a low fee. For information, call

253-5494.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from 1 to 2 p.m. in

the Campus Center. The room number will be posted on

the Notice Board. For more information, call Utama at

256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Discussion Croup — "A Course in Miracles" will meet

from 7 to 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting in

September. For more information, call 253-5795.

Astronomy — The Amherst Area Amateur
Astronomers Association will conduct free public solar

observing at I p.m. at the Amherst Town Common every

Saturday in September. Also offered every Saturday this

month will free planetarium shows at 4 p.m. in Amherst

College Bassett Planetarium, and free public observatory

observing at 9 p.m. at Amherst College Wilder
Observatory. Every Sunday this month there will be free

public observing at Mt. Pollux, off South East St., in

South Amherst.

UMASS ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE
NOTICE:

TO UNDERGRAD SPORT MANAGEMENT MAJORS

THE ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE IS SEEKING RESPONSIBLE
WORKERS FOR HOME FOOTBALL GAMES FOR THE
1996 SEASON.

POSITIONS INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO:
PARKING ATTENDANTS
USHERS
TICKET SELLERS
TICKET TAKERS
TAILGATE SECURITY

THERE WILL BE A MEETING FOR ALL THOSE INTERESTED ON
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19 AT 5:30PM AT WARREN MCGUIRK
ALUMNI STADIUM, AT THE TOP OF SECTION 6. TH
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MEET THE AUTHOR
FRIDAY SEPT. 20

1130 . 330

AT THE UNIVERSITY STORE
CAMPUS CENTER

John Calipari will be signing copies of his book

REFUSE TO LOSE
Friday, September 20 1 1 ^am - 330pm

at THE UNIVERSITY STORE Campus Center

Copies on Sale now At THE UNIVERSITY STORE for $23°°

CAMPUS CENTER
545-2619

^UNIVERSITYmSTORE&
Hours: Monday - Friday

9am - 5pm
Saturday 10am -5pm
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Accident — Leaving the Scene

Sept. 13

There was a hit and run accident

on Holdsworth Way.

Accident — Property Damage

Sept. 12

A vehicle backed into another
vehicle at the Campus Center.

Sept. 13

There was a two vehicle accident

on University Drive.

A vehicle was rear ended on
University Drive.

A vehicle rolling over on the

Haigis Mall was witnessed by
10-15 people.

Alarm — Fire Trouble

Sept. 12

A faulty smoke detector was
reported in Crabtree Residence
Hall.

Assist Citizen

Sept. 14

A babysitter in North Village

Apartments was concerned about a

mother's whereabouts.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Sept. 15

A vehicle was broken into in

parking lot 32.

A vending machine in Emerson
Residence Hall was broken into.

Disturbance

Sept. 15

Two individuals were involved in

an altercation in parking lot 32.

Neither wanted to press charges.

An unruly crowd was dispersed

from the Southwest Mall.

There was a physical confronta-

tion at Patterson Residence Hall.

Drug Law Offenses

Sept. 13

Brian W. Pickering, )r., 18. of

569 South Main St.. Sharon, was

arrested on Hicks Way for posses-

sion of a class D substance and for

under 21 possession of alcohol.

Sept. 14

A party smoking cannabis on the

Southwest Mall was escorted off

campus. There will be a show
cause.

Health/Safety Hazard

Sept. 15

The odor of dead fish from the

Campus Pond was reported.

Intoxicated Person

Sept. 13

A party tried to gain entry to the

Mullins Center without a ticket.

Two intoxicated people at the

Mullins Center, ages 18 and 20,

were taken into protective custody.

Larceny

Sept. 12

Two incidents of stolen back-

packs were reported from the

Textbook Annex.

Sept. 13

A bike was reported stolen from

|ohn Quincy Adams Residence
Hall.

Sept 14.

A passport was reported stolen

from the Campus Center.

Sept. 15

A license left unattended in

Hampden Dining Hall was taken.

A mountain bike was stolen, and
another recovered, at North Village

Apartments.

Liquor Law Violations

Sept. 12

Two men were reportedly selling

liquor from an illegally parked car

at Brett Residence Hall. Police told

the men to move on.

Sept. 15

Beverages were confiscated from

underage residents in John Quincy
Adams Residence Hall.

Noise Complaint

Sept. 14

A caller from Butterfield

Residence Hall was disturbed by a

"hot tub" party.

Parking Complaint

Sept. 13

Ten cars were towed from park-

ing lot 63.

Suspicious Vehicle

Sept. 12

A blue van with one occupant

was reportedly parked for a long

while at the W.E.B. Du Bois

Library.

Suspicious Person/Activity

Sept. 14

Three people were reported car-

rying a sign down University Drive.

An intoxicated person was

reportedly staggering in the road

on North Pleasant Street.

Sept. 15

A water pistol was mistaken for

a gun at the Curry Hicks Cage; the

owner was advised to gel rid of it.

Traffic Stop

Sept. 12

John Romano, 22, of 117

Colonial Village. Amherst, was

stopped on University Drive and

arrested for speeding and operation

of a motor vehicle with a suspend-

ed license.

Sept. 15

Thomas L. Collupy, 20, of 730

Winter St., North Andover, was

stopped on Infirmary Way and

arrested for possession of a class D
substance and under 21 possession

of alcohol.

Vandalism

Sept. 14

A rock was thrown through the

window of Melville Residence Hall.

Sept. 15

Holes were made in windows of

the Hampshire Dining Hall.

Weapons Violations

Sept. 13

An illegal studded bracelet was

confiscated at the Mullins Center.

Anthony M. Zanolli, 19, of 299

Shaker Rd, Westfield, was arrested

at the Mullins Center for carrying a

dangerous weapon — a studded

bracelet.

The Collegian is always looking for writers
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Mental Health Groups Fall '96
MONDAY

Stress

Management
Group—

In this group

participants will learn

the sources of stress

and a variety of

techniques to manage

their stress.

Mondays, 3:30 - 5 p.m.

' U I. S D A Y Wl DNI5DAY II IIJRSDAY

Women's Group

for Graduate
Student and
Professional

Women—
This is a group for

women struggling with

major life issues, such as

juggling work or school

while managing a family

life, difficulties in a

graduate program,

relationship issues,

separation or divorce,

single parenting, etc. This

is an on-going group

with new members

accepted whenever there

are openings.

Tuesdays, 12:45 -

2:15 p.m.

Increasing Self-

Esteem,
Building Self-

confidence—
This group will use a

variety of expressive

therapy techniques is

well as mutual support

and sharing to help

participants understand

the roots of low self-

esteem, gain greater

acceptance of themselves,

and increase self-

confidence.

Tues, 3:45 - 5 p.m.

Letting Go and
Moving On—

This is a

psychoeducational support

group for people who are

in the process of ending

or have recently ended

an intimate relationship.

Group sessions will focus

on understanding the

process of loss, dealing

with anger, learning to

take care of oneself, as

well as other topics

generated by the group.

Tuesdays, 6 - 7:30 p.m.

Adult

Children of
Dysfunctional

Families—
This is a therapy group

for individuals who

would like to use group

interaction to help

understand how their

upbringing continues to

influence relationships in

the present Issues such

as exploring/expressing

feelings, developing self-

esteem and breaking

dysfunctional patterns

are central.

Wednesdays, 3:30 -

5 p.m.

Lesbian, Gay,

Bisexual

Support

Group—
Thursdays, 3:45 -

5 p.m.

Long term

Therapy Group

for Older

Students and
UMass Staff—

This group provides an

opportunity to work

on problems which

interfere with personal

and academic life such

as lack of intimacy,

loneliness, low self-

esteem and concerns

of professional identity.

Thursdays, 3:30 - 5 pm

Groups begin in early to mid-October. All groups require a pre-group interview.

Groups are open to students and to Kaiser members whose site is UHS. For information or to sign up

for an interview call 545-2337 or drop by 127 Hills North, M-F. 8-5.
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Chris Ambsy, an alumni from the computer science program,
talks about the Science Fiction Society's Lending Library to SFS
members yesterday afternoon.

Dad's News must leave Campus Center Concourse
By Beth McCarthy

Collegian Staff

The owner of Dad's News and several University

of Massachusetts professors feel the Campus
Center/Student Union Commission (CC/SUC) has

ignored the wishes ol the professors in a recent deci-

sion about the newspaper vendor.

"We would appreciate it if you could continue to

provide a table in the Campus Center for Rick Bayer

of Dad's News Service during the first several weeks
of each semester," wrote Eric Einhorn, chair of the

political science department. "He provides inexpen-

sive subscriptions to the Globe and Times, and is the

only resource on campus for such subscriptions."

Similar letters and e-mails were sent to CC/SUC
from a wide range of departments such as journal-

ism, math, psychology, and finance.

Chairs and professors alike took the time to write

in an effort to keep Dad's News in the Campus
Center concourse because so many of their students

are required to subscribe to the newspapers provided

by Dad's.

"I think the headline should read 'Campus Center

bans Boston Globe and New York Times," said

Norman Sims, chair of the journalism department
who had written to CC/SUC in favor of Bayers' con-

tinued presence on the Campus Center concourse.

Esther Salas, Vending Officer of CC/SUC, said that

Bayer was never forbidden from the concourse, and
that the letters from the faculty were strongly consid-

ered, which is why he has been the recipient of several

exceptions.

"They're supporting his presence here," said Salas

referring to the faculty's letters. "And we did take

that into consideration when we granted him five

days [in the Campus Center], instead of the minimal

three."

"We've granted him what he has petitioned for,"

Salas said, who believes that CC/SUC has treated

Bayer more than fairly. "He's been coming on for free

of charge for the past three years."

This year, Bayer was told on Sept. 1 3 that he will

have to pay CC/SUC $ 1 50 per day unless he can find

a student organization to sponsor him, which is very

unlikely on such short notice.

To be on the concourse for five days Bayer would
have to find $750, and $5000 to stay for his traditional

four weeks at the beginning of each semester.

"Two or three thousand dollars is a prohibitive

fee," said Sims, who realizes that Bayer would not be
able to afford such a fee with the type of business

that he runs.

"Every vendor who is certified to sell any sort of

item in the Campus Center is required to pay a fee,

and if they don't, they will be escorted out," said

Salas who believes that CC/SUC has been more than

fair to Bayer.

"He feels he does not have to pay," said Sonali

Bajaj, Facilities Officer at CC/SUC. "But why should

he not have to when every other vendor has to?"

"A well informed student body and faculty

enhances the quality of life on campus," said Ben
Branch, a professor of finance, who "in the abstract"

believes Dad's News should not have to pay to ser-

vice the University.

"I do not have the same altitude to the jewelry ven-

dors and what I think of as the oriental bazaar in the

Campus Center." Branch said.

"The commission has reviewed his status," Salas

said. "We have granted to him the exceptions he was
looking for. I don't see where his complaint is valid

because we have been accommodating him and allow-

ing him to be here."

"We are trying to really keep the program orga-

nized and running smoothly to meet the needs of the

students," Salas explained. "Vendors are here for the

students, and if they don't want to pay and follow the

policy, then they are not here for the students."

Bayer, who has been offering UMass students dis-

counted subscriptions for three years, is not arguing

the changes that are being made as far as Dad's News
is concerned, but he is arguing the timing.

"Change the rules on me. I don't mind. Change the

rules on me later in September. Fine. O.K.," said

Bayer. "But now, I've got flyers saying that I'm here

from 10 [a.m.] to 2 [p.m.] and I've told the journal-

ism department that I'll be here."

"It would be easy for me to get 200 letters," said a

very frustrated Bayer. "EX) I have to get professors to

petition these people?"

According to Salas she has offered Bayer several

options for this year by notifying Bayer of a student

organization that would sponsor Dad's News, which
would reduce the cost to $100 per day for two tables.

CC/SUC has suggested that he notify the professors

if he cannot afford tt be on the concourse.

"He does not want to pay the fee," said Salas. "We
have done everything we can for him."

Interested in serving your community?
The Jewish Affairs Editor position at the Collegian is vacant.

This Diversity Desk needs your help to continue quality cover-

age of Jewish life at UMass and beyond.

To get involved, contact Chris Conner, Managing Editor, at 545-0719 or

visit the Collegian office at 1 1 3 Campus Center Basement.

r—

There will be a meeting for
anyone interested in writing

for Women's Issues
Wednesday, Sept. 18.

It will be held in the Collegian office in the

Campus Center basement at 6:30 p.m.

Come down and speak out!

t—
—

I

^-^ SINCE 1984 _

a CazuelaRESTAURANT
The Cuisines of MEXICO i AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

Since 1984 La Cazuela has been winning acclaim and awards

for it$ hand made cooking and outstanding design. We pre-

pare food that is representative of fine dining in the many re-

gions of Mexico and the American Southwest. Our menu
changes seasonally to take advantage of the freshest available

foods and to reflect the cultural traditions of the food we serve.

We offer an extraordinary tequila list, superb margaritas, a taste-

ful wine selection and the warm hospitality that reflects a west-

ern heritage. Please join us.

LIVE RIGHT
I

I WELL
COOK WITH

CHILES!

S Dinner Every Night

Downtown Northampton

Across From The Parking Garage

N( iRl HAM! 1 4 13 bHG n.ioo

Igpt
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vodfci eovtscows lot?

V<xk La Uip-U£ l^p-l^gg^
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Voted Best Salon

by the UMass

College Reader's

Poll 1996

mon-fri. 9-8

sat. 9-5

sun. 12-5

256-0438
103 N. Pleasant St.

(next to bart's)
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Making welfare work

Erik

Molitor

Franklin D. Roosevelt made vast changes to the

American political and economic scenes with his

array of "New Deal" policies which helped the

public restore confidence and pull itself out of the Great
Depression. But if Roosevelt could see the Welfare State

nightmare that his programs have now become, he would
be sick to his stomach, as are the majority of hard work-
ing Americans today.

People are more than just sick of seeing over 40
cents of each dollar go to the government
which now has a hand in every part of
our lives. Many people have begun to

realize that it was never meant to be like

this — we have come dangerously close to

a socialist state. Welfare programs are

one of the largest problems in this huge government
machine.

I am more than an avid supporter of programs that aid

single mothers, wounded veterans who stood up for our
country and the elderly who are past their prime and have
worked hard for all their lives. These are programs that

must be protected, but those who abuse the system must
be stopped.

First of all, 1 do not believe in free handouts. If you can
stand up and move around, then there is something out
there for you to do. This was the idea behind the New
Deal; there were plenty of projects throughout the country
for people to do, and more than enough unemployed peo-
ple to do them. The New Deal made the government a

huge employer of manual labor for projects like the CCC.
which built countless roads, bridges, and infrastructure

throughout the country. There was no such thing as a free

lunch for those that could be out there building, and peo-
ple learned skills at these projects.

There is no reason why we can't do this today. Anyone
who is able to drag their lazy butt to a welfare office cer-

tainly has the ability to sweep up a city street, or paint

over the gTaffiti of a wall, or lend a hand building and
repairing housing in poor neighborhoods. Bleeding heart

liberals will argue that these jobs are degrading. Someone
has to do them! Think of how much more welcoming our
cities would be if there was less trash in the parks and

streets, less gang markings on every corner. Also, these

same liberals have probably never had to do much manual
labor in their lives — it builds character! Something that

welfare recipients often lack.

I would bet that many of the people reading this col-

umn have done some job on campus or over the summer
to make ends meet. This job most likely consisted of
mopping the floors in the D.C., washing dishes, paint-

ing, whatever. It certainly wasn't fun, but you got paid

for it.

The simple truth is just this — there is

altogether too much trash out there get-

ting a welfare check and spending it on
various substances, getting high, getting

knocked up every time they aren't already

pregnant and raising kids that will grow up to be trash

just like them, continuing the vicious cycle. Kids who see

their parents sit around at home watching TV or getting

drunk rather than holding up their heads and getting

something accomplished will become exactly the same
thing.

The one value this country has lost is its work ethic. It

is the most important thing a person can have, because
with a strong work ethic many other wholesome values

follow, such as responsibility, respect and discipline. A
good work ethic and a little bit of luck can go a long way.
It may not make you rich, but if you work hard you will

always be able to survive.

Basically what I am saying is that anyone who is on wel-

fare should have to do something in return, from a few
hours a week of sweeping a street to 40 hours a week of
building housing or repairing bridges. This would revital-

ize the welfare program that is meant to help people get

off the program. People would be instilled with a sense of
pride by doing something that benefits their country. The
motivated could even take skills learned at their projects

to a better job.

In a society filled with competition, those that willfully

refuse to compete should be left by the wayside. Those
that want to succeed, most certainly will if they put their

backs into it and just simply work.

Erik Molitor is a UMass student.

It's a whole different English

Language.
It is a broad term, with an
even broader sense when
you bring in a country's

regional di< lects. slang, etc. We
take it for granted when we live in

a area for a long time, and wish
for that sense of security when we
leave it behind. You know, it is

that unique way of communicating
inherent to yourself, and the peo-

ple around you; from basic every-

day lingo to giving your best
friend crap for something stupid

they did the night before. With the

campuses here in the Pioneer
Valley, and the many students that

come here from around the round
world, the everyday loseph(ine)
can get a free lesson in different

modes of language, even just sit-

ting on our own Student Union
steps.

The student who is not sick
with, either:

• the flu (when you cannot even
hear, think or see)

• his/her classes (when you are

tired of hearing, thinking and only
want to see a pint)

• or. from too many pints the
night before (when you hear
everything, cannot think to save

your life and seeing is through
blood shot eyes), can hear a veri-

table plethora of verbal vivifica-

tion around them. From German
to Chinese to Botswani, the
world's voices are your oyster. But
is that a good thing? When in

Rome... I mean, Amherst, should
a visiting student do as Valley-ites

do? That is, speak clear and prop-
er English?

In my opinion, the answer is yes

and no. No, even though my vote

will be for Clinton in a few
months. I do not take after Slick

Willy and flip, flop and fly with
every issue that confronts me. But
I try to see the whole picture, the

ying and the yang of our collective

destinies, and for the sake of argu-

ment. I will try to address both
sides of the argument.

The answer it yet... because if

you are going to take the trouble

to spend a year in a foreign coun-
try, for the experience of sampling
another culture, you should be
able to converse and interact with
the people where you are studying.

How can you truly make the most
of it, when you hold on so tightly

to your native tongue, that you
only commiserate with people
from your native country?
We all get homesick, no matter

where we are from. We are less

than a month into the school term
and already I have begun to notice

this, but the point is made I have

seen an awful lot of this in the

past, since I was just recently
involved with an international
exchange program, and sometimes
it troubles me to see it occur often

enough to notice. Sometimes.
The answer is no... because lan-

guage is one of the only things you
really possess. It is you; how you
express yourself. wh«*re you are

geographically placed in the
world, etc. Even with the different

slangs and dialects of all the coun-
ties and states that is American
culture, you should hold on to
that. But you have to make the

transition from where you came
from, to where you are now.

"From German to

Chinese to Botswani,

the world's voices are

your oyster. But is

that a good thing?

When in Rome. . . I

mean, Amherst,

should a visiting stu-

dent do as Valley-ites

do? That is, speak

clear and proper

English?"

Jorma Kansanen
When I was in England, I used to

see Brits from the same district

hanging out with each other,
rather than with the rest of their

countrymen. And they cannot
deny it. It happened, and was rec-

ognized.

But that brings me to another
point.

What the hell is clear and prop-

er English, anyway?
Is it the one that is taught in

universities like Oxford (no
offense), or is it the one you hear

on the streets of Amherst every-

day? Is it the one used in England,
or the one that is used in the U.S.?
One thing is for sure, it "ain't da
one" over here in America. We
have stopped speaking clear and
proper English for centuries now.
The language for the age group we
are all in (the twenties, more
towards thirty myself), is a stew of

slang Spanish, a dash of jive and
liberal use with English.

For review purposes, class, here

are a few examples:
• from greetings, like "wassup,

homes!" (translation: how are you

doing, my friend?)

• to sayings, like "mi casa es ti

casa" (my house is your house)
• to compliments, like "you just

go with your bad self"(you keep
on doing what you are doing), we
Americans have created a truly

indigenous language. The only
time I have heard clear and proper

English is in academic circles and
on BBC radio. Also, with what 1

heard during my exchange in

Manchester. England, from cock-

ney to Newcastle accents, I do not

think clear English is even spoken
by the common man there.

So, to finish up, is clear and
proper English then a myth?

I think so, for the layperson.
But it is still open to interpreta

tion, on both positive and negative

points. On the positive side, we all

still need to have the base of our
native language to work from
That is a side of us that no one
should take away, and that side is

what makes us what we are.

But on the negative side, we can
not succumb to prejudicial
thought if a person does not speak
with what you personally think is

the right form of speech, or the

right form of your language
Especially for a first year exchange
student, or a first generation
immigrant, no one is going to

completely pick up a language that

has been foreign to them for most
of their lives. So, think about what
you are trying to do then.

For example, when I was in my
first week in England, a woman
who was in the orientation course
with me made a very curious, and
somewhat prejudiced, statement. I

said, stumbling with my American
to English translation, "Hey, was-

sup... uh, how are you doing?
She replies, looking right at me,
and in a very snooty manner,
finally met some people who
spoke real English today."

Instead of a standardized
American reply that I really did
want to say. like: "Hey there
Cleopatra, get off your pedestal a

while and maybe fraternize with us

poor heathens"; I just shook my
head, and walked away. The gentle

man came out in me, and I only felt

pity for her, who at twenty years

old. thought she knew everything

This woman, I mean, girl was not

even a naturalized British citizen

she was from Stockholm. But with

my thoughtful, constrained
response, I did begin to think that

maybe I do have a little clear and
proper English in me, after all.

English gentleman, that is.

jorma Kansanen is a Collegian

columnist.

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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Extracting the sanguine essence

Henry J

Brier

This is for those who would like

some color added to the drip-

ping water faucet...

The blood pressure was 120 over

70, according to the registered nurse

from the American Red Cross (ARC)
who was monitoring the pulse with her

middle and forefinger placed on the

inside of the left wrist.

The scene was the Cape Cod
Lounge one day last

week, and the subject

was laying down on a

cot at this time, prepar-

ing to donate a vital

fluid.

Meanwhile, further up the same arm
toward the shoulder the sphignometer

sufficed in lieu of a tourniquet. As it

was inflated, it became tighter around
the arm.

Slowly protruding from the arm was
the basilic vein, as it first emerged on
the external side of the wrist. Then, a

shade of blue appeared as the vein's

path further emerged, twisting toward

the internal side of the elbow.

Previously, the vein was well-hidden

as it seethed beneath the skin. But
when the sphignometer became tighter,

the ever-blue vein seemed to be on the

brink of bursting from the arm. Then,

the nurse's eyes opened wider and her

face lit up, as she cleaned the flesh on
the elbow above the vein.

She then took a marker and drew a

small circle on the flesh above the

vein, and she unwrapped the sphig-

nometer. Different apparatus, such as

tubing and a collection packet, was
then arranged by the nurse while the

subject continued to rest horizontally

in preparation to be penetrated, all in

the name of a humanitarian act.

The average adult human body con-

tains approximately eight to 10 pints of

blood, according to the ARC. Nearly

one pint of blood is donated, and the

whole process takes no more than an

hour's time. Twenty-five percent of the

donated blood they receive in New
England originates from high school or

college students.

Within the hand of

the donor was an

unidentifiable object

that the nurse asked to

be occasionally

squeezed, in order to keep the blood

rushing and the vein active.

She then took a cotton swab, which
at its tip contained iodine solution, and
rubbed it on the same spot where the

small circle was drawn with the mark-
er.

This may feel like a bee-sting," she

said with a stern expression, as she

held a syringe with a bevelled needle at

its tip. "So, what are you studying at

UMass?"
"lournalism and Near Eastern

histttttt..." was the beginning of the

response which was abruptly cut short

because of that bee embarking upon its

objective.

The differences being that fluid was
not injected, but drawn, and the bee

was more like a large mosquito.

The skin was previously smooth and
soft. But not at this time after the nee-

dle pierced the flesh in a procedure
known as "venipuncture."

Had the nurse been male, this

opportunity to donate blood would

have been bypassed. Female nurses are

far more gentle, thus more trusted,

when doing something such as pene-

trating a vein.

The sensation of that needle pierc-

ing the flesh and then resting within

the vein is an unmatched experienced.

It is not painful, and it is rather easy to

become used to, as the sting becomes a

dull ache.

Insuring that the needle stays intact

until the donation procedure is com-
plete, the nurse places gauze and med-

ical tape over the penetration site.

The sanguine essence then drips into

the bag, while the nurse careful I \

makes sure everything continues to

run smoothly. Plus, nothing beats the

bizarre conversation maintained
between the donor and the nurse.

This AB-negative which, according

to the ARC, accounts for 1 percent of

the population, contains a trait that

derives from the Far East. Because the

blood type is rare it almost seems like

an obligation to donate.

As the bag becomes full, the nurse

arranges the equipment, and ultimately

extracts the needle from the arm.

Shortly thereafter the light-headed

subject is escorted (not unlike the presi

dent) to a table where the donated flu

ids are replenished with different

drinks. Plus, the conversation here with

the ARC volunteers is even more fringe

The donor is advised to avoid heavy

exercising for the next few hours, giv

ing the body an opportunity to recu-

perate, and prepare for the next time

to donate blood.

Henry J. Brier is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Blame it on the raiment

My
boyfriend is a big jerk when

it comes to clothing. In fact,

there aren't days that go by
when he doesn't have some comment
on what I wear or buy or what he
wears or buys. I can understand why
he is confused when I go shopping
and spend $200 on a jacket and jeans

and he buys nothing because he can't

believe how much everything costs. I

really can understand his confusion.

Ever walk through your local |,

Crew, Banana Republic.
Abercrombie & Fitch. Eddie Bauer or

GAP and ask yourself. "Exactly what
store am I in now?" Well, like

Michael lackson once sang, you are

not alone.

It seems that America is making it

easier and easier to dress like everyone
else and apparently everyone else

looks good in pastel striped vests and
light tan khakis. So, how do you sepa-

rate these stores from one another?
The first place to start is at the sign

above the door. If you looked before

you leapt, you get an A-plus for obser-

vance. However, if you just happened
to be dragged into one of these stores,

things could get a bit confusing.

Pop quiz. You walk into a store, the

floors are all a light colored hardwood,
varnished within an inch of their life.

The walls are stark white, the lighting

is mostly run on tracts or hidden clev-

erly behind tables and counters of the

same light colored varnished wood.
There are no mannequins, only sem-

blances of some swathed in layers of

shirts, sweaters and jackets in rustic

shaded and faded colors.

The first thing that assails your
senses is the brand spanking new fra-

grance section that totes their unique

and sexy line of bath products, can-

dles and smelling salts. All the sales

people look like they belong in an Ivy

League library. They sniff at you as

you walk by and then go back to fold-

ing wheat toned wool cardigans.
Where are you?

If you answered Banana Republic,

you're probably right. If you
answered J. Crew, you are probably

right, in fact if you mentioned any of

the above stores (with the exception
of Abercrombie and their blinding
plaid carpet) you are probably right.

However, what separates the GAP
denim vests from the NEXT and Ann
Taylor denim vests is price.

Chances are if you pick up a white
button down plain front dress shirt

and the price label is marked $78 you
are in Banana Republic, whereas a

white button down shirt with a plain

"// seems that

America is making it

easier and easier to

dress like everyone else

and apparently every-

one else looks good in

pastel striped vests and
light tan khakis. So,

how do you separate

these stores from one
another?"

Tara MK Connelly

front from the GAP would be $36. In

Banana Republic and |. Crew, sale
prices are more apt to go from $ 1 20
to $92 and you would be thrilled.

However, go to Eddie Bauer and you
are more likely to find a $36 marked
down to $15.

Basically, it all narrows down to
labels and what you think is impor-
tant, because most people aren't
going to notice the difference between
an Ann Taylor and an Express skirt.

And the only reason most people
would notice is if you happen to be
wearing anything from Abercrombie
because they have taken to placing lit-

tle labels on the outside of clothes just
to show how special you are.

Well, honey, I like feeling special
and I am the first person to admit
when it comes to clothes I have no

self- control. Most of my clothes

come from |. Crew, Abercrombie.
Banana Republic or the GAP. Most
of my shoes are Nine West or
Kenneth Cole. It is a habit that I

can't manage to break even at the

risk of being labeled a snob. Am I

conforming to the ways of society

that dictates that every cool person
must wear a barn jacket and wide
wale cords?

Am I catering to "the man" by pur-

chasing a hunter green shirt? I don't

think so; I am simply wearing what I

feel comfortable in, and believe it or
not, that is probably why a lot of peo-

ple do, although I have to admit my
wallet isn't all that impressed. It is

sad that most of America would like

us all to look like the models in a

Tommy cologne ad and it is unfortu-
nate that many people adhere to this

image, but I do not think that because
I choose to dress like a J. Crew model
that I should be labeled a "snob" or

anything else either by my significant

other or casual observers.

It kind of makes me pause when I

see people dressed exotically in black
lace and patent leather hip boots
with blue hair sneer and say, "What
a conformist, what a lemming."
Aren't you the same person who
would go on "Ricki Lake" to defend
your dress and individuality? And
come to think of it. there are a lot of

you individuals out there roaming
around especially around Halloween.
Face it. it is a look just like mine and
just like mine you wear it because
you like it.

If 1 can admit the ludicrousness of

some of the places I shop at, surely

you can grin when you walk through

Harvard Square at the large amount
of people looking like they are going

to an Anne Rice book signing. So
lighten up. After all. it's only clothing

and if you don't judge me for my
Alex P. Keaton look then I won't
snicker at your Snoopy lunch box —
or at least we can wait until we've

passed each other by.

Tara MK Connelly is a Collegian

columnist.

Arts & Living
Aniston shines in big screen leap
She's the One a solid effort from Brothers McMullen director

Team Dresch generates first class punk

COOHTISV TWINTHTH ClNTUdY tOX

Edward Burns, Maxine Bahns, Cameron Diaz, Jennifer Aniston and Mike McClone star in Burns' She's the One.

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

SHE'S THE ONE
Directed by Edward Burns

with Edward Bums, Cameron Diaz,

Jennifer Aniston

Playing at Showcase Cinemas,

Springfield

Following up the success of his

debut film. The Brothers McMullen,

Edward Bums delivers a light roman-

tic comedy that is an impressive

sophomore effort. His latest. She's the

One. doesn't stray too far away from

its predecessor in theme: brothers, this

time named Fitzpatrick instead of

McMullen, befuddled by women.
loining the McMullen alum of

Burns, McGlone and Bahns are the

television "personalities" of )ohn

Mahoney ("Frasier") and Jennifer

Aniston ("Friends"). Also joining the

cast is Miss Minnesota herself.

Cameron Diaz, playing yet another

vixen who gets between brothers

Mickey and Francis (Burns and
McGlone).

'

The writing talents of Burns lie in

his gift for realistic dialogue com-
bined with enough humor to make it

entertaining. As Mickey and Francis'

father. Mahoney teases and teaches

the boys with well-meaning, but mis-

guided lessons providing amusing
results. Both Mahoney and Aniston

take their minor roles and steal

scenes, if not the entire film.

Aniston's role may be the most
pleasing of She's the One. Given the

success of the television show
"Friends." it's even more refreshing

to see Aniston taking a less glam-

orous, minor role.

As Renee, Aniston plays Francis'

sex-deprived wife, a plum role filled

with vibrator jokes and montage
sequences wondering if her husband
is gay.
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Whatever problems come from the

film come from Burns' casting for his

favorite actors. There is nothing

wrong with writing the best part for

yourself, but casting Maxine Bahns

(Burns' girlfriend in The Brothers

McMullen and in real life) as

Mickey's love interest in She's the

One is bordering on the excess.

Running the risk of becoming the

Mia Farrow of our generation is no

shame; running the risk of becoming

a talentless Mia Farrow is dangerous.

Bahns can eventually be over-

looked because what She's the One
boils down to is a movie about the

Fitzpatrick men. Don't let the title

fool you; this is a companion piece to

Bums' first film, except The Brothers

Fitzpatrick sounds silly.

Bums proves this point by limiting

the female characters in the film to a

minimum, even keeping the mother
of the Fitzpatick clan off-screen with

wonderfully fresh invention. B+

that

previous

TEAM DRESCH

Captain My Captain

Cha insaw/CandyAss

Portland. Oregon's favorite dikes

are back in the fast lane again.

Much like their fabulous debut

album, Personal Best, this sopho-

moric release is a magnifi

cent piece of work
displaying the band

immense power
and intensity

Plus, you can't

forget the ace
songwriting.

The opening
track, "Uncle
Phranc," starts the

ball rolling with a beau

tiful, powerful tune
matches any of their

efforts. The song finds |ody Bleyle

and Kaia matching off their

anger-filled vocals while the band's

namesake, Donna Dresch handles

the guitars and newcomer Melissa

York pounds on the skin.

Both on this record and in con-

cert, the band is a tight and cohe-

sive act playing off each other like

a well practiced jazz outfit.

Throughout the album the band
stays right on course, a beautiful

course filled with overt political

and sexual ideas.

Ah... the politics of Team
Dresch. Although at times over the

top, this quartet leaves the listener

with a clear political message. "I'm

Illegal" begins with the line, "I'm

afraid walking down the street

holding hands with my girlfriend

that some cop is gonna arrest me."

Another song is bluntly titled,

"Don't Try Suicide."

With Captain My Captain, the

band once again proves to be one

of a handful of artists who convey

a true message to its listeners while

generating first class punk rock.

But the band knows the message

hasn't been heard or accepted
enough. "Don't tell us we only care

about the dikes and fags. Don't try

to find reasons to hate us. Some
people get it, lots more people need

it." You need this album now. A
(Mike Burke)

THE LOUD FAMILY

\ntetbabe Concern

Alias

In a more perfect

world the pop-geek

catch phrase
"Brian Wilson is a

genius" would be

followed immedi-
ately by "and so is

Scott Miller." It's been

almost 16 years since Miller

took his first tentative steps with

Game Theory, the band he spent

the '80s with, producing a handful

of great albums and one bona fide

masterpiece (I987's Lolita

Nation). Game Theory split in the

late '80s, but Miller bounced back

with a new band, The Loud

Family, and a second masterpiece,

Plants and Birds and Rocks and
Things. Five years, and one luke-

warm second album later, The
Loud Family has released an album
of startling clarity and emotion —
an album that exemplifies the

power and quality of Miller's best

work.

Recorded largely in Miller's

home studio. Interbabe Concern
has an edgy, stripped down feel

— an immediacy that belies the

complexity of the songs, and
makes even the most adventurous

ideas accessible and exciting. The
best tracks on the album, like the

first single, "Don't Respond, She

Can Tell," are a seamless blend of

complex rhythmic structures,

ringing pop hooks and dense lyri-

cal explorations. It's heavy stuff

to be sure, but all of Miller's wit

and wisdom would be useless

without the strong emotional
foundation or clarity of observa-

tion that gives the album reso-

nance.

Turn to TRAX. page 7

Team Dresch's latest is a must-have.

COUHmv DIANA MOfWOW

September Sale Celebration
20% Savings on Food for Your Hair

Sept. 16th thru 21st

Sav*
Wednesday - with Biolage &

American Grew
Thursday - with KMS
Friday - with Nexxus

Saturday - with American Grew
& Hair Brushes

?Z9 1t*. Ptea4<i*tt St
253-9526

389 North Pleasant St.

Tuesday Sept. 17, 7p.m.

Wednesday Sept. 18,7p.m.

Questions call Brad at 548-9582

[

SEEKING
Students in Recovery
from alcohol or drug abuse

ARE YOU IN

AA, NA, RR?
Are you willing to escort someone

who is going to their first meeting?

If so, please call Lydia Rackenberg, LICSW
Mental Health 545-2337

All calls are confidential

WMUA New Person

Meeting

Interested in Music,.

News, Sports, Sales,.

Production?

Thursday September 19 at 7pm
Campus Center Rm 101

Get Involved
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Ignorance takes its toll

Mllj have said that "ignorance is bliss."

I\ rionilly, I am not in agreement with that

;.£(.- old statement. Ignorance is nothing more

than ignorance: it cannot protect you from the things

you tciii I I > 1 1 o 1 tlu^ MMMMM of ignorance: ignorance

nothing more than hu! all those it comes into con-

,.ki with.

In the Ws. we would think tor at the very least hope)

thai the cyclt of ignorance would have been forever bro-

ken Education, the only way to enlighten

the mittcti If finally made available to

everyone in one form or another. There

should be no excuses, and yet, the cycle

continues.

Vl of late. I have been made a public vic-

tim of that ignorance. A victim because I

belong to Ml "institution" that persists as a target for the

public's stereotypical notions. A scapegoat, if you will, for

:ill of society's problems. If you haven't guessed to which

"institution'' I belong. I'll tell you.

I'm a fraternity member, a member of the Zeta Psi

Fraternity to be exact. A fraternity, like many others within

the Greek community, which has always complied with

Inter-Fraternity Council and University policies, and is now
unjustly branded as a "blight" upon the community at large.

"» Bt, is not every living area of the five that exist on

campus an institution unto itself.' Do they not possess a

government and a governmental hierarchy like the fra-

ternities? Are those officials not elected by their con-

stituents, just like the fraternities? Do those living areas

not experience problems amongst their constituents?

One would have to be blind and naive not to be in

agreement with all of the above questions. Why. then, is

the whole Greek community responsible for one person's

actions? Are all Greeks truly "guilty by association?" I

>a>. "Na\." lor then that theory would have to be applied

to everyone living on campus.

However, it is easier to pontificate and aim caustic

attacks against an institution which has successfully been

stereotyped by Hollywood and the media through the

yten, than trying to weed out and aim individual attacks

Fabio

Pari-di-Monriva

upon those who reside within a living area.

My fraternity brothers and I have been persecuted, as

have other fraternity members, from all sides However.
we, the Zeta Psi Fraternity. DO NOT condone the actions

taken by males against women, whether those males

reside within the Greek community or within the UMass
community as a whole. We DO NOT condone the actions

of rape, sexual assault, or sexual harassment. As a matter

of fact, in the Spring of 1995. Zeta Psi, along with the

Alpha Chi Omega Sorority, spon-

sored a workshop on rape, and on

the plight of battered women. The

workshop was open to all within

the University community, yet the

majority in attendance were from

the Greek community, male and

female alike.

Perhaps if those self-proclaimed "champions of the peo-

ple" out there spent a little less time pointing fingers at and

blaming the innocent, who just happen to reside within a

community which fits nicely into their own stereotypical

mold, and spent a little more time actively participating in

programs which would help break the cycle of violence

against women, wouldn't we all be better off.'

It is so easy to hide behind elaborate and ornate words,

and it is much harder to actually take a physical stand on

something you truly believe in. However, we, a fraternity,

have actually done something to educate the masses on

violence against women. Ironic, isn't it?

I invite all of you to finally take a stand and make a dif-

ference. Do something other than criticize. Educate!

Educate! Educate! That is our only hope for salvation,

our only hope to end our cycle of ignorance. I also invite

you all to come down to our house and see what we are

all about. I guarantee you we are nothing like the drunk-

en, women- beating fools you all seem to think we are.

Perhaps if you could take the time to actually open up

your minds and make the trek down North Pleasant

Street, you would finally be able to see the truth behind

the stereotypical myth.

Fabio Pari-di-Monriva is a UMass student.

Incivility Particularly Odious
Historical anachronisms can

only persist in isolated bub-

bles and protected enclaves.

One such "land that time forgot" is

the UMass International Programs
Office (IPO). The IPO and its

leader. Barbara Burn, shamelessly

cling to a racist mentality typical of

the pre- 1964 Civil Rights Act era.

lust take a- look at the contributions

from the IPO bunker to the recently

released report by the Task Force

on International
Graduate Student

Needs and
Concerns.

This Task Force

was formed over a

year ago following numerous com-
plaints and protests made by inter-

national graduate students and the

Graduate Student Senate.

While most Task Force members
conducted themselves in an honor-

able and. constructive manner, the

attitude and submissions of Burn
and her staff served only to justify

the appalling reputation of the IPO.
This is all the more ironic in that

the IPO. which contains the Office

of Foreign Students and Scholars

(FSO). is the campus agency most
directly concerned with servicing

international students, and is the

first point of contact with UMass
for most of them. International stu-

dents, a large percentage of whom
come from third world countries,

comprise one fifth of all graduate
students at UMass.

In a memo to the committee,
Appendix C of the report. Burn
boasts of "delivering services to for-

eign students and scholars for
almost 30 years." In spite of all the

complaints, she defensively argues

that "we do not share the sense that

foreign students in general have
overwhelming problems." As "con-

firmation" of this view, she cites

"the sparse attendance at the three

open meetings."

Only a person completely out of

touch with reality could imagine
that a little-publicized bureaucratic

meeting serves as the barometer of

student problems, nullifying the
numerous complaints filed with
elected student officials.

Shyamala Ivatury

Hussein Ibish

Furthermore, Burn admits that in

all her "almost 30 years." she has

never employed any person of color

as a full-time IPO staff member.
Burn's lame excuse is that "we do
not share the sense that there is a

great demand for us to augment our

staff with persons of color."

Barbara, haven't you heard that

multiculturalism is a strategic goal

of the University? Don't you know
that numerous student-administra-

tion agreements
have called for

increasing the

number of staff of

color? Haven't
reports of these

developments ever penetrated the

IPO bunker?

Thus having feigned ignorance of

the need for multiculturalism. Burn

claims "it is impossible to satisfy or

even determine the needs of those

lof color." Burn has little under-

standing of the problems facing

pedple of color, perhaps because

she spends almost all of her time on
exchange programs with German
universities.

Burn goes on to bizarrely claim

that there is bias and hostility

between Chinese from China. Hong
Kong, and Malaysia. She argues that

such "political undertones within

ethnic groups" also prevent her
from hiring people of color.

Burn's argument suggests that

any move towards diversity would
require that all ethnic groups in

the world be represented in the

IPO staff. By such hysterical exag-

geration. Burn makes the call for

diversity appear absurd and
impractical. This kind of exagger-

ated nonsense is the standard
refuge of those determined to

oppose diversity.

Indeed, at a meeting last year, a

senior FSO staff member brazenly

stated that the reason why the IPO
had never hired staff of color was
because there weren't any "quali-

fied" people of color who could fill

the positions.

Burn continues with the astonish-

ing declaration that "If. however,

the best qualified person for a given

position happened to fit the classic

definition 'of color' that person
would obviously be offered the posi-

tion ALTHOUGH we would be

aware that this hiring could be con-

troversial." (emphasis in the origi-

nal). Burn apparently believes that

she is living in a |im Crow world
where the hiring of a person of

color involves the danger of grave

controversy.

Given the attitude of its leader,

Barbara Burn, how would one
expect the FSO staff to behave? On
cue, dozens of bloodcurdling
accounts of abuse of students by

FSO staff emerge. For example, in

the Spring of 1995, an African
graduating senior went to the FSO
to sort out some paperwork. The
FSO "advisor" refused to believe

that this African woman had
already found a job with a respect-

ed software company, accused her

of lying and argued with her for

over an hour, insisting that she sim-

ply could not have found such a

job.

When the student returned with

written proof, the FSO staffer was

not apologetic or embarrassed by

her blatant racism. It would appear

that Burn's opinion that people of

color are not qualified to find jobs

and that hiring them generates con-

troversy has spread throughout the

IPO staff. Clearly, the rot has per-

meated the entire fabric of the

office.

Incidents such as these are all too

common. Given their "alien" status,

which is reinforced by an FSO staff

that is more suited to the State

Department, many international

students feel at the mercy of an abu-

sive IPO. This is hardly an accept-

able attitude for an office meant to

serve students.

The Task Force report contains a

number of positive recommenda-
tions. But none of these can be suc-

cessfully implemented under
Barbara Burn. What Burn simply

refuses to understand is that the

world is a very different place than

it was 32 years ago. The time has

come to clean out the IPO bunker.

Send in the decontamination squad.

Shyamala Ivatury and Hussein
Ibish are Collegian columnists.

Part of a nutritious breakfast

Brad

Davidson

Now that the summer fun has passed and I am
back at school, my mind is focused on more
serious issues. Some might be focusing on their

senior year, graduating and getting a job. Others might

be pondering more national issues such as the upcom-
ing presidential elections. However, I'm concerned
about something a little more important — breakfast

cereals.

Remember the days when every hit cartoon or movie
had a breakfast cereal made after it. I

couldn't wait to go food shopping with

my mom just to see what they had.

Nintendo. Barbie. ALF, Pee-Wee
Herman. The Smurfs and E.T. all had
delicious breakfast treats made after

them.

My favorite was Mr. T. cereal. Mr. T. was sort of a

mix between Sugar Corn Pops and Captain Crunch. The
cereal was a light brown color and shaped like the letter

T. It had a full body taste and a mean crunch.

Unfortunately the breakfast cereal trend has not

continued through the '90s. No longer do they make
these crafty little snacks that people looked forward to

seeing each morning. I think we need to start a new
trend of breakfast cereals based on modern day cine-

ma.

Pulp Fiction Cereal — Most people I know loved the

movie Pulp Fiction, so why not make it into a cereal.

The cereal will be based on Lucky Charms. It will be

made up of little gangsters and AK-47's. The gangsters

will be the healthy part and the AK-47's will be the

marshmallows in a variety of "rainbow colors."

The Crying Game cereal — Who could ever forget

the shocking ending to The Crying Game. It basically is

screaming out, "hey, will one of you marketing geniuses

make me into a breakfast cereal." I have come up with

the perfect idea.

The cereal will be made up of pieces of bran shaped

<

like male and female genitalia. When you pour milk on

the cereal, the pieces of genitalia change gender. Taste

is really not an issue here because most people will be

horrified after the milk stage anyway.

Leaving Las Vegas cereal — This cereal would only

be for adults. You would have to be over 21 to pur-

chase it. The cereal would be made of barley and bour-

bon. The combination of the two would be mixed and

then dried to be shaped like miniature liquor bottles.

You could use milk on this potent cereal,

but it is recommended to simply pour
Bloody Mary mixture on it. This is espe-

cially good for hangovers.

Dead Man Walking cereal — I remem-
ber after seeing this movie last year, I

really wanted to go home and eat cereal. Maybe it was

the movie or maybe I was just hungry and couldn't

afford to pay $4.50 for a box of M&M's. Either way I

think this cereal could really sell.

Dead Man Walking cereal would be comprised of

two pieces: little men and electric chairs. It would
resemble the taste of Honey Comb, but extra crunchy.

The object with your spoon would be to try and get the

little men in the electric chairs and then chow them
down!

Not only would this be a tasty cereal, but it could be

used for educational purposes. On the side of the box

there could be updates on death row prisoners, and

people you could write to for information on the death

penalty. Also on the back of the box there could be a

maze. The object of the maze would be to get Sean

Penn from his jail cell to the chair.

Those are just a few of the ideas that I came up with.

Hopefully, some marketing people will read this article

and take some of my suggestions. I'm getting tired of

the same old Cheerios and Corn Flakes every morning. I

need a little more to start off my day.

Brad Davidson is a Collegian columnist.

(tale

Christina

Heaphy

I
sat in front of the television,

pressing myself into the

couch. I squirmed and
rearranged the pillows until

I found the most comfortable posi-

tion. My neck bent forward, one
arm dangled off the

armrest and my legs

stretched half-way
to the fire place. My
mom got up to

answer the phone.

"Hi. Hmmm... you called right

when the Democratic National
Convention was about to start

didn't you?"
I looked over at my mom. We

grinned. 1 knew it was her friend

lanice. a bastion of conservative,

upper-class ideals, an "us" against

"them" prize fighter, lanice grew up

in a poor mining town in

Pennsylvania. Now she has a CD
changer in the trunk of her red

Cadillac.

"Oh, is that on tonight?" I could

hear her say. "Well is Chelsea
there?"

I cringed to hear my mom say

'yes' and describe what the First

Daughter was wearing.

Nothing about the last four years

gets up my dander more t han the

way the two women in the TTilton

Lay Off
family have been raked over the

coals. Before Bill was even inaugu-

rated, his junior high school age
daughter was slaughtered by the

press for having bad hair, a bad chin

and a nerdy smile. I took it almost

personally. Do you
know anyone who
would flaunt their sev-

enth or eighth grade
yearbook photo? Those
years are always

plagued with skin-and-bones prepu-

bescent boys, girls with haircuts that

make them look like boys, and
pre-contact lens nightmares. Feet

are twice the size of legs, skin starts

to get shiny, and orthodontists start

to make a killing.

After Bill became President Bill,

it was Hillary's turn. Presented as a

power-hungry She-Ra. the first

lady, an ace lawyer and flawless

orator, became the "next Russia." I

could hear it coming: "If we contin-

ue to allow the President's wife to

rule the country, we'll have lost the

ultimate war. First Cuba, then
Vietnam, now... a strong woman in

the White House. Where are our
family values?"

I wouldn't have been watching
the DNC at all. if there had been
anwhing remote!) Vxciting 'going

on. But it was one of my last days

at home to spend with the fam, and

mom had been talking about this

event for days. We missed being at

the convention by a week. Visiting

relatives in Chicago, my mom
bemoaned the fact that she had also

missed the last one held in Chicago,

the hometown of both the First

Lady and my Lincoln-ite mother.

She hung up the phone after 10

minutes of "uh-huh's" and "No, I

don't know where Chelsea is apply-

ing to schools," and "Oh, lanice."

She walked back to the couch and

sat down. She shook her head. She

can't believe she is friends with a

real-live Rush Limbaugh fan.

We sat and watched the opening

statements, the pre- introductory

introduction, the introduction, and
then the nomination and the sec-

onding of the first nomination.

My mom turned to me and said.

"You know what lanice said?"

"No. What?"
"Someone ought to tell Chelsea

that haircut makes her look like a

Spaniel."

I turned back to the tube. The
election is only two months away.

Here we go again.

Christina Heaphy is a UMass stu-

dent.
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Seeing the world through a monitor

The whole world should be a computer. Well,

maybe not the whole world, but there is definite-

ly a lot to be learned from the blind way in

which the computer works. I am in no way
implying that people should be unfeeling, unthinking

creatures. In fact, I am suggesting just the opposite.

Recent years have brought about major changes in

the use of computers. Practically everyone has an e-mail

account and millions of people across the world surf the

web each night, meeting up in chat

rooms to talk for hours on end with peo-

ple they have never met face-to-face.

Talk shows have highlighted couples

who met on the Internet and fell in love

without ever meeting. Ridiculous, you
may think, but I think I understand how it can happen.

The computer helps people to see real personality rather

than the physical qualities. Although a poor substitution

for talking with someone in the flesh, online chats do
have their advantages.

The other night I was checking my e-mail when I got

a request to talk from another UMass student I didn't

know. I decided to respond and we chatted for a little

while. Nothing major, just a friendly little chat about

everything from school to squirrels to music. But the

incident got me thinking about how our society func-

/

Lounsbury

tions.

While sitting in front of a computer terminal, it is so

easy to say what you want, to be who you want to be. It

is so much easier to get to know the real person you are

talking to and for them to see the real you. Why, then,

is it so hard for us to be open face-to-face?

I believe that our society gets much too hung up on

appearance and stereotypes and cliques. If someone is

different in any way we tend to not give them a chance.

This is where many of our problems lie. I

truly believe that everyone in this world

has something important to say. You may
not agree with a particular viewpoint, but

no one's ideas should be repressed.

I wish everyone could find a way to act

like that computer, filtering out the differences among
us. Forget about the age difference, the difference in

skin color, the purple hair. Try to look beyond it all and

really get to know the person. You'll probably have

more in common than you think.

The next time you're sitting next to a stranger in

class, try to start a conversation with them. It doesn't

matter if they are just like you or anything, but chances

are they'll have something wonderful to share with the

world. They just need the opportunity to share it.

Amy Lounsbury is a UMass student.

Letters to the Editor

Vietnam column
too nice to U.S.

To the editor:

This letter is written reference to

Andrew Trodden's Sept. 16th editori-

al column. While I agree with his

observation that everyday life for an

American soldier in Vietnam during

the "police action" from 1965 until

1972 must have been a constant wak-

ing nightmare. I disagree with his

view that the United States' involve-

ment in Vietnam provided freedom

for anyone. And study of the Domino
Theory will disprove its main thesis.

Trodden speaks of our "threatened

freedom." The existence of Vietnam

as a communist state threatens only

followers of Joseph McCarthy.

The United States would like us

to believe that the Vietnam War was

about freedom, but those of us who
look beyond the propaganda know
that it was nothing but the United

States sticking its ugly, imperialistic

nose where it didn't belong. Yes,

Vietnam veterans are heroes — for

surviving the hell that their country

imposed on them. Like the innocent

Vietnamese farmer and his family

who were killed by American sol-

diers, the American soldiers them-

selves were the victims of the

United States smashing its Iron Fist

down with its eyes clamped tightly

shut.

Trodden also suggests that the

Vietnam War prevented future gener-

ations from "the living hell and tor-

ture of war." While sentiments such

as that one are supposed to make
Americans want to wrap themselves

in the flag and sing about purple

mountains, they make me want to

burn the flag while blasting some
Rage Against the Machine. Do you
see the white doves of peace on the

horizon? Sorry, the United States of

America just shot them down. I see

war in Iraq, Central America, the

Philippines and places I don't even

know about because my government

doesn't trust me with the truth of its

actions.

I applaud Mr. Trodden for bring-

ing the woes of the American soldier

in Vietnam to light. What they went
through was unimaginable to us in

our sheltered society; they shall never

be forgotten. But don't attempt to

disguise the unjust war in Vietnam in

the name of freedom. The veterans of

the Vietnam War are the innocent

victims of America itself. Land of the

free. Free to be exactly like us (U.S.).

Andrew Gerard
Hadley

Brier condescends

To the editor:

Mr. Brier, how many women in

Corporate America wear a tie and
suit? None, they can't. Society has

standards that say a woman who
wears a tie and suit is masculine. She
must be able to keep her femininity,

yet show that she is more than only a

mother and a wife to make it in the

workforce.

What is corporate America? Is it

still an "all boys club?" Everyone suc-

cessful is a white male in their late

30's to 40's. Corporate America does

not look past sex. It does not take

women seriously. "The Boy's Club"
does not think that women can do it.

Also, they think that women do not

have the business "hard head" men-
tality to survive in corporate
America. They are also intimidated

and scared because their power is

vanishing with women advancing.
"The Boy's Club" is afraid of losing

jobs. Also, they are intimidated that

this is one more thing that women
can do better than men.
The picture you painted, Mr. Brier,

is what women of all class and race

have been fighting. To write in a con-

descending tone undermines every-

thing that the women's rights move-
ment have been fighting. Women
want respect, an equal playing field

and praise for doing our job well.

Mr. Brier, I am a woman who
intends to make it in Corporate
America. If you see me walking
around campus with a nice suit on, I

expect you to give me the respect I

deserve.

Mitali Shah
Central
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Historical novel

ordinary and dull

By Secma Gangatirtar
Collegian Staff

mUPPACARK
Daughters of England
G.r. Putnam's Sons

Phiiippa Carr. the
author of 19 books,
including the Cornwall
saga, brings Puritan
England to life in her
posthumous novel.
Daughters of England.
Sarah Standish is a

girl of humble origin
and means. She dreams
of a career on the stage.

Given the chance of a

lifetime, she jumps to
take it, despite the
objections of her strict

Puritan parents. Once
in the midst of "cor-
rupt" London society,

Sarah falls in love for

the first time. The
object of her admiration
is the very distinguished

lack Abair, Lord
Rosslyn. Hopelessly
smitten, Sarah agrees to

his proposal of mar-
riage.

Unfortunately, after the

wedding, Sarah discovers

that her loving husband is

already married.

Humiliated. Sarah flees

and then discovers she's

pregnant. Over the next

few years, she tries to for-

get about Lord Rosslyn,

but he makes brief

appearances calculated to

bring Sarah distress.

Sarah dies young and
Lord Rosslyn comes to

claim his daughter,
Kate. He brings Kate to

live on his estate, along

with her half-brother.
There, Kate falls in

love with a country
gentleman, but her
father has other plans
for her.

There is every
attempt to portray Lord
Rosslyn as a man of
sinister ambition, but
in this respect, Carr
simply did not succeed.
As the tale unfolds,
Lord Rosslyn becomes
a misguided man who
is trying to save his
vast fortune at any
cost.

Carr's biggest prob-
lem is that she neglects

her characters. While
historically accurate,
she focuses on attitudes

and manners, rather
than the people who are

living in the time peri-

od. The character of
Sarah Standish is

slightly interesting
because she defies her

parents to make her
career on the stage. The
rest of the cast tends to

be boring and one-
dimensional.

Against the backdrop
of England's turbulent

reformation years,

Daughters of England is

less a tale of dark
motives than it is about

ordinary people forced

to make difficult choices

in a mixed-up era. The
fact the book is ordinary

and less charismatic
than Carr's previous
novels makes it slightly

dull, but for a dose of

history, it goes down
easy. C*

Madball ushers in new era of hardcore

Adam
Duglacz

Listen up. all you hardcore heads. If you're really

down with the scene, then this Friday night you'll be
at Pearl Street to see Madball, since they are one of
hardcore's best bands. More importantly, they play
real hardcore — not metal. The members of the band
have been involved with hardcore since the early '808,

and they're one of New York's Finest.

Madball started in the late '80s as a side project of

Agnostic Front when Roger Miret,

Agnostic Front's lead vocalist, and his

younger brother Freddy Cricien would
jump on stage and sing. Madball
released their first 7-inch, "Ball Of
Destruction" in 1989.

Then, as Agnostic Front was breaking up. they
passed the hardcore torch to Madball in the early '90s.

Madball ushered in the new era with their second
7-inch, "Dropping Many Suckers." They also solidi-

fied their lineup with Freddy on vocals, Hoya on bass,

and ex-Agnostic Front members Matt Henderson on
guitar. Will Shepler on drums and the immortal Vinny
Stigma on guitar.

Madball continued the tradition of excellent hard-

core that Agnostic Front started.

By 1994, Madball was already rivaling Sick Of It

All as New York's most popular band, and building a

following throughout the country. That year also fea-

tured Madball's release of their debut LP Set It Off on
Roadrunner Records.

While Set It Off made a lot of noise and Madball's

live show continued to be one of the best around, the

LP came under some heavy criticism. Some felt that a
metal sound was creeping in and that the album was
too polished. Others felt that too many songs dealt

with revenge and beatdowns.

This year, Madball dropped their second LP
Demonstrating My Style. Despite the loss of hardcore
god- father Stigma on guitar. Demonstrating My

Style is easily Madball's best release to

date. The slick and metalish sound of

Set It Off was replaced by a rawer
sound more indicative of their live

show. The lyrics also showed a matura-
tion as the lyrics deal with unity, rely-

ing on oneself to succeed, the hardships of life and
overcoming them, and the importance of friends and
family.

Marauder, Tyrant Trooper and Grimlock are open-
ing up. In case you were wondering, I'll be dancing
and so will all my friends, so if you're just going to sit

around being emo stay home. You might have more
fun.

• New albums by Downset, Tree, and those
pop-punk sell outs Face to Face came out this week.
Local band Hallraker was spotted in New York
schmoozing with Madonna in her vain attempt to sign

them to Maverick Records. Look for that and details

of the other sordid affairs that surround Hallraker in

next week's column.

Adam Dlugacz is a Collegian columnist

TV stars make switch to feature films

by Mark Kennedy
Asiociated Press

It sure wasn't a day at the beach this summer for

red-hot television stars like Jennifer Aniston and
George Clooney.

How did they spend their yearly hiatus from TV-
land? Keep your eyes on a cineplex near you: While
sun worshipers might have spent their days tanning,
it was the casts of TV's top-rated "ER" and
"Friends" who risked the real overexposure. You
couldn't swat a mosquito without swiping one of
them rushing off to make a movie or hawking their

latest celluloid offering.

"The desire to move from television programs to

feature films is eternal," says Art Murphy, a film

analyst. "Every few years there are people who
become prominent in TV who try their luck in fea-

ture films."

A sampling from this season's leapers:

• Doe-eyed Aniston's She's the One may have
already hit screens nationwide but by fall another
project. 'Till There Was You, will be all the buzz.

• Hunky Clooney abandoned the crisis-rich ER
for a summer in the Slovak capital of Bratislava to

shoot Steven Spielberg's The Peacemaker, a thriller

about the theft of Russian nuclear material. He
recently was in the minor box-office hit. From Dusk
Till Dawn.

• Kvetching Matthew Perry, who plays the wise-
cracking junior executive Chandler on "Friends,"
hits the big screen early next year with Fools Rush
In with slinky Salma Hayek.

Fools rush in? Well, watch your step — the odds
on movie success are slim, even for these Must-See-
TV luwies.

"It doesn't always work and it doesn't happen
instantly." Murphy warns. "It takes a while to get

the traction in the new media."

Just ask actor Tom Selleck, who parlayed his role

as a Hawaii-based private eye during the 1980s into

a lukewarm film career, only to decamp back to

TV.
Wonder where the mustached heartthrob ended

up? Yup, on "Friends." as Monica's older love inter-

est.

Lucy Lawless lays down
the law on campy show
by Eileen Gianton
Associated Press

NEW YORK — It's

hard to imagine, though
fun to speculate about,
the job qualifications of a

television warrior
princess.

Like superheroines
before her, she should be
strong and brave. If she's

pretty, so much the better.

She must vow to protect

the powerless and battle

barbarians. Superhuman
powers aren't mandatory,

but advisable, and she
must be able to save
whole civilizations in a

single episode.

A real-life name like

Lucy Lawless may seal

the deal. Lawless, a 28-

year-old New Zealand
actress, stormed into the

world of syndicated
action-adventure televi-

sion in March 1995 as a

guest character on
"Hercules: The
Legendary Journeys." In

fall 1 995. Xena pulled
off a true feminist coup:

She got her own series.

One year later, the
campy, comic action
show, which blends
ancient mythology with
Hong Kong-style fight

scenes and special

effects, has legions of
fans and solid ratings.

"It just seems to have
hit the world at the right

time," Lawless said. "The
world is ready for a

woman hero who is

smarter and stronger than

she is good-looking."

Muscular, and nearly

six feet tall, Lawless is

laced each week into a

bustier-like costume of

leather and metal.

If the outfit seems a

little exploitative for a

feminist icon, a bit con-

stricting for a super-
heroine, that's one of

"Xena's" little jokes.

Some others:

• Time. The show is

set somewhere in the

"golden age of myth."
Dialogue, however, bub-

bles with the hip double

entendres of, say,

"Melrose Place."

• Closing credits. Read
the fine print; you're
likely to find a guarantee

that no Amazon warriors

were killed while filming

the show.
• Sexuality. Men love

Xena. But so do women,
and viewers and produc-

ers alike snicker about
Xena's friendship with
Gabrielle, the young,
blond sidekick played by

Renee O'Connor.
• Continuity. "We

have no respect for

that!" crows Lawless.
"Sometimes it's com-
pletely slapstick, then
it'll be more intense and
dramatic, with some
fantastic moral dilem-
ma."

Lawless knew from
the beginning that Xena
was a formidable charac-

ter. But the heartfelt let-

ters from fans, the

Internet forums, the Ms.

cover article that hailed

her as a feminis' icon,

took her by surprise.

"People somehow find

her really empowering,"

she said. "For a long time,

I was very afraid of the

role model stuff. But only

recently, I'm realizing that

this is just a true honor."

ROAD
CLOSED

DETOUR

Not to us!

We re going straight ahead

for treatments and cures

tor 40 neuromuscular diseases

Mutcutw Dystrophy AMOTIMIOfl

1-«0O-572-1717

trax

THE CROSSROADS
MDA is where help and hope meet for a million

Americans with neuromuscular diseases.

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717

People help MDA ... because MDA helps people.
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Lovers of Big Star or The Posies

will appreciate The Loud Family's
pop sensibilities, but the power pop
tradition is more a springboard than

a calling card, and Interbabe
Concern will work its way into your
heed as an album of greet complexity
and expressiveness — a singular
vision and truly imaginative explo-
ration of pop. Miller deserves a spe-

cial place in the pop pantheon — a

place in tribute to the creator of
records as exciting and moving as

Interbabe Concern. A (Bradley
Skaught)

THE SKELETONES

Dr. Bones

DNA Records

The "ska" band The Skeletones
released their latest record. Dr.
Bones, late last month. But labelling

it ska is a major fallacy.

To be a ska band you need the
skanking beat, the pogo- powered
rhythm and the reggae-root sound —
a sax and horn section are not the

only requirements. Unfortunately the

Skeletones didn't quite grasp this

concept. The sax and horns are
soothing enough for a late night din-

ner date, but not for a ska show.
DNA Records didn't look too hard

to find a band to represent their

label. Dr. Bones might have been
slightly tolerable if the lyrics were
decent. Their second song, "Anatomy
of a Perfect Woman* is somewhat
offensive to the female race with ele-

mentary and degrading lyrics like

"She'll love you with her legs; she'll

do you with your lips."

For all you straight-edge kids out

there, this isn't the band for you. The

lyrics for "Technology" include, "...so

that hemp will lead the way to rejuve-

nate this world."

To be honest, this band is more funk

and soul than it is ska. Being considered

part of the ska community is an insult to

bands like the Specials and the Toasters

who have made ska as great as it is.

Throughout this 30-minute CD,
the band gears closer to the funk and
soul side of the spectrum. The
Skeletones definitely have potential

to liven up their beat, but for now
they are grooving a bit to slow. C-
(Sandi Okun)

VOTED # 1

UMASS ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE
NOTICE:

TO FULLTIME UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

STUDENT TICKET BOOKLETS FOR THE 1996 UMASS FOOTBALL
SEASON ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE ATHLETIC BOX OFFICE
LOCATED AT THE CURRY HICKS CAGE. TICKET OFFICE HOURS
ARE MONDAY-FRIDAY, 8:30AM-4:45PM.
TICKET BOOKLETS MAY ALSO BE PICKED UP AT THE STUDENT
ENTRANCE (EAST SIDE) PRIOR TO ALL HOME FOOTBALL GAMES
A VALID UMASS UNDERGRADUATE ID IS NEEDED TO PICK UP
FOOTBALL TICKETS. (ONLY ONE BOOKLET PER STUDENT.)
ACTIVITY CARD APPLICATIONS WILL BE MATLED OUT
AROUND OCTOBER 1ST.

HELP SUPPORT UMASS FOOTBALL!!
TH

[TRAVEL]
! SMART!

FROM NEW YORK

0m w j» Rovadtrti

LONDON
$179 $341

$224 $427

ROME
$288 $549

SAN JOSE,
COSTARICA
$235 $446
ScHdulad (light!

|FaiM to worldwide daiii nation

EuraiipiitH availaklt.

• Waaktnd surcharges may apply

| Customs -immigration tails apply

I Farts subject to changa without

| notice. Int'l. student ID cardi

may In required

RISM TRAVEL
34? Madison Ave NY NY 10173

212 986 8420*

800272 9676

Judicial Hearing Board
A groat experience for students who

are interested in campus leadership*

wish to improve communication and listening skills*

are enrolled full time*

have at least a 2.0 G PA
are not on judicial sanction*

APPLY NOW TO BE A HEARING BOARD MEMBER
Training held in the Campus Center from 7:00 to 9:00p.m. on:

September 24 & September 25

Room 1 68C Room 1 65-69

Applications available at
Residential Cluster Offices

The Dean of Students Office

Student Government Association

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
5:00 p.m. September 23, 1996

Any questions? Please contact Paul Vasconcellos or Jennifer Cooper, Dean
of Students Office, 227 Whitmore, Phone: 545-2684

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT...

S H AB
Gain Experience in

Administrative Aspects

of Health Care

Sponsor Health

Promotion Events

Come join the

Student Health

Advisory Board

Informational meeting:

Wed. September 18, 5:30 -6:30pm

University Health Services Rm. 304

For mor* Info call Tamara at tha Health Education Office 577-5181
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Fanatic 40 Murphy
continued from page 10

who is a good friend of ours, who
cairo to the community and does a lot

of community service, and everyone

who knows him, likes him.

"We like to see good soccer, and like

lo bring people in and just enjoy it. It's

one big party," he said.

"The winning part of the game is

also the fans' support," Almeida said.

"When the team has the fans' support

behind them, they play better. We arc

trying to bring as many fans to the

games to help cheer the team."

For one of The Old Boys veterans, he

MM the appeal of the Minutewomen

and Garber Field as also a combination

of style of play and atmosphere.

"It is definitely the style of game that

brings me to Garber," said Chris

Monteiro. coach of the Amherst High

School girls soccer team. "1 like the

possession game. It is unlike the men's

game, and is more of a running game,

with more talent being used.

"But really it is a combination of

both, the atmosphere there and the

style of play. When the crowd gets into

it, you can feel it in your bones, and the

rhythm of play follows the crowd."

The Old Boys have already been a

recognized tradition at UMass. but

over the last few years they begun to

combine with this new group of fans.

This past week they were recognized

for their dedicated fan support by the

sponsor of the Minutewomen, Reebok,

and now have the clothes to go with

the attitude. Shirts were designed by

the sports manufacturer for Rudy's

"Rude Boys" with the Fanatic 40
emblem on the front, and the Reebok

International logo on the back. And
best of all, they were for free.

"Actually, one of the comments I

have heard from Reebok is that they

have never seen a women's soccer

game with the fans doing what we do

up here," Ferreira said. "All you need is

a can. or a bottle, with exactly five pen-

nies in it.

"Its pretty simple. All you need to do

is have a voice, have a pulse, and shake

some cans and have a good time."

"The UMass Maracas" say, "all you

marketing and administration people

out there, lend us your ears, or in this

case, eyes." But that is what is the key

for the fans, the Maracas Effect, so to

say. You can breakdown the moral and

psychological significance of five pen-

nies in a bottle or can all you want, but

the fact is that it makes the right noise:

one too many is muffled, and one less

is tinny. .

.

The love of soccer in America has

been growing, and with kids, has

recently surpassed the Big Four (base-

ball, hockey, basketball, and football)

in club enrollment. The World Cup a

few years ago galvanized the sporting

industry and now the MLS is making

an attempt to become one of the top

professional leagues in the world.

For the adults in the audience, the

fire for the game has not been com-

pletely lit; especially in comparison to

soccer hotbeds like England. Italy and

Brazil. The "ole. ole, ole" is now
Garber territory, and the only thing

missing is the big kettle drum indige-

nous to Brazilian fans.

"Basically what we are trying to do is

get some beats, and some sayings, that

people have seen in the World Cup,"

Ferreira said. "I have had two or three

guys approach me, and say that we
were here last game, and it was great,

and that is why I am here again.

"So, I think we are starting to win

people over."

Note: If you want to become a mem-
ber of the Fanatic 40, all you have to

do is contact Sid Ferreira at 5-5102.

The only requirements are that you

attend all the games, cheer and shake

your UMass Maracas.

continued from page 10

down the right field line to cinch

the win for the Hawks; from |uly

13-24, he had a 12- game hitting

streak in which he went )8-for-48

with four doubles, a triple, two
home runs, 13 runs, and 10 RBI's.

"That was an unbelievable atmos-

phere for baseball games," Murphy
said. "There were about 5,000 peo-

ple at home games. Every time a

home player hit a home run or a

pitcher struck out the side without

giving up a walk, the fans would
pass around the hat and give the

guy what ever was passed in. They

just really cared about the players."

However, Murphy's tenure with

the Hawks came to an end when
they were eliminated from the

Northwest League playoffs. He then

moved up to the Kernels of Cedar

Rapids, Iowa to play in the Midwest

League playoffs. After three days,

the Kernels won their first game
and lost the next two, thus ending

the season.

In Cedar Rapids, Murphy learned

that the professional mindset was
sometimes different than attitudes

in the NCAAs.
"The attitude there was complete-

ly different than at UMass," Murphy
said. "If we had made it to the

World Series and couldn't go home
for part of the summer because we
were out in Omaha playing base-

ball, we would have loved it. In

Iowa, they made the playoffs and
were upset. A lot of the guys hadn't

been home since March and just

wanted to go home. I had only been

up since June, but 1 wanted to win."

Life on the road took some get-

ting used to as well. Like something

out of the classic Kevin Costner

flick, Hull Durham, Murphy talked

about uncomfortable 12-hour bus

rides and staying in motels that

were so dumpy, he compared them

to jails. In addition, he discussed

how hard it was to move up to

Cedar Rapids, leaving behind his

pals on the Hawks behind.

"At first it was tough, and I didn't

really want to leave," Murphy said.

"But the more I thought about it. 1

realized that this is what I want to

do with my life. The quicker I move

up the better, the faster I'll get to

the major leagues. It's tough, but

that's what 1 have to do."

Murphy left for an instructional

league in Arizona on Monday.

Composed of selected members of

the Angels' single A clubs, he'll

train there until November when he

will return home to Amherst and

"enter the real world for a while."

From there, it's off to spring train-

ing with the Angels organization,

and from there — ?

"From there, they'll send me to a

team," Murphy said. "Hopefully, I

can get to the Lake Elsinor team

(the Angels' triple A club in south-

ern California]."

on the NFL
continued from page 10

Orleans/Cincinnati game last weekend? It may

have gone better if the Saints had tagged in QB
|im Everett.

• Speaking of bombastic quarterbacks, it

looks like Dave Brown's been taking lessons

from Everett. Also looks like he's almost as

bad a boxer as he is a quarterback.

• Can Eddie George finally break the

Heisman jinx? If not, Tennessee QB Peyton

Manning may want to tank the season just to

make sure he doesn't win the award.

• Recent expansion team Carolina can take

over sole possession of the lead in the NFC
West if they beat San Francisco next week.

Have older expansion teams Tampa Bay and

Seattle ever held the lead in their divisions in a

non-strike year?

• The Steelers seem bound and determined

to show they can survive the loss of a major

defensive player for the second year in a row.

Interceptions returned for TDs in the last two

games have helped them overcome their hor-

rendous start. Don't forget they were 3-4 at

one point last year.

• New England's defense held Arizona to

one first down in the entire first half. If only

they played that well all the time.

• For all the Jews in New York planning on

fasting for Yom Kippur. the NFL is offering a

way to lose their appetite before the holiday

begins — watching the lets play the Giants.

Speaking of the two New York teams, which

one gets home-field advantage when they clash

in the Meadowlands?

• Looking around the AFC East, it looks like

the prognosticators were wrong. Buffalo, who

many feel could go to the Super Bowl again,

needed overtime to beat New York, should

have lost to New England, and were blown out

in Pittsburgh. On the other hand, Indianapolis

seems to be proving they are the real thing

with a 3 and start, including a win over

Dallas with seven players out with injuries.

They may not be the most talented team in the

league, but they have something talented

underachieving teams like New England lack.

As QB )im Harbaugh put it, "It's a team that

believes in itself." They think they're going to

win and they do...

Jacob W. Michaels is a Collegian columnist.

Attention Skiers:
The Ski Club is look- mation call Arik at

ing for new mem- 545-3437 or stop by

bers. Everyone is wel- the Ski Club office at

come. For more infor- 434 Student Union.

ERGE
When we all work together,
great things can happen.

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717

ian assi
113 Campus Center • University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS I EMPLOYMENT
Play Women s Rufky! Fun and chal

lengmg 0*ly«6e>ni Call Mel O 256

M70
CHINESE FOOD KAI CHI delivering

Sunday Thursday to ? am Friday and

Saturday to 3 am

Tatar Wanted For Biochem 420

Background in Organic Chemistry also

Call 549-1987

Babysitter Needed lor 4 year old Tues

andThurs 3 30-6 00 Call Micnete at 256-

8632

APARTMENT FOR RENT | ENTERTAINMENT

3 Bedroom apartment in Puttton For

into call 549-5941

2 Bedreem Squire Village Rest ol

month lor tree looting tor someone to

take over lease immediately Mike 665

7922

AUTO FOR SALE

M Gee Prise* Excellent condition

$3600/80 584 8302 Ask for Muni

Zeppelin 1 Peerl Jam! Creedencel

NYC Band does it all tor your next party'

Covers |ams Kick Ass originals 1 Call my

Secret Sativa 212 463 6683

http //www eskimo com/-mss/

FOR RENT

IMS Sueeru 61 Hatchback 114k

miles Good condition 4W0nve $1600

BestO Call 586-3497

GREATCM
19K Oldsmosile Cutlass Supreme

Good funning condition Best otter Cell

54^300/oi634 5/32

MAZDA H 323 HATCHBACK: 79 000

m . vary good condition sunroof tune up

work just done. $2900 0B0 Call 549

/286

1X3 Olds. Doha t3 '« sale New tires

rotors wheels Panasonic Stereo System.

$750 CdII 253 7258

17 Ferd Ranger New engine, greet

shape Call Amy 253-1926

77 Dodge Van Automatic May mspec

non strckei Runs Great $600 256 1 300

IMS Buick We |on Good condition,

new transmission $800 David 549 8273

EMPLOYMENT

Need seme extra cask, but don't have

time tor a steady K*7 Sign up to work

Family Day. Saturday. September 28

Applications can be picked up at the

Alumni Relations Office in Memorial Hall

Foi more into contact Jerm Bennett at

54V2317

taring Breed!!

Commissions 1

Plus Free Delivery 253-

9742

Available new! 2BDR townhouse on

bus line $630/month Squue Village

665-2203

FOR SALE
Dove Matthews Tickets tor sale 10/6

Call 5494739

Sunglasses: Prescription. Oakley w/

case Call 549-3950

MUSICIANS

Drummer Needed For dark pop/rock

band Call Prul 549-5836

VISA/MASTERCARD GUARANTEED
Bad credit No credit No problem Call

1 800354 1590 124 hoursl

ST. JUDE
May the Sacred Heart of Jesus be adored

glorified, loved and preserved now and

forevei Sacied Mean of Jesus, pray for

us St Jude. worker of miracles, pray for

us St Jude. helper of the hopeless, pray

torus Thank You MM

MISCELLANEOUS

Pregnant? Need Help' Call Birthright of

Amherst area for free testing and caring

assistants 549- 1906

Hi

Fridge w/Treezer 4ft tall, mint

Kelly 5490920 $90 or BO
Call

PINBALL MACHINE. Reconditioned

$1.0000014131253 5363

Earn Cashi Highest

lowest Prices 1 travel free

on only 13 sales' Free Info' Sunsplash 1

800 426 7710

Creise Ships Hiring- Earn up to

$20,000«/monm World Travel Seasonal

and Full Time positions No exp neces

sary for info call I 206 971 3550 Ext

C5O015

National Parks Hiring- Positions ate

now available at National Partis Forest,

and Wildlife Preserves Excellent benefits

and bonuses' Call 1206-971 3670 Est

NS0016

Tropical deserts Hiring- Students

needed 1 Entry level and carter positions

available worldwide Call Resort

Employment Services 206-9713600 Fjt

FB0012

ATTTNTrON AU STUDENTS' Over $6

Billion in public and private sector

Grants and scholarships ere new avail

able All students are eligible Let us

help For more info call 1400 263-6495

En 150014

InternaSienel Einplsinmnl- Earn up to

$25 $45/houf teaching basic converse

tional english in Japan. Taiwsn. oi S

Korea No teaching background or Asian

languages required For info call 206

50018

Attentiin Skiers and Beardere Entry

level positions into the ski industry with

skiing benefits Make up to $1000/month

Pan time enthusiastic individuals please

call Ski Card International 1 800 333

2SW

t. Frame and Custom Cover

$2000008 548-9728

Stereo Systems and components.

usedAecondirjoned Large selection, hon-

est advice, warranty, gieat pnees We
buy audio, video. DJ. musical equipment

Stereo and Video Exchange at Jackson's

Flea Market. Mountain Farms Mall.

Hadley Open Sundays only. 95 Other

days call Amherst 256-0941

SALE Dorm Fridge $125. Word Processor

$100 Call 5401578

Wetersod Oak. Queen. Drawers $225

5496412

I have 4 Oave Matthews Tit Oct 4

MSG Need to sell Call Karen 5495079

Washburn XB400 Bass Active Pick Ups

w/case $250 587-0422

Neiekeok Camanser 8 mb Ram 120 HO
Both expandable Microsoft/Office with

case $700 256- 1300

DAKOTA " Beautiful

Husky/Shephard/fletnevet mix, 7 years of

age outdoor dog. needs lots ol exercise,

well behaved, voice trained lantasbc per

sonality playful, sweet, good natured.

great m strange environment loves

swimming, fnsbee other dogs outstand-

ing around small children $150 neg only

to good home owner Leaving the courv

try Call Tata C 256-67BB

Futon Double with frame and cover $150

B0 Waterbed. Queen. Semi waveless

with headboard $150 B0 253 5350

Pair af proscription eyeglasses

Outside GHC on 9/10 Call UMASS Police

to claim

FOUND
Found Cemeect Disk m Student Union

Lounge- identify 586 8531

INSTRUCTION

Jen Pisns Teacher Beginners to

advanced students Call Steven Page

2513354

WWW SUCESS ORG Free business

education horn Amencan Institute

Entrepreneurship and Reel Estate

Investment Courses Retire rich in ten

years

Being Lessens w/Oiets Bumpus Carl

tor brochure 7328817

1 I had to pay for my own ad

The lines were too long, so I called in my

ad Yes. I am always looking tor new

tnends and gaming partners You know

what I look like When do I get to see

you. meet you. talk to you' How do I

know this isn't pst my roommate playing

a practical joke on me'

Mr Interested

PERSONALS
Nerthampten- floemata needed •

great downtown two bedroom apt Own
bedroom/bathroom, shared living room

and kitchen Seeking responsible male or

female Call 586 9284

ROOM FOR RENT

WORTH THE RIDE

2 BDR Apt in Sunderland HW floors.

wash/dry. porch, garage

315* BEAUTIFUL SETTING' QUFETi 665^

4394

2 Bedrooms Available in 4 Bedroom

Apt Northampton on bus route Beautiful

Apt
. great location Call 586-1612

SERVICES

COMPUTER PROBLEMS? Need an

upgrade7 In house service, call Scream

Savers 549-0083

Spring Break '97 Sell trips, earn cash

and go tree STS is hiring Campus

Reps/Group Orgamrers to promote trips to

Cancuft Jamaica and Florida Cell I 800

648 4849 for information on |oining

America s #1 Student Tour Operator

TRAVEL
~mfE TRIPS AND CASH"* Find out

how hundreds of student representatives

are already earning free trips and lots of

cash with America's #1 Spring Break

Company' Sell only 15 tnps and travel

tree 1 Cancun Bahamas. Maiatlan.

Jamaica or Florida' Campus Manager

posiw« also available Call now' Take

a break' Student Travel 1800)95 Break

'

TRANSPORTATION

De yen csrnmute? I need a ride from

Pittslield Willing to stem (

Call 411442 7186

ARIES
March 2 1-April 20

Renovate, re-use and recycle your old

things this week. You've got some

treasures—all you need to do Is look

for them. Clean out your cluttered

closets, give your unwanted things to

chanty, and put the rest of It to good

use. You'll be amazed at what you

have.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

Take on a challenge, especially If It

Involves taking a class. You're a

sponge when It comes to learning new

things. Cut your expenses now to

enjoy a real Indulgence in the near

future. Concerned about your health?

Try a new and healthy approach to

eating.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Your team approach to solving

problems has won you several

admirers. Set a goal today that's

beyond anything you've tried before.

Your energy and enthusiasm will

make It happen. A sweetheart may be

In need of some extra TLC this week.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

You may be feeling pressured to make
a difficult decision. Use your wits to

buy time until you can get all the

Information you need. Long-distance

travel is likely to be difficult. Stick

closer to home instead, and you'll

enjoy your visit more.

LEO
July 23-August 23
If you're feeling overwhelmed, try to

delegate some responsibility. If you're

surrounded by talent, you'd be foolish

not to take advantage of it. A long-

distance call holds the key to a new

kind of relationship. Go for It!

VIRGO
August 24-September 22
Something that seemed to be gone

forever could be making its way back

unto your life. Don't let unspoken

feelings damage a relationship. If you

can't And a way to express yourself

without being unkind, keep trying!

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

For a dynamite combination In

romance or In enterprise, go for

someone who's your polar opposite.

The chemistry will be worth the effort

you have to put In lo make things run

smoothly. Group activities are

especially enjoyable.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

You're exceptionally lucky as the week

draws to a close, so take a few extra

risks, if you can afford to do so. Stay

In close touch with your family—

someone could be feeling neglected. A
rumor that has been circulating lately

could be false, so don't get upset.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

You may be stuck with one of your

least favorite chores this week. Do It

with good grace and you'll end up

ahead. Working with your hands

yields some Interesting results. A
sweetheart's cryptic remark could be

hiding their true feelings.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20

Take the scenic route on a Journey

this week and you'll be rewarded with

an unexpected insight On the other

hand. If you allow yourself to be

drawn Into a crowded, noisy situation,

you'll find yourself unusually stressed.

Solitude can be a welcome respite.

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18

An elusive romance should be allowed

to wane. Something better could be

Just around the corner! The Key to

winning someone over is not as

obvious as It seems. Look at all the

angles before making a life-changing

decision.

PISCES
February 19-March 20

The truth Is your most valuable asset

this week, so don't be shy about

putting It to work for you. Take extra

care of your health, or stress and

fatigue could bring you down. An

exciting afternoon reminds you of

some special times In the past

For Entertainment Purposes Only

CROSSWORD

55 56 1

60 61

64

"

ACROSS
1. Dancer Kaye

5. Fathom without

sonar

10. calls

14. Prejudice

15. Corrosive substance

16. Confederate Root.

17. Came down to earth

18. GarboorFJorg

19. Actress May
Wong

20. Muzzles

22. Actress Winger et al.

24. TLC providers

25. The Four Seasons

actor

26. The Sun Rises

28. Three, in Roma
29. Be indiscreet

33. Slugger's stat

34. Ball or tree

35. Qurt

37. Most honorable

40. Earp'swear

41. Chita's "Spider

Woman" role

42. Away from home
43. "

.

.

how you

play the game"

44. Cab
45. Use a cotton ball

46. Belonging to us

48. Participate in a

gablest

50. Big Bird's network

51.

54.

57.

58.

60.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

Spring or fall

Thorny bushes

Mortal enemies

Tomato mixture

Doctors' charges

He created Perry

and Delia

Fowles' The

Tower

TiD

Flat hill

Obligations

" we forger

28

DOWN
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

21.

23.

25.

26.

27.

Lakers' league: abbr

Lubricates

Weather prediction

Actress Mary et al.

Telemarketers, e.g.

Enactments

Shoshonean

Butt in

AKC division

" Prudence"

(Beatles)

Forearm bone

Perfect ones

Positive vote

Spanish pronoun

Tower ol

Prepare for battle

Around

DelJIIo's JFK story

"King " (Steve

Martin song)

The (Spanish)

In motion

Harvard

Genetic initials

Govt, pencil-pushing

agcy.

Foldaway furniture

MDs
and bagels

Sevareid and

Clapton

Center of commerce
Feed-bag tidbit

Budapest's river

Oriental sash

47. Pragmatic

49. Expected

Victims

Miffed

Lampreys

At a loss

Like Dizzy Gillespie's

horn

Coty or Clair

Hardens

57. Opposite of masc.

59. He and Sally played

the Stives

61. Drunkard

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

36.

36.

38.

39.

40.

42.

45.

46.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

Robotman By Jim Meddick Dilbert By Scott Adams
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"
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HAILING S/SrVAL] IN MY IP MIAMI
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LINES Of COrAPUTlR CODE

IN THE COMPANY'S

SYSTEM

YOU'fcE LOOKING FOR ANY

KEFEKENCF. TO THE

CURRENT VEiVR. TH05E

PIECEb OF CODE WILL
BE A, PROBLErA WHEN
THE YEAR I*> £000.

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winck

1

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

SIX AA0NTHS LATTR

I'rA HAPPY TO REPORT THAT

THE DATE 010 MOT SHOU
UP ONCE. IN FfcCT, IT WAS
A0.L TUST ZEROS AND

RALPU,TWE.Ne)CTTlNA£.
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8 Years in Braces By Eric Peterson
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University2 By frank Cho
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.
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Leeld By Roger & Salem Salloom Always wanted one off those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Close to Home By John McPherson

/ have some problems but

they're not my problems.

They're my parents ' problems.

When I was a little kid

they exaggerated about how

great life would be.

Nowadays, I exaggerate,

too.

When people ask me on

the street, "How're you doin'?"

I say, "Good."

fj

1.11 PERSONALS lo< thtf

LjUK.li |

End Hi Adri.it' 1

1 h«Jd LO iMf lo mr OM*n Ml [Helen
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Dwh... By Mauria & Micaela
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MOUMTJ/N 7XAIL. Tk£*£, SITF/M
/A/A 60LDEN POrAr 7H£ £#D
OF tHE rXAIL, WAS A BOWL OF
MA6IC SOUP WHICH HE
QUICKL Y LAPPED UP.

An essential parenting skill: speeding up

bedtime by condensing children's books.

instead of this stupid ad

%® aw® a Dtmnp im mm
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Jacob W. Michaels
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Lisa Oliveri
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Marc Dionne
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Kelvin L. Torres

jack Myers
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Quote of the

Morning

a
Only Cod can judge

me now!

-2PAC

9)

Quote of the

Afternoon

«
Rehab is for Quitters

-Seen on T-Shirt

99

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 343-7636 tor mere Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Breast

Sloppy )oe

Ravioli Alfredo

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Tilapia Santa Fe (fish)

Broccoli & Cauliflower

Mesquite Chicken

Hampden
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet

Philly Cheese Steak

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Worcester

LUNCH
Philly Cheese Steak

Rotini/Tomato Sause

Rotini/Tomato Lentil

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Cauliflower Casserole

Pastabilities

Cheese Lasagna

Berkshire

LUNCH
Philly Cheese Steak

Rotini/Tomato Sauce

Tomato Lentil

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Tilapia Santa Fe (fish)

Cauliflower Eggplant

Cheese Lasagna

I
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Sports
Minutewomen fans among country's finest X-C finishes second

to Brown in openerBy Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

I Iki c were not too many things to

smile about for the UNH women's soc-

Cfl players alter their Sunday morning

game against UC-Santa Barbara. For

MOM bizarre reason, they were sched-

uled to play the Gauchos at Richard P.

Garber Field before the Massachusetts

game against St. Bonaventure.

But as the UNH team walked away

from a torturous 1-1 double overtime

draw, more so for the UMass fans than

the players, all of their faces were lit up

in astonishment. You see. as soon as

the Minutewomen hit the field for

warm-ups. the Garber crowd exploded

in a frenzy of chanting and maracas. as

the Fanatic 40 and The Old Boys were

finally able to have their frenzied say.

Nobody like them." coach |im Rudy

said. "I would have said at the begin-

ning that it was really exciting, and

wow. this is great, what a fantastic

new feeling.'

"But now after three to four years of

it. it makes me feel like home. I feel like

tin- is our house here, and these are

our people."

That is what most teams have to face

when they enter the grounds of UMass,

as the Minutewomen possess some of

the most loyal, and loudest, fans in

Dmsion I soever. It is amazing in itself

that only a relatively small group of

fans can have that effect, but they do,

and the) want you to join their team.

Two of the mainstays for the now
monikered Fanatic 40 are Carlos

Almeida and Sid Ferreira, who original-

ly hail from the Cape Verde Islands.

The game of soccer is number one in

their country, so when they came to

this country they carried that love of

the game with them.

That love, combined with the irre-

pressible personality that is coach |im

Rudy, and the continued success of the

Minutewomen, has made them not just

big fans, but "the fans" to be had on

campus.

"We are fans of good soccer."

Ferreira said. "Then vou have the coach

By Robert Trombley
Collegian Correspondent

Turn to FANATIC 40 page 8 The Fanatic 40 lead the cheers during UMass women's soccer games at Richard F. Garber Field.

IORMA KANSANIN I COUECIAN

The University of Massachusetts

women's cross country team opened

its season Sept. 14th by finishing

second to Brown University in the

Thetford Invitational in Thetford.

Vt., on Saturday afternoon.

It was a different story from last

year's meet, when UMass came
home from Thetford with a victory.

In a sport where low score wins.

Brown finished three points better

than the Minutewomen's score of

40. UMass finished ahead of the

University of Connecticut, who
scored 52 points.

The big story of Saturday's meet

was Rebecca Donaghue, who is

quickly becoming a national caliber

athlete. Last year the junior from

Stow finished second overall, only

to better her time this year.

Donaghue broke the course record

by 25 seconds, coming in with a

time of 18:45.

The next Minutewoman to cross

the finish line was Katie Greenia,

who placed fifth overall with a time

of 19:39. Greenia, a Morrisville,

Vt.. native, has become a mainstay

of the team. She has gone from fin-

ishing fourth and fifth to consistent-

ly being one of the top three runners

this year, lunior Christy Martin of

Leicester, Sharon Tilloston from

Wantaug, N.Y., and Molly Dunlap

of Hingham rounded out the top

five for UMass.
"It was the first time I had a

chance to see them in action," coach

lulie LaFreniere said. "I saw some
things I liked and some things I did-

n't."

LaFreniere showed concern with

the 5-6-7 spots on the team.

"I'm looking for team members to

step up. We have it. We have the

talent. We just need to squeeze it

out," she said.

One of the bright spots on the

team is freshman Sally Hirsch. She

placed 6th on the squad in

Saturday's meet.

"The remarkable thing about

Hirsch is that she has never run

cross country before. I think it's

pretty impressive when someone

can go out there with no idea what

they're doing and still keep pace

with the team captain," LaFreniere

said.

According to LaFreniere. the

team has the potential to take the

A-lOs once again this year, as long

as everyone can work together.

"Cross country is definitely a

team sport. You can have Donaghue

finish first in every race, but, unless

the rest of the team contributes, it

won't make a difference. We have

to close the gap after our first four

finishers. If we can do that by the

middle of October, we have a shot

attheA-lOs," LaFreniere said.

LaFreniere is looking for Captain

Molly Dunlap to ease up as the sea-

son continues, because her competi-

tive fire sometimes hampers her

performance.

"Molly has got to learn how to

loosen up. She's so tight and so

tense that her talent is having trou-

ble coming out." the coach said.

"She wants it so bad that her desire

may be a detriment to her. She has

to let the race come to her."

LaFreniere also hopes that senior

Kristin Donaldson can perform up

to her potential.

The Minutewomen are now focus-

ing their sights on this Saturday's

meet where they host Vermont.
Boston University, and UConn at

11:00 a.m.

BU is among the most well round-

ed cross country teams the

Minutewomen will play this year,

and the strongest team in Saturday's

meet.

Massachusetts returns home after four road games to host Yale

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

For the first time all year the Massachusetts field

hockey team will play at Totman Field, when Yale

(1-1) visits UMass (4-1) at 3:30 p.m. today.

The Minutewomen, ranked No. 5 in this week's

NCAA field hockey poll, are coming off of a week-

end-long road trip which saw them play games
against the then-ranked No. 3 Iowa and No. 4 lames

Madison in the Hawkeye Invitational Tournament.

After downing JMU 3-2 in double overtime, UMass
lost to the Hawkeyes 2-1.

Today's game marks the first on-campus game for

UMass. though the team's home-opener against Wake
Forest at Westfield State College was listed as a home
game. UMass won that game 4-1.

Last year the Elis defeated the Minutewomen 1-0 at

the Yale Field Hockey Complex. Massachusetts holds

the edge in the all-time series between the two
schools. 17-2-1. The series dates back to 1976.

Freshman Saskia Fuchs leads the point total list for

the Minutewomen. tallying three goals and four

assists on nine shots for 10 points. Fuchs was named
this week's Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Week, marking

the third consecutive time she has garnered that

honor.

Senior Ail-American Kyle Rothenberger has seven

points, with a pair of goals and three assists on a

team-high 17 shots.

lunior Courtney MacLean and sophomore Erica

Johnston have reached the multiple goal mark as well.

MacLean has connected for three goals on nine shots,

while lohnston has put in two goals and assisted on

one.

Sophomore Kate Putnam and juniors |en Gutzman
and Sharon Hughes have each netted a single goal;

junior Amy Ott has helped on one.

UMass has scored three times this year off the

penalty corner situation, with the tallies coming
against New Hampshire, Boston College, and Iowa.

Thus far this year, the UMass defense has not allowed

a goal off the 22 corners it has faced.

The A-10 Player of the Week, goalie Hilary Rose,

has seen all 373 minutes of action in the

Minutewomen net. She has compiled a .930 save per-

centage, stopping 66 shots in her five games, which

has given her a near-perfect 0.94 goals again6t aver-

age.

Yale has split its two games this year, beating

Richmond 3-2 and dropping its game at William &
Mary 1-4.

Lindsay Hobbs leads the Elis in goal production

with three goals, while Cordelia Carter has posted the

Elis' lone other goal. Betsy Hagmann has notched the

team's two assist-

Yale goalie Megan Reed has seen all of the action in

the Elis' net. making 1 1 saves and allowing six goals,

for a .647 save percentage.

Yale has had 14 penalty corner opportunities on the

year, while its opponents have been awarded 16 cor-

ners.

Today's game marks the only stop at Totman for

the Minutewomen in the month of September. They

return to their home field when they host

Northeastern on Oct. 2.

The Minutewomen will be in action in Storrs.

Conn., next Sunday when they face No. 19 Penn State

at UConn.

UMass centerfielder Nate Murphy signs with Angels

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

The stage was set: bottom of the

seventh, men on first and second,

lunior outfielder Nate Murphy
stepped to the plate against Harvard

in the Massachusetts baseball

team's debut in the Beanpot
Tournament.
With a swift swing of the bat,

Murphy took the Crimson hurler

high and hard, past the warning
track, depositing the ball

smack-dab in the middle of the

bullpen. Though the three-run
homer didn't pull the Minutemen
ahead in the final innings (they won
the game 13-1), it was the thing

that major league dreams are made
of.

Little did the Amherst native

know, he would be on the road to

the bigs by the end of the spring.

When the excitement of the regu-

lar season died down, Murphy's
attention shifted away from the

team's Atlantic 10 title and success-

ful romp to the round of 16 in the

NCAA Tournament and on the

major league draft.

"Before the draft. I talked to a lot

of different teams," Murphy said.

"They said I could go anywhere
between the fourth and twentieth

rounds."

After refusing an offer by the

Philadelphia Phillies in the twelfth

round, Murphy signed with the

Angels in the sixteenth and his pro-

fessional career was underway.

Last season, the former UMass
centerfielder wrapped up the regu-

lar season with an impressive .390

average, in addition to leading the

team in home runs (10) and RBI's

(66). With such a successful season,

it was not an easy decision to give

up his final year of playing at

UMass.
"Ever since 1 was a freshman I

thought to myself. T want to get

drafted after my junior season, skip

my senior year and get [school]

done whenever 1 can," Murphy
said. "When I was drafted, it actual-

ly came true, but I wasn't really

sure if I was ready to leave UMass
yet."

In addition. Murphy had his

doubts about the drafting process.

Without a hefty signing bonus, he

wasn't sure if the team would be as

committed to keep him around.

However, Murphy was in good
company, as Minuteman pitcher

Chad Paronto was signed in the

eighth round by the Baltimore
Orioles.

"We talked to each other to let

each other know what was going

on, because we really didn't know
what the procedure was," Murphy
said. "I really didn't know a lot

about that stuff and neither did

Chad, so I would call him up and

say, Hey, this is what's going on
with us' and we helped each other

out."

Once the nuts and bolts of the

signing process were complete,
Murphy was sent to Boise, Idaho, to

play for the Single A Boise Hawks.
While playing in 67 games for the

Hawks. Murphy posted a .286 aver-

age while leading the Northwest
League with 58 runs scored, making

a solid transition from college ball

to minor league play.

As for season highlights: on the

fourth of |uly. Murphy hit a

two-out, full-count, home run

Turn to MURPHY, page 8

COUHTBV MIDI* RfLATONS

Former UMass baseball standout Nate Murphy is making his way up the minor

league ladder after being drafted by the California Angels in last |une's draft.

New kickers flop,

George real deal

Taking a look around the league:

• Are the Packers the real thing? It sure looks like it.

San Diego, supposedly one of the better teams, was their

most recent victim. Oh boy; another Stupor Bowl coming

up.

• Congratulations to Chiefs RB Marcus Allen. His two

touchdowns last Sunday moved him to second on the

NFL's all-time TD list.

Think Al Davis regrets

letting him go yet?

• Looking for trends

from the pre-season?
How about veteran kick-

ers like Matt Bahr. Kevin Butler and Pete Stoyanovich

being replaced with rookies. So far the moves have not

paid off. Adam Vinatieri cost the Patriots the game against

Buffalo and missed a PAT and a FG against Arizona. The
Bears' Carlos Huerta made only four of his seven

attempts, and possibly cost the Bears the game against

Minnesota. He was cut on Monday. |itnmy lohnson's mis-

trust of his rookie kicker caused him to go for it on fourth

and goal with Dan Marino's pass being picked off and
returned 100 yards for a touchdown. Of course, that last

one didn't matter since the Phins were playing the lets, but

it happened nonetheless.

• Too many head coaches seem to have been watching

Unnecessary Roughness, as Iron Man football appears to

have come back into vogue. Deion Sanders makes the

most noise about it, but all everything CB Rod Woodson
has been playing the position, if only in practice, and now
Kansas City's Dale Carter. The only question is. why do
they have to be so obnoxious when they score?

• |ets WR Keyshawn Johnson got his second career TD.
Sources in New York say he's still dancing in the endzone.

• Speaking of the lets, think Neil O'Donnell's sorry he

left Pittsburgh yet?

The lets might be sorry too. O'Donnell's never going to

lead them to a Super Bowl. They should have used this

season to see if Glenn Foley can play (well, they should

have done that last year, but didn't) and if not, drafted a

QB for the future.

• There have still only been three black head coaches in

NFL history, even though the first two (Dennis Green and
Ray Rhodes) have been very successful. In fact, it's look-

ing like Tony Dungy will be the first black head coach who
doesn't get to the playoffs in his first year.

• Nine different quarterbacks have led the Cardinals

during the last nine years. Someone send a memo to Cards
owner Bill Bidwell. . Try drafting a young QB instead of

hiring old backups.

• Chris Chandler is doing his best to make sure he keeps
his job all season and someone picks him up next year
when the Tennessee Lame Ducks go with Steve McNair
Let's hope other coaches and scouts are watching, because
the fans in Houston certainly aren't. Maybe Bidwell will

give him a call.

• Miami is looking pretty good at 3-0. Then again, they

were looking pretty good at 3-0 last year too. The season's

still young.
• Welcome back. Drew Bledsoe. Stick around for a

while.

• TNT was showing some classic footage of former
Eagles and Cardinals head coach Buddy Ryan, including

that famous swing he took at Kevin Gilbride when they

were coaching together in Houston. The NFL just isn't as

much fun without Buddy. Hopefully, lets owner Leon Hess
will continue his usual trend and hire him to replace Rich
Kolite at the end of the season.

• Anyone catch the fight during the New

Turn to ON THE NFL. page 8
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Hemp Lady

to the rescue

Caroline Killeen, a

70 year-old former

nun, is running for

president. Her plat-

form — the legal-

ization of hemp.
Check out our cover

story (See Arts &
Living, page 5).

Series of

shut outs end

Tim Pearson and
the Minutemen
tied the New
Hampshire Wildcats

1-1 in overtime
yesterday, ending
their streak of shut

outs (see Sports,

page 14).

WORLD

Former Vichy official

to be tried for crimes

PARIS (AP) — A former member of

France's pro-Nazi government will be
tried for arresting and deporting
1,690 |ews during World War II —
but not soon enough for the families

of those who died. An appeals court

in Bordeaux ruled yesterday that 86-

year-old Maurice Papon must face a

jury to account for his role in the
Vichy regime's collaboration in the

extermination of lews.

Papon's lawyer immediately filed

an appeal, delaying the start of a trial

by at least six months and further

frustrating those who want him on
the stand before he dies.

"If there's going to be a trial, it has
to be soon," said Juliette Dray, 62,
who escaped a Papon sweep in 1942
"Little by little, we're all dying oft."

lean Leguay and Maurice Sabatier,

Papon's superiors, died in 1989 before

they could be tried as Na/i collabora-

tors. Rene Bousquet, the national
police chief during the war, was killed

by a publicity-seeker in 1993 on the
eve of his war crimes trial. For years,

Papon himself seemed untouchable.
After the war he went on to become a

top politician with enormous clout.

Cen. Charles De Gaulle named him
National Police chief during the
Algerian War, and former President

Valery Ciscard d'Estaing gave him the

prestigious post of budget minister.

NATION

Former vice president

Agnew dies of cancer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Richard
Nixon shocked everyone, including

Spiro Agnew, when he picked the
unknown Maryland governor as his

running mate in 1968. He thought he
was getting a Rockefeller Republican,

a modern city leader, and a bridge to

the ethnic vote. Instead, he got a pol

who had taken brown envelopes filied

with cash in his state office and con-
tinued the habit when he moved to

Washington.

The rest of his life Agnew insisted

he was innocent. Agnew, 77, died
Tuesday of previously undiagnosed
leukemia in Atlantic General Hospital

in Berlin, Md. He always spent the

summer at his condominium in

Ocean City, Md., and the rest of the

time in Rancho Mirage, Calif.

In his lifetime, few politicians

spoke out for Agnew. In death, he
was eulogized as a courageous man.

"Spiro Agnew earned the support

of millions of his countrymen because
he was never afraid to speak out and
stand up for America," said

Republican presidential candidate Bob
Dole.

He "had something few people
in this city ever show: raw political

courage," said Nixon administration

speech writer Pat Buchanan. "At a

time when the establishment was
craven in its pandering to rioters

and demonstrators, Vice President
Agnew told the truth about both of

them."
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Muslim wins presidency:

vote offers hope to Bosnia
By Judith Ingram

Associated Press

ItNNKtK mTKAS / COlLtCIAN

Christian Riis, a senior Spanish major, biked to class in the pouring rain yesterday.

SARAIEVO. Bosnia-Herzegovina A glim-

mer ol hope thai Bosnia can Mas whole emerged
yesterday, with presidential election results show-
ing Muslims united around their leader and a sur-

prising numbei ol Serbi abandoning extreme
nationalism.

After a campaign that played on divisions

wrought by 3 1/2 ywi ol war. Bosnian President

Alija Izetbegovic won the most votes for the

three-person presidency in Saturday''- elections

729.034 votes. His Muslim Party for Democratic
Action had insisted that Bosnia remain united

and multiethnic — even though it adopted
increasingly nationalist tones during the cam-
paign.

Izetbegovic. 72 and with a history of heart

trouble, will chair the presidency for a two-year

term He will be the point man for international

officials eager to help knit the divided country

together again.

I lis success could determine how long a

NATO-led peace force stays in Bosnia. The cur-

rent force, some 48.000 troops from 35 coun-

tries, including 15.000 Americans, arrived last

December for a year. A smaller force seems cer-

tain to stay on.

"We will not abandon Bosnia." NATO
Secretary General lavicr Solana vowed yesterday

in Brussels. Belgium. He refused to speculate on

the post-December mission.

In Washington. U.S. Secretary ol Stale Warren
Christopher said the present U.S. contingent in

Bo-ma plans to pull out by year's end. but he did

not rule out some kind of American presence

beyond then. He iiKn called to congratulate

Izetbegovic.

In Sarajevo, hundreds of honking cars jammed
the streets yesterday, with green-and white ruling

pans Hags Happing and passengers flashing victo-

ry signs. Bystanders waved and cheered.
Izetbegovic, first elected president in 1490.

appeared briefly outside his office, smiling and
shaking hands with the crowd.

"Today, for the first lime alter four years,

Bosnia! Icr/cgovina is reunited.'' exulted Mirza

Hajric, a lop Izetbegovic aide.

International officials met with l/etbegovic and

urged lum to pnopssetr with his Serb and Croat

partneri in the presidency MomciJo Kiejfanfk,

who received b^O.373 votes, and the Croats'

Kic-imir Zubak. who won 342.007.

Zubak pledged to honor the Dayton treaty

commitments to peace and democracy and spoke

optimistically of the future.

"I think that we will bring the Bosnian crisis to

an end in the next two years," he said.

Carl Bildt. the chief civilian monitor of

Bosnia's peace, met separately with Krajisnik to

chart the presidency's first meeting, which must

take place next week.

Izetbegovic told reporters the presidency could

convene when Krajisnik. an ultranationalist who
has advocated Serb secession from Bosnia, is

ready to swear on the constitution of Bosnia

Herzegovina — which reaffirms the country's

unity.

Izetbegovic also demanded that voter rolls in

the Serb parts of Bosnia be checked and "voting

be repeated where irregularities are found."

Under the Dayton peace accord the presidency

uav io comprise a Muslim, a Serb and a Croat,

and all three wins were expected. Izetbegovic 's

party had warned that if Muslims did not vote, or

split votes between competing Muslim-led par-

ties, Krajisnik could be Bosnia's next leader,

Krajisnik was a senior deputy to Radovan
Karadzic, the Bosnian Serb leader indicted by the

U.N. war crimes tribunal.

Izetbegovic's strongest Muslim rival, former

Prime Minister Haris Silajdzic. won 121,253
votes — less than one-fifth of Izetbegovic's tally.

The Serbs' main opposition candidate. Mladen
Ivanic. garnered 282.985 votes — more than one-

third of Krajisnik's vote. A relative moderate
courted by U.S. diplomats, Ivanic used the sup-

port of Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic to

chip away at the power of Karadzic's ruling

clique.

Ivanic's relatively strong showing signaled that,

in spite of the "Only unity can save the Serbs"

slogans seen across the Serb-ruled half of Bosnia.

many Serbs have shifted away from the strident

nationalism that brought war. poverty and isola-

tion. Ivanic polled particularly well among embit-

tered Serb refugees. Voters also chose a national

parliament, legislatures for the Muslim Croat fed-

eration and the Serb sub-state, and a Bosnian

Serb president. Partial results showed ruling eth-

nic parties ahead with more than two-thirds of

the votes counted for the 42-member national

parliament.

Biljana Plavsic, who under international plea-

sure replaced Karadzic as Serb political leader.

was well ahead in the Serb presidential contest

with nearly 80 percent of the vote counted.

Updated information law

takes researchers off paper

trail, into computer era

Workshop series to focus on family issues

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

By Mike Feinsilber

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Prying secrets

from federal bureaucrats has depend-

ed for 30 years on a law written in the

age of carbon paper. This week.
Americans' right to know was nudged
toward the electronic age.

The Freedom of Information Act

was written at a time when the gov-

ernment owned only 45 computers,

not today's tens of thousands. As a

result, information sought under the

act often came on paper — of less and
less use to journalists and other inves-

tigators who now use the power of

computers to extract meaning.

Congress acted this week to bring

FOIA (pronounced foya) up to date.

The new Electronic FOIA
(inevitably, "e-foya"), passed without

dissent by House and Senate and is

awaiting President Clinton's expected

signature. It prods federal agencies to

share their data electronically when
that's what the requester wants.

Why does that matter?

Consider Tom Blanton. who runs

the National Security Archive at

George Washington University, a

nongovernmental library of govern-

ment documents.

Blanton wanted to publish the

White House e-mail written by Oliver

North and others in the Reagan-Bush

years and accumulated on 5."907 com-
puter tapes and disc drives.

For four years, the Reagan and
Bush administrations resisted giving

him the e-mail. When the government

finally relented last year, these com-
puter-created materials were delivered

on paper — 2.500 pages of it — the

least usable format for Blanton.

In the computer age, format is king.

Tasks that can be done in seconds

with a computer can take years when
the information is on paper.

Case in point: Five years ago, the

Miami Herald wanted to match the

names of people with permits to carry

concealed weapons against a list of

school bus drivers.

No problem, said the state of

Florida, but it provided the list on
paper — yards and yards of paper.

That ruled out a computer match of

drivers and permit holders. The pro-

ject had to be abandoned, recalls

Nora Pan], who at the time was the

Herald's editor for information *ci

vices

Since the Herald was dealing with

the state government, the federal law

wouldn't cover that situation But it

will remove barriers erected in

Washington.

The bill would compel agencies,

which receive about 600.000 FOIA
requests a year, to release information

in the format requested, whenever
possible — computer diskette. CD-
ROM or the Internet, for example. Its

passage culminates a five-year effort

by Sen. Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.)

"Many federal agencies regard

requests for electronic data as ,m

excuse for delay or denial, saying that

to produce records in electronic form
is tantamount to creating new
records, which the law exempts them
from having to do." says Paul

McMasters, a First Amendment cham-
pion at a nonprofit foundation.
Freedom Forum. "Some government
workers feel the information belongs

to them and citizens arc just interlop-

ers."

In recent months. FOIA request
have generated news stories on
Federal Aviation Administration
actions against Valulet before the May
1 1 crash in Florida's Everglades; the

government's treatment of South
Vietnamese commandos recruited by

the CIA; the salaries paid independent

counsels: the amount of lead in the

tap water in Washington. D.C. and
the types of tax cases the IRS recom-

mends for criminal prosecution.

But FOIA is not just a reporter's

tool. Most requests come from busi-

nesses, scholars, citizens with tax

troubles, aliens trying to keep from
being booted out. prisoners, city and

state governments, public interest

groups — anybody with u yen for

information the government has gath-

end.

E-FOIA also directs agencies to

give priority to requests in which a

delay would threaten someone's life

Of afety. Next in line would come the

news media and others in the business

ol disseminating information to the

public.

News agencies now often go to the

end of the line, which can mean yasn

could pass before information sought

for a news story is provided.

The bill also provides for putting

far more government information on

the Internet computer network and

publishing indexes ol information pre-

viously released to FOIA requesters

\ -cries of dinnertime workshops focusing on issues

affecting community and student parents is heinj.' offered by

the Amherst Family Center (AFC) and the Universiiv ol

Massachusetts Commuter Services and Housing Resource

Center (C SI IRC) in collaboration with local restaurants.

This program is very unique." said |o\nn I evenson,

direetoi of CSHRC. "This is the first program in which the

University lias worked with AFC to Ebom OH lainily needs."

AFC Director Liz Ixvowitz said. "The program will pro-

vide parents with the information and resources involving

wav- of coping with family issui

I ice childcare. transportation and dinner will be made
available to the parents.

The three hour workshop schedule includes dinner from b

to 7 p.m.. an hour and a half seminar on a family oriented

topic and then dessert and parent networking to end the

workshop.
" Al a student parent. I think the program will be incredi-

bly helpful." said CSHRC member Susan Durkee

The topics will include "Choosing a child care provider:

options and affordability." "Making apartment life work for

families." "Single parenting: addressing your challenge- and

concerns," and "Parent support: Formal and informal net-

works"
Two UMass staff members will be assisting in the pro-

gram. |udy Davis from Counseling and Academic
Development will be giving a seminar on "Family stress:

who is responsible for what in a household." While Director

of Childcare Services Maryann Gallagher will be discussing.

"Fun for everyone: play and reading as family activities."

"This is an opportunity for parents to meet other parents

and realize that they are not the only one who have ques-

tions." said Gallagher. "It is always so valuable for parents

to develop dialogue and get information about parenting."

ludie's, located in Amherst center, will be one of the loca-

tions ol the first dinners.

"Not only will the parents not have to cook for a night,

they'll learn how to make their life easier," said Levenson.

There is a limit of 20 parents for each workshop. Each

parent will work with a parent mentor who will provide

individual attention and information.

The workshops will be held at the AFC on seven consecu-

tive Monday evenings beginning Sept. 30. from b to 9 p.m.

For any student parent who attends all of the workshops,

up to three independent study credits are available through

late add registration.

Parents interested in the program can contact CSHRC,
located in the Student Union, and speak with either

I evenson or Durkee.

"I'm very excited about the program," said Levenson. "It

is going to be a lot of fun."

"Hopefully we will have good turnout and the parents will

find the program helpful," said Levowitz. "If there is a need,

we will find a way to do this again."

The program was funded by a mini-grant from the

Massachusetts Department of Education and the Hampshire
County Family Network.
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Rain, rain go away...

Students waited for the bus in front of Haigis Mall in the rain yesterday.
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|enn Scheck, a senior English major, looks through the stacks of posters that were being sold in the Student

Union yesterday afternoon.

^munoRV

The Club Med of Laundromats

Thursday, Sept. 19
Volunteers Needed — MASSPIRG is looking for volun-

teers for the semester. Decorate boxes for a local food drive,

7 p.m., room 432A of the Student Union. For more info, call

Amanprit at 545-0199.

Meeting — UMass Bicycle Racing Club invites anyone
interested in racing for them to attend this week's meeting at

7:30 p.m. in room 917 in the Campus Center. The club also

meets for rides in front of the Newman Center Mon-Fri at 2
p.m., Sat. & Sun. at noon. Anyone not interested in racing is

still encouraged to attend group rides.

Meeting — The sisters of lota Gamma Upsilon are spon-

soring an open house from 7-8 p.m. at 406 North Pleasant

St. For more information or a ride, call Laura or Sara at

549-6461.

Meeting — UMass chapter of Pi Sigma Alpha (National

Political Science Honor Society) will hold their first general

chapter meeting of the semester in the 6th floor lounge of

Thompson from 6-7:50 p.m. All political science majors and
minors are encouraged to attend.

GEO Social — For all Graduate Students and employees,

from 6-9 p.m., Campus Center room 1009. There will be

free hors d'oeuvres, a full cash bar, and family and friends

are welcome. For more information, contact Emilie at 545-

0705 or 545-5317.

Friday, Sept. 20
Workshop — The Alliance Christian Fellowship's weekly

workshops, TimeOut, will be held at 7 p.m. in room 1 76 of

the Campus Center. TimeOut this week is a Worship Special,

featuring a full band. Mark Lloyd will also speak on reaching

people with and through the power of Christ.

Saturday, Sept. 21

Music — The Hooked on Swing Society presents Blue

Rendezvous at the Northampton Center for the Arts, located

at the intersection of Rts. 9 and 10, opposite the gates of

Smith College. The $9 admission includes a free dance lesson

with local instructor Jacqueline Maidana at 7:30 and a dance

from 8:30-11:30 p.m. The next dance will be held on
Saturday, Oct. 19. For more information, call 1-800-206-

4700.

Sunday, Sept. 22
Meeting — UMass Ski Club's first general meeting,

Campus Center room 163C, 7 p.m. All interested skiers and

snowboarders welcome. For more information, contact the

UMass Ski club, 430 Student Union, or at 545-3437.

Notices

Dancing — Beginner classes in Cajun dancing and
Appalachian clogging are starting on Sunday evenings from

6-7 p.m. No experience or partner needed, all ages welcome.

Classes are held in Westfield at 1 32 Elm St. For more infor-

mation, call (o Samelli at (4 1 3) 746-9067.

Five College-REFLECT, the Five College Bereavement

Support Program is a student organization devoted to help-

ing those coping with grief. REFLECT is offering two free 8

week grief support groups this semester. Groups are forming

now. Please call 577-53 16 for more information.

Staff Needed— The UMass Index yearbook needs staff in

all departments. Editorial positions are available in Photo,

Layout', Copy, and Marketing departments. An assistant copy

editor and assistant sports editor are also needed. Meetings

are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304 Student Union, or

call 545-0848 if interested.

Opening — The Sunderland Congregational Church,
located at the corner of Rts. 47 and 1 16, has opened the

Serendipity Shoppe in the church basement. It carries quality

used clothes and accessories lor all ages at thrift shop prices.

All clothes arc now on clearance and a sweater sale will run

through October. Hours are Wednesdays and Saturdays, 9

a.m.-noon. The shop is located on the UMass (Sunderland)

bus route.

Auditions — The UMass Funk Club will begin auditions

from noon to 5 p.m. on Sunday, Sept. 22 in the Campus

Center Auditorium. Men and women are welcome. For more

information, call 546-2771 or 546-1318.

Community — Womanshelter is a battered woman's shel-

ter located in Holyoke serving the Holyoke/Chicopee area

and parts of Hampshire County. Womanshelter has an exten-

sive community education program providing speakers and

workshops on the following topics: domestic violence; teen-

dating violence; date rape; sexual harassment; domestic vio-

lence and children; and many more. The services are free of

charge, but the Womanshelter will gladly accept donations.

For information concerning these programs or to arrange a

program date for a group, call Edith Jennings from 9 a.m. to

4 p.m. Monday through Friday at 538-9717.

Support group — Synthesis Center Associate Rebecca Reid

leads an ongoing support group for single people over 30

from 7:15 to 8:45 p.m. in downtown Amherst. Single,

divorced, widowed and all sexual orientation are welcome.

There is a low fee. For information, call 253-5494.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from 1 to 2 p.m. in the

Campus Center. The room number will be posted on the

Notice Board. For more information, call Utama at

256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Discussion Group — "A Course in Miracles" will meet

from 7 to 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting in

September. For more information, call 253-3795.

Astronomy — The Amherst Area Amateur Astronomers

Association will conduct free public solar observing at 1 p.m.

at the Amherst Town Common every Saturday in September.

Also offered every Saturday this month will free planetarium

shows at 4 p.m. in Amherst College Bassett Planetarium, and

free public observatory observing at 9 p.m. at Amherst

College Wilder Observatory. Every Sunday this month there

will be free public observing at Mt. Pollux, off South East St.,

in South Amherst.

Dance — The Northeast American School of Dance
Studio in Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday

from 8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

a variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call

584-8167.

Singing — The Pioneer Valley Capella has immediate

openings for people of all voices interested in a small,

focused ensemble singing classical music. Rehearsals are held

on Thursday evenings in Northampton. For more informa-

tion, call Tom at 536-3072 or Karen at 259-1646.

Support group — Overeaters Anonymous will hold weekly

meetings on Thursdays from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at the Campus
Center, and from 2 to 3:30 p.m. at St. Bridget's Church
Parish Hall, 2nd floor. The group is for individuals who share

an addiction to food and suffer from compulsive eating and

other eating disorders. The only requirement for membership

is a desire to stop eating compulsively. There are no dues or

fees. Donations are strictly voluntary. For more information,

call Kim at 548-9902, lennifer at 548- 9040 or Maryanne at

549-5957.

COUPON

I $1.00 OFF I

j
Any Size Washer

j

a Limit 1 Coupon Per Visit .

Expires October 19, 1996

I I

1.50 Washers
3.25 triple loaders

.25* every 8 min drying

• Coin Operated Washers and Dryers
• State of the Art Machines

• Snack Bar

• Big Screen T.V.

• Pool Table and Video Games
• Senior Citizen Discount

UMASS ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE
NOTICE:

TO UNDERGRAD SPORT MANAGEMENT MAJORS

THE ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE IS SEEKING RESPONSIBLE
WORKERS FOR HOME FOOTBALL GAMES FOR THE
1996 SEASON.

POSITIONS INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO:
PARKING ATTENDANTS
USHERS
TICKET SELLERS
TICKET TAKERS
TAILGATE SECURITY

THERE WILL BE A MEETING FOR ALL THOSE INTERESTED ON
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19 AT 5:30PM AT WARREN MCGUIRK
ALUMNI STADIUM, AT THE TOP OF SECTION 6. TO

8am - 11pm • 7 days • Last Wash 9:30pm

6 University Drive - Next to Victory - Amherst (413) 549-2640

Summer is over but the sales are still HOI at LIQUORS 44!
Don't Drink
and Drive

FAR EAST MID EAST
Asian noodle soups, Arabian delights

salads & stir-fries salads & sandwiches

63 Main St. 31 Boltwood Walk
253-9200 253-9299
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ALL FLAVORS I #£ 1

LSI. 1 Wi

ESTANCIA
CHARD0NNAY
7.W ML

JACK DANIELS
COUNTRY COCKTAILS
All FLAVORS

4PK. s3

POLAND SPRINGS
VODKA $Q'
1.7SL €3
BURNETTS GIN
1.75L *1T
DEWARS
WHITE LABEL SCOTCHii
1.75 L C#lflIQO a .]

SEAGRAMS V.O. sale 16.49

175L MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00

FINAL

COST $13
OLD GRAND DAI) 86
USE ^
ABSOLUT CITRON
750 ML

We Accept

Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

ATTHESTOP&SHOP PLAZA
HADLEY NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE
253-9344 586-3007 534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS. 9/19 96 THRU

WEDS. 9,25/96

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHIC*!. ERRORS
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a CazuelaRESTAURANT
Cuisines i >t MEXICO AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

Since 1984 La Cazuela has been winning acclaim and awards

for its hand made cooking and outstanding design. We pre-

pare food that «$ representative of fine dining in the many re-

gions of Mexico and the American Southwest Our menu
changes seasonally to take advantage of the freshest available

foods and to reflect the cultural traditions of the food we serve.

We offer an extraordinary tequila list, superb margaritas, a taste-

ful wine selection and the warm hospitality that reflects a west-

ern heritage. Please join us.

UVE RIGHT
I ATWELL
COOK WITH

CHILESl

Dinner Every Night

Downtown Northampton

Across From The Parking Garage
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Long DC lines due to staff shortage

By Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian Staff

This fall, the Dining Commons at

the University of Massachusetts have
extended their hours in an attempt to

make on-campus food services more
accessible.

However, many students have
complained recently that longer
hours have resulted in longer lines.

"The lines at Worcester | Dinning
Common | were never this long," said

sophomore plant and soil science
major )ason Luscher. "Now, 1 have to

plan when I go so 1 can avoid the
lines."

The administration contends that

is a normal circumstance at the
beginning of any semester.

"There are always long lines the
first 3 or 4 weeks of the semester,"

said Richard Rossi, Director of Food
Services.

According to Rossi, the dinning
commons are not yet fully staffed

because students have yet to seek

employment there. Also, an early

retirement incentive offered by the

university to Food Services employ-

ees resulted in a professional staff

short by 20 people.

Rossi, who has worked in food

services for 20 years, said the lines

are not any longer now then they are

at the beginning of any previous
semesters.

"We hire a lot of freshmen and it

usually takes them two or three

weeks to get adjusted," said Rossi.

He added that often paper plates

and cups are used due to lack of

staff.

Food Services is trying to adjust to

the loss of workers and increased

hours by having more meals self

served, Rossi said.

While he does not have the official

numbers yet, Rossi said he believes

more students are on the meal plan

than the previous year.

)ohn Williams, a junior math

major said "it's good that the [dining

common] is open all the time but we
need more of a choice than just

pizza," commenting on Stone Willy's

Pizza, which opened in the
Worcester Dining Common.

According to Ashoke Ganguli,
Director of Auxiliary Services, the

decision to keep the dining commons
open continuously from 7 a.m. to 7

p.m., was in response to a motion
passed by the Student Government
Association (SGA), calling for

extended food services hours.

"Now students can come in at

almost anytime during the day,"
Ganguli said.

SGA Secretary of Administrative

Affairs Rob McDonald, who, as a

senator, negotiated with Food
Services over the hours of operation,

said he is pleased with the changes.

"I am happy with the hours,"
McDonald said. "Once people get

used to the hours, the lines will prob-

ably get shorter."

Several polls indicate Clinton in lead

By Mike Mokrzycki

Associated Press

FDA rules RU^86 safe and effective

NEW YORK — Far more voters

believe President Clinton would do
better than Bob Dole handling issues

they find most important — the econ-

omy and education — helping Clinton

to a 1 3-point lead in a poll released

yesterday.

Another national survey found
Clinton leading by 17 percentage

points, countering earlier evidence

that the presidential race might be

tightening.

While crime and drugs vaulted to

the forefront of the presidential cam-

paign this week, only one voter in 10

called that the most important elec-

tion issue in an NBC-Wall Street

Journal poll Sept. 12-17, and Clinton

and Dole were rated equally able to

deal with those problems.

But a national CBS News poll

released yesterday found Clinton with

an advantage on both counts. Asked
who would do better reducing crime,

45 percent of registered voters said

Clinton, 34 percent Dole. And
Clinton had a closer 42-38 lead as the

better drug-fighter.

By 47 percent to 39 percent.

Americans said the Clinton adminis-

tration generally has not done a good
job on the drug problem. But the

Republican Bush administration
scored slightly worse on that question

in June 1992.

Only 1 1 percent say the Clinton

administration should take most of

the blame for the reported recent

increase ir. dr^g use by teens; 58 per-

cent mostly blame parents.

Thirty percent of Americans told

the CBS survey they have tried mari-

juana — including roughly equal

numbers of Democrats and
Republicans.

CBS interviewed 1,182 adults,

including 878 registered voters, by

telephone Monday and Tuesday. The
margin of sampling error was plus or

minus 3 percentage points for either

group.

In the NBC-lournal poll of 1,623

registered voters (error margin 2.5

points either way), 51 percent said

they would vote for Clinton and Al

Gore if the election were today, 38
percent for Dole and lack Kemp, and

5 percent for the Reform Party's Ross

Perot and Pat Choate.

Clinton led 44-33 over Dole when
voters were asked who would do a

better job dealing with the economy
and 51-28 on education. Dole edged

Clinton 39-34 on the deficit and 41-

36 on taxes. But 23 percent of voters

cited jobs and the economy as the

issue most important to them in their

voting for Congress and president this

year, and 18 percent said that of edu-

cation; 15 percent cited the deficit

and 9 percent said taxes.

Clinton also was favored 50-33 on

the other top issue, health care and
Medicare, cited by 14 percent as most

important.

Meanwhile, in a rolling average of

CNN-USA Today-Gallup polls

Sunday, Monday and Tuesday nights,

Clinton got 52 percent, Dole 35 per-

cent and Perot 5 percent

The gap had been 14 points in

Gallup results released Tuesday, com-
pared with as much as 23 points last

week. Similarly, an ABC News poll

Sept. 11-15 found Clinton up by 8

points compared with 15 points the

week before. However, any differ-

ences between the surveys were statis-

tically slight, and the Gallup results

overall have been steady all month.

The new Gallup poll reached 731

likely voters and had a 4-point error

margin.

By Connie Cass
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The drug RU-486. an alternative

method of abortion to surgery, passed its last major hurdle

yesterday on the way to becoming available to women in the

United States.

The Food and Drug Administration said that the contro-

versial French pill was safe and effective when used under a

doctor's close supervision. But the FDA withheld final

approval until it receives more information about how the

drug would be manufactured and labeled.

It should be in doctors' offices by mid- to late- 1997, said

Sandra Waldman, spokeswoman for the Population
Council, the nonprofit group that has the U.S. rights to mar-
ket the drug. The drug, already used by 200,000 European
women, has long been the focus of an emotional debate
between abortion rights supporters and abortion opponents,

who argue that making the drug available in the privacy of

doctors' offices will increase the number of U.S. abortions.

The FDA sent a letter requesting further information yes-

terday to the council, which in March began the process to

get approval for the drug, known chemically as mifepris-

tone.

Such letters are a common, usually minor, hurdle in the

approval process.

"We are sure we will be able to provide the FDA the out-

standing information necessary for approval." the council

said in a statement.

Once the FDA gets answers to its questions, it has up to

six months to review the information.

Abortion opponents accused the Clinton administration

of rushing the approval process for political rather than

sound medical reasons.

"We have no idea what the long-term impact on women's
health will be by this politically motivated push to get this

chemical into American women's bodies," said Kristi

Hamrick, spokeswoman for the conservative Family

Research Council.

Tougher rhetoric came from Randall Terry, founder of

Operation Rescue: The FDA is participating in the chemi-

cal assassination of innocent people," he said in a statement.

The decision was hailed by abortion rights supporters,

who predicted it will help end the days when women arriv-

ing for abortions have to pass through anti-abortion rallies

outside clinics.

"It's a new era of choice for American women," said

Margaret Conway, vice president for public policy at

Planned Parenthood. "American women have been waiting

for years for this approval. They're ready for this."

To induce an abortion, the pregnancy-ending pill is fol-

lowed two days later by another pill that causes strong uter-

ine contractions to expel the fetus. The process can be

painful and cause bleeding. It must be monitored closely,

requiring three separate doctor exams for safety.

FDA officials would not give details of the information

they still seek, saying that is considered proprietary informa-

tion. Labeling questions usually involve instructions and
warnings for patients and doctors.

The council also would not say what the FDA was seek-

ing.

"Some things are easily accommodated in a couple of

weeks or a couple of months," Waldman said. "Others will

take longer."
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What's that I see?
Students trecked through a downpour of rain yesterday to get to their classes.

Neex> rr? fiNX> m
Find what your looking for in the Collegian Classifieds

(elwrateihl Rhythms of Lih

1 996 I \ 997 SEASON
Fine Arts Center
UdlVIISITT Ot (fUsSKHUSITTS Amhiist

iL SYRACUSE

mm*
2<ff STUDY ABROAD

• Generous grants& academic scholarships

• Coursework, internships & more
f

• Business programs in 3 countries

• Placement in foreign universities

Zimbabwe • England • Italy

Hong Kong • Spain • France

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY • 119 Euclid Avenue • Syracuse, NY 13244-4170

1-800-235-3472 • DIPA6suadmin.syr.edu • http://sumweb.syr.edu/dipa

Stomp, Grease,

The Festival of Tibet,

The San Francisco Mime Troupe,

Ha-nng Our Say, The Everett Dance

Theatre . . . From dance to music

to theater and beyond, some of

the best performances in the

world are as close as the Fine Arts Center

stage. And for only S5 a ticket, you can't

afford not to take vour seat.

So what are vou waiting for? Come see what the

noise is all about! ^
For rickets and information on our full season

ALL THIS FOR 5 BUCKS A SEAT? GET BUSY!

,- The L

Center
usrvHtsm o»
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AMHCKST

Don't Let The
Marshall Catch You
Going Anywhere Else!

Marshall

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTO BODY

53 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center
• Imports and other unibody vehicles are our speciality.

• Users ofSikkens paint products

• Accepted by all insurance companies for collision repair

or glass repair.

256-8157

\=
256-1385

Shop Peg # RS1212

MlCROBREWS
Oregon Summer Gold $4."/six

Harpoon iPA.m,m.mm $4."/six

Mill City (Loweii, ma) $4."/six

Ale, I. P. A., Porter, Wheat

Berkshire Brewing, Co. cu«i««m
64 02. Bottle, PaleAJe, X-tra Pale Ale, Porter $3."

1/2 keg Evil Eye $55.°°

Honey Brown, Amber, Block & Tan, Raspberry Wheat

Beer Specials
Bud Dry casebottles $9."

Bud ULS& Bottles $14."/^

Keystone Light 3o-Pock $10

Molson Golden & Ice

pt

12 Pack Cans & 6of/« $7.
w

Attention Grod

Students:

Take 10% off

Regularly Priced Fine

_— Wines ^

Liquor Specials
Pussers Rum

Gordons Vodka

Jim Beam

Kahlua

t 7 99 /750ml

JC 99 /750ml

$8 99
/
750ml

$12. 99
/
750m'

Master Card

1 12 keg Sam Adams Cherry Wheat $85 oo

Soda Special
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,

Fresca, Cherry Coke,

Canada Drv t* w/m**-Dry $6."/c

Micro-Brewed Beer Kegs in Stock
Wine Coolers • Ice • Mixers Mini Kegs • Beer Glasses

Rt. 9 East College Street • 253-5384
one mile east of

Amherst Center on Rt. 9E

WMUA New Person

Meeting

Interested in Music,.

News, Sports, Sales,.

Production?

Thursday September 1 9 at 7pm
Campus Center Rm 101

Got Involved
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Longshots are people too

Bob

Dunn

See Ross run. Run, Ross, run.

Maybe not. You certainly won't be hearing him.

While Ross may run. the only hope you have of listen-

ing to the paranoid little nut-job is if you're one of the

"fortunate" few to catch his 30 minute info spots or the

random soundbites on the nightly news.

Why? you may ask.

The big kids don't want Ross hanging around. They
took their bats and their balls and went onto the debate

floor without him.

A bipartisan group has decided that they just don't

want Perot hanging around during the

debates because they've determined that

he has no "realistic" chance of winning.

End of story. Game over. Might as well not

even bother showing up at the polls, huh?
Why don't you do us all a favor, boys?

Seeing as you were able to consult the

Oracle at Delphi and accurately predict

exactly who won't win, why not save us

the time and trouble and just hand over

the crown right now?
Aside from rattling Perot's cage, the deci-

sion sets a scary precedent for future cam-

paigns.

While we like to think of this country as simply a

two party system, there are now at least four regis-

tered, running parties, and apparently now, at least two
of those are being gagged, tagged, bagged, and tossed

out with the morning's garbage. Out of sight, out of

mind.

Sure, beyond the Reform Party, Libertarians.
Republicans and Democrats, the field of parties gets frac-

tioned. as well as a little extreme. Many political move-
ments have their own campaign running, either as simply

a protest vote, or as a bona fide campaign but, frankly,

without a chance to win.

But why do these lesser-known parties have such a

snowball's chance? Probably because no one gets to hear

them in the first place.

The logistics of inviting everyone to a debate are

impossible, but why not set some minimum eligibility

requirements to allow some of the newer parties into the

forum, but not completely clog the stage with the candi-

date representing the "People for the Ethical Treatment
of Writing Implements (PETWI)", party, or other such
nonsense .'

S

How about once a party's membership reaches a certain

number, allow them in the debate? Or why not take the

five largest parties, then have polls determine the winners,

(similar to the primaries), and slowly whittle the field

down until two remain, maintaining the integrity of the

system without bogging it down in wasted time and pre-

cious advertising dollars?

Does anyone else get shivers thinking about this? I

mean, conceivably, it's a small leap of logic from prede-

termining a loser to predetermining a winner. Election by

exclusion. Have some small, unknown, supposedly objec-

tive group creating a custom-made cam-
paign. The new. unknown, or those with

something different to say need not apply.

Campaigns aren't made to change peo-

ple's minds. They're made to lure the

non-committed. Probably 80 percent of

the electorate already knows who they're

voting for. Probably half of those made up
their minds on election night 1992. The
remainder simply don't know yet, and they

are the ones who are losing out. The two
privileged candidates obviously aren't sat-

isfying the undecided electorate, so why
close off avenues of new information to them? In a

country supposedly founded, in part, on the ideals of

inclusion, new ideas and debate, it smacks of hypocrisy

to slam the door and exclude someone with new ideas

from a debate.

So, for the benefit of readers and mysterious bipartisan

committees alike, here's a short list of those who were
also not given a snowball's chance, and (according to this

mysterious body politic, anyway) should have been shut

out of whatever forum they were participating in:

The '69 Mets. |im Abbott (of California Angels fame).

David (of Goliath fame), the Boston Red Sox from 1919
to the present, even our own lauded Minutemen have had
their share of doubters since their entrance into the lime-

light.

Some won, some lost, but they all got their shot, they

weren't left out simply because the numbers didn't crunch
right or the odds seemed too steep.

Keeping someone out of the game because they're pre-

sumed to not have a realistic chance is a self-fulfilling

prophecy. What's forgotten is sometimes longshots come
in.

Bob Dunn it a Collegian columnist.
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Pawns and kings

C. Taylor

Conner

This column is not about Tupac
Shakur.

Rather, the tragically slain rap-

per/actor is just a blown cog in this

machine, if you will. He is an
important factor in the big equa-
tion, yet one who nonetheless is a

pawn in the game.

However, it does start with per-

formers like Shakur. and always
has.

Go back 50 years, and you'd
find in many films the young, tal-

ented and intelligent Paul
Robeson trapped in roles of a

Stepin Fetchit
nature. These
demeaning stereotyp-

ical portrayals were a

burden for years to

come, as actors like

Harry Belafonte, Dorothy
Dandridge and Sidney Poitier bat-

tled against Hollywood to buck
the belief of many black actors

that such parts were the best
available.

Fast forward to the mid '80s.

Rap is recognized as a marketable

format by record companies. Most
acts are harmless in lyrical content

during this period, the notable
exception being Public Enemy.
However, with the release of
NWA's Straight Outta Compton. a

new genre perceived by many
music er.'xs as threatening emerges
— gangsta rap.

Ironically, the concept of gangs-

ta rap is not all that different from
the bleak urban outlook of earlier

performers like Gil Scott-Heron
and Curtis Mayfield. The same
rage, frustration and cynicism is

communicated, though the new
artists are characteristically more
explicit and aggressive.

However, two things have
changed: management and MTV.
The major black-owned and

run player in the business.
Motown, would never touch most
rap with a 10-foot pole — the

same was true of the other big

guns. So, like many alternative

bands, many rap and hip-hop acts

formed small independent labels,

most of which were black-run, in

the hopes of being picked up by

some offshoot of a

major label. When
rap was finally

found to be a

moneymaking
genre, many were.

When MTV decided in the late

'80s to officially acknowledge the

existence of black acts other than

Michael Jackson. Prince or
Aerosmith-aided Run DMC. rap

gained exposure which revealed it

to a largely untapped market.

So, where does that leave things

in the present?

Whereas Warner was hasty to

drop Ice-T from its roster four

years ago following the "Cop
Killer" uproar, many of rap's most
controversial artists are now pro-

tected by a major label offshoot or

a successful independent label

(many of which are run by former

major label producers/artists).

Add to the equation the relatively

cheap production costs of rap

albums, and all of a sudden a little

Bob Dole or William Bennett flak

isn't such a costly matter any-

more.

These days, the formula for a

profitable rap or R&B album is

still as fairly simple as it was for

the folks at Motown or Stax/Volt:

repeat the beats the kids like.

And don't forget videos now.
Yet. who could have predicted

the territorial ludicrousness that

has emerged in the last few
years?

True, we always knew New York
was home to LL Cool |, Texas to

the Geto Boys and California to

Dr. Dre. But the East/West rivalry

and its continuing escalation has

become more than just the publici-

ty stunt many believed it to be,

best evidenced by the well-docu-

mented Suge Knight/Puffy Combs
dispute.

Yet, Knight and Combs, though
sovereign of any white record com-
pany, have become just as repre-

hensible as those white movie stu-

dio heads who cast Paul Robeson
in those demeaning roles. It's pret-

ty clear that they're willing to sacri-

fice talent — and lives — to con-

tinue what are ultimately
Machiavellian endeavors and tired

stereotypes.

And so the life of one of those

talents, albeit one who may have
had a death wish anyway, comes to

an abrupt end.

My two cents worth, Suge and
Puffy: take a cue from the mature
Dr. Dre — quit the game now,
because in chess, even kings don't

have too many moves before they

fall.

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian

columnist.
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Exploring the party scene

Don

Bodah

OK folks, last week I said I'd find

out about the parties no one's ever

heard of who have candidates run-

ning this fall, and about the issues

and positions that will be on the bal-

lot in Massachusetts.

So to start off, here's

the list of positions you
will see if you vote in

November: U.S.
President & Vice
President, U.S. Senator

(a 6 year position), U.S.
Representative, Governor's Council.

State Senator, State Representative,

and Register of Probate. In most
areas outside of Hampshire County
(which includes Northampton,
Hadley, and Amherst) there will also

be County Commissioner and County
Treasurer elected.

Frankly. I'm not sure what several

of these positions even are; anyone
know what the Register of Probate

does? But don't think they're not

important. The Christian Coalition

does methodically run grassroots

campaigns for obscure regional and
local positions as a way of building a

wide power base. Often there's no
real competition, especially because

the voters are mostly mesmerized by

the televised spectacle of supposedly

"crucial" positions like governor or

president. Local officials can wield a

good deal of power though. More on
these positions later, though.

Parties running in the U.S.
Presidential campaign this year

include: Democratic. Green,
Libertarian, Natural Law, Reform.
Republican, Socialist Workers, and
U.S. Taxpayers. More than just

chocolate and vanilla here, maybe.

What flavor does the Natural Law
party get to be? How about fat- and

sugar-free cappuccino? Let's take a

look:

The Natural Law party's platform

(http://www. natural-

law. org/) includes a

strong focus on what

they term "preven-

tion." They make an

analogy between
social and individual stress and
malaise, and propose to "treat" social

problems much like a health special-

ist would treat a patient.

Some of these proposals are

refreshing to see. Sensible and long

overdue ideas such as a coalition

government with representatives

from many parties, encouragement
of sustainable agriculture, convert-

ing pollution-spewing industry jobs

into jobs working to cleanup pollu-

tion and develop practical renew-
able energy sources and extensive

electoral reforms such as eliminat-

ing the electoral college, providing

equal public funding for all candi-

dates and eliminating special-inter-

est funding.

Yet as the Natural Law party
focuses on basic shifts toward a sus-

tainable economic and educational

structure for the U.S.. they ignore or

deal inadequately with a number of

important considerations. There is no
mention of what I hearjjowing num-
bers of people most coneemed about:

corporate control of ,the politioal

Srocess. There is only the faintest

int of a reference to racial and class

struggles which are at the heart of

this country as much as. if not more
than, baseball, mom. and apple pie.

The reality that Natural Law does-

n't touch on has to do with the sys-

tematic elimination of freedom and

enforcement of servitude on all but

the elite classes. This is the reality.

Our political system itself serves to

perpetuate the reality of CONTROL,
writ big. What we have been propa-

gandized by compulsory education

and years of television newscasts into

believing to be representative democ-
racy is nothing of the sort.

We live in an oligarchical state

controlled by a small, minority class

which appropriates all the wealth it

can for itself. No vote in an election

will change this. At most we can

vote to cause slight changes in the

length of our leash. The people in

power are not the rulers we elect,

but the economic rulers whose inter-

ests are indistinguishable from what

our government refers to as

"American interest." That we, the

people who live in the Americas,
should actually be unleashed and
free is unthinkable. That we should

unite across racial and class lines to

demand self-rule is a nightmare to

be avoided.

As long as there is an election-cir-

cus being held. I might as well go and

cast my worthless ballot. But I won't

pretend it's going to make any differ-

ence, which is why I'm writing in

what I believe: No Confidence.

Next time: the Libertarian Party,

how to cast a write-in ballot, and
cooperative alternatives to capitalist

oligarchy.

Dan Bodah is a UMass student.

What to do after school
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David K.

Chan

To the class of 1997 I ask, what do you want to do
when you grow up? Or should I say, when you gradu-

ate? Yes. it is time to take a break from planning out

your weekend of bar hopping across
Amherst. I know that it is our last year (if

all goes according to plan, right?) and
most of us are 21. Therefore we can now
drink within the binds of the law. I. as

much as all of you. am hoping to live it

up this year too. It's almost like freshman

year relived.

There are many different things I want to

do with my life. One of the first things I've

got to do is lower my cholesterol level.

After punishing my health with four years

of UMass food, I've got to put some years back into my
life. This should take awhile, but so will accomplishing

everything I plan to do.

I'm going to first try to write the great human novel.

It'll require about five years of roaming the earth and lots

of translation dictionaries. Then I figure it'll take about a

year to write it and get published. After I get some fame

and earn my poetic license, I'll publish all my Collegian

columns in a four book volume set. I'll change my name
into a symbol so the books will be under the columnist

formerly known as David Chan. I wonder how libraries

will shelf those books.

With my first fortune accomplished. I will then proceed

with my entrepreneurial dreams of starting my own small

advertising company with 12 of the most whacked and
creative minds of Generation X. I've already had secret

meetings with just a few other people who agreed to be in

with me. so there are still openings left. While 1 help pro-

duce wild commercials for Fortune 100 companies, I'll

also continue with my love of writing as a columnist for

The Boston Globe. For this position I'll rechange my name
back to d.k. chan. But this time, it'll be lower case letters.

like e.e. cummings.

Once my company becomes a multi-billion dollar

advertising machine. I'll sell my position and keep a

large sum of shares — like Liz Claiborne. From there.

I'll go to Hong Kong and become an actor.

I'll fulfill my life long dream of meeting
(ackie Chan and being in one of his movies.

In every Hong Kong movie, I can play the

role of the thug that speaks English. That'll

be easy. Once I get my acting skills down. I'll

take up some serious voice lessons from
Michael Crawford and move on to be the

phantom in Phantom of the Opera. It won't

be too hard for me to learn since 1 know the

Phantom's script anyway. I'll probably only

tour the world for about a year.

After my brief stint with glamour and fame. I'll join the

regular workforce as a buyer of women's fashion retail. I

don't know which department store company I'd work for

yet. but it'll be upscale. It'll be just like what I did the

summer of '96 but this time. I get to go to cool fashion

shows. I can't allow all my knowledge of women's fashion

to go to waste, especially after taking all that time off to

do movies. I figure by this time I would miss working with
women's clothes.

When it's all said and done. I'll go back to school.

Except this time I'll have money with me to experience it

with style. I'll get my doctorate in either marketing or eco-

nomics. I may even go to seminary school too. Basically

when I retire, and I figure I'll be in my 50s by this time, I

just want to teach and do black and white photography.
While teaching just a couple of courses at Stanford or
UMass, I'd like to be a pastor too. Yep. that's right.

During my summer breaks, I'll write expensive books for

my courses and I'll take pictures of little kids. Kind of like

Kim Anderson cards. But I'll have to change my name to

David Pierre because I don't think anyone would buy a

David Chan card or poster. Unless I'm still famous.
David K. Chan is a Collegian columnist.

Letters to the editor

In defense ofCamby
After reading C.F. Gorospe's edito-

rial (9/17), I realized that the
Collegian editors obviously don't

screen editorials before printing
them. I've complained about
Collegian editorials in the past, but

this one really took the cake. The edi-

torial, in addition to being poorly

written, was very insulting to an
important member of our campus.
Marcus Camby.
Most sports journalists and edito-

rialists have run for the moral high

ground, pointing fingers at Marcus.
Marcus had to maintain the role of

student, athlete, and good
Samaritan. His personal life and

grades were under the media micro-

scope. For example, if another stu-

dent at UMass were to become
drunk and require medical attention,

the incident would probably go
unnoticed. If Marcus were to do the

same thing, the front page of the

Boston Globe would scream: "Camby
caught inebriated: Minutemen are all

drunks!"

Marcus technically made a "mis-

take," and unfortunately, he did leave

for the NBA. But he doesn't owe the

UMass community anything. He gave

us a Final Four appearance. He
earned thousands of dollars in rev-

enue for the Commonwealth. And he

has every right to pursue millions of

dollars.

C.F. Gorospe doesn't agree with
this point of view, and I can respect
that. However, I don't respect the
condescending attitude present in the

editorial. I'm sure that there are more
tasteful ways of representing a point
of view.

I'd also like to thank C.F. Gorospe
for the beautiful explanation on the
current state of welfare. Maybe I

should drop out of school and get on
welfare so I can "buy big boats" and
"play ball all day long." I'd also like

to offer C.F. Gorospe a minor sugges-
tion: layoff the rhetorical questions.
It's difficult enough to understand
your arguments.

Neil Grover
Southwest
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Searching the web for drugs
The drug culture, like so many other groups, has found

a home on the Internet. Innumerable web sites are avail-

able on the subjects of the legalization of drugs like mari-

juana and psychedelic mushrooms. Here are a few of the

many sites.

Hypcrrcal

at http://www.hyperreal.com

Hyperreal is a great starter site for

information on what it calls controlled

"recreational" substances like ecstasy,

mushrooms and pot. However, since the

topic at hand is hemp and marijuana, the

review will focus solely on these drugs.

The resources here are unbelievable.

The page includes articles about how to consume pot and
construct devices to smoke it. Cultivation is another use-

ful subject. It also includes information on where to find

headshops.

Tons of recipes are available on the site for people who
prefer to eat marijuana rather than smoke it. Brownies are

not the only recipes available, as the site includes recipes

for drinks, cakes and even vegetarian stir fry.

Although the page is primarily concerned with

Hemp Lady on high road to Oval Office

Pot smokers rejoice and get high. Your savior (no,

not Jerry Garcia) is here — in the form of 70 year-old

former Franciscan nun, Caroline P. Killeen.

The New Hampshire native is running for
President of the United States for the fifth time, as a

write-in candidate. Her platform calls for legalization

of hemp for recreational, medicinal, therapeutic and
industrial uses. Meet the Hemp Lady.

While President Clinton and Bob Dole debate end-

lessly on welfare and taxes, Killeen takes a radical

approach to political campaigning. By focusing solely

on the legalization of hemp, she hopes to prove to

Washington's career politicians that the

legalization of hemp is a major issue for young
Americans.

"This campaign is a strategy to blip the polls,

Killeen said. "We can get the hemp issue on the

screen by getting two or three percentage points (in

the presidential election] for the hemp issue which is

being ignored by Perot, Dole and Clinton. It is sad

they ignore hemp since it is so needed in today's

world."

On the Road
Killeen's campaign tour took a turn into the

Pioneer Valley last week as she drove her 1978 Ford

Club Wagon, popularly dubbed the Hemp-mobile
onto campus. The "broken down" van, covered with

catchy slogans including: "Let Clinton Inhale" and
"Honk For Hemp" serves as both Killeen's mobile

home and campaign office. Although this may not

sound as glamorous as Air Force One, the Hemp-
mobile is a step up from her previous campaign vehi-

cle — a $40 bicycle that has crisscrossed America
more times than your average Deadhead.

While Clinton and Dole are raking in

millions of dollars in campaign contri-

bution, the Hemp Lady is forced to a

more grass roots (no pun intended)

approach by making appearances at

popular youth gatherings.

"I went to the |uly 4th hemp fest

in Washington D.C. and gave a little

speech. Then on the 1 8th of August
attended the hemp fest in Sparks, Me., and
raised about $400 at each festival by selling

my stickers." Killeen said, while displaying two

stickers that read "Hemp Lady '96" and "Honk
Hemp" which she sells for $l and $2 respectively. So
far. this has been her only source of campaign money
besides her $310 monthly social security check.

Not surprisingly the lack of campaign funds has

severely limited her recognition value, though she has

appeared in Time, Boston Globe, Details and High

Times. Not bad for a "Mickey Mouse campaign," as

Killeen described her own efforts.

Killeen's work is definitely cut out ahead of her. "1

am hampered in the fact that I am still this one
woman campaign. It is a big project to get the word
out between now and Nov. 5," she said.

Her 1996 campaign trail began in New Hampshire

where her name appeared on the ballot for the

Democratic primary alongside Clinton and several

other lesser known candidates. After paying a $1,000

fee to appear on the ballot.

Killeen cam-

paigned all

over the state,

garnering 393

votes.

Why marijua-

na?

"The young
generation, in

order to cope

with the very

fast pace of

life, some-
times needs to

mel-

1 o w
o u t

during
the day.

This mar-

i j u a n a

seems to fit

the bill and

it is safer

than alcohol

and it is thera

p e u t

'

recreational uses of drugs, the hemp section also includes

medicinal and industrial uses Another interesting attrac-

tion is the fiction section where there are short stories

about pot use.

Hyperreal is not only filled with infor-

mation on hemp, but it is extremely sim-

ple. Most of the information on the page

comes from Frequently Asked Ouestions

found on most drug related newsgroups.

The Lycacum
at http://www.lycaeum.org/

People looking for more than informa-

tion on how to grow and use hemp,
might find the Lycaeum useful. Like Hyperreal, the

Lycaeum is exclusively about recreational drugs like pot

and psychedelic mushrooms: but

unlike Hyperreal it includes M
much more than simple infor- m
mation.

Discussion forums are available where users can gather

and examine recreational and medicinal uses of marijua-

na. The Lycaeum touts the forums as a great way for users

Turn to WEB. page 8

Killeen

said. "I

have this

motherly instinct

and I feel for kids in

this generation."

Killeen hopes she can reach

the younger generation, a group

that none of the presidential candi

dates has yet to firmly grasp.

She said, "the career politicians are

not going to address [the hemp] issue

and that is tyrannical and borders on

treason."

But the apathy of Generation X upsets

Killeen. "We have to give hope and confi

dence to the college and high school kids," she

said. "They have to get involved in the political

process... [I tell the kids) 'look we can [legalize

hemp] now. You don't have to wait for ten years.

You don't have to wait for the next presidential elec-

tion. It can happen now.*"

Perhaps the most surprising aspect of Killeen's

campaign is her past drug use. First of all. she doesn't

use the word d- r-u-g to describe hemp. "I see it as

an elixir — a tonic," she said.

Even more shocking, the Hemp Lady, who
_^ has dedicated years of her life to the

pan hemp save the nation?

Killeen's stance on the legalization

also closely ties into the nation's

economy and environment.

"This is a plant that has been

around for thousands of

years; that has been a

mainstay of our economy.

In the 1 9th century,

hemp was grown for

the cloth, sails and
rope," Killeen said.

During the

.Second World
War. the navy
put out signs

saying
Grow
emp for

e war
fforf

t

Turn to HEMP, page 9
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UMass' Lenson

backs legalization
Professor David Lenson, who teaches in the

comparative literature department at the University

of Massachusetts, has been chosen to speak at the

seventh annual Freedom Rally, according to a

Massachusetts Cannabis Reform Coalition

(MassCann) press release.

The Freedom Rally takes place on the Boston

Common this Saturday, with an expected turnout of

over 50,000 participants peacefully protesting the

prohibition of marijuana. Lenson said that he is look-

ing forward to, not only speaking, but joining the

crowd to protest.

"I think the biggest problem with marijuana is that

it's illegal." said Lenson, who's had several books

published and whose most recent effort. On
Drugs, uniquely takes on the point of

view of the drug user.

"One of the worst by-products of

the drug war is this campaign of dis-

information," Lenson vented. As
young people, "in the '60s. we were

completely aware that all of the

information that was being put out

about drugs was utterly unreliable, and

we paid no attention to it."

As a rock and blues musician, w
played with talents such as |ohn Lee Hooker

Buddy Guy and )unior Wells, Lenson remem-

bers always being "surrounded by drugs and drug

users."

This intricate man, playing educator/musician, is

also raising a 5-year-old daughter. The fact that he

has a child does not sway Lenson from his strong

advocation of pot legalization.

"Parents like to fantasize that they're going to be

able to control their children," said Lenson. reflecting

on what he would do if his daughter decided to

i
Beth McCarthy

ho's
/
^^^'$w /

exper-

iment .

"I'd like to

see, when my
daughter is a

teenager, a world
where accurate and rea-

sonable information is avail-

able. Where educa
tion means learning

and not just reciting slo-

gans."

Lenson by no means, however,

ondones the use of drugs by children.

He likes to envision "the best of all

possible worlds" where "people

wouldn't even consider experimenting

with these things until they're fully

grown."

At a time where the likelihood of these

mass efforts succeeding looks dim, Lenson

remains positive. He has witnessed the evolu-

tion of the movement from what used to be a band of

"cocky anarchists" to one that is serious and motivat-

ed.

Lenson has noticed an increasing amount of con-

servatives, and those who could provide some influ-

ence, aligning themselves with the movement. Mel

King, for example, will also be speaking at the

Freedom Rally. King taught urban studies at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology and is an orga-

nizer

at the Urban
Health Center in

Dorchester.

Lenson, himself, has earned his doctorate from

Princeton College, as well as published several works

including books of poetry and essays. He has also

managed to devote much time to playing his saxo-

phone with several bands, going as far as being

recorded.

The end of prohibition of marijuana

is not going to occur by itself, said

Lenson, but "a whole range of

alliances need to be made, and
that range needs to keep

Turn to LENSON. page 8
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~ CALENDAR OF EVENTS
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 19

Amherst College — Jonatha Brooke of the Story will

perform at 8 p.m. in the Amherst College Frontroom.

Tickets are $2 for Amherst students. $10 all others. For

more info, call 586-8686.

Wheeler Gallery — "All Dressed Up and No Where To
Go" opens tonight with reception from 5-7 p.m. Hours
are Mon-Thu 4-8 p.m. and Sun 2-5 p.m. Wheeler
Gallery is located in Wheeler Residential Hall. 545-0680.

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 20

Mount Holyoke College Art Museum — The museum's
current exhibition focuses on three contemporary abstract

paintings. Works by Gregory Amenoff, |ohn L. Moore
and Katherine Porter will be on display at the museum
until Dec. 13. Tomorrow, Amenoff will deliver a lecture

titled "From the Grand Vision to the Intimate Moment:
One Artist's Notes on American Landscape Painting."

The lecture will be followed by an opening reception and

jazz concert featuring the Tom McClung Duo. Regular

hours are Tues-Fri 1 1 a.m.- 5 p.m., Saturday and Sunday
1-5 p.m. 538-2245.

Pearl Street — Madball. An all ages punk show that

also features Marauder, Grimlock, Tyrant Trooper and
Action Will Be Taken. Show starts at 7:30 p.m. For more
info call 584-7771.

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 21

Greenough Residence Hall, UMass — Pest 5000,
Incredible Force of junior, Saturnine, Ribbon Candy and
Star Ghost Dog will perform at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $3
for UMass students and $4 for all others. For more infor-

mation call 665-7243.

Mikara's — Bluesy rockers, |ohn Cafferty and the

Beaver Brown Band. For more info call 796-7 1 1 3.

Pearl Street — |.J. Cale will perform at 7 p.m. The
show is 21+. Tickets are $14 in advance and $16 at the

door. For more info call 584-7771.

Porter-Phelps-Huntington Museum — "Catharine
Huntington: A Life of Art and Action," a dramatic read-

ing by UMass Professor Emeritus Doris Abramson, will

be presented at 8 p.m. in the Com Barn Saturday, Sept.

21. Advance tickets are available for $15 and sponsor
tickets are $25. The Porter-Phelps-Huntington Museum
is located at 130 River Drive (Rt. 47) in Hadley. Regular

museum hours are Sat-Wed. 1-4:30 p.m. 584-4699.
The Big E— Kathy Mattea will perform at 8 p.m. For

more info call 737-2443.

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 22

Fine Arts Center — The Massachusetts Wind
Orchestra, conducted by Malcolm W. Rowell, )r., will

perform "Ultima Fantasia," a work by Amherst composer
Robert Stern. Also included in the program will be
Wagner's "Elsa's Procession to the Cathedral" and
Grainger's "Irish Tune and Sheperd's Hey." Concert
begins 3 p.m. in the Concert Hall at the FAC at the

UMass campus. Tickets are $4 for senior citizens, stu-

dents and children, $8 for the general public. UMass stu-

dents are admitted free with a valid ID. Tickets available

at the Fine Arts Center Box Office. 545-251 1.

The Big E — Trisha Yearwood, Nashville's hottest

superstar, will perform at 8 p.m. General Admission. For

more information call 757-2443.

MONDAY SEPTEMBER 23

Pearl Street — Bob Mould will perform an 1 8+ show at

8 p.m. All cello rock trio Rasputina opens. Tickets are

$12 in advance and $14 at the door.

The Big E — Peter Noone, best known as Herman from
Herman's Hermits will perform today and tomorrow at 3

& 8 p.m. For more info call 737-2443.

TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 24

counusr uNivmnv gauihy

Daisy Youngblood's "Shy Horse," on exhibit at the University Gallery.

Academy of Music — The David Grisman Quartet,

known for his work with the Grateful Dead, plays at 8
p.m. For more info call 586-8686.

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 25

lronhorse — Rock the Vote showcase featuring Moc,
Moonboot Lover, Ominous Seapods and Yolk. Tickets are

$12 in advance and $14 at the door. For more info call

the club at 584-0610.

Augusta Savage Gallery — Upcoming photography
exhibition titled "How Many Witnesses?" by Ellen

Eisenman opens Sept. 25. Reception is 5-7 p.m. Gallery

hours are Mon-Tue 1-7 p.m., Wed-Fri 1-5 p.m. The

COUdTlSY A. CO«SI|N

.J.
Cale will perform at Peart Street this weekend. Check out Saturnine this weekend at Greenough Residence Hall.

. .biii MCOMM

Augusta Savage Gallery is located in the New Africa

House. 545-5177.

ONGOING EVENTS

Hampden Gallery— Hampden Gallery starts its season

with the "Festival of Tibet: mandala sand painting and

multi-arts festival." Festival opens week of Oct. 1-5.

Public viewing hours are Tue-Fri 5-9 p.m., Saturday, 10

a.m. Regular gallery hours are Mon-Fri 3-7 p.m.. Sun
2-5 p.m. Hampden is located in Hampden Commons in

the Southwest Residential Area at the UMass campus.

545-0680.

Hampshire College Art Gallery— Hours Mon-Fri
10:30- 4:30 p.m.. Sun 2-5 p.m. 582-5544.

Herter Gallery — "Foundations" exhibit features works

by first and second year BFA students. Gallery hours are

Mon- Fri 1 1-4 p.m.. Sun 12-4 p.m. Herter Art Gallery is

located at 125A Herter Hall on the UMass campus.
545-0976.

Mead Art Museum — Current displays include

"Medieval to Modem," "The Art of Ancient Peru," "Built

and Unbuilt: Amherst College Architecture" and
"Impressions of American Architecture." The Mead Art

Museum is located on the Amherst College Campus.
Hours are 10 a.m.-4:30 p.m. on weekdays and 1-5 p.m.

on weekends. 542-2335.

Smith College Art Gallery — Check out "Roma Antica:

18th Century prints by Piranesi" at the Smith College of

Museum of Art. Hours are Tue, Fri & Sat 9:30-4 p.m..

Wed & Sun 12-4 p.m. & Thu 12-8 p.m. 585-2760.

Student Union Art Gallery — On display now is "My
Life, My Soul, My Sorrow." an exhibition by Yeon Choi.

Gallery hours Mon-Thurs, 1 1 a.m.- 6 p.m. and Fridays

1 1 a.m.-4 p.m. The Student Union Art Gallery is located

in the Student Union on the University of Massachusetts

campus. 545-0792.
University Art Gallery — Check out three different

styles at the University Art Gallery. Current displays

include artwork by Daisy Youngblood. Dawoud Bey and
Nina Payne. Gallery hours run Tue-Fri 11-4:30 p.m.,

Sat-Sun 2-5 p.m. University Art Gallery is located in the

Fine Arts Center on the UMas» campus. 545-3670.

The Career Center Is Coming To Campus! ... on September 24
1996 Fall Open House "Tools for the Road"

2-8 p.m., Student Union Ballroom

MEET Career Center counselors and staff! !

!

WIN PRIZES from downtown stores, salons and

eateries!!!

REGISTER for on-campus recruiting—Workshops at FILL-A-BAG—free books and info worth over

2 & 3pm, "DR. Pro" Discs on sale, resume critiques $30.00! !

!

HEAR nationally known speakers!

Sponsored by:

The Career Center

Digital Semiconductor

EDS

4 p.m. Brace lulgan, 20-something author and 6 p.m. Dr. Dennis Kimbro, Director of the Center

president of the Rainmaker strategic consulting for Entrepreneurship, Clark Atlanta University,

firm presents his career management model called author and advocate of being entrepreneurial in

"Yourself, Inc." the job market, teaches us "How to Fly**.

Book sales and ligning follow each presentation

A MUST for seniors and graduate students, GREAT for juniors, super for sophomores,

MILDLY ENTERTAINING for first year students!! SEE YOU THERE!!!

(Please note: Career Center offices will be doted this day)
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Brooke Plumbs depths of fans Helpful tips to make recycling fun, easy
By Lisa M. Oltvcri

Collegian Staff

Though not a household name,
lonatha Brooke has been around for
many years. She is best known for
her work with The Story, a band that
released two widely praised albums.
Grace in Gravity and The Angel in
the House. Yet time took its toll on
the band and Brooke embarked on a
different creative direction. With her
latest release Plumb, she demon-
strates a passionate, more sophisticat-

ed sound.

The past few years has seen Brooks
become very popular in both the adult
contemporary music market and the
college music scene, a feat not many
artists strive to accomplish. Her wide
array of styles enable her to carve a
niche in these two markets, and her
appeal is swiftly growing among those
who appreciate her sophisticated
style.

Brooke's music has a distinct Sarah
MacLachlan-like sound — simplistic,

yet beautiful and intense. Her songs
are deep and melodic, and her cre-

ative lyrics emerge from her literary

background.

The daughter of a journalist and a

writer, Brooke developed quite a pas-

sion for literature, so it's no surprise she

has a knack at songwriting. She cites

|ohn Berger, Flannery O'Connor and
poet Sharon Olds as heavy influences.

Musically, Brooke draws more on
folk artists such as Joni Mitchell for

inspiration. Yet, she also says that

pop artists such as Chaka Khan were
important to her musical upbringing.

This variation shows through in

Brooke's music. She often combines a

blend of acoustic sound with Tori-

Amos-ish piano harmonies, and cre-

ates a simple but spiritual sound.

"Being on my own is wonderful
and scary, but I feel like something
special has happened here — I've

taken all the liberties," Brooke said.

"Plumb is about ambiguities and hard

choices — plumbing the depths,
re-emerging to the vertical. And it's

PLUMB with a •B"*

lonatha Brooke plays the Amherst
College Frontroom tonight at 8 p.m.

Tickets are $2 for Amherst College

students. $10 all others. For more
information call 586- 8686.

COUdllSVBlUi THUMB RfCOUDS

Jonatha Brooke & The Story

Manny and Lo shows new family values

By Justin Daniel Smith
Collegian Staff

MANNY AND LO
Directed by Lisa Krueger

with Scarlett lohansson, Aleksa Palladino. Mary Kay Place

Playing at Pleasant St. Theatre

As a social commentary Manny and Lo introduces a

new look at family values but more than that — it is an
entertaining piece of cinema.

Manny (Scarlett Johansson) and Lo (Aleksa Palladino)

are orphaned sisters that decide to escape from their

respective foster homes and take to the road on their own
in their recently deceased mother's station wagon. The
problem is that Manny is only 1 1 and Lo is only 1 5 and
pregnant.

The two roam the countryside with no real destination,

sleeping in homes where families are either vacationing or
selling their homes.

Manny, in her innocence is the responsible one, think-

ing with her heart and always wanting to do the right

thing. Lo, already tainted by the cruelties of the real

world, tries to get by however she can, rationalizing as an

excuse. As an expecting mother she is negligent by smok-
ing and "hard rock" dancing.

After settling down in a family's winter home —
because the family would probably not show up anytime

before summer — they kidnap Ellen, the matron of the

local maternity store, played by Mary Kay Place, to help

Lo deliver her baby.

Lo treats her poorly because after all she is their prison-

er, but the good-hearted Manny tries to befriend her.

Ellen is a great character; haggard, destitute and unable to

have children of her own. She comes to need Manny and
Lo as much as they need her.

First time director Lisa Krueger is subtle with her

ideas. The film moves slowly but often the pace is neces-

sary to show the girls and their unlikely situation.

Dreamy music compliments the eery progression of the

film. It is not easy to pigeonhole this film — sometimes
you find yourself laughing at the troubled youngsters but

then you feel sympathetic for Ellen and her miserable

life.

Though nothing in the film is ground-breaking or even

exceptional, Krueger is able to maintain the viewer's

interest. It is the unique story that proves to be the back-

bone and the essence of the film. B

III MIMIKI V KllOWiX III WANTS YOU!
TO WHITE FOR BLACK AFFAIRS

If interested, call Humphrey at 545-1851

RUSSELL'S
.<* LIQUORS v

X)* 18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441 ^Of

Featuring, "Bud Dry" *9." „.. bols

Bud & Bud "Liaht".-.

$ I 5.49 30/PK.
"The 6/PK. Bonanza "I

Catamount- Porter, Wheat, Gold, Amber, P.Ale, & "Octobertest"!

Pete's- All Flavors including "Octoberfeit"!

Elm City- Ale, Blockwell Stout, & Golden!

Rhino Chassers- Amber Ale, Roasted Lager, & "
Peach Wheat!"

Alfresco

News
with

Liz

Anderson

Who knows what kinds of recyclable materials go in

the red plastic container and which go into the blue
plastic container? Stumped? Okay, students who live

off campus, do you know when your recyclables are
collected?

"I don't know what the hell is going on. I don't
know what is recyclable and what is not." said John
Kelly, a senior at the University of Massachusetts.

Kelly is not alone ____^__^__
in his confusion. =a =^^^=
When I asked ten

students from the

University of

Massachusetts what
kinds of recyclable

materials go in the

blue container ver-

sus the red contain-

er; six students said

plastic bottles and
cans, two students

did not know and
two students——^——
answered newspapers and white paper.

The students who answered paper products are cor-

rect. According to the town of Amherst, the blue bin is

only for paper and card board products such as paper-

back books, phone books (remove covers), junk mail

(without plastic windows), cereal and shoe boxes,
newspapers, magazines, brown paper bags, white/color
paper and computer paper. For the people who already

recycle religiously, but don't always find an empty blue
bin at the end of the recycling day, they must take

another look at all of the paper products they throw
into the bin.

The recycling crews of Amherst will only accept
paper and card board products that are: flattened, dry

and without plastic liners, windows and wrappings.
They will not accept soiled paper pizza boxes, egg car-

tons and waxed paper.

If the blue bin is for paper products then the red bin

is for bottles and cans. Otherwise known as the mixed
containers bin, the red bin is responsible for: glass bot-

tles and jars, aluminum cans, tin/steel cans, aluminum
foil, plastic bottles and jars/tubes, plastic microwave
trays containers, tent top cartons and drink boxes.
However these products must be rinsed clean, all labels

and lids must be removed or they will not be collected.

Plastic bottles, tent top containers and drink boxes
must be flattened and all straws and caps must be
removed if they are going to join the paper products on
the road to life after recycling.

Amherst's various recycling firms will not accept
window glass, dishes or ceramics, metal items, paint or

aerosol cans, two-gallon containers, plastic bags,

motor oil/chemical, foam containers and flower pots.

Now you are all set; you have the red and blue bins

right next to the garbage can in the kitchen and you
clearly understand what recyclable materials go in

which box.

"I don't know when the pick-up for the recycling is.

I just put out the bins with the trash on garbage
pick-up day and hope for the best," Kelly said.

This is the song and dance for many Amherst resi-

dents now that the Amherst Public Works Department
has revamped the recycling program.

Since 1 990, the town of Amherst has been in charge
of recycling services for all of its residents. As of Sept.

1 , services are provided by your waste hauler and not
by the Amherst Public Works Department.

Only if you live in a five or more unit apartment

t
complex that has been a part of the Amherst recycling

:
system for over three years or more, will the Amherst
Public Works Department continue curbside collection

of your recyclables. However if you live in a one to
four person family house, then you have to arrange
curbside collection of your recyclables with your waste
hauler.

If your waste hauler is Amherst Trucking or Amherst
Waste Control, then the collection of your recyclables

will be included as a part of your year-long contract
for an extra fee.

If you live in a "megacomplex" such as Puffton or
the Boulders, then you are responsible to dump your
recyclable into the two large recycling bins located next

to the trash dumpster of your complex. These "mega-
complexes" are responsible for contracting private
recycling companies to collect the recyclables.
Fraternities and sororities follow the same policy.

"Only two sororities have ever been apart of
Amherst's curbside recycling program. As a part of
Amherst's new recycling regulations a sorority member
has volunteered to create recycling programs in each
house within the Greek society," said Angie Fowler,
the Amherst recycling coordinator. "I am looking for-

ward to a dialogue between the recycling office and the

Greek society and establish a recycling plan."

The UMass has their own recycling program con-
ducted by the UMass Intermediate Processing Facility

(IPF). This UMass recycling organization conducts the

same recycling policies as the Amherst Public Works
Department. Every dorm and classroom has a red and
blue container and students are encouraged to recycle

according to the town's rules. The IPF is in charge of
collecting the materials from the recycling bins from all

UMass facilities.

Recycling does not stop with the separation of candy
wrappers, egg shells and soda cans. There are numer-
ous programs throughout Amherst that promote recy-

cling. Day- long events are designated to paint, furni-

ture and hazardous waste collections. In a follow-up
article, each of these events as well as other recycling

events will be described in more detail.

"The town of Amherst has made changes for eco-
nomic reasons, but the goals have not changed. The
state of Massachusetts has a list of materials that are
banned from disposal at our land fill. We, as a town,
are trying to encourage voluntary recycling, even at a
cost, to meet state mandates," Fowler said.

For more information about the University of
Massachusetts' recycling rules and regulations, call

Amy Baranowski at 545-96/5. If you are interested in

Amherst's recycling program and want to get more
involved in community clean up call Amherst's
Recycling Coordinator Angie Fowler at 256-4049

Liz Anderson is a Collegian columnist.
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continued from page 5

to educate each other.

Features that discern the Lycaeum

from Hyperreal include frills like

graphics and free screen savers. The

biggest difference between the two

sites is the Lycaeaum's onginal infor-

mation that users might have difficul-

ty finding elsewhere.

However, original information and

articles come with a price, so the

choice articles are off limits to

non-paying members. It this was a

completely free service, it would

receive an A, but it is not free so..

B+

High Times at http://www.hight-

imes.com/ht/welcome.html

High Times, like most magazines,

operates its own web site. Users can

browse through the latest issue and

back issues of High Time at no cost.

Accompanying the magazine arti-

cles is miormmion about drug test

ing. medicinal and industrial uses o!

hemp. The content on High Tit'ics

resembles thai of the I vcueum minus

a few frills like the screen savers.

Both are aesthetically pleasing, and

demand a table compatible browser

like the latest versions of Netscape-

Navigator or Microsoft internet

Explorer.

The two sites differ in a few
areas. A noticeable difference is

the advertising on High Times.
Banner ads pop up on the main
page, and the site also offers a

classified ads section too. Because

High Times uses advertising, t he-

site is free unlike the Lycaeum. A

The above pages are just a few of

the many hemp and marijuana web

sites available. More pages like th«se

are available on Yahoo at

http://www.yahoo.com/text/Health/

Pharmacology/Drugs/ and Lycos

A2Z ««

http://a2z.lycos.com/Social_and Co
mmunity_Affairs/Advoca
ey_and_Activism/Drugs_and_Drug_

Use.

Matthew Wurtzel is a Collegian

columnist.

continued from page 5

"In any mind, based on a multitude of

very dedicated activists, 1 have no doubt

whatsoever that within the next century

marijuana will become legalized fully."

CRC will be providing two busses,

leaving from the Haigis Mall, which will

be able to carry 80 people to the event.

Plus, a caravan of assorted cars will have

available spaces for anyone interested in

participating in this rally where UMass

will have such a spotlighted presence. For

more information call the CRC.

Once on the Boston Common, well

known bands such as Letters to Cleo and

Bim Skala Bim will be providing "very

loud entertainment." Plus, there promises

to be several other inspirational speakers.

"MassCann expects the rally to be

peaceful — as always — though we

expect large-scale acts of civil disobedi-

ence," according to the

MassCann/NORML press release. "This

year's event will be promoted... despite

efforts of the DEA and Governor's

Alliance Against Drugs to silence them."

Beth McCarthy is a Collegian

staffmember.
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~ Opposing Viewpoints ~

Let's end the drug war Legalize it! Are you high?

Mike

Burke

The war is on and we are getting our butts kicked with
400,000 Americans in jail for marijuana-related crimes
while rapists and child molesters are reading this very
paper— possibly near you.

So what do we do about this so called drug war —
exactly the same path where President Kennedy, if he
had the chance, would
have gone with the
Vietnam War. Minimize
your losses and get out.
Both wars are endless and
mindless battles that can
not possibly be won. Let's legalize marijuana and go on
with our lives.

Okay, before Rush Limbaugh sits on me and shoots
an intravenous needle of conservatism into my butt, let

me clarify a few points that may make you Reaganites a
bit wheezy in the stomach.

• Alcohol is connected to far more deaths and serious
injuries than marijuana. From drunk driving to sexual
assault to liver cancer, alcohol is a dangerous drug.
Marijuana simply isn't. Sure, you may get cancer, but
these days cancer is as common as over-enrolled classes

at the university.

1 dread to think that everyday in elementary school I

took cancer to school. Oops... I mean 1 took my rusty

lunch box filled with a roast beef sandwich wrapped in

aluminum foil. My mom was packing me a triple wham-
my of carcinogens! Maybe she should have packed me a

bong.

• What about the popular theory that marijuana is a
stepping stone to more 'serious' drugs. 1 may be wrong,
but I bet alcohol and tobacco are far more common

stepping stones to other drugs than pot. Find me one

person who is shooting junk or snorting crack who has

never been drunk. Good luck.

• Then there is the deceptive idea that if marijuana is

available on the open market, addiction will increase.

Ask any underage student who lives in the Central

Residential Area, if it is harder to buy a six pack of beer

or score a bag of weed.

1 have as much desire to eat cat food, even if it is

gourmet, as I do smoking hemp. So Wal-Mart can give

me hundred of free samples of the two items — both

will end up in the trash.

• And then there is peer pressure, the double P blast

that is on the lips of every concerned parent and guid-

ance counselor on the face of the earth. Hey I made it

through 21 years of PP and never smoked a cigarette

and just one bowl. Trying say no. it may be build charac-

ter. Or. maybe not. Look at me.
• Don't forget how lazy marijuana users are known to

be. just look at Robert Parish, the former Boston Celtics

superstar, who was found in possession of pot. Yes...

the same Robert Parish who played in more basketball

games than anyone else in the NBA ever! Does that

sound lazy to you? 1 didn't think so.

• If you are worried about the future of America look

at those coach potatoes, stuffing their face with

Frito-Lay's fat free potato chips made with olestra, who
watch reruns of Montel Williams and jenny )ones for

hours on end. These are the Americans we should look

out for — not some innocent college student who takes

a few puffs of a natural herb.

Let's end the war before it ends us.

Mike Burke is a Collegian columnist.

Mark

McGrath

Is it just me, or are there a lot of pests out there who
think it is lime to defy all logic and go against any princi-

ple we've ever had by making legal a drug that not only

has negative effects on the body, but has been shown to

be habit-forming and provide a stepping stone to the

world of harder drugs?

Has the idea of legalization of marijuana really become
an issue or have I breathed too much of the smoke that

fills the hallways of my
building every night?

There are dozens of argu-

ments which need to be
heard if this issue is ever to

be resolved. First of all, if

marijuana is made legal, how is society to deal with other

drugs? Is there a way of defining what a good, legitimate

drug might be? How about heroin or crack? When it all

comes down to it, a drug is a drug, and to make a drug

legal is to hurt further a society that is already reeling.

What role would marijuana actually play on the street

if it was legalized? Would it be a means of relaxation, or

a tool which would work to make our already lazy society

even lazier. Imagine a society in which any old pot head

could get a cheap high at any corner store. Who'd leave

their apartments? Who'd carry the weight of forward

progress? Certainly not America.

True, alcohol and tobacco are also drugs and also have

detrimental effects on the body, but the difference

between them and marijuana is thai they are legal and

have been for many years. Had we known the effects

when people first started using them, there would have

been serious opposition at that time, but the alcohol pro-

hibition movement proved that a government can't take

away an addiction which it has fostered for many years.

Look at what the tobacco industry has done to

America over the past centuries. They have through out-

rageous advertising and nicotine level manipulation

addicted millions of Americans who have or will soon die

of cancer. Legalization crusaders often say that weed sold

commercially can be regulated and held to certain stan-

dards of cleanliness. Yeah... Right. Like the government

is able to keep an eye on unscrupulous industries at the

present time. Adding to the load can only make the situ-

ation worse.

Seeing the results of cigarette-smoking and the way in

which the government is now cracking down on the

tobacco industry, it is obviously not the time for legaliz-

ing marijuana, which shares many similarities with tobac-

co.

Even the "medical uses" of the drug can't provide

enough reason to justify legalizing it. The world has got-

ten by without using marijuana to treat sickness in the

past, so what makes it necessary now?
The only reason this issue is even being discussed is

because we happen to be situated in one of the most lib-

eral towns of one of the most liberal states in the nation.

All across the country, legalization is a non-issue. You
may hear many loud advocates voicing their opinions on

this campus, but they are in reality a minority.

lust because the anti-legalization side of this non-issue

feels that the argument isn't even important enough to

waste their time on doesn't mean that it isn't out there.

They are fully aware that their time can be spent taking

part in activities which are much more constructive than

battling such a harmless and ridiculous enemy.

Mark McGrath is a Collegian columnist.

hemp
continued from page 5

make hemp rope."

As for the environment, Killeen

said, "I have seen the destruction

of our ecology after crisscrossing

the nation on my bicycle. Nature is

our life line. We have put nature

on a back-burner. People no longer

worry about nature any more as if

it's obsolete in this hi-tech society

where we have laser beams and the

internet. What about nature?

"America is self-destructing and
taking the world with it. Unless

America begins a reversal to a nature

balance. So we can take hemp, the

world's most valuable and versatile

natural resource and use it for seeds

and oil for food, stems for fabric,

fuel, paper and medicine."

Legalizing hemp should also pro-

vide a boost for the nation's econo-

my, she said.

"Since we can make fuel out of

|hemp], we can make jobs. It has

close to 50,000 industrial uses," said

Killeen.

Perhaps even more importantly,

hemp can grow on marginal land.

Can hemp save the welfare system

too? "Why not?" asks the Hemp
Lady, as she proposes that all wel-

fare recipients be granted five acres

of land to grow hemp.

While Caroline Killeen's name will

be absent from most newscasts on

the evening of Nov. 5, her movement
may only be in its infancy.

"I always call myself a Mickey
Mouse candidate in the sense that

Interested in serving your community?
The Jewish Affairs Editor position at the Collegian is vacant.

This Diversity Desk needs your help to continue quality coverage of Jewish life

at UMass and beyond.

To get involved, contact Chris Conner, Managing Editor, at 545-0719

or visit the Collegian office at 1 1 3 Campus Center Basement.

bv Writ.Jk Weiss*!£&£**•

MEET THE AUTHOR
FRIDAY SEPT 20

1130-330

AT THE UNIVERSITY STORE
CAMPUS CENTER

John Calipari will be signing copies of

his book

REFUSE TO LOSE
Friday, September 20

ll 30am-330pm

at THE UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center

Copies on Sale now At

THE UNIVERSITY STORE for $2300

CAMPUS CENTER
545-2619

QjUNIVERSITY
MSTORE&

Hours: Monday - Friday

Saturday 1 OaVn - 5pm

in someways it is silly for me to

even attempt this. But the main
thing is that we have to get the con-

stituency who wants to legalize

hemp to register to vote... and con-

sider voting for Caroline Killeen to

blip the screen, to get enough per-

centage points to send a message to

Congress and the next president

that there is public support for

hemp."
Mike Burke is a Collegian colum-

nist.
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Clemens equals record with 20 strike outs

By Harry Atkins

Associated Press

DETROIT — Roger Clemens matched the only pitch-

er who ever has struck out 20 — himself.

The Red Sox right-hander equaled his own major

league record last night, fanning 20 batters and pitch-

ing a four-hitter to lead Boston over the Detroit Tigers

4 '°-

"You can't take anyone for granted." Clemens said of

the Tigers, who at .254 have the lowest batting average

in the AL. "1 just feci very fortunate, very blessed."

Clemens (10-12) set the strikeout record at Fenway

Park on April 29, 1986. against the Seattle Mariners.

He had 19 strikeouts entering the ninth inning yes-

terday, but Alan Trammell popped out. Ruben Sierra

singled and Tony Clark flied out. After going to a 2-1

count on Travis Fryman, Clemens came back and got

Fryman swinging.

When he took the mound to start the ninth. Clemens

said he wasn't sure of his strikeout total.

"1 knew I had a lot." he said.

The three-time AL Cy Young Award winner got 1

5

of his strikeouts on swinging strikes. Relying mostly on

fastballs and hard sliders, he struck out the side in the

second, fifth and sixth innings. Clemens struck out

every batter in the starting lineup at least once, includ

ing Fryman four times and Tony Clark three times. He

walked none — also matching his total in the '86 game

against the Mariners.

"He was truly unhittable," Red Sox catcher Bill

Haselman said.

Clemens retired 14 straight batters between a first-

inning single by Trammell and a sixth-inning single by

Brad Ausmus. He has struck out 10 or more batters

seven times this season and b - times in his career.

His performance moved Clemens ahead of jerry

Koosman to 17th on the career strikeout list with

2,572.

The 34-year-old Clemens, who lost his first four deci-

sions this season, also tied Cy Young's career Red Sox

records of 38 shutouts and 192 wins.

Boston, which began the night trailing Baltimore by

5 1/2 games in the AL wild-card race, scored three

runs in the fourth off rookie lustin Thompson (1-6).

After consecutive singles by |ohn Valentin and Mike

Greenwell. Rudy Pemberton hit a two-run double off

his former team. Pemberton took third on a throwing

error by right fielder Melvin Nieves and scored on

Haselman's RBI single.

The Red Sox made it 40 in the eighth on Bill

Haselman's RBI single.

Notes: Detroit right-hander Felipe Lira, who lost his

seventh straight game Tuesday night, had his season

ended during batting practice yesterday. Lira (6-14)

broke a bone in his left hand when hit by a line drive.

He was examined by Dr. loseph Failla at Henry Ford

Hospital, who put the hand in a cast. The Tigers

announced yesterday they have signed a player develop-

ment contract with the West Michigan Whitecaps of

the Class A Midwest League. The Grand Rapids-based

Whitecaps replace Fayetteville, N.C., in the Tigers'

farm system... Detroit second baseman Mark Lewis,

who was beaned Tuesday night, was released from

Henry Ford Hospital yesterday. The timetable for his

return to action is uncertain.

Indiana's playoff system to change

By Steve Herman
Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — Another "Hoosiers" story is

now impossible in Indiana.

A new state playoff system will take effect in 1997-

98. and the Indiana High School Athletic Association

made it official Tuesday. Traditionalists, who remem-

bered the classic 1954 championship run of Tiny Milan

that inspired the movie "Hoosiers," decried the change.

"One of the things that will be difficult will be to

kind of heal the wounds of those who have been on the

losing end of this issue," said Bob Gardner, commis-

sioner of the IHSAA board.

Supporters of separate tournaments argued that the

one-class format was obsolete, and small schools no

longer can compete against the big schools. They

pointed to Milan's 1 954 championship, long touted by

single-tournament advocates as an example of how a

small school can prevail, as proof of their own posi-

tion.

In the more than 40 years since Milan's victory over

Muncie Central, only eight small schools have reached

the Final Four. None has won.

Fifty-seven percent of the principals of the state's

385 member schools had voted in favor of separate

class tournaments based on enrollment. The 220-157

margin was easily enough to affirm a similar vote by

the IHSAA board last spring.

The referendum was mandated after opponents

obtained enough signatures in each of the five IHSAA

districts after the board's 12-5 vote in April. It would

have taken 193 votes to overturn the earlier vote.

The affected sports are boys and girls basketball,

boys and girls soccer, baseball, softball and volleyball,

beginning with the 1997-98 school year.

Individual sports such as swimming, golf, track and

field, tennis and cross country are not affected.

Football currently is the only sport contested in sepa-

rate classes.

Former Mr. Basketball Bobby Plump, who led Milan

to the 1 954 state championship and organized a group

that lobbied unsuccessfully to keep the tournament in

one class, said the principals' vote didn't surprise him.

"I guess if there was anything that I'm disappointed

about was the fact that the issues we thought were

important, the finances, the format of the tournament,

how is the money going to be split, what's going to

happen to the message we're sending to the student

athletes," Plump said. "I think those things should have

been discussed.

"But having said that, I hope this tournament is very

successful. I hope we can legitimately still call it

Hoosier Hysteria, and I hope 2 million fans come. If

that's the case. I'll readily admit that I was wrong and

we've still got the best tournament in the nation." he

said.

The multipass formats will be evaluated after the

1998-99 seasons, and the IHSAA board could vote to

go back to the single tournaments.

THE INTERNATIONAL SENSATION

Come See WhatAll the Noise Is About!!!

Friday, November 1

:

Saturday, November 2:

Sunday, November 3:

8 pm

5 pm & 9 pm

7 pm

1 f YMUSIC THEATRE

Indoor Theatre Seating. On-site parking available.

Tickets on sale now at all STRAWBERRIES Music & Video Stores

or to charge call ProTix at (860)422-0000

For Group Sales, call (860) 548-7370 ext. 227
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WIN FREE TICKETS TO STOMPl
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CITY STATE ZIP

I PHONE

' Mail Your Entry To: The Meodows Musk Theatre

1 61 Sovitl Way, Hartford, CT 06120

All winners will be notified by

phone 1 week prior to the show
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Tennessee, Florida ready to rumble

By Tom Sharp

Ajjoaohsd Pratt

KNOXV1LLE, Term. — It's the third game of the sea-

son and the conference opener for both teams, and

already Florida and Tennessee had better be at their

peak.

Saturday's game wall give the winner the inside track

to the Southeastern Conference Eastern Division title and

a trip to the SEC championship game.

Then there are the national considerations. In two of

the last four years, the SEC champion has played for the

national title. Championships not enough? Then consider

the crowd. The NCAA record for a regular-season college

game, 106,867, could well fall Saturday when the Gators

take on the Volunteers in the newly expanded Neyland

Stadium.

Rankings? Tennessee is No. 2, Florida No. 4.

Stars? Quarterbacks Danny Wuerffel of Florida and

Peyton Manning of Tennessee are both among the top

Heisman Trophy contenders. Exposure? Tennessee has

issued more media credentials than for any game in its

history. CBS has the national TV broadcast. Rivalry?

After a recent visit to his hometown of Sevierville. 35

miles from Knoxville. Florida linebacker lames Bates

said: "They hate us. 1 think they hate us more than the

people around here hate them."

Neither Florida nor Tennessee is a stranger to big

games, but the experience edge goes to the Gators.

Under Steve Spurrier. Florida has played in four

straight SEC championship games and last year s national

title game against Nebraska. Annual regular-season battles

include Tennessee. Auburn. Georgia and Florida State

I certainly think this is a champ.onsh.p-type football

game, and there probably is something to the f*l thj* «

played under those conditions." Tennessee coach Phillip

Fulmersaid. , _
For Tennessee's part. Fulmer points to last years loss

to Florida and wins over Alabama and Ohio State in the

Citrus Bowl as games with similar trappings.

I think it might be a bit of a factor, but maybe not a

great one." he said.

Spurrier isn't sure the experience gives the Gators any

advantage. . . . . ..

Obviously we didn't compete at our best level in the

national game." he said referring to Nebraska s 62-24

pounding of Florida in the Fiesta Bowl

.

"Hopefully we can compete a lot harder and play

smarter in this game than that one. 1 don't know if it has

any bearing at all." One thing the Tennessee-Honda

series has been is high-scoring. Another, somewhat sur

prisingly. is lopsided.

The winning team has scored at least 31 points in

every game since 1990. when the series became an annu

al event, and the teams have combined to average 58.5

points.

But the average margin of victory has been 23 points.

The closest game was Florida's 41-34 victory three years

ago. and that is a little deceptive; Tennessee scored late

and added a 2-point conversion.

Patriots' Ted Johnson force in 4-3 defense

By Howard Ulman
Associated Prats

FOXBORO — Don't look for Ted Johnson to race back

for big interceptions. Quarterbacks shouldn't worry about

him charging forward and smashing them to the ground.

Opponents, though, should be concerned about New
England's middle linebacker who. in just his second sea-

son, is a major contributor to the Patriots emerging

defense.

"Nothing I do is real pretty. I'm not the flashiest guy in

the world," lohnson said. "It's just basic football. It's just

running and hitting. Thai's all it is."

The soft-spoken, second-round draft choice from

Colorado did that well last season when he started all 12

games he played, including the opener.

This year, he has started all three games in the new 4-3

alignment and is second on the team in tackles with 18.

He's not surprised he's picked up the pro game so well.

"The NFL's all new to me," he said. "People have high

expectations for you, and you do the best you can with it."

"I've seen a lot of good young defensive players come in

this league and have pretty good success right away,"

Patriots coach Bill Parcells said. "He's a pretty good run

defender and he hustles, but he needs to work on his pass

defense."

lohnson acknowledges that. In the 3-4 defense, he lined

up on the weak side. Vincent Brown, the other inside line-

backer, had more complicated reads to tell him what to do.

But Brown was released before the season, leaving

Johnson to line up on the strong side.

"There's a lot more going on on my side than I'm used

to. so that just comes with experience." he said. "I haven't

seen it all and I don't think 1 will any time soon, but I'm

slowly absorbing the passing game."

The Patriots' defense has improved in each of their three

games. They allowed 322 yards and 19 first downs in a

loss to Miami. 231 yards and 15 first downs in a loss to

Buffalo and 1 70 yards and nine first downs in a 3 1
-0 win

over Arizona.

lohnson is a big reason the Patriots have allowed the

fourth fewest yards in the league through the first three

weeks of the season.

On Sunday, they are home against lacksonville. a team

that entered the NFL the same season as lohnson.

"He's coming along well, and I think Ted's going to be a

real good player," Parcells said.

Not bad for someone who, a few years ago, figured he'd

spend his post-college years working in his parents' barbe-

cue restaurant outside Houston.

It was during his outstanding senior season at Colorado

when he realized he might have an NFL career. And now

he's in a leadership role on the defense.

"Ted has done a great job. He's a hard worker, plays

inside linebacker well, gets the defense set and that's a lot

of pressure," outside linebacker Chris Slade said. "He

doesn't talk a lot, but we'll get him out of that."

lohnson describes himself as a "blue-collar" player who

reduces the game to its essence.

"It's a pretty simple thing." he said. "It's just reading the

keys, reacting and making tackles.

"I have a lot of anxieties going into a game, but when I

get out there on that first hit, I'm fine. I just need to go

smack somebody, and it's all right."
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his teammates appeared to be los-

ing their concentration, Pearson

stayed focused and bailed them out

of what could have been a devas-

tating loss.

When speaking about his young

goalie. Koch can't help but smile.

"1 must say that he has been
pretty solid, 1 have no complaints

about his play." Koch said.

Complete multlmadla computer customized tor students

Campus Z-SUtlon* features:

• tVmarful Intel* Pantluin'proctiioi

• Large capacity hard drtvt

• Plenty of memory to run today'* hottest applications

• Plug 1 Play into your campus network wtttl a high speed modem

Desktop Systems Include Microsoft* Natural* Keyboard and

Microsoft Mouse

Loaded with Microsoft software for study and fun

• Microsoft Office hw Windows »s with Word. Microsoft E»cat.

PowerPoint. Microsoft Access. Schedule-., tncsrta 9* tncyclopedla.

Microsoft Internet Assistants

• Microsoft Windows es with Microsoft Internet Uptocer >.o

• Microsoft Plus'

• Games tor windows n
• Norton Antivirus and more

Hewlett Packard Color DeskJet available

Ask about Microsoft Programmer's Dream Peck

Experience Campus Z- Station.

The University Store

413-545-2619

m htt p / /www. zds.com

•<Jucatl0nO2dS.com

Brockington
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promising for this 5-foot- 10. 205 pound fullback.

However, he began the year sitting out the first two
games with a sore hip. After playing in three games and
rushing for only 10 yards on six carries. Brockington
would sit out the rest of the year with a hernia.
"That was the worst tunc of my life, the worst."

Brockington said. "I didn't practice, I was miserable. School

was done and I'd go back to the dorm and watch TV. Guys
were playing and I was like an outsider. It was the worst."

As if anything else had to stand in the way of this man's
promising football career, it was an injury. However, all

that is now behind Brockington The days of playing back-

up roles, learning the system, and waiting for his chance

are over.

After a successful oil season hernia operation,
Brockington started this season at lull strength and has
already made an impact.

As starting fullback he has rushed for 169 yards and
one TD in 27 carries in the Minutemen's first two games.

He ran for a career high 108 yards on 17 carries last week
against Holy Cross.

Getting back to playing was something Brockington

was waiting for all summer.

"I've been so excited, I looked forward to training

camp," Brockington said. "It feels good. Honestly, I enjoy

practicing and getting out there and getting better.

Everyday is important to nte, and I take every play and

every practice like it's my last."

Brockington is a power fullback with speed and agility.

A runner with good balance who is rarely stopped for a

loss. He is a very versatile player and contributes greatly

Gators

to the offensive scheme.

"We wouldn't be doing all the things we're doing had

we not had Ron." UMass offensive coordinator Doug

Berry said. "He's a runner, a blocker, and pass receiver,

he's the core."

Brockington has started to take on the role of leader-

ship and is excited in helping this team achieve success

throughout the year. He's looked upon as a winner by his

teammates and coaches.

"I enjoy coaching Ron for the guy he is and his commit-

ment to winning." Berry said. "He's a winner, he wants to

play. He works hard, he's dedicated, and a team player.

Put him on the field and let his ability speak for himself."

So far that's what Brockington has been doing. He is

counted on heavily as a big part of the UMass offense and

fills his job well. Although a quiet leader, Ron is starting

to take charge and has tremendous motivation to do what-

ever it lakes

After UMass. Brockington doesn't know what to

expect, but would obviously hope lor a shot in the NFL.

"I'm not going to base my life around it, but I'd sure

love to make it." Brockington said. "I'd like to keep the

tradition and make it to the next level."

However. Brockington is also holding on to the words

that former teammate and NFL wide receiver Rob Moore

told him about getting to the NFL. "Never chase the

dream, let the dream chase you."

In that ease the dream has a lot of catching up to do.

The time has finally come. No more two steps back and

one step forward for Ron Brockington. It's two feet for-

ward, and both of them are in the endzone.

continued from page 14

ly looks like a quarterback these

days, which will help them gel back

to a decent bowl come lanuary.

Like a Sex Machine — Notre

Dame and Texas do battle this week

down in Austin. What do we know
about these two teams? Not much,

considering neither one of them's

played anyone of substance. We do

know that the Longhorns have the

hardest working man in the Big 12,

lames Brown, at quarterback. That's

gotta count for something.

Ricky Wiliams is one of the best

running backs in the country, and

Texas has pounded its first oppo-

nents pretty hard. Notre Dame, who
struggled in beating Vanderbilt iwo

weeks ago, looks ready to play after

destroying Purdue 35-0 last

Saturday. This will be the game of

the week, not the Vol-Gator show-

down, because there's no blowout

possibility here.

Booty Schwag of the Week Award
— And the winner is... Arizona St.

The Sun Devils beat a school known

as North Texas 52-7 on Saturday.

I'm sorry, but there's no way
North Texas exists. Las Vegas didn't

even put a line out on this game.

North Texas sounds like that school

from "|ohnny B. Goode," the one
that took Anthony Michael Hall to a

strip bar on a recruiting trip, got him

hammered, and then set him up with

the dean's wife.

I've had enough of these early

September games where a real

school will schedule Popcorn St. so

they don't drop in the polls. Arizona

St. will learn what it's like to be on

the other side of such affairs this

weekend when Nebraska comes call-

ing.

Speaking of Popcorn St. —
Southwest Louisiana scored a blow

for all the little guys on Saturday

night when they beat mighty Texas

A&M 29-22. Eight turnovers spelled

doom for the Aggies, who are now
0-2 for the first time since 1988.

Raging Cajun fans took away the

goalposts in celebration, and I imag-

ine the partying down there was
pretty good after the game. Note to

President Bulger: Don't you think

we could generate that kind of

excitement here if UMass went

Division 1?

By the way, next up for the

Aggies? North Texas. ( I'm not even

making that up.)

Here on the Homefroni — UMass

needs to put up a good performance

against Richmond this weekend if it

hopes to be ready for next week's

home opener against Northeastern.

The loss to Villanova seems less

tragic given the fact that the

Wildcats thumped Delaware 30-0

over the weekend. Delaware is a

good Yankee Conference team, and

its loss to Villanova has raised eye-

brows throughout the conference.

The Minutemen have some work

to do, but they looked a lot better

against Holy Cross. If the

Minutemen win this weekend, they'll

have gone through the toughest part

of their schedule 2-1, with five of

their last eight games at home.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian staff

member.

NCAA Div. I Field Hockey Top 20

1. Virginia

2. North Carolina

3. Iowa
4. Old Dominion
5. Massachusetts

6. Northeastern

7. Duke
8. Connecticut

9. Ball State

10. Boston University

11. Michigan State

12. Northwestern
13. Maryland
14. Wake Forest

15. Temple
16. William & Mary
17. Princeton

18. James Madison
19. Penn State

20. Lafayette

SOME THINGS ABOUT
AUSTRALIA ARE A
LITTLE CONFUSING.

STUDYING THERE
SHOULDN'T BE ONE

OF THEM.
Thinking of study abroad "Down Under?" Here's how

we can help. We'll simplify the application process,

assist you with your visa, help you get enrolled in the

right courses at the right university, and ensure that

you arrive on campus well-oriented, ready to study

successfully and to have a good time. There ai£ limits,

though. We can't explain the existence of a duck-

billed, webbed-footed mammal that can lay eggs.

Speak to your study abroad advisor about Beaver

College programs or call for a free catalog today.

Study Abroad with Beaver College

1.888.BEAVER-9 (1.888.232.8379)

cea@beaver.edu • http://www.beaver.edu/cea/

take Kaplan
and get into the

right school.

Highly trained, expert teachers who

know the tests inside and out.

Personalized, computerized study

plans, tailored to your Individual

needs.

Proven methods, guaranteed to

raise your score.

that laader in test prap and
admissions counseling

KAPLAN
1-IOI-KAP-TEST
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Senior power fullback Ron Brockington looks to be a force on the ground for the Minutemen this year.
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The club's Unit fall game will Ixr against Navy on Sunday,

Sept. 22 at 2 p.m. on the lower Hoyden field.

Roberto Torres. Gunneel Singh, Phil Dunnan and Chris

Ellis return for UMass I .evenee fcutsay, lell Olszewski.

Russell Ramm and Nick Hammer will also be back in

action.

Several new plavers will make their debuts: Tim Mouncv,

Erik Becker, Tom Schauweker. Greg Resnick. Trevor Spiers,

Micah Mellon. )oe Ruggeri. Nate Atkins and Tom Brunette

are all new additions to the team.

Information about the team is available by calling club

lacrosse coach |udy Dietel at 545-381 5.

• There is still time to put entries in lor some sports.

Tennis singles and field hockey entries will be accepted

until Sept. 24.

Ice hockey invitations are also still being taken. The leant

fee for hockey is $250 and there is a 1 2-ieam limit.

Water polo is new spun on the intramural scene, and no

experience is necessary to participate. Anyone interested is

invited to the Boyden pool deck on Mondays and

Wednesdays 9-10:30 p.m.

There are meetings for singles interested in joining teams.

Call the Intramural Office for times and locations.

Information about any of the intramural teams, entry

dates, game times, etc. is available at the Intramural Office

at 21 5 Boyden or by calling 545-0022.

a There will be captains' meetings for intramural sports

MUM in the next few weeks. The meeting for softball cap-

liiin-s will be Sept. 23 at b p.m. Ice hockey captains will meet

Sept. 25 at 6 p.m. The tennis singles' and field hockey cap-

tains' meetings are Oct 2 at 6 p.m. Call 545-0022 for loca-

liotiv

• Officials are still needed for flag football, soccer, soft-

ball, ice hockey, and volleyball. There are clinics to train

interested people, and the positions are paid. Call the

Intramural Office for info.

• Intramural Championships are being televised on the

Housing Services Cable Network now through Sept. 22 at

1 1 p.m.
• The Ski Club wants new members. There will be an

informational meeting for interested student on Sunday

night at 6 p.m. in room lb3 Campus Center. Oues are $15.

Upcoming events: Quebec Dec. 6-8. KillingK n |an. 12-17.

Quebec Feb. 14-17. The club will also be sponsoring a ski

sale with over $2 million in apparel and equipment on Nov.

15-17. Anyone interested in joining the club can stop by

^ S4 Student Union or call club president Arik Colbath at

545- 3437.

Sports Hriefs was compiled by Collegian staff member

C 'usey Kane.

Soccer News Women's

Top 25

1. Notre Dame
2. North

Carolina

3. Connecticut

4. Santa Clara

5. Portland

6. Maryland

7. Florida

8. Texas A&M
9. Massachusetts

10. Nebraska

11. William &
Mary
12. Harvard

13. Clemson

14. Minnesota

15. Virginia

16. Duke
17. Stanford

18. Wisconsin

19. James
Madison

20. San Diego

State

21. Kentucky

22. UNC-
Greenshoro

23. UCLA
24. Penn State

25. N.C. State

Soccer News Men's

Top 25

l.Duke
2. Creighton

3.Cal
State-Fullerton

4. Virginia

5. St John's

6. Fresno State

7. Santa Clara

8. UCLA
9. Clemson
10. Washington

1 1. Florida

International

12. Southern

Methodist

13. Cornell

14. Massachusetts

15. Michigan

State

16. Indiana

17. Portland

18. Rutgers

19. George Mason
20. Maryland
21. James
Madison
22.

UNC-Charbtte
23.

UNC-Greensbor
o
24. College of

Charleston

25. Wake Forest

JsEL BILLIARDS
60" Big Screen

TV.

8- 9 ft. "fable*

Live

Entertainment

Every Fri. & Sa».

All Sporting

$5/Hr.
Everyday

nlimited
Players!

Calipari
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around," he said. "I want the play-

ers to understand I'm not accepting

Let's just be competitive.'

"But there can be no immediate

gratification, no quick fixes. 1 don't

walk on water," he said.

Events

Every Thursday Night

$5Cash8-Be*

Tournament 7:30 pm

Saturday Crawdad's 9:30-12:30, 21 +

1 0A Belchertown Rood

Amherst, AAA 01002

296-8384

Cofegfcn Sports
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JUST DO IT
OPEN Rush: Sept. 9, 10, U, 12,13

Formal Rush: Sept. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20

8:00 P.M. 418 N. Pleasant Street
Pleafaf Contact ||rk Spit/ (Rusli ' hmripan)

549-0676
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ANNOUNCEMENTS I
EMPLOYMENT

Pl»y Wwiwn i Rugkyl fun and chal

lengmg D»ty 4-6pm Call Mai O ft6

M70
CHINESE FOOD KM CHI daliva'ing

Sunday Thursday to 2 am Friday and

Saturday 10 3 am

Tka Sutsrs ot Sigma Delta Tau would

like to congratulate our newest

Ribbionetts Farrah. Heather Jamie.

Michele. and Stetany

APARTMENT FOR REIMT

3 Badreorn aaaninam in Putfton For

into call 549-59*1

2 Bedroom Squire Village- Rest of

month for tree- looking for someone to

take over lease immediately Mike 665

2922

AUTO FOR SALE

M Geo Priam Excellent condition

S3600/BO 584-8302 Ask for Mum

GREAT CAR
1915 Oldamokile Cutlois Supreme.

Good running condition Best offer Call

5453007 or S34V32

MAZDA T11Z3 HATCHBACK; 79 000

m . very good condition, sunroof tune-up

work Hist done. S2900 080. Call 549-

7286

19D Olds. Doha S3 for sale New tires.

rotors, wheels Panasonic Stereo System.

S250 Call 253-7758

17 Ferd Haeger New engine, great

shape Call Amy 253-1926

77 Dodge Vea Automatic May inspec

tion sticker. Runs Great $600 256-1300

19*4 Ferd Temae PS PB AT AC Runs

well a steal at t350 25M119

1985 Buick Waaan Good condition.

new oansmission $800 Oavid 5494273

!9M Bronco U Well mamtained $3750

bo 367-0384

Purchasing a used eat? Having your

car repaired7 Do you know your ngfrts'

Contact tie Student legal Services Office.

922 Campus Center. 545-1995

IMS Haide reliable. 5 speed AM/FM

cassette $900 665 «246

EMPLOYMENT
Spring Break!' Earn Cash' Highest

Commissions' lowest Pnces 1 Travel free

on only 13 sales' free Info' Sunsptohl-

800-426-7710

Cruise Skips Hiring- Earn up to

$20.000»/month World Travel Seasonal

and Full Tern positions No exp neces-

sary For info call 1 206-971-3550 Ext

C50015

Netieeel Perks Hirieg- Positions ere

now available at National Parks. Forest,

and WikHite Preserves Excellent benefits

and bonuses 1 Call 1-206 971-3620 Ext

N50016

Trepieel Hasans Hirieg- Students

needed' Entry level and career positions

available worldwide Call Resort

Employment Services 206-971-3600 Ext

RS0012

ATTENTION AU STUDENTS) Over $6

Billion in public and private sector

Grants and scholarships are now avail

able All students are eligible Let us

help For more into call 1 800263-6495

Ext F50014

ntemetioMl Einetoymeet- Earn up to

$25-$4S/tK>ur teaching basic converse

tional english in Japan. Taiwan, or S

Korea No teaching background or Asian

languages required For info call 206-

971 357 Ent J50015

Attention Skiers end Boarders Entry

level positions into the sk; industry with

skiing benefits Make up to

$1000/raonth Part time enthusiastic indi

vKtuals please call Ski Card International

1W 333-2SKI
.

Babysmer Needed for 4 year old Tues

and Thurs 3 30-600 Call Michele at 255

8832

New Hirieg All Skills Closing shifts

available with bonus program Hadley

Burger King Ask tor Tim 584-5110

Business Opportunity. Need additional

income7 Want the energy to earn it7

Earth Friendly Company looking tor dis-

tributors Wild Organic food, free tape 1

800-927-2527 exl 7368

Survey Personnel Needed for PVTA

Ridersht; survey- In order to improve bus

service. The Ridership ol all PVTA bus

routes in the Amherst Area will be sur

veyed during the week ot October 20

through October 26 Each bus route will

be surveyed several times throughout the

week Surveyors will be paid $7 00 to

$8 00 an hour to distribute survey forms,

answer questions and collect survey

forms All shifts available For more

information please call 413-7816045

Pioneer Valley Planning Commission. 26

Central Street West Springfield. MA
0)089 An EOE/AA Employer

New Hiring! Great pay doing odd k*s

Flexible hours, call Andrew 584-8070

FOR RENT
Fridge Rentals Plus Free Delivery 253

9742

Available now! 2B0R townhouse on

bus line $630/month Squire Village

665-2203

FOR SALE
Dave Matthews tickets 8 in 14th row

ceH Aaron at 546-0562

BesemeM Sale) Everything must go'

5491578

Panasonic extra bass stereo, detach

speakers Cd* dual cassette Bnew

COO/80 CJ 6 1910

Bar Sue Peel Toole by United Perfect

condition Includes everything'

Interested7 Call Scon and Dom O 256

1088

FOR SALE

CallFridge w/Freeier 4ft tall, mint

Kelly 549^)920 $90 or BO

PlNBAU MACHlNT Reconditioned

$1.000 00

1

413) 253-5363

Fete*. Deukle, Frame and Custom Cover

S20000OBO54B9728

Sleree Systems and components,

used/reconditioned Large selection, hon-

est advice warranty great prices We
buy audio, video. DJ. musical equipment

Stereo and Video Exchange at Jackson's

Flea Maiket. Mountain Farms Mall.

Hadley Open Sundays only. 9-5 Other

days call Amherst. 256-0941

SALE Dorm Fridge $125. Word Processor

$100 Call 546-1576

FOUND
Found- Compact Disk in Student Union

Lounge- identify 586-8631

Found- sot of keys on an old beaded

hemp necklace call 546 4683

Found key ckain with Army guy and

one Brorue house key call 549-4088

INSTRUCTION
Jen Pieno Teacker Beginners to

advanced students Call Steven Page

253 3354

WWW SUCESS.ORG free business

education from American Institute

Entrepreneurship and Real Estate

Investment Courses Retire rich in ten

years

Boxing Lessons w/D|ata Bumpus Call

for brochure 732-8817

Gray Female Lhasa Apse lost 6/17

Main St Responds to Nala 549-9947

MUSICIANS

Guitar Classes Start 9/10 Rentals and

Lessons Available 10wks/$40 00

FTUG Pad 545-0579

Blues Jem Tues SUOpm Emerson 11?

Check it out

MISCELLANEOUS
Questions about your lease/ Security

deposit deductions7 Questions about

subletting/ assigning leases7 Questions

about the condition of your new house or

apartment 7 Contact the Student Legal

Services Office, 922 Campus Center. 545-

1996

PERSONALS

Pregnant? Need Help7 Call Birthright ot

Amherst area for free testing and caring

assistance 549-1906

SERVICES
COMPUTER PROBLEMS? Need an

upgrade 7 In house sen/ice. call Scream

Savers 549TXT83

TRAVEL

•••FREE TRIPS AND CASH— Find

out how hund'eds ol student representa

lives are already earning free trips and

lots of cash with America's #1 Spring

Break Company' Sell only 15 trips and

travel free 1 Cancun. Bahamas. Maotlan,

Jamaica or Florida 1 Campus Manager

positions also available Call now' Take

a break' Student Travel 1800195-Break'

WANTED TO RENT
Seeking 3BOR Apartment; house need

ed ASAP call 546-6077

WANTED

Hockey Players Wanted- Mullins

Center Hockey League is looking tor expe

nenced players Harold 545-3990 or 546

0400

Wanted 100 People.

breakthrough

New Metabolism

Lose 5-100 lbs

Guaranteed Cost $35 1-800 776 9503

Watorbod

549-6412

Oak Queen. Drawers $225

I ke«e 4 Dave Matthews Tn Oct 4

MSG Need to sell Call Karen 549-5079

Netokook Cawasim r 8 mb Ram 120 HO

Both expandable Microsoft/Office with

case $700 2561300 .. j_
Fetes Double, with frame and cover

$150 B0 Waterbed. Queen. Semi wave

less with headboard $150 BO 253 5350

Red tailed Boa. 3yrs old 4 S ft long

plus 40 gallon tank, needs good home

$150orB/O Rick54B9911

Sraitkcerone electric typewriter w/

mem $50 /Rollerblades- Women's 8 5/9

$45 call Tarae 549- 3994

Hi Admifetl I had to pay for my own ad

The lines were too long, so I called in my

ad Yes. I am always looking for new

tnends and gaming partners You know

what I look like When do I get to see

you. meet you. talk to you 7 How do I

know this isn't gust my roommate playing

a practical |Oke on me7

Mr ktleretisd

Happy B-Oey Diny liny! That s right'

You're our #1 Bongee Love. Your old and

new roomies'

ROOM FOR RENT

One Undergred needed share 2 bed

room, 2 full baths, ceiling fans tree

heat/hot^water Call hereO 549-4089

2 Bedrooms Avoiloklo in 4 Bedroom

Apt Northampton on bus route Beautiful

Apt . great location Call 586 1612

ARIES
March 21 -April 20

Taking a different perspective will heip

you solve a problem at home. Take a

step back Iron, the situation It will

pay off later. Good advtor from a

relative could benefll your career.

Listen carefully

TAURUS
April 21-Mmy 21

Stick to the necessities when

shopping Finances may become tight

later In the month. A surprise phone

call will leave you wondering- Don't

second guest your gut feeling Plan a

casual evening at home with some

friends.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

You will grt your way more taslfy If

you treat people with respect Smllr

this morning and be friendly People

will appreciate you. Don't let a

financial situation get you down this

week. It la only temporary. A romantic

Interlude will HA your spirits soon.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

People might drop by in the evening

without notice. Don't get fluttered.

Just enjoy their company It's the

perfect chance to repay a favor. Take

advantage of the situation. Start

keeping a Journal to stay on lop of

thing*.

LEO
July 23-Angurt 23

Things at work go Just as you want

them to. Your hard work has Anally

paid off. There may be a few obstacles

toward the end of the week. Donl

let them grt you down Take It as a

chance to show your skills For a

relaxing weekend. Invite a lew friends

over and stay In.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

Be more patient with people who

make demands on your time. Go out

of your way to help someone who la

confused They need your kind words

An old friend wtll make an unexpected

appearance. It Is fun to reminisce, but

don't dwell on the past.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Postpone a big decision until next

week. You will be more objective after

you have slept on It for a few nights.

Buy something new for yourself this

weekend Seek the offbeat or unusual.

It will boost your self-confidence. Get

to bed early.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

Follow your basic values when

confronted with a problem . TheyVe

pulled you through every time and

they will do It again Remember words

of advice from an elder that you've

used before. They will make a difficult

time a little easier

SAGITTARIUS
November 2^-December 21

Love is In the alii Follow your heart

.

not your mind. The right person could

be in your presence already You Jusl

need to let It happen Don t keep

analyzing everything. Some cheery

news will arrtve and brighten an

otherwise dreary day

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20

Something you've been struggling with

will suddenly become very simple

Your persistence will Anally pay off.

Soon the rest of your plans will also

come together. Hold off on a new

commitment until you've resolved

your current situation.

AQUARIUS
January 21-Pebniary 18

Donl be afraid to ask for a helping

hand You may need It more than you

know. Show a little more affection to a

loved one. Make a special call later In

the week Just to say you care. You 11

be glad that you did. Catch up on

your personal correspondence.

PISCES
February 19-March 20

Don't overreact to a domestic conflict

earty In the week. II will resolve Itself

by the weekend You don't want to say

something to o relative that you donl

mean Make a promise to yourself and

keep It Try to balance your time

between work and play
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Dilbert By Scott Adams

HEWS IAT INVOICE. FOR

FIXLNG VOUR "YEAR

ODOO' CO/APUTE.R

PROBLEMS

...50 HIS

HEAD SPUN,

&<JT IT PIPNT
EXPLODE? YEAH. I

GUESS I LEFT

SCrfAE ttONEY

ON TME TABLE.

ACROSS

For Entertainment Purposes Only

1. Harmonize

6. Mince

10. Kauai's neighbor

14. Copland or Spelling

15. They try harder

16. David's news partner

in the '60s

17. Official copy

19. Domesticate

20. Lisa or Maggie, to

Bart

21. Pork fat

22. Groundwork

23. Scientist Sir

Humphry _
24. Peaks-

26. Gain

29. Cultivated plots

32. Fur

33. Diminishes

34. Admmng
exclamation

36. Frenzied

37. Prevail

38. III temper

39. Actor Beatty

40. Minute

41. Conundrum

42. Fills the Minolta

again

44. Mother with a Nobel

Prize

46. TV trophy

46. Where Rhett came to

call

47. Speed
50. Leif'sson

51. the breeze

(chitchat)

54. Sleep (postpone

a decision)

55. Hasten

58. Dull one

59. Derisive laugh

60. Du Pont discovery ot

1935

61. Stunning blow

62. Vegas machine

63. Enthrall

DOWN
1. "Memory" show

2. Last name in

spydom

3. Gershwin and Levin

4. Oncle

d'Amerique

5. Dominate

6. Author Golden

7. Desirous

8. Drink slowly

». After FDR
10. Anti-knock rating

11. Cries ol discovery

12. Half: prefix

13. Shoshonean Indians

18. Batman's

headquarters

22. Estimates in

envelopes

23. Frisbee. e.g.

24. Flavorful

25. Small songbira

26. College official

27. First name in wabbit-

hunting

. Janeiro

Profits

Clamor

Shoe bottoms

Scrawny

Greek goddess of

marriage

37. Enlarge, as a hole

38. North wind

"Drink only . .
."

(Ben Jonson)

Agent's commission

Piece of mail

Peacock's showy

feature

Bribery for a tot

Freddie the

Freeloader, e.g.

Ever and

Regal title

Audio reflection

Salve

Over

Canvas shelter

Sounds of

appreciation

Pres. between

Warren and Herb

Pocket filler in a

nursery rhyme

28.

29.

30.

31.

33.

35.

40.

41.

43.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

55.

56.

57.

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winck Drabble By Kevin Fagan

KMOU) UjWAT I
aJA'5 6CNNA

A6K-

8 Years In Braces By Eric Peterson Universtiry2 By Frank Cho

1 tIM KOOB • IMOOW CAMPUSdNSm
MNMMsW

Thursday Nite Line-up:

8:00 Friends

9:00 Seinfeld

10:00 E.R.

Full Service Bar • Weekly Drink

Specials

Daily Food Specials From 4:00 to 7:00
Hours: 4:00 to 12:30 Monday - Friday

3:00 to 12:30 Saturday

EED IT, FIND IT!
Find what your looking for in the Collegian Classifieds

KLEIN'S ALLtSPORTS
CUSTOMER APPRECIATION

Mental Health Groups Fall '96
MONDAY

Stress

Management
Group—

In this group

participants will learn

the sources of stress

and a variety of

techniques to manage

their stress.

Mondays, 3:30 - 5 p.m.

I IJ I S D A Y WI DNISDAY 1 1 IURSDAY

Women's Group

for Graduate
Student and
Professional

Women—
This is a group for

women struggling with

major life issues, such as

juggling work or school

while managing a family

life, difficulties in a

graduate program,

relationship issues,

separation or divorce,

single parenting, etc. This

is an on-going group

with new members

accepted whenever there

are openings.

Tuesdays, I2:4S -

2: IS p.m

Increasing Self-

Esteem,
Building Self-

confidence—
This group will use a

variety of expressive

therapy techniques as

well as mutual support

and sharing to help

participants understand

the roots of low self-

esteem, gain greater

acceptance of themselves,

and increase self-

confidence.

Tues, 3:45 - 5 p.m.

Letting Go and
Moving On—

This is a

psychoeducational support

group for people who are

in the process of ending

or have recently ended

an intimate relationship.

Group sessions will focus

on understanding the

process of loss, dealing

with anger, learning to

take care of oneself, as

well as other topics

generated by the group.

Tuesdays, 6 - 7:30 p.m.

Adult

Children of
Dysfunctional

Families—
This is a therapy group

for individuals who

would like to use group

interaction to help

understand how their

upbringing continues to

influence relationships in

the present. Issues such

as exploring/expressing

feelings, developing self-

esteem and breaking

dysfunctional patterns

are central.

Wednesdays, 3:30 -

5 p.m.

Lesbian, Gay,

Bisexual

Support

Group—
Thursdays, 3:45 -

5 p.m.

Long term

Therapy Group

for Older

Students and
UMass Staff—

This group provides an

opportunity to work

on problems which

interfere with personal

and academic life such

as lack of intimacy,

loneliness, low self-

esteem and concerns

of professional identity.

Thursdays, 3:30 - 5 p.m.

Groups begin in early to mid-October. All groups require a pre-group interview.

Groups are open to students and to Kaiser members whose site is UHS. For information or to sign up

for an interview call 545-2337 or drop by 127 Hills North, M-F, 8-5.

I

ENTIRE STOCK!

I

9:30am-9:30pm
Great Savings On Name Brand Sporting Goods

KLEIN*S AIX*SPORTS
STORE LOCATIONS

•SOMF RESTRICTIONS APPLY SEE STORE FOR DETAILS PRIOR PURCHASES EXCLUDED
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom Always wanted to be one of those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Close to Home By John McPherson

When / would go to a party

I'd get very nervous that no one

would want to talk to me
which would make me even more

nervous.

Su I would sit by myself

terrified that I looked lonely and

uninteresting.

But after a while a friend

came over and sat with me.

Whew, releived! I reminded him

that I owed him some money and

that I would pay him a dollar

right now.

Pretty soon a girl came

over to talk to him. Then a girl

came over to talk to the first girl.

After a while I was surrounded by

people.

I started to feel anxious

and slipped over to a quiet dark

corner where no one would

bother me.

I felt a little lonely and

miserable, and.... I lost a dollar.^

j_ rAac I d
,

- Co.ll vAOiJ C

rvv3»v"\

- "bke called
aa a i n

- Yoor dad
ca.\\ed

- Mc. ~J-r\-\&cs.'Xed

Called _

Generation X By Chris Lehman

Of AMtocA. so FAft?

\f JrV Covins &tft

LOST Atib

. SrorW> ftH

f DIRECTIONS
7. IN A SlG cTiTV.

IGoT.JJM.." 1
WAT Ycu call tT..

A

'JACKET 'UPJJ4

"Oh, one more thing. If Gregory starts to

show any signs mat he might throw a tantrum,

lock yourself Inside the cage, put on the helmet

and call 911 immediately."

Bastards By Matt & Gregg

V* XStt «»*r* <**>?

iMrw:|^w-*.w«r.«M»««.«>»-M*»»'
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Today's Staff

Jacob W. Michaels

Night Editor

Lisa Chiu

Copy Editor

Jennifer Jutras

Photo Technician

Josh Sylvester

Production Supervisor

Joylyn Lombard
Jack Myers
Production

Quote of the
Morning

a
It can't rain all

the time, the sky

can't fall forever.

-jane Siberry

99

Quote of the
Afternoon

u
You gotta give

respect just to

earn respect.

-Shootyz Groove

Today's D.C. Menu
Coll 543- 2626 tor sMf* Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Jalapeno Shrimp & Rice

Veal Parmesan
Sandwich

DINNER
Szechuan Beef & Brocc

Baked Ziti

Breaded Chicken

Tenders

99

Hampden
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Chicken Sand.

Veal Parmesan
Sandwich

DINNER
Szechuan Beef &

Broccoli

Baked Ziti

Worcester

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sand.

Bow Ties, Italian

Sausage, & Sauce

Lightburger

DINNER
Szechuan Beef & Brocc

SzechuanTofu & Brocc

Pastabilities

Chichen Cacciatore

Berkshire

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sand.

Bowties, Sausageik Sauce

Worcester Breakfast Sand.

Lightburger

DINNER
Szec. Tofu/Beef & Brocc

Chichen Cacciatore

Chicken De Carlos

Pastabilities
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Sports
The Massachusetts women's tennii match it

Amherst College was called off on account ol

rain. No make-up date has been scheduled loi

the match The Minutewomen are in action this

weekend when they travel to Princeton, N.|. for

the Eastern Championships

The Massachusetts

Minutemen end win streak in 1-1 tie withUNH
By Chris Stomm
Collegian Staff

The No, i-1 Minutemen (3-0-1)

hosted New Hampshire to- 4-1)

yetterd*) at Richard F. Garber
I icld. and just couldn't get it going

as

Massachusetts 1

New Hampshire 1

IMRIIMI

tbt) tied the Wildcats 1-1 in over-

time.

lust 6:12 into the game. New
Hampshire's Brian Ros.i served up

a long ball into the 18 yard box

where sophomore forward Mike

Keevan took Minuteman keeper

Tim Pearson to the lower left cor-

ner giving the Wildcats a quick 1-0

edge.

"UNH came out lough and wanti-

ng to win." said UMaSI forward

Mike Butler. "We took them I little

soft because the) came in 0-4.

Overall, our performance was just

good, there are a lot of things we

need to work on. but it's still earlv

in the season SO things are still

looking good regard I

At near!) the nine minute mark.

UMass surged back to tr> to even

the score Senior Dave Siljanovski

surgically placed the ball inside the

penalty box on a corner kick, but

the Minutemen couldn't capitalize,

following up the shot. Siljanovski

got a foot on the ball, but sent it

long and out of bounds

In the following minutes, UMass
struggled to keep control of the

ball, spurring a few breaks down
the sides by Siljanovski and sopho-

more midfielder lake Brodsky. but

struggled to finish.

Massachusetts was down, but

they weren't out.

In the 22nd minute, junior mid-

fielder Tobias Bremke broke

through the UNH defense, only to

DC mauled b) S Wildcat dclcnseman

in the penalty box. prompting a

penalty shot. Siljanovski made good

as his shot hit home in the lower

left to knot the score at one.

With 18:57 to go in the halt.

junior forward Mike Butler smoked

In two UNH defenders to line! lake

Brodsky inside the 18. Brodsky

managed a soft one touch shot that

w.is deflected b> Wildcat keeper

Ethan Holmes. After failing to cash

in on the ensuing corner kick,

senior defender loe lacobson sent

UNH's David Fransisco to the

pitch while trying to control the

goal kick the other way and was

given the games first yellow card.

The second yellow came with b:58

to go when Siljanovski was tangled

up with a New Hampshire defend-

er.

From then on it was a stalemate.

Throughout the second half, neither

squad managed to control the ball

consistently. While each team had a

series of breakaway runs at the net.

neither squad had any luck finish-

ing them off.

In the final minute of the game,

both squads had a chance to finish

the other off. With 1:15 to go.

UMass sent a ball from the right

side into the box, where a handful

of Minutemen were unable to get

off a shot. The Wildcats put up a

surge of its own in the final seconds

of regulation, as Keevan bolted

through the UMass midfield. firing

off a shot at the 18 that went over

the top.

The tables turned in both of the

two fifteen minute overtime sets.

While UMass struggled early in the

first OT with Siljanovski. Butler,

and midfielder Rob Cairo on the

bench after playing the entire 90
minutes of regulation.. UNH came
alive in the second set.

Controlling the ball from the

kickoff. the Wildcats managed

JIWIHK Jl IK \s 'HI 1 II, I \\

Mike Butler and the Men's soccer team held off New Hampshire in a

1-1 overtime tie vesterdav ut (.arher Field.

three consecutive corner kicks ,n

one point, but didn't manage to

score, thanks to the solid pla\ ol

UMass keeper Tim Pearson, whose

three game shutout streak was bro-

ken in the tie. New Hampshire taw

it had a chance to knock off a

nationally ranked opponent, and

they battled to the end. but couldn't

score.

"We didn't work the hall as well

as we can. we didn't have the com-

binations, we had some individual

performances b> certain players and

that is not the way we play. We're

not good when we play like that."

UMass coach Sam Koch said. "I

told *he guys after the game, 'you

are only as good as the players

around you. If you don't work hard

off the ball, we drop down a

notch.'"

Brockington back on track for UMass
By Mike Corey

Collegian Staff

Pinal)) die time has come.

You can't help but think these must have been

the words that have been lurking in the back of the

mind of UMass senior fullback Ron Brockington

for quite some time now.

In a career that has involved extreme patience,

frustration and injury. Ron Brockington would

have liked all his seasons to begin as this one has.

Coming out of Hempstead High
School in New York as one of the top

50 players in America in 1991, and
from a school which has seen a number
of players go on to the National

Football League, pressure was some-

thing that Brockington would be no
stranger to throughout his career.

"I felt pressure especially my senior

year.* Brockington said. "I felt it from

other schools, coaches and teachers. It's

been a tradition at my high school to

have good athletes."

Recruited by some of the top pro-

grams in the nation including Syracuse.

BC and Indiana. Brockington opted to

go to Syracuse and play for the

Orangemen.
"There were three other guys from my high

school that went there, it was only four hours

away, and the situation just seemed right,"

Brockington said.

Brockington was redshirted his first season,

which means he practiced with the team but was

not allowed to play in any games. However he had

four eligible playing seasons after that year.

"I expected to be redshirted; they had a lot of

good running backs there." Brockington said. "I

took the opportunity to learn the offense, get big-

ger and compete for a position."

However, the Orangemen apparently did not

know the type of player they had in Brockington

throughout his first two years there. The) must

have overlooked those high school stats that m
him as the school's all-time leading rusher for

5.520 yards in his career, with an average of b.l

yards per carry.

They must have missed one of the 47 touch-

downs he compiled. 25 as a senior, and 1.290

yards rushing, a single

season school record.

He was named
Gatorade New York state

player of the year, a USA
Today Honorable Mention

All-America selection, an

All-State and All-Long

Island selection, in addi-

tion to winning other

awards.

Brockington was only

given the opportunity to

play in one game hi-

ond year at Syracuse and

courtesy media KiLATioNS felt frustrated, believing

Ron Brockington his services would be bet

ter appreciated elsewhere.

"After my second year, things weren't working

out the way they should have been." Brockington

said. "I felt like I could contribute somewhere else

a lot quicker than they had me playing."

After his second year in 1993. Syracuse's loss of

a high school Ail-Star running back was the

University of Massachusetts' gain. Brockington

transferred to UMass in 1994 and began his career

as a Minuteman. with three eligible seasons left.

Brockington said he was influenced to attend

I Mass by a former standout cornerback. Breon

Parker. Parker, who graduated last year, attended

the same high school in New York as Brockington.

"Breon told me the situation was good as far as

running backs." Brockington said. "He gave me all

the goods and bads and what to expect when I got

here
"

In his first saaaofl at UMass, Brockington joined

one of the strongest backfields in the country, led

b> All America hack Rene Ingoglia. He played in

all I I games but rushed for just 225 yards on 51

carries, and two TDs.

"It was like a learning process," Brockington

said. "Rene helped me out learning the offense, and

I knew m\ role. I was discouraged a little bit. but I

just knew I had to wait for my time."

For Brockington, 1994 was just a chance to

finally get back to playing, something that was
absent in Syracuse.

"My goal was I just wanted to play." Brockington

said. "Last time I played was in high school and I

anticipated playing in a college game. 1 just wanted

to contribute the best 1 could."

Brockington goes about his business quietly, and

in more words than not, says he lets his playing

ability do the talking for him.

"I keep kind of like a poker face, so nobody can

tell what I'm thinking or get a read on me,"

Brockington said.

For Brockington, Massachusetts is a place he

feels welcome and one which he feels comfortable

in.

"It's a family atmosphere and everybody sup-

ports everybody." Brockington said. "There are no

individuals on this team and no one relies on one

person. There are no unselfish players."

filtering the 1995 season, all looked very

Turn to BROCKINGTON page 1
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Calipari brings NBA to Mullins Center
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Former Massachusetts men's basketball coach

|ohn Calipari will return to the William D. Mullins

Center on Oct. 15 at 7 p.m. for an NBA exhibition

game.

The New Jersey Nets will face the Washington

Bullets in the preseason matchup, which marks

the first time NBA talent ventures to the Mullins

Cental

The Nets feature Kerry Kittles, Ed O'Bannon

and Shawn Bradley, former Michigan teammates

Chris Webber and All Star luwan Howard head-

line the Bullets' roster

Tickets are now available for the game through

the Mullins Center Box Office or for an additional

charge through Ticketmaster outlets. They are also

available with an additional charge through

charge by phone by calling (413) 733-2500.

Tickets are $23 and $15. with limited premium
courtside seating available.

The first 500 students with valid ID at the

Mullins Center Box Office only will receive a $5

discount, Groups of 15 oi more will receive a $2

per ticket discount by calling (41 3) 545-3001 . For

more ticket information call the Mullins Center

Box Office at (413) 545 0505.

The game will mark the first return to the

Mullins Center lot Calipari. He will also be at

UMass tomorrow to sign copies of his new book

Rtfuu iii Lose. ;it the University Store in the

Campus Center

The game will also mark former UMass assjs

tant Ed Schilling's return to the campus. Schilling

was tagged, along with former Boston tellies'

assistant Don Casey, for the assistant duties in

East Rutherford. N.J.

Calipari was pleased with the prospect of

returning to his former home court.

"What's better than this: bringing an NBA
|

to a great facility, great fans, helping the

University of Massachusetts, and coming home.

"I am very excited about this game." he said.

After coaching the Minutemen for eight years,

Calipari left the University in |une to become head

coach of the Nets. His resignation from the UMass

program came on the heels of the best season of

basketball in Minuteman MetOf)

Calipari led his UMass squad to an unprece-

dented fifth Atlantic 10 title, ItS.flrsI ever

Associated Press Top 25 No. 1 ranking and its

first-ever Final four appearance

Calipari has coached Conner Minuteman stand-

outs Tony Barbee. Lou Roe and Marcus Camby.

Last |une. Barbee was named an assistant coach

under new men's basketball coach lames Bruiser''

Flint. Also last |une. Camby was chosen as the sec-

ond pick overall by the Toronto Raptors in the

NBA Draft.

The 36-year-old Calipari took over the Nets

program with the intention of rebuilding (he NBA
team, just as he rebuilt the Massachusetts hoop

program.

In an interview with Fred Kerber. published in

the |uly 10 New York Post, Calipari addressed the

fans' concerns of rebuilding the program

"I absoluielv would not have taken this job if I

didn't think we were going to turn this thing

Turn to CALIPARI page 1
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UM's rookie keeper holding his own;

Pearson helps VM out of loss column

By Jason Rubin

Collegian Staff

Entering the season with a

goalkeeping duo that had just

108 minutes playing experience

between them was a scary

thought for the Massachusetts

men's soccer team. However,
after allowing just one goal in

four games, including three

straight shutouts, no position

has been more solid.

Entering spring practices, the

goalkeeping job was up for

grabs between sophomore |eff

lablonski. and red-shirt fresh-

man Tim Pearson. Both were
impressive during games against

Brown and Duke as the two
goalies played well throughout

the preseason. Despite a spec-

tacular save on a penalty kick

against Duke by lablonski. the

job was eventually given to the

slightly more consistent

Pearson.

"They both have practiced

extremely hard. Although Tim is

starting, |eff has kept it up, and

I believe that this has worked as

a force to push both of them to

higher levels," goalkeeping
coach |on Voight said.

Pearson's play has been out-

standing. In his collegiate debut

he held a tough Boston
University team scoreless,

including a stop from within 18

yards late in the game
He followed up this stellar

performance with another
sparkling game, as he kept Holy

Cross from lighting up the

scoreboard. Through the first

two games, he was the anchor-

ing force in a stingy UMass
defense.

As if this was not a good
enough start. Pearson recorded

his third straight shutout as the

Minutemen defeated the Black

Bears of the University of Maine

by the score of 1-0. In this

game he turned away 15 shots,

including a barrage right before

the half.

Three games, three shutouts,

three wins. Impressive numbers

for any keeper, not to mention

one that is still learning the col-

lege game.
"Although it has been hard

work, it has also been a lot easi-

er than I expected," Pearson

said.

Pearson's string of perfection

ended yesterday, when UMass
tied the University of New
Hampshire 1-1 in overtime.

UNH netted the first goal

allowed by Massachusetts this

season at 6:12 of the first half

The goal derived from a nice

touch pass, that required a gam-

ble by the keeper. The position-

ing of the incoming attacker left

Pearson with too many options

to defend. Either Pearson could

play the pass and go for the

ball, or he could stay home and

play the shot.

Pearson elected to go with his

instincts and played the shot,

and although it did not work
out. it was not really a mistake.

"I think that Tim took a pret-

ty good shot at it. You can't

expect him to come up with it

on a shot like that all the time,"

Head Coach Sam Koch said.

Despite the goal the

Minutemen were able to record

a tie against UNH, much to the

credit of Pearson. He almost

singlehandedly preserved the

tie, during a three corner kick

barrage put forth by UNH dur-

ing the second overtime. While

Turn to ROOKIE, page 10

Vols, Gators to mix it up,

BC could be Wolverine bait

edlth on

otball

Well people, it's been a month
since the college football season start-

ed and I think that this week we can

finally say that we're through screw-

ing around. Twenty-two of the top

25 teams are in action this week, and

there's some
serious dookie

about to go
down.

There's a

rumor that No.

2 Tennessee
and No. 4

Florida are

playing a football game this weekend.

Correction. Tennessee and Florida

are going to war on Saturday.

I'm thoroughly convinced that if

Tennessee loses another game to the

Gators, they'll invade the state of

Florida and end the madness. This is

a huge game, not only for the SEC
but for the entire country. The win-

ner of this game is going to have a big

say in who wins the SEC, and the

winner of the SEC is going to have a

big say in who wins the national

championship.

The pressure is on the Vols.

They're at home, and the Knoxville

faithful want to see blood after last

year's second half collapse, where
Tennessee took a 30-21 lead into

halftime and left with a 62-37 loss.

(Ouch.) For All- American golden

boy Peyton Manning, this may be the

biggest game as far as the Heisman

voters are concerned, and a perfor-

mance anything close to last year's

could trash those hopes pretty quick.

Florida, on the other hand, "don't

give a #$&@". if I may quote Smoky
from the silver screen's "Friday."

They know it'll be tough to

go up to Knoxville and
beat the Vols. They proved

all they could last year by

blowing through the SEC
en route to the Fiesta Bowl.

I realize they were spanked

by Nebraska, but honestly,

the Dallas Cowboys
would've had trouble with last year's

Huskers.

This is supposed to be Tennessee's

year. In a stale where there's Vols

football, Elvis and, well, not much
else, they're counting on Manning to

lead them to the promised land. Will

he? We'll know more Sunday.

After going out to Boulder and

beating a Top 5 team in Colorado last

Saturday, (Coach Carr, just punt the

ball!) Michigan gets this week off to

recuperate.

I mean, they have to play Boston

College at home, but seriously, that's

like a week off.

Props to the Wolverines, who
rebounded from a sluggish perfor-

mance in their season-opener against

Illinois and whipped the Buffs in

their place. Scott Dreisenbach actual-

Turn to GATORS, page 1
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UM non-varsity news

, ol l H.IW I II I

Former I Muss basketball couch John Calipari

will firing his New Jersey Nets to the- Mullins

( lasHer to plus the Washington Mullets on Oct. 13

Editors note: This is the first in a
new column series called Sports

Briefs that the Collegian will run
throughout the year, focusing on
club, recreational, and intramural

sports. This column was designat to

feature the athletes

and teams involved

in non-varsity
sports.

Sports Briefs will

run once a week or

once every two
weeks, depending on the response

from the club, rec, and intramural

teams.

For more information on the new
column or info on how to submit
items for Sports Briefs call co-sptjrts

editors Casey Kane or Chris Stamm
at 545-07/9.

With the new school year now in

full swing there are several intra-

mural, recreational and club teams

which are looking for members.
• The men's club lacrosse team is

looking for prospective new mem-
bers. The team
serves interested stu-

dents who want to

play lacrosse, but are

not on the varsity

level. The program
consists of six weeks

of Fall Ball, six weeks of indoor box

league, and three months of in-sea-

son spring lacrosse

The 12-game schedule includes

the Princeton and Yale B- Varsity

teams, and the SUNY-Farmingdale.
Williams. Army, and Harvard
junior varsities.

Turn to SPORTS , page 1
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"She's in love

with the boy."

T I i s h a

Yearwood brings

her country hits to

the Big E this

Sunday. Check
out our preview

(See Arts &
Living, page 5).

Minutewomen face

rival Hawks

Senior in captain

Buddy Hoffman and

the Massachusetts

LjfiHM team travel

to chestnut Flill to

take on the Eagk-s of

Barton College, (See

SkntS page 10)

WORLD

200 troops sent to

Kuwait by Clinton

By Andrew Selsky

Associated Press

KUWAIT Although
rhetoric has softened and ten-

sion eased, the American mili-

tary boosted its presence in

the Persian Gulf Thursday
with more ground troops and

75 warplanes to patrol Iraqi

skies.

Soon, more than 30,000
U.S. military personnel and
200 American planes will be

in the region, most aboard
three dozen ships in the Gulf.

A total of 200 American
soldiers landed Thursday at

Kuwait International Airport,

(he vanguard of 3,500 soldiers

sent by President Clinton to

protect Kuwait.

The soldiers from the Fort

Hood. Texas-based 1st

Cavalry Division join 1.200
others who have been training

for weeks in the Kuwaiti
desert on 120 Abrams Ml-Al
tanks and 60 Bradley fighting

vehicles

NATION

AIDS info leaked by

drunk health worker

By Pat Leisner

Associated Press

TAMPAFla.— A copy of a con-

fidential computer disk containing the

names of 4.000 AIDS patients was

mailed anonymously to a newspaper

after a drunken public health worker

showed it to friends and dropped it

outside a bar.

The Tampa Tribune said it gave a

copy of the disk and the letter that

came with it total state Department of

Health and Rehabilitative Services,

which on Thursday launched an inves-

tigation into the breach of confidentiali-

ty-

The Florida Department of Uw
Fnfoivcinent sfco began its own probe.

The newspaper said it has no

plaas to publish or otherwise use the

names.

Nobody knows how many copies

of the disk have been made, or who
lias them. If the allegations prove true,

it couki be the worst violation of AIDS

confidentiality in hwi.iv

"We have determined there has

been a breach of confidentiality. To
what level, we don't know yet." said

Elaine Fulton-|ones, a spokeswoman

for the Pinellas County Health

Department.
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Olver to hold rally Saturday;

re-election to be announced
Congressman will reach out to community with bus trip

By Raghuram Vadarevu

Collegian Staff

Congressman |ohn Olver

(D-Amherst) will be holding a

kick off rally for his re-election

campaign at the Bangs Community

Center in Amherst on Saturday

night at 7 p.m.

"He (Olver) will officially

announce his candidacy for re-

election for the first district," said

Patrick Riccards. press secretary

for the Olver re-election cam-

paign.

The kick-off rally will cap off a

day-long bus trip called the

"Workhorse Express."

The trip, scheduled to begin in

Berkshire county, will go through

Hampden and Worcester counties.

The trip will end in Olver's

hometown of Amherst, said

Riccards.

The bus trip sites were chosen because each

of the cities contain an Olver campaign head-

quarters, according to Riccards.

A press release revealed that the trip will

start at the Old Bessie Clarke Building in

Pittsfield at 10 a.m.

Then at 1230 p.m.. the bus will stop at the

Olver campaign headquarters in Westfield and

at 4 p.m.. it will arrive at the Veteran's Center

in Leominster before coming to Amherst.

"Amherst and UMass (University of

Massachusetts) has been a big part of his leg-

islative concerns and will play a major role in

the (November) election," Riccards said.

I think it is great that he (Olver) is going to

speak in Amherst." said lason Vecchio, the stu-

dent coordinator for the Student Council for

Educational Research

and Advocacy.
"1 really wish he will

come to campus," said

Vecchio. one of the

coordinators for the

UMass Student

Government
Association's voter reg-

istration campaign.

According to

Riccards, Congressman
Olver will not be able to

make the debate with

state Senator |ane Swift

(R- North Adams), but

will make many visits to

UMass during the elec-

tion season

This past |uly, the

SGA invited

Congressman Olver and

state Sen. Swift to a debate in October

The debate was a part of the SGA voter edu-

cation program for the voter registration cam-

paign.

Sen. Swift accepted an invitation to attend

the debate, but Olver declined, citing commit-

ments to five other debates in the first district.

The kick-off was originally planned for the

University's Campus Center Auditorium, but

the auditorium was no longer available for the

event, said Riccards.

Congressman Olver will participate in a

debate with state Sen. Swift on Springfield's

channel 57. Sept. 29 from 8 p.m to 9 p.m..

said an Olver Campaign official.

COUKTISY ASSOCIATED MUSS

Congressman |ohn Olver

One-Wheeling
"Tom" unicycles his way to class yesterday.

courrNiY sm<tm,'Cou{cian

Calipari back on campus

to promote Refuse to Lose

Chancellor addresses Faculty Senate

By Daniel E. Levenson

Collegian Stall

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Former men's basketball coach

|ohn Calipari returns to the

University of Massachusetts cam-

pus today to promote and sign

copies of his newly released book

Refuse to Lose, outside of the

University Store from 11:30 a.m.

- 3:30 p.m.

The book, Calipari's first

writing venture, was co-written

by Dick Weiss. Weiss, who has

helped many noted sports profes-

sionals pen their thoughts,
co-wrote Rick Pitinos Full Court

Pressure and Dick Vitale's latest,

Holding Court.

Calipari is one of the most
recognizable figures in UMass
basketball, after rebuilding the

program from near-oblivion to

national power.

Calipari coached the

Minutemen for eight years before

leaving the school in |une to pur-

sue a head coaching career in the

NBA. His new position with the

New lersey Nets marks the first

pro coaching attempt by Calipari.

Over his years at UMass.
Calipari led the Minutemen to an

unprecedented five-straight

Atlantic 10 titles, five straight

NCAA tournament berths, as well

as the school's first Sweet 16,

Elite Eight and Final Four
appearances.

Calipari compiled a 193-71

record at UMass, which gives him

a .731 winning percentage. He
left UMass as the second win-

ningest coach in school history

and the career leader in winning

percentage.

In his final season at the

Minuteman helm, Calipari was
awarded with the Boost/Naisinith

National Coach of the Year
Award. In addition, he was
named the Atlantic 10 Coach of

the Year three times.

He has coached a number of

Minuteman standouts, including

new UMass assistant coach Tony
Barbee, former Detroit Piston

Lou Roe and current Toronto
Raptor Marcus Camby. Under
Calipari. Camby was named the

winner of virtually every national

Player of the Year award.

Calipari left UMass to

become head coach and
Executive Vice-President of

Basketball of the Nets. In

dance with his new title. Calipari

will be responsible for all basket-

ball operations.

"We now feel that we have

entrusted our basketball opera-

tion in the hands of one of the

nation's premier coaches and are

very optimistic about the future

of the New lersey Nets," Nets'

President Michael Rowe said.

Refuse to Lose examines the

success of the 1995-96 season.

"We didn't just break barri-

ers. "We tore them down."

At this week's Faculty Senate meeting, Chaiuelloi

David K Scotl spoke about his Five Year Strategic-

Action Plan for the University

One of the main components of the plan is the redis

tribulion of resources available to run the University of

Massachusetts system.

While UMass-Amherst has traditionally received

approximately 50 percent of the total budget for the

University system, according to Scott, the

UMass-Amherst campus should actually be receiving 54

percent.

But the increase in percentage will not come directly

from the money being allocated.

"It's politically almost impossible to redistribute the

base," Scott said. Instead the plan requests a $75 million

infusion from state distribution.

Scott's Stiaiegic Action plan will be updated every

year to encompass the next five yeais

The current plan spans the years 1997-2001. Next

year the plan will run up to the year 2002.

"It's a plan that each year gets updated," said Scoit. "It

will never be finished in our time."

Included in the plan is a provision for the renovation

of classrooms. By the end of the next five years, $1.25

million will have been spent on refurbishing classrooms.

Scott said that when he went to look at the claai

rooms, he was shocked by the poor conditions within the

rooms.

He addressed the issue of an increased number of

out-of- state students enrolled in the University this

year, calling the situation "good in many ways

Scott said more out-of-state students would benefit

the University by making it more popular nationally.

He also recognized the extra problems increased

enrollment has brought to the faculty, telling them he

realized that it is a "great burden on all of you and your

departments
"

Scott said that he would like to see entering cUstai

that reflect the diversity of the graduating class of that

year.

The chancellor also said that his vision fol the

University involves trying improve UMass with an

emphasis on all departments of education

Academic statistics reflecting this incieased emphasis

uveal a change in applicants' scores for the past two

years Average SAT scores have gone up from 999 in

the fall 1994 to 1020 or higher in the fall of this year

Those scores are based on the old scoring system

"Quality is not measured solely by SAT scores, but it

is a good indication if it's set high enough," Scott said

It caMMM be used exclusively."

He was optimistic about the future of the University

and the quality of education that it does and will provide

undergraduate and graduate students.

"UMass is on the move. It's on the move upwards and

nothing will stop us now," Chancellor Scott said

The University is also seeking to get involved with

other institutions of higher education in establishing a

grant application system that will be totally electronic

"I'm not interested in designing a Land Grant AAU
University in the traditional model," Scotl said

The American Association of Universities is a nation

al organization comprised of 60 public and private uni-

versities The AAU focuses on schools that are engaged

in major research efforts.

After Chancellor Scott finished his remarks. Police

Chief and Director Of Public Safety John W Luippold.

Jr addressed faculty senate on issues facing students

and public safety at UMass-Amherst.

"The trends that we see are happening elsewhere on

other campuses." Luippold said. "Violence continues to

occur on this campus We're also concerned about alco-

hol and drug abuse

Luippold said that while there are problems with

crimes on campus, the problems are fairly consistent

with what is happening on the national level. Officers

are working with residence staff and students to stop

problems such as theft, which occur in residence halls

lOUBTNIr SMITH i DUfCIAN
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|ohn Calipari will be signing his new book, Refuse to Lose, on campus

today.

It's Electric!
Bob Mikakinas helps to install new electrical services outside Goessman Lab yesterday with Karfs Excavating Sitework
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Friday, Sept. 20

Meeting — MASSP1RG volunteers will be meet-

ing at 4 p.m. to tour the stream behind Sylvan

Residence Area. Come and make a difference and

plan a clean-up. For more information, call Melenie

at 5-0199.

Lecture — The Five College Baha'i club is spon-

soring a talk by Dr. Dwight Allen on "International

Education and the 2+2 Model" in room 283, Hills

South 8-10 p.m. For more information, call |im at

549-5378.
Workshop — The Alliance Christian Fellowship's

weekly workshops. TimeOut, will be held at 7 p.m. in

room 176 of the Campus Center. TimeOut this week

is a Worship Special, featuring a full band. Mark

Lloyd will also speak oh reaching people with and

through the power of Christ.

Saturday, Sept. 21

Concert — Pest 5.000. Incredible Force of junior.

Saturnine. Ribon Candy and Star Ghost Dog will play

at Greenough Residence Hall at 8:30 p.m. Tickets:

$3/UMass student, $4/other. For more information,

call 665-7243.

Music — The Hooked on Swing Society presents

Blue Rendevous at the Northampton Center for the

Arts, located at the intersection of Rts. 9 and 10,

opposite the gates of Smith College. The $9 admis-

sion includes a free dance lesson with local instructor

lacqueline Maidana at 7:30 p.m. and a dance starting

8:30-11:30 p.m. The next dance will be held on

Saturday. Oct. 19. For more information, call 1-800-

206-4700.
Sunday, Sept. 22

Meeting — UMass Ski Club's first general meet-

ing. 7 p.m. Campus Center room I63C. All interested

skiers and snowboarders welcome. For more informa-

tion, contact the UMass Ski club. 430 Student Union,

or at 545-3437.

Notices

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer

Valley offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m.

service i> Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton

and Prince bus stops at 9:45. Please call Mark to con-

firm, or for other stops, at 253-036

1

Everywoman's Center — Acculturation Group for

Latina Women, facilitated by Mari Vicente. Thurs.

4-6 p.m. Child Sexual Abuse Survivors Support

Groups: Group 1 facilitated by Sara Elinoff, Mondays

7-9 p.m. Group 2 facilitator, day and time TBA.

Coming Out Group For Lesbians, facilitated by Lynne

Schachne, Mondays 4-5:30 p.m. Lifting Your Spirits,

facilitated by Carla Brennan and Diana Dalendina.

Weds. 4-5:30 p.m. Eco-Psychology for Women, facil-

itated by Carla Brennan, Fridays 10-11:30 a.m. Post

Abortion Support Group, facilitated by Peggy

Warwick. Wednesdays 5:30-6:30 p.m. Self-Esteem &
Assertiveness for Women, facilitated by Carla

Brennan, Wednesdays 6:30-8 p.m. Single Mothers

Support Group, facilitated by Amy Rosebury.

Tuesdays 1-2:30 p.m. Women & Divorce, facilitated

by Ali Thompson. Tuesdays 6:30-8 p.m. All groups

offered by the Everywoman's Center begin in October

and offer a safe and confidential space. For other

groups, call 545-0883.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meets

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student

Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

tion devoted to helping those coping with grief.

REFLECT is offering two free 8-week grief support

groups this semester. Groups are forming now. Please

call 577-5316 for more information.

Staff Seeded — The UMass Index yearbook needs

staff in all departments. Editorial positions are avail-

able in photo, layout, copy and marketing depart-

ments. An assistant copy editor and assistant sports

editor are also needed. Meetings are held 7 p.m.

Wednesdays in 304 Student Union. Call 545-0848 if

interested.

Auditions — The UMass Funk Club begins audi-

tions noon- 5 p.m. on Sunday. Sept. 22 in the

Campus Center Auditorium. Men and women are wel-

come. For more information, call 546-2771 or

546-1318.
Community — Womanshelter is a battered wom-

an's shelter located in Holyoke serving the

Holyoke/Chicopee area and parts of Hampshire

County. Womanshelter has an extensive community

education program providing speakers and workshops

on the following topics: domestic violence, teen- dat-

ing violence, date rape, sexual harassment, domestic

violence, children, etc. The services are free of

charge, but the Womanshelter will gladly accept

donations. For information concerning these pro-

grams or to arrange a program date for a group, call

Edith lennings 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. Monday through

Friday at 538-9717.

Support group — Synthesis Center Associate

Rebecca Reid leads an ongoing support group for sin-

gle people over 30 from 7:15-8:45 p.m. in downtown

Amherst. Single, divorced, widowed and all sexual

orientations are welcome. There is a low fee. For

information, call 253-5494.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at

the University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in

the Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer 1-2 p.m. in

the Campus Center. The room number will be posted

on the Notice Board. For more information, call

Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Discussion Group — "A Course in Miracles" will

meet 7- 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays. For

more information, call 253-3795.

Astronomy — The Amherst Area Amateut

Astronomers Association will conduct free public

solar observing 1 p.m. in the Amherst Town Common
every Saturday in September. Also offered every

Saturday this month are free planetarium shows at 4

p.m. in Amherst College Bassett Planetarium and frei

public observatory observing 9 p.m. at Amherst

College Wilder Observatory. Every Sunday this month

there will be free public observing at Mt. Pollux, ofl

South East St., in South Amherst.

Dance — The Northeast American School ol

Dance Studio in Northampton will hold a dance spree

every Friday 8:30 p.m. - midnight every Friday

People can dance to variety of music in a smoke and

alcohol-free environment. All ages welcome. Sliding

scale. For more information, call 584- 8167.,

Singing — The Pioneer Valley Capella has imme-

diate openings for people of all voices interested in a

small, focused ensemble singing classical music.

Rehearsals are held Thursday evenings in

Northampton. For more information, call Tom at

536-3072 or Karen at 259-1646. .

Dancing — Beginner classes in Cajun dancing

and Appalachian clogging are starting on Sunday

evenings 6-7 p.m. No experience or partner needed.

All ages welcome. Classes are held in Westfield at

132 Elm St. For more information, call |o Sarnelli at

746-9067.

Campus Police Log
Alarm — Fire Trouble

Sept. 18

Steam set off an alarm in Van
Meter Residence Hall

Assist Agency
Sept. 17

Environmental Health & Safety

reported a burning odor from a

coffee pot in Hasbrouck
Laboratory.

Sept. IS

An elevator stuck with two
occupants in |ohn Quincy Adams
Residence Hall was reported: a

technician was called.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Sept. 18

A snack machine was damaged
in Emerson Residence Hall.

Disturbance

Sept. n
An individual discharged a fire

extinguisher in the Southwest
Circle, creating a disturbance.

Drug Law Offenses

Sept. lb

The odor of marijuana was
reported in Gorman Residence

hall.

Sept. 18

The odor of marijuana was
reported in Moore Residence
Hall.

Larceny

Sept. lb

A microfridge was reported

stolen from Gorman Residence

Hall.

A bike was stolen from North

Village Apartments.

Sept. 18

Posters were reported stolen

from the Student Union Building.

Lost/Found Property

Sept. lb

There was a report of lost keys

from Dickinson Public Safety

Building.

Sept. 17

Keys found in Boyden Gym
were brought to the police sta-

tion.

A wallet found in the Campus
Center was brought to the police

station.

Sept. 18

A bicycle found in |ohn Quincy

Adams Residence Hall was
turned in to the police.

Motor Vehicle Theft

Sept lb

There was a possible stolen

vehicle reported from the

Campus Center Garage.

Noise Complaint

Sept. 17

A Resident Assistant was
unable to quell the noise of indi-

viduals disregarding quiet hours

in |ohn Quincy Adams Residence

Hall.

Suspicious Vehicle

Sept. 18

The owner of a vehicle in park-

ing lot 49 with its break light on

was notified.

Suspicious Person/Activity

Sept. 16

An individual disrupting a

meeting in the Campus Center

refused to leave.

Sept. 17

Individuals were reportdly

yelling from Mackimmie
Residence Hall.

Traffic Stop

Sept. 17

John R. Claussen. 22. of 62

Gray St.. Amherst, was arrested

on Massachusetts Avenue for dri-

ving with a suspended license.

operation of a motor vehicle

without an inspection sticker and

failure to notify Registry of Motor

Vehicles of address change.

Weapons Violations

Sept. 18

A blow gun dart was found in a

tree outside of McNamara
Residence Hall.

Jury selection begins in OJ trial

By Undo Deorjch

Associated Press

SANTA MONICA, Calif. — Back

surgery, pregnancy and a lemon car were

among the excuses a judge promptly shot

down Thursday as prospective jurors

squirmed to avoid sitting in the hot seats

of the O.J. Simpson civil trial.

"I have gout," one man told the

judge.

"I have gout too." countered ludge

Hiiushi Fujisaki. who rejected all but the

most extreme hardships as reasons to

escape the prospective panel.

Another prospect with arthritic

knees Wednesday had a similar response

from Fujisaki, who said he too had bad

knees and found it a lame excuse.

The judge also refused to release a

man facing back surgery, a fellow with a

car that wouldn't start and a woman
who pleaded a broken tooth and a bro-

ken gate at her house as reasons not to

Of Thursday's 43 prospects plead-

ing extreme hardship, only 14 won
excuses — including a woman who
couldn't understand English and one

who is caring for a 95-year-old aunt.

By day's end, the court had

processed 3 1 5 prospects over two days.

Of those. 169 were ordered to stay and

146 went back to the jury commissioner

for assignment to other cases.

Nearly 100 of those summoned dur-

ing the first two days offered no excuses.

They and the others cleared for jury duty

began filling out a more detailed ques-

tionnaire dealing with their exposure to

publicity and their opinions about the

Simpson case. Individual questioning on

those volatile Issues was to begin Friday.

The judge also said he had complied

with an appellate ruling that voided some

of his media restrictions and part of his

gag order. He said he would give up try-

ing to keep witnesses from expressing

opinions about the trial.

Simpson was acquitted last Oct. 3 in

the knife murders of his ex-wife, Nicole

Brown Simpson, and her friend, Ronald

Goldman. Families of the victims are

pursuing a wrongful death action in civil

court trying to prove he was responsible

for the murders. They are seeking

unspecified monetary damages.

The plaintiffs won a minor round in

pretrial rulings Thursday before jurors

entered the courtroom, gaining access to

a videotape shot at Simpson's estate after

police searched his estate and failed to

turn up a much-discussed knife.

Plaintiff attorney Daniel Petrocelli

said the June 28, 1994, videotape may

reveal where Simpson kept the knife he

purchased from Ross Cutlery shortly

before the killings.
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EJ3&CUNA
Bar % Grill

Now Open SIX Niglits a Week
'Till 1 AAT'

AV\V\0<

Saddl

seats

rfOO*

$3.75 Mega Margarita* fceW^d

82.OO 16s

FullMenu untill 1 1 pm.
Appetizers untilwe close

Come check out the fiesta that's

right down your alley!

41 Boltwood Walk, Amherst

413-253-4040

Tues. - Sun. 11:30 a.m. -
1 a.m.

MrtOn'\oS

$2.75

Micro*

Judicial Hearing Board
A great experience for students who

are interested in campus leadership*

wish to improve communication and listening skills*

are enrolled full time*

have at least a 2.0 G P A.
are not on judicial sanction*

APPLY NOW TO BE A HEARING BOARD MEMBER
Training held in the Campus Center from 7:00 to 9:00p.m. on:

September 24 & September 25

Room 1 68C Room 1 65-69

Applications available at
Residential Cluster Offices

The Dean of Students Office

Student Government Association

APPLICATION DEADLINE:

5:00 p.m. September 23, 1996

Any questions? Please contact Paul Vasconcellos or Jennifer Cooper, Dean
ot Students Office, 227 Whitmore, Phone: 545-2684

«** -*

Mental Health Groups Fall '96

£oot Lg, U»p-UiAgg^rs

MONDAY

Stress

Management
Group—

In this group

participants will learn

the sources of stress

and a variety of

techniques to manage

their stress.

Mondays. 3:30 • 5 p.m.

I UI.SDAY WI-.DNr.SDAY THURSDAY

CWvM/lkvi U«uJ Otfordx

doui/i'towvi

Ji, tw U • r »-t

Women's Group

for Graduate
Student and
Professional

Women—
This is a group for

women struggling with

major life issues, such as

juggling work or school

while managing a family

life, difficulties in a

graduate program,

relationship issues,

separation or divorce,

single parenting, etc. This

is an on-going group

with new members

accepted whenever there

are openings.

Tuesdays, 12:45 -

2:15 p.m.

Increasing Self-

Esteem,
Building Self-

confidence—
This group will use a

variety of expressive

therapy techniques as

well as mutual support

and sharing to help

participants understand

the roots of low self-

esteem, gain greater

acceptance of themselves,

and increase self-

confidence.

Tues, 3:45 - 5 p.m.

Letting Go and
Moving On—

This is a

psychoeducationa! support

group for people who are

in the process of ending

or have recently ended

an intimate relationship.

Group sessions will focus

on understanding the

process of loss, dealing

with anger, learning to

take care of oneself, as

well as other topics

generated by the group.

Tuesdays, 6 • 7:30 p.m.

Adult

Children of

Dysfunctional

Families—
This is a therapy group

for individuals who

would like to use group

interaction to help

understand how their

upbringing continues to

influence relationships in

the present. Issues such

as exploring/expressing

feelings, developing self-

esteem and breaking

dysfunctional patterns

are central.

Wednesdays, 3:30 -

S p.m.

Lesbian, Gay,

Bisexual

Support

Group—
Thursdays, 3:45 -

5 p.m.

Long term

Therapy Group

for Older

Students and
UMass Staff—

This group provides an

opportunity to work

on problems which

interfere with personal

and academic life such

as lack of intimacy,

loneliness, low self-

esteem and concerns

of professional identity.

Thursdays. 3:30 - 5 pm

Groups begin in early 10 mid-October. All groups require a pro-group interview.

Groups are open to sludenls and lo Kaiser members whose site is UHS. For informalion or to sign up

for an interview call 545-2337 or drop by 127 Hills North. M-F, 8-5.

BURGCg NOW
Wit Hiring

We're looking for people with

pride, who wont to be treated

fairly by people who care, to

staff our restaurants.

-Good Starting Pay

-Flexible Hours

-Full Time/Part Time

-Meal Discounts

-Management Opportunities

Closing Rates up to $6.50*

Apply in Person

Rt. 9 Hadley

Rt. 5 Northampton

*See Manager for details
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Calipari states in the book.

The book does touch on
Calipari's departure for the NBA as

well as the scandal surrounding
last year's star center Camby.

While focusing on positive

aspects of the UMass basketball

program, the book does also hit

upon several low marks over
Calipari's years. The Boston
Globe grade scandal which
involved several members of

Calipari's team, his feud with
Temple coach |ohn Chancy,

Camby's collapse before last sea-

son's game against St.

Bonaventure and allegations of

recruiting improprieties arc all

mentioned in the book.

Calipari also tells of the basis

of his trademark slogan. "Refuse

to Lose."

"UMass has always been a

blue-collar team. That, to me.

symbol: -

**:* New England. There

were n l»er spoons here.

"But the players had inherit-

ed something better. An attitude.

"I call it Refuse to Lose',"

the book states.

Refuse to Lose, which is pub-

lished by Ballantine Books, is

now available in hard-cover.

Calipari is in the middle of a

book-singing tour that has

brought him from Pittsburgh to

Boston. He will be at Lauriat's in

Boston on Saturday afternoon,

before returning to the Amherst

area to sign at Media Play at the

Hampshire Mall on Saturday
night, from 7-9 p.m.

MS sufferers hopeful about new drug

By Robert Green

Associated Press

You hear the music. You move your feet.

You find yourself strangely attracted to the Campus Center Basement. And then

wu know what you've been searching for all this time -~ the Arts & Living desk at

the Daily Collegian.

The Arts &. Living desk is lookingfor writers to cover campus fine arts. If you re

interested in music, dance, books, theater and more, come down to the Collegian

and ask to see Mike Burke or call 545-1361. After all. it could change your life.

AIDS Memorial trip scheduled

By Laura Stock

Collegian Start

Students and residents of Hampshire

County will have the rare opportunity to travel

to Washington, D.C. on Columbus Day week-

end to view the largest display of the AIDS

Memorial Quilt in the nation.

The Friends of AIDS CARE/Hampshire

County volunteer organization will send inter-

ested people by bus to Washington, DC. on

Oct. 1 1 at 1 1 p.m., and will head back to cam-

pus Oct. 12 at 4 p.m. The roundtrip cost is

$50 per person.

"This may be the last international display

of the quilt," said Michael Fraser, the Friends

of AIDS CARE bus trip coordinator, of the

45,000 NAMES Project Quilt panels that will

stretch from the Capitol Building to the

Washington Monument.
"1 think it is the chance of a lifetime."

Fraser said. "Even if people can't take the bus

trip, they should try to get down there and see

the quilt."

Fraser, a sociology lecturer at Smith

College and doctoral student at the University

of Massachusetts, said he came up with the

idea for a bus trip when he taught an "AIDS

and Society" course last spring. One hundred

and sixty students enrolled in his class and

many expressed interest in viewing the quilt.

Fraser said he then networked with people

at Smith College and Friends of AIDS CARE
and the trip was planned.

Jeff Desjarlais, another volunteer at

Friends of AIDS CARE, said the trip was

planned primarily as an educational opportu-

nity and secondarily, as a fundraising event.

"We wanted to do some outreach and edu-

cation as well," Desjarlais said.

Out of the $50 per person, $37 of the cost

will pay for the bus. The remaining portion

will go to AIDS CARE, a service organization

for people in Hampshire County living with

AIDS.
"1 have seen the quilt in a number of dif-

ferent ways, but this is going to be breathtak-

ing," Dejarlais said.

Desjarlais has been involved with AIDS

awareness for several years and volunteered at

the 1992 quilt display.

"There have been displays of individual

AIDS panels where people are just sobbing,"

Dejarlais said.

Some of the panels are such beautiful

pieces of artwork, Dejarlais said, that one can

sometimes forget it is actually a memorial.

The bus trip is only one of many fundrais-

ing events the Friends of AIDS CARE volun-

teers hold annually, Desjarlais explained. They

also will hold a chocolate dessert buffet, a

fundraising dance and a book club, among

other things.

"One of the goals of Friends of AIDS
CARE is to fill the gaps of AIDS CARE by

fundraising in this fairly affluent community."

Dejarlais said. "We also try to raise awareness

in others about people living with AIDS."

To reserve a spot on the bus, send a check

to the Friends of AIDS CARE/Hampshire
County, 51 Woods Rd., Northampton. The

deadline is Sept. 27.

"We have a lot of space left, and it's a

really cheap ticket to Washington to see the

largest display of the NAMES quilt," Fraser

concluded.
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UMass' student atlileiu bootta club, the frtinutemaniacs,

is looking for new recruits for the '96-'97 season'

M I M M I N

$25.00 to Join!

New Member Registration

Applications will he accepted at the conclusion of

UMass Women's Volleyhall

vs.

Duquesne

Will it.

I.itttirx S% stem

Winutemaniai Benefits:
"

• Advance Ticket Pickup

• JMInutemanlac T-Shlrt

• Game Receptions

• "<Oi« JHanlac" Newsletter

• Membership Card
September 28, 1995

7:00 P.M.

Mullins Center

Look for an entry form in the September 26 issue of

Vic UMass Daily Collegian

New WORLD Theater's Latino Theatre Project presents:

Brincando el Charco
When? September 23, 1996

Time? 8:00 pm
Where? Hampden Theatre

Cost? This is a free event !!

• • 'Reception and refreshments to follow film

Frances Negron-Mutaner

GAITHERSBURG. Md. - A drug

that causes multiple sclerosis patients to

have fewer and milder attacks should

get government approval, a federal advi-

sory panel said Thursday.

If ultimately approved by the Food

and Drug Administration, the copoly-

mer 1. which was developed in Israel,

would become the second type of drug

available to treat people with mild to

moderate forms of the crippling nerve

.lisiiise. The other two drugs on the

market are similar to each other.

By inhibiting MS attacks, copoly-

mer 1 lessens the chance that patients

will suffer progressively worse disabili-

ties that would leave them unable to get

around without wheelchairs or other

walking aids, researchers said. The advi-

sory panel of outside physicians and sci-

entists would not say that the drug

would halt the progress of the disease or

reverse its disabling effects.

About 300,000 Americans suffer

frum multiple sclerosis, which attacks

myelin, a fatty substance that insulates

nerves. Sufferers experience fatigue,

vision problems, tingling or numbing in

the arms and legs and other symptoms

during early attacks of the disease.

The disabling attacks can last for

months. It mostly attacks people in their

20s and 30s, women more than men.

U.S. physicians diagnose B.800 new

cases each year.

"I could not walk, 1 could not hold

my daughter. I could not take care of my

kids," Donna DiCarlo, 37. of Baltimore,

told the panel Thursday, describing a

three month episode shortly after her

second child was bom in hine 1991.

She began daily shots of the new

drug in lanuary 1992 as part of a trial

through the University of Maryland

Medical Center. She has been free of

attacks since then.

"I'm walking and I'm fine," said

Mrs. DiCarlo, accounting manager at a

graphics and printing company. "I'm

able to function and take care of my
husband, work, the kids, the house, ...

the birds."

Copolymer 1 , a protein, was devel-

oped at the Weizmann Institute of

Science in Rehovot. Israel. It is manufac-

tured under the name Copaxone by

Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd..

based in Peta-Tiqva. The drug resembles

a component of myelin and apparently

tricks the body's immune system into

attacking it instead of the myelin,

although scientists don't know exactly

how or why the drug works.

The Peripheral and Central

Nervous Systems Drugs Advisory

Committee based its recommendation

largely on two studies in which some

patients received the drugs and others

received a fake. The FDA is not obliged

to follow such panels' recommendations

but normally does.

The main study was headed by doc-

tors at the University of Maryland

Medical Center and the University of

Texas-Houston Health Science Center

Eleven medfcal centers took part nation

wfiJe.

The study of 251 patients found

that those who took the drug for two

years showed a 29 percent drop in

attack rates, and those who took the

drug up to 35 months had a 32 percent

drop.

COUKTNIY SMITH/COUEGIAN

Cannabis freedom now
Comparative Literature Professor David Lenson will speak Saturday at the 7th annual Freedom Rally

to protest the prohibition of marijuana.
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NOW-ONLY LOCAL SHOWING -Two extraordinary FILMS

(NOTE: NO FILM SHOWING SEP. 24 or SEP. 26)

DAILY 9:15 only
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""AStar

is Born!
Gwyneth Paltrmv |
gives a luminous

performance."

-US MAGAZINE
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ACADEMY..MUS1C
NORTHAMPTON

John Sayles Takes You To
the scene of The Crime
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e Winning I'iktio Kuan publication. I Ik- >*an Juan Mar. mis movie in

nut!.' hit ,i I'uvriu Kican woman in the U.S. The filmaker .
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POSITIVE/POSITIVO: Gay and l.tibian Unno/ a Identities In the Time ofAIDS This film showing is co-spon-

sored by t he Women of Color Program of The Everywoman's Center

TODAY ONLY!9:30am-9:30pm
Great Savings On Name Brand Sporting Goods!

Hampshire Mall • Hadley
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Climbing out of the fog

I.was wandering around campus

the other day in a total daze. It felt as

though I was walking through fog.

every step taken was a difficult one,

every step was an uphill battle against a

mountain that seemed to go on forever.

As my day progressed, the fog only got

thicker to the point

where I couldn't see

ahead of myself, only

what lay behind.

I didn't recognize any-

body through the smog,

because it was so thick and I was
unsure of myself with each step. I heard

a woman's laugh and it sounded like my
mother's. It was incredibly comforting

and it kept me going on my journey.

As I walked, it seemed as though the

gray cloud was hovering only above me
and it seemed strange. But the sound of

joyous laughter told me to keep walking

— to walk forever if I had to — because

I would walk into wonderful things.

This isn't the first time this cloud has

followed me at UMass, just the first

time in a while. The cloud always seems

to appear when l am doubting myself or

feeling insecure and unsure of my
future. The hills, the journey, the

strangers; all of these are important fac-

tors while travelling down the road of

life. I hope, yet somehow know, that I

am not the only one walking this long

trek.

At times. UMass can feel like one

enormous uphill battle with life; we
climb it on our own, for the most part,

to the very top and it takes an abun-

dance of emotional strength to get

there. We don't just come, earn a

Liana
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degree, make lifelong friends and then

go — sometimes I wish it were that

easy.

I am a firm believer that college is the

most crucial time in discovering oneself.

The learning doesn't stop, not for a sin-

gle moment. I gained more knowledge

in one year at UMass than I'd ever accu-

mulated in my life — most of it l

learned the hard way. And
just over the summer, I

finally learned to let go of

the past and live for the

future and I'll be honest, it

wasn't that easy.

And in living for the future, I've

learned and I'm learning still, that it is

time to make some major decisions

about life, and this, my friends, explains

the fog— also called uncertainty. Sure I

know what I want to do — but not

exactly — and I guess this is why I've

been lost in a daze as of late. So yeah.

I'm still dreaming of the day I host

"20/20," still planning on doing lunch

with Babs (Barbara Walters, that is),

and still hoping my career will resemble

Michael Keaton's in The Paper.

But maybe, just maybe, little things

are changing. Maybe I want to live on

Long Island forever, instead of travel-

ling the globe and never having a place

to call home. Maybe I want a husband

and children before I hit age 38. I've

learned the meaning of both true love

and family and know how special they

both are. Haven't I always preached

about the many avenues in college that

allcw us to change? Well, here they are,

come and get them.

I'd just hate to see peers or friends or

even total strangers graduate with any

regrets. If you're an artist in your heart,

but Dad wants you to be a CPA
because "you'll never make any money

doin' that crap," don't listen to him. If

you want to major in modern dance,

just do it, and know that you are strong

enough and brave enough to deal with

the consequences. If anybody stands in

the way of your dreams, they are selfish

and they don't love you. It is your life to

live and it only happens once and

wouldn't it be a shame to die saying,

"What if?"

As human beings, we are allowed to

change our minds without being called

hypocrites and we are allowed to

change our minds without worrying

who we will have to answer to. And I

know it's not easy, it may seem like the

whole world is coming down on you.

Maybe they are but I'm not. Change

your mind for the right reasons though,

not because you're afraid of rejection or

because you've lost faith or because

your genius brother is going to

med-school and you want to out-do

him. And whatever you do, don't

change just because you're feeling

afraid, insecure or uncertain. They are

not legitimate reasons for giving up on

any dream, and trust me, at times l

think they are.

Remember to strap on your Nikes

everyday and be prepared for a long

haul. No one said it was going to be

easy, but this is semi-real life, and not

many things are simple anymore. lust

keep walking, over hills and through

fog. Something will always keep you

going, whether it be a smile from a kind

stranger or your boyfriend's hand to

hold, you'll keep going. Let the laughter

of the beautiful woman l call Mom
guide you on your journey. She can be

have a confession to make. I watched the Miss

America broadcast on Saturday. Not just the first 10 min-

utes, not even the last 10 minutes, but the whole two and

a half hours, from start to finish. I didn't even flick in the

ads in case I missed a minute by turning back too late.

That's not the worst of it though. Here's the really scary

bit: I loved every minute of it. In fact if you really have to

know — my friends are going to kill me for this — we
actually had a Miss America party in honor of the event.

Sad, isn't it? Four grown women, hire a car, drive to

Maine, shop all day and then book into a cheezy motel

room and watch the Miss America Pageant. Kind of like

Thelma and Louise really, but without Brad Pitt and the

spectacular car crash at the end.

You might ask how someone who likes to think of her-

self as a liberated woman — as I most certainly am
inclined to do — can watch such unadulterated trash. I am
tempted to lie and say that it was a required

text for my Media Criticism class. However, as

I am a foreign student and not entirely certain

of my visa restrictions, I fear lying could get

me deported and on the next flight back to

Australia, so I'll attempt to tell the truth.

Secretly, in the darkest depths of my psyche, I harbor a

burning desire to be just like Tara Dawn Holland, Miss

Kansas and as of Saturday, Miss America. There. That's it.

I've said it. I want to be Miss America.

Of course there are a few obstacles standing between me
and the crown. The first and most obvious of these being

that by some wicked twist of fate, I was born in Sydney,

Australia and am therefore not an American. However this

seems like a minor problem when I compare it with other

attributes essential to any aspiring Miss America.

For starters, I've got too many names. What on earth

were my parents thinking when they named me Miranda

May Celeste Purnell? Talk about overkill.

Everyone knows that Miss America hopefuls should

have multiple given names but the magic number is two

not three. Couldn't they have phoned Tara Dawn
Holland's folks and asked for advice? If you doubt the

importance of this, just look at the statistics. Four out of

Miranda
Purnell

the five finalists in this year's pageant had two given

names. And call me a conspiracy theorist if you will, but

the idea that Vanessa Williams was stripped of her crown

because she posed in Playboy is absolute garbage. What

really happened was that as the judges were admiring her

photo spread they realized that her name was not "Va

Nessa" but in rather "Vanessa." and made up that ridicu-

lous nudie-scandal thing to cover up their dreadful mis-

Also somewhat disheartening for me were Tara Dawn

Holland's words of wisdom when asked by The

Washington Post if she had a boyfriend.

"I freed myself from all those obligations so I'd be ready

for this job."

What the hell is she talking about? I had been

informed, by what l thought were reliable sources, that the

easiest way to triumph in Atlantic City was to date a quar-

terback, become a cheerleader and that everything would

fall into place from there. Apparently not

according to Miss Kansas.

She then went on to explain how no skele-

tons would fall out of her closet for she had

lived her whole life, "to be ready for this

job."

In hindsight I can see how my skill for

throwing up in flower beds — perfected during my teenage

years growing up on Sydney's southern beaches — proba-

bly wasn't the most sensible thing to nominate as my tal-

ent for the pageant.

However, I never imagined that my young, innocent,

fumblings with the opposite sex would count against me as

well.

So basically the odds are stacked against me when it

comes to being crowned Miss America. I'm an Aussie,

with four names instead of three, prone to puking and yes.

shock and horror, I've had a few friends of the male vari-

ety in my life. So what if I'll never walk down the runway

with Regis in Atlantic City — I can almost hear the crowds

of the day-time talk shows calling me, "Today on Rikki

Lake: I would have been Miss America except that I was

born in the wrong country, with the wrong name, discov-

ered alcohol too early and once kissed a boy." Surely

that's where the big bucks are.

I
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Need Advice?

Send your campus
dilemmas to the

editorial desk and
have our advice

experts deal with

them on the pages

of the Collegian.

have no idea what to say.

Here I am, a sports guy, and when

they were handing out assignments, I

said, like an idiot, "Yeah, sign me up for

editorials. I can do that." And yet l sit

here and I have no ideas. Not one. I

could sit here for the rest of my college

career and l still couldn't write this

damn thing. I have no skill. You might

read this paper and think. "Hey. this guy

knows what's going on around campus.

He knows the deal."

I don't.

I'm just down here faking it so I can

tell chicks, "Hey, baby, can't make it

tonight, gotta write for the paper." It

looks good on a resume and when you

wake up in the morning and read the

paper, it's kinda cool to read your name

in under the title Collegian staff. Oooh!

Collegian staff!

Wait, Wait, I've got an idea.

This will be somewhat cheesy, but I

have nothing else.

You ever notice how we slowly

become our parents? I was in the super-

market last week and I muttered the

actual words, "I'd like to get the chick-

en, but I'll wait till it's on sale." I then

went on for a few minutes before I real-

ized that I had heard that phrase a mil-

lion times before. From my dad. And the

scary part is— I didn't care.

Who are they to charge what they

Nothing to say
charge for chicken? I could go kill a

chicken myself, skin, pluck, and whatev-

er else you do to a chicken, and save a

couple bucks. And who are these kids

outside my house? Don't they have

homes to go to? If they keep me up past

10 1 swear to God I'll break their little...

Whoa. Whoa. Whoa, that isn't gonna

work. I couldn't make a clear point to

save my life. And what was that last sen-

tence? Can you say ramble? See, I told

you, I don't know what the hell I'm

doing. I couldn't even write lOO words

on a subject without run-

ning out of things to say.

I don't know what you

people want to hear

about. There's a lot of

pressure writing this

thing. Picture it. You just got out of your

10:10, you grab a Collegian and head up

to the D.C. After grabbing a chicken

puck (It all comes back to chicken,

baby), you open up the paper and want

to read an informative, opinionated,

well-thought out column about the

events of the day. And what do you

see? This piece of. .

.

Hold up. I got it. This might be some-

thing all you crazy kids can relate to.

Have you noticed how bad MTV is

these days? When l was a young buck. I

remember that they actually used to play

videos. No, seriously... videos, a vast

majority of the time. Now when I turn it

Luke

Meredith

on all I see is )enny McCarthy shakin'

her groove thang. Don't get me wrong,

Jenny has a very nice groove thang, but

enough already. I want videos. Is that

too much to ask? Why do l have to wait

until midnight to see a decent video? I'm

gonna go down to the MTV office and

open up a can of whupass on 'em until

they play a good video. And if they

don't, I swear to God I'm gonna...

)esus, I gotta chill. Look, I'm sorry all

you Kennedy fans out there l didn't

mean it. It's just sometimes I get a little

angry and I say things I

don't mean. I'll try to think

of a new topic, and I'll be

nicer, I swear.

Hrrrmm, let me think.

Tick-tock. tick-tock...

Tick-tock. tick-tock...

All right. I officially can't think of any-

thing. I've tried my best, but I guess my
best isn't good enough. ('Cause Lord

knows we're not getting anywhere.)

Remember that song? The next line is

like, "seems we're always Wocooowing.

whatever weeee got going." I like that

song. Kinda sad, but sometimes sad

songs are nice. Once, when I was listen-

ing to this song, I...

Ahhhhhhhhhhh! I can't do this. You
know what? Screw it. cause I quit. I'm

gonna go have a beer and forget I ever

tried to write anything besides sports.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian staff

Letters to the Editor

Don't believe the hype

To the editor

Mike Burke should take his own
advice (given in his editorial. "Don't

believe the hype"). The thought that a

missile brought down TWA flight 800 is

preposterous. I'm not a fan of the feder-

al government, the national news media,

the anti-terrorism law. or political con-

ventions, but I would kindly ask that

Mr. Burke to refrain from writing about

things he knows nothing about.

The theory that a U.S. missile shot

down flight 800 is highly incredible for a

number of reasons. Reasons that Mr.

Burke might have thought of himself if

his paranoid delusions weren't interfer-

ing with his rational side. First of all. no

normal missile— either those carried by

a soldier, an F-l 5, or a Navy cruiser —
has a warhead big enough to blow up a

plane as big as a 747.

The 1 980"s shoot-down of a Korean

airliner required two very large. Russian

surface-to-air missiles, and even then it

only crashed, it didn't explode in a huge

fireball like TWA flight 800. It would

take a truly huge surface-to-air missile

like a Patriot to shoot down a 747. And
guess what? There aren't any

Patriot-sized missiles within a hundred

miles of Long Island. There's no reason

for there to be.

Our skies are defended by the Air

Force and its warplanes, not by the

Army and Patriot missiles. No missile

test would be conducted near a populat-

ed area. Missiles aren't even allowed to

overfly fish farms, let alone Long Island.

Furthermore, even if it was a

heat-seeking missile, as Mr. Burke
asserts, someone should inform him that

heat-seeking missiles hit hot jet engines.

not cool passenger cabins. Besides the

only heat-seeking missiles in the U.S.

inventory lack the range to engage a 747

flying as flight 800 was.

Finally, the whole story of flight 800
being downed by a U.S. missile first

appeared on the Internet, wherein the

original author claimed that his source

was a "senior 747 pilot with hundreds

of hours flying time." When people

asked why a 747 pilot, no matter how
experienced, would have knowledge of a

military cover-up, the same story was
re-posted, this time claiming that the

source was a "top-level Navy officer."

Mr. Burke is correct in stating that the

Internet is a good alternative news
source, but that doesn't mean you can

stop reading with a critical eye.

|ohn Wilkinson

Orchard Hill

Concert review needs
serious help

To the editor

I would like to comment on the

31 1 review by Rob Stevens in the Sept.

16 edition of the Collegian. The main

problem I have with the article is that it

portrays the Deftones as playing "a won-

derful role as a supporting act." Also,

too much time was spent on the "style"

of 311, while there was no mention of

the Urge's style. Lastly, not enough was

mentioned about how the Mullins

Center put on the event. 1 don't believe

the article was good.

First off. anyone who enjoyed the

Deftones' set must be, as their name
puts it. deaf. They played so loud that

you couldn't even tell what they were

playing.

The Deftones played a decent,

albeit abbreviated version of that hit

tune, "Say It Ain't So." And I recall one

song that had some 'genuine' feeling in

the screams, if that's possible.

Anyone who would even care to

read the 311 review probably already

knows what they sound like. So why
waste three paragraphs on information

that can be found out by just listening to

any one of their songs?

Rob, you might say you put in

those three paragraphs of crap so that

people who didn't go could get a feel for

the experience. If this was so, then why
didn't you mention the fact that when
general admission ticket holders tried to

enter the arena from the south entrance,

that they weren't told until reaching the

ticket-taker that they had to walk all the

way around to the north side?

I'll give you props for mentioning

that the security was understaffed, but

not mentioning the general admission

problem or the fact that the lighting for

the Deftones was pretty bogus, doesn't

sit well with me.

Perhaps you only wanted to point

out the good aspects of the show. If you

were doing this, Rob Stevens, then you

are providing a disservice to the UMass
community.

Geoffrey Harm
Central

Book review in bad
taste

To the editor.

I picked up your paper for the first

time the other day and I doubt if I will

ever read another. I say this because I

found the Sept. 1 1 article "Unique jour-

ney explores pedophilia" by Lisa M.
Oliveri absolutely revolting. The title

made me think it was about a support

group or a new type of therapy. Much to

my dismay. 1 found out it was a book

review. This book is about two people

and "their commonality — pedophilia."

Oliveri further describes the book in

these terms: "It will not only make you

question societal normalcy and confor-

mity, but also test your stomach. Hardly

a page is turned without one act of inde-

cency being violated." Oliveri finishes

this review with this endorsement, "A
definite must- read for lovers of great

literature." Then she gave the book a

B-plus.

How can anyone endorse a book that

promotes pedophilia? Countless chil-

dren have been mentally destroyed by

pedophilia. Many survivors of molesta-

tion have managed to put their shattered

lives back together and actually form

groups to fight pedophilia. I believe that

this paper and its staff owes all those

people who have been victims and all

the children that will be victims an apol-

ogy. The promotion of pedophilia is

unpardonable. I believe this is one thing

everyone in society can agree on. By call-

ing such a deplorable book a "must read

for lovers of great literature," that is

exactly what this paper did — endorse

behavior that totally ruins a child.

loseph Greene

New Salem

Welfare column lacks

point

To the editor:

The least Erik Molitor could have

done in his "making welfare work" col-

umn was to have made a coherent point.

He laments that we have come "danger-

ously close to a socialist state" in

America, yet after making such an

absurd statement Mr. Molitor advocates

that the government initiate a massive

public works program; Erik, better

decide if you really want the seeds of a

communist state. Perhaps Mr. Molitor

should learn at least the basic definitions

of politics if he is going to pretend he

can use anything but monosyllabic

words.

Moreover, Mr. Molitor lost whatever

legitimacy his argument may have had

when he plays the role of God and
lumps everyone under categories he cre-

ates. Need one know more than the fol-

lowing sentence, "There is altogether too

much trash out there getting a welfare

check and spending it on various sub-

stances, getting high, getting knocked up
every time every time they aren't already

pregnant and raising kids that will grow
up to be trash just like them, continuing

the vicious cycle." The vicious cycle, far

from Mr. Molitor's statement is the end-

less propaganda advanced by such pseu-

do-conservatives as himself.

Mr. Molitor argues a good work ethic

and a little bit of luck is all that people

need to succeed today. Get a grip Erik,

your golden rule for life illustrates how
incredibly naive, or if you rather, igno-

rant you are to the realities of today.

Chris Hurley

Hoiyoke

Arts & Living
New fall lineup includes Cosby & Rashad

Niles married to Daphne? Paul and
)amie looking for a gynecologist?
Caroline and Richard reunited?

If you haven't guessed yet, it's the
first week of season premieres and the
networks are pulling out all the stops
to get the audiences back into televi-

sion.

NBC's Tuesday night line-up is by
far the strongest. "Mad About You
was moved to the 8 p.m. slot.

Following the popular sitcom about
Paul and lamie Buchman is Mel
Harris's new comedy, "Something So
Right."

"Something So Right" lends new
meaning to the phrase "blended fami-

ly" as Harris ("thirtysomething")
struggles to juggle two ex-husbands, a

newnusband and three children. The
humor is a little over-the-top and
more malicious than funny. The dou-
ble entendres fly fast, which makes
you wonder if this was miscast as a

family comedy.
He's back. University of

Massachusetts alum and Emmy-
award winning actor Bill Cosby finds

a new home Monday nights on CBS
television. His new comedy, titled

briefly "Cosby," is a far cry from his

previous sitcom, "The Bill Cosby
Show."
Cosby is re-united with Phylicia

Rashad. his co-stai from the original

show, and with the production team

Carsey- Wemer, which also produced

"The Bill Cosby Show." But that's

where the resemblance ends.

Cosby and Rashad previously

played the affluent doctor- lawyer
couple of Cliff and Claire Huxtable on
the '80s comedy series. This time
around. Cosby is just a regular sort of

guy who has lost his job after 30 years

of devoted ser-

vice and Rashad
is his supportive

wife.

Rounding out

the cast ot the

new series

include
Madeline Kahn.
Doug E. Doug
and T'Keyan
Crystal
Keymah.
Kahn plays

Pauline, a friend of Rashad's charac-

ter. Doug portrays Griffin, a young
man enamoured of his housemate,
Keymah, who takes on the role of

Cosby and Rashad's daughter, Erica.

Right now the question is whether
viewers will be able to separate
Cosby's former identity as Cliff

Huxtable and be able to reconcile that

image with his new persona of Hilton

Lucas.

Cosby's last foray into television

included the dismal "Cosby
Mysteries." Lukewarm writing cou-

pled with the thought of the affable

Cosby as a Columbo sort of character

didn t fly with audiences who had
mentally connected him with Cliff

Huxtable. And with Rashad joining

him on this attempt, chances are view-

ers are not going to be pleased

with the changes.

Did you catch the Miss
America pageant last Saturday?

If there was ever a cheesier

institution in the world, the

Miss America Foundation just

surpassed it. Forget about sex-

ism or exploitation of women,
the Miss America pageant is

more hilarious than anything
else.

Regis Philbin played host to

this latest edition of blatant

commercial pandering. Thankfully, he

ditched Kathie Lee Gifford as co-host

and replaced her with a bevy of for-

mer Miss Americas, including

Chawntel Smith (Miss America '96)

and Heather Whitestone Macullum

(Miss America '95).

This time around, the pageant

enabled viewers to call an 1-900
number to cast their votes for the

young lady who would bear the dubi-

ous honor of being Miss America '97.

If you thought it was a gimmick,
you're probably right. Each phone call

cost 50 cents and was reminiscent of

last year's pageant when viewers
votea on whether to have the swim-

suit competition or not.

And as for the other seven judges,

those called upon to render their

expert opinions included Olympic
swimmer Janet Evans, "Another
World" hunk |oe Barbara and
Olympic track & field star, lackie

Joyner-Kersee.
Probably the most blatant example

of the pageant's pandering to com-
mercial sponsors were the little plugs

before each break. Former Miss
Americas would enthusiastically
chime their support for products like

deodorant, shampoo and make-up.
And even that wouldn't have been

so bad, if it hadn't been for the

chintzy dance number the potential

candidates were put through. After

hearing the music with lyrics similar

to "Look at you put your make-op on,

supermodel," the whole pageant lost

whatever vestige of credibility it had.

Makes you wonder what they will

come up with next.

Turn on the tube for latest fall fashion
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So, you want to know what's new
in fashion? Ask where you should

look and most people will say to

purchase a magazine like Vogue or

Elle. At $2.50 a pop, this can get

pretty expensive every month. Plus,

who actually dresses like the models

in these magazines? Most of the

styles worn by the models, who
grace these pages, are either the

ugliest things I've ever seen or the

only body the clothes will fit and
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look good on is that of a toothpick.

Now we all know that this isn't the

picture of the average woman. There

has to be an alternative and there is.

It seems like more and more of

America is getting their fashion

trends and tips from their television

sets. Let's face it, television is prac-

tically free and the styles we see on

the tube are much more realistic

than the ones that are found in the

good-old fashion magazine.

Okay, the beautiful people of the

media industry may not look like the

average men and women of the

world, but you have to admit they

are a heck of a lot closer to you and

me than a supermodel. Television

also contains many different kinds

of people. Many more aspects of

fashion can be covered here.

We saw America flip

over |ennifer Aniston's

hair on "Friends" last

season. Everyone from

talk show hosts to

eighth graders could be

seen sporting the new do. I even

thought about getting it myself, but

I just couldn't bring myself to do it.

Does this mean it wasn't just the

casts acting ability that made the

show a hit? It was worth tuning in

to for much more. Not only is the

program outlandishly funny, but

they are some awfully stylish people.

This twenty-something cast of men
and women are easy to relate to and

wear some pretty hip clothes.

There are a couple of new shows

that will be hitting the primetime

circuit this fall that seem to have

fashion as a main character. "Party

Girl" starring Christine Taylor, who
was made famous as Marcia Brady

in "The Brady Bunch Movie," is

Lauren

Lobik

going to be appearing on FOX. This

librarian by day and club-goer by

night is sure to set some trends with

her retro wardrobe. I watched the

premiere last week and she has defi-

nitely got some style. Her attire is a

little outlandish, but her platform

shoes and '70s suits are sure to cre-

ate some clones.

Another show that is sure to be a

fashion hit is "Clueless." The
teenage world yearned for Alicia

Sliverstone's closet after the movie

hit the theaters and now that it's

appearing every week, there is sure

to be an uproar. I think this show
will be the best place to look for

today's trendiest fashions. Not

only are they realistic in the sense

that people will actually be able to

wear them, but the pieces can be

easily found at any

mall.

Talk shows are

another great place to

check out fashions.

Women who don't

exactly fit in the toothpick category

can look to Ricki Lake and Rosie

O'Donnell for some classy dressing

tips.

One talk show host who I believe

has great taste is Leeza Gibbons.

She can pull off wearing anything

and she does it with flare. If you

really want to knock them dead,

watch a few episodes of "Leeza."

Her style just screams sophistica-

tion.

So if you're like me and- don't

want to spend tons of money on

fashion magazines that often sport

clothes, I wouldn't dream of wear-

ing, turn on your television. It's now
showing the latest styles in a living

room near you.
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|tsj Chinese - American CuisineU
Restaurant & Bar
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ROW! 9 • HADLEY • M6-2774

Defvery. Suvlhm Noon-2am fri & Sal. noon-3 am.

HALF PRICE
APPETIZERS

9 PM-Close • 7 Days a Week
31 SELECTIONS!

No other promos apply
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a CazuelaRESTAURANT
Cuisines ' MEXICO ml tl„- AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

Since 1984 ta Cazuela has been winning acclaim and awards

for its hand made cooking and outstanding design. We pre-

pare food that is representative of fine dining in the many re-

gions of Mexico and the American Southwest. Our menu
changes seasonally to take advantage of the freshest available

foods and to reflect the cultural traditions of the food we serve.

We offer an extraordinary tequila list, superb margaritas, a taste-

ful wine selection and the warm hospitality that reflects a west-

ern heritage. Please join us.

LIVE RIGHT
EATWELL
COOK WITH

CHILESI

Dinner Every Night

Downtown Northampton

Across From The Parking Garage

Big E hosts Yearwood
Country superstar set to amaze crowd

COUKUSY KUSS MAHRINCION

Trisha Yearwood takes center stage at the Big E this Sunday.

By Lisa M. Oliveri

Collegian Staff

It's a safe bet to assume that Trisha Yearwood is one of the most tal-

ented singers in contemporary country music today. Her sultry, powerful

voice is like no other. She sings with such passion, it's hard to believe

that Yearwood is not receiving some spiritual intervention. Yes, she is

that great.

Yearwood certainly has not had an easy road to the top. The
Monticello, Ga. native spent many days of hard work, earning not-so

great pay and dreaming of getting famous. While working at a record

company, she recorded demo tapes, hoping someone would recognize her

talent. Her break came in the form of the iiber-famous Garth Brooks who

asked if she would like to sing back-up for him. The rest, for Yearwood

was, shall we say, history.

Her first single, "She's in Love With The Boy." off of her 1991

self-titled debut shot to the top of the charts, earned her a number one

slot and a whole lot of respect, including a nomination for the prestigious

Country Music Association's Horizion Award for the most talented new-

comer (she lost, to much surprise, to Suzy Bogguss).

Hearts in Armor, her sophomore effort, is without question

Yearwood's best. Combining blues, jazz, straight country and even a little

rock and roll, Yearwood demonstrates her versatility and wide vocal

range.

"Walkaway Joe." a ballad about a young girl who runs off with her

unbeknownst criminal boyfriend, is one of the most requested songs at

her shows. In fact, Yearwood had already made such an impression on

country fans that a biography titled Trisha Yearwood: Making of a

Nashville Star, which chronicled the genesis of this album, was pub-

lished. Yearwood was swiftly becoming a household name.

The next three albums. The Song Remembers When, The Sweetest Gift

and Thinking About You garnered similar success and comparisons to the

great Patsy Cline. She has continued to record sparingly with Brooks and

there has been talk of the two releasing an album of duets.

Yearwood in the past, has recorded with many famous people, includ-

ing Brooks, Don Henley, Mary Chapin- Carpenter and Matraca Berg. Her

latest CD, Everybody Knows continues this tradition. She enlists the help

of country star Vince Gill to back her up. But even without all the star-

dom backing her, Yearwood would stand fine on her own.

Everybody Knows shows a different side of Yearwood, one that is

lighter and fresher and more mature. She once again takes the opportuni-

ty to experiment with different genres of music, as she did with Hearts in

Armor — something she hasn't done on her two previous ones. And while

most of the songs lack the charisma of hits like "Wrong Side of Memphis"

and "XXX's and OOO's (An American Girl)," they are solid and strong.

Trisha Yearwood performs at the Big E in Springfield on Sunday. Sept

22 at 8 p.m.
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Men's XC faces three

in year's only home meet

By Stanford Appell

Collegion Correspondent

Last year's Massachusetts men's

cross-country season was billed as

one of great accomplishment.

After a win last week, the

Minutemen will look to continue

this season's early success when

UMass hosts Vermont, Boston

University and Maine in its only

home meet of the season. The race

will be held in the apple orchard

behind the Sylvan Residential area

at 12:50 p.m.

This is the second consecutive

season in which UMass was grant-

ed only one home event. Last sea-

son, they capitalized on the oppor-

tunity by defeating UVM and

Maine, both of which they will get

another look at this weekend.

Last year, the Minutemen
speedsters raced to their first ever

Atlantic 10 championship. They

were paced by outstanding perfor-

mances all season, which were

capped off by returning seniors

lonathan Way and Paul Blodom at

the Atlantic 10 finals last

November.

Last year, UMass coach Ken

O'Brien employed a strategy that

included pitting UMass against

top-ranked teams all season, to

properly prepare the team for

potential post- season success.

This plan proved to be effective

until the very tail end of the sea-

son. It was at this crucial juncture

that UMass finally succumbed to

exhaustion, finishing a disappoint-

ing 23rd place at the IC4A
Championships to conclude the

1995 campaign. However, this set-

back could not take away from the

terrific season the Minutemen

turned in.

The A- 10 championship UMass

captured has served as a great

building block for this season as

the squad reaches for even greater

heights.

The Minutemen were off and

running last weekend in Boston, as

they placed second in their open-

ing meet of the season.

They finished behind lona.

widely known as a veteran top- 20

team. The performance was

encouraging as they received good

finishes from senior Mike Macieko

(fourth), junior Ryan Carrera

(sixth) and freshman Peter

Gleason (seventh).

Gleason's run was perhaps the

most encouraging as he was the

top freshman finisher last week-

end. The 5-foot- 10 newcomer out

of Northboro is one of several new

faces looking to contribute to the

Minutemen's cause this season.

Fellow freshmen Sean Murphy.

James O'Malley and Kevin Somers

also look to pitch in as early as

this weekend.

football

Minutewomen
continued from page 8

team counts heavily on both fresh-

men and returning players who were

used sparingly last year by Daniels.

Of Hartford's four All- North
Atlantic Conference selections last

year, only defender Amy Salamon
remains.

The No. 9 Minutewomen mean-

while will look to build on the

momentum it has picked up in its

first five matches — all home wins. A
strong showing in Sunday's 4-0 win

over St. Bonaventure in UMass'
Atlantic 10 opener appears to have

the team on track for what Hartford

will no doubt approach as a grudge

match with a vengeance as it

attempts to rectify a slow start and
exhume last year's ghosts from
Garber Field.

"I'm as excited about this game as

any Hartford game." Rudy said.

"They've been the underdogs before

and won."

continued from page 8

two games. They have rushed for 361

yards.

The Spiders show impressive num-

bers on defense though, allowing only

6.5 points per game. They lead the

league in passing defense, allowing

only 109.5 yards per contest.

Defense will be the key for UMass

once again in this game, although sea-

son averages show the team has given

up 30 points while scoring just 2 1

.

If the Minutemen can stop the

Richmond ground game, eliminate

turnovers (4 per game) and penalties,

they have the chance to return home

with a 2-1 mark. UMass is 29-20 in

YanCon openers.

Injury Report: Junior defensive end

Chris Cronin is out at least six weeks

with a torn flexor tendon in his left

hand, lunior backup quarterback Vito

Campanile is probable with a partial-

ly dislocated left kneecap and senior

free safety Bryan Mooney is question-

able with a strained hamstring.

Senior wide receiver Darryl Thomas

is doubtful with a sprained left ankle.

Broadcast Notes: The game will be

broadcast on 91.1 FM WMUA. The

pre-game show starts off at 12:45

p.m.

field hockey
continued from page 8

in the year; while McClellan,

lohnston and Ott have each assisted

on a goal.

No. 19 Penn State (2-2) has been

led by the offensive trio of Tara

Maguire, Heather Gorlaski and Sonje

Volla. Maguire has tallied three goals,

including one game winner, on 22

shots. She has also assisted on three

goals for nine points on the season.

Gorlaski and Volla each have five

points on the year. Gorlaski has con-

nected for two goals and one assist on

16 shots. Volla, whose older sister

Streya was a Minutewomen captain

last year, also has two goals, includ-

ing one game winner and one assist.

Penn State goalie Jamie Smith has

seen all 280 minutes of action in the

Lady Lion cage, stopping 41 shots for

a .820 save percentage. Smith has

allowed nine goals in her four games,

which gives her a 2.25 goals against

average.

UMass next plays Wednesday,
Sept. 25 when it travels to Rhode

Island.

Women's XC returns home

By Corey Goodman
Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts women's cross country team is

looking forward to returning to Amherst this weekend,

after placing second last week to Brown in the

Thetford Invitational, at Thetford, Vt.

UMass' 40 point total was 12 better than UConn's

52, but three shy of first-place Brown's 37. The

Minutewomen plan on making their only home meet

of the season a memorable one, when they host rivals

Boston University. UConn and Vermont tomorrow at

1 1 a.m.

UMass will be counting on a strong performance

from standout Rebecca Donaghue, who broke the

course record last week by a whopping 25 seconds.

The junior from Stow, finished first overall, with an

impressive time of 18:45. Donaghue is projected as

one of the favorites this weekend.

If the Minutewomen hope to contend with a deep

and talented BU squad, they will need outstanding

efforts from several other members of the team, such

as senior Katie Greenia, who finished fifth last week

with a time of 19:39, and junior Christy Martin who

placed seventh with a time of 1 9:49.

UMass will also depend on newcomer Sharon

Tillotson. from Wantaug, N.Y., io come up as big as

she did last week, when she crossed the line at 20:03,

in 1 1th place. Veteran Molly Dunlap, who finshed

17th last week with a time of 20:46, must run another

strong race.

UMass coach Julie LaFreniere was impressed with

the effort given last week in Vermont, but feels a

superlative effort is needed to out run the Terriers and

the rest of the field this weekend.

volleyball
continued from page 8

The Minutewomen have surpassed many expectations

this fall, winning all of the matches they should have, as

well as a few they should not have.

"Villanova was a challenge. They played us very hard. I

was very happy that we came back after losing those two

games," Kenney said.

The match against Villanova was the first time it took

her team five games to win.

Major contributors to the team include Dionne Nash

and Lesley Nolan, who recently have become only players

in school history to reach the 1000 mark in digs and kills,

respectively. Nclan is only eight digs shy of the 1 000 digs

milestone, as well. Junior Michelle Paciorek also has

achieved respectable statistics, ranking 13th in the nation

with a .440 hitting percentage.

The freshmen Minutewomen have also put up good

numbers. Sarah Walters recorded seven digs, seven kills

and fell one shy of the school single-match record for aces

with six, as she picked up her first collegiate start against

Central Connecticut. Jill Meyers was named Most

Valuable Player at the UMass Classic compiling 34 kills,

39 digs and 9.5 blocks.

"I think the freshmen are working hard. They all realize

what they have to do to be Division One athletes. They've

been in the weight room and conditioning. They know it

takes a lot of work.

"Sarah Watters is doing very well. She can really play.

She's working hard and learning how to play defense,"

Kenney said.

Massachusetts volleyball fans can look ahead to next

weekend when the team returns to the cozy confines of

the Cage and continues its conference season against St.

Bonaventure and Duquesne.

The Bonnies will be in town on Friday, and the Dukes

visit on Saturday. Both matches will be at 7 p.m.

Other UMass teams

in action this weekend:

Water polo:

the Minutemen play Saturday at Brown

Women's tennis:

the Minutewomen travel to Princeton, NJ. for the Eastern Championships

Men's tennis:

the men's squad hosts Rhode Island, Sunday
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Pliy WMiwn't toigkvl Fun and cttsl

lenging Daily 4-6pm Call Mel O 256

5470

Trtk Fanj"! i' , m interested S
joining a group with similar interests,

then call Martin O 6-7003 STARFIEET

International warns you"

APARTMENT FOR RENT

3 Bedroom apartment in Putfton For

into C3MM9-5941

2 Btdrtom Squire Village- Rail of

month tor tree looking lor someone to

take over lease immediately Mike 66b-

7922

AUTO FOR SALE

90 Geo Prism Eicellent condition

J3600J'BO_»4 8302 Ast forMimi

EMPLOYMENT
Need additional

income7 Want the energy to earn it 7

Earth Fnendy Company looking for distnb

utors Wild Organic food, free tape 1

800-927 2527 art 7368

New HHisagf Great pay doing odd robs.

Flexible hours, call Andrew 584-8070

FOR RENT

Fritit Rentals Plus Free Delivery 253

9742

Available new! 280R townhouse on

bus line S630/momh Squire Village

665-2203

FOR SALE

Call

GREAT CAR
IMS Oldsmoeile CutlMS Jnprtmt

Good running condition Best offer Call

54V3007 or 634-5732

MAZDA - H3Z3 HATCHiACK: 79.000

mi very good condition, sunroof tune-up

work lust done. S2900 0B0 Call 549-

7286

17 Ford Ranger New engine, great

shape Call Amy 253-1926

19434 Ford TemfTPS PB AT AC Run*

well a steal at OSO 75MH9
19SS Buick flat— Good condition

new transmisson $800 Oawd 54*8273

Fridge w/fraeiar 4ft tall, mint

Kelly 5490920 S90 or BO

PINIAIL MACHINE. Reconditioned

S1

.

000 00 141

3

) 253 5363

Man. Dmhle. Frame and Custom Cover

COO 00 080 548-9728

19M Bronco H Wen rnamrrtarned S3750

bo 3670584

1986 Maria reliable. 5 speed AM/FM

cassette $900 665-8246

EMPLOYMENT
Spring Break!! Earn Cash' Highest

Commissions' lowest Prices 1 travel free

on only 13 sales' Fnjelnfo' Suntpbnhl

800-4267710

Cruise Snipe Hiring- Earn up to

CO.OOO'/morrm World Travel Seasonal

and Fun Time positions No e«p neces

sary For info call 1 206-971 3550 Est

C50015

National Parks Hiring- fSSm are

now available at National Parts. Forest

an) Wildlife Preserves Fjceltem banetrtt

and bonuses' Cad 1206-971 3620 En

N5O016 ___,
Trepical Resarta Hlriag Students

needed' Entry level and career positions

available worldwide Call Resort

Einpfcvvjkam Services 206 971 3800 E*

F6001?

Amimoe, au sTUMirri! rWs
Billion in public* and private sector

Grants and scholarships are now avail

able All students are eligible Let us

help For more info call 1 800 2636495

f.t F50014

iMernetienel tinalefinent- Earn up to

$?5 $45/hour teaching basic converse

tionel english in Japan Taiwan, or S

Korea No teaching background or Asian

languages required lor into call 206

670 En J5O01S_

Beevsraer Needed for 4 year ok) Tuei

endThurs 3 30-6 00 Call Michele at 756

B632

New Hiring All Skists Closing shifts

available with bonus program Medley

Burger King As* tor Tim 564-5110

Steree Systems and components.

used/reconr*tioned large selection, hon-

est advice, warranty, great pnees We
buy auto, video. DJ. musical equipment

Stereo and Video Exchange at Jackson's

Flea Market. Mountain Farms Mall.

Hadley Open Sundays only. 9-5 Other

days call Amherst 256-0941

WetarWd Oak. Oueen. Drawers $225

549-6412

I have 4 Dave Matthews tu Oct 4

MSG Need to set! Call Karen 549-5079

Netebeek CamaMer 8 mb Ram 120 HO

Both enpandable Microsoft/Office with

case S700 256-1300

Futen Double with frame and cover $150

B0 Waterbed. Oueen. Semi wavelets

with headboard $150 80 253-5350

Red-tailed Bee. 3yts old. 4 5 ft long.

plus 40 gallon tank, needs good home

S150oiB/O Fact 548-9811

SmithCerena electric typewriter w/

mem {50 /FWIerttedes Women s 8 5/9

-$45 caj Tarae 5*9-3994

Basement Sale! Everything must go 1

549-1578

Panesenic extra bass stereo, detach

speakers Cd* dual cassette Bnew

$200/BOCJ 6-1910

Bar Sin feel Tifcie by United Perfect

condition Includes everything 1

Interested7 Cat! Scotl and Oom O 256

1088

Gray Female Lhasa Apse lost 6/17

Main St Responds to Nsla 549-9947

MUSICIANS

Guitar Classes Sun 9/10 Rentals and

lessons Available lOwks 'S4000FTUG

Pad 5454579 .

Blues Jam tues 800pm Emerson 112

Check it out

MISCELLANEOUS

1 SOS-Business Turn key program low

start up cost Call Conard 584 5198

PERSONALS

_J Need Help' Call Birthright of

Amherst area for free testing and canng

assistance 5*9-1906

HiAsMrer! I had to pay for my own ad

The lines were too long, so I called in my

ad Yes. I am always looking for new

friends and gaming partners You know

what I look like When do I get to see

you. meet you. talk to you' How do I

know tins isn't (ust my roommate playing

a practical joke on me'

Mr Interested

ROOM FOR RENT

One Undergrnd needed share 2 bed

room. 2 full baths, ceiling fans free

heat/hot water jell here O 549-4089

2 Bedreems Available m 4 Bedroom

Apt Northampton on bus route Beautiful

Apt
.
great location Call 586-1612

Feeed- sat ef keys on an ok) beaded

hemp necklace a» 546-4983

Feund key chain with Army gu, ^™i

one Brorue house key caH 549-4088

Sat el Kays m the vicinity of the church

at N Pleasant and Fearing Street Call

5491550 9am -noon

INSTRUCTION

SERVICES

COMPUTER PROBLEMS? Need an

upgrade' In house service, call Scream

Savers^49O063

Have yeu bean ripped off by a retailer'

Contact the Student legal Services Office

regarding your rights as a consumer 922

fcmpus Center. 545-1995

TRAVEL

Sering Break Vt- Sell tnps earn cash

and go free STS is hiring Campus

Reps/Group Organizers to promote trips to

Cancun. Jamaica, and Florida Call 800

648 4849 for information regarding

America's #1 Student Tour Operator

TRANSPORTATION
Rice Skate from lee lot Berkshire area)

MTWF O 905 Classes Call Jason 243

0981

WANTED TO RENT

Seeking J80R Apartment house need

edASAP call 546 6077

Jan Plaae Teeeker Beginners to

advanced students Call Steven Page

2533354 ^__
WWW SUCESS ORG Free business

education from American Institute

Entrepreneurship and Real Estate

Investment Courses Rebre rich in ten

years

Seime laeaean w/Data I

tor brochure 732-8817

WANTED

Heckey Plsvers Wealed- Mullins

Center Hockey league is looking for espe

nenced players Harold 545^3990 or 546

Q4Q0

Wanted 100 Peeete. New Metabolism

breakthrough lose 5 100 lbs

Guaranteed Cost$35 1800 7769503

ARIES
March 21-April 20

Be cautious when confronted with a

get-rlch-qulck scheme. Watch out-

It may turn Into a grt-broke quick

scheme before you know It. Don't

forget thai honesty la always the

best policy. Don't take the easy -

way out

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

Don't let other people's emergencies

become your own this week. They can

take care of themselves. Stay open to

new Ideas at work. A series of major

changes could be Just around the

comer. Adapting quickly to the new

changes will be to your credit.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Your energy level Is high Ihla week-

Just think before you act! Working

too quickly will result In careless

mistakes. Stay in this weekend and

spend some time alone. You wont

have quiet time much longer. Catch

up on some overdue reading

CANCER
Jane 22-July 22

A close friend Is having problems right

now. Don't hesitate to help. Your kind

words can make all the difference In

the world. Invite friends over for a fun

evening later In the week. You might

not feel like being alone. Sharing fun

and laughter can be Infectious.

LEO
July 23-August 23

A friendship may be turning Into

something more. Be careful! You

might feel pressure to make a

derision. Sleep on it first. There to no

rush. An unexpected visit from an old

friend will make your spirits soar!

Remember to return a borrowed item.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

A major project to finally on Its way

to completion. You may be feeling

Impatient, but hang In there a while

longer. The sense of sxxompHshment

you will feel will be well worth It! Don't

lake an argument too errtmialy It

may not be all your fault

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Put emphasis on meeting your

obligations. Avoid taking anyone for

granted. Go slowly when working on

your finances or Important details.

Careless mistakes may occur—and

could be costly. As the weekend

approaches, make plans with friends.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

A romance from the past may make

an appearance. Don't get caught up In

the moment—concentrate on your life

as It to right now. Avoid any lengthy

Uipe. and if you must travel, allow

yourself extra time. FJesldes. It's a

good chance to enjoy the scenery.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Be generous with compliments. A
coworker may need an extra pat on

the back. A romantic Issue may be

resolved very soon. You know what It

will take to truly make you happy.

Don't settle for anything less.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20

Don't take any chances al the

moment: be very cautious when

dealing with strangers. You may
not know the full truth. Pay more

attention to your appearance this

week. You never know who you'll run

Into. Those extra moments spent

primping will yield great results.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

Concentrate on one thing at a time

at work. Otherwise, you may feel

overwhelmed. Avoid losing Important

details In the busy afternoon rush.

You may be reminded of a promise

you made. Keep your word. You will

gain respect for your honesty.

PISCES
February 19-March 20

A promotion could be Just around the

comer If you play your cards right

You will continue to Impress higher

ups. Don't back off now A new

friendship continues to grow. Be open

about your beliefs and morals before

taking It further.

CROSSWORD

ACROSS

For Entertainment Purposes Only

1. Captains' spots

6. Delany of "China

Beach-

10. Up
14. Variegated stone

15. Symbol of hope

16. "Biggest Little City"

17. Farm workers, in fall

19 Admitting a draft

20 Oklahoma town

21. Full of marsh plants

22. Flower in Bambi

23 At hand

24. Annoyance

25 Chicken serving

28. Expression

30. Organizational toots

31. Killed

32. Jackie Onassis,

Bouvier

M Sarge's dog in

"Beetle Bailey"

36. Dominion

37. Opposite of dusk

38 Asian language

.19 She liked Ike

40 Made a November

choice

41 Cliff-dwelling bird

43 Those donning

sneakers

44 Gnomes' homes?
45 Bottle stopper

46 Reviled

47 Lama

49. Cesar Chavez's gp. 2a
52. Land of leprechauns 29.

53. Most populous U.S. 31.

state

55. Obstruct, as a drain 33.

56. Item onstage 34.

57. Bring together 36.

58. Citizen of cinema 37.

59. Ergates 39.

SO. Surfeits 40.

42.

DOWN 43

44.

451. The last laugh?

2. Old oath 46.
3. ZNvago'slove 47
4. Teen's channel 48.

choice (abbr) 49
5. Sibyl no.
6. Solicitous one 51.
7. Mimicked

8. Not any, old style 53
9. Gore and Capone 54

10. Comes to a stop

11. Restore to vigor

12. Absurd

11 " iMinoy
18. Position firmly

22. Roger's -007"

predecessor

23. Defense pact

acronym

24. Proper

25. Ink smudge

26. "Lovely" Beatles

subject

27. Regard

Unadorned

In fine fettle

Start for colon or

circle

Tall, slender vessel

Make meet

Mair pads

Fishing spot

Wilbur's horse

Myriad

Retaliate

Meat or olive follower

ltak«\ truadel Qruru

Shears

Mild cussword

Fix socks

Plenty

Moon Zappa

Transverse flute

and Means
Committee

Tax expert (abbr.)

Genetic component

(abbr.)
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom Always Wanted One ef These By A. Morse & S. Dumas Close to Home Bv John McPherson

I've got a cousin who

moved to Hollywood to Uy to

moke it big.

I don't think she's in

movies yet, but she's got a job

as a secretary at some kind of

talent search sgency.

The name of the agency is:

Lose Some Weight and Move to

Hollywood.

Everytime I call them I get

confused... I think they're telling

me to move to California and

lose some weight. I usually start

telling the receptionist that I'm

very happy where I live but;;;;;

She talks very fast and

puts me on hold and I never get

to talk to my cousin because I

can 't hold long distance for very

long.

I get confused every time

they answer the phone, "Lose

Some Weight and Move to

Hollywood... Can I Help You?"

So, finally I said to her...

"Yeah, you can help me... how
do I lose some weight?"
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Duh By Maura & Micaela
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Wanting simply to (ace the inevitable, many parents
have begun to organize chicken pox parties

Hear Say By Emile Yang
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We may not amount
to a hill of beans, but

this is our hill, and

these are our beans.

-Lt. Frank Drebin

99

TIk- M.ivN.u.hu.M.'tlN P.iih l.'olk'yi,

IU Brian Murchiunni

Top 10 Good things about

the Textbook Annex

10. State of the art climate control maintains a

temperature at a balmy 1 20 degrees F.

9. It's not Whitmore.

8. Where else can you drop $400 on books you'll

never read?

7. All purchases over $100 get you a discount

coupon to Arb/s.

6. It's 99% ozone friendly.

5. Annex now accepts body parts as legal tender!

4. It's Annex-tastic!

3. Most books redeemable for beer at Liquors 44.

2. It's a great way to let everybody know that

you're literate.

1 . Two words: Anatomy books.

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 545-2626 for more Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sand.

Cheese Steak Sand.

Cheese Pizza

DINNER
Chicken / Tofu Fajita

Duchess Meat Pie

Qtr. Pound Burger

Hampden

LUNCH
Hambugers

Chicken Cutlet Sand.

Cod Sub

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Cod in Basil Garlic

Sauce

Worcester

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese
Sloppy Joe

Vegan Sloppy |oe

Spaghetti

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Tri-Bean Casserole

Pastabilities

Sausage Sand.

Half time Deli

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese

Pizza

Spaghetti

Sloppy |oe, Vegan )oe

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Duchess Meat Pie

Tri-Bean Casserole

Pastabilites

Sausage Sand.
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Attention Sports Fans
Listen to UMass' only call-in radio talk show,

Sportsline, Sundays from 5-6 p.m.

on 91.1 FMWMUA.
Sports

Hartford returns to site of NCAA horrors

By Leigh Torfein

Collegian Staff

The last time the Hartford Hawks strode across
the mangled pitch of Richard F. Garber Field, they

were left stunned in the midst of a crisp November
afternoon, chilled further by the breeze of Rachel
LeDuc running past Hawk goalkeeper Danielle
Rotondi to score the game-winner with 1.4 seconds
remaining in double overtime of an NCAA women's
soccer Tournament match.
Of the 1,327 fans in attendance for the magical

moment, few will forget it — those who were clad

in Scarlet uniforms in particular.

The match proved not to be not merely an end of
a season, but also the end of an era for the
Al-Marzook faithful, as the Hawks will have a new
look when they return to Garber Field tomorrow at

I p.m.
Long-time coach Austin Daniels, the 1989

national coach of the year, left Connecticut for

Boulder and the first-year program at the
University of Colorado. Stephanie Chinura, the
Hawks' top scorer last year, with 15 goals and 35
points, followed her coach out west.

Couple those losses with the graduations of first

team All- American (cssica Reifer and Danish inter-

national midfielder Irene Stelling, the main catalyst

in Hartford's offensive transition game, and it isn't

overly surprising that the Hawks nave slipped this

season.

The Hawks are off to the worst start in school
history at 1- 4, a fact that has Massachusetts coach
|im Rudy more uptight than at ease. The 7-0 shel-

lacking Hartford received on Sunday at the hands
of No. 3 Santa Clara out by the San Francisco Bay
will only serve as motivation tomorrow.

"Last week they weren't playing UMass," Rudy
said. "When they play us, they're always up. 1

haven't seen a year when they weren't up.

"I don't presume anything right now, particularly

with Hartford. With our history with Hartford 1

lake nothing for granted."

One area that Hartford has not changed is their

goalkeeping. where both Rotondi and Sloane Cox
return from a solid 1995 season. Cox made her first

collegiate start in a 0-0 draw with UMass on Oct.
I

I

in West Hartford and played solidly. Rotondi.
meanwhile started 17 of the team's 21 matches last

year. The two have evenly split the goalkeeping
duties thus far in 1996.

Hartford also has many new faces this year as it

adapts to new coach Mark Krikorian's system. The

Football faces Richmond,

Reid on road tomorrow

By Mike Corey
Collegian Staff

Turn to MINUTEWOMEN. page 6
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Robin Smith and the UMass women's soccer team will try to fend ©ff longtime rival Hartford tomor-
row at 1 p.m. at Garber Field.

MASSACHUSETTS WOMEN'S SOCCER
Richard F. Qarber Field, Saturday, September 21, at 1 p.m.

LnJ rttf ordl

Carol Prendergast Ui Rebecca Myers

Men's soccer travels to play Gamecocks
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

If you are going to play the num-
bers game, then thus far the

Massachusetts men's soccer team is

doing well.

With an overall record of 3-0-1,

the Minutemen have earned their

highest-ever national ranking. As of

Tuesday's polls they were ranked No.

12 in the National Soccer Coaches of

America/Umbro poll.

This weekend, the Minutemen
head down south where they will face

No. 3 South Carolina in one of their

toughest matches of the season.

"South Carolina is, man for man.
an outstanding team," Massachusetts

coach Sam Koch said. "They have

four players that are national team
caliber players and they can play."

One of those players is starting

junior forward Clint Mathis, one of

the brightest stars in college soccer.

Last season, Mathis almost
single-handedly led the Gamecocks
to the NCAA Tournament and a top

five ranking.

With at least one goal in 23 of his

last 28 matches. Mathis scored 25
goals in 19 games last season. To the

Minutemen, it looks like UMass'
leading marking back |oe (acobson

will have his hands full on Sunday.

On the other side of the ball South

Carolina is anchored by sophomore
Tony Soto. With outstanding speed

and physical presence. Soto is a

crafty defender who is known to

break into the front third to finish

and score goals.

John Mills will be returning
between the posts for the Gamecocks
as one of the school's all-time great

keepers. Last season, Mills posted an

impressive 0.67 goals against average

allowing just 1 1 goals while record-

ing 53 saves.

Thus far. South Carolina has stum-

bled out of the blocks, coming into

the weekend with a mark of 0-3 and

will be looking to win.

The Minutemen have already tan-

gled with three ranked opponents
thus far in pre-season play: No. 2

Duke (tie 1-1), No. 17 Boston
College (loss 0-1), No. 6 Brown (L

0-1).

"They're struggling, so that's not

good," Koch said.

UMass needs to focus if it wants to

dispose of the Gamecocks. On
Wednesday, the Minutemen tied New
Hampshire 1-1 due to relatively

inconsistent play.

"We've gone on highs and lows,"

Koch said. "We played very well

against Duke, then we didn't play

well against Brown. We played very

well against BU, then we didn't play

very well against Holy Cross. We
played very well against Maine and
we didn't play well against UNH."

If that's the case, UMass should be

all set for the weekend, all though it

will take more than assumption to

beat South Carolina.

The Minutemen need to work
more off the ball to live up to their

full potential. Granted the one-two

combination for Mike Butler and
Dave Siljanovski are both in the top

10 in the career points category (76
and 53 respectively), but UMass
needs to see more help in the front

third of the field. The Minutemen are

clearly at the top of their game when
they play together.

"I'm not worried about South
Carolina, to be honest with you."
Koch said. "It's a great opportunity

for us to travel and have that type of

competition. The game that's impor-

tant for us is Hartford when we come
back, because that's a New England
game."

For the Massachusetts football

team an all important game
awaits this Saturday in Richmond,

Va. as the Minutemen take on the

Richmond Spiders at 1 p.m.

The Minutemen (1-1) head
into UR Stadium to take on the

Spiders (1-1), in the first Yankee
Conference battle for both
schools.

For the Minutemen, a win
would show that last week's
well-balanced effort on offense

was not a fluke, and give them
tremendous confidence heading

home for their season opener next

week against Northeastern.

The Minutemen. who came
away with a 28-10 victory last

week at Holy Cross, came away
with 263 yards on the ground and

threw for 224 yards in the air.

Eliminating the penalties and
turnovers though is what UMass
needs to work on going into this

game.

"We've been trying to eliminate

them during practice, and play in

a disciplined way," UMass coach

Mike Hodges said. "We need to

play with poise every game."

Frank Allesio and Ron
Brockington lead the attack on
the ground for UMass, as both

racked up over 100 yards last

week. Along with the return of

sophomore Matt Jordan, who has

recovered from a hamstring
injury, the Minutemen will try for

more 100-yard rushing games
this week as well.

Quarterback Anthony
Catterton will look to put forth

another solid passing effort. Last

week, he found five different

receivers and threw three touch-

downs in a career- high perfor-

mance.

The Minutemen hold a 7-5

advantage in the all-time series

with the Spiders, which began in

1984. However, UMass has lost

the last two games with

Richmond, falling 14-13 in 1994

and 21-7 at home in 1995. The
Minutemen are 3-3 against the

Spiders in Richmond.

The Spiders are undefeated at

home at 6-0 under coach Jim

Reid, who served as the head

UMass coach from 1986- 1991.

before making the move to

Richmond.

"The guys know it's an impor-

tant football game for us,"

Hodges said. "They're a very, very

defensive football team, and it's

going to be a challenge for us."

Richmond is coming off a loss

last week at The Citadel, where it

fell 13-10, after winning the first

game of the season at home
against Colgate. 1 3-0.

Richmond quarterback limmie

Miles, hurt with a hairline frac-

ture in his left non-throwing
hand, is doubtful for tomorrow's

game. Sophomore Matt Shannon,

who started last week, is the

probable quarterback. Shannon
completed 9 of 18 passes for 109

yards and one TD last week.

Senior tailback Minoso Rodgers

will lead the ground game for the

Spiders. He has 125 yards on 39

carries this season, funior tight

end Rahmaan Streater and senior

wide receiver Denver Haught will

be the receiving targets, if

Richmond puts the ball in the air.

The Spiders have only totaled 1 50
yards passing through the first

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 6

Massachusetts Football
University of Richmond Stadium

Saturday Sept. 21 1:00 pm

UMass

vs.

Richmond
Mike Hodges Jim Reid

— On The Ap

1400 AM WHMP - Marc Vandermeer, Mike McEvilly

91.1 FMWMUA - Mike Corey, Pat Sheeran
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Dave Siljanovski (10) will lead the UMass men's soccer team into South Carolina to face the Gamecocks Sunday.
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Field hockey looks to cage Lady Lions

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

After rain postponed the first game of the season at

Totman Field for the Massachusetts field hockey team,

the Minutcwomcn travel to Storrs, Conn, on Sunday
for a I p.m. match-up with Penn State.

The No. 5 Minutewomen (4-1 ) were to face Yale on

Wednesday, but rain forced the postponement of the

game. UMass hasn't had a game since last weekend,
when the team split a pair of games in an invitational

tournament hosted by Iowa.

lor the Minutcwomcn, defense has been a mainstay

this year. Led by Atlantic 10 and UMass Player of the

Week Hilary Rose, the UMass defense has only given

up five goals this season, giving Rose a .930 save per-

centage. She has stopped 66 shots for a .930 goal

against average in her 373 minutes of play.

Anchored by senior co-captain Melanie Gore, the

backs (Amy Ott, |en Gutzman and Laura Phelan) have

played solidly in front of Rose.

Offensively, Massachusetts has had goal production

from seven different players. A- 10 Rookie of the

Week, Saskia Fuchs leds all UMass scorers with four

goals and three assists. Senior All-American Kyle
Rothenbergcr has scored twice and set up two goals as

well.

Courtney MacLean has scored three goals on the

year, and Erica Johnston has netted a pair. Gutzman,
Katherine McClellan Shron Hughes each have one goal

Turn to FI£LD HOCKEY, poge 6

Rhode Island Classic up next

for Minutewoman volleyball

By Icrcmy Adams
Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts women's volleyball team puts its

10-1 record on the line when it travels to Kingston, R.I.

for the Rhode Island Classic this weekend.

The Minutewomen start their conference schedule in

the tournament's opening match against Rhode Island on
Friday night. The Rams enter the Atlantic-10 season with

games against then-top ranked Hawaii and No. 8 Long
Beach State under their belt. Rhode Island, which was

picked to repeat as conference champions, beat

Massachusetts in the final game of last season's A-IO
tournament.

Brown and the aforementioned Long Beach State round
out the competition for the Minutewomen's weekend
schedule. This will be the fourth tournament of their

young season.

"We're ready for the conference season. We've had
enough tournament," UMass coach Bonnie Kenney said.

"It was great to play at home. At the UMass Classic we
played very well."

Kenncy's team captured the title in last weekend's
UMass/Reebok Classic, which it hosted at the Curry Hicks
Cage. Massachusetts defended its turf well, going 4-0
against Central Connecticut, Villanova, Delaware and
Seton Hall.

Turn to VOLLEYBALL, page 6
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Sugar-free
Bob Mould

Boh Mould it«

back on the roud

for a nolo tour.

Check out our pre-

view for tonight'*

tthow (See Arts &

I.i\iug. page 6).

No. 5 Minutewomen
win in OT

Erica Johnston's

overtime goal led

the field hockey

team Ui a 4-3 win

over Penn State

(See Sports

Weekend, page 10).

WORLD

New tension rising

in southeast Lebanon

By Sl.ir.li Abi-Assi

Associated Press

RASHAYA, Lebanon — The

army sent 300 commandoN to front-

line positions facing Israeli forces in

southeast Lebanon, a move likely to

sharpen tensions in the already

volatile region.

Meanwhile, a five-country moni-

toring group investigated charges by

both Lebanon and Israel that the

other side violated a cease-fire in

fighting last week.

The Lebanese army said it

deployed the commandos in

armored personnel carriers to the

Kashaya district along the eastern

sector of the Israeli-occupied

enclave in south I i-b.u

"
I lu- reinforcements are

designed to cope with any Israeli

venture in the region following

increased Israeli threats of large-

scale aggression." a Lebanese army

statement said.

NATION

Clinton criticized by
gay activists after Dill

By Sonya Ross
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President

Clinton still was attracting the cen-

sure of gay rights activists Sunday
for signing a bill denying federal

recognition of same-sex murriuges.

Clinton signed the Defense of

Marriage Act into law early

Saturday after flying home from a

four-day campaign trip to six states.

He signed the bill in the wee hours of

the morning in hopes of minimising

news coverage.

< )n Sunday, about a dozen pro-

testers greeted Clinton's motorcade

as he arrived for morning services at

Washington's Foundry United

Methodist Church. They stood a

block away from the church, and

none approached the president.

The demonstration was among
several planned in various cities h\

the homosexual advocacy group

ACT UP.

"Bill Clinton shouldn't be deni-

grating loving, committed gay rela-

tionships. He should be taking

notes," said ACT UP spokesman

Steve Michael.
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Education thefocus Calipari returns to Amherst
fot* fyl/D^Y CCttYltlfL iPfl

F°rmer UM coach promotes Refuse to Lose at book-signing

By Raghuram Vadarevu
Collegian Staff

Congressman John Olver
(D-Amherst) announced his candida-

cy for re-election for the first district

of Massachusetts in the U.S. House
of Representatives in front of sup-

porters in a crowded Bangs
Community Center on Saturday
night.

"I am a candidate for re-election,

and I pledge to continue to fight for

the working people of the first con-

gressional district." Olver said.

"Together, we're going to show the

Gingrich Army that their version of

extremism is not welcome here [in

the Pioneer Valley]," he said.

Olver arrived at the Bangs
Community Center as the last stop on
his day-long bus trip, called the

"Workhorse Express."

"I am like a workhorse. I'll work
hard, day in, day out. I'll continue to

be there when you need help, when
you need an ally, and when you need

a voice," Olver said.

Marcia Hill, a junior psychology

major at the University, said she cred-

its Olver for saving her financial aid

from cuts by the "Gingrich
Congress."

According to Olver, he fought
strongly to save financial aid funding

for 1 50.000 students nationwide.
"1 think we need financial aid

because it is what enables middle
class families to go to college." Hill

said.

Olver said he will promote educa-

tion from children in Head Start, and
will support parents and students

who are struggling to pay the rising

cost of higher education.

"It's through education, job train-

ing and a renewed commitment to

research and development, that we

can assure ourselves and our children

the job opportunities for a prosper-

ous future." Olver said.

Olver said students should vote for

him because he has fought his whole
life for higher education as opposed
to his Republican counterparts.

Olver points to the Weld
Administration, which he says, has
cut funding for higher education time
and time again.

"I was a leader for higher educa-
tion when I was a state senator."
Olver said, referring to his time in the

Massachusetts State Senate.

Nationally, Olver said. President

Clinton's plan to make a two-year
college education universal is "a great

proposal because it doesn't cost a

great deal."

Olver boasts of his commitment to

education and describes it as a "place

where we can make a great impact
[in the country]."

Although Olver emphasized his

commitment to UMass, many stu-

dents at the University criticized him
recently for declining an invitation to

debate on campus with his opponent,

state Senator |ane Swift (R-North
Adam*)
The debate was a part of the

UMass Student Government
Association's voter registration and
education campaign for the upcoming
election.

Olver declined, citing commit-
ments to five debates in the first con-

gressional district that stretches from
Worcester to Berkshire county.

According to Olver, his campaign
will make several visits to the UMass
campus to "let people know what we
have done and... to let them know of

Gingrich cuts
"

In other issues. Olver declared his

commitment for the environment,

Turn to OLVER, page 3
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Rep. John Olver gave a speech at a rally for his re-election at the

Bangs Community Center on Saturday night.

Lobbying report released

By Jim Drinkard

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Corporations,

trade groups, unions and other spe-

cial interests spent at least $400 mil-

lion trying to influence the federal

government in the first half of 1996.

according to an analysis of the first

disclosures under a new lobbying
law. Expenditures ranged from the

millions spent by AT&T and the

nation's largest doctors' lobby to less

than $10,000 by the San Francisco-

based Family Violence Prevention

Fund, which can afford only a part-

time lobbyist.

The figure is the most comprehen-
sive estimate yet of amounts special

interests spend on lobbying official

Washington, but experts say it is

probably conservative.

"1 don't think you're at all out of

bounds with the thought of a billion-

dollar-a-year industry," said Ron
Shaiko, an American University pro-

fessor who teaches lobbying.

The Associated Press derived the

$400 million spending total by ran-

domly sampling one of every 50 of

the more than 9,000 lobbying reports

on file at Capitol Hill and using their

reported lobbying expenses to project

an industry-wide total.

In addition, AP randomly reviewed

some 1.800 reports in greater detail,

and searched the reports of 200 of

the most active players in

Washington. Those methods further

bolstered the $400 million figure.

Among the largest spenders in the

first half of 1996:

-Philip Morris, $11.3 million. The
tobacco giant spent its money primar-

ily in a fight to keep tobacco products

from coming under regulation of the

Food and Drug Administration.

-The American Medical Association.

$8.5 million. The nation's largest pro-

fessional group for doctors lobbied on
Medicare and Medicaid, tobacco regu-

lation, health care and legislation to

change liability reform.

-The U.S. Chamber of Commerce,
$7.5 million. The chamber lobbied

heavily on behalf of the Republican

"Contract with America," which
included many business-friendly provi-

sions.

Under a law that took effect ]an. 1

.

groups that lobby on federal legislation

or regulations must file reports esti-

mating their expenditures twice a year.

The first were due beginning Aug. 1 5.

For two reasons, the first six-

month figure probably is low. First.

1996 so far has been a quieter-than-

usual season for lobbyists, said

Wright Andrews, president of the

American League of Lobbyists, the

profession's main trade group.

Second, the new reports ignore

money spent on grass-roots lobbying,

the rapidly growing practice of using

advertising, fax machines, mail and
telephone banks to stir up public sup-

port or opposition to policies.

Not only the Chamber of Commerce
but groups including the National

Restaurant Association and the

National Association of Home Builders

spent heavily last year promoting the

"Contract With America" with the

public. Unions are spending $35 mil-

lion this election year on broadcast ads

promoting Democratic issues. The new
numbers reflect none of that spending.

The new law also does not require

spending reports on such other forms

of influence as political donations,

state and local lobbying and public-

relations and advertising.
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Former UMass Minuetmen basketball coach, |ohn Calipari, gave a speech before his book signing on Friday

afternoon in the Campus Center.

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Before a crowd that had begun to gather at 9 a.m., John
Calipari took center stage outside of the University Store

on the Campus Center Concourse, where he was signing

and promoting his new book, Refuse to Lone, last Friday.

The former University of Massachusetts men's basket-

ball coach and new head coach of the New Jersey Nets
spoke to a crowd of several hundred before signing began.

The reaction to the coach's return

to UMass was favorable, as many stu- —_—_^^__
dents and fans stood for hours in line

for the chance to chat with Calipari.

Freshman pre nursing major Becky
Araujo waited for "about an hour" to

have three books signed by Calipari.

With one book for her brother, anoth-

er for her boyfriend, and the third for

a friend, Araujo said she did not have

the cash to purchase a forth copy for

herself.

"I got my checkbook signed
instead." she said.

Several fans who did not wait in line to see the coach
instead shouted their support as they passed by. There
were yells of "Hey coach, good luck." and "Coach Cal.

keep refusing to lose."

Calipari was happy with the turnout, and the welcome
he received.

"It was special," he said. "It's nice coming home and
having that kind of response."

As they left Calipari's table, some fans thanked him for

last year's and previous seasons. Many wished him luck in

his new job as Nets' coach, although some fans were not

very optimistic about the coach's chances of surviving in

the professional game

"/The return to

UMass] was special. It's

nice coming home and
having that kind of
response.

"

"I don't think he'll make it in the pros." said Eric

Schlumper. a junior sport management major. "I'm not a

big NBA fan, but I'll root for him to do well. I won't root

for the Nets though."

Schlumper wasn't surprised by Calipari's departure
from the University.

"I would have gone too, if I had been given the opportu-
nity," he said.

Carmelo Travieso, who played for three years under
Calipari. was happy for his former coach.

"We were a little disappointed with everything that was
going on," Travieso said. "We realized

-^—^——— that it was a good decision for him,

and we were happy for him. He
always talked about and dreamed
about coaching in the NBA, and we're

happy he got the chance to go."

Many of the fans at the book-sign-

ing said that they were anxious to see

Calipari in action when he returns to

the William D. Mullins Center for a

preseason exhibition game. The game,
scheduled for Sunday, Oct. 13, pits

Calipari's Nets against the

Washington Bullets.

"I'm looking forward to seeing him out there," Travieso

said. "I'm looking forward to seeing if he's yelling at the

guys as much as he used to yell at us."

Calipari is donating all of the proceeds of the book to

the University. The money will be given to the Alumni
Foundation, and will be used for various funds and pro-

grams. Calipari has been a long-time supporter of the

University, having made several donations to the W.E.B.
DuBois Library.

"[Donating the money] was decided a long time ago."

Calipari said. "When I decided to do the book. I talked to

[Athletic Director] Bob Marcum about it."

Refuse to Lose, published by Ballantine Books, was co-
written by noted sports author Dick Weiss.

Prof. Bracey looks to the future

Editor's Note: this article is the third

in a four part series "rofiling key
administrators and faculty at the

University of Massachusetts

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

Professor ]ohn H. Bracey, |r. has

taught for University of
Massachusetts Afro-American
Studies department since 1972. and
has evolved into one of the most
influential faculty members on the

Amherst campus.

Coupled with his dynamic teach-

ing career. Bracey serves as

Presiding Officer/Speaker of the

Faculty Senate, placing him at the

center of debates surrounding a uni-

versity in transition

An education background

Bracey was born in Chicago, and
grew up Washington D.C.

Bracey was raised on a college

campus, and said that the only real

work is teaching.

"I come from a family who has

been teaching in America since slav-

ery," he said. "It never occurred to

me not to be a teacher. Within our

family, teaching is the really only

respectable profession."

Bracey attended Howard
University, then transferred to

Roosevelt University in Chicago,
where he earned his B.A. in 1964.

He has also done graduate work at

Roosevelt and Northwestern
University.

Before arriving at UMass. Bracey

had taught Afro- American history

at Northern Illinois University of

Rochester.

He came to UMass 27 years ,igo

to assist in the formation of an
innovative Black Studies program.

"I came here for one year to take

part with Black Studies." Bracey
said. "It was not a career move."

However. Bracey has remained at

UMass, which he said is a fairly

comfortable place to work.

Within his classes, Bracey, a life

member of the Organization of
American Historians, said that he
attempts to teach people to use
their minds.

"I am trying to teach students to

cultivate their minds," he said. "To
think critically, analyze, evaluate

and make critical judgements."

The importance of history

"HiMory is important because we

"Live your life and do
the best you can. Make
a difference for the bet-

ter; and if that don 't get

you to heaven, then I

John Bracey

come to understand that we can do
things another way." Bracey said.

"Three hundred years ago, we were
not here, and in 300 years we might
not be here. History lets you see a

process
"

Bracey said that African
American history is important
because it shows a alternative per-

spective to what may be considered

mainstream.

With this perspective, however,

he added that, "there is not a lot of

evidence that the world is being
transformed."

"Cultures flow back and forth; if

you can get a handle on it, you
won't feel so hopeless, so power-
less." Bracey said. "In the long run.

teaching comes out."

Cultural diversity at UMass
"Overall, cultural diversity at

UMass is not that great," Bracey
said. "But it never has been."

Bracey said that in terms of the

distribution of minority faculty in

both numbers and quality are suffi-

cient. In terms of the administra-

tion, there is at least one
Afro-American member in every
major area, but said there was still

room for improvement.

"The numbers of minorities could

be better." Bracey said. "You could

put all of them in one room."

He added that not having a large

minority population is fairly typical

of large higher education institu-

tions.

Bracey said that there needs to

be more recruiting, specifically in

areas where there are larger con-

centrations of minorities, like

Springfield and Holyoke.

"If you look for people and ask

them to come, they'll come," he
said. "Recruiting is fairly simple."

Personal Perspectives

Bracey said that a personal short-

coming throughout his teaching
career was a tendency to be
extremely impatient with all forms
of injustice. He added that at times,

this could be a strength, however, it

was something of a sidetrack for

him on the way to something
greater.

"Traditionally, I have been impa-

tient, which people might feel is

abrasive; but it doesn't really bother

me." Bracey said.

Bracey said that he tends not to

think in psychological terms.

"Live your life and do the best

you can. Make a difference for the

Turn to BRACEY, page 2
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Monday, Sept. 23
Meeting — The Golden Key National Honor Society

will be holding a general meeting at 7 p.m. in room
805-809 of the Campus Center. All are encouraged to
attend. Any questions, call Michelle at 549-0189.

Meeting — The Asian American Student Union will

hold it's first general meeting at 7:30 p.m. in room 174 of
the Campus Center. Non-members are welcome, and
there are positions open. For more information, call the
AASA office at 545-0189.

Meeting — Alpha Phi Omega, a co-ed community ser-
vice fraternity, will be holding an informational meeting
in their office, room 409 of the Student Union, at 7 p.m.
Refreshments will be served. For further information, call

545-2068.

Meeting — Circle K International, a collegiate commu-
nity service organization, is having a meeting at 7 p.m. in

room 409 of the Student Union. For more information,
call Aimee at 665-7712.

Wednesday, Sept. 25
Meeting — The Cannabis Reform Coalition invites

everyone to their first general meeting at 7 p.m. at
Earthfoods. On the agenda: Hiring an office staffer, nomi-
nations for the executive board, and building faculty sup-
port. For more information, call Brian |ulin at 545-1 122.

Meeting — Spectrum, a student-run art and literary

magazine. wiU hold its first general meeting for all those
interested at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center. For more
information, call 545-2240.

Meeting — The MASSPIRG general interest meeting
will be at 7 p.m. in Campus Center room 101.For more
information, call Leigh at 545-0199.

Reception — The Women's Studies Welcome Back
Reception for students, faculty, staff and friends will be
held from 12-2 p.m. in room 1001-2 of the Campus
Center. Refreshments will be served, and all are wel-
come.For more information, call 545-1922, or e-mail at

womens- studies@wost.umass.edu or http://www-
unix.oit.umass.edu/-wostu.

Thursday, Sept. 26
Meeting — There will be an informational meeting

about a UMass trip to Israel being offered on Winter
Break (Dec. 23-Jan 2), at 7 p.m. at the Hillel House.

Meeting — The Math Club will hold its first meeting at

7 p.m. in LGRT 152 ID.All math majors invited. Come
tour the new undergraduate reading lounge and meet
other math majors. Pizza will be served for those signed

up in LGRT 1 52 1 D ahead of time.

Notices

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowhon and Prince bus

stops at 9:45 a.m. Please call Mark to confirm, or for

other stops, at 253-0361.

Everywoman's Center — "Acculturation Group for

Latina Women," facilitated by Mari Vicente, Thursday
from 4-6 p.m. "Child Sexual Abuse Survivors Support
Groups:" Group 1 facilitated by Sara Elinoff, Mondays
from 7-9 p.m. Group 2 facilitator, day and time TBA.
"Coming Out Group For Lesbians," facilitated by Lynne
Schachne, Mondays 4- 5:30 p.m. "Lifting Your Spirits,"

facilitated by Carta Brennan and Diana Dalendina,
Wednesdays from 4-5:30 p.m. "Eco-Psychology for

Women," facilitated by Carla Brennan, Fridays 10-11:30
a.m. "Post ArxMion-StjppttH'C^rj^^facilitated by Peggy
Warwick. Wednesdays 5:30- 6:30 p.m. "Self-Esteem &
Assertiveness for Women." facilitated by Carla Brennan,

Wednesdays 6:30-8 p.m. "Single Mothers Support

f
Group." facilitated by Amy Rosebury. Tuesdays 1-2:30

p.m. "Women & Divorce." facilitated by Ali Thompson,
Tuesdays 6:30-8 p.m. All groups offered by the
Everywoman's Center begin in October, and offer a safe
and confidential space. For other groups, call 545-0883.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student
Union. For more information, call the ARC office at
5-1925.

Dancing—Beginner classes in Cajun dancing and
Appalachian clogging are starting on Sunday evenings
from 6-7 p.m. No experience or partner needed, all ages
welcome. Classes are held in Westfield at 1 32 Elm St. For
more inforn\ation, call Jo Samelli at (413) 746-9067.

Five College-RVPLECT, the Five College Bereavement
Support Program is a student organization devoted to
helping those coping with grief. REFLECT is offering two
free eight week grief support groups this semester.
Groups are forming now. For more information, call
577-5316.

Staff Needed—The UMass Index yearbook needs staff
in all departments. Editorial positions are available in
Photo, Layout, Copy and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also
needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304
Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Community — Womanshelter is a battered woman's
shelter located in Holyoke serving the Holyoke/Chicopee
area and parts of Hampshire County. Womanshelter has
an extensive community education program providing
speakers and workshops on the following topics: domestic
violence, teen- dating violence, date rape, sexual harass-
ment, domestic violence and children, and many more.
The services are free of charge, but the Womanshelter will

gladly accept donations. For information concerning these
programs or to arrange a program date for a group, call

Edith Jennings from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday at 538-9717.

Support group — Synthesis Center Associate Rebecca
Reid leads an ongoing support group for single people
oyer 30 from 7:15 to 8:45 p.m. in downtown Amherst.
Single, divorced, widowed and all sexual orientation are
welcome. There is a low fee. For information, call
253-5494.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from 1 to 2 p.m. in

the Campus Center. The room number will be posted on
the Notice Board. For more information, call Utama at

256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.
Discussion Group — "A Course in Miracles" will meet

from 7 to 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting in

September. For more information, call 253-3795.
Astronomy — The Amherst Area Amateur Astronomers

Association will conduct free public solar observing at 1

p.m. at the Amherst Town Common every Saturday in

September. Also offered every Saturday this month will

free planetarium shows at 4 p.m. in Amherst College
Bassett Planetarium, and free public observatory observ-
ing at 9 p.m. at Amherst College Wilder Observatory.
Every Sunday this month there will be free public observ-

ing at Mt. Pollux, off South East St., in South Amherst.
Dance — The Northeast American School of Dance

Studio in Northampton will hold a dance spree every
Friday from 8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People
can dance to variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free

environment. All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more
information, call 584-8167.

Staging — The Pioneer Valley Capella has immediate
openings for people of all voices interested in a small,

locused ensemble singing classical music. Rehearsals are

held on Thursday evenings in Northampton. For more
information, call Tom at 536-3072 or Karen at

259-1646.

better, and if that don't get you to
heaven, then 1 don't want to go," he
said. "Why do people want to go and
be like everyone else; people need to
bring a different perspective to
things, otherwise, why bother?"

Professional Experience
Bracey has co-edited (with August

Meier and Elliot Rudwick) a number
of volumes concerning the African
American experience. Included are
Black Natonalism in America, eight
volumes in the series. Explorations in

the Black Experience, and a revised
edition of Black Protest in the Sixties.

Presently, Bracey is co-editing the
microfilm series. Black Studies
Research Sources, with August
Meier. The series includes A. Phillip

Randolph, Mary McLeod Bethune
and the National Association of
Colored Women's Club.

Bracey and Meier are also co-edit-

ing a series of monographs entitled

"Blacks in the New World," pub-
lished by the University of Illinois

Press. The two have also published
"Towards a research agenda on
Blacks and Jews in United States
History," in The journal of
Amnerican Ethnic History.

In addition, Bracey and Meier are

working on two monographs tenta-

tively entitled. "The NAACP: A Short

History" and "A. Phillip Randolph
and the NAACP: A Study in

Cooperation and Conflict." With
Ernest Allen, Bracey is now complet-

ing a history documentary, "Unite or

Perish: Black Nationalist and Radical

Thought 1954-1974."

Goals for the University

Bracey made several comments on
the administrations plan to gain affili-

ation with the American Association

of Universities (AAU), a prestigious

organization with influential power in

Washington, D.C.

"The AAU is a goal that the admin-
istration likes to play with," he said.,

"But 1 don't think that the faculty

goes to a university just because they

are number one."

Instead, Bracey said that UMass
should be more interested in the fac-

ulty doing solid teaching, the quality

of the students and the strength of

the library.

"A different goal would be to make
UMass the best place possible within
the available resources," he said. "A
place where students don't go broke
and have undo trauma and stress."

Bracey stressed that the goal of

UMass should not be to be number
one, two or three; he said that

instead, the faculty and staff need to

be treated with respect and receive

fair money for their labor.

The working environment

"UMass is one of the easier places

to work," Bracey said. "Even though

we don't get enough resources."

He added that one of the best

aspects of UMass was the amazing

variety of intellects, which allows for

productive interdisciplinary contact.

"A major problem at UMass is sim-

ply being a public university in a state

where there is a large lack of money
for public education," Bracey said.

As for location, the professor said

that living in Amherst allows one to

experience the culture of a large city

without the high expenses.

"If you teach at Harvard, then you

have to live in Cambridge and if you

teach at Princeton, you have to live in

New Jersey." Bracey said. "Amherst is

close enough to New York and
Boston."

continued from page 1

health care, public safety and hous-
ing.

"John |OlverJ didn't let Mr.
[Gingrich | cut funds for self- help
housing" said Northfield resident
Kim Watson, who has recently fin

ished building a house through the
self-help housing program of
Northfield. "Now my children have
something to look forward to."

"I've delivered millions in econom-
ic development dollars for industrial

parks and community facilities,"

Olver said.

Olver also said he will fight to pro-

tect the environment from
Republican cuts.

In addition to fighting for the envi-

ronment, Olver said he "will assure

that all Americans have access to

quality health insurance they can
afford."

Olver added, "in our America, no

child should go without health care."

He also noted there are 40 million

Americans who don't have health

insurance.

According to Bob Garvey. Sheriff

of Hampshire County, Olver has

played an integral part in getting a

community policing program called

TRIAD.
"I've delivered millions more to

put cops on the streets, in communi-
ties large and small, to provide our

citizens with the safety they deserve,"

said Olver, on the importance of pub-

lic safety.

Before Olver went into politics, he

was a chemistry professor at the

University during the 1960s. Olver

was first elected to his current seat

on June 4, 1991, replacing the late

Congressman Silvio O. Conte.

Before his election, Olver was a

Massachusetts State Senator.

Presently, Olver is a member of the

House Budget Committee, Science

Committee and the Subcommittees
on Basic Research and Energy and
Environment.

The bus trip began at the Old
Bessie Clarke Building in Pittsfield

and ran through Olver's campaign
headquarters in Westfield, and the

Veteran's Center in Leominster.

The trip was designed to cover

each of the areas in the first congres-

sional district.

Congressman Olver has a debate

scheduled with his opponent, State

Sen. Jane Swift, on Sept. 29 from 8

p.m. to 9 p.m. on Springfield's

Channel 57.

Amherst Fog!
Dense fog and chilly temperature rolled into the Amherst area yesterday morning.
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Professor John Bracey of the Afro-American Studies department ranks as one of the most important
UMass faculty members.

The Career Center Is Coming To Campus! - on September 24
1996 Fall Open House "Tools for the Road"

2 - 8 p.m., Student Union Ballroom

Sponsored by: The Career Center, Dugital Semiconductotr and EDS
MEET Career Center counselors and staff! !

!

WIN PRIZES from downtown stores, salons and
eateries!!!

REGISTER for on-campus recruiting—Workshops at FILL-A-BAG-free books and info worth over

2 & 3pm, "DR. Pro" Discs on sale, resume critiques $30.00!!!

HEAR nationally known speakers!

Special Thanks to:

IBM
The SUB

The Mercantile

Henion Bakery
Sun Microsystems

Copy Cat Print Shop
Claudia's Cafe

Always In Bloom
Regency Stylists

Aesthetics European Skin Care
4 p.m. Bruce Tulgan, 20-something author and 6 p.m. Dr. Dennis Kimbro, Director of the Center
president of the Rainmaker strategic consulting for Entrepreneurship, dark Atlanta University

firm presents his career management model called author and advocate of being entrepreneurial in
14
Yourself, Inc." the job market, teaches us "How to Fly".

Book sales and signing follow each presentation

A MUST for seniors and graduate students, GREAT for juniors, super for sophomores,
MILDLY ENTERTAINING for first year students! ! SEE YOU THERE!!!

(Flc—c aote: Career Carter offices will be doted this dsy)

DO YOU MISS HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS?)

DO YOU MISS REAL PARTIES? )

ARE YOU TIRED OF BEING JUST ANOTHER
NUMBER ON CAMPUS?

ARE YOU TIRED OF DOING THE SAME THING
EVERY WEEKEND?

( DO YOU MISS EATING GOOD FOOD?)

JUST DO IT

RUSH: Septembe
8:00 to 10:00 pm

PLEA»CONTAGT»IC SMITH 549

EDE

5, 24 & 25

J6/6

IS YOURS

Mather open house to offer

job placement for students
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegiun Stall

Last year, over 2,000 undergraduate and graduate stu-

dents attended the University of Massachusetts' Mather

Career Center Open House. This year, the Career Center

employees are anticipating an even larger turn-out.

"We highly encourage everyone to attend," said Ruth

Carey, Assistant Director of Career Services. "Seniors

should come to see what services we offer, juniors and

sophomores should attend because they need to get

started on their resumes soon, and freshmen should

attend so they know what's available."

The sixth annual Fall Open House will be hosted by

the Center on Tuesday, Sept. 24 from 2-8 p.m. in the

Student Union Building Ballroom.

In addition to career placement information, the event

will offer two nationally known motivational speakers,

Bruce Tulgan and Dr. Dennis Kimbro.

"These two speakers have many wonderful tools to

offer. They are going to their share their ideas of suc-

cess," Carey said.

President and founder of Rainmaker Inc.. a consult-

ing firm which advises corporations on ways to improve

job satisfaction among "20-something" workers, Tulgan

will speak on his own career planning model for stu-

dents, "Yourself, Inc."

"Tulgan has some great ideas on how to motivate

young people." said loan Stoia. Director of the Career

Center.

Kimbro, who has appeared on the "Today Show" and

"Larry King Live." is the Director of the Center for

Entrepreneurship at Clark University in Atlanta. He will

speak on, "How to Fly: Becoming a Personal

Entrepreneur."

Tulgan will speak at 4 p.m., followed by Kimbro at 6

p.m.

Tulgan's book, Managing Generation X, along with

Kimbro's book. Think and Grow Rich: A Black Choice.

co- authored with Napoleon Hill, will be available for

purchase and signing.

"Students don't want someone else's definition of suc-

cess. They want to create their own. These speakers are

not going to say in order to succeed you have to do it my
way. ..they want students to know what is available to

them so they can succeed," Stoia said.

Demonstrations on the Center's new job referral pro-

gram, "DR. Pro," will be offered at 2 and 3 p.m.

The program will allow users to call the job line day

or night after filling out a survey.

"It helps compensate for our distance away from

campus," Stoia said.

The Mather Career Center is located off East Pleasant

Street, about a mile from Orchard Hill Residential Area.

"It's is also something that can be used after gradua-

tion. It allows alums stay connected with the

University," Stoia said.

In addition to DR. Pro there will be a workshop on

"Career Search," and other computer-based programs

which are designed to help students identify employment

options and contact prospective employers.

A gift from the Class of 1995, "Career Search" con-

tains over 300,000 companies organized by industry,

geography, size and contact person.

Those who have attended the Open House in the past

will find a familiar set-up. Booths and tables will be

spread out across the Ballroom in the shape of a "career

highway," a user-friendly metaphor to encourage plan-

ning, exploration, destinations and occasional "u turns."

Information and videotapes on various job search tips

will be available along each stop of the "highway."

Snacks will also be provided at a "pit stop."

Every student that attends the event will receive a

"Guide to the Career Highway" designed specifically for

their year in college. All seniors will also receive a copy

of Career Power by Neil Kalt. Door prizes will be award-

ed as well.

This year's Open House is being sponsored by Digital

Semiconductor and Electronic Data System Corporation,

two of the Career Center's new "Partners in Recruiting."

Students are encouraged to bring their resumes for an

opportunity to have them critiqued for format errors by

EDS employee Lenora Maxwell.

Stoia stresses that the event is going to be "low key

and very non-judgmental."

"UMass students do not know how great they are.

They do not have enough self-confidence. We want
them to know exactly what's available to them and that

we are here to help and answer any questions they may
have," she said.

For more information about the Open House contact

Director Joan Stoia at 545-6253 or Assistant Director

Ruth Carey at 545-6252.

Is Your Smoke Alarm Working?
More Americans have smoke alarms than ever before. But nearly half don't work.

Without a working smoke alarm as an

early warning device, fire can spread

unnoticed through the household, blocking

escape routes and filling rooms with deadly

smoke.

Make sure you're protected. Start a

lifesaving habit this October 27. When you

change your clock from daylight-saving

time, change the batteries in your smoke

alarms.

A message from your fire department.
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Can't afford to save for retirement?

The truth is, you can't afford not to.

Not when you realize that your retirement

can last 20 to So years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.

lis starting to save now, you can take

advantage ol tax deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.

Consider this: Set aside just $100 each

month beginning at age So and vou can

act mutilate over $172,109* by the time

you reach age 65. But wait ten years and

you'll have to budget $219 each month
to reach the same goal.

Even if you're not counting the years to

retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve -

with flexible retirement and tax-deferred

annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of invest-

ment choices, and a record ol personal

service that spans 75 years.

Over 1.8 million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of

their list for retirement planning. Why not

join them?

Call today and learn how simple it is

to build a secure tomorrow when vou
have time and TIAA-CREF working on

your side.

K

Start pia tin inn your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it*
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS

LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

A
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Lost in space

Dan

Levenson

Along, long time ago. back in the days when the

Smurfs ruled the televisions and a certain con-

fused president sat in the White House, the
launching of anything even remotely related to

space was a big deal. It was a source of national pride and
interest.

But today, the launch of a shuttle merits only a sound-
byte or two and occasionally some file footage on CNN at

4:23 in the morning.

This is a topic that someone mentioned to

me long ago and has been bouncing around
my brain for a little while.

What brought about my current brain-

storm on the subject is the fact that I hap-

pened to stumble upon an Associated Press

news story about a shuttle mission to

retrieve an astronaut who had been aboard
the Mir Space Station for a ridiculously long

amount of time.

Now granted, maybe I don't have all that

much contact with the outside world here at

UMass, but I really would have thought that I would have
heard about something as significant as this.

For a government industry that needs to have the sup-

port of the people, one would think that they would want
to publicize their successes as much as possible.

But maybe there's the reason that they don't make a big

deal out of things. If they advertise the new advancements
in space and something goes wrong, then it makes them
look bad.

If they get millions of tax-paying citizens to sit down in

front of the idiot box to watch a bunch of astronauts hurl

themselves toward the stars in a giant electronic tin can,

and that tin can explodes, we are going to question
whether we should be spending money on more tin cans

to go to space when we have people living in cardboard
boxes here on earth.

1 do feel that the space program has value, but at the

same time. I find it hard to justify spending money on vis-

Unravelling family ties

Today is Yom Kippur. a

lewish high holiday. This

year. I was unable to go
home for the holidays.

The fault is not that of the
University's, nor exclusively my
own. The fault lies in our society.

Families are simply losing touch.

Some families are literally falling

apart, while the rest simply
become fractured but remain
"together" with both parents.

When my parents were growing
up. their grandparents and cousins

were an integral part of their lives.

It was not uncommon to go to

grandma's house for dinner or
after school. This was not the case

in my life — likewise for friends.

The lifestyle that my parents
knew as children and as teenagers

is dead. Sure, a few families have
maintained this world in the sub-

urbs, but it is an endangered
species. I can only think of three

close friends who regularly see

their grandparents on a weekly or

biweekly basis. About the same
number of friends went to school

with cousins, or saw them on a

weekly basis outside of school.

Numerous factors can be attrib-

uted to the decline of the family.

The move to the suburbs is the

most obvious one. My parents
grew up in a big city, and their

family primarily lived in nearby
neighborhoods. Today, my immedi-
ate family lives in the suburbs of

Boston, while most of the family

remains in the New York City area.

Even those family members who
live near New York do not see each
other on the regular basis that my
parents often saw relatives.

However, the fracturing goes
beyond losing touch with grand-

parents and cousins. Immediate
family members are drifting apart

or have very little time to spend
with each other. Young families

never have time to relax because

they must balance careers with
family. Older families, where the

parents are financially established

and the children are older, are also

drifting apart.

In both scenarios, family dinners

are an exception and not the norm
as it was in the past. Young fami-

lies rush through dinner, and

Matthew

Wurtzel

sometimes they never have time to

actually sit down with each other.

Older families have a similar prob-

lem. When my sister and I come
home from school for the summer
break, we work part time or intem.

Sometimes I'd come home for din-

ner, and she would not.

Occasionally, one of my parents
would come home well after dinner

time.

Parents who are busy with
careers use television as the

one-eyed baby-sitter. Latch-key
kids are probably more familiar

with soap opera and cartoon char-

acters than other family members.
Careers are not the only reason

the nuclear family is crumbling.
College educations are another fac-

tor for the 20 to 30 percent of fam-

ilies that send their children to col-

lege. Traditionally, children often

went to colleges close to home. My

parents went to schools in New
York City. My friends and high
school classmates have gone as far

away as California. UMass students

come from all over the nation and
the world. Even our own proud
university is a bit far from most of

our homes in Eastern
Massachusetts, but at least we
don't have to fly home.
The solution to this problem is

elusive. It is not a question — as

Bob Dole will have you believe —
of turning the clock back to the

1950s when women did not work
and wages were rising. We need
new solutions because our world is

different.

The rhetoric of politicians telling

us they understand this problem
and promise to fix it is hollow.

These are the same people who
pander to big business behind
closed doors. Real statesmen
should pass legislation providing

families flex- time at work.
Flex-time allows employees to

work the usual 40 hours, but when
it is convenient for them.

Other solutions to this problem
include public day care and longer

school hours. Parents would no
longer have an excuse for allowing

their children to sit and watch TV
after school. Instead, students
would spend more time studying in

school. Such programs will not

only solve the problem of latch-key

kids, but will also improve our
education system.

The politicians and businessmen

who support such programs will

save the American family.
However, America will lose the

pristine image of a family as

Rockwell knew it, if we do not act

soon.

Matthew Wurtzel is a Collegian

columnist.

Editorial Policy

The editorial/Opinion pare welcomes columns, letters and cartoons from
UMass and the rest of the Five-College Area.

Letters and columns must be typed and double spaced, with the writer's

name, local address and phone number attached. This information is subject to

verification prior to publication.

Anonymous submissions will notbe printed.
The editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters ana columns for grammar,

clarity and length.

Any submission that is requested to be left unedited will notbe considered for
publication.

Submissions become the property of the Collegian and will notbe returned.
The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted material.

Letters should be no longer than 450 words and columns should be about 70
typed lines.

Submissions should be sent to the Editorial Desk, c/o Mark McGrath, 1 13
Campus Center, UMass Amherst 01003.

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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iting silly little green space people when there are a wide
variety of Earthlings out there whom we should be
attempting to contact and understand first.

The world's oceans are an amazingly rich and diverse

environment that instead of exploring, we are exploiting

and destroying. It seems that as soon as we realized we
weren't going to sail off the edge of the planet, we started

messing with the seas.

Will we do the same thing with outer
space? Will we turn the skies above us into

a vast cosmic Super-Fund site?

In many ways we already have, currently

there is a disgusting amount of space trash

floating around out there. Do we really

need more? Instead of starlight, someday
maybe we will marvel at the sunlight
reflected off the cosmic equivalent of beer

cans and tin foil.

Maybe when Captain Kirk called space
the "final frontier" he wasn't so far off the

mark. Look what we did to our own "fron-

tier" in the western United States. We took a beautiful

place and trashed it like a bunch of crazed, drunk,
drugged- up 1970s rock and roll musicians letting loose

on a Saturday night. Space has become our hotel, and we
must bum it to the ground while singing.

The reality is that there is often nothing noble nor won-
derful about discovery, especially for that which is being

discovered. Discovery is violent by nature, and humans
have often ignored the possibility of peaceful interaction,

whether travelling to new worlds or new planets.

I think that before we start to put space first on the list

of spending and last on the list for public awareness, we
should know what the government is doing with our tax

money.

We should be willing to ask ourselves whether we are

building a monument to technology among the stars, or a

gigantic cosmic trash heap.

Dan Levenson is a Collegian staff member.

Use our power wisely

The old adage "don't believe everything you read"

has never been more true than it is today. As vari-

ous media become more accessible and more elec-

tronic, it becomes increasingly difficult to deter-

mine where our information is coming from.

The world has become an interconnected place where
experience is no longer isolated. For the average
American, the outside world is experience, through vari-

ous media which consciously and unconsciously effect the

way we live.

Communication technologies, even as they move
toward the future, can be used to maintain the status quo.

The flow of information between nations, if unbalanced,

can impact upon a nation's cultural, eco-

nomic and political development. With the

spread of television to all corners of the

globe, industrialized powers, especially the

United States, have been accused of a sort

of "cultural imperialism" over less devel-

oped nations.

Communication technology, if not allowed to function

freely, can act as an instrument of oppression. Whether it

is the overt manipulation of the media in a fascist state, or

the subtle dominance of western media, the way the world
is portrayed and perceived affects the way it is run.

The advances in human communication have, of
course, served society positively and have the potential to

do so on a greater level. It is possible for a group of peo-

ple to understand the struggles, ideology and daily lives of

another group of people halfway around the world.
Through an enlightened and active press, education and
understanding can occur simultaneously.

If reality is presented from different sides, it can open
up the individual to new modes of thinking and percep-

tion. The maior news wires do a good job of covering

, world news, but the infurmaiion given to us is far from
complete. Far too often when reading international news.

Bryan

Schwartzman

one is presented with the war, conflict, famine, disaster

and we are never presented with a picture of daily life or

the development of a foreign country. IPS (Inter Press

Services), a news wire dealing almost exclusively with

third world news, often does a good job of bringing con

text into a story, but their work does not reach nearly

enough people.

Online newspapers have great possibilities because they

can make the deadline less important and they can elimi

nate the spacial constraints of newsprint if they become
accessible enough, fust imagine if opposing groups and

nationalities in the world (such as the Arab-Israeli con

flict) understood how much and to what extent the other

group has suffered. Each group might

develop greater sensitivity and under
standing towards the other. This under

standing leads not to the excuse of behav-

ior, but at least a context for which an act

was done or a statement was made. The
prime objective of media and education should not be the

dehumanization of the other. Of course, throughout histo-

ry the press has been used to do exactly that — dehuman-
ize the other.

Accurate information can combat the substitution of

metaphor for facts. Someone who is truly informed would
not compare abortion to the Holocaust of the 1940s. The
use of metaphor generates an emotional instead of a ratio-

nal response. With accurate and timely communication,
things will be understood by what they are and not by

what they are compared to.

The war. famine, natural disasters and political con-

flicts must be covered by the media, but so must the

world's beauty, diversity of people and everyday strug-

gles. Information can convey that the only factors which
separate human beings are environment and circuit!

ttancfe
Bryan Schwartzman is a Collegian staff member.

Students can
change DCs
To the editor:

In response to Mark McGrath's
Sept. 17 editorial on the downfalls
of DC food, we agree and sympa-
thize with students on the meal
plan. As juniors, who have gone off

the meal plan, we understand the

struggle of being able to find a

decent meal at a convenient time.

We were both on the 10- meal plan

and strongly agree with Mr.
McGrath's point on how the
University cheats students with this

meal plan choice. We have had the

opportunity to travel to other uni-

versities and colleges and their meal
plan designs are much more benefi-

cial to the students. It would be a

better school for everyone if our
meal plans were designed for the

students, not for the University of

Make-a-Buck.
We disagree, however, with Mr.

McGrath's opinion that "students
are too apathetic and complacent"
to organize and change the condi-

tion of the DC. Mr. McGrath obvi-

ously feels strongly about this issue

now and when he, himself, was a

victim of UMass food services. But
he was also too passive to work
toward change. In this respect, he
should not ridicule the underclass-

men for their lack of action.

Mr. McGrath's arguments are

valid and hit home with much of the

student population. If people could
organize and do something about
these feelings, perhaps a change
would occur.

Scott S. Kogos
Southwest

Shannon Aucoin
Orchard Hill

A shameless ploy

To the editor:

College students are sometimes
described as being apathetic. But the

recent voter registration drive spon-

sored by the Student Government
Association. MASSPIRG. the Student

Center for Educational Research and
Advocacy and the campus fraternities

and sororities, proves that students, m
UMass especially, are vigorous when it

comes to fulfilling their civic responsi-

bilities.

A few years ago, when I co-chaired

the Election Laws Committee, easing

voter registration requirements and

encouraging greater turnout were

among my top priorities. During that

time, I sponsored the "motor voter"

Letters to the Editor

bill. When it was signed into law,

Massachusetts went from being one
of the 1 3th most difficult states for

voter registration to one of the easi-

est. Needless to say, I was delighted

when I read that the
"Choose-or-Loose" bus registered

1 ,054 students, placing UMass in the

top five among college campuses
nationwide.

That is an outstanding achieve-
ment, and everyone who made it hap-

pen, from the volunteer organizers to

the students who registered, should
be proud of it. I am. and I hope the

enthusiasm shown during this regis-

tration drive continues through this

election and beyond.

Stan Rosenberg

State Senator

In defense of the
FSO
To the editor:

This note is written in reference

to the Collegian column by
Shyamala Ivatury and Hussein Ibish

("Incivility Particularly Odious") on
September 18. This column talked

about a Task Force Report on the

International Programs Office, and
the columnists targeted Barbara
Burns and her staff. The columnists
exasperated me with their general-

izations and extrapolations ("... the

rot has permeated the entire fabric

of the office... Given the attitude of

its leader, how would one expect
the FSO staff to behave?")

The columnists produced one
example of "dozens of bloodcur-
dling accounts of abuses of students

by FSO staff." It would be unfair. I

think, if I failed to speak about the

good things I've heard and experi-

enced about the FSO. Many of my
friends have told me how the FSO
staff went out of their way to help
them. An Asian student, X. wanted
to bring his fiance here as a student.

She was told at the Embassy in her

country that her financial statement

was not strong enough. FSO gave
her a detailed letter, explaining to

the Embassy that she testified finan-

cial resources well above the
requirements.

Then the Embassy wanted a new
1-20. X was tired and going to give

up, but the FSO staffer motivated
him to keep trying and gave a new
1-20, and even offered to send a fax

from the FSO if that would help. X
thinks that he saw a helpful person in

the staffer, not a man, woman, white

or colored! He was going to give a

token of appreciation to that staffer.

There are many stories of sensitive

situations which put the helpful FSO
staffers in difficult position. I have

been to FSO many times and I am
pleased with their treatment and ser

vice.

Unfortunately, many students get

help from the FSO and take it for

granted. This is the time, I feel, at

least to appreciate the individual

efforts of staffers, when FSO is tar

geted by a sweeping generalization.

After reading the column, a friend

of mine wanted me to add her com-
ment here: "Fortunately, FSO has
many female officers. Otherwise, this

article would have talked in length

about white domination in the IPO
bunker'..."

If everything quoted from the task

force report were true, i.e. not
divorced from the context, it would
have been fair for Barbara Burns to

face criticism. But if Barbara Burns is

the problem, then she has to be sin-

gled out, not the entire FSO! I chose
not to talk about the judgmental and
subjective remarks in the column.
However, I couldn't help wonder
ing: can't the columnists have some
positive tone in their attempt to

send a decontamination squad to

the IPO bunker?

B. Vigneswaran
Amherst

Concert review
inaccurate

To the editor:

I was very pleased to see the arti-

cle on the Smashing Pumpkins con-
cert in the Sept 10 issue of the
Collegian. I was glad to see the
show covered. I would, however,
like to point out some mistakes the

person who reviewed the concert
made. Rob Stevens wrote that the
Pumpkins opened their show with
"Zero." This actually happened at

the opening riffs of "Cherub Rock."
The last thing 1 would like to point
out is that Mr. Stevens claimed that

the band's last encore was "Tales of
a Scorched Earth," but this song
was never played during the show.
The final song played by the group
was an extended jam version of
"Silverfuck." And, the Pumpkins
never played any new songs during
their three encores. It was great to

see such a talented band get some
press, but I think next time a con-

cert or similar event is covered it

should be done so with correct
information.

Scott S. Kogos
Southwest
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Black Affairs
Buck O'Neil Honors Jackie Robinson
John "Buck" O'Neil speaks on America, racism and the late Jackie Robinson

O n September 18. former Negro League play-

er, |ohn 'Buck" O'Neil. blessed the
Robsham Visitor's Center with itoriw of an

era that most of us can only read about.
He spoke of players and athletes who have long

since hung up their gloves, but still manage to bring
excitement and joy to those who remember their

legacies. One player in particular who was the focus
of O'Neil's discussion last Wednesday, was the late

great lackie Robinson.

"lackie was one of the most fiery persons I've

ever known." remarked O'Neil in front of a slew of
phoiographers and reporters, "lackie was a fighter."

The fight to which O'Neil was referring was the

constant race obstacles that lackie hurdled through-
out his career.

O'Neil's visit to UMass was in support of the

lackie Robinson initiative, a year-long, interdiscipli-

nary program to commemorate the accomplish
ments that Robinson made in breaking the color
barrier in major league baseball.

Even though lackie Robinson was considered one
of the greatest players the game had ever seen, the

fame of being a great athlete was never enough to

propel (ackie beyond the color of his skin.

"We were acclimated to segregation, but not

lackie. lackie knew that you didn't have to put up
with it." exclaimed O'Neil, as he spoke of
Robinson's will to seek out racism and stand
toe-to-toe with it until he had won.

Humphrey

brown III

If there was anyone who knew anything about

lackie Robinson, it was O'Neil.

O'Neil played Negro League baseball for the

Kansas City Monarchs in 1938. After 10 years,

O'Neil was named manager of the team while still

playing first base. He continued with the Monarchs
until 1955.

In 1962, O'Neil became the first

African-American to hold a coaching position in

uiaji>i league baseball.

Mo Vaughn, first

baseman for the

Boston Red Sox,
makes it a point to

acknowledge that he

wears the number 42
in honor of O'Neil, who wore the same number
playing in the Negro Leagues.

There are many memories that cloud those long

years in the Negro League, but it was the fleeting

year that lackie Robinson played that seems to

stand out the most for O'Neil and other Negro
League players of that time.

"He was an outstanding man... He just played

there one year, but we gained more from lackie that

one year than I think we had all of the years that we
had played," said O'Neil as he continued to remi-

nisce.

He told comedic stories of countless times when
Robinson would break the norm and do something

that was uncharacteristic of the way whites expect-

ed black people to act in those days. That was lackie

Robinson. Always breaking barriers. Always tearing

down walls.

Eventually, all of the overcoming took its toll on
Robinson who died in his early 50's.

"lackie had hair as white as mine now when he
was 35," said O'Neil.

The more O'Neil spoke, the more images he
painted. It was as if he were an old African griot,

speaking of generations past.

He spoke of the problems surrounding athletes

and racism and why no matter how much pain and
injustice he's seen, he still carries the idea that the

whole of people are more good than bad.

"In this country, there's always been more good
people than bad," explained O'Neil. "What I hold
against the good people is that the good people
wouldn't stand up and say 'We won't allow this,'

you let the bad ones run everything."

That kind of idealism coming from anyone of

this generation and time may not harve carried as

much weight and meaning as they seemed coming
from the mouth of a man who has seen the
changes in this country and remembers how
things use to be.

"Buck" O'Neil is currently a scout for the
Kansas City Royals and is chairman of the board
of the Negro League Baseball Museum in Kansas
City.

O'Neil honors Jackie Robinson's legacy.
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The late Tupac Shukur

How many moves are you making?
To all incoming "minority"

(minor to whom?) freshmen
and returning UMass stu-

dents:

You are not supposed to be here.

Your presence at this university was
not requested and it really doesn't

make a difference if you're here or

not. You were not what the forefa-

thers of this institution had in mind
when they established the University

of Massachusetts way back in 1863.

As a matter of fact, if they could

see what UMass has become over the

past 133 years they'd probably all

turn in their graves. But, for the sake

of tired cliches, that was then and
this is now. Not to say that there

aren't still people who don't want
you at this university, but the fact is

you are here and there's nothing any-

one can do about that except you.

Being here at UMass has given you

an opportunity that thousands of

other black people will never get.

Your future starts from today. You
have to take advantage.

As you read this paper in the DC
or wherever you've found the time to

enjoy this fine publication, there are

people betting that you will not be

back in the spring — not because
you're new to this area or because the

36 percent of last year's freshmen
that did not return.

People aren't expecting you to suc-

ceed because it has been ingrained in

their minds that students of African

descent can not excel in competitive

and academically challenging schools

like UMass. Have you ever heard of

the "bell curve?"

It is those same people who want

you to believe that you're only in this

university because of affirmative

action.

How many times have we heard

that one?

In the fleeting year that I've been

here at UMass. I've already seen too

many black students come and go.

No one remembers their names or

even seems to care. Once you leave

this campus, what happens to you
outride University walls is really of

no concern to them. Thai's just the

way it is. UMass is a great institution

for learning, but if you're not here to

learn then you're wasting your time.

The University isn't in the business of

making friends. We need to think of

higher education as a tool that we use

to get where we need to go. Which is

exactly why we can't afford to play

around with this college thing.

This is serious, folks. It's going to

take more than being the center of

attention at a Southside party to

make any kind of difference for your-

self and those who don't have the

opportunity to make long term loot

like most of us plan.

Humphrey

brown III

I've only been editor of the Black

Affairs page for a short time, but the

experiences that I bring from back
home (the deep South) and the need
for black unity and leadership here

are the driving forces that keep me
doing what I do for my peeps.

The purpose of this page is to

inform you on what's going on at

UMass as it relates to black stu-

dents. By "black ", I mean all stu-

dents of African descent (including

Haitians, Cape Verdians. Puerto
Ricans, West Indians, etc.). We've
got to chill on this segregation bull,

and start acting as one. Keep cultur-

al identity, but put away the
cross-cultural beefs and work
together, please.

I also want to include Native
Americans in our struggle for equal-

ity. It would not only be incredibly

naive, but foolish of me to limit the

struggle to just blacks versus
whites. It's a lot deeper than that,

especially when the number of
Native Americans enrolled at UMass
isn't enough to fill a Cooli'dge
lounge. Check the statistics or just

ask Chancellor Scott.

As a member of the diversity desks

here at the Collegian. I work hand in

hand with all the other diversity

pages to ensure equality among all

collegiate students. Yet. as I said, the

main focus of this page is black
affairs. That means you. And what
we need now are more writers to get

the word out to the masses that black

people on this campus have a major

voice and we will make it heard by

all.

The end of 1996, headed into '97.

looks to be pivotal in the future of

black America. As democrats and
republicans slug it out in the race for

America's presidency, blacks are

caught right in the middle. And with

the rise in voter registration among
young people between the ages of

18-25, the future of America is liter-

ally being shaped by our votes.

Whomever we put in the White
House will take us into the 21st cen-

tury. The question is, will the man we
put in the highest seat in all the land

do right by us or put our needs and

concerns on the back burner, as every

other president has done before?

It is every intention of ours here

at the page to keep you informed on

who's doing what so that when the

time comes to pick "the man", you'll

knowwhom to bless with your vote.

Life at UMass can be a good
experience for black students, but

only if we can put aside petty differ-

ences among each other and come
together for the common good of

everybody. Without unity, we are

basically defenseless and are being

taken advantage of by those who
deprive us of the blessings due us.

Those of us who were here last

year will remember the 13-hour
sit-in protest in the Student
Activities Center. Hopefully, this

year we won't have to have another

"emergency meeting" to resolve an

issue of inequality. If everyone does

their part and things go according

to plan, we should be so on point

that others will be calling emer-
gency meetings to deal with us!!

Dig? Stay in knowledge. Peace.

Looking to get involved? Contact

Humphrey brown at 6- 0977 or

leave your name and number in the

Black Affairs boy ai the Collegian in

the Campus Center basement.

Write for Black Affairs.

Call Humphrey brown III or Gregory Casimir at 6-0977

How Real Is the Game?
One Friday the 13th, the hip

hop generation lost one of its

most charismatic, if not most

controversial artists. On that

day, Tupac Shakur was slain.

There are many versions of how it

happened. But none of them matter.

What matters is that another black

man was slain arbitrarily because a

couple of brothers didn't agree with

his lyrics.

This is not to deny that Tupac
wasn't in the forefront of the whole
East-West Coast battle. He was antag-

onistic in his ways, and openly offend-

ed a lot of people in the industry. He
approached the world with an attitude

of arrogance that made him a lot of

enemies, yet perversely, a lot of fans.

Tupac was angry at the East Coast

after being shot five times back in

1994. But that was a legitimate heef.

And even though he cursed and
threatened many people out on his

tracks, the only people that Tupac ever

shot at were cops, and we ail gave him
props for that.

But whether or not we felt Tupac
sold out by signing with Death Row.
he didn't deserve to die over lyrics he

rhymed over beats.

The rap game has seriously degen-

erated into a real life drama where
the stakes sometimes come down to

life and death.

Rap has long since lost its playful

studio rivalry, and instead adopted the

"practice what we rap" mentality. If a

rapper rhymes about gun-clapping,

you can now assume that he or she is

strapped on a daily basis.

If cops just went on a binge, and
just started pulling over rappers, in

addition to finding that twenty bag of

Buddha, they'd find a nine mili. too.

Gregory

Casimir

Back in the day. you could diss

someone's crew or their entire neigh-

borhood, like the classic "The Bridge

is Over" by KRS. and not worry
about (he repercussions of a violent

drive-by.

In the early days of rap. rivalry was
studio fun. You broke on somebody
on one track, then you waited for

next month to come when they

dropped their comeback on wax. But

in the past couple of years, rap rivalry

has transcended its musical roots,

and metamorphosed into a violent

game of "If you talk the talk, you
better walk the walk."

Hip hop isn't just music anymore. It

has become a lifestyle for many people.

It is a medium through which primari-

ly blacks and other ethnic people can
express their views on politics, race,

gender issues and the difficulties of

everyday life on a worldwide platform.

Hip hop is quickly losing its aes-

thetic and becoming the scapegoat
fur black misconduct.

People in the hip hop industry

need to seriously ask themselves, "At
what point did we lose control of this

thing?"

Tupac's death looks like chickens

coming home to roost. The monster
of rap music spawned Tupac, allowed

him to make millions and be famous.

Then, when the monster felt he had
fulfilled his pan in putting hip hop
on the map. took him back.

Tupac maybe be dead to us, but

quite alive in hip hop. You see, there

will be others like him. preaching
similar words. Only the beats and
label will be different.

The rap game has become for real.

Hie only thing that changes now are

the play civ

One Time For The Mind
Go Gorman! Go Gorman!

These are the sounds often

heard at the Malcolm X
Cultural Center or at the

South Side during parties.

"Ya'U don't know how to take us,

because it's like ya'll jump back when
you see like forty of us rollin' up into

the party all deep. People from the

West don't know what family is all

about, Gorman is mad family." said

freshman Hatim |ea-Lewis.

For many who aren't from
Gorman, it becomes rather annoying.

Although I lived in Gorman for the

first semester of my freshmen year,

and yelled those same words, I real-

ized I needed to be in a bigger envi-

ronment. I needed space.

Before I moved to the West, every-

one told me I wasn't going to have

peace of mind there, and that it's like

living in a zoo. They said it would be

like living in the "ghetto."

When I finally did leave, people

automatically gave me the cold shoul-

der. I thought to myself. "What's the

big deal? I'm only going to be ten

minutes down the street?"

"Once people come to Gorman,
there's a certain bondage among us

and it's like when you leave, you
break the bond by leaving us," said

Luis DaCosta.

Allana E.

Todman
DaCosta. a senior, moved to

Gorman because he said "1 saw more
people who looked like me."

Now I must admit there were some
things that I missed about living in

Gorman. The fact that there are only

four floors and that there are people

with different nationalities are among
the things I miss.

"Ya'll see the same people,

Gorman is like a mountain pot: we
got Haitians, Cape Verdians. and all

types. Ya'll have all those triflin'

dudes in the projects," said

lea-Lewis.

As I continued to have this talk

with residents from Gorman, people

went on to say how personalized

Gorman was, and that's where one of

the biggest problems was.

Space. Here is where the West
treats me the best. When I want to

m •oineone, 1 can. When I don't, I

won't. The fact that the environment

is bigger, allows me to socialize with

more people, and live in a more real-

istic environment.

"When I lived in Thoreau. I only

knew two people. I didn't know any-

one there. 1 don't know any other

dorms where you can see your RD.
Here it's more personal; if I have a

problem, I know who to talk to. In

Southwest. I didn't know who to

speak to", said sophomore Adjoa
Edzy.

So what am I saying9 Am I saying

that Gorman is a tighter environment

than Southwest? No. Am I saying

that Southwest is more open environ-

ment than Gorman? Not necessarily.

What I am saying is that there are

different strokes for different folks.

So when you put on your gear to

come to the West for a party, and you

start shouting , "Go Gorman!" don't

forget the people around you will be

shouting. "Go Southwest!"

Sister Choice Speaks
Dear Sister Choice,

1 am a freshman who is trying to meet new peeps

on campus, but every time I see a brotha or sista and say

hello, they just grill me or walk right past me without even

saying anything or making eye contact. It doesn't happen

all the time, but enough so that it's beginning to bother

me. Is it just me or is every brotha and sista on this cam
pus keeping to themselves?

-anonymous
Dear Anonymous.

I know exactly how it feels to greet your brothers

and sisters as they pass you by and receive no response m
acknowledgment for your existence. Don 't take u personal-

ly. These brothers and sisters have issues that they need to

deal with. Keep your head up and stay proud of who you
are Don't stop greeting them as you walk by. because they

may be trying to figure out who the person is behind the

voice. Once they get familiar with your face I'm sure you II

receive more positive replies.

Dear Sister Choice,

I've been in a relationship with a white man for

almost three years. We call each other good friends even

though we are sexually involved. I feel vary dec-ply lor him,

but can't call him my man because of the racial difference

I'm thinking of letting him go because of the intensity of

our relationship. I can't help but wish for a black man to

come along and rescue me. but it doesn't seem like there

are any around and my thoughts always travel back to the

man I'm with now, a white man! What should I do?

-Confused
Dear Confused,

) ou need lo make a choice. This white male that

you are involved with seems like a sjKxiul person, but if

you are not willing to give him what he is giving to you,

then you have u> let him go. He has feelings too. Talk to

him about how you feel about the issues surrounding your
relationship Interracial relationships are hard because vou

are dealing with both sides aivepting you. I knirw that the

majority of the black community docs not feel comfortable

seeing a black woman with a white male, but if this man
makes you happy, go for yours. If you are willing to sairi-

fwe this relationship and wail for a black man to come
along, he may or may not. Decent black men can he hard

to find on this campus, but I know they exist. The choice

is yours. I think you made your choice nv stating the fact

that you wish that a black man would come along and res-

cue you. First rescue worse!f and then see what happens

Send your letters by way of campus mail, a free service

to UMass students, to:

22UH oolidge

c/o Humphrey brown III

Humphrey brown III is the editor of the Black Affairs

Page and cx>m>spoiuicnt H> Sister Choice Sister Choice

not necessarily reflect the opinions or views of the Black

Affairs desk or the Daily Collegian.
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Arts & Living
Dishing up entertainment gossip
R.E.M. signs landmark record deal, outlook dim for Oasis fam

The spotlight is never dark on

the Hollywood celebrities. In

fact, watching celebrities is

some people's life thrill. For

those of you who cannot get out to

California to keep tabs on what's new

with the stars or find it impossible to

read every entertainment magazine,

the following highlights are just for

you.

Well, the big news this week is that

rapper Topic Shakur died Friday

evening in Las Vegas from four gun-

shot wounds to the chest. He was shot

following the Mike Tyson fight.

Canadian chanteuse Celine Dion,

who was recently featured on the CD
Women for Women 2 to help support

breast cancer, was rushed to the hos-

pital. She was suffering from a myste-

rious stomach complaint, that was

eventually diagnosed as stress. Dion

and husband Rene Angelil have been

trying to conceive a baby for a while,

but the illness was unrelated to those

efforts.

In other music news, R.E.M. signed

the biggest deal in music history. They

reportedly will receive $80 million for

a five-album deal. This salary is even

bigger than the King of Pop himself,

Michael lackson.

The Crow 2: City of Angels

opened three weeks ago to dismal

reviews. If you remember correctly.

Brandon Lee. who starred in the orig-

inal film, was killed in a freak acci-

dent on the jet. 1 thought I read

somewhere that the producers

weren't looking for someone exactly

like Lee, but only for a good actor.

And who is Vincent Perez? And he

looks, urn. exactly like Brandon Lee.

Things look pretty dim for Oasis

fans. The group hasn't officially bro-

ken up. but they have cancelled all

their upcoming tour dates.

Reportedly, guitarist Noel Gallagher

flew home to London after a fight

with his brother Liam. Good thing

fans got to see them at their recent

show in Worcester.

Well, it really didn't take long for

|ohn Grisham's latest novel. The

Runaway /ury to be made into a

movie. He will reportedly receive

more than $8 million for rights,

making it the largest sum of money

paid for feature rights to a novel.

|oel Schumacher is rumored to

direct.

According to the British tabloid

The Sun, supermodel Naomi
Campbell has reportedly tied the

knot with her Italian boyfriend. Luca

Orlandi Orlandi is a clothing design-

er, so the two have much in common.

Actors Liam Neeson and Natasha

Richardson gave birth to. a son,

Daniel lack Neeson on Aug 27. The

couple already are the proud parents

of a 14-month year old, Michael

Richard Antonio.

Neeson had to have emergency

surgery in Italy recently, to unclog a

blocked intestine.

Lisa M.

Oliveri

)ohn Travolta recently walked off

the set of his new movie. The Double,

directed by the exiled Roman
Polanski. Polanski reportedly started

an argument over Travolta's belief in

Scientology. Yeah, Polanski has his

religious beliefs in order, he was

banned from the U.S. because of

what? Oh. yeah — statutory rape.

An employee of the hit Fox show

"The X-Files" has filed a sexual

harassment suit against creator Chris

Carter and co-executive producer

Howard Gordon citing, "continuous,

pervasive and ongoing offensive and

unwelcome sexual conduct."

Blind Melon has decided to contin-

ue under another name, sans front-

man Shannon Hoon, who died last

uns

year from a drug overdose. Great —
can't wait. They were so good before.

It looks as though all Sherjrl Crow

wants to do is get her latest album in

Wal-Mart stores. The nationwide

chain has decided to ban her album

due to objectionable lyrics in the song,

"Love is a Good Thing," where Crow

sings. "Watch out sister/ Watch out

brother/ Watch out children as they

kill one another/ With a gun they

bought at a Wal-Mart discount store."

According to Star magazine this

week, 13-year old Yvette Merriman

has vowed to marry Prince William

and her mother has even moved her to

England to help. What's wrong here? 1

used to tell my mom that I was going to

marry Tom Cruise when I was younger,

but she didn't move me to California.

And in more royal news, Princess

Stephanie of Monaco is ditching hubby

Daniel Ducret after he was pho-

tographed cavorting with a prostitute

on the lovely beaches of the Riviera...

sans clothing. The couple has two chil-

dren.

And finally, Newsweek reported

that a webzine fabricated the nasty

quote by Mariah Carey where she said

she felt sorry for all the Ethiopian

children, but she would love to be that

skinny, though without the flies and

death and stuff. No. of course. Carey

wouldn't say that — out loud at least.

Lisa M. Oliveri is a Collegian

columnist.

Athens' favorite sons R.E.M. strike gold with record-

contract.

COO»W STIVI coum

breaking $80 million

Munchie

Specials

Dolphins ^ FBEE V
vs.

Colts
Catch All Your Sports

At The Top!

Lounge Hours:
Mon-Fri: 4pm - 12:30am

Sat: 3pm-12:30am
11th Floor Campus Center

Popcorn

Garvey inspires Spear concert

By Tim Gle«son

Collegian Correspondent

BURNING SPEAR
Pearl Street

Sept. 17

"Do you remember Marcus, the Mosiah Garvey.

Him no ded. Dat man no ded. De man a trod earth

still. Dat man a trod earth still watching his prophecy

fulfill-— Peter Tosh.

"No one remembers old Marcus Garvey," cried

Burning Spear to the Pearl Street crowd, keeping alive

the spirit and teachings of his idol. The show focused

on the spirit of Spear, Garvey. strength, equal rights,

love and peace.

Burning music, burning message, Winston Rodney is

no joke. He is the original dread. Rodney, better known

as Burning Spear, introduced the crowd to the root of

reggae music with a shining, heartfelt performance.

Two hours of live reggae music in its peak form

made for a good time. Dancing from the start, the

crowd heated up in no time and the band was relentless

with their heartbeat rhythm.

Spear started the night right with his tune "Peace,"

and went directly into a truly spectacular version of his

classic tune "Nyah Keith." The tracks just kept rolling

and the band was amazing. The rhythm was kept tight

and the horns heralded perfection.

Spear would burn to the heart of his music. With a

passion that has fueled Spear for the last 25 years, he

reeled out "Columbus," "Creation Rebel" and "Cry

Blood Africans."

They kept the crowd calling for more of the reggae

experience every time with highlight renditions of

"Postman of Africa." "Marcus Garvey and Old

Marcus Garvey." The rasta ambassador finialed with

the pleasing "Happy Day." leaving the elated crowd

with the memory and the anticipation of his next visit.

The 51 -year-old young man remains a reggae pres-

ence. Throughout his life. Spear has faithfully earned

on the teachings of Marcus Garvey — something that

should be taken with the utmost respect and under-

standing. Garvey remains the root of Spear's music

which some may fail to see.
.

Marcus Mosiah Garvey was born in 1887 in M.

Ann's Bay, lamaica. many years before the births of reg-

gae legends Winston Rodney and Bob Marley in those

very same hills. It is Garvey's life and lessons that is the

foundation of their blends of roots and musical mes-

sage. ...

The life and lessons of Marcus Garvey should be

taught, as Spear tells in his track "Subject in School."

Born into poverty and under colonial rule, Garvey

would rise up to be world leader and teacher, gamenng

a following of millions. He did this by speaking truths

and with undying devotion to his culture and his roots.

From street corners to podiums, Garvey sent his

message for men and women to pick themselves up

with confidence and take what is rightfully theirs — a

philosophy that was sent to all who found themselves in

a state of injustice.

So as the Spear says, "Do you remember old

Marcus Garvey? It is impossible to sum up the life of

this man so learn yourselves on the matter and do not

anticipate such subjects being widely taught.

Remember old Marcus and what he said, 'A nation

without its roots is like a tree without its roots."

Another ride on solo road for Mould
By Scott Bernard

Collegian Correspondent __
Two bands emerged in the '80s

from the self-destructive mess which

was the punk movement. One,

R.E.M., has become one of the great

bands of all time. The other, Husker

Dii, self-destructed before they were

able to make it big time. Of the three

members of the latter band, only Bob

Mould has been able to rescue him-

self from the wreckage and legacy of

Husker Dii and move on in directions

which are utterly his own.

Started in 1979, Minneapolis'

Husker Dii seemed to be mure akin

to a hardcore band. Although they

had shown signs of splitting from

the pack well before, the release of

their double concept album, Zen

Arcade, in 1984 signaled that

Husker Dii was more than a little

different from their post-punk,

underground brethren. It was a

Tommy for the '80s, with song

styles ranging over the spectrum of

much that had come previously.

Thus, it was no surprise that in

1985, Husker Dii became the first

major underground band of the punk
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generation to sign with a major label

contract. Unfortunately, after the

release of their second concept

album, and second major label

release, Warehouse: Songs and

Stories, in 1987, the band blew up.

Drummer/songwriter Grant Hart's

drug use was out of hand, and the

band could no longer function.

Mould took his prodigious talent in

quieter directions. His first two

albums, Workbook and Black Sheets

of Rain, were both introspective and

largely acoustic. However, part of

Mould's heart had always been given

over to the power pop and punk

power of Husker Dii. and in 1992 he

formed Sugar with bassist David

Barbe and drummer Malcolm Travis.

In their three years of existence they

released three albums: Copper Blue in

1992, Beaster (also 1992), an EP of

noise rock and reductionist punk rem-

iniscent of early Husker Dii, and

finally, in 1994, File Under: Easy

Listening. Sugar was very much
known for their almost sadistically

loud live shows. Mould called it quits,

however, and dissolved the band at

the end of 1995. His justification for

this was that he felt as though the

band was getting too big for its

britches, that it was too willing to

egotistically sit back on its popularity

and no longer push boundaries.

Once again. Mould found himself

without a band. Or rather, he

became the band. Earlier this year.

Mould released his eponymous third

solo album, writing, playing and

producing it all himself. He felt that

this eliminated the need of trying to

find an interpreter for his musical

ideas.

Thus, in 1996, Bob Mould is one

of the most celebrated

guitarist/songwriters who nobody

knows. Yet his work, especially for

Husker Dii, can be seen as the true

forbearer to alternative rock these

days, the most direct ancestor. The

proof of this is how fresh an album

like Zen Arcade, now 12 years old,

sounds. Neither Mould nor Husker

Dii were meant for widespread

fame, yet their influence echoes

down the halls of today's musical

scene like a cannon shot.

Bob Mould performs at Pearl St.

tonight at 8 p.m. with Rasputina.

The show is 18+. Call the club at

584-7771 for more details.
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Women's cross country owns home meet
football

By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Correspondent

In their only home meet of the season, the
Massachusetts women's cross-country team came up big,

beating out four other teams: the University of Vermont.
University of Connecticut. Boston University, and Central
Connecticut State. LMass' point total of 37 was far ahead
of second- place Vermont, which had 58.

lunior Rebecca Donaghue had another stellar perlor

manee as she placed first out of 48 runners with a time of

17:29. Senior Katie Grcenia finished fourth, with a time

of 18:19, her best on this course. Christy Martin tied with

Dana Devlin of Vermont for sixth place at 18:32, and
freshman Sharon Tillotson came in tenth at 19 minutes
even. Coming in at 15th was Molly Dunlap at 19:40.

Tracy Meugher and Sally Hirsch were 20th and 21st at

19:35 and 19:41. respectively.

The team was very happy with their performance, hav-

ing avenged themselves from a disappointing race last

week. Despite the tough competition they were facing

they were determined to win.

"We wanted it. we were geared to win." Kate Greenia

said.

Having been unsure about the competition prior to the

race. Coach |ulie Lafreniere was especially pleased with

the team's performance.

"They gave an outstanding effort," she said.

Lafreniere knew that she was set with her top three

runners, but had been unsure about the fourth and filth.

The team pulled through, sacrificing individual perfor

mances for the team as a whole Lafreniere was especial-

ly happy with Katie Greenia. who actually led the third

place runner. Leslie Almeida of UConn. for the first two

miles.

The meet was a tremendous improvement lor the team

and for individual runners as well. The coach said that

Tillotson has adapted very well to college life, and she is

doing a super job. Lafreniere was also pleased with

Molly Dunlap and Christy Martin who have stepped up,

as well as sophomore Tracy Meugher, who has improved

tremendously since her freshman year.

continued from page 10

the story in keeping this game close,

and giving the offense a chance to

keep getting back on the field.

"I think it was a very positive step

for us," sophomore linebacker Khari

Samuel said, "it was one we definite-

ly needed to do, and it's finally what

we needed."

The Minutemen linebackers would

once again be the leading tackles for

UMass making some key slops, espe-

cially one in the second quarter

where Richmond had a first and goal

from inside the UMass one yard line

and the Minutemen held them to a

field goal. Senior lustin Reimer had

eight tackles on the day, with Samuel

and middle linebacker Mike Dawson

tallying five each.

"It was a big lesson for us as a

team and individual," senior co-cap-

tain comerback Kory Blackwell said.

"To watch us come together as a

team, we fought to the last whistle,

and that showed a lot of character

and I'm very proud of the team and

everyone. We are slowly but surely

defining who we are and establishing

our respect, which is very important

on the road to success."

For the second straight week in a

row, tight end Erik Henry came

through for the Minutemen, as his

two touchdowns on Saturday and 35

yards receiving on three catches once

again led the team. This senior trans

fer from Maryland has now grabbed

nine balls on the year for 1 49 yards

and three TDs.

"It just happened, it's about time

we got one," Henry said. "This was a

big game for us. To have this victory

is huge. Confidence levels are jump-

ing and now 1 can't wait for the next

game, it's an unbelievable feeling."

Henry would also take one for the

team on the tying touchdown, as he

caught a helmet on his right elbow,

losing feeling for 10 to 15 minutes he

said. However, he said it was feeling

OK afterwards and jokingly agreed

he'll take the injury for the touch-

down anytime.

Head coach Mike Hodges was

happy that his team showed a lot of

effort and poise in not giving up.

"I think it says a lot to me," Hodges

said. "I love this football team, they're

great kids, and they really care, they

care about one another, and they care

about playing to their potential. They

just keep on playing and I'm really

proud of them."

In a game that did not see much

scoring until the end of the game, the

score was 10-3 in favor of the Spiders

at halftime. Richmond struck first just

1:03 seconds into the game when

quarterback Matt Shannon found

wideout Muneer Moore for a 32-yard

touchdown strike. Each team would

grab a field goal before heading to the

locker rooms for the half.

UMass tied things up with 5:15 left

to go in the third, as Catterton found

Henry for his first touchdown of the

afternoon, a nine-yard score to the

left side of the endzone. Henry could

have had a picnic before the

Richmond defense showed up.

However, the credit goes to the play

call. UMass set up in what was called

the "power 1" formation, lining up

fullback Brockington, |amie Holston

and Alessio directly behind Catterton

in a setup with no wideouts. On a

play that fooled everyone, Catterton

faked the handoff, and Henry rolled

out to a wide open left corner of the

endzone for the score.

Richmond would then regain the

lead in the fourth, only 35 seconds

into the final quarter, on a drive that

went seven plays for 45 yards.

Shannon found tight end Matt Davis

for a 20-yard score and 17-10 lead,

before UMass four possessions later

would start their game tying drive.

"I think everybody saw a heck of a

football game out there." Spiders

head coach and former UMass coach

Jim Reid said "I think we handed it

to them, but they had to do what they

had to do and they did it. Good for

them, and they deserved to win."

The Minutemen racked up some

penalty yards (64) on seven mishaps

— however, that statistic would be

much more pleasing than the 107

yards in penalties the Minutemen

averaged in their previous two games.

Richmond was penalized for 50 yards

on seven plays as well.

The defense was the story for both

schools. UMass was efficient only 27

percent of the time converting on third

down plays, while the Spiders were

only 16 percent happy. Andy Maclay

was called out onto the field 1 3 times

to punt the ball away for the

Minutemen. averaging 37.6 yards a

punt. Richmond had to punt 10 times

on the day as well, averaging 40.4

yards.

Another key to this contest was that

Richmond missed two field goals and

had two turnovers, a fumble and an

interception. UMass had only one

turnover, a fumble.

UMass will finally get to play a

home game as Northeastern comes to

town to be their home opening oppo-

nent on Family Day, this Saturday at

12:00 p.m. at Warren G. McGuirk

Alumni Stadium.

Rebecca Donaghue took first place as UMass swept the field in the weekend's home meet.

SPORTS NOTICE
There will he a meeting for all WML/A sports

staffTONIGHT at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 905

.

field hockey

women s soccer

continued from page 10

ond half, cutting its deficit to one only 4:47 into the peri-

od. Rothenberger sent the ball home off a penalty corner

after being set up by Sharon Hughes and Kate Putnam.

The Minutewomen tied the game at 2 apiece with 12:53

left in regulation on Johnston's first goal of the day. Penn

Slate fought back to take the lead at 3-2. when Dawn

Unitiiy scored off a, punafty corner with 9:38 to go.

UMass tallied its third goal of the half to force overtime

with 4:23 remaining. Putnam took the ball near the top of

Penn State's circle, and carried it up Smith's right side,

beating a defender and Smith for the tally.

"It seemed like we were a lot more poised for the sec-

ond half, that was a big factor," Johnston said.

Hixon was pleased with the play ot Johnston and Putnam.

"I think the two of them really had their best games.

Erica and Kate were the catalysts today." Hixon said.

Rose and the UMass defense were responsible lor keep-

ing the Minutewomen in the game, despite ihc first half

•uenctf.-Atlttiored' h> thy1 stYoftg^pli'y'of Arriy titt', the

backs didn't give the Lady Lions a chance In overtime.

"JOttJ was exceptional. From the second half through

the overtime, her decision making was so good today. I

really think she had a career day. She stepped her game

up to another level in the second half." Hixon said.

continued from poge 10

The team wanted to turn the tables

on Hartford, as they have notoriously

been a team to come out fast, with

Kurowski's fast-scoring start being

the catalyst of the win.

"It was great, because two years

ago we had a problem as a team let-

ting goals in during the first five min-

utes, or the last five minutes of the

games," Myers said.

The remainder of the first half was

a clinic in UMass ball control, result-

ing in consecutive comer kicks in the

23rd and 26th minutes. Lightning's

crossing percentage was high on this

day, with Shimogaki and Smith's

scrambling scoring attempts just

missing. The ball, for the most part,

was kept in Hartford's side of the

pitch, leaving the Hawks defense to

watch lverson and Thompson cut

through them like a knife.

For Thompson, the anchor of the

UMass defense, she is now beginning

to get the feel for their offensive side of

the game, too. She is the one who usu-

ally stays at home while lverson and

HI
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Appointment

Not Neccetiory

The Right Place to Be!

Barbers Everyday
Unisex Hair Styling

J3
mlierst

V
I

ftarbers

Tel. 253-1722
40 Mill Street. Amherat. MA
iNeit u> Newbury Cornice)

Hours: Mon - Fri

8 -5:15pm

Sol 8 - 2:45pm

Proprietors:

Jim Reed and
fern Loncrini

burger now
Hiring

Sweet Potato Fries

Lite Weigh Potato Skins

Shrimp Cocktail

Menu . .
Come See

1*4$ $2.50

%&3$ $350
<&?s $2 e>e>

lrtta!//vMtne-valtty.cein

We're looking for people with

pride, who want to be treated

fairly by people who care, to

staff our restaurants.

-Good Starting Pay

-Flexible Hours

-Full Time/Part Time

-Meal Discounts

-Management Opportunities

Closing Rates up to $6.50*

Apply in Person

Rt. 9 Hadley

Rt. 5 Northampton

'See Manager for details

versus
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MULLINS CENTER

University of Massachusetts Amherst

The Return ofCoach Call

SUNDAY, OCT. 13
7PM

$23 and $15

Tickets available through:

Mullins Center Box Office or

413-545-0505

Sponsored by:
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Lynch run up field into the offense.

This weekend, however, she was able

to show off that side of her game.

"It was something that I saw open,

but also yesterday in practice the

coach told me that if I had a good

shot, that I should start heading for-

ward and use that to have some shots

on goal," Thompson said. "After 1

made a couple. I got a little tired. I

just think that now that I am a

sophomore I can go forward, and

Erin respects me a little more, too."

Rudy did let his defender know

that while she has been a defensive

anchor for the backline. they have

not forgotten about her on the other

side of the pitch.

In fact, she was coached to take

advantage of offensive opportunities

that may arise.

"Actually we did tell her to do

that." Rudy said. "We just said don't

stand back and ask for a ball, but run

up front and say "1 am going.' After

you pass the player, get up there and

say 'I am gone.'

It was more of the same UMass

domination in the second half, as

Lynch came up big with a beautiful

set up play with Myers. Her free kick

from over 30 yards out on the right

flank connected directly with Myers'

diving header attempt, making the

final score of 3-0 at the 61:07 mark

in the match. Lynch was in the mix

all day long, colliding with the

6-foot-4 keeper from Hartford.

Sloane Cox, later in the game. It was

a scary moment for the Garber faith-

ful, as she was down for a few min-

utes. However, she got up and shook

it off. making that the only scary

moment for UMass on the day.

V̂ ecuAtij JSietil
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Volleyball splits weekend in RI Classic Mens cross country takes second at home

By Steven Grant
Collegian Staff

RHODE ISLAND

MASSACHUSETTS

The Massachusetts women's volleyball team travelled

south to the smallest state this past weekend, and played the

smallest number of games
possible, as they lost in three

games twice, before sweeping

a match of their own at the

Rhode Island Classic.

UMass lost in its Atlantic 10 opener to Rhode Island on

Friday. 15-12, 15-9. 15-10. Saturday brought Long

Beach State, ranked seventh in the nation, and Brown.

The Minutewomen fell to the 49ers. 15-6. 15-6, 15-7.

but managed to dismiss their annual Ivy league foe.

15-12, 15-15, 15-9.

In all three games. UMass (11-5. 0-1 A-10) fell behind

early, only to fight back in each one to no avail. UMass eoni

mitted 25 errors, more than double that of their previous two

matches. However, despite

entering the match ranked

1 3th in the nation in hitting

percentage (.295). it was held

byURItoamere.m.
"I didn't think we played as well as we're capable of

playing," coach Bonnie Kenny said. "But Rhode Island is a

better team than us.

"Dionne Nash played exceptional. She played very, very

hard and v,ery, very good. She's so competitive. She can

play with anyone in that gym."

Nash, a senior outside hitter, led the way against the

LONG BEACH ST

MASSACHUSETTS I

Rams, earning 20 kills and 1 3 digs, while junior outside

hitter Lesley Nolan added 1 1 kills and 1 3 digs. Nolan
became only the second player in school history to reach

1 .000 career digs — the other is Nash — in the match.

Against LBSU (11-0), UMass jumped out in front 5-3 in

game one before the 49ers struck gold, taking 12 of the

next 1 3 points to win. In game two it was deja vu, as the

Minutewomen gave the powerhouse yet another scare.

going up 6-0. before eventually losing. Even in game three

UMass was up 6-5, but just couldn't pull off the win.

junior Michelle Paciorek led the team with 1 1 kills. For

the tournament, sophomore setter Katie Pearce managed
109 assists, while freshman Kari Hogancamp registered a

team- high 47 digs.

Against Brown,
Paciorek. who ranks 1 0th

nationally with a .440 hit-

ting percentage, had 15

kills and 13 digs, while hitting a match-high .462 to lead

UMass to a 3-0 win. Nash came through with 1 2 kills and

1 1 digs, while freshman fill Meyers posted 10 kills and

nine digs.

Although Kenny saw some positive throughout the

weekend, particularly against LBSU. she knows her

team still is far where it needs to be.

"Our blocking is just atrocious," she said. "We blocked

Long Beach really well, but against Rhode Island we were

horrendous, and that caused some chaos in our back-

court. We have to be better at the net, make less unforced

hitting errors, and block well."

By Jim Cooley

Collegian Correspondent

MASSACHUSETTS 3

BROWN

The defending Atlantic 10 champi-

on Massachusetts men's cross-coun-

try improved to 3-2 with a second

place finish on Saturday in their only

home meet of the season.

The Minutemen (57 points) posted

victories over Vermont (63) and
Maine (93), but couldn't handle an

overpowering Boston University (29)

squad. BU placed two runners in the

top five, including Matthew Smith's

winning time of 24:04 and Bernard

Trommer (fifth place) at 24:25.

Entering the meet, UMass coach
Ken O'Brien knew BU would be

tough.

"BU will be our toughest oppo-
nent. They were ranked 15th last year

and are one of the top two teams in

New England," O'Brien said.

Rounding out the top five finishers

were Thorodd Bakken (second) of

Vermont with a time of 24:1 1, Derek
Treadwell (third) of Maine at 24:14,

and in fourth place UMass' Matt Behl

coming in at 24:15. Behl said he ran

an average race.

"I just didn't have any turnover for

the last mile." Behl said. "1 was flat,

but it was a solid first race for me."

UMass' next finisher was lonathan

Way (seventh) at 24:29, followed by

Walter Stock (thirteenth), who
crossed at 25:50.

Competing in his first ever meet

was UMass freshman Kevin Somers.

Somers finished 24th overall at

2635. on a course that coach

O'Brien calls challenging.

"Our course is hilly and has many

different footings. Runners must

make continuous adjustments to stay

in the race," O'Brien said.

Somers, out of Munson High

School, is one of only two rookies on

the UMass squad this season. The

rookie runner sported a new hair cut

for the meet. After the race, a physi-

cally exhausted Somers explained his

new hairstyle.

"Everybody welcomed me by giv-

ing me a haircut yesterday. They
shaved me bald." he said.

Somers and the rest of his team-

mates will continue on their quest to

repeal as A- 10 Champions as they

travel to the Bronx next weekend for

the Meet of Champions. The starting

time is 1 1:30 a.m.
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Dilbart By Scott Adams
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The men's cross country team took second place in its only home meet.

umass

than<;vo/cc>u*:(;ian

The Minutewomen went 1-2 in the Rhode Island Classic over the weekend.

continued from page 1

The Minutewomen recorded their

third goal similarly as Rebecca
Myers, now one goal away from tying

April Kater and Rachel LeDuc's
shared school record of 35 career

goals, headed in a long free kick by

Erin Lynch.

Myers expected opportunities like

the one she converted on to be abun-

dant Saturday.

"We did a lot of flank work on the

crosses and we knew that there

would be a lot of dropped balls in the

six yard box and the 18-yard box
would be an aerial mad house so we
were just crashing the net," she said.

Meanwhile, the tactical adjustment

affected all of the players, even
Thompson, the team's sweeper back,

who often takes her positional play as

if she's shackled to the UMass defen-

sive end of the field. While fellow

defenders Erica Iverson, Lynch and

Robin Smith frequently rush to the

net, Thompson, as is the nature of

her position, has been known to

spend more time at home than a

grounded junior high student.

Towards the end of last season,

Thompson occasionally broke into

the offensive attack, but has yet to

register a collegiate point. Yesterday,

the sophomore often found herself

deep in Hawk territory, sending

crosses and taking her first shot of

the season.

"Coach told me that 1 had a good

shot and 1 should start heading for-

ward and using it," she said.

The team's least utilized offensive

threat was involving Thompson in

the offense, without losing a step

from her strong sweeping work. With

her help, the Hawks were outshot

20-1. the sole shot being a long ball

by Laurie Duhrkoop that was both

well high and wide of the net.

• Meanwhile, crosses rained into the

Hartford goal box throughout the

match, and were converted by UMass
attackers swifter than Bob Dole
falling off a stage.

The techniques worked on
throughout Friday's practice were

well executed against Hartford, the

team's work coming to fruition in the

form of a 3-0 thumping of their long-

time regional rival.

For UMass, a plan came together

on Saturday.

CHANGE YOUR CLOCK

CHANGE YOUR BATTERY
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ACTIVITIES
Stcfc at see <ene»7 Come and check out

Iota Gamma Upstan. the only local soron

ry on campus Open House at 406 North

Pleasant Street on Sept 23. 24 and 25

from 7 8pm Call Sara or Lauia at 549-

646 1 for more information

The listers el Kappa Kappa f

invite tie UMass women to an Open flush

Dime*. Wednesday, Sept 25 at 5 30pm

Please call Genia O 54M755

CHINESE FOOD KAI CHI delivering

Sunday Thursday to 2am. Friday and

Saturday to 3am

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Trek Few II! If you are interested m join

ing a group with similar interests, then

call Martin O 67003 Startleet

international wand you ' I
>

APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 Bodroem. Squire Village Rest of

month for free looting for someone to

take over lease mmedietery Mike 665

7922

AUTO FOR SALE
VW Gelt M Eic Cond .

120k. 5spd.

sunrf, 0,200 Cat 1413662-2134

ISM Satan GL Hatcakaek 114k

mileage, good condition. F Wheel-Drive.

V .600 B0 Call 566-3497

1M2 Chivy Cavalier Wagen AC

AM/FM. new tires, plus $350 00 0B0
CaH Bruce 256-1215

17 Tef eta Celiea AC PS. 5 speed

Many new pans and fully tuned up Runs

Great CatlfrSV7373 P.350

m VW Gait 82.000 rm. good condition. 4

new tires new muffler. O.100 080 Call

Chnsta Mon-Fn 545-5362

GREAT CAR
IMS Oldsmeeila Cutlass Supreme

Good running condition Best offer Cat

545^3007 or 634-5732

MAZDA SI 323 HATCHBACK 79.000

rm . vary good condition, sunroof tune-up

work just done. $2,900 0B0. Call 549

7286

tSM aVaaea I Wet maintained $3 750

BO 367-0384

IMS Main Reliable, 5 spaed. AM/FM
cassette $90066^8246

EMPLOYMENT
INTERNS WANTED-

(Imp //www takeme com) Need creative

innovative individuals Graphic Gurus

Inspired Writers. Human Net Browsers

For quick cash weekly scholarships

Free TShm . $1,000 Credit Card h*<

raisers for fraternities, sororities and

groups Any campus organization can

raise up to $1,000 by eamng a whoppmq

$5 00/VtSA application Cat 1 800 93/

0528 Fit 65 Quatrtied callers receive t

treet^rml

The Aasfcerst Beys end Girls Club

needs work study assistants for recreation

programs Friday evening 7 9 end

Seeeeey atasmaen I 5 Workers ached

*52S/hr

EMPLOYMENT
buses stop in front of club at 390 Mam
Street Contact Richard Butt 253 3261

Business Opportunity Need additional

income' Want the energy to earn it'

Earth-Friendly company looking tor distrib-

utors Wild organic food, free tape )

800 927 2527 ext 7368

Serine Break!! Earn Cash" Highest

Commissions i lowest Prices' Travel ftee

on only 13 sales' Free kilo' Sunsplash 1

800-4207710

Cruise Ships Hiring Earn up to

$20.000*/month World Travel Seasonal

and Full Time positions No e«p neces

saty For into call 1206-971 3550 est

C50015

ENTERTAINMENT
National Parts Hiring Positions are

now available at National Parks. Forests

and Wildlife Preserves Excellent benefits

and bonuses' Call 1 206 971 3620 Est

N50016

Tropical Resorts Hiring Students

needed' Entry level and career positions

available worldwide Call Resort

Employment Services 1 206 971 -3600

brtjtt»i2

ATTENTION AIL STUDENTS
biHion in public and private sector Grants

and scholarships are now available All

students are eligible Let us help Em
more info call 1 800-263 6495 Est

F50014

•mematieeal Employment - lam up to

$25 $45/hour teaching basic converse

tional English in Japan. Taiwan or S

Korea No teaching background or Asian

Languages required For info call 206

971 3570 Fjt J50015

Now Hiring All Shifts. Closing shifts

available with bonus program Hadley

Burger King Ask tor Tim 584-51 10

New Hiring! Great pay domg odd jobs.

flexible lours, call Andrew 584-8070

FOR RENT
Fridge Rentals Plus Free Delivery 253-

9742

FOR SALE
0AK0TA: Beautiful

Husky/Shepard/Retnever mix. 2 yrs .

female, outdoor dog, needs lots of exer

cise well behaved, voce trained fantas

tic personality playful, sweet, good

natured. great in strange environments

Loves swimming, trisbeet. other dogs

outstanding around small children $150

Nog only to good home owner Leaving

the country call Tara Q 256 6788

FMon/Ceuck Thick mattress 4 cover

Black steel frame Very good condition

$200OBO253T)547 ^___^^
Dove Matthews Tickets. 8 in 14th

row Call Aaron at 546 0562

I Will TRADE -AMI JAM
TICKETS tor 2 tickets to the MAINE show

CaHDan5490388

IN Watt Samsons, Starae Receiver

$75/BO 549 8672

•INBAIL MACHINE Reconditioned

$1.00000(4131253 5363

FOR SALE
Futon, Double frame and custom cover

$200 00 080 548 9728

WATER8ED Oak Queen. Drawers $225

549*412

I have 4 Dave Matthews Tin 0cl4MSG
Need to sell Call Karen 549-5079

Futaa bauble with frame and cover

$150 80 Waterbed, Queen. Semi wave

less with headboard $150 BO 253 5350_

Rat Tailed Boa 3 y>s old 4 5 ft long,

plus 40 gallon tank, needs good home

$150or B/0 Rick 548-9911

SmithCorona Electric Typewriter

w/mem $50/ Rollerblades Women's

8 5-9 -$45 Cat Tarae 549-3994

Basement Sale! Everything must go 1

549-1578

Panasonic Extra Bats Stereo detach

speakers. CD * dual cassette BNew
C0Q/B CJ 6-1910

Bar Sut Peol Table bv United Perfect

condition Includes everything'

Interested7 Call Scott and Dom O 256-

1088

ROOM FOR RENT
One Undergrad Needed: Share 2 bed

room, 2 full baths, ceiling fans N tree

heat/hot water Call here O 549-4089

2 Bedrooms Available in 4 bedroom

apt Northampton on bus route Beautiful

Apt
. great location Call 586 1612

ROOMMATE WANTED
Looking far room in an apartment

Anything on bus line Please call Dan

367 2047

FOUND
Set of Keys in the vicinity of the church

at N Pleasant and Fearing Streets Call

549- 1550 9am noon

INSTRUCTION

Jan Piano Teacher - Beginners to

advanced students Call Steven Page

253 33M

WWW SUCESS.ORG Free business

education from American Institute

Entrepreneurship and Real Estate

Investment Courses Retire rich in ten

years'

Gray Female Uiate Apie lost 6/17

Main St Responds to Nala 549 994 7

MUSICIANS
Guitar Classes Stan 4/10 Rentals and

lessons available 10 wks/$40 00 FTUG

Pad 545JJ579

Blues Jam Tues. 8 OOpm Emerson 1 1

7

Check it out'

MISCELLANEOUS
Froa Discount Calling Cart! (natures

best rates in the country' 171/2 cents per

minute Anywhere in the country

Anytime, night or day Oder toll free 1

888487 4732 Specify EC 1 587

Do yon have questions about your

rights' Do you think your civil rights have

been violated7 Find out' Contact the

Student legal Services Office. 922

Campus^entsr. 545 1985

1 SOD BUSINESS Turn key program Inw

start up cost Call Conrad 584 5198

PERSONALS
Prt»n.cii? Need help7 Call Birthright ot

Amherst area for free testing and assis

tance 549-1906

SERVICES
Computer Consultant Hardware and

Software help Web Page Creation,

Marketing Call Joseph 14131546-0853

Computer Problems 7 Need an

upgrade7 In house service, call Scream

Savers 5490083

TRAVEL

FREE TRIPS AND CASH Find out how

hundreds of student representatives are

already earning free trips and lots of cash

with America's #1 Spring Break Company 1

Sell only 15 trips and travel FREE'

Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatan. Jamaica, or

Florida' Campus Manager positions also

available Call now 1 Take a break'

Student Travel I800I95-BREAK

TRANSPORTATION

Ride Share from Lee (or Berkshire areal

MTVU a 900 classes Call Jason 243-

0981

WANTED TO RENT

Seeking 3 Bar Apartment/ house need

ed ASAP Call 546-6077

WANTED
Mother's Helper South Amherst Early

morning. Car Required. Rates negotiable

Call evenings 256-0076

Wanted 100 Peapla New Metabolism

Breakthrough Lose 5-100 lbs

Guaranteed Cost $35 (80017769503

ARIES
March 21 -April 20
Esprcl a llghttrntng of your Voted this

wrtk m a project mow* into a

dUVirrtt phase Take advantage of

this time to build on a personal

irlatlonshlp that you've placed on a

hack burner Prta provide a tew

laugh* at an unexpected moment

TAURUS
April 2 1 -May 21

A volatile, situation bejpns to calm

down—apparently (or no reason Don't

waste time oo4-*tkmina; a apod thing.

Instead, work to build harmony and

stability, and thla peace will last

longer than anyone expects. Treat

yourself to s lively evrnlng out this

weekend

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

You may be frrlina; s little bit

fragmented when It comes to your love

)U> Don't push yoursHf Into making

a decision you're not ready to make

A voice from (he past has news that

may leave you feeling ambivalent

Everything will seem clearer soon

CANCER
Jane 22-July 22

If you've been frazzled lately, ask

for uiaderstandtng Instead of just

oVmandlng It You 11 he ama/ed at how

many more files you can catrh with

honey than with vinegar A friendship

may be turning into something more-

be careful If that's not what you want

1XO
July 23-August 23

A cheerful family member has Just the

right take on a confusing situation

Be ready to listen and you could learn

a lot It would be easy to overbook

yourself this week, so be sure to build

some relaxation into your schedule

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

Use undersUndlng and compromise

to resolve a communication problem

Your charm and wit won't always be

enough, so use your head, too Look

for as much Information as you can

when It roars to starting a new

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Your renewed energy and vigor may
make you seem overbearing this week

Temper your approach when in public,

but when behind closed doors, go

lor It
1 Your list of accomplishments

will grow at an astonishing pace Be

receptive to some new Ideas al work-

SCORPIO
October 24-Norember 22

Catch up on all your n>rrespondejtce

before starting something new You

could be missing out on something

fun If you're not checking out all your

options. Listen to what a young

person has to lay It could be a great

Idea for you

SAGITTARIUS
November 23- December 21

Focus on clearing up some nagging

financial Issue* Although you may

find paperwork boring. It's the key to

your peace of mind In the near future

Check your calendar to be sure you're

not missing an Important event.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Take the bull by the horns this week

Your raw enthusiasm will make up

lor what you lack In finesse Honesty

Is the beat policy when ft comes to

keeping vour relationships strong, too

Dont forget to do your homework

before an important meeting

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18

An «jtdoor Jaunt Is just the thing

to renew your energy and vitality

Take a friend along, too You'll gam
perspective on a situation that has

been bothering you Open your heart

to a trusted confidante, and you'll

learn scjmethlng you didn't know

about yourself

PISCES
February 19-Marcb. 20

Dont underestimate your abilities

A lazy streak may have hobbled you

In the past, but now is the time to

break old habits and go (or broke.

You'll be astonished al what you can

accomplish Set your goals and then

just watrh others' jaws drop

For Entertainment Purposes Only

CROSSWORD
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ACROSS
1. livestock pen

5. Woody serves him

bear

». Human
14. For eternity

tS. CSN&Y song done in

one take

tt. Proprietor

Olm or Home
ptea(2wos.)

Cohort ol Cant and

Weylon

Gam

52

17

Rates
$2.00

minimum/day

Students
20<t per word/day

All others
40<t per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not

responsible for errors

resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

K
a.
24. Bridge aspen

Cufcerteon

25. Escorted sofoum

27. Thic* piece

21. Atstate. eg
31 King Hussein's

language

36. Oneormore
preceder

37.

L*e the hour belore

the dawn
54. Hop ' (2 was

)

56. Novelist James
57. Type ol cup or table

60. Cutting

62. African ty

66. -Good Times-

actress

66. High ranking

70. Like an affluent

senora

71. Come onstage

71 BM
73. Annoyng insect

74. Curved letters

75. Actor Randal

76. CamJeddsh

DOWN

11 Flannel colour

21. Chits

21 Montgomery's state:

abbr

26. Domain

28. Vkway from ehs) cooky

26.

30
11.

33.

34.

36.

36.

31
41.

M. Bagppe sound

40. Jewels

42. Island seen tram the

Battery

44. Monoski

46. Certain berth

47. Tune and patty

46. Mount Hood's st

50 Of cultural minorities

1. Shnltcry

1 Affirm

1 University of Nevada

e»y

4. Sketches

5. Evening song

6. Esdamation of

surprise

7. Tatters

1 frase defenses

6. Fuse-ado

10. Mother sheep

11. Regarding Q was.)

11 Actress Qwyn

«

46

51.

53

55

57

59

61

63

64

65

67

Graceful maiden

Angered

Tesans'tjes

Like some gasea

Formally surrender

ShrvehngM

Pale purple

-Heaven Must Have
You"

Tschcs

Uproar causers

Items lor mountain

travel

US. spook agcy
Wn and vigor

Parcel

ThaHtngmg
(Gary Cooper tarn)

Long kme periods

Heghts abbr

El .California

"Private Dancer"

singer Turner

Sting

Beenery tare

Jamie Curtia

Ben Bobbsey's sister

50.000 EYES WILL SEE
YOUR AD IF PLACED IN THE

BTOItK!!

< WOULD! UK TO YOU?)

I'VE. GOT AN IDEA
LET'S M)D A BATTERY
&A.CKUP TO 00R PRODUCT

I'VE GOT AN IDEA. U)HY

DONT WE. ADD A

BATTERY BACKUP TO

OUR PRODUCT?

BECAUSE.

OUR PRODUCT

DOESN'T USE.

ELECTRICITY.

'

I DON'T KNOCJ MOW TO

fit ANY 0T THE PROBLEMS

IN THIS COrHPANY MAYDe

I'LL JUST SIT HERE
QUIETLY.

^

MO, THAT WOULDN'T
LOOK r^ANAGERLY.

Ill WAVE TO DO SOME-

THING IDIOTIC AND
HOPE IT LOOKS LIKE

LEADERSHIP.

WE'RE GOING TO HAVE
AN "IRON MAN' TEA/V
BUILD

I

N6 COMPETITION

WHAT A BUNCH
OF LEADERSHIP.

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

REFERENCE BOOK'S

EoEfA

mtflo

Hear Say By Emeile Yang

-w laT ]1H~~5^

Robotman By Jim Meddick 8 Years in Braces By Eric Peterson

Leeld By Roger & Salem Salloom Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick Close te Heme By John McPherson

When my friend Beeber

was 10 years old she claimed

she could hear a radio station

playing music in her head.

Ifshe turned on the real

radio she would her the very

same song. For years she

would hear it

A lot ofpeople didn't

believe her.

Then, when she was 15,

a TV repairman told her that

her teeth braces could act like

a cyrstal radio and actually

pick up radio waves.

I think it's amazing.

To this day.... even

though her braces are off, she

told us at lunch yesterday....

she can still hearjimi

Hendrix's "Purple Haze"

when she sticks out her lower

jaw.

WflCCKRBCRrisON JO<£FVl
CAMPBeu-'btwe -RioeE or
MYTH sesese-aeaaaBaeibbssbbi

UW.JOSMY.THATS
Mi MjJRX. UST

—
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r
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-y

351EJ53 II aaaauJcajwlo.
)

ZJ"*** It H^TMISISMV) ^=
HilRDEPIT"
ITS BARE- BOHED>\

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick

X WORD you &OT into A «=iGMTl
TOPftV

WHAT HAPP&^£D?|t}ARRY WElN
-V3AID I »
Portea unt
A GfSl

•ill* Mt.OW YOU 8EUEVE. IT?) I t>INNp MIS HEAD TO TKE '

&ROOMV WtTM MY «:OOT TtL ME
&AIP X HAD ""WE P6«u«E,C«>tE'
wrrvreR OuAuTy op Aup«?e.Y t=
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• irm "6702 nojecanotiurw com

ZEBCO DIRUGS

HSxKr 99* Jon* McP»wr»o*vr>« 5¥ Una*****1 *»!» SirtOeSSw 9-2S

"These should clear up the condition in

about 1 days. However, if you notice the
slightest sign that you're growing an udder,

call your doctor immediately."

University3 By Frank Cho
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Always Wanted One of These By A. Morse & S. Dumas
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MERGE
When we all work together,

great things can happen.

If you don't start pay-

ing attention, I'm

going to take your foot

and flush it down the

toilet.

-Overheard at Riverside

Mueculor Dystrophy Aeeoetatlon

1-eOO-572-1717

rmvf* ri» "T" aOassW

*

<w "*** ******* ))

Instead of this stupid ad

inns

aasff 3£J802 <s©£>

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 343-2626 let- owerw Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Sandwich
Hot Pastrami on Rye

Macaroni and Cheese

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Manicotti in Sauce

Quarter Pound Burger

Cheeseburger

Hampd
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Pucks

Folded Pita

'en

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Manicotti in Sauce

Worcester

LUNCH
Macaroni and Cheese
Rotini/Tomato Sauce

Red Beans

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Mandarin Tofu

Pastabilities

Meatballs/Grinder Roll

Berkshire

LUNCH
Macaroni and Cheese
Rotini/Tomato Sauce

Red Beans

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Glazed Harvest Ham
Mandarin Tofu

Pastabilities
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• The UMatra volleyball

team went 1-2 in the Rhode
Island Classic. See page 8

for the wrap up.

• The men's cross country

team took second place in its

only home meet. See page 8

for the run down.

JwanL,. ...
opponent* at home ovrr the

weekend. See page 7 for the

story.

• The men's soccer team
travelled to South Carolina
yesterday. See tomorrow's

Collegian for the scoop.
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Minutemen squish Spiders in 23-17 overtime win

By Mike Corey

Collegian Staff

MASSACHUSETTS 23

RICHMOND 17

RICHMOND. VA — The

University of Massachusetts football

team returned from its third consecu-

tive road game
with nothing

but smiles on
their faces.

Thanks to this

past Saturday's come-from-behind. a

23-17 overtime win over the

Richmond Spiders, the Minutemen

didn't have much to complain about.

In a game that requires more than

just the words exciting, thrilling and

rewarding to describe it. the

Minutemen came home at 2-1. and

1-0 in the Yankee Conference.

However, it would take them to the

last play of the game to do it.

With 36 seconds left, it looked as

if the Minutemen would cap off a

brilliant drive for the game tying

score, trailing 17- 10. Senior tailback

Frank Alessio caught a 20-yard
screen pass from freshman quarter-

back |eff Smith and ran it in along

the right side for a touchdown.
However, it would be called back for

an illegal block.

Three plays later, which included

Smith being sacked and throwing

two incomplete passes, he would be

faced with a fourth down and goal to

go. from the 20 yard line of

Richmond.
With eight seconds left. UMass

was down 17-10 as Smith dropped

back in the pocket, with a Richmond

crowd of over 15.000 on its feet.

Facing u blitz coming right at him
through the line, he fired a 20-yard

touchdown strike right over the mid-

dle to the reliable tight end

Erik Henry, his second
score of the day, and the

game-tying TD with only

three seconds left.

"I saw the blitz, and the blitz came
from the middle of the field." Smith

said. "1 saw Henry going over and

his head turn, and 1 just put it up, I

knew he could get it."

Smith replaced junior quarterback

Anthony Catterton with 5:31 left to

go in the game, with the responsibili-

ty resting on him to pull this one out

for the Minutemen.
"1 wanted to come in and do the

best I could," Smith said. "1 know
the linemen were fighting all game,

they were fighting real hard and they

deserved to win this game. Anthony

Catterton played a good game, he got

us where we had to be. All credit

goes to him, and all credit goes to the

line. 1 was just thinking I needed to

make the best of this opportunity to

help us win the game."

After Matt Murphy sent the extra

point through the uprights to tie up

this contest at 17 all. it was on to the

overtime frame, in which each team

gets an opportunity to score from the

opponents' 25 yard line. The team

tallying up the most points after both

UM tactical plan
crosses-out Hawks
By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

Without fail, at the conclusion

of every episode of the A- Team,

with the bad guys vanquished.

Col. Hannibal Smith would light

up a fat victory stogie, tum to the

camera and say "1 love it when a

plan comes together."

Massachusetts women's soccer

coach |im Rudy had the same look

on his face, minus the stogie, after

his team rolled to a brilliant 3-0

win over Hartford on Saturday at

Richard F. Garber Field.

For the majority of Friday's

practice, the Minutewomen
worked relentlesrly on their cms-.

es. changing their point of attack

Irom a centralized spot to one

closer to the side lines, finishing

off their scoring chances when
they

The end result was a trio of

goals, all six-yard redirections of

long crosses, and a resounding vic-

tory.

"Coach was trying to get us to

go to the end line more and have

crosses," Amanda Thompson said.

"Practice yesterday helped out

today."

The Minutewomen clung to

their motif of taking the ball deep

into the corners and crossing into

the goal box throughout the con-

test, and wasted little time in

establishing their presence.

The team's first attack came just

31 seconds into the match, before

many of the 1.071 had settled into

their seats and picked up their

maracas. Tina Lightning stole the

ball in the right corner of the field

and fired it across to freshman

Emma Kurowski. who redirected

it into the net from the goal

mouth.

lust over 12 minutes later,

Kurowski tallied her third career

goal on almost a carbon copy of

her earlier strike, this one coming

off a feed from Sandy Shimogaki.

Before the teams had completed

the 13th minute of play, the

UMass scheme had paid off

tremendously and the Hawks
looked befuddled.

"We basically worked on cross-

ing and finishing all of [Friday's

practice), and that's what we did

today." Kurowski said. "It worked

out that that's how I happened to

get both my goals, on crosses."

Turn to UMASS, page 8

IDANG \o i in I I '.i \s

I i. simian l-.mniii Kurowski scored two goals in UMass' 3-

shutout of Hartford on Saturday.

have had possession wins.

The Minutemen were on defense

first, and. playing as they had all

game long which, they held the

Spiders and forced them to kick a

32-yard field goal, which they

missed.

It was then time for UMass to try,

and time for Ron Brockington, who
has fought through adversity his

whole career — waiting his turn and

fighting injuries — to step up. After

Alessio made a seven-yard run to

start things off, Brockington would

be given the call four times in a row

as this senior fullback powered his

way through the line looking for pay

dirt. On the fourth time, after getting

the first down a play ago,

Brockington ran it in from 10 yards

out up the middle for the score, and

the UMass victory.

"That was just the best feeling, to

contribute to the team and get the

victory, it feels good, it really felt

good," Brockington said. "Our team

goal is to win the last Yankee
Conference Championship (next year

the conference will be named the

Atlantic 10 Conference), and it all

started here with our first Yankee
Conference game."

Brockington would rush for 61

yards on the day and the one score,

while Allesio rushed for 73 yards on

22 carries. Once again the statistics

would be deceiving, as UMass would

only pick up loJ vards on the

ground, as there had been 16 rushes

on the day for the Minutemen with

losses of 29 yards.

The Richmond defense held strong

for most of the day as they stopped

the Minutemen consistently. They

held UMass to a total of only 244

yards of offense on the day. The
Spiders would rack up 283 yards of

offense, with 177 yards on the

ground, led by tailback Minoso

Rodgers' 94. In the air both teams

were each 9 for 26 passing, the

Minutemen amassing 136 yards, the

Spiders 106.

Smith threw for 76 yards on 5 for

1 1 passing and Catterton was 4 for

15 for 60 yards on the afternoon.

Five different raceivHI caught ptMM
for each team, and Richmond's quar-

terback Mat Shannon threw the

game's only interception, as left

Kromenhoek came down with the

grab for the Minutemen.

Though it seemed like the UMass

defeme was on the field for most of

the day, the Spiders only had the ball

for just over one minute longer than

UMass. The UMau defense would be

Turn to FOOTBALL page 7
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Ron Brockington scored the winning TI) on 10-yurd run in overtime to lead I 'Mass over Richmond.

UM shoots Hawks out of the sky
By Jorma Kansanen

Collegian Staff

There was an air of silent anticipation surrounding

Richard F. Garber Field on Saturday afternoon, as

the No. 9 Massachusetts women's

soccer team (6-0, 1-0 in the

Atlantic 10) renewed its rivalry with

the University of Hartford (1-5).

It could have been that the home

crowd of 1 .07 1 was getting psychologically prepared

for another thriller like UMass' 2-1 NCAA
Tournament double-overtime win last season. Or

they could have thought that it was already over,

which it was following freshman forward Emma
Kurowski's goal just :31 into the match, which led the

Minutewomen to a 3-0 annihilation of the Hawks.

The Hartford defense failed to clear this early

scoring opportunity, with Kurowski (3 goals. 1

assist. 7 points) picking out of the air a tight cross

by senior midfielder Tina Lightning. The Hawks

did not even come close to regaining composure,

and began to circle their wagons. They had to fend

off consecutive attacks on goal by senior midfielder

Rebecca Myers, as Kurowski once again came
through with a carbon copy of her first goal at the

12:50 mark, this time scoring on a cross from

MASSACHUSETTS 3

HARTFORD 1

senior midfielder Sandy Shimogaki's.

That score was created by the concerted run of

junior defender Erica Iverson up the right flank,

who combined with her back line mates of sopho-

mores Amanda Thompson and Robin Smith, and

senior Erin Lynch to completely shut

down Hartford, allowing them only

one marginal shot on net. The
Hawks might be wearing the same

colors as last year, but this squad is

not the squad it used to be.

The graduation of three of their top scorers, the

departure of coach Austin Daniels, and the loss . >!

forward Stephanie Chmura to the University of

Colorado, was evident. New coach Mark
Krikorian's squad and plenty of cloudy excuses —
and no real answers — were the result on this

sunny day in Amherst.

For UMass coach )im Rudy, he did not let his

squad take Hartford's dismal 1-4 record to heart

the week before this contest.

"We have had a lot of games where we felt we
were the better team, and somehow Hartford found

a way to tie us, or knock us out of the playoffs one

year," Rudy said. "I take nothing for granted with

Hartford at any point in time.

"[Emma] has expanded her game, and I think the

key thing is that, unlike in high school and club

bail, there are not many balls you can receive for

Free, '<nd you have to make that run to make your-

self open to receive the ball. Those two near post

goals, there are not many players that score goals

like that. Running at the near post and hitting

deflections one time, that is a big time goal."

The Minutewomen concentrated on serving the

ball into the box all week in practice, and it was
apparent that Kurowski's two early goals were the

products of that work. The freshman scoring jinx

never had a chance with tee former Sutton High

supeisiar. as she started last week with an assist in

the 2 -0 win over UC-Santa JBarbara. and a goal in

the 4-0 demolition of St. Bonaventure. The coach

let the newcomers know about the importance of

this game, and the forward came through quickly

and impressively.

"The coach was a little excited all week, you could

tell it was a big game." Kurowski said "He stressed

the whole week how big this game is. and how much
of a rivalry that all Connecticut teams are.

Myers (4G, 8P) continued her assault on the

UMass record books Saturday, as she tied April

Kater in second place lor career points (92) with

her second
half goal. Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 7

Field hockey wins in OT;

Amy Ott leads Lion hunt

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

STORRS, CONN — Mother
Nature held off her attack until the

game was over, but the

Massachusetts field hockey team cre-

ated an offensive

storm in the second
half to put away Penn

State yesterday, 4-3,

on the field hockey
turf at the University of Connecticut.

The No. 5 Minutewomen (5-1)

scored three second half goals to

force overtime with the No. 19 Lady

Lions (2-3), and Erica Johnston put

away the game winner with 3:40

remaining in the sudden death extra

period to give UMass the win.

"Penn State is ranked 19th, which

is ludicrous. They've played probably

the toughest schedule of anyone at

the beginning of the season," UMass
coach Pam Hixon said.

lohnston took a pass from senior

midfielder Kyle Rothenberger, and sent

the ball into the Penn State cage. Lady

Lion goalie |amie Smith, who had
charged out of the net to stop

Johnston, couldn't reach the ball in

time.

"In the overtime, I think we had
our best chances of the whole game.
We really dominated them in the

MASSACHUSETTS 4

PENNSYLVANIA 3

overtime," Hixon said.

Penn State got on the board first

when Tara Maguire, who spent last

year away from school to play with

Hixon and the U.S. National Team,

beat UMass goalie Hillary Rose to

give the Lady Lions a 1-0 advantage

10:53 into the first

half. Sonja Volla

assisted on the goal.

Penn state pushed

its lead to 2-0 with

fewer than five minutes before half-

time, as Julie Spealter deflected

Maguire's shot from the edge of the

circle past Rose.

Rose kept UMass in the game in

the first half by stopping one of Penn

State's strongest scoring opportuni-

ties. After the ball got caught under

Rose, Penn State was awarded a

penalty stroke. Lady Lions' coach

Char Morette called on her goalie to

take the stroke. Burdened by cumber-

some pads, Smith couldn't get the

shot past Rose.

"It's not rare, but it's unusual for a

goaltender to take a stroke.

Goalkeepers, with the all the equip-

ment they have on, have a very diffi-

cult time generating enough speed to

heat Hillary," Hixon said.

UMass came out strong in the sec-

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 7

And the winner is?
Mike Butler and the men's soeeer team traveled to

South Carolina yesterday to face the Gameeoeks. See
tomorrow's Collegian for the story.
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UMass hunts at

home for Hawks

Today Dave
Siljanovski, and the

UM men's soccer
squad look to

bounce back from
their first defeat
against Hartford.

Check out our story

(see Sports, page 8) ^ It

Yojimbo gets

a new master.

Bruce Willis and
Christopher Walken

wow in director

Walter Hill's LaU
Man Standing.

Check out our
review (see Arts &
Living, page 5).

WORLD

Yeltsin's health scares

Russian Communists

MOSCOW (AP) — Amid rising

fears that Boris Yeltsin's health is too

fragile right now to withstand heart

surgery, a top American cardiovascu-

lar surgeon flew in Monday to offer

his opinion. The Communists
demanded Yeltsin step down if he

can't govern.

Russian stocks slid 3 percent on
concerns over Yeltsin's health, and
the credibility of official reports on his

condition crumbled. Terse official

accounts of a basically healthy

patient heading into routine surgery

have fallen apart, challenged by
Yeltsin's doctors themselves.

Television newscasts led with the

arrival of heart specialist Dr. Michael

DeBakey, who will join in examina-

tions Wednesday that could set a

date for Yeltsin's bypass operation.

The top Russian surgeons who
invited DeBakey are now talking

about delaying the operation

because of related health concerns.

While declaring "I'm always opti-

mistic," DeBakey told reporters he
could give no specifics because he

had not seen Yeltsin yet.

Dr. Renat Akchunn, the president's

surgeon, said over the weekend that

the operation may have to be
delayed for up to two months while

Yeltsin's health is stabilized

NATION

JFK Jr. married during

top secret ceremony

BOSTON (AP) — If John F.

Kennedy |r. ever decides to follow his

family into government, the tabloid

paparazzi and gossip columnists have

a suggestion for him: Try the CIA

One of the country's most eligible

and most watched bachelors man-
aged to pull off a society version of

mission impossible He got married in

high style and most of his media pur-

suers never had a hint beforehand.

And it was no small, quickie wed-

ding, either.

Blissfully free from hovering heli-

copters, Kennedy married Carolyn

Bessette in a private ceremony
Saturday, with only a few dozen
guests in a small Baptist church on
secluded Cumberland Island off the

Georgia coast.

"We were on the island at various

times during the weekend and at var-

ious times were escorted off the

island," said Steve Coz, editor of the

National Enquirer, which had report-

ed the couple would marry this

month.
On Monday, the honeymooners

were thought to be secreted away on

the former presidential yacht Honey
Fitz, somewhere off the coast. "|FK |r.

ought to run the CIA," Coz said. "He

really achieved what he wanted to

achieve: a private wedding."

"It was planned out so masterful-

ly," concurred Landon (ones, manag-

ing editor of People magazine. "I

think they just employed every lesson

they learned in the past 20 years.
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SGA Senate elections tomorrow
Polling stations to hit Dining Commons for mealtime rushes

By Raghuram Vadarevu
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Student Government
Association (SGA) will hold its annual Undergraduate

Senate Elections on Wednesday. Sept. 25.

"If students have concerns about the way things are

run on campus, they need to get out there and vote,"

said SGA Secretary for Public Policy and Relations

Peter Kilbourne.

"They should follow up by addressing

their concerns through their senators."

The elections will be held in the Dining

Commons (D.C.) and various buildings

across campus from 1 1 a.m. to 2 p.m. and

4:30 p.m. to 7 p.m
The elections will be held in Berkshire D.C. for Southwest

Residential Area South, Hampshire D.C. for Southwest Area North.

The polling cite for students in the Northeast and Sylvan

Residential Areas will be held in the Worcester D.C.

Students who live in the Central and Orchard Hill

Residential Areas will be able to vote at Franklin D.C.

Commuting students must vote at the Hatch, located

in the basement of the Student Union Building.

Students living within the Greek Community can vote

at either the Newman Center or Hillel House.

See Related

Story, page 3

Each of the polling stations will be operated by an

SGA Election Commission member, who is appointed

by each area government, and a student volunteer from

the Student Council on Educational Research and
Advocacy (SCERA).

In addition to helping pollsters, SCERA's student

volunteers will also register student voters as a part of

the SGA-led voter registration drive, according to

Speaker of the Undergraduate Student Senate Brian

Tirrell.

In this election, there are 63 nomina-
tions on the ballot for the respective resi-

dential areas.

'tHowcver. Brown Residence Hall in Sylvan

and Cance and Patterson Halls in Southwest

do not have nomination:.

Some of the duties of the Undergraduate Senate

include the allocation of $1.5 million from the Student

Activities Trust Fund to student organizations on cam-

pus.

The Senate also has the ability to make formal recom-

mendations to University administration on policy and

education issues.

The election results will be made public on Friday at

10 a.m. in the SGA offices located in the 420 Student

Union.

JAMf S STANlfV / COLltGIAN

Cleaning the pond
R.J.Fijol Inr ofwestwarren was cleaning the silt out of the campus

pond yesterday.

Police investigate alleged date rape in Orchard Hill

Police said yesterday that an
alleged "acquaintance rape" in

Orchard Hill Residential Area was
reported on Sunday.

"We've had a report of an
alleged acquaintance rape," said

|ohn Luippold, University of

Massachusetts police chief. "Right

now we are following up with the

victim, and working to identify the

individual."

Luippold denied further com-
ment because University detectives

are currently investigating the case.

The alleged victim has not yet

decided to press charges, accord-

ing to Luippold.

This is the first reported case of

alleged sexual assault on campus
this semester.

The Department of Public Safety

is currently involved in workshops
on violence awareness education

being conducted in various resi-

dence halls. Officers are also in the

process of organizing Rape
Agression Defense training for

women on campus.

— Laura Stock

Union Summer bridges gap between

college student & union organizations

Peace Corps looks for help

By Daniel E. Levenson

Collegian staff

By Beth McCarthy
Collegian Staff

Participation in the 1996 Union Summer, organized

by the American Federation of Labor and the Congress

Industrial Organization (AFL-CIO). inspired a group of

Five College students to continue their work through

the newly formed Student Labor Action Coalition

(SLAC) .

"We had a great experience this roomer and learned a

lot about the labor movement." --aid Ingrid Semaan. one

of the founders of SLAC. "Labor unions are being revived

and we want to be a part of that, so we put together our

own group."

According to Tracy Tucker, a member of AFL-CIO who
will be speaking at SLAC's introductory meeting, these

five students were involved for three weeks in Union
Summer. They were five of only 1.000 participants select

ed from over 3,000 applicants to participate in this paid

internship.

These interns were able to chose from 21 different cities

across the country to become a part of what Semaan char

acterized as the revived labor movement. Accompanied by

experienced union organizers, participants also -eived as

counselors, sent to worker's homes to listen to their prob-

lems and offer advice as to available options.

Also, interns rallied, protested and distributed informa-

tion about labor related issues, according to Tucker.

"Then' is also the educational component." Tucker said

of the Union Summer training. "We bring in speakei- with

minority backgrounds who talk about discrimination in

their work fields and people who speak about new meth-

ods and ideas
"

"When 1 worked in a jewelry factory, all my co-workers

were Third World women. We were surrounded by sur-

veillance cameras and treated like prisoners and thieves,"

said Esther Song, who will also be speaking at SLAC's

meeting and is a member of AFL-CIO. "I am angry when
I see Latinos and Asians getting mistreated because of

their race or languages in factories and offices Unions

fight that sort of garbage."

ulmg |o Semaan, SLAC will be dealing with labor

problems at the national level, such as bringing out into

the open the conditions that the average strawberry work

er faces

"These people work 12 to 14 hours a day." said

Semaan. "They are not given water, and they're stooped

over all day. It's hard, dangerous work, and they are in the

process of unionizing."

"The labor movement is the place where young people

can make real changes for economic justice, race and

gender equality," said Patrick Sunt, a member of

AFL-CIO and who will also be speaking at SLAC's
meeting.

SLAC will also be active at the local level, although "so

far there is nothing yet." explained Semaan. As the organi-

zation evolves, however, this group plans on becoming

involved with on-campus unions.

Being such a new organization. SLAC "has ideas" but

"we hope to get a larger group to really decide what we
want to do," said Semaan. who is looking forward to

meeting students from the Five Colleges, and Holyoke

Community College, who are interested in the labor move-

ment
Tucker supports this group which is "entirely indepen-

dent of AFL. We're more here as a resource and for guid-

ance
"

"1 know it was only three weeks, but 1 really learned a

lot of. not only problems that the workers face, but also

how to organize events and different kinds of strategies

that are effective in supporting the workers," said Semaan.

Semaan believes that her training with Union Summer,
as well as that of her four colleagues, has more than ade-

quately prepared SLAC to begin an effective independent

pro-labor campaign.

"It's a chance to be a part of the labor movement."

said Semaan, encouraging students to attend SLAC's

introductory meeting on Wednesday, Sept. 25 at 7:30

p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union
Building.

Provost aims to boost academia
Editor's Note: this article is the fourth in a four part

series profiling key administrators and faculty at the

University of Massachusetts.

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

As Provost, Patricia H. Crosson is the Chief

Academic Officer at the University of Massachusetts

She works with administrators, faculty and students on

a daily basis to improve academia on the campus.

Educational background

Crosson graduated from Smith College in 1966 with

an undergraduate degree in histoiv She then went to

Italy attending both the University ol Florence, where

she studied history and art and the University of Siena,

where she studied political science

Crosson achieved her Ed.D. and M.Ed, from the

University in Higher Education.

On the road to becoming an administrator. Crosson

has also held faculty positions at several universities

Before coming to UMass, she was Assistant to

Associate Professor of Higher Education at the

University of Pittsburgh. In 1985. Crosson became the

Associate Professor of Higher Education at UMau;
presently she is I profcMOl ol Higher Education.

Crosson also worked at several UMass administia

tive positions before becoming the provost Aftet leav

ing two directorial positions in Higher Education, she

earned the position of Deputy Provost and Associate

Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs in 1989.

Four years later Crosson became the Chair of the

Department of Educational Policy, Research and

Administration of the School of Education.
Immediately before becoming Provost she served as

Interim Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs.

"I have always been interested in what happened in

public universities." said Crosson. "I am comfortable

and committed to the mission of public Higher

Education."

Personal Perspectives

"The interest of the students, the great faculty and

the commitment of the staff are some of the best

aspects of the University." said Crosson.

But Crosson said that the facilities, specifically the

classrooms, are one of the worst aspects of the cam-

pus.

She added. "Although it is getting better, the

unevenness of state support is definitely detrimental to

the University

The Provost >aid that having higher education as a

professional area ol expertise along with experience as

a faculty member has aided her in her current adminis

Turn to CROSSON, page 3

On Wednesday. Sept. 25, the Peace

Corps will hold a recruitment meeting at

7:00 p.m. in Campus Center room 905

Mike Simsik. coordinator for the

Five College Peace Corps recruitment

office at the University of

Massachusetts, spoke to the Cvllcguin

about his time in the Peace Corps and

the impact it had on his life.

Simsik. a UMass graduate with a

degree in forestry management, was
inspired to travel abroad by one of

his professors who had been in India

in the 1960's.

One day, while walking through

the Campus Center Concourse, he

encountered Peace Corps recruiters

and decided to apply.

He was sent to Benin, a country in

West Africa, where he stayed Irom

1986 to 1989 He worked on tree nurs-

eries that were run by local villagers.

Funding for the operations was
provided by the Peace Corps and an

organization called the African

Development Bank.

Simsik said that he was glad that

he had the opportunity to work
abroad because it was an opportunity

to immerse himself in a new and
vibrant culture.

"You're going there to learn, not

just to share and teach." Simsik said.

With the collapse of the former

Soviet Union, new opportunities fbl

volunteerism have greatly expanded,

specifically within Eastern Europe.

Countries new to Peace Corps volun-

teers since 1990 include Albania.

Armenia and Lithuania.

Peace Corps volunteers provide a

wide variety of technical assistance to

different groups in countries mainly

in Africa, but also in South America

and other parts of the world.

The organization was created in

October of 1 960 when President |ohn

F. Kennedy addressed University of

Michigan students, offering them the

task of working in "developing"
countries.

Volunteer characteristics have
changed between 1961 and 1996.

The most noticeable difference is. of

course, in the numbers of people

actually working across the globe.

In 1961, the Peace Corps had 124

volunteers in the field; as of 1996,

that number has expanded greatly to

6,586, despite recent threats from
Congress to axe its federal funds.

The number of volunteers over the age

of 50 has also dramatically increased,

going form six in 1961 to 527 in 1996.

There have been 824 volunteers

who attended UMass as either under-

graduate or graduate students

Applicants with degrees in certain

areas such as health, math or science.

are much more likely to be accepted

to the program, according to Simsik

"They tend to only take college

graduates." Simsik said.

Volunteers all have health care, trav-

el costs and a cost of living allowance,

supplied by the Peace Corps.

A $200 per month "readjustment

allowance." which they collect at the

end of their service is also provided.

The purpose of this money is to pro-

vide volunteers with funds to get

them started once they return to their

inevitably more expensive lives with-

in the United States

The Five College Peace Corp
recruitment office is located in Room
12, Draper Hall. The office can be

contacted during weekday afternoons

at 545-2105.

comrosv n*ct co««

Villagers and Peace Corps volunteers in the West African Republic of

Benin constructed this well as part of a technical assistance program
offered by the corps.
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Tuesday, Sept. 24

Discussion—The Wildlife Society presents State Deer

Biologist, John MacDonald. to discuss "Teaming with

Wildlife" and other important issues at 6 p.m. in

Hoklsworth 205. Refreshments will follow the presentation.

Info-Social—The LBGA will hold its weekly info-social

form 7-9 p.m. in the Campus Center, room 803. There

will be refreshments and announcements concerning

events for October, including information on the National

Coming Out Day rally. For more information, call the

LBGA office at 545-01 54.

Meeting—The Asian American Student Union will hold

it's first general meeting at 7:30 p.m. in room 174 of the

Campus Center. Non-members are welcome, and there

are positions open. For more information, call the AASA
office at 545-0189. Casino Night is coming!

Meeting—Alpha Phi Omega, a co-ed community service

fraternity, will be holding an informational meeting in their

office, room 409 of the Student Union, at 7 p.m. Refreshments

will be served. For further information, call 545-2068.

Meeting—Circle K International, a collegiate communi-

ty service organization, is having a meeting at 7 p.m. in

room 409 of the Student Union. For more information,

call Aimee at 665-7712.

Wednesday. Sept. 25

Meeting—UMass Film Society meeting is holding a

meeting at 6 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge in the Student

Union. New members welcome.

Meeting—The Cannabis Reform CoaMjon invites every-

one to their first general meeting at 7 p.m. at Earthfoods.

On the agenda: Hiring an office staffer, nominations for

the executive board, and building faculty support. For

more information, call Brian |ulin at 545-1 122.

Meeting—Spectrum, a student run art and literary mag-

azine, will hold its first general meeting for all those inter-

ested at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center. For more informa-

tion, call 545-2240.

Meeting—The MASSPIRG general interest meeting will

be at 7 p.m. in Campus Center room 101. For more infor-

mation, call Leigh at 545-0199.

Reception—The Women's Studies Welcome Back

Reception for students, faculty, staff, and friends will be

held from 12-2 p.m. in room 1001-2 of the Campus

Center. Refreshments will be served, and all are welcome.

For more information, call 545-1922, or e-mail at worn-

ens- studies@wost.umass.edu or http://www-

unix.oit.umass.edu/-wostu.

Thursday, Sept. 26

Meeting—There will be an informational meeting about

a UMass trip to Israel being offered on Winter Break

(Dec. 23-Jan. 2), at 7 p.m. at the Hillel House.

Meeting—The Math Club will hold its first meeting at 7

p.m. in LGRT 152 ID. All math majors invited. Come
tour the new undergraduate reading lounge and meet

other math majors. Pizza will be served for those signed

up in LGRT 152 ID ahead of time.

Friday, Sept. 27

Meeting—World AIDS Day Planning meeting for every-

one interested in planning for the UMass community's

observance of World AIDS Day will be held from 2-3

p.m. in the Campus Center. Check the Campus Center

message board or call 577-5181 for further details.

Correction: Professor Barcey's null qoute from the article, "Professor Bracey
looks to the future" on Sept. 23, should have stated, "Live your life and do the best

you can. Make a difference for the better; and if that don't get you to heaven, then

I don't want to go." The Collegian regrets the error.

Did you know

/hahat every division of GE is either #7 or #2 in it's market?

Did you know

/hahat GE is comprised of 12 major businesses?

• GE Capital

• GE Aircraft Engines

• GE Lighting

• GE Motors & Industrial Systems

• GE Power Systems
• GE Electrical Distribution & Control

• GE Corporate R&D

• GE Plastics

- GE Appliances

• GE Medical Systems

-NBC
• GE Transportation Systems

• GE Information Services

Did you know

/hahat GE has ENTRY LEVEL programs for college graduates as well as

co-op and intern opportunities for undergraduates?

Did you know

/ hat GE is hosting its 1st annual CAREER DAY at U. Mass?

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1st, 1996

10AM-3PM
U. MASS

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

Regardless of your major, if your interest is piqued, we invite you to bring your

interest and your questions. Resumes welcome.

An Environment Without Boundaries

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Campus Police Log
Religious—The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45 p.m. Please call Mark to confirm, or for

other stops, at 253-0361

.

Everywoman's Center—Acculturation Group for Latina

Women, facilitated by Mari Vicente. Thurs. meets from

4-6 p.m. Child Sexual Abuse Survivors Support Groups:

Group 1 facilitated by Sara Elinoff, Mondays from 7-9

p.m. Group 2 facilitator, day. and time TBA. Coming Out

Group For Lesbians, facilitated by Lynne Schachne,

Mondays 4-5:30 p.m. Lifting Your Spirits, facilitated by

Carla Brennan and Diana Dalendina, Weds. 4-5:50 p.m.

Eco-Psychology for Women, facilitated by Carla Brennan.

Fridays 10-1 1:30 a.m. Post Abortion Support Group,

facilitated by Peggy Warwick, Wednesdays 5:50-6:50 p.m.

Self-Esteem & Assertiveness for Women, facilitated by

Carla Brennan, Wednesdays 6:30-8 p.m. Single Mothers

Support Group, facilitated by Amy Rosebury, Tuesdays

1-2:30 p.m. Women & Divorce, facilitated by Ali

Thompson. Tuedays 6:30-8 p.m. All groups offered by the

Everywoman's Center begin in October, and offer a safe

and confidential space. For other groups, call 545-0883.

Meefing--The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student Union.

For more information, call the ARC office at 5-1925.

Dancing—Beginner classes in Cajun dancing and

Appalachian clogging are starting on Sunday evenings

from 6-7 p.m. No experience or partner needed, all ages

welcome. Classes are held in Westfield at 152 Elm St. For

more information, call )o Samelli at (415) 746-9067.

Five CoWege-REFLECT. the Five College Bereavement

Support Program is a student organization devoted to

helping those coping with grief. REFLECT is offering two

free 8 week grief support groups this semester. Groups are

forming now. Please call 577-5516 for more information.

Staff Needed—The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout. Copy, and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 504

Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Support group — Synthesis Center Associate Rebecca

Reid leads an ongoing support group for single people over

30 from 7:15 to 8:45 p.m. in downtown Amherst. Single,

divorced, widowed and all sexual orientation are welcome.

There is a low fee. For information, call 253-5494.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from 1 to 2 p.m. in

the Campus Center. The room number will be posted on

the Notice Board. For more information, call Utama at

256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Discussion Group — "A Course in Miracles" will meet

from 7 to 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting in

September. For more information, call 253-5795.

Astronomy — The Amherst Area Amateur Astronomers

Association will conduct free public solar observing at I

p.m. at the Amherst Town Common every Saturday in

September. Also offered every Saturday this month will

free planetarium shows at 4 p.m in Amherst College

Bassett Planetarium, and free public observatory observ-

ing at 9 p.m. at Amherst College Wilder Observatory.

Every Sunday this month there will be free public observ-

ing at Mt. Pollux, off South East St.. in South Amherst.

Accident — Personal Injury

Sept. 21

There was a two-car accident on

North Pleasant Street.

Animal Complaint

Sept. 20
A possum was trapped in a barrel

at Durfee Conservatory.

Annoying Behavior

Sept. 21

Skateboarders were dispersed from

parking lot 64.

Sept. 22
An individual was reportedly

yelling obscenities from Washington

Residence Hall.

Assault & Battery

Sept. 21

A party in Coolidge Residence Hall

reported being assaulted by four

white males; they were transported to

Cooley Dickinson Hospital in

Northampton.

Sept. 22
There was a report of a fight brew-

ing in Coolidge Residence Hall.

Assist Agency

Sept. 20
An individual in John Quincy

Adams Residence Hall was assisted

out of a stuck elevator.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Sept. 20
A radio and radar detector were

stolen from a vehicle in parking lot

22.

Disturbance

Sept. 21

There was a report of a fight inI

progress from Dickinson Residence

Hall.

Drug Law Offenses

Sept. 21

The odor of marijuana was report-

ed from James Residence Hall.

Health/Safety Hazard

Sept. 21

Brown Residence Hall reported

tampering with its alarm system.

Larceny

Sept. 20
A mountain bike was stolen from

Gorman Residence Hall.

Sept. 21

An antenna was stolen from park-

ing lot 44.

Sept. 22
A computer was reported missing

from Johnson Residence Hall.

Liquor Law Violations

Sept. 20
Alcohol was confiscated from

underage parties in parking lots 49

and 21.

Alcohol was dumped from an

underage possessor in parking lot 45.

Alcohol possessed by an underage

party in Butterfield Residence Hall

was dumped.

Lost/Found Property

Sept. 21

A wallet found on Russell Street

was returned to its owner.

Sept. 22
A 5-speed bicycle was found on

University Drive.

Motor Vehicle Theft

Sept. 20

A motor vehicle was stolen from

the Campus Center Garage.

Open Window/Door

Sept. 22
There was an attempt to secure a

door in Bartlett Hall.

Sex Offenses

Sept. 22
Detectives from CDU are investi-

gating an alleged "acquaintance

rape" in Orchard Hill Residence

Area.

Suspicious Person/Activity

Sept. 21

leffery D. Desmarais, 20. of 49

Ames Ave., Chicopee. was arrested

on a warrant for trespassing.

Traffic Stop

Sept. 21

Robert C. Daley, 21, of 21

Woodhaven Dr., North Andover. was

stopped on Governors Drive and

arrested for operating under the

influence of liquor, driving outside of

marked lanes, speeding and not hav-

ing his license in possession.

Sept. 22
lames M. Binary. 21, of 50

Lennox Rd.. Peabody, was stopped

on University Drive and arrested for

operating under the influence of

liquor and having a forged/misused

registry of motor vehicles docu-

ment.

Vandalism

Sept. 22
Graffiti was found in Van Meter

Residence Hall.

Graffiti was found in Pierpont

Residence Hall. _ _
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A MUSICAL EVENING WITH A 20TH CENTURY MAN

R/IYDjWIES
(of The Kinks) in

THE STORYTELLER
The Godfather of British Rock & Roll

September 25-29

Tickets: $25 - $35

$5 off with college I.D. for 9/25 show

Box Office: 413-298-5576

at the Berkshire Theatre Festival

Main St. - Stockbridge

(just an hour west on the Mass Pike)

OfNSTRUCTINfe
YOUR FUTURE? p)

BUILD YOUR RESUME.
Come learn how you can build your resume with The Walt Disney World* College Program. You'll be able to

earn college recognition or credit while gaining the experience of a lifetime! This is a unique opportunity to

enhance your resume with the Disney name.

Representatives will be on campus to answer all your questions concerning the Walt Disney World*

College Program.

Interviewing: All Majors! Positions available throughout theme parks and

resorts: Attractions. Food « Beverage, Merchandise, Ureguardlne. and

many others! Ask the Disney Representative about special opportunities

Ibr students fluent in Portuguese.

Presentation Date; Sept. 25, 1996

Time; 7:00 pjn.

Location; 231 Herter Hall

For More Information Contact. Jeff Silver

(415) 545-6267

Abo visit in at Orlando Sentinel Onane on AOL using keyword

•Otaney Jobs* or www.Cai*efMoiafccom/an/wdw/wdwUitinl
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The following is a list of candidates running for office in the Undergraduate
Student Senate. The elections will be held on Wed. Sept. 25 from 1 1 a.m. to 2 p.m.

and 4:50 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Ctntral Re«id*ntiaJ Are*
Bakwr RMkkrKw Haiti Dan Kitimdgc. Craig Holland, Jared Breoslin
Gorman Residence Hall: Shawn RoMnaon
Van Meier Residence Halls Mary H. Barrot
At Large: Siacey Shackford, Ken PfceoHe, Bmilie Codega. fame* Bertoger, JuaUn A. Rah

Northeart Residential Area:
At Urge: Michael Ciulla, Ua Wong, Jennifer Keller, Erica Mcintire, Gregory ThureU, Edwin Seah, Nicole Morris

Orchard Hill Residential Area;
Dickinson Residence Hall. Nirav Paid
Held Residence Hall: Avi Khanna, Sean Marien
Grayson Residence Hall: Stephanie Parenti, Claudia Danielle Ricker
Webster Residence Hall: Cindy Gargano, R, J. Lemur

Sylvan Residential Area:

Brown Residence Hall: Norn;
Cashin Residence Hall: Bob Sullivan, Matt Confronti
McNaraara Residence Hall: Philip Milson
At Large: Jennifer Brown

Southwest Residential Area:

John Adams Residence Hall: Gregory Lozier, Emily Livingston, Jennifer Casawnto, Brian McManius, William
Serwetnwn, Takeisha 0. Wilson
John Q. Adams Residence Hail: Sabrina Sherman, Stephen W. luszcz, Natoya Madden
Cane* Residence Hall: None
Coolidge Residence Hall: Joiyon Yates, Tom Singleton, Athalia Raquel Gonzalez
Kennedy Residence Hall: Jenn Corbett, Malwin Davila, Paul R. Ferro

Patterson Residence Hall: None
Washington Residence Hall: Amy Delaney, Claudette Thyme
At Large: Catherine Mahoney, Allison Muaphey, Amy Pellegrino, Tom Sladowski, Monique DelaOz, Lisa Cook,

MattConforri

Off-Campos Commuter Area and Extra Residence On- Campus: Allison Murphy, Sky Wilber, Sarah E. Mikulis,

Kreg Espinola, James Simpson, Neil P. Collins, Colin McHugh, Brian Entler, Fabio Pari-Di-Monriva, Ramy A Eid.

Bill Ramsey, Sophy Pich

-Raghuram Vadarevu
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Look Out!
Paul Sheahan, a freshman biology major, burns off some steam practicing kickflips yesterday near the

Fine Arts Center.

Thousands fear new immigration bill

Crosson By Melissa B. Robinson

Associated Press

continued from page I

trative position.

Crosson said that she enjoys
working with the Deans and
Administrators. "We do our best

to support the faculty, students
and staff," said Crosson.

"One of the worst aspects of my
job is the frustration of wanting and

at times needing to do more than

energy or the resources will allow,"

said Crosson.

"When I leave UMass, I would
like to leave a better place for stu-

dents to learn at the every level. I

would also like to provide a more

take Kaplan
and get into the

right school.

<SE* (22#J>

1

Highly trained, expert teachers who
Know the tests inside and out.

Personalized, computerized study

plans, tailored to your individual

needs

Proven methods, guaranteed to

raise your score.

the iaadar In tMt prep and
admissions counseling.

KAPLAN
1 800-KAP TEST

supportive environment for the fac-

ulty,* said Crosson.

She added that she wants more
external recognition for UMass from

the President's office [of UMass] the

Board of Higher Education and the

Board of Trustees.

Duties

As the Chief Academic Officer,

Crosson reports directly to the

Chancellor.

Also, she works with the manage-

ment of the schools and colleges

making decisions concerning
resources, selection of faculty and
tenure.

"I enjoy working with the facul-

ty," said Crosson. "Some one needs

to work within the collective sense

of the faculty."

Another major aspect of the

Provost's job is to supply support

services for student and faculty.

Academic Program Review ^,
The Academic Program Rsvicw

(APR) was a comprehensive docu-

ment which evaluated each academ-

ic department at UMass. The depart-

mental profiles which resulted from
the evaluations were then taken into

consideration for possible changes

to better the departments.

The academic departmental
changes of the APR will take place

over the next five to six years.

"Working with a variety of peo-

ple, the Provost is essential to the

basic components of the

University." said Chancellor David

K. Scott last semester at Faculty

Senate, in reference to Crosson's

BURGER NOW
2kW Hiring

We're looking for people with

pride, who wont to be treated

fairly by people who care, to

staff our restaurants.

-Good Starting Pay
-Flexible Hours

-Full Time/Part Time
-Meal Discounts

-Management Opportunities

Closing Rates up to $6.50*

Apply in Person

Rt. 9 Hadley

Rt. 5 Northampton

*5ee Manager for details

APR.
"Much of the hard work which

resulted from the APR, like the

departmental profiles, will be updat-

ed regularly," said Crosson, "Which
will allow for more efficient

resource allocation and departmen-

tal changes."

In regard to students, Crosson
said, "Be ambitious! Take courage,

spend your time and energy well and
prepare for the future."

Professional experience

Crosson has published a series of

monographs, chapters and articles

on the subject of higher education

over the past twenty years. She has

been published in The Encyclopedia

of Higher Education (Oxford), The
Review of Higher Education
(Winter), and Achieving Quality
and Diversity: Universities in a

Multicultural Society (MacMillan),

as well as several others.

Presently Crosson is studying the

impact of the European Union on
higher education in the member
countries. Sabbatical research was
done in the summer and fall of 1992
and 1993. The results are now being

prepared for publication with con-

tinuing research in the member
counties during the summer.

Also, Crosson is studying the

state and system level restructur-

ing of higher education in the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

She is working on a chapter for

the |ossey Bass book on mergers
and restructuring in higher educa-

tion. 3

WASHINGTON — Twenty years ago. Rat ha Yem
was starving in a Cambodian labor camp. His parents

were dead, and he feared his Khmer Rouge captorv
thinking him an intellectual, would murder him at any

time.

Today. Yem. a father of six. works for the

Massachusetts' attorney general and is a leader of the

Cambodian community in Lowell. Having achieved suc-

cess, he wants to bring his youngest brother from
Cambodia to study. But he couldn't under the latest

Republican immigration reform bill pending in

Congress.
"1 never once received welfare," Yem said. "1 put

myself through school by working, and I intend to do the

same thing to bring my brother, just to be with me.

[He's] not going to be a burden to our system."

Yem, now a citizen, is among tens of thousands of

legal immigrants, refugees and naturalized citizens in

New England expected to be affected by the latest

Republican proposal in Congress to curb immigration.

Much of the congressional debate has centered on

stopping illegal immigrants from sneaking across U.S.

borders, using fraudulent documents to get jobs and tak-

ing advantage of welfare programs, schools and other

services.

But legal immigrants and refugees also stand to lose

under the new federal welfare law and the pending COP
immigration bill, which is hung up over the question'uf

barring illegal aliens' children from public school.

Supporters of restrictions on legal immigration argue

that it makes little sense to battle illegal immigration in

isolation. Legal immigration is at record levels, except

for a brief period near the turn of the century, and com-
munity schools, roads and hospitals, welfare, and other

forms of aid and services all are overburdened by the

influx of newcomers, whether or not they arrived legally,

they say.

"It's just too much, too fast." said Dan Stein, executive

director of the Federation for American Immigration

Reform, which supports a moratorium on legal immigration.

From 1991-94 alone, more immigrants came here —
4.5 million — than during the entire span of the '70s,

according to the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization

Service. The total is also twice the number who came
from 1981-84.

In southern New England, more than 35.000 immi-

grants came during fiscal 1994 alone, according to the

INS. Of those, about 22,900 planned to live in

Massachusetts, 9,500 in Connecticut and 2,900 in

Rhode Island. Another 5,000 people were admitted as

refugees, nearly 80 percent of whom settled in

Massachusetts.

The GOP immigration bill goes beyond the restric-

tions on legal immigrants in welfare law. Advocates for

immigrants warn that it will plunge people into poverty,

keep families apart and, moreover, destroy protections

against employment abuse and discrimination that were
included in earlier bills.

"This bill will do more harm than good." said Sen.

Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.). who helped craft an ear-

lier Senate version but opposes the latest GOP measure.

Under welfare reform, legal immigrants and refugees

who have been here more than five years lose food
stamps and Supplemental Security Income, which pro-

vides cash payments to the elderly, blind and disabled.

SSI benefits are $587 a month for the elderly, $572 a

month for the disabled and $608 per month for the

blind. Payments are lower for beneficiaries who do not

have to pay housing costs.

"Many of these people are ill, some are in nursing

homes, it would have a devastating impact," said Muriel

Heibcrger, executive director of the Massachusetts
Immigrant & Refugee Advocacy Coalition.

Bui under the immigration bill, legal immigrants could

be deported for using more than \2 .inonjtjyi o/ almost

any kind of needs-based assistance during their first

seven years here. Such assistance could include child

care, veterans' benefits, low-income heating aid. prenatal

care and even English as a Second Language or job

training classes that are based on need and funded in

part by local, state or federal money.
Refugees would not be deported, although those here

for more than five years still lose SSI and food stamps.

Exemptions are also made for persons either too physi-

cally disabled to work or so mentally disabled that they

require continuous institutionalization.

Another provision — the one that would scuttle

Yem's plan — would limit legal immigration by setting

income requirements for sponsors of new immigrants.

To bring over a spouse or minor child, sponsors would
have to earn 1 40 percent of the poverty level. That jumps

to 200 percent to sponsor other relatives, a requirement

that comes out to nearly $32,000 for a family of four.
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FREE THE PRESS
WRITE FOR COLLEGIAN NEWS.
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ALL POTENTIAL NEWS WRITERS: YOU OUST COME TO THE GENERAL WTER-

EST MEETING IN THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE THIS AFTERNOON AT Z P.M., U3

CAMPUS CENTER (BASEMENT!

t YOU ARE UNABLE TO MAKE THIS MEETING AT THE GIVEN TME, PLEASE
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FAR EAST MID EAST
Asian noodle soups, Arabian delights

salads & stir-fries salads & sandwiches

63 Main St. 31 Boltwood Walk

253-9200 253-9299

(KMP Delivery Express
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The character of politics

With the political conventions just behind us

and the presidential election around the cor-

ner, the general public has to be wondering
what weight, in this world of apathy, quality of charac-

ter carries in the grand scheme of things. What quali-

ties, if any, make some candidates electable and others

not?

Bill Clinton is the clear-cut favorite to

win at the polls this November, despite a

line of apparent character flaws which
one would think would all but eliminate a

candidate from serious contention. While

perfection in a presidential candidate is

all but unobtainable, what we see in

Clinton falls far short even of respectabil-

ity.

Is Clinton as bad as he is made out to

be? To answer such a question is difficult

for me (or any casual political observer)

because I do not know the man personal-

ly. What I know of him is chopped up, rehashed and
presented by a media which I irust as much as your

average politician.

To say that Mr. Clinton is bad would be a grave injus-

tice to both him and the political system. To say that he.

at times in his life has been known to make mistakes is

quite a bit more accurate. What then, separates him
from you or me? Show me a person who has no skele-

tons in their closet and I'll show you a liar.

Ever since he became involved in his first presidential

primaries. Clinton's personal life has been scrutinized.

Remember Gennifer Flowers? When word came out he-

was able to dodge the Vietnam War and didn't inhale

that puff of marijuana he had in his mouth, his critics

grew claws and fangs, working to rip the political meat
from the skeleton of his past. Little did they know that

he would become more and more popular in the eyes of

the electorate public as the dogs tried to gnaw at his

character.

Since winning the election of 1992 with a measly 45
percent of the vote Clinton has steadily become more
and more popular. Even through Travelgate and
Whitewater he has emerged with an approval rating

country has really taken to William Jefferson Clinton.

Now, as that popularity is tested at the polls, it seems
that he has something that his main competitor lacks.

Personality.

Yes, it is time to make the distinction between char-

acter and personality. Character is what makes others

respect you. Personality is what makes people like you.

As we have seen in the case of President

Clinton, you need not be of exemplary
character to be liked, and Bob Dole will

tell you that character isn't all it's

cracked up to be.

About as warm and fuzzy as a Brillo

pad, Dole yearns for the thing that is giv-

ing Clinton his popularity. In Dole, we're

talking about a man who served his coun-

try in the World War II, and was dealt an

irreparable injury. We're talking durabili-

ty, dependability and determination.
We're talking about character. We're

talking about a perfect pre-Watergate presidential can-

didate. We're talking about ancient history.

Since that watershed date, Americans have grown
accustomed to politicians who can't exactly be equated
with wholesomeness. In fact, I think shadiness has

become a prerequisite for the position of president.

The way the public now sees politics, any qualities that

might fall under the heading of character can practical-

ly be negated at the polls.

At the Republican National Convention. Bob
Dole tried to play up his character, not realizing

that such a focus could have little positive impact
for his campaign. Knowing that the guy just doesn't
have personality, they had little choice in the mat-
ter. Because Dole doesn't have any other cards to

play besides the two of dubs we know as character,

he stands little chance of even contending in the

race.

Meanwhile the Clinton train keeps on chuggin' along,

loaded. up with lots of excess baggage powered by the

thing we call personality. True it may be a long ride, but

considering the fact that Dole's pushing his own train,

it appears the race may already be over.
that is higher than ever. Surprising as it may seem, this Mark McGrath is a Collegian columnist

Optimize me, Chancellor Scott

Michael

Elliot

Chancellor David K. Scott has plenty to say
these days on the role of a Land Grant
University — after all, that what's the

University of Massachusetts is; an institution designed
to satisfy the economic and intellectual needs of the

commonwealth at a affordable (or no) cost.

For this University to justify its existence within a

state that has traditionally thrived upon private educa-
tion, it must provide a diverse array of students with
extraordinary options and guidance. This means, the

school must employ a sizable, distinguished and acces-

sible faculty to assist those who have the will, but not
the direction to seriously engage the college experi-

ence.

Unfortunately, this columnist is not

convinced that Scott shares these ideals;

specifically, that one of the essential

functions of this school is undergradu-

ate advising.

Within his newly finalized Strategic

Action Plan, Scott will oversee the elimination of
approximately 40 faculty members, this year alone,

mostly through an early retirement incentive program.
Additionaly. the University has only filled 50 percent

of these vacated faculty positions — an easy way to

eliminate professors without firing them outright.

The Chancellor says that, with a reduced payroll, the

University will have the financial leeway to invest in

needed campus improvements and outreach programs.
So, we're downsizing, right Mr. Chancellor? No, he

responds, we're 'optimizing."

Maybe for an accountant in Whitmore, perhaps, but
not from the student perspective.

This University barely survived a mass exodus of fac-

ulty during the budget crisis years of 1988-92. We
cannot sustain another round of layoffs and pressured
early retirements.

The reasons are so obvious they hardly require elab-

oration.

While many of this University's weaknesses are

either exaggerated or non-existent, Scott himself can
not deny that the faculty-to-student ratio is

deplorable. The continued escalation of this figure will

only result in larger class sizes and fewer office hours

available for personal advising.

Scott points to the revamped University Advising
Center and the new residential program for undeclared
freshman, "Universe through the University," as solu-

tions.

While these represent steps in the right direction,

they say nothing about the simple reality that this

University needs more professors.

Is it a simply matter of finance? Are we bound to the
same fate of corporations, such as AT&T and General
Motors who, over the past decade, had to relieve their

payrolls of tens of thousands of workers because, as
the executives said, their companies were headed
towards certain collapse.

Unlikely.

While Scott says that UMass can not
afford more faculty at this time, the
University is simultaneously embarking
on some significant capital expendi-
tures, which may result in five new

buildings on campus.

Even more frustrating, the administration seems
convinced that private sources of funds will bring us
all financial stability.

Granted, for the time being, "Campaign UMass,"
works for the University. If it succeeds, the state will

match the $125 million which the administration wii!

raise from independent donors, over five years.

We should be careful, however, not to assume that

the state has. finally — without exception in any one
branch, legitimated the importance of this University
within the commonwealth by offering it consistent
funding.

The state is essentially reminding the University that

public support for higher education is still in doubt. To
survive. UMass must become less dependent on the
state's taxpayers and more dependent on the good will

of cash-loaded corporations.

A precarious solution. Chancellor Scott, no doubt.
The focus of this or any plan of action for the future

should be on the students — and the faculty who make
our education possible, not the quasi-privatization of
our funding sources (and commitments).

Michael Elliott is a Collegian Columnist

Letters to the Editor

Valuable show
cancelled

To the editor:

If you happened to be watching
television last Saturday night (Sept.

21), you might have seen the very

last episode of "America's Most
Wanted" ever. During the nine years

it has run, the show has led to the

capture of 431 fugitives and the loca-

tion of 20 missing children. Its host.

John Walsh, has founded the Adam
Walsh Foundation for missing chil-

dren and has testified before
Congress several times advocating
bills for victims' rights and stricter

prison sentences for violent crimi-

nals.

Why would the Fox television net-

work cancel a program like this but

continue to broadcast garbage like

"Ricki Lake," "Gordon Elliot" and
"Melrose Place" to name a few? Did
it get bad reviews? Were its ratings

low? Maybe, but if enough people
were watching it all over the country

to recognize those profiled on the
show, wherever they were hiding out.

then there must be a lot more people
tuning in to this show than any of the

critics or executives at the Fox net-

work realize.

I think Fox made a big mistake,
and I think they should put the show
back on as soon as possible or risk

being flooded by mail from viewers

across the U.S. If anyone knows of or

where to get the station's address or

email account number, please write

in to the Collegian so that it may be

made available.

Mike Murphy
Northeast

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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The first cartoonist

Mike

Luckovich

I
feel Bill's plane.

Using my considerable influ-

ence, I was able to secure a

place aboard Air Force One this week,

after only two years of begging.

Fourteen seats on the plane rotate

regularly throughout the press corps

that travels with the president. Some
journalists have been making these

campaign jaunts with various presi-

dents for a decade or more.

The White House wasn't sure what

to do with me. They'd never had a car-

toonist aboard before. But Tuesday,
here I am at Andrews Air Force Base

outside Washington, seated in the

plane and waiting for an 8:30 a.m.

departure to Kansas
City and then St.

Louis.

I have the same
feeling I had when
sneaking into the

movies as a kid. I sit in the back row,

periodically stroking my lush leather

seat. A Newsweek photographer sit-

ting next to me tells me I can pick a

movie, any movie from a large menu
by requesting it on the phone next to

my seat.

"Something funny." I thought, fig-

uring it would be funny to have
Rumble in the Bronx, a Jackie Chan
martial arts movie playing on Air
Force One. I got my movie.

20 minutes into the flight a presi-

dential aide interrupts Jackie and
invites me up to the front of the plane.

1 step into a good-sized office with a

large wooden desk, with President

Clinton behind it. I'm in the airborne

equivalent of the Oval Office.

So what do I say?

I tell him about Rumble in the
Bronx playing in the cabin.

"Oh yeah. A Jackie Chan movie.
Did you know he has a new one out?"

"No," I admit. I'm amazed that this

guy who could probably recite the fed-

eral statuates for drainage ditch place-

ment knows about Jackie Chan movies

too.

I am nervous — not only because

I'm meeting the president but also

because 1 want to give him a just-

published book of my cartoons. The
cartoon on the cover shows an aide in

the White House telling Clinton,
"More bad news. The bloody glove fits

Hillary."

Handing over the book, 1 tell him I

hope he has a good sense of humor.
But when he looks at the cover, he
laughs, roars, really.

Whew! Then I ask a favor: "Mr
President, would you consider doing a

drawing of yourself. Ronald Reagan
did a caricature of himself and look

what happened to him — he got a sec-

ond term."

Clinton smiles, but makes no
promises.

Then Germany's
Helmut Kohl called.

Clinton, not me. An aide

starts to boot me out,

but Clinton says, "He
can stay."

So I say. "Sketching Clinton with
his half glasses perched on his nose,

chatting with Kohl. I don't dare stop

sketching, because I'm afraid I'll get

kicked out. Finally, I have to leave

because the plane is landing. Clinton,

still on the phone, gestures to me to

show him what I was drawing and
laughs at the caption: "So Helmut,
tell me about der weinersnitzel."

Back in my seat in the rear bowels
of the plane I realize I haven't said

goodbye.

Grounded in Kansas City.

Once we land, the president and the

press corps travel in a motorcade. In

the front of the motorcade are city

cops on motorcycles. Then two presi-

dential limos. . . so that no one knows
which one the president will be in.

Then a big black suburban known as

the Battle Wagon. Inside is the CAT.
or Counter Attack Team,
muscle-bound guys dressed in black

with Flak jackets loaded up with
impressive automatic weapons. They
look like Rambo's carpool.

Then a string of limos and vans
with dignitaries (lord knows who) fol-

lowed by more vans carrying us — the

all important members of the press.

As we snake along in the motor-

cade, people stand outside of homes
and businesses waving and cheering.

Young and old, rich and poor. All just

to see a cartoonist.

Then we're back on the plane and
I'm thinking about the caricature I

want from the president, and thinking

about all the world leaders Clinton's

going to want to talk to about the

test-ban treaty. And then, the photog

rapher next to me punches me and
says, "He'^sbere."

And he is. Up at the front of the

press seating, smiling and motioning

for me. In his hand, a drawing.

I get up from my seat and at that

exact moment the plane takes off. I'm

20 feet from the president, but I can't

get to him because I am fighting the

force of takeoff. I am pulling myself

forward on the seats in front of me
and yelling, "I'm on my way, Mr.
President."

Clinton turned from me and begins

to surf into the acceleration. His
body way forward, kind of suspend-

ing himself with his arms out like

he's flying.

So I do that too.

So the plane levels off. and Clinton

hands me a drawing. Of him. A cari-

cature fresh from the presidential

pen. Then I look at it and I say —
you know, to the leader of the Free

World, "Sir, it's obvious now to me
why you're trying so hard to keep
your day job." And he's laughing and
explaining the whole cartoon to me,
but I'm so shocked that it's happen-
ing and laughing so hard, not much
gets through to me. And the whole
press corps is taking pictures, laugh-

ing and having a good time too.

Then suddenly he's gone and I'm
back in my seat, completely worm out
and with a big smile on my face.

And a caricature of a president to

take home.

Mike Luckovich is a syndicated car-

toonist who appears daily in the
Collegian. The Clinton cartoon is fea-
tured above this column.
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Arts & Living
Kurosawa goes West, yet again
by Justin Daniel Smith

Collegian Staff

LASTMAN STANDING
Directed by Walter Hill

MM Bruce Willis, Christopher Walken

Everything from Star Wars to Fargo has used ideas
precedented by the great Akira Kurasowa. Once again
homage is being paid to the Japanese director in the latest
remake of his 1961 samurai classic Yojimbo.
Remade in slighter variations in films like A Fistful of

Dollars and Millers Crossing. Yojimbo is the story of a
mercenary samurai that teeters between two rival gangs
for personal profit. Toshiro Mifune played "The Man with
No Name" that we now see Bruce Willis trying to repli-

cate — but instead of a samurai he is a man-for-hire gun-
slinger that comes to a border town in the height of prohi-
bition.

Willis plays his typical character — the laconic tough
guy with a charismatic draw of women who drowns his
sorrows in whiskey. It has become a role that he plavs
well and his better films (Twelve Monkeys. Pulp Fiction)
ire starting to come to mind more quickly than his abom-
inable ones (Hudson Hawk, Color of Sight).

Under the pseudonym John Smith, Willis receives a less

than hospitable welcoming to the aptly named town of
Jericho. Strozzi. the leader of the Italian gang and Doyle.

the leader of the Irish gang reaches a truce that is quickly

abolished. Smith's entrance has the gangs feuding again as

each wants to hire him for his services.

Smith bounces from one side to the other as he search-

es for the highest bidder along the way. wiping out mem-
bers of each gang respectively. Of course he satiates his

overcharged testosterone needs by shacking up with
Strozzi's moll and Doyle's prized possession, his Mexican
slave wife.

Strozzi's side is weakened by Georgio (Michael
Imperioli). son of a mafioso in Chicago that defies
Strozzi's leadership. Doyle's side is heavily dependent of

Hickey, a homicidal psychotic played, believe it or not, by

Christopher Walken.

Though Last Man Standing is a loyal treatment of
Yojimbo. it lacks the vision of Kurasowa. Accomplished
director Walter Hill (The Warriors. 48 Hours) just goes
through the motions without getting to the heart of the

characters or the story.

None of the action is different from other films of

today: he double fists blasting revolvers, he spits out
anti-hero witticisms. What could have been an intelligent

take on a familiar story turns out to be a slightly better

than average action film.

What saves the film is the dusty brown cinematography
and the flavored Ry Cooder soundtrack. The classic

Yojimbo story is still there, it is just covered with a layer

of dust. B-

Grisman's dog pound bites back
Quartet to keep spirit of Jerry Qarcia alive tonight in Noho

By Daniel Bodah
Collegian Correspondent

If a "dawg" were to play music,

what would it sound like? Maybe if

he were a dachshund, the music
would be Bavarian drinking songs; if

he were a Siberian husky, we might

be treated to the guttural trumpets

and drumming that accompany the

Siberian shaman on his healing trip.

To find out what an American
dawg's music sounds like, one need
only show up at the Northampton
Academy of Music tonight at 8 p.m.

to see the David Grisman Quartet

jam out their inimitable mixing of

musical breeds. Among other styles,

the band mixes rapid-fire bluegrass

pickin', fiery Latin rhythms and the

wild excursions of jazz into a truly

American hybrid.

Grisman's picked up the nickname
"dawg" from longtime friend and
musical collaborator |erry Garcia of

the Grateful Dead. Grisman has
taken that moniker as an apt name
for his often difficult to classify

music, spun as it is from so many
diverse influences.

The quartet is on tour supporting

their recent album Dawganova. The
band is also spreading the word
about an upcoming release of duets

by Grisman and Garcia. The tracks

were left unfinished when Garcia
passed away last year, but in accord

with Garcia's last message to him,

Grisman is completing the album.
Grisman says the Dead leader is sore-

ly missed, but will be around for the

completion of the new album "in

spirit."

Garcia and Grisman began work-

ing together when Grisman laid man-
dolin tracks on the Grateful Dead's

American Beauty album. The rela-

tionship grew and eventually led to

Grisman's major contributions to the

infamous Old & In The Way blue-

grass album.

Besides his musical prowess,
Grisman has also gained notoriety as

an arranger and produaer for his

couan sy iat blmisbe»g

Dave Grisman brings the dawg pound to the Academy of Music in

Northampton tonight.

Acoustic Disk record label. Since its

formation in 1990. Acoustic Disk has

released a stream of almost two
dozen albums to positive critical

response.

Tonight's show will find |im

Kerwood on bass guitar, Matt Eakle

playing flute and Joe Cravin keeping

things hopping with percussion and
violin. Concert-goers have an oppor-

tunity to experience a special treat as

the band is joined by famed
Argentinean guitarist Enrique Coria,

formerly of the group Sukay. He
brings a distinct flair to the Latin ele-

ments of "dawg," and has been some-

what of a mentor to Grisman since

relocating to Washington, D.C. and
beginning work with the quartet.

David Grisman performs at the

Northampton Center of the Arts

tonight at 8 p.m.

^vtAt Interested in
\* serving *^

your community?

the Jewish Affairs Editor position at the
Collegian is vacant, this diversity desk needs
your help to continue quality coverage of

jewish life at umass and beyond.

TO GET INVOLVED, CONTACT CHRIS CONNER, MANAGING EDITOR,
AT 545-07 1 9 OR VISIT THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE

AT 1 1 3 CAMPUS CENTER BASEMENT.

O THE DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION IS

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, AT 5 P.M. *

Pest 5000 brings the noise to Greenough

COUmtSYDWTMCOUDS

Saturnine'* slow tunes failed to motivate the crowd in Greenough on Saturday.

By Kriston Wilbur

Collegian Correspondent

PEST 5000
Greenough Residence Hall Baiement

Sept. 21

Saturday night, the basement of

the Greenough Residence Hall host-

ed a rock 'n' roll alternative to the

popular Hawaiian luau held at

Butterfield Residence Hall. The five

bands who played made for a long

but still enjoyable evening — follow-

ing, for the most part, a very tradi-

tional indie show. The moderately

filled Greenough basement crowd
got exactly what they were expecting

— an evening of fun bands.

Local band Ribboncancjy. featur-

ing members of Tizzy, started the

evening off and had the crowd's feet

stomping and the heads nodding.

Smiles of recognition were brought

to the crowd with their song
"Orchard Hill Observatory" while

the highlight of their set was a cover

of the Stephen Merritt song "San

Diego Zoo."

Next on the menu was Star Ghost

Dog — the self proclaimed "band

that can't start a song" by lead singer

Ginny Weaver. Star Ghost Dog fea-

tures graduates of University of

Massachusetts and Hampshire
College. They played an energetic

and highly enjoyable set that really

got jhe crowd moving.

The Incredible Force of Junior

from Seattle, were one of the big

crowd pullers of the evening and
came through for their fans. Though
their trio consisted of just guitar,

bass and drums they were still able

to tear out an, at times, angry and

passionate set. The two singers

switched back and forth on lead

vocals varying styles from aggressive

grrrl power to wimpy-boy pop. The
male singer reminiscently sounded

like Sean Tollefson. the lead singer

of Tullycraft — they both have that

almost unnatural "Muppet" voice. .

Playing loud and fast they continued

the tempo of the night.

Unfortunately that tempo was to

be disrupted by the next set.

Saturnine, from New York, was
reminiscent of an inspirational,

Christian rock band. They managed

to lull the crowd to the floor. Their

set seemed particularly long which
was just an added joy.

The headliner of the night was
Pest 5000 from Montreal. All five

members of the band jammed
together in the back- comer of the

basement — playing like they really

meant it. After driving down just for

this show, Pest 5000 opened with a

noise number featuring electric vio-

lins, keyboards and a voice machine

that quickly woke the tired crowd
up. Their set was hard to pinpoint as

the band borrowed influences from

Japanese noise bands to cuddle core

pop-stars, inventing a sound all their

own.

MTV: the sexist voice of a generation

Michelle

Hillmen

It is a sad day when the realm of music television

enters into our cozy educational environment. Not too

long ago. the MTV Choose or Lose bus rolled up to the

Student Union trying to get students registered to vole.

MTV has become a signature of our generation, and is

trying to motivate all of the lazy, uninformed Generation

Xer's to get involved in politics. That might be acceptable

if MTV as a network was promoting equality between the

sexes.

How can I make such a statement? Not too long ago I

attended a viewing of the film Dreamworlds II by
University of Massachusetts Professor Sut Jhally. This film

step by step effectively chronicles the methods and tech-

niques by which women are demoralized, dehumanized
and discriminated through the "sexual dreamland based

on [the male) sexual fantasy." said Jhally.

In 1981. MTV first began airing music

videos which doubled as adverisements for

the artists, and like advertisements the

videos used "provocative sexual imagery,"

to sell their product, said Jhally. At the

same time, neither MTV, the artists, directors or the pro-

ducers of the videos realized, or admitted, that they were
also selling the women's bodies and sexuality along with

the lyrics.

Dreamworlds //outlines several storytelling techniques

commonly used in videos for the audience. Women in

music videos are usually seen as passive objects, either as

background dancers, back-up singers or members of the

band. In each case, they are there soley to be looked at

and watched, according to lhally

In each of the videos presented in Dreamworlds II.

women were portrayed as "nyphomaniacs" who are

always ready and willing to engage in sexual activity. The
women are seen as constantly aroused and ready to serve

men and prepared to take off their clothes at a moment's
notice. The videos also displayed women as strippers,

prostitutes or dominatrices but never as real working
women. In the certain instances where women actually

have professions, such as schoolteachers, they usually end

up taking off their clothes — for teachers, often right in

the middle of class.

Considering that 90 percent of music videos are direct-

ed by men it is no surprise that many of the videos involve

water, which is attributed to the male fixalion with the

wet t-shirt contest, according to Jhally. Women either

have water thrown on them, seen in the shower or elabo-

rately bathing themselves. It seems as though a woman's
job is to keep herself clean and ready for sex at any time.

Another aspect of music videos display women as a

group who want to be watched, especially by men.
Women continually gaze into the camera or display them-

selves in such a manner to attract attention. Not only are

women being watched in these videos, but their "bodies

are surveyed in the same way as you might look at land-

scapes." said Jhally. "Women are fragmented and denied

their individuality and character."

Each and every example in Dreamworlds

It is backed up with evidence from music

videos. Devoid of the actual music in these

videos, the audience is forced to concen-

trate only on the activity that is going on in

the video. Along with narration from
Jhally, the viewer is pointed out to disturbing incidents of

male perversion in disguise of music videos.

The most powerful and disturbing aspect of

Dreamworlds II is when a gang rape scene from the

movie "The Accused" is juxtaposed with clips from vari-

ous music videos. Only hooting and holloring can be

heard from the men in the bar who are raping an inno-

cent woman on a pool table. The expressions on the male

participants faces are similar to those of the men in the

music videos who are surrounded by barely clothed

women. "The music videos did not look any different

from the horrendous rape." said lhally.

Although the theories in this video do not apply to all

music videos, the general stereotype of women as objects

for sexual gratification is present. My advice is to be care-

ful of who or what is the source of motivation. Question

what you are being motivated towards. MTV may be try-

ing to be the voice of our generation, leading us to a bet-

ter and brighter America, but it is only reinforcing the

male sexual patriarchy.

Michelle Hillmen is a Collegian columnist

BQDBC3 S?©m BGA888
Write for Women's issues and let your

voioe se heard. come down to the

Collegian located in the basement op

the Campus Center and ask por

Michelle Hillman or call 5*5*1762.

LutkiJv'ift.
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women s soccer baseball

continued from poge 8

coming in 1-0 wins at Brown and

against Temple. Fish's pair equals

the total sum of her teammates'

goal production as Katie Rivizzigno

and Stephanie Boisvert have one

apiece.

The Minutewomen ride into

today's match on the coattails of a

3-0 thumping of Hartford on

Saturday. The team has won 10 of its

last 1 1 dating back to last year, and

including postseason is 18-1-2 in

A-10 competition.

While URI has four goals this year,

so too does Minutewoman Rebecca

Myers, who is closing in on several

career records. Myers is second

all-time in goals scored, tied for sec-

ond in points, and fourth in assists.

The UMass goal and point bench-

marks, currently held by the leg-

endary April Kater and Rachel

LeDuc are expected to fall by

Saturday, when UMass welcomes

first-year program St. Joseph's to

Garber Field.

The Minutewoman scoring

attack is paced by Myers with eight

points, while freshman Emma
Kurowski is second with three

goals and an assist for seven points

and has looked sharp lately.

Kurowski deftly converted a pair

of crosses for goals against

Hartford, showing a touch beyond

her years.

water polo
continued from page 8

Engin in the net was the key to the Minuteman victory

Engin. a senior from Ann Arbor. Ml stopped 12 Brown shots while

allowing just the six goals in notching the seventh UMass win of the

autumn The Minuten.en improve to 3-0 in the Eastern Water Polo

A ^'ii'K'mtion
'

The Minutemen scratched out a 2-1 lead after a quarter of play, but

the Bears played even with UMass in the second penod as both teams

notched three goals and the Minutemen held a 5-4 lead at halftime.

UMass scored three times, and Brown twice in a hard- fought third

quarter and the Minutemen put the game away whitewashing the Bears

in the fourth period, scoring two more goals to account for the final mar-

P
"stahT recorded five points in the match with a pair of goals and three

assists Senior captain Ron Gonen also dished out three assists in the vic-

tory and had five assists on the weekend leaving him three behind the

team leader (Staudenbauer. 17).

The Minutemen. as usual, get the week off before their next date.

UMass will be hosting this weekend's EWPA league tournament at

Amherst College where the Minutemen will face the Harvard Cnmson,

the Engineers of M.l.T. and the Brown Bears.

These three matches will be the last time the Minutemen play at home

this season.

continued from page 8

tell anyone, but Garciaparra was more than ready

to start the season in the bigs, but Duquette has a

pretty decent shortstop up in Boston. A pretty

decent shortstop that doesn't like the idea of mov-

ing to third or second.

Tough.

It's either gonna be second base or Chicago

(maybe, I don't know, but it won't be Boston). If

Valentin won't budge he's gone — Tim Naehring is

much more valuable to the Red Sox than Valentin,

and he's flexible.

Let's put Naehring at third, Garciaparra at short,

maybe Mo Vaughn at first

Ya' think?

Who plays second? Well. Valentin if he stops

whining, and realizes that the shorter throw would

help his game since his arm has been the impetus

of most of his defensive problems. If not Val. then

most likely Cordero who was just starting to get

comfortable there when he got railroaded by

Oakland's back-up backstop.

All of us would love to see Jeff Frye start there

— and that is a possibility if some things fall

through — but. he may not be the World Senes

answer that Duquette is looking for.

So. for giggles, let's play CM.: Cordero starts at

second, and we trade Valentin to the White Sox for

Wilson Alvarez, an idea which isn't so far-fetched.

Alvarez is known to be toward the top of

Duquette's "want list." That would provide an

infield that Garciaparra himself would automatical-

ly upgrade to decent defensively.

The outfield is still an anomaly. How can you get

rid of lefferson, OT.cary and Bragg? Who knows?

But. Duquette will be going after Moises Alou like

President Clinton after a skirt.

You're thinking: what about the Gator? Gone. I

hate to see him go, but Greenwell's career in

Boston is days from being over. He'd be a
_
great

bench coach, or roving instructor if he decided to

retire,

lose will not be playing in the field. That puts

VIVA LA REVOLUCION!

Write for black affairs,

Developing Nations
or multicultural
Affairs!

come down to the
collegian
or
callus at 545- 1851

lefferson in left. Alou in center and O Leary in

right with Bragg on the bench. That s not bad. but

Duquette is probably looking or better defense,

like Brian McRae. Okay, let's play CM _
again: we

trade Greenwell and O'Leary for McRae and a

minor league pitcher. We have lefferson. McRae

and Alou and Canseco at designated (home run)

'

Pitching is a whole 'nother column, but Roger

Clemens will be coming back if |ohn Harrington

(Boston's money purse) has any sense Tim

Wakefield did a good job this season, add Alvarez.

Suppan and either Seie. Gordon or Vaughn

Eshelman and the starters get better.

Mike Stanley is probably gone in favor of a

defensive-type catcher. The bullpen is finally shap_

ing up with some young arms and the emergence of

Heathcliff Sloeumb in the second half of the cam-

Duquette has a plan, and it s working.

Fred Hurlbrink, jr. is a Collegian columnist.

men's soccer
continued from page 8

while the Minutemen have

been slow to shoot as they

were out-shot by South

Carolina 23-4.

Leading the offensive

charge for Hartford is

Rob Jachym who has

scored five goals while

notching three assists.

The Minutemen will also

have their eye on No. 1

3

Adrian Weeks. The

Markhan. Ontario native

has earned three goals in

addition to a single assist.

On the other side of the

ball. Hartford has had two

keepers split time in the

net. With 270 minutes in

the net, senior Kevin

Hickey is 2-1 and has been

scored on three times

while posting 10 saves for

a .99 goals against average.

)unior Christian

DiGenova is the other

Hartford netminder. The

Montreal. Quebec native

comes into the match

with 330 minutes under

his belt, having been

scored on three times

while saving 21 for a .81

goals against average.

"lachym is one of the

best in New England,"

Koch said. "We've got

to stop him. If you beat

him, they are just an

average team."

TMANG VO / COUIGIAN

On the road, finally!

Sandy Shimogaki and the Minutewomen take to the road, putting their perfect record on the

line at Rhode Island against the Rams.

Kirsch hired aboard
The University of Massachusetts hockey team

yesterday announced the addition of Rob Kirsch

as a volunteer assistant coach.

A graduate of Western Michigan, Kirsch has

spent the past two season as an assistant coach

in the 1HL, hockey's top minor league, with

Indianapolis and Milwaukee, which he helped

to the Midwest Division title last year.

Kirsch replaces Mark Dennehy, who left after

two years with UMass for a position at

Princeton. Hirsch will make his UMass coaching

debut when the Minutemen open their third

Hockey East campaign on Oct. 25 at

UMass-Lowell.

— Leigh Toroin

egian
ACTIVITIES

Sick of *• d*im? Come art check out

lots Gamma Upsilon. the only local soron

ty on campus Open House at 406 North

Pleasant Street on Sept 23 24 and 26

from 7-8pm Call Sara or Laura at 549

6461 tor more information

EMPLOYMENT

Tlw sisttrs et Kappa K*PM
invite the UMass women to an Open Rush

Dinner. Wednesday. Sept 25 at 5 30pm

t call Genu 05494755

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Trak Fansfll It you are interested m pin-

ing a group with similar interests, then

call Martin O 6 7003 Startleet

International wents you' 11

KM CM Delivering Sunday Thursday to 2

am . Friday and Saturday to 3 am

AUTO FOR SALE

1SS6 Subaru GL Hatckkack 114k

mileage good condition. F VWieel Onve.

J1.600 B0 Call 596 3497

1412 Cht.y Cuelitr Wtgen AC

AM/TM. new tires, plus S350 00 060

Call Bruce 256-1215

17 Ttyeta Celiea AC. PS. 5 speed

Many new pens and Mly tuned up Huns

Greet Call 665-7373 C.350

VW Ml' 82 .000 mi good condition. 4

new ores new muffler. $3,100 060 Call

CJmslB Mpn FnJ-4j«>8K

GREAT CAR
IMS Olasmekile Cutlass Suprame

Good running condition Best otter Call

545-3007 or 63*5732

MAZDA - 11 V3 HATCHBACK 79.000

mi very good condition sunroof, tune up

work pst done. S2.900 OBO Call 549

7286

IMS ktaiaa Reliable. 5 speed. AM/N

Trtpical Assorts Hiring Students

needed 1 Entry level and career positions

available worldwide Call Resort

Employment Services 1 206-971 3600

£«t R50012

ATTENTION AU STUDENTJI Over 6

billion m public and private sector Grants

and scholarships are now available All

students are eligible Let us help for

more into call 1 800 263 6495 Ext

F50014 ^__
Inltmational tmp\vf*I

- Earn up 10

S25 $45/hour teaching basic conversa

tional English in Japan. Taiwan or S

Korea No teaching background or Asian

Languages required For mfo call 206

971 3570 E«t J50015

Now Hiring All Skiks. Closing shifts

available with bonus program Hadley

Burger Kino Ask tor Tim 594-51 10

Now Hiring! Great pay doing odd pta.

fleiible hours Call Andrew 584-8070

House Resident Assistant House

Manager and lutonal Supervisor wanted

in Amherst A Better Chance Program

tree room and board for services For

application procedure call Mr /Mrs Lewis

253 3440

Graf Female Ikata A»to lost 6/17

Main St Responds to Nala 549-9947

FOR RENT

Fridf* Rentali Plus Free Delivery 253

9742

MUSICIANS

Gwtar Class.! Sun J/10 Rentals and

lessons available 10 wks/J40 00 FTUG

Pad 5450579

lyes Jem Tuts 800pm Emerson 112

Check n out'

UadVniytkm Guitarist looking to hook

up with musicians/songwriters Call

evenings 546 5282

PERSONALS
hT Need help' Call Birthright of

Amherst area for free testing and assis

tance 549-1906

ROOM FOR RENT

1 Undergrad needed: Share a 2 bed

room 2 full baths, ceiling tans. free

heat/hot water Call here O 549-4089

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking tor room in an apartment

Anything on bus line Please call Dan

367-2047

cassette $9QC66V6246

MOTORCYCLE
XS 400 Low miles, new battery.

recent work. inspectaWe 1400 firm 253

1725

EMPLOYMENT
The Amherst Bart and Girls Club

needs work study assistants for recre

ation programs Friday evening 7 9 and

Saturday afternoon 15 Workers sched-

ule as bme available $525/hr UMass

buses stop m front of club at 390 Mam

Street Contact Richard Bmt 253 3261

Spring Break" Earn Cash" Highest

Commnsrons' Lowest Pncat' Travel free

ononry13salet< Free Wo" Sunspl«hl

800 476 7710

Cruise Skips Hiring Earn uo to

C0.000»/month World Travel Seasonal

and Full Time positions No esp neces

sary For mfo call I 206 971 3550 en

C50015

Netiml Parks Hiring Positions are

now available at National Parks. Forests

and WikSile Preserves E«ettent benefits

and bonuses 1 Call 1 206 971 3620 H
N50016

FOR SALE

I WIU TBAtU 2 Conn PEARL JAM

TICKETS for 2 tickets to the MAINE show

Call Dan 54^0388

TOO Wen Samsung Stereo Receiver

S75/6 549-8622

PINBALl MACHINE. Reconditioned

$1 .000 00 141 3) 253-5363

Futan. Oeakie frame and custom cover

COO 00 OBO 548-9728

I have 4 Dave Matthews Tu Oct 4 MSG

Need to sell Call Karen 549-5079

Ma! Everything must go 1

549^578

Bar Sue Pert Takte by United Perfect

condition Includes everything'

Interested1 Call Scott and Dom O 256

10

13' TV/VCK Great for the dorml Runs

likenew'$175firmi 584 9608

FOUND
Walkman Found m the Campus Center

Arcade Call Jaret 5460944

Attention New Undents- Personal

items left at the New Students Program

this summer may be picked up at the New

Students Oflice 304 Admisswne Center

INSTRUCTION

Jon Plena Teecker - Beginners to

advanced students Cell Steven Page

253 3354

WWW SUCESS ORG Free business

education from American Institute

Entrepreneurship end Real Estate

Investment Courses Retire rich in ten

SERVICES
Computer Consultant Hardware and

Software help Web Page Creation.

Marketmgjall Joseph 1413)546-0853

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade1 In house service, call Scream

Sayexs_549JS6J

LICENSED MANICURIST
Basic Manicure $10 French Manicure

$12 Call Bridget for an appt ©549-6379

TRANSPORTATION

Riae Share from Lee (or Berkshire area!

MTWT O 900 classes Call Jason 243

0991

WANTED TO RENT

Seeking 3 Bdr Apartment/ house needed

ASAF^ Call 546-6077

Knew a 1 bdr m Boston area available

Dec Jan 1 Looking for under $600

Willing to work in exchange for rent Cela

Mi Hh

WANTED
Mtriwfs Helper South Amherst. Early

morning. Cor Required. Reus nevjoMMe

Call evenings 7564076___^__^
Wanted lOU Peoete "lew Metaomum

Breakthrough Lose 5-100 lbs

Guaranteed Cost $35 1800)776 9503

ARIES
March 21-April 20

You're filled with renewed vigor and

energy after an exrltlng weekend.

Take your career to new heights by

answering a simple question. Don't

make the mistake of underestimating

another's commitment. It's stronger

than you think.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

If work has been crazy lately, focus

on enjoying your home life. Someone

rloee to you could use a little extra

TLC. An argument might have a

deeper conflict at Its core-be willing

to dig to the heart of the matter, and

you'll reap the rewards.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Something that seemed simple could

have you on the verge of a breakdown.

Take a few steps back In order to gain

perspective. It's probably not as bad

as It seems. Just like It wasn't as

simple as It seemed, either. But don't

be afraid to ask for help.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

An ok) enemy may be In a vulnerable

position. It's up to you—will you take

advantage of It. or not? You know

what the right answer Is—It's one

youll be able to live with. Think about

making long-term gains Instead of

Irving for the moment.

LEO
July 23-August 23

Some family tension has you In knots.

Be sure you have the entire story

before your opinion becomes set In

stone. But don't be a pushover, either.

You will be able to find a happy

medium—but only If you look for It.

Review your nhort-term career goals.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

A long distance phone call holds

the key to understanding an old

quandary. Don't be afraid of your

creativity this week—Instead, use It to

piece together a new solution to a

partkrularry sticky problem. You'll be

amazed at the results.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Focus on the small pleasures In life to

brighten your outlook after a stressful

time. Music, good food, a relaxing

shower— these are all possibilities.

Even better, share the time with a

loved one who might have been

missing out on your attentions.

SCORPIO
October ;,4-No»ember 22

Sometimes It's better to make any

decision than to muddle around. Now

Is one of those limes. Set yourself a

deadline, gather the Information,

get the advice of an expert or a

professional and then—go for It!

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Your silver tongue and generous heart

have won you many admirers. Now

put your money where your mouth Is.

Are you leaving any promises unkept?

Focus on a new relationship that's

tn need of extra attention.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20

A conservative streak has been Just

the thing to deal with recent events,

but now It's time to let your hair

down. Turn loose In the company of

some trusted friends, and blow off

all that extra steam. When the air Is

clear, you'll have discovered some-

thing really Important.

AgUARIUS
January 21-February 18

Leave the office behind when you are

done with work, and you'U leave some

of the stress behind, too. If you're

really feeling overwhelmed, ask a

loved one to pamper you a little. His

or her creative approach to that task

could be a revelation.

PISCES
February 19-March 20

Your open manner and honesty have

planted some exciting seeds, but now

It's time to do some watering—and

some weeding. Focusing your Interests

Is the best way to keep from being

overextended. Consider the things

that you truly love, and you'll find the

task easy.

CROSSWORD
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ACROSS

For Entertainment Purposes Only

1. Slink

6. Lhasa (dog

breed)

10. Beast's abode

14. Coat fold

15. Young deer

16. Where some work

out

17. Sociologist Durkheim

18. Magi or Musketeers.

e.g.

19. Harvest

20. As easy a*

21. Night vision

23. Natives of Oulu

24. Eat between meals

26. Falklands feuder

abbr.

27. Miht female

28. Actress B. Davis

30. General Bradtey

32, Buddhism

35. In a high dudgeon

38. Donlbet I

(2wds.)

39. Member ol an '80s

pop group (2 wds.)

40. Took out

42. Weird

44. Perjured onetwrf

45. Disturbance

47. Salad ingredient

48. School course: abbr.

49. Props for Soupy

Mm

50. Bealtlemania

adjective

61. D.C. lobbying gp.

52. Singing syllable

54. the Top (Stallone

film)

56. Express grief

61. Honesty

63. All About

64. facto

65. Cheese, in a

mousetrap

66. "Out like a lamb-

follower

68. Made a knot

69. Restless desire

70. Vulgar one's lack

71. Bessell and Mack

72. Words from Scrooge

73. Perspire

DOWN
1. Purge

2. MIA rescuer of film

3. Narratives

4. Electric

5. Asked lor mercy

6. Ten Years

7. Model

8. Oo the crawl

9. Artist Yoko

10. Kindol

11. Hymn
11 Posrtrve thlnkar't

phrase (2 wds)

13. Sings Ike Hammer

22. Atao-

23. Cold, in a guessing

game
25. Loathed

27. Inventor James

29. Clear profit

31. Moor morning

feature

32. The Twilight

33. Layers' legacies

34. Nays

35. Spin wheels

36. Tackroomitem

37. Break ('Good

luck") (2 wds.)

38. Garfield's stooge

39. Talks (1984 film)

41. Actor Bogosian

43. NYC building

46. Flightless bird

46. Certain camera shot

50. Suet

51. Nudges

53. Gordon and Roman

55. Poet's output

56. Musical set in

Argentina

67. Rent anew

56. Catcher's need

59. Early Ron Howard

role

60. car dealer

61. Adieu*

62. Boaters

66. Tucker's mate

97. Hand, intormally
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Always Wanted One of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan Pllbert By Scott Adams
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KV BOSS IS WRING THE

ENGINEERS COMPETE IN
r\N " IRON rAr\N" EVENT.

IT'S SUPPOSED

TO IMPROVE
TEAMWORK

I'M GLAD I TAKE THE

STAIRS SOMETIMES
INSTEAO OF USING THE

aEVPaoR. in in
PRETTY G000 SHAPE

.

YES, YOU ARE,
TO THE EUEHT

POTATO IS

A PRETTV

GOOD SHAPE

I JUST

WRENCHED
A rAUSCLL.

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick 8 Years in Braces By Eric Peterson

SlR.COOLO I6ET YbOTb SlGWl
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MEATY MITTi AROOND VA AND
sooeeit va until tbo nstL
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THIS CATS GOT A loTrA love,

ANO I'M LOOK INS ro SPREAD
l IT AKOONPH
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom

LGOIG (leold@javanet.com)

by Roger and Salem Salloom 01996

/ think I've found a cure for

some of these infectious diseases.—

Follow me closely on this.

When germs go into our

bodies they are not reading books.

They are eating.

They're eating us,

Maybe on Wednesday they

all gather 'round the liver, then on

the following Monday thay start on

the lungs

What if we offered them

someting else to eat? ....free.

We lure them out of the body

with an offer of.... let's say

hamburgers .... tiny weeny

hamburgers with infitesimally

small pickles. When they come out,

we throw 'em on the Poor and step

on 'em.

I haven't worked out all the

details yet, but I feel very good

about the basic concept.

University3 By Frank Cho Close to Homo By John McPherson

Generation X By Chris Lehman

ftJTuK* 6FIT.NJG A
G16 fot. Your BAND7

1

AU.TREOUBS IN

Town ARE Ba*ED.

How 'pour A
Couioe

'OH, THEY ARenY
INTO MY GRUNGt
STYLE AT PAKTlfS,

T^TTf

ATZA5T WEEK'S"

WfTTYjWEWERE
0OOED BECAUSE Of

tAfNEVnoNG,
VlArARENA Sucks',

r
"Refresh our memory. What was the

problem with your car?"

To the Collegian comic readers:

I am an African-American male who iived in Oklahoma

for twenty years. To my comic strip, "Generation X," I bring

the humor shaped by my experiences as an African-

American male having grown up in the American southwest. I

apologize to those who took offense to my comic strip of

Sept. 1 7. and did not know of its African-American viewpoint.

Thank you and enjoy reading.

Sincerely,

Chris Lehman

Today's Staff

Mike Burke
Night Editor

Mark McCrath
Copy Editor

James Stanley

Photo Technician

Brian Inocencio

Production Supervisor

Thang "Dead Eye" Vo, Rob Snow
Tony "Don't hit the civilians" Morse

Production

Quote of the Day

44
We are not conscious of

the beginning of our

lives, nor are we con-

scious of its end, so what
we're left with is a lot of

middle.

-Prof. Don Levine

Come join us

at the

Collegian.

Staff Librarian

position now
open.

99

We want you

to write for us!

Today's D.C. Menu
Caff 543-262* for morm

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger

BBQ Style Pork Rib

Falafel Pocket

Sandwiches

DINNER
Chinese Beef

Creek Chicken

Eggplant Grinder

Snow P's

Hampden
LUNCH

Hamburger
BBQ Style Pork Rib

Grilled Chicken

Sandwich

DINNER
Chinese Beef & Peppers

Snow P's

Greek Lemon Chicken
Eggplant Grinder

Call the

Collegian

at

545-3500

Worcester

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken

Sandwich
Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce

Lemon Grill Burger

DINNER
Chinese Beef & Peppers

Curried Chick P's

Pastbilities

Stuffed Shells

Berkshire

LUNCH
Lemon Grill Burger

Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce
Grilled Chicken

Hot Pastrami

DINNER
Chinese Beef & Peppers

Greek Lemon Chicken
Pastbilities

Stuffed Shells
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The Massachusetts

Sports

Men's soccer drops a 4-1 decision to 'Cocks of SC
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

Anytime you pit two nationally ranked opponents

against one iinother, competition is bound to be heated

When you pit I nationally ranked team against one that

WM Linked in the preseason, yet opened the season 1-3

thus dropping out of the poll, things get ugly.

TTUl i- what the No. 20 Massachusetts men's soccer

te«B learned when it fell to South Carolina on Sunday

4 1

Coming off a disappointing 1-1 overtime tie with New
Hampshire last week, the Minutemen

(3 1 1 ) needed to be at the top of their

game to lace the perennial powerhouse

and preseason No. 3 Gamecocks (2-3).

"The first 30 minutes was a great game."

-.iki I Mas- coach Sam Koch. "They started out dominat-

ing the first eight minutes of the game, but for about the

next 20 minutes we had the ball in their end. After we

cored, they came back quickly which knocked the wind

from our sails."

Senior Dave Siljanovski posted the first goal of the

game when he received a pass from )oe lacobson, tore

down the right side of the field and blasted a shot from 27

yards out for the goal at 27:10. Siljanovski's blast put the

Minutemen up to an early 1-0 lead.

lust under two minutes later. Carolina's Clint Mathis

retaliated when he curled the ball around the post past

UMass keeper Tim Pearson to the upper right side.

The Cocks would counter once more before hall" time

at >245 when freshman Ryan O'Neil put away a bobbled

save by Pearson heading the ball in for the goal.

At the 54:25 mark. South Carolina's David Tart would

a>n\ert on some sloppy play by the UMass defense for his

squad's third tally of the game.

S. Carolina

Massachusetts

After collecting a pass from Chuck Prosser, Tart drib

hied to the middle of the 18-yard box and let go a

left-footed shot to the lower left.

The third goal was a mistake on our part," Koch said.

"Our defender cleared the ball right to them."

Mathis struck once again at 85:31 on an unassisted goal

for a final 4-1 score.

"This was definitely a case of playing at a higher level.

This was night and day between this game and the UNH
game," Koch said.

The match was extremely physical as UMass was issued

six yellow cards. Dan Chagnon picked up two cards of his

own, thus getting ejected from the game.

With his ejection, Chagnon will have to

miss the Minutemen's next game.

"They fouled us quite a lot. As for the

cards, one card was justified and two

were not. The two that were not were tackles that were

clean."

In a game that saw UMass receive more cards than

shots on net, the Gamecocks were no choirboys, commit-

ting 30 fouls toward the Minutemen.

Chagnon has been a key cog in the UMass defense and

will be missed in the Minutemen's next match.

UMass will have to chalk this one up to lack of experi-

ence and shift their attention to today's 3:30 p.m. Garber

Field matchup against Hartford.

The Hawks travel to Amherst with an overall record of

4-1-1 and are 1-0 thus far on the road.

Most recently, the Hawks tied Northeastern last

Saturday and will be looking to gain another New
England win.

A quick glance at the stat sheet shows that Hartford has

done something UMass has struggled with thus far— score. In

six matches, the Hawks have out-scored their opponents 1 3-6,

Turn to MEN'S SOCCER, page 6

Women's soccer hits the road for

the first time; faces A-10 rival URI
By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

Nearly a month into the regular

season, the No. 9 Massachusetts

women's soccer team (6-0, 1-0 in

the Atlantic 10) will finally get to

leave the 413 area code this after-

noon when it travels to Rhode
Island (2-4. 1-0) for an A-10
match at 4 p.m.

After playing five times in the

cozy, albeit mangled confines of

Richard F. Garber Field, and once

at Agawam High School, the

Minutewomen head off today for

the URI Soccer Complex with

hopes of maintaining their winning

ways, both this season and against

the Rams.

In addition to their unblemished

record this season, UMass is 8-0

all time against their neighbors to

the southeast, including a 2-0 win

last October at West Springfield

High School. The Rams have only

scored twice against the

Minutewomen in their eight meet-

ings, the last time coming in 1990.

That contest saw the Rams play

a bunker defense, keeping the

entire team within 30 yards of the

goal, hoping to either prevent

UMass from scoring and playing to

a 0-0 draw, or producing a quick

counter attack strike for a 1-0 win.

The bunker defense is soccer's

answer to hockey's neutral zone

trap.

UMass countered the suffocating

tactic by having its defenders

launch some long range shots, hop-

ing for a well struck goal, or a bob-

ble by the usually sure-handed

Sarah Moon in the Ram goal. The

strategy worked, as defenders Erin

Lynch and Erica Iverson tallied in

the 2-0 win.

Coach Karen Parker's team has

continued to utilize the bunker

defense this season, with the Rams

allowing just seven goals in their

six matches, scoring just four them-

selves.

"The last time we played them

they packed it in." UMass coach

Jim Rudy said. "They defended

their end with great numbers hop-

ing to shut us out and catch a

counter attack goal. Last year we

had to score two by defenders. I

expect the same thing [today).

"We're working [in practice] on

a team that doesn't play outside of

25 or 30 [yards from the goal].

We're working on patience."

Patience will be beneficial in

cracking the often besieged Moon,

who has posted some strong num-

bers both this year and last. Moon
has made 44 saves in six matches

this year. Danielle Dion and Angie

Napoli combined have had to make

just eight this year. Behind the Ram
defense. Moon has posted a 1.05

goals against average and a pair of

shutouts in 1996.

"Sarah Moon always gets up to

play us because she wanted to

come here, but we were already set

at keeper with Dion," Rudy said.

"She always seems to have a good

game against us. She's a good goal-

keeper, she's mature and experi-

enced. She's faced a lot of balls

over the last couple of years."

Sharon Fish has both of URI's

game-winning goals this year,

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 6

Water Polo wins

a pair, now 7-2

By Fred Huribrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

IINNIHH IUTRAS ' COLLEGIAN

[unior forward Mike Butler was held in check as the

Minutemen were handed their first loss of the season by South

Carolina, 4-1

.

The UMass water polo team faced one of it's

tougher tests of the season this weekend, but

before that they played Boston College again.

The No. 16 Minutemen (7 2) swam off against

the Eagles in a prelude to a showdown between

two Northeast region powers as they squared off

against the Bears of Brown University.

UMass — like in their first meeting with BC —
was unrelenting, scoring five first period goals to

seemingly seal the Eagles fate right at the get-go,

but the young Boston College squad would have

none of that, rallying for six scores in the second

quarter. Consequently, the Minutemen limped

into the half with a scant 9-8 lead.

Coach Russ Yarworth's club stalled the Eagle

attack from the start of the third quarter to the

final buzzer, allowing just one BC shot to find the

back of the net in the second half.

The Minutemen didn't stall though, they

"Stahl-ed". as super soph Brian Stahl (32 goals,

25 quarters played) led the eight-goal, second

half charge with five tallies in the 1 7-9 thrashing,

lunior Marc Staudenbauer (12 goals, 29

points) continued on his torrid pace with four

goals and an assist while sophomore Aldo Roman

pitched in a pair of goals and an assisi

Freshman Rich Slingluff (8 goals. 12

swim-offs won) continued to impress, tallying a

pair of goals in the rout as eight Minutemen tick-

led the twine and 14 UMass polo players scored

points including goalie Paul Engin who dished

out two assists.

Unlike any match between UMass and Boston

College, the Minutemen-Bears contest was a

struggle for the duration as the Massachusetts

defense ultimately decided the outcome, a 10-6

UMass conquest.

While Yarworth got hat tricks from a resur-

gent Gabriel Marrero and Roman, the play of

Turn to WATER POLO, page 6

Massachusetts Men's Soccer • Game Preview

Coach Sam Koch Mike&uHer

UMass vs. Hartford

Today
at

Richard F. Garber Field

Kickoff at 3:30 PM

Coach Cal returns to UM to warm greeting

Fans sentiment seems fake after bitterness welled up on campus

Casey

Kane

TMANC VO / COLLEGIAN

Former head UMass men's basketball coach |ohn Calipari was wel-

comed back to Amherst with open arms.

"He will forget about this place," the man said,

sweeping his hand to indicate the campus. "And they

will forget about him."

Perhaps, although it seems unlikely that that will

happen.

When he came forth from wherever he had

been hiding and onto the Campus Center

Concourse last Friday, John Calipari wore his

Final Four ring.

And as he flashed his million-dollar smile to the

people who had been waiting to see him

since nine that morning, they simply

cheered.

When he left the University of

Massachusetts in |une to pursue his

dream of being an NBA coach, there were many peo-

ple who felt betrayed by Calipari.

He had taken the team, the school, the state to the

highest level, and then — poof— he was gone.

He left us, they said, for money. He left us, they

said, with a tough schedule and a possible scandal.

He left us, they said, and when he comes back we

won't root for him.

But as the saying goes, time heals all wounds. And

the people who in June swore allegiance to whatever

Calipari faced, started to root for him again.

There were hundreds of people outside the

University Store on Friday.

They listened with enthralled looks when he

spoke; they laughed when he cracked jokes. And

they clapped, my did they clap.

For four hours. Coach Cal signed copies of his

new book Refuse to Lose. When they reached the

front of the line, nobody had a bad thing to say.

"Good luck in New lersey." they said, refer-

ring to Calipari's new job coaching the N.).

Nets.

"Beat the Knicks. but go easy on the Celtics," one

man said.

One fan walked by and shouted. "Hey Coach Cal.

keep refusin' to lose!"

He smiled in response to them all. He
knew what he meant to them.

Over the course of six months. Coach

Cal brought the Minutemen to the

national spotlight of the NCAA Final Four. He had

the Amherst faithful in the palm of his hand.

He was UMass' savior. Over his years, he had

brought the team from the dredges of the rank-

ings to the top spot, No.l in the nation.

He gave the fans the superstars they wanted:

Tony Barbee, Will Herndon, Lou Roe and

Marcus Camby.
He gave them the conference titles (five

straight Atlantic 10 crowns) and the conference

rivalries (UMass-Temple. UMass-George
Washington).

They loved him for it.

And even after he departed the University for the

NBA. they still loved him.

"People have to remember that he brought this

school to where it is now," Annette O'Connor said.

"UMass wouldn't be where it is in basketball without

him.

"People were hurt when he left, but I think

they realize now that it was a great move for

him."

It was obvious that the people waiting realized

that.

And it was obvious to Calipari's former players,

who stopped by the table where he was busy nursing

his writer's cramp. Carmelo Travieso. Lari Ketner,

Herndon and |im McCoy stopped to wish Calipari

good luck.

While the mention of Calipari doesn't conjure up

images of college basketball coaching legends like

Phog Allen. Adolph Rupp or |ohn Wooden, he has

made a name for himself, in Amherst and in the

coaching profession.

The years will pass, the players will change,

the fans will come and go. but |ohn Calipari's

name will be linked with UMass for a long

time.

It's true, over time the memory of the Mullins

Center may fade from Calipari's mind and it might

be harder for fans to recall the Gucci-suited man

who would jump up and down on the sidelines

yelling "Refuse to lose!".

But that time is a long way off. For now the fans

still love Coach Cal.

Red Sox GM Duquette has a plan; Greenwell history, Abu, hello?

I wit:

Whether it be spring, summer or the beginning of fall

never ever, make any sort of prediction about

the Boston Red Sox. Never.

I tried I failed.

In my first baseball column last spring, I

picked the Sox to finish first and to emerge to

rival the only true American League power,

the Cleveland Indians.

Oh well

If you take away that pesky little 6-19 deba

ck of .in April performance, the Red Sox are

i ihc best teams in the league like most

fOltt expected them to be... even the pro

mals. Take a look at a March issue of the

the Sox first.

On the other hand, 1 was one of the only fans to contin-

ue public support of the

Hometowne Teame through

their many droughts (yeah, I'll

pat myself on the back... some-

body's got to).

Anyway, Boston made a sum-

mer of it. For the past two
months, the boys had people

flocking to Fenway and paying

for NESN to catch a glimpse of

some real baseball, some good
baseball. Some real good base-

ball.

BottOfl Clobe. I wasn't the only baseball "expert" to pick So, they re not going to get into the playoffs, but they

rushed the wild card and scared a lot of teams along the

way. Don't forget that they did all of this without the help

of lose Canseco for most of the second half of the season.

They did it without Mike Greenwell. Wil Cordero and a

healthy |ohn Valentin.

They did it without any semblance of consistency com-

ing out of the bullpen. They did it without a deep starting

rotation. Will the real Aaron Sele please rat*.

Let us all keep these facts in mind when we jump back

off the bandwagon and start speculating of off Season

moves like firing Kevin Kennedy. Sure. |im Leyland would

look awfully good in the first base dugout in Fenway, but

Kevin didn't do a bad job this summer. We all know the

Sox couldn't have gone far in the playoffs, so to get back

up over .500 and challenge the creme of the junior circuit

is in itself an accomplishment.

So, what next? Good question. I'll tell you one thing:

Dan Duquette does have a plan, and so far, it seems to be

working.

Obviously, a wheeler-and dealer like Duquette is going

to make some mistakes (see: Mark Whiten. Tom Gordon),

but he's also done his part in supplying the Hub with

some talent (see: Reggie lefferson, Troy O'Leary. Darren

Bragg).

One item of interest that a majority of lans seem to

neglect is the quality of the Red Sox minor league system,

system that Duquette has been able to fashion into one

of the strongest in baseball (see: Nomar Garciaparra, |eff

Suppan, Carl Pavano).

And. he's taking his time with the kids. Shhh... don't
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Identity

crisis

New WORLD
Theater opened its

season twith Milk of

Amneiia. Check out

the Collegian's

review about this

one-woman play.

See Arts fit Living

(page 7).

No. 8 Minutewomen
beat Rams 3-0

Rebecca Myers'
two goals set

record, leading
UMass to victory.

(See Sports, page
10.)

WORLD

Controversal tunnel

completed near sites

JERUSALEM (AP) — Asserting con-

trol over sites holy to |ews and
Muslims, Israel broke through the last

stretch of an archaeological tunnel

near the Al Aqsa Mosque compound
on Tuesday, a move that prompted
angry Palestinians to throw stones at

police and |ewish worshipers

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat

denounced the tunnel work, carried

out just after midnight under heavy

police guard, as a "crime against our

religious and holy places." The Al Aqsa

Mosque is Islam's third holiest site.

Palestinians threw stones at Israeli

police from the mosque compound,
known in Arabic as Haram as Sharif,

or "noble enclosure." jews saying

prayers at the Western Wall below
were briefly ordered by police to step

back when stones started flying. The
violence at one of the most sensitive

spots in the Israeli-Arab conflict illus-

trated how easily the two sides can

collide in the city claimed by both
Israel and the Palestinians.

Arafat convened his Cabinet
Tuesday evening, and later the
Palestinian Authority called for strikes

In lerusalem on Wednesday morning,

and protests in Palestinian territories in

the afternoon Israel claimed the nar-

row pedestrian tunnel would be a

boon to tourism because it links the

Western Wall, Judaism's holiest site, to

the Via Dolorosa, where |esus was said

to have walked before his crucifixion.

NATION

Fed Opts to Leave

Interest Rates Alone

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Federal

Reserve, split over raising interest

rates, opted Tuesday to do nothing

six weeks before voters go to the

polls. President Clinton said the deci-

sion "shows we have got a strong

economy with no inflation
"

The central bank's decision fol-

lowed nearly five hours of closed-

door internal debate by the Federal

Open Market Committee, the group
of Fed board members and regional

bank presidents who meet eight

times a year to set interest rates.

In advance of Tuesday's meeting,

the last before the Nov. 5 election, a

number of economists had predicted

the central bank would launch a pre-

emptive strike against inflation by
nudging interest rates higher. It

would have been the first increase in

Fed rates in 19 months.
While some private economists

worried that the central bank's inac-

tion threatened rising prices down the

road, President Clinton welcomed the

decision as a confirmation of his cam-
paign claims about the U.S. economy.

"It shows we have got a strong

economy with no inflation. I am glad

about that," Clinton told reporters dur-

ing a campaign stop in Freehold, N.J.

COP nominee Bob Dole com-
plained that interest rates under Bill

Clinton are still "higher in every cate-

gory." His running mate, Jack Kemp,
had pledged before Tuesday's meeting

to "bang on the Fed" if it raised rates.
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Strategic Action plan outlined
Chancellor's ideas for UM covers various areas on campus

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

The number one highlight of fiscal

year 1995-19% at the University of

Massachusetts was the completion

of Strategic Action: Towards a

Commonwealth of Learning, accord-

ing the Office of the Chancellor.

Strategic Action creates a frame-

work for budgeting and planning

and for investment in people, pro-

grams, physical and information

technology infrastructure.

"Chancellor Scott's Strategic

Action reflects much thought and
work over the several years," said

Provost Patricia Crosson, "Wherever

the University wants to go, Strategic-

Action provides the blueprint."

According to Chancellor David K.

Scott, 'Strategic Action provides

compass headings for navigating the

course ahead."

Six task forces and six working

groups created a document over

the past three years called,

Strategic Planning and Thinking: a

plan which is now being put into

action.

The task forces included Teaching

and Learning, Public Service,

Economic Development.
Multiculturalism and Diversity,

Research and Graduate Education

and Faculty Roles and Rewards.
While the working groups concen-

trated on financial resources, sup-

port services, student services, exter-

nal relations, physical facilities and
human resources.

Each group led to a report; the

reports each formed chapters within

Strategic Action. The results of the

plan will be enacted over the next

five years.

Major Initiatives of the Strategic

Action plan have an allocation of

$7.0M. The Organization of

Colleges and Schools for the knowl-

edge Base of a Modem Land Grant-

Research University, Teaching,
Learning and Curricular Reform,
Interdisciplinary Programs,
Scholarships and Financial Aid all

received allocations of $1.0M.
Advising and retention, Diversity

and multiculturalism. Faculty and
Staff Roles and Rewards, Creation

of Community and Steps towards

"Strategic Action

provides compass
headings for navigat-

ing the course ahead.

"

— Chancellor

David K. Scott.

the Land Grant-AAU (American
Association of Universities) Model
all received resource amounts of

$0.9Mto$0.5M.
"Strategic Action is a clear display

of the University's commitment to

take a major leap forward into the

year 2000," said Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Tom Robinson.

One of the initiatives of the plan

which is already taking action stein^

from the infrastructure section.

Several classrooms on campus, such

as 227 Herter Hall, have been com-

pletely remodeled. Over the next five

years the plan allocates money to

ensure that more classrooms and
dormitories are revamped.

Information technologies are also

moving forward at UMass. Ericsson

System has successfully upgraded

the campus telecommunications sys-

tem which has included upgrading

central processors and loading new
software.

Additional PC/Lab Classroom
projects are underway. Activities are

taking place in the following areas:

GE Computer Classroom, Math Lab
Expansion (DuBois, 16th floor),

Patterson Residence Hall Computer
Lab (Southwest) and OIT Lab
Expansion (DuBois, 7th floor).

Other projects being prepared for

the second half of the academic year

include Bartlett Computer Rooms
(Writing Program, Journalism. Art

History, Technical Writing), GIS
Computer Lab (Morrill Science
Center), Public Health and Nursing

Computer Lab (Crabtree) and Social

and Behavioral Science Computer
Lab (Crabtree).

The end result of Strategic Action

is continual preparation for becom-

ing a member of the AAU.
"The goal of becoming an AAU

institution, if combined in creative

ways with our role as a Land Grant

University, has the potential to act as

a focusing and shaping force in our

desire to be a distinctive global

University." said Chancellor Scott,

"Using Knowledge and its applica-

tion in all areas to create a better and
wiser world more rapidly."

With AAU acceptance, UMass
would become one of only 16 insti-

tutions of higher Education in the

U.S. who are also Land Grant
Universities.

"There are many benefits to hav-

ing AAU membership as a goal.

Even in the process of getting there,

we are improving the University."

said Robinson.

Public meeting series

starts on genetic tests

COUHTNfY SMITHNCOUfGIAN

Representatives Jay Kaufman and Harriette Chandler converse at the
University's Health Panel discussion yesterday evening.

By Daniel E. Levenson

Collegian Staff

Offering life through artist's eyes

By Tomar Carroll

Collegian Correspondent

Ever dream of moving to New York City and living as

an artist? The art deparment here at the University of

Massachusetts has developed a program thatjust might

make this possible.

Six years ago, when the art department recognized the

need to teach students not only how to produce art, but

how to survive and remain financially solvent in the New
York art scene. Professor |erry Kearn came up with a plan.

NYPOP - the New York Professional Outreach
Program - was born. Every semester for the past five

years, thirty or so students have traveled to New York to

meet prominent artists, critics, curators, and gallery own-
ers, and to learn how to make it as an artist in NYC.
These students, usually art majors in their lunior or

Senior years, or graduate students, travel to the city four

times each semester, leaving Friday morning and snaring

driving duties over the four hour trip. The first trip this

semester was last weekend; the next being scheduled for

this Friday.

The students arrive at Kearn's studio in Manhattan,

where he will share with them the weekend's plans: per-

haps a trip to an art gallery in Soho or to a critic's apart-

ment in Brooklyn.

The students must find their own lodging for the night,

and will meet with another mentor on Saturday, returning

to UMass around 10 p.m. that same day.

Kearn's wide experience with the New York art scene

(he has lived and painted there for over twenty years) and

many contacts allow him to attract influential and current

speakers for the class.

"When you're first starting out in New York, it can

seem as if there's no way to break into the artistic commu-

nity." Keam said. "It's fine to think you need to suffer and

be alienated to create good work, but the fact of the mat-

ter is you need all the support you can get."

In addition to their trips to New York, the students

enrolled in NYPOP work on their own art work here at

UMass. which Keam will come to evaluate periodically

through the semester.

As a culmination to the class, the students will bring a

show back to UMass in the spring, often showcasing the

work of New York artists they have met throughout the

semester alongside their own work.

Carol Struve, the director of the Herter Art Gallery,

helps the students put the show together and explains that

this task allows them to learn the pratical aspects of 'curat-

ing a gallery; how to handle and hang the artwork, pro-

duce posters and catalogues, write press releases, make a

video presentation, and write grants.

Spruve exclaimed. "That's the most exciting part to me
- bringing it all back to UMass."

This spring, the students will bring the work of New
York artist Papo Colo back home with them, showcasing

his paintings and sculptures in the Herter Art Gallery

from March 4th to April 9th.

The success fo the program is measured in several ways.

Firstly, the student feedback has been overwhelmingly

positive. Anne LaPrade, a third year painting graduate

student, says, "I can't say enough good things about |erry

and the course - it taught me that there is life after art

school and that people just like me can succeed."

Additionally, in the past four years, 25 graduates of

NYPOP have successfully made the transition to living

and creating in New York. Kearn's goal of bridging the

professional art world of New York to the art students

here at UMass has. he says, been realized.

On Tuesday afternoon in the

Campus Center, the State Legislature's

Special Committee on Genetic
Information held the first in a series of

public meetings on issues surrounding

genetic information and the need for

legislation.

Representatives Harriette Chandler

(D-Woreester) and lay Kaufman
(D- Lexington), who are chairing the

special committee, ran the meeting.

Chandler opened up by welcoming

everyone and explaining the basic for-

mat for the afternoon.

Anyone who wished to give testimo-

ny on the subject was asked to fill out

a short form and hand it into the two

representatives, throughout the course

of the meeting people who requested

to speak were given the opportunity.

Chandler explained that the reason

that they were here was to basically

find out people's concerns on the issue

of genetic testing and information.

"We are building a foundation, there

is nothing in place now." she said.

The committee is also seeking to

determine if there is a need for state

legislation to protect individual patients

and their right to privacy. Chandler

called the recent advances in the field

of genetic information "mind-bog-
gling." and emphasized the need to

take action on protective legislation

before, and not after problems arise.

"Everyone of us will be touched by

this revolution in medical science,"

said Chandler. "The question is, what

do we do about this information."

Kaufman called the meeting an

example "of government at it's best."

explaining that he favored the idea of

going to the public and asking them

their thoughts on the issue, instead of

waiting until legislation was passed to

talk publicly about it. He also said that

he wanted to hear people's thoughts

on legislative action involving genetic

information.

Jan Platner. executive director of the

Massachusetts Breast Cancer Coalition

was the first to testify before the meet-

ing. Her main concern was the use and
potential abuse of genetic information.

She cited the enormous potential for

discrimination by employers and insur-

ance companies, not only for individu-

als, but for their relatives as well.

"Genetic information not only has

implications for that individual, but for

every blood relative of that individual."

Platner said.

Professor Randall Phillis. associate

professor of biology at the University

of Massachusetts, spoke next. He out-

lined his concerns about the lack of

applicability of genetic information to

health care at this time.

"There really are no therapeutic

cures or treatments that involve genet-

ics at this time." Randall said.

Randall explained that since poten

rial generic problems can be identified

but not treated that it presents a host

of problems for which the medical

establishment is not wholly prepared

to contend with. He said that doctors

should receive training on understand-

ing genetic information and that

Generic counselors, who are trained to

advise people with genetic diseases, are

in short supply.

"The need for genetic counselors

will far exceed the availability of genet-

ic counselors in the near future." said

Randall.

UMass biology Professor Lawrence
Schwartz said that he felt strongly that

insurance companies not be given

access to genetic information because

of the potential for abuse.

"The penalties for misappropriation

of that information should be incredi-

bly strong," Schwartz said.

Many of the same issues were raised

by the individuals testifying, mainly,

concerns relating to privacy and dis-

crimination were of the utmost impor-

tance. Most cited the vast potential for

abuse on the part of insurance compa-

nies, to deny insurance based on the

possibility of future geneticly related

disease. Insurance companies which
have been represented at five previous

meetings of the committee and this

first public meeting, declined comment
at Tuesday's hearing.
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The feisty swan takes a nab at sophomore Biology Major Beth

Koppel's leg yesterday by the campus pond.

Coleman discusses Jackie Robinson
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Leonard Coleman, the president of Major League
Baseball's National League and Chairman of the Jackie

Robinson Foundation, took the stage in Bowker
Auditorium last night and spoke.

With the auditorium filled to approximately three quar-

ters its capacity. Sports Management department head

Glenn Wong introduced Coleman
Coleman was on campus as part of a guest speaker

series that is running in conjunction with the "Baseball in

Modem America" class. The class, which is a first-time

offering at the University, is an inter-departmental class

combining the Sport Studies. History, African-American

Studies and Political Science departments.

"[The class] is super." Coleman said. "In a way lackie

foreshadowed the greatest social events in this country in

this century. So I think it's fantastic to have this class."

"I enjoy getting back to college campuses, and I wish I

could do more of it," he said.

Coleman focused his speech on Robinson and the

upcoming 50th anniversary of Robinson's breaking of the

major league baseball color barrier. He became the first

black major leaguer in 1947, playing for the Brooklyn

Dodgers.

Coleman, a man who described the day the Brooklyn

Dodgers moved out of Brooklyn as "one of the worst

days of my life," opened his presentation by recalling

his own memories of Robinson and telling of his love

for baseball which laid the foundation for his future

work. He then related stories of racial segregation and
intolerance that were common in the early days of base-

ball.

He spent a considerable block of time speaking about

Branch Rickey and his work trying to break baseball's

color barrier.

"The seed for lackie Robinson's breakthrough was laid

by Branch Rickey," Coleman said. "Rickey searched the

Negro Leagues for the person he thought would be best

capable for making the breakthrough to the Major
Leagues, and rightly he picked Jack Roosevelt
Robinson."

"Baseball was a forerunner of social movement."
Coleman said. "Baseball stumbled into it because of

Branch Rickey
"

In a year when Truman was just integrating the armed
services, when the legendary Brown vs. the Board of

Education decision was still seven years away. Robinson
wore a Brooklyn Dodgers uniform as the first black

major leaguer and went on to be named the Rookie of

the Year

"Every kid in my neighborhood wanted to be No. 42
(Robinson's number)." Coleman said. Later in the

evening, Coleman mentioned that Boston Red Sox first

baseman Mo Vaughn wears No. 42 because of Robinson.

Coleman went on to tell about the Jackie Robinson
Foundation, an organization that was set up by
Robinson's widow. Rachel. The Foundation is responsi-

ble for giving out numerous scholarships to

college-bound students in need.

After concluding his speech. Coleman took many que-<

tions from the audience. When he stepped down from the

stage he then spent nearly a half an hour answering ques-

tions on a one-on-one basis.

Before being named as the President of the National

League in March of 1994, Coleman served in a number
of governmental positions, including in the cabinet of the

Governor of New Jersey. He also worked for various

municipal financial organizations.

Coleman holds an undergraduate degree in history

from Princeton, and two graduate degrees from Harvard.

Coleman was the second speaker that the "Baseball in

Modern America" class has brought to the Universits

There will be several more speakers throughout the

semester.
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For Your Information
Monday, Sept. 23

Meeting — The Golden Key National Honor Society

will be holding a general meeting at 7 p.m. in room
805-809 of the Campus Center. All are encouraged to

attend. Any questions, call Michelle at 549-0189.

Meeting — The Asian American Student Union will

hold it's first general meeting at 7:50 p.m. in room 174

of the Campus Center. Non-members are welcome, and

there are positions open. For more information, call the

AASA office at 545-0189.

Meeting — Alpha Phi Omega, a co-ed community ser-

vice fraternity, will be holding an informational meeting

in their office, room 409 of the Student Union, at 7 p.m.

Refreshments will be served. For further information,

call 545-2068.

Meeting — Circle K international, a collegiate com-

munity service organization, is having a meeting at 7

p.m. in room 409 of the Student Union. For more infor-

mation, call Aimee at 665-7712.

Wednesday, Sept. 25

Meeting — The Cannabis Reform Coalition invites

everyone to their first general meeting at 7 p.m. at

Earthfoods. On the agenda: Hiring an office staffer,

nominations for the executive board, and building facul-

ty support. For more information, call Brian Julin at

545-1122.

Meeting — Spectrum, a student-run art and literary

magazine, will hold its first general meeting for all those

interested at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center. For more

information, call 545-2240.

Meeting — The MASSPIRG general interest meeting

will be at 7 p.m. in Campus Center room 101.For more

information, call Leigh at 545-0199.

Reception The Women's Studies Welcome Back

Reception for students, faculty, staff and friends will be

held from 12-2 p.m. in room 1001-2 of the Campus
Center. Refreshments will be served, and all are wel-

come.For more information, call 545-1922, or e-mail at

womens- studies@wost.umass.edu or http://www-

unix.oit.umass.edu/~wostu.

Thursday, Sept. 26

Meeting — There will be an informational meeting

about a UMass trip to Israel being offered on Winter

Break (Dec. 23-Jan 2). at 7 p.m. at the Hillel House.

Meeting — The Math Club will hold its first meeting

at 7 p.m. in LGRT 152 ID. All math majors invited.

Come tour the new undergraduate reading lounge and

meet other math majors. Pizza will be served for those

signed up in LGRT 1 52 1 D ahead of time.

Notices

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer

Valley offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. ser-

vice in Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and

Prince bus stops at 9:45 a.m. Please call Mark to con-

firm, or for other stops, at 253-0561

.

Everywoman's Center — "Acculturation Group for

Latina Women," facilitated by Mari Vicente. Thursday

from 4-6 p.m. "Child Sexual Abuse Survivors Support

Groups:" Group 1 facilitated by Sara Elinoff, Mondays

from 7-9 p.m. Group 2 facilitator, day and time TBA.

"Coming Out Group For Lesbians," facilitated by Lynne

Schachne. Mondavs 4- 5:30 p.m. "Lifting Your Spirits."

facilitated by Carla Brennan and Diana Dalendina,

Wednesdays from 4-5:30 p.m. "Eco-Psychology for

Women," facilitated by Carla Brennan, Fridays 10-1 1:30

a.m. "Post Abortion Support Group." facilitated by

Peggy Warwick, Wednesdays 5:30- 6:30 p.m.

"Self-Esteem & Assertiveness for Women," facilitated by

FYh »e public service *nnooncem«nts printed daily To submit «n

FYI, please send » press release conUmmq all pertinent informa-
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son to the Colrgkin, c/o the Managing Iditc* by noon the previ

qui day

Carla Brennan. Wednesdays 6:30-8 p.m. "Single

Mothers Support Group." facilitated by Amy Rosebury,

Tuesdays 1-2:30 p.m. "Women & Divorce." facilitated

by Ali Thompson, Tuesdays 6:30-8 p.m. All groups

offered by the Everywoman's Center begin in October,

and offer a safe and confidential space. For other groups,

call 545-0883.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student

Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

Dancing—Beginner classes in Cajun dancing and

Appalachian clogging are starting on Sunday evenings

from 6-7 p.m. No experience or partner needed, all ages

welcome. Classes are held in Westfield at 132 Elm St.

For more information, call Jo Sarnelli at (413)

746-9067.

Five College-REFLECT, the Five College Bereavement

Support Program is a student organization devoted to

helping those coping with grief. REFLECT is offering

two free eight week grief support groups this semester.

Groups are forming now. For more information, call

577-5316.

Staff Needed—The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout, Copy and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 504

Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Community — Womanshelter is a battered woman's

shelter located in Holyoke serving the Holyoke/Chicopee

area and parts of Hampshire County. Womanshelter has

an extensive community education program providing

speakers and workshops on the following topics: domes-

tic violence, teen- dating violence, date rape, sexual

harassment, domestic violence and children, and many

more. The services are free of charge, but the

Womanshelter will gladly accept donations. For informa-

tion concerning these programs or to arrange a program

date for a group, call Edith Jennings from 9 a.m. to 4

p.m. Monday through Friday at 538-9717.

Support group — Synthesis Center Associate Rebecca

Reid leads an ongoing support group for single people

over 30 from 7:15 to 8:45 p.m. in downtown Amherst.

Single, divorced, widowed and all sexual orientation are

welcome. There is a low fee. For information, call

253-5494.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from 1 to 2 p.m.

in the Campus Center. The room number will be posted

on the Notice Board. For more information, call Utama

at 256-S482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Discussion Group — "A Course in Miracles" will meet

from 7 to 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting in

September. For more information, call 253-3795.

Astronomy — The Amherst Area Amateur
Astronomers Association will conduct free public solar

observing at 1 p.m. at the Amherst Town Common every

Saturday in September. Also offered every Saturday this

month will free planetarium shows at 4 p.m. in Amherst

College Bassett Planetarium, and free public observatory

observing at 9 p.m. at Amherst College Wilder

Observatory. Every Sunday this month there will be free

public observing at Mt. Pollux, off South East St., in

South Amherst.

Dance — The Northeast American School of Dance

Studio in Northampton will hold a dance spree every

Friday from 8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People

can dance to variety of music in a smoke and

alcohol-free environment. All ages welcome. Sliding

scaie. For more information, call 584-8167.

outstanding
Advisor Award
College of Food and Natural Resources

students, faculty and staff are invited to submit
nominations for this new award for 1996-97

NOMINATION FORMS ARE AVAILABLE IN

ROOM 113 STOCKBRIDGE HALL OR
IN DEPARTMENTAL OFFICES

Faculty in the following majors arc eligible for nomination:

Animal Science • Building Materials and Wood Technology

Apparel Marketing • Entomology • Environmental Design

Environmental Sciences • Family and Consumer Sciences • Food Science

Forestry • Hotel, Restaurant and Travel Administration

Landscape Architecture • Natural Resource Studies

Plant and Soil Sciences • Plant Pathology • Resource Economics

Sport Management • Wildlife and Fisheries Conservation
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Hackin' It Up
Keyon Spence plays hacky-sack with some friends on campus yesterday afternoon. Keyon is from St.

Vincent, Grenadines, and tan be found working at the campus pizza shop.
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WELCOME PARENTS

!

BUY YOUR UMASS MERCHANDISE
AT CAMPUS GEAR

AND
RECEIVE A CARD GOOD FOR

20% OFF YOUR NEXT
PURCHASE

ALSO

CHECK OUT OUR GREAT DEALS ON
FLEECE & JACKETS

^^^^ I Including

I U.S.A.

Visit Campus Gear Today!
255 Triangle Street•Amherst, Ma 0100:

(413) 549-0944
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Between Dairy Mart & Northhampton Co-operative Bank

Book & Plow Fest. to bring

fun to Amherst Commons
By Beth McCarthy
Collegian Staff

For three days in September, the Book and Plow
Festival of Amherst will yet again stimulate towns folk

and students alike with a impressive array of cultural

offerings.

"Nobody's allowed to be bored," said Robin Jaffin,

coordinator of the Book and Plow Festival. "If they

are, they haven't looked hard enough for something to

do."

Indeed, Jaffin is only half joking, as there will be a

tremendous amount of activities and attractions avail-

able at the festival.

The weekend will begin with "an evening of tasting"

on the Town Common. Friday, Sept. 27, from 6 p.m.

to 9 p.m., will hold regionally produced beer, wine and

coffee tasting accompanied by jazz music.

Down the road at the Black Sheep Cafe, viewers can

witness the unique, "Cops and Kids poetry slam" from

6 p.m. to 8 p.m. Here children under the age of 17 and

police officers will be theatrically delivering poetry.

Jaf tin hopes that this event will allow kids to see

intimidating police officers in a more relaxed environ-

ment. Additional, prizes will be offered to participants

young and old.

Saturday, Sept. 28, from 1 1 a.m. to 9 p.m., will con-

centrate on agriculture and conservation. There will be

a variety of local and regional products, antique farm-

ing equipment and farm animals.

Hampshire College will be bringing herd dogs and

sheep to demonstrate sheep herding.

There will also be many displays by different depart-

ments of the surrounding colleges and universities.

"This is actually a venue to showcase what everyone

is doing." said (affln, referring to the projects that the

universities are working on.

"We want to bring out what's normally behind

closed doors and make it more accessible because its

really amazing what goes on behind those closed

doors."

The University of Massachusetts will be there to

contribute by having 4,000 ladybugs shipped from

California for a ladybug exhibit.

"One purpose of this is to show kids that farmers

use a variety of control methods and one of them is

biological control," said Craig Hollingsworth, exten-

sion educator at UMass.
Not only will these ladybugs be used for the exhibit,

but some will be also be distributed to children so they

can take a piece of what they learned home with them.

There will also be musicians performing all weekend

under the tent ranging in styles and origins. Sister

Carol, who is a well known reggae artists from the

Boston area, will be performing Saturday.

In addition, Vance Gilbert, a noted folk artist also

from the Boston area, will perform on Sunday, Sept.

29.

Sunday will also focus on literature and history from

1 1 a.m. to 4 p.m. Events such as the "Emily Dickinson

look alike contest," and the "Uncle Wiggly story hour"

will once again attract the festival younger audiences.

The local African-American history display and tour

will also make it a very memorable day. The tour will

lead the followers to local residences, of which some

are still inhabited by the original African-American

families that moved in over a 100 years ago.

Stories will go with each house visited, only this year

the stories will be telling the negative aspects of being

black in this area, as well as the positive that the Book

and Plow has previously limited itself to last year.

"We're really proud and grateful to the contributors

for this," said Jaffin referring to the tour and displays.

Shirley Hebb, who lives in one of the houses on the

tour, thinks this is a wonderful idea.

"It'll help other people as far as culture," said Hebb.

"Because lots of times you find out interesting things

you didn't know before when you get their version and

ideas."

Another added feature to this year's festival is a

translator for the hearing impaired which will make
this event even more accessible. UMass has volun-

teered its services by translating a large portion of the

literature competition which is open to all languages.

"Every year we'll be able to add a new translation,"

said Jaffin.

Tickets will be sold in the form of buttons, which

can be purchased for $4 per adults and $1 for kids

under 14 and senior citizens.

These lower rates start Sept. 10 and will be available

at Jones Library and Hastings in Amherst, Beyond

Words Bookstore in Northampton, Greenfield's

Market in Greenfield and Odyssey Bookstore in South

Hadley, or call 413-253-0700.

These buttons, when purchased early, can also go

towards discounts at participating business and are

good for the entire weekend of activities.

Buttons can also be purchased at the door all week-

end for $5 for adults and $2 for kids and senior citi-

zens.

Whitewater pardons raises a storm
By Mike Fsinsibler

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President Clinton's refusal to rule

out pardons for his former Whitewater partners raised

storm warnings Tuesday. Some observers said a

Whitewater pardon would cause as much outrage as

President Ford's act of clemency toward Richard Nixon.

Clinton was noncommittal when asked Monday about a

potential post-election pardon for Jim McDougal. his for-

mer wife Susan McDougal and former Arkansas Gov. Jim

Guy Tucker. But he didn't slam the door shut. He said he

would review such requests "after there's an evaluation

done by the Justice Department.

"

But that was enough to arouse strong reaction from

Republicans. "It would be an unprecedented use of the

pardon power when you pardon someone who is involved

in a matter in which you yourself are being investigated,"

said Joseph diGenova, who was U.S. attorney for the

District of Columbia in the Reagan and Bush administra-

tions. He said it could be grounds for impeachment and

"would doom his presidency — doom it, no matter what

his other accomplishments."

"There would be a storm of outrage and indignation,"

agreed Robert Goldwin, a constitutional scholar at the

American Enterprise Institute. Goldwin served in the Ford

White House and observed the protests following Ford's

pardon of Nixon for crimes he "committed or might have

committed." Some historians think the paruon cost Ford

re-election in 1976.

In 1992, President Bush's last days in office were

dogged by reaction to his pardons of former Defense

Secretary Caspar Weinberger and five other former offi-

cials in the Iran-Contra affair.

Bush's own vice presidential conduct could have

become an issue at Weinberger's trial. Bush's role had

been under investigation by the prosecutor's office at the

time Bush pardoned Weinberger, a fact the prosecutor

emphasized in his final report on Iran-Contra. At the time,

Clinton, awaiting his own inauguration, commented, "I

am concerned by any action that sends a signal that if you

work for the government, you're beyond the law or that

not telling the truth to Congress under oath is somehow
less serious than not telling the truth to some other body

under oath."

On Tuesday, the president did not elaborate on his

remarks concerning his former business associates. His

press secretary, Mike McCurry, said Clinton was
"absolutely not" holding the door open for pardons,

adding: "He said he hadn't given it any consideration."

Industries polluting H2
legally

By Melissa B. Robinson

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Industries

legally dumped more than 794,000

pounds of toxic pollutants directly in

state waterways over a recent five-

year period, according to a new study.

Almost half of the pollutants went

into Muddy Cove Brook in southeast-

ern Massachusetts, while another

6.65 million pounds of toxic chemi-

cals were likely released into water-

ways after passing through sewage

treatment plans, it said.

The analysis of U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency data, reported by

the polluters themselves, was
released Tuesday by the

Environmental Working Group and

the Public Interest Research
Organization, both nonprofit envi-

ronmental watchdog groups. The
data on toxic discharges, which cov-

ered the period 1990-94, have previ-

ously been available.

"The vast majority of this pollution

was, and is, legal." said Ken Cook,

Environmental Working Group presi-

dent.

"As a result of this continuing pol-

lution, thousands of water bodies

nationwide are damaged, as are the

economies that depend on them,
from tourism to fisheries," he added.

Some of the chemicals have been

linked to cancer, reproductive prob-

lems, neurological disorders or other

health problems. Toxic chemicals

may also harm the environment, par-

ticularly if they accumulate over time.

In Massachusetts, Zeneca Inc.'s

former Dighton facility reported the

greatest amount- of toxic discharges

to water — 418.526 pounds — in the

state over the five years, the report

showed.

The vast majority of those toxins

— 381,1 18 pounds — was released

into Muddy Cove Brook, located near

Dighton in southeastern

Massachusetts.

Judith Auchard, spokeswoman for

Zeneca Inc.. based in Wilmington,

Del., said the Dighton facility, which

was used for textile-color manufac-

turing, was closed more than a year

ago. "We do have responsibility for

cleaning up the site," said Auchard,

who said cleanup efforts are ongoing.

The toxic chemical discharged in

the greatest amounts in

Massachusetts was ammonium sul-

fate, at 373,300 pounds. The envi-

ronmental groups did not list that

substance among its carcinogens or

chemicals affecting reproduction.

The 6.65 million pounds in sewer

discharges are based on an estimate.

A total 26.6 million pounds of

toxic chemicals were discharged to

sewer systems in Massachusetts over

the five-year period. EPA estimates a

quarter of those pass through treat-

ment plans to receiving waters.

MASSPIRG meeting tonight
Hopes to get 150 students involved on five different campaigns

By Daniel E. Levenson

Collegian Staff

The University Of Massachusetts

at Amherst chapter of MASSPIRG.
the Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Interest Group, will be

holding a general interest meeting

tonight at 7 p.m. in room 101,

Campus Center.

Christina Maginnis. a student vol-

unteer who is the secretary of the

UMass-Amherst chapter, spoke to

the Collegian about the group's plans

for the year.

She said that there are about 25

active student interns and volunteers

who are the driving force behind the

chapter.

"We're working to get over 150

students involved," Maginnis said.

The group has five organizational

campaigns in the works, each one

dealing with a different and contro-

versial issue.

The "Right to Know Campaign,"

which focuses on raising student and

consumer awareness about undocu-

mented and potentially dangerous

chemicals used by industry, is a pri-

mary MASSPIRG issue this year.

This campaign also includes efforts

to pass legislation to educate con-

sumers about the use of these chemi-

cals.

The "Youth Vote Campaign" calls

on interested students not only to

register to vote, but also to get leam

more about the political process

which they can become a part of,

according to Maginnis.

The "Water Watch Campaign"

seeks to make people aware of the

issues facing America's streams and

rivers. In relation, a stream cleanup

near Sylvan is planned.

The "Hunger and Homelessness

Campaign" will conduct a variety of

activities, including clothing and food

drives to assist local shelters.

The "Free The Planet Campaign"
involves recycling efforts and
working with endangered species.

Last year they organized an Earth

Day celebration in the town of

Amherst.
MASSPIRG is totally funded by a

line-item option on their tuition

bill.

According to Maginnis, the group

is involved with efforts to work with

other groups on campus, especially

with voter registration efforts.
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"Tools for the Road"
Karen Knight of the Career Center leads an Employment Options Workshop at the University Career

Center's Fall Open House held in the Student Union Ballroom yesterday.

THE BEAVER COLLEGE
LONDON SEMESTER

AT CITY 'UNIVERSITY

Spend fifteen weeks getting to

know London studying with

British students at City

University. Classes are available

in dozens of subjects. You can

also opt for one or more of our

special classes that explore the

theaters, the museums and the

heritage that prompted Samuel

Johnson to observe,

"When a man is tired of London,

he is tired of life."

There's so much going on, you

might want to stay for the whole

year!

Speak to your study abroad

advisor about Beaver College

programs.

Call for a free

catalog today.

1.888.BEAVER-9
cea@beaver.edu

http://www.beaver.edu/cea/

BURGER NOW
a!£SS Hiring

We're looking for people with

pride, who want to be treated

fairly by people who care, to

staff our restaurants.

-Good Starting Pay

-Flexible Hours

-Full Time/Part Time

-Meal Discounts

-Management Opportunities

Closing Rates up to $6.50*

Apply in Person

Rt. 9 Hadley

Rt. 5 Northampton

*See Manager for details

Correction
The article. "Peace Corps looks for help," published yesterday did not

include the new location of the Peace Corps recruitment office, which is

located in 11 2 Stockbridge HaD, University of Massachusetts.

The Collegian regrets the error.

w«h S.M.A.

492 PLEASANT ST.. NORTHAMPTON MA
413.582.9898
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Fair warning to a group of posers

Each and every last one of the born-again hippies

aimlessly frolicking upon our slowly degenerat-

ing campus ought to have a wide rubber band

strapped around their head.

Then, someone (any volunteers?) should stroll by and

place their forefinger and thumb around each elastic

one-by- one, pull as far as can be stretched, and then

release without feeling even a remote particle of guilt.

Now hear this you time-warped members of the pre-

sent generation: SNAP TO IT!

Enough apathy. Enough allowing our campus to

unfold and fall apart before our very eyes.

Enough merely gazing at national and

world events. Enough impassivity.

Enough meandering barefoot on a col-

lege campus where broken glass beer bot-

tles abound. Enough littering our once-

charming and immaculate campus with

Earthfoods' plates, spoons and forks.

Enough disguising uneleanliness with that

ozone-unfriendly and putrid scent known
as patchouli.

The true, bona-fide and original hippies

from the '60s admirably distinguished and

strongly identified themselves by being on the forefront

of political activism: they accomplished: they achieved;

they were motivated; they were proud of and forthright

in their opinions and stance; and they were the impetus

of a civil and social movement that, to the present day,

still persists and continues.

They had that ever-vital skeletal component known
as a spine vertically lining their back.

The false hippies infesting our campus are either

completely oblivious in regard to their surroundings

within this bubble known as the Pioneer Valley, or

these timid amoebas are plagued with yellow-bellies

(which most probably have pierced navels).

The imitation hippies here have a common goal. The
impostors hanging out on Hippie Beach serve the same
purpose. The fraudulent hippies do the same actions.

And it is for one aspect which they all collectively

stand, passionately encourage and vigorously fight.

Nothing.

One need not look any further than the gradually

Henry J.

Brier

crumbling buildings on campus to understand the dire

conditions under which we presently study and attempt

to retain knowledge.

Severely neglected chairs and ruined desks fill the

classrooms and lecture halls of "The Pride of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts
"

We all know about our sorrowful central edifice —
the W. E. B. DuBois Tower Library — and its insecure

bricks. So, let us consider another building.

Although no courses are conducted in Memorial Hall,

this building has molding on its east side that is deterio-

rating and on the brink of crashing to

earth.

Is this what we want to make of our-

selves? Is that an admirable way of defin-

ing ourselves? Is this how we want to be

remembered? The generation of people

who stands for nothing, who lacks motiva-

tion and experiences difficulty accomplish-

ing and becoming distinguished.

So instead of emerging as a distinctive

generation with unique goals and ideals,

some would rather fill the footsteps and

emulate a past generation, but only as far

as appearance goes.

On the national and global spectrums, there is so

incredibly much happening that fathoming the reality

that people idly sit like totem poles waiting for the

world to come to them is nothing other than insane.

Where to start. Troop movement. Elections. Peace

processes. Civil uprising. Nuclear development and pro-

liferation, to name but a minuscule sampling of the

wide array of examples.

What shall be done in order to repair and correctly

adjust this overly-lethargic segment of campus?
If the rubber band scheme previously described

proves to be ineffective, then perhaps the solution lies

at the very entrance to campus.

In addition to the two flagpoles situated at Haigis

Mall, a third should be added. Let's flaunt the new
pride of this University.

Hoist one of those random hippies high, and let it

wave in the wind.

Henry /. Brier is a Collegian columnist.

Awakening the prophet within

Martin F.

Jones

In the first year of Belshazzar, King of Babylon,

Daniel had a dream and visions of his head
upon his bed: then he wrote the dream and

the sum of the matters.

Daniel 7:1

Have you ever had deja vu? Have you ever experi-

enced a strange, yet unexplained feeling about some-

thing for no apparant reason? Or maybe you've

dreamed of being somewhere with someone, only to

see it actually come true.

Well, you are not alone. These and other similar

phenomena are becoming increasingly common
among a myriad of different people. Many people will

agree that the world is now experiencing an explo-

sion of supernatural tendencies as we aproach the

coming new millenium.

The art of predicting the future is as old as civiliza-

tion itself. While such matters provide

great material for shows like Unsolved

Mysteries or continue to fuel the multi-

million- dollar psychic networks indus-

try, there are documented prophecies

in hundreds of books spanning the the

history of this subjective art over the last 10.000

years. For decades, premonitions bureaus in America

and England have recorded hundreds of certified

cases of people accurately predicting the future.

When most people think of prophets, they think of

biblical figures such as Daniel, the medeval
Nostradamus or more recent seers such as Edgar
Cayce and Jean Dixon. For a long time I was totally

skeptical of such claims to see into the future.

Nostradamus' quatrains were somewhat confusing

and vague, and lean Dixon sold out to the tabloids.

Many others who claimed to see the future turned

out to be complete frauds. Nevertheless, in today's

information age, people still want their prophecies

just like fast food: on time and exactly how they were
ordered up.

Well, it just so happens, believe it or not. that

yours truly has indeed seen some prophecies of his

own. But first, let me start by reflecting on an event

which changed my life forever and was followed by

incredible visions of the future, a few of which will

be revealed in this very column.

My journey began early on the morning of October

16. 1995. I was traveling to Washington D.C. to

attend the Million Man March and was riding in a

carpool with four friends. I had felt uneasy all

evening and had to be heavily persuaded to attend

the march by my significant other at the time. Before

departing from Amherst, I told one of the other pas-

sengers that I felt "something bad was going to hap-

pen."

And something "bad," sure enough did take place.

I can recall sitting in the back seat, listening to late

night soul music with everyone, except the driver,

sound asleep. I was about to close my eyes too. but

suddenly, a mysterious force compelled me to stay

awake. I did. The next thing I knew the car was dri-

ving off the road at 70 mph. I screamed out loud as I

realized the driver was also sound asleep.

And I continued to yell until just before impact

when he awoke and began to regain control of the

car. However, we hit a road sign and the car began

to spin dangerously out of control, nearly colliding

with the bus we were following to the march. It was
against the sound of screeching tires that I closed

my eyes and accepted transition into the next world.

It was a brief, unnatural, and yet peaceful feeling as

I prepared myself to meet my maker.

And then, a miracle occured*. The car came to a

halt at the side of the road. The rear side window had

a head-sized hole in it as my thick afro was littered

with tiny cubes of the broken window pane.

Everyone else was alright, too. We all got out of the

car and surveyed the damage, and one of the guys

even talked about getting to the march on time.

We never made it to the march that day. but we
did make it back to Amherst in time to watch
Farrakhan's speech on television. To this day, I am
convinced that we were spared death by the interven-

tion of a higher power. Whatever it

was that kept me awake before the

crash occured must definitely have a

greater life purpose in store for me.

All said, the accident was a lesson.

It taught me that if one sees catastro-

phe approaching, it is destined for him to intervene

and warn the world. While I did not prevent the

near-fatal crash which disabled our vehicle, I was
able to affect the outcome by awakening the driver

prior to impact. It was a lesson which I will always

remember.

In the movie The Dead Zone, actor Christopher

Walken portrays a man who survives a truck accident

and begins to see into the future. The film ends with

him intervening into one of his visions and changing

its outcome. Following the car accident, I too began

to experience such visions, and they have been grow-

ing ever more numerous and vivid during the past

few months since then.

In a December 1995 column, I wrote of a dream in

which I traveled through time and saw Massachusetts

governor William Weld accepting the 1996 republi-

can nomination for president, with New Jersey gover-

nor Christine Whitman nominated as his running

mate.

I also saw Whitman and New Jersey senator Bill

Bradley engaged in a debate with Bradley being intro-

duced as "Vice- president of the United States."

Since then, I have received new visions which con-

firm that this is a true and accurate picture of our

future. I've continued to receive even more messages

about the near future. The most recent one involves

an imminent shake-up within the GOP ticket in

which a damaging scandal surrounding Jack F. Kemp
results in his being replaced by Governor Weld as

Bob Dole's running mate.

It is not easy carrying such prophecies within one's

heart as there is nothing save blind faith upon which

they stand. Nevertheless. I am totally convinced that

these events will indeed take place. Al present, the

art of psychic prediction is an enigma beyond our

rational understanding, and to that end it does mir-

ror much of the universe itself or even the vast

potential of human intelligence. Now, more than

ever, the time has come to reassess our limits and

reawaken the prophet within us all.

Martin F. /ones is a Collegian columnist.

Opinion/Editorial
Out of this world

The views and opinions expressed on (his pave arc those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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Minority or not?

Iew,
an African-American and a

homosexual were filling out col-

lege applications. No. this is not

iding into a joke.

The Jew. when asked if he was a

minority, put down "yes" because of

his religion. The African-American,

when asked the same question, put

down "yes" because of his race. The
homosexual, when asked the same
question, put down "yes" because of

his sexuality.

The Merriam-Webster Dictionary

defines minority as "the smaller in

number of two groups" and "a part of

a population differing from others (as

in race)." So, what does it mean to be

a minority? Can anyone be a minority?

I met a friend of mine in the dining

commons. He was eating with some-

one I had not met. I thought he was

white. He opened his mouth and spoke

with an accent easily discernable as

Hispanic and told me his name was

Pedro. So now he is not white, but

Hispanic. Had this same person not

spoken with an accent, my perception

of him, meaningless as it might be.

would have remained the same.

1 once worked with a beautiful girl

named Allison. Light skin, dark hair,

melodious voice. Her full name, as I

later found out. was Allison Feinstein.

So, now she was not white, but

lewish.

The above mentioned classifications

were merely notations in my mind, as

they should be. But why should they be

there at all? The same friend who
introduced me to Pedro also intro-

duced me to |eff, who in turn intro-

duced me to his boyfriend. Zephyr. So
these three people, Pedro, Allison and

Jeff, all off whom I thought were

white, turned out to be minorities. But

they are still white, aren't they, or

Bien'l ihey?

If you lined up a dozen "white" peo-

ple, I could tell you if they looked

French or Italian or Slavic or German
or Irish or Swedish or any other

"The Merriam-Webster

Dictionary defines

minority as "the smaller

in number of two

groups " and "a part ofa

population differing

from others (as in

race). " So, what does it

mean to be a minority?

Can anyone be a

minority?"

Christopher Hassett

"white" group. If you lined up a dozen

Asian people, 1 could tell you they art-

Asian. That's about it. Could an Asian

person say. "Oh he's Korean, she's

lapancse. that kid's from China, oh.

and he's Vietnamese?"

In the long run. does this system of

classification really matter? Not really

We are all homo sapiens, belonging to

the same species. But then what
divides us into minorities? Culture

does not seem to be the divider.

Ftench. Italian. Russian and German
culture are all different but are all con-

sidered "white."

Oppression is not it either. Women
have been oppressed since men existed

and the poor have been oppressed

since the rich existed, yet they are not

minorities. Religion does not seem to

be the key either. |ewish people are

considered a minority, and in some

places being Protestant or Catholic are

means of classification into majority

and minority. However. Protestant reli-

gions number in the dozens, or hun

dreds.

Sexuality does not seem to be the

definer either. There are gays of every

race, religion, social class and gender.

There are some that would consider

the elderly or handicapped classifica-

tions for minority. The ambiguity

grows.

Bob Dole gaffed when he did not

address the National Association for

the Advancement of Colored People.

These days, it seems there is MM COB

fusion, at least in my own mind, on

what it means to be a person of color

While the NAACP was created to help

African Americans. I hear Hispanics.

Middle Easterners and Indians (from

India) calling themselves people of

color. While we are on the subject. I

may not have the best tan in the world,

but I am no Snow While. Am I a per-

son of color too? Hey. my editor's

cheeks get really red quite often. Red is

a color. My Irish editor is a person of

color!

In a time when the reaction, funding

and votes of many different minority

groups steer government campaigns

and election promises, what exactly a

minority is bears some scrutiny.

Christopher Hassett is a Collegian

staffmember.

Educational Ignorance

Raghuram

Vedrevu

On a sunny day in early September, a student at i he-

University had just taken a seat in his final class of

the day. In this class, his professor asked the stu-

dents to interview each other and. when called upon, act

like the person you interviewed.

He embarked on the task with a genuine curiosity about

the life of his interviewee. A few minutes into the conversa-

tion, she asked him what his country of origin was. The stu-

dent quickly replied, "I am from India."

"How long have you been in this country." she asked,

slowing her voice to help the newly discovered immigrant

understand "her" English.

"I've been here since 1979 and have gone to school in this

country ever since," he responded in his

"American" accent.

One week later, the same student returns

home to the dorms from an evening out with

his friends. He notices a large congregation in

the floor lounge. He decides to go in and take

part in the floor's festivities.

Shortly thereafter, a floor resident enters the lounge.

Caught up in the jovial atmosphere, he remarks about the

river bathers in India's holiest river, the Ganges, while

motioning like a monkey.

Stunned by the total lack of respect for his religion, the

student quietly stepped out onto the balcony to ponder the

events of the night and the first week of the semester.

Why did this happen? What did he do to deserve this?

Why were people telling him to take the comment less seri-

ously? Why don't they understand what he is going

through? He was just joking. He didn't mean it. Anyway,

his best friend is "black," so the comments should be

excused because he has made an attempt at friendship with

someone who is categorized as something "other" than

white.

The frustration. The pain in the realization that the events

of the past week do occur on a college campus which boasts

(falsely) about its commitment to teaching students about

diversity in a vastly multicultural world in which we live.

These are just some of the many questions and feelings

hovering over the heads of people of color in this society.

The student quickly realized that (in addition to other fac-

tors) society's system of education is to blame for the two

incidents (as well as many others like them).

Whether one wants to believe it or not, there is a major

educational crisis in this society thai fuels lack of under-

standing between groups of people. From the first steps of a

child into a classroom, they are taught to "play the game"

which is another way of ordering them to "assimilate."

These educational institutions place too much emphasis

on coping with events in day-to-day life, rather than helping

people understand why someone acted the way they did.

For example, if a person of color is assaulted in a high

school, they are forced to cope with the event rather than,

the more productive, understanding the societal causes

which lead to the assault.

The only way to enable people to understand each other is

to expose them from an early age to "experi-

ential learning" as well as learning from text-

books. The transition from all learning based

on textbooks to a 50-50 split with experien-

tial learning has been attempted on this cam-

pus.

Recently, students enrolled in the International Program
in Thatcher Residence Hall mounted a petition drive to

restructure a mandatory class for those in the program.

The students contended that the curriculum lacked a

social and cultural interaction.

A resident and participant in the program said the stu

dents believed that they could offer more to each other from

their life's experiences and multicultural backgrounds.

"We have a lot more to gain this way. They (the students

|

felt that the only good learning is book learning," the resi-

dent said, who believes a combination of "book learning"

and experiential learning will benefit society.

The idea of experiential learning is not a new one. In

1967.- R.D. Laing wrote the Politics of Expenence in which

he detailed how an individual's life experiences can help

people from completely different parts of the world relate to

each other.

An expansion from all rxxtk learning to include experien-

tial learning will be the first step for the educational system

in this society to foster a real understanding between people

and better prepare them to live in a "global village."

In the end, experiences aa- what makes us who we are. to

disregard them in education and daily life is to deny our-

selves.

Raghuram Vadanvu is a Collegian staffmember.

Have something to say?
Write a letter to the editor. Just make sure it's no longer than 400

words typed and includes names (first and last) and phone numbers
for verification purposes. Have a nice day!

As you may have heard, scien-

lists have discovered evidence
of life on Mars.

Rather than tentacled,
slimy Independence Day-style aliens,

these "new" forms of life are
slug-shaped and look about as
threatening as Bambi. And oh yeah
— they were alive billions of years
ago, so we don't have to worry about
any alien invasions.

And since scientists have discov-

ered that at one point in the history

of the universe, Mars was capable of
supporting life, 1 propose that we
pack our bags and shuttle

over to Mars to colonize
the planet. After all. there

isn't much left here on
Earth for us to discover
and it's getting kind of
crowded. There looks to be plenty of

room on Mars.

Of course it would take a lot of

work. There's that slight problem of

lack of oxygen and water on Mars,
not to mention that gravity would
also be a little tricky to manage. But

that's nothing — give our scientists a

few years and plenty of funding and
Mars can be turned into an inhabit-

able place. Pretty soon, it will be the

new place to go on your honeymoon
or rather than jaunting off to Europe

after graduating from college, you
can make a trip to Mars, via the

moon of course.

lust think of all the possibilities.

We could use the new colonies to

supply us with all the materials we
need that are not available on the

homeworld. And the more we spread

out and encounter other forms of

life, we can impose our wills and
philosophies on those in the way.

Sound familiar? It should. It's

Seema
Gangatirka

called Manifest Destiny and it was

the driving motivation for expansion

during the 1800's in North America

and other parts of the world.

In the past, humans have been

pretty cavalier about running over

anyone whose ideas have been
remotely different or who operate

their civilizations on a level that did

not mesh with a particular philoso-

phy.

The New World opened up all

sorts of possibilities. For the discov-

erers, finding the Americas was like

discovering the pot of gold at the end

of the rainbow.
The wealth of

resources in this

country and the

opportunities
were endless. And

unfortunately, greed conquered any

semblance of compassion for others.

In European eyes, the Native

Americans were not "civilized." And
the fact that the Native Americans

practiced their own religions was a

thorn in the Europeans' backside.

These two reasons provided enough

rationale to destroy entire tribes and

severely weaken others. Entire cul-

tures — such as the thriving Aztec-

empire — were wiped out.

Yet there were few who questioned

what was happening to the peoples

native to the Americas. It's only now
in this era of political correctness thai

people even consider what was done

to the Native Americans when
Columbus and his friends overran the

New World. And still, there is no

agreement on how to assuage the

guilt for destroying other human
beings on the basis that they had

something that the rest of the world

wanted.

Have our attitudes really changed

in the 500 years since the discovery

of the Americas?

If there was indeed life on Mars or

anywhere else in the galaxy, would
we show it respect or would we
promptly annex the plane! and its

inhabitants as an expression of impe-

rialistic attitude?

And even if we didn't feel the need

to make Mars the 5 1 si state, would

we get along with Martians''

After all. there would be a new
language to decipher, new foods to

digest, new cultures to absorb. Il

would lend a whole new meaning to

the expression "global community."

Perhaps it's good a thing that we
haven't discovered who else is out

there.

As it is, we can't even get along with

each other, let alone aliens with differ-

ent customs. And there are times when
openess between different cultures is

blocked and minds and eyes are doted
If we can't leant to communicate effec-

tively with each other, there is no way

that we would be able to express our

selves to the aliens. If anything, I can

envision the aliens throwing up their

anus and leaving in disgust.

The lack of communication, under-

standing and compassion is a sad

comment on our society. While we're

far from being the happy, unconflict-

ed people envisioned in Gene
Roddenberry's "Star Trek" universe,

we've come a long way.

Acknowledging what happened in the

past can only help with what is to

come in the future.

History has taught us valuable

lessons. Let's only hope that the les-

son was learned.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian

columnist.

Diagnosing the e-mail disease

Eliza

Berkowitz

Hello, my name is Eliza Berkowitz and I am an

e-mail addict. My addiction started one year

ago when I first got an e-mail account here at

UMass. I had never used e-mail before and 1 thought

that e-mail would be a good way to keep my phone

bills down and still stay in touch with my friends who
were also away at school. Boy. what a mistake. If I'd

have known then what I know now, things would have

been different. My grades suffered. My social life suf-

fered. Even my eyesight suffered from the countless

hours spent squinting at my roommate's computer

screen (in the dark) while I should have been sleeping.

Trust me, e-mail addiction is not normal. It sneaks

up on you. Before you know it, you're

caught in a downward spiral of events

that could have been avoided, if only

you never made the hike to Lederle to

get "cm-line."

E-mail addiction happened to me and

it could happen to you. Seek professional help if you

notice any of the following symptoms in yourself or

anyone you know.

You give your friends your password, so that they

can check your e-mail when you're not around. My
friend, who lived down the hall from me last year,

would check my e- mail for me a million times a day.

You know you're in trouble when you come back from

using the ladies' room and your friend says, "You got

two new messages while you were gone."

You make excuses for your habit. I would leave par-

ties to check my e-mail. I'd say that 1 was expecting an

important phone call or that I had to wake up early. In

actuality, the only thing I ever had to wake up early to

do was get on the computer.

You get into fights with your friends over e-mail.

Once, my friend was typing a paper and I decided that

her paper could wait and that I needed to do e-mail

right then and there. She didn't agree, so I beat her

senseless until she did.

You start hallucinating from lack of sleep After

pulling all-nighters every night in the month of

November, simply to write letters to people I didn't

really like, I started seeing this life-sized penguin all

over campus. First I saw him at the pottery wheel in

the craft center, making a beautiful vase. Then I saw

him in line in the Campus store, buying condoms.

Finally, 1 saw him driving a PVTA bus. Scary, huh?

You'll do anything to get more mail. My friend put

her name on an Indigo girls mailing list. She got thirty

messages a day from other Indigo Girls fans, but never

read any of them. I started corresponding with my
friend's parents. Hey. they always wrote

back. Besides, we were just happy that

we always had new messages.

You start doing favors for people who
let you use their computers. My friend

would give people cookies in exchange

for computer time. Eventually, the cookies weren't

enough and she was forced to give sexual favors in

addition to cookies. It was very sad.

E-mail starts taking precedence over your classwork.

If only I had a dollar for every time I said, "Let me just

check my e-mail and then I'll start my work."

You start becoming e-mail buddies with people you

don't even like. I rekindled friendships with many peo-

ple I had lost touch with and many people 1 didn't even

like, just so that I would get more messages. You can

imagine how interesting those messages were.

If you notice any of these symptoms in yourself, or

your friends, I urge you to seek professional help

immediately. E- mail addiction is not a joke.

Thankfully, I have identified my problem and I am on

the road to recovery. With support from my family and

friends, I will get better. In the meantime. I have to go,

um ... I'm expecting an important phone call.

Eliza Berkewitz is a Collegian columnist.

What happened to manners?

Suzanne

Barber

Every morning my roommates

and I herd onto the bus to

class. I think they manufac-

ture the PVTA buses at the same fac

tory where they make clown cars

because any normal transportation

service would refuse to pick up any

more passengers, but the PVTA
always welcomes more.

For my roommates and me, a

packed bus means a

captive audience. "Hey

Missy, aren't you glad

you used Dial? Don't

you wish everybody

did?" No one ever

laughs at that. Once I risked life and

limb by standing well beyond the

white line at the front of the bus.

Sometimes, when I am on the bus I

think it's funny to say, "Hey ever see

Speed?" That day. it really wasn't a

funny thing to say because I wasn't

aware that Skippy Handelman was

driving the bus and he freaked out:

"What do you mean?" That's when

the sagging bus careened into the

curb and I realized why I should be

behind the white line.

Last Tuesday, with great determi-

nation I shimmied my way through

the crowd on the bus and managed to

find a seat. Little did I know. I had

just boarded the bus bound for

Rudeville.

It was pouring rain that day. I was

already a little cranky. My crankiness

turned to fury when an elderly

woman climbed aboard the magic-

bus and couldn't find a seat. There

were so many people pinned against

me that it took awhile for me to

vacate my seat for her. In the mean-

time, though, other able-bodied pas-

sengers just sat and watched her

struggle. Where are people's man-
ners? Is it really worth

sitting for the two
minute bus ride to

campus? I'm all for

women's lib and
everything but I

appreciate gentlemen and think that

women would too.

It's not even a matter of men
respecting women or whatever. The

women on the bus were just as lazy.

It's a matter of respect for older

adults. It's just plain indecent for

physically capable young students to

sit while an older person stands. I was

embarrassed by the behavior of the

spoiled students on the bus that day.

When one of my friends met my
10-year-old cousin, Patrick, she was

impressed that he shook her hand

and said, "Nice to meet you." She

thought it was cute that he took his

hat off when he greeted my grand

mother. I am not saying that Patrick

isn't extraordinary — he is — but he

shouldn't be. Manners should be

standard operating procedure. A
polite little boy should not be consid-

ered exceptional.

It may not be the norm for men to

take their hats off for women any-

more. I am not suggesting that the

custom come back into society, but

our grandmothers are used to that

respect and they deserve it. So next

time you visit your grandmother or

even meet an elderly woman, take off

your hats (especially if it's one of

those "Cocks" hats or a UMass cap

with the "M" cleverly taken out).

So, to the students riding the bus

last Tuesday morning, if you think

that having bills in your name and

maybe a lease for an apartment

makes you an adult, you are as naive

as you are rude. You're still a punk

kid who won't get off his fat ass for a

lady.

Bottom line, get some class. Offer

your seat to an older woman standing

on the bus. If you think you're tough

and strong, prove it by getting up and

standing on your own two feet. Being

polite will make you appear taller,

more gallant and brawny. If you sit

while someone's grandmother clings

for dear life on the bus hoping that

Skippy's sober, that makes you a

sloth and you should slither to class

instead of taking the bus.

Suzanne Barber is a Collegian staff

member.

Attention Collegian columnists.

Mug shots for editorial columns will be taken on Monday,

Sept. 30. That's next Monday if you're not mathematically

inclined. Please wear your Sunday best and don't forget to

bring a smile!

UK ls-cvMMure cufrt- \n\xw Helmut toUL

Letters to the Editor

Molitor insults

welfare recipients

To the editor:

This letter is in response to Erik

Molitor's Sept. 18 editorial entitled

"Making Welfare Work." We under-

stand that the welfare system has

not been conducted or supported

correctly in the past. It is our con-

sensus that you have no compassion

for the people on welfare whom are

not abusing the system. In our opin-

ion, instead of trying to make the

welfare system work, you spend the

majority of the article criticizing

everyone on welfare.

Anticipating that everyone will

have an equal opportunity to get a

job is highly unlikely. It is conde-

scending to assume that "anyone

who is able to drag their lazy butt to

a welfare office certainly has the

ability to sweep up a city street or

lend a hand building and repairing

housing in poor neighborhoods."

Your degrading tone continues

when you refer to welfare recipients

as lacking character. Just because

people may not have worked hard in

their lives does not mean they do

not have character. What about

those who have enough money and

do not need to work? Do they also

lack character? Financial status

does not depict what kind of a per

son one is. You need to realize that

building character consists of more

than just one quality. It refers to

personality traits, goals, and past

experiences.

Welfare recipients are simply

being stereotyped as lesser human
beings. It is not fair to assume thai

all people on welfare are "getting a

welfare check and spending it on

various substances, getting high,

getting knocked up every time they

aren't already pregnant and raising

kids that will grow up to be trash

just like them." Your approach to

making the welfare system work is

very insulting and negative.

Identifying these problems in the

welfare system as a part of the sys-

tem and not as a whole, will help to

avoid stereotyping.

It is important and clear to us

that you are trying to recognize the

problems of the welfare system, but

you approached the situation in an

irrational way. We would prefer to

have seen more ideas on making the

welfare system work instead of criti-

cizing those on welfare.

Leah Orfanos

Holly Boatwright

Amherst

Attack on FSO
unwarranted
To the editor:

This is in reference to an article

by Shyamala Ivatury and Hussein

Ibish (Incivility Particularly Odious)

dated Sept. 18. While most of the

article dealt with a Task Force

report on Barbara Burn, head of the

International Programs Office, I

think the authors hurriedly general-

ized their impressions about Ms.

Burn to include the entire staff of

the Office of Foreign Students and

Scholars. I chose not to agree or

disagree with the authors on their

opinions about Ms. Burn, however,

I feel a claim such as "dozens of

bloodcurdling accounts of abuse of

students by FSO staff" calls for a

difference of opinion.

In my five and a half years of

graduate study here, my experience

with FSO staff has been nothing

short of exemplary comfort. I have

always been treated with a smile by

FSO officers and I have always
wondered at their inclination to

assist expeditiously. In my long stay

here, surprisingly I have only heard

everything contrary to the "blood-

curdling accounts of abuse" from

my colleagues and friends.

One recent incident should pro-

vide a good example. A fresh Indian

graduate student had the misfortune

of catching malarial fever the day

after he landed at UMass! In his

own words, he was treated with

"utmost care and genuine concern"

by one of the FSO advisors. The
FSO advisor personally drove the

student to UHS, sought immediate

medical attention, bought prescrip-

tions and even made arrangements

to allow the student to talk to his

parents back home. The student

feels that he was really fortunate to

find a caring person during his hour

of extreme distress.

So, it makes me wonder if the

authors got it all mixed up. The
depiction of the FSO as an insensitive

group of individuals because they are

part of the IPO is a brazen display of

abuse of generality. I hope the

authors will be more sensitive and

open-minded in their future pursuits

of multiculturism for the campus.

Rajeev Koodli

Amherst

Stop the poster

police
To the editor:

Most college students missed the

August 23 Amherst Bulletin, where

local video-producer Margot Parrot

editorialized how plans to gradually

restrict postering in the downtown to

small kiosks (to be constructed over a

span of years) would have an adverse

impact upon our diverse,

student-enriched, information-hun-

gry community. Unrestricted poster-

ing was part of the charm of

Amherst, just like free newspapers,

weekly-changing banners and

open-access television. The recent

announcement of a new display kiosk

and accompanying restrictions, she

argued. was done as a

"while-the-students-are-away" kind

of change— just like earlier attempts

to stifle posters in summer 1995.

I really resonated to her "herstori-

cal" point, because 1993 is when I

took notice of this issue — from

reading about proposals for the

Gestapo-like "Poster Police" to go

around and rip down posters. 1 am an

avid 50-year-old Hardcore and Punk

fan, and I like my music live. Posters

equal vitamins to me, an essential

source of free and low-cost alterna-

tive music events at UMass and

Hampshire College. The town paper

isn't receptive, and non-student radio

is dominated by the club scene.

Alternative music has to find its own

voice: word of mouth and posters.

During the past three years,

poster constriction has starved me
for music, especially the dorm
shows. There seem to be informal

"town flyer fuzz" who rip down
every poster in sight (not just the

out-dated ones), and in the fall of

1993 the PVTA set up its own
"goon squads" to strip the bus -tops

several times each week. Because of

disappearing posters I've missed

Doc Hopper, hardcore bands from

Virginia and Washington state, and

probably much more.

After I started noticing the new,

untimely removal of posters in fall

1993. 1 started attending meetings

of the relevant town committee. The
then-chairman denied me a seat on

the kiosk-planning subcommittee
and did not have the courtesy to

show me the August 1993 "Report

on Postering" issued by the Town
Commercial Relations Committee
and published by the town Planning

Office. Not until August 1996 did 1

get to read that report with its pseu-

do-plans and over-controls.

I doubt that the majority of stu-

dents in Amherst's three colleges

would appreciate any gradual or

sudden decrease in the availability

of posters in the heart of town. And
I urge "the principal posterers and

consumers" to find out for them-

selves about Amherst's plans for

display kiosks and accompanying
controls — so that summer 1997

will not mark the death of down-
town posters. The banner by the

Common has survived several

onslaughts, and community TV is

expanding — so it's sad and mal-

nourishing to think that the vital

information artery of postering

could disappear or become severely

restricted. Posters are part of the

vitality of this charming college

town. Let posters be seen and
heard!

lolin Furbish

Amherst

Olver does good
To the editor:

Does the fact that our congress-

man, John Olver, chooses
rock-climbing for his recreation

help to explain his relentlessness in

fighting to protect environmental

and other hard-won and essential

laws from attack?

Without a subscription to the

Congressional Record it is hard to

keep track of all that Rep. Olver does

in Washington. I do know that he

serves on the House Science and
Technology Committee, where his

Ph.D. helps him to puncture the

assertion:' of witnesses who argue that

we don't need to worry about climate

change or about conserving energy.

Sometimes 1 can catch him on
C-SPAN. speaking on the House
floor in support of crucial issues.

(His rating with the League of

Conservation voters is 100 percent.)

In recent speeches he supported

civilian R&D to ensure that

America remains competitive in the

global economy (May 29). the par-

ticipation of the EPA in studies of

climate change (May 30), the Conte

Fish and Wildlife Refuge along the

Connecticut River (June 1 1). restor-

ing the threatened funding for the

Park Service's National Recreation

and Preservation Program (|une 19)

and the Studd's Amendment to

assure that the label on tuna cans as

"dolphin safe" means what it says

(|uly 31).

How fortunate we are to have
Congressman Olver fighting for us,

beating back the attempts to destroy

the laws that protect out health, our

jobs, our schools and our environ-

ment.
Ellen Knox

Amherst
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Arts & Living
Doyle Bramhall goes ad nauseam
Sugar Plant sweet music to the ears, Qroovasaurus falls flat

DOW BRAMHALL
DBII

Geffert

There is a rumor that Doyle Bramhall, a guitarist from

Stevie Ray Vaughn's Double Trouble band, has come out

with an exciting new solo album. There is also a rumor
that a huge, hairy man-beast roams the wilds of British

Columbia and answers to the name Sasquatch. The moral

of this ridiculous comparison? Camp fearlessly in Canada
and don't buy Bramhall 's new album.

"Song From the Grave," the first track, is a deceptive

start to the album. It is a passable song, with a

typical bluesy- rock feel to it that sounds fine and

doesn't irritate. The next twelve tracks, howev-

er, heartily make up for this initial lapse.

The titles are perhaps the most accurate

preview of what is in store for the hapless lis-

tener: "True Emotion," "Bleeding From a

Scratch." "jealous Sky," "Close to Me," and
"The Reason I Live." The specific lyrics don't even

need to be mentioned here (go ahead a take a wild stab at

it) but the singing does. Besides the fact that Doyle has

nothing to say which five million love-scomed songwrit-

ers haven't already said, it sounds like he's close enough
to gargle with the microphone.

While "He Stole Our Love Away" deserves special

recognition for its spacey "whoop" noises, wretched
lamenting lyrics, and Doyle's remarkable
all-alone-in-the- shower falsetto, the whole album is an

experiment in how to make boring, bad music. Mix for-

mulaic blues progressions, melodramatic lyrics, weak
vocals, backup singers droning "Just stay a while" ad nau-

seum. and you have DBII, straight from Geffen's studios

to your trash can. D- (Panagiotis Gianopoulos)

SUGAR PLANT

Cage of the Sun EP

Pop Narcotic

Imagine a jar of warm honey poised at your lips. You

dip your head back, the jar tilts, and the honey slides into

your mouth. Your eyes shut and the honey, soothing, lan-

guid, flows sweet and uninterrupted. You have just imag-

ined what it's like to listen to Sugar Plant's EP Cage of the

Sun.

Everything about Cage of the Sun is soft and smooth

and intoxicating. The vocals float ethereally, the lead gui-

tar sings with a distorted Velvet Underground hallucina-

tive quality, the rhythm guitar chants mellow chord over

and over... even the masked bass line prompts a sluggish

heartbeat.

From the first track, the delirious "Purple Bike," Sugar

Plant is determined to aurally hypnotize you. The title

track."Cage of the Sun" picks up where "Purple Bike"

stops, with a persistent catchy groove that hooks you and

drags you around the house humming it. By the time the

last song rolls around (right after the utterly melancholy

"Tum It On") there is no doubt left about the affecting

appeal of the album.

And while each song remains distinct, the album blends

into a wave of seductive noise. For an impossible task, try

to stop the album once you've begun to listen. Okay, try

again. Give up?
Sugar Plant has easily avoided the pitfalls of sleep-

inducing pop and crafted instead a mesmerizing album
that keeps the listener dreamily engaged and aurally ecsta-

tic. A (P.G.)

FACE TO FACE
Face To Face

A & M Records

For quite some time now, it seems Face To Face has

been tring to climb that punk rock corporate ladder to

fame and fortune. After the success of their first album,

originally on Dr. Strange records and then re-released on

Fat Wreck Chords, they made the move to A&M. Their

latest self-titled album is their third release on the major

label and is a major improvement over last year's disap-

pointing Big Choice. This time around Face to Face is

equipped with a new bassist and has constructed an
incredibly decent new record.

Frontman Trevor Keith has written 12 new songs and
for the first time, the band has not included their previous

hit "Disconnected," which has appeared on all their previ-

ous albums. The band is however still chanting about
familiar things such as standing up for yourself and mak-
ing the right choices in your life. The albums most impres-

sive song titled Complicated contains lyrics like,

'you can't have what you wanted, so make up
your mind and come to your senses."

This album does not live up to their debut,

but it is an impressive record nonetheless.

The songs are well constructed and the

messages are important, but overall this

album doesn't contain the fire of their first

release Don't Turn Away. The best thing for

Face to Face is to stop playing shows like the

warp tour and try to get back to the roots they left

behind. B- (Adam Levine)

GROOVASAURUS
Groovosoorus

Pea Patch

It is almost sad that 1995's winner for Outstanding
Local Rock Band in the Boston Music Awards was
Groovasaurus. It is even sadder with the fact that they are

probably the best out of the other nominees (Tracy
Bonham, Machinery Hall et al). This album is complete

alternative-rock, the kind that kids just coming of adoles-

cent age may find cool because they were too young to

remember when Pearl Jam and Nirvana first broke big five

years ago.

Some songs on the album present a Led
Zeppelin-esque taste to it which, further developed and
mixed in with some sort of individual sound (which
Groovasaurus also still has to work at getting) can lead to

greater, more adventurous music. The middle song of the

disc, "There," is the best song and the one that sticks out
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Cultural identity subject of play

By Chanel Dvbofsky
Collegian Correspondent

On Sept. 20, the New World
Theater began its 1996-7 season
with a unique production — a one
woman show/monologue entitled

Milk ofAmnesia.

The show features the interest-

ing perspective of a Cuban-
American woman suffering from
amnesia due to a loss of cultural

identity.

The theater was completely dark

and people were stumbling over
one another, trying to get to their

seats without the assistance of

flashlights. A tiny sphere of light

peeped out from behind the cur-

tain and on the stage there was a

white kitchen chair and nearby a

cluster of balloons. The audience

chatters with anticipation.

Suddenly from the darkness, a

clear, buttery voice made everyone

jump. The voice came from above,

resounding throughout the theater.

Carmelita Tropicana came to the

United States as a young girl. Her
first experience with amnesia
occurred when she accidently

spilled her milk during grade
school, due tc her hesitance to

assimilate to American culture.

The perspective from which the

plot unfolds is exclusively
Tropicana's. All the other charac-

ters are revealed from Tropicana's

point of view and contain unique

aspects of her personality. These
characters include a male cab dri-

ver who tries a number of hilarious

stunts to jog her memory, a pig

about to be slaughtered and a

horse who becomes the property of

a colonial conquistador.

In order to help her memory
return, Tropicana takes a trip back

to her native Cuba and spends sev-

eral weeks there visiting the house

in which she grew up — now a

business. In this part of the play,

she narrated slides with her own
brand of vivid, exaggerated humor,
managing to strike in the audience

not only an opportunity to laugh,

but also to re- examine themselves

as Americans and as people.

Tropicana also related the con-

fusion she experiences from feel-

ing like a "tourist in my own coun-

try." She became frustrated that

she was getting no closer to

regaining her memory.
Throughout her adventures in her

native land, Carmelita saw Cuba
"through American eyes* and
slowly began to recall things in

bits and pieces, while realizing
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Carmelita Tropicana in one-

woman play. Milk of Amnesia.

Sinclair & Shepp mix poetry, melodies

By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

How long have poetry and jazz been lovers? Was it in

the '50s when "beat" writers like Jack Kerouac and
Gregory Corso read their revolutionary works with the

backup of professional jazz artists like Al Cohn? Does it

have a genesis even before that great period of literature

and jazz that was the '50s? Regardless, they came togeth-

er, like Romeo and Juliet, they're eternally linked.

Another chapter in this long saga of literature and
music together in overall celebration of the arts will hap-

pen Wednesday night at the Iron Horse when poet John

Sinclair meets with saxophonist, composer and University

of Massachusetts professor Archie Shepp.

Sinclair has been a prominent face in news, poetry and

music for more than three decades. In the late 1960s, he

was a member of the White Panther party, who w»re for

the legalization of marijuana. On Saturday afternoon he

spoke at the Massachusetts Cannabis Reform Coalition's

rally on Boston Common, along with the ever-illustrious

UMass comparative literature professor David Lenson.

In 1969, Sinclair was arrested for possession of two

joints and was sentenced to ten years in a Michigan state

prison, but after 28 months, he was released, thanks to a

campaign to free him led by drinking and smoking bud-

dies like |ohn Lennon, Yoko Ono and Stevie Wonder.

After his release he held the most charming of occupa-

tions: rock'n'roll band manager. He led the Detroit

pre-punk band MC5 to prominence as they went on to

become post-mortem legends. Sinclair has since been a

music history teacher, journalist, radio D) and recording

poet. Through it all he has always helped the fight to, as

Peter Tosh sings, "legalize it."

This man of many jobs' poetry deals with evoking the

spirits of jazz deities like )ohn Coltrane and Thelonious

Monk as well as his late friend Lennon. "Oh, sweet giant

of song/with heart of huge dimension." he writes of lire

Beatle, continuing on with tevc end tribute in the pom
"friday the 13th." Coltrane is possible the largest inspjra-
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Artist returns after 1 1-year hiatus
By Kira L. Billik

Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA — Eric Johnson is a first-rate per-
fectionist.

The 41 -year-old Austin, Texas, guitarist is so picky
that he'll run a song ragged until it either becomes
something amazing or doesn't become anything at
all.This quest for perfection means records take awhile.
Quite awhile. Halley's Comet comes around more often.
One guitar magazine recently gave him its good-natured
"We'll Wait As Long As It Takes" award, because it's

been SIX YEARS since he put out his last record, Ah
Via Musicom, which contained the Grammy-winning hit
single, "Cliffs of Dover."
The wait is over. Johnson finally has allowed his

third album in 1 1 years, Venus Isle, to see the light of
day, and for guitar-heads everywhere, it's worth the
wait. Its five vocal tracks and six instrumentals are
loaded with Johnson's ethereal, one-of-a-kind sound.

"It's definitely important to think about people that
are waiting and be respectful of that," Johnson said in

a telephone interview from Austin. "Sometimes it's a
fine line, balancing that with doing (the) absolute best
you can at that particular time, but there is a balance
there."

He started Venus Isle in 1992, but threw out the
work because he thought he was repeating himself.

"I had to kind of ... metamorphose a little bit," the
soft-spoken, intense guitarist said. "It was important to
me to try to just shift gears a little bit with the way I

was playing."

That included orchestrating mixes so the guitar
wound up being a bit lower, a bit softer.

"I wanted to make a musical record instead of a gui-

tar record." he said. "That was a way that 1 could per-

sonally impart something to somebody that they can
enjoy musically, rather than going, 'Check out my gui-

tar playing.' ... In the past. I haven't really practiced
that — it's just been let's go crazy and reckless aban-
don."

Johnson's playing changed in more ways than one.
He began to experience tinnitus, the hearing disorder
that's made The Who's Pete Townshend nearly deaf.

Because of the ringing in his ears, he turned everything
down in the studio and his condition has improved,
although he continues to be careful.

"I still have it a little bit, though, but it's enough to

scare you for life," he said. "I used to play extremely

loud, just because of the thrill of it — it's very exhila-

rating. (But) I just really want to keep it down — I

never want to play that loud again."

His notes almost sound like bubbles; they're round
and fat, blending one into the other with no audible

seams. He spoke of his picking technique, which he
borrowed from steel guitar players.

"I try not to have too much pick sound." he said.

"The tone really does mostly come from the way you
pick and the way you fret the note. The most impor-
tant part is that beginning where the sound is initiat-

ed.

Steel guitar players, he said, "actually pick up and
away from the instrument, rather than picking side-

ways. It gives you a smooth bounce of the tone."

One instrumental. "S.R.V.," pays tribute to Stevie

Ray
Vaughan; it's uncanny how Johnson mimics

Vaughan's tone while keeping his own intact.

"I was trying to honor it." he said. "I didn't want to

duplicate it, but I wanted to have a certain percentage
of that tone put in with my normal sound."

Another, "Song for Lynette," features Johnson on
what he admits is his favorite instrument — the piano.

"I started on piano. I've always enjoyed piano," he
said. "Other than listening to all the musicians I

admire, the way that I feed my guitar thing is to play

piano."

Johnson longs to be on a par with his heroes, even
though most critics say he's already there and then
some.

"There're so many musicians I admire. I just wish I

could find a little bit of what they have." he said. "I

just get confused — should 1 just be what I am or
should 1 keep trying to strive for something I'm not,

even though it takes a long time? And I don't really

know what the most healthy, wholesome thing to do
is."

Next month, Johnson starts the "G3" tour with space-

age experimenter Steve Vai, and the elegant blues-rock-

er Joe Satriani.

Listeners may find Johnson, by necessity, playing a bit

softer than the others, though. And he may look a little

funny.

"If it's really loud, I'll just wear ear plugs," he said,

then added with a chuckle, "earmuffs, and a scarf

around my head. I'll tie a parka up over my chin."

Playwright discusses race, gender

By Ali Pearson
Collegian Correspondent

Write for Arts so you can sit in class and listen to people make fun of your musical

tastes, send you hate mail and threaten to kill you ... sounds like a lot of fun, huh.

SOUTH HADLEY - On
Friday, Sept. 20, Anna Revine
Smith took the stage in Chapin
Auditorium at Mount Holyoke
College in front of a hushed and
excited audience. Outside in the

cold, stood a large crowd who
could not get into the full audito-

rium.

The actress, playwright,
author, feminist, professor and
warrior for racial equality smiled

at her audience and began to

speak. About two minutes into

her speech she cleared her throat

and said, "Do I sound like Bob
Dole?" — for the first and cer-

tainly not last time during the
evening she had the audience
laughing.

The evening was not all laugh-

ter. Through a brief synopsis of

her life, various pieces of her
work, and a question/answer ses-

sion, Smith sent her message to

the 1,200 plus audience mem-
bers.

Her message is not a new one
— to bring together races and
genders in a peaceful society.

However, her means of expres-

sion is unique and judging by
the standing ovation at the end
of her program — an effective

one.

The Stanford theater professor

and winner of the McArthur
Genius Award told her audience

the pain of racial and gender
strife through a variety of voices

that came from actual people
whom Smith had spoken to

throughout her life. She titled this

program "Snapshots: Glimpses of

America in Change."

The snapshots were not pic-

tures, but words showed

America's troubles through real

people and words.

The main theme running
through her works is broken sen-

tences.

"Amen, Amen for broken sen-

tences," she said about the pat-

tern of her work. "We all live in

humaness. We speak without
beginnings, middles and ends.
Broken sentences show character.

If you speak in full, complete,
absolutely perfect sentences then

you are not really speaking — you
are acting."

The works she performed cer-

tainly contained the aspect of

broken phrases. Her first poem
was a medley of incomplete
thoughts, strings of unconnected
words, and space fillers that

sought to explain one man's feel-

ing about being black and how
difficult the concept is to

explain. Smith's colorful lan-

guage and sporadic movements
had the audience laughing once
more.

Smith's acting talent was
apparent as she moved from light

humor to dark reality by perform-

ing monologues spoken by
women in a Baltimore prison. The
monologues have not yet been
published or performed in a play

format, and the material was
harshly raw in its honesty.

The first was titled "Wicked
Women" and was told in the

voice of a prisoner disillusioned

by the women in prison. There
were humorous aspects to the

speech, but the mood of the

evening had taken a sharp turn.

In the second monologue from
that series, Smith spoke in the

voice of a quiet, broken woman
who had seen her daughter bru-

tally murdered by her second hus-

band. She is in prison for cover-

ing up the murder. She spoke in a

sad regretful tone and her story

unraveled the horror of domestic

violence. The audience was silent

but for the sniffles of the people

touched by the story.

Smith switched from happy to

angry to sad in a span of minutes,

showing her audience the differ-

ent shades of feeling about today's

society and its problems.

The question and answer ses-

sion came at the end of her per-

formances and allowed Smith to

connect with the admiring audi-

ence. She spoke about her goals

in regards to gender and racial

equality citing her final goal as

making a bridge between all

walks of life in order to communi-
cate better.

How do we do this? Smith did

not have all the answers. She
ended by telling a story about a

teaching experience at Stanford.

She taught a theater class that

involved acting out different

genders and races. Smith
assumed the gender aspect
would be the most difficult

because it involved confronting
sexuality. However, her class

was most concerned with race —
they were scared to cross the

race boundary. Smith cited the

reason for this problem as fear

of the unknown. She says that

this country — even this world
— is too concerned wth pcliti

cat correctness and fear of tram-

pling on something we are not

sure of.

"The only way we can fully

understand the problems and
overcome them is by standing in

someone else's shoes. We can
only have a bridge if we build

steady relationships and we have

to be patient because it is going to

take a long time."

play
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that everyone is connected. Her
memory is finally reconciled when
she learns to drink "two kinds of

milk," namely the sweet, condensed

milk of Cuba and the bottled milk of

the United States.

"Is Cuba my wile and America my
lover?" she pondered at the end of

the show. She had learned to make it

such that she can both remember her

past, and appreciate her future as a

strong, Cuban-American woman.
The lights came on, making the

audience wince and rub their eyes.

The theater drained itself of its con-

tents — a mass of people chattering

amongst themselves, excited about
the unique and absorbing show. The

general consensus seemed to be that

Milk of Amnesia was a great start to

the New WORLD Theater's season

and left its audience anticipating

future productions of an equally

impressive caliber.
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Connick Jr. latest still funk influenced

By David Bauder

Associated Press

ALBANY. NY. — Don't get in the way of Harry

Connick |r. once he gets an idea in his head.

Like the star turtle, an impossibly goofy story

Connick weaves throughout his new album about an

extraterrestrial reptile he takes on a tour of New
Orleans. Programming keys on compact disc players are

born to eradicate such efforts.

But it's going to take more than the boos of a few dis-

gruntled Big Band fans to get the funk out of Connick's

music.

When Connick switched gears from Big Band music

to New Orleans funk on a 1994 album and subsequent

tour, he and his band watched from the stage as some

audience members angrily walked out.

"1 figured eventually they'd get used to it and come

around." he said. "That's kind of what happened. I

don't like to upset anybody. 1 did my best to inform

everybody that 1 was going to be changing musical

styles, but not everybody got the message and some

people were misled."

He said he was amused by people who walked out.

"We knew it was all going to settle down eventually."

he said. "It wasn't World War 111. It was just a change

in musical styles."

Connick. the son of a district attorney and husband ot

a fashion model, sits benevolently above controversies

over his music that began soon after When Harry Met

Sally... made his Sinatra-like stylings popular.

Many critics disdain him. particularly jazz experts.

It's partly because they knew he was making music that

wasn't true to his talent, said Geraldine Wyckoff, a

New Orleans jazz critic who watched Connick grow up

there.

Wyckoff said she's constantly telling Connick to show

off his piano playing more — a request echoed by one

of Connick's teachers as a teen-ager.

"Harry's very talented,' said Ellis Marsalis, father ot

Wynton and Branford. a jazz pianist and an educator

who said Connick was his only serious student. "I hope

he spends as much time as he can on the piano and lets

people know how good a player he is."

jazz purists hadn't even settled their debate over

whether Connick could be considered a jazz artist when

he took the left turn into funk and rock n' roll.

That. too. has left many critics unimpressed. Bill

Milkowski. a music producer and critic who contributes

to Downbeat magazine, said Connick is popularizing

"sanitized" funk compared to mentors like lames

Booker. He likened Connick's funk explorations to Paul

Simon's use of African music.

-It's sort of like Pat Boone doing Chuck Berry tunes."

Milkowski said.

Connick deserves credit for being unafraid to experi-

ment. Wyckoff said. But much of Star Turtle bears the

mark of an artist with handlers afraid to push him or

say "no" to him, she said. Connick has responded to

some of his critics by noting that he's an entertainer,

and that most of his fans take music far less seriously

than critics.

He seems to address the topic in song on his new

album. "How Do Y'All Know." sparked by an

encounter with a drunken fan who insisted Connick

should be doing jazz songs, is about how fame increas-

es the number of people who tell you how to live your

life.

The ever-genial Connick, far from using it as an occa-

sion to lash out, takes care in an interview to blunt the

song's impact.

"The song sounds kind of spiteful, like I'm upset by

it," he said. "My life isn't like that at all. It makes it

sound like I'm being tormented by people constantly. It

isn't like that at all. It was just a funny concept for a

song."

Mould slashes way through Pearl St.

By Scott Bernard

Collegian Correspondent

BOB MOULD
Pearl Street

Sept. 23

NORTHAMPTON — Bob
Mould seemed to be on a mission

to prove that an acoustic set need

not mean a laid back set. Backed

only by bassist Andy Duplantis,

Mould slashed his way through a

19 song set covering his career, but

focusing on his solo material. The

setting may have been spare but the

richness of Mould's songcraft was

expressed best in this way, and the

connection that he had with his fan

was immediate and vital.

The first song, "Wishing Well."

established the tenor of the

evening, it is a powerful and pas-

sionate song about hope and hope-

lessness from his first album.
Workbook. From then on, the

excitement spread with the sweat

dripping off Mould's forehead and

spreading through his shirt. By the

third song, "Needle," he and
Duplantis were drenched in sweat,

showing the amount of energy they

had so far thrown into the set. But

Mould showed no signs of slowing

down as he started in on "Fort

Knox, King Solomon" off his

newest album, vitalized by the

stripped down setting and the

interplay between the two musi-

cians.

Of particular interest at this

point was a darker and slower ver-

sion of another song off the

Workbook album, "Poison Years."

Duplantis segued perfectly from

the previous song "Hardly Getting"

with a dark series of notes which

danced around Mould's Crashing

guitar. Mould sang with a brooding

bitterness about a relationship gone

wrong, and ended the song by pas-

sionately giving the mike a parting

kiss. Mould ended his regular set

with two Hiisker Dii songs. The

first. "Charter Trips," hailed from

Zen Arcade days and ended as

Mould and Duplantis chanted then

screamed in counterpoint, "Said

there's no returning from this char-

tered trip away!"

For the first encore, Mould sang

"Eternally Fried" then "Brasilia

Crossed with Trenton," a song of

social protest, which slowly built in

intensity until Mould was virtually

throwing himself off his chair in

fits of impassioned singing. Then

generously. Mould came out and

gave a second encore, a solo and

reworked rendition of

"Thumbtack" which was both qui-

eter and more majestic than the

recorded version off the Bob Mould

album. . -

Overall, in spite of a bnet

moment when some sweatshirted

hoodlum tried to start a mosh pit

and then a fight, the audience was

utterly riveted by the stage and

Mould's presence. He gave himself

utterly to his songs, and many of

the fans were fairly in rapture, as

his personal and impassioned

singing hit home. His invocations

were highly personal, and he

seemed to be singing and playing

exclusively for himself, which cre-

ated an intensity which could not

be denied.

Opening act Rasputina was an

interesting ensemble consisting of a

trio of cellists backed by a drum-

mer. They sang surreal songs,

including a gloomy cover of the

song Jessica Rabbit sings in Who
Framed Roger Rabbit, amongst

monologues dealing with diverse

topics such as Howard Hughes'

strange habits, and dating Snoopy.
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"Law & Order
1

begins with fresh faces

By Frazier Moore
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Football. Leaves turning. Someone

new in the "Law & Order" cast. All sure signs of fall.

Carey Lowell should be grateful for such autumn sign-

posts, at least that last one: She is the most recent in the

"Law & Order" of succession.

"Law & Order." of course, is the splendid cops-and-

lawyers drama that launched its seventh season last week,

and - with the passing of "Murder. She Wrote" — won

bragging rights as prime time's longest-running drama, all

the more so after NBC recently renewed the show through

1997.98. h airs Wednesdays at 10 p.m. EDT.

Meanwhile, making "Law & Order's" fall tradition ten-

able is a corresponding springtime custom: the departure

of a cast member.

Last spring, it was Jill Hennessy who left the show —
which meant the demise of her character. Assistant

District Attorney Claire Kincaid. after a car crash in the

season finale.

Now |amie Ross, played by Lowell, has become the new

trax

partner for Assistant District Attorney lack McCoy (Sam

Waterston). The series' six-member ensemble thus has its

14th inductee.

Jamie had been a criminal defense lawyer. Lowell

explains between scenes at the show's Manhattan studio,

"but she became very disillusioned representing scumbags

and getting them off. and getting rich doing it."

She also became disillusioned with her marriage to

another defense lawyer. Now a single mother working the

other side of the courtroom, this seasoned, tough-as-nails

attorney isn't, subject to "that mentor-protege thing that

Sam's and Jill's characters had." Lowell says.

"Sam and I are more on equal footing. We have a bit of

a contentious relationship, along with mutual respect."

Fine. But of no less importance to the "Law & Order"

faithful is what measure of attraction might crackle

between them. The series' gritty stories don't leave much

lime for romance but. still, during three seasons working

together McCoy and Kincaid clearly had shared more than

a counsel table.

Well, then: Will history repeat itself with McCoy and

Ross?

continued from page 6

tion on his work, though. Take this

snippet from "consequences:"... the

music moves inside and stays there/a

part of what you are," lines that

evoke the soulfulness of The Last

Giant's sax playing.

Shepp was lucky enough to be in

Coltrane's presence many times,

both of them playing the Newport

|azz Festival in 1965 (which yielded

the great Impulse! disc, A New
Thing At Newport, with clips from

both saxophonists sets there),

among other "60s meetings. Shepp is

from that grain of saxophonists

which Ornette Coleman helped to

harvest: avante-garde jazz players.

Shepp's music is from a haunting

vein many times, and is also at

another instant wild like some great

volcano blowing its top with the

beautiful, intriguing sounds of

chaos. It shall be a fiery evening

with these two gentlemen together,

celebrating the fruits of the love

affair between poetry and jazz.

John Sinclair with Archie Shepp

performs at the Iron Horse tonight at

7 p.m.. Tickets are $12 at the door.

Call 584-06 10 for more details.

It takes a certain kind ofperson to write for

Arts. Apersonwitn tnat je ne sais qnois. A
daring:* exciting:, fly-oy-tne-seat-of-their-

Batman-underoos type of person. A person
not afraid ofman, or beast, or sucky snows. A
personwho can tackle the best life has to offer

witha sneer and razor sharp wit. Ifyon can fit

that description, andyon can find the time,

come ondown and talk to Mike Burke.

continued from page 6

of the rest the most. The rest of the

disc lazily imitates the current

alt-rock sound that Republica proba-

bly conveys best with their popular

tune "Ready To Go." Nothing new

here. C- (loshua Boyd)

THE LOW A SWEET ORCHESTRA
Goodbye To All Thii

Interscope

It is too bad that such a producer

as David Briggs, whose name was

synonymous with most of Neil

Young's albums, has to be remem-

bered with a final album such as

Goodbye To All This. Briggs passed

away last year and so the music

world lost one of its greatest sound

sculptors. True, his production on

The Low & Sweet Orchestra's debut

album is clear and flawless, but that's

not to say that the music is as such.

The Orchestra has potential, but

they've buried their debut in com-

monplace folk rock (such as the

opener "Pencils & Shades," as well as

"Worst Day" and the closer, "I Had

To Leave A Friend Behind") The

band won't be able to rely on their

star power (actor Dermot Mulroney.

with film credits such as Young Guns

II, and Where The Day Takes You

plays mandolin, cello and dobro) to

carry them through the music world,

nor should they continue to imitate

Life's Rich Pageant-<:ra R.E.M. They

should stick by the low & sweet

sound of ballads like "Take A Long

Look" and "There I Thought I Saw

You Once Again." That is where

their musical strength lies. B- (|.B.)

H
OBSTRUCTING

YOUR FUTURE?

BUILD YOUR RESUME.
Come learn how you can build your resume with The Walt Disney World* College Program. You'll be able to

earn college recognition or credit while gaining the experience of a lifetime! This is a unique opportunity to

enhance your resume with the Disney name.

Representatives will be on campus to answer all your questions concerning the Walt Disney World*

College Program.

Interviewing: All Majors! Positions available throughout theme parks and

resorts: Attractions, Food ft Beverage. AfercJiand/se. Ufeguarding. and

many others! Ask the Disney Representative about special opportunities

tor students fluent in Portuguese.
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Time: 7:00 pjn.

Location; 231 Herter Hall
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(413) 545-6267
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Students in Recovery |

from alcohol or drug abuse

ARE YOU IN

AA, NA, RR?
Are you willing to escort someone

who is going to their first meeting?

SINCE \1*4

If so, please call Lydia Rackenberg, LICSW
Mental Health 545-2337

All calls are confidential
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Th. Cuisines (MEXICO AMERICAN SOUTHWEST
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ful wine selection and the warm hospitality that reflects a west-

em heritage. Please join us.

LIVE RIGHT
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COOK WITH

CHILES!

| Dinner Every Night

Downtown Northampton
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minutewomen
continued from page 12

Yesterday afternoon though it served
as a backdrop for something of histori

cal importance as UMass midfielder
Rebecca Myers scored twice in her
team's 5-0 victory, supplanting Rachel
LeDuc and April Kater from the school

record books in the most career goal
and point categories.

The goals were her 35th and 56th,

passing the mark of 55 shared by
her former teammate, LeDuc, and
her former coach, Kater, now the
head coach at Syracuse. The four
points give the native Georgian 96
on her career to push her past
LeDuc's 95. For good measure,
Myers assisted on the team's third

goal, moving her into a tie with
LeDuc for third on the all-time list,

three behind Carolyn Micheel.
UMass has produced several

three-time Ail-Americans, including
four-timer Kristen Bowsher. Kater won
the 1990 Hermann Trophy as the

National Player of the Year. UMass' six

final four appearances are the most of

any school other than 1 1 -time national

champion North Carolina. Many skillful

players helped the program accomplish
this feat, but none outscored Myers.

A consummate team player, the

humble tri captain shunned her
accomplishments afterwards. Myers
is more concerned with wins and
losses than her own tallies, concern-

ing herself more with the end than

the means.

"The only record I'm worried about

is the one that says 7- 0," Myers said.

"The rest don't even faze me right now.

I'm more worried about the 7-0 mark
and continuing that.

"Right now it hasn't really fazed me
at all. When it's all over I can't tell you

soccer
continued from page 12

and with crisper play through the

center of the field, the team began to

bust through the ten player backline

of the Rams. At the 52:40 mark, the

ball control of UMass' attackers final-

ly emerged from underneath the

bunker. Senior midfielder Julie

Magid served a perfect ball through

to Kurowski to the right of Moon,

which resulted in her strike on goal

being deflected to the foot of Myers.

It was an easy tap-in for the

go-ahead, and game winning score,

as the senior tri-captain tied both

Rachel LeDuc and April Kater for

the all-time UMass goal record (55).

It did not take long for Myers to

break that record, and the all-time

points scored record. A minute later,

she collected a cross from Kurowski

on the far left post to make the score

• 2-0. She surpassed the previous

mark of 95 career points set by

Rachel LeDuc.

To wrap up the scoring for UMass.

junior defender Erica Iverson took

advantage of a sleeping URI defense,

and moved up from her fullback

position to beat Moon to the far left

post at the 62:58 mark. The score

was heaven for her, as she finally was

able to revenge a certain little own
goal in the 2-1 season-opening win

against Fairfield, the only one scored

against UMass this season.

"It was one of those things that

you just see half way across the field,

and go. 'hey. I think I can beat her,"

Iverson said. "One of the nice things

about playing fullback is you can run

from behind, when nobody is facing

your way. and no one can see you."

For the man with the second half

plan, he was satisfied with the patient

ball movement of his team after an

unenigmatic first half.

"In the second half, we did a much

better job of controlling the center of

the midfield, especially with [senior

midfielder] Amy Powell." Chamides

said. "Our flank penetration got more

into their half, instead of starting out

on our side, and making 50-yard

runs."

CHANGE YOUR CLOCK

if I'm even going to look at that. None
of it would have came true without my
teammates anyways."

This is what endears the nonchalant

Myers to the Minutewomen. She knows
her place both on the team and
throughout the program's illustrious

history, and Myers takes it in stride.

Her offensive resume might be longer

than a Tom Clancy novel, but her ego is

the size of a walnut.

"We just try to keep the

goal-scoring thing in perspective,

and I'm sure that Becca will treat it

the same way that Rachel did in that

it's not that big a deal," coach |im

Rudy said. "It's something that I'm

sure she's proud of. Here everyone

shares the load and some people
score goals. Lucky for us Becca
always has and will always get her

nine or ten Igoals] and we hope a

few more than that this year."

More impressive still is the oppor-

tune timing of Myers' goals. After

struggling in the first half yesterday,

Myers finally cracked URI goalkeeper

Sarah Moon in the match's 53rd
minute, for her fourth game winning

goal of the season, another category

where she is approaching the school's

career record.

"Even more meaningful than break-

ing the record to me is that she got the

game winner again," Rudy said.

Two years ago Myers tallied her first

career hat-trick in a season opening
6-0 drubbing of the Rams in Kingston,

one of the goals the game-winner.
Yesterday, she struck twice and one can

only speculate what will happen if she

returns to URI one final time in

November for the Atlantic 10
Championships.

CHANGE YOUR BATTERY

take Kaplan
and get into the

right school,

LSAT
Highly trained, expert teachers who

know the tests inside and out.

Personalized, computerized study

plans, tailored to your individual

needs.

Proven methods, guaranteed to

raise your score.

Class starts Tuesday,

October 1st!

the leader in teat prep and
admissions counseing.

KAPLAN
BOO-KAP-TEST
www.kiilan.ciw

men s soccer

COUBTtSY ME l>W RflATtONS

Senior midfielder Rebecca Myers became UMass's all-time leading scorer

yesterday as the Minutewomen railed the Rams 3-0.

NFL
continued from page 12

that went 15-5 last year. Currently, they're 4-0, their best

start ever.

On the other hand, there are teams like the lets, who
can't seem to figure out free agency to save their collective

lives. After spending over $70 million on offensive person-

nel, the lets are off to another wonderful season, starting

0-4.

Free agency will never build a team into a true con-

tender. Players need time, sometimes more than a year, to

gel and be able to truly function as a strong team. That is

why so many gifted players go to different teams and
promptly flop. Instead. GMs need to find one person who
can improve a specific position and try to work him into

the team — a la Paup and Early.

•••••While they may not be as successful in free agency,

one area the New England Patriots have had enormous suc-

cess with in the last couple of years is the draft.

Of the seven players drafted two years ago, five are still

with the team. Four of them (Ty Law, Ted Johnson, Curtis

Martin and Dave Wohlabaugh) are starters, and the fifth

> limmy Hitchcock) is probably the most improved player

from last year.

This year, nine of the 1 5 drafted players made the team.

Two of them have made an immediate impact on the team,

winning starting jobs. Terry Glenn has caught 17 balls in

his three games, quickly becoming one of Drew Bledsoe's

favorite targets. Devin Wyman earned the first sack of his

career on Sunday, when h: '. to Mark Brunell in the sec-

ond quarter. Several othe* .-ookies have helped give the

Patriots one of the best special teams units in the league.

The Patriots are still bringing in too many free agents and

expecting them to start — Willie Clay. Monty Brown.
Mark Wheeler and Shawn lefferson — but they are

improving. No longer does the team bring in every

ex-Giant or expect each player to bring them to the Super

Bowl, something they did with Myron Guyton, |eff

Dellenbach, and all the fat folks they called defensive line-

men.

The )immy lohnson era in Miami hit its first stumbling

block Monday night as the Dolphins were defeated by the

Indianapolis Colts. Worse than the loss, for Dolphins fans,

was the sight of Dan Marino on crutches on the sideline.

Marino will be out of action for three or four weeks with a

severely fractured ankle.

Last year, after Marino was hurt in a Monday night game
with Pittsburgh, Miami had a miserable time with Bernie

Kosar leading the way. )ohnson's test now is to see if his

newly established running game, which only got 28 yards in

the loss to Indy, can make up for the absence of the future

Hall of Famer. The one break for Miami is that next week is

a bye week, giving Kosar a chance to practice with the team

and Marino a chance to heal.

Speaking of missing quarterbacks, Atlanta will voluntari-

ly be without their starter |eff George after he was sus-

pended for conduct detrimental to the team — yelling at

coach |une Jones after he was pulled from the game against

Philadelphia. This could turn into a long term situation as

George may be traded or released.

If the latter happens, it could pay dividends to another

team in the National Football League. George, despite his

reputation for causing problems, is an immensely talented

quarterback. Teams like Arizona, the New York Giants,

Tampa Bay or Seattle could get another two or three wins

with George under center. Other teams, like Baltimore, St.

Louis and Pittsburgh would be improved with George at

the helm, but aren't likely to make the move, preferring to

work with the guys they already have.

)ust when it seemed like it couldn't get any worse for

Dallas, it did. Not only did the loss to Buffalo mean they

were off to their worst start in years, but they lost wide

receiver Kevin Williams for six to eight weeks with a bro-

ken foot. Michael Irvin comes back in two weeks, but next

week Troy Aikman won't have any real NFL-caliber wide

receivers to throw to. The Eagles have to be licking their

chops as they plan on revenge for their playoff loss when

continued from page 12

through the first before control-

ling the play in the final minutes.

A suffocating Hartford
defense slowed down UMass
ball progression from the
midfield. Each time a break-
ing Butler or Siljanovski
collected the ball, three or

four Hartford defenders col-

lapsed on them, leaving the

Minutemen without sup-
port.

With 17:55 to go in the first

half, the Hawks' offense walked

through a disoriented UMass
defense and Kyle Dulude fired a

shot on the UMass net, identical

to the one that hit home early

on. Though Dulude caught
Pearson out of the net,

Massachusetts defender Rob
Cairo came tearing in from the

back post to clear the ball out of

the area.

UMass came back with less

than 20 minutes to go in the

first frame to control the ball

in the Hartford end of the

pitch.

With 16:20 remaining in the

first, Siljanovski fired a perfect

corner kick into the Hartford 18

yard box, setting up a three-shot

UMass barrage by Jake Brodsky

and Tobias Bremke. Hickey
managed to get a hand on two of

the close range shots and the

Minutemen couldn't put it away.

The second half was a repeat

performance of the first, where

minutemen

UMass slowed down in the mid-

dle third of the period before fir-

ing up for the final 20 minutes of

the game.

"They put so much pressure

on us that last 20 minutes, I felt

fortunate to come away winning

one nothing. They just threw
everything at us. Butler's head

almost put us away, our keeper

just came up huge," Hartford

coach Jim Evans said.

With less than 10 minutes
to go, Cairo managed to set

up a few offensive runs for

the Minutemen. The first

came with 9:16 remaining in

the game when he found
Butler 20 yards out. Butler got

a shot off, but went wide
right. A minute later. Cairo
tore down the right flank,

sending a Hartford defender
the wrong way with a* sweet
step-over before rocketing a

shot that was deflected out of

bounds.
The Minutemen offense

didn't let down as the clock

began to run out. With under
eight minutes to play, a

UMass cross found Butler
inside the 18. After getting a

head on the ball, junior Joenal

Castma followed suit on the

deflection, sending the ball

over the crossbar. The ball

didn't leave Hartford's end of

the field for the rest of the

game.

continued from page 1
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season.

Another aspect of the game
where UMass was outplayed was
with team defense, usually a

strong point for the Minutemen.
"When 1 brought the team up

to see UMass and Duke play, I

told my team that both of these

teams are defending the way that

we want to defend," said

Hartford head coach Jim Evans.

"We really took a page out of

UMass' playbook today." Evans

added.

This was most evident in the

midfield. Every time a

Massachusetts player touched
the ball, there were three

Hartford defenders around
them, frustrating the UMass
midfielders. They worked
extremely hard to get the ball,

just to have it taken away. Along

with the physical play of the

Hartford defense, the collapsing

on the ball made it impossible

for Massachusetts to control the

ball.

"The way to beat this method

of defense is by switching the

ball quickly, which is something

that we did not do. Too many

times we moved the ball away
from the defenders, just to pass

it back into a pressure area,"

Massachusetts head coach Sam
Koch said.

On the other side of the field,

every time a Hartford defender

got beat his help was right there

to step in. When you defend as a

team you cut down on the other

team's offensive output, and that

is what they did.

Now comes the most crucial

part of the Minutemen's sched-

ule. The rest of their games are

against Atlantic 10 foes. In order

for UMass to make the postsea-

son tournament, they must win

the A- 10. This is not an impossi-

ble task for the team, because

they are easily one of the top two
teams in the conference.

"Everything else outside of the

A- 10 doesn't really mean any-

thing. The way to the NCAA
tournament is through the A-10.

That's why we have a pretty

good outlook, because if we can

come out with the same intensity

as today no one fn the confer-

ence can touch us," Senior for-

ward Mike Butler said.

field hockey

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1/17

People help **OA because MM helps people
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offensive attacks. Laura Phelan,

Amy Ott and Jen Gutzman join

Gore in the backfield.

Rhode Island (1-5. 0-1 A-10) is

looking for its first win in four

games. The team has dropped two

of its past four decisions by only

one point, including a double over-

D.RUDDy
f
S

Crazy
Wednesday

Our bartenders are Qoina MAD. Every

Wednesday from 8:00 'till 10:00.

Free Nachos, Free Wings, $1 .°° Sangria

and who knows what else !

Main St. Amherst • www.pruddys.shorebreak.com

tel. 253 - 4940

Miller Lite
Night!

Welcome Back Students!
From ilie

Information Data Bank

ights emcM

R..p„»Sibili.ieS
1996-9? is here!

Located on the 2nd Floor
Wliitmore Lobby

$45-1555

Hours: 8:30am - 6:OOpm Moat, - Fri.

Giving away lots of prizes!

Free chicken wings

The fun starts at 9:30

time 3-2 loss to Harvard. The Lady

Rams have been outscored and out-

shot by their opponents, 18-9 and

1 40- 1 00 respectively.

On the offensive side Rhode
Island is lacking a deep scoring

attack. Only three players account

for the team's nine goals, with

senior captain Dorian Reigner lead-

ing the list with five goals. Senior

captain Heather Daly and junior

Erin Murphy each have two goals

for the Lady Rams.

Freshman goaltender Jackie Pizzi

has allowed 1 5 goals and stopped

56 shots in her five games this year.

Junior Keri Saccoia. who has start-

ed one game in net, has allowed

three goals and saved three as well.

The Lady Rams have allowed their

opponents 74 penalty comers, while

facing only 39 themselves.

rfRAVEL]
! SMART! !

| FROM NEW YORK |

| OaaWa* Roaadtrta |

LONDON
! $179 $341

PARIS
|

$224 $427 '

Haircutting

Hair Color

Permanent Waving

Tanning

Extensive Professional
Products Available

REGENCY HAIRSTYLISTS

253-9526
189 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

$288 $549

SAN JOSE,
COSTARICA
$235 $446

I Scaeduled flights. I

|Ftrat lo worldwide desllnatloas I

, Eurailpasses available

I Weekand surcharges may apply

j Customs-Immigration taxes apply

I fares subject to change without

| notice Infl. student 1.0. cards

may be required

ra'/S/W TRAVEL
34? Madison Ave

.
NY. NY 101 73

212-986-8420*

800-272 9676
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Fuchs
continued from page 12

responsibility as a center forward to

score the goals."

Fuchs' field hockey roots run

deep. Both of her parents, Paul

Fuchs and Nieske Turner, played

the game and her two older sisters

are involved in the sport as well.

"I started when I was ten years

old. My parents -both played and my
Mvters played," Fuchs said.

Fuchs spent a good deal of time

playing for the club team in her

native Maastricht.

Her commitment to the game led

to Fuchs' being chosen for the

Dutch National Under-18 team.

Playing against the best age-group

teams Europe had to offer, Fuchs

honed the speed, skills and scoring

touch that she has put to use on the

UMass front line.

"In Europe once a year you have

the Seven Countries Tournament,

and you play against Germany and

France and Spain and other coun-

tries." Fuchs said. "And we played

also a few games against Germany
and a lot of European countries."

Hixon knew that her freshman

would have the necessary skills for

the college game after playing in the

Netherlands.

"The Dutch start playing hockey

at a very young age, so that by the

time any Dutch player wants to play

hockey in college, they've played for

ten years," Hixon said. "They play

co-ed, club, they play with people

younger than they are, older than

they are. Plus, they play on their

age-group teams.

"And they all play on turf."

"That really gives them a huge

experience advantage over the

Americans."

Although she says she loves her

new team. Fuchs' original plan for

her collegiate career was not to

attend UMass. Through a friend in

the Netherlands. Fuchs was told of

the field hockey program at the

University of Maryland. When a let-

ter to Terrapins coach Misty
Meharg revealed that no scholar-

Saskia Fuchs

ships were available in College

Park, Fuchs' name was passed on to

Hixon.

"An acquaintance of hers played

at the University of Maryland,"
Hixon said. "When Saskia was
interested in coming to the United

States, her friend told her '1 went to

Maryland, so why don't you call the

University of Maryland. It's a great

place, I had a great time.'

However, due to the restrictions

placed upon her by her position as

coach of the U.S. National team,

Hixon was unable to recruit Fuchs.

So the UMass head coach turned

the responsibilities over to her assis-

tants, Amy Robertson and Ainslee

Press.

"But Maryland didn't have any

scholarship money left," Hixon
continued. "The Maryland coach
was my assistant coach with the

Olympic team, so she said, 'Hey

look, I've got a kid who's interest-

ed.' I said that I couldn't have any-

thing to do with recruiting because

I couldn't wear two hats, so 1 faxed

Saskia's letter to Amy and
Ainslee.*

"Amy jumped in with both feet,

picked up the ball and ran with it.

and she kept me abreast of what
was happening."

Fuchs liked what she learned

about the Massachusetts program,

and she came to the U.S. in August

to play in Amherst.

And in a Minutewoman uniform

Fuchs has performed strongly,

earning Atlantic 10 Rookie of the

Week honors for three consecutive

weeks.

"It's an honor as long as I play

good," Fuchs said. "It feels good,

but I don't know how the other

rookies are."

While she has adjusted to the

team's rigorous practice and game
schedule and she is now prepared to

switch from grass to turf and back,

Fuchs is still convinced her team-

mates and coaches are, well ...

crazy.

"You need it when you're here in

America." Fuchs said.

Men's tennis railroads R.I.

By Stephen Reich

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's tennis team came within a

game of sweeping Rhode Island, and coasted to a

impressive 6-1 victory last Sunday.
The match was the Atlantic 10 opener for both

teams, and with the win the Minutemen improved to

an unblemished 5- on the season.

The University of Massachusetts swept all three

doubles and took five out of six singles matches, with

the only casualty coming from No. 1 singles's player

Todd Cheney, who lost a tough four set match to

University of Rhode Island's Chns Bender.

Freshman Bo Navarro, playing No. 2 singles, defeat-

ed )ohn Spears and also teamed with Cheney in No. 1

doubles to overpower URI's top duo of Bender and
Spears 8-3.

Junior captain Alex Aller and sophomore Mark
Huckins moved lo 3-0 as a doubles tandem, easily

beating Keith Mattes and Tonev Enlow 8-2 at No. 2

doubles. Aller and Huckins also won their singles

matches, with Aller defeating Mattes 6-2, 7-6 (7-4),

and Huckins cruising to a 6-0, 6-1, victory over

Enlow.

The Minutemen are on a torrid pace to start this

season, with victories over Wesleyan, Fairfield and

UR1 These wins are invaluable to a team consisting ol

all underclassmen and shouldgive them confidence for

the rest of the long season. The collegiate tennis sea-

son lasts through April.

The Minutemen freshmen have been impressive thus

far, with especially strong play coming from Navarro

and Rob Manchester. Navarro was highly recruited out

of San Diego and has already shown head coach |udy

Dixon what a talent he is.
.

"Bo is a very talented player, and has the potential

to be excellent in years to come." Dixon said.

Manchester, who is from Attleboro, has also played

very well in his first year of collegiate tennis. He
defeated Chris Ranson of Boston University, 6-1. 4-3

(ret.) on Friday and torched Rick Ray of UR1 6-0.

The freshmen have provided a much needed depth

to the Minuteman lineup and will give the team a

chance to contend for the Atlantic 10 title this year.

UMass next takes the courts on Wednesday, Sept.

25 when the squad makes a junket to Storrs, Conn., to

take on the University of Connecticut.
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ACTIVITIES

Sick ot ttM danm? Come and check out

lota Gamma Upsilon tie only local soron

ty on campus Open House at 406 Not*

Pleasant Street on Sept 23. 24 and 25

from 78pm Call Saia oi Lauta at 5*9-

6461 tor more information

I have, 4 Dave Matthews Tu Oct 4 MSG

Need to sell Call Karen 549-5079

The sisteri at Kaaaa Kappa

invite the UMass women to an Open Rush

Dinner Wednesday. Sept 25 at 5 30pm

Please call Geraa O 549-0755

Ann Animal Science -Vet Club is

having their lust general meeting on

Thursday 9/26 7 00 in Paige 202 Call

546 1942 tor more into

ANNOUNCEMENTS
KAI CHI delivering Sunday Thursday to 2

am Friday and Saturday to 3 am

Seeking interested people to help plan

activities tor World AIDS Day at UMass

Meeting Fn 9/27 at 2pm Campus Center

577 5181 tor details

AUTO FOR SALE

1916 Subaru CL Hatchback 114k

mileage good condition. F-Wheel-Dnve,

. $1,600 BO Call586_-3497

ISM Chevy Cavalier Weiea AC.

AM/FM new tires, plus $350 00 0B0

Call Bnxe 256-1215

GREAT CAR
1915 Oleemebile Catlass Supreme

Good running condition Best offer Call

545 3007 or 63*5732

19*6 Mazda Reliable. 5 speed, AM/fM

cassette $9Cfi665-8146

MOTORCYCLE
Yamaha XS «W Low miles, new battery,

recent work, inspectable $400 firm 253-

1725

EMPLOYMENT
Spring Break" tarn Cash" Highest

ssions 1 lowest Prices 1 Travel free

on only rj sales' Free kifo' SunsptajhV

B00 4?b

Cruise Ships HiriDfl Earn up to

$20 OOOV/rnonth World Travel Seasonal

and Full Time positions No exp neces-

sary For info call 1 206-971 3550 eit

C5001S

National Parks Hiriarj Positions are

now available at National Parks, Forests

art Wildlife Preserves Encellent benefits

and bonuses 1 Call 1206 971 3620 E«t

twnj
Trapical deserts Hiriaa Students

reeded' Entry level and career positions

available worldwide Call Resort

Employment Services 1-2069713600

50012

ATTENTION AU STUDENTS! Ovef 6

billion m public and pnvate sector Grants

arvj scholarships are now available All

students are eligible Let us help For

more info call I BOO 263 6495 Ext

F50014

kwerwatteaat Cinplliwial - Earn up to

$25 $45/hour teaching basic converse

imnal English in Japan. Taiwan o< S

Me teaching background or Asian

Languages required For into call 206

9/1 3570 Em J5BH5
Now Hiring All Skills Closing tr»n»

available with bonus program Hadley

FJurgei r,ng As* lor Trm 594-51 10

Now Hiring! Great pay doing odd »*a.

la hoou Call Andrew 58M07Q

Ceunter Help and Daytime Delivery

Persons Counter help must be able to

I 15-70 hr nights and weekends

Apply at P Dough

FOR RENT

Fudge Hamate Plus Free Delivery 253-

FOR SALE
l Will TRADE 2 Conn PEARL JAM

kj 7 trcktu to *• MAINE snow

,49 0388

100 Wait Sermnai ilafeaTStcaivtr

49 8627 _
HNBAll MACHINE. Reconditioned

fond 0014131 253-5363

tar Mm Peat Tafete by United Perfect

condition Includes everything 1

Interested1 Call Scon and Oom O 256

1068

13* TV/VCJi Great for the dorm' Runs

hkenew' $175 firm' 584-9B08 .

Laptop 4S60X SmRAM 360 Hard Drive!

loaded with Ian modem. MS Office, pre

loaded with software and case $1300 or

best offer 6-1469

Waterhed King, new. waveless mat

tress/heaters 4 drawers, bookcase

lamps Must sell $300 549-1813

Feur Dave Matthews tickets for Oct 6

Spectacular seats on the Boor Please

help me get nd of these 5463310

FOUND
Walkman Found in the Campus Center

Arcade Call Jaret 546-1944

Attention New Students- Personal

items left at the New Students Program

this summer may be picked up at the New

Students Office 304 Admissions Center

INSTRUCTION

-FREE TRIPS AND CASH*" Find out

how hundreds ot student representatives

are already earning free trips and lots ot

cash with America's #1 Spring Break

Company' Sell only 15 trips and travel

tree 1 Cancun, Bahamas. Mazatlan.

Jamaica, or Florida' Campus Manager

positions also available 1 Call now' Take

a break i_Student Travel^llOOr* Break

Spring Break 97 Sell trips, earn

cash, and as tree. SIS is hiring Campus

Reps/Group Organireis to promote trips to

Cancun. Jamaica, and Florida Call

(8001648 4849 for information on joining

America's «1 Student Tour Operator

TRANSPORTATION

Ride Share from Lee lor Berkshire areal

MTWFO 9 00 classes Call Jason 243

0981

WANTED TO RENT

Stoking 3 Bar Apartment/ house needed

ASAP Call 546-6077

Knew a 1 ear m Boston area available

Dec-Jan' Looking for under $600

Willing to work in eichange for rent Cela

546 3506

Jan Piaaa Teacher • Beginners to

advanced students Call Steven Page

253-3354

WWW SUCESS 0R6 Free business

education from American Institute

Entrepreneurship and Real Estate

Investment Courses Retire rich in ten

years

PC/MAC Tutoring Cheap instruction for

computer Patient, valuable help and

advice Set-ups. software. Internet

(413)772-0633

WANTED
I Helper South Amherst. Early

morning Car Required. Rates negotiable

Call evenings 256 00/6

Warned 100 People New Metabolism

Breakthrough Lose 5-100 lbs

Guaranteed Cost $35 (8001776-9503

MUSICIANS
GvHar Classes Start 9/10 Rentals and

lessons available 10 wks/$40 00 FTUG

Pad 54547579

•kaas Jam Teas. . B 00pm Emerson 112

Check it out'

leaaVWIiythm Gaitarist looking to hook

up with musicians/songwriters Call

evenings 546-5262

MISCELLANEOUS

Quastiaas abort year lease/security

deposit deductions' Questions about

Subletting/assigning leases' Questions

about the condibon of your new house or

apartment' Contact the Student Legal

Services One*. 922 Campus Center. 545-

1995

PERSONALS
Choices Nat Cheoees Free contracep-

tion education Every Mon & Thurs 3-

430andTues » Wad 7-8 30pm m Rm

302 UHS Med and Women welcome

For more information call Health

Education Office 577-5181

fT.'tnr--""-"'-- "-V r-" "f*mhl •*

Amherst area lor tree testing and assis

tance 549-1906

ROOM FOR RENT

1 Underared Beaded Share a 2 bed

room 2 full baths, ceiling fans. tree

heat/hot water Carl here 9 549-4069

ROOMATE WANTED

Look i«g ler ream m an apartment

Anything on bus line Plaase call Dan

367 2047

50,000
EYES
WILL
SEE
YOUR
ADIF
PLACED
INTHE

ARIES
March 21-AprU 30
As you approach a decision ,

try to

Ignore outside Interference A clear

head will point you In the right

direction. An explosive situation

heats up—using tact may be your

only hope for resolution.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21
Beat the heal with an outdoor

activity A fresh Insight at work

prevents burnout for you and

your colleagues. When a friend

approaches you for advloe.

consider carefully before you

speak Double meanings may
work against you this time

GEMINI
May 22-June 21
A cheerful companion Is In need

of support this week as a difficult

time reaches Its peak. If you feel

taken -for -granted, consider all of

the demands on that person's time

and attention before voicing your

complaint

CANCER
June 22-Juljr 22
A great opportunity approaches

trom an unexpected direction. Use

a light touch In breaking some

news to superiors at work—your
tact will earn you extra respect

and Influence.

LEO
July 23-August 23
If It seems like there are a million

things to do. fust try to get the

most Important ones done.

Perseverance pays off eventually.

Curt) a tendency to worry by

focusing on the positive aspects

of a situation

VIRGO
August 24- September 22
Its a good tune for reviewing all

of your options, rather than for

making large decisions and

commitments Make a small,

healthy change rather than a

sweeping lifestyle alteration

UBRA
September 23-October 23
Spending extra time with a family

member means increased

closeness and renewed Insight

A tense situation at work may
worsen. Try to regain perspective

at home, away from the politics

SCORPIO
October 24-Norember 22
A domestic dispute that you

thought was resolved may still be

simmering beneath the surface.

Make the extra effort to ask

another how they feel, and youTl

reap the benefits In the form of

goodwill and decreased tension.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
A fragile mate or companion is in

need of extra TLC this week Do

not allow professional and personal

commitments to Interfere with your

relationships This could be an

unusually important time In your

life

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
A successful event has you flying

high as the week begins, but

beware an eventual letdown.

Plunge Into work to keep occupied,

but rely on a dose companion to

ease the quiet dismay you feel.

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18
A special treat for the one you love

the most pays dividends for both of

you. They11 feel renewed and

appreciative of your thoughtfulness.

and you'll know you were a source

of support.

PISCES
February 19~M*rch 20
If an older person Is cranky, allow

extra time to listen to what's really

bothering them You may have the

power to soh/r their problem. An

innuendo may indicate cause for

followup— it's a good week for

romance

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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ACROSS

SERVICES

Computer Ceniutiam Hardwere and

Software help Web Page Creation.

Markets Ca£Joseph (4J3646
0853_

Cempatar Prealems? Nr-d an

upgrade' m house service, call Scream

SjVBt|>ftflDS

LICENSED MANICURIST
asic Manicure $10 French Manicure

$17 Call Bndoet tor an appt OS4M379

• mon Dewelo name and custom covf

«i S489728

10

Dales cowboy huoby

Flower-power

gesture

Chaney ol horror

It often follows

"once"

12. "Rigoletto" role

14. Monopoly, tor one

16. Chronicle

14. Frankincense or

myrrh

17. Amos ol baseball

18. NY restaurant thar

j

a tavortte of Woody
20. Moses burden

22. Move w* difficulty

23. AMted
24. Jeeves, to Bertie

46. Contented kitten

sounds

46. Stimulates

41 Enthusiasm

49. Sign ol the future

62. Maypo grain

66. Man trom Muakogee

67. Owes
69. French pronoun

60. He piayad Shane

61. Speak pubscry

62. Basketball net

headers (2 wds.)

63. Afcak

64. CIA's forerunner

66. Mountain road

DOWN

27. land of

28. Fable writer

32. Ftemotery

33. Ftotatmg machine

part

34. Gaudy

36. Bird's beak

36. Like certain shirts

36. Govt agcy

39. Wore away

41. Sonet Herves

homeland abbr

42. Docile

43. AntSoim

44. From Z (2 wds

)

Trick

Australian gem
Mystical eiercise

Competes

Hqh railways

Revised copy

What procrastinalors

often are

I Passover

9. Cnrroru^atcher Ekot

11. Carpenter al times

12 One of the Brady

boys

13 Gray's subj

14. GateBndge
19. Fabert. eg
21. Iben feature

23. Twinklings of an aye

24. Wind indicators

26. Flaming

26. Piegnancy

culmination

27. Toddwr s ttmoout

29. 60 k*nuoaa man

30. Playful swimmer

31. Eats ctvckerv style

33. Scoundrel

34. " the fields we

go "

36. Aruonacrty

37. Joey's nickname

40. Prepared for the

white-glove teat

42. PMada4phia paradar

on 1/1

44. Conductor Toscanrri

46. Eicavaaon area

47. Loosen

46. Ming Dynasty rehc

49. Opinion survey

60. Slangy assent

61. Gel a lift

62. Picks

63. Aftohf author Wiesel

64. Donations

66. To a smaller degree

66. Pas partners

Rates
$2.00

minimum/
day

Students
20<£ per
word/

day

All

others
40<£ per

word/day

,

NO
REFUNDS
Please write

clearly and
legibly. We are

not responsi-

ble for errors

resulting from
illegible

handwriting
or type.

Personals Policy
All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-

TIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm

room numbers as well.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.

Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals

section may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates,

advertise meetings, etc.

All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and

the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

Standard Headings
Activities

Announcements

Apartment For

Rent

Auto For Sale

Employment

Entertainment

For Sale

Found (2 days Free)

Happy Birthday

Houses For Rent

Instruction

Lost

Musicians

Miscellaneous

Motorcycles

Personals

Room For Rent

Room Wanted

Roommate
Wanted

Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Transportation

Wanted to Rent

Wanted

Dilbort By Scott Adams Always Wanted One off Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas
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SUItt, I THINK £ZZ?
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PATIMG BECAUSE «Y

TEAMWORK SKILLS

ARE ALREAOY EXCELLENT.

1
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by Roger and Salem Salloom 01996

Everybody knows that

things are not always what

they seem.

Did you ever leave an

orange out for a long time?

Green mold starts to grow in

little spots at first, but

eventually, it completely

covers the orange.

Basically the orange

disappears. The living mold is

the only thing that remains

but the mold has nothing left

to eat so it dies.

We think the earth was

created for us, but what if....

we are only a growth on the

earth. We eat the earth, ....

then the earth lets us die.

Sometimes the mold-

orange-earth thing reminds

me ofmy girlfriend and me...

except I'm not sure which one

of us is the mold.

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winiclc Close to Home By John McPherson
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University1 By Frank Cho
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"These are ttve uttrasound technicians who incorrectly

told you you'd be having a girt. Grace has offered

to re- wallpaper your nursery and Brenda will return

any gender-specific gifts that you received."

The Jeepus Crow Show By Lindholm & Campbell
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Tara MK Connelly
Night Editor

Lisa Chiu
Copy Editor

Courtney Smith
Photo Technician

Marc Dionne
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Kelvin L Torres

Christopher Brown
Production

We want you

to write for us!

Call the

Collegian

at

545-3500

Quote of the

Morning

u
Can a person with no

fingers, point you the

right direction?

DA FACEMAN

»

Quote of the

Afternoon

u
We hate picking the

quote of the day!

Collegian Staff

99

Today's D.C. Menu
Cmll 343-2626 for mor. Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet

Monte Cristo Sandwich
Meatball Grinder

Wheatball Grinder

DINNER
Turkey Tenderloin

Roast Beef

Beans and Rice

Grilled Chicken

Hampden
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet

Taco
Beans and Rice

DINNER
Roast Beef/Blk Pepper

Turkey Tederloin

Worcester

LUNCH
Tacos

Ziti/Tomato Sauce
Veggie Taco

DINNER
Turkey Tenderloin

Beans and Rice

Pastabilities

Veal Parmesan

Berkshire

LUNCH
Taco

Ziti/Tomato Sauce
Veggie Taco

DINNER
Turkey Tenderloin

Roast Beef

Beans and Rice

Pastabilities
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Sports
Minutewomen take own

time with Rams; win 3-0

UMass shutout at home, Hartford wins

By Jornra Kansonen

Collegian Staff

KINGSTON. R.I. — Yesterday

afternoon at the University of

Rhode Island Soccer Complex, the

No. 8 Massachusetts women's soc-

Ml team (7-0, 2-0 in A- 10) came

hack from an unemotional start,

posting three goals within ten

minutes in the second half and

cruising to victory over the Rams

(2-5. A-10 1-1). 3-0.

It was not as if the

Minutewomen did not play well in

the first hall, rather they did not

appear to play wisely. The bunker

defense, with ten defenders back,

employed by coach Karen Parker

stymied any high percentage scor-

ing opportunities in the first twen-

tv minutes. But in the 23rd

minute, sophomore defender

Melanie Fiske's back save on

lenior Rebecca Myers' header

started a series of near misses for

the Minutewomen.

A few minutes later, freshman

forward Emma Kurowski's

attempt was tipped away by a

looping dive from junior keeper

Sarah Moo*. In the 28th minute, a

free kick by senior defender Erin

Lynch on the far right flank con-

nected with another header

attempt from Myers, but just

glanced off the top of the cross-

bar. The veteran twosome must

have been looking to repeat histo-

ry, as they capitalized off of a sim-

ilar set play in last Saturday's 3-0

win over Hartford.

The rest of the first half was

more of UMass vs. Moon. For the

entire match, the visitors amassed

a 18-2 shot advantage over the

offensively anemic Rams. But at

the half, coach )im Rudy wanted

the team to step back and rethink

what it was doing, and see if a dif-

ferent strategy could prevail.

"We changed a few things, and

Chris [Chamides] put me on to

one of these things," Rudy said.

"One. we had to use the center of

our field better. So, what we
wanted to try to do was push play-

ers up front. What it meant was

when the balls got in, we would

arrive with more people."

At the start of the second half.

Rudy used a three forward front.

turn to SOCCER, page 9

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

Myers mightiest of them all;

senior breaks two UM marks

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

KINGSTON. R.l. — There is

nothing special about the University

ol Rhode Island Soccer Complex,

where No. 8 Massachusetts (7-0)

drubbed Rhode Island (2-5) yester-

dav in women's soccer action.

The field has one ordinary set of

bleachers, lacks a press box and has

a drab, windowless brick and con-

crete building for a backdrop in the

east end zone. The view of flat

Rhode Island wilderness from the

bleachers only serves to astound the

fans who might not have realized

that the state is actually large enough

to have a middle-of-nowhere.

The "Complex" lacks any sort of

big-time feeling, has less charm and

personality than Bob Dole, and has

no more of an aura to it than most

area high school fields.

turn to MINUTEWOMEN, page 9

Too little too late.

That was the name of the game on Garber Field

yesterday afternoon, as the Massachusetts men's

soccer team fell to the University of Hartford 1-0.

The lone goal of the game came just 7:15 into

the match when Hartford's Todd Sadler tore down

Minutemen sync out;

Hartford takes game

By Jason Rubin

Collegian Staff ^^^^
In most cases you need to play 90 minutes of

solid soccer to win. In yesterday's 1-0 loss to the

University of Hartford. UMass seemed to forget

this basic principle. During numerous portions of

the game, the team seemed to be playing flat, frus-

trated and out of rhythm. However, the most dis-

appointing aspect of the loss was how easily

UMass could have won.

Although they were outplayed and outhustled

throughout parts of the game. UMass had the bet-

ter scoring opportunities. The ball just did not roll

Massachusetts^ way in key instances. Twice in the

game the Hartford goalie was beat, only to be

saved by a fullback who was in the right place.

A perfect example of the bad luck that UMass

experienced came with 14 minutes left in the first

half. It began with a good run down the wing.

After receiving a quick centering pass, left mid-

fielder lake Brodsky fired a shot towards the cross-

bar. The Hartford goalie got a hand on it. and sent

it out into the 8 yard box. Defenseman Tobias

Bremke. following on the play, sent the rebound

right back at the netminder. Somehow he got a

piece of it, and it ended back up on the foot of

Brodsky. He directed a low. hard shot at the net

that a defender somehow got in front of. Three

shots from well within 1 8 yards and no goals.

Despite the bad luck, all the blame for this loss

can't be written off as bad fortune. Although there

were some periods where UMass completely domi-

nated, they were far too infrequent. But for all

these spurts, there were also ten minute stretches

where every ball was won by Hartford. There were

instances in the game where it appeared that

UMass had stopped playing It is these lapses in

concentration that become dangerous late in the

turn to MINUTEMEN page 9

the right side of the field and found the Hawk's

leading scorer Rob lachym (5 goals, 8 assists)

Receiving the leading pass from lachym. Adrian

Weekes took the feed across lhc eighteen yard box,

unloaded, and found the back of the net past

UMass keeper Tim Peurson.

The Minutemen experienced bursts of energy in

the first half, but couldn't muster a goal early in

the game. UMass' first big opportunity came at

26:45 when a Hartford foul prompted an indirect

kick for the Minutemen. Dave Siljanovski sent the

ball inside the box to a breaking Mike Butler,

whose shot was deflected by Hawk's keeper Kevin

Hickey. Massachusetts couldn't convert the ensu

ing corner kick.

In what would become a mirror image of the

second half, the Minutemen fell apart half way

turn to MEN'S SOCCER, page 9
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James Redmon and the UMass men's soccer team took it on the chin at Richard F. Garber field

yesterday, losing to Hartford 1-0.

Fuchs fits right in with UMass field hockey

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

When freshman Saskia Fuchs first came to the United

States from the Netherlands to play for the

Massachusetts field hockey team, there was much more

to adjust to than the language and time changes.

Fuchs faced the added difficulty of becoming part of

a team which not only practiced every day. but also

played on grass as well as artificial turf and with differ-

ent rules. The new way of doing things was, to say the

least, strange.

"First of all I was kind of shocked that we practice so

much here." Fuchs said. "In Holland we practice two or

at most three times a week."

It I told them [about the practice schedule] in

Holland, they'd be shocked."

UMass coach Pam Hixon knew the transition that her

freshman faced.

"Oh yeah." Hixon said laughing. "She thinks we're

crazy, in probably every sense."
• When she first got here she said 'We only practice

three times a week and we would never practice twice

in one day.' But she takes it as a challenge," Hixon said.

But now. with over a month of practice and game

time under her belt, Fuchs has settled into her role,

both as a scorer and as a team player.

"She's a very good forward." Hixon said. "And I

think she's both willing to pass the ball and challenge

one-on-one herself in order to make things happen.

"She- very skillful and I think other players will try

to emulate her and do some of the things she does,

which in essence is why we bring foreigners to the U.S.,

so that our players can learn more quickly by playing

next to someone who might have different skills, better

skills, and might be better," she said.

Because of the rigorous game practice schedule dur-

ing preseason training, Fuchs suffered a bad groin pull.

Now that she has become accustomed to the schedule,

the injury has healed and she is at full strength again.

"She was injured because she wasn't used to all the

practicing and all the training." Hixon said. "But I think

she's adapting and adjusting very well."

In her collegiate debut against Wake Forest. Fuchs

scored two goals, including the game winner, within 32

seconds of each other.

"We're not prolific scorers, so if she brings scoring to

our team that will be a real bonus," Hixon said.

Hixon wasn't the only one to notice Fuchs immediate

impact. Senior midfielder and Ail-American Kyle

Rothenberger. who assisted on Fuchs' second goal, also

took note of Fuchs' performance.

"She's adjusted very well." Rothenberger said. "She's

been a great spark for this team, exactly what we need

on the front line."

Sophomore forward Erica Johnston, who plays on the

front line with Fuchs, has also felt Fuchs' effect on

team.

"She's a very, very good player," Johnston said. "I can

read her well, and I like playing with her."

While she didn't score against New Hampshire, the

talented freshman did assist on Rothenberger's game-

winning goal. At Boston College, Fuchs netted her third

career goal, her second game winner.

Two weekends ago against then-No. 4 |ames

Madison, Fuchs tallied her third career game-winning

goal In her next game, she notched another assist.

"She shares the wealth." Hixon said. "She does a real-

ly fine job at not taking over the field. She's a really

good team player. But at the same time, she accepts her

No free agents
;

Phins phall phlat
Perhaps the biggest criticism of free agency and

the salary cap in the National Football League is

that it has created parity, eliminating any dominant

teams and any team (even the Cardinals) can win

on any given Sunday.

In some ways, this is true. No longer can a team

expect to have the creampuffs of the NFL come into

their stadium and roll over. Every game is a contest,

even if some are still easier than others.

Perhaps

JACOB W.

MICHAELS
on the NFL

CCXJUTEVV SASKIA fUCHS

Freshman Saskia Fuchs has had an immediate impact on the UMass field hockey team this year.

Field hockey opens A-10 season today

By Jen Ryder

Collegian Staff

turn to FUCHS, page 10

The Massachusetts field hockey

team hits the road for the sixth con-

secutive game as it travels to

Kingston, R.L to face the University

of Rhode Island at 3:30 p.m. today.

This is the first meeting of the two

teams this season. Last year UMass

defeated URI in the regular season.

but lost to the Rams in the Atlantic

10 Tournament. Massachusetts is

18-1 all time against Rhode Island,

dating back to 1978.

For the No. 5 Minutewomen (5-1)

today's game marks their first confer

ence tilt. Last Sunday, the team

bounced back from a loss to Iowa by

defeating Penn State 4-3 in overtime.

Providing the offense for UMass
will be sophomores Eric lohnston

and Kate Putnam, and senior Kyle

Rothenberger. The three combined to

score all four goals against Penn

State.

lohnston scored two goals, includ

ing the game winner in overtime.

Putnam tied the game, sending it into

overtime, and Rothenberger convert-

ed a penalty comer for her third goal

of the season, lohnston leads the

team with four goals, with junior

Courtney MacLean and freshman
.Saskia Fuchs close behind with three

goals apiece.

Once again the defense needl to

look no further than senior goal-

tender Hilary Rose. Through the first

six games Rose has allowed only

eight goals, recorded two shutouts

and 79 saves. She has also yet to

allow a penalty corner or penalty

stroke goal this season, as she has

stopped 48 comers and three strokes.

Rose's save percentage of .908 is

near-perfect.

The UMass defense has been solid

on the year in front of Roil
Anchored by senior co-captain

Melanie Gore, the backs have been

responsible for stopping opponent's

torn to FIELD HOCKEY page 9

nothing
shows this

as clearly

as the

"expan-
sion"
Carolina
Panthers.

The Panthers, in just their second year, convincing-

ly beat five-time Super Bowl champion San

Francisco, leaving them in sole possession of first

place in the NFC West.

The 49ers inability to keep all of their premier

players (they lost pro bowl CB Eric Davis in the

offseason) has hurt them enough for other teams to

catch up and challenge them.

It isn't just the loss of the players that hurts

teams, but the fact their star players go to other

teams. So, not only does a team become worse

when they lose players, but other teams can become

better by picking them up. Davis, for example, now
plays for Carolina, and helped them beat his former

team.

However. Carolina is fortunate in the fact they

have General Manager Bill Polian. last year's

Executive of the Year. Polian was the man who
crafted the Buffalo Bills team that won four straight

AFC titles, and he's doing the same in Carolina.

Polian has managed to do so by using the expan-

sion draft, the college draft and free agency to mix a

group of veterans and young players into a cohesive

unit.

Polian's Panthers, however, are the exception to

what seems to be the rule in free agency. He has

managed to take a lot of different players and mold

them into one unit, because he had to.

However, the model most teams want to follow is

that of two of the other best GMs in the league —
|ohn Butler, who took Polian's job in Buffalo, and

Carl Peterson. CM of the Kansas City Chiefs.

They keep the core of their teams intact, continue

to build through the draft, and try to find one or

two players that can fit into the system and con-

tribute.

The Bills have continued to excel in the last two

years by holding onto Bruce Smith, Jim Kelly, and

Thurman Thomas, drafting players like Darick

Holmes. Rueben Brown and Eric Moulds, and

bringing in people like Quinn Early, Bryce Paup

and Chris Spielman. who can quickly be fit into the

Bills' system.

The Chiefs have tried to do the same, and man-

aged to keep almost every player from the squad

turn to NFL page 9
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Peace and
harmony

UMass welcomes

nine Tibetan monks

next week as part of

its Festival d Tibet

celebration, and our

cover section has all

the info (See Arts

& Living, page 5).

Field Hockey
beats URI

Senior goalie
Hilary Rose
stopped four
penalty strokes in

two games as

UMass beat Rhode
Island 3-1 yester-

day (see Sports,

page 16).

WORLD

Russia's Boris Yeltsin

faces bypass surgery

MOSCOW (AP) — Boris Yeltsin's

bypass surgery will have to wait six

to 10 weeks to give his damaged
heart time to heal, and then he'll

need two months to recuperate

from the operation — meaning
Russia will likely be governed from

a sickbed into the new year.

Doctors said yesterday that Yeltsin

must remain in a hospital or health

resort until he undergoes the triple

or quadruple bypass surgery,

although he can do paperwork
and see visitors.

"He's mentally as alert as he can

be," said American specialist

Michael DeBakey, who consulted

with Yeltsin's Russian doctors for

three hours yesterday and will

return for the operation.

There is no reason why he can-

not function in his capacity as pres-

ident" while awaiting surgery,

DeBakey said at a news conference.

However, new details of Yeltsin's

ill health, including recent internal

bleeding and the length of his

expected recovery, are certain to

bring new demands for his resig-

nation by the Communist-led
opposition.

NATION

Police break up riot

over Duke appearance

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Police in

riot gear, some on horseback,

moved in and fired flash-bang

devices to disperse demonstrators

protesting a campus appearance of

former Ku Klux Klan grand wizard

David Duke.

There were eight to 10 arrests,

police said, and at least one pro-

tester was clubbed over the head

by baton-wielding police in hel-

mets and flak jackets.

Duke was at the California State

University, Northridge, to debate

civil rights leader |oe Hicks on a

state ballot measure barring racial

or gender preferences in public hir-

ing, education and contracting.

Police said the arrests came after

about 1 85 campus and Los Angeles

police pushed the crowd away
from the student union building

where the debate was held.

Campus police Lt. Mark Hissong

claimed several hundred protesters

had tried to storm the front door of

the building. Inside, Duke told a

crowd of 800 that affirmative action

programs are unfair to whites. An
overflow audience of 430 watched

on closed-circuit television from

another campus building. Inside,

Duke was shouted down, booed,

hissed and laughed at when he said

that affirmative action programs

constitute "discrimination against

better qualified whites."
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Teach an old dog new tricks...

Tom O'Conner, a junior natural resource studies major, fed his dog,

Free, in front of the Student Union yesterday.

Off campus students

cause of town's gripes

By Beth McCarthy

Collegian Staff

Relations between the University of

Massachusetts and the town of Amherst

may soon turn sour after recent com-

plaints from Amherst Selectman Hill

Boss.

This summer, representatives from

UMass and the town of Amherst made

efforts to improve traditionally strained

relations through the creation of

"impact committees." The plan was that

when problems arise, each party would

come together, through the committees,

in search of solution

One of the top concerns of the town

is off campus students' behavior, which

many residents allege is disturbing, and

determining what role UMass will play

in dealing with the students.

Six days into the fall semester. Boss

said, police were called several times to

break up off campus students' panics

Boss cited one incident in particular

where the police were called to a Main

St. house three times in one weekend,

the last visit resulting in theMM oi

five UMass students for illegal posses-

sion of kegs.

According to Boss, this particular

house has gotten a reputation over the

years, with Amherst residents, as the

"Animal House."

"This is a perfect model for exactly

the kind of things we're talking about."

said Boss, who did not expect to see

these types of incidents until vacation

time neared. "This is exactly what is up

for negotiations and we will continue to

pound on this issue."

Boss said he has been trying to con-

vince UMass administration that they

must be more accountable for their stu-

dents, no matter where they live. It is an

issue, he said, which has sparked con-

troversy for years.

"The decision makers are reluctant to

make policy." said Boss

What is up for debate is the one sen-

tence in the Undergraduate Rights &
Responsibilities handbook that address-

es the University's role in the lives of

students who live off campus.

The handbook says,* "The University

may apply the standards set forth in the

[Code of Student Conduct ] to serious

violations of the law or acts of miscon-

duct which occur on other locations

when the behavior distinctly and direct-

ly effects the University community."

Boss feels this should include off

campus parties and incidents when
non-student town residents are both-

ered by students.

The Administration at UMass inter-

prets this line as being strictly referring

to serious criminal acts such as rape.

assault and murder.

"In no way shape or form is this

office about to go around following stu-

dents downtown or monitor off campus

behavior." said |o-Anne Vanin, assis-

tant vice chancellor for student affairs.

Tom Robinson, vice chancellor of

student affairs, who said he has not

dealt with this issue directly, would like

to see this problem resolved by bringing

ail parties affected together.

"When any behavior concerning stu-

dents arises, then students should be

there to represent themselves," said

Robinson, who believes this situation

can be settled.

|ohn Feudo, associate vice chancellor

of UMass advancement, who has been a

direct participant in the discussions

between the town and UMass. said he

was not aware of the problems that

have arisen from off campus students.

There have been no direct conversa-

tions between UMass and the town of

Amherst up to this point in regards to

recent reports of disturbances.

Feudo said he is waiting to address

any issues that the town may have at

their meeting. This conference is not

scheduled at this time, but Feudo

expects to have a scheduled date within

the next couple of weeks.

UMass receives $200,000 grant
Scholarships go to high school valedictorians and saludatorians

Former advisor to FDR, JFK
to speak on status of social left

This afternoon at 4:00 p.m.. the noted economist |ohn Kenneth Galbraith

will speak in Memorial Hail, at The University of Massachusetts

Galbraith is the Paul Wrburg Professor of economics at Harvard University

and will speak on "The Social Left Today; The World View Today."

He has written many books including The Affluent Society and The New
Industrial State. His most recent book The Qom Society was published earlier

this year.

Galbraith's academic career includes positions ;it the University of California

at Berkeley and Princeton University. He joined the economics department at

Harvard in 1948 and retired in 1975. His government service encompassed

administering the wartime system of price controls in the early 1940s and

served as director of U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey in 1945.

For public service, he received the Medal of Freedom in 194b and in I960

served as an advisor to Sen. lohn F. Kennedy during the Presidential election

and was later appointed by Kennedy to be ambassador to India.

- |oe Fountain

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Board ol Higher Education
recently awarded the University of Massachusetts a

$200,000 Performance Improvement Progt— Grant.

With the grant, the Office of Student Affairs has

created a scholarship program for valedictorians and
saludatorians.

The program will enable UMass to attract more
highly qualified students by providing scholarship

grants over four years to selected valedictorians and
saludatorians who are Massachusetts residents and
graduates of state high ichooll, according to Tom
Robinson, vice chancellor for student affairs.

"We are very proud that our proposal has been fund-

ed, said Robinson, "This is an important piece of our

scholarship program to attract quality students from

the commonwealth to UMass Amherst."

Scholarships, valued at $8,000. will be awarded to

25 students over four years

The Performance Improvement Program is designed

to provide incentive funding to promote priorities of

the Board of Higher Education and the

Commonwealth.
The priorities include the improvement of academia

through technology, improving student retention and
promoting collaborative projects between campuses,

especially through distance learning.

"These grants are investments in innovation." said

Sen. Stanley C. Rosenberg (D- Amherst). Chairman of

the Senate Ways and Means Committee. "By commit-

ting ourselves today to enhancing our use of technolo-

gy, fortifying our academic programs, and improving

campus efficiency we are giving our students the

advantage they will need in tomorrow's increasingly

competitive economy."

Board of Higher Education Chairman lames Carlin

said, "There should always be a pool of funds available

for the Board to promote innovation and improve aca.

demic programs This is a key role for the Board of

Higher Education
."

The Performance Improvement Program allocated

$3.8 million in grants to 25 (out of 40) institutions of

public higher education in Massachusetts

Chancellor of the Board of Higher Education,

Stanley Z. Koplik said that campus interest in the pro-

gram was enormously high and resulted in some out-

standing innovation.

"Most of the grant proposals were extremely well

conceived. My only regret is that more could not be

funded." added Koplik.

Other University of Massachusetts campuses also

received grants. The Boston campus received $124,000
in order to develop a joint assessment, placement and
advising program with Massasoit Community College.

The Dartmouth campus will be creating a coopera-

tive education program option (similar to the program
at Northeastern University) with their $120,000 grant.

UMass Lowell received $55,380 to create a program
in which faculty will work with high school juniors to

test their level of math knowledge and advise students

on the courses they should take senior year.

Koplik said. "This grant program is designed to

bring our campuses to the forefront of American high-

er education, where we can lead by example. This is a

great step in pursuing that goal."

The Performance Improvement Program was funded

through the General Appropriations Act for the Fiscal

Year 1997.

Reported rape victim wont press charges

The woman who reported
being raped in a residence hall in

Orchard Hill Residential Area
Sunday night has opted not to

ptess charges, university police

sources say.

)ohn Luippold, University of

Massachusetts Police Chief, con

firmed the report.

"Sunday evening we received a

report of a rape which occurred

in a residence hall in the Ori.li.ml

Hill Area early Sunday morning,"

Luippold said. "We have had an

interview with the victim, and

classified it as an acquaintance

rape."

According to Luippold. during

that interview, the victim decided

not to press charges.

However, there is still an ongo-

ing police investigation into the

situation.

"We will continue to speak
with her about her options."

Luippold said. "We will make
sure she receives appropriate
medical care, and ll informed
about the court and campus judi-

cial system, the Code of Student

Conduct and services offered by

the Everywoman's Center
Counsellor/Advocate program."

The Everywoman's Center,
located in Nelson House, pro-
vides services for victims of sexu-

al assault, such as short- term
counselling and support groups.

The Everywoman's Center also

stalls a 24-hour hotline for peo-

ple who have been or know some-

one who has been sexually

.!ted.

- Laura Stock

Open house educates students
Center assists students in job hunting, resumes & interviews

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

lunior Stephani Wallerman was one of the 2,000 stu-

dents to attend the Mather Career Center Open House on

Tuesday.

Wallerman, a sociology major, received information on

job openings, writing resumes and what to expect during

an interview.

"1 found the open house very informative. I learned a

great deal and also realized that I need to get started on

building a resume." said Wallerman.

The open house offered useful information to students

preparing to enter the work force, took the form of a'

"highway," a user friendly metaphor for career choice

that encourages job planning, exploration, destinations

and U- turns.

The event was held in the Student Union Building Ball

Room.

Along the "highway." students found informative stops

like Drive-in workshops. Credential Crossing.

Employment Options Park. Community Service Corner.

Field F.xperience and Career Boulevard.

Lenora Maxwell, the campus relations representative

for Electronic Data System, an information technical ser-

vice corporation helped students with their resumes.

"We have been very busy today. We have had many
company specific questions, but mostly we have been

answering questions about the interview processes, and

resume styles." said Maxwell.

The only businesses allowed to attend the Center's

open house are Mather's "Partners m recruiting" compa-

nies.

At "Employment Options Park." Dr. Pro. a job referral

program, was for sale.

Dr. Pro can perform job hunts in two ways: campus
recruiting and electronic resume referrals.

Turn to CAREER, page 2
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We want the world...
Chris Roncarati, a junior art major, tries to make it to the top of the world with a little help from Lynda

Short, a senior natural resource studies major.
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Thunday, Sept. 26

Meeting — The UMass chapter of Pi Sigma Alpha (the

national political science honor society) will be holding a wel-

come/informational meeting with faculty and students at 5

p.m. in 6th floor of Thompson. All political science majors

and minors are encouraged to attend, and free pizza will be

served.

Meeting — The UMass Objectivist Club, an organization

for admirers of Ayn Rand's novels and philosophical writ-

ings, is sponsoring a videotaped presentation, "An

Introduction to Objectivism" by Dr. Leonard Peikoff. along

with its first meeting. For more information, please contact

Keith at 546-1862.

Meeting— There will be an informational meeting about a

UMass trip to Israel being offered on Winter Break (Dec.

2V)an 2), at 7 p.m. at the Hillel House.

Meeting — The Math Club will hold its first meeting at 7

p.m. in LGRT 152 ID. All math majors invited. Come tour

the new undergraduate reading lounge and meet other math

majors. Pizza will be served for those signed up in LGRT
. 1521D ahead of time.

Friday, Sept. 27

Education — The UMass Library Workshops are offering

an educational series on ERIC. PsyclNFO, Dissertation

Abstracts, and the World Wide Web. The course, taught by

Lori Mestre. the educational librarian, will be held from

11:30 a.m. -12:30 p.m. For more information, call

545-0150.

Meeting — World AIDS Day Planning meeting for every-

one interested in planning for the UMass community's obser-

vance of World AIDS Day will be held from 2-3 p.m. in the

Campus Center. Check the Campus Center message board or

call 577-5181 for further details.

Open House — The Student Union Craft Center is spon-

soring an open house from 5-7 p.m., with demonstrations of

pottery, jewelry making, batik dying, button making and

other crafts. The Craft Center is located across form the

Hatch in the Student Union.

Saturday, Sept. ^Community — Hillel is sponsoring an

open house from 1:30-4 p.m. For more information, call

549-1710.

Fund-Raiser— Bags of 10 top-quality Holland tulip bulbs

in UMass colors will be offered to the UMass community and

the public for a $10 donation. Proceeds form the sale will be

used to fund beautification projects throughout campus. The

sale is being held from 9 a.m.-l p.m. at the Campus Center

concourse, 8:30-10:30 a.m. at Memorial Hall, and at

McGuirk Stadium (Alumni Tent) from 1 1 a.m.- noon.

Music — The Wild West and Brahms performed by the

University Orchestra. Mark Russell Smith, director. Tickets

are $8; $4; UMass students free with valid ID. UMass

Concert Hall. 8 p.m.

Sunday. Sept 29

Forum — The public is invited to a forum on the recent

church burnings sponsored by the United Christian

Foundation and Hillel Foundations at UMass. and by the

Amherst Interfaith Service Council members. Speakers

include the Rev. Ann Gere of the Greater Springfield

Council of Churches and the Rev. John C. Ike, III of

Goodwin Memorial African Methodist Episcopal Zion

Church. The forum, at Wesley United Church, 367 N.

Pleasant St. from 7-9:30 p.m., will be followed by a candle-

light walk to the town common and a brief vigil and prayers.

For more information, contact Rev. Kent Higgins at

549-3501.
Meeting— Are you from the Caribbean or West Indies, or

have parents from there? A new RSO is forming for those

interested in learning about the culture, food, festivals and

people of the Caribbean. Everyone is cordially invited to

attend at 7 p.m. in room 804-8 of the Campus Center. For

more information, call Nizam at 546-3967.

Notices

Auditions — The UMass Theater Guild's auditions for the

Fall 1996 musical The Pajama Came will be held on Friday

9/27 at 7 p.m.. Saturday 9/28 at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. Callbacks

are Sunday 9/29 at 10 a.m. For more information, call 545-

0415.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45. Please call Mark to confirm, or for other stops,

at 253-0361.

Ewrywoman's Center — Acculturation Group for Latina

Women, facilitated by Mari Vicente. Thurs. from 4-6 p.m.

Child Sexual Abuse Survivors Support Groups: Group 1

facilitated by Sara Elinoff, Mondays from 7-9 p.m. Group 2

facilitator, day, and time TBA. Coming Out Group For

Lesbians, facilitated by Lynne Schachne. Mondays 4-5:30

p.m. Lifting Your Spirits, facilitated by Carta Brennan and

Diana Dalendina. Weds. 4-5:30 p.m. Eco-Psychology for

Women, facilitated by Carta Brennan, Fridays 10-1 1:30 a.m.

Post Abortion Support Group, facilitated by Peggy Warwick,

Wednesdays 5:30-6:30 p.m. Self-Esteem & Assertiveness

for Women, facilitated by Carla Brennan, Wednesdays

6:30-8 p.m. Single Mothers Support Group, facilitated by

Amy Rosebury, Tuesdays 1-2:30 p.m. Women & Divorce,

facilitated by Ali Thompson. Tuesdays 6:30-8 p.m. All

groups offered by the Everywoman's Center begin in

October, and offer a safe and confidential space. For other

groups, call 545-0883.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 506 of the Student Union.

For more information, call the ARC office at 5-1925.

Dancing — Beginner classes in Cajun dancing and

Appalachian clogging are starting on Sunday evenings from

6-7 p.m. No experience or partner needed, all ages welcome.

Classes are held in Westfield at 1 32 Elm St. For more infor-

mation, call |o Samelli at (413) 746-9067.

Five Co/tege-REFLECT. the Five College Bereavement

Support Program is a student organization devoted to help-

ing those coping with grief. REFLECT is offering two free 8

week grief support groups this semester. Groups are forming

now. Please call 577-5316 for more information.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff in

all departments. Editorial positions are available in Photo,

Layout, Copy, and Marketing departments. An assistant copy

editor and assistant sports editor are also needed. Meetings

are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m.. 504 Student Union, or

call 545-0848 if interested.

Support group — Synthesis Center Associate Rebecca Reid

leads an ongoing support group for single people over 30

from 7:15 to 8:45 p.m. in downtown Amherst. Single,

divorced, widowed and all sexual orientation are welcome.

There is a low fee. For information, call 253-5494.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from I to 2 p.m. in the

Campus Center. The room number will be posted on the

Notice Board. For more information, call Utama at

256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Discussion Group — "A Course in Miracles" will meet

from 7 to 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting in

September. For more information, call 253-3795.

Dance — The Northeast American School of Dance

Studio in Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday

from 8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call

584-8167.

Campus Police Log
Accident— Leaving the Scene

Sept. 24
A vehicle was struck while parked in

parking lot 63.

Animal Complaint

Sept. 23
There was a report of a moose head-

ing into the woods by the observatory

from Orchard Hill Drive.

Sept. 24
A moose was sighted in the north end

of parking lot 11. Environmental

Police, Hadley Police and Amherst

Police were notified.

Annoying Behavior

Sept. 25
There was a report of a female

screaming in Sylvan Residential Area

courtyard; police checked and found

it to be OK.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Sept. 24
A notebook was stolen from
Patterson Residence Hall.

Drug Law Offenses

Sept. 21

The odor of marijuana was reported

from John Quincy Adams Residence

Hall.

Sept. 24
The odor of marijuana was reported

from Crampton Residence Hall.

Larceny

Sept. 23
Four balance scales were reported

stolen from Goessmann Laboratory.

A VCR was reported stolen from

McNamara Residence Hall.

A telephone was reported missing

from the Student Union Building.

The rear wheel of a bike was stolen

from Van Meter Residence Hall.

A license was stolen from Franklin

Dining Hall.

lost/Found Property

Sept. 23

Keys found in the Campus Center

were turned in to Public Safety.

IDs found in Boyden Gymnasium

were turned in to Public Safety.

Sept. 24

The owner of a wallet found in Flint

Laboratory was notified.

A CD face plate was found at Boyden

Gymnasium and turned in to the

police.

Noise Complaint

Sept. 25

A loud explosion was reported from

Sylvan Residential Area courtyard.

Suspicious Person/Activity

Sept. 23

Student security staff was assisted in

Gorman Residence Hall.

Sept. 24

A caller from McNamara Residence

Hall reported a substance leaking

from the sprinkler system.

Environmental Health & Safety were

informed.

An individual was reportedly upset

about having to pay at the Campus
Center Garage.

Vandalism

Sept. 24
A vehicle in parking lot 47 was dam-

aged by a paint ball.

career
continued from page 1

Through campus recruiting,

employers came to campus with a

list of anticipated openings. Students

may participate in a screening inter-

view. After the interview, students

call the job line, available through

Dr. Pro, to see if they have earned a

second interview.

Electronic Resume Referral is

commonly used by second semester

seniors and employers with immedi-

ate openings who can not visit the

campus.

Over 100 jobs a week become
available through the Center and Dr.

Pro.

Resumes are matched to compa-

nies by the student's major, skills

and employer types. If a company is

interested in a student's resume, they

will personally contact the student.

Bruce Tulgan, a graduate from

Amherst College, spoke at the open

house at 4 p.m.

He is the founder of Rainmaker

Inc., a company that studies the

working lives of young people by

helping them develop strategies to

succeed in the job market and helps

managers recruit, motivate and keep

those just entering the career force.

Tulgan said that he sees significant

possibilities for young people today,

which he refers to as "Generation

X."

"I say Generation X with a smile

because I know what our generation

is really capable of doing." Tulgan

said. "Our generation for better or

worse has been named Generation

X. We need to redefine what that

term means."

Tulgan serves in a advising role to

large corporations, relaying to them

the opinions and sentiments of 20-

somethings towards management

and the workplace.

"Many managers tell me that

Generation-X'ers are disloyal, they

don't want to work hard or for a

long time, they want every thing

right now, not later," he said.

Tulgan stressed that the world is

changing everyday and "the decisions

you make every day, every hour,

every minute will make or break you.

If you want to succeed, it's no longer

just the decision you make right after

college."

According to Tulgan, everyone

should have a five year plan.

"You have to know where you

want to end up, and from there map
your way back to the present. You
must have daily, weekly, monthly

and yearly goals in order to reach

your five year plan."

He also stressed the importance of

communicating with people.

"You can't make anything happen

in this world today unless you deal

effectively with other human
beings... Don't go deal with people

unless you know what you want

from them," he said.

Tulgan also said that it is impor

tant for college graduates not to let

their education end after they receive

their degree.

He shared the following fact with

the audience: "more than half of

what you know is going to be obso-

lete in five years. In addition, more

than half of what you are going to

need to know in order to succeed in

five years has not yet been invented."

Finally, he said, students must

leam to market themselves.

"In order to succeed you need to

learn to market the value you have

to add... you need to sell yourself

inside and out, then you need to

deliver what you promise and if you

don't you'll never get another

chance."

Wallerman said she found

Tulgan's speech very informative.

"I am realizing that 1 have a long

way to go before I graduate. I don't

know where I want to be next year,

never mind five years from now,"

she said.

These Cc-Cp Employers are

Coming To Campus this fall

And Looking for you!!

Spring & Summer 1 991 Co-Cps

WALT DISNEY -HRTA
DIGITAL -EE, COMP. SCI.

EMC CORP. - BUSINESS, COMP.SCI.
MICROSOFT - COMP.SCI, ENC.

LOCKHEED MARTIN - ENGINEERING
IBM- BUSINESS

PRATT&WHITNEY-ALL MAJORS
MONSANTO - CHEM, CHEM E., FOMGT

CABLETRON - COMP.SCI.,EE

Cther Exciting Cc-cp Cppcrtiinitie*

BOSTON CLOBE - JOURNALISMS,
PHOTO

REEBOK - COMMUNICATIONS
WASHINGTON POST - JOURNALISM
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Hillel House sponsors Israel trip

By Scott Jason and

Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian Correspondent!

There will be a meeting al 7 p.m.

tonight at Hillel House for students

interested in travelling to Israel over

winter break.

The trip planned for Dec. 23 to

(an. 2 will take students to one of

the most culturally rich and contro-

versial countries in the world. The

group will travel by bus and spend

time in Jerusalem. Tel Aviv, Yaffo,

Golan Heights, Galilee, Masada,
)udean Desert and the Negev, the

Dead Sea. and more sites through-

out Israel.

"Going to Israel is very special for

a |cwish person" said Hillel director

and Rabbi Saul Perlmutter. "[The

University of Massachusetts) is one

of only a handful of campuses that

can make something like this hap-

pen."

Kim Riehman, Program Director

of Hillel, described the trip as "a

recreational and educational experi-

ence." Students will get the oppor-

tunity to hike places described in

the Bible, explore archaeological

sights and view diverse landscapes.

The UMass group will be joining

students from over 150 universities.

"It will be a nice experience in

building the Jewish community
amongst UMass students and other

students around the country,"

Riehman said.

He also said that he hopes stu-

dents "bring back the incredible

experience and continue to be in

touch with the community and help

build the community on campus."

Forty students will be selected to

take part in the trip, which costs

$2,100. However. 20 of those

selected will receive subsidies from

the United Jewish Appeal lowering

the cost to $1,400. The other 20

will have the cost lowered to $500

through a subsidy provided by

Harold Grinspoon. a Hillel House

supporter.

In light of recent clashes between

Palestinians and Israelis, Perlmutter

said the areas selected for travel are

considered secure. In addition, he

said, the size of the group will

diminish any possibilities of danger.

Tonight's meeting will discuss the

details of the trip and the applica-

tion process. Those not able to

attend can call Hillel House at

549-1710.
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Interview bands— for the Collegiaia

Put your opinions in a column-for the CoUegiad

Interested? Call 545-3500 TODAY! Don't Delay!

Welcome back.
Tammi Mack (center), a social justice education graduate student, talks to (from right to left) Nicole Lisa, a

senior women's studies major, |odi Bucknam, a senior English major, and Tina Cincotti, also a senior women's

studies major, at the Women's Studies' Welcome Back reception yesterday in the Campus Center.

House votes to crackdown on immigration

By Cassandra Burrell

Associated Press

UNNIfU |ur«A5 \ COtUGIAIM

Duck... duck... goose?
Gates Turner, a freshman Chinese major, finds a quiet place to study in front of the Campus pond.

GEAR
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WELCOME PARENTS!
BUY YOUR UMASS MERCHANDISE

AT CAMPUS GEAR
AND

RECEIVE A CARD GOOD FOR

20% OFF YOUR NEXT
PURCHASE

ALSO

CHECK OUT OUR GREAT DEALS ON

FLEECE & JACKETS

Including

Visit Campus Cear Today!
255 Triangle Street•Amherst, Ma 0100a

(413) 549-0944

V

Between Dairy Mart & Northhampton Co-operative Bank

WASHINGTON — Cracking

down on illegal aliens, the House

passed two bills yesterday — one

focusing on law enforcement and the

other letting states deny public

school education to illegal alien chil-

dren. Only tne first had a chance of

getting President Clinton's signa-

ture.

The Senate was expected to reject

the second bill — passed 254-175 —
and Clinton has said he would veto

the measure, even though it would

allow currently enrolled illegal aliens

to stay in school.

Supporters in the House said the

bill would remove an incentive for

foreigners to come here illegally and

allow voters to decide whether they

want to bear the expense of educat-

ing children who shouldn't be in the

country.

"This bill says. 'Don't come to

America and think the taxpayers of

America are going to take care of

you if you're here illegally," said

House Speaker Rep. Newt Gingrich

(R-Ga.)

Opponents said it would it would

punish innocent children for the

behavior of their parents and push

thousands of young people into the

streets.

"This is a foolish piece of legisla-

tion," Rep. Sheila Jackson-Lee said.

The far larger bill, which would

nearly double the number of border

patrol officers and speed deportation

procedures, passed earlier in the

day. 305-125.

"This bill secures America's bor-

ders, penalizes alien smugglers,

expedites the removal of criminal

and illegal aliens, prevents illegal

aliens from taking American jobs

and ends non-citizens' abuse of the

welfare system." said Rep. Lamar

Smith (R-Texas.) who introduced the

legislation.

Some Democrats have urged

Clinton to veto it as well, saying the

legislation is too hard on legal immi-

grants and loo soft on unscrupulous

employers who knowingly hire ille-

gal aliens.

The president has asked

Republican leaders for some
changes, said White House spokes-

woman Kathleen McKiernan.

Nonetheless, she called it "a major

step forward."

"We still would like to see

improvements in the provision con-

cerning the treatment of legal immi-

grants and worksite enforcement,"

she said. "We've asked the leader-

ship to take that under considera-

tion and make some adjustments."

Seventy-six Democrats joined 229

Republicans in approving the bill

and sending it to the Senate, which

was expected to vote on it later this

week. Voting against the bill were

117 Democrats, five Republicans

and one independent.

Republicans — who worked for

two years to bring the immigration

bill to a final vote — said the bill

was Congress' first serious action

against illegal immigration in years.

"Every three years enough illegal

aliens enter the country permanent-

ly to populate a city the size of

Boston or Dallas or San Francisco."

Smith said as the House voted on

the measure that was a compromise

of separate bills passed last spring

by the House and Senate.

But Democrats called the bill a

ruse that does not attack the true

causes of illegal immigration. Some

also suggested that Republicans

were using the issue to score points

with voters weeks before the elec-

tion.

"The problem with this bill is that

it cons the American people into

thinking major new steps are going

to be done." said Rep. Howard
Berman (D-Calif.).

Under the bill, local police and

other law enforcement officers

would have new powers to detain

and remove illegal aliens and for-

eigners would have a tougher time

winning U.S. asylum by claiming

persecution in their home countries.

Penalties for alien smuggling and

document fraud would be increased.

U.S. sponsors wanting to sponsor

foreign family members into the

country would be required to earn

140 percent to 200 percent of the

poverty level. Under current law.

sponsors must earn at least 1 00 per-

cent of the poverty level.
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Dole's conspiracy theory

It's
at times like these 1 start to wonder if Bob Dole

has developed such a taste for his own foot that he

simply can't wait for any opportunity to put it right

in his mouth.
As reported in Wednesday's Boston Globe, when

Dole was pressed about his ability to pay for his pro-

posed tax cut. he made a startling announcement. He
announced that Clinton had his own"secret" tax plan.

Huh?
That's right, at about the same time that Dole said

implementing his tax plan would be "easy" simply
because he had the "will" to do so, he offered up the

allegation that Clinton has a "secret" plan instead of

explaining his own.
The Globe also reported that while Dole spoke for

an hour, he didn't have time to go into any specifics of

his plan.

Gee. talking for an hour and not saying anything.

After he loses the election, there's a big future for him
in infomercials. I suppose.

But the intrigue of it all is too much to resist.

Secret plans! Unanswered questions! Quick!

Call Scully and Muldei! Call Oliver Stone!

We got ourselves one of them ol' fashioned

conspiracies!

With Dole's rampant allegations about
Clinton's supposed plan and his buttoned lip

about his own. you'd think Clinton was try-

ing to tax the Roswell aliens or something.

Wait, that's it! It's so simple! It's devil-

ishly clever!

• Clinton is going to naturalize the

aliens, retroactively, making them American
citizens and charging them for back taxes

dating back to 1947.
• Clinton will then use the discovery of life on

Mars to provide extra funding for the space program,

making it easier to find the aliens' home planet and
bill them for expenses. Everything ranging from stor-

age to manpower fees to equipment costs. Not to men-
tion collateral damage to the base, costs of cleaning up
the crash site, etc. And of course, we could charge lots

of juicy interest, and the exchange rate between here

and the second star to the right works to our advan-

tage as well.

• Once the aliens get the bill and discover we have
the bodies, then we can charge them for landing fees

and extradition costs, to retrieve them.
• As a final move. Clinton will copyright the num-

ber 51 (after the hanger that the aliens were residing

in) and the government will collect royalties every

time the number is used. It's flawless!!

Give me just a small break.

It smacks of just another attempt by Dole to draw

attention away from the one great flaw in his tax plan.

It won't work.

Reuters news service reported that 546 econo-
mists, including seven Nobel laureates have deter-

mined that Dole's plan not only won't work as

promised, it will inflate the budget deficit (which we
wouldn't have to worry about at all at this point if it

wasn't rung up to nightmare proportions during the

last two Republican administrations) but will severely

diminish the investment capital for both public and
private interests. Investments that Dole, supposedly,

would be in favor of.

So Dole, in addition to being perceived as unlik-

able, mean-spirited, too old, out of touch,
closed-minded and unelectable is now making the cen-

terpiece of his campaign a plan that is pretty much
guaranteed not to work.

Way to go. Bob!
His campaign is fascinating in that respect. It's

like watching a driver's education car wreck film in

slow motion. You know the car is going to hit the wall

completely destroying itself and
everyone inside of it but you can't

look away, either. We sit there watch-

ing in rapt anticipation of his next

wrong move.

Even his token conservative tro-

phy woman. Christine Todd Whitman
hasn't been much help lately. Dole
held both her and her state of New
Jersey up as shining examples of how
you could lower taxes and deficits at

the same time.

Well, sort of.

Most analysts have agreed that while Whitman's
tax plan may have helped the Garden State out of its

rut, the plan won't translate to the rest of the country.

Not to mention that she didn't exactly get elected by
promising lersey-ites lower taxes. She did it by run-

ning against a really unlikable opponent.

So. my advice to the soon-to-be-private-citizen

would be this:

If you'd like to be working in politics after Nov. 7,

lose the conspiracy theories, quit yammering on about
how you've "earned" the presidency and how you can
simply "will" a tax cut. Quit trying to translate a small

scale economic plan (whose long term results haven't

been seen yet, by the way) into the larger, national

scale, and come up with an idea! Quit the name calling

and rhetoric. If you don't like the crotchety old man
label then quit acting like one and get to work. Answer
questions when you're asked, and quit running scared.

|eez, you act like you've never done this before.

Bob Dunn is a Collegian columnist.

Cant beat meat

C. Taylor

Conner

ack in the day. there were cave-

men. But you knew that already.

They were big, hairy moth-

Bers whose personal hygiene
was literally all but non-exis-

tent, yet whose fashion sense

still bettered that of most Phish

fans. Neanderthals, Cro- Magnons.
rugby players — they all lived and
died, peddling their stone-wheeled,

Bronto Burger-toting cars into that

Bedrock drive-in in the sky to

make way for superior beings.

Although these mammals' intelli-

gence and physiology may have dif-

fered over the course of their evolu-

tionary development, one trait was
shared by all — the love of meat.
Prior to the discovery of fire

allowing for cooking
(which was known as

"not cooking" before

its invention), primi-

tive folks would often

sit down to a hearty

meal <of raw meat,
served at cave temperature, and
some lightly killed cockroaches on
the side. The feast would be pre-

ceded by the ancient prayer,
"Mama say mama r,a mumakisa."
which loosely translated means,
"May there be fewer worms in

tonight's raw meat."

Soon enough, time passed (as it

tends to do from time to time), and
the new flame-knowledgeable
homo sapiens learned how to grill,

bake, fry, deep-fry and deep-fry
like my relatives in Texas. And
God saw that it was good.

However, some people didn't.

These party-poopers whined and
moaned about the ill effects of red

meat — The clogged arteries and
cardiac arrests; the murder of inno-

cent animals; the low quality of

fast food The griping approached
from all sides, slowly suffocating

meatophiles, like yours truly.

Yeah, that's right, ye of

self-righteous stature — I dig
meat. There are millions out there

like me. I am fully aware of all

sides of the anti-meat crusade, and
have determined myself 100 per-

cent, FDA-approved Pro-Choice.

Consider the most striking piece

of health-concerned evidence in

my favor: the leading cause of

death in black males between the

ages of 18 and 25 is murder, and
black males die an average of six

years before white males.

Thus, the way I see it, if you're

not dead by the time you're 26,

and you're going to die sooner any-

way, there are a lot of burgers,

t-bones and cheese
steaks to pack into

that interval.

And by the way.
those "cheese steak"

things I mentioned
above lead into my

next health argument. As a

Philadelphia native. I've had to

endure not only the collective
naivete of 48.5 other states (the

exception being South Jersey) who
ignominiously refer to the delicacy

as a "steak and cheese." but also

the poor excuses at many eateries

which are intended to pass for our
culinary delight.

Everyone should have a real

cheese steak before expiring.
Everyone. You'll die happier and
healthier. Period.

As for the vegetarians, vegans,

vegomites and veggiesexuals, I

apologize for what I'm about to say

— humans are carnivores. We are

not giraffes, rhinos, triceratops or

any other sort of true leaf-eaters.

While I acknowledge and respect

our ability to choose on a con-
scious level not to consume ani-

mals, the decision conflicts sharply

with the nature of the beast. And
let's not think so loftily that we
conveniently forget that we are

indeed beasts.

To put it succinctly, the only
three major difference% between us

and monkeys are the abilities to

speak, walk erect and to know that

having sex in a zoo cage while chil-

dren are watching is bad.

In a perfect world, we'd all man-
age to be civilized, yet indulge in

our most base animal desires when
appropriate. In my perfect world,

I'd capitalize on those instincts with

an entrepreneurial venture, aptly

titled Conner's House of Meat.

In keeping with the idea of sim-

plicity, my restaurant's menu will

feature just one selection — meat.

You can have it either raw or
cooked. There will be no medium
rare, well- done or Cajun-style.

You do not have your choice of
animal.

The side orders available:

chipped, chopped, creamed or
whipped meat. Sorry, no rabbit

food.

The drink list: meat juice, served

hot off the grill or chilled.

If all goes well, similarly themed
restaurants — like Nitrate Delight,

Fried Things-O-Rama, Pork Park,

etc. — will follow for those of

hearty heart.

While several customers may suf-

fer premature heart attacks as they

dine in my establishments, many
will probably suck that last bone in

a blissful state of primal ecstasy.

And, hey, in a cruel world where
your unwitting demise may lurk

just around the corner, why not

meet your maker with a

meat-made smile?

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian

columnist.

r Have something to say?
Write a letter to the editor. Just make sure it's no longer than 400 words

typed and includes names (first and last) and phone numbers for verifica-

tion purposes. Have a nice day!

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this pake are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

This years thoughts

Evan

Young

Now that I am a senior, I look back at this

University and the things that have happened to

me over the years. I look at the way UMass has

changed, I look at the ways my friends and I have
changed, and I look at how much I have learned and how
little 1 know. I look to the future and I become as scared

as hell. 1 don't know what 1 want to do with my life, but I

know what I don't want to do.

To the rest of the class of 1997, this may make sense-

Think of how much this school has changed. When we
were freshmen, you could not only smoke cigarettes in the

dining commons, but they gave you ash trays in your own
special sections. UMass had a different president. There

were A, B, C, D. and E lots. There was a big black french

fry on the steps of the Performing Arts Center, as well as a

beautiful mural on the wall facing Haigis Mall. The
Mullins Center was brand new. There was no Bueno y

Sano, or Starbucks, or Chili's, and there

was a bad nightclub on Rt. 9 called the

Vertex. That year we got about 600 feet of

snow.

Think of the friends you had your fresh-

man year. How many of ihem are still here? How many
are graduating in May? How many have dropped out,

transferred, fallen out of touch? Who did you hang out

with on the very first night of our freshman year?

Remember the convocation (if you went), when we all

laughed at the Chancellor for about 10 minutes like a

bunch of complete wise-asses?

But, for as much as things may change, they will always

stay the same. When I first wrote for this paper, f wrflte

something that I thought was a brand new idea. It may
have been a pretty bad idea, but at least I had the energy

enough to write the article and go down to the paper to

have it published. This year, I read some of the stuff that

has appeared on this page. You know what I realized? I

realized that I haven't really come up with an original

thought or column yet.

I've already said a lot of the things that younger colum-

nists are saying now. When I was a bright-eyed sopho-

more, other Ed/Op writers before me had already said

what I thought was so new. But the really scary ihing that

dawned on me a few days ago, is that the pages of the

Collegian are not the only places where this kind of cycle

of repetition is taking place.

I

Think about it, seniors... Look at the freshmen right

now. They are pretty much the same as we were when we
were freshmen. We got hammered all the time. We
smoked lots of dope, slept through classes and enjoyed the

freedoms of being away from home with our parents foot-

ing the bill. We got involved in all kinds of activities. We
had no idea where any of the buildings on campus were

When I was a freshman. I didn't even know how to get to

Northampton. I thought tower wars were funny. I thought

I had clout.

Every year, the new class of freshmen are pretty

much the same; they have the same experiences as the

class before. They make new friends, they lose friends,

they hate their roommates. This continues for the rest

of the college career. The paths that people take are so

much the same that when every class eventually

becomes a class of seniors, they are all confused about

what to do with their lives. Or, they all

know exactly what grad school they want

to go to.

We groan about taking the GREs. So has

every senior before us who has had to take

them. We've seen it all, and Brown House and frat parties

just aren't that much fun anymore — a night at Mike's

Billiards, or a beer at the Northampton Brewery are more
rewarding now.

Seniors four years ago felt the same wav as we do.

Seniors 10 years ago felt the same way. Seniors five, 10.

and 20 years from now will all experience the same
things. For a- many tupcfftelal and inconsequential
change* tfrfct mnv occtfr on Wr around our campus, the

true experience of college will remain for years and years,

and has been in place for yean and years. Barselotti's

may change names and become |oe's Downtown Bar &
Grill, but UMass students will always wait in line to get

in on Friday nights

There is really no way to break out of this cycle; there is

no need to. College, and life, is nothing but a long line of

learning experiences. A 60-year-old person is wise
because of their years, whether they are 60 in 1956 or

19%. A college freshman will always be a college fresh-

man. A senior who writes articles like this for the

Collegian will simply be repeating the thoughts and words
of generations of seniors before him.

Evan Young is a Collegian columnist.

AT&T Looms
To the editor:

In a country where your worth as a

human being is measured in your ability

to be a consumer, it is easy to under-

stand why the campus is bombarded
with corporate hucksters and there's a

Young Republican's Club.

There's talk, however, that in the

years ahead it won't be the government

that will jeopardize our personal free-

dom, but corporations. We saw evi-

dence of this disturbing phenomenon
on the recent AT&T survey.

"Information is power," and included

among the information the communica-
tions giant wanted to know was a space

marked "social security number." Did

you pause for a moment and wonder
why AT&T needed your social security

number, or did you turn it over to them

for a funky T-shirt?

Roy Rutanen

Sylvan

Wildlife act

a good idea

To the editor:

Hunters and trappers are trying to

associate the animal rights group PETA
(People for the Ethical Treatment of

Animals) with the Question 1 campaign

in Massachusetts, but the fact is that

PETA has nothing to do with this cam-

paign.

Question 1, "The Massachusetts

Wildlife Protection Act," is supported

by the Commonwealth's two oldest and

largest animal protection groups — The
Massachusetts Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals and

the Massachusetts Audubon Society —
not PETA.

It is obvious that the campaign to

defeat Question 1 will be based on
scare tactics and outrageous statements.

I, for one, have read the proposed law.

and I support it. It will prohibit in most

instances the use of certain cruel traps,

but it does not ban trapping. Humane
traps will be the preferred method of

catching wildlife when necessary. It will

ban the hunting of bears and bobcats

Letters to the Editor

with packs of dogs. Hounding is down-
right cruel and unnecessary. Hounding
will end. but bear and bobcat hunting

will continue.

Finally, Question 1 will eliminate the

majority quota of hunters on the

Fisheries and Wildlife Board which is

supposed to manage wildlife for all of

us. How does purchasing a hunting
license make one qualified to set

wildlife policy? I would rather have pro-

fessional biologists and environmental

scientists on this board so that the deci-

sions are based on sound science, not

the desire to satisfy trappers and
hunters.

I say "yes" to Question I . and urge

my friends, neighbors, and everyone
else to vote likewise.

Mary Kelly

New Ashford

Biology TA
voices concerns

To the editor:

When I started my graduate studies

in the biology department four years

ago, I had to TA one session of Biology

102 (Introductory Zoology). At that

time, coming from a University where
there were never more than five to 10

students per TA in a single lab, I

thought keeping track of 25 students

who had never sat at a lab bench before

was a great challenge. The rumor exist

ed among some "old TAs" that "in my
time, we used to have two TA's per lab

session," but those were the "good old

days."

The years went by and to our sur-

prise and delight the interest in biology

grew. Unfortunately, we did not see the

same rate of growth in the state funds

for education, nor in the TA funds for

our department. The result was imme-
diate; we did not have enough TAs to

cope with all the incoming UMass stu-

dents who thought that the question

"what's life about" was an interesting

one. Given the funds for the biology

department, a series of different cre-

ative solutions were tried. First, we
increased not only the number of lab

sessions per TA but also the number of

students per session, some TAs having

two sessions with up to 30 students per

session. However, teenage curiosity

proved to be hard to battle and this

first measure was not enough. The sec-

ond one was to "hire" undergraduates

to teach undergraduates, which
although very economical, turned out

not to be the best for the students. The
third and almost inevitable strategy

then came about: each graduate stu-

dent will have three sessions or the

equivalent!

The current measure raises many
questions. First, considering that the

main motive for having more labs per

TA is the increased number of stu

dents and given that these students are

paying tuition which is quite high for a

state university, how is this money
being used? Second, does the measure
strictly respect the graduate appoint-

ment which establishes 20 hours of
work per week? Every TA I talked to

agrees that two sessions, plus lectures,

grading, class preparation, and TA
meetings can easily meet the 20 hour
requirement. Third, how does the
teaching load affect the general perfor-

mance of graduate students? In other

words, how much time is left for
research if you TA three sessions of 25
students each? This is a major concern
when we consider that graduate stu-

dents are only warranted four years of
funding through teaching assistant-

ships Fourth, how long will this sys

tern work? How long until the word
spreads that the biology labs are poor-
ly taught and that the graduate stu-

dents have large teaching loads and lit

tie time for research?

All these questions are extremely
important and the answers relevant for

the future of our department. However,
ihe most important question we should
probably answer is what kind of educa-
tion do we expect the biology depart
ment to offer. Every student that
enrolls in a biology laboratory course
and pays tuition and laboratory fees has
the right to a well taught laboratory.
Despite the efforts of all the graduate
students, this right is not respected in
the biology department of our state uni-

versity.

Hondo O. de la Iglesi»
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Festival Schedule of Events
THE FESTIVAL OF TIBET
Oct I Oct 6

Key to Rooms
HG: Hampden Gallery

III: Hampden Theatet

HI.: Hampden Lobby

SS: Southside Room
FAC: Fine Arts Center

luisdav. Oct 1

• 11 a.m (HG.HT&HI.)
ConflH ration.

Cetemony & Reception.

I ice, public

• I p.m. - 4 p.m (HG. HT. HI. & SS)

Workshop for UMass students. 5 col-

lege students & faculty. Free, first

come, first serve (ID needed)

• 5 pm 9 p.m (HG, HT& HI.)

Public hours, mandala & crafts exhi

bitioiicV sale live.

Wednesday. Oct 2
• 9:50 a.m. 10:15 a.m.

10 am 10:45 a.m.

10.30 .i in I 1:15 a 111

(HO, NT H1.& SS)

Public School tours & Workshops.

(pre ref required 545 -OfoHoi

• 1 p in 4 p.m.

(HG.HT. HI.. & SS)

Workshop l>n Public School
Teachers.

(Pre reg)

• 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

OP
OCTOBER 1-6, 1996

laitn

QUESTIONS ABOUT

TIBET ANSWERED
By Tara MK Connelly

& Seema Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

Tibet.

You'd have to be living in a cave for some time not

to notice the significant increase in interest in this

small Asian country. Everywhere you go "Free Tibet"

stickers grace the back ends of cars; this summer
Amherst recently held a benefit concert on the com-

mons in honor of this country. Who has not seen

I lollywood celebrities like Richard Gere wax long and

poetically about the strife and conflict Tibet has

endured? And who has not seen the Dalai Lama,

Tibet's spiritual leader, standing beside Gere and other

well known celebrity activists.

Where in the world is Tibet?

So exactly where is Tibet? Sounds like a stupid

question, but we all know that there is no such thing

as a stupid question. However, if you guessed some-

where in Asia that means you've gotten past the intro-

ductory paragraph or you're incredibly well versed in

geography.

Either way. the country is situated almost in the cen-

ter of Asia bordered by Nepal. India, China, Burma

and Cambodia. Its strategic, if not frigid, position in

the Himalayas has earned it the quasi-romantic nick-

name "Roof of the World." This country's size is some-

where between that of India and Pakistan. Tibet's pop-

ulation is approximately 6 million, according to The

Tibet Fund. The country's main source of income is

herding and its occupants are mostly nomadic.

According to Ranjanna Devi, head of the Asian

music and dance department. Tibetan culture is unique

because of its "friendliness, a sense of humor, follow-

ing the Buddhist precepts of loving kindness and com-

passion towards others."

Why does Tibet need to be freed?

We all know why we have been sending troops to

Bosnia and deploying planes to Iraq, but why is the

United States concerned about Tibet? Granted that

Tibet isn't an oil rich country nor does it boast beauti-

ful beaches or anything else that people might be inter-

ested in. so why the interest in freeing Tibet?

TumtoTHET, page 10

A behind the scenes look

By Tara MK Connelly

Collegian Staff
'

Ranjanna Devi is the director of the Asian

Dance/Music Program at the University of

Massachusetts. She. in collaboration with Martha

Hauston. director of Hampden and Wheeler Galleries

was responsible for bring the Festival of Tibet to

UMass.
Devi said she learned about the world tour of the

Drepung Lamas from the director of the Shedrup
U>selmg in Atlanta, Ga.. one of the U.S. branches of the

Drepung monastery' in India.

"Funding for the many events of the festival of Tibet

have come form varied sources. For the creation of the

sand mandala. the Asian Dance and Music Program

received funding from the UMass Arts Council and the

Student Affairs Cultural Enrichment Fund," she said.

"The Asian Dance and Music Program received funding

from the Massachusetts Foundation for the Humanities

and the Beyond Words Bookstore... to research, devel-

op and produce 300 copies of a study guide on Tibetan

art
"

The study guides will be used for the programs

geared towards elementary students and their teachers.

They contain information on Tibetan culture, art and

ritual and will be distributed to the Pioneer Valley ele-

mentary and secondary teachers and their libraries, said

Devi.

One of the more popular activities that Devi com
mented on was the workshops that involved student art

activities with the lamas.

"There has been an overwhelming rush of calls for

the students to sign up for the workshops with the

Turn to INTERVKW, page 10

Where in the world is Tibet?

(HG, HI A HI )

Public houn iii.iihI,iI,i & nalt-

1 diibition i -.ile I ice

• 7 p in

(SS)

"The Ancient Arts ol Healing' talk by

lie-lie LohMllf Ion/in. tuggeited

donation $i0at the door.

Thursday, Oct >

•9:50 a.m 10: 1 5 a in

10 a.m. 1045 p.m.

10: >n a in. 1 1:15 am
(HG, Hi hi A ssi

Public School lours & Workshop.
(pre-reg required i

Turn tr SCHEDULE page 10

HAMPSEN DIRECTOR

MSCUSSES ROLE IN

FESTIVAL OF TIBET

By Tara MK Connelly

Collegian Staff

The Festival of Tibet is coming to the University of

Massachusetts as part of the fifth World Tour funded

by Lose! Shedrup and Richard Gere productions. The
festival was sanctioned by the Dalai Lama in order to

"promote world healing and sharing Tibetan culture

with the West." The five day celebration of culture will

run from Oct. 1-6 at various venues around campus. It

will include live performances, lectures and work-

shops. The Asian Dance & Music Program and the

Residential Arts programs of the Fine Arts Centet are

the group responsible for bringing such a monumental

event to UMatt.

Success is in the making
Martha Hauston. director of Hampden and Wheeler

Galleries believes that the event will be a lUCCWI
"It just has such a broad appeal. I think it is a multi-

faceted event that highlights many Mpectl of a culture

thought their arts," she said.

Hauston thinks that it will appeal to students

because of the increase in interest in Tibet on many dif-

ferent levels

"Its appeals are culture of Tibet, the religion of

Buddhism and the artistry of their crafts and music

The mandala |sand painting], i- a healing tool and

beautiful piece of art," Hauston said "1 think it will be

really interesting for the universitv to experience a cttl

ture with eastern philosophy-

Nine Buddhist lamas, from Tibet's Diepung l.oseling

Monastery, will be on campus lor ihe \nc d.i>s ol the

tesiival. According to Hauston. this n excellent oppor-

tunity for students to interact with the ariists

"I think there is a lot of multicultural program- at

UMass. The Fine Arts Center does a lot ami ai

Hampden Gallery as well. The distinguishing point of

this eveni is that it is a resides | I'eople will be able to

interact with Tibetan monks one on one The ail is not

static. People are actually creating the aits it's not

just pictures on walls — the artists will actually be here

for five days'' she said.

Turnt .FESTIVAL page 10
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~ Calendar of Events ~

THURSDAY, SEPT. 26
Academy of Music — Bill T. |ones presents an evening

of dance and conversion with special guests from the Bill

T. (ones Artne Zane Dance Company at 7 p.m. Tickets are

$14.00. $20.00 and $55.00. Tickets are available at the

Northampton Box Office or by calling 1-800-THE-TICK.

Proceeds benefit the Family Diversity Projects

Bezanson Recital Hall — Faculty Recital: Trombone

Infusion. An evening of baroque, classical, romantic, con-

temporary and jazz music. David Sporny performs on

trombone with Nadine Shank on piano. The show begins

at 8 p.m. and is free to UMass students with valid ID. All

others $2.50.

Iron Horse — Hip Bop: A B-3 Extravaganza. Dr.

Lonnie Smith, |oey DeFrancesco and Doug Carne perform

at 7 p.m. Tickets are $14. Percy Hill takes the stage at 10

p.m. Tickets are $6. Call 584-0610 for more information.

Smith College — The Dance department presents a

multi- media concert by loyce S. Lim at 8 p.m. at Hallie

Flanagan Studio Theater. Mendenhall Center. Tickets are

$3 for students, $5 all others. Call 585-2787 for reserva-

tions.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 27

Amherst College — Pee Wee's Big Adventure shows at

7:30 & 10 p.m. at the Campus Center. Tickets are $2.

Also Susan Werner performs in the Campus Center

Frontroom at 8 p.m. Tickets are $2 for Amherst College

students. $8 all others and are available at the

Northampton Box Office or by calling 1-800-THE-TICK.

Club Metro — Ska band. The Toasters, along with

S.M.A., take the stage at 7:30 p.m. for an 18+ show. Call

582-9898 for more information.

Hampden Theater — H.I. Valo, a play written and per-

formed by Beto Araiza, will be presented Friday at 8 p.m.

and Saturday at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. Tickets are $8 general

and $5 for students, children and senior citizens.

COUHTlSr IAIK H MOKROW

Ska band The Toasters perform tonight at Club Metro.

counns* novus

Maceo Parker brings his sax to Pearl Street this Sunday

evening.

545-251 1 or I -800-999-UMAS.
Iron Horse — Magic Hat Brewing presents Breakaway

plus Eddie from Ohio, a bluegrass group from Burlington,

Vt. The show begins at 7 p.m. and tickets are $8. Also,

The Tube Tour: Atlantic Surf Essentials at 10 p.m.

Tickets are $5. Call 584-0610 for more information.

Northampton Center for the Arts — Medeski, Martin &
Wood, an alterna-jazz trio will perform a special concert

at 8 p.m. The show is all ages. Tickets are $12 in advance

and $14 at the door.

Pearl Street — The Machine, a Pink Floyd tribute band,

performs at 7 p.m. The show is 18+ and tickets are $6 in

advance, $8 at the door.

SATURDAY. SEPT. 28
The Big E — Country musician Tracy Lawrence takes

ihe stage at 8 p.m. The show is free with admission ticket.

Call 737-2443 for more information.

Fine Arts Concert Hall — The University Orchestra

performs "The Wild West & Brahms." directed by Mark

Russell Smith at 8 p.m. Tickets are $8, $4 and free for

UMass students with a valid ID. 545-251 1.

Iron Horse — Blues musician lunior Wells plus special

guest performs at 8:30 p.m. Doors open at 7:30 p.m. and

tickets are $12.50.

Montague Book Mill — Uke Expo 1996, a day-long cel-

ebration of the ukelelc which features Jim Beloff. Fred

Fallin. the Pinetones and Tiny Tim. Tickets are $15. For

more info call 567-9206.

Pearl Street — Blues Attack Dance-A-Thon, a benefit

for the Friends of AIDS Care Hampshire County. The

show begins at 8 p.m. and is 21+.

Shelburne Falls — First Annual African/Caribbean

Dance and Drum Celebration of Western Massachusetts.

The two day festival will take place at the Art Bank in

Shelburne Falls. Dance, drum and singing classes will be

held 10 a.m.- 8 p.m. Drum circle will be held at 8: 1 5 p.m.

both Saturday and Sunday nights after dance classes.

253-4297.

Smith College — From the Salon of Sophia Smith:

Music of 19th-century New England. Works by

MacDowell. Paine. Beach. Loeffler. Chadwick and others.

Concert starts 8 p.m. at Sweeny Concert Hall at Smith

II

great drama!

great suspense!
-Barry Krutthik, PREMIERE RADIO NETWORKS

a 5~star cast, in a 5'Star movie.

it out-pulps 'pulp fiction."

-Bob Polunsky, KENS-TV, CBS San Antonio

-the funniest, sexiest,

most dangerous
COmedy in a long time!"

-Barry Kratchik. PREMIERE RADIO NETWORKS
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STARTS FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE.
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College. Free to the public. 585-3150.

SUNDAY. SEPT. 29
The Big E — Dance music stars. LaBouche. of "Be My

Lover" fame perform at 3 & 8 p.m. The show is free with

admission ticket. Call 737-2445 for more information.

Iron Horse — Folk singer Patty Larkin plus Chuck
Brodsky at 7 p.m. Tickets are $15. Call 584-0610 for

more information.

Pearl Street — Saxophonist Maceo Parker, to benefit

the Northampton Community Music Center at 8 p.m.

Tickets are $15 in advance. $17 at the door. Call the club

at 584-777 1 for more information.

TUESDAY, OCT. 1

Iron Horse — Canadian singer/pianist Diana Krall per-

forms along with Giacomo Gates at 7 p.m. Tickets are $8.

Call 584-0610 for more information.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 2

Iron Horse — Acoustic-based rockers Disappear Fear

plus Mindy lostyn perform at 7 p.m. Tickets are $10. Call

584- 0610 for more information.

ONGOING EVENTS

Augusta Savage Gallery: Upcoming photography exhibi-

tion titled "How Many Witnesses?" by Ellen Eisenman

opens Sept. 25. Reception is 5-7 p.m. Gallery hours are

Mon-Tue 1-7 p.m.. Wed-Fri 1-5 p.m. The Augusta

Savage Gallery is located in the New Africa House in the

Central Residential Area at the UMass campus.
545-5177.

Hampden Gallery — Hampden Gallery starts its season

with the "Festival of Tibet: mandala sand painting and

multi-arts festival." Festival opens week of Oct. 1-5.

Public viewing hours are Tue-Fri 5-9 p.m., Saturday. 10

a.m. Regular gallery hours are Mon-Fri 5-7 p.m.. Sun 2-5

p.m. Hampden is located in Hampden Commons in the

Southwest Residential Area at the UMass campus.
545-0680.
Hampshire College Art Gallery — Hours: Mon-Fri

10:50- 4:50 p.m.. Sun 2-5 p.m. 582-5544.

Herter Gallery — "Foundations" exhibit

opens Sept. 18. featuring works by first and
second year BFA students. Reception 4-6
p.m. Gallery hours are Mon-Fri 1 1-4 p.m..

Sun 12-4 p.m. Herter Art Gallery is located

at 125A Herter Hall on the UMass campus.

545-0976. m ,
.

Mead Art Museum — Current displays include

-Medieval to Modern." "The Art of Ancient Peru." "Built

and Unbuilt: Amherst College Architects c and

Impressions of American Architecture." The Mead Art

Museum is located on the Amherst College Campus

Hours are 10 a.m.-4:50 p.m. on weekdays and 1-5 p.m.

on weekends. 542-2555.

Mount Holyoke College Art Museum — The museum i

current exhibition focuses on three contemporary abstract

paintings. Works by Gregory Amend!, |ohn L. Moore and

Katherine Porter will be on display at the museum until

Dec 15 Tomorrow. Amenoff will deliver a lecture titled

"From the Grand Vision to the Intimate Moment: One

Artist's Notes on American Landscape Painting." The l«c

ture will be followed by an opening reception and ja//

concert featuring the Tom McClung Duo. Regular hours

are Tues-Fri 1 1 a.m.- 5 p.m.. Saturday and Sunday 1-5

p.m. 558-2245.

Smith College Art Gallery — Check out Roma Alttici

18th Century prints by Piranesi" at the Smith College ol

Museum of Art. Hours are Tue. Fri & Sat 9:50-4 p.m..

Wed & Sun 12-4 p.m. & Thur 12-8 p.m. 585-2760.

Student Union Art Gallery — On display now is "Ms

Life, My Soul. My Sorrow," an exhibition by Yeon Choi

Gallery hours Mon-Thurs, 1 1 a.m.-6 p.m. and Fridays M
a.m.-4 p.m. The Student Union Art Gallery is located in

the Student Union on the University of Massachusetts

campus. 545-0792.

University Art Gallery — Check out three different

styles at the University Art Gallery. Current displays

include artwork by Daisy Youngblood, Dawoud Bey and

Nina Payne. Gallery hours run Tue-Fri 11-4:30 p.m .

Sat-Sun 2-5 p.m. University Art Gallery is located in the

Fine Arts Center on the UMass campus. 545-5670.

Wheeler Gallery — Vertical Horizons is a photograph)

exhibit that explores the spirit of daily life in small towns

by artists Carlye Woodard and |osh Weil. Wheeler Oallei
)

is located at Wheeler House in the Central Residential

Area at the UMass campus. Call 545-0680 for more info.
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Woonkuo Soon prepares for the "Wild West & Brahms"
concert at the FAC
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Housing in the USA
Sure, there are more options. Thate why
every International Student needs this.

\Vs free when you sign with Al&T.

Call 1 800 533-6198.

NAFSA AT&T

FREE Munchies From
8 Till 10

Weekly Drink Special
Never a Cover Before 10pm

\ Thursday: You Tell Our Djs What to Play

* * Friday: Hip-Hop Night

Saturday: Retro & Club

THE HOTTEST PLACE IN

A C O L D TOWN !

Main St. Amherst, 253-2899

|)|5iJt)OT^
• FOOD • TROPICAL DRINKS • FRIENDS •

Pearl Jam rebounds with striking originality
By Rob Stevens

Collegian Staff

PEARL JAM
No Code

Er*c

The album name says it all — Pearl

lam's latest release, No Code, simply

has no code or rules or patterns or

reason. Finally Pearl lain has released

an album that tests the boundaries of

the popular band's sound and style.

"I'm Open," the album's strangest

song, mixes poetry over music a la

|iiu Morrison collaboration with the

Doors' on An American Prayer.

"Sometimes," the opening track,

starts the album off mysteriously

slow and eerie serving as an introduc-

tion for "Hail, Hail." a radio-friendly

rocker.

Continuing with the more mellow

approach, "Who You Are" results

from the band's jamming with

Middle Eastern players. Twangy gui-

tars reminiscent of the Beatles'

Revolver evoke a meditative tribal

feeling largely due to a spurted rhyth-

mic percussion and vivacious bass

lines courtesy of )eff Ament.

Nevertheless, Seattle's favorite

sons don't forget their alternative

roots which brought the band to the

forefront of the popular music scene

with their albums Ten and Versus.

"In My Tree" strikes a ferociousness

similarity to older tunes such as

"Rearview Mirror" and "W.M.A."
Lead singer Eddie Vedder's lyrics

offer simple and reflective thoughts

that ponder growing up and dealing

with society.

The most unique song on So Code,

"Present Tense." starts off with a soul-

ful blues pitch, but builds into a

stronger and quick paced "Porch"-like

instrumental jam. "Mankind," a sar-

castic call-back to the spirit of 70s

rock, is sung by Stone Gossard — the

first Pearl |am song on record without

Vcdder on lead vocals.

Much like "Blood." "Habit and
Lukin" rips into a bizarre mix of

hard-core punk and Led
Zeppelin-esque riffs. Vedder leads

the band with his sly and often harsh

vocal delivery over thrashing guitars.

As if it weren't obvious enough
already, many of Pearl jam's newest

tunes continue to sound like Neil

Young, who the band has recorded

and toured with.

Throughout the album, the band

borrows a page out of Young's rule-

book (see Rust Never Sleeps) offering

a wide range of hard electric songs as

well as numerous acoustic tunes.

No Code finds Pearl lain taking on

several new directions. Even though

Ten established the group as a holy

rocker of gutty anthems, No Code
proves the band's openness to create

new twists to standardized grunge —
creating an album more diverse and
even better than their multi- plat

inum debut. Besides its new musical

directions. No Code shows the band

taking another step deeper into the

art world — the CD cover contains

over 144 distorted photos taken by

the band. AB

COUBTISV SONY musk:

Pearl Jam doesn't let fans down on their latest album. No Code.

Anthology looks at youths' life during Holocaust

By Lisa M. Oliveri

Collegian Staff

LAUREL HOLUDAY
Children in the Holocaust and World War II:

Secret Diaries
Washington Square Press

Their

When many people think of memoirs from
World War II, one name comes to mind — Anne
Frank. She has perhaps the most famous diary

from that period, if not of all time. But she was

just one voice; there were many others who also

suffered and took solace in writing. Laurel

Holliday has compiled a collection of excerpts

from diaries of other children who survived the

Holocaust.

Children in the Holocaust and World War II:

Their Secret Diaries is a haunting collection of

children's writing. It encompasses not only the

stories of children who were in the camps, but

also those who lived in hiding. The writers are

from all backgrounds — Jewish, German and
Polish — and are all ages. They share one com-

mon thread — their lives were torn apart during

the most horrifying time of our decade.

The collection's impact lies in the nativity and

truthfulness of the children's writing. The chil-

dren's journals were sometimes their only friend,

and their accounts are poignant and unabashed.

Though they lived in fear, their writing was fear-

less. The excerpts contain their innermost
thoughts and feelings.

Holliday captures the haunting and somber
sentiment of the children with grace, the collec

tion is neither biased nor racist. Her choice of

excerpts represents a wide range of lifestyles and

experiences.

While all the excerpts are strong, one stands

out as the most descriptive and powerful. Werner

Galnik, a 12-year-old German writes about his

time spent in the Riga Ghetto in Latvia and then

in two concentration camps near Danzig. He and

his brothers are the sole survivors from his fami-

ly.

Though he was young in years, he captures the

pain that he and his family experienced so elo-

quently, that it's impossible to not be moved. His

descriptions are dynamic and his thoughts are

profound.

Galnik writes. "Hitler loves only the Germans,

but no other people, and particularly not us Jews.

Does it follow that because we are lews we must

be prisoners? Did my father perhaps steal or

murder that he should be arrested... and what

did we children do?"

Children in the Holocaust is perhaps the most

chilling recollection of this time, partly because it

is from the youth. Our culture tries to preserve

innocence and this collection is a constant

reminder of how it was destroyed. A-

CHILDREN^
HOLOCAUST
AND WORLD WARM

i^ies

COU«nST WASHINGTON SQUAB! WKSS

Laurel Holliday's latest anthology chronicles

children's lives in the Holocaust.
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Daily Munchie Specials 4 pm - 7 pm

1 1 th floor Campus Center

"BREAKAWAY" with great deals at Liquors 44
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and Drive
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NOT RESPONSIBLE FOB TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

More tips to help recycle

Donations help support local groups

Clean out your dorm room
before Health & Safety condemn!,

it. Help the environment by recy-

cling in Amherst's numerous
environmental programs. The
town of Amherst not only recycles

paper, plastic and glass products

but household paint, hazardous
waste products and used "stuff"

mg.
Amherst is one of more than

100 cities and towns throughout

Massachusetts that organizes haz

ardous waste collection days. The
Public Works Department holds

day long events designated to the

collection of antifreeze, motor oil,

oil filters and polystyrene. Once
these hazardous

Alfresco News
with

Liz

Anderson

as well.

Now that you are settled into

your dorm room or off campus
you may have discovered that you

have more "stuff" then you have

space for. Don't worry, many
businesses in Amherst accept
used products and recycle them.

Libraries and book stores in

Amherst encourage used book
donations. Camera dealers and

photo processors accept film can-

isters. The Salvation Army
accepts all types of used clothes

and furniture. Local drycieaners

accept wire hangers.

This Saturday from 9 a.m. to

noon, the Public Works
Department is sponsoring a paint

collection and exchange at the

Amherst landfill on Belehertown

Road.

This recycling program will

accept all latex and oil based
paints tightly sealed in their origi-

nal container. All of the paints

must be labeled and tightly

packed in a carton or box.

Unmarked paints that are mixed
or packed in a garbage bag will

not be accepted at the collection.

A $1 donation per every gallon

of paint will enable Amherst's
paint reuse and recycle program

to provide high quality, recycled

paint products to non-profit
organizations such as Habitat for

Humanity. Empty paint cans will

be accepted for recycling, and
non-usable paints will be han-

dled by environmentally responsi-

ble methods such as fuel blend-

waste products
are collected,

they are deliv-

ered to the

regional process

ing facility in

Springfield.

Community
groups such as

local theaters,

scouts and shelters encourage
donations of unwanted lumber.

Used car batteries and tires can

be recycled at car dealerships and

junk yards throughout the valley

Finally, if you have a car or

truck that is surviving on its last

legs, then "Recycle for Gold" with

Massachusetts' Special Olympics

If you call their toll-free number
(1-800- 590-1600) the

Massachusetts' Special Olympics
will tow away and recycle your

automobile free of charge. The
money they make from recycling

your vehicle will fund iporta

training and competition for indi-

viduals who are mentally chal

lenged.

So complete the recycling cir-

cle, buy only what you need, plan

to use it up and get involved in

community sponsored recycling

programs.

"I wish more people knew more
about Amherst's recycling pro-

grams and recycled. Recycling is

not just another nauseating
trend," said Lisa Fillion. a senior

at the University of

Massachusetts. "The world is

deteriorating and it will only

improve if we start cleaning up

after ourselves."

For more information about
Amherst's paint reuse and recy-

cling program, hazardous waste

collection days or general recy

cling call the public works depart

ment at 256- 4049.

Liz Anderson is a Collegian
columnist

Write f@r the C@IIegi@in
t

We D@. And s<§ should y@u.
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Jones
1

dancing displays

confusion from his life

By Seemo Gangatirkar
Collegian Staff

Bill T. Jones is the type of man
who isn't afraid of anything.
lones, described by Time magazine
as the "most versatile and inven-

tive of America's black dancer-
choreographers," will perform
tonight at the Northampton
Academy of Music, along with
special guests from the Bill T.

loncs/Arnie Zane Dance
Company.

lones was born in upstate New
York. According to The New York

Times Magazine, lones received

his inspiration to become a dancer

and choreographer when he saw a

photograph of African-American
dancer, Arthur Mitchell, in Life

magazine. And even though he

believed he would be a religious

man — a visitor once told (ones'

mother he/ son would grow up to

be in the shadow of the church —
lones wanted something more. He
wanted to be a performer.

All through high school, Jones

excelled, always keeping his goal

of becoming a dancer in sight. He
became the best runner in the

school and won honors in the

drama club. But throughout his

high school career, thoughts that

he wasn't manly enough plagued

the young man. In the New York

Times article, lones said that his

drama teacher encouraged him.

"She knew that all these confu-

sions inside of me could be good
for the stage," he said.

After graduating, (ones attended

the State University of New York

at Binghamton. While he was
interested in drama, he was not

thrilled about the type of actor his

teachers wanted to turn him into.

Instead. Jones discovered African

dance classes and that was the

beginning of his dancing career.

Jones met his future partner and

lover, Arnie Zane, in a bar. The
fact that lones was black and Zane
was white did not stop the two
from becoming lovers. Their rela-

tionship lasted 17 years, until

Zane's death in 1988 from compli-

cations of AIDS. Jones was diag-

nosed as HIV- positive in 1986.

Jones' choreography reflects the

turbulence and confusion of his

life. One of his more complex
pieces, Last Supper at Uncle
Tom's Cabin/The Promised Land,

takes three hours and 50 dancers

to complete. After tackling issues

like religious faith or whether

AIDS is God's punishment for

homosexuality, the piece ends
provocatively, with the entire cast

standing on stage, nude. It's just

another example of Jones' fearless-

ness and innovation when it comes

to dance.

Bill T. Jones' performance
begins at 7 p.m. tonight at the

Academy of Music. Tickets are

$14.50, $20 and $35. For more
information call 586-8686 or

1-800-THE-TICK.

commsr nwiiir wvusirr phoiict

Bill T. Jones and company perform

at the Academy of Music in their

only area appearance.
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WorldTeach is looking for people

who have a mind to travel.

AwOTldTeach
*-TEA.CH-0

BUR6CR NOW
K,N6 Hiring

We're looking for people with

pride, who wont to be treated

fairly by people who care, to

staff our restaurants.

-Good Starting Pay
-Flexible Hours

-Full Time/Part Time
-Meal Discounts

-Management Opportunities

Closing Rates up to $6.50*

Apply in Person
Rt. 9 Hadley

Rt. 5 Northampton

*See Manager for details

Hip hop & Fugees survive shaky summer
Nature tends to run in cycles, and

so does music. When one species

overpopulates it runs out of resources

and makes another species thrive.

Every action has an equal and oppo-

site reaction, and recent times proved

this is also true for hip-hoppers.
Many who felt invincible have felt

drastic consequences for their care-

less actions.

Lesson one: Real Gangsta's do real

things and accordingly face real

penalties. "What you think all the

guns is for?," asks Biggie Smalls on
Ready to Die, as his big plans go sour

from the two infrared scoped assault

rifles he bragged about — now he's

facing 5 to 10 years. The modern
gangsta lifestyle showed us all that

you need your Lifestyles as Eazy-E
passes on. Tupac shows a lack of

respect for his colleagues — even the

man who made him what he was —
so his fate is no Shock G.

Lauryn Hill of the Fugees com-
plains that too many white people

buy her album. Her frustrations are

understandable. The evil ploys of

commercial airplay and the greed of

the rap industry has resulted in the

band losing a bit of respect as black

musicians. As De La Soul says,

"That's the Brakes." Lauryn exposed

herself to the public and can't han-

dle it. She needs to check The Score

— either keep your thoughts to your-

self or go play in your basement.

Deal with it honey.
Look at Ice Cube —
he had the same prob-

lem, now he tours

with the alternative

group Korn and
makes corny attempts at dissin' the

east.

Through all these tragedies of

character, people still hold an over-

whelming urge to fake the funk and

encourage the falsehoods that kids

replicate, as well as the truths that

have put many rappers' lives in dire

straits. Look at Nas living vicariously

through Italians on It Was Written.

He was right three years ago on the

classic lllmatic — better luck next

time, buddy.

L.L. Cool has become an entertain-

er controlled by Hollywood's favorite

playboy, Mr. Smith. He leaves his hip

hop days behind to catch ladies he

already had, by fine tuning his vocab

with commercialized, overused, and

all too familiar record selling phrases.

Then, to talk about first class poor

taste, Bone Thugs and Harmony
make serious cash off of a song that

endorses getting bombed off the wel-

fare check on the first of the month.

As a reaction to all the diseases

that plague the industry, many posi-

tive vibes have been instigated. The

Native Tongue has officially been

reinstated as Tribe Called Quest and

De La Soul return strong with
albums that teach people the virtues

of life leaving the B.S. for everyone

else.

KRS-ONEs last

release still attempts

to settle the emotions

of today's riley youth

and Outkast drops
positive vibes on ATliens. The Jungle

Brothers, Common Sense, The Roots

and Wu Tang Clan get ready to drop

a new spice of flavor with a slight

blend of intelligence.

L.L. Cool ).

Wu Tang Clan used an ingenious

business technique this summer with

the single "Wu Wear." Throughout

the business world, people pay bil-

lions for advertisement. They have a

song that promotes their clothing line

so they are getting paid to advertise

their own product, while Method
Man's hypnotic grasp chants "It's

what you want baby, it's what you

need baby!".

Wu Tang Clan also donated their

time to Red Hot's album, along with

a dozen other artists. They did the

title track "America Is Dying
Slowly." as Red Hot's sixth album is

COUDTtSV DO |AM UCOKOS

created to benefit the war on AIDS.

Too bad the Clan can't seem to find

time to play any of their scheduled

New England tour dates, even
though the crowds are too blitzed to

respond the way they should to hip

hop's craziest stage show (I should

know — I saw in Springfield in

'93).

Hopefully these negative events are

helping us learn what not to do. Even

if they don't, let's give thanks to

these real heads who keep it going

'cause we gotta get over it.

Chris Maher is a Collegian staff

member.
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99.3 Advocate Ski Haus Samual Adams

Modern Rock Newspapers E. Longmeadow Beer

Tickets $8.00 advance, $10.00 door

Available at Strawberries, Protix or The N-Hampton Box Office
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Specialty Beverage Center
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Students:
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Microbrews
Magic Hat
Ale, #9, Blind Faith

Smuttynose
Pale Ale, Brown Dog Ale

Pilgrim 64 oz bottle
Blueberry Ale, £.5.8., I. P. A., Nut Brown

Beer Specials

$5 "/six I
Red Do9 & lcehouse

12pk hot $6."

Bud 1A4L Bottles $14."/"*

Keystone Light io-Pack $10."

Natural Light & Ice

$4.
9'

12 Pack Cans

Liquor specials
Jim Beam $8."/750ml

Cordons Vodka JS.
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/
750"11

jagermeister $8.
97 J75ml

Cuervo Gold $11. 97750ml

BOOneS All flavors, S for $9 "/"Ornl

00
1/4 Keg Harpoon Oct Fest $45.

Oregon Summer Gold $4."/six Master Card iC!**

Micro-Brewed Beer Kegs in Stock
Wine Coolers • Ice • Mixers Mini Kegs • Beer Glasses

Rt. 9 East College Street • 253 5384
one mile east of

Amherst Center on Rt. 9E

Webzines on the 'net
Webzines are taking the Internet

by storm. At the end of 1994 the

Web was inundated with over 450
on-line publications.

Webzines are basically on-line
magazines. It is so unbelievably
inexpensive to publish an on-line

publication, even a few friends

could produce one about their

favorite hobby.

Topics range from hobbies like

computers, fishing and mountain
biking to tra-

ditional maga-

zine contents

such as enter-

tainment and
literature.

Although
hobbyists orig-

inally created

the webzine,
today these

publications are also produced by

major publishing houses. A few
companies exclusively publish

on-line magazines like New York's

Marinex Multimedia.

Last year Marinex appeared on
the Internet with an on-line soap

opera called the East Village at

http://www.theeastvillage.com and

an entertainment webzine entitled

the Biz at http://www.bizmag.com.

The Biz's equivalent on the news-

stand is Entertainment Weekly
minus the book reviews. Like most

entertainment magazines, the Biz

covers everything else under the sun

that is considered entertainment.

The primary sections are film, tele-

vision, music, interviews with stars

and the ambiguous "new media." A
few features accompany and com-

plement the standard sections. The

page is updated on a weekly basis.

Each section has columns and

standard amenities like release dates

and links to feature articles that are

related to the subject. The site also

includes up to date entertainment

news from Reuters wire service and

Business Wire. A feature that the

Biz prominently sports that most

entertainment magazines do not

offer is a list of influential execu-

tives and producers in Hollywood.

The page is beautifully laid out

with small colorful graphics, and

easy to follow links. It also takes lull

advantage of the multimedia aspect

of the Web by accompanying simple

text with photos and even video

clips. The only drawback is its

speed. It was slow.

For readers of the New Yorker

The Roots heads down new road

-<

1
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Webzine The Biz is a wealth of

entertainment information

who are of a higher brow.
Microsoft's Slate at

http://www.slate.com is ideal for

them, just because this place is

sponsored by the software titan

does not mean it's solely about com-
pulerv

Like the New Yorker, Slate is

chock lull of stories on varying sub-

jects. It follows a standard formula

of a half dozen features that are pri-

marily but not exclusively political,

accompanied by

a moderated
discussion (this

weeks includes

members of the

"MacLaughlin
Group" like

Fred Barnes,

and political

dilettante
A r i a n a

Huffington). Accompanying the fea-

tures is "the back of the book sec-

tion" where readers can find book,

movies and fashion reviews and a

little poetry.

The articles are longer than in

most publications, and expect the

readers to actually think, unlike a

lot of other magazines. This site is

significantly more sophisticated

than most on the Internet. However,

it tries too much to emulate the

New Yorker not only in content, but

in style. The site is filled with little

cartoons that resemble those that

can be found in the New Yorker.

The graphics are usually of a

somber tone and hue, but the whim-

sical layout is eye catching. The only

drawback is that billion dollar

Microsoft is going to start charging

a subscription fee in (anuary.

Finally the Internet is — as

expected — home to a slew of com-

puter oriented webzines. Cambridge

based Ziff-Davis Publishing

Company operates a webzine enti-

tled ZD Net at

http://www.zdnet.com.

The stories on this site are origi-

nally from their dozen plus maga-

zines that cover the full gamut of

systems from Windows to Mac to

Unix. A few late breaking news sto-

ries even appear on the webzine

before they see the printing press.

The site sports over eight features,

and four up to date computer news

stories. Some stories even include

links to referenced businesses and

software.

A nice touch to the page is the

interactive weekly polls. In the past

polls include subjects like the web
browser wars, and big brother in

the work place. The polls displays

results in fancy graphs with colorful

• Icons.

The only drawback to this site is

that a subscription is necessary to

read stories from Ziff-Davis maga-

zines which are not feature stories

on ZD Net.

Evidently there is a webzine for

everyone on the Internet. It is only a

matter of knowing where to look.

Malt Wurtzel is a Collegian

columnist.

By Chris Maher
Collegian Correspondent

THE ROOTS
illadelph halflife

DGC

The Roots have returned with an

interesting twist to anoint the heads

who hold high, Do You Want
More'.'?!!! — the temple of organic

hip hop jazz. On their latest album,

the Roots take it deep into the jazz

on a couple of tracks but also explore

a new futuristic sound.

Finally they carry strong

bass-heavy tracks backed with an
interesting chemistry aided by the use

of various background vocalists,

guest musicians and lyricists.

The theme of illadelph halflife is

clearly represented lyrically on "No
Great Pretender" — "Change your

strategic plan my man's gettin bored/

Your vocal cord is fraudulent/ and

not the true porcelain/ I bring the

fire earth and the sorcerer when/ the

force of sin endorse the pen/ We on

the search for sanity but I think that

it was lost again/ Now which stick up
artist, could be the smartest / My
beam of sunlight shines the brightest

and the farthest."

"No Great Pretender," one of the

tightest tracks on the album, features

lyrics that are as tight as a viper's

clutches, all sung over the soothing

background vocals and human trum-

pet of Rahzel, The Godfather of

Noize.'

"It lust Don't Stop" is placed well,

carrying the same type of futuristic

sounds featuring noises more familiar

to the techno genre than modern hip

hop that creates a hypnotic effect of

overlapped piano riffs nearly symbol-

izing infinity. The song profiles the

never ending quest of hate and vio-

lence on Earth.

"What They Do" is accompanied

by a George Benson- style guitar

playing with Angela Slates on 'angelic

vocal titillations,' as mentioned in the

linear notes. Vocalist Black Thought,

in a somber voice, tells the listener to

ignore fakes fornicating on mics,

advising them never to do what they

do.

"Concierto of a Desperado" is ill as

the violin and hard strings mix over

the operatic enchantment of Amel
Larrieux's sopranic voice.

"UNIverse at War" features

Common Sense and Black Thought

whom come correct as they let

emcees know they can't come around

on some B.S. 'cause the intellect of

the man on the mics is reaching new

The Collegian was

brought to you
today by the

number 16, and

the letters L and Xa

commsv ctiKN ateodds

No sophomore slump for the Roots.

intensities.

"No Alibi" is dope — it plays a

vibe loop that gets you lost in the

music like a freshman in Morrill, as

Black Thought traces his roots to fac-

ing the music "Exhibit the truth

because I'm livin proof why/ 1 have

no disguise-no verdict-no alibi/

Exhibit the truth because I'm livin

proof why/ because I have no dis-

guise tryin' to vocalize."

"The Hypnotic" featuring

D'Angelo is a great story rap about a

true love tragedy and shadows "Silent

Treatment" by the mood it sets.

Ursala Rucker reveals the answer

to the question posed at the end of

the last album on the spoken word of

"The Adventures in Wonderland".

She raps "F@%#, Kill and Prosper is

the Gospel of Wonderland/ Where
Street sands are quick to suck you

down to the Abyss with the Lure of

Pure Bliss!"

"? vs. Scratch" again brings up the

relevant fact The Roots seem to rein-

force. D|'s are not a necessity!

"Ital (The Universal Side)" shines

with Q-Tip, and "Push up Your
Lighter" is highlighted with

Bohamadia, the engineering of Bob

s\pber")$es
FAR EAST MID EAST

Asian noodle soups, Arabian delights

salads & stir-fries salads & sandwiches

63 Main St. 31 Boltwood Walk

253-9200 253-9299

OCMP Delivery Express ^^S

Welcome Back Students!
rwonm the

Information Data Bank

Riffhls and
Responsibilities
1996-97 is here!

Located on the 2nd Floor
Wnitmore Lobby

545-1555

Hours: 8;30am - 6:OOpm IHon, - Fri.

Power and appearances by Dice

RAW, MARS, and D| Scratch. The

inclusion of such clearly separates

this album from their last — The

Roots have built connections through

the world of true hip hop. They show

enormous chemistry, both within

themselves and the artists they work

with. The beats also show a change

for the better as they are organized

with the time — the true sign of

longevity and prosperity within

hip-hop.

The album ends in connotations

reflecting artistic frustrations but

overall there is more of a head nod-

din' hip hop vibe. The act seemed to

shy away from the abnormal
towards the new and improved hop-

ing to blow up the spot and catch

the respect and recognition they

deserve.

The only slight weakness in the

album centers on Black Thought's

complex vocab causing a repetitive

vibe on occasion to give you a lazy

ear. In the linear notes he admits,

"Peace to my people who need pure

hip-hop to breathe. To those who
can't really understand my music... I

don't really make it for you." A

take Kaplan
and get into the

right school,

D|'» Scorty ft Barn-Bam
Spinmn' Jungle, Techno, Howe,

Dub, Hip-Hop, etc... From IO-2«n

EVERY THURSDAY

Orwat GhVMwayt from &
i

INUtSKAfl 91

Uka Uttimat* la—r Storm Tag Oom*
Hosted by Adam Wright of Today s 99.3

EVERY FRIDAY 9-2am
Ittll HIIOHI IO:O0

RITRA Nl.lll
WIN TWO MONTH-PASS TO HAMPSHIRE FITNESS CUM

MUSIC FROM THE 70s, 80s & 90s

EVERY SATURDAY 9-2am
FREE BEFORE 10:00

aav <lteBBfe ninht

THIS WEEK LIVE
Ihurv Sept 26lh > 9 00 pm /

ICP Presents

THE COYOTES
Fri. S«P t 27 8 30 ptn (F>;

THE MACHINE
Pirn hoyd rueurt tAMO

So) Sep! 28 800pm

DANCE-ATHON
WITH BLUES ATTACK

Sun. Sept. 29 e 8:00 pm (Q)

MEO PARKERk.
!j tmttlt the Hortmnvton Comunty Muwc Cmtti

Toes Oct 1 ( 7:30 pm /

iiimi our swiM./M rouH i,.,i,,

LETS 00 BOWLING
[HERRy POPPIH DADDIES/ REEL fi/G FISH

TWi Oct. 3 6 7:30 pm m
CROWN Of THORNZ/IO YARD FlbMT

FOLLOW THROLHiH/OISMAY
Uil 4 7 OO pi

LSAT
Highly trained, expert teachers who

know the tests inside and out.

Personalized, computerized study

plans, tailored to your individual

needs.

Proven methods, guaranteed to

raise your score.

Class starts Tuesday,

October 1st!

the leader in test prep and
admissions counseing.

KAPLAN
1 800 KAP-TEST

www.iiaplan.cem

SEBADOH
Fn O. I 4 V on,,,,,

SCARCE ,8+

fUS/V/THt MAliMfS
tHU SHOW WITH iilADOM IICKII

COMING TO PEARL STREET
Sat Oct S IS*

iOVARIUU HtSCUt UNIT
GiDOattBtno

Mai Oct 7 IS.

THf SPfCIALS
SAMp floe*

TuM Oct 8 21

«

LOS LOBOS
miLmrt

Sal Oct 12 21.

GRAHAM PARKiR
* TH£ fIGGS.

Tum Oct 1$ IS*
BLACK UHURU
Sat Oct 19 21*

j aeu.s blues nut
Sal Oct 24 Al

I

PRO PAIN

Sun. Oct 6 18. SKOAL CLUB kPKARAHCi

PORNO FOR PYROS £35}
Advance lickeis available a\ Hie Northampton

Boi office 586 8666 1-buO THt TICK
iberni'S Record Stores For The Record

... Amherst About Music in Greenfield
Tin Unlimited at U Mass

1 O PCflRL STR€€T,
NORTHAMPTON

kit*, www Kirluol veltcy <•* *<:•> 1 flic, t

... ..413-584-7771 *.***

Called home lately?

Save up to 44%
Savings based on a 3-min. AT&T operator-dialed interstate call
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Tibet

continued from poQe 5

China took over Tibet in October

of 1950. shortly after the

Communists came into power. Tibet,

unprepared and lacking allies, fell to

China after a mere 1 1 days. Part of

China's attraction for the mountain-

ous country was that it provided a

strategic buffer between China and

its rival. India.

According to Pierre-Antoine

Donnet. author of Tibet: Survival.

Chinese government documents,

written in October of 1949, provide

another clue to the invasion. The

document reads in part, "the people

of Tibet were longing for the arrival

of the [People's Republic of China]

to help bring an end to their suffer-

ings...* However China justified its

actions, China's military presence in

Tibet was not for benevolent reasons,

according to the assistant to the rep-

resentative of the Dalai Lama. Glen

Kelley.

"The Chinese are not interested in

co-existing with the Tibetan people."

Kelley said. "The Chinese want to

wipe out the Tibetan people."

Nearly 1 .2 million Tibetans were

killed when the Chinese took over

the country — mainly educated and

wealthy members of society.

Kelley said that the Chinese gov-

ernment has limited the number of

births to Tibetan women and have

also forced abortions or sterilization.

Chinese settlers — mostly prisoners

are paid to live in Tibet and Kelley

said that Chinese officials in Tibet are

paid three times the salary that they

would have received if they had

stayed in Peking.

"[The Chinese) are pushing out all

opportunities, economic and educa-

tional," Kelley said. "It's not possible

for the Chinese and Tibetans to coex-

ist."

Currently. Tibetans live under

tight Chinese surveillance. The

increased security has fueled

responses from human right groups

like Human Rights watch, Amnesty

International and the US State

department.

In addition to physical stress of liv-

ing under oppressive rule, environ-

mental problems such as huge snow-

storms cause tens of thousands of

people to contract frostbite and

snow-blindness. More than 200 died

when the crisis also caused a drop in

livestock — the main source of

income.

A more recent action taken by the

Chinese government is the kidnap-

ping of a six-year-old boy. believed

to be the reincarnation of the

Panchen Lama. The child, who has

been recognized by the Dalai Lama,

remains under house arrest.

Who exactly b the Dalai Lama?

You've seen him everywhere from

magazine covers such as National

Geographic and Time, and in a way

he has become the cause eclebre of

the "90s, but who is the Dalai Lama?

The Dalai Lama's stature in

Buddhism is comparable to the

Pope's influence on the Roman
Catholic religion. He is the leading

religious leader and advisor of the

country and top authority on

Buddhism.

In 1959, rumors of assassination

attempts on the Dalai Lama caused

Tibetans to surround his house, mak-

ing it possible for the Dalai Lama to

sneak out and escape to freedom. His

exile has caused more than 100.000

Tibetans to follow in his wake. The

current Tibetan population in exile

numbers 140,000.

Since being exiled, the Dalai Lama

has fought constantly for a democrat-

ic system in Tibet. In Tibet: Survival

in Question, Donnet states that

"almost every section of Tibetan soci-

ety requires an overhaul; the political

system, the economy, the role of reli-

gion, the judiciary. For Tibet to sur-

vive, the status of the Dalai Lama

himself will have to be reviewed,

according to him."

Since leaving Tibet, the Dalai

Lama has worked very hard to nego-

tiate with the Chinese government,

said Kelley. Kelley said that His

Holiness' goals have included

increasing the international commu-

nity's awareness of the Tibetans'

plight as well as being able to sit

down and discuss issues with the

Chinese government. Kelley said that

the Dalai Lama's intentions are con-

tradicted in statements issued by the

Chinese government.

"The Chinese have issued state-

ments that the Dalai Lama won't

negotiate," Kelley said.

In the past, the Dalai Lama had

met several times with Mao Tse-tung

to discuss the situation in Tibet. In

Donnet's book, Tibet: Survival in

Question, the Dalai Lama recounts

the occasion of their last meeting in

which Mao described religion as a

poison

According to Kelley, the

Communists see "religion as a delu-

sion."

The Chinese implemented their

doctrine throughout Tibet, starting

in the eastern part of the country for

two reasons: it was closer to the

Chinese border and far enough from

schedule

the influence of the Dalai Lama. As

the Chinese strengthened their hold

on the country. Kelley said that

monasteries were burned and that

monks, who tended to be the most

educated members of Tibetan soci-

ety, were put in prison, tortured or

killed.

As for freedom, Kelley isn't so

sure.

"The Tibetans may hope for inde-

pendence," Kelley said. "But all

demonstrations are stopped by the

Chinese."

He said that the Dalai Lama hopes

to gain some sort of autonomy for

Tibet.

Tibet "was actually a just country,

very Buddhist" before the Chinese

took over, Kelley said.

What is the Tibet Fund?

The Tibet fund is a non-profit

organization created in 1981 with the

blessing of the Dalai Lama dedicated

"to preserving Tibetan culture and to

improving all aspects of life for the

Tibetan people living in Tibet and for

those now living in exile."

Tenzing Chhadak is a director at

the Tibetan Fund office in New York.

"The Tibet fund is a nonprofit

organization that helps Tibet

refugees. It does not back up reli-

gious figures, but basically aids

refugees in India and Nepal." said

Chhadak. "We help set up health

and education programs in large

cities along with financing reception

centers. Most recently we aided

1,000 Tibetan refugees three years

ago relocate into cities and start their

lives."

They currently administer more

health, education and economic

assistance in Tibetan refugee com-

munities than any other single aid

organization. Programs include edu-

cation, housing for the elderly, edu-

cation of children and benefits like

immunization and TB control pro-

grams.

According to the organization,

funding is provided through private

donations, large federal government

grants, humanitarian assistance and

through the Fulbright student

exchange program in India which

shelters many Tibetan students. A

large amount of the money goes to

helping Tibetan refugees in India, but

they hope to expand their energy into

Tibet itself.

Those interested in finding out

more about the situation in Tibet can

contact The Tibet Fund and The

Office of Tibet at (212) 213-501 1.

continued from page 5

• 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.

(HG. HT. HL & SS)

Workshop for Public School

Teachers..

(pre-reg required)

• 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

(HG.HT&HL)
Public hours. Mandala & crafts.

Exhibition & sale. Free.

• 7 p.m.

(SS)

"Home To Tibet." Documentary ary

film, 55 mins. Suggested donation

$5 at the door.

Friday. Oct. 4
• 9:30 a.m. - 10:15 a.m.

10 a.m. - 10:45 p.m.

10:50 a.m.- 1 1:15 a.m.

(HG, HT. HL & SS)

Public School Tours & Workshop,

(pre-reg required)

• 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.

(HG, HT. HL & SS)

Workshop for UMass. 5-college stu-

dents & faculty. Free first-come

with ID (space limited).

• 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

(HG.HT&HL)
Public hours. Mandala & crafts.

Exhibition & sale. Free.

• 7 p.m.

(SS)

"Arya Tara Empowerment:

Teachings with his Holiness Rizong

Rinpoche." Part one of mandatory

three parts. Suggested donation

$25 at the door for all three ses-

sions.

Saturday, Oct. 5

• 10 a.m. "Arya Tara

Empowerment: Teachings with his

Holiness Rizong Rinpoche." Part

two of mandatory three parts.

• 10 a.m. -3:50 p.m.

(HG. HT & HL)

Public hours. Mandala & crafts.

Exhibition & sale. Free.

• 3:30 p.m.

(HG.HT&HL)
Processional begins to campus pond,

closing ceremony for mandala.

Crafts exhibition. Free, public.

Sunday. Oct. 6

• 10 a.m. "Arya Tara

Empowerment: Teachings with_

his Holiness Rizong Rinpoche.

Part three of mandatory three

pans.
• 3 p.m.

Sacred Music Sacred Dance Concert

Gen. Adm. $15; students, senior,

children $5. Tickets at 545-25 11.

interview
continued from page 5

lamas for the art activities." she said.

"So the Tibetan visual arts will be a

big draw. I think the students will be

equally interested in the concert of

Sacred Music, Sacred Dance."

The Sacred Music, Sacred Dance

will combine "mystical ritual and

pageantry in a concert of sacred dance

and music by the famed multiphonic

singers of Drepung Loseling

Monastery."

It will be held Oct. 6 at 3 p.m. and

was produced by the UMass Asian

Dance and Music Program.

According to Devi, the lamas will

be residing in the Valley with an

anonymous couple who have offered

them lodging.

Because the festival spans such a

large time frame and involves so

many activities, Devi had to pay a lot

of attention to details.

"[There was] special emphasis on

the publicity design of the invitations

to the sand Mandala opening, gallery

decorations — a special hand painted

scroll in Tibetan calligraphy by a local

Tibetan artist, two graduate students

in Professor Nancy Garrabrants class

in the department of Floriculture will

create wallhangings that will be dis-

played in the Hampden Gallery," she

said.

Other preparations included a

graduate student creating a mural of a

Tibetan landscape which will be dis-

played in the lobby of the Hampden

theater.

"Another activity that has been

especially demanding is creating

Tibetan prayer flags stencils for

school children to make during their

visit to see the sand Mandala. In addi-

tion, we have organized a Tibetan vol-

unteer committee that will greet the

public at the Fine Arts Center concert

hall for the Sacred Music Sacred

Dance," Devi said.

Devi hopes that students and the

public understand "the wholeness and

seamless blending of the art, religion

and culture of Tibetan tradition. An

understanding [of] Buddhist principles

through the teaching. The friendliness

and generosity of the lamas through

interaction with them and an aware-

ness of the local Tibetans in the area."

Presenting the festival, Devi said,

will give her "A great satisfaction of

being able to present this kind of

Asian cultural programming on cam-

pus, especially since Tibetan art,

music and dance have not been pre-

sented before in an integrated residen-

cy format."

She said she hopes that the festival

will encourage more Tibetan related

events not only on campus, but in the

Valley as well.

"1 hope that the interest generated

from this event will be an impetus for

the development of other related

activities on Tibet, on campus and the

Valley." she said. "I hope the teachers

will use the Tibetan study guide in

their study of world communities

with their classes. So, the effect of

bringing the lamas will carry over a

long term period through that study.

Should the interest among students,

faculty and staff indicate so and the

funding permits, the Asian Dance and

Music Program will certainly consider

other Tibetan events in the future."

festival

continued from page 5

Personal interaction

One of the highlights of the fes-

tival will be the creating of the

mandala. an enormous sand paint

mg -.

"The mandala will begin Oct.

|," explained Hauston. "A six by

six platform will be set up and an

outline of it will be drawn by the

monks. Millions of grains of col-

ored sand will be used to fill in the

design."

According to Hauston other

exhibitions of lamas' arts and

crafts will also be featured, partic-

ularly weaving and langka paint-

ing.

For UMass students there will

be sessions where they can inter-

act with the lamas. No preregistra

lion is required for the events and

lectures (see schedule), but stu-

dents must present IDs at door.

The events will be open on a first

come, first serve basis and doors

will open at I p.m.

L\
!

AND

CELEBRATIONorLITERATUREA^mLAlNlD
Performances at The Book and Plow Festival

Come hear some of New England's finest performers.

Just one of the many events featured at The Book and Plow Festival.

Friday Sept 27

Friday Evening Jazz 6-

9pm with:

Kim Zombek &
Tom McClung

On the lawn aefceent to

The Lord Jeffery !nn

Ticket* for all day event*:

Adult* $6.00 - Children $2.00.

Ferfermancw run throughout the day

For more information call:

The Amher^i Chamber of

Commerce at 413-253-0700.

Tht Amhent Am Qiiwbw ofCmwMm .

WRSI Rjd». hptCob. Amhtn Culiai .

UMASS tr maar mo".

Performers include:

Saturday Sept 28
Opening Ceremony

12:00pm

•Dawnland Singers

•An Honest Calling

•Chanterelle

•Four Score

•Ujama

•Cambodian Musicians

Freddie Moreno Band

Qiacomo Qates

Mariachi Bustamanet Azteca

and

SISTER CAROL

Sunday Sept 29

Alicia Mathewson

The Gospel Stars

Erica Wheeler

Cordelia's Dad

and

VANCE
QILBERT

Sponsors include:

Advocate
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STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
THURSDAY

SEPTEMBER 26, 1996
7:00PM

FKlt ADMISSION A OPEN TO THE PUBLIC j

SP0NS0MD BY: DR. J0SIPMM WHITl tACU (UlTMM (MIR. NATIVt AMMAN STUDM ASSOCIATION AND THl OFFKl Of AlANA AffAIRS

-mamumm**

versus

at

&Bullets

MULLINS CENTER
University of Ma»aachu»atti Amhtrat

The Return of Coach Call

SUNDAY, OCT. 13
7PM

$23 and $15

RTE9HADLEY 684-8174
Monday- Saturday 9:00am- 1 1 :00pm

Not RokponaM* lof lypot

Visa. Motto*cord ft Dhcovor accepted

Tickets available through:

Mullins Center Box Office or

413-545-0505

Sponsored by:

rUINf I .VIDK> MO* I STUOtO
UN MUtK l«f •Kill VIDiO

VIDtO MUUOIMwm («i j) n>.im

«-,,,--, " ""177"—. Wl NOW STOCK OVER 100%MOMNEW BKR D|SPLAY AREA ... IC1 COLD MICROS .V IMPORTS!
I

PETES
WICKED

24- 12 oz. Bolt

*T dep.

BUSCH
&LT.

•30 pk

"

+ dep

BV iea.Yis

f , DAILY HAMPSHIRE
Jjl GAZETTE

ABSOLUT
VODKA

$20"
1 751

RHINO
CHASERS

24-12 02. Botl.

S1Q99
I O Hop

MILLER
'HIGH LIFE"

30 pock cans

$1 199
I » dep

SEAGRAMS 7

I.75L

CLUNY
SCOTCH

1.751

MONTPELLIER
VINYARDS

CHARD. 4 CAB
$099© 1.5L

M/D 20-20

$|99
750 ML

JAGERMEISTER

$|399

RED HOOK
24-12oz.Bott.

O. "+ dep

KEYSTONE
LT. '30 pk"
s10»l
CUTTY SARK

$24"
1.75L

750 ML

ROUND HILL

"

CHARD. A CAB

$599
.750 ML

BOONES FARM

$|99
750 ML

FOUR SEASONS
VODKA

$399
1.751

BASS ALE
24-12 oz.

Bolt.

$2199
*» + dep.

BUD DRY
24-12 oz. Bar

Bott.

$0"
Tw + dep

DISCOUNT LIQUORS
BEER • WINE • KEGS • ICE • CIGARS

KEG OF THE WEEK!

RED DOG 3899

MOOSEHEAD
24-12oz.

Bolt.

$|299" dep.

M.G.D. & LT
24-12 oz. Bar

Bolt

$A99
JF + dep.

ICEHOUSE* RED
DOG

18PK-CANS

$y*»
*V + dep.

NATURAL LT

&ICE
24- 1 2 oz. cant
$0999 + dep

TANQUERAY
GIN

$2i»
1.75L

JIM BEAM
$349
750 ML

WOODBRIDGE
CHARD & CAB.

s10°
1.5 L

FRANZIA
BAG IN A BOX"

$aJ99
5 0L

GLENN ELLEN
CHARD ft

CAB.

$J9* 1.5L

T.G.I.F.

'COCKTAILS
1

$399

LETS GO
UMASS FOOTBALL
PASSPORT
SCOTCH

1.75 L

JOSE CUERVO
GOLD TEQ.

*10"
750 ML

BEERBALLS
$9999
jmJm * dep.

"KEGS"
BUD. BUD ICE MICHELOB-
ICEHOUSE.
MICHELOB Ll. LOWENBRAU
DK..MICHELOBDK..LITE.
LITE ICE $ 4m099VT +DEP

<r-Ct-Ct<t<t<t<r<i

StA9934NATURAL LT.

NATURAL ICE _
+ DEP.

MICRO KEGS
SAM ADAMS »89w PLUS

SRSSSiTaU !S£ many
SARANAC »89w Mr>pc
J.W. DUNDEE »69*

u

375ML

WE DELIVER
584-8174

ICE
10 LBS *1M

50 LBS *5"

100 LBS $9-
SALE GOOD THRU 10/3/96
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Yale and Radcliffe before defeating Brown in the
Beantown Tournament held at UMass Sept. 5 and b.

The UMass women will be in action this weekend as
they face local powerhouse Amherst College at 12:50
p.m. at Amherst College.

Flag football and soccer to kick off

• Intramural soccer and flag football kicked off this

past Monday on the intramural fields opposite Boyden
Gym.

Want some cash?

• There is one last chance to become a flag football

official. A Mandatory clinic will be held Monday, Sept.

30 at 6 p.m. in Boyden 223.

Vikings start season with undefeated streak

In the future

• There is still time to compete in the Track & Field

Meet. Report to Derby Track on Oct. 1 at 3:30 p.m.

• Spots are still open in the Badminton Singles and

Racquetball competitions. A player's meeting will be held

tonight at 6 p.m.

• The intramural office is accepting teams for this sea-

son's Field Hockey action. There will be a meeting on

Oct. 2 at 5:30 p.m. in Boyden 223.

We will pump you up — longer

• Boyden and Totman Main Gym hours have been

extended Saturday evenings until 9:30 p.m.

Sports Briefs was compiled by Collegian staff member

Chris Stamm.

By Ron Lesko

Ajjocicrtod Prwi

garden

EDEN PRAIRIE. Minn. - This all

seems so familiar to Dixon Edwards.

A young, underrated defense. An
impressive start to the season.

The unbeaten Minnesota Vikings

remind Edwards of the Dallas

Cowboys in 1992, the season they

won their first Super Bowl champi-

onship of the '90s, and New York

Giants coach Dan Reeves agrees.

"They're awful good on defense."

Reeves said yesterday. "In fact, I was

telling our team that they remind me

a great deal of the way Dallas' defense

was as far as its speed and quickness

about three or four years ago."

That's what Edwards has been say-

ing about his new team for weeks. He
was a backup linebacker for the

Cowboys in '92. when they opened 3-

on the way to a 13-3 regular-season

record. Edwards is a starter in

Minnesota now, tied for the team lead

in tackles with )eff Brady.

True to Minnesota's style, this

year's defense is built for speed. But

there also is more size than in the

past, along with a physical presence

that had been missing.

"We've got a lot of smaller, quicker

guys, guys just flying around,"

Edwards said. "There's a lot of guys

making plays, confusing people with

our speed."

That's exactly what happened last

Sunday when the Vikings (4-0) over-

ran the Green Bay Packers to take

over the NFC Central lead. With the

possible exception of Carolina (3-0),

Minnesota is the league's biggest sur-

prise this season (the Panthers visit

the Metrodome on Oct. 6).

continued from page 1
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I'm stunned those shells aren't up
for sale too.

Tomorrow and Saturday the. vener-

able old barn on Causeway Street

and literally everything inside of it

will go up on an auction block.

Sixty-eight years of athletic and
political history will go to the highest

bidder much like lack Kennedy's golf

clubs.

Cam Neely's mouthpiece will be

auctioned as will a cigar three -quar-

ters smoked by Red Auerbach, but

those are just the small items. The
Bruins' Stanley Cup banners are all

for sale as is the organ where |ohn

Kiley would belt out Dead and Billy

|oel tunes during intermissions, not

to mention everything from the

Celtics' time out horn to the zam-

boni.

Bids on that horn are expected to

reach $400 by the way.

Some of this I can almost expect

from an aristocratic society, which

will pay 25 bucks a head just to get

into the auction to be held on the

Garden floor, provided of course

some lawyer from Brookline doesn't

scoop that up.

This is America in the '90s, after

all, and everyone's out in their Grand
Cherokees and Acuras for their slice

of the pie, even if that means paying

$3,000, a good chunk of a UMass
tuition, for Eddie Shore's retired No.

2 banner.

Leland's auction house chairman

Joshua I eland Evans said, "We came
to feel a little like Howard Carter

searcning through King Tut's tomb,"

in reference to the scavenging for

things to hawk this weekend.

Along this line, what truly fright-

ens me is Saturday's "Garden Sale

flea market." First-aid stretchers will

be on sale. It surprises me that they

aren't putting up doobie confiscated

from the Dead's last show there or

Dave Cowens' socks. Things like

brooms and trash barrels will be laid

out on Causeway Street like junk on

a street corner in Greenwich Village,

right around St. Mark's Place.

Broken seat backs will be sold in

the flea market, and I can't help but

think that there's something wrong
with half of a red wooden seat with a

number 1 1 stenciled at the top will

go for a few bucks as if it was a bust-

ed lava lamp.

That seat was uncomfortable and

would leave your butt and legs with

the worst cramps by the midway
point in the second period. There

was literally less than six inches of

space between you and the seat in

front of you; less leg room than the

back seat of a Mazda Miata. If the

person next to you was overweight,

his or her gut would often bulge into

your narrow seat making things still

less bearable.

But, that was my happy place until

April 30, 1995. when I saw the

Bruins down Pittsburgh in my final

game in that seat that was a veritable

slice of heaven. My own happy place.

Now the chunks of wood formerly

known as section 100 row C seats

10-1 1 of the Boston Garden will

probably wind up in a Back Bay

insurance agent's waiting room.

Thank God we still have Fenway,

and may it go more decently.

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian colum-

nist.

England
continued from page 16

modern English football history

was Manchester United capturing

of The Double- Double last sea-

son. United came back from 12

points behind Newcastle in three

months to lift high the FA Carling

Premiership Crown, which is like

the 1978 Boston Red Sox collapse

to the Yankees; while then beat-

ing the Scousahs (i.e. Liverpool)

on an Eric "Ooh Aah" Cantona
strike in one of the most antici-

pated FA Cup Finals in recent

years.

The Reds had done the same
thing a few years back, but the

amazing thing about it was that

the Double-Double had never

been done before. I really do not

think you truly realize... never

before... in a sport that was born

and bred in the cradle of the lan-

guage I am now trying to use.

To give you a little more playoff

suspense than this country's ver-

sion of "football", the FA Cup,
which is the sporting competition

in England, is a round robin tour-

ney that starts in September, and

ends in May. Over 350 club

teams, both amateur and profes-

sional, face off for the right to

hoist the Cup in the incomparable,

immortal and inimitable confines

of Wem-ber-lee, Wem-ber-lee...

Wembley Stadium in history-rich

London.
Where was the Super Bowel

played last year? In American foot-

ball's history-poor Tempe, Ariz.

Ouch, that has got to hurt. Vince

must be rolling over in his grave.

Whether it is the fan, or the

sport, loyalty for your local team

runs thick as pea soup in the land

of the foggy skies. Finding out the

hard way about fan loyalty, I

almost got mugged by some foot-

ball fans in the Manchester Hilton

last year when the issue of where

your blood flows came up.

In a proper English fashion,

three blokes at the hotel bar ver-

bally accosted me when I said I

was torn between United and City,

the two club teams in Manchester,

and Arsenal, a London team. I had

followed United beforehand, but 1

did that PC thing (you know, frolic

around the May-pole), and all I

ended up doing was almost royally

screwing myself. They said to go

with your heart, or some fans (1

think called "hooligans') will rip

your heart out for it.

A few pints later, we were
"brothahs for United, mate," and

now I always will be.

I will admit, before all of your

anticipating, blood-shot eyes, that

I did not really support the

Patriots when they went through

the maniacal debacles of 1-15 sea-

sons.

Really. I do not kid here. Putting

all references to who 1 did support

aside, guilt (just a little) has now
filled me because I was not there

for my home team; especially when

I had the chance to finally get

50-yard seats in the immoral con-

fines of Schaefer, 1 mean. Sullivan

Stadium.

But, if you think this column is

all over, it is now.

forma Kansanen is a Collegian

columnist.

• Haircutting

• Tanning

• We Take Your

Hair Seriously.

REGENCY HAIRSTYLES
253-9526 • 1 89 M. Pleasant St.

Don't Let The
Marshall Catch You
Going Anywhere Else!

Marshall

r>g1.iscooet
Handmade diamond engagement rings &.

featuring ideal cut

Lazare Diamonds®
Setting the standardjor ...BRILLIANCE™

lutll in-house repair service. We buy diamonds & gold.

I'ree ear piercing with purchase of studs.

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTO RODY

53 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center

Imports and other unibody vehicles are our speciality.

• Users of Sikkens paint products

• Accepted by all insurance companies for collision repair

or glass repair.

256-8157 256-1385
ShopReg«RSi2l2^f

ike on Thursday Mite

Givi Away Party for
Hornsbys Amber Cider

Cocktail of Hie Week
16 ounce Madras

$1.50

Beer Bargain
16 ounce

Narty Lite $1.00
Bud or Bad Lite $1.50

silverscape designs
GOLDSMITHS <3£> G EM GALLERY

8

One King St., Northampton 584-3324
264 N. PTea sont St., Amherst 253-33!.

UMass' student athletic booMei club, the Mtnutemanlacs,

is looking for new recruits for the '96- '97 season

LONDON

$190
Paris

Amsterdam
Zurich

Barcelona
Cancun
Athens
Costa Rica

Chicago
f«S ME UO* f#r *KM BOSION
MLMASi FMES DO VCT M'tuDE '

JOIftlMG $3 MO MS, OWMM
Dt»Mrj» LHMUif** cak".- K

$215
$275
$275
$299
$183
$349
$225
$100

iaudon a rutonv
O0W 1MB C* KCS
& CM MSmAHLTW O

CmlkxaFRB SiuaKT Turns magaoc!

44 Main Street

Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 256-1261
httpt/hrww,cieeMrg/trarrl.htwt

EURAIIPASSES ISSUED ON-THE-SPOT!

DID YOU KNOW?
The University Health Services offers Contact Lenses!!!

With all these great features:

• Same day fitting or replacement in many cases

• Wide variety of lenses available (including disposables)

• Convenient On-Campus Location

• Free sample start-up solutions

• Contacts mailed FREE!*

'normal delivery

WHAT RrE YOU WRITING [FOR?
Call the Eye Care Services of the University Health Services.

577-5244

ylihkticFU^

New Member Registration"
I P M n R R I

Applications will be accepted at the conclusion of

UMass Women's Volleyball

vs.

Duquesne$25.00 to Join!

\e« Mimli

Wlnutumantac Benefits:

• Advance Ticket Pickup

' MlnufmtmltK T-Shlrt

• Gani* Receptions

• "TJia Maniac" Newsletter

• Membership < ani
September 28, 1995

7:00 P.M.

Mullins Center

Only one applitilion per person will he accepted

| Applications will also be iccepted at the Athletic Ticket Office on Thursday 9/2* & Friday
9/27J

,,. , _.!sr..$%x- -. -:yw< * j y 4 ~

-c---

.. Scott's is

x your tailgating^

S&"^ headquarters ^

ShopScotfs&

Save Lolls!

LIQUORS -£3£

Lottery Application for New Minutemaniacs

OSSAT VAI.flK AT ONI.V $2S • I.IMtTEO TO ONl.V 500 UNOERGRAMJATE STUDENTS

Student Name

fflllanl »

Laol Address

l.ocal PbOM i
YearatUMa

Hume Address

fily
SU»te Zip

Hume Hume I

<?

^

Tele-Check for

your personal check

& Coors Light so pack. $15.99s.<j^>.^i

Natural: Light & Ice ?4 -120*. can. $8.79 <-d«p

Harpoon I. P.A. 12 packs $8.99 +d«p

Sam Adams Boston Lager 24 -120Z t>om«. $17.79 +d«p

Evil Eye Brews all flavors 6 packs $4.19 +d«P

Milwaukee's Best: Reg & Light jo pocks $9.99 <**>

Chock Out Our Other In Store Specials!

Cider Jack 6 packs $4.99

Romana Sambuca 750 ml $14.49

Jose Cuervo Tequila 750m, $1 1.49

Seagrams Gin 1.7s 1 $12.49

Southern Comfort 750ml 7.99

Check Out Our Other Great
In Store Specials

6 University Drive
at Newmarket Center, Amherst

I 1 U.iw.ify DfW.

com
VictarvMarkw
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Strained hamstring keeps Brisby benched

By Howard Ulman

Associated Press

FOXBORO — How long HAS it been since

Vincent Brisby. the Patriots top wide receiver last

season, has been out with a hamstring strain that

just won't go away?

Leave it to coach Bill Parcells to put it in per-

spective. "I told him this morning 1 recovered from

open heart surgery faste: " Parcells said yesterday

with a smile. "That's the truth."

"Bill's Superman." said New England quarterback

Drew Bledsoe, who is eager to get a healthy Bnsby

back. "He does those kind of things, lust ask him."

And how did Brisby feel about his boss's barb?

"It was funny," he said with a slight grin. "Bill,

he's got a sense of humor."

Brisby has tried seemingly everything — ice,

heat, massage, ultrasound — but nothing had

worked well enough to get him back into a game.

He was hurt late in |uly but did play in the first

exhibition game, a 24-7 loss to Green Bay on Aug.

2 in which he scored the Patriots only touchdown

on a 4 1 -yard pass play.

He re-injured his right hamstring practicing tor

the Aug. 12 exhibition against Dallas and hasn't

played since. Several times, he's tried to run hard

and once he ran eight routes at full speed — only

to hurt himself again on the ninth one.

"It's been a depressing season so far," Brisby said.

Parcells said his heart surgery took place on |une

2, 1992 and he ran two miles on Aug. 4. The fol-

lowing Jan. 21, he was named coach of the Patriots.

New England is in a bye week, and Brisby hopes

to return to practice next Tuesday for the game the

following Sunday at Baltimore. He and Parcells

aren't sure he can do it.

"We'll see. I've got my doubts," Parcells said. "He's

trying to get better. It's not really funny, but I was kid

ding him this morning. Hey, the player wants to play,

but we're at the point now where if he comes back

and were to injure it again, that's it for the year."

Brisby tried to run full speed before the Patriots'

last two games, victories that improved their

record to 2-2, but wasn't ready. He's worried about

aggravating the strain.

"It's kind of scary," he said. "Every time 1 think

it's ready. 1 go out there and try to run. then it's

like I'm starting back over again. That's the frus-

trating part of it.

"I don't know how to prevent it from happen-

ing," he said.

The Patriots passing game has done well without

Brisby. In three of their games. Bledsoe completed

passes to seven receivers and in the other he hit six.

The addition of first-round pick Terry Glenn and

free agent Shawn (efferson gives the Patriots two

deep threats they lacked last year, when Brisby led

all their wide receivers with 72 catches. Will Moore,

who was waived this season, was second with 35.

Glenn hasn't needed as much time to recover

ironi a hamstring injury that sidelined him for the

entire preseason and the first regular-season game.

He is the Patriots leading wide receiver with 17

catches in three games.

Brisby would make the improving passing game

even stronger. In his three previous NFL seasons,

he started 40 of 4b games, missing just two, and

had 169 receptions and 10 touchdowns.

"I've been telling him all along. '1 need you, but I

don't need you to come back and try and play too

soon and get hurt and miss a bunch more of the

season." Bledsoe said. "It's frustrating for me not

to have him and it's extremely frustrating for him

not being on the field."

Notre Dame tries to out Pace Ohio

By Money Armour

Associated Press

SOUTH BEND. lnd. — There's nothing small

about Ohio State offensive tackle Orlando Pace.

Not his size, and certainly not the way he plays.

The Notre Dame coaching staff and defense

describe the 6-foot-6. 330-pound junior as the best

offensive tackle in football. That's football, period,

not just college. .

So does that mean Irish defensive end Melvin

Dansby is worried about lining up across from

Pace on Saturday when No. 5 Notre Dame hosts

No. 4 Ohio State?

Nah.

"I don't listen to everything that goes on. like,

"This is the bogeyman, he's coming to get you."

Dansby said. "I just try to get my own house in

order, try to think about my assignment. 1 worry

about what happens on the field, on the field. It

shouldn't be that bad."

While Dansby may be confident, he's not stupid.

The senior has followed Pace's career with interest

since Pace was a freshman, hoping that one day

he'd get a chance to play him. Dansby missed all of

last season with a neck injury, so he wasn't there

when the Irish lost to Ohio State.

But he's talked to Rcnaldo Wynn. who lined up

against Pace last year, and has watched hours of

film on the behemoth lineman. Pace didn't allow a

single quarterback sack last year, and already has

15 pancake blocks in Ohio State's first two games

this season. The Pittsburgh defense decided it

didn't even want to test him last weekend, leaving

him virtually uncovered for most of the game.

"He's a pancake guy, but he does it in a different

way." Dansby said. "He doesn't come right off and

try to knock you 15 yards back into your own

backfield. He'll take you. stand you up. block you

out. slam you."

"I've never been pancaked yet and 1 don't plan to

Saturday," he added. "I don't think I'm too bad

myself, so I think it's going to be a good match

up."

Dansby's confidence comes from the rest of the

Irish defense, which is off to its best start since

coordinator Bob Davie joined the team after the

1993 season. Davie was the architect of Texas

A&M's "Wrecking Crew" defenses, and this year's

Notre Dame squad looks pretty similar.

The Irish rank eighth in the nation in total

defense, allowing 213.7 yards a game. They're

ninth in scoring defense, allowing just 10.3 points

per game.

And best of all, Notre Dame's strength has been

in protecting against the run — the heart of Ohio

State's offense. The Irish are allowing an average of

60 yards a game rushing, ninth best in the country.

"1 think they're more physical on the defensive

side of the ball than they have been in past years."

Ohio State coach John Cooper said. "They're ath-

letic, they all can run. And the people up front are

all 275, 280 up front. They're a pretty physical

defensive team."

Ohio State has put up big numbers in its first

two games, routing Rice 70-7 and Pittsburgh 72-0.

The Buckeyes are averaging 617 total offensive

yards per game, best in the country.

The key for the Irish is simple: stop the run.

Yankees bomb Brewers,

win clinches AL East title

By Tom Withers

Associated Press

NEW YORK — The Yankees ended

any suspense left in the AL East race

and started their party a little early.

New York clinched its first AL East

title since 1981 with its highest -scoring

game in 34 years, a 19-2 rout of the

Milwaukee Brewers in the first game of

a doubleheader yesterday.

The Yankees came in needing only

one win to lock jp the division title,

and they got it with an awesome offen-

sive display.

After scoring lour runs in the first

inning, the Yankees scored 10 more in

the second to open a 14-1 lead. The

most productive first two innings in the

club's 94-year history, and its highest

run total since 1962. finally allowed

the Yankees to relax following two

tense weeks.

The crowd, which trickled in during

the first game, stood from the first

pitch of the ninth inning to the last, a

fly out by Fernando Vina to center

fielder Bemie Williams.

After the catch, confetti poured out

of the upper deck as the Yankees cele-

brated in the infield. New York City

police in riot gear, however, ringed the

field and prevented any fans from join-

ing in.

"It's just a great feeling," Williams

said during the festivities. "We battled

hard all year."

The win gave David Cone (7-2) a

chance to fine-tune his mechanics

before the playoffs begin next week.

The right-hander, whose dramatic

return after missing four months fol-

lowing surgery on an aneurysm in his

right shoulder gave the team an emo-

tional lift earlier this month, allowed

two runs and four hits in six innings.

He walked five and struck out six. Tino

Martinez's three-run homer off Tim

VanEgmond (3-5) helped New York

take a 3-0 lead in the first before the

Yankees sent 15 batters to the plate in

the second to score 10 times — their

largest one-inning output in more than

three years.

The blowout was welcomed relief

for the Yankees and their fans who had

watched the team's 12-game division

lead in late )uly shrink to 2 1/2 games

over second-place Baltimore. But New

York won two of three against the

Orioles in a crucial home series last

week to open a four-game lead.

Although their magic number

remained at one with the win, the

Yankees are assured the AL East title

because of a 10-3 record in head-to-

head matchups against Baltimore this

season.

With the outcome decided after two

innings, fans in right field chanted,

"We want Texas... We want Texas" in

anticipation of New York's likely first-

round playoff opponent.

Tim Raines homered and Williams

drove in three runs for the Yankees,

who set a season-high for runs.

Martinez's three-run shot, his 25th.

followed two walks by VanEgmond.

After Martinez returned to the dugout

it was clear from the high-fives that

greeted him that the Yankees were

anxious to wrap up the division title.

FREE
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professional

legal services

for UMass
students!

545-1995

CAU TDDAW
922 CAMPUS CENTER

UMass
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Office
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Panthers overage defense

opens eyes around NFL

By Joe Macenka

Associoted Press

CHARLOTTE, N.C. - They

don't have a catchy name like the

Steel Curtain. At the rate they're

going, they don't need one.

Everyone in the NFL is starting to

take notice of the Carolina

Panthers' defense.

They have six starters over 31,

and they admiringly refer to their

leader, 37-year-old linebacker

Sam Mills, as Pops. Their num-

bers are solid but in most cases

unspectacular.

Put the second-year franchise in

a position where it needs a big

play, though, and the defense has

been delivering. It has come

through often enough to help

make Carolina (3-0) one of the

four remaining unbeaten teams in

the NFL.

"We feel like we have a chance

to do some special things," cor-

nerback Eric Davis said.

The San Francisco 49ers can

vouch for that. The five-time

Super Bowl champions have

played Carolina three times —
and lost twice. The Panthers went

to San Francisco last November

and forced five turnovers on the

way to becoming the first expan-

sion team to defeat a defending

Super Bowl champion.

On Sunday, the Panthers held

San Francisco to 66 yards in the

first half, building a 17-0 lead on

the way to a 23-7 victory. The

outcome gave Carolina sole pos-

session of first place in the NFC
West, a spot occupied by the

49ers for 42 of the previous 45

weeks. Coach George Seifert had

a blank expression when he faced

reporters after the game.

Tm struggling for words," he

said, "because I don't know what

the hell to say."

It's a familiar predicament for

many teams that face the

Panthers' 3-4 alignment. The

scheme rose to prominence in

Pittsburgh, where Dom Capers

was the defensive coordinator

from 1992-94. No team in the

league gave up fewer points dur-

ing that span.

The 3-4 features an array of

blitzing schemes and lineups. For

example, at one point during

Sunday's game, the Panthers lined

up with two down linemen, five

linebackers and four players in the

secondary.

"We're able to confuse some

teams," Mills said. "When you

look at us in the huddle, we look

like any average defense. But then

when we line up, we're in some-

thing different."

After being named the

Panthers' first coach, Capers

molded his first defense into the

seventh-i anked unit in the league,

helping the Panthers win an

expansion-record seven games.

This year, Carolina is ranked

15th in overall defense. The

Panthers have allowed just eight

rushing first downs in three

games. They held the 49ers to 2-

of-11 third-down conversions.

Capers shifts uncomfortably when

asked if he senses his latest

defense developing into some-

thing special, but he also makes it

clear he likes what he's seeing.

With your help,

MDA is building

a tomorrow without

neuromuscular diseases.

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717

^p^ SINCE 1984 _

a CazuelaRESTAURANT
Cuisines of MEXICO I

'
< AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

Since 1984 La Cazuela has been winning acclaim and awards

for ttt hand mad* cooking *nd outstanding design, we pre-

pa« *OOd th« b reptesentativc pf fine dining in the many re-

gions of lylexko *nd the American Southwest. Our menu
changes seasonally to take advantage of the freshest available

foods and to reflect the cultural traditions of the food we serve.

We offer an extraordinary tequila list, superb margaritas, a taste-

ful wine selection and the warm hospitality that reflects a west-

em heritage. Please join us.

LIVE RIGHT
[.ATWELL
COOK WITH

CHILES!

BJ Dinner Every Night

Downtown Northampton

Across From The Parking Garage

mam iBssass

Seven Revelations
\ ' by Martin F. Jones

• i *

Three yiars shall*pa^s wjien the lion amyhe lamb stand together in thega/den of roses.

Heralding the promise ofa greater peace between the followers ofMohammed and Moses.
#

The people will come to mourn the loss of the one named JFK. m %
• A nuyi ofgreat courage and conviction, who lived in a special way. ^
And ten days after the Day ofAtonement, a bird shallfallfrom the sky. *

*

• • * The world will react with deep sorrow to learn

• The king's successor and his wife were inside. •

• He leads the herd when the elephants march*but soon will be struck dowp.
^ #

Another shall arrivefrom the beacon ofa hill. He will wear a crimson, crown. •

With forty days to spare he 7/ declare his entry to the people \ race, * +
As the herd of elephants meet to choose a new selection place.

t
•

And on the favjentji day of the eleventh month, he 7/ give his greatest speech

In the Athens ofthe new world, at the center ofthe fleet.

HI .

A flew successor will soon be gained with seven characters in each name. m
* He will have seen victory in the beloved game.

Each wife will call him and, the king the same.

Time will pass while he does serve the king with all his might.

One day the king \ great deputy will inherit a nations plight. ,

IV .

The ass and the elephant shall duel with galore as they fight to settle the endless score.

* And though the elephant does valiantly soar.

In the end, the ass will triumph once more.

,\nd soon after the elephant returns to his tent, the ass will buildg new covenant.

With stately poise, he 7/ bring aboard •

The vne who led the eagle through the great desert storm. .

The dove once left the great nest inShame.

This time he returns with t/le highest acclaim.

With the colors of the sky under his command.

He will be honored and respected in many lands*

VI
*

The bear will strike at thosefrom beneath who defy his lethal claw.

Death will arrive to meet at! who refuse to accept his sacred law.

# But soon one day the bear will be slain.

To the west there will pe great despair.

fhe defiant ones, however, will gather and rejoice

• At the fall oj I lie white-haired bear.

*• •

VII
The wiyld will enter a dark new phase as his majesty takes the center stage.

•'Standing before his court he declares, "War, is in place! Let the enemy beware
!"

• • And so his subjects take arms for soon

They will battle the star and the cre\cent moon.
* The prophet \ foliowers will gather ante more

As the hour draws nearfor the great holy war* ,

Celebratem Rhythms of Life

1996/1997 SEASON
Fine Arts Center
Umvttsin oi Missionnim »»ku-,'

Stomp, Grease,

The Festival of Tibet,

The San Francisco Mime Troupe,

Having Our Say, The Everett Dance

Theatre . . . From dance to music

to theater and beyond, some of

the best performances in the

world are as close as the Fine Arts Center

stage. And for only S5 a ticket, you can't

afford not to take your seat.

So what are you waiting for? Come see what the

noise is all about!

T«6
For ekkeu and information on our foil season

j CENTER

ill THIS TOR 5 BUCKS A SEAT? GET BUSY!
uHrvwvrr of

*".%- MbWTTi
AMHWTT L

lAAH4<^ A
a

OVWAtK

_)ch\\A f luA^VOgjS.

rJoui/lTOUfl

-A ivi U t < i f

SEEKING
Students in Recovery
from alcohol or drug abuse

ARE YOU IN

AA, NA, RR?
Are you willing to escort someone
who is going to their first meeting?

If so, please call Lydia Rackenberg, LICSW
Mental Health 545-2337

All calls are confidential

•

*** "*

*(fck
^\

paid advertisement
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football
continued from page 16

watching our beloved Minutemen
pound Northeastern, right? (You
best be down there, tough guy.)

Mack the Knife... An early battle

for ACC supremacy will be waged
this weekend when No. 2 Florida

State hosts No. 1 1 North Carolina.

Coach Mack Brown's Tarheels have

looked sweet early on. pounding

the likes of Clemson and Syracuse.

If any of you saw last Thursday's

fiasco up in Raleigh, N.C., you
know how good Florida State is.

North Carolina wants respect, and

beating the Seminoles in

Tallahassee is a good way to get it.

It just ain't gonna happen, though.

FSU hasn't even hit stride yet, and

they looked pretty bad in their

home opener against Duke two
weeks ago. Bowden's boys don't

look bad at home two weeks in a

row, ever. Look for the Heels'

Cinderella train to derail on

Saturday.

Booty Schwag of the Week
Award... 1 don't even know if I

should give this out anymore. The

last two recipients, Villanova and

Arizona State, have gone on to shut

out their opponents the next week,

winning by a combined score of

49-0. But the schwag must go on.

This week. Pitt gets the statuette

(which I've now determined will be

a three-foot statue of my ex-girl-

friend).

Quick question, Coach Majors.

What the hell happened to Panther

football? A school that produced

Tony Dorsctt and Dan Marino lost

to Ohio State by 72 points. Along

with Temple. Pitt is now the laugh-

ing stock of the Big East, and you

have to really suck to be the laugh-

ing stock of that conference.

They're even worse than Boston

College, for crying out loud.

Speaking of BC. can you believe

that they actually played a decent

game up in Ann Arbor? Matt

Hasselback went 17- 28 with 165

yards against one of the best

defenses in the country, and the

whole team showed hustle for 60

minutes. I know I dis BC on a regu-

lar basis, but I'll give 'em props.

They could have cashed in the rest

of the season and gone through the

motions, but they didn't do that.

Now they go to Navy, who hasn't

been good since the Roger
Slaubach era. If they can't beat the

Midshipmen, we'll know it's not

the effort, it's the talent that's

keeping them back.

Tonight's game... Duke vs.

Georgia Tech. If Stephon Marbury

gets hot, and |on Barry can contain

|eff Capel, the Jackets could very

well...

Oh, yeah. It's September, not

March. This looks to be about as

exciting as Bob Dole's last speech.

It doesn't matter anyway, because

"Seinfeld* and "Friends" finally

have new episodes. Thursday
night's real question is this:

When is Rachel gonna dump Ross

and get with me? Hey, Rach, drop

the chimp-daddy and get with the

pimp-daddy, baby.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian staff

member.

Alessio
continued from page 16

win football games." .

This week's roadblock is Northeastern. The Huskies,

a program that has struggled in recent years, is 2-1 in

1996. _ .

More importantly, they beat Connecticut last

Saturday 21- 13. UConn is a top 25 Division 1-AA

team, and the win, in conference, is a huge step for the

Huskies.

"They're a real good football team, Alessio said.

"They've always come ready to play."

As for Alessio, he is level-headed about life when his

UMass career ends.

"If I get the opportunity, yes, I'll work my hardest to

see it through." said Alessio. referring to a pro career.

"But 1 know how it is. I'm concentrating on getting my

degree, and we'll see what happens from there."

Alessio is a sports management major and expects to

get his diploma in May.

UMass has had a tradition of great running backs,

and Frank Alessio has carried on the tradition quite

nicely. Let's just thank our lucky stars he followed his

older brother to practice one day. and never left.

field hockey

TMANC VO \ CCXUGIAN

Down the line
Jake Brodsky (1 7) and Brad Kurowski (23) will look for their first win on Garber Field when they

meet St. joe's on Friday.

continued from page 16

yesterday's game.

Senior goaltender Hilary Rose made nine saves on the

day in net, while URI goalie lackie Pizzi stopped 13

shots. Before yesterday's game, Rose was ranked fifth in

the nation in both save percentage (.908) and saves

(79).

Rose turned back her fourth penalty stroke of the sea-

son, and her second in as many games. Rose has not

allowed a penalty stroke or penalty comer goal yet this

season.

Youth has paid its dividends for the Minutewomen, as

Johnston, Putnam. Fuchs and sophomore Katherine

McClellan account for 13 of the team's 21 goals.

Rothenberger and junior Courtney MacLean supply the

firepower of the upperclassman attack, scoring three

goals apiece.

UMass returns to action on Saturday when the team

travels to Philadelphia to take on Temple in Atlantic 10

action.

egian
113 Campus Center • University ofMassachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ACTIVITIES

Ana: Animal Science PteVet Club is

having their first general meeting on

Thursday 9/26 O? 00 m Page 202 Call

546 1942 tor more into

ANNOUNCEMENTS
CHINESE FOOD KM CHI delivering

Sanrjay laawdav to 2am. Friiay and

Saturday lo3tm

Sacking iKirinad eeeata to help plan

activities tor World AIDS Day at UMass

Meeting Fn 9/77 at 2pm Campus Center

577 5181 tor details

AUTO FOR SALE

1911 Subaru Gl Hatchback 152k

miles, some rust, mechanically sound

S1 .750/80 Call Enc 5*5044

1983 Dodge Aha* 92k miles, good con

ditiontaOOBO Call Jen 549- 7850

Purchasing a «*ed ear? Having your

car repaired' Do you know your nghts'

Contact the Student Legal Services Office,

922 Campus Center. 5451935

1915 Buick Skylark Dependable

Asking SI .000 Call 1413) 774-2107

1SS7 Oedoe Ceravelle Excellent condi-

tion AC. Cassette Automatic B0 545-

1253 AskforAdel

1912 Chevy Cavalier Wagon AC

AM/FM. new tires, plus $350 00 0B0

Call Bruce 256 1215

IMS Matte Reliable. 5 spaad. AM/FM

cassette 1900 6654246

MOTORCYCLE
Yamaha XS 400 Low miles, new battery,

recent work. inspectaWe $400 firm 253

1725

EMPLOYMENT

Business Opportunity need addition

als income' Want tie energy to earn it'

tar* fnendry rjnpany looking for distnbu

tors Wild Organic Food. Free Tape 1

800-927 2527 eirt 7368

Spring Break!! Earn Cash" Highest

Commissions 1 Lowest Prices' Travel free

on only 13 sales' Free Info' Sunsplash 1

900-4267710

Cruise Ships Hiring - Earn up 10

$20 OOO-Anoriiri Work) Travel Seasonal

and Full Time positions No eip neces-

sary for mlu call 1 206-971 3550 eit

C50015

FOR SALE
Platform Bad with mirrored headboard,

bookcase and mattress $25 Upholstered

chair Red tweed in good shape $10 00

584-9054

Laptop 4MOX BmRAM 360 Hard Drive".

loaded with fax modem. MS Office, pre-

loaded with software and case $1300 or

bast offer 6-1469
,

Waterbearing, new.-waveless mat

tress/heaters 4 drawers bookcase,

lamps Must sell $300 549-18 13

Fat* Dave Matthews tickets for Oct 6

Spectacular seats on the floor Please

help me get nd of these 5463310

INSTRUCTION

Boxing lessons w/Djata Bumpus Call

for brochure 732-8817

Jan Piena Teacher - Beginners to

advanced students Call Steven Page

253-3354

WWW SUCCESS ORG Free business

education from American Institute

Entrepreneurship and Real Estate

Investment Courses Retire rich in ten

years

PC/MAC Tetermg Cheap instruction for

computer Patient, valuable help and

advice Set-ups. software. Internet

(413)772-0633

MUSICIANS

i Stan 9/10 Rentals and

lessons available 10 wks/$40 00 FTUG

Pad 5450579

Blues Jam tires 8 (Mom Emerson 112

Check it out 1

PERSONALS

Choices Net Chances Free contracep

tion education Every Mon & Thurs 3-

4 30 and Tues & Wed 7-8 30pm in Rm

302 UHS Med and Women welcome

For more information call Health

Education Office 577 5181

Pregnant? Need help' Call Birthright of

Amherst area for tree testing and assis

tance 549-1906

ROOMATE WANTED

looking lar ream in an apartment

Anything on bus line Please call Dan

367 2047

O 01

bpjsj >£ffiSk

3D 2 *
ho ft
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Positions are

now available at National Parks. Forests

and Wildlife Preserves Excellent benefits

and bonuses' Call 1206 971 3620 Ext

N5O016

Trepical Rttsrts Hiring Students

needed' Entry level and career positions

available worldwide Call Resort

Employment Services I 206-971 3600

txt R5O012

ATTENTION All STUDENTS! Over 6

billion in public and pnvate sector Grants

and scholarships are now available All

students are eligible Let us help For

more info call 1 800 263 6495 Ext

F50014

Intarnatianal fjwfliymeni - Earn up to

$25 $45/hour teaching basic conversa-

tional English in Japan. Taiwan or S

Korea No teaching background or Asian

Languages required For info call 206

971 35/ Ext J5O01 5

Now Hiring All Shifts Closing shifts

available with bonus program Hadley

Burger King Ask for T«n 594-51 10

New Hiring! Great pay doing odd jobs,

•it -Die hours Call Andrew 584 80 /()

Counter Help and Daytime Delivery

Persons Counter help must be able to

work 15-20 hr nights and weekends

ApptyatDP Dough

FOR RENT

Fridge Ranters Plus Free Delivery 253

9742

i

i

FOR SALE

All you can core lor $99 Computers

software, hard drive, color monitors

Steve 141 3) 586-3324

SERVICES

Computer Consultant Hardware and

Software help Web Page Creation.

Marketing CaH Joseph |413!54f>0853

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade' In house service, call Scream

Ssyjrj 549JH3

UCEN8ED MANICURIST
Basic Manicure $10 French Manicure

$12 Call Bridget for an appt 05*94379

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK! Earn cash' Highest

commissions/lowest prices 1 Travel free

on only 13 sales" Free info < Sunsplash

1 800426-7710

—n« TRIPS AND CASH*** Find out

how hundreds of student representatives

are already earning free trips and lots of

cash with America s '1 Spring Break

Company' Sell only 15 trips and travel

tree' Cancun. Bahamas, Ma/atlan

Jamaica, or Florida' Campus Manager

positrons also available 1 Call now' Take

a break' Student Travel BOOWb-Break

TRANSPORTATION
Riot Share from Lee lor Berkshire area)

MTWFO 900 classes CaH Jason 243

0981

WANTED

Mather's Helper South Amherst Early

morning Car Required, Rates negot.ebie

Call evenings 256O0/6

Wanted 1« People New Metabolism

Breakthrough lose 5 100 lbs

Guaranteed Cost $35 18001776-9503

3'B

R

Rates
$2.00

minimum/
day

Students
20<£ per

word/

day

All

others
40<£ per

word/day

m

NO
REFUNDS
Please write

clearly and
legibly. We are

not responsi-

ble for errors

resulting from
illegible

handwriting
or type.

.yaap
March 21-April 20
Thr subtle approach to * difficult

situation maty prick your

conscience, but It will save

heartache tn the long run. Juat

make certain that you are

completely honest down the road

with yourself and with everyone

Involved

TAURUS
April 21-May 21
A clever remark makes you think

Follow up on whatever Ideas you

come up with—there may be a real

diamond In the rough there. Great

strides can be made if you make
the extra effort

GEMINI
May 22-June 21
Fast -thinking action prevents a
minor disaster from becoming a

major one. You ought to consider

taking the Initiative more often A
new Idea turns out to be OK after

all.

CANCER
June 22-July 22
Visiting an old friend Is a good

Idea. You II reforge old bonds,

which could be useful in the

future. Besides, you might have

fun . A good day for other

communications efforts, also—

should you write a letter?

LEO
July 23-Aufust 23
An unusual assortment of co-

workers or friends could help you

solve a problem you thought was
impossible Lavish them with

appreciation If things work out.

and be ready to return any favors

in kind.

VIRGO
August 24-Scptember 22
An unexperted long-distance

phone call brings welcome news.

Paso It along and make another's

day. but don't gossip A work

related dispute comes to a head

over an unrelated Issue.

LIBRA
September 2iVOt>tos>«r 22
Your enthusiasm and leadership

'

•Teatr aa Ideal entfromnsnt to

accomphsh great things this week.

Allow an Intellectual to take the

lead, and you'll go even further.

SCORPIO
October 24-NoTember 22
An innovation on an old routine

may seem threatening, but It's a

change (or the better. Ease Into the

new pattern slowly, and you may

be surprised at how easy It la to

adjust.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
A club meeting Is a good forum for

tackling a complicated subject—in

theory Be careful that the Ideas

you come up with are practical

before you try to put them Into

action It might be wise to wait

awhile

CAPRICORN
December 22-Janu*uT 20
A frivolous acquaintance gets on

your nerves with their chatter, but

be careful not to complain directly

Rather, distract them with an

excuse, and then get back to work.

You 11 be more productive in a quiet

environment.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18
Set up an appointment with an

expert to discuss a problem that's

been worrying you Your difficulties

may be more easily solved than

you think, so It's worth the

expense to calm your mind.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
A sporting event Is fun for a larger

group, but beware a group member

who may not value moderation aa

you do. A tactful approach will

prevent embarrassment.

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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ACROSS
1. S*w«>d ot S*mxx>
C Botoro circle or

10. Handy wtJi one'»

14. or i puce
15. Loam (of)

II Teat

17. snnngrt-iat locale

11 Ancient Poruvvn

11
70

21

23

21

«
27

52. Soundfcea
suppotfon aajaj

55 Procnut

Accoutrements

Endangered

atmospheric layer

no , hi Lo'

Orphan who loved

36.

36

37

36.

36

40

41.

42.

43

46

46

47.

46

61.

a*M
Three, m cards

Tidy*
Too betf

Caron role

8**cal language

Posco netvrorks

Ea. wen tvaeiod

home
Young and aCaaoy
Avon people var

Grow dm
Gemea
Temporary ceen

Aterrela

San- of the Wool

MM* Roundup.

eg.

56

51

60

61.

61 Helploreahen

chaeta

61 Coaoague or Omah
and Sarin

64 Studies

65.

DOWN
1. • BetMSephen

29

30

-I cannotm
(2«d»)
Lung protectors

Make do

vaied

Movet tuddanry

Counting out word

&g_
Middlt Easterner*

Break « legal

proceedings

The Imees

Abundant

Advanced medical

student

3

4

5

6

7

1
I

10.

11. Depart

11 Bus rider

11 Certain Fads

22. The andthe

Cooked
- (U*

Strauss)

24. Easter Bunm/s

goodws

25 ffcri composer

26 Part ola ctjessr

27 Bas-spteier. tor

esampie

26. Fiwahgiee
Hackneyed

Emulates Done*)

Trump?

31 Chopin composite*!

32. Legends

21 Farm structures

31 Monica ot tennis

31 Sought retrtbuBon

31 Inverness lagoon

41. Order si Cheers

41 Church luncaonanes

44. Psrtol Europe

41 Reason to discard

hose

47. Invokes «i dMcubee
41 Van
41. Fust name m NASA

history

50. Lanky

51 Shoot

51 Swing Lady

(Bogart film)

51 UMe Shebe's creator

54. Gynr

67. Feature ot e needbs

51 Brons anracbon

J.

4.

5.

B.

Personals Policy
All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before pavment and acceptance of the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY f':st

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-

TIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm

room numbers as well.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.

Profanity may not be used in personals.

The personals section is for personals only. The personals

section may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates,

advertise meetings, etc.

All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and

the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

Standard Headings
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Robormon By Jim Meddik Dllbert By Scott Adorns

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winck Drabble By Kevin Fagan
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Always wanted ene of those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Close to Home By John McPherson

/ met this girl at summer

camp.

We really liked each

other.

She lived a long way

from me. S(TTtiat followlhg

school year we talked long

distance by phone every day

for an hour.

Dad said it was very

expensive. He said that we

should invite a representative

from AT&T to the wedding.

I told him we should

also invite someone from MCI

and Sprint.

P.y.X fit. fries of f^/^efrV.,,,
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"Beautiful! Now all we need to do is sit back and
wait for that jerk downstairs to crank up his stereo!"
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, By Brian Marchionni

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Cheese Pizza

Fiesta Rice & Cheese

are invited to

take advantage of

the chambermaid

-Sign in a Japanese Hote,

Top 10 Improvements made to UMass over the

summer

1 0) DC food? Now made with patented suckify-

ing process.

9) Whitmore completely revamped to allow for

slower, more confusing service.

8) I signed a contract forcing me to refrain from

any sort of talking dolphin joke.

7) Special guest Neil Young coming to FAC to

speak on how to ruin a perfectly good band.

6) HSCN now with several new channels that

aren't ESPN.

5) New technology allows dorm residents to smell

ham 24 hours a day.

4) The free stuff kits now come with a bowl of

cottage cheese.

3) More parking lots that you can't park in.

2) Mr. T now working for campus security.

1) The whole campus has been Oprah-fled!

DINNER
Chicken Tenders

Brocc. Stuffed Flounder

Lemon Grill Burger

Bagel Dog

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Chicken

Sandwich

Mac. & Cheese

DINNER
Breaded Chicken

Tenders

Broccoli Stuffed

Flounder

Worcester

LUr'CH
Hamburger on a Roll

Fiesta Rice & Cheese

Bow Ties/Meat Sauce

Oatburgers

DINNER
Chicken Tenders

Lentil Chili

Pastabilities

Baked Ziti

Berkshire

LUNCH
Cheese Pizza

Fiesta Rice & Cheese

Hamburger, Bow Ties

Spicy Blk. Bean Burger

DINNER
Chicken Tenders

Brocc. Stuffed Flounder

Lentil Chili, Pastabilities

Baked Ziti
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The kickaff for Saturday's UMass-Northcastern

football game at Warren G. McGuirk Alumni

Stadium has been moved to NOON to accommo-

date television.
Sports

Massachusetts field hockey trounces Rhode Island

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts 03

Rhode Island 01

The Massachusetts field hockey team put its first regular-

season conference matchup under its belt yesterday, as the

Minutewomen beat Rhode

Island, 5-1.

The No. 5 Minutewomen

(6-1, 1-0 Atlantic 10). who
have only dropped one
game to the Lady Rams in

the 18 year history of the series, were led by a trio of under-

classmen as the team won its thjrd straight on the road.

Rhode Island drops to 1-6. 0-2 in the A- 10 with the loss.

Sophomore Erica lohnston continued her offensive out-

put, scoring her team-leading fifth goal of the season 20

minutes into the first half, lohnston scored a pair of goals,

including the game winner in overtime, in last Sunday's vic-

tory over Penn State.

Sophomore Kate Putnam, who is tied with Minutewoman

senior Kyle Rothenberger and several other players for 20th

in the nation in assists, put a notch in the goal column with

under two minutes to go before halftime. The eventual game

winner gives Putnam three goals this season.

Putnam was also a key factor in last Sunday's defeat of

the Lady Lions. Putnam sent home the third UMass goal of

that game, an unassisted effort, which sent the game to

overtime.

Rhode Island got on the board early in the second half,

when Mary McCloskey netted an unassisted tally.

UMass wasn't content with a one-point lead, and seven

minutes after McCloskey 's goal. Minutewoman freshman

Saskia Fuchs gave her team a two-point cushion. The insur-

ance goal marked the fourth score of the season for Fuchs.

who was tied for 1 5th on the nation's assist list going into

OAYMION SMITH \ COUIGIAN

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY poge 14
Kate Putnam scored the game winning goal in field hockey's 3-1 A-10 opening win over URI.

UM club teams kick off season looking for respect

UMass club lax falls in war games with Navy
• "We don't duck any opponent, no matter how

good they are. We love a strong challenge." said

UMass club lacrosse coach |udy Dietel.

Last Sunday, in its first full-field game of the

season, the UMass IV-level men's club team tested

itself against a big challenge, losing to Navy's Div.

1 freshmen post-graduates in heavy rain. Navy

came out on fire to win the first quarter, while

UMass stormed back in the third quarter tying up

the score 5-5. Dietel praised the team's great

intensity and effort which was inspired by captain

Roberto Torres, Tom Brunette. Brendan Keenan,

and |oe Ruggeri.

The hardworking Minuteman defense did all it

could to stave off the Midshipmen, but to no avail.

In between the posts for UMass was )on

Martinelli. While two frustrating pipe shots didn't

count, the UMass front line managed goals from

Chris Ellis. Jeff Olszewski. Greg Resnick. Sean

Sibley, and Gurmeet Singh.

The Club Lacrosse squad is back in action on

Sunday at 1 50 p.m. on the Boyden Lower Fields.

Men's rugby earns respect in 55-25 win
• UMass drubbed Northeastern 55-25 as the

Huskies return from a very successful 1995-1996

season. Last year they won the North East Rugby

Union's Div. II Championship in November of '95

and the Div. I trophy at the Beast of the East

Tournament in Providence last April.

Last week in divisional play. Northeastern took

the measure of a traditionally strong Boston

University side 55- 0. League competition began

this weekend as the Huskies travelled to Amherst

to meet UMass. the cellar-dwellers of last year's

Premier League now competing in the Green

League of the North East Rugby Union's First

Division.

Massachusetts may have been an enigma for

Northeastern, given last fall's mediocre perfor-

mance in the league and their apparently

one-sided loss to Dartmouth 8-40 last week The

matchup between UMass and Northeastern was to

improve the understanding of the surprising

results of the divisional interleague play ol last

weekend where the presumably stronger White-

League members lost four of the divisional con

tests.

Massachusetts kicked off to start the match as

its pack, equal in size but greater in mobility, took

control and drove Northeastern back to within five

yards of the goal in the opening minutes. Off a

third-phase ball UMass set Dikko Nwachukwu off

for the first of his three tries. Northeastern came

back nailing a penalty goal to bring the score to

5-5.

The UMass forwards led by Warren MacCallum

did not let up on the restart and kept pressure on

the NU inside backs. From a line-out NU goal,

second jumper |on O'Brien stole the ball and with

the UMass pack's drive went in to score.

Nwachukwu converted and UMass took a 12-5

lead.

Northeastern was not to be denied and managed

to step up the pace of its game with many quick

tap penalties as UMass could not keep up with the

NU pressure which resulted in a forward try. The

score at halftime stood at 1 2- 8.

The second half began with a Northeastern kick-

off into a touch. UMass restarted with a scrum-

mage where they drove the bigger NU pack back

for several yards and Nwachukwu kick behind the

NU right wing put Northeastern immediately and

continually under pressure. The Pressure eventual-

ly u suited in an unconverted try by flanker |oel

DeCosta setting the score at 17-8.

Nwachukwu later kicked a penalty goal and set

the UMass lead to 20-8. At this point, (he match

Mled up and increased in intensity. Northeastern

dug deep and mustered a concerted series of offen-

sive moves, all initiated by their talented backline.

The result was a try under the post by the NU
right wing which was good. NU was back to with-

in a try when a gTeat loose play by the UMass for-

wards placed the ball within striking distance of a

goal

With a 15 point lead. UMass could not relax as

NU came back to score a final try at full-time

moving forward a series of tap-penalties to even-

tually set a back free for the score, however.

UMass hung on to pull out the victory.

Women's rugby downs UConn
• The University of Massachusetts women's

rugby team won its first game of the season last

Saturday II they beat the University of

Connecticut 15-7 at Amherst.

The victory was more convincing than the score,

as the UMass squad played most of the game in

UConn's half and held the Huskies to only one try.

The one shot came in a breakaway in the opening

minutes of the game.

Massachusetts' tries were scored by senior Kari

Olsen. junior Toni Ercoli. and senior Melanie Roy.

The UMass B team also won its game handily in

a 15-0 blanking of the Huskies. This was the

squad's first win and shutout of the season.

In preseason action, UMass dropped games to

Turn to UMASS . page 1
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For Alessio, ring would be worth more than record

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

When he was a young kid,

Massachusetts running back Frank

Alessio was playing a different game

when the lure of the gridiron first hit

him.

"Back in fourth grade, after our

last soccer practice, my brother

Anthony decided to try out for foot-

ball." Alessio said. "I guess I wanted

to follow in his footsteps, so I tried

out too."

The rest, as they say. is history.

Senior tailback Frank Alessio

enters Saturday's home opener with

Northeastern (12 p.m., McGuirk
Stadium) as the third-leading rusher

in UMass history, with 2,760 career

rushing yards. The Sparta, N.J.,

native is currently sixth in the

Yankee Conference in rushing, and

his 268 yards this season lead the

Minutemen.

While UMass is lucky to have

Alessio here in Amherst, he makes it

known that he's lucky to have cho-

sen UMass out of high school.

"There was never a doubt that I

wanted to come to UMass," Alessio

said. "You know when they say that

you have a feeling about a place?

Well, that's how I felt about

UMass."

The history of the program also

appealed to Alessio.

"I liked the tradition of the

school, all of the Yankee Conference

championships." Alessio said.

Until last season. Alessio played

second fiddle to UMass legend Rene

Ingoglia Alessio started all II

games at tailback for the Minutemen

in 1994 and 1995. but it was one

day last November that he put his

own imprint in the UMass record

books.

The site was Boston University's

Nickerson Field, Nov. II, 1995.

Alessio had always had more success

on artificial turf, which was more

suited to his slashing running style,

but nobody could predict how much
success he was about to have.

By the end of the game. Alessio

had amassed 557 yards on only 21

carries, including touchdown runs of

84. 76, and 75 yards. He had broken

both the UMass and the Yankee

Conference single-game rushing

records with his effort, and the

amazing afternoon would catapult

him into a Yankee Conference rush-

ing title, over Ingoglia, the most pro-

lific runner in Minuteman history.

But if you listen to Alessio. he

couldn't have done it without Rene.

"|ust playing with him made me a

better player," Alessio said. "And

the one thing that I picked up from

Rene was his work ethic. On the

field and in the weight room, he was

always working."

Another strong influence on

Frank Alessio has been his parents.

They've been to every game, home
and away, since Alessio came to

Amherst.

"Even when I was redshirted my
freshman year, they didn't miss a

game." Alessio said. "They've always

supported me, and they've always

been the biggest part of my life."

It would seem very important for

Alessio to defend his Yankee
Conference rushing championship.

With an increased emphasis on the

passing game and an ankle injury

that's been bugging him all season.

it seems unlikely that Alessio can

match last season's totals. But this

doesn't concern the UMass star. He
has only one thing on his mind.

"I'm not concerned with personal

goals. All I want is a Yankee-

Conference ring." Alessio said.

Getting that Yankee Conference

ring seemed like an unrealistic goal

only two weeks ago. The Minutemen

had just finished getting trounced by

Villanova 50-14. and all the

pre-season hype had been crushed

in one felled swoop.

But the Minutemen have looked

better since then. A 28-10 win
against Holy Cross got UMass on

the board, but the optimism didn't

return until last Saturday in

Richmond. Down by a touchdown

late in the game, UMass tied things

up with three seconds left on a pass

from |eff Smith to Erik Henry, then

won the game on a Ron Brockington

touchdown run in overtime. A
Yankee Conference title seems like it

might not be so crazy after all.

"We have to play like a family,

and stay close like a family." Alessio

said. "Knowing you have confidence

in your teammates and knowing that

your teammates have confidence in

you is how you stay together and

Turn to ALESSIO. page 1
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Gators numero uno,

booty schwag to Pitt

Well, Well. Well...

Nebraska went out west us the

big dog, and came back a whim-

pering puppy.

Tennessee was supposed to be

the big dog after Saturday, but

they forgot about the Gators

Notre Dame
went to Te\;is .is

a question mark
and came back a

legitimate Top
10 team.

And North
Texas lost, again

An interesting

week in college football.

faster than you can say

"Whoa, Nellie." the top 25 expe-

rienced the first of what will be

many shake-ups in the coming

weeks. Florida is our new No. 1,

the Vols are now second, in the

SEC. and two-time defending

national champion Nebraska was

shut out by Arizona State, falling

out of the top five for the first

time since 1857.

First of all. you can't be

shocked by what happened up in

Knoxville Saturday. Florida is

one of the three or four best

teams in the country, and if you

sleep on the Gators they'll bite.

The Vols looked more nervous

than Kip Winger on a windy

day. which is what happens
when you have 107.000 people

screaming for you to crucify

another team.

As for Peyton Manning, leave

the poor kid alone. He never

should've had all that hype, but

when you have a national media

as unoriginal as ours, a storyline-

such us "Archie Manning's son

carrying on a legacy" is too hard

for these idiots to pass up. It's

like I said before, Peyton's really

good, but he's not all the way

there yet. Like most young,

strong armed quarterbacks, he

s o ni e t i m e s

E MERIDETH
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College Football

force* the ball,

and the result

is usually a lot

like Manning's

first half on
Saturday.
Whether
Peyton

becomes an All Pro ten years

from now is still up for debate,

but for God's sake, let him devel-

op like anyone else.

A Priest, a Nun and a Rabbi

walk into a bar... America's holi-

est football team. Notre Dame, is

in pretty good shape after beat-

ing Texas over the weekend. Ron

Powlus won't win any beauty

contests with his play, but he got

it done. The big test for the Irish

is on Saturday, when the Ohio

State Buckeyes come calling, and

don't think the Irish forgot their

second half choke job down in

Columbus last October. Ohio
State has pounded Rice and Pitt

so far. but that doesn't prove

anything. It'll be tough for the

Bucks to go to South Bend and

pull off the upset in their first

real test of the year. Don't

change the channel on this one.

Of course, you'll be taping it any-

way because you'll be down at

Warren G. McGuirk Stadium

Turn to FOOTBALL page 14

The downfall of football;

England strikes for home

"Come on. geev a go. if ya theenk

ya awd enoof! " — Black Crape.

"Shake Well Before Opening
"

Jurma

Kansanen

Aah... the smell

of autumn in the

air... the colors

slowly changing on

the trees, it must
be football weather. No, not

American football weather, but

"real" football weather.

"Excuse me." all of you so-called

sports purists inquire, with an emo-

tional air of inane ineptitude. "But

what are you babbling about,

dude?"
I am talking about the real game

of football, the one where a player

actually uses their foot to play...

ooh, I think we Americans call it

something like soccer. Spending last

year in England, whether I liked it

or not. I received a massive dose of

what I now truly consider the true

fall game.

No, I was not brainwashed, or

tied down to a chair and forced fed

endless double overtime 0-0 draws.

The sheer fact of the matter is that I

have now returned to the States,

and the start of the American foot-

ball season has appealed to me as

much as being whipped to whimper

ing, ideological submission by a

leather-clad Elizabeth Dole.

What's the use in

watching a game where

play stops every half a

second? What's the use

in watching a game
where the "foot" in its

namesake is used a micro-fraction

of the time? The sport is lying to

itself... period.

Actually, it already beats out the

hacked American version in sheer

length (and don't we all know that

really doesn't mean a thing...

wink-wink, nudge-nudge, say no

more), as it lasts beyond just the

fall, but into the winter and spring.

Ooh. the intensity of the stretch

playoff run. but excuse me, what

teams have been winning the Super

Bowl of late? Uh, maybe, it was the

San Francisco 49ers and the Dallas

Cowboys, eight times in the last

fourteen years? The pinnacle of

sporting competition, but pardon

me while 1 puke in the Lombardi
Trophy's general direction.

One of the most amazing feats in

Turn to ENGLAND page 1
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Garden lore going once . .

.

Leigh Torbin

After last fall's record breaking season, senior running back Frank

Alessio looks to lead the Minutemen to a Yan- Con title.

When the pressure of learning to

putt got to puckhead turned golfer

Happy Gilmore. his coach Chubbs
Peterson told him to

go to his own "happy

place." There he envi-

sioned his girlfriend in

lingerie, with two
pitchers of beer and
his panacea was found. His mind at

ease, he out- dueled Shooter
McGavin, winning both the

Tournament Championship and his

grandmother's house back

The St. Maik's School in

Southborough, is proudly one of the

top 100 or so prep schools in the

nation, and an academic
pressure-cooker that after four years

left me able to relate to what it feels

like to be a bag of microwave pop-

corn.

Mellow, laid back and often out-

wardly apathetic by nature, the hos-

tile academic environment where a

1.550 SAT barely cracked the top

25 percent of my class suffocated

me. Through the cold winter months
and long calculus classes, when alco-

hol was as precious a commodity as

Levis 501s in the former Soviet

Union. I had my own little happy

place,

Boston Garden, sec-

tion 100, row C. seat

11.

The proverbial

friend of a friend of

my Dad's had Bruins

tickets there and 'twas hardly uncom-

mon for me to skip a painful required

evening lecture to "have dinner with

my dad in Boston" and head down
Storrow Drive in my mom's maroon

Pontiac station wagon with the

ok so cheesy fake wood on the side,

to the Burger King on Causeway
Street.

It didn't matter what was troubling

me, and something almost always

was when I wound my way up those

cavernous ramps that few who
attended games there will forget, into

the arena. Classes, friends, college,

family woes, whatever posed as my
problem du jour would all be left

behind in a heaping pile of peanut

shells

Turn to GARDEN . page 1
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Sweet

revenge

Goldie Hawn returns

to the big screen in

the adaptation of

Olivia Goldsmith's
The First Wives
Club. Sec- what the

Collegian thought of

the movie (see Arts

& Living, page 5).

Water polo hosts

weekend set

Brian Stahl and the

UMass men's water

polo team host an
EWPA League
Tournament at

home this week-
end (see Sports,

page 7).

WORLD

Yeltsin faces surgery;

could affect election

MOSCOW (AP) — Despite public

assurances he was vigorous and well.

Boris Yeltsin went into his re-election

campaign knowing he might require

open-heart surgery, the Kremlin's

chief doctor admitted Thursday.

The revelation laid bare yet another

chapter in the Kremlin's effort to hide

the truth about the president's health

until he secured another term in office.

American heart surgeon Michael

DeBakey said Thursday that Yeltsin

could "resume a normal life" after the

surgery, planned for November or

December.

But Yeltsin's own security chief,

Alexander Lebed. said that the delayed

operation and the months-long recovery

period is leaving Russia "rudderless

Even though foreign news media

broke the story weeks ago, Russians

only learned last week that Yeltsin

suffered an apparent heart attack

between the first round of voting and

the |uly "i run-off.

Dr. Sergei Mironov said doctors told

Yeltsin before the campaign that he

might need bypass surgery.

"Indications (thai surgery was needed)

emerged even before" the campaign, he

said in an interview on NTV television.

NATION

Abortion legislation

vetoed by Clinton

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate

upheld President Clinton's veto of

legislation that for the first time in

two decades would have made a

form of abortion illegal. But support-

ers of the ban on so-called partial

birth abortions vowed Thursday to

keep the issue alive during the elec-

tion campaign
After a wrenching debate, the

Senate voted 57-41 to override the

president's veto of the bill banning

the late-term abortion procedure,

falling nine votes short of the two-

thirds majority needed
"The most anti-choice Congress in

history tried to hand a pro-choice

president an embarrassing defeat less

than six weeks before election day.

Their campaign failed," said Kate

Michelmanof the National Abortion

and Reproductive Rights Action

League.

But abortion opponents said they

had struck a political nerve that

would continue to be felt. "This will

immediately become one of the most

powerful issues of the fall election,"

said Senate Majority Leader Trent

Lott, R-Miss.

The narrow defeat "underscores

the importance of turning out in

large numbers in November," said

Ralph Reed of the Christian Coalition.

"It will give huge momentum to pro-

family forces in the half-dozen Senate

races that will determine who con-

trols the Senate."
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SGA election results

announced yesterday;

turnout disappointing

By Raghuram Vadarevu
Collegian Staff

The Student Government
Association (SGA) Undergraduate

Senate held elections for the '96- '97

school year yesterday, and has

released the official results.

"It didn't go as I had anticipated.

I expected a lot of the incumbents to

hold onto their seats, but they lost."

said Nathan Peyton, associate speak-

er of the SGA.
Members of the SGA Election

Commission met after the elections

closed last night at 7 p.m. to count

votes from each of the

Residential Areas.

According to Peyton.

four members of the

commission remained

at the student govern-

ment offices until 2

a.m. tabulating the election results

The elections took place in the

dining commons for on- campus
students, outside the Hatch in the

basement of the Studen' Union
Building for commuters and the

Newman Center and Hillel House

for the Greek Area.

According to an SGA press

release, there is one tie in the

Southwest south election between

See election

results, p. 2

Brian McManus and William
Serwetman.

In addition, there is an open seat

for Van Meter Residence Hall because

none of the residents in Van Meter

voted for Mary H. Barrot (including

herself), the only candidate.

The Sylvan Residential Area has

two vacant seats. There are also

nine at-large seats available out of

the 25 allotted seats for the

Commuter Areu.

According to Peyton, the student

government will hold an informational

meeting lor all new senators on Oct. 5.

The "Senate Training Day" will

serve to acquaint first

time senators with the

student government.

"(Senate Training

Day) will basically

tell senators what
goes on in the Senate

and what their responsibilities are,"

Peyton said.

The following day, an event is being

organized called a "Senate Informal"

that will bring all incumbent and

newly elected senators togethei

"We hope that all of the senators

will get to know one another and

break down the barriers as well as

get to know members of the leader-

ship," said Peyton.

Role of left in society discussed
Dr. John Qalbraith analyzes problems created by the left

By Matthew Wurtzel

Collegian staff

The role of the left in today's society and economy was

the theme of yesterdays lecture by Dr. |ohn Kenneth
Galbraith in Memorial Hall.

In the lecture entitled "The Social Left Today; The
World View Today." Galbraith criticized conservatives

and moderates who attack welfare and other social pro-

grams like Medicare and Medicaid.

Although he criticized such programs, he affirmed his

belief in the market system telling the audience there an-

no alternatives.

"Capitalism in its original form was insufferable," said

Galbraith. "We saved classical capitalism from itself."

The left is responsible for such programs as social secu-

rity, welfare, public housing, health care and other New
Deal programs from Franklin Roosevelt's administration

and Great Society programs from Lyndon lohnson's

administration, he explained.

These programs are responsible for dampening the

ellccts of the boom and bust of the business cycle. The
business cycle is the greatest problem of capitalism because

it is most detrimental to the poorest, said Galbraith.

"The market system distributes income in highly uneven

methods," he added. "Nothing limits the freedom of a citi-

zen more than a lack of money."

He also criticized "insane corporate behavior," and the

irrational actions of participants in the financial markets.

His biggest qualm is big business' preference of unem-

ployment over even slight levels of inflation.

Despite his dislike for this behavior, he defended corpo

rate hierarchy when asked about the viability of employee

co- operatives. People intrinsically need a leader, he said.

Another qualm he had was with American society's

value system. He pointed to the vast private investment in

the "world's most immoral" television broadcasting, while

the United States keeps investment in education low.

His criticism was not all one-sided. He pointed his finger

at the failures of the left to leam from its own mistakes

The left's attempt to assist nations with underdeveloped

economies failed because they simply attempted to pro-

vide investment in capital like factories and roads rather

than human capital like education, he said

Improved international relations are helping rectify this

problem, Galbraith said. He implored the United States to

become more involved in the United Nation's humanitari-

an efforts.

"Concern for human well being doesn't end at the frontier

of a country. It should extend to all the world's poor." he

said.

In addition to the left's shortcomings, he said, the world

the liberals created is responsible for the current conserva-

tive backlash.

This world provided opportunities like higher education

that would not be possible otherwise, said Galbraith.

Those who oppose the programs of the left, are not

against the left, he said. They are simply ignoring history,

and are bound to repeat it. he added.

Galbraith lectured to a standing room only crowd
where even Dean Seymour Berger of the College of Social

and Behavioral Sciences had to stand.

Galbraith was introduced by Professor Sam Bowles, a

former student of Galbraith s at Harvard.

"|Galbraith| changed the face of economics," said Bowles.

Galbraith added a more social and political side to eco-

nomics, said Bowles.

Galbraith has had a long standing relationship with the

University of Massachusetts

He received an honorary degree from the University. He
donated proceedings from television appearances to the

University's Center for Popular Economics.

Galbraith's long career spans the Great Depression,

World War II, and |ohn F. Kennedy's and Lyndon B.

lohnson's administrations

He started in government during World War II H«"

assisted in establishing a rationing and price control pro-

gram during the early part of the war.

He held positions at the University of California at

Berkeley, Princeton University and Harvard University

before retiring from teaching in 1975.

He served as an ambassador to India in the early 1960s

during the Kennedy administration. While abroad, he

wrote prolificly on varying economic subjects

Professor delivers lecture on Zapitistas

By Scott Bernard

Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON — |une Nash, distinguished professor

of anthropology at the City College of New York, delivered

a lecture Tuesday night discussing culture and revolution

through the lens of the Zapitista movement in Chiapas,

Mexico.

Entitled "Fiesta of the Word: Zapitistas and Radical

Democracy in Chiapas. Mexico," the event was held at

Smith College.

Nash is quite familiar with the area, having done her

Ph.D. dissertation on Chiapas in 1958. She returned to the

area last year to experience first hand the aftermath of the

armed rebellion.

The lecture focused on the intersection of cultures in the

region and how it has shaped the Zapatista resistance

movement. It is important to understand, she said, that the

original Mayan culture in these highlands was never

destroyed in total — only covered over by centuries of for-

eign conquest.

It is this indigenous culture which has suffered from

particular neglect from the more western-minded domi-

nated government, she said. For example, the benefits of

the first Mexican Revolution only slowly filtered down to

this rural area in the 1930s. During the 1950s and

1960's, migration to the cities exacerbated the differ-

ences between the indigenous peoples and the urban

classes.

The sense of alienation became even more pronounced

when, after the discovery of oil in the region, the Mexican

government initiated a military presence in Chiapas, she

said.

Thus, as Nash put it, "the point of this revolution was

not to take over the government but to initiate a new kind

of democracy" free of exploitation from the federal powers

in the north.

To this end. the Zapatista rebels began a series of

ongoing dialogues with government representatives in

the city of San Andreas, a traditional bastion of n
tance.

It was at this point that Nash showed slides she had

taken during her stay there, from late 1994 to mid- 1 995

The slides emphasized the military presence in the town,

and the flood of varied indigenous peoples into the city dur-

ing the talks.

Another focus of this talk was the postmodern aspects of

the rebellion — highlighting the unique structure of this

revolution and the images it has produced.

Nash illustrated this point by telling the story of

University of Florida students who witnessed the beginning

of the rebellion — the storming of the city hall and military

barracks in the Chiapas state capital of San Cristobal on

|an. 1. 1994.

The students thought, Nash said, they were witness-

ing a pageant, celebrating Mexico's revolutionary past.

Some were going so far as to have their pictures taken

with some of the rebels and receiving revolutionary lit-

erature from them, without suspecting that what they

were seeing was an actual uprising.

In response to a question, she also reminded everyone as

to how important the media has been in shaping the events.

In particular, she emphasizes that the presence of the world

in the events in Chiapas has broken down the information

barrier that the Mexican government has placed upon their

own people.

She concluded her remarks by bringing up the universal!

ty of the Zapatista message in their statement of autonomy:

"We are human beings, we have a proposal for a new world

order of democracy."

She then commented that this message has received a

strong response from 500,000 American college students,

as well as from many of the major European capitols. She

said, "In this world, the Zapatistas want all colors to fit. It

may sound like a Bennetton commercial, but it rings

true."

Open house introduces

students to Craft Center

By Tamor Carroll

Collegian Correspondent

The Student Union Craft Center

Staff is hosting an "open house-

tonight, intended to introduce stu

dents to the activities and services

available to them at the center.

From 5 7 p.m.. staff members will

be demonstrating a variety of crafts

offered at the center, including

stained glass, silk painting, batik and

ceramics

Earthfoods will be catering this

free event, and student worker Liz

Giza said, "Everyone should drop by

and see what we're all about. There's

so many things offered here, you're

sure to find something you're inter-

esied in."

For the past 25 years, the Student

Union Craft Center has provided all

University of Massachusetts students,

faculty and staff, as well as Five

College students, with the tools,

space and instruction they need to

create their own works of art.

The Craft Center is free of charge

to all students, who must pay only for

the materials they use. Worker Marah

MacRostie pointed to the reasonable

pricing of the materials and said.

"You can even make a silver ring for

under $5."

Since the Craft Center is financed

through the Student Activities Fee

which appears on each semester bill,

all students are eligible to use its

resources. All that is required is that

each student sign a declaration of

agreement with the Craft Center's

rules and regulations and get a sticker

placed on his or her ID card.

Also offered by the center are

numerous workshops conducted by

student employees, designed to

instruct students on how to get start-

ed and improve their artistic tech-

nique.

The schedule of workshops
changes every week, and new activi-

ties are constantly being introduced.

Sign-up sheets for the workshops
come out at 10 a.m. Tuesdays in the

Craft Center.

"They're often full by the end of

the day. so stop by early." MacRostie

said.

Currently, the Craft Center is plan

ning a special photography workshop

in conjunction with the Outing Club.

The weekend of Oct. 18-20. students

will travel to the White Mountains in

New Hampshire to hike and practice

their photography techniques. The
cost of the trip will be under $50.

and interested students should stop

by the Craft Center for details.

In addition to sponsoring work-

Turn to CRAFT CENTER, page 3

Amherst women discuss safety

By Michelle Hillmon

Collegian Staff

Study break
Stockbricfge sophomore Ben Herrick soaks up the rays outside the Campus Center yesterday.

The first program in the Amherst

Women's Safety Series took place

Wednesday, Sept. 25 in the nearly

full auditorium of Amherst Pelham

Regional Junior High School.

The program, partly sponsored by

the Amherst and University of

Massachusetts Police Departments was

entitled. "Enjoying the Beauty of

Amherst: A Personal Safety Program

for Women of All Ages.

Kathleen Alexander, from the

Office of Northwestern District

Attorney Elizabeth D. Scheibel.

expressed her desire through the

Safety Series to "outreach to all

women in the Amherst community."

Alexander, an obvious lover of the

outdoors, stated that it was reason-

able to start the series discussing

safety outdoors because "fall is the

most beautiful time of year."

Alexander understood that "most

violence occurs in inter- relation-

ships." but wanted to bring indoor

issues outdoors. Alexander said the

goal of the program was to "address

fears and concerns and talk about

safety strategies."

The program opened with several

w. nen reading poetry about the out

doors and the beauty of nature, fol

lowed by a video presentation of the

Robert Frost Trail in Amherst

Ins Muten. from the Amherst High

School Survival Living Program, spoke

ol her experiences white water canoe

ing with friends and her love of the

outdoor-. Muten participated in a sum

mer growth program which facilitated

in group theory — working together in

the outdoors and group trust levels.

"Giving ourselves the opportunity

to be in the outdoors is one of the

best things we can do," Muten said.

Poet, writer, mentor, instructot

and healer lanet Aalfs from the

Valley Women's Martial Arts, began

her segment by discussing several ori-

gins of the word safety.

"Safe, whole, healthy, unharmed and

entire. Every definition has something

about wholeness and integrity. Women
have been kept from our power, which

creates lack of wholeness." Aalfs said.

Aalfs led the audience in

self-defense while reciting her own
poetry related to the outdoors. One
poem entitled "What Burns" was a

ietter to Claudia Brenner, a lesbian

killed while hiking with her partner

"I can't imagine how likely it is for a

man to aim a gun at a women's body
and shoot the breath out." Aalfs

read.

Aalfs demonstrated how to channel

fear and turn in into strength. She
iastructed the audience to tum their fear

into desire, happiness, joy and excite

ment in order to protect themselves.

"One of the important things about

sell defense is not being embar
t.issed." Aalfs said.

The pmgram was closed with I panel

discussion led by Patricia Mota Guedes.

Coordinator of the Educator Advocate

Program at the Everywoman Cento
Prevention measures when venturing

into the outdoors include telling sonic'

one where you are going, leaving a

phone number, address and informa

lion icgarding anyone who can be con

tailed in case ol emergency
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The following is a list of the winners from the

Undergraduate Student Senate elections

held on Wed. Sept. 25.

Central Residential Area:

Baker Residence Hall:
Dan Kitteredge

Gorman Residence Hall:
Shawn Robinson

Van Meter Residence Hall:
Vacant Seat

At Large:
Stacey Snackford, Ken Piccotte, Emilie

Codega, Justin A. Roth

Northeast Residential Area:

At Large:
Michael Ciulla, Lia Wong, Jenn
eller, Gregory Thurell, Edwin SeahKeller

ifer

Orchard Hill Residential Area:

Dickinson Residence Hall:

Nirav Patel

Field Residence Hall:
Sean Marien

Grayson Residence Hall:
Claudia Danielle Ricker

Webster Residence Hall:

R.j. Lemar

Sylvan Residential Area:

Brown Residence Hall:

Vacant Seat

Cashin Residence Hall:
Bob Sullivan

McNamara Residence Hall:
Philip Milson

At Large:
Jennifer Brown, One Vacant Seat

Southwest Residential Area:

John Adams Residence Hall:
Jennifer Casasanto, Brian McManius is

tied with William Serwetman

John Q. Adams Residence Hall:
Sabrina Sherman, Stephen W, Luszcz

Cance Residence Hall:

John Riley

Coolidqe Residence Hall:
Jolyon Yates, Tom Singleton

Kennedy Residence Hall:
Jenn Corbett, Paul R. Ferro

Patterson Residence Hall:
Rebecca Shapiro

Washington Residence Hall:
Amy Detaney, Dave Czarnecki

At Large:
Catherine Mahoney, Allison Musphey,

Amy Pellegrino, Tom Sladowski.
Monique DeLaOz, Lisa Cook, Matt
Conforti

Commuter Area:

Allison Murphy4 Sky Wilber, Sarah E.

Mikulis, Kreg Espinola, lames Simpson,
Neil P. Collins, Colin McHugh, Brian
Entler, Fabio Pari-Di-Monriva, Ramy A.
Eid, Bill Ramsey. Sophy Pich, James
Daniel Ross, Larry Piano, Mike
Mccormic, Chris Rohter, Nine Vacant
Seats

Raghuram Vadarevu
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Friday. Sepi. 27
Education — The UMass Library Workshops are offer-

ing an educational scries on ERIC. PsyclNFO,
Dissertation Abstracts and the World Wide Web. The
course, taught by educational librarian Lori Mestre. will

be held 1 1:30 a.m.- 12:30 p.m. For more information,

call 545-0150.

Meeting — World AIDS Day Planning meeting for

everyone interested in planning for the UMass communi-
ty's observance of World AIDS Day will be held 2-3 p.m.

in the Campus Center. Check the Campus Center message
board or call 577-5181 for further details.

Open House — The Student Union Craft Center is

sponsoring an open house 5-7 p.m., with demonstrations

of pottery, jewelry making, batik dying, button making
and other crafts. The Craft Center is located across form
the Hatch in.the Student Union.

Saturday. Sept. 28

Community — Hillel is sponsoring an open house
1:30-4 p.m. For more information, call 54*J—

1

710.

Fundraiser — Bags of 10 top-quality Holland tulip

bulbs in UMass colors will be offered to the UMass com-
munity and the public for a $10 donation. Proceeds from
the sale will be used to fund beautification projects

throughout campus. The sale is being held 9 a.m.- 1 p.m.

at the Campus Center concourse. 8:30-10:30 a.m. at

Memorial Hall, and at McGuirk Stadium (Alumni Tent)

1 1 a.m. -noon.

Music — "The Wild West and Brahms" performed by

the University Orchestra, Mark Russell Smith, director.

Tickets are $8 and $4; UMass students free with valid ID.

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall, 8 p.m.

Powwow — The While Eagle Cultural Center and the

Native American Student Association will host their annu-

al Powwow at the campus pond lawn area on tomorrow
and Sunday. This year's theme is honoring the extended

family tradition through storytelling and speakers.

Program highlights include a special exhibit and sale of

Leonard Peliter's art work. Native American fine

arts/crafts and traditional Taino dancers. Gates will be

open to the public 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Admission is $5 for

adults, $3 for senior citizens and Five College students

with a valid ID. Children under six are admitted free. For

additional information, call 545-4932 or 545-1888.

Sunday, Sept. 29
Forum — The public is invited to a forum on the recent

church burnings sponsored by the United Christian

Foundation and Hillel Foundations at UMass. and by the

Amherst Interfaith Service Council members. Speakers

include the Rev. Ann Gere of the Greater Springfield

Council of Churches and the Rev. |ohn C. Ike. Ill of

Goodwin Memorial African Methodist Episcopal Zion
Church. The forum will be held at Wesley United Church.

367 N. Pleasant St. 7-9:30 p.m. and will be followed by a

candlelight walk to the town common and a brief vigil

and prayers. For more information, contact Rev. Kent
Higgins at 549-3501.

Meeting — Are you from the Caribbean or West Indies,

or have parents from there? A new RSO is forming for

those interested in learning about the culture, food, mti
vals and people of the Caribbean. Everyone is cordially

invited to attend at 7 p.m. in room 804-8 of the Campus
Center. For more information, call Nizam at 546-3967.

Notices

Education — The HCAH HEAD START program has

immediate openings for its free pre-school Classroom and

Home Base option. The two Amherst classrooms are open

Mon-Fri 8:30 a.m. -12:30 p.m. Breakfast, lunch, and

transportation are provided. To obtain a pre-registration

form or for additional information, call the Head Start

main office at 582-4206 or the Amherst center at

549-3993.

Auditions — The UMass Theater Guild's auditions for

the Fall 1996 musical The Pajama Game will be held on

tonight at 7 p.m. and tomorrow at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.

Callbacks are Sunday at 10 a.m. For more information,

call 545-0415.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45 a.m. Please call Mark to confirm or for other

stops, at 253-0361.

Everywoman's Center — Acculturation Group lor

Latina Women, facilitated by Mari Vicente, Thurs. 4-6

p.m. Child Sexual Abuse Survivors Support Groups:

Group I facilitated by Sara Elinoff, Mondays 7-9 p.m.

Group 2 facilitator, day. and time TBA. Coming Out

Group For Lesbians, facilitated by Lynne Schachne.

Mondays 4-5:30 p.m. Lifting Your Spirits, facilitated by

Carla Brennan and Diana Dalendina. Weds. 4-5:50 p.m.

Eco-Psychology for Women, facilitated by Carla Brennan,

Fridays 10-11:30 a.m. Post-Abortion Support Group,

facilitated by Peggy Warwick, Wednesdays 5:30-6:30

p.m. Self-Esteem & Assertiveness for Women, facilitated

by Carla Brennan, Wednesdays 6:30-8 p.m. Single

Mothers Support Group, facilitated by Amy Rosebury.

Tuesdays 1-2:30 p.m. Women & Divorce, facilitated by

Ali Thompson, Tuedays 6:30-8 p.m. All groups offered by

the Everywoman's Center begin in October, and offer a

safe and confidential space. For other groups, call

545-0883.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meets 7 p.m.

every Tuesday in room 306 of the Student Union. For

more information, call the ARC office at 5 1925.

Dancing — Beginner classes in Cajun dancing and
Appalachian clogging are starting on Sunday evenings 6-7

p.m. No experience or partner needed, all ages welcome.

Classes are held in Westfield at 132 Elm St. For more
information, call loSarnelli at (413) 746-9067.

Five College — REFLECT, the Five College

Bereavement Support Program is a student organization

devoted to helping those coping with grief. REFLECT is

offering two free 8 week grief support groups this semes-

ter. Groups are forming now. Please call 577-5316 for

more information.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout, Copy and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304

Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Support group — Synthesis Center Associate Rebecca

Reid leads an ongoing support group for single people over

30 from 7:15 to 8:45 p.m. in downtown Amherst. Single,

divorced, widowed and all sexual orientation are welcome.

There is a low fee. For information, call 253-5494.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from I to 2 p.m. in

the Campus Center. The room number will be posted on
the Notice Board. For more information, call Utama at

256-«482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Discussion Group — "A Course in Miracles" will meet
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting in

September. For more information, call 253-3795.
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Heinz to speak at women's conference Campus info provided on Web page
Topics include education, empowerment, women's health
On Sept. 28, the Campus Women Advocates for Voter

Education will present the Five College Women's
Conference in the Merrill Center at Amherst College. The
program, sponsored by the President's Interagency
Council on Women is entitled, "America's Commitment:
The UN Women's Conference One Year Later."

The conference day, planned from 10 a.m.-6 p.m., will
include a keynote speech from Teresa Heinz and a panel
discussion on organizations within the Five College com
munity.

Participants will join thousands of Americans via satel-

lite that are interested in improving the lives of women
and girls. Women will gather to report on the progress
made since the Women's Conference to share what has
been working at a local level and move toward developing
a national agenda.

Dr. Susan Roosevelt Weld, Dr. Daniel S. Cheever Jr.,

President of Simmons College, Senator fane Swift and
Representative Rachel Kapriellan will celebrate the lust

anniversary of the United Nations Conference on Women
held in Beijing.

Coinciding with the conference is the 1st Massachusetts

Conference on Women featuring Assistant
Secretary-General of the United Nations Rosario Green
as the keynote speaker.

The all-day conference will focus on such topics as

women's health, education and empowerment, and
will be in conjunction with the National
Teleconference on Women in Washington DC, featur-

ing Hillary Clinton as spokesperson and other dele-

gates such as Health and Human Services Secretary
Donna Shalala and U.S. Ambassador to the U.N.
Madeline Albright.

— Michelle Hillman

Annual powwow to be held this weekend
By Daniel E. Levenson
Collegian staff

Tomorrow and Sunday the White
Eagle Cultural Center and the Native

American Students Association will

host the "Annual UMass Intertribal

Powwow '96."

The event will be held on the campus
pond lawn from 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. on

Saturday and Sunday. In the event of

rain, activities will be held as scheduled.

Two thousand people are expected

to attend each day of the powwow.
There will be story telling, Native

American fine arts/crafts for sale and
dance exhibitions presented by vari-

ous groups.

According to a recent press
release, the theme for this year's

powwow is "honoring the extended
family tradition as many native com-
munities struggle to maintain their

original languages and traditions."

The cost ofgeneral admission is $5
for adults, $3 for senior citizens and
Five College students with a valid ID.

Children under six will be admitted
free of charge.

— Daniel E. Levenson
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The J.G. Willis Company assembled a tent by the campus pond yesterday in preparation for the upcoming Annual
UMASS Intertribal Powwow this weekend.
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Between Dairy Mart & Northhampton Co-operative Bank

By Joseph Fountain

Collegian Staff

Traveling the World Wide Web
and knowing what is going on at the
University of Massachusetts has got-

ten a little easier, thanks to lose
Tolson, Assistant Director for
Programming in the Campus
Activities Office.

Tolson is working to centralize all

student activities calendars on a sin-

gle web page, making campus events
more accessible.

In addition, the site will include a

list of all student, faculty and staff

web pages throughout the five cam-
pus UMass system.

"My hope is to expand this calen-

dar to include links to other major
links to other major sites on campus,

Fine Arts Center. Athletics,
Conference services and others,"

Tolson said.

"There are many things happening
all around campus and through out

the campus system. We're trying to

bring everyone together so that infor-

mation is more accessible to the stu-

dent body," he added.

Many students agree that the new
site will be beneficial to the cam-
pus.

"This is an excellent opportunity
for students to leam what's happen-
ing on campus and ways to get
involved," Student Government
Association (SGA) trustee, Sean
Carter, said.

|ohn Burke, sophomore psychology
major and the builder of the SGA
web page said, "The web is an excel-

lent resource and it should be used

by everyone at the university
"

A central calendar has already

been put on-line for Registered
Student Organizations and depart-

ments to let students know about

up-coming activities.

The address of the Campus
Activities site is: HTTP: www-
unix.oit.umass.edu/-jtolson/calen-

dar.html. The address for the UMass
central page is: HTTP://www-
unix.oit.umass.edu/jtolson/umass.ht

ml.

To place a listing on the site, infor-

mation can be sent via e-mail to:

l.tolson@umassp.edu. Students who
do not have access to e-mail can
drop off their web listings at the
Campus Activities Office, 416
Student Union Building.

Profs awarded for compositions
Two University of Massachusetts music professors,

Robert Stern and Charles Bestor. have recently been hon-
ored by the American Society of Composers. Authors and
Publishers (ASCAP) with a cash reward.

Each year, a board of society members reviews recorded
performances of award applicants and selects the recipi-

ents based on how significant their compositional activity

has been.

Both Stern and Bestor have been recipients of this

award numerous times in the past few years.

Stern is in his 32nd year here at UMass and specializes

in theory and composition. He has been the recipient of

many awards and was commissioned to compose for the

U.S. Library of Congress in 1992.

He has a performance coming out at the end of
October, as well as a number of pieces premiering in New

York and Boston in the next few months.
Bestor has been a department head of music and dance

at UMass since 1976 and specializes in electronic and con-
cert music. He studied at Juliard College in New York and
he has received a number of awards, including one recent-

ly at the New England Philharmonic International
Competition.

Both professors submitted an application, as well as a

list of commissioned performances and were notified
through an award letter that they had won.
The ASCAP distributes a fair amount of awards of

merit to serious composers all over the country each
year.

The professors said they appreciate the recognition they
received from the society.

— Amy Barberie

Craft Center
Continued from page 1

shops and trips, the Craft Center works to bring visiting artists to campus and speak with students, showing them career
possibilities.

Student worker Bill Porter, who has coordinated photography for the Craft Center for the past three semesters, said,
"I think this program is especially good for non-art majors, because they often can't get into the art classes that they're
interested in. The Craft Center gives them the opportunity to do art."

The approximately 3,000 members of the Craft Center work on silver, brass and bronze jewelry, beadwork, leather
craft, ceramics, photography, silkscreening, sewing, knitting, batik, fabric painting, button making and more.

"We're always looking to increase our membership, so stop by tonight and check us out." Giza noted.
Interested students can drop by the Craft Center 10 a.m.S p.m. Monday through Thursday, 10 a.m.-l p.m. Fridays

and 1-4 p.m. on weekends. The Craft Center is located in the basement of the Student Union Building.
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Apathetic SGA elections

The Student Government Association held their

annual election last Wednesday and once again no

one came.

Well, that's not completely true. Four hundred and

fifty one students came and voted. That's about 2.5 per-

cent of a 17,000 member undergraduate student body.

Impressive, huh?
Among those 45 1 people, not a single person living in

Van Meter, and there are over 500 of them,

filled out a ballot. That includes Mary H.

Barrot, the only person running, who would

have won had she just voted for herself.

Does anyone else see a problem here?

I'll admit I was one of the people who
didn't vote. It's a rather strange feeling. If someone has

the right to vote, they should, even if something like the

SGA is not quite as important as, say, voting for presi-

dent.

I thought about voting. I knew when and where I was

supposed to. but it just wasn't worth it for me.

Why? Simply because of the 12 people who spent

enough energy to have their names put on the ballot, I'd

heard of exactly two. And even those, I didn't know well.

I knew Fabio Pari-di-Monriva solely from the fact he

was quoted in a Collegian story about a rape that

occurred last semester. What he felt on any other issue,

though, I didn't (and still don't) have a clue.

I recognized Bill Ramsey's name from last semester,

when he was involved in the SGA. Honestly, though, I

couldn't remember whether 1 recognized it because he

was involved in real issues (like improving dining ser-

vices) or the rather silly ones (like trying to get co-ed

dorm rooms) — if you care, it was the former.

Besides that, I didn't know a single thing about

Pari-di- Monriva or Ramsey, much less about Sky

Jacob

W. Michaels

Wilbur, Kreg Espinola or any of the other Off-Campus
Commuter Area and Extra Residence On-Campus candi-

dates.

The same is true for any of the other fine folks who
were running for election last Wednesday and it is why no
one ever comes out to vote in the elections. No one knows
anything about any of the candidates, so they have no
idea who to vote for and don't want to waste their time.

The top vote getter had a measly 49
votes, which was still nearly twice as

many as the next highest. That's pretty

sad for a campus that doesn't want to be

considered apathetic, but the students

can't really be blamed.

The SGA needs to find some way to set up forums so

the students can learn about the candidates. It isn't hard

to take the lounge in each dorm one night and have candi-

dates talk about why they want their peers to vote for

them and what they will do if elected.

If that's too much effort, perhaps each candidate

could fill out a short questionnaire and have them avail-

able for students to look at in the SGA office.

They could even try approaching the student media —
the Collegian, WML'A or UVC — to do small pieces on
each candidate.

There are a myriad of possibilities to get information

out so students would have a reason to vote. As it is,

though, the lack of information makes it pointless.

The one bright point, however, is that it's not too late

to become a senator. If you can get 25 people to sign a

petition supporting your candidacy and present it to the

proper people in the SGA, they'll probably let you join.

The best part about it is it won't require anyone, including

yourself, to cast a single ballot.

Jacob W. Michaels is a Collegian columnist.

The sorry state of escort

Nicole

Cournoyer

Let me get right to the point: the escort service

on this campus is a joke. A sick joke.

How many times have you dialed those

magic numbers only to get the same old response, "All

our vans are occupied right now. We can send you a

walking escort, but it's going to be about half an

hour.

"

If you're standing alone at a help phone at two in

the morning, this is the last thing you want to hear.

Is this the "safe" campus that is stressed so much in

freshmen orientation? They made it sound like we
actually wouldn't have to walk home in the middle of

the night because of an apparently

ridiculously understaffed "safety" ser-

vice.

It seems as though every time my
friends or I call escort, we have a prob-

lem. We are pretty stubborn when it

comes to ourselves (we think we're

invincible and can get home OK
alone), but when it comes to sending

each other home, we call escort.

Tragically, the friend we call for usual-

ly ends up walking alone anyway
because she gets so frustrated waiting

for the escort service to get its act together.

You men out there may not consider this lax service

a big problem, but women do. Or if they don't, they

should. No, we shouldn't have to live in fear of rape

or assault, but the truth is, girls, it ain't a pretty world

out there for us. These things exist. They shouldn't,

but they do. We are not being paranoid if there is a

genuine concern for our safety — and there is. Until

we change things so that women are not victimized by

men in our culture, we've got to have ways of protect-

ing ourselves against victimization.

A poorly organized escort service (i.e. the one we
have) gives women three basic choices:

1) Call escort. You may have to wait an eternity,

but if you're in a safe place while you're waiting, it's

better than walking across campus alone in the dark.

If you don't have a safe place to wait, I don't know
what to tell you. I guess you're on your own.

2) Take your chances without an escort. Walk
home alone. You'll probably be fine, but there's a

chance you may be raped, seriously hurt or even
killed.

5) Don't go out at all. Live in fear. Let the terror of

male violence against women control your life rather

than risk not being able to get someone from a service

you've paid for to walk or drive you home safely.

My first experience with the escort service was my
freshmen year, when a friend, despite my proud
protests, refused to let me walk home alone. She
called escort, and a woman shorter than me (and I'm

not very tall) came armed with a walkie-talkie to walk

me home. I thought to myself, "Are you kidding?" But

there's safety in numbers, so it was better than noth-

ing.

Last semester, another friend had a sharp pain in

her side for an entire afternoon. Finally, she decided

she'd go to Health Services (yes, I know, a bad idea in

itself) to get it checked out. The problem was she

couldn't walk because she was doubled over in pain.

She called escort and they told her she'd have to wait

an hour because the vans hadn't started running yet.

Frustrated as hell, a bunch of us practically carried

her from Northeast to Health Services so she could

be diagnosed with appendicitis and sent to Cooley

Dickinson to have her appendix removed. What if it

had burst on her way up the hill? Couldn't escort

have spared someone for an emergency situation?

This semester, we called escort for a friend who had

been drinking and was going home alone.

She waited quite a while for the van to

come, and when she opened the door to

get in, the driver refused to drive her

home because she had been drinking. My
friend argued with the driver for about

five minutes before the person reluctantly

agreed to let her in. What if my friend

hadn't argued? What if she'd gotten fed

up with the driver's rudeness and irre-

sponsibility and walked home by herself?

\Vhat if she'd gotten raped on the way? I

would think the person most likely to

need the help of the escort service, the person most

likely to be a target of violence, would be an intoxicat-

ed female walking home alone at night.

Another time, my friend called the escort service at

1:30 a.m. They told her to call back in 20 minutes

because they were switching drivers. She wasn't

happy about it, but she said OK because she was wait-

ing safely in my room. 20 minutes later, she called

again only to get the same answer: call back in 20
minutes. By now she was furious. She waited for

about 1 5 minutes and called the campus police to ask

what the policy was for the escort service, to ask if

they were supposed to keep a person waiting for 40
minutes while they "changed drivers." What did the

police do? They connected her to escort who said a

van would come to pick her up... in 20 minutes.

That's a total of one hour, folks, not counting time

wasted on the phone arguing with them. Yes, my
friend was safe in my room, and the wait was more of

an annoyance than any threat to her safety, but the

escort service did not know this. What if she were
calling from a help phone somewhere? What if she

were calling from a room she didn't feel safe in? A lot

can happen in an hour.

Most women who deal with escort probably don't

bother waiting as long as they are often forced to

wait. They get so frustrated, they just walk home
alone — they take their chances.

Obviously, the escort service does not have enough
workers or vans for the needs of a school as big as

ours. If you have a problem with them, I strongly sug-

gest you file a complaint so we can get something
changed. Despite what the tour guides say, to look at

the quality of our escort service, you couldn't tell this

was a "safe" campus.

Nicole Cournoyer is a Collegian columnist.

Have something to say I
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than 400 words typed and includes names (first
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Have a nice day!
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The views and opinions expressed on this paee are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

A change in perspective

Chris

Stamm

Throngs of people were
crammed about the room
chattering polite drunken

talk to one another. You know the

scene — one of many stops on the

routes of the backpack- toting mass-

es milling up and down the streets of

Amherst looking for fun and free

beer on a Saturday night.

As I stood with a group of friends

off to the side, I noticed a girl on the

opposite end of the

room as she let out

an uneasy chuckle
while a handful of

young men jockeyed
around her for posi-

tion to make conversation. Clothes,

makeup, hair, everything was just

right, and it was no wonder so many
were attracted to her.

As my friends babbled in the

background, I began to pay less

attention to their stunning analysis

of last weekend's Patriots' game and

more attention to the scene across

the room.

What were those guys really think-

ing? Did they care at all about what
that girl was saying or were they just

"looking to score?" Then something

hit me like a stream of conscious ton

of bricks. Unknowingly, 1 had
arrived at an epiphany Stephen
Dedalus would be proud of.

I could only imagine that some-
where across campus my own sister

had found herself in a similar

predicament. Surrounded by a group

of guys who had been exercising

their elbows all night with God only

knows what on their minds, what

would she do?

You see, I have this little sister

who's a freshman and...

Basically, my perspective on social

life at UMass has been shot to

pieces. Throughout my two years

here. I would think nothing of roam-

ing around town as packs of stu-

dents passed each other exchanging

knowing glances, engaged in harm-

less (or not so harm-

less) flirting. However,

things have changed.

Maybe it wouldn't
be so bad if 1 wasn't a

guy, but I am and I

know how we think. That's the thing

— I've been there. I've heard the

locker room talk, snickered and
sneered with the best of 'em. But

now the shoe is on the other foot.

The other day I was walking
across campus with some friends

when one of them commented that

the admissions staff should be com-

plimented for the fine job they did in

recruiting freshman females (need-

less to say, his description wasn't

phrased quite as eloquently.)

"Shut up," I screamed in his face.

"That's not some girl, that's some-

one's little sister! If I ever heard you

talk about my sister like that I'd..."

With that I pulled his underwear
over'his head and pushed him into

the campus pond.

Call me an over-protective big

brother, but I can't help it. For

years, as the oldest of three, it has

been my sworn duty to protect my

younger siblings from the trials and

tribulations of life. Actually, it's not

so much my sworn duty as it is the

fact that any mess-up on their part

indirectly becomes a fault of my
own. At least according to my par-

ents.

You know the drill, little bro is

home alone, has a few friends over,

a soccer ball goes through the living

room window and you guessed it,

the number one son feels the wrath

of Mom.
You can imagine the huge boulder

that is hovering over my head right

now. My Sunday night phone calls

have become Sunday night interro-

gation. "What did your sister do last

night? Who did she go out with?"

"Yeah, Mom, I'm doing fine. Our
apartment burnt to the ground last

night, but the management gave us

a really nice tent to sleep in and

hey, who needs running water any-

way?"

I don't think it's the moments in

which I sympathize with Stephen
Dedalus that are scary. I don't think

it's the fact that the little kid whose
goldfish I poisoned with lemonade
mix in the first grade is now an inde-

pendent woman with a mind of her

own. The bottom line is, I'm a big

brother and it's my job to be

over-protective.

Oh yeah, and if any of you guys

are curious, I'm 6-foot-9, 225
pounds, and nuke Mike Tyson look

like Betty Crocker.

Chris Stamm is a Collegian
columnist.

Notes from the Campus Center basement

Congratulations Coach Cal, you win the "I Suck"
award of the week, if not the whole semester. You
may be a great coach but hiding behind that politi-

cian-glazed smile of yours, is one greedy bastard. Maybe
you should run for public office after your refusal to lose

the royalties on a slogan that wasn't even rightfully yours.

You suck.

I have fallen in love this semester... no. not with a

girl but the PVTA. Yeah it may sound silly and desperate,

but it's true. Every morning 1 get a free ride to school and
back.

Maybe I'm just trying to relive my
childhood when I cried because I lived too

close to the school to take the bus.

Unfortunately our relationship is far from

perfect.

I hate it when I am all ready for a hot date back to

Sunderland when several Out of Service buses pass my
way — talk about playing with a young man's mind!

Mike

Burke

Yesterday I was nearly plowed down by a shady char-

acter in Lederle racing to check his e-mail. I hope he got

lots of messages from all his imaginary friends.

The Dining Commons have confirmed the rumor.

The University drains the Campus Pond solely to supply

the DCs with enough food for the upcoming semester. For

off- campus folks, slide on down to the mud and pick

yourself up a pre-processed chicken puck. Put the muck
back into the puck.

The W.E.B. DuBois library is still erect.

If only I was a frat boy... I could call an attack goat

my mascot. How lucky could I be?

The hour is drawing near as Martin F. Jones' predict-

ed in his "Seven Revelations." "The bear will strike at

those from beneath who defy his lethal claw... but soon

one day the bear will be slain." Who needs Pat Robertson

or Dionne Warwick anyway? UMass finally has our own
psychic connection — only a 546 call away.

Big Brother is watching in a bathroom near you.

Have you noticed that the stalls in the Campus Center
make this buzzing noise every 14.75 seconds?

Why can't Earthfoods or People's Market stay open
at night or on the weekend? Finding good food in the

Campus Coffee Shop is a mighty big chal-

lenge.

Yesterday I bumped into this freshmen

couple making out in the campus center

basement kissing louder than a couple of horny hyenas

caged in a zoo — maybe I am just jealous.

Thank you Bueno Y Sano for expanding your eating

area. For the unacquainted. Bueno Y Sano is the ideal

place for good, healthy and cheap food. Where else can
buy an enormous bean burrito for less than $4?

Has anyone else noticed a gentleman dressed from
the Neolithic Age walking around campus with underooes
on?

How many days until Antonio's puts the new
Amherst Pizza Hut out of business? Seriously who would
ever choose Pizza Hut over Antonio's?

Two of my friends are obsessed with Showgirls? Is

this healthy?

The Collegian is now online so you can punish all your
friends by emailing them this column.

Mike Burke is a Collegian columnist.

Hippie-bashing
misdirected
To the editor:

This is in regard to Brier's article

"Fair Warning to a Group of Posers."

Some words of advice to Brier, if you
are going to be a columnist for the

Collegian, please write articles that

can be rightly justified. You obvious-

ly have some deep rooted dislike for

Letters to the Editor

these so-called "born again hippies."

Your feelings are your own preroga-

tive, but why not take responsibility

for your feelings rather than blaming

these people for "allowing our cam-

pus to unfold and fall apart before

our very eyes." How can they possi-

bly be responsible for the deteriora-

tion of the library?

What are you doing for this cam-

pus and for our generation? You
obviously aren't doing very much if

you are spending your time stereotyp-

ing people, and blaming them for

things that aren't their fault. Pointing
your finger at someone else is a sign

of fear and insecurity. You call them
posers and I call you a coward. If you
don't like this particular group of
people, why not just say so, but next
time don't hide behind invalid rea-

sons.

Elizabeth Buzzallino

Amherst
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Arts & Living
Don't join First Wives Club
Dark comedyfocuses more onfemale bonding, less on revenge

Iron Horse houses an evening of jazz

By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

Diane Keaton, Goldie Hawn and Bette Midler in The First Wives Club

COUHTISr PARAMOUNT WCTuaiS

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

THE FIRST WIVES CLUB

Directed by Hugh Wilson

with Bette Midler, Goldie Hawn, Diane Keaton
Playing at Hampshire Six Theaters

The first scenes of The First Wives Club show promis-
ing hints of the film that it might have been. Four young
women graduate college in 1969 and something is terribly

wrong — they have the voices of Diane Keaton, Bette
Midler, Goldie Hawn and Stockard Channing.
Unintentional comparisons to a badly dubbed samurai
flick are entertaining, but short lived. We jump forward to
the present where the women are no longer young and
sweet and everyone's lips match their whines.

The film starts out with the prospects of being a
delightful black comedy after Cynthia (Channing) jumps
off the balcony of her penthouse apartment. The wicked
mood continues when the three remaining friends assem-
ble at the funeral, barely remembering each other and
tossing catty comments back and forth.

The title of the film is in reference to the alliance that

the three women make to extract "justice" from their ex-
husbands. Each of the women has conveniently enough
been abandoned for a younger, more shapely model of
wife.

Before long, the inevitable female bonding begins and

any hope.of malicious humor1

is lost. Apparently these

characters don't feel comfdrtabfe calling their crusade

Did you know

against their men "revenge" per se — that doesn't seem to
befit a lady. What everyone involved with the movie failed

to notice is that revenge is funny, female bonding isn't.

The only "first wife" that maintains humor throughout
the film is Keaton's Annie, the self-described "wimp."
Her goofiness and insecurities are straight out of the
Woody Allen territory she's so familiar with — moving
beyond the stereotypes that Midler and Hawn's characters
are defined by at times. Keaton's idiosyncratic humor,
however, never comes close to complying with the
dark-humored streaks that come out of Midler and
Hawn's characters. It's only because the other characters
are stereotypes that they can be monsters at times.

The appearance of an array of minor characters lighten

up the film tremendously. Filling out the arms of the hus-
bands are Sarah Jessica Parker. Elizabeth Berkley, Marcia
Gay Harden and — for the briefest moment. Heather
LockJear. Branson Pinchot and Maggie Smith lend them-
selves for entertaining cameos. Of this crew, the one who
stands out is Parker's Shelly, a social-climbing little minx
who gets so excited by trashing Midler's Brenda, she
seems to spit venom.

Special attention should also be paid to Berkley in her
first post-Showgirls role. As a struggling young actress
who seems to have little talent, Berkley shows astute
knowledge of her character. She does have moments —
idolizing Elise (Hawn) and wearing what is suspiciously
close to one of her pink leotards from the role of Nomi —
her struggling young dancer character from Showgirls.
As a comedy, The First Wives Club ends up failing,

because the supporting cast is funnier thgn .the 4*»4 —
diverting attention from the mediocre ,mn\n characters: as
they cover girl group ditties. C+

JOHN SINCLAIR W/ ARCHIE SHEPP
Sept 25

Iron Horse

From John Sinclair's volumi-
nous and preaching voice to
Archie Shepp's tonal and atonal
saxophone howling, the Iron
Horse was a cacophony of
jazz-praising poetry and abstract
jazz — among other forms of
sound on Wednesday night.

Sinclair was a '60s radical, who
was sprung from a Michigan state

correctional institution after being
arrested with possession of two
joints in 1969, with help from
John Lennon, Yoko Ono and
Stevie Wonder. He shouted and
bellowed his poetry, which con-
jured up images of the mentally
disturbed pianist Bud Powell, the
dancing composer Thelonious

Monk (a poem about Monk fea-

tured his "Well You Needn't" as
the musical accompaniment) and
the dangerous bluesman, Bukka
White.

Shepp. who introduced Sinclair

at the show as "a great cultural
figure," played between the two
worlds of saxophone: the smooth,
gentle singing tones and the
chaotic altissimo registers, which
squealed and honked out of his

hom like there was a devil stuck
inside the valves.

Shepp's band consisted of him-
self as well as a trumpeter who
mostly didn't play with the band,
or else he would just play along
with the band from stageside,
only joining the onstage band on
rare occasions. Shyness? Too bad
— because the phrases the trum-
peter did play rang nicely, remi-
niscent of Clifford Brown.

Shepp's bassist played very well
and got consistent solo time, play-

ing many complicated figures with
the jovial pianist. The band was
without a drummer.
However, that booming voice of

Sinclair was percussive enough
that no skins player was neces-
sary.

"Monk! What are you doing?
Dancing at the piano... like a

preacher in some backwoods
North Carolina chapel?!" he
groaned in one of his many trib-

utes to the late great composer
and pianist.

Despite having a friendship
with |ohn Lennon in the '60s.
until that great composer also was
murdered, Sinclair didn't read his

"friday the 13th" poem in tribute

to the merry oP Liverpoolian. He
stuck pretty close to jazz tributes

and histories through poetry all

night. The music was cooking, the
lights were low and the words
filled the air, making it a good
night.

: Jazz trio returns to promote new album

§hahat every division of GE is either 01 or 02 in it's market?

Did you know

§ '...hat GE is comprised of 12 major businesses?

• GE Capital

• GE Aircraft Engines

• GE Lighting

• GE Motors St Industrial Systems

' GE Power Systems

• GE Plastics

' GE Appliances

• GE Medical Systems

'NBC
- GE Transportation Systems

• GE Electrical Distribution & Control • GE Information Services

• GE Corporate R&D

Did you know

Mhahat GE has ENTRY LEVEL programs for college graduates as well as

co-op and intern opportunities for undergraduates?

Did you know

71hat GE is hosting its 1st annual CAREER DAY at U. Mass?

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1st, 1996

10AM-3PM
U. MASS

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

Regardless of your major, if your interest is piqued, we invite you to bring your
interest and your questions. Resumes welcome.

An Environment Without Boundaries

a* tetrn fftimitr et/letet

By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

BOOM! What was that "boom"? Yes. That was Chris
Wood's bass playing a funky little passage. And those
other sounds filling in the grooves would be John
Medeski's Memphis Stax-influenced organ and the
hip-hop/funk drumming of Billy Martin.

Yes, tomorrow night at the Northampton Center for the
Arts, the Iron Horse will be presenting the eclectic trio
Medeski, Martin and Wood — the ensemble who made a
big bang in the Valley this past spring with two sold-out
shows at the Iron I lorse after their Spring Concert gig was
cancelled with the rest of that until-now-annual gather-
ing.

"Each song is its own little world," John Medeski said in
a press release. The trio is touring to gather an eager
awaiting for their forthcoming album. Shack-Man. avail-
able Oct. 15. "This album is more tune-oriented... we
wanted to give people something they can't get in the live
performance."

Medeski, Martin and Wood draw from so many differ-
ent angles of music, with rock and funk probably being
the most prominent over jazz.

By the time Medeski was in high school in his home
state c^ Florida, h^ had mastered his Wurlitzer organ
enough to back up one of the greatest bassists and most
cnticaJly acclaimed four-string wizard. Jaco Pastorius. In
the '80s, he performed with Either/Orchestra and the
Mandala Octet. The last five years has seen him playing
the New York City downtown jazz scene with veteran
bassist Reggie Workman. John Lurie's Lounge Lizards
and others, as well as issuing a couple of solo albums.

which includes 1994's Lunar Crush.
A native New York City boy, Billy Martin trained

under pro drummers like Joe Morello and the Latin per-
cussionist Frank Malabe at a young age. In the mid-'80s
he was in Pe De Boi, a Caribbean/Latin band, before join-
ing trumpeter Chuck Mangione's band from '85-'88. In
the late '80s until the early '90s he too hit the NYC down-
town scene playing various live gigs until his three-year
stint between '91 and '94 with Lurie's Lounge Lizards
with bandmate Medeski. Aside from the trio. Martin does
time with Lurie's new band, the National Orchestra,
which can be seen on film performing in the movie, Blue
In The Face, now out on video.

The West meets East with bassist Chris Wood. Raised
in Colorado, he played as a teenager on tne Denver scene
until 1989 when he took up training at the New England
Conservatory under Dave Holland and Geri Allen. The
late '80s saw Wood also performing with
Either/Orchestra and George Russell until he was ready to
hit the Big Apple, where his wide-ranging abilities landed
him in bands with former Tom Waits guitarist Marc
Ribot, as well as with the Jazz Passengers. He still plays
with Ribot in the band Shrek, aside from his primary love
of performing with Medeski and Martin.

The show will no doubt bring in many sharp, dangerous
musical edges from these varied backgrounds as well as
many booms, but there is no doubt that those booms will
make you move. Watch our for them organ bursts — they
can be real sly.

Medeski, Martin & Wood perform at the
Northampton Center for the Arts tonight at 8 p.m.. This
show is all ages. Call the Iron Horse at 584-0610 for
more details.
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Live Music
Nights Are Back

Along with our Full Lunch and Dinner Menu,

1/2 priced apps after 9, Mega Margaritas.

LivemusicbegnsagmxthisSunday
Sunday SepL29

The Trjo Frio&Dusty Baker Lonesorne Blues

$1 Cover

Tuesday Oct 1

Female acoustic singer Wesla, FblkM^byreturriing

NOON*
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tfiatjam wthjohn Sheldo, joe SaDins&ftterKim

$3 Cover

Allshewsstartat9pm
Allages wdaome, butservers wfl checkIDs at the
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41 BoteuoodV^jX Amherst 413-2534040

This is no time
to turn back.
Keep MDA's

lifesaving research
moving forward.

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717
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Madball speaks out

on dancing & more

If you were one of the unfortunate people who

did not attend last Friday night's show at Pearl

Street,- you missed one of hardcore's best concerts.

Madball played a raging set to packed house.

Mixing in songs from every release they have, even

going back to the Ball Of Destruction 7", the beat

never let up. After the show. I got a chance to talk

with lead singer Freddy Cricieon and guitarist Matt

Henderson, and got the fhside scoop on the band.

Keeping It Real

Adam
Duglacz

h

First of

all.
Madball is

not a

tough guy
band. Too
often peo-

ple like to

label
Madball
without knowing the true story.

Madball guitarist Matt Henderson said, "They

make it out like Madball is just a group of thugs —
that's not true. No one from Madball can say we

didn't get into a fight or something.

"If you heard the real story behind a lot of these

incidents, you'd probably take our side. We're regu-

lar people. It's not fair for extra politically-correct

people to try and judge us." Henderson said.

If a person were to take the time and read

Madball's lyrics it's clear, especially on

Demonstrating My Style, that Madball is opting for

a more positive method.

"To me it was just reality. When I wrote Set It

Off, 1 just took stories and all the things I write are

based on true stories — reality. Things like our

environment that affect us — it's like a book."

Cricieon said.

" On Demonstrating My Style, I wrote about sto-

ries I couldn't finish on Set It Off. On Set It Off,

there were a lot more personal tension affecting me.

A lot of things happened to me, to us. There was a

lot more anger, but if you read the lyrics carefully

you can take something positive out of them,"

Cricieon said.

Above all, Madball is there for the little bands.

On Friday they had bands like Tyrant Trooper, who

are still in the demo stages, opening up for them.

"A band like Madball, who on the surface may

seem a little bit successful — we still play shows

with bands that are just putting out demos. That's

what we stick with and we try to carry those bands

along with us. Fury of 5. H20, 25 Ta" Life. Ensign,

bands like that. There's still tightness," Henderson

said.

Hardcore has changed a lot since Minor Threat

and Agnostic Front to bands like Snapcase and

Earth Crisis today. While some people feel that

Madball is a band that plays the same style of music

over and over again, it's clear that while they're not

playing metal influenced hardcore like a lot of

bands today, they still encourage change within the

scene.

"It's gotta change. Even Agnostic Front from

Victim In Pain to One Voice, the sound changed.

Or take Killing Time, they changed a little, but it's

still hardcore. There are a lot of bands that don't

sound like either of those bands that I would con-

sider hardcore. It keeps the scene fresh, it keeps it

alive, just don't forget the roots. You need some

kind of foundation," Henderson said.

Madball also stresses understanding and toler-

ance — two things that are at the very foundation

of hardcore. Two issues that have been points of

controversy within the hardcore scene have been

militant SXE kids and dancing at shows.

Henderson remarked. "It's a young SXE genera-

tion. It can be a positive thing if you believe in your

heart that it's your thing. I'm more convinced by

someone who's been through drugs and drinking

and becomes SXE then someone who never had a

beer.

"No doubt there are a couple of ignorant people

that f—k it up, that take advantage of the little guy

in the pit. that sucks, that's weak. You want to be

tough go up to the biggest tough guy who's dancing

the hardest and f—k with him and you'll get

knocked out. Then again sometimes people act like

one fight is the end of the world, which it isn't," the

guitarist commented.
When it comes to what makes a show, the two

agree that dancing creates the right kind of atmos-

phere.

And in Criecion's opinion, the dancing scene is

the best in New York.

"I've been around the states and Europe and I

gotta give New York the trophy for dancing, they

dance the hardest there. To outsiders that don't

know they just think New York's a bunch of crazy

assholes," Criecion commented.

Yc. support keeps

lifesaving research

in the fast lane.
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H.L Vato ends festival about AIDS awareness

By S*«ma Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

When AIDS first emerged on the scene in the early

"80s, the disease hit mostly homosexual males. There

were those who believed that AIDS was God's punish-

ment for homosexuality and those stricken with the fatal

illness were forced to hide the fact that they had been

diagnosed as either HIV-positive or of having

full-blown AIDS.

Even in the '90s. the degree of openness and accep-

tance has not extended to homosexuality and AIDS. The

stigma still remains. Raising awareness of the disease

and its effects on the population is a task taken on by

the Latino Theater Project, a project of New WORLD
Theater.

According to a New WORLD Theater press release,

AIDS became the leading cause of death in 1 993 for

people between the ages of 25 and 44 in Massachusetts.

In 1 992, AIDS was the second leading killer of blacks

and Hispanics in the state.

The AIDS-awareness program is titled

"Positive/Positivo: Gay and Lesbian Lalino/a Identities

in the Time of AIDS." The project took on the subjects

— usually considered taboo — head-on with a series of

workshops and performances of Amor Postivo/Positive

Love. That performance incorporated aspects of Latino

culture, homophobia and AIDS prevention.

The festival, which started last week on Sept. 19

with a performance of the one woman travelogue MilJi

of Amnesia, ends this Saturday with a performance of

//./. Vato. H.l. Vato will be performed 8 p.m. tonight at

Hampden Theater and 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. tomorrow,

also at Hampden Theater.

H.l. Vato was written by Beto Araiza and is described

as a "Baile con la Muerte" — a dance with death. Araiza

performs the play, which is a poetic reflection of a

man's everyday struggle with H.l.V. The path Araiza

leads the audience along on starts with the initial diag-

nosis to defiant survivor.

The festival is presented in part with the

Everywoman's Center Women of Color Program and the

StoneWall Center.

For ticket reservations, call the Fine Arts Center Box

Office at 545-2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS. Single tickets

for low income patrons are available by calling

545-1972. For more information about the festival,

please call loshua Fontanez at 545-1972.

lYflNt AHISdN'IK

New WORLD Theater closes out its Gay/Latino

festival this weekend.

More actors performing risky stunts g^ jg-g^j fangs his

By Constance Sommer
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — There's Tom
Cruise hurling himself through a plate

glass window as a huge aquarium
explodes behind him. Then there's

Helen Hunt facing down twisters as

homes and cows fly by. And, of

course, there's Arnold
Schwarzenegger doing... everything. It

seems all the rage these days — actors

doing their own stunts in action block-

busters. And while industry insiders

say the big names are doing more
stunts, there's still a lot of work out

there for the men and women who
make a living risking life and limb for

that extra heart-pounding shot.

Stunt professionals say some actors

do as much as 90 percent of their own
stunts. But it's that last 10 percent —
the high falls, the eardrum-shattering

explosions — that are generally left to

the experts.

"A lot of the time, you get a

Sylvester Stallone, a Bruce Willis and

these are ballsy guys." says longtime

stuntman Roy Clark. "Depending on

the actor, he wants to let the public

isc) him doing everything. There are

times you have to tell an actor not to

do his own stunt."

One actor who won't allow anyone

else to do his stunts is Hong Kong
phenomenon Jackie Chan, who prides

nimself in doing all of his action

sequences.

Chan has been doing his own inim-

itable brand of martial arts mayhem
for 15 years but his big breakthrough

in the United States came with
Rumble in the Bronx, which included

in the final credits some of the stunts

he botched, including a leap in which

he broke his ankle.

The 41 -year-old star is a walking

miracle of physical endurance. He has

broken numerous bones doing stunts,

and sports a hole in his head the size

of a quarter, suffered when he fell out

of a tree during a stunt.

But conditions in Hollywood are a

little different in Hong Kong, where
any insurance is hard to come by, says

Chan's Supercop co-star Michelle

Khan.
Can you imagine, she says, sitting

down with a local insurance agent ana

demanding accident coverage for 40-

foot falls, ear-splitting explosions and

leaps between skyscrapers. And that's

just the opening scene? Khan laughs.

"Here we're almost not really covered

by insurance." she said.

Operating under different handi-

caps, action filmmakers stateside at

least try to make it look like the

famous faces are performing every

stunt.

"Hopefully, you should never

know, Clark said. "That's the mys-

tique of the business. You of the pay-

ing public, we don't want you to

know."
Still, actors pushing the stunt enve-

lope abound.
Christian Slater apparently did a lot

of his own stunts for Broken Arrow,

including working out with boxer

Carlos Palomino, a former World
Boxing Council welterweight champ,

to add to the authenticity of the film's

opening sequence when he spars with

|ohn Travolta's character in a gym.

Sylvester Stallone, no stranger to

danger, was deemed "superheroic" for

the work he did in his upcoming film

Daylight, which includes a scene of

him running between the massive

revolving blades of a "monster
machine.
And Helen Hunt's work in Twister

reportedly left her battered from the

effort of doing much of the work her-

self. It was rumored that she got a

concussion from filming one scene in

which she opened the door of a vehi-

cle that was speeding through a corn-

field, according to Entertainment

Weekly.
"The thing about me is. I have all

the courage of a stunt person, but I

don't have all the talent," Hunt told

the magazine. "If you're Arnold
Schwarzenegger or Mel Gibson, and

you've done 9,000 action movies,

rju're used to everything blowing up.

wasn't. It was new for me."

Loren Janes, a stuntman with 40
years in the business, puts it another

way:
"If you were an insurance company

insuring a movie, and (the star) was
getting $20 million and you were
going to have to pay everybody else

while he recovers (from an injury),

aren't you going to say. 'Hey, you'd

better have a double'?"

So if you're worried about your

favorite celebrity performing all those

death-defying stunts he's bragging

about on the late-night talk shows —
don't. It's entirely possible that some-

one else took the fall.

his music to Iron Horse

By Panogioris Gianopoulos

Collegian Correspondent

Junior Wells is part harmonica virtuoso, part frenetic

showman and part mythical figure. He has been called

"a spunky little ball of energy who keeps the Chicago

blues scene alive." a man who "plays like most of us

breathe" and who "breathes fire into his harmonica-

Wells' wild stage antics have also earned him the repu-

tation of a man with "a thundercloud stuck up his

pants." Clearly, Wells is no simple bluesman but a

musical force, and a devilish one at that.

There is something decidedly mischievous about

Wells as he blows and chokes the blues harp, making it

holler like the greats Little Walter and Sonny Boy did.

His method is loud, brazen and furious and it justifies

his mythical status. And of course, like all such mythi-

cal figures, Wells has a famous corresponding story of

how it began.

He began playing the harmonica at the age of 1 1

,

with some brief instruction from his neighbor. He

worked all week on a soda truck that summer to earn

enough money to buy a shiny new harp he'd been eye-

ing. At the store, Wells placed his $1.50 on the counter

and picked up the harp. The owner told him it was $2.

Wells looked at the harp, then at the door and sprinted

out of the store with the harp.

What grants this everyday tale of childhood thievery

a legendary aspect is the ensuing court scene. The judge

asked Wells why he had stolen the harp. Wells replied

that he "just had to have it." The judge then instructed

Wells to play it for the court. After hearing Wells play.

the judge paid the remaining 50 cents himself and dis-

missed the case.

Since that pivotal moment, Wells has been playing

harmonica with the fire and mischief of an inspired

demon. His first LP. Hoodoo Man Blues, is widely con

sidered one of ihe best blues albums ever recorded. IK

has toured extensively with phenomenal blues guitarist

Buddy Guy in possibly the most famous modern blues

team. Together, they recorded Drinkin TNT' and

Smokin' Dynamite at the 1974 Montreaux |azz

Festival. It was rated one of the 10 best albums of the

year by Billboard's editors' poll, and regarded as one of

the best documentations of a live blues performance.

Well's recent eight-piece touring band has everything

necessary to thrill audiences, including a hom section

and most importantly, the man himself. A consummate

showman. Wells sings, struts, wails, shouts and bends

the notes almost in two. His searing licks can flay the

skin off your back one song, and his mellow blues can

heal it right back on again the next. Wells is a walking

legend, and every show he grins, sings and plays to

prove it.

XJRTESY AMERICAN RECORDINGS

"Shake Your Moneymaker"
Tickets for the Black Crowes Nov. 3rd show go on sale tomorrow at 10 a.m. at The Mulhns Center box Ullice and

through Ticketmaster. Reserved seats are $20.50. COURTESY DEIMAKK RECORDS

Blues legend |unior Wells.
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Minutemen on the road
for XC rumble in Bronx

By Matt Perrault

Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts men's cross
country team travels south this
Saturday to participate in the
famous Meet Of Champions. Van
Cortlandt Park, which is located
the Bronx of New York City, is

the site of the event, which will
start at 11:30 a.m.

This will be the first time
UMass will run the annual meet
and the field should be strong.
The host school, Iona College,
ranked 35th in the nation, will
have the advantage of running on
familiar ground.

Other top teams such as No.
22 Penn State. No. 26 Villanova,
and No. 43 Clemson round out
the ranked opposition that
UMass will face.

But the real reason UMass
coach Ken O'Brien is taking his
team to the meet is because two
Atlantic 10 opponents consis-
tently run Van Cortlandt Park
and the course has been selected

to hold the A- 10 Championships
(hosted by Fordham) this year.

"St. Joe's and LaSalle have
been running the course for years
and have experience on it,"

O'Brien said. "Van Cortlandt is a
very difficult course that has a
great amount of history and is

one of the most well known cross
country courses in the world.
Most of our kids have never run
it or only in high school. We
need the experience."

The course itself demands a
well-conditioned but fast runner.
The first mile is a sprint across
flat plains until the runners hit

the woods for the second mile.
The path in the woods is very
narrow and extremely hilly. This
is where the pack will break
away. After coming back out of
the woods, the race will once
again focus on speed as the run-
ners will cross back through the

plains again.

Van Cordlandt has its version
of Heart Break Hill during the
fifth and final mile. A very steep
slope greets the runners, named
"Cemetery Hill." A cemetery
rests at the top of the climb and
legend has it that all of the run-

ners who don't survive the hill

get buried there. The five mile
course ends with a sprint to the

finish line.

O'Brien hopes this race will

bring his team together and help
Ihem gel for the rest of the sea-

son. He is not expecting victory

at this meet but is expecting a

top ten finish.

"I want my team in the top ten

of this meet and if not in, as

close to the top five as possible,"

he said.

Although they are not expected
to place, O'Brien is looking for

strong showings from veterans
like seniors Paul Blodorn, Matt
Behl and Mike Maceiko.
He also hopes the younger

team members, like freshmen
Peter Gleason and Brian Hughes,
will benefit from the race experi-

ence.

Other teams of note that make
up the rest of the field of twenty
are Virginia Tech and
UNC-Greensboro, both of which
have had strong showings in past

seasons.

UMass polo takes to the water and air
By Frad HuHbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

In the wake of its first-ever trip to the Final

Four, the UMass water polo team is starting to grab
some attention, albeit modest, from fans and sup-

porters.

In an effort to grab some more attention and
enhance support for one of the most successful

sports teams on campus, WMUA 91.1 FM will be
airing this weekend's UMass-Brown water polo
match live from Amherst College at 9 p.m.
Saturday night.

This marks the first time that WMUA has broad-

cast a water polo match, and co-Sports director

Mike Reiss is excited about this opportunity to

expand the campus's collective sports horizon.

"WMUA as a station is very diverse; (water polo)

is just another type of thing you can find on cam-
pus," Reiss said. "The team is one of the best kept

secrets on campus and this gives us the opportunity

to expose that excellence."

Reiss himself will be handling the play-by-play
duties. He will be joined throughout the night by
various analysts and other such people in the know.

Between quarters, Reiss plans to run features on
coach Russ Yarworth and the program. WMUA
also wants to try and involve the women's water
polo program in the broadcast.

The stage for the water polo squad's radio debut
will be a second meeting in as many weeks with the
Bears of Brown. The Minutemen won the first tilt

last weekend, 10-6 on the strength of Paul Engin's
1 2 saves.

Brown will be the third of three teams to contest
UMass in the Minutemen's second Eastern Water
Polo Association league tournament of the season.
UMass (7-2) is undefeated in three EWPA matches
already.

UMass and Brown are two of the top water polo
teams in the Northeast region and. like their most
recent contest, have consistently played tight

defense-oriented games in the past.

Overall, the Minutemen, with their win last

Saturday, hold a 14-13 win-loss advantage in the

all-time series with the Bears dating back to 1987.

The only other team in the Northeast that the

Minutemen haven't perpetually dominated is Navy
which has beaten Massachusetts eight of the 1

1

times the two have met (the games UMass has won
have all been in the Eastern Championships).
Those facts don't leave much for the Crimson of

Harvard and the Engineers of M.I.T. to look for-

ward to. UMass has won 1 7 of 26 against Harvard
since '87, and are 18-2 against the Engineers in

that span.

The Schedule for the Minutemen on Saturday:
they face Harvard at 10 a.m., M.I.T. at 2:30 p.m.
and Brown at 9 p.m.

After this weekend, the Minutemen continue
their affair with the Bears as they go down to

Providence to participate in the Brown Invitational

on Oct. 5-6.

women s

field

continued from page 10

On the defensive end of the field,

the UMass backs have been solid on
the year, not allowing opponents any
extra room to move.

Amy Ott was the defensive force

against Penn St., suffocating the Lady
Lion attack with her countless tackles.

Minutewoman goalie Hilary Rose
has stopped 88 shots on the year. She
was ranked fifth in the nation in saves

and save percentage before last

Wednesday's game. Rose has also

turned back four penalty strokes on

the year.

Temple goalie Deb Brown has seen

all but 1 9 minutes of action in the Owl
net this season, stopping 79 shots. She
has amassed a 3.72 goals against aver-

age and has shut out opponents twice

in a pair of 1-0 wins.

The Minutewomen will finally play

at Totman Field for the first time (the

game against Yale at Totman was
rained out), when they return home
Oct. 2 to face Northeastern at 3:30

p.m.

continued from page 10

Danielle Dion (0.17 goals against

average). St. Joe's freshman keeper
Amanda Kuehnle has had to face a

daunting 80 shots on net, while mak-
ing 62 saves ( 1 .93 GAA).
The offense for the Minutewomen

has begun to emerge, as the forever

consistent senior midfielder Rebecca
Myers (6 goals, 1 assist, 13 points)

officially stamped her mark on UMass
history this week. In the 3-0 win over

Rhode Island, Myers took over the top

spot in all-time UMass goals (36) and
points scored (95). She has not been
the sole beneficiary, as freshman for-

ward Emma Kurowski added two
assists last Tuesday in Kingston, R.I.,

and is now second in team scoring

(3g, 3a. 9p).

For Rudy, unless teams like SMU.
Georgia, and George Washington
start to make an impact on the polls,

his team's strength of schedule will be

further scrutinized come NCAA
Tournament time. These are games
that team's have to notch in the win
column, or the result could be as bad
as the daytime robbery of an 1994
NCAA Tournament bid for the UMass
field hockey team.

"With St. Joe's, 1 don't care who
they are, or who they've played,"

Rudy said. "The way that our schedule

is shaping up, our strength of sched-

ule index this year is not going to be

even as strong as we thought.

"With these three extra A- 10 teams

we have to play, if we lose to one it

could be catastrophic. Now is the time

to take care of business, not at the end

of the year, when they are starting to

make their selections. The time is

now."

Minutewoman XC to race at
Meet of Champions in N.Y.
By Corey Goodman
Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts women's
cross country team will take its act

to the cross country mecca of Van
Cortland Park in the Bronx. N.Y.
this weekend, where they'll com-
pete in the Meet of Champions. It's

the first big invitational of the year,

and UMass appears to be up for

the challenge.

The Minutewomen are coming
off an impressive victory last week
over Connecticut, Boston
University, Vermont and Central

Connecticut State, which saw their

dual meet record climb to 5-1.

In a meet that said a lot about its

standing in New England, UMass
proved to have the deepest and
most talented squad in the field,

placing four of the team's runners

in the top ten, and six in the top
20.

Junior Rebecca Donaghue, once
again, displayed her dominance
over the competition, as she took
home another first-place finish

(17:29), edging out UConn's stand-

out runner Danyelle Wood

(17:36).

But the real story of the victory

came from the Minutewomen's
supporting cast.

"All of the girls are running
extremely well," UMass coach Julie

LaFreniere said.

Katie Greenia has been one of
the clutch runners on the team, fin-

ishing fourth last week with a time
of 18:19. Christy Martin has been
surging ahead, shaving seconds off

her time, finishing seventh last

week, only 13 seconds off
Greenia's pace.

LaFreniere was also pleased with

the races of her other runners.

"I thought Sharon Tillotson

looked very good last week,"
LaFreniere added. "Molly Dunlap
ran a great race, and we had strong

performances from Tracy Meagher
and Sally Hirsch."

However, the Minutewomen
have a tough task ahead of them
this weekend at the Meet of
Champions, which hosts a strong

field of schools. The No. 7

Villanova Wildcats are the favorite

to win the meet, which also sees

Purdue. South Carolina, Western

Kentucky, Coastal Carolina,
Drexel. Iona, Fairfield. Monmouth,
Manhattan, and the A-10's own St.

Joseph's and Fordham in action.

"Villanova is a tough team. They
are consistently ranked in the top

ten, and their best six runners are

all nationally quality runners,"
LaFreniere said.

"Purdue and South Carolina are

both strong teams who are always

contenders, and teams like Coastal

Carolina and Western Kentucky
usually have one or two great run-

ners who will finish atop the pack,"

LaFreniere said.

Don't count on UMass looking

past A-10 rival St. Joseph's either.

The Hawks have been a thorn in

the side of LaFreniere and the
Minutewomen in recent years.

"It's a great opportunity for us,"

LaFreniere said. "We'll be able to

run against teams from all over the

country, and see just where we
stand against them.

"It's also a big meet for Rebecca
(Donaghue), who'll be able to

make a hame for herself amidst
some of the top runners in the
country."

.*».. >i

GAY, LESS I AIM,

ISEXUAL ISSUES

Heeds
Writers!

If you are interested in writing for the

Collegian and working on issues that

pertain to you or your friends please

come to the

Collegian at 113 Campus Center

and ask for Jamie Sinsheimer or leave
fc|

a note in my mailbox. All students are

welcome to apply, whether you are afc

GLB student or just an ally.
t

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Collegian Nsf*
New! improrved! Now with literary refences?

I .JlOji

Is it a Space Ship?

Is it a Trolley?

Is it a Plane?

No! It's the Collegian's newspaper

stand located on the Campus Center

Concourse. You can pick up your copy of

the Collegian or place a classified ad (and

save yourself the trip down to the

basement). t

Mooter CardiWUMWt V^tjriJ i

Classified Sales Hours Mon-Fri 10-2
Classifieds may be placed at the Collegian Offlce-113 Campus Cenier-Mon-Fri 8:30-3:30
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called Doc Gooden a crack-smoking
v.,imc of oxygen, and eluded (o

Darryl Strawberry's similar prob-
lems not to mention Tim Raines'
sordid history with the reefer.

See a pattern?

And, I called Cecil Fielder fat...

yeah, like he's never heard a fat joke.

I suppose I could tell you why
Andy Pettittc is going to be the
biggest disgrace to win the Cy Young
Award since, well since the award
started...

First and foremost, his ERA is up
around like five million (the highest

ERA by a winner since the inception

of the award in 1956 was by LaMarr
Hoyt of the Chicago White Sox in

1983 when he won 24 games —
3.bo>

Sure, Pettite's a 20-game winner,

whoopdy-doo. Dave Stewart won 20

games three times, but never won a

Cy Young award. Sure, Pettite has

the best pick-off move in the league,

okay so let's give him the

Picker-Offer of the Year award.

Stewart never won the Cy Young
for a variety of reasons, one was
Roger Clemens, but the others were

pitchers on his own team, and that

there would be the reason why Pettite

shouldn't win the award since there

are at least two other hurlers on the

Yankee roster that deserve the award
more than he does.

|ohn Wetteland. the Yankee closer

has seemed dominating, having saved

nearly 40 games and exhibiting great

control for a power pitcher.

Mariano Rivera is the other

Yankee stud. Actually Rivera is the

reason why both pitchers are having

such successful seasons.

So, if the Baseball Writers need to

give a Yankee the Cy Young award,

give it to the best pitcher on the

Yankees — Rivera.

He has overwhelmed opposing hit-

ters in practically every outing this

season. In fact, he's the only reliever

in the league that has logged more
than 100 innings on the hill. And,

without Rivera, Pettite wouldn't have

20 wins nor would Wetteland have

even 35 saves.

So, 1 didn't do a great job at bash-

ing the Yankees, but at least the Red
Sox aren't going to be the Indians'

whipping posts in the playoffs this

October.
• Not yet Sox freaks. ..now, the

Pats.

Ya' know, 2-2 isn't a bad start for

this team. They're still young and just

learning to play together in basically

a new system. The defense, having

been switched to the 3-4 alignment

under apprentice head coach Bill

Belichick, has performed well under
the pressure of an identity-less

offense.

Drew Bledsoe continues to show
flashes of super human ability, but

the problem with that is so did Tony
bason and Doug Flutic. It seems like

Bledsoe is going to become the next

|eff George — such tremendous
potential and such mediocre produc-

tion, although George has found his

niche in the run-and-shoot system in

Atlanta.

As far as Curtis Martin goes, it's

too early to call him the next |ohn
Stephens, but how 'bout Leonard
Russell? I hope he wasn't a fluke, but

he's only averaging three yards a

carry running behind basically the

same line as he did in his stellar rook-

ie campaign.

Ben Coates is Ben Coates and oh
look, Terry Glenn took his skirt off

and is already New England's best

wideout.

Hey. Shawn Jefferson I'm giving

lessons on how to hold on to the ball

tomorrow, c'mon it's a bye-week you
have the time.

• Okay. I promised. .

We are well aware of the fact that

Red Sox management has an exten-

sive "to-do" list for the off-season,

but after experiencing first-hand

Wednesday night's 6-2 loss to the

Orioles, I can see three key things

that Sox fans should lobby to put at

the top of the list: I. Get rid of that

God- awful PA announcer. Screw
"equal opportunity," she is horrible

(I'm sure she'd be just as horrible if

she were a man, so no letters please);

2. Along the same lines, they really

need to look into getting some better

between-inning music. When
"Copaeabana" and "Iko Iko" started

playing, 1 actually wanted to hear the

"Macarena;" 3. Concession stand

prices are so high that my dad had to

take out a second mortgage to lend

me money for a cheeseburger, fries

and a coke.

A top lefty starter would be nice

too...

• Hardcourt dinosaur, Robert
Parrish has signed a two- year pact

with the defending NBmA (National

Basketball marketing Association)

champion Chicago Bulls.

Seeing Parrish wearing Chicago
black and red will be like seeing

Ulysses S. Grant wearing grey (if you
don't get that: pack your bags and
withdraw from school — you're
hopeless).

• Memo to Bob Dole, noted
Brooklyn Dodgers fan: The Dodgers

will be playing the Washington
Senators tonight at 7 p.m. at Ebb-ets

Field. Oh wait, that was 1946!

Fred Hurlbrink. )r. is a Collegian

columnist.

continued from page 10

the season. It led to a team meeting

which examined what exactly was
going wrong.

"Duquesne will give us some prob-

lems," Kenny said. "They beat Ohio
State [earlier this season], when they

were ranked at the time. That won't

be an easy match for us."

The Minutewomen hold the edge

over the Lady Dukes, 7- 4, dating

back to 1986.

Last week, junior outside hitter

Lesley Nolan became only the second

player in school history to reach the

1,000 dig plateau in UMass' 0-3 loss

to Rhode Island. She now has 1,017

career digs. Senior Dionne Nash, inci-

dentally, is the other player with

1 .000 digs.

Nash was named to the

All-Tournament team at the Rhode
Island Classic, marking the fourth

consecutive weekend that she has

earned All-Tournament honors. The
outside hitter averaged 4.4 kills and

4.8 digs per game.

Also playing well of late for UMass
has been Michelle Paciorek. She
earned a match-high 1 1 kills against

No. 7 Long Beach State last weekend,

and her 15 kills against Brown was

also the most of anyone on the floor.

What's more, she leads the team with

a .414 hitting percentage.

After this homestand, nine of

UMass' next 12 matches will be on
the road, including the next five

straight.

COUKTISY MiOIA RELATIONS

Michelle Paciorek and the UMass volleyball team opens confer-

ence play this weekend at Curry Hicks Cage.

continued from page 10

lerback."

On the defensive side of the ball,

the Minutemen will be hurting in

the secondary, where senior co-cap-

tain Kory Blackwell will probably

not see action because of a strained

right hamstring. This, combined

with Brian Mooney's hamstring

problems that will keep him out of

action, has Hodges concerned.

"Sure I'm concerned," said

Hodges. "Northeastern passes the

ball a lot, so we have to go to a

nickel defense more often. With

five or six players in the secondary,

our depth could be a problem."

On a more positive note, UMass

linebacker Justin Reimer was recog-

nized as the ECAC defensive player

of the week for his play against

Richmond. The senior registered 18

tackles, (15 solo) and had four

tackles for a loss, including one

sack. This is nothing new for the

Wayne, N.J. product, who leads the

Minutemen in tackles with 37, tack-

les-for-loss (seven) and sacks

(two). Last season Reimer garnered

first team All-Yankee Conference

honors after his 1 50 tackles led the

conference.

Minuteman Notes: In order to

accommodate NfcSN, which is

broadcasting the game, Saturday's

kickoff has been moved to noon.

Sophomore Matt Jordan is expected

to play Saturday. Jordan, who has

been hampered by hamstring prob-

lems, has only one carry so far this

season. Last season Jordan ranked

third on the team in rushing with

564 yards.

Correction: The Collegian incor-

rectly reported the score of Sept.

14's Connecticut-Northeastern
game yesterday. UConn beat the

Huskies 21-19.

113 Campus Center • University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Seebin* imerestea peeaft to help plan

activities tor World AIDS Day at UMass

Meeting Fn 9/77 at 2pm Campus Center

5P-S181 toe details

AUTO FOR SALE

1312 Chi.y Cavalier *•«.« AC.

AM/FM. new lues. plus. S3S04W 080
Call Bruce 256-1215 ^_
1916 Maria Reliable.1 speed. AM/FM
cassette J900 665-8246

1MC Toy ala Low mileage, standard

J1000/80 586 9501 Aftei 5 00 pm
1917 Marda 126 125 miles but runs

great, standard shift. P/W. PA. sunroof,

priced loi quick sale {1200 firm 549

0701 days. 323^9233 evenings

1512 feyeia Supra Good condition.

AT/PW/P0/PS/AM/FM CAS Call 546-

0657 or (4131624- 39B2

INSTRUCTION
WWW SUCCESS ORG Free business

education fiom American Institute

Entrepreneurthip and Real Estate

Investment Courses Retire rich in ten

years

PC/MAC Tatar*** Cheap instruction for

computer Patient, valuable help and

advice Setups, software. Internet

|413)772-0633

MUSICIANS
Guitar Classes Start S/10 Rentals and

lessons available 10 wks/S40 00 FTUG

Pad 545^7579

EMPLOYMENT
Business Opportunity Need addition

al income7 Want the energy to earn it'

Earth-friendly company looking for distrib-

utors Wild Organic Food. Free Tape !•

600 92 7 2527 em 7368

Sarin* Break!! Earn Cashn Highest

Commissions 1 lowest Prices 1 Travel free

on only 13 sales' Free Info' Sunsplasti 1

800-426/710

Cruise Ships Hiring Earn up to

eOOOVmonth World Travel Seasonal

and Full Time positions No e«p nsces

sary For info call 1 206-971 3550 e«t

C50015

National Parts Hiring Positions are

now available at National Parks. Forests

and Wildlife Preserves E«ceHent benefits

and bonuses' Call 1 206 971 3620 Eit

N50016

Tropical Resorts Hiring Students

needed' Entry level and career positions

available worldwide Call Resort

Employment Services 1-206-971-3600

Em R50012

ATTENTION AIL STUDENTS! Over 6

billion in public and private sector Grants

and schoisjships are now available All

students art eligible let us help For

more info call 1 -800 263-6495 E«t

F50014 ^__
International Employment - Earn up to

S25-J45/hour teaching basic conversa

tional English in Japan. Taiwan or S

Korea No teaching background or Asian

Languages required For info call 206

971 3S7Qf*»t J50015

Now Hiring Ail Shifts Closing shifts

available with bonus program Hadley

Burger King Ask for Ten 584-51 10

Now Hiring! G'eal pay doing odd pbs.

Ungate hours Can Andrew 584-8070

Counter Help and Daytime Delivery

Persons Counter help must be able to

work 15 70 hr nights and weekends

Apply at DP Dough

Eiporieacoe Port Time House
Cleaner References Please S6 hourly

54*4113

Blues Jam Turn. 800pm Emerson 112

Check it out'

PERSONALS
Choices Not Chances Free contracep-

Hon education Every Mon & Thurs 3

4 30 and Tues & Wed 7 830pm in Fan

302 UHS Med and Women welcome

For more information call Health

Esteaaon Office 577 5181

PriaaiarT Need help' Call Birthright of

Amherst area for free testing and assis

tance 549-1906

Hoy Chicken Pet PI*. I know that I do

not show my appreciation enough

towards you. but I am going to start I just

wanted to tell you how much I love you

and need you Thanks for always being

there for me EKM0IFY I love you love

Always, Boob

Vomsoh Happy 71st Monkey!! I love

you with all my heart' Thanks for every-

thing" Love. Tej

ROOM WANTED
Looking far ream in an apartment

Anything on bus line Please call Dan

3672047

FOR RENT

F'ldg* Rentals Plus Free Delivery 753

9742

SERVICES
Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade 7 In-house service, call Scream

Saws 5494083

LICENSED MANICURIST
Basic Manicure $10 French Manicure

S12 Call Bridget for an appt O 54*6379

Have you boon ripped oft by a retailer7

Contact the Student Legal Services Office

regarding your rights as a consumer 922

Campus Center 545-1995

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK! Earn cash' Highest

commissions/lowest prices' Travel free

on only 13 tales! 1 Free info ' Sunsplash

1 800-426-7710

TRANSPORTATION

Ride Shaft from Lee lor Berkshire area)

MTWFtJ 900 classes Call Jason 243

0981

WANTED
Wanted 100 People New Metabolism

Breakthrough lost 5 100 lbs

Guaranteed Cost $35 (800)7769503

ONE DAY
I WOKE UP

ANjD
REALIZED
I DIDN'T
NEED
THAT

$150,000
PORSCHE
MYDADDY
BOUGHT
ME, SOI
DECIDED
TO PLACE
AND AD IN

THE
COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS,

AND
WHAT DO

YOU
KNOW...IT
WORKED!
I SOLD IT
THE NEXT
DAY. NOW
I DRIVE A
*T6 CHEVY
VEGA.
LIFE IS
GOOD.
o
o

Rates
$2.00
minimum

/day

Students
20<£ per

word

/day

All

others
40(t per

word/day

NO
REFUNDS
Please write

clearly and
legibly. We are

not responsi-

ble for errors

resulting from
illegible

handwriting
or type.

ARIES
Much 21-April 20
Abrupt mood swings may mran
thfre's something unrxprttrd

bothering you. Trust a clone friend

to help you sort out a complicated

Issue Also, don't neglect health

Issues. That's another potential

source of trouble.

TAURUS
April 21-lUy 21
Listening to a killjoy at work
makes you want to scream, but

the patient approach works

wonders Ignore this person as

much as possible, and focus on
the things you enjoy most to help

you get through the week

GEMINI
May 22-June 21
An Insensitive omission may have

you feeling depressed. Try to keep

your chin up and ask yourself: Are

these the sort of people you want

to be your friends' Try to develop

a thicker skin.

CANCER
Jane 22-JuIy 22
A charitable contribution may be

redirected to a cause you don't

approve of. Your values are

Important, too. so don't allow

yourself to be railroaded. A
misunderstanding at home may
be causing stress.

LEO
July 23-Augoat 23
Careful attempts at

communication clear up a

misunderstanding you thought

was terminal See—It realty wasn I

your fault. Someone you love very

much Is planning a surprise

VIRGO
August 24- September 22
What you thought was a Joyful

piece of news Is a source of

consternation for someone close to

you. Don't worry—they'll come
around Planning for large social

events goes well.

LIBRA
SepbttvibMaa-Octa-jer 23
A distant friend Is thinking of yot).

Make the eflart to art in tuueli. and

you could make them very happy

Indulge this weekend in some
relaxation. You'rr long overdue for

some serious snooting.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
A small gesture hits home and

really makes your day. Pass the

favor along—It's a good way to

make a new friend. A carefully

worded criticism may still sling,

but see If you can pull It together

and make a diplomatic reply

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
A narrow minded Individual says

something you don't agree with It

may be Impossible to argue with

them directly, but a morr subtle

approach may work wonders

CAPRICORN
December 22-Jannary 20
Any conflicts you encounter this

week are kkety to escalate, so

either steer clear, or use your

strongest diplomacy. A close

friend may need support during

a difficult time

AQUARIUS
January 21 February 18
An enthusiastic companion makes
an evening outing extra special, if

you go out with a group It could be

even morr fun. but watch a

tendency to overspend Maybe you
should leave the credit cards at

home

PISCES
February 19-March 20
A silly joke may offend you. but If

you speak privately to the Jokester.

you may make a lasting impression.

Be careful thai It's not a bad one-
try not to make a scene

For Entertainment Purposes Only

CROSSWORD
1 J 3 J ! -s-T S 9 HID If 13" 13

is

I"I' 8 *

31

m mm

Hf tat"

-> MM"
JM mJtj ____!__

U M 56 S« 57 58 59 60

62
mV85 l«6 1lew I 70

ACROSS
1. Blot

5. SngakeBIng
10 Towel pronoun

14. First name n gosup
15. Beavers home
16 Water (Spanish)

17. Spring, m Israel

16. Lagoon turroonder

19 Measure tor Or
Frankenstein

20. Turns aside

22. Le*oulo.*>l
24. They OHappaar

on stands**

26. Cannon of OatMap
27. Overshadowed
31. Harsh and metate

36. Ready

36. Rtamer
36. Whet person?

39 Kong

40. Small, as eyes

41. Tooboi Hem
42. Resentment

43. Fever boat

44. Duroc sound

45. PopUaton count

47. Canned fteh

50. Negative profit

52. Canou and Deighton

53. Wandering off

67. Slocked a trap

61. Geezer

62. Gasowsknot

64. Irish newspaper

66. Mttxh Mlsar'i

instrument

66. He played

Gentleman Jim

67. Hoglrxx)

66. Saturate*

69. Sateddayt

70. Tryout

DOWN

30. Hauls

32. Lover

33. Raw and I

14. Meringue maker's

17.

40. Nursery tumahmg
41. Most damorout
43. Ftoatng marker

46. Uttaofc
46. Mutiny r,

Gsbert of lenni*

Once In With

Amy"
Souedron

Corrang undone, as

cloth

Embrace!

Rubbah'

Intent*

Wat a girVwalcher

Eady woman
reporter (2 wda.)

10. Largest c«y n the

Weetmdkn
11. Serves, m

psychosnaryw
12. Draw a Una

13. Entrance eiamt
abbr

21. Strtce sharply

23. Bowler Anthony

26. Passover least

27. System ol morals

26. Rouknetask

29. Atj material

61. Slent-raght rvaner

53. River boat

64. Hamters phrase

(2wrJa)

56." lor the home
team-

66. Quayte't successor

56. Marvjongg pace
59. God born ol Chaos
60 Kind of store: abbr

63. John. Jr to Jackie

FOR SALE

Ml ye* can carry tor $99 Computers,

software, hard drive, color monitors

Steve(413)566 33?4

Platferrn Bed with mirrored headboard,

bookcase and mattrest Vb Upholstered

chair Red tweed m noorj shape $10 00

5M90M ^_^
Weterktd ' "g new, wavelets mat

tress/heaters 4 drawers bookcate.

lamps Mutt sen $300 M9 1813

Few Oav* Matthews tickets tor Oct 6

Spectacular seats on the floor Please

help me get nd of these W6 3310

Basest**! Salt 1 Everything must go 1

549 1578

INSTRUCTION

Basin* Lessen* w/D|au Bumput Cak

tor brochure W 881 7

Jan Piaae Teacher Beginners to

advanced ttudentt Call Steven Page

2S3 33SH

2.

J.

Personals Policy
All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.

Profanity may not be used in personals.

The personals section is for personals only. The personals

section may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates,

advertise meetings, etc.

All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must prbvide a valid driver's license and
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of- the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

Standard Headings
Activities

Announcements

Apartment For

Rent

Auto For Sale

Employment

Entertainment

For Sale

Found (2 days Free)

Happy Birthday

Houses For Rent

Instruction

Lost

Musicians

Miscellaneous

Motorcycles

Personals

Room For Rent

Room Wanted

Roommate
Wanted
Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Transportation

Wanted to Rent

Wanted
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Robotman By Jim Meddik
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Dilbert By Scott Adams
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HE.LP YOU GET TO
SHOfcL 5AFE.LY.
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan
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remembrance is sacred

knowledge is sacred

babies are sacred

the morninqjjiir is sacred

the river is sacred

the marsh is sacred

the way my girlfriend

walks is sacred

the way I look at her

when she walks is

NOT sacred. s
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To soften their public image, many states

have introduced singing troopers.

Hear Say By Emily Yang
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Quote of the Day

66
I was thrown out of col-

lege for cheating on the

metaphysics exam—

I

looked into the soul of

the boy next to me.

-Woody Allen

99

. Another Quote !

66
I believe that our

Heavenly Father invent-

ed man because He was

disappointed in the

monkey.

-Mark Twain

99

Today's D.C. Menu
Coff 3432626 for

Franklin

LUNCH
Tacos

Veggie Tacos

Clam Roll

Reubin Sandwich

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken
Glazed Harvest Ham

Spaghetti/Tomato Lentil

Ravioli Alfredo

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburgers
Chicken Pucks

Scrod on a Sesame Roll

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken
Glazed Harvest Ham

Worcester

LUNCH
Scrod on a Sesame Roll

Fettuccini/Tomato Sauce
Black Eyed Peas

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken

Tempeh Stir Fry

Pastabilites

Ravioli Alfredo

Berkshire

LUNCH
Scrod on a Sesame Roll

Fettuccini/Tomato Sauce
Wheatball Grinder

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken
Pork Ginger Stir Fry

Tempeh Stir Fry

Ravioli Alfredo
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Sports
The Massachusetts

UM looks to collar Huskies in home opener

COUHTISY MfDIA RELATIONS

Senior Justin Riemer, who was named ECAC Player of the Week, will lead the UMass football team in the

team's home opener tomorrow at noon.

By Luke Meredith

Collegion Staff

The Massachusetts football team opens up Warren G.

McGuirk Alumni Stadium Saturday when the Minutemen

host the Northeastern Huskies at 12 p.m.

lis the first home date for the Minutemen in six games,

dating back to last season. UMass coach Mike Hodges is

happy to be home, especially when his team is 2-1 (1-0

Yankee Conference) and coming off a confidence-boosting

23-17 overtime victory over Richmond.

"It's nice to be home," Hodges said. "It's our house, our

locker rooms, our field. Good football teams learn to play on

the road, and in three games hopefully we've learned to do

that."

This week's opponent. Northeastern, is also 2-1 (1-1

Yankee Conference), including a 36-6 spanking of Lafayette

on the road last weekend. The Minutemen lead the all-time

series between the two schools, 19-7-1, and have won the

lasi 12 contest-.

The Huskies have shown considerable improvement from

HC)5. when they went 4-7, with a weak 2-6 mark in confer-

ence play.

One of those losses was a last second nail-biter against

the Minutemen, 21-19. UMass had led throughout the con-

test, but with a 21-13 lead late in the game Minuteman
placekicker Eric Oke missed a 31 yard field goal.

Northeastern took over with 1:14 left, and moved down to

the UMass 19 yard line on a Hail Mary from quarterback

|im Murphy to David Smith.

On the last play of the game, the Huskies recovered their

own fumble and ran it in for a touchdown, pulling

Northeastern to within two. The Huskies failed on the two-

point conversion, however, when UMass safety Jason

Tudryn broke up a Murphy pass, sealing the win.

Northeastem's staing point this year has been its passing

game. The Huskies, led by junior standout |im Murphy, lead

the Yankee Conference in passing offense with 285 yards a

game. Murphy is also first in the conference with 266.3

yards of total offense per game, and has four touchdowns

and only two interceptions.

Murphy's favorite targets have been junior wide receiver

David Smith, who has grabbed 17 balls for 266 yards, and

junior fullback David Edmunson. who has caught 10 passes

for 148 yards this season.

The Huskies have run the ball successfully all year as well.

Edmunson leaJs the team with 190 yards rushing, and

junior tailback Brian Vaughn has gained 188 yards on 52

carries so far this season. Vaughn's 3. 1 yards per carry is a

far cry from last season, when he led the Huskies with 742

yards on the ground and made the Yankee Conference

honor roll twice.

For the Minutemen. 1996 has been a departure from pre-

vious years, as the team has produced a more balanced

offensive attack. Last year's national rushing leader, UMass.

has diversified, running for an average of 181 yards a game

and passing for an average of 180 yards per game.

In the backfield. the Minutemen have been led by the tan-

dem of Frank Alessio and Ron Brockington. Alessio's 89.3

yards-per-game rank the 1995 Yankee Conference rushing

leader sixth in the YanCon in rushing, and his 268 yards

lead the team.

Brockington. healthy for the first time in two years, has

responded with 230 yards and a 5.5 per-carry average.

Despite a rough 4-for-15 outing last week, Hodges has

stuck with his quarterback, junior Anthony Catterton. who

will start on Saturday. Catterton was pulled late in the game

last week in favor of freshman Jeff Smith, who engineered a

game-tying drive in the waning moments of the contest.

"Anthony's still our man." Hodges said. "Quarterback's

like any position, where if you have to make changes to win

you do. We tried it and it worked, but Anthony's our quar-

Turn to FOOTBALL page 8

Massachusetts Football

Saturday, Saptambar 28
Warran P. McGuIrk Alumni Stadium

12 Noon

Mark Shalala

UMass vs. Northeastern

-ON THE AIR—
WHMJP 1400 AM: Marc Vandermeer, Mike McEvilly

WMUA 91.1 FM: Mike Reiss, Chris Martens,

Andrew Mahar

NESNTV

A-10 heating up; UMass faces Hawks
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Tomorrow afternoon at I p.m..

the No. 8 Massachusetts women's
soccer team (7-0. Atlantic 10 2-0)

will continue with its inauspicious

A-10 schedule, facing off against

the St. Joseph Hawks (2-7, A-10
0-4) at Richard F. Garber Field.

The Minutewomen have had no

major problems with their A-I0
neighbors so far. as St. Bonaventure
and Rhode Island did not make any

noise against the UMass defense in

their respective 4-0 and 3-0 defeats.

Even though the remainder of the

A-IO schedule does not hold a team

even close to the Top 20. UMass
coach lim Rudy can not even begin

to overlook any opponent in his con-

ference; especially after a certain lit-

tle I -0 defeat to an extremely over-

achieving Temple squad last season.

"We never lost an A-10 game,

and we go down [to Temple] and

pound on the door for 90, sorry. 93

minutes and they score one in the

93rd minute." Rudy said. "I realize

those things happen in soccer, but

the idea with it is that you don't

want it to happen very often.

"Hey, we are not taking anyone

for granted. We saw what Rhode
Island can do, and they held us out

for a half there. If we hadn't been

shrewd enough to make the proper

changes, or if we made the wrong
changes, we might be still playing

that game down ihere."

If you desire a prior history in

women's SOCCCT between these two

sides, you will not find it. St. Joe's is

a first year program, and its results

under coach Greg Nicholls so far

this season have been a testament to

the team's inaugural status. With
wins over women's soccer

power-outage teams like Wheeling

Jesuit (2-1) and Lafayette (1-0). the

Hawks' offense has not set off on

the right foot, or the left. No player

has scored over two points to this

point in the season.

After a one week on-one week off

winning streak to start the season.

St. Joe's have dropped five in a row.

Four of those losses were against

A-I0 opponents, as Xavier (4-'l),

Dayton (3-0). and Virginia Tech

(2-0) had their way with the

Hawks.
But in this week's l-O home loss

to Temple, the Hawks kept up with

the chief nemesis for last year's

UMass squad, keeping pretty even

with the Owls in shots (T-12. SJ-9)

and comers taken (3-3). It was only

the score by Temple midfielder Kim
Fitzgerald off of a free kick at the

24:10 mark that signalled the losing

margin.

As always, defense will be the key

for UMass, with a backline of

sophomores Robin Smith and
Amanda Thompson, junior defender

Erica Iverson and senior Erin Lynch

have now allowed only 10 shots in

seven games on junior keeper

Turn to WOMEN'S, page 7

UMass opens A-10 play;

men's soccer at St. Joe's

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

THANG VO / COUiGIAN

Tina Lighting and the UMass women's soccer team host St. Joseph's

tomorrow in Atlantic 1 action.

The odds are pretty good that you

haven't had an opportunity to see the

Massachusetts men's soccer team (3-

2-1) in action. Well, it looks like you'll

have to wait a little longer, because

after a two game homestand at Garber

Field, the Minutemen are back on the

road.

The Minutemen travel to the City of

Brotherly Love where they will face St.

loseph's at 7:30 p.m. tonight.

UMass is looking to avenge a tough

1-0 loss at home last Tuesday suffered

at the talons of the Hartford Hawks.

Barring a pair of close range headers in

the penalty box by Mike Butler and a

shot from 10 yards out by lake

Brodsky, UMass was out shot 1 5-9 in

the match.

The first of the two losses came
when Massachusetts took to the road

and lost 4-1 to South Carolina. While

the Minutemen jumped to an early 1 -O

lead on a goal by Dave Siljanovski. the

Gamecocks rolled to victory.

St. Joe's enters today's match with a

record of 1 -3-0 and have gotten off to

a relatively shaky start. Of the three

times the struggling Hawks took it on

the chin — two of the losses came in

the way of shutouts. They lost to

UNC- Wilmington (2-0), Philadelphia

Textile (3-0) and Villanova (3-1 over-

time). The lone check in the win col-

umn came in a 4-2 win over Drexel

early in September.

With two goals from seven shots,

sophomore midfielder Pat Gallagher

leads the St. |oe's offense. The largest

offensive threat comes from the loot of

midfielder Aleksander Peev who has

managed 1 7 shots. UMass keeper Tim
Pearson may not be too concerned as

Peev has only found the back of the net

once. Behind Peev is Joe Deily and

John Gallagher with a goal apiece.

In the net. junior Ryan Krey and

Nick DelMonico have combined for

390 minutes in net as each squad has

given up five goals each. DelMonico

posts a 0-2-0 record with a 2.8 1 goals

against average while Krey holds a

1-1-0 record with a GAA of 1 .96.

The Minutemen will continue to

look to the scoring tandem of

Siljanovski (4g, 8 points) and Butler

(2g, 2a, 6p). Other UMass players with

goals on the season are |oe Jacobson.

Rob Cairo, and Eric Rabinovitz.

Between the posts, Tim Pearson has

gone the full 480 minutes with a 3-2-1

record. With 28 saves and a GAA of

.94, Pearson has been a crucial part t.;

the UMass defense.

Also on the other side of the ball,

defenseman Dan Chagnon will be

back on he pitch after drawing a red

card in last weeks match against

South Carolina and sitting out the

game against Hartford.

UMass returns to Garber Field on

Oct. 1 1 when the team will fact

Dayton at 3:30 p.m.

Field hockey travels to Philly to face Temple
By Casey Kane
Collegion Staff

The Massachusetts field hockey
team travels to Philadelphia to face

Atlantic 10 foe Temple tomorrow at

Geasey Field in the team's seventh

consecutive road game.

With a 3-1 victory at Rhode Island

Wednesday, the Minutewomen
advanced to 6-i , 1-0 in the A-10. The
Owls stand at 3-3, 0-1 in conference

play.

Massachusetts leads the all-time

series between the two schools, which

dates back to 1978. 17-5. UMass won

last year' 1- tilt 1-0.

For the Minutewomen, freshman

Saskia Fuchs has been an offensive

sparkplug, scoring four goals on the

year. Fuchs, has also helped on six

goals, and was tied for I 3th in the

nation in assists before the URI game.

Sophomore Erica Johnston has

St. Bonaventure , Duquesne visit UM;
volleyball opens A-10 conference play

By Steven Grant

Collegion Staff

The Massachusetts volleyball team will open its first

Atlantic 10 homestand this weekend at Curry Hitks

Cage as it hosts St Bonaventure tonight at 7 p.m. and

Duquesne tomorrow night at 7 p.m

UMass has owned the Bonnies in the past In the

all-time series, which dates back to 1987, the

Minutewomen boast a 10-1 record againsi them.

UMass swept the season series last year, and even this

season, the trend has continued. At the Penn State

Invitational, the two teams encountered each other.

and UMass came away victorious, 15 2. 15-6, 15-3.

Taking the Bonnies lightly is exactly what UMass
coach Bonnie Kenny won't do, but she is aware of her

team's past success against them.

"There's no question that we're bigger and stronger

than St. Bonavenlure. even though I guess that's not

saying much." Kenny said. "But we have to make sure

we'll be prepared for ihem on Friday
"

Tomorrow night's opponent may present more of a

challenge. Last NMon, UMass split the season ttriN

with Duquesne However, the loss in five games (in

I'nisburgh) was a major low point in the early pan ol

Turn to VOLLEYBALL page 8

come into her own as of late, stepping

out from Fuchs' shadow. Johnston has

tallied a team-high five goals this sea-

son, while assisting on two. Johnston

was responsible for UMass' 4-3 over-

time win against Penn State last

Sunday, as she netted the game- win-

ning goal in overtime.

Senior Kyle Rothenberger and
sophomore Kate Putnam are running

even in the points list, each with three

goals and four assists. Junior Courtney

MacLean also has a trio of tallies.

For the Owls, offensive output has

come at the hands of Claudia

Ovchinnikoff and Cherifa Nouri. Both

Ovchinnikoff and Nouri have put in

four goals thus far this season, Nouri's

tallies coming on 16 shots and
Ovchinnikoff's on 12 shots.

Ovchinnikoff has also assisted on three

goals, and Nouri has helped on one.

Gina DeFazio has netted a pair of

scores and assisted on as many. |udy

Sichler and Torie Russell have each

added a goal to the team total. Katrina

Wolfe has helped on a pair of put ins,

while Heather Walker, Renita Bergey

and Kelly Smith each have one assist.

Turn to FIELD, poge 7

Yankee bashing bonanza;

Parrish turns confederate

Oh boy! It's my turn already.

Where to begin... not the Red
Sox, but rest assured that they will

make an appearance: not the

Celtics because nobody really

cares anymore thanks to M.L. (I

can't do either of my jobs) Carr;

you have to be sick of hearing

about John
(Armani) Calipari

Hey, I've got it!

Since our marching

band is bigger,

stronger and has a

better completion
percentage than
our Division I AA
football team, let's talk real col-

lege football.

We're pretty much out of luck

since Boston College is the only

decent Div. I program around,
and well, nobody here likes BC, or

will admit that fact for fear of los-

ing their vital organs. But, ya'

gotta admit that the Eagles put up
a good fight against Big 10 (plus

one) powerhouse Michigan last

weekend.

There's no way that Dan
Henning's charges should have
been in that game, but sure
enough, at the half the two com-
batants had merely traded touch-

downs. The second half was pretty

much all

Michigan as the

Wolverines
weren't about to

let an easy
out-of-conferene

win slip out of
their hands.

But, good for

the Eagles for playing with one of

the top programs in the country in

what everyone expects to be a dis-

mal year for BC on the gridiron —
gee, that's too bad (sarcasm, in

case you missed it).

• No, not yet Sox fans... time to

bash the Yankees!

Let's see if I can come up with
anything good. Well, I've already

Turn to HORN, page 8
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Two Days Seems
Like Forever

There's a rea-

son why people
don't live there.

Check out our
review of Two
Days in the Valley

(See Arts &
Living, page 8).

Can't

touch us

Rebecca Myers
scored two goals as

the Minutewomen
earned their sev-

enth straight

shutout Saturday
(See Sports

Weekend lor the
story).

WORLD

Thousands gather at

vigil for fallen activist

HONG KONG (AP) — Tens of

thousands of people chanted and

sang patriotic songs yesterday at a

candlelight vigil for a political

activist who drowned while
protesting Japan's claim to a chain

of islands in the East China Sea.

David Chan, a 46-year-old pub-

lic relations consultant in Hong
Kong, died Thursday when he and

several protesters jumped from a

freighter. Japanese patrol boats

had blocked the ship's approach

to the islets.

China. Taiwan and Japan all

claim the uninhabited island

chain, called Senkaku in fapanese

and Diaoyu in Chinese

While Hong Kong residents

have differing degrees of hostility

toward China, which takes over

the colony from England next

year, both the pro- and anti China

camps were represented at

Sunday's rally. Estimates of the

nttMil'ft size ranged from 20.000

to 50,000. In Taiwan on Sunday, a

politician said Taiwanese and
Hong Kong activists will try again

next week to defy Japan and sail to

the islands.

NATION

Texas auto deaths up
after speed limit raise

AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — Traffic deaths

in Texas have increased T 7 percent —
an average of 40 more per month —
since the state began raising highway

speed limits last December.

In rural areas, where interstate traf-

fic is now permitted to go as fast as

70 mph, fatalities increased 28 per-

cent, the Austin American-Statesman

reported yesterday.

From Dec. 8 through June 30,

accident records indicated 1,936
people died in Texas traffic accidents.

That compares with 1,655 traffic

deaths in the same perux) last year.

At the current pace about 3,600

people will die in traffic incidents in

Texas this year — the ..l.jhest toll

since 198S, the newspapt. *aid.

The increase was similar to a review

of California traffic records earlier this

year that found a 1 7-percent increase

in fatal crashes during the first 1

1

weeks of higher speed limits.

Traffic safety advocates said the

findings confirmed fears that

Congress' repeal of the federally

mandated speed limits of 65 mph on
rural interstates and 55 mph on other

roads would lead to more deaths.

"It's a nightmare It's worse than I

even thought it would be," said Bob
Draper, senior vice president of the

National Traffic Safety Institute, which

teaches safe-driving courses. "But it's

not totally unexpected. "You now
have people driving not just 70 but 80,

85, even 90 mph. At those speeds,

when an accident happens, people

die"
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Native American offended by

athletic mascots and trademarks
Clinton urges talk
Leaders to discuss restoring peace
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By Sanyo Ross

Associated Press

COUKTNIY SMITH, I CXI K.IAN

Dr. Cornel Pewewardy performs prior to his lecture on Native American mascots and trademarks last Thursday.

By Lisa Chiu

Collegian Staff

The Washington Redskins. Atlanta

Braves. Cleveland Indians, and
Kansas City Chiefs — the common
denominator between these teams is

not only spoils, but also the use ol

Native Americans and Native
American culture as mascots or

trademarks.

Dr. Cornel Pewewardy. ProfeMOf
in the School of Education at the

University of Kansas, lectured

Thursday night on the use of Native

American mascots and trademarks.

Prior to his lecture, Pewewardy
explained why he umw involved in the

elimination of Native American mas-

cots on various sports teams

Pewewardy showed a poster with

four fake sport pennants, depicting

made up mascots using different ethnic

groups such Blacks and lews, the last

was the actual Cleveland Indians pen

nam, under which it stated. "Now you

know how American Indians feel."

"America has love affair with

sports, they want to be entertained

and try to get as far away from poli-

tics as they can." Pewewardy said.

According to Pewewardy, just as

sports is an American icon, so is

rauMn. As a Cornier coach, he said he

sees what a big impact a winning

team has on a town and city. As a

former principal of an elementary

school, he sees the importance of

edacatiqgeieachers on issoei of cul-

ensitivit)

"I just couldn't see preparing teach

ers for tomorrow without overlooking

that it is so deep in the American fab-

ric that it is what moves American
sports," Pewewardy said "As tcachcis.

we can do something about this."

The images of Native American
mascotl in particular affirm stereo

lypes of Native peoples thai young
children will see and grow up with,

the ptofanoi said.

He recounted an experience when
he took some of his students to a

Redskins game in the Twin cities.

Outside i he \enue. there were people

acting out stereotypical racist depic-

tions ol Native Americans When stu-

dents who pointed out the insult asked

them to stop, the individuals befM io

spit and throw rocks at tryoWdren
"Native people shoul !

'sent

ed with respect, not flaunted and

Turn to MASCOTS, page 2

WASHINGTON — Distressed

over a resurgence of old tensions

that "spun out of control" in the

Middle East, President Clinton

said he will convene Israeli and
Palestinian leaders this week to

discuss restoring peace.

Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu of Israel and
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat

agreed to meet in Washington
this week in an attempt to pre-

vent fighting that has killed

dozens of people from destroy-

ing the peace process

"I think they're both con-
cerned about the way events

spun out of control, about the

loss of life, the injury, the erup-

tion of old tensions and bitter-

ness." Clinton said Sunday. "I

believe they want to try to get

beyond that. I don't think they

would be coming here if they

didn't."

King Hussein of |ordan and
Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak also were invited to

the Washington meeting.
Clinton said. Hussein agreed to

come, he said, but Mubarak has

not said whether he will. Clinton

spoke by telephone for about 10

minutes each Sunday afternoon

with Arafat, Netanyahu,
Mubarak and Hussein. White
House spokesman Mike
McCurry said Clinton particular-

ly wanted to thank Netanyahu
and Arafat for accepting his

invitation and to "encourage
them to come to Washington in

a frame of mind that allows

progress to be made."
Palestinians were hoping that

Mubarak would attend. "Egypt's

role is important, and we don't

like to think of being there with-

out President Mubarak." Nabil

Shaath, the Palestinian mtnisui

of planning, said on CBS" "Face

the Nation."

Mubarak tentatively sent word

of a scheduling conflict. But his

foreign minister, Amr Moussa,
said on U.S. television that a

Mubarak no-show could be
blamed on Israeli behavior in

recent weeks.

Mubarak is annoyed that the

situation in Israel "reached that

level ol insensitivity to the Arab
people and the Arab feelings,"

Moussa said, also on CBS.
"President Mubarak is defi-

nitely upset at the negative
developments that have
occurred and that the peace
process, as it is, is really teeter-

ing. It is not in good shape at

all," Moussa said.

The Washington meeting, ten-

tatively scheduled for Tuesday,

will focus on "relevant issues

here to the recent violence."

Clinton told reporters in the

White House's Rose Garden.

He did not say whether the

issues included reopening
Sunday of an 500-yard-long
archaeological tunnel that runs

near religious sites sacred to

both Muslims and lews.
Upgrades on the passage were
completed last week, and that

triggered a Palestinian reaction

that fed the most violent battles

between Israelis and Arabs since

the 1967 Middle East war.

Netanyahu, appearing on
ABC's "This Week with David
Brinkley" and "CNN's Late
Edition," said he would not
close the tunnel, a condition
Arafat has said must be met
before Palestinians would meet
with Israeli leaders. The prime
minister demanded an end to

violence as a precursor to a

meeting.

"I am prepared to negotiate

the peace," Netanyahu said on
ABC. "I think Chairman Arafat

has to be prepared to shoulder

his responsibility not to engage
in violence and not to allow his

armed police to shoot at Israeli

soldiers."

MHC reaches out to Azerbaijan

By Scott Jason

Collegian Correspondent

SOUTH HADLEY — Hafiz
Pashayev, the Ambassador of the

Republic of Azerbaijan to the United

States, spoke Thursday night at

Mount Holyoke College, describing

the culture, politics and natural

resource issues surrounding his

native land.

He also addessed the audience of

approximately 50 people on continu-

ing tensions between his country and

neighboring Armenia in a speech
entitled, "Azerbaijan: Oil. People and

Politics."

Azerbaijan, a small country situat

ed on the Caspian Sea, borders
Russia, Armenia. Iran and Georgia

holds some of the largest oil reserves

in the world.

Pashayev explained that his pur-

pose of speaking in the United States

has been to educate Americans about

Azerbaijan and its history. Pashayev

said he would like to see "a bright

future between the United States and

Azerbaijan relations

"I wish all of you will be able to

participate in this relationship," he

added.

Azerbaijan's boundaries, govern-

ment and political structure have var-

ied through its many centuries ol

existence, Pashayev said.

Due lo its strategic location (being

between Russia and the Middle
I

large oil reserves, ethnic diversity and

antagonistic neighbors. Azerbaijan

has struggled for independence and

an identity for centuries, Pashayev

said. Under Russian and then

Turn to AZERBAIJAN, page 2

GLBT community active in October;

members prepare for Nat'l Coming Out

By Jamie Sinsheimer

Collegian Staff

I m -.ij -apont •*•••«**«•••

In preparation of National Coming Out Day on October

II. the University of MjHthlHOltl Stonewall Center is

laying the groundwork of a eventful month for Gay,

Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender (GLBT) members and

supporters within the community.

The GLBT Studies lecture Series continues on Oct. 3

with its first speaker Deborah Elliston, who will be speak-

ing on "Gender and Sexuality in Polynesia."

I llision is a graduate student and adjunct professor of

anthropology at New York University.

Every week, the GLBT Lecture Series offers speakers of

all different races ;md backgrounds on a wide array of

issues The GLBT Studies Lecture series is co-sponsored

by GLB Graduate Student Organization, the Women's
Studies Department and the Chancellor's Task Force on

GLBT Matters

The following Thursday. Ifti Nasim will be speaking as

a part of the GLBT Studies Lecture Series. Nasim, a

renowned poet from Pakistan, will read his poetry and dis-

cuss his work. His lecture is entitled "On Being Gay and

Creative in South Asian Culture." He is the first gay man

to publish a book of gay poems in Pakistan.

National Coming Out Day is of special concern for

Stonewall Center organizers, as it is considered an impor-

tant and very personal event for most GLBT people. On
this day a GLBT person may come out to someone that

they feel close to — be it a parent or a close friend — or

anyone that they feel needs to know about their sexual ori-

entation.

The Stonewall Center will be sponsoring a study break

on this day and it will include the showing of the movie,

"Torch Song Trilogy." as well as food and prizes.

On Thursday, Oct. 17. the GLBT Cafe Series returns

with performance artist Don Bacalzo. Bacalzo will be pre-

senting a one person show entitled. "Sorry 1 Don't Speak

the Language." The performance employs dance and dia-

logue while exploring issues of identity for a

Asian-American gay man.

Many other events are still in the planning stages at the

Stonewall Center for the month of October.

All of the events are free with the exception of the per-

formance on October 17, which is a requested $3 to $5
donation For more information about any of the e\>ents

listed above, call the Stonewall Center at 545-4824 or

54- LAMDA.

Clintons spending promising for Mass .

By Glen Johnson

Associated Press

TMANC, Vf) (OllK.IAN

A dignified woman
A woman participates in a traditional women dance yesterday during

the Native American Powwow next to the campus pond.

BOSTON — President Clinton

came to Massachusetts on Saturday

to raise money for Democratic candi-

dates, but he also announced a spree

of federal spending that should be

beneficial to the state's lujMgpui

The president, arriving at Logan
International Airport after an open-

air speech to up to 20,000 in Fall

River, said a budget agreement
reached with congressional leaders

earlier in the day would provide:

— Up to a $100 million line of cred-

it to refurbish the Fore River Shipyard

in Quincy, a prelude to resuming ship

Construction al the site.

— Some $75 million to continue

the cleanup of Boston Harbor, word
of which leaked out earlier in the

week, and;

— Some $5 million to finally open

a Defense Department accountant

training center in Southbridgc. which
Clinton said will begin operations in

March.

While the president peppered his

speech with thanks for the hard work
of Sen |ohn Kerry, who is in a tough

rt election bailie with Gov. William

F. Weld, he denied that his largesse

was simply election-year pork.

"I've been working on these things

for far more than one year," he said

;is Kerry, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,

Quincy Mayor James Sheets and
Southbridge Town Manager Florence

Chandler looked on.

"I think if they didn't have inde-

pendent merit, it would have been

difficult for us to get them in these

times, which have been particularly

contentious."

Clinton was especially empathetic

to ratepayers in the Massachusetts

Water Resources Authority area, who
h.ne seen their water and sewer rates

skyrocket as the harbor cleanup has

progressed

He said "it would have been uncon-

scionable for us to walk away from our

continuing commitment to that.''

Kerry beamed as the president

made his announcements. To date-

Weld has been able to use his office

to benefit his campaign, signing laws

that coincide with the Republican's

campaign message and announcing

stale funding in communities where

he needs lo pick up votes.

Clinton's visit was a chance to

show Kerry's clout with his fellow

Democrat in the White House.

The president also was the center

piece for an elaborate fund raising

event al the FleetCenter, which was

expected to raise Kerry and the

Democratic National Committee hun

dreds of thousands of dollars. About
13.800 attended the event, where
Clinton was flanked by Kerry and
Kennedy.

Kerry said he was especially pleased

about the Quincy announcement.

The Fore River Shipyard has lain

dormant for the past decade. But this

past week. Weld announced that

Republican leaders in Washington
had agreed to include language in an

omnibus federal spending bill allow-

ing for a credit line needed to secure

loans that will be used to refurbish

the yard and build an initial order of

six oil tankers.

Kerry one-upped Weld with
Clinton's announcement of $50 mil-

lion to actually guarantee the loans.

Minutes later, the senator's staff said

,mother section of the budget agree-

ment would add $50 million more,
extending the line of credit up to

$100 million for the yard work.

Clinton also said he had directed

Transportation Secretary Federico
Pena to wrap up the paperwork in the

next 30 days. Kerry told the president:

"Quincy broke our hearts when it

closed a number of years ago as a ship-

yard, but because of modem technolo-

gy, and most of all because of your
commitment to secure that technology,

we are going to build ships again in

Massachusetts
"

V
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For Your Information
fYh drc putofcc itfvice announcement} pnnted cWHty To sobnvl <m
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tion, including the name and phone number ol the contact per-

son to the Cofegon, c/o the Managing Editor by noon the previ-

ous cldy

Monday. Sept. 30
Music — Special guests, the Marshes, will be perform-

ing live oil the Neat-O Punk Rock Show from midnight 'S

a.m. on WMUA 91.1 FM. The request line and informa-

tion number is 545-3691.

Religious Services — Choi Hamoed morning service for

the intermediate days between Sukkot and Simchat
Torah, 7 a.m. at Chabad House in Amherst at 30 N.

Hadley Rd. Free and open to the public. Call 549-4094
for more information.

Tuesday, Oct. 1

Discussion — The Wildlife Society presents a talk by

Tom Houston on the "Importance of Hunter Education,"

at Holdsworth Hall, room 203, at 6 p.m. Refreshments

will follow.

Meeting — Spectrum, a student-run art and literary

magazine, will hold a general meeting for all interested

students at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center. Elections will

be held for Prose, Business and Publicity Managers. For

more information, call 545-2240.

Wednesday. Oct. 2

Fund Raiser— Alpha Phi Omega, a national co-ed ser-

vice fraternity, is sponsoring the 3rd annual Blue Bowl, a

football game between the UMass and Amherst police.

The game, held at Amherst Regional High School, will

start at 7:30 p.m. Tickets, including a raffle for a stereo,

will be available at the game for $5 eac.i. Proceeds go to

benefit the North Valley Special Olympics. For more
information, call 584- 9377.

Poetry — Claudia's Cafe presents an open poetry read-

ing and poetry slam at 8 p.m. The Ozark's Poet Collective

will be featured. There is a $2 cover charge at the door,

and sign-ups for the slam will begin at 7:30p.m.

Seminar — Michael Menaker, from the department of

biology at the University of Virginia, will speak on the

"Mammalian Orcadian Axiz and its Roots." at 4 p.m. in

room 319 of Morrill II. The event is hosted by Eric

Bittman and Brad Powers.

Workshop—The Learning Resources Center is spon-

soring a note taking workshop from 3:30-5 p.m. on the

10th floor of the WEB. DuBois Library. Call 545-5334
to register.

Friday, Oct. 4
Lecture/Discussion — Mt. Holyoke College presents

Torie Osbom. activist and author of Coming Home to

America : A Roadmap to Gay and Lesbian
Empowerment, at 4 p.m. at the Five College Women's
Research Center in the Dickinson Living Room at Mt.

Holyoke College.

Music — Spectral Voices will perform harmonic
singing at the Montague Bookmill. Come hear their celes-

tial harmonies and unique vocal styles, that draw from

roots in Tibetan Buddhist chants. Admission, $7/door.

For more information, call |im at (860) 633-5057.

Notices

Education — The HCAH HEAD START program has

immediate openings for its free pre-school Classroom and

Home Base option. The two Amherst classrooms are open

Mon-Fri from 8:30 a.m.- 1 2:30 p.m. Breakfast, lunch, and

transportation are provided. To obtain a pre-registration

form or for additional information, call the Head Start

main office at 582-4206 or the Amherst center at

549-3993
Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45 a.m. Please call Mark to confirm, or for

other stops, at 253-036 1

.

Community — Acculturation Group for Latina Women,
facilitated by Mari Vicente, Thurs. from 4-6 p.m. Child

Sexual Abuse Survivors Support Groups: Group I facili-

tated by Sara Elinoff. Mondays from 7-9 p.m. Group 2

facilitator, day. and time TBA. Coming Out Group For

Lesbians, facilitated by Lynne Schachne, Mondays 4-5:30

p.m. Lifting Your Spirits, facilitated t, Carla Brennan and
Diana Dalendina, Weds. 4-5:30 p.m. Eco-Psychology for

Women, facilitated by Carla Brennan, Fridays 10-11:30

a.m. Post Abortion Support Group, facilitated by Peggy

Warwick, Wednesdays 5:30-6:30 p.m. Self-Esteem &
Assertiveness for Women, facilitated by Carla Brennan,

Wednesdays 6:30-8 p.m. Single Mothers Support Group,
facilitated by Amy Rosebury, Tuesdays 1-2:30 p.m.
Women & Divorce, facilitated by Ali Thompson, Tuedays
6:30-8 p.m. All groups offered by the Everywoman's
Center begin in October, and offer a safe and confidential

space. For other groups, call 545-0883.
Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student
Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

Support group — REFLECT, the Five College
Bereavement Support Program is a student organization

devoted to helping those coping with grief. REFLECT is

offering two free eight week grief support groups this

semester. Groups are forming now. Please call 577-5316
for more information.

lobs — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff in all

departments. Editorial positions are available in Photo,

Layout, Copy, and Marketing departments. An assistant

copy editor and assistant sports editor are also needed.

Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304 Student

Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Support group — Synthesis Center Associate Rebecca
Reid leads an ongoing support group for single people

over 30 from 7:15 to 8:45 p.m. in downtown Amherst.
Single, divorced, widowed and all sexual orientation are

welcome. There is a low fee. For information, call

253-5494.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from 1 to 2 p.m. in

the Campus Center. The room number will be posted on

the Notice Board. For more information, call Utama at

256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Discussion Group — "A Course in Miracles" will meet

from 7 to 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting in

September. For more information, call 253-3795.

Dance — The Northeast American School of Dance
Studio in Northampton will hold a dance spree every

Friday from 8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People

can dance to variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free

environment. All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more
information, call 584-8167.

Singing — The Pioneer Valley Capella has immediate

openings for people of all voices interested in a small,

focused ensemble singing classical music. Rehearsals are

held on Thursday evenings in Northampton. For more
information, call Tom at 536-3072 or Karen at

259-1646.

Great pioneers don I hesitate. MDA

research pursues every possible avenue.

Musculj. Uyst-ophy Association 1-800-572-1717

COME TELL US WHAT YOU THINK!

About What? Your experiences and views about student-related services, such as registration

and financial interactions. We will be asking you about your experiences with administrative

offices and processes, what is now working well and what is not, and what you think would

work better.

Who? If you are a student here, we want to hear from you!

When and where? The focus group will be held in rooms 1 1 2 and 1 1 4 Dickinson from 3 to

4:30 on Wednesday, October 2. (Dickinson is the brick building between Goodell and the

Mullins Center.)

Why? This is one of the early steps in a major project to replace our existing computer system

that supports Bursar, Admissions, Financial Aid, Housing, and Registrar with new state-of-the-art

software. The ultimate goal of this project is to provide improved and streamlined administra-

tive services to students, parents, faculty and departments.

What else? All information will be held in absolute confidence, and no names of respondents

will be retained. Your contribution is of great value to this project, if you have questions, call

Heidi or Bo at 5-61 33. Refreshments will be served!

PLEASE COME!

mascots
continued from page 1

exploited like some commercial gim-
mick. I don't want another generation

of Native people to inherit this

American tradition of racism in

American sports culture," Pewewardy
said.

He told of another incident when
just outside of a stadium at a sporting

event, he saw some men "playing
Indian" with trinkets, feathers and
tomahawks.

"It was just embarrassing, little

kids see that and thai what they think

Native Americans would be like," he

said. "As an elementary school
teacher, I saw that it hurt the kids.

"They can make fun of everybody,

we and be anybody else's mascot, and
we're getting chopped again."

The professor also spoke about
how the image of the Native
American mascot was born out of

ignorance and an unwillingness to

really understand another culture.

Many now believe that if a stereotype

is one of a noble Native American,
then it is acceptable.

"The Indian image today is not a

result of Indians today, it's a result of

a Hollywood that portrayed Indians

as a frontier myth," he said. "Today,

they are seen as the noble savage, so

now we are no longer sub-human,
we're super- human."

Again Pewewardy stressed the effect

such stereotypes had on young chil-

dren.

"It deals with self-esteem, if you
don't have it, you're not going to do
well or go to college or a university."

Pewewardy said. "We have so many
Indian children who are riddled with

alcoholism or have Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome. Indian adolescents have
the highest suicide rate of any other

group in America."

Pewewardy said that the way to

change these images is to lobby to

eliminate the stereotypical depiction

of Native American mascots.

"So what we can do is teach about

it, this is what's happening to Native

American children, what impact does

this have on children," he said. "The
bottom line is dignity and respect for

human beings, and what cities can do
is pass resolutions through their park

and recreation board."

He cited several examples where
lobbying to get rid of these racist

symbols has proven effective.

The Minneapolis Star Tribune has

a new policy on the use of Indian

nicknames in reporting, particularly

on sporting events. It now bans the

use of particular racist names such as

the Redskins, and continues the use

of tribal name*.

The University of Wisconsin bans

any racist logos and paraphernalia

from their athletic schools. They also

refuse to play against any team which

has a Native American mascot.

The National Indian Educators

Association has also passed a resolu-

tion banning the use of racist mascots

in athletics.

The professor is also involved in

issues of Native and social justice and

sovereignty — Native Americans hold

dual citizenship to both their tribe

and to the United States, environ-

mental issues, sacred sites, nuclear

waste and multiculturalism.

"If things are to be truly multicultur-

al, it has to be across the board, it has

to get beyond what I call 'ethnic cheer-

leading'," Pewewardy said.
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Azerbaijan
continued from page 1

Soviet rule for nearly 200 years, Azerbaijan gained its

long awaited independence in 1991 and began to make
the difficult change from authoritarian Communism to

a free market system and democracy. Pashayev said.

"All the government benefits were lost in 1991, the

people felt a great sense of insecurity." he said. The
people slowly undertook the sometimes painful adjust-

ment to a non- Soviet svstem.

Privatization, according to Pashayev, is an issue of

great importance, as society readjusts to a private-sec-

tor driven economy.

"We must change the minds of the people at the

middle government level," he said.

The on-going war with Armenia continues to slow

what Pashayev said is Azerbaijans progress towards
development. "In 1993 Armenia began offensives,

hundreds of villages and towns were forced into home-
lessness," he said. "The attacks have been condemned
by the United Nations, the United States, and most of

Western Europe. Currently in their third year of a

cease fire, negotiations are slow."

The war with Armenia has slowed the economy, cre-

ated refugees, and resulted in a series of coup attempts.

But despite the many obstacles Azerbaijan continues

to face, it has made progress in establishing a constitu-

tional Republic. Pashayev said.

In addition. Pashayev noted that Azerbaijan remains

the only ex-Soviet land, excluding the Baltic states,

with no foreign troops on its soil.

The economy has improved with several new petro-

leum deals that open relations with the United States

and much of the West. Last year, the economy got a

lift from a $7.5 billion contract with Western oil com-
panies like Amoco and Pennzoil.

Also, the Azerbaijan Parliament instituted a new
monetary system, developing into Azerbaijan's own
currency, the Manat.

Pashayev stressed the importance for Western coun-

tries such as the United States to recognize his country.

Struggling with a new form of government, balancing

relations with neighbors and striving for an indepen-

dent identity are struggles that he advocates for more
countries to acknowledge.

Pashayev's speech ended with a brief slide show, fea-

turing pictures of the landscape, attractions in the city

of Baku and refugees from the war with Armenia.

Pashayev urged students to visit his homeland and
learn more about Azerbaijan.

"In America there is a lack of information on my
country," he said.

The Collegian news desk is always looking for new writers

interested in covering issues ranging from campus politics

to world affairs. Contact Michael Elliott at 545-1762 or

stop by the office, 113 Campus Center, in the basement, for

more information.

COMPLIMENTARY PASSES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR AMERICAN EXPRESS' CARDMEMBERS.

WHEN & WHERE.

October 2, 7:30pm

AMC Hampshire

6 Theatre

WHAT.

Cardmembers get tWQ compli-

mentary passes to a pre-release

screening ot 20th Century Fox's

blockbuster that thing you do.

HOW.

Just bring the American Express®

Card or Optima' Card and your

student ID to the location listed

below to pick up your passes.

NOW.

If you're not yet a Cardmember

and would like to take part in

our exclusive previews, it's easy

to apply for the Card. Just call

1-800-942-AMEX, ext. 4114.

MORE TO COME.

that thing you do is one in a

series of five major motion pic-

tures to be previewed on your

campus this year, compliments of

American Express.
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PICK UP YOUR TICKETS HERE.

University Store

October 1-2

presented in association with

AFI

Entertainment

©1996 American Express Trjvel Related Services Compiny Inc
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Everybody ready to party?
The Student Union Ballroom was the site of the first "Soul TV" dance party last Friday night.

Did you know

fhat every division of GE is either 01 or 02 in it's market?

J*

Did you know

/hahat GE is comprised of 12 major businesses?

• GE Capital

• GE Aircraft Engines

• GE Lighting

• GE Motors & Industrial Systems

• GE Power Systems

• GE Electrical Distribution & Control

• GE Corporate R&D

• GE Plastics

• GE Appliances

• GE Medical Systems

-NBC
• GE Transportation Systems

• GE Information Services

Did you know

i hat GE has ENTRY LEVEL programs for college graduates as well as

co-op and intern opportunities for undergraduates?

Did you know

J hat GE is hosting its 1st annual CAREER DAY at U. Mass?

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1st, 1996

10AM-3PM
U. MASS

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

Regardless of your major, if your interest is piqued, we invite you to bring your

Interest and your questions. Resumes welcome.

An Environment Without Boundaries

Am ejpfj *pul—*r if l 'f

UMass Collective to unite artists

By Kristin Bolow
Collegian Correspondent

Students artists interested in collaborating with artists of varied disciplines are encouraged to take a look at the

University of Massachuseiis Arts Collective (UMAC). a new Registered Student Organization.

A general interest meeting will be held Tuesday in the Student Union Art Gallery from 5:50-6:30 p.m.

The gallery is located on the ground floor of the Student Union Building, next to People's Market.
Katherine Hooper, Ainbcre Rogers and Charlie Hodge, all senior dance majors, founded this organization. The

purpose was lo combine students from an array of artistic backgrounds into one organization.

UMAC founders said they hope to give the artists insight as to how different forms of art can enhance their expressive

capabilities. For example, it is beneficial for a theater major to have access to those who compose music and create set art.

An ambiguous task, as recognized by UMAC officials, it required the support of a number of student artists on

campus before lifting itself off the ground. Tim Fisk, a junior and arts administration major, has been enlisted as

Production Manager, drawing on his experiences from working with the Student Union Art Gallery.

In the long run, UMAC organizers said they intend to hold the first of what may become a annual festival, featur-

ing the results of cooperative work they hope is fostered through the group.

The festival is scheduled for Feb. 20-25.

Viewers will be able to enjoy the works in a "relaxed state, able to interact with the visuals rather than just sitting

in rigid chairs, unable to actually feel the work," Rogers said.

The festival in February will mainly be organized by students who join UMAC in the coming weeks, according to

Hooper. Those students will not only have a chance to share their art with the group, but to also be the deciding fac-

tor on the structure of the festival. Students can also benefit from being a part of the UMAC in several other ways.

Hooper said that an obvious advantage is the chance to meet other artists, but added, "students can put all the tech-

niques they've learned from the University to use on their own, instead of just taking the information learned and not

really applying it."

Hodge agreed, and also said that UMAC can prepare artists for life after graduation.

"UMAC allows the students to go to their fullest potential without being sheltered under the wing of the faculty all

the time. This is more like the real world." he said. "It looks good on a resume."

Students who are unable to attend the meeting may contact Charlie Hodge of UMAC at 253-77 3S.

Mission Improvable set for new season

By Victoria Groves
Collegian Correspondent

An amusing source of comedic talent, "Mission
Improvable," a improvisation troupe at the University of

Massachusetts, is gearing up for another year of quips,

wise cracks, stunts and follies — doing whatever it takes

to squeeze a laugh out of their audience.

Conceived in 1990 within the department of theater

100- level class, this group of 12 performs throughout

the year in residence halls, as well as the Hampden
Theater and the Southwest Residential Area Southside

Room.
Walker Korby. a junior, has directed Mission

Improvable since 1995. He explained that when new
members audition, he looks for such talents as the "abili-

ty to work with others, giving and taking with scene

work, and characterization."

Being able to act as numerous characters, sometimes

within the same skit, is essential, he added.

Members meet on Sunday nights and their rehearsals

consist of many practice exercises sincee improv demands
quick thinking and perfect timing, according to Korby.

Korby said that, by and large, the group improvises

within the framework of already established games and

skits, often relying on audience participation.

The game, "lines from a hat." uses random pieces of

dialogue written on small pieces of paper by spectators.

At various points in the skit, the actors pull these lines

from the hat and are forced to incorporate them into the

scene already in progress. According to junior Ryan
Kiessling, these kinds of activities help the actors "learn

to think as a group."
Having performed in over 35 shows. Kiessling became

interested in improvisation from his many auditions for

dramatic roles, and is currently in his fourth semester

with Mission Improvable.

Senior Dana Rossi has been with the group since 1992,

and has seen the group go through many changes in the

past foui years. Because of a large turnover in membership
from last year, new members have less improvisational

experience, but Rossi stated that from rehearsals, the

group as a whole looks very promising.

"We try to start each show with a catchy introduction

and a little audience participation." Rossi said.

Rossi said many Residential Assistants request the

group for performances and are hoping to book a room
in the Campus Center for a show in the near future.

Mission Improvable'* first show of the year will be for

the department of theater 100 class during October.

SLOWER
TRAFFIC

KEEP
RIGHT

Your support keep*
lile&aving research

in the fast lane
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TEACHING AWARD
NOMINATIONS

DEADLINE MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4,

Ifyou know

A FACULTY MEMBER OR TEACHING

ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE WHO IS TRULY OUT-

STANDING AND DESERVES RECOGNITION, SUBMIT

A SIGNED NOMINATION IN WRITING WITH A BRIEF

DESCRIPTION OF WHY YOUR NOMINEE DESERVES

THE AWARD.

ALUMNI AND CURRENT UNDERGRADUATE/GRADU-

ATE STUDENTS MAY NOMINATE.

For More Information Contact:

Lori Baronas at 545-5278 or

E-Mail Address: 1 .baronasfldpc.umassp.edu

TO: Distinguished Teaching Award Committee

Office of the Graduate Dean

Room 514 Goodell

Fax 413-545-3754
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The rest of the story
"All political ideas cannot and should not be chan-

neled into the programs of our two major parties.

History has amply proved the virtue of political activi-

ties by minority, dissident groups which innumerable

times, have been the vanguard of democratic thought

and whose programs were ultimately accepted. The

absence of such voice would be a symptom of grave ill-

ness in our society.

"

— Chief justice Earl Warren, Swee:y v. New
Hampshire. 1957.

Nearly thirty years later, the political system is

once again at a crossroads. Following Ross
Perot's surprisingly successful run for the

Presidency in 1992. the popularity of the two main par-

ties, the Republicans and the Democrats, has fallen to

historical levels. To counter this "attack" from outside

parties, the Democrats and Republicans are going to

lengthy means to silence the third parties through often

undemocratic means. Last week, the Commission on

Presidential Debates ruled that only the two big political

parties may participate in the upcoming presidential

debates — silencing the third parties who need to be

heard.

Tomorrow morning at 10 a.m. in the U.S. District

Court for District of Columbia, ludge
Thomas F. Hogan will preside over the con-

troversial and eye-opening case that may
well determine the outcome of the 1996
presidential election.

Two lesser known political parties, Ross

Perots Reform Party and the Natural Law Party (NLP)
have filed lawsuits against the Commission on
Presidential Debates (CPD) following the CPD's ruling

that only the Democrats and Republicans may partici-

pate in the nationally televised debates scheduled begin

on October 6.

Both parties are suing the CPD because the federal

organization is using subjective criteria (endorsements

from elected officials) to determine the participants in

the debates instead of a more objective criterion, such

us potential numbers of electoral votes.

Both parties have a valid point. How can we expect

new up-and-coming political organizations to gain sup-

port from elected officials who already pledge allegiance

to one of the two main parties?

Looking back on U.S. history, there is a mass of evi-

dence in favor of third parties. Once, radical ideas, such

as the abolishment of slavery and universal suffrage,

were originally platforms to third parties. In order for

the citizens of this "democratic" country to cast a

responsible vote on November 6. they must be

well-informed of the candidates

Sure we all know about Bill Clinton and Bob Dole.

Pathetically mainstream America knows more about

Clinton's extramarital affairs than they do about the

nation's fastest growing third party, the Natural Law
Party — whose platform, though at times a bit wacky, is

stronger than either of the major parties'. Although

John Hagelin. the NLP's presidential candidate, will be

on the ballot in 48 states, he has received little more

than a blurb in the New York Times.

Hagelin sees these new rules as un-American and un-

democratic especially at a time when the United Nations

is condemning Bosnia for excluding certain parties from

the political process.

"We pride ourselves as being the true watchdog of

democratic ideal in the world, yet we have the lowest

voter turn-out of any democracy and our ballot access

laws are in clear violation of the Helsinki Accords,"

Hagelin said in a recent press release.

The Helsinki Accords called for governments to,

"ensure... parties to freely present their views and not

prevent voters from learning about them."

While still fighting for a place on the presidential

podium. Hagelin. a Harvard trained nuclear physicist, is

hardly the NLP's sole voice. The four-year-old party

has placed over 1 ,000 candidates on Congressional bal-

lots across the country. Even in Massachusetts, little

known senatorial candidate Robert Stowe received a

respectable four percent in a recent poll. While Stowe
has no chance against big shots Weld and Kerry, four

percent is an impressive figure for a candidate whose
party is still in diapers.

The party's platform calls for the government to

"prove solutions in accord with natural law. preventive

government and conflict-free politics."

Unlike "Mickey Mouse" candidates such as

Caroline Killeen, (a.k.a. the Hemp Lady),

the Natural Law has a serious plan for the

future of America — and it may work.

Based in Fairfield, IA, home of the

Maharishi International University — founded by fol-

lowers of the Beatles' guru Maharishi Mahesh Yogi —
the NLP sees meditation as a pillar of a new America.

The U.S. penal system and the inner cities can be
revamped with courses in meditation — a method
proven time and time again to prevent future crime and
drug use — but has been ignored by politicians who
foot the bill.

But there is much more to the NLP than a group of

politicians turned gurus chanting "Om" in a big circle.

By enforcing preventive care in both the military and
medical worlds, the NLP expects to decrease the

nation's deficit. Through stressing creativity in educa-

tion, the NLP sees a more talented workforce emerging

in the U.S.

It has been 200 years since George Washington and
Thomas lefferson vocalized the potential dangers of

political parties. They were afraid of parties becoming
servers of special interest while being unresponsive to

the true needs of the voters.

While there is little chance in the near future of the

desolation of political parties, we have the chance to

open up the political ball game to more than two teams.

Over sixty percent of Americans favor the emergence of

a third party, but the big guys say no. Do we have to

suffer an election where are only viable choices are

Clinton's glazed politics and Dole's aged rhetoric? Let's

hope fudge Hogan gives us the phance to hear the other

side of the story.

Mike Burke is a Collegian Columnist.

GSS Condemns IPO Leadership

Last week the Graduate
Student Senate (GSS)
became the first campus

governance body to respond to the

scandalous memorandum emanat-

ing from Barbara Burn and her

International Programs Office
(IPO) bunker

The resolution, which passed by

an overwhelming majority, states

that "It is the opinion of the GSS
that the recommendations of the

Task Force on International

Students' Needs and Concerns
should be implemented by the

University administration as an

initial step in improving services

provided to interna-

tional students.

However, given the

history of complaints

by international stu-

dents regarding the

IPO. and inappropri-

ate character of the

IPO submissions to

the Task Force report

(Task Force Report
Appendix C). the GSS has no con-

fidence thai the IPO is capable of

implementing these recommenda-
tions under its current leadership.

Therefore, the GSS call for the

immediate appointment of a new
leadership team to head the IPO
and supervise the implementation

of the Task Force recommenda-
tions

"

But the IPO bunker and its max-

imum leader, Burn, remain hun-

kered down in a vicious siege men-
tality As yet. there has been no

retreat from the scandalous claims

made by Burn in her notorious

memo. These claims include that

international students do not have

"overwhelming problems:" that

there is no "great demand" for the

IPO to include professional staff

of color; that the hiring of a per-

son of color "could be controver-

sial;" and that "it is almost impos-

Shyamala

Ivatury and

Hussein

Ibish

sible to satisfy or even determine

the needs of those of color."

While some may wish to dismiss

the contents of the memo as an

aberration or as irrelevant, it could

hardly be more serious. Not only is

this document the official report

by Burn and the IPO to the Task

Force, it serves as an "uncannily

accurate barometer of the atti-

tudes and practices of the IPO
under the leadership of Barbara

Burn.

These chauvinistic attitudes are

summed up in that part of of the

memo where Burn insists on refer-

ring to international students as

"foreign students."

She objects to the use

of the less pejorative

term "international,"

preferring to stigma-

tize many members of

the campus communi-
ty as "foreign."

The rationale

offered by Burn and
the IPO is that "When

the term 'international' is used,

this refers to matters both exter-

nal and internal. When the term

'foreign' is used, this refers to

matters external." This suggests

that people from other nations are

not fully contributing members of

the University community and
that they, being "matters exter-

nal," need to be kept at arms
length.

By emphasizing an
internal/external dichotomy that

hardly applies to most aspects of

University life, Burn attempts to

categorize people according to

their visa status.

Barbara, don't you realize that

people from all over the world are

involved with the University at

every level, as professors, TAs,
researchers, students, staff and
administrators? What possible

motivation can there be in empha-

sizing people's "externality?" Is

this how she regards our "foreign"

Chancellor?

Although the rest of the Task
Force recommends the use of the

term "international," a recalcitrant

Burn declares that "Foreign stu-

dent is, in our view, the more
appropriate term and the one we
will continue to use and, as this

report is not considered to have

political implications but to be an

objective exercise, we urge consis-

tency of terminology."

Of course. Burn's memo is any-

thing but an "objective exercise,"

and is rife with political justifica-

tions for prejudice, not hiring peo-

ple of color, using pejorative lan-

guage, and bizarre generalizations

about Chinese people.

At times, IPO staffers have gone

beyond simple pejoratives like

"foreign." One international stu-

dent from a nation whose govern-

ment was not on good terms with

the Clinton regime was described

as an "enemy" by an IPO staffer.

Furthermore, at a meeting involv-

ing Burn. GSS officers and senior

administrators, an IPO staffer

complained about the prevalence

of "Chinese and Indian labs" on
campus, where Americans were
alleged to have felt uncomfortable.

She called it "reverse discrimina-

tion."

After 30 years of entrenchment

and the creation of an unre-

formable bunker mentality, it is

quite clear that the IPO is out of

control. After all, what kind of an

organization can produce docu-

ments such as these? And what
kind of University would tolerate

it? The only hope for the IPO
bunker to come to terms with the

outside world is a new leadership

team. Again, send in the deconta-

mination squad.

Shyamala Ivatury and Hussein

Ibish are Collegian columnists.

The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and ao not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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Application of Pride

Andrew

Trodden

Much has been said in the past

about the number of minori-

ties here at UMass. How
there aren't enough here, that there

should be more minorities enrolled at

UMass. Maybe that's true but maybe
it's not — either way I say we're

going about it all wrong.

There should be no such thing as

quotas to be filled. People should be

admitted solely on the basis of their

academic achievement. SAT scores,

class rank, etc. No one should be

admitted to UMass
"because" of their skin

color or nationality. In

fact, there shouldn't even

be a section on the appli-

cation for this category.

When your application is being

reviewed by admissions they should

know you only by your name and
numbers. After all, if you get in here

that's all you are to them anyway.

In fact, I don't think I'd want to be

here if I was accepted on the basif of

my skin color or nationality. 1 would

feel as though UMass brought me
here just to provide them with the

service of filling their quota. I would
want it to be my numbers and ability

that got me in.

Now of course UMass speaks of its

rising requirements for admission. I

wonder if that means that now you

have to be a minority times two, like

have a different skin color "and" be a

foreigner.

Seriously though, it is true that

many minorities receive poor educa-

tion at the high school level, as do

many non- minorities, so it only

seems rational that it will be that

much harder to find minorities who
have the required scores to get in.

When the admissions committee
needs to fill their quota and some of

those minorities don't have the scores

they need, what else can they do but

admit them?

That is a form of

racism and prejudice

because when you begin

to favor someone on the

basis of their skin color

or nationality, you can

begin to call yourself prejudiced.

Because I know that if it comes
down to me and a minority, and my
scores are better but they got accept

ed, I would be pissed off, and right-

fully so. Put the shoe on the other

foot. What if it was my scores that

were lower yet I was the one accept-

ed? Yesireee Bob — you better

believe Al Sharpton and the like

would be gathering outside

Whitmore hootin' and hollerin' about

how this school is racist against

minorities.

Look at it this way. If there was no

part of the application that indicated

race or nationality, the more qualified

person would be accepted and inci-

dents like Al Sharpton's hootin' and

hollerin' could be totally avoided.

Because hey. if we didn't know what

color or nationality someone was
how the hell can we be prejudiced

against them?

Plain and simple mistakes will be

made and some people will lose out.

That sucks, it really does, but it hap-

pens — and that's life, so leam to live

with it.

So to all the minorities out there— stop and examine yourselves and

decide whether it was your numbers

that got you in here or something
else. Because if it wasn't the numbers

than we all know what it was.

I'm sure you're all proud of your

heritage, but I would think that using

it as a "crutch" to get you things

would not be acting in a very proud

manner. Wouldn't you be quite a bit

more proud of yourself and your her-

itage in general to show that you can

rise above and get in on your qualifi-

cations alone?

So there should be no need to put

your race or nationality on any appli-

cation anywhere because if you are

truly proud, then you will let yourself

be judged on who you are. not what

you are. But if you feel that it is nec-

essary to put your heritage on an

application, then you have no true

pride — only self pity. •

Andrew Trodden is a Collegian

columnist.

Putting the A in T.A.

I

hate big lecture classes. I find them to be an atmos-

phere not conducive to learning, and, in fact, more
apt for sleeping. The professor drones on in a monot-

onously soothing way. There are tons of people giving off

tired and bored vibes. All that body heat makes you feel

so comfy, your seat even comes with a place to lay your

head.

Small classes are much more my style. Twenty stu-

dents and a teacher is a nice way to learn. Information

is not just thrown out, and the students get to do more
than just write it down — everything gets discussed.

The teacher makes a statement and the whole class talks

about it, agreeing or disagreeing. It makes class interest-

ing and harder to fall asleep in, and makes information

easier to remember.
When something is written on an overhead projector

and you write it down and then move on to

the next bunch of facts to write down, it is

pretty easy to forget. If a point is discussei

in depth for five minutes, it is hard to fo

get.

In my own experience, I have found the teachers of

my lectures to be removed from the class. There's

always the same spiel on the first day of class, "I wel-

come questions, please don't be reluctant to ask about

anything you're having trouble with." Then, when that

first question rolls along, many teachers are harsh to the

student: "That's what we are going to learn next. We
have to do this first, and then we will get to that materi-

al," or "You don't understand what happened to the x,

we learned that on the first day," or "That was just

explained, but if you don't understand it I'll go over it

again." Then it is explained in the exact way that led to

the confusion in the first place. The worst is when
raised hands are just ignored.

To me, the professor represents someone who is very

smart and knows a lot about a subject about which I

know nothing. The professor's job is to teach me the sub-

ject. Instead of simply imparting this knowledge, they do

it in terms of the subject you're trying to leam. For exam-

ple. I am taking calculus this semester. Instead of telling

us what a limit is, the teacher says that he is going to

explain limits using derivatives. Excuse me, what's a

derivative?

Thankfully. I am only in one big lecture class this

semester, but I am still lost. I am pretty surprised by this.

My best grades in high school were in math, so I decided

that if I waited a few more weeks, the material would start

to be easier for me to understand. I was surprised two
weeks later when I still had no idea what was happening.

What to do? I felt as though I needed more help than the

class was giving me. Extra help was, in fact, what I was
looking for. Wait ... extra help. I can't get that — it's for

really stupid people. Besides. I don't have a specific ques-

tion, I just need help in calculus as a whole. I can't go into

professor's office and ask him for help with the entire sub-

ject. He'll explain it exactly as he does in class, and I still

won't understand.

I found a way to get help. In math, they

have all of those teaching assistants who are

there to help. They aren't the professor,

which means they will explain it in a differ-

ent way. They don't make you feel stupid either. Actually,

1 feel pretty smart for seeking help when I really needed it.

Hopefully, it will help me get a better grade, and it defi-

nitely makes me feel less lost in class.

So now my stigma about extra help is gone. I think

that if I were in a class without TAs and only the profes-

sor was there to help me, I could even work my way up
to asking him for help. The professor may be hard to

understand in class and rather terse with questions, but
maybe in the office discussing the ideas would be better.

Teachers are people too, and they have office hours for

a reason. I wish I had discovered this last year, when
the majority of my classes were lectures, and I sure
could have used help in astronomy and biology. It's

good that I know that now. and I feel like I have to

impart the message to anyone else who is reluctant to

get help.

Try extra help — it's part of a complete breakfast and
you don't have to be an imbecile to get it.

Ann Rubinstein is a UMass student.

Volcg your oplnlon...wrltq for Ed/Op
|

Listen up columnists.

Tonight, tonight won't be just any night... because we'll be taking

mug shots for your Ed/op columns. If you want your readers to be able

to put a face with your name, then come on down to the Campus Center

basement and wear your Monday best. Time: 7:00. Place: Collegian

Offices: Be there or be a name without a face.

MulticultuwlMMrs
80 Palestinians die in defense of Al-Aqsa mosque

COUHtlS* ISLAMIC ASSOCIATONOf PAUSTINf

The Dome of the Rock, rising majestically above the Jerusalem skyline.

The controversial Israeli exca-

vation exposing the founda-

tions of the Al-Aqsa mosque.

Three Day Summary of recent events

in Palestine

Reprinted courtesy of Al-Akhbar
News Service

Day One
Wed. Sep 25. 1996, 11:45 a.m.

RAMALLAH — At least seven

Palestinians were killed Wednesday,

when Zionist soldiers fired live

ammunition to break up protests

against excavations near Jerusalem's

Al-Aqsa mosque, Islam's third holiest

site, hospital officials said.

Some 200 Zionist troops fired on a

crowd of more than 1 .000 protesters

at a Zionist army checkpoint just out-

side Ramallah, witnesses said.

Ramallah hospital officials said they

had treated more than 350 people for

injuries caused by live ammunition,

rubber bullets, tear gas and beatings,

and that more casualties were coming
m.

Some of those hurt were in serious

condition and local hospitals

appealed to the public for blood
donations. After Zionist soldiers fired

live ammunition at the demonstrators

and moved into "Area A" zone of

Ramallah. where the Palestinian

Authority (PA) is supposed to have

sovereignty, one Palestinian police-

man grabbed a rifle and started

shooting back at the Zionists, accord-

ing to witnesses at the scene. Others

from his guard joined in.

"When we saw there was a mas-

sacre and the Israeli soldiers were

entering our area, we had to

respond," one policeman said.

Palestinian witnesses said com-
manding PA officers tried to stop

junior policemen from shooting at

the Zionist soldiers, but the police-

men defied their orders.

JERUSALEM — Zionist Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said

Tuesday he was proud to have

opened a tunnel along the western

wall of the Al-Aqsa mosque com-
pound in east lerusalem, turning a

deaf ear to Palestinian protests.

Netanyahu told Israeli television: "1

am proud to carry out the previous

Labor government's decision to open

the tunnel... I am very moved, this

tunnel touches the rock of our exis-

tence."

The Islamic Higher Committee said

Tuesday the tunnel "threatens the

security of Al-Aqsa mosque and its

foundations and has caused cracks in

the walls of a neighboring building."

The committee called the opening

"a severe aggression against our peo-

ple's rights in lerusalem." The move

was also denounced by the Waqf
(Islamic Charitable Trust) responsi-

ble for the mosque compound.

"This is an attempt to deny the

Muslim character of the site." said a

Waqf statement.

HEBRON — The Zionists' army
on Tuesday brutally dispersed a

demonstration by some 400
Palestinians demanding the reopen-

ing of a vegetable market in Hebron

closed by Zionists two and a half

years ago.

"It is impossible to live here in

Hebron. We're on the edge of the

explosion of a new Intifada," said one

protestor, Mahmud labrin, referring

to the 1987-1993 Palestinian upris-

es-
"Police and settlers are working

hand in hand. Ever since police

closed the shops they have allowed

settlers to go inside and use them,"

said labrin. a member of the Human
Rights Research Foundation in

Hebron.

IERUSALEM — Zionist settlers

evicted a Palestinian family from

their East lerusalem home Tuesday

after claiming to have bought the

building as part of a campaign to

boost the Zionist presence i" '.lie city,

residents said. A group of about 20

security guards and representatives

from a Zionist development compa-

ny, Elad, entered the house in East

Jerusalem's Silwan neighborhood
early Tuesday and ordered the loudha

family to evacuate the premises.

Ayman Khalil loudha said he had

rented the home since 1967 and lived

there with his wife, parents and two

daughters.

Ateret Cohanim and other Zionist

groups aiming to "Judaize" East

lerusalem claim to have bought near-

ly 50 Palestinian buildings in the sec-

tor.

"The real estate season in East

lerusalem has begun," Zionist police

chief Arye Amit said. "There are

many other buildings that have been

purchased or are in the process of

being purchased."

Wed. Sept. 26. 1996 2:34 p.m.

The death toll of Palestinians shot

dead by Zionist troops rose to four.

More than 315 Palestinians were also

seriously wounded. Among the four

dead are a policeman and a 14-year-

old boy. The clash came amid
renewed demonstrations over the

opening of a tunnel in lerusalem near

one of Islam's holiest sites, ^l-Aqsa

mosque.

The clash occurred after a large

group of students marched along a

highway toward an Israeli checkpoint

to protest the completion Tuesday of

an archaeological tunnel along

lerusalem's Al Aqsa Mosque com-
pound.

Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu

gave the orders to Zionist workmen
to break through the last stretch of

the tunnel and urged the Palestinian

Authority to show restraint. Most
Palestinians in the West Bank had

been denied access to pray in Al-Aqsa

mosque. Gazans are forbidden to

enter lerusalem.

On Sunday, Arafat telephoned

Netanyahu to wish him a prosperous

new year ahead of the Yom Kippur.

The prime minister's office said

Arafat wished Netanyahu a "happy

New Year."

Dav Two
Thurs. Sept. 26, 1996, 2:16 p.m.

The situation has exploded in

Occupied Palestine. At least 57 are

dead today, including 1 1 Israelis.

Latest word is that Zionist govern-

ment is moving tanks into Palestinian

controlled areas. ABC News showed

last night Palestinian civilians being

shot dead by Zionist troops. Troops

aimed and shot dead an unarmed stu-

dent. The on-going fire exchange
between Palestinian police and
Zionist troops is being described as

Thurs. Sep 26, 1996 5:19 p.m.

RAMALLAH — In the bloodiest

clashes since the 1993 Zionist-PLO

accords. Zionist soldiers battled

Palestinian civilians and policemen in

the Occupied Palestine Thursday,
leaving at least 60 Palestinians dead

and more than 500 wounded. Zionist

troops, helicopters and tanks fired

live ammunition into the crowds of

demonstrators.

Fourteen journalists were among
the wounded on the frontlines of

clashes. Palestinian police opened fire

on the Zionists in rage after watching

the soldiers repeatedly shoot into

crowds of unarmed demonstrators.

In Nablus some of the bloodiest

confrontations of the day took place

around the traditional tomb of the

Joseph. A senior Palestinian security

source said six Zionist soldiers were

killed and 12 wounded when
Palestinian demonstrators overran

the site and replaced the Zionist flag

with the Palestinian one.

Palestinian policemen kept dozens

of angry demonstrators away from

the shrine and protected 42 Zionist

soldiers as negotiators tried to secure

their freedom, witnesses said.

Palestinian Nora Abu-Sa'ed, 12,

was one of the first to die in the

bloody battles on Thursday. As
enraged Palestinians at the Gaza hos-

pital looked down on the body of the

girl, still dressed in her blue school

uniform and dry blood covering her

face, a woman screamed out "Allahu

Akbar."

BEIRUT — The Islamic resistance

movement, Hamas, called

Wednesday for a new Palestinian

uprising to defend the dignity of the

Palestinian people after Zionists

opened a tunnel near the Al-Aqsa

mosque in lerusalem.

In a statement released in Beirut

and signed by Hamas spokesman
Ibrahim Ghoshe in Amman. Hamas
urged the Palestinian authorities "to

put an end to negotiations with the

Jewish state, declare dead the Oslo

accords, and call for an uprising

because it is the only possible way to

defend the rights of the Palestinians."

Hamas said the opening of the tun-

nel in the Old City was an "attempt

to impose Zionist hegemony over

Jerusalem."

JERUSALEM — Eight Palestinian

groups issued a joint statement
Wednesday calling for a day of

mourning and two-hour strikes

across the West Bank and Gaza.

"(We call onj the Palestinian mass-

es to go out and march in the city

centers in all regions. The central

march will take place in Ramallah at

Manara Square at 10:30 to take part

in the funerals of the confronting

martyrs who defend Arab Jerusalem,"

the leaflet said.

Groups listed on the joint state-

ment were the Islamic resistance

movement, Hamas; the Popular Front

for the Liberation of Palestine; the

Democratic Front for the Liberation

of Palestine and Fatah.

JERUSALEM — The Israeli minis-

ter Ariel Sharon announced
Wednesday he had approved building

of 600 new homes on the occupied

Golan Heights.

"The Golan Heights will contain

25,000 people within a few years.

Settlements in ludea and Samaria

(the West Bank) will be widened and

expanded, including in the northern

Gaza Strip." Sharon told the Yedioth

Ahronoth daily newspaper.

Day Three

Fri. Sept. 27, 1996

JERUSALEM — Zionist forces

shot dead at least 10 Palestinian pro-

testers at lerusalem's Al-Aqsa

mosque Friday in a third day of

bloodshed to suppress the Palestinian

uprising.

Thousands of Zionist troops had

been deployed to East Jerusalem,

where they set up roadblocks and

prevented Palestinians from entering

the mosque for Friday prayer.

They fired live ammunition and

tear gas at demonstrators and wor-

shipers, wounding at least 50

Palestinians. Gun battles and stone-

throwing erupted throughout the

West Bank and the Gaza Strip

despite the efforts of PA police to

restrain demonstrators, and the pres-

ence of Zionists' tanks and extra

troops, leaving five more Palestinians

dead and more than 80 injured.

Security sources in Cairo said an

Egyptian police lieutenant patrolling

the North Sinai area on the Egyptian

side of the Rafah border was killed

when he was hit by fire from the

Zionists' helicopter sent to massacre

the Palestinians in the area.

"Damn you Netanyahu, what kind

of peace is this?" shouted a 30-year-

old Palestinian, his shirt stained with

the blood of casualties he was help-

ing to evacuate from Islam's third

holiest site.

Women screamed in horror as

hundreds of Zionist paramilitary bor-

der police, wearing bullet-proof vests

and helmets, stormed the holy

mosque and attacked demonstrators.

Bullets flew in all directions as

demonstrators fled for cover.

"God take revenge on you, you
beasts," an elderly woman shouted as

Zionist police used batons on a group

of Muslim women sheltering below

an arched gate of the Dome of the

Rock.

One woman fell to the ground
while the others rushed inside the

building.

ISTANBUL — At Friday prayers

throughout the world Muslims
expressed their rage at the massacre

of dozens of Palestinians by the

Zionist occupiers this week. Turkish

police detained six Muslims on Friday

after more than 1 ,000 people protest-

ed in Istanbul against the killing of

Palestinians, witnesses said.

Protesters burnt a Zionists' flag

and chanted anti-Zionist and anti-

American slogans after pouring out

of a historical mosque into a central

Istanbul square following Friday

prayer.

"The hands of the Jews who
touched the holy place will be bro-

ken." one of the protesters shouted.

Egypt's Muslim Brotherhood said

in a statement "Only jihad can uproot

the soldiers of the Zionist enemy and

retrieve all Arab rights and make us

live in peace and dignity."

"What is happening on occupied

Palestinian land is not a surprise...

because the Zionist enemy has long

been plotting a tight grip on Palestine

and the Al-Aqsa mosque." the group

said.

In Tehran, Iranian President Akbar

Hashemi Rafsanjani at Friday prayer

blamed the Zionists for provoking

violent clashes with Palestinians by

opening the tunnel near the Al-Aqsa

mosque in lerusalem.

"It is clear that when you dig a tun-

nel under a lerusalem holy site... you

are provoking the Muslims. This is

the best proof that you lie when you

say you seek peace." Rafsanjani said.

JERUSALEM — An envoy of

Zionist Prime Minister Netanyahu

met Arafat in an attempt to calm the

atmosphere in the Occupied
Palestine, a spokesman for

Netanyahu said on Thursday.

Spokesman Shai Bazak said

Netanyahu's representative Yitzhak

Molho met Arafat in the Gaza Strip

on Wednesday night.

Moshe Katzav, another Netanyahu

adviser, said: "In the last two houis,

the army chief, the Shin Bet chief, the

adviser to the prime minister Yitzhak

Molho, the defense minister, the

prime minister — all of them spoke

with Yasser Arafat and he promised

them ail he would act. If he cannot,

then he cannot be a leader."

Statement by Palestinian Human
Rights Group, Al-Haq:

Al-Haq expresses its deep concern

at the recent initiative by the Israeli

authorities in the Old City of

Jerusalem to open up an entrance on
the Via Dolorosa to the Western
Wall Tunnel. Al-Haq regards this

latest development as an illegal and
a grave incitement to the residents

of the Occupied Palestinian

Territories.

On the night of Monday,
September 23, Israeli military forces

opened up an entrance to the

Western Wall Tunnel beneath the

steps of the Al-Umariyya School,

which is located on the Via
Dolorosa, one of the main streets of

the Old City of Jerusalem. The
Israeli Ministry of Religion has been

working on excavating this tunnel,

which runs from the Wailing Wall

north, along the side of the western

wall of the Haram Al-Sharif. since

1968. Much of the work of excava-

tion has taken place in secret.

The tunnd, 480 meters in length,

consists of a long passageway lead-

ing into an ancient underground
canal which, in turn, leads into a

double cistern known as the

Struthion Pool, located beneath an

Islamic Waqf property, the Via
Dolorosa, and the Convent of the

Sisters of Zion.

This is not the first attempt to

open up an entrance to the tunnel in

the area of the Via Dolorosa. Since

the 1980s, the Israeli authorities

have made various proposals to

make the Western Wall Tunnel into

a one-way tour circuit starting from

the Wailing Wall and ending with

an exit near the Via Dolorosa to

attract tourists and religious wor-

shippers.

In the 1980's, the Israeli Ministry

of Religion initiated excavations for

this purpose in a nearby street

which leads to Bab Al-Ghawanima,

one of the northern points of entry

to the Haram Al-Sharif. In spring of

1988, there were serious clashes

between Palestinians and the Israeli

authorities as a result of these exca-

vations, which were regarded by
many Palestinians as an encroach-

ment on the Haram Al-Sharif, the

third holiest site in Islam and a pow-

erful national symbol for all

Palestinians. The excavations were
eventually closed up.

Most of the buildings lying above

the Western Wall Tunnel belong to

the Islamic Waqf. These properties

include a number of Mamluk build-

ings of great historical, architectural

and religious importance, including

the Madrasa Al-Manjakiyya. the

Madrasa Al-Uthmaniyya. the Ribat

Palestinian National Authority

Ministry of Health

26 September 1 996

A CALL AND APPEAL FROM THE
PALESTINIAN MINISTRY OF

HEALTH
It is much to our regret, sadness,

and disappointment to have to appeal

once again to the International

Community, to Human Rights

Activists, to all human health aid

institutions all over the world, to

direct their prompt attention to this

area of the world in response to the

late massacre and bloodshed inci-

dents caused by the Israeli armed
assault on civilians peacefully demon-

strating over Al Aqsa issue, that have

been going on since yesterday in

Rammallah and expanding to other

cities of West Bank and Gaza result-

ing in a continuous increasing, rapid-

ly growing number of hundreds of

casualties and serious emergencies.

The Palestinian Ministry of

Health, stunned at the number of

casualties and the heavy size of

pressure on its health units, hospi-

tals and health staff, while the clo-

sure and collective punishment are

still imposed, would ask all those

Welcome to the very first issue of

the Multicultural Affairs Page. This

issue is dedicated to the horrifying

events which have occurred over the

past few days in Palestine.

One of the faults of American soci-

ety is the failure to deal with issues

and events which occur outside of the

United States. Strugglea for justice in

the Third World are intimately con-

nected to the stuggles of people cf

color in the United States. We must

never forget that.

Our great leaders such as Malcolm

X, Martin Luther King, and W.E.B.

Du Bois all stated the importance of

having an international perspective

when working towards social change.

Dr. King linked the opposition to

United States colonial oppression in

Vietnam with the struggle for civil

rights in this country, declaring that

injustice anywhere is injustice for all.

How many times did Malcolm X
stress the importance of the struggles

for decolonization on the continent of

Africa, *:nd in the rest of the Third

World, for people of African descent

in America? Didn't W.E.B. Du Bois

always emphasize the organic and

indisputable link between struggles

for liberaik>n in colonized and devel

oping nations! with the fight for social

Kurd and the Madrasa Al-

Jawhariyya.

The Israeli authorities' construc-

tion of an entrance to the tunnel

underneath the Umariyya school is

unlawful, since they did not obtain

the consent of the Islamic Waqf to

this alteration, even though the

Waqf is the owner of this property.

Furthermore, the Israeli authorities'

actions in a very sensitive area close

to the Haram Al-Sharif are extreme

ly provocative to Palestinians.

This move comes at a time of

increased tension in East Jerusalem

caused by house demolitions,

attempts by settlers to move into

houses in Palestinian neighborhoods,

and Israeli attacks on Palestinian

institutions. Israeli soldiers clashed

with Palestinians in Jerusalem yester

day. Today, there were similar con-

frontations in Jerusalem and
Ramallah. In the latter case, the

Israeli authorities opened fire on
demonstrators and injured at least

250 people.

Al-Haq is concerned that addition-

al violence may occur in the coming

days. Al-Haq regards this action as

yet another in a long succession of

attempts by the Israeli authorities to

change the historical and cultural

character of Jerusalem unilaterally.

The opening of a tunnel which links

the Western Wall to .iic heart of fue

Muslim Quarter is radical change in

the geography of the Old City of

Jerusalem.

Such actions are in breach of the

international law of belligerent occu-

pation, which requires an occupying

power to refrain from making funda-

mental change* in occupied territory.

Similar actions by the Israeli authori-

ties in East Jerusalem have regularly

attracted condemnation from the

General Conference of UNESCO and

the General Assembly of the United

Nations. Al-Haq regards this serious

alteration in the character of the Old

City of Jerusalem as illegal and highly

provocative.

This is the latest manifestation of

Israel's policy to alter the status quo
in lerusalem before the final status

negotiations have even started.

Al-Haq demands that the Israeli

authorities close up this entrance

immediately and refrain in the

future from altering the character of

the Old City and other areas of
occupied East lerusalem until the

final status of Jerusalem i.s resolved.

It calls on the international commu-
nity to take action to pressure Israel

to put a stop to its illegal action in

Jerusalem and to protect the nation-

al rights of the Palestinian people in

Jerusalem, if a just and lasting peace

in the region is to be secured.

concerned to rise to the occasion, to

wash this stigma from the lace of

humanity, and cany out their share

of humanitarian commitment and
honorable role in rescuing the lives

of hundreds of emergencies and
casualties moaning and suffering

under our shortages of drugs, blood

and medical equipment, added to

the impediments and obstacles of

the closure and collective punish-

ment that are still imposed and ren-

dering our health stall and doctors

unable to reach out to their work
locations for rescue.

Today, as we are standing

almost helpless in coping with this

disastrous large number of deaths

and casualties, we invite every

human soul and every human con-

science for a five minutes of soul

search and conscience confronta-

tion in pursuit of truth and reality,

the reality of bitter suffering, the

reality of human degradation, the

reality of denying a big number of

casualties and emergencies their

legal right in freedom of expres-

sion, and their legal entitlement to

proper, adequate, and instant res-

cue and health care.

justice in the western nations, espe-

cially the United States?

The volatile atmosphere of the

Middle East is in large part due to

Western colonialism, whether bv

Israel in Palestine or through imperial

assualts such as the Gulf War. Many
of our misconceptions about the

Middle East come out of the lack of

adequate. non-Euroceritric reporting,

which is rarely permitted in our
media. A special thanks goes to the

Al- Akhbar wire news service for

their tireless efforts in putting out
high quality, accurate journalism.

Thanks also to the Islamic

Association for Palestine for the

invaluable images and information

they have made available.

The Multicultural Affairs desk
urges anyone interested in writing

and working to further social justice

here at UMass and around the
world to come to the Collegian and
write for the Diversity Desks. The
three Diversity pages, Multicultural

Affairs. Developing Nations and
Black Affairs are looking for writ

ers. Wc need more fighters willing

to work and strive for the equality

that all of us. as human beings

deserve.

— Lisa Chiu
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There's One itfght For You!

<HoIi>en Stetj
tHattonal 0oitor Societtj

General Membership

Meeting
Monday, September 30

7:0Qpm
HerterRm.117

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDExNTS ASSOCIATION

UPCOMING EVENTS:
Oct. 10: 2nd General Meeting Thu. 7:30pm

Campus Center 91

7

Oct. 19: Casino Night Sat. 6pm- lam
Cash Prizes - Campus Center Aud.
Nov. 23: Dance Party @ the Bluewall

Asian Night Coming up Next Spring

For More Info:

A-4S< 41 1 Studenr Union, Box 28

UMASS Amherst (413)545-0189

e-mail us at:

aasa@oit.umass.edu

INTERESTED IN VOLUNTEERING AT A
SOUP KITCHEN, SHELTER, BEING A BIG

BROTHER AND MANY OTHER THING!??

JOIN OUR SERVICE ORGANIZATION!!

MEETING TIME: 7IOO, TUESDAY
WHERE: 409 STUDENT UNION
CONTACT NUMBER: 546-557*

-*«

7 AREA GOVi
f*JweaeiUa<

tit £*ht> /Wt* Qt4Jfal>

The DooWopShop

AHA2INQ

$ 5 ticRCBDn sale NOW
at FAC box Office

THAT BAIW

WTLL PLAY
AT THfc

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS:
col Mustard Trio& JIGGLETHEVMASS
FRXDAY *

OCTOBER **™
Horso In Northampton i

Hallowww Bash atme Hon
Wednesday. October 30th?!!

Cad veOO-Trrt TICK

5 at TIX Unlimited
—

-

Campus Activities, University of Massachusetts, 416 Student Union, Box 37310, Amherst, MA 01007-7310, (413) 545-3600

Registered Student Organizations & Agencies
ACADEMIC
Accounting Association

Alive With Dance
American Institute ofIndustrial

Engineers

Anthropology Undergraduate

Caucus

*APKS

Arnold Air Society (ROTC)
Biological Sciences Student

Association

Business Club t

Chamber Choir

Club Communications

Club Managers Student Chapter

Communication Disorders

Debate Union

Design Student Club

'Independent Restauranteurs

'Marching Band
'Marketing Club

National Society tor Black

Engineers

'Poetry Societv

"I need a good cup of coffee!"

Peoples' Market
"I'm dying for a bagel!"

Peoples
9 Market

"Where can I get tome cheap, helthy food around here?"

People's Market
A Student-run Food Store.

We do our best

Located in the Umass Studfgt Union, Amherst, MA
Our Hours: M & F 8:45 am- *fm T^T, Th - 8:45 am - 5 pm

-
=•' •*

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS PRESENTS

THE RETURN OF
A WEEKLY PROGRAM SERIES: SOMETHING EVERY FRIDAY

StaJid-up Comedian

TERRY SMITH

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM
October 4, 1996
8:00 pm Free

'DRAGONHEART
Immediately Following

This series is matte possible by a grant from

AuxJfery Services and the Vice Cancelior for

Student Affairs.

km

STUDENT UNIONART GALLIRY
visual and performing arts space

D^Current exhibit- "My life,

My soul, My sorrow"- current

works by Yeon choi. Sept. 12-

Oct.4

D^OcMO-Nov.l- Benigna

Chilla- current works. Opening

reception Thurs. Oct.10, 5-7pm

at the gallery.

lEfVideo Series every

Wednesday beginning at

12.30pm (Call gallery for

details)

Hg^Now accepting proposals

for thematic exhibitions to be

held during the 1997-98 acade-

mic year.

The Student Union Art Gallery

is located in the Student

Union Building on the UMass
Campus. Gallery hours are

Mon-Thurs 11am-1pm, and

Fridays 11am-4pm. For more
information, please call us at

413-545-0792.

Pre-Medica

Pre-Vet & Animal Science Club

'Russian Club

Society of Hispanic Professional

Engineers

Society of Landscape Architects

Society of Women Engineers

"Student Hospitality Marketing

Association International

Student Nurses Association

'Travel & Tourism

Wildlife Society

'Women in Sports Management

SERVICE
Alpha Phi Omega
Boltwood Project

( in k K t tub

'Collegiate 4-H
Fire and First Aid

Hands

Kappa Kappa Psi/T'au Beta Sigma

"LBCi Counselling Collective

Nia Student Organization

Peer Mentor Network

Share

STARS
VIVA

STUDENT BUSINESSES
Bicycle Co-op

Campus Design & Copy

Earthfoods

Federal Credit Union

Greenough Snack Bar

People's Markel

SOM Food Services

Sweets And More

Sylvan Snack Bar

Tickets Unlimited

Valley Women's Voice

HONOR SOCIETIES
ALANA Honor Society

Alpha Lambda Delta

Alpha Zeta

Beta Alpha Psi

'Eta Sigma Delta

Golden Key Honor Society

Mortar Board

Phi Alpha Theta

*Pi Sigma Alpha

PERFORMING ARTS
Dance Team
higgling Club

New World Theater

Student Valley Prodm tions

UMass Theatre Guild

SPORTS
Bicycle Racing Club

'Cheerleaders

Club Volleyball

Crew Club

Croquet Club

Equestrian Team
Fencing Club

GolfClub

Rugby Club

'Tennis Team
Women's Ice Hockey

'Wrestling Club

Zoo Disc Frisbee Team

ETHNIC/CULTURAL
African Student Association

AFRIK-AM
AHORA
Armenian Student Club

Asian American Student

Association

Black Student Union

lioricuas Unidos

Cambodian Student Association

Cape Verdean Student Alliance

Casa Dominicana

( hinese Student Club

Haitian American Students

Association

'Hellenic Association

Hillel

'Hui Hawaii Ohana
"Irish American Student Assoc.

'Italian Amerk an Students Union

Japan America Club

Korean Student Association

Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance

Native American Student

Association

SETA
Shades

South Asian Club

Vietnamese Student Association

RECREATION
Ballroom Dance Club

Chess Club

College Bowl Team
Grenadier Society

Hang Gliding Club

fapanese Animation & Manga
Society

Kodokan Martial Arts

NE Collegiate Karate Club

Outing Club

Pioneer Valley Combat Club

Racquetball Club

Shotokan Club

Ski Club

'Snowboarding Club

Sport Parachute Club

Tae Kwon Do
WTF Tae Kwon Do

GREEKS
Alpha Chi Rho

Alpha Delta Phi

Alpha Epsilon Pi

Alpha Epsilon Phi

Alpha Kappa Alpha

Chi Omega
Delta Chi

Delta Sigma Theta

Delta Upsilon

Delta Zeta

Iota Gamma Upsilon

lota Phi Theta

'Kappa Alpha Psi

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Lambda Chi Alpha

'Omega Psi Phi

'Order ofOmega
Phi Beta Sigma

Phi Kappa Sigma

Pi Kappa Alpha

THE EPISCOPLE CH"CH AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
758 N. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST
MASSACHUSETTS, 01 002

THE EPISCOPAL CHAPLAINCY AT UMASS IS

AN ENCUMENICAL CHRISTIAN COMMUNI-
TY, AND "HOME AWAY FROM HOME" TO
GRADUATE AND UNDER GRADUATE
STUDENTS.

JOIN US SUNDAY NIGHTS AT oioo PM FOR
DINNER, CONVERSATION, GOSPEL MUSIC,
AND INFORMAL WORSHIP.

ALSO:
break tripe te>

ties with the

The Chaplaincy It

7ft North Pleasant
Lederleon the

. trip* to New York City, spring

Europe, and outreach opportnnl-

and disabled friends.

•t the edge of campus,
% doors north of

of the street.

Come this Sunday night at 6, following

York City trip, or call Chris Carlisle at S4f SW *

'Sigma Alpha Mu
cigma Dtha Tau

Sigma Kappa

Sigma Phi Epsilon

Sigma Sigma Sigma

'Zeta Psi

Zeta Psi Tin la

REUGIOUS
ALANA Christian Alliance

Alliance Christian Fellowship

Ananda Marga

'The Ark

Baha 'i Club

Campus Crusade for Christ

Chabad Students

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship

Hillel

Hindu Students Organization

Intervarsity Christian Fellowship

Meditation League

Muslim Students Association

Newman Club

Pagan Students Organization

Upside Down

POLITICAL
'Allied Students Against Prejudice

'Amnesty International

Animal Rights Coalition

Cannabis Reform Coalition

'Clean Rivers Coalition

European Club

Friends o\ Bosnia

MASSPIRG
'Out ofState Student Association

Progressive Organization for

Women's Rights

Radical student Union

Rainforest Action Gump
Republican Club

'Soviet Co •ununity Empowerment

Program

Students Advocating Financial

Assist ince

Students Against Driving Drunk

Students for Life

'Tnith Task Force

'Twenty/Twenty Vision

'University Democrats

Young Americans For Freedom

SOCIAL
•Bridge Club

'Honors Students Association

International Student ASStH

National Exchange Club

'PHNORD
Science Fiction Club

SCUM
Single Parents Association

CAMPUS WIDE PROGRAMS
Distinguished Visitors Program

University Productions & Concerts

GOVERNMENTAL
Campus Center/Student Union

Commission

Central Area Government

Commuter Area Government

Interfratemtty Council

National Pan-Hellenic Council

Northeast Area Government

Orchard Hill Area Government

'Panhellenk Council

Southwest Area Government

Stockbridge Senate

Student Government Association

Sylvan Area Government

MEDIA
Black Mass Communication

Project

Collegian

Concepto Latino

In Focus

Index (Yearbook)

Noratoo News

Silent Majority

Spectrum

Union Video Center

WMUA Radio Station

AGENCIES
Center for Student Businesses

Commuter Senices ik Housing

Resource Center

Office of Third World Affairs

Student Legal Services Office

Student Center foi Educ ation,

Research & Advocacy

Student Union Art Gallery

Student Union Craft Center
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Arts & Living
Yearwood connects, shows growing maturity

Sporny & Shank show their stuff
By Scott Bernard

Collegian Correspondent

DAVID SPORNY & NADINE
SHANK

Bezanson Recital Hall

Sept. 26

Faculty member David Sporny
gave a delightful display of trom-
bone virtuosity at the Fine Arts

Center on Thursday evening,
accompanied first by pianist Nadine
Shank, then by a jazz combo.
Displaying the versatility of the

instrument, he played a wide variety

of classical and jazz pieces in the

hour-long show.

The formal, classical first half of

the program was begun with a light,

airy baroque-inspired piece by
lean-Michel de Faye entitled, "A la

maniere de Bach." Then Sporny
played the majestic, soaring and
grave "Cavatine Op. 144" by
Camille Saint-Saens. This was only

the beginning, as Malcom Arnold's

difficult, "Fantasy, Op. 101" was
played by Sporny without accompa-
niment. The trombonist did have
some trouble at the beginning with

the rapidly shifting tempos and
tones, but by the finale, a stentorian

staccato of notes, Sporny had
re-mastered his instrument. He

gave a deep bow of appreciation at

the audience's patience.

But these three short pieces were

by way of introduction for the main

piece of the first half of the concert,

Alexander Arutiunian's "Concerto

for Trombone and Piano." The first

movement began quite dramatical-

ly, as the trombone soared above
the agitated piano before becoming
darker. Soon the piano started a

more sorrowful, plaintive theme
which the trombone followed with

an even more grave accompani-
ment.

The second movement, an alle-

gretto, was lighter and more play-

ful, a relief from the gravity of the

first movement.
The third movement began with

the piano playing a crescendo when
the trombone interceded. There was
then a more exotic, almost
tango-like section followed by a

jazzy interlude. The trombone then

played on alone, first staccato then

march-like until the piano began a

low pounding which builds steadily

until the trombone began a drunk-

en, lurching accompaniment. The
movement ended with the two
instruments playing in unison then

ending on the same note. Well, they

didn't exactly end in unison,
although this was clearly the plan,

but it didn't really matter the piece

was excellent nonetheless.

The second half of the program
was made up of significantly lighter

pieces. The first, "Wotda," by Dan
Aldag, was an exceedingly clever
piece for trombone and clappers.
As the general clapping of the audi-

ence dissolved into silence, a sec-

tion of seven clappers in the front

row kept up a percussion accompa-
niment to the soloist until the end,

when this percussion once again
became applause, and the audience
joined in.

A jazz combo made up of Steven
Page on piano, |osh Tyler on bass

and Andy Smith on drums joined

Professor Sporny to finish out the

evening with Duke Ellington's and
|uan Tizol's "Perdido" and Kenny
Dorham's "Blue Bossa." Although
Sporny's jazz playing was a bit

innocuous, the addition of these

two pieces ended the evening with a

bang of improvisational energy.

Overall this evening with Sporny
displayed his wide variety of musi-

cal interests, as well as his ability to

play many different styles of music.

It also showed that this instrument.

which in the past has been relegated

to the back sections of orchestras

and jazz combos, has the potential

to be a truly virtuous instrument.

Another hip, boring film
Two Days in the Valley fails to amuse or thrill despite cast

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

TWO DAYS IN THE VALLEY
Written and Directed by John Herzfield

with lames Spader, Danny Aiello, Marsha Mason
Playing at Hampshire Six Theaters

Dead Man Walking and Brain Candy hit HSCN

couercsr ctoocf khaychyk

Scott Thompson plays Clemptor, German Supermodel

Housing Service Cable Network regularly shows full

length videos. The following is a quick guide to what
movies to see and avoid this week.

BRAIN CANDY
The Kids in the Hall make their big screen debut in this

deft satire of society's insane desire for happiness, no
matter what the cost. Besides the pharmaceutical indus-

try, the Canadian comedy troupe pokes fun at homosex-
uality, cancer and the elderly. Not a film for everyone,

but one of the funniest comedies released in recent

memory. A- (Jeremy Brothers)

BROKEN ARROW
What do you call a nuclear weapon that is missing? You
got it — a broken arrow. John Travolta is an air force

pilot who threatens the U.S. government to give him
big bucks, or he'll launch the weapons. Travolta's crazy

character brings many laughs and an ending that proves
his lunacy. It's an okay action/adventure, but can be a

bit ridiculous. Christian Slater also stars. C+ (Frank

lite trend of hip, young, unknown writer/directors mak-
ing miserable films has now come to a head with Two Days
in the Valley. What astounds me about this film is not how
it manages to grab onto everything positive about the

so-called "Tarantino School" of film making and make it

into a goulash of cliches, but how it HfTejtfi to bo inauc in

the first place.

Not to be misunderstood, everything about Tarantino,
with the exception of Destiny Turns on the Radio, can be
appreciated in varying degrees. It's only when we are bom-
barded with all-star extravaganzas like Two Days in the

Valley that suck, can we truly come to resem Quentin.
lames Spader plays a hit man with the quirky habit of let-

ting his victims have one minute before he kills them. He
later takes a few moments aside to discourse on the impor-

tance of 60 seconds, presumably because he knows his

monologue will end up adding something quirky to the

soundtrack.

Danny Aiello plays another hit man with an entirely dif-

ferent kind of idiosyncrasy. Can we see a pattern developing
here? Aidlo's Dozmo is not only terrified of dogs, but he's a

really good cook. It's this kind of moronic characterization

that makes every character too goofy to be even remotely

interesting.

If this film has a redeeming feature, it lies in Charlize

Theron as fames Spader's equally villainous Norwegian girl-

friend. She adds a sense of near-camp comedy prancing
around in her crotch-huoginj bod.vsuits. somewhere
between a reject Bond girl and a Russ Meyer babe from Faster Pussycat, Kill! Kill!

Herzfeld's film consists of several very "L.A." story lines, suicidal TV movie directors, art dealers with kidney stones,

vice squad cops with hearts of gold but brains of oatmeal — you get the picture. Playing these misbegotten souls is an
immense cast of talented people: Greg Cuttwell, Eric Stoltz, Teri Hatcher, Peter Horton and Paul Mazursky, all of whom
come together in a confrontational stand off shoot out. How surprising. D-

Campailla)

THE CLIENT
John Grisham's story of a young boy who solely knows
where the dead body of a U.S. senator lies. He gets the

help of Susan Sarandon as he tries to avoid the mob
and Tommy Lee Jones. Sarandon's courageous charac-

ter is able to handle the tough kid. and knows how to

deal with the very good and persistent Jones. There is

little courtroom drama, but plenty of suspense. It will

keep you watching from beginning to end. B+ (F.C.)

By Lisa M. Oltveri

Collegian Star!

Trisha Yearwood

TRISHA YEARWOOD
Everybody Knows
MCA Nashville

Georgia native Trisha Yearwood
once again proves she is a force to be

reckoned with. On Everybody Knows,
her sixth album, Yearwood demon-
strates her ability to belt out a song

with grace and master ability.

Her first single, "Believe Me Baby (I

Lied)" is classic Yearwood, and
demonstrates her fun side, much like

her first hit, "She's in Love With the

Boy." She has such spirit on this tune,

it's easy to envision her smiling. She
brings a sense of warmth to all of her

songs.

Much of this CD doesn't sound like

traditional country — you won't find
;:ny songs about cowboys or trucks.

Yearwood is able to transcend these

binding stereotypes and venture into

other forums. "Little Hercules" is

decidedly folk, with a strong acoustic

section and melodic piano accompani-

ment. "A Lover is Forever" is a great

bluesy tune that will fit smoothly into

juke boxes everywhere.

Yearwood's voice invokes a sense of

comfort in her listeners, from that

lonely truck drivei on a long haul to

students driving cross country — it's

fitting that Yearwood's voire be on the

radio. "Under the Rainbow," the most
powerful song on Everybody Knows,
has a mellow sadness to it, but at the

same time, it is inspirational. Lyrics

like, "Evening, porch swing/ We love

to watch it rain/ To some folks it ain't

much/ But we think we got it made"
demonstrate Yearwood's love of home.
However, Everybody Knows, isn't

Hearts in Armor, which was by far her

best. While she received critical

acclaim for that album, she didn't

receive the airplay, due to the fact that

it wasn't classic country. And while

this album naturally is more mature
than her earlier stuff, at times it lacks

the charisma of her previous albums.

Everybody Knows is, however, more
of a collection of ballads than most
Yearwood fans arc used to. But it's

still up to her usual standards. No
Yearwood fans will be disappointed

with this CD — in fact, it's a great

addition to any music library.

Yearwood once again proves she is

one of country's great female stars. B+

NYC jazz trio impresses

in sold-out Noho show
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

Rosie fulfills her wildest dream- & meets Tom Cruise

COtiRTtSY UK PROlXJCTklNS

James Spader plays yet another idiosyncratic creep.

Secrecy was the word of the week
these past few days. Especially when it

involved marriages. Yes. it really is

true. John F. Kennedy, |r. finally lied

the knot to his longtime girlfriend.

Carolyn Bessette.

And the same goes for The Cable
Cuy's |im Carrey. He said his vows
with "Picket Fences" actress Lauren
Holly. The couple has been together

ever sincr 'hey met on the set of the

BRAVEHEART
Mel Gibson made modern audiences respect the word
"epic* again with this tale of Scottish revolution leader

William Wallace. The film was warmly received at last

years Academy Awards ceremony, and not without war-

rant. A cast of thousands (literally) makes the film in

the mesmerizing battle scenes in Gibson's sophomore
directorial effort. A (J.B.)

GET SHORTY
John Travolta is mobster Chili Palmer, who goes to

Hollywood to get into the movie business with the help

of Gene Hackman, Danny DeVito and Rene Russo.
This Elmore Leonard story makes for an average film

with a silly ending. But plenty of laughs and Travolta's

wonderful and entertaining performance make it worth
watching. He's better than the rest of the movie. B-
(F.C.)

DEAD MAN WALKING
This highly acclaimed film stars Sean Penn as a man

on death row waiting to die. Susan Sarandon is his cho-

sen spiritual advisor for the last few days of his life.

The movie explores capital punishment from many dif-

ferent angles. The acting and directing is of the highest

quality. It is a powerful and emotional film that makes
you think. A must see. A (F.C.)
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Rosie O'Donnell

movie Dumb and Dumber.
The producers of the show "Ellen"

arc discussing whether or not Ellen

DeCeneres' character should come
out as a lesbian this season. Wait, no
— that story line is just not believable.

Ellen a lesbian?

The Titanic is still making waves.

The. cast and crew of the upcoming
movie, which includes Kate Winslet,

got a surprise in their lobster chowder.
It was reported that someone, still

unknown, spiked it with the horse

tranquilizer, PCP.

Now what is with those
)

darned German maga- HR^VXVJ
zines? Months ago they Q "
called Tom Cruise impo- B*] | kV^l 1

1

tent. Now, the

Stuttgart-based
Sport-Auto magazine anJ the

Gemballa North American car compa-

ny of Malibu, California are being sued

by Arnold Schwarzenegger. He claims

that his picture on the cover is a fraud.

Spanish hunk Antonio Banderas
and Hollywood Bimbo Melanie
Griffith recently welcomed a little one

to their happy home. Stella del

Carmen Banderas Griffith was born on

Sept. 24 in Marbella, Spain.

For all those Tori Spelling fans out

there, don't forget to watch Mother,

May I Sleep With Danger, which airs

tonight on NBC. Didn't I just see her

in a really bad made-for- television

movie last week? Oh, right, it was
"Beverly Hills, 90210."

Rumor has it that Vince Neil will

rejoin his estranged group Motley
Criie for a reunion tour. Since no one

else has told them, I guess that leaves

me to break the news to the '80s metal

group— it's over, go away, go home.

Since the current trend is to make
eveiy popular book into a movie, it's

no surprise that Primary Colors will

soon slide onto the silver screen. |ohn

Travolta has signed on to

play the part of politician

jack Stanton. He will

reportedly receive over

$20 million for this role,

making him one of the

highest paid actors in Hollywood. Also

in the $20 Million Dollar Club —
Carrey, Schwarzenegger and Cruise.

Guess who won the lottery? Dan
and Roseanne Connor. So if they are

no longer going to be poor white trash,

what's the theme of the show?
The top-grossing film of the week

was The First Wives Club which is, by

the way, the first role since Showgirls

for Elizabeth Berkley. And critics are

saying that she does a good job. Give

Berkley some credit' I liked Showgirl^

I own Showgirls ] mean, it wasn't that

(o the Edge.
At Data General, the edge isn't a final destination;

ifs a place to start. Data General has become a leader in

the computing industry by creating highly advanced, open,

UNIX-based systems using the finest commodity fccftnotoyies

available. For talented, motivated graduates, we offer Soffavre

and Hardware Engineering Opportunities designed to bring out

your individual strengths. Along with unlimited challenges, we also

offer exceptional rewards, including a comprehensive benefits package

that rivals the best in the industry.

To sign up for an on-campus interview please submit your
resume to the Career Services Office

by October 2,1996.

Visit our World Wide Web site at:

http://wvvw.dg.com

i w Data General

NOU
TURN

This is no time to turn back. MDA is closing in

on treatments and cures for neuromuscular diseases.
Keep MDA's lifesaving research moving forward.

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717
People help MDA... because MDA helps people.
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bad. Nomi Malone was at least a more
interesting character than lessie Spano.

Rosie O'Donnell presented an
award to her idol Tom Cruise at the

American Cinematheque Awards. Not
only did she finally get to meet him,

but she also got a kiss from Cruise.

Fans of O'DonnelFs daytime talk show
will remember and miss the excitement

that built up to this meeting.

Lisa M. Oliveri is a Collegian
columnist.

MEDESKI, MARTIN & WOOD
Northampton Center For The Arls

Sept. 27

With whirring clavinet bursts,

deep, soulful bass and all sorts

of varied percussion sounds, the

New York City-based trio of

keyboardist |ohn Medeski,
drummer Billy Martin, and
bassist Chris Wood brought
forth many climactic moments
in their sold out show at the

Northampton Center For The
Arts, presented by the Iron

Horse, on Friday night.

The Center, which has a large

area for the concert, was chosen

by the Iron Horse because of

the large dimensions of the

room with enough space for a

dance floor, something the

smaller Iron Horse lacks.

With the dance floor full and

flowing with a mostly
college-age crowd, Medeski,
Martin & Wood completely
commanded the audience's
attention with their hybrid mix
of many different sounds. They
drew from rock, funk, R&B
from the Stax/Volt catalog

(Booker T. & The MG's).
organ- based jazz (Lou
Donaldson), and utter tones of

chaos, space and exotic grooves

characteristic of the early-'70s

Miles Davis electric groups.

The audience continued to

dance, so Medeski, Martin &
Wood kept rolling forward -for

well over three hours. The trio

obviously wanted the crowd's
energy all to themselves — not

to any post-show parties, and

so they took it. In return, they

gave sonic energy emanating
from Medeski's many key-

boards, Wood's deep
groove-oriented bass-playing

and Martin's superfluous beats.

Medeski's Wurlitzer organ
sounds came from the deep
swamps of the South, specifical-

ly Memphis and New Orleans.

He played a clavinet on a

wah-wah effect as though it

was a couple of bongo drums,
his hands flailing on the keys,

producing scathing sharp
sounds. He also had an elec-

tric-piano keyboard with a

scathing sound of its own, like

the Fender Rhodes, characteris

tic of those early-'70s Miles

groups.

Wood switched between elec-

tric and an acoustic stand-up
bass all through the night, giv

ing equal time to both.

Drummer Billy Martin played

his regular trap set, as well as

wondrous, weird percussion
instruments, even scraping a

metal canister during one of the

group's rather "spacey"
moments.

Overall, the show, which fea-

tured a couple of songs from
their forthcoming album,
Shack-Man (due Oct. 15), was

basically flawless, except maybe
for its excessive length.

However, the majority of the

audience stayed with the trio all

night, because that was where
the energy was.

Tom Cruise

HAS YOUR AUTO
BEEN ...

OR CONCERNED
IT WILL BE?

WE CAN HELP!!
Let the Experts at ^^ Repair Your Cars'

EXHAUS7 • SUSPENSION • BRAKES
STOP BY OR CALL TODAY-

HADLEY
397 Russell St. (Rte. 9)

586-9991
TTUDAS

D cs 981

NORTHAMPTON
143 King St. (Rte 5)

586-4840

90 days some as cosh

Want to

write

about
poetry, film, the-

ater, music,
books, travel,

food or anything
else?

Then write for
the firts &
Living Desk.

Come down
today!

Challenge yourself...

...to reach your potential,

As part ofTravelers Insurance's

Financial Management Development Program (FMDP)
you'll work on challenging special projectsfor senior management,

receive state ofthe art training & development, and gain valuable

practical business experience through rotational assignments.

The goal is to help you become a future leader in

insurance, andfinancial services

To be considered, submit your resume to the

SOM Placement Office by October 7, 1996.

To discuss Full-Time or Summer Internship Oportunities within the FMDP

please stop by our booth at the 1996 Career Fair on

Thursday, October 31st in the Campus Center Auditorium

INTERVIEWS will be conducted Friday, November 15th.

The TVavelera Indemnity Company
The Aetna Casualtyand Surety Company

Member* o« TravelersGroup]

http://wwwmvelen.itoc

Travelen. Hartford. CT 061 13 We Are An fjfui Opportunity Employer.
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defense
continued from page 14

while forcing Dion and Napoli to

make a total of 10 saves in eight

matches.

In its last four outings, UMass has

outshot its opponents a startling 107-8,

winning all four by a 1 4-0 aggregate.

The offensive output could poten-

tially be the most notable side effect

of the defensive dominance.

With the ball seldom leaving the

UMass side of the field as the

Minutewoman defenders effectively

contain the play within the midfield

stripe, a plethora of offensive oppor-

tunities are generated. Not having to

constantly run to the other end of the

field and regroup, UMass' offensive

chances this season have far outnum-

bered the average number generated

per match thy past two seasons.

UMass hasn't posted 14 goals in four

straight wins since early in the 1994

season, and recently broke an

18-year-old school record for shots in

a game against a Division 1 opponent,

teeing up 46 shots against St.

Bonaventure.

"It's the whole team playing

offense," midfielder Rebecca Myers

said.

Erica Iverson. Lynch. Robin Smith

and Amanda Thompson have been a

fearsome foursome playing in the back^

for UMass. Not only is the unit strong,

but it is deep, with Liz Rutherford

replacing an injured Smith yesterday

without missing a beat.

Each of the four defenders knows

their role well and executes precisely

in fending off their foes. Iverson

defends the right flank, and although

not the swiftest player on the team,

she has a powerful shot and makes

her presence felt when the opportuni-

ty for a tackle arises.

Lynch, a two-time Ail-American,

patrols the center of the field, serves

free kicks, and never misses a ball or

misconnects on a pass. Smith works as

a bookend to Iverson, with slightly

more speed, often running the flank for

long shots at goal while tackling hard.

The lost figure in the foursome is

sweeper Amanda Thompson. The

overlooked sophomore does nothing

flashy, but is instrumental to the fact

that UMass' team GAA is falling faster

than Saturday Night Lives ratings.

Often winding up as the last line of

defense on a counter- attack after a

rush by a UMass defender, Thompson

has proven deadly one-on-one, almost

always clearing both the ball and the

chance of a shot on Dion.

After a defensive rush. Thompson

anchors the three back defensive line

in its zone play, and is quick to steal

the ball and clear it out to the side for

the next rush, an often overlooked,

but essential role in starting the

UMass offense.

-My hat's off to Amanda

Thompson," Rudy said. "She did such a

good job of holding it all together and

allowing us to attack at will down the

flanks. It allows Erin to get forward and

[Thompson | does that very graciously

and willingly. She's a key player."

Each defender has their role; they

and the team collectively excel.

Behind an almost impenetrable wall,

Dion and Napoli might as well sneak

a La-Z-Boy onto the bus for their

next match, Friday at La Salle.

Red Sox finish with too little too late

By Jimmy Golen

Associated Press

Lightning Strikes

Senior Tina Lightning and the women's soccer team remained undefeated, as they blanked St. joe's 4-0.

BOSTON — The Boston Red
Sox effectively erased their chances

of repeating as AL East champions

in the season's first week. It just

took them until the last week to

admit it.

After losses in the first five

games spurred them to a

franchise-worst 2-12 start, the

Red Sox managed to claw their way

back into the race with a 22-9

record m August. They were three

games out after Aug. 26, and

despite playing five games above

.500 from there, they couldn't close

the gap.

"If we could have put together a

halfway decent start, we'd still be

playing," general manager Dan
Duquette said Sunday after Boston

beat the Yankees 6-5 in the season

finale. "It was a good way to end

up. That should bode well for next

year."

The Red Sox will have a whole

list of new problems in the next

year, with Roger Clemens and

Mike Greenwell becoming free

agents and an unsettled infield sit-

uation involving Nomar
Garciaparra, |ohn Valentin and

Tim Naehring.

But for Sunday, there was only

one question circling around the

team: Was the past season a fail-

ure, because it ended so early; or

a success, because they rallied

from their awful start to get into

the race.

"Where we started out and

where we've come, we can walk

out of this clubhouse holding our

heads high," Valentin said.

Manager Kevin Kennedy reached

even farther.

"When you come back and do

what we've done as a ballclub and

as an organization, it's phenome-

nal." he said. "I hope it gives peo-

ple hope in their own lives when

they're down and out." The Red

Sox set a club record with 53 play-

ers used last season. But they

proved that more is not always bet-

ter this year, upping the mark to

55.

"If we were an established team

and everybody's doing their jobs."

Duquette said, "then there's no

need to look for solutions."

But. early on. it was clear help

was needed. And. ironically, it

was only after the Red Sox started

jettisoning their high-priced talent

that they started to come back.

J'

mens soccer women s soccer

continued from page 14

By the time regular season was

underway, coach Sam Koch was con-

fident in the one-two punch of

Pearson and lablonski, feeling as

though either of the pair was capable

of starting.

Though UMass snapped its slump

with a shutout, it once again kept its

shots on the opponent's net at a mini-

mum, as they were outshot 10-8 by

the Hawks.
The Minutemen return to action

on Sunday. Sept. 29 when they

return to Philadelphia where they

face the Temple Owls at Temple
Stadium at 3:30 p.m. Koch and com-

pany do not return to the confines of

friendly Richard F. Garber field until

Oct. 11. when they will face the

Flyers of the University of Dayton.

Minuteman Notes —
Dave Siljanovski leads UMass in

points (8) with four goals... Mike

Butler is second on the points list

with two goals and two assists for

six points... Pearson boasts a goals

against average of 0.94 with 28
saves with five games and five

starts... The Minutemen, playing in

their first season with a national

ranking, have dropped to No. 25 in

the nation.

continued from page 14

only one shot on the day.

"We are so deep that any of the

people on our bench could be starting

for us," the senior Myers said. "That's

what's so great about this team."

Rudy was pleased with the full

team effort as well.

"These kids train like everyone

else." he said. "They show up for

things, they're on time. They deserve

the opportunity and any time that we
can make that happen is good."

While it's obvious how potent the

UMass attack is, much of the team's

success comes from a strong defense.

This was one aspect of the

Massachusetts game the Hawks
couldn't break. As the UMass defen-

sive core of Erin Lynch, Amanda
Thompson, and Erica Iverson con-

trolled the ball at the midfield, they

could send balls to breaking strikers

like Myers nearly anywhere in the

front third of the field.

"Despite the field, which is getting

bumpier and harder to beat as we go.

they did a nice job handling the ball.

particularly Thompson." Rudy said.

The Minutewomen play again on

Friday when they travel to LaSalle for

a 4:30 p.m. match against the

Explorers.
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Appointment

Not NcccMsory

The Right Place to Be!

Barbers Everyday
Unisex Hair Styling

&
Tom & Ttrri

mljerst

Jjarbers

Tel. 253-1722
40 Main Street, Am henjt, MA
(Ne« to Newbury Cornice!

Hours: Mon - Fri

8 -5:15pm

Sot 8 - 2:45pm

Proprietors.

Jim Heed and
Jem loncrini

We want you

to write for us!

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT...

Call the

Collegian

at

545-3500

S H AB
Gain Experience in

Administrative Aspects

of Health Care

Sponsor Health

Promotion Events

Weapon** to n«c
l ll* Bye Care

Services

Come join the

Student Health

Advisory Board

Next Meeting:

Wed. October 2, 5:30 -6:30pm

University Health Services Rm. 304

For mora Info call Tamari at th. H.tlth Education Olflca 577-5181

We have a comprehensive

rontact lens program.

Emergency eye care delivered at

I IIS. is a covered benefit if you are

a student plan member.

Savings on eyeglasses from participating

opticians are available if you

are a student and have a complete

optometry examination at UHS.

A greal place lo get eonlacl lenses]

On-site contact lens specialist.

Free sample startup

contact lens solutionsJ

<fjfi <^2XS> <3I£* C2^

take Kaplan and get

into the right school.

Personalized,

computerized study

puns, tailored to your

individual

Highly trained,

expert teacher* who

know the teats

inside and out.

Proven methods,

guaranteed to

raise your score.

Next LSAT class starts October 1st

Next GRE class starts October 15th

Next MCAT class starts November 16th

the leader in test prep and

admissions counseling

EXPERT AUTO BODY REPAIRS,

AUTO PAINTING and
GLASS REPLACEMENT

KAPLAN
1 800-KAP-TEST

www.kaplai.com

Contact lenses ran be mailed directly lo

you; free postage for normal delivery.

Same day replacement ol contact

lenses, in many cases, dne to oar

large in house inventory.

"We take great pride in being able to fit

many people who have had difficulty in

the past wearing contact lenses.

Convenient hours and location.

©I* r.nop f <;.

Mttia
. OVEN BAKED URETHANE FINISHES'

. F0EE ESTIMATES & CLAIMS ASSISTANCE

256-8157 256-1385
53 Sou* ^osoect Street, Amh3rst. Mossachusetts

For appointments or questions,

Call 577-5244 uhs
Patient feedback of those

who have used the UHS
Eye Care Program over

twenty years has been

consistently excellent.

"I inviteyou to use the

Eye Services at UHS.
"

Frederick H Bloom. CD.
Director, F.ye die Program

I
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of the best feelings I've had in a

long time."

Jordan averaged 6b yards every

time he touched the ball on Saturday,

and led the UMass running attack

that amassed 201 yards on the day to

Northeastern's 108.

"I'm awful glad that Matt Jordan's

hamstring is better, I'll tell you thai,"

coach Mike Hodges said. "Because
when Frank went out, it was time for

him to do it, and he went in and
played great. He's obviously a very

talented back."

Jordan would run for one more TD
on the afternoon, a one-yard run at

the end of the first half that gave ihe

Minutemen the lead 14-7 going into

the locker rooms.

"I think mentally for myself it was

very important, that when Frank
went out. to come in and have a solid

good game and contribute to the

team's success." Jordan said. "It's

been a long time, and I was just glad

to get in there, and the line took a lot

of pressure off me."

Jamie Holston, who backed up
lordan. had a powering 40- yard TD
run up the left side of ihe field, set up

by a key downfield block by fresh-

man wideout Ralphael Quinn for the

go ahead TD midway through the

fourth quarter that gave UMass the

victory.

"It felt pretty good, I haven't felt

like that in a while," Holston said.

"Running behind that line was real

good. They did a great job blocking

all day, and I just hit the hole as fast

as 1 could. It was great."

As good as Jordan and Holston's

performances were, the defense
played strong once again, and the

special teams lor UMass came up big.

Northeastern would fumble three

punt returns on the day in which
UMass would recover.

Freshman Ben Scott for UMass
would be the hero the first two times,

recovering the mishaps and getting

the Minutemen the possession of the

ball. Freshman Matt Dawson recov-

ered the third one.

Saying that Northeastern gave the

game to UMass isn't exactly fair,

although the fumbles contributed
greatly. However, it's one thing to get

the ball back, and another to capital-

ize on it. The Minutemen would only

make good on the possession after

the second fumbled punt return,

when Holston ran in the go ahead
TD with 8:58 remaining in the game.

Once again, this game saw the

likes of many different Minutemen
contribute to the cause and put forth

the effort that makes a championship
team.

"This is a team game, it isn't two
guys, or five guys, or 1 1 guys, or 22

guys, it's all of us," Hodges said.

"You step up and do the job
when you get the opportunity.

Jamie's been waiting, he gets his

chance, he goes in and makes a big

play. Frank gets hurt, Matt goes in

and makes the big plays for us.

Same thing that happens at wide
out or tight end, anywhere along the

line, it's all of us together."

Defensively, senior linebacker

Justin Riemer showed why he is an

All America Candidate, as he made
16 tackles on the afternoon, seven of

them solo, and three of them for loss-

es totaling 10 yards, including one

sack.

Junior linebacker Mike Dawson
contributed nicely as well with eight

stops himself, and a punishing sack

on Northeastern quarterback Jim

Murphy as well. And speaking of

punishing hits, sophomore linebacker

Khari Samuel had his share of oppor-

tunities to give welcome greetings to

the Huskies, as he picked up a sack

and seven tackles.

Other statistics that have to be

pleasing to the Minutemen are their

decreased number of turnovers and

penalties. In the first two games the

Minutemen averaged 107 yards of

penalties. Last week they had 64
yards, and this past game only 50

yards in penalties on four mishaps.

UMass did not fumble the football

once, but did throw two intercep-

tions.

With the chemistry of this team
beginning to come together and the

ability of players to step up and do

their jobs the Minutemen can only

hope that this trend continues. With
three wins in a row, their confidence

is high and the ball is bouncing their

way.

UMass is back in action next week-

end when they travel to Rhode Island

to face the Rams at 1 p.m.

football
continued from page 14

with 1 : 10 to go, when a series of quick passes had taken

Northeastern into Minuteman territory. The Huskies
went for it on fourth and two, but Murphy's sideline

pass fell harmlessly to the turf, preserving the win for

UMass.
After the game. Hodges had nothing but good things to

say about his defense.

"When they got the ball back with a minute to go, I told

| UMass assistant coachj Ted Roof, this is right where it

belongs, in the hands of the defense." Hodges said. "I'm

very proud of the way we played defensively. That
[Northeastern] is a very, very good football team, very

good offensively, but our kids stayed with it all day long."

Offensively, the emergence of underclassmen Jordan

and Holston was key for the Minutemen, given th<

tus of senior running backs Frank Alessiu and Run
Brockington. Alessio bruised his left shoulder in the fin)

quarter and would not return, and Brockington was lim

ited by a bruised shoulder, which had been bothering

him all week in practice.

"I'm awful glad Matt Jordan's hamstring is belter,'

Hodges said. "When Frank went out, it was lime to do

it. and he went in and played great. He's obviou

very talented back."

The Minutemen look to make it four in a row nexi

Saturday when they travel to Kingston, Rhode Island lo

take on the University of Rhode Island. Game lime is

scheduled for 1 :00.

Red Sox beat Yankees in final game The UMass football team dropped the Huskies of Northeastern 21-14 at home.

By Howard Ulman
Associated Press

BOSTON — The playoff-bound New York Yankees

ended the regular season by losing three of their last

four games as Reggie Jefferson's RBI-single in the ninth

inning gave the Boston Red Sox a 6-5 victory Sunday.

New York had rallied from a 4-1 deficit to take a 5-4

lead with two runs in the sixth before Boston tied the

game in the bottom half of the inning.

The Yankees, who won the AL East title for the first

time since 1981, open the playoffs at home Tuesday
night against Texas. Boston, last year's division cham-

pion, was eliminated from the wild-card race

Thursday.

Darren Bragg began the winning rally with a single

off Dale Polley (1-5). Dave Pavlas replaced Polley and

gave up a sacrifice bunt lo Jeff Frye. Wil Gordero then

hit a sharp grounder to Derek Jeter in the hole between

shortstop and third. Jeter tried to get Bragg at third, but

his throw to Andy Fox was late.

Inflation then ripped a 3-2 pitch to right field for the

winning run. He ended the season with a .547 batting

average and 74 RBIs in 386 at bats.

Pat Mahomes (3-4) pitched two hitless innings for

the win. The Yankees took a 1-0 lead in the first when
Tim Raines doubled, took third on Wade Boggs' single

and scored when Paul O'Neill grounded into a double

Play-

Boston went ahead 2-1 in the bottom of the inning on

SOME THINGS ARE MEANT
TO BE CLOSED
YOUR MIND ISN'T ONE OF THEM.
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FREE
confidential
professional
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Office
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Volleyball drops Bonnies, Dukes
By Jeremy Adorns

Collegian Correspondent

MASSACHUSETTS 3

ST. BONAVENTURE

The Massachusetts women's volleyball team main-

tained a perfect record at home, at 10-0 on the season,

dispensing Atlantic 10 opponents St. Bonaventure and

Duquesne this weekend. The two wins improved the

Minutewomen's record

to 13-3 overall, and
2-1 intheA-10.

Friday against St.

Bonaventure, UMass
won in three straight

games. 15-13, 15-3, and 15-10, dropping the Bonnies

to 2-11 and 0-3 in conference play.

lunior Michelle Paciorek served for five straight

points to start the match, and Massachusetts jumped

out to a quick 9- 2 lead in the first game The Bonnies

battled back to tie the game forcing a Minutewomen

time out. When play resumed Massachusetts only need-

ed two possessions to close out the game.

The second game was a relative breeze for

Massachusetts, as they continued to pressure St.

Bonaventure. The Minutewomen started the second

game with a 6-0 run and coasted to a 15-3 conclusion.

The third game was a completely different story. St.

Bonaventure captured the lead with short offensive runs

at 4-3 and 6-5. At 9-10, Massachusetts took over to

score the next six points for the match, led by juniors

Lesley Nolan and Paciorek.

Nolan provided important kills down the stretch,

tying the game at 10, and earning a key sideout at

11-10. Paciorek followed with a service ace. and served

for the final three points, all of which were Nolan kills.

"Honestly 1 thought we played pretty well," St.

Bonaventure coach |ohn Wasielewski said. "This is the

best we've played in this gym since I've coached here.

We've just got to play a little better to beat a team like

UMass."

Duquesne was more of a match for Massachusetts,

taking the content to four games. Duquesne won the

first game 15- 12, making it the first time in 13 wins

that Massachusetts prevailed after losing the first game.

The game was dominated by the Lady Dukes' big hitters

Sheila Lopez and Katie Michalski. Lopez served for four

straight points to take the lead for the Lady Dukes at

9-7. She finished the day with a match high 25 kills and

eight digs. Michalski added 19 kills and six digs.

The Minutewomen turned it around right away with a

7-0 advantage to star, the second game. Kills by Lopez

and |enna Birkcl sparked a slow Duquesne comeback that

eventually tied the game at 15-15. Massachusetts was led

out of the confrontation by its veteran outside hitters

Nolan and Dionne Nash, as well as freshman phenom |ill

Meyers. The trio combined for the final five sideouts and

two points in the dogfight that was game two.

Meyers came up big for Massachusetts, setting her

career best at 21 kills with only four errors. The fresh-

man from Huntington Beach, Calif, also set a career

high in block assists with seven against St. Bonaventure.

The A- 10 powers went at it just as hard in the third

game. They fought back and forth, and the Dukes

picked up a 12-6 lead. Kills by Nash. Meyers and

Paciorek closed the gap at 12-13. After a quick sideout,

sophomore setter Katie Pearce served to 14-14.

Paciorek stepped it up to provide a key sideout, and fol-

lowed with a soft dink that sailed over two blockers and

landed in front of the Dukes defense for game point.

With the lead in hand at two games to one,

Massachusetts confidently finished off Duquesne 15-5

in game four.

Key performances were turned in by Pearce. Nolan

and Nash, as well as freshman Kari Hogancamp.
Pearce's 72 setting assists fell short of her own school

record 78. Nolan provided 22 Mil* and 10 digs to com-

plement Nash's 21 kills and Hogancamp's team high 13

digs.

"1 thought we progressed a little bit this weekend. We
can get better every time we play, that's what we need

to do," Massachusetts coach Bonnie Kenney said.
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Sophomore setter Katie Pearce and the Minutewomen went 2-0 with wins

over Duquesne and St. Bonaventure over the weekend.

ANNOUNCEMENTS |
INSTRUCTION

FIGUK SKATING CLUB Meets Mullins

Rk*. Eilubmoni etc Mori 9/30 7 30prn

CHINESE FOOD Kat Chi delivering

Sunday- Thursday to ?am. Friday and

Saturdayjo 3am

Sigma Tail Gemma ii looking for new

members ST6 a a newer tratemty vwth

a diftuem style Call Will tor. informa-

tion, 6-WKi

AUTO FOR SALE

1916 Oldimebile Delta IS $1,000

Huns Great 323-1174

ISM Toyeta Low mileage, standard

$10OO/BO 586-9501 Aftet 5 00 pm

19S7 Merdittt t?9> miles but runs

great standard atari. P/W. PA., sunroof,

priced for quick tale $1200 firm 549-

0701 days. 323-9233 evwwigs

1M2 Teyeta Saera Good condition.

AT/PW/PD/PS/AM/FM CAS Call 546

0657 or (413)624- 39B2

EMPLOYMENT
FUNDRAISER- Motivated groupt need-

ed to earn $500* promoting AT&T.

Discover gas and retail cards Since

1969 we ve helped thousands of groups

raise the money they need Call Gina at

(800) 592 2121 em 110 Free CO to quali-

fied callers .

PC/MAC Tntenne, Cheap instruction for

computer Patient, valuable help and

advice Set-ups. sottwaie. Internet

(4131772-0633

MOTORCYCLES
ISM CB 85S $500 or B0 9656 miles

' runs well must sell Call 54J6646

MUSICIANS
Guitar Claim Sun 9/10 Rentals and

lessons available 1 wks/S40 00 FTUG

Pad545«79

BkMS Jaw Twe*. 600pm tmerson 112

Check it out 1

PERSONALS
CJwicM Net Chances Free comracep

tion education Every Mon & Thurs 3

4 30 and Tues & Wed 7 8 30pm in Rm

302 UHS Men and Women welcome

Foi more information call Health

Education Office 677 5181

Preonern? Need help' Call Birthright of

Amherst area for free testing and assis

lance 549-1906

Business Optwtwwy. Ne

al irxome' Want the energy to earn it'

Earth friendly company looking for distrib-

utors Wild Organic Food, free tape 1

800 927 2527 est 736B

Sprint Break 1 1 Earn Cash" Highest

Commlsstons , Lowest Prices 1 Travel tree

on only 13 sales' Free Info 1 SunspuBhl

800 426-7710

Cruise Ships Hiriei - Earn up to

COttU/mcntri World Travel Seasonal

and Full Tune positions No exp neces

sary For info call 1-206-971 3550 ext

C50015

Natimai Pork* Hint* - Positions are

now available at National Parks. Forests

and Wildlrte Preserves Excellent benefits

and bonuses' Call 1 206-971 3620 Ext

NS0016

Trtpical Reserti Hiriaa Students

needed' Entry level and career posmons

available worldwide Call Resort

Employment Services 1206 9713600

in R5O012

ATTENTION All STUDENTS! Over 6

Mbon in public and private sector Grams

and scholarships are now available All

students are eligible Let us help For

more info call 1 800 263 6495 Ext

F50014

SERVICES

Ctmeettr Prttltrnt? Need an

upgrade' In-house service, call Scream

Savers 549-0083

TRAVEL

—FREE TRIPS AND CASH*— Find out

how hundreds of student representatives

are already earning free trips and lots of

cash with America's #1 Spring Break

Company 1 Sell only 15 trips and travel

free 1 Cancun. Bahamas. Maiatlan.

Jamaica, or Florida 1 Campus Manager

positions also available' Call now' Take

a break' Student Travel I800)95-Break

SPRING BREAK' Earn cash' Highest

commissions/lowest prices' Travel free

on only 13 sales" free info ' Sunsplash

1800-426-7710

Earn up to

$25 $45/hour teaching basic cemversa

lional English in Japan. Taiwan or S

Korea No teaching background or Asian

Languages required For mfo call 206

971 3570 Ext J50015

Now Hiring All Skills. Closing shifts

available with bonus program Hadley

Burger King Ask tor Ten 584-51 10

Cannier Help and Daytime Delivery

Persons Counter help must be able to

work 15 20 hr nights and weekends

Apply at D P Dough

FOR RENT

Fridge Rents-Is Plus Free Delivery 253-

9742

WANTED

Wanted 100 Peep le New Metabolism

Breakthrough lose 5-100 lbs

Guaranteed Cost $35 1800)776-9503
_

NAVY
BLUE IS
DEFI-
NATELY
YOUR
COLOR

FOR SALE

4KSX Cemeatl l*pt»P < m»8 RAM

120HD. MS Office 6 0. electronic pen

external CD ROM via PCMCIA. Canon

Bubble Jet Printer $950 or best offer 549

4850 Jason

INSTRUCTION
Bartend with University Bartending

50% student discount. Amherst classes

starting soon' Call 1 800 U CAN MIX for

ate

Being Useem w/Daita Bumpus Call

lor broctwre 732-8817

WWW SUCCESS ORG free business

education from Amencan Institute

Entrepreneurship and Real Estate

Investment Courses Retrre rich in len

I WAS
SHOPPING
INNEIMAN
MARCUS
THE
OTHER
DAYAND
BOUGHT A
REALLY
NIFTY

CARDIGAN.
UNFORTU-
NATELY I

LATER
REALIZED
THAT IT
DIDN'T
MATCH
THE

COLOR OF
MY YACHT,

SOI
PLACEII
ANADIN

THE
COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS.

THE
YACHT
SOLO
THREE
HAYS
LATER.
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Rates
$2.00
minimum

/day

Students
20<£ per

word

/day

All

others
40£ per

word/day

NO
REFUNDS
Please write

clearly and
legibly. We are

not responsi-

ble for errors

resulting from
illegible

handwriting
or type.

ARIES
March 21-April 20
If you head out on an adventure

this week make sure you lake

along a companion—preferably one

with the ability to think on their

feel They may be able to get you

out of a sci ape or two.

TAURUS
April 21-aUy 21
A cluttered existence may be

llowfy driving you nuts. If It's

your stud, then organise It. by all

means, but If It's another person's.

consider an Indirect approach to

change their behavior Whatever

you do, don't Just yell.

GEMINI
May 22-Jnne 21
You can learn a great deal from a

studious person. Some of their

strengths would be valuable assets

for your own future. It's alto a good

time for big decisions, so go for It.

CANCER
June 22-July 22
If you've been feeling guilty lately.

dig a little deeper for the reasons

why. snd then take action! You

dont have to be miserable Han

ahead, so that you're working for

the results you want

LEO
July 23-Auguet 23
An Impulsive start to a fun activity

could make you forget to check

your wallet Squandering

resources this week could be

disastrous. You dont want to go

Into debt Just to impress someone

VIRGO
August 24-September 22
An outdoor activity Is a peat way

to meet someone wonderful today.

Plus, youll get some Invigorating

exercise Beat the heat by talking

to a friend In a cool place,

especially If you haven't heard

from them In a while

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
It's important lo make good on

your promises this week. Take

stock of what you've said and don't

miss deadlines or you could really

disappoint someone Important to

you.

SCORPIO
October 24-NoTember 22
Spending quality time with a friend

or roommate may be a good Idea

this week You may be feeling

lonesome snd they may be feeling

neglected, so you can kill two birds

with one stone.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
An Impulse lo spoil your sweetie

may misfire If you overestimate

your resources Don't worry—you

are beloved Just ss you are

Besides, you may be able to

Increase your Income soon

CAPRICORN
December 22-Januauy 20
Postponing chores Is not a good

way to create quality time for

something else You II Just be

robbing Peter to pay Paul.

Reassessing your priorities may be

the way to go this week

AQUARIUS
January 21-Pebrnary 18
A conflict you're experiencing

may be a sign that lines of

communications are frayed

between you and someone dear.

Make an extra effort to really listen

to them before you get too angry

PISCES
February 19-liarcb 20
An old dream may suddenly seem

possible once again Try to

evaluate your risks carefully, but

once the decision Is made, don't

hesitate. You may have waited too

long already
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ACROSS
1. " Loma Stomp

-

5 Inaact bat symptom

9 Lifts

13. Unasolsaats

11 Radars lavonla Ohrrk

16. 1M2 Sirtiavo acson

1* Zona
17. Nov* sat m Gophat

Pram*

i». Train dapot labor)

20. Tha Qun rSra

21. Mannar

22. WWII convoy shajs

labor)

23. L*e Kennedy il ho

naugumson
25 Brrrs mother

37

27. Ik

26. Rapkirous

33 Frame

36. Circle ol njrn

Long narrative

Garland

31. Actress Leslie

3t. Raft of nffrafl

40. Composer ol

Roberta-

42. -Should

acojamtanc* be .

.

43. Liabilities

46 lotaty

47. Type ol tie

4S. • R»eys Back m
Town-

49. Eremite

62. Clean vagcy
56. Ewe said *
67. Source ol tumnure

wood
66. Skate

56 Tsnsspast

62 Use earners

63. Per -hour lees

6*. Band as

66 about

(approwTuveay)

66. Iroauoian

67. Mams and Anen

66. Hogan and Kmgsley

DOWN
1. Shatter

2. Btoodcamer

3. Top rhafs ruzry

rvude

4. Al Jolaon's first name

at birth

I cases .

.

6. Weepers output

7. VrlndyCity.

20. H*T (Dylan

Thomas)

24. long, in Hawaii

26 Barker and nettle

26 Before near or bvd

29. Boor

30. -Mr Marr (Dylan

song)

.Ptersyo'

Nutkn*
Mettred vervcies

Actress Sommer
Youthful sufA>

36 Transport

36. Member of He Frst

Tnumwate
41. Wrner'spoint

43. Stevtxxxe's

8. Suggest

9. FUstetTs tme

10. Quack gnssa. e.g.

11. A Deem in the

Fam*/ author

11 Clears, as profit

15. Show-ofl's stxle

16. Judge undone by a

hajajuj

31. •_

32

33

34

44. Ppepmt
46 Country Bumpkins

47. Cads
49. PartolRCMP

60. Squtsched

61. Obaervars ones

62. Brontes governess

S3. 3erg«mo( or seckei

64. SparVsngltaftaniown

66 Paradae dweller

60. GoWng start

91. Son ol Abner ind

Deny Mae
62. Perse throwawey
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OUR POLICY 15 TO FIRbT

SEEK CAM0IDATES
FKOtt WITHIN THE
COfAPANY. IF NONE
15 QUALIFIED, YOU
IAU5T USE A SOCK PUPPET

HOU) (AANY OF YOUR
POLICIES ARE DESIGNED
FOU THE SOLE PURPOSE
OF SATISFYING YOUR
SADISTIC TENDENCIES?
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Personals Policy
All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-

TIONS
4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm

room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals

section may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates,

advertise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and

the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.
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Standard Headings
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Announcements

Apartment For
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Auto For Sale

Employment

Entertainment

For Sale

Found (2 days Free)

Happy Birthday

Houses For Rent

Instruction

Lost

Musicians

Miscellaneous

Motorcycles

Personals

Room For Rent

Room Wanted

Roommate
Wanted
Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Transportation

Wanted to Rent

Wanted

Sex is a big thing for most

people. When they get it right...

for most people it's a blast.

What about creatures who

don't really have it.... ? Like bees.

But they can fly. All summer

they cruise in and out of the

garden&ot wo mile&on hour.w
Imagine yourselfstanding

at the top of the roof to your

house. You look at the building

next to you, simply raise your

arms and fly over to it. Then you

decide to fly over the trees

nearby. When was the last time

you looked down at the top of a

tree? Absolutey lovely!

Wouldn't it be great to fly

all over whenever you wanted...

up into the trees, over homes...

just jump up into the air and soar

through the blue skies...free from

the shackles ofan earth bound,

plodding, footexistance.

Gee, what would be better

than flying... ?

SEX.
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I
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Quote of the Day

a
We are not ready for

any unforseen event

that may or may not

occur.

-Dan Quayle

»

instead of this stupid ad

uaso' <3fflm son*

S3© o 9QQ*}®78

Dining Commons Mono
Monu unavailabl*.

Pleas* refer to this geiae
to help you deciee wher* te eat.

•J

First, go get some dice W^W'c* •*:'

(6 sided, preferably).

2 Find one you like,

and roll it.

«<

Ifyou roll:

• e

• e

• e
• e

Go to Franklin D.C. for dinner.

Co to Berkshire D.C. for dinner.

Co to Hampshire D.C. for dinner.

Co to Worcester D.C. for dinner.

Get Pizza for dinner!

Roll again.

i
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bifida this Issue:

Inside this issue:

• The football team dropped

Northeastern 21-14 (See Sports

Weekend for the story),

• The women's soccer team

extended its shutout streak to

seven, beating St. Joe's 4-0 (See-

Sports Weekend for the wrap up).

• The men's M>ccer team

kwk^itetfc^j|8HiewnLss
streak blanking St Joe's 1-0 (See

Sports Weekend for the scoop).

• The field hockey team beat

Temple i-1 (See Sports Weekend

for the recap).

• The volleyball team went

2-0 over the weekend (See

Sports Weekend for the story).
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UMass wins third straight, tops Northeastern
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

MASSACHUSETTS 21

NORTHEASTERN 14

The Massachusetts football team,

propelled by the return of sophomore

sensal ion

Mail
lordan and

his 112

yards rush-

ing, squeezed out a 21-14 win over the

Northeastern Huskies at Warren G.

McGuirk Alumni Stadium on Saturday.

The Minutemen have now won three in

.1 row. and remain undefeated in the

Yankee Conference M 2-0.

Utei an uneventful first quarter.

Northeastern [2-2, I 2 Yankee
Conference) got on the board first

earl) In the second quarter.

On I third down and live from the

Minuteman 25. Northeastern comer-

back lamison Starling anticipated

I Ma^s quarterback Anthony
Catterton'l pass and picked it off.

running the errant throw 31 yards for

the touchdown.

The Northeastern lead would not

last long. On only his third run trotii

scrimmage this season, lordan blew

through a huge gap in the Husky

defensive line and exploded for a

70- yard touchdown scamper,
tying the score 7-7.

lordan. who has been ham-
pered by a hamstring problem all sea-

son, was understandably excited about
Ins I i) . un

"It felt like a long time (since I had
been on a football field j. lordan said

"This is one of the best feelings I've

had in a long time."

Northeastern would pin the

Minutemen on their own 12 yard line

after a stalled drive, but UMass
would make the best of the situation.

The Minutemen marched 88 yards

on 16 plays, eating up 7:25 oft the

clock before |ordan"s second touch-

down of the day. a one yard plunge,

Team effort leads UMass
,

Jordan back to business

By Mike Corey
Collegian Staff

Teamwork: (tem'wurk') n.

Cooperative effort by members of

B group or team to achieve a com-
mon goal.

Once again, the University of

Massachusetts' football team
deserve! to base its name follow

this definition. In a game like lasi

week's against Richmond, the

Minutemen did not quit, as they

had numerous players step up
and show that it takes a full team

to come out on top.

And come out on top they did.

as the) deteated the Northeastern

Huskies 21 14 behind superior

running by sophomore Matt

lordan, redshiD freshman full-

hack lainie Holston, and another

solid performance again by the

defense and special teams.

Senior tailback Frank Alessio

hurl his shoulder early on, and
would be forced to sit out the rest

ot the contest alter picking up 14

yards on three carries. It would
then be time for Matt lordan to

handle the load of the UMass run-

ning duties for the rest of the

game. This sophomore from
Derry, New Hampshire rose to the

challenge, rushing for 127 yards

on 17 carries and two touch-
downs.

lordan began to establish him-

self as a strong back last year,

emerging front the shadows of
Rene Ingoglia and Alessio to

show that he could be the run-

ning back of the future in UMass
football. In a game last year
against Lehigh, lordan rushed for

174 yards on just six carries and
one TD. After missing the first

two games of the season with a

hamstring injury and rushing
only a handful of plays last week,

lordan looked for the kind of per-

formance like his record-setting

one a year ago.

"It's felt like a long time shwe
l'\c been out there." lordan said.

"But getting in there, the offen-

sive line was just dominant on
that drive, they opened the holes,

the hole was there. I cut it back
and when I broke into the open
it was a good feeling. It was one

Turn to TEAM, page 1
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gave the Minutemen a 14-7 lead going

into half tunc

The second half was a different

story for the Minutemen. The offense

sputtered early and often, giving the

Huskies ample opportunity to get

back in the game. Northeastern
couldn't capitalize in the third quar-

ter, which included an interception

by Husky quarterback |im Murphy
on a poorly underthrown ball, and a

missed Meld goal from 41 yards that

was short and wide right.

Northeastern finally got some points

on the board 2:06 into the fourth quar-

ter. The Huskies cupped off an eight

play, 63-yard drive with a 10 yard

touchdown run by tailback David
Edtnunson. lying the score at 14.

Coach Mike Hodges, trying to give

the Minuteman offense a spark,

pulled Catterton midway through the

third quarter in favor of freshman
|eff Smith. Catterton completed only

3 of I 5 passes for 55 yards and two
interceptions on the afternoon.

Hodges had done the same thing

last week in Richmond, and Smith
responded by leading the Minutemen
to an overtime victory over the Spiders.

Smith was not as elleciivc Saturday,

going only 1-5 for I 1 yards He would
be pressured by Northeastern s blitzing

scheme lor the rest of the alternoon.

suffering two sacks.

The Minutemen would regain

momentum early in the fourth quarter,

with a little help from Northeastern.

After another failed possession,

Minuteman Andy MaJay's punt was
tumbled by Husky David Sotran. and
L Mass recovered on their own 42.

The) couldn't convert, however, and
Maclay had to punt again This punt

would only be 14 yards, but the

Minutemen would catch a break when
the ball inadvertently grazed a

Northeastern helmet, and UMass
defensive back Ben Scott picked up
the loose ball.

The Minuteman offense would
come together for one more plav. one

which would win them the game.
Freshman lamie Holston. in for the

injured Ron Brockinglon. burst

through an enormous hole and raced

to a 40-yard touchdown, putting

UMass up 21 1 4 with 4:07 to go.

That was al! the Minutemen need-

ed. The defense, which had been
solid all day. shut down the Huskies

the rest of the way. Northeastern
drove with sonic success, but never

got inside the I Mass >0 yard line

again. Their most serious threat GHM

Turn to FOOTBALL page 1
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Tshering goal leads UM to A-10 win

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

The wave that is the Massachusetts

in en's
I c c e r

team lias

erestc d

once
MASSACHUSETTS 1

ST. JOSEPH'S I

again.
just in time for conference play.

\lter kicking off the regular season

with some big games (a Sept. 7 shut

out over Boston University), and some
not so- big games (last Tuesday's 1-0
loss i,, Hartford), the Minutemen were

back on track as they kicked off

Atlantic 10 conference a win.

On Friday, UMass (4-2-1. 1-0 in

A-10) travelled to Philadelphia where

they blanked St. loseph's 1-0. The
victory over the Hawks pulled

Massachusetts out of a three- game
slump where they suffered losses to

Hartford and Carolina, in addition

to a tie with New Hampshire.

The lone Minuteman goal came
31:32 into the match when senior

midfielder Tashi Tshering settled a

feed from sophomore Rob Cairo, and

smoked the St. loe's keeper Nick
DelMonaco from 1 5 yards out.

On the other side of the ball, sopho-

more keeper |eff lablonski notched his

first collegiate start by stopping four

shots and sealing the win for No. 25
UMass. The win marked the Ludlow
native's first complete game shutout

in only his fourth career game
lablonski has played back up for

sophomore Tim Pearson since the start

of the season in a position that had
coaches guessing. With the graduation

of keeper Eric Gruber (who is current-

ly an assistant goal keeper coach for

the Minutemen), there seemed to be a

big vacancy between the posts

Turn to MEN'S SOCCER page 10
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With 1 1 2 yards rushing and two touchdowns, sophomore Matt Jordan led UMass to victory over Northeastern

UMass earns seventh, straight shutout

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

What can you say about a team that in eight games, has

notched seven straight shutouts while outshooting oppo-

nents 107—8 in its last four games?
Soccer fans got a chance to sec why the Massachusetts

women's soi

MASSACHUSETTS 4

ST. JOSEPH'S I

cer team is

ranked No. 8

in the nation
when thev

blanked St.

k-seph \ (
2 -8) 4-0 on Saturday at Richard F Garber Field.

From start to finish, the Minutewomen controlled the play

of the game, keeping the ball in the Hawk* end of the pitch

for what seemed to be the duration of the match In fact, it

took St k>e's five minutes to clear the bail past midficid. and
another 10 before the ball even entered the UMass 18 yard

bo\

Massachusetts first tally came 10:54 into the match when
senior Sandy Shimogaki crossed a ball in front of the Hawk
goal, which was deflected off a St. Iocs defender and found

the back of the net. going into the book as an own goal.

The Minutewomcn struck again in less than 10 minutes.

when 17:44 into the match, freshman Emma Kurowski
headed home a cross from eight yards out *ent in by Tina

Lightning.

It was more of the same throughout the first frame as

the Hawks, out-classed by the Minutewomen in their first

year of existence, struggled to gain possession.

UMass offensive pressure earned five first half corner

kicks that saw an interesting strategic twist as

Minutewomen keeper Danille Dion made the trip to the

other end of the field to help out on oflense.

"It's a tactic that we'll use at occasions." UMass coach
|im Rudy said "I used it for pure focus, to get her into the

game and we used it because it's something that we may
have to use when the chips arc down and we don't want
to be cold with it or self-conscious about it

"

While Dion didn't have the opportunity to find the back of

the net. senior Rebecca Myers had two chances, propelling

the Minutewomen onto vfctoq with goals three and four.

The fitst Mvers talk came when she beat the St. Iocs

keeper with a left footed shot on a cross from Erica Iverson

with 10:09 to go in the half Myers went on to score the final

goal of the game with under five minutes to plav when she

made good on a Tarah Tokarchik cross, earning her 101st

career point VAith 38 goals and 25 assists she currently

ranks No I in career points lor I Mass.

In the second half. Rudy seized the opportunity to exer-

cise the bench, substituting freshman keeper Angie Napoli

tor Dion while Cindy Garceau. Kate Webb. Karin
lohnson and Sara Hill got some PT. While (he

Minutewomen didn't scor- in the second half, they still

dominated St. |oe s end of the field Though the Hawks
made a few run*, the L Mass defense squashed any
chances for a St. loe's goal, as (he opponents were held to

Tu-n to WOMEN'S SOCCER page 10

Field hockey travels to Philly to face Temple
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

MASSACHUSETTS 3

TEMPLE 1

I he Massachusetts field hockey team travels to

Philadelphia to face Atlantic 10 foe Temple tomorrow
at Ctase) Field in the team's seventh consecutive road

game.

With a 3-1 victory at

Rhode Island Wednesday,
the Minutewomen
advanced to 6-1, 1-0 in

the \ 10, The Owls stand at 3-3. 0-1 in conference
play,

Masse* Imsetts leads the all time series between the two
schools, which dates back to 1478. 17-5. UMass won last

veal's (jit |_0.

I oi the Minute-women, freshman Saskia Fuchs has
been an offensive sparkplug, scoring four goals on the

I Itchs, has also helped on six goals, and was tied

for I 3th in the nation in assists before the URI game.
Sophomore Erica lohnston has come into her own as

of late, stepping out from Fuchs' shadow, lohnston has
tallied a team -high five goals this season, while isalM
ing on two. lohnston was responsible for UMass' 4-3
overtime win against Penn State last Sunday, as she net-

ted the game- winning goal in overtime.

Senior Kyle Rothenberger and sophomore Kate Putnam
are running even in the points list, each with three goals

and four assists. Junior Courtney Maclean also has a trio

of tallies.

lor the Owls, offensive output has come at the hands
of Claudia Ovchinnikoff and Cherifa Nouri. Both
Ovchinnikoff and Nouri have put in four goals thus far

this season. Nouri's tallies coming on 16 shots and
Ovchinnikoff's on 12 shots. Ovchinnikoff has also
assisted on three goals, and Nouri has helped on one.

Gina DeFazio bas netted a pair of scores and assisted

on as many. |udy Sichler and Torie Russell have each
added a goal to the team total. Katrina Wolfe has helped

on a pair of put ins, while Heather Walker. Renita
Bergey and Kelly Smith each have one assist

On the defensive end of the field, the UMass backs

have been solid on the year, not allowing opponents any
extra room to move.

Amy Ott was the defensive force against Penn St.. suf-

focating the Lady Lion attack with her countless tackles

Melanie Gore. Laura Phelan and |en Gutzman join Ott in

the backfield.

Minutewoman goalie Hilary Rose has stopped 88
shots on the year. She was ranked fifth in the nation in

saves and save percentage before last Wednesday's
game Rose has also turned back four penalty strokes on
the year.

Temple goalie Deb Brown has seen all but 19 minutes
of action in the Owl net this season, stopping 79 shots.

She has amassed a 3.72 goals against average and has

shut out opponents twice in a pair of 1-0 wins. Backup
goalie lenni Kelley has played in one game stopping one
shot.

The Minutewomen will finally play at Totman Field for

the first time (the game against Yale at Totman was
rained out), when they return home Oct. 2 to face
Northeastern at 3: 50 p.m

UMass' Dion
lonely in goal
By LotQn Torbin

Colao/on Staff

Massachusetts women's soccer goalkeeper
Danielle Dion spent almost the entire first half of

Saturday's slaughter oi St loseph'i the same way
she has spent most of the season.

She was standing at the top of the penalty area
with her arms folded across her chest, generally

being more neglected than little orphan Annie Dion
wears the number one on her back, and Saturday
afternoon she proved that it is indeed the loneliest

number that you'll ever know.
Both Dion and Angie Napoli, who relieved her lor

the second half, could have brought a chair ami text

book onto the field and truly been student-athletes.

Dion never actually touched the ball until the 44th
of her 45 minutes of action, with her team comfort-

ably up 4-0. when she passed the ball back-and-forth
between her defenders in a time-killing tactic

To alleviate keeper boredom, coach |im Rudy
even pulled Dion and Napoli up to attack M some
of I Mass corner kicks, a tactic he has not used
since trailing late in a 1992 NCAA quarterfinal

against Connecticut

"I'd like to feci like a part of the team." Dion kid-

ded. "I'd hike to be doing something, but the time will

come."

While life in goal might be uneventful for Dion and
Napoli. Enn I ynch wouldn't have it any other way
"Our goal is to not let up anything — no goals and

just as few shots as possibie." central defender Lynch
said. "The less work the keeper has to do. the better it

hats what we take pride in doing."

After posting seven consecutive shutouts, in which
opponents launched a total of 29 shots at goal, it's

safe to say that the I Mass defense has been accom-
plishing its goal

The team's goals against average stands at a

scopic 15. having allowed just one own goal.

Tom to DEFENSE page 10
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Dynamic duo
doubles pleasure

UMass' Alex m
j

Alter is half of the m
doubles tandem U' * m
that put the .. mJ
Minutemen over j&i'./TI

the top at the
Army Invitational

(See Sports, page V ^jjf
10).

Smells like

Nirvana again

Nirvana rock-

son. Check out
our review of From
the Muddy Banks
of the Wiihkah
(See Arts &Uving,
page 6).

WORLD

Leads throughout to

UPDATE continued

negotiations

By George John

Associated Press

SARAIEVO. Bosnia-

Herzegovina — In a motel over-

looking the city they fought over.

Bosnia's Muslim, Serb and Croat

leaders pledged Monday to try to

work together for the Bosnia they

nearly destroyed.

It was the first meeting of what

promises to be a fractious joint presi-

dency. But international mediators

said the fact that it took place was sig-

nificant in itself, and they sounded

optimistic about the meeting's results

The newly elected co-presidents

have huge differences to resolve. It

was unclear how much they could

agree on — or how they would
build the loose national govern-

ment that is supposed to rule this

bitterly divided country.

Muslim leader Alija lzetbegovic.

Serb Momcilo Krajisnik and Croat

kroimir Zubak talked for four hours

into the evening. Those iruide the

doted meeting said they dined togeth

er, each ordering the "Bosnia Rate"—
a medley of cold cuts and cheese.

NATION

Perot camp continuing

complaints to court

for upcoming debates

By Katie Foirbanlt

Associated Press

DALLAS — Ross Perot will get

his hour of network TV on
Tuesday, but it's not the weekly
prime time he wanted. So he's

forging ahead with his complaints

to the Federal Communications
Commission.

He'll also get a federal court

hearing Tuesday on the lawsuit

he's filed in an attempt to be

included in the presidential
debates that start Sunday night.

The Presidential Commission
on Debates excluded Perot, say-

ing he has no real chance of

winning the presidents

But Perot argues that he
meets the bipartisan commis
sion's objective standards to be

in the debates — such as access

to federal campaign funds and a

spot on all SO state ballots.

In advance of Tuesday's hear-

ing before US. District fudge

Thomas Hogan, Perot's staffers

aired theories that he has been

excluded because some commis-
sion sponsors support the North

American Free Trade
Agreement, a pet target of the

Texas billionaire.
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Intertribal Powwow presents

essence of Native American life

Hampshire students

meet with president;

discusses recent staff

THANC VO COUEGIAN

The voices of the Native American drumming and singing groups rang out, inspiring the dancers during

Sunday's Powwow.

By bo Wong
Collegian Correspondent

Under a large white tent, the beating of drums and the

soicing of chants resonated across the Campus Pond.

The annual Intertribal Powwow, sponsored by the Dr.

losephine White Eagle Cultural Center, the Native

American Students Association, and the Office of ALANA
(Asian. Latin. African. Native American Affairs), was held

this past Saturday and Sunday. The tent, set up for the

occasion was donated by the Mashantucket Pequot
Nation.

"Powwows are an authentic social gathering of the vari-

ous Nations present: celebrating togetherness and friend-

ship and are opened to the public, not just a totem repre-

sentation of Native American Culture." said Sara Little

Crow, of White Earth. Minn.

Little Crow, an undergraduate student at Hampshire

College, sells Native American leather goods with her hus

band. Badger of Turtle Mountain. ND The couple travels

from Powwow to Powwow, like many of the vendors pre-

sent.

The powwow held at the University of Massachusetts is

one of many which occur from April to late October
throughout the United States. Events at this powwow
include, storytelling, traditional dancing, fancy dancing.

art exhibits and the grand entry ceremony.

A drum, jewelry, art work and T-shirts, were donated

by various vendors to be raffled off.

Many of the participants were clothed in various regalia

representing the traditional outfits worn by each tribe.

According to Aquila Ayana-McCants. Associate

Director of Undergraduate Admission, there were a total

of approximately 100 Nations present at the powwow.
They ranged from the New England region, with tribes

such as the Mashantucket. Wampanoag. Shinnecock.

Pequot. Muscogee Creek-Eastern Band and Nipmuc to the

Abenaki of Alabama or Georgia. Nations of the West were

also present such as the Cherokee, Narragansett, LumBee,

Mapuche and others.

According to Ken "Rainbow Cougar" Edwards, member
of the Colville Confederated Tribes of Washington state

there are over 400 Nations who speak over 250 different

dialects in America. Edwards is an artist, storyteller and

oral historian, he attends powwows and holds exhibitions

of his work across the country.

"The ideas and themes for my work come from the

many stories I tell." said Edwards.

According to Chuck and Kim Lewis, two non-Native

American vendors who sell authentic Native American

Turn to POW WOW page 3

By Raghuram Vodarevu

& Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

AMHERST — A group of stu-

dents from Hampshire College held

a meeting with the college's presi-

dent, Gregory S. Prince |r., yester-

day to discuss recent dismissals of

staff members from support ser-

vices for students of color, abused

or assaulted students and gay and

lesbian affairs.

"He [Prince] has made the cen-

tral decision of firing people from

key student services without our

input," said Themis Stone, a

fourth-year social science major at

Hampshire. "He says [now] that we
can be a part of the process, but

essentially the decision has already

been made."

Approximately 75 students from

SOURCE (Students of

Underrepresented Cultures and
Ethnicities) attended the protest;

50 attending the meeting with

Prince and 25 outside watching
closed-circuit television of the

meeting.

"The firings that the

Administration termed as layoffs

were both unjust and unfair." said

University of Massachusetts
senior anthropology major and
member of the Student Labor
Action Coalition, Sarah Mikulis,

"The Student Affairs positions

eliminated were vital for student

life."

The students called the meeting

because of their increasing concern

that Hampshire's president and
top administrators have consistent-

ly violated documents which the

college has signed pledging their

support to students of color, such

as the 1988 Dakin/SOURCE
Agreements and the 1992 Cole
Agreements.

As a result of the restructuring by

Prince. $500,000 was cut from the

Hampshire budget.

About $100,000 in cuts came
from Student Affairs, while the

other $400,000 were derived from
other parts of the college. Within

Student Affairs. 16 full-time
equivalent positions existed: three

of these positions were cut.

The student's demands included.

• That the positions of SOURCE
coordinator. Director/Supervisor

of Counselor Advocates.
Coordinator of Student Activities

and Affirmative Action Officer be

immediately reinstated.

• That the individuals who previ-

ously held these positions: Theresa

"Kuji" Gordon, Bernice Gero. Gina

Longo and Barbara Orr-Wise arc

rehired to these positions with their

original job descriptions.

• That a public apology be
made to the individuals whose
positions were cut and to the

Hampshire College community
which was excluded form the

decisions on reconstructing to

date.

• That a committee be formed
consisting of an equal number of

students, staff, faculty and admin-
istration to restructure the admin-

istrative process at Hampshire
College.

• That the student voices be

bolstered through support to

student groups, specifically, the

realiotment of work study hours,

rehiring of in touch coordina-
tors, and non-token advisors.

• That the 1992 Cole
Agreement and the 1988
Dakin/SOURCE agreement be

signed in a legally binding fash-

ion.

• That Hampshire College
make a strong commitment to

Affirmative Action in its actions

and its rhetoric.

• That President Prince recog-

nize that he has abused his power
as president by making these
changes without consulting stu-

dents, faculty or staff.

Two in Twenty's showcase

lays out plans for the fall

By Jamie Sinsheimer

Collegian Staff

Last night in the Mary Lyon dorm
in the Northeast residential living

area on the University of
Massachusetts campus, the Two in

Twenty floor held its annual show-

case.

The showcase is a chance for stu-

dents and faculty to come from vari-

ous nutlets around campus and share

their knowledge about Gay. Lesbian.

Bisexual and Ttansgender (GLBT)
issues. Donnie Roberts, the resident

assistant on the floor, and lulie

Robbins. the resident director for the

Mary Lyon/Crabtree cluster, were the

two main speakers at the event.

To start off the evening, all of the

attendees introduced themselves to

the rest of the crowd and stated

who they were and why they were at

the showcase. Among some of the

groups represented were members
of the Chancellor's Task Force,

Health Services. Residential

Assistants and all of the residents

from the floor.

Also present at the showcase
were Housing Directors and
Assistants from all over campus
including staff from Kennedy and
Coolidge Residence Halls in the

Southwest living area.

After the introductions were
made, guests were invited to speak

about their different resources and
how they could help to support the

GLBT community. One of the

speakers who came forward was
Asha Van Doyon. the political

chairperson of the LGBA (Lesbian.

Gay. Bisexual Alliance) who spoke

of his office and how it helps GLBT
students.

The meeting was then turned

back over to Roberts who spoke

of the programming on the floor

for the semester, explaining the

events for the semester month by

month.
In September, the floor was

focused on building communications

between residents because most of

the floor is made up of first-year

students. This month, the Two in

Twenty floor will be dedicated to

working on events for National
Coming Out Day in October which
will be committed to giving back the

support that they have been receiv-

ing to other communities.

November will also be a month of

coming out but with a different

approach as it will deal with going

home for the Thanksgiving break.

Most queer students find it hard to

go home when they have been sur-

rounded by the comfort of a com-

munity like the Two in Twenty
floor.

The end of the semester will

focus on school issues such as finals

and studying. December, is a rough

month for all students, and the

comfort of study groups and sup-

port during this time is a necessary

and important issue.

The workshops offered throughout

the semester are open to everyone on

campus and are still in the planning

stages. The focus of these workshops

is to bring support groups and stu-

dents closer together.

The evening then geared
towards a more serious topic.

Felice Yeskel. the director of The
Stonewall Center spoke of fund-

ing problems that are facing the

center. The money that has been

used to fund Stonewall's projects

over the last eleven years is "soft"

money funded by the Chancellor's

office. This funding is slowly

being cut off and Yeskel urged all

the guests to write letters to vari-

ous members of the administra-

tion to get permanent funding for

Stonewall's events.

Lt. David Grader of the UMass
Police Department and also a mem-
ber of the Chancellor's Task Force

and Parents and Friends of

Lesbians and Gays (P-FLAG).
urged support of GLBT people and

felt that public safety is an impor-

tant issue.

"I am here to show my support

to this portion of our community
[UMass] through the department

of public safety." Grader said. He
also stressed the fact that the

UMass Police Department was
concerned about maintaining the

funding of The Stonewall Center.

"Tonight got students involved

with staff and faculty who can sup-

port them throughout the year and I

believe it went really well." Roberts

stated. The Two in Twenty floor

showcase was a good way to bring

members of the community closer

together

Campus Safety Summit planned
Cross section of campus students to work toward creating a

safer campus; Luippold calls for more effective partnership

By Michelle Hillman

Collegian Staff

This semester, the V ice Chancellor for Student Affairs.

Student Government Association and the University of

Massachusetts Public Safety Department are involved in

an effort to improve campus safety.

A Safety Summit has been unofficially planned to dis-

cuss "various issues such as the shooting in the Malcolm

X Center." that occurred last semester said Maurice

Caston. president of Student Government Association.

Caston said that currently SGA and the Attorney

General of SGA. David Heyes. are working with the Dean

of Students to "get things started."

The Safety Summit is group of ten different individuals

that represent a cross section of the campus including

staff, security members and public safety officials.

"Since the summer, the group has been working on a

more extensive newsletter about safety on campus, which

should be printed and distributed at the end of September

or October," said Tom Robinson, the vice chancellor of

public safety.

Chief of Public Safety |ohn Luippold stated that it is the

mission of the public safety department "to try to keep the

campus safe, but we can't do it alone," and would like to

engage in "a more effective partnership."

Luippold would like to see the Summit "start building

networks and develop stronger relationships among all

parts of campus."

Robinson also cited that "we want to have the safest

campus we can possibly have." and would like to "enter

Turn to SAFETY, page 2
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Donnie Roberts an R.A. on the 2 in 20 floor and |ulie Robbins the R.D of the Mary Lyons dormitory, cele-

brated the programs continued success with residents and friends yesterday.
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Tuesday, Oct. I

Discussion— The Wildlife Society presents a talk by Tom Houston on the "Importance of Hunter Education," at

Holdsworth Hall, room 203. at 6 p.m. Refreshments will follow.

Info-Social— The LBGA will hold it's weekly info-social from 7-9 p.m. in the Campus Center, room 803. There will be

refreshments and announcements concerning events for October. For more information, call the LBGA office at 545-01 54.

Meeting— Spectrum, a student run art and literary magazine, will hold a general meeting for all interested students at 8 p.m.

in the Campus Center. Elections will be held for Prose, Business, and Publicity Managers. For more information, call 545-2240.

Wednesday, Oct. 2

Fund Raiser— Alpha Phi Omega, a national co-ed service fraternity, is sponsoring the 3rd annual Blue Bowl, a foot-

ball game between the UMass and Amherst police. The game, held at Amherst Regional High School, will start at 7:30

p.m. Tickets, including a raffle for a stereo, will be available at the game for $5 each. Proceeds go to benefit the North

Valley Special Olympics. For more information, call 584- 9377.

Meeting— The Distinguished Visitor's Program (DVP) will be having an informational meeting at 7 p.m. in Campus
Center room 811. Anyone interested in bringing a speaker to campus is invited to attend. Help us prepare for our

upcoming speaker, Nadine Strossen. For more information, call 545-0046.

Meeting— The Student Health Advisory Board (SHAB) will meet at University Health Services (UHS) in room 304 from

5:30-6:30 p.m. All are welcome to attend. For more information, contact the Health Education office at UHS at 577-5181.

Poetry— Claudia's Cafe presents an open poetry reading and poetry slam at 8 p.m. The Ozark's Poet Collective will

be featured. There is a $2 cover charge at the door, and sign-ups for the slam will begin at 7:30.

Seminar— Michael Menaker. from the department of biology at the University of Virginia, will speak on the "Mammalian

Circadian Axizand its Roots," at 4 p.m. in room 319 of Morrill II. The event is hosted by Eric Bittmanand Brad Powers.

Workshop— The Learning Resources Center is sponsoring a note taking workshop from 3:30-5 p.m. on the 10th

floor of the WEB. DuBois Library. Call 545-5334 to register.

Friday, Oct. 4

Lecture/Discussion—Mi. Hoh/okc Cui.^ge presents Torie Osborn. activist and author of Coming Home to America :

A Roadmap to Gay and Lesbian Empowerment, at 4 p.m. at the Five College Women's Research Center in the

Dickinson Living Room at Mt. Holyoke College.

Music— Spectral Voices will perform harmonic singing at the Montague Bookmill. Come hear their celestial har-

monies and unique vocal styles, that draw from roots in Tibetan Buddhist chants. Admission, $7/door. For more infor-

mation, call Jim at (860) 633-5057.

Religious —There will be a NFTY-Style creative service with guitar at 6 p.m. in the rec room of Hillel. Dinner will be

served at 7 p.m. For more information, call 549-1 710.

Notices

Education— The HCAH HEAD START program has immediate openings for its free pre-school Classroom and

Home Base option. The two Amherst classrooms are open Mon.-Fri. from 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Breakfast, lunch and

transportation are provided. To obtain a pre-registration form or for additional information, call the Head Start main

office at 582-4206 or the Amherst center at 549-3993.

Religious— The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in Amherst.

Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus stops at 9:45. Please call Mark to confirm, or for other stops, at 253-0361

.

Everywoman's Center —Acculturation Group for Latina Women, facilitated by Mari Vicente, Thurs. from 4-6 p.m.

Child Sexual Abuse Survivors Support Groups: Group 1 facilitated by Sara Elinoff, Mondays from 7-9 p.m. Group 2

facilitator, day and time TBA. Coming Out Group For Lesbians, facilitated by Lynne Schachne, Mondays 4-5:30 p.m.

Lifting Your Spirits, facilitated by Carla Brennan and Diana Dalendina, Weds. 4-5:30 p.m. Eco-Psychology for Women,
facilitated by Carla Brennan, Fridays 10-11:30 a.m. Post Abortion Support Group, facilitated by Peggy Warwick,

Wednesdays 5:30-6:30 p.m. Self-Esteem & Assertiveness for Women, facilitated by Carla Brennan, Wednesdays 6:30-8

p.m. Single Mothers Support Group, facilitated by Amy Rosebury. Tuesdays 1-2:30 p.m. Women & Divorce, facilitated

by Ali Thompson, Tuesdays 6:30-8 p.m. All groups offered by the Everywoman's Center begin in October, and offer a

safe and confidential space. For other groups, call 545-0883

Meeting— The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student Union. For

more information, caii the ARC office at 5-1925.

Five Co/iVg£-REFLECT. the Five College Bereavement Support Program is a student organization devoted to helping

those coping with grief. REFLECT is offering two free 8 week grief support groups this semester. Groups are forming

now. Please call 577-5316 for more information.

Staff Needed— The UMass Index yearbook needs staff in all departments. Editorial positions are available in Photo,

Layout, Copy, and Marketing departments. An assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also needed.

Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304 Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Support group — Synthesis Center Associate Rebecca Reid leads an ongoing support group for single people over 30

from 7:15-8:45 p.m. in downtown Amherst. Single, divorced, widowed and all sexual orientation are welcome. There is

a low fee. For information, call 253-5494.

Religious— The Muslim Student Association at the University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the Amherst

area to weekly Friday prayer from 1 to 2 p.m. in the Campus Center. The room number will be posted on the Notice

Board. For more information, call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Discussion Group— "A Course in Miracles" will meet from 7 to 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting in

September. For more information, call 253-3795.

Dance— The Northeast American School of Dance Studio in Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from

8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment. All

ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call 584-8167.

Singing— The Pioneer Valley Capella has immediate openings for people of all voices interested in a small, focused

ensemble singing classical music. Rehearsals are held on Thursday evenings in Northampton. For more information, call

Tom at 536-3072 or Karen at 259-1646.
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS

LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

Can't alTord to save for retirement?

The truth is, you can't afford not to.

Not when you realize that your retirement

can last 20 to 3o years or more. You'll want

to live at least as comfortably then as you

do now. And that takes planning.

By starting to save now, you can take

advantage of tax deferral and give your

money time to compound and grow.

Consider this: Set aside just $100 each

month beginning at a«e 3o and you can

accumulate over $172,109* by the time

you reach age t>5. But wait ten years and

you'll have to budget $219 each month

to reach the same goal.

Even if you're not counting the years to

retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve

-

with flexible retirement and tax-deferred

annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of invest-

ment choices, and a record ol personal

service that spans yH years.

Over 1.8 million people in education and

research put TIAA-CREF at the top of

their list for retirement planning. Why not

join them?

Call today and learn how simple it is

to build a secure tomorrow when you

have time and TIAA-CREF working on

your side.

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline at I 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it."
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Olver, Swift point fingers in debate

By Jeff Donn

Assoc idled Presi

SPRINGFIELD — |ust when you

maybe thought you had them pinned

down, the candidates for the 1st

Congressional District sang another

round of "Don't Fence Me In." So, in

their fierce debate Sunday night, it

was by turns Rep. (ohn
Olver(D-Mass.), the advocate for

education, the environment and
health spending — and then Olver.

the budget cutter.

First, it was State Sen. jane Swift,

the Independent. Then, it was Swift,

the Republican savior of this state's

economy. The candidates changed
hats repeatedly as accusations flew

back and forth in the hour-long
debate sponsored by WGBY public

television and the Springfield news-

papers in the race for Olver's con-

gressional seat.

However, Olver and Swift did
part paths on defense, with Swift

pressing for a strong military and
Olver urging an end to a Cold War
spending level. He also consistently

emphasized strong support for edu-

cation, environmental protection,

broader health insurance coverage

and generous Social Security. Swift

touted her efforts to help small

businesses and farmers, while

proposing unspecified cuts in

bureaucracy to reduce the cost of

government.

Olver said that Swift would
instead end up backing House
Speaker Newt Gingrich and propos-

als that hurt education, the environ-

ment and health care.

"If Jane goes to Congress and we're

electing Gingrich again, his agenda

becomes the agenda of the day and

the thing that we would be fighting

about," Olver said.

"I think you can separate the two,"

shot back Swift, "I'm a little strong-

headed, as you've probably been able

to figure out," she added later, with a

chuckle.

But she ignored Olver's challenge

to repudiate Gingrich as Republican

House leader. She also claimed some
credit for the economic comeback of

Massachusetts under Gov. William F.

Weld, a Republican. "We're the party

that saved this state from fiscal bank-

ruptcy." she said. She attacked Olver

for repeated votes over the years to

raise taxes and for trying to block

some measures to tighten welfare

rules.

When Olver claimed credit for

helping gain federal money for

government support lo small busi-

nesses. Swift fired back, "Many
times, allowing them to thrive in

our market place is a better solu-

tion."

She said Olver had supported a

deeply flawed welfare system "that

did not reward work."

In his defense, he said somebody

"had to have the guts" to help bal-

ance the federal budget with some

tax increases.

He said some changes in welfare

risk sinking millions more children

and families deeper into poverty and

aggravating future crime. The debate

repeatedly returned to an accusatory

tone. At one point, Swift even sug-

gested Olver was sexist for question-

ing her independence from the

Republican line.

"Is there a reason why you think a

young woman can't be independent

while you can?" she asked.

"It clearly isn't a gender issue," he

quickly agreed.

Both candidates took pro-choice

stands. But they bickered over who
should get credit for helping to

keep Amtrak trains running in

western Massachusetts for another

six months. Swift was first elected

to the state Senate in 1990 at age

25.

Olver, a former state senator and

college chemistry professor, went to

Congress in 1991 to replace the late

Rep. Silvio Conte.
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safety
continued from page 1

into a partnership and look out for

each other."

"The biggest problem is

resources," said Caston. "I feel the

administration should do a better job

of advertising resources," and "unless

we address the big void we're going

to see students fall through the

cracks."

The goals of the Safety Summit
and the and Department of Public

Safety according to Luippold are to

"raise the level of awareness
around safety, on campus specifi-

cally." There arc, "far more
acts of random violence than we've

ever had. That concerns us. We
want to take pro-active steps," said

Robinson.
"Living in a small town people

assume they are automatically safer

than an urban area. We have to be

concerned and thoughtful. Walk in

pairs or get an escort van," said

Robinson.

Luippold also said that he was con-

cerned with the "level of violence

that occurs on this campus." and the

severity involving "dating relation-

ships, alcohol and drug abuse."

Luippold said the repercussions of

this abuse also takes the forms of

vandalism and assault.

The chief envisions safety as an

"ongoing" process and "wouldn't

want a conversation," but several to

result from the Safety Summit.
Luippold would also like to involve

other individuals in these conversa-

tions, not just students, because
"tape and assault is everybody's busi-

ness."

SOME THINGS ARE MEANT TO BE CLOSED
YOUR MIND ISN'T ONE OF THEM.

For decades. MDA ha-s Shunri how valuable people with

disabilities are to society We believe talent, ability and

desire are inore import.ar.' tiian strength ot a person's

muscles The one primer 'hese ,-vop!? r.ar.'t rvercorne

is a closed mind Keep yours open.

MUSCULAR
DYSTROPHY
ASSOCIATION

1-800-872-1717
LllI us

Procter & Gamble
Career Information Session
Procter & Gamble is the global leader in the consumer products industry.

We offer starting *^™»* and SuwmerCo^ positions in

Sales Management in major marketing areas throughout the United States.

We are looking for talented students from ALL MAJORS who are eager

for a challenging career and want to learn and excel among proven winners.

You should come check out our information session ifyou have:

>A Strong MOTIVATION to achieve...unusual drive and commitment to make

an impact and succeed in a demanding environment

>An outstanding record nff,EADERSHIP...the ability to excite interest and

action in others. ^
.

>Strong oral and written COMMUNICATION skills-the ability to express ideas

clearly, concisely and persuasively.

>A high level nfINTELLlGENCE-the ability to analyze facts quickly and draw

well-reasoned conclusions; tneability to innovate, to come up with new ideas and

better ways of doing things.'!'

Effectiveness in TEAM SlTI3ATIONS...the ability to work with others and

focus a group on key business goals.

TWO LOCATIONS, TWO TIMES - REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED!!

When : Wednesday, October 2nd

Time : 4-6 pm
Where: School of Management

Rm. 312 (Faculty Lounge)

When : Wednesday, October 2nd

Time : 7-9 pm
Where: Campus Center

Rm. 101

Special Thanks To The:

Mather Career Center. SOM Placement Office. Undergraduate Buaineee Club. BMCP

Quest toward bicycle safety goes on Police ready for flag football game
By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

Statistics show that student concern for bicycle safety

has risen this semester, however officers from the

University of Massachusetts Department of Public Safety

continue to stress the importance of bicycle registration

and provide information on securing personal property.

"We want to work with students cooperatively so they

don't get their property stolen," said Lawrence Holmes,

deputy chief of security.

Two University public safety officers, Neil Lunney and

Richard Coach, have invested both on and off-duty time

in researching the problem of bicycle theft on campus.

According to the officers' observations, more students

are becoming active in securing their bicycles properly

— an effort that pleases Lunney and Coach.

"One thing we encourage is that students upgrade the

quality of lock on their bikes," Coach said. "Chain or

cable locks can be easily defeated.

"We recommend the Kryptonite U-Bolt type of lock,

or the Bike Club — that's what I use on my bike when
I'm on patrol," Coach said. "Both models are available in

the University Store."

In addition to informing students about superior lock-

ing devices, Public Safety, along with Alphi Phi Omega
service fraternity members, has been conducting free

campus bicycle registration. Students who register have

their bicycle's serial number entered into the police

department's computer, receive a decal and can have

their bicycles engraved for identification purposes.

Public Safety also offers a national registration pro-

gram, which costs $5.

According to Lunney, over 200 students have regis-

tered their bicycles so far this semester — topping the

department's record of 1 50 for last semester. A majority

of those students took advantage of the registration week

held outside of the Student Union Building Sept. 9-13.

To maintain this rate in bicycle registration, Lunney

said they are planning to hold registration hours on

Tuesdays outside of Dickinson Hall throughout October,

and perhaps longer depending on student interest.

The officers will also bring the registration program to

North Village Apartments on Oct. 5, and Lincoln

Apartments on Oct. 19.

Out of the ! 3 bicycles stolen so far this semester, four

of them were stolen from North Village Apartments.

Only 3 of the total stolen had the Kryptonite locks.

By registering a bicycle with the police department, the

chance for recovery is significantly increased. Lunney him-

self has recognized and recovered stolen bicycles on campus.

"During the summer. 1 was at the information desk [in

Dickinson] and a student walked in and said his bike was

stolen from Tobin Hall," Lunney said. "I asked him for a

description, and told him I would keep an eye out for it.

"That night I went to the Campus Center loading

dock, and discovered the bike, not locked up. 1 turned it

over, it fit the description, and we found the person who
took the bike," Lunney said.

Lunney also posts flyers in areas where he knows a

bike has been stolen. For example, on Sunday night a

Cannondale bicycle was stolen, except for its front

wheel, and identified as being carried into Coolidge

Residence Hall. Lunney cites this as perfect example of

alert students interacting with police, with the common
goal of retrieving the stolen property.

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

powwow
continued from page 1

Artwork, "themes depend on tribe

and personal experiences of the

artist. The artists tells stories

through 1 their} art work."

The Lewis' collection comes from

both known and unknown artists who
live on reservations in Oklahoma
such as |eanne Walker Rorex

(Cherokee), lane Maudin (Choctaw

descent), and Duane Dishta (Zuni).

According to Lewis, the Trail of Tears

is also a popular theme.

This year's powwow was the

largest one ever held at UMass. A
powwow held in Connecticut last

weekend had 32 Drums and 3000

dancers, the UMass powwow had

only 3 drums.

"This is basically how it's been

the last couple of years, " said Mikki

Aganstata (Eastern Cherokee),

co-owner of Native American
Cuisine, a food vendor at the pow-

wow.
According to Ayana-McCants, a

drum is a group of chanters or

singers which provides the instru-

mental and vocal ingredients for

each dance.

"Each drum must know at least

100 different, songs," said

Ayana-McCants.
There were non-registered

dancers and approximately 85 regis-

tered dancers performing at this

year's powwow.
According to Nathan Peyton, acting

co-coordinator of the Native

American Students Association, "It

took tremendous dedication and com-

mitment, the powwow was a great

success. It took the combined efforts

of Native American students, allies

and staff a year to make this event

happen."

Joyce White Deer Vincent, director

of the Josephine White Eagle Cultural

Center, said the coordinators have

been planning this powwow since the

end of last year's powwow.
There was an honorary dance held

for Vincient as well as one held in

honor of all those who contributed to

making this year's powwow possible.

Several vendors were at the pow-

wow selling authentic Native

American merchandise. Items

included jewelry made on reserva-

tions, neck pouches made from
brain-tanned leather, chokers,

recording of Native American chants

and songs, paintings and paintings

by Native American artists.

Also present were food vendors

selling Native American food, such

as Mohawk style corn soup, Tacos

with buffalo meat and Barbecola

burgers.

"Most of these, such as the t»cov

are not traditional food but have

COME TELL US WHAT YOU THINK!

About What? Your experiences and views about student-related services, such as registration

and financial interactions. We will be asking you about your experiences with administrative

offices and processes, what is now working well and what is not, and what you mink would

work better.

Who? If you are a student here, we want to hear from you!

When and where? The focus group will be held in rooms 1 1 2 and 114 Dickinson from 3 to

4:30 on Wednesday, October 2. (Dickinson is the brick building between Goodell and the

Mullins Center.)

Why? This is one of the early steps in a major project to replace our existing computer system

that supports Bursar, Admissions, Financial Aid, Housing, and Registrar with new state-of-the-art

software. The ultimate goal of this project is to provide improved and streamlined administra-

tive services to students, parents, faculty and departments.

What else? All information will be held in absolute confidence, and no names of respondents

will be retained. Your contribution is of great value to this project. If you have questions, call

Heidi or Bo at 5-61 33. Refreshments will be served!

PLEASE COMEI

This time, police officers will have

it out for each other and on
Wednesday, Oct. 2, spectators at the

second annual Blue Bowl will get a

chance to witness just that while ben-

efiting the Special Olympics.

The Amherst police, will defend their

title against the University of

Massachusetts police, who were defeated

22-7 last year in a game of flag football.

Kick-off is scheduled for 7:30 p.m.

at the Amherst Regional High
School. Along with the police, Alpha

Phi Omega, a national co-ed service

fraternity with a chapter at UMass,

will sponsor the event.

"The game is being taken very seri-

ously," said Area Director of North

Valley, Gary Dean. "There is going to be

a PA system, the score board will be in

use and there will be official referees."

UMass police officer Tom O'Donnell

said he and his teammates hope to hftve

fun and raise as much money as possi-

ble for the Special Olympics.

"1 can't guarantee a win this year,

but we've got a good team,"

O'Donnell said. "Last year [AmherstJ

racked up a quick 14 points against

evolved among the Native

Americans through the years after

they were moved onto reservations,"

said Aganstata.

According to Aganstata, tradition-

al Native Americans did not use or

have salt or wheat flour, instead

they used another type of flour and

pepper. The word BBQ came for a

Tahiana word Barbecola and was

later adapted by the Spaniards.

Chancellor Scott said in reference

to the powwow, "It is an event that

recruits Native Americans to come
and it gives them the opportunity to

meet people."

The University is striving to

increase the numbers of Native

American students enrolled.

"Because of the loss of Native

American staff in the Admissions

office this year, we are deeply con-

cerned about the future of Native

Americans at this University,"

expressed Carrie Vanderhoop, a

junior comparative literature major.

According to Peyton, "It is our

hope to form a strong and active

power base for the political and

social interest of all Native students

on this campus, as well as to pro-

vide an outlet and forum for stu-

dents to express themselves both to

each other and the campus at

large."

us, but we only ended up losing by

eight points," O'Donnell said.

"Hopefully we'll give them a good

game. If not, we're there for Special

Olympics," he added.

"The UMass officers have been

practicing for about three months.

Everyone, including the volunteers

are very enthusiastic* said Vice

President Nat Mitkowski, an officer

of Alpha Phi Omega.
Alpha Phi Omega is responsible for

coordinating the game. "We are a service

fraternity, we are not involved in Greek

life," said President Michele Laramie.

Tickets are on sale for $5 each at

409 Student Union Building. They
will also be available for purchase at

the gates. All proceeds will benefit

the North Valley Special Olympics to

help buy sports equipment.

The North Valley Special Olympics

covers Franklin and Hampshire counties.

Special Olympics focuses on ath-

letes who have mental disabilities and

other related developmental prob-

lems. Training and competition pro-

grams are year round.

A growing aspect of the Special

Olympics is the Unified Sports

Program. This program combines
athletes with and without disabilities

on one team and compete against

other unified teams.

Athletes can choose from a wide

variety of sports, soccer, Alpine and

cross country skiing, floor hockey,

bowling, basketball, track and volley-

ball are just a few.

Many UMass students volunteer

their time lo coach teams at the

North Valley Special Olympics.
However this is the first time a group

has shared their services together.

Dean said. "We have some great

volunteers from UMass. It's a real big

help to have a group of students volun-

teering together. There is much more

change that can occur and as a group

'hey are so much more successful."

Many of the Alpha Phi Omega vol-

unteers are already immersed in a

number of service projects.

The group has been involved in the

Bike Registration Program, visiting

the Amherst Nursing Home and a

Boy Scout Troop in Northampton.

"We are open to everyone, however

there is a pledging period," said

Laramie.

"Interested individuals must per-

form a certain number of service

hours before they can become part of

the fraternity," said Laramie.

Did you know

That GE is hosting its 1st annual Career Day at U. Mass?

TODAY!!!

10AM -3 PM
U.MASS

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM
Regardless of your major, if your interested is piqued, we invite you to

bring your interest and your questions. Resumes welcome.

An Environment Without Boundaries

An equal opportunity employee.

|AM(S STANUY \COUEGLAN

Horseshoe Hoops!
Tim Gates of Amherst dunks while warming up for a game yesterday in Southwest.
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A closer look at the PC world
Is it just mo, or is our society obsessed with the concept

of political correctness? If I've learned anything at this

University, it's thai we have to be very careful about the

way in which we say things in order to avoid angering

those who may take offense to it.

Away from the little world we like to call UMass, I'm

often put in positions in which I have to defend the con-

cept of PC as something that helps society. Doing so is an
immediate reaction which seems like a neces-

sity because it is. in a word, politically cor-

rect. Society has worked to convince me that

what is PC is good, although I've never

slopped to think about what makes some-
thing PC... until now.

PC is an institution which works to free

people of labels which have been slapped on
them by others over the course of time. The
people who are referred to by these labels

most often take offense to the "traditional"

terms used to describe them. Instead of being

called Indians (which was altogether inaccu-

rate to start off with). PC dictates that we
refer to the indigenous people of North America as Native

Americans.

In doing so, we are not necessarily changing the ideas

or stereotypes of these people, but we are forcing our-

selves to acknowledge thai there is more than one way to

look at them and to show them a little of the respect they

deserve in the process.

Therefore, in my eyes, political correctness is some-
thing, which when used correctly can have a positive

impact on society. Unfortunately, the concept has been
taken to extremes over the past few years, and because it

has been stretched to accommodate every little aspect of

today's world, it has lost a lot of the legitimacy it once
had.

When researching political correctness on the
Internet, I found hundreds of pages which made fun of
the concept but none that stepped back and took a seri-

ous look at the matter. In fact, people have become so
desensitized to the term that whenever they hear it, they

immediately turn themselves off to it. The enemies of PC
have taken over the term and changed it into a form that

lacks any of the positive meanings that it once pos-

sessed.

Who, you ask, are the enemies of PC? They happen to

be all over the place, sometimes unaware that they are

doing any damage. Anyone who uses a euphemism in rela-

tion to a group of people is an enemy to PC. A euphemism
is a word or phrase designed to avoid language which is

loo harsh or blunt. Critics of PC often become confused

when euphemisms are used. "To pass

away" is a euphemism for to die. but to say

the word "die" is not politically incorrect.

People tend to use politically correct

terms as euphemisms, when in fact

euphemisms have nothing to do with
political correctness, which serves to

show respect to others not to cover up
what is unpleasant about the "traditional"

terms. The difference between the two is

very subtle, but very important.

Also, anyone who uses the concept of

political correctness to make a joke (i.e.

Politically Correct Bedtime Stories) is an

enemy to political correctness, for they have worked to

trivialize an idea which once carried with it a certain

amount of validity and integrity.

Most often, those who are exceedingly critical of politi-

cal correctness are those who have given and used labels

for any amount of time, members of the white male aris-

tocracy who feel that by showing any amount of respect

for others they are losing some of their power. By mock-
ing the concept of a PC society, they have effectively alien-

ated those who are in favor of a progressive society.

With such adversity, how can we reach the lofty goals

that political correctness seeks to achieve? Well, we
already have a good start. A large percentage of the mem-
bers of our society are becoming aware of the implica-

tions of the language they use. That is not the problem.

What we have to do is to de-program the attitudes

toward political correctness which we have picked up
over time. Doing so may enable us to see exactly why
political correctness is needed and used in today's soci-

ety.

Mark McGrath is a Collegian columnist.

A partial history

C.F.

Gorospe

"We can never hope to understand the nature of ...

international and interracial conflict in general, if we
fail to work constantly at correcting and re-creating the

historical memory... " — from War Without Mercy by

lohn Dower
I took the Asian-American Experience Independent

Curriculum here last semester. The course might as

well have been an underground course, because, for

some reason, this course can't be added into the cur-

riculum, unlike more important courses like

European History 140. (I hope you catch the sar-

casm.)

A bunch of "hopefuls" including myself attended this

course once a week. We met in the basement of
Furcolo. that building out in the boondocks, on
Thursday evenings. The University
didn't provide financial help to run the

course. The TA had to spend her own
money to make copies of the readings.

Isn't this pathetic? We call UMass a

place for higher learning?

However, I'm not here to write about
how this underground course evolved because the

Asian-American Studies Coalition on campus can do
that. I'm here to point out the unfairness that's taking

place on this campus as we go to classes, smoke our
joints and drink our booze. Maybe we should sober up
and listen.

The underground course primarily attempted to

educate students about Asian-American experi-
ences and their history, lust for clarification,
UMass offers courses on Asian history, which is

very different from Asian-American history.
Furthermore, the courses that are being offered
here focus mainly on the more developed Asian
countries such as lapan. The underground course
served a different purpose, it informed
Asian-Americans of current issues concerning
them that would otherwise be difficult to find in

the press.

If the above quote consists of some truth, then
how does never encountering a curriculum like this

affect students' psyches, self-images, views of the

world and views of others when they graduate from a

post-secondary school?
How much of a hope do these students have "to

understand the nature of interracial conflict" when
there's no way on this campus that they can "correct

and re-create" their very own "historical memory?"
The slimness of their chances of understanding "inter-

racial conflict" is apparent.

Some of us haven't even reached the first step
acquiring the fundamentals of our history. We haven't

been introduced to how Asian-Americans played a

role in American history. How can we then "correct

and re-create the historical memory" when we have
nothing to start from? How were the other people of
color treated during the segregation and the Civil

Rights Movement? Are these not important ques-
tions? There are people who desperately need to
know, but the answers and resources aren't readily

available.

Are UMass and other universities suppressing per-

tinent information from the public and therefore dis-

torting facts? Why isn't the President of (his univer-

sity doing anything about it? It seems thai all he
cares about is his personal status and his salary.

Maybe he's just completely oblivious or apathetic to

this topic.

Some students are sympathetic and eager to learn a

different form of history for the sake of such a simple

and significant thing — to further understand one's self

— but they yearn for something they lack the imple-

ments to define. How are these individuals expected

to deal with the overwhelmingly critical message that

history is important to know to prevent it from
repeating itself, when Asian- American history is

indeed blatantly excluded from the standard curricu-

lum in most universities in the nation? It's absurd as

we enter the 21st century that courses and readings

which truly pertain to a specific group are still

excluded.

If we are indeed reconstructing American history,

then to include Asian American history will enhance
American history. Are we not repeating history by
excluding those who have made great contributions

in the past, from this "universal" recon-

struction of history that's taking place?

Yes, we understand that the actions that

took place during slavery and the

Holocaust were beyond evil.

It's even more hideous to know that

there are still individuals who think that

these evil actions should perpetuate. But, have we not

become overly redundant, stagnant and almost ineffec-

tive by "objectively" reconstructing American history?

Are we not almost moving backwards?

In retrospect, it's been unfortunate that I've encoun-

tered various readings on Asian-Americans thai were
completely dull and unreliable. I've always been enor-

mously interested in the topic, but was usually unable

to find pertinent readings. Also, there weren't any
"adults" who were experienced in the field. Therefore,

reading and learning about it became a daunting task.

Fortunately, the underground course vividly proved
that there were "non- twisted" and more significant

readings.

It's merely a matter of knowing the correct way
of finding it. The course helped direct us toward
this route. My primary concerns are, if the infor-

mation is out there: how accessible are they?

How obvious arc they to the public, or to the

average person concerning the topic? How much,
if so, do institutions advocate this topic? What are

they doing to make the topic more appealing to

students? Furthermore, how willing and
open-mindedly are the majority to comprehend the

topic when their minds are being perpetually colo-

nized?

It's apparent that for one to become better
acquainted with history and to further under-
stand today's issues, a complete awareness of
one's history is essential. Also, one feels more
connected and can better identify with one's soci-

ety if one acquires the knowledge of his/her own
history. History shapes an individual's political,

mental processes, cultural expressions, as well as

the economic landscape of communities, such as

that of the Asian-Americans. These are consider-
able topics that contribute to further understand
one's identity, one's self and others. It is this cru-

cial.

Overall, the underground course enhanced my
view of the Asian American community. It's fortu-

nate to exhibit that there's activism taking place in

the older generation; so there are precedents for the

younger generations. It was uplifting to hear from
lecturers who talked about topics that I could relate

to. Why can't the University add this class to the
standard curriculum if it had a positive impact on
students? Why must the class remain underground?

C. F. Gorospe is a UMass student.
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Prison mania

Sam

McAfee

This election year most politicians are talking about
being tough on crime. Polls have indicated that

Americans are concerned about it, and many candidates

have responded with proposals for hiring more police

officers and building more prisons. Rather than a solu-

tion to urban blight, this is simply a thinly veiled racist

attack on already disadvantaged members of the popula-

tion.

The poor and people of color are disproportionately

represented in correctional facilities, partly reflecting the

level of opportunities available to them. For instance, a

child from my neighborhood in Roxbury does not have the

same chance at success as a child in Newton, due mostly

to the fact that funding for public schools is

allocated from property taxes. This means
fewer resources, crowded classrooms and
overworked faculty.

It also means fewer students with the abil-

ity to excel on standardized tests necessary

for getting into college. (It might also be

argued that banks systematically avoid offering loans for

investment in poor neighborhoods, thus keeping property

values low.)

There arc few employment opportunities due to scant

investment, and in addition many employers in other

neighborhoods will not hire someone from Roxbury. As
a result, some people get involved in illegitimate busi-

nesses, like drug dealing or car theft. The U.S.
Department of justice statistics reveal that eight of the

top ten offenses for which people are convicted are drug
or properly related crimes, illustrating some of the cop-

ing methods by which people in poor neighborhoods
struggle to survive.

Most of the solutions that have been proposed rep-

resent not a concern wilh the plight of the poor or
people of color, but rather a lucrative industry in the

security and construction businesses. Politicians allo-

cate funds to build prisons and thereby provide prof-

itable contracts to firms in these and many other

industries.

The slate of California now spends more money on
prisons than on public education. What is more, many
states, following California's lead, have initiated pro-

grams that lease prison labor out to private corpora-

tions. Prisoners are paid far below minimum wage,

allowing the company to save money on labor costs.

Even though many Americans believe that prisoners

should be forced to work, taking jobs from other work-

ers at a time of rampant lay-offs is probably not what

they had in mind.

California is not the only state that is

in this business. Talking with represen-

tatives from the Service Employees
International Union, local 285 in

Boston, I learned that the State of

Massachusetts had laid off hundreds of

public sector workers in favor of using prisoners for

construction, painting and highway cleanup. It would
be interesting to see how many corporations with
which UMass does business have used prison labor in

favor of ordinary workers to save on labor and benefit

costs.

So what we have is a system thai systematically deprives

certain communities of opportunity and then scapegoats

them for our problems. At the same time, privileged sec-

tors benefit heavily from our obsession with imprisoning

people. This is all encouraged by the mainstream media
which paints horrifying pictures of urban chaos, fanning

the flames of racism. The police state is right around the

corner for some of us, but if you live in the ghetto it is

already here.

Sam McAfee is a Collegian columnist.

In need of common sense

Lorraine

Urbanski

I'm sick of common sense taking a

back seat to the 1990's virus, other-

wise known as "political correct-

ness."

Dr. Martin Luther King, |r. once
said that people should be judged as

individuals and "not by

the color of their skin

but the content of their

character."

Affirmative Action
was created in the radi-

cal 1960s to benefit blacks, including

women in some cases, in hopes of

providing equal job opportunities for

them. In the 1970s, it grew to

encompass other minority groups.

What was first thought to be a solid

social program to promote integra-

tion and civil rights turned into one
which further redefined and rein-

forced our race/prejudice problem in

the United States.

According to Terry Eastland,

author of Ending Affirmative Action:

A Case for Colorblind /ustice.

Affirmative Action makes a "virtue of

race, ethnicity and sex in order to

determine who gets an opportunity

and who does not." In other words,

we're talking big-time discrimination

here. The whole theory behind
Affirmative Action is ridiculous. It

defeats the purpose of battling racism

and discrimination. It just continues

it.

Civil Rights is an important issue.

The movement of the 1960s was for

a good reason, I agree. The Civil

Rights Act of 1964, which President

Lyndon Baines Johnson signed into

federal law, called for an outright ban
on any form of discrimination.

Stemming from the Civil Rights

Act were the terms "colorblind law"

and "colorblind principle." The law

denied the government of the ability

to discriminate upon
an individual because

of his/her race. The
principle, which stat-

ed that persons
should be treated as

individuals — to ignore their race —
led to the signing of the Act.

Colorblindness is a good idea, bul

the architects of affirmative action

loosened the binds of the principle in

order to give, back then, blacks more
opportunities. They claimed that col-

orblindness wouldn't necessarily

make it any easier for blacks. The
change in the principle further gave

way to discrimination against whites.

The founders of the social program
discovered that the colorblind princi-

ple was quite inconvenient for blacks

to gain more acceptance in society.

Inconvenience? Since when is society

and government convenient for any-

one in this country? People of all cul-

tures work their bchinds off just to

make it to Friday, never mind having

to deal with racial inequalities and
injustice.

"[Affirmative action is| making it

harder to overcome the very tendency

the Civil Rights movement once con-

demned: that of regarding and judg-

ing people in terms of their racial and

ethnic groups," Eastland continues.

"Affirmative Action makes race and

ethnicity salient by naming the
minority groups it ostensibly bene-

fits."

Why must applications for college

admissions and employment ask us

what our racial and/or ethnic back-

ground is? Why should that be criti-

cal in granting us acceptance? Why
should we promote competition
between the races and fill quotas in

the workplace and college that serve

no purpose whatsoever? It's beyond
me.

Why should we overlook one qual-

ified candidate, who just happens to

be white, for employment or college

just because officials have to take in

less-qualified individuals who just

happen to be a minority or yes, even
female?

We not only have discrimination
against minority groups, but as well,

a variety of nationalities like Polish.

Irish, French... the list goes on and
on. Why are these groups different
from others?

By continuing to implement the

concept of affirmative action in our
government, we are also promoting
further discrimination. We contradict
the whole belief behind the Civil

Rights Movement of the 1960s and
the philosophy of Martin Luther
King, |r.

We are also darkening the lines of
separation between races of people in

this nation. Instead of a joining of
peoples and an embracing of diversi-

ty, we re-emphasize our differences.

Lorraine Urbanski is a Collegian

staff member.

Editorial Policy

The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes columns, letters and cartoons from UMass and the rest of the Five-College
Area.

Letters and columns must be typed and double spaced, with the writer's name, local address end phone number
attached. This information is subject to verification prior to publication.

Anonymous suoroJssions will not be primed.

The editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and cohimns for srammar, clarity and length.

Any submission that h requested to be left unedited w8I not be considered for publication,

Submissions become the property of theC^^Vw and will wtoei^umed.
The Editorial staff Is not required to print all submitted material.

letters should be no longer than 450 words and cc4urmis should I* about 70 typed lines,

Submissions should be sent to the Editorial Desk, c/o Mark McGrath. 1 1 3 Campus Center. UMass Amherst tOOS.
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Developing Nations
Days of Sorrow.Tears, and Death in Palestine

ASSOCIATED PMSS ASSOCIATED (MUSS

Mourners carry the body of Palestinian Mansour Shawamra, 23, on the way to the burial site in Ramallah Relatives of Palestinian Mansour Shawamra, comfort each other as they follow the funeral procession in

Sunday, Sept. 26. Ramallah Sunday, Sept. 29. Shawamra was killed by Israeli troops on Thursday.

ASStx. UTfr- SMS!

Israeli tanks in position in Balata near Nablus, Sunday, Sept. 29. Israel

reopened a tunnel near Muslim holy shrines on Sunday.

America has no business

interfering with Iraq

Iraq's Ambassador to India

Mohammed F. H. Al-Haboubi
speaks to Sunil Narula of Outloook
Magazine.

Courtesy of Outlook Magazine

Narula: What provoked the

American attack on Iraq?

Al-Haboubi: The latest

American aggression is part of a

chain of attacks since 1990. The
Clinton administration, and before

that the Bush administration, have

imposed continuous sanctions
against Iraq. Besides, this particu-

lar incident coincides with the

U.S. election campaign — one of

the reasons for the attack. In late

August, there were many scandals

involving President Bill Clinton.

Bob Dole called him a weak presi-

dent: 1 think Clinton is trying to

show that this is not the case at

all.

Narula: What kind of power does

the UN Resolution 688 give to the

international community and how
has it been violated?

Al-Haboubi: Resolution 688
was passed in 1991. It asked the

UN member-states to extend help

to the Kurds and to the Iraqi peo-

ple. It also criticized the Iraqi

stand and said the Iraqi govern-

ment had violated human rights.

But one paragraph of this resolu-

tion clearly says that the Security

Council (SO calls on all mem-
ber-states to respect Iraqi sover-

eignty, territorial integrity and

national unity. Second, the US
action is against the resolution

itself because it hasn't been adopt-

ed under Chapter VII of the UN
charter — the only chapter which

allows the use of force to enforce

SC resolutions. So it is just an

American lie to refer to this partic

ular resolution.

Narula: When the Iraqi forces

went into Irbil, did you expect the

Americans to come down so heavily

on you?

Al-Haboubi: Well, it is our sov-

ereign right to move our forces in

our territory. And this step was

taken when the major party in

Kurdistan, the Kurdistan

Democratic Party, sought President

Saddam Hussein's help to counter

the Iranian aggression which began

on August 1 7 with the help of Jalal

Talbani's Patriotic Union of

Kurdistan. It's our duty not to allow

any outside interference in our

affairs.

Narula: But did you expect such a

reaction from the U.S.?

Al-Haboubi: We asked them —
and still ask them — and we urged

the international community to put

pressure on the U.S. and the UK to

stop interfering in our internal affairs

and to abide by the relevant Security

Council resolutions.

Narula: At a time when the 'oil for

food and medicines' deal is being

worked out in the UN, was it a tacti-

cal error on Iraq's part to go to Irbil?'

Al-Haboubi: We agreed to start

negotiations with the UN on oil for

food and medicines early this year.

Five rounds of talks had been held

from February to May when a

memorandum of understanding
was signed between the two sides.

Even then, the Americans spared

not effort to disrupt it — although

after we signed the agreement and
it was approved by the Security

Council they claimed they were the

sponsors of this MOU. We have
done everything to expedite the

implementations of this agreement.

But the Americans have always
tried to put hurdles. As for our
action jeopardizing the deal. I must
make it clear that if it is a question

of our integrity and sovereignty, we
will stand against external aggres-

sion.

Narula: The Americans have been

trying to get Saddam Hussein out of

power.

Al-H.iboubi: They have been try-

ing to accomplish this task but they

have failed. The Iraqi people com-
pletely support the Iraqi leadership

and President Hussein in particular.

The referendum in October last year

clearly showed the support for the

President.

Narula: What explains Hussein's

popularity.

Al-Haboubi: Saddam Hussein is

working only for the benefit of the

Iraqi people and the Arab nations

and his party policy rejects any
imposition of any policy or dic-

tates from outside. Of course, the

Americans want domination over

the oil reserves. Two-thirds of the

global oil reserves of the world lie

in our area and Iraq has the sec-

ond largest oil reserves in the

world after Saudi Arabia. They
want to have complete control of

the oil so they can control the

whole world.

Narula: What do you think about

the Indian reaction?

Al-Haboubi: You have read the

statement of the Ministry of

External Affairs. We hope that after

the second and third attack we will

hear from the Indian Government —
something disapproving of or con-

demning this aggression against

Iraq.

Narula: Are you disappointed?

Al-Haboubi: You can't expect an

envoy to express his opinion on these

matters. I should hope now that the

Indian Government — as a

peace-loving nation and important

member of the Non-Aligned
Movement — will take a stand the"

find proper.
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Police guard the entrance of the disputed tunnel which runs directly

under the Al Aqsa Mosque.

Israel kills "Oslo

Peace Accord"

ASSOCIATED MESS

A Palestinian woman and a child pass a line of Israeli border police near

the disputed tunnel in |erusalem's old town Sunday, Sept. 29, that runs

under the Al Aqsa Mosque compound.

Rebels Control Gv't

In Afghanistan
Last week saw the hopeful end of

a destructive civil war. as the capi-

tal of Afghanistan. Kabul, and its

government were overtaken by rebel

Taliban troops. Afghanistan's citi-

zens can only pray that this will

actually end the instability in the

region since the Soviet

invasion in the late

1970s. The Taliban, a

student movement
that emphasizes the

accordance of Islamic

law. started with Afghan refugees

from the religious schools in

Pakistan. This undoubtedly will be

an important strategic and econom-

ic area of the world, as it boasts

large amounts of natural resources

barely between Iran. Pakistan, and

Southern Russia.

Since the take-over of the capital,

some important figures in the brutal

Soviet backed government were cap-

tured and executed. Among these

were the former President, commonly
known as Najibullah, who was shot

and hung for his running of the

oppressive, violent regime.

The question that remains to be

answered is whether the new regime

will be one that is receptive to

American interests.

While one may reflect

on the military aid

given to the

Mujahidin in their

fight against the bru-

tal Soviet invasion, recent so-called

'fundamentalists' — Islamic govern-

ments have been far from the United

States most favored nations. While

this government will undoubtedly
continue its narrow-minded view of

current Islamic Governments, one
can only hope that Taliban led gov-

ernment will issue in a new era of

understanding.

Ibrahim Ali is a Collegian staff

member.

With this "first Developing Nations

Page of the semester begins our mis-

sion to demand changes in American

attitudes towards the developing

world. It is not just our duty to read

and watch, but to take action to

change the nature of the relationship

between the North and South

The U.S. media has been justly crit-

icized for distorting issues concerning

the Third World, and therefore it is

the goal of this page to cover areas

that have been'historically misrepre

sented in the media. People of color

and their nations have always either

been ignored or demonized by the

Western media. We are here to pro-

vide an alternative.

As Editor of this page. I would like

to welcome you .... to our outlet.

h^f^
Sunanda Ghosh

A historic handshake, an agree-

ment, sundry peace prizes — shining

new clothes for Emperor Israel — the

Oslo Peace Accord. Colonialism,

new, and improved, 90's style.

For the past two years Israel, the

United States, Yasser Arafat and the

Palestine National Authority (PNA)
have been attempting to convince the

world that the Palestinians are on the

road to independence, that Israeli

colonialism will end and that

Palestinians will no longer live as

non-citizens in their own land.

Although horrific colonial realities

can sometimes be glossed over by the

western media, it is impossible to dis-

guise the truth from the disenfran-

chised.

Unable to contain their resentment

and frustration with the charade of

"peace." Palestinians in cities all

across the West Bank rose up in

protest of increasing Israeli abuses.

Israel retaliated by shooting over 80

Palestinian civilians in three days,

and wounding hundreds more. The
protests were triggered by opening of

the "Western Wall Tunnel." which

runs below Islam's third holiest

shrine, the Al-Aqsa mosque.

The opening of the tunnel, and the

archeological digs

under the mosque, are

widely regarded as

deliberate affronts to

Islam and the

Palestinian people on

the part of Israel. They are part of a

decades old pattern by Israel of dam-

aging, destroying, and usurping the

religious, national and cultural her-

itage of the Palestinian people, as

part and parcel of the project to wipe

them off the face of history.

Such provocative old-style colonial

tactics are the hallmark of the new
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu. His government seems

determined to expose fraudulent

nature of the Oslo accords by under-

mining the U.S. sponsored agree-

ments at every level. Their ultimate

goal remains the great Zionist dream,

Palestine without any Palestinians.

As for the United States. American

interests demand a stable Middle East

under U.S. hegemony. Netanyahu is

cynically taking advantage of the cur-

rent election season, as the power of

the Israel lobby makes it difficult for

Clinton or Dole to oppose his actions

no matter how much they damage
American interests. The Oslo accords

were supposed to ensure such stabili-

ty with regard to Palestine and the

Arab-Israeli conflict. But, because it

failed to provide any basic human
rights for Palestinians, it could never

succeed.

Under the Oslo accords, despite

the creation of a few small "auto-

mous zones." there is no real Israeli

Shyamala

Ivatury

withdrawal from these areas and no

genuine authority for Arafat and the

PNA. As a result, Palestinians contin-

ue to live under conditions of de

facto occupation and apartheid.

Though they live side by side with the

European colonizers, they are sub-

jected to different and extremely
racist laws.

By colonizing Palestine with millions

of Europeans and expelling most of the

native Arab population, Zionists

changed the demographics of most of

Palestine and created a "lewish State."

Now the same is being attempted in the

Occupied Territories. Israeli colonial set-

tlements continue to increase in the

West Bank thereby continuing the poli-

cy of changing demographics at the

point of a gun. On the outskirts of most

Palestinian cities and villages, Israeli

tanks are on constant patrol, allowing

for immediate closure of the West Bank.

And, as seen in recent days, Israeli

troops are free to march right back into

the heart of "autonomous" Palestinian

cities and open fire on unarmed civil-

ians.

Furthermore, the West Bank is lit-

erally criss-crossed with
")ewish-only" highways, on which
Palestinians are not allowed. These

roads are also designed

to split up the West
Bank into tiny cantons

and enclaves, making
the creation of even a

small Palestinian state

all the more difficult. But. as the

recent protests show, ordinary

Palestinians by the thousands are

willing to fight for their human and

national rights, and will never submit

to colonial occupation.

The latest Israeli killings have been

so horrific that the normally timid

and pro-Israel United Nations
Security Council passed a resolution

14-0 condemning Israel and demand-
ing closure of the tunnel. Even the

United States. Israel's protector and
provider, was too embarrassed to use

its veto to block the resolution.

Furthermore, American lewish lead-

ers noted for their defense of any and

all Israeli government actions have

been deafeningly silent.

The party's over, and the charade

is exposed. The Oslo accords are

dead, and no amount of summit
meetings, false premisses, and
mirages of aid and investment can

save it.

The United States, by obsessively

pampering Israel for decadc«. haa GN
ated a parasite that thinks nothing of

biting the hand that feeds it At this

stage it ought to be obvious to

Americans that even for them, let

alone the Palestinians. Israel is I

monster out of control.

Shyamala Ivatury is a Collegian

columnist.
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Arts & Living
Nirvana lives on with new live CD release

Nirvana, with the help of live recordings, releases From the Muddy Banks of the Wishkah.

By Mike Burke

Collegian Staff

NIRVANA
From the Muddy Banks of the

Wishkah

DGC

Today marks the final chapter in

the fabled story of Nirvana, as DGC
releases the 15 track live album.

From the Muddy Banks of the

Wishkah. Over the five-plus years

since the release of Nevermind.

Nirvana has emerged as alternative

rock's favorite son. maybe even alter-

native rock's only worthwhile son.

The band dissolved due to the tragic

suicide of Kurt Cobain in 1994.

This new album adds little to the

Nirvana legacy, but what could we
expect? Their career has been so well

documented and recorded, few

stones have been left unturned.

Although the band recorded only

three studio albums in their brief

existence, hundreds of bcotlegs exist

featuring both live and unreleased

studio recordings.

Originally, From the Banks was to

be released along with the acoustic

album MTV Unplugged in New
York— but at the last moment the

release was postponed by request of

surviving members Krist Novoselic

and Dave Grohl. While the later

album captured Nirvana's once

ignored soft side. From the Muddy
Banks finds the band at their prime

— playing assaulting full-tilt punk

rock numbers.

After a brief introduction flooded

with Kurt Cobain's trademark

scream, the band explodes into

"School." a hit track off their debut

album. Bleach As with most of

Nirvana's best work, the band fero-

ciously tears through the song, near-

ing the breaking point, but never

falling apart.

Overall the track selection offers a

decent mix between hit singles

("Smells Like Teen Spirit" and

"Heart Shaped Box"), stellar album

cuts ("Negative Creeps" and "Breed")

and more obscure releases ("Sliver"

and "Aneurysm"). Unfortunately

these tracks, though often excellent

on their own, sound jumbled and

confused since they were recorded

over a five year period.

From the Muddy Banks proves

Nirvana to be an excellent band, but

their musicianship and energy is

never fully captured.

The two oldest tracks, "Polly" and

"Breed," are taken from a 1989 show

in London when Chad Channing still

played drums. Unfortunately, the

sound quality is not up to par, but

the tunes still contain the raw edge

that the band thrived on.

A majority of the live songs are

culled from the band's fall 1991 tour

of the States — a tour that began

when Nirvana was a little known
grunge act and culminated with two

legendary shows in San Francisco

with Pearl |am and the Red Hot Chili

Peppers.

Not surprisingly "Smells Like A
Teen Spirit." recorded in late 1991,

stills sounds as fresh and riveting as

ever. Few songs in recent memory
have captured a feeling with as much
emotion and intensity.

Local fans may cherish the includ-

esounnsr chahus n urson

ed version of "Sliver." which was
recorded at the Springfield Civic

Center on Nov. 10, 1993. Once again

the recording is rough and Cobain's

voice echoes throughout the song.

Little problems like this plague

much of From the Muddy Banks, but

in many ways this is expected of

Nirvana. They were never a polished

act — never tried to be. In many
ways they were the prototype punk

band. While today's punks may run

around with mohawks and chains,

none of them can match Nirvana's

sense of rebellion or angst.

Nirvana served as a wake-up call

to much of the musical world.

Single-handedly they revitalized an

underground rock community that is

still flourishing in their wake. The
mainstream community benefited

too, for a while, until the scene

became flooded with Nirvana

wanna-bo's.

Nirvana's legacy would have lived

on with or without From the Muddy-

Banks, but no Nirvana enthusiast

should pass up this historic record-

ing. A-

LJMass Orchestra

opens up its season

By Michael Charles Medeiros

Collegian Correjpondent

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHU-
SETTS ORCHESTRA

Fine Arts Center

Sept. 28

The prairie written by Aaron
Copeland and captured by the

University of Massachusetts
Orchestra, was proud, harsh and

beautiful in ways that turned your

flesh hard.

The sheer intensity of the

prairie captured within the

strains of the music forced you

into living as powerfully as you

possibly could, because if you

didn't, you would be caught up
in the soil and buried before

you'd even bent down to lay in

the grave. Copeland's music
managed to grab all of these

emotions and the orchestra's

interpretation of the music con-

veyed the deep feelings evoked
from the prairie lifestyle.

"Billy the Kid" is a bunch of

firecracker sounds — explosions

with the lit-wick hissing and the

morbid silences that follow the

explosion — the kind where you

count your fingers to see if any

were taken off with the blast.

"Billy the Kid" is a really fun ride,

with the same potential a good

Ramones song and a Pippi

Longstocking book have for wak

ing a person up out of a boring,

dejected day.

Johannes Brahms' "Symphony

No. 2 in D major. Op. 73" was the

second composition performed.

For some parts, it was slow and

steady, calm and unobtrusive. The

music was the sort you would
expect accompanying the rants of

some fat professor complaining

wittily about his tiny salary, which

was barely enough to cover his

Volvo and summer home of the

Cape.
Other parts of the piece though,

were storm tossed — quick and

tremulous while others were just

as lively and bright as the Beach

Boys (in particular the Allegro con

Spirito).

The orchestra played both of

these pieces with an intensity and

passion that, combined with just a

month of practice, was completely

overwhelming. They performed as

a unified whole and the only prob-

lem to affect the entire production

was when a door creaked open in

the final drum boom of the Gun
Battle in "Billy the Kid."

Mention ought to be made of the

conductor, Mark Russell Smith.

Smith was frenetic and if a con-

ductor can spur an orchestra on

with sheer exuberance and sweat,

he did.
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New Mystery is a must;
book touches all genres
By Michael Charles Medeiros
Collegian Correspondent

JEROME CHARYNET.AL
The New Mystery

Dutton Books

The New Mystery, a compilation
of short stories assembled by the
International Association of Crime
Writers and edited by Jerome
Charyn. There are stories inside that

are wonderful and should never be
forgotten. There are others that arc-

stupid and badly written. The bad
stories, though, don't matter much
and the good ones will keep you
awake at night.

Among those included in this

anthology are |orge Luis Borges,
P.D. James, Grahm Greene, Harlan
Ellison and Walter Mosely. 1f you've
never heard of these people, buy the

book — it's a terrific introduction

to some great mystery writers.

Flip open the pages of the book
and you'll find a ghost ship and a

place littered with dead people
and filled with the smells of euca-

lyptus. Men are haunted down for

obscure reasons and a murderer
of booksellers meets his fate at

the hands of another murderer of

booksellers.

The stories are so varied in quality,

plotline and character, that it's

almost like feeling the weather
change between the final line of one
and the bold print title of the next;

when the cold virulence of "fathers

and Daughters" has turned your
hands brittle and your ears tulip red.

along comes "Manufacture of a

Legend" to char you with lush

Mexican heat.

Whether it is through the dim.
sweaty realism of Mosely or the con-

voluted mystical grace of Borges,

The New Mystery leaves a reader
ruddier cheeked and faster breathing

than before they'd found the book.

And more importantly, as all

good books do, it makes the day
outside the pages sharper, fuller

and brighter and the nights more
cavernous and starlit, it envelops a

person in sensation and in doing
so, reveals just a little more of this

little world with the trillion shad-

owed corners.

Parker brings funk back;

thrills crowd with moves

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

MACEO PARKER
Pearl St.

Sept. 29

NORTHAMPTON — In a manner
reminiscent of his days with James
Brown, Maceo Parker brought the

super heavy funk to Pearl Street.

Parker's band, comprised of a

drummer, two guitar players, an
organ player, a trumpet player, a

tamborine player and a bass player,

beckoned him to the stage with a five

minute introduction.

Parker then stepped onto the stage as

the crowd chanted, "Maceo," perform-

ing James Brown style dance moves.

As the introduction finished,

Parker and the trumpet player broke

into a 20 minute version of "Pass the

Peas." Although the hom parts of the

song were the same, it greatly dif-

fered from the original version per-

formed by the |B's. By the end of the

song, "Pass the Peas" was a faint

remembrance.

The same scenario occured -with

the song "Gimme Some More,"
which was a funk staple for Fred

Wesley and the JB's.

Although these high-energy funk

songs pleased most of the crowd.

anyone who was longing to rcdiscuv-

er the sounds of the James Brown
family which included acts like

Maceo and the Macks, Lyn Collins,

or Fred Wesly and the JB's, were very

disappointed.

Parker played a song which faintly

sounded like "Party" by his former
group Maceo and the Macks. Yet
instead of the slowed down heavy funk

of days past, the song was even too

fast for the dancers to keep up with.

Along with problems of authenticity.

the crowd served as another difficulty.

Many seemingly drunk male viewers

crowded the stage, rudely yelling token

phrases of "brotherly" love, like. "You

da man," and "Blow dat horn." The
music would have sounded belter with-

out the drunken jeers.

Each artist in the band had a

chance to shine in the spotlight. The

solo performers took advantage and

showcased their talents very well.

Most notably the tamborine player

had a sensual, soulful voice that

brought the crowd to its knees while

one of the guitar players, Kelly

Parker, played a 15 minute solo that

. even the Scissor Girls could have

enjoyed. Parker's son, Karecm, also

performed. Although his rap style

pleased the crowd, don't be expecting

any RZA mixes or Wu-Tang fea-

tures.

COUHTtSV KfUBtN lOHCH-MIUtR

"No Parking On The Dance Floor"

From Olympia, Wash., Dub Narcotic Sound System headlines a show

with Satisfact and Wandering Lucy tonight at 9 p.m. at the March Hall at

Amherst College. Tickets are just $1 for non-Amherst students.
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UMass Educational TV branches forth
By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

Starting tomorrow, Continental

Cablevision of Western
Massachusetts will begin airing the

new jewel in it's crown —
University of Massachusetts
Educational Television, more com-
monly known around* campus as

UMET.
A project of the School of

Education, UMET was designed to

create innovative, original, educa-

tional programming using available

assets from the University. The sec-

ond benefit the station has provided

is a learning laboratory for students

to get hands-on experience creating

educational television.

"We are very excited by this

extraordinary opportunity to share

the resources of the LJniversity with

the public," said Professor Liane

Brandon, UMETs co-director.

Brandon, an award-winning film-

maker in her own right, has been

teaching television and filmmaking

at UMass since, 1973.

The reach of UMET will stretch

far beyond the Pioneer Valley with

the new agreement with
Continental. Viewers will now num-
ber over 150,000 in 32 towns
throughout Western Massachusetts

and Northern Connecticut.

The University's influence is

directly seen with Scott Perry,

UMET's coordinator, and Kerri

Bishop, UMET graduate co-pro-

ducer. Perry, a former graduate stu-

dent in the School of Ed., and
Bishop, a current education gradu-

ate student, look over daily opera-

tions with the production along

with undergraduate and graduate

students who intern through the

semester.

"It's exciting to think that our
programs will be reaching a wider

audience than ever. I'm particulari-

ty happy that our grad students

and interns are getting this oppor-

tunity to see the results of all their

COU«TlSY COUHTNf Y SMITH

Harry LaCoste, a junior communications major, Kerri Bishop and Terrell Hill, UMET's Graduate Producers and
Scott Perry, UMET's coordinator, work on a new production.

hard work and dedication," says

Perry.

"Who Knows?" and "Fine Print"

are two of the shows viewers can

expect to see. "Who Knows?" fea-

tures campus experts answering stu-

dents questions such as "Why is

there salt in the ocean?" or "Why

do we sleep?". Featuring some of

the University's most acclaimed
authors, including Martin Espada

and Julius Lester, "Fine Print"

showcases informal discussions

taped locally at Wooton's Bookstore

in Amherst.

"I think it's one of the most

unique experiences; being able to

see faculty, grad students and
undergraduates coming together

to work on a project like this. The
fact that more people are going to

be able to benefit from this is

even more rewarding," says
Bishop.

Blues legend Junior Wells shakes the Iron Horse
By Ponogiohs Gianopoulos

Collegian Correspondent

JUNIOR WEILS
Iron Horse

Sept 28

NORTHAMPTON — When leg-

endary bluesman Junior Wells took

the stage Saturday night at the Iron

Horse, the eager audience was more

than ready for him. The Hornets, a

local six man band, had already

roused the audience with their

infectious jazzy blues. Blasts of

trumpet, harmonica and saxophone

punctuated Wally Gray's enthusias-

tic singing of songs such as "Start It

Up" and "She's Dynamite." As the

Hornets left the stage to allow

lunior Wells' band to take over, the

eager audience had begun shouting

for lunior.

lunior's band, comprised of mem-
bers ranging from Philadelphia,

Memphis. Atlanta and Chicago,
immediately broke into charged

instrumental blues. Trading solos,

the horn section, keyboardist and

guitarist riled the audience some
more, until the sweeping hush
began that meant Junior had

arrived.

He appeared by the staircase,

with only a wireless microphone, a

harmonica and his unarguable
charisma. He walked through the

crowd slowly, taking his time, play-

ing a few licks. When he made it to

the stage, he strutted to the front

and grinned. Whispering some
lyrics, shouting some others and

making his harmonica jump, lunior

led the song to its cymbal-crashing

finale and began a night of fantastic

blues.

He appeared as bold as ever in his

bright orange suit, purple sus-

penders and ubiquitous hat.

Garishly dressed and occasionally

unintelligible. Junior still had mem-
bers of the audience howling along

with him. Never tyrannical with the

band. Junior gave the skilled players

plenty of room for solos, even prod-

ding the keyboardist and guitarist to

play some more.

The songs, plenty of blues staples

like "Good Morning Little

Schoolgirl." "Little Red Rooster"

and "Got My Mojo Workin'" were

given a funky feel by the horn sec-

tion and Junior's deep, rowdy
vocals. His harmonica playing was

as piercing and distinctive as ever,

with both lightning riffs and plain-

tive melodies. Junior also amazed by

creating noises with his mouth that

most synthesizers can't produce. He
popped as loud as a backfiring truck

and whistled like a rainy, windy
night.

While the short set seemed to

eventually take its toll on the aging

Wells, it didn't keep him from living

up to his reputation as a manic stage

presence. Junior gTowled and yelped,

stomped and shook, hollering to

please the packed appreciative

house.

comnsY hay umagi

junior Wells

COilMMM CWIMIICJf........

Someone has to take the BQQT !!

UMass
Student
Legal
Services

545. 1995
orhcc cm TVDAW
922 CAMPUS CENTER

FREE
confidential
professional

legal services
for UMass
students!

FLEX
^niiep^lBS

FAR EAST MID EAST
Asian noodle soups, Arabian delights

salads & stir-fries salads & sandwiches

63 Main St. 31 Bolrwood Walk

253-9200 253-9299

OCMP Delivery Express
FOR SEMESTER!!
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water polo
continued from poge 10

win it with offense." Yarworth said. "You win all games

with defense."

Scott Stevens (who stalled for Staudenbauer) keyed

the UMass defensive effort, completely blanketing the

two-meter men of Brown.

The Minutemen's rejuvinated tenacity payed divi-

dends after Yarworth's strategic timeout as a Stevens

steal led to a Gabriel Marrero goal.

Marrero's goal shifted momentum and the in the

blink of an eye the Minutemen were within one, at 6-5,

and the Bears had to call a timeout.

The timeout seemed to take some of the wind from the

UMass sails, but the Minutemen drew a gust of wind from

the raucous crowd and ended the third period tied at eight.

Immediately after a Brown timeout early in the

fourth, Limardo drove up the middle of the pool and

unleashed a blast that rocked the back of the Brown net

and gave UMass a 10-8 lead.

The two northeastern powers went back and forth

from there, but a Brian Stahl two-point tally, and assist

to Ron Gonen essentially sealed the deal.

Earlier in the day, the Minutemen defeated M.l.T.

21-2 on the strength of Corey Koenneman's five-goal

effort. Geoff Gear had three goals and four assists as

Yarworth's bench lobbied for more playing time.

tennis
continued from page 10

co-captain Caroline Steele came back in their No. 2 and

No. 3 singles matches. With them posting 6-1. 7-6

(7-3) and 6-4, 7-5 wins respectively. UMass went on

to take two out of the next three matches, grabbing four

out of the six total singles points.

Steele and junior Marie Christine Caron were two out

of the three Minutewomen's double winners over the

weekend. They continued their successful ways in No. 1

doubles, beating the duo of Bonnie Colville and Katie

Umkeubo, 8-6. The team of Braunstein and junior Lana

Gorodetskaya may have a figure skating name, but they

don't play that, as they captured the other win in dou-

bles by beating Laura Colarusso and Maya Ridberg. 8-5.

Gorodetskaya was the other double winner for

UMass, as she easily defeated Phyllis Wan 6-2, 6-1 in

her No. 6 singles match.

baseball
continued from page 10

the Braves are far superior in every category.

The Padres, who took the NL West on the final

d*J of the season will contest the St. Louis
Cardinals, a team that is reeling after the loss of

center fielder Ray Lankford.

You have to like the Padres in this series. Led by

MVP- candidate Ken Caminili, the Pads should tri-

umph in what may come down to a battle between

the two most under- rated pitching staffs in base-

ball.

A Padres/Braves match-up would make for a

great series, and it is a possibility that San Diego

could upset the world champs. This series will go

down to the wire with the Braves reverting to their

heart-attack style of winning games to pull them
back to the Series.

In the junior circuit, the Rangers go up against

the Spankees in a well-matched series of good-hit-

ting, good- defense against good-pitching,
good-defense. Who wins? The Rangers because it

would be sacrilege to pick the Spanks.

The defending pennant-winning Indians go up
against the high-powered Orioles who held off a

barrage on the wild card to secure their berth in the

playoffs.

This will be a series dominated by long fly balls

and frequent trips to the mound. Hopefully there

won't be any spitting incidents. There won't be in

the second round as the good Alor.ar's team will

prevail with relative ease.

The Indians are going to kill New York. The
Spanks seemed to have Cleveland's number during

the regular season, but this isn't the regular season.

This scenario brings about a re-match of last

October's anti-climactic World Series between the

Indians and Braves.

In the battle of politically incorrect mascots, the

Braves have a better pitching staff, but the Indians

have better offense. Each team has a speedy
lead-off hitting center fielder. Both clubs have solid

defenses that rarely get tested due to their domi-

nance. The winner is...

Fred Hurlbrink, ]r. is a Collegian columnist.
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Robotman By Jim Meddick

By Jimmy Golen

Associated Press

BOSTON — There was a 6 19

start to the season and constant

gripes from the players at the end. At

some point in between, Boston gener-

al manager Dan Duquette decided

Kevin Kennedy had to go.

The Red Sox manager was fired

Monday despite a 171-135 record

over two seasons that included last

year's AL East division title and a

third-place finish this season after a

franchise-worst 2-12 start. But he did

it in a player-friendly style that

angered management.

Duquette said Kennedy failed in

three ways, he didn't have the players

prepared for opening day. he didn't

work well with prospects and pitch-

ers and he couldn't or wouldn't stifle

clubhouse criticism of the front

office.

"The manager for the Red Sox is

the front line of the management
team, and a key part of his job is to

focus a cohesiveness," said Duquette,

who met with Kennedy for an hour

Monday afternoon. "The season

ended much the way it started, with

not a lot of support for the team per-

spective on the front line."

Owner )ohn Harrington was
believed to be especially miffed at

Kennedy regarding the parting shots

of longtime Red Sox Mike Greenwell

and Roger Clemens, who criticized

management's hard-line tactics last

week while the Red Sox were techni-

cally, but not realistically, alive in the

wild-card race.

"It was abominable to me to see

players cleaning out their lockers

before the most important game of

the season," Duquette said of

Thursday's game against the New
York Yankees, which turned out to

be meaningless when Baltimore

clinched the wild-card berth earlier in

the day.

Duquette refused to accept part of

the blame for the dissension, which

largely focused on his hard-line nego-

tiating tactics and his rotisserie

approach to filling out a roster.

Instead, he blamed Kennedy for fail-

ing to win the players over to man-

agement's point of view.

Duquette also blamed Kennedy for

the team's unprecedented poor start,

saying the fielding failures that char-

acterized the first part of the Red Sox

season should have been ironed out

in spring training.

"Coming out of spring training our

team just was not prepared to play,"

Duquette said. "I thought in particu-

lar the team had a hangover from '95

going into the '96 season."

Kennedy, 42. could not be reached

for comment. But his supporters

would argue that Duquette filled the

team with designated hitters and

fielders playing out of position, then

acted surprised when they led the

league in errors through the early

part of the season.

The least controversial of

Duquette's assertions is that Kennedy

didn't work well with young players

and the pitching staff, a complaint

that dogged Kennedy in Texas, too.

The Rangers fired him in 1994 after

he led Texas to a strike-shortened AL

West title with a 52-62 record.

"The development program is only

beginning once the player hits the

major leagues," Duquette said. "Our

manager must be able to manage the

entire roster, not only the veterans on

the ballclub but the young players."

Duquette said he considered letting

Kennedy go after the team started 6-

19. but kept him "out of respect for

the job Kevin did last year." The Red

Sox had the best record in baseball.

49-28. after the All-Star break.

"If this team had played at the very

least 10-15 to start the year, we'd still

be playing, we'd be preparing for the

playoffs right now," Duquette said.

Kennedy, who has one year

remaining on his contract, is owed
$500,000 for the year remaining on

his contract, plus a $200,000 buyout

for the 1998 season.

|im Fregosi was fired Monday by

the Philadelphia Phillies and
Duquette said he, as well as ex-

Pirates manager |im Leyland would

be considered to replace Kennedy.

The managers of Boston's Triple-A

and Double-A affiliates, Buddy
Bailey and Ken Macha, and bench

coach Tim Johnson will also be con-

sidered.

With your help,

MDA is building a tomorrow

without neuromuscular diseases.

Muscular Dystrophy
Association

1-800-572-1717

113 Campus Center • University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545 1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS
i T*v1— >s looking tor new

members STG a a newer fraternity with

a different style Call Will for informa-

tion 6-4455

AUTO FOR SALE

IMC Olrjtmahilt Delta U $1000
Huns Great 323-1174

IMC Terete Low mileage, standard

S1000/BO 566 9501 After 5 00 pm

tM7 Maida 62C !?* miles but runs

great, standard shift P/W, P/l. sunroof,

priced for quick sale $1 200 firm 549

0701 days. 3219233 evenwgs

1M2 Teyele Svpra Good condition.

AT/PW/PD/PS/AM/fM CAS Call 546

0657 or (4131624- 3962

EMPLOYMENT
Sprint Break!! Earn Cash" Highest

Commissions 1 Lowest Pnces' Travel free

on onty 13 sales' Free Info 1 Sunsplashl

800-426-77IQ

Cruise Ships Miring - Earn up to

COOCWmonth World Travel Seasonal

and Full Time positions No eap neces

sary For info call 1 -206-971 3550 e«t

CS0015

Martiu—I Parks Hirirjf - Positions era

now available at National Parks. Forests

and Wildlife Preserves Excellent benefits

and bonuses' Call 1 206 971 3620 Em
N5O016 ^__
Trepicel deserts Hiring Students

needed 1 Entry level and career positions

available worldwide Call Resort

Employment Services 1206 9713600

E«l R5O012

ATTlNTiON All $TU0€lffl! Over"

6

billion public and private sector Grants

and scholarships are now available All

students are eligible Let us help For

more info call 1 800 263-6495 Eit

F50014

EMPLOYMENT
tional English in Japan. Taiwan or S

Korea No teaching background or Asian

Languages required For into call 206

971 3570 E« J50015

Now Hiring All Shifts Closing shifts

available with bonus program Hadley

BurgeiKing Ask tor Tim 584-5) 10

Couriter Help and Daytime Delivery

Persons Counter help must be able to

work 15-20 hr nights and weekends
Apply at D P Dough

Fndge Rentals Plus Free Delivery 253

9742

FOR RENT

4KSX Compact Laptop 4 meg RAM
120HD. MS Office 6 electronic pen.

Earn up to

S2S $45/hour teaching basic converse

FOR SALE

external CD ROM via PCMCIA. Canon

Bubble Jet Pnnter. $950 or best offer 549-

4850 Jason

Derm Fridges 18"«18* Cheap and deliv-

ered" Name Your Price' Call 585-1 154

Macintosh Pertoims 5215CD. 75MH2

CPU. 8MB RAM. 1GB HD. 15' monitor.

14 4 Fax/Modem. 16 Bit Sound Asking

$1500 080 Call 584-8402

INSTRUCTION
Bartend with University Bartending

50% student discount. Amherst classes

starting soon' Call 1 800-U-CAN MIX for

info

Boxing Lasssns w/D|ata Bumpus Call

for brochure 732 8817

WWW SUCCESS ORG Free business

education from American Institute

Entrepreneurship and Real Estate

Investment Courses Retire rich in ten

years

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

To my sweet and loving granddaughter

Happy Birthday your grandmama

INSTRUCTION
PC/MAC Tutoring Cheap instruction for

computer Patient, valuable help and

advice Setups, software. Internet

(413)772«33

MOTORCYCLES
ISO C8 650 $500 or BO 9650 mites

runs well must sell Call 5496646

MUSICIANS
Guitar Classes Stan S/10 Rentals and

lessons available 10 wks/$4000 FTUG

Pad 545-0579

Blues Jam Tims. 800pm Emerson 112

Check it out'

PERSONALS
Choices Not Chances Free contracep

tion education Every Mon ft Thurs 3

4 X and lues ft Wed 7-8 30pm in Rm
302 UHS Men and Women welcome

For more information call Health

Education Office 577-5181

Pregnant? Need help? Call Birthright of

Amherst area for free testing and assis

lance 549-1906

SERVICES

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade' In house servce. call Scream

Savers 549O083

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK! Earn cash' Highest

commissions/lowest prices' Travel tree

on only 13 sales" Free into ' Sunspiash

180O426 7710

WANTED
Warned 100 People New Metabolism

Breakthrough lose 5-100 lbs

Guaranteed Cost $35 (8001776-9503

Show them you really mean it.

Collegian Classifieds

••Happy Birthday Baby.

I not you a present.

Check the Classifieds

section in the\

CoUeqiagdLfcfe

Thanks A. /"

Rates
$2.00
minimum

/day

Students
20<t per

word

/day

All

others
40<£ per

word/day

NO
REFUNDS
Please write

clearly and
legibly. We are

not responsi-

ble for errors

resulting from
illegible

handwriting
or type.

ARIES
March 21 April 20
If thr pact ocrnu hectic, take

heart— it should slow down In the

near future Creative thinking will

also help ease the stress You may
be able to find a shorter path from

point to point.

TAURUS
April 21-IUT21
Gossiping this wrrk has an

unlntmdrd effect, so it may be

wtarr to refrain A poor opinion

someone? has already formed about

you will become set In stone this

week If you're not careful.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21
It's a good time to lake matters

into your own hands and get

things settled—you II be more
satisfied when the decision Is

made, whatever It is. Manage
money carefully, because a trig

purchase could be In the offing.

CANCER
June 22-July 22
Although taking a vacation this

week would be wonderful. It may
not be the responsible thing to do

Refresh yourself with a few small

Indulgences, like a hot bath, and
then plan a real trip for a more

convenient time

Ujp
July 23-August 23
A provocative encounter keeps you

guessing as the week progreaaes.

Subtle hints could further your

cause—just be sure that outsiders

aren't watching, or you may
attract more than your share of

attention

VIRGO
August 24-September 22
A powerful person's act of

compassion Is food for thought,

both for you and a close friend

Take It to heart, because you may
have an opportunity to make
someone else's life easier In the

near future.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Maintaining a good frame of mind

may take up much of your energy

It may be wiser to let tempers flare

and die of their own accord, rather

than trying to keep the seas calm

by force.

SCORPIO
October 24-Norember 22
Someone close to you may have an

attitude problem If so. try to stay

out of their way. It's not In your

best interest to try to Improve their

mood, since they may take It out

on you In a very unpleasant way.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
The energetic approach yields great

results this week and keeps you

feeling great A peaceful weekend

with a dear companion Is advisable

as a way to maintain your good

mood and productivity

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Maintaining your self respect

this week may be difficult, with

pressure coming from s dozen

different directions. Try to keep

your equanimity Intact, and don't

sell yourself short—you can do It.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18
A creative solution to an old

problem earns you respect at work

Be careful that you only take the

credit which Is due you. however

Take the opportunity to toot

another's horn if you can— it will

reflect well on you.

PISCES
February l»-March 20
Another person's mistakes may
appear to be your fault. Don't

worry, because the truth will come
out eventually Meanwhile, take

the fallout with as much grace as

you can muster and try to avoid

pointing fingers.

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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ACROSS
1. Wither

«. Jot»(Upo*«>

8. Gee
IS. Hetoer

14. It may Be sohd ornte

16 Bowery bum
16 -Four and seven

years ago ..:

17. Team stats

16 Possessive wort)

18. Roadgudee
Onagers

Haunches
24. Ponton

26. Pluckiest

Resolute

OneOeyat
(2 words)

34. Become aware ol

36. Between Sun
and Tun

36 Ceremony

37. In tie future

36. Electrical unit

38. Hydrocarbon suttu

48. Averse

41. Dhole's prey

42. Answers

44. Teary

Lync poems
Tracy nee Truehean

47. Taenia*

68. Breather

Guscamole. tor

example

64. 'I'm n Love with a

Guy
67. Mrs Peiron

68. Engksh composer

n
23

29

33

46.

46

51

60. liver spread

61. Tore asunder

62 * and shed a

enter

63. "Me and Jones'

64. Shed games

DOWN
1. Flair

2. Ctvnese staple

3 The kitchen stir*

4. ' the land of me
Ires .

"

6 Assumption

6 Inning's six

7 Watson snd CnoVs
shock

6. Newsman Rather

8. Distorts

16. Takes the laurels

11 Bus Slop piaywngnt

12. Hal-m-the-nng action

14. Recipe arms

16 -Beyond the See'

singer Bobby
21. Verykkefy

23 Rope fiber

24. Yogurt flavor

25. Israeli city

26 One with a dropped

27. Seek penance

28. Gestures sasntty

26. Fender marks

30. Mirror reflection

31. Elector

32. Ledger unit

34. Guides

37. Sharpen a razor

36 Comics

40. Hunting cabm

41. Oencxogists, often

43. Thirst over

44. Director Craven

46. Prefix lor scope or

vision

47. KIM any
48 Foh stones

46. Stack Beauty author

Bjpaajl

60. Grooves

61. Sutherland or Sits

62

.

Lot unit

S3 Lay endnote

66. Disc speed (abtx )

66. The Side'

66. Area labor)

Personals Policy
1

.

All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-

TIONS
4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm

room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals

section may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates,

advertise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and

the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

Standard Headings
Activities Miscellaneous

Announcements Motorcycles

Apartment For Personals

Rent Room For Rent

Auto For Sale Room Wanted

Employment Roommate
Entertainment Wanted

For Sale Services

Found (2 days Free) Summer Sublet

Happy Birthday To Sublet

Houses For Rent Travel

Instruction Transportation

Lost Wanted to Rent

Musicians Wanted
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DON'T JUMP TO CON
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IjJHO CVj/l'tt MOPING Hfc^
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WINK. Vm ^WATt\loN

UiELL BE. HAVING AN
150 lOOO AUDIT SOON.

THEY'LL CHECK TO 5EE
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DOCUMENTED PROCEDURES

FOB, EVERYTHING
U)E DO

I'VE DIVIDED OUR
PREPARATION TASKS
INTO TLOO GROUPS:

UNETHICAL AND
UNPRODUCTIVE.

I'LL TRAIN OUR DEPARTMENT

TO LIE TO THE AUDITOR

VOU CAN DOCUMENT OUR
INANE
PROCEDURES (no FAIR.

YOU DID
UNETHICAL

LAST TltAE

TOO' I

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick
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8 Years In Braces By Eric Peterson
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University2 By Frank Cho Clese to Home By John McPherson

We have a roof leak in

our house.

My dad's tried to find out

where it's coming from. The

only thing he's sure of is that it

only happens when it rains.

It drips into the fish tank.

Actually the fish seem

healthier.

My mom and dad are

divorced.

When I asked my mom if

my dad can keep coming over

to try to find the leak, she

started to cry.

I guess she felt sorry for

the fish.

What a babe. She is so

sensitive.

Life is good.

Generation X By Chris Lehman

^ve's coming T6

OUR ^0$ PARTY ? HE
HATED IT LfoT Ye/\R.

r

WELL.HE avJtS

FoRHElPJN6H»M

GET HIS Job AT
TWE BANK

ME]\$0\\£'SCoi*\&To
a>R '20s PARTY...

wirn a jheri CuriJ

No WAYi

T
"I'm sorry, Mrs. Morris, but to prevent office

visits from dragging on, the HMO requires

that I answer only yes or no questions.*

VIVA LA REVOLUCION!

Write for black affairs,

Developing Nations g
or multicultural
Affairs!'

Come down to the '

collegian
OR
CALL US AT 545-1851

Today's Staff

Tara MK Connelly
Night Editor

Mark McGrath
Copy Editor

James Stanley

Photo Technician

Brian Inocencio

Production Supervisor

"Happy Birthday Sarah'-Bobby
Thang "Tyla" Vo

Production
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Quote of the Day

a
Don't treat me like a

goddess, I'm only a

queen.

-Overheard in bed

»

Dining Commons Mono
MtMiv unavallobU.

PUaso refer to this guide
to h»lp you dsxicU where to oot.

I First, go get some dice Jp> ^JK"."^
(6 sided, preferably). ^T^sfif^f

2 Find one you like,
-•"*

and roll it.

If you roll:

Co to Franklin D.C. for dinner.

"~«1 Co to Berkshire D.C. for dinner.

~^1 Co to Hampshire D.C. for dinner.

• •! Co to Worcester D.C. for dinner.

•""•] Get Pizza for dinner!

Roll again.

Spsrty* am) Sparky tha Rradofl* srs trsrJsnisrka of ths NfPA
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The Massachusetts

Sports Notice:

There will be a MANDATORY meeting for all Collegian sports
staff on Thursday night at 7 p.m. in the Collegian office. If you
can't attend, you must caii Casey or Chris at 545-1 762. Sports
UM polo tames Bears in come^fronvbehind win
By Fred HuHbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

After dealing the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Engineers a crushing 21 -2 defeat and sustaining the loss of
Marc Staudenbauer. a leader in and out of the pool, to a

season-ending thumb fracture, the University of
Massachusetts water polo team was faced with the unenvi-

able task of swimming off against the Bears of Brown
University.

In front of a boisterous and partisan, crowd, the
Minutemen
pulled out an

Brown defense came up with a pair of blocked shots to
squelch the UMass rally.

Massachusetts continued to play lethargic defense. The
Bears took advantage of the lack of Minuteman inspiration

to the tune of a 6-2 second period lead.

After a Brown scoring drive on which the Bears

two-meter men abused "Tiny Tim" Troupis (145 Ibv).

Yarworth called a time out that served as a wake up call

for the sluggish UMass squad.

"I told [the team] that it is a long game, it'-- time to settle

down and try to win it with defense; they were trying to

Turn to WATER POLO, page 8

UM Field hockey

defeats Temple

Massachusetts 15

Brown 1

edge-of-your-seat, nail-biting, 15- 14 victory on a night

that marked the first ever live radio broadcast of a colle-

giate water polo match.

UMass (10-2. 6-0 Eastern Water Polo Association)
came out sluggishly, apparently feeling the affects of the

loss of Staudenbauer and fell behind the Bears early play-

ing lazy defense while Brown came out aggressively and
played tough on both ends of the pool.

"This team continues to mystify me at times when they

come out and aren't ready to play," coach Russ Yarworth
said. "They were admittedly distracted by Marc being hurt,

but they found a way to pull it together — which was
nice."

The Minutemen actually took the first lead of the game
on a sensational goal by |.C. Limardo.

Brown quickly struck back with two scores — one
counting for two points — and led 3-1 early in the first

period.

The Bears were tenacious on defense throughout, which
often got them in foul trouble. The Minutemen had a

chance to capitalize on an early man-up situation, but the

THANC VO ( COUfGIAN

Freshman Ryan Gray contributed three goals along with strong defense to the Minutemen's 21-2 dismissal of
M.I.T.

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

The undercliissinan tandem of Erica lohnston

and Saskia Fuchs continued to produce offensive

sparks for the Massachusetts field hockey team as

t h e

UMass men's soccer shoots Owls out of sky
Back-up goal keeper JeffJablonski records shutout in second straight start

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

Maybe the Massachusetts men's soccer team likes to

play on the road.

After two uneventful games at home including a 1-1

overtime tie with New Hampshire and a 1-0 loss to
Hartford, the Minutemen travelled to Philadelphia for a
pair of games, kicking off Atlantic 10 conference play.

When the dust settled. UMass improved its record to 5—2-1

overall. 2-0-0 in the A-10.

After shutting out St. foe's 1-0 last

Friday on a Tashi Tshering goal late in the

first half, the Minutemen earned their sec-

ond straight shutout with a 3-0 white-
washing of Temple.

The first goal in UMass' drubbing of the Owls (2-6-0.
0- 2-0 in the A-10) came 56 minutes into the match
when junior forward Mike Butler scored from seven
yards out. collecting a cross from sophomore midfielder
Scott Regina giving the Minutemen an early 1-0 advan-
tage.

In the second half, it was the loenal Castma show as the

junior forward scored the first two goals of his college

career just minutes apart. The Uniondale, NY. native has
not seen much time on the pitch since he suffered an

Massachusetts

Temple

ankle injury in a pre-season scrimmage against Brown.
Castma notched goals two and three for UMass in the sec-

ond frame of the match cinching the win for his club.

The first shot found the back of the net 78 minutes into

the game when Castma collected a short pass from Butler

from 1 1 yards out sending it past Temple keeper Tim Keddie.

Castma's second goal of the day came
less than four minutes after his first,

when he fired a shot from 1 4 yards out

for an unassisted tally.

"[Castma] has had an

ankle injury for most of

the season and he's just

coming back," UMass
assistant coach Mike
Gibbons said. "It's

apparent that he is starting to come back
out of his shell and played well for us."

Butler led the way for UMass in the

shutout with one goal and an assist on
the day. On the other side of the ball, sophomore net-min-
der Jeff (ablonski notched his second consecutive start, not
to mention his second consecutive shutout. With three
saves against Temple, lablonski's record improved to
2-0-0 while the Owl's Keddie stopped seven shots in the

defeat.

(ablonski got the nod just minutes before Friday's match
against St. |oe's. Starting keeper Tim Pewaon Buffered I

shoulder injury in the pregame warm up and was unable to

suit up for the game.

"Tim hurt his shoulder in the warm up at St. |oes. and |eff

had no idea he was starting until 15 minutes before the

game," Gibbons said. "He did a

great job for us out there and I

know coach |Sam] Koch was very

happy with his performance."

The Minutemen did lOBC
thing they have not done as of

IMK out shoot an opponent. In

the weekend's rout over
Temple. UMass outshot the
Owls 1 1-7. Thus far in the sea-

son, the Minutemen have not

inundated opposing goals with
shots However, with solid play

in the midfield. coach Koch and
his club have showed that it is not necessarily quantity,

but quality that wins games.

Massachusetts is back on the road next weekend
when it travels to Blacksburg. Va. on Friday where
they will face Virginia Tech at 4 p.m. as A-10 competi
tion rolls on.

"He did a great job for

us out there and I know
coach [Sam] Koch was
very happy with his perfor

mance.

"

- Mike Gibbons on Jeff

Jablonski

Massachusetts

Temple

Minutewomen beat Temple 3-1 in conference
action Saturday in Philadelphia.

The No. 5 Minutewomen overpowered Temple
to improve their record to 7-1. 2-0 in the Atlantic

10. Temple drops to 3-4, 0-2 in the A-10.
When the game was over, the No. 1 5 Owls could

literally count their shots on one hand, as the

Minutewomen held a decisive edge in that category.

22-5.

lohnston. a sophomore forward, put
Massachusetts on the board in first half when she

netted an unassisted goal just under 19 minutes
into the game. The tally, lohnston's sixth on the

year, gives her the team lead in goals scored.

lunior Sharon Hughes, who notched her first goal

of the season against Boston College two weeks ago,

scored her second goal of the campaign just before

intermission. Freshman Christine Millbauer assisted

on the eventual game winner for the Minutewomen.
Freshman Saskia Fuchs tallied her fifth goal of

the season, an unassisted goal, only two minutes
into the second period. Fuchs has been a force for

the UM;iss offensive unit this season, having paid

immediate dividends since she assumed her spot on
the Minutewoman front line.

Temple was able to muster an attack, scoring off

a penalty corner with 21:47 remaining in regulation

to break up UMass' shutout bid. Cherifa Nouii
notched her fifth goal of the season with the score.

Katrina Wolfe and Claudia Ovchinnikoff were
credited with the assists.

The goal marked the first time that UMass has
allowed a goal off a penalty corner all year. Senior
goalie Hilary Rose had yet to allow a goal off of a

penalty stroke this season. Temple connected on
one of two corners Saturday, while UMass couldn't

convert any of its 1 2 penalty corner opportunities.

Rose only had to stop four shots befcre collecting

the win. Temple goalie Deb Brown made 19 saves

The UMass defensive corps of Laura Phelan. Melanie
Gore. Amy Ott and |en Gutzman have been responsi-

ble for knotting up opponents' scoring drives all season.

The Minutewomen will next play on Wednesday
when Northeastern visits Totman Field. The game
will be the first on-campus game for UMass this

mean, after a rainout forced the postponement of
the Sept. 18 scheduled contest with Yale.

After the mid-week game on campus, the
Minutewomen return to the site of their season-open-

ing win to take on No. 2 North Carolina and new
Atlantic 10 opponent West Chester. West Chester
enters the conference us a field hockey only participant.

Both games, which will be played on Saturday
and Sunday respectively, will be held at Westfield

State College where an artificial turf field is avail-

able.

End of an era looms as

Rocket Man may leave

Boston: We have a problem.

If Red Sox management contin-

ues its stubborn brand of business,

the Fenway faithful may just have
• seen the last of Roger Clemens

Clemens, the man who struck out

20 batters in one game — twice!

The man who has won three
American League Cy Young
awards, and an MVP trophy.

The Rocket Man.

The pitcher who should have,
could have, was this close to win-

ning the sixth game of the '86

World Series. Clemens, the man
who is tied with Cy Young on the

all time Red Sox list in wins (192)

and shutouts (38). Clemens, the
fireballer who has struck out more
than 2500 opposing

batters in his 1

3

years in a Red Sox
uniform.

Clemens. the

Rocket, Rocket
Roger could have
rambled around the

Fenway mound for

the last time.

It doesn't seem
plausible to be even

thinking of the

Rocket launching from any pad but

the one on which Young and Babe
Ruth and Smoky |oe Wood toiled

during their illustrious careers in

the Hub
It just doesn't sit right in the

stomach to think that Roger might
actually pitch against the Red Sox.

Clemens has been a hero, an idol,

an icon to many of us for over a

decade, and no matter what hap-
pens, his legacy will reach far

beyond the confines of next season.

If. indeed we have seen the last of

#21 on the back of a Red Sox pitch-

er (and m( assured, if Clemens
ain't wearing it nobody is), then he
huv left us with so many memories
and anecdotes.

So many reasons for us not to

hate him for leaving.

What more can I say about the

man I grew up wanting to be like:

the man whose high leg kick and
intense mound mannerisms I dupli-

cated for hours upon hours in my
back yard until it was too dark for

my little brother to catch my blaz-

ing 50 mph fastball.

He is officially a Boston sports

legend, one of the greatest pitchers

in the history of the Red Sox and
one of the more dominating in

major league history. The Rocket is

a Hall of Fame calibre pitcher
whose plaque in Cooperstown
should show him donning a blue

cap with a red-scripted "B" on the

front.

I can't imagine seeing the Red
Sox standing on the first base line

on an early April morning at

Fenway Park,

facing the

American flag

and center

field and not

seeing a crim-

son 2 1 on a

gleaming
white jersey.

I just can't

imagine it.

It's just not

right.

• Shifting gears, the playoff
match-ups are set and look to pro-

vide a lot of excitement to the gen-

eral baseball populous, even if the

Sox are playing golf.

In the National League, the

Atlanta Braves cruised into the

post sciison as they look to defend

their world series title. The Bravos

will face a Los Angeles team that

takes punch after punch and keeps

coming back.

First, they lost Brett Butler, then

they lost Tommy Lasorda. then

they lost Butler again, and most
recently they stumbled into the

playoffs as the wild card team after

relinquishing their title to the surg-

ing San Diego Padres.

The Dodgers will put up some
fight like all proud teams do, but

Fred

Hurlbrink jr.

Baseball &i

UM's Aller-Huckins win Army title in Jersey
A moving experience; team goes south for West Point win

By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Turn to BASEBALL page 6

This weekend on the campus of Rutgers
University in Piscataway, N.J., the Massachusetts
men's tennis doubles team of junior Alex Aller and
sophomore Mark Huckins captured the B Flight

doubles title at the West Point Invitational. The
Minuteman tandem defeated the team from
Cornell University of Steve Kay and Pete Coleman
by a score of 8-6 in the championship match
Sunday afternoon.

Just in case you might be wondering, the Army
engineers did not move the venerable institution to

beautiful northern New lersey in just a weekend.
Due to technical difficulties (i.e. court resurfac-

ing), the tournament had to be moved to
Piscataway from its original site of West Point.

N.Y.

Even though the duo of Aller and Huckins
would have probably enjoyed bringing the title

back for the UMass men's tennis team (4-0 over-

all), the Invitational is run as a series of individual,

and not team, tournaments.

Additional awards also went to Aller, as he
defeated Tom Shahine of Boston University in the

B Flight Consolation singles title final. 6-3, 6-1.

Freshman Rob Manchester lost a tough match in

the C Flight singles title final, as he was unable to

capitalize on a good weekend's work with a 6-4,

6-3 defeat to the hands of Bloomsburg's Paul
Hunsburger. Aller in all, the men's team had a

productive weekend, as they had already won five

singles and two doubles matches on the first day
of competition on Friday.

•••

The Massachusetts women's tennis team (3-0)

continued their good start to the season, defeating

Columbia University by a 5-2 margin this past

Saturday afternoon in New York. N.Y.

The Minutewomen overcame two, tough early

singles matches to roll to the victory. After sopho-
more lackie Braunstein's 6-1, 6-2 defeat in the

No. I singles, junior Noelle Orsini and junior

Turn to TENNIS, page 8

courriSY media m lations

Junior Caroline Steele and head tennis coach |udy Dixon confer between matches. The
Minutewomen beat Columbia this weekend to improve to 3-0.

Donaghue, women s XC takes third; men finish 11th
Corey P. Goodman
Collegian Correjpondent

The Massachusetts women's cross

country team returns to Amherst this

week weary after a hard fought
third-place finish at the Meet of
Champions in the Bronx, N.Y.
Saturday.

Rebecca Donaghue was UMass'
top finish^.-, crossing the line in

eighth place with a time of 18:36

Following Donaghue was an
impressive performance from Katie

Greenia. The senior from
Morrisville, Vt. ran a strong race fin-

ishing ninth, only 22 seconds off

Donaghue's pace at 18:58.

Junior Christy Martin, from
Leicester, turnnd in another excel-

lent showing finishing 1 3th. clocking

in at 19:07.

Coming in fourth for the

Minutewomen. and 23rd overall, was
veteran runner Molly Dunlap of

Hingham. who finished with a time

of 19:35.

Rounding out UMass' top five fin-

ishers, was freshman Sharon
Tillotson, who crossed the line 33rd.

at 19:53.

Despite a gutsy effort by coach

lulie LaFreniere's Minutewomen.
No. 7 Villanova stole the show in the

Bronx. The deep, fleet-footed

Wildcat squad crushed the rest of

the 19-team field, finishing with an

insurmountable 23 point total.

Coastal Carolina was clearly the

surprise of the meet, finishing ahead

of UMass in second place with 55

points.

Rounding out the top five teams

were UMass (third with 86 points),

Army (fourth with 1 19 points), and

Princeton (fifth with 121 point 1-)

I^Freniere's Minutewomen will be

resting their legs the next few days

while they enjoy a much deserved
week off. UMass will return to action

on Saturday, October 12th, when
they travel to Bethlehem, PA to com-
pete in the Paul Short Invitational.

The Massachusetts men's cross

country team returns to campus this

week after placing 1 1th at the Meet

of Champions Saturday, alongside

the Minutewomen.
UMass was led by Senior runner

Mathew Behl. The Minuteman stand

out. from Granville, crossed the line

4 1 st overall, with a time of 26:54.
Senior Mike Macieko, out of Deer

Park. NY., finished second for
UMass, 59th overall, with a time of
27:13.

Two seconds behind Macieko's
pace was Junior Ryan Carrera. from
Holliston. who finished 61st.

Rounding out UMass' top five
runners were sophomores Brian
Hughes and Daniel Leboeuf, who
finished 77th and 128th respective-
ly.

As for the rest of the pack. Army
cruised to victory with a 56 point
total. Not too far behind were the
Nittany Lions from Penn State, who
closed out the day in second place
with 78 points
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Do you hear
what I hear?

Collegian staff

rate the new
albums. Check out
what we thought of

Rusted Root, Noa
and more (See Arts

& Living, page 6).

>^ \

Minutewomen look
to handle Huskies

Sophomore Erica

lohnston and the

Massachusetts field

hockey team take

on Northeastern
today at 3:30 p.m
(See Sports, page
10).

WORLD

UK lady delivers three

after conceiving eight

LONDON (AP) — Her doctors
say she needs a miracle.

Mandy Allwood. the 32-year-

old Briton who conceived eight

babies with the help of fertility

drugs then peddled her story to a

newspaper, was hospitalized in

stable condition yesterday after

losing three of the fetuses.

She now runs a serious risk of

losing more.

Miss Allwood is receiving pow-
erful drugs to stop her womb from
contracting and delivering the
remaining five fetuses premature-
ly. Now in their twentieth week,
the fetuses need five more weeks
in the womb to have a chance of
surviving, doctors say.

"I think that is unlikely, but we
do not give up hope," said Donald
Gibb, a consulting obstetrician at

King's College Hospital in

London. He said the drugs are
effective for days, at most. "I don't

normally use the word miracle,
but it was something I nearly said

to Ms. Allwood" when she gave
birth to three boys on Monday,
Gibb said. Each weighed less than
seven ounces "and would fit in the

palm of my hand." he said.

NATION

Federal officials set to

vacuum ocean floor

SMITHTOWN, N.Y. (A.P.) —
Frustrated by the lack of tell-tale

clues to the explosion of TWA
Flight 800, the federal government
is considering vacuuming the
ocean floor to recover tiny pieces
of wreckage.

lames Kallstrom. an FBI assis-

tant director, said yesterday that

the vacuuming would capture
pieces so small they could fit in

the palm of a hand.

Even tiny pieces could help
show whether the Boeing 747
was destroyed by a missile, a

bomb or a mechanical malfunc-
tion. An ambitious salvage expe-
dition has brought up more than
85 percent of the plane without
providing an answer to what hap-

pened on |uly 17. Kallstrom said

no decision whether to vacuum
will be made until investigators
"satisfy ourselves that we have all

the pieces that the divers can
bring up."

"We may do some sort of work
down in the muck. We don't
know for certain. It may not be
dredging or raking. We may
decide to vacuum," he said.
"Treasure hunters vacuum up silt,

filter it out, and find little pieces
of gems left. That's what we're
thinking of doing."
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Escort service changes policy;

safety of students questioned

Obscene caller bothers students

_ MUMTH MOWN \ COLliClAN
Recent changes in the van escort service pick-up and drop- off locations has some students concerned

about safety.

By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

In an attempt to minimize the wait for a campus
night escort van. the University of Massachusetts
Department of Public Safety has altered their pick-up
and drop-off procedures. This change, however, has
sparked student concern about the effectiveness of the
escort service.

The driving escorts, which formerly dropped students
off at individual residence halls, is now only letting stu

dents off in centralized locations in the residential areas.

"We're attempting to try new things, without being
locked into any one thing, in order to minimize the
waiting period for vans." s.iid |ohn Luippold. chief of
UMass police. "That includes looking at new pick-up
and drop-off points and utilizing walking escorts as a
primary response, with vans to cover more isolated
areas — for example, parking lots

"We changed the procedure to cut down on waiting
time and to indent whtf for the driver and students."
said Lawrence Holmes, deputy chief of security.

The change in Southwest Residential Area has
aroused student concern because the pick-up and
drop-off site is now the area known as the
"Horseshoe" parking lot. located behind the Hampden
Munchie Store.

|enn Corbett, a junior Student Government
Association (SGA) senator from Kennedy Residence
Hall, does not feel that the new drop-off location is safe.

"I called to complain about how escort was drop-
ping off at the Horseshoe, and they transferred me to a
chief, who told me he would hold a staff meeting that
Tuesday and call me back — he never called me back."
Corbett said.

"One time I asked to get an escort, and talked to a
student supervisor, who asked me to walk to the
Hampden Munchie Store," Corbett said. "When I

complained, they told me the drivers don't feel safe
because objects have been thrown at the vans from
dorm windows."

"I had a real concern driving vans on the mall by
Washington tower," Holmes said. "It's really not for
vehicles, it's a pedestrian area.

"We've had things thrown at the vans — a lightbulb
was recently thrown at a cruiser," Holmes said.

Police have also reported a cinder block being
thrown out of a tower window this semester.

"Imagine if a vehicle was hit by a cinder block. It

would go through the roof." Ilolmes said. "I don't
think we should continue to drive in pedestrian areas.

"The Hampden area is pretty active, and well lit,"

Holmes said.

Holmes explained that the department owns two
vans, and also uses a car, to try to meet the demands
of students who want rides.

"Most schools don't even run security past 3 a.m.,"
Holmes said. "Our van escort runs from 5 p.m. - 3
a.m., but if someone calls later than that, we'll help
them."

Holmes' main concern is the time factor. He feels

that students calling from remote parking lots should
not have to wait long by themselves.

"People have gotten used to door to door service."

Holmes said. "When you give people convenience, it's

difficult to take it back."

"I don't understand how they can expect students to
walk in an area they don't feel safe to drive in," Corbett
said.

University of Massachusetts
police reported yesterday that
several obscene phone calls were
made to students on campus from
an off-campus location.

"We've been receiving an
increase in reports of annoying
phone calls where the male calling

will say he won a large sum of
cash and then move the conversa-

tion to one about sex," said |ohn
Luippold. chief of the University

Police Department.

According to Luippold. the
caller will initially say he won the

lottery and is conducting a survey

as to how a student would spend
the money. He will then turn the

conversation into one about sexu-

al activity.

"This is an early indication of
what I've seen in the past,"
Luippold said. "A caller will ask
legitimate types of questions, then
move into sexual overtones. The

lottery' is a new take."

Some similar obscene calls
students have received in the
past involved a man calling, stat-

ing he was a doctor and con-
ducting a medical survey, and
also a caller stating he was dying
and only had a few weeks to
live.

Luippold said because the calls

are being made from an off-cam-
pus location they are difficult to
trace. If a caller targets a specific

number and calls more than once,
the police can then trace the
phone call.

Luippold said students should
be aware of some of the signs of
these obscene phone calls — in

this instance, the lottery ploy.

Any student who receives an
obscene phone call should report

it to the police department imnie
diately.

— Laura Stock

UM to host "Science Days"
By Daniel E. Levenson
Collegian Staff

Turn to ESCORT page 2

The University of Massachusetts at

Amherst will host "Science Days," on
Oct. 3. 15 and 16. This program is

designed to introduce high school
students to what goes on at the
University.

Diana Blazis, Associate Dean of
the College of Natural Sciences and
Mathematics, said that "Science
Days" presents students with a vari-

ety of ways to learn about scientific

tesearch conducted here.

"The main goal is to demonstrate
to teachers and students the kind of
opportunities and research that exists

at UMass," Blazis said.

She explained that, as a University

engaged in research in different

UfU, undergraduate students can,
and do, play an integral role in these

scientific endeavors

"Undergraduates really can do work
here that gets published," Blazis said

The College of Food and Natural
Resources is also involved with the

program this year. Martha Kegelis.

director of student recruitment for

the college, will be working in con-
junction with Blazis.

Entrance into the program is in

such high demand that basically the

same format will be offered on each
of the three days. This will allow a

larger number of students and
schools to participate in the three,

separate one-day programs and
receive similar instruction.

"We try to offer the same range of
activities on each of the three days."

Blazis said.

Throughout the course of the pro-

gram, laboratories and classrooms will

be opened up so the participants can
see what facilities undergraduates and
researchers use to conduct research.

Students will also be hearing lec-

tures by professors in various fields

which will be geared towards high
school students

A lecture given by Steve Goodwin
from the microbiology department,
entitled "The Biology of Trash." will

educate students about biological
solutions to solid and hazardous
waste, as well as what goes on in

landfills, biologically.

)ohn Newsted from the environ-
mental sciences program will be
speaking on the "Impact of
Contaminants on Wildlife." which
examines on the effects of organic
and inorganic chemicals on wildlife.

Joe Kunkel from the biology
department will be presenting a lec-

ture entitled, "What's Up With Eggs
and Wings." He will be talking about
using new techniques to solve prob-
lems in human fertility and other
related research.

The program, which began in 1991
is expected to draw approximately
750 students from more than 25
schools.

Wideman reads from new book
The Cattle Killing explores theme of 18th century love story

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

"Fire Tuesday"
HI/AWTH MOWN \ COUfGIAN

A portion of the drum section of the UMass marching band, from
left to right, |ohn Voegtlin, Damon Grant, Chris Berchin and Kevin
Smith, performed "Fire Tuesday" outside of the Old Chapel yester-
day afternoon.

The first of four Distinguished
Faculty Lectures of the year took pine
yesterday at Memorial Hall featuring a

reading by Master of Fine Arts English

professor/author |ohn Edgar Wideman.
"The Distinguished Faculty Lectures

greatly contribute to the intellectual life

of the University." said Chancellor
David K. Scott as he introduced
Wideman.

"Wideman has an understanding of
African American culture which tran-

scends either one race or one time peri

od." said Scott.

Before he began the reading,
Wideman said that he does not write
because he has answers, but instead,

because he has questions.

"Wideman reveals as much about his

deepest self as any artist," said Scott.

"Writing is a way of being in the
world." said Wideman. "Writing pro-
vides a compass which allows me to
live my life."

Wideman stressed that it was espe-

cially important for students to find

something which made them feel good
in a world so full of price tags and
money.

Wideman read from his most recent

book, 77ie Cattle Killing, for approxi-
mately 30 minutes to an audience of
over 1 25 persons.

The author explained that The Cattle

Killing was a love story. The book
involves a young man living in the 18th
century who is telling a story to a
woman who is partly a spirit. She
seems to be leaving the earth. The sto-

ries which the man tells the woman
keep her alive, which Wideman
believes is definitive of love.

"People enact in a non-physical and
physical world." said Wideman, "I

wanted this book to relay that to peo-
ple."

After he finished reading, Wideman
said that writing and music were very
similar.

"Spontaneity and improvisation are
very important to writing," said
Wideman. "That is a star that I am

shooting at."

Wideman said that The Cattle Killing

was a book that questioned the whole
relationship of all Americans to other

Americans, specifically black to white

"To this day the coming together of

people in America is incomplete." said

Wideman. "There is a historical failure

of people in this country to come
together."

In his next book Wideman plans to

write about a black woman who has
suffered the loss of her children to the

circumstances of current urban society.

Turn to WILDEMAN page 3

fll/AMTM MOWN » COUIC1AN
Professor |ohn Edgar Wideman read from his new novel yesterday after-

noon at Memorial Hall.
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Wednesday, Oct. 2

I oik Dancing — All are welcome at Hillel House. 588

N. Pleasant St., to have fun and learn. Teaching sessions

will be held from 7:30-8:30 p.m. and a review and
request session will follow from 8:30-9:15 p.m. No expe-

rience is necessary.

Fund Raiser — Alpha Phi Omega, a national co-ed ser-

vice fraternity, is sponsoring the third annual Blue Bowl, a

football game between the UMass and Amherst police.

The game, held at Amherst Regional High School, will

start at 7:30 p.m. Tickets, including a raffle for a stereo,

will be available at the game for $5 each. Proceeds go to

benefit the North Valley Special Olympics. For more
information, call 584-9377.

Meeting— The Distinguished Visitor's Program (DVP)

will be having an informational meeting at 7 p.m. in

Campus Center room 811. Anyone interested in bringing

a speaker to campus is invited to attend. Help us prepare

for our upcoming speaker, Nadine Strossen. For more
information, call 545-0046.

Meeting — The Student Health Advisory Board
(SHAB) will meet at University Health Services (UHS) in

room 304 from 5:30-6:30 p.m. All are welcome to attend.

For more information, contact the Health Education

office at UHS at 577-5181.

Poetry — Claudia's Cafe presents an open poetry read-

ing and poetry slam at 8 p.m. The Ozark's Poet Collective

will be featured. There is a $2 cover charge at the door,

and sign ups for the slam will begin at 7:30.

Poetry — The UMass Poetry Society will be holding its

weekly meeting in the Campus Center, room 905, at 7:30

p.m. Come to read, or just to listen and enjoy. For more

information, call Tim at 546-0562.

RSO Education — National Student Voter Education

Day from noon-9 p.m. in the Campus Center auditori-

um. Voter registration and many RSO's with informa-

tion on different student issues will be available. Open
mike and roundtable discussion; potential political

speaker. For more information, contact Leigh at

545-0199.

Seminar — Michael Menaker, from the department of

biology at the University of Virginia, will speak on the

"Mammalian Orcadian Axiz and its Roots," at 4 p.m. in

room 319 of Morrill II. The event is hosted by Eric

Bittman and Brad Powers.

Thursday, Oct. 3

OLBT — Deborah Elliston, graduate student and

adjunct professor of Anthropology at NYU, will speak on

"Representing Lesbianism: Gender and Sexuality in

Polynesia," at 12:30 p.m. in Campus Center room 803.

The event is* free and wheelchair accessible. For more
information, call The UMass Stonewall Center at

545-4824.

Meeting — There will be an informational meeting for

those interested in studying abroad in Spain or Latin

America in the third floor lounge of Herfer Hall at 4 p.m.

A short film will be shown, followed by a discussion with

former participants in the program. If you cannot attend,

please stop by the International Programs Office, forth

Floor, Hills South, or call Brad for more information at

545-2710.
Workshop — The Learning Resources Center is spon-

soring a note taking workshop from 3:30-5 p.m. on the

I Oth floor of the W.E.B. DuBois Library. Call 545-5334

to register.

Friday, Oct. 4
Lecture/Discussion — Mt. Holyoke College presents

Tone Osborn, activist and author of Coming Home to

America : A Roadmap to Gay and Lesbian
Empowerment, at 4 p.m. at the Five College Women's
Research Center in the Dickinson Living Room at Mt.

Holyoke College.

Music — Spectral Voices will perform harmonic
singing at the Montague Bookmill. Come hear their celes-

tial harmonies and unique vocal styles, that draw from
roots in Tibetan Buddhist chants. Admission. $7/door.
For more information, call |im at (860) 633-5057.

Religious — There will be a NFTY-Style creative ser-

vice with guitar at 6 p.m. in the rec room of Hillel. Dinner
will be served at 7 p.m. For more information, call

549-1710.

Notices

Education — The HCAH HEAD START program has

immediate openings for its free pre-school Classroom and
Home Base option. The two Amherst classrooms are open
Mon-Fri from 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Breakfast, lunch, and

transportation are provided. To obtain a pre registration

form or for additional information, call the Head Start

main office at 582-4206 or the Amherst center at

549-3993.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45. Please call Mark to confirm, or for other

stops, at 253-0361.

Everywoman's Center — Acculturation Group for

Latina Women, facilitated by Man Vicente, Thurs. from
4-6 p.m. Child Sexual Abuse Survivors Support Groups:

Group 1 facilitated by Sara Elinoff, Mondays from 7-9

p.m. Group 2 facilitator, day, and time TBA. Coming Out
Group For Lesbians, facilitated by Lynne Schachne,
Mondays 4-5:30 p.m. Lifting Your Spirits, facilitated by

Carla Brennan and Diana Dalendina, Weds. 4-5:30 p.m.

Eco-Psychology for Women, facilitated by Carla Brennan,

Fridays 10-11:30 a.m. Post Abortion Support Group,
facilitated by Peggy Warwick, Wednesdays 5:30-6:30

p.m. Self-Esteem & Assertiveness for Women, facilitatede

by Carla Brennan, Wednesdays 6:30-8 p.m. Single

Mothers Support Group, facilitated by Amy Rosebury.

Tuesdays 1-2:30 p.m. Women & Divorce, facilitated by

Ali Thompson, Tuesdays 6:30-8 p.m. All groups offered

by the Everywoman's Center begin in October, and offer a

safe and confidential space. For other groups, call

545-0883.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student
Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

Five College — REFLECT, the Five College
Bereavement Support Program is a student organization

devoted to helping those coping with grief. REFLECT is

offering two free 8 week grief support groups this semes-

ter. Groups are forming now. Please call 577-5316 for

more information.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs
staff in all departments. Editorial positions are avail-

able in Photo, Layout, Copy, and Marketing depart-

ments. An assistant copy editor and assistant sports

editor are also needed. Meetings are held on
Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304 Student Union, or call

545-0848 if interested.

Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage

Sept. 27

There was a two vehicle accident

on Massachusetts Avenue.

Alarm — Fire Trouble

Sept. 28
Hot coal in a trash can ignited in

parking lot II.

Animal Complaint

Sept. 29
A dog with no tags was taken to

the pound.

A pole light reportedly had squir-

rels trapped inside.

Annoying Behavior

Sept. 28
Skateboarders were dispersed

from the Fine Arts Center.

Skateboarders were dispersed

from Lederle Graduate Building.

Assault & Battery

Sept. 28
Patricia Brach. 20. of 28 South

Looks St., Southwick, was arrested

for assault and battery with a dan-

gerous weapon in Kennedy
Residence Hall.

Drug Law Offenses

Sept. 28
An individual reported a fight

between 10 people in Kennedy
Residence Hall.

Intoxicated Person

Sept. 29
An intoxicated, 21-year-old

person from Gorman Residence
Hall was taken into protective cus-

tody.

Larceny

Sept. 27
A bicycle was stolen from

Mackimmie Residence Hall.

A bicycle tire was reported stolen

from Brooks Residence Hall.

A wallet was stolen from
Worcester Dining Hall.

A license plate was reported

stolen from parking lot 49.

A phone was reported stolen

from Pierpont Residence Hall.

Liquor Law Violations

Sept. 28
Alcohol was dumped by under-

age individuals on Massachusetts

Avenue.

Lost/Found Property

Sept. 27
A bicycle found in the woods on

North Pleasant Street was returned

to the owner.

Sept. 28
Keys found in Whitmore

Administration Building were
turned in to police.

Open Window/ Door

Sept. 28
Broken windows at the

Hampshire Dining Hall were to be
boarded.

Suspicious Person/Activity

Sept. 27
A loud noise was reported in

Crabtree Residence Hall.

Sept. 28
Loud individuals were reported

on the Academic Mall.

A Resident Assistant in Grayson

Residence Hall reported difficulty

clearing a large group from a bal-

cony.

A group was found rattling a

bike rack in parking lot 32.

Rollerbladers and skateboarders

were cleared from the area around

Franklin Dining Hall.

Sept. 29
An intoxicated individual was

reported in Mackimmie Residence

Hall.

Traffic Stop

Sept. 27
Richard Vega, 23, of Colrain,

was stopped on Amity Street and
arrested for operating under the

influence of liquor, second offense,

and speeding.

Ryan A. Appltbee, 23, of 75
Carroll St., Springfield, was
stopped on University Drive and
arrested on a warrant.

Vandalism

Sept. 27
Graffiti was found in McNamara

Residence Hall.

Graffiti was found in a bathroom
in Machmer Hall.

A vehicle was vandalized in park-

ing lot 11.

Sept. 28
Graffiti was found in Emerson

Residence Hall.

Sept. 29
Racial graffiti was found in a stair-

well in Van Meter Residence Hall.

A parking meter was vandalized

in parking lot M2.

escort
continued from page 1

At the dispatcher's suggestion, Corbett was willing to

utilize a walking escort, but was frustrated that their ser-

vices end at midnight.

"If they're going to do it this way. they should have a

walking escort at the Horseshoe," Corbett said.

Students in Central Residential Area have also been

experiencing problems with the escort service.

Kelly Carr, a senior Resident Assistant (RA) from
Gorman Residence Hall, has been compiling complaints

from students about the escort service.

Carr is also a coordinator of Women Against Violence

Educate (WAVE), a program which is currently undergo-

ing a process to become a Registered Student
Organization. Campus safety, and the escort service, is

one area that WAVE will focus on.

"The problem we've been having in Gorman is students

will call and won't be able to get a van escort, so I will call

as their RA to get one for them," Carr said. "Some of the

people who answer the phones have been flat out rude to

me."

Carr said walking escorts were often suggested to her.

"If we can't trust people when we're walking by our-

selves on campus, how should we trust a strange person

who's an escort?" Carr asked.

"Even the library shuttle doesn't drop off at the dorm,

they just use the bus stop on Stockbridge Road for

Gorman Residence Hall," Carr said.

Corbett intends to address the van escort issue when
SGA's session begins Oct. 9.

"I'd like to be working with Student Government in try-

ing to meet the needs of the students," Luippold said.

"SGA input does not go unnoticed."

The Women ofColor Program ofthe Everywoman's Center presents.

The Fourth Annual Women
off Color Reception

featuring New York City comedienne,

EMMY GAY
When? Thursday,

October3, 1996
,

Where? VIP Room,

Mullins Center

Time? 6:00 pm

Cost? Absolutely

FREE!!

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE

SERVED!

VENDERS AND

INFORMATION TABLES

AVAILABLE!

Join us at this event for an evening of excitement and fun!!

TAP programs help in college transition White House holds Mideast summit
By Joe Spockmon
Collegian correspondent

Many first year students are taking advantage of a pro
gram offered by the Residential Academics Programs
(RAP) office to make the transition to college life easier.

According to RAP, more than 10 percent of freshmen
this fall are participating in one of the 12 Talent
Advancement Programs (TAP) available.

The program, one of the few in the country, allows stu-

dents with a common major to live and work together in

the same residence hall. TAP covers subjects ranging from
engineering to nursing to English.

"The aim of the program," said )oe Battista. director of
RAP at the University of Massachusetts, "is to give first

year students a small and rich academic experience."
Students take at least two of their five courses each

semester in their residence hall with the other students
Irom that program. Living and working together is intend-

ed to build a greater sense of community.
"Students' social and academic lives blend rather than

being at odds," said Therese Pasquale. associate director

for RAP.
The more comfortable and relaxed environment that

students in TAP experience helps many of them adapt to

UMass more easily. Battista said that when students
arrive, they know they are enrolled in the program and are

guaranteed to be on a certain set of courses. Also, they

already know some of their fellow students in the pro-

gram as they have received names and addresses of others

in their program from RAP during the summer.
Every program has a mentor to help answer any ques-

tions and help solve problems.

"Students on the program live in the same building

and often the same floor," said Ryan Scott, a student

who has participated in one of the programs. "Being

closer to your classmates provides many opportunities to

make friends, to have open discussions and to get help if

necessary."

"Students feel like there's more of a feeling of belong-

ing for them," said Battista. "The program lessens the

si icss, the tensions, the adjustments."

Another major benefit is that students get introduced to

their major and faculty in the first week of their first

semester. An extra one-credit seminar focused on the stu

dent's major is provided alongside the relevant general

education courses. Ties are established between the stu-

dents and their faculty straight away.

"That's very unusual." said Battista. "There are many
students who don't get into their major until their junior

year, or don't know their faculty very well."

According to Battista, the weekly seminar, taught by a

faculty member, aims to give students an initial overview

of their major. It tries to encourage those involved in the

program to see their studies with a new wider perspective.

Students have even changed their major after finding a

new interest during the seminars.

Battista uses this to counter some of the criticisms of

TAP. He doesn't see a problem with students focusing on
their major so early on, especially if the option to change

is left open.

Battista also disagrees that TAP students will segregate

themselves from other students. He points out that the

campus is large and it is inevitable that students will meet

others. The program also does not restrict any outside

interests.

"I don't think of it as a confining experience," Battista

said. "I think it's a more comforting experience."

Sanctions against Yugoslavia end;

Milosevic supports Balkan peace
By Robert Reid

Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS —The U.N.
Security Council voted unanimously
yesterday to lift sanctions imposed
against Yugoslavia in 1992. a sign of

international recognition of Serbia's

role in helping to bring peace to the

Balkans.

The council suspended the sanc-

tions in November after Serbia,

which forms the bulk of what
remains of Yugoslavia, signed the

peace accord last year that ended
three-and-a-half years of fighting in

Bosnia. Yesterday's action formally

removes the sanctions.

The measures were imposed because

of Serbian President Slobodan
Milosevic's role in fomenting Serb sep-

aratist movements in neighboring
Croatia and Bosnia as part of his

dream of a "Greater Serbia."

But last year Milosevic played a

crucial role in moves toward a Balkan

peace, signing the Dayton accord on
behalf of Bosnian Serbs — a treaty

they had opposed. He also chose not

to respond when Croatia's army
retook most rebel Serb-held territory

in Croatia last year.

The results of the embargo, com-
bined with the costs of economic mis-

management and war, devastated

Serbia and Montenegro.

Per capita income is now $1,000.

half of what it was in 1987. Foreign

debt stands at about $8 billion.

Inflation runs about 100 percent a

year. Officially, nearly half the

745,000 people in the work force are

unemployed.

In suspending the sanctions last

year, the council said the measures

would be formally lifted 10 days after

free and fair elections in Bosnia-

Herzegovina, which took place Sept.

14. But the United States insisted

that the council wait until interna-

tional monitors from the

Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe certified the

elections as free and fair.
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. Health Education Division. University Health Services

By Terence Hunt
Associated Preu

WASHINGTON — After tensions and suspicion
inflamed by Mideast violence, Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat

shook hands at a White House summit Tuesday and held

lengthy face-to-face talks.

"We've come a long way in the last three years,"

President Clinton said as he sought to build on a 1993
peace accord between the two sides. "No one wants to

turn back."

Netanyahu said they had come together "to try to put

the peace process back on track" after last week's violence

that left 76 people dead. He said he was absolutely com-
mitted to the 1993 agreements, which include the

promised redeployment away from Arabs in the West
Bank town of Hebron.

The White House said the crisis-shrouded talks

between Netanyahu and Arafat went "a long way towards
re-establishing that notion of trust that must exist

between the parties."

Still, presidential spokesman Mike McCurry said, "We
are at a very, very difficult moment. We are still at that

moment." It was only the second meeting between
Netanyahu and Arafat. They talked for three hours in the

presidential library under a portrait of George
Washington.

Despite the upbeat assessment about re-establishing

trust, there was no indication of a breakthrough on divi-

sive issues, such as a promised but delayed Israeli troop

redeployment in Hebron or how to treat holy sites in

lerusalem. "They have a number of very deep differences,"

McCurry said.

The talks are to wind up today. Clinton said the meet-

ings show "a common commitment to end the violence

and to get the peace process back on track. We are com-
mitted to that."

Hasan Abed Rahman, head of the PLO office in

Washington and one of Arafat's closest advisors, said he

was hopeful about the summit's outcome. "The general

elvironment is not cold," he said. Assembling at the outset

in the Roosevelt Room, Netanyahu and Arafat — along

with lordan's King Hussein — greeted each other with

handshakes and spoke amiably, McCurry said.

The atmosphere was described as very relaxed —

despite the bitterness growing out of bloody battles

between Israeli troops and Palestinian police.

The leaders met individually with Clinton in the Oval

Office and then all together fo«45 minutes. Then Clinton

invited them to lunch in the White House library where

they dined on pan-roasted chicken with vegetables and
couscous.

By prearrangement, Clinton and Hussein withdrew
after about 20 minutes, leaving Netanyahu and Arafat

behind. The only other person present was an Arabic-

speaking State Department interpreter, Gamal Helal.

While they dined. Secretary of State Warren
Christopher had his own lunch across the street at Blair

House with Jordanian, Israeli and Palestinian senior ofli

cials. Chief U.S. mediator Dennis Ross planned to talk

with experts from all three delegations late into the night.

"One of the things we hope to see accomplished is an

agreement they will continue to work together after

Washington," State Department spokesman Nicholas

Bums said. "That has to happen." This echoed a proposal

by Netanyahu for opened-ended negotiations after the

White House summit.

Netanyahu and Clinton conferred privately for 40 min-

utes; the president and Arafat talked one-on-one for 20
minutes.

Sources close to the Israeli delegation said discussions

involved measures to end all violence and to speed up the

peace process, as well as the Hebron troop issue and a

date for redeployment.

Israeli sources said Netanyahu was concerned about
Palestinian police having armed exchanges with Israeli

troops. American officials, meanwhile, said Netanyahu's

offer for open-ended negotiations was on the table.

Another explosive issue was Netanyahu's opening last

week of a second entrance to a tunnel that winds around

the Temple Mount in lerusalem, which has shrines sacred

to Muslims and lews.

Israeli sources said they did not expect Netanyahu to

close it but to give something in return, such the release

of women prisoners and a pledge to withdraw from
Hebron's Arab neighborhoods.

Sensitive to election-year concerns, Clinton said he was
not trying to apply pressure on any of the parties. Instead,

he said he was trying to get the parties together to explore

alternatives and to "find common interests and shared val

ues."

Wildeman
continued from page 1

"Why are we allowing our children

to be killed in such large and unbe-

lievable numbers," said Wideman,
"That is what I will be addressing in

my book."

Chancellor Scott bestowed the

Chancellor's Medal for Distinguished

Service at the University of

Massachusetts to Wideman. The
award is the greatest honor which the

Chancellor can give to a faculty

member.

Wideman has received the

Genious Grant from the MacArthur

Foundation as well as being a Ben
Franklin Scholar at the University

of Pennsylvania and a Rhodes
Scholar at Oxford University.

Wideman was a professor at the

University of Pennsylvania and also

temporarily coached basketball. For

two years he served as the Director

of African American studies, also at

UPenn.

Four more Distinguished Faculty

Lectures will take place throughout

the year. During the spring semester,

dozens of nominations are given to a

committee which narrows the num-

ber to four.

Wideman thanked the people
responsible for putting the lecture

together.

"The care of the people who orga-

nize this lecture was very support-

ive," said Wideman.
Wideman will soon begin a new

publication tour for The Cattle

Killing.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

GAY, LESBIAN,

BISEXUAL '

Heeds
Writers!
If you are interested in writing for the

Collegian and working on issues that

pertain to you or your friends please

come to the

Collegian at 113 Campus Center

and ask for Jamie Sinsheimer or leave t

a note in my mailbox. All students are

welcome to apply, whether you are a£

GLB student or just an ally.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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Mister October
All rise, and offer a warm, hearty welcome, for his

majesty, October has arrived.

Lest we neglect to remember that we are a day
late, we presently find ourselves on the second of the
sublime month.
Now is the time, particularly in New England, when

the season's most obvious changes are evident. Look
around. During no other period of the year are the dif-

ferences as apparent.

One needs to be prepared for the morning stroll to or
upon campus, when the conditions are

comfortable yet chilly. Time to bring out

the woolen sweaters which can be shed
later on in the day, beyond mid-morning,
when a t-shirt or polo shirt will suffice.

Short sleeve shirts make gentle fall

breezes all the more enjoyable.

Leaves upon the trees also go through
an obvious change as foliage hallmarks,

distinguishes and attracts tourists to the

Northeast to view the glorious colors.

One of this season's sweetest sights, in

this writer's opinion, is a tree with bright

yellow leaves that glows even more when
subject to the radiant sun.

Days become comfortably warm with an
every-so-often brisk wind which serves as a subtle
reminder of what lies ahead. Such rare breezes also
inform one to make the most of this incredible month.
Gone are the days of September, filed to the archives,

with its consistently warm days and steadily calm
nights. Last month has always been far more pre-
dictable, as compared to October.

Evenings and nights will be nippy, the perfect setting

for those who enjoy taking deep breaths to enrich the
lungs with crisp oxygen. The first frost of the year usu-
ally designs windows during this esteemed month, as

the nights ultimately become cold, yet unbeknownst to

many as we sleep away the hours in dreamland.
Speaking of parts faraway, this writer's tableau dur-

ing this month last year was the Middle East: A
thrillingly dynamic region of the world that draws much
attention.

Also, the region's activity, especially of late, evokes
commentary from outsiders who have nothing- personal

at stake in regard to the political issues that consistently

arise.

Early in October 1995. the weather in Athens and
some of the islands in the Aegean Sea was strictly warm
with a Meditteranean breeze, and no trees were viewed
changing colors.

After more than a week's stay within Greece the
scene changed to Turkey, where frigidly-cold mornings

were experienced throughout the country's

western and central regions. These morn-
ings were significantly colder than any
New England October, yet the days
became remarkably warmer and ultimately

hot.

What was most reminiscent in Turkey of

New England was Istanbul, a city where
one can sense tradition and history simply

by walking around and observing the dif-

ferent cultural buildings dating from the

middle of this millennium.

Tradition and history also becomes
evident in the United States during

October, as the culmination of America's pastime
occurs and is widely publicized. The World Series
grips the attention-span of some, while many prefer

otherwise.

An election year is beginning to come full circle, and
as October proceeds, expect the political scene to

become even more charged and intense on many differ-

ent fronts.

Officially sanctioned holidays that are celebrated dur-

ing this month include Columbus Day. despite the dire

opposition against any observance whatsoever, emanat-
ing from a couple of different revolutionary organiza-
tions present on our campus.
And then comes Halloween, which is fun while it

lasts but terribly unfortunate when it ends because that

signifies the tragic end of this amazing month.
It is at that point only when those of you who rose as

instructed earlier can be seated.

Henry /. Brier is a Collegian columnist.

It's freezing outside. My
nose feels as if it's about
to drop off and my ears

are burning. I can barely feel the

key in my hand as I aim it blindly

in the direction of its designated

hole. The last time I checked my
Indiglo Timex, the hands read 5

a.m.

My brain tries to lurch from
first to second gear as I mentally
tally up the hours since I had last

seen daylight or breathed a

breath of fresh air. I get 14 hours
if I am adding correctly. I stum-
ble into my dark room where my
boyfriend sleeps the sleep of a

normal person. All the caffeine I

consumed to stay awake has
finally decided to work. It isn't

for another hour of tossing and
turning until I finally feel Calgon
take me away...

BEEP! BEEP! BEEP! Its 6:30
a.m. and the piercing sound of
his alarm clock makes my adren-
aline once again skyrocket.
BEEP! BEEP! BEEP! He finally

moves and reaches over only to

hit the snooze button. After
three attempts and yes, three
piercing sets of shrill noise from
his alarm, he finally decides to

get up. Sighing. I try falling
back asleep only to listen to him
rattle around the kitchen, sing
off-key and come in and out of

the room looking for God knows
what. And all I want to do is

sleep.

Finally, he leaves after trying to

kiss me good-bye. Somehow he
can't understand why I am not
panting with desire when he kiss-

es my neck. Somehow I can't
understand how he could possibly

think I would want to do any-
thing other than sleep after just

getting home an hour ago.
Blissful quiet ensues when —
BEEP! BEEP! BEEP! No. its not
my alarm, it's my housemate's
alarm. The most useless alarm on
the face of the Earth because he
never seems to be able to wake
up to it.

I crawl out of bed and bang on
his door. Bang. bang. bang.
"Yes?" I hear from the depths of

his room. "Yes!?" What the hell

do you mean, yes? Yes, this is

your wake up call. Yes. this is

your Mom. Time to get up! Do
you want pancakes for breakfast?

Yes. shut your stupid alarm off so

I can sleep!!!!

And I might manage to after he

gets up. rattles around the
kitchen, sings off-key (a house-
hold trait) and leaves. But by
then it's too late. It's 9:30 a.m.

and I have class at 11:15 a.m. I

have to shower, I have to eat and

You try it

I have to go back underground.
Why? Why do I do it? It's sim-

ple... so I can put out a paper
that no one appreciates. So I can
listen to people say how much it

sucks when I sit behind them in

class. So I can listen to people
whine and moan and basically

bitch about something I spent
most of my night trying to get

right.

"So, why do we do
it? Why do we come
back day after day
giving it all just so

some smart-ass per-

son can complain that

Dilbert isn't in...?

Because— like the

Apple Jacks commer-
cial— we just do. We
do it because we want
to be journalists, we
consider ourselves

journalists.

"

Tara MK Connelly

Yeah, I write for the Collegian

and it truly is a thankless job. For
all you people who think that thf

Collegian is an easy thing to slap

together, try following around an
editor for a day. lust one day. Try
maintaining 18 credits, working
more than 10 hours a day. doing
homework and getting a decent
night's sleep. Try putting up with

writers who say they would like

to make a difference, but never
show up, or writers who try to

make a difference, but just can't

write. Think about trying to get

an interview with five different

sources, spending three hours
waiting by the phone only to have
them all call back after deadline.

And how about just trying to

write a 100 line story on dead-
line?

The Collegian is a daily news-
paper and its staff is made up of
real students who get paid noth-
ing (with the exception of the

editors and associates — they get

(gasp) $25 a week!). We spend
well over 40 hours in a basement
with no windows, no con-
firmable source of fresh air and
the constant hum of some invisi-

ble fan.

So, why do we do it? Why do
we come back day alter day giv-

ing it all just so some smart-ass
person can complain that Dilbert

isn't in...? Because — like the

Apple Jacks commercial — we
just do. We do it because we
want to be journalists, we consid-

er ourselves journalists. We've sat

in classes, we've read past papers,

we might have even said, "I can
do that." But unlike all the losers

that shoot off their mouths, we
actually came down and took the

challenge.

Like a normal newspaper we
have deadlines, we have a code
of ethics and we have a certain

style and standards. However,
students do not seem to under-
stand our efforts or what we
struggle to do and because of this

they tend to get — oh let's say a

little pissy when things don't go
exactly the way they want them
to. Like when they come down
after seeing an ad asking for new
writers and can't understand why
we don't treat them like royalty.

Well, we're busy — try walking
into the Globe and asking, no
wait, demanding that you be
allowed to cover Dave Matthews.
At the Globe you'd be laughed
out of the newsroom, but here
we try the more nurturing
approach, "I'm sorry, but we
have a system here and we are

happy that you want to write, but

certain writers get seniority on
certain stories because of their

experience and dedication.
However, if you are still interest-

ed there are many other stories

you can cover."

But much like spoiled children

they pout and sigh and generally

believe that they feel as if they
are doing us this tremendous
favor by gracing us with their

presence. Sure, we need stuff, but

not just any stuff and certainly

not the sucky attitude that goes
with it. First impressions are
everything and that goes both
ways. If we seem a little

close-knit at first, understand
that if you spent over 40 hours in

a small office with the same peo-

ple six days a week, you'd get

pretty close too. unless you're a

recluse.

This isn't a poor us, we did
choose to do this, but cut us
some slack, lend a hand, read the

disclaimers, understand the dif-

ference between news and opin-
ion and remember that behind
every great paper is a supportive
community. So if you think we
suck, take a close look at our
cheering section and smack the

guy that's refusing to clap.

Tara MK Connelly is a
Collegian columnist.

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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That special type of town

Brad

Davidson

Having lived in Amherst for the past four years, I

have come to realize that our little town possess-

es a rare and distinct culture. This summer I left

the Amherst region to work at a summer camp in New
Hampshire. The weather was great, the people were
fun, but the culture was much different.

All summer I tried to figure out what was so differ-

ent. I never really understood until I came back to

school in September. Having been here for a month
already. I can easily pick out the differences. Being that

I probably have too much time on my hands. I have gen-
erated the "reasons that you can tell you're back in

Amherst" list. Here are my top five.

Bar Resumes: Doesn't it seem that everyone is

always telling you how much they've had
to drink. Does this conversation ring a

bell. "Hey, what did you do last night?"

"Dude, I got wrecked. I started off drink-

ing a six pack with my roommates, then
we went to a party and I had four |ello

shots, and then we went up town and pounded like

three pitchers..."

Coined Phrases: A sure sign that you're back in the

Valley is when you hear the annoying coined phrases
over and over. How many times have you heard, "it's all

good," in the span of an hour. The other day I was in

Antonio's and in the time it took me to eat my one little

slice of spicy chicken pizza, I heard that horrible phrase
14 times. "Hey are you gonna get two slices?" "It's all

good. " "Do you want to go back to that party?" "It's

all good." "Man. 1 have no money." "It's all good
"

What the hell is so good? Would somebody please tell

me!
Communication: It seems that people in school

always get to know each other really fast. It's probably
because we are all generally the same age, but for some
reason people seem to open up to each other a lot

quicker in Amherst. Some people will tell you anything
right away.

The other day I went to a sandwich shop in town
where I met this nice girl who was on exchange from
California. We started off just chatting about how
school was different here then out west, when suddenly

she broke into some story about how she used to wear
Wonder Woman underoos. She told me that once she

was hiding in the closet in her Wonder Woman under-

oos when all of a sudden a shelf fell on her head and
her dad had to rescue her. I guess her "Lasso of Truth"
wasn't of much help.

Super Procrastination: In all aspects of life or

wherever you go. there is always an element of pro-

crastination. For me however, it is never more appar-

ent or powerful then when I'm in Amherst. Every
day, I demonstrate procrastination in one form or

another.

All last week I slacked off. But it was OK, because I

had all weekend to catch up. So I put everything off

until Friday. When Friday came, I decid-

ed to go out because I knew I still had all

day Saturday and Sunday to get stuff

done. I woke up at about 1 p.m. Saturday

afternoon. By the time I showered, ate

and generally lounged, the day was nearly

over. I chalked it up as a loss and decided to go out

Saturday night, but only for a little while because I had
work to do on Sunday (is this starting to sound very

familiar to a lot of you?).

As you might have figured, I stayed out Saturday
night well into the early hours and went to bed around
4:30 a.m. Sunday morning. To make a long story short,

it is now Wednesday and I stil] haven't caught up. But
don't worry because I have all weekend to get it done.
Money: I worked all summer and actually saved a

decent amount of dough. I was psyched to come back to

school because I knew I would be all set for the fall

semester. As we all know, nothing leaves quicker then
money.

As much as I try to think back and add up the
receipts from tl.is past month. I still don't understand
where all the bread went. It is impossible. I had a few
slices of pizza, a couple nights out and paid a few bills.

There is no way that I spent almost all my money.
Unfortunately I did. and now I am back where I started.

Back in Amherst, procrastinating, boozing and poor.
Hey, who cares, it's all good!

Brad Davidson is a Collegian columnist.

Erik

Molitor

I
guess it was overdue; the cover-

age in the Collegian hadn't
severely offended me in quite

some time. However, that streak
came to an end last week when sever-

al pages were dedicat-

ed to the legalization

of marijuana. This
issue literally makes
me sick to my stom-

ach.

Wake up, kiddies! Legalization
will never happen, thank the Good
Lord. It is a pipe dream (or in my
opinion a nightmare). You have got

to Understand and realize what you
are doing to your own future when
you blindly follow idiotic organiza-

tions like the Cannabis Reform
Coalition or throw away your pre-

cious right to vote on a senile old

"Hemp Lady."

Every time UMass sends a group
of students to hemp rallies or
protests against the drug war or
advocates drug legalization, it is

noticed by the public, the same peo-

ple who you will be on your knees
begging for a job in a few short
years. The value of a UMass degree

is only worth the type of students
that back it up. I don't want to be
equated with a stoner when I go out

High on life

into the real world just because I

went to UMass.
If you don't think that public per-

ception of UMass is like that, think

about this: one of the largest clubs on
campus is the CRC.
That sends a strong
message. At huge
hemp rallies like the

one recently held in a

visible area of Boston.

UMass sent hundreds of students to

represent their school in the cause.

Also, remember this: publications

like the Boston Globe are always
looking for a reason to slam UMass.
What a perfect photo-op: a rally sup-

porter tokes up while wearing the

maroon and white!

. I've got some opinions for you.
From what I have personally seen,

nine out of 10 pot smokers fulfill the

stereotype of lazy, apathetic, and
moronic. Marijuana does cause sig-

nificant damage to the parts of the

brain that govern reasoning, memo-
ry, and learning. Studies in the
American Journal of Medicine
proved this, among both chronic and
occasional users of college age just

like you!

I have seen with my own eyes the

stoners who walk around in a daze,

worried less about learning some-
thing at their classes, less about living

life to its real potential, and more
about scoring their next dime bag
and escaping the realities and prob-
lems of life without actually dealing
with them.

Here's another thought for you
burnouts: I am willing to bet that 1

am having more fun than you here at

college because I don't smoke pot. I

will remember all the things I have
done and accomplished, all the cool

people I have met, a.id all the enjoy-

able experiences I have had. I have
done everything to the fullest, never
satisfied just to let the current sweep
me along.

What do I recommend? Besides
quitting pot, which I know most of

you will never do, I suggest you keep
your burning to your own miserable
self. Don't join the CRC, don't advo-
cate legalization, and keep your damn
mouth shut. Don't drag me and the

school's reputation down with your
idiocy.

So. for all you pot smoking, bong
toting, lazy, moronic, dependent
stoners — If I sound condescending,
it's probably because I am better than
you.

Erik Molitor is a UMass student.
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An alternative experience

Christopher

Hossett

Everyone in life has a smartest friend, a hand
somest friend, a most famous friend and a

best friend. Mine are |eff, |mi. Chad and lay.

Some of us also have a sweetest friend and mine is

Zephyr Rosenlaird.

Zephyr's ex-boyfriend, the above-mentioned Jeff,

lives on the 2-in-20 floor on the fourth floor of

Mary Lyon. The floor was holding some sort of
event Monday night and Zephyr and
Jeff felt compelled to drag me there. I

thought it would be a great way to

look sensitive and pick up chicks.

Before entering the basement of
Mary Lyon, I had the same preconcep-
tions that most men, even self-proclaimed forward
thinking ones like myself, might have. Firstly, I

thought I would be the only straight in the room. I

thought that people would think I was gay because I

was there. I felt the need to watch some football

afterwards, but that's a different story.

Actually, there were quite a few "allies" there,

some RAs from different buildings, some people
with gay siblings and some simply looking to meet
some gay people. Zephyr kept sighing over some
light skinned, blond RA he had a crush on two years

ago. "Don't the highlights in his hair show up nicely

in this light?"

After the event, which consisted mostly of intro-

ductions, an explanation of the floor and some
reports of resources and up-coming events, was
completed, everyone had the chance to talk. One
thing which surprised me was how incredibly gor-

geous some of the lesbian women present were. In

the news and the few people Zephyr has introduced

me to. I have seen the stereotype of unfeminine,

androgenous looking lesbians, and God bless them if

that's the look they go for. However, several of the

"lipstick lesbians" present at the meeting nearly

brought me to tears with the thought that 1 had
absolutely, positively no chance at all with these

beauties.

Speaking of stereotypes, I was surprised at the

breadth of people who live on the floor. Supposedly,

these are the gayest of the gays who live on our fair

campus. And yet there wasn't a theater major in

sight. And while there were some present that did fit

certain stereotypes, such as the leather-boy major-

ing in computer science and the too-good- look-

ing-to-be-straight above mentioned blonde (whose

hair did have nice highlights), there were also those

that I could talk to for hours and never once get the

clue they were gay. The sports loving Don whose
major I have forgotten or the English exchange stu-

dent in need of a haircut were two good examples.

One such freshman was even {gasp!) majoring in

journalism!

Even the relationships surprised me. 1 shouldn't

have been surprised; I mean having problems with

your partner is pretty universal, no matter what your

respective genders are. But seeing such dynamics in

leff's and Zephyr's short-lived relationship, Jeff

being the Tigger to Zephyr's Pooh, gave me a sigh of

relief when I compared some of my relationships to

theirs. When it comes to love, gays are just as nuts

as the rest of us.

My editor is now running around the newsroom

like a worrisome piglet of the hundred-acre wood
telling us to make our editorials "seri-

ous" and "timely". Thankfully, the

night's conversation lent itself to such

timeliness.

We were discussing the Defense Of
Marriage Act currently worming its

way through our nation's government. This bill was

inspired by the prospect of gay marriage becoming

legal in Hawaii. According to the Constitution,

states have to obey each others' laws. Well, gays

making pilgrimages to Hawaii to get married and

then returning to Colorado or Mississippi sent shiv-

ers down our government's collective back. DOMA
was born.

This is what I said. The idea of marriage is a cul-

tural and universal institution, which has been

around as long as human culture. It serves as the

basic unit of society, and do we really need to

re-define something as basic as this. Sure, married

couples get benefits such as being considered a

family member to spouses who are intensive care

patients, they automatically get the inheritance in

case their spouse dies and they get a tax break as a

married couple. Why can't we allow gay couples to

have the same legal rights as common marriages

instead of re-writing a multi-millennia old tradi-

tion? (I can hear Phil Milson booing me with one

lip and cheering me on with the other.)

Jeff was shocked silent a good two minutes (an

ideal condition for him) then began a tirade con-

demning me for my conservative views, my taste

in women and for living. The cooler head pre-

vailed when Zephyr calmly asked me, "So you

think that gays should have equal rights under

the law but have a separate classification?". This

was what I had said, so I agreed. "According to

the Supreme Court, separate but equal is discrim-

inatory and unconstitutional," he said. Ack! He
had me. I hadn't thought of it in those terms.

(Sorry Phil, he had better rationale.) And thus

with two sentences my stand on DOMA was
changed forever, or at least until 1 read the next

Minuteman.
My only complaint is that no one hit on me. What,

am I ugly or something? Wonderful, I do something

to make my friends happy and show some support

to a stigmatized community and I end up lusting

after lesbians and self- conscious about my looks.

Somebody turn oti the ball-game and pass me the

chips and beer.

Christopher Hassett is a Collegian columnist.

Letters to the Editor

Meeting a success

A kiss is just a kiss

Michelle

Hillman

Does anyone, besides myself think that it is a bit

curious to say the least, that a six-year-old boy

was suspended from elementary school in

Lexington. N.C.?
Suspended, at six? What could a six-year-old do to

get himself suspended?

Maybe something like putting an M80 in the boy's

bathroom toilet, (I forgot — that happened in

Cance), or swearing in class, but even that would
only result in a detention and erasing the boards after

school.

He could have mooned the school principal, incited

a riot on the playground, shot spit balls at the kid

who was always picking his nose in the back of the

class, or caused a food fight in the cafeteria with

cream-style corn and instant mashed
potatoes. OK, maybe not.

This cute, little mooshy-wooshy boy

did none of those things. What he did do

was kiss a girl... Ohh, how sweet.

Think back to the days of elementary

school when life was carefree and the only thing you

could be concerned with was whether your mom
remembered to pack fruit roll-ups for lunch. There was

nothing better than recess (well except lunch, but we
covered that).

Recess was the time to talk to all your friends, play

jump rope, climb on the jungle gym, swing on the

swings, or play freeze tag. It was the perfect time to get

what's his face to give you his Twinkies for your Ring

Dings. Those were the days.

If you liked a boy all you simply had to do was chase

him around and giggle (Actually I know a few people

who still do that). Now everything is so formal and

ridiculous.

The days of innocence are over, folks. At least in

North Carolina. This poor, sweet blonde kid was sus-

pended from school for five days in what amounted to

some sort of sexual harassment charge. That means no

kissing girls again. That's right... the precedent has

been set. If Billy Joe wants to kiss Bobby Sue he's in for

a real surprise.

What comes next? No more exchanging Scodby-Doo

and Mickey Mouse valentines that say "I think you're

great." What fun is that? Pretty soon even the little

conversation hearts are going to be taboo.

When you're that young, holding hands and silly

stuff are just that... silly. Kids don't know the differ-

ence between a friendly kiss and what sexual harass-

ment is. Besides this girl supposedly asked him to kiss

her. A woman who knows what she wants!

If I could go back to the day when this kid, who well

refer to as Steven, would try to get me to slow dance

with him while we were in line I'd be in

heaven. During parent conferences he

thanked my mother for bringing me into

the world. Those might not have been his

exact words but that's the way I prefer to

remember it.

Guys don't do crazy things like that anymore because

they're too afraid of what all their friends will think,

but when you're six it didn't matter because half your

friends spent most of their time riding on their big

wheels.

The fact that this kid got suspended for just being

curious and harmless spells something out for kids of

the future. Not only are these kids growing up with the

frightening effects of PC's over their heads, but before

they know it they will be sprayed down and quaran-

tined.

Kids grow up with enough problems in the world

and they have plenty of time to confront them, so for

now why can't we just leave them alone instead of sub-

jecting them to the labelling and categorizing that

they'll have their whole life to endure?

Michelle Hillman is a Collegian staff member.

To the editor:

I would like to thank all of those involved in making the

MassPIRG fall recruitment drive such a huge success.

Our General Interest Meeting had an almost record

turnout and because of the efforts of our amazing core

members and the following, we were able to introduce our

Youth Vote, waterwatch, Free the Planet, loxies and
Hunger and Homelessness campaigns and get lois of

incredible students involved. Events such as National Voter

Education Day, stream clean-ups. Toxic Trick or Treat, and

food drives, would not be possible without a solid volunteer

base and strong coalitions.

We would therefore like to thank the following people:

Maurice Caston for being a continuous support and

resource for MASSPIRG and an inspirational speaker.

SGA and Off-campus Housing/Commuter Services for

use of telephones as well as Ski Club and LBGA.
The Fine Arts Center and Campus Center Hotel for mate-

rial supplies as well as anyone else who supported us during

the recruitment drive.

We look forward to continue working closely with these

and other groups and individuals throughout the fall semes-

ter. We've gotten off to a great start! Thanks a lot.

Stacy Shackford

Chapter Chair

MASSPIRG

Former student voices opinion

on IPO
To the editor:

Recently it has been brought to my attention that there

has been some controversy regarding the behavior of the

International Programs Office. As a UMass alumnus and

former international student from Kenya at this University.

I feel compelled to detail my own experiences in this regard.

Every time I consulted the Foreign Students Office, I

found the behavior of the foreign student advisors to be

obnoxious and offensive. Rather than attempting to com-

prehend my questions, in many cases the staff prematurely

came to erroneous conclusions which were often discon-

nected form the questions I was asking. They did not seem

to be able to listen to what I was saying. Instead of provid-

ing help and support, they always seemed to be erecting

needless barriers and making everything I tried to do more

complicated. I feel that their attitude was more orientated

toward policing international students, in an attempt to

remind us that we are "aliens" in this country with no

rights.

It is my opinion that such behavior is not consistent with

the mission of an office that really ought to support and

help international students. Instead, their unhelpful attitude

was often tinged with racism. Furthermore, I am well aware

that I am not the only one who had such experiences with

the FSO. Several of my friends and colleagues from Africa

had similar encounters, and some were so wary of using the

FSO that they resorted to calling friends in universities

around the country and would only go to the FSO as a last

resort.

Given my experiences as an international student at

UMass, I would urge the University administration to

ensure that all offices of the University are hospitable and

cooperative, especially those supposed to directly serve

international students.

Wairimu Mogua
Providence

Parent's Day a must at UMass

Lounsbury

Parent's Day, though often

viewed as a "freshman
thing." has always been

one of my favorite UMass events.

It conjures up fond memories of

open nouses grow-

ing up. I used to

love open house in

elementary school.

The class would
spend the whole
day cleaning our desks, creating

impressive bulletin boards, and

collecting all of our best work in

a specially-designed open house

folder.

I will never forget the excite-

ment of it all — getting dressed

up for a night out with Mom and

Dad. introducing them to my
teacher, and looking forward to

the ice cream sundae that was to

follow.

I was always proud to show my
parents what I had been learning

at school; to have them meet my
classmates and their parents, and

especially to have them meet the

teacher I thought was "so cool."

School is such a large part of a

child's life and I always treasured

sharing it with my parents. It was

like letting them in on a little

secret.

Middle school and high school

open houses were a let- down
because only parents were
allowed to attend. I was always

curious about those open houses.

The parents were
each handed a copy

of their

son's/daughter's
schedule and were
sent on a journey

through an abbreviated "day in

the life of your child."

I almost felt guilty that my par-

ents had to fend for themselves

on these occasions. Lord knows I

had enough problems finding my
way around those buildings. How
would they be able to manage? I

would have loved to have been a

fly on the wall for those open
houses. The hallways must have

been filled with hundreds of over-

grown freshmen. "Excuse me...

where's B-16? I can't figure this

place out!" someone's dad would

exclaim with an exasperated look

on his face.

Parent's Day at UMass has

always elicited a similar feeling of

excitement in me. Although my
parents no longer get to meet my
teachers, I no longer show off all

of my "A" papers and favorite, art

projects, and ice cream has been

replaced by dinner at Spaghetti

Freddy's, I still take pride in shar-

ing my school with them. I enjoy

showing them how I have suc-

ceeded at this large university,

how wonderful my friends are,

and showing them that their

money invested in me has been

well worth it.

As this year's Parent's Day. my
final one, drew to a close, I could

not help but feel a little sad. I will

never again experience this event

that I have looked forward to

every year for as long as I can

remember. A long chapter in my
life is coming to an end. causing

bittersweet emotions to run

through me. There is no need to

be sad, though. I will always have

my memories.

And before I know it, I'll be

going to my own children's par-

ent's days. I can only hope that

one day I am able to coerce one

of my kids to go to UMass so I

can sit in the stands at the foot-

ball game and relive my college

days. Chances are I'll be the one

with the cowbell getting just a lit-

tle too excited. I can hardly wait!

Amy Lounsbury is a UMass
student.

equal too.

Oslo still lives

Trodden makes no sense

Peter McKcnna
Southwest

To the editor:

Andrew Trodden made one noteworthy point his article

(Sept. 30th. "Application of Pride"): "it is true that many
minorities receive poor education at the high school level as

do many non-minorities." However, the rest of his article

has zero merit. If the article focused on affirmative action

based of economic disadvantages regardless of color, it may
have been a decent article. Instead, Mr. Trodden chose to

make "Pride" the focus of his article.

I ask Mr. Trodden the same question he asked every

minority on this campus: "Wouldn't you be quite a bit more

proud of yourself and your heritage in general to show that

you can rise above and get in on your qualifications alone?"

Since you believe this, demonstrate with your children.

Enroll them in schools in either Roxbury of Bed-Stuy

(Brooklyn. N.Y.). Make sure that many of their teachers are

not of their race and in fact carry some attitudes against

them based on your children's race. Have them work 20-30

hours per week and make sure not to pay for any tutors or

test preparation courses (i.e. SAT prep). After all, this way

you'd prove that everything they achieve, they achieve

through hard work.

If this seems unreasonable to you, you may want to

rethink the crap you wrote, especially the part about who
needs the crutch and who puts in the work.

|oel Mason
Amherst

To the editor:

This letter is in response to the Sept. 30 opinion piece

entitled "Application of Pride," by Andrew Trodden. The

article begs for a response. The author seems to have

missed a hugely significant point: namely, that the reason

for affirmative action programs (and I do not mean quota

systems, because if I understand the law correctly the

implementation of quota systems is illegal) is to endeavor to

deliver some justice for a group or groups of human beings

that have been singled out and outrageously victimized by

our nation's majority.

Mr. Trodden writes that he would be angered were he to

lose but to a minority, despite having higher test scores, for

an acceptance to some institution. Why? My personal opin-

ion is that a minority (and I'm mostly referring to black

Americans) in this country is entitled to a measure of com-

pensation from the majority for our nation's history of

enslavement, then segregation, lynchings. gross injustice in

our courtrooms and economic isolation. I'm very familiar

with the perspective that Mr. Trodden offers, and this view

often rejects the idea of compensation on the grounds that

we are not responsible for the actions of our antecedents.

But doesn't there come a point where a group is so

oppressed, and so for no conceivable reason, that this

group ought to be helped by those whose ancestors were

spared, or even complicit in, these atrocities? I don't mind

losing a spot to a minority and I'll tell you why. There are

other spots for me. but my fellow human being who hap-

pens to be have a different skin color may next time run

into individuals of a like mind with the "Application of

Pride" author, and be again excluded from opportunity.

There are several very troubling other aspects to the arti-

cle, and I'd like to address a few. First, it may be argued in

compelling fashion that the only real reason that some
minorities may perform at a lower level than others is that

these individuals have been historically locked out of the

very opportunities that allow many others of us to achieve

more of this type of success. Second, the joke about raising

admissions standards so that one would now need to "be a

minority times two" was in extraordinarily poor taste.

Finally, to suggest that a minority in America, and especial-

ly a black American, is using his/her heritage as a "crutch"

is a ridiculous insult.

Dr. King is oft-quoted (and deservedly so), but I'll quote

him. If our society, and our nation, is to have any pride, it

must "...rise up and live out the true meaning of its creed:

We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are

created equal .'" For that matter, all women are created

To the editor:

The majority of Israelis and Palestinians are in favor of

the continuation of the peace process in the Middle East.

The Prime Minister of Israel had voiced interest in perpetu-

ating the negotiations that the former government of Israel

began several years ago. Unfortunately, the peace negotia-

tions are plagued with ill-doers who seek to break the

strides of the current momentum. At UMass, we are cursed

with such anarchical anti-peace supporters.

The current events that have swept over Israel and the

occupied territories have had detrimental effects on the

recent direction of peace between the Israelis and the

Palestinians. The opening of the ancient tunnel in

Jerusalem, which coincidentally does not touch the Temple

Mount (the Muslim Holy site), has spurred armed conflict

between the Palestinians and their "peace keeping" police

force with the Israeli military. For fear of crushing the

newly established Palestinian peace keepers, the Israeli

army has held itself in check, preventing the massacre of

this amateur force of sophomoric gun-toters.

Another issue that draws my concern is the fact that the

chairman of the Palestinian Authority barely retains control

over his armed troops, let alone his people. When Arafat

asked his troops to refrain from firing at his Israelis, they

ignored his command, continuing the losing battle against

the militarily superior Israelis. How can the Israelis then

believe that peace will be maintained when the troops have

already become autonomous from their leaders.

I genuinely believe that the majority of the people in the

Middle East desire a life of peace and tranquility, yet there

will always be aggressors against this movement. This has

been clearly exemplified in the past few days, and it is our

job as a peace-loving community to ignore and combat

these attempts at tainting our visions of peace. The Leaders

of Israel, lordan and the Palestinian Authority met in the

White House on Oct. 1 to settle their differences and perse-

vere at achieving a unilaterally acceptable peace. We need

to take this sentiment as an example for our own campus,

and strive to achieve the same ends.

Guy Chayoun
Amherst

Anti-Semitism clutters

Multicultural page

To the editor:

Monday's Multicultural Affairs page "80 Palestinians die

in defense of al-Aqsa mosque" was a display of one per-

son's adamant biased opinion. Is the Multicultural Affairs

page a forum for Multicultural issues or one for complete

jaundice? On this page, the author expounds upon her

complete hatred of Zionism and the state of Israel It per-

plexes me why a semi-credible newspaper prints segments

of a news wire of a known fundamentalist organization.

This blatant anti-Semitism has been ongoing over the

years in the Collegian and has yet to cease. Since journalism

is all about stating the facts and showing the whole picture,

it seems strange that a newspaper would print only one side

of the story and not the other.

The anti-Semitism that clutters this page is evident

throughout. For example, the author does not acknowledge

the state of Israel. She refers to the state of Israel as

Palestine, which is a country that does not exist. The failure

to use the word Israel and replacing it with the word
Zionist is also an obvious sign of anti-Semitism. The state

of Israel is a legitimate country and is recognized by all

cQunuips .except for the Arab Emirates and other Arab

countries.

What is currently occurring in Israel is a bad timing

process by the Israelis over a smart financial maneuver. A
second entrance to an archeological tunnel was constructed

by the Israeli government in the Old City in lerusalem. The

tunnel runs alongside of the al-Aqsa mosque. It leads

directly to the Western Wall which is the holiest sight in the

lewish world. The tunnel itself, which dates from ancient

times, allows pedestrians to enter one of the oldest subter-

ranean paths in lerusalem from the Western Wall plaza and

exit into the Via Dolorosa.

It must be emphasized that no part of the tunnel runs

underneath the Temple Mount. The restoration of the tun-

nel does not violate the Interim Agreement between Israel

and the Palestinians. The Israeli government is currently

going through the proper channels towards resolving the

current hostile situation. Since tensions in the region are

very high, a response like this is not so unforeseeable.

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu is making every

effort possible to resolve the situation and restart the peace

process.

My final concern about the page is two fold. In using a

fist with the words Allahu Akbar, the author is using a mili-

tant outcry to incite many Jewish students on campus.

Placing a fist is not journalism but a blatant symbol of pure

hatred. This is an immoral and illogical approach. In tum.

the call for "more fighters willing to work and strive for the

equality that all of us, as human beings deserve." also is

seen as a militant call for action. The main goal of journal

ism is to educate, providing the facts and truths about the

news not with falsities and lies which are displayed within

the confines of the Multicultural Affairs page.

Adam Buxbaum
Hillel

Who's grant?

To the editor:

Massachusetts gives UMass $200,000 to "improve per

formance." Great! We can all look toward a better educa-

tion, right? Wrong. Instead of using money to better our

facilities and programs, the Office of Student Affairs has

decided to give all of it away to high school valedictorians

and saludatorians. Talk about "passing the buck!"

Performance will increase, that's for sure, but through bet-

ter students, not better education. This is not what the state

intended. That money was meant for us. That money was

supposed to increase our performance. Now it's just going

to give a few students a free ride.

lonathan Burk

Sylvan

Vote not so overwhelming

To the editor:

The opinions of Shyamala Ivatury and Hussein Ibish

regarding the Graduate Student Senate vote of the

International Programs Office memo (Sept. 30. "GSS
Condemns IPO Leadership") are based on hyperbolical per-

spectives. They claim that the resolution to "condemn"

Barbara Burn and her office "passed by an overwhelming

majority

"

The actual vote was. in fact, 10 in favor. 3 opposed, and

4 abstentions. While this represents a simple majority. I

would not call 58 percent positive approval "overwhelm-

ing." In fact, many students — foreign and/or internation-

al and/or non-American and/or American Students —
spoke in favor of the IPO. and many, including myself,

voiced strong opposition to approving a "condemnation"

which we had been handed only one hour earlier.

Ivatury and Ibish seem to glow with the recognition of

their "condemning" voices, but could it be that not as many
other voices join them as their vitriolic rhetoric suggests?

Timothy Shary

Dcpt. of Communication
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Arts & Living
Truckin' album soars in fast lane
Rusted Root returns with unique blend of folk & world music

VARIOUS ARTISTS

Rig Rock Deluxe: A Tribute to the

American Truck Driver

Upstart/Diesel Only

Despite the fact that professional

truck driving is probably the most

boring job on earth, it has

inspired the imagina-

tions of country musi-

cians for decades,

and songs about

truck driving have

become a rich

part of American

musical tradition.

It's for this rea-

son that Rig Rock

Deluxe, a collection

of songs about and for the

American truck driver, is such an

entertaining and surprisingly effective

compilation.

One of the keys to Rig Rock

Deluxe's success is the mixture of old

and new talent. Classic jukebox

names like Del Reeves, Don Walser

and Kay Adams appear beside those

of younger talents like Bottle

Rockets, Son Volt and Jim

Lauderdale There are old and new

songs as well — truck stop classics

and modern reflections spanning the

entire history of trucking.

Underneath the twang and rockabilly

snap lies an almost folkloric collec-

tion of experiences — a lifestyle doc-

umented in the humor, the tall tales

and the tears of the lonely truck dri-

ver.

Performances throughout are out-

standing. Highlights include Buck

Owens' energetic "Will there be Big

Rigs in Heaven," Kelly Willis' raw

"Truckstop Girl" and Nick Lowe's

swinging "I'm Coming Home." Rig

Rock Deluxe is an impressive docu-

ment and a entertaining ride through

the musical world of truck drivers —
a collection that is equally successful

as a fun, catchy album and a heartfelt

document of a cultural heritage.

(Bradley Skaught) A-

NOA
Calling

Geffen Records

Calling is the wonderfully enchant-

ing debut from Israeli artist. Noa. It

is modern rock with an ethnic beat;

hard-edge lyrics that are meshed

together with soft instruments such

as the cello. Noa has mastered the

elements of fine songwriting with

catchy melodies and impressive

lyrics.

Noa has a distinctly middle eastern

sound, it's hard to mistake her eth-

nicity, in fact Calling declares loudly

that it's world music. She combines

Lorenna McKennit's ethnic beats and

rhythms with Liz Phair's empowering

lyrics.

"All is Well" is a sarcastic look at

the banality of bourgeois life. Noa

also utilizes her religious knowledge

on "Mark of Cain," a sad soliloquy

about an unwanted pregnancy. In

"Too Painful," Noa explores the dark-

er side of her music, with a strong

ballad that shows off her smooth alto

voice.

The ancestral inflections of Noa's

music make Calling a refreshing lis-

ten. Instead of capitalizing on the

popularity of alternative music and

recording an album that sounds like,

everything else, Noa creates a great

original sound. A- (Lisa M. Oliveri)

ROBERT BRADLEY
Blackwater Surprise

RCA

"Voodoo" make this disc at least

enjoyable, but there are 14 songs on

this disc, and only eight or nine

should have made the cut — giving

the listener a little bit of an unneces-

sary excess (But with CD technology

why not give your listeners bO-plus

minutes?)
Michael Glabicki's voice

seems very forced and one

gets weary of listening to it

song after song, hoping for

i full tune with the ethereal

voice of Liz Berlin

instead. Some of

their numbers
("River In A Cage."

"Infinite Space")

truly show the

arthy-crunchy world

music influence that they

completely epitomize to some people,

yet even those tunes display the

well-used formula. A relaxed listen

— one that you can enjoy using your

CD programming option with. B-

(J.B.)

JAWBOX
Jawbox

TAG/Atlantic

lawbox is without a doubt one of

the best unsung bands out there. In a

musical era marked by the blandness

of Bush and No Doubt, it's at once

hard and easy to see why jawbox is

your best sideshow smile...") and the

poppy "Excandescent." There's also a

hidden track that's a cover of Tori

Amos' "Cornflake Girl"— a perfect

fit, with both artist's love of off-kil-

ter time and odd phrasings. A (Mike

Messaros)

LEAHANDREONE
Veiled

RCA Records

The recent surge in popularity of

female rockers like Tracy Bonham

and loan Osborne have allowed for

artists like Leah Andreone to be

heard. She fits nicely into this up and

coming genre. Her debut album,

Veiled, is a solid first attempt.

Andreone seems much more

mature than her young 23 years. Her

songs are complex and conflicting;

she writes about everything from

pain and guilt ("You Make Me
Remember") to unabashed first love

("Kiss Me Goodbye"). It isn't just

straight guitar rock, either. "Who Are

They To Say," sounds like it could

have easily been a '70s disco hit. She

also tackles incest in "Problem

Child."

Andreone has a sound that

demands to be heard. Her voice soars

above the strumming of her guitar,

coaxing her listeners into a soothing

irn to TRAX page 7
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Jennifer Jason Leigh delivers u fine performance in Georgia.

Georgia highlights new video releases

By Adam Levirte

Collegian Correspondent

This column is designed to keep the general public up to

date with brand new films recently released on home video,

as well as classic movies many of us may have overlooked

either in the theater or at your local video store. Here are a

few you shouldn't miss and one that you should.

THINGS TO DO IN DENVER WHEN YOU'RE DEAD

Directed by Gary Fleder

with Andy Garcia, Christopher Walken, Steve Buscemi

Despite this film's catchy title, this movie is a complete

disaster. After Quentin Tarantino's success, the new trend in

independent filmmaking is to make wannabe hip mobster

flicks with flashy, cool talking gangsters. Such is the case

with Andy Garcia as an ex-hitman trying to go clean with his

new business which provides the service of comforting the

families of the recently deceased. When business is bad. the

Denver mob boss played by Christopher Walken. hires

Garcia to do a little project that entails scanng the ex- girl-

friend of his child-molesting son so he won't marry her new

love. To make a ridiculous story as short as possible, Garcia

and his gang screw up the assignment and Walken decides to

kill them. He then recruits Steve Buscemi who is some sort of

super assassin to take care of Garcia and his crew.

This film's narrative is filled with awful gangster movie cliches

and plays more like a cartoon lhan an action thriller. Movies like

these are far more concerned with looking cool lhan actually having

Turn to LEIGH, page 7
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Rusted Root returns to their world beat roots on Remember.

Sweet soul music is not dead. Not
<

in Robert Bradley's mind, at least.

This debut CD of Bradley's band

(which includes Bradley singing, )eff

Fowlkes playing drums, and two

brothers, Michael and Andrew
Nehra, on guitar and bass respective-

ly) showcases mellow soul that fer-

ments on a stack of Otis Redding and

Lenny Kravitz records.

With dense organ gracing many

songs — played by a man named
jimmy Bones (Gotta love it now,

don't you?) — Bradley croons his

way through many commonplace
mid- tempo tunes as well as the

bright moments, like "California,"

"Governor" and the blues-rocking

opener "Bellybone." His voice is a bit

raspy, but it gives the songs body and

the sense that there is true feeling

behind Bradley. One interesting thing

with this disc is Bradley's obsession

with rain. He uses it in his lyrics

prominently in two songs in a row. If

we can assume that the rain is his

tears, then this is true soul. B (Joshua

Boyd)

RUSTED ROOT
Remember
Mercury

On this new album. Rusted Root

prove they're on a separate plane

from other folk-rock bands around

now. but the problem is their original

sound is often very repetitive.

Songs like the acoustic "Bullets In

The Fire," and the adventurous

so overlooked by the general public.

Easy in that they never seem to use

a simple 4/4 beat and are always try-

ing out something new, often alienat-

ing the general alternative market by

not making things easy for them.

Hard in that they are just so damn
smooth.

What comes out of this is a com-

plex album that plays off all four

members — lay Robbin's voice and

guitar interacting and reeling off of

Bill Barbot's guitar and backing

vocals. Kim Colletta has sturdy,

bouncing basslines which accentuates

Zach Boracas' incredible drumming

(it can be argued that his off beat,

jazz influenced drumming is the

band's best feature). The whole band

seems to take old music theories like

jazz and swing and easily meld them

with punk.

The best example of the band's

work is "His Only Trade," with

Robbins starting the song out like a

slap to the face, then trading off

lyrics with Barbot. Other highlights

include "Mule/Stall," a jazzy song

seemingly about being fake ("Try on
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Witty Wooodbury delivers

a must read murder novel

Friday, October 2, 1996 / Page 7

By Teresa McCarthy
Collegian Correspondent

FRANCINE G. WOODBURY
Shade and Shadow
Del Ray Discoveries

Its cover describes it as a novel
of magic, mystery, and murder.
Shade and Shadow is much more
than that. It is a novel of real life

and fantasy set in a real environ-
ment. Very fresh and alluring, this
is the one paperback that can tire-

lessly whisk you away to London. It

is not often these days that fiction
has such powers of geographic relo-

cation.

One doesn't have time to realize
how super this book is until the
last page. This is because it is an
immediate engagement; fast-paced
from the first paragraph onward.
Taking place in the present day, it

is about a 26-year-old professor
of magic at Oxford University
named Raoul and his daily
encounters — one of which hap
pens to be his involvement in the
murder of a much-despised col-
league.

Luckily, the author must have
recognized that murder mysteries
are becoming a dime a dozen and
successfully steers the intrigue in

interesting, unpredictable direc-
tions. Raoul is someone who
shuns sleep, romance, religion,
his peer group and conventional
wisdom. Woodbury creates a

spontaneous and hilarious char-
acter that will undoubtedly begin
to absorb your interest as soon as
you are introduced to him.
Caustically contemptuous of

social relations, he does not alter
his personality much in order to
glide frictionlessly through life's

unavoidable situations. Simply
put, he doesn't seem to care
about how others perceive him.
This is direct reader refreshment.
Best of all, he is riotously alive.
It's almost as if he would jump
out of the page if he could just
scorn the reader for living so vic-

ariously.

Raoul, who spends a great deal
of time creating spells with the aid
of his computer, fortunately has a
human friend. When they are
together the humor intensifies,
even while one is a homicide sus-
pect trying to prove his innocence
and the other is stuck in a hospi-
tal. The author's tone is light
throughout the book, perhaps its

most appealing attribute. Nothing
is to be taken too seriously in life

— an attitude the author evokes
wonderfully. I must assume she is

British because of her smooth,
articulate ease, which ranges from
casual eloquence one minute to
unabashed, emotive slang the
next. The dialogue is so natural
and unforced that, at times, it's

hard to believe the words are even
printed. If this sounds too good to
be true, do not listen to yourself
and get thee to the bookstore
instead.

Shade and Shadow is one novel
you shouldn't pass up. It is a novel
you can relate to and escape with,
even if you think magic is just a

conjuration. With this delightfully

descriptive little book, Woodbury
has found herself a new admirer.
A-

Belafonte jazzes up Altman's Kansas City
By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

KANSAS CITY
Written and directed by Robert

Altmon
with Jennifer Jason Leigh, Harry
Belafonte, Miranda Richardson

Ploying at Academy of Music

Robert Altman has been lauded as

one of our country's finest filmmakers
and sometimes this title is difficult to

understand when we're faced with
things like the still interesting Popeye
or the not altogether terrible Ready to

Wear. But with his latest. Kansas
City, Altman delivers a film that is

not only as good as anything else he's

done, but one that may actually live

up to his reputation.

In a manner that might seem irri-

tating if tried by another director,

Altman allows his camera almost
lackadaisically to wander around
picking up the most interesting
tid-bits of conversation, following

characters wherever they may take
us. The result is more precise than
Altman's signature — it comes off

as his trademark.

The story focuses around Blondie
(Jennifer )ason Leigh) as she kidnaps
a politician's opium-addict wife
(Miranda Richardson) to try and get

help freeing her husband (Dermot
Mulroney), who has been caught try-

ing to steal from the local crime boss

(Harry Belafonte). All of this occur-
ring during the span of one day —
election day no less.

Altman's uses his hometown of
Kansas City as his canvas in a way
comparable to his use of Los Angeles
in Short Cuts or the eponymous
Nashville. Kansas City's backgrounds
seem to have a life of its own like in

each of his films and its scenic design-

er will hopefully be remembered
when nominations are being consid-

ered.

Belafonte's coke-snorting mobster
is one of the high points of the film,

and not solely for his maniacal perfor-

mance. The scenes that occur in his

club introduce the jazz segments that

underlie entire segments of scenes

that follow. This is where Kansas City

gains its greatest strength — the jazz

that accompanies the film ends up
acting as a lynch pin, connecting
themes and scenes in a thoroughly
entertaining way.

If there is a dowr.-side to Kansas
City, it comes in Leigh and her inces-

sant need to portray her characters
with accents. Fortunately, after a

needless series of flashbacks, the
scenes with Leigh and the Richardson
on the run end up being priceless,

contrasting Leigh's rabid ranting with

Richardson's drugged torpor.

Steve Buscemi delivers a fright-

fully amusing cameo as Leigh's
labor organizing brother-in-law
who beats the living crap out of
one who dissents against his poll-

ster ways. It's nice to see Buscemi
here even if he's doing the same
creepy thing always does.

Altman allows the film to end

<:<H!RTKSY ASSOCIATED PKKSS

Harry Belafonte

with a sense of cyclular closure. The
subplot of a pregnant teen allows
him to give Leigh's character more
depth than even she might be able

to handle, but which is needed by
the time Richardson finally gets off

the smack, with chilling results. A-

Punk legends , The Descendents grow up on new album
By Adam Dlugocz
Collegian Staff

Collegia* GrtpUics: Somow V*$ to tak* tW beativy

THE DESCENDENTS
Everything Socks

Epitatfi Records

The Descendents are back... and
they sound a lot like All. The
Descendents are, and will always be,

the godfathers of pop punk. If it

weren't for the Descendents, bands
like Green Day, The Queers, or any
of the other pop punk bands on MTV
would never be around today.

Everything Sucks has a much
angrier side then anything the

Descendents have ever done. In fact,

musically, this album is more remi-
niscent of All's latest album Pummel
then Milo Goes To College or / Don 't

Want To Grow Up. Milo, in essence,
is the only difference between All and
The Descendents.

Songs like "Doghouse" and
"Eunuch Boy" show off the sillier

side of the Descendents, bringing
songs like "Wanna Be a Bear" and
"My Van" to mind.

Of course it just wouldn't be the

Descendents if Milo didn't sing about
girls and being a nerd. Milo was the

originator of nerd-punk.
This is also where the Descendents

trax
I continued from page 6

calmness on one song, and then
,

screams for consideration on the
next. Andreone has this amusing trill

in her voice, a forced falsetto that

! demands attention.

Though her songs do tackle some
; challenging topics, Andreone sings

without whining, a step above many
> of her peers. B(L.M.O)

LUSH
Lovelile

4AD/Reprise

The intrinsic problem of Lush's latest

album, Lovelife, is that it fails to live up

to the promise of it's first three songs.

Taken together, "Ladykillers," "Heavenly

Nobodies" and "500" present a wonder-
fully varied song cycle, going from catty

to cynical to introspective to loving.
"500" is so upbeat, you can't help but get

wrapped up in it and "Ladykillers" will

have everyone, male and female, cheering

on the insights of the narrator — except

for the "blondies" and "long hair and
muscles" types she dismisses. The wide
spectrum of emotions and attitudes,

along with the upbeat rhythms and for-

ward thrust of the music leave you hop
ing for an inspiring and upbeat album,
but it's a let down.

Sure, there are some good songs. This

isn't a bad album. "I've Been Here
Before" recounts the endless cycle of bad
relationships people fall into and "The
Childcatcher" tells of the narrator's need
for the men in her life to respect her as a

grown woman and stop treating her as if

she's a pampered child. "Cioa!" comes
the closest to living up to the promise
(and escaping it's stupid title) — it's a

wonderfully snide duet where vocalist

Miki Berenyi and guest vocalist Jarvis

Cocker of Pulp trade insults as former
lovers ("I can't believe I thought I was in

love with you", he sneers, "I can't believe

I fell for a loser like you", she replies)

who can only agree that the other was "a

big mistake."

But some of the later songs go on
for too long, especially at the close of

the disk. "Papasan" has some nice
lyrical flourishes and a pretty, spare
arrangement, but because of it, ulti-

mately goes nowhere.
Like the title suggests, the album is

a collection of songs about... well,

lovelife. Each song tells a story of
love lost. Those of us who hide true

feelings by acting jaded can truly

appreciate i< — even if it's not as
good as the first three songs. B-
(M.M.)
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run into a wall of sorts. While "I'm
The One." "Sick-O-Me," "She Loves
Me" and "We" are dead on lyrically,

the music doesn't match as well. In

the past, the Descendents exhibited
their poppier side on songs like

"Good Things" and "Bikeage" that

matched the lyrics perfectly; the new
thrashier angrier Descendents fails to

represent as well.

The other problem with this album
is that Milo is old, he's married and
he has a career; he's not the same
high school geek we could all relate

to. For instance "I'm The One," a

song about longing for a girl who
keeps going out with jerks is great,

but when it comes from someone
who is married it's a little harder to

swallow. Everything Sucks is a great

punk album. It contains the frenetic

feel that most bands today ignore. It

is not the watered down rehashed
pop punk that most bands are playing

today.

On the flipside, it doesn't give the

same vibe we've come to expect from
the Descendents. The slicker sound is

great, but the rawness of the SST
recordings helped make them so real.

Everything Sucks just feels like a
great punk album but it doesn't give

the special feeling that only the
Descendents of old could give. B+

Leigh
continued from page 6

any substance. More proof that a big named
cast in no way means a well acted or strong

film. F

GEORGIA
Directed by Ulu Grosbard

Wiffi Jennifer Jason Leigh, Mare
Winningham, Ted Levine

lennifer Jason Leigh has continuously

proved herself as a brilliant actress who
chooses intriguing' roles to portray
Georgia, one of the most fascinating char-

acter dramas of this decade is no differ-

ent, but rather worthy as Leigh's best film

to date. This is a truly mesmerizing tale

which centers around the relationship

between two sisters. One sister is named
Georgia, and is enchantingly played by
Oscar nominee Mare Winningham.
Georgia is a successful and famous folk

singer with a loving family and beautiful

suburban home. Sadie, played by Leigh,

is the darker half of this sibling duo.

Sadie is a passionate, but less talented

singer than her sister. She has drowned
herself in a deep depression surrounded

by alcoholism arid heroin addiction. With
her sister's help, she tries to escape from

her broken world of playing bar gigs in

between her own blackouts.

This film is amazingly honest. Sadie

knows she can never climb out from her

sister's shadows. She accepts this by play-

ing her own harsh renditions of Georgia's

sweet sounding ballads knowing well she

will never be like her sister. Grosbard's

direction is excellent by portraying Sadie

as a son of delinquent adolescent with a

good heart who wants to do the right

thing, but doesn't know how. This is a

very dark film with a sad ending which
will not only force you to re-evaluate

your hopes and dreams, but also the value

we each place on family.' A

FARGO
Directed by Joel Coen

With Williom H. Mocey, Fronds
McDormand, Steve Buscemi

The Coen Brothers have returned to

their midwestem roots for their new satir-

ical thriller starring William H. Macey,
Steve Buscemi and Francis McDormand.
Forgo is similar Coen Brothers style with

dark humor and brilliant writing, which
have made them the most innovative film-

making team of our time.

The story is about a local businessman

played by Macey, who decides to have

two hitmen kidnap his wife in order to

have his father in law pay the ransom.
|oel Coen's real life wife, Francis
McDormand, is the police officer trying

to find the clues to solving the case. The
plot becomes more complicated as a sim-

ple kidnapping escalates into a huge mys-

tery resulting in a numerous body count.

The acting is superb as usual with
many of the Coen Brothers stock
actors like McDormand and Buscemi
playing eccentric but lovable charac-
ters. Fargo is an extremely intelligent

noirish drama which takes place in a

small Minnesota town. A fantastic

film by the brothers who gave us
other excellent crime thrillers like

Blood Simple and Millers Crossing.
A-
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NFL
continued from page 10

ing under new management next sea-

son.

The excuse Kotite can't use, how
over, is thai the teams woes are all

owner Leon Hess' fault. Hess wants

a winner during his lifetime, and
plans to keep changing coaches until

he gets one. In the last four years,

they've had three different head
coaches (Bruce Coslet. Pete Carroll

and Rich Kotite) as well as replacing

Kotite with Ron Earhardt as offen-

sive coordinator this year. The play-

ers never get used to a system due to

Hess' haste in firing coaches and
putting in mediocre replacements.

Carroll is the perfect example. Hess

fired him after his late-season col-

lapse and replaced him with Kotite,

fresh off a collapse that cost him his

job in Philly. Carroll went on to build

a tough defense in San Francisco.

With his track record, look for

Hm Id replace Kotite with Reeves,

Mora. Buffalo's defensive coordina-

tor and former Denver head coach

Wade Phillips. Earhardt, or even

Fontes should Detroit let him go.

The last team that could begin next

year with a new head coach is the

New England Patriots. The big ques-

tion is whether Parcells wants to

come back after cutting a year off his

contract. Whether that happens
depends solely on how the team does.

Another year like last year, and
Parcells is in permanent retirement.

However, if Parcells enjoys himself,

which means a* least a winning sea-

son, if not a playoff berth, he should

be back for one more shot. He wants

to go out a winner and show the

game hasn't passed him by. If his

players don't respond though, look

for assistant head coach Bill

Belichick to succeed him.

One other possible vacancy could

be in Big D, though it's not likely.

Egomaniac |erry |ones won't want to

admit he made the wrong choice in

bringing in Barry Switzcr. which is

probably the biggest thing in his

favor. Then there's the fact that Jones

may not have made the wrong choice

two years ago. Despite his heavy crit-

icism„Switzer has lead the beat up
remnants of his team to two wins, the

latter over a tough Eagles team.

Switzer hasn't had to coach his first

two years — now it's time to prove
whether he can or not.

Kansas City's Marty
Schoitenheimer could also be in a

little trouble, despite leading the

Chiefs to an NFL-best 13-3 season
last year and their first 4-0 start

ever. The problem is that's nothing

unusual for Schoitenheimer, just like

it wasn't unusual he lost his first

game in last year's playoffs. A coach
only gets so many chances to get it

done. A single playoff win will

assure another season in Kansas
City, but bowing out after one game
this year could result in him bowing
out after the season.

And then there's the few coaches

who aren't going anywhere, despite

their lousy records. St. Louis' Rich

Brooks, Tampa Bay's Tony Dungy,
Arizona's Vincc Tobin and Seattle's

Dennis Erickson, despite a cumula-

tive 4-15 record, will all be back next

year. Never forget, rebuilding is a

coach's favorite word.

Jacob W. Michaels is a Collegian

columnist

NBA
continued from page 1

blocks last year.

While in a Minuteman uniform Roe was a domi-
nant force on the court, averaging 16.5 ppg. He
posted a .532 field goal percentage and a .706 free

throw percentage. Roe also grabbed 8.1 rebounds
per game.

Bright was an instrumental member of the 1995-96

Minuteman team which reached the Final Four for the

first time in school history. As a senior. Bright aver-

aged 14.5 ppg and 5.8 rpg. He had the highest free

throw percentage on the team, posting a .794. In addi-

tion. Bright dished out 64 assists and collected 43
swipes.

Bright has a scheduled return to his collegiate court,

as former Minuteman coach |ohn Calipari will bring

the Nets to the William D. Mullins Center for a presea-

son exhibition game against the Washington Bullets on
Oct. 13.

NHL
continued from page 10

goals in five minutes. ..no wonder the Philadelphia

Flyers' Eric Lindros was crying on Team Canada's

bench. Something was missing on that team, oh, I

guess it was the defenseman of the century, the Bruins'

Ray Bourquc. Sorry, a defensive corps led by Mr.

Stay-Away- From-Home Paul Coffey did not fill me
with a warm, fuzzy feeling. No wonder the Detroit Red
Wings, still, have not won anything meaningful.

•The leaves will turn colors, Clinton will win the

Presidential election, the Eagles will charge your mort-

gage payment for a ticket and |cremy Rocnick will sign

with the Phoenix Coyotes. One of these things will

never, ever happen. . .guess which one?
Sorry, all of you Dole-heads, the right answer is

Rocnick, and for 25 million dollars which both you
and him will never receive. It is not that one of the pre-

mier forwards in the game does not deserve it, but it

will not happen in Phoenix. Their salary cap is full to

the brim, even with unloading the highly-talented,

abysmally-motivated Alexci Zhamnov in this enigma
deal with Chicago. You have to get a high-scorer for

Roenick, but Zhamnov seems to fit in the standard

Russian stereotype: all-flash, no-smash.

It would be a great lift for an old franchise in a new
town to have two teamers, as Roenick would probably

be lined up with ex-Boston University superstar Keith

Tkachuk. That is a great combo, but a load of cash

would have to be dropped on the America West Arena
for Phoenix to keep Roenick. Let him get signed by

some other team (Mike Milbury and the islanders

would love that), and take the five-first round draft

picks in compensation and run.

Why would you want to play hockey in Phoenix,

anyway?

1 am sorry, but in that area. I would be more worried

about hitting my 7-iron, and making it stick on the

green, than going out and sticking a hit on a number

77; especially if it's on a Bruin jersey.

•Speaking of the Bruins, it looks like the Big Bad

Bruins of the early 1970's and 80's have returned. For

me, 1 do not know if it is a good or bad thing for me,

since 1 am the Elder Finnish Statesman in these parts,

but I do remember those days. No
kidding... really... let's talk, huh?

I am old school, through and through, bleeding

Black and Gold. ..and, truthfully, coming into this

season the idea of a Cream of Wheat lineup like last

year's squad did not appeal to me. When the Bruins

looked to rebuild after the Orr- Esposito Era, Harry

Sinden went to a lineup that could basically punch

your lights out first, and maybe sneak in a quickie

with players like Rick Middleton and Barry Pederson

around.

Sinden knew the squad after the departure of the

Holy Ones was not going to out-finesse an opponent.

Basically, it looks like the same case scenario, and

believe mc, Harry is looking for his chance, and will

strike. Sure, dealing off Shawn McEachern was a sur-

prise, but can you rebuild a franchise around a player

of his marginal quality? Really now, McEachern was

not the second coming of Cam Neely. Not even

close.

By the way, when you're watching any Bruins game

this season, get your buddies together in a circle; raise

your glasses in the air; and give a toast to one of the

all-time Bruins, Cam Neely. He will be missed,

not just for the team, but for the game.

lorma Kansanen is a Collegian columnist.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Sigma Tiu Gamma s looting tor new

members STG is a newer fraternity with

a rjittereni style Call Will tor informa-

tion 64455 _____
Tht Smart at Sirjma Delta Tan would

like to congratulate our new members

Farah, Heather. Jaime. Jen. Michele.

Sarah, and Stettany

AUTO FOR SALE

Hi* Qlrtsmoblle Delta IS St .000

RunsGreai 373 1VM

ISM Uyote Low mileage standard

$1000/80 586 9501 After 500 pm

1SS7 Maraa 626 129k miles but runs

great, standard shift. P/W. PA. sunroof,

priced for quick sale $1700 firm 549

0701 days, 373 9733 evenings

fSSZ Toyota Supra Good condition.

AT/PW/PO/PS/AM/fM CAS Call 546

06V or 14 13*3?* 3982

19*4 Hende Accard AT. AC. PW. PI.

cruise 11 0k m,nt CallJarrod 548 939?

19*5 Snick Skylec* Dependable Ask

$1000orBO Call 8nan (41317747107

EMPLOYMENT
Spring Break!! Earn Cash" Highest

Commissions I lowest Prices' Travel tree

on only 13 sates 1 tree Info 1 Sunsplash 1

800-426-7/111

Cruise Ships Hiring [am up to

$7,000»/month World Travel Seasonal

and Full Time positions No eip neces-

sary For info call 1 706 971 3550 e«t

C5O015

National Parks Hiring Positions are

now available at National Parts. Forests

and Wildlife Preserves ticeliem benefits

and bonuses' Carl 1 206971 3670 Ext

N5O016

Trapical deserts Hiring Students

needed' Entry level and career positions

available worldwide Call Resort

Employment Services 1706 971-3600

E>1 R5001?

ATTENTION All STUDENTS! Over 6

(•Aon rn public and private sector Grams

and scholarships are now available All

students are eligible Let us help For

more info call 1 800 263 6495 Eit

F50014

FOR RENT
Fridge Rentals Plus Free Delivery 253-

9742

FOR SALE

4KSX Compact Laptop 4 meg RAM
120HO. MS Office 6 0. electronic pen.

external CD ROM via PCMCIA. Canon

Bubble Jet Pnnter. $950 or best otter 549-

4850 Jason

Oorm Fridges 18""18° Cheap and deliv

ered" Name your Pnce' Call
5J»>

1)54

Mackmoth Perforate 5715CO. 75MH7

CPU. 8MB RAM. 1GB HD. 15' monitor.

14 4 Fax/Modem. 16 Bit Sound Asking

$1M0 08 Call 584 8407

Mac Pewerlwek 140 8/80.~fai/modem.

software and portable printer w/case

$1.000 Call Mike 587-0347

Car Stereo AM FW cassette.

Dolby/noise reduction and 4 4 5" speak-

ers 170 watts each! Features and digitally

tuned All for only $200/B0 Jeff 549-

4334

2 Dave Matthews lis Sun Oct 6 Floor

seatsjtow27 Best offer Sam 546 3982

Mac Poworbook 520CO Laser Printer

$1,100/80 For more info call Amy 256

0413

1995 Trek 870 18' New derailer back

wheel cranks Gnpshift barends. toes

traps Just tuned $250 546-4849

10/S DMB Tin Row 7 Floor. 3 bi Call

256 8630 and leave a message for Chris

FOUND
Naa-Pretcnptieit Sunglasses made by

Guess In WEB DuBois Library on 7th

floor Contact library to claim

INSTRUCTION

Bartend with University Bartending

50% student discount Amherst classes

starting soon' Call I 800-U CAN MIX for

info

last- Metal Black Malta Frame
Glasses II found please call Manna
©54*3582

MOTORCYCLES
19S0C8C50 $500 or BO 9650 miles

runs well - must sell Call 54*6646

ISM Sausjki GS79K. 4-cyt . saddlebags

highway pegs, new battery, great street

bike $600/80 Call Jesse 256*142

MUSICIANS
Guitar Classes Stan 9/10 Rentals and

lessons available 10 wts/$4000 FTUG

Pad 5454579

81 u«s Jam Toes. 800pm Emerson 112

Check it out'

MISCELLANEOUS
Op you hove questions about your

rights' Do you think your civil rights have

been violated 7 Find out 1 Contact the

Student Legal Services Office 5450995

PERSONALS

Chokes Net Chances Free contracep

tion education Every Mon & Thurs 3

4 X and lues & Wed 7 8 30pm in Rm
302 UHS Men and Women welcome

For more information call Health

Education Office 577 5181

Preonant? Need help' Call Birthright of

Amherst area lor free testing and assis

tance 54*1906

ROOM FOR RENT
Room for rent bus route Available

now 665-7972

Earn up to

$75 $45/hour teaching basic converse

tional English in Japan. Taiwan or S

Korea No teaching background or Asian

Langoages required For info call 706

971 3570 Ext J50015

Haw Hiring AH Shifts. Closing shifts

available with bonus program Hadley

Burger King Asklor Tim 5B4-51 10

Spring Break '97! Cancun. Bahamas.

Jamaica and Florida Earn free trips and

cash' Call I8O0I700O790

Research Interviewers Evenings and

weekends Inteiestmg part time tele

phone assignments to collect data on a

variety of research topics Absolutely no

selling involved Computer/typing skills

required Flexible hours Monday I nday

5pm 11pm. Sat 11am 5pm. and Sunday

17pm 5pm and 5pm 10pm Must work a

minimum of 20 hours per week Start at

$5 75/txwr with paid training and earn up

to $7 00/hour Interested candidates

please call AST Telephone Research

Center at 14131587 1607 An Equal

Opportunity Employer

I w/D|ata Burnous Call

lot brochure 737-8817

WWW SUCCESS ORG Free business

education from American Institute

Entrepreneurship and Real Estate

Investment Courses Retire rich in ten

years

PC/MAC Tutoring Cheap instruction for

computer Patient, valuable help and

advice Set ups. software. Internet

14 1 3I772JB33

English lan guage CoMMluat Available

to International Students and Non-English

Maiors Will edit papers and disserta

lions, also tutor ESL Call Ms Reed,

retired faculty member, for rate schedule

and free initial consultation 753 3354

lost Dog Reward Missing from North

Maple Street. Hadley since Sunday. Sept

72 lab/Sponger Spaniel Mix answers to

the name of Benny Has lab leatures with

shaggier coat Primarily black with tan

paws and black and white fluffy tail

Would be considered medium sized,

approx 34lbs 25 inches tall Only wear

ing silver choke collar no tags Call with

any info 549 1390 Ask for Shawn or

Ben

Lass near Teamen Gym- Seeing Glasses

It found call Mike at 546- 1826

SERVICES

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade7 In house service, call Scream

Savers 5490083

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK! Earn cash' Highest

commissions/lowest prices' Travel free

on only 13 sales" Free info ' Sunsplash

180*426-7710

—free Trie, and C«eV Fmd out

how hundreds of student representatives

are already earning tree tnps and lots of

cash with America's #T Spring Break

Company' Sell only 15 trips and travel

tree' Cancun, Bahamas. Maratlan.

Jamaica, or Florida' Campus Manager

positions also available Call now 1 Take

A Break Student Travel (800l&Break

WANTED
Wanted 100 People New Metabolism

Breakthrough Lose 5 100 lbs

Guaranteed Cost $35 1800)776 9503

Rates
$2.00
minimum

/day

Students
20<£ per

word
/day

All

others
40£ per

word/day

NO
REFUNDS
Please write

clearly and
legibly. We are

not responsi-

ble for errors

resulting from
illegible

handwriting
or type.

ARIES
leUrch 21-April 20
Prrssunr at work easts as the

wrtk begins Take the opportunity

to attend to some personal affair*

you've been neglecting An old

friend may be feeling a bit

forgotten

TAURUS
April 21 aUy 21
A reckless feeling may lead you

Into a situation that's over your

head. Don't hesitate to ask for

help, since the consequences of

not doing so could be dire A
sporting event Is a source of

amusement

GEMINI
May 22-June 21
Someone who rubs you the

wrong way Is about to get a fresh

opportunity. Be prepared If

you're aware ahead of time, you

may not find their actions quite

so obnoxious

CANCER
June 22-July 22
An old friend may need your

support In handling a difficult

problem. Be prepared to lend an

ear, or perhaps some financial

support. 1/ you're able A little

compassion goes a long way

IN
July 23-August 23
A group project flows nicely once a

group leader permits everyone to

have an equal say A light touch

goes a long way toward easing a

situation that has become tense.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22
A relationship deepens with

some effort and attention Be clear

about what you want, and your

companion will equal your honesty.

It's Important to give trust In order

to have trust.

LIBRA
September 23- October 23
Stick out a confusing relationship

for a tittle while longer You may
gain Insight, even If It still doesn't

work out The effort you make to

avoid hurting another person will

come back to you tenfold.

SCORPIO
October 24-Norember 22
A happy announcement may make
you the center of attention earty

this week Enjoy It while you can-
stressful moments may be

following closely behind

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
A brilliant Insight on the part of a

co-worker may seem silly at first,

but give the Idea the benefit of the

doubt. A trial run may be the very

thing to prove Its value.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Planning a big event proves more

exhausting than you had

anticipated, so enlist help from

someone you trust to get things

done In time Save some energy

so you can enjoy yourself, tool

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18
A visit with a close friend or

relative brings you up to date on

some gossip you've missed Ignore

a catty remark from a co worker,

since their spttefulness Is probably

rooted In Jealousy Living well Is

the best revenge

PISCES
February 19-Ma\rch 20
A good week for catching up on

minor projects you've been

Ignoring Cover all your bases

before making an off-the-wall

suggestion—you don't want to

make others think you're a fool

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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ACROSS
1

.

Raprasars as umasr

S. *T_»tte •

10. Abyss

14. -flamarrfcar trie

16. Monogram unit

labor)

16. Bntnnght wear
17. Subtraction worn

16 Barmambars
90. Place tor props

21. Storybook

f ardmand to a nmo

23 Secretariat, eg.
24. TunnWng bear

26. Leaping maect

27. Action Mm star

Chuc*

30. Blake, eg
31. 747

34. usa
36. GoM measurement

36. Scene ol the

Judgmarrl ol Pans

37. Mind Lai

36. DNA discovery man
31. Car pioneer

40. School sub).

41. Danish fating

42. Hand-dyed doth

43. Compass reading

44. Rands

46. Smooches
46. F^eTs country

47. Garlic cover-up

a. Felt unwell

•1. "You Me- (Sam
Cooke rut)

62. Peace owner mrts

66. Standoff

36. Norwegian JramaaH
Hem*

60. Cars-paw

•1. Spec*

62. Without a strtcH

S3. many words

64. Yodeters' mecca
66. Sounds ol surprise

DOWN

24. OB VII author

26. "Seaythe bee*
your

26. Seepage
27 Btack books

2. Natman Mastaae

3 -Metaphysics ol

Morals- philosopher

4. Large bud ol

Australia

5. Flared nans

6. SparWmg headdreas

7. Mam Aaght

(Reagan fern)

3 Smalpart

6. From Z
10. Type ol salami

11. Ut*2er

12. "Play It As It
•

13 Dynamite wick

16. One of Scaitettt

rubtaes

22. WWII
agency

26. Microwaves

26. Chad's workplace

30. Hurts

31. Throws over

32. Sukvan, to Topo

as*
33 Chores

36. Drummer Gene
36 Bad with bumpers

36. Pottery kin

41. Prim and proper one

42. Kind ol erbrtrason

44 Ely Mae andJethro.

to Jed
46. Rostopovtcrrs

tnsvumem
47. Track events

43 itaaandy

46. -QoTel he
Mot/nam"

Nams neighbor

QafS
Inqunes

Retain

Ampersands

Graduate deg

67. Everybody

56. Cotequote

50

61.

62.

61
64.

66.

Another

Happy
Family
thanks

to....

Personals Policy

2.

i.

r
>.

All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals

section may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates,

advertise meetings, etc.

All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and

the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

').

Standard Headings
Activities Miscellaneous

Announcements Motorcycles

Apartment For Personals

Rent Room For Rent

Auto For Sale Room Wanted
Employment Roommate
Entertainment Wanted
For Sale Services

Found (2 days Free) Summer Sublet

Happy Birthday To Sublet

Houses For Rent Travel

Instruction Transportation

Lost Wanted to Rent

Musicians Wanted
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Always WawUd One el Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robolman By Jim Meddick

J- donH IjrXJUJ .... ulrvi. J
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'v^oC Ufe,cW, rel.txm
Po\tAaS....

uiell..., toe cxmjLcA -fc*lk

aWtM- fM? public
V\0»*%i lic\+i»t Mo-Ho
rvr\ol SeJ \ 2s»c i\r«» tir> rr\

-TV\lu*iK -to———» J
<\ee^c
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan
Dllbert By Scott Adams

ueCt'MUfc. Pi AM TAMMS
III We MP! tOfKUfltM
ui mi wuufJhs
l-MUN^Wi .\K„.v->iuir>n

ANP \\\klt\»v> OX) -x\'ilslft

DOCfeA ,\v CA-
uCuetE feast**; eOiftM '

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winkle

CAROL, I NEEOTO
DOCUrAEt^T TOUR PROCEDURE

FOR ORDERING OFFICE

SUPPLIES. IT'S AN
ISO WOO REQUIREMENT

.

IF SOrAEOME ASKS FOR

SOMETHING, I CHECK THE

SUPPLY CABINET FIRST.

THEN I SKi-, "THERE'S

ONE LEFT. VOU CANT WML
IT BECAUSE THEN WE'D

BE All OUT

THEN I

WEND THE

RE5T OF

THE DAV
COrAPlAINING

ABOUT THE

PERSON umO
/twAbRED

C-4 J

r I'rA OUT <

i
8 Years In Braces By Eric Peterson

HE-'OHY'EAiaj FRuMfY.JOJ
keeps makw&
hissing noises

eBFCPE [»* EEyw this DEBATE
\t> UifiB. TO 3*f SCMETH1IU& if'

I MWt*. m>$ FAR, 7W/5 PfiCE
HA3 €EEfJ CC*JTAHi.Ut*TE& fitt
NEfciA-nVE CAtHPAUrentlUti, AMD

MfUD 3UUfa\iVte..

fWfJt) I KKXjUJ TVIAT THE
WT]l&\ FUBU1C. 13 r°i3 SICK OF
IT r«*S I AH. KOLo^ I tOO'T
UJWOT TO 57POP7D /V*y/<U6r

WflWf CAI~Ul»J6t...

&JT If THE ffeT OF MY STUPlD-
FACE OHtroef-TO UXtlD 37cy°
^£l»J6. 9XH A •Bj/CCH OF PxPV-
ff£AC4 CoE CSULD <iFX XjobotU To

""
Dt"5CUS5(IU6t V€AL

*V,iA
Leeld By Roger & Salem Salloom University* By Frank Cho Clese to Home By John McPherson

Leold ( leold@javanet.com

)

by Roger and Salem Salloom 01996

My oldest brother Tito was a

socialist in college. He used to

share all his clothes and records

with me. He had hope for the

working classes all over the world. I

was not sure what he was talking

about, but I do know he was really

a good guy. He said he was also in

favor ofdemocracy for those little

countries and he didn't understand

why it hadn t happened yet.

Nowadays, he seems kind of

lost except when he goes to the

Communists Anonymous meetings

at the Unitarian Church on Monday
nights.

Ah well .... it's back to

the books and libraries again.

MAf4 TMA.T H/7»r Some PAlTTy

LAST NlQHT 1 0»N T Belie*
THAT Vou 60T Ti*i«0 PouiiO

«Y THAT Ci«L Yoo KM<*J
WHAT Y°u* T*«SUm U.
f-MMK »

,

YovKt too PeSfEWIE IdoCCoJ

7w> S«. Don'T Pt«i PfcTplRATi

Coyr THtyUrt CoflFipet-JT/HD

.AfRoC/tiTT Mtri lift M£ wuMli
At So uirri To K. TKWTW>BAtXy
IMC Mo«€ you TKeAT TM6M UK*
WT TH4 Mofe Tttey t-odt y*

TeAM.cwtucSAK
.111 i LIKE

THAT

SoTAKi My wottp of APvVe,
Don't AtT Jo DAmhVOKMT*.
AfouMD M0MC4I « T root.

. MAN
Aft yow GtrtiNt, au. THir

Leedee By Mike Rybicki

tit Cw-lEsuS Cf Vw (HCMMIIfA
G...IS In ,u ' ,M»*iJ,u«j!sai

zii£^^

fltv-t* lot** rhf Sf.».r V.o
Nfcef Orj^.rt yean $U»aw rp

^KtfnBlR:
1 l-'Ki &,£ fflMovMUU.

" "•«» c»J
"•"I it.. j 1

'47
•

Ln,"» r..„,j

>

A^ r-
/ \ [end

"Oh, wow! It's a birth announcement from
the Fulkersons! They just had twin boys!"

Social Norm By Mr.K

YET kVOTHEK Viai/vt OF

THIS CUr THROAT SOJETY,

NORM FliVDS HIMSELF

DKAPiTATfc'p yr A

B0WLI1M& (VALL WITW H'S

HEAD HVHTLMe THRCmt

WHAT IF TfOE
WAS A PLANET

Twr LIKE THI5

ONE EXCEPT THAT

HUMAN A/ATM

E

WAS'NT flawed

T WONDER WHAT
THAT OMR "ME*

IS D01NC? RIGHT"

(WORKERS I

or THE

LoTTERr/
fpcKETSl/

s

%&($& G®m® g®&[}£>m m®8
instead of this stupid ad

Today's Staff

Mike "Principal Skinner'' Burke
Night Editor

Lisa "Lisa" Oliveri

Copy Editor

Elizabeth "Sideshow" Brown
Photo Technician

Marc "Mr. Burns" Dionne
Production Supervisor

Kelvin "Scratchy" Torres

Mark "Itch/' McCrath
Production

I Quote of the Day

Winning insn't every-

thing, it's the only

thing

-Vince Lombard!

99

Quote of the Night

in
The trouble with jog-

ging is by the time you
realize that your out of

shape, it's too far to

walk back

-Franklin P. Jones

Dining Commons Menu
Menu unavailable.

Please refer to this guide
to help you decide where to oat.

-| First, go get some dice j&P^^o-'^?
(6 sided, preferably). L^lft"

2 Find one you like, -••>

and roll it.

Ifyou roll:

99

Co to Franklin D.C. for dinner.

• Co to Berkshire D.C. for dinner.

a a

a a

T—

7

a
a a

Go to Hampshire D.C. for dinner.

Co to Worcester D.C. for dinner.

Get Pizza for dinner!

Roll again.

I
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TflfSb Sports
Men's tennis rolls over Engineers
Cheney 6? Manchester lead Minutemen to /if/th consecutive victory

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Taking advantage of the wurm,
sunny weather, the Massachusetts
men's tennis team rolled over visit-

ing MIT yesterday, 6-1.

With the win at the Upper
Boyden Courts the Minutemen
improve to 5-0 on the year.

Underclassman talent UMass on
the day. as sophomore Todd
Cheney and freshman Rob
Manchester picked up a pair of
wins each. It took three sets but

Cheney came away with the victory

at No. 1 singles, defeating Eric

Chen 5-7, 6-2, 7-5.

Cheney also teamed with fresh-

man Bo Navarro to take the No. I

doubles slot from Chen and Mik
Mukherjee. 8-5.

Manchester had no trouble with

Ben Cooke, as he won in straight

sets (6-2. 6-1) to pick up the win
at No. 5 singles. Sophomore Mike
Skeels teamed with Manchester in

doubles action and the two easily

defeated Dan Wang and Inn

Matysczak, 8-1.

Navarro was the only Minuteman
to suffer a singles defeat at the

hands of the Engineers. MIT's Jason

Weintraub came away with the vic-

tory, 6-4. 5-5 (retired), at No. 2

singles.

lason Blind faced a battle at

No. 3 singles and fought through
a tie-break in the first set to take

the win from Matysczak, 7-6,
7-5.

Like Cheney, Alex Alter needed
three sets in order to down his

opponent in singles. After falling

behind in the first set Aller came
back to claim the win at the No. 4

spot, 2-6. 7-5. 6-3.

Mark Huckins rounded out the

singles wins for UMass, easily tak-

ing the No. 6 spot from
Mukherjee in straight sets, 6-2,
6-2.

Aller and Huckins teamed at No.
2 doubles, but dropped their match
8-4 to MIT's Weintraub and Lin
Hank.

The Minutemen have had an
impressive start to the year, as yes-

terday's win marked the third time

this season UMass has taken home
a 6-1 victory. Wins over Wesleyan
and Rhode Island were also 6-1
decisions.

The team also claimed a pair of
5-2 wins, as they rolled to road
wins over both Boston University

and Connecticut by that score.

Sept. 18's scheduled game
against Fairfield was postponed due
to rain.

In last weekend's West Point
Invitational the Minutemen had a

strong showing, as Aller captured a

pair of titles. Aller brought home
the B Flight Consolation singles

title and later teamed with Huckins
to capture the B Flight Doubles
crown.

Several other Minutemen put in

solid performances as UMass
advanced five singles players and a

pair of doubles teams in the first

round.

The Minutemen are in action
twice next week. On Oct. 7 they
travel to take on Fairfield at 3 p.m.
and on Oct. 1 1 they return home to

host Vermont. The Massachusetts men's tennis team had no trouble with MIT yester-

day, beating the Engineers 6-1

.

World Cup a success, Big Bad Bruins back in effect
Now. the real season starts...

So many things to chat about, so

many things to say and so long of a

season to work with. Damn, let's

stop this proper little chit-chat, and
let's get nn with the rock-em.
sock-em action that is

the NHL.
•First things first,

the World Cup.
Before the advent of

our collective, nine
month-long icy fates,

who are the bozos out

there who thought
playing this was useless? Well, here's

hoping a classic |ohnny Bucyk
body-check get's you in another life.

I ask. with a purist's smirk, who took

the Cup home? Yes. the good ole of

U.S. of A. You heathens out there

should be ashamed of yourselves.

The best of the NHL best faced off

and Canada, while the American
hockey community had to squint
deeply to catch it because of the lack

of TV coverage. The MLS
(Mediocre-Lame Soccer league) got

more airplay than this world champi-

onship competition,

watched all over the

world where water
freezes on a 200' by

_____ 85' surface. I am not

IVIUI dissing the sport of
ll_

| football. I mean, soc-

cer, but I guess some
things that we pro-

duce in life do float to the surface.

Due to the dismissal of the Canada
Cup. which the World Cup is basical-

ly a direct copy of. the interest in this

country has dwindled over the years.

Wait a second, it has been non-exis-

tent, but I can not blame the viewing

public. The best conglomeration of
on rinks all over Europe. America talent on the ice was the 1972

Canada Cup, otherwise known as

The Summit, with the Homers vs. the

former Soviet Union, and the USA
team going out to the ball game. Our
history in the premier exhibitions of

hockey's best (besides the 1980
Olympics) have been as good as Ross
Perot's separate bids to be elected

President. That was before, and is

now. very, very, very small. ..you sad,

sad, sad people out there

This sport goes beyond the
American Big Three of baseball, foot-

ball and basketball. Only the real

game of soccer can bring together

such a worldwide audience, and cap-

tivate their competitive attentions.

The athlete actually plays for his

country, not his shoe/skate company.
When we got a chance to see it...

We were able to see the quality

player the Hartford Whalers' have in

Brendan Shanahan (eh?), and why
ex- Bruins coach Terry O'Reilly

wanted him so bad in the Black and
Gold in the latter part of the '80's.

We were able to see how really

good the Swedish National team is,

led by the Colorado Avalanche's
Peter Forsbcrg. as they came within

a very dodgy, late goal of defeating

the Mighty Mighty Canadian team in

the semi- finals. By the way. wasn't

the officiating absolutely awful in this

tournament? Oh, sorry... nothing new
there. Hopefully the new rules lor

offsides instated this season will actu-

ally make the officials "look." instead

of look to the heavens (i.e. replay) for

guidance.

And. we were able to see a relative

group of no-names, in comparison to

our aforementioned Northern losers,

use grit, determination and national

pride (things not always associated

with American sport) to dig out of a

late 2-1 hole, and win 5-2. Four

Turn to NHL page 8

Finally, field hockey to play at Totman
By Jen Ryder

Collegian Staff

Home, sweet home.
The Massachusetts field hockey

team will play on Totman Field for

the first time this season as they
square off against No. 6
Northeastern University (4-3) today

at 3:30 p.m.

The No. 5 Minutewomen (7-1.
2-0 Atlantic 10) were rained out
two weeks ago at home against Yale

in their only September scheduled
game at Totman Field.

UMass continues to roll, as it wins
its fourth in a row this past week-
end, downing Temple 3-1. The team
has not lost since it dropped a 2-1

decision to Iowa on Sept. 1 5.

Today's game against
Northeastern is the first in a big
week of matchups for the

Minutewomen. This weekend they

face West Chester and No. 2 North
Carolina at Westfield State.

Where else does the
Minutewomen offense need to look
than the quartet of Erica lohnston,

Saskia Fuchs. Kate Putnam and Kyle

Rothenberger?

lohnston leads the team in goals

(6). and is second in shots (24) and
points (14). She scored a goal in the

win over Temple.

Freshman sensation Fuchs has
dazzled the opponent's defense, tal-

lying five goals and six assists to

lead the team with 16 points.

Putnam and Rothenberger each
have three goals and four assists, for

a total of 10 points.

It is said that defense wins games,

and so far it's held true for UMass.
The Minutewomen have held their

opponents to just 10 goals so far this

season, holding them to one goal in

54 chances on penalty corners.

Amy Ott has recorded two defen-

sive saves, with Melanie Gore and
|en Gutzman adding one a piece.

In the net, senior Hilary Rose has

92 saves and two shutouts. Against

Temple she faced five shots the

entire game.
For Northeastern, the team's

record hasn't reflected the talent it

has. The Huskies' losses have come
against three top teams: No. 3 Iowa
(1-0). No. I Virginia (3-2). and No.
2 North Carolina (5-2). The Huskies
possess a balanced scoring attack
and strong goaltending.

Leading Northeastern in scoring

with 7 goals is Keri Bettenhauser.

|en White (5), Kate West (2) and
Tori Callo (2) are also among the

team leaders in goals. The offense as

a whole has outscored their oppo-

nents 19-15.

Defensively the Huskies have
played Heather Stewart and
Danielle Butsch in the goal.

Combined, they have allowed 15
goals and saved 48. The most goals

they allowed in a game thus far this

season was five against North
Carolina. The defense has allowed
only 38 penalty corners.

Minutewoman Notes: For the
fourth time in five weeks Fuchs was
named the Atlantic 10 Rookie of the

Week, as Rhode Island's Erica
Coggins is the only other conference

freshman to take the award this sea-

son... Massachusetts, LaSalle and
St. Joseph's are tied for the lead in

the A- 10 conference wins as each
have posted a pair of A- 10 victo-

ries.

Collegian staff member Casey
Kane contributed to this article.

Women's tennis hits the road to face rival Connecticut today

By Michael J. Nam
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's ten-

nis team will be on the road again

today when it plays at the
University of Connecticut, Storrs

at 2:30 p.m. The match will be the

Minutewomen's third consecutive

game on the road.

UMass comes into the match
undefeated in team play with a

record of 3-0. including an impor-

tant 5-2 victory against Columbia
last Saturday.

"Columbia was the first Ivy
League team that we've beaten,"
head coach |udy Dixon said.

"Especially without our No. I |Ola
Gerasimova] everyone had to play

well, and they were up to the
task."

The match will feature the debut
of freshman Gerasimova. who had

been ineligible to play until now
due to questions involving the

NCAA Clearinghouse.

"I want to see how Ola does,

and how the team will react. I

want to see if they can keep up the

intensity," Dixon said.

The Minutewomen relied on the

solid efforts of junior co- captain

Caroline Steele during their cur-

rent streak. Steele's play exempli-

fied the capability of this year's

team.

"What we're looking for with
the UConn match is for everyone

to play consistent tennis," assistant

coach Tom Lowry said. "We're
asking them to use different strate

gies, different styles of game and
to be more versatile. After a big

Ivy League win. the hardest thing

will be to come back down. The
emotions are extremely high."

Player intensity has become a

trademark of coach Dixon's pro-

gram, now in its fifth year. Dixon
has posted a 41-19 record (.684
winning percentage) including a

1 5-3 mark last season.

"We're heavily favored to beat

UConn," Dixon said. "UConn is in

a flux right now, and even though
there is an obvious rivalry between
the two schools. I really feel there

is nothing but positives. in this

coming match."

An emotional let-down is appar-

ently all that the Minutewomen
seem to be fearing, with confi-

dence soaring, especially after the

last two victories.

We just don't want them to
look ahead to Amherst," Lowry
said. "Our doubles teams have
been somewhat inconsistent, but
with Ola returning, the singles and
doubles teams can now be in their

natural order."

The Ivy League victory gets the

Minutewomen closer to a national

ranking, and the undefeated
record is important in gaining
recognition.

"We need to beat the sectionally

and nationally ranked teams to be

tanked ourselves, but you don't

get ranked by losing to teams your

expected to beat," Dixon said.

Gerasimova's return will solidify

the singles slots for the women,
and provide an added lift to the

team.

"I wanted the team during the

Columbia match to feel that they

were a solid team even without

Ola," Dixon said. "With her return

we'll be in a really good spot."

The Minutewomen return to

local action on Friday to take on

cross-town rival Amherst College

at Amherst. Game time is sched

uled for 3:30 p.m.

Dave Shula may get axed

Jones' ego saves Switzer
Kevin Kennedy's firing iftei

rallying the Boston Red Sox Imm
their woim sunt ever serves M H
umple reminder to rftTfVH m any

major sport that their job security

is about as long as a lets winning

streak.

Already in week five, u number
of head coaches should be look-

ing over their shoulder as they

can be let IOOM
as quickly as they

let an undrufled

player in training

camp go.

There are sev-

eral coaches who
are going to have

to do a very good

job in the ne\t 12 weeks if they

want to be working in the same
town next year.

Number one on the NFL's most

wanted list has to be Cincinnati

head coach Dave Shula He has |

horrid 18 4b record in his lirst

four years, which should make his

1-3 record no surprise. The dif-

ference is the Bengals finished 7-

9 last year, and were expected to

go somewhere this year with |cff

Blake. Darnay Scott. Carl
Pickens and Ki- |anu Carter.
Shulu's contract is up at the end
of the season, so he has to per-

form just to get an extension. If

he doesn't perform. Shula is the

couch most likely to get a

mid-season axing.

After Dave's dad Don went
into retirement ut the end of last

year. |im Mora became the NFL'l
longest-tenured head coach. Ne\t

year, however. Buffalo's Marv
Levy may have that title, us Mora
is in trouble. Unlike Shula the

Younger, Mora has a winning
record with his team (91 08 in 10

years). However, they're off to

their second consecutive 0-5
start Owner Tom Benson likes

and wants to keep Mora, who is

the only couch in franchise history

to ever bring them to the playoffs,

even if he's yet to win a game in

postseason However, Mora trou-

bles winning even regular season

games now tit doesn't get much
worse than a loss (O the Cards,
which is what happened last

Sunday) will force Benson to find

a new guy to lead his team.

MICHAELS

Wayne Fontes is ulwuys high

on the firing list, and unlike in

New Orleans, it seems Lions
management look lot M) prmtblc
excuse to fire him. Unlike every

other year, however, Fontes man-
aged to gel his Lions off to a relu

lively hot start (3 2). which com-
bined with their usual late season

run, should get them safely into

the playoffs.

The big ques-
tion now is,

will the lack of

pressure from a

bad sturt und a

William Clay
Ford ultima

turn result in

no late run? If so, Fontes will

probubly fill someone else' job

vacancy next year

The Big Apple could be his des

tinution. since both teams (if they

can even be culled that) could be

looking for new leaders

Dan Reeves will almost defi-

nitely be moving in the ollseuson.

His contract is up und even if he

cun do the impossible — making
the playoffs and getting the
Giants to offer an extension — he
probably won't take it. Reeves
barely came buck this year due to

problems between him and gener-

al manager George Young, liven

if he doesn't win again, Reeves
will be kept until the end of the

year, and the Giants are hoping
(in vain) to lure Patriots heud
coach Bill Parcells to take his job.

However. Reeves somehow has

been managing to win even before

facing the Cards, which should
ensure he's couching somewhere
next year.

Elsewhere in the Big Apple.
Rich Kotite is doing his usual
magnificent job. So far he's man-
aged a 3-18 record with the lets,

including opening the season 0-5.

He cunt be blamed for the first

13 of those losses, since he had
no offense. However, his owner-
ship listened to his compluints in

(he offseason and (tried to) solve

the problems by bringing in a

host of free agents. Kotite?now
has no excuse he cun use to save

his job, and the lets should^* fly-

Turn to NFL page 8

UMass stars ink deals
Roe heads west to Golden State;

Bright joins Calipari with Nets

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Marcus Camby and |ohn Calipari won't be the only people in the NBA
with ties to the Massachusetts men's basketball team next season. Former
Minutemen Lou Roe and Donta Bright have signed to play professionally in

the upcoming season.

Roe has signed with the Golden State Warriors, while Bright will join his

former coach in the New Jersey Nets organization.

Roe spent last year playing with the Detroit Pistons, where he was used
us utility player off the bench. Roe saw time in 49 games, starting two.
He averaged 1.8 points per game and compiled a .356 field goal percent
age, a 222 three-point percentage and a .750 free throw percentage. He
collected 78 rebounds. 10 steals and eight blocks, while turning in 15
assists.

Roe posted single-game highs of 14 points, nine rebounds and three

Turn to NBA, page 8
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"So Much
To So/'

The Dave
Matthews Band
brings their current

tour to the Mullins

Center Sunday
night. Check out
our cover story (see

Arts & Living, page

5).

Overtime
thriller!

Sharon Hughes
scored the winning
goal on a penalty
stroke to give the

Minutewomen a

2-1 victory over
Northeastern yes-

terday (see Sports,

page 14).

WORLD

Rebels in Afghanistan

come closer to victory

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) —
The rebel fighters who control

most of Afghanistan clambered
over the mountains north of

Kabul yesterday, tightening their

siege on the lone valley still in the

hands of former government sol-

diers.

Several hundred refugees antici-

pating more fighting were seen

heading south toward Kabul, lug-

ging bags of clothes and leading

young children. They said the two
sides were squared off about three

miles apart.

Meanwhile, a U.N. envoy tried des-

perately to prevent separate out-

breaks of fighting in a nearby part

of the country. Norbert Holl met
with northern warlord Rashid
Dostum at his headquarters in

Mazar-e-Sharif.

Dostum's army of ethnic
Uzbeks and Tajiks, which con-

trols most or all of seven northern

provinces, is the only force stand-

ing in the way of complete
Taliban control of Afghanistan.

The warlord has reportedly sent

40,000 troops to bolster his front

line.

NATION

NY child's suspension

for harassment ends

NEW YORK (AP) - In the

second such case this fall, a 7-

year-old was punished for stealing

a kiss that he called affection and
teachers called harassment.
Yesterday, administrators called

the whole thing off.

De'Andre Dearinge's five-day

suspension was abandoned after

everyone from the boy's mother to

Mayor Rudolph Giuliani criticized

the punishment as political cor-

rectness run amok.

"I got what I wanted," the boy's

mother, Erica White said yester-

day. "I wanted the suspension
ended, and for this not to go on...

They're putting adult views in

children's minds."

The little boy said he kissed the

unidentified classmate last week
because he liked her. and yanked
at her skirt button as an homage to

his favorite book, "Corduroy," a

teddy bear who's missing a button.

"It appears us if this was kind of

a normal, childish thing that hap-

pened and was misinterpreted,"

the mayor said. "It seems some-
body made a mistake."

De'Andre had already served

three days of his suspension, and
school district officials decided to

end the punishment there after

meeting yesterday with the boy's

mother and the girl's family, who
agreed to the reduced punishment.
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",Y | ANTHONY HOBHtTS

Former UMass men's basketball standout Donta Bright reunited with
coach John Calipari this week, signing a free agent contract with the New
Jersey Nets.
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Plan makes UM more affordable Musically inclined...

Fair Share aims to lower tuiton and fees, increase state funding

By Jonathan Liberty and Beth McCarthy
Collegian Staff

Sen. Stan Rosenberg's (D-Amherst) Fair Share initia-

tive is a plan designed to enhance the access, affordi-

bilty and quality of Massachusetts public higher educa-

tion.

"The Fair Share plan was the result

of u budget initiative within the Statel

House which attempts to answer the

question, 'What kind of consistent pol-

icy do we need to put into play to gain

accessible quality to education?,' said

Rosenberg.

Through state apropriation of funds,

Fair Share will put the cost of tuition

and fees back into balance

"If Fair Share leads to lower tuition!

and fees and more state funding for)

the University of Massachusetts, then

it is urgent that it be passed in legisla-

tion this year," said Marc Kenen,
director of the Student Center fori

Education and Research Advocacy
(SCERA).
The basic formula of the Fair Share

initiative says that students at

Massachusetts universities and col-

leges of public higher education will

pay one-third of tuition and fees while
state and private funding will cover two-thirds. At com-
munity colleges, students will be responsible for one-
fourth of tuition and fees while state and private funds

will cover the remaing three-fourths.

"Paying only one third of what I pay presently at

UMass would greatly lessen the financial burden for my
family," said junior political science major Kristy King,

"If I paid less for school, I would have more time for

academics since I would not have to work two jobs."

The Ways and Means Committee of the senate is

presently developing formulas to determine exact per-

centages for each public higher education institution in

the Commonwealth.
"It will be very imporatnt that the Fair Share initiatve

not only include tution, but also all mandated fees,"

said SCERA Student Coordinator lason Vecchio.

Vecchio stressed that the climate surrounding public

higher education was entirely different when the Fair

Share legislation was drafted.

"When public higher education was receiving cuts,

Fair Share meant stabilty," said Vecchio, "Now we have

I new president |William Bulgerl who is changing the

way that we |UMass| look to the legislators. We should

be receiving moderate increases to our budget over the

next five years."

Vecchio added that Fair Share is no longer a necessity

for stability, which is why students now have to make-

sure that it includes all student fees.

Fair Share will attempt to close the

$125 million gap in educational funds

over the next five years.

"We would like to see the budget
for the state to grow by $125 million

and see tuition come down by
one-third or one-quarter," said

Rosenberg.

An important piece of Fair Share is

private fund raising. A law has recent-

ly been passed in legislation which
creates a matching endowment IV|

tern. The state will match dollar for

dollar with private funds raised by

universities. For instance, within one
year if UMass raises $25 million, the

state will endow $25 million to

UMass.
"I want the University to get the

$25 million," said Rosenberg, "That's

the goal."

"We are slowly accomplishing the

goals of Fair Share, even though it is

not yet in the law," said Rosenberg. "Protection through
the law would assure that Fair Share can continue."

Accountability measures are also being planned to

ensure that the Fair Share initiative will not be abused.

"The measures allow us to recognize that people are

working to the greatest excellence possible to improve
management and efficiency," said Rosenberg.

The measures include ensuring that student to faculty

ratios are appropriate, that admissions standards are

followed and that graduation rates are within a reason-

able margin.

"These external symbols can show us that that institu-

tions are doing a good job and are worth giving money
to," said Rosenberg.

Rosenberg added. Fair Share give us more for our
dollars; students get a better education and the

Commonwealth gets a better work force."

Rosenberg's Fair Share initiative passed unanimously
in the senate. It will be debated on the floor of the

house of representatives in the winter.
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Senator Stan Rosenberg
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Greg Saulmon, a freshman English major, practices playing his guitar

in front of the Fine Arts Center.

Torie Osborn to speak on

gay
y
lesbian empowerment

Tomorrow at the Five College Women's Research Center at Mount Holyoke
College, Torie Osborn will be speaking at 4 p.m. in the Dickinson House living

room. Osborn is the former executive director of the Los Angeles Gay and lesbian

Community Services Center and the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force.

Osborn will the addressing the five college community about her new book
Coming Home To America: A Roadmap to Gay and Lesbian Empowerment, us

part of her three- month national book tour. The book serves as a motivational

handbook, and includes the author's psychological and political perspectives on
achieving personal empowerment in today's society.

Osborn expresses the idea that gay and lesbian Americans and their allies must
take action to reveal the potential of the gay community regarding new public val-

ues and issues needed to rebuild America's hope.

Osborn has been a respected activist for 30 years, and brought great acclaim to

the prominent gay and lesbian organizations she has led.

The National Task Force is alone noted for education and advocacy regarding

issues such as domestic partnership, gays in the military and anti-violence issues

The Task Force was also a large part of the passing of the hate crimes bill.

She is also known for brokering the historic Oval Office meeting of gay leaders

with President Clinton, and established herself as a national figure at the 1993
March on Washington for gay and lesbian rights.

Osborn received her Bachelors of Art degree from Middlebury College and
M.B.A from UCLA, and is a former columnist for The Advocate. Osborn currently

lives in Washington D.C. and works as a writer, lecturer and non- profit-organiza-

tion management consultant. Torie Osborn will be speaking at the Five College

Women's Research Center at Kit. Holyoke College at 4 p.m. tomorrow afternoon.

Hie e\'ent is free.

Chabad House offers Sukkah to UM
Beth McCarthy
CoHegian Staff

Troop moves upset GOP
By Slobodan Lekic

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Angry at not

having been consulted about Pentagon

plans to send 5,000 additional troops

to Bosnia, Republican legislators

lashed out at the Clinton administra-

tion yesterday and said Congress
should have a say in such a move.

"I've never seen anything like it

before: a press report that we're going

to keep 5,000 men and women over-

seas without any consultation with
Congress," said Sen. |ohn McCain (R-

Ariz.).

A Pentagon spokesman said yester-

day that the new U.S. Army contingent

will soon leave Germany for a six-

month deployment to Bosnia, where
the troops will protect other troops

slated to leave the country later this

year.

The covering force is needed
because the troops in Bosnia at present

may be "completely consumed" with

tearing down camps, loading up equip-

ment and making sure no harmful
wastes are left behind, said Navy
Cmdr. Bob Anderson, spokesman for

the U.S. European Command in

Stuttgart.

Abrams tanks. Bradley fighting vehi-

cles and artillery pieces will accompa-
ny the protective force as additional

deterrents to anyone who might want
to harm the withdrawing main force.

About 15,000 U.S. troops are cur-

rently serving in the 52,000-strong
NATO-led force that has enforced the

Bosnian peace agreement since last

December.

In the past, administration officials

repeatedly have stressed that U.S.
troops would be out within 12

months, and that no extended deploy-

ment was planned.

But America's NATO allies have
been pushing for a smaller force to

remain on the ground beyond 1996,

arguing the peace process could unrav-

el without an international military

presence.

At a hearing of the Senate Armed
Services Committee yesterday, the for-

mer NATO commander in Bosnia said

his force had "created an environment

in which peace can take hold.

"But incompatible political aims und

lingering hate and suspicion among
the people, do not give me confidence

that without some military presence in

Bosnia beyond Dec. 20, a continuation

of the current absence of war can be

maintained." Adm. Leighton Smith
said.

"Thus I favor a continuation of the

military presence in Bosnia beyond
Dec. 20, to protect the investment that

we have already made in that coun-

try." he said.

Smith refused to be drawn into the

controversy over whether the adminis-

tration should have sought congres-

sional approval for the additional

deployment

The Chabad House will be offering temporary Sukkahs on
campus next to the Campus Center Building this week to

accommodate any University of Massachusetts student who
would like to observe the lewish holiday of Sukkot.

Sukkot, which marks the beginning of the "Season d ota

Rejoicing," began at sundown last Friday and ends at

Sundown this Friday.

During this time, it is customary for lews to take their

meals in a Sukkah house, or temporary booth dwelling.

Some may even be required to sleep in one, according to

Yonah Blum, director of programming ut the Chabad House

The Chabad House is a lewish outreach organization on

campus.

The holiday serves to remember the 40 years thut lews

spent "wandering" in the "wilderness," leaving Egypt on their

way to Israel.

During those years the lews were protected by "clouds of

glory," as told in the Book of Exodus.

Dan Wolfe, who is visiting the UMass campus for the holi-

day, said that because the lews had to live in these temporary

shelters when they fled Egypt, the tradition continues to be

carried out.

A second reason to celebrate the holiday, said Wolfe, was
to "stress unity."

According to Wolfe, farmers also made these temporary

shelters their homes when it was time to harvest, which is

also this time of year.

Gathering was done, and this act symbolized the idea of

unity in the spiritual sense. It was a coming together of peo-

ple, he said.

"This is a harvest holiday," Blum said. "It's gathering

everyone together in unity."

This is the first year that UMass students will find the tem-

porary Sukkahs. This is an addition to the mobile Sukkah
that was available last year, which will be making its rounds

through the Five Colleges this yeui as well.

The shaking o\ the "four kinds," which occurs after a

blessing is given, will also be a part of the Sukkot experi-

ence

lliis four Hndt" the combination of four different tree

branches intertwined togethei Ihis. again, strongly emphasizes

theMM ol unity among the lewish community, said Blum.

"We will be here ull week inviting people to have cake and

receive blessings." said Blum, whose invitation extends to all

students, even if they are not |ewi-h

"People who aren't lewish are very interested in lewish

multi-culturalism." Mid Wolfe. A number of students have

Monad tu ask questions und find out what this unfamiliar

sight is about.

"I wondered what that was for," said Trisha Tillman, a

interdisciplinary -indies major, who noticed the booth from a

distance. "I think it'l u good idea. It gives ihem a way to prac-

tice their religion
"

Hie stmcture of (he Sukkah has changed since its begin-

ning. The advancement of building technology has allowed

for the changes in the Sukkah's structure, but the roof has

remuined the same.

"Hie rooting i- the most important part of the Sukkah,"

Blum said. "It has to be mude from cut plants ITiis defines

the Sukkah."

The Chuhud Mouse's liisi prioniy is to make the Sukkah
available to any lew who would like to observe this holiday.

Blum would also like to attract students of other religions,

who may w'ant to learn more about the Sukkot holiday and

educate tTMBMtvM alxiut lewish culture.

The mobile Sukkah will be visiting the lice Colleges, as

well us stopping by any large groups of people in the sur-

rounding towns, in case there is an interest

Future pluns for the Chubad House include setting up a

bigger Sukkah next to the Kosher Dining Commons within

the Hampden Dinning Commons
The Sukkah will include chairs and tables, and be able to

accommodate more than the two people who can squeeze

into the cut rent Sukkah.

Yonah Blum and Dan Wolfe stand with a student near ChaDad's House Sukkah yesterday
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For Your Information
FYh are pubfct service announcements printed dairy To submit an
FY1, please send a press release containing all pertinent informa-
tion, including the name and phone number o! the contact per-
son to the Colerjbn, c/o the Managing Editor by noon the previ

ous day

Thursday, Ocl. 3

GLBT— Deborah Elliston, graduate student and adjunct

professor of Anthropology at NYU, will speak on

"Representing Lesbianism: Gender and Sexuality in

Polynesia," at 12:50 p.m. in Campus Center room 803. The

event is free and wheelchair accessible. For more informa-

tion, call The UMass Stonewall Center at 545-4824.

Meeting — Commuter Area Government Governing
Board meeting will be held in room 430 of the Student

Union. Any commuter is invited to discuss tenancy issues

and more. Any questions, contact David at the CAG office

at 545-2145.

Folk Dancing— All are welcome at Hillel House, 388 N.

Pleasant St., to have fun and learn. Teaching sessions will

b** held from 7:30-8:30 p.m. and a review and request Ma-

sion will follow from 8:30-9:15 p.m. No experience is nec-

essary.

Fund Raiser — Alpha Phi Omega, a national co-ed ser-

vice fraternity, is sponsoring the 3rd annual Blue Bowl, a

football game between the UMass and Amherst police. The

game, held at Amherst Regional High School, will start at

7:30 p.m. Tickets, including a raffle for a stereo, will be

available at the game for $5 each. Proceeds go to benefit

the North Valley Special Olympics. For more information,

call 584-9377.

Meeting — The Distinguished Visitor's Program (DVP)
will be having an informational meeting at 7 p.m. in

Campus Center room 811. Anyone interested in bringing a

speaker to campus is invited to attend. Help us prepare for

our upcoming speaker. Nadine Strossen. For more informa-

tion, call 545-0046.

Meeting— The Student Health Advisory Board (SHAB)
will meet at University Health Services (UHS) in room 304

from 5:30-6:30 p.m. All are welcome to attend. For more
information, contact the Health Education office at UHS at

577-5181.

Meeting — There will be an informational meeting for

those interested in studying abroad in Spain or Latin

America in the 3rd floor lounge of Herter Hall at 4 p.m. A
short film will be shown, followed by a discussion with for-

mer participants in the program. If you cannot attend,

please stop by the International Programs Office, 4th Floor,

Hills South, or call Bad for more information at 545-27 10.

Workshop— The Learning Resources Center is sponsor-

ing a note taking workshop from 3:30-5 p.m. on the 10th

floor of the W.E.B. Du Bois Library. Call 545-5334 to reg-

ister.

Friday, Oct. 4

Community — Fourgone Conclusions Contradance at the

Greenfield Star Grange. The evening starts with
Scandinavian couples dances followed.

Lecture/Discussion — Mt. Holyoke College presents

Torie Osborn, activist and author of Coming Home to

America: A Roadmap to Gay and Lesbian Empowerment,

at 4 p.m. at the Five College Women's Research Center in

the Dickinson Living Room at Mt. Holyoke College.

Music — Spectral Voices will perform harmonic singing

at the Montague Bookmill. Come hear their celestial har-

monies and unique vocal styles, that draw from roots in

Tibetan Buddhist chants. Admission, $7/door. For more
information, call )im at (860) 633-5057.

Religious — There will be a NFTY-Style creative service

with guitar at 6 p.m. in the rec room of Hillel. Dinner will

be served at 7 p.m. For more information, call 549-1 710.

Religious — Hoshanah Rabbah morning service. 7 a.m.

at Chabad House at 30 N. Hadley Rd., Amherst. Free and

open to the public. For more information, call 549-4094.

Religious — Shemini Atzeret and holiday evening ser-

vice, with a free holiday meal to follow, at 7 p.m. at Chabad
House, 30 N. Hadley Rd., Amherst. Free and open to the

public.

Religious — Two Shabbat Services — Regular and
NFTY Reunion. 6 p.m. at Hillel House. 388 N. Pleasant St.,

AmherM.
Saturday, Oct. 5

Clean-up — MASSPIRG, together with Smith College, is

sponsoring a claan-up of Oxbow Marina from 10 a.m.-l

p.m. Everyone is invited to attend. Meet at the MASSPIRG
office, room 423A in the Student Union at 9:45 a.m. rides

will be provided.

Religious — Big Five College Simchat Torah celebration

and party, 7 p.m.. Hillel House. 388 N. Pleasant St..

Amherst.

Sunday. Oct. 6MASSPIRG — iVLASSPIRG Hunger &
Homelessness Group is going to a local soup kitchen, Not
Bread Alone, from 10:30 a.m.-2 p.m. If you are interested,

please contact Amanprit or Frank at 545-0199 or come by

the MASSPIRG office in 423A S.U.

Notices

Education — The HCAH HEAD START program has

immediate openings for its free pre-school classroom and

Home Base option. The two Amherst classrooms are open

Mon In from 8:30 a.m.- 12:30 p.m. Breakfast, lunch, and

transportation are provided. To obtain a pre-registration

form or for additional information, call the Head Start main

office at 582-4206 or the Amherst center at 549-3993.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45. Please call Mark to confirm, or for other

stops, at 253-036 1

.

E\>erywoman's Center— Acculturation Group for Latina

Women, facilitated by Mari Vicente, Thurs. from 4-6 p.m.

Child Sexual Abuse Survivors Support Groups: Group 1

facilitated by Sara Elinoff, Mondays from 7-9 p.m. Group
2 facilitator, day, and time TBA. Coming Out Group For

Lesbians, facilitated by Lynne Schachne, Mondays 4-5:30

p.m. Lifting Your Spirits, facilitated by Carla Brennan and

Diana Dalendina, Weds. 4-5:30 p.m. Eco-Psychology for

Women, facilitated by Carla Brennan, Fridays 10-11:30

a.m. Post Abortion Support Group, facilitated by Peggy

Warwick, Wednesdays vvw»-30 p.m. Self-Esteem &
Assertiveness for Women, facilitated by Carla Brennan,

Wednesdays 6:30-8 p.m. Single Mothers Support Group,

facilitated by Amy Rosebury, Tuesdays 1-2:30 p.m.

Women & Divorce, facilitated by Ali Thompson. Tuesdays

6:30-8 p.m. All groups offered by the Everywoman's
Center begin in October, and offer a safe and confidential

space. For other groups, call 545-0883.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student Union.

For more information, call the ARC office at 5-1925.

Five College-REFLECT, the Five College Bereavement

Support Program is a student organization devoted to help-

ing those coping with grief. REFLECT is offering two free 8

week grief support groups this semester. Groups are form-

ing now. Please call 577-5316 for more information.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo. Layout. Copy, and Marketing departments. An assis-

tant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also needed.

Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304 Student

Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from 1 to 2 p.m. in

the Campus Center. The room number will be posted on

the Notice Board. For more information, call Utama at

256-S482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Amherst police receive grant;

money goes towards more cops

By Beth McCarthy
Collegian Staff

A $375,000 grant from the

United States Department of
justice will allow the Amherst
police department to put five addi-

tional police officers on the street,

according to Captain David
(unkowski.

This grant, which is to go
towards the Community Oriented

Policing Services (COPS) program,

was unexpected and surprised
Barry Del Casiilho. town manager,

who had "applied for six officers

more than a year ago, but got one."

"This is undoubtedly the largest

we will receive," said Del Castilho.

The COPS program is a grant

program, funded through the 1994

Crime Bill passed by the 103rd
Congress and signed by President

Bill Clinton.

According to lankowski, addi-

tional grants have been offered,

totalling $450,000 worth. The
$375,000 is the most significant, he

said, because it will go directly

towards more police officers.

"This money makes a difference

to our towns and cities, and I know
that it will be put tq immediate use

to combat crime and violence in

our communities," said U.S.
Congressman John Olver

(D-Amherst), who worked with

the lustice Department in securing

the grant.

"Community policing is one of

the most effective tools we have to

combat crime in our neighbor-

hoods," added Olver. "I am pleased

that i helped secure nearly $3.9

million for the First District in this

latest round of COPS grants."

Although the five additional

police officers will not be recruited

until this summer, (ankowski
believes that they will greatly bene-

fit the force.

"We're seeing a difference

already," said (ankowski. "As of

two years ago we didn't have a

mounted patrol, we didn't have

bikes, or police walking the

streets."

lankowski believes that the visi-

bility and accessibility of police

officers can only benefit the com-

munity. Together, the citizens of

Amherst and its law enforcement

will be able to create a "more effec-

tive crime fighting system,"

lankowski said.

Debra Drake, legislative assistant

to Olver, said the congressman is a

strong supporter of the COPS pro-

gram and is pleased with the

amount given to the town of

Amherst.

Drake highlighted an aspect of

the program which she believed

made is very effective: that being its

focus on police departments in

medium and smaller size towns.

The smaller towns, she said, can

qualify for funding to not only hire

more police officers, but also to

compensate for expenses such as

overtime pay and more sophisticat-

ed computers systems.

The grant does come with a

string attached. The town will have

to match 25 percent of the

$375,000. which means that the

town will have to come up with

approximately $93,750.

Del Castilho. said that the source

of match funds has not yet been

determined, but there are proposals

in the works.

"A good amount of the match
will come from budgeted salaries of

positions that have become
vacant," said Del Castilho.

By this he means that if a town

worker leaves their position while

till under contract, the amount
that was to be distributed as salary

will then be put into the COPS
matching fund.

As to how this will effect the

University of Massachusetts,

lankowski replied. "There is no

fence around UMass.

"A good deal of our activity is

generated by the two universities in

town," said lankowski. "Whether it

be traffic offenses or what."
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Weld, Kerry squabble over statements Differences remain after summit
By Martin Finucane

Associated Prats

BOSTON - Gov. William F. Weld
accused Sen. |ohn Kerry yesterday of

a "falsehood" for overstating the

progress of a Kerry proposal in

Congress to provide health care for

children. In both speeches since June
and television ads for the two men's
U.S. Senate race, Kerry has touted a

health care plan he said he "intro-

duced" in the Senate in (une. In

truth, though. Kerry filed the bill

only Tuesday — after an inquiry from
a newspaper reporter. Weld said he

was "flabbergasted" and "surprised"

by Kerry's statements.
"1 think it raises a question of credi-

bility and the senator owes the public

an explanation," said Weld, who also

issued a written statement that called

Kerry's statement a "falsehood."
Kerry shot back that Weld was trying

to divert attention from his own
health care record, which includes a

veto earlier this year of state legisla-

tion that would have extended health

coverage to 160,000 uninsured chil-

dren.

"He vetoed health care and I've

been fighting to provide health care

for children," Kerry said.

The senator said he had "misspo-

ken" when he said in June that he had

introduced the bill in the Senate. At

the time, he acknowledged, he had

only held a news conference to

announce the idea for the bill.

"This is a tempest in a teapot,"

Kerry said.

On |une 20 in Washington, Kerry,

flanked by other Democrats, includ-

ing Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.)

and Senate Minority Leader Thomas
Daschle (D-S.D.) unveiled the pro-

posal to provide health coverage for

uninsured children.

The next day Kerry said at a news

conference in Boston's Dorchester
section: "Our kids deserve health

care. That's why I introduced yester-

day in the United Stales Senate a bill

to give 10 million kids in the United

States of America health care with a

voluntary subsidy program."

Yesterday Kerry said. "I misspoke

and said 'bill' instead of 'proposal.'

It's a technical word. But I have con-

tinued to work to put this together.

And there's no gap. I have put it

together." Weld, he said, was "trying

to make an issue out of something
that is mere technicality of language

and not an issue. This is not an issue."

Kerry's campaign also has made a

number of mentions of Kerry's

"introducing" the plan. But Kerry
drew a distinction between introduc-

ing the proposal and filing a bill.

"Did we introduce it? Yeah, we
introduced it. Was it filed with the

clerk? No, because we had to work
on the legislative language," he said.

fty Terence Hunt

Associated Press
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Quiet study...
)eff Fitts, a junior communications major, found a quiet place to study near the campus pond yesterday.

WASHINGTON — Marathon negotiations between
Israeli and Palestinian leaders failed to resolve bitter dif-

ferences that exploded in Mideast violence and jeopar-

dized the fragile peace process. But the two sides agreed

to press ahead with nonstop talks beginning Sunday.

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said the

summit that ended yesterday "cemented the principle that

the path to peace is through negotiations and not through

violence." He added, "The children of Israel are safer

tonight
"

At the close of the White House- sponsored negotia-

tions. President Clinton said, "We have not made as much
progress as I wish we had." He said he was not certain the

Mideast crisis was over but expressed confidence that vio-

lence would subside. "Please, please give us a chance to

make this thing work in the days ahead," Clinton implored

Palestinians and Israelis. He said he was sending Dennis

Ross, the senior U.S. mediator, to Sunday's peace negotia-

tions at Erez, a border crossing between Israel and Gaza.

The top priority will be Hebron, the West Bank town

where Israel has refused to fulfill a promise to move its

troops from Arab neighborhoods into Jewish settlements

by March.

Netanyahu, talking to reporters at his hotel, said that if

lower-level negotiators don't resolve the Hebron dispute.

"(Palestinian leader Yasser] Arafat and I will sit down
until we solve it. We agreed to do that." Netanyahu and

Arafat sat stone-faced, side by side in the East Room with

Jordan's King Hussein at the wrapup of the talks. By pre-

arrangement, they declined an opportunity to talk there.

Leaving the White House, Netanyahu vigorously shook

Arafat's hand, clasping it with both hands for several sec-

onds. Clinton beamed. Arafat saluted Clinton before step-

ping into his car. The president returned the gesture.

Later, Nabil Shaath, a top aide to Arafat, said the sum-

mit's failure was Israel's fault. "There is no agreement

about anything. President Clinton did his best to put the

peace process back on track, but the Israelis wouldn't let

him," Shaath said.

Five weeks before U.S. elections, the inconclusive sum-

mit brought Republican charges that Clinton had risked

the prestige of his office and came up empty-handed.

Netanyahu, at a news conference, staunchly defended

the president. "What did you want him to do? Did you

want him to do nothing?"

Another sensitive issue left unresolved were Palestinian

demands that Netanyahu close an ancient tunnel near

Muslim and (ewish holy sites in East lerusalem. The open-

ing of the tunnel sparked last week's violence that left 76

dead.

"There are very tough problems ahead," Secretary of

State Warren Christopher said.

Clinton said the meetings improved the understanding

and trust between Netanyahu and Arafat. But he made no

attempt to disguise the lingering deadlock despite all-night

talks.

"I would say that the problems that exploded last week

in violence, that the problems are still there," the presi-

dent said.

"Let's not overreact," Clinton said. "We are in better

shape than we were two days ago." If bloodshed had per-

sisted in the West Bank and lerusalem. he said, "imagine

where we would be now."

Netanyahu said, "There is a greater degree of mutual

understanding than there was two days ago. I suppose

over time this will increase. This is my hope."

In their private talks, Netanyahu referred to Arafat as

"my partner and my friend," an administration official

said.

Christopher said Sunday's negotiations would be con-

ducted by I Hire Gold on the Israeli side and Abu Mazem
for the Palestinians. Both are senior advisers to their lead-

ers.

Asked if the negotiations would take weeks or months,

Christopher said, "I think we're talking weeks." Clinton

said that no specific date was set for completing the talks.

But he said they agreed "to start immediately on a full-time

basis, with a priority on speed and a priority on Hebron."

An administration official close to the negotiations said

it was up to Netanyahu to establish the same sort of trust-

ing relationship with the Palestinians that was cultivated

by his predecessors, Yitzhak Rabin and Shimon Peres
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NOTICE:

NATIONAL ANTHEM AUDITION

There will be an audition for anyone interested in

performing the National Anthem at UMASS athlet-

ic events.

The audition will take place on October 7, 1996 at

the Curry Hicks Cage, 102 Hicks Way at 7:00PM.

Please direct all questions to 545-6060

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS PRESENTS

THE RETURN OF
A WEEKLY PROGRAM SERIES: SOMETHING EVERY FRIDAY

Stand-up Comedian

TEDDY SMITH

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM
October 4, 1996
8:00 t>m Free

"DRAGONHEART"
Immediately Following

This series is made possible by a grant from Auxiliary Services and the Vice Cancellor for Student Affairs.

For more itxtormatlon, cheek our website;

tatttp://www-unix.oit. vizrua^s.edu/ Jtolsorx/calender.html

DON'T "FALL" FOR THE REST ... OUR PRICES ARE THE BEST
Don't Drink
and Drive

High Life. 30-12 02. cans *W aw

BUSCH & BUSCH
LIGHT £,
CASE OF 24 12 02 BAR BOTTLES^

SAM ADAMS
A LI. FLAVORS
6 PK BOTTLES

sa + DEP

CATAMOUNT
I'M.EMM* AMBER
'2PK BQmcs

9
0EP

\t?%? i REGl IAH <l I K.IIT ^»D
18-12 02. CANS s^ aj^F DEP

HORNSBYS
CIDER en bottles'

a EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

1/2 KEGS
BUD, III I) LIGHT, HUD ICE,S
UK HI I OH. MICHELOB LT,^

\

UTE, LATE ICE, KED DOG,
ICEHOUSE, MICHELOB BOCK

* DEP

ISWINE OF THE MONTH K
NAPA RIDGE WINERY
CHARDONNAY, ZINFANDEL,
CABERNET SAVVIGNON
750 ML

m

FRANZIA
WHITE ZINFANDEL 5 LT. BAG-IN-A-BOX

LINDEMAN'S
BIN 65
CHARDONNAY
750 ML

MELINI
ORVIETO CLASSICO &
BORGHl CHIANTI
750 ML

JOLIESSE
ca bernf:t sauVIGNON
750 ML sa99

I M P o a T I D

CANADIAN MIST.
SALE 10.99

MAIL-IN REBATE -4.00

1.75L

FINAL

COST

POPOV VODKA . ^
1.75L $Q
SEAGRAM'S GIN$f/d

SPICED RUM
750 ML

T.G.I. FRIDAYS
ALL FLAVORS
1.75 L

sw
CLUNY SCOTCH
1.7SL

We Accept

Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

ATTHESTOP&SHOPPLAZA
HADLEY NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE
253-9344 586-3007 534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS 103 96 THRU

WEDS 10 9 96

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

ftP,ND OPEN/aj,

America's Hottest Restaurant

is coming to Haaley!

We are looking for

• Food Servers • Line Cooks

• Bartenders • Prep Cooks

• Host/Hostess

Appteoee s Neighborhood Gfi & Bar s the most excit-

ing and buses! restaurant In the country, and we can't

wait to meet our new Wends m Haaley

If you are an outgoing, team player who Ikes to have
fun whie you work, then your great attitude and desire

to work hard wi be rewarded

We offer great wages and excelent benefits including

medteal. meal dacount, and promotion from wtftti to

management

Stop by Mordrjy-ftlddy 10-6 & Saturday 9^2 to;

100 Westgate Center Drive Route 9. Hadey

Equal Opportunity Employer
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The other party

Dan

Bodah

You may have heard of the Libertarian Party during

the propaganda barrage released by the media in the

wake of the Oklahoma bombing. They have received

mention in the media primarily in association with the

militia movement, or occasionally with the laissez-faire

capitalists who enjoyed such glamour during the Reagan
Administration's "party for the rich."

Those who've consumed more obscure information

may know them as a sort of institutionalized anarchist

organization. Looking at their platform (www.lp.org) it

quickly becomes apparent that they manage
to wriggle outside of simple
left-wing/right-wing pigeonholes.

The guiding principle of Libertarian posi-

tions is the defense of our right to

"self-ownership." As the party sees it. gov-

ernment has no role except to defend individuals against

"fraud and force." This hearkens to the spirit of freedom
and autonomy that birthed the U.S. and many famous
political documents such as the Declaration of
independence, Mary Wollstoncraft's Rights of Woman.
and Thomas Paine's Common Sense. The Libertarians

are not shy about taking the idea of individual autonomy
to some very logical conclusions. You might be able to

sum up the Libertarian legal stance as "If you harm
none, do what you want." It's only when harm occurs
that government has a role.

Let's look at how this works out on specific issues. On
the subject of crime the Libertarian platform focuses pri-

marily on the elimination of all victimless crimes, such
as drug use, consensual sex, speed limits, etc. Although
they don't say so, 1 imagine most laws — such as those

against theft, murder, assault, rape, etc. — would remain
intact, with government responsible for their enforce-

ment. This is consistent with their philosophy.

On the issue of free speech and expression, the
Libertarians call for a complete repeal of all obscenity

laws, federal regulation of television and radio signals.

and federal attempts to regulate electronic communica-
tions networks such as the internet, cable, and telephone
networks. This position is reasonable: these are all types

of speech, fully protected not only by the Constitution,

but also essential to the freedom of individuals. U.S.
government regulation of communications media has
never been any more consistent with freedom of speech
principles than it would be if the government used emi-
nent domain to seize ownership of all printing paper in

the country, allowing freedom of the press only to the

highest bidder.

On the issue of Native American nations, the
Libertarians call for the abolition of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. They would also work to settle any
treaties which provide perpetual welfare rights or
other ongoing U.S. obligations to Native American
nations by giving the nations uninhabited and unused
U.S. lands. Also on the agenda would be the immedi-

ate cessation of all mining or other operations on
reservation territory. The question of Native sover-

eignty would be dependent on the desires of Native
populations.

Libertarian principles are best developed and also

most contentious when it comes to economics. The poli-

cies they propose are firmly rooted in laissez-faire

(hands-off) capitalism. So they would repeal all adver-

tising restrictions, all restrictions on the chemical or
other content of food and other products, abolish the

FDA, and repeal labor legislation.

Neither corporations nor citizens would
receive financial assistance from the

government any longer. The idea behind
these policies is that the only economic
system consistent with principles of

individual freedom is the free market system. All eco-

nomic regulations by the government are seen as intru-

sions on the individual sovereignty of human beings.

Thus the government would no longer restrict the ability

of U.S. companies to hire non-citizen workers.

For me, the main problem is with Libertarian econom-
ic policy. It does not come from the perspective of work-
ers, but rather from the view of owners. What isn't ques-

tioned is the "theft" inherent in corporate ownership.
Think about it this way: most, if not all. of you reading
this column work now or will have to work immediately
following graduation in order to get housing, food, and
other necessities. When you work, you are generating
income for your employer, of which they give you a

small portion back.

Take the case of a friend who was a baker. He worked
long hours beginning at 5 a.m. every day, producing
muffins, and bread for a cafe. He was paid a measly $5
per hour for his labor, while the cafe earned on average

$25 for selling what he made in one hour. Isn't that a

form of theft?

While I sympathize with the Libertarian position on
minimal government involvement in daily life, it's nec-

essary that concurrent with government getting its

hands off of us, we pry the choking grip of private prop-
erty and economic exploitation off our own throats. 1

won't be voting for Libertarian presidential candidate
Harry Browne or his running mate Jo Jorgensen this fall.

Instead I'll write in my vote of no confidence.

Until we all begin freeing our minds and bodies from
the control and ownership of others, we will never be
free. We can start by throwing away or defacing all the

pieces of clothing we have that are free advertisements
for companies, boycotting non-local businesses, and
supporting cooperation among producers and con-
sumers. When we take control of the power that we
already have, instead of giving it all to vampiric
profit-mongers, we take the first step to a society based
on mutual aid and individual freedom.

Dan Bodah is a Collegian staff member.

1 admit it...

Bob

Dunn

I'm going to do it, finally stop pretending and come
to terms with who I am. I'm going to get up, stand in

front of the mirror, take a deep breath and finally come
to grips with it. Just to make sure, I'll even say it out
loud to myself very, very slowly.

I... am... a... liberal.

Whoo! That's a load off my chest.

You may think it's no big deal admitting that. Hell,

up until a few weeks ago, neither did I. But lately the

term "liberal" has been given such negative connota-
tions during the campaign, that if you're
going to call someone a liberal, you might as

well accuse them of smoking crack that's

been processed through the efforts of child

labor or accuse them of watching anything
on UPN.

It's been a campaign of competing labels

so far: Out of touch old man/draft dodger,
out of touch old man/soft on drugs, out of
touch old man/Whitewater crook. This "lib-

eral" tag. though has been a hard one to

shake for the Clinton boy. He's even resort-

ed to running from it. "I don't think that

makes me a closet liberal." he's been quoted as saying

in a recent Dole attack ad, oops I mean campaign ad.

A "closet" liberal. Like it's something to be ashamed
of. Maybe it is... let's look it up.

Liberal: 2: Generous. Bountiful
-The Merriam Webster Dictionary New Edition, 1994
Oooh! Scary, huh? Now who would ever want to be

thought of as a generous person? Gives you shivers,

doesn't it?

Everyone runs from it, though. It smacks of the anti-

communist hysteria during the McCarthy reign (Are you
now or have you ever been in favor of socialized medi-
cine?).

Well. Clinton can run from the label if he wants to,

but not me, buddy. No way. I think it's time that all of
us "closet" liberals not just come, but leap, out of the

said storage space and come out raising our left wing
proudly in the air and finally come forward. Let's shed
that bell- bottom-wearing, hacky-sack-playing,
tie-die-sporting image and let them know what we're
really about!

I'll start. Feel free to disagree with me at any point

(that's what us liberals do!). I think that church and
state need to be separated from each other as far as pos-

sible, including keeping church leaders out of voting
positions on school boards. I don't think there's any-

thing wrong with producing industrial hemp as a cash
crop. I think flag burning is a non- issue. I think a

woman should be able to have the right to a legal and
safe abortion if she deems it necessary. I think civil dis-

obedience is a perfectly acceptable way to promote
change. I think that we should have
gone with "mind your own business" as

the national motto. I hope that the
newly formed ethics committee hangs
Newt Gingrich up to dry. I think
Clinton's anti-terrorism policy was reac-

tionary at best, bordering on racist. I

think that homosexuals should have
open and free access to the military, no
questions asked. I think one of the roles

of the government is to help the disad-

vantaged until they can get by on their

own.
It's a partial list, and (possibly) an unpopular one at

that. But it brings up an interesting point. Our current
president would probably never come out in favor of
most of the above policies, and yet he's branded as a

"closet liberal," when in reality on his best day he's a

moderate, (whatever that means) making Dole's accusa-
tions not just misguided, but almost completely inaccu-

rate.

But maybe Dole's policies and ideals are so far right,

that Clinton policies like providing education benefits

and eliminating certain types of assault weapons do
seem ultra- radical.

You can run from the liberal label if you want to.

You can hide behind the moderate tag, if you like. But
remember this country was founded on radical ideas

and change. You can line up behind conservatives if

you wish, but the same dictionary quoted above
defines "conservative" as: "disposed to maintaining
existing views." Stagnation by any other name my
friends...

Bob Dunn is a Collegian columnist.
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Behind the interview lies

David

Chan

Sweating over resumes? Flipping

out over interviews? If you stress

out over that dreaded five stage
interview process, that's probably
because you prepare yourself to tell

lies and exaggerations. I've been
wondering what I'd say if I was able

u> tell the straight raw
truth at interviews.
This is what I came up
with: the truth and lies

of interviews...

Ms. Happy
Recruiter: How are you today Mr.

Chan? How about we begin our
interview with you just briefly
telling me about yourself?

The Lie: Well Ms. Recruiter. I

consider myself to be a dedicated
student with many aspirations. I am
an individual who can combine
self-motivation along with the abili-

ty to work effectively in team envi-

ronments.

The Truth: 1 am the kirig-of-pfb-

crastination. I don't know how I've

made it through three years of col-

lege. With lots of coffee I guess. I

like to watch TV. surf the net. bar

hop in Boston, and sleep. My eighth

grade Biology teacher described me
as a natural sleeper.

Ms. H. R.: Why did you choose to

attend UMass?
The Lie: I chose UMass because

of the numerous opportunities it

had to offer. I was not certain as

to what field of study I'd be inter-

ested in and I knew that UMass
had the ability to accommodate
me once I knew what I wanted to

do. Also, I was attracted to the

diverse student body and the
affordability.

The Truth: I desperately wanted
to get away from home. I also did
not want to be too far away.
Attending a school with a nationally

ranked basketball team was also

crucial to me. I applied to all large

universities because all I cared
about was the social atmosphere. I

also figured that Amherst was the

town to be in since it's near two
all-female schools.

Ms. H. R.: What
have been your most

significant achieve-

ments?
The Lie: I'm very

proud of my involve-

ment in my school. I feel that I have
established a healthy balance of
school work and activities. Along
the way, I have been able to help

many of my peers. Helping people is

always a cornerstone of personal

achievement. In addition, I am also

happy with the work experience I

have accumulated.

The Truth: There have been
times in which I've pulled off tome
amazing exam scores without
studying or going to class. I think I

can carry thfs great habit into the

real world. I'm also proud of the

fact that I've lived in five different

dorms. Also, my body has endured
dining commons food for three
years without requiring any hospi-

tal visits. But my most significant

achievements have been the week-
ends in which I wake up at three in

the afternoon and lounge all day
watching football.

Ms. H. R.: What are your
strengths and weaknesses?
The Lie: I believe the strengths

that I can offer you are experience,

leadership abilities, and strong
communication skills. In my past

jobs, I have demonstrated myself as

a hard worker and fast learner. As
far as weaknesses are concerned, 1

guess I will consider my tendencies

to over-work myself as a weakness.

My worst critic is myself. I never

allow myself a break.

The Truth: One of the things I do
best is hit my snooze button. Then-
was a morning when I hit it over 20
times. I'm so good at hitting my
snooze button that I don't even
have to look for it. I just instinctive-

ly know where it is. I'm also really

good at relaxing and eating all day. I

don't think anyone can beat me at

that. Through my many experiences

of driving down the Massachusetts

Turnpike, I've also gotten pretty

good at speeding without getting

caught by the cops. As for weak-
nesses, I'm really bad at ironing

clothes. I can't sew on a button
either.

Ms. H. R: Can you list some of
your relevant skills?

The Lie: 1 have a strong back-
ground in computers. Some of the

app+tcationn that I um competent in

OVSprifatheets, power point, and

word processing. I've also figured

out how to read Fortran through my
past use of Pascal. I can also speak

more than one language.

The Truth: I know how to swear
in five different languages. I can
drive while eating a Big Mac and
drinking a milkshake.

Ms. H. R.: Why are you applying

for this position with our company''
The Lie: Your company offers

excellent opportunities for stu

dents in my major. You have a

very reputable training program
and I feel that your company is an
opportune place to start and devel-

op my career. I can also make sig-

nificant contributions to your com-
pany with my skills and past expe-
rience.

The Truth: Your pay is decent
and I need a job.

David Chan is a Collegian columnist.

Lumping our way through life

C. Taylor

Conner

so, whv was

The strength coach stood there, shaking his head in

stern disapproval.

"Your body fat is 10.3 percent — pretty high for a

sprinter," he said.

But, hey, I thought to myself, It's pretty good for an
offensive lineman. Even better for a baseball player.

Unfortunately, I am indeed a sprinter.

As my fellow short-distance runners revelled in their

"4.8s," "5.5s" and (God forbid) "6.1s." I moped my way
out the door to run some hills.

Later that night, I lay in bed thinking
about the whole incident. My body was in

good shape on the whole, when you consid-

er the average male carries 1 5 percent or
more of blobbiness. If I were a female, I'd

probably be mistaken for a subject of some
eating disorder TV "Movie of the Week" —
I worried?

The reason: I'm just as obsessed as most of us are with
maintaining the ideal physique. However, that same fate-

ful night, I also realized the absolute lunacy of our 'gen-

eral aesthetics for human perfection.

Think about muscles, breasts, butts, abs, etc. for a sec-

ond. Proceed to — you can stop thinking now, perverts
— proceed to think about lumps.

These can be lumps of any kind, from the sort likely to

be found after leaving Cream of Wheat out for five min-
utes, to the types that develop in your thyroid gland and
lungs from practicing on a track near the University
sewage plant.

Any way you want to visualize them, lumps (hopeful-

ly) do not paint an attractive portrait in your mind. Even
for the perverts still stuck a couple of lines up.

Now, for the piece de resistance, envision your inter-

pretation of a lump underneath the muscles, breasts,

butts, abs, etc of everyone you know, including your-
self.

Try not to panic — I know it's a little scary, like that

image in the seminal miniseries "V" when Marc Singer
first ripped off the pscudo-humanoid ajien leader's mask
to reveal his true lizardian visage.

(I also know it's also a little scary that I just made a

"V" reference, but bear with me.)
Consider the facts as viewed through "lump theory."

We start out in life in one of three ways: very lumpy,

moderately lumpy or lumpless. We get dissatisfied at

some juncture with our God-given lumpiness, and soon
we're going to the gym three, four, five times a week to

reshape those lumps.

We suffer through endless sit-ups and crunches in the
hopes of obtaining six symmetrical belly lumps. We
bench and fly to create two big chest lumps. We curl and
pull to make sure our arms have a multitude of uniquely
shaped lumps.

When we're nicely lump-laden after weeks or months
or years of toil, we then periodically
stroll over to a mirror and say to our-
selves (as translated into the Lumpian
language), "Golly, I've sure got a lotta

lumps, but this lump here and thai lump
there could still stand some extra lump-

ing. Oh, well, back to the lump room."
If those of us (me included) who strive for excellence

in lump-shifting were all to die tomorrow, we'd essen-
tially be left with exactly what we detest in our oatmeal— a bunch of cold, hard lumps.

However, the worst offenders in the lump obsession
are males, for one single reason: breasts. Look at the
spellings of two slang term for the mammaries —
bazooms and boobs — and it all comes into focus. Guys
want two soft lumps (perfectly circular objects) sand-
wiched between a firm package (the surrounding conso-
nants), thus placing the most unfair lump pressure on
women.

Not only are women expected to keep the aforemen-
tioned lump parts conditioned, but they also must keep
their chest lumps both appropriately lumpy and tight.

There is no lump justice.

However, despite the silly travails of those who metic-
ulously mold their lumps. I would never condemn them.
As an athlete, I need to hit the lump room and lift

lump-shapers to reduce the risk of underdeveloped
lump- related injuries. Other folks might just enjoy
building lumps as a hobby, or need to see new lumps for
enhancing self- esteem.

When you look at the big picture, as long as you're
comfortable taking your lumps, ignore people who
would lump you into a category.

(Sorry, readers — that was chintzy. But it was there.)
C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian columnist.
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Ghandis get in ring with Dave Mathews
By Daniel E. levenson

Collegian Staff

BOXING GHANDIS
Howard

Atlantic Records

Boxing Ghandis. a band with a smooth funky sound
will be opening for Dave Matthews Band this Sundus at

the Mullins Center,

David Darling, guitarist, main song writer and one ol

the vocalists, started the seven member band. Prior to

then upcoming Howard on Atlantic Records, the band
released a sell titled debut which sold fairly well display-

ing influences ranging from "Sly, Stevie Wonder, War.
loin Waits, I alking Heads

"

The band lias also been affected by such diverse musical

stsles as Motown. Miriachi, opera and jazz.

On Howard, which is slated lor release in mid-October,

the band ollcis listeners a creative musical mix ranging

from easy going and relaxing to loot -stomping fun.

In then KMg "Roll" the band produces a sweet, laid

back tune that combines i nifty drum action with an unex-

pected harmonica ritt at the end that does a good job of

wrapping up the song.

"Piece in the Valley" it a slow, guitar-rich ballad about

violence and youth. The backup singers bring the voice

and guitar together to make for an excellent piece of

nmsic

.

In "Promised Land" the band lakes on a more rock V
10II sound with a beat that is reminiscent of country.

There is also | strong blues influence apparent in this

song

On side tWO nl Howard the Boxing Ghandis starts off

Turn to GHANDIS. page 10
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DAVE MATTHEWS BAND TO CRASh'MULLINS CENTER

Laura

Stock

Before Sunday night's Dave Matthews Band show was

announced, a friend of mine said. "I've been to Great

Woods. I've been to Amherst College. I've been to the

Meadows and I've been to the Fleet Center — it's about

time for Dave to come to me."

Sure enough, Dave Matthews & Co. will bring their

trademark funk-rock-jazz amalgamation to the Mullins

Center Oct. 6 — part of a grueling tour that has ti u\

elled across the U.S. and F.urope.

For a band that got its start playing bar

gigs and college venues in Charlottesville,

Va., it is refreshing to find that with all of

their success, Dave Matthews Band have not

neglected the young audiences that made
their sound so popular.

Last spring, Matthews and frequent back-up guitarist

Tim Reynolds tantalized audiences with an

up-close-and-personal acoustic show at the Le Frak

Gymnasium at Amherst College.

This weekend, his entire entourage will be in town —
Cajun/Gypsy violinist Boyd Tinsley, R&B saxophonist

Leroi Moore, jazz bassist Stefan Lessard and pop-per-

cussionist Carter Beauford.

This unique musical blend, coupled with Matthews'

sometimes serious, sometimes spirited lyrics, have sk>

rocketed the band to the top of the charts.

A spot on the 1994 H.O.R.D.E festival tour didn't

hurt either, as this was the first major exposure Dave

Matthews Band had to eager crowds.

A simultaneous release of the band's second album.

Under the Table and Dreaming, which sold over 3 mil-

lion copies, sealed the band's fate of becoming a big hit.

Their first album, Remember Two Things, which has

experienced a newfound popularity, only sold 350,000 at

its introduction.

As per the protocol for becoming a "big hit,"

Matthews and his band have gradually had to perform in

larger and larger venues. Thankfully, they have not aban-

doned their small club-sound; the only thing that has

altered their style is the vastness of

some of the arenas they have filled.

Matthews filled the Fleet Center in

Boston Tuesday night, however, and

managed to deliver their usual fare —
Matthews' little jigs onstage,

funked-up, syncopated versions of their popular songs

and stellar instrumentals.

If Tuesday's show is any indication of what we should

expect this Sunday, most of Matthews' set list will con-

lUl of tracks off their latest release, Crash. The
radio-popular "Too Much" and "So Much to Say" are

safe bets at any of their current shows.

Matthews often spices up the set with the sultry "#41"

and "Say Goodbye" combo, and "Crash Into Me," a song

about a young boy's lust.

Another stage favorite. "Tripping Billies." so named

because the sound was described as hillbillies on acid,

was re-vamped from DMB's first album to go on Crash.

While the band tends to shy away from performing

"What Would You Say" without guest harmonica player

|ohn Popper, a few other singles from Under the Table

are usually included in the mix. The feel-good, upbeat

"Ants Marching" is a popular finale.

But the greatest thing about Dave Matthews Band is

you never know what to expect. Whether it be what kind

of new instrument thc> use, how many violin solos

Tinsley belts out. or how many unexpected songs are

performed, a crowd is rarely left disappointed.

Matthews' take on |imi Hendrix's "All Along the

Watchtower." which is featured on Remember Two
Things, is often included in most of the band's perfor-

mance^
With its obvious, but certainly not isolated, populari-

ty among "Gen --\" listeners, the Dave Matthews Band

is often credited with being in touch with young audi-

ences

For example, fans can go online and check out the

band's World Wide Web page, or one of the various

Internet MWftfroufM dedicated to the Dave Matthews

Band. Matthews hiin^elt told the Philadelphia Inquirer

that he loves the Internet, and is "honored that people

talk about us there, because I think it's the last vestige of

anarchy"

In a lukewarm review of Crash. Rolling Stone implied

that the band was a Grateful Dead wannabe. With

DMB's following growing exponentially, perhaps some

similarities have risen. Matthews, however, does not

purport to be a lerry Garcia. With his clean-cut look

and down-to-earth sound, the resemblance is pretty

slim.

Matthews developed his ear for music through his «o

ITurn to DAVf . page 10 3
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THURSDAY, OCT. 5

Amherst College — The German
comedy film series continues with

Baghdad Cafe. The film will be

shown in the Campus Center Theater

at 4 & 7:30 p.m. Free. Also, in the

Campus Center Frontroom —
Beyond Shadowside, a portrayal of

love between author C.S. Lewis and

poet |oy Davidman. This theater pro-

duction is free and begins at 8 p.m.

Bay State Hotel, Northampton —
Slumberland performs with

Meristem. The show is 21+. Call

584-8513 for more info.

Hamden Commons — The docu-

mentary film. Home to Tibet, is being

shown in the Southside room as part

of the Festival of Tibet. Sponsored by

Fine Arts Center Asian Dance, Music

and Residential Arts. Tickets are $5

at the door. Call 545-1980 or

545-O680.

Iron Horse — El Vez, the Mexican

Elvis, performs at 10 p.m. and tickets

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Calendar of Events ~
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Mose Allison

COUimSY PAULA COUaT

Monologuist Spalding Gray will

perform at the Academy of Music

Tuesday evening.

are $8. Call 584-0610 for more info.

Pearl Street — H20 plays with

Warzone, 10 yard fight. Follow
Through and Dismay. The show
begins at 7:30 p.m. and is all ages.

Call Pearl Street at 584-7771 for

more info.

Smith College — La Migration
will be performed by members of

FOMMA (Fortalez de la mujer Maya,

a women's educational and theater

group from Mexico) in the Helen
Hills Chapel at 8 p.m. Free.

FRIDAY, OCT. 4
Amherst College — South Indian

Classical Music performs pieces fea-

turing the flute, violin, mridangam
and the ghatam. The concert begins

at 7 p.m. in the Buckley Recital Hall.

Free.

Hampden Commons — Arya Tara:

A Three Day Empowerment Session,

led by His Holiness Rizong Rinpoche

will be held beginning at 7 p.m.

Tickets are $25 at the door, and

attendance is mandatory for all three

days to receive the initiation. The
event will take place in the Southside

Room. Call 545-1980.

Iron Horse — Mose Allison, blues

and jazz singer performs at 7 p.m.

Tickets are $12.50.

Also, blues legend, Ronnie Earl

takes the stage at 10 p.m. Tickets are

$14.

Mount Holyoke College — Long
time gay activist Tori Osborn will

speak about her new book, Coming
Home to America: A Roadmap to

Gay and Lesbian Empowerment. It

will be held in the Five College

Women's Research Center at 4 p.m.

Pearl Street — Sebadoh with Steve

Westfield and The Slow
Band/Hospital will perform at 7 p.m.

for an 18+ show. Tickets are $8 in

advance/$10 at the door. Also,

Scarce with Fuzzy and The Maggies

will perform. The 18+ show begins at

9 p.m. and is free with a Sebadoh
ticket.

SATURDAY, OCT. 5

Iron Horse — Folk singer Catie

Curtis with Carrie Newcomer and
Jennifer Kimball of the Story per-

forms at 7 p.m. and tickets are $10.

Also, at 10 p.m. Michael Ray and the

Cosmic Krewe. Tickets are $10.

Pearl Street — Aquarium Rescue
Unit and Gibdoll Band. The show is

18+.

Smith College — Sweet Honey in

the Rock performs at John M. Greene

Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$17.50-19.50 in advance. Call

58b-8b86 for more information.

Unitarian Meetinghouse —
Jackson Krall Quartet makes a rare

area appearance. 121 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst. Show begins at 8 p.m. and

tickets are $7 in advance, $9 at the

door. Call 584-9592 for more infor-

mation.

SUNDAY, OCT. 6

Iron Horse — Kristen Hall and
Peter Mulvey perform at 7 p.m.

Tickets are $8.

Fine Arts Center — Sacred Music

Sacred Dance Concert will be pre-

sented at the Concert Hall at 3 p.m.

Tickets are $5 for students, children

COU*TlS»« MICHHSON GAUIKIIS

Robert Masla's Pioneer Valley Landscapes will be on display at the

Michelson Galleries starting Tuesday.

COunnsr umass intuitu Of P/W 1MI N I

James Belisle (left) and Ron DesRosiers star in one of three one-act plays

to be presented this week.

and seniors, $15 all others. Ten per-

cent of all tickets sales will benefit

Tibet Fupd. Call 545- 2511 or

1-800-999-UMAS.
Mullins Center — Dave Matthews

Band performs with Boxing Ghandis.

The show is at 7:30 p.m. and tickets

are $23.50 (general admission). Call

545-0505.

Pearl Street — Porno for Pyros,

rescheduled from Sept. 22 will per-

form with the Fun Lovin' Criminals

at 9 p.m. The show is sold out. Call

585-7771.

MONDAY, OCT. 7

Iron Horse — Blues and country

artist Junior Brown takes the stage at

7& 10 p.m.

Pearl Street — Ska legends The

Specials performs with Shlep Rock

for an 1 8+ show.

Smith College — Nobel Prize win-

ning author Toni Morrison will both

read from and discuss her works in

John M. Greene Hall at 1 2: 1 5. Free.

TUESDAY, OCT. 8

Academy of Music — Master of

monologue. Spaulding Gray, per-

forms at 8 p.m. Tickets through the

Northampton Box Office at

586-8686.

Pearl Street — Los Lobos will per-

form with Nil Lara for a 21+ show.

Tickets are $16 in advance. $18 at

the door.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 9

Fine Arts Center — A One-Act
Stand: Three One-Act Plays about

Trying to Connect will be performed

at the Curtain Theater at 8 p.m. Plays

include George Bernard Shaw's
Overruled, Robert Spera's The Field

and Terrencc McNally's The Wibbly,

Wobbly, Wiggly Dance That

Cleopatra Did. Tickets are $6/$3 for

group rates. Call 545- 3490 for more

info.

Iron Horse — Boxing Ghandis,

fresh off their Mullins Center date

will play at 10 p.m. —with Belizbeha
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Sebadoh celebrates homecoming
Barlow & Lowenstein return to Valley for a rare local show

By Mike Burke

Collegian Staff

Must bands relish the chance to
l>l.is in ihcir home area, in front of
their friend* and family — but not
Sebadoh, a Valley based band that
has loured the world over, but

i

v
^ iiliiiinpton, until now.

Due io Sebadoh's tendency to
downplay iheir connection with the
Wesicrn Massachusetts music scene,
ii DU became hard to consider them

ll' band — but the band's roots

nongly grounded in this area.

Sebadoh's l.ou Barlow is still

remembered, by at least a few fans,

as the one lime bass player from
Dinosaur |r., the Amherst band led

by |. Mascis. Prior to their work in

Dinosaur |r.. both Barlow and Mascis

teemed up as the hard core outfit.

Deep Wound. Together they record-

ed one seven inch single.

M;im.is held center stage complete-
ly for Dinosaur |r.; at times it seemed
he was the only one even on the

Stage, Barlow and Mascis didn't even
talk for months at a time. Set deep on
the backhurner. Barlow began
recording under the name of
Sentridoh and Sebadoh with his pal

Eric (>allney.

Distributing home-made tapes in

Northampton, Sebadoh quietly

gained a name for themselves.
Eventually Barlow and Mascis split

on shakv terms allowing Barlow to

locus his work on Sebadoh.

With the addition of |ason
I owelutein, the trio, in the early '90s

began churning out records, tapes,

and singles at a record pace. Barlow,

alone, has released at least 300 songs

since his departure from Dinosaur |r

many of I hem, brilliant love songs.

His recent bands besides Sebadoh
include: Sentridoh, Folk Implosion,

Deluw folk Implosion, Beltbuckle

and Leaky Chipmunk.
While Barlow has been gaining

underground sainthood, Mascis has

been attempting, ever so hard, to

reeapiure one iota of the brilliance

missing in his band since their semi-

nal album You 're Living All Over Me.
Sebadoh's success has taken nearly

Salamanders wiggle into Noho
By Daniel Bodah
Collegian Staff

Northampton based quartet Salamander Crossing
will pour out their full bodied, home-brewed spirits for

the audience tonight at the Iron Horse in Northampton.
Fiddle-whittler Rani Arbo, bass-plucker Andrew

Kinsey, guitar and mandolin maestro )eff Kelliher and
banjo-banger Tim Famham have been developing a fol-

lowing for the last four years with their contemporary
blending of blucgrass. country, folk and blues tradi-

tions. The sound is full and sweet, notable for extraor-

dinary lead vocals and inlcctious melodies

Their debut eponymous album (on Signature
Sounds records) has a number of covers, ranging
from Kate Wolf's chilling and gorgeous "Desert
Wind" to the Beatles' "Things We Said Today" to

Bruce Cockburn's "Child of the Wind." But this is

not a band limited to playing other people's music. A
number of original compositions grace the album,
including Arbo's jazz-tinged 'Burning Bridges" and
"Fire in the Sky," a stripped-down tune penned by
Kinsey in classic southern folk tradition. The album

includes contributions from blucgrass banjo-player
Tony furtado, Matt Flinner and David Grier. This

disc has been spinning in numerous folk- fan CD
players, and charted in at No. 9 on the Gavin
Americana charts.

Those who were lucky enough to catch Cordelia's

Dad (also local folk heroes) at Northampton's Fire and
Water cafe in mid-September got to see Arbo sitting in,

adding her fiddle weavings to their early American folk

renderings. Hearing her singing is sure to be an addi-

tional treat, as Salamander Crossing is especially known
for their strong vocals, with all members contributing

to the singing.

So, although the show may not thrill with ear-shat-

tering distortion, or blind with a fiery light show, it

promises to wrap the audience in intimate and enduring

music for the soul. They have a straight-forward,

no-nonsense stage presence and on their home turf will

be sure to give their fans, loyal and new, an evening of

music with integrity and a mellow, folk sweetness.

Salamander Crossing is playing at the Iron Horse
Music Hall in Northampton tonight at 7 p.m. Call

584-0610 for more information.

Sebadoh returns home in support of Harmacy.

COUHTUVCMAKU', PITIHSON

everyone by surprise. SPIN named
their 1993 album ///, one of the best

albums of the year — later elevating

it to one of the Top 100 alternative

records of all time. /// sums up the

band beautifully as all sides of the

multi-faceted band seep through the

70 minute album. From Barlow's ten-

der love songs to Gaffney all-out

noise assaults, Sebadoh suffered from

a mild case of schizophrenia that

hooked the underground world.

Soon after ///, Sub Pop signed the

band. With Barlow as the poster boy

of the sensitive male, Sebadoh's pop-

ularity reached new heights with love

songs such as "Soul and Fire," one of

Barlow's most intimate and emotion-

al songs. Listening to Barlow's lyrics

can be as heartbreaking and depress-

ing as breaking up itself.

Gaffney left the band after two
releases with Sub Pop, Smash Your
Head On the Punk Rock and Bubble

& Scrape. With his noise fetish

behind, Sebadoh geared down a more
conventional path, adding aboard
Bob Fay.

Their 1994 album Bakesale
remains the band's finest output

scooei**
\ landmade diamond engagement rings &

featuring ideal cut

Lazare Diamonds®
Setting the stanAarJ for ...BRILLIANCE™
hull in-house repair service. We buy d\amonds& gold.

free ear piercing with purchase of studs.
Watch batteries replaced & eyeglass frames repaired.

silverscape designs
GOLDSMITHS <;$>' GEM GALLERY

One King St., Northampton 584-3324
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

since ///, although the albums sound

worlds apart. Bakesale's songwriting

was split evenly between Barlow and
Lowenstein. Missing, though, was the

band's edgy experimental side due to

the departure of Gaffney.

On their latest release, Harmacy,
which has spurned the hit single

"Oceans," the band borrows a few
pages from the Gaffney notebook,
but overall their sound is even more
polished and perfected. While
Harmacy may be one of the best

albums released so far this year, it

lacks the emotional attachment of ///

or Bakesale.

In between the release of Bakesale

and Harmacy. Barlow, almost acci-

dently, became an MTV rock star.

One of his many side projects, the

Folk Implosion, which also features

|ohn Davis, recorded half of the hit

soundtrack to Kids including the Top
40 single, "Natural One."

Although it has been over 10 years

since Barlow sold his home-made
Sebadoh tapes in Northampton
record stores, the Valley still views
Barlow as one of its finest success

stories — even if he doesn't agree.

Reluctantly, they last played the area

at a benefit in Westfield in 1994.
Tomorrow night offers a rare chance
to see one of the area's best bands in

a sort of homecoming.
Sebadoh performs at Pearl St.

Friday night at 7 p.m. with Steve
Westfield and Hospital lint ihou is

18+ After the show Sebadoh show
ticket holders are welcomed free-of-

charge to see Scarce, Fuzzy and the

Maggies downstairs at Pearl St. Call

the club at 584-7771 for more infor-

mation.

El Vez to begin Mexican revolution
Elvis was the king, but he could

have been so much more. It takes i

different kind of man to see beyond

the rhinestones, the drugs and the

sandwiches. It takes a man like II

Vez, The Mexican Elvis, to pull

together all of the disparate threads

of the Elvis legacy — all of the

charisma, all of the music, and all of

the Mexican socio-political commen-
tary.

El Vez calls himself the hardest

migrant working man in show biz,

and when he takes the stage at ihe

Iron Horse tonight, it will be up to

the audience to decide. The "Rock
and Revolution" tour promises to be

pure, unadulterated II Vez, with a

little help from his fellow revolution-

aries, The Memphis Mariachis and
The Lovely Elvettes.

Before you dismiss El Vez as

another novelty — another greasy

tousled-hair wannabe — give his lat-

est record, G.I. Ay, Ay! Blues, a spin.

From the very beginning El Vez
unleashes his cry for Latino revolu-

tion — revamping "Bossa Nova
Baby" into a manic musical explosion

documenting the life of Chicano
activist Cesar Chavez. Still confused?

join the club. But any way you look

at. El Vez is a force to be reckoned

with — a dynamic revolutionary giant

sprung full formed from the crown of

Elvis.

El Vez and the Lovely Elvettes per-

form at theJron Sd^eJInll tawy.ht - ~.

at iOp.m. Call the dub at ^H4-Oblo El Vez, the Mexican Elvis, shakes his hips and more.

-Bradley Skaught

die Collegian was bro
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EL'S BILLIARDS
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60" Big Screen

T.V.

8- 9 ft. Tobies

live

Entertainment

Every Fri. & Sat.

•All Sporting

Events

F^ery Thursday Night

$5 Cash 8 BaB

Tournament 7:30 pm

Saturday Crawdad's 9:30-12:30. 21 +

1 OA Belciiertovvn Rood

Amherst, AM 01002

256-8284
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FAR EAST MID EAST
Asian noodle soups, Arabian delights

salads & stir-fries salads & sandwiches

63 Main St. 31 Boltwood Walk
253-9200 253-9299

OCNE Delivery Express

Over^t
~500~
Microbrews

iritjxaus
\ Specialty Beverage Center]

attention Grod »Attention Grad

Students:

*> Take 10% off

/ Regularly Priced Fine

y — Wines

Microbrews
Magic Hat
Ale, #9, Blind Faith

Moosebrown Ale

Sierra Nevada
Pole Ale, Porter, Stout

Ipswich 64 oz bottle

Ale, Dark Ale

$5."/six

$4."/six

$6."/six

$4.
49

FULL REDEMPTION CENTER

Beer Specials
Bud Dry 12-packcans $

Red Dog & Icehouse
18-pack cans %

Natural Light & Ice

12-Pack cans $

Miller Genuine Draft
xase bottles $

Liquor Specials
Captain Morgan $8.

97 7SOml

Gordons Vodka IS.
99
/
750""

jagermeister $8."/ 375ml

Cuervo Gold Sll. 99
/
750-'

BOOneS m flavors, 5 for $9 ."/'"ml

SLUMBERLAND
TAPE RELEASE PARTY

MERISTEM OPENS

BAY STATE HOTEL, NORTHAPMTON

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3, 9 PM

$ BUCK OFT WITH AD $

1 lAAilA^ A
//

t{\A\At{

1 12 Keg Petes Wicked Ale $75.°°
|

MasterCard
yr. r^^rT^HS

Micro-Brewed Beer Kegs in Stock
Wine Coolers • Ice • Mixers Mini Kegs • Beer Glasses

Rt. 9 East College Street • 253-5384
one mile east of

Amherst Center on Rt. 9E douii*-tou>i/i
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Enjoy fall foliage from
the comfort of a canoe

fall's peak seasons"

Cars capped with red, yellow, orange
and green canoes and kayaks flow
north in streams up Rts. 9 and 91 to
rivers and dams throughout the Pioneer
Valley. As »

approach,
the trees in

the valley

will reflect

the colorful

hues of
these travel-

ing canoes
and kayaks.

Many
people
think that

Alfresco News
with

Liz

Anderson

summer is the best time to go canoeing
or kayaking, but with fall's cool temper-
atures, and fabulous foliage, October is

a prime time to enjoy this spectacular

sport.

Take advantage of New England's
beauty, grab a canoe or kayak and ride

the soothing currents of the
Connecticut and Deerfield Rivers.

The Connecticut River flows along
Rt. 9, less than 30 minutes away from
the UMass. It is not only beautiful to

look at, but a place full of abundant
recreational opportunities for canoeing

and kayaking.

Except for a few dams and rapids,

most of the upper Connecticut River
from northern New Hampshire to
Western Massachusetts is smooth for

canoeing and kayaking.

The rugged shore lines of the
Connecticut River offer the public access

to numerous boat launches,parking and
picnic areas free of charge. The most eas-

ily accessible boat launch to Amherst
residents is the Sportman's Marina Boat

Rental Company off Rt. 9 in Hadley.

From these established starting

points you can charge up the
Connecticut River and explore its sur-

rounding mountains. Numerous moun-
tains trails surround the northern sec-

tion of the Connecticut River that pro-

vide hiking and camping. Due to the

river's unpredictable conditions, it is

important to scout the sections of the

river that you will be canoeing on.

If you continue in your car up Rt. 9
over the Connecticut River, get on to

Rt. 91 north until you reach Greenfield

or Charmont, where you can launch

your canoe or kayak onto the Deerfield

River.

The Deerfield River rises east of the

Green Mountains in southern Vermont

and flows south into Massachusetts*
Once in Massachusetts the river turns

east and joins the Connecticut River

near the town of Greenfield.

A combination of rapids and riffles,

.
t h e

Deerfield

River, has

many dif-

f e re n t

sections
that run
into vari-

ous dams
and reser-

voirs that

surround
it.

The Monroe Bridge-Bear Swamp
Reservoir is a southern section of the

Deerfield River that has several rapids

and narrow straits allowing
canoers/kayakers to ride only on its left

"hand side.

One mile above the Hoosae Tunnel

and just below Bear Swamp Dam
canoers/kayakers can launch their boats

and take off on one of the river's most
beautiful sections through the Berkshire

Mountains.

This area can also be reached from

the Mohawk Trail by taking the River

Road to the east end of the Mohawk
Trail Bridge in the town of Charmont.
The Mohawk Trail Bridge is also the

gate way to the Shelbume Falls. This

section of the river is shallow and at

times difficult to read. However, it is an
excellent place for beginner kayakers to

tackle white water.

If you are interested in canoeing or

kayaking, there are several paddling

clubs in the Pioneer Valley.

The UMass Outing Club,
Connecticut Water Shed and
Autobound are only a few organization

who sponsor canoeing/kayaking trips

throughout the Vailey.

Canoe or kayak rental is available at

the UMass Outing Club for less than

$20 a day. Along Rt. 9 you can find

canoe or kayak rentals at the Wild
Water Outfitter or the Sport's Man's

Marina Boat Rental Company for

$20-$25aday.
For more information about canoe-

ing or kayaking in the Pioneer Valley

check out the UMass Outing Club
board near the Student Union
Ballroom.

Liz Anderson is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Calvin Klein

25%
Calvin Klein

Basic Underwear
Styles

2 Weeks Only!

October 1-14

22 Masonic Street
Northampton • 586-6336
Open 7 Days • Thurs 'til 9

Vintage clothing stores offer cheap buys

Lauren

Lobik

Growing up, 1 was always told

when shopping for a car buy used

because you will gel more for your

money. Maybe that's not necessarily

true and just something my parents

believed, but this belief is definitely

something to live by
when shopping for

clothes. If you don't

have a lot of money, but

still want to look great,

vintage clothing stores

point out the direction to be head-

ed. The latest retro looks are sure to

be in abundance on the racks of

these shops. Even if retro isn't your

thing, a wide array of styles and
looks can be acheived by mixing
and matching different pieces.

Wondering what to expect from a

second hand shop? You're sure to

find most of what you're looking

for. Not only will you be able to

locate the perfect ensemble, but the

accessories needed to complete the

outfit won't be far behind. Many
used clothing stores also supply

everything from hats and coats to

jewelry and shoes. Other larger ones
like the Salvation Army Thrift Store

also provide fashions for your home
decor. Not only can you look great

for less, but so can your dorm room.

Now you know
how to save
money, but you're

still a little weary.

Some people 1

know think oth-

ers will look down on them if

they're seen coming out of a sec-

ond hand shop. Don't feel that

way any longer because even high

fashion designers can be seen
gracing the doorways of some of

these shops.

In October's issue of In Style

magazine, designer Anna Sui talks

about how she loves to shop in

New York City's vintage clothing

stores to get great deals on present

looks. Sui loves to travel to these

sites because she believes the
search for the perfect ensemble is

the best part of the quest. This isn't

something new to Sui. The design-

er's been buying her clothes here

since she was a teenager in the 1 0th

grade.

just how much money should

you be willing to spend? Sui was
able to find two great outfits for

around $100 in New York City's

East Village. That is definitely the

number to shoot for. The outfits

the designer put together con-
tained shoes and one accessory.

The first outfit which came to a

whopping $103 was made up of a

yellow knit shell, matching
zip-front jacket, black polyester

bell bottoms, a yellow quilted

purse, and black patent leather

shoes. The cost for the second out-

fit totaled $99. This outfit consist-

ed of a black, red, and white scarf,

a black, red, and white coat, pur-

ple polyester pants, and silver

shoes. All these things for just

$100. You can't beat that.

Do things sound too good to be

true? You should beware because

sometimes they are. In Style gives

some important vintage tips to fol-

low when shopping for used cloth

ing. Number one. always try things

on. Next, inspect the garment c.irc-

fully. lust because they're on the

rack doesn't mean they're in mint

condition. Hold the piece up to a

light to check for hidden holes. The

third tip is if the clothing has an

odor or is stained, check the wash-

ing instructions. Dry cleaning usual-

ly won't get the smell out. Lastly,

find the true cost of your garment

before you purchase it by calculat-

ing all alterations. This way you'll

know exactly what you're paying

for.

You have a few bucks and it's

burning a hole in your pocket. Make
that buck go further by bringing it

to the local second hand shop. Take

a drive to Northampton or just stay

in Amherst. Whatever you decide,

it's sure to be worth your while.

Lauren Lobik is a UMass student

New fall line-up welcomes back stars of the past

The new fall programs have begun

to make their debuts and TV Guide has

been filled to the

brim with feature

stories on every
new program that

makes up the
primetime sched-

ule. Everyone who
is anyone has their

own show and the

fall line-up is filled

with yesterday's

stars trying to make
a comeback.

Remember the
great sitcoms of the

'80s? Many of the

icons from this

period of time are

back to try it again. Members from the

casts of shows like "Family Ties," The
Facts of Life" and "Cheers" are being

seen on the three major networks
throughout this fall's primetime sched-

ule.

Michael J. Fox was a hit when he

played Alex
Keaton, a young

Republican, on
"Family Ties."

He then went on

to make what is

sure to become
one of the great-

est movies of all

time, Back to the

Future. For the

years following

this hit. Fox par-

ticipated in many
films that just

didn't measure
up. Now he's

back this fall

starring in "Spin City." This time around

he plays the deputy mayor of New York.

Quite a switch from previous roles.

Fox isn't the only actor from "Family

Ties" to star in a sitcom this season.

QpiiendCjfs presents
The New Jersey

battle the

Washington

Sunday
October 1 3th

!

7 p.m.

Buffets
See 7' 6" Shawn Bradley,

Ed O'Bannon and Kerry

Kittles of the Nets and

Bullets' 7 7" Gheorghe

Mureson, Chris Webber,

and All Star Juwan Howard.

Tickets on sale now at

Ml'l I. INS CINTLR

rS -VtOlO MOM! STUDIO

I

MAIN MUSIC SHOP -111*1 VIOtO
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See basketball again in the "Cal Zone"
as this game marks the return of

Coach John Calipari!

DAILY HAMPSHIRE
GAZETTE [MOMW ROCK

RTE. 9 HADLEY 584-8174
Monday- Saturday 9:00am- 1 1 :00pm
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MORGAN
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MR. BOSTON
BRANDIES
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WE DELIVER
584-8174
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MICRO KEGS
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ICE
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50 LBS *5"
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SALE GOOD THRU 10/17/96

lufline Baieauin. who played Alex's

ditzy sister Mallory Keaton, is back on

the scene. Bateman seems to be the

voice of reason amongst the male
testosterone in "Men Behaving Badly."

This show tends to be extremely crude,

but it's absolutely hysterical. The crit-

ics are in store for a live one here.

Another duo coming from a popular

1980s and early 1990s sitcom is Rhea
Perlman and Ted Danson from
"Cheers." Danson traded in the bar for

a newsroom in "Ink." He'll be co-star-

ring with wife Mary Stecnburgen as a

divorced couple who still work togeth-

er at a newspaper. Danson's barmate

Perlman, formerly Carta, is now a

widow who decides to go back to col-

lege despite the hard time her snobby

professor hands hei

.

The last two stars trying to make a

come back are the two '80s fans will

be most excited about, Molly
Ringwald and Brooke Shields. It's

great that they're back on TV. The for-

mer red headed member of the "Brat

Pack," Ringwald, will be starring in

"Townies." She's part of a trio of wait-

resses who work in a small town in

New England. Hopefully this will be

the big comeback Ringwald has been

yearning for. Since her small role as

Molly on "The Facts of Life." her act-

ing career has been a rollercoster.

Andre Agassi's sweetheart. Shields,

is also making a comeback. Thank
God it's not as a special guest on the

next Bob Hope special, but as a naive

young magazine writer on "Suddenly

Susan." If she's half as funny as she

was on "Friends," then this show is

sure to take off.

The fall season is jammed-packed
with surefire hits, but they can't all

make it. My picks are "Suddenly
Susan" and "Men Behaving Badly."

Many study breaks are sure to fall

within these time slots.

Lauren Lobik is a Collegian

Correspondent.

Don't Let The
Marshall Catch You
Going Anywhere Else!

Marshall

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR

. & AUTO RODY
S3 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center

Imports and other unibody vehicles are our specialin.

• Users of Sikkens paint products

• Accepted by all insurance companies for collision repair

or glass repair.

256-8157V
256-1385
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Play honors Puerto Rican actor
Son Corazon celebrates life of woman who loved too much

By Seema Gangatirkar
Collegian Staff

The life of an extraordinary

Puerto Rican actress will be cele-

brated in Son Corazon: Heartstrung

for Myrna Vazquez. The bilingual

performance begins at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium.

The play is about Myrna
Vazquez, described as "the

woman who loved too much."
Given only 1 5 years to live after

being diagnosed with a heart con-

dition, Vazquez made much of

the rest of her short life.

The actress was a mother to

three children and a political

activist. In addition, she was a

union organizer, teacher and
community volunteer. Vazquez
died at the age of 40.

Son Corazon. written by Rosa

Luisa Marquez, incorporates

masks and puppets to honor
Vazquez's memory. Marquez also

included dream-like sequences

that address the emotions of pas-

sion and obsession, of women and

life, and of course, the theater.

Facts about Vazquez become
vague, as a fire destroyed her

home and theater. This cloudi-

ness is reflected in Marquez's

script.

Information about Vazquez's

life was culled from interviews

with Vazquez's family and friends

who live in Boston. Also included

in the script are fragments from

two of the most important plays

Vazquez starred in: The Oxcart

by Rene Marques and The
Passion According to Antigona
Perez by Luis Rafael Sanchez.

Dramaturg Brenda Cotto-

Escalera and actress Noelia Ortiz

Cortes were responsible for
unearthing much of the research

on Vazquez.
Son Corazon was commis-

sioned this summer as part of the

New Works for New World and
was co-produced by New
WORLD Theater and the
University Theater Depariment.
Tickets for the play can be

obtained in advance by calling

the Fine Arts Center Box Office at

545-2511 or at Bowker
Auditorium before the perfor-

mance. Tickets are $8 general

admission and $5 for students,

children and senior citizens. The
New WORLD Theater can be
reached at 545-1972. Bowker
Auditorium is located in

Stockbridge Hall at the University

of Massachusetts.

Dave
continued from page 5

travelling experiences early in life.

He spent several years in South

Africa (hence inspiration for the

Crash single, "Cry Freedom") and

grew up in Johannesburg, New York

and London. His southern, funky

sound reflects his Virginia back-

ground, as his humble beginnings

took place bartending in

Charlottesville.

Prior to popular conception that

Sunday's show, is sold out, there arc

tickets still available through the

Mullins Center Box Office. Opening

band Boxing Ghandis will get things

going at 7:30 p.m.

When Dave Matthews takes the

stage, however, be prepared for a

spectacular show from a band who
knows how to please a crowd.

Laura Stock is a Collegian staff

member.

COUHTISYC TAYIOI C«OTHfUS

The Dave Matthews Band takes on the Mullins Center on Sunday.

Ghandis
continued from page 5

with a song entitled "Funky Little

Princess," which tells a tale of drug

abuse and loss of innocence.

"Far From Over" the second
track on this side of the album, is a

seriously funky combination of

flute, voice and deep drums.

Overall this is a pretty good
album, which should appeal to a

wide variety of musical tastes.

There are obvious and strong
undercurrents of jazz, funk and
blues present in many of the songs.

Cohcert goers can expect to see

an eclectic musical presentation

on Sunday that should get them
psyched up for Dave Matthews
Band.
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Movie explores vengeance and justice

By Justin Daniel Smith

Collagion Staff

GIRLS TOWN
Directed by Jim McKay

with Bruklin Harris,

Anna Grace, Lili Taylor

Playing at Pleasant St. Theater

Girls Town is an important film

that relies on the truth and justice

that exist in our society and how
we are expected to deal with
them.

It begins with four high school

senior friends hanging out at a

street corner in an inner city. The
girls, best friends for years, realize

that they did not really know each

other when one of them, Nikki,

commits suicide.

It seems as though Nikki had a

bright future — plans to attend

Princeton in the fall and get away
from the urban jungle. But what

her friends did not know was that

underneath it all was a girl crying

for help, looking for a way out of

the suffering that she has had
since she was raped.

Angela (Bruklin Harris), a bas-

ketball playing poet, Emma (Anna

Grace), a coming-of-age teen and

Patti (Lili Taylor), a hip-hop
mechanic, do not find out Nikki's

problems until they read her

diary, which was her only console.

When the girls learn of Nikki's

problems and that she kept them

all in, more secrets come out of

the other girls.

It turns out that Emma had
been raped as well. The emotions

stir the girls to enact vengeance.

The girls retaliate against their

tormentors which at first makes
them feel great but it eventually

catches up to them. The vigilantes

learn that even justice cannot

undo the past so the only place

that they need look is to the

future.

The actresses, with director |im

McKay, came up with the dia-

logue for the film over the span of

two years. Throughout that dura-

tion they were able to create their

characters through intensive ses-

sions with input from the cast and

the producers. Their arduous

work paid off.

The cohesion between the play-

ers suggest a real friendship.

Newcomers Harris and Grace give

powerful, theatrical performances.

Taylor continues to show her ver-

satility, reprising a high school

senior role eight years after she

made her debut in Say Anything.

She has became the quintessential

actress of independent cinema.

Music video director McKay
offers a strong debut, often using

flavored hip-hop from various

artists including Guru, who is

credited with the score. Girls

Town is a potent film that is not

about real life — it is real life. A-

Baltimore leads series 2-0 over Cleveland

By David Ginsburg

Associated Press

BALTIMORE — First, the
Baltimore Orioles used a display of

raw power to beat the Cleveland
Indians. Then they took advantage

of a throwing error on a controver-

sial play.

Now the Orioles need to come up
with just one more win, regardless

of technique, in order to eliminate

the defending AL champions.

Cat Ripken scored the tiebreaking

run on a disputed play in the eighth

inning, and the Orioles defeated

Cleveland 7-4 yesterday for a 2-0

lead in their best-of-5 playoff series.

Baltimore moved within one win
of becoming the first wild-card team

to advance while pushing the

Indians to the brink of elimination.

Game 5 will be tomorrow in

Cleveland.

"Anything can happen, but I like

our chances at this point,"

Baltimore manager Davey Johnson

said.

"We were looking for a split but

now we're up 2-0. We're in a good
situation," said Baltimore second
baseman Roberto Alomar, who has

been surrounded by controversy

since spitting in the face of umpire

John HirschbeckJast Friday

,

,

A Tew hours after the game,
Alomar dropped his appeal of a five-

game suspension. A hearing had
been scheduled for today. In this

game, though, another Alomar was
the center of attention in a play

involving an umpire.

Brady Anderson homered for the

second straight day, helping the

Orioles take a 4-0 lead. Albert Belle

homered as the Indians rallied, tying

it with a run in the eighth.

Then Baltimore bounced back in

the bottom of the eighth. Bobby
Bonilla drew a leadoff walk from
Eric Plunk and Cal Ripken, in his

first playoff series in 1 3 years, hit a

ground-rule double. Eddie Murray
was given an intentional walk to

load the bases.

Paul Assenmacher relieved, and
B.|. Surhoff hit a tapper back to the

mound. Assenmacher threw home
for a forceout, but — with Surhoff

running on the wrong side of the

baseline — the throw from catcher

Sandy Alomar, Roberto's brother,

bounced off the glove of first base-

man Jeff Kent.

"He definitely blocked my view,"

Sandy Alomar said. "I was trying to

aim the ball but couldn't see |eff

clearly. Either (Surhoff] was run-

ning close to the grass or inside the

line."

The wild throw allowed Ripken to

score for a 5-4 lead, and brought

Indians manager Mike Hargrove out

of the dugout to discuss the play

with plate umpire Greg Kosc.

"Obviously Sandy did not make a

good throw, but our contention was
he had to alter his throw because

Surhoff was running inside the

line," Hargrove said. "In the

umpire's judgment, they said that it

didn't have anything to do with the

way the play turned out."

Replays cleared showed Surhoff

to the left side of the baseline as he

approached the bag.

First base umpire Tim Tschida
said. "The fact that the baserunner

is inside the line doesn't in and of

itself constitute interference. His

being inside the line has to prevent

whoever is covering the bag from
catching the ball. In our judgment,

it was simply an errant throw."

Once play resumed, Anderson hit

a sacrifice fly and Roberto Alomar
added an RBI single.

The loss left the Indians in the

position of trying to become only

the fourth big league team to rally

from an 0-2 deficit in five-game

playoff series. Cleveland led the

majors with 99 wins this season.

"It's going to be difficult,"

Hargrove admitted.

"It was obviously a huge win for

us," Anderson said. "If we go in

Cleveland 1-1, then I'd say that they

have the advantage." Mike Mussina

will pitch for Baltimore against lack

McDowell tomorrow before another

sellout crowd at (acobs Field. The
crowd of 48,970 at Camden Yards

was the largest ever at the young
ballpark. With the Indians down 4-

0, Hargrove gathered around a

dozen of his players together in the

dugout before the sixth inning for

what appeared to be a low-key pep

talk. The Indians immediately

responded by playing the brand of

baseball that earned them two

straight AL Central titles.

Kenny Lofton singled with one

out and promptly stole his first two

bases of the playoff before scoring

on a groundout by Kevin Seitzer.

|im Thome then singled and Belle

got his first hit of the series, a home
run into the left-field seats that cut

the lead to 4-3.

In the seventh, Baltimore starter

Scott Erickson issued two straight

walks with two outs and was
replaced by (esse Orosco, who
struck out Lofton on a 2-2 pitch.

Seitzer and Thome singled to open

the eighth, chasing Orosco, and

Julio Franco tied the game with a

sacrifice fly off Armando Benitez.

Benitez, who avoided further

damage by striking out Manny
Ramierez and getting Sandy Alomar

on the popup, wound up as the win-

ning pitcher and Plunk was the

loser. Randy Myers pitched the

ninth for a save.

"We go home. The home team has

won all the games so far, so we've

got that on our side." said Cleveland

starter Orel Hershiser, who lasted

only five innings.

The Orioles look a 1-0 first-

inning lead for the second straight

day. After Hershiser walked Alomar

and Rafael Palmeiro, Baltimore got

an unearned run when a two-out

grounder by Bonilla went through

the legs of Seitzer at first base.

After Anderson homered in the

fifth, Palmeiro got a two-out single,

Bonilla walked and Ripken lined an

RBI single to left, his first hit in 14

career at-bats against Hershiser.

Murray then doubled, scoring
Bonilla for a 4-0 lead, but Ripken
was thrown out at the plate.

Notes: The start of the game was
delayed 37 minutes by rain.

Tuesday's game started 17 minutes

behind schedule because of the late

arrival of the umpires... Belle was
ll-for-52 lifetime in the playoffs

(.212) before his homer... Anderson

has homered in three straight

games, including the season finale.
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Braves beat Dodgers 2-1 in 10 inning battle

By John Nodel
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — |ohn Smoltz
dominated the Dodgers for nine
innings yesterday, which was no sur-

prise considering his terrific season
and Los Angeles' recent ineptitude at

the plate.

Then, his catcher finished them off

in the I Oth.

Smoltz, the major league leader in

wins and strikeouts this season,
allowed only four hits and )avy Lopez
homered off Antonio Osuna as the

pitching-rich Atlanta Braves beat the

Dodgers 2-1 in 10 innings in the
opener of their NL playoff series.

"Obviously, today was a big blow
to them," Smoltz said. "They're not
out of it, but this hurts. This is a big

win for us, guaranteed going home
with one victory and with [Gregl
Maddux going tomorrow."

Maddux (15-11), the four-time Cy
Young Award winner whose streak

will likely be stopped by Smoltz, will

pitch for the NL East champion
Braves in Game 2 tonight. Ismael
Valdes (15-7) will start next for Los
Angeles in the best-of-5 series.

"It's a must-win tomorrow for us,"

said Dodgers manager Bill Russell,

who lost in his first postseason game
as a manager. "We'd hate to go to

Atlanta down 2-0."

As expected, the matchup between

the teams with the top two ERAs in

baseball was a classic pitching duel.

There were a total of just nine hits —
four by Atlanta.

"Low-scoring, whoever catches the

break," Braves manager Bobby Cox
said. "I thought we caught it today."

Smoltz, 24-8 this year, retired his

final 13 batters. He struck out seven,

walked two and threw strikes on his

last 17 pitches in improving his life-

time mark to 6- 1 in postseason play.

"It was a great-pitched game all

day," Smoltz said. "I think that's

what everybody expects all series. We
play some dull games in the postsea-

son because of our pitching."

Mark Wohlers, who had a club-

record 39 saves, worked around a

one-out single by Greg Gagne in the

10th to preserve the victory for the

defending World Series champions.

"How can you get more out of

Smoltz that we did today? The only
thing else he could have done was
throw a no-hitter," Wohlers said. "He
made big pitch after big pitch. He's
been doing this all year, and he's

been doing this in the postseason
since he's been with us."

Ramon Martinez matched Smoltz
for eight innings, giving up just three

hits. But his bullpen did not do the

job as the Dodgers lost their fifth

straight game, a streak that cost them
the NL West title, left them as the

wild card team, and puts them in

great jeopardy now.
Lopez, who had grounded out in

his only previous ai but against
Osuna this season, fell behind 0-2.

He then worked the count full and
fouled off three pitches before hitting

a drive far over the fence in right-cen-

ter field off a 92-mph fastball.

Lopez will be rewarded with a spot

on the bench tonight, in favor of

Eddie Perez, who frequently catches

Maddux. But Lopez said he didn't

mind.

As far as his homer was concerned,

Lopez said, "When I fell behind 0-2,

the first thing that went through my
mind was, I'm going to get jammed.'
So I kept my shoulder closed. That
way, if there was a pitch away, I

would be able to hit it. So every pitch

they threw me, 1 was ready to hit —
or at least make contact." He made
contact all right, and won the game.
Osuna nodded and smiled grimly

when asked if he knew the ball was
gone.

"I was trying to throw the ball

inside and it tailed on me," he said.

"I've pitched to him four or five

times, and nothing." Martinez left

after the eighth, having thrown 131

pitches. With his last pitch, he retired

Mark Lemke on a grounder with a

runner at third.

Martinez, who struck out six and
walked three, said he knew he had to

be near-perfect for the Dodgers to

win.

"Every time you go out there, you

go with the pressure that you can't

give anything to the other team," he

said. "That' the way I looked at it

when I went out there today. Against

the Cy Young Award winner, you

CONTEST

FOR A NEW

OMBUDS OFFICE POSTER

The Ombuds Office has retired its old poster

in response to student criticism —

The Ombuds Office hereby announces d contest

to find the design for a new poster —

The poster should Le a placard ( 1 3." x 1
8" or larger)

containing tne office name and location,

as well as a design motif related to tne functions

of the Oinliuds Office on campus.

Any currently registered student may submit a

sketch of a proposed design

to the Oml.uda Office by October 25.

A winning entry will be awdrded d $250 prize.

Details may be obtained in tne Ombuds Office,

t .impus Center 823.

Representatives from the Ombuds Office will

be in the Campus Center (check the schedule for the room) on

Thursday, October 10, 4 - 6 p.m.

to discuss poster projects.

(The Ombuds Office reserves tne right to refuse all submissions.)

don't expect to get too many runs."

The Dodgers didn't. They scored

their lone run in the fifth on a leadoff

double by Gagne and a two-out dou-

ble by slumping rookie Todd
Hollandsworth, who finished the reg-

ular season with just two hits in his

final 23 at-bats.

Hollandsworth was lor 2 with a

strikeout before slicing his hit just

inside the third-base bag on the first

pitch from Smoltz. The run snapped

a 2 1 -inning scoreless streak for the

Dodgers, who hadn't scored since the

third inning Saturday in the next to-

last game of the season — a 4-2 loss

to the San Diego Padres.

The Dodgers were beaten 2-0 in 1

1

innings by the Padres on Sunday with

the NL West title at slake. Los
Angeles has scored only six runs dur-

ing its five-game skid, and just once
in its last 27 innings.

Atlanta took a 1-0 lead in the

fourth when Marquis Grissom sin-

gled, stole second, went to third on a

groundout and scored on a sacrifice

fly by Fred McGriff.

field hockey
continued from page 1
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first chance against Rose. Katie

West fired the ball to Rose's

lower right side to give the

Huskies a 1-0 lead.

Rothenberger answered with a

goal of her own moments later,

as the ball found the net after

bouncing on Husky goalie

Danielle Butsch's pads.

Rose then blocked America
East Player of the Week Keri

Bettenhauser's shot, and UMass
jumped on its opportunity. Ott,

who also had a strong outing

defensively, sent the ball past

Butsch on the goalie's left side.

"Amy's confidence has really

gotten stronger every game,"
Hixon said.

For the second time that day

history appeared to repeat itself

as Hughes' shot, the final UMass
stroke, careened off Butsch's

stick on her lower right side and

into the net for the tally in a

near-mirror image of

Rothenberger's stroke.

The Minutewomen have no
chance to rest on their recent

laurels; instead they face a pair

of big games this weekend. They
host No. 1 North Carolina on
Saturday at 1 p.m. and West
Chester at 2 p.m. on Sunday,

both at Westfield State College.

UMass upset then-No. 1 UNC at

Westfield State in 1994.

Hughes
continued from page 14

shootout, sending the ball to

Butsch's left side. The Totman
crowd cheered.

Husky |en White and
UMass' Saskia Fuchs each had

their shots blocked. Then
Northeastern put the pressure

on, as Melissa Landers tallied

a goal high to Rose's right.

The stroke score stood 2-2.

Sophomore Erica Johnston

fired high. In Northeastern's

final shot (ill Haiko shot to

Rose's right side. Rose came
up with the save, and as she

walked away Rose pumped
her fist

.

"You have to have the con-

fidence that if I'm going to

save them, they're going to

put them away," Rose said.

Moments later Sharon
Hughes put the final tally

away.

Hughes, who scored the

game winner against Boston

College, imitated

Rothenberger's earlier shot

and sent the ball into the NU
cage off of Butsch's stick, to

give UMass the 3-2 stroke

edge and the 2-1 win.

The Minutewomen and
their fans went crazy.

"It was a wild one." Hixon
said.

an undergraduate study

abroad program in Classical,

Byzantine and

Modern Greek studies

B6AV6R COLLGCe
stv/dy IN cReece
The Beaver College Study jn Greece program is designed to provide North

American students with a comprehensive academic and cultural experience

including opportunities to undertake accredited upper division college cours-

es in Classical, Byzantine and Modern Greek studies. Our program features:

leadership and teaching by recognized scholars

intensive use of local resources for field study

required study of modern Greek

student apartments in a local neighborhood

field-study trips

program-arranged cultural and social activities

Our program emphasizes experiential learning and uses die country and its

people as an extension of the classroom. Students enjoy individualized atten-

tion and can enroll in a semester or a full-year program with courses on

offer in areas as various as Classical Languages and Literature, Modern

Greek Politics, the Byzantine Tradition and Meditetranean Ecology.

Speak to your study abroad advisor about Beaver College programs or call

for a free catalog today.

1.888.BEAVER-9 (1.888.232.8379)

cea@ beaver.edu

http://www.beaver.edu/cea/

Ohio State
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their spanking at the hands of

Arizona State a few weeks back.

This could be a year where the

national champs will not be unde-

feated. Florida and Florida State

play each other the weekend after

Thanksgiving. Michigan and Ohio
State still have to play each other,

Miami and Florida State still have

to play each other, and there is no
way Arizona State goes undefeat-

ed.

When all is said and done, we
could see Nebraska back in the

No. I slot, if everyone else gets a

loss, and the Huskers look very,

very, very sharp. But don't ask me
about national championship pre-

dictions just yet. It's too early to

tell.

• Booty Schwag of the Week
award
And the winner is... Luke

Meredith. A few weeks back I

wondered aloud what happened
to the Big 10. Apparently they lis-

tened (Well, I mean they didn't

really listen, but let's just say they

did). Michigan destroyed UCLA
last weekend, they're undefeated,

as are aforementioned Penn State

and Ohio State. Minnesota is 3-0,

with a win over Syracuse under its

belt, and Northwestern has
rebounded from an early season

defeat at Wake Forest.

Meanwhile, the Big 12 is starting

to look like a big flop, with
Nebraska and Texas losing out of

conference and Texas A&M start-

ing out 1-3. Their only win?

North Texas.

• Tonight's Game
Tennessee travels to University.

Miss., to take on Ole Miss in a

game which airs on national tele-

vision only because it's Peyton
Manning against daddy's old

school. The Rebels are 3-1, but

look for Tennessee to take out

some post-Gator aggression
tonight and restore some order

back to the SEC standings. By the

way, who calls their town
University anyway?

• There's only you and me, and

we just disagree

One of my colleagues. Fred
Hurlbrink Jr., wrote in his

Around the Horn last week that

the UMass football team is not

real college football, and that the

marching band is bigger, stronger

and has a better completion per-

centage than the Minutemen.

Hey Fred, UMass is real college

football. They may not be on TV
every week, and tbey may not be

going to a bowl game come
(anuary, but ask |ustin Reimer or

Khari Samuel just how real the

football they're playing down at

McGuirk is. I'm sure they'd love

to show you. And as far as the

marching band goes, I walk past

the Chapel on my way to class

every day, chief. They're not big-

ger, they're not stronger, and
they're not in first place in the

Yankee Conference.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist.

Lacrosse club wins in OT,
women's rugby earns tie

UMass Lacrosse Club wins in OT
• The Massachusetts men's |V-level

lacrosse club downed the Franklin

County Lacrosse Club in a tight 8-7

game last Sunday. The teams were
under-manned, yet UMass keepers

|on Martinelli and Mike Nowlan did

the honors at both ends. Faceoff spe-

cialist Mike Kelley and longstick mid-

fielders Erick Becker and Tim
Mooney fought hard and successfully

for the ball.

Massachusetts shot

itself in the foot with
penalties this game, giv-

ing up three goals while

playing man-down.
Shooting was off with
two pipe shots and an open-goal miss

on the books, but the hardworking
defense led by Phil Dorman and Greg
Smith kept turning the ball back over

to the offense. The UMass front line

was led by Chris Ellis (3 goals). Greg
Resnick (2 goals) and while Levence
Eutsay notched the game winner.

"If we had assaulted the goal all

game with the fiery will we showed
the last four minutes, this contest

would probably have gone into over-

time," head coach |udy Dietel said.

"After brilliant passing sequences or

good clears, we'd lose focus.
Consistent and accurate intensity plus

coordination are our current chal-

lenges."

Women's rugby ties Amherst
College

The University of Massachusetts

women's rugby team took huge
strides in establishing itself as one of

the best teams in the Northeast this

weekend. However, UMass fell short

of the win in a 5-5 tie with Amherst
College.

Massachusetts put up a stellar

effort, but was continually kept out of

the zone. Amherst scored first, taking

an early 5- lead in the first half.

UMass came roaring back to tie the

score before halftime. Senior co-cap-

tain Bridget! Nowd collected a loose

ball off the base of a ruck and dove in

for the try. Nowd was unable to con-

vert the ensuing extra kick, leaving

the game knotted at five.

Sports

Briefs

The second half proved to be a lest

for the UMass defense as Amherst
kept the ball in the UMass 22 for

much of the second frame. The team
was able to deny Amherst and come
out of the contest with a tie.

Massachusetts suffered an unfortu-

nate loss as junior Moe Duhamel sus

tained injuries to her nose and cheek

early in the first half. She will most
likely be out of action for three to

four weeks.

On the B side. UMass
lost its first game this

season 5-0 at the hands

of the |effs. The young
squad, led by Tracy
Cicoria put up a line

effort but were unable to slop a big-

ger and more experienced Amherst
team.

Massachusetts looks to avenge a

preseason loss to Radcliffe this

Saturday. Radcliffe beat UMass 1 5-0
on Sept. 14 in the team's first game of

the season. Kickoff is set for 2 p.m.

on the lower Boyden fields.

UMass bike club takes to the hills

• On Sunday. Oct. 6. the UM.iv-.

bicycle racing club will be holding its

annual mountain bike race. The race

is held on campus in the area between

Orchard Hill and Sylvan residential

areas.

The public races start at 9 a.m.
while the collegiate races are slated to

begin at 1 1 a.m.. while the highlight

race will begin at 2:15 p.m.

Over 100 students from 100 col-

leges in New England. New York,
New Jersey and Pennsylvania are
expected to attend. At last year's race,

the University of New Hampshire and
Plymouth State College raced very

strongly overall in 2nd and 3rd
respectively.

UMass hopes to repeat its victory of

last year and should continue the tra-

dition if riders such as Keith
Burgoyne, Dan Coady. and freshman

Ken Avery and Mike Chopchitz race

well.

For race info, contact Dan Coady at

256-8175.

Sports Briefs was compiled by
Collegian staffmember Chris Stamm.
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Save Lolls!

Bud Light 30 packs $15.99 +deP

Natural: Light & Ice 24-1201. cant $8.79 d«P
Heineken Cases 24-uoz bom« $18.99+d*p.

Rolling ROCk: 0»Mc4l^*u^,24-12aLbcf bain $12.99 *dap.

Octoberfest 6 packs $4.99 +<j*p.

Sam Adams, Harpoon. St Catamount

Check Out Our Other In Store Specials!

Hornsbys Cider 6 packs $4.99

Krank 2 24-500 mi born* $ 1 2.99

Aftershock 750ml $13.49

Jack Daniels 750ml $10.99

Kahlua 750ml 12.99

Peachtree & Buttershots 750ml 6.49

Check Out Our Other Great
In Store Specials

6 University Drive
at Newmarket Center, Amherst

•cam * irthi-r.

VktonMariwt

Monday - Friday

4:00 pm - 12:30 am
Saturday

3:00 pm - 12:30 am
Daily Munchie Specials 4 pm - 7 pm

1 1 th floor Campus Center
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football
continued from page 14

"For my first couple years in high

school I played fullback if you can
believe it.* Shalala said. "Then one
summer 1 came back and 1 gained
about 60 pounds, so from then on I

got put on the line."

Shalala says he enjoys playing for

the Minutcmen and wants to continue

the tradition of the offensive line that

has been here in the past.

"I love playing for UMass." Shalala

said. "There has been great tradition

here, not only with championships
but with the offensive lines in front of

us. And when I came in I told myself

that 1 wanted to be great like them. I

worked for it, and until the last snap

poos off against Connecticut, I'm

going to do my best to try to make
myself the best ball player I can."

Shalala is looked upon as a great

louder on this team and appreciates

the opportunity to hold such a presti-

gious position as co-captain.

"It's a great honor, and I wanted to

step up to the challenge," Shalala

said. "But what was more of an honor

is the fact that I love these guys we're

playing with, and I respect all of

them, and to think that's how they

thought of me it was more of an

honor. I just try to step it up and be

the best leader I can be."

Ron Felice, junior right guard
(b'2"292) — Felice started his play-

ing career back in Bellmore, N.Y.,

where he played at Wellington C.

Mapham High School. After transfer-

ring from Nassau Community College

prior to the 1995 season, Felice is the

returning starter at right guard as last

year he started in all 1 1 games.

Felice has played defensive line-

man, center, and switched to guard

when he came here to UMass. Felice

was one of the stellar five offensive

linemen that helped the Minutemen
achieve so much success with the run-

ning game last year, and says that it's

a great feeling when you help the

offense to score.

"We don't really get much recogni-

tion like the running backs or the

quarterbacks do. but you know inside

that when your guys do it right it

makes the whole offense click." Felice

said. "If we don't block correctly or

do the right thing the running backs

aren't going to go anywhere."

Felice thinks it is great to play with

the same five guys for the second year

now and believes they all work well

together.

"We have so much experience, and

we know that we can definitely rely

on each other," Felice said.

Felice has so far enjoyed the scene

here at UMass, and felt this was the

best place to be as he goes out and
looks forward to playing the position

that he wanted to play.

"I like it here and they told me the

type of team they are, and I think it's

my style," Felice said. "I really wanted
to play guard and I had an opportuni-

ty to play that here. I just think there-

was great tradition here and this was
definitely the place for me."
Mall Alegi, junior center (6*2",

290) — Alegi comes from
Germantown, Md., and played his

high school football days at Seneca
Valley where he was a three year let-

ter winner. This is his second consec-

utive season starting at center for the

Minutemen.

Throughout high school. Alegi's

concentration was at the defensive-

end and defensive lineman positions,

before making the change to center
when he came to UMass.

Last season Alegi started in all 1

1

games and was a second team All

Yankee Conference selection where
he helped the Minutemen lead
Division l-AA in rushing. Alegi knew
that from the start this is a position

that you play for pride and your own
gratification.

"You know from the day you get

there the first thing they tell you is

that no one is ever going to see you
play except for your coach, so you go
into it with that attitude and it doesn't

bother you that nobody knows what
you're doing," Alegi said.

Alegi gets excited when he knows
that it is his and the offensive line's

effort that helps put points up on the

board.

"I love it, to hear the cannon go off

in the endzone and celebrate with the

running back, 1 think it's great," Alegi

said. "Unless they break it for like 80
yards and then 1 got to run and get

the oxygen."

At center, Alegi is an integral part

of the Minuteman offense starting off

every play while playing a position he

enjoys.

"I love it. 1 think most people
would complain about being on the

offensive line, I think we love it,"

Alegi said. "We have fun being on the

offensive line, and I don't play any
Afferent than these other guys play

their positions."

Overall Alegi likes the UMass
atmosphere.

"I love playing for UMass," Alegi

said. "They put me on the offensive

line, and I'm having fun knocking
people around. Right now we want to

bring the tradition back."

Mark Zych, senior left guard (6*3"

279) — Zych comes to UMass right

across the state from Quincy, Mass.,

where he was a three year letter win-

ner playing for Quincy high school,

with numerous all-state and all-star

selections.

Zych didn't start playing high
school football until his sophomore
year and was put at the offensive line

position. He also played a little at the

defensive line spot.

This is the third season in a row
that Zych is starting at left guard and
playing along side Dan Markowski to

form an intimidating left side of the

offensive line.

Zych has the attitude of a whole
team effort and enjoys it when you
know you do your part and the team
scores a touchdown.

"It feels good, it's good to know
everyone is working towards the same
goal," Zych said. "You see it all come
together and when we cross the goal

line, everybody just knows how hard

you worked to make that play hap-
pen. Everybody's got to do their part

on every play, and it's worthwhile
when you cross that goal line."

He also feels that the position of
offensive line is misinterpreted by
many people as well.

"People think we're just like big,

dumb, and block whoever you see in

front of you," Zych said. "Little do
they know we need to know just as

much as the quarterbacks."

Zych will be one of the three guys

on the line ending his career this sea

son and he feels that it has been a

great ride.

"1 love it, I learned a lot about what

UMass football is all about, and what

this school is all about," Zych said. "I

love it, and I've meet a lot of great

people, made a lot of great friends

and gone through some great times

together. I can look back on my expe-

rience here and say that 1 thoroughly

enjoyed it, and it was worth while me
coming here."

Dan Markowski, Senior left tackle

(6'5" 502) — Markowski began his

career in Liverpool, N.Y., and was an

offensive lineman his whole career

from when he started playing through

his days at Liverpool High School.

He has said that he has enjoyed the

opportunity to play for a great organi-

zation at UMass and has had a great

time and success doing his job out
there.

"I came here, and I've had a chance

to play for four years. Markowski
said. "The tradition that's been here,

the players I've played with, the play-

ers that played before me, the players

that are coming, the tradition is just

great. I'm having a great time."

He is the starting left tackle for the

fourth consecutive season here at

UMass and has his likes and dislikes

about the position.

"The offensive line is a great posi-

tion because you work together so

much with somebody else, and you

feel you can gel more accomplished if

you're working with somebody else,"

Markowski said. "The negatives, get-

ting beat up all the lime isn't the best

thing in the world, but it goes with

the positives."

Markowski believes that the offen-

sive line gets a lot of credit from the

team because they know that they're

doing a lot of hard work and doing

the best job they can.

"The team definitely shows sup-

port, because everybody in football

knows the offensive line doesn't get

credit, so we get it from our team and
our coaches, but we're going to get

the positives and negatives,"

Markowski said.

Iking on a team and working with

the guys that help set school records

in numerous rushing categories is not

as pleasing to Markowski, as he says

the win/loss record is much more
important.

"Our record right now is 3-1; it's a

great start and hopefully we can keep
it going," Markowski said. "I really

don't care about the statistics as long

as the wins keep coming."* * 'The
offensive line of UMass shares many
characteristics and are a great bunch
of guys. They just want to be regarded

as regular people with a job to do on
the field. When they're not chowing
down, or playing their favorite foot-

ball games on Sega, they are an inte-

gral part of the Minuteman offense.

The offensive line, a group in football

that is not to be overlooked.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
CHINESE FOOD KAI CHI Delivering

Sunday Thursday to 2am Friday and
Saturday to 3am

Tha Sisters it liej— Beta Tee would

like to congratulate our new members
Fatah. Heather. Jaime. Jen. Micheie.

Sarah, and Stettany

AUTO FOR SALE
Purchasing a used car? Having your

car repaired7 Do you know your rights1

Contact the Student Legal Service Office

*!7 Campus Center. &*>\995

1390 Dose* Dynasty automate. 4 doors.

air bag. A/C Excellent condition $2875

150815443783

1916 Oidsmebile Delta M $1 .000

Runs Great 373-1174

FOR SALE
Car Steree AM/FM cassette.

Dolby/rose reduction and 4 4 5' speak

ers 120 wens each) Features and digitally

tuned All for only S200/BO Jeff 549-

4334

2 Dave MeBfcawa Ti* Sun Oct 6 Floor

teats. How 27 Best offer Sam 546 3982

Mac Powerbook S20C0 t Laser Printer

$1100/80 For more mlo call Amy 256

0413

IMS Trek 8» 18' New derailer back

wheel cranks Gnpshitt barends toes

traps Just tuned S250 5464849

tO/« DMB Tm Row 7 Floor. 3 til Calk

2564630 and leave a message lor Chns

1916 Teyeta Low mileage, standard

SIOOO/BO 586 9501 After 5 00pm

1917 Mazda S2t 129k miles but runs

great, standard shift. P/W. PA. sunroof

priced for quick sale $1200 firm 549

i'?01 days. 323 9233 evenwgs

19M Honda Act*re~AT. AC, PW. PI.

cruise. 110k. mint Call Jarrod 5489392

191S Buick Skylark Dependable Ask

SlOOOorBO Call Bnan (413)774-7107

EMPLOYMENT
Business Opportunity Need addition

at income7 Want the energy to eam it 7

Earth FnenC , company looking lor distnb-

utors Wild Organic Food, free tape 1

800 927 7527 en 7368

Spring Bieekt! Earn Cash 11 Highest

Commissions' lowest Prices 1 Travel free

on only 13 sales 1 Free Info 1 Sunsplash 1

-710

Cruise Skips Hiring Earn up to

$2000«Anonm Work) Travel Seasonal

and Full Time positions No exp neces

sary For info call 1 208-971 3550 ext

(30015

National Perks Hiring Positions are

now available at National Parks. Forests

and Wildlife Preserves Excellent benefits

and bonuses 1 Call 1 206-971 3620 Ext

N50016

Tropical Resorts Hiring Students

needed 1 Entry level and career positions

available worldwide Call Resort

Employment Services 1206-971 -3600

E«t R50012

FOUND
Nen Prescription Sunglass** made by

Guess In WEB OuBois Library on 7th

floor Contact library to claim

INSTRUCTION
Bartend witk University Bertending

50% student discount. Amherst classes

starting sooni Call 1 800 U CAN MIX for

alio

Basing Lessens w/D)ata Burnous Call

tot brochure 732-881

7

PC/MAC Tutoring Cheap instruction lor

computer Patient, valuable help and

advice Setups, software. Internet

I413I772Q633

Englisk Language Censettent Available

to International Students and Non-English

Majors Will edit papers and disserts

lions, also tutor ESL Call Ms Reed,

retired (acuity member for rate schedule

and tree initial consultation 253-3354

lost Dog Reward Missing from North

Maple Street. Hadley smce Sunday. Sept

72 Lab/Spnnger Spaniel Mix. answers to

the name of Benny Has lab features with

shaggier coat Primarily black with tan

paws and black and white fluffy tail

Would be considered medium sized.

approx 34lbs 25 inches tall Onfy wear

ing silver choke collar no tags Call with

any mlo 549-1390 Ask lor Shawn or

Ben

led near Teanen Gym Seeing Glasses

It found call Mike at 546 1826

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK! Eam cash 1 Highest

commissions/lowest prices 1 Travel I'ee

on only 13 sales 11 Free info ' Sunsplash

1 800-42f>7710

"•Free Trips and Cash*** Findout

how hundreds of student representatives

are already earning tree trips and lots ot

cash with America's 41 Spring Break

Company 1 Sell only 15 trips and travel

free 1 Cancun. Bahamas. Maiatlan,

Jamaica, or Florida 1 Campus Manager

positions also available Call nowi Take

A Break Student Travel 1800195 Break

WANTED
Need Ejrtra Pfcisk Tii lor Mon Oct 21

showMSG 253 6659

Just some
of the Items

bought and
sokJ every-

day through

the

Collegian

Classifieds

ATTENTION AU STUDENTS! Over 6

billion in public and private sector Grants

and scholarships are now available All

students are eligible Let us help For

more into call 1 800 263 6495 Ext

F50014

International Employment • Eam up to

$25 $45,'hour teaching basic converse

tional English in Japan. Taiwan or S

Korea No teaching background or Asian

Languages required For info call 206

971 3570 Ext J50015

FOR RENT
Fridg* Rentals Plus Free Delivery 753-

974?

FOR SALE

Word Processor 4 tele, excellent con-

dition $350 00 060. call Usa 253 9195

Computer ler Sale Macintosh LC for

sale 10Mb ROM External 100Mb RAM
hard drive Global Village 78 8

Global/FAX external modem System 7

1

software included $700 or 8/0 Call for

more info, more software included Scott

253 7938

Sets leveseet 'iversired. modem, beige,

like new Ong $525. asking $750 Cad
7561757

4KSX Compact Laptop 4 meg RAM.
120HO. MS Office 6 0. electronic pen.

external CO ROM via PCMCIA. Canon
Bubble Jet Printer. $950 or best offer 549
4850 Jason

Dorm Fridges I8'xl8" Cheap and detiv

eredn Name your Pnce 1 Call 585 1154

Macintosh Perform*

CPU. 8MB RAM. 1GB HO. 15' monitor.

14 4 Fax/Modem. 16 Bit Sound Asking

$1500 060 Ca«584J4tK

Mac Pewerkeek Ml. 8/80. lax/modem

software and portable printer w/case

$1000 Call Mike 5870347

last- Metal Blsck Matte Frame
Glasses if found please call Manna
©549-3582

MOTORCYCLES
19(0 CB 650 $500 or 60 9650 miles

runs well must sell Call 549-6646

1M0 Suzuki CS7Mt 4c"yl. saddlebags,

highway pegs, new battery, great street

bike S600/B0 Call Jesse 256-6142

MUSICIANS
Guitar CI*sms Stert 1/10 Rentals and

lessons available 10 wks/$40 00 FTUG

Pad 5450579

PERSONALS
Choices Net Cnences Free contracep-

tion education Every Mon & Thurs 3

4 30 and Tues & Wed 7 8 30pm m Rm
307 UHS Men and Women welcome

For more information call Health

Education Office 5775181

Propiient? Need help7 Call Birthright of

Amherst area tor free lasting and assis

tance 549-1906

ROOM FOR RENT
On* reent eveiteet* m Amherst, on bus

line $26Vamonth 2560535

ROOM WANTED
Looking tor room m apt on bus line for

Spring 1997. call Amy 546-4700

SERVICES
Compiler PreklamsT Need an

upgrade7 In house service, call Scream

Savon 549-0083

Rates
$2.00
minimum

/day

Students
20tf per
word

/day

All

others
40tf per

word/day

NO
REFUNDS
Please write
clearly and

legibly. We are
not responsi-

ble for errors

resulting from
illegible

handwriting
or type.

ARIES
March 21-AprU 30
Candy or flowers air the fftfts

of choice to heal a romantic rift

this wrrk Talk Is cheap at the

moment, at least as far as your
sweetie ts concerned It's still

Important to keep the line* of

communication open, thoufdi.

so don't be afraid to try again

TAURUS
April 21 -May 21
Your complete attention helps you
pick up on a detail others will

miss Tactfully pointing this out

could save a large project from
certain disaster. A subtle reminder
keeps a family member from
committing a major faux pas

GEMINI
Hay 22-June 21
An argument between friends has
everyone begging you to take their

side. Don't be templed, even

though things may seem cut and
dried to you You II create even

more alienation and prolong the

healing process

CANCER
June 22-July 22
A summer heat wave may have
you feeling as though you cant
cope. A brief rest and a cool drink

may be all It takes to recharge

your batteries. Don't hesitate to

take a long weekend, though. If

things are really bad

LEO
July 23-Augu»t 23
A road trip wllibe more fun If

someone else offers to do the

driving. A careful, pre-trtp check
may reveal a mechanical problem
that's small— for the moment. A
financial situation begins to

Improve.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22
Acquiring a new skill proves to be
a worthwhile enterprise this week.
Your adaptability may soon be put
to the test A good week to find

ways to economize—your Ingenuity

is flowing freely

UBRA
September 23-October 23
An expansion. Involving either your
professional or your personal life.

seems unnerving. But once you
have all the Information, you 11 be
able to make a good decision. Don't

allow a small risk lo dissuade you

SCORPIO
October 24-Korember 22
A stubborn person may give you
fits, especially If you work with

them. A good time for catching up
If you've let some work slide for a

while. Joint finances may be a
source of tension—discuss them
freely with all concrrrned parties.

SAGITTARIUS
NoTember 23-December 21
Although Its easy to squander
money this week, try to avoid the

temptation. A major expenditure

may be In the offing A group that

shares your Interests may be a
good place to look for a romantic

partner. If you re In the market.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
High energy levels and enthusiasm
carry you through a particularly

busy time Compromise Is In order

when you knock heads with a
strong willed Individual—the
results could be extremely

productive.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18
A sweetheart may be In need of

extra IXC. Find out what's

bothering them when you have the

opportunity Youll be much better

equipped to help that way. Uttle

things, like cooking a meal for

them, will help their morale a lot.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
A gathering of friends provides

fertile ground for a discussion.

Brainstorm as many Ideas as
possible, and then let the group's
expertise sort out the genuine
possibilities

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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ACROSS
1. Dni* deeply

6 Hand*
10. Wan
14. Wigoxy kx one
15. IMan** kjng

16. Passage kx smoke
17. Sk/M ol *ipr***ion

11 • Tru* What They

Say About Dm*7"

(2 *ords)

19. Recount

20. Brouhaha

21. Accounts leceivatM

tor on*

22. Hit th* hammock
23 Male sheep

26. Emulated Betty

Rosa

28. Ooolup
31. Hong
34. Olympic judge

36. Duty Yokum
37. Johnson ol

"Laugh-hr

38. Shaking «i one's

coots

40. lacto

42. Laughing sound
44. Like Fox* •Roc*

46. Meager quantity

48. Sought reparations

St. Last letter

62. Word alter freeze,

often

63. Writer Gardner

64. Shade provider

56 Edition

57. Sweater sue (abbr I

59. Kind ol room

61. Carved piece ol

64 Creep

98. Four-cycle gas

engine inventor

70. MuddkM
71 Actress Dem
72. Aids tor actors

73. Socxtl events

74 Re
76. Jests

76. MademooeSes
pronoun

77. Turns white

DOWN
1. Resign

2. T*k* down

1 Conosrve kqmd

4. Its kept under the

rug

6 Ornish {abbr)

6. Krossofrap
7. Famed Scottish loch

8 Acting awards

9. Horsersde tuners

10. Rudder locale

11. Trundown

12. Story-teiing dence

13 Complaint from Fdo

21. tviets-

CftOorr an*)

24. Mew Zealand Hit
29. Fern setter

27. List shorten*!

28 Oretortri

28 transit

30. Exclusive

32. utmost degree

33 Greylags

35. Mak* very marry

38 Consider

41. Comes* Skinner

43. Continent*! contxvjrt

labor)

48 OH
47. Teach

48 Roper or Lincoln

60. Letter on a Tigers

unsorm

58 Art stand

58 Fleet Streert tevort*

newrtmaker

59. • Around the

Ctoctr-

90. Tosetiyceaa

92. Repeat

63. leisure

68 Amounsng to r*ro

98 Saskatchewan W»
67. Berets

88 Wartime agcy

71. gloss

2.

4.

5.

B.

Personals Policy
All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are
not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of
harassment.

Profanity may not be used in personals.

The personals section is for personals only. The personals
section may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates,
advertise meetings, etc.

All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

Standard Headings
Activities Miscellaneous

Announcements Motorcycles

Apartment For Personals

Rent Room For Rent

Auto For Sale Room Wanted
Employment Roommate
Entertainment Wanted
For Sale Services

Found (2 days Free) Summer Sublet

Happy Birthday To Sublet

Houses For Rent Travel

Instruction Transportation

Lost Wanted to Rent

Musicians Wanted

Always Wanted On* off Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robot-man By Jim Meddick

So , v**\«ve o(o ioe V"

II ( Well.... uxebttT

•

\ «vwt access -to

1 THINK NOT WWIN/3 \ HEY.'WATCH
A UfciVD IS S1A.PTIN6 \ OUT' VDU'Re
IDAfr^WBMJiNCtM GONNA
METHANlSArl. r-^«*k FALL

>wJJ

<X0A, 1 CAW EXPlAM HE'S \ I MA RfcAJLLV,

WARIN6 A CINPyCRAjN'WP 1 REALl*, REAlTf

MA^ VvME HIS WAP IS / WORpiep
8fIN6 PlPAl&Q /WP ^ABOUT YOU

Drabble By Kevin Fagan
Dilbert By Scott Adams

liMM
HAPPtNfcP:
\\\ I oTlLL

Mat n

I NttO TO DOCUMENT

^OUR JOB PROCESSES
TO SATISFY 00R ISO

9000 REQUlRE.rAE.NTS.

OKAY

mr—&aJAS&_____^

I TRY TO ANTICIPATE

THE SHIFTING POLITICAL

WINDS. THEN I CORAP

MYSELF IN THE RELEVANT

BUZZWOROS AND TRY TO

ACHIEVE IMPORTANCE
WITHOUT ADDING VALUE.

DIRECTOR OF
ISO SO00

QUALITY
PROCESS
DESIGN.

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick
8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

J
IcurgE MOT eoiMS TO hitMy

I Shake wan that snek are
I YtX)'* —

T- M JUST GOM& TO
WHOCK AT HIM TO "S«QO
HIM IMTO THE BA&

f—

(

[f^iify.thb^ ifi5ff) 1

ITi AM EtTBiSloH CORD THAT
]>——^7 W»S RJMWY, BURT

CAN SJtB MOVE WHOI
YCUOJAMT TO. HUH,
FVOMfV?

I
lOUJOST
Hjuma
MATH. \mW*i.;T

KC, ElAfO. lOk£»J THAT M£j->3 GjOy
SAID HlUAfiy CMUTUIO '^AS A
CptoGUXTHU WAR.. HE ocASfu'T

50&i6»eSTliOOi SHt'D EJ^fadREftATE-D
ABCX-T Tm£. <3tti£. ef 'S.iU-'.S s^Ti.r-^J^

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University* By Frank Cho Close to Heme By John McPherson

/ think one of the secrets ofa

contented life is obvious...

Plan out your day, your

month, or your week so that you are

occupied by things you find

delightful... Even if it is quiet and

you are alone. For instance... On:

Mondays • have a nice dinner with

friends

Tuesdays - watch your favorite T.V.

show with a tasty snack

Wednesdays - do a home

improvement job or clean

something cherished

Thursdays - sit alone in the dark for

hours

Fridays -go to a local lovely natural

setting

Saturdays do something athletic

which pushes you to a new limit

Sundays - sit alone again in the

dark until you cry.

I (^rf/AT'S ir. Z£US,
1 P/CK UP 1H£ 3C£/VTf
F/NDME3ALL?

Generation X By Chris Lehman

So WHEN YoC bo

Ft* This ftc&l£M

THEN IT
7* INbTft.R

To DEMY ME OF

THE CROSS I Bear..

TURN &MM ThosB
HEADftioNES;yiul%

(1 I c^f/ 2
l, 1 I xT, JLrJl\l -7

Sf(Wf%f*S~ , lM lbl<B KsjiooKiumvi

Dave hadn t lost a ball in seven years

Hear Say By Emily Yang

Bastards By Matt and Greg

WHO'S 7HAT?
ITS THE

rNa>*

WHA-P5 HE T?OIN"G?

LOOKS LIKE

HE ,S S-hov;£u"

\jp R>TP KILL.

Ai. urs »««£,„
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Quote of the Day

£ £ Nothing can save you. Not your friends, not the best Fred

Astaire musical you've ever seen, the grace of % not your

mothers beauty* not a line from a letter you find at the bottom of

a drawer, not a magazine or the next day. Nothing can save you.

And you stand in the moonlight and as sweetness comes off the

top of the trees, and the fence around you seals you off from the

dark and you cannot breathe. It is all so familiar and possible. It is

too simple that there is this much good in there and you don't

know how to have it. And it makes you wonder when it was you
lost your place. Then you catch a breeze so warm and ripe, that it

makes you hope that someone will come along who also cannot

save you, but will think that you are worth saving.

-Susan Miller yy

Dining Commons Mono
Menu unavailable.

Please refer to nils guide
to help yew decide where to eat.

1
First, go get some dice I^JHp ""\

(6 sided, preferably). £t^T^rf[r*9

2 Find one you like,

and roll it.

Ifyou roll:

Go to Franklin D.C. for dinner.

• Co to Berkshire D.C. for dinner.

e e

e *

• e
• *
• *

Go to Hampshire D.C. for dinner.

Go to Worcester D.C. for dinner.

Get Pizza for dinner!

Roll again.

\
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Sports Notice:

will be a MANDATORY meeting for all Collegian sports staff

on Thursday night at 7 p.m. in the Collegian office. If you can't

attend, you must call Casey or Chris at 545-1 762.
Sports

The Massachusetts

In a nailbiter, field hockey outstrokes Northeastern
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

The Messachusetti field hocke)
team apparent!) hat ;i flair for the dra-

matic.

tfter ptayinj Northeastern to .i i i

til/ in regulation during yesterday's

game at rotman Field, the

Minutewornen held oil the Huskies for

two sudden death overtime periods

before taking the win during .i penalf)

stroke shootout.

I he \ ictOI \ pushes
No S I Mast

1

record lo

8-1, 2-0 m the Alliintie

10 while V
Northeastern drops to

MASSACHUSETTS 4

NORTHEASTERN

Overtime

On the heels of two crucial defen-

sive pkiNs during overtime h\ senior

Meliime Gore, junior Sharon Hughes

found the back OJ the net on I Mass'

tilth jnd final stroke to gi\e the team

the wm Kyle Rothenberget and \m\
Oil also scored on their stroke^ as

I Mass came swaj with a J 2 advan
in the shootout.

"Howevei long we have to Mag out

there we will." UMass eoaeh Pain

Hixon said "We've never been in this

position, we've never taken a

stroke oil before."

Northeastern took an earl) lead after

the llu^kie* were awarded a penaltv

eomer with 9:43 before halltime. After

the initial -hot oil the corner was
blocked, lackie Carl grabbed the

rebound and knocked the ball past the

Minutewoman defenders as I Mass
goalie llilarv Rose shifted to get into

place

Massachueetrj came mil tiring in the

second hall, lighting lor three unan-

swered comers, The third time was the

charm for the Minutewornen, as

Rolhenberger tied the game with

15:09 remaining in regulation. Hughes

and Kate Putnam set up
Rolhcnberger's goal on the corner.

UMass held the advantage lor the

rest ol the second hall, with the

Minutewornen being awarded fourcor*

Iters to Northeastern's one.

lor both teams, each overtime peri-

od was dominated by defense.

Through a rule change that was insti-

tuted UtSl veai. the extra period is

played with onlv si\

players plus a goalie

from each team on
the field. In theorv

the idea was to open

up scoring, but yes-

terday the exact
opposite held true.

Gore stepped her game up to a new
level and came away with what Hixon

described as a career day. With 15:30

remaining in the first overtime the

Huskies had a break opportunity.
When Rose came out to stop the shot,

the ball trickled by and appeared head

ed for the goal. Gore, who raced back

front midficld. was able to get to the

UMass net in time to clear the
near goal.

"Mel's really fast, she has really

good skills and rite'l a tough competi-

tor." Hixon said. "She elevated her

game Overall. Mel was the player of

the game foi us. She was everywhere,

she really did a great job."

It was then Rose's turn to keep the

Minutewornen in the game, as she

came up with a pair of crucial saves

with just under five minutes left in the

extra period.

The Minutewornen and the Huskies

headed back onto the field after the

first c >T to play an encore. And as if a

case of deja vu enveloped Totman.
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Hughes claims penalty stroke

spotlight with winning shot

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

COURTESY MIDIA RELATIONS

Melanie Core saved the day with two huge defensive saves to propel the
Minutemen to a 2-1 OT win over Northeastern.

with 8:50 to go Northeastern had a

two-man break headed for the UMass
cage.

After working past the defender, the

Huskies faced Rose, who came out to

meet the shooter. As the ball got past

the UMass goalie, it was Gore who
again saved the day for the

Minutewornen. clearing the ball away

from the goal.

"I figured ( Rose | had |the uvea] 10

I was just covering her," Oore said.

"When I saw them sneak by I just

decided it wasn't going in."

In the penalty stroke shootout. vfajt-

ing Northeastern capitalized on the

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY page 1

1

The tans stood through the

rain during regulation. They
staved for the first overtime

The) remained for the second
overtime. And when the time

came for penalty strokes, they

gathered at the sidelines to cheer

their team on.

It was all worth it, as the

Massachusetts field hockey team

netted its final stroke of the

best-ol five shootout to beat

Northeastern yesterday at

Totman field. 2-1.

In collegiate field hockey if the

game is tied at the regulation

there is a 1 5 minute I ml den
death overtime period. If the

core remains tied after that,

another overtime is played. If

after both extra periods there is

no change in the score, the game
goes to strokes.

Bach team is given the chance

to take live penalty strokes, alter-

nating in order beginning with

the visiting team, with the win-

ner scoring the greater number of

goals.

Yesterday's shootout was the

first time UMass laced an over-

time series of strokes.

"We've never been in this posl-

tion. we've never taken a

stroke-off before," UMass coach

Pam Hixon said. "I told them not

to worry about it."

As the rain started to pick up,

the fans climbed down from the

metal bleachers and gathered at

the sidelines by the goal UMass
had been defending during the

overtimes. The two teams lined

up on the 25-yard line, ready to

cheer on either their stroker or

goalie.

Northeastern's Katie West
stepped up and fired a shot past

UMass goalie Hilary Rose on
Rose's lower right side. The
Huskies and llieii fans cheered.

Senior midfielder and
Ail-American Kyle Rothenberger

took her place for UMass. After

her shot bounced off NU goalie

Danielle Butsch's pads, it trick-

led in to tie the shootout at one

all. The UMass faithful echoed
the cheers

America East Player of the

Week Keri Bettenhauser
approached the line. She let loose

with a shot to Rose's right, but

Rose blocked it, sending a dis-

heartened groan through the
lluskv huddle.

Amy Ott. who had played a

solid game in the UMass back-

field, took her turn at offense

and turned in the second
Minutewoman goal of the

Turn to HUGHES, page 1
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Offensive line fights without fanfare

By Mike Corey

Collegian Staff

COURTESV MEDIA RELATIONS

Mark Shalala (77), Ron Felice (50), Matt Alegi (66), Mark Zych (73) and Dan Markowski (79) make up the UMass
offensive line.

Too often in football you hear the phrase, "The line

blocked great." And that is supposed to do justice to five

guys who grind it out. fight off the defenders, scrape up
their hands, bruise their bodies, and sacrifice themselves ao

the running back can run up the middle for 20 yards, or so

the quarterback has all day to throw to the receivers i

|

don't think so.

The offensive line is by far the most underrated position

in football. It's a position that nobody would like to play,

and 99 percent of the time a position that is taken tin

granted. How often do you hear people sav. "Come on.

block." Most people do not know what that entails. Most

Of the time it means fighting off a 6-foot-3, 285 pound
defensive lineman so your offense has time to develop.

And what gratification do these positions receive? Do
you see a lineman jumping into the crowd after the team
scores a touchdown, screaming with the fans, "Yeah,
wasn't that block great." Not really. Although, much of the

time this should be the case.

It's the offensive line that most definitely contributes to

why your running back scores a touchdown, or whv voui

quarterback throws the TD pass.

These are the guys that work hard and muscle it out so

that your team can put points up on the board. And while

other players have statistics to show for their accomplish

ments. what does the offensive line have? There should be

something given to these guys, a label or something to

show their achievements, because without them, the

ol tense docs not run.

So who are these guys anyway? Not many people know
who they are. they rarely get interviewed, and hardly

receive the amount of press necessary when talking about a

football team and how well the offense performed on a cer-

tain day.

So here are the five starting offensive linemen from the

University of Massachusetts Football team, the same five

guys that from a year ago paved the way for the

Minutemen to have the top rushing offense in the nation,

while allowing only 12 sacks. This is the group that helped

the Miiiuteinen set school records lor total yards rushing

(3,329), rushing yards per game average (302.6), and
rushing yards per carry (5.3). And this is the group with

the talent and experience that has enabled the Minutemen
to get of I to a 5 I start so far this season.

Mark Shalala. senior right tackle (6'2" 285) —
Reigning from Niskayuna, N.Y.. Shalala is co-captain lor

the team and is starting for the third consecutive season at

right tackle for the Minutemen. Shalala made the switch

from center to right tackle this season and has started 17

times the past three nan,
"In the offensive line we all get to play as one." Shalala

said. "When we put together really good drives and we
score. It's like the best feeling, no other feeling really beats

it."

Shalala was not always an offensive lineman though, as

back in high school he tried out other positions before

making the switch.

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 1
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Ohio State building steam
,

Peyton plays daddy's team

on

I spent a lazv |ul> afternoon this

past summer climbing Mt.
Greylock, the jewel ol the
Berkshire's, with a devoted Ohio
State fan. When the subject of his

beloved Buckeves came up. he
said "Watch out

the Red and
Grey, Luke,
because the) just

might surprise

I pondered his

assessment for a

minute or tw

and then, with
the grace and dignity that have
become m\ trademarks, responded
with. "Yeah right!"

Well, consider me surprised

oil believe how good Ohio
Stale looked last Saturday? The
Buckeyes trounced Notre Dame
29 16. and in the process may
have established themselves as the

team to beat in the Big ID

Ouarterback Stanley lackson has

filled Bobby Hoying's shoes i crN

well and the emergence of PePe
(I.ePcw) Pearson has given OSU a

balanced offensive attack. And as

Cu as offensive lineman Orlando
Pace apes, Lou Holt/ proclaimed
him the best lineman in football

before the game, and, foi once.

the alwayi dramatic Holts ma)
have been right. I honestly didn't

think that the Buckeves could lose

Hoying, Terry Glenn. Eddie
George and Rickey Dudley and
still compete foi s Big It) crown.

Aftet
I

bl in; 1 in.ili)'iu-il as a

bad coach. |ohn Cooper ma) final

Luke meredith

College

Football J

\\ be given the credit he's due.

All of this is irrelevant, of
course, if the Buckeyes don't win

this Saturday. |oe Paterno and the

Penn State Nittany Lions come to

Columbus ranked No. 4 in the

country, outscor-

ing their oppo-
nents 161-34 in

the process. We
all know about
Curtis. Enis. who
I praised four

weeks ago.

Curtis hasn't let

me down, but

Penn Slate OB Wally Richardson
has

Penn State has beaten an over-

rated USC team and squeaked by

Wisconsin last week. That's just

not good enough. Papa |oe. If the

Nittany Lions aren't careful, they

could be down by 50 points before

halltime, with dreams of Rose
Bowl glory fading like a northern

Ohio sunset

Besides the Ohio State-Penn
State showdown, there's really not

much else going on this weekend.

Nebraska gets another test

Saturday when they travel to

Manhattan lo take on Big 12

North leader Kansas State.

The Comhuskers can't afford

anothei loss, iind j| they get past

the rest of their schedule, they

could still be in the hunt for a

third siraight national title. The
pollmakers haven't dropped the

Huskeri toe far down, despite

Turn to OHIO STATE page 1
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Nash and Nolan leaders in new and improved squad
By Steven Grant
Collegian Staff

One year has made quite a difference for the

Massachusetts volleyball team.

Despite losing only two (non-starters) to gradu-

ation, the roster has received a complete
makeover. Ouestioning their commitment level,

coach Bonnie Kenny removed Giza Rivera. Rachel

Sky, and Maria Dueno from the squad, while-

Leigh Readey removed herself.

It's quite a risk when you send home your lead-

ing scorer (Rivera) and your leader in hitting per-

centage and blocks (Sky). In addition, the

Minutewornen also lost graduating senior Cass
Anderson, who relinquished her starting job last

season to Katie Pearce. yet was the team's
all-time leader in assists, and provided sound vet-

eran leadership.

However, the risk was a well-calculated one,

for two reasons: Dionne Nash and Lesley Nolan.

Nash, a senior, and Nolan, a junior, comprise
perhaps the most feared duo of outside hitters in

the Atlantic 10 conference. They've witnessed
first-hand the transition from a talented, yet

uncohesive group of teammates to a younger
bunch, full of chemistry and enthusiasm. And
maybe even one with more wins.

"I think last year there was a lack of dedica-

tion." said Nash. "You need a true love and desire

for the sport to play volleyball. Devotion is so

important at the Division 1 level. This year we
have that. It's more fun. it's no longer a chore.

Last year it seemed like we were running suicides

more than we were celebrating."

Nolan echoed her partner's words.

"To be honest, I didn't look forward to practic-

ing last season," she said. "It's so hard to stay

motivated when you don't have a full commitment
from everyone on the team. Volleyball has a lot to

do with how much you put into it. As a team we
sort ol made it hard last year by coming into the

season with a negative attitude.

"This year is great. I like the chemistry of the

team and the fact that everyone works hard, all

the time. To get better, everyone is willing to do
what it takes. We really get along well. Last sea-

son we had a few cliques, but not now."

IHAN(, VO

Dionne Nash combines with Lesley Nolan to

form the core of a revamped volleyball squad.

So far, Kenny's work off the court has paid off.

She saw what was happening in 1995, and went
out and recruited some young blood, including a

top 50 prospect in Kari Hogancamp. and the

recently named A- 10 Player of the Week. Mil

Meyers. Pearce, Michelle Puciorek and Susan
Maga, all playing better than ever, are the other

returnees. Right now. UMass is 13-3. and 2 I in

the A-10. No question, she's replaced the old tal-

ent. And her old attitude?

"Coach has mellowed out this year," said
Nolan. "I think she realizes that we're here not

just for volleyball and academics, but to enjoy

ourselves [in other ways). And the fact that we're

working hard and playing well makes her job easi-

er."

Although the two have yet to hit mid-season
form completely, revealing milestones have
already been reached. Nash, who entered the

season as the only Minutewoman to ever earn

1.000 kills, became the very first to reach the

1,000 dig mark. Nolan has since joined her in

both categories and still will return next season.

The two complement each other on the court,

and compliment each other off of it.

"I love playing with Lesley." said Nash. "She is

so consistent, which is really important in volley-

ball. I respect her as a player, she can do it all.

She's played injured, and never complains."

"I love Dionne." said Nolan. "It won't be the

same next year without her. UMass volleyball it

Dionne Nash, you know? And she's one of the

best players in the conference."

So, instead of this being a down year for the

program, the Minutewornen figure to be in the

thick of things down the stretch. At least that's

where these two expect to be.

"I definitely want to make it to the [A-10
Championships|." said Nolan. "I'm excited to play

Rhode Island. I know they beat us the first time,

but it wasn't our best night, myself included. And
then if we could make the NCAA's, that would be

great. I'm not going to leave here until we make
those!"

"Winning the A-10's is my primary goal," said

Nash. "And then whatever we could accomplish
after that. If we slay focused on our goals, and
keep working hard, we can do it."

And they probably can. The freshmen are still

learning, and it's scary to think they'll only get

better. Individual consistency and coming back
from deficits seem to be two of the biggest prob-

lems with the club, but it's a good time of the year

to have those types of woes.

Nash and Nolan probably figured they'd take on
a leadership role at this time in their collegiate

careers, however, it seems as if they welcome the

task.

"I'm really enjoying this situation," said Nash.

"We have a good group of girls who want to play

and want to win."
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Minutemen look

to Ram URI

Is mere a doctor

in the house?

Hugh Grant plays

a doctor in his latest

movie. BxtHHU
Masaumt check out

our review of the

medical ihrillct (sec

Ails A Living, page

5).

WORLD

Israel won't pull-back;

Palestine retaliates

HEBRON, West Bank (AP) —
Palestinian demonstrators burned
U.S. flags and stoned Israeli soldiers

yesterday after a Washington summit
failed to meet Palestinian demands
that Israel set a date for a troop pull-

back in Hebron and close a Jerusalem

tourist tunnel. Across the West Bank,

Israel kept tanks and soldiers posted

outside Palestinian towns to put
down possible riots, but officials said

Israel's grip might slowly be eased if

violence does not erupt anew.
Tanks pulled back from the

Palestinian town of Qalqilya in the
West Bank, out of sight of residents,

and travel restrictions were eased
around Bethlehem and Jericho.

For the past week, Palestinians in

the West Bank have been barred by
Israeli troops from leaving their com-
munities, keeping workers from their

jobs

On the hills outside Ramallah —
where Palestinian police and Israeli

troops fought armed battles last

week — Israeli snipers were set up in

eight positions, and a tank stationed

nearby.

"We will stay this way as long as

necessary," Brig. Gen. Dovik Tal, a

tank commander, said on Israeli army
radio

NATION

Senate works on bill

for better FAA safety

WASHINGTON (AP) — Senators

eager to end a long and fractious ses-

sion made progress yesterday on one

of their last pieces of business, a

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)

bill snarled in a divisive labor dispute.

The Senate voted 66-31, six more
than the 60 votes needed, to cut off

debate and move toward final pas-

sage on the FAA bill authorizing air-

port improvements and new security

measures over the next two years.

Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott,

R-Miss., said that with airline safety a

major concern to the nation, the bill

was too important for further delay.

"This would be a senseless roll of

the dice if we did not invoke cloture

this morning."

Completion of the FAA bill, and
possible action on a federal parks bill,

would bring to an end the 104th

Congress, the first in 40 years to be

controlled by Republicans.

There is wide support for the basic

provisions of the FAA bill But Sen.

Ted Kennedy, D-Mass., and other

Democrats have blocked action

because of what they say is inclusion

of a special interest favor to Federal

Express — a provision making it more
difficult for Federal Express workers to

organize.

Regardless of the vote, Kennedy
said, the debate had "placed a spot-

light on a cynical Republican attempt

to help one of their corporate friends

at the expense of that company's
employees."
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PVTA schedules cut
Reduction attributed to shortage of staff

By Daniel E. Levenson

Collegian Staff

Starting on Oct. 7 and continuing

until the end of the semester on
Dec. 21, PVTA buses will be run-

ning on a reduced schedule during

non -peak hours.

The reduction is due mainly to a

shortage of bus drivers. According
to the PVTA, fewer students applied

for employment this year than
expected.

According to Michelle Goldberg,

Director of Marketing and Public

Relations for the PVTA, the lack of

student drivers has put significant

strains on full-time personnel.

"Evan the manager has been dri-

ving buses," Goldberg said.

The affected bus routes will

include those servicing North
Amherst, South Amherst,
Belchertown Road, Sunderland and
the campus shuttle.

These routes will run every 20
minutes instead of every 10 minutes

during the day time week day sched-

ule. However, during the peak times

from 8-9:30 a.m., the schedule will

continue to run every 10 minutes.

Goldberg emphasized that these

measures are not permanent, calling

them "short term."

"This is a temporary solution,"

she said.

Students have expressed concerns

over the serious potential for over-

crowding that is likely to come with

the change in bus schedules.

Goldberg explained that if drivers

are unable to accommodate all the

passengers at a stop, they will be

able to radio to the dispatcher and
request a "helper" bus to accommo-
date the surplus passengers.

"Hopefully there won't be too

much of an effect on the overcrowd-

ing situation.'' she said.

The PVTA hopes to restore nor-

mal bus route schedules in the
spring.

Normally, the PVTA employs 1 55
student drivers — so far only 115
drivers have been hired this year.

The PVTA is currently seeking

student applicants who have their

Commercial Drivers Licenses.

|eff Coker, Secretary of Finances

for the Student Government
Association (SGA), said that the

reductions by the PVTA are proba-

bly going to have a negative effect

on the students who depend on the

buses as their primary source of
transportation. He noted that lack

of interest of students, not the

actions or inactions of the

University, has led to this problem.

"If services are cut what's going

to happen to the students?" asked

Coker. "Are they going to be run

ning to the campus every morning
to get to school?"

Coker commented that the main
reason for the cutback is lack of stu-

dent employees — apparently many-

student drivers either graduated last

year or did not seek re- employment
i his year.

If overcrowding becomes a enor-

mous problem, Coker said that

ulthough the PVTA is not directly

connected to the University, it is a

student service and the SGA will

attempt to be of some use.

Toni Morrison to read

work at Smith College

By Michelle Hillman

Collegian Staff

Nobel Laureate, author and writer

Toni Morrison will read and discuss

her work Monday, Oct. 7. at Smith
College in the |ohn M. Greene Hall.

Morrison, an immensely popular
contemporary author of six major
novels including The Bluest Eye,
Sula. Song of Solomon, Tar Baby.
Beloved and la:z. Morrison was the

recipient of the National Book
Critics Award for Song of Solomon
in 1977. the Pulitzer Prize for

Beloved in 1988 and the Nobel Prize

for Literature in 1993.

Morrison also has a collection of
essays entitled Playing in the Dark
and edited a collection called
Race~ing justice. En- Gendering
Power, Essays on Anita Hill.

Clarence Thomas and the

Construction of Social Reality.

Morrison has degrees from
Howard and Cornell Universities.

has been a Robert F. Goheen
Professor in the Council of the

Humanities at Princeton University

since 1989, has taught at Yale. Bard
and Rutgers and has lectured and
held visiting professorships else-

where. She also was the Albert
Schweitzer Professor in the

Humanities at the State University

of New York at Albany from 1984
to 1989.

Morrison has been awarded sever-

al honorary degrees from many insti-

tutions and prestigious awards such

as the Rhegium lulii Prize for

Literature: the Condorcet Medal.
Paris; Pearl Buck Award;
Commander of the Order of Arts

and Letter. Paris; and the Modern
Language Association of America
Commonwealth Award in Literature.

Morrison's other accomplishments
include senior editor at Random
House for 20 years, founding mem-
ber of the Academic Universelle Des
Culture, a member of the American
Academy and Institute of Arts and
Letters, member of Africa Watch
and Helsinki Watch Committees.

This event is sponsored by the

Campus Climate Working Group
and is free and open to the public.

COc'lTM-V SMITU/CuI I tOIA-.

Slam
Lisa Martinovic, on tour with the Ozark Poets from Arkansas, inspired coffee-drinkers at Claudia's Cafe

Wednesday evening. Claudia's holds poetry readings the first Friday of each month.

Student harassment addressed by
Faculty Senate, Rep. Harold Lane
By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

At yesterday's Faculty Senate meeting. Representative

Harold Lane gave an address and Graduate Student
Senate (GSS). President Deepika Marya spoke on behalf

of the international student who have been harassed.

Lane, who is a University of Massachusetts alumnus,
began the meeting by informing the faculty senate about

the present state of public higher education in the

Commonwealth's legislation.

"I feel the legislation needs to spend as much time on
public higher education as it has on K through 12." said

Lane.

According to Lane, important areas concerning higher

education in the legislation are a 7.7 percent increase to

the higher education budget and the successful severing of

the UMass system to contribute to the $64 million Board

of Higher Education (BHE) fund.

Because of the increase, public higher education
received $30 million more than what Governor Willi,wn
Weld recommended in his budget.

"Public higher education has improved significantly

over the past three years," Lane said.

The SHE has created a $64 million dollar fund which
they will distribute to public higher education institutions

based on merit. However, schools will have to contribute

to this fund.

"The fact that UMass is severed from contributing to

the Board of Higher Education fund is nearly as important
as the 7.7 percent increase." said Lane.

Lane also said that Senator Stan Rosenberg's Fair
Share initiative is very important to public higher educa-
tion. He hopes to be a principle sponsor of the bill when it

arrives to the House
in,anua,T' Turn to Lone page 3

Reporter discusses Northern Ireland

By Joe Spockmon
Collegian Correspondent

The peace process in Northern Ireland is at a cross-

roads, according to Boston Globe reporter Kevin Cullen.

Cullen. a graduate of the University of Massachusetts,

gave a talk for the Five College Program in Peace and
World Security Studies in Machmer Hall Wednesday
evening.

His speech aimed to give an unbiased view of the cur-

rent state of Ireland based on his experiences there

"When people talk about the situation in Northern
Ireland," Cullen said. "They seem to take either an 'every-

thing is rosy' or the sky is falling in' approach. 1 want to

offer some balance. I have got good news and bad news."

According to Cullen, there seems to be a new attitude

emerging in Ireland against violent action, which is the

beginning of the good news.

"The loyalist cease-fire is still holding and the IRA
(Irish Republican Army) in Northern Ireland at least, are

more concerned with agitation than assassination." he
said.

Cullen compared the reactions to the violent riots of
1969 and 1996. In 1969. he said, the result was national-

ist outrage and the reforming of a militant IRA. The reac-

tion this year was far less extreme. The IRA seemed able

to contain nationalist anger and channel it into more
peaceful protests.

"Violence is no longer seen as the quickest or most
pragmatic way of achieving the nationalists goal of a unit-

ed Ireland," Cullen said.

According to Cullen, there is also a noticeable differ

ence in the recent activities of the IRA in Ireland. They
may be continuing their terrorist activities in Great Britain

but they are restraining themselves in Northern Ireland

At a rally in Belfast in August, to mark the 25th
anniversary of Interment. Cullen says the new attitude of
the IRA was evident.

Interment was the British response to increased unrest

in Northern Ireland, which included military and police

actions.

He recognized a couple of known IRA members pre-

tending they were policemen as a part of a theater show.
It seemed to me the prospect of IRA making fun of

policemen rather than shooting them bodes well for the

peace process." Cullen said.

Cullen also says that it is good news thai almost all the

sides are currently represented in discussions

The future is not all promising though, as Cullen is

quick to point out. Violence is continuing despite the

rhetoric.

"Republicans and loyalists are burning each others
churches, halls, places of business," Cullen said. "And like

Nero, the politicians are fiddling."

The fresh bombing campaign in Great Britain highlights

the IRA's distrust of London but also ensures the loyalist

cease-fire is unlikely to hold out in face of the increasing

nationalist violence.

Cullen says another difficulty is the predisposition of
hatred and tension on all sides of the conflict.

"The essence of a war mentality is that one side must
lose, or be seen to lose, and one side must win. or be seen

to win." Cullen said.

According to Cullen. the future of Northern Ireland
depends on eliminating this old view and encouraging the

emerging opinion, which is more prevalent among the
younger generation in Ireland — that 25 years of violence

have solved nothing and benefitted no one.

"The peace process ultimately is about convincing the

vast majority of paramilitaries and the people who support
ihem on the ground that there are alternatives to vio-

lence." Cullen said.

According to Cullen. these new ideas need to permeate
people's thinking before Northern Ireland leaves the cross

roads it has reached along n path leading away from the

prospect of permanent peace

EDIC promotes growth
By Beth McCarthy
Collegian Staff

The town of Amherst will

attempt to persuade its citizens to

approve of the formation of an
Economic Development Industrial

Corporation (EDIC) on Oct. 9 at a

public meeting held by the Amherst
Economic Development Industrial

Task Force.

According to Connie Kruger of

the planning department in Bangs
Community Center, the EDIC is a

special corporation that will be able

to buy, sell and own real estate on a

"very limited" basis.

The non-profit corporation
would be controlled by the town.

By purchasing land, the EDIC
would be able to direct develop-

ment prospects toward local

investors and merchants.

"The ultimate control is with the

town meetings." said lane Weisner,

co-chair of EDIC. "We wouldn't be
recommending this if there wasn't

strict control by the town."

Weisner explained that EDIC
would not be able to purchase
property until they obtained prior

approval from the board of select-

men at town meetings.

Hill Boss. an Amherst
Selectboard member, who is in full

support of ihis special corporation,

added that EDIC would "act as an

agent of the town."

With its present proposal. EDIC
would not be able to take any steps

in "committing town finances"
without a two- thirds vote at town
meetings, said Boss

"The town has adequate s.ile

guards." Boss reassured.

One of the primary goals that

Boss wanted to reach for when he
first ran for his position u.i^ to

diversify Amherst's econoim
"Diversification is only one of the

needs for economic development."
said Boss. "There are over 17,000
employed people in Amherst and
8.800 are employed by the three

academic institutions."

According to a study done by
UMass for the town of Amherst
7.800 of the 8,800 employees work
for UMass. 600 are employed by
Amherst College and 340 by
Hampshire College Those numbers
equal approximately half of the

tow amount of employed people in

Amherst.

ording to Kruger, the town is

"too reliant on one main employer,"

meaning the universities. She also

pointed out that when there are
cut-backs at these institutions, it

affects the entire town, and EDIC
would attempt to secure that from
happening.

EDIC is not looking to attract u

Turn t< i EDIC p. i.j. •
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For Your Information
FYh mt public service »mouncemeois printed daily To submit an

FY), please send a press release containing all pertinent informa-

tion, including rise name and phone number ol the contact per-

son to the Cdwgwn, c/o the Managing tditor by noon the previ-

ousday

Friday, Oct. 4

Lecture/Discussion — Mt. Holyoke College presents

Torie Osborn. activist and author of Coming Home to

America: A Roadmap to Gay and Lesbian Empowerment.

at 4 p.m. at the Five College Women's Research Center in

the Dickinson Living Room at Mt. Holyoke College.

Music — Spectral Voices will perform harmonic-

singing at the Montague Bookmill. Come hear their celes-

tial harmonies and unique vocal styles, that draw from

roots in Tibetan Buddhist chants. Admission $7 at the

door. For more information, call )im at (860) 653-5057.

Religious — There will be a NFTY-Stylc creative ser-

vice with guitar at 6 p.m. in the rec room of Hillel. Dinner

will be served at 7 p.m. For more information, call

549-1710.

Religious — Hoshanah Rabbah morning service, 7 a.m.

at Chabad House at 30 N. Hadley Rd.. Amherst. Free and

open to the public. For more information, call 549-4094.

Religious — Shemini Atzeret and holiday evening ser-

vice, with a free holiday meal to follow at 7 p.m. at

Chabad House, 30 N. Hadley Rd., Amherst. Free and

open to the public.

Religious — Two Shabbat Services: Regular and NFTY
Reunion, 6 p.m. at Hillel House, 388 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst.

Saturday, Oct. 5

Clean-up — MassPIRG, together with Smith College, is

sponsoring a clean-up of Oxbow Marina 10 a.m.-l p.m.

Everyone is invited to attend. Meet at the MassPIRG

office, room 423A in the Student Union at 9:45 a.m.

Rides will be provided.

Religious — Big Five-College Simchat Torah celebra-

tion and party. 7 p.m., Hillel House, 388 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst.

Retreat — United Christian Foundation's Student

Fellowship invites interested students to a 24-hour retreat

in the Berkshires. Meet at the Folsum House, 367 N.

Pleasant St., at noon; return by Sunday at 1 p.m. For

details, contact Yuland Daley at 546-3659, or Kent

Higgins at 549-3501

.

Tournament — A volleyball tournament, sponsored by

the Math dept., will be in Boyden Gym at 2 p.m.. with the

undergrad math majors taking on math grad students. All

math majors are invited to attend, but please sign up in

1 521 D of LGRT. Pizza party to follow.

Sunday, Oct. 6

Meeting — Are you from the West Indies or the

Caribbean? Or do you have relatives from there? Do you

want to learn more about the history and culture of these

places? Everyone interested is cordially invited to attend a

meeting at 7 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge. For more

information, contact Tony at 546-6487. or Nizam at 546-

3967.

MassPIRG — MassPIRG Hunger & Homelessness

Group is going to a local soup kitchen, Not Bread Alone,

10:30 a.m.-2 p.m. If you are interested, please contact

Amanprit or Frank at 545-0199 or come by the

MASSPIRG office in 423A S.U.
Notices

Education —The HCAH HEAD START program has

immediate openings for its free pre-school Classroom and

Home Base option. The two Amherst classrooms are open

Mon-Fri 8:30 a.m.-l 2:30 p.m. Breakfast, lunch and

transportation are provided. To obtain a pre-registration

form or for additional information, call the Head Start

main office at 582-4206 or the Amherst center at

549-3993.

UMass Hang Gliding Club — Leam how to hang glide.

The UMass Hang Gliding Club is sponsoring a beginner

weekend on Oct. 19-20. Sign up now because space is

limited. This is the cheapest way to leam how to fly — no

experience necessary. Meetings are on Tuesdays at 6:30

p.m.; everyone is invited to attend. Check board by SU
ballroom for location of meetings and office hours. For

more information, call 545-0804 and leave a message.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45. Please call Mark to confirm, or for other

stops, at 253-0361.

Everywoman's Center — Acculturation Group for

Latina Women, facilitated by Mari Vicente, Thurs. 4-6

p.m. Child Sexual Abuse Survivors Support Groups:

Group 1 facilitated by Sara Elinoff, Mondays 7-9 p.m.

Group 2 facilitator, day, and time TBA. Coming Out

Group For Lesbians, facilitated by Lynne Schachne,

Mondays 4-5:30 p.m. Lifting Your Spirits, facilitated by

Carla Brennan and Diana Dalendina, Weds. 4-5:30 p.m.

Eco-Psychology for Women, facilitated by Carla Brennan,

Fridays 10-11:30 a.m. Post Abortion Support Group,

facilitated by Peggy Warwick, Wednesdays 5:30-6:30

p.m. Self-Esteem & Assertiveness for Women, facilitated

by Carla Brennan, Wednesdays 6:30-8 p.m. Single

Mothers Support Group, facilitated by Amy Rosebury,

Tuesdays 1-2:30 p.m. Women & Divorce, facilitated by

Ali Thompson, Tuedays 6:30-8 p.m. All groups offered by

the Everywoman's Center begin in October and offer a

safe and confidential space. For other groups, call

545-0883.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student

Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo. Layout, Copy and Marketing departments. An

assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304

Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer 1-2 p.m. in the

Campus Center. The room number will be posted on the

Notice Board. For more information, call Uiama at

256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Discussion Group — "A Course in Miracles" will meet

7- 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting in

September. For more information, call 253-3795.

Dance — The Northeast American School of Dance

Studio in Northampton will hold a dance spree every

Friday 8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can

dance to variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free

environment. All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more

information, call 584-8167.
Work-Study — All undergraduate students who have

received federal work-study as part of their financial aid

package must be on payroll by Friday, Oct. 11, 1996 or

have a deferral form filed at the Student Employment

office by that same date. If you do not get on payroll or do

not defer your work-study, you will only receive your

spring portion of your award. Any questions, please call

the Student Employment office at 545-1530, or visit our

office located in room 243, Whitmore.

Campus Police Log
Lane

Accident — Property Damage
Sept. 30
There was a minor accident on

Governors Drive.

Oct. 2

There was a minor accident with

no injuries on North Pleasant St.

Alarm — (Pre) Fire

Sept. 30
A smoke detector malfunctioned

in Gorman Residence Hall.

Oct. I

A smoke detector was activated

by burnt toast in McNamara
Residence Hall.

Assist Citizen

Sept. 30
AAA was contacted for assist

with keys locked in a vehicle at the

Police Station.

AAA assisted with a dead battery

in parking lot 13.

Assist Agency

Oct. 2
Mt. Holyoke reported two miss-

ing females; a return call stated that

the missing females had returned.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Sept. 30
Trie apiary and beehive garage

was broken into.

Oct. I

The apiary garage reported that

nothing appears missing.

An office in Bartlett Hall was
entered and tampered with.

Drug Law Offenses

Sept. 30
The odor of marijuana was

reported from Mackimmie
Residence Hall.

Larceny

Sept. 30
A mountain bike was reported

stolen from Lederle Graduate

Building.

A wallet was reported stolen

from Herter Hall.

Oct. I

A GT bicycle found in

Mackimmie Residence Hall was

turned into the police.

A meter was reported missing

from parking lot 34.

A blue mountain bike was
reported stolen from Gorman
Residence Hall.

A missing notebook was reported

located in the Campus Center.

Lost/Found Property

Oct. 2
A purse found was turned into

the police; the owner was notified.

Noise Complaint

Oct. 2
A loud story was reported from

Brown Residence Hall.

Restraining Order Service

Sept. 30
lerry Reid, 37, of 555 Pufton

Village Apartments, was arrested

on a warrent.

Suspicious Vehicle

Oct. I

A vehicle in parking lot 32

reportedly had a windshield

smashed; appeared to be old dam-

age.

A vehicle in parking lot 32

appeared to roll out of its space.

Suspicious Person/Activity

Oct. 2
Individuals were reportedly col-

lecting leaves for a project outside

of Machmer Hall.

A caller from Tobin Hall report-

ed receiving a threatening note.

Skateboarders were gone on

arrival at the Fine Arts Center.

Oct. 3

A bottle was thrown at an indi-

vidual at Brown Residence Hall.

Individuals in parking lot 22

were questioned about breaking

into a vehicle. Owners were noti-

fied and assisted in checking prop-

erty.

Stolen Motor Vehicle

Sept. 30
A motor vehicle was reported

stolen from parking lot M2.

Vandalism

Oct. I

A vending machine in Mary Lyon

Residence Hall was tipped over.

continued from page 1

Representative Lane awarded the

Legislation a B+ for this year's bud-

get. Yet he said that Weld deserves

no better than a D.

"His I Weld] words never matched
his proposals," said Lane.

Lane stressed that higher educa-

tion needs to become much more
accountable for what is done in edu-

cation itself.

"We are in a new age which
necessitates telling the public exactly

what we are doing with their

money," said Lane, "We need your

[faculty] help to tell the story of

UMass to the public."

He added that there was a need to

see a cultural shift of how people

perceive UMass.
"Faculties need to be more politi-

cal," said Lane. "UMass needs to

find other champions of education

other than Sen. Rosenberg and
Representative Ellen Story

(D-Amherst)."

Chancellor David K. Scott said

that Lane always stands strongly

behind education.

In his brief address to the faculty

senate, Scott said, "Thanks for get-

ting this term kicked off on an

_ Group focuses attention on children
extremely positive note, even with

the extra stress being caused by the

increase in students."

Scott also thanked the persons

from the physical plant and all other

grounds people who have made the

campus look great.

Scott also asked faculty members

to take the United Way/COMEC
campaign to a new level. Presently

the rate of participation is 22 per-

cent, but Scott said that the goal for

this year is 50 percent.

Scott himself presently donates 2

percent of his own $150,000 salary

to the campaign.

"The most important reason for

us to raise our percentage is that we

can save and rescue more lives in

our community." said Scott.

GSS President Marya informed

the senate of a memo sent to the

Foreign Student Task Force, which

formed in 1995 in order to address

the concern of harassment of inter-

national students. Mayra told the

senate of several acts of harassment

towards students by police, staff,

faculty and other students.

The memo was from three mem-
bers of the William S. Clark

International Office, Barbara Burns.

Carole Cumps and lanet (ohnson.

Although the memo slates, "There-

should be continued attention paid

to educating the University commu-
nity on matters of cultural diversity

as these pertain to the foreign popu-

lation," Marya pointed out that it

also said, "We do not share the

sense that foreign students, in gener-

al, have overwhelming problems..."

as well as "We also do not share the

sense that there is great demand for

us to augment our staff with persons

of color..."

Marya said that the Director of

the International Office needs to

lake full responsibility for the state-

ments.

Also, Provost Crosson was asked

many questions by Senator Piatt

about multiculturalism, in terms of

the Annual Faculty Report (AFR).

Within the AFR, faculty members

are given the opportunity to speak

on multiculturalism, if they want.

Piatt, on behalf of Sociology pro-

fessor Paul Hollander, asked if it

was reasonable to have faculty be

evaluated by such a vague term as

multiculturalism.

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Members of the Northeast district of Circle K, a inter-

national collegiate service group, have been doing their

best to, as their motto says, put "children first."

Circle K is part of the "K family" in which there are

three levels. The first level is the Key Club for high

school students. The middle level is Circle K for college

students and the highest level is the Kiwanis group.

The Kiwanis group is for those people who wish to

continue their community service involvement after

graduation.

Members of the Circle K at the University of

Massachusetts have volunteered at places such as

Greenfield Animal Shelter, Marks Meadow Elementary

School and Not Bread Alone — a community soup

kitchen in Amherst and various shelters for battered

women and the homeless.

They have also participated in and organized many
food and toy drives, as well as Christmas caroling in

nursing homes.

For the past three years, Circle K's New England

District has been raising $25,000 in order to help the

Kiwanis Pediatric Trauma Institute in Boston start a

project called "Seatbelt Safety for Children."

"Members of Circle K want to set up different pro-

grams to talk to children about the importance of seat-

belt safety," said Aimee Charlebois, lieutenant governor

of the Western Division. "Although we will spend more

time talking to younger children, we will also want to

address high school students before the prom."

"Kiwanis put together this hospital and got all the

necessary and specialized [medical] equipment for chil-

dren. Now they want to do things that will prevent

them from having to use the equipment." Charlebois

said.

Currently Circle K members are working on an inter-

national program to fight Iodine Deficiency Disorder

(1DD).

"IDD is the biggest cause of mental retardation. It

can be prevented very easily and we want to make that

happen," said Tashamma Smith, president of the UMass
Circle K chapter.

"There are a number of people in Third World coun-

tries who have IDD, especially children. One teaspoon

of iodized salt in a person's life time can prevent this

disorder." Charlebois said.

A major symptom of IDD is goiters — a disease in

which the thyroid gland becomes inflamed because it is

working twice as hard because it is not getting the nec-

essary hormone. Eventually, a infected person will die.

"We are a service institute working towards improv-

ing the future of the world's children." Charlebois said.

Members working on this international project are

aiming to eliminate IDD by the year 2000.

UMass' Circle K will be visiting the

UMass-Dartmouth group this weekend to take a group

of 150 children to the Roger Williams Park Zoo, R.l.

"These kids do not have a great school system and

don't get to go to the Museum of Science and places

like that, so we take them twice a year — once in the

fall and once in the spring," Charlebois said.

There are currently 24 members and they are looking

for more.

"We want this club to be a diverse club, anybody is

welcome," Smith said.

Circle K will be sponsoring a blood drive on Oct. 28

in the Campus Center and needs at least 60 volunteers

in order to reach their goal of 50 pints of blood.

Circle K holds their meetings on Tuesdays at 7 p.m.

in 409 Student Union Building. If you are interested

and would like more information, please call

Tashamma Smith at 546-5573.

EDIC

Lei's gei down to business.

Consider FIDELITY.

We're almost there.

Fidelity Investments'
will be on campus on
Wednesday, October 9th.

Intrigued? We hope so.

Iff you're a dynamic,
hard-working individual

with an entrepreneurial
spirit, there could be a
place for you at Fidelity.

Iff you're interested,
come talk to us.

Fidelity Investments
Systems Company
Information Session

Wednesday, October 9th
at 7:00 p.m.
Campus Center

Business Casual Attire

Systems Company
Associates Program m
The Systems Company of Fidelity Investments

provides systems and software development,

operations support and technology services

to the business units of Fidelity Investments.

We are currently recruiting graduating

seniors for a select number of positions in the

Systems Company Associates Program. This

program provides an individual with rotation-

al assignments over a 24 month period in

various technical disciplines. Individuals will

work with information-systems solutions

across multiple technological platforms.

Business and technical training will be pro-

vided in addition to the regular day-to-day

job responsibilities.

This program is designed for those who

wish to use their systems and academic

experience to support our business objec-

tives. Fidelity Investments is committed to

advanced technology encompassing the

latest development tools, systems upgrades,

and leading-edge applications.

For information regarding on-campus

interviewing, please contact your Career

Services Office.

If you are unable to attend our information

session or on-campus recruiting, please

e-mail your resume to julie.pedicini@fmr.com

or send your resume to:

Julie A. Pedicini

Fidelity Investments Systems Company

82 Devonshire Street, Mail Zone A9C

Boston, MA 02109-3614

COOKTNfV SMITmCOUtGIAN

Nina Payne's "Spine I—VII", made of linen, willow sticks, bone needles and found branches, is

among many of her works in waxed linen on exhibit at the University Gallery. The exhibit is open

through Oct. 18

continued from page 1

large amount of new businesses to

the area, however, said Weisner.

"What we'd like to see is support

to the businesses that are already

here," said Weisner. "At the pre-

sent, we don't have the space to do

so."

The study that UMass conducted

showed that of the 31 businesses

that they surveyed, all 31 expect to

increase their work force by 600

percent in the next five years.

90 percent of these enterprises

indicated that they expect to need

two and a half times the space that

they already occupy.

Boss is in full support of creating

a secure and concrete base that

would give existing businesses a

reason to stay in the area.

"If we develop a desired space for

them, they'll stay in Amherst," said

Boss. "If we can't, we'll loose these

businesses."

As it stands, Amherst is losing

businesses that are expanding

because the town does not have

adequate space for them, according

to Boss.

Kruger believes that Amherst has

a "strong market here."

"I think corporations see that

there is a niche here for certain

businesses." said Kruger.

Weisner considers EDIC to have

more of a support role to companies

within the town, and a go-between

to smooth the way for those people

who are looking to open a business

in town.

Although this non-profit corpora-

tion has the potential to develop

and build, those who arc trying to

jump EDIC into a reality, have no

plans to take this course of action.

Weisner envisions EDIC to pri-

marily function as a research service

industry. They will not, he said, act

in a contracting role. Residents of

the town would oppose far reaching

developmental power be granted to

the accord, Weisner said.

Boss believes that not only is

there is a need for more diverse eco-

nomic activity, but there is also a

demand for an expansion of tax

bases in Amherst.

Because UMass is exempt from

paying property taxes to the town of

Amherst. 52 percent of property

within the town is tax-exempt and

it has to be "picked up by the other

48 percent of property holders,"

Boss said.

Boss also strongly believes that

EDIC could only benefit the univer-

sities that exist in Amherst.
"1 think it will have a very posi-

tive effect," said Boss. "It will take

some pressure off the University of

having the town breathing down its

neck saying, 'We want more. We
want more."
EDIC has been in the works for

over a year now, according to

Kruger and Boss estimated that it

will take about five years "to fully

develop our research parks."

The informational forum will be

held Wednesday, Oct. 9, at 7 p.m.

in the Amherst |unior. High cafete-

ria for anyone who would like to

hear more about EDIC and listen to

the Amherst Economic
Development Industrial Task Force

(ED1TF) discuss its proposal.

Fidelity Investments

Fidelity Investment* is committed to creating a diversified environment,

and proud to be an equal opportunity employer.
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A quest for peace ?

David

Bloch

Since the election last June, the new Israeli gov-

ernment has pursued a policy with the intention

to keep the peace process on track.

On numerous occasions, Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu reiterated his commitment to

honor the Oslo agreements, both in Oslo 1 and Oslo 2.

Netanyahu authorized all members of the Israeli govern-

ment to meet with Arafat. He eased the

closure of the territories, which was

imposed by Shimon Peres and the Labor

party, after various tragic Palestinian

attacks on Israeli civilians.

Netanyahu has offered to enter into

negotiations with Syria. Lebanon and the Palestinians

without any preconditions. Yes, Israel wants peace more

than anything; and its government is working towards

achieving this goal. No later than yesterday, Netanyahu,

during a live interview on CNN, stated: "Peace is our

deepest inspiration..."

This clearly shows that the Israel is determined to pur-

sue peace in the region. But what did Arafat do? Well,

not much compared to what his partner in peace accom-

plished.

Last week, the Israeli government opened an archeo-

logical tunnel which links the Western Wall to the Via

Dolorosa. The reason to open, or should I say re-open,

the tunnel to the public, since it dates back to the second

Temple, was purely economical.

The Old City of Jerusalem is one of the most visited

places in the World and the re-opening of the tunnel

was necessary to promote tourism in the area. The

ancient tunnel runs alongside the Al-Asqa mosque, not

under it. and it is certainly not disturbing any holy

places.

The archaeological tunnel being harmful to Islamic-

holy places is a totally false statement. This is false

because all previous Israeli governments including this

one. maintain a policy to protect and respect the holy

places of all three major religions.

Netanyahu has stated many times over that "there

never will be any damage to the holy sites from us

because we are just as meticulous about looking after

Muslim holy sites and Christian holy sites as we are

looking after our own."

Is there a willingness to advance peace on the

Palestinian side? What a worthless excuse of using a

archeological tunnel for blaming the Israeli Prime

Minister and his government for the recent violence.

Arafat could have done a better job if he really desired

peace.

If Arafat really wanted peace he would not have been

silent when the Palestinian Authority incited the riots

amongst the Palestinian people. What is the role of the

Palestinian Police if they do not uphold law and order?

This question is one that is quite per-

plexing. Arafat has the power to control

the situation and he proved it on Saturday

when no deaths were reported and the

calm was then restored. What Arafat had

in mind was to destabilize Netanyahu and

cause unravelling in Israel.

Peace agreements are only valid if both parties are

involved together. It is called reciprocity and Arafat has

to understand the meaning of the word if he wants the

peace process to progress.

In my opinion, Israel has done the right thing to

re-open the archeological tunnel and has no apologies to

make to anyone. This tunnel is not an issue and should

not be brought up on the agenda in Washington this

week since its opening wasn't spontaneous but long

known by Palestinian Authority.

It was just an excuse for trying to awake the intifada,

as called by a Hamas spokesperson in Amman. Jerusalem

is, and will be forever, the unified, undivided capital of

the State of Israel.

Once more, Arafat has shown the world he hasn't

gone forward in the peace process by breaking three

rules of the Oslo agreements. Arafat has no desire for

peace, otherwise he wouldn't be doing such things.

In what direction is the peace process going? That is

for the Palestinian people and its leader, Arafat to

decide. If the Israeli government allows the Palestinian

police to keep their guns in the future, are they going to

use them to maintain order by protecting the peace

agreement or are they going to fight the Jewish State?

In essence, it is up to the governments on both sides

to come to an agreement and resolve the situation. It is

up to Netanyahu, Arafat, Assad and Mubarak to work

along side President Clinton and the United States to

achieve peace in the region. I fully support the Likud

government and all of their actions and endorse all

actions made by Prime Minister Netanyahu.

David Bloch is a UMass student.

Indebted for life

If I try hard enough I can

remember back to the days

when a weekly allowance

of twenty dollars was like

winning the lottery. When a cute

smile was enough to score a new
pair of shoes and a good day

meant a manicure and pedicure...

on Mom. And sure, I'll admit, my
charming smile
still rewards me
with a new Liana

Melinnissweater once in a

while, and I can't

seem to live with-

out my biweekly visit to the salon.

It all seems so simple, right? Well,

not really, these days $20 is barely

pocket change.

A few days ago I stalked out the

American Express table in the

Campus Center. First, it was a

particularly young looking
Spanish boy, then a cute, giggly

freshman, soon followed by a

group of about three or four guys

applying for their first credit card.

I stood there and watched victim

after victim get sucked into a

world I have grown to despise, a

world I sometimes wonder if I will

ever escape from — a world made
out of plastic.

It was easy — too easy to see

myself at this table, 18- years-old,

far away from home for the first

time, needing and wanting easy

money. It was not long ago, in

fact, it was just seven months ago

when I applied and was approved

for a Discover and a Mastercard.

My mother warned, "You'll go

crazy, Liana, don't do it. You'll

regret it."

Well, the woman knew what

she was talking about; the shoes

and sweaters my charming smile

had earned went right onto her

credit cards and she was deep in

debt.

But, I was stubborn, or shall I

say stupid, and swore until I was

blue in the face, that I wouldn't

max the cards. And 1 really did

mean it The plan was to use the

Discover card for books, personal

supplies and groceries; the

Mastercard would be used if I

wanted or needed to "treat"

myself, every once in a while.

Well, before I knew it I had a

new wardrobe, just about every

piece of jewelry from Claire's,

designer perfume, perfectly mani-

cured nails and a plane ticket to

North Carolina to see my sister

graduate from college. The best

thing about my Mastercard was

that it doubled as a calling card,

so when I ran up my ACUS bill, 1

used the plastic. Hell, 1 called my
family and friends in New York,

North Carolina and Indiana every

week, as well as my aunt in

Australia, and of

course my boyfriend

on Long Island...

every day. Pretty

soon. all these

charges, phone calls

and the cash advances added up to

a lot of money, money I didn't

have. Somehow I knew the credit

card companies were looking over

my records and laughing.

"We got another one," I could

almost hear them say, while

high-fiving one another. Bastards.

My roommate, my sister, my
boyfriend... we're all in the same

exact situation. We're students,

we're young and we're in debt...

over $2500 each. And now, when

I open the mailbox, I cringe when

I see its contents. I don't have a

bank account and I'm on work
study, so I make no more than

$60.00 a week. To just about any-

one else, this would be fine. It

would be great, but I have so

many bills to pay that I have no

money to live on. Paying the mini-

mum on my cards each month
doesn't make a difference because

the interest just piles up, and
sometimes, I can't even do that. I

don't go shopping anymore, no

more trips to the salon; the only

thing I buy are cigarettes and

sometimes, its hard to scrap up

$2.45 for a pack.

But please, don't feel sorry for

me, that is not the point of this

article. I made my own decisions

and filled out those applications

on my own free will, nobody
forced me. But now, I am
19-years-old and indebted, for

perhaps the rest of my life. I

didn't use the cards to go on a

luxury vacation, or buy books or

Finance a car, I just blew it. Each

night I lie awake in bed and make
myself sick over my financial sta-

tus. My credit could be perma-

nently screwed up for the rest of

my life. I have thought of extreme

and scary ways to earn/acquire

money: selling my plasma, hawk-

ing my favorite jewelry and even

becoming a stripper. This might

sound like one big joke, but I am
completely serious. I came close

to doing these things.

I'm constantly watching my
money and unfortunately. I am
forced to be cheap. I can't buy

beer on the weekends, I can't eat

out, I can't even do laundry more
than twice a month. And to think,

if I didn't have these cards to pay,

the $60.00 I earn a week could be

mine, not Mastercard's or

Discover's, but mine. I earn it and

they get it. I absolutely hate this

aspect of my life and I hate myself

for being so stupid. I could have

avoided all of this heartache if I'd

only listened to my mother and

sister who go through the same
hell as I do each month when the

bills arrive. I learned the lesson

the hard way, and all I really want

is to prevent anyone else from
having to go through this never

ending nightmare.

I'm hoping, that many of you

will read this, especially freshman,

and be scared, please, be scared.

Having a credit card is not all the

fun and freedom it may seem to

be: you eventually have to pay

back the money you charge and

paying the minimum really doesn't

get you anywhere. I worked at a

clothing store this summer and

aside from customer satisfaction,

our biggest priority was opening

new credit card accounts. My boss

put tremendous pressure on all

the sales associates to open at

least two per shift. It killed me to

do it, but each day I smiled bright-

ly and said, "Would you like to

open an account with us? You'll

save 10 percent off your purchase,

even if you don't get approved."

Thanks to me, at least 40 people

have one extra card to pay off

each month.
It's not worth the 10 percent

off, or the free tee-shirts and
CD's, playing cards and slinkies.

And it is certainly not worth the

agony of stressing over where this

month's minimum payments will

come from, and it is not worth
being indebted for, perhaps, the

rest of your life. A cute smile may
have worked on Mom, it still may,

but Discover card is simply not

going to fall for it — I'm living

proof.

Liana Melinnis is a Collegian

columnist.
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Let's talk about sex

Jorma

Kansanen

Pardon me while I hook you all in with a little

three-letter word, that means the world to all of

us...

Sex.

Yes, with our highly developed intellects, finely-tuned

cerebral cortex and massive buildup of knowledge

through the centuries, a three-letter word holds the

human species within its mighty grip. Well, actually, I do

not think I should use "grip." How about "mighty

power?"

It does not matter what country you come from, or if

you are black, white or any color in the

rainbow. Nor does it discriminate between

Protestant, Catholic, Muslim or any other

religion from here to Confucius; and even

if you are heterosexual, bisexual or homo-

sexual, the joy of the sexual experience

enraptures and encapsulates us all.

But is sex about love?

Or, is it the love of sex, that is the main question we all

face?

The first thing we have to confront with this topic is

where we morally stand as students. Morals and ethics are

very funny things when you put them to the sphere of the

college student — especially for such a touchy, feely sub-

ject as this one. It is not that I am bragging when I say 1

possess something many men at our age do not have, and

that is a conscience, because it can be a double-edged

sword.

It seems with what I have seen so far in specifically,

this University, and generally, university life, the sides of

self- consciousness are at different ends of the spectrum.

You have one side that is handing out pamphlets on the

Union steps and Campus Concourse, leading the charge

for every cause underneath the sun and also, in the back

of their ever- so-socially conscious mind, wondering

when will be the next time they will get lucky, while the

other side that likes "a good beer buzz early in the morn-

ing" is too busy worrying about what they look like,

where they are going to go tonight and also, when will be

the next time they are going to get lucky.

1 am not saying that either side is the way to go. With

the pamphleteer side, I do not believe that even a slight

minority of them have seen a real bad day in their whole

lives — where they had to live with a gun to their head.

no food on their plate for more than a few hours, etc It

seems that is all a part of rebelling against whomever (e.g.

your parents) or whatever (e.g. the system), and with

most that I have met, they do not even exactly know who.

what or where they are fighting for. It almost seems fash-

ionable, sometimes, and I do stress "sometimes." This

side dreams about true love, but they can not find it with

out three-day old clothes on and a protest sign in front of

him/her.

On the other side, the truly fashionable deal with the

superficiality of everyday life, and wonder if Biff/Buffy is

going to like them anymore if they do not

look top notch at the club tonight. Nothing

is wrong on their little planet, as argu-

ments from governmental mentality to sex-

ual morality get lost in the shuffle of a

North Pleasant Street bar room. These fac-

tors are an awful waste product of the teenage years, and

believe me, it does continue past graduation, marriage,

divorce, marriage, etc. This side dreams about true love,

but unfortunately does not find it without putting on their

rose-colored glasses.

There is so much middle ground between the two. but

not enough who take advantage of it, and I cherish the

times when I encounter the people that stand in it.

But now with our collective morality on display, back

lo my question: is sex about love or is it the love of sex?

Sorry, but I am going to have you let you down. Yes,

even though I am a semi-conscious, I mean, conscious

male. I really do not know the answer. It is up to you.

You have to delve deep into that 80 percent of your brain

that you do not use and find out for yourself. For mysel! .
I

have grown tired of waking up in the morning, and the

first thing I say to the person lying next to me is. "Excuse

me. what is your name again?" But if that is your kind of

taco. crunch away.

|ust remember this, and see how it feels. That special

someone that has just rocked your world, and you want to

have their baby. Who you met either at the local

MassPIRG fundraiser or Miller Lite Night at Time Out
the night before, might lovingly roll over and then, look

deep into your eyes, and slowly, with a kind of sensual

tone in their voice, say: "Excuse me. what is your name
again?"

lorma Kansanen is a Collegian columnist.

Letters to the Editor

Critique unprofes-

sional

To the editor:

In his review of the recent UMass
Symphony Orchestra concert.

Michael Charles Medeiros reveals a

profound lack of knowledge of clas-

sical music and an equal lack of

anything of importance to say.

While he obviously has good
intentions, and the review is essen-

tially positive, his comparisons of

classical composers to pop culture

icons belittle music that is high art.

as well as the efforts of the players

over three weeks to bring this music

to life. True critique of a perfor-

mance involves appraisal of the per-

formance itself. One's opinion

(uninformed in this case) of the

material presented should not take

precedence over this.

While taste is highly subjective,

and disliking a piece is acceptable,

paralleling Brahms' music alternate-

ly with the ranting of a fat professor

and to the Beach Boys seems rather

pointless, and does not evaluate the

music as its own entity. Criticism by

its very nature is opinionated but

such comments as found in

Medeiros' review say very little

about what was presented. In the

future, I hope that Mr. Medeiros

would avoid such meanderings and

devote more time to serious thought

about what he is critiquing. Such a

poor quality of review reflects badly

on the Collegian as well.

Matthew Whittall

Amherst

Columnists'
approach inappro-

priate

To the editor:

Hussein Ibish and Shyamala

Ivatury have used columns in this

paper and the floor of the Graduate

Student Senate to criticize a

long-term employee of this

University. Their attacks, which
have been scathing and deeply per-

sonal, repeatedly name this person.

Regardless of their grievances

toward this employee, their

approach is inappropriate.

Ibish and Ivatury seem to think

that the First Amendment is a

license to hurl personal insults and

unsubstantiated allegations at oth-

ers. But common courtesy (and the

state's defamation law) dictate oth-

erwise. The personal nature of their

criticism and the hysterical tenor of

their rhetoric do not serve their

cause well and cheapen the value of

public discourse on this campus.

The Collegian and the Graduate
Student Senate should think care-

fully before they allow their fora to

again be used as vehicles for Ibish

and Ivatury to pursue this ugly per-

sonal vendetta.

Hal Goldman
Amherst

Multi- what?

To the editor:

As recent arrivals from the United

Kingdom, we are staggered by the

crassness and bigotry found in your

so- called multicultural and "inter-

national" coverage. Monday's first

Multicultural Affairs page was right

to discuss the recent atrocities in

the Middle East, but did so in a

most biased manner.

The attempt to move away from a

"Eurocentric" (U.S.- centric?) per-

spective is laudable, but to do so by

presenting the one sided reports of

the Al-Akhbar news service of the

objective truth is deplorable.

Any news report which consis-

tently uses the term "Zionist" in

place of the term Israeli cannot be

considered unbiased. If this report

had been placed in context, perhaps

with some equally subjective cover-

age from an Israeli newspaper, this

would have been of interest, but as

printed, the page cannot claim to be

in any way multicultural. Lisa
Chiu's own misconceptions of the

Middle East are apparent in her
claim that Western colonialism has

created the volatile situation there,

as though the two opposed religious

communities had nothing to do with

it.

Catherine Sangster

Sarah lillings

Southwest

A breath of fresh
air

To the editor:

I would like to thank Erik Molitor

for his article "High on life." The
article was a breath of fresh air

compared to the usual pot-stinking

clouds that usually drift out of the

Collegian. As a fellow non-smoker I

can say that 1 am also having quite a

fun time here at school. As well as

getting an education.

For those who think this is a

one-sided letter, they are wrong.
There was a time in my life when I

frequently smoked weed, and now
having seen both sides of the coin I

can clearly say that one does not
need to get high in order to have a

good time. I think Erik has been a

delightful addition to the Collegian
staff, shedding light on the conserv-
ative aspect of issues of current
times.

Mikcy Melillo

Southwest

Arts & Living
New Hugh Grant movie in need of miracle

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

EXTREME MEASURES
Directed by Michael Apted
with Hugh Grant, Sarah lessica Parker,

Gene I lackman
Playing at Ml. Farms Four Theater

It was only a matter of time before
Hollywood got its jaws around Hugh
Grant once and for all. Divine Brown
jokes aside, Grant seemed ready to take

the helm of art-house hero with such
non-commercial critical hits as

Merchant-Ivory's Remains of the Day and
Roman Polanski's Bitter Moon.
The success of Four Weddings and a

Funeral made Grant more commercially
viable than he perhaps ought to be.

Grant's goofy charisma and good looks

can't compensate when he swims into the

shark-infested waters of schizophrenic

Hollywood pictures.

Extreme Measures tells the story of Dr.

Guy Luthan (Grant), a supposedly bril-

liant Englishman working in a New York

hospital. Guy makes a shocking discovery

when a patient mysteriously dies on his

emergency room table, and the web of

conspiracy that he encounters when he

tries to probe deeper.

Helping him along the way is his faithful

nurse, |odie (Sarah lessica Parker). Parker

doesn't really have much to do. so she lets

her eyebrows do the acting as she lounges

around in comfortable looking wool

sweaters looking more and more like an

anorexic ballerina.

As Guy gets closer to the truth, he finds

his life falling apart as the nefarious Dr.

Myrick (Gene Hackman) sets hired guns,

nicely played by Bill Nunn (Do the Right

Thing) and David Morse ("St.

Elsewhere"), to plant pharmaceutical

cocaine on him. Guy is now forced to do

that fugitive-on- the-run type thing, turn-

ing to a homeless man he used to help

when he worked at the hospital.

And for a few silly minutes, Extreme

Measures turns into an action film with

Grant running around beneath the New
York City's catacombs. Grant, or perhaps

Englishmen in general, shouldn't try to be

action heros — they use adverbs too often

and they don't swear effectively. You can

almost imagine Grant rehearsing by him-

self while he keeps blushing when he gets

to the naughty bits.

Extreme Measures offers some thrilling

moments that make you jump out of your

seat, but certainly not enough to keep you

occupied for over two hours. However,

the film is somewhat redeemed by interest-

ing moral questions which are raised with

Guy's odyssey. While he objects to Myrick

and his unethical experiments, he has no

problems writing out prescriptions for his

homeless helpers or snooping through

confidential documents.

By the end of the film, we are left to

wonder how far is too far when intentions

are noble. Unfortunately, the film never

seems to care to ask these questions and

COUHUSlCASTlf «OCK tNUMAINMeNI

Hugh Grant and Sarah Jessica Parker star in the medical thriller Extreme

Measures.

we are left with Grant, looking befuddled

as ever, holding all of the dubious research

in his hands and walking away with it

instead of throwing it out. C-

Jazz legend Allison to ride Iron Horse

By Daniel Bodah
Collegian Staff

If you love mellow, witty jazz and

blues played with gentle passion, get

yourself down to the Iron Horse
tonight to see Mose Allison.

Born in 1927 in the Mississippi

delta town of Tippo, Allison grew up

in an environment suffused with the

blues. A few years of grade-school

piano lessons combined with this

environment sent young Allison

down the road to a lengthy and influ-

ential career in the blues/jazz world.

There are more than 20 Mose
Allison albums — many of which
have been re-released over the years.

Allison worked with such jazz lumi-

naries as Al Cohn, Zoot Sims and

Stan Getz before putting out his

1957 debut album Back Country

Suite. His influence has affected

musicians such as Peter Townshend
of the Who (who said "Allison was

my man") and Black Francis (who
penned the tune "Allison" on the

Pixies' Trompe L'monde album about

his hero Allison.)

Listening to any of Allison's many
albums will quickly reveal the rea-

sons for his popularity. That sweet,

smooth voice; beautiful, intricate

piano excursions; and humorous
lyrics with hidden surprises and
implications. Some of his originals

have become classics ("Parchman

Farm." "Your Mind Is On Vacation")

while he has given a particular

emphasis to the many standards in

his repertoire ("The Seventh Son."

"A Thousand Miles From Nowhere"

and "You Are My Sunshine.")

Perhaps a whiff of his cool,

ambiguous wit can be caught from

the lyrics of "Do Nothing Till You
Hear It From Me." In the song he

responds to a lover who's heard that

he's playing around, saying "Do noth-

ing till you hear it from me — you

never will."

Nearing 70 years old, Allison can

still hold his own — he won't be

accompanied by the duo he some-

times tours with, but will instead

take to the stage solo. Attention can

focus on his famed piano stylings.

which combine avant-garde blues,

swing and jazz into an inimitable

amalgamation. Allison has said that

he only does "tunes that express a

point of view I can live with."

Interesting to note, then, the sur-

prise some fans have shown when
they discovered Allison is white.

When he sings "sittin' here a thou-

sand miles from nowhere, in this one

room country little shack — my only

worldly possession, a raggedy

eleven-foot cotton sack," Allison

makes the sense of isolation and

loneliness palpable. And that's some-

thing you can't argue with.

Mose Allison is playing at the Iron

Horse Music Hall in Northampton
tonight at 7 p.m. For more informa-

tion call 584-0610.

Arc you a fan of fine arts? Tired of

reading endless articles on rock 4
n'

roll? Come join Fine Arts Lovers

Anonymous, and write for the

Collegian!!

Call 545-
1361

today and
talk to

Mike
Burke!

Sweet Honey pours

out voices at Smith
By Daniel Bodah
Collegian Staff

This weekend the Pioneer Valley will fill with

Honey — that is, the complex, heavy vocal treat

poured out by Sweet Honey In The Rock. The

all-woman a capella group has brought their blend

ing of spirituals, scat-singing, folk harmony and

fierce social commentary as far into the mainstream

as such things can go.

Since their formation in the early '70s, Sweet

Honey In The Rock has won numerous awards,

including a 1989 Grammy for their contribution to

the Woody Guthrie and Leadbelly tribute album, A
Vision Shared.

Ysaye Maria Barnwell, Nitanju Bolade Casel.

Aisha Ka hltl. Bernice Johnson Reagon, Carol

Maillard and Shirley Childress Johnson join their

voices — and their hands — together to take the lis-

tener on incredible journeys, from gentle,

shiver-inducing love songs to powerful and righteous

raps. A full member of the group, lohnson simultane-

ously performs the concerts in American Sign

Language. Noted for their intricate polyrhythms and

complex, multi-line harmonies, the group is famous

for conveying these into ASL, with all six members

signing and singing through a number of passages.

All accomplished vocalists, each singer takes a

turn soloing. Attendees of past concerts will recall

that each successive solo takes the listener further

into astonishment, never failing to surprise and

inspire. And when combined, these voices are capa-

ble of creating a wild tapestry of eerily alien vocal

sounds, resolving it into a powerful and percolating

multi-rhythmic social justice plea, then stepping on

with barely a pause for applause to a gentle hymn of

devotion and love.

Sweet Honey In The Rock concerts tend to last

somewhere near two hours, giving the group ample

time to cover their broad range of styles and topics

Concerns given eloquent voicing through their music-

include racial discrimination, poverty, oppression of

women, motherhood, African- American identity

and a cultural interest in Africa which leads to the

inclusion of African vocal pieces.

Stylistically ranging from children's songs (of

which they've made several albums) to blues songs

to barbershop to aching jazz ballads. Sweet Honey In

The Rock celebrates the diversity of

African-American music and culture.

Sweet Honey In The Rock will perform at Smith
College. The show begins at 8 p.m. on Saturday.

Reservations are suggested; call 586-8686 or
I- 800-THE-TICK for more information.

COUKHSY CAPUOt MCCMtOS

|azz legend Mose Allison entertains the Iron Horse this evening.

UMASSATHLETIC TICKET
OFFICE

^

NOTICE:

NATIONAL ANTHEM AUDITION

There will be ail audition for anyone interested in

performing the National Anthem at UMASS athlet-

ic events.

The audition wiit take place on October 7, 1996 at

the Curry Hicks Cage, 102 Hicks Way at 7:00PM.

Please direct ail questions to 545*6060
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Johnson out with knee, Jets just out

By Barry Wilner

Associated Press

HEMPSTEAD. N.Y. — Things

just keep getting worse for the New
York lets.

Already 0-5 and ravaged by

injuries, they lost their premier

attraction, top draft pick Keyshawn

lohnson. for three to four weeks

with torn cartilage in his right

knee.

lohnson. the No. 1 overall pick

in this year's draft, was scheduled

to undergo arthroscopic surgery

today.

lohnson was hurt when his

knee banged into the helmet of

cornerback Aaron Glenn. He
limped off the field and
moments later was taken to

Lenox Hill Hospital in

Manhattan to see Dr. Elliott

Hcrshman. the lets' orthopedist.

Hershman diagnosed lohnson

with a sprain of the right medial

collateral ligament and a bruised

knee. An MR1 test later revealed

the torn cartilage.

"It's unfortunate what hap-

pened, but we're relieved to find

out that the injury wasn't more

serious." coach Rich Kotite said.

"We'll certainly miss Keyshawn's

big-play ability and his animated

style of play, but we know he'll

come back and pick up where he

left off."

Already this week, the lets lost

middle linebacker Marvin Jones

for at least a month because of a

severely sprained right knee.

Receiver Jeff Graham, a costly

free agent, is out for Sunday
with cartilage damage in his

knee.

One of the few bright spots in a

dismal start for the lets, lohnson

has 21 receptions for 250 yards

and two touchdowns. He leads all

rookies in receptions and yards.

The rookie from Southern
California was chosen first in the

draft after an All-America season.

He is expected to be the center-

piece of a rebuilt offense that also

includes free agents Neil

O'Donnell, Graham, (umbo Elliott,

David Williams and Webster
Slaughter.

Earlier Wednesday, lohnson
spoke about the disappointing start

for his team and the uncertainty of

it all.

"I don't know what to expect

around here," he said. "We played

good as an offense against Miami
and look what happened the next

week against the Giants. We stunk.

"Who knows at the point in time

what's going to happen." An hour

later, he was injured.

Eagles dig deep, sign Rypien for one year

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Former

Super Bowl MVP Mark Rypien has

agreed to a one-year contract as back-

up quarterback for the Philadelphia

Eagles.

Rypien. an unrestricted free agent,

will replace quarterback Rodney
Peete, who had surgery Tuesday for a

knee injury suffered in Monday
night's loss to Dallas.

"I had a couple of years to heal,

and 1 feel good about my health, and

if given an opportunity, I'm looking

forward to it," Rypien said before the

agreement was reached.

"This is a good football team and a

good football town. You can't ask for

any more than that."

Negotiations were relatively easy

but took more than six hours because

of a couple of missed phone calls.

Eagles senior vice president |oe

Banner said.

Rypien, who turned 54 Wednesday,

spent about three hours talking with

Eagles coaches and was on the field

for a closed practice. He was the only

quarterback brought to Philadelphia

for a personal look.

The MVP of the Super Bowl fol-

lowing the 1991 season when he led

the Washington Redskins to a 17 2

record. Rypien made $750,000 last

year but refused to re-sign when the

St. Louis Rams offered $500,000 for

this season.

He hasn't taken a snap since start-

ing the final three games of the 1995

season for St. Louis.

"I was able to have that opportuni-

ty last year, in the last three games in

St. Louis, we played fairly well,"

Rypien said. "We didn't win any of

them, but I least showed to myself or

proved to myself that I can still get

up, and get it done."

The loss of Peete had left the

Eagles with two quarterbacks. Ty

Detmer, whom coach Ray Rhodes

has named his new starter, and

rookie Bobby Hoying, a prospect

who is not ready for the backup

role. Rhodes said Detmer would

remain the starting quarterback.

"This team can win with Ty

Detmer." Rhodes said. "We're going

to win with him."

Detmer, the 1990 Heisman Trophy

winner, is expected to make the first

start of his five-year NFL career on

Oct. 13 when the Eagles (3-2) play

the New York Giants. The Eagles arc-

off this week.

Red Sox race for Jim Leyland

By Alan Robinson

Associated Press

PITTSBURGH — |im Leyland

warned he wouldn't get enticed into

a bidding war. The Florida Marlins,

Chicago White Sox and Boston Red

Sox and California Angels apparently

didn't listen. The former Pittsburgh

manager, baseball's hottest free

agent, talked with the Marlins and

Red Sox on Wednesday and will like-

ly choose his next team by the end of

the week. The Angels dropped out of

the race Wednesday.
"California and I have decided that

we don't have a match." Leyland told

the The Palm Beach Post in Florida.

"We couldn't reach an agreement, so

we're both moving in different direc-

tions now. I am down to three

teams."
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The Marlins assured him in a face-

to-face meeting they won't be outbid.

A Red Sox delegation led by chief

executive officer |ohn Harrington

met with leyland on Wednesday night

before returning to Boston to inter-

view other candidates.

No matter where Leyland goes, his

next contract will likely be worth as

much or more than St. Louis manag-

er Tony La Russa's $1.5 million-a-

year deal, currently the richest among
managers. Leyland made nearly $1

million with Pittsburgh.

Not bad money for a man who once

said. "I was happy when I had a pack

of cigarettes and a buck in my pocket."

"We knew there would be a lot of

interest," Marlins general manager
Dave Dombrowski said. "We didn't

know what the numbers would be.

We're still hopeful and optimistic

that he'll join us." The Marlins have

been the frontrunner since Leyland

announced Sept. 17 he would leave

the Pirates. An aide to team owner H.

Wayne Huizenga said Monday that

Leyland's hiring was a "done deal."

But that was before the White Sox

pitched a deal worth at least $1.4

million annually. The Angels had

topped that with an offer that includ-

ed Walt Disney Co. stock options, a

free home and incentives. The total

value would have approached $2 mil-

lion a year.

After that proposal became public.

Marlins president Don Smiley and

Dombrowski flew to Pittsburgh to

persuade Leyland they will compete

aggressively with any offer.

"Wayne Huizenga is not going to

be outbid on something he really

wants, by (Chicago White Sox
owner) jerry Reinsdorf or anyone
else," said a source close to

Huizenga.

The offers, Leyland said, are "over-

whelming. 1 can't imagine getting any

better offers."

The Angels' bonus-laden package

included $1.2 million annually in

salary, a free house, vacation trips,

performance incentives and stock

options in the Walt Disney Co.

Because he does not have an agent,

Leyland plans to have his accountant

analyze the offers before he makes a

decision.

"This isn't about money. I would

have stayed in Pittsburgh if this were

about money," Leyland said. "But I

never got past high school, and 1

want somebody smarter than me
looking at these. There are real out-

standing offers."

Although friends have advised him

to try managing in both leagues

before his career ends, Leyland
would prefer to stay in the National

League. He has known Dombrowski
and Huizenga for years, and they

assured him the Marlins will aggres-

sively pursue free agents.

"We're looking to making the club

better," Dombrowski said. "We
wouldn't be pursuing |im unless that

was the case."
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Ohio State-Penn State Big 10 battle

By Richard Rosenblatt

Associated Press

For so long, the rivalry between

Penn State and Ohio State has

been played out in the living rooms

of high school sensations all over

football-fertile Ohio and western

Pennsylvania.

The playing field has expanded.

Rapidly.

With Penn State in its fourth Big

Ten season, recruiting wars are

now overshadowed by Rose Bowl

fever. And sometimes, like this

season, the stakes are even higher.

When the No. 4 Nittany Lions

(5-0) play the No. 3 Buckeyes (3-

0) before 95.000-plus at Ohio
Stadium on Saturday, the winner

also remains in the national title

chase.

"It's becoming a very intense

football game," Penn State coach

|oe Paterno said. "As we play

games and they become significant

ones like this one, there will be a

tradition that will build up." The
foundation, thanks to annual bat-

tles for players, has been there for

decades. And now that the schools

are playing on a regular basis, it's

remarkable to see how similar the

programs really are.

In addition to recruiting many of

the same players, the Buckeyes and

Lions are among the NCAA all-

time leaders in victories, bowl
appearances, attendance and send-

ing players to the NFL.
Penn State has 700 wins. 32

bowl appearances and 32 players

on NFL opening-day rosters. Ohio

State has 682 wins, 28 bowl

appearances and 35 players on

NFL rosters.

Ohio State had a Hall of Fame

coach in Woody Hayes for 28

years; Penn State has Paterno. in

his 31st season.

Both teams have similar

approaches to the game. On
defense, the watchwords are

attacking and hard-hitting. The

Lions have allowed 27 points in

five games; the Buckeyes 23 in

three games.

On offense, it's power and

patience, with Ohio State throwing

in a dose of explosiveness. Ohio

State leads the nation in scoring at

57 points per game, while Penn

State averages 32.2 per game. A
natural rivalry if ever there was

one. When the Big East was creat-

ed. Penn State wanted no part of

it, preferring to become the 1 1th

team in the Big Ten. The match

seems to be a good one. Penn
State-Ohio State really heated up

last season in the 11th game
between the border rivals. Ohio
State's Eddie George ran 6 yards

for a score with 1 :42 left to lift the

Buckeyes to a 28-25 win at State

College. Penn State leads the series

7-4.

"The fact that we've played them

the last three years, I think more

about them and they know more

about us, " Ohio State coach |ohn

Cooper said.

The schools are 31 1 miles apart,

but recruiters travel the same
interstates in search of high school

stars. The competition is fierce,

and it's probably one of the main

reasons the on-field rivalry has

become so intense so quickly.

Many of the players in

Saturday's game, including Penn

State running back Curtis Enis and

Ohio State cornerback Shawn
Springs, received the full recruiting

treatment from Paterno and
Cooper. Enis. Ohio's Mr. Football

in 1993, was pursued from all

angles. And when the Buckeyes

slipped up. the Lions moved in for

the kill. As a sophomore at

Mississinawa Valley High School,

Enis received a recruiting letter

from Ohio State. It was addressed

to: Chris Fenis.

Oops. Enis said the mistake

stuck with him and it gave Penn

State the edge. But the Buckeyes

didn't give up until Enis signed on

the dotted line.

"I was still within the recruiting

process and they wanted to see if 1

would adjust my decision and go

to Ohio State," said Enis. who
needed a year at Kiski Prep to

qualify academically. "But I gave

coach Patemo my word."

Paterno wasn't thrilled with

Ohio State's extra effort. "I didn't

think he was wavering," Paterno

said. "I know Ohio State put a lot

of pressure on him to get him to

change his mind, which obviously

we were not happy with."

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS PRESENTS

THE RETURN OF
A WEEKLY PROGRAM SERIES: SOMETHING EVERY FRIDAY

Stand-up Comedian

JEDDY SMITH

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM
October 4, 1996
8:00 pm Free

"DRAGONHEART"
Immediately Following

This series is made possible by a grant from Auxiliary Services and the Vice Cancellor for Student Affairs.

For more information, check our website:
fatttp://www-uxLljc.oit.\im»«s.edu/~Jtol«on/ca.lender.html
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League's spitting in own face

Luke

Meredith

Unless you were in a cave over the past week, or if

you're in the dorms and have to get your sports from
Mike Ratte, Beasley Recce or Evan Rubin, (Guhh!)
you've heard about the Roberto Alomar spittng inci-

dent. The issue is still up in the air, so I thought I'd

throw in my two cents.

This phiegm-faux pas couldn't have come at a

worse time for major league baseball. The playoffs

started on Tuesday, and this year's match-ups seem
to justify baseball's decision to expand the playoffs in

1994. All four divisional series look to be battles, and
with last year's fiasco known as the Baseball Network
behind us, fans will once again be able to see every

game in its entirety. Young, marketable stars such as

|uan Gonzalez, Chipper |ones and Hideo Nomo have

a chance to add post-season glory to their resume,
and do it in front of the whole country. They've even
put some of the playoff games back on in the daytime,
giving kids a chance to see some of this October
magic.

The game has been plagued over the

last 20 years by dwindling TV ratings, a

perceived lack of fan interest, superstar

temper tantrums and contract squab-

bles that have alienated many of the

game's top stars from their public.

This is not going to help.

Alomar has long been lauded as one of the classier

players in baseball. He was instrumental in the Toronto

Blue lays' championships in 1992 and 1993 and the

soft spoken second baseman never did anything to

alienate the fans north of the border. There were even

stories of Alomar living in SkyDome's hotel, because

the Puerto Rican native was too shy to find a place by

himself in an unfamiliar country. He let his perfor-

mance on the field speak for him, becoming the game's

premier second baseman and an All-Star hitter.

But now Alomar has damaged his reputation in a

way that can never be restored. There is no excuse for

spitting in another man's face, especially in the middle

of a baseball game watched live by 40,000 fans and

viewed by millions more on television. For a game
struggling to regain its reputation as the national pas-

time, this spitting scandal is just another chink in the

armor.

But the scary part about this whole thing is that

when Alomar was introduced to the Camden Yards

faithful before Game One of their divisional series with

Cleveland, he was cheered. Cheered! For Christ's

sakes, he spit in another man's face only a few days

before and here he was being lauded as a misunder-

stood individual. By giving Alomar a standing ovation,

the fans in Baltimore condoned his actions.

My question to them is this: What about that

10-year-old kid who got to skip a day of school and go

to a bhllgame with his Dad? You know that that kid

will remember that game for the rest of his life. If

you're his Dad, how do you explain to your impres-

sionable young son why Roberto Alomar got such a

roaring cheer when they called his name?

Do you say, "You see, son, Roberto spit in an

umpire's face, and then made remarks referring to his

deceased son, but he's sorry now, so that makes it

okay?"

The way it was handled by the league was even more

reprehensible. With the commisioner's office empty.

(Bud Selig does not count) the league let this thing sit

a few days before they acted. This tells me that they

really didn't consider this a big deal, and that's a prob-

lem. 1 hasten to say that if former commisioner Bart

Giammati was alive today, he would have suspended

Alomar immediately. Playoffs. Regular

season. It wouldn't have mattered.

That's what baseball should have done

here. The integrity of the game is hang-

ing by a thread as it is, and quick action

would have at least stopped the bleeding

somewhat. What people have to understand is that the

length of the suspension the league gives Alomar is

irrelevant. It's how they handle the situation that's

important, and they've already dropped the ball on that

issue.

Fair or not, the people who run baseball have to

realize that the American people expect more out of

baseball than other sports People have memories that

are indelibly attached to the game, indelibly attached in

a way that football, basketball and hockey never can.

It's the national pastime; the game lathers teach their

sons in the backyard; the game many of us remember

from Little League; the game that gave us |oe

DiMaggio, Roberto Clemente and Ken Griffey |r.; the

game that, despite its failings, we still love.

Though they own the teams, run the leagues and pay

the players, the game is not theirs. It's ours. At the risk

of sounding like a Boy Scout, there is a responsibility

that the owners have to the game that goes beyond the

balance sheet. If the powers-that-be would have had

the courage to protect the integrity of the game, some

luster could have been restored this week. They didn't,

and no matter what happens now, the damage has

been done. The spit has hit the fan.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian columnist.

m women s soccer
continued from page 10

"It is going to be a duel, and I

think our midfielders will look for-

ward to it," Rudy said.

Rudy received a scouting report

out of No. 20 Wake Forest, who
played them earlier in the season, and

the trio of seniors Krista Garberina,

Laura Winchester and junior Lauren

Huminski were rated as one of the

best midfields the Demon Deacons
had faced this year.

Winchester has had over 35 shuts

on net this season so far, while

Huminski's speed on the right flank is

dangerous if you underestimate it. In

the net, freshman keeper Kristen

Washburn's stats have not been
impressive (75.9 save percentage, 2.1

1

GAA), but under the surface, her per-

formances, in Rudy's words, have

been "not good, but spectacular."

The matchup on Sunday versus

GW looks to be the toughest A-IO
test for UMass this season, as they

are coming off of last season's A-10

West Division title. Led by the Vogel

sisters, seniors Tanya (6 games,
12pts.) and Jennifer (3 games, 2

assists, 8pts.), and 1995 Atlantic 10

Rookie of the Year |ane Anderson (3

games, 1 assist. 7pts). the GW side

is the strongest UMass has faced up

to this point in the season

For Rudy, though, junior forward

Chemar Smith (8 games, 2 assists,

lbpts ) is the scariest of them all.

"ISmithJ, who gives us all sorts of

problems, is back up front," Rudy said.

"A good left-footed, fleet, attacking

player who can beat you, and can play

into our style of play, and do it well.

"They have it, and I mean, shoot,

that's the best looking rosier 1 have

seen so far this year, player for play-

er," Rudy said.

GW was hampered with early season

injuries, but now have most of the

same team back that took UMass to

1-0 and 2-0 decisions last season. They

were upsel by Villanova in a tight 4-3

defeat, but have played top-ranked

opponenls like No. 19 Clemson (2-0

loss) and No. 17 |ames Madison (3-1

loss); while after challenging UMass,

they will play No. 1 2 William & Mary,

No. 1 1 Virginia, No. 14 George Mason,

and No. 15 Wisconsin.

For Rudy, strength of schedule is

an attribute of the Colonial Women
that he wishes for his team.

"Their record does not do them
justice," Rudy said. "At Maryland
(5-0 loss), they just got cranked, but

they didn't have their lull team, and

Maryland (No. 5 in the nation) has

beaten everyone so far. Their sched-

ule is so much better than ours, it's

embarrassing.

"It is something that, unfortunately

with our affiliation here with the

A-10. we won't be able to see a

schedule that strong ever again."

Minuiewomen Notes: A week of

acclaim follows UMass on the road,

as two of their players received both

conference and national honors.

Senior midfielder Rebecca Myers (8

games, 1 assist, 17 pts.) was chosen

both for Soccer America magazine's

National Team of the Week, and

A- 10 Player of the Week for becom-

ing the all-time UMass goals (38)

and points ( 101 ) scorer.

lunior keeper Danielle Dion is also

among the national elite, as her 0.15

GAA places her second nationally,

behind the 0.10 GAA of Maryland's

Miss Price. By the way, UMass leads

the nation by only allowing one goal

this season.
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TICKETS At the door from for the Record

in Amherst at the Northampton Box Office

or call 586 8686 to charge by phone

You must have veiy positive ID to drink

74 bout Concert info:

-J 6 10

HIIJ\(A u si.sum
CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE
Rorerra Swunus Bart b aim+t aeeWi) I

iiifcin itin i»r»r<«*Ti <n«Tgj
I
Sena Cuaora Sena HipretanBM Thaguo

|

;
casaU canda* •< t» iwput* k> op«nrg

! art martnig varusM» of aoou* cra»
aetng liar* produce andxmn oumacr atom I

«*r Hampanre Couty rauwtng cusfimare

on ban produce and asaslng nam tia#s t*
appicalan prooaK. and pnMdng laaipmng

sennas to SpanaTi spaaHng cuetomere

The poaajon reoures biryjat (Enajari and

SpanetiiM pror customer aarvca aapajkraa

|

r a bar* envrermant taxxasdjB at bar* ban

|

(jcou»and««3anarce«*banappta»on

k and demonavand praaartaaon and

Better than

getting bashed

in the melon

by a hockey

puck*
couarisr mioa dilations

The defense never rests.

A oompaava taary and ouaanotng beneah

package a ofcrad « you an raareaaO n turn

appununaM pease toiward /our laauma r

cortoancet) Vice P*aaUartf Human
rteai-mrae Director Florence Savtnga Ban*.

86 Mian Street Florence HA 01060 rtoance

Savings Bai* s an Ecjja) Opportunay Emptoyar

and encourages dwrae canoidatas to apply tor

neposejon No phone caas please

Florence
Savings
Bank

Khari Samuel is one of the leaders on the Minuteman defensive unit that will be key to the chances for a UMass

win as Jeff Smith makes his first start under center.

LJ Chinese - American Cuisine ^J

:njoy
HALF PRICE
APPETIZERS

9 PM-Close • 7 Days a Week
31 SELECTIONS!

Alomar suspended, but

will umpires walk out?

Restaurant& Bar
MT FARMS MAU

ROUTE 9 • HADUEY • 5*6-2774

D«Kv/:SuT\-lrmNccri-2amraiSal.noorvJa.m.

By Ronald Blum

Associated Press

No other promos apply

EAT IN ONIY

amc
9M

THEATRES

(TVn-UTE SHOW DAILY

UMITEOtoSEATlNQ

ommsKmBmBkW

liXTRI Mb MlvASURKS* E
LAST MAN STANDING B

D3 THE MIGHTY DUCKS' [PO]

Fl.YAWAYHOMI m

(HltatitfaShowifoS

THAT THING YOU DO* EQ

THE SPITFIRF. GRILL jl-GM,

BULU-TPROOF E
THLG1 RMR MAN E

2 DAYS IN THE VALLEY' E
rHE FIRST WIVES CLUB

ESI

Hewlett-Packard

—

Performer ofthe year.

We like the sound of that

Hewlett-Packard, the world's most admired technology company, is also

Forbes magazine's 1995 Performer of the Year. We are a world leader in

the design, manufacturing and distribution of computer and electronic test

and measurement equipment because of a core set of performance-based

values we call "The HP Way." Currently, we have employment opportune

ties available for Electrical Engineering majors (BS, MS, or Ph.O) in the fol-

lowing departments:

• Research and Development

• ManiiCH-turing

• Marketing

• Technical Support

• QA
• Custom Solutions

Successful candidates must have excellent interpersonal, pmblem solving,

and written/verbal communication skills. Individual must be self-motivat-

ed, detailoriented, and able to work in a team environment

Interested candidates please contact the University Career Center

and meet with our hiring managers on campus October 9th and 1 0th,

1996. To learn more about HP and our employment opportunities,

visit our Homepage on the World Wide Web at: h«p://www.job8.hp.com

Hewlett-Packard Company is an equal opportunity employer dedicated to

affirmative action and work force diversity.

mL'/ZM PACKARD

NEW YORK (AP) — Roberto

Alomar will serve his five-game sus-

pension for spitting on an umpire

next season. That much is clear.

Whether umpires will walk out

Friday is uncertain.

And once again, baseball finds

itself in the middle of a big mess.

The Baltimore Orioles' All-Star

second baseman withdrew the

appeal of his suspension

Wednesday night, canceling a hear-

ing before American League presi-

dent Gene Budig that had been

scheduled for today.

Now umpires must decide if

they'll violate the no-strike clause in

their labor agreement and walk out

Friday in protest of what they

believe is a too lenient penalty.

"(Budig) has elected to cancel

tomorrow's hearing and grant Mr.

Alomar a five-day spring vacation,

with pay. for spitting in the face of

an umpire," umpires union head

Richie Phillips said. Once Alomar

dropped his appeal, the suspension

became automatic. Both the owners

and the umpires said they expect to

be back in federal court Friday in

Philadelphia, where the American

and National leagues had asked for

an injunction that would prevent

umpires from walking out.

"It was a tragic event, but major

league baseball must move forward

with resolve that no such thing hap-

pens again," Budig said.

Union head Donald Fehr. speak-

ing during an unusual news confer-

ence at Yankee Stadium during the

New York-Texas playoff game,
denounced Phillips, who wants
Alomar suspended immediately.

"The last thing this sport needs is

more confrontation like that," Fehr

said.

Citing past precedent and the

union's expired labor agreement

with owners — kept in force by a

federal court order — Fehr said it

would have been unprecedented

and impossible for Budig to sus-

pend Alomar for postseason games.

"Gene Budig or the owners'
lawyers can't go in willy-nilly

because Richie Phillips wants them

to and say that they're changing

their agreement with the players,"

Fehr said.

Alomar, speaking earlier in the

day. said he wasn't having any
problems coping with the contro-

versy.

"I'm going to sleep the same way

1 sleep my whole life," he said. "I

have nothing to worry about."

Fehr suggested that representa-

tives of players, owners and
umpires meet during the off-season

to defuse tensions.

"Maybe we're at a stage where

everybody can take a deep breath

and say this is a wake-up call and

get together over the winter and

talk about it," he said.

A management official, speak-

ing on the condition he not be

identified, said acting commis-
sioner Bud Selig had agreed to

such a conference but that Phillips

was refusing to answer Selig's

telephone calls.

Some umpires expect U.S.

District ludge Edmund Ludwig to

issue an injunction if the sides don't

settle. The labor agreement umpires

signed in May 1995 contains a no-

strike clause.

"We signed a contract to work
and we're obligated to do that."

umpire Drew Coble said

Wednesday before the Indians-

Orioles game. Coble sounded as if

he would prefer that umpires take a

softer approach to negotiations with

baseball's lawyers.
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Smith
continued from page 10

we're completing right now, that's

all."

Catterton will sit on the side-

lines for the first time in 1 1

games after he took over the

starting duties last season.

Throughout the first four games

Catterton was 25-for-65 passing

(59.7) for 457 yards, five touch-

downs and four interceptions.

Inconsistency became a factor,

which was the impetus for the

change.

"I talked with Anthony about

it and I explained the reasons

to him," Hodges said. "It's not

an easy decision to make. I

know it hurt the young man.

He's a great kid, and I don't

want to hurt anybody, but it's

what we feel we have to do to

help this football team win on

Saturday."

Smith says he will approach this

game the best he can. and says he

is not trying to worry about the

pressure and just to go out there

and perform.

"I haven't put much pressure on

myself." Smith said. "I don't think

the team has put much pressure on

me. 1 think they'll be behind me.

I'm surrounded by the best players

in the Yankee Conference in my
opinion. This is the only way I

would have it."

Hodges feels that Smith will

just give the Minutemen a bet-

ter opportunity to get the victo-

ry and feels good about the

decision to have Smith in to

start.

L

"We have confidence that he

will go in there and get the job

done," Hodges said. "He has a lot

of poise, he has a lot of ability, the

only thing he doesn't have is a lot

of experience and we're going to

get him some of that starting

Saturday."

The Minutemen were pretty

strong in passing the first two

games, but since then they have

dropped off in that category a little

bit. Smith hopes to bring them

back up and get the passing game

working again.

"We just need to go out, try to

have a balanced attack, and go out

there and execute, bottom line,"

Smith said. "Rhode Island plays

good [defense]. They have good

athletes on defense and we just

need to execute our assignments. 1

just need to focus and get my
reads set, pull the offense together,

and we've just got to go out and be

focused every down and ready to

play."

Make no mistakes about it. This

is a big football game coming up

tomorrow, and Smith will be

instrumental in leading his team

into battle and in trying to come

up on the plus side of the score-

board.

"This is as big of a football game

we could be playing in right now,"

Smith said. "The most important

thing is for our team to win. I

want to win football games, and if

I can play a part in winning them,

then I'm going to try my best to

win."

Volleyball goes to Philly for A-10 action

La Salle, Temple on docket, then Fordham

By Jeremy Adams
Collogian Correspondent

The Massachusetts women's volleyball team

heads south to put the heat on three conference

opponents this weekend. Today the Minutewomen

travel to the City of Brotherly Love to face La Salle

and Temple, and tomorrow they take Interstate 95

North to meet Fordham in the Bronx.

Massachusetts goes into the weekend with a 13-5

record. It won both of its games last weekend beat-

ing St. Bonaventure and Duquesne in the Curry

Hicks Cage. Its conference record stands at 2-1,

Rhode Island being the lone blemish.

St. Bonaventure (2-11) posed few problems for

the Minutewomen. They swept the Bonnies 15-15,

15-5, 15-10. Freshman Jill Meyers provided 11

kills, seven digs and a career-high seven block

assists. Senior Dionne Nash contributed 1 1 kills and

1 1 digs to lead the way.

Against Duquesne, UMass lost the first game

15-12, but came back to win the match in four

games. In the second and third games the

Minutewomen came from behind late in the games

to scrape by with consecutive 17-15 results. The

issue was settled convincingly in game four at

15-5.

Coach Bonnie Kenny reports that the celebration

was short, and focus shifted quickly and surely to

this weekend.

"This weekend is critical," said Kenny. "Some

teams are really struggling now so if we can play

well and improve this weekend it will be a big step

forward."

La Salle (0-S2) leads off the fight card for

Massachusetts, as they begin a five-match road trip

that will last through this weekend and pick up

again next Friday at Xavier and Dayton.

Temple (8-3, 3-1 in the A-10) is seen as

Massachusetts' hardest competition for this week-

end.

"Temple is a very effective offensive hitting team.

They're bigger at the net than we are. Hopefully our

ball control and defense can help us out," said

Kenny.

The match with Fordham will be on Saturday in

New York.

"Fordham is a much improved team. They've had

a really good recruiting year. 1 expect a tough

match," said Kenny.

Big games were turned in by junior Lesley Nolan,

Nash and Meyers. Nolan had 22 kills and 10 digs,

and Nash had 21 kills and seven block assists.

Meyers established herself another career high with

her 21 kills. She hit a team high .567. picking up

nine of her kills on 1 1 attacks in the first game.

Sophomore Katie Pearce played almost every

minute of the match, and she picked up 72 setting

assists in the effort.

Other contributors have included Kari

Hogancamp, whose 13 digs led all against

Duquesne. Coach Kenny expects more production

from Sarah Watters, Susan Maga and Nolan, who

has been recovering from a hairline fracture in her

foot.

Individual honors have also been bestowed upon

the Minutewomen this past week. Meyers' numbers

did not go unnoticed; she was named A-10 volley-

ball Rookie of the Week. Her performance has been

improving over the course of the season as dictated

by her improving statistics.

Their strong start has earned the Minutewomen

their best ranking in the history of the program, at

No. 3 in the NCAA Division I District I. National

powerhouse Notre Dame is ranked first, and

Atlantic 10 nemesis Rhode Island is ranked sec-

ond.

"By next week we should be at midseason form,"

said Kenny, whose team's next home match will be

Friday, Oct. 10 at the Cage.
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Always Wanted One of These By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robotman By Jim Meddick
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•YOUR PRODUCT LOOKS GOOD,

BUT YOU CAN'T BE OUR
SUPPLIER UNLESS YOUR

COMPANY IS ISO 9000

CERTIFIED-

I

SO YOU DONT CARE

HOW BAD OUR INTERNUM.

PROCESSES KRE, *S
LONG AS THEY'RE. U)ELL-

DOCUrACKTED *ND USED
CONSISTENTLY?

OUR DOCUMENTED

PROCESS SAYS I

rAUST NOOJ

LAUGH IN YOUR

F*CE AND DOUBLE

OUR PRICE.

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick 8 Years In Braces By Eric Peterson

couansi media u lai ions

Katie Pearce looks to help keep the

Minutewomen on top of the A-1 with a

solid performance this weekend.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Ttw S'Won ol Alpha Chi Oflierja would

like to invite all university women to Open

Rush On Saturday 10/5 at 1 pm we will

be taking a fitness walk around Amherst

On Tuesday 10/8 there will be dinner at

b 30 pm - Coma see our house 1 10/10 at

6 30 is ice skating and on 10/16 there is a

sell deferee workshop All events are at

38 Nutting Ave Any questions please

call Patnce O 5*9*802

AUTO FOR SALE
1990 Dodf* Dyaasty jutomatic. 4 doors.

an bag A/C ExceHem condition J2875

l508Kb*«-3783

FOR SALE
Ward Precetser 4 Sale, excellent con

dmon OS0 00 B0. call Lisa 253-9195

Censemer tar Sale Macintosh LC with

color monitor tor sale 10Mb ROM

External 100Mb RAM hard drive Global

Village 28 8 Global/fAX external modem

System 7 1 software included $700 or

B/0 Call for more into, more software

included Scon 253-7938

«MSX Compact Leptatv * meg RAM.

120HD. MS Oflice 6 0. electronic pen.

eitarnal CD ROM via PCMCIA. Canon

Bubble Jet Printer. {950 or best offerW
4850J

19M Oldimobile Delta II

Runs Great 323-1174

$1000

1984 Honda Accord AT. AC. PW. PL.

cruise. 110k. mint CallJarrod 548-9392

1985 Buick Skylark Dependable Ask

$1000 or BO Call Brian |413)77*-2107

EMPLOYMENT
Business Opportunity Meed addition

ai income' Want the energy to earn it'

Earth friendly company looking for distrib-

utors Wild Organic Food, tree tape 1-

800 927 2527 ert 7368

Sarntf Break II Earn Cash " Highest

Commissions 1 lowest Prices' Travel tree

on only 13 sales' Free kilo' Sunsplash 1

800-«26-7710

Cruise Ships Hiriaaj - Earn up to

$2.000»/month Work) Travel Seasonal

and Full Timr>positions No exp neces-

sary For mfo call 1 206971 3550 ext

C50015

National Parks Hiring Positions are

now available at National Parks. Forests

ar«l Wildlife Preserves Excellent benefits

and bonuses' Call 1206-971 3620 Ext

N50016
.

Tropical Resorts Hiring Students

needed' Entry level and career positions

available worldwide Call Resort

Employment Services 1-206-971 3600

Ext R50012

ATTINT10N AU STuDE»JT»l Over 6

billion in public and private sector Grants

and scholarships are now available All

students are eligible let us help For

more info call 1-800-263-6*95 Ext

F500U

knefnational Employment Earn up to

S2S-$*5/hour teaching basic conversa-

tional English m Japan. Taiwan or S

Korea No teaching background or Asian

Languages required For into call 206

971 3570 Ext J5Q015

fahysitter/ligkt Housekeeping in

Amherst Tuesday and/or Thursday 2

7pm Car. non smoking Call Robin 256-

0660 9am Irjrr

Spring Break 971 Cancun. Bahamas.

Jamaica and Florida EARN FREE TRIPS

AND CASH' Call 180017000790

CeeacitM A Multicultural After School

Program lor Grades K-6 is interviewing

students Iwith work study only) for teacb

.ng positions Can Jen or Sheena O 253-

5659

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals Plus 'tee Delivery 753

9747

Macintosh Performs 5215CD. 75MH2

CPU. 8MB RAM. 1GB HO. 15' monitor.

144 Fax/Modem 16 Bit Sound Asking

$1500 090 Call 56* 8*02

Mac Poworbook 140 B BO lax/rmidem

software and portable printer w/case

$1.000 Call Mike 587-0347

Mac Pewerfceek S2DCO Laser Printer

$1,100/80 For more info call Amy 756-

0413

1JJ5 Trek 120 18' New derailer back

wheel cranks Gripshift barends. toes

traps Just tuned $250 5*6-4849

ttVC DMB Ti» Row 7 Floor. 3 tu Call

756-863 and leave a message for Chns

Dave Matthews Tii 10/6 Good seats

Cell Jwnmy 549-0319

KEGulater Keg System with 2 taps $250

oc 90 Call 256-*201 or 161 7135* 9356

Sesame* Sale! Everything must go"

549-1578

FOUND
Blue Univoga Bicycle and blue

Jansport backpack with leather bottom

Found September 29th 6-08*7

INSTRUCTION
Bartend with University Bartending

50% student discount. Amherst classes

starting soon' Call I 800-U CAN MIX for

ifrfo

Boxing Lessons (V/Dpta Bumpus Call

for brochure 732-8817

PC/mAC Tutoring Cheap instruction tor

computer Patient, valuable help and

advice Set-ups. software. Internet

(413)772-0633

tfxjtttta Laag—gi Cenatjltam Available

to International Students and Non English

Majors Will edit papers and disserta

hons. also tutor ESL Call Ms Reed,

retired faculty member, for rate schedule

and free initial consultaoon 253-335*

Loot Dog Reward Missing horn North

Maple Street Hadley since Sunday. Sept

22 Lab/Springer Spaniel Mix. answers to

the name ol Bemy Has lab features with

shaggier coat Primarily black with tan

paws and black and white fluffy tail

Would be considered medium sued.

approx 34tb> 25 inches tall Only wear

ing silver choke collar no tags Call with

any info 5*9 1390 Ask for Shawn or

Ben

St Anno Modal Will pay reward Call

546-716*

MOTORCYCLES
1900 CB 650 $500 or B0 9650 miles

runs well must sell Call 5*9-6646

MUSICIANS
Guitar Classes Start 9/10 Rentals and

lessons available 10 wks/$40 00 FTUG

Pad 5*54579

PERSONALS
Choices Net Chance* Free cormacep

Hon education Every Man & Thurs 3-

.4 30 and Tues » Wed 7-8 30pei m Rm

302 UHS Men and Women welcome

For more information call Health

Education Office 577 5181

Pregnant? Need help' Celt Birthright of

Amherst area for tree testing and assis

tance 549-1906

ROOM FOR RENT

Om rt«m sYStlssIs Amhefst. on bus

line S26S+ a month 256-0635

SERVICES

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade' In house service, call Scream

Savers 5*94083

Have yea aeon riaaad eft by a retailer'

Contact the Student Legal Services Office

regarding your nghts as a consumer 922

Campus Center. 5451995

TRAVEL
SMttNG BfttAKI Earn cash' Highest

commissions/lowest prices' Travel tree

on only 13 sales" Free info ' Sunsplash

1 800-426-7710

Rates
$2.00
minimum

/day

Students
20<£ per

word
/day

All

others
40<£ per

word/day

WANTED
Need Extra PMsk Tn lor Mon Oct 21

showMSG 253-6659

with your

headphones

NO
REFUNDS
Please write

clearly and
legibly. We are

not responsi-

ble for errors

resulting from
illegible

handwriting
or type.

March 21 -April 20
The beet way to handle financial

problems this week Is by cutting

expenses Reevaluate exactly what

Is a necessity and what to a

luxury, and you should notice

results almost immediately

April 21 May 21
A professional decision begins to

Impact your working environment

early this week Although change

can be stressful, try to think of all

the Implications- there may be

some that are favorable to you.

especially financial

GEMINI
May 22-Jnoe 21
Getting together with a partner

means more than doubling your

eflectivenesa for a particularly

knotty problem. Avoid taking

credit cards when you go shopping

this week, because the temptation

to spend what you don't have may

be too great.

CANCER
June 22-July 22
A problem that hares up again

may be nearly solved. If you step

back from It and change your

perspective a little Avoid all

distractions to Improve your odds

of tmdlng a solution, and don't

allow office politics to Interfere

with your efforts.

LEO
July 23-Au|uat 23
Someone In a position of power Is

likely to notice anything unusual

that happens this week Making

an extra effort to Impress them,

without being obvious. Is likely to

pay dividends at this time Put on

your thinking cap. and go for Itl

VIRGO .. _
Auguat 24-September 22
A good week lor making long-term

plans. Your Insight is keen, and

your diplomatic streak Is running

strongly—you con probably get

certain people to do Just about

anything. Arrange for a discussion

on a controversial subject.

UBKA . __
September 23-October 23
Advice from an old friend proves to

be right on the money in financial

matters. Seeking alternate sources

ol income may prove fruitful—

perhaps you can market a skill you

didn't realize you had. Avoid a

tendency to overspend and break

the budget.

SCORPIO
October 24-NoTember 22
A recent fling may have left you

feeling broke Economizing In little

ways will keep creditors at bay and

leave you leellng stronger If health

problems are bothering you. do

your own research . The experts

may have missed a vital clue.

SAGITTARIUS
Norember 23-Deceinber 21
An Itch to travel may be an early

sign of burnout. Take easy steps to

refresh your energies—eat well,

sleep enough and ask for extra TLC

from friends and family Planning a

vacation carefully means it will be

relaxing Instead of stressful.

CAPRICORN _
December 22-JanuarT 20
An evening get together Is fun

for everyone Involved, so perhaps

you should iasue a few extra

Invitations. Just to spice things up.

A chance you take In the romantic

arena could pay off big time. If you

say what you realty feel.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18
This week, your practicality is

a virtue as you stretch your

paycheck through a pinch. Plan

on a few Indulgences In the near

future, though, so you don't feel

deprived A class that's forming

now could be Just what you're

looking for.

February 19-March 20
Something youVe been pondering

for a long time could suddenly

become very clear. If you stop

agonizing and focus on another

topic for awhile Enjoy a younger

person's fresh ideas and optimism

tor a break In your everyday

routine

CROSSWORD
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University3 By Frank Cho Close to Homo By John McPherson

ACROSS 4T. Speed
50 Leifsson

For Entertainment Purposes Only

1. Harrnorue
S1 tie breeze

1 Mwcn (chaohat)

10. Kauai's neighbor 04. Sleep (postpone

14. Copland or Sperkng aoacauon)
It. They try ntroar

Oft Hasten
11 Davits news parkier

ftft Dulone
m the 60s 6ft Dens/vekugh

17. omatoom 00 Du Pont danovary ol

It Dorvjekcale 1935
JO una or Maoga, B •1. Stunning (sow

Ban 02. Vegaa rnachaie

21. Pork let 03. Enthral

M. Groundwork

a Sclent* S«

Humphry
DOWN

14. * Peeks' 1. •Memory show

M. Oram 2. Lastnamem

29. Cunrvaled plots spydom

32. Fur X Qerahwrn and Levm

33. OMvnahes 4. __Onde
34. Adhwing d'Amenquo

exektmaton ft Dominate

3«. Frenzied ft Author Golden

37. Prevail 7. Desirous

3ft lltemper ft Dnnkslowty

3ft Actor Bastty ft After FDft

40. Minme 0. Arm-knock ratxvg

41. Conundrum 11. Cries ol cascovery

42. Fa* ihe kknorta 11 Had: prefix

again 13 Shoshoneen Indara

44. Mother wrti a Nob*. 1ft Batman's

Prize headquarters

4& TVtrophy 22. Estimates m

4ft Where Rhett came to envelopes

cat 23. Fnabee, eg

24. Fkrvortul

24. Srnal songbird

26. Coaege oltioel

27 Fvstname m waoen

hunting

24V Janeiro

29. Prolrra

SO. Clamor

31. Shoe bottoms

33. Scrawny

36. Greek goddess ol

mamage
37. Enlarge, as • hole

39- rtorthwind

40. •Drmk orty

(BenJonson)

41. Agenfs commission

43. Pajceofmei

44. Peacocks showy

leaturo

40. Brrbery lor • lot

47. FradrJetie

Freeloader, eg
4ft Ever and

49. Regal trie

50. Audurenecton

01. Serve

02 Over

53 Canvas shelter

56. Soundsol

apprec*rton

Oft Pros between

07. Pocket Mar In a
nursery myme

My mom 's solar calculator

was dirty so I put it in the

dishwasher.

It's very clean now, but it

doesn't work.

oik ••*

Actually it does work, but it

doesn't give the correct answers

anymore... like myself.

Mom was very upset. She

called me all kinds ofnames some

of which I liked.

t>€AT) ARE ^/A~
wey m*n,
SWAP out

oF IT

•HNH HID

AriYoNE cc
THE MuMftK
of THAT
Ttucir'wfMT

HAPftneP7

WrltrWJTHe

Girl 7

AFreH JME
riMiaffb lAlrtMlrkts

sue cerr I >>"T
"THsv* Y***
/TTHijETit ftuueJS

inyAcnep Hex

mam 7 MAOe
A ToyAL AST

>F MyS6LE
A«*iM f "ttt You DID

rVW<4lM4«l

MMT Hit
Ouuti

PJTiBLy

T.PAy *

V,eyfTtcAHK u

Fi* Tc**)R8at(/j-

Loodoo By Mike Rybicki

best.

So it all worked out for the

on.

Collegian Classify

Collegian Classifie

Personals Policy
1. All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-

TIONS
4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm

room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals

section may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates,

advertise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and

the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

Standard Headings
Activities

Announcements

Apartment For

Rent

Auto For Sale

Employment

Entertainment

For Sale

Found (2 days Free)

Happy Birthday

Houses For Rent

Instruction

Lost

Musicians

Miscellaneous

Motorcycles

Personals

Room For Rent

Room Wanted

Roommate
Wanted

Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Transportation

Wanted to Rent

Wanted

Hfivo k.V. t«ij lidfAt :j

Pint To.. fh:«irr eicoGfj.iF

mi Taor* iav 1

C.r..c S'a.fS .

<o Pttj!.j5

T
My u(t«E

II W'.tuFl.

I THi^K
Yoj RM
UUIV.

A.

I'-VM WiM *•

•"lllllOl IkUT

ly roPji»^_Dj.i*riMO.'

"Y

•ism' I it^uiT
1*1 WIU FjrKK
0t<suM ov,«. ciistea.

Has no frtliwor
nut lots of sPatt
1\ir.t^^

A

Prospective dates first had to give a full

presentation to Debbie Wexler s parents.

Social Norm By Mr. K

jVOKMs HtAD Stf

OiV A COLLISION

COURSE VV/h'5 OTrftrt

SF/f HoM A WORlD

JUiT IU£ ftkW

EXCEPI JHAT HUMAN

NAlUKL' 11 rvor

FlAW/3/) * MUM PLOIUl

COffV/sr IN HAR/Y.OIMV

Sorely our hero's hf/iD

will smash against tw£

OTHER WITH A VtLKlCAJ^lY

WET POPPING SouMD A10W&

WITH A BRlLLiAMT DISPLAY

OF EXPLORING fKAllv ENfRf\lLX

So you think
you*re funny, eh?
Think you can make better

Scrod jokes than the us? Well

come on down and prove it pard-

ner! I dare you!!

WRITE HUMOR
FOR THE

COLLEGIAN!

Today's Staff

Laura Stock

Night Editor

Seema Gangatirkar
Copy Editor

Courtney Smith
Photo Technician

Christopher Brown
Production Supervisor

Dan Bodah
Matt McCarthy

Production

Quote of the Day

Everything is walking

distance—if you have

the time.

-Steven Wright

»

The Masachussets Daily Collegian

Top 10
By Brian Marchionni

Top 10 Signs that you're getting old

10. When playing cards, you refer to a "2" as

a "deuce."
9. Your car gets 23 furlongs to the hogshead.
8. You andeverything around you reeks of

moth balls.

7. On Friday nights you hit the town looking

for some "swell dames."
6. Standard apparel? Slacks, with a jersey and

a cap.
5. Word "cockamamie" litters your vocabu-

lary.

4. Your radio still takes a few minutes to

"warm up."
3. You're Bob Dole.

2. Love making usually cut short by all too

common phrase, "That s okay honey, you're

not exactly 18 anymore."
1 . You're still pissed off that your side lost the

civil war (thanks Torbino).

Today's D.C. Menu
Cmll 3*3-3626 for mora information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Scrod on a Bun

Grilled Scrod on Branola

Scrod & Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER
Scrod Parmesan

Rotisserie Glazed Scrod

Hungarian Scrod Bake

Scrodsicles

Hampden
LUNCH

Scrod Cutlet on Rye

Spaghetti with Scrod

Sauce

Scrod Chili

DINNER
Scrod Divan

Tri-colored Scrod

Pineapple Upside Down
Scrod

Worcester

LUNCH
Vegan Scrod Tacos

Macaroni and Scrod

Scrod on a Stick

DINNER
Savory Scrod Strudel

Scrod Alfredo

Scrodabilities

Scrod a la mode

Berkshire

LUNCH
Scrod Pizza

Foot-long Scrod Dogs
Scrod Cheese Steak

Sandwich

DINNER
Breaded Scrod Tenders

Savory Scrod Wings
Scrod Kiev

Scrod |ello
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Minutemen head to URI to butt heads with Rams
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts football team hits the road this

weekend, looking to extend a three game winning streak

when they take on the University of Rhode Island (2-3.

0-3 Yankee Conference). UMass (3-1, 2-0 Yankee

Conference) has been on a roll, but that hasn't stopped

head coach Mike Hodges from tinkering with the squad.

Following junior quarterback Anthony Catterton's dis-

appointing 3-13 outing last Saturday against

Northeastern, coach Hodges has decided to start fresh-

man |eff Smith against the Rams. Hodges has inserted

Smith in the second half of every game so far this year,

but this will be the first collegiate start for the Worcester

Academy product.

"We need to be a little more consistent throwing the

football." Hodges said. "So we decided to make the change.

We're committed to the passing game. We've got to com-

plete more balls, and we're hoping |eff can do that for us."

This week's opponent is URI. a team that would seem

easy to overlook. They're 0-3 in the conference, suffering

losses to William and Mary and New Hampshire at home,

and were spanked 58-1° by Maine in Orono on Sept. 21.

But Rhode Island was 7^4 last year, and one of those victo-

ries was a 34-0 whitewashing of the Minutemen. The Rams'

junior quarterback Chris Hixson passed for 299 yards and 2

touchdowns, and senior flanker Cy Butler added seven

receptions for 116 yards in the blowout. Coach Hodges is

looking forward to another shot at the Rams.

"Sure there's a little extra incentive." Hodges said. "We

were embarrassed down there last year. It's an opportuni-

ty to go back to the same place and come back [with dif-

ferent results)."

Once again Rhode Island will be led by the strong arm of

Hixson. The junior has completed 70 of 123 passes for 804

yards so far this season, with 5 touchdowns and 5 interceptions.

His favorite target has been Butler, who has already

earned Yankee Conference Player of the Week honors this

season, and was a first team All-Yankee Conference selec-

tion for his work as a return specialist last season. Butler

hasn't missed a step in 199b, compiling 24 receptions for

439 yards and five touchdowns.

Rhode Island employed primarily a passing offense last

season, but has spread the ball around more effectively so

far in 1996. The Rams have gained 590 yards on the

ground in their five games, led by Clemson translci lumes

Jenkins, lenkins, who was the Tigers starting tailback for

their season opener in 1995, has amassed 367 yards and six

touchdowns for Rhode Island so far this year. Sophomore

Shyron Sanford has contributed with 268 yards and two

TD's, and is second on the team in receptions with 17.

The Minutemen head down to Meade Stadium banged

up. Senior tailback Frank Alessio is doubtful with a shoul-

der contusion, which he hurt in the first quarter of last

week's win over Northeastern. Senior cornerback and

return specialist Kory Blackwell has been hobbled by a

sprained right ankle and probably won't see action, and

senior free safety Bryan Mooney's hamstring problems

will keep him out of action, according to Coach Hodges.

There is bright news for UMass. Senior linebacker

lustin Reimer was selected as the Yankee Conference

Defensive Player of the Week for his play in the

Northeastern game. Reimer registered 16 tackles and a

sack as the Minutemen defeated the Huskies 21-14. On
the season, Reimer has 54 tackles, second in the Yankee-

Conference, and is now fourth on the UMass all-time

career solo tackles list.

The loss of Alessio is devastating, but the emergence last

week of sophomore tailback Matt lordan should fill the

void. Last year Jordan gained 564 yards, but didn't play

the first two games with a hamstring injury, and had only

one carry in Richmond. Last week lordan saw his first real

action, and stepped it up in place of the injured Alessio.

He rushed for 1 12 yards and 2 touchdown., including a 70

yard burst on only his third carry of the season.

Miiiuienian Notes... With a win on Saturday, the

Minutemen will improve to 3-0 in the conference. The last

time the Minutemen started Yankee Conference play 3-0

was 1990, when UMass last captured the YanCon title.

MASSACHUSETTS VS. RHODE ISLAND

Justin Reimer

Tomorrow
1p.m.

at

Meade Stadium

Kingston, Rl

On The Air

WMUA, WHMP Sy Butter

Minutewomen on road to face Colonials

Undefeated UM needs away win

By Jorma Konsanen

Collegian Stan

One saying that has incessantly been beaten into the

ground concerning team sports is "defense wins champi-

onships." True, but if a team wants to reach the champi-

onship, they have to win on the road.

This weekend, the No. 6 Massachusetts women's soccer

team (8-0. 3-0 in Atlantic 10) will be making its first

extended road trip of the year. Today they will face the

Explorers of La Salle (2-7. 0-2 A-10) in Philadelphia at

4:30 p.m.. while on Sunday they travel to the nation's

capital to face the Colonial Women of George

Washington at 2 p.m. (5-3. 4-0 A-10).

These two games look different on the surface, but the

fact of the matter is that both possess a common
attribute: the Road-Win factor.

"This is our first weekend road trip, so that provides

some interesting things," coach Jim Rudy said. "It will be

our first playing after flights, which is always interesting

to see how badly we get beat up by travel."

La Salle's record coming into this contest with the No. 2

ranked team in the Northeast does not bode well for them,

that is. in a numbers sense. But they do have something

that UMass has not faced this year — a good midfield.

"Irregardless of La Salle's record, we are finally facing a

team that has got some experienced midfielders," Rudy

-aid. "Usually we have dominated the midfield in every

game, and we have done it in a big way. but we are facing

three kids off the La Salle side who are rated very good.

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 7

Tina Lightning,

look to stay on a

ence competition

THANC VO/COLUG1AN

and the rest of the Minutewomen,

roll as they hit the road for confer-

Freshman QB Smith under center for Minutemen

By Mike Corey

Collegian Staff

Tomorrow afternoon when the

University of Massachusetts foot-

ball team travels to Kingston, R.I.

to take on the Rams, there will be a

new quarterback taking the snaps

for the Minutemen. Freshman
quarterback Jeff Smith will get the

starting nod over junior QB
Anthony Catterton who started the

first four games of the year for

UMass.
Smith has seen action in three of

the four games for the Minutemen

so far this season, and in those

three games he has thrown for 1 49

yards on ll-for-28 passing, one

touchdown and no interceptions.

Smith's most noted performance

came in the third game of the year

against Richmond where he led the

Minutemen down the field, and

threw a 20-yard touchdown pass

to Erik Henry with three seconds

left to force overtime.

Smith is from Rochester, N.Y.

and went to Worcester Academy
before coming to UMass. He will

be making his first collegiate start

tomorrow in what he feels is going

to be a very big game for him as

well as the team.

"This is a big game for me per-

sonally." Smith said. "I need to go

in right where Anthony left off

and not skip a beat with the

offense and make it as smooth as

possible.

"This is definitely one of the

biggest games of the season,

we're 2-0 in the Yankee
Conference and Rhode Island is a

good team. We need to come out

with a win. This would be big for

our season, and big for us to

reach our goals."

The decision to make Smith the

TMANC VO/COUECIAN

Freshman quarterback Jeff Smith (12) steps in for the ineffective

Anthony Catterton this weekend against URI.

starting quarterback for this week,

was made by head coach Mike
Hodges and the coaching staff after

looking at the films on Sunday.

Hodges said.

"We just felt that we need to be

a little more consistent, and to

complete more passes," Hodges
said. "We're committed to the

throwing game, it's part of our

offense, and we have to be better

at it than we're doing right now.

Turn to SMITH, page 8

UMass field hockey set to battle NC
By Casey Kane

Collegian Staff

Two years ago. the Massachusetts field hockey team

took its place on the turf at Westfield State College to play

against then-No. 1 North Carolina. When the game was

over, the Minutewomen walked off the field victorious in

the 1-0 contest, courtesy of Kyle Rothenberger's lone goal.

On Saturday at 1 p.m the two teams will face off for the

first time since that meeting, once again at Westfield State.

And once again North Carolina is the top team in the nation.

But that's not all the No. 5 Minutewomen (8-1. 2-0

Atlantic 10) face this weekend. On Sunday at 2 p.m. they

will return to the WSC turf to match up with new A-10

opponent West Chester.

"This is the week from hell." UMass coach Pam Hixon

said. "Northeastern [on Wednesday], and then of course

North Carolina and then Westchester."

Hixon is downplaying the UNC game, instead shifting

the weekend's focus to the conference tilt.

"The scheduling is a little unfortunate for us. because

West Chester now is in our conference," Hixon said. "I

probably would have scheduled West Chester-Carolina in

reverse, because the conference game is the game that

really counts."

Hixon does understand the importance of playing the

Tar Heels however. The series, which dates back to 1983,

consistently produces some of the best field hockey games

in the nation.

"[The Tar Heels) are truly the best team in the nation,"

Hixon said. "They may have a loss, but they are really a

cut above the rest in every category. Our expectations are

just to compete and see where we are in the end."

For the casual field hockey fan, Sunday's game against

West Chester may look to be nothing more than a confer-

ence game. But to those who follow the sport, and specifi-

cally the A-10. the game is more serious than that.

With the inclusion of West Chester in the A-10 as an

associate member in field hockey only, the winner of the

conference tournament will compete in a play-in match

against the winner of the Mid-American Conference

Tourney champs.

"Our main focus right now has to be on West Chester,"

Hixon said. "Our focus is on the conference games,

because that's going to be our ticket into the tournament.

West Chester is a somewhat unfamiliar opponent for

the Minutewomen. The series between the two schools,

which began in 1980. stands even at 1-1-1. The schools

last met in 1988. but UMass' last win came back in '80.

UMass heads into the weekend riding a three-game

winning streak, including Wednesday's 2-1 nail-biter over

Northeastern. While Hixon focused on the NU game with-

out really looking forward to the weekend, the players

indicated that the mid-week win was a confidence booster

heading into a tough weekend.

"I think everyone's going to be pumped for UNC."
UMass goalie Hilary Rose said. "If we put in an excellent

performance people are going to start taking notice."

UM polo looks for self-discovery

By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

The UMass water polo team heads

down to Providence with a lot of

extra baggage in preparing to com-

pete in the Brown Invitational this

Men's soccer to face pair of A-10 foes

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's soccer team is back on

the road as they travel down south this weekend to

face two teams that have struggled early on in the

Atlantic 10. Today. UMass squares off against

Virginia Tech before travelling to George

Washington on Sunday.

The No. 25 Minutemen (5-2-1. 2-0-0 Atlantic

10) are looking to continue last weekend's winning

ways While UMass faltered in its only two home

games thus far. they mustered a pair of shutouts in

Philadelphia last weekend blanking St. loseph's

(I-0) and Temple (4-0).

Coming up big for UMass was junior forward

Joenal Castma who transferred from St. John's this

fall. In his first two starts in maroon and white last

weekend. Castma notched two goals in the blowout

over Temple.

On the other side of the ball, sophomore netmin-

der |eff lablonski stepped up when starting keeper

Tim Pearson injured his shoulder in pre-game

warm ups With only three games under his belt

and only 1 08 minutes of action. Jablonski managed

four saves in the shutout over the Hawks while sav-

ing three shots in the win over the Owls.

Last weekend, the Minutemen picked up the

pace in the scoring department and look to keep

opposing A-IO keepers on their toes. Leading the

UMass attack is the powerful tag team combination

of senior Dave Siljanovski and junior Mike Butler.

Siljanovski is currently tied for fifth in goals (28),

first in assists (24) and fourth in points (80) in the

Massachusetts record book. Butler is currently

sixth in assists (14) and ninth in both points (56)

and goals (22).

First up for the Minutemen is Virginia Tech. The

Hokies enter the contest at 4-5 and have yet to

tally a goal in the A- 10 let alone a victory as they

have fallen to LaSalle (3-0) and Fordham (1-0).

The faltering Hokie attack is led by a tandem of

leading scorers as well. Stanislav Lieu and Mark

Ludwig are at the top of the Virginia Tech scoring

list with three goals each.

Throughout the season, the Hokies have two

keepers splitting time in junior |ohn Sexton and

sophomore Alexey Salmin. With six starts this sea-

son, Sexton boasts 525 minutes between the pipes

with a goals-against average of 1.71. In three

games with starting appearances. Salmin boasts a

GAAof 1.67.

As for the Colonials, coach George Lidster's club

has dropped its only two A-10 contests thus far.

Perhaps they are working from the same playbook

as the Hockies. since both defeats come at the

hands of Fordham and LaSalle, the two A-10 clubs

that have routed Va Tech as well.

Overall. GW posts a record of 5-4-0 due to the

offensive play of freshman scoring sensation

Sebastian Rodriguez. The Santiago, Chile native

leads the team with six goals, three of which pro-

pelled the Colonials on to victory. Other than

Rodriguez, the George Washington scoring has

been spread around with a handful of players with

one or two tallies.

In between the pipes, the Colonials put all their

eggs in one basket with freshman Colin

Berenhaut. The Winnipeg, Canada native has

racked up all 840 minutes of game time while net-

ting 51 saves. In addition. Berenhaut owns a 1.71

GAA.
UMass returns to Richard F Garber Field on the

weekend of the 1 1th where they will face Dayton

and then Xavier on the 1 3th.

weekend.

Although they won't be swimming

off against the host Bears, whom the

Minutemen have beaten twice already

this season, they will take on the

region's top team — at the moment
— the Navy Midshipmen in the cul-

mination of a weekend where the

Minutemen (10-2) have to re-find

themselves. They will also face

Princeton and Bucknell.

After sustaining the loss of Marc
Staudenbauer (broken thumb) for the

remainder of the season, coach Russ

Yarworth will be using this weekend

to search for some answers, i.e: a per-

manent replacement for Staudenbauer.

Scott Stevens started in his place

last weekend in the Minutemen's
exhilarating 15-14 victory over

Brown. Stevens contributed mightily

on the defensive end, but Yarworth is

uncertain as to who is going to step

in this weekend.

Along with Stevens, other candi-

dates who could attempt to fill

Staudenbauer's rather large shoes

are: speedy freshman Rich Slingluff,

sophomore Carlos Mendez, sopho-

more transfer Jake Howard or physi-

cal Massachusetts native Chad
Filiault.

Yarworth will be looking for all of

his players to step up regardless of

the situation they are in, and looks

forward to this weekend's matches as

I showcase for his bench.

"These games will be good in the

sense that they don't mean anything

as far as league standings go, but it's

still good competition." he said.

Another problem that has plagued

the Minutemen early on this season is

their penchant to start a game slowly,

without intensity or aggressiveness.

"All you can really do is talk about

it." Yarworth said. "I'm pleased with

the practices lately."

The intensity was obviously not

there last weekend as UMass strug-

gled against Harvard, and came out

sluggishly against Brown. The

starters didn't even play against the

Engineers from M.I.T.

Yet another glitch in the system

that the Minutemen are looking to fix

is the prolonged slump that Brian

Stahl seems to be stuck in.

Stahl was largely ineffective

throughout the duration of last week-

end's Minuteman-Bear clash as a trio

of Brown defenders combined to shut

down UMass' top sniper. But, with

the outcome still in doubt, Stahl

came up with a huge score and then

assisted Ron Gonen on the

Minutemen's game- winning goal.

Stahl has become the focal point of

the UMass offense, a burden which

he didn't have to bear last season

thanks to the presence of Minuteman

water polo legend Luis Limardo. The

not-so-svelt sophomore is adjusting

to opposing teams changing defensive

schemes- on almost every possession

to just shut him down.
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DMB hits

Mullins Center

The Dave
Mdttiews Band put
on a rocking con-
cert last night to a

packed house at

the Mullins Center
(see Arts & Living,

page 6).

Weekend

Amy Ott's strong

defensive play

helped the
Massachusetts field

hockey team split

its games this

weekend (see
Sports, page 10).

WORLD

Corsican separatists

suspected in bombing

BORDEAUX, France (AP) —
Authorities suspect Corsican sepa-

ratists in a late-night bomb that tore

through city hall hours after the
mayor — Premier Alain |uppe — had
left for Paris, a TV station reported

yesterday.

No injuries were reported in the

blast, which occurred shortly before

midnight Saturday. It damaged the

ground floor reception hall and sur-

rounding rooms and broke windows
on all three levels of the 18th-century

building.

The French television station LCI

reported that authorities suspect
Corsican separatists were behind the

bombing in this southwestern city.

Corsican nationalist groups have
waged a violent campaign for inde-

pendence for the French
Mediterranean island, but mostly
have restricted their attacks to the

island itself.

Investigators said they did not
know whether the bomb targeted

|uppe or city hall. No one claimed
responsibility and there had been no
warnings, said prosecutor Patrice

Davost.

"The state cannot give way before

terrorism [andj must not let itself be
intimidated," |uppe said in an Inter-

view with television network TF1

.

NATION

Mormon leader says

women shouldn't work

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — Mormon
Church President Gordon Hinckley

said yesterday that, if possible, moth-
ers should forgo full-time jobs in favor

of raising their children at home
"It is well-nigh impossible to be a

full-time homemaker and a full-time

employee," Hinckley said in a sermon
directed to the women of the 9.6

million-member Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints

Hinckley recognized that many
women cannot stay at home to raise

their children because of economic
reasons.

To you I say, do the very best you
can," he said. "I hope that it you are

employed full time you »re doing it

to ensure that basic needs are met
and not simply to indulge a taste for

an elaborate home, fancy cars and
other luxuries."

Speaking on the concluding day of

the faith's 1 66th Semiannual General

Conference, Hinckley said he often is

asked by reporters about the role of

women in a church where only males

can hold offices in the lay priesthood.

"They do so in an almost accusato-

ry tone, as if we denigrate and
demean women," said Hinckley, 86,

who became president and prophet

of the church last year.

"I invariably reply that I know of

no other organization in all the world

which affords women so many
opportunities for development, for

sociality, for the accomplishment of

great good, for holding positions of

leadership and responsibility," he
said.
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Sparks fly as Clinton, Dole meet at debate

Contenders for the White House tell the nation

their views on each other, the future in clash

By JOHN KING
Associated Press

HARTFORD,
Conn. (AP) —
President Clinton
and Bob Dole
clashed vigorously

over tax cuts,

Medicare, education

and the economy
last night in a spirit-

ed prime-time
debate over who
should be trusted to

lead America into

the 21st century.
"1 think the best

thing going for Bob
Dole is that Bob
Dole keeps his

word." the

Republican chal-

lenger said in a 90-

minute debate criti-

cal to his hopes of

launching an
October comeback.

"It is not mid-
night in America,
senator: We are bet-

ter off than we were
four years ago,"
Clinton said in mak-
ing his case for a

second term.

The Democratic
incumbent and his

Republican chal-

lenger stood just a

few feet apart on a

red-carpeted stage,

challenging each
other again and
again in a show-
down that ushered
in the final month
of the White House
campaign.

Clinton took
credit for

an econo-
my that

had created

more than
10 million
jobs, for

cutting the

deficit by
60 percent
and for

vetoing
Dole-
backed
Republican
budgets he
asserted
would have

cut $270
billionASSOCIATIDPMSS

Bob Dole I

Medicare and
another $30 billion

from education.
Looking ahead.
Clinton said his

$100 billion in tax

credits targeted to

making college
more affordable
were far more
responsible than
Dole's "$550 bil-

lion tax scheme."

"We have the
right approach for

the future," Clinton

said.

Dole forcefully

disagreed, and
accused Clinton of

running a campaign
designed to scare
elderly Americans.
"1 am trying to save

your Medicare, just

as I rescued Social

Security," Dole
said.

The former
Kansas senator told

the viewing audi-
ence, "If I could not

cut taxes and bal-

ance the budget at

the same time 1

would not look you
in the eye tonight."

Entering the

debate, Clinton was
ahead by a dozen
points or more in

most national polls

and in surveys from
the major Electoral

College battle-

ground states. The

two candidates will

meet again in 10
days, in another
one-on-one
encounter because
of the controversial

decision to exclude

Ross Perot.

Dole was the
aggressor through-
out the night,

asserting time and
again that Clinton's

conservative elec-

tion-year rhetoric

about curfews,
school uniforms
and welfare reform
was at odds with a

liberal record of
giant tax increases

and a giant govern-

ment takeover of

health
care.

I

wouldn't
want to be
a liberal

either —
M r

President —
but you are

stuck with
it," Dole
said.

Clinton
shook his

head at the

label and
called it the

"golden
oldie" of

Republican
presidential

campaigns

He said that given
his record of deficit

reduction, paring
welfare rolls and
supporting the

death penalty. "I

just don't think that

dog will hunt this

time."

For all the sharp

exchanges, there
were several

moments of laugh-

ter. "You can prob-

ably tell we like

each other, we just

see the world in dif-

ferent ways,"
Clinton said.

And indeed they

did.

"I trust the peo-

ple, the president

Turn to DEBATE, page 3
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Bill Clinton

Dole offers little to students;

President takes safe route

By Michael Elliott

Collegian Staff

News

Analysis

Republican Presidential nomi-
nee Bob Dole did his best to

make himself a man of the peo-

ple in what was his first debate
with President Bill Clinton. His

success was, undoubtingly,
mixed.

With many mainstream politi-

cal commentators virtually writ

ting off his chance at election,

Dole had few options but to

paint himself as someone who,
as he said, "trusts the people,
not the govern-

ment."

Surpringly,
Dole attempted
to appeal to

constituences
which Republicans have, tradi-

tionaly, ignored or failed to com-
municate cleary with; specifical

ly, low-income working class

people, young people and, to a

lesser extent, women.
He even, at one point, went

against party grain, throwing his

support behind some measure of

gun control — a platform which
will certainly infuriate a weaken-
ing National Rifle Association.

He blasted Clinton for a tax

scheme, which he said removes
out of working class pockets 40
percent of their earnings, for

federal spending.

He reached out to young peo-

ple and students during his clos

ing remarks, focusing on drug
usage, providing viewers with a

truly unimaginative mantra of,

"just don't do it."

University of Massachusetts
students, for a variety of rea-

sons, had little to be impressed
with.

Both candidates discussed
education at length, disagreeing

as to how the other translated

their stance on issues such as

school choice and financial aid

Dole balanced most of his

arguments on providing state

governments with more flexibili-

ty through what could envolve
into a national voucher program
for elementary and secondary

education. Offering
private education at a

public school price
was key. he said.

However, he spoke
little on the rising

costs of college education and
even less as to how financial aid

programs would be adminstered
if the Department of Education
was elimated. as Clinton says

Dole will do.

Another notable omisison on
the part of both candidates was a

discussion on the role of
Affirmative Action programs in

higher education.

On the back-burner since

California Gov. Pete Wilson
eliminated all such programs in

the nation's largest university

system two summers ago, the

debate side-stepped what will

continue to be a dominant issue

in education politics.

Turn to ISSUES, page 3

GLB writer encourages activism 100 vehicles damaged
in construction project
By Joseph Fountain

Collegian Staff

Car owners in Lot 26 got a big

surprise last Wednesday when an oil

emulsion solution being sprayed by

Lane Construction on a part of

Governor's drive that was being
repaved was carried by the wind
and hit nearly 100 parked automo-
biles.

"My car is not too bad, but this

car — I wouldn't be happy with.

Maybe I was lucky," said one irate

motorist.

The contractor had been notified

about the hazards posed by the high

winds, according to |ohn Mathews,
manager of the University's Facilities

Planning Division's Engineering and

Design department.

"The contractor is fully responsi-

ble for and very willing to repair the

damage by the overspray of emul-
sion," Mathews said. "We are very

sorry that vehicles were damaged
and we want to see these vehicles

repaired as expeditiously as possi-

ble."

Roger Benton of Lane
Construction refused comment on
the incident, however, the company
handed out leaflets on Friday, listing

the company's Westfield phone
number for those who have com-
plaints.

"Common sense would tell you not

to spray on a windy day." said Leon
Caragulian, a university employee.

"Why weren't we just told to park in

lot 45, across the way? That parking

lot is never filled."

According to a different flyer print-

ed by facilities management. Lane is

Turn to TAR, page 3
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Tori Osborne spoke at the Dickinson House at Mount Holyoke College Friday afternoon on her new book
"Coming Home to America: A Roadmap to Gay and Lesbian Empowerment."

By Jamie Sinsheimer

Collegian Staff

Last Friday afternoon, gay rights

activist Tori Osborn spoke at the Five

College Women's Research Center at

Mount Holyoke College. A celebrated

speaker and advocate, Osborn read

passages from her new book "Coming
Home To America: A Roadmap to

Gay and Lesbian Empowerment,"
held a question and answer period,

and signed copies of her book.

As part of her three-month nation-

al book tour, her speech was a mov-
ing and empowering talk about how
far the gay movement has come
addressing various issues including

the government.

To an almost all female crowd, she

started her speech by reading the

introduction from her book. Reading
slowly and allowing the crowd to

absorb all that she was saying,

Osborn began to speak of the 1993
gay and lesbian Match on
Washington and other political victo-

ries and defeats for gay Americans.

"As I took my place at the podium
that day, I felt a part of a new and
promise-filled moment history,"

Osborn said.

That "optimism and buoyancy" did

not last too long, she said. With the

onset of the ban of gays-in-the-mili-

tary a few months later, the political

pessimism that followed "spread
through the gay and lesbian commu-
nity like a dense, dark rain cloud."

Osborn read several other passages

from her book including pieces on
coming out, the impact activism has

had on the world, and how to change

the world. Her speech was targeted

to a younger generation: college stu-

dents and young activists committed
to making a difference in the world.

After she finished speaking, the

crowd was invited to ask questions.

The first question was asked address-

ing Bill Clinton and the Defense of

Marriage Act that Clinton recently

signed. Osborn felt that since Clinton

signed this bill a lot of the gay vote

would be forced away from him since

the gay community feels "aban-
doned."

"It is a serious mistake for people

not to vote, especially in the GLBT
[Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender]

community," Osborn said.

"Our movement has moved forward

this year and I don't understand how
anyone who cares about our issues

could vote for Bob Dole," Osborn said.

The topic of discussion then

switched to "outing" and how
Osborn felt about it.

"Outing is immoral, delicious politi-

cal revenge, that is a very unsuccessful

strategy for anything. It is often used

as a threat to parlay votes and it most-

ly alienates our allies." Osborn said.

She feels that people should come
out themselves and the gay communi-
ty as a whole should encourage them.

Osborn then spoke of her book
and the writing process which she

described as an "intensely lovely

experience" that required a lot of dis-

cipline and faith.

She spoke of diversity and identity

politics and the importance of them
in our society.

Since "nothing is fixed and nothing

stays the same." she said she feels

that as a culture, society can change

the way things are perceived. "We
can fashion an activist culture, too

much diversity work turns into too

much us versus them." Osborn said.

"We have to find a way to get peo-

ple to talk about differences and not

be afraid of them," she said. She went
on to say that in today's society peo-

ple tend to shun those who are differ-

ent and that is the cause of a great

deal of our distress.

Closing off, Osborn said that

activism is important and organizing

and leadership are the key ways to do
it well.

"We have a world to change,"
Osborn said "and we have to start

working together to change it."

THANC VO / COUICIAN

"The Best of Whafs Around."
The Dave Matthews Band captured the spirit of the crowd with their

lively sounds last night at the Mullins Center.
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Monday, Oct. 7

Audition — Come audition for the comedy Improv

troupe SAPRE CHANGE in the Fine Arts Center, Curtain

room 02. at 6:30 p.m. Call Aaron at 546-3393 for more

information.

Class — "Feminism and Mysticism," a free, drop-in

class for women focusing on women and Jewish mysticism

at 7 p.m. at Chabad House, 30 N. Hadley Rd.. Amherst.

Free and open to the public. For more information, call

549-4094.

Meeting —An organizational meeting for the 1947

UMass program abroad in Siena will be held at 7 p.m. in

301 Herter Hall. The director. Prof. Elizabeth Mazzocco.

will be on hand to answer questions and give information

about applications, expenses, and deadlines. If you need

additional information, call Prof. Mazzocco at 5-3453.

The deadline for applications is Tuesday. Oct. 1 5.

Meeting — Amnesty International (the human rights

organization) will sponsor a letter writing campaign at 7

p.m. in Campus Center room 91 1. For more information,

call 545-1925.

Tuesday, Oct. 8

Meeting — The public is invited to the Annual Meeting

of the Friends of the (ones Library System at 7:30 p.m. in

the Large Meeting Room on the lower level of the |ones

Library'. The featured speaker of the evening is the new

curator of the Dickinson Homestead, Cindy Dickinson,

who will speak on "Perspectives of the Dickinson

Homestead." There will be time for questions afterward,

as well as refreshments. For more information, call Edith

Barton at 549-1748.

Wednesday, Oct. 9

Forum — A forum on election year alternatives, inde-

pendent political action, and grassroots organizing enti-

tled "Campaign 96: Will Your Vote Count?" will be held

at 7 p.m. at the Unitarian Meetinghouse, 121 N. Pleasant

St.. Amherst. Speakers include Eric Chester, Socialist

Party vice-presidential candidate, and Jonathan Leavitt,

Co-chair. Massachusetts Green Party.

Meeting — Interested in learning about deaf culture

and practicing American sign language? HANDS club will

hold its first general meeting of the fall semester at 7 p.m.

in Machmer W-25. For more information, call the office

at 5- 1925 or stop by room 306 of the Student Union.

Meeting — The UMass Ski Club will hold its second

general meeting and Montreal trip sign-ups at 7 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom. All those interested must

attend. For more information, call 5-3437.

Meeting — The UMass Italian Club will be holding an

organizational meeting at 7 p.m. in 301 Herter Hall. New
members are welcome. For more information, call Bill at

585-7806. or e-mail at wacava@student.umass.edu.

Meeting — The Anthropology Undergraduate

Collective will hold its next meeting at 7:45 p.m. Meet

outside of the Machmer Lounge. Newcomers are encour-

aged to attend.

Thursday, Oct. 10

Lecture — Ifti Naasim. a poet from Pakistan, will read

his poetry and discuss his work in a lecture entitled "On

Being Gay and Creative in South Asian Culture," at 12:30

p.m. in Campus Center room 803. The event is free,

wheelchair accessible, and is part of the GLBT Studies

Lecture Series, and is co-sponsored by the Stonewall

Center. For more information, contact the UMass
Stonewall Center at 5-4824.

Friday, Oct. 1

1

Lecture — Wolf Eston, from the University of New
Mexico, will give a lecture entitled "The 2.06 Ga Bushveld

Catastrophe, South Africa, and Its Possible Global Effects

on the Proterophytic-Paleophytic Boundary." in Morrill II

South, room 131 at 3:30 p.m. This Icciuic is a part of the

Geosciences Lecture Series.

Opening Reception — The Student Union Art Gallery

welcomes Benigna Chilla back to Amherst for an exhibi-

tion of her current works. Her art will be on display at the

Student Union Art Gallery from Oct. 10-Nov. 1. The

reception will be from 5-7 p.m. For more information,

call 5-0792.

Notices

final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final

Examination Schedule will be available beginning Friday,

Oct. 18. Copies will be delivered to students in residence

halls, and will be available to off-campus students in the

Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore).

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

your help is needed. If interested, call )ordan at 6-3548.

UMass Hang Gliding Club — Learn how to hang glide.

The UMass Hang Gliding Club is sponsoring a beginner

weekend on Oct. 19-20. Sign up now because space is

limited. This is the cheapest way to learn how to fly — no

experience necessary. Meetings are on Tuesdays at 6:30

p.m.; everyone is invited to attend. Check board by SU
ballroom for location of meetings and office hours. For

more information, call 5-0804 and leave a message.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45 a.m. Please call Mark to confirm, or for

other stops, at 253-0361.

Everywoman's Center — Acculturation Group for

Latina Women, facilitated by Mari Vicente. Thurs. from

4-6 p.m. Child Sexual Abuse Survivors Support Groups:

Group 1 facilitated by Sara Elinoff, Mondays from 7-9

p.m. Group 2 facilitator, day. and time TBA. Coming Out

Group For Lesbians, facilitated by Lynne Schachne,

Mondays 4-5:30 p.m. Lifting Your Spirits, facilitated by

Carla Brennan and Diana Dalendina, Weds. 4-5:30 p.m.

Eco-Psychology for Women, facilitated by Carla Brennan,

Fridays 10-11:30 a.m. Post Abortion Support Group,

facilitated by Peggy Warwick, Wednesdays 5:30-6:30

p.m. Self-Esteem & Assertiveness for Women, facilitated

by Carla Brennan, Wednesdays 6:30-8 p.m. Single

Mothers Support Group, facilitated by Amy Rosebury,

Tuesdays 1-2:30 p.m. Women & Divorce, facilitated by

Ali Thompson. Tuesdays 6:30-8 p.m. All groups offered

by the Everywoman's Center begin in October, and offer a

safe and confidential space. For other groups, call

5-0883.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student

Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout, Copy, and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304

Student Union, or call 5-0848 if interested.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from 1 to 2 p.m. in

the Campus Center. The room number will be posted on

the Notice Board. For more information, call Utama at

256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.
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Founder ofRSO has high hopes

discussion on racism, diversity

will improve student relations

By Christina Heaphy
Collegian Correspondent

THANCVO/ COLLEGIAN

The color of my pumpkin...
Children participated in decorating their own pumpkins in preparation for Halloween at the annual

Apple Harvest/Crafts Fest on Saturday afternoon at the Amherst town commons.

As a freshman at the University of Massachusetts.

)oe Wojnas met people who were the butt of racist

and homophobic jokes — jokes he used to make him-

self.

As a junior and residential assistant in Southwest

Residential Area, he was a witness as some students

were harassed because of the color of their skin or

sexual orientation. He said that facing these issues

head on has allowed him to see a broader social reali-

Now he is inviting all people on campus to form an

informal discussion group focusing on issues of

diversity, prejudice, and understanding.

The first meeting will be held tonight at 7 p.m. in

the Center for Diversity and Development (CDD).

The CDD is located in Moore Residence Hall.

Southwest Residential Area, on the edge of the

"horseshoe."

Wojnas said the purpose of the group is "not to

make clones, like the group stands for this or stands

for that, but to gain an appreciation and understand-

ing of other people's views."

Wojnas said he worked in the CDD for a year and

realized having informal conversations about diversi-

ty with co- workers was a productive way to hear the

views of others.

He said the University is fortunate to have people

from all over the globe, representing different reli-

gions, ethnicities, sexualities, and views of the world.

However, he added that he feels many students

don't take advantage of what a diverse campus can

offer.

But, he said, "|an open discussion] could break

down some of the lines between RSOs [Registered

Student Organizations] All different RSOs can real-

ize that they can work together on some issues and

become even stronger. That doesn't mean they have

to change their platforms. I think RSOs do a good

job, but they can work together on some common ini-

tiatives."

Wojnas said that after he finished his year as a RA.

he wanted to find a place to openly talk about peo-

ple's views on issues such as race, sexism, homosexu-

ality, and others. But, he said, he could not find

another RSO which would foster this kind of dis-

course.

Wojnas said one of "the best things about starting a

new group is that there are no bylaws to follow."

He emphasized that there will be no formal struc-

ture to the organization and that each member will

have a voice of equal strength and influence.

Wojnas said that issues of diversity are sensitive

for a lot of people. He has found, however, that there

are more who wish to discuss such issues than leave

them in the dark.

tar
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Look out below...
ROTC cadets were training by doing rappelling exercise off a dam near Westhampton on Saturday after-

noon. See Tuesday's Collegian for story.

continued from page 1

arranging to have all of the damaged

cars repaired in Amherst at no cost to

the vehicle owners. Those affected

are instructed to call Roger Benton of

Lane Construction at (413)

562-671 1 or |ohn Matthews at (413)

545-6442.

Facilities Management said the

remaining part of Governor's Drive

will be finished, on schedule, by

early November. The road around

the PVTA parking facility will be

re-opened when construction is

completed. The cost of the project

was $2.25 million.

There will also be "pollution-free"

lights installed instead of the normal

flood-light type street lights. In the

spring, there will be red oaks planted

all along Governor's Road. The cost

of landscaping will be $200,000.

Mathews added motorists should

be careful near the new crosswalks

on Governor's Drive, which are flat-

ter then the roadway creating a

"speed bump" effect.

"The crosswalks are designed in

accordance with Massachusetts

guidelines to alleviate tripping haz-

ards and ease wheelchair movement

for the campus's handicapped pedes-

trians," he said.

MORGAN STANLEY

Information Technology Division

Graduate Associate Position

We are seeking the best UMASS students from all majors to

bring their talents to technology projects of worldwide scope.

Benefit from a dynamic, highly creative environment which uses

the most advanced technology available anywhere. Some of the

technologies you will work with include:

Parallel Processing • Object-Oriented Database/Languages

GUI Development • Real-Time Data Distribution

Document Architectures • Distributed Computing

Genetic Algorithms • Mainframe Systems

State-Of-The-Art Trades Processing Systems

You are cordially invited to attend our presentation at

7:00p.m.

October 17th

Room 903, Campus Center

Both December and May graduates will be considered.

Job descriptions available at Mather Career Center.

Morgan Stanley contact:

Jean Ellen Murphy (212) 762-2559

Please email your resume to murphyje@ms.com

as soon as possible.

Morgan Stanley Is An Equal Opportunity Employer Visit our Campus Center table this month

10am - 3pm, Mondays and Wednesdays

Call us for more information at 577-5181,

Health Education Division, University Health Services

Asian/Asian-American residential floor a success

By Lia Wong
Collegian Corespondent

The Asian/Asian-American Special Interest Residential Program (SIRP)

held its yearly Open House Tuesday night in the basement of Dwight residen-

tial hall in Northeast

.

Approximately 50 students and staff gathered for the official welcome to

the SIRP. located on the fourth floor of Dwight.

The SIRP is the result of the work of four student founders who initiated

and planned for the floor three years ago, with the help of Lucy Nguyen,

director of the United Asia Learning Resource Center (UALRC), and Thea

Costine, Housing Assignments Office manager.

According to Hassan Mohammad, resident director of

Dwight/Leach/Hamlin Cluster, the last academic year was supposed to be the

first year of the SIRP, but due to unforeseen circumstances, it could not go

along as planned.

One of the student founders, Marchella Ming, said that when they were

planning for the SIRP. they wanted to do something for the Asian communi-

ty, something that was "...of our time. Something established while we were

still here."

Another founder. Vira Douangmany said, "Sometimes going to such a

large university, it is hard finding oneself as the only Asian on a floor."

Special thanks were given to Celina Chan, the resident assistant of the

SIRP. Douangmany said that the success of the floor this year was due in

large part to Chan, who put in so much time and effort.

Chan added that it was not just her alone, but the help of everybody on the

floor to make the SIRP successful.

Members of the SIRP floor helped plan and prepare for this event, working

since early Tuesday.

Darius A. Burton, area director for Northeast/Sylvan said he was extremely

ecstatic to hear that there was a space for the Asian community.

Students had to be turned away because the SIRP had been filled to full

capacity. This semester there was a 102 percent fulfillment of the SIRP. with

even the swing-space, the fourth floor lounge, filled.

The current make up of the Hoor include students from Asian and

Asian-America backgrounds such as Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese.

Taiwanese. Indian. Hmong. Laotian and bi-racial Asian-Americans.

According to Acting Assistant Director for Residence Life Hiza Norman.

"This SIRP is one of the most successful programs this year. But, we
shouldn't stop there, let's keep on going and do bigger and better pro-

grams."

Burton added that because so many interested students had to be turned

away that they should think about expanding the Asian/Asian American SIRP

floor.

debate issues

continued from page 1

trusts the govern-

ment." Dole said.

Clinton said he

trusted the people,

too, but that the gov-

ernment had a critical

role in areas such as

protecting the environ-

ment, putting more
police on the street

and regulating tobacco

sales to keep children

from smoking.

Dole said the econo-

my was not growing
nearly as fast as it

could, and that mil-

lions of Americans
were feeling an eco-

nomic squeeze.

"Americans are

working harder and
paying higher taxes,"

he said. "I want the

government to pinch

pennies for a change

i lis t cad of the

American families."

Dole recalled

Clinton's own admis-

sion that in 1993 he

"had raised taxes too

much." A bit later.

Clinton recalled a

decade-old quote from

Dole's running mate,

[ack Kemp, who said

Dole "never met a tax

he didn't hike."

With answer after

answer. Clinton
sought to portray Dole

as bent on cutting or

gutting vital govern-

ment programs such as

Head Start and stu-

dent loans. He also

criticized Dole's pro-

posal to eliminate the

Education
Department

"I think my ideas

are better for the

future," the president

said.

Dole was equally

determined to shed
any suggestion he was

hardhearted, referring

obliquely to his own
struggles overcoming
grave World War II

wounds and making
the case that his

school-choice plan

would allow poor
inner-city children to

go to better schools.

"I'm not some extrem-

ist out here," Dole
said. "I care about
people."

Clinton and Dole
waged the debate on a

stage at Hartford's
Bushnell Theater. Shut

out by the debate's
sponsor, Perot took to

the airwaves before

and after the debate to

complain.

Although Clinton
and Dole had vigor-

ously debated tax and
education policy, for-

eign affairs and a host

of other subjects,

Perot said on CNN:
"My concern is that

they never went to the

core problems. The
core problem is that

we have two parties

that control our gov-

ernment."

Roughly 400 Perot

backers joined other

protesters near the

debate site, many
holding American
flags upside down as a

sign of their displea-

sure.

With his deficit in

the polls, Dole was
running short of time

to build support for a

Republican campaign
anchored on a promise

to cut taxes by 1 5 per-

cent and the theme
that Clinton is a

"warmed-over liberal."

continued from page 1

For his part.

Clinton played it safe

— a believable strate-

gy for some one who
is already drawing up
plans for a second
term.

Dole, in all his

efforts to turn his

party into a one of

inclusion, failed to

score a

break-through victo-

ry over Clinton, by
not appealing to audi-

ences whose votes he

desperately needs,

such as students.

However, for those

already with tens of

thousands of college

debt, Clinton was no
knight in shining

armor. He briefly men-

tioned in his opening

statement a vague pro-

posal to make college

education more afford-

able, but offered noth-

ing concrete, such as a

national "Fair Share"

bill.

Both candidates
contradicted them-
selves as much as

they called for more
bipartisan solutions

to dilemmas such as

Medicare expendi-
tures and the U.S.
military role in the

United Nations.

Dole accused
Clinton of instigating

a "campaign of fear."

while simultaniously

asserting that "there

is a lot wrong with
America."

Clinton, speaking
on the U.S. role

abroad, defended
himself against

Dole's attacks by
emphaising that he
takes the nation's

interests into sole

account when making

his foriegn policy

decisions, but did not

articlutate what those

values will be in the

21st century.

Correction

In the Thursday Oct. 3 edition of the Collegian the iirticle entitled

Torie Osborn to speak on gay, lesbian empowerment " was written

by Amy Risely.

The Collegian regrets the error

The Collegian

Hewlett-Packard

—

Performer ofthe year.

We like the sound of that

Hewlett-Packard, the world's most admired technology company, is also

Forbes magazine's 1995 Performer of the Year. We are a world leader in

the design, manufacturing and distribution of computer and electronic test

and measurement equipment because of a core set of performance-based

values we call The HP Way" Currently, we have employment opportiuu-

ties available for Electrical Engineering majors (BS, MS, or PhD) in the fol

lowing departments:

• Research and Development

• Manufacturing

• Marketing

• Technical Support

•QA
• Custom Solutions

Successful candidates must have excellent interpersonal, problem solving,

and written/verbal communication skills. Individual must be self-motivat-

ed, detail-oriented, and able to work in a team environment

Intended candidates please contact the University Career Center

and meet with our hiring managers on campus October 9th and 1 0th,

1 996. To learn more about HP and our employment opportunities,

visit our Homepage on the World Wide Web at: http://www.jobs.hp.coin

Hewlett-Packard Company is an equal opportunity employer dedk-ated to

affirmative action and work force diversity.

HEWLETT*
PACKARD

Up All Night!
EXPERT AUTO BODY REPAIRS,

AUTO PAINTING and
GLASS REPLACEMENT

. OVEN BAKED URETHANE FINISHES'

. FREE ESTIMATES & CLAIMS ASSISTANCE

. INSURANCE -PPROVEO GLASS REPLACEMENT

. PROFESS'CNAL UNI800Y REPAIR AND FRAME STRAIGHTENING

256-8157 256-1385
53 SoutK Prospect Street, Amh3rst, Massachusetts
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Land for peace not the answer
Early this summer the people of Israel elected

Benjamin Netanyahu as their leader. The election

between Netanyahu and Shimon Peres, the
incumbent, was a referendum on the peace process.

The election of Netanyahu was not a rejection of the

process — something evident in the fact that this week-
end Netanyahu and Yasser Arafat have returned to the

negotiating table. On the contrary, the Israelis declared

they wanted an accountability attached to the process.

To this date, the Israelis are the only people who have
given while the Arabs dictate.

History records that this is nothing new. In 1937.

when the British drew early plans to create lewish and
Palestinian nations, the Palestinians rejected it because
they refused to accept a lewish presence in the Holy
Land. This original plan gave the lews only

30 percent of contemporary Israel.

Nonetheless the Palestinians refused.

In 1947, the United Nations drew up
new plans to form two nations in the Holy

Land. This plan equally split the Holy Land
between the two groups, but again the

Palestinians refused. Unlike the British,

who abandoned their attempts after a lack

of an agreement, the UN created the nation

of Israel despite the Palestinians. War
shortly broke out. and the Israelis won.

Not only did the Israelis survive the War
of Independence, but they won all the proceeding wars
that followed in 1956, 1967 and 1973. After each war,

they won land in the process.

The Israelis commanded the Golan Heights, the West
Bank, the Gaza Strip and Sinai Peninsula following the

four wars. In the late 1970s, the Israelis returned the

Sinai Peninsula to Egypt in the name of peace. Although
Gaza was originally Egypt's, it is odd that they refused

its return.

limmy Carter and the United States brokered this

peace that set a precedent on many fronts. Not only did

Israel achieve peace with one of its chief aggressors, but

Arabs now expected that "peace" could be achieved if

Israel bartered away its land.

The peace with Egypt was the right thing, and some
concessions for peace are acceptable. However, there is

only so much land that the Israelis can offer before the

nation becomes smaller than Rhode Island. It's easy for

us Americans to mindlessly chant "land for peace"
because we don't understand how vital land is to small-

er nations since our own nation is practically a conti-

nent.

The Israelis have selflessly given other non-land con-

cessions in the name of peace. During the Persian Gulf
War, the Iraqis lobbed SCUD missiles at Israel, which
was not involved in the war. However, the Israelis did

not react because the United States insisted it would be
best for the UN allied forces that included oil-rich Arab
nations such as Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates. In the name of peace the people of Israel

endured nights of terror until the war ended.

Following the war. they returned to the

negotiation tables to discuss the possibili-

ties of peace. Eventually agreements were
established with lordan in 1993.

The biggest problem with the process

is reciprocity. The lews have fulfilled

their side of the bargains. They have
given the Palestinians some self rule, and
helped establish a Palestinian police
force. However, the Palestinians have not

cracked down on terrorists, nor crimes
committed against lews in the areas that

they control.

Innocents are still senselessly murdered by men who
are afraid to show their cowardly faces. Hamas bombs
buses, and shells Israeli territory from points practically

inside UN refugee camps in Lebanon.
Despite this deplorable activity that is committed by

Palestinians with the support of Syria, the world expects

the Israelis to continue to give up their land and securi-

ty to nations that with a sneer call foreigners infidels,

and Jews Zionists.

The election of Netanyahu assures that the lews will

not allow themselves to go quietly into the night again,

as we did in Europe over 50 years ago. We have sur-

vived the Spanish Inquisition. Russian pogroms and the

Holocaust; and we will continue to thrive despite our
enemies because we are God's chosen people.

Matthew Wurtzel is a Collegian columnist.

Looking for a job?

Why are you reading this col-

umn when you could be dri-

ving a PVTA bus? Imagine

all the fun you could have sitting in the

driver's seat of a bus. waving to other

bus drivers. I am so jealous, maybe I

should quit my job here at the

Collegian.

Tell me why are

there only 1 15 stu-

dent drivers this year

at the PVTA. 40 short

of the needed supply?

the way tu their hip parties they are

obnoxious and anxious. On the way
back, after a night of Natty Light, they

show their gratitude by puking all over

their seats. Freshmen plus North
Amherst/Sunderland busses equals

fun.

Besides the alcoholic freshmen,

there are many

"Maybe these freak

experiences are related
Due to this shortage. to Qm Snortage of bus
the rest of the campus §•»

drivers. How many of
i campus

suffers from massive-

S^c^daS your friends actually

aii this — you too can enjoy spanking

Mormons who puke
surf, much less drive

them around town?"

Mike Burke

be a PVTA bus dri

ver.

lust like Otto, the

stoner bus driver on
the Simpsons, you
could walk the fine

line of death every

morning while your
passengers are still in the process of

waking up. You could cut comers, cut

off cops, even cut off other PVTA
busses. All this power could be in your

hands. If you were a real rebel, you
could try breaking some of the golden

rules. Allow talking between driver

and passenger. Allow students to stand

on the yellow line. Allow passengers to

stand in the back stairwell. And if you
really want to make some noise...

wave to every vehicle that you pass

except other PVTA busses.

Plus, think of the social advantages

to driving a PVTA bus. On rainy days,

you will become everyone's best new
friend (unless you are driving an
out-of-service bus — in this case, sui-

cide may be a viable alternative).

Think of all the fun on Thursday
nights transporting the freshmen to

Hobart Lane and Puffton Village. On

more wonderful

scenes to

observe, lust by

taking a peek in

your rear view
mirror, you can

observe a

never-ending
sitcom bound to

make you
chuckle or

laugh. I'm not

even a driver

and I've seen

many weird
sights pass in

front of my
eyes.

• Puke Surfing. Oh yes, the wonder-

ful sport that no one should miss. Here
are the rules: 1 .) puke on bus 2.) allow

puke to spread to increase spillage 3.)

wait for bus to pick up speed 4.) surf

in the puke while bus roars down Rt. 9

at 60 mph. 5.) game ends when you
fall in puke. 6.) Bonus points awarded
if you fall in puke that is not your own.
Two years ago I honestly saw two

grown men (i.e. 30 years old) surf in

their puke. After the fun grew old they

sat at their seats and spit on the win-

dows, while arguing who was the bet-

ter spitter.

• Religious Conversion. I must
give the Mormons credit. When is a

better time to convert the world then

on the PVTA? Think about it. After a

long day of school, religion may very

well seem the answer to solve your
questions.

Here's a few hints on how to spot a

converter a mile away, or at least a few

seats away. If you see a young man
conservatively dressed be wary, but

not frightened — not yet. But be care-

ful. First they will ask. "Do you go to

UMass?" If you say "yes" they will

jump to question two: "What do you
study?" and then go from there. If you
say no to question one they will make
a weak attempt at finding a common
ground. They always fail, miserably.

It's pretty sad.

So far I have never see a true con-

version. I am just waiting for the

chance to drill them on issues like

homosexuality and the role of women
in society. I can't wait to be told that I

am bound for Hell.

• Spanking. That's right, good ole

spanking. Sorry for all you regular

readers of "Ask Isadora," but I have
seen parents violently whack their chil-

dren for no ge<~>d reason. Just last

week, a seven-year-old girl asked her

mother. "Mom, why do you like Bob
Dole? He's an idiot." Suddenly Mother
Superior started beating her child as if

the child questioned about the strange

naked man with her mother last night.

Maybe these freak experiences are

related to our shortage of bus drivers.

How many of your friends actually

enjoy spanking Mormons who puke
surf, much less drive them around
town? Now, of all those friends, how
many have a Commercial Drivers
License? If your friends are remotely

like mine, there aren't too many poten-

tial drivers out there.

But we need drivers. Otherwise I

may be commuting to school in an
ox-pulled wagon. There are more
benefits taking up the drivers seat —
good pay. free training and the
chance to test your brakes while your
friends puke surf.

Mike Burke is a Collegian colum-
nist.

Editorial Policy

The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes columns, letters and cartoons from UMass and the rest of

the Five-College Area.

Letters and columns must be typed and double spaced,' with the writer's name, local address and
phone number attached. This information is subject to

verification prior to publication.

Anonymous submissions will not be printed.

The editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and columns for grammar,
clarity and length.

Any submission that is requested to be left unedited
will not be considered for publication.

Submissions become the property of the Collegian and will not be returned.

The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted material.

Letters should be no longer than 450 words and columns should be about

70 typed lines.

Submissions should be sent to the Editorial Desk, c/o Mark McGrath, 113 Campus Center, UMass
Amherst, MA, 01003

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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Education not always academic
There is no doubt in my mind that everyone who has

ever been in an argument has felt that they were in

the right. I'm sure that at one time or another that

everyone in the world has been so absolutely pissed off

that they have decided that the only way to get their argu-

ment across is to scream or yell. 1 know full well that at

times nations have been moved to such __^^^___^_^
anger and wanton malice that it has «. ,.
consumed them. // a person can go

^.
o

,rr„
h

r„„dm,nd a *. »«y *«** «*> «f> «*
.

that people think they can resolve leam Only One thing, it
gigantic conflicts, problems which are i i t i . i ,i

bigger than the people who are Should be that there IS

involved in the dispute themselves, by a genetic difference
kicking around all sorts of little details . ° .

Ji

and arguments. between frogs and ele
To solve epic problems we must be

willing to think in larger scales than
the petty, often base, level at which we
seem to conduct discussions.

Take for example the idea of racism.

It exists. It is not a myth, a lie, or a

joke. Hate crimes and discrimination

occur every day.

Racism, a personal definition: When one human defines

another human"at being something Jess than human out of

-

ignorance and fear.

In short, stupidity.

If a person can go through this life and leam only one
thing, it should be that there is a genetic difference
between frogs and elephants, not white and black.

If you can remember that, then you should be all set

Don't worry about going to class, graduating or getting

a job. If you can make it through the never-ending bar-

rage of crap and still keep an open mind about things, you
will have accomplished something that few people seem to

be able to do.

phants, not whites and
blacks.

"

Daniel E. Levenson

of opinions, ideas and thoughts. Some we agree with, oth-

ers we do not. That is our right. We have the privilege,

ability, responsibility, whatever, of listening to what and

who we want to.

Some of these messages and images are confusing; peo-

ple become caught up in the passion of their convictions

^^mmm1^_^^—- and fail to deliver clear messages. But

if we are willing to closely examine the

ideas behind the words, then perhaps

we can start to understand some of

them.

That, it would seem to me, is the

reason for being here, the point of gel-

ting an education.

If I were only interested in my own
opinions 1 could sit on a log all day.

pick my nose and drool. That way I

wouldn't have to meet new people or

hear different ideas. I could be perfect-

ly content and never have to deal with

anything real. I would never have to

consider other people's feelings or how
my life was affecting others.

Believe it or not, there are some peo-

ple who are like this, apathetic, spending their days sitting

on the proverbial log of life; picking away at their meager
existence, lotting" on -the inside.

And then there^ajevlhe people who could make the

world a better place for others if they spent their time sit-

ting on a log, conducting nasal reconnaissance missions.

There are some things I know, and some things I don't,

and that's why I'm here. I'm not here to get good grades,

build up my resume or drink myself into a coma.
I'm here for one simple thing: an education.

To me that means a chance to leam from others what I

cannot teach myself.

Four years isn't really all that long, and I've got no time
for ignorance or the people who embrace it.

At UMass, we are constantly exposed to a kaleidoscope Dan Lexenson is a Collegian columnist

Letters to the Editor

More followers

than you'd think

To the editor:

Erik Molitor's editorial (Oct. 2. High on life) points

out to us that the young conservatives on campus have
some catching up to do. The Cannabis Reform Coalition

would like to offer them a quick political update.

Mark McGrath stated in his anti-marijuana essay of
Sept. 19, that UMass is a "liberal" university and that is

the only reason why legalization gets any attention here.

Incorrect. Legalization is an issue sweeping the nation

as we speak. Misters McGrath and Molitor might be
surprised to know that many other schools, like the den
of hippies at Columbia University, have active chapters

of the National Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws, and legalization is, yes, a hot topic

there.

Such flaming liberals as William F. Buckley |r. and
George Schultz endorse making cannabis legal.

Respectable organizations — churches, town councils,

nurses associations, even the entire Bar association of
New York City endorse legalization. Do you recognize

the name Cato Institute? Them too. This idea that legal-

ization is a "hippie radical" issue is going the way of the

hula-hoop. We have famous lawyers and judges, church
leaders and professors too numerous to mention on our
side now. This is not your mother's marijuana move-
ment.

So, Mr. Molitor — with all these powerful and success-

ful people on our side of the fence (Did we mention
Milton Friedman?) — if anything is going to hurt your
chances of getting a good job with a UMass degree, maybe
it's your own weak knees. If you had the guts to seriously

consider thinking about the issues instead of trying not to

ruffle any feathers, your future employers might realize

that you have a mind of your own.

Brian S. luliti

CRC Founder and Alumnus
77hs letter was signed by five other members of the

CRC.

occupiers" and "Zionist soldiers" were the repeated
terms. Is there any wonder why Israel is cautious in

making paper agreements with an Arab power elite that

still denies it the right to exist?

Professor Arnold Stiver

English Dept.

Columnist not credible

To the editor:

I am writing in response to Christopher Hassett s lat-

est column (Oct. 2, An alternative experience). Any
intelligent reader should note that Mr. Hassett is a little

off the pace of the mainstream of our society by virtue

of his attendance at a meeting in the basement of Mary
Lyon.

Aside from that, any journalistic integrity credited to

him on previous occasions ought to be dismissed on the
basis of his opinionated critique of individuals whom he
had written unbiased articles on in the past. In addition,
I find fault with his ability as a writer in failing to speci-
fy what the abbreviation D.O.M.A. represents, a major
theme of his piece.

The Defense of Marriages Act represents the view held
by over 80 percent of the American public, that sexual
relations between members of the same sex is morally
wrong. Mr. Hassett states that, "The idea of marriage is a
cultural and universal institution, which has been around
as long as human culture." However, he fails, once again,
in that no reference is made to the fact that all civilized

cultures and major religions throughout the history of the
world have viewed marriage as a holy covenant between a
man and a woman. Hassett contradicts himself by favor-
ing same-sex marriages while opposing the redefinition of
the institution's guidelines.

Our social structure must be preserved to avoid the sys-

tematic destruction of American culture. I do not favor
rewriting multi-millennia old traditions. In fact, I abhor
the very thought. However, D.O.M.A. does the opposite.
It protects the sacred institution of marriage.

Phil MHson
Sylvan

Multicultural coverage biased Collegian appreciated
To the editor:

"Multicultural Affairs." as your Sept. 30 issue demon-
strates once again, is simply a fancy code term for

anti-white, anti-American and anti-Israeli bigotry.

To trust the Arab reporter's one-sided account of the

tragic violence in the Mideast is like trusting Pravda's
truthfulness during the Stalin era. The violence stopped,

as it had started, when Arafat issued orders. To see the

deadly consequences of trying to be an independent
Arab reporter or publisher in Arafat's kingdom, read the

chilling article in the October issue of Commentary.
The one glaring truth in the entire report was the

Arab's calculated avoidance of the word Israel. "Zionist

To the editor:

To the intelligent Tara MK Connelly. I admire your
courage for standing up and yelling at this University for

its lack of recognition. I know what I think isn't much, but
it's the best I can do. Let me just say that I am one of the

few who reads the work done every day by you and others

at the Collegian, and to thank you for stressing yourself so

much just to get a non-profiting newspaper out to the stu-

dents of this campus. It is an admirable job, and I hope
you continue to hold your head high.

Jeff Sanborn

Belchertown
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Political rhetoric

Humphrey

brown III

For most of us, this November
marks the first time we'll
have exercised the right

claimed by our great great grand-
mothers and grandfathers many
years ago.

This November, thousands of stu-

dents of color from across the nation
will cast their votes for the next
President of the United States of
America.

And once again, it seems as
though we are forced to bless the
lesser of two evils with the seat we
would all like to hold for a day.

How many times have you
thought about
what you would
do if you were
president for a

day? No doubt,
things would be
different, but the reality is we
aren't in such a position so we have
to elect someone to carry out our
ideals and goals for this nation as if

we were in the White House our-
selves.

Sorry to say, my friends, but
there hasn't been one president in

the history of the United States

that has even come close to follow-

ing through and adhering to the
needs and demands of the black

community.
When )ohn F. Kennedy even

began to mention that he was going
to care, somebody, somewhere
made sure that he didn't live long

enough to do anything. So, can
anybody tell me one reason why we
should expect either of the current

presidential nominees to do any-

thing different?

Clinton's antics as president
these past four years haven't exact-

ly been great for black people.
Let's keep it real. Not only has
Clinton embraced the death penal-

ty, which means certain doom for

thousands of brothers locked up
right now. but he's most recently

signed a Republican Welfare bill

that will literally put millions of
families on the street. He's fallen

crazy short on promises concerning
education, affirmative action, vio-

lence in the inner cities, and finan-

cial aid for higher education. I'm
not even going to mention the

Lilliputian amount of attention he's

paid to the drug situation.

On paper, it doesn't look too
great for Bill, but here's something
that looks even worse:

A Republican-run White House
with complete control over every
branch of government — the
Executive branch, Congress and the

Supreme Court.

That scares me more
than a Million Klan
March.

As black people and
as a multicultural com-

munity we can not afford to put
Dole in office. It's that simple.
We're talking about a man that is

already extremely out of touch with

his own young people.

How the Hell can we expect him
to understand or want to address the

needs and concerns of young black

people? That just ain't gonna hap-

pen.

Theie are a lot of things that the

Republicans say that seem to make
sense when it comes to issues that

don't affect the non-white commu-
nity directly. But let there have to

be a decision that has to be made
concerning blacks, Native
Americans or any other "minority"

group, and see how quick they are

to do the worst. Proposition 187
ain't nothin' compared to the kind

of plans and propaganda that Dole
and the rest of the good ol" boys
have up their sleeves.

Putting someone like Bob Dole
in office would be like cutting off

our own feet, because that's exactly

what's going to happen if he's

there, lust like in times of slavery

when a slave tried to run away
from his master, there will be no
escape for people of color trying to

get out of the vicious cycle of self

destruction caused by oppression
and "hidden* (only blind minds
can't see) racism.

It would be so nice to be able to

pull a "Browser's Millions" and pick

none of the above, but that would
never work. If we don't vote it's

over for us. because it's the vote of

the nation-wide ALANA communi-
ty that keeps us in the game.
Without it, the game is over and we
loose.

So, what are we to do?
As much as it may pain us to do

so, we have to put Bill back in

office and let him finish the job he
started. Only this time, we have to

hold his butt to the fire. Hold
Clinton responsible for his actions

and have him make good on some
of those nice things he promised us

when we were putting his cam-
paign signs on our front lawns. I'm
talking about a major political

movement among all people of
color.

A movement reminiscent of the

Black Power movement that domi-
nated the mentals of brothers and
sisters during the '60s and '70s.

A movement that challenges gov-

ernment policies and propaganda
and puts power back in the hands of

the people. All people.

A movement of such magnitude
will cost us, though.

It'll mean a little sacrifice. A lit-

tle dedication. And, oh yeah, a lit-

tle unity (That means coming
together for those brothers and sis-

ters who don't seem to understand

what the word means).

It's got to happen people and
you know what? It's already in the

works.

The Revolution is in the prelimi-

nary stages.

Keep those third eyes open.

In the mean time, read, vote and
stay in knowledge. Peace.

Humphrey brown III is a
Collegian staff member.

Black, disabled and rising to the top

Allona E. Todman
Collegian Staff

"We are always told what we can or

cannot do," said Madeline Peters,

director of disability services.

During a discussion about how
black people are perceived as well as

how difficult it is for Peters as a black

female with a disability to advance,

Peters wanted to share her experi-

ences in the education system, as well

as send a message to the ALANA stu-

dents here on campus.
Peters began to explain that internal

oppression puts people of color in a

"box of isolation" which consists of

labels, and stereotypes. She said the

problem is enhanced by the fact peo-

ple in the majority don't think people

of color are capable of success, and
they, in turn, begin to believe it. She
went on to talk about how they then

allow this internal oppression to bog
them down.
"We are always talking about how

we need community or a voice, but

how come when I'm right here on
campus saying 'hi' to you, you can't

say anything," Peters asked. "Yet,

we'll all get together and go to the

Black Student Union or CEEBMS and

talk about what we need to do."

Peters was then asked why should

people say hello when their greetings

won't be returned.

"It's OK if they don't say 'hi' to me
because they're still growing, and
these are my people: they may still be

learning," Peters said.

Peters continued, saying that even

doing as little as greeting each other in

public is the beginning of starting a

community, and breaking out of the

box of internal oppression.

Reminding the audience that people

of color need to break out of the

"box." Peters said she not only strug-

gles with the fact of being black, but

also with being a woman who is dis-

abled.

A woman who not only teaches

Education 210, but who is also the

director of Disability Services in

Whitmore, Peters spoke of the

assumptions that people have when

they first see her.

One example is that people auto-

matically believe she is an able-bodied

woman, because her disability is not

noticeable. Due to lack of knowledge
that she is disabled, Peters expressed

how insensitive some people are when
they ask her questions about other

disabled students, such as "How do
you see them?" and "How can you
help them?".

Dealing with "the box"
Revealing that she has a severe

learning disability, Peters related her

disability to herself as a black person,

and described how disabled people
are often placed in the same "box" of
internal oppression.

"Being black is not an issue." Peters

said. "We never question why our skin

is black, because we are born that

way. When black people are told they

cannot do something they will go
ahead and do it, just to prove you
wrong.

"Being disabled is not an issue

either but people make it an issue,"

Peters said.

"When people are blind, we look at

them and think they can't see, but
how many of us have changed our
clothes in the dark," she asked.

Peters went on to say that having a

lack of knowledge about disability can
lead to discrimination. "You can't do
anything" is the mindset that many
people begin to have when looking at

disabled people.

Early years of black education

Being a part of the first group of

people to be involved with the inte-

grating of white schools by the bus
system in her middle school years,

Peters explained how the tracking sys-

tem in the early '70s allowed the edu-

cation of the students to still be divid-

ed.

She continued to explain that even

though they finally were going to get

the same equal education in the

school systems, due to the fact that

they had so much unequal education

prior to the integration movement,
there was no way that black students

could catch up to white students who

had been receiving the very type of

educating black students were just

beginning to get.

"Here we are being placed in that

box' again." Peters said. "Parents
didn't want to say anything either

because they didn't want their kids

labeled as special needs. People auto-

matically talked or assumed that we
weren't capable."

Peters pointed out that during her

earlier years in education, she had no
idea she had a learning disability. She
said people in her school system just

assumed she, as well as others, were
naturally incapable of doing advanced
work. Therefore, no one really

acknowledged or attempted to see

whether or not she had a learning dis-

ability.

Upon graduating high school,
Peters was told she was not college

material. Not having teachers with
high expectations for her, Peters
began to accept what school teachers

were telling her and didn't apply for

admission into college.

Peters finally realized she was col-

lege material after talking with her

physical education teacher, and
enrolling in a community college pro-

gram where she received all A's.

Moving on up, Peters came to

UMass and received her Bachelor's

degree and is now going for her doc-

torate in education.

"Stop making assumptions and
don't allow people to tell you what
you can or cannot do," Peters said.

"I'm a person who is aware of the

'box.' and am a resource to all stu-

dents of color here on campus."
Peters reinforced the fact that stu-

dents of color on campus need to take

advantage of staff who are of African

descent here on campus, because they

are here for them.

Being black, disabled, and rising to

the top of her education, and working
for the University. Peters is an exam-
ple of a strong black woman who
won't allow herself to be a victim of

internal oppression

"Problems can be solved," she
said. "Don't just look at the cover of

a book, but open up the book and
see what's there."

Writers needed!
The Black Affairs desk is always looking for students interested in covering issues of

importance to the community. If you fit that description, call Humphrey brown ill or

Qreg Casimir at the Collegian at 545-1651 or come down to the Collegian at 1 13
Campus Center Basement.

Gay entertains diverse audience
Tathama Smith

Collegian Staff

Last Thursday, the Everywomen's
Center held their fourth annual
Women of Color program.

The main event this year was
stand-up comedy by artist/activist

Emmy Gay.

The evening began with appetizers.

There was a little of everything from
cold cuts to chicken fingers; some-
thing for everyone. Women used this

opportunity before the show to social-

ize and get to know new faces.

Gay fired up the audience with a

"Macarena" intro which carried her

into her main points of interest

through stand up comedy — race,

gender, and politics. The crowd was

responsive to Gay's performance.

She concluded with a favorite

story that she likes to share at the

end of her acts. Gay has performed
on many campuses across the US,
Europe, and at the Fourth World
Conference on Women in Beijing.

Gay has also appeared on the
"Tonight Show with fay Leno,"
"New York Undercover," and
"Lifetime TV."

"(The show] was great and some-
thing different," said freshman Tina
Ferendes. "I wish there were more
programs like these."

Students were not the only ones

drawn to the program. Many work-
ing women from the Amherst com-
munity were present as well, all

coming from a variety of cultures

and ethnic backgrounds.

"I am new in Amherst and 1 got to

meet a lot of people of color." said

Vienedre Roberts. "The networking
was great."

After the program, Gay signed
autographs and stayed for questions.

She said she felt she had the ideal

audience.

"The women of color tonight
were very much alive," Gay said. "I

could go much deeper with this

audience because 1 could relate to

the people. I don't always have such

a diverse crowd that I can talk to."

Gay left the audience with some
encouraging words to all students of

color across the Five-Colleges:
"Students of color; stay out there.

Be bold."

Rap forum takes look at real issues

By Gregory Casimir

Collegian Staff

On Oct. 2, the fraternity of Phi

Beta Sigma, in conjunction with
Room 307, sponsored a discussion

group dealing with the issue of how
rap music affects black society.

The discussion was facilitated by

a panel of speakers which included

Shannon McGee, the former manag-
er of BMCP (Black Mass
Communication Project), Tyrone
Tugwell of Room 307, and Corey
Rinehart of Phi Beta Sigma.

The three areas of discussion
were violence in rap, its socializa-

tion, and gangsta rap vs. knowledge.

McGee was the first person to

address the violence issue: "In
regards to violence, from a business

point of view, violence is in demand
by record labels."

Tugwell responded by saying rap

didn't start the violence that has

become increasingly prevalent in

black communities.

"The world's been violent since

day one," he said. "Cain and Able
were brothers, and they were killing

each other, so people have a tenden-

cy to be violent.

"To an extent, [rap] doesn't cause

you to act violent, but if you're out

there, and you're lost, like some
teenagers are, and you're trying to

find yourself an identity and all you
hear are people talking about dri-

ving fancy cars, selling keys, shoot-

ing and wearing Tommy Hilfiger

clothes, then that's the identity

you'll go after," he said.

One audience member comment-
ed on the fact that it isn't up to the

rappers to take responsibility for the

way their audience reacts to their

music.

"Life is all about control," he said.

"When you listen to the tape, it's the

public's fault if they go out and por-

tray whatever they hear. It's not nec-

essarily the artist's fault; they're just

speaking on whatever they lived."

Bam, a senior who asked his last

name not be used, agreed with the

sentiment.

"It isn't up to the rapper to take

responsibility," he said. "He writes

the rap that has something that he

wants to say. It's up to us as adults

to tell our children the right way.

It's up to us to buy it and listen to it.

If we hear it. we have the opportuni-

ty to turn it off. If we see it on the

shelf, we have the opportunity to

say that '1 don't want to buy that.'"

Rinehart said the theme of vio-

lence in rap will continue as long as

the industry continues to profit from
it.

"Over 60 percent of the purchas-

ing of rap music is by white kids

who don't know what's really going

on; who just want to hear 'shoot 'em
up.' and all that other crazy stuff,"

he said. "And if that's what's selling,

and this is an industry, that's what's

going to be dictated."

The next topic discussed was
socialization of rap music. The first

part of this dealt with how female

rappers depict themselves.

McGee started by saying, "The
female portrayal in rap music is out

of control. First of all, I don't con-

sider any of them, like Foxy Brown,
real rappers. And second, we need
to think of what kind of images
we're sending to our children. But

the deep side of this is that we have

those people who's rent depends on
selling Foxy Brown records."

Reggie Remy, a sophomore, com-
mented on the double standard of

female portrayal in music between
blacks and whites.

"When a sister comes up and says

she's a ho. and getting paid telling

how she is. people ill. But when
Madonna comes out singing, or
whatever, I never hear white people

complain about the image she's giv-

ing white females," he said.

Another debate came about
whether society inspires rap's nega-

tivity, or if rappers should inspire

society positively.

Bam said that with or without
rap, violence and drugs would still

be around.

"I look outside, and see (exple-

tives] with guns," he said. "This has

been happening before any of this

stuff touched record. Before blacks

were on TV, this stuff was going
on."

Tugwell had a different perspec-

tive.

"We could change the world with

what we got. We're running things

basically: the way people talk, the

way they dress, the way people act is

coming from us. If we have that

power, why not use it to the best of

our advantage?"

McGee commented on how rap-

pers really don't have as much cre-

ative control as they'd like to have.

"If you ever get a chance when
they come on campus, talk to the

Tribe; the brothers will tell you how
much creative control they have.

"Many rappers don't even write

their own lyrics. CEOs go over their

lyrics, and tell them what they can,

and cannot say on their albums,"
McGee said.

On the subject of knowledge in

the rap industry, Rinehart closed
with this statement: "We. as blacks,

have so much power across the
world that we don't realize, and this

is historical. Look at rock and roll,

jazz blues, ragtime — we did that.

And in the future, we're going to do
it too. What I'm saying is that we
got to smarten up now."

I am who I am today
I am who I am today, because of

you made me back then

You saw me aa different, urihu-

man, rather than a friend

I scrubbed your floors, I cooked
your meals. I spoke no voice

As I had no choice

You beat me, you disrespected

me. you enslaved me to your orders

I was invisible to you as your
child drank from my milk, slept in

my arms
Rested in my quarters

My fingers bled, with cotton
seeds

As my tears fled from all the
deeds

I did for you with no respect

As I Bed in bed, and only wept

I was a womb to yon, with Just

its parts,

no soul

Raped by your husband, brother,

father, and son

Attacked by their whiteness,

used by their flesh

For within diem I had no pride,

no humanity, no suffrage, no goal

But what you didn't know, is

mat I heard your plant, plots and

I read your books, learned your

traits

I had my own abilities and
dreams

For Ood was watching me,
through thick and thin

He was always by my side, teach-

ing my children about Inner pride

He told me that someday we
would be saved

Prom mis hellhole that we lived,

embodied and enslaved

And there was * dream, full of
courage and hope
And people really listened,

watching, as hespoke
Of the future, the wisdom, me

truth

Gone without a chaste*, taken

from its youth

Now you see with me your eyes

full of fear

Wondering what 11 do next

Why Tm really here

Today, I thought that you would
be more educated

That you would see through my
eyes

My pride end ability, I was hop-
ing you would recognise

But once again, you set my limits

Push me to the back, oversee my
•wry tssmites

I have faith met one day yowl
look,

Feel my pain, speak my words.

That I'm not what you made me.
anymore

lam. and always will be... me

ByJtanCorbett

One time for the mini
One time for the mindlt's not often

that Mr. Casimir and myself get

together to write the "One Time for

the Mind" spot, but this week we
feel that it's neces-

sary to address an
issue that has been
perplexing us for

quite some time
now.
What's up with

CPTime?
For those of you

who don't know
what that is, CP
time is that chronic illness that

seems to plague every black student

when it comes to social functions.

Can anyone tell us why that when
the flyer says, "General Meeting at 8

p.m.," it usually doesn't begin 'till

about 9:30 p.m.?

For example, last semester, the

Gregory

Casimir and

Humphrey-

brown III

Haitian semi-formal was slated to

begin at 7 p.m. with dinner being

served at 9 p.m. The actual formal

didn't even begin till about 9:30

p.m. with dinner being

served at 1 1:45 p.m.

We personally can't

recall an event that has

ever started on the

scheduled time.

Why is that, black

people?

Let's take it one step

further, shall we?
When it comes to

being on time for that test or getting

to work, we'll be there on time and

prompt. Yet, when it comes to func-

tions run by blacks for blacks we
feel that we can just chill and not

take it seriously.

Can anyone explain to us why this

is? Maybe we can. You see. we have

this theory that stems all the way
back to slave times.

We have grown so accustomed to

doing everything for white people,
how they want and when they say it

(whether it be on the job, at school,

or even in your everyday walk of
life) that when anyone who is not
white asks us to do something, we
tend to not take it as serious.

It's almost like we look at things

dealing with the improvement of
black people as secondary to other
general campus functions regulated

by white people. We don't remem
ber those whip-crackin' days, but at

times it seems as though we still

hold those same mindsets. We need
to look at each other with the same
kind of respect and courtesy that we
give white people. That means being
on time. And this has been one time
foryo' mind.
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Have you been with your special someone forever? Do you have an e-mail

love? Have you ever used a dating service' Cull the Collegian at 545 1 361 and

ask for Seema or Jeremy. We are working on an Arts A living cover story about

dating on campus Please call before Wednesday, Oct. 4.

Arts & Living
Dave Matthews plays crowd under the table

By Laura Slock

Collegian Staff

DAVE MATTHEWS RAND
Mullins Center

Oct. 6

"Turns out not where but who
you 're with that really matters. .

.

"

The Dave Matthews Band's sound

was bom in small-town bar rooms,

but last night's performance in a

packed Mullins Center was downright

stupendous.

Once again, Matthews blew the

crowd away with a completely unpre-

dictable set-list which mainly consist-

ed of songs off of their breakthrough

album, Under the Table and Dreaming
— a pleasant change from most of

their Crash- filled concerts.

The Dave Matthews band did open

with Crash's "#41" — a melodic juxta-

position of Matthews' mellow lyrics and

Boyd Tinsley's frenetic violin playing.

Though the band played to its

utmost perfection, the first half of the

show was all Tinsley. His violin strings

were smoking as he wailed through a

pair of Under the Table hits — the

happy-go-lucky "Dancing Nancies"

and "Warehouse."

Tinsley's performance reached its

peak during the trusty staged-up ver-

sion of "Tripping Billies," which was

preceded by a sadistic little laugh from

Matthews.

It may have been evident to some

that Matthews has been recovering

front a cold the past week, and had

MUM difficulty hitting the higher notes.

But what Matthews lacked in lyncs. the

entire band made up for in instrumental

solos that were so intense and so long, it

wore out the audience just to listen.

The epitome of DMB's instrumental

skills was their 20- minute perlor

mance of "|imi Thing." Matthews' fin-

gers flew over his guitar strings expert-

ly before he passed the torch to Leroi

Moore, who stepped out of the shad-

ows to blare on the saxophone; on to

Tinsley, who made love to his violin

once more, then Stefan Lessard who
made hearts beat with his bass; and

finally Carter Beauford, who tantalized

with his drum mixes

One thing that was evident from the

show was that DMB knows how to

manipulate a crowd, and certainly

knows how to build momentum.
Though Matthews himself said it was.

"a mellow evening." the band toyed

around, going from relaxing songs

such as "Crash Into Me" and the senti-

mental "Satellite." to the loud, rhyth-

mic "Two Step" and "Drive In Drive

Out." This sprinkling, ever-changing

set constantly kept the crowd guessing

And. of course, the crowd absolutely

went crazy during their popular. early

hit. "Ants Marching."

Tinsley again stepped up towards

the end of the show, this time on
vocals — first with. "Rent," and later

with the romantic "Angel."

Sweet Honey rocks
All woman troupe storms into Smith

By Daniel Bodah
Collegian Staff

THANC. VO I COUfCIAN

For two and a half hours, the Dave Matthews Band kept the crowd enter-

tained at the Mullins Center last night.

While opening band Boxing Ghandis

was ,i hit grew and disappointing (tlieii

shameless plug for their new album not

helping much). Matthews obviously felt

right at home with the UMass crowd,

thanking everyone constantly for

"hanging out with them."

The mood of the night took an

abrupt turn, however, with DMB's
long-awaited finale of "All Along the

Watchtowei." as a front row fan nailed

Matthews' guitar with a tee shirt. After

voicing his opinion of (he evil deed.

Matthews simply exploded into a fury

of guitar and vocals that would have

made Hendrix turn in his grave.

Every rise and fall, twist and turn

of the conceit was spectacular —
and the crowd was riveted to every

note, thus proving the Dave
Matthews Band U the best of what's

around.

SWEET HONEY IN THE ROCK
John M. Greene Hall

Oct. 5

On Saturday night, six women
transformed the stage of Smith

College's |ohn M. Greene Hall

from an undistinguished, institu-

tional pink colored shell into I

platform for magical melodies

and brightly shining soul. On a

journey from traditional African

chants through urgent political

blues songs and achingly passion

ate gospel love ballads. Sweet

Honey In The Rock was accom-

panied by an audience often on

its feet clapping and singing

along.

Formed in 1974 by Bernice

lohnson Reagon. Sweet Honey has

garnered numerous awards and a

committed following in its 22-year

career. So it's no surprise that the

group took the stage with an easv.

comfortable presence, often danc-

ing gracefully. Between songs,

Aisha Kahlil punctuated her infor-

mative and concerned chats with

flashes of humor.

A jubilant audience responded to

the performance with frequent

standing ovations throughout the

show, and was quick to participate

in the gorgeous African round that

Yttye Maria Barnwell lead them in

several times, filling the hall with

undulating waves of song.

The women sang a few Bob

Marley songs ("By the Waters of

Babylon," "Redemption Song") and

a few other covers, but for the most

part presented their own songs.

High points included singer Carol

Maillard's haunting arrangement of

the stand by "Sometimes (I Feel

Like a Motherless Child)" and

"Can't Hide. Sinner." sung by

Reagon.

Accompanying herself with a

large gourd percussion instrument.

Reagon belted out the lyrics in a

voice as deep and powerful as a

Harley Davidson revving its

engine. Sisters Kahlil and Nitanju

Bolade Casel managed to simulta-

neously mock and put to use the

muscular swaggering of rap with

the popular "Women Should be a

Priority." Later in the show a new

song — "Run" — received its my
ond-ever performance. This song

is one to watch for; not yet quite

smoothed out. its harrowing lyrics

(about spousal abuse) make mun-

dane language into poetry.

And that's the magic that these

proud African American women
work with their voices and souls.

Allison's cool piano work lights up show Elvis impersonator shoots from the hip

By Daniel Bodah
Collegian Staff

There once was a singer named Mose. .

.

...whose stunningly cool piano work and smooth

vocals filled the Iron Horse Friday night for a wildly

appreciative audience. Accompanied by Mark Linus on

standup bass. Mose Allison produced music that was

full of complex, mellow sweetness balanced by tangy.

slightly bitter lyrics — much like the local pale ale fill-

ing the audience's glasses.

Completely at ease, the duo fit 28 songs into two

hours- long sets and two encores. Most of the songs

were Allison originals, with several Willie Dixon songs

(including the incredible "Seventh Son") and a few

other classics.

His consistently clever rhymes produced some real

jewels — "your mind is on vacation and your mouth is

working overtime / if you must keep talking, please try

to make it rhyme" — which prove Mose ranks among

the best blues lyricists.

An inspiration to musicians such as Pete Townsend

of the Who and Black Francis of the Pixies. Allison's

piano style is truly unique. Often reminiscent of the

theme song for the Land of Make Believe on "Mr.

Roger's Neighborhood." Allison's playing come- on

somehow domestic at the same time that it takes the

listener into a smoky, esoteric, beatnik fantasyland.

What about Allison being a white bluesman. even if

Mississippi-born? He addressed the issue with his first

encore. "White Boy Steals the Blues." "Trie blues police

from Dixieland tried to catch me with the goods on hand

/ they broke down the door, but I was all smiles / cuz I

had already shipped them to the British Isles."

There were some microphone problems making for a

few jarring moments early on, but Allison quickly

accommodated his vocals to the situation. Nearing 70.

his voice has grown deeper, but hasn't lost its smooth-

ness over the years. At times he would stop playing and

draw out a line for several seconds in mid-song, quick-

ly silencing the chatting in the hall. By the end of the

show the crowd was glowing more from the humor and

music than from that'local pale ale. The appropriate

closing song? "Please Don't Go."

By Mike Burke

Collegian Staff

ELVEZ
Iron Horse Music Hall

Oct. 4

The truth has come out. Elvis

Presley is still alive but hiding after

being shown up by the new king. El

Ye/, the Mexican Elvis. Half Elvis,

half Mexican Revolutionary, El Vez
has added a new twist to the imper-

sonation business.

El Vez and gang took the stage

dressed in military fatigues, his

back-up singers, the Lovely
Elvettes. were armed with mock
machine guns. The revolution was
set to begin.

Through most of the show, EI

Vez added a Spanish twist to

Presley classics, including "Misery

Tren" and "You Ain't Nothing but a

Chihuahua." He also added in a few

classic rock covers, including |ohn

Lennon's "Power to the People" and

Bachman Turner Overdrive's

"Takin' Care of Business

Musically El Vez" backing band,

the Memphis Matriarchs, were a

COURTf Sv [L VIZ

El Vez rocked the Iron Horse with

bullets and more.

tight quartet excelling in rockabilly

but weren't afraid to gear off into

the worlds of funk and rock.

But an El Vez show encompasses

much more than music. Like the

best of off-Broadway. El Vez' con-

cert proves to be a fest for both the

ears and eyes.

A couple times during the set. the

Lovely Elvettes displayed their

seductive dancing skills alongside

the king himself. El Vez. Their

prowess with their guns was exem-

plified too as they ran around the

club pretending to shoot at audience

members. Once a masked terrorist

appeared out of the darkness to

scare the crowd as the sound of bul-

lets reigned over the club's speak-

ers.

El Vez also took part in the glitzy

side of rock V roll, changing his

outfit at a rapid pace. From glow in

the dark striped bell bottoms to

pants bearing the flag of Mexico to

Elvis-wear circa 1970. El Vez was

the man with a plan.

While El Vez certainly won't

overtake Presley in popularity, his

live show is one not to be missed.
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men s soccer
continued from poge 10

season with an ankle injury. He
scored twice against Temple last

week and has raised his point total

on the year to six.

The game remained scoreless for

the last seven minutes of regulation
and the two teams geared up for an
overtime battle.

It was Virginia Tech that took
advantage of the overtime sessions,

scoring twice, to send the
Minutemen to defeat.

Brian MacFarlane scored at

103:45 off a feed from Chladek, his

second assist in the game. The goal

would prove to be the game win-

ner, raising MacFarlane's tally on
the year to three goals, tying him
for the Hokie lead with seven
points.

In the second overtime period,

the Minutemen's attempt to rally

fell short, as Cory Turner put the

game out of reach for Virginia Tech
with an unassisted goal at 108:18.

It was Turner's second goal of the

season.

The game marked the Hokies'
first Atlantic 10 victory, and the

Minutemen's first conference loss

for the 1996 campaign. Although
UMass held an advantage in corner

kicks, 5-1, they were outshot
24-15. Jablonski made nine saves

in a losing effort, while Salmin

stopped seven shots for the victory.

The Minutemen will need a

return to lablonski's goaltending

that sparked wins last weekend. As
well, their potent scoring attack

that crushed Temple last weekend
needs to see team leaders Mike
Butler (3 goals, 3 assists, 9 points)

and senior Ail-American candidate

Dave Siljanovski (4-0-8), rise up
to the level that Castma (3-0-6)

has sustained for the last three

games.

The loss carries additional
weight for the Minutemen, since

they will undoubtedly fall out of

the rankings when the polls for this

week are issued. They entered the

game ranked 25th in the nation.

The team will look to get back
on track this weekend when they

play host to two A- 10 rivals at

Garber Field. They will engage
Dayton on Friday at 3:30 p.m. They
will cap off the weekend on Sunday
with a 1 p.m. start against Xavier.

The team was in action Sunday
afternoon against George
Washington, though results were
not available as of presstime.
Although the Colonials hold a

5-1-1 series advantage, the lone

Minutemen win came in last year's

campaign with a 5-0 shutout victo-

ry in Amherst.

Smith
continued from page 1

marching hand that was, well, unpol-

ished, and you have a sense of

Saturday's Massachusetts-Rhode
Island game.

Hardly the setting for a coming out

party.

But's that's just what people came

to see on Saturday. Five games into

the 1996 season, Massachusetts
coach Mike Hodges decided to make
a change at the most watched of posi-

tions: quarterback. Out was junior

Anthor.y Catterton, whose 3-13 out-

ing iast weekend against

Northeastern prompted a change,

and in was the unknown quantity,

freshman Jeff Smith.

Three hours and a 41-21 loss to

Rhode Island later, the reviews were

mixed.

"He did some good things, he did

some bad things," said Hodges of

Smith's performance, which saw the

freshman go 8-18 for 74 yards, with

no touchdowns or interceptions. "He

played with a lot of poise. I like the

way he competed."

One thing that nobody has ever

doubted about Smith is his arm. It's a

cannon, but it takes more than a

strong arm to become a successful

quarterback. You have to know your

team, you have to lead your team,

and you have to do the little things

that coaches can't teach if you want

to succeed at the position.

If Smith is, in fact, the future at

quarterback here at UMass, consider

Saturday's loss the first step in the

learning process. At the very least,

Smith didn't feel out of place behind

center in his first collegiate start.

"I felt comfortable back there,"

Smith said. "Our line, our receivers,

our running backs, they all made me
feel comfortable. They were behind

me in practice all week. They made
my first start real easy. It's a great

team to be a part of."

Well, they weren't great on

Saturday. Truth be told, there was

really little Smith could have done to

stop the bleeding. The game was lost,

not at quarterback, but in the last

two minutes of the first half, when
URI turned a 14-3 Minuteman lead

into a 17-14 Ram lead, one which

Rhody would never relinquish.

With 2:41 left in the second quar-

ter, Rhode Island got the ball on its

own 34, and marched to its first

touchdown in only 52 seconds.

Helped by a UMass personal foul on

a key third-and-seven from the

Minuteman 49, URI closed the gap to

14-10 on a 26-yard touchdown pass

from junior quarterback Chris

field hockey
continued from page 10

knocked it home for the score.

UMass wasted little time

answering with a goal of its own,

as MacLean netted a feed from

Fuchs after Fuchs' initial hit on the

penalty comer was deflected.

The Minutewomen fought back

with attacks until the last seconds

of the game, but that was all the

offensive firepower they could

muster.

Defensively they were outstand-

ing, keeping the Tar Heels to their

lowest goal production of the year.

In the UMass net, Rose made 21

saves and combined with the backs

to snuff UNC's offense.

North Carolina goalie |ana

Withrow made four saves on the

afternoon, and Carolina held a

7-io-6 edge on corners.

After the game Hixon was happy

with her team's performance.

"For us this was kind of a moral

victory," Hixon said. "We're disap-

pointed that we lost, but as far as

how we played it was a moral vic-

tory and we handled ourselves very

well."

MacLean agreed.

"We were a little bit tense,

which is good," MacLean said.

"We all played together which was

good. I think we learned from [this

game]. I think we learned we can

play with anyone."

Rothenberger also thought the

Carolina game helped UMass.

"We played a really tough
game," Rothenberger said. "This

was one of our best games of the

season so far. We played really

strong and we stuck to the game
plan."

RITE FOR THE
OLLEGIAN
^y.»»ftjt..af ......

Volleyball takes a pair, drops one over weekend trip

By Steven Grant

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts volleyball team, ranked

third in Division 1, went 2-1 this past weekend

by beating up on a couple of mediocre Atlantic

10 opponents while falling to sixth-ranked

Temple.

The ranking, which will probably change this

week, was the highest

in school history.

UMass (15-4. 4-2
A-10) trailed Notre
Dame and fellow

A-10 foe Rhode Island in the polls.

TEMPLE

MASSACHUSETTS 2

team stormed back from a 2-0 deficit to win the

match. This time, however, the match was played

in Philadelphia. Despite falling 15-13, 15-12 in the

first two games, Temple stole the next three,

17-15. 15-10. 15-3.

Freshman |ill Meyers tied a career-high with 21

kills and 14 digs against the Owls (9-3, 4-1

A-10). Senior outside hitter Dionne Nash posted

1 7 kills and 1 3 digs for UMass and junior middle

blocker Michelle Paciorek added five kills and a

career-high 23 digs in the losing effort.

MASSACHUSETTS 3

LA SALLE I

Temple 3, UMass 2

The Owls avenged themselves on Friday. Last

year, the teams' first meeting was at Amherst.

The Minutewomen lost their first two games,
only to rally back and take the last three in what

was maybe the biggest highlight of the 1995 sea-

son.

This year, the same thing happened — the home

women s soccer

UMass 3, La Salle

The Minutewomen
did what they had to

do here, as the

Explorers (0-13, 0-5 A-10) entered the contest

winless. The final tally of UMass' first match of

the weekend was 15-7, 15-1, 15-12.

Paciorek earned herself 10 kills, three service

aces and three blocks, while hitting .538 to pace

her teammates. Meanwhile, Meyers, a middle
blocker, chipped in seven kills and seven digs.

The victory marked the 14th time this season

UMass has won in three straight games.

UMass 3, Fordham I

Bonnie Kenny's bunch received a scare when it

dropped the first game in the Bronx to the Rams,

15-13. But it quickly got its act together and took

the next three, 15-8, 15-2, 15-11.

Nash led the way, recoiding a match-high 21

kills to go along with three service aces and seven

digs. Fordham (7- 11, 0-6 A-1-0) caught its first

glimpse of Meyers, who notched 18 kills, nine digs

and three blocks, and freshman Sarah Watters,

who registered six kills, seven digs and a

career-high five

block assists.

Sophomore setter
|

Katie Pearce contin-

ued her solid play, I

dishing out 56
assists, while junior Lesley Nolan nailed 12 kills

and 1 5 digs.

The Minutewomen finish up its five-match road

trip at Xavier at 7 p.m. on Friday and Dayton on

Saturday at 7 p.m.

MASSACHUSETTS 3

FORDHAM

continued from page 10

Robin Smith and Kurowski paced the

way to a 3-0 win, giving reserve goal-

keeper Angle Napoli her second com-

plete-match shutout victory.

Shimogaki's goal was her first of

the season, while Smith's, coming on

a feed from Erin Lynch, was her first

goal at UMass, after transferring

from Creighton. Sara Hill set up
Kurowski's goal, earning her first col-

legiate point.

"La Salle's a difficult pitch but we
got it together in the second half,"

Rudy said. "It's a bumpy field but we
knocked [the ball] around. I'm

pleased considering we lost our lead-

ing scorer in the first minute."

Former Collegian staff member
Justin C. Smith contributed to this

article.

football
continued from page 10

Hixson to wideout Donald Talley.

On the ensuing kickoff. UMass
sophomore tight end Kerry Taylor

fumbled, and URI recovered. Starting

at the UMass 28, Hixson struck
again, finding senior All-Yankee
Conference wideout Cy Butler on a

I -yard pass. In a two minute span,

UMass had gone from controlling the

game to being down at halftime.

The pattern continued in the second

half. With 7:15 left in the third quar-

ter, Massachusetts had cut the lead to

24-21, on a seven play, 77-yard drive

that seemed to give the Minutemen
back some lost momentum.

But, once again, they self-destruct-

ed. Butler ran the ensuing kickoff

back to the 34-yard line, but another

UMass personal foul put the ball at

the URI 49. Rhody took this gift and

ran with ft, literally.

Six of the seven plays on the drive

were running plays, culminating in a

two-yard lames lenkins touchdown
run. It was the first of two touch-

downs on the day for Jenkins, who
would victimize the Minutemen for

170 yards on 24 carries. The touch-

down made it 31-21 Rhode Island,

and the Minutemen were effectively

out of the game.

Later in the second half. UMass
wide receiver Eric Dawley would
fumble a punt that would lead to a

URI field goal, and Hixson's only

interception of the day, with 6:55 to

go, would be given back to the Rams
on the next play, courtesy of a

Minuteman fumble.

As for Smith, the coming out party

was short lived and painful. Though
Rhode Island would only register two

sacks, they were in the freshman's

face all day. Smith was on the turf for

an extended period of time more than

once, finally leaving the game with 3

minutes to go in the fourth after a

particularly rough hit.

The numbers for Smith are unas-

suming. Going 8-18 for only 74 yards

will not win you any Heisman tro-

phies, but numbers aren't the impor-

tant thing here. Smith did exhibit poise

in the pocket, and when he and his

receivers were on the same page, his

passes were crisp and on the money.

He docs not run the option as well

as Catterton, but he showed some
scrambling abilities, ending up with

22 yards on the ground.

So on this forgettable day, in a for-

gettable loss to a forgettable team in a

forgettable stadium, the Jeff Smith era

began at UMass. What this era will be

like is still, like the new Minuteman
passing attack, up in the air.

TMANC WO ( COUfCIAN

Khari Samuel and the UMass football team dropped a 41- 21 decision at Rhode Island this weekend.

had two plays that we just can't

make, roughing the passer and turn-

ing the ball over. We just can't make
those plays. We didn't try to make
them, but we did, and we let them
back into the game."

The Rams then came out firing in

the second half and jumped off to a

10-point advantage as Shyron
Stanford ran in for a one yard touch-

down for a 24-14 lead.

Rhode Island rushing on the day

was very strong, as the Rams picked

up 300 yards, with tailback lames

lenkins grabbing most of the load

with 170 yards on 24 carries.

Sanford was good for 75 yards on 18

carries.

UMass would counter on the day

with 340 yards, led by sophomore
fullback |im Pizano who had a

career day in helping fill the shoes

of the injured Frank Alessio, who
sat out the day with a bruised shoul-

der.

The small, but determined, full-

back from Exeter, Penn., rushed for

1 34 yards on the day on only five car-

ries, including the longest run in

UMass history as he broke it out for

96 yards and the game's first touch-

down early in the first quarter, giving

UMass a 7-3 lead.

Pizano took the pitch to the left

side of the field, ran it down the side-

line and cut it back up the middle of

the field running in for the score.

He would then help put UMass
back in it in the third quarter where

he powered in a three yard rush to

close the gap to 24-21 in favor of

Rhode Island. But that would be as

close as UMass would get.

Once again, as has been the case

throughout this season, the defense

of UMass looked as if it was on the

field for most of the day. Time of pos-

session favored the Rams, as they had

the ball for seven minutes more than

the Minutemen.

A key play occurred with 6:55 left

in the fourth quarter when Hixson's

pass would be tipped and then

picked off by UMass' Mike Smith,

the sophomore cornerback. He inter

cepted the ball at the URI 25-yard

line and ran it down to the 19 where

UMass would get the ball at a cru-

cial point of the game, trailing

34-21

However, on their possession,

UMass fumbled as Matt lordan got

the call and was popped immediately

by the URI defense, and the

Minutemen gave the ball right back.

The Rams then went 78 yards in

eight plays in 3:29 for the score, and

ultimately the win. Tailback lames

lenkins ran it in from two yards out

for the score.

Rhode Island pushed its record

back to an even mark at 3- 3 with the

win and goes to 1-3 in the Yankee
Conference.

"This was a good win, and we're

proud of our football team," URI
coach Floyd Keith said. "I think we
played a pretty complete game
against a good football team, and I

was just happy to see it."

UMass QB Smith, making his first

collegiate start, had a mild day throw-

ing, going 8-1.8 passing for 78 yards.

Smith however, would be relentless

as he scrambled well on the day. He
ran for 42 yards on the afternoon.

Smith said he felt comfortable and

was happy with the support even

though they didn't come up with the

win.

"I felt comfortable with my line,

the running back and the receivers,

this whole team. I felt comfortable

out on the field," Smith said. "All

credit goes to the whole team. They

were behind me, they were backing

me all week in practice, they made
my first start really easy. I felt com-

fortable."

For Rhode Island, Hixson threw to

his favorite target, the 5-foot-7 185

pound Butler, for 1 1 3 of his 207 total

yards on the day. The two made the

connection 10 times, averaging over

1 1 yards a catch on each one.

Two times the Minutemen faked

the handoff and did a reverse with

wideout Doug Clark. In the third

quarter they faked a punt which they

ran for a first down. At the end of the

series they faked a field goal, but

couldn't convert for the TD and URI

took over.

"We have to get better as a football

team," Hodges said. "There's some

things we're not doing very well. We
had a lot of turnovers today, it

seemed like the ball was on the

ground all day. and we just can't do

that."

The Minutemen fumbled the foot-

ball five times on the day, losing

three. They were penalized six times

for 66 yards, and only managed to

convert on third down 15 percent of

the time.

The Rams tallied up 462 yards on

the day to the Minutemen's 425.

However, the consistency of the

Minutemen was not there and the

limes when they needed to convert

they didn't. UMass' three turnovers

compared with only one for Rhode

Island played a major factor in the

loss.

"We going to be a good football

team, which I really truly believe we

will be," Hodges said. "We've got to

go out there and eliminate those

errors at critical limes. We have to

have guys step up and make plays. If

we stay together and have some peo-

ple do that, we'll be fine."

UMass now drops to 3-2 on the

year and 2-1 in the Yankee
Conference. Every game is a big one

and the Minutemen will look to

rebound this weekend as they play

only their second home game of the

year, against Boston University

Saturday at 1 p.m. at Warren G.

McGuirk Alumni Stadium.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
CHINESE FOOD KAI CHI dehvmng

Sunday Thursday to 2am. Friday and

Saturday to 3am

Hi* Siiltn ol Alpha Chi Omega would

like to invite all university women to Open

Rush Oct 8 at b 30 tor dinner Oct 10 at

6 30 tor ice skating and Oct 16 tor a sell

detente workshop Meet at 36 Nutting

Ave For all events Call Patricia O b49

4602 lot more into

Free Ceuch. end table, coHee table, util

.ty table Pickup 256-6175

AUTO FOR SALE

19M Nissen Puller 1 tops. 5 speed.

rwe" 1 S3. 400/oooS46 3393 Aaron

1M2 Chetn/ Cevelief We#e« AC, AM

FM. new tires, plus $350 00 0/M> Call

Bruce 256 121b

Purchetmf e used c»r? Having your

car repeired' Do you know your rights'

Contact the Student legal Service Ottice.

92? Campus Center. 5452995

1990 Dedge Dytuttf automatic. 4 doors.

air bag. A/C FiceHent condition $2875

1508^5443783

1M4 Henda Accerd AT AC. PW. PI.

cruise. 1 10k. mint Call Janod 548-9392

EMPLOYMENT
Marketi*( Aeeietent No Fipenence

Necessary Looking lor someone with

good interpersonal skills $12 00 per hr

Call 582 0711

EMPLOYMfcNT
SPMNGtMAK 1711 Cancun Bahamas.

Jamaica and Florida EARN (REE TRIPS

& CASH C»H 1-800-700-0790

Butiiwsa Opeertumre Need addmonel

income' Want the energy to earn it'

Eanh Fnendly company looking lor dislr*

utors Wild Organic Food, tree tape 1-

800 927 2527 eit 7368

Spring Breek'l (am Cash" Highest

Commissions 1 lowest Prices 1 Travel free

on only 13 sales' Free Into' Sunsptosh 1-

800426-7710

Creiee Skips Mirinf Earn up to

$2.000*/momh World Travel Seasonal

and Full Time positions No eip neces

ssry For into call 1 206 971 3550 e»t

C50015

Naliwial Parts Humf Positions are

now available at National Parks. Forests

and WikHile Preserves E«e«ent benefits

and bonuses' Call 1 206971 3620 Ext

N50016

Trepical Resent Hiriag Students

needed 1 Entry level and career positions

available worldwide Call Resort

Employment Services 1206 9713600

Ent R5001 2

ATTEMTWIi AU STUDENTS! Over 6

billion in public and private sector Grants

and scholarships are now available All

students are eligible let us help For

more into call 1 800-263 6495 Ext

F50014

EMPLOYMENT
International Ejnplevment Earn up to

$25-$45/hour teaching basic converse

tional English in Japan. Taiwan or S

Korea No teaching background or Asian

languages required For info call 206

971 3570 Ext JS0015

Capacidad A Multicultuial After School

Program tor Grades K 6 is interviewing

students (with work study only) tor teach-

ing positions Call Jen or Sheena O 253

5659

FOR SALE
Mac Powerkeo* 140, 8/80. fax/modem

software and portable printer w/case

$1,000 Call Mike 587 0347

2 Dave eitaakewi Tin Suu Oct I

seats, Row 27 Best offer Sam 546 3982

KEGuleter Kef System with 2 taps $250

or BO Call 256 4201 or (61 7)354 9358

FOR RENT

Grad Student looking to share office

$75 00/month Call Joan 5498527

Fridge Rentelt Plus Fiee Delivery 253

9742

FOR SALE

|2| 16MB NEC 60ns Simms RAM chips

$170 for both Call Jeff 535-1646

Word Processor 4 Sale, excellent con

dition $350 00 0B0.Mll Lisa 253 9195

Computer tor Sole Macintosh IC with

color monitor for sale 10Mb ROM
External 100Mb RAM hard drive Global

Village 28 8 Globel/FAX external modem

System 7 1 software included $700 or

6/0 Call tor more into, more software

included Scon 253 7938

Macintosh Pertorma 5215C0 .
75MH2

CPU. 8MB RAM. 1GB HD. 15" monitor,

14 4 Fax/Modem, 16 Bit Sound Asking

$1500 080 Call 584-8402

FOUND
Blve Univege Bicycle and blue

Jansport backpack with leather bottom

Found September 29th 6 0993

INSTRUCTION

Bertend with University Bartending

50% student discount. Amherst classes

starting soon' Call 1 800 U CAN MIX tor

info ____
PC/MAC Tutoring Cheap instruction tor

computer Patient, valuable help and

advice Set ups. software. Internet

(413)772-0633

English Language Consultant Available

to Internetional Students and Non-English

Maiors Will edit papers and disserta

tions, also tutor ESI Call Ms Reed

retired faculty member, for rate schedule

and tree initial consultation 253 3354

MOTORCYCLES
1900 C*W $500 or BO 9650 miles

runs well must sell Call 549-6646

MUSICIANS
Guitar Clessos Stan 3/10 Rentals and

lessons available 1 wks/$40 00 FTUG

Pad 545 0579

MISCELLANEOUS

New Metoeolism Breakthrough lose

5 100 lbs Guaranteed $35800 776 9503

PERSONALS
Choices Net Chances Free contracep

tion education Every Mon & Thurs 3

4 30 and Tues & Wed 7 8 30pm in Rm

302 UHS Men end Women welcome

For more information call Health

Education Office 577-5181

Pregnem? Need help' Call Birthright of

Amherst area for free testing and assis

tance 5491906

ROOM FOR RENT
Putfton Village Available at the end of

January 5496758 ask tor Julie

One room oveilable «\ Amherst on bus

line $265* a month 2560535

SERVICES
Computer Preelemi? Need jn

upgrade' In house service, call Scream

Savers 549-0083

JHIAVEL

Free Tripe ft Cash Find out how Iwn

dreds of student representatives are

already earning tree trips and lots of cash

with America's #1 Spring Break Company'

Sell only 15 trips and ttavet tree' Cancun.

Bahamas. Mantian. Jamaica or Florida 1

Campus Manager positions also available

Call Now' Take A Break Student Travel'

800 95JWEAK!

SPRING BREAKI Earn"cashi" Highest

commissions/lowest prices' Travel free

on only 13 sales" Free info ' Sunsplash

1800426-7710

WANTED
Need Extre Phis* Tin tor Mon Oct 21

showMSG 253-6659

St Anne Medal Will pay reward Call

5467164

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20<£ per word/day

All
others

40<£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS*'
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
Activities

Announcements

Apartment For

Rent

Auto For Sale

Employment

Entertainment

For Sale

Found (2 days

Free)

Happy Birthday

Houses For Rent

Instruction

Lost

Musicians

Miscellaneous

Motorcycles

Personals

Room For Rent

Room Wanted

Roommate Wanted

Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Transportation

Wanted to Rent

Wanted

"Starting Tuesday you

can find the answers to

the previous day's puzzle!

Life is Good."1

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Urchins

6 Travelers' stops

10 Pepper et al

14 Concede

15 Cutaway

16 Buffalo's lake

1

7

Sailor's time off

19 Departed

20 Hat or canal

21 —nosed: tough

23 Tree or tray

24 Fewer

26 Onions' cousins

28 — de deux

31 Corner store,

for short

33 Arm cover

36 Concerning

38 Silver and

Darling

40 Chopper

41 Marine's

destination?

44 Succinct

45 Elder Dumas
46 Marinate

47 Military storage

place

49 Vex

51 No and

Strangelove

52 Skull

protuberance

54 Kind of cone

56 Two thumbs

down
58 Grandson of

Adam
60 Mother's helper

64 Silver

containers

66 Early talk-show

hostess

68 Slip anagram

69 Jacob's twin

70 Confess

71 No sweat!

72 Agts

73 Gnawed away

DOWN
1 Mud-dauber

2 A Khan

Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

Fe. in chemistry 39 "77 Sunset —
Wild

Appeared to be

Refngerate

Ark skipper

Mantime

Metric units

10 Stitch

1

1

Oily shrub, aka

white sage

12 Containers

13 Father of 58

Across

18 Beams
22 Indian city

25 Sailing ship

27 Retains

28 Italian specialty

29 One of the 12

tnbes

30 Weather

problem

32 Deduce

34 Of the palate

35 Estrada

namesakes
37 "Citizen Kane"

creator

42 Uncanny

43 Gusto

48 Up the road

a bit

50 Isolate

53 Cacophony

55 it's a gas

56 North or South

57 Carreras

specialty

59 Crackle and

pops' pal

61 Oz visitor

62 Cupid

63 Lacoste

65 Secret agent

67 Switz neighbor
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1
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Personals Policy
1. All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classitied.

2 Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

'

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are tor

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the tull

name may be used. evrep
3 Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NU tXLtK-

TIONS
4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm

room numbers as well.

5 Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
'

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose ot

harassment.
6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7 The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-
'

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc. . _^

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the aslilled in on the insertion

order Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and

the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject t<5

penalties under the law.

9 The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-
'

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth ot

Massachusetts.

21-April 20
An Investment In your future that

you made long ago (perhaps you've

forgotten It?) begins to pay off this

week. Getting the best deal when

you negotiate Is a simple matter of

being a good salesperson, so polish

all your apples!

X$fSf-IUy 21
A good week to accomplish small,

distasteful tasks. The feeling you'll

get upon completion will more

than offset the bother of the work

Itself. A careful plan of attack

could make your tasks even easier.

May 22-June 21
Accepting advice from someone

considerably older could be a good

move if you're In the process of

making a big decision. Take action

to protect your health In the face

of some hazard—this Is not a good

week to go without wearing a

seatbelt.

June 22-July 22
Someone who's looking for a

handout could benefit much more

from an opportunity. Express your

faith In their abilities, and then let

them handle the rest. A relaxing

Interlude with a friend keeps you

lively In the time ahead.

July 2a-August 23
Social activities are best conducted

In the sunshine this week. Plan a

cookout or spend time at a park to

make the most of your spare time.

Treat a youngster to a special,

unusual activity—the quality time

will mean a stronger relationship.

August 24-Scptember 22
If you spend much time shopping

this week, avoid high-pressure

sales tactics. The strain on your

budget could be tremendous.

Anticipating a tense situation may

mean you'll worsen It. or even

create It. Just be yourself, and

breathe deeply.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Finishing up something you

started a long time ago brings a

real sense of accomplishment.

Congratulations! Pay close

attention to a friend or acquaint

ance who has trouble doing things

In moderation. Your assistance

may be needed.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
If you're feeling a conflict of

Interests, consult an expert for

advice. Although It's frustrating,

you may need to delegate some
authority in this situation to keep

from becoming the object of

Jealousy or distrust.

November 23-December 21
You may feel responsibilities

closing In on you, perhaps even

threatening to choke you. Resist

the temptation to run away from

all obligations. Communicating
with the people Involved may help

make things seem less threatening.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
A marvelous evening Is In the

offing—whether you've planned a

special Interlude for a significant

other or Just need a relaxing

evening at home, you'll be
pleasantly surprised by how
much you enjoy yourself.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18
When you finally sit down to

schedule a big date, you may
encounter unexpected setbacks

or problems. Be open to the

possibility of delaying It until a
more opportune time, and you'll

find a way to work everything out

to your satisfaction.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
A haunting memory encroaches
on your peace of mind this week.

Discuss it with a friend who Is

aware of your past, and they may
be able to help you diffuse your
misgivings. Head to the barbecue
grill for weekend fun In the sun.

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Social Norm By Mr. K
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom

My dad took me to New York

City so we could spend the

afternoon at the Metropolitan

Musuem ofArt.

There were Da Vinci's,Rodin's,

Michelangelos, and others.

At the end of the day he

asked me if I loved the art

I told him it was O.K., but

that basically.

/ don't like things that don't move.

Later he took me out to sushi

dinner.

When they brought the

appetizers he started to cry.

I told him I felt "likewise.".

He said he was proud of me using

the word "likewise. ".

Always use the word

"likewise" in front ofyour family.

University1 By Frank Cho Close to Homo By John McPherson

Carol makes a last-ditch effort to

keep the kids from missing the bus.

TO BE CLOSED
YOUR MIND ISN'T ONE OF THEM.

For decades. MDA has shown

how valuable people with

disabilities are to society. We
believe talent, ability and desire

are more important than

strength of a person's muscles.

The one bamer these people

can't overcome is a closed mind.

Keep yours open.

MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY ASSOCIATION

Ed 7 i

1-800-872-1717
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Jacob W. Michaels
Night Editor

Thang Vo
Photo Technician

Lorraine Urbanski

Production Supervisor

Sandra Krauss

Chris Lavin

Production

Quote of the Day ill Quote of the Night

Today's D.C. Menu
CmU 345-362* far l

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Pucks

Turkey Tetrazzini

Philly Cheese Steak

M
These are not my fig-

ures I'm quoting.

They're from someone
who knows what he's

talking about.

-congressman in debate

u
It's the mother of all

gophers.

99

-Prof. Wendy Lehnert

DINNER
Chicken Breasts

Spaghetti w/Sausage
Italian Tofu Balls

Quarter Pound Burger

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Pucks

Turkey Tetrazzini

DINNER
Chicken Breasts

Spaghetti w/Sausage

Worcester

99

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Grilled Ham and Cheese

Spaghetti w/Sauce
Hearty Latin Stew

DINNER
Chicken Breasts

Black-Eyed Peas

Pastabilities

Meatball Grinder

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Grilled Ham and Cheese

Spaghetti w/Sauce
Wheatball Grinder

DINNER
Chicken Breasts

Shrimp jambalaya

Black-Eyed Peas

Pastabilities



SportsWeekend
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Inside this issue:

• The volleyball team won twice

and lost once on the road over the

weekend. See page 7 for the story.

• The men's soccer team played

at George Washington today, but

result: weren't available at press

time. See tomorrow's Collegian for

the wrap-up.

• The men's water polo team hod

a tough weekend scheduled in

Providence, R.I. See tomorrow's

Collegian for the details.
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UM field hockey plays tough to earn weekend split

Johnston has career day in 7-0 win over West Chester

By Casey Kane

Collegian Staff

The final scores indicated two completely opposite

games, and that was just what the Massachusetts field

hockey team got this weekend.

The No. 5 Minutewomen fought a gritty game with No. 1

North Carolina before losing 2- 1 on Saturday. On Sunday

they bounced back to crush West Chester 7-0.

With the weekend split UMass brings its

record to 9-2. 5-0 in the Atlantic 10. North

Carolina improved to 10-1. 4-0 in the

Atlantic Coast Conference. West Chester

drops to 4-7. 0- 4 in the A-10.

Sophomore Erica lohnston was the driving force for the

Minutewomen yesterday as she scored four goals. Senior

All-American Kyle Rothenberger chipped in with a pair of

her own. as well as an assist on lohnston's final tally.

"I think once we got on top early, [West Chester] was
gone. I didn't really feel that they would be dangerous,"

UMass coach Pain Hixon said.

Rothenberger notched UMass' first goal. 8:30 into the

game when she connected on a penalty corner hit. Kate
Putnam and Saskia Fuchs were credited with the assist.

lunior Courtney MacLean gave the Minutewomen a 2-0

advantage about four minutes later, when she took a feed

from Putnum and carried the ball to West
Chester goalie Stephanie Wise's right side

and pushed the ball in for the score.

With 10:04 remaining in the half,

lohnston scored her first of the game.
Sharon Hughes took a free hit near the top of the circle and
lohnston. who was substituting back into the game, collect-

ed the ball and fed it in to the West Chester cage.

"That was kind of spur-of-the moment. Nobody was
marking me so I just took it." lohnston said.

Rothenberger increased the UMass lead to 4-0 when she

dribbled past a defender before sending a shot home with

7:42 to go before intermission, lohnston then netted her

second on the day to send the Minutewomen into the break

with a 5-0 lead.

The second half was all lohnston, as she tallied the final

two goals of the game after the break.

"She really had a lot of good opportunities today," Hixon

NORTH CAROLINA 2

MASSACHUSETTS 1

MASSACHUSETTS 7

WEST CHESTER

said. "She took the shots when she had them, she just

pounded away, and today was the day they fell for her."

lohnston was happy with her play.

"We had so many shots on goal I had a lot of time to get

the rebounds and do what 1 could with it." she said.

Minutewomen goalie Hilary Rose had a lonely day in

goal for UMass. as she needed to make only one save in

order to record her 29th career solo shutout. Wise made 14

saves on the day.

UMass held a 14-to-3 advantage in the

penalty corner column, and did not allow a

corner in the first half.

The Minutewoman lead enabled Hixon to

test several members of her squad that have
seen little or no game action this year.

"It just worked out that way," Hixon said. "It's important

that the starters play a little, but we have to get the other

athletes some playing time.

"At least it gave people an opportunity to get out there

and play against our team at practice." she said.

On Saturday, the Minutewomen suffered what Hixon
described as "a good loss." They were able to hang tough

with the top-ranked team in the nation, before finally bow-
ing 2-1.

UMass played tight defense on the afternoon, stifling a

Tar Heel attack that had averaged 4.9 goals per game.

"We made some tactical changes in how
we play." Hixon said. "Our goal was to tacti-

cally play, and they did. We didn't press, we
waited for them to make mistakes."

The tight play of the defense gave the

Minutewomen increased confidence.

"(The game] really proved how good we can be,"

Rothenberger said. "This is a good building block for us."

Nancy Pelligreen was the stand-out for UNC. as she

notched both goals. She got the Tar Heels on the board in

the first half when Cindy Werley, who played for Hixon on
the 1996 U.S. Olympic team, fed the ball in from the top of

the circle. Pelligreen picked up the ball as a scramble
ensued and fed it into the UMass cage.

She then gave UNC a 2-0 advantage in the second half

when she collected a rebound on a penalty corner and

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 7

THANC VO I COtUGIAN

Erica Johnston had four goals to lead the UMass field hockey team to a 7-0 win over West Chester
yesterday.

URI capitalizes on UMass mistakes
By Mike Corey
Collegian Staff

RHODE ISLAND 41

MASSACHUSETTS 21

THANC VO I CCXLICIAN

The Massachusetts football team fell flat against Rhode Island this weekend, losing 41-21

.

Freshman quarterback Smith shows poise,

but Minutemen still lose in his first start

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

KINGSTON, RI. The University of Rhode
Island's Meade Stadium is. in a word, unique.

The main grandstand is a rickety wood and steel

structure, steep as logistically possible, that seems
to have a life span as long as the next gust of wind.

The plywood that passes as stairs leading up to the

pressbox bends with each step, leaving you with the

sinking feeling that if the URI football team could

ever do anything on the field that would require its

fans to jump up and down, you might not live to

see the end of the game.
Add 5,390 apathetic fans, a cool October breeze,

and a version of our national anthem by the URI

Turn to SMITH, page 7

KINGSTON, R.I. — It was a tough day for the

Massachusetts football team this past Saturday in

Kingston. R.I.

In a contest where the momentum, and proba-

bly the game was decided in a two minute span,

the Minutemen came up on the short end, and
were defeated 41-21 by the Rhode Island Raniv

With 2:41 left in the first, the Minutemen held

the advantage 14-3, after a 17-yard scamper for

the touchdown
by freshman
quarterback )eff

Smith. Rhode
island then start-

ed off on its own
34-yard line and marched down the field for a

26-yard touchdown pass from quarterback Chris

Hixson to Donald Talley cutting into the UMass
lead. A big contribution to that drive would be a

roughing the passer penalty called on UMass giv-

ing URI 15 yards for its cause.

Then on the ensuing kickoff. a short kick was
recovered by Kerry Taylor at the UMass 20-yard

line, where he would run for seven yards and then

fumble. That put the Rams in excellent position

for a back-to-back score right before the end of

the first half with time running down.

The Rams would make good on the opportunity

as Hixson once again connected for a TD pass,

this one to his prime target of the afternoon, Cy
Butler for a one yard score.

Now instead of UMass heading into the locker

rooms up 14-3, they would be trailing 17-14 and

the momentum along with the game, would be

shifted towards the Rams.

"We continue to find a way to cause our own
problems," UMass coach Mike Hodges said. "We

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 7

Men s soccer can't sustain drive in overtime, fall 3-1

By Chris Krein

Collegian Correspondent

Fresh from consecutive Atlantic 10

victories, the Massachusetts men's
soccer team could not sustain its win-

ning ways, falling to

Virginia Tech on Friday

afternoon.

In a 1-1 battle that

went into overtime, the

Minutemen were
outscored in both over-

time sessions and walked off the

Tech Park pitch with a 3-1 loss.

UMass saw its record drop to

5 3 I on the season. It also marked

VIRGINIA TECH

MASSACHUSETTS 1

the first loss in A-10 action for the

Minutemen, as their conference
record fell to 2-1-0.

The outcome seemed to point to a

repeat of last year's inaugural meet-

ing between the teams, when they

scuffled to a 1-1 tie

at Richard F.

Garber Field in

Amherst.

It looked like a

game that would be

decided on goal

which would favor

Sophomore keeper

Jeff lablonski, a local standout from

Ludlow, had been superb in his pre-

keeping strength,

the Minutemen

vious two starts, notching two
shutout victories. He has filled in

brilliantly fpr an injured Tim
Pearson, shutting the door on Temple
(3-0) and St. Joseph's (1-0) last

week.

However, any illusions of a third

consecutive shutout were dashed
9:34 into the game. Bobby Warnick
scored his first goal of the season for

the Hokies, from 14 yards out, on an

assist from Tim Young and Chris

Chladek.

Undaunted, lablonski would regain

the form he had shown in his two
previous starts, shutting out the

Hokies for the rest of regulation.

Hokie keeper Alexey Salmin played

the first eighty minutes of action with

his own designs on a shutout, a feat

that he has yet to accomplish this

year. However, the Minutemen
spoiled his bid at 8245. to knot the

score at 1-1.

lunior forward, Joenal Castma,

took a pass from foe lacobson, a

senior back, and put it away from the

top-right corner of the goal box The
goal improves Castma's goal total on

the year to three, while Jacobson

chalked up his second assist.

Castma has come on strong after

missing the first four games of the

Turn to MEN'S SOCCER, page 7

Women s soccer blasts

La Salle, draws with GW
By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

r

Before the start of the 19% sea-

son, the No. 6 Massachusetts
women's soccer team gathered in

groups by class and composed their

goals for this upcoming season.

The junior class, comprised of

Danielle Dion, Erica Iverson and
Liz Rutherford, set

out this season to

"not lose, or even

contemplate los-

ing, an Atlantic 10

Conference game."
Facing its first full A-10 weekend

of the season, and its first extended

road trip, the Minutewomen
(9-0-1, 4-0-1 in the A-10) accom-
plished their goal, but did not
emerge completely unscathed, as

they downed La Salle 3-0 on
Friday, but played to a 2-2 tie at

George Washington yesterday.

The Minutewomen were without

the services of leading scorer
Rebecca Myers against GW, after

the senior injured her knee 43 sec-

onds into in the La Salle match,
and also fellow midfielder Julie

Magid, who missed much of the

GW contest after being injured in

the second half.

GW proved to be UMass biggest

challenge of the season thus far. as

the conference rivals locked horns

in the nation's capital. The
Colonial Women,
the conference's
top team other
than UMass, stuck

with the

Minutewomen throughout
snatched a standings point.

UMass got on the board first in

the ninth minute on a goal by fresh-

man Emma Kurowski, the team's

top scorer after Myers with six goals

and three assists for 1 5 points.

"The first goal was off a Magid
rocket which the GW keeper
knocked down, but Kurowski was
there to knock it home," coach (im

Rudy said. "She is a natural goal

scorer."

GW's second leading scorer,

Tanya Vogel, would also involve

herself in the scoring, netting a

pair of goals in an eight minute
span just after the half.

Vogel converted a penalty kick

MASSACHUSETTS 3

LA SALLE

MASSACHUSETTS 2

G. WASHINGTON

and

in the 48th minute, and an 18-yard

shot to the top corner in the 56th

minute, putting the Colonial

Women on top 2-1.

The goals were only the second

and third that UMass' defense has

surrendered all season, and the

first in over 768 minutes of action

dating back to an own goal with 25
seconds to play in the

season-opening win

over Fairfield on
Aug. 31. The
Minutewomen had
posted eight consec-

utive shutouts in the meantime,
one shy of the school record.

Trailing for the first time all sea-

son, missing their top scorer, and
with a starting midfielder (Magid)

dinged up and substituted for by
Tarah Tokarchik, some teams might

have "contemplated losing," but the

Minutewomen pushed through for

the tying goal late in the match.

In the 83rd minute, Tokarchik
served up a ball that freshman
Kate Webb, another reserve, sent

past GW goalkeeper Traci Jensen

for the equalizer. The goal is the

second of Webb's young career

and could not have come at a more
opportune time.

"The freshmen really stepped up
for us," Rudy said afterwards.

UMass held territorial and shot

advantages in overtime, but the

game entered the books as a 2-2

draw, UMass' first

to an A-10 foe
since a draw with
GW on Oct. 16,

1993.

"[I'm] pleased to get out of GW
with a tie," Rudy said. "We did
control both ends and most of
overtime. Traci Jensen stymied us
three times with big saves in the
first half, one in the second half on
a free kick by Lynch and again on
a point blank shot in overtime,
slapping the ball from Kurowski.

"Dion got tested today and we
had to play on both sides of the
field. It was definitely a good test

for us," he said.

The Explorers were less of a test

on Friday. La Salle held UMass
scoreless for 53:06, but second
half goals by Sandy Shimogaki,

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER page 7
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The Butler

did itl

(unior toiwdrd
Mike Butler scored

the game-winning
goal in a 2-1 win
over George
Washington. Check
out our coverage
(see Sports, page
10).

He keeps going...

and going...

Spaulding Cray
sweeps into the
Valley for one night

to perform his new
monologue, "It's a

Slippery Slope."
Check out our pre-

view (See Arts &
Living, page 6).

WORLD

Immigrants in Chile

give economy a boost

SANTIAGO, Chile — Chile's

decade-long economic boom has a

new product these days — an influx

of toreigners looking for a better life.

They are coming from neighbor-

ing Argentina and Peru and from as

far away as India and South Korea,

shopkeepers, doctors, musicians,
laborers. Many stay on illegally after

entering with tourist visas. Although
the number of immigrants is still low,

and far less in impact than that expe-

rienced by the United States, the
newcomers have set off a similar

debate over their potential effect on
the country

Some Chileans are not worried
They say the immigrants bring new
skills and ideas that benefit Chile's

economy, which is the gem of

South America with annual 7 per-

cent growth over the past decade
and a low jobless rate of 7.1 per-

cent.

"We are interested in receiving

foreigners — professionals, people
bringing investments," said Belisario

Velasco, the deputy interior minister

who oversees immigration. "We just

ask from them to respect our
Western culture."

But others see the immigration
flow that began in 1990 as a nega-
tive, arguing that foreigners are tak-

ing jobs from Chileans.

NATION

Tobacco makers admit
knowledge of danger

ST PAUL, Minn. — A tobacco
company in 1980 considered
acknowledging that cigarettes can
cause cancer but feared losing U.S.

lawsuits, according to an internal

memo filed in a state lawsuit yester-

day.

"This is an astounding disclosure,"

said Minnesota Attorney General
Hubert Humphrey III.

Ranking tobacco executives "con-
sidered finally confessing the truth

about tobacco and health for the
sake of their 'integrity,' he said, but

"obviously chose instead to perpetu-

ate their deadly cover-up."

The 14-page internal memo from
T.W. Kidd of British-American
Tobacco Co. Ltd., parent of the U.S.

maker of Kools and Lucky Strikes.

It recommended admitting that

smoking, combined with factors such

as "genetic predisposition, air pollu-

tion and psychological tempera-
ment," could cause lung cancer,
emphysema and other respiratory

and coronary diseases in a small
minority of smokers. Officials with
the Minnesota attorney general's

office said yesterday that they didn't

know whether the memo's author
was a high-placed employee. B.A.T.

attorneys said it wasn't clear whether
the same person wrote the entire

memo
Whoever the author, the fourteen

page memo clearly advocated going
public with the bad news about ciga-

rette smoking and cancer. "Our
integrity is seriously in question over
our position on causation,"
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Administration, Alumni bolster

campus voter registration efforts

Alleged armed robber hits Southwest

University of Massachusetts police said yesterday that they received a
report on Sunday of an alleged assault and battery with a dangerous
weapon and armed robbery in Southwest Residential Area.

According to police, the victim, who is a UMass student, reported that

the incident occurred between the hours of 12:30 a.m. and 1 a.m. Sunday
in the area of Hampden Dining Hall.

The victim reported being cut on the hand with a sharp object, possibly
a knife, while being punched by an unknown individual.

During the assault, a wallet was taken from the victim containing cash
and identification materials.

The victim was treated at the University Health Services and then
released. Detectives from the Community Disorders Unit are completing
follow-up questioning with the victim.

UMass Chief of Police John Luippold said, "we are doing follow-up
with the victim."

No further comment was available, as the investigation is on-going.
UMass police are requesting anyone in the area of Hampden Dining

Hall between the hours of midnight and 1 a.m. who may have heard or
seen anyone to contact the Police Department at 545-0893

— Laura Stock

Bomb blasts N. Ireland
Shown Pogatchnik

Associated Press
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Resa Singleton, a sophomore Bio-Chemistry major helps get students to register to vote yesterday

By Roghuram Vodorevu
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Student Government
Association's (SGA) voter registration campaign received

$4,500 and $13,000 from University administration and
the UMass Alumni AltmisHfUl. respectively.

"We arc thrilled that the campus administration has
shown us support for our voter registration campaign,"
said |ason Vecchio, student coordinator for the Student
Center on Educational Research and Advocacy
(SCERA).

"I am extremely pleased that the alumni gave us the

$13,000 because it will allow us to educate more voters."

Vecchio said.

The University administration has allocated $4,500.
through an informal process started during the summer, to

the SGA-led voter registration campaign to increase voter

registration and turnout.

According to Richard Conner, director of State and
Government Relations, the administration wanted to match
the SGA's initial budget of $5,000.

"We are able to hire new people, give our present can-

vassers more hours and register more students (for the reg-

istration campaign]." said Marc Kenen. director of SCERA.
commenting on the funding increase.

"A financial contribution |to the SGA registration cam-
paign] was important." said Conner. "Our business is edu-
cation It is fundamental to the effective functioning of a

democratic society for people to be informed and partici-

pate in the political process

According to Conner, the administration decided to
donate the money in order to demonstrate to state and
national government that the administration and students

care about UMass.

In addition to the $4,500, the Alumni Association.

voted to allocate $13,000 to the registration campaign's
UMass Voter-Candidate Guide. Vecchio said.

"The money will help us by allowing us to print more

copies of the guide and to send it to more people," Vecchio
said.

The mission of the campaign is to assist a University

graduate in becoming an educated voter, said Frank Mozell.

voter registration coordinator for the campaign.
"It can't happen without the money," he said.

The guide will be compiled from a survey-questionnaire
which was mailed, yesterday, to candidates running in state

and federal elections.

According to Vecchio. the survey should be completed
by candidates and faxed back to the student government
offices

The number of questions from previous drafts totalled

15, but the number of questions for the final draft was
decreased to five questions

SCERA kept the questions simple to ensure that busy
candidates will have time to fill out and return the surveys

quickly, Vecchio said.

The survey was a joint effort between the SGA. SCERA
and the Alumni Association.

"The survey is limited to state representatives and sena-

tors. United States representatives and senators, and presi-

dential candidates." Vecchio said.

The campaign is moving into the final days of voter regis-

tration. The last d;iv to letter to vote is Oct. lb. The cur-

rent total number of registrants on campus was at b.000
students as of Oct. 6.

The SGA campaign is currently trying to set up a series

of forums, held on Oct. 24 and 25. with the candidates

from the First Congressional District in the U.S. House of
Representatives. The forum will feature U.S. Rep. John
Olver (D-Amherst) and state Senator lane Swift (R-North
Adams)
Two representatives from interested Registered Student

Organizations (RSO) will have an opportunity to question

each candidate.

The forum will be one hour and moderated by the SGA
and possibly broadcast on Union Video Center.

Swift has already accepted the invitation to the forum

LISBURN. Northern Ireland —
Bombers struck at the center of
Northern Ireland's security Monday,
detonating two car bombs inside the

British army's heavily defended head-

quarters and raising fears the
province could again become a battle-

ground between the IRA and pro-

British paramilitaries. Thirty-one peo-

ple were wounded. There was no
claim of responsibility. Whether the

attack was carried out by the Irish

Republican Army or by another anti-

British group might determine
whether the province's pro-British

paramilitaries call off their own
cease-fire — and send Northern
Ireland back into retaliatory violence.

The first bomb went off without warn-

ing in a parking lot inside Thiepval
Barracks, the main camp for the 18,000

army troops in the British-ruled province.

A second detonated 20 minutes later

near the base's hospital, apparently to

ambush passing soldiers, medical staff

and people wounded by the first bomb
As flames and black smoke bil-

lowed from the blast site, soldiers

and paramedics hauled off the
wounded on foam mattresses. Some
of the people injured in the second
blast included medical staff attending

to the victims of the first.

The army said 21 of the injured

were soldiers and 10 were civilians —
including the three most seriously

hurt. One man was critically wound-
ed and four received serious head,
chest and leg wounds. The less seri-

ously wounded included an 8-year-

old girl who was treated for shock
and released.

Army forensic scientists estimated
that the two bombs contained a total

of 500 to 1 ,000 pounds of homemade
explosive. Each left a deep crater in

the pavement.

The attack inside what, until now.
had been Northern Ireland's most
untouchable army installation deals

an embarrassing blow to the British

forces. Thiepval lies in Lisburn, a
predominantly Protestant suburb
southwest of Belfast, and is home to

the army's senior commanders, key
officers' families and its elite bomb
squad. Thiepval has a single entrance

guarded by armed soldiers and secu-

rity cameras, with every car requiring

clearance — though most are not
individually searched.

Among the amiy facilities damaged
were offices, the base's travel agency,

the nursery and the chapel The blasts

smashed windows in surrounding civil-

ian homes and at a nearby hospital. The
Dublin office of Irish Piime Minister

|ohn Bruton said that "the barbaric

bomb attacks" were "deliberately calcu-

lated to provoke further violence and
bloodshed and (are] aimed at under-
mining the multiparty talks in Belfast

"

During a campaign stop in

Portland. Maine. President Clinton
called the explosions "another painful

setback" for peace. The talks between
parties in the conflict started in June
with the IRA-allied Sinn Fein party

excluded because the IRA has not
held to its cease-fire. The talks have
made little progress. The IRA
resumed its bombing campaign
against British rule of Northern
Ireland in February, citing the refusal

of the British government to let Sinn
Fein into the peace talks without con-

ditions.

Cadets get a taste of repels

against a brilliant backdrop

Arrest made in domestic assault case
By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

By Scott Jason

Collegian Correspondent

HUNTINGTON — Last Saturday
the field in front of Southwest
Residential Area at the University of

Massachusetts trembled as U.S. Army
transport helicopters landed several

times throughout the morning.

The helicopters were part of an
Army Reserve Officer's Training
Corps (AROTC) training mission that

brought cadets via helicopter to the

Knightsville Dam for a repelling exer-

cise.

Nearly 140 cadets, members of the

Alpha. Bravo and Charlie Companies
participated in the exercise, encom-
passing the entire Minuteman
Battalion.

Alpha Company is composed mostly

of first year AROTC cadets. Bravo
Company consists of second and third

year cadets from UMass. Smith
College. Amherst College and Mount
Holyoke College. UMass serves as the

main headquarters where classes are

held. The Charlie Company, which
met Alpha and Bravo in Knightsville.

is composed of students from the
Springfield area and is stationed at

Western New England College

For Alpha Company, the day started

at 6:45 a.m. on one of the coldest

mornings of the fall. The Alpha
Company stood on the cold, frost cov-

ered field and listened to a safety brief-

ing by Captain Higgins.

At approximately 7:30 a.m., two
CH-47 helicopters descended to

deploy Alpha Company to the
Knightsville Dam.
The Ch-47's, or "Chinooks" as the

army calls them, are the army's largest

helicopter. The twin colored monstet I

are capable of carrying over 40 men
and have the power to carry a jeep or

cannon suspended from their under-

side, according to Cadet Captain
Steve Niggl. After arriving back to

campus at 11:15 a.m.. Alpha cadet
Dan Haydan said of the flight and the

training exercise, "that was a really fun

trip, definitely a good time."

"Those Chinooks are really loud."

he added.

Bravo Company left campus at

11:30 a.m. and began the same
repelling exercises that Alpha had just

completed. By the time Bravo
Company arrived at Knightsville. the

sun had broken the mist and the tem-

perature warmed nearly 15 degrees,

turning one of the coldest mornings of

the fall into one of the most gorgeous

afternoons.

The Knightsville Dam is located

about 15 miles southwest of
Northampton, nestled between several

small mountains making a brilliant

backdrop for Bravo Company's exer-

dtei

The helicopters descended between
the hills and touched down on the

dried up pond in front of the dam.
Cadets ran from the helicopters,
hunched over holding their helmets
(or "Kevlars" as their called) until they

were a safe distance from the chop-
pers Cadets then had to climb a rocky

slope up the face of the dam.
Once on top of the dam, cadets got

another safety briefing and a refresher

course on the tying of a Swiss Seat.

The Swiss Seat serves as the harness

from which the cadet's life will ulti-

mately hang. A total of three safety

checks were then conducted on every

cadet

.

The dam has a bridge that extends

out to a 1 00-foot tower that measures

water depth. Cadets repelled from five

points; three 30 foot wall repels in

addition to a 60-foot and a 90- foot

free repel.

At the first repel, cadets got a taste

of putting their Mfet) in the hands ot

their fellow cadets and their superiors

As the cadet steps over the edge, lean-

ing back to the ground, face to the sky,

all trust is put into Sergeant First Class

Diet/ as he explains to the cadet what

they must do.

"Your gonna take a couple of

Turn to REPEL poge 2

University of Massachusetts police arrested an individ-

ual in Brett Residence Hall Friday at 1:25 a.m for domes-
tic assault and battery.

lames Anthony Beringer. 22, of 6 Costello Ave., Bay
Shore. N.Y.. was charged with assault and battery towards
a female student who lives in Brett Residence Hall.

"We responded to a disturbance regarding a female in

Brett who indicated she'd been assaulted by this man."
said UMass police chief |ohn Luippold.

"We found that statutes within domestic violence had
been violated and he was placed under arrest." Luippold
said of Beringer.

In response to the incident, the Dean of Students office

had planned to conduct a workshop in Brett last night

about violence on campus and who students can contact in

the event that they or someone they know become victims.

"It's a program about introducing students to a network
of resources available in response to incidents of violence

on campus," Luippold said.

A similar series of workshops was conducted by the

Dean of Students Office earlier this semester in

Southwest, Central and Orchard Hill Residential Areas.

Last night's scheduled workshop originated from a
request from a resident in Brett Residence Hall.

Representatives from the Dean of Students Office,
UMass Police. Housing Services, Everywoman's Center,
University Health Services and Mental Health Services are
all participants in the safety workshops.

Assistant Dean of Students Merle Ryan said that the
first series of workshops were successful.

"ludging from the feedback we've had. we find that stu-

dents know where to go and what to do about violence."

Ryan said.

Police Officer Steve Westerling, who spoke at one of
the first workshops, said students were often surprised
when the issue of domestic violence was discussed.

In the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, incidents in

dorms, in rooms or on floors, can be considered under
domestic law." said Westerling.

UIMMTH MOWN V COUtGIAN

Praise to the Lord
The UMass Chamber Choir pnetices for the Feast of St. Francis Earth Mass, or Missa Caia, on Sunday at

the Cathedral Church of St. John the Divine in New York City (see photo essay on page 3).
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For Your Information
t Vh are pubhc service announcement! printed daily (o submit an
111 please send a preu release (ontammq all pertinent informa-

Uon, including the name and phone number of the contact per-

son to the Cowgun, c/o the Managing Lditor by noon the previ-

ous day

Tuesday, Oct 8

Meeting — The public is invited to the Annual Meeting of

the Friends of the (ones Library System at 7:J0 p.m. in the

Large Meeting Room on the lower level of the |ones Library.

The featured speaker of the evening is the new curator of

the Dickinson Homestead, Cindy Dickinson, who will speak

on "Perspectives of the Dickinson Homestead." There will

be time for questions afterward, as well as refreshments. For

more information, call Edith Barton at 549-1748.

Wednesday, Oct. 9
Religious Class — "Tanya Class," a free drop-in class

on the Tanya, the Chassidic text of mysticism, 8 p.m. at

Chabad House, 30 N. Hadley Rd., Amherst. Free and

open to the public. Call 594-4094 for more information.

Forum — A forum on election year alternatives, inde-

pendent political action, and grassroots organizing enti-

tled "Campaign
-

96: Will Your Vote Count?" will be held

at 7 p.m. at the Unitarian Meetinghouse, 121 N. Pleasant

St., Amherst. Speakers include Eric Chester, Socialist

Party vice-presidential candidate, and Jonathan Leavitt.

Co-chair, Massachusetts Green Party.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry Society will hold a meet-

ing in the Cape Cod Lounge in the Student Union at 7:30

p.m. New members are always welcome. For more infor-

mation, call Tim at 546-0562.

Meeting — The Distinguished Visitor's Program (DVP)
will be having an informational meeting at 7 p.m. in room
801 of the Campus Center. If you are interested in bring-

ing a lecturer to campus, or in helping us prepare for our

upcoming lecturer. Nadine Strossen. please attend. For

more information, call 545-0046.

Meeting — Interested in learning about deaf culture

and practicing American sign language? HANDS club will

hold its first general meeting of the fall semester at 7 p.m.

in Machmer W-25. For more information, call the office

at 545-1925 or stop by room 306 of the Student Union.

Meeting — The UMass Ski Club will hold its second

general meeting and Montreal trip sign-ups at 7 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom. All those interested must

attend. For more information, call 545-3437.

Meeting — The UMass Italian Club will be holding an

organizational meeting at 7 p.m. in 301 Herter Hall. New
members are welcome. For more information, call Bill at

585-7806, ore-mail at wacava@student.umass.edu.

Meeting — The Anthropology Undergraduate
Collective will hold its next meeting at 7:45 p.m. Meet

outside of the Machmer Lounge. Newcomers are encour-

aged to attend.

Thursday, Oct. 10

Lecture — Ifti Naasim,a poet form Pakistan, will read

his poetry and discuss his work in a lecture entitled "On
Being Gay and Creative in South Asian Culture," at 12:30

p.m. in Campus Center room 803. The event is free,

wheelchair accessible, and is part of the GLBT Studies

Lecture Series, and is co-sponsored by the Stonewall

Center. For more information, contact the UMass
Stonewall Center at 545- 4824.

Friday, Oct. 1

1

Lecture — Wolf Eston, from the University of New
Mexico, will give a lecture entitled "The 2.06Ga Bushveld

Catastrophe, South Africa, and Its Possible Global Effects

on the Proterophytic-Paleophytic Boundary," in Morrill II

South, room 131 at 3:30 p.m. This lecture is a part of the

Geosciences Lectuce Series.

Opening Reception — The Student Union Art Gallery

welcomes Benigna Chilla back to Amherst for an exhibi-

tion of her current works. Her art will be on display at the

Student Union Art Gallery from Oct. 10-Nov. 1. The

reception will be from 5-7 p.m. For more information,

call 545-0792.

Notice*

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final

Examination Schedule will be available beginning Friday,

October 18. Copies will be delivered to students in resi-

dence halls, and will be available to off-campus students

in the Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore).

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

your help is needed. If interested, call Jordan at 546-3548.

UMass Hang Gliding Club — Learn how to hang glide.

The UMass Hang Gliding Club is sponsoring a beginner

weekend on Oct. 19-20. Sign up now because space is

limited. This is the cheapest way to leam how to fly - no

experience necessary. Meetings are on Tuesdays at 6:30;

everyone is invited to attend. Check board by SU ball-

room for location of meetings and office hours. For more

information, call 545-0804 and leave a message.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley offers

rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in Amherst.

Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus stops at 9:45.

Please call Mark to confirm, or for other stops, at 253-0361

.

Ewrywoman's Center— Acculturation Group for Latina

Women, facilitated by Mari Vicente, Thurs. from 4-6 p.m.

Child Sexual Abuse Survivors Support Groups: Group I

facilitated by Sara Elinoff, Mondays from 7-9 p.m. Group
2 facilitator, day, and time TBA. Coming Out Group For

Lesbians, facilitated by Lynne Schachne, Mondays 4-5:30

p.m. Lifting Your Spirits, facilitated by Carla Brennan and

Diana Dalendina, Weds. 4-5:30 p.m. Eco-Psychology for

Women, facilitated by Carla Brennan, Fridays 10-11:30

a.m. Post Abortion Support Group, facilitated by Peggy

Warwick, Wednesdays 5:30-6:30 p.m. Self-Esteem &
Assertiveness for Women, facilitated by Carla Brennan,

Wednesdays 6:30-8 p.m. Single Mothers Support Group,

facilitated by Amy Rosebury, Tuesdays 1-2:30 p.m.

Women & Divorce, facilitated by Ali Thompson, Tuesdays

6:30-8 p.m. All groups offered by the Everywoman's
Center begin in October, and offer a safe and confidential

space. For other groups, call 545-0883.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student Union.

For more information, call the ARC office at 5-1925.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout, Copy, and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304

Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested..

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from 1 to 2 p.m. in

the Campus Center. The room number will be posted on

the Notice Board. For more information, call Utamat
256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Discussion Group — "A Course in Miracles" will meet

from 7 to 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting in

September. For more information, call 253-3795.

Dance — The Northeast American School of Dance Studio

in Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from 8:30

p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to variety of

music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment. All ages wel-

come. Sliding scale. For more information, call 584-8 167.

Work-Study — All undergraduate students who have

received federal work-study as part of their financial aid

package must be on payroll by Friday. October 1 1, 1996

or have a deferral form filed at the Student Employment
office by that same date. If you do not get on payroll or

do not defer your work-study, you will only receive your

spring portion of your award. Any questions, please call

the Student Employment office at 545-1530, or visit our

office located in room "243 of Whitmore.

Working in the USA
Sure, ite a lot to handle. That's why every

International Student needs this.

A***00
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Itis free when you sign with AKsar.

Call 1 800 533-6198.

AT&T

Be a Resident .Assistant!

Applications for Spring 1997 Resident

Assistant Positions Now Being Accepted

Applicants Must Attend an Information Session to

Receive an Application:

October 15 7:OOpm

October 16 70Opm

October 21

October 22

October 23

7:00pm

noon

7:00pm

Cashin Main Lounge

Kennedy 19th Floor Lounge

Gorman 2nd Floor Lounge

Cance Main Lounge

Hamlin Hot Spot

Campus Center room 911

Field classroom

For more information, call the Center for Diversity and Development at S45-0472.

Whitewater is still developing
McDougal claims she overheard her husband cut deal

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) —
Susan McDougal accused her ex-

husband Monday of turning into a

bitter, broken man who cut a deal

with federal prosecutors in

exchange for testimony against

President Clinton.

Speaking from jail in a telephone

interview with Fox News Channel,

she said she was in the same room
when lames McDougal agreed to

help prosecutors build a case
against the president and Hillary

Rodham Clinton.

"1 think they made him the same
offer they made me," Mrs.
McDougal said. "'Give us some-
thing we can use against the

Clintons [and] you can walk
away."

She said McDougal tried to per-

suade her to cooperate as well —
but she refused.

"I know how broken he is and
how sick at heart he is over his con-

victions. And I know that he feels

so much bitterness. That is why he

turned to those people," she said. "I

can only tell you the man I married

would never have done that. I don't

know this man."

Mrs. McDougal was jailed for

contempt for refusing to speak
before a Whitewater grand jury,

and has yet to begin a two-year fed-

eral sentence in federal prison for

her May 28 fraud conviction, lames

McDougal would not discuss what

his former wife said. "1 cannot dis-

cuss any aspect of the case and I

cannot characterize or discuss my
co-defendants in the case,"

McDougal told The Associated

Press yesterday at his home in

Arkadeiphia. Mrs. McDougal said

her husband asked prosecutors to

let him choose which prison he

would be sent to, and said he want-

ed three months freedom before

being sentenced and his living

expenses paid. McDougal also

asked for prosecutors to recom-

mend leniency. Prosecutors agreed

to the terms, she said. McDougal

was not sentenced as scheduled on

his 18 fraud and conspiracy convic-

tions. Sentencing was delayed three

months, to Nov. 18.

The McDougals were convicted

along with former Governor )im

Guy Tucker, who was given proba-

tion in consideration of health

problems.

Those convictions — and much

of the Whitewater investigation —
center on the McDougals' running

of Madison Guaranty Savings &
Loan, and the failed Whitewater

land development partnership the

McDougals and Clintons shared.

Mrs. McDougal said she thinks

the president and the first lady did

nothing wrong. But she said she's

afraid prosecutors will "take what-

ever information we give them,

even in the best light, and turn that

into something thai could be dam-

aging and hurtful."

repel
continued from page 1

bounces, legs bent. You need to jump
and throw your right hand, hold the

'L' all the way back into the wall," he

orders.

A cadet stationed on the ground
holds the other end of the rope,

which keeps the cadet from falling.

At the 90-foot repel, Sergeant

First Class Maholick does the last

safety checks as he gives orders to

cadets and assists them as they step

onto the edge. Looking down from
the top of the concrete bridge at it's

maximum height, cadets realize just

how high they are from the ground.

As the cadet leans back, Maholick

gives his orders. (Without the proper

jump the cadet risks swinging back

into the steel girder beneath the

bridge.)

"Right hand in the small of your

back, you're gonna' take a couple

bounces then jump out, throw your

right hand way out and count one

thousand, two thousand. Bring that

hand back into your back and you'll

swing. Now let's go, you've gotta do

it," Maholick said.

When cadets reach the bottom,

they seemed relieved that their

15-second descent is over, but were

eager for a second chance.

For the Alpha Company this was

the first of several training exercises

that will come in the next four

years. It was an opportunity to real-

ize how important training is and

what skills are required to be a

Private, according to Cadet Captain

Steve Niggl.

Cadet Dave Farrell. just before

doing the 60-foot repel, said,

"today's exercises are confidence

builders. You never get over the fear,

but you gain confidence and trust."

Black Affairs

Needs Writers!
The Black Affairs desk is always looking for students interested in

covering issues of importance to the community. If you fit that

description, call Humphrey brown III or Greg Casimir at the

Collegian at 545-1851 or come down to the Collegian at 1 13

Campus Center Basement.

I^kot. 3SOVJ
by Elizabeth Brown

The UMass Chamber Choir
sana in the Missa Gia, or Earth

Mass over the weekend. They
sang at the Cathedral Church of
St. John the Divine, the largest

Gothic Cathedral in the world,

to help celebrate the Feast of St.

Francis, the patron saint of ani-

mals. Sue Balanski (left), a
junior english major, and Keith

RutkeWeitx (righO, a sophmore

music major, join in this effort.

Karen, the African elephant,

was blessed by the priest at the

cathedral.

ATTENTION

Learn more about our exciting Executive Training Program!

Discuss the pivital role that an Assistant Buyer and Finance

Executive play in our continued success!

Join recent University of Massachusetts Alums at our

RESUME DAY
TODAY, October 8th from 10am - 4 pm

SOM Faculty Lounge

Learn more about how you can pursue a dynamic and

challenging career with Filene's!
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Debate doles out some garbage

Sunday night at the first presidential debate, much
of what happened was to be totally expected. Bob
Dole attacked Bill Clinton as quickly and often as

possible and Clinton sat back parrying Dole's thrusts,

making sure that each claim was dealt with and that no
real weaknesses were exposed In the proem, we learned
a lot about Bob Dole.

One of the Dole camp's primary objectives was to por
tray its candidate as a warm and funny guy. You know, a

guy with charisma. A guy like Bill Clinton. While Dole
delivered a few obviously set-up jokes, which gave the
audience a chuckle, it was clear that they weren't sponta-
neous and they didn't carry the weight that was expected.

Otherwise, Dole presented us with the same old
worn-out product: lots of ambiguity with a little stupidity

thrown in.

On a couple of occasions during the
evening. Dole addressed Clint6n as Mr.
President, reminding the audience that

Clinton never showed George Bush the
respect that was due in their debates.
More often, he began sentences with the

phrase , "I'm not going to bring up..."

which was immediately followed by the
very issue that Dole said he was not going
to bring up.

What resulted was a series of thinly veiled

yet crafty cheap-shots meant to pierce
Clinton's armor but which only helped to augment the
mean, old man image that commonly comes to mind when
you think of the former senator.

My favorite moment of the night came when Dole was
defending his policy towards Social Security and
Medicare. He related the story of a discussion between
himself and his mother.

According to him, Mrs. Dole pleaded with him not to

cut those programs. "Social Security and Medicare are all

1 have," the poor, old woman said, momentarily forgetting

that her son was one of the most powerful men in

Washington. If those were the only resources that Mrs.
Dole had. that fact ought to tell you a lot about the char-
acter of her son.

After that, he compared Clinton to his little brother,
who has been known to stretch the truth. Apparently, the
Dole family developed a rule that approximately one-sixth
of what he said was true. He added that the same rule

applied to Clinton, but more to the tune of one-half.

Wow, a revelation! A politician who is known to
stretch the truth. Call out the National Guard; I think we
have a problem here. Especially considering the fact that
the senator, whose mother relied on Social Security, is the
accuser.

Because a re-election campaign is mainly a referendum
on the incumbent, Dole had to reach out in an attempt to
rattle the President. In the process, he threw a lot of
punches, but missed by a wide margin on most.

From a man who has been furiously attacking teachers
unions and other organized labor. I was amused to see
pleas directed toward the working people and the young.

Why should I care?

How many times have you heard this one —
students today are lazy, apathetic and have
no willingness to address political and social

issues.

This time, it came from the mouth of Kevin
Sowyrga. a thirty-something Weld-Republican polit-

ical consultant based in Boston, while he spoke at

Northeastern University on the student role in the
current election.

The candidates seeking higher office do not care
about you. he said, because you do not care about
them — they know that you'll stay quiet no matter
what.

The reality is that, yes, if one were to measure the
maturity of a political conscious solely on the basis
of how active a particu-

lar group was in the .

electoral process, then,

by and large, college
students would have
nothing to scream
about.

This commentator,
however, believes that

some of his older and
not-so-wiser colleagues

are using an invalid cri-

teria to base their analy-

sis upon as they define

success using their own
terms.

Students may not vote in record numbers, but that
does not necessarily indicate blindness towards social

realities. More importantly, for those of us who make
voting a civic priority, we realize that the ballot box
is not an ends in itself, but a part of a much broader
activist conscious.

We have little inspiration coming from the nation-
al level. For those who watched Bill Clinton and Bob
Dole debate, it become very apparent early on that
both candidates were exceptionally skilled at saying
nothing at all — or more appropriately, nothing too
specific. That would constitute a political stance,
which would create an agenda, which would spark
debate and dissention. which would result in a
healthy and active democracy. Clearly, this is not
what the ex- senator and the soon-to-be-two-ter-
mer had in mind.

Take Clinton's rambling on the role of the U.S. mil-
itary in international operations. He was careful to
remind voters that he weighs "the interests" of the
country before deploying troops on foreign soil.

Well, of course — nothing ground breaking there.

If one agrees that Clinton is at least a reasonable per-
son, it could be assumed that he is not using a hap-
hazard method to make important decision*

"They had the Vietnam War to

organize around— student activists

today must grapple with the restruc-

turing of a global economy with inter-

twined political, cultural and moral
implications.

"

The discussion which should have occurred is how
these interests will be defined in the next century.
Unfortunately, the same, dried up, boring and vague
language was used by both candidates. There is not
too much substance (or political courage) in pro-
claiming that the United States is "the greatest coun-
try in the world."

One could also reasonably assume that young peo-
ple are looking for a "better future." That's not the
kind of rhetoric which is going to attract people into
the process.

If I were lim Lehrer, my follow-up question would
have been: "In terms of specific proposals which fol-

low a clear progression from work you have already
completed, what does a better future' translate into

in your administra-
tion?".

This argument has
been made before:
that the blame for stu-

dent apathy lies in the

system itself. To some
degree, the parties
recognize this as

Democrats and
Republicans scram-
bling to invent ways
to court student
votes.

Then, Mr.
Commentator plays the numbers game — citing the
hundreds of thousands who would fill campus quads
during his college days at the slightest hint of govern-
mental wrong-doing. We were aware that youth did
not exist within a bubble, he said, and that people
around the globe were dying because of the
American government.

True enough, but overlooking the contextual dif-

ferences which separate the issues and dilemmas stu-

dents face today as opposed to 20 or 30 years ago.
They had the Vietnam War to organize around —

student activists today must grapple with the restruc-
turing of a global economy with intertwined political,

cultural and moral implications.

I say this not to suggest that these complexities
should offer students an excuse for being dumb-
founded in the face of organizing an effective social

movement. I simply want to remind those who have
forgotten that this is a very different time which
will therefore produce some very different
approaches to fighting for social justice.

It will certainly be depressing on election night if a
short blurb is given to low student turn-out at the
polls, but that is not the end of the story as some
would lead me to believe.

Michael Elliott is a Collegian columnist

Michael Elliott

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this pave arc those ofthe individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views oj the Collegian.

Willfe bJctew]WMQmrmm
f PROGRESS! THEYRe

! GIVIHO ENCH OTHER
V TIE PifcE SI6N!

It is starting to come clear that Dole needs all the votes he
is able to scrape up, no matter how duplicitous the
process will make him seem.

But Dole is ever the optimist. A positive attitude can
explain the fact that he never mentioned the word "if" in

regard to himself and the presidency. "When I'm
President" and "In a few months I'll" littered his dialogue.
Here we have a man infinitely behind in the race insulting
the intelligence of the average American by intimating
that he's actually going to win.

In the debate, Dole actually accused Clinton of having a
history of "going after more power and more power" as if

that were a bad thing. Granted the President doesn't
native Ins position by accident or humility, but isn't Dole
doing the very same thing?

Does the fact that he gave up his seat in

the Senate prove that he. himself is not
going after a higher amount of power? If

anything, it proves is that he really, really

wants the additional power, not that he has
less desire for the presidency than his

opponent.

Another one of the funniest moments of
the debate came when, in a five-minute
span, both candidates decided to tell the
audience how much they genuinely liked
each other. Maybe it was just me. but when
Clinton said that he liked Dole it was very

believable. When Dole reciprocated, his teeth were grind-
ing. Perhaps Clinton really does like Dole, after all the guy
is practically giving him the presidency for another four
years. He ought to love Bob Dole.

In his closing statements. Dole attempted to reach out
to the young voters of the country. The first minute of the
argument placed the old man identifying with today's
youth, telling them that he knows the pressure they're
under... and that they should be strong enough to resist

using drugs.

Bob Dole was bom during the age of prohibition, yet he
is able to understand the trials and tribulations of today's
youth. I'm one of today's youth and I can't even identify
with the problems we have. We live in a world whose
streets are overridden with violent crime, drugs, gang vio-

lence and more broken homes than intact ones. But
there's a light at the end of the tunnel; Bob Dole knows
what we're going through.

And guess what. He even has a Web page, as he was
more than happy to flaunt as his last point. Bob Dole has
a Web page, and that makes him hip. If he could just pass
one little test, he could back up his hipness. Just put him
in front of a computer and tell him to visit his own page.
Then we'd see who's hip.

Not surprisingly, post-debate polls indicate that nearly
twice as many viewers thought Clinton won the debate
than the 27 percent who saw Dole as the victor. The most
amazing part is that the president didn't have to do any-
thing to achieve his goal. Bob Dole seemed more than
happy to do all the work for him.

Mark McGrath is a Collegian columnist.

Student parents need University's support

For most people, going off to college is hard
enough. New home, new school, new friends Fo
those of us going off to college with our children,

it is (to say the least) challenging. Ironically, my daugh-
ter. Sarabeth (age 2). has adjusted to UMass just fine. I'm
the one who's still having trouble.

At Stop & Shop, students walk by and shout, "Hi
Sarabeth." At the gym. the girl on the treadmill asked
'Hey. aren't you Sarabeth's mom?" Last spring at a child
care rally, Sarabeth's photo was taken and ended up in

the local section of the Union News. Finally, while walk-
ing by the Graduate Employment Office last week. I

noticed my daughter's picture up in the front window
(and I'm an undergraduate). Yes. it seems
Sarabeth is fitting in quite nicely here at

UMass. In fact, most children of students
are doing well- it's their parents that are
having trouble.

One reason why students with children
have such a difficult time here at UMass is that the
University doesn't recognize (or want to recognize) that

student parents are here and that our numbers are
increasing. First and foremost, UMass needs to decide if

it really wants student parents. If UMass is truly vested in

diversifying its student population, that means not only
accepting students, but encouraging and supporting them
as well.

While many needed programs are costly, the first and
least expensive change to the University would be in atti-

tude, since so many offices, staff and faculty are not fami-
ly- friendly. Often, exams for day classes are held at

night, leaving many students looking for baby-sitters.
Other times, teachers give last minute assignments and
students with children cannot easily re-arrange their
schedules.

The lack of understanding is most obvious when pro-
fessors will not put a book on reserve because they
believe it is "reasonably priced and everyone should be

Becky

Woodworth

able to afford it." (Sure it is reasonably priced... if one
has HI income I Hardest of all is when students are told

that they are "unmotivated'' or "lack the skills necessary'

because they were not in class or did not complete an
assignment due to family illness.

Students arc told that they must choose which is most
important to them: being a student or being a parent

Well UMass. there is a term used when a parent that does
not take care of their child. It's called neglect, and it's

illegal. Take it from me UMass. many of us would wel
come a day in class compared 10 a day at home with sick

children

Of course, there are many other changes needed on
campus to support parents. Having a day-

care center that opens before classes, not

at 8:15, would be a nice start. Would I be
asking too much for daycare to stay open
until 5:30 since day classes end at 5:15?
Since the University daycare only offers

full time ipotaV limited financial assistance and toddler
care, and no infant care or sick child care, UMass should
re-examine this idea of support

On the other hand, I do have to include the fact that

the limited child care that is available here at UMass is

wonderful. Never before have I met an entire staff so ded
lotted to providing quality child care. In addition, these

caring professionals work incredibly hard not only caring
for children, but looking out for UMass families as a
whole—something the rest of the University could learn
from.

So yes. Saratwth has adjusted just fine to UMass. She
plays with her friends- M< daycare, visit*, the ducks in the
pond and takes long walks with her class to the football
stadium. She leaves all the worrying about schedules and
c lasses to me. So. if you see Sarabeth around campus or
at the grocer) More, please remember lo say "Hi Becky"
to the tall blonde next to her.

Bteky Woodworth is u [Mass student

Letters to the Editor

U.S. lacks

policy

Middle East

To the editor:

President Clinton is balancing on a

high-wire in the Middle East, and
unless he changes America's lagging

policy in the Gulf, a Reagan-esque
relic of the Cold War, growing
Anti-Western undercurrents will

ultimately lead to world wide terror-

ism and a never-before-seen wave of
dissidence that will rattle American
strategic interests. The current
administration's carte blanche' sup-

port of Israel and its glaring denial of

Turkish human rights violations will

not only alienate Gulf allies, such as

Egypt and Saudi Arabia, but will also

precipitate a level of violence against

American interests that will severely

affect our economic welfare.

For 12 years prior to the
Democratic usurpancy of the White-

House, the two Republican adminis-
trations preceded cautiously with an
unimaginative Cold War policy in the

Middle East, based principally on the

assurance of Turkish and Israeli sta-

bility and the denial of Soviet expan-
sion into this oil rich region. The
Clinton White House, which I admit
has made extraordinary strides in

reaching out to previously unortho-
dox Gulf autocracies such as )ordan
and Syria has continued to waffle
over the important issues of Kurdish
autonomy in southeastern Turkey,
and Palestinian self-rule on the Gaza
Strip. In fact, the Clinton White
House has made greater strides in not

declaring any foreign policy objec-
tives for the Middle East. Essentially,

the United States still implements a

pseudo-Cold War based strategy in

the Middle East seven years after the

fall of the Berlin Wall!

Clinton is not alone, his would be
successor Bob "radical idea-man"
Dole is more concerned with tax cuts

than a Middle East policy. If Dole
were elected we ought not to expect
any change to our current
wishy washy agenda. I suspect, that

citizen Dole's imaginative 21st cen-

tury policy for the Gulf includes a

lack Kemp compromise for instilling

a sense of reverence for football in

the godless Aye'rabs.

Since it is a shoe-in that Bill

Clinton will win the next election,

then it is more critical now then ever

before that the President outline his

policy in the Gulf, specifically: How

will America defend ethnic minori-
ties? In what manner will the
Palestinian quagmire be resolved?
How much emphasis will the U.S.
place on human rights in regards to

national relations? And how will the

U.S. Defense Department help to

develop a strategic defense in the
Middle East funded, equipped and
manned by the Arab nations''

The White House needs a bold
innovative vision for the Middle East

Hopefully the entourage of political

analysts and Washington politicos

that loiter at 1600 Pennsylvania Ave
can cook something within the one
remaining campaigning month before

the presidential elections. William
Jefferson Clinton, the leader of the
most influential country in the history

of this planet, has 30 days to either

squeeze one out. or get off the hop
per.

John Polagruto

Amherst

Report filled with lies

To the editor:

When an article is printed on a
news page that purports itself to con-
tain respectable journalism, unbiased
reporting is a requirement To quote
the Society of Professional
Journalist's Code of Ethics. "There is

no excuse for inaccuracies or lack of
thoroughness." Unfortunately the
Collegian and its reporter. Shyamala
Ivatury. do not feel bound by t he-

standards of a journalist.

Tuesday's article "Israel kills Oslo
Peace Accord" is filled with lies, and
half truths. The author alleges
"Israeli colonialism will end and...

Palestinians will no longer live as
non-citizens in their own land." That
statement is interesting because
according to a UN partition resolu-

tion, "the great majority of the Arab
population in recent decades were
comparative newcomers— either late

immigrants or descendants of per-

sons who had immigrated into
Palestine in the previous 70 years

The truth of the matter is that there

has always been a lewish presence in

Israel for over 3,700 years, lews who
moved to the Middle East in the
early part of this century actually
went out of their way to avoid pur-

chasing land where they might dis-

place Arabs

Other "facts" used to back up the

ami Israeli tone was "the West Bank
is literally criss crossed with

'lewish-only' highways, on which
Palestinians are not allowed." Why
does Shyamala Ivatury need to mis-
lead, is it because that is the only way
to prove a weak argument? In actual-

ity. Palestinians are being barred
mm one new road from Gush Etzion
to lerusalem. The reason for this i*.

the new road does not have a check-
point into the city. "Israel retaliated

by shooting over 80 Palestinian civil-

ians in three days, and wounding
hundreds more " That is a lie. The
riots that are being referred to took
7b lives in total including Israelis and
Egyptians too. Not only did the
Palestinian police not exercise effec-

live crowd control of their own peo-
ple, there were repeated instances of
them joining the mobs and firing
upon the soldiers with "peace keep-
ing amis." Fifteen Israeli soldiers and
policeman were killed. How could
this have happened if the Israelis
were firing on unarmed civilians?

If the Collegian and its writers
wish to gain respect as a news
source, truth in journalism is a great
place to start.

Allison Feinsicin

Amherst

Molitor doesn't speak
for me

To the editor:

As non smoker I would like to

say that I denounce the attitudes of
Erik Molitor in his recent column
"High on Life" (Oct. 2). Not only
was his article condescending and
brusque, filled with blatant stereo-
types, but it was also antagonistic
and sell righteous.

I have chosen not to smoke, and
like Erik. I am proud of that deci-
sion But it is a decision for me —
not lor everyone else. Others includ-
ing smokers, respect my choice.
because I respect them. My opinions
are not clouded with prejudice.
You cannot change everyone's

behavior and here's | due if you
eui really want to try, don't attack
people. Certainly everyone is

allowed to have an opinion, but
opinions do not make people superi-
or nor do they make them inferior. I

do not wish to be associated with
Miim-one so intolerant and hostile. I

hope that no one judges all non-
smokers by this one man's opinion.

lessica Hoar
Webster
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POWER unites UM feminists
By Alt Pearson

Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
has a club or activity for everyone,
even women who want to take con-
trol and make a stand.

Enter POWER. Progressive
Organization for Women's Rights,
one of the only activities on campus
structured primarily for young femi-

nists with an agenda.

POWER has been up and running
for several years, however last semes-
ter it lost momentum. This semester,

armed with a brand new staff,

POWER is taking control.

"There is a lot to do in terms of

social change on this campus," said

Laura Royce, a new POWER mem-
ber and new student this semester.

POWER fully intends on creating
awareness on campus.
One project in the works is a rape

awareness program for pledgers of

fraternities and sororities. This pro-

gram will seek to explain a little bit

about the potential dangers at frater-

nity-sponsored activities and how to

protect those who intend on partici-

pating. Although this program hasn't

started yet, many members of
POWER are excited to take action.

"It is important to educate those

who need to be educated. Most of

the women who need the information

won't come out and ask for it. That is

why a program like this is impor-
tant," said Kristen Gowdy, another

POWER member.
Some other projects in the works

include a self-defense class aimed
primarily at women, petitioning the

fraternities for support of the rupe

awareness program, plastering dis-

play's of anti-women advertisements

commonly found in the media and
planning for National Young
Women's day of action held on Oct
24.

In honor of this day there will be a

rally on the steps of the Student
Union which will include set speakers

as well as an open forum for anyone
who wants to address an issue. Right

now, POWER is focusing on how to

make their participation in the rally

effective.

POWER is a collective, there is no

set leader. They aim to have women
work together to establish their place

on the campus and perhaps the

world

"The organization is open to all

sorts of feminists. Some of the things

we'll do will be more radical than

others. There is a spot for anyone

who wants to make a stand." said

Royce who was tentatively in charge

of the meeting

The Progressive Organization for

Women's Rights is looking to take

control of women's issues on cam-
pus. "There are a lot of students try-

ing to take action and POWER is one-

way to do that." said Gowdy.
Meetings are held every Thursday

at 6 p.m. in Room 306 of the Student

Union.

A table will be set up in the

Campus Center over the next two
weeks advertising the group as well

as selling green ribbons in honor of

Domestic Violence Month recruit-

ment.

Breast cancer info to be distributed

By Michelle Hillman

Collegian Staff

October is National Breast Cancer Awareness month
and The Breast Health Project, a program of The Family

Planning Council of Western Massachusetts has

announced two new support groups.

The first support group is for women who are newly

diagnosed and the second is for women dealing with a

recurrence of the disease or a Stage III or IV diagnosis.

The first support group for recently diagnosed women
will be facilitated by Carol Drexler, a psychotherapist and
breast cancer survivor. The group will meet on Thursdays

from 7-9 p.m., Oct. 17 through Dec. 17 in Northampton.

The second group for women with recurrent disease

will be facilitated by oncology social worker Dianna
Young. This group will meet on Thursdays from 5-7 p.m.,

Oct. 17 through Dec. 12 in Northampton. Sites of meet-

ings will be announced after registration.

The Women's Health Project, a part of the Division of

Health Education University Health Services, is also offer-

ing hour long workshops in a Women's Health Series

available to anyone who is interested in obtaining infor-

mation about women's health.

Suzanne Strickland. Women's Health Project

Coordinator feels that the "main focus |of workshops] is

one on one." attention that the participants receive

The workshops offered address breast health risk fac-

tors, preventive measures and risk training, body image,

cultural influences, skills for enhancing self image and
social support, stress reduction and management, eating

disorders— identifying signs and getting help, healthy

realtionships, communication with your partner and con-

traceptive choices.

Strickland places special importance on the breast

health program because "breast health is a topic that

doesn't receive much publicity," and most women don't

give it much thought, said Strickland.

Letters informing Residence Assistants will be distrib-

uted to all the residential areas this week. Students may
speak to their RA's and ask to schedule workshops or call

and set up independent workshops.

Facts on Breast Cancer
•Breast cancer accounts for more than

30% of all cancers among women.
•182,000 women will develop breast can-

cer this year.

•46,000 women will die this year because
of breast cancer.

•Only lung cancer causes more deaths

among women.
•One in eight women will develop breast

cancer.

•Most lumps ($0%) are detected by
women.
•Risk of breast cancer increases as

women grow older.

•Drinking alcohol may increase my
chances of developing breast cancer.

•Eight out of 10 abnormal lumps are not

cancerous.

•Breast cancer is not caused by bumping,

bruising, or touching the breast.

Inside the sweat shops

Michelle

Hillman

Last Thursday a tiny

Nicaraguan woman wearing a

colorful skirt and red

sweater, accompanied by a translator,

told approximately 30 women about

the conditions of her country and
workplace due to the occupation of

United States corporations.

The woman who goes by the alias

lull. i has six children and works in an

assembly plant

called a "maquila."

lull. i and other

employees work
from 7 a.m. to 5

p.m. and are not

allowed to go to the bathroom or

receive any benefits such as medical

care for their children.

lulia is forced to use an alias

because she is organizing unions

despite her employers disapproval.

She has been active in the trade

union movement for 20 years, moti-

vated by the abuses of women wit-

nessed daily by workers in the

maquilas.

"The companies think they own us.

We're ready to show them. Our
intention is to bring solidarity to

women workers," said Julia.

lulia is only about five feet tall, but

is "willing to do anything," including

fake a broken ankle in order to come

to the United States to tour for two

weeks including stops in

Massachusetts, Rhode Island.

Connecticut and Maine.

One worker who sews Kathy Lee

brand clothes says, "Everyone starts

work at 7 a.m. They give us a fifteen

minute grace period. But you never

know when you will be able to go

home. Normally the day is over at 5

p.m. but they might tell you to stay

until seven, eight, 10 or all night."

Parts of Central America and other

free trade zones such as the

Dominican Republic, Haiti and

Nicaragua are all subject to U.S.

imperialism. The employers in the

free trade zones enjoy complete

exemption of taxes including no

import or export taxes, or municipal

taxes on corporate gains for a period

of 10 years.

|ulia spoke for about an hour and

told the gathering of women about

how her country was before the free

trade zones existed and how her situ-

ation has worsened.

lulia said women were working to

teach men to be non- sexist. "Men
have learned to sew, cook
and do al. the things we
do along with us. It is no

longer strange to see a

man sweeping or iron-

ing— these days it is very

normal."

Men have a hard time finding jobs

in these maquilas because they do not

know how to operate the machinery,

lulia also commented on how drugs

were never a problem before and
now children are seen on the streets

sniffing glue. The level of illiteracy

has also gone up.

lulia said that everyone had work
and education and medicine was free.

Day care centers were also available

where the children were fed for free.

The aspect that was most disturb-

ing about Julia's speech was the fact

that the women are earning $65-70
a week when their basic needs for a

month are $165, not including extra

money for emergencies. The
Americans living in the country
send their children to the best

schools, receive free medical care

and "are improving their situation

at home while living in our coun-

try."

The most perplexing aspect of this

woman's incredible story is not only

the fact that she has endured these

conditions but single-handedly raised

six children while working to orga-

nize the women in her county. It is

not the fact that this woman is risk

ing her life and her job to come to

the country that is destroying hers.

What is perplexing is the ignorance

of Americans who only have concern

for their $100 sneakers, $150 sun

glasses, and designer clothing made
by women who have no choice but to

work for these companies if they plan

to survive.

More perplexing is the fact that

our country acts as if it is innocent

and docile, moving into Third World
countries, setting up companies that

operate for pennies, stripping the

country of any social and economic
independence, and treating people as

if they are bodies that solely exist as a

means of production.

lulia concluded her speech by apol-

ogizing for telling the women in the

room what their country has done.

"Sorry I have to say this, but every-

one loves what is their own."

Julia's tour has been made possible

by an inter faith organization for

peace and social justice called

Witness for Peace.

Stephen Cobb, a co-organizer,

hopes that lulia's life experience will

help to uncover the personal effects

of the North American Free Trade

Agreement (NAFTA) and the

General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT)

COURTIS* ASSOOATtD MIISS

Kathie Lee Gifford

Women discuss community resources

COUdTNfY SMITH < OUECIAN

Emmy Cay (right) and a friend talk at the forth annual Women of Color reception last Thursday in the

Mullins Center VIP room.

By Jess Arsenoult and Dana Ooagliariello

Collegian Correspondents

On Oct. 3, the Mullins Center VIP Room hosted the

fourth annual Women of Color Reception. An appear-

ance by comedienne Emmy Gay, as well as several

mli. i malum tables and a buffet dinner were the feature

attractions.

Senior sociology major Renee Henderson summed
up the evening with her sentiment, "The idea behind

the night is to bring together women of color from the

community to find out what kind of resources are

available." One of the major resources of this kind was
the information provided by the Dunbar Community
Center of Springfield.

Laurice figgets. peer advisor representing the center,

provided information about the various services that the

center provides for area teenagers. These services

include after school education programs focusing on
teenage pregnancy, substance abuse, violence and
HIV/AIDS awareness

The volunteer staff provides male and female "mentor-

ing" programs that address the issues of self esteem,

respect for life and limb, lifestyle options and career

exploration through peer leadership, for African

American and Latino teens between the ages of II to 17.

Mentors donate at least six hours per month of their

free time to their respective mentoring partners. The
mentors spend time getting involved with teens in vari-

ous ways including field trips, going to meetings and
speaking to parents.

The Dunbar Community Center provides an educa-

tional program which includes the instruction of

Hooked-on- Phonics, EZ Math and computer training.

A cultural enrichment program focuses on increasing

youth appreciation of the arts, through dance, theatre.

arts and crafts and presentations of African American
history.

SNAP, a special needs service program, is provided

for those families who live with children with mental

retardation, and a support group of parents offen a

forum of sharing and empowerment. In addition to

educational programs, the Center offers athletic and
recreational programs for males and females from six

years old.

The Dunbar Community Center is a non profit orga-

nization funded by the United Way government and
private foundation, grants and corporate contributions

It has been at its current location. 33 Oak Street in

Springfield, for the past eighty-two years providing the

community with services benefitting teenagers from all

walks of life. For additional information call the

Dunbar at (413)788-6143.

Understand M}> Pain. .

.

Jamie

Sinsheimer

As a woman 1 grew up con-

stantly being touted for my
sexuality. For who I was and

what I was lacking in comparison to

a man, my inner self was constantly

being knocked to the ground. I

learned things I never wanted to

know as I grew up surrounded by a

domineering and for the most part

male family. Don't get me wrong, my
mother is a wonderful woman.
Unfortunately, she could never quite

help out when things

got rough between my
father and I.

I learned to come
into my own relatively

late in life — some-
where around the time 1 hit high

school. Prior to this I lived my life for

my father and did anything that he

asked me to do. Still threatened by

his overbearing shadow I am forced

to hide parts of who I am in hope
that someday I will be able to be

myself.

Sometimes, if I am sitting in class

or outside the Student Union enjoy-

ing a bright sunny day. I will start to

think of where I am and how I got

here. I think about my life a lot and
(most of the time) it makes me very

sad.

Last year, when I first started writ-

ing for the Women's Issues section of

the Collegian I wrote a couple of edi-

torials on rape and how widespread it

was on our campus. I wrote because I

felt the need to get my voice "out

there" and show other women that I

too have been a victim. Victimization

comes in thousands of different

forms and tons of different shapes

and colors.

So yes, we can all say that we have

been victimized in one way or anoth-

er, but I am here to speak about my
story and hopefully you can take

what you can use and move on,

because that is what I am trying to

do.

As a child 1 lived my life on the

sidelines for a while, watching and
observing my father's actions towards

the rest of my family
— most notably my
mother. As I watched
and over time became
involved I began to

grow angry. As an
eight -year-old child 1 did not know
how to express this anger so I basi-

cally harbored it until now.

My father never hit my mother. I

don't think he had the nerve to do
that. He hit me though, probably
because he knew that I couldn't hit

him back. For about eight years of

my life I lived with a man that com-

pletely frightened me. I was afraid to

talk for fear of him reacting the

wrong way. I was afraid to go out of

my house wearing something that he

might disapprove of. I was afraid to

bring home a friend that might look

different from his expectations of my
friends. 1 was afraid...

I first remember my father touch-

ing me when I was about
seven-years-old. It went beyond
being hit and extended to a place that

shouldn't be reached in a

father/daughter relationship. This

continued on until the summer before

my junior year of high school, when I

threatened him with a phone call to

the police — that's when all the phys-

ical aspects of our relationship ended.

Being hit as a child is one of the

most damaging experiences a person

can live with. I know because I was a

victim. A year ago I couldn't even

mutter those words. I couldn't

believe that I was a victim, I didn't

think it could happen to nic

Since the incident during my junior

year of high school I have grown to

take a stand against men like my
father. He, on the other hand has

become implanted in my mind as one

of the scariest people 1 know. That,

as sad as it sounds, is true When I

speak to him now it's really hard for

me to control the hatred that I have

for him inside.

1 love my mother, she has always

respected my decisions and who I

am. I admire the woman that she is

for having the courage to leave my
father in my senior year of high
school. Though we can not fully erase

what he has done, I know in my heart

that I will never forget what he did to

me when I was growing up.

Today. I pride myself on working
for other women who have been vic-

tims of domestic violence and helping

them cope with their own experi-

ences. By asserting my voice through

my writing I hope that I can touch
other women and help them cope
with the pain. I know that it is a hard

burden to handle but if we don't han-

dle it — then who will?

lamie Sinsheimer is a Collegian

staff member.

Dear Readers.

My name Is Michelle Jilllman and 1 am the new Women s Issues editor this

semester. 1 Intend to do as much as physically possible to keep women s Issues a

major part ox the Daf/y Collect/an and the UMass conscious. Tlease feel tree to

come down and voice your opinions, complaints and ideas. 1 look forward to an

empowering semester. I'm always looking for new and Interested writers, so

come on down and join me. 1 look forward to seeing you all.

Most Sincerely.

Michelle\H111man

Write for Women's Issues - See Michelle Hitman at the Collegianl

SPEAK YOU* MIND!
WJ rite fe»f
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Arts & Living
Gray monologue slides into Noho
By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

Tonight, for one show only, the

master of monologue, the titan of

talk, the sultan of speaking

—

Spaulding Gray, in a very special

appearance at the Academy of Music,

will present his new piece, "It's a

Slippery Slope."

Coming from three shows in

Boston at the Emerson Majestic

Theatre last weekend, Gray's newest

monologue is about, among other

things, learning to ski at the age of

53.

If this topic sounds slight, one
only needs to examine the mono-
logues that Gray has produced in the

last 20 years to understand where
he's coming from. Gray's greatest hit,

Swimming to Cambodia, might be

summarized as a monologue about

performing a minor role in a movie.

This is of course an amusing under-

statement in itself.

"Using the skiing as a metaphor,

well, it's like 'The Magic Mountain.'

Everything that's happening down
below is driving me up to empty my
head out. And 1 suppose it's a

metaphor for nothingness and death,

the whiteness," said Gray in an inter-

view with The Providence Phoenix

last December. Those familiar with

Gray territory should know by now
that nothing is slight when it comes

to the subjects of his monologues.

Those who aren't familiar with

Gray might still need explanation to

what exactly he does. Those who try

to label Gray might do so with "per-

formance artist," "storyteller,"

"sit-down comedian" or simply as

"actor," having been featured in

films, including Diabolique. The

Son Corazon, a Puerto Rican story
By Seema Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

SON CORAZON: HEARTSTRUNG FOR MYRNA
VAZQUEZ

Bowker Auditorium

Oct. 5

The life of a woman who loved too much was eulo-

gized Saturday night in Bowker Auditorium. Hon
Corazon: Heartstrung For Myrna Vazquez was a multi-

media, bilingual presentation on Myrna Vazquez.
Vazquez was a Puerto Rican actress who died at the age

of 40. The play, which was written by Rosa Luisa

Marquez, one of Puerto Rico's leading theater artists

and theorists, looked at the impact Vazquez made in

her short life.

Vazquez, celebrated as an actress, mother, political

activist, union organizer, teacher and community volun-

teer, opened the first cooperative theater group in

Puerto Rico. At one point. Vazquez fell in love with

another actor named Felix and because she was too

dark, his parents forbade the match. Eventually, she

married Felix.

Vazquez was accused of being a communist and one
night, her theater was burned down. Realizing she

couldn't get work in Puerto Rico, she moved to Boston,

where she died on Feb. 17, 1974, following heart

surgery.

Son Corazon was very unique in its presentation. The

show opened up with two women standing on the bal-

conies talking about Vazquez in both English and

Spanish. There was a lot of singing, all in Spanish. At

one point, the audience was asked to switch seats when

the actors were going to give a synopsis of two of her

most famous roles so that one version could be done in

Spanish and the other in English. While it was a cre-

ative way of presenting the characters of fuanita and

Antigone, to the audience, the combined

Spanish/English translations muddled the stories and

made it hard to hear properly.

Straying from conventional methods of presenting a

story, the play used masks, lighting, puppets, pho-

tographs and video clips to illuminate Vazquez's life. A

puppet with a squeaky voice played the live-year-old

Vazquez and the three actresses took turns playing

Vazquez.

Son Corazon: Heartstrung for Myrna Vazquez was an

intriguing presentation in thai it wasn't completely lin-

ear nor was it typical of most plays. The actresses were

very versatile, switching roles and languages with ease.

They were also exuberant and enthusiastic in conveying

her passions.

While at times the drama tended to be confusing,

credit ought to be given for originality and creativity in

presentation. Son Corazon managed to mix different

elements in the right combination to present a vivid pic-

ture of the woman who loved too much.

COUHTESY PAUIA COUHT

Spaulding Gray performs at the Academy of Music tonight. HSCN spotlights Nine Months & more
Paper, Beyond Rangoon, King of the

Hill and True Stories.

Gray, of course, has his own
favorite label.

"The definition I liked the most
came from a I O-year-old- girl who I

saw hanging out once after one of my
shows. And being surprised by how
young she was I questioned, 'What
are you doing here?' And she said,

'My dad said I had to come and see

the talking man' I liked that defini-

tion, " Gray said in an interview with

himself for The Los Angeles Times in

April, 1994.

For diehard fans, tonight's perfor-

mance will no doubt result in an

evening full of, to quote Gray's
Swimming to Cambodia, "perfect

moments."

Spaulding Cray performs "It's a

Slippery Slope" at the Academy of
Music, Northampton tonight at 8
p.m.

Recent tributes raise the Dead
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

The Grateful Dead are one of those bands that were

always so large, successful and prominent, that most peo-

ple either love them or hate them, a phenomena especially

prominent here at the University of Massachusetts. In

their 30 years, they were the highest grossing concert act

ever (then again, they never stopped touring — however,

that was where their strengths were— in their live perfor-

mances).

The Dead had an effect on most everybody, whether it

was musical inspiration or just an opinion — they weren't

to be ignored. To say they had an effect on many people is

shown in three tribute albums that were released in 1996:

Joe Gallant & Illuminati's Blues For Allah Project, The
David Murray Octet's Dark Star and Fire On The
Mountain: Reggae Celebrates The Grateful Dead. The fact

that many artists had an effect on the Dead is evident on

The Music Never Stopped: The Roots Of The Grateful

Dead.
• Joe Gallant, virtuosic bassist, was asked by former

Dead bassist and founder Phil Lesh. to remake the Dead's

classic 1975 album, Blues For Allah, with new large

ensemble arrangements. Part of the Illuminati big band is

former Dead keyboardist Tom Constanten (who played

between 1968-72). Guitarist of the band, David Gans,

hosts the weekly nationally syndicated radio show "The

Grateful Dead Hour." A great piece from this is the violin

and guitar arrangement for the instrumental "Sage And
Spirit."

• Saxophonist David Murray graced the stage with the

Dead on choice occasions in the '90s and with Dark Star

shows how short the bridge is between jazz and the

Dead's multi-genre music. "Shakedown Street" with its

funky horns and organ, sounds like the Rocky theme here

in an interesting arrangement. The Octet (two saxes, three

trumpets, a trombone, Hammond B-3 organ, bass and

drums) takes the title track into the outer reaches of

music where Jerry Garcia took his band on his own com-

position. There is even a new song by Bob Weir (acoustic

guitar) and Murray on tenor: the melodic instrumental

"Shoulda Had Been Me."
• Following in the footsteps of the superb version of

"Estimated Prophet" done by Burning Spear on the 1990

tribute to the Dead, Deadicated, various reggae bands and

artists turn out grooving, bright versions of Dead tunes on

Fire On The Mountain. Great tracks include "Touch Of
Grey" (better than the Dead's studio version, done here by

the Mighty Diamonds), the title track (done by Chalice,

who back up many individual artists on other tracks on

the tribute), and "Franklin's Tower" (Steel Pulse's smooth

version of an easily-adaptable-to-reggae tune). Reggae

legend Frederick "Toots" Hibbert gives his own adapta-

tion of a common Dead cover, "Catfish John." This album

is a palm tree in the graveyard of the Dead.
• Cover tunes occurred in at least 90% of the Dead's

many shows over their 30-year career, and most were so

common and often played, they took on new identities as

Dead songs. "Not Fade Away." Buddy Holly's 1957 clas-

sic, featured in its original glory on The Music Never

Stopped (Shanachie). The Dead elevated the song to

many great heights during all three decades of their

career.

Marty Robbins' "El Paso" is another beautiful song,

covered often by the Dead, sung strongly by Bob Weir in

their shows. Other tracks on this great collection are dug

from the mines of straight old blues (Rev. Gary Davis'

"Samson & Delilah," Henry Thomas' "Don't Ease Me
In"), bluegrass (Obray Ramsey's "Rain and Snow"), folk

(Bob Dylan, who's played the Dead's original "Alabama

Getaway" in recent tours, is on here with his "It's All

Over Now, Baby Blue") as well as other genres like coun-

try and New Orleans R&B.

The Truth About Cats and Dogs
Janeane Garofalo's low self-esteem

finds herself in a love triangle while

taking calls on her radio show, "The
Truth About Cats and Dogs. " One
day she describes herself to a male

caller as having all

the physical fea-

tures of the pre-

sumably more
attractive Uma
Thurman. Thurman
is the friend who
tries to help

Garofalo get the

attention of the

gentleman but ends

up having a few
feelings of her own.

The movie gets off to a good start,

but goes through a little dry spell in

the middle. Some really funny parts

make it worth watching and some-

thing people may be able to relate to.

B-

Rising Sun
Sean Connery and Wesley Snipes

are odd couple detectives trying to

solve a murder case that deals with

people from the land of the rising

sun, the Japanese. Inspired by a

Michael Crichton novel, the movie
doesn't live up to all the suspense

that you might think it would. The
story's complexity can cause lot a of

confusion. Snipes is okay, but

Connery has done better. The' two
never form any chemistry and the

plot doesn't pick up the slack. D

Die Hard With a Vengeance
Bruce Willis is back to complete

the Die Hard trilogy as he reprises

his role as New York City detective

|ohn McClane. This time Willis gets

the help of an entertaining Samuel L.

Jackson as they go up against Jeremy

Irons and his army. This third install-

ment keeps suspense going all the

way through with Willis' usual wise

cracks thrown in. The good sequence

of action after action will make you

happy you watched. B+

Flow to Make an American Ouilt

Seven women reminisce about
their past loves to Wynona Ryder as

she goes away for the summer to

ponder an engage-
ment proposal. The
women are working

on a symbolic quilt

for Ryder who gives a

good performance.
Maya Angelou also

does well for some-
one who is not nor-

mally an actress. It is

a warm movie with

sentimental points,

but can be a bit bor-

ing. C+

Benny and loon
This sweet, romantic comedy pairs

Aidan Quinn and Mary Stuart

Masterson as brother and sister hav-

ing trouble understanding each other.

The mentally challenged Masterson

continually manages to find herself in

mischief that becomes Quinn's prob-

lem until a very amusing Johnny
Depp enters the picture. The begin-

ning and middle of the film have
some dull parts, but is well compen-

sated for by Depp's comedic antics

and an enlivened ending that makes

for a cute movie. B-

Nine Months
Julianne Moore is all set and ready

to have baby in Nine Months, but

guess who's not? Hugh Grant. Tom
Arnold is the ultimate dad who
befriends him and helps as the big

event draws near. A special appear-

ance by Robin Williams as a doctor

who hasn't quite mastered the

English language and gets confused

between delivering animals and
humans is hilarious. Along with

Grant and Arnold, Williams loads the

movie with laughs and slapstick. The
chaotic ending is even funnier. B
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No fixing needed for latest Tool water polo
continued from page 10

and "Tiny Tim" Troupis each
notched a icore auditioning for

Marc Staudenbauei \ vacated
spot in the Mai ting lix

Against Bucknell, the
Minutemen were no less kind in

the opening quarter, sprinting out

to a 5-1 lead. UMass found them
selves ahead 11-3 after three-

periods and shifted into cruise
control in the fourth.

Stahl netted five nunc goals m

the lout nl Buckncll, snapping
out ol his scoring funk He It Mill

on I pace to become just the third

Minuteman to score 100 goal- in

a single season.

Marrero and Aldo Roman each

found the- back of the net twice in

the match as the UMass sopho-
mores Continue to dominate the

scoring (and fouls) chert.

Engin stopped eight more shots

in the victory before being

relieved by Dane Teruya who
notched three saves himsell

The Minutemen have nothing
but practice this week as they

anticipate their last EWPA league

tourney of the season to In
played in Flushing. N.Y.
From Poolside... The

Minutemen were 4 in the
KWPA last season and haven't
lost a league match in over two
years.

Women's tennis defeated by AC
Tool recently released their new album Anemia.

By Michael J. Nam
Collegian Staff

By Scott Bernard

Collegian Staff

TOOL
Aenima

Zoo Entertainment

A kind of unpleasant and
self-indulgent creepiness hangs at the

fringes of Tool's first LP, Undertow,
something which sort of catered to

the more depressed of the grunge
generation. However, the musical
ideas of guitarist Adam lones, bassist

Paul D'Amour and drummer Danny
Carey were scrunched by a murky
and claustrophobic production, and a

mix which overemphasized bass and
de-emphasized guitar.

The first thing one notices about
this new release is that both |ones

and Carey have been given a much
more muscular part in the produc-

tion, and new bassist lustin

Chancellor, though still prominent,
stays in the background. There is a

power to this music which one has a

feeling Tool was trying to realize on
their previous release but just could

not manage.
The style remains the same, sludgy

songs which can be both melodic and
brutal within the blink of an eye (oi

ear). And above this soars Maynard
lames Keenan and his multifaceted

voice, capable of intimate whispers of

regret ("I could have cried... 1 should

have cried..." from "H "). straight

howls of rage (numerous) and
moments of quiet but deadly anger
("Don't you lie to me... don't you
fucking lie..." from "Eulogy"). The
lyrics are somewhat buried, purpose-

ly enigmatic, but the content or at

least the mood of the songs are made
apparent in snippets when they hit

hardest.

But amongst all this angst and
emotional upwelling of the songs
proper, there are moments of (dark)

humor. "Message to Harry Manback"
seems to be a ridiculously over the

top death threat left on someone's
answering machine, backed by a very

sympathetic and lilting piano.
"Intermission" is a carnivalesque ver-

sion of the very heavy opening riff of

the next song. "Jimmy." played on a

circus organ. Finally, as a real oddity.

"Die Eier Von Satan" is an industrial

song sung in German by one Marko
Fox.

However, it is in Animu's final cut.

"Third Eye." that the band displays

its increased maturity and confi-

dence. It begins with several samples

of the late Bill Hick's routines on the

Important links between drugs and
music (the album is somewhat dedi-

cated to Hicks, who was a friend of

the band and introduced them in Los

Angeles during their 1993
LoUapeJooza stint). It then proceeds

to rapidly shift tempos and mood
throughout its 13 minute length,

always keeping the listener on its

toes. It is both sweet and assaultive,

,ii one point beautiful, and at another

churning and brutal. This is definitely

the product of a band which will only

get better as it goes. B+

The Massachusetts women's ten-

nis team fell to Amherst College
5-3 in a match last Friday. UMass
(3-1) lost for the first time in

head-to-head competition this

year, while Amherst improved to an

unblemished 6-0.

Laura Keith led Amherst with a

No. 2 singles win, and the rest of
her team controlled the doubles
round in handing UMass its defeat.

The Minutewomen found them
selves in a hole early when their

No. 2 and No. 3 teams lost in the

doubles round.

luniors Noelle Orsini and Marie
Christine Caron were defeated by a

score of 8-4, and sophomore (ackie

Braunstein and junior Lana
Goredetskaya lost 8-2.

The instability of the doubles ros

ter has been a concern for the team
this year. The Minutewomen looked

forward to solidifying the doubles

team with the University of

Connecticut match (rainout) and
the Amherst match.

The lone bright spots during the

doubles matches were freshman
Ola Gerasimova and her partner,
junior Caroline Steele.

The No. 1 doubles team won the

sole point for UMass in the doublet
round with an 8 4 victory.

Geraalntova'i debut was delayed
with the rainout at UConn uftei a

ban from the first three games due
to NCAA clearinghouse issues.

The anticipated first game for the

freshman phenom was | successful

one on an otherwise negative dag
for the Minutewomen.

In the singles matches. UMass
placets fell to three of the Amherst
singles at No. 2. No. 4 and No. 5.

The No I singles did not play.

Braunstein won her No. 3 singles

match over Ting Yu of Amherst in

straight sets b 2. b 3. and senior

Liz Durant did the same in the No.
b slot, winning over Sam Toerge
7-b (fo J). 6-0
The Minutewomen had a difficult

time at the heart of the singles

matches

Both the No. 4 and No. 5 slots

lost in straight sets in their defeat.

Orsini lost 6-i, 6-1, and Steele
fared little better in falling 6-2.

b 3.

UMass will try and rebound in a

match against the Providence
College Friars at home today at

3:00 p.m. at the Upper Boyden
Courts.

Minutewoman notes: This is the

first time home for the women
since their victory against the
University of Hartford on Sept. 12.

1; Mass has a 3 I 1 mark against

Providence dating back to 1981.
Gerasimova. though having played

I successful doubles match, has not

played a singles match yet as the

No. 1 singles did not play at

Amherst. Head coach |udy Dixon's

record with the young tennis pro-

gram is an impressive 49-20
(.683). and last year coached the

women's team to an outstanding
15-3 season.

Garmana, Swedish rockers , set for Noho

Drawing from influences as diverse as Black Sabbath.
Nine Inch Nails and their native folk music traditions.

Swedish band Garmarna has drawn international atten-

tion with a fresh take on rock music. Named for the dogs
that guard the gates of hell in Scandinavian mythology.
the band consists of singer Emmy Hardelin. percussionist

lens Hoglin. and the multi-instrumentalists Rickard
Westman. Gotte Ringqvist and Stefan Brisland-Ferner.

These Omnium recording artists will begin their U.S.

tour tonight at Northampton's Iron Horse Music Hall, in

support of their new album Guds Speleman (God's
Musicians). Garmarna's members range in age from early

to mid-20's. but have ahead) accumulated extensive live

performance experience through tours in Scandanavia.
Germany and the U.S.

Their intense, haunting sound rumbles with industrial

undertones and psychedelic tendencies Emmy Hardelin's

voice puts so much expression and passion into her lyrics

(often drawn from foreboding folktales) that you just may
be inspired to run around the valley searching out a

Swedish tutor so you can sing along.

Garmana performs at the Iron Horse Music Hull
tonight at 10 p.m. Call the club at 584-06 10 for more
information.

— Daniel Bodah

Coyotes destroy Bruins in scoring blitz

By Jimmy Golen
Associated Press

BOSTON (AP) — Mike Gartner. Norm Maclver and
Oleg Tverdovsky scored during a one-minute. 49-seeond
span in the first period last night as the Phoenix Coyotes

got their first victory. 5-2 over the Boston Bruins

Gartner finished with a hat trick and Nikolai
Khabibulin stopped 30 shots for the Coyotes, who were
the Winnipeg lets until this season. Phoenix lost its

opener, 1-0. to Hartford on Saturday. The victory also

was the franchise's first against Boston in six games dat-

ing back to the 1991-92 season.

After Boston took a 1-0 lead on Jeff Odgers' spin

move in front 2:16 into the game. Phoenix scored four

consecutive goals. Adam Oates had a giveaway in the

Coyotes' zone and Keith Tkachuk broke out. taking it all

the way to the Bruins ctfaea before Gartner knocked in a

loose puck at the 7:1 1 mark.

Seventy three seconds later, Craig [anney's shot from
behind the goal line deflected in front, where Maclver
sent it through traffic and past the out-of position Bill

Ranford. Thirty -six seconds after that. Tverdovsky put in

I s|;ipshoi from the point to make it 3 1. In the final

minute of the first period. Gartner broke free over the

blue line and went in on Ranford all alone to make it 4-

0. Ranford stopped six of 10 shots before Scott Bailey

relieved him to Rail the second.

Bailey stopped all 14 saves, including a sprawling nvc
with nine minutes left that temporarily denied Gartner
his 17tli career hat trick. Gartner eventually got his third

go.il on an empty-netter with 40 seconds left on a feed

from Tkachuk. who passed up the open net.

Tkachuk had three BSUatti m
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Iht Sunn ol Alpti* Chi Omcgt miuid

like to mvitt ill tfnv»fjitv women to Open

Hush Oct 8 jt 5 30 tor dinner Oct 10 at

6 30 toe ice (kiting, and Oct 16 tor a salt

defense workshop Meet at 38 Nutting

Ave tw all events Call Pstncia O M9
480? few more into

Free Coach, end table, coffee table, ulil

ity table Pics up 2S6«l/b

AUTO FOR SALE
ISM Nissaa falser I tops, b speed.

nice I
'

' $3.400/obo S«6 3393 Aaron

1*2 Cheny Cavalier Waaaa AC. AM
fM. new tires plus S3M 00 0/BA) Call

Biuce 756-1215

ISM Honee Accti AT AC PW, PI

cruise. nOk. mint Call Janod 548-9332

EMPLOYMENT
Marketing Assistant No Experience

Necessary looking tor someone with

good interpersonal skills SI? 00 per hi

Call 582-0711

Spnng Bnik" lain Cash" H.ghesi

Commissions 1 Lowest Prices 1 Travel tree

on only 13 sales 1 Free Info 1 Sunsplash 1

800-426-7710

Cepacidae: A Multicultural After School

Program for Grades k 6 is interviewing

students (with work study only) lor teach

ing positions Call Jen or Sheena O 253

5659

FOR RENT
Gra* Student looking to shara office

JTbOO/month CallJoan 549 6527

Friige Rentals Plus Fine Delivery 253

9742

FOR SALE
WerC Precesser 4 Sale excellent con

dit»on $350 00 080 call Lisa 25391 95

Cemeuter tor Sale Macintosh LC with

color monitor for sale 10Mb ROM
Enamel 100Mb RAM hard drive Global

Village 28 8 Global/1AX external modem

System 7 1 software included $700 or

0/0 Call tor more into more software

included Scon 253 7938

Mac Powereook 140 B/80. tax/modem.

software and portable printer w/case

$'000 Call Mike 58/0347 •

2 Dave Matthews Tin Sun Oct 6 Floor

seats. Row 27 Beat offer Sam 546 3982

KEGulator Keg SyMem with ? taps $250

or 80 Call 256 4201 or 161 7)354 9358

INSTRUCTION
Bartend with University Bartending

50% student discount. Amherst classes

starting soon' Call 1 800 U CAN MIX for

info

INSTRUCTION
English Language Consultant Available

to International Students and Nun English

Maiors Will edit papers and disserta

lions, also tutor ESI Call Ms Reed.

mured faculty member, for rate schedule

and tree initial consultation 253 3354

Boxing Lessons w/ D(ala Bumpus Call

tor brochure 732-881 /

MOTORCYCLES
1980 C8 650 $500 or B0 9650 miles

runs well must sell Call 549 6646

MISCELLANEOUS
New Metabolism Breakthrough lose

5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35800 /76 9503

Fundraiser Motivated groups needed

to earn $500< promoting AT&T, Discover

gas and retail cards Since 1969. we ve

helped thousands of groups raise the

money they need Call Gina at 18001592

2121 ait 110 Free CO to qualified

gajtaaj

PERSONALS

Choices Not Chances Free contracep-

tion education Every Mon & Thurs 3

4 30 and lues & Wed 7 8 30pm in Rm
302 UHS Men and Women welcome

For more information call Health

Education Office 577 5181

PERSONALS
Pregnant? Need help/ Call Birthright ol

Amherst area tor tree testing and assis

tance 5491906

ROOM FOR RENT
Puftton Village Available al the end ol

January 549 6/58 ask lor Julie

One room available in Amherst, on bus

line $265»amonth 256 0535

WANTED

WOMEN NEEDED FOR
ANTIOXIDANT STUDY

18 30 year olds You must run 30 or more

miles a week or not exercise al all Vou

will be paid $100 to $250 II interested

call Oeannj at 253 4084

, SERVICES

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade' In house service, call Scream

Savers 549 0083

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK) Earn casM Highest

commissions/lowest prices 1 Iravel free

on only 13 sales 11 Free info ' Sunsplash

1 800 426 7710

Killingten Shi House $500 per person

for the entire season 5498924

WANTED
Need Extra Phish Tin for Mon Oct 21

showMSG 25J6659

Space

Availble

Classifieds

Space Available

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20<£ per word/day

All
others

40<7J per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

"Answers to

yesterfoy's puzzle.

ALRIGHT!"

Standard (Headings
Activities Musicians

Announcements Miscellaneous

Apartment For Motorcycles

Rent Personals

Auto For Sale Room For Rent

Employment Room Wanted
Entertainment Roommate Wanted
For Sale Services

Found (2 days Summer Sublet

Free) To Sublet

Happy Birthday Travel

Houses For Rent Transportation

Instruction Wanted to Rent

Lost Wanted

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaf't'e

ACROSS
1 Milan's La —
6 Angel's

headwear

10 Bell and Kettle

13 Artist's prop

14 Maine campus
town

16 Salamander

1 7 Tense situation

for Robertson
-

'

1 9 Mauna —
20 Printers'

stamps

21 Disprove

23 Nice season

24 Grand follower

25 Spanish cats

29 Extinct

32 Related to the

ileum

33 Tune

34 Napoleonic

victory site

37 " ..comin'—
carry me
home ..."

38 Salt Lake City

player

39 Room's

partner

40 Semester

41 Mine yield

42 Edition

43 Toady's torte

46 "—Call You

Sweetheart"

47 Flee

49 Wright wing

51 Memorable diva

Amelita—Curci

52 Innkeeper

57 Nanty— . Pa.

58 Rene, the

prophet?

61 Part of i.e.

62 Zola

63 Playwright
,'"" Baraka aka —

Jones

64 Stadium shout

65 Santa's

burden

66 Attire

DOWN
Dry. as wine

Serene

China setting''

Departed

Pacmo
Obtdcors?

Deceived

"Judith"

composer

Hearth load

Washington bill

1 Breaktast item

tor Moore7

11 Run — of: get

into trouble

12 Union unit

15 Politico Hatch

18 Smack
22 Fence in

24 Ermine

25 Talent

26 Lotion

ingredient

27 Fabric for

Eilen?

28 Porridge

30 Downed
31 "For shame 1

"

35 Snare or bass

36 —fixe

38 Swiss canton

39 Clinton wallet?

41 Simple sugar

44 Add zest

45 Categories

47 Moth

48 Nacho topping

50 Actress

Ullmann

52 TV actor Scott

53 Unctuous

54 Yesterday. In

Lima

55 Be concerned

56 Baseball's

Slaughter

59 Restriction:

Abbr

60 "— the season

to be ..."

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

1 2 3 4 S

1 I'

7 8 9

1
22

L
11 12

13

I"

15 '

17 18 !.,

|
20

26 27 28

i
31

"

1 !L

i

29

'

35

25

32 " 36

37

44

38

49

39

4'/

48

42

43 46

«7 50

51

1

59

52 53 54 5S 5«

57 58 60

I 62

1
63

I.J H 66

h. UhMM
O IW* I <« Aafrto rimn NtndH !.

Personals Policy
1. All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.
3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are
not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of
harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.
7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-
tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.
number of the student placing the as tilled in on the insertion
order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.
Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to
penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-
sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-
dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

ARIES
March 21 -April 20
It could shape up to be a difficult

week. Keep a lid on your temper,

especially when dealing with someone
who doesn't listen. Screaming at the

person won't help. Instead, use cool

words and logic to make your point.

A family gathering Is relaxing.

TAURUS
April 21 -May 21

Look your troubles straight in the

eye this week, or you'll risk seeming
Indecisive. If you're not In a position

to solve a big problem, do research

until you can find a reliable ally. A
significant other poses a difficult

question.

GEMINI
May 22-Junc 21
A friendly gathering could become
confrontational—keep your eyes and
ears open for signs of trouble. Relax

this weekend with a friend you haven't

seen for awhile. Your call could be a

real spirit- booster.

CANCER
June 22-July 22
Your creativity knows no bounds,

especially when It comes to solving

problems. Don't limit yourself to the

obvious problems, either—go looking

for things that aren't readily apparent,

and you'll be an unsung hero In the

weeks to come.

LEO
July 23-August 23
Brush up on all the background
before heading Into a difficult

situation. You could gain some
valuable insight. It's especially

Important to understand what
someone wants. If you don't know
that, then how can you give it to him
or her?

VIRGO
August 24 Sept ember 22
Competition is intense for something
you'd like to have. Don't waste time

worrying—Just do what you ran and
let it go. Finish up some old business
before the weekend You'll enjoy the

weekend more without It hanging over

your head

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
If you're feeling misunderstood,

persuade your sweetie to spend a

night In with you and discuss it.

There could be more going on than

meets the eye. An old friend Is In need

of your compassion and understand-
ing. Give your friend a call.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
Practice a skill you're trying to learn—
It should flow naturally. Your finances

may be In need of some attention. Pay
your bills before going shopping so

you have a clearer picture of what
you should and shouldn't spend. Be
generous with compliments to friends.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Lou of things may be on the blink

early this week—ask for help from

someone who's mechanically Inclined

Even better, ask that person to show
you how to fix things yourself. You'll

feel more self-confident, and you'll

save money on future repairs.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
r'w the way for a difficult project or
problem that's coming your way. If

you have most of the loose ends lied

up. you'll be better able to devote your
full attention to the things you have to

do next A close friend shares some
news

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18
A financial setback In the middle of

the week could be temporary, or It

could be a symptom of a deeper
problem. Don't wait to find out—
examine all your options and don't

be afraid to reevaluate a situation.

Compromise with a sweetheart on
your weekend plans.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Feeling stressed? Be tike to yourself—
It doesn't take a lot to renew your
energy A crazy gift elevates a friend's

mood. Focus on business concerns
toward the end of the week. Now may
be the time to take a calculated risk.

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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Always Wawtad On* off Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robot-man By Jim Meddick
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan
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Dilborff By Scott Adams

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winkle

STRATLGIC ALLIANCE

THESE ARE THE

PROCEDURES fAT

COMPANY USES
TO APPROVE
PROTECTS

J
A

*i

l GUESS * SfAALL

COrAPAW SUCH AS
TOURS IS USEO TO
FLYING BY THE
SEAT OF THE
PAvNTS

YOU rAEMM

YOU'RE
FLEXIBLE?

I rAEAN I'rA

NOT WEARING
PANTS

REEL AklYTHiNfr?\r
r'rt">> r

\ y > r .

-' L
Hi n-

3

How 'Bout
|

pp'"v
8 Years in Braces By Eric Peterson

wow MANYitenfiafjaArc/R
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i TWS TIME'
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ITS HOT U«£
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University2 By Frank Cho Close to Home By John McPherson

My mom's been raising

me all by herself. She doesn't

have much money. Sometimes

she 's so busy. She bought me a

whole bunch ofnew clothes.

She left them on my bed on

Friday afternoon.

I really appreciated it so I

left her a note on the kitchen

table before I went camping for

the weekend.

" Thanks for everything.

Goodbye.

"

She thought it was a suicide

note and went crazy crying all

over the neighborhood, and

calling everyone on the phone.

Me and my friends

thought it was funny.

Sometimes she is so funny.

ITTfV.MM

It'J Lltrt CMtwiHd
ToIacco But
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Generation X By Chris Lehman

I'M A LITTLE Bir
CMJTwiS Of tgtiN*

PAT'ns, Monica.

I HOPE So. MY 1AST
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fa,* AMf> tfftay

ftALLY U6LYI

Bastards By Matt & Greg
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How we get on junk mail lists
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Great pioneers don 7 hesitate. MDA
research pursues every possible avenue.

MDA
Muscular Dystrophy Association 1-800-572-1717

Today's Staff

Mike Burke
Night Editor

Mark McGrath
Copy Editor

James Stanley

Photo Technician

josh Sylvester

Production Supervisor

Rob "I want it to" Snow
Thang "Animal" Vo

Production

Quote of the

Morning

u
Those with vices

are often those
without virtues.

-Written on a Desk

99

Quote of the

Afternoon

a
Try to restrict our

freedoms and we will

fight even harder to

preserve them.

-Parry Farrell

99

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 343.2426 for mn imtmrmmttm*.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a roll

Hugarian Noodle Bake
Tacos

Vegetable Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

Ratatouille

Veal Parmesan Sandwich

Hampden
LUNCH

Hamburger on a roll

Grilled Chicken

Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloat

Worcester

LUNCH
Tacos

Ziti/ltalian Sausage
Vegetable Taco

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken
Carban/o Bean &
Rice Provencal

Ravioli Alfredo

Berkshire

LUNCH
Tacos

Brocoli & Cauliflower

Casserole

Vegetable Taco

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

Garban/o Bean &
Rice Provencal
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Sports
UMass men's soccer beats GW
Minutemen emerge victorious on late Butler tally *

mt

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's soccer team bounced back
from Friday's 3-1 loss to Virginia Tech by knocking off

George Washington on Sunday. After playing its last three

games on the road, the Minutemen (6-3-1) dropped the

Colonials 2-1 late in the game, improving their Atlantic

10 record to 3-1-0 on the season.

George Washington (5-6-0, 0-4-0 A- 10) lit up the

board in the first eight minutes of the game when Tamir
Young knocked home a free kick from 22 yards out. The
Colonials held the lead until the second half,

but Massachusetts pushed through with the

win.

"We played very well." UMass coach Sam
Koch said. "We moved the ball well, created

opportunities, it was really just a matter of time. Soccer is

a funny game if you don't put one in. You can dominate

an opponent and still not win."

UMass did roll on to win, as its first tally of the game
came at the 73-minute mark when sophomore Marc Saad
dove in front of the net heading.

"Marc Saad scored a great goal diving and hitting it in

with his head. He's a guy that can get goals, but he does

so many other things. He'll set other people up as much
us he will create chances to finish for himself."

lunior forward Mike Butler nailed the game winner
with under three minutes to play when he received a long

ball from forward Dave Siljanovski and beat GW keeper

Colin Berenhant on a breakaway, finishing the play off

with a goal from 1 5 yards out.

"GW is playing well," Koch said. "Their backs were
against the wall, they needed a win. They came out as

strong and as focused as any team we have played against

MASSACHUSETTS 2

GEO. WASHINGTON 1

so far, and really didn't give us anything.

"Were we perfect? No, but we didn't have any lapses. It

was a good step forward from where we've been and a

good sign that we are moving in the right direction."

On the other side of the ball, the Minutemen saw con-

tinued success in the goal. Sophomore keeper |eff

lablonski notched four saves on the day earning his third

win of the season. A Ludlow native, lablonski got the

nod when UMass' other keeper Tim Pearson injured his

shoulder in before the Sept. 27 match against St.

loseph's and has played well between the posts ever
since.

"Tim Pearson got hurt and |eff has

stepped in and come through with fly-

ing colors," Koch said. I'm very

pleated with his play, but not sur-

prised. Pearson has done a very good
job as well, but right now Jeff is doing the job and is 100
percent helthy.

According to Koch, Pearson was not back to full

strength, but could play if need be.

The Minutemen have been on the road since their Sept.

24 home match with Hartford. UMass has gone 3-1 while

away from Amherst.

"We've been on the road every weekend, and it's tiring,

physically tiring," Koch said. "I think everybody is happy
to be playing at home."
UMass returns to Richard F. Garber Field this weekend

where they will face the A- 10s two Ohio squads with
Dayton on Friday at 3:30 p.m. and Xavier at I p.m. on
Sunday.

"They are both playing very well. Xavier is very danger-

ous on offense, but suspect defensively. Dayton is very

direct in how they play. They will get the ball forward as

fast M they can and knock it in."
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UMass water polo sunk by Navy
By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

The Navy Midshipmen continue

to cast a regular-season spell over

the Massachusetts water polo
squad as the Minutemen dropped
an 11-7 decision to Navy in the

finale of the Brown Invitational

this weekend.
This defeat marks the second

time this season that the No. 16

Minutemen have fallen to the

12th-ranked Midshipmen and the

ninth time in 12 all-time scries

matches that Navy has come out

on top. UMass has still never
beaten Navy in the regular sea-

son.

The Minutemen (12-3, 6-0
Eastern Water Polo Association)

did. however, extend their win-
ning streak to 1 1 games before
losing to Navy by beating up on
Princeton and Bucknell, 14-4 and
13-5 respectively.

THANC VO I COLUGtAN

Sophomore Carlos Mendez was one of many bench players looking

to scrape up some more playing time this weekend as the Minutemen
won two of three.

Massachusetts actually held a

4-3 advantage going into the sec-

ond half, but Navy held the belea-

guered Minutemen scoreless in

the third period and then explod-

ed for six tallies in the final set.

The Midshipmen outscored
UMass 8-3 in the final 14 min-
utes to account for the deciding
margin.

Sophomore luan Carlos
Limardo paced the Minutemen
with three scores in the loss as the

Midshipmen shut down all of the

UMass supporting cast.

Paul Engin managed nine saves

against a physically relentless
Navy attack.

There was no shutting down of

any Minutemen in either of the

other two matches this weekend
as sophomores Brian Stahl and
Gabriel Marrero combined for 14

of UMass' 27 goals.

In the Princeton match, Stahl

(five goals) led a contingent of six

UMass scorers that abused a weak-
er, less experienced Tiger defense.

Stahl and Limardo (three goals)

led the Minutemen to a 6- lead

after two periods, and the squad
cruised from that point on extend-

ing their all-time mark against the

Tigers to 7-2.

Freshman goal keeper Richard

Huntley played the entire contest

notching 1 1 saves on 1 5 attempts.

Huntley has emerged as Engin's

top back-up in the early going
this autumn.

Fellow freshmen Bill Hunter

Turn to WATER POLO, page 7
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The Minutemen headed back from the nation's capital with a 2-1 victory in hand after beating the George
Washington Colonials, 2-1

.

Have you ever pictured yourself jamming

the Mullins Center court?

Sign up for the Midnight Madness Hot

Shots competition, and you could play in the

final game at Midnight Madness on Oct. 14.

Team registration is on the Campus Center

Concourse today and tomorrow from 9 a.m.

to 3 p.m.

Playoffs move on; Leyland lost to fish
Red Sox still in limbo without Clemens aboard for next season
To wit:

If your name is Fred Hurlbrink. Jr.. and you
write a weekly baseball column, don't make any
predictions about anything.

Yeah, so I picked the Rangers (it was my moral
obligation to go against the

Spankees). I picked the Indians —
who wouldn't? I picked the

Padres too. Lets not forget that I

picked the Braves to beat the

Dodgers.

Those results set up some inter-

esting match-ups in the league
championship series pitting AL
East rivals, the Orioles and the Spankees against

each other, and the powerful Braves against the

upstart, overachieving. Cardinals.

The Baltimore Bombers come into this series

after knocking nine round trippers in embarrassing

the defending AL flag-winners. The Spanks, on
the other hand, come in having scraped out a close

series with the playoff virgin Rangers in which
superior pitching and clutch hitting won out.

Guess who the leading hitter in the playoffs is

thus far. No, not Pete Incaviglia It's Bernie
Williams, hitting at a .467 clip in the first four

games. Bernie has also hit three dingers and pro

duced seven of New York's 16 series runs.

Too bad he's a Spankee. people could actually

grow to like this guy.

The Braves, now that the Indians have been
ousted, are clearly the best team left in the play-

offs, not that that means anything. I mean, the

UMass football team was the better team going

into this weekend's 20-point debacle in Rhode
Island.

(By the way Luke Meredith, the football team
was again outplayed by the marching band which
kicked some major booty at an exhibition in

Pennsylvania this weekend. A big Booty Schwag
goes to the Minuteman Marching Band.)

Anyway, Tony LaRuisa's boys dismissed a very

i Hurlbrink Jr.

u

strong team in the Padres. Ken (I'm supposed to

be an MVP candidate) Caminiti's three errors

didn't help San Diego's cause.

Greg Vaughn was about as useful and impor-

tant in the Padres-Cards series as Jack Kemp has

been in Bob Dole's
presidential campaign.

Good thing Padres'
management threw
away a pair of luke-
warm prospects to give

Vaughn three at-bats in

the playoffs.

With Ray Lankford
hobbling, the St. Louis bullpen came up big. The
ancient Dennis Eckersley dug deep to find some
old (and. I mean old) magic and saved all three

Cardinal wins. The even older (I think... you
count the rings) Rick Honeycutt also pitched in

all three games picking up a win in relief.

But, can the Cardinals keep going? I, apparent-

ly, am the wrong person to ask.

The Braves are batting a meager .180 as a team
so far in the playoffs, but that doesn't matter
when you consider the Atlanta pitching staff

recorded a collective earned run average of 0.96
in the Divisional playoff.

Both these match-ups should be tightly con-

tested and exciting for the fans.

After the rather messy Roberto Alomar inci-

dent, that still dangles — like that last bead of

spit — without any real resolution, baseball

could use another exciting post season to distract

the fans from the endless squabbling that looms
incessently over every diamond in the majors.

• Speaking of squabbling and looming (call me
Mr. Segway), how 'bout that Red Sox front

office.

Boston G.M. Dan Duquette should have been
at Jim Leyland' 1

- leet. begging him and pleading

him to come to Boston and manage the local nine.

But somehow, Leyland, one of the most revered

skippers in the game, was lured away from
Beantown by a team with much less talent and
teal uniforms.

Even Leyland's wife favored Boston over any
of the other towns in contention for his services.

How could Duquette let him get away? Who
knows? I still think Duquette's smarter than peo-

ple give him credit for, but he should have been
able to get old Jimmy's John Hancock on the
ever-present dotted line.

Well, there are bigger problems in the Hub
than the lack of a manager, and I'm not talking

about the stench emanating from the Ted
Williams tunnel. I'm talking about the fact that

the Sox haven't penned Roger Clemens to his

four-year deal yet.

Why not sign the Rocket up? Is there a good
reason not to? Sure, he's kind of old in baseball

years. Sure, his overall velocity has dropped a lit-

tle. But, we were all alive and coherent enough to

see what he did to the American League in the

second half of the campaign.

All he's asking for is a little loyalty. The
Duquette-run Red Sox seem to be having a prob-

lem with defining that word, though.

Dan, I'll give you a short synopsis on the word:
sign Clemens!

• Back on the issue of the Splendid Spitter.

Alomar was levied a five-game suspension, peri-

od. As negligible and disgusting as I think his

actions were, the rules are the rules. And the

rules state that a regular season suspension be

served in the regular season, which right now is

over.

This whole incident just highlights the fact that

baseball badly needs a commissioner, a strong

governing body, not Bud (Gomer Pyle) Selig.

None of this would have ever even taken place

if baseball had I commissioner like the late, great

Bart Giamalti

Fred Hurlbrink, /r is a Collegian columnist.

Whafs all that rac_
Sophomore |ackie Braunstein contributed to the UMass effort, but
the Minutewomen had a tough time against neighbor Amherst
College (see story on page 7)
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Women's Soccer

Bruised Up
Senior mid-

fielder Rebecca
Myers injured her

ACL last weekend
during the
M i n u t e w om e n ' s

road trip (See
Sports, page 12).

The way you do the

things you do

Tom Hanks makes

hb directorial and wil-

ing debut with That

Thing You Do, about a

'60s rack band Check

out what the Calegun

had to say about
Hanks' latest eltort (See

Arts & uving, page 6).

WORLD

First public Isreali visit

by Yasser Arafat

CAESAREA, Israel (AP) — With
Palestinian negotiators back at the

table after walking off in anger,
Yasser Arafat made his first public

visit to Israel yesterday and pledged

to keep his police from firing again

on Israeli soldiers.

Sitting in garden chairs on the ter-

race of President Ezer Weizman's villa,

Arafat and Weizman traded compli-

ments, shook hands for the cameras

and agreed there was no alternative

to peace. The cozy exchange capped
Arafat's transformation in two years

from Israel's arch foe to its most
important peace partner.

Yesterday's meeting came less

than two weeks after deadly gun bat-

tles between Israeli and Palestinian

security forces in the West Bank and
Gaza Strip left 78 people dead.

The cordial luncheon and Arafat's

promises contrasted sharply with the

deep discord evident to the south, at

Israeli-Palestinian peace talks on
Israel's border with Gaza.

On Monday, Palestinian negotia-

tors balked at Israeli demands for

improved security arrangements for

Jewish settlers in the West Bank
town of Hebron, where an Israeli

troop pullout is long overdue. Only
the intervention of U.S. envoy
Dennis Ross brought the
Palestinians back to the table that

night.

NATION

Senatorial candidates

focus on environment

BOSTON (AP) — Sen. |ohn Kerry

huddled with environmentalists while

Gov. William F. Weld got the

endorsement of a leading anti-tax

acuvist as their U.S. Senate campaign
rolled along yesterday.

Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt

also said that while Weld is a moder-
ate environmentalist, he would be

forced to adopt more extreme anti-

environment policies should he beat

Kerry and join the Republican majori-

ty in the Senate.

"He tends to speak the language

of environmental protection, (but) I

think his record indicates a willing-

ness to loosen regulatory restrictions

in favor of subsidizing industrial com-
pliance," Babbitt said while appear-

ing with Kerry in Boston. "I think

that's the weak spot in his environ-

mental record
"

Weld, who has made tax policy a

centerpiece of his campaign against

Kerry, smiled broadly as Barbara
Anderson endorsed him during a cer-

emony at the Boston Tea Party ship.

"As an unenrolled independent, I

vote for Republican or Democratic
candidates based on their attitude

toward taxpayers," said Anderson,

head of the non-profit group Citizens

for Limited Taxation. "Working peo-

ple in Massachusetts are hurt by John

Kerry's tax-and-spend (policies) in

Washington."

Anderson's group was intru-

mental in passing the tax-limiting

law Proposition 2 1/2 in the
1980s.
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UM Trustees meet

IUZABITH MOWN \ COCLfCIAN

UMass Board of Trustees Dan Bogan and Myra Kraft sit in the WMUA
studio awaiting the start of the "Trustees Talk" program, yesterday.

By Raghuram Vadarevu
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees met at the WMUA (91.1

FM) studio to discuss the role of fundraising, infrastructure and rising academ-

ic standards within the University system, yesterday.

"For a state (Mass.) that has the finest private institutions, it should also

have the best public [institutions,]" said Trustee Myra Kraft, wife of New
England Patriots owner, Robert Kraft

The discussion started with Campaign UMass, an effort by the University to

raise $125 million privately, which will be matched by the state, for faculty

endowments, scholarships, out reach programs and new buildings.

"Speaking on behalf of the SGA. we are definitely involved. Both myself and

Maurice Caston, the SGA president, are in the campaign cabinet and have had

extensive discussions with the campus leadership to make sure that students

are well involved and invested in this process [Campaign UMass,]" said Sean

Carter, student trustee representing
"

, n ...„.,„ T
Turn to CARTER, page 3

Grad students' bill increased,

decrease in GEO financial aid

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

Graduate student employees of the Graduate
Employee Organization (GEO) have had $490 with
drawn from their loan, scholarship and grant money
and/or $490 added onto their bills by the University of

Massachusetts, according to GEO officials.

The Bursar's Office is holding

the money as payment for the sup-

plemental health insurance fee.

"All iiicmbeis should know that

the $490 is their cash." said GEO
President Patrick Crowley. "They
deserve it back."

Last year the fee was automati-

cally waived. Yet. according to

Crowley, automatically waiving the

fee cost the University thousands

of dollars, which has caused them
not to reimburse students

out-right, this year.

"The thousands of dollars COM
from the University automatically

waiving the fee when outside

insurance was already paying
health care." said UMass Bursar

Dan McGuffin.

"This was their mistake, and
they are expecting us to just sit here and take it,

Crowley.

In no way did GEO make the changes which resulted

in the holding of the $490. he said.

"GEO hasn't changed anything, and we haven't cost

anyone any money," said Crowley, "The University

screwed up. and as is normal for them, they are trying

to shift the blame onto other groups on campus
."

"Students who are expecting bills of about $250 are

receiving bills of $750." said GEO Vice President Erin

Enright.

The decision to hold the money did not arise from
the Bursar's office.

"The Bursar was unclear about where in Whitmore
(Administration Building) the change came from." said

'GEO hasn 't changed
anything, and we
haven V cost anyone any
money. The University

screwed up, and as is

the normal for them,

they are trying to shift

the blame onto other

groups on campus.

'

- Patrick Crowley,

GEO President

said

Crowley.

"I am not sure where the plan came from because

there were so many players involved," sa'J McGuffin,

"I believe that the President's Office, the Chancellor's

Office, the Vice Chancellor for Finance, the Graduate

School and several others were involved in the deci-

sion."

McGuffin did say that the Bursar's Office was cer-

tainly involved with the decision in

some capacity.

McGuffin explained that the

change creates a more time con-

suming process and has actually

caused extra work for his office.

The problem is presently being

resolved by the Bursar's Office.

GEO members can go to the

Bursar tellers and request that the

$490 charge be waived from their

bill.

The office will then process a

check which can either be picked

up at the office or mailed to a

home address. Checks are

processed in about one week.

"We are doing the best we possi-

bly can to alleviate the situation,"

said McGuffin.

GEO will be holding a general

membership meeting on October 15.

"We are hoping to have over 200 people at the meet-

ing," said Enright, "We want to show the University

that this is a serious problem."

"I hope that there is a mechanism to stop this

problem form happening again next year." said

Crowley.

The Bursar said that a plan would have to come
through negotiations between GEO, the dean of gradu-

ate students and the Chancellor's Office.

The changes to the health care system will be dis-

cussed in this year's contract negotiations.

"This is about the University making our lives diffi-

cult, and then not having the courage to accept the

responsibility to deal with the problem." Crowley said.

Speaker sheds light on Peace Corps
i

Columbus
rally planned

By Beth McCarthy

Collegian Staff

A women wearing only a

crown and a glass skirt hangs
dead from a tree limb — as

depicted on pamphlets being dis-

tributed for the anti-Columbus
rally this Monday en the Amherst
town common.
The 'inscription next to the

picture reads, "The woman in

the illustration was the queen
of the western half of the
island of Hispaniola. Her peo-

ple were hacked or burned to

death by the Spanish in the
middle of a banquet they had
prepared for the Spanish."

Another pamphlet depicts a native

man being burned at the stake while

religious figures urge him to convert

to Christianity before he died.

These images are being used to

raise awareness on behalf of the

Indigenous Support Committee
(ISC), Maoist Internationalist

Movement (MIM) and
Revolutionary Anti- Imperialist

League (RAIL) to promote a rally

in protest of a history of "imperi-

alist genocide" and encourage
"national liberation struggles

against imperialism," said RAIL
member Chris Johnson.

RAIL is a national "under-
ground" organization which has

been on the University of

Massachusetts campus for two
years, according to Johnson.

Robert Ruddock, one of the

founders of ISC, is specifically

looking to "build political prac-

tices that support Native
American sovereignty in North
America."

According to Raddock. in

1975, two unmarked FBI cars

pUuCd into & oiOua icSci'VauGfi ii'i

South Dakota. A shoot-out
ensued, leaving two FBI agents

dead. According to Raddock,
Peltier was convicted for the

deaths of these two federal offi-

cials and has been locked in a

prison cell for more than 15
years.

"Basically, the government
even admits that they don't know
who was responsible, but they

wanted to pin it on him,"
Raddock said.

The second issue that ISC is

fighting for is the nuclear waste

that has been dumped and desert-

Turn to PELTIER, page 3

By Lisa Chiu

Collegian Staff

Charlie McMartin, an Adult Union
Educator from Maryland addressed a

small group in the Commonwealth
room in the Student Union last

night. His topic was "The Peace
Corps and U.S. Imperialism." This

event is part of Anti-Columbus
Week 1996; a week long series of

events initiated by the Indigenous
Support Committee, the Maoist
Internationalist Movement and the

Revolutionary Anti- Imperialist

League.

McMartin began by describing his

personal experience with studying

the Peace Corps. Although he never

served, many of his friends were
involved with the Peace Corps.

Five years ago. McMartin wrote

an article in Covert Action
Information Bulletin titled, "Peace

Corps and Empire." He said that

when he wrote the article, it was
primarily based on the Peace
Corps role as an imperialist power
in Latin America.

Today, according to McMartin,
the Peace Corps has distinctly

changed its role and makeup.
His approach to the discussion

was interactive, instead of telling

facts and giving a lecture, he said,

he wanted to get an animate dia-

logue going with the audience.

He presented a quote from a

most recent Peace Corps pamphlet,

"Peace Corps volunteers have
helped strengthen the ties between
Americans and the people of other

countries in a very personal way."

McMartin asked the audience to say

if they strongly disagreed, disagreed,

were neutral, agreed or strongly

agreed with the statement.

The majority of the audience chose

neutrality. One student said the rea-

son why he chose neutral was
because he didn't see how the sen

tence said anything, or made any
point.

McMartin -also handed out
cards which contained various

statements or quotes concerning
the Peace Corps. He asked the

group to fill in what they felt was
an appropriate title to each quote
and then to rank each card in

order of importance in under-
standing the role of the Peace
Corps.

He said that the Peace Corps is

expanding, and is now much more
involved in the areas of Eastern

Europe and the former Soviet

Union. He cited the figure that over

one-fifth of all Peace Corps volun-

teers are in Eastern Europe.

According to McMartin. the num-
ber of Peace Corps volunteers with

business degrees and experience
with businesses has expanded dra-

matically.

Volunteers are now for exam-
ple, teaching business manage-
ment in retail shops and hotels.

It is also seeking older volun-

teers with more management
experience. According to

McMartin, the average age of vol-

unteers has changed from that of

volunteers in their early 20s, to

Turn to McMARTIN page 3

SGA purchases criticized

by students & officials

By Lisa Chiu

& Raghuram Vadarevu
Collegian Staff

HOUY »NM«SON ( OIKUAN ST»M

Charley MacMartin addressed a group about the Peace Corps and U.S.

imperialism last night. The workshop took place in the Commonwealth
room as part of Anti-Columbus Week

The Student Government
Association (SGA) has come under
fire after reports surfaced that they

recently spent $5,751.20 on the pur-

chase of 14 chairs ($410.80 per

chair) for the Student Union Building

office.

The purchase of these chairs,

which occurred before the start of the

semester, has been criticized by stu-

dents and SGA officials alike.

"It would seem to me that they

have set the wrong priorities, a lot of

RSO's (Registered Student
Organization) could use the money...

their priorities need to be analyzed."

said David Nunez, former SGA presi-

dent.

"Meanwhile you have people in

SGA spending $5,700. We weren't

even fighting for that much, we were

fighting for less than that, it seems to

me they have to straighten out their

priorities," said Nunez, referring to

the ALANA (Asian American, Latin

American. African American, Native

American) student takeover of the

Campus Activities Office, last spring.

ALANA students occupied the

office in the Student Union Building

for approximately 1 2 hours to protest

what they believed to be insufficient

funds for ALANA RSO's allocated by

the SGA Senate.

According to current SGA
President Maurice Caston, the funds

used to pay for the chairs were made
through the executive office's rev-

enue fund, which contains money
generated by the SGA through vari-

ous fundraisers and not through the

Student Activities Trust Fund
(SATF).

One such fundraiser was the bed

linen program conducted this sum-

mer, where the SGA enlisted Oft

Campus Marketing to sell bed linens

with the University of Massachusetts

logo to students this fall. The SGA
generated $7,000 through this ven

ture.

The funds in the SGA revenue
account rolls back at the end of each

fiscal year, meaning that each year

money accumulates from previous

SGA fundraisers.

According to Secretary of Finance

leff Coker. the revenue account con-

tains roughly $18,000. He added that

this figure changes frequently due to

transfers which are constantly in the

proem ot being approved.

Coker said that the chairs must

meet California Fire Code 153. He
also said that purchasing the chairs

are important because of prominent

visitors such as members of the

Board of Trustees and the Presidents

Office. He added that the chairs

would support a more professional

looking office.

"They probably are not the cheap-

est chairs we could find to meet the

codes, but when people complain
that when they are typing, that they

cannot sit up straight to see the

screen and that they have back prob-

lems, this is of major concern," said

Coker
According to Coker, the revenue

account of the SGA is usually set

aside in the event that the SATF runs

out of funds or goes into deficit.

Coker added that the revenue
account is also used to fund the inter-

nal infrastructure of the SGA office.

The decision to allocate money
from the revenue account lies in the

executive cabinet which currently

does not have a formal process to

decide how the funds are spent.

Coker said, "We can do whatever

we want with it, there is no formal

process to allocate the funds, it's not

something the senate would vote on.

"It is not something that needs to

be spent by the end of the year, I

don't feel that there should be a

process, it is spent on an as needed
basis," Coker said.

He added that it was up to the

judgement of the main leadership of

the office like the executive cabinet.

Speaker of the Senate Brian Tirrell

said, "I was unsure as to the amount
of money they were spending on
chairs, I do believe the SGA needs
chairs... When this came up I said

that they didn't necessarily need to

spend that money, but it wasn't my
decision, its not my place to tell the

office and the people who make those

decisions what to do [since] it didn't

deal specifically with senate opera-

tions."

Others disagree with purchase

Nathan Peyton, associate speaker

of the SGA Senate said, "I didn't sup-

port it from the beginning. I voiced

my opinions early on to the Executive

board, but I had absolutely no power
to change it... we could have used
the money much more wisely.

"I've seen a lot of RSO offices that

are a lot worse than that." Peyton
added.

"I think that's absolutely ridicu-

lous, but somehow I'm not surprised,

since I work in Campus Activities

and I see the purchase orders. I've

seen some of the things that SGA
chooses to spend it's money on," said

Savia Baron, a senior communica-
tions and English major.

"They have to set a standard in

terms of getting their priorities

straight... this university is not a vac-

uum. Outside events are going on
which are affecting students and their

Turn to SGA. page 3
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Auditions — Auditions for a scene from Yeniil for Richard

Trousdell's directing class, Theater 545. from 4-6 p.m. in

FAC room 02. Sign up on the Theater Dept. directing board.

Religious Class — "Tanya Class," a free drop-in class on

the Tanya, the Chassidic text of mysticism, 8 p.m. at Chabad

House, JO N. Hadley Rd., Amherst. Free and open to the

public Call 594-4094 for more information.

Forum — A forum Bon'election year alternatives, indepen-

dent political action and grassroots organizing entitled

"Campaign '96: Will Your Vote Count?" will be held at 7

p.m. at the Unitarian Meetinghouse, 121 N. Pleasant St..

Amherst. Speakers include Eric Chester, Socialist Party

vice-presidential candidate and lonathan Leavitt, Co-chair,

Massachusetts Green Party.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry Society will hold a meeting

in the Cape Cod Lounge in the Student Union at 7:30 p.m.

New members are always welcome. For more information

call Tim at 546-0562.

Meeting — The Distinguished Visitor's Program (DVP)

will be having an informational meeting at 7 p.m. in room

80 1 of the Campus Center. If you are interested in bringing a

lecturer to campus, or in helping us prepare for our upcom-

ing lecturer. Nadine Strossen. please attend. For more infor-

mation, call 545-0046.

Meeting — Interested in learning about deaf culture and

practicing American sign language? HANDS club will hold

its first general meeting of the fall semester at 7 p.m. in

Machmaer W-25. For more information, call the office at

545-1925 or stop by room 306 of the Student Union.

Meeting — The UMass Ski Club will hold its second gen-

eral meeting and Montreal trip sign-ups at 7 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom. All those interested must attend.

For more information, call 545-3437.

Meeting — The UMass Italian Club will be holding an

organizational meeting at 7 p.m. in 301 Herter Hall. New
members are welcome. For more information, call Bill at

585-7806, or e-mail at wacava@student.umass.edu.

Meeting — The Anthropology Undergraduate Collective

will hold its next meeting at 7:45 p.m. Meet outside of the

Machmer Lounge. Newcomers are encouraged to attend.

Thursday, Oct. 10

Class — Sponsored by the UMass Anamda Marga Yoga

Club, this class is an introduction to meditation and yoga

practices, taught by Dada Anamtanda, in the Butterfield 2nd

floor lounge at 8 p.m.

Lecture — Ifti Naasim, a poet from Pakistan, will read his

poetry and discuss his work in a lecture entitled "On Being Gay

and Creative in South Asian Culture." at 12:30 p.m. in Campus

Center room 803. The event is free, wheelchair accessible and is

part of the GLBT Studies Lecture Series, and is co-sponsored by

the Stonewall Center. For more information, contact the UMass

Stonewall Center at 545- 4824.

Meeting — The Asian American Student Association will

hold its second general meeting at 7:30 p.m. in Campus
Center room 917. Casino Night will be Oct. 19.

Meeting— There will be a Math Club meeting at 7 p.m. in

LGRT 152 ID. Refreshments will be served and all math

majors are welcome.

Speaker — The UMass chapter of Pi Sigma Alpha (the

national political science honor society) is proud to host

guest speaker Professor Karl Ryavec at 6 p.m. in the 6th

floor lounge of Thompson. All political science majors and

faculty are welcome to attend, and information about Pi

Sigma Alpha will be available to those interested.

Friday, Oct. 1

1

Lecture — Wolf Eston, from the University of New Mexico, will

give a lecture entitled "The 2.06Ga Bushveld Catastrophe. South

Africa, and Its Possible Global Effects on the

Proterophytic-Paleopriytic Boundary," in Morrill 11 South, room 131

at 3:30 p.m. This lecture is a part of the Geosciences Lecture Series.

Opening Reception — The Student Union Art Gallery wel-

comes Benigna Chilla back to Amherst for an exhibition of

her current works. Her art will be on display at the Student

Union Art Gallery from Oct. 10-Nov. 1 . The reception will

be from 5-7 p.m. For more information, call 545-0792.

Notices

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final Examination

Schedule will be available beginning Friday, October 18.

Copies will be delivered to students in residence halls, and

will be available to off-campus students in the Registrar's

Office(213Whitmore).

Sew Organization —- Attention Biracial and Multiracial

students on campus. A new organization is forming and your

help is needed. If interested, call Jordan at 546-3548.

UMass Hang Gliding Club — Learn how to hang glide.

The UMass Hang Gliding Club is sponsoring a beginner

weekend on Oct. 19-20. Sign up now because space is limit-

ed. This is the cheapest way to learn how to fly — no experi-

ence necessary. Meetings are on Tuesdays at 6:30; everyone

is invited to attend. Check board by SUB for location of

meetings and office hours. For more information, call

545-0804 and leave a message.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley offers

rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in Amherst.

Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus stops at 9:45.

Please call Mark to confirm, or for other stops, at 253-036

1

Everywoman's Center — Acculturation Group for Latina

Women, facilitated by Mari Vicente, Thurs. from 4-6 p.m.

Child Sexual Abuse Survivors Support Groups: Group 1

facilitated by Sara Elinoff, Mondays from 7-9 p.m. Group 2

facilitator, day, and time TBA. Coming Out Group For

Lesbians, facilitated by Lynne Schachne, Mondays 4-5:30

p.m. Lifting Your Spirits, facilitated by Carla Brennan and

Diana Dalendina, Weds. 4-5:30 p.m. Eco-Psychology for

Women, facilitated by Carla Brennan, Fridays 10-1 1:30 a.m.

Post Abortion Support Group, facilitated by Peggy Warwick,

Wednesdays 5:30-6:30 p.m. Self-Esteem & Assertiveness for

Women, facilitated by Carla Brennan, Wednesdays 6:30-8

p.m. Single Mothers Support Group, facilitated by Amy
Rosebury, Tuesdays 1-2:30 p.m. Women & Divorce, facili-

tated by Ali Thompson, Tuesdays 6:30-8 p.m. All groups

offered by the Everywoman's Center begin in October, and

offer a safe and confidential space. For other groups, call

545-0883.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student Union.

For more information, call the ARC office at 5-1925.

Staff Seeded — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff in

all departments. Editorial positions are available in Photo,

Layout, Copy, and Marketing departments. An assistant copy

editor and assistant sports editor are also needed. Meetings

are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304 Student Union, or

call 545-0848 if interested..

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from 1- 2 p.m. in the

United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement of

Worcester Dining Common). For more information, call

Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Discussion Group — "A Course in Miracles" will meet

from 7 to 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting in

September. For more information, call 253-3795.

Dance — The Northeast American School of Dance

Studio in Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday

from 8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, ca 1
'

584-8167.

Work-Study — All undergraduate students wno nave

received federal work-study as part of their financial aid

package must be on payroll by Friday, Oct. II or have a

deferral form filed at the Student Employment office by that

same date. If you do not get on payroll or do not defer your

work-study, you will only receive your spring portion of your

award. Any questions, please call the Student Employment

office at 545-1 530, or visit our office located in room 243 of

Whitmore.
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START

SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS

LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

Can't afford to save for retirement?

The truth is, you can't afford not to.

Not when you realize that your retirement

can last 20 to 3o year* or more. You'll want

to live at least as comfortably then as you

do now. And that takes planning.

By starting to «ave now, you can take

advantage of tax deferral and give your

money time to compound and grow.

Consider this: Set aside just $100 each

month beginning at Me 3o and you can

accumulate over $172,100,* by the time

you reach age o.i But wait ten years and

you'll have to budget $219 each month

to reach the same goal.

Even if you're not counting the years to

retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF

to help you build the future you deserve -

with flexible retirement and tax -deferred

annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of invest-

ment choices, and a record of personal

service that spans yS year*.

Over 1.8 million people in education and

research put TIAA-CREF at the top of

their list for retirement planning. Why not

join them?

Call today and learn how simple it it

to build a secure tomorrow when you

have time and TIAA-CREF working on

your side.

k

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it."
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage
Oct. 3

There was a two vehicle accident

on University Drive. There was no

personal injury. The Amherst
Police Department was notified.

Alarm — Fire Trouble

Oct. 3

There was a report of a fire in a

trash can in the bus shelter.

Animal Complaint

Oct. 4

There was a report of an injured

duck at the Campus Pond.

Annoying Behavior

Oct. 5

A noisy group was quieted on the

Southwest Mall.

Assault & Battery/Dangerous
Weapon/Armed Robbery

Oct. 6

There was a report of an assault

and battery with a dangerous
weapon, possibly a knife, which
occurred in the area of Hampden
Dining Hall. During the assault, a

wallet was taken from the victim con-

taining cash and identification. The

victim was treated at University

Health Services and released.

Assist Citizen

Oct. 5

A parent was assisted in locating

son in Field Residence Hall.

A parent was assisted in locating

daughter on Montague Road.

Assist Agency

Oct. 5

A crowd was dispersed from
University Health Services.

ROTC was assisted in landing a

helicopter on Stadium Drive.

Disturbance

Oct. 4

A 55-year-old individual was

taken into protective custody on

North Pleasant Street.

A minor argument was quelled in

Cashin Residence Hall.

Oct. 5

There was a report of a fight in

progress on North Pleasant Strett;

individuals were dispersed.

There was a report of a fight in

progress at the Malcom X Center;

individuals were dispersed.

Drug Law Offenses

Oct. 6
Patrick T. Roche, 17, of 106

Longfellow Dr. Longmeadow, was

arrested on Commonwealth
Avenue for possession of a class D
substance.

Health/Safety Hazard

Oct. 5

A bicycle was reportedly block-

ing a fire exit at Brooks Residence

Hall.

Larceny

Oct. J

A wallet was stolen from Boyden

Gymnasium.
Oct. 5

A bicycle was reported stolen

from Haigis Mall.

Liquor Law Violations

Oct. 4

Alcohol confiscated in Pierpont

Residence Hall was destroyed.

Oct. 6

David D. Romanko, 17. of 91

Lincoln Rd., Longmeadow, was

arrested on Commonwealth
Avenue for underage possession of

alcohol.

Lost/Found Property

Ocf. 5

A backpack found was turned

into the police; the owner was con-

tacted.

Noise Complaint

Oct. 3

There was a report of bongos
playing in Clark Memorial Garden.

Suspicious Vehicle

Oct. 3

Vehicles were damaged in park-

ing lot 22.

Oct. 4

A locked vehicle running with no

one around was reported in parking

lot 12.

Oct. 5

An individual was found sleeping

in a vehicle in parking lot 22.

Oct. 6
Edward H. Negoshian |r., 19, of

12 Haven Rd, Medfield, was arrest-

ed on University Drive for operat-

ing under the influence of alcohol.

Suspicious Person/Activity

Off. 3

A caller was upset by offensive

language of an individual with a

sign board at the Campus Pond.

A second report of an individual

yelling with a sign board was made;

officer to monitor the situation.

Oct. 4

Unauthorized individuals were

dispersed from the Old Chapel.

An individual from Patterson

Residence Hall was taken into pro-

tective custody.

Oct. 5

An individual discharged a fire

extinguisher in Van Meter

Residence Hall.

A couch was thrown off a bal-

cony from Field Residence Hall.

Windows were smashed and

screens damaged in Pierpont

Residence Hall.

An individual bothering a securi-

ty receptionist in Van Meter

Residence Hall was spoken to.

Oct. 6

Individuals were reportedly

climbing the water tower on
Windmill Lane.

Individuals were reported

attempting to gain entry to the

Munson Hall Annex.

Vandalism

Oct. 3

Heavy duty screens were dam-

aged in Van Meter Residence Hall.

Graffiti was found in a stairwell

in Washington Residence Hall.

Oct. 4

A vending machine was damaged

in Pierpont Residence Hall.

Oct. 5

A rock was thrown through a

window in Grayson Residence Hall.

A window was broken- in

Thoreau Residence Hall.

Two vehicles were vandalized in

parking lot 21.

The rear window of a vehicle in

parking lot 22 was smashed.
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MORGAN STANLEY

Information Technology Division

Graduate Associate Position

We are seeking the best UMASS students from all majors to

bring their talents to technology projects of worldwide scope.

Benefit from a dynamic, highly creative environment which uses

the most advanced technology available anywhere. Some of the

technologies you will work with include:

Parallel Processing • Object-Oriented Database/Languages

GUI Development • Real-Time Data Distribution

Document Architectures • Distributed Computing

Genetic Algorithms • Mainframe Systems

State-Of-The-Art Trades Processing Systems

You are cordially invited to attend our presentation at

7:00p.m.

October 17th

Room 903, Campus Center

Both December and May graduates will be considered.

Job descriptions available at Mather Career Center.

Morgan Stanley contact:

Jean Ellen Murphy (212) 762-2559

Please email your resume to murphyje@ms.com

as soon as possible.

Morgan Stanley Is An Equal Opportunity Employer

McMartin
continued from page 1

29.

The third area of expansion according to McMartin is

that of the private sector. The Peace Corps is building

more links between itself and multinational corporations

such as Levis

He concluded that even with its different areas

of expansion, the Peace Corps does continue with

its same problem and contradiction.

It is still a part of U.S. foreign policy; the experi

once of people's relation with the Peace Corps vol

unteers and vice versa are shaped dramatically by

American foreign policy.

He suggested challenging Peace Corps recruiters just

as one might challenge an armed forces recruiter, per-

haps distributing informational pamphlets about the

Corps and what it dues

UM Ski Club holding second

meeting to discuss future events
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Starr

SGA
continued from page I

lives," said Mendez, senior manage-

ment studies and HRTA major.

"The total cost for all of our furni-

ture probably doesn't come to

$5,700. To judge from our humble

surroundings here, it sounds like a lot

of money but we don't go out to buy

new office equipment, so its hard to

judge if that's a lot of money," said

Glenn Siegel, advisor to WMUA.
"I'm sure that the SGA under-

stands the critical need that exists

throughout the RSO and Agencies,"

Siegel said.

"I think its interesting that spikes

are coming through the chairs of my
office, but I guess they need it more

that we do because they're usually

sitting on their asses anyway." said

Brad Davidson, general manager for

WMUA.
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AUTO STRUCK RENTAL

North Amherst
Motors

78 Sunderland Rd.

North Amherst, MA

549-RENT

Weekend Special

Noon Friday to Monday AM • Starting at $59.95

• Cars • Mini Vans

• Trucks

• Cargo Vans
• 1 5 Passenger Van«

• Low Daily/Weekly/

Weekend Rates

• We Rent to

Qualified Drivers

21 years or Older

• Direct Billing To

Insurance Co.

{One Mile Irom UMass Cos roufe;

oteen
StreetC^

N ORTHAMPTON

FADO
Traditional Portugese Songs

Alda Fontes
Fadista

Juan Carlos Arean
Guitar

Every Thursday at 8:30 p.m.

'TRAVEL"'
SMART!

FROM NEW YORK

On* Way Roundtna

LONDON
$179 $341

PARIS
$224 $427

ROME
$288 $549

SAN JOSE,
COSTARICA
$235 $446
Scheduled nights.

Farts to woiltftfide deHiaaUeee

EjuaUaetiM analtaUa

.

Weekend surcharges may apply.

OtutocM-lmtntyltten Sues appty

Farts subiecl to change without

notioa. Int'l. student ID. cards

may Be required.

RISM TRAVEL
342Madi«onAve.NY,NY 10173

212-986-8420*

800-272-9676

HlWtQHJ HAWBSS
OCTOBER 14, 1996 AT 10:30 PM

WILLIAM 0. MULLINS CENTER

TICKETS FORTHE 1996 UMASS
MIDNIGHT MADNESS CAN BE

PICKED UP BEGINING
OCTOBER 9TH AT THE CURRY
HICKS CAGE BOX OFFICE.

THERE WILL BE A LIMIT OF
FOUR (4) TICKETS FOR MEM-
BERS OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC

AND TWO (2) PER STUDENT.

ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE HOURS ARE 8:30AM - 5:00 PM

The Ski Club will hold its second general information

meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the Student Union

Ballroom.

Established in 1921, the Ski Club is the oldest and

largest Registered Student Organization at the University

of Massachusetts.

The Ski Club consists of about 600 members; 40 per-

cent of which are snow boarders, 60 percent are skiers.

The annual membership fee is $15. After the ski sale in

November the price will increase to $20.

The membership costs allows skiers to get their skis

tuned and waxed, as well as allowing them to participate

in discounted, club sponsored excursions.

Club members want interested students to know that

being an experienced skier is not a prerequisite to

becoming a member.

"We are not all awesome skiers." said Scott Conlin,

last year's president, "We like to get together and have

fun, it doesn't matter if you can ski well or not," he said.

Twenty-five trips are sponsored over the course of a

year.

There are several day trips being planned to Sugarbush,

Mount Snow and Stowe ski resorts. Every Wednesday

night, the club will visit nearby Mount Tom for $10.

On Dec. 14. the Ski club will be heading to Vermont

for a instructional oriented ski weekend.

There are many trips being planned for Spring Break.

Members of the club will be spending their vacation in

either lackson Hole, Wy. for $675, Killington ,Vt. for

$220, lamaica for $499 or Cancun, Mexico for $399.

Airfare is included in all prices.

Over winter break, a New Years trip to Montreal is

planned, in addition to a week at Killington.

"We are just a bunch of fun and crazy people." said

Arik Colbath, President of the Ski Club.

A weekend trip to Killington for 2 days and one night

will be held on Nov. 22-24, The price is $1 15.

Although rental prices are not included in these

prices, Conlin said that they can get special deals on

rentals — usually better than group rates.

The Club does not rent skis directly.

A main event for the club is the annual ski sale, which

will be held from Nov. 15-17. in the Student Union

Ballroom.

Vendors from Western Massachusetts. Ski Market,

Competitive Edge and Ski-inn will be selling their mer-

chandise. Colbath said that merchandise will be sold at

up to 70 percent off regular prices.

For more information call the UMass Ski Club at 545-

3437 or stop by and visit their office at 434 Student

Union Building.

Peltier

continued from page 1

ed on Native- American reserva-

tions, said Raddock. Raddock also

expressed that ISC has a major

problem with Native Americans

land rights, which they claim are

still being violated today.

While RAIL supports the auton-

Carter

omy of the Native Americans, it

looks to the bigger picture.

lohnson would like to help "the

500 indigenous people take back

their own lands and lives."

The anti-Columbus week is not

necessarily against Columbus, or

even the day honored to him, but it

is a movement against "imperialism

today and national oppression,"

both Johnson and Raddock agreed.

Raddock anticipates live music

and inspirational speeches for

Monday.

continued from page 1

UMass.
According to Trustee |im Arcieu of UMass

Dartmouth, the Dartmouth campus has been recently

outfitted with three new computer centers and a $10

million Marine Science Center located in New Bedford,

Mass.

"The students are starting to understand on our cam-

pus that the system does work and if you put your mind

to something and work with the system as a partnership,

things can get accomplished," said Arcieu, referring to

the new additions to the Dartmouth campus.

The feeling of a partnership between students and

administrations was echoed by many of the trustees.

"We advocate on behalf of students... It's a comfort-

able place to be on the Board and it gives you a greater

knowledge of what's going on, so when you are dealing

with administration you have an idea of the issues and

you don't always have to butt heads, but work together

to make things happen," Carter said.

According to Carter, many students have expressed

concern in areas of academic life such as advising, quali-

ty teaching and conditions of the Student Union

Building.

"If there is a way to gain more recognition and more

appreciation for their Istudent organizations] services

and the benefits that the UMass community derives from

their participation, I think that it would be really won-

derful and that is something that we hope to work on

with the administration this year," Carter said.

He added that a new Student Union will only happen

if the administration shows more of a commitment to

students by supporting a new Student Union plan so stu-

dents can operate more freely.

"We instructed the campus [administration! to get

back to us on the number of minority students affected,"

Karam said, citing that the incoming class to the

University was made up of 19 percent people of color.

According to Karam, only about 500 students of color

will be affected by the new standards that should go into

effect next year.

The discussion was hosted by Alexandra Cruz, the

news director of WMUA and a Collegian representative.

There will be a Board of Trustees meeting today in the

Mullins Center beginning at 9 a.m.

Managing money in the USA

Sure, its complicated. Thats why every

International Student needs this.

Its free when you sign with AK8T.

Call 1 800 553-619&

AfeT
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Reconsidering Columbus
Next Monday, the UMass community, and others all around the state will be celebrating Columbus Day. While

early October is a convenient time for a holiday, we have begun to wonder what makes a person worthy of having

a holiday named after them.

Christopher Columbus, while he may have been a wonderful sailor and a pioneer was no great man. Inspired to

head across the ocean for riches and fame. Columbus was responsible for the destruction of a number of cultures.

It is documented that he wiped out the native population of Hispanola, the island which contains present-day

Haiti and the Dominican Republic, through murder, slavery, wars and disease. The final death toll is estimated at

3 million people. Is this man deserving of his own holiday?

Part of the ALANA Agreements of 1992 relating to Columbus Day said that The campus is willing to arrange

for teach-ins on the day which Massachusetts calls Columbus Day, and to re-name that day appropriately as far

as campus usage is concerned. It will remain a state holiday for those employees who wish to use it that way.*

Four years later, we are still receiving a long weekend for the celebration of Columbus Day. At a University

which is considered open to new ideas and which has been known to act as a spearhead to social reform, such

slow action is contemptible.

While the Office of Human Relations has attempted to coordinate teach-ins and discussions have been held

between Graduate Student Senate officers, Student Government Association officers and Native American stu-

dents, no consensus has been reached regarding the holiday.

It's time the members of the University community stop dragging their feet on the issue of Columbus Day and

give the holiday a more suitable name.

Let's get to know them

Henry J

Brier

Republocrats, and every other strain of political-

ly- interested and motivated anybodies, unite

and mobilize.

A personal component of this year's intensive

Massachusetts senatorial campaign, which is slowly

becoming more bitter as it approaches full-circle, has

the opportunity to visit us here, on campus, at the

University of Massachusetts.

According to polls, incumbent Sen. John Forbes
Kerry (D- Mass.), who is on the prowl for his third

successive term, and his challenger, Gov. William
Floyd Weld (quota- counters beware: both candidates

are uppity white Anglos), are presently in a dead heat

as far as the voters' electoral preferences go.

Both camps concur that the pivotal factor (read: the

demographic segment who will elect either of the two
as Senator of the Commonwealth this

November) is undecided college students

who will provide the desperately needed
sway.

Contingent upon how many tickets are

sold for this Thursday night's Goo-Goo
Dolls show at the Curry Hicks Cage, Sen. Kerry would
like (perhaps a better word during this election year

may be "love") to bring his song, spiel and dance to us,

the deciding factor.

Typical politician fulfilling his role by following

the bouncing ball, or any other trendy wave that will

benefit no one other than himself. It is in a politi-

cian's nature to tailor and target a message so that it

will turn into votes.

Disclaimer: Whether or not it has become clear this

is hardly — hardly — an endorsement of the incumbent
Senator or, for that matter, his challenger.

This is an attempt to increase campus-wide aware-

ness and efforts so that a cordial invitation is extended
to Sen. Kerry, a candidate presently facing his toughest

re-election bid yet.

Do we really — ponder this possibility — do we hon-
estly want to help create a figure who stands great

chance to parallel the longevity of senior Sen. Edward
Moore Kennedy?
The key words to remember and strongly consider

are term limits, status-quo and career politician.

Please, help bring Sen. Kerry and his message to

campus, so we can put his ideas to the test and see if

they, and he, sink or float.

Otherwise, the junior Senator is widely believed to

have this area already gift-wrapped, and topped with .a

pretty bow.
According to Paul R. Ferro, treasurer of the UMass

Republican Club, the Commonwealth is largely
Democratic, with a three-to-one ratio of registered

voters. Hampshire County is even more disproportion-

al, touting a seven to one ratio. And, students here on
campus who have registered to vote roughly
break-down as 20 percent Democrat, 10 percent
Republican and two percent Libertarian.

It does not take a math, statistics or accounting
major to conclude that the overwhelming majority of
students who are registered to vote are unen rolled.

Chances are that they perhaps have not aligned them-
selves with the Revolutionary Maoists, whoever these

people may be, and for whatever beneath the blue sky

they may stand.

Keep in mind also that the aforemen-

tioned statistics represent those who
have troubled themselves and even both-

ered to register so that they can vote.

"There are a lot of apathetic students

at UMass," said lay L. Bragg, a UMass
Democratic Club organizer. "We want people to get

involved and send a strong message to Boston."

A message to Boston, from where Gov. Weld calls

the shots and orders decrees across and throughout the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Rumors abound that

the governor is not even bothering, not even wasting

his precious time by campaigning in this immediate
area, as it holds little-to-no potential.

A Harvard boy presently surrounded by the
multitude of prestigious Boston schools. Gov.
Weld's affinity for consistently chopping our
budget has brought him notoriety. However, as

a moderate Republican who holds and imple-
ments liberal takes on social issues, the charis-

matic governor knows how to focus attention
upon himself.

From the widely publicized races he runs while fully—

clothed in a suit and tie to his swimming escapade
shortly after signing environmental legislation and his

singing to journalists at press conferences, Gov. Weld
poses a grave threat to Sen. Kerry.

So, buy the readily-available tickets abounding on
campus, and help bring real-life politics to our front

yard.

Otherwise, the Pied Piper will lead, and the
blindly-led will follow.

Henry /. Brier is a Collegian columnist.

Elevator etiquitte

Ihave a problem with this

school. "Sure," you say,

"don't we all?" My problem
isn't the outrageously high price

for a year's worth of education,

and it's not _^___^_^__
the schwagg
they serve us

every meal.

It's not even

the fact that

they're dig-

ging up the

pond for

some reason

and the poor
ducklings
have to bury
their little

bottoms in

the sludge,

although that

does bother
me. Quite a bit, in fact. No, my
problem is complex in its simplici-

ty, much like myself. In a word,
elevators.

Sure, they're a great inven-

tion, because I know I wouldn't
want to drag my lazy behind up
22 flights of stairs, but a prob-

lem nevertheless. And it's not
the elevators themselves that

are the only problem, but the

people who use them.
Okay, first things first The only

cool elevators on this campus are

the ones in the library. That is

because they could double for a

ride at Great Adventure. Ever

since I came to school here, I've

tried taking the elevator up as far

as I could go. but some jerko has

always had to get on and ruin my
fun. Ahem. But seriously folks, the

^^^____^_ rest of the ele-

"Consider this a

public service message

ifyou will. Ifyou push
the buttons repeatedly

the elevator will not

come any faster! I

cannot stress this

enough.

"

Patti Lynott

vators in a

word... suck.

Let's take the

tower elevators

for example.
And the con-

cept of the

Supervator.

For all those

less enlight-

ened, tower ele-

vators work like

this. There are

three of them.

Only one, the

"Supervator"
goes to every

floor. To save time? I really do not

understand the purpose of the

Supervator. Why can't all the ele-

vators go to every floor? Who
knows (If anyone does know,
please feel free to inform me). Oh
well. The other two stop at ran-

dom floors. It's not like they stop

at every other floor, or only the

prime number floors, just random
floors. It's some mystic pattern

that only the Chancellor knows.
Or does he? (If anyone knows the

rcuson, please enlighten me.)

The elevators in the towers,

super or not are really not that

bad, I suppose ... compared to

licking an electric socket. They're

usually very dirty and there are

puddles of various ... liquids in

the corners at any given day. Not
to mention other things. The
other day, some moron decided
to spread Vaseline all over the

buttons. Yeah, thanks.

Oh, one more thing about the

elevators themselves: if you get

stuck in one and are hovering ten

floors above the ground while the

elevator is shaking violently and
you're crying for your mommy,
don't bother pressing the alarm
button. It doesn't work.

For part two of my problem I

address you. the campus community.

Consider this a public service mes-

sage if you will. If you push the but-

tons repeatedly the elevator will not

come any faster! I cannot stress this

enough. Day after day I see people

who will stand in front of the eleva-

tor and push the button over and

over ... like chimps! You may think

that your touch will speed up the

elevator somehow, but really it

won't. You're no more special than

the rest of us mortals, so please limit

your button pushing to one time.

Elevators can be fun. if used

safely and smartly. So if you're in

an elevator and feel this sudden

urgent impulse to be a jerk, or

punch the up button thirty thou-

sand times, don't, because if I am
in the area, I will be forced to beat

the crap out of you. Thanks.

Patti Lynott is a UMass student.
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Between two worlds
ttG o back to your homeland."

Even now, two months after someone said

those words to me, they still burn and they

still hurt.

"Go back to your homeland."
I had never seen the woman who said those words to

me before and I doubt 1 ever will again. Those 60 sec-

onds when she yelled at me in the parking lot behind

our local library are still painfully etched in my memory.
Today, I still remember what she was wearing, the color

of her car and the baby on her hip.

When I think about that sentence —
those few words that shattered me in a

single moment — the tears still form in my
eyes, the lump still rises in my throat.

For my 20 years on this planet. I have

never considered that I wasn't already

home. You see, my parents immigrated here from India

almost 30 years ago. I was bom in this country and I've

always considered myself an "American." I grew up in a

state that is almost completely white and until the inci-

dent in the parking lot, had never encountered any sort

of racism before in my life. And to be totally truthful. 1

didn't even know or understand what racism was. If I

hadn't spent three years in Germany, going to school on
a United States military base. I probably would have
never seen another person of color who wasn't Indian.

Ironically, in an all white environment. I didn't feel

that I didn't belong in this town or even this country. I

never felt out of place and that I was where I was sup-

posed to be.

Now this woman was challenging me as to where I

called home. After all. if 1 didn't belong here, where did

I belong? Should I consider India my home, even though

I can count on one hand how many times I've been there

and that my knowledge about the country is so little as

to be almost shameful?
When 1 came to UMass, I was ready to embrace the

Seema

Gangatirkar

diversity on campus. 1 was truly excited to meet people

from all over the United States, from all over the world.

I hoped to have friends of all backgrounds, ethnicities

and otherwise. I was hoping maybe that I could make
friends with other Indians and learn what I had missed

all these years living out in the middle of nowhere.

I soon learned that 1 didn't fit in with the Indians on

.

campus. They knew so much more than me, knew the

'

current music, movies, fashion and I knew absolutely

nothing. Pretty soon, I found myself reverting back to i

the same type of friends I had all my life — friends who
happened to be white.

For years, I have smiled patiently at the i

"Where are you from? No. really, where

are you from?" questions. I tried to be

graceful about questions concerning
,

sacred cows and holy rivers, trying to tell

myself that people wanted to learn — not make fun of

my culture.
i

So now I find myself caught between two worlds, nei-

ther of which I understand very well anymore. And you

know, before the confrontation in the parking lot, I

thought I knew who I was and where I belonged. Now 1

no longer know. i

What 1 do know now is that it doesn't matter that I

was born here or that I've been raised to be so

"American," I can hardly find common ground with

other Indians. Unlike white people. I have to prove I'm

an American citizen — something that no one should

have to do.

I'm not bitter about this cruel epiphany. I've forgiven

the woman in the parking lot — virtually hours after the

incident. After all she has more problems than my little

identity crisis. But I haven't forgotten the episode and I

don't think I ever will.

By the way, to all those people who have compliment-

ed me on how well I speak English, thanks. So do you.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian columnist.

The return of Cal

"I

Martin F.

Jones

11 be back."

— Arnold Schwarzenegger in The Terminator

Hello true believers. It's me again. Your
friendly neighborhood columnist with yet another

earth-shattering revelation about incredible events that

are coming our way. Today I'm going to convince all of

you, and without a shred of a doubt, that a miracle will be

taking place in Massachusetts. Yes, the real

"Massachusetts miracle." Former head coach ]ohn
Calipari is coming back to University of Massachusetts to

coach right here at the Mullins center just like old times

restored!

Many of you are assuming that I'm talking about
Sunday's NBA exhibition game between the New Jersey

Nets and the Washington Bullets. Well, I

am. But that's not all. The fact is, Calipari

is actually coming back to coach the UMass
Minutemen. and may very likely deliver us

our first-ever national championship on
March 31, 1997.

Now, I know what you're thinking. Here he goes again.

Bill Weld is still running for president, Michael Jackson is

the Messiah and next year the world will learn that

Adolph Hitler is still alive.

Alright, I'll be serious for a change. But first, let's take

a trip through memory lane to fully understand the man
behind the mouth, the one who refuses to lose, the

coach who has mastered all trades and does gravitate

towards all cameras, |ohn Calipari. better known as

Coach Cal.

In his new book Refuse to Lose. Calipari talks candidly

about his childhood, adolescence, college years and finally

his phenomenal career as a brilliant, rising star in the

world of college basketball. After reading this very read-

able book, you will know that this man was indeed put on
this Earth by a divine force to coach the best college ball

UMass has ever seen, and perhaps even in the history of

the sport.

So now what? Calipari abruptly abandoned "his baby"

over the summer in the midst of a scandal involving illegal

gifts accepted by the 1996 consensus Player of the Year,

UMass basketball star-supreme, Marcus Camby. Calipari

is now receiving $15 million over the next five years to

coach the New Jersey Nets. Camby is has now signed a

three year contract with the Toronto Raptors worth nearly

$10 million. All this after making their first-ever Final

Four appearance, a first for UMass as well. It's a shame
that they were not able to stick around for one more sea-

son. They could have made sports history.

As it stands, we will find out in the coming weeks what,

if any, penalties will be impuned upon UMass in the wake
of the Camby scandal. There was a clear violation of the

NCAA rules, and in a worst-case scenario, UMass would
actually have to forfeit all of the games in which Camby
played after accepting the gifts, including those of the

Final Four.

And then what? Would Camby also be stripped of his

Player of the Year title? Probably so. But no matter.

Camby and Calipari will both be sitting

pretty in Toronto and New Jersey receiving

multi-million dollar salaries from the

National Basketball Association.

I'm sure you can imagine the outrage.

"Coach Cal and Marcus Camby sold us
out!" Many former Camby and Calipari devotees will

scream bloody murder as poor ol' Bruiser is left holding
the bag.

But hold on here hoop fans, there is yet a glimmer of

hope, as a silver lining may yet come out of this unfortu-

nate scenario. Let's all turn on our imagination caps and
see if we can envision a better outcome than this.

OK, check this out. Determined to redeem his name
and former employer in the wake of the Camby scandal, I

see Calipari returning to UMass in time to coach in the

Great Eight game against Georgetown. The entire sports

world is ecstatic! Later on, I see Marcus Camby managing
to slide by NBA and NCAA rules to return to UMass and
redeem his name as well. By the spring, the Big C returns
to UMass to finish his senior year, and leads the
Minutemen to their sixth A- 10 Championship and NCAA
tournament. Camby and Calipari are heros again and are
firmly forgiven for their untimely departure. Finally, they
both lead UMass to its first-ever National Championship
and sports history is made!
So there you have it folks. I can see Coach Cal and

Marcus Camby coming back to Amherst. Believe it. I can
see it crystal clear, and soon, you will see it too.

Martin F. Jones is a Collegian columnist.
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A reporter's power

Erica

Matthews

Iwas a sophomore in high school, introverted, a
mess. I'd just dropped out of ballet and
cross-country running because of a knee injury.

My mother knew I needed something. Knowing that I'd

always loved to write, she suggested I join the school
newspaper.

After some nudging, 1 finally went to a meeting. I'd felt

reluctant after feeling out of place at other school clubs.

But this one was different. I felt it from the minute I

walked in the door. It was mostly because of the advisor,

a giant of a man with friendly, inviting eyes and a surpris-

ingly soft- spoken demeanor. His name was Mr.
Walenski, but most of his students called him Bubba.

His classroom was equally unique. It certainly didn't
bear the trappings of the standard
English room: Shakespeare posters,
quotes by Walt Whitman, etc. Bubba's
walls were covered with posters of Pete
Townsend, the Doors and prom pictures
his students gave him.
The other students at the newspaper meeting were

all seniors, veterans of the school's Perspectives paper.
They had a rapport with Bubba. Everyone was friendly

and at ease. They joked with him more like he was
their friend than their teacher, and he gave it right back
to them. When they met me, they joked about how I'd

be next year's editor by default.

And I was. I was editor of my high school newspaper
until graduation, which is partially due to Bubba. I'd

always had an amazing desire to write, but he taught

me how to channel it into something tangible.
Something I could feel a sense of accomplishment
about. What 1 liked most about him was his willingness

to let the students be in control. He was there to give

us help if we needed it, but to let us steer the wheel the

rest of the time. Most teachers I'd met didn't trust high

school students enough to do that. But again, Bubba
was different.

After graduation, I went on to a local college and
began interning at a community newspaper. As I

gained experience, Bubba was always half on my mind.

I never forgot who gave me my start, who taught me to

trust my decisions, who made me love writing even
more. I wasn't going to forget.

It happened a couple years later, just as I was finish-

ing up my internship and preparing to head off to

UMass. My mother walked into the house one night in

a daze.

"You'll never guess what teacher at the high school

got caught making pom movies," she said.

I began listing off all the teachers I'd thought were a

little weird. Just as I was starting to name the people in

the audiovisual department, my mother interrupted me.
"It was Mr. Walenski," she said.

The words echoed in my head, but my mind rejected

them. It was too ironic. He was one of the most down-to-

earth, respectable teachers I'd ever met. He had a family.

He probably watched football on Sundays, looked for-

ward to having grandkids and bumed a souffle every now
and then. The point is. this wasn't him.

We turned on the television to see newscast after news-

cast report on a Dennis-Yarmouth High School teacher

who had produced and appeared in several adult videos.

Words like "lewd" and "pornographic" were linked to his

name. Within days he became less of a person and more
of a story. Someone that people gawked at and flippantly

joked about. Someone reporters fed on.

I watched and read everything with a removed sense

of disbelief. Ironically, it was the newspaper I was
interning at that covered the story extensively. My alle-

giance was split between the person who'd introduced

me to journalism and the people who were in that

world.

1 watched as a usually controlled newsroom lost

composure over a story that spelled newspaper sales

and nationwide attention. The reporters giggled like

schoolgirls when the tabloids started courting them.

One photographer left the office one day shouting, "I'm

going to get a photo of this guy. I want to see what this

clown looks like." Another one came back in huff,

announcing what happens when a photographer gets

too eager.

He went to Bubba's house to get a photo and ended

up using a roll of film on another photographer who
was after the same shot.

"I saw this guy in the driveway and
thought, man, I've hit paydirt." he said.

"He just stood there glaring at me until

finally he goes, Don't you know who I

am?'"
Back in the newsroom, they all

laughed at the clash of egos.

Eventually, I'd had enough. 1 felt that since I was in a

position to defend Bubba, I'd say something on his behalf.

But then I saw how the reporters angled their questions to

me. When 1 was asked if he ever solicited a student, I just

kept repeating, "No, never." I was afraid that if I expand-

ed on anything it would be twisted.

That's when I realized something. I didn't trust jour-

nalists, as much as I wanted to be one. They wanted to

break a story, to get the dirt, to create a stir. Hard news
reporting, getting just the facts, had become secondary.

I respected most of the journalists at the newspaper,

but a few of them displayed the tabloid sleaze I found

to be the antithesis of everything I pictured real jour-

nalism to be.

Bubba was fired, and there was talk of pulling his

Massachusetts teaching license. It was a lot of hearsay I'll

never fully believe. Not because I'm so enamored with the

guy, but because I've seen how people overreact, exagger-

ate, and most of all, twist the truth. I heard people on the

radio and on TV describe him as a moron, a sicko and a

pervert. But did they know — did they want to know —
that he truly cared about his students? They loved him not

just because he was a good guy, but because he spoke to

them on their level and with respect. He acknowledged

them as individuals who could think, feel, make mistakes

and learn from them.

As everything in the news began to die down, my
mother asked me if I was disappointed in him.

It took me a minute to fish for the words.

"I guess I am," I said. "I don't understand how a

teacher who had so much to offer could put it in jeop-

ardy like that. How could he be so careless?"

A few days later, I rephrased things a bit.

"I don't agree with what he did," I said, "but I'll

always respect him as a teacher. Whatever he did

doesn't take away from what he gave me."

I doubt I'll ever see Bubba again. Maybe he's ice fishing

in some Alaskan town. Or maybe he's selling soft-serve

where the temperature never dips below 80 degrees. Most

likely, he's just trying to put his life back together miles

away from here. Through him I learned many things —
unfortunately one of them was how irresponsible journal-

ism can hurt people. It can act like a spineless gossip, tak-

ing a partial truth and twisting it for sensationalism pur-

poses. Or it can be so subtle — like omitting a relevant

fact, or just not checking the facts. I'm in awe of journal-

ism because it has the power to do such good, but it can

also do the very opposite. It all depends on the ethics of

the reporter. I'll remember that.

Erica Mathews is a UMass student.

Whatever works

Jeremy

Hurewitz

Iwas talking to my friend Eric

the other night He graduated

last year and is now a stockbro-

ker in Manhattan seeking money and

power like a shark in bloody water.

He told me about his mentor. Lenny,

who is a former University of

Connecticut basketball player now
making six figures and who can sup-

posedly charm any woman.
"His new thing is eating."

"Huh?"
"The other day we were walking

down Broadway and he turned

around, looked at me, and said 'Hold

on minute!' He dashed up to this gor-

geous woman in a mini-skirt and

said, Excuse me do I have mayon-

naise on my face?' 'No ... why are

you asking ME?' 'Because I wouldn't

want to propose to you with mayo on

my cheek.' She laughed and right

after he ran back with her phone
number."

"That's so cheesy!"

"Did it work?"
"Yeah."

"So?"

"I guess you're
right. All right, tell

me more of Casanova's lines."

"Well, it's all about charisma,

self-confidence. I've seen him
walk into a bar and say 'Does

my hair look all right?' and he

has them off-guard and laugh-

ing and soon he has their phone
numbers or better. Oh. here's a

good one! He saw a good-look-

ing girl with an idiot one night

in a bar in West Village and
waited until the guy went to the

bathroom and then approached

her and said 'Excuse me. do you

have an older brother?' and she

said 'No.' He replied "Well if

you did he wouldn't want to see

you with that putz." She laughed

and he got her number. True
story."

"That's amazing. I wonder if I

could use those lines."

"Sure you could man!"

"But wouldn't I have to be in an

expensive suit, buying flashy drinks

to pull it off?"

"Granted that helps, but it's all

about confidence and actually

believing, just for a minute, the line

of b.s. you're feeding them. Once

she's laughing your in."

"I don't know..."

"Give it a shot man!"

"We'll see..."

A few nights later 1 was uptown,

drunk. I saw a pretty girl in a white

half-shirt and ripped, tight jeans.

looking pouty and bored smoking a

cigarette. I broke away from my

friends and approached her.

"Excuse me. do I have mayon-
naise on my face?"

She looked appalled.

"No, why are you asking me
THAT?"

"Well it wouldn't be mayo if 1

proposed it good."

"What the hell are you talking

about?"

"I mean I wouldn't want to pro-

pose to you with mayo on my face."

"Whatever!" and she got up and

walked away.

I returned to my drunken friends

but soon spotted another hottie in

the crowded bar. She had a kinder

face, almost like a bird, with brown
eyes and freckles.

"Excuse me, do you have an
older brother?"

"Yes, do you know Tim?"
I paused, startled.

"Well, sort of."

"What do you
mean sort of?"

I hesitated.

"We worked
together."

"At Tony's Pizza?"

"Yah, Yah! At Tony's! Great
place."

I smiled, drunkenly.

"I knew you were just pulling a

line. Where do you guys come
from?"
She stamped out her cigarette

and walked away.

I wondered where we came from

as I relumed to my friends.

I decided to give it one last shot. I

saw a curie in blue jeans and a black

spandex top sipping a sea-breeze,

alone. I thought of my friend pulling

off huge business deals during the

day and courting super-models at

night for inspiration.

"Hey, how's my hair?" I said it

with flair looking into the bar mir-

ror distractedly, while framing my
head with my hands.

"It looks good. I like the George
Clooney look."

Progress finally.

"Can I buy you a drink, my name
is Jeremy?"

"Sure Jeremy, my name is

Tiffany."

I motioned for the bartender and
got her another sea- breeze and me
another draft.

"So Tiffany, where do you live?"

"On North Pleasant street with

my boyfriend."

"Huh?"
lust then I felt a massive hand on

my shoulder and I turned around.

"Hey buddy, you hitting on my
girl?"

Why'd they do thai:?

He was enormous. Huge, meaty
shaved head, b'4" at least, bulging

chest adorned with tight gray shirt.

"I'm buying drinks, how about

one Thor? It might decrease that

bulging vein on your forehead."

"You some sort of wise-guy?" his

biceps and pectorals flaring like a

peacock.

"I'm just a guy, not very wise.

How about that drink or is alcohol

and steroids as unhealthy as they

say?"

He belted me across the cheek
and 1 tumbled off the stool.

The next thing I knew I was in a

cage and the sun was brightly

courting my pain. I moaned loudly

and felt my puffy face. There was a

toilet without a seat in the corner

and a mirror over it. I stared into

my bruised and bloodied face.

A guard must have heard my
uneasy stirring because at that

moment they unlocked my cell and

led me out. They gave me a court

summons after I posted the $25
bail and I meandered to a bus stop

and got home.
A few days later the swelling had

gone down a bit and I was able to

open my eyes all the way.

I sat on my bed looking at the

address and phone number of the

court I was to appear in at 8 a.m.

the next morning when the phone
rang with Eric on the other line.

We talked awhile. I asked him
about business and he asked me
about school. Then he asked me
if I tried any of the stuff he told

me.
"Well I was pretty drunk the

other night..."

"That's good it can loosen you up."

"Yeah, I was real loose."

"So what happened?"
I looked down at the court phone

number.
"I didn't do that well but I got

one phone number."

"Ya see, there you go! It's a start.

It's all about learning from your

mistakes. Looking back, do you

think you learned anything?"

"Yeah, I think I learned, but lis-

ten. I gotta wake up early tomor-

row — some extracurricular activi-

ties. I'll talk to you soon."

"OK champ. I got some new lines

from the master, I'll pass them on

to you."

"Actually 1 think I'll just pass

them on to my roommate, he's been

complaining about women lately."

"Whatever works for you."

"Exactly."

Jeremy Hurewitz is a Collegian

staff member.

Eliza

Berokawitz

Everyone remembers their first day

of college, right? I know I do. I

remember moving in. I remem-
ber when my parents made me cry in

the munchie store. 1 remember when
my dad thought that it would be really

funny to pretend that he was staff and

give all the Freshman the wrong
instructions.

The one thing I remember the most,

though, is my endless

hunt for the Haigis

Mall. I was so psy-

ched to go shopping.

My parents were final-

ly gone and there 1

was, armed with a credit card (for

emergency use only), trying to find a

Gap, an Eddie Bauer, maybe even a

Lechters. I walked around the Fine

Arts Center, circled Herter and walked

up the ramp in front of Whitmore. To
my dismay, there was no mall. All I

saw were buses, statues and grass. So I

ask, why is it called the Haigis Mall?

Why not the Haigis bus stop? What the

hell is Haigis, anyway? Color me con-

fused.

Now, that is not the only thing I'm

confused about. I get confused easily.

Call me stupid. Compare me to a

Freshman, I don't care. It's just that

UMass and the Pioneer Valley in gener-

al is a confusing place to live. I know
that I am not the only person on this

campus who has pondered why the

Blue Wall is called "The Blue Wall."

True, there is one big blue wall inside,

but there is also a big white wall with a

pretty orange and red stripe going

across it. I think they should have

called it "The White Wall With A
Pretty Orange and Red Stripe ." Catchy,

huh?

What about the Hatch? The
American Heritage Dictionary defines

the word "hatch" in three ways. It

could be an opening, as in the deck of a

ship. It could also mean to emerge

from or break out of an egg. The word

"hatch" also means to

shade by drawing or

etching fine parallel or

crossed lines. Okay, now
with this newfound
knowledge, who can tell

me why they named a restaurant "The

Hatch?" Why? I just don't see the con-

nection. When I have lunch, the last

thing 1 need is to wonder where my
grilled cheese "hatch'ed from. Again, I

am confused.

Sometimes, I get confused when 1

witness the stupidity of other people.

Recently, a friend pointed out to me
that the sign in front of the chancellors

house reads "The Chancellors House."

No apostrophe. Why doesn't the sign

say "The Chancellor's House?" The

house belonging to the chancellor.

Even if it read "The Chancellors'

House," it would make sense, because

it would imply that all of the chancel-

lors that UMass has ever seen had lived

there. In a place of higher learning,

such as this one, you would think that

someone might notice and fix that.

Personally, I would think that the chan-

cellor himself would have that fixed. 1

guess not.

It's not just things on our campus
that confuse me. Outside of our cam-
pus, there are places of business that

truly baffle me. "Dave's Soda and Pet

Food City" is one establishment that I

just don't understand. You go there

to pick up some chow for your dog
and while you're there you buy some
soda. Why? Who thought of this con-

cept? Were they aware that you can

buy soda in a supermarket? You can,

I swear. Soda and pet food do not go

together. Is my dog the only dog in

the world that is scared of carbona-

tion? Probably not. Dave, if you're

reading this, please tell me why you

think that soda and pet food should

be sold under the same roof. I just

don't get it.

How about the cute little store "I

Used To Be A Tree" in Amherst? It's a

nice store. They sell nice things. If any-

one is actually reading this far into this

column, do me a favor. Next time you

pass the store, take a look at the store-

front. Go ahead, look at what it's made
of: bricks. Since when did they start

making bricks out of trees? Bricks are

definitely not made of wood. I'm sure

of that.

Confusion is not something to be

ashamed of. I freely admit when I am
confused. I think that if everyone was

open about their confusion, this world

would be a better place to live. Then
again, if everyone was as confused as I

was. we'd have a bunch of idiots roam-

ing around this campus. Am I confus-

ing you? I think I'm confusing myself.

Eliza Berkowitz is a UMass student.

On the absurdity of UMass security

Steven

Grant

Well, before 1 begin, let me just say I am flattered

that you chose my column to read out of all those

others! There are so many of them. Like the one

on the elevators. That looks pretty interesting, maybe try

that one next.

My topic is a flawed system which every on-campus

resident is subjected to on a daily basis (8 p.m. 12 a.m.

on Sunday-Wednesday, 8 p.m.-2 a.m. on Thursday and

8p.m.- 3 a.m. on Friday and Saturday, to

be exact). Now I live in Mackimmie Hail

(a cozy little low-rise) so I'm going to be

using that as my basis of reference,

though I'm aware that many of the other

dorms in Southwest operate under a sim-

ilar format.

I feel the current security situation is for the most part

an ineffective and self-contradicting one. And I'm not

against it, because I'm afraid someone from the feared

Melville Residence Hall is going to stab me when I'm

asleep. I just feel I become irritated every time I have to

walk in my building at night.

Let's go step by step, here. The main reason, I take it,

that security is put in place in Mackimmie is to protect its

residents from unwanted outsiders. So why did Campus

.

Security decide to operate during the hours of which they

felt my killer would strike? True, any assassin of mine

wouldn't dare enter Mackimmie at 7 p.m., hide out in the

bathroom for a couple of hours, wait for me to come
home and then make his move. But what if his watch is

broken? Huh? And it's a good thing kegs of beer don't

exist before 8 p.m.

Doesn't my headline have a nice ring to it?

This year. I slide my I.D. through a scanner to get

into the building. For the love of God, why? I'm only

going to have to flash that same ID. to the "reception-

ist" to get by him or her, anyway. And during the

weekend hours during the day, I need my card to

enter. If I'm a killer (or a thief, or a stalker), I can just

wait for someone to come by who lives in room 1 10 to

let me in.

After I slide through my card, and read "Accepted"

(which I must admit makes me feel special) and after I

show it to the guard making $4.75 per hour. I'm faced

with perhaps the most frustrating thing of all — a locked

door to my left, which leads to floors 1-4. Now what the

hell is the point of that? Hey. I'm a busy, important guy. I

can't be opening wallets and fumbling with

keys all the time.

Okay, theoretically, Gabblenab J.

Shootya could wait around the outside

door for a resident to come along, charge

past the receptionist, only to encounter the

closed door (assuming he also didn't wait for that one to

be opened).

But there's a problem. The basement is straight ahead

and there's no locked door in the way. And what's more,

if you go all the way down the basement hall, there's a

stairway leading to all of the floors. Are they implying

that the basement residents are not as important as the

rest of the building? Or perhaps the correct statement is.

•Let's not make the basement resident's life quite as use-

lessly hellish J»s the others."

Now, I'm not even going to touch the whole ridiculous

signing-in process, or the fact that I have a lock on my
room's door, or that my killer can wait until after securi-

ty's hours of operation to find me. I'm just pleading with

security to at least unlock that lousy door behind the

booth.

And to my fellow students, if you live in a residence

hall, have fear. Have much of it. If you think that security,

despite its good intentions, is actually protecting you from

anything, you are a moron who is kidding himself. Always

remember: If there's someone out there who wants to get

you, he will.

Thanks again for reading!

Sle\'en Grant is a Collegian staff member

Letters to the Editor

Three cheers!

To the editor:

I am writing this in response to Tara

MK Connelly's column titled "You try

it" (Oct. 2). I am writing to let Tara, as

well as the other editors, know that

there are some of us who do appreciate

the hard work that goes into putting the

Collegian together. This paper is infor-

mative and entertaining, not to mention

free on a dairy basis. The fact that there

are students willing to put in many hard

hours per week to put together an excel-

lent daily newspaper is something that

should be commended.

In response to the "smart-ass" out

there who claims "this paper sucks" or

Dilbert isn't in, either get off your lazy

ass, go down to the Collegian staff room

and get to work or keep your mouth
shut. The one who claims the paper

sucks is probably the same person who
picks up a new Collegian day after day.

Therefore you should stop

bad-mouthing the Collegian and learn

to appreciate it. Some college papers

come out monthly, or even once a

semester. We have a staff of students

willing to give us a new paper every day

of the school week.

There are students who look forward

to the Collegian every day, whether it be

to read the sports section, editorials,

comics, etc. The Collegian keeps stu-

dents informed about our University and

community. I wanted to let the

Collegian staff know that they are doing

a great job. and that there are some of

us who do appreciate your hard work.

K. Michele Brown
Amherst

Molitor should
clam it

To the editor:

This response is in regard to the col-

umn entitled "High on life," (Oct. 2)

written by Erik Molitor. I myself have

never been so offended as I was when 1

had finished reading this disappointingly

narrow-minded editorial, unfairly bash-

ing a lifestyle different from your own.

I know plenty of students who smoke

pot. and they're not lazy, apathetic or

moronic. You are correct, marijuana

does cause damage to certain parts of

the brain, but what about alcohol?

Although alcohol is legal, widely used

and innocently accepted, the significant

damage to certain parts of the brain is

overlooked.

Before applying. I was aware of

UMass" reputation as a party school.

Who wasn't? However. 1 have never

heard of anyone being turned away

from a job solely because they attended

this institution. I am not aware of any

label on this school associating it

specifically with marijuana. No one will

equate you with a stoner — that's just a

little paranoid.

Who gave you the right to label peo-

ple as stoners anyway? Are you quite

sure that they are not interested in

learning, attending classes or even liv-

ing? They are worth a lot more than

your snotty indictments, because they

are here. They must have had a greater

goal in mind than "scoring their next

dime bag" if they applied and were

accepted at the same University you

were.

Everyone's entitled to their own
opinions, but if you want to express

your point effectively, perhaps you

should refrain from your snide, cutting

and. frankly, rude comments.

Are you still sure that you are better

than pot smokers? Well. I have a rec-

ommendation for you, Erik. Don't

make quick judgements on people you

don't know and probably will never

take the time to know. If you don't

have anything nice to say, take your

own advice and keep your mouth shut.

High on life? How about high on your-

self?

Catherine Burden

Sylvan

Down with

discrimination

To the editor:

It is time, in fact the time is long

overdue, to eliminate racial discrimi-

nation in our society. An important

place to start is where it is most per-

vasive, in government and in govern-

ment supported and regulated institu-

tions, such as UMass. The pervasive

discrimination I am speaking about is

affirmative action.

Affirmative Action is a system in

which all people must be made to fit

into some sort of category. The cate-

gories involved, largely racial, are the

kind of divisions which are. or at

least should be entirely irrelevant.

Yet they are widely used in decisions

concerning admissions, hiring and

promotion. Members of various

minority groups are given preference

based on their category. These
actions are justified by pointing to

past grievances suffered by other

members of the category. Suffering

that is now more and more part of

the historical past.

This is wrong.

The rightness or wrongness of the

matter does not depend on which race

is benefitting in which instance.

Discrimination itself is just wrong.

It is also counterproductive. There

is no reason why any person is not

capable of success. However, affirma-

tive action "spreads the word" that

this is false, and that special help is

required by the members of certain

groups.

It is incredibly sad how far we have

descended from Dr. King's dream.

The dream in which "content of char-

acter" was the basis for judgements.

And it is terribly tragic that the insti-

tution of affirmative action may end

up holding back an entire generation.

But change is possible. It will not

be easy: racial discrimination goes

back a long way in the human condi-

tion, and there are lots of vested

interests at work. Won't it be won-

derful when we can finally transcend

it? We can start the next millennium

off fresh, with no categories except

for the universal one of "human
race."

Terry Franklin

Amherst
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Arts & Living
Hanks makes directorial debut Cale features avant pop on new album

Film's charm, good feeling goes to actors & real life situations

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

THAT THING YOU DO!
Written and directed by Tom Hanks

with Liv Tyler, Steve Zahn, Tom Hanks
Playing at Hampshire Six Theaters

Tom Hunks' presence tends to make everything shiny
and happy, and though this might ensure the term "feel

good" to anything that he does — it doesn't make every
thing he does good. Hanks might very well have been the

only man who could win back to back Academy Awards
for playing a gay man dying of AIDS in Philadelphia and
a mentally challenged man in Forrest Gump, but there's

something insidious about making everything feel good;
some things need to be depressing.

The very premise of That Thing You Do! seems to

scream boredom — in the summer of '64, a rock and roll

group named "The Wonders* from Erie, Pa. records a song
that makes it onto the charts, only to break up soon after-

wards. The idea of a movie about a band who only has one
song seems not only severely limited, but damn repetitive.

That Thing You Do! tosses all these presumptions out
the window. Hanks, in his debut as writer/director, limits

himself not only to a minor character, but as Mr. White.
Hanks' character isn't completely loveable. It's still a film

that glimmers, but that shine isn't coming from Hanks —
it's the reflection off all those wonderful kitchen appli-

ances that seem to be obligatory to films about America
before black lacquer was invented.

There seems to be a general feeling of giddiness eniot
ing from the film — a cast of relative newcomers working
on Hanks' debut. A film whose actors seem to be having
more fun than the wacky characters on-screen seems
almost post- modern, a term I never thought I'd find
myself describing to anything Tom Hanks did after joe
versus the Volcano.

But there is something wonderfully amiss about That
Thing You Do! — Hanks has created a story which
shouldn't mesh, but does. He takes for granted the same
things we as an audience do — skipping scenes building
to a romance between Guy and Faye (Tom Everett Scott
and the thoroughly charming Liv Tyler) that would seem
a necessity going, even going so far as to not give the
band's bass player a name. Subtle charms fill the movie in

a manner that doesn't conform with Hank's personae.
All of The Wonders deliver convincing performances,

but Steve Zahn's Lenny is wonderfully absurd. The film
describes him as a joker, but even this doesn't seem to do
him justice. As The Wonders sit around, Lenny pipes out
non sequiturs that characterize him almost as if he's in his
own performance of Waiting for Godot.
Hanks should be proud of That Thing You Do! — he

has managed to create an entertaining period piece that
revels in looking back to the past, reminiscent of Robert
Redford's Quiz Show, except without all the messy cor-
ruption that goes with such realism. A-

X)HNCALE
Walking on Locusts

Hannibal

Lou Reed may get all of the fame
and attention, but it is |ohn Cale's
post-Velvet Underground career that

is. by far. the most imaginative and
consistently good. Walking on
Locusts, his first album of new mate
rial in over five years, finds C ale

exploring more conventional pop ter-

rain without sacrificing his love of
the avant-garde or his ability to

seamlessly meld a wide variety of
styles and musicians.

"Dancing Undercover," the open-
ing track on Locusts, will surprise
long-time Cale fans. It's an almost
jaunty pop number, with background
vocalists, a ringing chorus and a

snappy shuffle courtesy of drummer
(and fellow ex-Velvet) Moe Tucker.
The mood shifts dramatically on the

second song, however. "Set Me
Free," a song that is far more repre-
sentative of Cale's earlier work,
encapsulates all the best of suuu ciury in i.aic s camiog.

both Locust, and Cale's __J^^*| -T^N l>cr,ul P s no < 'he best plan-

Let's Co Bowling

find Cale on familiar ground, no less

exciting or successful because of the

more conventional atmosphere. It's a

solid entry in Cale's catalog.

-r u COUMISY MA*t SWGM
Tom Hanks, johnathon Schaech, Liv Tyler, Ethan Embry, Tom Evert Scott and Steve Zahn star in the comedy

That Thing You Do! 7

work in general
Wrapped around a

beautiful and deli-

cate melody, The
Soldier String
Quartet and steel

guitarist II. | C
weave a thick web of sound
— deeply lyrical and fluid — to frame
Cale's distinct Welsh voice. Indeed,
the slower more meditative numbers
are the most successful, allowing
Cale's simple melodies and lyrics to

shine, and allowing the musicians
more space to explore. The
"avant-pop" has always been Cale's

particular specialty and it's nice to

know he hasn't lost the knack.

The poppier numbers, however,
are a little hit or miss. Most success-
ful are "So What," and "Crazy
Egypt," a collaboration with David
Byrne that recalls Remain in Light
era Talking Heads and the rant-ier
'70s Cale. "Indistinct Notion of Cool"
fails to catch fire (despite having a

great title) and suffers from an overly
slick arrangement. "Entre Nous." the

closing song, is better written, but
also suffers from unimaginative pro-

duction.

The highlights on Locust are easy
to recognize. Songs like "Secret
Corrida" and "Some Friends" (for the
late Sterling Morrison) are a perfect

blend of beautiful pop lyricism and
avant classical exploration — they

Gffl*

to start (try Paris 1919, or

the newly released

Island Anthology.)
but a welcome
reminder that there

is still great passion

and life in Cale's truly

distinct musical vision. B
(Bradley Skaught)

THE MARSHES
Fledgling

Grass Records

It would be easy to write the
Marshes off as another band hopping
on to the pop-punk bandwagon.
However, what the Marshes lack in

originality they make up for with
their tightness and sincerity.

Musically, Fledgling sounds like a

cross between Green Day and
lawbreaker. Fortunately for those
who have grown bored with this

genre the Marshes throw in enough
nuances, like the ska beat on
"Anniversary," to keep you happy. Of
course if you don't like upbeat music
this album is not for you. The band is

tight and drummer Colin Sears has
come a long way since his days in

Dag Nasty.

The Marshes' song writing ability

of lead guitarist and vocalist Emil
Busi separates this hand from most of
its peers. The band provides the per-

fect oral paradox. While the poppi-

COUHTtSY TAHO* AGtNO

ness of "Off-Shore" may make you
want to jump around the room, the

lyrics paint a darker picture.

While a lot of the material is candy
coated — anger, frustration, confusion

and pain are simmering under the sur-

face. Occasionally on songs like

"Obnoxious." those feelings boil over

and all you can do is beat your hands
against the wall. B (Adam Dlugacz)

Turn to Trax, page 7
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Quality Grooming

Products For Men

Decency Hair
1S9 No. Pleasant St.

253-9526
Hey m\, .

JEM A Haircut!
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Oj WiNT TO How about: www.iinass.edu/rso/colegun
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We Use and Recommend the Best in Men's Haircai

Apt
Vienna:

An ancient city with

modern importance.
Vienna is an elegant city in the center of Europe. Its

baroque architecture, cultural importance and proximity

to all Europe has to offer make it an ideal place to study

the politics and cultures of Central Europe. Our European

Studies program in Vienna offers classes in music, history,

political science, business, psychology and even ecology.

All our courses are taught in English with one German
language class. You'll participate in an extensive field-

study trip to places such as Zurich, Berlin, Brussels,

Budapest and Dresden. Speak to your study abroad advisor

about Beaver College programs or call for a free catalog

today.

Study Abroad with Beaver College

1.888.BEAVER-9 • 1.888.232.8379

cea@beaver.edu

http://www.beaver.edu/cea/

UNIVERSITY
BARTENDING COURSE

50%
Off!!

Of Basic Program with valid college

Student I.D.

Free Info Session

Wednesday, Oct. 16th

7:00 pm
Lord Jeffrey Inn, Amherst

Now Accepting Visa. M7C. AMEX & Discover

Shop Around .v. Compare'

I-800-U-CA.N-MIX
Ul Now! Space is Limited!!

Gteen Street C
**fe

NORTHAMPTON

PRE-THEATRE MENU
WEEKNIGHTS

(Be seated by 6:30)

3 courses • $19.50 per person

AFTER THEATRE MENU

rt&May

Department

THURSDAY
FRIDAY

SATURDAY
9-11 p.m.

Light fare • Fondue for two

Desserts • Espresso

Cappuccino • Laite"

Waters • Sodas

Beers • Wine

DINNER

EVERY NIGHT from 5:30 p.m

Reservations: 586-5650

A neighborhood restaurant,

far from the maddening crowds,

around the corner from

Main Street.

Shut up before we
have to smack you
again Beavis!!

Student Discount
at

£A5T

1

>;

o\a\aa
larriVl^fcl

HoTruas,

FOR
!

RVATI0NS

33 West Street, Northampton

Tub for 2

for 1/2 hr. $15 Special!!

Monday - Thursday

Holiday Not Included, Valid til 11/15/96
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Pop culture featured in videos
Williams & Hackman thought-provoking in The Birdcage

THE BIRDCAGE
Directed by Mike Nichols

w,th Robin Williams, Gene Hockman, Nathan Lane

In the 1%0's Mike Nichols established himself as one
ol the most provocative and cutting edge filmmakers of
the time. Although some of his more recent projects
have been successful in the box office, they have not
contained the same substance as previous films like The
Graduate and Catch 22. But The Birdcage has reestab-
lished Nichols as a prominent director worthy of an
Oscar nomination. He has combined a thought provok
ing and humorous story that examines society's miscon-
ceptions and stereotypes pertaining to homosexual
males.

Robin Williams plays a

homosexual lew named
Armand, who works us a

show director at the
Birdcage, a gay nightclub.

Nathan Lane is superb as
Williams self-conscious
lover who has helped him to

raise his son.

One day Armand's 20-year-old son tells him he's
decided to get married. To make matters worse, his
son's fiancee is the daughter of an ultra-conservative
senator who would not be very fond of his daughter
marring the son of |ewish homosexual. The senator
played by Gene Hackman is embodied in both a nation-
al controversy and the worries of reelection. To make
matters worse, the senator and his wife are coming
over to Armand's home for dinner to meet the future
in-laws. This is the point where Nichols takes an hon-
est look at both sides of the political spectrum and
forces his audience to question iheir own beliefs and
morals.

What is so interesting about The Birdcage is that not
only does it look at what constitutes the stereotypes of
sexual orientation, but also that of gender. In one of the
film's best scenes Williams tries to explain to Lane on
how to act like a man lor when the senator comes over.

It is through conversational brilliance like this that

makes this film so important. B

I SHOT ANDY WARHOL
Directed by Mary Harron

with Lili Taylor, Jared Harris, Steven Dorff

There have been numerous films made about the strange

life of Andy Warhol. He is perhaps one of the most cele-

brated and analyzed popular icons in recent history. His

quote. "In the future everyone will be famous for fifteen

minutes," has become a household term and his artwork is

just as appreciated today as it was in the 1%0's. Harron
has captured Warhol's bizzare world in this brilliant film

describing the life of Valarie Solanas, the woman who in

1968 made an assassination attempt on hi> life.

Solanas was an intelligent biology student who
attempted to prove her college thesis that men were

irrelevant to the continua-

tion of the human species.

She then left college and
throughout the mid-sixties

worked as a prostitute and
ived off the New York City

streets. She eventually wrote

a manifesto called S.C.U.M.
(Society for Cutting Up Men) in which she called for the

annihilation of the male gender. Through her friendship

with drag queen Candy Darling, Solanas was introduced
to Warhol. She hoped Warhol could give her the chance
she deserved by publishing a play she wrote. Solanas
was thought even too weird by Warhol and in return

she walked into his studio one day and shot him in the

chest.

Lili Taylor has once again proven her self as one of the

most interesting actresses of our generation. She is bril-

liant in her portrayal of Solanas, containing both humor
and desperation which makes this film so refreshing. She
is so good that regardless of how crazy this story is. not

once do you doubt that it is completely true.

With an excellent score by former Velvet
Underground bassist John Cale and brilliant photogra-
phy by Ellen Kuras, the film has a very exciting flair. /

Shot Andy Warhol is an intriguing story that once again

proves you don't need a big budget and big stars to

make a good movie. A-
Adam Levine is a Collegian correspondent.

UMass theater starts brand new season tonight

The University of Massachusetts'
theater season opens the 1996-97
season tonight with A One-Act
Stand, a series of three individual
one-act plays. Directed by UMass
graduate students, ihe plays explore
the human nature to connect with
others and the importance of rela-

tionships.

Overruled, written by George
Bernard Shaw and directed by Linda
Mclnerney. looks at two different
married couples as they discuss the
bases of love and devotion. The lit si

act of the series explores the witty

side of marriage through two differ-

trax

ent perspectives.

In Robert Spera's The Field,

directed by Max Mount, the viewer

will see how two individuals deal

with a life and death situation during

war. Through conversation and
humor, the two characters portray

how deep their bond is. During this

time of war and suffering the charac-

ters find that friendship proves to be
the most healing.

The last play, The Wibbly, Wobbly.
Wiggly Dance That Cleopatterer Did
is written by award winning writer

Terrcnee McNally and is directed by
)oe Salvatore. This bittersweet come-

dy is based on a night time MM
lion between two men. Their discus

sion reveals the foundations of loneli-

ness and incorporates life question!

and companionship.

Tonight promises to he <i toueii

ing and moving evening of theater.

The plays' exploration of man
the mind and heart will captivate and
intrigue a wide variety of people.

A One-Act Stand mil be performed

Wednesday-Saturday. Od 9 I J at

the Curtain Theater at 8 p.m. Prices

are $6 for general public and $3.50

for students and seniors

Jllll.l I .INMHI

continued from page 6

LET'S GO BOWLING
Mr. Twist

Moon Records

For over ten years Let's Go
Bowling has displayed a mastery of

ska, funk, swing, jazz, etc.

California's ska kings know the music
to skank to — loud, fast and with the

horns that are definitive Let's Go
Bowling.

Last week Let's Go Bowling put
on an extraordinary performance at

Pearl Street and their newest mas-
terpiece, Mr. Twist is yet another
great representative of Moon
Records.

Killer songs such as "Hot
Buttered," "Spy Market" and "Days
All the Same" could drive anyone to

the dance floor. The traditional old

school ska sounds are there as well

as contemporary hardpowered
rhythms.

"Cambia del So." the album's short

and most unique song, is sung in

Latin and although you may not
understand a word, you sure can
skank to it.

The lyrics are filled with a not so

serious look at life. Keeping with the

happy theme, slow ballads are
nonexistent. Let's Go Bowling was
ska for the '80s, for today and. quite

possibly, for the future. A- (Sandi
Okun)

CAKE
Fashion Nugget

Coprocom Records

listening to Cake's new album
Fashion Nugget reminds me of that

scene from that Steve Martin
movie. The jerk. Born to a family

of loving black sharecroppers, the

white Martin finds that he has no
rhythm and no soul. But late at

night, listening to a honky tonk

station on the radio, he can happi

ly bounce his foot to the beat lie

can feel the beat because m

bland.

Cake is a rhythmless band that

tries to feed off of some soulful

beats. The end result is disconcert-

ingly bland. Even with the addition

of trumpet and oigan to the normal
bass/drum/guitar arrangement

,

nothing seems to connect It's a flat

effort that a better band may have
been able to make into something
more.

The whole thing starts out with
"Frank Sinatra" — it's the best

thing on the album, but that's not

saying much once "The Distance"
comes on. And it's all down hill

from there.

If Cake were really a cake, it'd be
a vanilla sponge cake with no frost

ing and no flavor. Me. I prefer
Carvel's Cookiepuss. F (Mike
Messaros)

News IJp Arts & Living

STUDINT TICKIT PICKUP SCHIDUU (TENTATIVE )

DATE OF PICKUP

Ttiu, Oct 10, 1996

Thu. Oct 24, 1996

Tfiu , Nov 7, 1996

Thu, Nov 14, 1996

Tfiu, NOV 21, 1996

Thu, Doc 5, 1996

Wed, Doc II, 1996

Thu, Jan 30, 1997

Thu, Fob 6, 1997

Wad, Fob 19, 1997

Thu, Fob 27, 1996

PICKUP

SPORT

HOCKEY
HOCKEY

HOCKEY
HOCKEY
MEN'S BASKETBALL

HOCKEY
HOCKEY
HOCKEY
HEN'S BASKETBALL

HOCKEY
HOCKEY
HOCKEY

HOCKEY
HEN'S BASKETBALL
HEN'S BASKETBALL

HOCKEY
HEN'S BASKETBALL

HOCKEY
HOCKEY
MEN'S BASKETBALL
MEN'S BASKETBALL
MEN'S BASKETBALL
HEN'S BASKETBALL

HOCKEY
HOCKEY
HEN'S BASKETBALL
HEN'S BASKETBALL

HOCKEY
HOCKEY
HEN'S BASKETBALL

HEN'S BASKETBALL

HEN'S BASKETBALL

AMD GAME DATES ARE

DATE OF GAME OPPONENT

10/12 V.CONCORDIA
10/18 V. POLISH NATL TEAM

10/26 V. UMASS LOWELL
11/2 V. BOSTON UNIVERSITY
11/15 V. MARATHON OIL

II /• V. NEW HAHPSHIRE
11/9 v. NEW HAHPSHIRE
11/16 v. HERRIHACK
11/15 v CONVERSE ALL-STARS

11/22 v. ARHY
11/29 V. AIR FORCE
11/30 V. AIR FORCE

12/6 V. PROVIDENCE
II 7 v WYOMING
12/ 10 V. FRESNO STATE

12/ 13 v. PRINCETON
12/12 V. DREXEL

1/14 V. YALE
I 17 v. NORTHEASTERN
1/2 V.DAVIDSON
1 S v. ST. JOSEPH'S
1/12 V.VIRGINIA TECH
1/21 V. RHODE ISLAND

1/31 V. HERRIHACK
2/7 V. BOSTON UNIVERSITY
2/ 1 V. XAViER
2/6 V. DUQUESNE

2 14 v. MAINE
2 15 V. MAINE
2/11 V. ST. BONAVENTURE

2/22 V. BOSTON COLLEGE
2/20 V. FORDHAH
3/1 v. TEHPLE

SUBJECT TO CHANGE*
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You waited in line an hour to see this movie. Incredible opening!

stopping action! Unbelievable tension! This is going to be ... a great ... a great •••

oh no. Seated directly behind you. A talker. You can withstand many things.

People who drive 55 in the left lane. People with 10 items in the 8-items-on3y

checkout. But here you draw the line. Talking in movie theaters is

You paid seven bucks for this ticket. Seven bucks!

To the voice you say, "Gould you please keep it down?"

Kistake. The voice gets louder. "Let's move," you hiss to your girl-

friend. "No," she says. "Come on," you implore. "No/* she says. "I've had it

with talkers," she says. She reaches into her bag. Drops a squat metallic

ol^ect on her lap. Whatthe...? Out CXf til 00X71 P of yOUT y »

you see her squinting, slowly, surely screwing two pieces together.

A... a ... silencer? GeeaS This is a side of her you've never seen before.

You think, momentarily, that should this case go to a jury, it will

be important to have movie lovers on the panel. She lifts the weapon

from her lap. What's it going to be? A Colt .45? A derringer?

You fore yours If to look.
It's sleek. It's smooth. ltfs small. It's a... PDA? She's going to

****"

threaten the voice with a personal digital assistant? She quickly

touches some keys, leans forward. "Computer," she says tersely to

the little machine. Great. Now your girlfriend talks to inanimate

ejects. What's next? LlinCh Wlttl fi] 1 IIS?
She whispers something else to the machine. Wonderful. She's

decided to catch up on work during your date. Suddenly, miracu-

lously, the voice behind you stops. Weird-like, in mid-sentence.

You glance back. What the ...? It's long. Round. Pointy. A ... cone ...

of... silence? "PDA with a silencer," your girlfriend mutters.

Damn, that's good software.

What will the next generation of software be? Come to Microsoft and shape it.

Real jobs. Real internships. With real responsibility.

Technical Interviews for Full-Time Jobs and

Paid Summer Internships

Mon. Nov. 4 and Tues. Nov. 5 ^^^m
Full-time: Call the Job Line by 6pm, Oct. 16

Paid Internships: Resumes due to Mather Career Center Oct. 25
Resumes may also be given directly to the Microsoft Recruiter

at the Oct. 17 Engineering Career Fair in Marcus Hall Jlf//^#y>Qf)/f
For additional details, check out www.microsoft.com/college ™w**f^Wfft

C 1996 Micrcwoft Corporation All rights reserved.

"
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• •

Seyen Revelations
t • • • •

*

• • by Martin F. -Jones

'I'hrec yiars shall pa^s when the lion amyhe lamb stand together in the garJen of rosea,

Heralding the promise of a greater peace between the followers ofMohammed and Moses.

The people will come to mourn the loss of the one named JFK.
• \ maji qfgreat courage and conviction, who lived in a special way.

\nd nineteen days after the Day ofAtonement, a bird shall fallfrom the sky.

• * The world will react with deep sorrow to learn

• The king 's successor and his wife were inside. •

• lie leads the herd when the elephants march*hut sooy will be struck dowyi

\nother shall arrive from the beacon of a hill. He will wear a crimson crown. ,

\\ ith forty days to spare he '11 declare his entry to the people 's race, *

As the herd of elephants meet to choose a new selection place. •

\nd on the slvtntfi day of the eleventh month, he'll give his greatest speefli

hi the Athens of the new world, at the center of the fleet.

"I
1 flew successor will soon be gained with seven characters in each name.

He will have seen victory in the beloved game.

Each wife will call him ami flle king the same.

Time will pass while he does serve the king with all his might.

One day the king \ great deputy will inherit a nation \ plight.
%

IV
.

The ass and the elephant shall duel with galore as they fight to settle the endless score.

And though the elephant does valiantly soar.

In the end, the ass will triumph once more.

\nd soon after the elephant returns to his tent, the ass will build*a new covenaiit.

With stately poise, he 7/ bring aboard

The mie who led the eagle through the great desert storm.

• The dove once left the great nest in'shanw.

This time he returns with tfie highest acclaim.

#
With the colors of the sky under his command.

He will be honored and respected in many lands*

VI
The bear will strike at those from beneath who defy his lethal claw.

Death will arrive to meet atl who refuse to accept his sacred law.

. Hut soon one day the bear will be slain.

To the west there will be great despair.

The defiant ones, however, will gather and rejoice

At the fall of the white-haired bear.

VII
* .

The wofld will enter a dark new phase as his majesty takes the center stage.

'Standing before his court he declares, "Wants in place! Let the enemy beware!''
* •And st) his subjects take arms for soon

The* will battle the star and the crescent moon.

The prophet's followers will gather oifre more

As the hour draws near for the great holy warf ,

<S
%

paid advertisement
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1 13 Campus Center • University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax:(413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Ftee Couch,

AUTO FOR SALE

1989 Nissan Puliar I tops 5 speed

S.< 400/obo 546 3393 Aaron

!St2 Chevy MkV V¥««on AC. AM
FM. new lues plus $350 00 0/B/0 Call

B>uce 256 1215

ISM Honda Accord AT AC PW PI

cruise n Ok mint Call Jarrod 548-9392

EMPLOYMENT

Spring Br. skll EamCashii Highest

Commiss.ons 1 lowest Prices' Travel ttae

on only 13 sales' Frew Infol Suruplashl-

900-426-7710

CapacisM A Multicultural After School

Program for Grades K-6 is interviewing

students (with work study onlyl (or teach

ing positions Call Jen or Sheena <& 253

btos

Education Majors Get paid to take

each about 1/2 hour per test

Must be education major Tests given by

National Evaluation Systems at Campus

Center Rm 174176. Tuesday. October

15.9-7 Call 256-7410 to register

EMPLOYMENT
roe T Shirt and 11000 Credit Card

fundraisers for fraternities sororities and

groups Any campus organization can

raise up to $1 000 by earning a whopping

$5 00/Visa application Call 1800)932

0528 e>t 65 Qualified callers receive

free T shirt

FOR RENT
Grad Student looking to share office

$75007month CalUoan 549 6527

Fridaa Rentals Plus Free Delivery 253

9742

FOR SALE
Word Processor 4 Sale excellent con

dmon J350 00 0B0. call Lisa 253 91 95

Compter for Sal* Macintosh LC with

color monitor for sale 10Mb ROM
External 100Mb RAM hard drive Global

Village 288 Global/FAX external modem

System 7 1 software included {700 or

B/0 Call for more info, more software

included Scott 253 7938

Mac Powertook 140 8/80 fax/modem,

software and portable printer w/case

$1 000 Can Mike 587-0347

2 Dave Matthews Tix Sun Oct 6 Floor

seats. Row 27 Best offer Sam 546 3982

KEGulafor Keg System with 2 taps 1250

or B0 Call 256-4201 or 161 7)354 9358

PHISH Hartford S35 Good seats

1800)863 6050

FOR SALE
Puppy Four months old Rottweiler

needs a home Fun loving and playful

AKC registered and has had first year

shots 549 5265

INSTRUCTION

Bartend with University Bartending

50% student discount Amherst classes

starting soon' Call 1 -800 U-CAN MIX for

into ^^^^
English Language Consultant Available

lo International Students and Non-English

Majors Will edit papers and disserta

lions, also tutor ESI Call Ms Reed,

retired faculty member, for rate schedule

and free initial consultation 253 3354

Boning Lessons All Welcome' For

brochure (41 3) 732-8817

A pair of glasses Gold frames in a soft

black case If found, call 585-9026

Reward

MOTORCYCLES
I960 CB 650 {500 or B0 9650 m
luns well - must sell Call 549-6646

MISCELLANEOUS
New Metabolism Breakthrough

5-100 lbs Guaranteed {35800 776 9503

PERSONALS
Choices Not Chances - ' >"/

tion education Every Mun & Thurs 3

4 30 and Tues & Wed 7 8 30pm m Am

302 UHS Men and Women welcome

For more information call Health

Education Office 577 5181

Prognant? Need help' Call Birthright of

Amherst area tor free testing and assis

tance 549-1906

ROOM FOR RENT

i Village Available at the end of

January 549 6758 ask for Julie

SERVICES

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade 7 In-house service call Scream

Savers 549 0083

Have you keen ripped off by a retailer?

Contact the Student legal Services Office

regarding your rights as a consumer 922

Campus Center, 545 1995

19 year old from Venezuela searching foi

child care Here for a year taking English

courses Staying in family housing with

relatives Very limited English Has a lot

of experience with children Good person

aiity. veiy outgoing Flexible hours

Available Mon Fn Please contact

Priscilla at 546-6325

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK! Earn cash' Highest

.'.hm pines' fiavel tree

on only 13 sales 11 Free info I Sunsplash

I SOU 426 7/10 ____^
Killington Ski House {500 per person

(or the entue season 549 8924

FREE TRIPS AND CASHI Find out how

hundreds ol Student Representatives are

already earning tree trips and lots of cash

with America's #1 Spring Break Company'

Sell unly 15 tups and travel tree' Cancun.

Bahamas. Matatlan Jamaica or Florida'

Campus Manager positions also avail

able' Call now' Take a Break Student

Travel 1800195 Break

TRANSPORTATION

Need ridt from Memorial Drive

Chicopee to UMass Sat or Sun Early

mornings Will pay gas< Bob 593 5626

WANTED
Need Extra Phish Tix tor Mon Oct 21

showMSG 253 6659

WOMEN NEEDED FOR
ANTIOXIDANT STUDY

1 8 30 year olds You must run 30 or more

miles a week or not exercise at all You

will be paid {100 to {250 If interested

call Deanna al 253 4084

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20yt per word/day

All
others

40yt per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
Activities Musicians

Announcements Miscellaneous

Apartment For Motorcycles

Rent Personals

Auto For Sale Room For Rent

Employment Room Wanted

Entertainment Roommate Wanted

For Sale Services

Found (2 days Summer Sublet

Free) To Sublet

Happy Birthday Travel

Houses For Rent Transportation

Instruction Wanted to Rent

Lost Wanted

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Urchins

6 Travelers' stops

10 Pepper etal.

14 Concede
15 Cutaway

1

6

Buffalo's lake

1

7

Sailor's time off

19 Departed

20 Hat or canal

21 —nosed tough

23 Tree or tray

24 Fewer

26 Onions' cousins

28 — de deux

31 Comer store.

tor short

33 Arm cover

36 Concerning

38 Stiver and
Darling

40 Chopper
41 Marine's

destination?

44 Succinct

45 Elder Dumas
46 Marinate

47 Military storage

place

49 Vex

51 No and
Strangelove

52 Skull

protuberance

54 Kind of cone

56 Two thumbs

down
58 Grandson of

Adam
60 Mother's helper

64 Silver

containers

66 Early talk show
hostess

68 Slip anagram

69 Jacob's twin

70 Confess

71 No sweat'

72 Agts

73 Gnawed away

DOWN
1 Mud-dauber

2 A Khan

Edited by Trude Michel Jaffc

Fe. in chemistry 39 "77 Sunset -

Wild

Appeared to be

Refrigerate

Ark skipper

Mantime
Metnc units

10 Stitch

1

1

Oily shrub, aka

white sage

12 Containers

13 Father of 58

Across

18 Beams
22 Indian city

25 Sailing ship

27 Rotams

26 Italian specialty

29 One of the 12

tribes

30 Weather

problem

3? Deduce
34 Of the palate

35 Estrada

namesakes
37 "Citizen Kane"

creator

42 Uncanny
43 Gusto

48 Up the road

a bit

50 Isolate

53 Cacophony

55 It's a gas

56 North or South

57 Carreras

specialty

59 Crackle and

pops' pal

61 Oz visitor

62 Cupid

63 Lacoste

65 Secret agent

67 Swtt/ neighbor

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

(li In i li M i' n| i 1

1

h'

1 2 3 4 '

l
6 7 1 *

1

10 11 12 13

14 15 16

1/ ii 16

20 I 21 1

HI 26 1 > 71

I 7B 30 1 32 1 Mr.->

36 37 | ->» 39
1 B" r

41 42 43

44 1 ™ 46

47 r
. 1

61

E
S3 64 55

sr L * 60 61 62 63

•4 6b as 67

M
r

_
1 i"71

p 1"

H\ Sidney I Hot>t>.m

I) |9M Ixrt *nfHrs f \mr\ Sy mltea If

egi

Classifieds

Space Available

Personals Policy
1. All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.
6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and
the license number must be recofdecj on the insertion order.!

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to*

penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

ARIES
March 2 i -April 20
When things get hectic early this

week, just focus on getting one thing

done at a time Romance doesn't have

to cost you an arm and a leg If you

use your Imagination Work to lower

your stress level, and you'll see the

results almost Immediately.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

Before taking on any new
responsibilities, take a good look at

yourself. Trust your Instincts when
choosing a gift for a loved one. You

may be a bit more accident-prone

than usual toward the weekend. Play

It safe, and things will work out.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

A favorite place Is calling your name-
you could be due for a vacation If

responsibilities are pressing, go ahead

and put them off. but not for too long

A friend may be self-conscious about

his or her appearance-be sure to be

reassuring.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Take solace In routine if you're

feeling overwhelmed. Things that are

mundane and boring most of the lime

will take on new meaning and seem

peaceful instead. You could get a lot of

chores done before the weekend, when

youTl be ready for some fun.

LEO
July 23 August 23
Don't overstep your bounds In a

highly emotional situation You would

do better to look and listen Instead

of putting In your two cents' worth

Although It's difficult, try to let this

one go You aren't In a position to

make things belter, so don't Interfere

VIRGO
August 24 September 22

A friendly competition heats up-
be sure you aren't storing some
resentment unawares Talk to an

older friend to get some advice you'll

be able to use for years to come A

special dinner with your sweetie gets

the weekend off to a romantic start.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Your expectations will be met this

week so think big and reach for the

stars! An oppressive and difficult

person could be headed for a fall, so

stay out of his or her way. Gather

your friends together for a weekend

of llghthearted fun and recreation.

SCORPIO
October 24 November 22

The adventures begin at home this

week Keep your sense of humor close

at hand, and you might even And a

belly laugh or two Curiosity may have

killed the cat. but It's your best friend

this week, so follow your nose and

don't be surprised by what you find.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

A milestone approaches and you may
be feeling rather downhearted. Look to

a younger person for a proper sense of

perspective Soak up the last of the

fall sunshine to boost your spirits

against the winter that lies ahead

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20

Don't start a new project this week

without a thorough understanding of

what's Involved. Instead, focus on

tying up loose ends A romance could

be In need of some attention, too.

You've Impressed your mate with your

trustworthiness -now dazzle him or

her with vour creativity

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

If you plunge straight ahead thts

week, you'll lose more ground than

you gain Instead, look for the

roundabout path to what you want,

and you'll reach your goals Stick to

tradition when it comes to spending

time with your family.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Allowing yourself to unwind Is the

single most Important thing you can
do for yourself This week actually

holds a lull In the action II won't last

long, however, and then It will tie back

to Ihe grind Join up with old friends

for an evening of fun this weekend

For Entertainment Purposes Only

Always Wanted On* of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas

Ves, Sor«\e"Tir^O

&V\e 'opVscw^^

Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan
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Dllbort By Scott Adams

OUR STOAT t&lC ALLUNCE
lb WORKING COtLL. ftt

COfAPANV PROVIDES
AfAAZIMG TECHNICAL

SKILL AND VOLM
COMPANY..

HAS A SEEMINGLY

ENDLESS SUPPLY OF
THREE -RING BINDERS

RESISTANCE

IS FUTILE.

YOU WILL BE
ASSIMILATED

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick

IS IT TRUE
THAT IF YOUR

NAtAE 15
WRITTEN IN

A BINDER
YOU LOSE

YOUR SOUL 7

j£&
8 Years in Braces By Eric Peterson

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University 1 By Frank Cho Close to Home By John McPherson

LGOIQ (teold@javanet.com)

by Roger and Salem Salloom 01996

My friend Beeber can reach around

the back of her head, come up from

behind and cover the front of her face

with the palm of her hand.

She is cool.

But Beeber can't tell if she's being

tricked. I've seen people say stuff to

her that they don't mean.... like, "I'll

meet you at 5:00 tonight. " Beeber will

wait there for hours.

I love Beeber.

She'd put both of her hands in

garbage to find your lost wrist watch.

Beeber has the best hands. I hope no

one ever hurts Beeber.

When I have kids I want my little

girl to have hands like Beeber's.

Someday Beeber will recognize

when someone is tricking her and then

her life will be forever smooth.

That's a very fine recipe for

contentment

great hands that move smoothly.

Life is good.
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Dwh By Maura & Micaeia

"I know that many of you are squeamish

about dissecting a frog, so as an incentive,

three of the frogs have been implanted with

concert tickets to Smashing Pumpkins."

Leedee By Mike Rybicki
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Quote of the Day

Call someone
who cares. ;\

Call the
Collegian '(we fto tx>( a< rn('l cotifMJ cat)*)

A cat's got her own opin-

ion of human beings. She

don't say much, but she

can tell you enough to

make you anxious not to

hear the whole of it.

-Jerome K. Jerome

99

Quote of the Day

I think I've made a differ-

ence in my phase of the

broadcast industry, but I

don't think I've impacted

the world in the manner
of Franklin Roosevelt.

-Howard Cosell

Today's D.C. Menu
Cmll 545-26 26 for aior* information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sand.

Corned Leaf on Rye

Ravioli/Tomato Sauce

Vegan Ravioli

DINNER
Hamb. on a Roll

Cheese Pizza

Falafel Pocket Sandwich

99

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamb on a Roll

Chick. Cutlet Sandwich

Mac and Sneeze

DINNER
Hamb. on a Roll

Grilled Chick. Sandwich
Barbecued Beek on a

Bun

Worcester

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sand.

Futtuccini/Tom. Sauce

DINNER
Hot Turkey Sanswich
Rotini/Tomato Meat

Ratatouille Sauce

|ust Plain Rat Lentil Chili

Berkshire

LUNCH DINNER
Grilled Chicken Sand. Hot Turkey Sandwich

Futtuccini/Tom. Sauce Pizza

Ratatouille Rotini/Tom. Meat Sauce

|ust Plain Rat Lentil Chili
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Sports
The Massachusetts

Magid, Myers hurt during weekend trip Jets could be flyiri high;

Bam Morris just says no
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

This past weekend the No. 8

Ma--achusetls women'- soccer team

i^O 1. 4-0-1 in Atlantic Ten), came

off their first extended road trip of

the season with mixed results. There

were no numerical losses, as UMass
defeated La Salle 3-0 and tied

George Washington. 2-2.

In terms of the team us a whole,

though, they could have done with

out one of the unfortunate facet- of

the game: injuries

Two key players in the starting

eleven went down, as senior midfield-

er- lulie Magid and Rebecca Myers

were injured in the GW and La Salle

games, respectively. Magid's left

ankle appears to be day-to-day. but

Myers' injured left knee looks like the

bigger dilemma.

A- of press time, the team is not

sure if it is a complete ACL ten M
nut. and an MRI was scheduled for

Tuesday afternoon. |ust 43 sec

onds into the La Salle match.
Myers jumped to block a kick

upfield, and what seemed to be a

harmless landing proved to be oth-

erwise.

It looks like a case of too many
lefts before a right, but in the long

run. coach |im Rudy has faith in let-

ting the situation work itself out.

"Hey. we are who we put out onto

the field." Rudy said. "Someone will

-tep up. and we are still UMa— "

A funny thing happened in

Washington. D.C. last weekend, as

the Colonial Women did something

to the Minutewomen that has not

been done this season: thev -cored on

junior keeper Danielle Dion.

Not just once, but twice, as GW
todc the- crest of a disputed call by

the head referee in the 48th minute,

leading to Tanya Vogel's goal on

the ensuing penalty kick. Freshman

forward Emma Kurowski was
called on a hand ball in the very top

of the box. which was more of a

bad bounce on the South Riding

Field surface than an intentional

penalty.

Eight minutes later, Vogel scored

the go ahead goal, legitimately beat-

ing Dion mi .i shot to the upper left

corner. If there was any skepticism

on how Dion would do actually fac-

ing shots on goal (nine saves going

into last weekend's action), those

thoughts were quickly dispelled. In

the 68th minute, GW forward
Chemar Smith threaded a screened

shot, between UM defenders Erica

Iverttfl and Erin Lynch, and Dion

ranged to her far right to make the

diving stop.

Rudy was impressed with Dion's

play, and saw good things in another

part of the team's game that they are

unaccustomed to at this stage of the

season: the comeback.

"Against any team you play, you

will have a rough streak," Rudy said.

"We don't dominate, so the idea is to

minimize those times, and ride

through them. We came back nicely,

and GW basically threw their whole

game into a twenty-five minute span.

GW came on strong, and they played

like they are able to play.

"Basically after that twenty-five

minutes, that was it. We forced their

keeper |Traci lensen] to make a gTeat

save, and with twelve minutes to go,

we put Webb [who scored the tying

goal) back in. which was probably

the right time."

THANC VO / COUICIAN

After returning from a successful weekend road trip, |ulie Magid is

day-to-day with an ankle injury.

Rub your Stanley Cup; the Collegian gurus pick 'em

In the eternal search for the teams who will win

what division: who should have won said division:

and. who don't have a stinkin' chance in hell to

win a division, and can pack for beautiful Rio de

lunetro nine months in advance; we. the Collegian

hockey purists and gurus, will now give our subjec-

tively objective picks on the 1996-97 NHL season.

Northeast Division I Boston, Buffalo. Hartford.

Montreal, Ottawa. Pittsburgh)

Leigh Torbin: Come on with-

out, come on within, you've not

seen nothing like the mighty

Pens. With the exception of the

bleu, blanc et rouge, each team in

thi- -oft division is nothing like

the mighty Pens. Les Habitants

are a legitimate contender for the

title, led by sophomore sensations

Saku Koivu (Flying Frenchmen.

Flying Finn, close enough) and

Valeri Bure, and backed by

locelyn Thibault. a worthy suc-

cessor to the man named King

Patrick. But. some advice for the remaining six

teams in the Northeast, especially the one that's

brewery owned and calls Le Centre Molson home:

drink Bud Ice and. uh. beware the Penguins

lorma Kansanen: Can't argue too much about

that one. with the theme song of this division this

year being "I fought the law. and the law beat my
butt into the ground." Mario Lemieux is the Sheriff

in this town, with the always faithful Cartwright

family behind him (|agr. Francis, Hatcher and
Sandstrom). Montreal will evolve, but the re-t of

the teams seem to be regressing to the point of

anonymity, and in what used to be the strongest

division in hockey.

Editor's note: Luke Meredith, our crack college

football columnist, gives the Booty Schwag to the

not-so mighty Hartford Whalers, the Huey Futch

of the NHL. Luke would also like to point out that

he gets a decent amount of his hockey news from

the pimp-daddies of the puck. Leigh and |orma.

Hey guys, be one with the puck.

Atlantic Division (Florida, New jersey. NY
Rangers. NY Islanders. Philadelphia. Tampa
Bay. Washington)

LT: The Macarena; hot new dance, or the YMCA
of the '90s? The New York Rangers; shoe-in for the

Stanley Cup. or the biggest collec-

tion of over-aged has-been- thi-

side of the Republican Presidential

ticket?

The Wayne-gers will dominate

the regular season, but bum out

in the playoffs, paving the way
for Eric Lindros and the reincar-

nation of the Broad Street Bullies

to be buried by the Avalanche, as

the Cup final's sacrificial lamb.

Gretzky led Team Canada with

seven points in the World Cup.

but his vanishing act beneath the

tight-checking Americans in the final should make
for MSG headaches, like bad lo mein. at Madison

Square Garden come May.

lu-t about any team in this division has a shot at

playing for Lord Stanley of Preston's sacred punch

bowl, and the Atlantic will send at least five teams

to the playoffs.

IK This is the toughest division in the league, by

far. The "Not So" New York Rangers will not sur-

vive the dogfight, as six of these teams have a legit

shot at postseason action (if you include the

Islanders in that group, you should be chopped up

for shark chum). If the Flyers can get a productive

second line going (Brindamour-Hawerchuk-
Falloon?). and find a young defenseman who can

move the puck up the ice (|anne Niinimaa?). they

will take this overstuffed taco.

THANG VO / COUjEGMN

There's no place like home
The Massachusetts men's soccer team returns to Richard F. Garber field this weekend to battle

A- 10 foes Dayton and Xavier

the

Webster

Central Division (Chicago. Dallas. Detroit.

Phoenix. St Louis. Toronto)

LT: Not really sure how thi- glut of mediocrity

measures up from top to bottom: I just might "wing"

it with this one. |usi watch out for Dallas and

Phoenix in the playoffs. These teams made quality

free agent signings. including Dave Reid and Cliff

Ronning respectively, that will have them prepped

for mid-April runs longer than the Bo-ton Marathon.

IK: Can you say "a lesson in mediocrity"? Sure

you can. If the Red Wings trade Paul Coffey (he

won't go to Hartford, maybe Philly?). they will win

this division handily. But with early MMOfl injuries

to forward Slava Kozlov and defenseman Vladimir

Konstantinov. they will need a strong start.

Pacific Division (Anaheim. Calgary. Colorado.

Edmonton. LA. San lose. Vancouver)

LT: As the Butthole Surfers would say. the real

power in the Pacific is "flowing like an avalanche

coming down the mountain." But. with an uncon-

futable power play line of Pavel Bure. Alexander

Mogilny and Trevor Linden. Vancouver will com-

pete, much like the one line Duck-. If any team in

the Pacific, or the entire NHL for that matter, is

looking for actual depth, they should tap the

Rockies, where depth flows like Coors Light at

lackson's Hole in LoDo.

The Lane he had -i\ player- in the World Cup.

and only Alexei Gusarov is older than 31; on a

team with "dynasty" written all over it. like on

Robert DeNiro in Cape Tear.

IK: Can you say "a lesson in obtuse-ity?" No, me
either, but that is this division. This one could get

ugly from the Avalanche down, and, I really am not

saying this, but the only bright spot past the

defending champ- will be the first line of the

Mighty Ducks. The hockey Gods are shaking their

golden -tick- in indignation at me. but I can not

help but be a fan of the No. 1 Ducks combo.
Legendary Finnish bookends (Selanne and Kurri),

and a story (Kariya) that will be a classic, puts

Anaheim into the playoffs. Really.

Eastern Conference Playoffs

LT— Northeast: Pit. Mont. Bo- (by the hair ol its

chinny- chin-chin). Atlantic: NYR. Phi. Wash. Fla, N|.

Philadelphia to Final

IK— Northeast: Pit. Mont, Bos (Bourque and

Ranford save the day for the Black and Gold).

Atlantic: Phi. NYR. Wash. NJ. Fla.

Philadelphia to Final

Western Conference Playoffs

LT— Central: Det. Dall. Phoenix. St.L. Pacific-

Avalanche. Canuckleheads, Mighty Ducks.
Edmonton.
Avalanche to Final

IK— Central: Det. St.L. Dall. Phoenix, Tor.

Pacific: Avalanche, Canucks. Mighty Ducks.

Red Wings to Final

Lord Stanley's Cup
LT— |ohn and the rest of Denver's set for anoth-

er Rocky Mountain High in Colorado.

JK— Philadelphia goes through the Quebec
Syndrome, learning from a prior year playoff disap-

pointment, and moves on to the hoist the Holy Grail.

Defenseman of the Year
LT— Brian Leetch. The Oiler, er. Blueshirt -ys

tern will only amplify his currently unparalleled

ability to rush like a Coffey and remain a viable and

exceptional defenseman.

IK— Call me Homer. No one but Ray Bourque.

baby.

Player of the Year: The consensus pick, the Big

E, Eric Lindros. Runners up, in no particular order:

Mes-ier. Sakic. Modano, Kariya, Mario.

Rookie of the Year: Who knows? It won't be

Mike Grier.

Vezina: You have to think about the B- Not

Bill Ranford. but Eddie Belfour (LT). or Martin

Brodeur <|K)

lormu Kunsuncn and Leigh Torbin arc puck-

heads who try to be ( otlegian columnists

The more things change
more they stay the same.

After a atari of the season that

saw second-year Carolina undefeat-

ed and atop the NFC West and the

Super Bowl champion Cowboys at

the bottom of the NFC Hast, a nor-

malcy that even Woodrow Wilson

would have been proud of is return

ing to the National Football

League.

The lets being bad isn't unusual,

but people thinking they might not

be i- Believe it or not. hopes were

actually high for the lets before the

-eii-on began due
to their bringing

in some good
players through
free agency.
Instead, they're

off to their worst

start ever and it's

not likely to get

any better with
all their injuries

(the latest to Neil

O'Donnell and
Slaughter)

And then the lets are compound-
ing their ineptitude by starting the

NFL's long-time No. One Backup

QB. Frank Reich. The lets should

be starting Boston College product

Glenn Foley, to see if he can even-

tually be -tatting signal- caller for

them, not someone who is likely to

retire in a year or two.

While Reich might be able to win

a game or two, does anyone think

the lets are going to win 10 straight

and get to the playoffs? Plan for the

future, because this -ea-on- already

over.

Elsewhere in the AFC East,

another quarterback has finally

returned from his year in exile. The
only reason to not say "Bledsoe's

back" is for Boston sports fans'

well- earned fear of jinxing their

team. The Patriot OB had a career

day against Baltimore ('cough*
Cleveland 'cough*), throwing for

four TDs and no interceptions —
and he's still playing without
Vincent Brisby Think Bill Parcells

still regrets drafting Terry Glenn''

In another return to normalcy,

the NFC West is back in order.

Carolina, after going 3-0 to start

the season, has lost their last two
games, letting San Francisco back
into the number one spot.

The amazing thing i- the 49en are

doing it with backup Elvis Grbac.

who is forcing his coaches to give

Steve Young as much time to recover

as they can Grbac is sure to be the

biggest free agent quarterback in the

offseason, regardless of what hap-

pens with |eff George

Unlike the lets, things only get

better for Dallas as wide receiver

Michael Irvin made his return from
a five-week suspension for his drug

conviction.

Also returning from a drug sus-

pension is Bam Morris, whom
Baltimore is hoping can revive a

running game that is, in reality,

doing fine with Earnest Byner. You
have to love the NFL's drug sus-

pension policy. It really stuck it

hard to those two.

As of about an hour before the

trading deadline there was still no
word on George, which is probably

good news for fans of Atlanta,

Oakland and Seattle.

The most talked about trade, the

Seahawks' Rick Mirer for George,

didn't seem to make sense for

either team. While it would unload

George and give Mirer a chance to

start over, it does very little for

both teams besides create a quar-

terback controversy. Seattle needs a

stabilizing influence at

signal-caller, and |ohn Friesz' per-

formance in Miami shows he could

fill that role. Atlanta, on the other

hand, doesn't need the problems

that would be caused by bringing

Mirer in to compete with Bobby
Hebert.

The Oakland trade made even

le— sense, at least lot the Raiders.

The last thing their team needs i-

another headcase like George, no

matter how well he'd fit in. And as

stupid as trading away Chester
McGlockton is. getting rid of |eff

Hosteller is even worse. He may
not be the best QB in the league

but HON is the

only reason the

Raiders win any

games.

The trade

would have
been better fo

Atlanta, who
could add
McGlockton to

lousy defense,

but it would
also bring in Hoss, which would
create a QB controversy and possi

bly take time away from seeing

whether Hebert can be the man to

lead the team into the future.

The NFL levied fine- last week

for the fights that broke out during

the Houston Pittsburgh game two

weeks ago. The biggest fine was
$7,500 for the Tennessee To-Be's

Marcus Robertson for dragging
Pittsburgh QB Mike Tomczak
around by his face mask. Two other

players who started a second fight

were both fined $5,000.

In other words, the players were

slapped on the wrist. While five

grand may seem like a lot to I col-

lege student, tu someone in a job

where the minimum salary is over

$100,000, it's absolutely nothing

Football isn't boxing or hockey,

where punching opponents is part

of the sport.

The NFL should fine players

involved in fights their pay for that

game. Perhaps that would encour-

age them to keep their hitting legal.

Speaking of money, first round
draft pick |eff Hartings. an offen-

sive lineman out of Penn State,

finally decided to sign with the

Lions — almost a month into the

regular season. While detail- of the

deal weren't released, the hold out

was certainly about money, even

though Hartings surely received a

contract worth millions of dollars

Someone should tell these

young men that they're incredibly

lucky to be playing I -port for a

living, much less getting th

opportunity to make more money
through advertising contracts, and
national fame. Players like

Hartings are blessed with ability

and the fact they hold out when
they should be happy to just be

playing in the NFL is a joke.

One of those players who realize

how lucky he is to be in the league

is the Patriots' Larry Whigham. I

backup safety. While Whigham
does not get much playing time in

the regular defense, he has become
a special teams ace for the team.

His standing orders to go for a

punt block if he thinks he can get

one paid off this week as he

blocked a Greg Montgomery punt,

leading to Tedy Bruschi's game
clinching TD.
Whigham shows his joy of play-

ing on the field every week, as he

tries to motivate his teammates to

a higher level of play. Whigham.
and all the other players like him.

make the game enjoyable, even
with the antics of people like

Irvin. Morris, George. Robertson
and Hartings.

lacob W. Michaels is a Collegian

Columnist.
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Bruiser Ball

begins!

Edgar Padilla and

the UMais hoop
squad will take cen-

ter stage tor

Midnight Madness
on Monday (See

sports, page 1 4).

Arts & Living

seeks commitment

Everything you've
ever wanted to
know about the art

of dating is inside

today's Collegian.

Find out about email

loves, date movies
and more (See Arts

& Living, page 5)

WORLD

New leader sworn in

to heal torn Kashmir

By Qdi/ar Mir/a

Associated Press

SRINAGAR, India — Local leaders

assumed power in India's troubled
state of Kashmir yesterday for the first

time in six years, despite a strike

called by separatists that shut down
the Kashmir valley.

Farooq Abdullah, 60, was sworn in

as the state's top elected official, end-
ing six years of direct federal rule that

began after the separatist campaign
turned violent.

"My first priority will be to restore

peace," Abdullah said after taking the

oath of office at a heavily guarded
conference hall. The ceremony was
televised live across India.

Kashmir is the only majority
Muslim state in predominantly Hindu
India. Muslim separatists want
Kashmir to become part of Pakistan,

India's Islamic neighbor, or to
become independent. More than
14,500 people have been killed in

the conflict since 1989. Indian offi-

cials hope Abdullah's assumption of

office will be a first step toward a

return to normalcy in Kashmir, but a

widespread strike today showed that

goal was still elusive.

NATION

Promos make profit

as smoking ads drop

WASHINGTON (AP) — The ciga-

rette industry spent $1.2 billion less

on advertising and promotions in

1994 than in the previous year, the

first drop in the industry's massive

marketing budget since 1986.

Cigarette makers spent 14.83 bil-

lion in 1994, down almost 20 per-

cent from $6 03 billion the previous

year, the Federal Trade Commission
reported Wednesday.

Most of the drop came from pro-

motions that directly hit consumers'

wallets: coupons, multiple-pack dis-

counts and other so-called "value-

added promotions." Cigarette mak-
ers cut in half spending on su^h pro-

motions, to $1 .25 billion, down from

an all-time high of $2.56 billion in

1993, the FTC said in its annual
report to Congress.

Americans also got fewer free ciga-

rette samples in 1994. That spending

dropped to just $7 million in 1994,

down from $40 million the previous

year.

But tobacco companies increased

by $95 million their spending on T-

shirts, hats and other trinkets that

bear cigarette brand names. They
spent $850.8 million in 1994 on such

promotions. Tobacco firms say

they're simply ad tools, while smok-

ing foes charge that teen-agers who
own the popular items are more like-

ly to smoke than their peers

Companies also spent 7 percent

more on magazine ads in 1994, total-

ing $251.6 million.
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SGA alleges Housing violations;

sweeps may be unconstitutional

By Roghurom Vadarevu
Collegian Staff

The University ol Massachusetts Undergraduate Student

SeiUU unanimously patted I motion last night, which
demands University Housing Service! cease llicii practice

of room sweeps for illegal items without proper notifict

tion.

According to senators, the room -weeps are done under

the guise ol lire drills, and are in blatant violation ol the

Wellman document and the Housing Residence Hall manu-
al

"I led that any entry into a student's room without a

serious health and safety concern and without a warrant i-

a direct violation ol their fourth amendment rights," -aid

Seth Avakian. the Southwest Area Government rcpresentu-

tive to the student senate, in referring to the fourth
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.

The amendment protects individuals from illegal seaich

and seizures

l'he motion was enacted to prevail a "lounge furniture

room sweep" in I'horcau Residence Hall in the Southwest
Residential Area.

"This is a stop gap' measure to stop [the sweeps
| until

M ^.m have a discussion with housing over the viability of

the policy. " said Brian Tirrell. speaker of the SGA Senate

"I spoke to |eff F.derer (director of Southwest South)

and he told me that this has always been the policy, but

pist not the practice," said Sen. lenniler Casasanto
iSU |ohn Adams I.

"Hie students are demanding that the policy be changed
i lediatcly," she added.

iding to Casasanto. the R.A.s go into each room to

look for illegal items during the lire drill.

Tirrell said that the policy violated the University
premise that unanounced inspections can only happen in

the event ol an emergency

According lo the motion, the room sweep policy specifi-

Turn to VIOLATIONS page 3
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The SGA Executive Cabinet addresses the first Undergraduate Senate meeting in the Commonwealth Room
of the Student Union Building, last night. Pictured left to right, Jeff Coker, David Heyes, Peter Kilbourne, Rob
Mcdonald and Ashavan Doyon.

Bulger talks on funding

at UM trustee meeting

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Board of Trustees met yesteiday in

the VIP room of the Mullins Center

to discuss the governance of the

UMass system (Amherst, Boston,

Dartmouth, Lowell and
Worcester).

Robert Karam, the chair of the

Board of Trustees, opened the

meeting with a short address con-

cerning 21 UMass Amherst faculty

who were honored at a ceremony
on Tuesday night.

"The 21 faculty members hon-

ored last night are an outstanding

example of all faculty at UMass,"
Karam said.

President William P. Bulger
added, "It was a splendid evening

honoring these long-term, faithful

faculty members."

Former Board Chair Dan Taylor

was also honored at the ceremony.

Bulger informed the Board of

Trustees jhat each of the five

UMass campuses has received
funding increases of at least six

percent.

According to Bulger, the increas-

es will be used for special program-

matic needs at the campuses.
UMass Boston will be increasing

scholarships for students; Amherst
will be investing money in their

best departments in order to fulfill

the standards of the National
Research Council; Lowell campus
will be working on infrastructure;

and Dartmouth campus will add
more computers to their labs.

Bulger distributed a letter given

to him yesterday from the

Executive Office for

Administration and Finance of the

State House, signed by secretary

Charles D. Baker.

The letter said that Governor
William F. Weld's campaign has

decided to give $217 million over

the next five years to the University

of Massachusetts. The allocation

fulfills 50 percent of the University

of Massachusetts Capitol Plan; the

University's commitment is to

match the Commonwealth's
resources with its own resources.

The plan will use half the money
for the construction of new build-

ings, and the other half for

deferred maintenance costs.

"The fact that the government
has pledged to give us the money in

writing is a great step forward,"

Bulger said.

The Amherst campus will

receive approximately $60 million

from the stale.

In the letter. Secretary Baker
wrote, "I applaud the committment
of you and your Trustees to the

rehabilitation, repair and replace-

ment of your existing facilities, as

well as the development of appro-

priate additional facilities."

Bulger also announced that he
will be visiting high schools across

the Commonwealth in the upcom-
ing months, hoping to appeal to the

top 15 percent of graduating
seniors.

"We want to show high school

students that we are a place of
great excellence," he said. "We will

encourage students to come to

UMass
"

Bulger spoke about Campaign
UMass, which will begin next
Thursday. The campaign is a five

year plan to raise $125 million

Turn to BULGER, page 3
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Arts and crafts...
Stefanie DiGioia, a senior art major, and Jessica Bearce, a sophmore nutrition major, made beaded neck-

laces together in the Craft Center yesterday afternoon.

UM to host Feng lecture

By Daniel E. Levenson

Collegian staff

On October 17, the "1996 Tsuan
Hua Feng Lecture in Environmental

Engineering" will be given at 3 p.m.

in the University of Massachusetts
Campus Center in room 101.

The lecture will be presented by

Robert C. Marini. Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer of Camp
Dresser & McKee Inc.. an interna-

tional environmental engineering
firm.

According to Sarina Ergas. associ-

ate professor of civil and environ-

mental engineering at UMass,
Marini's lecture will focus on sever-

al key issues facing environmental
engineering today. She said it will

focus on "the nature of the work we
do."

"Although it's specifically an
environmental engineering lecture,

the information is for engineers in

general," Ergas said.

The annual lecture is named after

Professor Tsuan Hua (Tom) Feng,

who founded the UMass

Environmental Engineering pro-

gram. He joined the faculty in 1951

and stayed for 3 1 years. It was first

presented in 1989.

The presentation will be open to

the general public, and will be of

special interest to those working in

the field of engineering.

Ergas said that there have been
changes in the field, such as more
women entering the profession and
increased focus on international

involvement in environmental
issues.

Marini, who received his B.S.

with honors in civil engineering
from Northeastern University in

1954, and his M.S. in sanitary engi-

neering from Harvard University in

1955, is a diplomat for the
American Academy of
Environmental Engineers.

He is also a fellow of both the

American Society of Civil Engineers

and the American Consulting
Engineers Counsel, as well as a

member of the National Academy of

Turn to LECTURE, page 2

UM students organize for

Immigrants & Poor March

By Lisa Chiu

Collegian Staff

On Friday, late into the night, over

150 University of Massachusetts stu

dents and concerned community
members will meet at Hagis Mall to

board three busses on route to our
nation's capital.

They will go to attend the first ever

Immigrants and Poor March on
Washington. The march will take-

place Saturday, Oct. 12. when nation

wide, people have the day off due to

Columbus Day. The march will con

vene at the Lincoln Memorial

The UMass contingency to the

march has been organized by several

students and student groups including.

Casa Doroinicana, Ahora. the ALANA
Caucus. Boricuas Unidos. Campus
Activities. Graduate Student Senate.

Haitian American Student
Ajeockftkm, Latin American Cultural

Center. Office of ALANA Affairs,

Student Government Association and
others

The UMass organizers have raised

$4,000 from various student organiza

tions. faculty memberi, academic
departments, and local businesses

March Organizer, Mahmood
Ketabchi stressed that they still need

another $1,300 to obtain I third but

Over 250 people have already rioted

up for the march and there it an

extensive waiting list.

The three buses and two van

only accommodate 1 50 people (47 per

bus). According to Ketabchi, if they

do not raise enough lunds for the third

bus, 47 people will have to be turned

away.

Coordinadora 9b. the National

organizers, based in New York, are

calling for all immigrants of color to

join them in seven demands which
they call proposition one. to present lo

the I nited State- government. 1'hcsc

points include;

•Human constitutional rights for all

•I qual opportunities and
Affirmative Action

•I iee public education for all chil-

dren through university

•I <pansionol health services

•No more police brutality

•Reform labor lawi and increase

the minimum wage 10

cost ot liymv

•Citizenship now and amnesty lor

undocumented

immigrants

A poster by Coordinadora 96 reads,

"Immigrant! and |*mi are under heavy

attack In raoittl and COrpOntiOM W e

are left with only one way to respond;

iiia out-elves and light brick."

Ketabchi. a graduate labor studies

student, became Involved in planning

Turn to ORGANIZE page 3

Gore, Kemp face off in Florida
Prime-time VP showdown tackles

Clinton's domestic and foreign policies

By |ohn King

Associated Press

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. - Vice

President Al Gore and lack Kemp
debated politely but pointedly

Wednesday night, agreeing to leave

character issues aside but differing

sharply over economic policy and
1'iesident Clinton- leadership abroad.

This economy is overtaxed, over-

regulated," Kemp said in making the

i. isc fot GOP presidential nominee

Bob IXile's plan to cut ta\e- 1 5 per-

cent across the board. Kemp -aid the

economy was growing a feeble 2.5

percent a year under Clinton. "Bob
Dole and I believe we can do a lot bet-

ter."

Gore, in turn, said repeatedly that

Dole and Kemp were offering a "ri-ky

$550 billion tax scheme' that would

"blow a hole in the deficit and cause

much deeper cuts in Medicare,

Medicaid, education and the envimn-

tnent
"

The early salvos between Kemp and

Gore closely tracked the positions

staked out by Clinton and Dole m
their first debate Sunday night The
presidential contenders meet in a sec-

ond and final debute next Wednesday

in San Diego.

Dole was criticized by some
Republicans after the first debate for

not attacking Clinton on administta

tion ethical lapses. Moderator |im

I,ehrer opened the 90-minute debate

by asking Kemp if he agreed with the

critics.

"In my opinion, it is beneath Bob
Dole to go after anyone personally,"

Kemp said. He said Dole and he want-

ed a campaign fought with "civility

and respect and integrity and decen-

cy." Gore thanked Kemp for that

answer, and from there the debate

proceeded politely, even though the

two men differed sharply over tax pol-

icy. Gore promoted Clinton's plan for

targeted tax cuts to help low and mid-

dle-class families pay for college.

Kemp said government should not

engage in "social engineering" by pick-

ing winners and losers through its tax

policy

Gore put Kemp on the defensive by

noting the former Bush administration

housing secretary had differed with

conservatives in his own party by
defending affirmative action pro-

grams.

Turn to SHOWDOWN page 2

mCandidates tap
on the issues, but
offer few answers

mrf fWUMJM OIK)f?

Maybe it was the weather —
because this time, the debate

was some-
what interest-

ing.

RepublicanVice
Presidential

nominee Jack

Kemp and Vice President Al
Gore squared off last night in

St. Petersburg, Florida, in what
proved to be a refreshing turn

from the more scripted presi-

dential debate Sunday.

Kemp, never a conservative,

did his best to defend Bob Dote,

a man who he has criticized in

the past. A definite contrast to a

restrained Gore, Kemp was the

primary catalyst of discussion.

While doing so, he found
himself on interesting ground,

engaging issues which conserva-

tive* generally do not address in

TumtoANAlVM,poQ»2
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For Your Information
FYb arc public wruce announcements printed da«y To submit an
FY1, please send a press release containing at pertinent mtormjtKjn,

including the name and phone number of the contact person to

the Cofegwn. c/o the Managing Editor by noon the previous day

Thursday, Oct. 10

Class — Sponsored by the UMass Ananuia Marga Yoga

Club, this class is an introduction to meditation and yoga

practices, taught by Dada Anamtanda. in the Butterfield

2nd floor lounge at 8 p.m.

Lecture — lfti Naasim. a poet from Pakistan, will read

his poetry and discuss his work in a lecture entitled "On

Being Gay and Creative in South Asian Culture," at 1 2:30

p.m. in Campus Center room 803. The event is free,

wheelchair accessible, and is part of the GLBT Studies

Lecture Series, and is co-sponsored by the Stonewall

Center. For more information, contact the UMass
Stonewall Center at 545- 4824.

Meeting — The Asian American Student Association

will hold its second general meeting at 7:30 p.m. in

Campus Center room 917, Casino Night will be Oct. 14.

Meeting — There will be a Math Club meeting at 7

p.m. in LGRT 1 52 ID. Refreshments will be served, and

all math majors are welcome.

Theater — A One-Act Stand: Three One-Act Plays

About Trying to Connect. Overruled, by George Bernard

Shaw; The Field, by Robert Spera; and The Wibbly.

. Wobbly, Wiggly Dance That Cleopatra Did. by Tony
award-winner Terrence McNally. From the UM Theater

M.F.A. Directing Workshop. Tickets are $6;$3; for group

rates call: 545-6820. Curtain Theater. FAC. 8 p.m.

Training — A civil and constitutional rights training

session will be held in room 168 of the Campus Center

from 6-8 p.m. Attorney Mickey Harris of the

ACLU/NAACP will be present to answer questions

regarding proper police procedure and constitutional

rights. The event is sponsored by CAPHV (Coalition

Against Police Harassment and Violence), RGR Youth

Organization (Rising Generation Represent), GEO
(Graduate Employee Organization) and the Alliance for

Economic justice. For details about transportation and

daycare, call 549-1407 or 544-1939.

Speaker — The UMass chapter of Pi Sigma Alpha (the

national political science honor society) is proud to host

guest speaker Professor Karl Ryavec at 6 p.m. in the 6th

floor lounge of Thompson. All political science majors

and faculty are welcome to attend: and information about

Pi Sigma Alpha will be available to those interested.

Friday, Oct. 1

1

Concert — Southwest Area Government presents Yep

with special guests Colonel Mustard Trio and jiggle the

Handle at 8 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. Tickets

are $5 at Tix Unlimited. For more information, contact

the Southwest Area Government at 545-0960.

Lecture — Wolf Eston. from the University of New
Mexico, will give a lecture entitled "The 2.06Ga Bushveld

Catastrophe, South Africa, and Its Possible Global Effects

on the Proterophytie-Paleophytic Boundary," in Morrill II

South, room 131 at 3:30 p.m. This lecture is a part of the

Geosciences Lecture Series.

Opening Reception — The Student Union Art Gallery

welcomes Benigna Chilla back to Amherst for an exhibi-

tion of her current works. Her art will be on display at the

Student Union Art Gallery from Oct 10-Nov. I. The

reception will be from 5-7 p.m. For more information,

call 545-0792.

Rally — The Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance will hold its

annual National Coming Out Day Rally on the steps of

the Student Union at noon. There will be speakers fol-

lowed by an open microphone for those who wish to

speak on the importance of the day, or simply for those

who wish to "come out."

Study Break — National Coming Out Day study break

with a showing of the "Torch Song Trilogy," at 7:30 p.m.,

along with food, fun and prizes. The event is free and
sponsored by the Stonewall Center, Crampton House. For

more information, call the Stonewall Center at 545-4824.

Notices

Academic — The Fall '96 Final Examination Schedule

will be available beginning Friday, October 18. Copies

will be delivered to students in residence halls, and will be

available to off-campus students in the Registrar's Office

(213Whitmore).

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

your help is needed. If interested, call Jordan at

546-3548.

Sport — Learn how to hang glide. The UMass Hang
Gliding Club is sponsoring a beginner weekend on Oct.

1 9- 20. Sign up now because space is limited. This is the

cheapest way to leam how to fly - no experience neces-

sary. Meetings are on Tuesdays at 6:30; everyone is invit-

ed to attend. Check board by SU ballroom for location of

meetings and office hours. For more information, call

545- 0804 and leave a message.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45. Please call Mark to confirm, or for other

stops, at 253-0361.

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are

available to help you find answers to your questions and

concerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health

Education Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more

info); Tuesdays 6:30-8:30 p.m. in the International

Lounge. Prince House (call 545- 2299 for more info). All

conversations are confidential.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student

Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout, Copy, and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304

Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from 1 to 2 p.m. in

the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement

of Worcester Dining Common). For more information,

call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Discussion Group — "A Course in Miracles" will meet

from 7 to 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting in

September. For more information, call 253-3795.

Dance — The Northeast American School of Dance
Studio in Northampton will hold a dance spree every

Friday from 8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People

can dance to variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free

environment. All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more

information, call 584-8167.

Work-Study — All undergraduate students who have

received federal work-study as part of their financial aid

package must be on payroll by Friday, October 1 1, 1996

or have a deferral form filed at the Student Employment

office by that same date. If you do not get on payroll or do

not defer your work-study, you will only receive your

spring portion of your award. Any questions, please call

showdown
continued from page 1

Gore noted that Kemp had criticized

a California ballot initiative rolling back

affirmative action programs but then

changed his position and spoken in

favor of the measure alter being selected

to share the ticket with Dole. Gore said

he wished Kemp had convinced Dole to

change his position instead.

"With all due respect. 1 do not believe

Abraham Lincoln would have adopted

Bob Dole's position to end all affirma-

tive action," Gore said.

Gore began the evening with a light

note, offering Kemp a deal. "If you
won't use any football stories. I won't

tell any of my warm and humorous sto-

ries about chlorofluorocarbon abate-

ment." he said in a stiff voice. Kemp
quickly accepted.

The prime-time debate was carried by

three major broadcast networks. But

there was competition on Fox. which

carried the first game of the National

League Championship series.

For activists in both parties, there was

an inescapable subplot to the vice presi-

dential debate. Gore, 48, is all but cer-

tain to seek the Democratic presidential

nomination in four years. And it Dole

loses to Clinton, the 61 -year-old Kemp
would be considered the top early

prospect for the next Republican nomi-

nation.

But they kept their focus on the men

at the top of the Democratic and

Republican tickets.

"Our foreign policy is ambivalent,

confusing," Kemp said of the Clinton

administration. "We have learned over

the years that weakness is provocative."

An overriding Kemp theme was that

Clinton and Gore wanted the govern

ment to have loo heavy a hand in every

area of domestic policy, placing too

many rules on initiatives ranging from

urban empowennent zones to targeted

tax cuts.

In contrast, he said, Dole would first

cut taxes and then rewrite the "7.5 mil-

lion-words-long" tax code altogether,

making it flatter, fairer and less confus

ing. Kemp said this approach would

make millions of dollars in job-creating

capital available. "He will call it trickle

down. I call it Niagara Falls," Kemp said

of Gore.

Gore's quick retort: "The problem is

Mr. Dole and Mr. Kemp would put the

American economy in a barrel and send

it over Niagara Falls."
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analysis
continued from page 1

a constructive manner — specifical-

ly, Affirmative Action and inner-city

investment.

He blamed social welfare pro-

grams for compromising the path to

prosperity for the urban poor, char-

acterizing the economic system in

which they live as one of a "third

world socialist country."

He said that conditions more- con-

ducive to free enterprise would pro-

vide opportunities that stem from

economic privileges, such as a col-

lege education, to those historically

denied.

Kemp, however, was unclear as to

how this agenda would manifest

itself in cities like Los Angeles and

Detroit. Towards the end of the

debate, in fact, he asked a question

of Gore which he should have
directed at himself — namely, how
the capitalist system can progress

into the next century when it has

become clear that it plays a role in

the perpetuation of class and racial

inequality.

On Affirmative Action, Gore reit-

erated President Bill Clinton's

appeal to "mend it, not end it." He
criticized Kemp for supporting

California Proposition 209, which

would make all forms of racial and

gender "set aside" programs uncon-

stitutional.

However. Gore did not comment

on why Clinton has not made
Affirmative Action a defining issue

in the campaign — indeed, this

debate was a rarity in that the issue

was prominently discussed.

Gore was more concrete when the

debate turned to education, citing

the $1500 Hope scholarship, which,

if fully implemented, will make two

years of community college educa-

tion universal. Additionally, he said

Clinton would make up to $10,000

each year tax deductible to finance a

college education.

Any administration, however, will

be pressed to provide these kind of

benefits without someone paying a

cost at some level.

Kemp was very general as he dis-

cussed education, and did not

respond to Gore's accusations that

Dole would eliminate the

Department of Education. On his

part, however, Gore did not say

what the implications of such a

move would be. missing a opportu-

nity to attract the attention of stu-

dent voters.

The candidates relied on several

recurring themes throughout the

debate. Gore said that Dole's pro-

posal to cut taxes while protecting

programs which benefit the elderly,

the poor, education and the environ-

ment is not realistic. Kemp fought

back, be accusing Gore of waging a

campaign of fear to paralyze voters.

Both, however, were not on solid

ground. While it may be easy to

point the finger at the 104th

Congress, Gore and Clinton will be

hard pressed to make due on their

lofty proposals to cut the deficit

without reducing entitlement and

discretionary spending.

On the other hand. Kemp's point

was legitimate, though not totally

accurate. However, he only succeeds

with this argument in derailing Gore

and did not proactively articulate

the Dole agenda.

lecture
continued from page 1

Engineering.

Marini is involved with several

local and national professional orga-

nizations, including the American
Public Works Association, the

American Water Works Association

and the Water v Environment

Federation.

In 1992, Daniel A. Okun, profes-

sor of environmental engineering at

the University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill, gave a lecture entitled

"The Urban Water Crisis."

Last yeat's speaker was Phillip C.

Singer, professor, department of

environmental sciences and engi-

neering at University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. Singer's

lecture was entitled. "Disincetioni

By-Prodocts in Drinking Water:'

Formation Regulation & Control."

DEADLINE: MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4,

Ifyou know

A FACULTY MEMBER OR TEACHING

ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE WHO IS TRULY OUT-

STANDING AND DESERVES RECOGNITION, SUBMIT

A SIGNED NOMINATION IN WRITING WITH A BRIEF

DESCRIPTION OF WHY YOUR NOMINEE DESERVES

THE AWARD.

ALUMNI AND CURRENT UNDERGRADUATE/GRADU-

ATE STUDENTS MAY NOMINATE.

For More Information Contact:

Lori Baronas at 545-5278 or

E-Mail Address: 1. baronas @dpc. umassp.edu

TO: Distinguished Teaching Award Committee

Office of the Graduate Dean

Room 514 Goodell

Fax 413-545-3754

Bulger _ SWAG hosts LBGA film, discussion

"UMass will assume its rightful

place in education through AAU
membership," Scott said.

Scott gave a presentation of his

Strategic Action Plan, "Towards a

Commonwealth of Learning," which

will be enacted over the next five

years.

The plan resulted from a result of

proposals from the Trustees and the

President's Office in 1993.

"Strategic Action arrived through

the very important realization that

important societal changes are taking

place," Scott said. "Societal expecta-

tions call for a university that is more

inter-connected and more humane
and caring."

Scott said that a major aspect of

Strategic Action was to create synergy

continued from page 1

through private funds, which will then

be matched by the stale by up to $25
million per year.

"1 know that the campaign will be a

wonderful success," Bulger said. "It

will ensure that UMass is ready for the

21st century."

UMass Amherst's goal of accep-

tance into the American Association

of Universities (AAU) was a major

topic of discussion.

The AAU is a group of 60 major

research universities in the United

States. According to Chancellor David

K. Scott,' the AA constitutes a power-

ful lobbying force in Washington D.C.

If UMass becomes an AAU mem-
ber, it will be one of only 1 7 members
who are both AAU and Landgrant

affiliates.

M organize
continued from page 1

for the march this summer when he worked in New York

for Unite, a union of needle trade industrial and textile

employees.

According to Ketabchi, the purpose of the march is to

challenge the recent poor and immigrant bashing occurring

in the government. The purpose of proposition one is to

present a list of demands to the congress and the president

to consider.

"We are really just demanding that the congress stop the

measures that it is taking against legal and the so called ille-

gal immigrants," said Ketabchi.

He said that the anti-immigrant movement out of con-

trol, and that the government wants people to think they

are just targeting so called illegal immigrants when in actu-

ality they are targeting all poor people and people of color.

"What is happening now in the country is going to affect

all of us whether we come from Asia, Latin America or the

Middle East, all immigrants of color are being targeted by

these kinds of measures that the Congress and Clinton are

taking and signing." Ketabchi said.

between the core value of a Land

Grant (LG) University and its goal.

The Chancellor used a quote from

Abraham Lincoln to describe the core

value of an LG university: "Schools

feed clothe and enlighten the great

brotherhood of mankind."

He added that teaching, outreach

and research will create a better and

wiser world.

The "Big Audacious Goal (BAG)"
of the University, according to Scott's

plan, is membership in the AAU.
"It is most important to bridge the

sore value with the BAG to create a

model University," Scott said. "As an

AAU/Land Grant University, UMass
will be a flashing beacon spreading

light across the Commonwealth,
nation and, hopefully, the world."

By Kate Elliott

Collegian Correspondent

On Monday night, the Southwest Area Government
(SWAG) hosted a film and panel discussion with five

members of the Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance (LBGA).

Sugar Jones, a cookie manufacturer in Amherst, sup-

plied cookies and milk, and members of SWAG brought

their questions.

The film, entitled 'Straight from the Heart," detailed

the lives of four families, and how their childrens' coming

out affected them. The positive message of the film was

intended to aid straight parents of gay children, and to

help them deal with the internal issues they may be facing.

After the film, the LBGA opened the floor to questions

and discussion. Since questions were slow to come at

first, the LBGA asked the audience their feelings on what

the campus had to offer Gay, Lesbian. Bisexual,

Transgender (GLBT) students. Students agreed that the

climate here for GLBT people is tolerant on the surface,

but there is a definite undercurrent of homophobia at the

University of Massachusetts.

At this point, the audience opened up more. Questions

ranged from how to help friends who are questioning

their sexuality, to what SWAG members, as student lead-

ers, can do to help queer community members and the

LBGA.
The panel members stressed the importance of being

supportive of friends who are in the process of coming

out to themselves, along with reassuring them "it's ok if

you're gay — you're still my friend." Panel members also

asked the student leaders to be aware of the language they

use.

Words like "queer," "fag," and "dyke" are heard every-

day, as insults and offhand comments. Even though these

words are often used without any regards to sexual orien-

tation, they serve to reinforce negative stereotypes and

poor self- images. The LBGA asked the audience to try to

make an effort not to use such language, and to ask others

to do the same.

The LBGA wrapped up the hour-long discussion by

announcing the National Coming Out Day rally, to be

held on the steps of the Student Union on October 1

1

from noon- 2 p.m.

Ketabchi said he sees lots of student response for the

march. He said that students seemed eager and excited to

participate in the march, and that many students from all

over the five college area have signed up.

Chairperson of Casa Dominicana, Aida Baez also sees

student excitement.

"There are a lot of students who are really interested,

they are calling from everywhere, since its a long weekend

you would think most people would want to go home, but a

lot are going to the march."

Baez, said that she wanted to plan for the march because

she too saw how it united different groups of people.

"Hopefully the government will listen to what we are

proposing, and see us as people. Hopefully students will

feel like they took part in history, like in the sixties. This

time we can say we did this," Baez said.

The UMass contingency will meet this Fri. at 10 p.m. at

Hagis Mall and depart for Washington D.C. at 1 1 p.m.

They will return to Amherst on Sunday at approximately 2

violations
continued from page 1

cally violates two Board of Trustees

documents that set University policy.

"According to the Wellman docu-

ment, housing must inform the stu-

dent government of all policies con-

cerning student welfare," Casasanto

said.

The Wellman document and the

Residence Hall manual hold adminis-

tration and students equally account-

able for their actions, said Ashavan

Doyon. secretary of University policy.

"If a student breaks a contract, they

are subject to all sorts of punishment

and sanctions by the University."

Doyon said. "I would love to see the

administration suceptible to that sort

of judicial procedure."

The Senate also voted to uphold

President Maurice Caston's veto of a

motion presented at the end of last

semester.

The purpose of the motion was to

grant WMUA (91.1) $4,500 from the

SGA long-term reserves account to

buy a new radio transmitter, which

was 23 years old.

"The president acted in the best

interest of the student body by veto-

ing such legislation," said Jeff Coker,

secretary of finance. "Passing this leg-

islation would have showed a vote of

no confidence in the president."

Caston said that WMUA was
awarded $25,500 by SGA from the

additional funds in the Student

Activities Trust Funds relief fund.

According to Coker, the long-term

reserves are funds that are set aside in

the event of an emergency.

He pointed to a possible cata-

strophic event such as a Student

Union Building fire.

"I opposed the veto because 1 felt

that WMUA is a major student

resource," Sen. Paul Ferro

(SW-Kennedy) said.

The SGA also passed a motion
which will create a Women's Issues

and Safety Commitee to address con-

cerns of rape and political awareness.

Collegian Staff member Bryan
Schwartzman contributed to this arti-

cle.

fNNIIHI IU1HAS / COtUGIAN

Pool shark...
Shanti Shipsky, a senior natural resource studies major, played pool in the Games Room, in the Student Union,

yesterday.
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I
was ready for a fight.

When 1 tuned into the debate Sunday night, I

wanted a knock-down, drag-out, bare-knuckles,

shirts-off, no-holds- barred clash of titans. 1

wanted blood. I wanted maximum carnage. I wanted
them blotting the mess up off of the walls of the

Bushnell for weeks.

1 didn't get it.

What I got instead were two stodgy
men, swapping gentle barbs and chuck-
ling self-consciously and deliberately

insisting that they liked each other. All

that were missing were oversized red

leather chairs, cognac and cigars.

1 didn't want a "gentleman's gather-

ing." I wanted the Thunderdome. I want-

ed Clinton and Dole to march into the

arena raising their arms and pumping
their fists while an audience of mutants,

freaks and half-wits scream their blood

lust: "Two men enter... one man leaves."

That would have been something to see.

All of this is metaphorical, of course. I would never

suggest something so brutal and archaic as to put two
men in a steel cage with chainsaws, sledgehammers and
rusty scythes. At the same time, though, I didn't want
these two guys up there acting like old college rivals

trading quips at a cocktail party, either.

1 was ready for a fight.

It makes sense when you think about it. If you dig

back deep into our tribal ancestry, into our collective

unconscious, we need battles. We want the ascension

of our tribal chieftain to be determined by overpower-
ing the opponent. If we can't have it in a physical con-

test, like in the good old days, then we should at least

have it in a verbal one.

1 didn't get it.

Dole left ample opportunity to be skewered, too.

Stumbling over his words, wasting no time in mention-
ing World War Two (within the first 30 seconds of his

opening remarks if my watch was correct), taking

cheap shots at Clinton and his family, and all the time I

was screaming at the set.

"Finish him! C'mon he left himself wide open! Parry!

Thrust! Cry havoc! And let slip the dogs of war!," 1

cried. But he didn't. Clinton smiled, shifted his weight,

and calmly retorted, draping his barbs in feathers and
velvet. Deciding to throw his punches in a boxing glove

full of down.

At the same time, Dole reacted to perceived inaccu-

racies in Clinton's answers with raised eyebrows,
bugged-out eyes, and sideways glances. Yup, nothing
says astute political commentary better than funny
faces.

A lot of the blame can be laid on the shoulders of |im

Lehrer, the moderator, who never even
dared to ask anything even closely resem-

bling a tough question. Didn't even both-

er to directly ask how either candidate
proposed to make their plans work.

For example, if Dole is so insistent that

his tax plan is a good idea, and 546 econ-

omists (including seven Nobel laureates)

tell him it isn't, how can he convince us

otherwise?

If Dole is so insistent that young people
turn away from the evils of drugs, what
does he offer as an alternative? And, how
does eliminating the Department of
Education help?

How does Clinton react to critics who say his anti-

terrorism legislation threatening to cut off aid to any
ally who continues to do business with suspected "ter-

rorist" countries is reactionary, racist, and setting a

dangerous precedent?

These are the questions that make the candidates
squirm. This is what we needed to see. Not only do
they provide a glimpse of the "character" of the candi-

date, but we actually might learn something about how
they plan to run things in the next four years.

What better test of how a candidate stacks up than
to ask them tough questions, see how they handle
themselves and give them the opportunity to take their

opponent down a few pegs?

So, I'm hoping for round two the gloves come off.

Pistols at dawn! Let the two tribal chiefs enter the

sacred circle and battle it out for supremacy. Who
wants to see two nice guys spar? Let's see two
battle-scarred behemoths verbally pound each other.

Chuck the "gentlemen's agreement" out the window. In

the attempt to soften the debate, it only serves to

deflect attention away from what's really important:

ideas, trust and a plan of action. None of these were
brought up, as the candidates instead relied on charm
and pre-written jokes.

I'm ready for a fight.

Maybe next time, we'll get one.

Bob Dunn is a Collegian columnist.

A Multicultural Joke

Evan

Young

Is anyone out there sick of hearing and/or read-

ing about multiculturalism yet? It's almost as if

the word itself has evolved to stand for some
sort of necessarily attainable Utopia. Proponents of

multiculturalism would hold each and every one of

our society personally responsible for

achieving some sort higher state of

multicultural unity. Where is the

necessity?

I simply don't feel that multicultur-

alism is of utmost importance. I have
read over and over how it will become increasingly

impossible to live in our society if you lack some
sort of cultural awareness. I have read that if you
cannot respect others not only despite their differ-

ences, but especially because of those differences,

then you will find yourself lost in the modern multi-

cultural world that will inevitably develop.

I repeat: Where is the necessity for all of this?

Why do I need to be more culturally aware? I get

along fine as it is. Maybe I just don't understand
what multiculturalism is all about. If you are white

and you go to the store, and the person behind the

counter is black, are you being a good multicultural

citizen if you are nice to them? Is respect the only

requirement here? Respect is something that should

be earned, not given away. I refuse to simply respect

somebody because it will make an everyday
exchange such as a purchase at the CVS easier.

What gets me is that when someone speaks of
multiculturalism, they are telling you to blindly

accept and respect someone simply because they are

of a different origin, race or religion. I am white, but

I am American, from a Lutheran background, and
with a mostly Italian heritage. Am I really simply
white? No, but that's where I lie in the multicultural

world, and that's the basis on which blacks, Asians,

gays and Hindus would have to respect me.

That is wrong. I am not to be respected simply
because of convenient labels. Read what I write, lis-

ten to what I say, and base your opinion of me on
what I am, not what category I fit in. The problem
with multiculturalism is that it would easily ignore

the individual in light of the color of their skin.

But I have a bigger problem. Where I am asking

others to base their opinions of me on who I am. I

very quickly form opinions on others based on what
they look like; basically, that is racism, the
arch-enemy of multiculturalism. I have read that

racism is proof of weakness, of stupidity, of an
unwillingness to care about the differences of oth-

ers. Racism is wrong.

Is this true? Isn't racism simply nat-

ural? Is it racist for me to look at a

black person and think that here is

someone who comes from a complete-

ly different background than me, his

family values may be different, his religion may be

different, and his breadth of experience is most cer-

tainly different. I am simply not like him at all, and
will never truly understand what it means to live as

he does. Where is the racism? It seems like a per-

fectly natural thing for me to think.

So is racism a term derived only from the use of
stereotyping? Stereotypes have evolved to become
what they are for a reason; there is some sort of
truth behind most stereotypes. Do Irish people drink

more? Are Italian men more jealous than others?
My friends and I were discussing racism the other
night, in light of a racist joke. It was a joke that

played on a basic stereotype, and 1 basically felt

wrong for laughing. Well, if supporting negative
stereotypes through jokes is what racism is, then I

guess that's what I am.
But of course, the term "racist" implies some sort

of hatred. A racist does not simply view someone as

different because of their skin color, but hates them
because of it. Hatred is, of course, wrong. But the

main point is this: It is just as bad to blindly hate

somebody because of their race as it is to blindly

accept them because of their race. Multiculturalism

seems to be the flip side of the same coin as racism.

Learning how to be completely colorblind, as mul-
ticulturalism says, is not possible. All people of all

races not only have different cultural histories, but
different personal histories. The day when all of
these differences are blindly accepted is the day that

they lose all of their importance. I will not attempt

to either live in or achieve a perfect, happy, homoge-
nous multicultural society, exactly because we are

all different.

F.van Young is a Collegian columnist

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

Big concert blues

C. Taylor

Conner

Sunday. Oct. 6 Mullins Center
7:30 p.m.

The lights dim, the band takes

the stage, and they come out

of the woodwork. You never

know where they'll be or who they

are until that pivotal moment when
the show begins.

They come in all shapes and sizes,

transcend all race and gender barri-

ers. They usually look just like you
and me. Shockingly,

some of them are peo-

ple you know, the

crew you came with.

Suddenly, you find

yourself in that

inevitably claustrophobic big concert

state, surrounded by big concert
loons, vowing to never go to a big

concert again.

You begin to take note of the basic

characteristics of these folks, partly

out of curiosity, but also partly for

your own protection.

The Drinkers

Predominantly male, these are the

clever guys who start shouting, "Play

'Smoke on the Water'" in the middle

of the opening band's set. They're

also the ones who cram beers into

any body cavity necessary to avoid

their discovery during security frisks.

Drinkers also have the innate abili-

ty to kick the back of your chair

while you sit, and elbow you in the

back of the head while you stand.

The latter annoyance usually occurs

as a result of the concert phenomena
known as the "white man sway."
Most Drinkers have perfected this

aberration of all known human rhyth-

mic impulses, which involves the

erratic bending of the knees, accom-

panied by the equally unpredictable

swinging of the units.

Ironically, it is a blessing that there

is an absolute negligence of hip

movement, as this sort of pelvic-

motion might cause the Drinkers to

soil themselves, as well as the

unlucky fans around them.

The Stoners

While I have no

problem with marijua-

na usage, the Stoners,

that lovable group of

huggables whose pic-

tures appear in dictionaries all over

the world under the definition of

"contact high," aren't the coolest on

the concert scene.

It's almost never a thrill to have

your vibe interrupted by the security

guard who has to swing to your sec-

tion two, three, four times just to ask

these knuckleheads to cease and

desist baking.

And another thing — Stoners, how

slow do you want the beat to get? Is

it your intention to inhale until a

Dave Matthews harmony part sounds

like the Benedictine Monks?
Frankly. I don't understand the

whole logic. Weed makes the music

more intense. Weed also can make
you paranoid. It's always a tempta-

tion to turn around, even enduring

that faceful of kind smoke, just to

say, "You know, all these thousands

of people — they're out to get you.

And the band's in on it. too."

Stoners are usually guilty of the

white-man sway, but naturally gestic-

ulate at u much, much slower speed.

In general, however, they prefer the

"Dead-fan twirl" (a.k.a. the

"Phish-lan swim"), which consists of

pendular rocking with eyes cast star-

ward and mouth ajar much like

Nicholson in the end of One Flew

Out of the Cuckoo's Nest. For further

reference, rent any zombie flick.

The Dancers

There is a fine, yet distinguishable,

line between grooving to the music

and trying to execute a Bob Fosse

routine in a space roughly the size of

a Southwest corner room.

Dancers apparently have no con-

cept of the physical constraints most

of us recognize in our immediate

space. They are impervious to the

sharp sensations whacking one's

limbs into non-malleable solids —
ranging from hard, plastic seats to

your hard, bony head — often pro-

duce.

Accordingly, they are also oblivi-

ous to the welts, cuts and bruises

both they and the patrons around

them sustain during their re-enact

ment of the Irene Cara-fueled
mega-production number from
lame

If you belong to any of the groups

above, know that you are being

observed, know your behavior irri-

tates, and know that one day an
incensed tan will open a cavity-smug-

gled can of Beat-Ass on you.

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian

columnist

This is who I am

Jamie

Sinsheime

As 1 sat looking out the muffled

glass panes of my window, I

thought to myself. "What
kind of life am I leading?"

Then I realized. Is this so wrong that I

am in love with a woman? Is it so

wrong that I choose to sleep with a

woman next to me in my bed at

night? Who's to say if it is? You?
Who are you and why are you so con-

cerned with who I am?
Two years ago I

was in high school

dating a man. think-

ing that 1 was actually

in love with him. Not

knowing what love

was. As a juvenile young woman, I

continued on in this relationship until

I realized that something pertinent

was indeed missing.

This realization came in October of

my senior year somewhere around my
birthday, when an event occured that

I will probably never forget. Like

many other high school seniors

around the country, my boyfriend and

1 were sexually active. I had a preg-

nancy scare that completely turned

me off to the prospect of sex, not to

mention sex with him. 1 thought to

myself during this time about why 1

was actually with this man. I didn't

love him, but I thought I did. I didn't

enjoy having sex with him, but I did

(that's a whole different story). It was

then that I realized I did not want to

be with a man at all, and that was
what was missing all along.

Now, let's skip back another year,

to my junior year of high school. I

was still with the same man (we were

together for a little too long) and a

close friend of mine was coming on a

little bit too strong for me to deal

with. One evening we were at her

house, this girl and I, and we were

having a conversation about lesbian-

ism and bisexuality.

I told her that I always thought I

was bisexual and something about

being with my boyfriend always made
me wonder what I was missing. She

told me she felt the same way that I

did and we almost kissed, but never

did because fear stepped in the way.

After that, our friendship, much to

my chagrin. diminished.

Unfortunately, we do

not speak any more,

but our secret was
safe within the white

walls of her bedroom.

That was high
school. I spent the majority of my
time there closeted and miserable. I

wasn't who I wanted to be for fear of

what others would have thought. I

lived my life to please other people

and not bring any sort of differences

into our warm cozy circle. It was a

sad place for me to be at, but now
that portion of my life is over.

As I entered college in the fall of

last year. I came out so fast, it was
like a tornado that 1 couldn't stop

from twisting, but it was such a thrill.

I came to school with a girlfriend

whom I had met over the summer,
and all the new people that I met
associated me with this girl... like we
were one- half of the same person. I

hated that association because I want-

ed to be me. not someone else's "me."

As time progressed and
Thanksgiving break fell upon me, I

went home to "outness." Everyone at

home knew about me, but I didn't

know how to handle it. I was just get-

ting comfortable with being out at

school, so I didn't really know how to

deal with it at home. It was a long

winded chain of events that got back

to my family and everyone else that I

know. Basically, it felt like all of New
York City knew that 1 was a lesbian,

and they were all breathing down my
neck for more information.

When I returned back to school to

finish up my first semester, I came
back to all sorts of negativity thrown

in my face, including one homopho-
bic remark on the door of my room. I

confronted this the only way that 1

knew how, by writing. I wrote a letter

to the residents of my building

addressing this nonsense that was
written so impersonally on my door. 1

proceeded to plaster this piece of

writing all over my dorm, and I

icxened positive reinforcement from

a lot of people, which was comfort-

ing.

At about the same time I started to

write for the GLBT (Gay, Lesbian,

Bisexual, Transgender) section of the

Collegian. As I became more comfort-

able with dealing with the stupidity of

people's closed-mindedness, I

became more comfortable with
myself.

My relationship with the woman I

was seeing in my first semester slowly

started to dwindle, and I started to

really come into my own. No longer a

freshman or just a writer, 1 am now
the editor of GLBT Issues at the

paper. I am proud of who I am, and
definitely would not change a thing

that has happened.

it is still hard to hear a comment
like "dyke" being thrown at me as 1

walk down the street holding my girl-

friend's hand, but I have learned to

ignore it and enjoy just being who I

am. So, yes, I am in love with a

woman, and no matter what any one
might say, they can not take that away
from me.

lamie Sinsheimer is a Collegian

staffmember.

Where are the cabs?

Miranda

Purnell

"Walk! Not bloody likely. I am going in a taxi.

"

— George Bernard Shaw

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst has a lot

to offer a student like myself. It has given me the

opportunity to study and live in a different country,

expanding my knowledge not only academically, but also

socially and culturally. Already in my short stay here I have

been introduced to the wonders of American Football,

dorm-style living, cable television and, of course, the "D.C.

Licious" Dining Services.

This is not to forget the phenomenon of "lite" beer, (less

calories — yeah right), and the possibility of earning credit

for subjects like step aerobics (which, in theo-

ry, no one needs to take because they drink

"lite") and pocket billiards or frisbee. I have

also come to love this little pocket of New
England and the surrounding Five College

Area, but (and I'm sure you could see this

coming a mile away) I'm afraid I do have a bit of a bone to

pick. It's about the transportation thing.

Unfortunately, 1 couldn't fit my car in my suitcase to bring

over with me. If I had been able to, you'd see me driving

around campus in a white Nissan with a "Get Your Rosaries

Off My Ovaries" bumper sticker. But that's another story and
another column. Even if I did have my car with me, I'd still

be having the same problem I'm experiencing now. It's

what's known as "T.D.S." (Taxi Depravation Syndrome),

and I'm not exactly sure how much longer I can put up with

it. Like the above mentioned George Bernard Shaw, Martin

Scorcese, and countless other famous and/or fabulous peo-

ple. I simply love taxis.

Taxis remind me of my childhood. Of speeding through a

lit—up Sydney on Christmas Eve with my head on my moth-

er's lap, exhausted but too excited to sleep. The taxi driver

would be singing along to Christmas carols, and every so

often my dad would turn around and wink at me from the

front seat. As I grew older and lazier (too young to drive, but

old enough to earn money), taxis became an essential feature

of my lifestyle.

They meant I could stay out longer or go home early or go

just about anywhere I wanted. Once I hit eighteen (the legal

drinking age in Australia), I discovered the practicality and
necessity of taxis in avoiding the booze bus and other unsa-
vory situations. For me, taxis represent freedom and indepen-
dence. They provide the ability to do what I want when I

want, the only restrictions being the amount of cash in my
pocket or credit on my card.

So here I am on a campus of 30-odd thousand people, in

an area surrounded by reasonably affluent towns, and I can-
not find a comprehensive taxi service in the Valley. The pop-
ulation at UMass alone should be enough to sustain a viable
taxi company; yet when I look in the Yellow Pages, there are
more entries under taxidermist than taxicab. It's not just that

I'm selfish and want to enjoy the exhilaration

of having wild, irrational, political conversa-
tions with taxi drivers again, but rather that I

imagine taxis could be quite useful here.

I am forever being told not to walk the
campus alone at night. While the escort ser-

vice is an option, it can't be everything to everyone, and it

certainly doesn't solve the problem of getting from Amherst
or a private residence to my dorm. A taxi service which oper-
ated in addition to the escorts would allow people who could
afford to, or who wanted to, to use it as a safe means of
transportation, and this, in turn, would reduce the demand
on the escort service.

Also, I cant help thinking about the issue of drunk-dri-
ving. Everyone knows that it is illegal, not to mention down-
right stupid and dangerous, to drive after drinking a certain
amount. However. I am also told that it is illegal to sleep in

your car. So what do you do if you have taken your car out.
had a few too many "lites." and need to get home? Some may
suggest the PVTA buses, and while I have found these to be
most excellent (and free, which is quite amazing), they don't
run everywhere and they don't run all night.

All over the world, taxis form an integral part of a city's
identity. New York is known for its yellow taxis, and London
tor its black cabs. Surely there's a place on the campus roads— and in the Haigis Mall - for the maroon and white of
"Minuteman Cabs '

Miranda Purnell is a I!Muss student
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SWM looking for some
friendship and maybe
more. I'll never talk to you
and I'll act like all the
world's problems are your
fault. Your move.

SLEEPLESS IN SYLVAN
SWF loves Tom Ha.

movies. Top Gun an
Wuzzels \j^^^ for a guj

W/ lots 4aaaaaaaaaaaaaat'r.

WELLNESS GEEKS
SWF looking for SWM to

share soy milk, straight

edge hardcore, and
Nintendo Playstatioj

never leave tl

(.liecno^aJS^PH -o

pleasfl

chemistry will work.

, -.

I'M

Perfect .._____
aT7d

more. :^^^^7Te~same for

nights by my^^replace.
Taurus men a pi

HARE KRISHN
Come chant with a

A whole new ball game

C. Taylor

Conner

KidsJure crazy these

days, (Jell ya.

NoJense of romance —
everything has lo be

instAit gratification. No
timfnow, no time later.

Sowy, Cupid, folks aren't

standing still long enough

you to

a bead,

ake the

ample of

is girl I

now. She
n't stand dating. Would
ither hook up and see

'here things go from
nere. Says she feel

ncomfortable on dates,

els awkward, feels like

be has nothing to say.

Hello, pumpkin? While

icking your tongue in

)meone's mouth may be a

uporary, if not momen-
ly pleasurable, solution

traditional courting.

re is a method to the

ness we know as dat-

jst people are familiar

witAbaseball-inspired sex-

ual iWiuendo system: first

base B kissing, and so on.

But fe% are aware that the

great American game can

tire\ofbein
aVpne

SIF. 14. hx>f(%JLg to meet a

man who canmmpress a

girl on this stuprta^mpus.

Romance me!

and
GODDESS

you know it! 21
/GWM looking for a danc-

ing queen to have good
times and not freak out

over petty crap.

SEX!
Now that I've got your

attention — Calm down!

SWF, 17. looking for fun

first! Sense of humor a

must. See what happens.

I HATE THIS
but I told my friends I'd try

it. If you're a SBF who's

equally embarrassed by

these ads but still wants to

meet someone — give me a

call.

POETRY
Music, film, photography,

reading - SWF. 23. Grad.

Give me a call to talk, and

maybe we can get together.

be used to explain the

entire concept of dating.

That's right — our
favorite past time also

serves as the key to our
labyrinthine social

past-time, the only differ-

ence being that we all start

out in the

minors,
rather than
just a select

few excep-
tional ath-

letes.

For those unfamiliar
with the minor leagues,

these small organizations

serve as the breeding
ground for major league

prospects. There is intense

camaraderie coupled with

intense competition, as

would be expected in a

best-player-wins situation

in which that individual

may be your teammate
(i.e. good friend).

In the dating context, a

good portion of us slash

and burn our way through

the three levels of the

minors — Single A being

the lowest and Triple

the highest — before lea

Turn to GAME, poo/

1

50. Seeking Krishtwcon-
scious SBM for nMits of

chanting and rn-STe Who
said we can't^reve some
fun?

BAirtfRANDMOTHER
WANTED

Are you a WiWF looking

to relive the good ole days?

With me you will feel like

its 1941 all over again.

Satisfaction guranteed!

RED SOX FAN
Are you depressed now
that the Red Sox' season is

over? SBM looking for

SBF to count the days until

spring training. Let's hit a

grand slam together!

DUNK ME!
Marcus Camby imperson-

ator, BiBF, looking for

some on court this season.

Are you ready to slam

dunk me?

TATTOO ME1
SBF looking for a blank

canvas to work some art

on. Strictly post-modern,

no Renaissance men or bad

first impressionists.

|

ALONI
L/ants

^enjoyTup

^_
id pickup

.ticks. Don't spend anoth-

er night alone!

NO|OY
SWM, 18, Ian Curtis fanat-

ic seeks depressed SBM.
Tear my love apart. No
New Order fans need
apP'%:*rr.t. .-.

BE MY GREG!
Spastic Marsha Brady
look-alike seeks fun. Will

ou be my Greg? Let's

hare more than just the

tic.

T'S PLAY SPANK THE
ilASTY ARMADILLO

Fd|mer nationally syndicat-

edfRepublican talk show
seeks Pat Nixon

-alike for hours of

hy fun. I will provide

tmadillo, you provide

Crisco.

TALKY.TALKY.
TALKY

I'm • crazy Adam Sandler

fan who wants to act out

all M his movies, including

theA'ery violent parts. If

>o« want to be severely

beaten while I toss out

cofty one-liners, give me a

PARACHUTl
ove 'em do
rky kind

o seelcs some T|

ction! I wanna get

7side your pants!

LAP DANCE WITH ME
I wanna be a Showgirl!
GWM, 21. seeks showboy
who wants to be ni>

Crystal. Let's shine togeth-

er!

NRA ALL THE WAY
I'm white and proud.
Republican SWM. 25.

ajvantl SWT for ehurchgo-
ing. bombings, gay ba.shing

and more. I'll be your
Ronnie and you'll be my
Nancy!

NATURAL BORN
KILLER

DiWF. 58. just out of jail.

Seeks partnei in crime for

drug store hold-ups and
slumber party massacres.

::r

tRAZY CHEF SEEKS
BOYARDEE

Ire you looking to p
Ittle sauce back intojrour

an? I'm a SWM searching
f for a woman who <J(n put

some zest back in my meat

balls and pasta.

WESLEY WILLIS
SBM. 35, rock 'n' roll

singer. I whup a horses' ass

and more. Will you buy
Alanis Morissette?

PSYCHO GIRL
SWF, 19, wants boy to

mentally abuse.

FRAT BOY
Are jour bored of the typi-

cal party? Do you feel

sed when you wake up
every Saturday morning
having no idea what you

The death of dating

MEANWHILE BACK ON
EARTH

I'm a recently Abducted
earthling seekitp passion-

ate sex with Household
appliances. Do £>u want to

turn my burnerf

ARE YOU UpNELY
TONIGHT?

So am I! 40ish Jr collector

of Elvis memorjjbilia look-

ing for 40-60wear-old
hunka hunka buttling love

to share trips to flraceland.

Are you the tedd^bear I'm

looking for?

FRIENDS I
'

I love the TV shdfc but
have no friends. 1WM
seeks someone to task to.

I'm not picky. Call meVl'H
be there for you.

I'M THIRSTY
For your bongwater and^
more. Phishhead, SWM,
19, come swim with me.
Let's make our love burn
down Butterfield.

BURN MY BUNSEN
BURNER!

BiWF, 26. is looking for

BiWM for some hot play

while I get my science
degree. Let's see if our

Mike

Burke

Whatever happened to

the traditional date that my
parents talked about?
Their stories about dinner

at car hops followed by a

drive-in movies have fasci-

nated me. but have left me
wondering
what has

happened
to this

once-cher-

ished pas-

time of dating?

Has dating gone the way
of the dinosaurs, for a

faster, less-personal

"hook-up?" Is dating too

personal, too slow for the

fast paced '90s where we
want everything NOW?
The weekend college scene

is all too familiar: get

drunk, get horny, find

stranger/remote friend, hit

the sack. Ever noticed how
often the term "hook-up"
pops up in Monday morn-

ing conversation? Maybe I

am a bit old-fashioned, but

this sounds much less

romantic than watching an

Audrey Hepburn movie in

(956 Chevy at a drive in.

Jt today there seem so

few^kcrnatives to meeting

p o^k e n t i a 1

dates/pa^yrrs/lovers/what

ever. The^|_oblem has

escalated to\|y: point

where you either partake in

the hook- up scene or
;

stay single. Where has the

middle ground gone? Here
are a few options:

• Follow Ma Burke's
(my grandmother's) advice

— date a lot of different

people. This may have
been cool dur-

ing the

Depression,
but now you
will probably

be quickly
labeled either a "player" or

a "slut" depending on your

gender. I doubt Ma Burke

wants her grandson to be

considered a "player."

In theory, this option
could be great. But the

word "commitment" has

become linked with "first

date" far too quickly these

days.

• Spend Saturday nights

alone. Seems like the easy

way out but pretty soon
you will find yourseif hum-
ming along to R.E.M.'s
"Everybody Hurts." swear-

ing Michael Stipe wrote
the song for you.

• Listen to your friends

when they say that dating

is dead. Sounds good
doesn't it? Then you real-

ize these same friends a)

are on the verge of mar-
riage, b) have no chance gf
ever finding a date,,a*'e)

lum to OfATH page 10
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BORED IN SOUTHWEST
by HSCN and Dining
Commons food. SBF. 18,

Comm Major, looking for

someone with a life for a

change. Let's go out and
get a real meal, see a good
movie and maybe more.

OFF-CAMPUS
and loving it! 22 yr. old

SWM finds it harder to

meet people now that I'm

not living in a tov

Looking for

who'
lo

cute

drums, w.

another

Into: the « a'lii'

Looking for th"Tame for

dancing and making music.

SHY BOY
18, SWM, looking to meet

someone to share these

years which are supposed
to be so good. Love hiking

and smoking, hate the mall

and MTV.

CHANGE THE WORLD
21, STEPC major
looking for anyone snaflal

to hang out with. \u|ne let-

ters, march oni^C. NO
REPUBLICAN

Looking for perfection

NISSPEE
I love the word nisspee, do
you? Let's talk dirty

together.

EMAIL DORK
Lonelytsstudent. umass.edu

is looking for love in all the

wrong places. I need cyber-

m now - email me!

GOO GOO OVER ME
Got) Goo Dolls depressed

over cancelled show. I bet

I have a dirty "Name" for

you. baby. Let's goo goo
the night awa>

BEAM ME UP SCOTTY
SWM, 59. desires SWM.
18-25, for some serious

strategic action.

LET'S MAKE MAGIC
Down-to-earth SWM. 27.

wants gamer for nights of

Ornathopter and Star
Trek. I'll take you to

another world!

NEWSBOY!
SWM, 19. Seeks super ide-

alistic graduate student to

form power couple of the

21st century.

REFUSE TO LOSE
MWM. 37. misses UMass
action. Let's play some
hard hall in my court.

BORED IN SOUTHWEST
by HSCN and Dining
Commons food. SBF, 18,

Comm Major, looking for

someone with a life for a

• i've seen couples
rywhere. from the

basement of the Campus
Center to the dining com-
mons to the tables of the

Bluewall. And depending
on the couple, you're
either turned green with

envy, or just

made nauseat-

ingly sick.

There are

those couples

who cannot
ceep their hands off of

\ich other for more than

^ seconds. Their public

k
plays of affection

Lmpt you to look the

other way.

On the other hand,
there are the "ideal" cou-

ples — couples who have

formulated the perfect

combination of love and
friendship.

"I don't just love him, I

like him. I really like him,"

lenny Adams said of her

fiance, Ethan Powers.
"Even if he wasn't my
fiance. I would spend time

with him."

Adams, a political sci-

ence major at Three Rivers

College in Norwich.
Conn., and Powers, a dou-

ble English and film stud-

ies major at UMass, met in

high school, but did not

SI, ii i to date until after

graduation.

"We had been friends

and then we started to go
out," Adams said. "We'd
have lunch together every

day."

change. Let's go out and
get a real meal, see a good
movie and maybe more.

OFF-CAMPUS
and loving it! 22 yr. old

SWM finds it harder to

meet people now that I'm

not living in a tower.

Looking for a fun girl

who's not crazy or too

lonely. Lets go get a drink

and chill out.

BAND GIRL
cute SWF who digs the

drums, wants to jam with

another SWF on the skins.

Into: the bar scene.

Looking for the same for

dancing and making music.

SHY BOY
18. SWM, looking to meet

someone to share these

years which are supposed
to be so good. Love hiking

and smoking, hate the mall

and MTV.

CHANGE THE WORLD
21. STEPC major. WF
looking for anyone special

to hang out with, write let-

ters, march on DC. NO
REPUBLICANS!

TIRED OF BEING
ALONE

S|F. 19, looking to meet a

man who can impress a

girl on this stupid campus.

Romance me!

GODDESS
and you know it! 21,
GWM looking for a danc-

ing queen to have good
times and not freak out

over petty crap.

SEX!
Now that I've got your
attention — Calm down!
SWF, 1 7, looking for fun

first! Sense of humor a

must. See what happens.

I HATE THIS
but I told my friends I'd try

j(t. If you're a SBF who's

equally embarrassed by

these ads but still wants to

meet someone — give me a

call.

Seema

Gangatirka

Last Christmas, they
took the first step towards

marriage. "We knew pret-

ty early that we wanted to

spend the rest of our lives

together," Adams said.

"Becoming engaged was
the first celebration."

O f

course,
before any
couple con-

templates a

golden
future together, the initial

step must be taken. That's

right, the first date —
equivalent to the stress of

six computer science
finals all taken on the
same day.

Accompanying Adams
and Powers on their lirst

date included Adams' two
teenage brothers, their two
best friends, and her moth-
er.

"It was quite a scene,"

Powers recalled.

A blizzard almost
snowed out lean Foster

and Sean Carter's first

date.

"I didn't want to go,"

Foster said. "I was scared

of the snow and I thought

we'd get into a car acci-

dent and crash. But I went
anyway."

Looking back on that

date at Spaghetti Freddy's.

Carter said that the experi-

ence was "very nice, very

awkward." ,

And of course, following

•he first date — assuming

Turn to PERFECT, page 10

POETRY
Music, film, photography,

reading — SWF. 23, Grad.

Give me a call to talk, and
maybe we can get together.

MEAN It K

K

SWM looking for sum**
friendship and, maybe
more. I'll never talk to you

SPANK ME!
I iinid MWM. 60, loves

skiing, dining, theatre and
more. Spam me. baby!

TEDDY0EAR
Cuddle with fobenesque
WiWF. 89. Seekfag biWM.
aged 18-25 to ftjLfill fan-

tasies and more. \et's go
for it!

I'M NUMBER Of
Perfect. SWM, 28'
perfect tan, body]
more. Seeks the samJ
nights by my firepl|

Taurus men a plus.

HARE KRISHNA
Come chant with a S$F,
50. Seeking Krishna con
scious SBM for night! of

chanting and more. Who
said we can't have sfme
fun?

BAD GRANDMOTHER
WANTED

Are you a WiWF looking

to relive the good ole days?

With me you will feel like

its 1941 all ove(T again.

Satisfaction guranteed!

RED SOX FAN
Are you depressed now
that the Red Sox' season is

over? SBM looking for

SBF to com* the days until

spring training. Let's hit a

grand slam together!

'DUNK ME!
Majcus Camby imperson-

ator, BiBF, looking for

some on court this season.

Are you ready to slam
dunk me?

TATTOO ME!
SBF looking for a blank

canvas to work some art

on. Strictly post-modern,

no Renaissance men or bad

first impressionists.

WELLNESS GEEKS
SWF looking for SWM to

share soy miir^lcaight
edge hardcore,

The perfect date movie..

.

Jeremy

Brothers

One of the scariest

things one can be asked to

do in the Campus Center

basement is to visit the

various desks asking
Collegian staff what their

favorite date movies are.

But some
things need

to be told,

especially if

anyone is to

understand
why some of us aren't get-

ting dates. You are thus

warned.

THE PHILADELPHIA
STORY
Directed by George Cukor
with Cary Grant, Katherine

Hepburn, lames Stewart

Forget the hype around
the movies that Hepburn
made with Spencer Tracy
— this 1940 film is the

only must-see screwball

comedy. Hepburn plays a

socialite divorcee planning

to remarry. Grant is her

first husband, ready to sell

her story to the tabloids.

Stewart won an Academy

and I'll act like all the

world's problems are your

fault. Your move.

SLEEPLESS IN SYLVAN
SWF loves Tom Hanks
movies. Top Gun and the

Wuzzels. Looking for a guy
w/ lots of back hair.

ABBA FAN
Here's your chance to kiss

the teacher. SBF
dancing queen desires

SWF for long walks on frat

row, cybersex and more.

Award for the role of the

reporter who sneaks into

the family mansion to

cover the blessed event.

HENRY: PORTRAIT OF
A SERIAL KILLER

Directed byJohn
McNaughton
with Michael
Rooker

Now, watching a hor-

ror movie on a date
seems kind of like a

junior high-type thing —
when the most you could

hope for was to cop a feel

while the other person
jumped, but this film,

released in 1990
(although filmed in

1986). pushes the enve-

lope to what we regard as

horror. The title reveals

almost everything about
this shockingly graphic
story based on the t

accounts of Hen^S^ee
Lucas, sell- confessed
serial killer Rv no stretch «1

1
D

!

Turn to MOVIE, page 10 2

Nintendo Playstation. I

never leave third floor

Greenough and refuse to

sleep. No Baker hippie
boys, please.

WAX ON, WAX OFF
SBM seeking SBF Ralph
Maccio fan to watch
Karate Kid III with. I and
II were good, but this one's

special. Let me give you a

little pat on the morina,
baby!

NOMI MALONE
MWF. 21, wants to be
your Showgirl.

Im
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The joys of Cybersex

9f U

Nymph kisses Hawk as she runs

her hands across his rippling

biceps. She slowly moves her hands
further down his body, allowing her
long red nails to tickle him.

Hawk runs his hands through
Nymph's long flowing hair. The
pair collapses on to a bed of moss
in the middle of an airy forest glade.

The above lines are not from a

Harlequin romance novel, but from
two Internet users engaging in a
somewhat common Internet ritual

known as cybersex.

Did you know that people have
sex over
t h e

Internet?

It is not

like those

virtual real-

ity scenes
i n

Aerosmith
videos or

the movie,The
Lawnmower Man. Nonetheless, it is

sex. Actually it really is not sex since

the people are not in physical con-

tact, but that is a simple technicality.

When two people engage in

cybersex, they are basically talking

dirty across the Internet.

Do not jump to conclusions —
cybersex is not pornography.
Despite what you might believe,

there is a dramatic difference

between the two. Pornography is

not an act between two consenting

adults who interact with each other,

but cybersex is. Cybersex partners

must agree to engage in the activity.

Now that we understand the

basic differences between the two,

it is time to get down and dirty

about cybersex.

There are a few different places

where you can take part in the
Internet's racier side. The first stop

is Internet Relay Chat, commonly
known as IRC.

IRC is a real time discussion
forum where users from across the

globe meet and talk about anything,

including sex. However, sex chat
group users usually do not talk dirty

to each other — instead they simply

flirt or hold regular discussions.

A better place to randomly hook
up. like in a singles bar, are social

MUDs. MUDs — short for
multi-user dimensions — originally

were created to play Dungeons and
Dragons on-line, but they've come
a long way since their creation.

Social MUDs, unlike the gaming

IflE

variety, are designed as an alterna-

tive to the crowded world of IRC.

One such MUD with an atmosphere

of a singles' bar is Nails (telnet

nails.k2- nesoft.com 51 50).

Players on social MUDs some-
times simply log in looking for

cybersex and nothing more.

However, use caution when
cruising these two systems, because

things are not what they seem on
the surface. Some times the person

on the other end is a crossdresser.

It is quite common for men to por-

tray women on these sites.

While on
Nails, I asked a

few users

whether they
knew of
on-line
cross-dressers,

and they
responded by
saying it is

quite common.
One male user

confessed that he had a second
character that is female. A few
female users said they dabbled in

cross-dressing on at least one occa-

sion.

Having second thoughts about
cybersex?

There are other systems that are

more personalized, so users know
the real sex of their partner.
However, these potentially more
secure opportunities demand a

higher powe- red computer system
that has software like Netscape's
Cool Talk.

Cool Talk allows users to actually

talk with each other, assuming the

users have a sound card and micro-

phone. Most users attach a photo
image of themselves to the program
when they are corresponding. This
form of cybersex is more like phone
sex, as it adds the allure of voice.

If talking with your partner is not

enough to arouse your interests,

then there is another technology
that few users have: CuSeeMe.
Not only must users have a

microphone and soundcard, but
they need a digital camera attached

to their PC to use this technology.

Through CuSeeMe, people can
literally watch each other while
engaging in cybersex. It might pos-

sibly be the next best thing to being

there.

However, nothing can compete
with the real thing.

Matt Wurtzel is a Collegian
columnist.

UNIVERSITY
BARTENDING COURSE

50%
Off!!

Of Basic Program with valid college

Student I.D.

Free Info Session

Wednesday, Oct. 16th

7:00 pm
Lord Jeffrey Inn, Amherst

Now Accepting Visa, M/C. AMEX & Discover

Simp Amuinl \ Con

1-800-U-CAN-MIX

&

stybet/fau
FAR EAST MID EAST

Asian noodle soups, Arabian delights

salads & stir-fries salads & sandwiches

63 Main St. 31 Boltwood Walk
253-9200 253-9299

QCMP Delivery Express

Don't Let The
Marshall Catch You
Going Anywhere Else!

MarshaU

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTO BODY

S3 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center
• Imports and other unibody vehicles are our speciality.

• Users ofSikkens paint products

• Accepted by all insurance companies for collision repair

or glass repair.

256-8157

\*
256-1385

Shop Reg»RSi2i2>^f
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The burden of cyberlove

the
this

Lisa M.

Oliveri

He went by the user name DMS.
All in capitals, forcing other mem-
bers of the chat room to take notice.

He was always on-line, waiting to

make a witty remark, or to sprout
lines from his favorite poem. He was
captivating, yet sincere. When he
wasn't there the chat room seemed
empty, and other members would
always post the same message.
"When is DMS going to be on?"
As a first-time user of

Internet. I often observed
strange creature — a

nameless, faceless per-

son whom everybody
liked so much. I was
afraid to post messages,

afraid that more experi-

enced members would chide me,
and more importantly, that DMS
would think me stupid. Hours went
by when I would just linger in the
background, hoping for a moment
that we would be the only two
on-line.

,

Then finally, one Tuesday morn-
ing, my wish came true. I booted up
my computer, fired up Netscape and
went to the first bookmark on my
list. And there he was. Alone.
Waiting for someone to talk to. His
first message: 8 a.m. — Hello?
Anybody there. No Reply. Second
message: 8:05 a.m. — Anybody out
there? No Reply. Third message:
8:11 a.m. — some profound words
of poetry that escape my mind at the

moment. It was as if he was waiting

just for me. Here was my moment to

impress this enigma. Now was the

time to get to know DMS.
I typed in my message, a meek

"hello" followed by my name. I'm
not sure if I was expecting him to

write something nasty, something to

the extent of, "Who are you? And
why do you think I will talk to you?"
After all, he was the "big man on
the chat line* so to speak. But
instead I got a hearty "Hello, how
are you? Tell me about yourself.

Where are you from?"
He actually wanted to talk to me.
This whole scenario reminded me

of days spent in high school as a

freshman, when I would look at the

upperclassmen and think they were
so great. I would build them up so
much in my mind that I was way too
nervous to talk to them. But when I

did, they really were not as exciting

or as mystical as I thought. They
were ordinary men. As was DMS.

We talked for over an hour alone
that Tuesday morning, uninterrupt-

ed by meaningless chatter from
other members. I soon found out
that DMS was short for Dog Man
Star, but never learned what that

stood for. We got to know each
other as best as two people on a

computer can. His real name was
Stephen, he was from Scotland, and
was presently enrolled in a college in

England.

Now while this may not have been
the ideal situation for

developing a relation-

ship, getting to know
someone on-line has
its advantages. For
one, it's possible to

know the real person; since both
people are unable to see each other,

there's no opportunity to be shal-

low. You also don't have to worry
about impressing your friends. And
you don't have to wonder if your
clothes are the right style or if your
having a bad hair day. To have an
on-line date, you don't even need to

get ready — you can sit at your com-
puter in your pajamas eating ice

cream — since your on-line lover

really only cares about your person-
ality.

Stephen and I quickly became
fond of one another, and were
immersed in our own world even as

others entered the chat room. But
everyone knew that we were "the

couple," and no one asked us any
questions because they knew we just

wanted to talk to one another. We
even tried at times to enter private

chat rooms, but unfortunately I was
extremely WWW illiterate and was
unable to do so. When I wasn't talk-

ing to him I was sad, and he often

sent me grand messages, pining for

my love.

After weeks of cyberlove Stephen
and I agreed to call one another. He
gave me his phone number and we
agreed on a specific time, certain

that we would both be available. I

remember moments up to that

phone call, my palms sweating, my
thoughts full of anticipation. When
wc finally spoke it was as grandiose

as I imagined. We were both at ease

and just glad to hear each other's

voice.

It was much easier to talk on-line

because now I at least had a voice to

associate with the writing. Our rela-

tionship became stronger, we were

n
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Campus love...
Young couple walked to class together yesterday afternoon.

closer than we had ever been. Until

that one fateful day.

At the time of our cyber-dating, I

didn't own a personal computer and
all of our "dates" were taking place

from my workplace, a company
where I was film editing. Much to

my boss' dismay, my trusty

Powermac was getting more action

than she ever would, so she fired

me. lust like that. At 5 p.m. on a

Friday afternoon, she asked me for

the keys to my desk, and then asked
me not to return. My relationship

was over.

I didn't get to talk to Stephen
much after that, for lack of a com-
puter. I tried to go to the library a

few times, but the closest one with

'nternet access was 25 minutes

away, and even then there was a

limit as to how long I could use it.

So was this the ideal relationship?

Probably not. But taken with a grain

of salt, cyberlove can be a fun expe-

rience. No. the keyboard does not

substitute for the feel of human
flesh, and there is definitely some-
thing lacking in a relationship where
partners never meet.

Stephen was my first and only
cyber love. Somehow, nothing can
capture the excitement of that first

message, the first phone call, the

first time hearing his voice. DMS is

now only a fond memory.
Lisa M. Oliveri (loliveri@stu-

dent.umass.edu) is a Collegian
columnist who is looking for a tan-

gible partner.

iscove/*
Handmade diamond engagement rings &

featuring ideal cut

Lazare Diamonds®
Setting the startJarJfor ...BRILLIANCE™
Full in-house repair service. We buy diamonds& gold.

Free ear piercing with purchase of studs.
Watch batteries replaced & eyeglass frames repaired.

silverscape designs
GOLDSMITHS ^' G E M GALLERY

One King St., Northampton 584-3324
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

Over

~500~
Microbrews

ySpjdtjyiusf
"^^Tfll

"W"" M- 8
sP*ctelty Beverage Center

[ |]

Microbrews
End of Summer Beer Specials

ShipYards Sinus Summer $4."7six

Oregon Summer Cold $4."/six

Sam Adams Summer Ale $4.
49
/six

Harpoon Snakebite $4."/six

1 /2 Kegs Sam Adams Cherry Wheat or

Shipyard Sirius Summer

$85.°°

FULL REDEMPTION CENTER

Beer Specials
Busch & Busch Light
case bottles $9,

Attention Grod

Students:

» Take 10% off

Regularly Prked Fine—. Wines

99

Red Dog & Icehouse
18-packcans $8

Bud Dry U-packcans $5

Molson Golden
12 Pack Cans & Bottles $ 7,

Post Road
Lager & Ale $4 ."/6-DaCk OT

$1 7."/case,

99

Liquor specials
Captain Morgan $8."/ 7S0ml

Jack Daniels $1 1 .•»/»•«

Absolut $10. 99
/
7S0ml

JaCK DanielS Country Cocktails/Ml Flavors

3 99/4 pack

[MasterCard

Micro-Brewed Beer Kegs in Stock
Wine Coolers • Ice • Mixers Mini Kegs • Beer Glasses

Rt. 9 East College Street • 253 5384
one mile east of

Amherst Center on Rt. 9E
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DATING-

Bars and dating, the mixed drink from hell

Tara MK
Connelly

Dating and bars seem to go hand in hand. But in
actuality, meeting people in bars in order to get a
date is neigh near impossible, not to mention
cheesy sounding and highly unlucritive lovewise.
The bar scene in Amherst is really a laughable

place to meet a significant other. For any of you
who have actually been in a bar on the weekends
you know what I mean. Places like

Delano's, Barsie's, and The Pub
become so congested with people
willing to fritter away good money
on a hangover, that walking into
these places becomes the first chal-
lenge.

The next is weaving your way precariously
between throngs of people yelling, spilling bever-
ages on you, and trying to smoke. Beware of those
morons trying to smoke — they hold their flaming
cancer torches at odd angels and many an item of
clothing, not to mention human appendage, has
been "oops, sorry about that!" scorched. Yeah,
oops, sorry, now who's going to pay for my trip to
the Mass. General burn center?

I guess if you call rubbing up against someone
"meeting" them, then you "meet" lots of people. In
fact you "meet" lots of people, some of whom you
wish had never been born (cruel, but haven't we
all been harassed by that person who just needs a
clue?). I especially like to "meet* the guys who
feel it necessary to squeeze past you and check for
bodily harm on the trip by. Yes, that was my butt
you "accidently" grabbed — why couldn't I have
been smoking? Honestly, if the only way you can
get some action is by rubbing up against women in

bars, maybe you should consider changing your

species to dog — not only will you be able to

hump things like fire hydrants and mailboxes, but

girls might think what your doing is cute.

It's not only men in bars who go beyond the mat-
ing call of duty — plenty of women debase them-
selves. Once I was in Delano's, (again) trying to get

one of the two bartenders' attention, when 1 felt

someone's hip smack into my shoul-

der. Turns out this sorority girl (I

know she was from one because I

used to live next door to her and her

"sistas") was grinding — I mean
grinding — her, uh, derriere into the

lap of this, ah, gentleman who looked like he was
about to — well, you know. 1 tried to ignore it, but

the Mistress of Desire kept bumping into me. The
sick thing was that her friends were laughing and
egging her on (as if she needed any encouragement).
The same goes for this couple at the Pub who

made the lambada look like the chicken dance. If

you put a stalk of wheat between them, I swear
you'd get flour. I know that the Pub's dance floor

isn't very big, so a little body contact is inevitable,

but these two took the cake. You don't mean to

stare at these people, but you find your eyes drift-

ing to them and. well, staring. You're horrified

and fascinated — I guess that's why Faces of
Death made so much money.

I think 1 would even go as far as to say that bars

are the least popular way to meet people because
of the "meat market" reputation, the over crowd-
ing, the drunken masses, and the fact that any con-
versation is practically impossible. Of course you
could go to a bar on a non-busy day, but that cuts

your "potential" even more.

As a cocktail waitress I have seen weak and piti-

ful attempts, made mostly by men. at bars and
they doesn't work. You see them make some
half-hearted attempt and then slink away in

defeat. Never approach a girl with a lot of friends
because you will get ripped apart by each and
every one of them even before you garner the
courage to go to the table. They will see the furtive

glances and spark of interest light up your eye. and
you will immediately become their topic of conver-
sation.

The same goes for a girl. Guys will put a girl

down in a heartbeat just to get a few chuckles
from his pals. They will analyze first your butt,

then your chest, and if they are in a good mood,
your face. They will talk shop and then some until

you feel as big as your little finger. And they will

then go on to talk about just what they'd like to do
with that little finger— nice, huh?
Now, if you mean meeting people in a more

"real" bar with people focused more on getting to

know a person than getting know a person bibli-

cally, that is another story and a whole other col-

umn.
Finding a date is hard enough without a noisy

bar getting in the way. How many people have
seen the glow of love through vodka-colored
glasses only to wish someone had dropped them
the morning after? With all this commotion going
on, I'd save dates for the standard dinner and a

movie for first-time subscribers. Once you get to

know each other better, drag them into a den of
inequity and, for God's sake, have mercy on us all

and don't lambada!

Tara MK Connelly is a Collegian columnist.

Safe dating: a guide to protection in the real world
ByMicheBeHillmon
Collegian Staff

Dating these days is more than a

scary thing. It can be risky, and poten-

tially life threatening.

The primary dangers of dating for

females include sexual harassment, date

rape and acquaintance rape. Dating

dangers, regardless of gender, include

results of unprotected sex like sexually

transmitted diseases and risk of preg-

nancy, which affects both partners.

Dating violence is an all too common
occurrence on college campuses.
According to Sarah Fernstermaker's

Violence in Dating Relationships:

Emerging Social Issues. 25 to 51 per-

cent of females reported sexually coer-

cive experiences during one academic

year. Four to 1 5 percent of males have

engaged in behavior legally defined as

rape.

Dating violence occurs most fre-

quently between parties who know or

have seen each other prior to the inci-

dent. Most assailants have seen their

victims at least once, according to

Femstermaker.

"A vast majority of these acts

involved men and women who were
acquainted," she wrote.

Acquaintance rape, according to the

American College Health Association, is

"when someone you know forces you to

have sexual intercourse against your
will — whether you are passed out, too

drunk to refuse, too scared to argue, or

for some other reason do not give con-

sent."

According to national surveys, one in

four women have experienced rape or

attempted rape since the age of 14.

Nine in 10 acquaintance rapes are not

reported. One in 1 2 college men admit

to acts that meet legal definitions of

rape, yet few of these men identify

themselves as rapists.

Dating Violence: Prevalence, Context

and Risk Markers, by David B.

Sugarman and Gerald T. Hotaling, sug-

gests "the primary cause of their vio-

lence was to intimidate,' frighten,' or

'force the other person to give me some-

thing.'"

Rape is about power and anger.

Often, a man rapes to overpower or

express anger at a woman — to get

back at her, according to the American
College Health Association.

Dating and relationships not only

involves knowing your partner or
prospective date/boyfriend/girlfriend,

but also knowing where they have been

and who they have been with.

According to a study done at the

University of Indiana by Douglas ).

Besharov, author of Risks and Realism,

Teen Sex, only 50 percent of reported

partners had used condoms.

"Risk takers" made up 27 percent,

which are considered alcohol and drug

users. A study done at the University of

Maryland cited statistics for reasons

women did not use contraceptives.

"1 knew it was risky, but I took a

chance"(62 percent), "I didn't think I'd

have sex at the time"(56 percent), "I'm

Lanes How would you like to "test drive" a

:W ROUTE career with one of these employers?

"•ENED

Microsoft

Disney Magazine

The Boston Globe

The White House

The Supreme Court

Saturday Night Live

The Rosie O'Donnell Show

The Washington Post

Reebok

Late Night with Conan O'Brien

Spring Internship and Co-op

opportunities are available NOW!!!

Apply Early!!! Apply Often!!!

Welcome to Field Experience

Workshops are being held on:

Mondays - 2:30pm

Wednesdays - 3:00pm

Thursdays - 4:00pm

For Further Information Call 545-6265

EDS and Digital Semiconductor proudly

support the University Career Center
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DEISMS

not very sexually active"(46 percent).

Susan Davis, Contraception Counselor

at the Washington, D.C. Planned
Parenthood Office, found that many
Americans do not think "it is right to be

prepared for casual sex," especially for

women.
"It has to do with a puritanical soci-

ety," Davis said.

If sex is unplanned, or, more impor-

tantly, unprotected, the danger of dat-

ing becomes very real.

Sexually transmitted diseases or

venereal diseases include various infec-

tions transmitted through sexual con-

tact in which body fluids are shared.

Some STDs are more communicable
than others, some cannot be cured, and
all of them can be transmitted even
when a person has no symptoms. A per-

son may be infected with the same STD
more than once because immunity is

rare, according to a pamphlet distrib-

uted by University Health Services.

STDs include AIDS-HIV. chlamydia,

genital or venereal warts, gonorrhea,

hepatitis A and B, herpes and syphilis

Trie best way to prevent STDs is absti-

nence.

To avoid STDs. people must practice

safe ssx, know their partners, be honest

with each other, and visit their physi-

cians frequently.

GLBT staff explores love

on a semi-straight campus
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Couple embraces on the Haigis Mall while waiting for the bus.

GLBT

Staff

Everyone has different dating
stories. Whether they are horror
stories or wonderful "love at first

sight" stories, you all have a story

to tell. In the Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual. Transgender (GLBT)
world, dating can
often become a

strange and hard
experience to come
by. Here are three

stories from three
different people sharing their dat-

ing experiences with all of you:

Amy's story:

Many people have persisted in

asking me how 1 met my girlfriend,

Kristen. There are millions of mis-

conceptions that lead most people

to think that the gay community
has some sort of secret source that

matches us up with our mates. I

actually spoke to a young woman
once who tried to chase down a

car that was loudly playing Ani
Difranco in an attempt to meet a

girl. I wouldn't recommend this

technique, but I also can't say that

I have thought of anything so

clever.

I ran into one of my old high

school friends at work one day,

and we went through the motions

of one of those "let's get together

sometime soon" moments. To my
undying gratefulness, this was one
of those rare times that it actually

worked out. When we spoke, he

told me that his friend would be

joining us for dinner.

If I may properly
quote him, he felt

obliged to inform
me, prior to meeting

her, that she "likes

girls." I laughed inside, thinking he

was assuming I'd be intimidated.

Little did he know, but I was quite

looking forward to the evening for

purposes more than just spending

time with an old friend.

I have noticed it's significantly

harder to (pardon the pun) come
out and ask for a date. Fortunately

enough in my case, I didn't have

to. Kristen and 1 spent a majority

of the night talking, and we have
now been together for three
months.

Amongst fears and hesitancy. I

am confident enough to say that

there is a special someone out
there for everyone, man or
woman. Gay, straight, bisexual...

whatever. I've come to the point in

my life where I realize that love is

Turn to EXPLORE, page 10

THE (ENTER SERIES OPENING WEEK

' START ON II HIGH MOTt

Cleo Laine and the

John Dankworth Group

From Cole Porter to Bessie

Smith, from Gershwin and

Sondheim to Ellington and

Strayhorn, Laine and the Dankworth Group make

unforgettable music together.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19
CONCERT HALL, 8PM
Sponsored by WFCR 88 5

KICK UP YOUR HEELS

Jscars,

on Letterman,inJJ^^B | M^EMI^Borhood

and no^k^Vl^^P^Rletroupe of

>.1anB ft^kfl ts that electrifies the stage in

you won't want to miss.

r U(DAY & WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 22 & 23
CONCERT HALL, 8PM
Sponsored by WRNX 100 9, Florence Savings Bonk

and Yankee Candle Company. Inc

Call and
llrspnnsr
The pure energy and

rhythms of Africa's

great diaspora cultures,

Call and Response weaves together music and dance in

an unforgettable celebration by master artists of New
England including Jimmy Slyde, Dougouto Nganya,

and Capoeira Camara

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24 ^
CONCEHT HALL, 8PM
Sponsored by WfCR 88 5 FlNE

Fm nam ot mkmiutim call S4S-2S1 1 ot M00-W9-UMAS

CflEIIATC Til MYTMMS OF HFC
uwvwsmr or
MAMU MUSITTS

AMKMST

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

thursday, October

four piece suit
cocktail exotica from Barrence

Whitfields band • S6

Saturday, October 1 2 • 1 pm

SCHLEIGHO
AND 100 ICED ANIMALS
jazz (unit grooves * $5

Wednesday, October 16* 1 pm

string CHEESE

INCIDENT
AND NEW BROWN SUIT
grassroots grooves from

Colorado • $5

friday, October 1 8 • 1 pm

JAZZ MANDOLIN

PROJECT
BAD HAT PHISH jan mandolin project $6

monday October 21 • 8 30 pm

MERL SAUNDERS
& THE RAINFOREST BAND

Wednesday, October 23 • 10 pm

moe.
Gteot grooves/No Doy! out mh month on Sony

MUSIC SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK
Coming Don Byron Dave Brubeck,

Jonathan Edwards Combustible

Edison Cordelia s Dad yeP! Bela

Fleck & the Flecktones Allan T.J Kirk,

Jimmie Dale Gilmore Jams Ian Victor

Woot« n The Nields

TICKETS A' the door ttom For the Record m

Amhers' at the Northampton Box Office or

rd' 58f> 8*8f> •-> rhorge by phone

You mu«,< have very positive ID to drink

24 hour Concert info:

41 3 584 0610
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Tribe Called Quest to hit MHC

A Tribe Called Quest trips into Mount Holyoke College tonight.

By Adam Dlugacz

Collegian Staff

"Linden Boulevard Represent.

Represent. Tribe Called Quest
Represent. Represent." II >uu heed

that call, then you already have your

ticket to see Tribe Called Uuest at

Mt. Holyoke College on Thurtda)
night. It you haven't stopped sleep-

ing, wake up, and join the rest of the

hip-hop community

Tribe Called Quest first garnered

the attention of the hip- hop world

in 1990 with their debut album.
People'l Instinctive Travels and The
Paths of Rhythm. That album
debuted the smoother-than-butter
\ocul deliver) of Q-Tip the Abstract

Poei. the h\perne^s ol Phife Dog.
and the turntable skills of

Ali-Shaheed Muhammed. Songs
like. "I Left M] Wallet In LI

Segundo." "Bonita Applebum" and
"Can I Kick It" prove that a hip-hop
group with skills could flow on
some random tip without sounding
like gimmick. While the tirst

album was a fun one. Q-Tip and
Phife proved that they were not to

be trilled with.

Only a \ear later. Tribe blew up

the hip-hop world with Lou End
Thtory. If you had a clue and a pulse

at one time in your life, you know at

least a couple of lines from the hit

single. "Scenario," a collaboration

with the leaders of the new school.

Tribe Called Quest managed to put

out an album that both blew up the

pop charts, and still appeared on
almost every D)'s mix tape.

Transcending the bounds between
real hip-hop and commercialism,
Tribe Called Quest proved they were
loved by all.

\\ hen most of the hip-hop world
was busy going the gangster rout,

rapping about gats, blunts, and hos.

Tribe Called Quest turned the other

cheek and released Midnight
Marauders in 199). While the album
took over the radio waves, hit singles

like "Award Tour." "Oh My God"
and "Sucka Nigga" showed Tribe
turning their third eye on the black

community.

Finally after a three-year wait.

Tribe has blessed us with their fourth

album. Heats. Rhymes, and Life. This

time Q- Tip, Phife and Ali-Shaheed

are all business. Taking out everyone

from phony rappers to west
coast/east coast battlers, from the

COURTESY CHRISTIAN LANTRV

record industry to those who put
down women. Tribe showed they're

for real.

Tribe Hows so smoothly on Heats.

Rhymes, and Life that it is easy to

miss out on the messages. Tribe
comes across like a lazy Sunday, mix-

ing the beats with the vocals in such

a manner that they become like one-

lifting the listener to a higher plane.

On the album. Q-Tip claims that

"hip-hop can't teach you how to

raise a family or treat a wife."
However when a group is on point

like Tribe, you believe they could.

When you go see Tribe Called
Quest, you will see a group that is

not about fronts or using MTV to

succeed. This is a group that is popu-
lar because no matter what the flavor

of the month is. they are always
above it. There have been better MCs
and better albums released than
those by Tribe, but only KRS-One
has consistently released albums
embraced by both the commercial
and the hip-hop world. Tribe is here

lot ever — appreciate it.

Tribe Called Quest will be appear-

ing at Chopin Hall at Mt. Holyoke
Cottage uu Tliur\da\. Oct. 10 at 8
p.m. Tickets are $17. 50 in advance

Redman hits groove on Freedom
Jazz' brightest young saxophonist set to light up the Iron Horse

By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

JOSHUA REDMAN
Freedom In The Groove

Warner Bros

Hailed as a "genius" by ja// set

eran Michael Bracket and crowned
the "prince of the tertOI iaX0
phone" by the Associated Press,

[oshua Redman is definitely seeing

new height- to hi- career. His new
fifth album. Treedom .... on which
all songs ure his originals, shows
him building on (op of previous

efforts that positioned him with
the rest ol the currently artistically

stale (for the rOOSl part) jazz scene

prevalent nowadays
Not that this new effort Is

another Kind of Hltie or any soil

of revolutionary |a/z album, but it

still maintain- a current that flows

through it, demanding attention.

There are some completely beauti-

ful moments here. "One Shining

Soul." the album's second cut.

glides on a calm ocean feel that is

elicited by the beautiful theme,
stated by Redman on soprano,
with Peter Martin on piano and
Peter Bernstein on guitar. The

song goes on to present a fiery

piano solo by Martin, who has

only been working with Redman
for a yen

The true high point of this

album comes late in the CD, with

"Pantomime." Everybody in the

ensemble (Redman, Martin.

Bernstein, backed rhythmically by

Brian Blade OH drums and Chris

Thomas on bass) truly works
together to bring the band as an

institution to moments of climax

that in other circumstances would

provoke marriage.

As there is "fjoove" in the title.

one would expect sincere soulful

funk 01 general consistency ol

some danceable rhythm that

defines groove. The compositions

"Cat Battles." "Can't Dance" and

"Hide it Seek" are where this

groove I- truly located. They all

encompass the bastion of soul that

one could easily get away with

playing at I parly and getting a

fair amount of open-minded
dancers on a floor. "Hide & Seek"

has a blues feel; "Cat Battles."

while not being very danceable.

still maintains a grooving rhythm

due to its melodic layering; and
"Can't Dance" closes out the CD

with outright soul-jazz.

Filler on this CD consists ol

Dare I Ask." which follows the

hard bop formula — from the '50s

Prestige albums ol Sonny Rollins.

Miles Davis and others that all

too many jazz musicians nowadays

lazily stick to "Home Fries" is

interesting with its small combo
sound and big band feel, but lum-

bers along uninterestingly, and

seems to have been put on the CD
to give the listener almost seventy

minutes of music

So, all in all. this CD was put

together with a definite feel in

mind, but with the calmness ol

"One Shining Soul." the elevated

feel ol "Pantomime," ;md the

straight groove of the three soul

ful. danceable tunes mentioned

above. This CD gives the cynical

'^Os ja// listener i break from the

boredom and album long formu-

las that imprison an artist's sound

rather than give it freedom, which

Redman and his band have done.

A-
I he loshua Reilnuin Quintet

will he performing Oct. 14 at the

Iron Horse at 7 & 10 p.m. Tickets

are $22.50. (all the Iron Horse at

584-0b 1 for more information.

Noho's Humbert making the big time

By Roy Keenen
Collegian Correspondent

When the Iron Horse advertises their show this Friday

they are going to have a tough time describing what
Humbert actually is. Named after Humbert Humbert, the

central character of Nabokov's l.olita. the Northampton

quartet has been described as a mix of lounge, jazz,

punk, janglepop. surf rock and yes. even a little hardcore .

No matter how they are classified, they definitely are

original.

The group consisting of Ari Vais and Tony We-tcoti

on vocals, guitars and songwriting. Paul Pelis on drums
and newly added bassist Henning Ohlenbusch. is no
stranger to the Pioneer Valley.

The quirky local band is finally getting some breaks

and some notoriety with their headlining at the Iron

Horse.

"We finally get our name on the tickets. Ihi- is | real

privilege for us to play at such a place like this, since-

unsigned bands like ourselves rare!) get a chance to

headline such a well-known establishment as the trofl

Horse." Pelis -aid.

Living off their local following, and their 1994 release

Are You Still Dantin', Darlin. they are starting to receive

label interests.

Humbert originally jumped on the scene in 1991 as

Nag, Nag, Nag and included three of its current members
— Vais. Westcott, and Pelis. The band played the

UPC. sponsored show in the Bluewall in 1 9^)2. opening

for Superehunk. Later on that same year, they left the

\ alley in search of greener pastures in New York, and

then later Richmond, Va. Things began to fall apart for

Nag. Nag. Nag, when Pelis decided to return to his roots

in New England. The rest of the band split to work on

other projects, but later Vais and Westcott reunited and
released their CD under the name of Humbert. They pro-

ceeded to return to the area and give Pelis a call After

going through a couple of bassists, the ysell traveled

group recently joined up with Ohlenbusch.

Turn to HUMBERT page 9
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Ornette Coleman
has his say on jazz
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

For this lirst of jazz/blues columns for the year,
we'll be looking ut Ornette Coleman's two collections
of variations on 13 themes, called Sound Museum:
Hidden Mun and Sound Museum: three Women, as
well as looking at a tribute to the pioneering blues
electric slide guitarist, Llmore lames. A boiling blues
album by musician/cook Bill Wharton and his band.
The Ingredients, and an up-and- coming combo from
the Florida panhandle will also be reviewed.
Much like Claude Monet's "series" paintings,

which feature one landscape or structure (the Rouen
Cathedral, the grass huts, the garden footbridge) in
different lightings and seasons, Coleman uses the
same theory of one idea in different texture and feel,

spread between two versions, on the two Sound
Museum collections.

The feeling derived from Hidden Man and Three
Women is like someone presenting you with a yellow
or a red- delicious apple, inviting you to taste of
both of them, knowing that they are both apples, yet
each has a taste and appearance of their own. On
Three Women, the composition "City Living" is a
galloping song, anchored by ride cymbal from
Coleman's own son. Denardo. But on Hidden Man,
the same theme is presented in a staccato, almost
destructive sense

"Women Of The Veil" on Hidden Man. features

Ornette Coleman on trumpet playing subtly, but
accompanied by chaos from Geri Allen on piano.
Charnett Moffett on bass, and Denardo Coleman on
drums. The same song and general idea is featured on
Three Women, with Ornette Coleman still on trum-
pet, but now nicely accompanied on rhythm by his

band. This collection of two CDs is evidence that

Ornette Coleman still has a lot to say about where
jazz goes.

Elmore lames, who joined the mass migration of
African- Americans in the post-WWll period to
Chicago, helped found the "Chicago sound" of blues,

lames, who died in 1963, is considered the father of
slide guitar.

He is hailed on a new disc, A Tribute To Elmore
lames, by the likes of johnny Winter (opening the

disc with a fine rendition of "Stranger Blues"), the

Allman Brothers (the AOR-radio classic, "One Way
Out"), and other blues artists. Unknowns like The
Nighthawks and The Bluebirds get to shine with
brilliant renditions of lames' classics, alongside
established names like Buddy Guy and Albert King.

The "Sauce Boss," as Wharton calls himself, due to

his apparent cooking abilities, issues a collection of

swampy blues. Standing In The Tire, with strong

numbers like "Kino Song." the acoustic "Dancing In

The Coals," a nice rendition of Chuck Berry's
"Havana Moon." and the title track However, the

first two tracks, "Sugarbone" and "I'm Cookin'" (the

latter being true novelty shtick). don't do the rest of

the album justice and may turn off listeners. Start the

CD at track three. "Mighty Blue Sufi." make a souf-

fle, and you'll have a great time.

Places to glimpse hawks flying south for winter
Ahhhh... run for cover, the birds are coming!

Clustered in thick black clouds, hawks arc soaring

through New England's chilly autumn skies to the

warm tropical climates of the south. Hawks can be

found in groups taking off for

their southern (light at moun-
tain ridges all over the

Pioneer Valley. The peaks of

the Mount Tom State

Reservation Park.+lolyoke

Mountain Range, and the

Skinner State Park are among
the best hawk lookouts in

New England.

Goat Peak, in Mount Tom
State Reservation Park, is known for the numerous
hawks that circle through its wooded slopes. Hawk
flights at Mount Tom Reservation Park begin during

late August and continue through November.
Goat Peak also provides a spectacular view of the

Holyoke Range and the Skinner State Park. These
parks include Mount Holyoke. Mount Nonotuck.

Mount Sugarloaf and Mount Toby, and are known
throughout New England as prominent hawk lookouts.

Along the wooded slopes of these mountains, hawk
migration takes place frequently throughout the entire

fall and into the winter.

The Red-Tail and
Broad Wing are New
England's most com-
mon hawks. On cold

sunny days, these mas-

sive birds can be seen

extending their

four-foot wings, riding

up drafts caused by

warm air rising up the

mountain slopes from the valley below.

When Valley's warm air reaches the cold air that

surrounds the mountain peaks, a thermal is formed.

The hawks use wind currents created by thermals to

ascend into high altitudes. Descending slowly through

the sky, hawks glide from high altitudes to their south-

ern destination.

Alfresco News
with

Liz

Anderson

However, one does not only have the opportunity to

view hawks from the Pioneer Valley's mountain peaks,

but the sweeping Connecticut Valley as well. This

native valley includes Mount Greylock, the southern

Green Mountains. Mount Manadnock, Wachusetts,

Springfield. Hartford and Muriden. On clear days, the

waters of the Lung Island Sound appear to the south

and north the famous Oxbow of the Connecticut

River.

This weekend step into your hiking boots, hop into

your car. and drive north on Highway 91 to Mount
Tom State Reservation Park, Holyoke Range, or

Skinner State Park and witness the hawks soaring

through autumn's magnificent foliage in the colorful

woodlands of the Pioneer Valley.

For more information about Mount Tom State

Reservation Park. Holyoke Range or Skinner Slate

Park call or write: (413)586-0350 or 1413)253-2881
Skinner State Park

Route 47, Box 91

Hadley, Ma 01055
Liz Anderson is a Collegian columnist.

Designer hits the big time with Kennedy wedding
By Lauren Lobik

Collegian Correspondent

Millions of women's hearts are breaking all over the

country because one man exchanged nuptials. |ohn F.

Kennedy |r. married Carolyn Bessette on Sept. 21 on a

small island off the coast of Georgia. This joyous occa-

sion came as a surprise — not only to the country's

female citizens, but also to America's most elite.

Magazines and news shows have supplied us with many
hours of facts and myths about what actually has tran-

spired between the couple.

Another name has begun to pop up as being associated

with the wedding. Narcisco Rodriguez is the man who
designed Bessette's wedding gown. Rodriguez has
become an overnight success, all due to the fact that his

long-time friend, Bessette, asked him to create the gown
she would wear when marrying the closest thing
Americans have to royalty.

Rodriguez grew up in Kearny, N.|. According to

People, he and the new Mrs. Kennedy became friends

while they were employed at Calvin Klein in 1990. She,'

worked in the public relations department, while he
worked as a designer. They became such good friends

through the years that he was one of the few she confid-

ed in abput her upcoming marriage. Not only was her

dress designed by him, but so was her rehearsal dinner

frock and the garment worn by the maid-of-honor.
Caroline Kennedy Schlossberg Yet another gown he

designed was worn by Clint Eastwood's new bride. Dina
Ruiz. /in March.

Everything about the dress and wedding were kept a

secret by the designer. So no one would become suspi-

cous, all fittings for the gown were made in Paris. The
gown, to everyone's surprise, remained very simple,

bu^ elegant. The garment resembles many of the slip

dresses Calvin Klein has made so popular. In

Entertainment Weekly, Carolina Herrcra, the women
who designed the much-copied wedding gown worn by

Caroline Kennedy, said, "She [Carolyn Bessette) looked

smashing. Girls will of course want to look like her."

Herrera isn't the only one who believes many more
women will be adorning this new style. Rodriguez
believes copies will be filling the racks of every mall in

town.

Now that this wedding has made Rodriguez famous,

what is he going to do now? Well, it's been rumored that

he was offered his own label, but he turned it down.

Guesses are that he wasn't ready for all the fame this

wedding was going to bring him. Maybe in years to come,

the world will be wearing the Rodriguez line of clothing.

The simple gown worn by Bessette, which cost around

$40,000, has recently been compared to the other royal-

ty we know of — Prince Charles and Princess Diana.

The last time a wedding gown received so much media
coverage came when the two got hitched. With her

25-foot train and abundance of taffeta, she was one of

the most elegant looking brides. Recently in

Entertainment Weekly, this style of 1981 has been com-
pared to the more informal style of 1996. Maybe the silk

crepe slip dress worn by Bessette resembles their mar-
riage. Things will stay simple, expressing that the two
married out of love, not prestige. Too many frills could

have actually doomed Charles and Diana's union form
the start.

The major winner to emerge from this holy matrimony
was Rodriguez. Fame and fortune came to a virtually

unknown designer from New lersey. As mentioned earli-

er, men and women might be seen in years to come walk-

ing the streets in Rodriguez originals. All this because of

a gown so simple, it looks as though it normally would be

worn under a much more elaborate garment.

Humbert
continued from page 8

(

Despite the personnel change, the main difference

between Nag, Nag, Nag and Humbert is that "wfc are

much less punk and garage rock and more polished,"

Pelis said. He states that their only problem now /s hav-

ing to scrape up the cash to make a new album.
"We have a very large repertoire. The songs' are all

written, they just need to be recorded. On the average we
only play about three or four songs from the CD. during a

20 song set," Pelis said. /

"Someone said to us that going to one of dur shows
was like channel-surfing," Pelis said. With su4h random

influences as the Pixies, Nirvana, Tom Waits and the

Replacements, it's no wonder that people have this feel-

ing because each song is so different. There are songs like

"Mallcop!," the minute-long hardcore song that rushes

through you like a shot of adrenaline; the marriage pro-

posal ballad, "Winnona Westcott;" and the hilarious jazzy

lounge- singer style "Beautiful Lesbian," which gives you
flashbacks of Bill Murray's old "Saturday Night Live"

routine.

No matter what music you enjoy, Humbert covers it in

one form or another. Pelis aptly stated, "What I like

Visit the Collegian at our ne

most about playing in Humbert is that we do not fit in

the Top 40 or in any major category — we have our own
sound."

Tree Fort rounds out Friday's bill. The garagey-coun-

try- punk band, which includes Ray Mason Band bassist

Matt Hebert, has been described as a country version of

the Violent Femmes.
Humbert performs at the Iron Horse Music Hall in

Northampton tomorrow night at 10 p.m. with Tree Fort.

Tickets are $5 and are available at the door. Call the club

at 584-OblO for more information.

mass.edu/fso/colegian

Make Someone's
Birthday a Blast!

Send a Collegian
Happy Birthday

Classified.

HALF PRICE
Only at the Collegian

Newsstand on the Campus''
Center Course.

Daily 10am - 2pm

)

FREE YOUR

PRESS
The Collegian News desk is always looking for new

writers who are willing to offer the University of

Massachusetts student body with a critical view

point on the affairs of the day.

Experience is not a requirement.

For more information, contact Michael Elliott at

545-1762 or stop by the office at 113 Campus

Center (basement).
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continued from page 5

ing high school. Many people have

had a taste of a long term relation-

ship, and, even though they're still

nervous every time they step onto the

Held, they know what the basics of

the game are: confidence, coolness

and concentration.

Hence, they're sent up to the majors

— the college years. Some folks have

the skills, but aren't quite ready for

the Big Game when they're called up.

Most of us fall into this first category.

Some were born ready for great-

ness, and make a smooth transition.

These are the people who we hate, yet
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have to admire.

Some will never be ready. These are

the people who sign 15-day contracts

(i.e. brief flings, quickly soured rela-

tionships, etc.) before returning to the

minors.

So you've made it to the top rung of

the ladder — now you have to play

ball. You're about to face your first

pitcher (i.e. first romantic prospect in

college), and the butterflies are doing

the Argentine tango in your gut.

Most of us are entirely too excited,

and wind up swinging at the first pitch,

usually a bad one. It is precisely then

that the pitcher knows that he/she will

dominate you. Thus, the hurler loses

interest in the challenge, striking you out

with a series of curveballs and (heart)

breaking balls, saving the heat for a real

batter.

You sit back down in the club-

house, your back pelted by the sympa-

thetic handslaps of your teammates.

They've all been there before.

Sooner or later, however, you will

make contact with the ball. In dating,

just as in baseball, this does not neces-

sarily mean you'll get anywhere. Your
bat may connect with a pitch designed

to jam you into a ground-out, or may
send that sucker way back, only to be

snagged at the warning track for a

fly-out.

Although these false alarms frus-

trate the living hell out of us. we must

remember that this is dating baseball,

and we all have the Babe Ruth factor

on our side. No. this doesn't mean the

obvious — only a legend could point

to a given stadium section and ensure

a dinger would soon travel in that

direction. What it means is that we
are all both hitters and pitchers in this

game.

Your subsequent counterattack can

be sweet and fruitful, especially if a

pitcher's duel (i.e. flirtatious conversa-

tion) ensues. You strike him/her out

all day. he/she sends you down fan-

ning time after time. The (sexual) ten-

sion builds as both parties vie for vic-

tory. This can go on for games and

games at a time.

Sometimes you end up playing for

the same team (i.e. a relationship),

while other times it's time for a trade

(i.e. someone else looks appealing).

All's fair in love, war and baseball.

In the end, you build respect for

your opponents in this most infuriat-

ing, yet rewarding, of contests. Much
like baseball itself, dating is a tortuous

and laborious process — the final

result is what counts.

Personally, I'd rather hit one homer

a year in the majors than 50 cheap

ones in the minors.

C Taylor Conner is a Collegian

columnist

death
continued from page 5

are married in cyberspace.

But the spirit of dating cannot

be totally dead — just take a look

at the pages of the Adx-ocate's per-

sonals and you will see a lot of

lonely single people out there, pay-

ing money to find a date. Why the

complexities?

• Pull a )an Brady and find a

made-up date. Honestly, this is a

popular college scheme, especially

for freshmen who brag about their

"boyfriendVgirlfriend" back

home, who suspiciously never calls

or visits.

Do these options sound hopeless

to you too? Or am I the only lost

romantic who misses the good ole

days before 1 was even born? Are

we too cool for dates? Maybe we
are not patient enough to follow

through with the rituals of dating?

Dating may not be perfect; most

things that cause near heart

attacks aren't, but we must save

the practice before it is dead.

Without dates, think of all the

funny stories future generations

would miss out on... the time in

sixth grade when I attempted 274

times to call up a girl and ask her

to hang out... the time I asked a

girl out and then nearly broke my
back tripping over her shoes... my
phone breaking after slamming
down the receiver 274 times.

Dating is already an endangered

pastime — we must preserve it

before it completely dies out and

disappears.

Mike Burke is a Collegian

columnist.

perfect
continued from page 5

that the date is successful — is that

equally awkward and terrifying

question: "Would you go out with

me?"
"It's terrible," Carter said of pop-

ping the question.

Asking someone out is hard

enough — waiting for the answer is

another story.

"J asked Jean out," Carter said.

"She waited two minutes, and I

started to get into that panic mode
and pull back, you know that's fine.

I just wanted to tell you how I feel."

Much to Carter's relief, Foster

agreed and the couple has been

together almost for two years now
and has been engaged since last

October.

Of course, once a relationship has

begun, the challenge of staying

together begins.

Adams advises liking the person

you're involved with.

"If you don't like them, don't stay

with them," she said.

Staying involved with what's

going on with the other person is

also very important.

"If you're not paying attention,

don't bother," Powers said.

Both Foster and Carter advise

being patient as a key ingredient in a

strong and healthy relationship.

And the best part of being in a

long-term relationship is that dating

is a thing of the past.

"Dating is terrible," Carter said.

"You're scouting out the other per-

son, as terrible as that sounds. I'm

glad I don't have to do it anymore."

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian

columnist.
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of the imagination is this to be considered a romantic

movie, but when it's over you can't help but feel safe

and warm after staring into Michael Rooker's wonky

eyes for 90 minutes.
-

TOP GUN
Directed by Tony Scott

with Tom Cruise. Kelly McGillis. Tom Skerritt

Top Gun will probably always be remembered as the

movie that took Tom Cruise and made him into TOM
CRUISE. But lurking in the background of this naval

aviation flyboy flick, besides "Take my Breath Away"

over and over and over again..., are Val Kilmer.

Anthony Edwards, Meg Ryan and Tim Robbins. If you

grew up in the '80s, then you're probably sick to death

of this, but try renting Sleep with Me to see Quentin

Tarantino's most ingenious monologue on reading Top

Gun with the homosexual undertones.

UNTAMED HEART
Directed by Tony Bill

with Christian Slater, Marisa Tomei. Rosie Perez

Somewhere between a Love Story for our generation

and a Sunday night movie of the week is this 1993

drama about an unlucky-in-love waitress (Tomei) and

her romance with a busboy (Slater), who's under the

delusion that he's had a baboon heart transplanted into

his chest. Rosie Perez is the best friend and fellow wait-

ress with the same amount of rabid hysteria brought to

everything she does. This is a romantic movie that might

not enchant all, especially if you're not into public dis-

plays of affection, since odds are that someone will be

weeping by the end.

SLEEPLESS IN SEATTLE
Directed by Nora Ephron

with Tom Hanks. Meg Ryan, Rosie O'Donnell

This recent box-office hit features Hanks as a widow-

er with a young son, and Ryan as the woman who hears

him on a radio show and thinks she's fallen in love with

him. Ephron certainly knows her romantic comedy terri-

tory, being one of the scribes of When Harry met

Sally..., and it's truly unique to have a movie where the

leads never really get a chance to meet. Both O'Donnell

and Rob Reiner provide good fodder in the obligatory

wacky best-friend roles.

Jeremy Brothers is a Collegian columnist.

explore
continued from page 7

love no matter what sex it comes
from. There's no particular place

you'll find it, but you'll know when
you do. lust make sure that it doesn't

leave you on the hood of someone's

car. even if it's Ani herself.

Jesse's Story:

Okay, picture this: You're walking

along on a beautiful, sunny day, and

out of the corner of your eye you see

a cute guy following you closely. You
turn around, and he introduces him-

self. You ponder your good fortune

in meeting this guy, as he inquires

about your major, your interests, etc.

And then he asks you if you've found

God. and nags you for the next

half-hour.

No, this isn't a scene from a bus

terminal — this is my tragic life.

Please, please, no pity party.

My point is, it seems impossibly

hard to find a date if you're a gay

man on this campus. It's not that I

don't know enough gay men — I'm

friends with a lot of them. It just

seems that in a college of this size,

with this many people, you'd think

there would be more visibility among
gay people.

Add to that the fear of getting

your face punched in by some
straight boy (how was I supposed to

know?) who doesn't like being

looked at. and it all adds up to too

many dinners-for-one at the dining

commons.

Suppose, though. I were to find

someone who was interested. Noting

my past luck, he would either be psy-

chotic (you know who you are) or

completely self- obsessed. Why.
then, do all of my straight girlfriends

insist that all the good men are gay?

It seems to me that the grass is often

greener on the other side.

On the other hand, not being

attached means I can flirt whenever I

wish. Hey, think of how much more

time I can devote to my academics.

That all sounds very sad.

It's all well though. I guess I'll just

keep reminding myself of what Snow
White sang: "Some day my prince

will come."

)amie's story:

I have lots of stories. There have

been lots of people, and 1 've been

through it all more or less. lust

recently I came right back to where I

started from. This story in particular

originates at the end of last semester.

On numerous occasions, I had
seen this girl with beautiful curly

brown hair and a gorgeous smile

who was avoiding eye contact with

me. I knew bits and pieces of infor-

mation about her (from asking

around and stuff), but I wasn't really

sure who she was. Completely "not

my type" as friends would say. she

was too nice and we were, in short,

too different.

We spoke a few times on the

phone, but never really got together

in person. The last time we spoke

was the last day of school, right

before we were leaving to go home
for the summer. That was that. Until

now...

Two days into this current semes-

ter I was walking around campus
with a friend and she walked by. We
looked at each other in a strange,

muffled way, and proceeded to talk

for about 1 seconds. I got her new
phone number and decided to give

her a call. Playing hard to get I sup-

pose, it took her about three days to

call me back.

The night after we spoke, I asked

her to go out for a walk. We walked

around campus until four in the

morning just talking. The next night.

I met her at a party and we talked in

the background for a few hours.

When the party was over, we stayed

up to watch the sunrise.

Basically, that's the story — we
have been together ever since and its

great. 1 guess it happened at the

right time because it would have

never worked out last semester. 1

definitely was not looking for any-

thing along the lines of what our

relationship has evolved into — I

have come to realize that's usually

when love happens.

Jamie Sinsheimer is a Collegian

staff member. Amy Risley and Jesse

Woodbury are Collegian correspon-

dents
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one dollar sushi, free karaoke

Thur Sat, 10pm 2:30am
#6 Catering Service

1 Round House Plaza

Northampton, MA 01060
(613)585-1185

Behind Citu Hall and next to bus terminal

OPEN 7 bA\/S A WEEK
3if?)pipir,'Vip](.,ip!r.'iFipipipi|rfpi;?iriFV'F | r''iri'i!''P'p'p'p" lFip !

i''M''
| !'' | ['' ![rf,vlf,'lplp'lpl[.M

!

STUDENT

DATE OF PICKUP

Thu, Oct 10, 1996

Thu, Oct 24, 1996

Thu , Nov 7, 1996

Thu, Nov 14, 1996

Thu, Nov 21, 1996

Thu, Dec 5, 1996

Wed, Doc II, 1996

Thu, Jan 30, 1997

Thu, Feb 6, 1997

Wed, Fob 19, 1997

TICKET PICKUP SCHEDULE (TENTATIVE)

SPORT DATE Of GAMM/OPPOMMMT

HOCKEY
HOCKEY

HOCKEY
HOCKEY
MEN'S BASKETBALL

HOCKEY
HOCKEY
HOCKEY
MEN'S BASKETBALL

HOCKEY
HOCKEY
HOCKEY

HOCKEY
MEN'S BASKETBALL
MEN'S BASKETBALL

HOCKEY
MEN'S BASKETBALL

HOCKEY
HOCKEY
MEN'S BASKETBALL
MEN'S BASKETBALL
MEN'S BASKETBALL
MEN'S BASKETBALL

HOCKEY
HOCKEY
MEN'S BASKETBALL
MEN'S BASKETBALL

HOCKEY
HOCKEY
MEN'S BASKETBALL

MEN'S BASKETBALL

10/12 v. CONCORDIA
10/ It V. POLISH NATL TEAM

10/26 V. UMASS-LOWELL
11/2 V. BOSTON UNIVERSITY
11/15 V. MARATHON OIL

II /• V. NEW HAMPSHIRE
11/9 v. NEW HAMPSHIRE
II 16 v. MERRIMACK
11/15 v CONVERSE ALL-STARS

11/22 v. ARMY
11/29 v. AIR FORCE
11/30 V. AIR FORCE

12/6 V. PROVIDENCE
12/7 v. WYOMING
12/ 10 V. FRESNO STATE

12/13 v. PRINCETON
12/12 V.DREXEL

I / 14 V. YALE
1/17 V. NORTHEASTERN
1/2 v.DAVIDSON
1/5 V.ST. lOSEPH'S
I 12 v. VIRGINIA TECH
1/21 V. RHODE ISLAND

1/31 V. MERRIMACK
2/7 V. BOSTON UNIVERSITY
2/1 v. XAV1ER
2/4 V. DUQUESNE

2/14 V. MAINE
2/ IS v. MAINE
2/11 v. ST. BONAVENTURE

2/22 v. BOSTON COLLEGE
2/20 V. FORDHAM

Thu, Fob 27, 1994 MEN'S BASKETBALL 3/1 V. TEMPLE

*PKKUP AND GAME DATES AMI SUBJECT TO CHANGE*
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Roberto Alomar recieves a true Bronx cheer in New York

ing at 4-0 with a No. b ranking.

Florida State is also undefeated, and it

goes into the Orange Bowl ranked No. J,

behind Ohio State and Florida. But the

Seminoles haven't killed teams like they

used to. North Carolina held the vaunted

FSU scoring machine to only 1 3 points,

in Tallahassee, and it had all kinds of

trouble with a Duke team that couldn't

beat Florida A&M, let alone Florida

State. If the Hurricanes pull off the

upset, consider them contenders.

• Booty Schwag of the Week Award
It gives me great pleasure to present

this week's award to. . . Temple. Not only

were the Owls schwag this weekend,
they were schwiggity-schwiggity schvviz-

ag. They lost to Pitt! At home! 55-52!

Besides the fact that hoop season is com-
ing soon, and it's always good to practice

your Temple bashing, (Marc Jackson's a

thug!) anyone who loses to Pitt should

have to tum in their Div. 1 membership
card and join the Patriot league, with

the likes of Fbrdam and Holy Cross.

After the game, coach Ernest
Dickerson announced that the win was
all his fault, and turned in his resigna-

tion. Only pleading from the highest

reaches of the Temple athletic depart-

women s crew

ment brought Dickerson back, which
goes to show ju6t how bright everyone

down in Owl-ville actually is.

If these two teams want a rematch, I'll

set it up. We could call it the

Poulan-Weed Eater Booty Schwag
Bowl. We can play it in the

Meadowlands, and if the lets and Giants

are free, we can have a tournament.
Screw the real bowl alliance, this is bet-

ter!

• Tonight's Game
Southern Miss, at East Carolina.

Once again, "Seinfeld," "Friends" and
"E.R." have new episodes, but you did

that a few weeks ago. Tonight, I want
you to go out and enjoy yourself. Have a

few cocktails, hang with your buddies,

maybe take that special girl out for a

soda and a movie. If you absolutely need

to watch this game, remember this: the

favorite has covered in every Thursday
night game so far this year. Of course,

betting is illegal, and 1 would never

endorse such a thing. (Shhh... Take E.

Carolina and the points, E. Carolina and
the points!)

Luke Meredith is a Collegian colum-

nist.

By Douglas J. Rowe
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Yankees fans expressed their

opinion about Roberto Alomar's spit by showing a

little polish.

They simply booed.

They booed and heckled him during batting

practice. They booed heartily during the pregame
introductions — and even louder during his first

at -bat.

And those boos turned to thunderous cheers

when he struck out looking in the first inning.

He gently laid down his helmet and bat, then

teammate Bobby Bonilla brought his glove out to

him as he took the field for the bottom of the

first.

In the second inning, the crowd cheered deri-

sively when Paul O'Neill's grounder kicked off the

heel of Alomar's glove for an error. However, on
the very next play, Alomar made a fine backhand
flip to second on Mariano Duncan's grounder.

But despite concerns about violence — in the

form of hurled batteries, or other projectiles —
nothing flew through the air except a few exple-

tives and unprintable chants.

Outside the stadium's bleacher entrance, a sign

clearly warns: "Bottles, Cans, Coolers, Hard
Containers are Prohibited In Stadium."

Just below that clear caveat, Mary Ippoliti of

Schenectady, N.Y., held her own sign: "No Spit

Zone."

"I have a grandson and I wouldn't want him
doing it," said the woman, who described herself

as a Yankees fan "through and through."

As for any violent actions against the Baltimore

Orioles second baseman, she said: "I hope not."

But when Greg Packer of suburban Long Island

happened by, he overheard her and offered: "This

is the Bronx, this is New York, and people are

going to do what they want to do here. I agree

with her sign. But (security) people can only do so

much."

Alomar came out of the third-base dugout with

about 10 camera crews — and many more burly,

suited security guards — gathered around. He
took batting practice with the first group of

Orioles. As he was talking to a teammate, one

person yelled, "Hey, Alomar, you're a pig."

Still, Alomar look relaxed, if not unfa zed.

He was met with a smattering of boos then. In

the pregame introductions, those boos were
resounding.

Security was beefed up for the game — city

police and private security — and Alomar entered

the stadium through a different gate from the one

used by the other players.

sports briefs

continued from page 12

would have fared much better if they

had been made aware of their start.

In what should be a more challeng-

ing race, UMass heads south to the

Head Of The Connecticut this week-

end, in Middletown, Conn. "This will

be the race we use to flex our muscles

and tune up for the Head Of The
Charles," Captain Amy Kenny said.

With the field including powerhouses
like Brown and other top teams,
UMass will be looking to measure its

talent.

The Minutewomen will be entering

heavy eights, lightweight fours, and

the open weight fours once again.

They will also race a JV team there as

well.

All attention will then turn to the

basketball

highlight of the rowing year, the Head
Of The Charles Regatta on the
Charles River, in Boston. The race is

internationally known and will feature

some of the top rowing teams in the

world. Still, captain Kenny is expect-

ing a top three finish from her light-

weight boat.

The feild will include the National

Crew Team and Riverside Racing
Club, both of whom are extremely

strong rowering teams. With a race of

this magnatude approaching, it will

be hard for the minutewomen to

focus on the upcoming race. But
coach Dietz should have his team
ready for both races and look for

UMass to make some noise in the

next two weekends.

continued from page 12

hosted by Mt. Holyoke College.

Women's Rugby crushed by RadcIifTe

The UMass women's rugby team suffered a major

setback Saturday as it was downed by Radcliffe

23-5 on the lower Boyden fields last weekend.

The loss marks the second time this season

UMass has fallen to Radcliffe, with the first lost

coming in a 15-0 beating in the Beantown
Tournament.

UMass came out fired up, driving Radcliffe down
the field, but a few mental errors and breakdowns

led to a barrage of Radcliffe scoring that could not

be overcome.

UMass' lone try came in the second half. Senior

co- captain Claudia Morales took a neat ball from

the scrum and ran to find an open wing, sophomore
Bess Woluen for the try.

"It was a tough loss because we know we can

compete with Radcliffe," Morales said. UMass
could indeed have one more chance to beat

Radcliffe in the playoffs. To do that, they would
need to win their next two league games aginst

Brown and Bowdoin.

UMass' B Side also fell to Radcliffe 12-7 on the

weekend. Size was yet again a factor as a bigger,

stronger Radcliffe team was able to drive UMass
easily throughout the match. Standouts for the

B-Side included junior Sherri Fiore, sophomore

Sandra Warton, and freshmen Lauren Sauro and
Natalie Morales.

UMass is off this weekend, then plays at Brown,

before returning to UMass to face Bowdoin on Oct.

26.

"1 want to ride my bicycle..."

• Last Sunday, the UMass Bicycle Racing Club

hosted the second annual UMass Collegiate

Mountain Bike Race, and for the second year in a

row, won the race. The schools that participated

last weekend were MIT, Plymouth College, RP1,

UNH, Vassar College, and Vermont Law School.

The home squad beat out second place UNH and
third place Plymouth State, and were helped by the

newer members of the team.

First-timers Mike Chopchitz won the men's B
race, and Heather Shea won the women's B race.

Other first-timers who placed well were Tara Mate.

Larry Lague and Ryan Gallager. Chris McDonald,
who is a member of the U.S. National Road team,

was the highest points scorer for UMass as he

placed third in the men's A race.

The UMass team travels next to UNH on Sunday.

Oct. 1 3th. and will be looking to better its second

place finish there last year. Anyone wishing to race

should attend the meeting tonight at 7:30 in

Campus Center room 805, or contact Dan Coady at

256-8175.

"Sailing, takes me where I want go..."

•The UMass Sailing Club did not place where
they wanted to place, as they finished ninth in both

the inaugural Northern Series Regatta at Tufts

University last Sept. 21, and in the second annual

Northern Series at Dartmouth College last Sept. 28.

The club's next regatta will be at the University of

Vermont on Oct. 1 3, with following regattas includ-

ing the Smith Trophy Regatta at UNH on Oct. 26,

and the invite at Trinity College on Nov. 2. Anyone
interested in sailing either as a racer or for recre-

ation can contact Darryl at 546- 0470, or stop by

the office in Student Union room 423C.

Intramural action

• In UMass intramural competition, Brian
Blumenfield defeated Ted Ekholm in the men's ten-

nis singles tournament; while in the woman's tour-

ney, Danielle Serronico defeated Huong Hoynh. In

field hockey, the Balls conquered the Pioneers 6-0.

• There is still time to enter teams for volleyball

for the men's, women's and co-rec divisions.

Individuals may attend the single meeting Oct. 16

or Oct. 17 at 5:30 p.m. in Boyden 249. Get your

basketballs ready, foul shooting, 3- point shoot out,

and three on three hoops will be happening soon,

stop by the intramural office for details.

continued from page 1
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Rutgers, and Minnesota.

lames Felton, a 6-foot-9 forward

from Marist, N.| . and Brian
Bersticker, a 6-foot- 10 forward out

of Virginia Beach, also have UMass
among their contenders. Seton Hall

and Kentucky probably have tUc

inside track on Felton, while
Bersticker rates North Carolina and

Georgia Tech as his top two.

• In other conference scouting and

signing action, VaTech is being con-

sidered by Richmond, Vir. forward

Brian Williams and Greensboro,
N.C. center Aron McMillan. Oak
Hill Academy product Dee Tolliver,

a 6-foot-5 shooting guard, is also

looking at the Hokies.

Reggie Jesse, a 6-foot-6 forward,

is either Big East or A- 10 bound, as

is 6-foot-4 forward Dalonte Hill

(out of Oak Hill).

• Thirty players in the top 100
have already given verbal committ-

ments tO'Sunoelsfor ik\i year

Schea Cotton, a 6-foot-5 forward

out of St. |ohn Bosco who has been

one of the most highly sought after

bluechippers since he began high

school, has taken the pressure off

himself and given his word to Long
Beach State.

Ricky Davis, rated No. 6 in the

nation, has committed to Iowa as has

No. 1 7 Dean Oliver; No. 1 1 Baron

Davis has given a verbal to UCLA;

for those mhocm
HBO & Company is the leading provider of enterpnse-wide

client/server networked solutions for the healthcare industry

Our systems enable connectivity across the spectrum of health-

care providers. As one of the top 40 software companies in the

U.S. and one of the leading corporations headquartered in Atlanta,

our market value exceeds $6 billion We seek the following profes-

sionals to join our team throughout the United States:

SALES
EXECUTIVES
(Dept. SEVKK)

SALES SUPPORT
(Dept.SS/KK)

ACCOUNT MANAGERS
(Dept. AM/KK)

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES
(Dept-AE/KX)

PROGRAMMERS
(Dept.PA/KX)

SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
(Dept. SE/KK)

NETWORK ENGINEERS
(Dept NE/KX)

HUMAN RESOURCES
(Dept. HR/XX)

HEALTHCARE
CONSULTANTS
(Dept. HC/KX)

IMPLEMENTATION
ANALYSTS (Dept IA/XX)

APPLICATIONS
ANALYSTS (Dept. AA/KX)

TECHNICAL WRITERS
(Dept. TW/XX)

No. 14 Edwin "Greedy" Daniels said

he will play for UNLV.
Boston College has received the

word from Mike Bradley, Elton Tyler

and Ion DePina; UConn snagged
Edmund Saunders; Kentucky has

verbal committments from Myron
Anthony and Ryan Hogan; Eric

Chenowith has committed to Kansas;

and UNC has gotten a verbal from

Max Owens.
Purdue has latched on to Cameron

Stephens and |amaal Davis;

Jermaine Medley will play at

Villanova; Luke Recker said he

wants to work under Bob Knight at

Indiana; Terrance Morris verbally

committed to Maryland; Larry
Hughes will stay in his home town
and play at St. Louis; Erron Maxey
surprised everyone by committed to

Providence; Texas roped in Lamar
Wright; Michigan got a committment

from Brandon Smith; and Michigan

State will add Doug Davis to its ros-

ter.

• UCLA recruit Davis is now
embroiled in a possible violation of

NCAA rules becasue two days after

he gave the Bruins his verbal com-

mittment, UCLA coach John
Harrick's son sold a car to Davis' sis-

ter.

This could be an infraction because

NCAA rules state that financial aid

or other benefits to a recruit, his fam-

ily or friends by any "institution's

staff or any representatives of its ath-

letic interests."

The car, a black 1991 Chevy

Blazer which Harrick bought in

December of 1991 was registered to

the Bruins' coach and sold by his son

Glenn to Lisa Hodoh on Sept. 20 for

$5000 the Los Angeles Times report-

ed. The Times also reported that

Davis was seen sortly thereafter dri-

ving the car at school.

• The UCLA situation could affect

the decisions of tin bluechippers

Jason and Jarron Collins. The pair

have said they will sign at the same
school and have narrowed their

choices to UCLA. Stanford, Arizona

and Duke. The Arizona Daily Star

reported that because of Davis,

Stanford now leads in the race with

Arizona close behind. The twins'

father said that the decision is still

open.

• While former UMass assistant

Bill Bayno has secured a top recruit

in Daniels (whom they nabbed
because Runnin' Rebels assistant

Glynn Cyprien had known Daniels

throughout his childhood), he is in a

little bit of trouble with his incoming

class.

Issiah Epps. a 6-foot- 10 freshman

out of Main Central Institute, is not

yet eligible and is schedule to take a

test later this month to try to qualify

and Mark Dickel has been ruled inel-

igible by the NCAA Clearinghouse.

All this in addition to losing senior

Eddie Corbet! to academic trouble.

Material from Reidel's Roundball

Review was used in this column.

Casey Kane is a Collegian colum-

nist.

UCLA hoops under fire

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
UCLA's basketball program is

being investigated following a

published report that a car

owned by coach |im Harrick was

sold to a woman two days after

her brother verbally committed

to play for the Bruins.

UCLA athletic director Peter

Dalis told the Los Angeles Times

that although the car was regis-

tered to Harrick, it was Harrick's

son Glenn who sold the car to

Lisa Hodoh on Sept. 20.

The transaction is a possible

NCAA violation. NCAA rules

prohibit financial aid or other

benefits to the recruit or the

recruits' relatives or friends by

any "institution's staff member
or any representative of its ath-

letics interests."

"The UCLA Athletic

Department and the Pacific- 10

Conference are jointly investigat-

ing the Bruin men's basketball

program after allegations were

brought to our attention by the

Los Angeles Times," Dalis said

in a statement issued Tuesday.

"Until the conclusion of the

investigation process, there will

be no further comment(s) from

the University."

Baron Davis, Hodoh's younger

brother, is a 6-foot- 1 point guard

who recently began his senior

year at Santa Monica Crossroads

High School. He was considered

one of the top 30 prep players in

the country, but after a strong

performance at the Nike Camp in

July, he was rated the top prep

point guard in the nation and a

top- 10 prospect.

In addition to UCLA, Davis

was considering Duke and
Kansas, but canceled visits to

both schools when he committed

to the Bruins.

Department of Motor Vehicles

records show Harrick bought the

car. a black 1991 Chevy Blazer,

in December 1990, and it had

112,960 miles the day Hodoh
bought it.

Dalis and Hodoh said the vehi-

cle was sold for $5,000, but the

Kelley Blue Book lists the retail

value of that model of the car,

factoring out mileage, at

$12,750.

According to DMV proce-

dures, the registered owner must

sign over title.

Glenn Harrick, at 27 the

youngest of Harrick's three sons,

is employed by the Fox Sports

organization in Los Angeles. He
didn't return a phone call

Tuesday.

UCLA was eliminated in the

first round of the NCAA tourna-

ment by Princeton last March.

The previous spring, the

Bruins won their first NCAA
championship in 20 years.

See Us At The
Engineering Career Fair

on 10/17/%

On Campus Interviews

10/31 and 11/1796

Your expertise will be rewarded with excellent benefits, a competitive salary

and the opportunity to advance your career in an environment where promo-

tion from within is the standard For consideration, see us on campus or for-

ward your resume, indicating geographic preference and area of interest, to:

HBO & Company Reply Service. Job Code: C0*Aindicate appropriate

Dept.), 1050 Crown Polnte Pkwy., Suite 29S, Atlanta, GA 3033ft. FAX

(770) 673-0999. E-mail: resum«i®hboc.com (subject line: Dept: /KK).

All e-mail responses must be in text only format No phone calls or agencies,

please EOE M/F/D/V.

A HBO&Company
http://www.cweb.com/hboc

UMass
Student
Legal
Services
Office

FREE
confidential
professional

legal services
for UMass
students!

545-1995

CAUWDM/
922 CAMPUS CENTER

Goto 1

http://www.umass. edu/rso/colegian, please
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Chinas* Food Kai Chi delivering

Sunday-Thursday to 2am. Friday and

Saturday lo 3am

AUTO FOR SALE

1389 Nissan Pulsar ' •

. ; I. i speed

race 1 " $3 400/obo 546 3393 Aaron

1X2 Chaw Cavalin Waooa AC AM
FM new tires plus S35000 O/B/0 Call

Bruce 256 1215

EMPLOYMENT

Spring Btsak '971 Cancun, Bahamas

Jamaica, & Florida EARN FREE TRIPS &

CASH Calll 800 7000790

Business Opportunity Need additional

income 7 Want the energy to earn it'

Earth-Friendly company looking tor distrib-

utors Wild organic food, tree tape 1
-

800-927-2527 e«t 7368

Neva some extra cask but don t have

time tor a steady lob' Sign up to work

Homecoming Weekend. October 18 20

Applications can be picked up in the

Alumni Relations Office Foi more info,

contact Jenn Bennet at 545-2317

Now Hiring pan time telemarketers

morning, afternoon and evening hours

available Mo sale Will train Earn S6

$7 per hour plus bonuses Please contact

Ms Miranda 1 800-829 4777

Spring Break!! Earn Cash" Hiuiict

Commissions' Lowest Prices 1 Travel free

on only 13 sales' Free Info' Sunsplashl-

800-426-7710

EMPLOYMENT
A Multicultural After School

Program tor Grades K-6 is interviewing

students (with work study onlyl tor teach-

ing positions Call Jen or Sheena iff 253-

5659

Education Majors Get paid to take

tests, $10 each, about 1/2 houi pei test

Must be education main Tests given by

National Evaluation Systems at Campus

Center Rm 174 176. Tuesday October

15.97 Call 256 74 10 to register

FOR RENT

Grad Student looking to share office

S75 OO/month Call Joan 549-6527

Fridge Rentals Plus Free Delivery 253

9742

FOR SALE

Powerboat 180 Color Stylewnter. 28 8

modem leather case eitra battery S950

or BO 549 10*

MS 133MHZ 8S0MEG HD. keyboard.

mouse $550 SVGA monitor $125 call 256

065

2 Dave Matthews Tix Sun Oct 6 Floor

seats Row 27 Best offer Sam 546 3982

KEGulator Keg System with 2 taps $250

or BO Call 256 4201 or I617I354-935B

PHISH Hartford $35 Good seals

(8001663-6050

FOR SALE
Puppy lour months old Rottweiler needs

a home Fun-loving and playful AKC regis-

tered and has had first year shots 549-

5265

INSTRUCTION

Bartend witk University Bartending

50% student discount, Amherst classes

starting soon 1 Call 1800-U-CAN MIX tor

into

English language Consultant Available

to International Students and Non-English

Majors Will edit papers and disserta

lions, also tutor ESL Call Ms Reed,

retired (acuity member, for rate schedule

and free initial consultation 253-3354

Boxing lessons All Welcome 1 For

brochure (4131 732 881

7

A pair ol glasses Gold frames in a soft

black case It found, call 585-9026

Reward

MOTORCYCLES
1980 CB 650 $500 or B0 9650 miles

DM well mm sell Call 549-6646

MISCELLANEOUS

Questions dbuul your lease/security

deposit deductions? Questions about sub

letting/assigning leases 7 Questions

about the condition of your new house Of

MISCELLAENOUS
apartment' Contact the Student legal

Services Office. 922 Campus Center 545

1995

New Metabolism Breakthrough Lose

5 lOOIbs Guaianteed $35800 776-9503

PERSONALS

Choices Not Chances Free contracep

lion education Every Mon & Thurs 3

4 30 and Tues & Wed 7 8 30pm in Rm

302 UHS Men and Women welcome

For more information call Health

Education Ofhce 577 5181

Pregnant? Need help' Call Birthright of

Amherst area tor free testing and assis-

tance 5491906

ROOM WANTED

looking lor room in apt on bus line tor

Spring 1997 Call Amy 546-0706

SERVICES

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade' In-house service, call Scream

Savers 549 0083

19 year old from Venezuela searching for

child care Here for a year taking English

courses Staying in family housing with

relatives Very limited English Has a lot

of experience with children Good person

ality. very outgoing Flexible hours

Available Mon Fn Please contact

Pnscilla at 546-6325

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK! Earn casM Highest

commissions/lowest prices' Tiavel free

on only 13 sales" Free info ' Sunsplash

1 800 426 7710

Killington Ski House $500 pei peison

lot the entue season 549-8924

FREE TRIPS AND CASH! Find out how

hundreds ot Student Representatives are

already earning free trips and lots of cash

with America s i\ Spring Break Company!

Sell only 15 trips and travel free' Cancun.

Bahamas, Maratlan, Jamaica or Florida!

Campus Manager positions also avail-

able 1 Call now 1 Take a Break Student

Travel 1800195 Break

TRANSPORTATION

Need rida from Memorial Drive

Chicopee to UMass Sat or Sun Early

mornings Will pay gas* Bob 593-5626

WANTED
Need Extra Pkisfc Tix tor Mon Oct 21

showMSG 253 6659

WOMEN NEEDED FOR
ANTIOXIDANT STUDY

IB 30 year olds You must run 30 or more

miles a week or not exercise at all You

will be paid $100 to $250 If interested

call Oeanna at 253-4084

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20<£ per word/day

All
others

40<£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
Activities

Announcements

Apartment For

Rent

Auto For Sale

Employment

Entertainment

For Sale

Found (2 days

Free)

Happy Birthday

Houses For Rent

Instruction

Lost

Musicians

Miscellaneous

Motorcycles

Personals

Room For Rent

Room Wanted

Roommate Wanted

Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Transportation

Wanted to Rent

Wanted

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Milan's La—
6 Angel's

headwear
10 Bell and Kettle

1

3

Artist's prop

14 Maine campus
town

16 Salamander
1 7 Tense situation

for Robertson''

19 Mauna —
20 Printers'

stamps
21 Disprove

23 Nice season
24 Grand follower

25 Spanish cats

29 Extinct

32 Related to the

ileum

33 Tune
34 Napoleonic

victory site

comin'—
carry me
home ..."

38 Salt Lake City

player

39 Rooms
partner

40 Semester
41 Mine yield

42 Edition

43 Toady's forte

46 "— Call You

Sweetheart"

47 Flee

49 Wright wing

51 Memorable diva

Amehta
— -Curci

52 Innkeeper

57 Nanty— , Pa.

Rene, the

prophet'

Part of i e

62 Zola

63 Playwnghl

Baraka aka —
Jones

64 Stadium shout

65 Santas
burden

66 Attire

Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

DOWN 35 Snare or bass

1 Dry. as wine

2 Serene
3 China setting

-

'

4 Departed

5 Pacino

outdoors'

6 Deceived

7 "Judith"

composer
8 Hearth load

9 Washington bill

10 Breakfast item

for Moore7

1

1

Run — of get

into trouble

1

2

Union unit

15 Politico Hatch

18 Smack
22 Fence in

24 Ermine

25 Talent

26 Lotion

ingredient

27 Fabric tor

Ellen?

28 Porridge

30 Downed
31 "For shame 1

"

36 — fixe

38 Swiss canton

39 Clinton wallet?

41 Simple sugar

44 Add zest

45 Categories

47 Moth
48 Nacho topping

50 Actress

Ullmann

52 TV actor Scott

53 Unctuous

54 Yesterday, in

Lima
55 Be concerned

56 Baseball's

Slaughter

59 Restriction:

Abbr
60 "— the season

to be ..."

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Classifieds

Space Available

Personals Policy
i.

2.

All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.
3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-

TIONS
4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm

room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.
6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.
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Always Wanted One of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Drabble By Kevin Fagun

WEU£>, HAR.DRABBLE 1

I'M (brXjUEuM PATRICK
DE$CRie>£D MOO, 1 "TWOOGHI

MOUuitRtAWOMDReD
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SCHOOL
TOMORROW7

1 WAS RMlNlG
COMPLIMENT'

Dilbert By Scott Adams

'iSSUL ONE : OUR T(J(A
COMPANIES HAVE
VERY DIFFERENT
CORPORATE CULTURES

frumpy the Clown Judd Winick

WHILE VOU WERE DRONING

I SLACKED OUT SOrAE.

BETA CODE AMD PUT IT

I
ON THE INTERNET

FOR COMENTS.

W COfAPANY PREFERS TO

HAVE THAT KIND OF

DECISION ttADE BY

UNINFORMED EXECUTIVES.

WE CALL IT
v
ErtPOlOERttENT.'

' 'I'LL MENTION
THAT IN THE

PRESS RELEASE

8 Years In Braces By Eric Peterson

ARIES
March 21 -April 20
Don't let an adrenaline rush push

you over the edge. You need to use

common sense and past wisdom to

make a truly good decision. Work off

some steam with a vigorous exercise

routine and cap off your week with

some kind of outdoor activity.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21
A noisy environment grates on your

nerves. Ask a friend to provide

perspective on a diffleuit situation.

Things should turn around soon

Avoid the company of a rowdy group

—

they'll lead you astray at a time when
you need to be productive.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21
The atmosphere Is charged with

possibilities early In the week. Count

on a trusted adviser to help you tell

the difference between the castles In

the air and the genuine opportunities.

Then, don't hesitate—Just reach for

the sky. and you'll achieve your goals.

CANCER
June 22-July 22
Hectic pacing and high stress levels

get you down toward the middle of the

week. Treat yourself to some time in a

quiet place to recharge yotir batteries.

A family situation demands most of

your time and attention as the week

draws to a close.

LEO
July 23-August 23
Follow a friend to a place you've never

been before. Adventure Is a spice that

makes your whole life taste good. Best

of all. you don't need to take huge

risks to achieve a monumental payoff

this week. That goes for all kinds of

Investments.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22
Plan ahead for the future, whether

that means establishing a retirement

plan, setting a career goal or Just

strengthening some family ties. Your

wit and charm are strong this week,

so put yourself to work winning over

a person who's regarded as difficult

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
The temptation to overspend Is strong

this week. Clip some coupons, or

better yet, avoid the mall altogether.

Instead, spend some time outside; or

if the weather won't permit that, then

start a new project. Your personal life

is a source of Inner strength.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
Feeling overwhelmed by work? See

how much you can delegate. But don't

kid yourself—avoid seeking help from

those whom you can't trust to gel the

Job done tight. Catch up on sleep this

weekend and then call an old friend

for advice.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

The fall blahs set In with a vengeance
Ihls week. Treat yourself to a little

extra TTX and do something fun. It

doesn't have to be expensive to be

worthwhile. Dazzle a romantic partner

with your creativity, and you'll be able

to take things to the next level.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
You're full of energy and enthusiasm

—

it's a great time to tackle a really big

project. Why not remodel or organize

your closets? You'll feel even better

when you've accomplished something

worthwhile. An old friend could be In

need of your support.

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18

You won't miss a thing this week

—

even the things thai remain unsaid.

Don't waste your chance to learn

more about a mysterious person.

Everything will make more sense

toward the end of the week, when the

whole picture starts to take shape

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Turn your energies toward the home
front this week. Someone close to you
could be starving for attention, or

maybe you Just need to be kind to

yourself. Add some zest to your
weekend with a social event Just put

on your party duds and have fun!

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University3 By Frank Cho Close to Home By John McPherson

Dear Beeber, I'll give you a

beautiful, fresh, clear, crystal

raindrop for your birthday.

The next time it rains,

go outside,

stand in the rain,

and

sing Happy Birthday.

For Entertainment Purposes Only

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Quote of the Day l|TOf» 1© By Brian Marchionni

Love is a perky elf

dancing a merry little

jig and then suddenly

he turns on you with

a miniature machine
gun.

-Kierkegaard

v>

Rejected Snapple flavors

10) Gringrich Guava.

9) Sexual Splash.

8) Masturbation Mango.

7) Banana Apple Anthrax.

6) Boutros Boutros Berry.

5) Sausage Surprise.

4) Crisco Canteloupe Colada.

3) Head Cheese Concoction.

2) Bong Water Blast.

1)Ham.

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 343-363* for moro Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Cheese Pizza

Falafel Pocket Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Tenders

Savory Beef Strudel

Bean,Corn, Tom. Casrl.

Grilled Ham & Cheese

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Chicken Sand.

Barbecued Beef on a

Bun

DINNER
Chicken Tenders

Savory Beef Strudel

Worcester

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Rotini/Tomato Meat

Sauce
Lentil Chili

DINNER
Chicken Tenders

Mexican Vegetable Stew
Pastabilities

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Pizza

Rotini/Tom. Meat Sauce
Lentil Chili

DINNER
Chicken Tenders

Savory Beef Strudel

Mexican Vegetable Stew
Pastabilities
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Sports
Midnight Madness to strike Mullins
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's basketball

team will officially kick off the

1996-97 season during Midnight
Madness on Monday night at the

William D. Mullins Center.

Midnight Madness has become a

celebrated annual event, as many
lam across the country hold practice

session that are open to the public.

The season opens at midnight on Oct.

1 5 because it is against NCAA rules to

practice as a team before that date.

Tickets are available at Curry Hicks

Cage from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. If there are

tickets left over, a limited number may

be available at the door. Anybody
attending Midnight Madness will need

a ticket, however, to participate in any

drawings. Students and fans will be

allowed to enter the Mullins Center at

10:30 p.m. and a free movie-style

"BruiserBall" poster will be given away

to everybody at the door.

This year the UMass Athletic

Department is going all out for the

event, offering prizes, give-aways and

contests in addition to the player intro-

ductions and scheduled intrasquad

scrimmage.

ESPN's Mike Tirico will be the guest

emcee, but the event will not be broad-

cast on that network. Local ABC affili-

ate WGBY Channel 40 will have live

cut-ins, but will also not be broadcast-

ing Midnight Madness live.

The scrimmage has been reduced to

a 10-minute game rather than a longer

edition that has been used in the past.

More time instead will be devoted to

player introductions and contests.

There will be a slam dunk contest

and a three-point contest styled after

similar NBA events. Carmelo Travieso,

Edgar Padilla. Charlton Clarke and
possibly two others will take plaoi in

the three-point contest; while the

entrants for the slam dunk competition

have not been finalized. There will be

celebrity judges for the dunks, but

those names have not been released.

(J Mass basketbal staff assistant

Brian Gorman said that the player

introductions this year will be "spiced

up from past years." Lasers, smoke
and other devices will be used to make
the presentation of players "more
glitzy."

The introduction of first year head

coach fames "Bruiser" Flint will also

be a completely revamped prescnia

tion, but Gorman would not give any

hints as to what to expect.

"It's all new, a new theme song and

everything, but it'll stay a secret until

the unveiling," Gorman said.

Gorman said that there will be sev-

eral drawings and give- aways to

entice fans. Ticket numbers will be

drawn at random for various trips An
airline ticket for one to Florida during

spring break and a trip for one with

the Minutemen to Chicago for the

Great Eight Tournament, to be held

Dec. 3 and 4, will be given away
through random drawings.

A trip for two with the Minutemen
to the Maui Invitational in Hawaii dur-

ing Thanksgiving will be given away as

well. A ticket number will be called at

random and that person will be given

one chance to make basket from
half-court, if the shot is made that per-

son will win a trip to the Maui
Invitational.

Gorman emphasized that the draw-

ings will be based on the tickets taken

at the door and that people will not be

eligible for the drawings if they do not

have a ticket.
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Carmelo Travieso and the Minutemen are back in action kicking off the

season with Midnight Madness on Monday.

And then there were five;

UF, OSU top contenders

With last week's Ohio State romp,

we can safely assume that the

Buckeyes have already packed their

bags for Pasadena. Big Ten pre-

tenders such as Penn St. and

Michigan haw lallcn by the wayside,

allowing the college

football world to

clear it's collective

throats and declare,

"Only live left!"

That's right, kids,

only five teams
remain in the hunt

for the Sug-ahh
Bowl, the site of this year's national

championship game. They are, in

order of probability: Florida, Ohio
State, Florida State, Nebraska and

Alabama. (For the last time, Arizona

St. tbm not anint ) You'll notice thai

I didn't include such unbeatens as

Miami, I.SU. West Virginia,

California and Wyoming. Of ihi>

bunch, only Miami has even a slight

chance at I national title, but don't

hold your breath.

As for the others, yeah, whatever.

LSU is a decent football team, and

impressed me by beating Auburn on

the road a few weeks back. Coach
Gerry DiNardo has done an

admirable job rebuilding a wounded
Tiger program, but it has to get

through such SEC luminaries as

Florida and Tennessee it it wants the

ring. Ain't gonna happen. Much like-

any other big time conference, the tal-

ent is much greater at the top. When
cute little stories such as Louisiana St.

try to sneak through, they're usually

squashed by kids who can run 4.3

E MEREDITH

College f
Football J

40's and cant even count on one lin-

ger their All-Conference selections.

But that's usually because they can't

count at all.

Wyoming won't win because

they're from the WAC, which is, for

all intents and
purposes, whak.

They're 6-0 in a

conference that

now includes

San lose St. and

Fresno St, and
the minimal pull

that the WAC
once had in the polls is gone.

West Virginia does this every five

years or so, running oil a great season

before getting spanked by a real team.

Don't worry about the Mountaineers,

they'll do it again. As for California, a

school known more for bongs and

peace movements than it is for foot-

bull, good work last Saturday. It beat

USC in the Coliseum, but I'm afraid

that's not enough. Remember,
Southern Cal returned only one offen-

siv e starter from last year's Rose Bowl

champs, and it ain't Keyshawn
lohnson. He plays for the lets, who
are much worse than the Trojans.

Miami has a chance to make me
eat my words this weekend. In the

biggest game in the Butch Davis era,

the Hurricanes entertain ACC heavy-

weight Florida St. Saturday. This haa

all the makings of a very interesting

tropical tussle. Miami, while not look-

ing as impressive as it used to, has put

up a good showing for Butch. stand-

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 1
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In UMass net, Jeff Jablonski shows solid work ethic

Chris Krein

Collegian Correspondent

|eff (ablonski's work ethic is equal parts intensity

and ferocity. It is an ethic that has brought him to

the forefront of the Massachusetts men's soccer

team. It is also an approach that is not lost on his

coach. Sam Koch.

"His training habits are some of the best on the

team," Koch relates. "He works his tail off every day

in practice."

However, the person behind that ethic is a quiet,

thoughtful person, who is quick to give credit to

those who have helped him emerge as one of the ris-

ing stars of the Massachusetts men's soccer team.

fablonski is a local product, having attended
Ludlow High School, where he played basketball

and track and field. He was an All-Western
Massachusetts first team selection in track and field

for 1994, and the Western Mass. shot put champion
the same year. Soccer, at the time, was merely an

after thought.

He was not recruited coming out of high school,

so the appeal of staying close to home brought him
to UMass. He is enrolled as a History major, with a

focus on European history. He is also involved with

R.O.T.C.

The fierce work ethic burned inside him and he

decide to try out for the men's soccer team. It is his

parents that he credits for instilling in him the work
ethic that has allowed him to push himself to make
the soccer team.

"I've always received encouragement and support

from my family," he said. "I never let up and I tried

every day as hard as I could."

In his first year at UMass, 1 994, he redshirted and
did not play. However, upperclassman keeper, Eric

Gruber took the time to impart wisdom to the fresh-

man. It was an act that was taken with gracious

appreciation.

"Eric helped me out a great deal," said lablonski.

)eff lablonski

"He spent a lot of time with me to help me hone my
skills."

1995 was labonski's first vear of NCAA eligibility

and he was able to see some action, logging in 108

minutes in three games, behind Gruber. His reaction

to last season, though, is one of mixed feelings.

"I was a little nervous." he states. "I was not as

confident going into games as I should have been."

Those feelings that limited his time last year how-
ever, were quickly displaced after the 1996 cam-
paign commenced.

lablonski played excellent minutes against a highly

rated Duke team, shutting them out while he was in

the game. He harkens back to those minutes as the

key to quickly gaining the self-assurance that has

marked his solid play this year.

lablonski's opportunity came when Tim Pearson

went down earlier this season with a shoulder injury.

Actually, lablonski did not just fill in for Pearson, he-

exploded into the spotlight, tallying two shutouts in

his first two starts. Even more impressive is that

those shutouts came on the road against Temple and

St. loseph's.

"I had absolutely no hesitations about putting him
in." Koch said. "You've got to give assistant coach.

|on Voight. a lot of credit. He has done an excellent

job in getting our goalkeepers prepared."

\ uight is garnering kudos from lablonski as well.

"The attitude that he | Voight | brings makes prac-

tice very hard, but ii ll also a lot of fun." said

lablonski, with enthusiasm. "I really look forward to

practice."

Temple is the benchmark that lablonski points to

as the moment when he realized how far the team

had come.

"We started coming together, not just as a team,

but as a family." lablonski said. "We are helping

each other out."

lablonski makes it clear that his own success is

merely a produci of a total team effort. The backs,

especially, are constant in their support.

"They help me out a lot." said lablonski. "But it's

everyone on the team. The guys cheering on the

bench, the forwards, and the coaches."

After a difficult overtime defeat to Virginia Tech,

3-1, he rebounded with another stellar game last

Sunday, shutting down George Washington, 2- 1

.

lablonski brings his fiery approach to Richard F.

Garber field on Friday against Dayton at 3:30 pm.

The squad then faces Xavier on Sunday at 1 :00 pm
to finish off the homestand. His record entering this

weekend stand at 3-1-0. He boasts 20 saves and an

impressive 0.94 GAA. Statistics are not what )eff

lablonski is about though. It is the drive to constant-

ly improve his play.

"This will be a big home weekend for us after

being on the road for so long," exclaims lablonski.

"I'm really looking forward to these games."

Crew takes Textile,

women's rugby falls
Lightweight Eight takes first

• The Massachusetts men's cm
travelled to Lowell last weekend to

compete in the Head of the Textile

River Regatta. The head race,

which is a long staggered start race

was three miles long. In the light-

weight eompetiton, the UMass
eight took first place out of seven

crews, narrowly
defeating Rutgers

by four seconds
with a time of

17:43. In open eight

competition, UMass
took seventh out of

21 boats in a tight

field, missing fourth place by 31

seconds. The club eight boat (I

A

eight) took home the fifth spot in

the 14 baot feild. The crew travels

to Middlelown, Conn, to compete

in the Head of the Connecticut.

Equestrian team kicks off season

• The University of

Massachusetts equestrian team
began its fall season last Saturday.

as they competed in a show held at

Fox Meadow Farm in

Northampton. The show was host-

ed by Smith College, and UMass
placed third out of thirteen schools

with a total of 35 points. Mt.
Holyoke was the high point college

e out 01 seven nisi in tn

of the day with 43 points, and
Smith was the hostess with the

mostest, taking the reserve high

point college total with 37 points.

The UMass team had strong
ikIcs. and had two riders place
Inst in their divisions: Angela
Pappas and Heather Clark placed

first in the Intermediate
Horsemansh ip

Over Fences and
the Open
Horsemanship
Divisions, respec-

tively; while-

Alison Bozarth in

the Novice
Horsemanship Division placed <a
ond, and Carrie Edgington in the

Open Horsemanship Over Fences

Division placed third.

Also placing well wete Stacey

MacDonald in the Walk- Trot
Division (2nd), and Amber
Kawecki in the Walk-Trot- Canter

Division (4th).

The team is under new leader-

ship this year, as )erry Schurink.

who is the director of the riding

program, has taken over the coach-

ing duties from Wendy Ciccui. The
next show will be held on
Saturday, Oct. 12, and will be

Turn to SPORTS BRIEFS, page 1
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Women s crew has strong showings in first weekend

By Matt Perrourt

Collegion Correspondent

The Massachusetts women's crew is in the middle of

two races that should prepare them for the upcoming
Head of The Charles regatta.

The first of the two races was held last weekend in

Lowell. This regatta, on the Merrimack River, didn't

attract the class of the sport since it was outside of Boston,

but it did get the likes of the University of New
Hampshire, the University of Vermont, and Boston
College. None of the Atlantic 10 teams bothered to show
up for the race but the field consisted of twenty five

schools.

UMass made a strong showing by placing first in the

lightweight eight, second in the lightweight four, and
fourth in the open weight four as well.

In the lightweight four victory, the Minutewomen only

faced one other foe. Vermont put up a fight in the begin-

ning of the race, but coach |im Dietz yelled to his team to

pick up the pace. His team responded by passing UVM
and sprinting towards the finish. The team finished with a

great time, in fact, they were so fast that they have finished

seventh in the heavy weight division.

Though Varsity had success, the junior varsity had some
bad luck. The official who was supposed to start their race

didn't show up and the boat didn't know when they were
on the course. They still managed to finish twelfth but

Turn to WOMEN'S CREW, page 1
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Verbal committments given as hoop season nears

While college basketball fans nationwide have begun to

salivate in anticipation of the annual opening of the colle-

giate hoop season (Oct. I 5), they have also fixed a steely

gaze on the wide world of recruiting.

The early signing period for this year's high school

seniors is less than a month away and
several schools are beginning to reap

recruiting rewards.

Here's a look at who's looking where,

and who's already given verbal committ-

ments.

• On the homefront Massachusetts
seems to have a stranglehold on Atlantic

10 recruiting. The Minutemen are on the

lists of six of the top 100 seniors, while the closest other

A 10 sehool. Virginia Tech, is on the list of three recruits.

Allen Griffin, a 6-foot- 1 guard out of Brooklyn, is the

highest rated player UMass is looking at. He started the

year at Durango High in Las Vegas, but recently moved
back home to New York. He was looking seriously at

UNLV, but is now considering schools in the east after his

recent move. Connecticut and other Big East schools are

also on his list.

UMass and Cincinnati are the two schools trying to pry

Ron Kelly away from local schools. Kelly, a 6-foot- 10
center out of Fmory. Texas averaged 21

points per game and 14 rebounds per

game last year.

Marvin O'Connor is the top prsopect

in Philadelphia, where UMass has had
success recruiting. The 6-foot- 3 senior

at Simon Gratz effectively plays the
two-guard and is looking seriously at

the Minutemen.

UMass appeared to be a lock for Everett product
Shannon Crooks, but the 6 loot 2 guard, who can run

the point or play ofl guard, is now also considering
Boston College. UConn. Syracuse, St. lohn's. Miami.

Turn to BASKETBALL page 1
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No joy in Mudville

THANO VO / COUEGIAN

Yesterday's field hockey game against Boston University was rained out and is rescheduled for Monday at

1 p.m.

DAILY COLLEGIAN
Volume CVI Issue 28

A Special

treat

The Specials per-

formed a high
energy ska show.
Check out our
review (see Arts &
Living, page 6).

Looking To

regroup

Kory Blackwell
and the UMass
football team will

try to bounce back
from last week's
loss this Saturday
against BU (see
Sports, page 1 0).

WORLD

British mother loses

octuplet babies

LONDON (AP) — The British

woman who lost her octuplets
insisted Thursday that she did not
go against medical advice in trying

to give birth to eight babies.

Mdndy Allwood gave birth pre-

maturely to the first three babies, all

boys, on Sept. 30, in the 1 9th week
of pregnancy. She lost the remain-
ing five, including two girls, on Oct.

2.

In an interview with Talk Radio,
Miss Allwood said there are risks

with any pregnancy and she did not
regret her decision.

"There was no guarantee that I

would be able to keep two babies
alive, which is what they wanted me
to reduce down to," Allwood said.

"In my own mind, I knew that I

could do it. I knew the risks and was
prepared to take them "

The 32-year-old divorcee, who
underwent fertility treatment, said

her lover Paul Hudson supported
her decision not to abort any of the

octuplets to give others a better

chance of life.

"If I was pregnant with eight
babies again I would do it again,"

she said. Hudson said Allwood was
doing fine until an infection caused
her to go into premature labor.

NATION

Court to hear same
sex harrassment case

BOSTON (AP) — The boys-will-be-

boys theory of play may have
reached its outer limit at a

Massachusetts lumber yard.

There, according to a sexual
harassment case before the state's

highest court, three men say two
male supervisors constantly subjected

them to raunchy comments and ges-

tures. The company argues the case

isn't sexual harassment because all

the men involved are heterosexual.

Same-sex sexual harassment is an
issue courts around the country have

been forced to address, and they
have reached conflicting conclusions

that ultimately may have to be
resolved by the U.S. Supreme Court.

This is the first time the
Massachusetts Supreme judicial

Court has taken up the issue.

In 1989 and 1990, Leonid
Melynchenko, (ames Quill and
Stephen LaRochelle, all now in their

early 30s, worked at a West
Springfield branch of the national

chain 84 Lumber Co. All three even-

tually quit.

The men they accused, Richard
Raab and Eliasel Roque, were fired

after the allegations were raised.

The employees sued the company,
and a state judge awarded each
J75,0OO in 1993 on the grounds of

sexual harassment.

judge Daniel Ford ruled that the

men's sexual orientation was irrele-

vant and that the real issue was the

"intimidating, hostile, humiliating
and sexually offensive work environ-

ment."
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Campaign UMass set to go;

money to fund key initiatives

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

Campaign UMass, which kicks

off on Oct. 17, will attempt to

raise $125 million from private

sources for the University of

Massachusetts over the next five

years.

"1 know that Campaign UMass
will be a wonderful success,"

President William P. Bulger said.

"It will make sure that UMass is

ready for this coming century."

The theme of the campaign is

"To Dream, To Act, To Lead."

"Our objective is to remake the

University for the 21st century,

and to do that we need to

strengthen its image throughout
the Commonwealth, to engage
alumni and friends as volunteers,

and to generate $125 million in

crucial funding for key initiatives."

said Vice Chancellor for

University Advancement Royster

Hedgepath.

Financial Initiatives

The $125 million will support

the following priorities:

• $40 million for faculty sup-

port to enable the University to

attract and retain the best possible

professors

• $40 million for college based

initiatives and research to support

the programs, research, and tech-

nology that each college requires

to perform at its peak.

• $10 million for students to

help fund financial aid and merit

scholarships.

• $30 million for facilities, pos-

sibly including a life sciences

building, an engineering building,

a center for visual arts, an addi-

tion to the school of management,
an alumni center and an addition

to and/or renovation of the

Student Union building.

• $5 million for library acquisi-

tions, facilities and technology.

The Student Center for

Educational Research and
Advocacy (SCERA) is presently

working with the Administration,

planning a new student union
building.

"SCREA members are serving

on a board with a very large group
of people, including the Associate

Chancellor for Space
Management," said SCERA
Student Coordinator Jason
Vecchio. "We are talking about
the first few steps for the organi-

zation of a new Student Union."

SCERA will be holding a

Student Union Expo on Oct. 18

during Alumni Weekend. Their
speakers will encourage alumni to

tour the Student Union and speak

with students.

"We need to try to get alumni
interested in making an addition

to the Student Union." Vecchio
said.

As for Campaign UMass,
Vecchio added, "I think that the

campaign could be extremely
effective for the new Student
Union initiative depending on how
it fits into the priorities of the

administration.

"If Vice Chancellor Hedgepath
meets with the donors and actively

supports the Student Union, by all

means it will be a successful pro-

ject," Vecchio said.

Campaign UMass will also

attempt to enlist 3,000 volunteers

to serve as advocates of the
University. A communications and
marketing program will be imple-

mented in order to improve the

image of UMass throughout the

Commonwealth.
Another imperative aspect of

the private fundraising done by

Campaign UMass involves recent

legislation passed in the State

House
The legislation passed said that

state funds will match the private

funds raised by public higher edu-

cation institutions up to $25 mil-

lion per year, meaning that UMass
could possibly attain $250 million

over the next five years.

Campaign UMass: A Strategic

Action

The key initiatives of Campaign
UMass are a part of Chancellor
David K. Scott's "Strategic-

Action: Towards a
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Rain-Fall

COUHTNtY SMITH\COUfClAN

Don't feel glum about the rain. Turn to page 3 and see why you should be
happy it is fall!

Off-campus students save

on winter oil heating bills

"Something Every Friday" returns;

film, dance, comedy to be featured

By Scott Jason

Collegian Correspondent

As winter approaches and the tem-

perature falls, many off campus stu-

dents face rising costs of heating oil.

The Commuter Services and
Housing Resource Center (CSHRC)
sponsors the Pioneer Valley Heating
Oil Co-Op (PVOC) that brings dis-

count oil prices to it's members
According to Alison Cervini, Peer

Housing Counselor at the CSHRC. the

PVOC makes arrangements with local

oil companies to lower the price of oil

for it's members.
The PVOC is unique because it uses

the organization of its members (the

consumers), to bid down oil prices.

The PVOC calls this combined pur-

chasing power "organized consumer
power in action," according to a recent

publication by the Oil co-op.

The PVOC. now in its 10th year, is

open to most towns in Franklin.

Hampshire and Hampden counties

The annual fee to be a member of the

PVOC is $5 per household and $1 5 for

agencies and commercial businesses.

However, up until Oct. 31 the annu-

al fee is free for students, faculty, and
staff at the University of
Massachusetts.

On Oct. 9, the current market price

of oil was $1,029 per gallon. PVOC
members pay $1,009 per gallon,

according to Rita Brzozoski. a repre-

sentative at National Heating.

The average household oil tank
holds around 275 gallons, so on this

particular day PVOC members could

save $5.50 on a tank filling. But.

according to Cervini and Brzozoski the

oil prices and the savings fluctuate

from day to day.

The CSHRC in conjunction with the

Center for Ecological Technology
(CET) negotiates a written contract

with local oil companies that guaran-

tees them to provide a discount.

Oil co-op members receive a price

that is derived from the dealers whole-

sale cost plus a fixed mark-up. The
mark-up is what the oil dealers are

obligated to maintain.

Throughout the year, the CSHRC
monitors the oil prices to make sure oil

companies comply with the agreement.

According to Cervini, both the con-

sumers and the oil companies benefit

from the co-op.

"The oil companies are given more
customers and the customers get a dis-

count," Cervini said. In addition,

Cervini said that the reason there are

not more members is because "not

many people know about the PVOC."

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Corespondent

The weekly entertainment series.

"Something Every Friday," made its

return to the University of
Massachusetts last Friday night
with a performance by comedian
Teddy Smith followed by the film

Dragonheart.

Sponsored by the Campus
Activities Office, the event marked
the beginning of a year long enter-

tainment series.

Jose Tolson, of the Campus
Activities Office, began this pro-

gram last year with $50,000 grant

from Auxiliary Services and the

office of Tom Robinson,
Vice-Chancellor for Student
Affairs.

According to Tolsen, a consistent

schedule of events will attract more
students.

"We wanted to do something pre-

dictable, so that students would
know that every Friday night there

was something fun going on in the

campus center complex," Tolsen
said.

"Something Every Friday" is

actually a two-part event, with a

performer going on at 8 p.m., fol-

lowed by a feature film at 10 p.m.

The performers range from
singers, dancers, comedians, jug-

glers and even a hypnotist

"We try to put on as wide a range

of events as possible — the essence-

is to present a program series that

reflects the make-up of the campus
as a whole," Tolsen said.

Most of the programs will be
held in the Blue Wall, in order to

prevent conflicts with student-run

programming in the Campus Center

Auditorium.

Approximately 400 students
attend the program each Friday
night, with students having the

option of coming for either one or

both parts of the program.

Three students. Melissa
McPherson. Carrie Redin and
Kimberly Ingram, assist Tolson in

running the program.

"We do the publicity for all the

performances, and at least one of us

is in attendance on Friday night to

introduce the performers and to run

the film." Redin s;ml

" We also help decide on the acts

and work out details with the
agents," Redin said.

McPherson said the staff was
pleased with Friday's performance.

"It was good — it could have
been bigger, but it was good for the

first performance," McPherson
said.

McPherson also noted that the

staff is always open to student
input.

"We try to get as much input as

possible — we want to pick movies
that everyone wants to see."

McPherson said.

"Just stop by the Campus
Activities Office and tell us what
you would like to see." McPherson
said.

The performers for the rest of

October are the hypnotist
Astonishing Neal followed by the

film The Craft on October 1 1

.

Singer/songwriter Lisa Richards

will also perform, followed by The
Nutty Professor . starring Eddie
Murphy, on Oct. 18.

Comedian John Bush wll enter-

tain the crowd, followed by |ohn
Travolta's recent drama,
Phenomenon, on Oct. 25.

For more information, stop by
Room 416 in the Student Union or

check out the Campus ActivitiesWebsite:
http//www-unix. umass.edu/-jtol-
son/calendar.html.

COUKTNfY SMITH COUfCIAN

Drip, Drip, Drop
Students walked to class yesterday morning through the drippy weather.

Nasim lectures on gay issues

By Richard James
Collegian Correspondent

In the Campus Center yesterday after-

noon, famed Pakistani poet Ifti Nasim gave

a lecture entitled "On Being Gay and
Creative In South Asian Culture." The lec-

ture was sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts Stonewall Center.

A recipient of an honorary doctorate of

literature from the World Peace Academy
in Delaware and the presti

gious R.N. Tagore Award.
Nasim read excerpts from

his latest collection of poet-

ry. Narman, and held a

question and answer peri-

od.

Chronicling the experi-

ences of South Asian men.

Nasim 's poetry reflects on
the alienation and repres-

sion of South Asian gays

and lesbians.

"We are like sweet meat

put upon a tray in a shop
and a big bulb is shining all its light upon
us. We think nobody is kxiking on us but

everybody knows," Nasim said in answer

to his friend Ali, who urged him to marry.

He then started to read his poetry and
began with "For Ali." a poem in dedication

to his friend who is HIV-positive.

Originally from Pakistan. Nasim who
now resides in Chicago, recalled a visit that

he made to Pakistan in support of the

underground publication of his btxik.

He said. "I left Pakistan. The fanatics

threatened to kill me. I did not want to cre-

ate a fuss, so I left

An act of coinage and selflessness has

courrtsv SAPAC A

Iftikhar Nasim spoke on
campus yesterday.

allowed for him to continue to help the les-

bians and gays still living in Pakistan. He
has used his celebrity status in his country

to help a few of his gay country men seek

asylum abroad. The process requires an
interview given by Nasim. and a signed

affidavit after a satisfactory interview. He
in fact was accompanied to the lecture by a

man who had benefitted from this pro-

gram.

Nasim was able to get his book pub-

lished by a gay publisher in

Pakistan. He had to rewrite

the book in a short period

of time in order to have it

distributed underground.
By the time the government
found out about the book, it

had sold out. He then wrote

a book of poetry which had

a more asexual theme, and
which increased the value

of his name among the

book publishers in Pakistan.

Nasim spoke on the pres-

sures put on all men (both
gay and straight) to get married, and the

damages caused within the society due to

the repression of homosexual feelings

"Here in the United States pedophile
are those men who sleep with young boys
out of fulfillment of their power issues."

Nasim said.

"In Pakistan and other South Asian
countries it is out of a necessity — these

men were homosexuals who were forced to

get married and became victims of their

own society. I am against molestation of

children, it is the worst crime that anyone
can commit because children are so vtilner

able." he concluded.
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Concert — Southwest Area Government presents Yep

with special guests Colonel Mustard Trio and liggle the

Handle at 8 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. Tickets

are $5 at Tix Unlimited. For more information, contact

the Southwest Area Government at 545-0960.

Lecture — Wolf Eston, from the University of New
Mexico, will give a lecture entitled "The 2.06Ga Bushveld

Catastrophe. South Africa and Its Possible Global Effects

on the Proterophytic-Paleophytie Boundary." in Morrill II

South, room 131 at 3:30 p.m. This lecture is a part of the

Geosciences Lecture Series.

Movies — United Christian Foundation's student fel-

lowship invites interested students to the movies at

Folsum House, 367 N. Pleasant St.. at 7:30 p.m. Popcorn,

comfy chairs and it's free. Contact Rev. |ohn Ike for more

information at 582-5454.

Opening Reception — The Student Union Art Gallery

welcomes Bcnigna Chilla back to Amherst for an exhibi-

tion of her current works. Her art will be on display at the

Student Union Art Gallery Oct. 10-Nov. 1. The reception

will be from 5-7 p.m. For more information, call

545-0792.

Rally — The Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance will hold its

annual National Coming Out Day Rally on the steps of

the Student Union at noon. There will be speakers fol-

lowed by an open microphone for those who wish to

speak on the importance of the day. or simply for those

who wish to "come out
.

"

Study Break — National Coming Out Day study break

with a showing of the "Torch Song Trilogy." at 7:30 p.m..

along with food, fun and prizes. The event is free and

sponsored by the Stonewall Center. Crampton House. For

more information, call the Stonewall Center at 545-4824.

Saturday, Oct. 12

Reading — The Unitarian Society of Amherst will pre-

sent a dramatic reading of William Luce's play. The Belle

of Amherst. The performance will take place in the

Meetinghouse at 121 North Pleasant St., Amherst. Tickets

are $6/students and Seniors: $7/advance purchase:

$8/door. Seating is limited and advanced tickets are avail-

able at the )ones Library.

Sunday, Oct. 13

Music/Literature — Old Crow Review presents an

evening of live literature and music at the Raven used

Bookstore. 4 Old South St.. Northampton. The evening

begins at 7:30 p.m. Featured readers include William

Monahan of Esquire and The New York Press, |ohn Rose,

author of Woad: A Class Trip on a Wonderbread Bus to

Homes of Fingerprint Hands; and poet lames O'Donnell.

Monday, Oct. 14

Class — "Feminism and Mysticism," a free drop in class

focusing on women and lewish mysticism at 7 p.m. at

Chabad House at 30 N. Hadley Rd.. Amherst. Free and

open to the public.

Tuesday, Oct. 15

Lecture — Wildlife Society presents "Birds. Butterflies,

and Beyond: Evolving Natural History Interests" with

Dave Small, at 6 p.m. in Holdsworth Hall 203.

Refreshments will be served.

Notices

Informational Session — Are you confused about

Student Loans? Come to an information session hosted by

Financial Aid Services, on Thursday. Oct. 31 9 a.m.-noon

in Campus Center room 162-75.

Hebrew Speakers — Weekly "Schulan Lurit" meets

every Wednesday 3-4 p.m. in the Bluewall in the Campus

Center. Look for a sign inside on the right as you enter

the cafe. All Israelis and other Hebrew speakers are wel-

come.

Theatre — A One-Act Stand: Three One-Act Plays

About Trying to Connect. Ox'erruled. by George Bernard

Shaw; The Field, by Robert Spera; and The Wibbly,

Wobbly. Wiggly Dance That Cleopattterer Did, by Tony

award- winner Terrence McNally. From the UM Theatre

M.F.A. Directing Workshop. Tickets are $b and $3; for

group rates call 545-6820. Curtain Theatre, FAC. 8 p.m..

Oct. 9-12.

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final

Examination Schedule will be available beginning Friday.

Oct. 18. Copies will be delivered to students in residence

halls, and will be available to off-campus students in the

Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore).

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

your help is needed. If interested, call Jordan at

546-3548.

UMass Hang Gliding Club — Learn how to hang glide.

The UMass Hang Gliding Club is sponsoring a beginner

weekend on Oct. 19-20. Sign up now because space is

limited. This is the cheapest way to learn how to fly — no

experience necessary. Meetings are on Tuesdays at 6:30

p.m.; everyone is invited to attend. Check board by SU

ballroom for location of meetings and office hours. For

more information, call 545-0804 and leave a message.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45 a.m. Please call Mark to confirm, or for

other stops, at 253-0361.

Walk-In Information — To help students and their

families stay healthy and access University Health Services

more easily, members of the Health Reach International

team are available to help you find answers to your ques-

tions and concerns: Mondays 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the

Health Education Dept., UHS room 248 (call 577-5181

for more info); Tuesdays 6:30-8:30 p.m. in the

International Lounge. Prince House (call 545-2299 for

more info). All conversations are confidential.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student

Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout, Copy, and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m.. 304

Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.
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GAY, LESBIAN,
SISEXUAL ISSUES

Heeds
Writers!

If you are interested in writing for the

Collegian and working on issues that

pertain to you or your friends please

come to the
w

Collegian at 113 Campus Center

and ask for Jamie Sinsheimer or leave £

a note in my mailbox. All students are

welcome to apply, whether you are at
GLB student or just an ally.

AAA AAA AAA
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Campus Piilice Log
A vehicle rolled out of its spaceAlarm — Fire Trouble Draper Hall.

Oct. 9 in parking lot 52. The owner was

There was a dumpster fire on Larceny notified.

North Pleasant Street. The Oct. 7

Amherst Fire Department was An individual in the Morrill Suspicious Person/Activity

notified. Science Center reported a missing Oct. 8

I.D. and checkbook. Individuals urinating olf of the

Animal Complaint There was a report of a Yukon balcony in Pierpont Residence Hall

Oct. 7 bike missing from Cashin were advised to leave.

A dog found and brought to the Residence Hall. Oct. 9

police station was transported to Oct. 8 There was a report of an individ-

the pound. A backpack was stolen from the ual pulling on door handles in

W.E.B. DuBois Library. parking lot 22.

Assault & Battery A Sorento bicycle was stolen

Oct. 7 form Coolidge Residence Hall. Traffic Stop

Report of past altercation in Oct. 8
Brett Residence Hall. The individ- Lost/Found Property Tuan V. Nguyen, 23, of 90 Keith

ual was advised of procedure to Oct. 8 St., Springfield, was stopped on

file court complaint. A license plate was found on North Pleasant St. for running a

Oct. 9 Stadium Drive. An attempt was red light, and arrested for opera-

Mark A. Stephens, 20, of 99 made to contact the owner. tion of a motor vehicle with a sus-

Longfellow Rd., Worcester, was A 10 speed bike found in pended license.

arrested for assault and battery Kennedy Residence Hall was
with a dangerous weapon (to wit brought to the Police Lost and Vandalism

chair) in Wheeler Residence Hall. Found. Oct. 7

A smoke detector was ripped

Family Offenses, Domestics Suspicious Vehicle from the ceiling in Pierpont

Oct. 8 Oct. 7 Residence Hall.

There was a report of subjects There was a report of a vehicle Oct. 8

involved in a verbal argument at with no visible plate in parking lot A vehicle in parking lot 44

the Haigis Mall. 43. appeared to have been kicked.

Oct. 8 Oct. 9

Health/Safety Hazard A vehicle was reported to be A report of racial graffiti found

Oct. 7 blocking the east bound lane on in the New Africa House was dis-

There was a report of burnt Clark Hill Road. covered to be the works of a rap

wood caused by a steam radiator in Oct. 9 song.
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continued from page 1

Commonwealth of Learning," which
is a comprehensive document which
will serve as a blueprint for the
University planning over the next five

years.

"Campaign UMass will help UMass
become a preeminent University in

the nation and throughout the

world," Bulger said, "it will also help

in achieving membership in the AAU
[American Association of

Universities]."

The resources gained through pri-

vate fundraising will assist in the

implementation of Strategic Action.

For instance, the major initiatives

of Scott's plan, which include such
items as Scholarships and Financial

Aid, Faculty and Staff Roles and
Rewards, Diversity and
Multiculturalism. call for $7 million

which could be funded by money
generated through the campaign.

Strategic Action will then lead to

preparation for the American
Association of Universities (AAU).
The AAU is a group of 60 universi-

ties who produce more than 90 per-

cent of university research conducted

II
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ost residential fires occur at night

while people are sleeping Here are

some bedroom safety tips courtesy of

the Sleep Products Safety Council and

the U S Fire Administration

• Never smoke in bed The risk ol

falling asleep while smoking is too

great

• Don t leave children unsupervised

Store matches and lighters out of

children's reach in a locked cabinet

• Don't place portable heaters within

three feet of the bed or other

flammable materials, or use them to

dry clothes.

• Don't leave heaters unattended or go

to sleep while they are on Don't use

extension cords with them, and

unplug them after you turn them off

• Don't run electrical cords over or

under the bed. or trap them

between the bed and the wall,

where heat could build up

• Never place heai-producing

appliances (such as electric curlers)

on a bed

• Use only electric blankets listed by

a testing laboratory

• Discard any mattress made before

1973 iwhen the Federal Mattress

Flammability Standard went into

effect I

• Install and maintain smoke

detectors on every floor ol your

house - including near the

bedrooms, or even in bedrooms.

and away from air vents And. sleep

with your bedroom door closed

• Plan and practice bedroom fire '

escape routes

Council o*d U*»

•
from Ihr u S f tre Adminitintiofl

in the United States; these research

intensive Universities have a power-

ful force in Washington D.C. in terms

of attaining resources.

Also, AAU status would place

UMass in a select group of 1 6 univer-

sities who are also Land Grant uni-

versities.

Created in the 19th century, Land
Grant universities were created to

make higher education available to a

wider array of students coming from

middle-class families. They empha-
sized both academic and agrarian dis-

ciplines.

Events

Campaign UMass will begin offi-

cially on Thursday at 8 p.m. A dinner

featuring a performance by jazz musi-

cian Billy Taylor '75 and an address

by Scott will kick off the campaign. A
new UMass multi-media slide presen-

tation will be shown.

On Friday, open classes, lectures,

tours showcasing University faculty

and students will be available to

alumni.

From noon to 2 p.m. there will be

an all-campus community celebration

featuring hot dogs and music and

dance by student performers.

A convocation ceremony with

Chancellor's Medals presented to

outstanding alumni and supporters

will follow.

Also taking place at 8 p.m. is the

22nd Annual MultiBands Pops con-

cert, showcasing more than 500 fac-

ulty and student performers.

Saturday will begin with a

Homecoming Parade which will be

followed by tailgating festivities

including a tent party with Scott in

the stadium.

The events will end with the

UMass vs. Buffalo football game.

"It is very important that faculty

members get involved in the cam-
paign." said Secretary of the Faculty

Senate |ohn Bracey at a recent meet-

ing.

He added that Campaign UMass
will be crucial to the continuing suc-

cess of the University.

President Bulger said that he will

attend the kick-off dinner at the last

Board of Trustees meeting.

Correction

The article "UM students organize for Immigrants & Poor March" published
yesterday omitted key march organizer Dominica Perez. Perez is a senior polit-

ical science major and a senator for the ALANA caucus.

The Collegian regrets the error.
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22nd Annual Feast for the Eyes & Ears

...with more than 500 Performers!

Back in the Fine Arts Center

for 2 Nights:

Thursday& Friday,

October 17& 18
*Minuteman Marching Band

Jazz Ensembles

Wind Ensembles

i Dancers & More
Save!

THURSDAY
8p.m.

General Admission
$9

Elders, students,
children under 18 $3
& UMass students

TICKETS
available at the

Fine Arts Center Box Office

413-545-2511
Groups must reserve by October 4.

Groups of 10
or more

$4

CO-SPONSORED BY:

Advocate

FRIDAY
8p.m.

General Admission |Q
Elders, students,
children under 18 *10
& UMass students

w
Groups of 10
or more *8
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AM 1430
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Campus Perspectives
Photographed and Compiled by Courtney Smith

What is your favorite part about
autumn?
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"The colors. There's just no
place like New England in

October to see all of the red,

yellow and orange fall tones."

Salvatore Jay Frontierro
sen/or, wildlife conservation

"The splattering of funky

-colored leaves across the

countryside."

Gregory Keilet

junior, pharmacognosy

AND STACEY MORCENSTERN
senior, French

"The nights are cool."

Lisa Przyuski

junior, plant and soil science

"The Valley has a certain

color scheme."
Kim Yarnick
senior, nursing

"The autumn breeze."

Leron Eaton
graduate, labor studies

"The sweater weather."

REBECCA SYLVIA

sophomore, environmental sci-

ence

"The foliage, the cool
breeze and being able to sit

under a tree."

Courtney Simmons
freshman, management

Third party senate candidate attacks Weld
By Glen Johnson

Associated Press

BOSTON — Susan Gallagher, a third-party can-

didate in this year's U.S. Senate race, has been

endorsed by a group of conservatives, and she used

the opportunity to unload on the Democratic and

Republican nominees.

Not only does the Conservative Party candidate

disagree with Gov. William F. Weld and Sen. |ohn

Kerry on abortion, but she also opposes their sup-

port for gun control, affirmative action, foreign

trade agreements and growth in government spend-

ing.

"This is a culture war. and it's time for us to

make a decision about which way we want this

country to go," Gallagher told about 25 supporters

gathered at the Omni Parker House hotel yester-

day. She said the country can either continue its

decline toward a secular society or return to its

)udeo-Christian roots.

"I want to teach my daughter the values I want

her to learn," Gallagher said. "Government has

gotten too big and too intrusive into our lives."

Gallagher, a 37-year-old Milton real estate bro-

ker, has been excluded from the major Senate

debates featuring Weld, the Republican nominee,

and Kerry, the Democratic incumbent. She also has

received little mention in numerous mainstream

media stories about the race.

But Gallagher is on the Nov. 5 ballot, along with

Weld, Kerry and Natural Law Party candidate

Robert Stowe. Some polls have shown her with

about 5 percent of the vote, which could cost Weld
the election in a close race.

Her campaign is clearly targeted at Republicans

unhappy with Weld's liberal social policies and the

overall growth of the state budget since he took

office in I991. It has risen from $12 million to just

over $17 billion.

In an interview after her news conference,

Gallagher said she wouldn't mind if her candidacy

indirectly helped Kerry - even more liberal than

Weld - win re-election.

"Regardless of who wins, it's going to be the

people who decide," she said. "And to be quite

frank with you, 1 don't want Bill Weld to bring the

same policies to Washington that he brought to

Massachusetts."

Gallagher also said that Lt. Gov. Paul Cellucci

had approached Conservative Party leaders last fall

about having her step out of the race. She said she

turned down the chance to meet with Weld him-

self.

"I was invited to go meet, I knew the meeting

was taking place, but I refused to go because 1

didn't want my values compromised," she said.

Cellucci was out of his office and did not imme-
diately return a phone message. Last week Weld
denied any contact between the campaigns.
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Make Someone's Birthday

a Blast! Send a Collegian

Happy Birthday Classified.

HALF PRICE
Only at the Collegian

Newsstand on the Campus
Center Concourse.

Daily 10am - 2pm

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OE MASSACHUSETTS PRESENTS

A WEEKLY PROGRAM SERIES: SOMETHING EVERY FRIDAY

featuring
Hilarious Hypnotist

ASTONISHING NEAL

This series made

BLUEWALL CAFE
OCTOBER 1 1 , 1 996 8:00pm FREE
"THE CRAFT" Immediately Following

possible by a Grant from Auxiliary Services and the Vice Chancellor for Student Affarirs
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well-known companies ami see

how they are using our

software tools »**f

their products.
"

William KohUr,

MSME, 1994

Benchmark Applications Engineer

Cool Technology
""""'

In the red hot CAD/CAM/CAE marketplace, Parametric Technology

Corporation continues to lengthen its lead. Our Pro/ENGINEER* software

products and Pro/MECHANICA™ design automation tools have made us the world's #1

vendor in our field. PTC has achieved 33 consecutive quarters of increasing revenues,

currently exceeding $500 million .. . placed # 1 4 on the NASDAQ 1 00 Index o( America's top

)
growth stocks...and won the coveted 19% COMPIJTERWORLD Smithsonian Award for

t
' Technical Innovation in Manufacturing. At PTC, you'll find the best of high tech talent, the

I coolest new technologies, and a fast-paced environment rich in challenge, stimulus and rewards.

We are actively seeking undergraduate and graduate students in the following disciplines:

• MECHANICAL, MANUFACTURING, and AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

• COMPUTER SCIENCE, MATH, and PHYSICS

• RELATED TECHNICAL FIELDS

PTC provides highly competitive compensation, a matching 40 1 (k) plan, employee stock purchase plan, edu-

cational assistance, and a fully paid benefits package.
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^J Chinese - American Cuisine ^J

Restaurant & Bar
MT FARMS MALL

ROUTE 9 • HADLEY . 566-2774

stwry. Stiv-Trui Noon-2 am. Rl & Sd. noorrlam

:njoy
HALF PRICE
APPETIZERS

> PM-Close • 7 Days a Week
31 SELECTIONS!

No other promos appV
EAT IN ONLY.

n

To explore a future with PTC, please visit your Career Center today. Direct resumes are also accepted.

Mail/fax to Human Resource*, specifying location preference and either Mechanical Engineering or Software

Development interest, lob locations include the following: SAN JOSE, CA — Dept LT/UM, Parametric

Technology Corp., 2590 N. First St., San Jose, CA 95131. Fax: (408) 953-8700;

BOSTON, MA and all other offices in N. America, Europe, and the Far East — Dept.

PJ/UM, Parametric Technology Corporation, 128 Technology Drive, Waltham, MA
02154. Fax: (617) 398-5674. We are an equal opportunity employer M/F/D/V.
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Catch the latest on ptc and pmUm
worldwide, visit us on the Web.
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Practice what you scream

Humphrey

brown III

It
still amazes me when I think

back on a year ago and realize

that I was one in a million (over 2

million really, but who's counting?)

St the Million Man March on
Washington.

And as the anniversary of the

March rolls around, I can't help

thinking about what real affect the

March has had on my life and on the

lives of the other mil-

lions of brothas (and

sistas) who had any-

thing to do with that

historical event.

For me, the March
was a look at things to come. Brothas

were being real to one another; not

clouded by ego or pride. It meant
nothing to accidently bump a brotha

or scuff the tops of his shoes. We
were all there in the spirit of the

March and we all had an agenda. We
were black men and that was all it

took to unite us.

We all knew that the media's fears

of the March weren't that there was
going to be violence and bloodshed.

.Their fears were that we would come

.together, a million strong, and handle

business. They were half-right.

The March literally, at least for me,

represented a Utopia of sorts.

Nothing but righteous brothas doing

the work of God (Allah) and giving

priority to peace and unity. Add the

unification of both brothas and sistas

and you have heaven on earth. The
March epitomized black solidarity at

its finest. Everything was peace.

And after all the speeches had
been made and all the Final Calls dis-

tributed, the March ended and mil-

lions of inspired black men got back

in their cars and on their buses, ready

to go back and change their commu-
nities. And. as Minister Louis

Farrakhan told us to go and tell

everyone what we had seen and
learned. 1 remember thinking that

now America was finally going to see

black men and women stand up and

claim what's ours — get our piece of

the pie.

Today. I wish that I had never har-

bored such expectations. When you

build your hopes up, you run the risk

of being disappointed.

More often than not,

your dreams of a per-

fect world will always

fall short, because this

is far from a perfect

world and even farther from a perfect

society.

Needles to say, my hopes of a

Utopian, black community, after the

March, fell flat on its face. Funny,
what a difference a year makes.

Nationwide, it seems as if the spirit

of the March has somehow faded
away and now we're back to square

one.

How many of us can honestly say

that we are still holding true to the

oath that we took one year ago?

I know that there are some brothas

out there who are truly keeping it

real and doing all they can to stay

righteous in the midst of continued

oppression and racism. Yet. these

brothas are few and far between. Too
many brothas are just not staying

true to the plan and agenda of the

March. The numbers don't add up.

It goes like this: if there were over

2 million men at the Million Man
March and each one of those men
went home and taught another, and

another taught another and so on. we
would have millions upon millions of

brothas and sistas united and strong,

right now. America would look at us

through different eyes, because

America would have to stand up and

pay respects. We would have our
piece and there would be nothing to

stand in our way but us.

Unfortunately, that isn't the case.

Mad brothas that were at the March
no longer even believe in the spirit of

the March. They've found that after

the initial "after March" affect has

worn off, they're back in their same
'hoods, dealing with the same old

problems they had before the March.

It's almost like coming out of a

movie theater after you've just fin-

ished watching a real intense action

flick. You still have the urge to do
what you've just seen in the movie,

but after a minute or two you calm

down and return to reality. And right

there, is the problem. We seem to

have this mindset that the Million

Man March wasn't real. It was as if

the ideals of the March were some-

thing that could only work for a day

or two (a week if you're lucky) and
then it's back to life, back to reality.

The idea of black men, united and
righteous, is a reality. At least it can

be if we truly strive for it. What was
the point in even having a march if it

was only supposed to mean some-
thing for one day? That isn't logical.

If a million black men can come
together and be righteous in

Washington, D.C., we can surely be

united in our own individual commu-
nities.

As we come upon Oct. 16. 1996
— I truly pray that we get another

dose of the same spirit that dominat-

ed the March and had over 2 million

black men screaming. "Long live the

spirit of the Million Man March !"

Brothas. it's time to practice what

we scream.

Humphrey brown III is a Collegian

staff member.

The headache of school laws

Jacob W.

Michaels

America's schools have a drug problem.

This isn't news. However, it is no longer the

students attending the school who have a prob-

lem, but the people who run them. Recently, two dif-

ferent cases have occurred of school administrators

suspending students for having drugs, even though the

students didn't even use them.

In Ohio, two eighth-grade honors students —
Kimberly Smartt and Erica Taylor — were suspended

after Smartt was caught giving a drug to the Taylor,

even though she never used it. The drug in question?

Midol.

It gets better though. Taylor was allowed to

return after a nine day suspension
when she agreed to take part in a drug

evaluation and counseling program
that she must pay for. Smartt was
allowed to return after the school
board reduced her 80-day expulsion to

three days as well as 10 days of suspension she had
already served.

Less than two weeks after, a 1 3-year-old honors
student was suspended in Texas when police dogs
sniffed drugs in her backpack. Her illicit possession?

The common pain reliever Advil.

Combined with the recent sexual harassment
problems caused by kissing 5-and 7-year-olds,
these actions show an alarming trend in our
schools.

Administrators are overreacting to rules meant to

create a safe, learning environment.

The rules are there for an important reason.
Regardless of personal feelings on drug use. just like

cigarettes and alcohol, children should not be smoking
pot. dropping acid, or any other type of illegal sub-

stance.

However, Midol and Advil are hardly the latter-day

coming of heroin or cocaine. They are over the counter

drugs bought for a specific purpose — relieving men-

strual cramps and headaches. Chances are many of you
reading this have at least taken one of these pills, if not

jarried a bottle around with you like these young
women.

But the current mood in schools now make these

crimes worth depriving students of a large chunk of

their educational time.

Some administrators fear parents will sue over a

supposedly unsafe environment in schools — especially

in the sexual harassment cases — but for the most part

these are knee-jerk reactions.

What has happened to our ability to think and act

as reasonable intelligent human beings? What has

happened to our ability to realize that

a 13-year-old child can use Advil
safely, and that regardless of what a

police dog's nose may say. that it isn't

an illegal drug? What has happened
to our ability to say while this may

technically break a rule, suspending someone because

they wanted to treat a headache is not the point of the

rule?

Apparently, these abilities have left us just as school

boards all over the country seem to be taking leave of

their senses.

The country needs to take a step back and relax. It is

time to start using our common sense again.

Everyone involved in these cases knows how
ridiculous it is to punish students for trying to pre-

vent common pains. Now they need to find the com-
mon sense to be able to say these rules are written

too broadly and should not be enforced in these

cases.

From there, hopefully the notion will spread and we
will no longer be forced to hear about frivolous court

cases, chairs being bought for thousands of dollars and

various other symptoms of the country's current lack

of sense.

lacob W. Michaels is a Collegian columnist

Columbus policy

questioned

I am writing about the Collegian's

Oct. 9th article "Columbus Rally

Planned" and the page 4 editorial

about Columbus Day on the same
date. The Collegian's ed-op policy

states "the views and opinions
expressed on this page are those of

the individual writers and do not nec-

essarily represent the views of the

Collegian."

This editorial was unsigned, high-

lighted and boxed and placed directly

under the mast head. I conclude that

it represents official Collegian policy

Apparently the "P.C." view is that

Columbus didn't discover America

since it was already occupied, and

thai he was a criminal whose arrival

should be vilified and not celebrated

I disagree.

Letters to the Editor

Columbus did discover America in

every important respect. This doesn't

mean that no human eye saw
America before him. It does mean
that he brought this continent to the

civilized world's attention. That is, to

the growing scientific civilization of

Western Europe.

The ultimate result was the United

States of America. Columbus' voyage

led to the incredible influx of people

and ideas on which this nation was

built and still rests. The opening of

America brought the ideas and
achievements of Aristotle, Galileo.

Newton and a host of others. These

ideas replaced a way of life based on
fatalism, superstition passivity and
magic.

Prior to 1492, this continent was
inhabited by primitive hunter-gath-

erers who wandered across the land

and lived from day-to-day. There
was virtually no change of growth

for thousands of years; life was
nasty, cruel, brutish and short. There

was no wheel, no written language

and little settled agriculture; there

were endless bloody wars. Western
culture brought enormous benefits

without which, most of us. regard-

less of ancestry, wouldn't be alive

today.

The people who built America, in

particular the waves of immigrants in

the 1700s and 1800s. did not come
here to wallow in "ethnic pride."

They embraced the essence of west-

ern civilization: that each individual

is a sovereign entity with the power
of choice and independent judge-

ment. We owe ourselves no less

today.

Bill Berghauer

Sunderland

Editor's note: Unsigned editorials

represent the majority opinion of the

Editorial Board

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and ao not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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Is anybody out there?

At this point, I'm probably the only one left on
campus, everyone else having gone home for the

long weekend, so I'm basically writing this col-

umn for myself. Hey Nick, how ya doin'? If there are

any other losers stuck here who bothered to pick up the

paper, I hope you enjoy this. I'm going to take this

opportunity to write about some of the things that

bother me but that don't individually warrant a full col-

umn.
O.K. First and foremost: Wade Boggs. I hate that guy.

What a jerk. I felt bad when the fans yelled "Margo" at

him back in the good old days— , even though he was
slime for cheating on his wife, but then he deserted us...

for the Yankees no less. Of all the dirty, rotten, lousy,

putrid, slimy, rancid... And then he gets drunk on an air-

plane and harasses a stewardess. Now the Yankees are

going places and he's riding along with
them. Damn him. Damn them. It'll kill me
if they win the Series. Although at the time I

thought it was cool. I no longer care that he

got pantsed on "Cheers." 1 hate Wade
Boggs.

Next: the apples in the DC. Last semester,

they had signs up proclaiming that the

apples we were eating were "Michigan
Apples!" This being Apple Week, 1 assume
the selection displayed before us is probably

from the same state. So what? Are we sup-

posed to be pleased we're getting apples all

the way from Michigan when there are orchards right

around here in prime season? I'd think a state school

would want to support its own state's agriculture. Why
not stimulate our economy by helping out Massachusetts'

farmers?

I've been told by several people that my column on
the escort service from two weeks ago is hanging up in

the UMass police station. Does this mean I'm blacklist-

ed? If I call escort again, am 1 going to have to use an

assumed name and wear a wig? If 1 so much as spit on
the sidewalk, will they book me? 1 feel like 1 pissed off

the mafia.

Maybe I'm just paranoid, but I think that escort van
I saw last night was following me. I'll have to search

my room for bugs now. I bet they tapped my phone.
Watch what you say if you call me — Big Brother is lis-

tening.

Another thing that annoys me this semester is the cost

of a new ID. At the end of last semester, my ID was in

pretty bad shape. It was barely in one piece, but I fig-

ured it wasn't going to get much use over the summer so

I'd wait until fall to get a new one. Big mistake. I could

have gotten it for $8. Instead. I had to pay $15. Yes,

that's right. The price didn't go up a buck or two. It

Nicole

Cournoyer

practically doubled. Why the heck do they have to

charge so much for replacement IDs? Why couldn't they

have told us last semester they were going to raise the

price?

A friend of mine went to get a new ID last semester

und they told her she didn't need one. Her old one just

needed to be relaminated. So they relaminated it and a

few weeks later, it was falling apart again. This semester,

she had to pay $1 5 to get it replaced.

Romantic movies. 1 always come out of them feeling

like the biggest schmuck for having let myself fall for thai

crap for two hours. Movies are dangerous. Sure, they

make you feel good for a little while, but they lie and I

don't like it.

I was standing in line to cash my check last Friday

and I was looking at the painting downstairs in the

Campus Center by the auditorium.
Perusing the painted pond. 1 spotted the

swan sitting prettily on the water. He was

looking at something expectantly: the

other swan, flying to meet him. I wanted

to cry. He must have been so happy in

those days. Now he's just a lonely, old

grump. Damn frat boys. What a bunch of

jerks. Then I remembered I was in line to

get money, and I felt better.

As annoying as those people who hand
you pieces of paper in the Campus Center

are. I feel left out when they don't give

me one. For example, I was walking by the Red Cross

table with my friend when a woman came up to her and
asked if she would like to give blood. My friend said

maybe and took the flyer the woman handed her. She
just ignored me. As she walked away. 1 mumbled some-

thing like. "What? Is my blood not good enough for

you?" I was really offended that she didn't want to

leech me too.

She heard my question and turned back to me.
explaining that she didn't think I was big enough to give

blood. She said I looked under the weight limit. Nice
save, lady.

But I was still annoyed because I'm not under the

weight limit. Although I'd never given blood before. I was
sure I would have no problem doing it. My pride was
hurting and I needed to save it so I went to the Cape Cod
Lounge to have my precious bodily fluid pumped out. I'll

show them. I thought.

I ended up lying on the table for an hour and a couch
for another hour because I felt so sick. But I gave my
pint of blood, dammit. No one can take that away from
me.

Pride is a terrible thing.

Nicole Cournoyer is a Collegian columnist.

My favorite cheer-ups

Luke

Meredith

If
you're like me, you've been in

a bad mood lately. All you want
to do is skip class and sit at

home, sulking about your crappy
luck and how "all this work came
out of nowhere." Well cheer up,

chief. I thought that

with mid- terms on
the horizon and the

rainy days piling up, it

was about time for

some tips on how to

cheer up. So I've decided to let you
in on a few of my favorite pick-me
ups.

Oasis' "She's Electric"

For all of you who bought Oasis's

Morning Glory because, and I quote,

"Wonderwall rocks!", I suggest you

let the CD run a few songs. If you do,

you'll find this breezy post- grunge

pop nugget to be the best thing the

Gallagher brothers have ever done. A
sampling of the lyrics gives you an

idea of just how wacky these

Manchester louts can be. To wit:

"She's got a brother, don't get along

with one another, but I quite fancy

her mother, and 1 think she likes me
too." Go Liam, you coked-up rock

star you!

Sportscenter

I can't leave the house without

watching at least one of the 10.000

Sportscenters that run each morning.

Where else can you get your sports

information in such a kooky fashion?

Dan Patrick and Keith Olbermann
rock it on the Big Show, and current

early-morning darlings Rich Eisen

and the existential zen master Stuart

Scott make waking up a little easier.

After 30 minutes with the Bristol

gang, you'll feel as "cool as the other

side of the pillow."

The men's bathroom on the fourth

floor of Goodell

In a school as large as ours, you
can find great little

places if you look hard

enough. You have to

see this place. The uri-

nals are made of mar-

ble, and the tiles are

exquisite. I'm imagining that this is a

remnant from a time when Goodell

was the old library, before the eighth

wonder of the world, the DuBois
Library, was built. This lavatory has

a soothing quality that can't be
explained. It can only be experi-

enced.

The Collegian's conservative
Ed-Op writers

Oh wait, there aren't any. Sorry,

my mistake.

Bull Durham
This late '80s baseball date movie

about Crash Davis, an aging catch-

er, and Annie Savoy, a community
college professor and occasional
harlet. could be about the sweetest

little movie ever made. And. oh the

lines! Movie classics such as "Why's

he calling me meat. I'm the one dri-

ving the Porsche!" and "He @#$%*
like he pitches, sort of all over the

place" resonate with feel-good
charm and aw-shucks Americana.

By all accounts, a definite pick-me

up.

A good old fashioned bong hit

If you're feeling down and blue, or

troubled by some foolish game, rip a

nice, phat binger and then order out.

You'll notice that, along with any
ability to comprehend the world
around you, your troubles will evap-

orate for a couple hours. I recom-
mend that you fire up a bong hit

before you try any of my other sug-

gestions. You may lose a few brain

cells after a couple sessions, but you
lose more drinking anyways. And
believe me, I know how much you
drink, skipper.

Read Martin (ones' full page ads

What a wacky guy. that Martin
Jones. Nothing puts me in a good
mood more than reading about the

end of the world, or whatever it is

he's saying, every day in my
Collegian. Prophecies could be the

best thing to snap out of a funk, and
Martin's whimsical musings on the

smallness of our existence get me
ready to party, baby.

Any Bon |ovi album
I'm being completely serious, peo-

ple. Come on, admit it. When you
flip through the radio and hear
"Living on a Prayer," you leave it

on, don't you? It's okay. I do too. If

Tommy and Gina's lower
middle-class struggles don't get you
goin' though, you may need a deep-
er fix. If this is the case, I recom
mend "Runaway," "In and Out of
Love" or the sentimental favorite
"Wanted Dead or Alive." Sing it

with me now, my children. "I play
for keeps, cause I might not make it

back..."

Yeah, |on, I feel your pain
Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist.
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What is National Coming Out Day?
Today is National Coming Out

Day. Oct. 11, 1996. This day hap-
pens every year. It comes and goes
to a lot of you like an ordinary
day. uneventful and meaningless.
To a gay student, today can be
one of the most important days in

his or her life.

National Coming Out Day was
founded on Oct. 11, 1988, the
first anniversary of the historic

1987 National March* on
Washington and the inaugural
visit of the Names Project (the

AIDS Quilt) to the nation's capi-

tal.

Following those events, leaders

in the lesbian and gay movement
decided that coining out was
basic tool for effecting change and

helping to dispel negative stereo-

types about gay people.

It was decided that Oct. 1

1

would be a day to focus attention

on coming out, raising the visibili-

ty of gay people in communities

and in the media.

"Coming out" is the act of an

individual revealing the truth

about his or her sexual orientation

to others.

Studies show that most people

who know someone who is les-

bian, gay or bisexual support
equal rights for gays. By coming
out to family, friends and
co-workers, individuals can have

a great impact on the social and
political status of gay men, les-

bians, and bisexuals.

— fumie Sinslteimer

Scott discusses being black & gay
African-American writer focuses an issues of race & loyalty I

By Richard James
Collegian Correspondent

I love •rwhat
I have heard many hor

out to their parents^

ed by their fj

people!

leard

'"of their home

that was not the case

household that consisted of

"a teacher and a grandfather who
chaplain in the army. I was taught two
to live and think in that household.

I was taught by my mother, that I was 1

could do anything as long as I put my
said that God loved me and had a wonc
me.

My grandfather told me that it was
girls to ride their bikes and that I shoul

always strive to be number one. H
stressed conformity and to never brea

the mold of what a little girl should be.

For years I felt torn. I felt as though
was forced to be two people. On on
hand I could be anything 1 wanted and
my mother, but on the other hand I

dier around my grandfather.

After years of feeling like I was a fre

less, because of what I felt inside. I rei

saying that nothing I could say or do w
love me less. I told her I was gay with te

and sorrow in my heart.

She didn't look surprised or angry. ShB
me with her arms as wide as the sea andBeld
told me that she loved me. I was able to H
er, because of the tight relationship thaBft
still have presently. I believed those woi

ness she told me.
That was four years ago. Since then

talks about everything. She remains s

completely open-minded about everythi

visits me, we usually take a trip to Northai

she browses through the "alternative" B

i came book stores. She has even purchased a couple of the

[reject- books.

Id met Along with the books she has purchased bumper
|r were stickers about "equality for all" to place in her class-

room, so that her students may feel comfortable and

I was safe when they are in her presence.

tr who My mother's main concern is not who I love, but that

retired I love myself and am happy. I am so grateful for what

ways she has given me. Not only did she give me" life, she

gave me her word and has not let me down.
Il and I Though my preferences conflict with her religious

it. She beliefs, she says and feels that I am her child and she

|an for will not push me aside by turning her back on me.
Over the past year I have changed a lot. I have

little become more open about myself and a lot more open

to people. I am no longer a terrified lit-

tle girl. With the support of my mother

and my best friend. I hjujt

empowered. With tha^jp
my fears are less jj^P^nt and my con

fidence is on tl

kt with My point, after hearing afJ^Hiearing about religious

fcid sol- parents that shut the dooi^Plrieir children, is to let it

be known that there ar^Bme religious parents who
understand the foundaj^p of religion, which is love

and acceptance.

1 write this not to sayB everyone to run quickly out

jch relief can potentially be

know that there are some,

led tor it not many parents who 3B\ love unconditionally

tie and I doubt if I would be (B^person I am today il my
moth- mother wasn't as loving asBL- was to me that day. I

id and doubt that 1 would be able^^look people in the eye

lender- while speaking with them

I am not really sure what 1 would have done if she

^e had had kicked me out or said I was crazy.' I don't think I

te and ever want to know. I'm just glad I remember her saying

to matter what."

I where "ivt ,s " UMass student.

(of the

Jamila

Beasely

"Your white lover won't save you."

So read the title of an article in the

black student newspaper at Yale
University. Though it had been years

since he stomped the halls of the pres-

tigious Ivy league campus, acclaimed

black gay author Darieck Scott, never

stops learning from the impact of both

that article and what he has experi-

enced since. This is a quality which we
can see crying from the pages of his

book Traitor To The Race, which was
published in 1995.

Scott's reaction;

. tkrod headMrte,

that conic with being invoTvt

interracial relationship

type of relationship that Scott himself

is involved in (he and his partner

Steven have been together since their

days at Yale). Readers of the book
should be informed that the events in

the book are purely fictional and are

not excerpts from the couple's private

life.

In his books and short stories. Scott

deals with the issues that are faced by

black gay men. Issues of identity, loyal-

ty to race and desire are all current

themes found both between the pages

of his books and the experiences of

black gay men around him.

"These are the issues that white gay

America are not ready for," Scott said.

On Oct. 4, in the Red Room of

verse Hall at Amherst College

ve a lecture entitled. "A Train

amed Desire: Black Gay Male
'olitics." Scott also spoke of

s of writing Traitor to the

aire. Scott spoke about the

t black gay men face in the

when asked about sexuali-

desire to date outside of

mmmmmm
e come into a conflict with

ties." Scott said. "If we should

t we are black then gay we are

denying the importance of our sexuali-

ty. If we should say that we are gay

then black, then we are considered a

traitor to the race." _
In recent years thei

Darieck Scott, § |n
Amherst College

ed African-American ga\

THANC, VO/COUKHAN

writer, spoke at

Jromosexu-

*sef| has been

used term when d
al African-Americ

"black gay men
"This is probably

identity that we coi

growing up would
ty." said Scott as he

Hampshire Mall on
afternoon.

After receiving hi

American literaturJ|

mean
and

briefly attending lawB-ivBTScott ana

his lover Steven fryed to Sani
Francisco, where h^now teaches,

course in African American literate

and works on his PHD at Star

University.

"It's difficult to know what J j

on with African Anierkart^BY as a

whole, many t imc^^M^men get

togejji^r^mi^^ Bed about
gay," I fit said. He

spoke about the silefl Bnd in the

iships of father to sons

Fee "which seems to be^^Ttradi
In in black c uluBI . :

• PTto sexu

t»Iit>."

I think tl^an older generati

black meuflmo succeeded wi

civil righMpovemertLflBioo!
and ihj^Kg— I

sonicaKj ain'tj

believe

within the black cc

eroding. A visit tcj

rican- American men reassured him
that their is hope for communication
among black men of all orientations.

In closing. Scon commented on the

exclusions of many contemporary gay

African-American authors from a

recent collection of short stories.

"I do not think that gay white
America is ready for the issues that

contemporary gay African American
writers are writing about."

at Mom never told me
The last time I dated a girl was in

the 9th grade. I broke up with her

shortly after being locked in a closet

for 10 minutes with her.

She sent me a note in class telling

me that she wanted to get "serious"

with me — a thought that terrified

me. although 1 didn't know exactly

why.

A few weeks after the bitter

break-up she asked me if I was gay.

lust like that. And you know what?
The thought had never occurred to

me.

So I went to the town library and
perused the'homosexual" section to

see if I qualified. I did.

Why had my mother never told

me about gays? Maybe if my family

more about the iss

>e stuck having u
t»at the boy they kne'

wasn't the same pers

light.

Mvm reading as

iiitiC the subject

of h Sexuality as I

-<&A Id finding out

wfaHjJWis

i Hided after a

>«S B I wasn't scoring a

til |i points, and so I ei

Jf£| Bortuous journey of

, explaining to Uncld

over that, in fact, a|

lly were just friend

yingB convince my sisters 1

I

;ll

lor

las

Jesse

Woodbury

Dark, violerw

lesbians aga\

\m teams

Mafia

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

BOUND
Written and directed by The

Wachowski Brothers

with Jennifer Tilly, Gina
Gershon, Joe Pantoliano

Playing at the Academy of

Music

Hype doesn't alwayj

point, and this is cj

case with Bound*
like a cockta^flj Inches

the precon^BJknknrai-noir in

the e^fl Bm a sexy and
f ujmI PWu dark and vio-

bf lesbians and the

title sequence dissolves

...j Violet's (Jennifer Tilly. Oscar

nominated for her role in Bullets

over Broadway) closet where
Corky (Gina Gershon, infamous

for her role in Showgirls) is

bound and gagged. Before there

are too many oohs and aahs that

we've discovered why the title is

named so or jokes about the clos-

et, we're presented these two

women's first encounter in an ele-

vator. Looks that smolder and

mouths that drool signify these

women's attraction to one anoth-

er, there is no need for an

after-school special sequence

where anyone comes out to clear

miftilli i — i i
—•
—

ir&rgji # for us.

t exchanges between the

raptujseductions of the two
d their plans to heist $2
from Caesar (Joe

o, playing the role of the

he hilt with a crazy con-

s role as Tommy Lee

ike

m
iviae an intensity that

ly won't feel comfortable with

— crossing lines of conventional

shock value. This isn't a mull

movie and it's unfortunate
because it's one of the most
inventive films this year.

Something has to be said for

seeing Bound in the Valley —
specifically the Academy of Music

in Northampton. For those new to

the Valley, the Academy is a

beautiful theater that screens

films, has live performances, and
hosts portions of the

Northampton Film Festival. The
audience of Bound at the

Academy reflects the diversi'

the Pioneer Valley. 1 lost count

the people who were offended
(not by the sex scenes, but by the

violence) and walked out because.

of the lesbian cheering squ
ruckus. I'm sure that Bound
would be as much of a delight if

they weren't there, but it's a com-
pletely refreshing feeling. A

didn't want to wear their clothes

(honestly, they're not even my size).

I still remember vividly the con-

versation I had with the first person

1 came out to. He was my friend

Rich, and I called him
in a panic:

I have something
to tell you. and I hope
you don't think I'm
dumb for saying this,

but I'm gay."

Thinking he would be picking

himself up off the floor, I waited for

him to rebut my proclamation.

Instead, he one-upped me with

"Wow. so am I!" I think he saved

my sanity.

After word got out in school that

I never had
1 have had two lives in these 28 years

been alive. When I was a month
^L/tom my 21st birthday. I had a

accident on my way to work.

As we^^^puncturing my lungs and
damagingV&cs in my left arm and leg

(they were nB^iiralyzed tor a tew

months), I hacnMfere brain injury. I

was in a coma for seiBdays. and when
I "got out" of my cotruNkgs in a veg

etable state with no memoBjJjjnd very

limited awareness

My boyfriend at the time

luid umc wuii 4
efee who knew
dent to have

* |H!*t tmif."fino tne* ij

my new one. I did come
back from (mentally) an

infant_s perspective.

I was in hospitals for

3 months, the first

month at Baystate

Springfield. 1 did not

at Baystate. Though
friends came to see

was a blank slate,

anyone or anythtn]

When I was

Spaulding Reh.

Boston where I

physical, occupl

started mumbling

a bona-fide homosexual
iigh School, I decided that

tell my Mom before one of

Sns at school did.

rtunately, that's not what
ed. She ended up reading a

ad written to a teacher, but

ew away, and so found out I

told my sisters, who told me
knew, but she herself didn't

UP
kwas the summer after my

jr. I spent most of

that suraiii!

I felt I had absolutely no one to

talk to who understood what 1 was
going through, and I was convinced

that my mother hated me.

I finally told her

of that long, uncc

mer. Do you kno?
me? "Don't go out|

men."

If I hadn't been

the moment I would

of my seat laughing

advice for anyone tc

Luckily for me
good friend. The rej

were completely
although my famil

stand it, theyst

at the end

ible sum-
she told

fiy strange

uatized at

ffallen out

[that good
?

lost one
*-§§iy friends

|ing. And
't under-

I survived high school. Now at

UMass, I still have to deal with peo-

ple carrying signs telling me I'm

going to hell, or telling me to stop

whining because I don't have
human rights.

Coming out isn't something yciu

do once — it's a life-long process Of

fighting your own intern*

;

homophobia, and
ing to tell people

j

you're gay becaus*

that you're straigl

fun. I spent most of my energy
fighting off the homophobic apathy

of my principal, arid ignoring yells

of "fag" as I walked iibwn the hall.

JOUST

you meetl

they will ass

and if you

jr true self|

invisible.

fesse Woodbury is a UMass\
dent

family was, my friends, my boyfriend,

to speak, and how to walk. Once
left hand worked even slightly, I

back to writing with it as I am a

banded writer. In the same way,

iy mind worked well enough to

enterMyuch thoughts, I was romanti-

callv/pIrBally interested in other men.

At Sp^kling, even before I was
cleat rr.) n^ke is John. I remember
feeling an inteBt in my roommate Eric

in a sexual wavBpt that anything ever

us in a physical

John

Beck

M al in

len I was

mily and
lost daily. I

memory of

enough I went to

nation Hospital in

daily rehabilitation:

nal. and when I

ech therapy as

well. was deemed
t my moth-

I went

for six

;n7*PA l^gLcnough to go and

„,tj ,j prUBBe outside of B<

back for out- patient the

ter 1 was dis

reason I have told you al

to say at no time in my recovery

my brain trauma did I need to relearn

that I am gay. I had to relearn every-

thing else, my name (given to me at

birth, not realty a part of me), who rriy

happened betv

way, he was kinl

didn't find this on

pass at him, he wad

atudJKked to him as a

t as for who he

blah.

This experience has

de me sure with no
doubts whjKlnd of people 1 am inter-

ested in^Ras shown me I am gay as I

am let t^mded and have brown hair.

I andDh out fellow, meaning I do not

hidejB^ fact I am gay. and am not shy

speaking up if people are being

or stupid about Gay, Lesbian,

, Transgender issues. If people

t deal with that. I am not sorry

tn^be not in i

theyBfe*t deal*

lite onBmie who can't accept me for

nnsell/Bjyer chose to_be eav, but I

have i hosBnot to ap

feel bad I >Being myself.

Find v^rself. Celebrate yourself,
"

•'• ii'it^T" may be. Bj^he afraid.

ay or lesbian or^Mtual or

transsexual is however yoiiB^|BJt,
and it can be a wonderful life.

lohn Beck is a UMass student.

A winter's wc
in my head
my lover's be\

Kiss me darli
till I have no

\

Please don't
Tell me your
when you'll

And ifyou wi
won't laugh,
ask why

\
spins

Ip into

Uss me
Id-

shy.
is and

die, I

won't

me push my yesterday and
old loves good-bye. We together
will pass them by.

I'll swallow your tears, and
you'll swallow mine. We'll
look into the eyes of others
and say "We're fust fine."

My queen in the night making
my throat dry.

My savior in the day making
se.

Day or night the climax is there.

;r alone or apart we, are
we and not you and I, because you
my queen taught me to fly.

— Jamilla Beasley
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Arts & Living
Deftones rush in with adrenaline

By Scott Bernard
Collegian Staff

The first thing noticeable about

the Deftones' debut CD,
Adrenaline, is how quickly buzzsaw

guitars and screeches of anger can

turn into ambient clean tone and

whispers, or be slightly inflected by

funk and hip-hop. The Deftones

are very much a hard-hitting metal

and hardcore band, but they aren't

opposed to throwing in bits and

pieces of other styles into the mix.

"I think one of the best things we
have going for us is our dynamics,"

frontman Chino Moreno said.

"There's never too much of any-

thing. It's not like there's a really

heavy song and then a real soft

song. Each of our songs contains

many different levels."

The 4-year old band made up of

vocalist Moreno, guitarist Stephan

Carpenter, drummer Abe
Cunningham and bassist Chi Cheng

come from the rising music scene of

Sacramento, Calif.

"Sacramento's a killer music-

scene, * Carpenter said. "But, it's

just not a great club scene. There's

like one good club and a couple

other places, but people really don't

go out there much."

So the band found refuge playing

in the Bay Area, Reno and Los

Angeles, quietly building a follow-

ing and playing with such diverse

acts as Bad Brains, Kom, L7, Quicksand, Anthrax. White Zombie, Pantera and most recently 31 1 (supporting them in

their recent visit to the Mullins Center).

Live, the band is one of the more energetic and intense young bands around. Immediately the attention goes to front-

man Moreno who throws himself into his lyrics and around the stage and sometimes into the crowd.

Adrenaline captures some of this live intensity in the studio with 1 1 songs of personal anguish which never let up for

a minute. More importantly the disc displays the Deftones' softer side with cuts such as "Fist." which is downright epic

and soaring.

Ska band performs high energy show

COURTIS* MAVUMCK ttCORDS

Deftones set to play Pearl St. this weekend

By Christina Poletto

Collegian Staff

THE SKOALS
Pearl Street

Oct. 7

The Spec'ials, in a debut show to

promote their new album, premiered

at Pearl Street on Monday night.

From the start, it was a high energy

show that had the masses dancing

through a repertoire of past and pre-

sent hits.

Ska band The Specials

lohnny Too Bad and the Strikeouts

started off the night with a strong

horn line and a frenzy of musical

melee. The lead singer, with his espe-

cially unique voice, pulled the band

through a set of strong and promising

ska tunes.

Schleprock. the second opening

band had its roots more in the punk

rock genre of music. They literally

rocked the hall with a suffocating

bass riff that obscured the lead vocals

and as well as the other instruments.

Few of the songs deviated from the
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COURTESY TH( SKOALS

normal punk characteristics; loud

vocals and basic chords on the elec-

tric guitar. It was interesting to see

them try to incorporate ska into their

music merely by bringing in a lighter

guitar riff. Still, it got the crowd
skanking, even if they were just

warming up for the Specials.

Neville Staple, on lead vocals for

the Specials, began the set with

"Navarone," a favorite among ska

fans. What followed, like "Dawning
of a New Era.""Do the Dog" and
"Rat Race." wrapped up an era of

greatest hits that permeated the late

•70s and early '80s.

On their new album, titled Today's

Specials, the band paid homage to

their influences and inspirations.

Songs from this cover album, such as

"Simmer Down," a Bob Marley
remake, were modernized and ener-

gized with horn solos and vocals

alike. "Take 5," a Paul Desmond jazz

classic, had a muffled trumpet to solo

its musical greatness.

Regardless of the promotion of the

new album, the Specials didn't leave

the fans without their favorites. "A
Message to You Rudy" and "Monkey
Man," as well as "Concrete Jungle"

and "Gangsters" may have been bot-

tom on the set list, but they finished

off a musically great show.

Garmarna kicks off tour in Noho
By Daniel Bodoh
Collegian Staff

GARMARNA
Iron Horse

Oct. 8

Garmarna navigates the com-
mon ground between rock and folk

— simple, accessible song struc-

tures and powerful, direct perfor-

mance. Recently featured on the

front cover of Billboard magazine,

the band is akin to Dead Can
Dance; both groups bring tradi-

tional songs from as far back as

the medieval era into the realm of

contemporary alternative rock,

while managing to preserve the

integrity of their folk- music roots.

Tuesday night revealed a

cross-section view of this

up-and-coming Swedish band's

continuing evolution.

The five members of Garmarna
took to the stage with an array of

apparently innocuous acoustic

instruments — violins, viola,

lute-guitar, guitar, flute and

hurdy,gurdy. However, this is dcli-

nitely an electric band; the instru-

ments are all wired and played

loud.

The band began with two instru-

mentals, the second of which was

cut short by an equipment failure.

After a lew awkward moments,

singer F.mma Hurdelin joined the

test of the group onstage for one ol

the band's most popular tunes.

"Mother and Daughter Punished.'

Garmarna's stage presence

needs some improvement. While

violinist Stefan Brisland-Ferner.

lutist Gotte Ringqvist and drum-

mer |ens Hoglin held their places

with ease and played passionately.

Rickard Westman barely attracted

notice with guitur on the sideline.

Hardelin, riveting with her power-

ful, clear voice, is unfortunately a

bit stiff and looks uncomfortable

on stage.

As the show went on, however.

the band loosened up. Amplified

and distorted violin lines, unique

drum approaches, and the incredi-

ble spectacle of a grimacing

hurdy-gurdy and lute lace-oll rem

iniscent of Van Halen, blew away

the former awkwardness. Once

they get cooking, this band can

rcully rock.

On "The Werewolf Song."

Brisland-Ferner produced haunt-

ing notes on the hurdy-gurdy

while Hoglin pounded out a quick

rhythm underneath Hardelin's pan-

icky singing. Closing with a medley

that featured Hardelin soloing a

traditional lullaby as well as a

piercingly beautiful call-and-

response with Ringqvist on flute,

the band came back for two
encores. The second encore ended

the evening upbeat with rowdy
party-song "Hailing from
Macedonia."

Quality music and a willingness

to experiment make Garmarna a

band to watch lor.

One act plays a crowd-pleasing success

By Julia Casson

Collegian Correspondent

A ONE AG STAND
Curtain Theater

Oct. 9

Powerful performances and touch-

ing screenplays produced a wonderful

evening of theater Wednesday night.

The audience was treated to a vast

array of talent during the course of

Overruled. The Field and The Wibbly.

Wobbly. Wiggly Dance That
Cleopatterer Did — three one-act

plays.

The small size of the Curtain
Theater gave the show a sense of dis-

tinctive personality. A simple yet ade-

quate stage set the mood for the

evening. Few props were used allow-

ing audience members instead to rely

on imagination.

Overruled is a light comedy center-

ing on a bizarre love circle between

two married couples. Taking place in

a seaside hotel in England, two hilari-

ous conversations occur as the audi-

ence witnesses two couples straying

from their spouses. Questions of love

and passion arise yet cannot be com-
pletely answered.

The audience's laughter was sub-

dued as the second performance, The

Field, began. It is a powerful drama

COUtHS* UNI AITS ClNTH

Jamie Belisle and Ron DesRosiers in The Wibbly, Wobbly, Wiggly Dance That

Cleopatter Did

portraying two soldiers crossing a

mine field. With every step, a joke

was told to lighten the mood of the

highly stressful situation. Tension

and drama could be seen each time ;i

loot was placed ufibn the grolifid

Throughout this ordeal the bond
between the two became strong, to

the point where they thought of each

other as brothers.

The mood lightened once again as

The Wibbly. Wobbly, Wiggly Dance
That Cleopatterer Did took center

stage. This play questioned two
men's sexuality during a late night

discussion. Light and comical lines

hid a sad storyline, however. Coming
to terms with one's own sexuality and

fcelilfgs of loneliness were explored

and brought to light.

The sold out crowd Wednesday
night left the theater after feeling

many emotions. Happiness, sadness

and pity are just to name a few. The
directors, cast and crew molded
together to create a thoroughly enter-

taining night.

Hallraker new kid on the hardcore
If you missed H20 and Farenheit 451 last

Thursday night at Pearl Street, you missed out on two

of hardcore's best shows. The show was fun and
energetic and a good time was had by all. One com-
plaint — why does everyone feel compelled to stand

on stage? You could barely see H20 because there

were so many kids standing there who were not even

diving or singing along. Todd Morse of H20 put it

best when he said, "It was a great show except for the

incredible shrinking stage phenome-
non."

Here in the Amherst-Northampton
area we have a fairly healthy scene in

terms of shows and attendance.
However we seem to be lacking when it

comes to local bands. Hallraker is the

obvious exception — a band made up
of Jim Belisle on vocals, |im Shea on
bass, Jim Pion on guitar, Paul Carlton

on guitar and Chris Bcvilacqua on
drums are an exception to the above.

Hallraker was formed last year over

spring break when Bevilacqua and Belisle decided to

form a band playing the style of hardcore that they

most enjoy.

"We wanted to play old school punk, like Black

Flag. We're so sick of 'my girlfriend dumped me'
crap." Bevilacqua said.

Hallraker. featuring members of Temperance,
Holdstrong, Cannon and Unbound, played their first

Adam
Dlugacz

since then have played at least three shows.

"lewel, Alanis Morisette, the Bad Brains.

Descendents, Black Flag and lceburn have all had an
impact on us," Bevilacqua said.

Pion feels a little bit differently,

"lesus was a big influence. Actually if SST and
Revelation Records had sex. Hallraker would be their

offspring." he said. "| Where) punk and hardcore
meet there's a blurred line — that's us. We're a little

bit of everything."

Hallraker also takes a different

approach to writing their lyrics.

"A lot of stuff Belisle writes is not

typical. We're not writing about the typ-

ical 'my girlfriend dumped me.' It's

stuff people can relate to — everyday
things," Bevilacqua said.

Hallraker seems to have a bright

future ahead of them. Despite the fact

that due to Pion's shortcomings (their

Maverick Record deal was called off),

the band will be releasing a seven-inch
single on Pindrop and Psych records. They're also try-

ing to play out as much as possible. They have an
upcoming show at Trinity College on Oct. I 7 and this

weekend they plan to rock Van Meter with Bane and
Line Of Fire on Saturday.

Bevilacqua may have claimed, "We want everyone
to hear our music and we want to get rich." but at the

same time Pion reminds us that Hallraker is "keepin"
show on May 16 at Pearl Street with the Marshes and it real, keepin' it local, representin' the homefront."
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UMass cross country heads to Paul Short Invitational

By Corey P. Goodman
Collegion Correspondent

The Massachusetts women's cross country
team eagerly returns to action this weekend
when it competes Saturday in the Paul Short
Invitational at Lehigh University in Bethlehem.
Pa.

UMass' first big invitational of the year will

hosr a field Of 31 teams from several districts.

The upper echelon of teams in attendance will

include No. 5 Georgetown. No. 7 Villanova and
No. 20 Penn State,

"Georgetown is unbelievable," UMass coach
Julie LaFreniere said. "They are one of the deep-
est teams in the country. They can run their

front seven or their back seven and still come
out atop the field."

Villanova is impressive and showed it by win-
ning the Meet of Champions in the Bronx two
weeks ago; and the Lady Lions from Penn State

have another strong team that's expected to out-

run the Minutewomen
But who will be the surprise of the week to

come up und challenge UMass'.'

"Watch out tor Cortland." LaFreniere said.

"They are a very strong Div. Ill team. In fuel,

they'll be stronger than most of the Div. I teams

there."

UMass star Rebecca Donaghue will also be

looking over her shoulder for Connecticut's

standout runner Danyelle Wood. Though
Donaghue has gotten the best of her the last lew

meets, un obvious rivalry is felt when the two

teams tangle.

In addition to UMass, the Atlantic 10 will also

send LaSalle, St. Joseph's and Rhode Island to

round out the field in Bethlehem

Tough competition won't be the only concern

for the Minutewomen at Lehigh, they will be

running a very challenging course.

"It's a difficult course," LaFreniere said.

"There is a lot of uphill running and it's all on

rolling grass. After a fast, dirt- covered course at

Van Cortland Park [Meet of Champions],
Lehigh's soft grass is slow and will weur down
the runners," LaFreniere said.

The Paul Short Invitational only allows seven

runners per team. A simple math equation and

basic knowledge of the sport tells you that for

UMass to succeed this weekend in u field of

200+ runneis. they'll have to push their times up
and bridge the disunite between each runner.

LaFreniere has seen signs ol this potential the

past tew weeks

"Rebecca had a virus at Van Cortland Park

and couldn't perform her best against the

Villanova runners." LaFreniere said "She's in

top form right now. ready to run atop the pa«. k

Senior Katie Grccntu has been unother key

runner for the l.ulienicrc's Minutewomen.

"Katie hud a fantastic race at Van Cortland

Park, running very close to the Villanova top

four," LaFreniere suid. "She's hud super woik

outs all week, and she's I very strung runner, so

the hills won't bother her"

lunior Christy Murtin und senior Molly
Dunlup have also shown signs of promise

"Molly ran the race ol her life at Van Cortland

(23rd place, 19:35)." LaFreniere said

"Whatever she did two weeks ago. she'll need to

do uguin."

"Christy Murtin hus been one of our most con

llttent runners." LaFreniere said. "She has to

remain ten seconds or belter off Katie's pace for

us lo be successful.

"

VoUeybaR continues trip;

uuiR play XavierJDayton

By Jeremy Adams
Collegian Staff

Women's Soccer
continued from page 1

2

The Ruiders meanwhile are 6-7

this year after dropping a 1-0

decision to Detroit on Wednesday

in their last action. In the only

meeting ever between the schools,

UMass crushed Wright State 7-0

in last year's UMass Classic. In

thut match the whole team saw

playing time with UMass running

up its highest goal total since

Rudy took over the program in

1988.

Powell had a pair of goals

against the Raiders last year,

while Rutherford and Tina

Lightning also found the back of

the net. Someone will have to step

forward starting this weekend to

fill a mighty large pair of

Reeboks, and Rudy feels confi-

dent that his squad will pick up

the slack.

"When potential meets oppor-

tunity great things can happen,"

the coach said. "With out our

leading scorer someone's going to

have to step up and I think it will

be more than one. Everyone's

going to have to step up and 1

think they will."

Men 's Soccer
continued from page 1

2

weekend with u 3:30 p.m. contest

uguinst Dayton and then wraps things

up with 1 p.m. buttle against Xavier

Dayton (5-5-1. 4-1-0 A-IO) trav-

els to Amherst with a full head of

steam after last weekend's dual sweep

of St. Joseph's (5-2) and Temple
(3-2). In the standings, the Flyers are

tied for first in the A- 10 along with

Rhode Island with 12 points.

Though with a young club (12
freshman and six se>phomores out of

26 players) chances are UD will be

up for Friday's match, after it travels

to Rhode Island in an attempt to

break its tie with the Rams. In addi-

tion, Flyers coach Dwayne Schaffer is

in his first year at the helm, coming

from Clemson where he was an assis-

tunt since 1993.

The Minutemen will have theii eyes

on No. 12 Scot! Rooney who is at the

peak ol his game. Last weekend, he

scored twice and assisted twice with

10 points on the sear.

"Dayton is very direct in how they

play," Koch said. "They will get the

ball forward as last as the\ can und

try to create chances Iroiti having the

ball bounce around in from of the

net."

In Saturday's contest. Xuvier
comes to town on the heels of a 1-0

win over Kentucky on the road.

"Xavier is very dangerous offen-

sively, but suspect defensively." Koch
said.

Baltimore protests interference

from Game 1 outfield blunder

The Massachusetts women's

volleyball teutn continues n~

mad trip this weekend with

mutches uguinst Atlantic 10

opponents Xavier and Dayton.

The Minutewomen currently

are 15 4 overall und 4 J in

iiMilerence.

The Xavier and Dayton vol-

leyball progiums both joined

the A-10 last season. They

have made immediate impacts

on the arrangement of the

upper runks of the eonleienee,

but have luiled to defeat

Massachusetts, posting a com-

bined 4 record ugainst the

Minutewomen

"Rhode Island. UMuss and

certainly the newcomers Xawci

and Dayton have the ubility to

contend in the A-10." St.

Bonuventure coach iohn

Wlllelewikl suid. alter his

team recently lost to the

Minutewomen. "They're all

good teams. It should be a dog-

fight."

Massachusetts began its five

game roud trip last weekend

with games against LuSalle.

Temple and Fordhum. LaSalle

piesented a limited challenge,

practically diving out of the

way of the Minutewomen's

attack, lunior middle blocker

Michelle Paciorek led the way.

hitting a stellar .538 with 10

kills, three seiucc aces, and

three blocks

The Temple Owls came out

timidly at first, dropping the

first two games of the

night cup 15-13 and 15-12.

The Owls turned it around in

the third gume, riding the sup

poit of the home crowd to I

five game victory over the

fatigued Minutewomen

Against Temple. Paciortk

once ugain put up good num-

bers, hitting her career high 23

digs with five kills on the side.

Senior Dionne Nash potted 17

kills and 13 digs in the losing

effort.

Against Fordham. the

Minutewomen pulled it togeth-

er winning the four game rum-

ble in front of u crowd of 50 in

the Bronx. Sophomore lettet

Kalie Peurce led the way with

5b setting assists, und junior

Lesley Nolan followed closely

behind with 12 kills und 15

digs.

Mussaclnisetts lust the In-l

game to the Rams 15 13. but

maintained its composite.

sweeping the next three games

15-8, 15-2, 15-11. Senior

Dionne Nash assumed her

usual leadership role with 21

kills, three service aces and

seven digs.

The tandem of freshmen Jill

Meyers and Sarah Watters cun

tributed solid performances

over the course of the week

end Aguinst Fordham. Watters

COUHTESY MEDIA MUTTONS

Amy Powell and the UMass women's soccer team travel to Wright

State for this weekend's tilt.

By Ronald Blum
Associated Press

NEW YORK - The Baltimore
Orioles formally asked acting com-
missioner Bud Selig and AL president

Gene Budig to overturn their Game I

loss to the Yankees, saying "the best

interests of baseball demand no less
"

Pressing their claim that the gume
tying, eighth-inning home run by

Derek Jeter should be overturned

because of fan interference, Orioles

owner Peter Angelos and general

manager Pat Gillick submitted a five-

page written protest yesterday that

included five attached pages of news

paper articles.

Baltimore asked that Game I of the

American League championship
series be resumed with the Orioles

ahead 4-3 in the eighth and Jeter ut

the plate.

"The best interests of baseball

demand thut this wrong be righted."

the Orioles said. "The best interest of

the baseball fans is not served by the

silence on the part of those who have

a responsibility to speak. Here, mil-

lions of fans, the national media and

umpire himself huve already spoken.

It is time now for the commissioner

to safeguard the integrity und restore

public confidence in baseball.

"

lelet's homer, pulled over the wall

by a 12-year-old fun on Wednesduy.

tied the game 4 4 and New York won
5-4 in the I Ith on a home run by

Bemie Williams

"This is un extraordinary protest

based on extraordinary events." the

protest suid. "A human error by the

umpire, making u uuMuken call,

would not justify the attention of the

commissioner and league president. A
fan impulsively interfering with the

play would not justify your attention.

This pretest, however, strikes at the

very essence of major league baseball

integrity and consistent application of

the rules
"

When Orioles manager Davey
JofanSOIl discussed the protest after

Wednesday's game, he said it was
based on the lack of security in the

right-field seats, not the blown call by

umpire Rich Garcia. Johnson said

before the gume thut he hud been

assured there would be enough seen

rity in the outfield corners to prevent

fan interference.

Under bust-ball's rules, protests are

not permitted on judgment calls. But

a lack of security was not iddnswd
in the written protest

hoop
continued from page 1

2

The season kicks off with a pair of

tough matches. First up is the

Maui Invitational and host

Chaminude. If the Minutemen get

by their Hawaiian hosts, they will

lace a squad from a challenging

held which boasts the like

South Carolina, Virginia,

C alilorniu, LSI). Iowa and Kansas.

From there. UMass takes to

Chicago's United Center where it

will mix it up with Georgetown in

the Great Light Tournament

Also on the non-conference
slate for Bruiser and company is

lerry Tarkanian and Fresno State.

Wake Forest, North Carolina.

Connecticut, Boston College and
Maryland.

Add into the line up u confer-

ence schedule which includes the

likes of George Washington and

Temple, both of which will likely

boast a preseason national rank

ing. and the Minutemen should

have their hands full.

Clearly this is a schedule Flint's

predecessor ironed out. When
asked if he has been in touch with

Caliparj, Bruiser »aid. "I talk to

hull ab0Ul three Jt2fc>ui tunes a

week, and \ run some things by

him from rime to time He toll-, me
to go out there and be myself and

go with my instincts ."

In the next month, all the .ma

lyzation and speculation will be

thrown out the window. When the

first tip off is set in Maui, there

will be bugs that will need to be

ironed out in the Minuteman
game, but if yesterday's tone of

the team is any indication. Flint

and company are well-prepared.

Horn
continued from page 12

never going to win a game" lets

are winless at 0-6. They're not the

only team to possess the goose

egg. Atlanta and Tampa Bay also

share the honor, both at 0-5.

The Jets need to realize that

adding u quarterback doesn't

mean victories

/en Ryder is a Collegian staff

member.

Orioles take Game 2 from Yanks ,
5-3

;

series even as they head to Camden Yards

By Tom Withers

Associated Press

NF;W YORK — There were no 12 year-olds to foul

things up for the Orioles this time.

Rafael Palmeiro hit a two run homer in the seventh

inning yesterday, lifting Baltimore to a 5-3 victory over

the New York Yankees to even the American League

championship series at one win apiece.

Palmeiro's shot to right-center off loser |eff Nelson

snapped a 2-2 tie and gave the Orioles a reason to cele-

brate less than 24 hours after a possible win in Game I

was stolen away by a 12-year-old Yankees fan.

The youngster, Jeff Maier, had leaned over the right

field wall and interfered with Orioles' outfielder Tony

Tarasco in the eighth inning of Wednesday's game, turn-

ing a routine flyout into a game-tying homer by Derek

Jeter. The Yankees went on to win the game 5-4 in 1

1

innings.

Maier brought his glove to the game again, but sat with

his family behind the Yankees' dugout and could only

watch Palmeiro's drive sail over the wall along with

56.432 others.

The best -of 7 series shifts to Baltimore's Camden Yards

for Game 3 tonight. |immy Key will start for the Yunkees

against Mike Mussina.

With the score tied 2 2. Roberto Alomar doubled down

the left-field line with one out in the seventh off Nelson.

Palmeiro, who went 3-for-3 with a homer in Game 1, fol-

lowed by hitting a 3-1 pitch over the wall in right-center.

Baltimore starter David Wells pitched out of serious

trouble in the fifth and sixth innings before leaving with

runners at first and second in the seventh. Wells gave up

eight hits over 6 2-3 innings for the win, raising his career

record at Yankee Stadium to 10-1.

Todd Zeile also homered for the Orioles, who set a

major-league record with 257 homers in the regular sea-

son and have continued their long-ball barrage in the

postseason. Palmeiro's shot was Baltimore's 1 3th in six

playoff games.

The Yankees cut it to 4 3 in the seventh on Cecil

Fielder's RBI single off reliever Alan Mills. But the

Orioles got an important insurance run in the eighth on

Alomar's sacrifice fly.

With Brady Anderson at third, Alomar lilted a ball

down the right field line. Right fielder Paul O'Neill caught

it in foul territory but couldn't make a play on Anderson.

The Yankees, who had rallied to win their previous four

postseason games, threatened to come back again in the

ninth. Jeter singled off Randy Myers and with one out

Bemie Williams walked. Armando Benitez came on and

got Fielder to pop up for the second out and got Tino

Martinez on a routine fly ball to right for the save and end

the 4-hour, 1 3-minute game.

Wells was originally slated to start Game 3, but was

moved up because of Tuesday's rainout. The left-hander

entered the game 1 3-5 in career starts against New York.

After giving up two runs in the first inning. Wells set-

tled down and limited the Yankees to one hit over the

next three innings before Joe Girardi tripled to open the

fifth.

Girardi sliced a ball into the gap in right-center and

hustled into third with a headfirst slide just ahead of sec-

ond baseman Alomar's relay from short right field.

Wells, though, left Girardi stranded by striking out

Jeter and Williams, and getting Fielder on a routine

grounder.

Wells teased the Yankees again in the sixth, allowing

Mariano Duncan's one-out double before striking out

O'Neill and Charlie Hayes.

The Orioles had loaded the bases in the first and sixth

off New York starter David Cone, but couldn't 'push a run

BCNM, Cone had thrown 107 pitches entering the sixth

inning before Cal Ripken and B.J. Surhoff singled and No.

9 hitter Chris Hoiles walked with two outs.

That brought New York manager Joe Torre out of the

dugout. With the bullpen door ajar and the Yankee
infielders gathered on the mound around him. Cone con-

vinced Torre he was good for one more batter.

And the right-hander delivered, getting Anderson to

pop up a 2-2 pitch out of the strike zone. Left fielder Tim
Raines made the catch near the railing down the left-field

line where Yankee fans kept their gloves ut their sides

Cone allowed five hits with five walks and five strike

outs in six innings. He threw I 33 pitches, his highest total

in 13 starts this season.

Cone has had trouble in the early innings since return-

ing in September from surgery to remove an aneurysm in

his right shoulder. He wulked the bases loaded in the first

inning, but escaped trouble by getting Ripken to fly to

center with two outs However, Cone's fourth walk of the

game in the third inning would come buck to bite him.
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Let the Madness begin
The Mullins Center madness will begin once again Monday night, when the men's basketball season

kicks off this year's season with Midnight Madness.
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AUTO FOR SALE
1982 Chavy Cawatisr Wagoa AC. AM
FM new tires, plus $35000 0/B/O Call

Biuce 256-1215

Ford Muttaag 5 liter. 50.000 miles on

. the motor, power seats 9 incri rear with

3 55 gears Call J.m 548-861

3

EMPLOYMENT
Bmiiwu Opportunity Need additional

intome 1 Want the energy to earn it'

Earth-Friendly company looking for distrib-

utors Wild organic food, tree tape 1-

800-927-2S27ext 7368

Now Hiri*| pan time telemarketers

morning, afternoon and evening hours

available No sale Will train Earn $6

$7 per hour plus bonuses Please contact

Ms Miranda 1800)829-4777

Spring Break! I Earn Cash 11 Highest

Commissions 1 Lowest Prices 1 Travel free

on only 13 sales 1 Free Into i Sunsplashl-

800-426-7710

Caaocidao' A Multicultural After School

Ptogram tor Grades K-6 is interviewing

students (with work study only) for teach

ing positrons Call Jen or Sheena © 253

5659

Education Majora Get paid to take

tests $10 each, about 1/2 hour per test

Must be education ma|or Tests given by

National Evaluation Systems at Campus

Center, Rm 174-176. Tuesday, October

15.9-7 Call 256-7410 to register-

EMPLOYMENT
Software Tostora Wanted No e«pen

ence requited WWW experience pie

ferred Earn $10-$20 pet hour. 4 hours

587 2222. 9 am -5pm

Driver* Wanted Full-time, part time,

apply in person afternoons Auto requited.

No phone calls Pinocchio's. 30 Boltwood

Walk

FOR RENT

Fridge Rantalt

9742

i Delivery 253-

FOR SALE

Poworbook 180 Color Stylewnter 28 8

modem, leather case, extra battety $950

or BO 549- 1099 Chns

SM 133MHZ 850MEG HO keyboard,

mouse $550 SVGA monitor $125 call 256-

065

2 One Matthew* Tut Sun Oct 6 Floor

seats. Row 27 Best offer Sam 546 3982

PHISH Harrterd $35 Gcod seats

1800)863 6050

Peppy Four months old Rottweiler needs

a home Fun-loving and playful AKC regis-

tered and has had first year shots 549-

5265

Mac LCItt. lac New 14' color monitor,

keyboard HP printer, lots of extras, and

great software $900 Call Adam 256-4793

Large Cube Dorm Fridge $5u70B0

549 6565

FOUND
Past Shaped Leather Wallet

describe 6 1944

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Happy 21st Kriitiae and Thoreaal

Good luck- you'll need itl Love, the girls

18 N Prospect

INSTRUCTION

Bartend with University Bartending

50
1

*. student discount. Amhetst classes

starting soom Can 1-800-U-CAN-MIX for

ado.

English Language Consultant Available

to International Students and Non-English

Majois Will edit papers and disserta-

tions, also tutor ESL Call Ms Reed,

retired faculty member for rate schedule

and free initial consultation 253-3354

Baxiag Lessons All Welcome 1 Foi

brochure 14131732-8817

MOTORCYCLES
1MB CB 650 $500 or BO 9650 miles

runs well must sell Call 549-6646

MISCELLANEOUS
Now Metabolism Breakthrough Lose

5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35 800-776-9503

MISCELLAENOUS
BIANT TAB SALE 131 Warner Rd

Belchertown 9am -5pm TV. computers,

baby stuff, and more No early birds

please! II

Do you have questions about your

rights1 Do you think your civil rights have

been violated 1 Find out 1 Contact the

Student Legal Services Office, 922

Campus Centei. 545-1995

PERSONALS

Pregnant? Need help7 Call Birthright of

Amheist area for tree testing and assis-

tance 549 1906

WANTED

WOMEN NEEDED FOR
ANTIOXIDANT STUDY

18-30 year olds You must run 30 or more

miles a week or not exercise at all You

will be paid $100 to $250 If interested

call Deanna at 253 4084

SERVICES
Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade1 In-house service, call Scream

Savers 549 0083

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAKI Earn cashi Highest

commissions/lowest prices' Travel free

on only 13 sales 11 Free info 1 Sunsplash 1

800-4267710 Space Available

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20<£ per word/day

All
others

40<£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
Activities

Announcements

Apartment For

Rent

Auto For Sale

Employment

Entertainment

For Sale

Found (2 days

Free)

Happy Birthday

Houses For Rent

Instruction

Lost

Musicians

Miscellaneous

Motorcycles

Personals

Room For Rent

Room Wanted

Roommate Wanted

Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Transportation

Wanted to Rent

Wanted

Personals Policy
1 All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2 Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are tor

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the tull

name may be used.
. cvrcp

3 Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO tXLtr*-

TIONS .

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm

room numbers as well.

5 Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose ot

harassment.
6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7 The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc.
. .... m

8 All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.U.

number of the student placing the as tilled in on the insertion

order Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and

Jhe licence number must be recorded on the insertion order,

t se ot false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9 The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth ot

Massachusetts.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trutle Michel Jatte

ACROSS
1 Small lood fish

6 Betty ol

cartoons

1 Surrounded by

1 4 Genghis Khan
follower

15 daisy

16 Business'

symbol

1 7 Trial participant

19 Quiet time

20 Dobbins

Hjnchbox

21 Corroded

23 Likewise

24 Comeback
court Star

26 Jennings or

Brokaw

28 Bowwow
31 "— smile be

your umbrella"

33 Beret

34 Loot

37 City named for

a tur trader

40 Most wanting

42 Presage

44 Set in motion

46 Manatee

47 Author Yutang

48 Opposed to

yeans

50 Annapolis grad

51 Daniel and

Debby
54 Baseball card

company
57 Ring segment

58 Scott's The —
Quarter

60 Climber's

advantage

64 Popular pop

66 Make manually

68 Unmatched

69 Logic lead-in

70 Piano maker

71 Author Ephron

72 Gertrude of

radio lame

73 Church council

DOWN
1 Film star Anna

2 BLT spread

3 Bayonne
seasons

4 Memorable

warden of Sing

Sing

5 "Abou Ben
Adhem (may

his —
increase 1

)

6 Thrill seekers

cord

7 A|ar, to Keats

8 Pelion piled on

this mountain

9 Angel hair

10 In toto

1

1

Runyonesque

lawyer

12 ice block house

13 Sorrow

18 Skyscraper's

superlative

22 Plea to

Pavarotti

25 El stop

27 Magna —
28 Canterbury Mle:

Abbr

29 Marsupials, for

short

30 Camper's

holdall

32 Cleopatra

nemesis

35 Down the —

:

lost

36 "Gigi" lyricist

38 Elbow-bender

39 Shortly

4 1 Vintner's vessel

43 Kitchen

appliances Abbr

45 Coach Riley

49 Show off

51 Porker product

52 "Black Bears"

home

53 Bwana in

Bombay
55 Everesiand

others

56 Aglitter

59 Green gem
61 "Good Earth

character

62 Timber wolf

63 Historic

Scon
65 Pitching stat

67 Saul's uncle
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ARIES
March 21-April 20

Cautious optimism Is the watchword

when evaluating a new solution to an

old problem Don't be afraid to let

your creativity have free rein -you

could come up with something really

spectacular. Keep your thoughts to

yourself during an Important meeting.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

You're ripe to do some ground-

breaking, especially In your personal

affairs. Do your homework before

accepting a new responsibility. If the

opportunity seems too good to be true.

It probably Is. Let a loved one talk you

Into something a bit wild and crazy.

GEMINI
May 22^June 21

A recent milestone has you feeling

excited about the future Share your

enthusiasm wllh your male. A distant

relative could get In touch to ask a

favor of you. Don't feel obligated If it's

something outrageous. Just be tactful,

and things will work out eventually.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Everything Is going your way early In

the week. Try to accomplish as much

as possible now. because the tides will

turn later. Nothing too terrible, but

you'll be swimming upstream on a

number of Issues. Lean on a family

member for some extra support

LEO
July 23-August 23

Plan an escape from your regular

routine. Learn a new skill, try a

new food-anythlng to break the

monotony Focus on your health as

the week draws to a close -a new diet

or exercise routine could refresh you

and prepare you for the days ahead.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

Something that seems straightforward

could have pitfalls lurking behind the

next corner, flan ahead and listen to

the advice of those who have gone

before. If the stakes are low. you may

lie able 10 figure things out on vour

own

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Be sure to do lots of research before

making a decision. If someone seems

hesitant, that person could be hiding

something. Don't be a bully -Instead,

read between the lines to learn what's

upsetting that person. Pull your own

weight at work.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

Team up with an older person to form

an unbeatable combination. You'll

surprise yourself with your level of

insight, especially in circumstances

where you have no experience

Reserve the weekend for quality time

with your family or a loved one.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Difficulties this week translate Into

valuable experience In the days to

come The simplest solution may be

ihe best. Be sure to look at your

problems from every possible angle

-

and enlist some help If you think

you've forgotten anything.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20

It's tempting to be Irresponsible this

week, but If you can force yourself

to get the Job done, you'll reap the

rewards this weekend Clear your

conscience of an old obligation, and
contact an old friend whom you've not

spoken to for awhile

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18

Family and personal matters keep

you hopping In the middle of the

week. If you can take the heat, youll

clear up some matters that have been

smoldering for a long time. Then you'll

be free to enjoy a really spectacular

weekend

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Catch up on sleep If you're exhausted

-now Is the time to get ahead on

petty chores and obligations. It's time

for some teamwork In your family or

professional life. Several minds are

better than Just one. but you'll have to

put your ego on hold.

For Entertainment Purposes Only

Ifyou sit and waitfor
something to

happen. .

.

Itprobably
won 't.

The Journal Register

The Sentinel ^*r ^^ TWIev
The Ware River News ,- ... lu

#
llcy

Buy-Line Publications
Barre Gazette Inc.
Shopping Guide printers & publishers

24 WATER STREET, PALMER, MA 01069

Telephone: (413) 283-8393

Fax: (413)289-1977

Seven weekly
newspapers with the

outreach that can workforyou!

..- u
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YOU Blam Oil the brakes and pull the wheel hard to the right, the sounds

of horns blaring from every direction. OK, that one was too close, way too

close. That other driver didn't even look before changing lanes. They call

them the express lanes, but you think "extinction lanes" is really more

appropriate. Today seems worse than usual. Almost like it's Celebrate

Driving Month or something and you're in the

parade. Ho matter. You're almost at the restaurant. A

very chic, very you-know restaurant that you cannot afford. It is here that

you are meeting your WGXX^JLntCIltiO116(1 friend whose cousin

twice-removed is in town. Cousin needs a date. Cousin is just right for you!

your friend claims. Sure. That's what your friend said about Dream Date Y

last month. The dream ended at the police station. Don't ask. "Sorry," you

tell your friend, "I'm booked." 3p27i©Il(i lQXlfithLS.
lYiend knows you are never booked. An hour later you're cruising for

parking. I'ive blocks. Six. Seven. Eight. Suddenly, you see it. A space. A

real, live legal parking space. With... can it be? Time left on the

meter. You slow to a stop. Flip your blinker. Stick your arm out the

window for good measure. Sure, it's a tricky parallel parking prob-

lem, but hey, you're a mathematician. You calculate, then begin the

backup. Suddenly out of nowhere, it comes: a cheesy little red sports

car zipping into your space, the driver laughing maniacally.

Your blood pressure rises.
The jerk. You start to pull away but suddenly remember. Well, of course.

You smile. Pull out your laptop. Connect the modem to the cell phone. Go.

Ahh, there it is. OK, download, ifow, display. Virtually out of nowhere

a police officer materializes. She gestures at Kister Sports Car.

"Kove this vehicle now, sir." Mister Sports Car argues, but the police

officer is firm. You watch as Mister Sports Car reluctantly pulls

away. You smile. Log off. Power down. Parallel parking is tricky.

Damn, that's good software.

What will the next generation of software be? Come to Microsoft and shape it.

Real jobs. Real internships. With real responsibility.

Come see Microsoft at the Engineering Career Fair!

Thursday, October 17, from 10am-3pm

Engineering Student Center in Marcus Hall

Stop by our booth and drop off your resume! Microsoft

C 1996 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

I
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Always Wanted Ono of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robotman By Jim Meddick

A~3< upo NEVER we Weil v^e? -t*wre a.rr;

\\es.... but mos-V
c»u^iS dor\'\ uje<tf" f*>£*i

yes, recess -Hoar's

+<-oe. TKe color does
"T **iaTh?c as /o»v»

CtUJ^VrV or\ -tW? 2ifp«C

WE M& DISPLEASED) HOMO TM
W<TV. YOU. WE WILL /SOPPY PLEASE
PUNISH YOU gy
USIN6 OWeWMD^
TO rAAKt YOU DO A
HUMILIATING 016

I'M K LlTTiE TEA-
POT, SHORT' N'

STOJT THIS ISM.

WaflYjTfcE MARTIANS ARE
ARE 7WRDN6N£T0TO
YOU ( HUMILIATING THINGS

OK'

WE WILL

NOW
PUNISH
you MR
YOUR BAD
FASHION
SENSE

Drabble By Kevin Fagan
Dilbert By Scott Adams

UENCK DO MOO THINK
I NEED AHAtCCOT'?

ITUIMK^OOCCXXD
AL/306TANDTOL056

A feuu FDOND'}

WENCN TENDS) tum
'J&

MOKE ADVICE )-m(N6e»

TUANWOU <i«w(tw«t

A^EDPCfcp^&,

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick

THE- STATUS OF OUR

STRATEGIC ALLIANCE
IS "OOOrAED"

OUR PONDEROUS AND
INEFFICIENT fAANAGEMENT

STyLE CAUSED THEIR
&EST PEOPLE TO QUIT
rVND CREATE K COnPETIMG

COrAPANTY.

OOE fAUST FIND A
(JAY TO DESTROY
THAT NELO COMPANY

I'LL SEE IF THEY'RE

INTERESTED IN A

STRATEGIC

ALLIANCE

J

8 Years in Braces By Eric Peterson

CAulS IV) TWi WICnHT
A»aD JUST BHEATHeS

IW THE. vncxe

I ifJLj"T KE3 r-WS£i_e

ST»vuuiv)fc\ is hw wrruKt

.

FOH SCO I**£5., I'H C&-&H

:

ft

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University3 By Frank Cho Close to Home By John McPherson

One of my great, great, great

ancestors was the ancient Greek who

invented plywood which, as you might

know, makes carpenters feel very smart

when building houses.

He was pretty religious too. He

practiced 4 religions at the same time.

One allowed him to have 3 wives

and one allowed him to worship

plywood.

I am not sure which religion was

the most important to him.

But, at least, he always knew why

he was praying and he had a pretty

good chance of getting what he was

praying for .... you know.

more wives and more plywood.

JiMinv cHriSTmaS'itx NEK'
the bxs Jo OJjavJE nytfwy
Girl «f you* TX^amT in

THE FLESH ' Don't t««,L

NoW AcT CoL Don T Look Too

t>ESTe**TE |T mk;ht TURN HER

OFF LIKE THE LAJT PolCfJ G«J
You ASWD ouT ACT Col man

ACT MATLKML

qo
a

O IMCMM Synocaa. nc

CovffitoL MAM' YOVl'RE THC
MASTER JuST 1GN0RE HER
LET HER MAKE THE FIRST

MoOE.

1>M t*>Y°tJ

HAVE A*2
PENCIL T
ON BoRtoW

\ NJoOfW

10-11

/v

YHump! ^fSB?

After getting a good look at her date as he came
up the walk, Diane gives the signal to her mom.

Leedee By Mike Rybicki

IF Yoo TMiNK A.BO0T- ;t

THt mwuU(,f CERErw»',5
ft PfttTTV PfUMfcRTtD TH1N&.

\

THE Ufty TMf f;m,fK. Su^esfivtly
Sr.DES ; Nfo rUt RiNfc....

ForttiHfibouj.Ml. THE- HOMfypnooN. |

no doubt' /-_

'c<5o*si.t PRoensLy luou'r hamE;
TowOMVy ft»ouTTh»i 5ff,^fc
ftS Tv! N€\if/VE\ieM HM> R
<a'>M-FR.',tMb.

Social Norm By Mr. K

ff^T? I MWJT

HAVE LANDED OH

A PLACET WHERE

HUMAN NATURE IS

PERFECT, AMP THE

OWU JOKfi THEY
KMOV ARf pUWi

with Mf Bitter

SARCASM SPAWNED]

PV A CULTURE IN

THE PAWKl/L G-/?IP"

OF MORAL PECAr,

I LAN BECOME The,

CjWf&t CARL IN OPJ

THI5 REALM

r

HAVE I GOT

A JOKE F0*

jVou! SO THIS

J

)RApe»
j
APRiEiTj

J
AND AG0RIU.A/

(»VALK IWTO A>

mAT'j

BAR?

AK) SO THEIR CAR BREAKS P^WN

|« THE /WIDW5 OF NCWHER.E AMD

tTHE
ONLT HOl/SE NEAR

Br BELOW6S TO A FARMER

ANP HIS LOVETY PAU&MTE^

THE FARMER SAYi TV THE*

n^eu we uwir wr a tPARf R°°* 3

f

^JNE OP r«u HA* TO slSep

HE G-PAPS TMf&0R"-LA
BY THE HAWP ANO THlf .

PAWCE IWTO THE (UHiETl

JL

iO

Today's Staff

Laura Stock

Night Editor

Seema Gangatirkar

Copy Editor

Courtney Smith
Photo Technician

Christopher Brown
Production Supervisor

Dan Bodah
Matt McCarthy

Production

Quote of the Day

66
When Potential meets

opportunity, great

things can happen.

-Jim Rudy

99

l^ight Graphic
£ ofthe day

Q:

What's the difference

between mashed potatoes

and pea soup?

A:

Anybody can mash potatoes.

Today's D.C. Menu
Calf 343'2626 for marm Iniormmtlom.

Franklin

LUNCH
Mesquite Chicken Sand.

Hot Beef Sand.

Scrod on a Sesame Roll

DINNER
Rotisserie Glazed Fowl

Stuffed Shells and Sauce
Quarter Pound Burger

Q.P. Cheddar Burger

Hampden
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Scrod on a Sesame Roll

DINNER
Rotisserie Glazed Fowl

Stuffed Shells and Sauce

Worcester

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Raditore/Tomato Sauce

Garden Vegan Burger

DINNER
Rotisserie Glazed Fowl

Veggie Gumbo Cass.

Stuffed Shells and Sauce

Half Time Deli

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Krabby Cake Sand.

Raditore/Tomato Sauce
Garden Vegan Burger

DINNER
Rotisserie Glazed Fowl

Pineapple Ham Steak

Veggie Gumbo Cass.

Stuffed Shells and Sauce
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Sports
The Massachusetts

UMass mens basketball

ready for upcoming year

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

Next week, the speculation offi-

cially ends.

When the Madness strikes the

Mullins Center floor on Monday
night, the questions surrounding

the Massachusetts men's basket-

ball team will be put to rest.

If yesterday's presentation of

coach lames "Bruiser" Flint and

his squad was any indication, the

Minutemen are raring to go.

With the loss of Marcus Camby

and graduation of the senior front

court of Donta Bright and Dana

Dingle, Flint and his staff have

brought aboard a recruiting class

to be reckoned with.

"They are going to have to play

a large role." Flint said. "People

ask me what freshmen 1 am going

to play, to be honest with you, if

my freshmen don't play, I have

four guys."

In the leadership positions, the

Minutemen have a core of Tyrone

Weeks and the much touted back-

court of Carmelo Travieso and

Edgar Padilla.

"The guards are the coaches on

the floor." Flint said. "So they add

leadership when you're not out

there. There's only so much
coaching a coach can do on the

sidelines. You have to have some-

one out there to transform that to

the other players on the court.

When you have guards like that, it

really helps."

Though many critics raise ques-

tions as to how close the

Minutemen will come to last

year's 35-2. Final Four season,

Flint has his goals set out ahead of

him.

"I want to win the national

championship." Flint said. "I don't

know if I'm going to do it this year

or when I'm going to do it. My
whole thing with this team is to

get better as the year goes on, try

to improve as a coach and a

teacher.

"I don't want to say we're going

to win the Atlantic 10

Tournament. 1 have too many
young players to put expectations

on them like that."

UMass has the privilege of get-

ting its feet wet with yet another

perennially challenging schedule.

Turn to hoop, page 7

Football tries to rebound against BU
By Mike Corey

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Minuleman
football team will be looking to

rebound from its 20-point loss last

week, when it takes on the Boston

University Terriers tomorrow at

Warren G. McGuirk Alumni Stadium

at 1 p.m.

In only their second home game of

the season, the Minutemen will look

to make it two in a row over the

Terriers, having defeated them 28-23

last season in Boston. UMass has won
the last eight of 1 1 meetings between

the two schools, and hold an overall

25-16 lead in the series which began

in 1892.

The Minutemen will look to put

together a solid effort with minimal

mistakes, a problem that UMass
(3-2. 2-1 Yankee Conference) has

faced throughout the year and which

contributed to its first Yankee
Conference loss of the season last

week at Rhode Island.

The game between BU will be the

Minutemen s forth conference game
in a row. Next week they play non-

conference Buffalo, and then finish

the season with four more YanCon
opponents.

Tomorrow's matchup features the

top rushing attack in the conference

against the worst rushing defense.

The Minutemen have gained an aver-

age 210.6 yards per game versus the

Terriers who are giving up 179.6

yards per game.

The UMass rushing attack has con-

tinued to be strong as sophomore |im

Pizano stepped it up last week in

place of the injured Frank Allesio. He

rushed for a career high 1 34 yards

and two touchdowns, including the

longest run in UMass history |9b

yards].

The week before saw sophomore

tailback Matt lordan step up as well.

u* he rushed for 112 yards and two

TD's. Combine them with fullback

Ron Brockington who leads the team

with an average of 5.3 yards per rush

and close to 30 yards receiving a

game, and the UMass coaching staff

will once again look for a solid per-

formance.

In the passing department, the

Minutemen are averaging 144 yards

per game us freshman quarterback

Jeff Smith will make his second start

of the season in place of junior

Anthony Catterton. In his debut per-

formance Smith was 8- for- 18 for 78

yards, while rushing for 22 yards and

one TD.
Boston University is having a tough

time tins reason as it comes into

tomorrow's contest at 0-5, 0-4 in the

Yankee Conference. The Terriers

have been outscored on the year 1 97

to 61. and have lost by an average

MASSACHUSETTS FOOTBALL

SATURDAY, 1 PM

Alumni Stadium

Ron Brockington

ON WE AIR

WHMP1400AM Marc Vandernieer Mike McEvilly

WMUA911 FM MikeReiss Larry Harding

Minutewomen travel to Ohio to face Wright

Questions linger in wake of injury to Rebecca Myers

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

The dominating central midfielder was lost early in

Friday's match at La Salle, and it was learned yesterday

that she will indeed be out for the season with a knee

COUSTNIY SMITH / COU1GIAN

Men's basketball coach |ames "Bruiser" Flint spoke to the media yes-

terday at UMass hoop Media Day.

When a team has been dealt news more crushing than

an over-zealous 12-year old transforming a deep fly ball

into a playoff game-tying home run, the last thing to

worry about is a 6-7 non-conference team that it clubbed

7-0 last year.

While that was one game for the Baltimore Orioles on

Wednesday, the No. 8 Massachusetts women's soccer

team must cope with a season-ending injury to its season

and all- time leading scorer. Rebecca Myers. UMass must

progress, as it travels to Dayton, Ohio to face Wright

State Saturday.

"I'm not really worried about Wright State right now."

coach Jim Rudy said. "We're focused on what we're doing

here. We probably won't even prepare for them specifical-

ly. We'll just prepare our team because we have to over-

come the loss of Rebecca Myers."

injury.

Filling the void left by the two time All-American will

be no easy task, and could be tilled by several candidates.

Both Tarah Tokarchik and Amy Powell have filled the

critical role in Myers' absence, while defender Erin Lynch

played in a more attacking role during the team's 2-2

draw at George Washington on Sunday.

Another viable option is moving Robin Smith up to her

natural position of center midfield and inserting Liz

Rutherford into Smith's left back slot. Rutherford played

solidly at defense this past summer and in several

instances this year, including a starting role in a 4-0 romp

over St. Joseph's.

"Our system is flexible enough that people can slide in

and out of there as the game goes on." Rudy said. "We're

not rigid with who has

to play in there." Turn to Women* Soccer page 7

margin of 39-12. The Terriers are

7-15 when playing the Minutemen at

McGuirk Stadium BU is coming off

a 50- 16 thrashing at the hands of

Delaware last week.

Matthew Atlak is the Terriers'

leading rusher on the year with 372

yards, an average of 74.4 per game.

As far as passing is concerned, red-

shirt freshman )ason Bamctt stepped

in for the injured Kevin Foley last

week and threw for 221 yards on

20-of-32 passing for two TDs. Foley

however, is expected to play tomor-

row and is listed as the starting QB.

BU averages 91.8 yards rushing

and 147.2 yards passing while giving

up about 180 yards in each category

respectively.

Coach Mike Hodges will be look-

ing for the 30th win of his career at

the UMass helm, while BU coach

Tom Masellu i^- in his first year in

Boston.

Injury Report: For the Minutemen.

senior tailback Allesio is probable

with a left shoulder contusion and

senior free saftey Brian Mooney is

probable with a strained right ham-

string. Senior co-captain Kory

Blackwell will play after missing the

last two games with a sprained right

ankle.

lunior defensive end Chris Cronin

is out at least three more weeks with

a torn flexor tendon in his left hand.

Senior wide receiver Darryl Thomas

is out with a strained ligament in his

left ankle.

Broadcast Notes: The game will be

broadcast live on WMUA 91.1 FM.

Mike Reis.s will handle play-by-play

duties, while Larry Harding deliver

Fan interference

causes Orioles loss

If everything went the way it

should have in Wednesday's game

one of the American League

Championship Series, the Orioles

would be up 1-0.

In the eighth inning. 1
2 -year-old

Gaffer Mairer caught what would

have been a fly out by the Yankees'

Derek |eter. Instead the umpires

ruled it a home run. even though it

clearly was still in the stadium.

That misjudgment cost the Orioles

the game since the home run tied the

game. 1 know every time 1 go to a

baseball game, fans are warned that

interfering with a ball that is still in

play calls for immediate ejection from

the stadium.

• The Atlanta Braves look to be

headed to the World Series once

again. They swept the Dodgers and

are one up so far on St. Louis.

Who will be their opponents in the

final

Men's soccer hosts A-10 pair

as Dayton and Xavier visit

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

They're back.

The Massachusetts men's soccer

team makes its long awaited return to

Richard F. Garber Field this weekend

for two matches against the Atlantic

10's two teams from the Buckeye

State.

The Minutemen (6-3-1, 3-1

A-10) come into the weekend's
matches after splitting two games on

the road last week, disposing of

George Washington 2-0 after falling

to Virginia Tech 3-1 in OT.
All time against the two Ohio

squads. Massachusetts has faced

Dayton once and Xavier twice. Last

season, the Minutemen shutout the

Flyers 2-0. As for the Musketeers.

UMass dropped them once in the reg-

ular season 3-2 and then again in the

A- 10 Tournament. 3-1.

For the UMass offense, the tandem

of junior Mike Butler and Dave
Siljanovski continue to lead the way,

with Butler's most recent tally com-

ing in last week's victory over GW.
However, the Massachusetts attack is

hardly one dimensional.

As of late, junior forwards Joenal

Castma and Tashi Tshering. along

with sophomore forward Marc Saad

have scored seven goals on 10 com-

bined shots. Castma has connected

for three goals on just three shots,

Tshering two goals on three shots

and Saad two goals on four attempts.

In goal for UMass. sophomore net-

minder Jeff lablonski has gotten the

start in the last four games when Tim

Pearson went down with a shoulder

injury before the St. Joseph's contest.

Since then, the Minutemen have gone

3-1-0 while posting two shutouts.

Pearson has been given the OK to

Play-

All season long, the one-two
punch of Jablonski and Pearson has

been a strength of the UMass squad.

"The two keepers are both playing

neck and neck," Massachusetts coach

Sam Koch said. "It's not a question

of one person stepping it up. it's a

question of who is hot and who is

healthy at the time."

On Friday, UMass kicks off the

Turn to Men'i Soccer, page 7

Field hockey hosts pair before returning to road

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Fans of the Massachusetts field hockey team waited for

over a month to see their Minutewomen play a home

game at Totman Field. After this weekend though, those

fans go back to playing the waiting game.

The No. 5 Minutewomen host Syracuse and Boston

University this weekend in the final two games of a six-

contest homestand. They take on the Orangewomen at l

p.m. Saturday and the Terriers at l p.m. Monday.

UMass (9-2. 3-0 Atlantic 10) has done well in games it

has hosted this season, losing only once. North Carolina

handed the Minutewomen that defeat, but it came on the

turf of Westfield State College (in a game UMass hosted)

and not at Totman.

The Minutewomen come into the weekend's schedule

boasting a balanced scoring attack. Eight different players

have scored for the team thus far this season, while the

same number have contributed with assist*.

Erica lohnston leads UMass in the goals-scored col-

umn, having netted 10 tallies. She also tops the team's

points list, lohnston turned in a strong performance last

weekend against West Chester when she notched four

goals to lead the Minutewomen to a 7-0 victory. In addi-

tion, she has compiled a pair of assists.

Senior Ail-American Kyle Rothenberger and freshman

Saskia Fuchs each bring a balanced offensive output to

the UMass attack. Rothenberger has netted six goals and

assisted on five more, while Fuchs has connected for five

scores and seven assists. The two are tied in the points

column at 1 7.

Kate Putnam has been a steady support link for the

Minutewomen, proving the feeds for seven goals this sea-

son. She has also scored three of her own, including a pair

of game-winners.

It has been nothing but net for Courtney MacLean. who

has notched five goals, including a pair last weekend.

Sharon Hughes has a pair of goals and a trio of assists,

Katherine McClellan has one of each, Jen Gutzman has

one goal, and Amy Ott and Christine Millbauer each have

single marks in the assist column.

In goal. Hilary Rose has played every minute of

Minutewoman action, posting a .907 save percentage and

a 1 .09 goals against average. Rose has only allowed one

goal off the 70 penalty corners she has faced.

Following this weekend UMass takes to road again.

travelling to Providence on Thursday before visiting A-10

foe La Salle on Saturday.

COUKTE Vr M(OIA RHATIONS

Tom Perry and the Icebreakers

The waiting is the hardest part... and now it's over. The UMass
hockey team hosts Concordia in a preseason exhibition game
Saturday at 7 p.m. at the William D. Mullins Center.

series?

Sorry
New
York

Around the
Horn

fans,
b u t with Jen Ryder

1
' m

going
with the Orioles.

• Well it's that time of year again

The UMass basketball mean is set

to begin with Midnight Madness on

Monday night. What can the team do

this year to top last year's Final Four?

A National Championship would be

nice. It would prove that UM;i-^

wasn't just Coach Cal's and Camby's

team.

My prediction — get ready for

another Final Four appearance.

• Last weekend. Tiger Woods won
his first PGA tour tournament. He
finished at 27-under in the Las Vegas

Classic.

• Two top 25 preseason polls,

including USA 7Wuy/CNN have

Providence College ranked at No. 14

with UMass at No. 22.

I know there are skeptics out there

about this Providence team, but the

Friars boast one of the strongest

frontcourts in the nation. Senior for-

ward Austin Croshere returns from .i

summer when he played against Shaq

and God Shammgod controls the

offense at point guard.

This is the year they make a run in

the Big East and NCAA Tournament.

• While I'm on the subject of col-

lege hoops, does anyone out there

dislike Alexander Koul of George

Washington as much as I do?

Someone needs to direct him to the

barber shop.

• Since college basketball is about

to begin, so is the NBA season.

Does anyone actually think the

Bulls won't win the championship

again this year? Sure the Knicks (we
added power to their lineup, but is it

enough to get by lordan and the

Bulls?

Their toughest competition will

come from Boston (oops, what was I

thinking?). Los Angeles will be the

top contender against the Bulls. The

Lakers have some of the best young

players in the league with Shaq. Nick

Van Exel, Eddie |ones. and Kobe
Bryant

• Going into the seventh week of

the NFL season, the New York "we're

Turn to Horn, page 7
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Sibling

rivalry?

UMass freshman
Emma Kurowski gets

set to take on her
sister, |enna, and a

tough Dartmouth
soccer squad today.

Check out our pre-

view (See Sports,

page 14).

Def jams

hit Noho
Sacramento's

favorite sons the

Deftones hit Pearl

Street last Saturday

for a high energy

set. Check out our

review (See Arts &
Living, page 6).

WORLD

U.S. & Iraq agree to

let Kurds settle conflict

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — A
Kurdish faction claimed new
gains yesterday in a push through
northern Iraq, and the U.S. and
Iraqi governments were put in

the curious position of agreeing

on something: The feuding Kurds
should settle their differences to

keep the conflict from spreading.

The American and Iraqi posi-

tions did not completely coin-

cide, however. The White House
said both Iraq and Iran should
stay out of the conflict, while Iraq

warned against involvement by
Iran. The Patriotic Union of

Kurdistan, which is battling a

Kurdish faction allied with Iraqi

leader Saddam Hussein, said yes-

terday that it was marching closer

to Irbil, northern Iraq's principal

city. However, there was no indi-

cation that PUK fighters planned
an assault on the city — which is

fortified by Iraqi tanks — or that

Iraq was planning to intercede.

On Sunday, PUK rebels seized

the key city of Sulaymaniyah, but
the group's leader, Jalal Talabani,

said he was reluctant to take on
Saddam's powerful military.

NATION

Dow Jones hits 6000;
concerns over future

NEW YORK (AP) — What's true

for the World Series of Poker and
American Express Platinum Card
also applies to the Dow Jones
industrial average: There's no
limit.

The Cranddaddy of stock mar-
ket averages, the one recognized

by most Americans, closed above
6,000 points for the first time
Monday, a powerful symbol of

the U.S. stock market's strength.

Professional traders on Wall Street

regard the milestone as just

another number. But it happened
very quickly, demonstrating a

mathematical trend that suggests

7,000, 10,000, 20,000 and
beyond could come with even
more startling speed.

"I don't know how high it can
go, and you should hang up on
anyone who tries to tell you," said

Alfred E. Goldman, a vice presi-

dent at A.G. Edwards & Sons Inc.,

a St. Louis-based brokerage firm.

Put another way, from the
time that Dow Jones first pub-
lished a stock average in 1884, it

took 88 years to close above
1 ,000. It took 1 5 years to traverse

2,000, less than four years to pass

3,000 and 4,000, and less than
one year to break 5,000, which
happened Nov. 21, 1995.
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Immigrants & poor rally in Washington

More than 100 locals march
demanding equal rights for all

By Lisa Chiu

Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON — "Abolish the

death penalty," "Justice for Janitors,"

"Chicano power" and "Basta Ya" or

"enough of this;" were just a few of

the slogans written across some of
the signs held by marchers in

Washington D.C. this past Saturday

at the Immigrants and Poor march.

Children played, socialists debated

and college students shouted as vari-

ous groups from all over the United

States congregated at the initial meet-

ing place of Meridian Hill park, com-
monly known as Malcolm X park.

They came to begin the first leg of

the first ever Immigrants and Poor
march on Washington. It began as a

modest event, at Malcolm X park,

college students, immigrants and
workers from all parts of the country

came carrying banners, placards and
signs. At the final location of the

march, Ellipse Park, the crowd grew
significantly larger.

Estimates of the number of protes-

tors ranged from tens of thousands
reported by the New York Times, to

50.000-80,0 00 reported by the
Boston Globe, as estimated by some
march organizers.

According to the Washington Post,

this is the first march in which the

National Park Service did not con-
duct a head count. The Park Service

refers to the 1997 appropriations bill

by Congress, which prohibits the

National Park Service from conduct-

ing crowd estimates. The bill also

says that if organizers want estimates,

they should contract an outside
group.

Groups ranged from the Hispanic-

Civil Rights Defense Fund and the

East Coast Chicano Student Forum.
to the International Socialist

Organization and the Workers World
Party.

States represented included, Texas,

California. Michigan, New York,
Illinois. Maryland. Massachusetts,
Minnesota. Ohio, and Delaware. New
Mexico and Pennsylvania.

Traditional Latin American music,

Caribbean music and Mexican songs

accompanied the marchers both
before and during the march, as they

walked the roughly mile-long stretch

from Malcolm X park to Ellipse park.

Protesters danced the meringue and
cumbia. People proudly waved and
wore flags of various countries
including Puerto Rico, Mexico, Brazil

and Panama. Some protestors carried

upside down American flags.

People shouted in unity from win-

dows down to the marchers, and in

the middle of the procession, the

group silently parted in two as an
ambulance rolled passed with sirens

blaring. The sea of people stopped

traffic, and when the protestors
passed under a bridge, shouts of hap-

piness, anger and frustration were
deafening.

"Hey Hey, Ho Ho. Immigrant
bashing has got to go!", was just one
of many of the chants in both English

and Spanish which the group recited.

The march ended at Ellipse park
behind the White House. At the park,

national march organizer, |uan Jose

Gutierrez opened the event.

"We begin this historical event, by

reminding America that we are
Americans, because we believe in the

United States Constitution. We
believe in equality for all, not just for

some people," said Gutierrez.

Gutierrez announced that "for the

first time in American history," they

were going to celebrate the diversity

of being Americans by singing the

American anthem in both Spanish
and English.

Speakers included several con-
gressmen, including the U.S. repre-

sentative to D.C. and the president of

Hispanic Congressional Caucus.
Speakers representing march and
union organizers also spoke.

Congresswoman Eleanor Holmes
Norton, of D.C, welcomed the
marches to Washington, she thanked
them for coming 'to their capital to

claim it.'

One of the founders of
Coordinadora 96, the organizers of

the march, said that immigrants have
worked long and hard to survive in

this country.

"We must have equal opportunity

and affirmative action now. we want
our children to go to the universi-

ties...We want to move up the social

ladder... no child should be denied
their right to free education... because

Turn to MARCH, page 2
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Approximately 110 Five College area students, mostly from the University of Massachusetts, partipated in a
march on Washington D.C. for immigrants and the poor, in front of the Washington Monument on Saturday.

Decolonization of America discussed
By Christine Soh
Collegian Correspondent

As part of Anti-Columbus Week, a panel discussion

entitled "Prospects for Decolonization in the Americas"
was held Oct. 10 in the Campus Center. Mediated by
Revolutionary Anti-Imperialist League (RAIL) member
Bob Andrews, the event focused on exposing the U.S. as a
colonizing power and an apartheid settler state.

The three panel members, Stephen Healy of the Indigenous

Support Committee (ISC). Chris Johnson of RAIL and Robert

Raddock. also from the ISC each gave opening statements

leading into a discussion proposed to "develop and discuss

revolutionary perspectives of who governs... the Americas."

The first speaker, Healy, discussed the need for the
decolonization of America. He said that there was a resis-

tance to accept this concept especially among white people.

After citing many examples of colonization and progres-

sive struggles of the decolonization process in Algeria and
with the American Indian Movement (AIM), he said he
was. "skeptical that white society [could] be anything but
an enemy to the progress of an indigenous society."

Healy said that it was the cumulative effect of coloniza-

tion which caused the genocide of indigenous tribes: that

it was a practice which occurred over time, and that colo-

nization is the imposition of one country's standards, gov-

ernment, laws and values onto another.

RAIL member Chris Johnson spoke next. Johnson.

focused on the need for self-reliance and self determina-

tion among indigenous tribes of North America.
"The US is an apartheid society — separate and unequal

— the oppressed Black, Latinos, and indigenous nations

need to take control of their own destinies. White nation

control has to end," said lohnson.

He spoke of a recent struggle over taxes where the state of

New York tried to tax First Nation businesses after agreements

were made that gave these tribes sovereignty over their affairs.

Last to speak was ISC member Robert Raddock who built

his argument of decolonization on four acts of Congress relat-

ed to indigenous peoples passed over a period of time ranging

from 1887 up until the 1950s. He suggested several tools of

decolonization such as thinking about what makes a nation of

people and a good government and to do so without thinking

the same thoughts we have been socialized into thinking.

The three panelists said they were "hoping for disagree-

ment" in the discussion pan of the program, but were met
with a majority in agreement of America being an
apartheid society and on the ideas of self-determination.

One member of the audience brought up the idea of

continuous change rather than revolution as a means for

change.

While the audience member put forth a long term and
continuous solution of education and re-education,
Johnson, was not moved.

"The oppressors won't give up without a fight. National lib-

eration is impossible without armed struggle," said Johnson.

Anti-Columbus rally held on Commons
By Beth McCarthy
Collegian Staff

Despite the fact that less than 20
people showed interest in the second
annual anti-Columbus Day rally on
the Amherst Town Commons, spon-

sors nevertheless said the event was a

success.

The rally was the culmination of a

week long series of anti-Columbus
Day events.

Td like 3.000 people to show up.

but any sort of opposition is good."
said Brenda Lee. a junior anthropolo-

gy major at the University of
Massachusetts, who was an event
organizer.

"For me. it's education. I think

people need to be more aware and
this is just the beginning of the edu-

cation process," added Lee. speaking

on the affects of colonization on
Native Americans.

The rally included several song per-

formances, with lyrics like "this land

wasn't made for you or me" and
"America was founded by the KKK."
A masked John Furbush, an

Amherst resident, provided an addi-

tional attraction by wrapping himself

in a blanket taped with black and yel-

low caution tape, and signs that read

"blankets for sale."

According to Furbush. he was por-

traying Lord Jeffrey Amherst, a

wealthy British landowner who killed

off much of the native population in

western Massachusetts in the 1600s
by distributing blankets infested with

small pox to Native Americans.

"I guess he was tired of killing one
Indian with one bullet, so he thought

bacterial warfare was a better way,"

Furbush said. Furbush led a small

group of children from the Pathfinder

Learning Center, in Amherst, into

Jeffrey Amherst Bookstore and the

Lord leffrey Inn.

According to Rene Rives, a

13-year-old resident of Pelham. the

employees and customers of the Lord
Jeffrey Inn fully supported their

beliefs and that amongst themselves,

they referred to him as "Genocide
Jeff."

"It's good street theater." said

Margaret Smith, an employee work-
ing at the Jeffrey Amherst Bookshop
when the demonstrators entered the

store. "I don't see naming a college or

town after him is a sign of honoring

him. It's just a tradition we've inher-

ited."

"This rally is not designed to target

Turn to RALLY, page 3

Fire roars in James Hall:

$10G damages estimated

Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

A fire which was reported early

Sunday morning in the first floor

lounge of lames Residence Hall
resulted in no injuries, but did cause

up to $10,000 worth of damage,
according to a spokesperson for the

University of Massachusetts. Kay
Scanlan.

"The fire was confined almost
entirely to that lounge." Scanlan said.

Scanlan said "smoking materials"

are suspected as the cause of the fire,

but she could not specify as to exactly

what type of material was at fault.

"No arson is suspected," Scanlan
said.

Officials from the Town of
Amherst Fire Department responded
to alarms at 5:12 a.m. Sunday.
Smoke detectors activated the

alarms: they were not pulled by a res-

ident.

About 50 residents were evacuated

from the all-female residence hall.

According to Ulla Jaber, a Resident

As>istant in James Residence Hall,

the evacuated people had to wait out-

side for approximately four hours.

"When the fire department gave us

the okay to come back in, they told

us to pack things to last us for about

four to five hours," Jaber said.

The residents then waited in near-

by residence halls, and were allowed

back into their rooms around 9 a.m.,

when the alarm system was restored.

Residents are not permitted to be in a

building where the alarm system is

not operational.

Couches, tables and a piano were
burned in the fire. In addition, the

heat from the blaze cracked glass

windows of the lounge.

Most of the expense resulting from
the fire was caused by the labor
power needed to clean the damage.
The fire was contained to the

lounge area, due to the closure of all

fire doors in the halls.

"Fire doors really kept the damage
to a minimum." Scanlan said.

IMANl. Vi> nlHFi.lAN

Paradise City!
Alan Steinberg, a clay potter from Brattleboro, Vt., shows off his clay works to onlookers.

HANK, VO/ COUR.IAN

The aftermath of the burnt coach on the first floor of |ames Residence

Hall was a significant one
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Lecture — Wildlife Society presents "Birds. Butterflies,

and Beyond: Evolving Natural History Interests" with

Dave Small, at 6 p.m. in Holdsworth Hall 203.

Refreshments will be served.

Lecture — Professor [arte Blankenship will deliver a lec-

ture entitled, "The Sites and Sounds of Change: The
Discourse of Women in Electoral Politics" at 4 p.m. in the

lounge of Memorial Hall. The event is free, and is part of

the Distinguished Faculty Lecture Series.

Meeting — The ALANA Honor Society will hold its

Fall "96 General Body Meeting at 5:30 p.m. in Campus
Center room 162-75. Qualification for membership is a

3.0 G.P.A.. and applications will be available at the door.

Attendance will be taken.

Wednesday, Oct. 16

Poetry — Enid Santiago Welch and members of

Amherst Writers and Artists Institute will present a free

night of poetry and prose at 7 p.m. at the Augusta Savage

Gallery in New Africa House.

Religious — A drop-in class on the Tanya, the

Chassidic text of mysticism will held at 8 p.m. in Chabad

House. The event is free and open to the public. For more

information, call 549-4094.

Notices

Informational Session — For all confused about

Student Loans, an information session will be hosted by

Financial Aid Services, on Thursday, Oct. 31 from 9

a.m.-noon in Campus Center room 162-75.

Religious — Weekly "Schulan Lurit" meets every

Wednesday from 3-4 p.m. in the Bluewall in the Campus
Center. Look for a sign inside on the right as you enter the

cafe. All Israelis and other Hebrew speakers are welcome.

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final

Examination Schedule will be available beginning Friday,

October 18. Copies will be delivered to students in resi-

dence halls, and will be available to off-campus students

in the Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore).

Sew Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

your help is needed. If interested, call (ordan at

546-3548.

Sport — Learn how to hang glide. The UMass Hang

Gliding Club is sponsoring a beginner weekend on Oct.

19- 20. Sign up now because space is limited This is the

cheapest way to learn how to fly - no experience neces-

sary. Meetings are on Tuesdays at 6:30; everyone is invit-

ed to attend. Check board by SU ballroom for location of

meetings and office hours. For more information, call

545- 0804 and leave a message.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45. Please call Mark to confirm, or for other

stops. at253-0361.

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are

available to help you find answers to your questions and

concerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health

Education Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more

info); Tuesdays 6:30-8:30 p.m. in the International

Lounge, Prince House (call 545- 2299 for more info). All

conversations are confidential.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student Union.

For more information, call the ARC office at- 5- 1925.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout, Copy, and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304

Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from I to 2 p.m. in

the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement

of Worcester Dining Common). For more Information,

call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Discussion Croup — "A Course in Miracles" will meet

from 7 to 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting in

September. For more information, call 253-3795.

Dance — The Northeast American School of Dance
Studio in Northampton will hold a dance spree every

Friday from 8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People

can dance to variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free

environment. All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more
information, call 584-8167.
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Local Puerto Ricans help rebuild

By Leigh Foulkner

Collegian Staff

Continued from page 1

we are human beings and this is supposed to be a civilized society," said the organizer.

He also called for more focus to be placed on police brutality, citing a recent case in New York City where Antony

Baez, a 29-year-old who was strangled to death by a police office in the Bronx after a football accidentally hit a police

car. The police officer involved was later found innocent.

—

"Brother Baez assassina-ted by an officer of the law, found innocent, that's not justice. We should have citizen police

review boards, lets stop policing by the police and lets have people police the police." he said.

Approximately 1 10 people arrived by bus from the Five College area. The majority of the local marchers came from the

University of Massachusetts but there were also Five College students as part of the contingency, as well as community

members and a group of 10 Amherst Regional High School students from a program called Rising Generation Represent.'

According to UMass march organizer, Dominica Perez, plans for this march began three years ago. Perez was con-

tacted after she had attended a conference in Mexico concerning Indigenous rights.

"This march is Latino organized and based on cultural, political and economic- change. . .we want to catapult the Latino issue

to a national level and organize and mobilize Latinos from non-hegemonic groups. . .this is an exciting event." said Perez-.

Perez also added that obtaining the funds to pay for the busses at UMass was not easy, and that she and the other two

organizers Aida Baez and Mahmood Ketabchi, worked hard to find sponsors.

UMass freshman Nuon Noeun said that it was important for him to attend and show unity. He also said that he want-

ed to show the government that immigrants are human beings too and should have rights just like everyone else.

Laura Lopez, a UMass senior and marcher, summarized Saturday's rally. "This event could be the start of a new era

for Latinos, a new civil rights movement, a historic event and a struggle for justice. This movement represents the

increasing importance and potential power of immigrants, an integral part of the American working class."

In an effort to help Puerto Rican

residents rebuild from the damage of

Hurricane Hortense, two University

of Massachusetts organizations.

Boricuas Unidos and Gamma Phi

Sigma-Hermanos Unidos Fraternity

Inc.. have joined together with the

American Red Cross to raise money
for a Hurricane relief fund.

Over 40 members from both
groups have been collecting money
and will continue until Oct. 29.

"Many students on this campus are

either from Puerto Rico or have rela-

tives there. We want to do something

that will help them." said lose

Escribano. a member of Boricuas

Unidos and Gamma Phi Sigma.

Hurricane Hortense, which blew
through Puerto Rico in September,

left many people homeless, without

access to food and running water

"A lot of families have still not got-

ten everything back. Many do not

have water or electricity yet. many
power lines are still down." said

Escribano.

After the major hurricane that

wrecked havoc on Puerto Rico last

summer, many concerned students

approached Boricuas Unidos mem-
bers and asked if there was anything

that could be done to help.

Boricuas Unidos' Chairman
Malwin Oavila contacted the Red
Cross to set up a hurricane relief

fund. Last year, they collected $800
in a similar relief effort.

This year, the two Organizations

have set a combined goal of $1000.

Fleet Bank will double the amount
that the organizations collect.

Davila is hopeful that they will

reach that goal, counting on the gen-

erosity of students, staff and faculty

alike.

"About 10 members have already

started to fill their second can (to col-

lect donations in|." he said.

All of the members in Boricuas

Unidos and Gamma Phi Sigma have

relatives and friends Irving Peurto

Rico.

"Hurricane Hortense hit Puerto

Rico [around this time] last year,"

said Escribano.

"They still hadn't fully recovered

from last year then they got hit

again." he added.

Davila said. "All of my immediate

family is there. Most of the houses

are in complete ruins from flood

damage. It's a really hard time for

everybody there, especially since they

were still recovering from last year."

A table will be set up in the cam-

pus concourse during the last week of

October, which is the last week of

the relief fund, to collect donations.

UMass receives mediocre report card

By Daniel E. Levenson

Collegian Staff

According to the Princeton Review Student

Advantage Guide to the Best 510 Colleges, students at

the University of Massachusetts rate this school as a

what-you-make-it type of experience.

The book, which rates student opinions on such top-

ics as student life and the quality of academics, gathers

a wide survey of each campus.

When it comes to student life, the review said,

"although the references to the legendary style of party-

ing abound in students' accounts of their present lives.

the days of 'Zoo Mass' are over. Still the social scene

thrives even if the 'party school' reputation is dated."

While one student described his social life at the

University as "better than sex in summer rain." the

review says that students agree that "opportunities

don't come to you here; you've got to go out and get

them yourself."

In the area of academic satisfaction and achievement stu-

dents could not reach a consensus about their opinion on the

issue.

Professors are well-liked and students seem happy

with the quality of education provided, however, many-

said in the review that they feel the University is

under-financed.

The review reports that more than 70 percent of the

students attending UMass are Massachusetts natives.

Students list political activism, student publications.

ethnic diversity on campus, drugs and old-fashioned

dating as "hot" on campus.

The most popular majors, according to the review, are

psychology, hotel/restaurant/travel/administration and

English.

Students complain most about the administration,

residence halls, the dining commons and campus ath-

letics,

The book offers students a guide to choosing col-

leges with a more non-tractional view than other col-

lege guides. In addition to information on admission

requirements and policies.

The book also provides readers with student evalua-

tions on the frequency of alcohol and marijuana usage,

as well as the quality of the dining halls and the teach-

ing.

The book was written by four individuals with exten-

sive experience in the area of college admissions.

Zachary Knower. a graduate of Princeton University,

has been working with the Princeton Review since

1989.

Tom Meltzer. a Colombia University graduate, has worked

for the company for eight years writing test preparation mate-

rial.

John Katzman. confounder and president of the

Princeton Review has previously authored three other

books in the Princeton Review book series.

Edward Custard, an educational consultant and the

main author and editor of the book, has been working

in the field of college admissions for close to 20 years.
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Dems hold gathering in town
Big guns brought out in attempt to push candidates over top

By Joseph Fountain

Collegian Staff

THANC VOI COUtGlAN

Refuse To Lose
Coach John Calipari brought his New Jersey Nets to the Mullins Center for an exhibition game against

the Washington Bullets on Sunday night.

On Friday night, almost 100 Democrats gathered at

Amherst Regional junior High School to show their sup-

port for Congressman |ohn Olver (D-Amherst) and the

Democratic party. With only three weeks left before the

election, the Democratic party is pulling out the big guns

to encourage voters to support local candidates.

Congressman loseph Kennedy (D-Boston) was the spe-

cial speaker for this event, which included State Senator

Stan Rosenberg (D-Amherst) acting as Master of

Ceremonies.

)ay Bragg, a senior BD1C major and President of

University of Massachusetts College Democrats, blasted

Governor William F. Weld for proposing a bill thai would

have cut UMass by $19 million. "Students should know
this and should be out there working for |ohn Olver and

John Kerry to get re-elected," said Bragg.

"With only a few weeks left, we have a lot of work," he

added.

Mindy Cohen, a sophomore government major at

Smith College, said, "1 work for |ohn Olver because we
need to keep Democrats in the House of Representatives."

Rosenberg aimed his speech at students, criticizing

Republicans and their education record.

"Students should understand that higher education pro-

grams are under attack by the Republicans." said

Rosenberg.

State Representative Ellen Story (D-Amherst) also

spoke on the event, resonating some very partisan themes.

"I can't remember a more important time to vote a

straight democratic ticket," she said, calling the

Republicans "reactionary."

In his address, Olver continued by attacking the

Republican stance on social spending.

"Much damage has been done by the Republican

Congress. They're cutting from Head Start up to higher

education. The way to reverse this is to stop the

Republicans control of Congress."

Directing his speech towards students, he said "we have

worked here in Massachusetts to re-elect |ohn Kerry and

President Clinton. We must stop cuts in education and the

way to do that is by electing a democratic majority to

Congress."

In Kennedy's opening remarks, he said, "|ohn Olver is

my friend, he is relentless, he has the biggest heart in

Congress. I want you to know how lucky you are to have

John Olver."

Speaking on the election, he said that the Republicans

are going after those with the least political power in

American society.

He attacked Republicans for attempting to cut pro-

grams such as Healthy Start.

On education, Kennedy said "they cut $10 billion from

student loans. You can not get a good job today without a

college education. It is un-American to not help people be

all that they can be. Every child should have the ability to

become president."

Continuing the attack on the Republicans, he spoke at

length on the record of the 104th Congress and the

impacts repeated attempts to cut funding for Medicare

and Medicaid. He also said that a victory for Gov.

William F. Weld in the race against Sen. |ohn Kerry for

Senate would be bad for the Commonwealth.

"He'll make a speech saying I'll never cut Medicare, I'd

never hurt the environment, I 'd never hurt students.

Then you'd have to point out to him that all these pro-

grams were set up by Democrats and the Republicans

oppose them. Say to Bill Weld we got a Democrat in

Washington and we want to keep him there," Kennedy

said.

rally

continued from page 1

Columbus exactly, but what he represents." said Mike

Maestas, a 23-year-old Greenpeace representative and

ethnically of the Tewa nation. "When we celebrate

a holiday of genocide, suffering and absolute oppression, it

shows that we've got a long way to go before we can bring

it home. If this country is ever going to progress, we've got

to educate prior to Columbus' discovery." he said.

"We're starting to get recognition, but its slow and

needs to be picked up," Maestas added. "Pretty soon

we're going to have to start collecting apologies."

Maestas, who parallels the honoring of Columbus with

that of recognizing Adolf Hitler, suggests re-naming the

holiday "Indigenous People's Day." Another suggestion by

Rives was "Stealing Day."

Sponsors of the rally included the Indigenous Support

Committee (ISC), the Revolutionary Anti-Imperialist

League (RAIL) and the Maoist Intemationlist Movement

(M1M).
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A tale of horror

Sometimes it is hard for us as Americans to truly

appreciate the freedoms that are granted us and
the opportunities we receive. Sometimes it takes a

widely publicized story of horrific reality to bring the

advantages of American life to our attention. Sometimes
even that doesn't work.

Last week, many readers of Newsweek magazine were

horrified to find on its pages a photograph of two men
hanging and bloody, surrounded by a bunch of smiling

soldiers in a town square of Kabul, the capital city. The
hanging men were the former president of Afghanistan

and his brother. Because no story was pre-

sented with the photo, readers could only

imagine what had happened in the war-
torn country. Whatever they imagined was
probably a lot milder than the truth.

Since its recent takeover by the funda-

mentalist Mullah regime. Afghanistan has

been the site of what Amnesty International

calls a "reign of terror," the most oppressed

group being Afghan women, who are no
longer allowed to work, attend school or

leave their houses unaccompanied by
males.

Meanwhile, a world away, the women of our own
country are literally choosing our president. Polls indicate

that the double digit lead possessed by Bill Clinton is

entirely the result of a strong female showing, because

both candidates are dead even in recent polls of male vot-

ers.

The female vote has become so important that both
candidates are catering to them, Dole even attempted and
failed to book an appearance on the "Oprah Winfrey
Show," a television hour viewed by an overwhelming
female majority.

Because women make up more than half of the U.S.

population and vote in larger numbers than men, they are

the most powerful voting block in the country. Voting is

not luxury provided for the women of Afghanistan,
where the acting education minister stated last week that

a woman is like "a rose — you water it and keep it at

home for yourself to look at and smell. It is not supposed

to be taken out of the house to be smelled."

Therefore Afghan women are now forced to wear suf-

focating garments which cover their entire bodies, includ-

ing their eyes. If they refuse to comply, they are taken

into the streets and beaten. The extreme measures taken

have religious motivation, yet even the perceived extreme
Iranians have referred to the regime as "violent, nar-

row-minded reactionaries."

While American women are mobilizing their power to

make social changes in our society, the women of
Afghanistan have no power. They need change more than

anyone.

The average working woman in America
does all she can to help keep her family

above water. Many Afghan women have
lost their husbands in one of the country's

many wars; still they are no longer allowed

to work to support her family. An estimat-

ed 50,000 war widows reside in Kabul.
Despite pleas from United Nations relief

officials to allow these women* to make a

living, the regime has made it all but
impossible for them to work.

Examining the horrors in Afghanistan is

one way of evaluating what is going on in

our own country. While almost everyone has complaints

about the way America is run and the structure of the

government, it is easy to see that other alternatives may
not be so pleasant.

The men who built this country knew what they were
doing when they created a system that is adaptable and
that could exist free of ties with organized religion. As
cliche as it may sound the U.S. government is really set

up for the people and by the people.

While the "equality" of this country isn't exactly equal,

the developments that have come about over its history

are astounding. Considering women had no power 100
years ago, the fact that the two major presidential candi-

dates are begging for their favor tells you a lot about the

way the American system works.

Sometimes it seems too easy to dismiss what the
United States government does as unfair, but a look
around will show you that it gets a lot worse.

Mark McGrath is a Collegian columnist.
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I
didn't think twice about how 1 should approach
my grandmother after not seeing her for 1

1

years. I wanted to give her much more than just

an ordinary hug. I wanted to give her the type of hug
that said so much more than just "I missed you." I

didn't just miss her, I felt so much more. There were
a lot of things that needed to fill in the 1 1 -year gap

that she spent without my family.

I didn't care how late it was when I got home from
school that evening. I ran straight to the room where
she was sleeping and I awoke her as I hugged her

firmly. We stayed in the same hugging position until

the heat that had generated between us exceeded the

humid temperature outside. Then, we gradually

released each other. We both remained speechless

and just smiled at one another. For a moment, our
silence assured me that despite the length of time

that we hadn't seen each other, she was still the same
person as before. She's still my grand-

mother.

She asked me if I had already eaten.

I replied that I had. It was very consol-

ing to hear her ask me this question
given that it was already past midnight.

If I had told her that I hadn't eaten, she would have

gotten up to make me a whole meal. She always
made sure that her grandchildren were well-fed.

There was something profound about hearing her

familiar voice. Somehow, the way she questioned me
said that there was no need to express the obvious. It

was immediately understood that we had a lot to

catch up on and to talk about. She told me that it

was late; that I should go to sleep and that we were
to talk first thing in the morning.

When I got up to leave the room, I noticed that

there were tears running down my face. I wondered
for a moment why I was crying. I decided that my
tears symbolized far more than the gladness that I

felt. That night, while lying in Led, I thought about
how I viewed my grandmother's arrival.

A part of me was happy and relieved that she was
finally here. Another part of me feared for her. She's

69 years old. She had left everything that she owned
back home to come here. It would be very different

story if my grandfather hadn't passed away last year.

It seemed that she was very alone here. Back home,
relatives and friends always paid her a visit. She
loved socializing and cooking for a lot of people.

She's used to going to the market early in the morn-
ing. Over here, there's much more food than the peo-

ple who would eat it. Plus, it's not really necessary

that she goes to the market every morning.

The groceries were already pre-packaged in the

refrigerator from the weekly shopping. She had
responsibilities back home that she had to neglect.

She had to detach herself from two of my cousins

whom she practically raised on her own and appar-

ently became a very big part of her. Overall, she had
her piece of land to maintain. She came here so that

she can petition some of her children who were still

ambivalent about coming here. My grandfather never

wanted to come here. He must have influenced their

ambivalence.

Despite everything, I felt a great urge to be around
her as often as I could. I wanted to hear her talk. It

didn't matter about what, for anything she had to say

guaranteed that it was something that 1 had missed
out on. I was determined to spend most of my sum-
mer days with her. which I did.

I took her practically everywhere I went. I recall

hanging out with her in Harvard Square until one in

the morning once. I introduced her to every person 1

knew that we ran into, most of whom I hadn't seen

ever since I started college. We went into every store.

She particularly liked Tower Records where she pur-

chased The Beatles' special collection. She seemed to

like it in Harvard Square.

I thought that it was because she was surrounded

by a lot of people and a lot of music, which was
something that she had been accus-

tomed to back home. I wanted to make
her feel at home. But I knew that there

wasn't much that I can do, except to

be there for her. We went on many lit-

tle trips together.

At one time, my whole family went camping and
she thought that we were crazy for sleeping outside.

She liked the fact that we were all together. We sang
songs late into the night while my sister played the

guitar, the way it was back home. However, every

time she's at home, all she does is house chores. She
told me that these chores kept her busy and kept her

from loneliness.

She washes some of our clothes by hand when she

knows that we normally use the washing machine to do
laundry. She said that by washing the dirty clothes by
hands only conserved energy, which I thought was a

legitimate excuse to keep her preoccupied. She would
cook so much food. She expected us to eat all of it.

Eventually, she realized that there weren't that

many of us. She cooked a little less. She would tell us

that she was not used to the types of vegetables and
the types of meat that was sold here. She's used to

purchasing fresh, live fish and fresh vegetables, not

the prepackaged ones.

So my mother took her to Chinatown. She seemed
more satisfied and much more determined to get her

cooking done faster. To keep her preoccupied, my
mother bought her a sewing machine. Somehow, she
wasn't motivated to use the sewing machine. She
pursued sewing, but immediately stopped. I figured

that it was because she missed her old lifestyle and
my grandfather.

She told me at one point that she would be doing
much better if my grandfather was still alive. She
said that she would try much harder to adapt to these

changes She felt that there was no need for her to

try to stay here because she had so much more to do
back home and her children weren't even sure if they

want to come here. Overall, she felt confused and
yearned to go back home.

C.F. Gorospe is a I 'Mass student.
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Budgeting warrants closer look

Sam

McAfee

In
the wake of school budget crises spurred by dimin-

ished public investment in higher education, many
restructuring plans have been put forth with a pri-

mary focus on efficient allocation of limited resources.

What might pass for efficient allocation is typically decid-

ed among the upper levels of large bureaucracies.

From this top down perspective, students and depart-

ments are seen as statistical units with quanifiable fea-

tures to warrant a particular level of spending. These cal-

culations, however, fail to account for the multiplicity of

situations that arise within this institution, or the person-

al and social aspects of student issues. In effect, as long

as the numbers add up, a plan may be deemed accept-

able, even if it does not reflect the realities of living at the

bottom of a large, rigid bureaucracy.

The organizational structure of this University is a

reflection of the market-oriented ideology which domi-
nates both private and public institutions

in this country. Private firms are rigidly

authoritarian, focusing on maximization of

profit without any consideration of the

effects of that goal on individuals and
communities inside or outside the enter-

prise. The compartmentalization of employees and their

depiction as mere payroll numbers leads to technocratic

and impersonal enforcement of the whims of powerful

interests, generating often intense alienation and frustra-

tion in individual workers.

The form of representative democracy with which we
must contend also inherently reduces diverse groups of

people into their mere market values and keeps at a dis-

tance those constituencies that might just as well govern

themselves with greater sensitivity to their particular

environment.

UMass is an extension of the state government, and as

in all hierarchical structures, decisions from the top
reflect the interests of power-wielding elites. Anyone
who has waited in line at Whitmore can bear witness to

the lack of flexibility inherent in this style of organiza-

tion.

There is a dire absence of personal attention that is

sometimes necessary for the proper handling of students'

individual situations. Participants in this institution are

compartmentalized and numbered contradictory to the

wide- ranging and unpredictable diversity of human
experiences.

A certain understanding of social and personal crises

that is especially necessary at a University is lost in the

array of rigid and impersonal relations that characterize

the many departments of our school.

Increasingly prevalent is the ideology of issuing funds

on the basis of market forces. Departments whose activi-

ties are expected to bring a high marketability are consid-

ered worthy of funding. Those that do not fit this model

are encouraged to operate with self-sufficiency.

All departments are pressured to attract private invest-

ment, to make up for the lack of funds from the state.

This may be no difficult task for hard sciences which may
have high-tech or biotech firms eager to fund research in

these areas. But for the humanities and social sciences

funding may not be as readily available.

In addition, those departments which do illicit funds

from private sources are then tied to the whims of that

source or revenue. This may often be in contradiction not

only to the interests of students involved but also to the

ideology of public higher education in general. To expect

an institution that was designed as a subsidy to operate at

optimal self- sufficiency is a recipe for disaster, spelling

crowded classrooms, overworked staff and

declining quality of service.

The reduction of educational processes

to their raw marketability inherent in these

types of plans tends to engender a cyni

ciarm,-«reven disdain, for the self-govern

ing capabilities of individuals in a social setting with

which they are often far more in tune. Some student

operated business and RSOs, indeed even some academic

departments, prove this cynicism unwarranted.

Groups like People's Market, Earthfoods, Campus
Design and Copy, the Bike Co-op. and the STPEC pro-

gram, often organized with consensus decision-making,

are inherently more flexible in their relations with stu

dents, promote and develop responsibility and leadership,

and embody the kinds of personal relations that foster a

feeling of community absent in most areas of UMass.
Entangled in the interactions of large state and private

authoritarian structures, small communities and political

organizations struggle for the right to control their own
destinies. The organizing and operating of these groups
serves to instil a sense of empowerment, responsibility

and cooperation that is scarcely available in any other

form of social activity.

Students here are slowly but surely engaging in these

types of activity and, as this trend persists, will no doubt
demand the respect and flexibility from the administra
tion that they deserve. Perhaps a time is not far off when
the trend to further dehumanize relations at UMass is

halted or even rolled back. There is much to be done, but

the first steps have already been taken, and once students

taste the power of self-organization they will refuse to be
further denied.

Sam McAfee is a Collegian columnist.

Banding together

Alright, so a Booty Schwagg is apparently a bad
thing. I guess I'm not hip enough to be down with

such terminology. But, when I give the
Minuteman marching band that dubious honor, I do it

with the best intentions.

This collection of 300 zealous (over-zealous), hard-
working, dedicated students has become one of the most
respected organizations on campus — at freshman con-

vocation, SGA Prez Maurice Caston introduced them as

"the university's most famous ambassadors" — and
deserves more than some weakly-termed recognition in

the Collegian.

They call themselves the "Power and Class of New
England" and have defended that title for close to two
decades now. Not only are they the "Power and Class" of
the region, they are without a doubt the most exciting,

most exhilarating, best band in New England.

They do what they do with a certain flair

and panache that has been burgeoned by

their equally flamboyant director George
N. Parks who is revered as one of the top

marching band authorities around. Parks

instills a sense of pride in the band's mem-
bers that transcends all known definitions of the word.

This is a group that has carried the label of Best band
in New England for quite a while now. and has believed

that it could be the best band in all of the East. Recently,

the Minuteman marching band was given a chance to

stake their claim to such accolades as they travelled to

Allentown, PA to participate in a college band exhibition

After listening to an aptly-named Billy Joel tune about

a thousand times on the lengthy bus trip, the Minutemen
of the march busted into Allentown and completely blew
the doors off of the other bands at the show including the

inimitable Morgan State band, an improving University

of Delaware group and Parks' alma mater West Chester,

which is also regarded as one of the top bands in the

*region.

The crowd was equally thrown for a loop. They seemed
to spend as much time on their feet as the band did as

the fans gave the band numerous standing ovations,

including one in the middle of a song.

More impressive than how the other bands and the

Fred

Hurlbrink Jr.

crowd reacted to the performance was how the UMass
delegation reacted to it. Associate director Thomas
Hannum — one of the top percussion instructors in the
country — said to the band after the 20-minute show
that he may have never been part of a better perfor-
mance.

Both Parks and Assistant director Michael Klesh noted
how powerful the performance was and how much the
band had exceeded any expectations that had been set.

So. now the Minuteman marching band has ventured
outside New England, and they just might stake their
claim to being the best marching band in the eastern
United States.

How does such an enormous group come together to
perform with the intensity and power and unity that the
Minuteman marching band displays? To be honest, it

baffles the logical mind, but this ensemble works so
incredibly hard that if they were sanc-
tioned by the NCAA, Parks would have
been fired long ago.

The NCAA regulates weekly practice
time, and according to one coach in the
athletic department, he is only allowed to

work his team for 20 hours a week. Well, during the sea-
son, the band sticks to that guideline, rehearsing for
about an hour and a half every day, and at least three
and a half hours Saturday mornings before a football
game.

Then again, a week before the fall semester starts the
Minuteman marching band has its annual band camp at

which they rehearse for about 1 5 hours a day or so. So.
you math majors out there can figure out how quickly
Parks surpasses the 20-hour mark.
Through all this hard work, members don't just

become a part of the band (as cliche as it sounds) the
band becomes a part of them.

So, next time you're at a football game, and you are
one of those wacky people that are actually there to
watch the football game rather than the halftime show,
stick around for a few minutes and you'll find out why
there are never any lines at the hot dog stand after the
second quarter.

Fred Hurlbrink. Jr. is a Collegian columnist.
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Arts & Living
Stereolab takes on Brazilian pop
Hampshire College sets for upcoming Qo Sailor & Cub shows

Madonna becomes a 'Material Mother

Lisa M.

Oliveri

Stereolab joins forces with Herbie Mann and Ui to reinvent space age pop music.

Kurt Cobain s photo was in

\. mniwuft once again this week along-

side Billy Corgan and Darby Crash ot

the Germs. Who would have ever fig

ured that a true punk icon

like Crash would be nan
by millions of middle class

Americans looking for

George F. Will's late-t ooi-

umn? Grass Records
recently issued Germs
(Tribute): A Small Circle of Friends

featuring Sonic Youth. Dinosaur |r

Hole. Firehose and more.

• Speaking of Sonic Youth, look for

an upcoming show with Thurston
Moore and Rashied Ali in Amherst
sponsored by the fine folks who have

ho-ied an ongoing series of

avant-garde jazz and rock show> at the

Unitarian Meeting House in Amherst.

Ali is best known for his drum work
with |ohn Coltrane on albums such as

Interstellar Space— an amazing collec-

tion of just the two jamming.

• Getting back to Amherst, look for

some exciting shows at Hampshire
College over fhe next month. In the

last week of October, both the Third

Sex (labelmates and friends with

Mike

Burke

Team Dresch) ;md Cub will pkj

rate ihowt. Cub. once the world's

leading cuddle vore outfit has found

I new home and sound recently.

Their new album. Boa of
Hair, on Lookout! mixes

up their all too adorable

roots with an angrier

punk side reminiscent of

the Muffs best, but over-

looked work. Don't
worry for all you cute pop kids out

there. Cub hasn't lost its charm yet.

• Pop fans brace yourself for the

show of the year, or at least

November, a- Go Sailor brings their

top notch girl-pop to Hampshire
College. Led by Rose Melberg. for-

merly of Tiger Trap and currently of

the Softies. Go Sailor has near per-

fected the three minute pop song.

After releasing a few seven inch sin-

gles. Lookout! has combined all three

singles plus two compilation trackl

for a hit laced CD that even make-
me want to dance. Look for an inter-

view with Ms. Melberg on these
page- in the near future!

• While Go Sailor may represent the

bc-i of American girl pop. Sweeden s

s4+*

Cardigans is making waves on both
sides of the Atlantic. Their second
American CD, First Band on the

Moon, features a cover of Black
Sabbath s "Iron Man" plus 10 more
swingin' tunes. The first single

"LovefboT KWndl like I cron between

Madonna and Heavenly, a neat perfect

HB| and easily the swellest song to be
currently found on alternative rock
radio. The Cardigans may be a bit too

gloat] on then latest, but the fun dis-

played on Life is still present.

• With the Cardigans selling upwards

of one million CDs internationally.

19% could be the year Heavenly breaks

out of the pop underground. In the

tragic wake of the suicide of drummer
Matthew Fletcher, the band has
released their third, and final full length

Operation Heavenly on K Records
Hopefully Heavenly will follow in the

footstep! of labelmates Dub Narcotic,

the Crabs (their new album
Brainwashed is excellent) and Satisfact

all of whom have passed through town
this semester.

• On Oct. 24. Pearl Street and

Turn to POP, page 9

And the latest celebrity gossip is

• The 'Material Girl" became a Material Mom" last

night as Madonna gave birth to her first child, the six

pound, nine ounce. Lourdes Maria.

• Here's the weekly Antonio and Mclanie update.

According to the National Enquirer. Antonio wants to

keep Melanie and their child.

Stella, in Spain, but Melanie

wants to return to the United

States, and this is causing the

happy pair to fight. Hey.
Melanie! Can you be any
dumber? You just married the

sexiest man on the face of ilk-

planet, and you're arguing about where to live? Who
cares'.' I'd live in a duinpster if it was with Antonio.

• In Smashing Pumpkins news, ex band member
liinniy Chamberlain had his court date last week where
he was charged with disorderly conduct, and required

to go to drug rehabilitation. Chamberlain was fired

Irom the band after he was caught injecting heroin with

keyboardist lonathan Melvoin. Frankly. I don t think

Chamberlain did anything wrong If I had to listen to

Billy Corgan s whining voice for more than five min-
utes. I'd probably want to shoot up too.

• Cheapskate Sharon Stone is obviously marrying fiancee

Michel Benasra for one reason: Ctth. I les millionaire who
just surprised her with a $50,000 diamond engagement ring

on a trip to Paris This will make a nice set with the

$400,000 necklace that was lent to her last year for the

Oscars that she refused to give back, saying it was a gift.

• In sadder news, singer Tiny Tim collapsed at the

recent ukelele festival in Montague, reportedly from a

heart attack. He is now resting in a hospital in

Greenfield. I guess he was tiptoeing a little too quickly

through the tulips.

• In a recent book by Whitney Houston's former
bodyguard Kevin Amnions, he claims she is I lesbian,

and was involved for years with assistant Robyn
Crawford. Houston, of course, is saying that the
rumors are false. Well if sleeping with Bobby Brown
every night for the past few years didn't turn her to les-

bianism, then nothing will.

• Terminator 2 cutie Edward Furlong recently sn>od

up for animal rights during a Calvin Klein photo shoot.

He agreed to wear cotton jeans but refused to wear a

leather shirt. I guess the leather jacket he wore
throughout T2 didn't count, right?

• Scott Weiland of the grunge band Stone Temple
Pilots has just been released from a drug rehab pro-

gram and has embarked on a six week American tour.

His first performance was at the infamous Viper Room.
No — no pressure to use drugs there.

• George Michael hinted that he would surprise the

audience at an upcoming "MTV Unpugged" appearance bv

bringing a few "old friends." According to CyberSleaze. one
oi the old friends might be pal Elton |ohn who will show
up to sing the duet. "Don t Let The Sun Go Down On Me."

• lust a reminder: Bill Pullman will be next week's
host on "Saturday Night Live."

COURTESY WARNfK (WtOS

Madonna gave birth to her first child last night.

• Publishing company Random House is slowly los-

ing their court battle with diva loan Collins over the

lecond part of her autobiography. According to

CyberSleaze. Random House is threatening to publish

her manuscript without any editing to publicly humili-

ate her. Word of advice: Jackie is the "writer." Go back

to Dynasty, loan.

• One of Michael Jackson's former staff members is

once again trashing the poor guy. saying that he made
her spy. instructed to listen to phone conversations, blah,

blah, blah... Sandi Dome/ is, of course, suing (ackson.

Domez, your 15 minutes of fame are over! Leave |acko

alone. Everyone knows he did not molest any children!

And lastly. The National Enquirer reported the most
quirky story, about a woman who brought a frozen

chicken back to life. According to the Enquirer, |anei

Bonney of Harpswell, Maine was rounding up her

chickens when she noticed one lying on its back under
her porch. As she was preparing it for burial, she

noticed it had a faint heartbeat. Bonney quickly per-

formed mouth to beak resuscitation and brought the

chicken back to life. The Enquirer reports that both
woman and bird are quite happy — he gets to live, and
she gets an egg a day. Now that's something to cluck

about.

Lisa M. Oliveri is a Collegian columnist.
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money or I'll blow your brains out," a voice mumbled. He sighed. Hot

Frankly this ATK holdup thing was getting, well, overdone. Not even the

threat
varied. His roommate last week at the convenience

store? Exactly the same line. Or I'll blow your

FOR THE STUDENT
Introducing

Collegian Classifieds

Half Price
Thursdays!
~ Only for Students ~

Only at the Collegian Newsstand
10am - 2pm

/

brains out. Right. Why not something new... something like ... or you wont

live to see another sunrise. No, too John Wayne. Okay, Okay, what about ... or

you'll never get a chance to test-drive that new ... Oh, forget it. He scooped

the stack of bills from the ATK withdrawal door and turned,

CQjLinuLy x8lcjltic the deadiy weap°n - what

was it about bad guys, anyway? Don't they keep up? "Giv# l|gthe

money now," the voice demanded coarsely, the gun rising to a 90

degree angle. No, make that 98 degrees; clearly the guy was nervous.

The student smiled faintly. Sure, prolonging it likft this was dangerous,

but this time he waited it all.The bright flaSH.
The deafening sound. The tiny steel roctot ship skimming straight

toward his heart. His Jaw flinched as h£r'V$£ohed the bad guy slowly

squeeze the trigger . . . BANG! The student (Hacked quickly to his left, the

flash instantly triggering the whirring ATK retinal-scan freeze

mechanism.The "bullet screamed to

a stop a chest hair before impact, the man who fired it frozen

in place like some gigantic ice cube, a puzzled look on his

face. The police would arrive any second, haul the bad guy

away. The student chuckled. Turned back to retrieve his card.

Damn, that's good software.

What will the next generation of software be? Come to Microsoft and shape it.

Real jobs. Real internships. With real responsibility.

Technical Interviews for Full-Time Jobs and

Paid Summer Internships

Mon. Nov. 4 and Tues. Nov. 5

Full-time: Call the Job Line by 6pm, Oct. 16

Paid Internships: Resumes due to Mather Career Center Oct. 25

Resumes may also be given directly to the Microsoft Recruiter

at the Oct. 17 Engineering Career Fair in Marcus Hall lUlir^rfVif^ft
For additional details, check out www.microsoft.com/college

fWf*#r*V^t/fI

C 1996 Microsoft Corporation All rights reserved
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Coens' films are a must for video rentals

With the recent success of Joel and

Ethan Coen's new video release

Fargo. 1 thought we could take a look

back at their previous films. The

COM brothers have a deserved repu-

tation for original and off-beat dra-

mas with well written and quirky

characters.

BLOOD SIMPLE
with: Francis McDormand, E.

Emmet Walsh

Blood Simple was the Coen broth-

ers first feature and although it was

not a major commercial success, it

still is a intriguing crime thriller. The

narrative moves at an extremely slow

pace, but is filled with riveting plot

twists that will still keep you on the

edge of your seat. McDormand por-

trays the quintessential femme fatale

who hires a hit man to kill her hus-

band and steal his money. You're

never quite sure who's working for

who until the climax, and even then 1

promise you will be surprised.

RAISING ARIZONA
with: Nicholas Cage, Holly Hunter

The Coens took a drastic turn from

Blood Simple for this eccentric come-

dy about a down on his luck criminal

who falls for a beautiful cop and

takes her on a rather bizarre crime

spree. When the cop, played by

Hunter, can't have children, she and

Cage decide to steal one and take on

a life of crime as they try to provide

for their new adopted son. Raising

Arizona is a fast paced classic come-

dy and the Coens most commercially

successful film to date.

MILLER'S CROSSING
with: Gabriel Byrne. Albert Finney

Arguably one of the greatest gang-

ster films since The Godfather,

Miller's Crossing is a brilliant, dis-

turbing portrait of friendship and loy-

alty set to a prohibition era backdrop.

The film centers around Byrne's char-

acter, Tommy, who is the

second-in-command of the Irish mob
led by Finney. When the affection of

the same woman destroys their bond,

Tommy decides to work for the rival

Italian mob. In order to gain accep-

tance, he must take the brother of the

woman he loves to Miller's Crossing

to assassinate him. The brother

played by John Turturro convinces

Tommy not to do it, and the stage is

set for one of the most intense and

thought provoking films of recent

years.

BARTON FINK
With: John Turturro. John

Goodman

Baron Fink is the Coen's clever

tribute to Hollywood in the '30s.

Turturro plays a young playwright

from New York who gets hired by a

Hollywood studio to write for the

movies. He struggles with the clas-

sic battle of not selling out as he

attempts to make a film for and

about the working man. He
attempts to center his script's main

character around his strange

next-door neighbor played by

Goodman. Together the two form a

unique friendship which results in

one of the most original endings 1

Deftones jump start Pearl St. crowd

By Scott Bernard

Collegian Staff

counTtsvPAmctniuT

Ethan and )oel Coen, uber-directors-in-arms, deliver manic genius.

have ever seen in a movie.

DEFTONES
Pearl Street

Oct. 11

Halfway through Deftones' show Friday night, lead

singer Chino Moreno screamed out. "You [guys] are

crazy, you make me tired." All this after Moreno had

already thrown himself into the crowd early into the

performance.

The packed house grooved and moshed to Deftones

reggae and hip-hop influenced metal all night. Several

times the bounds between audience and band were

breached as the crowd jumped onto the low stage to

dive or have their say with the band.

Twice Moreno stage dived into the crowd, still

singing the songs he was in the midst of singing, losing

both shoes in the process. He asked for a pair of shoes

from the crowd, promising recompense and noting.

"It's hard to jump around up here barefoot." Even

though it was a rough evening, everyone seemed to be

enjoying themselves.

The band began with their usual opener. "Root."

before giving an intense reading to the hit single

"Bored." Next came their signature song, "Seven

Words." which was maniacally brutal. Then Moreno

threw the mike into the audience to take a request,

which turned out to be the pulverizing "Engine #9."

Deftones then chilled everyone out with "Fircal"

which began as hard as the rest of the band's songs but

ended peacefully, if unnervingly as Moreno slowly whis-

pered, "Everything felt good, everything was right at

first..." before soaring above the steadily increasing din

of the rest of the song.

To end the show. Deftones performed "Minus

Blindfold" which features a riff which is reminiscent of

Pantera, as well as Moreno's manic rapping. It was a

good way to tie up the show, and a good way to show

off the band's oeuvre.

The first opening band. Dissolve, featured a steady

diet of pointless atonality and screechy, virtually unlis-

tenable singing. The second band, Doomnation. was
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COUHTf SY CMHIS CUTTAAO

The Deftones strut their stuff with the latest show

at Pearl St.

better if a bit derivative of Anthrax as well as Rage

Against the Machine (more the former than the latter).

The band seemed to be straight-edge and politically

conscious, but the extremely high volume muddied this

message considerably and they came off as being some-

what pretentious.

HUDSUCKER PROXY
with: Tim Robbins. Jennifer |ason

Leigh, Paul Newman

This was supposed to be the

Coen's big blockbuster hit with a

huge cast and big studio backing. It

never did very well in the box office

but is a wonderful film nonetheless.

The Coens co-wrote the script with

Evil Dead director Sam Raimi. The

story reinvents the creation of the

hula-hoop with Newman as the pres-

ident of the Hudsucker corporation.

Newman hires a clerk from the mail

room played by Robbins to bail him

out of trouble by giving him his new

position as C.E.O. With the help of

news reporter Liegh. Robbins
attempts to get back at the company

for exploiting him.

Adam tevine is a Collegian Staff

Member.

Do you like to jam al nrsfit to bands

like Phish and the Dead? How about

spreading the good word about some

of the grooviest, swaggiest bands in

the area, but not imposing any harsh

views upon the locals? Come on down

to the Collegian and chi with Kike

Burke to keep the music afive.

C HIROPRCTIC
Knowledge and Care

Working Together

Dr. Vivian Roman, D.C.

South Towne Commons, 479 West St. Amherst

Sou,hRT116
(413)253-6650

ROUTE 9

HADLEY, MA

YEAR 'ROUND
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Are you confused about your student loans'?

Come to an information session hosted by the loan staff of Financial Aid Services.

Student Loans

:

everything you wanted to know and more!

Halloween, Thursday October ft 1996 9am - 12noon

Campus Center Rm 162-7S
m

Having fun in the USA
Sure, it may be different Thatis why every

International Student needs this.

r££**

^»-

«

\Vs free when you sign with AR£T.

Call 1 800 533-6198.

AT&T

edge
EDGE SALUTES MEN'S INTRAMURAL EXCELLENCE

1996 - 1997 Men's & Women's
Intramural Track 8c Field Meet

Top Two Finishers Per Event

100 MeterLong Jump 4 by 100 Meter Relay

Salim Hawa Michael Perkins Salim Hawa
Brayan Carlo Brian Carlo Jamie Casavant

High Jump Keith England 200 Meter
Michael Dussault Joseph Leonard

Michael Perkins
Christopher Chaves

Andrew Geczi Snehal Patel

Discus - Men's J. P. Morgan 400 Meter
Josh Dobelstein

Matthew Schneider
T.J. Brearley

Daniel McCarthy
Keith England

Matthew Lally
Discus - Women's
Heather Jenner

1500 Meter Run 3000 Meter
Ryan Halliday David King

James Britton
Shot Put

Christopher Rondini
David Bennett

Donnie Hui 120 Meter Low Hurdles

Michael Irving

Christopher Chaves

'

1mJ5m
NICKS. NICKS. NICKS. NIX.

\ "7 ^

r
•

•v
DortHAMiauLai Tfc*m&rucnoN formula
rtassfeMS'rtcarie, SO * protects your sWn from nicks and
cuts better than foams. For a closer, more comfortable
shave, Ifi; just in the nick of time
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for a while," Emma said. "And, yeah,
this summer I was saying to her that
we are going to kill you guys, but she
has been saying the same thing to me,
like, Thai in my senior year, and I am
not losing to you.'

"We have been always on the same
team, and she was always so much
older than me that we would never
play against each other, so this is the
first time. It's awesome."
An experienced leader and a

young scorer

The last two seasons for the Big
Green, |enna has emerged from the
shadows, becoming the teams leading
scorer and forming a strong forward
combination along with fellow senior
Melissa McBean. She was awarded the
Lucinda Fernald Award last season
(team award for leadership, enthusiasm
and dedication), and was also a 1995
NSCAA All-Northeast Region selection.

She is already about to surpass her
previous career high in points ('95:

I lg, la, 23pts), as she has heated up
the Ivy League this season with two
straight Player of the Week nomina-
tions and a four goal blasting of
Princeton in a 6-1 win on Sept. 28th.

"Their [Kurowski) is great, and ours
is on the way to being great," Rudy
said. "Her sister is a complete player,

and Emma is on the way to being that."

Emma has been concentrating on her
work ethic, as that is the key facet concern-

ing the differences between scoring goals

in the high school and collegiate game.

A National Coaches Association Of
America All-America selection in her
senior year, the quicker pace of the game
is fine with the will-o'-the-wisp from

pop

south central Massachusetts, which also

fits in with the contrasting playing styles

of each sister. While lenna seems to be
more of a grinding ball striker, Emma is

more of a finesse player.

And, that is not the only thing that

contrasts between the two sisters,

especially when it comes down to a

little friendly trash-talking, and their

respective opinions on who is/is not

better at the game.
"1 played with her for two years in high

school, and I wished we were closer in

age, so we could have played more togeth-

er," Jenna Kurowski said. 'The past few

years 1 have not seen her so much, but she

has definitely grown up from that little

freshman I used to play with.

"I don't have the trickier moves as

Emma, whereas I like to play with my
back to the goal. I think I can turn on
the goal better than her, and I do
have a much better shot."

"1 think she is really good with her

back to the goal, and she can turn and

shoot really well," Emma Kurowski said.

"She has a really good shot from the out-

side, too, and that is kind of how we're

different. 1 would rather dribble in and

beat the defenders. It has always been

that way, and I like to go one-on-one.

"But I don't know if she has got a

better shot, maybe she just can't beat

the defenders as well as I can, so that

is why she has to shoot from outside."

Sweet temptation

It was more than a temptation for

the Kurowski duo to reunite their

high school partnership, but as with

life, things just do not happen the

way you would like them to happen
"It would have been great for her

to come up here to play." lenna

Kurowski said. "By her junior year in

high school, my couch would ask me
about her game, her goals and her

grades. When she had come up to see

us play, she was shocked by how
good we really were

"Every year I have been here we
have had good games against UMass.

We have won. lost and tied, so this

will be my rubber match against them.

I think we have the best team in my
four years here now, and our offense

is really beginning to get going."

In the end. it came down to the deci-

sion between Michigan or UMass for the

younger Kurowski, and she chose the spa-

cious confines ol the Pioneer Valley for

both personal and competitive reasons.

"I came here because it was close, and

all my relatives like to watch me play,"

Emma Kurowski said. "Also, the tradi-

tion of women's soccer here at UMass.

and how well they have done in the past.

I liked that a lot, especially compared to

Michigan, which was a new program."

"The coach is always telling me
that you can never be satisfied with

how you're playing, or you will never

get better."

In the end, though, the most expe-

rienced observer of the Kurowski sis

ters is not Rudy, or Dartmouth coach

Steve Swanson, but the matriarch of

the family, their mother Sharon.

She has seen the siblings grow up
and mature with each other, along

with their brother Adam, and been
present every step of the way for both

of them, as both people and players.

"lenna started out at around four or

five years old. and Emma would come

down with me to the field and watch

her play," Sharon Kurowski said. "It

was fun watching them play together

in high school, but this is the In si

time they will play against each other

in a real game. I'm glad they both play

forward, because 1 would hate lo see

them defend against each other.

"It'll be a nice contest, and both play

ers and teams are having great years, so

it will be great to watch the whole
game, and watch them both play."

Minutewoman Notes: UMass is

coming off of a short roadtrip to

Dayton, Ohio, as they faced off with

the Raiders of Wright State last

Saturday afternoon. The opposition for

this trip was minimal, and the only

raiding done was by the Minutewomen.
as they defeated the now 6-8 home
team by a 2-0 score. UMass was led by

their freshmen forwards, Kurowski and

Kate Webb, as the tandem has begun

to get the feel for the back of the net in

each players inaugural seasons.

Both scored in Saturday's contest,

with Kurowski picking up an assist with

sophomore Robin Smith on Webb's
third goal of the season. This win was
just a win. though, due to the fact it was
not an A- 10 or Northeast Regional

match. The team is still trying to find a

groove after the season- ending injury

of senior midfielder Rebecca Myers,

which is as big of a setback as the team

could stand at this point in the season.

Junior keeper Danielle Dion has

recaptured the second spot in nation-

al goalkeeping, as her 0.38 GAA
ranks right behind Maryland's Missy

Price (0.28), and holds the top spot

in the Northeast Region (0.35).

By Corey Goodman
Collegian Staff

As their season wears on, the
Massachusetts women's cross country

team continues to get better and better.

After an impressive third-place finish

at the Meet of Champions two weeks
ago in the Bronx, the Minutewomen
returned to action Saturday fre.ih off a

well-deserved bye week.

The time off made all the differ-

ence, mentally as well as physically, as

-UMass clearly ran their best race of
the season, pulling off a third-place

finish at the Paul Short Invitational in

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.

The Lady Lions of Penn State (51

points) finished the meet in

first-place ahead of the overwhelming
favorite No. 5 Georgetown (76
points).

The Lady Hoyas ran their second
squad, who couldn't quite keep up
with the first-string of No. 7 Penn
State.

The Minutewomen (165 points)

followed up in third-place, running
hard to finish ahead of a tough
Lafayette team (203 points).

"Everyone had their best times of

the season," coach |ulie LaFreniere

said. "I saw huge improvements from
all of the girls."

Rebecca Donaghue ran her best

race of the year, finishing fourth
overall, with an unbelievable time of

17:38 averaging an impressive, sea-

son-high 5:41 per mile.

UMass' supporting cast played a

large role in the team's success

Katie Greenia. from Morrisville,

Vt., has assumed the role of the

unsung hero with her stretch of

strong performances this season.

Greenia crossed the line at 18:31 in

21st place Saturday.

Christy Martin's showing (23rd.

18:31) was also good news to

I alieniere.

"This is the first time she's finished

under 19 minutes," LaFreniere said

"I was very proud of her."

Rounding out the Minutewomen \
top five finishers, was Molly Dunlap
and Sharon Tillotson who finished in

56th and 61st. with times of 18:58

and 19:02 respectively.

"The key to the race was that

[numbers] 2,3,4 and 5 all nearly fin-

ished within 30 seconds of one
another," LaFreniere said. "If we con-

tinue to get perlormances like that,

we'll be very successful."

LaFreniere feels that this team
surge couldn't come at a better

time.

"We've reached a point of the sea-

son when we must buckle down, and

tighten up mentally," LaFreniere
said. "I saw signs of this on
Saturday."

The road does not get any easier

for the Minutewomen next week,
when they head out to Boston's
Franklin Park to compete in the New
England Championships Friday after-

noon. If you thought last week's field

that included Georgetown and Penn
State was tough, watch out for next

week's action including the

top-ranked Lady Friars of Providence

College, and top 10 schools BC and
Dartmouth.

football
continued from page 6

Internal Combustion Productions (ICP) hosts Cameron's
Way farewell show with the Lilys opening up. The Lilys' new
album Belter Can t Make Your Life Better finds the band part-

ing from their shoegazer roots and brushing off their Kinks
influences. After years experimenting with new sounds, leader

Kurt Heaslcy finally seems to have found his niche on this

album released by Che.

• On the subject of Che, don't miss out on the fabulous

new album by Yatsura (formerly Uresei Yatsura). With acts

like the Lilys. Yatsura. Slipstream and Magic Hour. Che has

firmly established themselves as one of England's premier

independent labels alongside Slampt and Damaged Goods.

Yatsura's debut album We Are Yatsura collects older

material as well as new brand new songs. The band has

been strongly influenced by American noise acts like Sonic-

Youth ("Pow R Ball" rivals any of Blonde Redhead s trib-

utes to SY) but also is strongly rooted in pure pop.

Although the band's sound is more familiar than innova-

tive, the band mixes noise and pop so well, We Are Yatsura

may be one of the best debut albums this year. Yatsura

plays their first American gig ever opening for the Wedding
Present on Nov. 29 at the Middle East in Cambridge.

• In other British news Stereolab is keeping mighty

busy. Next week the band begins another tour of the

States, experimental rockers UI open up. Unfortunately

the band is not playing any shows in New England, a date

is set for New York City. The two bands are set to release

a joint collaboration on 12" on Duophonic.

Stereolab fans must check out the new CD. Red Hot &
Rio, a tribute album to Brazilian pop legend Antonio
Carlos |obim The band joins forces with Herbie Mann,
perhaps the most influential flutist in recent jazz history.

Together. Mann and Stereolab brilliantly take on "One
Note Samba" and "Surfboard." If this wasn't enough rea-

son to buy the album. Crystal Waters does a fantastic-

cover of "The Boy From Ipanema," while Everything But

the Girl brightens up "Corcovado." These two songs may-

well just give you a bit of hope in the Top 40 music world.

If you need more Stereolab, the band recently released a

super limited edition split seven-inch with Fuxa on the British

label Lissy's. Also the Lab's collaboration with Nurse With
Wound has been rereleased on 1

2" vinyl - limited edition of

500.

And on a final Stereolab note, run on down to Newbury
Comics where they have Transient Random-Noise Bursts

With Announcements and Mars Audiac Quintet on sale

for just $7.99. You can't beat that. Eddie Vedder will

probably agree — Pearl )am has been covering a

Stereolab song in recent concerts. Now that's scary!

Mike Burke is a Collegian columnist

continued from page 14

back Frank Alessio. who gained only

10 yards on eight carries, did his

damage catching the football. With
8:35 left in the third quarter, Alessio

took a Smith pass near the line of

scrimmage, and with a vintage

Alessio run. scampered 43 yards for a

touchdown, putting UMass up 30-6.

Wide receiver Doug Clark, who plays

baseball for Coach Mike Stone in the

spring, looked like an outfielder with

1:31 left in the third, when he
patiently waited for a Smith spiral to

land, snagging a 33-yard touchdown
and staking the Minutemen to a 36-6

lead.

UMass spent the majority of the

fourth quarter on the ground. The
highlight of the final frame was a

21 -yard touchdown run by mam-
moth freshman fullback |aime
Holston. his second touchdown in

only 12 carries so far this year.

Deposed starting quarterback
Anthony Catterton played most of the

fourth, rushing for 21 yards on three

carries.

When all was said and done, the

Terriers had suffered their fifth

straight defeat of over 30 points,

and BU head coach Tom Masella
did little to conceal his frustra-

tion.

"We gave away a football game
today." Masella said. "Coming in, we
thought that this might be a game we
had a chance to win. We didn't exe-

cute in the first half. I'm deeply dis-

appointed in the whole team, and I'm

deeply disappointed in myself and the

whole coaching staff."

The only real highlight for the

Terriers came with 8:02 left in the

first half, when running back Tom
Dicker found a seam in the UMass
front line and exploded, sprinting

94 yards for a touchdown. It was
not only the longest ruj^in BU his-

tory, but it was the longest run a

UMass team had given up since

1964.

Though the win was the Minute-

men's biggest margin of victory in

Yankee Conference play since 1990.

when UMass beat BU 47-16. head
coach Mike Hodges downplayed the

win. and was quick to point out some
Minuteman mistakes.

"We got a little lucky playing a

young team," Hodges said. "We were
very fortunate today. Offensively we
struggled for a while, but we played

very well defensively."

|eff Smith, in his second collegiate

start, had more success Saturday
than he did last week in Rhode-
Island, when he threw for 74 yards

in the Minutemen's 41-21 loss.

Smith threw 1 1 passes in three quar-

ters of work, completing six for in

his most impressive game to date. He
was helped by good protection ail

afternoon, as the Terriers were
unable to register any sacks on the

day.
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Former UMass head coach |ohn Calipari brought his new team, the hap-

less New Jersey Nets, to Mullins to take on the Washington Bullets in an

NBA exhibition.

men s soccer
continued from page 1

4

The game put a damper on Friday's

action, as UMass stormed to a 3-2

\ it ton over the Dayton Flyers.

The Minutemen took the field, joy-

ous to finally be playing at home after

an extensive road trip.

Senior Dave Siljanovski put the

Minutemen on the board first, scoring

an unassisted goal at 24:17. He rifled

home a loose ball from 17 yards out.

The goal moves Siljanovski into sole

pcMMMkn of fifth place on the UMass
career goal scoring list, with 29 tallies.

The score would remain 1 -0 as the

MCOnd Half commenced.
Dayton knotted the score at 1-1,

5117 into the game. Flyer forward.

Matt Williams, headed a ball from

eight yards out. slipping it past

lablon^ki. in the Minutemen net.

UMass would counter with a rally

late into the second half, scoring

twice within ten minutes

Butler would put the team back
into the lead as he one- touched a

nice feed from sophomore midfielder

Scott Reginaat 77:38.

Butler would assist Rob Cairo six min-

utes later to put the Minutemen up, 3-1

.

Cairo's goal was his first in a

Minuteman uniform and it would
prove to be the game winner.

Dayton tacked on a goal with 20

seconds to play, but it was not enough

as the Minutemen emerged victorious.

After the game, Cairo deflected any

mention that he was the hero of the

game.

"It was a total team effort," he

related. "We're just worrying about

playing our game. If we play well, we
feel we can beat anybody."

V
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continued from page 14

contracts," Calipari said.

Bright also talked about working

with his old coach.

"It's no different," Bright said. "1

got an edge on the other guys, they

don't know [Calipari] and I do."

Shawn Bradley led all scorers, con-

tributing 1 5 points. Tony Masenburg

and Kendall Gill were also in double

figures for New )ersey, scoring 1

1

and 1 2 points respectively.

Four players finished in double

figures for the Bullets: Rod
Strickland and Chris Whitney had

10 apiece. Matt Fish scored 1 1 and

Calbert Cheaney was the team's

high scorer with 1 2.

The Bullets played without three of

their most notable players, fuwan
Howard. Chris Webber and Gheorghe

Muresan did not make the trip to

Amherst. The Nets played without

lav son Williams, who made the trip

but did not dress because of blisters.

Notes: Former Minuteman assis-

tant coach Ed Schilling, who is now
an assistant with the Nets, also

made his return to the Mullins
Center.

Women's volleyball splits Ohio games

By Steven Grant

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts volleyball team played two Ohio
teams this past weekend that were mediocre last season —
and only one of them still is.

The Minutewomen. coached by Bonnie Kenny, breezed

through Cincinnati on Friday by downing Xavier. 16-14,

15- 7. 15-6 before travelling a few miles away the next

day to fall to the new powerhouse of the Atlantic 10 con-

ference, Dayton, in five games. 17-15, 4-15, 9-15, 15-8,

9-15.

The Minutewomen (16-5, 5-3 A-10) were led by

Sunderland native Michelle Paciorek, a middle blocker,

who posted a career-high 24 kills in only three games of

play while hitting .500. It was the seventh A-10 matchup
of the season for UMass.

Senior Dionne Nash earned a career-high 26 digs while-

adding 18 kills to the effort. Freshman Ml Meyers
remained consistent, managing 12 kills, while sophomore

setter Katie Pearce walked away with 59 assists.

"We played really well against Xavier," said Pearce.

"Everyone hit the ball and served well."

The Musketeers were led by Sally Schulte. who
notched 20 kills and 15 digs, but only hit .205. |enny

Janszen posted 15 kills and 13 digs, while hitting an

impressive .414.

The win marked the 1 5th time this season that UMass
has swept its opponent in three games.

It was a different story against Dayton, howevei which

was led by two members of the Chinese national leain

Zhaohui Ma (31 kills. 22 digs. 25 years old) and Ou

Huang (17 kills, 13 digs)

Sheila Kreim also helped out the home team, earning

13 kills and 10 digs, while Lee Anne Bohne and Karen

Maciaga added 13 and 12 digs, respectively.

Dayton (17-3. 8-1 A-10), now second place in the

A-10, had trouble containing Nash, the scnioi outside hit-

ter, who led her team with 20 kills and tied her

career-high with 26 digs [unior outside hitter Leslcv

Nolan and Meyers both contributed lb kills, while

Paciorek added 10 kills and six block assists

The Minutewomen lost despite jumping out to a 1-0

lead, as the Flyers took games two and three.

"I know we lost but I'm happy with the way we

played overall." said Pearce, who finished with b2

assists. "The two women from the Chinese national

team were really good, especially [Maj. But we played

hard, although we made some mistakes that we
shouldn't have

'

UMass which went 3-2 on its five-match road trip,

finally returns home to Curry Hicks Cage on Friday to

play a couple A-10 rivals. It will be George Washington

at 7 p.m. on Friday, and Virginia Tech on Saturday at 7

p.m.

Pearce and company are hardly discouraged after giving

the talented Flyers a run for their money.

"We'll beat them next time." she said.

field hockey
continued from page 14
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junior forward joenal Castma continues to be a consistent scoring

threat, but the Minutemen could only win one of two this weekend.

Terrier goalie Noreen Flanagan in a

penalty stroke situation, but Flanagan

stopped the shot.

With 31 seconds remaining in the

game. Saskia Fuchs was alone at the

top of the circle, but she sent her shot

high above the BU net.

The lone Terrier goal came off a

penalty comer with 8:06 remaining in

the contest. Leonie Kortenhorst took

the feed from Michele Barnard on the

side of the circle and sent the ball

past UMass goalie Hilary Rose.

"I thought we had a great first

half." UMass coach Pam Hixon said.

"We created a lot of scoring opportu-

nities, we had a ton of corners, we
really didn't give them anything.

"I think the game was pretty even

up until they got a goal. When they

scored we really lost our composure
."

Rose recorded five saves on the

day. while BU's Flanagan made 10.

On Saturday against the

Orangewomen, UMass again con-

trolled play, but had trouble finding

the back of the net. In the second half

alone, UMass was awarded nine cor-

ners while Syracuse had only three.

The Orangewomen broke the score-

less tie with 1 3:27 remaining in regula-

tion when Carolyn Tassini knocked the

ball into the UMass cage. The ball

appeared to be going out of bounds, but

- Tiutini chafed it down to beat Rose.

"We didn't play poorly." Hixon said,

"lust a miscue and Syracuse ran it

down. It was just one of those days

where the ball just didn't fall in the net."

Saturday's physical contest was

plagued by late calls from both

umpires which led to frusiiation on

the UMass bench.

We don't usually react to the

umpires," Hixon said. "The biggest

thing is that we all got caught up in

the officiating today, and mentally

that really took the edge off our game.

"|The late calls] contribute to the

physicalness. because you think you

have to push and shove to get the call."

Rove stopped three Syracuse shots,

while Orangewoman goalie Aimee
Stokes made seven saves.

While she wasn't happy with the

weekend's outcome. Hixon was quick

to point out that the games were
learning experiences.

"For us. the way to the NCAAs is

through our conference." Hixon --aid

"We have to take all ot this as learn

ing to make our game that much bet-

ter. We don't really focus on the

results of any game, we're just focus-

ing on how we play and what we do."

These games mark the end of a

five-game homestand for the

Minutewomen. who will next play on

Thursday at Providence I Mass returns

home on Nov. 2 to lace St. Joseph'*.
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Minuteman water polo takes thriller mside

By Fred Huribrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

The water polo team won this weekend. The End.
Not quite. The weekend almost didn't end for the

three- time defending Eastern Champions tl No. 15
Oueens College took the Minutemen to thiee OVWtimc
periods before No. 16 UMass could pull out an IK 17 vie
tory.

Before Massachusetts (15-3) grappled with Queens
the squad that knocked UMass from the top seed m last
year's Eastern Championship thev utterly destiovcd a
pair of weak Eastern Water Polo Association £
The Minutemen embarrassed lona. 22-7 and shut out

the Fordham Rams. 22-0.

The Minutemen actually had an 8 4 lead at half time of
the Queens match, but in following what has become an
unfortunate trend, UMass folded in the latter stages of the
game.

Queens outscored Massachusetts 5 2 in the fourth
quarter to complete its comeback, knotting the M
14 at the end of regulation.

The Minutemen outscored Queem 4 I in the overtime
periods to come away with a huge moral victory and fin

ish the EWPA north season with a perfect 4 'mark for
the second straight season

Top-scorers Brian Stahl, |.C. Limardo and freshman
standout Rich Slingluff each notched four goals in the
contest as the UMass offense was on lire all weekend.
Scott Stevens was the other multiple scorer lor the
Minutemen as he tallied a pair of tCOBBt

Senior co-captain Paul Engin managed nine saves us

the Queens oflcnse never let up in their all-out blitz of
the UMass net

The other two matches were relatively uneventful from
I competitive standpoint, but the UMass offense and the

opposing goal keepers saw plenty of action.

In Massachusetts' 22-7 drubbing of lona, nine
Minutemen found the back of the net, led by Stahl
dive goals) who continues on his torrid goal-scoring
pace

UMass sandwiched mediocre second and third quarters

with a 6 first frame, and a more dominating 8-0 fourth

period.

freshman Richard Huntley split time in the UMass net

with Engin recording seven saves in the match while the

veteran keeper stopped five lona attempts.

A trio of first-year bench players made the most of con-

siderable playing time in the contest. Cory Koenemann
made the biggest impact scoring four times. Bill Hunter
had a hat trick and Ryan Gray notched a pair of goals in

the romp.

The Rams were even less competition for the
Minutemen as UMass recorded its second-ever shutout.

The first came in a 17-0 decision over Williams College in

1988.

UMass, again, had a large contingent in the scoring
column as sophomore transfer lake Howard (four
goals) headed a group of 10 Minutemen to tickle the

twine in the 22-point victory. Slingluff, Gabriel
Marrero and "Tiny Tim" Troupis each netted three
goals.

Huntley and Engin again split time between the pipes.

Both keepers had four saves in the shutout effort.

continued from page 14

the victory thai was supposed to be.

While the crowd noise from the

annual Band Day crowd was more
noise than BU was accustomed to

hearing from their fans all year, they

actually had a chance to be in this ball

game as they continued to go in search

of their first win of the campaign.
The Minutemen continued to give

chances to the opponents on Saturday

as they gave away the ball three times

in the first half, two on fumbles and
one on an interception. Despite that,

they retained a 10-6 advantage with

time winding down in the half as BU
attempted a field goal. It was blocked
and returned for a touchdown by
Leggie Beckford of the Minutemen.
Then, instead of the Terriers being

content with going into the locker

rooms being down 16-6, after they

blocked the PAT they decided to run
a play from deep in their own territo-

ry with less than a minute to go. They
fumbled and UMass went on to score-

to take a 23-6 halftime advantage.

"We gave away a football game here

today." BU head coach Tom Masella

said. "I thought this was a game we had
a chance to be in and win. and we fell

apart with about two or three minutes

left in the first half and that was it."

The score indicates a blowout, but

the performance of the Minutemen at

UM tennis teams bring home split decision
By Michael J. Nam
Collegian Staff

The long weekend saw the Massachusetts
women's tennis team (3-2) fall to Dartmouth 9 0,

and the men's team (7-0) defeat Vermont 5 2 both
last Friday.

The Minutewomen struggled throughout the

match winning only two sets during the entire sin

gles segment

Aside from No. I singles player Ola GerBftmova
and No. 3 singles entry lackie Braunstein who won
the two sets between them, the women were thor-

oughly outplayed.

Marie-Christine Caron, Liz Durant. Caroline
Steele and Lana Gorodetskaya. the No's 2. 4. 5.

and b singles, all fell in straight sets in a doniinai

ing effort by the Dartmouth women
Michelle Bray of Dartmouth beat UMass junior

Caroline Steele at the No. 5 slot 6-2. 6- 1

.

UMass did not fare any better in the doubles
matches with all three of the teams losing to the

overwhelming Dartmouth team.

The sweep occurred when the No. 1 doubles
team of Gerasimova and Steele, No. 2 doubles
Caron and Noelle Orsini and No. 3 doubles
Braunstein and Gorodetskaya lost 8-5. 8-5 and
8-6 respectively.

Geratimova, only a freshman, did provide
a bright spot in the loss with a second set

victory (6-3) in her singles match debut, but

the Minutewomen were otherwise manhan-
dled

It was the second loss in a row for the
women who also lost to Amherst College 5-3
last week.

This marks the first time this season that the

women were defeated in consecutive matches.

The Minutewomen are in danger of slipping to

the .500 mark this season after a strong 3-0 start.

The two quick losses mark a distinct stumbling
block for a program that has been dedicated to

winning.

UMass was 15-3 last season, and already the

women have two losses this season

UMass will be heading to Storrs, Conn, on
Thursday to take on the UConn Huskies and try to

end the current skid with a match scheduled for

2:00 p.m.

Meanwhile, the Minutemen won at home against

Vermont 5-2 with a strong all-around effort dur-

ing both the singles and doubles matches.

Sophomore Todd Cheney led the way with a No.

I singles win over Mike' Derby of UVM winning in

siiaight sets 6-2. 6-0.

Cheney also teamed with freshman Ruffino

Navarro for a No. 1 doubles win, coming away
with a 9-7 victory.

The singles matches also featured victories for

the Minutemen from the No. 3-5 slots, with Rob
Manchester. Navarro and Alex Aller winning their

matches with little trouble.

At the No. 5 singles slot, Aller defeated
Vermont's Chris Wilson after losing the first

set 4-6. and winning the next two sets 6-3,
6-2.

He also teamed with sophomore jason Blind to

beat Josh Hanna and Hayden Aaronson (8-4) both
of whom had strong singles matches.

Hanna won the No. 2 singles match over Jason

Blind in a lengthy match that featured four sets.

Hanna won 7-5, 5-7, 7-5, 7-6.

Rob Manchester and Mike Skeels were beaten by

Myles Webster and Peter Lee of Vermont in the

only doubles loss by a score of 8-5.

Skeels also lost in straight sets to Webster 6-0.

6-2 during the jingles round to record the second
of the two UMass singles losses.

With the victory, the Minutemen remain unde-
feated improving to a 7-0 record this season.

They will return to action on Thursday rounding
out their fall schedule. UMass will play Boston
College at Chestnut Hill in a match slated for 3:00
p.m.

times didn't show it. BU was just

unable to capitalize on the five

turnovers that UMass committed
throughout the game. In addition, the

Minutemen were penalized seven
times for 60 yards.

"We're obviously very fortunate,

we played very well defensively."

UMass head coach Mike Hodges said.

"Anytime you turn the ball over three

times in the half and lead in the foot-

ball game 23-6 at halftime you've got

to feel very fortunate."

"We played very well defensively, and
offensively we struggled for a while, but

in the second half we went out with

some determination that we were going

to change things, and we did. we played

very well in the second half."

The Minutemen can definitely,

however, take out a lot of positives

from this game as well: they did come
up with a 31 point victory, and it

would be tough not to find many
things that they did well in order to

win by such a margin.

Minuteman fullback Ron
Brockington came back strong after a

couple of weeks with a slight injury

to rush for 92 yards on just 1 3 carries

(7.1 yards/carry).

"1 think the offensive line did a great

job blocking and [we] have to take

what the defense gives us,"

Brockington said. "They didn't want to

give [our running backs] the outside so

we had to go between tackles and the

O line did a great job blocking once
again and it worked out for the best."

Freshman quarterback |eff Smith
making his second career start,

looked a lot more adept, once again

scrambling well, rushing for 67 yards

on the day on 13 carries. He also

threw for two touchdowns while
completing six passes for 150 yards.

"I felt comfortable, and I'm glad

my offense was behind me," Smith
said. "The offensive line did an out-

standing job today, and all credit in

this game goes to the defense. 1 put

them in a bad situation three differ

ent times in the first half, and they

played like a bunch of Ail-
Americans. They came through and
they won this game for us."

Defense has definitely been the key

for the Minutemen all year long as

they always seem to come up big with

some key stops, and on Saturday the

trend continued. UMass held BU to a

25 percent conversion rate on third

downs and 0- for-3 on fourth down.
The Terriers fumbled four times,

losing three of them and had one ball

intercepted.

Freshman cornerback [erard White
came away with the pick; Leggie

I in. . .

Beckford blocked a field goal ami
linebacker Khari Samuel was big

with forcing fumbles while leading

the team with seven lackles

BU's quarterback [ason Barneit

would be brought down for I

three times on the day as he was
introduced to Minuteman senior line-

backer Mike Dawson, iophomore
defensive end |oe Abasiiano. and
redshirt freshman Chris Price.

Once again, it was a total team
effort by the Minutemen, and that

can be something that UMass is able

to take out of every game this season.

win or loss, that at least everyone is

playing together with the same pas

sion and desire for the game.

The offensive line was stellar, and
they didn't let the BU defenders sack

Smith once. They paved the way for

the running game as well as the
Minutemen outrushed the Terriers

267 yards to 180.

"We made some plays and obvi
ously they made some mistakes to

help us." Hodges said. "It just

snow-balled on them right before the

half. Whatever we did worked and
whatever they did didn't. I remember
about five weeks ago where thai

same thing happened the other way
around. It's a lot more fun to be on
this sideline: I'll tell you thai

Thomas Dicker was the only
excitement the Terriers had on the

afternoon as he ru.shed lor 1 50 yards

on only nine carries, including a

94-yard touchdown run on a draw
play, the longest in BU history and
longest given up by UMass since

1964. Barnett. the hard-luck Terrier

field general, was only 13-for-36 on
the day with 1 32 aerial yards.

Along with the positives, the nega
tives still lurk and are plaguing the

Minutemen. The turnovers and
penalties are something that will

most definitely have to be cleaned up
before next week and beyond, as the

schedule starts to get into the more
tougher teams of the conference

"Obviously we have some very good
football teams ahead of us." Hodges
said. "We need to continue to

improve, and we had far too many
mistakes today to get it done against a

more experienced football team, and
we got to get those things cleaned up."

With the victory. UMass goes to

4-2 on the year and 3-1 in the
Yankee Conference as it rides stop
the New England division. The
Minutemen will get set to take on
non- conference opponent Buffalo
next Saturday at home, before finish-

ing the year with four conference
opponents.

.k;0*&-;\
.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION STUDENTS: The

Homecoming Parade, on Saturday.

October 19. is open to all who wish to

participate 1 Be a pad ol the celebration

& march in the kazoo band 1 Call Ann

Thompson at 545-2317 to sign-up or ask

questions Parade participants will gather

at 10 OOem at the Visitors Center

Financial AiC Available Millions of

dollars in financial aid are now available

All students are eligible let Student

Finar.ijai Services help you get your fair

share 1800 263 6495 art F5001

5

AUTO FOR SALE
19K Toyota Corolla duto $1 100 253

IS Hyundai Excel 2 door, standard.

new transmission new clutch. Panasonic

AM/FM cassette, automatic sunroof

$1700/bo 1413)253 6392 or 14131 436

938!

19M Honda CM Black. Great Condition.

low Miles. $7,500 00 or 670 I4I3I 549

0944 01(4131253-0587

Ford Mintant 5 liter. 50.000 miles on

the motor, power seats 9 inch rear with

3 55 gears Call Jim 548-8813

EMPLOYMENT
Free T Shirt & S10M Credit card

fundraisers for fraternities, sororities &
groups Any campus organization can

raise up to $1,000 by earning a whopping

$5 00/VISA application Call 1800 932

0528 ext 65 Qualified callers receive

free t shirt

Ear* Monay and Free Triatll

Individuals and groups wanted to promote

Spring Break 11 Call Inter-Campus

Programs at 1 800 327 6013 or

hrtp //www tcpt com

SPUING BREAK 1T\ Cancun. Bahamas.

Jamaica & Florida EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH Call I 800 700 0790

Macrem* Stitcher* Needed! Up to

$7 00/hr Must know basic macrame

stitches Info meeting Wednesday

6 30pm at HONEY. 10VE AND BUTTER

FLIES. Carriage Shops. Amherst

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up to

$2.000»/month World travel Seasonal

& full-time positions No e«p necessary

For info call 1-206-971 3550 ext C50016

New Hiring part time telemarketers

morning, afternoon and evening hours

available No sale Will tram Earn $6 $7

per hour plus bonuses Please contact

Ms Miranda IB0W29-4777

Spring Breeklt Earn Cash" Highest

Commissions 1 lowest Prices 1 Travel free

on only 13 sales' Free Info 1 Sunsplash 1

800 426 7710

EMPLOYMENT
Software Tettera Wanted No expeti

ence required WWW experience pre

ferred Earn $10 $20 per hour. 4 hours

587 2222. 9 am 5pm

Driven Wanted Full-time, part time.

apply in person afternoons Auto required

No phone calls Pmocchio's, 30 Boltwood

Walk

FOR RENT

Fridge Rental* Plus Free Delivery 253

9742

FOR SALE
US 133MHZ 850MEG HD. keyboard,

mouse $550 SVGA monitor $125 call 256

0656

PHISH Hartford $35 Good seats

1800)863-6050

Mac LCIII. Inc New 14" color monitor,

keyboard. HP printer, lots of extras, and

great software $900 Call Adam 256-4793

Large Cuke Dorm Fridge $50/OB0
549-6565

FOUND
Fitn Shaped Leather Wallet Call

describe 6-1944

INSTRUCTION
Bertend with Univ.uity Bartending

50% student discount, Amherst classes

starting soonl Call 1 -800-U-CAN-MIX tor

info

Being L*****t All Welcome! Foi

brochure (413)732 8817

Man* Large Denim Jacket lost 10/9

546 6902

MISCELLANEOUS

Oueation* nbout your lease/security

deposit deductions 7 Questions about sub

letting/assigning leases 7 Questions

about the condition of your new house or

apartment 7 Contact the Student Legal

Services Office. 922 Campus Center. 545

1995

New Metabolism Breakthrough Lose

5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35 800 776-9503

PERSONALS
Pregnant? Need help7 Call Birthright ol

Amiieist area for tree testing and assis

lance 549-1906

ROOM FOR RENT
1 Bdrm Available Jan 1 June 1. locat

ad in Alpine Commons, on bus route, utili

ties included $287 50 Call 256 5489

ROOM FOR RENT
Roommate Needed " two bedroom apt

Seeking responsible female Call 549

0207

SERVICES
Computer Problem*? Need an

upgrade 7 In house service, call Scream

Savers 549 0063

TRAVEL
'SPRING BREAK 1997" Cancun

Mazatlan. Jamaica. Florida. Bahamas

Don t miss out 1 546-4377

Quebec City for New Year* 3 nights at

5 star Hilton located in Quebec City, the

oldest city in North America $89pp SKI

and PARTY Call Oomimc at 533-1600

now 1 limited soacei HURRY 1

SPRING BREAKI Earn cash! Highest

commissions/lowest prices! Travel free

on only 13 sales 11 Free info 1 Sunsplash 1

800-4267710

New Veer* in Montreal with UMass
Ski Club Bus. downtown hotel. 3 days. 2

nights. $149pp Call UMass Ski Club O
545 3437 UMass's Social and Ski Club'

Classifieds

Space Available

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20tf per word/day

All
others

40<t per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

After being hooked in the finger

by little Bobby's cast for the

third time, grandpa decided it

ms time for his grandson to find

a different hobby.

7,

Classifieds.

Cm

Standard Headings
Activities Musicians

Announcements Miscellaneous

Apartment For Motorcycles

Rent Personals

Auto For Sale Room For Rent

Employment Room Wanted

Entertainment Roommate Wanted

For Sale Services

Found (2 days Summer Sublet

Free) To Sublet

Happy Birthday Travel

Houses For Rent Transportation

Instruction Wanted to Rent

Lost Wanted

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Small food fish

6 Betty of

cartoons

1 Surrounded by

1 4 Genghis Khan
follower

15 —daisy

16 Business'

symbol

1 7 Trial participant

19 Quiet lime

20 Dobbins

kjnchbox

21 Corroded

23 Likewise

24 Comeback
court star

26 Jennings or

FJrokaw

28 Bowwow
31 •— smile be

your umbrella"

33 Beret

34 Loot

37 City named for

a fur trader

40 Most wanting

42 Presage

44 Set in motion

46 Manatee

47 Author Yutang

48 Opposed to

veahs

50 Annapolis grad

51 Daniel and

Debby
54 Baseball card

company
57 Ring segment
58 Scott's The —

Quarter

60 Climber's

advantage

64 Popular pop
66 Make manually

68 Unmatched
69 Logic lead-in

70 Piano maker

71 Author Ephron

72 Gertrude of

radio fame

73 Church council

DOWN
1 Film star Anna
2 BIT spread

3 Bayonne

Edited by Trude Michel JafTe

Memorable 35 Down the —

:

warden of Sing

Sing

5 "Abou Ben

Adhem(may
has —
increase 1

)

6 Thrill seekers

cord

7 Ajar, to Keats

8 RbIkxi piled on
this mountain

9 Angel hair

10 In toto

1

1

Runyonesque

lawyer

1

2

ice block house

13 Sorrow

18 Skyscraper's

superlative

22 Plea to

Pavarotti

25 El Stop

27 Magna —
28 Canterbury tJOe:

Abbr

29 Marsupials, lor

short

30 Camper's

holdall

32 Cleopatra

nemesis

lost

36 "Gigi" lyricist

38 Elbow-bender

39 Shortly

41 Vintner's vessel

43 Kitchen

appliances Abbr

45 Coach Riley

49 Show oft

51 Porker product

52 Black Bears"

home

53 Bwana. in

Bombay
55 Everest and

others

56 Aglitter

59 Green gem
61 "Good Earth

character

62 Timber wolf

63 Historic

Scott

65 Fetching stat

67 Saul's uncle

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE;

1 1
3" 4 s

1
' 7 8 •

|

n 11 12 13

14 "

17 w
E 22 1 mil

24 P1 27

2* 29 M 1 32 1

l34 36 M< 3t "

40 41 42 43

44 4SH| 46

^ M-- 40 56
Si mi M m S6 1

S7 " " 61 62 63

M 1

1
:

67

M -

171 n "

By Utwnaff
O IM6 l«i Aanjln Tkum Kyndmr

DAILY COLLEGIAN
http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian/

Personals Policy
1. All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.
3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-

TIONS
4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm

room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are
not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of
harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-
tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek; roommates, adver-
tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

Penalties under the law.

he Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-
sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-
dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

ARIES
March 21 -April 20
If the pace seems her lit . take

heart -It should slow down In the

near future. Creative thinking will

also help ease the stress. You may
be able to find a shorter path from

point to point

TAURUS
April 21-May 21
Gossiping this week has an
unintended effect, so It may be

wiser to refrain. A poor opinion

someone has already formed about

you will become set In stone this

week If you're not careful.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21
It's a good time to take matters

Into your own hands and get

things settled-you'U be more
satisfied when the decision Is

made, whatever It Is Manage
money carefully, because a big

purchase could be In the offing.

CANCER
June 22-July 22
Although taking a vacation this

week would be wonderful. It may
not be the responsible thing lo do.

Refresh yourself with a few small

Indulgences, like a hot bath, and
then plan a real trip for a more
convenient time.

LEO
July 23-August 23
A provocative encounter keeps you

guessing as the week progresses.

Subtle hints could further your

cause -Just be sure that outsiders

aren't watching, or you may
attract more (han your share of

attention.

VIRGO
August 24 September 22
A powerful person's act of

compassion Is food for thought,

both for you and a close friend.

Take It lo heart, because you may
have an opportunity to make
someone else's life easier In the

near future.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Maintaining a good frame of mind
may take up much of your energy.

It may be wiser to let tempers flare

and die of their own accord, rather

than trying to keep the seas calm
by force.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
Someone close to you may have an
attitude problem. If so. try to stay

out of their way. It's not In your

best Interest to try to Improve their

mood, since they may take It out

on you In a very unpleasant way.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
The energetic approach yields great

results this week and keeps you
feeling great. A peaceful weekend
with a dear companion is advisable

as a way to maintain your good
mood and productivity.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Maintaining your self-respect

this week may be difficult, with

pressure coming from a dozen

different directions. Try to keep
your equahlmity intact, and don't

sell yourself short -you can do It.

AQUARIUS
January 21 February 18
A creative solution to an old

problem earns you respect at work.
Be careful that you only take the

credit which Is due you. however.

Take the opportunity to toot

another's horn if you can -It will

reflect well on you.

PISCES
February 19 March 20
Another person's mistakes may
appear 'to be your fault. Don't

worry, because the truth will come
out eventually Meanwhile, take
the fallout with as much grace as
you can muster and try to avoid
pointing fingers

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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Always Wanted One of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas

"t's so peacefjj

Generation X By Chris Lehman

So«vv\«c KorTjJ *>YoU HAVt AJOFJ?

J
You're UNATTACHED?

X.

HWI-'VeAWNE?

pi <v
lov HAVE A DEGREE

)
1 [*m™

DO^rtOMlND

IF15HOUT?

t
JESUS!!(

Drabble By Kevin Fagan
Drabble By Kevin Fagan

'owElOA.NT^To&AT
weR^ is rvuNOTe^/

rMMBe^OUTU)OARe
RELAT6D/

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick Frumpy The Clown By Judd Winick

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University* By Frank Cho Close to Homo By John McPherson

My friend Mark Niznik asked

Gabe,

"Correct me if I'm wrong, but has

Bob Dylan taken a turn for the worst?

I saw him on MTV unplugged last

night and he looked as if he'd been

unplugged by Dr. Kervorkian."

Then Gabe said, "He should've

stayed home in bed.

He's gonna end up in a petting

zoo.

Dylan won't make it to the next

century."

Too bad .... I always thought I'd

meet Dylan someday. I idolized him.

He's a songwriter ofgreat

subtlety and depth.

Ah, who cares? ... he hasn't

called me lately anyway.

At what point do the students

start to teach the master?

Dllbert By Scott Adams

Wlft
JN\ff

'v-.rt

s

WHAT*

PCAn)'

Y* SVlk
oR _

1

b,Q:

ALICE, SWj PUTTING
VOU IN CHARGE OF
DEVELOPING COR
BOOTH TOR THE BIG
TRADE SHOU).

I PICKED YOU BCCAUSI
THE AAA.LES IN THE

DEPARTMENT HAVE
DISQUALIFIED THEfV

SELVES THROUGH A

PROCESS OF STRATEGIC

INCOMPE-
TENCE.

WHAT IS

STRATEGIC

INCOMPE-

TENCE?

)

I HAD THAT
WRITTEN
DOWN SOME
PLACE,DOT
I LOST IT.

Dllbert By Scott Adams

IF YOU PLAN TO HAVE A
BOOTH AT THE TRADE SHOW,

YOU NEED THE "DOGBERT
TRADE-SHOW CONSULTING
COMPANY" TO
DESIGN IT.

I RECOrArAENO THE DELUXE

BOOTH. ITS GUARANTEED

TO GENERATE THE MOST
REVENUE.

HOW WOULD THE DELUXE

BOOTH GENERATE MORE
REVE NUE FOR MY COMPANY?,

OH, SUDDENLY

THIS IS ABOUT
YOUR COMPANY?

Robotman By Jim Meddick

OH.W0 I TM\HK I'VE AlKfcAPY SEEK>
THIS fAOVIE. DOESN'T HE &D AHEAD

. ANT) rAOD \NPESTLE THE ACCOUNTANT?
N ~—

HO THIS vjUST LOOKS
FAMILIAR BECAUSE IT'S *

RErAAKE OF ANOTHER
rAOWE THAT WAS A

SEQUEL TO A rACVlE THAT
WASBASEUONA
T6L&VASION StRIES

NO...

rWNNWfeCf,
YOU ,}V>ST

IDIOTICALLY

PEWCD
THIS VIDEO

Today's Staff

Mike "Gonzo" Burke
Night Editor

Mark "Fozzy" McCrath
Copy Editor

James "Rolph" Stanley
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Thang "Bunsen" Vo
Rob "Beaker" Snow

Production

Today's D.C. Menu
Cmll 343.2636 for

Quote of the Day

66
Everyone wanted my
bike. Why, just this

morning Francis...

Franciisss!

-Pee Wee Herman

99

Quote of the Day

66
Didn't I tell you?

Bumbles bounce!

Yukon Cornelius

99

Franklin

LUNCH
Scrod on a Bun

Grilled Scrod on Branola

Scrod & Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER
Scrod Parmesan

Rotisserie Glazed Scrod

Hungarian Scrod Bake

Scrodsicles

Hampden
LUNCH

Scrod Cutlet on Rye

Spaghetti with Scrod

Sauce

Scrod Chili

DINNER
Scrod Divan

Tri-colored Scrod

Pineapple Upside Down
Scrod

Worcester

LUNCH
Vegan Scrod Tacos

Macaroni and Scrod

Scrod on a Stick

DINNER
Savory Scrod Strudel

Scrod Alfredo

Scrodabilities

Scrod a la mode

Berkshire

LUNCH
Scrod Pizza

Foot-long Scrod Dogs
Scrod Cheese Steak

Sandwich

DINNER
Breaded Scrod Tenders

Savory Scrod Wings
Scrod Kiev

Scrod Jello
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• The water polo team finished the

EWPA season 9-0 for the second

straight season after sweeping a

three-game set in New York. See

page 1 1 for the wrap up.

• The men's and women's tennis

teams came away from the week-

end with varied results. For the

complete story, see page 1

1

.

• VolkybsU came away from the

weekend with a split. For the rest

of the story, see page 10.

• Rebecca Donaghue led women's

cross country to a strong showing

at the Paul Short Invitational this

weekend. See page 9 for the

story.

Collegian Sports • Tuesday, October 1 5, 1 996

Minutewomen set for big game
Kurowski sisters battle as UM faces Dartmouth

By Jorma Kansanen

Collegian Staff ___

Today at 3:30 pm on Richard F.

Garber Field, the No. 8

Massachusetts women's soccer team

(10-0-1. 4-0-1 in Atlantic 10) will

be facing off against Dartmouth

(6-2-0. 3-0 in the Ivy League) in a

long-standing regional matchup.

Both teams are ranked in the top five

in the Northeast Region, and this

contest will certainly be a bench-

mark for how well each squad faces

the remainder of their respective reg-

ular and post-season schedules.

For UMass coach |im Rudy, this

potential opportunity to make a

great win happen comes at the

most important time of the season.

The battle for the last Regional

qualifying spot for the NCAAs will

be between No. 2 Harvard and No.

3 UMass. as it appears that UConn

has a lock on the top spot, so the

time for the Minutewomen is now.

"This is the most important game

of the year." Rudy said. "The con-

straints of our A- 10 schedule does

not give us a chance to play as much

of our regional schedule, and we do

not even play Harvard anymore.

"So, what is left of our Northeast

schedule, we have to make the most

of it. To me. this is a playoff game."

The Story behind the Story

What will also be a benchmark

this afternoon will be a certain

story within a story, as each team's

leading scorers have a score to be

settled between each other. The

Minutewomen's freshman forward

Emma Kurowski (7 goals, 4 assists,

18 points) will be making her first

ever start against her older sister,

and Dartmouth's senior forward,

lenna Kurowski (lOg, 3a, 23pts).

Both players had stunning high

school careers at Sutton High

School, as lenna helped lead the

team to two state championships,

scoring over a 100 goals in her

career; while Emma led Sutton to

four straight state championships,

and is now the school's all-time

leading scorer.

When it comes down to basics,

the two sisters have nothing but love

for each other, but when the whistle

sounds to start today's contest, all of

that will be left behind on the family

dinner table. This matchup between

the two Northeast powerhouses, and

between the two siblings, can now

officially be considered a rivalry.

"1 definitely think so, especially since

her choice of UMass," lenna Kurowski

said. "Our relatives, townspeople and

most of all. Emma, have been talking

about this game since summertime,

even before she was definitely on the

team. 1 have been hearing about Oct.

1 5th over and over and over."

"Well. 1 knew as soon as I decid-

ed to go to UMass that we would

be playing against each other, and 1

have been kind of excited about it

Turn to BLAH, page °

UMass unleashes offense

Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

Massachusetts returned to its winning ways Saturday

as two touchdowns in the final 61 sec-

onds of the first half broke open a close

contest and propelled the Minutemen to

a 43-12 pummeling of the hapless

Boston University Terriers (0-6, 0-5

Yankee Conference).

Freshman quarterback )eff Smith threw for 150 yards

and two touchdowns, and senior fullback Ron

Brockington rushed for 92 yards as the Minutemen

improved to 4-2 on the year, and 3-1 in the Yankee

Conference.

After a sloppy opening 29 minutes of play that saw

seven turnovers (three by UMass) the Minutemen held a

10-6 lead, thanks to a 35-yard Matt Murphy field goal

and a 30-yard interception return for a touchdown by

redshirt freshman lerard White. With just over a minute

left in the half. BU set up for a field goal attempt that, it

successful, would have cut the lead to 10-9. But. UMass

senior comerback Leggie Beckford burst through a hole

in the porous Terrier line and blocked the attempt^

Beckford picked up the ensuing fumble and scampered

77 yards for the touchdown to give the Minutemen a

17-6 lead. ,„ ,, ,

-1 got a great block by Khari Samuel," said Beckford of

the runback. "It came around, and 1 just picked it up and

scored." .

Massachusetts would seal the game just 18 seconds

Massachusetts

Boston University 12

later with some help from a familiar source. Samuel, a

sophomore linebacker, forced a fumble on the Terriers

first play from scrimmage after the blocked field goal

attempt, and senior linebacker lustin Reimer scooped up

the loose pigskin and ran it back 18

yards, down to the Terrier's 2- yard

line. Tailback Matt )ordan plunged into

the end /one on the next play, and the

Minutemen took a 17-point lead into

the locker room.

The Minutemen cruised in the second half. Senior tail-

Turn to FOOTBALL page v

Sloppy win for UMass
Defense key to victory

By Mike Corey

Collegian Staff

It might seem kind of tough to figure out what the

Minutemen actually got out of their 43-12 thrashing of the

Boston University Terriers this past weekend. In a game

that they were expected to win as BU wandered into

Warren G. McGuirk Alumni Stadium toting an 0-5 record,

without a win in the conference, the Minutemen pulled out

Turn to SIDE, page 1

1

THANG VO / COUfGIAN

Freshman sensation Emma Kurowski looks to pick up the slack left

by the loss of UMass legend Rebecca Myers as the Minutewomen face

a tough Dartmouth squad today.

THANC VO / COUIGIAN

Freshman quarterback |eff Smith looks for blockers up field as he led the Minutemen to a 43-1 2 romp of BU.

Bruiser era begins after Calipari says farewell

By Casey Kane

& Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

It's official. BruiserBall has begun

The Massachusetts men's basket-

ball team officially opened the

1996_97 season last night during

Midnight Madness at the William D.

Mullins Center.

lames "Bruiser" Flint was intro-

duced to the University as the new

Minuteman coach for the first time.

Flint received a standing ovation as

he followed his team onto the

Mullins Center court

"For Midnight Madness, I just fol-

low the script." Flint said. "Tomorrow

it'll be a little bit different. But I've

been waiting for this for a long time."

ESPN's Mike Tirico emceed the

whole production, which included

player introductions, a slam dunk

contest, a three- point contest and an

intra-squad scrimmage.

Seniors Tyrone Weeks, Carmelo

Travieso and Edgar Padilla were the

last to emerge from the smoke cov-

ered runway and into the near capaci-

ty Mullins Center.

While the Minuteman line-up

looks different on paper, the team

has kept its trademark pre-game

bounce. The intros culminated in a

circle of bouncing Minutemen. which

became synonymous with the UMass

program last year.

"I Being a senior] is an incentive to

keep working hard." Travieso said. This

will be the last time you get a chance to

wear the uniform and represent your

school. This is the last Midnight

Madness, the last preseason run."

Last night marked the first time

the Minuteman freshman class took

the floor. Mike Babul, Ajmal Basil.

Chris Kirkland. Monty Mack and

Winston Smith received a warm wel-

come to start their UMass careers.

The rookies impressed the crowd

immediately, by sweeping both the NBA
style three-point and slam dunk contests.

Monty Mack took home the honors

in the three-point shootout with 16

points, edging out sophomore

Charlton Clarke who tallied 14. Babul

had the top score in the dunk contest,

as his 360-jam garnered a 9.3.

After the skills competitions, the

Minutemen broke into rwo groups for

an intra-squad scrimmage. Padilla

and Travieso led the white team to a

36-34 victory over the maroon squad.

Before the team was introduced, a

former UMass player was re-intro-

duced to the UMass faithful. Derek

Kellogg, a former Minuteman point

guard, joins the WHMP broadcasting

team, replacing Tony Barbee. who is

now an assistant under Flint.

The UMass women's basketball team

was also recognized before midnight. After

last season's record breaking 20-win per-

formance and first NCAA Tournament

appearance, the Minutewomen were pre-

sented to the crowd.

The Hoops Band. UMass
Cheerleaders, Funk Club and Dance

Team all entertained the crowd

before the clock struck midnight

Bright, Calipari return to UMass

Men's soccer split two,

let opportunity slip away

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

In front of a relatively unenthusiastic

crowd of just over 3,400. |ohn Calipari

returned to the University of

Massachusetts Sunday night as the New

Jersey Nets faced the Washington

Bullets in NBA preseason exhibition

action at the William D. Mullins Center.

The two teams played nearly every-

one available to them before the Nets

pulled away to secure a 93-80 win.

The fans rose to their feet in a

standing ovation when Calipari was

introduced, but perhaps the biggest

cheer of the night went to former

UMass forward Donta Bright, who is

working toward a spot on the Nets'

regular-season roster.

Bright started the game after receiv-

ing his own ovation during the starting

line-up announcements. He finished

with eight points in 20 minutes of

action, shooting 3-for-7 from the floor

including a three-pointer. Bright was

also l-for-2 from the free throw line.

Bright said his focus has been on

making the team rather than coming

back to UMass.

"I'm just going out and playing

hard and trying to make the ball

club," Bright said.

Bright would not comment on his

chances of making the regular-season

roster, but current teammate Vincent

Askew was quick to comment.

"Very good," Askew said. "His

chances are very good."

Calipari would not offer a definite

answer on Blight's chances.

"It's going to be hard, but it's hard

when you have a lot of guaranteed

Turn to NETS, poge 10

Massachusetts

Dayton

UMass drops pair

Boston University 1

Massachusetts

TMANG VO / COUfGIAN

Erica |ohnston and the Minutewomen suffered a

pair of defeats this past weekend as both Syracuse

and BU shut them out.

By Casey Kane

Collegian Staff

Although the Massachusetts field hockey team out-

played its opponents in both of its weekend games, the

end results were the

same as the

Minutewomen dropped

a pair of 1-0 decisions

to Syracuse and Boston

University.

With the losses, the No. 5 Minutewomen dropped to

9-4. 3-0 in the Atlantic 10. Syracuse improves to 5-7,

and BU moves to 10-2.

Against BU. the

Minutewomen out-

played the Terriers for

most of the game but

couldn't convert on several scoring opportunities. Only

55 seconds into the contest, Kyle Rothenberger faced

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 10

Syracuse

Massachusetts

By Chris Krein

Collegian Correspondent

The end result does not always

reveal the content of the game.

This was the case for the Massachusetts

men's soccer team as they split their

games with Xavier

and Dayton this

weekend at Richard

F. Garber field

UMass played

swarming, aggressive offense and

tenacious defense, utterly dominating

the two games. Unfortunately, this

manner of play translated to only one

notch in the win column, coupled

with one heartbreaking loss. The

team's'record now stands at 7-4-1 on

the season, 4-2-0 in Atlantic 10 play.

The team entered play on Sunday,

hot off a big 3-2 win over Atlantic 10

co-leader, Dayton. The team played

with the same intensity and enthusiasm

that led them to victory Friday, but

were unable to walk off the field victo-

rious against the Xavier Musketeers.

The Minutemen opened the game

with a furious attack on the Musketeer's

net, culminating on an amazing unas-

sisted goal by Mike Butler.

Butler scored 1 :04 into the contest

gathering a rebound off the Xavier keep-

er, Chris Wright. Butler put it away from

five yards out, as he wheeled and kicked

it home for the early score.

The, Minutemen would

control play for the remain-

der of the half, outshooting

their opponent 13-1. They

had ample opportunity, but the ball

did not find the back of the net. There

were plenty of near misses that went

tight to the sides, as well as some key

saves by the Xavier netminder.

The second half would see the

same style of play, but all the breaks

seemed to go Xavier's way.

Maringo Vlijter tied the score at

l-l when he was fouled in the penal-

ty box. He converted the penalty kick

in the 63rd minute, driving the ball

into the back of the net past UMass

keeper. |eff Jablonski.

With 21 55 left to play, an almost

identical play occurred in Xavier's box,

when UMass sophomore Mare Saad was

taken down while he was attempting to

shoot. However, the referee

either missed the play, or did

iK)t think it was a foul. This

questionable call was the

beginning for a frustrating

final 20 minutes for the Minutemen.

Eventually, even the chance for

overtime was dashed when Vlijter cap-

italized on a rare Xavier opportunity.

He slid a pass to Musketeer for-

ward Mike Crosby, who put in a shot

to the right of lablonski. Xavier went

up for good at 2-1.

Undaunted, the Minutemen would

continue to swarm the goal until the

last play of the game.

lunior midfielder. Tashi Tshering,

fired a bullet from 12 yards out, but

Wright picked it out of the air as time

expired, spoiling hopes for a miracu-

lous comeback.

Senior defender. |oe lacobson, was

incredulous after the game.

"I think we could have finished a

little better. We had a lot of opportu-

nities," he said. "Things just don't

always go your way."

Koch expressed similar sentiments.

"We had plen-

ty of shots, but

we didn't put it

away." he said.

"Their goalkeep-

er had a good game. They did what

they had to do."

In goal. Wright made nine saves,

while lablonski tallied three.

The statistics revealed the

Minutcmen's control as they outshot

Xavier. 19 6, and held the advantage

in comer kicks. 5-0. Xavier improves

on the season to 5-7-0 overall, 2-4-0

in conference play.

Turn tr, MEN'S SOCCER, poge 10
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Minutewomen go
down

Erin Lynch and
the Massachusetts
women's soccer

team had it's

unbeaten streak

ended yesterday,

losing 2-0 to

Dartmouth (See
Sports, page 10).

Not so artful

Archers of Loaf

The Archers of

Loaf fail to elict

praise from latest

album. See what
the Collegian has

to say (See Arts &
Living, page 6).

WORLD

"Motor Votor" law

increases registration

WASHINGTON (AP) — Since the

"motor voter" law went into effect

last year, registration rolls have

increased by nine million, a study

released Tuesday shows.

That represents 1 7 percent of the

54 million people who had been
unregistered in states covered by the

new system, according to the study,

prepared for the National Motor Voter

Coalition, co-chaired by the League of

Women Voters and the NAACP. The

report was done by Human Serve, a

New York-based nonpartisan registra-

tion reform organization.

For the 18 months from January

1995 to |une 1996, some 20 million

people either registered to vote for

the first time, re-registered or updat-

ed their registrations using the law.

"It shows that many more people will

register if it is made simple," said Frances

Pivin, Human Serve's co-director.

Some 8.8 million people, or 44.4

percent, registered at a

department of motor vehicles, the

report said. About 5 million, or 24 per-

cent, registered through the mail. Voters

also registered at other government

locations such as unemployment offices,

libraries or military recruiting offices.

The National Voter Rights Act

requires states to offer registration

through state agencies such as dri-

ver's license offices — hence the

name, motor voter.

NATION

U.S. says Iraq didn't

rebuild missle bases

WASHINGTON (AP) — Iraq rebuilt

part of its surface-to-airmissile net-

work in southern Iraq last month
within two weeks ofU.S. missile

attacks on the system, a senior U.S.

military officersays.

They've been able to rebuild parts

of the system," said theofficer, who
was interviewed recently and who
spoke on condition ofanonymity.

"They've been slapping things

together but notthreatening our air-

craft."

The officer, who said the United

States is closely monitoringthe situa-

tion, told The Associated Press the

rebuilt weapon systemwas patched

together and is less sophisticated

than the networkbefore the U.S. mis-

sile attacks.

Asked about the report today,

White House spokesman Mike

McCurrysaid the missile sites "have

not been rebuilt, quote, unquote,

tothe point where they are being

used by Saddam Hussein" to

threatenU.S. pilots.

The radars of the systems can be

switched on to pinpoint alliedaircraft

monitoring the no-fly zone in south-

ern Iraq, but that alsomakes them

vulnerable to attacks by allied aircraft

armed withradar-seeking missiles.

"It is the same basic (system) that

was there the 30th of August 1 996,"

the Washington Post said in today's

editions, also quoting an unnamed
official.
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Last chance to sign

up for registration

By Raghurom Vadarevu

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Student Government Association's

(SGA) voter registration campaign

is in its final day of registration,

today.

"We believe that the students

are feeling the urgency to get out

and register to vote before the

deadline," said |ason Vecchio,

student coordinator of the

Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy
(SCERA).

According to Vecchio. the cam-

paign has registered approximately

7,500 students at the University.

"There will be a table in front of

the Munchie Store in the Student

Union (Building) to register stu-

dents," Vecchio said.

Vecchio said the registration

cards will be collected until 9 p.m.

tonight at the SGA offices in the

Student Union.

The registration cards will then

be taken to the Indian Orchard

Branch of the U.S. Post Office in

Springfield at 10:30 p.m.. said

Frank Mozell. voter registration

coordinator of the SGA-led cam-

paign.

According to Mozell, the regis-

tration cards must be postmarked

by the post office by the Oct. 16

registration deadline.

"As an African-American male, 1

feel that 1 am living up to my part

(of the Million Man March)."

Mozell said.

"One of the messages 1 took

from the March was to be

involved in the political process."

he added.

Mozell urges people of color to

register to vote because they "are

one of the first groups to feel the

effect of political reforms." such as

Head Start.

In addition to the SGA effort,

MassPIRG has formed a coalition

with 20 student organizations to

endorse the SGA's voter registra-

tion efforts.

The Youth Vote '96 Coalition

supporters include the College

Democrats, Honors Program,
University Productions and

Concerts and the UMass Pagan

Association — among others.

"(The voter registration) would

not be possible without the support

of the UMass community as a

whole. UMass votes is me, it's you

and the student organizations,"

Mozell said.

Meghan Kiley, a first year eng-

lish major said, "The biggest thing

with the voter registration cam-

paign is awareness.

"We are going to get out and

let people know that their vote

counts," she added, referring to

MassPlRG's campus- wide
effort to raise awareness of vot-

ing.

She said that it is the duty of

every student to vote and voice

their opinions.

"1 am already registered to vote,

but 1 wanted to get an absentee

ballot so I didn't have to go back

home to vote," said Nathan Jones,

sophomore social thought and

political economy major, who was

reminded by his parents this past

weekend to change his voting

address.

Speaker addresses women s vote

HI/AM1H MOWN - COUfGIAN

Professor Jane Blankership spoke yesterday night at Memorial Hall about women in electoral process.

By Michelle Hillman

Collegian Staff

The Distinguished Faculty Lecture

Series sponsored Professor lane

Blankenship in a lecture entitled The
Sites and Sounds of Change: The

Discourse of Women in Electoral

Politics."

The lecture began with

Blankenship orating to the audience

her first memories of political

involvement. Blankenship described

and experience when she was two

years old her grandfather let her

mark her very first ballot so one day

she could say she voted for Franklin

Roosevelt.

Later she remembered seeing her

mother crying over the sink and won-

dered what was wrong. Her mother

then told her "The President is dead."

From this point on Blankenship real-

ized that "there was some sort of con-

nection between the President and

people."

Blankenship realized at an early

age that there was more to the

President than a voice on the radio or

pictures on television. "It is through

communication that we establish that

bond. Communication is a primary

feature of being human," said

Blankenship.

Blankenship'* lecture focused on

issues surrounding women and their

relationship with polities as com-
pared to the male experience. "Talk

of women |in politics) is largely

silenced. We live in a world where

politics is talked about as if it were a

sports event," said Blankenship

Blankenship cited several examples

of how women adjust when they

enter into the male dominated sphere

of politics. One example is that they

have to know how to "talk the talk."

Another example cited was how
women get caught in double binds.

Women have to determine how "to

be tough enough to hold office, but

not too tough which would risk los-

ing their feminity." said Blankenship

Geraldine Ferraro was labelled as

one of these women who fell into the

"double bind" category. Ferraro.

labelled by a magazine as "One of

the Boys and More," left Blankenship

Turn to F*rraro page 3

Fair showcases the various study

abroad opportunities for students

Traffic saftey goes on

By Beth McCarthy

Collegian Staff

If the beauty of a Massachusetts' fall has lost its thrill,

and the wet spring has become an even more tiresome

season, the University of Massachusetts International

Program Office (IPO) says it has a solution.

The program will offer a Study Abroad Fair today for

students interested in studying in another country.

"lust go and totally emersed yourself," said program

peer counsellor Phil Spirito, a senior communications and

Spanish major. He studied through a UMass program in

Colombia.

"It seems kind of logical to stay away from as much of

American culture as you can. and just fend for yourself."

he added.

Amy Reede. a senior hotel, restaurant and travel admin-

istration major, who studied in England, said that "you

keep an open mind and try to absorb as much as you can."

According to peer counsellor David Costa, a senior

Spanish major who studied in Spain, the process of choos-

ing a school in another country is relatively easy and

straight forward.

There are experienced peer advisors at IPO to help

direct students to the appropriate information, or to help

them figure out where they would like to study, said

Costa. These counsellors are also there to guide the stu-

dents through the application process.

"At first it seems a bit overwhelming, but it's not that

bad." Costa said. "It's pretty easy, actually."

The application process is similar to applying to any

university in the United States, said Costas.

Costa also explained that language is not always a prob

lem. as many of the programs offer all of their instruction

in English.

The GPA qualifications also vary, with many foreign

schools looking at the GPA of a student's major, rather

than an overall GPA.
According to Reede, in some cases tuition is equal to

what a student would normally pay to attend UMass.

Financial aid is always available, he added.

Reede, Spirito and Costa all agree that it was one of the

best experiences they have had at UMass.

"It was excellent," said Reede. "I'm definitely glad I

went for a year. You get a lot out of it and you get to meet

a lot of great friends."

Spirito said: "Any problems you have is worth it [study-

ing abroad]. When you go through a transition, it makes

you stronger. You notice the growth and you learn to

express yourself better."

IPO, which is normally located in Hills South, will have

representatives on the Campus Center Concourse between

10 a.m. and 3 p.m. to help assist students and make for-

eign exchange information available.

Returning students will also be there to share their

experiences and offer advice.

IPO exists to "hold the hand for students who are

uncertain of what direction they want to take," Spirito

said. However, he said, students should be prepared to do

some work for the experience of studying abroad.

"We're trying to reach out a little bit and let people

know we're here." Costas said. "We want to let students

By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

department of public safety will be

conducting a traffic safety program

focusing on crosswalk violations

today through Oct. 25.

Police officers will set up check-

points at key areas on campus to

monitor and enforce laws regarding

crosswalks.

Deputy Police Chief Barbara

O'Connor said the program will deal

both with education and enforcement

of crosswalk laws.

"It's an effort to educate the public

on crosswalk laws," O'Connor said.

According to O'Connor, the police

department has heard several pedes-

trian complaints about dangerous

crossing areas on campus.

"Through the last several months,

we have received feedback from the

University community that cross-

walks are really an issue." O'Connor

said.

O'Connor said the checkpoints will

be held in areas where it has been

reportedly difficult to cross the street.

Today's checkpoint will be con-

ducted on Massachusetts Avenue at

Presidents Drive from 8:30 a.m. -

10:30 a.m. The same area will be the

site of a second checkpoint during

the same time period on Oct. 22.

Commonwealth Avenue at the

Physical Plant crosswalk will be host

to a checkpoint tomorrow from 8: 30

a.m. - 10:30 a.m. and 4 p.m. - 5:30

p.m.. and again on Oct. 24 from 4

p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

On Oct. 25, officers will run a

checkpoint on University Drive at

Fearing Street extension from 8:30

a.m. - 10:30 a.m.

Turn to Traffic poge 2

Dole's speech attacks Clinton's ethics

By Tom Room
Associated Press

SAN DIEGO — On the eve of the

final presidential debate. Bob Dole

issued a scathing indictment of "ethi-

cal failures" by President Clinton and

his administration in a frontal attack

on character issues he had treaded on

only gingerly in the past. Previewing

a tougher, more-negative stance that

he is expected to take to the debate.

Dole asserted on yesterday that

Clinton was presiding over one of the

most unethical administrations in

U.S. history.

Clinton dismissed the assault as

"just politics."

Dole cited a pattern "of half-truths,

an atmosphere of evasion." He rattled

off a catalogue of alleged ethical lapses

by the administration, beginning with

the 1993 firing of White House Travel

Office veterans to the current dispute

over links to Asian businessmen and

their contributions to Democrats.

He also cited the collection of FBI

files by the Clinton White House and

what he suggested was the presi-

dent's dangling of pardons before his

Whitewater associates

"The Clinton administration has made

our nation more cynical," Dole said.

Furthermore, the Republican chal-

lenger asserted that polls showing

Clinton's continued comfortable lead

suggest "many voters seem ready to

support Bill Clinton, even though

they believe he is unethical."

"A president who has betrayed your

trust has not won your vote. In my
view, it is that simple. To say other-

wise is to send a message that public

integrity is meaningless," Dole said.

The speech, to a nonpartisan high-

tech business group, came as Dole

campaign strategists played a card

that Dole had resisted in the past —
an all-out negative attack. It was a

high-risk attempt to jar a presidential

race that has been frozen in the polls

for months.

Dole strategists also hoped the

assault, coming just a day before

the debate, would heighten public-

interest and lead to a wider TV
audience.

"No administration has been more

self-righteous," Dole told the annual

conference of the Electronics Industry

Association in nearby Coronado. "But

few administrations have been more

self-serving. No administration has

shown more arrogance. But few have

displayed more ethical failures."

Dole cited "an integrity gap" in the

Clinton administration "between the

low standards they have adopted and

the high honor that they hold. A gap

between their swagger and their pub

lie scandals."

Dole was here preparing for

tonight's debate, which many advis

ers see as a last chance for him to

break out of the polling doldrums.

With the election just three weeks

away, Clinton retains a commanding

double-digit lead in national surveys.

Clinton shrugged off yesterday's

attacks, sticking with a strategy to

portray himself as the candidate who
is above personal insults. Speaking to

reporters during Dole's remarks, the

president was asked if he was con-

cerned about the blistering comments.

"No." he replied. "We're going to have

a debate tomorrow night, but I have not

only tried to take responsibility for things

that 1 have some responsibility for— good

or bad — but also to share some of the

good news with the American people."

Clinton also said Americans want

a campaign about "issues, ideas and

not insults. And the American people

can simply make up their own
mind."

The candidates' running mates

also focused on the ethical theme.

From Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Vice

President Al Gore said Dole "has

no business talking integrity as an

issue in the campaign" when he's

promoting a "risky" tax cut plan

that would balloon the deficit. In

Las Vegas, Republican lack Kemp
charged that in the Clinton
administration ethics is an "oxy-

moron."
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IJust a little off the to|
Jeff Chaban, a junior management major, get his hair cut yesterday

afternoon by Bernie Gelinas, a S. Hadley resident, at the Barber Shop

in the Campus Center.
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For Your Information
FYls are public service announcements printed daily To submit an
FY1. please send a press release cuntairang all pertinent inlorma-

tion, including the name and phone number ol the contact per-

son to the Cuwukw, c/o the Managing Editor by noon the previ

qui day

Wednesday. Oct. 16

Dancing — Israeli Folk Dancing instruction from 8:30

4: 1 5 p.m. ai Hillel House, 388 N. Pleasant St., AmheiM
I ecture — "The Binds of Falkland Island. Confessions

of a 'Field' Biologist," by Professor Kroodsma in room

203 of Morrill at 4:30 p.m. Refreshments will be served.

Questions, call Carey at 546-44b5.

Meeting — The Anthropology Undergraduate

Collective will hold its weekly meeting at 7:45 p.m. Meet

outside the Machmer Lounge. Newcomers encouraged to

attend.

Meeting — SHAB (Student Health Advisory Board)

will meet from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in room 304 of UniverMty

Health Services. For more information, call Tamara in the

Health Education Dept. at 577-5181.

Meeting — There will be a general meeting of the RSO
S.H.A.R.E (Students Helping Area Reach-out Efforts) in

the lounge next to 504 Godell, from 7-8 p.m. For more

information, contact Colleen DiGrandis at 546-1314.

Poetry — The UMass Poetry Society will meet in

Campus Center room 901 at 7:30 p.m. New members are

always welcome. For more information, call Tim at

546-0562.

Poetry — Enid Santiago Welch and members of

Amherst Writers and Artists Institute will present a fret-

night -of poetry and prose at 7 p.m. at the Augusta Savage

Gallery in New Africa House.

Religious — A drop-in class on the Tanya, the

Chassidic text of mysticism will held at 8 p.m. in Chabad

House. The event is free and open to the public. For more

information, call 549-4094.

Special Interest — Creating Effective Living and

I earning Environment Part 2: special interest residential

programs on living options, such as the 2 in 20 Program.

Nuance, and others, noon- 1:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center room 904-08. Sponsored by the University

Resource Network.
Thursday, Oct. 17

Seminar/Lecture — This is part of a weekly series that

introduces yoga and meditation practices. The seminar

will be held in Butterfield 1st floor lounge at 8 p.m. For

more information, call Alex at 253-654 1

.

Notices

Informational Session — For all confused about

Student Loans, an information session will be hosted by

Financial Aid Services, on Thursday, Oct. 31 from 9

a.m. noon in Campus Center room 162-75.

Religious — Weekly "Schulan Lurit" meets every

Wednesday from 3-4 p.m. in the Bluewall in the Campus

Center. Look for a sign inside on the right as you enter

the cafe. All Israelis and other Hebrew speakers are wel-

come.
Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final

1 vtmination Schedule will be available beginning Friday,

October 18. Copies will be delivered to students in rcsi

dence halls, and will be available to off-campus students

in the Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore)

\. n Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

your help is needed. If interested, call Jordan at

546-3548.

Sport — Learn how to hang glide. The UMass Hang
Gliding Club is sponsoring a beginner weekend on Oct.

19 20. Sign up now because space is limited. This is the

cheapest way to learn how to fly - no experience neces-

sary. Meetings arc on Tuesdays at b:30; everyone is invit-

ed to attend. Check board by SU ballroom for location of

meetings and office hours. For more information, call

545- 0804 and leave a message.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45. Please call Mark to confirm, or for other

stops, at 253-0361.

Health — To help students and their families slay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are

available to help you find answers to your questions and

concerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health

Education Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more

info); Tuesdays 6:30-8:30 p.m. in the International

Lounge, Prince House (call 545- 2299 for more info). All

conversations are confidential.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student

Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout, Copy, and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304

Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at

the University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in

the Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from 1 to 2

p.m. in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the

basement of Worcester Dining Common). For more
information, call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at

253-0874.
Discussion Group — "A Course in Miracles" will meet

from 7 to 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting in

September. For more information, call 253-3795.

Dance — The Northeast American School of Dance

Studio in Northampton will hold a dance spree every

Friday from 8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People

can dance to variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free

environment. All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more

information, call 584-8167.

Bored? iake a hit man!!
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The Textbook Annex is

open year round but to

make sure you yet the

books you need for this

semester, buy them before

We are beginning to return unsaid

books to the publisher on

Monday, October 28

University Store's

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Monday-Friday: 9 am to 4 pm

545-3570

WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD & DISCOVER

traffic

continued from page 1

This program was initiated by

Public Safety based upon the success

of the Safe Roads campaign which

was conducted last month, O'Connor

said. With the Safe Roads project,

officers set up checkpoints to educate

drivers about the use of seat belts

and child safety restraints.

Safe Roads, however, was spon

sored by a grant, and the crosswalk

safety program is an initiative solely

sponsored by the Public Safety

Department.

Similar to Safe Roads, the current

checkpoint series will involve thTee

days of education and three days ol

enforcement. The first day drivers

will be stopped for violating cross

walk laws and will receive informa-

tion regarding the law. The second

day, drivers will receive citations.

Massachusetts law states that a dri-

ver of a vehicle shall yield the right of

way to a pedestrian crossing the

roadway within a marked crosswalk.

Fines of up to $100 may be imposed

for violations.

O'Connor said that unlike Safe

Roads, this program will only target

violators. Drivers who are acting

within the crosswalk law will not be

stopped.

While the actual checkpoints will

have police cruisers and uniformed

officers performing the traffic stops,

officeis in civilian clothing will actu-

ally watch for crosswalk violations

and call ahead to the officers at the

checkpoint.

MORGAN STANLEY

Information Technology Division

Graduate Associate Position

We are seeking the best UMASS students from all majors to

bring their talents to technology projects of worldwide scope.

Benefit from a dynamic, highly creative environment which uses

the most advanced technology available anywhere. Some of the

•technologies you will work with include:

Parallel Processing • Object-Oriented Database/Languages

GUI Development • Real-Time Data Distribution

Document Architectures • Distributed Computing

Genetic Algorithms • Mainframe Systems

State-Of-The-Art Trades Processing Systems

You are cordially invited to attend our presentation at

7:00p.m.

October 17th

Room 903, Campus Center

Both December and May graduates will be considered.

Job descriptions available at Mather Career Center.

Morgan Stanley contact:

Jean Ellen Murphy (212) 762-2559

Please email your resume to murphyje@ms.com

as soon as possible.

Morgan Stanley Is An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Ross Perot adds number

of rallies as time starts

running out in election

By Katie Fairbank
Ahoc ialed Prejj

DALLAS — Running out of
time to turn around his presiden-
tial campaign. Ross Perot is

adding a series of rallies to round
out a political schedule that is still

bare-bones compared to his major-
party rivals.

Perot has added to his schedule
eight rallies and two speeches at

colleges around the country and in

cities in Ohio, New York and
Florida where the Reform Party has

support.

Campaign coordinator Russ
Verney said that when Perot's
appearances are combined with
those by running mate Pat
Choate, "we'll be able to cover a

good portion of the country
before this is over." He said the

appearances were designed to

reach "voters who are likely to get

out and get motivated but other-

wise wouldn't be likely to go to

the polls."

Perot, who is languishing in

the single digits in opinion
polls, has done most of his

campaigning from TV studios
since he accepted the Reform
Party nomination on Aug. 18.

He has appeared publicly about

once a week and held just one
rally.

His campaign strategy has been

under revision since the

Commission on Presidential
Debates decided to exclude him
from the debates and he encoun-
tered difficulty getting desirable

network time slots for his TV
infomercials.

His new schedule starts with a

rally tomorrow at Purdue
University in West Lafayette,
Ind., but is still light compared to

the hectic schedules of President

Clinton and Republican Bob
Dole. Other planned appear-
ances:

• Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., Pensacola,

Fla. and Youngstown. Ohio, Oct.

25;

• Virginia Tech University in

Blacksburg. Va., Oct. 28;

• Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 30;

• Buffalo. N.Y.. and
Northwestern University in

Evanston, III., Oct. 31.

• He also plans to give speech-

es to the Inland Press
Association in Chicago on Oct.

21. and to the World Affairs
Council in Los Angeles on Oct.
22. Verney said additional
appearances also would be
scheduled.

SLOWER
TRAFFIC

KEEP
RIGHT

^

Your support keeps

lifesaving research

in the fast lane.

Muscular Dytlropriy Association

1-800-572-1717

UNIVERSITY
BARTENDING COURSE

50%
Off!

!

( )( II jm. Program with valid college

Student I.D.

Free Info Session

Wednesday, Oct. 16th

7:00 pm
Lord Jeffrey Inn. Amherst

\€
Now Accepting Visa, M/C. AMEX & Discover CJ

Shop Around Ai tomparc!

1-800-U-CAN-MIX
Ait Now! Space is Limited!'.

tea«on« to use
111* Eye Cure

Services

We have a comprehensive

contact lens program.

Emergency eye rare delivered at

HIS, is a covered benefit if you are

a student plan member.

Savings on eyeglasses from participating

opticians are available if you

are a student and have a complete

optometry examination at UHS.

\ greal place lo get contact lenses]

On-site contact lens specialists

Free sample start-

contact lens solutio

Contact lenses can be mailed directly lo
i]

you; tree postage lor normal delivery^

Same day rejilacemeat ol contact

lenses, in many cases, dne lo onr

large inhonse inventory.

^M\ Conv

"We take great pride in being able to fit\
many people who have had difficulty in

the past wearing contact lenses. J

Convenient hours and location.

For appointments or questions,

Call 577-5244

Patient feedback of those

who have used the UHS
Eye Care Program over

twenty years has been

consistently excellent.

"I inviteyou to use the

Eye Services at UHS.

"

Frederick H Bloom, O.D
Director, Eye Cart Program

Study shows a decrease in television violence
By Ron Fournier

Associated Press

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. — President Clinton showcased a network-
financed study yesterday showing a decline in TV violence as part of his

homestretch strategy to look presidential and generate positive headlines.

Breaking from debate preparation, the president praised the latest results

of a three-year study by the University of California, Los Angeles. Despite
shows like "The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers" and "Nash Bridges," gratu-

itous violence declined in the 1995-96 season, the report says.

"We are moving measurably in the right direction — away from violence

and toward more programming for children," Clinton said. "We have a long
way to go but we are making progress for our children."

|eff Cole, director of the UCLA center for Communication Policy and the

study's author, flew to New Mexico for the event. "Much more work needs to

be done," he said. "But we hope this is a trend."

Cole's appearance gave Clinton a leg up as the presidential campaigns
elbowed for advantage on the TV violence issue.

The president and rival Bob Dole have attacked Hollywood for glamorizing
sex and violence. Clinton pushed for a ratings system lor television programs,
more hours of children's programming and "V-chips" for television sets so
parents can block shows they consider inappropriate for their children.

"I think we deserve some credit," White House press secretary Mike
McCurry said. But he later added, "I would credit Bob Dole as well."

Clinton was less generous: "This project... was well under way before
Senator Dole ever said anything."

The White House solicited Cole's appearance to put the president's stamp
of approval on a study that speaks to the concerns of many Americans.

"Every parent knows exposure to TV violence can be numbing and send

the wrong message to their children," Clinton said.

The UCLA Television Report on the 1995-96 season concluded that

Hollywood is doing better at reducing the violence portrayed on primetime
series and children's programming, although "there remains room for
improvement."

Television's bloodiest moments continue to occur in movies transplanted

from theaters.

"The UCLA report should put to rest false claims that network TV violence

is raging out of control," said Edward O. Fritts, president of the National

Association of Broadcasters. He said he confirms that the broadcasters "are

responding to audience concerns."

The $500,000 study is the second of three financed by ABC, CBS, NBC
and Fox in response to congressional and consumer complaints about TV vio-

lence.

Showcasing the study was Clinton's latest bid to rise above the frenzy of

presidential campaigning and look presidential — calm, steady and nonpar-
tisan — while underdog Dole is forced into a risky attack strategy.

On Monday, he signed a bill allowing the sale of surplus military planes to

fight forest fires. A day earlier, he denounced rapists while signing a bill to

outlaw "date rape drugs." and he highlighted statistics showing a drop in

crime rates.

Cole said the TV study tried to look at such things as whether scenes were
particularly gory or viewers learned the consequences of the violence depict-

ed.

Of 1 14 TV series last season, the study found only five used violence fre-

quently in questionable ways — graphically or heroically. That's down from
nine cited last year.

By contrast, 29 percent of 1 1 3 theatrical films studied raised concerns
about violence. Still, that's down from 42 percent the vear before.

Suharto speaks in East Timor, defends his rule

By Ali Kotorurmlos
Associated Press

DILI, Indonesia — President Suharto defended his rule in East
Timor during a visit to the territory yesterday, never once mention-
ing the bloody, 21-year-old fight to crush its independence move-
ment.

Suharto, in East Timor to inaugurate a giant statue of |esus Christ as
a gesture of religious tolerance, shook hands with Nobel laureate
Bishop Carlos Felipe Ximenes Belo, and the two took a helicopter ride

together.

Belo said later that they spoke little, and the president said nothing about
the prize Belo shared Friday with resistance leader lose Ramos-Horta. Belo
and Ramos-Horta were honored for their opposition to Indonesia's domina-
tion of the former Portuguese colony.

Indonesia annexed East Timor in 1976, a year after its invasion dur-
ing a civil war that ended four centuries of Portuguese rule. As many
as 260.000 people died during the next five years from military action,

disease or starvation. Human rights groups say Indonesian troops have
tortured, beaten and killed civilians in a bid to stifle separatist aspira-

tions.

The president, who ordered the 1975 invasion and has been in power
for 30 years, was driven from the airport to the governor's office through
Dili streets that security forces had cleared of the typical heavy morning
traffic.

In a speech outside the governor's office, Suharto emphasized the gov-
ernment's success in building roads and schools and raising incomes in East

Timor, which geographically is closer to Australia than lakarta, the
Indonesian capital.

Suharto struck a drum three times and signed plaques to inaugurate the

56-foot black marble Christ statue, a highway, three bridges and a street

named for his wife. Ibu Tien.

"The construction of this statue shows that after East Timor became part
of Indonesia, values that are religious and sacred continue to grow and
expand," he said.

Ramos-Horta, co-winner of the Nobel Peace Prize, accused Suharto of
misusing religion, calling the statue "an affront to the East Timorese peo-
ple... and a joke in poor taste."

Suharto's visit "is a publicity stunt to signal Indonesian sovereignty of
East Timor," Ramos-Horta told reporters in Sydney, Australia, where he
lives in exile.

Armed Forces Commander Gen. Feisal Tanjung was the only Indonesian
official who mentioned the Nobel Prize during yesterday's visit.

"Congratulations for the award," he told Belo at the inauguration cere-
mony for the statue, shaking his hand and taking a seat beside him on the
stage.

Belo is the most influential figure in East Timor, the only predominantly
Catholic region of Indonesia, the world's largest Muslim nation.

In an interview Monday with The Associated Press, he said he hoped the
prize would increase pressure on Suharto's government to resolve the con-
flict. He suggested a referendum on autonomy — something Indonesia has
rejected in the past.

Also yesterday, Suharto received the title "Bapak Integrasi." or "Father of
Integration" — a reference to Indonesia's annexation of East Timor — from
the speaker of the local parliament.

About 200 students protested the title by making a bonfire of local news-
papers that carried Suharto's picture. Police broke up the protest outside
the University of East Timor.

"It does not come from the heart of the people. It is a choice made by the
officials," one protester said.

Ferraro
continued from page 1

to wonder "what does it take to be more than one of the boys?" Ferraro
came to her own realization of what it meant to be tough enough to com-
pete. "I'm tough, what does tough really mean? It was tough for my mother
to work at a garment factory, tough for me to go to night school," said

Ferrtro.

Continuing with the theme that the female experience in politics were dif-

ferent than that of a man. Blankenship stated "it's not that women are better

than men, it's that we are different." To illustrate this point a collection of
major themes and findings was distributed from Voices. Views. Votes: The
Impact of Women in the 103rd Congress.

Blankenship also spoke briefly about how women have different experi-

ences and therefore can "look out into the world in different ways. Women
have a lived experience," said Blankenship, whereas men have never experi-
enced some of these things such ajMRPC-

Blankenship responded to several questions, one from a audience member
who asked what college f*Mfcs could do to get involved at a local level. "Get
involved- get in the pipeline. Organize grassroots efforts and develop a kind
of resume."

At the end of the lecture Chancellor David Scott awarded Blankenship
with the Chancellor's Medal for Distinguished Service at the University of
Massachusetts.

This event was sponsored by the Chancellor's Office.

For Free Delivery for Lunch or Dinner
call $49-5100
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My own view

Erik

Molitor

Friday. Oct I 1 was Coming Out" day loi gays,

le-hians and bise\uals. I would like tO address

the issue of homosexuality from my own personal

viewpoint as a heterosexual. Unlike sonic ol mv

former column-. I'm not trying to offend anyone. Instead.

I would like to oiler a differing opinion than the one we

have Men ta the Collegian.

first off, I may as well come right out and say it: 1 do

no) support homosexuality in any way. shape or form.

How can I
s,,\ this'.' Because I find it unnatural and

lonewhal immoral. Does this opinion

make me homophobic? 1 don*t believe

[t'j not like I hate gays One of my oldest

and close* family friends is as flaming as

a raging bonfire. He lived in the tune
house u ni> family for quite some time

when 1 was young: he played games with us and baby-sat

for us and I have never thought twice about ihat fad

We -till keep in touch, but I simply do not support his

lifestyle.

me. I am disgusted by the image of sexual activity

between members of the same sex. much like 1 am
repulsed by the image of sexual activity with an imatfrac

rive female I shudder at the thought of either ol these

scenarios. Such thoughts make me very uncomfortable,

but 1 can certainly have a friendly relationship with a gay

man a- easily as I could with an unattractive girl.

When I meet with a guy friend that 1 haven't seen for a

' while. I think nothing of giving him a hug or patting him

on the back. There is definitely a line I will not cross,

though. The hug is always brief, and never too close. It

-imply makes things uncomfortable.

What the heck is my point here? All I am really trying

is that it is OK to be against homosexuality. Many
people feel very strongly on this issue, and will never

change their minds. Most religions have taught for cen-

turies that homosexuality is wrong. Although I am not

religious. 1 believe that this is a sin. I also think it is

wrong to attempt to change someone's faith in their reli-

gious teachings just because it is the politically correct

thing to do. Not only is it wrong, it is impossible. Many
people realize that sexual pleasure was meant to be an

incentive for procreation of the race. It is the most basic-

law of nature, to survive you must reproduce.
Homosexuality goes against the laws of nature.

This sentiment, however, does not give anyone the

right to persecute someone else for being gay. The same

religions that teach that homosexuality is a sin also

teach to hate the sin. not the sinner. You can still be

friends with someone, even though you

do not support the life they choose to

lead. Much in the same manner that I

hate pot smoking. I have countless close

friends who smoke. 1 simply get lost

when they do so, the same as 1 would get

losl if I friend began to make sexual implications.

There have been several times in which Keven (my gay

friend) has turned the conversation towards graphic

details of his relationships. When this has happened. I

excuse myself.

Again, my argument is that it is OK. even encourage-

able. for people to be offended by different issues. A
dynamic world is filled with tension and strife. I would
hate to -ee the day that everyone agrees on everything,

because that is the day we halve ail been assimilated to

think, believe and act the same exact way. Don*t let soci-

ety tell you what you should feel. If you think homosexu-

ality is wrong, it is your God given right to hold that con-

viction

I can not -tress this point enough: this article is

absolutely not meant to be a rallying point for unintelli-

gent, homophobic people to gay bash. Who am I to say

that homosexuality is wrong in all cases? That is my
point— it is not my place to say. but it is also no one
else's place to question the personal experiences, faith,

and education that have led us each to believe different

things.

/ 'rU Molttor it a I Mass student.

Letters to the Editor

Who are "God's chosen?"

To the editor: /
Matthew Wurtzel raises a set of fascinating questions

in "Land for peace not the answer" (Oct. 7). In the con-

text of the debate over the recent killing ol scores of

unarmed Palestinian civilians by the Israeli army.

Wurtzel is reduced to comparing the struggle for

Palestinian human rights to the Holocaust, stating that

"The election of Netanyahu assures that lews will not

allow ihein-eKc's to go quietly into the night again, as

we did in Europe 50 years ago."

As if such confusion was not bizarre enough.
Wurtzel goes on to assert "We have survived the

Spanish Inquisition. Russian pogroms and the

Holocaust: and we will continue to thrive despite our

enemies because we are God's chosen people."

This traditional, but somewhat mysterious asser-

tion, when raised in this context, invites a series of

basic questions. What does being oppressed by

"God's chosen people" imply for the Palestinian- ' I-

it the will of God that they shouldn't ha\e their land

seized, their human and national rights denied, their

children shot down in the streets by "God's chosen"

soldier- ' Doe- Y\ urtzel's world view provide a mortal

carte blanche when "God's chosen" deal with the

"not chosen?"

What does this imply for the rest of humanity'.'

How are we to interpret this concept in a broader

sense, beyond the concept of Israeli occupation and

massacres in Palestine? What, for example, does this

imply in the context of the L'nitted States, where a

-mall number of "God's chosen people" live amidst

vast quantities of "not chosen" types? And how are

we to understand it when "God's chosen" appear not

to thrive'.'

Wurtzel 's assertion that the Israelis are "God's cho-

sen people" requires serious consideration by both

"chosen" and "not chosen" people. I think Mr. Wurtzel
owes us a clarification of these and other basic ques-

tions implied by his "Gotfs chosen people" defense ol

Israeli brutality in Palestine.

Madanmohan Rao
Amherst

Scam alert

To the editor:

Students should be aware of the following scam
operating in the Amherst area: A van, usually white,

will pull up to you in a public place like a parking

lot. The occupant(s) will start telling you a story

along the lines of. "Well, you won't believe this, but

the stereo store where I work received a large over-

run of speakers from the manufacturer. My manager
doesn't know about it. and I was wondering if you

would like to help me out." He'll then offer you a

t high end speakers for a fraction of what they

would normally cost

Of course these speakers are of inferior quality, with

only the name brand nameplates tacked onto the front

of the cabinet-

These crooks have been operating in the Northeast

for 10 years. If they approach you. ignore them II \<>n

take their bait, you will be ripped off

|im Snedeker

Btlchertown

Dole posters defaced

1*0 'lie KBtOf,

The other night, someone defaced SORM of my Dole

posten I had hanging in my hall. Now, I understand

people on this campus do not like him. bul this

-hou deal "I imniatuiity Oft the part ol this

individual. It does not help me to convert the Clinton

vote when I see such actions taken on behalf of

Clinton.

To add insult to injury, the person wrote "Fuck

patriarchy, more government is worse government." It

become- more obvious that this person has not done

any research on what the Dole platform is. Whoever
defaced this poster should read up some on
Dole/Kemp. Their platform is smaller government,

lower taxes, a balanced budget, reduced deficit and

more jobs. Dole thinks government should have less

interference in your life. He knows the current welfare

-y-tem is set up so you become dependent on the gov-

ernment and wants to reform it to become more of an

assistance program and less of a lifestyle. He wants

Americans to become more independent. Hmm.
sounds like whoever destroyed my poster should vote

for Dole.

II you are going to hate a candidate from any party

in any political race, know why. Learn any candi-

date's position on the issue Hating a candidate

because of party tie- i- as ignorant as racism and sex-

i-m. at lea-t know the reason why you hate a candi-

date so you can defend your position when confront-

ed.

Peter Kurek
Central

Crusade carried on too far

To the editor:

I was outraged when the Sept. 30 article by

Shymala Ivatury and Hussein Ibish was brought to my
attention. Although I have long ago abandoned the

practice of wasting my temper over Mr. Ibish's arti-

cles. 1 feel that this and Ivatury's latest crusade

against Barbara Burn and the staff of the IPO has

gone way too far.

Being a foriegn student myself. I can only hope that

the uncivil misintrepretation of the IPO memorandum
is not taken seriously. In my three years at this

University, the IPO staff, in particular the team
attacked by your columnists, has worked hard to pro-

vide invaluable assistance and service to foreign stu-

dents. I cannot express anything but my highest

respect for the authors of the memorandum with

whom I have been in contact personally.

In a pompous manner. Ivatury and lbish demand
immediate replacement of IPO leadership because of

its "chauvinistic attitudes." Whereas calling some-

body a "foreign student" is an outright manifestation

ol chauvinism, "international student'' is still not

quite PC. but is le-- "pejorative." according to the

columnists

The IPO is therefore accused of stigmatizing

foreign students as an extraneous element of the

University community. This ridiculous claim is

augmented with other misconstructions and
out-of-context quotations to portray the IPO
-tall a- | vicious group of people, whose objec-

tive is to stigmatize, humiliate and discriminate

against foreign students and scholars on this

campus. The authors of the article conclude by

recommending that a "decontamination squad"
be sent in.

The frightening fact is that Ivatury's and Ibish's

incivility can repeatedly be observed in the effrontery

of ol the CSS members. The witch hunts against polit-

uallv incorrest have grown into outright threats and

insults apparently directed at whoever proves to be

the niosi convenient target at the moment. At the very

least, the unethical and misleading journalism of this

OH ca-t- I bad light on the agenda ol this newspa

per's editorial policy. I would recommend you serious-

ly reconsider Ibi-h'- and Ivatury's appointments as

( 'oUegfan Columnists,

Martin Pogacnik

Sunderland

Opinion/Editorial
he vim/VS and opinions expressed on this page are those oj the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

A few loose ends

A friend once questioned the value ol studying the

past,

"I wasn't there so history doesn't matter." the

aspiring chemical engineer once said.

Ouite the contrary because, simply stated (and brace

yourselves for this), g study of hi-tory i- I Study of the

future because the future, and the present, ultimately

does become the peat
This is not saying that historian- know what will hap

pen in the immediate future.

However, history has proven that

some events will happen again.

Each and every great world power
ultimately does fall down. Think about

the fact that, at one time, the sun never

"Each and every great

world power ultimately

does fa 11 down . Think

Henry J. Brier

set on the British Umpire. Likewise. . -

consider what is presently happening aOOUt the JUCt ttlUt OtW
in Rus-ia. the fonner Soviet Union /m^^ sm p^^, sef

Lastly, at its peak the Ottoman
, . „

Empire." which lasted nearly five cen OW tllC British fjfipire
"

turies was the world's most efficient

bureaucratic structure.

It, too, crumbled and splintered.

Topkapi Palace in Istanbul, from
where the foremost of the Ottoman -ultan- ran the gov- be in Istanbul,

ernment and where the leader lived, has been closely

compared to the current standing of the White Home,
Yet as stated, revealing the direct future is not a histo-

rian's capability.

This, however, is where I yield to my esteemed col-

league Martin F. (ones.

One year ago right now I was fortunate to have been

with friends in central Turkey, visiting ancient Roman
and Ottoman ruins, exploring underground cities and rid-

ing camels.

Shortly thereafter, we headed North and gallivanted

around Istanbul and the city's different attractions for a

few days before returning to the Eastern Mediterranean

to begin the semester.

Little did we know that within the next three weeks (he

Middle Eastern political scene would

become so intense.

Wherever we were in this exotic

Muslim country not only did sales

men consistently try to sell u- carpets

but we also heard the five times

daily Islamic call to prayer, which

added to the interesting environ-

ment.

If anyone has the opportunity to

visit Turkey, seize it We experienced

a moderate country with kind and

genuine hosts.

Start saving now. for the Games of

the 2004 Olympiad are projected to

One of the fine-t -ignis that I have seen recently was
over this past weekend, when I was passing by the

Richard F. Garber field on my way to Boyden.

The University of Massachusetts men- SOCCer team

was battling Xavier on Sunday and I would have loved to

watch more, yet the gym was calling me
We were up 1 -0 when a Xavier player commanding the

ball well outside the UMass hox broke free Some -cant

seconds later he planted his right foot'- laces behind the

ball and unleashed a fierce shot toward the lower right

comer of the far post.

To be sure, that ball would have blistered the back of

the net. Our netminder. who was centered perfectly in the

crease, appeared to have been beaten.

He dove to his left and with both gloved-hands he

snapped that fireball right out the air.

What could be finer than authentic fiitbol during

October?
How sweet it is.

Someone stuck her tongue out at me the other day.

Yeah, it was mid-morning one day last week when I sat

down in class. I wasn't even late, as classmates were

trickling in behind me.

People often roll their eves oi sometime- flick the bird

(after this, my friends, always wave back or wink in

response), but it has been quite a while since someone
has stuck out their tongue.

Message to that particular someone: Buenos dias a ti.

chiquita
tee

So the chemistry in the Middle East intensifies, and
campus-wide critics, who consi-lently argue the s;mie

side, even further distinguish themselves.

Does anyone else out there find it as -trikinglv remark

able that the same people here are always arguing

anti-Israel, regardless of who has really been fanning and
gassing the flames?

Not that activism isn't encouraged but to think that

some believe that they are fooling anyone by hiding

beneath a thin veil.

Why else would the same people incessantly harp
on and obsess over the same issue front the s.hir-

angle?

Please, level with us. Why must you be so shy?

Henry /. Brier is a Collegian columnist.

Take a deep breath and think

Christopher

Hassett

I
am not a peaceful person
Most people aren't these days.

Even the pacifists are mill-

tantly so. However, besides kicking

the stuffing out of the occasional

gay basher or holiday rapist. I

never thought I would find much
rabid conflict on this campus.

We all view rabid conflict daily

on the evening news: genocide in

Bosnia, civil war in multiple African

nations pulling them-

selves together after

colonialism and the

constant paramilitary

actions in the Middle

East. I never thought

any of these conflicts, or the v iews

behind them, would find there way
to this campus. I was wrong.

I love Jewish culture. Granted, a

few thousand years ago it wasn't to

much fun. You mouth off to your

parents, you get killed. You -av

"god dammit", you get killed. You
have sex with your unmarried
boyfriend, yoti get killed (Though

the same could be said for funda

mentalist Christian governments.)

Needless to -ay. they have chilled in

the past few thousand years and. as

a whole, are a pretty fun group to be

with. If il was possible to be a

Christian lew I would probably con-

vert.

lew things could have surprised

me more then the conversation I had

with a |ewish friend I have known
for years. She started cutting into

Arab- with such blistering and racist

comment! . Arabs are. according to

her. Uneducated, backwater hicks

who sheepishly follow their religious

leaders. They should all be kicked

out of "her" country. Was she speak-

ing of the United States or Israel. I

didn't ask.

This shocked me. I thought most
students educated in this country,

and certainly in the Pioneer Valley,

would be able to view such matter in

a more objective light. This woman
had no bombs going off in her back-

yard nor does she walk by the

Wailing Wall every

day. Bom and raised in

this country, these

views were instilled

into her through media

or testimonial evi-

dence.

I tried to invoke the name of his-

tory. The lewish culture evolved. In

i In- Middle Ages most Christian gov-

ernments were intolerant, war-like

with sheep-like populace. If what
you say about the Arabs is true,

can't they evolve over time as well?

The answer to that question, she

said, was no. She refused to elabo-

rate as to why.

Well, seeking to prove my theory

that hopefully we can be more
objective in the United States, I

spoke to an Arab friend of mine at

MIT This guy is no backwater, une-

ducated hick His father is one of

the highest politicians in a Middle

Eastern country, was educated in

Kuwait and now is in one of the

most respected American schools in

the world. Here. I thought to

myself, I will find someone who can

give mi 1 a balanced Arabic view on

the conflict in the Middle East. Boy.

w.i I wrong.

"lews are in control of this whole
country", he said. "They want to con-

trol everything. You think your vote

actually counts? NO! It's the lews!" 1

was flabbergasted. He then went on

to denounce women in general when
I told him it was a woman, because,

after all. women are biologically less

intelligent then men. It has been
proven, he said, scientifically.

Silly me. 1 always thought that the

conflict in the Middle East was a

two-sided issue. I thought that both

sides had valid points and that if

these points could be discussed like-

civilized and rational human beings

they could reach some sort of agree

ment. I thought women were equally

intelligent to men, what a kicker. Bul

when what you are discussing
includes century or even millennia

old religious icons and ideas, it is

easy to let oneself be polarized. I

thought that distance from the loca

tion and the gunfire would give
everyone involved some power to

view these issues in a more rational

light.

I hardly think anyone would doubt
that vocal. anti-Israeli people and
groups exist on this campus. The
parade of angry phone-calls and pao
pie storming this office is proof ol

Ihat. Do people realize the Hip -ide

is true as well''

Ihis column is not here to present

a solution to the conflict in the
Middle East. It is here to ask every-

one who feels close to the fighting to

sit down, take a deep breath, and
think

Christopher Hassett is ,; Collegian

staff member

II

Multicultural Affairs
Overall effectiveness

of march unclear

News
Analysis

Community members shout in unity from windows down to the marchers

Saturday.

Indigenous leader' life to

be presented at LACC

MKTHAtl ElUOrt COUfCC**

below during the Immigrants and Poor march in Washington D.C. last

"LI tesoru mm grande flM lengo en la

vida tt la eapaeidad de sonar I

iMMCHtt mas difiales. en las stiaaaones

mai duras v eompkjas he sidu eapa: de

sonar eon un futuro mas hermosu.

"

— Rigoberta Menchu Turn

Broken Silence. a

documentary/movie on the life of

Human Rights Leader Rigoberta

Menchu Turn, will be shown at the

Latin American Cultural Center on

Oct. 17. The film presents the struggles

of Indigenous people in Guatemala.

Menchu Turn is a world honored

Guatemalan leader who promote- the

defense of human rights, peace and

Indigenous Peoples' rights. Bom in

1959 in the village of Chimel.
Guatemala, she was rai-ed m a com-

munity that continued the old Maya-

Quiche culture for over a millenni-

um.
Menchu Turn followed tradition-

al expectations of an indigenous

woman, working first in the fields

and later in the city as a domestic

employee. Throughout her life she-

struggled with injustice, misery and

discrimination, which Indigenous

Peoples of Guatemala are victims

of.

She has lived through the torture

and assassination of several members

of her family, including her father

and brother, by the repressive armed

Ibices of the United States supported

Guatemalan government.

Menchu Turn i- a self-educated woman

who at a young age has shuwn her abili-

ties a- a leader, by becoming an active

political wurker in labor, eanipesino and

human rights groups as well as in the

defense and promotion of the right- and

values of Indigenou- Peoples Her work

made her the perfect target of persecution

by her own government. In 1980 she was

exiled to Mexico

In 1983 Menchu Turn published her

testimonial book. )o Rigoberta

MenchuA (/ Rigoberta Menchu. An
Indian Woman in Guatemala), fol-

lowed by many of her texts and poems.

Menchu Turn received the Nobel

Peace Prize m 1 992. With the funds

she received from the Nobel Peace

Prize and support of international

institutions, she established the

Rigoberta Menchu Turn Foundation.

The goals of the Foundation
include: the defense and promotion

of the human rights, specially the

rights of the Indigenous Peoples, the

support of the struggle for peace and

the development of the rights and

values of Indigenous Peoples.broken

Silence will be thown at Latin

American Cultural Center The LACC
iv located in Southwest on top of the

Munchie Store, next to the Southside

room.
— Latin American Cultural Center

Tuesday, October 22:

Will You Be Wearing

Black That Day?

Wear black on October 22. Wear
black on that day because...

• because of Anthony Baez.

29-years-old. strangled to death by

police in the Bronx on December
22. 1994 — after a football acciden-

tally hit a cop car...

•because of Aswan Watson,
25-years-old. shot 24 times and

killed by police on June 13, 1996 in

Brooklyn while sitting in a car.

unarmed, with his hands in the air..

.

•because of Yong Xin Huang,
16-years-old, a 9th-grade honor stu-

dent shot in the head and killed by a

NY police officer — who first threw

him ihrough a plate-glass window...

• because of people killed by

police in cities and towns all across

the country...

•because they build new prisons

every' month, while our children must

go to school in closets and out youth

walk empty, hopeless streets...

•because they have put one out of

three young black men in our major

cities in jail, on probation or in

some other way under the control

of the authorities...

•because they treat immigrant
brothers and sisters as outlaws simply

because they were not bom here...

•because now we find that the

horrible violence of the crack trade-

came to us courtesy of the CIA...

Wear black because the victims of

police murder can't, but you can. Wear

black to commemorate the victims, to

break the silence and say police murder

must stop! Wear black on October 22

means that you resist! It means that you

are making a statement that will speak

louder than the lies of the politicians —
it says that you are part of a movement

to 'Stop police brutality, repression and

the criminalization of a generation!'

Wearing black makes you part of a

wave of resistance that will begin to

turn the tide- on tht-.

October 22: National Day of

Protest Against Police Brutality.

Repression and the Criminalization

of a Generarie>n!

Call 1-888-No Brutality

National Office: October 22
Coalition Against Police Brutality

c/o KHL Inc. Box 124. 160 1st Ave.

NY 10009... Demonstrations,
leach-ins. cultural events, etc being

held nationwide, join in.

By Michael Elliott

Collegian Stall

WASHINGTON — While the

approximately 200.000 demon-
Btraton brought tO Washington
the- hope- and concerns of their

particular communities, the

march lor immigrants and poor
this paat Saturday was highlight-

ed by a number of national
Issues.

Since the 1994 elections, immi-

grants and entitlement programs for

the poor have come under constant

attack by conservative forces

throughout the country.

Latino-Americans have been hit

the hardest — a reason that this

community took the primary role in

organizing this event.

The Democratic
paity. once percieved

to be a champion of

-ocial reform, ha-

laken a second look at

the programs they created, such as

the now defunded Aid to Family with

Dependent Children

Immigrants have come under par-

ticulai -corn. California Gov. Pete

Wilson saved his re election cam-

paign in 1994 by making Prop. 187 a

key issue for white voters.

The measure, which was over-

whelmingly approved, cut off all

non-emergency benefits for non citi

/ens.

Several speakers at the rally imme-

diatelv alter the march warned those

in attendance that initiatives such as

Prop 187 are likely to repeat them-

selves in other states.

The concern was valid — consider-

ing that several presidential canidates

made their opposition to illegal immi-

gration cornerstones of their cam-
paigns, including Wilson and others,

such as Patrick Buchanan.

In thi- election, affirmative action

is under attack; again, the battl-

ground being California. Prop. 209.

the decpetivly titled California Civil

Rights Initiative, will make pro-

grams which the supporters call

racial and gender "set-asides"

unconstitutional.

"English-only" laws, on several

state ballots in recent elections, were

also attacked as oppresive extensions

of white supremacist ideology.

Viewed by those in a powtt
relatively weak constiuentcy and
hence, politically convenient to

exploit, demonstrartors and
march organizers intended to

send a unmistakable message.
demanding both respect and legi-

macy.
Republicans were not the only

party to recieve harsh criticism. The

march was held directly outside the

White House gates to point to linger

at President Bill Clinton.

Many speakers and demonstrators

expressed frustration with the

not-so-liberal presi

dent who signed legi-

lation to eliminate

welfare and has rarely

been a strong advocate

for immigrant rights

The question on everyone minds is,

of course, how effective the inarch

was in articulating a clear agenda for

immigrants and poor people.

The agenda was very broad and
organizers certainly appeared at

times, to be baiely holding the event

together.

In terms of the presidential elec-

tions, the chance that the march will

plan any significant factor in tomor-

row's debate between Clinton and

Republican nominee Bob Dole is

slim.

Even last year's Million Man
March, a higher profile event, ha- not

played a significant role in recent

election discourse.

It will take years to determine
whether Saturday was truly the

beginning of a movement, as some
organizers suggested, but prognosi- i-

not entirely ambigious.

"People aren't going to understand

how huge these issues are if we don't

come together like this," said a Latina

student from San Diego State

University.

If nothing more, the march succed-

ed in just that.

MICMAtLftHOrr COLUC1AN

A member of the Danza Azteca performers, dressed in traditional attire

participates in the march last Saturday. Roughly 30,000-80,000 people

attended the rally.

A STATEMENT BY THE PATRIARCHS, BISHOPS, CLERQYAND PEOPLE

OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCHES OF JERUSALEM

COUPTtSV AVVCXtATfD MUSS

Rigoberta Menchu Turn, 1992 Nobel Peace Prize Winner. The

LACC will host a documentary on Menchu's life tomorrow night.

CC El tesoro mas grandc que ttngp
en la vida es la capacidad ae

sonar. En los momentos mas dificiles,

en las situaeiones mas duras y com-
plejas he sido eapaz de sonar con un

f )t hi ro tuas hermoso. ^f
— Rufoberta Menchu Turn

Jerusalem Peace Walk
Sunday. September 29. 1996 4:00

pm
St. Anne's Church, The Old City

of Jerusalem

Our Dear Brothers and Sisters,

For the past few days we have

been going through the way of the

cross. Together we have experienced

feelings of pain and bitterness as we
lived through the events that have

shaken Jerusalem and the whole of

our country, events that have lead to

death of scores of people and the

wounding of hundreds.

Our first response as Christians in

the midst of crises is the response of

prayer. We cry out to God to have

mercy on all of us, and to grant wfc-

(tom to the leaders rjf all the peoples of

this land so that they might make the

right decisions mat will put an end to

bloodshed and kad us to a just peace.

As we lift our voices in prayer, we
wish to emphasize three principles

that spring from the core of our faith

in God and grow out of the experi-

ence of the Christian Church in this

country for the past 2000 years.

1 . Peace and security in our coun-

try atnnot prevail unless they are

established on justice. We believe

that God is the God of justice and

righteousness. God does not accept

oppression, but calls on all of us as

members of one human family, Arabs

and lews, to make justice and to love

righteousness. God does not accept

the domination of the powerful or

their arrogance. Our faith assures us

that any effort by the governing

authority to impose peace in our

country. Which is not established on

justice and righteousness will lead to

failure and disaster. We. therefore.

urgently call on the Israeli govern

ment to pursue the peace process

with all seriousness and to carry out

all its obligations to our people We
urge the Israeli government to change

its attitude and purify its motives.

Peace cannot be imposed by the

power of arms. Brutality will not lead

to security. Stability cannot be estab

lished by way of injustice and the

denial of rights. Justice must come
first, and then peace will follow; a

peace that will lead to security. We as

Christians feel mat the Israeli govern

meat's formula for peace is flawed.

Its slogan is: security first and then

peace. Such a formula casts justice

aside and wiB never bring peace. As

the prophet Isaiah has said : "The

effect ofjustice will be peace and the

result of justice, quietness and securi-

ty forever'' (Isaiah 32: 1 ?).

2. Oar faith teaches us that there is

no difference between the Hie of one

person and another. There is no differ-

ence in God's eyes between lew and

PatestmJltt, between Arab and foreigner.

God is the creator of all. As believers in

one God, we plainly state mat all must

Hve under the same law. We, therefore.

call on the Israeli government to bring

afl Us dB*arfettJnatory poaoes to an end.

Palestinians should have rights in their

country, tot as Jews have rights in their

country. This m the only way that peace

can prevatt. Every time the Israeli gov

ernment gives preferential treatment to

Jews over Palestinians, it sows the seeds

of hatred and violence and thus is

responsible for the growth of animosity

towards its own peopie. We urge the

Israeli government to abstain from the

confiscation of land, to return confiscat-

ed land to its rightful owners, to stop the

demolition of homes, to release afl pris-

oners and detainee, to remove road-

blocks and to respect all signed agree-

ments. We call upon the Israeli govern-

ment to close the recently opened tun-

nel, to refrain from causing insult and

humiliation to the Palestinian people and

treat the Palestinians as genuine part-

ners, who are seeking 9 life of freedom

and dignity in their own country and o»?.

their own land. Racial discrimination

docs not lead to peace or security.

Incrimination cannot be the basis for

building trust between the two peoples.

3. The opening of the tunnel In $e<
Old City of Jerusalem was only the

straw that broke the camel's back.

However the opening of the tutmef

itself has great rigmffcance for it has

touched the religious narye of our

Muslim brothers and sisters. The reti-
j}

gious nerve in our country is the moat
sensitive nerve of all. A just and
democratic government does not yie-

latc the* religious sensibiHry of others

in this way. The easiest fire to kindle

»

is the fire of religious emotion. Ror

our Muslim brothers and sisters, the

opening of the tunnd © a prelude to

the opening of other tunnels which.

will inevitably lead to breaking into

the compound of Mosque and the*

occupation oi a part of it. Further

archeoiogjeal claims neat the tunnel

might also affect Christian sites and

restrict pilgrims in the area.

Therefore, what is required is the ck>

sure of the ttmnel, along with a pledge

to the Muslim community that the

Israel government will never allow an

infringement of any part of the

Mosque compound or any violation of

Muslim or Christian holy places.

'Jerusalem first* Is now a priority.

it is the heart of die conflict and the

key to peat*. When the closure of

Jerusalem is lifted and the two parties

sham sovereignty over it. Jerusalem

wtfl became the city of peace. If Israel

maintain! an exclusive sovereignty

over the city, and continues it?

'hxlawatfam,* Jerusalem will never be

the aty of p« see. Airy peace imposed

by ma. imn tt« will remain a fake and

terapomy peace, Jews will never feel

secure eni iVJesriatans will never

tutmdt Id it We therefore insist on

«? <-wsi jw-uK-vtem, the capital for two

states; a <*y Jhat wiH be a model for

me pe*atSat coexisasnee between two

peopk- man and Israeli. Thus,

Jerusahn wffl become a genuine sym
fact sf aushrnnc brotherhood and tol-

erance between the three faiths:

Islam. Judaism and Christianity.

We call on ail authorities con

earned to end the violence, to work

to the .rtahfishment of justice, so

that stability might he realized. We
ask Ood to fill our hearts and minds

with love, strength and all that is

good, so that our region, our coun-

try and our Jerusalem will have the

peace for which we all strive and

pray.
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Archers disappoint on new CD
Jason and the Scorchers return with exciting new release

ARCHERS OF LOAF
All The Nations Airport*

Elektro/Alias

There is a great new album out in

record stores. An album whose songs

range from quiet piano tunes to loud,

toe- tapping indie rock — an album

whose diversity is representative of

the record label it is on. This new
Elektra/Alias release is the Archers of

Loafs All the Nations Airports.

For Archers of Loaf fans, this

album may come as a shock. Gone
are the days of such great hits as

"Might." -Telepathic Traffic." and

"What Did You Expect." Oh well,

bands change. Don't get me wrong,

it's a good album, but it isn't the

Archers of old and it will throw the

old Loaf fans for a loop when front-

man Eric B. sings along to a pretty

piano tune. Also, I spent a lot of time

in airports this summer, and these

types of songs didn't come to mind.

Seriously, though, with songs like

"Assassination on Christmas Eve,"

"Bombs Away," and the title track,

one only wonders if Archers of Loaf

had anything to do with Flight 800.

Does the FBI have a file on these

guys?

If mellow is what you seek, than

mellow is what you shall receive. It is

a great album for the season — the

songs make me think of the cool

weather. All the Nations Airports

finds the Archers in a more oOBtOB-

plative. textural mode and, in doing

so, they have lost some of the bite

and power of their earlier work. If

vou are look-

pressed to

find it. Instead just "listen to Vet Vee

or Icky Mettle and pretend it is brand

new. Pianos, instrumentals. sleepy

tunes, and only the occasional git

down and boogie song — buy it and

listen to it with an open mind. C
(Brian Riley)

JOHN PARISH AND PJ HARVEY
Donee Hall at Louse Point

Island

A friend once said, while dis-

cussing P| Harvey's career, that she

should "Write a melody or go away."

I disagreed at the rime, but upon
hearing her latest, a collaboration

< om

Archers of Loaf don't live up to past albums on their newest release.

Eating Disorder Programs
Fall 1996

Sponsored by University Health Services

Eating Disorder Assessment Program
For individuals - with Nutritionists, Mental Health Clinician,

Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner. Tuesdays or Fridays

Confidentiality Assured. Call 577-5233, General Medicine 2.

Friends and Family Group
Single sessions for those concerned about somebody with an

eating disorder. Call 577-5233, General Medicine 2.

Peer Support Group
For those struggling with anorexia, bulimia, or compulsive

overeating. Wednesdays 4:30 - 6 pm, at the Campus Center.

Room number posted by elevator. Confidentiality Assured.

Call 577-5233, General Medicine 2.

Peer Health Connections
A confidential phone line for help around eating disorders,

yourself or someone you know. Call 577-168.

with |ohn Parish. I have to agree.

Louse Point looks great on paper.

Parish's scratchy, quasi- blues explo-

rations mixed with Harvey's tightly

wound vocal and lyrical explorations.

It should have been the sequel to

Harvey's last album, the astonishing

To Bring You My Love. Instead, the

album wanders aimlessly — relent-

lessly repetitious and grating.

One of the primary problems with

Louse Point is that Parish's arrange-

ments are too sparse, with not

enough going on to keep them inter-

esting. He seems to be terribly fond

of the Beefheart-style blues decon-

struction, but without the wild imagi-

nation or soul that made it work. The

weight of the album, then, lies with

Harvey.

The most successful numbers,
"Rope Bridge Crossing" and "That

Was My Veil," are also the most
melodic, showcasing the diversity

and subtle power of Harvey's distinct

vocals. The rest of the album, howev-

er, is full of half spoken monotonous

dirges and dry, pseudo-blues rehash-

es. There is an obvious attempt at

Tom Waits-style roots revamping,

but without the melodic invention

that makes his work so moving.
Harvey seems to have abandoned the

more traditional pop elements of her

earlier songwriting, but has failed to

replace it with anything exciting. An
uninspired cover of "Is That All

There is?" comes far too late, and

falls far too short to save the album.

Blame it on Parish, dig out your

old P| Harvey records, and hope that

next time she'll lose the stylistic

meanderings and write some
melodies. C- (Bradley Skaught)

OCEAN COLOUR SCENE
Moseley Shoals

MCA

Perhaps the most difficult obstacle

facing the first release of an English

band can be stepping out from the
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Baby girl makes Madonna a mother

By Beth Harris

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Madonna's a

mama.
The 38-year-old pop diva and

actress gave birth Monday to a

healthy 6-pound, 9-ounce girl,

Lourdes Maria Ciccone Leon.
Madonna, baby and daddy, Carlos

Leon, were resting comfortably,

spokeswoman Liz Rosenberg said. It

is the first child for Madonna Louise

Veronica Ciccone. The 30-year-old

father is her personal trainer and
boyfriend.

The girl was born at 4:01 p.m. at

Good Samaritan Hospital,

Rosenberg said. She and hospital

officials declined to release other

details of the birth, including

whether it was a natural birth or a

Caesarean section delivery.

Dr. Paul Fleiss, father of

Hollywood madam Heidi Fleiss, told

TV crews as he left the hospital that

he was the baby's pediatrician. Fans

all over the world celebrated the

news of the baby. MTV ran a series

of Madonna videos along with con-

gratulatory messages from fans on

the bottom of the screen.

The New York Daily News
reported earlier this month that

Madonna had wanted a natural

childbirth, took birthing classes,

considered having the baby at home
and planned to breast-feed the girl.

Gossip columnists had also said she

would name her baby "Lola."

Instead, she settled on Lourdes
(pronounced LOR-dis). It also is the

name of a French city — (but pro-

nounced LUURD) — where mil-

lions seek healing each year at a

shrine to the Virgin Mary. Maria is

Leon's mother's name.

TV camera crews, reporters and

tabloid photographers continued to

stake out the hospital entrance

today, but it was unclear whether

the maternal girl was even there.

Months before announcing her

pregnancy, Madonna told ABC's
"Primetime Live" she planned to

take out a personal ad to find a suit-

able candidate for "the fatherhood

gig."

Leon got the job but Madonna
did not use him as a "stud service,"

she says in November's Vanity Fair,

which published excerpts of a diary

she kept while filming Evita in

Argentina. Madonna says she didn't

get pregnant for "shock value" and

in one entry describes first seeing

her fetus during an ultrasound test:

"I was stunned when 1 saw on

the ultrasound a tiny, living creature

spinning around in my womb. Tap-

dancing, I think. Waving its tiny

anus around and trying to suck its

thumb. I could have sworn I heard

it laughing."

Once she was pregnant, the

woman who has mass-marketed her-

self through incarnations as actress.

pop diva, vamp and "boy toy." sud-

denly became a recluse.

She was rarely photographed

while pregnant and was reported to

be scaling down her lifestyle this

summer. After putting her

Hollywood Hills mansion on the

market, she moved into a smaller.

$2.7 million home in the Los Feliz

district, the Los Angeles Times

reported.

For years she has said she wanted

a child. Her mother died when she

was a young girl, leaving her, she

said, with "a longing, a feeling of

emptiness."

She met Leon, an amateur bicy-

cle racer, while running in

Manhattan's Central Park in 1994.

Two months later. Madonna was
having Thanksgiving dinner with

Carlos' relatives in Miami Beach.

"Even then she talked about

babies," Carlos' brother, Armando,

told People magazine.
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Stewart's latest features

funk-jazz & dixieland

By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

Attention! You might have
thought it was dead, buried and
risen, but the truth is there in the
record store shelves — jazz is

alive. True, it's old — it's on the
little social security that's still left,

but its intellect is still cranking out
some great ideas, spreading those
ideas throughout minds that are
young and new to the jazz world,
as well as to those who are veter-

ans (although, as we'll see in this

column here, some of those veter-

ans have been pulled more
towards other genres of music).

With a mix of lively "re-emer-
gence of bebop" (often shortened
by the author to "re-bop") compo-
sitions and rhythmic workouts on
various world percussion instru-

ments, Leon Parker brings forth his

Helief CD. His second album as a

leader and first for Columbia has a

number of songs that feature
Parker with percussionists Adam
Cruz and Natalie Cushman playing

shakers, frame drums and marim-
bas in roots-world melodies pro-

vided by percussion. Other tunes,

like "Ray of Light," "Wide Open"
and iheir fresh, international fla-

voring of Duke Ellington's "In A
Sentimental Mood" have horns and

bass on them mixing this "re-bop"

format with various percussive cat-

alysts.

Two new Postcards Records
releases by Bob Stewart {Then <6

Now) and Ralph Simon {Music For

The Millenium) feature two dis-

tinct sides of jazz. Stewart, a tuba

player — a position not seen much
in jazz since the advent of the

upright bass in the '30s — has a

mix of songs on his CD that are

rooted in funk-jazz, Dixieland and
even a couple of blues numbers
with Taj Mahal singing and playing

guitar.

Simon, co-founder of Postcards,

takes a different road, presenting a

cosmic exploration of open-ended
compositions, including a four-part

"Suite First Take" that is quite ran-

dom at times. He uses synthesizer

accents as well on the "Downhill
Slalom" part of the suite, with
amazing drums and percussion.

However, this disc is too random
and too cosmic, and the composi-

tions are strung together so that

each one melds into a loose, spacey
mess

Not that Stewart and Simon are

new to the jazz world, with careers

going back to the '70s and '80s.

but they aren'i veterans of the
prime of jazz like )osef Zawinul is.

Zawinul's keyboards graced such
albums as Miles Davis' In A Silent

Way and all of his fusion band,
Weather Report's, albums.

Zawinul nowadays, with his

recent My People CD on Escapade
records, veers towards the

world-beat spectrum. Songs on
this CD feature musicians from 17

countries from five continents.

Some are spare arrangements with

voice and keyboards like "Want
Some Tea?" and some are upbeat,

rhythmic numbers like "Bimouya,"

written by Zawinul and
African-pop star Salif Keita. and
sung by Keita. There's quite a large

bit of cheesy synthesizer on this

disc, but it is by the man who
helped bring electric keyboards
into jazz, so it is excused.

Redman plays terrific set to sold-out crowd
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

JOSHUA REDMAN
Iron Horse

Oct. 14

Melody. Rhythm. These are the (wo

concepts that drive (oshua Redman's
jazz. The melodies he drives out of his

three saxophones (soprano, alto, tenor

— he uan play one equally as well as

the other two) provides a motivated

pattern for a rhythm section to give to

him the appropriate groove to present

a complex partnership resulting in

some of the best new jazz to hit clubs

and record stores today.

This structural phenomenon
occurred at the Iron Horse on
Monday night to the admiration of a

standing-room only crowd. Whether
or not Redman was merely flattering

the crowd saying that the Iron Horse
is, like the Village Vanguard in New
York, one of the hippest places to

play and one of the best audiences to

play to, he certainly did give us a gift,

in his and his band's presence.

Starting with the upbeat "Herbs 'n

Roots," with Redman jerking his legs

to the ferocity of his tenor playing,

one could see there was a lot of ener-

gy as well as technical expertise in

this melody-rhythm structure of

Redman's music. The energy may be

most evident in the drummer of his

band, Brian Blade, who polyrhythmi-

cully beat his drums into submission.

His performance all night was one to

be heralded, unlike his subdued, less

visible role on Redman's recent
release Freedom In The Groove. .

.

Speaking of Freedom..., with that

album's best track, "Pantomime,"
Redman's band proved they can easily

bring the structure into the area of

jazz that is the climactic, intense

moments of excitement and perfection

which )ohn Coltrane's band, obvious-

ly an influence on Redman and his

band, staked out in the early 1960s.

"Cat Battles," another Freedom ...

song, brought out more of this excite-

ment, sandwiched in between two
moodier, introspective numbers such

as "When The Sun Goes Down" (a

bluesy number with a pleasant piano

introduction from pianist Peter
Martin) and "Invocation" (an open
number having its way with musical

space, with a Chris Thomas bass solo

that went on a little too long).

With the final number of the show
proper, "Hide 'n' Seek," a funky num-
ber with great shared melody between

Redman on alto and Peter Bernstein on
guitar, Redman showed how much free-

dom in the groove he really revels in.

He came back after a couple of

minutes off stage for a ballad as the

encore, "Alone In The Morning,"
which could possibly have been sub-

stituted for a more upbeat choice.

The capacity crowd filed out of the

Iron Horse talking about how terrific

a show it was, possibly without
knowing that they had left through

two doors, the one to the Iron Horse

and that of Redman's musical archi-

tecture, which was so poignant, it

was almost concrete.

Joshua Redman mixed melody and rhythm to create poignant
musical architecture.
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shadow of their enormously success-

ful predecessors. But when Noel
Gallagher drops your name in inter-

views, that might not be a real big

problem.

Birmingham's Ocean Colour
Scene has scored three top 15

British singles with their debut
album Moseley Shoals, a rock/pop

collage with a range of influences.

Although lyrically obtuse at times,

singer/songwriter Simon Fowler's

colors still shine through with hits

like "Lining Your Pockets" and
"One For The Road." Wouldn't it be

great, though, to hear an English

quartet harmonize and not sound
like the Beatles?

Moseley Shoal doesn't lose itself

entirely to being derivative, howev-

er. It's well produced with traces of

Bob Marley. Stone Roses and even

Zeppelin-style headphone tech-

niques — making the entire experi-

ence rather pleasant. One track,

"Policemen & Pirates," includes

some political jeers ("...and I bet

Nero and Pilate could easily explain

how policemen and pirates get

stoned in glass houses...") providing

a nice compliment to hits like

"You've Got It Bad." Ocean Colour

Scene has still yet to completely dis-

tinguish itself as an Oasis-less band,

but their debut release shows that

they possess the talent, if not the

intuition, to do so. B (leremy Kipp)

JASON AND THE SCORCHERS
Clear Impetuous Morning

Mammoth/Atlantic

It's been a long time since |ason

O.IAIAA
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at the Bluewall.
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and The Scorchers exploded on the

college radio scene — over ten years

in fact. In that time bands like Uncle

Tupelo. Son Volt and The layhawks

have cashed in on The Scorchers

explosive mix of punk and country.

The Scorchers petered out in ihe laic

eighties with a series of uninspired

and overly slick recordings, but,

luckily, a few intelligent record com-
pany employees remembered and
The Scorchers are back wiih a fan-

tastic collection of razor sharp
cow-punk tunes.

The very first line on the album,

before the wall of electric guitars

comes crashing down, is "Oh what a

rush." Nothing could more success

fully capture the spirit of the album
— an album that roars from twangy
punk song to twangy punk song like

the Ramones with a heavy dose of

Hank Williams Sr.. or Johnny
Thunders and Gram Parsons back
Irom the grave with a vengeance.

Cram Parsons' spirit pops up a

couple of times on the album, in

fact. Once in a blazing cover of

"Drug Store Truck Driving Man"
(finally done the way it was meant to

be done) and once in a moving duet

with Emmylou Harris (Parsons' old

singing partner.) The rock and coun-

try spirit of Parsons is re-invigorated

in The Scorchers embracing of early

punk and ihe raw, self-conscious

exploration of country.

Clear Impetuous Morning is an
exciting return to form — An album
that sounds truly alive, with the gui-

tars turned up way too loud, and
lason Ringenberg's glorious, twangy

howl ringing up on top. A- (Bradley

Skaught)
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Ohio State to hit the road, Cooper upset

COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) — Only

once in trie lust 100 years has Ohio

Stale had to play as many as four

road games in liw weeks. But the

current Buckeyes can take heart that

Ohio State last traveled this much in

19K4 _ the lust time they traveled to

the Rose Bowl.

"From a coach's standpoint, you'd

rather have games home, away,

home, away" coach |ohn Cooper said

yesterday. Its worked to our advan-

tage so far. We played four ol the

first five at home, we play four out of

the next five on the road."

It's not like the Buckeyes need a

hostile environment to get their

attention this week when they travel

to Purdue. Wisconsin did that last

week, even in front of an Ohio

Stadium crowd of more than 94.000.

The Badgers led 14-10 in the

fourth quarter and had three posses

sions after the Buckeyes took a 17-14

lead on Dimitrious Stanley's clutch

catch and sprint for a 48-yard score

with 8:51 remaining.

"1 think there's been some teams

that I've coached around here the

past few years that probably would

have — the way we played and the

way Wisconsin played — probably

would have found a way to lose that

game," Cooper said.

Even though the second ranked

Buckeyes remained unbeaten at 5-0

and moved to 2-0 in the Big Ten,

Cooper spoke almost as if his team

had lost

.

He blasted his kickers. |osh

lackson had a field goal attempt

blocked and Mike Mallatt's kickoff

alter the last Ohio State touchdown

floated to the Wisconsin 1 9 and was

returned 17 yards. Kickofls have

been an ongoing problem in recent

years, seldom getting inside the 15 -

let alone to the end zone.

Furthermore. Ohio State has not

kicked a field goal longer than 59

yards in three years. The Buckeyes

haven't even attempted one that far

in their last 18 games.

"I'm not disappointed a little bit.

I'm disappointed a lot." Cooper said

ol his kicking game. "Those guys on

scholarship, all they do is kick. And
they're expected to perform. They've

got a job to do and they're consistent-

ly not doing it."

He criticized flanker Buster

Tillman, who dropped one pass and

fumbled another that Wisconsin live

safety Kevin Huntley scooped up and

returned 5b yards for the go-ahead

TD early in the fourth quarter.

"Dimitrious Stanley has been Big

Ten player ol the week the last two

ball games. But the other side is not

holding up their end of the deal right

now," said Cooper, who questioned

Tillman's practice habits after

Saturday's game.

Cooper said he would evaluate the

position based on this week's prac-

tices and said he hoped to get more

playing time for freshmen David

Boston and Michael Wiley.

"Obviously, if we get those guys on

the field, then somebody else is going

to be off the field," he said.

Cooper also said he was disappoint-

ed his defense never seems to turn a

turnover into points like Wisconsin

did on Huntley's fumble return.

The bottom line, he said, was it

was almost immaterial what other

teams did if his team played well.

Over the next five weeks, the

Buckeyes travel to Purdue. Iowa.

Illinois and Indiana with a home
game against Minnesota sandwiched

in the middle.

Lopez on the pine for Braves tonight

Roenick signs $20 million contract

PHOENIX (AP) - leremy

Roenick signed a five-year. $20

million contract with the Phoenix

Coyotes today, and the team said

he would be in uniform tonight tor

a home game against the

Edmonton Oilers. The agree-

ment ended a 58-day holdout. It

didn't come until the Coyotes lost

center Cliff Ronning indefinitely

after Ronning broke his hand

Thursday night.

Bobby Smith, the Coyotes

vice president of hockey opera-

tions, boarded a flight for Boston

on Friday, met all day Saturday

with Roenick's agent. Neil

Abbott. The contract was signed

late Sunday. Smith was asked

how much movement took place

over the weekend. "All of it," he

said. But he said it would not be

fair to pin all of the intense bar-

gaining for Roenick, a three-time

All-Star at center, on Running's

injury.

"The No. 1 position that we
took is that we wanted him to play

for us," Smith said. "The scenario

we wanted most was to have him in

uniform; the scenario we wanted

least was to have to trade him and

take somebody else's first-round

draft choices for the next five

years."

Phoenix, off to a 5- 1 start with

three consecutive victories,

obtained Roenick Aug. 16 in a

trade with Chicago for center

Alexei Zhamnov. right wing Craig

Mills and a first-round draft pick.

"I'm ecstatic.'' Roenick said. "This

is where I wanted to play all

along."

Roenick, 26. has been working

out on his own in Florida and said

he expects to be in game shape

despite missing training camp.

Roenick, who scored 267 goals in

524 games for the Blackhawks.

made $1.4 million last season in the

final year of his five-year contract.

Negotiations had been at a

standstill since the trade, with

Phoenix offering Roenick an aver-

age salary of $5.6 million over live

years and Roenick seeking a multi-

year deal averaging about $4.5 mil-

lion.

Abbott said the contract con-

tains unusual incentives above the

$4 million a year base salary. He
called them "high-achievement

incentives."

Roenick was a Group II tree

agent, meaning the Coyotes could

match any offer and retain his

rights and the Coyotes repeatedly

said they would do just that.

ATLANTA (AP) — Even

though he's hitting .529 in the NL
championship series, |avy Lopez

expected to be on the bench for

Game 6 tonight. After all. Greg

Maddux is pitching for the

Atlanta Braves.

But manager Bobby Cox, unable

to fathom not having Lopez's torrid

bat in the lineup, announced yester-

day that Lopez — not Eddie Perez

— will be the catcher when the

Braves try to. even their series

against St. Louis.

In the latter part of the regular

season, and both of Maddux's post-

season starts, Perez has served as

the personal catcher to the four-

time Cy Young Award winner.

"Yeah, it took me by surprise."

said Lopez, who was 4-for-5 with

a homer in Atlanta's 14-0 victory

over the Cardinals on Monday
night, trimming the St. Louis lead

in the best-of-7 series to 5-2.

"The last lew games I've caught

for him (Maddux), he hasn't done

as well as he did when Eddie

Perez was catching him.

Hopefully, that doesn't matter to

him."

Maddux, who didn't attend an

optional workout at Atlanta-Fulton

County Stadium yesterday, has

insisted all along that it doesn't

matter to him whether Lopez or

Perez is the catcher.

"Before the game, 1 will come up

to Maddux and talk to him about

his game plan," Lopez said.

"Hopefully, Maddux will feel good

about me catching. I'll try to do the

best I can."

The numbers clearly show
Maddux pitches better when Perez

is behind the plate.

Perez started 57 games dur-

ing the regular season, 17 with

Maddux on the mound.
Maddux had a 10-5 record with

a 1.88 ERA in 119 2-5 innings

pitching to Perez, while the

numbers dropped to 5-6 with a

5.52 ERA in the 125 1-5

innings with Lopez behind the

plate. In Game 2 against St.

Louis. Perez started at catcher

but he left for a pinch-hitter

with score tied 5-5. Lopez took

over behind the plate in the top

of the eighth, and Maddux pro-

ceeded to give up five runs,

including a grand slam to Gary

Gaetti.

"He's learned from what bap

pened the last time here." Lope/

said. "He doesn't want the same

thing to happen again. I'll try to

give him a big target, set up on the

corners and whatever happens,

happens."

Cox downplayed the decision to

start Lopez.

"|avy has caught Greg a million

times." he said. "|avy is probably

swinging the bat belter than any-

body in this whole scries, so we're

going to keep him in there
"

Perez said he understood.

"I think we have to keep lavy's

bat in there," he said. "We ve got to

gel a great game from him like we

did (Monday) night. Hopefully, he-

can catch good for Maddux.

"I think Greg knows how to

pilch. No matter who's catching,

he's going to pitch great."

Lopez said there's not much dil-

ference between Maddux and |ohn

Smoltz, the other right-hander in

Atlanta's rotation.

"I'll try to catch him just like

I catch Smoltz." Lopez said.

"The one difference is he likes

to pilch more inside than

Smoltz."

You waited in line an hour to see this movie. Incredible opening! Heart-

stopping action! Unbelievable tension! This is going to be ... a great ... a great ...

oh no. Seated directly behind you. A talker. You can withstand many things.

People who drive 55 in the left lane. People with 10 items in the 8-items-only

checkout. But here you draw the line. Talking in movie theaters is

sacrilege!

Northwestern not getting crowds

Write for Collegian Sports !!
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EVANSTON, III. (AP) — It was a

perfect fall day. with the sun high in

the sky and the temperature pushing

70 degrees.

The home team was ranked 15th in

the nation — and that's still pretty

new here in Northwestern country,

where before last season the team

hadn't been ranked in about a quar-

ter-century.

And the Wildcats, who last New
Year's Day appeared in the Rose

Bowl for the first time in five

decades, were coming off an upset of

Michigan that put them atop the Big

Ten standings.

So where were all the fans

Saturday?

Fewer than 56.000 showed up at

49.000-seat Dyche Stadium to watch

Northwestern's 26-24 victory over

Minnesota, a win that pushed the

Wildcats to 5-1 (2-0 in the confer-

ence) and moved them up to 14th in

the AP poll.

Where were Charlton Heston,

Ann-Margret and the other assorted

actors, politicians, astronauts,

authors, judges and miscellaneous

distinguished alums who jumped on

the Northwestern bandwagon last

vear'' More importantly, where were

all the fans from Chicago, a great

sports town that supposedly was won
over by Northwestern's 1995 miracle

season?

The fad is, the Wildcats are still a

tough sell in the big city.

Successful on the field, they are

still only so-so at the box office —
despite the presence of an exciting

offense that features conference rush-

ing leader Darnell Autry.

"It does surprise me," receiver

Dave Beazley. a fifth-year senior, said

Monday. "All 1 can say is that we
haven't established a tradition here

yet. As of now, we are a one-season

wonder. We don't have the respect

yet where we can fill the stands pure-

ly because we are in a class with the

Notre Dames, the Michigans and the

Penn States."

Northwestern began its turnaround

last season, when it opened with a

stunning victory at Notre Dame.

Each of the next three home games,

however, failed to draw even 50,000

fans to Dyche. It took a win at

Michigan to finally convince people

that the Wildcats were for real, and

the last three home games were sell-

outs.

Apparently, however, the carryover

effect was negligible. This season's

home opener drew more than 10,000

short of capacity. After selling out the

Michigan game Oct. 5 — "I think a

third of them were Michigan fans,"

Beazley said — Saturday's crowd of

55,848 was disappointing.

"We're going to play football

regardless of who shows up," coach

Gary Barnett said.

Two home games remain. The

Illinois game in two weeks is a sell-

out, partly because of the Illini's loyal

following, but tickets still remain for

the finale against Purdue — a game

that might decide if the Wildcats

return to the Rose Bowl.

"Chicago has millions of people."

Boa/Icy said, "but I don't think they

really believe in the program yet
"

Northwestern*! attendance situa

tion contrasts sharply with those ol

other Big Ten programs. At

Michigan, more than 100.000 fans

crowd Michigan Stadium each home

Saturday. At Ohio State. Iowa. Penn

State, Illinois and Wisconsin, sellouts

of huge stadiums arc routine.

Barnett and defensive tackle Matt

Rice sounded envious Monday when

talking about the rabid Wisconsin

crowd they know they'll confront this

Saturday.

But they insist they are happy with

the support the team gets, especially

from the students. A private institu-

tion with an enrollment of about

7,500. Northwestern is by far the Big

Ten's smallest school.

"Our fans are the best," Rice said

"They know when to cheer and when

not to. They're a loud bunch, espe-

cially the student section."

Barnett ranked Wisconsin. Iowa

and Penn State as the toughest places

in the league to play. Asked about

Dyche Stadium, he said: "I'm not

going to rank our crowd. I can't do

that."

"I thought the people we had in

those stands helped us win Saturday.

The ones that didn't come didn't help

us." Barnett said. "Our kids want to

play in front of their peers, and I

think we have the highest percentage

of students attending our games of

anybody in the Big Ten."

The University Career Center and the School of Engineering are Sponsoring

ering Car
on Thursday, October 17, 1996

Time: 1:00 PM to 3:00 PMTime: 1:00 PM to diwvm ^m

^All Engineering Students and Faculty are Welcome!!! a

GTE Government Systems
Get involved with the latest cutting-edge technologies from

A multi-media communications to voice, video and data

recognition to artificial intelligence, public key encryption, internet

security...Get involved with GTE! Employment opportunities in

Engineering exist for CS, CE, EE, CIS and Math majors.

To apply, please visit our booth at the Engineering Career Fair

on Thursday, October 17th, and submit your resume to be

considered for our October 21st campus interview visit.

GTE Government Systems

College Relations Department

11 "A" Street, Needham, MA 021 94

Fax:(617)455-4858

MDMagit corporation wete open » #»
biggest Ideas In one ol the fastest-growing

fields today computet telephony Openihe

doors to you Mure now at Matag* I you have

,, i,< hnk al BS/MS degree m a related <iis< ipftne

and the iin\<- i" Innovate In an ew iimn field

opporturtrtes lot new graduates conttwaB)

exist in Parslppany. NJ: the Boston area;

Sunnyvale Santa Barbara and San (ose..CA;

.Hid oihri i<>< annus nationwide

Makr plans now to meet with us hi Mm
Bnglneertng Job i air. Thursday. October 17.

10 am :» pm at thr Bagtneerlag Student

Center at Marc us Hall.

it you are unable t<> attend, send yout rcsumt

«i our headquarters Dlalogli < on Mot

\i in ( ollege Relations, 1516

Route lo, Parslppen) NJ 070M
I ,\\ i2(Hi 903-5763 I>i.iI(i«k is

committed to equal opponuntf)
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You paid seven bucks for this ticket. Seven bucks!

To the voice you say, "Gould you please keep it down?"

Mistake. The voice gets louder. "Let's move," you hiss to your girl-

friend. • .No," she says. "Come on," you implore. "Ho," she says. "I've had it

with talkers," she says. She reaches into her bag. Drops a squat metallic

otgect on her lap. What the...? Out Ofth COXT1 TOf your V ,

you see her squinting, slowly, surely screwing two pieces together.

A... a ... silencer? GeezJ This is a side of her you've never seen before.

You think, momentarily, that should this case go to a jury, it will

be important to have movie lovers on the panel. She lifts the weapon

from her lap. What's it going to be? A Colt .45? A derringer?

You fore yours If to look.
It's sleek. It's smooth. It's small. It's a. ..PDA? She's going to

threaten the voice with a personal digital assistant? She quickly

touches some keys, leans forward. "Computer," she says tersely to

the little machine. Great. Now your girlfriend talks to inanimate

objects. What's next? LUIlCh Wttll Stll IIS?
She whispers something else to the machine. Wonderful. She's

decided to catch up on work during your date. Suddenly, miracu-

lously, the voice behind you stops. Weird-like, in mid-sentence.

You glance back. What the ...? It's long. Round. Pointy. A ... cone ...

of... silence? "PDA with a silencer," your girlfriend mutters.

Damn, that's good software.

What will the next generation of software be? Come to Microsoft and shape it.

Real jobs. Real internships. With real responsibility.

Come see Microsoft at the Engineering Career Fair!

Thursday, October 17, from 10am-3pm

Engineering Student Center in Marcus Hall

Stop by our booth and drop off your resume! Microsoft

O 1996 Microsoft Corporation All rights reserved.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS I

AUTO FOR SALE

Chinttt Food Kai Chi delivering

Sunday Thursday to 2am Friday and

Saturday to 3am

ATTENTION STUDENTS: The
Homecoming Parade, on Saturday.

October 19, is open to all who wish

to participate! Be a pan ot the cele

bration & march in the kazoo band!

Call Ann Thompson at 545-231 7 to

sign-up or ask questions Parade

participants will gather at 1000am

at the Visitors Center

Financial Aid Available! Millions

of dollars in tinancial aid are now
available All students are eligible

Let Student Financial Services help

you get your (air share 1 800-263-

6495 ext F50015

AUTO FOR SALE

1989 Hundai 4 door hatchback

58.000 miles, runs well, original

owner Manual transmission, asking

$1000 or B/0 256-3411 leave mes

sage

82 WV Vanigun 1 36K. 46K on new

engine runs well $1200 |413) 731-

8163

Purchasing a usad car? H.iu'hj

your car repaired' Do you know your

rights' Contact the Student Legal

Service Office. 922 Campus Center

5451995

19*6 Toyota Corolla auto $1,100

253-4012

89 Hyundai Excel 2 door. Stan

dard, new transmission, new clutch,

Panasonic AM/FM cassette, auto-

matic sunroof $1,700/bo (413)253-

6392 or (41 31 436-9381

1990 Honda CRX Black. Great

Condition, Low Miles. $7,500 00 or

B/0 (413) 549-0944 or 1413) 253-

0587

EMPLOYMENT

Park Rangers/Game
Wardens/Park Police $6 $20 per

hour Year round positions for men

and women Call 1504-429-92311

Ext 5016 P 41 24 hours

Distribute prepaid calling cards

earn top commisions Call Pat (4I3I

665-3107

EMPLOYMENT
ASIAN/EUROPEAN EMPLOY
MENT Live in Prague. Budapest.

Tokyo, etc teaching simple conver-

sational English No teaching back

ground or foreign languages

required Great pay/benefits

Academic internships also available

Call (919) 968-1 164

CRUISE LINES HIRING Earn up to

$2000+/month working on cruise

ships or land-tour companies World

travel Seasonal/full time No expe

rience required For info call (9191

9681164

P.T. Administrative Positions

duties range from filing to Ig media

events, flexible hours, 10-15 hrs/wk

Call DataViews Corp /HR Dept 586

4144

Earn Money and Frae Triptll

Individuals and groups wanted to

promote Spring Break!! Call Inter-

Campus Programs at 1 800-327-6013

or http://www tcpt.com

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up

to $2,000+/month World travel

Seasonal & full-time positions No

exp necessary For info call 1 -206

971 -3550 ext C50016

EMPLOYMENT
Now Hiring part time telemarketers

morning, afternoon and evening

hours available No sale Will train

Earn $6 $7 per hour plus bonuses

Please contact Ms Miranda

(800)829-4777

Spring Break!! Earn Cash!!

Highest Commissions! Lowest

Prices! Travel free on only 13 sales!

Free Info! Sunsplash 1-800-426

7710

Drivers Wantad full-time, part-

time, apply in person afternoons

Auto required No phone calls

FOR RENT
Pinocchio s, 30 Boltwood Walk

Fridge Rentals Plus Free Delivery

2539742

FOR SALE

PHISH Hartford $35 Good seats

(800(8636050

2 Smashing Pumpkin Tickets For

Nov 6 at Worcester $60/PR Call

256- 1590 Leave message

586 133MHZ 850MEG HD.

Keyboard. Mouse $550 SVGA
Monitor $125 Call 2560656

INSTRUCTION
Bartend with University

Bartending '>()% student discount.

Amherst classes starling soon! Call

1 800 U CAN-MIX for into

Boxing Lessons All Welcome! For

brochure (41 3)732-881

7

Lost Wool Coat with Courtney writ

ten in red, call 546-5775

MISCELLANEOUS

Do you have questions about your

rights? Do you think your civil rights

have been violated? Find out!

Contact the Student legal Services

Office. 545 1995

New Metabolism Breakthrough

Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35

BOO 778-9603

PERSONALS
Pregnant? Need help' Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549- 1 906

Thorn, Just wanted to let you know

that you are the wind beneath my

wings JWM

ROOM FOR RENT
1 Bdrm Available Jan 1 June 1.

located in Alpine Commons, on bus

route utilities included $287 50

Call 256-5489

ROOM WANTED
Looking lor room in apt on bus line

for spring 1997 call Amy 5460706

SERVICES

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade? In house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK 1997" Cancun,

Ma/atlan, Jamaica, Florida,

Bahamas Don't miss out! 546-4377

Quebec City for Naw Years 3

nights at 5 star Hilton located in

Quebec City, the oldest city in North

America $89pp SKI and PARTY

Call Dominic at 533-1600 now!

Limited space! HURRY'

SPRING BREAK! Earn cash!

Highest commissions/lowest prices!

Travel free on only 13 sales!! Free

info! Sunsplash 1 800 426 7710

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20<£ per word/day

All
others

40 <£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS*
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

Standard Headings

JL

Activities

Announcements

Apartment For

Rent

Auto For Sale

Employment

Entertainment

For Sale

Found (2 days

Free)

Happy Birthday

Houses For Rent

Instruction

Lost

Musicians

Miscellaneous

Motorcycles

Personals

Room For Rent

Room Wanted

Roommate Wanted

Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel
I

Transportation

Wanted to Rent

Wanted

After being hooked in the finger

by little Bobby's cast for the

third time, grandpa decided it

was time for his grandson to find

a different hobby.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

'(, 7

Classifieds.

,

&

i

ACROSS
1 Japanese

volcano

5 City in SE
Washington

10 Upon
14 Like — ot bricks

15 Abbr witti

founding date

16 Kind ot apple

17 Etui

1

8

Holmes' creator

19 Chela

20 Opera by 39

Across

23 Explosive

letters

24 Japanese who
became a

citizen alter

1952

25 Persons to

whom property

is delivered

29 Eastern bigwigs

33 TV awards

34 Mountain lakes

37 Like some
champagne

38 MenloPark
initials

39 Composer ot

music torT
Arlesienne"

40 Truth Chinese

41 Bambi'saunt

42 Metalloid

element

43 Took a nap

45 Knight's

weapons
47 Most minute

49 Original Prefix

52 Beat or nud

add-on

53 Opera by 39

Across, with

The"
60 Weaver's need

61 Candied, as

fruits

62 Roman
emperor

63 Feed the kitty

64 God of the east

wind

65 Dutch treat

66 Free from

dependence on

Edited by Trude Michel Jalfe

67 Small food hsh 28 Move about

68 No genius he

DOWN
1 Datum
2 Ogden's state

3 Lover of 46

Down
4 In a clumsy

way
5 Having leet

6 Zitherlike

instrument

7 Phonograph

needles

8 —foot ielly

9 Showing

deference

10 Companion of

mehitabel

1

1

Decorated

metalware

1

2

Bndge expert

Sharif

13 Church seats

21 Chemical

suffixes

22 Training schs.

for clergy

25 Palm nut

26 Iowa Society

27 Words of

explanation

30 First name in

cosmetics

31 Harvests

32 Creator of

-Ivanhoe"

35 Dyes
containing

nitrogen

36 Lease

39 Wooded places

42 Canal bank

43 Cut

44 Compared

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE.

46 Opera by 39

Across

46 Be parasitic

50 Seed scar

51 "Do — to eat a

peach'" Eliot

53 Blemish

54 First-class

55 Jot

56 Eye Comb
form

57 Furnish again

58 Snare

59 Residence

4/6/96
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DAILY COLLEGIAN
http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian/

New Years in Montreal with

UMass Ski Club Bus. downtown

hotel 3 days. 2 nights. $149pp Call

UMass Ski Club O 545 3437

UMass' s Social and Ski Club'

FREE TRIPS ANO CASH! Find out

how hundreds of student represents

tives are already earning free mps

and lots of cash with America s #1

Spring Break company! Sell only 15

trips and travel free! Cancun,

Bahamas, Ma/atlan. Jamaica or

Florida 1 Campus Manager positions

also available Call Now! Take a

Break Student Travel 1800195-

BREAK'

Personals Policy
1 All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classltied.

2 Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

'

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used. cvrcD
3 Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO fcXLfcK-

TIONS
, ,

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm

room numbers as well.

5 Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose ot

harassment.
6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7 The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc. .... in
8 All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.U.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and

the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

• Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9 The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes .of the Commonwealth ot

Massachusetts.

ARIES
March 21 -April 20

Don i seek to avoid difflculty-you

could miss out on a lesson you

really need to learn. You're lucky In

love, but don't trumpet this news

too loudly: someone close to you

may be feeling pretty lonesome.

TAURUS
April 21 May 21

Working for a promotion Is

rewarding, but difficult, so allow

yourself to be pampered If you're

lucky enough to receive an offer.

Romance flourishes as the weather

grows halmy.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Tension builds at work as a

deadline approaches. Put In the

extra time and finish ahead of

schedule. You'll look good In the

eyes of someone whose Influence Is

growing An enjoyable conversation

could lead to some startling

Insights |

CANCER
June 22-July 22

A crabby person gets the week off

to a sour start. Ignore Irrational

behavior as much as possible.

There could be more Involved than

meets the eye. Invite a third party

to participate In an Important

meeting.

LEO
July 23-August 23

If something's been bothering you

lately, try sitting down In a quiet

room and thinking your way to the

heart of the matter. If you're honest

with yourself, you may discover

something that will help you

Improve your mood.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

Spring i leaning could turn up a

host of useless Items that have been

In storage for a long time Make

plans to clear them out You'll enjoy

having the extra room

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

An emphasis on values allows you

to make a decision you'll be happy

with for years to come Seek advice

from someone with experience.

Follow the advice of a trusted friend

or mate when It comes to your

finances.

SCORPIO
October 24-Novembcr 22

Your energy knows no bounds,

so go ahead and tackle that huge

project. If you break It down Into

smaller chunks, you could ride your

wave of enthusiasm for weeks to

come. A platonlc relationship begins

to show romantic undertones.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Althftugh It's templing to offer

unsolicited advice. It may not be

productive Rather, you may have to

work on remaining calm and patient

while another person fumbles the

ball a few times.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20

Work towards completing a large

assignment early In the week.

Conflicts at work could sap your

energy towards the weekend, but If

you exercise your skills at drawing

up compromises, all will not be lost.

A gill for your sweetie Is In order.

AQUARIUS
January 21-Pebruary 18

Although It feels as though you're

getting nothing done, you're laying

the groundwork for an Important

project coming up smn. Focus on

details and gel things done right the

first time around

PISCES
February 19-March 20

You may be feeling Impulsive this

week, so trv lo lay low and consider

your actions before you do

anything. A conservative approach

works wonders when II comes to

your wallet

Always Wanted One of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams
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VOUK BOOTH AT THE.

TRADE SHOW fAUST BE-

ATTENTION- GRABBING.

TOO WAVE SEVERAL
OPTIONS.

1 rAA&IC TRICKS
i SPECIAL EFFECTS

3. RAFFLES
H. BOOTH BABES

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick

FOR THE BEST RESULT,

COMBINE ALL FOUK-

CREATE THE ILLUSION

THM-

YOU'RE RAFFLING
OFF THE.

BOOTH
BABES

By Mike Rybick
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/ forgot to go to the dentist

appointment yesterday.

I forget stuff. I

don't know.

Maybe, it's because of the

movie....

....the one in my head.

The real problem is that I never

know when the show will start

and I don't know what'll be

playing!

And guess what?!

After the movie is over, I can't

tell you what I saw.

Hey, it could be worse....

at least, there's no admission

charge.

1 feet Good
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GoOO TTKiAV
Feel Good'
O
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BOB

THERE S NO BOB
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7
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Striving to avoid a tuition hike, Dawson University

looked tor other ways to generate revenue.

Joke Time By Mark McGrath

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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Quote of the Day

But Papa, how are all

of the animals of the

forest going to help

smurf us home?

-Brainy Smurf

99

Quote of the Day

m :

:.

I think it's cool for a

woman to be able to

bench-press her hus-

band.

-Amy Van Dyken

99

Today's D.C. Menu
CM 343-3636 for

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Breast Sand.

Sloppy Smurf
Ravioli Smurfredo

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Tilapie Santa Fe

Smurfabilities

Smurf Lasagna

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamb on a Roll

Chick, Cutlet Sand.

Smurf Steak Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Fried Shrimp Dinner
Cargamel's Best

Worcester

LUNCH
Smurf Steak Sandwich
Rotini/ Smurf Sauce
Rotini/ Smurf Lentil

Sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Eggplant Casserole

Smurfabilities

Smurf Lasagna

Berkshire

LUNCH
Smurf Steak Sandwich
Rotini/ Smurf Sauce
Rotini/ Smurf Lentil

Sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Tilapie Santa Fe

Smurfabilities

Smurf Lasagna

I
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Sports
Kurowski two much for sister

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

About 25 members of the

Kurowski family, from as far away as

Washington. DC. were among the

482 in attendance at Richard F.

Garber Field yesterday to witness a

much bally-hooed sibling rivalry

unfold upon the mangled pitch.

There Jema Kurowski. the leading aoorer far

nurtmouth. tallied a pair of goals to pace the

Big Green to a 2-0 upset victory yesiaday over

her younger sister Emma and her teammates

on 4k No. 8 Massachusetts women's soccer

team, farwhich she fc the leadrtg scow.

The elder Kurowski scored at the 1004

mark by knocking a loose ball through a

screen and under a sprawling Danielle

Dion in the UMass net. For added n»ea-

sure, the senior forward scored 7:41 later

on a 50-yard shot to the top comer of the

net that went in off the post; a shot that

any English Premier league player would

have been proud to have taken.

A slow start by UMass could not be

eclipsed by a stronger second half, as

the team (10-1-1) suffered its first

lost of the season. Dartmouth, mean-

while, upped its mark to 7-2 and

greatly improved its chances at an

NCAA Tournament bid.

"They came at us hard and aggres-

Mve." Amy Powell said. "They hustled

and it was hard to get open at the

right time. There's no excuses. We
didn't give the second and third and

fourth efforts that they were giving."

We just didn't get it going today.

never got into a rythmn at all." Emma
Kurowski said.

The Minutewomen had difficulty con-

necting on their trademark short passing

game on the garbled pitch which, coupled

with a juggled lineup stiD adjusting to the sea-

son- ending loss of two-time All-America

iTiidfietder Rebecca Myers, led to a ftret half

that did not please coach Jim Rudy.

"We're good enough to beat this

team, we just didn't play early," he

said. "We didn't fight until the sec-

ond half. We weren't hustling. There

was no talk. The first half was just

quiet That's as bad of a first half as

I've ever seen us play."

"(Due to field conditions] we had

to abandon what we do well which is

ball control and knock it around. Our

goal was to play as ugly as possible in

the second half, lust knock it up there

and fight for it."

The Minutewomen, meanwhile, were

busy tinkering with their lineup, still look-

ing for either a solution, or a way to mini-

mize the loss of Myers, a dominating pres-

ence in the central midfield for four years.

"It's tough because we're trying to

figure out a system now that Rebecca's

out of the midfield for not only who
would play well in the middle but also

on the wings," Powell said. "Do you sac-

rifice the wings to go to- the middle or

do we sacrifice the middle to play out

on the wings? We were trying to throw

new people in the back too, so in the

first half communication broke down."

With a more traditional lineup set for

the second half, after an unconventional

opening set that featured freshman

Cindy Garceau starting and Robin Smith

in the midfield, Rudy concentrated on

rallying his team, its seniors in particular.

Led by Erin Lynch, the

Minutewomen played an inspired sec-

ond half, but could not overcome the

early deficit. Late in the match, an

energized Lynch defied all catego-

rized positions, covering the

110-yard field from end-to-end as

what might best be described as a

"raving mad-woman."
Lynch attacked the goal with

tremendous technical skill, most

notably on a chance where she set her-

self up with a foot flick with four min-

utes to play. While the senior captain

tried to crack the Big Green defense,

she never neglected her own defensive

duties, quelling several potential

Dartmouth counter-attacks.

"You saw the level of Erin Lynch

today and Erin Lynch is one of the

upperclassmen that responded to

the challenge of 'let's step it up'

[and win the second half]- Erin

Lynch said 'the hell with this, I'm

not going down without a fight.'"

Lynch's zeal, generally a UMass sta-

ple, was lacking in the first half.

Accordingly, by the 18th minute of the

match UMass was in dire straights fac-

ing a tenacious Big Green side. UMass

could not spur its offense until an

extended half time, at which point the

team was without a shot on goal.

"If we don't get our stuff together

by [Saturday] and figure out what we
need to do. we could be another one

of [UConn's] 11-0 sacrificial lambs,"

Rudy said.

ELIZABETH BROWN |
COLLEGIAN

Cindy Garceau and the Massachusetts women's soccer team suffered

it's first loss of the year Tuesday, falling to Dartmouth 2-0.

Yanks go to the Series, Braves still the favorites
I know what you're thinking. Hey. where's

Fred? Well, to be honest, I got sick of him using

booty schwag out of context, and I had him

fired.

Relax, people. I'm just kidding.

This week it's my turn to fill you in on all the lat-

est dirt concerning our national pastime. But, be

advised, there's only one Fred

Hurlbrink |r. I'll do my best to

honor his legacy.

Let's start in New York, where

the Yankees have won the right

to go to their first World Series

since 1981. To give you an idea

of just how long ago that was,

Fernando Valcnzuela was a

rookie in 1981. I realize that

there is a lot of anti-Bronx
Bomber feeling here in the Commonwealth, and

believe me I feel it myself, but from an objective

standpoint, 1 have to give it up to the Yanks.

They've played hard all year, getting gotten grit-

ty performances from ailing front-liners like

|immy Key and David Cone, and wounded
starters like Paul O'Neil and the chicken man
himself, Wade Boggs. Fact is, this 1996 Yankee

squad is a great baseball story, and in this time

of fan discord and player spit scandals, great

stories is what the game needs.

Can they win it all? Maybe. I don't think

they realize how tough it's going to be to play

after a week off. despite the much needed rest

it'll give O'Neil and that pitching staff. Right

now they're hot, and they do have the fortune

of having home-field advantage in the Series.

But if Bernie Williams cools off, and the

starters can't get to Mariano Rivera with a

lead, New York will find itself, like Zima and

Vanilla Ice, done.

Over in the senior circuit, tonight is Game Six in

the NLCS, with the Cards holding a tenuous 3-2

lead. I'm gonna let you in on a little secret, kids.

The Braves still win this thing. You know why?

Pitching, that's why. Greg

Maddux goes tonight, and

you best believe he remem-

HBl I H bers tne shelling he got in

Game Two. The Redbirds

'^^ I send Andy's little brother

^B 1 Alan Benes to the hill Alan

^^K^ is a rookie. Maddux is .1

Wm four time Cy Young winner.
•^^^^" Hmm.. who's got the edge?

There are other reasons

why I still believe in the Bravos. Look into the

Cardinals eyes, and listen to their post-game

quotes. They're still mystified at the fact that

they're there. Yes, they have some postseason

experience, but they have nothing compared to

the Braves. You put kids like Ray Lankford.

Brian Jordan and John Mabry into Fulton-

County with a series on the line, with 50,000 or

so crazed Georgians (but hey. aren't all

Georgians crazed?) Tomahawk chopping and car-

rying on like they do, and you've got a tough road

ahead. If they pull it off, hey. give them props.

But if you're a betting man, and I know some of

you are, take Atlanta. Experience is golden in

October.

The NL West, which provided the only excite-

ment in the last weekend of the season, rolled over

and died in the playoffs last week, with the

Dodgers and Padres going a combined 0-6. What

happened?

Simple wear and tear, that's what. In the race

to win the division, both Los Angeles and San

Diego beat themselves up. On the other hand, the

Cardinals had the fortune of having the Astros die

about mid-August, and the Braves knew they

were going to the postseason from opening day.

There's a certain comfort that comes with the

assumed fact that you'll be playing in October.

You can rest your starters, work in some rookies,

and generally just relax and get your mindset on

the playoffs. LA. and the Padres didn't have that

luxury, and they're weren't ready, thus the whup-

pin's.

Has anyone else noticed Fox's coverage of the

playoffs? I have to say impressed. I expected things

such as a red streak to show where the ball went

and cartoon sluggers bashing the hell out of each

other after home runs, but they've managed to stay

away from that sort of two-bit flim flam hokey

stuff. I still want to throttle Tim McCarver's throat

half the time, but Joe Buck has done an excellent

job. and the hot-zone graphics and what not are

really good.

As for NBC, I don't know what to say. Bob

Costas just didn't sound like his usual self. I

though he was trying too hard for some reason,

when in fact Costas really doesn't have to try at

all. because he's usually one of the best. The real

problem came when Bob Uecker opened his

mouth. They had |oe Morgan, one of the best ana-

lysts around, in the booth, and Uecker wouldn't

let him get a word in edge- wise. Hey, Bob. Shut

up!

Luke Meredith is a Collegian columnist

Byars a Pat, Gator gone, UCLA cleared

BOSTON (AP) - The Boston Red Sox

made it official Tuesday: they don't

want Mike Greenwcll back.

The expected announcement came

nearly three weeks after he told the

team he didn't want to come back, at

least not as a role player after being a

full-time performer for nearly all of

his 10 seasons with Boston.

The left fielder was one of three

players designated for assignment as

the club shuffled its 40-man roster.

Boston also designated for assign-

ment infielder Bill Selby and pitcher

Bob Milacki and added first-baseman

designated hitter Bo Dodson, infield-

er Roberto Mejia and outfielder

Adam Hyzdu to the roster.

In a statement released by the Red

Sox. General Manager Dan Duquette

said. The Red Sox appreciate Mike

OreenwdTl long tenure of service in

a Red Sox uniform."

nwcll. 33. said on Sept. 26,

with lour games left in the season,

that he wouldn't be coming back to

the Kid Sox after his contract expired

at the end of the current season

He said the team indicated it might

have a spot for him as a role player

but that he wouldn't accept that role

in Boston, although it might be all

right elsewhere. He also complained

that Duquette had problems commu-
nicating with players.

Boston appears to be grooming

infielder Wil Cordero for the left-field

spot.

Greenwell batted .295 with
seven homers and was limited

by injuries to 77 games last sea

son. He has a .303 career aver-

age with 130 homers in 1,269

games.
Selby spent part of the 1996 sea-

son with Boston, while Milacki was

signed after the season. Dodson and

Mejia played this season at Triple-A

Pawtucket, while Hyzdu was at

Double-A Trenton..

FOXBORO. Mass. (AP) — Keith

Byars signed with the New England

Patriots on Tuesday, two weeks altct

being released by the Miami Dolphins

and a month after his streak of 130

games with at least one catch ended.

The Patriots made roster room for

him by placing rookie fullback

Kantroy Barber on injured reserve

with a shoulder injury they said he

incurred in practice.

Byars, converted to tight end this

year after spending his other 10 NFL
seasons as a fullback, is expected to

return to his old position, backing

up Sam Gash. He gives the Patriots

(3-3) a proven receiving threat at

that spot.

His 1 30-game streak ended in the

third game this season against the

New York Jets. In four games with

Miami this season before being

released Oct. 1. he had five catches

for 40 yards. Two of them came in

a season opening 24-10 win over

New England.

Of his 146 NFI. games before litis

season Byars started 134. including

all 41 he played wilh Miami He
joined 1 hi- Dolphins in 1943 as an

unrestricted free agent after seven

seasons with Philadelphia.

He had at least 50 receptions in

seven of his last eight seasons

LOS ANGELES (AP) — UCLA
basketball coach |im Harrick has

reportedly been cleared of violating

NCAA rules in the sale of a car he

owned to the sister of a top recruit.

Neither the Pacific- 10 nor UCLA
would comment Tuesday on reports

that a conference investigation had

not turned up any wrongdoing by the

Bruins coach.

Both the conference and the uni-

versity have been looking into the

sale of a car by Harrkk's son, Glenn,

to Lisa Hodoh on Sept. 20.

The sale came two days after

Baron Davis, the woman's younger

brother, verbally committed to play

for the Bruins. Davis is a highly

recruited (1 foot- 1 point guard who
began his senior year at Sanla

Monica Cl Oiil oads High last

month.

Minutewomen lose,

Myers injury makes gap

There were many things missing for the No. 8 Massachusetts women's

soccer team (10-1- 1 . 4-0-1 in Atlantic 10) in Tuesday afternoon s 2-0

loss to Dartmouth, which, by the way, was the first loss of the season.

•The lucky bounce — the ball seemed to bounce every which way but

loose on the garbled Richard F. Garber Field astro-dirt surface And

specifically in this case, everywhere besides from foot to loot for the

Minutewomen. with the first half seeing the spottiest passing game this

year on the home field.

On the other hand, it all went Dartmouth's way. as the Big Green must

have had their lucky leprechaun travelling with them from Hanover. N.H.

The first goal 15:04 into the opening frame was jusi I mad set amble that

went awry for UMass, as senior forward lenna Kurowski was the one who

ended up with the ball, and the goal.

•The sparkling goal—the second tally by Kurowski was one oi the best

goals that Garber Field has witnessed in recent history Not since the

University of Massachusetts senior mid-fielder lulie Magid's strike from

30 yards out in the 2-0 win over SMU last Sept. 8th has the historic con-

fines of Garber seen such a beautiful piece of bootwork.

Moving down the left flank, the senior forward curved I ball horn

about thirty yards out around the diving junior keeper Danielle Dion, kiss

ing the top corner of the far right post. All were in ama/cincni. as both

the quality and quantity of the goals, goals which left UMass behind,

made jaws drop around the field.

•The ball on the UMass opponent's side of the pitch—the

Minutewomen could not concisely penetrate the Dartmouth defense

before, during and after the scores that left the final score in no doubt.

For the first nine games of the season, it appeared that UMass would

spend the remainder of their season knocking the ball around the oppo-

nent's box. It was not to be today, as even the frenzied freshmen

duo of Emma Kurowski and Kate Webb could not make any clear runs

into the heart of the Big Green defense.

But what could be the main reason for the apparent identity crisis in

the UMass offense is the loss a week and a half ago of senior midfielder

Rebecca Myers not only for the season, but for the remainder of her col-

legiate career.

The apparently harmless spill last Oct. 4th at La Salle has left Myers

with one very sore left knee, and more medically, a torn ACL tendon.

Being someone who has torn his ACL in the past. I feel the pain. Also,

being someone whose athletic career (hockey) has ended because of

such a injury. I know the pain that delves deeper than a who. what, or

why question from a nosy sideline reporter.

What can you say to someone who put their all into the sport they love,

and at the time they see the top of the mountain, have the ascension of the

peak taken away from then!'' Maybe, something like. "Gee. your caicer is

over, how does it feel?" Let me answer that question for you. "It sucks,

big-time."

What can you say to the coach that has seen his tri-captain play

three and a half sparkling years for him. while breaking career records

in points and goals scored, and becoming the first soccer player in

UMass history to break the 100 point mark? Maybe, something like,

"Gee. your star scorer's career is over, how does it feel?" Let me
answer that question for you, "It hurts, big-time."

Since I first saw Rebecca Myers play two years ago. I knew she

was a keeper (not in the goalkeeper sense, either). UMass coach |im

Rudy does not have to tell me this, it is a fact. Seeing her on the

UMass bench before the game yesterday. 1 could see the pain in her

eyes, and I could feel the pain inside (in my left knee due to the

chilly weather, too). Even with my continued love of the sport of

hockey, it is something that sticks to me every time 1 walk into a

rink.

This chapter of the book has ended for UMass. and more impor-

tantly, Myers. The time is to move on for both, and one thing is for

sure, the ex-senior midfielder for the Minutewomen will be fine. It

will take awhile for the Georgia native, but in the end. I think it

would have to be something earth-shattering for her to leave the

sport behind. Unfortunately for her team, they do not have all the

time in the world, and they must find that missing piece.

forma Kansanen is a Collegian columnist
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AIDS Quilt

presented in D.C

The NAMES
Project unveiled the

Quilt for the final

time last weekend.
The Collegian was
welcomed to
observe the pro-
ceedings (See Arts

& Living, page S).
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On the

road again

Kyle
Rothenberger and
the Massachusetts
field hockey team
travels to

Providence to face

Providence College

today (See Sports,

page 1 8).

WORLD

Russian accuses rival

of plotting mutiny'

MOSCOW (AP) - The battle for

power around an ailing Boris Yeltsin

took a sharp new turn yesterday

when Russia's interior minister

accused his rival, Alexander Lebed,

of plotting a "mutiny" and
announced he was calling a security

alert in ma|or cities.

The sensational allegation by
Interior Minister Anatoly Kulikov,

who heads the nation's police, was
immediately denied by Lebed as a

provocation and nonsense. Lebed,

the national security chief, has

made no secret of his desire to be
president but says he supports the

democratic system.

Yeltsin, sidelined at a health spa

outside Moscow and awaiting heart

surgery, was "highly concerned,"
said his spokesman. Yeltsin demand-
ed an urgent explanation from
Kulikov and Prime Minister Viktor

Chernomyrdin.
The speaker of parliament,

Communist Gennady Seleznyov,
said the accusation seemed like "a

practical joke," but that it should be

looked into.

Kulikov's accusations were the

latest in the war of words between
the two powerful officials.

NATION

Farralchan speaks to

crowd at UN on crime

NEW YORK (AP) — The spirit of

the Million Man March helped
reduce violent crime across the coun-

try, the Rev. Louis Farrakhan told

nearly 40,000 followers who gath-

ered yesterday to celebrate the
march's anniversary.

At last year's rally of at least

400,000 black men in Washington,

D.C, the Muslim leader led a mass
pledge to "never raise my hand with

a knife or a gun to beat or cut or

shoot any member of my family or

any human being."

Those words reverberate in new
FBI crime figures that showed a

national crime decrease, Farrakhan

said. Murder was down 7 percent,

rape down 5 percent and violent

crimes down 3 percent nationally in

1995
"I know Clinton wants to take

credit for it," the Nation of Islam

leader said. "I know the police want
to take credit for it. The real truth is

that the spirit of the Million Man
March should take credit for it."

Farrakhan, from a podium
enclosed with bulletproof glass,

spoke to a crowd of black men,
women and children that extended
for blocks around the United
Nations.

Where last year's march was nearly

all male, the upbeat anniversary

crowd in Dag-Hammarskjold Plaza

mixed men, women and children.

Hundreds of Muslim women, in tra-

ditional white garb, dotted the
crowd.

Families packed picnic lunches as

generations sat side-by-side for the

five-hour rally on a crisp fall day.

Scores of alumni from last year

turned out as well.
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Game, Set, Match!

The Massachusetts Men's Tennis team returns to action Thursday when

they travel to Chestnut Hill to take on the Boston College Eagles.

SGA committees plan for future

By Raghuram Vadarevu
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Undergraduate Student Senate met

in committees to elect chairs and to

begin planning for upcoming
motions dealing with the 1992
ALANA Agreements and the

University's snow day cancellation

notification system last night.

Among the motions in committee,

the Student Government
Association President Maurice
Caston and Sen. Lia Wong have

submitted a motion requesting that

the Senate "support the ALANA
community in efforts to hold the

administration accountable to the

agreements they made with the stu-

dents [in 1992]."

"I want the Senate to force the

administration to live up to the

1992 ALANA Agreements," Caston

said.

The ALANA (Asian. Latino,

African- and Native- American)
agreements resulted from the

take-over of the' Whitmore
Administration Building in the 1992

fall semester.

Members of the ALANA commu-
nity protested the under- represen-

tation of people of color in areas

such as faculty and staff.

Included among their demands
was that the Unversity make the

percentage of first year students of

color at the University be increased

to 20 percent.

"The Senate is here for all of the

students. If there was a problem in a

residence hall, it would be

addressed the Senate," said Luis F.

Quirama, co-chair of the Senate's

ALANA Caucus.

"The situation is that there is a

problem in a segment of the

IALANA] community. The ALANA
community should be supported I by

the Senate,]" he said.

Another motion that is being con-

sidered in committee will ask

University Administration to

improve how students are notified

when school is cancelled due to

snow.

"I With the motion] I am trying to

look out for the safety interests of

all students, but primarily com-
muter students." said Sen. Bill

Ramsey (Commuter Area), who is

the author of the motion.

According to Ramsey, the idea for

the motion was brought to his atten-

tion by his friends who found out

that the University was closed dur-

ing their morning commute.
"Although the current system pro-

vides a good service to students, I

am trying to expand the current sys-

tem by accomodating more phone
lines," Ramsey said.

In addtion to the committee
motions, the Senate voted to unani-

mously pass a motion that asks

administration to supply data on the

number of UMass students who
have children up to the age of 1 1

.

"It could be that the University

isn't providing adequate child care.

We don't know whether they are or

not due to the lack of data." said

Seth Avakian. the Southwest Area

Government representative to the

Senate.

Avakian introduced the motion

on behalf of Joseph Fountain, a

senior political science major.

According to Fountain, the

motion was imporiani because it

will get the administration to supply

data to access child care needs of

students at the University.

We need to know how many mu
dents have children and how many
of those need child care, said

Fountain, who has been involved

with the child care issue since its

inception.

Fountain added, "[Presently]

there is full time [child care| avail-

able, but we want to expand the full

time care or start a flexible |child

care] program."

In other matters. Sen. Richard

Malley (Commuter Area)

announced Chancellor David K.

Scott's plan to create a task force to

make the University American's
with Disablities act of 1990 and
Massachusetts State Constitution

Article 1 14 compliant.

Malley said, article 1 14 states that

the state is prohibited from limiting

access based on disabilities. The
University has approximatly 1000

students with disabilities on this

campus, he said.

He added that these students are

being denied their civil rights and

the student government should sup-

port them.

Also, Francellis Nunez was unani-

mously voted into the position of

the SGA Secretary of the Registry.

Master of Zen...

|£NNIF£R |UTKAS COLltCIAN

Chris Smith, a senior Chinese major, tried to balance out his energy,

using Zen Yoga techniques, on top of the Campus Center yesterday.

Footi drive raises awareness Dole goes on offensive in debate
for hunger & homelessness

By Beth McCarthy

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts,

in connection with several communi-
ty service organizations, is working to

provide food for those with strained

resources by participating in the

Make a Difference Day on Oct. 26.

"Hunger is not that far away," said

David Sharken. executive director for

the Food Bank of Western
Massachusetts. "It's not just Ethiopia,

but it's our neighbors and this is a

great way for the community to help

out."

The Daily Hampshire Gazette, the

Hampshire Community United Way
and the Food Bank will be holding a

food drive this week in an effort to

raise at least 10.000 pounds of food

for Make a Difference Day. said

Sharken.

"This is the first time they're trying

to do a Hampshire County wide food

drive," said Karen Elam. coordinator

of the Community Service Program
(CSP) at UMass. "So the idea was to

pool all the resources into one event."

According to Elam, the University

will be participating by holding a

quarter and food drive, and also by

dropping off and picking up food

barrels at the designated areas.

The barrels will then be brought to

the Hampshire Mall, where trucks

from the Food Bank will pick them
up and bring them to their storehous-

es for distribution, said Sharken.

Elam said the reason for collecting

money is because the Food Bank has

to charge the 335 local relief agencies

they provide food for 14 cents for

every pound of food that is delivered.

Sharken explained that the money
goes towards covering the cost of

handling the food, like staff, trucks

and storage.

"I'm rroping this year they won't

have to do that," said Sharken. "And
we want as much food as we can in

our warehouses because with the wel-

fare cuts, the demand is high."

CSP hopes to raise at least $700,
which is half the $1,400 that is need-

ed so that local organizations don't

have to pay any money to use the

Food Bank. The Daily Hampshire
Gazette and the United Way are

going to be raising the other half.

The purpose is not, however, to

simply drop off a quarter or a canned

food and walk away, said Walter.

"It's great to put a band-aid on the

problem, but I'd like to see involve-

ment in looking for creative solu-

tions," said Walter. "This is one rea-

son for trying to brainstorm with the

students."

These donation drives, as well as

the Make a Difference Day, is geared

towards creating and raising aware-

ness of hunger and homelessness,

said Walter. She said she also feels a

need to educate those who use these

services.

According to Sharken, most of the

foods being donated tend to be high

in carbohydrates, and there is a short-

age of foods that contain enough pro-

tein.

Alecia Walter, staff dietician for

UMass dining services, who is direct-

ly involved in organizing the quarter

Turn to FOOD, page 3

Challenger accuses President

of an unethical administration

By John King

Associated Press

SAN DIEGO — Determined to

revive his White House hopes, an

aggressive Bob Dole accused President

Clinton in last night's debate of presid-

ing over an administration with "scan-

dals almost on a daily basis." Clinton

sought to deflect Dole's rapid-fire criti-

cism, saying "no attack ever created a

job."

With just 20 days left to turn around

the polls. Dole criticized Clinton at

every turn. On issue after issue, the

Republican nominee painted his oppo-

nent as an unprincipled liberal who
was hiding behind election-year con-

servative rhetoric.

"The president doesn't have any

ideas so he is out trashing ours," the

Republican challenger said. He
accused Clinton of grossly misrepre-

senting Dole's positions on taxes, bal-

ancing the budget and Medicare.

Clinton, comfortably ahead in the

polls, was restrained in his responses.

He listened to Dole's attacks with

skeptical looks and let several salvos

go unanswered, including Dole's

demand that Clinton rule out pardons

for Arkansas associates targeted by the

so-called Whitewater investigation.

"I don't want to respond in kind for

all of these things," Clinton said. "1

could. I could answer to all these

things tit for tat. But I hope we can

talk about... the future.

"No attack ever created a job or edu-

cated a child, no insult ever cleaned up

a toxic waste dump or helped an elder-

ly person," he said.

Trust was a centtal Dole theme He
said Clinton had violated th« public's

trust with administration "scandals

almost on a daily basis," reminding the

audience that the White House had

collected sensitive FBI files on promi-

nent Republicans. When Clinton

labeled Dole's $548 billion tax-cut

plan a "scheme," Dole vigorously

protested.

Staring at Clinton and chopping his

hand in the air. Dole said, "I am going

to keep my word to you." He then

turned to the audience and said, "I am
going to keep my word to the

American people."

Dole put 35 years of congressional

debating to good use in the town hall-

style debate, treating audience mem-
bers as if they were House or Senate

colleagues, often leaning on his lectern

as was his Senate trademark.

In an ABC News telephone poll of

people who watched the debate. 56

percent said Clinton won. 27 percent

said Dole did better and 14 percent

called it a tie.

Dole said Clinton had promised to

cut taxes, then raised them, and talked

of curtailing programs with racial quo-

tas, but eliminated only one. He
labeled Clinton's 1994 health care ini-

tiative an "extreme medical plan" and

made passing reference to controver-

sial political contributions the

Democratic Party received from mem-
bers of an Indonesian banking con-

Turn to CHALLENGER, page 3

Clinton plan

helps schools

By Michael Elliott

Collegian Staff

Either Republican Presidential

nominee Bob Dole has hammered
the final nail in his electoral coffin

for attacking the character of

President Bill Clinton, or the

Democratic nominee will blow the

whole contest for failing to respond

to allegations raised by his chal-

lenger.

The political world knew last

night that

Dole had to

News
Analysis

present a

more unfor-

giving pos-

ture in San
Diego if he hoped to take any
momentum out of the Clinton

campaign. This meant an obvious

route — attacking the President on
issues such as Whitewater and the

discovery of confidential FBI files

in the White House.

Clinton did his best to prevent

these criticisms from determining

the direction of the debate by

insisting that the only relevant

issues were those relating to the

social services, the economy, edu-

cation and the environment.

For the most part, he was suc-

cessful, although public opinion

polls may tell a different story in

the coming days.

Clinton, once again, kept his

Tom to CLINTON, page 3

Award nominations open;

Quality teaching honored
By Victoria Groves

Collegian Correspondent

Tennis anyone?
Nizam Ameerally, a sophomore BDIC/engineering major, played tennis with himself at the Campus Center

yesterday afternoon.

The Center For Teaching is currently

accepting applications from all

University of Massachusetts students

and alumni for the annual

Distinguished Teaching Award.

Created in 1962. the Distinguished

Teaching Award has given recognition

to % faculty members and 69 teaching

assistants.

It is regarded as the most prestigious

teaching award at UMass.

Mary Deane Sotcinelli, director of

the Center For Teaching and coordina-

tor for this year's competition, said.

"This is a great award because it is

essentially awarded by the students.

"[Students and alumnil nominate

prolessors and teaching assistants who

make them want to learn, who they can

talk to in and out of class, and who
know their subjects and are enthusias-

tic." ^he added.

Once nominations have been collect-

ed, a screening committee of between

four and six (two faculty members, one

or two graduate students and one or

two undergraduate students) is assem-

bled.

They collect portfolios from the

nominees as well as letters and evalua-

tions from students.

Traditionally, three professors and
two teaching assistants receive this

award, along with a $3,000 and $2,000

cash award, respectively.

This year, award winners will also be

honored with a special dinner and will

receive recognition during
Commencement ceremonies in May.

"This award is so prestigious,

because only students can do the nomi-

nating." said Professor Susan Cocalis. a

member of the selection committee as

well as a 1989 recipient of this award.

While past alumni are allowed to

place nominations, a majority of the

nominations come from current stu-

dents.

Sorcinelli anticipates at least 60
nominations this year, judging from

past response.

"This award signals that the campus

Turn to NOMINATIONS page 3
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For Your Information
FYhm pubic service announcement} printed daily To submit an

FY1, pieaw *jk1 a preu ideaK cofitanany al penmen! mtormabon,

including the name and phone number ot the contact person to

the Colpoxw, c/o the Managing Editor by noon the previous day

Thursday. Oct. 17

Class — "Lunch & Learn," at a free drop in class to

learn about the Jewish concepts of Ueulah, redemption,

and Moshiach: the messiah, during your lunch hour.

Sponsored by the Chabad House at Amherst. Call

549-4094.

Meeting — Common Ground of Western Massachusetts

is working to organize students and members of the local

community to address issues of poverty and access to

higher education. Common Ground welcomes all individ-

uals, groups and organizations to a meeting in Campus
Center room 165 from 6-8 p.m. Child care provided.

Seminar/Lecture— This is part of a weekly series that

introduces yoga and meditation practices. The seminar

will be held in Butterfield 1 st floor lounge at 8 p.m. For

more information, call Alex at 253-6341.

Friday. Oct. 18

Religious Services — Eat cholent with chopsticks as

"Chabad Goes Chinese." Shabbat services begin at 7 p.m.,

followed by a free Shabbat meal with kosher Chinese food

at Chabad House, Amherst. Free and open to the public.

For more information, call 549-4094.

Saturday, Oct. 19

Authors — Nancy Hope Wilson, a resident of Amherst

and author of Becoming Felix and Whiff of Danger, will

read from her latest work at the Jeffrey Amherst
Bookshop at 10 a.m.

Casino Sight — Casino Night, sponsored by the Asian

American Students Association, will be held in the

Campus Center Auditorium from 7 p.m.-l a.m.

Dance — Masquerade Dance sponsored by the UMass
Sci- Fi Society at the Bluewall from 8 p.m.-12:30 a.m.

Admission is $3. Door prizes will be awarded, no masks

please.

Sunday, Oct. 20

Meeting — Come to an organizational meeting of the

Hampshire County chapter of NOW, the National

Organizational for Women at 1 p.m. at the Davis Center

at Smith College. For more information, call Crystal at

585-6371.

Notices

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from

8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to a

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information,

call 584-8167.

Discussion Croup — "A Course in Miracles" will meet

from 7 to 8:30 p.m. for 10 weeks on Mondays starting in

September. For more information, call 253-3795.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies

is seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer

Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen,
Dept. of Consumer Studies, 101 Skinner Hall, University

of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA, 01003. For more infor-

mation, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final

Examination Schedule will be available beginning Friday,

Oct. 18. Copies will be delivered to students in residence

halls, and will be available to off-campus students in the

Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore).

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are

available to help you find answers to your questions and

concerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health

Education Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more

info); Tuesdays 6:30-8:30 p.m. in the International

Lounge, Prince House (call 545- 2299 for more info). All

conversations are confidential.

Informational Session — For all confused about

Student Loans, an information session will be hosted by

Financial Aid Services, on Thursday, Oct. 31 from 9

a.m.-noon in Campus Center room 162-75.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student

Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

your help is needed. If interested, call Jordan at

546-3548.

Religious — Weekly "Schulan Lurit" meets every

Wednesday from 3-4 p.m. in the Bluewall in the Campus
Center. Look for a sign inside on the right as you enter

the cafe. All Israelis and other Hebrew speakers are wel

come.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from 1 to 2 p.m. in

the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement

of Worcester Dining Common). For more information,

call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45. Please call Mark to confirm, or for other

stops, at 253-0361.

Sport — Learn how to hang glide. The UMass Hang
Gliding Club is sponsoring a beginner weekend on Oct.

19- 20. Sign up now because space is limited. This is the

cheapest way to leam how to fly — no experience neces-

sary. Meetings are on Tuesdays at 6:30; everyone is invit-

ed to attend. Check board by SU ballroom for location of

meetings and office hours. For more information, call

545-0804 and leave a message.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout, Copy, and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304

Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Campus Police Log

The Daily Collegian...

...its a good thing

Alarm — Fire

Oct. n
There was a fire in James
Residence Hall believed to be
caused by smoking material.

Residents were evacuated to

Emerson Residence Hall. The
building was reported OK at 9:17

a.m.

Animal Complaint

Oct. II

A stray dog was reported in park-

ing lot 79.

Oct. 14

A large raccoon was reported in a

dumpster on Eastman Lane.

Annoying Behavior

Oct. 13

Alexander Hutton Tine, 18, was
arrested for possession of a class

D substance.

Oct. 14

An individual reported a projectile

was thrown at him while walking

near Brown Residence Hall.

Assault & Battery

Oct. n
A party reported an earlier assault

in Amherst. The Amherst Police

Department was notified.

Oct. 15

An individual was struck by a beer

bottle at the Mullins Center.

An individual reported that during

an argument a drink was thrown
at an individual. The victim was
pushed to the ground, injuring her

knees. She declined medical treat-

ment.

urglary/Breaking and Entering

Oct. 1

1

A window was opened and the

screen cut at the Parking Services

trailer.

Oct. 12

A vehicle was found with radio

stolen in parking lot 49.

Items were stolen from a vehicle in

parking lot 33.

Oct. lb

An individual in McNamara
Residence Hall reported someone
entered his room during his

absence.

Assist Agency

Oct. 12

The Amherst Police Department

was notified of a fight in progress

on Fraternity Row outside of Phi

Mu Delta.

Assist Citizen

Oct. 15

A party was concerned about

members of the Outing Club who
were late returning from a trip to

Maine.

BDrug Law Offenses

Oct. 15

Joseph R. Constantine, 21, of 31

Champa Rd., Billerica, was arrest-

ed in Brown Residence Hall for

possession of a Class D substance.

Hazardous Materials, Spills, etc.

Oct. 15

Gas was leaking from a vehicle in

parking lot 63; Environmental
Health & Services was notified.

Lost/Found Properly

Oct. 11

A credit card found at the Campus
Center was turned into the police

station.

Restraining Order Service

Oct. 15

A restraining order was served in

hand in Brooks Residence Hall.

Larceny

Oct. 1

1

A portable radio was stolen from

the Southwest Mall.

A portable radio was stolen from

an escort vehicle at the Police

Station.

Oct. 12

A jacket and instrument case were

reported stolen from the Mullins

Center.

Oct. 13

A wallet was stolen from the

W.E.B. Du Bois Library.

A wallet was stolen from
Hampden Dining Hall.

Oct. 14

A Brown Residence Hall resident

reported a stolen video game vsys-

tem and games.

A stereo was stolen from Ct.shin

Residence Hall.

Suspicious Vehicle

Oct. 12

The owner of a vehicle with prop-

erty on the roof in parking lot 32

was notified.

Suspicious Person/Activity

Oct. li

Eric A. Kovall. 19, of 18 Foxrun

Rd., Bedford, was arrested on

Massachusetts Avenue for mali-

cious destruction of property in

excess of $250. and person under

2 1 possession of alcohol.

Oct. 12

Individuals were reported dis-

charging fire extinguishers on the

Southwest Mall.

Oct. 13

A female was reportedly kicking a

screen at Mackimmie Residence

Hall.

Oct. 14

Two individuals were reportedly

pulling on door handles in parking

lot 22.

Vandalism

Oct. 10

A vehicle was damaged in parking

lot 32.

The owner of a vehicle with a

smashed windshield in parking lot

44 was notified.

Oct. 11

A poster outside of the Affirmative

Action Office in Whitmore
Administration Building was van-

dalized.

A windshield was broken on a

vehicle in parking lot 22.

A passenger window was smashed

on a vehicle in parking lot 44.

Oct. 12

Four vehicles were reported van-

dalized in parking lot 44.

Several vehicles were vandalized

in parking lot 32.

A window was smashed and a

radio and radar detector stolen

from a vehicle in parking lot 49.

Oct. 15

Graffiti was found written on
stalls in a women's bathroom in

Kennedy Residence Hall.

FIND WHAT YOU NEED. IT'S ALL HERE

Bike Co-op
A Convenient on Campus Student Run Bike

Shop
We Otter The Cheapest Prices in Town!

Located in the Student Union
(Across From The Post Office)

Open M-F, 11-4
545-0647

email: bikecootestuaf.umass.edu

check out our home page! http://www.umass.edu/rso/bike-

COOP

Cut This Coupon For:
10% Off Of A $20 Tune -Up

Valid Through November 1 5th

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COL1

DAILY AT 7:0O & 9:15/ LAST WEEKEND TO SEE IT

Oct. 24 (NO SHOWING TOES. OCT. 22)

T4KES YOU TO THE BRINK
AND PILES TWIST UPON TWIST WITH « PLOT INVOLVING

MURDER TRIPLE CROSSES CLOSE CALLS AND STEAMY SEX

FUN SMMRT AND VERY WELL DONE
Ror.'-i ""•• CHICAGO tllN TIMES

#; Sushi

daily fresh raul fish oiler sushi

rice, healthy & tit/e longer!

"This one is what eiteruone (alts

in loi/etfith."

#2 Tatami Room
cozy and private, parties

available up to 25 people

Cousin's Market offers many
WHOLE, NATURAL, & VEGETARIAN items.
Grocery Deli - Produce - BEER & WINE

Friendly & Convenient!

Cousin's Market

1 1 E. Pleasant St. Amherst, AAA 549-3500
OPEN. 9 am - 11 pm "l^lext to Trie Pub"

Visa - M/C - ATM - Foodstamps

#3 Cooking at the table

World famous barbecue,

sukuuaki, shabu shabu

#4 All homemade sauces

#5 Rock & Roll Niahts

one dollar sushi, free karaoke

Thur - Sat, 10pm 2:30am

#6 Catering Sen/ice

1 Round House Plaza

Northampton, MA 01060
(613)585-1185

Behind City Hall and next to bus terminal

OPEN 7 bA]/SAWEEK

% TAUT THRILLER
A HOLD YOUR

BREATH CLIMAX!
Bi.ice Willi vson PlaTBOV

ENNltf"

ClNA G

mw^

ffiSHON

PANTOL""

VlOLft^NORVl

\CADEMY-4IUSIC QmJGw
NORTHAMPTON

GRAMfOCV

5848435

HARVEST THE SAVINGS THIS HOME COMING WEEKEND!

Don't Let The
Marshall Catch You
Going Anywhere Else!

Marshall

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTO BODY

53 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center

Imports and other unibody vehicles are our speciality.

• Users ofSikkcrts paint products

• Accepted by all insurance companies for collision repair

or glass repair.

256-8157

.ITE, LITE ICE,
MILLER BEER

CASE OF 3012 OZ. CANS

Don't Drink
and Drive

MILLER GENUINE^
DRAFT SCM
REG LIGHT mow
CASE OF 2412 OZ. BAR BOTTLES

+ DEP

NATURAL LIGHT & ICE
CASE OF 212 PK. CANS C**.

\*
256-1385

Shop Reg #RS1212

MICRO MADNESS
HARPOON, $*fM
SAM ADAMS, #
BLUE MOON, REDHOOK
ALL FLAVORS 6 PK. BOTTLES

HEINEKEN & AMSTEL^^^
12 PK. BOTTLES £»%M

+ DEP

NAPA RIDGE «

CHARDONNAY,
ZINFANDEL,
CABERNET SAUVIGNON 750ML

+ DEP

'/i KEGS
BUD. BUD LIGHT. BUD ICE.

LITE LITE ICE. MICHEL0B, MICH IT.

MICH AMBER BOCK. ICEHOUSE. RED DOG
+ DEP

FRANZIA
5 LT. BAG IN A BOX
CHABUS, BLUSH,
RHINE, FR. COLOMBARD.CHENIN BLANC
CH1LLABLE RED, WHITE GRENACHE

*6"

TALUS MERLOT
750ML

m

VODKA 7.75/.

CANADIAN MIST caieinoaCANADIAN WHISKEY SALE 10.99

1.75L MAIL-IN REBATE -4.00

FINAL

COST

CITRA
MONTEPVLCIANO,
TREBBIANO, SANGIOVESE I 5L

*5a9

ROBERT MONDAVI
COASTAL CHARDONNAY
7S0ML

JACK DANIELS
COUNTRY COCKTAILS
4PK ALLFIAVORS

*z'49

s6

.G.I. FRIDAYS <aW0%99
LL FLAVORS ; 75/ M^JJ
MUIRHEAD
SCOTCH
1.75L

SALE 13.99

MAIL -IN REBATE -4.00

FINAL

COST
s9

We Accept

Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

ATTHESTOP&SHOPPLAZA
HADLEY NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE
253-9344 586-3007 534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS. 10/17/96 THRU

WEDS. 10/23/96

NOT RESPONSIE CAL Efl
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Clinton
continued from page 1

message simple and seemingly presidential. It was in his

self-interest, of course, to avoid questions such as whether
he will pardon his former business associates in the event

they are indicted via the Whitewater affair.

The candidates, again, struggled to contrast themselves,

and were able to when audience participants turned the

"town hall* style event to education — which served to the

advantage of Clinton.

While both candidates used questionable statistics to

prove their arguments. Dole was in troubled waters during

his attempts to portray the Republican party as a supporter

of higher education.

Clinton was more than happy to cite a Republican pro-

posal to cut nearly $10 billion from federal aid programs.

He added that his administration would find the funding

to make two years of college education universal and
include, for those enrolled in four year degree program, a

$10,000 tuition tax deduction.

While Clinton did not say where he would find the funds

to make these ambitious proposals fiscally viable, he at least

offered to students more than the usual Dole line, which,

these days, has become a consistent anti-drug message.

Dole also stated that a constitutional amendment to allow

voluntary prayer in public schools would help mend the

country's "moral gap." For a college student in heavy debt,

however, this hardly seems like anything more than political

pandering.

More or less ignored in the past presidential stand-off,

the audience directed several questions at the candidates

pertaining to job discrimination and Affirmative Action.

Dole made it clear that he equated all such programs to

highly unpopular quota systems.

He even went as far to say that he would oppose any leg-

islation which would bar job discrimination based on sexual

orientation.

"I don't favor creating special rights for a group," said

Dole, who coincidentally. was the author and primary advo-

cate of the American with Disabilities Act.

Here, Dole is best contrasted with Clinton. While Clinton

has not been a pioneer when it comes to defining the federal

role in anti-discrimination measures, he did not fall into the

same trap as Dole.

By putting his support behind California Prop. 209, a

anti- Affirmative Action initiative. Dole is essentially saying

that the federal government does not recognize the signifi-

cance of these issues and hence, he implies that they do not

represent the concerns and priorities of the country.

For Dole to defeat Clinton, he can not rely on such divi-

sive tactics — unless the public, as many do in San Diego,

agree.

challenger
continued from page 1

glomerate. Dole returned frequently

to the matter of trust, saying said he

was a man of his word and accusing

Clinton of undermining public faith

in government through an unethical

and unprincipled presidency.

Reminding viewers that he is a

World War II veteran. Dole accused

Clinton of cutting the Pentagon bud-

get too much. Clinton objected "as

commander in chief," saying his bud-

get was just I percent lower than

Republican plans for the Pentagon.

Dole and Clinton took questions

from a group of 1 1 3 undecided vot-

ers from the San Diego area who
were selected by the Gallup polling

organization.

The voters were seated in a semi-

circle on the Shiley Theater stage.

Dole and Clinton began the night

behind podiums, but Dole set the

tone by strolling out from behind his

during his opening statement, and

Clinton did the same.

Dole treated each question as an

opportunity to find fault with

Clinton's presidency.

Early on, one former smoker
asked Dole if he wanted to retract

his statement that nicotine was "not

necessarily addictive." Dole said he

had been speaking in a technical

sense and went on to urge children

not to smoke. He then shifted into a

litany of statistics about rising use of

marijuana and cocaine among teen-

agers. "It's all happened in this

administration," Dole said. "They

have been AWOL for 44 months."

Clinton said tobacco was an issue

on which the candidates had a pro-

found difference: He said he was

willing to fight the powerful tobacco

lobby and Dole was not.

When one man asked about the

rising costs of Social Security and

Medicare, it was Clinton's turn to go

on the attack. He recalled Dole's

comment last year that he was proud

in 1965 to have voted against estab-

lishing Medicare. And Clinton said

the 1995 Republican budgets pushed

by Dole would have raised Medicare

premiums $270 a year on elderly

Americans who could not afford it.

On Social Security, Clinton sug-

gested a bipartisan commission to

recommend steps to keep it solvent

— an idea Dole also has endorsed.

Both candidates took credit for

pushing welfare reform that required

recipients to work. Clinton said his

commitment to the issue dated back

to the 1980s when he was Arkansas

governor. Dole said a welfare-reform

plan would not have passed this year

were it not for Republicans control-

ling the Congress. He reminded the

audience that Clinton already had

promised liberals he would change

provisions they dislike.

[NNIHM IMRAS MJUK.IAN

Time to relax...
Scott Schwartz, an undecided sophomore, studied his linguistics homework on the grass near the Student

Union yesterday.

nominations

Women's Issues is looking for motivated, responsible

writers interested in participating in voicing

issues surrounding women's rights and equality.

There will be a meeting

Friday, Oct. 18 at 2:30 p.m.

at the Collegian in the Campus Center basement.

Come down or call Michelle Hillman at 545-1732.
>„A ^ -

continued from page 1

cares about good leaching." she said.

"Teachers I see making a difference are the ones that I see

being nominated by students," Sorcinelli said.

She also said that all of the professors at UMass doing a

great job makes her job on the awards committee very difll

cult.

Students and alumni who wish to nominate a specific fac-

ulty member are required to submit a written explanation of

why that professor or teaching assistant is qualified.

Awardees within the past seven years are not eligible.

Nominees must have taught at the University for at least two

semesters prior to nomination and must currently be mem
bers of the faculty or teaching assistants.

The deadline for 1997 Distinguished Teaching Award
nominations is Nov. 4. For more information, contact Lori

Baronas at 545-5278.

_*_£*. ,t h A^i

food
continued from page 1

and food drive, would like to see a lot more foods like

tuna fish and peanut butter being donated because their

protein value lets parents provide their kids with a more

nutritionally balanced meal.

Elam also encouraged students to donate their time

and efforts because there is a shortage of volunteers.

"People need access to food, and they also need to

access it with some self-respect and not feel they're just

taking handouts," said Walter, who hopes these drives

will make students think about the less fortunate.

The quarter and food drive will be held this week on

the Campus Center Concourse between 1 1 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Oct. 21-24 and in the Berkshire. Franklin, Hampshire,

and Worcester dining halls between 4-7 p.m.

Drop-off sites can also be found in the surrounding

towns. Amherst will have food barrels at the Big Y,

Cushman Village General Store, Daily Hampshire
Gazette, and Victory Supermarkets.

If there are any questions, contact Karen Elam at

545- 5568.

On Friday 10/18

Celebrate the end of the

Leek at the TOC with Karaoke
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Critics hide behind cowardice

C. Taylor

Conner

The School of Management professor, according to

my housemate, quite venomously took the

Collegian Editorial/Opinion page to task at the

beginning of her class.

She lambasted each column and its writer, individu-

ally and thoroughly. At the close of her tirade, she
asked the students if they personally knew any of the

day's columnists.

Who can really blame my friend for allowing her

hand to remain at her side after that sort of bashing,

whether constructive or just plain nasty?

Who wants to be associated with one
of them and risk further scrutiny from a

professor?

Embarrassing though it might have
been for her to admit knowing one of the

culprits, it was just plain frustrating for

me, as mine was one of the shredded pieces.

I'll be the first to confess that, in my opinion, some
of the works produced by Collegian columnists are not

of the finest socially or politically conscious caliber. If

the opinions of these writers appear in print, those
words can and should be held accountable to their

authors.

What must be kept in mind at all times is that these

are kids — albeit, ill-informed blowhards at their

worst — writing the material.

To put it in perspective, many of the Collegian writ-

ers who write about drinking or driving are not old

enough to legally booze it up or rent a car, respective-

ly-

Yet. I can't really speak for my fellow columnists,

except to say they are students, some of whom are in

college to have their views more sharply honed by

teachers like the one mentioned above.

Such interaction just doesn't happen when these peo-

ple aren't even in the room, and probably wouldn't
happen even if they were, following such humiliating

rhetoric.

As for me, I am primarily a humorist — thus, my
intent in most columns is to make the broadest array of

folks laugh. Written humor is not an easy skill. It is

often a hit-or-miss affair, and is usually the result of

much deliberation and forethought.

Much like the stand-up comic, the

sit-down-and-type comic feels naked to his audience,

and depends on a laugh for personal satisfaction.

(Accordingly, my first instinct for this piece was to

challenge the critic to a wrestling match in Dining
Commons pudding.)

As a reasonably well-educated man, I do not rely on
favorable reviews to make my life complete. I have held

the Black Affairs and News Editor positions at the

newspaper, both of which gave me the privilege of

being immersed in a multitude of issues

at UMass, its surrounding community
and beyond.

These opportunities also expanded my
ability to critically analyze and process

information on a wide variety of complex
topics, as news writers must frequently do with little

time to spare.

But I'm a humorist now. The pointed barbs are kept

to a minimum, the commentary limited to the most
general sense.

I will not write about my father's death during my
freshman year or about the potential ramifications of

the 1997 Chinese takeover of Hong Kong.
Not my department.

Pro-life or pro-choice?

Only if I can make light of the loose screws.

Regular or decaf?

Can't say I drink enough coffee to care.

For all intents and purposes, I'm harmless until 1 see

fit to write otherwise — as in instances like this one.

Although 1 am a staunch supporter of community
response to anything that appears in any section of the

newspaper, I see it as less than harmless to use valu-

able class time as soapbox time — it's cowardice.

Would I have known about the teacher's critique if

my housemate weren't in that class? Probably not.

Writing a letter to the editor is the most efficient and
effective way to address concerns about printed content.

It's not just rebutting written words with written words
via the same medium — it's playing on fair ground.

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian columnist.

Betraying the revolution

This fall you've got the choice of

casting your vote for a lot of

candidates representing a wide

spectrum of political thought. It's a

self-fulfilling prophecy to think that

only one of the two principle parties

has a chance of winning: there's no
real excuse for supporting a

candidate or party you don't

believe in. You can write in the

name of someone you do
believe in or, if you're like me.

and don't believe in our under-

lying system of alleged "repre-

sentative democracy." write in

a vote of "no confidence."

Another way to challenge

the system underlying this

whole quadrennial electoral

farce, is to vote for a party that

specifically intends to put another sys-

tem in place. This is a promise of the

Socialist Workers party. Like an anar-

chist writing in "no confidence," they

don't mind working within the system

as they simultaneously work outside it

for a revolutionary solution. Why not

operate on a number of different lev-

els? But on closer examination, you

might find this party is not a good bet

for improvement.

Visitors to the Socialist Workers
platform on the World Wide Web will

find a slew of appealing slogans right

up front: "lobs for all!"."Raise the min-

imum wage!" "Abortion is a woman's
right!" and. for the more daring. "U.S.

hands off Cuba!" The Socialist

Workers are ready, they say. to bring

Molitor's column
is offensive

To the editor:

This letter is in response to the

Oct. 16, 1996 opinion submission

entitled "My own view." The-
author, one Erik Molitor, has seen

fit to use the pages of the Collegian

to enlighten readers on his views

concerning homosexuality. As a

result, I've decided to see fit to use

the pages of today's Collegian to

point out Mr. Molitor's errors and

refute his arguments
First, we are informed in para-

graph one that the author is "not

trying to offend anyone," only 10

discover in the column's body that

he does in fact endeavor to offend

people: namely, gay and lesbian

people. Is an intelligent reader
expected to take Mr. Molitor's
word for it, when he tells us he

means no offense to homosexuals?
What gay or lesbian person would

not be offended by the words of

the concerns of the people and the

workers into the center of political

attention.

The basic stands of the Socialist

Workers call for internationalized

everything — health care, unemploy-

ment, industry, economy — under a

worldwide
Socialist govern-

ment. Allegedly,

this government
will represent the

proletarian class

(workers) and
succeed in abol-

ishing the clearly

exploitative and
collapse-prone
capitalist eco-

nomic system.

Once it's in place, this new govern-

ment will function solely to provide

necessities for the people — all people.

No more massive military expenditures

to fight wars against our brothers and

sisters, no more squirelling-away of all

the wealth in some corporation's bank

account while some are so poor, they

chronically starve in their cardboard

home just outside that company's front

door.

Imagine a world of international

unity, peace, and equality. Sounds
absolutely dreamy, doesn't it?

Obviously, we've all got a ton of objec-

tions to this dream — after all, in the

Cold War the United States can be

seen as a virtual factory for the pro-

duction of propaganda against just

Letters to the Editor

someone that claims to find homo-
sexuality "unnatural and somewhat
immoral," or by the reference to a

gay family friend as "as flaming as a

raging bonfire"? What precedes the

latter quotation are the lines "It's

not like I hate gays. One of my old-

est and closest family friends is..."

Sorry to ask so many questions,

but here's another: Would Irish or

Irish-American individuals be jus-

tified in finding offense were a

columnist to write "It's not like I

hate the Irish. One of my oldest

and closest family friends is as big

a drunk as there is."? The point is

that the author of "My own view"

is employing stereotypes with
respect to gay and lesbian people,

and is, as a result, expressing a sig-

nificantly intolerant opinion.

While continuing to insult gays

and lesbians with the words. "I am
disgusted by the image of sexual

activity between members of the

same sex," he also insults women
in general by adding that he is also

"repulsed by the image of sexual

these ideas. "Socialist" and "revolu-

tionary" are such dirty words at this

point in the United States, that just

breathing them seriously in public can

magically cause FBI files on you to

form, not to mention result in your

absolute censure from the mainstream

of political discourse.

I won't criticize the Socialist

Workers for being revolutionary, how-
ever. Actually, the problem is that they

betray their followers. Here is another

party that stands up to tell us they will

take care of us if we give them our
power. Will we endlessly be told by

some conniving governor that we
should put all our power in one central

pool, one unified system, over which

they will stand guard? When are we
going to stop believing this nonsense

and insist on autonomy and self-deter-

mination? This is supposed to be the

point of revolution — a never-ending

change in social and political struc-

tures, mirroring the organic, constant

change in the human organism and
consciousness. We need to organize

our societies on a human level; why
cling to outmoded, inherently unstable,

hierarchical power structures, with

their baggage of hatred, slavery and
greed? Can it be for any reason, other

than fear of self-control, a sentimental

clinging to the past? We can betray the

social revolution, but we can never

escape the constant change that

defines us.

Dan Bodah is a Collegian colum-

nist.

activity with an unattractive
female." Readers are. as I read the

latter quote, being asked to imag-

ine that there is such a thing as a

female that may be considered uni-

versally unattractive. It may simply

be poor word choice by Mr.
Molitor, but if not he is making an

unfortunate assumption. Perhaps it

would have been wiser to write

"...a woman to which I do not find

myself attracted," if one must be so

cruel as to be repulsed (and then to

point this out), by a person based

solely on looks. (I am assuming the

author means physical appearance
when he uses the term "unattrac-

tive".)

In closing, perhaps Mr. Molitor

ought to think about how many
women he finds unattractive, and
then he ought to think about what
possessed him to feel the need to

publicly declare his lack of support

for homosexuality in "any way,
shape or form."

Peter McKenna
Southwest

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this pave are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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Keep your ads off my buses

Bob

Dunn

Sunday afternoon I was driving

to Northampton from Hadley
when, once again, I found
myself stuck in traffic which

was backed all the way up to

Carmelina's restaurant. This, in

itself, wasn't unusual,

except for the fact that

Sunday afternoon the

traffic is usually backed

up the other way with

people returning to

Hadley, not people leaving it.

It wasn't until I got to the

Coolidge bridge that I saw what the

hold-up was.

Anti-choice activists, exercising

their First Amendment rights,

solemnly lined up on the sidewalk,

about ten feet apart, each holding a

sign that said "Abortion Kills

Children."

Now. I didn't agree with their

position, but I figured if they wanted
to 6tand out on a bridge. and fraektv

their asses off preparing to draw the

scorn of hundred* of passing
motorists, what's the harm?

That's when 1 saw the centerpiece

of this little fiasco.

Some "concerned" citizen was so

moved by the abortion issue, that he

decided to forgo the brandishing of

a sign with a simple verbal message

to one that featured a hacked-up.

bloodied, disfigured fetus to illus-

trate its "point." Killing children is

wrong but apparently scaring, horri-

fying and nauseating them is OK.
Now I realize that in many peo-

ple's minds, because I have a penis.

I'm automatically excluded, not only

from expressing an opinion on this

issue, but from having an opinion in

the first place. But, while the abor-

tion issue doesn't affect me the same
way it affects women, it does repre-

sent one group of people trying to

determine how another group of

people should conduct their person-

al lives, despite what the Supreme
Court says. That tends to get under

my skin a bit.

Don't get me wrong here. I'm not

sitting here pretending I'm the great

"All-Father" bravely leading the way

with spear and lance, wearing my
Y-chromosome around my neck say-

ing, "Follow me! I know the way!

I'll lead us out of the

darkness!
Nonsense.

The anti-choice
movement has got-

ten a bit more vocal

and visible in the area recently. In

addition to the bridge incident, our

own PVTA has been toting an

ami choice advertisement onboard

busses lately. The PVTA acknowl-

edges that the sign is a paid adver-

tisement and doesn't necessarily

reflect their opinion, but their choice

to run the ad says a lot about their

character in the first place.

The PVTA is a public service. It

^Hovitics necessary, sale and fairly

ttmelv -transportation for people all

over Western Massachusetts. It's not

a place (or a political statement. The

PVTA is supported, not only by ad

revenues, but by transportation lees

collected by the University and by

tax dollars. Ever) year at the

Amherst Town Meeting a section of

the fiscal year's budget is set aside

to subsidize part of the PVTA's
operating costs, allowing for

fare-free bus service throughoul the

area. I wonder how many of the peo-

ple who help support PVTA or how
many of the people who ride the bus

on a regular basis think this is an

acceptable use of advertising space.

How many other political issues

do you think would have found their

way onto a PVTA placard? The
death penalty? Drug enforcement?

Can you imagine the furor that

would erupt if the PVTA solicited

and displayed an anti- immigration

ad? Or an ad that denounced homo-
sexuality? The PVTA would proba-

bly never even consider running ads

like that. Why run this one?

If the PVTA wants to help women

with family planning, adoption, or

pregnancy counciling, why not just

display a public service ad, with a

toll-free number on it and be done

with it? Why not be impartial? Why
not provide access to the service and

let the people involved use it or not

use it and make up their own minds

about what to do next? Why would

a public service polarize itself on

such a volatile issue, effectively

alienating half of their patrons?

This isn't the first time (and prob-

ably not the last) the anti-choice

movement has paid for advertising

space to get their message across.

They've used busses, newspapers
and now they're using cable televi

sion. They're very well organized

and apparently very well-financed
— these ads don't COOK cheap. This

leads me to wonder where all this

money is coming from. I'd be-curi-

ous to know just who gets the cash

dropped into the collection plates

ever) Sunday.

No, 1 don't have a womb. No. I'll

never have to be faced directly with

the ethical dilemma that comes with

a pregnancy. But. neither do the

majority of people who are in the

position to make the decisions

regarding abortion procedures,
accessibility and rights.

My advice to the people on the

Pro-Choice side of the fence is to

get moving. Let PVTA know how
you feel, try to get them to rethink

their decision. Try buying ad space

yourselves, see if the folks selling the

space are willing to display both
sides of an issue or if they really do
have their own agenda.

The resurgence of ads and mis-

leading information is a warning
sign, a reminder of the undermining
ol years ol hard work and
hard-fought battles. If people don't

start looking more carefully. Roe vs.

Wade will just be a debate over the

best way to cross a river.

Bob Dunn is a Collegian colum-
nist

Time keeps on ticking

David

Chan

Two years ago, at the tender age of 19, I attended

my fourth wedding, which was the second one I

had ushered in as well. Along with baptisms,

they are the most joyful experiences 1 think anyone can

relish. Someone's car could blow up and everything

would still be great because people are so happy on

wedding days.

But this fourth wedding was like no
other wedding for me. It haunted me then,

and it's haunting me now. It's not that

anything bad happened. It wasn't even
because I forgot I had eyeliner around my
eyes from the night before (long story).

It was because of what was on the cover of the wed-
ding programs. It was because of what was all over the

decorations. It was because of what name the pastor

used when leading the exchange of vows. The groom's

name was David Chan.
My friend Christine had always been the big sister I

never had. and likewise, she considered me the little

brother she never had. I knew her before I knew alge-

bra. Now. after all these years, she married a guy
named David Chan. I watched her graduate from col-

lege. She listened to my graduation speech. Now she's

married.

Marriage was once the victim of many of my
ridicules, and now the reality hit me hard. As I walked
down the aisle with the mother of the bride. I thought,

someday, I'm going to see my name again on a wed-
ding program. It'll also be on wedding decorations.

For a second time in my life I'm going to-hear a pastor

say, "Do you, David Chan, take ... to he your lawfully

wedded wife?" I had to gulp when I heard those
words. Time isn't kind.

I am afraid that I'm getting old. The future is creep-

ing up on me just too fast. When I turned the big 21

last summer, my friends took me out after work to

bars in Boston. Needless to say. I capped my evening
by taking the subway home looking like I just got beat

up. I stumbled home drunk to my parents who were
already prepared for the catastrophe. As my mom

watched me hug the toilet bowl. I asked her what her
21st birthday was like. She told me that she was mar-
ried to my father when she was my age. It was not
what I wanted to hear, and it did not help the sickness
that I was feeling as I hugged the bowl once more.
When she was 22, she gave birth to me. Reality sucks.

lust the other day I started to think

about the awful "A" word. Alumni.
Whenever I heard the word alumni. I

pictured old people. I had images of
people who were deflated of life and
fun because their youthful college days

were behind them. I pictured working people yearning
for the past as they flipped through pages of lively

memories in their UMau yearbook. Alumni.
My buddy, |.|., who was also my roommate last year,

is now an alumni. He came up last weekend and
bought an alumni sticker for his car. I remember those
good old days of holding his head over the toilet on
Friday nights, sneaking into the dining commons, and
scrubbing tacos from Pablo at Taco Bell at two in the
morning. After a blink of an eye he's now an alumni.
When |.|. bought his slickers he asked me if I was
going to get any next year. I laughed. Alumni. No way!
Then there are job inierviews. What do I want for a

career? Where do I want to live? What do I want to do
with my life? I didn't apply for many interviews so I

don't have many to do I still have more than enough
though. I have enough inierviews to keep me from
shaving my head, and its aggravating me. It's one of
those things that you have to do when you're in college
because you wouldn't do it when you're //<>/ in college.

1. 1. did it, as well as many other of my comrades. Now
there's just me. Should I shave mv head right before
interviews? Would I be making i .i.iuinent at inter-
views with a bald head? Or would recruiters just think
that I look like Buddha?

Well at least I still have the opportunity to ponder
something like shaving my head Before I know it I'll

be old and bald anyway.

David Chan is a Collegian columnist
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AIDS continues to spread

Acquired Immune Dcliciency Syndrome (AII)Sl

began as a disease primarily affecting the gay communi-

ty. Today, the disease teaches across all boundaries,

without discrimination. The following numbers were

compiled by the The Names Project us ol Dec Sli

• AIDS is the leading cause of death among American

men ages 25-44. and the third leading cause ol death

among women in the same age bracket, according to the

U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

(CDC).
• The CDC says, on average, two out of every 1,000

college students is infected with HIV.

• The CDC estimates that there are 51 V4Kb cases ol

AIDS in the United Slates International ligures place

the number ol cases ai 7 7 10.4 million.

• Bv the year 2000. 40 percent of all HIV infections

will be in developing nations

• Worldwide, 1.9 million children have been infected

wuii niv.

If you an- looking for more information or counseling,

call University Health Services at 577-5181 or the

{IDS Counseling & Information Hotline at (800)

590 2457 Hampshire County AIDS Care is located in

Northampton and can he reached at 586-8288. To

reach NAMES Project Boston, call (6/71 262-6261.
— Seema Gangatirkar

uilt remembers, celebrates life

WASHINGTON — Seventy

thousand names. Seventy thou-

sand lost lives. Seventy thousand

memories.

Last weekend, the Names
Project displayed the entire AIDS
Memorial Quilt

stretching from the

Capitol Building to

the Washington
Monument.

Eight years ago the

quilt was first spread out at the

National Mall in front of the

Smithsonian Castle. Ronald
Reagan was still in the White
House and the quill contained

,920 panels.

For the first time the AIDS epi-

demic had a symbol, but even the

skeptics never thought the quilt

would grow into its current status

— with 37.472 panels each mea-

suring 3-feet by 6-feet. This rep-

resents just 12 percent of all U.S.

AIDS deaths.

The dimension of the AIDS
Memorial Quilt have grown to

monstrous portions — so big that

the Names Project

never plans to dis-

play the quilt in its

entirety again after

last weekend.

The walkways set

in between each panel stretch for

2 1 miles and the fabric of all the

panels weigh in at 45 tons. If a

spectator was to look at each

panel for 10 seconds, it would
lake them over four-and-a-half

days to make it through the entire

quilt.

At 9 a.m. on Friday and
Saturday morning, family and

» •

'oVM \9s7m
flf£fU;;

Turn to QUIIT. page 1
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Hospitals lack empathy

{or AIDS patients

iven

For the past lew JUKI
I have held a job at a

small community hospi-

tal near my home town
and interacted with

AIDS patients on a daily

basis. The treatment

that AIDS patients

receive from both health

care workers and fellow

patients is traumatizing.

It was mv impression

that AIDS
patients
would be

given the

same health

care at a

hospital as everyone
else. Granted the out-

side world may be taunt-

ing and malicious, but I

assumed thai health care

workers would be
trained and well educat-

ed. I was wrong.

Since the clinic where

I worked was located on

the ground floor, the

clinic was stretcher and
wheelchair accessible.

So, AIDS patients were

often seen in one of our

examining rooms. While

logistically. this may
have been a grand solu-

tion, it only benefited

the ambulance drivers

who didn't hate to

transport these sick

patients very far. The
patients were the ones
who truly suffered.

AIDS patients

encountered a discrim

nation that 1 never imag-

ined would happen in a

hospital. As soon as ihcv

were out ol earshot,

many workers would
gossip about how they

got AIDS and discuss

their lifestyle. If the

patient was a female,

people would say she

slept around. If a male-

had AIDS, he was a

homosexual. These neg-

ative cum-
in c n I s

came from
people who
were sup-

posed to

help patients. Somehow
gossiping and judging

doesn't help, in my opin-

ion.

And that was only one

aspect of ignorance that

I witnessed while 1 was
working.

At the end-stage of

any terminal disease, the

victim is going to look

less than perfect.

Sometimes it takes a

huge amount of effort

just to breathe. Many
patients are connected

to tubes, respirators and

IVs. For someone who
has never been exposed

lo a terminal patient, the

sight can be a bit scary.

But fear needs to be

overcome by knowledge,

not hatred. .It wasn't as

if patients wore signs

AIDS : Taking another

look at the new plague

As most of America
focused their attention

la-i weekend on the

AIDS Memln»j.il. quilj

iSal waiUMl^Vil mi

Washington DC. 'the

severilv of the AIDS epi-

demic can

not be
ignored.
AIDS is .,

disease
that has

affected America as a

whole, not just a tiny

subgroup. For these rea-

sons, it is important lo

look at the causes and

background of this dead-

Iv disease.

Human Immuno Virus

(HIV), causes Acquired

Immune Deficiency

Syndrome or AIDS.
AIDS is characterized by

a CD-4 cell count below

250. Qther symptoms of

AIDS include diseases

specified by the Center

for Disease Control such

.I- Kaposi's Sarcoma and

pneumoncyslis pneumo-

nia. A patient diagnosed

with AIDS is also HIV
positive.

AIDS first appeared in

the United States in the

eatls '80s.

"When AIDS was first

discovered, it was pri-

marily among gay men in

large cities like New
York and L.A.," said

Gloria DiFulvio, a health

educator at University

Health Services.

When first discovered.

AIDS was characterized

a* a ' .juy". di^e^se or.a uuy .

dn'moie

ngatirk

cvcm-inoK harshly, as

Ood's retribution for a

homosexual lifestyle

accord-
ing to

some
religious

ctivifti

Because
of the communitv most

affected by AIDS, little

attention was paid until

about 1985 when actor

Rock Hudson died of the

disease.

"People started to talk

more openly," DiFulvio

said of the attention gen-

erated by Hudson's
death. DiFulvio also

commented on basket-

ball player Magic
lohnson's HIV diagnosis

in 1991 as another mile-

stone in increasing the

public's awareness of the

disease

"There's a lot of lobby-

ing for money for

research." DiFulvio said.

"Before, there was very

little money for

research."

DiFulvio credits gay

men for spearheading the

initial attempts for AIDS
research lunding.

"They really organized

to educate," DiFulvio

said. "They were really

Inauapicioua beginning starts Quilts history

WASHINGTON — When
Cleve (ones and Mike Smith con-

ceived the NAMES Project in

1985. they had no idea that their

project would start a movement
dedicated to providing a means

for remembrance and healing.

At a candlelight

vigil in November
of that year, lones

asked activists to

write down the

names of loved

ones who had died of AIDS.

"We scaled the sides of |the

San Francisco Federal Building)

and covered it with our placards;

they looked like a patchwork

quilt of lives cruelly cut short,"

lones said in a piece in the San

Franciso I \otniner two years

ago. That night... in the light of

thousands of candles held by San

Franciscans mourning the loss of

two leaders and too many friends,

the idea of the AIDS Memorial

Quill was born."

In lune of 1987, a group gath-

ered in San Francisco to create a

physical memorial for those who
had died of AIDS — to document

the lives they were

afraid history

would forget.

"This started

out as spray paint

on bed sheets, and

something happened along the

way. It became art," Smith said

to USA Today, earlier this month.

It also became a piece that cap-

tured the hearts and minds of

survivors across the world as

people sent patches to be includ-

ed in the Quilt.

The patches range from reli-

gious prayers to personal memo-

Turn to HISTORY, page 14
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~ music reviews ~

Tribe proves they can't kick it

Hip-hop's premier trio puts on hits hut falls fiat in hrief set

the sweaty finger wrapping its way around the trigger. MGive me all your

money or 111 blow your brains out," a voice mumbled. He sighed. Not again.

Frankly this ATM holdup thing was getting, well, overdone. Not even the

threat
varied. His roommate last week at the convenience

store? Exactly the same line. Or I'll blow your

brains out. Right. Why not something new... something like ... or you won't

live to see another sunrise. No, too John Wayne. Okay, Okay, what about ... or

youll never get a chance to test-drive that new ... Oh, forget it. He scooped

the stack of bills from the ATM withdrawal door and turned,

the deadly weapon. What

was it about bad guys, anyway? Don't they keep up? HGive me the

UliC OUCH/A. Ul UlilD liUW UiiC rtlii WAWi.^*

calmly facing

COUHIliY CHRISTIAN lANTHV

It was a messy night as Tribe Called Quest hit Mt. Holyoke last week.

By Adam Dlugocz

Collegian Staff

money now, 11 the voice demanded coarsely, the gun rising to a 90

degree angle. No, make that 98 degrees; clearly the guy was nervous.

The student smiled faintly. Sure, prolonging it lite this was dangerous,

his t*Lme he tooted it all. Til© DFlglW X ltiSII •

The deafening sound. The tiny steel rocket ship skimming straight

toward his heart. His jaw flinched as he watched the bad guy slowly

squeeze the trigger . . . BANG! The student ducked quickly to his left, the

flash instantly triggering the whirring ATM retinal-scan freeze

mechanism.The bullet screamed to

A TRIBE CALLED QUEST
Chapin Hall - Mt. Holyoke College

Oct. 10

SOUTH HADLEY — Considering that last week's A
Tribe Called Quest concert was supposed to be the

hip-hop event of the semester — it was a little bit disap-

pointing. A Tribe Called Quest opened up with "Phony

Rappers* and as soon as they came on. the heads went

off. Apparently the school wasn't prepared for the fren-

zied crowd, who crashed through a barrier, forcing the

show to be stopped. After 10 minutes Tribe was back, but

the vibe had lessened.

Despite technical difficulties, an awful opening band

(bands like Shagg have no business playing hip-hop

shows), and the fire department breathing down their

necks. Tribe plowed through a 50 minute set. Although

the show was short. Tribe managed to squeeze songs from

all four of their albums in.

Tribe played the bigger hits like, "Oh, My God,"

"Award Tour," "Scenario" and even went far back to their

first album to bust out "Bonita Applebum" and "Can I

Kick It." The crowd responded to all the songs showing

that they had an extensive knowledge of Tribe's material

— songs from Low End Theory, receiving the best reac-

tion.

Q-Tip and Phife were on point as they bounded around

the stage, full of energy. Q-Tip dove into the crowd, and

was immediately joined by security who didn't like the

idea of Q-Tip not being on stage. Other highlights includ-

ed Q-Tip getting in Phife's face during "The Hop," which

had Phife getting more enthusiastic each time Q-Tip

turned towards him.

While the crowd seemed to eat up Tribe's performance,

one can't help but feel a little short changed While Tribe

played all the hits that the crowd expected, they didn't

show the creativity which has dominated their albums.

There were no free style sessions or Ali-Shaheed

Mohammed cutting it up for an extended time.

Only their amazing songs and Phife and Q-Tip's enthu-

siasm set A Tribe Called Quest's show apart from their

peers.

Tribe showed a. glimpse of what could have been when
Q- Tip stopped the jams to talk to the crowd about posi-

tivity and the potential accomplishments open for youths.

a stop a chest hair before impact, the man who fired it frozen

in place like some gigantic ice cube, a puzzled look on his

face. The police would arrive any second, haul the bad guy

away. The student chuckled. Turned back to retrieve his card.

Damn, thatfs good software.

What will the next generation of software be? Come to Microsoft and shape it.

Real jobs. Real internships. With real responsibility.

[Travel!
SMART!

Btglnning Nov.1

0M Wit Roundtrlp

LONDON
WOX HT iOnOH or DC

$154 $293
FROM NEW YORK

PARIS
$224 $427
ROME

$288 $549
SAN JOSE,
COSTARICA
$235 $446
Sch«dul»d lllgktl.

Farai to worldwldt daitlRilloii

EirallpaiMi availakl*.

Weekend surcharges may apply.

Customs-Immigration taxes apply.

Fares subject to change without

node*. Int'l. student ID cards

may be required.

Prism travel
342 Madison Ave NY NY 10173

212-986-8420*

800-272-9676

Qdiscooa
Handmade diamond engagement rings &

featuring ideal cut

Lazare Diamonds®
Setting the standardfor ...BRILLIANCE™
Full in-house repair service. We buy diamonds& gold.

Free ear piercing with purchase of studs.

Watch batteries replaced & eyeglass frames repaired.

silverscape designs
GOLDSMITHS ® GEM GALLERY

One King St., Northampton 584-3324
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

MIKuTS oiwoyi

25 n plftsant M *mhtnt 2560733
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Come see Microsoft at the Engineering Career Fair!

Thursday, October 17, from 10am-3pm

Engineering Student Center in Marcus Hall

Stop by our booth and drop off your resume! Microsoft

Over at

~500~
Microbrews
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-
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-
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Uhuru serves up the potent grooves

By Daniel Bodah
Collegian Staff

BLACK UHURU
Pearl St.

Oct. 15

NORTHAMPTON - "Uhuru" is

Swahili for "freedom," and free is

how bodies swung and hopped
Tuesday night at Pearl Street

Reggae music has an innate

understanding of the scientific prin

ciples behind why a body moves the

way it does, so it's no surprise that

the audience of around 350 crowd-

ed the dance floor in full motion. In

the midst of the band's heavy, beau-

tiful take on reggae, passionate calls

for freedom, love and unity poured

out in band leader Duckie
Simpson's smoky voice.

An hour and a quarter after the

scheduled starting time, opening

band New Horizon finally brought

their theme song out in the concert.

The band's performance was well-

choreographed for the most pan —
occasionally too-well, as in the case

of the frequent, glam-rockish. gui-

tar solos. By the end of their

nine-song set, however, New
Horizon was working excitement

into the crowd with cheery songs,

impromptu breaks, and a lot of

goofy stage antics.

After a short break, the

one woman, six-man Black Uhuru
took over. Right from the start they

commanded attention with bass

lines so thick, they vibrated the

breath in noses and forced eyes to

go unfocused. Huge clouds of

smoke rolled up from the gyrating

audience in greeting. "Trouble,

Trouble, Trouble" and "Heili" came
early on and set the standards for

the set: narcotic, entrancing grooves

and echoing, dub-like solos near int-

ends of the songs. Several times

these "live dubs" produced seg-

ments strangely reminiscent of

accordion, other times bringing to

mind rumors of military experi-

ments on the potential physical

effects of sub-hearing level frequen-

cies. Black Uhuru's reggae is music

with an intense physical presence,

and the audience was clearly there-

to respond properly — with non-

stop shoulder-rolling, hopping, and

hipsway. Presiding over it all. the

trio of lead singer Simpson and his

two back-up singers gave a joyfully

glowing example.

"I Know" and "Break Down" fit

into a molasses-smooth stream of

songs which was unfortunately

jarred by "Thinking About You."

"Thinking" started off as a slow,

folksy guitar tune which promised u

nice change of pace. Then the

drums and bass came in, and
brought with them an uncomfort-

able, elliptical rhythm and a cloying

chorus. "Genocide," the next song,

succeeded very quickly in burying

the interruption underneath its mas-

sive, dark sound.

As the band wound down its

U-song set, the audience wasn't

ready for the show to end. With
shouts of "We love you all,"

Simpson and Co. ground out such

classics as "Natty Dredlock" and
"Sinsemilla" during their four song

encore. Simpson made sure to take

the time to explain the wonders of

marijuana (it's a "cure for cancer

and bronchitis," amongst other ail-

ments). That's open for debate, but

you can't nay-say the healing power

of Black Uhuru's potent reggae.

tOUKTISY PC«rO«M(«S Ol IHI WOKID

Reggae legends, Black Uhuru, returned to the Valley for a night of smokin' grooves.

? > <tf
Culture Shock in the USA

Sure, ift not like home. That's why every

International Student needs this.

ItS free when you sign with AK£T.

Call 1 800 533-619&

AKT

\ Attention Grod

Students:

^ Take 10% off

Regularly Priced Fine

!_— Wines

FULL REDEMPTION CENTER

C 1996 Microsoft Corporation All rights reserved

Saturday Oct 1 Ith 7:C€ pm tc I :CC am
Campus Center Auditorium UMass Amherst

4> Clark Jack Cculette

Wheel cf fcrtune Craps

| fl*h Winnings!

Microbrews
End or Summer Beer Specials

ShipYards Sinus Summer $4.
4
7six

Oregon Summer Gold $4."/six

Sam Adams Summer Ale $4.
49
/six

Harpoon Snakebite $4."/six

1/2 KegS Sam Adams Cherry Wheat or

Shipyard Sirius Summer

$85.°°

Beer Specials
Busch & Busch Light
case bottles V9<

Red Dog & Icehouse
18pack cans Jo

Bud Dry 12-packcans $5

Molson Golden
12 Pack Cans & Bottles

n

Liquor specials
Captain Morgan %S."/

7SOmi

jack Daniels Sll. 99
/
750"-

Absolut SIO.
99
/
750"'

JaCk DanielS Country Cocktails/All Flavors

$7 M

Micro-Brewed Beer Kegs in Stock

Wine Coolers • Ice • Mixers Mini Kegs • Beer Glasses

Rt. 9 East College Street • 253-5384
one mile east of

Amherst Center on Rt. 9E
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Aphrodite Jones' latest book falls into garbage bin Hot Halloween hints

By Lisa M. Oliveri

Collegian Stan

APHRODITE JONES
All She Wanted
Pocket Books

Even at its best, this is terrible journalism.

All She Wanted, the latest offering by Aphrodite

(ones, author of Cruel Sacrifice, is based upon the true

story of three grisly murders in a rural Midwestern town.

Though it's marketed as an in-depth account of the case,

it reads more like a 317-page Enquirer article.

The story centers around Teena Brandon, a young

woman who suffers from a sexual identity crisis. As she

enters her teenage years, Teena gradually starts to dress

and act like a man. and begins to call herself Billy and

Brandon.

Teena convinces everyone in her hometown of her

newly discovered gender, and seduces many young

women — Heather, Gina, Lana among others into her

embrace. She uses the same story with all of them — she

was born a hermaphrodite and is in the process of going

though the "operation."

If her sexual identity crisis wasn't difficult enough,

once "Brandon's" true gender is discovered, two men

rape her. She then must endure not only the haphazard

investigation, but also the stigma of being a lesbian.

Though Teena's life is the main focus of this escapade,

other characters filter in and out of her life. John Lotter.

a disturbed young man becomes one of her close friends.

The nomadic, lost-soul Tom Nissen and wife Kandi play

important roles in her life. Philip DeVine and Lisa

Lambert are friends that often open their home.

The story ends tragically when Lotter and Nissen bru-

tally murder Teena, DeVine and Lambert.

Sound confusing? This ensemble is worse than a soap

opera, but not unlike one. All of these people have slept

together, and all of the girls have neglected babies and

abusive boyfriends. Because it is a true story, it's hard to

criticize this book without passing judgement on the

people involved. But their lives read like sensationalized

trash.

There are many problems with this book, and consid-

ering Jones took two years researching her subjects, it

could have been a lot better. The story is an interesting

tale of betrayal and murder, and if it was decently writ-

ten, would be gripping.

Firstly, All She Wanted lacks fluidness. Jones jumps

from one topic to another. Her narrative, which is sup-

posed to be chronological, lacks any semblance of time.

She further confuses the matter by referring to the same

characters by different names. The readers are constantly

subjected to hearing about Teena, Brandon or Billy.

Without paying careful attention, it's easy to get lost in

all the mess

I find it hard to justify the reason Jones wrote this

book. Yes, it is a tragic story of a woman confused with

her sexual identity, who becomes the victim of hatred

and stereotypes. But this book focuses more on her

killers and scorned lovers than her. These people don't

deserve the press; their 15 minutes of fame were up long

ago.

Another unresolved problem Jones doesn't clarify is

how the town is so small that everybody supposedly

knows one another, yet no one figured out Brandon was

Teena. Are these people so moronic that they can't dis-

tinguish this fact?

All She Wanted only strengthens the trashy sub-cul-

ture that American society is obsessed with. Daily we are

subjected to superfluous talk shows and tabloid maga-

zines and ingest mindless brain candy like this novel.

This would be better suited as a half-hour segment on

the next Jerry Springer since the audience to which this

is marketed probably doesn't have much more than a

third grade reading level anyway. F

Prepare now for dressing up ideas

By Lauren Lobik

Collegian Corretponde"'

COUHTcSY POCKLT BOOKS

Aphrodite Jones' All She Wanted finds trash culture

at its worst.

Halloween is only a few

weeks away so it's time to

begin searching for the

perfect costume before

the official mad rush gets

underway.

So, what is it going to

be this year? Maybe a

rebirth of the ensembles

worn in the past years, or

something thrown togeth-

er at the last minute?

Being a black cat is way

over done. Of course, no

one will actually remem-

ber what was worn at last

Halloween's big bash. If

that's not good-enough,

there are many alterna-

tives. Besides, out of style

costumes are out like the

'80s.

So what are the most

wanted dress-ups for this

holiday? According to Jeri

Spear, owner of the

Costume Closet in

Springfield, the men are

looking for masks and the

women are requesting

non-traditional attire.

The most popular

masks are those that

resemble the likes of

Pinhead from Hellraiser

and the Crypt creeper

from Tales from the

Crypt. One recent female

customer settled on dress-

ing up as fire. This choice

is definitely not the same

old ghost or devil.

Renting a costume at a

store like the Costume
Closet is one alternative,

but there are many oth-

ers.

One way to get the cre-

ative juices flowing is to

make your own outfit.

Joanne Fabrics in the

Hampshire Mall has a

wide variety of patterns

and fabrics to create near-

ly any costumes; from
ghoulish witches and
perky poodle skirts to all

the characters in The
Hunchback of Notre
Dame.

If you are still lost for a

costume, there is always a

last resort — hunting and

battling the crowds for a

costume to fit your bud-

get.

There are an abun-

Tum to HINTS, page 10

Student Union
Renovatio and Expansion

*'-.'**" --! "

As part of Umass' first ever fundraising drive students, administration and

alumni are kicking off a campaign to renovate and expand the student union.

Join us for the celebration!

Friday, October 18th

11:00 - 2:00 Student Union

Schedule

1 1 :00 Campaign presentation: Cape Cod Lounge with Dean Helen

Curtis Cole and Attorney James Collins

1 1 :00-2:00 RSO Expo: Student Union Ballroom

Noon Free Lunch for students, staff, faculty

and alumni, west side campus pond*
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AMHERST ANTIQUARIAN

O OKJLA /

old & rare books first editions fine bindings

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1996

10 AM -4 PM
Regional Jr. High School, Amherst, MA
55 ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSELLERS

Admission $3.50 ($3.00 with this ad)

Information & Directions: Barr Promotions (413) 772-2Si9

•|«f-- rr^rm. -*=s-n—

Wanted: Poets
WHEELER GALLERY ANNUAL POETRY READING

cancel the normal

all are invited Oct. 30, 1996 7 to 9 pm

your poems published in the Wheeler Gallery Collection

Register for the reading by Oct. 23
submit: name, telephone # and 1 to 3 original poems
(typed exactly as you would want them to appear) to

Wheeler Gallery, Wheeler Dormitory Central

(across from New Africa House)

slip under the door and we'll pick it up and call you back

INFO? CALL
Jessica Baravarlan at 545-0704

EL'S BILLIARDS
,5/Hr Everyday • f Big Screen

.Unlimited Play»r«! lv-

\ * 8- 9 ft. Tables

* LiveUtehoust
Promo Night
Thursday,

Oct 17, •

9pm-Mid.
Lots off *

Prizes!!

Entertainment

Every Fri. & Sat.

All Sporting

Events

Every Thursday Night

$5 Cash 8-Bul)

Tournament 7:30 pm

RoadKil!

1 OA Belehertown Road

Amherst, MA 01002

256-8284

LONDON

$190
Paris

Amsterdam
Zurich

Barcelona
Cancun
Athens
Costa Rica

Chicago
** ham tfte, oo «ar kua__es„
• *** m MM '** *•

$215
$275
$275
$299
$183
$349
$225
$100

AVJM latTM IM4C o * eweav

Ot KS1NAKM
RU>(MM«ffi

OukmaHJK Stvowt Tmbs hmwumtj

UMMTrmd '

.,

44 Main Street
Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 256-1261
httpy/miCT&cw.org/traveLhtm

lEURAILPASSES ISSUED ON-THE-SPOT:

OCTOBER IS FRIENDS OF AIDS
CARE MONTH AT PEARL STREET
HflT Of fftOCUDi TO BlNUir fMINDS Of

A/OS CAM Of HAMPSHIM COUNTY

STARTING MONDAY OCTOBER 2

1

WMMM
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FEATURING WOULD BEAT. SOCA. CALYPSO
ASIAN. INDIAN ANO LATIN MUSIC

EVERY WEDNESDAY

-JTtS DWEANI
RAVE MIGHTS

TtiU w—K featuring OSHEEM

EVERY THURSDAY

TTMTJ *jwrc
Bat Q<v*«way« from £/

IMTMSJlATf 91
• uk • UthtnoH lM*mt Uorm fog Ommm

Hotted by Adam Wnght of Today's 99.3

EVERY FRIDAY 9-2am
mil hi i ohi 10:00

RITRf. NImIII
WIN TWO MONTH-PASS TO HAMPSHIRE FITNESS CLUB

MUSIC FROM THE 70s, 80 s& 90s

EVERY SATURDAY

DANCE CLUB
WITH THt OUTRAGEOUS

DEM JONES FROM TODAY'S »» I

KINKY CLUB GAMES. MUZCS AND GIVEAWAYS!!'

mu NE V£* KNOW WHAT OEM WILL OO

THIS WEEK LIVE
WRNX

.<
THur Oct ] 7 8 8:00 pm ®

Mil WITAH' NIURPM
FROM THt BLUtS BROTHERS BAND

ELECTRIC BLUE & THE K0ZMIK TRUTH

tFn. Oct 18 7 00 pm (|££,

) TREE
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FAC hosts massive 22nd annual Multibands
By Seema Gangatirkar

Collegion Staff

Looking for something exciting and entertaining

to do tonight? Look no further than the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall, as over 500 faculty and stu-

dent performers take part in a musical extravagan-

za tonight and tomorrow night.

The 22nd Annual Multiband Pops including

groups like the Chapel )azz and University )azz

Ensembles, Minuteman Marching Band, Percussion

Ensemble and more take the stage at the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall at 8 p.m. Faculty members

directing the ensembles will include Peter Tanner,

Horace Boyer, George Parks, Billbob Brown and

Dave Spomy.
Only five weeks into the semester, the students

and faculty have managed to put together a profes-

sional-quality, two hour concert for an estimated

audience of 4,000 people. To put on such a mas-

sive event would appear to be an impossible task,

but the University of Massachusetts Department of

Music & Dance has relied on lots of hard work to

pull the event together.

"The tradition of Multibands revolves around

teamwork," said Tanner, the concert coordinator.

Multibands has been an annual concert for the

last 22 years. The concert provides a great intro-

duction to the performing groups on campus and

gives the audience a flavor of the musical talent on

the UMass campus. And more than just showcasing

the abilities of student and faculty, the concert also

is a chance for music students to meet other musi-

cians and discover what else is available through

the music department.

"This event has great bonding value for our stu-

dents.' Band director Malcolm W. Rowell said.

"Through Multibands, our younger students are

quickly introduced to other students, other musi-

cal opportunities, and to a new work ethic —
working hard and working together to showcase

the whole department and not one particular

ensemble."

For the first 19 years, the concert was held in the

COUHTISYKX KUSHKK

Shawn Kelly, percussionist, is one of many performers at the 22nd Annual Multiband Pops in

the Fine Arts Center tonight and tomorrow night.

Fine Arts Center. In 1994, because of renovations

in the FAC, Multibands was held in the Mullins

Center, with great success.

"Our audience grew by 55 percent during that

first year in the Mullins Center." said Marilyn

Kushik, director of Public Relations and
Development. "Increased publicity and the fascina-

tion with the new venue brought many new listen-

ers, families, students land] community members
from a broader geographical region than we had

seen in the past."

Even though the Mullins Center can hold a larg-

er audience capacity, the concert has been moved

back to the Concert Hall because of the better

acoustics. To accommodate the audience, the

music department will present two evening perfor-

mances, rather than just one.

Both evening concerts begin at 8 p.m. at the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall. Tonight, tickets are $9
general admission. $5 for seniors, students and
children under 17. Friday night, general admission

is $15 and $10 for seniors, students and children

under 17. There is no UMass discount Friday

night. Tickets are available at the Fine Arts Center

Box Office. Call 545-25// or I-800-999-UMAS
for more information.

AIDS
continued from page 5

reading. "Hey, look everyone, I have

AIDS." Yet I constantly overheard

"future doctors" whispering to each

other about what dreaded disease

was afflicting stretcher-bound
patients. The most common guess —
AIDS.

I found that every male who
entered the hospital on a stretcher

was automatically assumed to have

AIDS. I'm sure it is not just the peo-

ple who frequent my hospital that

think this way. I'm sure it occurs in

many places; from the major cities

to the small towns. AIDS is the stig-

ma of the '90s.

So as I sat behind my desk, an
unobtrusive observer. 1 witnessed

how these patients were treated.

Others in the waiting room would

walk away and sit on the other side.

Parents would lead their kids by the

hand and tell them not to look. Even

some hospital employees would
duck their heads as they walked by,

avoiding a question or perhaps a

request for water.

This kind of treatment is unneces-

sary and cruel. I don't believe any-

body would walk away from an

elderly person on a stretcher,

instead they might strike up a con-

versation.' I guess old age is just

higher up on the ways to die list,

right?

I'll admit that the first time I saw

someone with AIDS. I was a little

taken aback. But all I saw was a sick

person who needed help; I didn't see

them by the disease ihey had. I'd

like to think that others will do the

same.

Perhaps working in a hospital. I

have become desensitized to sick-

ness and death, but that is insignifi-

cant. In this day and age, most
everyone knows that AIDS is not

transmitted by air or touch, so it's

not necessary to get up and walk

away from someone who is afflicted.

AIDS patients have enough trau-

ma in their lives — they don't need

to experience any more hate. So if

any of you are waiting in a hospital

room and see someone with AIDS,
don't walk away. Have a conversa-

tion, honor a request — but most of

all, show that you care.

Lisa M. Oliveri is a Collegian

columnist.

hints
continued from page 8

dance of stores in every price

range which carry Halloween dec-

orations and disguises. The most

affordable is K-Mart. They also

carry candy for the trick-or-

treaters and accessories to

enhance the perfect look. Still

can't find anything? Both the

Hampshire and Holyoke malls

have their share of stores that spe-

cialize in Halloween apparel, but

beware, the prices at these shops

are quite elevated.

It may seem as though it's too

early to even think about what to

wear to the big holiday gala this

year. Don't wait much longer,

because you could end up fighting

the last minute shoppers just to

reach empty shelves.

I

INTERVIEWING IN THE AMHERST AREA ON
DECEMBER 5, 6, 9 AND 10

RESUMES WILL BE ACCEPTED THROUGH NOVEMBER 1
st

On the Merrill Lynch Fast Track

For decades Merrill Lynch has been the leading

US brokerage firm One in five affluent American

investors name Merrill Lynch as their brokerage

firm Total assets under management now exceed

$500 billion globally

We at Merrill Lynch have built our leadership

position through a client-driven marketing

strategy We stay abreast of changes in world

demographics and investor needs, then respond

with new products and services well before the

rest of the marketplace

Now Merrill Lynch invites a small group of out-

standing 1997 college graduates to share in that

success by pursuing a unique career opportunity in

its Private Client organization

The Private Client Development

Program offers challenging positions in one of

the Merrill Lynch Private Client business units

(units key to maintaining our competitive

edge where your contribution to our success

is significant).

Under the guidance of a senior manager,

you work in product development, marketing

or finance areas You meet with senior

management to discuss firm strategy and

participate in task force projects to aid various

business units in meeting their strategic

objectives Formal classes address career

development issues and enhance your

leadership skills You are given responsibility,

accountability, and the experience needed

to help you succeed throughout your

Merrill Lynch career

Candidates for the program have outstanding

records of academic, extracurricular and work

experience achievement. They are interested

in the challenge of the fast-paced financial

services industry and want to be recognized

for their accomplishments.

The Merrill Lynch Private Client group is

offering an unequaled opportunity to excel If

you have the talent, creativity, energy and com-

mitment to be a winner, this is an opportunity

that can make a difference in your career

The difference is Merrill Lynch.

To apply, forward your resume to

Private Client Development Program

Merrill Lynch

PO Box 9027, Dept UMA
Princeton. NJ 08543 9027

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer

Need the latest scores?

Check out the Internet

As the weather cools, the world

of professional sports is heating up.

The World Series is almost upon us,

the NHL just started, both profes-

sional and college football are in

full throttle, and hoop season is on

the horizon.

For sports

fans, it is almost

impossible to

keep up with all

their teams.
However, the

Internet is

ablaze with

sites dedicated

to the pursuits of athletics. Fans

who miss games no longer have to

wait for the highlights at 1 1 p.m. 6r

the morning paper because now
they can find them on-line.

ESPNET SportsZone at http://esp-

net .sportszone.com/

ESPN, the premiere cable sports

network, operates one of the Web's

most highly traversed sites. ESP-

NET SportsZone is the obvious first

stop on a sports tour of the

Internet.

Since ESPN is covering the base-

ball playoffs, this is the place to go

to get up to date scores and infor-

mation. However, other sports fans

will find much more than baseball

news at this site.

Looking for the latest news like

trades and negotiations? Look no

further than SportsZone. This site

has it all — including horse racing!

SportsZone's only drawback is

that it carries a price tag to get

everything. Most articles are free,

and are a little more in depth than

what is found on ESPN's Sports

Center. Because of its price, this

page is not a monster jam, so it gets

a B+.

The NANDO Sports Server at

http://www.nando.net/SportServer

/

Looking for something a little

less traveled? How about the

NANDO Sports Server?

Like ESPNET SportsZone, the

Sports Server includes up to date

scores. However, unlike ESPN's

site, the stories are more plentiful

and significantly more in depth.

Most stories are directly taken from

the Associated Press. Every
American sport is

covered including

auto racing, golf

and tennis.

This site is not

as glitzy as the

ESPN one. but it

carries no price

tag. The NANDO
Sports Server is

more ideal for people who enjoy

reading the sports section of a

newspaper, because NANDO is

basically an on-line newspaper.

This page barely made it into the

strike zone, so it gets a B.

SI Online at http://www.pathfind-

er.com/si/

Like most magazines, Sports

Illustrated has an online version.

This site takes a lot from ESP-

NET. However, the text is small

and compact, leaving it with a clut-

tered lay out.

Unlike other on-line magazines,

the stories are not simple reprints of

what appears in the newsstand
issues of SI. However, these stories

lack eye catching headlines like

ESPNET and the NANDO Sports

Server. Plus the page simply lacks

stories altogether.

However, SI Online has a nice

feature that the others lack, a

search tool to find back issues.

Unfortunately the search tool is not

enough to save this site. This page

is like a failed power play, so it gets

aC-.
Looking for more sports on the

Internet? While cruising the Web
look no further than Lycos at

http://a2z.lycos.com/Sports/Sports

_News_and_Information/ and
Yahoo at

http://www.yahoo.com/Entcrtainm

ent/Sports.

Matt Wurtzel is a Collegian

columnist.

OF JAPAN

Tuesday - Sunday
Tues., Weds.,Thurs., Fri.,

and Sat. 5:00 til close

Sunday 2 til close

Complimentary photos at

Birthday parties

COOKING AT YOUR TABLE

TWO DINNERS FOR $18
s»i>np and swan Conomwi ndudaa mad.
»oup. «gmai nooda. noa laa. and va craam

TWO DINNERS FOR $18
Shrimp and Scatop Combnaaor ndudaa salad.

toup. vagauoa noodte. noa laa. and ica craam

TWO DINNERS FOR SIS
Chckan and SHak Cantanaaon ntuOm Mad,
KXJp, vagalada noodto. noa laa. and ica craam

'Specials are available Tuts Fn. ana Sunday, before Bpm
Rt 1 16 • Sunderland(4 13)665-3628 Watcfi as your personal crtel ai/W»B no Wants m preparing lor

you the finest foods at your table: an amtmg display

Casual Drass • Can Fw Reservations - Take the Sunderland Bus From Campus - get dropped off at our tront door

HBO oV Company is the leading provider of enterpnse-wide

client/server networked solutions for the healthcare industry

Our systems enable connectivity across the spectrum of health-

care providers. As one of the top 40 software companies in the

U.S. and one of the leading corporations headquartered in Atlanta,

our market value exceeds $6 billion. We seek the following profes-

sionals to join our team throughout the United States:

SALES
EXECUTIVES
(Dept SE/KX)

SALES SUPPORT
(Dept.SS/KK)

ACCOUNT MANAGERS
(Dept.AM/KK)

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES
(Dept. AE/KK)

PROGRAMMERS
(Dept. PA/KX)

SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
(Dept SE/KX)

NETWORK ENGINEERS
(DeptNE/XX)

HUMAN RESOURCES
(Dept.HR/XX)

HEALTHCARE
CONSULTANTS
(Dept. HC/KX)

IMPLEMENTATION
ANALYSTS (Dept. 1A/XX)

APPLICATIONS
ANALYSTS (Dept. AA/XX)

TECHNICAL WRITERS
(Dept.TW/KK)

See Us At The
Engineering Career Fair

on KV17/96

On Campus Interviews

10/31 and 11/17%

Your expertise will be rewarded with excellent benefits, a competitive salary

and the opportunity to advance your career in an environment where promo-
tion from within is the standard For consideration, see us on campus or for-

ward your resume, indicating geographic preference and area of interest, to:

HBO & Company Reply Service, Job Code: < 08/( indicate appropriate

Dept.), 10S0 Crown Polnte Pkwy., Suite 295, Atlanta, GA 30338. FAX
(770) 673-0999. E-mail: resumes« hb<K .com (subject line: Dept: /KK).
All e-mail responses must be in text only format No phone calls or agencies,

please EOE M/F/IW

e£k HBO&Company
http://www.cweb.com/hboc

quilt

continued from page 5

friends of AIDS victims gathered in

Washington to unveil the quilt. Before

the quilts were opened, a moment of

silence was dedicated for all those
who had lost their lives. Then the

quilts were systematically opened
while the names of all the known vic-

tims of AIDS were read over the pub-

lic address system.

Situated on the lawn of the Capitol

Building, a small stage was assembled

where 2,000 readers gathered over the

weekend including Vice President Al

Gore and his wife Tipper Gore, writer

Maya Angelou, Congressman Barney

Frank, actress Elizabeth Taylor and
gay rights activist Candace Gingrich.

The most moving of the Saturday

morning readers was the young
Precious Thomas, an AlDS-inflicted

child who was assisted by her mother.

Thomas struggled through the names

as her mother whispered them into

her ear. The last name was for her

friend Theo lackson who had died the

day before.

Although there were moments of

utter mourning, especially among the

readers (many of whom broke down
in tears reading off the names of loved

one), the overall mood of the event

was surprisingly upbeat. It was hardly

a joyous occasion, but for many family

members and friends the quilt was a

sign of hope.

Posted around the Mall was a large

sign describing the event as "a tribute

to those we have lost, a celebration of

the souls behind the statistics. A
means to teach youth about HIV. A
way of opening closed minds and soft-

ening hard hearts — How many
names will it take?"

If nothing else, the quilt brought a

new-found reality to all those who
have died from AIDS. Looking at each

individual quilt, it was obvious that

AIDS is an epidemic striking all of

America, not just one group. Amongst
the quilts were panels for the famous

and forgotten, from tennis star Arthur

Ashe and musician Freddie Mercury

to everyday people like Bill Grenough,

whose panel pictured Fred Flintstone

wearing a Boston Bruins jersey or Bill

Nine's featuring a Van Halen t- shirt

from 1984 tucked into a pair of his

ripped jeans.

From politicians, to waiters, to

truck drivers, to nurses, to children,

AIDS has wreaked havoc on America

as a whole. It is not a gay problem. It

is not a drug user problem. It is not a

prostitute's problem. It is simply our

problem.

Since 1 992 the size of the quilt has

doubled and organizers expected

4,000 new panels added to the quilt

last weekend. Although it may not be

at the forefront of the public's atten-

tion, AIDS is not leaving us— if any-

thing, it is not leaving enough of us

behind.

Mike Burke is a Collegian colum-

nist.

plague
continued from page 5

instrumental."

The campaign to educate people

is starting to pay off, according to

Pamela Gonyer, UHS director of

Health Education.

"I'd venture people are becoming

more aware of some of the risky

behaviors that expose to you the

possibility of AIDS, and I believe

there are greater numbers of people

practicing safer sex," Gonyer said.

Getting the AIDS virus is not

easy.

"You cannot get it from a toilet

seat, or shaking hands. The AIDS
virus is very fussy, and it's not

transmitted easily. You need very

close contact with exchange of body

fluids," Gonyer said.

The virus can be transmitted

through unsafe sex practice,

injectable drug needles and blood

products. As such, AIDS is no

longer confined to the gay commu-

nity and should not be character-

ized as a "gay" disease.

"(AIDSJ is really based on the

behaviors you practice, rather than

being related to who. but rather

what and how," Gonyer said.

For those who suspect that they

may carry the HIV virus, UHS pro-

vides both confidential and anony-

mous testing.

"At an anonymous test site, we
keep no identification records at

that test site. It's all done by bar

code number. There is no perma-

nent record to be identified as an

individual," Gonyer said. On the

other hand, a confidential record

goes into an individual's medical

records.

DiFulvio stressed that the tests do

not test for AIDS itself, but rather

for antibodies for the HIV virus.

"When you're infected with the

HIV virus, antibodies are made to

keep [the virus] in check for a long

time," DiFulvio said. "As the virus

grows and multiplies, the body can't

fight it. that's when the immune
system becomes depressed."

The tests are 99.5 percent accu-

rate for a positive finding.

DiFulvio warned that a negative

reading doesn't necessarily mean
that a person is not infected with

the HIV virus.

"There is a window period. When
you're infected with the virus, it can

take as long as six months for the

antibodies to show up," DiFulvio

said.

DiFulvio recommends anony-

mous testing for people who may
want to be tested, because anony-

mous testing provides both pre-

and post-counseling. On the other

hand, DiFulvio doesn't agree with

the new home testing kits on the

market.

"These tests don't provide coun-

seling," DiFulvio said. "People don't

know where to go or what to do."

It should be kept in mind though

that an HIV positive result doesn't

signal the onset of AIDS. People

have lived symptom-free for as long

as 10 years or more, before actually

being diagnosed with AIDS.

While research has provided

newer and more powerful drugs to

combat AIDS, there still isn't a cure

or vaccine for this disease. But in

the last few years, there has been

more of a push to understand and

accept the disease.

Gonyer said that there is still a

serious discrimination program, but

she added, "By large, people are

more educated and acceptance is

more positive than five to 10 years

ago."

Seema Cangatirkar is a Collegian

columnist.

Programming today is a race between sof^rare

ger and better idiot-proof programs, and the trnm

and better idiots, so far, t£*e tXraverse^s winning
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START

SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS

LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

Can't afford to save for retirement?

The truth is, you can't afford not to.

Not when you realize that your retirement

can last 20 to 5o years or more. You'll want

to live at least as comfortably then as you

do now. And that takes planning.

By starting to save now, you can take

advantage of tax deferral and give your

money time to compound and grow.

Consider this: Set aside just $100 each

month beginning at age 3o and you can

accumulate over $172,109* by the time

you reach age 65. But wait ten years and

you'll have to budget $219 each month

to reach the same goal.

Start planning your futurt. Call

Ensuring the future

for those who shape itJ

Even il you're not counting the years to

retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF

to help you build the future you deserve -

with flexible retirement and tax-deferred

annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of invest-

ment choices, and a record of personal

service that spans yH years.

Over 1.8 million people in education and

research put TIAA-CREF at the top of

their list for retirement planning. Why not

join them?

Call today and learn how simple it is

to build a secure tomorrow when you

have time and TIAA-CREF working on

your side.

our Enrollment Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.

K
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"The whole idea of

compaflsion us baaed on a

keen awareneee of the

interdependence of all these

living beings, which we ere

all part of one another and

all involved in one another

-Thomas Merton

The Textbook Annex is

open year round but to

make sure you yet the

books you need for this

semester, buy them before

We are beginning to return unsold

books to the publisher on

Monday, October 28

University Store's

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Monday-Friday: 9 am to 4 pm

545-3570

WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD & DISCOVER
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Minutewomen place well in Head of Conn.

By Jeremy Adams
Collegian Stan

The wars on the women's crew
scene wage on as fiercely as ever, and

Massachusetts is in the thick of it. The

Minutewomen placed well this past

weekend at the Head of Connecticut in

preparation for the upcoming Head of

the Charles.

At the Head of Connecticut, held in

Middletown, Conn., the Minutewomen
entered boats in four different events,

and placed well in all of them.

In the open weight division

Massachusetts came in third with a

time of 23:27 in the four person crew

competition. It was the first collegiate

boat to cross the finish line in the race.

At the Head of Connecticut, as in all of

the premier crew events, college teams,

regardless of NCAA divisional affilia-

tion, compete against club teams and

national teams.

In the lightweight four division the

Minutewomen entered two boats. The

first Massachusetts boat to cross the

finish line was again the first collegiate

boat across. That boat placed second in

the race at 23:20, just 15 seconds

behind the powerhouse Canadian club

team DeLosie. The second

Massachusetts entry placed fourth, in

what was nearly a photo finish, just

two seconds out of third place. Its time

was 23:40.

In the open weight eight race, the

Minutewomen came in second to Ivy

League foe Brown with a time of

19:55. The field included such college

powerhouses as Middlebury,

Dartmouth, and Boston University.

Brown finished only 1 5 seconds ahead

of the UMass entry.

In junior varsity action

Massachusetts made a good showing,

placing 18th out of 40 in a competitive

field.

"In the (V race many teams put their

extra varsity boats, so it shows they

really had a great race," said co-captain

Amy Kenny.

The upcoming crew schedule

includes two of the premier races of the

season. On Saturday the heavyweights

compete in the Head of the

Housatonic. This race shoves off on the

llousalonn River in Derby, Conn., and

includes many top crew teams.

Tht Head of the Charles regatta is

also occurring this weekend.

Massachusetts will enter boats in the

lightweight eight division, as well as the

heavyweight eight and four. This is the

premier event of all crew races, and the

Minutewomen anticipate a good show-

ing.

"This is the most important race,

and we're hoping to place in the top

three." Said Kenny. "The Riverside

Boat Club will be there. They are very

fast but we can beat them."

Other competitors in the Head of the

Charles include the best of the best col-

legiate, club, and national crew teams.

sports briefs

continued from page 18

garnered another title as Delta Chi came in second.

Individual order of finish was Ryan Halliday. Aaron

May and Dave King.

Bicycle club takes second to UNH
On Sunday, the UMass Bicycle Racing Club traveled

to Durham. New Hampshire to compete in the

University of New Hampshire Collegiate Mountain

Bike Race. The team went with the hopes of bettering

its second place finish there last year, but UNH had

more racers and was able to score more than enough

points to hold UMass to second place again. Plymouth

State College came in third place with RPI close

behind.

UMass' Larry Lague had a great race, winning the

Men's C class by more than two minutes. First time

racer Laura Battaglia placed second in the women's B

category and Tara Mate finished right behind her in

third. UMass' top points scorer was Dan Cady who

placed fifth for the second year in a row in the men's A

race. Michael Chopchitz, who won the men's B catego-

ry at UMass' home race last weekend, placed very well

despite moving up to a harder category race this week-

end. Jeff Brown was able to finish his three lap race

once his broken pedal was duct taped back together.

The UMass team travels to Philadelphia on Saturday

to race in the UPenn Collegiate Mountain Bike Race.

Anyone interested in racing should attend a meeting on

Thursday night at 7:30 p.m. in Campus Center room

905 or contact Dan Coady at 256-£175.

In other intramural news, volleyball rosters are still

being accepted. There will be a mandatory meeting for

captains tonight at 6 p.m. in Boyden 249. Individuals

interested in competing should attend a meetings

tomorrow as well at 5:30 p.m. in Boyden 249.

Sports Briefs was compiled by Collegian staff mem-

ber Chris Stamm.

RUSSELL'S
^ LIQUORS A^

\p> 18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441 WJ*f

featuring, "Bud & Bud Light 16oz. bojs_l
$ 1 3.

Busch & Busch Liqht

$ 1 1 " 30/PK. <ans

"The 6/PK. Bonanza"!
Catamount - Porter, Wheat, Pale Ale, Bock & "Octobcrfest" !

Petes - All Flavors including ihe "New Winter Brew" !

New Amsterdam - Amber, Bile & Tan, Ale, I.DA, & "Blonde" !

Rhino Chassers- Amber Ale, Peach, & 'The Roasted Loaer" !

lonqshots - Pale Ale, Black Lager, & "Hazelnut Brown" !

Mix/Match "two" 6/PKs... $r

Beers Plus Deposit open 9.00AM - 1 1 :00PM VISA/MASTERCARD -Delivery Available-
All

Put the world at your fingertips.

Software Engineering
Systems Engineering
Computer Design
Signal Processing
Electro-Optics
Image Processing

With Raytheon Electronic System*, you'll create the

technologic* that define the future of tomorrow's world. You'll

maximize your Engineering and Computer Science knowledge

and make an impact when you join us in one of the technical

areas listed above.

Raytheon Electronic Systems will be visiting campus soon.

To find out more about the complex challenges we have to

offer, please contact the Career Placement Office to sign up

for an interview.

For additional information, please see our homepage at:

http:/ www.raytheon.com/res.

Interested candidates who are unable to meet with us on

campus may send a resume directly to: Raytheon Electronic

Systems. Professional Staffing. M/S T2SL2. 50 Apple Hill

Drive. Tewksbury, MA 01 876 9901. Fax: (508) 858 1163.

e-mail: stafflng@res.ray.com.

Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. citizenship required.

Raytheon Electronic

Systems

Bowden hopes copying Spurrier's style

can bring victory over Gators coach

By Eddie Pells

Associated Press

AUBURN, Ala. — Other than his lather, Auburn coach

Terry Bowden can think of no other coach he would

rather play — and beat — than Florida's Steve Spurrier

"It would mean a lot to beat my dad." Bowden said. "I

consider him the very best. Next to that, yeah, I'd say it's

probably Spurrier."

No. 16 Auburn (5-1. 3-1 SEC) travels to The Swamp
on Saturday to face top-ranked Florida (6-0. 4-0).

Bowden will be looking for his third win over Spurrier

and the Gators in his four years at Auburn. The Tigers

are the only SEC team to beat Florida over the last 3 1/2

seasons. Those wins helped Bowden to a perfect season

in 1995, his first year at Auburn, and have helped solidify

his spot as one of college football's top young coaches.

He has a 35-6- 1 record with the Tigers.

"That's kind of a mark to shoot for from a coaching

standpoint," Bowden said of the wins over Spurrier, who
is 67-15-1 in his sixth year at Florida. "It's to go out and

beat him because he's gotten to the point where he can

beat everybody."

Bowden said he and Spurrier don't have a close rela-

tionship because "he doesn't fish and I don't play golf."

But ever since Bowden's arrival at Auburn, he's made
no secret of his desire to fashion his offenses after the

fast-paced, multiple-formation units employed by Bobby

Bowden at Florida State and Spurrier at Florida.

It's part of the reason Bowden has been successful in

his head-to-head matchups with Spurrier. In the 56-55

and 58-55 wins - and in a 49-58 loss last year - he

wasn't shy about trying to match Florida pu'n< for P°m
It was much different from what many coaches try

against the Gators, which is to play ball control, work on

field position and hope to be close at the end.

"That usually gets you about a 55-7 loss, or maybe a

28-7 loss," Bowden said. "If I'm going to lose. I'd just as

soon it be 50-38 or 50-45."

The wide-open philosophy can make for entertaining

football, and it's pretty hard to criticize when it's work-

ing. Bowden gets praised for it in games like last week s,

when quarterback Dameyune Craig threw for a school

record 594 yards in a 49-15 win over Mississippi State.

But it can work against him, too. When the Tigers fell

19-15 to LSU earlier this season, Bowden was criticized

for having a wide-open offense that couldn't score points.

He said sticking four wideouts on the field isn't a guar-

antee a team will be successful — at least not for

Auburn.

"I'm still at the point where I have to tinker more —
I'm a tinkerer," Bowden said. "Steve's got the personnel

where he can just put them out there and have them play

their game."

Bowden said he hopes in a few years he'll have the

players who can make his system look like Florida's. And

he said he isn't ashamed of opening up the offense and

trying to be like the best.

losing streak

Home again
The Massachusetts hockey team hosts Poland's Olympic pool A

team tomorrow night at 7 p.m. at the Mullins Center.

continued from page 18

has recorded seven defensive saves,

Melanie Gore has three of them.

"I'm pleased with our overall

style and execution," Hixon said.

Providence has had a sub-par

season thus far. The Lady Friars

have yet to score more than three

goals in a game and have been

outscored 28-18 this year.

The leading scorer for Providence

is Erica Herbert with five goals.

Heather Koopman and Alissa

Wickles have recorded four goals

apiece.

Goalie Jaime Soteriades has

allowed 18 goals. She has recorded

68 saves and two shutouts.

Combined with Andrea Weyl. the

two goalies have a goals against

average of 2.55 to their opponents

1.58.

"They're usually very tough at

home," Hixon said. "I'm expecting

a physical contest with some very

good play. Providence is similar to

Northeastern or Boston Universily,

but with just not as many strong

players but still enough to make
them dangerous."

Come...come to the

Daliy Collegian...

for all your needs.

tha world is getting smaller

smell better.
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Castma
continued from page 18

preseason match against Brown early on kept him off
the field for two weeks. After learning how he fit into
his new squad, he then had to rebuild confidence in his
fast paced style of play.

"I was scared coming back, to be honest with you. I

didn't have much confidence when I came back,"
Castma said. "I thought the first easy move I would
make [my ankle) would snap back out again. My confi-
dence came back game by game."

^
The first time UMass soccer fans saw the name

Castma in the goals scored column was in his return
match on the road at Philadelphia against Temple. In
the Minutemen's three goal blanking of the Owls,
Castma tallied his first and second goals in the maroon
and white. What's more, the two goals hit home just
four minutes apart.

After the thrashing of Temple, UMass assistant
coach Mike Gibbons saw that Castma was beginning to
come out of his shell. From then on, he has been a

force up front for coach Sam Koch and the Minutemen.

While he may have transferred from a strong club,

Castma has no doubts about the strength of his UMass
team mates. This weekend, Castma and company pre-

pare for an important road trip in which they will face

La Salle (No. 2 A- 10) and Fordham, who is tied with
UMass for the fourth slot in the conference.

"A lot of guys on the team want to win. We're an
incredible team, the talent we have is incredible, but
some times, I don't think we want it enough," Castma
said. "If we play all 90 minutes like we play the first

45, we'll win.

In fact, Castma does not hold back when speaking of

just how far he thinks his team can go.

"I think we can definitely win the A-IOs, and from
there, I'd love to go to the NCAA Tournament,"
Castma said. "I've been there twice already, I'd love to

see the seniors go on to the NCAA's.
"I feel that if 1 keep playing the way I have been and

keep scoring goals it will be easy to make a name for

myself.

GTE Government Systems
Get involved with the latest cutting-edge technologies from

multi-media communications to voice, video and data

nition to artificial intelligence, public key encryption, internet

security.. .Get involved with GTE! Employment opportunities in

"Engineering exist for CS, CE, EE, CIS and Matfr majors.

apply, please visit our booth at the Engineering Career Fair

Thursday, October 17fi and submit your resume to be

considered for our October 21 st campus interview visit i f

GTE Government Systems

College Relations Department

77 "A" Street, Needham, MA 021 94

Fax:(617)455-4858

A New Neighbor
Has Just Moved

Into Town.
We can open all the new stores in world, but it wouldn't mean a

whole lot without one^vewy yit^l component - you Because at

Applebee's we understand that it is your experience, commitment
and dedication that makes us the fun, friendly neighbor on which our

customers have come to depend

New Hadley Store Opening
Stop by Mon-Frl, 10-6 and Sat, 9-2

100 Westgate Center Dr., Route 9
Hadley, Massachusetts

Best of all, we have a variety of exciting full -^nd part-time hourly

positions available for

Kitchen Staff
Host Staff & Food Servers

When you join us you'll enjoy ongoing training, ample opportunities

for career advancement, comprehensive benefits to qualified

employees, and a fun energetic environment Stop by and see for

yourself EOE

SLOWER
TRAFFIC
KEEP
RIGHT

..1.1. j..; o» •

Your support keeps lifesaving

research in the fast lane

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717

Hpplebee's

Neighborhood Grill & Bar
America's favorite Neighbor*

Oakley • Gucci • Clavin Klein • Cazal • Giorgio Armani • Police

leorly
the { Best!

At Vision Showcase, We Provide Prompt,

Personal Attention to All Your Optical Heeds.

Choosing a Quality Optical Store is

Important, that's why we've been Your Locally
|

Owned Optical Store for over 20 Years.

— — -J With Coupon |_. _, _

,

30% OFF
Complete

Set of Lenses

and Frames.

•Exp. 10-31-96

• Full Details at Store

Rout* 9

. -j With Coupon |- ..

.

COMPLITI
EYE EXAM

I

I

I I

BIG Collection of

Posters,
Amber

& a thousand other things

Used To lie A Tree

Downtown Amherst
(across from Bmeggers)

Mon.

11 am
Sat.

6 pm

Clark
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Clark said. "I think I'd rather just say that now football

is my favorite sport, and in the spring baseball is my
favorite sport."

Clark said he has been happy with the way this sea-

son is going and enjoys the opportunity to get out there
and contribute to the team.

"I told myself at the beginning of the year that I want-
ed to be a vital part of the offense," Clark said. "I think
if this offense keeps up the work that we're doing and
keeps showing up every Saturday and performing I

think we'll be OK."
Clark is averaging 20.8 yards every time he touches

the ball and is an exciting player, especially when the
Minutemen run the reverse.

"1 think that one thing this offense and the whole
team feeds on is big plays," Clark said. "I think every
person on the field wants to make a big play, and the
more big plays you make the more better the team is

going to do. If I keep doing that I think this team is

going to thrive on that."

With outstanding hands, speed and ability, Clark has
been able to contribute greatly to a team with a much
needed presence at the wide receiver, as well as running
well with the ball and making some big plays on special

teams. He said he wouldn't have it any other way and
that UMass was definitely the best choice for him.

"1 couldn't have made a better choice, and it has so
many opportunities," Clark said. "Athletically it's just

outstanding, and the atmosphere that comes on
Saturdays is tremendous, the social life you couldn't ask
for anything more, you meet such great people and I

don't think I could have made a better choice than
UMass."

Clark is a 6-foot-2, 188 pound athlete who has deter-

mination on the football field, and is a person who feels

confident of obtaining the last Yankee Conference title.

He is a guy that takes pride in performing and being on
the team. Clark said he's the kind of guy that wants to

win and is a team player, that loves seeing others do
well, and the things out there that make the team win.

Clark is a big plus for this Minutemen squad while
having a great attitude and the leadership necessary in

just his sophomore season.

"Doug is a special kind of kid because of the athlete

that he is," wide receivers and tight end coach Brian
Crist said. "I think the biggest thing about Doug is his

competitiveness. His leadership and competitiveness
rub off on everyone else. He is a big factor, he's not
selfish, and he understands what we're trying to do, and
that is win."

As for the future, either in football or baseball, Clark
is more concerned with what is going on now, and the
way this season is going.

"My mom always said take one day at a time, and I

think that's all I can do right now," Clark said. "What
the future brings for me I'll lake in stride, because if

you look too far into the future then you forget about
the present. So right now I'm going to take one down at

a time, and one practice at a time and see what hap-
pens."

Clark is doing just that, and while making the plays
on the field and adding excitement to the offense, the
present is right now a very fun time for Doug Clark.

Multiband

22nd Annual Feast for the Eyes & Ears

...with more than 500 Performers!

Back in the Fine Arts Center

for 2 Nights:

Thursday& Friday,

October 17& 18
Minuteman Marching Band

Jazz Ensembles

WindEnsembles
m Dancers & More

Save
THURSDAY

8p.m.

General Admission 9
Elders, students,
children under 18 55
& UMass students

Groups of 10 $4
or more *»

CO-SPONSORED BY:

Acfvocate

AM 1430

DAILY HAMPSHIRE

GAZETTE

TICKETS
available at the

Fine Arts Center Box Office

413-545-2511
Groups must reserve by October 4.

FRIDAY
8p.m.

General Admission lO

Igpr

$OOt Lg, UiP'Uwgg^rs,

Elders, students,
children under 18
& UMass students

Groups of 10
or more

10
*8~

UH»u Alumni fliioiulien

- Jfff/r's Sittk

Vintage
Vinyl

fcuio 111 H .Ubnlba (t»

Pr r^HrUwi iUotS,

douinTouwi

•Exp. 10-31-96

•Appointment

Needed Route9

,
(jSbeiJMcas«g/ 5844324|

I

5844324

We honor the

Kaiser Vision One
Lens Pricing

New Location!
Jjbowcase,

RtC 9, Hadley (next to the new Florence Saving Bank)

(413) 584-8324 Open Mon.-Sat. 9-8

SARANAC
24-12 oz.bott

M6"
+ dep.

BUSCH & LT.
"30 pk$."

•II"
+ dep.

KAHLUA

•I 2"
750 ml

GORDONS
GIN

8 I 1.751

KORBEL
CHAMPAGNES
$^99m 750 ml

CARLO
ROSSI

$$99
4.01

HARPOON
24-12oz. loose

bolt

$|599

BUD DRY
24- 12 oz.bott

$©99
+ dep

SOUTHERN
COMFORT
$y99m 750 ml

GOLDSCHLAGER

•14"
750 ML

RIUNITE

$^99
1.51

ANDREA
CHAMPAGNES
$2»*

750 ml

ST. PAULI GIRL
24- 12 oz.bott

•17"
+ dep.

MILLER BEER
24-7 oz.bott

$799
+ dep

EARLY TIMES
BOURBON
•13"

'1.75L

4 SEASONS
VODKA

$099© 1.751

CORBETT
CANYON

CHA8D.ICAI.SAUV.

$-»99W 750 ml

BOONES
FARM
$199

750 n

MOOSEHEAD
24- 12 oz.bott.

•15"
+ dep.

BUSCH & LT.
24- 1 2 oz. bar

bott.

$©49
^r + dep.

CANADIAN
MIST

$| I 99
1.75L

SAMBUCA
ROMANA
$1499

Ti750ml

BOLLA
WINES

$399
1.51

ALMADEN
BAG IN BOX
MOUNTAIN WINES

$099© SOL

ptpom^v ,«.*„„ - DISCOUNT LIQUORS
RTE. 9 HADLEY 584-8174 2E ^rTfxi^rJrJiavE^XZtti*

Monday- Saturday 9:00am- 11:00pm an BEER • WINE • KEGS • ICE • CIGARS
Vi»a, Mastercard « DUcovr occ«pt»d IcFQ QF THE WEEK

tkM \k\mm -.---._.*-.. >v .nEl WI NOW STOCK OVER100% MORi^.,,..^ _'___,_ _,________*NEW! BEER DISPLAY AREA... ice cold micros & imports; ICEHOUSE $3ft"
-Cr-toft-Cr-to-to-tr-Cr

"KEGS"
BUD ICE, MICHELOB - BUD.
BUD LT.. RED DOG.
MICHELOB LT, LOWENBRAU
DK.. MICHELOB DK.. LITE.

UTEICE... $^^99
W^+DEP.

•Cr<r<r<t<T<r-Cr<r

RED HOOK
24-12 oz.

bott.

$|399
^*+ dep.

NATURAL LT./

ICE
24-12oz. cans

99
+ dep.8

GORDON'S
VODKA
$|A49W 1.75L

SHIPYARD
24- 12 oz.bott

•18"
-1- dep

M.G.D. & LT.

24-12 oz.bott

$©99
+ dep

KAMORA
COFFEE L.Q

•15"
1.75L

PEACHTREE
SCHNAPPS
$6"W 750 ml

ABSOLUT
CITRON

•13"
750 ml

UMASS
FOOTBALL!!
WE DELIVER
584-8174

NATURAL LT. $
NATURAL ICE 3499

+ DEP.

MICRO KEGS
SAM ADAMS »89" PLnc
OREGON »89" JJSv
SARANAC »89" Z^l
J.W. DUNDEE J69w MORE

ICE
10 LBS *1 M

50 LBS »5"

100 LBS *9"

SALE GOOD THRU 10/30/96

i

»
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rics. the last testament that many
will leave behind.

"I was bom on Dec. 20. 19M."
begins Duane Kearns Puryear's

brief panel. "1 was diagnosed with

AIDS on Sept. 7, 1987. at 4:45

p.m. I was 22 years old. Sometimes,

it makes me sad. I made this panel

for myself. If you are reading it. I

am dead."

Nine years have since passed. The

Uuilt has been nominated for a

Nobel Peace Prize. Its story has

been made into a film, Common
Threads: Stories From The Uuilt,

the 1989 Academy Award winner

for best feature-length documen-
tary. Two books have also been

published. A Promise to Remember,

a collection of letters to the NAMES
Project written by panelmakers. and

Always Remember, a retrospective

of panels created by and for fashion

designers.

The actual panels crafted by

fashion designers are instilled and

traveling with the thousands of oth-

ers.

"What's heartening about look

ing at the quilts of Versace.

Armani. Ferre and )oe Boxer,

among others, is that, rather than

observe something with high

ooh-and-aah appeal, what you see

is the work of another person who
hurts and misses and wishes every-

thing were otherwise. It's unlikely

you'll know who their friends were,

but you can readily relate to their

confusion and helplessness, their

wistful attempts at humor and
remembrance of good times," said

Hal Rubenstein discussing Always

Remember in The Advocate.

With the current showing of the

Quilt in Washington DC. it has

grown even larger. Accepting sub-

missions during the weekend, the

Quilt is expected to exceed the

length of 30 football fields, 20 times

its size when it was originally

shown in 1987.

Last weekend also marked the

three week mark before election

day.

"We unfold it in our nation's cap-

ital in 1996. for the same reason we
did in 1987 — to demand that the

President and Congress move for-

ward to accelerate research, educate

the public and care for the sick,"

(ones said in this month's issue of

POZ.
This weekend's showing was also

the last display of the Quilt.

"I don't know what the future

holds," said Smith. "I think there is

a logical point when the Quilt has

to stop growing, and we have to fig-

ure out what to do. I know there is

going to be that moment when 1 see

the Quilt for as far as I can see, and

it's going to tear me apart.*

Jeremy Brothers is a Collegian

staff member.

Thomas looks to rush past Simpson

By Butky Gleoson

Associated Press

ORCHARD PARK. N.Y. — Thurman Thomas has been

trying to catch 0|. Simpson for nine years, only to realize

the chase was much more exciting than the trophy.

Thomas needs bb yards to surpass Simpson as the

Buffalo Bills career rushing leader, and he will have a

chance of reaching the milestone Sunday against the New
York lets. Simpson will not be on the field at Giants

Stadium to congratulate him.

"We're still good friends," Thomas said. "I haven't spo-

ken to him since that period of time, but I know if 1 do get

the record, he'll be there. He won't [actuallyl be there,

but."

But he'll be there in spirit was the unspoken thought.

Thomas has felt like he was chasing a ghost since 1994,

when Simpson was charged in the slayings of Nicole

Brown Simpson and Ronald Goldman. Simpson has not

visited the Bills locker room since, something he had done

every season for years while working for NBC.

"I would love to have him there with me breaking the

record," Thomas said. "But I know it's not going to hap-

pen. I'm sure that whenever I do break it. he'll be aware

ofit."

Thomas has been steadily creeping up on the records

that made Simpson a public figure in the first place. Two
years ago. he broke Simpson's record with his sixth sea-

son of more than 1,000 yards rushing. Us! year, he broke

Simpsons mark ol 41 career 100-yard rushing games

Last week, 'honutx established a mark with his 58th

rushing touchdown, one more than Simpson. On Sunday,

reaching his average ol 78 yards per game would bring

Thomas to 10.588 yards. 12 more than Simpson

"He's going to be one of the great ones who ever played

the game when he finally does retire." Bills coach Marv

Levy said. "He's done it on a team that has been success-

ful, which is very important. He is an extremely tough,

smart player. He's done it on a 1MB where other players

have accumulated personal statistics.
"

Thomas has played in 1 7 more games behind a better

offensive line than Simpson had during his nine-year

career with the Bills. The 30-year old Thomas is one of

only three running backs who have rushed for 1,000 yards

in seven consecutive seasons, and he has nearly doubled

Simpson's reception yardage.

Thomas also led the league in yards from scrimmage

four straight years. Two team records he probably won't

break are yards in a season (2,003) and yards in a game

(27 3), both of which are owned by Simpson.

Thomas also has played on better teams, which helped

him even as he led the Bills to four AFC championships to

start thr 1990s. Simpson was on three winning teams in

Buffalo and played in just one playoff game before finish-

ing his career with two unproductive seasons in San

Francisco.

Barkley looking at another two years

By Chris Sheridan

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Two more years of basketball will be

followed by a job at NBC. After that, he'll run for gover-

nor of Alabama in 2002.

Charles Barkley now has a life plan. And the newest

superstar of the Houston Rockets says it doesn't necessar-

ily include winning an NBA championship.

"Everybody tries to tell me what I'm thinking, but I'm

not thinking about winning a championship." Barkley

said. "It would be great to win it, don't get me wrong. But

I look at things differently than everybody else."

For 12 years, it has been painfully obvious that Barkley

indeed does not look at things — or comment on them —
like anyone else. Easily the most outspoken of the league's

high-profile players, Barkley is currently crusading against

young players who don't work as hard or treat the game

with as much respect as he.

He says today's NBA shamelessly glorifies and overpays

young players who haven't shown much more than the

ability to sell sneakers.

"The NBA made all these guys stars so they can sell jer-

seys and shoes, but most of these guys can't play," Barkley

said. "It's sad. We might laugh it off, but seriously it's a

shame."

Barkley. acknowledging that his skills have deteriorat-

ed, was almost forced into retirement in recent years by a

painful back injury. Now he says his back hasn't bothered

him in more than a year, and his plan is to play two more

years, move to the broadcast booth and then enter poli-

tics.

And he's not kidding about running for governor.

"I'm very serious about it." Barkley said, calling current

Alabama Gov. Fob lames "a clown."

"Politics is on the back burner, but it's something 1 look

forward to." Barkley said. "There's an election two years

from now, but I'm not going to be in that one. They'll

have to wait six years for me."

It has been almost two months since Barkley got his

wish and was traded from the Phoenix Suns. His personal-

ity clashed with that of owner lerry Colangelo, and

Barkley eventually defined the dispute in terms of respect.

"Everybody thinks I got traded because I wanted to win

a championship, but that's not necessarily true." he said.

"1 wanted to stand up to the system — and I got what I

wanted."

He felt the Suns disrespected him last year, when they

started listening to trade offers without first talking to

him. When the season ended, Barkley demanded a trade.

"My thinking about getting out of Phoenix was standing

up to the man." he said. "They want you to make them a

lot of money, and then they want to treat you however

they want to.

"Well I think I've earned a certain amount of respect.

And I proved my point."

Houston traded Robert Horry, Sam Cassell. Mark
Bryant and Chucky Brown to Phoenix in the deal for

Barkley. giving the Rockets a team heavy on superstars

but short on depth.

A 99-87 loss to the Knicks on Tuesday night dropped

Houston's preseason record to 2-1. Starters Brent Price,

Kevin Willis and Clyde Drexler missed the game due to

injuries.

Barkley will play alongside two other superstars in

Hakeem Olajuwon and Drexler on a team that won the

championship in 1994 and 1995 but has been overhauled

since. Olajuwon is the only remaining member of the

1994 team.

"It's unfortunate that I had to wait this long to get play-

ers like this around me." said Barkley, who has never won

a championship in his 12 years in the league. "Obviously

with me. Clyde and Hakeem, people expect us to have a

good team and I expect that.

'Straw' wants to play despite fracture

By Ronald Blum

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Darryl

Strawberry does have a fractured

toe but says he can play: Kenny
Rogers says he is healthy, but he

may be dropped from the New
York Yankees' World Series ros-

ter.

Three days before the start of

the Series, Yankees manager |oe

Torre still had some major deci-

sions to make.
"1 expect to play," Strawberry

said yesterday after taking batting

practice for the first time since he

was hurt in Sunday's AL clincher.

"I expect to strap on the uniform

and have me some fun, just like

I've been ooing."

While X-rays didn't reveal a

break, team physician Dr. Stuart

Hershon said a CAT scan taken

yesterday morning showed a 1-to-

2 millimeter fracture at the top of

Strawberry's right big toe.

Strawberry limped slightly as he

walked from the Yankees dugout

to the outfield to stretch.

"Over the next several days he

should improve," Hershon said. "I

think ,%e have a good chance he'll

be abtrtO-ptay-*

Hershon and Torre said they

anticipated Strawberry will be

able to play in the outfield in

Saturday's opener and not be lim-

ited to serving as the designated

hitter.

Strawberry, who hit three

homers against the Orioles last

weekend, insisted on taking bat-

ting practice.

"1 felt good at the batting cage,"

he said. "I didn't want to lose the

groove I was in."

Torre sounded a lot less hopeful

about Rogers, hit hard against

both Texas and Baltimore. He
said Rogers had trouble lifting his

arm to the proper release point.

"1 have to make a decision on

how well he can pitch in his pre-

sent physical condition." Torre

said.

Torre's plan is to pitch Andy
Pettitte and Dtvid Cone in the

first two games, though he hasn't

finalized their order. |immy Key

will pitch Game 3 at Atlanta or

St. Louis.

"We'd like to go with four

starters," Torre said. "We have

some options, even though we'd

rather it be Kenny."

Right-hander Kwmru Meiuioz*.

who made 1 1 starts during the

season, could be activated. So

could right-hander Dave Pavlas

and left-hander Dale Policy, who

pitched in relief.

Torre isn't eager to use Rogers

in relief.

"We have to decide if Kenny is

going to be useful out of the

bullpen." Torre said. "I'm doubt-

ful on that only because of the

shoulder problems he's had all

year."

Rogers, signed last winter to a

$20 million, four-year contract,

struggled to a 12-8 record with a

4.b8 ERA during the regular sea-

son. According to Torre. Rogers

will tell him he's healthy even

when he's not.

"I want the ball whenever they

can give it to me," Rogers said.

Clearly, the left-hander would

be disappointed if the Yankees
take him off the active roster, a

decision that must be made at the

end of batting practice Saturday.

"Your ultimate goal is always to

play in the World Series and win

it." Rogers said. "He's going to

make his decision. That's fine.

That's not my job. to make that

decision. I don't disagree with

anything tticv do."

Shop Scott's &
liquors! SoveLotts!

Budweiser 30 packs S 1 5.99+dep

Red Dog & Ice House is packs

$8.99+dep

Miller Genuine Draft Reg & Light

$9.99- After Shock Uc
»
ueur

Milwaukee's Best
Kah,ua 750ml

30 packs Reg & Light $9.99+dep Skyy Vodka 1 75L

Bass Ale 6 packs $5.99 dep Cider Jack 6 packs

Welcome Back Alumni

Guiness Stout 6 packs $6.69+dep Bud & Bud Light Beer Balls $20.99

B&COme 0/1 doW/l and register tO Win VSTBud Tail Gators will be here wlfree

the Ultimate Irish Weekend giveaways prior to UMass' thrashing ofBuffalo

Killian's Irish Red, Brown &Honey Boones Wines ah FiavorS5 tor $10.00

6 pack bottles $4.99* dep

Fetzer Eagle Peak Merlot 750ml

SaranaC 6 packs (all varieties) $4.99+dep $7.49

Red Wolf 6 packs $3.99+dep Sutter Home Chardonnay iji

$9.49

$15.99 Morasutti, Italian Varietals i.sl

$14.49
S5"

$13 49 Andre Champagnes 750ml $2.99

<i? oo Colt 45 Double Malt
* lif -yy

$1.70—
$16" Check Out Our Other
$4" Great In Store Specials!

Bacardi Spiced Rum co-packs
1.75 Spiced Rum, 2L Coke

Sambuca Romana 750ml

MasterCard VISA

6 University Drive
at Newmarket Center

Amherst

Tele-Check for your personal check Play A" MASS Lottery Games Here

«.f..r.Q
nivartity Drive

SCOTTS

rk«t !
Clowtt Pocboq*

Stptr To (ampui

TV

Dream

Lead

Campaign UMass Kick-off events

October 17

Kick-oft dinner featuring a special

performance by the Billy Taylor Trio.

Announcement of special gifts

Introduction of Campaign Cabinet

October 18

All-day campus-wide celebration with

open classes, gallery viewings, tours,

and more

Details at information booths set up

across campus

Noon - 2 p.m.

Everyone's invited to free lunch by the

Campus Pond, with entertainment

by student dance groups and

musicians.

2:30 p.m.

Convocation in Bowker Auditorium.

Chancellor's Medals will be awarded

to nine distinguished alumni, one

from each schixil or college.

8 p.m.

22nd Annual Multibands Pops

concert, Fine Arts Center.

October 19

10:30 a.m.

Homecoming Parade from Robsham

Visitors Center, through town

to the Warren P. McGuirk Alumni

Stadium.

1 1 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Tailgate with Chancellor David Scott

under the tent inside the stadium.

1 p.m.

Football game featuring the UMass

Minutemen vs. Buffalo Bulls

in McGuirkAlumni Stadium with

the UMass Marching Band perform-

ing during halftime and after the

game.

The Campaign for the University of Massachusetts Amherst

Dear Campus Community:

Campaign UMass is a five-year venture to secure the University's future as

a premier public institution of higher learning. For the first time in its 133-year

history, the campus is undertaking a comprehensive campaign to strengthen its

image throughout the Commonwealth, to recruit advocates, and to generate $125

million in crucial funding for key initiatives.

The timing of Campaign UMass coincides with the implementation of a

comprehensive plan, three years in the making, called "Strategic Action: Towards

a Commonwealth of Learning." The ultimate goal of these two coordinated pro-

cesses—the comprehensive campaign and strategic action— is to rally all the

University's alumni, faculty, students, staff, parents, and friends into a unified force

for change. In the process, we aim to transform the entire campus into a more

efficientAnd responsive institution committed as always to teaching, research, and

outreach in the service of society.

We invite you to join this campaign with thousands of others in the extended

UMass community. Together, we can achieve the ambitious goals of this progres-

sive venture, captured boldly in our Campaign UMass theme of "To Dream, to

Act, to Lead."

Yours sincerely,

<JOw*>A^L T>JS^TC)

David K. Scott

Chancellor
i nitu I

Funding Priorities

$40 million for faculty to retain and attract the best and brightest professors.

$40 million for school and college-based research and initiatives.

$10 million for students to help fund financial aid and merit scholarships, and

enhance student services and programs.

$30 million for facilities. Projects under consideration include a life sciences

building, an engineering building, a center for visual arts, an alumni center, an

addition to the School of Management, a band practice facility, renovations

to Old Chapel, and a new student center.

$5 million for library acquisitions, facilities, and technology.

The Campiign for UMiiiAmhcrit
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ANNOUNCEMENTS I
AUTO FOR SALE

CHINESE FOOD Kai Chi delivering

Sunday -Thursday to 2am, Friday and

Saturday to 3am

ATTENTION STUDENTS: The

Homecoming Parade, on Saturday,

October 19. is open to all who wish

to participate 1 Be a part of the cele-

bration & march in the kazoo band 1

Call Ann Thompson at 545-2317 to

sign-up or ask questions Parade

participants will gather at 1000am
at the Visitors Center

Financial Aid Available! Millions

ol dollars in financial aid are now
available All students are eligible

Let Student Financial Services help

you get your fair share 1 -800-263-

6495 ext F50015

AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing a Used Car? Having

your car repaired 7 Do you know
your rights' Contact the Student

Legal Services Office. 922 Campus

Center. 545-1995

1989 Hyundai 4 door hatchback

58.000 miles, runs well, original

owner Manual transmission

Asking $1,000 or B/0 256-3411

Leave message

«2 VW Vanigun 136k 46k on new
engine, runs well $1,200 (413)731-

8163

1966 Toyota Corolla auto $1,100

253-4012

19 Hyundai Excel 2 door, stan-

dard, new transmission, new clu(ch,

Panasonic AM/FM cassette, auto-

matic sunroof $1.700/bo [413)253-

6392 or (4131 436-9381

1990 Honda CRX Black. Great

Condition Low Miles. $7,500 00 or

B/0 (413) 549-0944 or (413) 253-

0587

EMPLOYMENT
Park Rangers/Game Wardens
Park Police $6$20 per hour Year

round positions for men and women
Call 1-504-429-9231 ext 5016 P41

24 hours

Distribute prepaid calling cards

earn top commissions Call Pat (4131

665-3107

Asian/European Employment
Live in Prague. Budapest. Tokyo etc

teaching simple conversational

English No teaching background or

foreign language required Great

pay/benefits Academic internships

EMPLOYMENT
also available Call (919) 968-1 164

P.T. Administrative Positions

duties range from filing to Ig media

events Flexible hours. 10-15

hrs/wk Call DataViews Corp /HP.

Oept 586-4144

Cruisa linos Hiring Earn up to

$2,000-t/month working on Cruise

Ships or Land Tour companies
World Travel Seasonal/Full-time

No experience required For info

call (919)968-1164

Legal Assistants Wanted -

Spring 97 Internships with the

Student Legal Services Office, get

hands-on experience in the Legal

field—work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 under

graduate credits No experience in

the Legal profession necessary

—

training provided Contact the

Student Legal Services Office today

for an application 545-1995, 922

Campus Center

Earn Money and Free Trips!!

Individuals and groups wanted to

promote Spring Brsak!! Call Inter-

Campus Programs at 1-800-327-6013

or http //www tcpt com

EMPLOYMENT
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING tarn up

to $2.000«7month World travel

Seasonal & full-time positions No
exp necessary For info call 1-206-

971-3550 ext C50016

Now Hiring part time telemarketers

morning, afternoon and evening

hours available No sale Will tram

Earn $6 $7 per hour plus bonuses

Please contact Ms Miranda
(800)829-4777

Spring Break!! Earn Cash!

I

Highest Commissions 1 Lowest

Prices 1 Travel free on only 13 sales!

Free Info! Sunsplash 1-800-426-

7710

Drivers Wanted lull-time, part-

time, apply in person afternoons

Auto required No phone calls.

Pinocchio's. 30 Boltwood Walk

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals Plus Free Delivery

253-9742

FOR SALE
Full Futon and Frame excellent

condition $125 Andrea 253-0743

FOR SALE
World Series-Game S Tix Tier

Reserved, Bleachers Available call

546-1838

2 Smashing Pumpkin Ticket* For

Nov 6 at Worcester $60/PR Call

256- 1 590 Leave message

586 133MHZ BbOMEG HD,

Keyboard. Mouse $550 SVGA
Monitor $125 Call 256-0656

INSTRUCTION

Bartend with University

Bartending !>0% student discount.

Amherst classes starting soon 1 Call

1-800-U-CAN-MIX for info

Boxing Lessons All Welcome 1 For

brochure (41 3)732-881

7

Wool Coat with "Courtney" written

in red Call 546-5775

MISCELLANEOUS
Do you have questions about your

rights' Do you mink your civil rights

have been violated 1 Find out 1

Contact the Student Legal Services

Office, 545-1995

ROOM FOR RENT
Now Metabolism Breakthrough

Lose 5- 100 lbs Guaranteed $35

800-7/6-9503

PERSONALS
Pregnant? Need help 7 Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

Thom, Just wanted to let you know

that you are the wind beneath my
wings -JWM

ROOM FOR RENT

1 Bdrm Available Jan 1 June 1.

located in Alpine Commons, on bus

route, utilities included $287 50

Call 256-5489

ROOM WANTED
Looking For Room in apt on bus

line for Spring 1997 Call Amy 546-

0706

SERVICES
Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade' In-house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK 1997" Cancun.

Mazatlan, Jamaica. Florida,

Bahamas Don t miss out 1 546-4377

Quabac City for New Vaara 3

nights at 5 star Hilton located in

Quebec City, the oldest city in North

America $89pp SKI and PARTY

Call Dominic at 533-1600 now'

Limited space i HURRY'

SPRING BREAK! Earn cash"

Highest commissions/lowest prices!

I ravel free on only 13 sales 1

! Free

info! Sunsplash 1-800-426-7710

New Years in Montreal with

UMass Ski Club Bus, downtown

hotel. 3 days, 2 nights, $149pp Call

UMass Ski Club © 545-3437

UMass's Social and Ski Club!

FREE TRIPS AND CASH! Find out

how hundreds of student representa-

tives are already earning free trips

and lots of cash with America's #1

Spring Break company! Sell only 15

trips and travel free! Cancun.

Bahamas, Mazatlan. Jamaica or

Florida! Campus Manager positions

also available Call Now! Take a

"Break Student Travel (800)95

BREAK"

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20<7j per word/day

All
others

40<£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

After being hooked in the finger

by little Bobby's cast for the

third time, grandpa decided it

was time for his grandson to find

a different hobby.

r

Classifieds,

its

Standard Headings
Activities Musicians

Announcements Miscellaneous

Apartment For Motorcycles

Rent Personals

Auto For Sale Room For Rent

Employment Room Wanted

Entertainment Roommate Wanted

For Sale Services

Found (2 days Summer Sublet

Free) To Sublet

Happy Birthday Travel

Houses For Rent Transportation

Instruction Wanted to Rent

Lost Wanted

hf>*

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Seraphic

instrument

5 Musical

groups

10 Musam judge

14 Spoken
15 Separated

16 Roman poet

17 Coturnbus

caravel

10 Lift a lawyer's

license

19 Roman
despot

20 Noisy

grasshopper

22 Small falcon

24 An eternity

25 Seamstress

26 Scarcity

30 Mail units

34 Sea dogs
35 Heaters

37 Qreen shade

38 Eggs
39 Oaier

41 Capital of

Men
42 —bear
44 Entreaty

45 Koppei et al

46 Landscapes
48 Wage earner

50 Old-fashioned

52 Explosive

sound
53 Persian lamb's

cousin

56 Part of India

60 Dash
61 Card game
63 Green land

64 Give off

65 State a view

66 Word of

regret

67 Window glass

68 Income Fr.

69 Fender

mishap

DOWN
1 Gridlock sound

2 Opera highlight

3 Bombast

Edited by Trude Michel Jaffa

Actors 39 word with

5 Playful

teasing

6 Parroted

7 Catch
8 -Golden Hind"

skipper

9 Scatters

10 Rein in

11 Allege

12 Serious

13 False god

21 Speck
23 Author Anya
25 Reached

accord

26 Comes to

an end

27 Wrack and

ruin

28 Papal cape

29 Struggle for

breath

31 He led

"the lite"

32 Avoid

33 Sensbtlity's

partner

36 Appear

to be

27 Down
40 Freebooter

Irish

43 Stow, in music

45 Fair-haired

one
47 Unconscious

state

49 — Angeles

51 Wed in secret

53 Retain

54 Gluck of opera

55 Weather word

56 Superman
Clark

57 Distance

measure

58 Mideast

country

59 Repose
62 Family

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Qassifieds

liable

Personals Policy
All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.
6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as tilled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under fne few.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

».

s.

ARIES
March 21 -April 20
Your hard work and persfveranc*

begin to pay off. It may not be as

much fun as winning the lottery.

Inn von ran be sure that It's

deserved. Plan for the future by

making a firm commitment and

prudent Investments.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

You're able U> do the work of an

army this week, but avoid burnout

by keeping your evenings free.

Spontaneous activities are the key

to relieving stress. A business

opportunity holds great promise.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Even though you may be ahead

of schedule on an Important

project, avoid wasting time in Idle

conversation. You could make a bad

Impression on someone you'd rather

dazzle. You might also spend your

spare time troubleshooting.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Make a strong case for something

you've been wanting, and the odds

are good you'll receive it—If you've

done your homework. In a

partnership, focus on building up

the other person's strengths, rather

than Improving their weaknesses.

LEO
July 23-August 23
Although a recent innovation may
be clever. It's probably not the

tight tool for the Job this week. A
business luncheon could turn

personal. Think ahead before

deciding what you want, and then

pursue It whole heartedly.

VIRGO
August 24-Septembcr 22

Don't allow Intense emotions to

blind you to the realities of a

situation. Get an expert's advice;

then, strike out boldly. Avoid

si retching yourself too thin.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

If you're looking for more money,

start by selling yourself. Could

you be packaging some of your

skills and talents differently? A
spendthrift tempts you to follow

suit, but you'd be wiser to keep

your spending habits under control.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

Unchanneled energy equals chaos,

so before you leap off in a new
direction, stand back and make
some decisions. A relaxing weekend

takes an Interesting twist when a

friend makes a startling revelation.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Take aim at a long-term goal and

you'll hit your target. Plan on
working hard and you won't be

disappointed. A daredevil approach

to life means some hardships In the

near future. Play it safe.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20

Although you're a bundle of energy

this week, you're not sharp when
It comes to communicating. Focus

on clarity and you could avoid a

serious misunderstanding. Discuss

the rules with someone who can
change them.

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18

A great Inspiration could need some
further refinement. Delegate some
of your responsibility to a group to

maximize your effectiveness. What
seems like a cruel criticism could

have an extremely useful core to It.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Usten to a wise friend for advice on

a personal problem Simplicity is

the key to most decisions this week.

Take the high road when dealing

with a difficult person. There could

be more going on than meets the

eye.

For Entertainment Purposes Only

Always Wanted One of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robotman By Jim Meddick

SWe ^os no doe
V\aJ 4o -Uke care
of -\:Ke^ /(,

Fi/NcieCfC\r\t.s!

Sten \eSS £ingec-
priA-fcs o>\ a police

record!

HCWTY..I..I \ N**L- RETENTIVE
THINK VCWRE CLEANING DISORDER''

SUFFERING L WUfcTSTHW?..

RcT&NTlVE
CLEANING
DISORDER

&RCv IS A DISORVB?•Vm C^USeS
SUFFERERS TO CLEAN TINY, UTTtE.
THINGS EVEN WHEN THE WHOlE
PUCE IS k MiESS BUT DON'T DESPWR
THERE'S &N A>RCD CENTER NEAR

YOVTCWetP.

WE EvJEN PROVIDE k NVT- PICKING
APPLICATION FORI* WITH ^UPtRFUJOUS

.QUESTIONS TO EASE YOU INTO TREATMENT

50VW NOIKOR HAVJE VOO '^Toê Tt
EVER IN YOUR PAST, DEWTH. W^P*%
FiOSSEP A POCKET COMBr

Drabble By Kevin Fagan
Dilbert By Scott Adams

6i<3h TW6TRAFFIC
e>k3NAL 16TAKING

FORfcteR'

MOR^,HOPO0TOFTM£
CAR AMD RONOCR
TOTWtCORNER AND
POOHTrCBUTTON TO

| tm&TV£ UGWT CUANG6

NouW'TreNrriooac
T0RNGRE£NArCWOU'D
DRWE-OFF BtFORei
C0OD6ET

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick

OUR CONSULTANT
SUGGESTED PUTTING

ATTRACTIVE COOrAEN IN
CW BOOTH AT THE

TRADE SHOU).

I REJECTED THAT

IDEA . IT 15 SEXIST

AND DEfAEANlNG. I

HAVE A BETTER IDEA
TO INCREASE TRAFFIC

TO OUR
BOOTHII

LO HAT'S

THE

DENTAL
FLOSS
FOR ?

ITS YOUR
THONG BIKINI.

YOU'LL STAND
IN FRONT OF

OUR COMPETITORS

BOOTH

Hear Say By Emily Yang
MA^. I HAVEN'T BeEWTOT1

LAONWOHAT SKCE (Zuiffrf

I'M MERE A LOT

1 CAN 6£E WHY THERE'S SOME
TWINfo ZEN ABOUT IT. THERE'S
souTvoe anp TascrHOfwess

15 THAT WHY you COMfc'TO
EXPERIENCE A COMMON BOND ,

AM0N6 OTHERS BUT
MAINTAIN PERSONAL

INTIMACY?

N0,O6'-WDN
l
I JOSTCCME

TO STEAC SuieATSMKcTS

In555 a peep
1 INDIVIDUAL

3^k

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University3 By Frank Cho Close to Home By John McPherson

Yesterday I was combing my
eyebrow on the street when I

overheard these old guys talking

abouf'when their number was up..."

the day you're gonna die.

What if you knew your # was 23
- you'd be dead within the month...

or even 15,336?

I'd bet there'd be some wicked

wild parties all over the place ....

and divorces, and some weddings...

and tons of people saying, "I'm

sorry..."

and love letters in small

envelopes quietly slipped into

mailboxes...

and a lot of kids trying to

get their parents to tell then why
they did what they did.

And, ofcourse, a few people

would buy another dog... but almost

nobody'd be painting the house

or spending an extra hour at the

office....

And me well, I'd be trying to

forget my #.
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Generation X By Chris Lehman

I'M 5bRRY I
WASN'T HERE ft*
YoUi WAIT!

t»rJT 60 ISjoP!
foN/TZXAVEME 1

.

jno! no! Noi

DC

In every office there is always one person who
consistently microwaves disgusting-smelling food

**-**. Have you
seen the

Collegian

online

yet?

DO \T MOlrVi
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Duct tape is like the

Force. It has a light

side, a dark side, and
it holds the universe

together...

-Carl Zwanzig
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By Brian Marchionni

Reasons why we need a new
Student Union

10) Impossible to exterminate cheeseburg-
er sized cockroaches that infest building.

9) Abundance of unidentifiable smells nau-
seates workers in building.

8) Pigeon droppings make for slippery
walking surface by main entrance.

7) Funding needed to build a new building
would make a great excuse for a tuition hike.

6) Maybe a new inaccessible location
would keep them ''Choose or Lose" freaks
the hell off our campus.

5) Family of angry weasels has taken over
boiler room.
4) What better way to say "I love you"

than with a new Student Union?
3} Asbestos! Asbestos! Asbestos!
2) Let's just say that the last building

inspection was performed by Bob Dole's
dad.

1) It's the only building we have on cam-
pus not named after some dead person.

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 549-3626 for Mere information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

jalapeno Shrimp & Rice

Veal Parmesan Sandwich

DINNER
Szechuan Beef &

Broccoli

Baked Ziti

Chicken Tenders

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Chicken

Sandwich
Veal Parmesan Sandwich

DINNER
Szechuan Beef &

Broccoli

Baked Ziti

Worcester

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sand.

Bow Ties/Italian Sausage

Sauce

Lightburger

DINNER
Beef & Broccoli

Tofu & Broccoli

Pastabilities

Chicken Cacciatore

Berkshire

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sand.

Wore. Breakfast Sand.

Bow Ties/Sausage Sauce
Lightburger

DINNER
Beef or Tofu & Broccoli

Chicken de Carlos

Pastabilities

Chicken Cacciatore
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Sports Nutlet
The Men's basketball team will be holding walk-on tryouts on Oct. 22.

Deadline to register is S p.m. Oct. 18. All interested must have proof of

medical insurance and a physical.
Sports

The Massachusetts

UM's man of all seasons
By Mike Corey
Collegian Staff

For a receiver, playing OK the University of

Massachusetts football team this season is much bet-

ter than in the past Hist ask sophomore wide receiv-

er Doug Clark, who is one of the reasons why UMass
is off to a 4-2 mark, and is completing some passes

as opposed to yeen peat.

Clark leads the Minutemen with 10 catches. 247

yards and two tOUChdowni on the year, In addition,

he has been invoked with running the ball in numer-

ous reveraea, and [| a key ingredient on special

teams. In addition to football. Clark ii a standout on

the baseball team (.318, 2 MR. 40 RBI) which went

to the NCAA East Regional game last year.

Doug Clark is a busy man.

A local, coming out of Springfield Central High

School, Clark was a three sport athlete in football,

basketball, and tennis

COURTESY MEDIA RELATIONS

Sophomore wide receiver Doug Clark gets it done

on the gridiron.

"I come from a pretty big family and we always

played sports all throughout our years when we were

growing up," Clark said. "When I got to high school

it was almost a given that I was going to play three

sports, and it was something that kept me busy and

out of trouble."

Clark had success in all three sports in high

school, but mentioned how he was always most

interested in the pigskin.

"I had a lot of fun. and the favorite one was always

football, because my father had always played foot-

ball through his life, and I almost wanted to emulate

him," Clark said.

In high school Clark was a quarterback, running

for 467 yards and lb TDs, while throwing for eight

TDs his senior season on his way to an All-Western

Massachusetts selection and earning an award as the

most outstanding high school football player in

Western Mass.

Coming to UMass. Clark was redshirted his first

season as a quarterback, before making the switch to

wide receiver, a position he had never played in high

school.

"I thought at first 1 was going to be a quarterback,

but after my redshirt year they looked at the wide

receiver core and it was very slim," Clark said. "They

were looking for somebody that could step in right

away and produce at that position, and 1 wanted to

get in and start playing some ball, so I volunteered to

step up and prove something at that position, and I

think it's worked out well for me so far."

Clark saw action in eight games last season at

receiver as well as in special teams. Football was

beginning to pick up for Clark as he became a con-

tributor, and so were things on the diamond.

Clark started on the UMass baseball team 52 out

of 53 games last year as an outfielder and designated

hitter, despite never playing baseball for his high

school. He earned second team All-Atlantic 10

Conference honors as a designated hitter, and was

also named to the NCAA East Regional

All-Tournament team as an outfielder.

"When I came to UMass I never thought I'd be

playing baseball," Clark said. "I played baseball as a

hobby during the summer, and I wasn't that serious

about it. But there came a time that 1 kind of wanted

to test my skills and test myself and compete for a

job here at UMass, and it worked out well, and I'm

enjoying myself. It's another challenge and a great

thing that's happened for me."

It was during the summer after his redshirted sea-

son that Clark said that if he had a good season with

baseball he wanted to try out for the team. With

playing both sports Clark said he doesn't really favor

one sport over the other.

"If I said that I love one sport over the other I

think there would be a lot of people mad at me,"

Turn to CLARK, page 13

Transfer adds to UM offense
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

Do you know how it feels to be

the new kid on the block? Trying to

fit in with "the group" is not always

an easy thing to do, but for the

Massachusetts men's soccer team,

junior transfer (oenal Castma has

fit in just fine, emerging as key

offensive force.

The Uniondale, N.Y., native

made the trip to Amherst by way of

St. lohn's University where he was

third on the squad in scoring in the

1995 campaign with 27 points

( 1 lg, 5a). In addition, Castma
earned MVP honors, scoring three

goals as his squad won the Big East

Conference last year.

However, Castma says it was not

a matter of playing on the field

which led him to UMass, but a

combination of a strong soccer pro-

gram and the school's strong engi-

neering department. Castma had

looked at UMass earlier and, in

fact, was offered a scholarship to

run track, but turned it down to

play for his first love as a Red Man.

The decision to leave New York

for Amherst was not an easy one. It

was not as if Castma was leading a

faltering squad that couldn't man-

age to post a win as last year's St.

lohn's squad wreaked havoc on the

Big East and earned a bid into the

NCAA tournament for the second

consecutive year.

"I decided to transfer right after

we won the Big East last year. I felt

1 could definitely help out the

team," Castma said. "UMass has a

good soccer program and engineer-

ing program as well."

Blowing all "dumb jock" stereo-

types out of the water, while

Castma battles the rigors of earning

an engineering degree in addition to

playing Div. I soccer he had to

overcome some obstacles along the

way.

It was tough to leave a team and

conference where opposing defend-

ers knew Castma by name.
"When I was at St. John's people

knew who 1 was." Castma said.

"Now I come out here and nobody

knows me and out there 1 was the

star of the team. The other day

against Duquesne, for example.

everybody knew about Mike Butler,

nobody knew |oenal."

The Atlantic 10 will know )oenal

soon enough as Castma fits in well

with the explosive one-two punch

of fellow forwards Mike Butler and

Dave Siljanovski.

"(Butler and Siljanovskil have

incredible speed and decision mak-

ing skills as well. 1 can't complain

at all. they've been great to play

with." he said.

While Castma has fit into the

UMass lineup well, it did take some

adjusting. While both his present

Buckeyes bash Badgers in Big-10 battle

If last weekend's college football action tells us

anything, it's this: the PAC-IO is overrated, the

Big- 12 is overrated, and Miami might never be

where it used to be.

Dig in. it's time for the Itink to commence.

Let's stan in Miami, where Florida State's dou-

ble-digit win over the Hurricanes

served notice to one indisputable

fact. Miami, despite a glittering

early season record, is now. alas, a

typical Big East program.

This is not a particularly bad

thing, but that's not the

Hurricanes we grew up with.

Butch Davis mav have cleaned up

some of the mess left by Dennis Lrickson. but in

turn he's just not getting the super-stud athletes

Miami used to get. In the Sunshine State, where

Florida and Florida State now rule, recruiting is a

war, and that war is being lost by the Hurricanes.

Now. don't write Miami off as a defunct pro-

gram, lust realize that the Hurricanes are compet-

ing with the likes of Syracuse and Virginia Tech.

and not Nebraska and FSU.
• Many people were surprised at the Ohio

State-Wisconsin score from this past weekend.

Oh, boy. it looks like I have to explain it again.

Look, when you play in a good conference, like the

Big-10. you have to show up every week ready to

play. Ohio State has looked amazing all year, mak-

ing us forget that all of the skilled players are

first-year starters without any significant experi-

ence. They learned this past weekend that you just

can't go through the motions in Big-10 games.

LUKE MEREDITH

" College
Football

because the talent is too strong.

But. hey, how bout them Badgers? They're not

in the AP Top 25. but they should be. After a dis-

appointing year last season, the Badgers look like

they might be building on their 1994 Rose Bowl

success. Head coach Barry Alvarez is the man. and

don't be surprised if he's coach-

ing on Sunday in a few years.

• Come on. ride the train, and

ride it up...

1 have my early Heisman can-

didate. It might seem a little

generic, but 1 have to go with

Danny Wuerffel He's been the

catalyst for the best team in

America, and he's put up the numbers.

A lot of you are saying, Luke. baby, what about

Iowa State stat machine Troy Davis -7
I know he

had eight million yards in only five games, but in

those five games the Cyclones are 2-3.

Maybe I'm from a prejudiced school of thought

concerning the Heisman. but you have to be the

main guy on a winning team in my book to take it

home. Although this year's Heisman race may
resemble the Gino torreta fiasco in 1991,

Wuerffel is the front-runner.

• Lonely and dreaming of the West Coast...

Arizona State impressed a lot of people with its

win over UCLA on Saturday. I'm still not con-

vinced.

I know, I know, the Sun Devils were down 28-7

and came back to win, and lake Plummer's touch

down on a halfback option was sweet. But the fact

is that the Sun Devils are the only team in the

PAC-10intheTop20.
Washington showed just how far the conference

has fallen by getting squashed by a Notre Dame
team that really isn't that good, and both USC and

UCLA have devastating non- conference losses to

Big-10 schools. As for the rest of the conference,

besides Washington St., there might be no other

bowl bids. If they're not careful, they might reach

schwag status very soon.

• Booty Schwag of the Week Award...

Much maligned, much disputed, much booty.

You can't stop the schwag, you can only hope to

contain it. This week the schwag heads south, way

down to the Lone Star state, where we find an

overrated Texas squad.

A pre-season Top 10 squad, the Horns find

themselves out of the Top 25 after a dreadful loss

to Oklahoma at the Cotton Bowl. The Sooners

used to be good, but before Saturday they had lost

seven straight games dating back to last season.

The Horns were among the biggest programs in the

country during the Eisenhower administration, but

much like iceboxes. Ford Fairlanes and the AFL.

their time has passed. Not even the QB with the

best name in college football. |ames Brown, can

save this pitiful Austin atrocity of a football team.

Texas was highly ranked early on because of two

things. One, they're in the Big 12 now, and the

pre-season hype concerning this new conference

was overwhelming. Two, they're Texas, and the

Horns still have a decent reputation in the polls.

That's done now, but it could be worse. They could

be Texas A&M.
Luke Meredith is a Collegian columnist.

UMass on the road again as field hockey visits PC
By Casey Kane & |en Ryder

Collegian Staff

Despite the fact that the

Massachusetts field hockey team is

experiencing its first losing streak of

the season, the Minutewomen are

not in a slump.

After dropping both of last week-

end's games, the Minutewomen will

look to reverse their recent losing

trend when they lace a pair of oppo-

nents over the next three davs

The Minutewomen (9-4, 3-0
Atlantic 10) have five games left in

the season, four of which are on the

road. First up for the team will be

Providence College (5-7, 2-2 Big

Eas*t) today at 3:30 p.m. in

Providence. R.I. UMass and La

Salle will square off on Saturday at

1 p.m.

"We're really focusing on our-

selves, trying to do the best we can

every time we step out there,"

UMass coach Pam Hixon said "Our

focus is how we are going to put the

ball in the net."

After producing offensive explo-

sion of seven goals against West
Chester on Oct. 6, UMass has failed

to score in the past two games bring

blanked by Syracuse and Boston

University. But the Minutewomen
have not been without opportuni-

ties.

In both of last weekend's contests

UMass dominated the game but

couldn't put its shots away.

"All of us, even the players, have

played this game long enough to

know that once in a while you run

into a dry spell." Hixon said. "We
just can't worry about it or let it

Upset US."

Sophomore Erica lohnston leads

the team with 10 goals and a pair of

assists. Senior Kyle Rothenbcrger.

whose 59 shots lead the team, is

-econd in goals with six. She also

has five assets

Also contributing to the UMass
offensive effort is freshman Saskia

I uchs, whose balanced play has

resulted in five goals and seven

assists

The defense has not shown any

signs of weakening. Senior goal-

tender Hilary Rose has only allowed

two goals in those two losses.

Overall Rose has 135 saves while

allowing 15 goal*. Massachusetts

Turn to LOSING STREAK page 12

and former clubs have wining tradi-

tions, their style of play varied

slightly.

"St. |ohns tended to play an

English style of marking, where

here we play a lot of different

styles." Castma said. "We have

speed up front, but I think that is

where I can help out the most.

Currently third on the scoring

charts for the Minutemen, Castma

got out to a slow start this season,

when a sprained ankle suffered in a

Turn to CASTMA. page 13
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junior transfer Joenal Castma has scored three goals in a smooth

transition to the UMass squad.

Undefeated UM looks for win

as mens tennis travels to BC
By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Correspondent

Twenty-seven years have passed

since the Massachusetts men's tennis

team has finished the regular season

unblemished. Its match today will be

held in Boston College at 3 p.m. A win

agfllhst the Eagles of Chestnut Hill.

2-1 overall, would make the

Minutemen 8-0 and a definite con

tender in the Rolex Championships in

the first week of November. These

warriors of the pavement are ready for

what could be the biggest match of the

year.

Sophomore Todd Cheney (No. 1

)

and freshman Rufino Navarro (No. 4)

have been the backbone of the team all

year and dominated the courts last

week during their match against

Vermont, where both led the team

with double victories in singles and

doubles and secured a 5-2 team win.

Their strength will be tested against

Christian Frahm (No. I) and lohn

Brennan (No. 4), of Boston College,

who have a combined singles record of

5-3. The doubles team that will be

pinned up against Cheney and Navarro

is Anand Annigeri and Chris

Amundsen, who have a record of 4-2.

Cheney, the team's ace, recorded a

perfect 4-0 last week, defeating all of

his opponents in both the Vermont
and Fairfield contests. Navarro had to

sit out against Fairfield with a pulled

hamstring, but that did not affect his

game against Vermont. Both of these

contenders are expected to lead the

team today during their match up at

Chestnut Hill.

A strong performance is also expect-

ed from Alex Aller. the captain of the

team, who was also a winner versus

Vermont in both singles and doubles.

Aller has been the inspiration behind

the team's success and has been a con-

sistent factor all year. He will have to

face Tim Smith, who is 2-3 overall, as

the No. 5 singles match.

Coach |udy Dixon, in just her fourth

year as head coach of men's tennis, has

led this team to its best season in

almost 30 years. Her career record is

35-27 (.565). Nothing would please

her more then to see her racqueteers

become undefeated after a win against

Boston College today, who historically

have been trouble for UMass men's

tennis. Dixon is hoping to turn the

tables and make the Minutemen the

dominating force of this rivalry.

Every game, set, and match will be

nail-biting as the Minutemen attempt

to make history today on the courts of

Chestnut Hill. The Eagles of Boston

College pose a tough challenge for the

Minutemen today — they are 2-1 and

just recently demolished New
Hampshire 7-6 on the 9th. With both

teams coming off of wins, this match

looks to be an interesting competition.

The Eagles would love to tear histo-

ry right out of the hands of the

Minutemen. but the men of Amherst

likely have other plans in mind.

Crew head of class,

bike club takes 2nd

Sports Briefs

THANG VO / C0UECIAN

The UMass field hockey team hits the road to face Providence today.

The University of Massachusetts

men's crew won its second straight

regatta last Sunday at the Head of

the Connecticut Regatta in

Middletown. The
lightweight eight

handily defeated

the nine boat field,

clearing second
place Dowling
University by over

15 seconds. The
heavy weight eight

was edged out by Wesleyan
University to finish second in its

division. The open eight, largely

underweight, held its own and fin-

ished in the top third. The men's

crew will travel to Boston this

Sunday to compete in rowing's

largest single day event, the Head
of the Charles Regatta. UMass will

be testing its speed against some
of the fastest crews in the world.

Women's ice hockey

prepares for season

The UMass women's ice hockey

team is gearing up for this year's

competition. Entering its fourth

season, this season's 10-15 game
schedule is beginning to take

shape. The squad plays an inde-

pendent schedule against sanc-

tioned clubs and Div. Ill schools

who are members of the ECAC's
Alliance League. Opponents

include top Div. Ill schools such

as Amherst College and Wesleyan

along with Alliance League clubs

from Holy Cross, MIT. Trinity

College. Boston
University, Sacred

Heart, and Union

College.

The team's first

game is slated for

Nov. 2 against

Union College at 2

p.m. at the Mullins

Center Practice Rink. Three other

games are in the works for the fall,

with more games to be added.

The UMass women's ice hockey

team welcomes players of all abili-

ty levels and no experience neces-

sary. If you are interested, call

Kara at 548-9171 or Sandy
665-5106.

Delta Upsilon captures

track & field championship

The Delta Upsilon fraternity

team took home the intramural

track and field championship last

week. Heather lenner took first

place in the discus as other indi-

vidual winners included Chris

Rondini. Mike Perkins, and Keith

England.

The cross country race proved

equally exciting as Delta Upsilon

Turn to SPORTS BRIEF page 12
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Flexing

muscle

Ceena Davis
teams up with
Samuel j. Jackson

in a brand new
action thriller.

Check out our
review (see Arts &
Living, page 6).

UMass looks to grab
Bulls by horns

Justin Riemer and
the UMass foot-

ball team face

Buffalo in a

Homecoming
Weekend
matchup (see
Sports, page T 2).

WORLD

Clinton told to refuse

Sary entry to States

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (AP)

— A U.S. congressman has urged
President Clinton to refuse entry

to the United States to a former
Khmer Rouge leader recently par-

doned by the Cambodian gov-
ernment.

leng Sary was one of the top
leaders of the genocidal Khmer
Rouge regime of the 1970s, but
he was pardoned recently to

clinch a peace deal with Khmer
Rouge rebels.

Rep. Benjamin Oilman, (R-

N.Y.), said the United States
should send a message to the

Cambodian government that
"the lessons of history will not
be repeated, and that perpetra-

tors of genocide, as mandated
in the Immigration and
Nationality Act, will be denied
visas."

In a letter to Clinton dated
Oct. 1 5, Cilman wrote that "The
genocide perpetrated by Mr.
Sary and his close collabora-
tors... was in part a result of the

apathy of the international com-
munity."

NATION

Driver cross-examined

in police manslaugter

PITTSBURGH (AP) — Defense
attorneys yesterday questioned
the memory of a tow truck driver

who testified that he saw a white

policeman start a fight that left a

black motorist dead after a traffic

stop. Frank Belajac, 33, is the only

eyewitness to come forward in the

death of Jonny Cammage besides

the officers that subdued him.

He testified Wednesday and
Thursday at the trial of two white

police officers accused of involun-

tary manslaughter in Gammage's
death last year.

Belajac said one officer started

the fight and was joined by other

policemen who kicked, hit and
clubbed Gammage as he lay on
the pavement.

"I noticed that they were hit-

ting on him," said Belajac, who's
white. "It looked like one was on
his back hitting him on his back."

The testimony directly contra-

dicts the version offered by five

suburban police officers who
stopped Gammage on Oct. 12,

1995.

But Belajac said today he
"wasn't paying attention" when
he arrived on the scene after

hearing a report of the traffic stop

on a police scanner.
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Gala dinner kicks off Campaign UMass
Private donations will help

students to dream, act & lead

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

Athletic Director Robert Markum, Chancellor Scott, University President William Bulger and Chair of UMass
Board of Trustees Robert Karam greet one another at yesterday evening's Campaign UMass dinner reception.

Chancellor's budget cuts threat

Stonewall Center programming
By Beth McCarthy

Collegian Staff

The future of several Stonewall Center programs are in

jeopardy because of funding cuts from the Chancellor and
Dean of Student's Offices, said Felice Yeskel. director of

the Stonewall Center.

According to Yeskel, the Stonewall Center may not be

able to continue sponsoring cultural and social event* if

funds are not restored.

The center, for now, will continue to educate and sup-

port the gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered (GLBT)
community at UMass, however.

Threatened programs include activities such as the

weekly brown bag lecture series and monthly poetry read-

ings.

"It would be an incredible loss for students," said

Donnie Roberts, who serves on the Stonewall Center sup-

port committee. "The whole campus would lose and it

would be a shame if everything went down the drain."

According to Mark Baszak, a member of the Chancellor

David K. Scott's Task Force for GLBT issues, his office

has funded the brown bag series with $10,000 a year for

the past three years. That funding has now been cut.

Baszak said that funds from the Dean of Student's

Office was also denied this year; which, in the past, were
as large as $8,000.

"Now the Stonewall Center is short at least $18,000."

said Baszak.

Yeskel said that Scott told the center last year that his

office would no longer fund the brown bag series and
advise them to look for resources elsewhere.

The Dean of Students' Office also told the center last

year that funding would be cut short.

Tom Robinson, vice chancellor for student affairs, how-
ever, seemed unaware of these cuts.

"I'm not quite sure when the reduction came."
Robinson said. "It had not been reduced to my knowl-
edge."

According to Yeskel. the center was able to secure a

one- time grant of $7,500 from the Student Affairs

Office. This money came from emergency funds.

Yeskel said that the administration emphasized that this

funding would not be repeated annually.

"This money covers the fall semester, so we're okay for

now," Yeskel said. "But it creates problems for the spring

semester for the variety of programs."

According to Marcellette Williams, associate chancellor,

the Scott's office was never supposed to fund the program
in the first place.

Williams said that the Stonewall Center fell under the

"line responsibility" of Robinson and that base funding
should be sought through these channels, rather than

looking to Scott for support

.

The reason that the center received any funding from
Scott, according to Williams, was to the GLB Task Force
created by then Chancellor Richard O'Brien in 1992.
which was provided with "a one-time funding."

When Scott came into office in 199>. he continued to

give money to the brown bag series. Williams said.

"In the spring of 1994. in a meeting with the GLB,
Felice Yeskel was preparing to go on sabbatical and she

asked the chancellor direct l\ lor $10,000 for the upcom-
ing year of "95," said Williams, who attended that confer-

ence. "In that meeting, we agreed to fund a transition year

and not a base funding of that brown bag series."

Williams said the administration was simply trying to

offer the center a financial buffer zone while they estab-

lished other fund raising means. The funding, she said,

was never intended to be permanent.

"He (Scott) gave them over a year to find alternative-

funding which was never part of the base budget to begin

with," Williams said.

To address the problem. Scott has devised a campaign
to increase the base budget so that these financial prob-

lems can be avoided in the future. Yeskel said.

According to Yeskel. this base budget currently covers

the necessities like employee wages, library expenses and
office needs. The money is not enough to fund the extra

programs, he said.

Center supporters have campaigned to raise the base

budget by $20,000 by encouraging students to mail, call

and e-mail demand lor this increase to the administration.

Williams, who has already received a large number of

e- mails, said that she feels it is "necessary that they be
able to continue to provide the useful services."

However, Williams said that the center's supporters are

concentrating their efforts in the wrong place.

Robinson went as far to say that enough funding
already exists for the center and said his office had
increased the base budget for fiscal year 199} by $18,500
and another $26,400 was added to the base budget in

1995.

Robinson said that he knew that there was a fund rais-

ing campaign in progress, but he was unsure as to what it

was about.

The center is in the process of looking towards alterna-

tive channels for program funding, but Yeskel is very

doubtful that they will be successful enough to cover the

costs without help from the university II this is the case.

the threatened programs will be discontinued for next

year, he said.

Editor's Note: This is part one of a

two-part series featuring the

Campaign UMass Kick Off Gala
Dinner and the Campaign Initiatives.

Part two will feature the significant

contributions made to Campaign
UMass as well as administrative and
student reactions to the beginning of
this comprehensive campaign.

Campaign UMass, which is a com-
prehensive campaign to raise $125
million in funds for the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst over the

next five years, officially began last

night at the Campaign Gala Kick Off

Dinner which took place on the floor

of the Mullins Center.

Over 500 UMass Alumni and
friends of the University attended the

dinner, which included a feature pre-

sentation by the Billy Taylor Trio.

Addresses were given by Chancellor

David K. Scott, President William
Bulger, Alumni Association President

Michael Morris as well as several

other administrators.

Viee Chancellor for University
Advancement Royster Hedgepath,
whom Scott called the "architect" of

Campaign UMass summed up the

night by saying, "Tonight has been a

wonderful launch for Campaign
UMass. The Alumni Association and
friends of the University who have
given principle gifts have set the stage

for the very significant acquisitions

yet to come."

Campaign Addresses

The evening was lead by the

Master of Ceremonies, Professor
lulius Lester.

In his opening address, Lester said.

"I hope you realize that this evening

is a wedding feast of sorts. It marks a

new kind of marriage between UMass
and many new private and public

sources of support."

In the introduction of Chancellor

Scott, Lester said, "Soon after

Chancellor Scott arrived on campus,
he and more than 200 capable stu-

dents, faculty and staff began work-

ing on the Strategic Action Plan that

is transforming this University into

an instrument for gauging the

future."

Lester added, "Now he is presiding

over one of the most crucial events in

the 133 year history of the campus:

Campaign UMass."
In his opening remarks. Chancellor

Scott said, "I have done a lot of

thinking about the vision thing.' In

my experience, vision is nothing more
than the ability to see the obvious

before it smacks you in the face.

What's obvious to me is that UMass
is on the move and worthy of our
support."

Scott recognized several people
present at the dinner who have been

influential to the University, includ-

ing, Chair of the UMass Board of

Trustees Robert Karam. Student
Trustee Sean Carter, Bulger.
President of the Faculty Senate John

Bracey, Student Government
Association (SGA) President Maurice

Caston. Graduate Student Senate
(GSS) President Deepika Marya, for-

mer Chancellor Richard O'Brien and
State Representatives Stephen Kulik,

Pat Landers, Ben Swan, loseph
Wagner and Hal Lane.

According to Scott a major benefit

of the Campaign is the "Blueprint for

Progress" created by the combination

of Campaign UMass and the
Chancellor's Strategic Action Plan.

"These changes blueprinted in the

plan will, we believe, allow us to

secure UMass as one of 20 universi-

ties in the country which are both
landgrant schools and members of

the American Association of

Universities (AAU)," Scott said.

The three specific goals uf

Campaign UMass, according to Scott

are: 1) Raising $125 million in pri-

vate funding; 2) Enrolling 3,000

Turn to CAMPAIGN page 2

Purdue counselor shot

by freshman over drugs
By JR Ross

Associated Press

WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — A
Purdue University freshman facing

drug charges fatally shot the dorm
counselor who reported him to police,

then locked himself in his bedroom
and killed himself, authorities said.

Police found larrod Allan Eskew,

18, dead after storming his room
with tear gas Wednesday. |ay

Severson, a 27-year-old graduate, was
killed with a shotgun blast.

Severson, a supervisor in the men's
dormitory housing mostly freshmen,

found Eskew smoking cocaine in a

dorm room Tuesday and told police,

said Severson's father, Donald.

"He was just doing his job," the elder

Severson told The Indianapolis Star.

Police searched Eskew's room and

car and found cocaine. Purdue spokes-

woman leanne Norberg said. Eskew
had not been arrested, but knew police

had impounded his car, she said.

A shotgun-wielding Eskew entered

Severson's third-floor room, fired a

single shot, then ran down the hall

into his room and later shot himself,

said officials at the 35,000-student

university, about an hour's drive

from Indianapolis.

"I just heard a big, loud blast. And
then I heard what sounded like some-
thing dropping," said freshman Kevin

France, who lives a floor above
Eskew's room. "It was so loud, I

could feel the floor shaking."

Eskew had been a good student

and played football at Crawfordsville

High School in his hometown, said

his coach. Rick Schavietello.

"He was a happy kid," Schavietello

said. "He had a good family life. He
seemed like he had a good relation-

ship with his stepfather. He had a

loving mother."

•Severson. of Fair Oaks, had just

returned to school to become a sports

trainer or coach, his father said He
also had just proposed to his girl-

friend and set a wedding date of |une

14.

Russian crisis discussed

By Scott Jason

Collegian Correspondent

The Five College Program in Peace

And World Security Studies held a

lecture last night at Amherst College

titled "Russia in Crisis: Yeltsin and
the Future of Democratization."

The lecture was held in Converse
Hall and included a panel of three

professors from Mount Holyoke
College. the University of
Massachusetts and Amherst College.

Pavel Machala of Amherst College

acted as moderator for the evening,

introducing the panel of three and
presenting questions throughout the

lecture. He began the evening by
addressing the confusion that every-

one feels about Russian issues.

"Years ago I thought I could pre-

dict the future of Russia. Now 1

know no more than the New York
Times," Machala said.

Karl Ryavec, a political science

professor at UMass, led the panel by
addressing the nature of the "crisis"

that Russia is facing.

"Russia is facing a long drawn out

crisis. My view is that the present

state of movement is slow. The tran-

sition, because of its long history, will

take decades," Rayavec said.

According to Rayavec. Russia will

not revert to socialism as some skep-

tics believe. But many problems
remain in the process of change.

"Russia is trying to make an
unworkable system work." Rayavec
said. "In Russia, there remains dissat-

isfaction, disillusionment, and anger

over the current state

"The U.S. cannot and can't try to

mold Russia. Uncharacteristic calm
and patience is needed by the U.S.."

Rayavec said.

Stephen (ones, of Mount Holyoke

College, continued the lecture by out-

lining Russia's current foreign policy,

and its relationships with the three

Caucases: Azerbaijan. Georgia and

Armenia. According to lones. oil. the

flow of oil and ethnic conflicts are

issues that cloud the area of the three

Caucuses.

lones explained that Russia has

Turn to RUSSIA, poge 2
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No "Stairway" allowed
Sophomore computer science major Roman Breslav listens to junior math major John DePhillips and junior

theatre/HRTA major Dave Korin play guitar yesterday on the porch of their fraternity, Alpha Delta Phi.
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Friday, Oct 18

Meeting — The GLBGSO (Gay. Lesbian, & Bisexual

Graduate Student Organization) and the Stonewall Center

invite all interested people to meet and listen to a South

American activist who will speak about the Gay and

Lesbian movement. The event will be held at 6 p.m. at the

Stonewall Center. For more information, call |an Vos,

co-speaker of GLBGSO at 545-2698 or 549-0182, or the

Stonewall Center at 545-4824.

Music — Soprano Melinda Spratlan and pianist Carlyle

Hodges will appear in concert at 8 p.m. in the Warbeke

Room of Pratt Hall at Mt. Holyoke College. The recital is

free and open to the public.

Religious Services — Eat cholent with chopsticks as

"Chabad Goes Chinese." Shabbat services begin at 7 p.m.,

folbwed by a free Shabbat meal with kosher Chinese food

at Chabad House. Amherst. Free and open to the public.

For more information, call 549-4094.

Saturday, Oct. 19

Authors — Nancy Hope Wilson, a resident of Amherst

and author of Becoming Felix and Whiff of Danger, will

read from her latest work at the (effrey Amherst

Bookshop at 10 a.m.

Casino Night — Casino Night, sponsored by the Asian

American Students Association, will be held in the

Campus Center Auditorium 7 p.m.-l a.m.

Dance — Masquerade Dance sponsored by the UMass

Sci- Fi Society at the Bluewall 8 p.m.-12:50 a.m.

Admission is $3. Door prizes will be awarded, no masks

please.

Religious — Shabbat morning services at 10 a.m., with

a free meal to follow, at Chabad House. 50 N. Hadley

Rd., Amherst. For more information, call 549-4094.

Sunday, Oct. 20

Meeting — Come to an organizational meeting of the

Hampshire County chapter of NOW. the National

Organizational for Women at 1 p.m. at the Davis Center

at Smith College. For more information, call Crystal at

585-6371.
Meeting — Hindu Student's Organization will celebrate

"Dushera," the victory of good over evil at 6:45 p.m. in

Campus Center room 811. Prayer meeting begins at 7

p.m. For more information, call 548-9097.

Notices

Community Service — The UMass community service

program is organizing a food and quarter drive as part of

the national "Make a Difference Day," sponsored annualy

by the Hampshire Gazette and the Hampshire Community

United Way. Cans of food and money will be collected on

the Campus Center Concourse from Oct. 16-24. from 10

a.m. and in the dining commons on Oct. 21-24 from 4-7

p.m. Proceeds go to the Food Bank and benefit local shel-

ters and food pantries. The goal is to collect 10,000 lbs.

and $1400 to underwrite the Food Bank's holding costs.

For more information, call the Community Service

Program at 545- 3327.

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday 8:30

p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to variety

of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment. All

ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call

584-8167.

We faked our deaths Now we work for

Collegian Graphics,
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COME AND MEET

UMASS AUTHORS
FRIDAY OCTOBER 18, I2-2PM AT

THE

UNIVERSITY
STORE
RICHARD FEIN,
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Russia

Employment — Applications are still being accepted

from work-study students lor the positions of office man-

ager and research coordiantor. If interested, please pick

up and application in room 322 of the Student Union or

call 545- 1122 to get one mailed lo you. Call John

Lanzerotta at 546- 6359 for more information.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies

is seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer

Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references lo: Dr. Sheila Mammen,
Dpet. of Consumer Studies. 101 Skinner Hall, University

of Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma, 01003. For more infor-

mation, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final

Examination Schedule will be available beginning Friday,

Oct. 18. Copies will be delivered to students in residence

halls, and will be available to off-campus students in the

Registrar's Office (213 Whirmore).

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are

available to help you find answers to your questions and

concerns: Mondays 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health

Education Dept., UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more

info); Tuesdays 6:30-8:30 p.m. in the International

Lounge, Prince House (call 545-2299 for more info). All

conversations are confidential.

Informational Session — For all confused about

Student Loans, an information session will be hosted by

Financial Aid Services, on Thursday, Oct. 31,9
a.m.-noon in Campus Center room 162-75.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student Union.

For more information, call the ARC office at 5-1925.

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

your help is needed. If interested, call Jordan at

546-3548.

Religious — Weekly "Schulan Lurit" meets every

Wednesday 3-4 p.m. in the Bluewall in the Campus

Center. Look for a sign inside on the right as you enter

the cafe. All Israelis and other Hebrew speakers are wel-

come.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer 1-2 p.m. in the

United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement of

Worcester Dining Common). For more information, call

Utama at 256- 8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45 a.m. Please call Mark to confirm, or for

other stops, at 253-0361.

Sport — Learn how to hang glide. The UMass Hang

Gliding Club is sponsoring a a beginner weekend on Oct.

19-20. Sign up now because space is limited. This is the

cheapest way to learn how to fly — no experience neces-

sary. Meetings are on Tuesdays at 6:30 p.m.; everyone is

invited to attend. Check board by SU ballroom for loca-

tion of meetings and office hours. For more information,

call 545-0804 and leave a message.

continued from page 1

been trying to turn the Caspian Sea

into an inland lake so that it can

retain the abundance of oil that lies

on the sea floor. But the newly inde-

pendent Azerbaijan is claiming parts

of the Caspian as its own. To coun-

teract this move. Russia has been

assisting Armenia in an on going war

with Azerbaijan, providing logistical

and military support, hoping to dis-

able the new democratic state.

"Russia has also been behind coup

attempts in Azerbaijan," Jones said.

Russia has remained active assur-

ing that the flow of oil goes through

its hands rather than Turkey's, by

closing borders in Azerbaijan and

insuring the flow of oil west.

"Russia has heavy handed involve-

ment in ethnic conflicts, trying to

keep the Caucuses within its sphere

of influence, and keep them unsta-

ble," Jones said.

According to Jones, the U.S. wants

to insure the independence of the

Caucuses (keeping Russia relatively

unpowerful), guarantee the export of

oil and limit the export of illegal

arms. But. Jones feels that the U.S.

has been too quiet and for the wrong

reasons.

"There is a strong anti-Islamic

power and Armenian alliance in

Congress," Jones added.

Jeff Sedgwick, a political science

professor at UMass, brought the lec-

ture to a close by relating his previ-

ous experiences in Russia with the

other two speakers viewpoints.

Sedgwick illustrated how difficult

it is for Americans to comprehend or

understand the situation in Russia.

"In the U.S. there was a viable

state government before there was a

federal government. In Russia, it is

the opposite." Sedgwick said.

Sedgwick compared Moscow to

how Chicago looked in the 1920's.

"The city is wide open and the

mob is everywhere. Wherever there

is money there is a guy with a

machine gun," Sedgwick said.

"Moscow was not prepared for the

influx of. cars. When they went to a

free market system everyone bought

cars. Now there are traffic jams

everywhere. "-

The views of the Russian people

seemed quite different than what

Americans think, according to

Sedgwick.

"The crisis is an American fixation,

there is not a sense of urgency in the

Russian people. They seem wonder-

fully oblivious to the things the U.S.

worry about." Sedgwick said.
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advocates; and 3) Strengthening the

campus image.

Scott said, "1 like to use the

acronym AIR to remember these

goals. AIR stands for Advocacy,

Image and Resources. But in this

case, it is a breath of fresh air, not

hot air."

Scott ended by stating the

Campaign UMass slogan, "To Dream,

To Act, To Lead."

"All of the people at UMass dream,

act and lead. And that's the

over-arching goal of Strategic Action

and UMass," Scott said.

Karam addressed the audience,

stating, "What I want to tell you

tonight is that your campaign stretch-

es far beyond the boundaries of the

flagship campus here in Amherst. In

many ways, your campus is sailing

ahead of the rest of the fleet in a dar-

ing, pace-setting, forerunning posi-

tion. Your campus is venturing into

unchartered waters for public educa-

tion in our state."

Morris spoke next, "There is

genius in the achievement and spirit

of the UMass students. Tonight we
want to do an extraordinary thing."

Morris announced that over the

next five years, the Alumni

Association will contribute a $1 mil-

lion gift dedicated to the creation of

an Alumni Center at UMass.

"Our gift for the Alumni Center

will make this great University even

better," said Morris.

Bulger informed the crowd that

Governor William Weld has recently

signed a document which assures the

UMass system (Amherst. Dartmouth,

Boston, Lowell, Worcester) $217

million from the state which funds

approximately half of the $437 mil-

lion UMass Capitol Campaign.
"1 think this marks that first time

in the Commonwealth that the sate

government has agreed to match

funds with a public institution,"

Bulger said.

Bulger ended by saying, "People

love this place [UMass Amherst j. I

believe that they will seize upon

Campaign UMass."

Deputy Chancellor Marcy Williams

communicated a message from Weld

to the audience.

Williams said that Weld said. "May

we always have courage to dare, care.

demand and dream at the University

of Massachusetts."

Campaign Initiatives

The financial objective of

Campaign UMass — to raise $125

million — will support the following

priorities:

• $40 million for faculty support to

enable the University to attract and

retain the best and brightest profes-

sors.

• $40 million for college-based ini-

tiatives and research to support the

programs, research and technology

that each college requires to function

effectively and creatively.

• $10 million for students to help

fund financial aid and merit scholar-

ships.

• $30 million for facilities that

could include several of the follow-

ing: a life sciences building, an engi-

neering building, a center for the

visual arts, an addition to the School

of Management, an Alumni center,

and an addition to the renovation of

the Student Union Building.

• $5 million for library acquisi-

tions, facilities and technology.

internationcil Affairs Correspondent
The Collegian is currently seeking qualified applicants to serve as International Affairs

Correspondents. These unpaid writers will provide coverage of lectures and related events

which deal with worldwide issues and conflicts.

Applicants are expected to be versed in International political economy and/or the par-

ticular country/conflict they wish to cover.

Interested applicants should direct their questions to Michael Elliott or Sunanda

Ghosh at 545-1762.
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"They want $125m while

I'm making 5 bucko an hour?

Where'o MY money?"

Ben Linkow
senior, economics/political

scienc*

Amherst

"What school couldn't use

extra money for improve-

ments? There's always

room for improvement."

JULIETTE AUSTIN
freshman, prt-med

New York City

"I just hope us, the stu-

dents get to see where that

money went to. I would love

the school to improve."

GLENDA FRANCO
freshman, political science

Boston

"The only problem is that

you have to ask yourself,

'What does this person want

in return?' Let's face it,

nothing in this world is for

free."

ROBERT K. WU
senior, theatre

New York City

"A larger, more diverse

faculty is a must, so if that's

where some of the funds are

allocated, I would have no

problem with private fund-

ing."

RlCHA KAUL
senior, STEPCIGerman

Ikot Abasi. Nigeria

"Maybe we could cut

tuition with the aid of private

money. Even if it would have

to be called 'Subway's

Student Union,' it will still be

a new student union."

SETHGOHN
senior, psychologyIjournalism

RockviUe Center, NY

"I don't mind as long as

my tuition is not raised."

LILY FU
senior, political science

Tewksbury

"I think that it doesn't

matter whether funds come

from private or public

sources as long as it benefits

UMass"
JAMISON D. ROOF

senior, English

Dharan. Saudi Arabia

with Heather Oksman

senior, geology

Randolph

Lebed fired in Kremlin upheaval

By Sergei Shargorodsky

Associated Press

MOSCOW — Boris Yeltsin fired security chief

Alexander Lebed yesterday, one day after the popular and

ambitious former general was accused by a political rival

of building his own rogue army in an attempt to seize

power.

The firing — the latest Kremlin upheaval since the

ailing Yeltsin has been away preparing for heart surgery

— choked off, at least for now, Lebed's growing influ-

ence.

But it clearly has not stemmed the political aspirations

of a man whose quest for power has led his detractors,

including the prime minister, to accuse him of having a

"Napoleon complex."

In an interview after his ouster was announced, Lebed

told the Interfax news agency that he would "get some

sleep" and then begin to "prepare for possible presidential

elections."

Lebed blamed his ouster on Yeltsin's chief of staff,

Anatoly Chubais, saying: '
1 was very much in his way,"

Interfax reported.

One of Russia's most well-liked leaders because of

his strong law-and-order platform, Lebed's endorse-

ment helped Yeltsin win the presidential election in

July. Lebed's signing of a peace accord in Chechnya in

August boosted his popularity among ordinary

Russians, but met with harsh resistance in Moscow
from politicians who accused him of selling out the

Russian army.

Yeltsin — scowling but looking somewhat healthier

than other recent appearances — announced the firing

today on national television. He immediately signed a

presidential decree removing Lebed from his official

duties, saying that Lebed's behavior was damaging to the

country.

"I can't tolerate the situation any more." Yeltsin said,

speaking slowly but clearly, his slightly gravelly voice

tinged with anger, his eyes narrowed and his hands

clenched. "I have to relieve General Lebed of his position

as secretary of the security council."

Debate secures Clintons poll lead

By Mike Mokrzycki

Associated Press

NEW YORK — About half of the voters who watched

Wednesday night's presidential debate said President

Clinton won over rival Bob Dole, according to three

quick polls.

In an ABC News telephone survey, 56 percent said

Clinton won the town hall-style confrontation,

which was the final scheduled debate, and 27 per-

cent said Dole did better, while 14 percent rated it a

tie.

A CBS poll got similar results: 54 percent thought

Clinton beat out Dole, 26 percent thought Dole did better

and 1 1 percent called it a tie.

In a survey taken by CNN, 59 percent said Clinton did

a better job in the San Diego debate and 29 percent

picked Dole.

The margins of error for each of the three post-debate

In results from pre debate polls varied widely on
whether the presidential race was tightening.

In a CNN-USA Today-Gallup poll. Clinton was sup-

ported by 48 percent, Dole 39 percent and the Reform

Party's Ross Perot by 5 percent in the rolling average of

results from separate national samples Monday and
Tuesday nights. The margin of sampling error is plus or

minus 4 percentage points.

Gallup found Clinton slipping from a peak of 57 per-

cent and Dole improving slightly from 34 percent in the

middle of last week.

Last week Dole and Clinton were roughly tied when
voters were asked which candidate would provide the

best moral leadership for the country; now Dole leads

by 14 points on that measure. Dole also has gained as

the candidate who can be trusted to keep his promis-

es. _ .

While those results suggest Dole's new attacks on

Clinton's ethics may have started eroding the president's

polls ranged from plus or mims 4-to-5 percentage "lllvantage, an ABC tracking poll the same two nights as

points. Gallup's found a stable race.
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The Celebration

Continues

for kick-off of

Campaign UMass

Campaign UMass Kick-off events

October 18 A Day of Pride

All-day campus-wide celebration with

open classes, gallery viewings, tours,

and more.

Details at information booths set up

across campus.

Noon - 2 p.m.

Everyone's invited to free lunch by the

Campus Pond, with entertainment

by student dance groups and

musicians.

2:30 p.m.

Convocation in Bowker Auditorium.

Chancellor's Medals will be awarded

to nine distinguished alumni, one

from each school or college.

8 p.m.

22nd Annual Multibands Pops

concert, Fine Am Center.

October 19 Fun for All

10:30 a.m.

Homecoming Parade from Robsham

Visitors Center, through town

to the Warren P. McGuirk Alumni

Stadium.

1 1 a.m. ' 1 p.m.

Tailgate with Chancellor David Scott

under the tent inside the stadium.

1 p.m.

Football game featuring the UMass

Minutemen vs. Buffalo Bulls

in McGuirkAlumni Stadium with

the UMass Marching Band perform-

ing during halftime and after the

game.

The Campaign for UMinAmhrni
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What's up with disposable friendships?

Kristi

Fournier

It's
trendy, it's hip: disposable friendship.

"Back in my day, shoes were only a nickel... when I

was a youngin* I woke up every moming at 3 a.m. to

feed all the farm animals... Quit your complaining, I

remember walking four miles to school in 10 feet of

snow."

That's my dad for you. He's a firm believer in the past.

His past, that is. Not only did everyone work harder and

everything cost less, but people were nicer. So here's one

for me: "Back in the day. s friend was forever and people

had a lot more compassion."

Nowadays, a friend just isn't worth what it used to be. I

was raised the old-fashioned way, I guess.

Good friends are hard to find. Needless to

say, when a fellow human being and I

muck our way through several messy, emo-

tional situations throughout the course of

months and months, I assume a very pre-

sumptuous idea. I consider this fellow humanitarian to be

my friend. Couldn't very well call this person my enemy,

but as it turns out...

In the past year, this alarming trend of disposable

friendship has touched my life first-hand. Looking back

with 20/20 hindsight, I realize that my old-fashioned

upbringing made me naive, but i still feel free to toss the

bulk of the blame on my good old former friends.

You may or may not know the type. You meet a new
person. You and this new person share laughs and food.

The two of you ride out the petty problems of life.

Months pass and you guys are by no means strangers. In

fact, by your definition, you are friends. After all, you've

leant your ear and comforting shoulder to your new
friend more than once, proving that you are a willing

sounding board and a trustworthy human being. And
then, silly, foolish you, you put your trust and faith into

your bud. You assume that everything you gave so self-

lessly will come back to you with equality. At this point

the harsh reality of a current, but very alarming trend

hits you. When your emotional thermostat is on zero,

your friend can not be bothered with offering or supply-

ing you with some genuine concern or cheer. Well, folks,

there is a name for people such as these: fair-weather

friends.

Perhaps I sound bitter. Maybe I sound scorned. Could

be that I am projecting a slanted view based on my own
personal bad experiences. Well, let me be jh^Jirst to

admit that I am all of these things and more. I am
appalled at society's lack of appreciation for the fine art »f

friendship. Sadly, this once sacred institution seems to lay

in ruins. While my mother told me that you can never

have too many friends, it equally as important to remem-

ber that you are never too good to be someone's friend. I

have found a handful of other people who hold these

ideals close to their hearts. But I have been scorned and

spit upon by another handful who have appointed them-

selves judge and jury.

This trend of disposable friendship concerns me; but

more than anything it makes me damn mad. To me, it is

an indication of humanity falling by the wayside. There is

a serious dysfunction of our society when it becomes
acceptable and common for friends to go

their separate ways for unaccountable rea-

sons.

Picture this scenario: a group of friends

part for the summer only to reunite several

months later in the same place. But this is

not a reunion of friends. It is a reunion of people who
once were friends, but now are strangers who can barely

even exchange greetings. This isn't your classic case of

drifting apart. This is another fine example of society's

newest trend: disposable friendship.

Where I come from, friends are forever. Albeit in a real-

istic sense, friends do drift apart and go their separate

ways, but those sentimental feelings of affection and nos-

talgia never completely fade. And certainly, if two dis-

tanced friends' paths were to one day cross by chance,

they would exchange a lot more than casual greetings.

There would be an unspoken remorse for the lost laughs,

the forgotten memories and the irretrievable moments cf

joy-

In life, it is inevitable that friends will grow apart. But

friendship is an aspect of life that is definitely worth fight-

ing for. It should not be abandoned unless it is absolutely

necessary. And, in my opinion, that is hardly the case. If

you can find enough reason to spend months upon
months with a friend and if you share emotional triumphs

and pitfalls, how can you later find it within yourself to

abandon that person and cut them out of your life? I

guess I need to get with the times and stop being so senti-

mental. But, 1 can't. I still remember all the good times

with my forgotten friends and I wish the trend of dispos-

able friends would disappear, because it is a very distress-

ing sign of the times. And I can't help but yearn for the

good old days where shoes were a nickel and friends were

worth their weight in gold.

Kristi Fournier is a UMass student.

Firm up those ads

Tara MK
Connelly

It
is with little wonder that

Americans seem to be obsessed

with their bodies. Ever since the

'80s when Olivia Newton |ohn told

people to get physical, health and
exercise seems to be the new
American past-time. Now all you see

is ads for Nordictrac, ABflex and
Health Riders. People in spandex and

perfectly sculpted pecs, lats and
quads flash by in a

dizzying array of rip-

pling sweat soaked
appendages, all aimed
at convincing you that

money, fame, fortune

and love can all be had in just 20
minutes a day for 1 4 weeks.

Here are a few of my favorite com-

mercials created solely for my amuse-

ment:

I. The Nordictrack Ab thingy. I

don't know what the hell it's called

because I don't really care or intend

to buy it; but for some reason

Nordictrack decided to replace real

life users with laid off porno stars.

You've seen it: a man and woman
look out their studio apartment win-

dow at night. Rain falls, neon lights

glint off the windows they look pen-

sive. It must be time to exercise.

Soon that cheesy wank wank
music starts and the woman, wearing

what is supposed to be an exercise

suit (string bikini bottom and super

small tank top, uh huh), begins to

"work out." The camera pans to her

chest, her butt, everything is oiled up
and for some reason the woman also

likes to get fit in a dim. yet seductive-

ly lit room. The same scenario applies

for the man except they tend to speed

up the music a bit. Thank the good

Lord that he doesn't have to speak in

the commercial because his spandex

are on so tight that he could probably

sing soprano in this year's upcoming

Christmas pageant.

2. Bally Fitness. The first time I

saw this commercial it was during

their "easy in, easy out deal" for peo-

ple who only have time to work out

for 20 minutes a day. Music was
pumping, beautiful bodies flashed by.

the camera cut from one heaving

chest to another — 1 thought it was a

Madonna video. But no, this fast

paced promo was supposed to make
me envy these hard

bodies, wish I was
buff and to call the

1-800 number. Don't

breathe, don't pause,

pick up the phone,

throw on your spandex and rush,

rush I say! to the nearest Bally. I

think I yawned and took a nice nap.

3. That Bow flex thing. Here is the

deal. You get on a bench that has

bendy pieces of stuff attached to it

which you pull and tug at to give you

a tighter everything. It's supposed to

build resistance, force you to grunt

and sweat and feel good about your-

self. These people working out are

feeling good, good because you're

stupid enough to slap down your
Master Card and pay their salary. So

you can do 20 odd exercises on it —
the way those models are twisting

and turning, you have to be a contor-

tion artist to get in those positions.

The last time I used a bow was in

gym in high school. We were forced

to try out archery and someone
almost lost their eye.

4. The Ab roller. My brother actu-

ally bought one of these things and I

used it — once. I felt the bum, and I

also felt nauseous from cramping my
abs together. They have on the com-

mercial this place called something

like Club Ab. It's basically a studio

rigged up to look like a tropical par-

adise — instead it looks like Barbie's

tropical dream cabana. They have this

dumb ass back-drop that in no way,
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shape or form could convince even

the most imaginative person that they

were looking out at sea. There is fake

sand, fake cabanas and oh look! Here

we are, honey, at this beautiful tropi-

cal resort and aren't we lucky to have

stumbled upon these Ab rollers set up

on platforms near the pool? This

vacation is going to be super! Yeah,

super sucky just like this commercial.

5. That Jenny Craig commercial that

shows this poor woman degrading

herself. First we see her being pinned

against her kitchen counter. At her

feet is a snarling yapping bichon or

some useless piece of fluff. While try-

ing to subdue the hot tempered beast,

the woman calls fenny Craig telling

whoever the hell answered the phone

that she will be right over because her

little precious-wesish doesn't recog-

nize her. The only reason I can think

of a dog that small getting pissed off

by that woman is if the woman, in her

desperate need to eat, fell upon the

dog's dish and ate its Kibbles 'n' Bits.

And if that was the scenario —
sick'em Precious!

Now don't get me wrong, exercis-

ing is a good thing. I'd do it more if it

wasn't such a task, but lately I feel as

if I'm being shamed into it, that any-

thing jiggling should be immediately

flatted, toned and oiled for display.

First it's the abs, then thighs, then

the butt and soon you're frantically

leafing through a magazine looking

for that plastic thing to firm the cor-

ners of your mouth. It's addictive,

counting calories, protein, earns and

vitamins. Soon you want 6 percent

body fat, you're measuring your
thighs for muscle mass and begin

arranging your social life around your

work out schedule. Beware because

sometimes exercise can be hazardous

to your brain.

Tara MK Connelly is a Collegian

columnist.
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The age of ignorance

yea, all which it inherit, shall

dissolve,

And. like this insubstantial

pageant faded.

Leave not a rack behind. We are such

stuff

As dreams are made on, and our little

life

Is rounded with sleep.

— William Shakespeare, The Tempest

While sitting in class the other day.

my professor read these lines aloud,

and in a flash, confirmed an idea I

have been mulling over for quite

some time. If I may be permitted to

paraphrase: the day will come when
each of us will make our final exit,

and when that day comes, that's it.

Anything we have now will be gone

and it won't matter. 1 know, a mor-

bid thought, but I think the Old Bard

hit the nail on the head. If people

would just understand this fact the

world, will, be, a better place.,

Let me explain.

I have this theory (hat stupid people

are taking over- the world, and the

largest cause of this influx of stupidity

is the fact that people get too wrapped

up in what is happening on a day to

day basis. This may be a stretch, but if

you open your eyes every once in a

while, you'll see what I mean.

For example, how many of you
have you seen your life flash before

your eyes driving down the highway?

Last weekend, when I was driving

Chris

Stamm

back to school 1 was moving right

along when I saw a pair of tail lights

coming in my direction. It turns out

that the driver, who by some miracle

had a driver's license and enough

money to buy a $30,000 Acura.

missed his exit. Instead of getting off

at the next one and then getting back

on the highway, he figured he would

just pop it into reverse into oncoming

traffic (namely me).

What was so important that this

guy had to get off the

highway as quickly as

possible? Maybe, in

two little jars in his

back seat, he had both

the cures for cancer

and AIDS, and he needed to get off

the highway ASAP in order to save

the world.

OK, probably not. but even so, I

would rather have not swerved across

three lanes of traffic risking life and

limb to return to school. ,

This is not an isolated case. Last

Saturday I was at the grocery store, a

grave mistake in suburban America

where the local Stop & Shop is the

weekly meeting place for half the

town. After battling the crowd, 1

picked up the few things I needed

and got in line. I'll stop right here

because you know where this is

going.

The old guy behind me erupted

when he saw that I had nine items in

the eight items or less line. He obvious-

ly fell asleep during his English 330

class, because if he read his

Shakespeare, he would know without a

shadow of a doubt that in the end, it

won't matter. I seriously doubt that nei-

ther he nor I will be on our deathbeds

thinking. "If I only put the extra bag of

chips back..."

Critics say that with the miracles of

modem society, people are forced to do

things as fast as possible. We want

next-day mail, fast food and pay-per

view television. 1 don't

buy it. Granted, things

like e-mail and the

World Wide Web have

made it easy for us to

access all sorts of things

with a click of a mouse, but the world as

a whole isn't that way and people don't

really expect everything to be this way.

People are just dumb. Have you

watched "Geraldo" lately?

How many times have you turned

on ihe tube to see a daytime talk

show featuring a family of devil wor^

shipping, punk rock transvestites that

support Bob Dole?

The bottom line is, people just

need to relax and stop thinking that

everything that happens is a life or

death situation. We have to realize

that there are some things that we
can't control.

A turn or two I'll walk to still my
beating mind.

Chris Stamm is a Collegian colum-

nist.

A house, never a home

Liana

Melinnis

The other day my roommate and

I were eating dinner and we
were on the subject of my fam-

ily, and I guess she was wondering
what exactly had gone wrong between

my parents. I've always said this, and

I'll say it again, I'm not much of a

politician, nor a feminist, but I am
opinionated and quite emotional.

Each lesson I learn in life, each dif-

ficult task I face, I feel it is my duty to

share with as many people as possible.

So when she inquired about my fami-

ly, and how 1 got

through the rough years

at such a young and
tender age, I tried to

tell her our story. But

the years of pain we'd

experienced had somehow become
repressed memories in my mind. It

was not until I rummaged through

some of my writings and found a story

I'd written a year and a half ago, a

story that explains my past, perfectly.

For as long as 1 can remember, I've

always had a house, a cold, dim
building where I ate and slept. The
living room was furnished with dark

wood and gray upholstery. There
wasn't much light, as the curtains

were usually drawn, and never can 1

remember smelling fresh autumn air

through the bow windows. My father

occupied this room for what seemed

like forever and I would retire to my
bedroom, the only place in the house

that was bright and young. But even-

tually it became a prison cell; there

was no place else to go. nowhere else

to hide, and I began to resent this

room, like all the others.

The only sounds that came from the

living room were television and yelling.

Every day there was a bitter argument

between my parents, and I sat in my
cell, wishing my life away. It is not easy

for a child to listen to her own father

diminish and outright destroy her

mother, the person she loved most in

the world. Over and over he (I some-

times refrain from calling him father)

would verbally abuse my mother, and

tell her she'd be better off "gone".

There I was, trying my hardest to

be the happy, bright girl that everyone

wanted me to be. Instead, I was living

a life of fear and, at times, sheer ter-

ror. I never knew how he would act

when 1 returned from school each

day, whether there would be a bottle

of liquor on the counter or just a diet

Sprite. I walked on egg shells. It was

wrong to laugh at the dinner table, it

was "abnormal" to go out on the

weekends, it was a pure sin to talk to

boys on the phone. I was never good

enough for my father; being me was

simply not enough, and this is when 1

wondered whether life was worth the

effort.

I was so unhappy,

as was my older sister,

but our real pain was

the result of our
mother's. Inside, I

could never understand why she

never left him, or divorced him, or

even fought back. My strong, inde-

pendent mother let him do this to

her, to us, and I never could compre-

hend why. The living room was a bat-

tleground where my father inflicted

numerous wounds on the people I

loved, wounds that would drive them

away to never return back.

On May 20, 1994, my greatest

wish was granted, and after years of

abuse, my father moved out. Only

through my beloved grandfather's

death was my mother able to gain the

strength to file for divorce and take

her life and ours back. 1 learned that

she had blamed herself all these

years, as many abused women do; she

felt like a failure, and although this

divorce was the beginning of a new
life, it meant she was unsuccessful in

providing the life she'd always

dreamed her children would have.

Verbal abuse has never been given

the concern and attention it deserves.

Physical abuse has always been cited

as "worse." But it is not until a per-

son goes through it that verbal abuse

is seen for the heinous crime that it

is. The scars on the outside will heal,

but the ones on the inside cannot be

medicated or bandaged. The scars on

the inside remain with a person every

day, and all it takes is one small slip

for the wounds to reopen.

As for myself. I live each day to its

absolute fullest, whether I am sitting

in. lecture, listening to music with my
boyfriend, or taking a nap on our liv-

ing room couch. It has been a hard,

uphill battle for my mother, sister

and me, but today when we look in

the mirror, we actually like what we

see. We have slowly reclaimed our

pride and confidence, and you know
what? We are three of the greatest

women in the world. Why? Because

we have learned to seize the moment,
we smile in our sleep, we laugh in

our dreams, and that is the way it

was always supposed to be.

The first thing we did when my
father moved out was redecorate the

living room. It glows in colors of

pink, blue, peach, and yellow; the

lamps are big and bright and illumi-

nate the room like fireworks on the

Fourth of luly. We even moved the

couch under the window and for the

first time I can remember, the sum-
mer breeze played with my hair while

I listened to music or slept or simply

enjoyed the golden silence.

These days the living room is my
favorite room in the whole house, and

I have never felt so free and at peace

with the world around me. Today I

have a house that I enjoy coming home
to. as it is filled with divine laughter. I

lived my entire life in a house, but I

never had a home; that is, until now.

If you know me, then you know
how much I value my family,

although small, my mother and sister

are all I've had throughout my life,

and all I will ever need. Being far

from home is bittersweet for me. I

miss the little things that mean so

much, my couch, and my kitchen
table. However, nothing in this world

can compare to the joy and excite-

ment I feel when I hop on a Peter Pan
bus headed to New York. home.
As for my father and I, we have

established a civil relationship, and
although he tries, by my own choice,

he is not a big part of my life. He
regrets the past, and often wishes he

could change it, but, strangely, I don't.

I have all the family 1 need, and
although it was rough getting to where
we are, I wouldn't change a thing.

Liana Melinnis is a Collegian
columnist.

Understanding women 10

1

Sex offender laws miss the point
he other day, a male friend and 1 were having a

conversation about the differences between men
and women. At one point, my friends said, "You

girls may think men are weird, but we think you are

nuts."

As a woman, 1 feel myself particularly qualified to

offer men some advice on how to deal with women.
So, pull your chairs up and listen carefully to this

public service announcement. I'm about to reveal to

you everything you've ever wanted to

know about women.
First things first. Women always go to

the bathroom in groups. This baffles men.

After all, you'd never catch a man asking

another man if he wanted to go to the bath-

room. It's just not done — probably out of some mascu-

line ego trip or something. Women, on the other hand,

have no qualms about asking a girlfriend to voyage to the

loo.

The bathroom thing is most prevalent and trauma-

tizing at the senior prom, when girls in crinkly,

pooffy dresses make a beeline for the ladies' room,

without a second glance at their dates, who at this

point are squirming uncomfortably in their tuxes. Not

to make you paranoid or anything, guys, but if you

suspect that your date is discussing you with her

friends, it's probably true. The reason for this is

obvious.

Women love to talk. They discuss and analyze every lit-

tle nuance of every conversation or gesture. You see, it

matters to us just how that "hello" was said or what he

really meant when he said "I'll call you later." In this day

and age, you really can't take anything at face value —
which is why women feel the need to beat the proverbial

dead horse.

And guys, there is such thing as PMS. Some men think

that women use PMS as a reason to be irrational, irritable,

weepy and emotional.

That's not true. Women can be all of the above any

time of the month, but they possess the ability and the

right to be especially delirious, demented and disturbed at

a certain time of month. What it all comes down to is,

men just don't understand.

And when women tell you that you don't under-

stand, no translation is needed. Basically, they are

Seema

Gangatirkar

telling you that something is wrong and it's up to you

to figure it out. It's sure to drive you absolutely

crazy, but you probably know by now that women are

not particularly straight-forward about anything.

While guys are thinking linearly, our thoughts are

doing a 360. So guys... take a guess, because if we let

you know what's going on, it means that you just

don't understand Hint: it's probably some secret

option that would never occur to you. The best thing

to do is to ask another woman what

the deal is. After that you're dtt your

As for those women who make it hard

for you to figure out if they are interested

in just being friends or more, just be smart

about it.

If a woman calls you every night and talks for Several

hours when she ought to be writing that 500-pagf paper

on sub-Saharan Africa, it's a pretty good indication she

likes you — more than just friends that is. Either that, or

she's perfected the gift of gab and no one else will listen

to her. In that case, you might as well cut your Jesses and

disconnect the line right away. l

When it comes to dating, it seems like the* nice guys

are left out in the cold and all the jerks hava/the dates.

Well, the truth is women aren't particular* attracted

to jerks, but jerks just tend to be more buf there than

the nice guys. They're the ones that gb after the

women, the ones who score the dates. Butlake comfort

men, relationships with jerks never lastlopg. And pret-

ty soon, women are back out there, looking for the nice

guy.

And when women talk commitment, don't get scared

and think they are talking marriage. Women don't neces-

sarily mean commitment with a capital ?C," but rather

they want to be adored, doted upon, flattered and pam-

pered every minute of the day — that arid a dozen roses

every day or you're history. So if you,keep your lips firmly

to ground she walks on, you've understood the "C" word

.well.

In a nutshell, those are the basics on how to communi-

cate with a woman. It's going to be tough, but in the long

run, we're quite easy to understand... most of the time,

that is.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian columnist.

Suzanne

Barber

When Megan was 7 years old, her favorite color

was pink and she loved to ride bikes with her big

brother, leremy. Her dad called her "sweetheart"

and she loved animals. Like most 7-year-olds, she had no

reason to distrust a neighbor, and she went into his house

when he offered to show her a puppy.

Megan was playing in her driveway on luly 29. 1 994

when she stopped to talk to her neighbor, lesse

Timmendenquas. She didn't know that he had been con-

victed twice for sexual assault in Middlesex County in the

early '80s. She even didn't even know what

sexual assault was — no 7 -year-old should.

Timmendenquas lured the trusting little

girl into his house where he raped her and

strangled her to death with a belt.

A newly enacted law in Massachusetts

requires sex offenders convicted within the past 15

years to register with their local police department by

Oct. 1. This August, Massachusetts became the last

state in the country to enact Megan's Law, nicknamed

for Megan Kanka, the 7-year-old girl who was brutally

raped and murdered by her neighbor in Hamilton

Township, N).

Lawmakers have misdirected efforts to warn communi-

ties about sex offenders. Megan's Law, while helpful to an

existing problem, wouldn't be necessary if sexual preda-

tors were punished more appropriately for their crimes.

Rapists and pedophiles should not be released from prison

at all.

Attempting to fathom why these atrocities are commit-

ted in the first place is impossible. Almost as inconceiv-

able is criminal justice system's setting offenders free to

rape again. Why do they get a second chance? Their inno-

cent victims got a life sentence imprisoned by physical,

psychological and emotional pain.

Police encourage voluntary registration and threaten

fines or prison terms for those who do not register by the

October deadline. Those on parole or on probation for sex

crimes are automatically entered into the registry by the

state. Only 1,100 out of the 10,000 convicted sex offend-

ers in Massachusetts have registered by the deadline. It is

hard to believe a little thing like not registering would

weigh heavily on the conscience of someone capable of

raping a child. Why are there even 10,000 known sex

offenders walking around?

The American Civil Liberties Union is actively light-

ing the law arguing that it violates the convict's consti-

tutional right to privacy. Do sexual predators deserve

privacy? Privacy is a human right. These convicts are

not human.
Megan still believed in Santa Claus when she was mur-

dered and would probably have a hard

time believing her neighbor would hurt

her, even if the Sex Offender Registry told

her so. A registry listing bad-guys isn't

going to break the unconditional trust of a

child.

Maureen Kanka wonders everyday if her daughter's

brutal murder could have been prevented... if the

neighborhood had known of (esse Timmendenquas'

past. If he never got out of prison after his conviction

on two sexual assaults in 1981 and 1982, he never

would have gotten a second chance and Megan would

still be alive.

We shouldn't show compassion for people who have

assumed the ultimate power over another human being.

They don't deserve the compassion they seek when trying

to rebuild their lives after prison. They didn't show com-

passion for their victims when they plead for mercy. They

got off on it.

The new law still confounds those who are supposed to

enforce it. The legal jargon and paper-work required to

get the information on our friendly neighborhood sex

offenders out-weighs the potential good that could come

from such a registry. In the meantime, the logistics of the

law is the smoke-screen for the bad guys to get away with

something worse than murder: They slaughtered a young

child's spirit and continued with their lives thinking they

still deserved human rights. Why should these low-lives

get a second chance?

Megan didn't.

Suzanne Barber is a Collegian staff member.

Letters to the Editor

The way of intimidation

Raghuram

One late afternoon, a short, straight-haired,

somewhat rounded woman reveals herself from

behind a curtain in a New York City studio.

She walks out onto a stage with chairs arranged in a

row. She is greeted by a rousing standing ovation from

the star-struck audience.

"Wow, I'm on television," they think not realizing

that their 1 5 minutes of fame are slowly evaporat-

ing.

After a short commercial break, we return to a scene

of crazed audience, members beckoning

the proverbial sacrificial lamb to show

herself from behind the curtain. The lamb

bares herself and sits down on one of the

chairs, ready to be judged.

"My name is Mary. 1 am 16 years old. 1

have an 1 1 month-old baby and I want to have another

one soon," she says, bracing herself for the impending

barrage of caustic remarks.

"Let's get some audience reaction." says the trying-

everything-to-look-polite host.

"Well, 1 think that you don't have any business

becoming pregnant. I mean for God's sake, you're only

16," a furious audience member shouts from the front

row.

"I think that you should get a life. Where was your

mother or father when you were growing up, anyway?

It's all of their fault, if you ask me." adds another frus-

trated audience member whose comments were met

with cheers from the audience.

Acting in defense like a wounded animal, Mary

begins sending harsh remarks back at the audience for

criticizing her parents.

"My parents had nothing to do with my decision."

Mary pleads. "They've been good parents to me." All

this to no avail. The audience, unwavering, does not

want to hear her story.

She sudden^ falls silent, not knowing what to

say and afraid of the reaction that her words may

bring.

This situation is typical of what unfolds everyday

on the sets of television talk shows. The talk show

circuit mirrors society in which people are embar-

rassed and scolded into silence. Mary is symbolic

of the people in this society who face judgment

everyday and the audience is symbolic of the

ever-present judge and jury mentality that will try

arevu

and convict anyone without making any attempt to

understand and accept the differences of the

judged.

Consequently, this situation results in a society that

is intimidated into silence in fear of having their

beliefs ripped apart by the judgmental hollers of oth-

ers. Those who judge and intimidate are often happy

when they shout down others. This comes from their

socialized insecurity and their need to feel more wor-

thy and more intelligent than the next person. They

feel less competent so in order to level

the playing field, they resort to intimi-

dation.

Intimidatiqn and judgment are also

techniques used by people in power to

silence and take power away from the

"common people." This is evident in government.

About 40 years ago, a senator from Wisconsin ndmed

Joseph McCarthy led what was called a communist

witch hunt. He used intimidation and scare tactics m
create an environment of .fear. In effect,"He' slfeficed

everyone who disagreed with him. The only govern-

ment officials who were immune to McCarthy's

attacks were people who had more power and influ-

ence than he did.

Intimidation is also used in today's political cam-

paigns in which candidates smear the image of their

opponent to stay in or gain power. The candidate

who wins the battle of the insults will have success-

fully silenced his opponent. Someone once said that

society mimics the actions of its leaders. If this true,

than the vast majority of the public use the same

intimidation techniques as politicians to establish a

superficial superiority that stifles authentic commu-

nication.

These and many other factors result in a society

that is subordinate to the wishes and whims of the

few select people in power who have mastered the

art of intimidation. The more one explores the role

and the causes of intimidation in our society, one

will realize its similarity to George Orwell's 1984

in which a society of voiceless people live in fear of

an oppressive entity known as "Big Brother." We
will soon come to see that the society Orwell

described is what we know as the United

States- 1996.

Raghuram Vadarevu is a Collegian staff member.

A new love

Graduate bill clarifi-

cation

To the editor:

I read Thursday's Collegian article

regarding graduate student bills and

the waiver process for the supple-

mental health fee with concern.

There are many misrepresentations

and issues in the article which I

would like to clarify.

First, it should be made clear that

GEO members will receive a waiver

of the supplemental health fee and

will receive the amount owed them in

excess financial aid checks, although

for some members it may require two

checks. But first, it is required that

the student report that they are GEO
members and provide information

concerning outside health coverage.

The billing instructions directed stu-

dents to note GEO membership on

the back of the bill and return it with

an, outside health: coverage, form if

relevant. This is the' process"wKjch

was. successfully used in the faJJ^pf

1994.' The health coverage informa-

tion is important so that the health

costs billed to the academic depart-

ments which employ graduate stu-

dents will not rise again next year.

When departments pay more for this

health coverage, they have less fund-

ing available for other pressing needs.

On Sept. 23, Susan Pearson met

with Patrick Crowley and Nancy
Deprosse from the GEO to explain

and discuss this billing process and to

provide an opportunity for questions

and concerns. I am told none were

raised.

The process puts an extra burden

on the staff in the Bursar's office,

however, they are still working to

accommodate the needs of graduate

students. This process worked in the

fall of 1994. We hope it can work

again.

Joyce Hatch

Associate Vice Chancellor for

Finance and Budget

Seeing the other side

Amy
Lounsbury

I
have never really believed in love

at first sight. This summer I met a

boy who changed my mind. He

has the cutest dimples, the softest

hands to hold, and the widest, most

infectious smile. The world becomes a

brighter place when he enters the

room.

No, I did not meet the man of my

dreams this summer. 1 became an

aunt. I will never forget the first time

I saw my nephew's
face, all red and

scrunched up, but still

the most beautiful face

I had ever seen. The

moment I saw him 1

began to cry. The tears were pouring

down my face. 1 wasn't exactly sure

why 1 was crying, but 1 couldn't stop.

To this day I canrtlbt believe that my

big brother, the one who teased me

for all those years about my sense of

style, the one who will never miss an

opportunity to pull a fast one on me,

the one who has always been the

clown of the family, now has a son of

his own.

As I held this baby for the first

time. I suddenly understood my
parents' motive for everything they

do. I don't ever want to see any-

thing hurt this child, or to have

anyone see him for something other

than what he is — an angel. I don't

know what he will look like when

he is older, what his interests will

be, or how his personality will

develop. All I know is that none of

this matters. There is nothing he

could say or do that would make

me love him any less. This is only

histhe love between a nephew and

aunt. 1 am sure this is a mere frac-

tion of the love between a parent

and child.

Becoming an aunt has given me a

new sense of responsibility. Now that

one of my siblings has become a par-

ent, it is time for us to prepare for a

whole new generation. We are no

longer the kids in the family. It was

inevitable. We are rapidly approach-

ing "the other side."

I think about my
aunts, whom I have

looked up to all of my
life, and realize that 1

am one of them now.

It really is a wonderful position to

be in. I hope that I am able to share

a little of myself with my nephew. I

want to teach him about always

looking on the bright side of things,

about the joys of Christmas and the

wonder of that first snowfall. I want

to teach him what I have learned, to

always follow your heart no matter

where it may lead you. I want to tell

him about growing up with his dad

and what his mom was like when 1

first met her.

This is the first baby that I have

known that is so closely related to

me. The passage of time is a truly

amazing and wonderful thing. I have

seen my brother grow from a child to

a father himself. His son will only

know him as "Dad," but I know the

whole story. Nearly three decades of

his life passed before he became a

parent. I am fortunate to have wit-

nessed most of them. This must mean

that my parents had lives before their

three children were born. It's hard

for me to imagine them as anything

but parents, but yes, there was life

before me.

This is what is so special about fam-

ily. Time ticks away year after year,

but stories are passed down from gen-

eration to generation. Half of the peo-

ple around the Thanksgiving table

may not have even been born "the

year the table fell down," but they

have heard the story so many times

that they actually believe they were

there. They love to recount the tale

and laugh as if they had witnessed it

firsthand.

The way traditions are passed on is

amazing. As an aunt, 1 will do my
best to make sure nothing is forgot-

ten, that no story goes untold. It is

fascinating to think that our family

could go on forever. I want to make

sure the stories and traditions live on

as well. With a close-knit family, this

is bound to happen.

This brings me back to my origi-

nal point regarding love at first

sight. To see an infant is to see the

beginning of a whole new lifetime,

one filled with ups and downs, hap-

piness and heartaches. But one

thing is certain about my nephew's

life. It will be filled with nothing

but love; a love that can never be

broken no matter what he does, a

comforting love that will tell him he

always has a place to go, the kind of

love that makes all of the problems

in this world disappear just a little

bit.

Amy Lounsbury is a UMass stu-

dent.

To the editor:

What's with this avalanche of

attacks and slanders against the

Editor of the Multicultural Affairs

page? It's shameful enough coming

from UMass students. But when a

faculty member, an English profes-

sor, joins the chorus I refuse to

remain silent.

When I opened the Collegian to

the Multicultural Affairs page on

Sept. 30. I was overjoyed to see that

the editor had chosen to print the

story of the day by day slaughter of

Palestinian men, women and children

by Israeli troops as reported by the Al

Akhbar News Service. I was over-

joyed because I knew that by doing

so Collegian readers would, at the

very least, be provided with "the

other side of the story" — that the

Israeli side, which is slavishly parrot-

ed by the mainstream media, would

be challenged by the Arab side, and

the reader would consequently be

nearer the truth of that horror.

And. what is the truth? Between

76-80 Palestinians were killed,

including at least 46 civilians, 16

children and 17 Palestinian police.

Some 1 .600 Palestinians were injured

seriously enough to require hospital

treatment. The Palestinian Human
Rights Committee reports that 45%
of the dead were shot in the head and

25% were shot in the chest, proving

that the Israeli troops were shooting

to kill, not to quell a demonstration.

Put these figures beside 1 4 Israeli sol-

diers killed and it should be clear the

Palestinian police fired in

self-defense, of themselves and of

those they are duty-bound to protect

— everywhere a justifiable response

to armed violence gone mad —
except apparently on the West Bank

and in Gaza.

1 have lived and worked as a jour-

nalist in the Middle East for most of

the last 30 years. I know the American

people are seldom provided with unbi-

ased, complete, truthful reports of

events in the Middle East. When I

returned to the States after a 12-year

continual absence 1 was appalled at

the rgnotante and at me mlJifrfbWra-

tiWaritf'mlkcon'cepWcint common
everywhere on the MroVfJfc East, even

among my peers in academia.

For instance. How does the term

"Zionist soldiers," or even "Zionist

occupiers," used in the Al Akhbar

report deny the state of Israel the

right to exist? What's wrong with the

term "Zionist?" My Concise Oxford

Dictionary defines Zionism as:

"Movement founded in 1897 that

sought and achieved the reestablish-

ment of a |ewish nation in Palestine."

What's wrong with "occupiers?" How
does Professor Silver characterize the

relationship between the Israeli army

and the Palestinian people living in

the West Bank and the Gaza Strip?

Such sentiments as these that have

filled the Collegian recently, give rise

to, encourage and validate the distor-

tions of history and truth that charac-

terized Matthew Wurtzel's column on

Oct. 7, and make possible his supreme

arrogance in asserting that "...we

(lews) are God's chosen people." If I

were an Arab confronted by a people

who believed themselves to be "the

chosen of God." I would take up arms

in defense as well, knowing with cer-

tainty that God would be on my side.

David G. Du Bois

Visiting Professor. African

American Studies and Journalism

Molitor poor excuse

for columnist

To the editor:

As a member of the media, I can

certainly respect Erik Molitor's right

to freedom of speech. I rely on that

right to stress my points and ideas

every week. But, at the same time, he

has a responsibility to the Collegian

and its readers to not misinterpret

those rights.

"As flaming as a raging bonfire."

Why is that terminology necessary?

Because Mr. Molitor had nothing

intelligent to say about the issue. He
has become one of the few conserva-

tive voices of the Collegian's editorial

page, but it seems that the only pur-

pose of his poor excuse for columns

is to stir up controversy and to incite

reactions.

Mr. Molitor's ridiculous metaphor

was not the only reason this latest

column was ludicrous and unneces-

sary. His hypocrisy on top of his

ambiguous, pointless argument was

an abomination to journalism.

Erik Molitor: you are a homo-
phobe: a weak, scared, unintelligent

homophobe. Any "man" who is

uncomfortable hugging a "friend" for

too long is a person who needs to

look himself in the mirror and be

embarrassed.

Paul Maloof
Webster

To the editor:

1 am not writing to protest the

opinions Erik Molitor expresses in

*My Own View" (Oct. 16). 1 disagree

with many of his statements, but

since he seems to respect my ideas. 1

will respect his. In fact. I agree with

Mr. Molitor that a world in which

everyone has been conditioned to

"think, believe, and act the same
wav" 'Wild be dreadfuriv fcorirtgv

'Hbwtfve'r. thls'-ba'sie notion of

mutual reSpecf iS often what fs"-miss'

ing from many debates on all sorts of

social issues. I appreciate your point.

Mr. Molitor. that an anti-gay senti-

ment "does not give anyone the right

to persecute," but I would like to

emphasize it a bit. People often use

their own, personal opinions, reli-

gious or otherwise, to justify denying

gays the right to marry, the right to

hold hands in public, and even the

right to walk down the street free of

threat of physical violence.

You end others may be "disgusted"

by gays and whatever it is you may
believe we do, but the fact of the

matter is that we have a right to exist

and live our lives in a healthy and

safe environment. An undercurrent of

mutual respect is essential to these

ends, but unfortunately is often

absent. Even in a government that

claims to support equality for all citi-

zens, gays are treated as sub-human.

I would like to make one addition-

al point about your editorial, Mr.

Molitor. You say that one of your

closest friends is gay. Well, that's

very nice for you. 1 take exception,

however, to your seemingly innocent

description of hirn as being "as flam-

ing as a raging bonfire." If you were

writing on race and were describing a

friend, would you use a racial epi-

thet? Probably not. because those

types of terms are recognized as

being insulting and inappropriate.

Most gays consider it equally

insulting to hear words like "flame."

"faggot." and "dyke" used by

straights, even if used lightly or with

good intentions. In fact, common,
thoughtless phrases like "that's so

queer" and "that's so gay." referring

to substandard items are quite often

offensive as well. 1 bring up this issue

to point out that just because gays

can use terms like these doesn't mean
that they are open for use by the rest

of the population. They are on equal

footing with any other racial, reli-

gious, or nationality-related insult. 1

encourage you and the rest of the

campus community to think a little

more carefully about the words you

use.

Christine Desrosiers

Northampton

Write a letter to the editor!
Do you like or dislike what you're seeing on our page?

In the Collegian in general? Let us know. Just make sure

y&u type k, keep it to under 450 words and send it to the

E&UyriaUOpimon Desk, c/o Mark McQrath, 1 13 Campus

Center, UMass. Hear from you soon.
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Arts & Living
Davis kisses acting career goodnight in new film

By Adam Levins

Collegian Correspondent

THE LONG KISS GOODNIGHT
Directed by Renny Harlin

with Geena Davis, Samuel I Jackson

Playing at Mr. Farms Theater

The Long Kiss Goodnight is one of the most stylish

action films to hit the screen in quite some time. The
problem with this movie, despite its slick exterior, all

director Renny Harlin did was remake his previous Die

Hard films and replace the hero with a heroine.

The film begins with Charlie Baltimore (Geena
Davis), narrating the story's premise by explaining how
she is an amnesia victim with no memory of her life

prior to eight years ego. She is the mother of a young

girl and lives a wholesome life in a quiet suburban
town. By reasons she cannot explain, she is suddenly

attacked by an escaped convict in her home and in an

attempt to protect herself she suddenly realizes her

extreme combat abilities.

Samuel L. lacksun plays Baltimore's hired private

detective assigned to investigate her case. After her

murder attempt, the two set out on the trail to discover

the hidden secrets of Baltimore's mysterious life.

Eventually she realizes she was previously a C.I. A.

assassin betrayed by her commanding officers and now
marked for death.

The Long Kiss Goodnight contains all the same basic

cliches we have come to expect from an action thriller

film. It is equipped with witty one-liners and an excit-

ing but predictable plot that leaves the audience enter-

tained but far from breathless. The film rarely contains

any dull scenes, but as a result suffers from a lack of

character and plot motivation. Harlin is foremost con-

cerned with constructing well-polished action
sequences that although appear cool, are far from
unique. It is however, refreshing to see that as we
approach a new millennium, Hollywood is allowing

women to blow up bridges and achieve murder counts

in the hundreds just as well as any man could.

The narrative moves at an extremely fast pace in an

attempt to keep up with the film's violent nature. This

does not allow the viewer to understand or sympathize

with any of the characters' actions. At one point.

Baltimore is about to kill her young daughter because

she is a hindrance to her resurrected secret agent life.

With no explanation, Baltimore decides to spare the girl

and devotes the rest of the film to protecting her from
the corrupt agents trying to kill her.

Once again Jackson has proved himself one of the

most talented character actors in Hollywood. His humor
and intensity is charming and enjoyable to watch.

Although he arguably may be labeled as typecasted, his

performances are always genuine. Davis, on the other

hand, starts the film well, playing her usual role as both

naive and innocent, but her reformation into a super

assassin is far to unrealistic.

The Last Kiss Goodnight is a fine action film, but this

genre has become far too over-played. Excessive vio-

lence is no viable substitute for lack of substance plots

Robert Frost trail

superb for season

COURTESY ASSOCIATED PMSS

Geena Davis stars in The Long Kiss Goodnight

when other filmmaKers have proved they can intertwine

both aspects successfully. C-

Sunday's concert remembers music of the Holocaust

By Sarah Kimmei
Collegian Staff

The University Chamber Choir and the

Jewish Community of Amherst Chorus,

Mahkcla. will perform in Bowker
Auditorium this Sunday at 3 p.m. in a con-

cert in remembrance of the Jewish music

of the Holocaust.

Following the performance, loshua R.

(acobson, professor of music and director

of choral activities at Northeastern
University and adjunct professor of Jewish

Music at Hebrew College will conduct a

lecture on how music provided strength in

this time of great despair and trouble.

"The works produced by those [Jewish]

composers are a demonstration of the

power of music. They serve as a challenge

— a challenge for us to remember and
emulate the courage of those who contin-

ued to sing even in the face of their own
destruction," jacobson said.

Director E. Wayne Abercrombie will

lead the University of Massachusetts
Chamber Choir in the singing of music

that was composed and sung in the

Sachsenhausen concentration camp.
Mahkela, the Jewish Community of

Amherst Chorus, is under the direction of

Kayla Werlin. The two groups will

remember the tragedy of the Holocaust in

the form of song. Together, they will per-

form music that was written by lews
across Europe. Included in the repertoire

will be pieces composed by Jews living in

the ghettos and those hiding from the

Nazis in the woods.

Jacobson will discuss the censoring of

the music that the Nazis considered
"degenerate." A rare film clip from a con-

centration camp will show some of the

actual music that inmates composed and
performed during World War II. The con-

centration camp in question, Terezin, was
a stopping ground for lews on their way to

. l

the death camps in Poland. Terezin even-

tually became a showplace, where Jews

would perform concerts before deporta-

tion to Auschwitz and other death camps.

Using the film as context, Jacobson will

discuss music acting as an outlet.

"For Jews trapped in Nazi-occupied

Europe, music represented a spiritual

escape from their physical pain as well as a

means of expressing the anguish of their

situation... Music can, in some cases, be

the only means through which human
beings can maintain and express their

humanity," Jacobson said.

The program is sponsored by the UMass
Department of Music and Dance, the

fewish Community ofAmherst and UMass
Hillel. The concert will begin at 3 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium. Donations to offset

the cost of the event will be requested. For

additional information, please call the

UMass Department of Music and Dance
at 545-00/8.

COURTIS* FINE ARTS CINTf

«

Joshua Jacobson, conductor and
speaker at "Music of the Holocaust."

"Two roads diverged in

a yellow wood.

And sorry I could not

travel them both

And be one traveler.

long I stood

And looked down the

one as far as I could

To where it bent in the

undergrowth. .

.

"

—Robert Frost

Follow the words of

Robert Frost and travel

down a narrow winding

road in the red, orange

and yellow woods of the

Pioneer Valley. Let your

mind run wild over

rocky streams, releasing

mid-term tensions on

the Robert Frost Trail.

In one grand route

t h e

Robert
Frost
Trail
links
together

many of

Amherst's conservation

areas. Marked by

orange trail blazes, the

Robert Frost 33-mile

route runs along the

scenic high points of

Mt. Orient. Pulpit Hill,

Long Mountain and
Rattlesnake Knob.

The Holyoke Range
section of the Robert

Frost Trail totals

around 22 miles. It is

one of the five longest

foot trails in

Massachusetts. The trail

crosses parts of seven

towns and is located on

a mixture of state land,

private easements and
town conservation and
watershed land.

The Notch Visitors

Alfresco News
with

Liz Anderson

Center of the Holyoke

Range State Park, just

north of the

Amherst-Gamby line

on Rt. I lb, is a good
place to start the Robert

Frost Trail. From the

Notch Visitors Center

the trail travels over
Rattlesnake Knob cov-

ering a series of ups and

downs over slippery

traprock cobbles to the

summit of Long
Mountain.

Rattlesnake Knob is

an infrequently visited

but dramatic point

along the eastern por-

tion of the Holyoke
Range. Three separate

ledges along the Knob
allow views north to

M t .

Toby,
east to

t h e

Pelham Hills and south

to the deep valley

between the Knob and
Long Mountain. Further

to the east, the old fire

tower on the Long
Mountain summit is a

significant hawk-watch-

ing point with a

360-degree exposure
and a good vista back

westerly to Mt.

Norwottuck, the

Connecticut River
Valley and Mt. Tom.

From the fire tower

the Robert Frost Trail

continues over the east-

ern summit of Long
Mountain and descends

steeply through dense

patches of hemlock to

Harris Mountain Road.

Turn to TRAIL, page 7

Tonight!

Celebrate the end of the

keek at the TOC with Karaoke

WFCR hosts Vintage Vinyl sale
By Mike Mannix
Collegian Correspondent

Looking to update your 80s heavy
metal collection? Can't find that great

jazz album that has been eluding you
for years? Need a good reason to dust
off the old turntable and give it a
spin? Head on down to the Amherst
Town Common this weekend for
WFCR's (88.5 FM) Vintage Vinyl
sale.

In an age where vinyl has been
replaced by shiny discs of metal, the

area's only public radio station pre-

pares to sell thousands of used
records, plus compact discs and cas-

settes. Proceeds of all sales benefit

WFCR which, according to sale coor-

dinator Chris Daly, "is the only local

radio outlet where classical and jazz

music can be heard along with news
and information."

As a public radio station, WFCR
relies heavily upon donations.

"The record sale is important
because we can't survive without the

support of listeners," Daly said.

A majority of the records for sale

originate from WFCR's own archives.

The remaining amount have been con-

tributions from listeners all across the

area.

Over the past six years, the bulk of

the musical donations have been on
vinyl but every year finds an increas-

ing number of compact discs and cas-

settes for sale.

Since early September, volunteers

have been alphabetizing and catego-

rizing the mammoth collection. Most

of the selection falls into the rock and

classical genres but Daly said that you

can expect to see anything from "cock-

tail lounge to Broadway hits,

Christmas, spoken word and chil-

dren's records."

Vintage Vinyl began as a simple

used record sale but has quickly

expanded into a celebrated event that

attracts people from all over New
England and New York.

Daly said that the attendees range

from "the avid collector looking for a

particular disc to the simply curious

who may be just running errands on

Pleasant Street."

In the past, records have sold for $2

and compacts discs for $4. Last year's

sale raised over $40,000 for WFCR.
Those numbers prove that vinyl may

not be dead. According to Daly, many

people still prefer "the warmer sounds

you get on a piece of vinyl."

So whether you're searching for

that Iron Maiden gatefold album or

the traditional sounds of Gene Krupa,

you're sure to find something for your

musical collection this weekend at the

Vintage Vinyl extravaganza.

Vintage Vinyl takes place on
Saturday and Sunday 10 a.m. - 5

p.m. on the Amherst Town Commons.
Admission is free. Call 1800)
639-8850 for more information.

New Earth Crisis loses hardcore edge
Congratulations to H20 for signing a two record deal

with Epitath Records. Look for their new album next

summer. H20 is playing Nov. 6 in Providence with the

Descendents and the Bouncing Souls.

• Norm Arenas of Anti Zine and Texas Is The Reason
fame released a compilation called Anti on Another Planet

Records. The album features unreleased songs by
Quicksand, Gameface, Outspoken, Supertouch, 108,

Threadbare, Snapcase, Chamberlin, Garden Variety,

Undertow, Strife. Senscfield, Lifetime,

Mouthpiece and a live track from CIV.

The compilation offers an excellent

cross-section of modern hardcore and the

songs, for the most part, represent the

best these bands have to offer. The only

disappointing thing is that like Norm's
zine, most of these bands have broken up.

• The Promise Ring released their debut EP 30
Everywhere on Jade Tree Records. Although their pop
meets Sunny Day Real Estate leans to the whimpier side

Keepin' it real with

Adam Dlugacz

Sense Field

of things, this album brings a smile to my face every time

I hear it.

• Lifetime released a new two song 7-irjch on Jade Tree

Records. The songs are "The Boy's No Good" and
"Somewhere in the Swamps of Jersey".

• Fahrenheit 451 is releasing their debut EP on Striving

For Togetherness Records. The five songs are "Settle,"

"Shift," "Blind," "For" and "Afraid." "Settle" and "Shift"

were re-mastered from their incredible demo. Fahrenheit

451's blend of Burn and 311

shows how hardcore bands can

progress from the traditional role

without playing metal.

• Long Island's Vision of

Disorder have their debut LP on

Roadrunner Records coming out

this week.
• Honkeyball. Reason Enough and Blood For Blood

are playing the Butterfield basement on Saturday night.

California's Sensefield are opening up for the Mighty

Mighty Bosstones at Pearl Street in November. In Boston

on Nov. 5, the Descendents are playing with the Swingin

Utters and the Bouncing Souls. Also look for Snapcase

and Earth Crisis shows in Boston in November.
• Well the new Earth Crisis is out on Victory Records

and not surprisingly, it sounds like their last album —
only a little more metal. To tell you the truth, I may not

agree with their militant stance on straight edge and veg-

anism, 1 find it quite immature and moronic as well as

exclusive. Do we really need two albums of the same

exact thing? Furthermore I thought hardcore was about

being open- minded, accepting of others and trying to be

different. Wearing baggy jeans, listening to the same

music, chanting along to threats to drug dealers that you

are never going to carry out does not make you revolu-

tionary.

Sounds to me like Earth Crisis has found a formula for

success and are sticking to it because they know it sells

records. I wonder how hardcore that is?

Adam Dlugacz is a Collegian columnist.
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Jazz royalty takes throne at FAC

(jOUKtOUH
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By Seema Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

The Queen of |azz will hold

court at the Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall tomorrow night.

Vocalist Cleo Laine and her hus-

band, musician John Dankworth,

will open up the FAC's 1996-97

season with an evening of pop and

jazz music, starting at 8 p.m.

Laine and Dankworth, who wed
in 1958 when Laine was a singer

with the Johnny Dankworth Big

Band, have made waves through-

out the jazz world, both together

and sometimes solo. Together, the

couple boasts impeccable creden-

tials and an array of prestigious

awards and nominations.

Laine began her career in the

early '50s in her native England.

She didn't make her debut in the

United States until 1972. Of the

1972 debut in New York City,

John Wilson of The New York
Times raved, "The British... have

been hiding one of their national

treasures."

Since then, Laine has toured

major cities in the United States

and has made appearances around

the world. Laine has appeared in

musical theater productions
including Stephen Sondheim's A
Little Night Music and The Merry

Widow. She was nominated for a

Tony for her performance in the

Broadway hit, The Mystery of
Edwin Drood. In addition, Laine

is also the only singer to ever

receive Grammy nominations in

the Female Jazz, Popular and
Classical categories.

Dankworth, who juggles the

baton, clarinet and saxophone
with ease, was born in London
and at the age of 17, he entered

the Royal Academy of Music.

From 1949 to 1955, he was
named Musician of the Year by

The Melody Maker Jazz Poll, mak-

ing him the only jazz artist to

receive such a high level of recog-

nition.

Dankworth has also made his

mark on many of the world's
Symphony Orchestras, including

the Pops Music Directorship for

the London Symphony. Not only

has Dankworth been honored the

Cleo Laine d John Dankworth

past two years at the British Jazz

Awards, but the musical score he-

composed for Return from the

Ashes was nominated for an

Academy Award.
Tickets for tomorrow night's

COUKTf SV GUKTMAN t) MUKTMA ASSOCIATE

performance are $50. S25. 5/5
and $10 for children under age

17. Five College students are $5.

For more information or direc-

tions. 545- 2511 or (800)
999-UMAS.

trail

continued from page 6

The Harris Mountain Road is an

attractive meandering woods walk at

the eastern end of the Holyoke
Range. It rambles down a lightly

trafficked country road to the edge

STUDY
ASIA
SYRACUSE
ABROAD

IN

HONGKONG

Study-travel

in China

Business &
Liberal Arts

courses

Generous
grants &

scholarships

Study

in English

Internships

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

119 Euclid Avenue

Syracuse, NY 13244-4170

1-800-235-3472

DIPA9suadmin.syr.edu

http://sumweb.syr.edu/dipa

of the Lawerence Swamp.
While hiking over the rugged ter-

rain of the Robert Frost Trail, one

can witness an array of wildlife habi-

tat and fabulous views of the

Pioneer Valley. The Robert Frost

Trail also crosses over various

streams throughout Amherst such as

Eastmann Brook, Cushman Brook.

Adams Brook, Heatherstone Brook.

Amethyst Brook, Harkness Brook.

Baby Carriage and Hop Brook.

Before you start your journey into

the woodlands of the Pioneer Valley,

there are some regulations that must

be taken into consideration.

Motorized vehicles are prohibited

from the entire trail. Horses or

mountain bikes should not be used

on the trail unless the ground i^

completely firm and dry. Open fire*

and camping are strictly prohibited.

This weekend lake a break from

stressTu! deadlines and take ffTvip

into the woods. Absorb the beauty

of the Robert Frost Trail and get

inspired to follow your dreams.

"/ shall be telling this with a sigh

Somewhere ages and ages hence:

Two roads diverged in a wood. unJ

I-

I took the one less traveled by.

And that made all the difference.

"

—Robert Frost. "The Road Vot

Taken
"

Liz Andersen is a Collegian stuff

member.
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volleyball men s soccer

continued from page 12

year ago when VTech volleyball joined

the A- 10.

The Colonials are 14-2 all time

against Massachusetts, the series dates

back to 1980. The Minutewomen
have been relatively successful against

GW under coach Bonnie Kenny,

going a poor 1-5 against the perennial

A- 10 powerhouse. GW's tumultuous

MMM has been marred by a seven

game losing streak that followed a 2-0

start. Lately the Colonials have leveled

off. going 5-4 in their last 9. including

a 4-4 conference record and a win

over Drexel.

The Hokies are led by the freshman

b-foot sisters tandem of Rachel and

Britton lulian. The twin towers are

leading the team in hitting percentage

in conference matches at .255 and

.250. respectively. Overall. Rachel

lulian leads the team at .274.

Defensively, Megan Barnes leads the

team with 18 solo blocks, and Terpie

Zubert has 2.9 digs per game.

Outside hitter Crystal Akens leads

GW with 220 kills. 5.39 per game,

Middle blocker Anna Krimmel leads

with 1 3 solo blocks, and senior setter

Kate Haubenreich averages 9.63 sets

per game.

Massachusetts plays host this

weekend while defending its 10-0

undefeated record at the Cage this

season. The Minutewomen have

never gone a full season without los

ing a home game. Their best such

streak was in 1994, when they started

the season winning 10 games at home

before losing to Rhode Island.

UMass' recent road trip included

two weekends of play against five

conference opponents. Two weeks

ago the Minutewomen went 2-1,

beating La Salle and Fordham. while

dropping a five game decision to

Temple. This past weekend they split

the two game tour d'Ohio, besting

Xavier but falling to Dayton, again in

five games.

continued from page 12

players to propel their offense. Their

main threat is Cesidio Colasante. a

player Koch describes as. "...extreme-

ly dangerous, definitely an M.L.S.

player."

However, he is a player who can

be contained.

"He is someone )oe lacobson

(UMass senior defender) closed

down last year," Koch said. "He will

need to do the same this year."

Colasante has scored nine times

and assisted on five goals in his first

10 games. Two of the tallies were

game winners.

His favorite player to whom he

feed those assists is freshman for-

ward Shawn Jefremow (5 games, 4

goals. 1 assist in A- 10 play).

"If we can stop them, then we can

stop their team," commented Koch.

"We are certainly capable of doing

that. I think that they are going to

have to worry about us. too. We have

great firepower with Butler,

Siljanovski and Castma."

UMass will also look to the speed

and ball control of outside midfield-

ers Tashi Tshering and lake Brodsky.

Koch also points to Paul Corcoran

and Scott Regina as key players that

will help keep possession in the

Minutemen's favor.

"The bottom line is to make sure

that we create as many chances as we

can. and that we finish them," Koch

said.

As the Minutemen prepare for

these games, there is extra incentive

for the seniors on the team. This trip

may decide whether they have a

post-season, or if their careers come

to a premature close.

"We are more focused going into

this weekend. We know we can't let

down," Koch said. "We have to do

the job."

As the team prepares for what may

be the most important two games of

the regular season, Koch remains

utterly optimistic.

"I am confident that we will have a

good weekend," he said.

horn
continued from page 12

3-iron on a frozen 200 yard rope...

they can not say that they can not

outfit people, at least.

• A wile-y Coyote...

So, 1 will admit it, 1 was wrong.

leremy Roenick did sign with the

Coyotes. Do you want me to grovel

to the hockey gods for forgiveness?

women s soccer

He is worth every penny of his

5-year, $20 million contract, and

Phoenix looks like a contender with

two. grinding, gamer Bahs-ton boys

in the lineup. If you don't know who
Keith Tkachuk is yet, buy a Hockey

Sews... quickly.

Dionne Nash leads the volleyball team

home.
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ers who dominate their areas, like

few others at any level. Combining

power, speed, excellent field vision

and outstanding technical skills, the

Tietjens are the key to an often lethal

attack.

Coach Len Tsantiris' team is so

deep that )ana Carabine would be

UMass' leading scorer with 24 points

on the year, yet she has yet to start a

match, as would Sherri Huckleberry

who has started four. Ginny
Woodward and Kerry Connors have

combined to score 28 goals this year.

UMass has scored 28 goals this year.

Meanwhile, still adjusting to the

terrible loss of all-time leading scorer

Rebecca Myers. UMass still has to set

itself in the midfield while it prepares

for its toughest challenge of the sea-

son. Rudy knows that he will have to

cater his plans to his formidable foe.

"Tactically I don't think we can

come out and stroke it around on

them and expect to be successful,"

Rudy said. "If we don't focus and

play very well we face the possibilty

of getting beaten big. They have a

lot of speed and a lot of fire power.

They've got a kid coming off the

bench with more points than our

leading scorer.

"They have raw speed all over the

field with the exception of one posi-

tion and that kid ain't stow. We're

going to have to pick a part of the

field that we want to defend and

defend that part very wall because

we can't get stretched out like we
did last year. They had us all over

the field," Rudy said.

If the Minutewomen need scuba

gear to find that field under the rem-

nants of a hurricane, Rudy will be

happier than a concessionaire selling

umbrellas at the field, where in

excess of 1 ,500 fans are expected to

gather tomorrow.

Rain or shine, UMass must pre-

pare for an all-out battle to save

their NCAA slot and to save face

against a powerful opponent. One
thing is for certain though against

the spectorous Huskies, if the

Minutewomen open tomorrow with

a lackluster showing |ike on
Tuesday, even if it is sunrW Out. "it's

a hard rain a' gonna fall."
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UMass women's crew set

for Head of the Charles

By Jason Tuohey
Collegian Correspondent

This Sunday, the city of Boston will host the most famous boat race in

the world, the annual Head of the Charles Regatta. And the UMass

women's crew will be there. . .

The Minutewomen have qualified three boats for this prestigious race.

Their strongest boat is the women's heavyweight eight, which will race in

the championship at 4 p.m. The women's lightweight eight will race at

1:25 p.m. The third boat races in the open four championship race, a race

it finished second in last year.

The lightweight eight boat, which last year won a stunning victory at

the Women's Lightweight Sprint Championships, is predicted to finish in

the top five. . .

Needless to say, UMass coach |im Deitz is being conservative when ne

lists his team's chances as "pretty optimistic."

The Minutewomen have been dominating their competition ail year,

and they are coming off a particularly successful race. Last week, at the

Head of the Connecticut Regatta, the open-weight four boat came in

third. Two boats raced in the lightweight fours, finishing second and

fourth. The open eight boat finished second, losing to reigning national

champion Brown. Brown beat the Minutewomen by 15 seconds (19:40 to

"They are the national champs, and beating them would mean a lot,"

Dietz said about Brown.

The Head of the Charles is not a collegiate regatta, and thus the

Minutewomen will be racing the best competition in the world, as well as

the college ranks. , . .

Both the United States and Canada are entered in the women s eight

races. Countless international teams are headed to Boston to compete in

both light and heavyweight divisions.

Due to its national fame, the Head of the Charles is much akin to the

Boston Marathon in the respect that the world's best congregate there to

compete. ,- i_ n
Deitz is hoping that his boats will finish within the top five, but will not

be disappointed if their positions end up slightly lower. Deitz believes

that, at the very least, Sunday's races will be "a good gauge to see where

we stand against other college teams."

"The team is very excited to be competing in Boston," senior co-captain

Deanna Groark said. "The races will be a good test of our abilities."

If the Minutewomen keep up their present streak, it will be a good test

of the other teams' abilities as well.

football
continued from page 1

2

Minutemen Notes: Buffalo leads

the all-time series between the

schools 4-2. The Bulls have not vis-

ited McGuirk Stadium since 1969,

when they beat UMass 16-6.

New Hampshire faces Maine this

week in a pivotal game as far as

YanCon standings are concerned.

UNH and UMass will square off

next week.

field hockey
continued from page 12

Friars were 0-for-6.

The Minutewomen don't get much

rest before returning to action on

Saturday. They will be in Philadelphia

to face conference foe La Salle at 1

p.m.

After the tilt in Philly, the

Minutewomen will have one final

A-10 contest on the schedule, Nov. 2's

Senior Day against St. loseph's.

— Casey Kane

Saturday Oct. 1 9th 7:CC pmte1K)C am
Campus Center Auditorium UMass Amherst
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The accomplishments of Louis Farrakhan

Sunanda

Ghosh

One year after the Million Man
March, many people ask the question:

"what has been accomplished?" One
of the biggest steps taken by the
Honorable Minister Louis Farrakhan
has been a development of action and
ideology, explicitly connecting the
struggles of African-Americans to the

struggles of people in the Third
World.

In a series of powerful recent
speeches that have focused on his for-

eign policy agenda and demonstrated
the growth of Farrakhan's sophistica-

tion on international

matters, the minister

has argued that making
the link with the Third

World is the most
important step for

African-Americans

.

Citing the examples of W.E.B. Du
Bois, Marcus Garvey, Paul Robeson,
Martin Luther King and Malcolm X,

Farrakhan has been insisting that the

United States government is most
threatened by black leaders who reach

out to the rest of the non-white world

in Asia, Africa and Latin America.
Farrakhan has repeatedly pointed out

that it is when these leaders developed

and acted on an international, rather

than a more narrowly focused, per-

spective of the struggle for justice, that

they became most effective as

African-American leaders. He has

added that it is often at this point in

their careers that such leaders are tar-

geted for assassination.

Clearly, Farrakhan feels that there is

a distinguished tradition of linking the

struggle in the United States with that

of Third World peoples, and is seeking

to continue to develop this approach

by reaching out to many non-white
nations suffering under U.S. colonial

attack. Among his many recent

impressive trips was an unexpected
visit to Cuba, a progressive socialist

Caribbean republic long targeted by

American imperialism. Also Farrakhan

was for many years one of the few
prominent Americans to speak out in

behalf of Palestinian human rights.

During his recent 13-country visit

to the Middle East and Africa,

kirrakhan was embraced by progres-
"'
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Saflqam Fiussein and Mommar
. ...dhafi .

'

After his visit, Farrakhan was hon-

ored with the Gadhafi Award, plus $1

billion from Libya to help finance

black businesses and other needs in

America's inner cities.

After his acceptance of this award,

the U.S. government fell into a state of

panic, terrified by the prospect of
cooperation between the

African-American liberation move-
ment and a proud, independent Third

World country.

Virtually confirming Farrakhan's

analysis, the State Department reacted

by forbidding Farrakhan from accept-

ing this award because of the U.S.

embargo against Libya and demanding
that Farrakhan regis-

ter as a foreign agent

of Libya. Farrakhan
has vowed to sue.

At the one year
anniversary of the

Million Man March, Farrakhan called

for a World's Day of Atonement out-

side of the United Nations' headquar-

ters in New York. In his speech,
Farrakhan condemned the U.S. gov-

ernment for the inhumane sanctions

they imposed on Iraq, which have led

to the deaths of hundreds of thou-

sands of children. Without adequate

food and medicine, these Iraqi chil-

dren have been cruelly forced to suffer

untimely and perfectly preventable

deaths. Farrakhan also condemned the

U.S. government for sanctions on
Cuba, Libya, Sudan, Iran and Nigeria.

Even though the media claims,

without evidence, that many of
Farrakhan's followers are not interest-

ed in his foreign policy agenda, it is

bringing in millions of dollars to help

with domestic problems of undoubted

popularity.

Unfortunately, many critics of

Farrakhan have fixed ideas, and refuse

to acknowledge the major develop-

ment and growth in both his analysis

and his activism on the world stage.

Some can never admit the incredible

impact of the Million Man March,
within the African-American commu-
nity in the United States, among the

rest of the American public and inter-

nationally.

But through his powerful words,

impressive achievements, inspiring

organizational triumphs and increas-

ing effectiveness as a teacher,

arrakhafl /><(££) aifli U» ennjague to

cfuddle his critics, astound his

detractors and proceed as an increas-

ing force for good in the world.

Sunanda Ghosh is a Collegian staff

member.

PHOTO COUKTEjy ACCKDN ZAPATISTA

The courageous Comandante Ramona, an Indiginous Tzotzil woman
said to be dying of kidney cancer, is leading Zapatista negotiators in

talks with the Mexican government. In recent weeks she has again

emerged as a national symbol of the struggle of Mexico's 9 million

Indigenous people for freedom and equality, and of the Zapatista

movement in general. Her most recent statement is below.

Mensaje del Ejercito Zapatista de

Liberation Nacional en la cele-

bration del 12 de octubre de 1996.

Al pueblo de Mexico, Hermanos

y hermanas:

Por mi voz habla la voz del

Ejercito Zapatista de Liberacion

Nacional.

Hoy hemos venido hasta aqui.

hasta el centra de este pais que se

llama Mexico, para decide a todos

los mexicanos y mexicanas unas

cuantas palabras que tenemos
nosotros los Zapatistas.

De por si es muy pequena nues-

tra palabra de los Zapatistas, pero su

paso es muy grande y camina muy
lejos y se entra en muchos cora-

zones.

Estos corazones que nos

escucharon son de hombres,

mujeres, ninos y ancianos que
quieren un pais democratico, libre y

justo.

Estos corazones son los que nos

ayudaron a llegar hasta el Zocalo de

la ciudad de Mexico.

Estos corazones quieren lo

mismo que los Zapatistas queremos

y lo que todos queremos.

Queremos un Mexico que nos

tome en cuenta como seres

humanos, que nos respete y

reccmozca nuestra dignidad.

Por eso queremos unir nuestra

pequena voz de Zapatistas a la voz

grande de todos los que luchan por

un Mexico nuevo.

Llegamos hasta aqui para gritar,

junto con todos, los ya no, que

nunca mas un Mexico sin nosotros.

Eso queremos, un Mexico donde

todos tengamos un lugar digno.

Por eso estamos dispuestos a par-

ticipar en un gran dialogo nacional

con todos.

Un dialogo donde nuestra pal*

abra sea una palabra mas en

muchas palabras y nuestro corazon

sea un corazon mas dentro de

muchos corazones. .

Para este dialogo nacional vamos

a caminar mucho y vamos a dar

muchos pasos.

Nosotros estamos dispuestos a

todo para dar estos pasos.

Pero necesitamos que todos ust-

edes nos ayuden a caminar a todos

los Zapatistas, asi como me ayu-

daron a mi a caminar hasta aqui.

Hermanos y hermanas mexi-
canos:

Yo soy la comandante Ramona
del Ejercito Zapatista de Liberacion

Nacional.

Soy el primero de mudhos pasos

de los Zapatistas al Distrito Federal

y a todos los lugares de Mexico.

Esperamos que todos ustcdes

caminen junto a nosotros.

Esta es nuestra palabra, her-

manos y hermanas mexicanos.

Gracias.

Desde el Zocalo de la ciudad de

Mexico Distrito Federal.

Por el Comite Clandestino

,

Revolucionario Indigena-

Comandancia General del Ejercito

Zapatista de Liberacion Nacional.

Comandante Ramona, Mexico,

octubre de 19%.

Nation of Islam leader Minister Louis Farrakhan, with son Mustafa at his left, addresses the Million Man March, Monday October 16, 1995 on
Capital Hill. One million Black men gathered in Washington, D.C., in response to his call for a Day of Atonement.

Why Palestine is the priority

Advocates of Zionism and defend-

ers of Israel have been describing

advocacy for Palestinian human and

national rights as an idee fixe and

irrational obsession for the writers of

this page, Rather than confront the

moral challenge or. debate the facts.

they resort [o questioning the moti-

vations of those who raise questions

about Israeli colonialism.

Why. they ask, is this issue

returned to again and again? Why
should the question of Palestine be

uppermost in the minds of students,

not just from the Middle East, but

from Seoul. South Korea to San
lose, Costa Rica? Why do students

from across the Third World, from

Calcutta to Fujian. continue to focus

on the quotum of Palestine?

Since the inception of the

Developing Nations Page, we have

been attempting to explain Third

World perspectives to Americans.

Chief among these is our moral
opposition to the continued injus-

tices perpetuated by the west,

whether in Vietnam, apartheid
SOuth Africa. Namibia, Panama,
Iraq, Haiti. Cuba. Nicaragua or

Palestine.

We write of the horrors of living

under the guns of occupation, the

dehumanizing experience of endur-

ing racial segregation, bombs
destroying Third World cities, sanc-

tions that cut off food and medical

aid for small babies and military

bases that cause the rape and sale of

Third World women. We write

because we have seen these injus-

tices with our own eyes. We write

for you because we hold out hope in

your humanity and moral con-

science, believing that if you could

only see the truth, you too would be

against oppression, colonialism and

injustice. It is this moral compass
that focuses our attention on injus-

tice in Palestine at this time.

The '50s and '60s saw the break

up of old large colonial empires of

Britain, France, Portugal, Holland

and others and the emergence of a

number of independent Third World
nation-states in Asia and Africa.

Naturally, this was the focus of inter-

national anti-colonial concern at

that time.

In the '70s and '80s. anti-racist,

anti-colonialist people the world
over-focused on the continuing
struggles in southern Africa, espe-

cially South Africa. During this time

both Mozambique and Angola were

still colonies of Portugal, and in

Rhodesia (now known as

Zimbabwe), South Africa and
Namibia, the European-settler com-

munity imposed apartheid on the

African population. As Southern
Africa remained replete with the

most inhumanely racist and barbaric

regimes, it was natural and correct

that the struggles in this area were

prioritized by morally conscious,

anti-racist and anti-colonialist peo-

ple all over the world.

Most Third world countries ostra-

cized these nations as international

pariahs, sponsored a number of

United Nations resolutions con-

demning the racist regimes, and
materially and financially supported

the liberation movements in these

areas. As the images of Sweto and
Sharpville filtered through their con-

sciousness, many citizens of the

United States and other western
nations fought apartheid, demanding
that institutions and corporations

divest from South Africa. University

campuses were rife with anti-

apartheid rallies, newspaper articles

and takeovers as student activists

expressed their moral outrage.

After magnificent liberation strug-

gles, Mozambique and Angola are

independent nations, and apartheid

has been abolished in Zimbabwe.
Namibia and South Africa.

Nonetheless, colonialism is not erad-

icated. On the contrary, in some
parts of the world, it is flourishing

and expanding.

Perhaps the most gruesome exam-

ple of colonialism today is the

Middle East in Palestine. Here the

majority native population witnessed

the destruction of their country and

the usurpation of their land by

European settlers. Israel was estab-

lished in 1947 by the Western pow-

ers as a lewish state, and most of its

75 percent Arab majority were
expelled.

From its inception, the Zionist

dream of the creation Israel was a

typical 19th century racist colonial

project. The founding fathers of

Zionism were well aware of their

participation in a broader project of

European colonialism, and used it to

their advantage in the creation of

Israel.

In 1896. when
Theodore Herzl first

articulated his

Zionist vision in his

book The lewish
State, colonialism and racism did not

have the same dirty, and immoral
connotations they have these days.

Herzl and the other Zionist founders

envisaged the creation of an
European outpost in Asia to protect

the interests of the European
empires and to continue their the

"European Civilizing mission" in

Asia.

In his book, Herzl stated that "We
should there [in Palestine] form a

portion of the rampart of Europe
against Asia, an outpost of civiliza-

tion as opposed to barbarism. We
should as a neutral state remain in

contact with all Europe, which
would have to guarantee our exis-

tence."

In remarks to the First Zionist

Congress in 1897. he stated "It is

more and more to the interest of the

civilized nations and of civilization

in general that a cultural station be

established on the shortest road to

Asia. Palestine is this station and we
lews are the bearers of culture who
are ready to give our property and
our lives to bring about its creation-

Israel's first Prime Minister. David

Ben Gurion. pointed out "We were

not just working — we were con-

quering, conquering a land. We were

a company of conquistadors."

Shyamala

Ivatury

The Zionists placed themselves at

the service of the British Empire and
road the backs of the imperialists

into Palestine. The Balfour

Declaration tied British imperialism

and Zionist colonialism together. As
Zionist leader Max ^orduu told

British leaders in 1919, "We know
what you expect from us.1 We shall

have to be the guards of the Suez
canal. We shall have to be the sen-

tinels of your way to India via the

Near East. We are ready to fulfill

this difficult military service, but it is

essential to allow us to become a

power in order to enable us to do
our task."

Above the objections of the over-

whelming majority of the people of

Palestine, the British imperialists

who took over began a project of

facilitating huge waves of European

lewish immigration in Palestine,

altering the demographics of the

nation at the point of a gun.

Palestinian resistance reached its

height in the first Palestinian War of

Independence, known in the west as

the "Arab rebellion" in 1936. The
British and Zionists collaborated in

fighting to deny freedom to the

Palestinians.

After World War II, the British

withdrew from a Palestine in which

they had ensured that the settler

minority was well armed and pre-

pared for conflict, whereas the

indigenous majority were being sup-

pressed by both imperialists and
colonialists. By force of arms, the 25

percent European minority declared

Palestine a "Jewish state," and
expelled most of the

Palestinian population.

In 1948, over a mil-

lion Palestinians were
hounded from their vil-

lages and cities and
forced to become the stateless,

homeless refugees they remain until

today, while those that remained in

Israel are accorded the status of sec-

ond class citizens subjected to

apartheid laws. Israel occupied the

West Bank and Gaza in 1967,

enforcing an occupation that contin-

ues to condemn its native

Palestinians to a life surrounded by

guns, tanks and Israeli soldiers. In

fact, Zionism really permits only

three realities for Palestinians, life

under Apartheid in Israel, under
occupation in the West Bank and
Gaza, or in exile in neighboring

Arab states.

Furthermore, Israel has continued

to not only engage in the worst

racism in areas under its control, it

has also continued to do as Nordau

promised, serve as an attack dog of

imperialism. In 1956, for example.

Israel made a secret agreement with

Britain and France, which wanted to

recapture the Suez Canal from
Egypt. The deal was that Israel

would attack Egypt, and Britain and

France would seize the canal in the

n»urse of a "peace-keeping" effort.

Furthermore. Israel was always

extremely close with its sister

apartheid state of South Africa, with

which it developed low level nuclear

canons and other weapons for use

against indigenous people of color,

lane Hunter has decried "Israel's

dealings with the scum of the

world's tyrants — including the

white clique in South Africa,

Somoza of Nicaragua, General
Pinochet of Chile, Marcos or the

Phillipines, Duvalier of Haiti,

Mobutu of Zaire..."

In fact, the Israelis have few
qualms about being a proxy for

western imperialists throughout the

Third World. In 1981, for example,

Israeli cabinet minister Yacov
Meridor told the United States that

in the Third World, "Israel will be

your proxy."

Both in its internal racist struc-

ture, and foreign policy. Israel is

surely the most racist state in the

contemporary globe, and in its despi-

cable role in international affairs,

therefore, no nation is more worthy

of criticism and concern than Israel.

But, Israel and Zionism are not

only the paramount moral priority

for anti-racists and anti-colonialists

for these reasons. There is a strategic

focus on the Middle East by the

world's last major imperial power—
the United States. The American
Empire stakes its future on the con-

trol and dominance of this oil-rich

region, as the enormous U.S. mili-

tary build-up in the Persian Gulf
region demonstrates.

In the Middle East, the disposition

of and injustice towards the

Palestinian people remains the great-

est cause of concern, anger and
instability. It is understood that the

cause of Palestine is the one above

all which can rouse the populations

of all the Arab nations and Iran. The
Islamic political revival places the

question of Palestine at the very cen-

ter of its agenda for a new Middle

East.

So do the State Department and
the Pentagon. These agencies of

American imperial rule are well

aware of the centrality of the ques-

tion of Palestine, and seek to pacify

Palestinian demands for justice with

subterfuges like the so- called Oslo

peace accords. Now, even that deal,

which grants Palestinians none of

their basic rights, is too much for the

Israeli government. Predictably, such

half-measures and phoney reforms

led again to violence, with
Palestinians, as always, being massa-

cred by well-armed Israelis.

In the words of the great moral
leader and anti-colonialist fighter.

Mohandas K. Gandhi, "The lews
have erred grievously in seeking to

impose themselves on Palestine with

the aid of America and Britain, and

now with the aid of naked terror-

ism."

The priority of the struggle for

Palestinian human rights and against

Zionism, which seems so obvious to

so many of us, is therefore based on
both a moral assessment as well as

an understanding of the goals and
methods of contemporary imperial-

ism.

Shyamala Ivatury is a Collegian

columnist.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Financial Aid Available! Millions

ol dollars in financial aid are now
available All students are eligible

Let Student Financial Services help

vou get your fair share 1 -800-263-

6495 ext F5O015

AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing a Used Car? Having

your car repaired 7 Do you know
your rights' Contact the Student

legal Services Office. 922 Campus
545-1995

1989 Hyundai 4 door hatchback

1)8.000 miles, runs well, original

uwner Manual transmission

Asking $1,000 or B/0 256-3411

Leave message

82 VW Vanigaa 136k. 46k on new

engine, runs well $1,200 1413)731-

8163

1990 Honda CRX Black. Great

Condition. Low Miles. $7,500.00 or

B/0 (4131 549-0944 or 14131 253-

0587

EMPLOYMENT
Asiaa/Europaan Employment
Live in Prague. Budapest. Tokyo etc

teaching simple conversational

English No teaching background or

foreign language required Great

pay/benefits Academic internships

also available Call 1919) 968-1 164

P.T. Adminiitrative Positions

duties range from filing to Ig media

events Flexible hours. 10-15

hrs/wk Call DataViews Corp /HR

Oept 586-4144

Cruise Liaas Hiring Earn up to

$2,000-t/month working on Cruise

Ships or Land Tour companies

World Travel Seasonal/Full-time

No experience required For info

call (9191968-1164

Legal Assistants Wanted -

Spring '97 Internships with the

Student Legal Services Office, get

hands-on experience in the Legal

field—work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 under-

graduate credits No experience in

the legal profession necessary-

training provided Contact the

Student Legal Services Office today

for an application 545-1995.922

Campus Center

EMPLOYMENT
Earn Money and Frsa Tripsll

Individuals and groups wanted to

promote Spring Break! I Call Inter-

Campus Programs at 1-800-327-6013

or http //www tcpt com

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up

to $2,000+/month World travel

Seasonal & full-time positions No

exp necessary For info call 1-206-

971 -3550 ext C50016 j_

Spring Break!! Earn Cash!!

Highest Commissions! Lowest

Prices! Travel free on only 13 sales'

Free Info' Sunsplash 1-800-426-

7710

SPRING BREAK 97! Cancun.

Bahamas. Jamaica, and Florida

EARN FREE TRIPS AND CASH Call

(800)700-0790

FOR RENT
Fridge Rentals Plus free delivery

253-9742

FOR SALE

Full Futon and Frame Excellent

condition $125 Andrea 253-0743

FOR SALE
World Serial Game ( Tix lier

Reserved Bleachers Available Call

546-1838

2 Smashing Pumpkin Ticket* For

Nov 6 at Worcester $60/PR Call

256-1590 Leave message

Two office desks $50 00 each

Mamiya 645 SLR camera $500 00

Call 548-8896

Basement Sale! Everything must

go!! 549-1578

Multi-Spaed Bike In excellent con-

dition $35, Sofa with mattress $25.

New heater

(4131549-5035

$15. Call Nina

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Happy Belated 21st Birthday

Matt Schneider The world is now
your oyster Budweiser, Michelob.

Miller, Red Dog, Petes. Sam Adams.

Coors. Heineken. Corona, Vodka,

Gin. Rum, Tequilla, Whiskey. Scotch,

Sherry. Goldschlager. Saki

BOMBERS Good luck, PPBB

INSTRUCTION
Bartend with University

Bartending 50% student discount.

Amherst classes starting soon! Call

1-800-U-CANMIX for info

Boxing Lessons All Welcome 1 for

brochure (4131732-881

7

Wool Coat with "Courtney" written

m red Call 546-5775

MISCELLANEOUS

New Metabolism Breakthrough

Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35

800-776-9503

PERSONALS

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

ROOM FOR RENT

1 Bdrm Available Jan 1 - June 1

.

located in Alpine Commons, on bus

route, utilities included $287 50

Call 256-5489

SERVICES
Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade? In house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

TRAVEL

"SPRING BREAK 1997" Cancun,

Mazatlan. Jamaica, Florida.

Bahamas Don't miss out! 546-4377

Quebec City for New Year* 3

nights at 5 star Hilton located in

Quebec City, the oldest city in North

America $89pp SKI and PARTY

Call Dominic at 533-1600 now'

Limited space! HURRYi

SPRING BREAK! Earn cash!

Highest commissions/lowest prices!

Travel free on only 13 sales!! Free

ROOM WANTED
info! Sunsplash 1-800-426-7710

New Years in Montreel with

SERVICES

UMass Ski Club Bus, downtown

hotel. 3 days, 2 nights. $149pp Call

UMass Ski Club © 545-3437.

UMass's Social and Ski Club!

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20<£ per word/day

All
others

40<£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS,,
Please write clearly and legibly?!

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

Standard Headings

After being hooked in the finger

by little Bobby's cast for the

third time, grandpa decided it

was time for his grandson to find

a different hobby.

Classifieds.

ft

Activities

Announcements

Apartment For

Rent

Auto For Sale

Employment

Entertainment

For Sale

Found (2 days

Free)

Happy Birthday

Houses For Rent

Instruction

Lost

Musicians

Miscellaneous

Motorcycles

Personals

Room For Rent

Room Wanted

Roommate Wanted

Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Transportation

Wanted to Rent

Wanted

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited bv Trade Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Safe haven

5 Old hat

10 Slight

14 Neat as —
15 Fragrance

16 Verdi heroine

17 Purplish hue

16 Defend

20 Great finish

21 — maiesly

22 Name
23 Papal cape

25 Dutch painter

Gerard —
Borch

26 Handle lovingly

28 Go back on

one's word

31 Cinders

32 Avoids

34 Grain

36 Wind-driven

cloud

37 Damp
38 Too

39 Selfish one

40 Sticky stuff

41 Ancient

42 Holy—!
44 Cheap
45 Stout

46 Aristide's island

47 Soto

50 King of the

road

51 Discontinuity

54 Famous
western span

57 Folklore fiend

58 Theater award

59 Keep accounts

60 Ruminant

Wind dir.

Doughnut-

shaped rolls

Came about

Scale

component
—

. amas. amat

9 Workshop, for

short

10 Swift's style

11 Elevator

12 Adored one

13 Stable resident

19 Solar disks

21 Laddie's love

24 Type of

instrument

25 Circus cover

26 Ready money
27 Broad tie

28 Trick

29 Prospector,

of a sort

30 Relieved

32 Middling

33 Big success

35 Stylish

37 Created

38 "Thanks—I"

40 Martinique

volcano

41 Cleveland's

state

43 Touched down
44 Cutting edges

46 Tourist's stopoff

47 Awestruck

48 Timber wolf

49 Hodgepodge
50 Detest

52 God of war

53 Father: Fr

55 Ship-shaped

dock

56 Antelope

57 Keats specialty
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61 — Samaritan

62 Gas and oil

63 Irish

DOWN
1 Good Hope, for

one

2 Musical

composition

3 T_es Mtserabtes"

author

1 2 3
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Classifieds

Personals Policy
1 All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2 Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.
. cvrcD

3 Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO tXLtK-

TIONS
, ,

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm

room numbers as well.

5 Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.
6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7 The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.U.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and

the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law. lUOTlUi
?." The Collegian reserves the.righl to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian^ standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

ARIES
March 21 -April 20

Check out a heavily discounted

Item. If looks aren't too Important,

you could have found a real

bargain. A relationship takes a

turn for the better—keep working

to Improve it.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

Go for security rather than

extravagance—It's the wiser course

In the long run. Wrap up a project

with a flourish by giving It the

thoughtful, enthusiastic presenta-

tion It deserves. Then, treat yourself

to a special evening.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

The more tightly you focus

your efforts, the greater your

accomplishments will be. Pay close

attention to details—they will help

you discover the reality behind an

appearance.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

You're In a mood for a new thrill,

but your routine won't allow you to

travel far. The excitement could

even lead to a burst of creativity—

make the most of It.

LEO
July 23-August 23

A walk In the outdoors allows you

to both appreciate the season and

get to know someone better than

you ever thought possible. One

day holds the possibility for an

unexpected development In an old

drama.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

Changes at work could offer you a

unique chance to get ahead. Don't

waste It by sabotaging someone—

It's better to make a positive effort.

Look for the diamonds in the rough,

whether people or objects, and

you11 be well on your way to being

more content with your <ife.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

The Impulse to spend Is running

high, so lock up your credit cards

and stick to your grocery list. Be

sure to Include small Indulgences

so you don't feel deprived. Entertain

this weekend to add extra pizzazz to

your social life.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

Your "full-speed-ahead" approach to

life could have you on the edge of

burnout. Take a few steps back and

enjoy some of the simpler iblngs.

Focus on concrete issues when It

comes to an old dispute.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Devote all your energy to a project

that needs extra attention. Other

things will wait If you manage your

time effectively. Increase your

savings by reevaluating your

spending patterns.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20

Make an extra effort to stay In the

good graces of someone who could

pull strings for you. You could need

their influence In the near future.

Don't be afraid to make a bold

career move. It could be Just the

change you've been looking for.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

Be sure that you have all the

Information you need before

attempting to make a llfe-alterlng

decision. Then, once you make your

choice, stick to it. In love, build on

a relationship with someone who

shares your values and Interests.

PISCES
February 19-March 20

An old connection offers a new

opportunity. Be sure that any group

propositions you make have an

Incentive for everyone. Romance
flourishes when you devote extra

time and attention to another.
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During the summer when I

was 6, I'd go to the amusement

park and ride in the little cars.

I'd steer left and right and

make horn sounds.

The next year I noticed the car

was on tracks and no matter how
hard I turned the steering wheel it

had no effect on what direction I

was going.

By the time I was 8, 1 didn't

want to go on that ride and I

complained to the guy that it was

a waste of time steering cars.

Nowadays, I've learned not to

complain. I just vote anyway.
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Quote of the Day

'Are you lost, daddy?' I

asked tenderly.

'Shut up/ he explained.

-Ring Lardner
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Ccflegiafi Grif fries

Joke of the

£k^ What did the

snail say when he

was riding on the

back of the turtle*?
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Today's D.C. Menu
Cadi 343-2626 tor morm ImtmrmmHmm.

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet

Sandwich

Philly Cheese Steak

Cheese Pizza

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Duchess Meat Surprise

Tofu Fajita

Quarter Pounder

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on Roll

Chicken Cutlet

Sandwich
Handcut Cod Sub

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Lite Cod with Basil

Garlic Sauce

Worcester

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese
Sloppy )oe

Vegan Sloppy |oe

Spaghetti/Red Sauce

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Tri-bean Delight

Pastabilities

Italian Sweet Sausage

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese
Sloppy |oe

Spaghetti/Red Sauce

Vegan Sloppy )oe

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Duchess Meat Surprise

Tri-bean Delight

Pastabilities

s
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Attention Fans:

Listen to UMass' only call-in sports radio talk show every Sunday
night. Sportsline, hosted by Pat Sheeran and Mike Reiss, is on the air

Sundays, 5-6 p.m. Sports
UMass looks to hit Homecoming Bulls-eye

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

Led Zeppelin once sang, "To
everyone, a little rain must fall."

Under threats of stormy weather,

the Massachusetts football team will

gQ ti'i their fourth win in five tries

Saturday when the University at

Buffalo Bulls tome to Warren P.

McGuirk Stadium in a non-confer-

ence battle.

I his weekend is Homecoming, and

alumni and students alike are expect-

ed to brave the reported rain and

check out the first place Minutemen.

who sit atop the Yankee
Conference's New England Division

with a 3-1 conference mark, and a

4-2 overall record.

As for Buffalo (5-2), the Bulls

remain somewhat of a mystery to

UMass coach Mike Hodges and his

staff.

"Because they're not in our confer-

ence, we don't have the luxury of

knowing them," Hodges said. "It's

verj difficult to evaluate personnel

when you haven't seen them play.

We know that they're very well

coached, don't do anything fancy and

play a balanced offensive attack."

Last season the Minutemen beat

the Bulls 53-9 up in Buffalo. Senior

tailback Frank Alessio had 172 yards

rushing. UMass legend Rene Ingoglia

had three touchdowns, and UMass
held Buffalo to only 32 yards rush-

ing.

Buffalo has played only one other

Yankee Conference team this season,

back on Sept. 7. when it lost to

Connecticut 20-3. Other than that,

and a tough 17-6 loss to Division

1-AA powerhouse Youngstown
State last weekend, the Bulls have

been on fire. The independent Bulls

ha\c beaten Illinois State. Cornell.

Colgate. Lehigh and Edinboro so far

this season.

Buffalo plays a style of offense that

closely resembles UMass. Primarily a

running team, the Bulls are lead by

junior tailback Anthony Swan, who
currently ranks 19th in the nation

with 781 rushing yards and seven

touchdowns on 160 carries, with

111.6 yard average per game. Senior

fullback Todd Pace has also shined

for the Bulls, gaining 523 yards and

four touchdowns so far this season.

When it comes to the air attack,

Buffalo is led by senior quarterback

Mark Taylor, who has gone

7 1-for-l 35 in seven games, with

869 yards and three touchdowns.

Primary targets include wideouts

Kali Watkins. with 25 catches for

390 yards, and |amie Gasparre, who
has snagged 24 passes for 372 yards.

For the Minutemen, last

Saturday's thrashing of the Boston

University Terriers put them back on

track after a tough loss to Rhode
Island two weeks ago, and Hodges's

squad has a chance to advance to the

Division 1-AA playoffs for the first

time since 1990. Although Hodges is

cautiously optimistic, he knows
there's still a lot of work ahead.

"There could have been a negative

reaction after the UR1 game, but the

kids kept their heads up," Hodges

said. "Being 4-2 doesn't mean a

whole hell of a lot when you realize

we could still end up 4-7. But we
still have everything open for us, and

it's more fun to play knowing that."

Keying the win on Saturday was

the defense. Except for abberations

against Villanova and Rhode Island,

the UMass defense has been solid all

year. Senior linebacker lustin Reimer

leads the Yankee Conference with 77

tackles, and sophomore linebacker

Khari Samuel has chipped with 62

tackles and four sacks. The defense

scored as many points as the BU
offense did last week, with defensive

backs Leggie Beckford and (erard

White racking up TD's.

"Last week we played very well

defensively," Hodges said. "When
your defense scores two touchdowns,

the game shouldn't be close, and it

wasn't."

Saturday will mark the third start

for freshman quarterback |eff Smith.

Smith rebounded from a tough out-

ing against Rhode Island on Oct. 5

when he threw for 1 50 yards and

two touchdowns against BU. earning

Yankee Conference Rookie of the

Week honors.

"|eff struggled in the first half."

Hodges said. "But the great thing

about him is he has the ability to

shake off any mistakes and keep

playing. Hopefully he'll continue to

mature and improve."

The weather forecast for this

Homecoming weekend is not a good

one. Rain is expected to fall all day

Saturday, but Hodges insists it will

not affect his team.

"You can't do much about it,"

Hodges said. "It'll be a little more

difficult defensively because you

don't know where they're going and

the mud slows down the reaction

time, but we practice in the rain. M
we're really not too concerned."

Alessio, who has been banged up

since the home opener against

Northeastern, will play Saturday

despite nagging shoulder and rib ail-

ments. He has been participating in

non- contact drills in practice all

week, and the coaching staff has

been very careful not to aggravate

those
injuries. Turn to football page 8

COURTED MEDIA RELATIONS

Darryl Thomas and the UMass football team will square off against

non-conference foe Buffalo tomorrow for Homecoming.

Men's soccer faces two

in pivotal A-10 weekend

By Chris Krein

Collegian Staff ____

If the Massachusetts men's soccer team is going to establish itself as a

serious contender for the Atlantic 10 conference title, this weekend will

provide the proving grounds.

The team travels south to challenge Fordham in the Bronx on Friday at

Fdward's Parade. Then, it will wrap-up the weekend against the LaSalle

Explorers in Philadelphia on Sunday.

The Minutemen are in the middle of a conference log jam that should

begin to sort out the contenders from the pretenders after this weekend's

action.

There are six teams lumped near the top of the standings in the twelve

team conference. Only four teams will make the post season tournament.

The teams that are vying with the Minutemen for a chance at post-season

play are Rhode Island, Dayton, La Salle. Fordham, and Virginia Tech.

Duquesne and St. Bonaventure have remote, outside shots but are not

considered to seriously challenge the top six.

With five games to play, the Minutemen, who are currently tied for

fourth place with a 4-2-0 A-10 record (7- 4-1 overall) need to continue

the aggressive play that has marked their recent games.

The Minutemen will be counting heavily on senior All- American candi-

date Dave Siljanovski (5 goals, 1 assist) and (unior forward Mike Butler

(6 g, 4 a), loenal Castma has contributed to the attack, creating and taking

advantage of offensive opportunities that have resulted in three goals in

eight games.

They will need solid play from keeper Jeff lablonski, who is currently

rated fourth in the conference with a 1 .28 goals against average (GAA).

He has started every conference game and has compiled a 4-2 in A-10

matches.

The Fordham Rams enter Friday's showdown tied with UMass for

fourth place in A-10 action with 12 points. Fordham is 6-8 on the year,

4-1 in conference.

UMass will have to stop potent midfielder, |ohn Wolyniec. who has 27

points on the year, coming from 1 1 goals and 5 assists. They will also

need to contain Robert Zuclich, a forward that has put away six goals in

1 2 games.

It is the other side of the ball, though, that has UMass head coach. Sam

Koch, concerned.

"Fordham is very solid defensively." Koch said. "At home they are a

very hard team to beat."

Fordham netminder Devin Moore will be a formidable task for the

Minutemen's arsenal. He is leading all A-10 keepers with a .075 GAA in

four conference starts. He is 3-1-0 in those games.

Koch's game plan will be to neutralize their offense and try to create

opportunities around the Ram's net.

"If we work hard off the ball, we can take advantage of the fact that

they play man to man defense, and we can stretch them." Koch said. "If

we use the space we create, then I think we should be able to do well."

The Minutemen will face an even more formidable opponent on Sunday

when they travel to McCarthy Stadium in Philadelphia. La Salle is the lone

undefeated team in Atlantic 10 play, compiling a record of 5-0-1, and an

equally impressive 9-1-1 record overall.

The Explorers rely heavily on two —
Turn to men'* soccer, page 8

Minutewomen travel to face rival UConn
UM praying for rain and mud to slow Huskies speed

Ole, Ole, Ole... hail United;
Tiger proves he's the man

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

In the late 1940's. when the Atlanta Braves called the

area now occupied by Boston University's football field

and hockey rink home, they had two outstanding pitchers

in Warren Spahn and )ohnny Sain who highlighted a

pitching staff that otherwise could not have beaten

Brockton High School, let alone lackie Robinson's

Brooklyn Dodgers. Thus, the team adopted the motto

"Spahn and Sain and pray for rain." ^_^__^^^__
For tomorrow's contest at No. 4

Connecticut ( 14-1 ), the motto for the

No. 1 1 Massachusetts women's soc-

cer team (10-1-1) could well be

"I vnch and Powell and hope you

need a towel."

On a Richard F. Garber Field pitch

that had standing water and resem-

bled the Everglades in the north goal

mouth. UMass played an even contest

against their hated rivals on Oct. 21

of last year, but on a dry surface at

UConn Soccer Stadium in November,

the Huskies' blazing team speed

burnt LMass. bouncing it from the

NCAA Tournament.

So. with a forecast for heavy rains tomorrow, don't be

shocked if charismatic UMass head coach |im Rudy is

spotted leading his team in a rain dance before boarding

their bus to Storrs, just in case.

All conceivable pregame preparations will be taken for

a match that became pivotal in UMass' postseason posi-

tioning, in the wake of a 2-0 loss to Dartmouth on

"/ don't particularly

like dark blue or wear

dark blue. I will never

have a husky as a dog,

and I will never send

my son to a farm school

out in the sticks. Does

that answer your ques-

tion?" Jim Rudy

Tuesday. Rudy meanwhile needs not be reminded of the

importance of beating UConn. a school he apparently is

not a huge fan of in any way. shape or fashion.

"You never forget about UConn. because you have

[equipment room fixture | Tommy Bishko reminding you

to beat UConn every time he sees you — 100 to 150

times a year, 'beat UConn,' and you never forget that.

"I don't particularly like dark blue or wear dark blue. I

will never have a husky as a dog, and I will never send my
son to a farm school out in the sticks," Rudy said.

^______^^_ The deep seeded hatred of the

Huskies will help motivate a UMass

side that opened apathetically against

the Big Green, in a game that is sud-

denly a must-win. or at least a

must show, for the team to sustain its

NCAA hopes.

NCAA hopes aside though, most of

UConn's 1996 opponents are just

hoping to sustain their sanity. The
Huskies have outscored their oppo-

nents by an 83-7 margin this year,

four times cracking double digits and

their accomplishments have not gone

unnoticed by the students in Storrs.

The Huskies have averaged 1.189

fans for their home matches, sixth in

the nation, including a whopping 3.71 1 for their match

against current No. 1 Notre Dame.
UConn has four of the top five scorers in the Northeast

Region, and four of the top 1 2 in the nation in assists.

Both these lists include lennifer and Margaret Tietjen.

the Huskies' identical

twin outside midfield- Turn to women'* *occ»r, page 8

Well, it has been over two years,

and I finally get my chance to write

an "Around The Horn" column. Gee.

I feel warm and fuzzy all over. Well,

maybe it is because I am wearing a

thermal shirt, under my Eric Cantona

jersey, on an absolutely beautiful day.

But 1 digress, so, let's go:

• Ole. Ole, Ole. Ole...

No. I am not practicing for the

time when I will be a member of the

Fanatic Forty, but I am talking about

a certain little Reds team across the

Pond, and it ain't Liverpool, for all

you bloody Scousers in the viewing

public. Manchester United always

seems to get the

right players in their

lineup, and at the

right time of the

year. But a few years

back, the Reds took

a chance on former

Newcastle striker

Andy Cole, and
bought him from the Black and
Whites for mega-millions.

"Red Hot" Cole was more of an

"Ice Cold" sensation, as the fiery

gamer Paul Scholes almost got more

goals than the massively expensive

starter. But at the start of this year,

coach Alex Ferguson came through

for the Old Trafford faithful, getting

the Norwegian international Ole
Gunnar Solskjaer to try out at his

striker position. For Ferguson, he

does not use the glamour position in

a more recognized way. as England

legend Kevin Keegan uses for his

Around the Horn
wfth Jorma Kansanen

offensively- minded Newkie squad,

and Cole could not come back and

defend to save his job.

Well, he lost his job. and Solskjaer

has been lighting the lamp... sorry,

wrong sport. For one thing, you have

to love his name. The "Gunnar" from

the frozen tundra of Norway... the

Awesome Oslo Machine "Gunnar"...

Ole "Soul Man" Solskjaer... well

proper, there mate. But more impor-

tantly, he has fit in perfectly in the

Ferguson system, and the team is in

the top five of the Premiership again.

Along with other off-season addi-

tions in Dutch legend |ohann Cruyffs

son, Jordi Cruyff. one

of the stars from the

'96 Euro Cup semifi-

nalist Czech Republic

squad. Karel Poborsky

and a quality backup

for the god-like Peter

Schmeichel in keeper

Raymound van Der
Gouw. the man from Scotland has

formed another fantastic side. Looks

like it is so. as they beat the previous-

ly unbeaten Liverpool side by a tight

1-0 margin at Old Trafford last

weekend.

Glory, glory. Man-United.
• Catch a tiger by his tail...

One of the best stories to arise in

golf, if not all of sports, this year is

the ascension of Tiger Woods from

amateur to professional status in the

gentlemanly game. I don't know
about that gentlemanly stuff. I don't

think anyone has seen me put a drive

three times consecutively in the

drink... it can get ugly. But this man
(yes, he can now be considered The

Man) is a gentleman through and

through, and he is one of the best

things to happen to the game of golf

in recent history, along with the

sweet short game of former two-time

NCAA champ. Phil Mickelson

Not just for the fact that Tiger set

an almost unbeatable precedent in

winning three straight U.S. Amateur

Championships, and then specifically

for his game, foregoing a pretty much
meaningless stay at Stanford, but he

is the first American man of color to

penetrate the racial stigma of the

PGA Tour since Calvin Peele and

Jim Dent. But the thing is

that those two did not do anything,

and with the prospect of Woods'
potential, more than the superficial

face of the game could be changed

forever, but the game itself. He
already has his Tour card set for next

year, as he will safely be in the top

120 on the money list at the end of

this year... good.

I don't know about this racial stig-

ma concerning golf, but the PGA has

got to make the game more accessible

for more than minorities. They have

to get rid of the Old Boy network
attitude that still pervades the sport,

and you can't tell me it's because the

equipment is too expensive. 1 still use

the Titleist irons, the ones I throw in

the woods after every bad shot, that I

got for $50 five years ago. I still hit

m v
Turn to horn, page 8

Volleybal
win streak

at home;
at stake

By Jeremy Adams
Collegian Staff

COUIGIAN flit PHOTO

|ulie Magid and the Minutewomen face rival UConn in women's soccer action tomorrow.

This weekend marks the passing of the halfway point

for the Massachusetts women's volleyball team's Atlantic

10 schedule.

With a 16-5 record (5-3 A-10). the Minutewomen

hope to end a relative low point of their season after going

3-2 on a recent road trip. George Washington comes to

town Friday, and Virginia Tech visits on Saturday. Both

matches will be played at 7 p.m. at the Curry Hicks Cage.

Virginia Tech (10-9. 4-4 A-10) hosted GW (7-11, 4-4

A- 10) on Sept. 27, and won a hard-fought three-game

match. 15-10, 15-6, and 17-15. GW led in almost every

team and individual statistical category, but numbers like

14 service errors, only 4 total blocks and a meager .133

hitting percentage, as compared to the Hokies' 4 errors, 7

blocks and .228 hitting, contained the youthful Colonials.

Va. Tech appears to be the Minutewomen's tougher

competition this weekend. The Hokies are 3-4 against

opponents that they have had in common with the

Minutewomen, while the latter have gone 6-2 against that

group of teams. The overall series between the (wo teams

is tied 1-1, having started only a
Turn to volleyball, page

Field hockey beats PC;
faces La Salle

One goal was all the Massachusetts field hockey

team needed to stop an albeit short losing streak yes-

terday, as the Minutewomen blanked Providence 1-0

in Rhode Island.

The win stopped a two-game losing streak that

resulted from a pair of 1-0 losses last weekend (to

Syracuse and Boston University). The No. 8
Minutewomen now stand at 10-4. 3-0 in the Atlantic

10. The Lady Friars drop to 5-8.

Massachusetts' lone goal came courtesy of senior

midfielder Kyle Rothenberger, who connected on a

penalty comer situation with 7:38 remaining in the

first half.

Sophomore Kate Putnam and freshman Saskia

Fuchs were credited with the assist on the game win-

ner.

Senior goaltender Hilary Rose was especially strong

on the afternoon, making 14 saves to record her

fourth shutout of the season.

Providence goalie lamie Soferiades was credited

with 1 1 stops on the day.

The UMass offensive attack tallied 14 shot9 in the

game, while PC had 18. UMass was l-for-9 on penal-

the Lady
Turn to fletd hockey, page 8

ty corners,

UM professors aid in Comet exploration

By Daniel E. Levenson
Collegian Staff

The work of two University of Massachusetts profes-

sors contributed to a recent internaitonal undetuking to

learn more about the composition of comets.

UMass Professor William Irvine, former director of

the Five College Radio Astronomy Observatory and

Professor Peter Schloeb, current director of the pro-

gram, led the local effort. UMass doctoral candidiate

Amy Lovell was also involved along with the two pro-

fessors in the organization of the research.

According to a recent press release, the international

team "used radio tellescopes to observe Comet
Hakutake when it blazed across the skyin the Spring of

1996."

Schloeb said that the team discovered the presence of

a chemical compound called hydrogen isocyanide, previ-

ously not known to exist in comets.

"This was the first detection of that molecule in a

comet," said Schloeb.

The chance to examine the chemical make-up of

comets provided sceintists with informaiton that could

have far- reahcing implicaitons in our understanding of

the origins of life on earth.

"This particular oppurtunity arose with comet

Hyakutake," said Schloeb.

In the October 3, 1996 issue of the journal Nature,

Irvine and those he worked with based conclusions on

their observaitons ol llayakutake; specifically — that

the components of comets are the same as the materials

which stats ate composed ol and that tlie> may be

responsible for some of the organic material which now

exists on Earth.

In a press irjease. it was stated that "some
astronomers hi- /^heorized that comets could have

been a delivers LiWianism lor pre-biological organic

matter that ultimaely helped develope or even triggered

life on earth."

Schloeb noted that another comet, this one named

Hale Bopp will pass Earth during the next few in

and should be visible with binoculars.

David Van Blerkom, professor of physics und astron-

omy explained how radio astronomy works.

"All things in the universe are made of charged parti-

cles." Van Blerkom said. "Objects in the universe emit

what's called ellectromagnetic radiaiton or electromag-

netic waves."

The frequecny of many of these waves is either too

high or too low to obsevred visually. By using radio

telleacopet Mtrooonwri can observe these waves.

"There's a much, much more broad mage of ellectro-

magnetic waves than what our eyes can see." said Van

Blerkom.

Hang Gliding club offers beginner lessons

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

This weekend the University of

Massachusetts Hang Gliding club

will be offering a beginner's trip to

Morningside Flight Park in New
Hampshire.

"Usually no one had ever gone

hang gliding before they get to

UMass," said Walker Korby, who
was the club's president for the past

three semesters.

At least 20 students are needed

for the trip in order to receive

group prices.

The qualified instructors "teach

you all the basics— in order to

become certified." said Korby.

After the initial beginner's week-

end, which costs $100. participants

must return to the hill for four or

five more lessons or until they feel

they are ready to be tested.

Each of these subsequent lessons

costs $60, however the Hang glid-

ing Club pays $20.

"There is no set time on how long

it takes to become certified, it could

take only 5 months... it could take

you five years. It depends upon the

person and how often they get up to

New Hampshire to practice," Korby

said.

Upon passing the test, club mem-
bers will receive their Hang 1 rating

and may choose to become a mem-
ber of the US Hang Gliding

Association.

After receiving their Hang 1 rat-

ing, gliders are qualified to go to the

top of the hill which is a height of

450 feet

However, most participants do

not go straight to the top.

"Instructors do not let you go high-

er than they think you can handle."

said Vice President Owen Gintis.

Most instructors divide the hill

into 100 and 200 foot levels,

explained Korby.

"They usually require that you

jump 20 times from each level," he

said.

Once students become certified

with the Hang 1 rating, they can use

the hill at the flight station for only

$10 per visit.

In order to receive a Hang 2 rat-

ing, students must fly a certain

number of hours.

Gintis said it is "not something

that can be earned while at UMass."

due to the amount of time it takes.

Korby compares the methods of

hang gliding to skiing, "everytime

you go you get higher and higher up

on the hill, until you are at the top."

"You run down the hill and you

can feel the ground leave your feet."

he said. "It's the closest humans
will ever get to having wings. It's

really a great thing to get involved

in if you are truly interested."

Korby explained while gliding at

high altitudes, gliders may get

caught in thermals.

"There are these neat things

called thermals. A thermal i« hoi an

that circles in currents that make
you go up instead of down. You
have learn how to maneuver your-

self while in them."

A world record has been set by a

hang glider that spent more than 30

hours gliding due to thermals.

Both Korby and Gintis agree that

students who are interested in hang

gliding should try it while at UMass.

"If you are ever going to do it.

this is the time to get involved.

There will probably never be anoth-

er time to hang glide for this little

money," said Korby.

"It is a great opportunity. ..at any

other time it would be impractical

because once you get you Hang 1

you must buy your own glider

which can cost thousands," said

Gintis.

The hang gliding club owns its

own equipment which also helps to

keep the cost of lessons down
because students do not need to

worry about renting it.

It is stored on campus and at the

flight station. •

The Hang Gliding club has exist-

ed since the mid 80's.

Currently, there are about 40 active

members but Korby said that num-

ber usually decreases to 20 due to

money problems.

The Hang Gliding Club meets

every Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center. Check the informa-

tion desk for room numbers.

Club membership is $20.

// interested in attending the

•tMJHHP weekend on Oct. 19 2U
or would like more TnfStmation call

545-0804 or visit the office at 433

Student Union.

10-year-old helps save teen dangling from noose

WESTOVER, W.Va. (AP) — A teen-ager hanging

from a noose in a Halloween attraction had passed out

and turned blue in the face, and a 10-year-old girl thought

it was just part of the act. Then Holly Leverett realized

something was wrong with 1 5-year-old Matt Feicht and

screamed for help.

Feicht was in fair condition today at Ruby Memorial

Hospital in adjacent Morgantown, a spokesman said.

Holly told authorities she thought the teen-ager was

wearing blue makeup for the stunt Sunday at a haunted

hayride fund-raiser. "She kept telling him to open his eyes

or she was going to tell someone," her mother, Denise

Boyd, said Tuesday. "She told him: 'Open your eyes,

you're scaring me.'"

UNNIfER IUTRAS i COUIGIAN

Who writes these stories anyway?

The Minuteman took over the Collegian offices.

IINNIfER KJTKAS / COUfCIAN

Just lounging around...
Andrea Burdulis, a sophomore communication disorder major, and |ohn Chase, a junior environmental

science major, lay in the grass together.

New Afro—Am prof, teaches the blues

By Daniel F. Auger
Collegian Correspondent

Then Holly noticed that Matt was drooling and she

screamed. Ms. Boyd said. That brought Kevin Schuller.

who used his Boy Scout pocket knife to cut the rope while

• 6-foot-3 lason Dorinzi helped support Feicht's weight.

Police Chief William Helmick said officers had not yet

been able to question the young drama student in the hos-

pital.

He was supposed to be protected by a safety belt, har-

ness and rope, Helmick said. Police examined the equip-

ment but found no problems, he said.

Proceeds from the annual hayride in this Morgantown

suburb go to SteppingStones, a nonprofit organization

that provides therapy for children with disabilities, recre-

ational programs and a preschool program.

The W.E.B. Du Bois Afro-American studies depart-

ment has added a blues musician turned professor to its

faculty this year — a man who has played with some of

the most renowned acts in music.

Professor Steven Tracy, a Cincinnati native, has an

extensive background in blues, jazz, soul and gospel.

The many experiences that he will bring to the classroom

are unique, especially coming from a middle-class white

man who has three university degrees and is barely 40.

Tracy's love for music was ingrained in him during his

early childhood through his family and the African-

American community in Cincinatti. He was exposed to

gospel by the radio and his parents.

"My Father played gospel songs on Echo harp and my
mother sang to my brothers and myself as children." said

Tracy.

He was exposed to soul and jazz through the local

community at a "pony keg" (convenience store) where

his father worked. He was also exposed to

African-American music in funeral rites at a nearby

cemetery.

Growing up. he was further influenced by such artists

as Little Walter. Elmore lames, and B. B King who all

received substantial air time on the radio.

Tracy played the trumpet in his high school marching

band and also uught himself to pla> the harmonica by

imitating his father and older brother. This was the

instrument that gave him his first "break" into the world

of music.

At age 16, Tracy entered a harmonica playing contest

at a local park. Surprisingly, he went on to win the local.

regional, and national competitions and was asked to

appear on "The Tonight Show," with lohnny Carson.

This opened many doors for Tracy. He wrote articles

for various blues magazines and continued his education

after high school.

His first book. Langston Hughes and the Blues, was

published while he was working on his doctorate at the

University of Cincinatti in 1988.

Since then, he has also written a second book that

explores the merging of black and white musical styles in

Cincinatti. entitled Going To Cincinatti: a History of the

Blues in the Queen City. It was published in 1993.

In 1990. Steve Tracy and a group of musicians that he

had played with since his teens released a CD entitled

"Steve Tracy and the Crawling Kingsnakes." Tracy sung,

played harmonica and wrote compositions for the band.

The group then toured blues clubs, including a set of

appearances in the Netherlands, where the band, as well

as the CD, received rave reviews.

While touring, Tracy and his band played with such

acts as King and Bo Diddley. After the tour. Tracy

returned home to be with his family and taught at a local

high school.

Soon after, he received offers to teach full time at the

university level, including the University of

Massachusetts. After interviewing with various universi-

ties, he decided to come to UMass.

This is the first time that Tracy has ever taught in this

capacity. He selected UMass because it now offers a

Ph.D. in Afro-American studies. He did not feel com-

fortable teaching a subject which at other universities

may exist onl\ as a subdivision of another major.

"I would have to separate the performer me, the folk-

lore me, and the teacher me. etc. to teach in that man-

ner. That is not always possible nor favorable." said

Tracy about that style of teaching. He prefers to use his

musical experiences and abilities along with text to

achieve a better understanding of the subject.

For example. Tracy said that when he teaches about

an Afro-American writer who was influenced by gospel,

he could either present or sing some gospel music in

<lass.

This semester. Tracy is teaching a course on the

Harlem Renaissance and will teach a blues history

course next semester.

About the University. Tracy said. "UMass has a very

open campus that is very accepting to different ideas.

The students have been very responsive to everything 1

have thrown out to them."

As for his days as a performing musician, he hopes to

bring his band from Cincinatti to the area in the near

future.

Canadians disapprove of Dylan s use of song

By David Crary

Associated Press

TORONTO — The times indeed

have changed.

Outraging some members of the

'60s generation, a major Canadian

bank is using Bob Dylan's 1964

protest anthem. "The Times They

Are A-Changin'" as the theme for

its current marketing campaign.

Fans are aiming their wrath not

only at the Bank of Montreal but at

Dylan himself, for letting the song

go commercial.

The bank is using the song "to

help it do what it has always done

— make money," an Ontario read-

er. Patricia Woodhatch. wrote to

the Toronto Globe and Mail. "The

real villain is Bob Dylan, who trad-

ed in a generation's memories
when he allowed the song to be

used as an advertising jingle, prob-

ably for a tidy profit." The bank,

number three in Canada and 1 0th

in North America, won't say how
much it paid for rights to the song.

But executives were unapologetic

when asked about the ads during a

news conference Wednesday
announcing a major expansion of

its electronic banking services.

"We have done massive

amounts of testing, and the reac-

tion is overwhelmingly positive.

said bank chairman Matthew W.
Barrett. "1 find it incredible that

people see some outrage... in

something as relatively benign as

that."

An ad shown widely on

Canadian television over the past

week depicts a throng of children

marching through the countryside

while Dylan's originally strident

song is turned into feel-good music

reminiscent of "We are the World."

)ohn Haslett Cuff, a television

critic for the Globe and Mail.

wrote in a scathing column this

week that the bank "has Disneyfied

Dylan." He noted that the ad omit-

ted one of the song's harshest lines

— "Your sons and your daughters

are beyond your command." "The

notion that such an amoral, ultra-

conservative establishment institu-

tion would use a civil-rights era

protest song to peddle its so-called

services, and in the process sanitize

a generation's profoundest memo-

ries, is disgusting." Cuff wrote.

Barrett said the bank's decision to

use the song was "absolutely eas\"

and contended that only a small

minority of the public viewed the

ads as misuse of a cultural icon.

"Great art is timeless," he said.

"The notion that it can't be used in

a different context is infantile."

The new ad is an offshoot of a

prolonged TV marketing campaign

that features ads shot in grainy

black-and-white, showing

supposedly ordinary Canadians

trying to cope with change and

posing the question: "Can a bank

change?".

The bank says it has answered

that question affirmatively with the

new banking operation announced

Wednesday. Called "mbanx," it will

offer a personal portfolio manager

for all clients and round-the-clock

electronic banking services.

The service will operate across

North America through the Bank

of Montreal in Canada, its Harris

Bank subsidiary in the United
States and its Baneomer affiliate in

Mexico.

Two Globe and Mai! readers

offered the bank an updated ver-

sion of Dylan's song, including

these lyrics:

"Come latter-day hippies, please

heed the call. You're all pre-

approved at the Bank of

Montreal... Say good-bye to your

memories, your culture and all.

For the prime, it is a-changin'."

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

The New England Newspaper Association's

1996 College Newspaper of the Year
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Prospective writers
Are you interested in writing news stories, covering

concerts, lectures, and other events. If so,, come down
and write for Jewish Affairs. We are going to cover

many aspects of Jewish life on campus and we are

looking for people of all backgrounds with an interest

in Jewish culture and a desire^o write. Come down to

the Collegian office and talk to Bryan or Sarah, or call

the Collegian at 5-1851.
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THE (ENTER SERIES OPENING WEEK
START OH A HIGH NOTE

Cuo Laine and the

John Dankworth Group
The Royal Couplt ofJazz, Grammy-winner

Cleo Laine and her husband, jazz master John

Dankworth, reign supreme on the Concert Hall

" v
stage. From Cole Porter to Bessie Smith, from

Gershwin and Sondheim to Ellington and Strayhorn, Laine and the

Dankworth Group make unforgettable music together.

SATURDAY OCTOBER 19
CONCERT HALL, 8PM

Sponsored by WFCR 88 5

KICK UP YOUR HCCLS

STOMP ^
Oscars, onL^|^V|a ^Upi^^

NeighborhocJrfB ^SaWtrernarkablc troupe of

d^^fM\m^0^bM electrifies the stage in a

K^PI^^iiu won't want to miss.

TUESDA^TWEDNESDAY, OCT. 22 & 23
CONCERT HALL, 8PM
Sponsored by WRNX 1 00 9, Florence Sovina^onk

Cull and
llrspmisr

The pure energy and rhythms of Africa's

great diaspora cultures. Call and Response

weaves together music and dance in an

unforgettable celebration by master artists of

New England including Jimmy Slyde,

Dougouto Nganya, and Capoeira Camara.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24
CONCERT HALL, 8PM
Sponsored by WFCR 88 5

FOR TICKETS OR INFORMATION CAU 545-251 1 OR 1 -800-999-UMAS

(ILHMHTIU RHYTHMS Of LIFE

Hie CR
Finearts
Center

Volkswagon
CONTINUED

SUCCESS
FROM ONE

MWUTEMAN
to Another! m

Patricia Dolaa 89 Nerth Rd.

Tel. 617-275-8000 Ballard, MA 01730
Fax. 617-271-1325

THI tM tlWATC SKI SHOP

University of Masachusetts
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September 7
September 14
September 21

September 28
October 5
October 12
October 19
October 26
November 2
November 9
November 16
November 30
December?
December 14
December 21

at Villanova*
at Holy Cross
at Richmond *

M ai l l i aii > l ial MiWf unscDiciii

at Rhode Island*

Boston University4

Buffalo (Homecoming)
at New Hampshire*
Maine*
at William & Mary*
Connecticut
NCAA First Round
NCAA Quarterfinals
NCAA Semifinals
NCAA Championship at

J 3jjj]3iluJ3

1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.

12:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
23v p.m.
1:00 p.m.
12:30 p.m.

Minutemen look toward Buffalo hunt

Huntington, W. Va.

* indicates Yankee Conference games
Home games in bold type
Head Coach: Mike Hodges

By Mike Corey
Collegian Staff ,_

This Saturday, the University of Massachusetts football team plays host

to the Buffalo Bulls in the last non- conference game of the season in this

year's Homecoming game at Warren P. McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

The Mmutemen are having a highly-successful season so far playing with

a much more balanced attack on OMW and with a total team effort con-

tributing in every one of their games.

UMass is 4-2 this season with a 3- I record in the Yankee Conference as

they ride atop the New England division. The Bulls will come into this game

with a t -2 mark.

Ltd season, at UB stadium, the Minutemen claimed the victory over the

Bulls JS-9 behind two all-star performances by former running back Rene

Ingoglia. the Minutemen 's all- time leader rusher, with 1 48 yards and three

TDs, and by senior Frank Allesio who racked up 172 yards and two TDs.

Linebacker Justin Reimer recorded 21 sacks on the day.

The Bulls lead ihe overall series 4-2 over UMass which began back in

1964. and prior to last year's meeting, the two schools had not played since

1970. The last time Buffalo came to Alumni stadium was in 1%9 when they

defeated the Minutemen 16-6.

For the Minutemen, Ihe wurd 'Team" could not be defined any better

than the players that make up this year's squad. Senior leadership has been

outstanding and numerous freshman are already showing their presence on

the squad now and in showing glimpses of the team in the future.

freshman quarterback (off Smith has made the start the last two weeks

and is showing good poise on the field and excellent athletic ability He's a

i anbler with the football and passing this season. Smith is 24-56

for 366 yards, ihree IDs and only one interception.

As the newlv found passing attack is beginning to develop, the running

game is not being an area of the game synonymous with UMass Football is

not being compromised.

Senior fullback Ron Brvckington has been busting bis way tor good

v.itdiigc nil -season with "576 vnrds on 67 carries and two TDs. Senior Frank

Allesio, lost year's Yankee Conference leading rusher, has battled a shoulder

injury for a little while but has still managed to grab 288 yards on 70 car-

ries.

Sophomore Matt Jordan leads the team in TDs with three, redshirt fresh-

man lamie Holston has a couple scores along with 100 yards on six carries,

and sophomore fim Pizano has contributed also, as he is third in rushing

with two scores while capturing the longest run in UMass history (two

weeks ago against Rhode Island with a 96 yard TD run).

The receivers are led by sophomore Doug Clark who leads the team in

receptions with 10 and 247 yards and two TDs. As well as receiving Clark

has been involved in a number of reverses running with the football, and

overall averages 20.8 yards every time he touches the ball. Tight end Erik

Henrv has three TD grabs and is second in yards with 149.

The offensive line has been stellar again paving the way for the

Minutemen as they balance things off in the air and well as on the ground.

Every one of the five members has returned from last year, and it shows as

they have only allowed 4 sacks in the last three games

Defense has been one of the main keys for the Minutemen this season as

well, as senior linebacker (ustin Reimer leads the Yankee Conference in

tackles, and sophomore Khari Samuel and senior Mike Dawson continue to

punish the opposition.

Senior Co-captain Kory Blackwell leads the secondary into battle and

freshman lerard White has come on strong leading the team with two inter-

ceptions and 1 22 vards on kickoff returns.

Head coach Mike Hodges recorded his 50th win last week in UMass'

43-12 rout over the Boston University Terriers, and will be coaching the

Minutemen in the last season of the Yankee Conference as it will be

absorbed into the Atlantic 10 Conference next year. UMass has won 17

Yankee Conference I itles. more than any other team in the 50 year history.

UMass has been paying with determination and a relentless pursuit in

search of the last Yankee Conference title This is a team with a lot of tal-

ent, experience, and oncoming ability with players stepping it up. After los-

ing the first gome of the season the Minutemen have come on to show that

they are for real Saharday'l game will be even more special, with home-

coming and the fact that UMass has not lost a homecoming game in

Amherst since 1 99 I

HBV UMAX HUHNt
TOWS UMASS STUDENT HAS
ONE ADVANTAGE YOU NEVEK

DIMMED OF:

THE BEST SELECTION OP
UMASS PARAPHERNALIA

• T-Shlrts 'Hats
• Sweatshirts •Jackets & Fleece

• Shorts • Kids Clothing

GIT TOW AL1MI, rOOTMLL,

M8KITMLL CLOTHING » C01VIHIRG

THIS WIEKINO AMP RECIIVI

20% OFF
SILICTIP ITMG

CAMPUS GEAR
255 TRIANGLE ST.. AMHERST 549-0944

Between Dairy Mart & Northampton Co-Op Bank

TAKE ADVANTAGE NOWII BEFORE IT'S TOO IATBII

OPEN SATURDAY 10-6
AND SUNDAY 10-S

Make any sandwhich a

MEAL DEAL
just add $1 to the price of any sandwhich

and get a medium soda & chips.

No couf&n required!

Subway sandwhich shops may be all over the country but we're certainly at

home in Amherst. We buy our vegetables locally from Atkins (arm as well as

our salami & pepperoni from Carando And of course our bread is baked fresh

daily, in our own ovens

4 Main Street, Amherst, MA • 256-1919

Hours: Sunday-Thursday 10am-12pm Friday

& Saturday 10am-2am

ElfficUNA*

Benind
Antonio's

s"nda
NowOpen
SIX Nights

aWeelc
'Till 1 AM'

$3.76 Mega
$2.00 16

Full Menu untilwe close!

Com* check out the fiesta tiiat

right down your alley f

......... - .» ft.. -

4-*

Campus Center Hotel Welcomes UMass Alumni

Looking for a place that

will accommodate you this

fall? Look no further, look

towards the center.

CAMEII& CENTER HOTEL

The Campus Center Hotel features:

• 116 Modern Hotel Rooms with Free HBO
• Special Discounted Rates for students, parents and alumni

• Special Discounted Parking Rates in the Adjoining Garage

• Several Dining Locations

• Short Walk to Alumni Stadium or to the Mullins Center

• Special Discounted Rates

Call Early to Reserve Your Room

at 549-6000 ext. 7714
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Multibands shows off

multiple personalities

All aspects of the

UMass music
department were
shown last week at

Multibands, the
artistic highlight of

Homecoming
Weekend (See Arts

6t Living, page 6).

Huskies

have bite

Sophomore
Amanda Thompson
and the women's
soccer team fell to

ULonn 1-0 on
Saturday (See
Sports Weekend,
page 12)

WORLD

Death toll still rising

as fever sweeps India

NEW DELHI, India (AP) —
Hospitals dragged extra beds into

already crowded wards as the death

toll in a dengue fever outbreak in

New Delhi rose to 220 yesterday. The
outbreak was beginning to spread to

neighboring states, a news agency
reported.

Five additional deaths and 388
more hospital admissions were report-

ed in New Delhi since Saturday, Press

Trust of India news agency said. More
than 5,300 dengue cases have been
reported in New Delhi since mid-
August.

In addition, at least 10 people
have died in the last week and 700
people were infected in Uttar

Pradesh state, to the east of New
Delhi.

And at least 22 people have died

in neighboring Haryana state, the

state's chief minister, Bansi Lai, was
quoted by Hindu newspaper as say-

ing.

Dengue is an infectious disease

characterized by severe pain in the

joints, fever and rash. The hemor-
rhagic version makes patients' blood

vessels leak, sending them into shock

if they aren't promptly treated with

fluids. The disease is transmitted by
mosquitoes. Poor sanitation and
urban decay due to overcrowding
have contributed to the spread of the

disease this year in New Delhi,

experts say.

NATION

Infant shot and killed

in Tennessee drive-by

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — What
began with a father's finger gesture

at the car that swerved into his lane

ended seconds later when a bullet

crashed through his rear window
and killed his 2-year-old son.

Donald Cherry )r. died in a hospi-

tal Saturday from the gunshot
wound he suffered as he sat in his

child safety seat A group of teen-

agers in a white sedan were being

sought in the killing. "You don't
think about your kids getting shot,"

said father Donald Cherry Sr. "There

are no words to describe what hap-

pened."

Cherry said he was driving on a

major Nashville thoroughfare Friday

night when the teens' car pulled out

wide from another road, causing
Cherry to swerve.

"When I went around them, I

flipped them off," said Cherry, 32.

The car then started to tailgate

and Cherry hit his brakes several

times. Within seconds, his rear win-

dow was shattered. "I thought I'd

got rear-ended, but the back win-

dow was busted out," he said. "I

turned around and saw my son
bleeding." Cherry said if the teens

are ever caught, they should be
executed. "They took my baby
away," he said.
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Campaign UMass kicks off fund-raising
Alumni and private contributions boost hopes

Overcrowded SU at the core

ofnew SQA expansion drive

By Raghuram Vadarevu
Collegian Staff

In 1957, students, faculty and

Staff heralded the opening of the

University of Massachusetts
Student Union Building. It was
created as a hub for student life

on campus.

Thirty-nine years later, the

Student Union is plagued by a

lack of office space for student

organizations, lack of meeting and

programming

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

COURTNfY SMITH COUEGIAM

Alumni showed great support at the Campaign UMass dinner, held in the Mullins Center last Thursday night.

Some of the contributions include:

• The General Electric Fund gift of $850,000 to reuse

the curriculum in undergraduate engineering.

• )ohn "lack" Smith. CEO of the General Motors Corp.

and a graduate of the class of '60, funding a professorship in

production management, to be implemented immediately.

• Robert Thimot. a graduate of the Class of '53. making

a seven-figure commitment for scholarships

• |ohn Ross, a graduate of the Class of '48. establishing

a series of testamentary trusts totaling nearly $1 million

• The Massachusetts Mutual Lite Insurance Company
setting up an endowment to fund tuition and scholarships

for outstanding students from Springfield.

• |oe and Dorothy Gavin. Class of '43, initiating a

$275,000 endowment to support the Center for the

Family in the department of consumer studies.

Also. Alumni Association President Michael Morris

announced a $1 million gift from the Alumni Association

dedicated to fund the creation a new Alumni Center.

"The creation of an Alumni Center will m.ike thK peal

University even better." Morris said

"The Alumni Association and Mends ol the Untverrit)

who have given principle gifts have set the stage for the

very significant acquisitions yet to come." said Vice

Chancellor for University Advancement Royster

Editor's Note: This is part two of a two-part series fea-

turing the significant financial contributions as well as

student and Administrative reactions to the Campaign
UMass.

Campaign UMass. which is a comprehensive campaign

to raise $125 million from private sources for the

University of Massachusetts, began last Thursday night at

a black tie dinner at the William D. Mullins Center.

In his opening address, judaic and Near Eastern Studies

Professor Julius Lester said, "although the obvious objec-

tive of Campaign UMass is to Raise $125 million.

Campaign UMass is also something more. As outlined by

our Chancellor, David K. Scott. Campaign UMass is a

visionary undertaking whose ultimate goal is to increase

and enhance the University's contributions to the intellec-

tual, political, economic, cultural and social life of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts."

$24 million already raised

It was announced that the Campaign has already raised $24

million to date through major gifts given to Campaign UMass.

space, and lack

of space for stu-

dent businesses

to expand.

In response to

the existing con-

ditions, the

UMass Student
Government
Association (SGA)
has embarked on a

Student Union
Campaign to raise awareness for

the need to build a new Student

Union that will prepare students

for the turn of the century.

The Student Union Campaign
had its kick-off event in the Cape
Cod Lounge, showcasing 40
Registered Student Organization

for the alumni.

"The campaign gives students a

chance to speak and connect with

alumni." said |ason Vecchio. stu-

dent coordinator for Student
Center for Educational Research

and Advocacy (SCERA). "We'd
like to thank Chancellor Scott,

and vice chancellors Robinson and

Hedgepath for attending | the

event] and showing us their sup-

port.

I feel that the campus is ready

to move forward towards a new
Student Union

"

This event is a part of a propos-

al for a renovated and expanded

Student Union that includes a an

advising center, a computer-video

area, and distance learning and
teleconferencing to enhance access

to educational resources.

The proposal for the new addi-

tion also includes a new family

center, additional meeting spaces

and an employee credit union.

The RSO's present at the event

included University Productions

and Concerts and MASSPIRG.
In addition, the campaign orga-

nizers gave visiting alumni tours

of the

Student
Union to

show them
the present

conditions
of the

building.

"I feel that the cam-

pus is ready to move
forward towards a new
Student Union.

"

-Jason Vecchio According
to Aren
Leekong. the

student coor-

dinator of the Student Union
Campaign for SCERA, the pur-

pose of the campaign is to educate

the students and the alumni on the

importance of the Student Union.

In its inception, the Student
Union housed less than 1 5 student

organizations, but with the

increased student population at

the University, the total number of

student organizations has bal-

looned to 230.

Currently, the Student Union
houses 66 of the 230 RSOs in 31

office spaces.

According to the SGA, one
office houses five student organi-

zations with total memberships
totalling more than 500.

"I think it could be a positive

thing." said Sarah Gillis, manag-
ing editor of the student art and
literary magazine. Spectrum.
"[The new Student Union] will

fulfill the needs of the growing
student body."

Scott supports Bum
in IPO race controversy

Turn to UMASS page 2

Scott addresses Faculty Senate

By Lisa Chiu

Collegian Staff

At last Friday's Faculty Senate
meeting, both Chancellor David K.

Scott and Provost Patricia Crosson
voiced their opinions and support

for the International Programs
Office (IPO) and its director,

Barbara Burn.

Both Burn and her office come
under fire recently following student

claims of racism.

Scott and Crosson responded to

the recent criticism of Burn and her

controversial IPO memorandum,
written by Burn and her staff,

addressed to the Task Force on
International Graduate Student
Needs and Concerns. This report

included official IPO com-
ments to the Task Force's

drafted report.

"[It's] not necessary to

engage in uncivil types of dialogue. 1

have respect and admiration for what
she [Burn] has achieved," Scott said,

referring to last week's allotted five

minute announcement by Graduate
Student Senate (GSS) President

Deepika Marya.

He added that Burn would accom-

pany him and his wife to Taiwan to

lobby alumni there for UMass' capital

campaign.

Crosson, in addition to supporting

Burn, called for a more careful

screening of announcements at the

Faculty Senate, referring the senate's

last meeting on Oct. 3. where Marya
expressed concerns about the IPO
and harassment of international stu-

dents.

"As far as the incivility of the com-

ments... what about the incivility

related to her [Burn's] comments
regarding students of color?," said

Marya, an international student from

India. "And as far as the Provost's

concern about what Is allowed to be

announced at a Senate meeting, are

we talking about censorship?"

In a meeting between Scott and the

Collegian earlier this month, Scott

said that he had not read Burn's

memorandum, but that he always dis-

liked the use of the word "foreign" to

describe people from outside the

United States, saying that he pre-

ferred the word "international."

According to its memo, the IPO is

not interested in hiring any staff of

News Analysis

color, saving that in a diverse popula-

tion, it is difficult to "satisfy or deter-

mine the needs" of those students "of

color."

The document goes on to say that

if the IPO were faced with a

most-qualified applicant of color,

they would hire that person even

though that would be controversial.

The last comment in the memo
says that the office objects to the

interchangeable use of "foreign" and

"international." saying that they are

not the same and would make others

confused if both words are used.

In an interview with the graduate

newspaper The Voice, Burn said

that office will continue to use the

word "foreign" instead of interna-

tional.

"...We are not com-

mitted one way or

another. But see. I am
an international per-

son. You, [referring to Voice reporter

Ali Mir] are a foreign person.
International includes Americans and

the term therefore is ambiguous."
Bum said in the piece.

By continuously placing quotations

around phrases such as "people of

color," the IPO seems to be calling

the very vocabulary of the words into

question.

In addition to supporting the IPO.

Crosson has also called for a stricter

screening of regular announcements
— a request that Marya calls censor-

ship.

In a memorandum to Secretary of

the Faculty Senate. John Bracey.

Crosson said, "because Faculty

Senate meetings have a certain stand-

ing within the campus community,
and attract regular press coverage,

the 'announcements' period lends a

prominence to comments made with-

in it that can easily be exploited."

Since it would obviously be politi-

cally damaging for Scott to be seen as

championing an office which many
students claim is chauvinistic, and

equally damaging for Crosson to pro-

pose policies of censorship of contro-

versial announcements at Faculty

Senate meetings, the two highest

ranking UMass administrators seem

to have engaged themselves in news

speak.

While he told the Collegian that he

has always preferred the word "inter-

Tum to BURN, page 2

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

Topics of discussion at the regular meeting of the

Faculty Senate last Thursday ranged from the controversy

concerning the International Programs Office (IPO) and

its director Barbara Burn, to the inclusion of multicultur-

alism in the present Annual Faculty Report.

"It is not necessary to engage in uncivil types of dia-

logue." Chancellor David K. Scott said in defense of Burn

in his opening address.

Scott was addressing dialogue which took place at the

last faculty senate meeting concerning the conduct of

Burn and the IPO.

"Throughout the world, she [Burn] is revered as a

leader in International Studies," he said. "1 have respect

and admiration for what she has accomplished."

Burn has been criticized by the Graduate Student

Senate President Deepika Marya for being unresponsi\ e to

the needs of international students.

"We need to respect Burn." Provost Patricia Crosson

said. "She has served long and well as the Director of the

International Programs Office."

Crosson also criticized Marya for for speaking at the

last senate meeting "uncivilly."

"As for the Provost's concern about what is allowed to

be announced at a senate meeting, are we talking about

censorship? h that the spirit of the Senate?" Marya said.

Scott also spoke of Campaign UMass, which began that

night.

"This is a great day in the 133-year history of this

Institution," he said.

Crosson addressed the issue of the use of multicultural-

ism in the current Annual Faculty Report (AFR).

Many faculty members have expressed concern over the

lack of multiculturalism in the \FR, as well as the vague

definition of multiculturalism.

"Tt is an issue which must be resolved on the bargain-

ing table with the Massachusetts Society of Professors

(MSP)." Scott said.

The MSP Executive Board issued a statement at the

meeting, which read, "the MSP has always supported mul-

ticultural efforts on this campus. The administration

brought to the negotiating table the proposal to include

such a section on the Annual Faculty Report form. We did

not perceive this as altering the three traditional criteria

for evaluating faculty personnel, i.e. teaching research and
service. We continue to encourage faculty to engage in

activities that enhance multicultural efforts in their teach-

ing, research and service."

In other matters. Deputy Chancellor Marcelette
Williams informed the senate that NYNEX will be remov-

ing 105 paid telephone units from the campus because

they are not profitable.

COUHTNCY SMITH /COUI

Former Black Student Union President Shomwa Shamapande delivered a rousing speach last Thursday night

(see Black Affairs, page 5, for more on the dynamic leader's return)
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Monday, Oct. 21

Class — "Feminism and Mysticism," a free drop-in

class for women focusing on women and Jewish mysticism

will be held at 7 p.m. at Chabad House, Amherst. Free

and open to the public. For more information, call

549-4094.

Performance — "A Celebration of Korea's traditional

Performing Arts* will be presented at Smith College at 7:30

p.m. in Sweeney Concert Hall, located in Sage Hall. The

performance is sponsored by East Asian Languages and

Literatures Dept., the East Asian Studies Program and the

Music Department. The event is free and open to the public.

Tuesday, Oct. 22

Meeting — Students are organizing an Anti-Racism

Organization dedicated to expanding race relations on

campus. The first planning meeting will be held at 7 p.m.

in the Cape Cod Lounge. If unable to come, but are still

interested, call Nikki Morse 546-0432 or Linda Vannoni

at 527-0247.

Lecture — "The Real Election Reform: The Case for

Proportional Representation," a talk by Doug Amy, pro-

fessor of politics at Mt. Holyoke College, will be held

from 4:30- 6:30 p.m. in Campus Center room 904-08.

Thursday, Oct. 24

Appearance — The Jeffrey Amherst Bookshop is

pleased to announce an appearance by author Barbara

Diamond Goldin at 6 p.m. Her newest books are While

the White Candles Burn: 8 Stories for Hanukkah and

Coyote and the Fire Stick.

Meeting — The next Math Club meeting is at 7 p.m. in

LGRT 1512D. Several experts are coming to teach the

ancient Chinese game Go. All math majors are invited.

Meeting — "Signing Coffee Hour" at 7 p.m. will be

held outside of the Bluewall. The event is sponsored by

the HANDS Club. For more information, call 545-1952.

Rally/March — National Young Women's Day of

Action is being celebrated at 4 p.m. on the Amherst

Commons, along with a march to Haigis Mall at UMass.

For more information about the events on 5 College cam-

puses, contact Becca (Amherst College) at 542-2452;

Jessie (Hampshire College) at 582-5914; Avery (Mt.

Holyoke College) at 493- 5698; Marisa (Smith College) at

s«5-7010:orTina (UMass) at "#*»e**J',
t*; .,

Seminar— A Meditation/ Yoga seminar, part of a week-

ly series that introduces Tantric yoga and meditation prac-

tices, will be held in Butterfield, 1st floor lounge, at 8

p.m. The event is sponsored by the UMass Ananda Marga

Yoga Club. For more information, call Alex at 253-6341.

Notices

Community Service — The UMass community service

program is organizing a food and quarter drive as part of

the national "Make a Difference Day," sponsored annually

by the Hampshire Gazette and the Hampshire Community
United Way. Cans of food and money will be collected on

the Campus Center Concourse from Oct. 16-24, from 10

a.m. and in the dining commons on Oct. 21-24 from 4-7

p.m. Proceeds go to the Food Bank and benefit local shel-

ters and food pantries. The goal is to collect 10,000 lbs.

and $1400 to underwrite the Food Bank's holding costs.

For more information, call the Community Service

Program at 545-3327.

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from

8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information,

call 584-8167.
Employment — Applications are still being accepted

from work-study students for the positions of office man-

ager and research coordinator. If interested, please pick

up and application in room 322 of the Student Union or

call 545- 1 122 to get one mailed to you. Call John

1 anzerotta at 546- 6359 for more information.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies

is seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer

Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen,
Dept. of Consumer Studies, 101 Skinner Hall, University

of Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma, 01003. For more infor-

mation, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final

Examination Schedule will be available beginning Friday.

October 18. Copies will be delivered to students in resi-

dence halls, and will be available to off-campus students

in the Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore).

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are

available to help you find answers to your questions and

concerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health

Education Dept., UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more

info); Tuesdays 6:30-8:30 p.m. in the International

Lounge, Prince House (call 545- 2299 for more info). All

conversations are confidential.

Informational Session — For all confused about

Student Loans, an information session will be hosted by

Financial Aid Services, on Thursday, Oct. 31 from 9

a.m.-noon in Campus Center room 162-75.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meets every

Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student Union. For

more information, call the ARC office at 5-1925.

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

your help is needed. If interested, call Jordan at

546-3548.

Religious — Weekly "Schulan Lurit" meets every

Wednesday from 3-4 p.m. in the Bluewall in the Campus
Center. Look for a sign inside on the right just inside the

cafe. All Israelis and other Hebrew speakers are welcome.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from 1 to 2 p.m. in

the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement

of Worcester Dining Common). For more information,

call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45. Please call Mark to confirm, or for other

stops, at 253-0361.

Sport — Learn how to hang glide. The UMass Hang
Gliding Club is sponsoring a beginner weekend on Oct.

19- 20. Sign up now because space is limited. This is the

cheapest way to learn how to fly — no experience neces-

sary. Meetings are on Tuesdays at 6:30; everyone is invit-

ed to attend. Check board by SU ballroom for location of

meetings and office hours. For more information, call

545-0804 and leave a message.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo. Layout, Copy, and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m.. 304
Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Volunteer -— The Zoo in Forest Park at Springfield has

a wealth of diverse volunteer opportunities available for

persons available who love animals and are committed to

conservation education. For further information about the

Zoo and to be sent a volunteer application, please call

(413) 733-2251.

Qtiit your whining and come write for Collegian news....

...it really does matter.

Come visit the office in 1 1 3 Cample Center or call 545- 1 762 and ask for

Michael Elliott.
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Hedgepath.

Student Reactions

Several students form the Student

Government Association (SGA)
were in attendance for the dinner.

The key initiatives of the cam-
paign allocate $10 million out of

the $125 million specifically for

students to help fund financial aid

and merit scholarships.

"We wish the number was high-

er," SGA President Maurice Caston

said. "But the whole campaign is

for students."

"We would like to see an
increase in the number in order to

keep this public university commit-

ted to staying affordable," said

Secretary for Administrative Affairs

Rob McDonald.

Other resources gained will

fund key initiatives such as

acquiring and retaining faculty,

upkeep and expansion of build-

ings, research and library mainte-

nance.

"The Campaign kick-off has

gone quite well, Associate Speaker

of the SGA Nathan Peyton said.

"It has provided a wonderful
opportunity for students to meet

alumni, as well as recruiting advo-

cates for the Student Union
Campaign."

Student members of the

Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCERA)
attended the dinner to distribute

invitations to alumni for their

Student Union Campaign.

The Student Union Campaign
kicked off on Friday. The
Campaign is a drive to raise funds

in order to renovate and add to

the current Student Union build-

ing.

"Our campaign will involve

coalition building between RSOs
(Registered Student Organizations)

and alumni in order to create a new
Student Union," SCERA Student

Union Coordinator Melissa Grant

said.

The Student Union Campaign
involved an RSO fair featuring 40

organizations, a campaign presenta-

tion in the Cape Cod Lounge and

informal tours of the Student

Union.
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UM students well-represented

at D.C. black/Jewish conference
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Burn
continued from pagel

national" to "foreign," Scott is still

supporting Burn and an office which
insists of describing people as "for-

eign." Scott has also failed to express

any concern over the other contro-

versial sections of the IPO memo.
While Crosson wants the Annual

Faculty Report to address issues of

multiculturalism, she still supports

Burn and advocates for what stu-

dent leadership calls censorship.

Regardless of what is said about

multiculturalism, money may be a

large factor. The chancellor said that

Burn would accompany him to lobby

alumni in Taiwan, one of the more
wealthy countries in Asia.

The administration also appears

more concerned about Burn's con-

nections to a number of other gov-

ernments, including the German
government, and therefore may be

more willing to overlook her alleged-

ly anti-multicultural statements.

The provost's response to student

concerns about these statements has

been to call for stricter screening of

Faculty Senate, because the senate

attracts regular press coverage, and
that time allotted for announce-
ments can easily be "exploited," a

vague justification.

Now underway. Campaign UMass
— "to dream, to act, to lead" —
may mean everything to the admin-

istration but improving the condi-

tions and climate of people of color

and international students on the

UMass campus.

Tackling one of America's longest and most potent
racial divides, 18 students and faculty members from the

University of Massachusetts attended an African
American/ Jewish conference in Washington D.C. over
Columbus Day weekend.

UMass, along with 12 other colleges and universities

nationwide, participated in this three day conference,
hosted by Howard University and George Washington
University.

The conference was planned in response to an
increase of reported incidents of friction between the

African American and Jewish communities last year on
college campuses.
The goal, according to convention organizers, was to

allow participants to gain a national perspective of
black/Jewish relations. Participants examined and con-
trasted current programs on respective campuses created

to enhance dialogue and ease tensions.

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter of the UMass Hillel House said

the conference was very informative and "explored
many issues about the difficulties of being a Rabbi of

one community as well as trying to fit into a larger com-
munity."

Warren Blumenfeld, a doctoral student in the Social

Justice Education program in the UMass School of

Education program, said that the conference was had a

lot of positive ideas to offer.

"The conference was very beneficial. It brought many
colleges from across the country together. For me, the

most beneficial part was the networking, it was nice to

be in touch with other people who are building coali-

tions," he said.

Blumenfeld also commented on the discussions of a

few of the workshops and panels.

"We talked about our concerns as a community. We
also discussed many things that African Americans and

Jewish p»3ple have in common, but acknowledged the

fact that we have differences as well. We had frank and

honest dialogue about our concerns," he said.

He, along with conference participant Lisa Robinson,

will be teaching a two credit class through UMass focus-

ing on issues concerning both African American and
Jewish students. The class will take the form of a three

day retreat on Nov. 8-10 in New Salem to discuss issues

that concern both communities.

Robinson also said that the conference had many posi-

tive aspects.

"The conference was very interesting," she said. "It

allowed students from around the country talk about

what they do on their own campus and brain storm
about ideas of what will work what will not work in

terms of black/Jewish relationships."

Earlier this year, Blumenfeld and Robinson conducted

a survey at UMass as a part of a class assignment which
asked students for their opinions on African Americans
and Jewish student relations.

"The conclusion was that on an individual level there

is not a lot of tension but among the organizations on
campus there has been tension between African
American and lewish leaders. We need to pull people

together on a interpersonal level and then the tension

can be eased." Blumenfeld said.

"I am aware of tensions in the past at UMass, this con-

ference helped to get these groups communicate togeth-

er more," Robinson added.

At the conference, UMass representatives spelled major
initiatives of recent years designed to improve the relation-

ships between black and Jewish students, faculty and staff.

Sixteen educational programs were developed before

and after Minister Louis Farrakhan visited the UMass
campus in April 1994.

During the summer of 1994. the Black/Jewish/Other

Dialogue Group (BJOD) was formed. This group
brought faculty and staff throughout the five college sys-

tem to explore issues among themselves in hopes that

these members could bring the discission back to the

undergraduates.

In addition, the BJOD formed a Video Dialogue pro-

ject in which groups exchanged edited videotapes of

group discussions to develop face-to-face dialogue
between the two groups.

The Race Talks Forum was cited as well, undergradu-

ate- initiated forum was held to discuss the issues of

race, racism and other related issues.

"Many great suggestions made about programs to

hold on campus were brought up at the conference,"

Perlmutter said.

Some ideas mentioned were to have both groups cele-

brate the African hoiiday Kwanza and the Jewish holiday

Chanukah together, and to travel to the south to work
on rebuilding burned churches.

"All in all the conference was a hopeful sign that peo-

ple will continue to emerge in honest frank discussion...

there are many people who are willing interested and
desirous to form a coalition that will not only help the

African American and Jewish community but everyone

as a whole," Blumenfeld said.

"There was a lot of information packed into the two
and half days. I would have liked to see more dialogue

between the campuses... but 1 understand that this was
only the first year." Robinson said.

International Affairs Correspondent

The Colleigan is currently seeking qualified applicants to serve as International Affairs

Correspondents. These unpaid writers will provide coverage of lectures and related events which deal

with worldwide issues and conflicts.

Applicants are expected to be versed in international political economy and/or the particular coun-

try/conflict they wish to cover.

Interested applicants should direct their questions to Michael Elliott or Sunanda Ghosh at 545-1762.
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Course strengthens relations
UM students use grant to focus on black/Jewish relations

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Stalf

Warren Blumenfeld and Lisa Robinson, two
University of Massachusetts doctoral students in the

Social Justice Education program will be facilitating a

two-credit education course. "African Americans and
Jewish Students in Dialogue."

The class, focusing on African American and
Jewish relationships, will be held on Nov 8-10 as a

three-day retreat in New Salem at Bullard Farm.
Blumenfeld and Robinson decided to design the

course after they conducted a survey as part of a class

assignment which concluded that black/Jewish rela-

tions were problematic on campus.

"This course is not a beginning, it is a way of
enhancing other programs on campus dealing with

African American and Jewish and hopefully motivat-

ing students to bring dialogue both on and off cam-
pus," Blumenfeld said.

"The class will discuss the history and culture of

each group. We will talk about personal experiences,

and about what it is like to be a part of the group. We
will discuss what is means to be black what it means
to be Jewish," Robinson said.

She added that many students expressed a lack of

knowledge in regards to the historical experience of

African Americans and Jews in America.

However, "both groups expressed a deep interest

in wanting to learn about each other's back ground."

Robinson said.

"Students have a desire for there to be more dia-

logue between the two groups. This is an intensive

way to help fill that need students expressed in a safe

and equal environment." Blumenfeld said.

Much of the dialogue during the course will be
filled with strategies on how to improve the relation-

ships between these two groups on campus, he said.

Blumenfeld said that the most important goal of the

course is that students "have fun while sharing culture."

The Chancellor's Commission on Civility gave
Blumenfeld and Robinson a $1500 grant for the

course. The money from this grant will be used to

help pay for food, gas, transportation and for the

class site.

Both Blumenfeld and Robinson said they hope that

students from this class use what they leam to better

campus relations by fostering a new and informative

dialogue between African American and Jews at

UMass.

Nat*l Chabad Houses to sponsor

N.Y. conference on Jewish life

By Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian Staff

The second International Jewish

Leadership Conference of University

Students in Crown Heights, New
York, will focus on emerging stu-

dents in traditional Jewish culture.

Spots are still available for

University of Massachusetts stu-

dents to attend.

The conference, which will begin

this Friday and run through Sunday,

is sponsored by Chabad House on
Campuses nationwide.

Yonah Blum, the program direc-

tor for the Amherst Chabad House,

said the weekend will consist of

Shabat services, work shops, lec-

tures and speakers.

Blum is arranging the trip to New

York, and hopes to bring at least 20
students from UMass.
"The conference will focus on

issues that deal with being Jewish on
a college campus," Blum said.

Students will observe the Sabbath

in Crown Heights, New York, the

cultural and religious center of the

Lubazitzh Hasidic movement. The
Lubazitzh branch of Hasidism is

named after its town of origin in

Europe and focuses on an intellectu-

al understanding of the Torah. Keren
Peled, a senior at Hampshire College

who attended the first conference

last spring, described the event as

"pegisha", meaning "Jewish journey."

Peled said students will spend the

weekend living with a Hasidic fami-

ly, but they will spend most of their

time interacting with other students.

"For many people it is the first

time they immersed in complete
Torah observance," she said.

She stressed that the weekend is

not meant to make less observant

students feel out of place, but to

introduce them to different aspects

of the religion and culture.

Students will take part in informal

lectures, because their is no writing

permitted on the Sabbath. They will

also have a mid-day meal with their

host families. A good deal of the

event will be integrated, but some
meals will keep men and women
separated. There will also be oppor-

tunities for students to take part in

optional prayers.

Interested students should call

Yonah Blum at 549-7855 to register

for the trip.
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What sort of homecoming?

Mike

Burke

Homecomings and Mike Burke have never gone

well together. In high school, I was never elected

homecoming queen (excuse: we didn't have a

homecoming) and now in college, Mike Burke hasn't

made the headlines of the Collegian for catching the

game-winning pass to win the homecoming football

game. Need an excuse? I probably don't even know
where the stadium is — making it awfully hard to win a

paw.
What exactly is this homecoming? Who is coming

home and why? Is it ihe equivalent of

Thanksgiving for universities, where all

the alumni can give thanks to their alma

mater which gave them a diploma for

years of partying? Or is it like Christmas

with the alumni playing Santa Claus, giv-

ing the University large gifts of money to finance pro-

jects like perpetually cleaning up the campus pond.

1 don't know. In fact. I forgot we even had a home-

coming weekend until a color photo of the UMass foot-

ball stared me in the face in Friday's Collegian.

In my four years here at the University, I have paid

about as much attention to Homecoming Weekend as I

have to remembering the birthdays of all my friends in

Whitmore.
Freshman year, I made an attempt to be filled with

school spirit by attending a marching band concert

(a.k.a. football game). Wow. It was so exciting, I have

been going back for more every week — almost as fun

as cheering on the equestrian team as they jump over

logs to international stardom. I love UMass! Go... Go...

Go UMass. Go...Go Go UMass.
I highly doubt that I am the only soul on this campus

left in a daze concerning homecoming. If I don't partake

in the homecoming activities when I'm at the

University, why the hell would I return upon graduation

for a weekend of boring UMass propaganda. Maybe we
should move homecoming to the winter so we can

watch the Three Point Boyz (Edgar Padilla and Carmelo
Traveiso) kick some b-ball butt. 1 would return for that.

If homecoming is one of the administration's lead times

for donations and contributions, mighty changes better be

in hand. We must make homecoming more accessible to

lit, the current student body, because it is we who will one

day "come home" on homecoming.

Two years ago there was a proposal of the Mullins

Center hosting a rock concert that would appeal to both

the current student population as well as the alumni.

Imagine the overwhelming success if they got an artist like

Neil Young, who appeals to virtually every age group born

since the last World War.

This past weekend, the most exciting homecoming
event was a giant pig roast on fraternity row. Wow. 1

wish I could have witnessed such a magnificent display

of warmth and love by our friends, the fra-

ternity brothers. The pig roast is just the lat-

est example of how fraternities attempt to

show their literary (and savage, barbaric)

side by recreating scenes from the Lord of
the Flies. After this column, I might well

become their Piggy. I wouldn't be the first.

Homecoming should be transformed into a weekend
where both the current student population and alumni

can celebrate the greatness of UMass. We are a

first-class university and have much more to be proud

of— unfortunately most of us don't know what.

Apathy on this campus relating to University history

must be at an all time high. How many UMass graduates

can you name (that guy who bought you beer your

freshman year doesn't count)? How many UMass presi-

dents can you name (not including Hooker or any that

have been involved with hookers)?

But seriously, this complete void of school spirit is not

healthy. Aside from the recent success of the basketball

team, UMass pride is dead. This spells grave financial

trouble for the future of the school.

Look at Harvard, which is so financially endowed
that it could fund u trip to Mars, hold graduation there.

and still have money for a post-graduation cocktail

party on the rings of Saturn. Why does Harvard have so

much money? Over the years they have been the lucky

recipients of countless donations from alumni.

Chancellor David K. Scott's Campaign UMass. which

was kicked off this homecoming weekend, is a path

heading in the right direction. In future years, let's hope

we have a real homecoming — one that provokes us to

give to preserve the future of the school.

Mike Burke is a Collegian columnist.

Not so well fare

Andrew

Trodden

Let's talk about something
that's been a source of

debate for quite some time

now. Welfare. Some are, of

course, totally for welfare, while

others are more for a large scale

welfare reform. As for me, I'd

have to say I'm quite a bit for wel-

fare reform.

However, my version of welfare

reform is a little more extensive

than most. I say get rid

of it and use that

money in other more
beneficial programs.
Programs that will, in

the long run, help peo-

ple more than welfare would.

First, let's look a couple of rea-

sons why people end up on wel-

fare: unemployment, no jobs, no
money. Single mother families

—

or more specifically— teenage sin-

gle mothers.

To get rid of, or at least, limit

the use of welfare, it seems ratio-

nal to solve the aforementioned
causes of welfare. I'm going to

show you how it can be done.

First, allow me to say that des-

perate times are in need of desper-

ate measures, and I plan to use

those measures.

For starters, let's create the

jobs. The government will take

some of the welfare money and
build the necessary buildings, then

train a large portion of the welfare

recipients to do the job. What
job? You ask. Well I'll call it the

Pregnancy Approval Commission

(or PAC for short.) Basically, the

PAC will take applications from
people and determine whether or

not they are fit to have a child.

I can just hear all the liberals

sharpening their knives now. But

look at it my way — I view bring-

ing a child into the world in a dire

situation like being on welfare or

unemployed, or as a single moth-

er, as actual abuse. The child gets

no choice in the mat-

ter; they are dropped
into poverty because

some teenage
mommy needs some-

one to love her. Boo
hoo.

Under my system, this situation

would be largely prevented,

because she would neVer be

accepted by the PAC. If she were

to go ahead and have a child, the

child would be taken away and
put up for adoption. No questions

asked. We could take it a little

further and impose a fine or short

jail term for this child abuser.

So the child gets adopted, as

I'm sure there are many fit parents

looking to adopt. They, of course,

would as well have to apply with

the PAC and. 1 almost forgot, pay

the application fee. That fee goes

to fund the PAC and pay the

workers' salaries.

Maybe it seems a bit much to

have an application fee. I don't

think so. because if you can't pay

the fee, then you sure as hell can't

afford to have a child.

Let's see what I've done so far.

I've created jobs, which of course,

lowered the numbers of unem-
ployment. I've redirected the wel-

fare money into funding this pro-

ject. I've slowed the rate of our
increasing population, which
needs to be done. And finally. I've

prevented the unnecessary abuse
of thousands, even millions, of

innocent children.

Sure — there will be those still

in need of welfare, but the num-
bers of them will be considerably

lower. Thus, the government can

allot larger amounts of money to

those who really do need it. After

all. that's why welfare payments
are so low right now, because
there are so many people on it.

Call me conservative, but I

think it's time we all realized that

there are a lot of people in this

country and it is impossible to

make all of them happy at once.

So I realize that it sucks, but some
people are going to get the short

end of the stick. At least until

things get better, and for that to

happen, we have to change what
we are doing now. Because the

way we are going now, it will get

worse long before it ever gets bet-

ter. Maybe I'm selfish but I'd like

to be alive to see the day when it

is better for all of us. I bet you
would too.

Andrew Trodden is a Collegian

columnist.

Letters to the Editor

Cheers for Dunn
To the editor:

I am writing to commend Bob Dunn on his editorial,

"Keep Your Ads Off My Busses," which appeared in

Thursday's Collegian. As a dedicated pro-choice activist, 1

was glad to leam tha,t someone besides me is paying atten-

tion to what's being posted on the sides of our buses.

Also, the reproductive freedom movement needs more
people to vocalize support for woman's bodily autono-

my— whether they are male or female. Thank you for tak-

ing a stand.

Tina Cincotti

Northeast

What's your holiday?

To the editor:

As I arn sure, then rest has been and will continue to

be addressed, I would like to address merely the first sen

tence of Erik Molitor's October 16, column "My Own

View"and its implications. Molitor begins by informing

his readers that Oct. 1 1 was Coming Out day "for gays,

lesbians, and bisexuals." I was wondering if it was also

Coming Out day for the author.

If not, was Oct. 14 Columbus Day for Molitor? Does

Mr. Molitor have his own personal schedule of sanctioned

holidays?

If October 1 1 is Coming Out day. for "gays, lesbians

and bisexuals," is not December 25 Christmas for

Christians? Maybe I, being a Jew. should have been going

to school on Dec. 25 for the past fifteen years...

The issue Molitor raises in his article is whether or not

his opinions as a heterosexual make him homophobic. I

would say that his opinions do not make him homopho-
bic, though his practices, such as giving other men hugs

that are "brief, and never to close." may qualify

him.However, I would say, Mr. Molitor. that your opin-

ions domake you»heterosexist. It is your heterosexism

which gays, lesbians, bisexuals. and transgenders alike, as

well as, many heterosexuals, find offensive and intolera-

ble.

Steve Gold
Orchard Hill

What's your opinion?

Send your letters to the Editor to: c/o Mark McGrath, 113 Campus Center Basement

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and ilo not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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Understanding key to diffusing tension

Sitting in the George
Washington University Hillel

Auditorium on the first day of

the Black-|ewish Relations on cam-

pus, it seems strange to look around.

A young black man with a shaved

head is listening to civil rights activist

luliun Bond, while right in front of

him, a blond lewish man wearing a

yarmulke — a Jewish prayer cap —
does the same.

The entire room is full of blacks

and lews, students, faculty and staff,

all mixed together, working to find

some way to improve relations

between the two groups.

That first day,

the two groups ————^—^———

—

—
looked at the other "£ven though the Cam-
group and at them- °

selves, and spoke pus has been relatively

&AfS quiet over the last year,

like about both ,7 does no t mean it will
peoples. By the end

,

of the day. the 150 Stayihdt Way.
people at the con-

ference all had a

better understand-

ing of themselves

and their partners, their historic simi-

larities and their recent difference!
The understanding reached here

would help the groups relate and
relax throughout the rest of the con-

ference when sometimes offensive or

painful things were said.

Unfortunately, those 150 people

alone can't stop the tensions between

the two groups. All blacks and lews,

especially young ones on campuses
like the University of Massachusetts,

need to get to know each other.

Through that comes understanding of

the other group, which helps lessen

tensions between them.

For UMass, this means some work
is needed, especially since none of the

students that will be leading the two
groups in the next few years were at

the conference. The University, with

the help of the student leaders from

these groups, must work to set up
pro-active events.

Perhaps the most important thing

is for the leaders of the two groups to

get to know each other at the start of

the semester. A weekend retreat,

done in the first month of school,

could be a very important tool. Not
only would the leaders get valuable

experience for the

Jacob W. Michaels

rest of their lives,

they can use the

knowledge to be

more sensitive to

the needs and
desires of the

other group,
thereby lessening

tensions. The two
can also try to

work together on

other mutual
causes, whether it

be voter registration, helping the

homeless or stopping some random
injustice on campus.

But just because student organiza-

tions, and not the regular students

walking around on campus, are usu-

ally the source of the tension, they

are not the only ones who need edu-

cation. Regular students are the peo-

ple who become leaders, so they must

also learn about their counterparts.

The University should set up a

class taught by two professors, one
from the Afro-Am department and
one from the judaic studies depart-

ment. The class, which would have

many members of both groups, as

well as other communities, should

discuss the shared history of these

two oppressed groups and what the

future holds for them.

There are also other ways to pro-

mote understanding outside of the

classroom. The arts are a great way
to do so. One group of students at

GW set up a program where a group

of black and Jewish students went to

see two plays, each dealing with the

black and lewish experiences. They
then wrote and performed their own
play about relations between the two

groups.

Also, since both groups consis-

tently have the highest percentage

voting Democrat, there are obvious-

ly many issues on which they agree.

The leadership of Hillel and the

Black Student Union can and should

set up programs like voter registra-

tion, cleaning up the <campus, or

helping, out at a local suup kitchen.

Not only are these important ser-

vices to the community, but the stu-

dents planning and participating

will have the chance to get to know
each other better.

Even though the campus has been

relatively quiet over the last year, it

does not mean it will stay that way.

Tensions between the two different

groups are likely to rise again.

However, by achieving an under-

standing of who the other group is,

perhaps they can be controlled and
worked out through discussion,

instead of having the mass protests

and name-calling that have
occurred in the past.

lacob W Michaels is a Collegian

columnist.

Seeing beyond registration

Matthew

Wurrzel

Excuse me. would you like to register to vote?" the

student behind a table in the Student Union said.

"No, I'm already registered, thank you," I

responded the first time I was asked my freshman year.

Now I am a senior, and these people are pushier than

ever. Not only are they waiting to sign up students as they

enter the Student Union to grab a bagel at the People's

Market, or on the Campus Center Concourse as students

pick up the Collegian, but now they are

harassing students as they enter the Bluewall

for coffee.

Making the situation worse was the MTV
News Choose or Lose Bus. MTV makes regis-

tering to vote a game show experience.

Students were enticed to register through

free food and the possibility of freebies like

T-shirts and CDs or even — perhaps to

dream — to see their mugs on MTV. This is

just wrong! I do not want to harp on a sub-

ject that other writers have beaten to death,

but I question the wisdom of signing up peo-

ple who are only interested in a circus or a free ride.

Since 18 to 21 -year-olds were given the right to vote,

the number of them turning up at the polls has continued

to decline. There must be a link between low turn-out

among young voters and these registration drives,

Sure, I think students should get involved in politics,

but why must those involved students thrust their atti-

tudes upon others who probably are not informed enough

to make effective decisions. If student activists want to

improve upon student involvement in politics, then they

must educate rather than simply solicit student signatures.

Nowhere have I heard these students address education.

When a young woman approached two students manning
the registration table in the Bluewall, and asked them
about how she could get information about candidates

from her home district, I immediately looked up from my
paper to listen to their response. Like this concerned
young woman, I wis also interested in finding out about

the Congressional candidates in my district, the Seventh

District of Massachusetts. The young man and woman
behind the table looked at each other, and apologetically

told the inquisitive young woman they did not know.
However, they implored her to consider re-registering in

the town of Amherst instead.

Now why would a student want to re-register in

Amherst? Sure, we spend eight months of the year in this

small rural town, but it is not our home. I still consider

Framingham my hometown. Although in 1995. I spent a

total of two months in my hometown, I still have an
attachment to it that Amherst will never provide. I'm con-

cerned about what goes on there. Don't get me wrong, I

have some concerns for the town of Amherst, but only

when they relate to the University and its students. The
town of Amherst does not need a bunch of students who
know little to nothing about the school system, trash col-

lection, and other town services interfering with their poli-

tics.

However. I don't want to lay all the blame for the lack

of political education upon the crusading stu-

dent activists. Some blame falls upon this

very newspaper. Since this is a state universi-

ty, a little over 70 percent of the students are

from Massachusetts and therefore are voters

of this state. If most are already registered

here, why doesn't the Collegian keep students

informed about state politics in general rather

than what Stan Rosenberg is doing?

Sure, the Collegian runs stories about
Governor Weld, and Senators Kerry and
Kennedy, but when have you ever seen a roll

call listing how state senators and representa-

tives voted on important state issues — especially those

pertaining to the University? In the time I have spent at

this University, I have never seen this paper publish such
data.

When I was a wet-behind-the-ears staff member dur-

ing the election of 1994. I suggested to the News and
Managing Editoss such a weekly listing on Mondays on
the second page. The two scorned the idea. Their only

defense was that it wouldn't help them — they were both

from out of state. As the paper remains unchanged after

two years, students remain ignorant as the 1996 election

rolls around.

Since both the student activists and the local student

press have failed interested voters, I'm going to help con-

cerned students seek out Ihe information about their can-

didates whether the district is in Massachusetts or Alaska.

The first stop is the League of Women Voters. These peo-

ple know it all when it comes to voting — I registered

through them when 1 turned 18.

If they can't help you, try the Internet. There are tons of

bipartisan web sites dedicated to informing voters rather

than simply registering them. One site I find unbelievably

helpful is Vote Smart at www.vote-smart.org. You do not

even need to know your district when using Vote Smart,

lust have your home zip code handy.

Forget about the free T-shirts and get the free informa-

tion about your candidates instead. However, if you are

going to register, do not register simply because it is the

cool thing to do. Register to vote.

Matthew Wurlzel is a Collegian columnist.
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One Year Later, the Spirit Continues
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Shomwa Shamapande reawakens the spirit of the March.

On Wednesday, the Black

Student Union (BSU) held a

forum in the Student Union

Ballroom commemorating the first

anniversary of the Million Man
March.
The forum also served as a gener-

al meeting to introduce everyone to

the new president of the BSU,
Kenny Lacoste.

After the forum, the Hampshire
Six Movie Theater held a private

screening of Spike Lee's "Get on
the Bus", a movie about the experi-

ence of the Million Man March.

The night began with senior Dan
Lizana, the BSU advisor, who intro-

duced the Vice Chancellor of

Student Activities, Rick Townes.

Townes opened up the night by

thanking SGA president Maurice
Caston for funding the night's

movie event. After a short speech

about the themes of the March
(atonement, abstinence, responsibil-

ity and reconciliation), he presented

Lacoste.

Lacoste started off by reading a

poem written by Richard Wright, "I

Have Seen Black Hands." He then

emphasized that the Million Man
March alone wasn't enough to

change people's lives.

"I don't think that one event can

change a person's life overnight,"

he said. "I feel that the March was

Students rally in Campus Center

By Humphrey brown III

Collegian Staff

Students demonstrated on Friday

outside of the University Store in an

attenpt to draw attention to an alter-

cation between engineering major

Pierre A. Elysee and University Store

security.

The incident took place two weeks

before the protest. Oct. 4, at about

4:00 p.m.

Elysee was in the University Store

looking for medicine to take care of

stomach pains he was having.

After he purchased the item, he

<Iim hi ded the receipt, but went back

in to the store, remembering that he

needed to purchase a toothbrush.

While in the University Store, he

opened his packet of pills.

After purchasing a toothbrush,

Elysee prepared to leave the store

again, but was stopped by two
University Store security people and

taken to a back room, where he was

accused of stealing.

"They told me that they saw me
getting two tablets from a package,

put them in my mouth, and put the

package back on the shelf," Elysee

wrote in a letter to Chancellor David

K. Scott and a number of UMass
Deans and departments.

Elysee confirmed that he did actu-

ally pay for the tablets by asking the

cashier who checked him out, and

showing the two security personnel

the medicine package in his bookbag.

"1 felt humiliated, angry, and frus-

trated being the only black person

surrounded by at least eight white

people and being falsely accused of

stealing." Elysee said. "Never in my
life have I been humiliated and

degraded that way.

Elysee went back to the University

Store on a couple of occasions, and

noticed that he was continually being

followed by the store's student secu-

rity.

At the rally, Elysee shared this

experience with a number of UMass
students, and discovered that he was

not the only one who has had diffi-

culties with the University Store and

the way it handles security.

What started out as about 10 pro-

testors grew to include 40 to 50 stu-

dents, holding signs and expressing

their own individual anger.

"It's ridiculous that we have to go

through this." sophomore Evelyn

Aquinao said. "For those of you who
doubt that this happens every single

time we go into this store, go in with

a student of color and see who gets

followed first."

Fellow engineering major and

friend of Elysee, Prasad Venugopul,

said that the incidents that occur at

the University Store are merely a

sample of things that happen all

around UMass.

"I just think that it's the sign of a

larger problem at this university,

where people of color find them-

selves at the receiving end of treat-

ment from every person who is in

some official position where they're

given second class treatment, second

rate treatment," Venugopul said.

"And I think it's important for us to

not back down in the face of such

treatment and actually stand up and

fight it."

The problem of race discrimination

at UMass was discussed throughout

the rally, citing the University Store

and its student security personnel as

a prime example.

"This is what is called institutional

racism, for those of you that don't

know," Aquino said. "You don't real-

ize the position you're in. You don't

realize the statement you're making...

Realize what you're saying. Realize

what you're doing and what the bot-

tom line of your job is."

"The issue is who is being followed

when they go into the store," gradu-

ate student Moise Tirado said. "Why
is it that we pay the same amount of

money to be here and we go to the

same classes, yet when we go into the

store, to pay the same money that

you pay, we are being treated differ-

ently?"

By the end of the rally, SGA
President Maurice Caston stated that

the University store had withdrawn

its student security, but a deeper con-

cern still pressed on.

"What we have here is a mind set

of how we do things at UMass,"
Caston said. "And until we address

that mind set. until we change it,

until we change the minds of those in

charge it's just gonna stay the same.

So, even though the student security

is gone, what are we gonna do about

the insecurity?

"We, the students, have to be at

the table writing that policy and not

there as observers to what's going on.

We have to take control of this situa-

tion, right now."

Immediately after the rally, Elysee.

Caston and a number of students met

with Vice Chancellor of the

Administration of Finance Paul Page

to deliberate the issues of discrimina-

tion against students of color at the

University of Massachusetts.

Assistant Vice Chancellor for

Campus Activities Rick Townes
seemed confident that events such as

student rallies and protests can actu-

ally bring about change.

"Students can make a difference;

that's the whole point," he said.

"That's exactly why students should

get involved, because obviously stu-

dents can have a difference and
more importantly make a differ-

ence."

No University Store representa-

tives was willing to comment pub-

licly on the rally or the incident

involving Elysee.

Black Love: Is it Reality or Fantasy?

Many of us dream of meeting

our match. The one that will

make our experience on this

earth pleasant and fruitful.

Sistas dream of that successful,

strong black man. who will love,

honor, respect and give praise to his

black queen. Brothas dream of that

beautiful black woman he can trust, a

woman who will understand

his pain and give the nurturing

love he deserves. Together

they both would form a power-

ful entity of "Black Love." Is it

merelv a fantasy? Or is it avail-

able to all?

You heard it in the songs of

Marvin Gave and Stevie Wonder
during the '70s, when "love your

brotha and sista" was the movement

of the. people.

Black Power was what voices

rang.

Men used to brag singing, "Ain't

no woman like the one I got."

Unfortunately, these love songs

have been replaced with "Put it in

your mouth" and "Freaking you is

all I see."

The list of negative praises toward

black man and women relationships

goes on. All these images are being

enforced through music, and activi-

ties such as Freak Nik. where women

strip their cloths off and run around

naked. At Greek Fest summer '96,

men hold signs up grading which

Onyinyechi

Ihedigbo

women have the flyest and skimpi-

est bathing suits. Some men take

the initiative to strip them off. leav-

ing them to stand and show them-

selves. Makes one wonder if Black

Love still exists.

The truth is, it does exist.

Remember the relationship- between

Whitley and Dwayne in the series

"A Different

World?"
Remember the

tenderness in

their relation-

ship? They used

to overcome all types of odds con-

fronting them. That's a good exam-

ple of Black Love in a realistic man-

ner. Let's think back to "The Cosby

Show," when positive love was a

shining in a household. It wasn't all

a dream. How about the feelings

you get when seeing a black couple

walking down the street holding

hands. That's Black Love. How
about Grandma Helen and Grandpa

|oe, who met fifty two years ago in

college, and they are still together.

"When 1 was young, I was keen to

the behavior of my older brothers

towards their black girlfriends,"

UMass sophomore Magdalana Reis

said. "They dogged them out. As I

got older, I vowed never to date a

black man. The stories my girl-

friends told me of their situations

made me stick closer to my deci-

just a beginning to the work we
have ahead of us."

Dan Lizana took the podium next

and spoke about the challenge of

organization.

"The charter of BSU is to help

black people," Lizana stated. "BSLJ

is the mechanism, the tool, the vehi-

cle that we need to get into."

Lizana also brought up the need

for a support system between
upperclassmen and underclassmen.

"How many upperclassmen have

come to you | underclassmen] and
asked you, 'How are

your classes going?,'"

he asked. "I assume
few."

Lizana pointed out

that in the spirit of the

Million Man March, underclassmen

had a right to challenge their lead-

ers, as well as upperclassmen to

maximize the most out of what
UMass offers.

"If you are an underclassmen. I

suggest that you not only challenge

the organizations on campus, but

the upperclassmen as well," he said.

Lizana also recounted his experi-

ence about a conference he went to

at which UMass was recognized as

a climate of education and political

movement.
"These schools looked at us as if

we had the answers to all their

Gregory H

Casimir

problems because they've heard of

UMass, whether you know it or

not," he said.

UMass. Lizana said, offers a

unique perspective on social, politi-

cal and economic problems that are

only a microcosm of what goes on

in the real world.

"You can take what you leam from

this university as a black man. as a

black woman, and apply it anywhere

you go, and be successful." Lizana

said.

Lizana ended by giving a brief his-

tory of his relationship

with the night's guest

speaker, UMass gradu-

ate and former BSU
president, Shomwa
Shamapande.

The spirit of the March
Wearing glasses and a conserva-

tive dark brown suit, Shamapande
delivered a riveting and inspiring

speech, garnering the attention of

everyone in the Student Union
Ballroom as soon as he began to

speak.

He started off by telling a parable

about a little boy and a bird.

Shamapande used this parable to

present his theme that the outcomes

of our futures "are in our hands."

He questioned measuring the suc-

cess of the March.

"1 turned to the books of history

and looked at the March of 1964," he

said. "Why did people think that

march was a success? It wasn't the

eloquence of Dr. King, it wasn't the

fact that 250,000 people showed up,

which is only a fourth of the people

that showed up last year.

"It was that in 1964, we had the

Civil Rights Act, we had the Public

Accommodations Bill, we had
increased activism by the Student

Nonviolence Coordinating
Committee.
"What made the March success-

ful wasn't what was said there, but

the feeling that left that march
where people went back and actual-

ly decided to change things in the

world they lived in."

He then alluded to the parable to

elucidate his point.

"The wise old woman would say

that the success of the Million Man
March lies in our hands, our collec-

tive ability to change the world we
live in, because it is," he said.

Shamapande emphasized acting

with a willingness to take criticism.

"If you're not willing to take the

criticism, my solution to you is

don't do anything, don't say any-

thing, don't be anybody because if

you do anything, you're going to

receive criticism, and that's just

real," he said.

This letter has been drafted by

some of the leaders of the ALASA
Community. Those leaders, along

with all of us at the Black Affairs

desk, stand firm on the issues con-

ferred in this letter and request that

these problems be addressed.

Once again, the new academic
year brings UMass the unique
opportunity to exemplify its strong

commitment to insuring an educa-

tion for all. However, for many stu-

dents of color, getting through this

university successfully presents

itself as a modern Odyssey.

For many of us. just being here is

an achievement. Stereotypes and
low opinion of our capabilities are

hurdles we face daily in our pursuit

of higher learning. While facing

these issues, we must also be hope-

ful that this institution's adminis-

trators wilt see us as ones whose
concerns are worth listening to.

Since the beginning of the semes-

ter, there has been much discussion

and dialogue among students of

color about a major course we all

seem to be failing from the start —
Whitmore 101. We are led to

believe that we are welcomed here

as students at the University of

Massachusetts. Nothing seems to be

further from the truth than the wel-

coming party that's going on

presently. Nearly 30 percent of our

community has been designated to

the injured list because of their

financial situation. The financially

injured will soon be casualties and

returned to their communities with

their acceptance letter stuffed

deeply into their ass.

This university has a goal to

increase minority enrollment to 20

percent. Perhaps the Financial Aid

office and the Bursar's office do not

consider themselves part of the

institution that has pledged to

enroll and retain minorities. This

goal of 20 percent will never reach

culmination here at the University

with students of color studying

Whitmore tactics rather than their

academic interests. There are major

concerns about walking the tight

rope between ttaiScylla and
Charidbis also known as the

Financial Aid office and the

Bursar's office. In dealing with

these two entities, students of color

find themselves in an uphill battle.

The Financial Aid office seems to

have a great talent for advising the

students to do one thing and pun-

ishing them for not doing the other.

Secondly, papers are mishandled

and sometimes lost, all to the fault

of the students and to the detriment

of their aid package. It is as if the

students are an additional hassle to

dealing with the yellow, pink and

white forms.

Then comes the chess master, the

Bursar's office. This otfice would
win a service medal if strategically

placed in our Federal Government.

Students have no say whatsoever. If

you can pay "in full" you're in, if

not, you're out. There is no
in-between. For a student of color

with complex and impoverished
backgrounds, checkmate is called

before the first move.

Also, coupled with the two
instruments aforementioned is the

institution's callous bureaucracy

which places the cares of the stu-

dents at a minimum to its own. The
system, set up in this fashion, has

created a giant sucking machine. A
sucking machine which forcefully

spits us out of the institution and

back to our homes in shame.

We urge the University to act

now and look into this matter with

a mission to dismantle the system

and disable this machine. Most
importantly, we would like to see

some leniency toward policies that

demand payment, but not resolu-

tion. We also encourage an earnest

effort toward working with stu-

dents of color to chart a course

toward our attainment of what we
believe to be the basic foundation

of peace, happiness, prosperity and

all the things in existence — knowl-

edge.

One Time For the Mind

Allana E

Todman
sion. Then I met Malkum. who
changed everything. He pursued me
for six years before I finally gave in.

Ever since then, he taught me that

black men are capable of giving me
love and respect. He makes me feel

like the beautiful strong black woman
I am."

Black Love is power.

Start respecting yourselves. Sistas

stop opening your legs to brothers

who can 't give you love. Love comes

from ourselves and the creator.

Brothers, don 't just be hittin ' it —
that jive ain't getting you anywhere,

except making babies you can't

afford to keep, so you run. You're

giving all the good brothers a bad

name.
"Black woman and men need to

start educating themselves about

each other's pain, so when things

blow up there's an understanding

between the two." senior Mac
I
oh iiM m said.

We need to understand that we
all deserve good things from this

life, especially love. The kind of love

that will allow us to grow and be

fruitful. This love is not a dream.

Love ourselves, our blackness is

beautiful.

It is full of power, capable of

making change all around us. espe-

cially in our relationships.

Onyinyechi Ihedigbo is a

Collegian Correspondent

Bell hooks always says that

"Talking Back" is something that

black women need to do in

order to change what our speech

content is known for.

Although it's remarkable that many
black women are often known for hav-

ing both mother and father figure roles

in the family, hooks says that when we
are Talking Back" as black women, we
begin to see the need to be involved in

political and social issues that affect us

as black women in the black communi-
ty-

Here at UMass. Lisa

Scott, coordinator of the

Women of Color pro-

gram, is "Talking Back."

with support groups here

on campus for all women
of color on health, vio-

lence and other programs like last

semester's "Take Back the Night"
march addressing violence against

women, the Women of Color program

is working very hard to combat any
issues facing Black women at UMass.

Last Friday, Lisa Scott was asked by
Zeta Phi Beta sorority to facilitate a

forum of discussion where women of

color on campus could bring up issues

that face them.

"How is the unity on this campus,
among women?" Scott asked the 20
women present.

One student commented that

because of the body language that is

present when people approach each
other, there is always the preconceived

notion that one of the two persons has

an negative attitude.

In turn, everyone agreed that

because of this, we as black women
begin to leam or internalize the thought

that when we pass each other we might

as well stop saying hello, because usual-

ly there is no response.

This is one of the first ways that not

only women, but black men as well,

begin to internalize the idea that they

have to wear that "face" of not
acknowledging people, because they're

afraid of the rejection, or they become
"tired" of greeting people who give a

silent response or a cold look.

As one student put it, "I've been here

for more than four years and I know a

lot of people here on campus, and if I

said 'hi' to you all these years and by
now you still haven't said 'hello,' I'm

not even going to waste my time any

more."

In the workshop, Scott helped stu-

dents understand now to react or ana-

lyze what we should be thinking when
we approach other women on campus.

We were reminded that often people

are thinking of what they have to do. or

taking those two minutes in the day to

figure out where they are going. Scott

reminded us that sometimes we can be

our own worst enemy.
This is where two of the key words

came up: confidence and self-esteem.

How do we see our-

selves? How do others

perceive us? What do we
do when we don't feel

good about ourselves?

These were some of the

questions that sparked
discussion.

Without hesitation, women of color

began to yell out. "We cry. we yell, we
get depressed, we begin to lose our

appearance (to this comment all the sis-

ters nodded with a hmmm) lose our

concentration, and we smoke and
drink."

"It makes the problems go away,

until we sober up," student Michelle

Lemar said.

Scott replied by saying that we as

black women need to be allies for one

another. With this in mind, another key

word came up — trust. No one knows
whom to trust on this campus.

With such a transient environment

on this campus, it's hard to develop an

honest friendship.

Desiree. a student, said. "I'm a real

honest and trustful person, and I would

meet someone and we would be girls

for that one semester, but the next

semester we aren't even cool anymore

and that person knows all of my per-

sonal information."

Here was yet another barrier and
issue that women have to deal with.

Considering that there are about

three women to each man, Scott gave

the realization that this also divides us

because women here are fighting over

the men. Another problem that is

included is that women don't know
when they are involved in a healthy

relationship.

The women of color that were pre

sent gave comments that stated:

You know you are in a healthy rela-

tionship when you are being respected,

vou can talk tohim about anything, you

both know what you want and you

both have a clear sense of direction as

well as a genuine interest in who the

man is.

The climax of discussion came when
women spoke about what happens
when they are not in a healthy relation-

ship and what some of the signals are

for a women to realize she is not in a

good relationship.

By looking at the man's physical

actions and whether he abuses you ver-

bally and/or mentally, are some signals

that were given. Scott also informed us

of "mantones." and how the deepness

of a man's voice can at times be very

intimidating.

"People don't decide that they want

to be disrespected," Scott said.

She reiterated that, as women of

color, we have to be allies to our sisters

who are in bad relationships. Scott

went on to say, "We all have a girl-

friend, that's always going through
drama, but we still love them because

that's our girl for life."

There will be situations when we. as

their friends, cannot do anvthing
because, like drug addicts, it s only

until the woman sees for herself that

she is in a bad situation that any change

will come.
Boundaries. This was the solution

word that was given. In order for

women to take self-responsibility, they

have to set limitations and values to go

by. Scott reminded us that it's only

when we don't know how to cope with

the after-effect of putting our foot

down that we allow men to remove our

boundaries and become disrespected.

By maintaining our values. Scott

reminded us that we can be in control

of our drama.

Spoiling ourselves by getting our

hair or nails done are some ways the

women gave to help us pat ourselves

on our backs after along day. Overall,

the number one solution was that of

spirituality.

"Make spirituality the way you live,

and connect to the things that got you

here." Scott said. "These are the things

that are going to let you graduate from

here."

Allana E. Todman is a Collegian

staffmember.
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Arts & Living
Holocaust event shares

tragedy through song,

moves Bowker audience

COUHnSY OtPMTMtNT Of MUSIC d DANCt

Malcom W. Rowell Ji^s Massachusetts Wind Ensemble was one of many acts to perform at Multibands last week.

Multibands honors UMass' musical variety
By Seemo Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

MULTIBAND POPS
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Oct. 18

The University of Massachusetts

Music Department kicked off

Homecoming Weekend Friday night

in the Concert Hall with an impres-

sive showcase of musical talent from

over 500 student and faculty per-

formers. The Multiband Pops concert

played to a full house and featured 10

different performing groups, includ-

ing the Minuteman Marching Band.

After two years at the Mullins

Center, the Multiband Pops returned

to the FAC concert hall this year for

two evening performances. In atten-

dance at the show were marching

band alumni. Chancellor David K.

Scott and UMass Alumni Association

President Michael Morris.

The concert opened with a fanfare

from University Herald Trumpeter

Walter M. Chesnut. Chesnut then

proceeded to conduct the Brass Choir

in Aaron Copland's "Fanfare for the

Common Man." The piece was
well-played by the choir, with warm
and rich sounds from the trumpet

line, punctuated by strong drums,

lending an overwhelming stately and

elegant feeling to the song.

The Brass Choir was followed by

the Chapel Jazz Ensemble, directed

by David Sporny, which played the

Duke Ellington standard, "Caravan."

The ensemble did a wonderful job

capturing the flavor of the composi-

tion. The rhythm section was excep-

tionally good while saxophonist Brian

Kearsley's clean solo won praise from

the audience.

Another group that performed very

well was the UMass Marimbas.
Conducted by Peter H. Tanner, the

group played "Farandole," a section of

the LArlesienne Suite No.2 by George

Bizet.

Other groups included in the first

half of the concert was the lazz

Ensemble 1, the a capella group 6

Minutes, the Percussion Ensemble,

Wind Ensemble and the Vocal-|azz

and African Music Ensemble.

The last group to play before the

intermission was the Symphony
Band. Under the baton of Malcolm

W. Rowell |r.. the band played

"Elsa's Procession to the Cathedral,"

a playful and lighthearted selection

from Wagner's Lohengrin.

The second half of the concert

opened with the University Dancers.

The dancers performed "Run," with

music by Ronny Jordan and choreog-

COUHTISY |Of KUSMNIK

The UMass Brass Choir practices with Walter Chesnut in preparation for

Multibands.

SLOWER
TRAFFIC
KEEP
RIGHT

Your support k«eps
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m th« last (an*

Kick Butts
QUIT SMOKING
Support Group
Ongoing support group every

Wednesday night starting

October 23 from 7 - 8PM
at the UMASS Campus Center.

KiMim number posted ai elevator

An you thinking about quitting

trnikinj?

Hiv« you quit i»d filt it difficult

to ttlf quit?

Do you want t* Kelp ttk-ir people

quit iid tliy flit?

Cine to your quit iMiltii) tupport
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FREEDOM FROM SMOKING

FREE OF CHARGE

For more information

call Steve at:

577-5181

LONDON

$190
Paris

Amsterdam
Zurich

Barcelona
Cancun
Athens
Costa Rica

Chicago
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44 Main Street

Amherst, MA 01002
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EURAHPASSES ISSUED ON-THE-SPOT!

Jointly sponsored by:
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raphy by Billbob Brown. The
dancers, dressed in a running clothes,

used the "get-in-shape" theme as

their inspiration for the dance.

The concert closed out with the

Minuteman Marching Band. The
band played selections from the 1996

Field Show, including a medley of

Gloria Estefan tunes. The band's

enthusiasm and exuberance as they

were playing was remarkable. They

swayed, shouted and, at times, chant-

ed "Go UMass." After playing on the

stage for a while, the band moved
into the audience and stood among
the rows, playing a tribute to band

alumni in attendance as well as

UMass's Alma mater.

After the show. Scott summed up

the talent displayed at the perfor-

mance by saying. "After seeing some-

thing like this, what other university

would you want to be at?"

in
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By Sarah Kimmel
Collegian Staff

"If we are to grow emotionally,

intellectually and spiritually, we

must open ourselves to the

truth." These words by Professor

Wayne Abercrombie set the

mood for yesterday's "Music of

the Holocaust Concert" held at

Bowker Auditorium.

Behind the narrative of

Professor )oshua Jacobson of

Northeastern University, 70 voic-

es came together in song to com-

memorate music composed dur-

ing World War II. Members of

The University Chamber Choir

and Mahkela, the )ewish

Community of Amherst Chorus,

joined voices under the leadership

of Abercrombie, Jacobson and

Kayla Werlin, respectively.

jacobson presented taped inter-

views with concentration camp
survivors, as well as musical

selections, in order to express the

talents and courage of the prison-

ers. He incorporated fractions of

live film footage from perfor-

mances presented in the holding

camps to display the music of

that era. The most prominent

holding camp was Terezin, a

ghetto which housed lews prior

to shipping them to Auschwitz.

Much of the music of the

Holocaust was preserved due to

memorization and teaching by

survivors. Jacobson profiled sev-

eral Eastern European composers

from the Holocaust, among these

were Martin Rosenberg and

Gideon Kline. Rosenberg wrote

the adapted version of a Jewish

death song entitled "Tsen Brider"

(or "Ten Brothers.") The moving

lyrics remind the listener of those

who have died in the gas chamber

and pleads to "not forget their

names."

Kline's song was sung by the

women of The University

Chamber Choir. It is a morbid

piece which conveys the knowl-

edge that death is near. The com-

position was followed by an inter-

view with Kline's sister, who said,

"It is amazing that people can

produce such pieces of beautiful

music with all these atrocities

going on around them." The

music is a reminder that some-

thing beautiful can come out of

even the ugliest occasions.

The most moving part of the

afternoon was the final song,

"Zol Shoyn Kumen Di ge'uleh."

The combined choirs raised their

voices in unity and supported

Jacobson's solo with a shower of

strength and hope. The message

of the song is to never give up life

and to never lose faith.

Through the power of music,

voice and film, Jacobson captured

the memory of the six million vic-

tims who perished in the

Holocaust. It is through the beau-

ty of art that it is possible to

remember both their sorrow and

their spirit.
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Laine lights up FAC
The royal couple of jazz displays rapport

Cafe Series show highlights queer stereotypes

Hardship, for Asians in gay community analysed in Balcako's one-man play

By Sterna Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

ClEO LAINE & THE JOHN
DANKWORTH GROUP

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Oct 19

Cleo Laine and |ohn Dankworth

proved Saturday night that they are

truly jazz royalty.

Backed by Dankworth's band,

Laine and Dankworth opened up the

Fine Arts Center's series with a per-

formance that brought the audience

to their feet.

Dankworth. accompanied by David

Dunaway on bass, lint Zimmerman

on drums and Tommy lames on key-

boards, opened up the first set with

"Mucho Gazpacho." composed by

Zimmerman. "Mucho Gazpacho" was

followed by a Dankworth original,

"Moon Valley"

"Moon Valley" was an incredibly

soothing tune, with a gentle piano in

the background. Dankworth made the

switch from alto saxophone to the

soprano sax for a very mellow solo.

Laine made her appearance tollow-

ing "Moon Valley." singing the

Gershwin classic. I'm Biding My

Time." Her deep and rich voice han-

dled the song beautifully, while other

songs in the set included Dankforth's

• Whv \\ ould You Tell Me Why?." and

a duet she had originally done with

Mel Tonne entitled "1 Took A Trip On

A Train and 1 Thought Of You."

After intermission. Dunaway took

center stage with an Oscar Pettiford

piece. Pettiford turned the bass into a

solo instrument, and Dunaway's agio

ing was a cicdit to Pcttiford's influence

Following the Pettiford's piece.

Dankworth soloed on "Autumn in

New York," a blues song that evoked

ihc mood Of a cool crisp day in a

park. Laine rejoined the group in

another season related piece. "You

Must Believe In Springtime."

The audience broke into applause

when Laine started the Duke

Ellington classic. "It Don't Mean A
Thing (If It Ain't Got That Swing).

Laine was absolutely stunning on this

song. Using her voice as another

instrument, she and Dankforth alter-

nated lines of music. She followed

that up with another Ellington tune.

Creole Love Call
."

Special mention ought to be made

of the supporting group members.

Both Dankforth and Laine took every

opportunity to recognize Dunaway,

Zimmerman and lames, lames, espe-

cially, did a great job on the piano,

and Dunaway's skill 00 the bass was

notable.

Dankforth is a very versatile musi-

cian, able to make the transitions eas-

ily between clarinet and the alto and

soprano saxophones. His playing was

extreme cleanly and fluidly, exuding

warmth and fullness with every note.

The closeness between Laine and

Dankforth stemmed from their long

marriage and professional collabora-

tion. The rapport between the couple

lent a feeling of solidarity and cohe-

siveness to attain a degree of com-

pleteness in their music.

The concert blended together the

very best elements in jazz, combining

great vocal talent with smooth and

rhythmic musical lines.

By Jamie Sinsheimer

Collegian Staff

COUKTNtV SMITH / COUIGIAN

Dan Balcalzo performs his one-man play, "I'm

Sorry But I Don't Speak the Language."

I'M SORRY, BUT I DON1 SPEAK THE LANGUAGE
Stonewall Center

Oct 17

Asian stereotypes in the gay community were

explored in depth last Thursday night as artist

Dan Balcalzo performed his one man play. "I'm

Sorry. But I Don't Speak the Language." at the

Hampden Theater on the University ol

Massachusetts campus. The performance was

part of the Stonewall Center's Gay Lesbian.

Bisexual, Transgender (GLBT) Cafe Sen

Balcalzo. a first generation Filipino-Amencan.

is a New York City-based performance artist

The play was originally a work in progress

being performed at various venues in New York

City. Thursday night's perfonnance was the first

time it had been performed in its entirety.

A combination of both storytelling and dance,

the performance rips through personal and cul-

tural expectations, while Bacalzo plays out the

autobiographical role with fervor and emotion.

The hour-long perfonnance followed the course

of his life starting out as a youth in Kansas,

focusing mainly on the aspect of his Asian queer

identification.

As an Asian gay man. Bacalzo has felt preju-

dice from his gay white male counterparts. In his

piece, it was apparent that Bacalzo always had

trouble dealing with the racism that affected him

in daily life. Throughout the performance, he

constantly referred to the stereotypes associated

with being anything other than a gay white male.

The movement aspect of the performance

glided smoothly with Bacalzo's strong voice.

Combining dance, he choreographed several

scenes perfectly with the How of his voice^

Bacalzo told various stories of his hie through-

out the piece, spending a good deal ol time on

one of his earliest experiences with a man. He

told the story of a man that approached him in a

guy bar and showed interest in htm because ot

his "Asian look."

•1 like my Asians to look like Asians a lover

once told me. What fantasy do I fulfill?

Feminine, boyish. Oriental?," Bacalzo said in a

rather cynical tone.

As the piece moved on. Bacalzo spoke ol his

parents and the troubles they encountered by

having a gay son. explaining in a short dance

sequence that he "doesn't understand why my

parents wont tell their friends that I am gay.

He spoke of how it feels to attend family func-

tions and be asked if he has a girlfriend, a ques-

tion that inevitably makes him wonder it he

should tell the questioner that he has a

boyfriend.
, ,

Since parents have a substantial impact on

most people's lives, it's no wonder that Bacalzo s

parents did as well. A great portion of his piece

centered around his parents and he continued to

speak of their inability to talk about his homo-

sexuality ,

The intensely moving performance ended witn

Bacalzo doing a rather traditional dance number

to a piece of music that sounded like a cross

between a Mexican mariachi band and Filipino

folk music. .

As the lights faded and Bacalzo exited the

stage, the audience was informed that there

would be a question and answer period with

him The small audience welcomed this opportu-

nity to ask Bacalzo several questions not only

pertuining to his piece, but his personal life as

well.
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Brothers McMulkn highlights this week's HSCN choices

BED OF ROSES
Tons and tons of flowers is how

Christian Slater tries to lure Mary

Stewart Masterson to be the love of

his Hfe The mo\ie explores the char-

acters well, but the two fall in love

rather quickly without fully getting to

know each other, which may put a

dent in the realism for some. The story

line has a few small, interesting parts,

but on the whole is rather typical.

Those who are not crazy about love

Itoriei will find it silly, while those

who are will enjoy it. C+

SABRINA
lulia Ormond comes back from

France looking more appealing than

before to Harrison Ford

and his brother, played

by Greg Kinnear.

Ormond wants true

love from Kinnear, but

may find it better com-

ing from Ford. Ford's

seriousness makes it

seem as though he is

acting in one of his

action films. He does

not give any spark to by

the movie, which lacks passion.C

THE BROTHERS MCMULLEN
This movie explores

the lives of three

Irish-American broth

ers who return to live

together in the house

they grew up in. Each

one is having their own

set of problems sorting

through the triangle of

women, love and reli-

gion while they look to

each other for advice.

The story surrounding each brother is

realistic and has its own distinction

which adds variety to the film. B

TWELVE MONKEYS
Bruce Willis is among the remaining

few who have survived a deadly dis

ease and is sent to find the cause with

the help of Madeline Stowe. The

movie can be very confusing if not

watched closely. Brad Pitt also stars

and gives an excellent performance

C-
Frank Cuntpailla is a Collegian

Correspondent

jJtJUdjQpated in tHfc
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Volleyball splits two with GW & VaTech
By Jeremy Adams
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's volley-

ball team refused to let injured key play-

ers get them down, as they split a pair of

home games at the Curry Hicks Cage
this past weekend. The Minutewomen
lost to George Washington on Friday

night, but rebounded on Saturday to

beat Virginia Tech.

Massachusetts started the season

10-1. fielding a young, healthy squad.

The lone injury in the early going was to

freshman Amanda Hemming, who has

seen no regular season action. Since that

juncture, the Minutewomen have gone

just 7-5, including their 6-4 conference

campaign, which has just hit its halfway

point.

The team can still be considered

youthful, but healthy is the adjective in

question. Coach Bonnie Kenny was
forced to start three freshmen and a

sophomore in Friday's match since the

incidence of a stress fracture to junior

starter Lesley Nolan's left foot. Nolan

takes to the sidelines for the remainder

of the season, bringing with her a .236

hitting percentage, 3.6 kills per game,

and 3.3 digs per game.

Freshman Sarah Watters had her

nose broken in the third game against

George Washington, reducing the

Minutewomen to zero substitutes on the

bench. Watters replaced her icepack

with a protective mask which she dis-

played proudly while putting up
career-best number against VaTech on

Saturday.

GW improved to 8-11 overall and

5-4 in the Atlantic 10 with its four

game win over Massachusetts. Friday's

visitors started the match with an 8-3

run in game one. The Colonials' impos-

ing middle blockers Crystal Akens and

Tai Bethune kept the home team at bay,

forcing the short- handed
Minutewomen to commit 12 errors as

GW cruised to a 1 5-7 game one victory.

Game two started similarly — GW
earned the immediate side out and

quickly took a 5-0 lead. A |ill Meyers

kill earned the possession for Katie

Pearce. who served Massachusetts to

5-4. The Colonials were allowing the

Minutewomen no slack, making
another five point run to 10-4. The

home team called time out, and the

ensuing tactical change appeared to

put senior outside hitter Dionne Nash

into the center of the offense. Nash

accounted for 7 of the team's 15 kills

in game two. In spite of her perfor-

mance, GW captured the hard-fought

game 15-10.

The third and fourth games were

both convincing wins, but unfortu-

nately for the home team, one of them

went to GW. UMass fought back

harder in the third game, taking an

early lead and preventing any substan-

tial GW comebacks. Watters served

an ace for game point, capping off a

convincing win in game three 15-10.

GW enforced a similar level of con-

trol over UMass in game four, taking

the match with a 15 8 win.

Against VaTech, five players beat Of

tied personal bests as Massachusetts

pulled out a live game home win. Pearce

made the most notable mark, tying her

own school record with 78 assists.

Nash, Meyers and Watteis all hit

career- high numbers with 25, 22 and

17 kills, respectively. Kari Hogancamp

rounded out the record setters with her

high of 24 digs.

As a team the Minutewomen record

ed 91 kills, just four short of the school

record 95 set last year, also against

VaTech. The Hokies' loss dropped their

UMass blanks Explorers,

guaranteed first in A-10
record to 10-11 overall, and 5-6 in the

A 10.

With this weekend in the gaze of

hindsight, the Minutewomen are left
—— ~"

with a 17-6 record (i>A A-10). and the ty Casey Kane

difficult task of lilling in the gaping hole Collegion Staff

left by the loss of Nolan. The junior will A j| season |ong- Massachusetts
be back on the court next season, but

fie id hockey coach Pam Hixon has

until then the Minutewomen have sajcj , na , the road to the NCAA
senior Susan Maga as the lone reserve Tournalrient for 'he Minutewomen is

Senior Dionne Nash and the volleyball team split two games in

the Curry Hicks Cage over the weekend.

Braves 12, Yankees 1

By Ben Walker

Associated Press

NEW YORK — The Atlanta

Braves showed the New York
Yankees that what they saw on TV
was no fluke.

Nineteen-year-old Andruw [ones

homered twice and drove in five

runs as |ohn Smoltz and the Braves

sent the Yankees to their worst

World Series loss ever. 12-1

Sunday night in Game 1.

The Braves brutalized New York

the same way they humbled St.

Louis in winning the NL playoffs.

The Yankees had a week off to

watch Atlanta outscore the

Cardinals 32-1 in the last three

games. And now they know the

defending champions are just as

potent in person - despite a one-

day rain delay, a three-hour traffic-

jam and jeering Yankees fans.

(ones hit a two-run homer off

Andy Pettitte in the second inning,

then lined a three-run shot off Brian

Boehringer in the third that made it

8-0. By then Yankees fans, who had

waited 15 hits for the Series, were

already silent.

Game 2 will be Monday night.

Greg Maddux, moved up a day

because of the rain, will start for

Atlanta against (imrny Key.

On a day when the Yankees hoped

to recapture some of their glory with

their first Series appearance since

1981. |ones stuck it to them. By the

sixth inning, with Atlanta ahead 1 2-

1

and a light rain falling, many of the

56.365 fans had left.

Jones, who began the season as a

member of the Class A Durham
Bulls, became the youngest player to

homer in the Series. He was a year

younger than Mickey Mantle, who
would have turned 65 on Sunday.

|ones also was the first player to

homer in his first two Series at-bats

since Oakland's Gene Tenace in

1972. He was the first player to hit

two homers in a game since

Philadelphia's Lenny Dyktra in

1993.

Smoltz, meanwhile, was holding

the Yankees hitless until Wade Boggs'

RBI double with two outs in the fifth.

Smoltz improved to 4-0 in the

postseason this year and 9-1 over-

all in 17 career starts in the post-

season. The major league leader in

wins and strikeouts this year, he

left after six easy innings of two-hit

ball.

Fred McGriff lined a home run

off the foul pole in the fifth, and

lones started a three-run sixth with

an infield hit, an odd play in which

his bat broke and the barrel tan-

gled up Boggs at third base.

Later in the inning. Marquis

Grissom and Mark Lemke hit RBI

singles and Chipper lones had a sac-

rifice fly.

While routs were nothing new to

the Braves — they routed St. Louis

14-0 in Game 5 and won 15-0 in

Game 7 — the Yankees were not

so used to such beatings.

The Yankees had played 186

previous games in World Series.

most in history, but had never lost

by more than eight runs. Certainly

it never happened like this in the

days of )oe DiMaggio. who threw

out the ceremonial first ball.

Helped by the Hall of Famer, the

Yankees have won a record 22

championships.

player on the sideline.

The Minutewomen's next game is

home against nemesis Rhode Island on

Friday at 7 p.m. Their last meeting was

the opener of the conference schedule,

and resulted in a Rams victory.

women s soccer
continued from page 12

her mark. Thompson was sparkling

— the often overlooked back played

perhaps the best mutch of her career,

quelling several UConn opportunities.

UConn pushed through the UMass
defense for its first strike 23:32 into

the match when Ginny Woodward
rifled a 17-yard shot to the lower left

corner of the goal, which Dion
knocked out. but right to an on-rush-

ing Kerry Connors, who put ;t past

the sprawled keeper for a 1-0 lead.

UMass was able to play reasonably

even with a superior foe through the

first half, with UConn holding just a

5-2 shot advantage at the break to

accompany a 1-0 lead that nearly

wasn't when Amy Powell fired a shot

over UConn goalkeeper Sally Sakelaris,

but off the cross bar, in the 42nd

minute.

The Huskies cleared a trio of cor-

ner kicks in the final four minutes of

the half to hold their slim edge.

The Minutewomen charged out of

the gate for the second half, quickly

pressuring Sakelaris.

In the 51st Minute, Emma
Kurowski spun around a pair of

UConn defenders and sent a cross to

Tina Lightning, whose beaming shot

went over the goal.

Dion, meanwhile, was brilliant in

keeping her team in the match. Saves

on a Woodward 12-yard shot in the

52nd minute, a lennifer Tietjen free-

kick in the 62nd. and especially a leap-

ing save on Carabino. touching the ball

over the net in the 81st minute,

received a series of oohs and aahs from

the surprisingly small UConn Soccer

Stadium crowd of 732, along with

cheers from the Fanatic Forty members

who made the trip to enemy territory.

Another unusual aspect of the

UMass game-plan involved forcing

UConn to take the ball down the mid-

dle of the field, preventing Margaret

Tietjen. and her identical twin sister,

from making runs down the flank, this

also succeeded, and helped hold the

UConn lead at 1-0 until the 82:07

mark, when the speedy Carabino out-

raced Thompson to a long, looping

pass from Connors, and broke in alone

on Dion.

Offering UMass a taste of its own
medicine. UConn coach Len Tsantiris

pulled all 1 1 of his players back into

the penalty area for a deep UMass
free kick in the 85th minute, squelch-

ing the opportunity.

Despite the loss. Rudy was not down

on his team, which played as well as it

could against formidable side.

"I'm disappointed in the result, but

not in the players at all." Rudy said.

"I'm very proud of the way they played.

They took a difficult tactic and a diffi-

cult team and almost pulled it off."

UConn shutout UMass Saturday,

but the same result is not expected

today as the Minutewomen travel to

the Bronx, NY. for an Atlantic 10

match against Fordham. a team
UMass beat 7-0 last year.

MASSACHUSETTS 5

LA SALLE

through
t h e

Atlantic

10 con-

ference.

Now, with one conference game
remaining, the Minutewomen are

guaranteed no worse than a tie for

first place in the A- 10s. They solidi

fied their position with a 5^0 drub-

bing of La Salle on Saturday in

Philadelphia.

With the win. No. 8 Massachusetts

improves to 11-4 overall. 4-0 in the

A-10.

After being shutout in the scoring

department last weekend against

Syracuse and Boston University,

UMass brought out the heavy offen-

sive artillery, as two Minutewomen
scored a pair of goals apiece.

Senior All -American Kyle

Rothenberger scored the only goal

UMass needed, as she netted an

unassisted tally to give UMass a 1-0

lead.

Freshman Saskia Fuchs con-

tributed the first insurance goal of

the afternoon, scoring an unassisted

goal midway through the first half.

junior Courtney MacLean put

UMass ahead 3-0 in the second half,

when she connected for an unassisted

score of her own.

Rothenberger connected on a feed

from Kate Putnam and Fuchs for her

second goal of the day. That gave the

Minutewomen a 4-0 advantage.

MacLean knocked her second

goal of the day home to close out

the Massachusetts scoring effort.

She converted Melanie Gore's assist

with only 40 seconds remaining in

the contest to cap the offensive out-

put.

In the UMass cage, senior goal-

tender Hilary Rose needed to make
only one save to record her fifth

shutout of the season. The shutout is

also the second in a row, as the

Minutewomen blanked Providence

1-0 last Thursday.

La Salle netminder Dori

Shumadine stopped 1 5 shots for the

Explorers.

The Minutewomen return to action

Saturday at noon, when they travel to

Storrs, Conn, to face Connecticut.

They close out the Atlantic 10 sea

son Nov. 2 when they host St.

Joseph's. A win over the Hawks
would give UMass the regular season

conference title.

THANG VO COlLfCIAN

U Mass

UMass destroyed LaSalle on the road in a 5-0 shutout over the Exploreres.

Don't want to be left in the

cold when UMass hockey

returns to the Mullins Center

this Saturday? Check out the

1996-97 UMass Hockey

Preview when it hits the^stands

on Thursday.

teamwork

continued from page 1
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times this season, and past seasons: the bunker defense.

Led by sophomore Amanda Thompson, the defense

dropped back into a back-eight zone coverage system when-

ever the UConn offense would get even near the 30- yard

mark. The team would drop in deeper, with constant com-

munication between the back four and the front four so no

balls could be served up and over. They had practiced that

all week, as UConn had stretched them out last year in their

3-0 win in the 2nd Round of the NCAAs. while running

UMass into the ground in that high pressure set.

It is a logical thing when you do not have the horses to

keep up with Kentucky Derby-style speed, but it is still

something a team needs to get adjusted to. Thompson has

always been the stay-at-home defender for the four back set

of UMass. and she shone on this day in weather conditions

more suited for the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.

"Coach told us to remember the humiliation we faced

last year, and so I think all of us were pumped to play this

game." Thompson said. "We played with a lot of emotion,

and unfortunately we did not come out with a win. but we

played as good as we could.

"Their forwards are really fast, and coach tried to have us

play a new defense 1 think we did it pretty well, but yeah, a

couple of times they played through balls up and over, and

their speed just killed us. I think we were prepared for that,

but every once in a while they would get one through."

For Rudy, he knew it would be tough for his team to

adjust to a different strategy, and was very content with

their quick response to it.

"I'm disappointed in the result, but not in the players at

all." Rudy said. "I'm very proud of the way they played.

They took a difficult tactic and a difficult team and almost

pulled it off."

football
continued from page 1
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career — and his fourth TD of the season.

Before and after Holston's 22-yard run, the Bulls twice

cut the lead to 13 first on tailback Anthony Swan's (111

yards. 26 carries) 17-yard run. and then on a 17-yard pass

from Rusin to |amie Gasparre, but that would be as close

as the Bulls would get. as the second run by Holston

sealed the victory at 41-20.

The offensive line was very strong again, as it didn't give

up a sack for the second straight week, and allowed the

Minutemen ease in rushing the ball on the day, as

Brockington had a career effort, leading all rushers with

120 yards on only 9 carries and one TD. Holston was next

with 79 yards, then Smith with 59, Allesio with 52, and

sophomore fullback (im Pizano contributed with 20 yards.

"I think we gelled well." UMass center Matt Alegi said.

"Before today [right guard] Ron Felice went down, talking

about people stepping it up, Geoff Thomas played the

whole game with his right arm strapped to his body, he

couldn't pick up his right arm.

"You say the offensive line played well. I think we prob-

ably did play well, but we have five running backs that any

time they have a tiny little hole, they can shoot through for

a touchdown, and I think that's what's going well for our

offense right now."

The Minutemen are improving each week, and this game

saw them improve on two big areas that Hodges said that

needed to be cleaned up since the beginning ol the )fMl

and those are penalties and turnovers. UMass was only

flagged three times on the day for penalties totaling 20

yards, they threw no interceptions, but did lose two fum-

bles.

Defense was an area again that kept the Minutemen

going as they continued to make the big plays as they

sacked Buffalo's QB Rusin four times on the day for loses

totaling 23 yards. Mike Dawson. Mike Batelli, |ohn Sawyer

and jerone Alston were the ones in on the hits.

Speaking of making the hits, senior linebacker Justin

Reimer continues to make the stops as he had 18 tackles

on the afternoon, followed by sophomore Khari Samuel

with 17. and senior Dawson with 14.

And how about another first for the Minutemen?

Redshirt freshman Chris Price came up with his first inter-

ception of his career late in the fourth quarter to cap off an

outstanding overall effort by the defense once again on

Saturday.

"It's a very good feeling, we beat a good football team,

and it wasn't easy," Hodges said. "We went out in the MC

ond half and played like we're capable of playing. Right

now we're a pretty decent football team cause we're find-

ing the way to get it done."

The Minutemen are atop the New England division in

the Yankee Conference and are tracking down the best

record in search of the crown, as they play the first of

all-important games against four conference opponents to

finish the year when they travel to New Hampshire this

Saturday to take on the Wildcats.

continued from page 1

2

Samuel chipped in with 17 tackles of his own. Junior

sparkplug Mike Dawson had 1 4 hits and a sack.

But there was also significant contribution from the

front line. Senior defensive lineman John Sawyer regis-

tered the biggest hit of the day. sacking Buffalo quarter-

back Eric Rusin on a fourth and nine with 8:22 left in

the fourth quarter, which gave the ball back to UMass

and killed a Bull drive. The Minutemen scored on the

subsequent drive, on Holston's first of two touchdowns,

and the 33-14 lead put away any chance of a Bull come-

back.

"When we execute, big things happen." Samuel said.

Buffalo head coach Craig Cirbus praised the

Minutemen's effort.

"They made it look easy today." Cirbus said. "We lacked

mental concentration on plays we practice over and over

again. That..combined with a well tuned and well pre-

pared UMass squad, it was doomsday for us".

With Frank Alessio hobbled by various injuries all year,

from ankle to shoulder to rib problems, and with Matt

Jordan's hamstring problems sidelining him early in the

year, the Minutemen have gotten a few "unsung heroes" to

step it up.

Brockington heads this list. After two injury-plagued

seasons. Brock is healthy again, and leads the team in

rushing with 496 yards. The freshman Holston, who the

Minutemen coaching staff had hoped would be a star

somewhere down the line, has paid immediate divi-

dends. On only 16 carries this season. Holston has

gained 179 yards and four touchdowns, averaging a

score once every four times he touches the ball. Pizano,

a sophomore tailback, has played well when called

upon, with 203 yards and two touchdowns, including

the longest run in UMass history, a 96-yard jaunt

against Rhode Island.

After seven games, the Minutemen are 5-2. and com-

fortably nestled in first place in the Yankee Conference's

New England Division. But the rest of the schedule is

tricky, starting with next Saturday's battle with New
Hampshire up in Durham. UNH is. at least right now. the

main competition with Minutemen for the N.K. division

crown, and Saturday's showdown with the Wildcats looms

as the biggest game of the year.

"The road ahead is Saturday vs. UNH." Smith said "We
have to take this one game at a time."

I
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
CHINESE FOOD Kai Chi delivering

Sunday-Thursday to 2am. Friday and

Saturday to 3am.

Financial AM Available! Millions

of dollars in financial aid are now
available All students are eligible

Let Student Financial Services help

you get your fair share ! -800 263

6495 ext F50015

AUTO FOR SALE

Chevy Celebrity IM Excellent

condition $2,500 0B0 Call 253

1810

Doug tdsmittiCstudent umass edu

ISIS Hyundai 4 door hatchback

58.000 miles, runs well, original

owner Manual transmission

Asking $1,000 or B/0 256-3411

Leave message;

12 VW Vinigua 136k. 46k on new
engine runs well $1,200 (413)731-

8163

EMPLOYMENT
Allan/European Employment
Live in Prague. Budapest Tokyo etc

teaching simple conversational

English No teaching background or

foreign language required Great

pay/benefits Academic internships

also available Call (919)968-1164

P.T. Administrative Positions

duties range from filing to Ig media

events Flexible hours. 10-15

hrs/wk Call DataViews Corp /HR
Oept 586-4144

Craiaa Lines Hiring - Earn up to

$2.000+/month working on Cruise

Ships or Land Tour companies
World Travel Seasonal/Fulltime

No experience required For info

call (9191 968-1164

Legal Assistants Wanted -

Spring '37 Internships with the

Student Legal Services Office, get

hands-on experience in the legal

field—work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 under-

graduate credits No experience in

the legal profession necessary

—

training p/ovided Contact the

Student Legal Services Office today

for an application 545-1995. 922

Campus Center

EMPLOYMENT
Earn Money and Free Tripsl!

Individuals and groups wanted to

promote Spring Break M Call Inter-

Campus Programs at 1-800 327-6013

or http//www tcpt com

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up

to $2.000+/month World travel

Seasonal & full-time positions No
exp necessary For info call 1 206-

971 -3550 ext C50016

Spring Break!! Earn Cash!!

Highest Commissions! Lowest
Prices 1 Travel free on only 13 sales!

Free Info! Sunsplash 1 800-426-

7710

FOR SALE

Full-Size Sleeper Sofa $100 00

Men's leather jacket size large

$50 00 Brother Word Processor

WP220$150 00 413-549-7484

JVC Car CD Player in dash Needs

minor adjustment $75 Takes 17

665-8127

World Series-Game 6 Tix Tier

Reserved. Bleachers Available Call

546-1838

2 Smashing Pumpkin Tickets For

Nov 6 at Worcester $60/PR Call

256 1590 Leave message

FOR SALE
Two office desks $50 00 each

Mamiya 645 SLR camera $500 00

Call 548-8896

INSTRUCTION

Bartend with University

Bartending 50% student discount.

Amherst classes starting soon! Call

1 800-U-CAN-MIX for info

Boxing Lessons All Welcome! For

brochure (413)732-8817

Wool Coat with "Courtney" written

in red Call 546-5/75

MISCELLANEOUS

Thank you St Jude L P

New Metabolism Breakthrough

Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35

800 776-9503

ROOM FOR RENT
Roommate Needed in two bed

room apt Seeking responsible

female Call 549-0207

SERVICES
Paper editing and or typing

Accurate, quick and inexpensive

413549-7484

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade'/ In-house service, call

Scream Savers 549 0083

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549 1 906

TRAVEL
FREE TRIPS & CASH! Find out

how hundreds of student representa-

tives are already earning free trips

and lots of cash with America's #1

Spring Break Company! Sell only 15

trips and travel free! Cancun.

Bahamas. Mazatlan, Jamaica or

Florida! Campus Manager positions

also available Call Now! Take A
Break Student Travel (800)95

BREAK

"SPRING BREAK 1997" Cancun

Mazatlan. Jamaica. Florida.

Bahamas Don't miss out! 546-4377

Quebec City for New Years 3

nights at 5 star Hilton located in

Quebec City, the oldest city in North

America $89pp SKI and PARTY

Call Dominic at 533-1600 now 1

Limited space' HURRYi

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK! Earn cash!

Highest commissions/lowest prices!

Travel tree on only 13 sales!! Free

info! Sunsplash 1-800-426-7710

New Years in Montreal with

UMass Ski Club Bus, downtown
hotel. 3 days. 2 nights, $149pp Call

UMass Ski Club ffl 545-3437

UMass's Social and Ski Club!

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20tf per word/day

All
others

40<t per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

-

After being hooked in the finger

by little Bobby's cast for the

third time, grandpa decided it

was time for his grandson to find

a different hobby.

Classifieds.

Standard Headings
Activities

Announcements

Apartment For

Rent

Auto For Sale

Employment

Entertainment

For Sale

Found (2 days

Free)

Happy Birthday

Houses For Rent

Instruction

Lost

Musicians

Miscellaneous

Motorcycles

Personals

Room For Rent

Room Wanted

Roommate Wanted

Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Transportation

Wanted to Rent

Wanted

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trudc Michel Jaffe

ACROSS 4 Actors 39 Word with 53 Retain

1 Seraphic 5 Ptaylul 27 Down 54 Gluck of opera

instrument teasing 40 Freebooter 55 Weather word

5 Musical 6 Parroted Irish 56 Superman

groups 7 Catch 43 Slow, in music Clark

10 Muslim judge 8 "Golden Hind 45 Fair-haired 57 Distance

14 Spoken skipper one measure

15 Separated 9 Scatters 47 Unconscious 58 Mideast

ACROSS
1 Seraphic

instrument

5 Musical

groups

10 Muslim judge

14 Spoken

15 Separated

16 Roman poet

17 Columbus
caravel

18 Lift a lawyer's

license

19 Roman
despot

20 Noisy

grasshopper

22 Small falcon

24 An eternity

25 Seamstress

26 Scarcity

30 Mall units

34 Sea dogs
35 Heaters

37 Green shade

38 Eggs

39 Oater

41 Capital of

Ml*.
42 bear

44 Entreaty

45 Koppol et al

46 Landscapes

48 Wage earner

50 Old-fashioned

52 Explosive

sound

53 Persian iamb's

cousin

56 Part of India

60 Dash
61 Card game
63 Green land

64 Give off

65 State a view

66 Word of

regret

67 Window glass

68 Income: Ft

69 Fender

mishap

DOWN
1 Gridlock sound

2 Opera highlight

3 Bombast

10 Rem in

11 Allege

12 Serious

13 False god

21 Speck

23 Author Arya

25 Reached
accord

26 Comes to

an end
27 Wrack and

ruin

28 Papal cape

29 Struggle for

breath

31 He led

"the lite"

32 Avoid

33 Sensibility's

partner

36 Appear

to be

state

49 — Angeles

51 Wed in secret

country

59 Repose
62 Family
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5.

9.

Personals Policy
All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.
Profanity may not be used in personals.

The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc.

All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as Tilled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

ARIES
March 21 -April 20

Don't allow a disagreement to fester

this week The longer It lasts, the

more the other person will gain the

advantage. An early compromise Is

best. Major purchases require extra

attention to details, or you could

miss some vital fine print.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

Now that you've checked out all

your options, go ahead and make a

decision. Your Instincts are pretty

good. Don't try to mix business and

pleasure this week, or you'll end up

feeling shortchanged In both

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

A reluctant companion threatens

to ruin a pleasant outing. Don't

force the Issue. Instead, change

the subject and enjoy a lively

conversation. Concentrate on

domestic Issues by starting a new
famllv tradition

CANCER
June 22-July 22

A simple conversation turns ugly

when egos are at stake. Steer clear

of emotional comments to keep

things from getting out of hand.

Suggest a distraction at work to

break out of a stale routine.

LEO
July 23 August 23

An emotional commitment begins

to flower, so nourish It with a

thoughtful, romantic gesture. Do
not mistake silence for assent at

work -you may need to work harder

to ferret out objections to a plan

you've made.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

A shopping spree could get out

of hand this week, so leave your

plastic at home. During a meeting

or discussion you may need to ask

more questions than usual to be

certain you understand everything

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

To feel good. It's Important to look

good, so treat yourself to a little

luxury. Your charm Is running high,

so schedule activities that will take

advantage of this. You might even

consider asking for a raise, but be

graceful If it doesn't happen.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

The pressure of a deadline begins to

encroach upon your peace of mind.

Delegate the responsibility, and

you'll accomplish more than you

would have alone. Honesty Is the

best policy, especially when It

comes to an Intimate relationship.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Your organizational talents shine

this week, so take on extra

responsibilities, especially If you

need to make a good impression.

You're full of great ideas-Just think

of a way to get the word out.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20

Don't follow suggestions blindly,

especially where large sums of

money are concerned. You need to

find the solution that's right for

you. Enjoy a leisurely outing with

an old friend.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

Anticipation is your best ally as you

navigate your way through a 9lmple

encounter. Plan ahead, and you'll

stay on top of things as the

situation suddenly becomes

complicated. A labor-saving Idea

offers more trouble than It's worth.

PISCES
February 19 March 20

Avoid getting bogged down In

ilct. uls. especially as the weekend

approaches. Your clear vision and

enthusiasm will be needed lo

supply energy for a group

discussion.

For Entertainment Purposes Only

Dilbort By Scott Adams

AT THE TrVADE SHOW
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WHAT CAM YOU
TE.LL rAE. ABOUT
YOUK PRODUCTS?

Dilbert By Scott Adams

OH THt SURFACE, 100

5EE/A TO rAAKE SO/AE.

GOOD POINTS ABOUT
TECHNOLOGY. .

.

BUT WUR E-rAAIL

ADDRESS REVEALS YOUR

NEWrME IDENTITY

YOURE PRO&ABLY A

GOAT HERDER OR A
CARTOONIST

m
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]

TO BE AN 1

TECHNOLOGY

LLITlSTj

BIGOT? r~ I PREFER TO
1 THINK OF
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TECHNOLOGY
"HAVE"
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Drabble By Kevin Pagan
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Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick 8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

UR SrCfve Oat ~XO STOP UMOCtk\tJ(a
AIHl_eS&.V THflDUaH VOuR LCA-l£C>£.

CAREER SOU K££D Dt«£CT((X)'
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I DON'T KWOU UHAT
TO STUDY I

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University3 By Frank Cho Close to Home By John McPherson

My Uncle Marshall Petain

wanted to start a tavern with a

paramilitary theme. He'd have

weapons on the ceiling, photos on

the walls showing great battles,

daggers and bayonets under glass

on the bar.

Upstairs he'd have a special

room for angry vets with pictures of

certain past presidents for spitting

practice.

No fighting would be allowed in

the club itself. Dueling and stabbing

would be encouraged to go out the

alley.

I'll bet after a few beers those

guys would have nothing but fun.

What an exciting place! Guys would

come from a hundred miles away just

to spit.

Can you believe the bank turned

down such a winner?!

Uncle Petain said it was because

the economy was weak. He'll try

again next year. v.

Always Wanted One of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas

/&&&*»"

More and more couples are installing

morning-breath exhaust hoods.

Social Norm By Mr K-

NORM JUH SAIP

Something to JDNNy

THAT BLEW HIS M/iVD

INTO PIECES

^|^he!T~aRE TRA&Ii

FEELING* HAVE BEEN

HURT AND LVRr" THINS

RUINED. IT'S GONNA
BE A DCfr- EAT POC
WORLD

QUICK, I'LL VOlK

Pile ml the

Banana's im the

vorlp.

I'LL CONCOCT APSUR.D

+ CONVOLUTED WAfS OF

A\AKIN& A PWJFIT ON THIS,

CTfXIS MARKET YOU'RE,

CREATING
JYS MAY)
AYVYER

Leedee By Mike Rybicki
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Quote of the Day

A verbal contract isn't

worth the paper it's

written on.

Samuel Goldwyn

)9

*w &

Dining Commons Mono
Menu unavailable.

Pleas* refer to this guide
to help you decide where to oat.

j First, go get some dice ^^^jr."^
(6 sided, preferably). Effi^a^

2 Find one you like,

and roll it.

Ifyou roll:

9 •

Go to Franklin D.C. for dinner.

Co to Berkshire D.C. for dinner.

Go to Hampshire D.C. for dinner.

Co to Worcester D.C. for dinner.

Get Pizza for dinner!

Roll again.
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• On iHe gridiron, UMau
charted up a Homecoming win

over Buffalo on Saturday. See page

1 2 for the scoop.

• The field hockey team crushed

LaSalle 5-0 on the road. Turn to

page 9 for the recap.

• The UMass volleyball team split

a weekend in the Curry Hicks Cage

See page 9 for the details

The men'* soccer team was shut

out by Fordham 2-0 on the rood.

See page 12 for the story.
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Minutemen baffle Buffalo in homecoming victory

By Mike Corey

Collegian Staff

Homecoming weekend is always an

exciting time of the year, and for the

fifth
straight

season
t h e

MASSACHUSETTS 41

BUFFALO

University of Massachusetts football

team has joined in on that excite-

ment, as this past Saturday they

defeated the Buffalo Bulls 41-20 at

Warren P. McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

An overcast and chilly afternoon

certainly did not hinder the Alumni

and fan-, enjoying their pregame tail-

gating parties, nor did it have an

effect on the Minutemen. UMass,

which entered its last non-conference

game of the year, were victorious as

the\ improved their overall record to

5-2, before getting set to take their

3-1 conference record into battle to

finish the year with four conference

opponents.

This was a game that saw many
first- achieved by different players on

this UMass squad. What has not been

a first is that this i- what UMass has

been accustomed to seeing all yen

where there is always somebody new

putting forth the performance to help

this team achieve NOMM.
"It's kind of like a total team thing

1 think for us," Minutemen coach

Mike Hodge* said. "Everybody made

a huge contribution every which way
• as far as winning the football game,

and we made some big plays both

offensively and defensively."

When each player can go out and

perform to the best of their abilities

at what they do. you have good indi-

vidual performances. Put all those

performances together and you have

the reason why UMass is on a roll

this vcar. Words such as selfishness,

egotism and one-man team have had

no place in UMass football this sea-

son and it shows.

On the second drive of the game

the Minutemen struck first, going six

plays for 83 yards in 2:06 seconds for

the score. Speaking of firsts, this

drive saw freshman wideout Ralphael

Quinn come down with his first

reception of the year, when the

Orlando. Fl native ran for a 20-yard

gain as UMass drove down the field.

To cap things off. the first rushing

touchdown of the season for senior

tailback Frank Allesio arrived, as he

broke it out for a 19-yard score.

At half-time the Minutemen were

ahead 14-7, as senior fullback Ron
Brockington, the team's leading rush-

er, continued to dominate, as he ran

straight up the middle for a 68-yard

touchdown run midway through the

second quarter for the second UMass

score and the longest run of his career.

The Bulls scored right before the

half keeping it to a seven point

advantage as quarterback Erik Rusin

threw a 21 -yard TD pass to Drew

Haddad for the score. Rusin was 1

5

for 29 on the day with 195 yards and

2 TDs. Haddad was the prime target,

as he hauled in six catches for 111

yards and the one TD.
After the half-time show, which

featured former members of the

Massachusetts Marching Band, the

Minutemen came out with the same

spark to own the third quarter. They

scored twice to jump out to a 27-7

lead.

UMass freshman quarterback Jeff

Smith connected to tight end Erik

Henry for 34 yards down to the

Buffalo 26 yard line. Five plays later,

out of the power I formation (three

running backs), the Minutemen
would connect on the play that has

worked well for them this season,

faking the run while Smith found

tight end Kerry Taylor rolling out to

the right corner of the endzone for

his first touchdown of the season.

A minute and a half later, senior

cornerback Leggie Beckford picked

off his second interception of the sea-

son and returned it 14 yards to the

Buffalo 21 yard line. That would set

up another score, this time as sopho-

more tailback Matt |ordan took the

pitch out to the right side for the TD,

making it 27-7 after the missed extra

point.

On the afternoon, the Minutemen

held the ball for seven minutes less

than Buffalo, and the total yardage of

both teams was virtually the same

with the Minutemen amassing 397

yards to the Bulls 388. UMass got it

done on the ground with 321 yards,

while Buffalo had a little over half

their yardage come through the air.

with 195 yards.

Smith threw for 76 yards on the

day with 6 for 13 passing and one

TD, and continued to scramble well,

going all out and lowering the shoul

der on numerous runs, picking up a

total of 59 yards on 1 3 carries.

The fourth quarter saw another

running back for UMass put his mark

in this homecoming victory, as red-

shirt freshman )amie Holston flew by

the defense up the middle on two

counts for touchdowns, the first on a

22-yard score, and the next on a

47-yard rumble — the longest of his

Turn to FOOTBALL page 9

Teamwork at the heart of the UMass game plan

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

With alumni and students revel-

ing in the parking lot festivities that

highlight Homecoming weekend —
traditionally the best tailgating

weekend of the year — you would

think that Warren G. McGuirk
Stadium would have been packed

Saturday for the

Massachusetts-Buffalo game. This

was not the case.

After a crowd of over 15.000 last

week, only 8,819 made the journey

into the stadium, leaving many to

wonder whether the game should

have been moved to the parking lot

to accommodate the fans. But for

those of you who missed the game,

start kicking yourselves now,
because you missed a good football

game.

Playing perhaps its best football

to date, Massachusetts out-hustled,

out-worked and out-played the

University of Buffalo, whipping the

Bulls 41-20. All the elements were

there. The offense was clicking.

especially in the second half, and the

defense put in yet another solid

effort. It appears that the

Minutemen have really begun to gel

as a football team, and even the nor-

mally cautious UMass coach Mike

Hodges had to admit that things are

going well for the Minutemen.

"You have to find ways to get

things done when they need to get

done, and we did that today."

Hodges said. "We're a pretty decent

football team, because we're finding

ways to get it done. Everyone had a

contribution [todayl"

Saturday's win was a team effort.

Five different Minutemen scored,

and four players had over 50 yards

rushing, led by senior fullback Ron

Brockington's 120 yards and fresh

man fullback |aime Holstons two

touchdowns, including a 22-yard

tamper with 4:36 left in the fourth

quarter that broke the Bulls back.

Freshman |eff Smith put in another

good effort behind center, going

6-13 for 76 yards, with a beautiful

play-action rollout two-yard touch-

down pass to tight end Kerry Taylor

midway through the third quarter

that proved to be the game-winning

score.

As far as the scoring went, UMass
had its success straight up the mid-

dle. Ron Brockington had a 68-yard

touchdown run that was up the mid-

dle, and both of Holston's TDs,
including a 47-yard sprint with 1 :07

left in the game, were right up the

belly of the Bull defense.

"They came in thinking of stop-

ping [Frank] Alessio. |Matt| Jordan

and Dim] Pizano outside, but they

didn't think about the inside,"

Hodges said.

Defensively, it was a theme that is

beginning to sound a bit redundant

in Amherst, but it's a type of redun-

dancy Hodges will take any day of

the week. Once again, the

Minuteman linebacking core was

everywhere on Saturday.

Senior All-American candidate

Justin Reimer had 18 tackles, giving

him 95 tackles in only seven games,

and sophomore standout Khari

Turn to TEAMWORK, page 9
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Freshman |amie Holston ran back a career-long 47 yard TD in

UMass' 41-20 win over Buffalo on Saturday.

UM falls in Storrs showdown UMass soccer can't run with the dogs

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

CONNECTICUT I

MASSACHUSETTS

STORRS. Conn. — No matter what changes No. 1

1

Massachusetts (10-2-1) women's soccer coach |im Rudy

attempts this year, nothing will be able to fill the rift in his

team's midfield left by the loss of two-time All-American

Rebecca Myers to a knee

injury two weeks ago.

Facing its toughest chal-

lenge of the season, No. 4

Connecticut (15-1) on the

road, in a must-win (or at least show) situation in terms

of regional rankings for the NCAAs, UMass radically

shifted its tactics. The Minutewomen hoped to contain the

high-powered Husky attack which broke the school

record for goals in a season on Saturday, with still a

month left in the season.

UConn simply annihilated UMass last year in the NCAAs,

using its team speed to down the Minutewomen 3-0, in a

contest that UMass was never in from the opening whistle.

With that loss in mind, and without Myers, it is easy to

understand why a team ranked 1 1 th would be so happy

after a 2-0 loss on Saturday. Until the 82:07 mark, when

)ana Carabino scored against a UMass team thinking

offense, the score was 1-0 and UMass had several chances

to pull even.

If a tie is supposed to be like kissing your sister, one

here would have been like kissing a supermodel.

Amidst howling winds, the Minutewomen averted from

their trademark possession-oriented ball control offense,

and instead of focused on defense, keeping nine players

within their own penalty area at all times.

UMass conceded everything up to 25 yards out from

goal, but went to war with trenches and barbed wire once

UConn tried to advance further. The Minutewomen found

great success with their new tactic and mind-set as it

made its debut on Saturday.

"For every game this year we were on the [offensive]

side of the field, and here's one game where we had to

change everything and convince [our team] that this is the

way to play," Rudy said. "I was very pleased with our per-

formance and a new tactic against a great team and it

almost worked."

The Huskies were able to pressure goalkeeper Danille

Dion, forcing her to make several acrobatic saves, far more

than her usual amount. Dion hadn't been as busy as she

was on Saturday since last year's game at UConn.

The pressure on the Atlanta native would have been far

greater had sweeper back Amanda Thompson been off

By Jorma Kansanen

Collegian Staff

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 9
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Senior Julie Magid and the Minutewomen fell 2-0 to the No. 4 Huskies of UConn on Saturday

STORRS, Conn. — Where the

campus of the University of

Connecticut is located, it is common-

place to see such things as bumper

stickers saying "a woman's place is

on a horse." especially in this lost

corner of the state.

Last Saturday afternoon at Storrs,

though, the- No. 11 Massachusetts

women's soccer team (10-2-1) were

the ones who lost, as they faced a

group of thoroughbreds in the No. 4

Huskies (15-1). The superior speed of

the home squad out- ran. but did not

necessarily out-play, the

Minutewomen, as they were able to

ride a first half score by senior forward

Kerry Connors to an eventual 2-0 win.

If speed hurts, than this contest was

a night's grounding with no television

and no supper for the Minutewomen.

From top to bottom, the UMass lineup

is technically sound. But even with

experienced players like seniors Tina

Lightning and Sandy Shimogaki. who

can deftly move the ball upfield in a

matter of seconds, a side like UConn

does not even give you that much time.

They are all over you before you can

even say "ole."

For UMass coach ]im Rudy, he

sees the Huskies as one of the quick-

est sides he has ever witnessed. But

not just on one side of the pitch — on

all sides.

"Their team speed is the fastest I

have ever seen," Rudy said. "A lot of

people think their attack is their best

part. I sort of disagree, I think their

best part is their defense.

"It is so good, and you can't hit

through balls, and when you try to

combine, they are all over you. They

shut the space down, they double up

all over you."

The substitution of freshman for

ward Kate Webb (3 goals, 6 points)

in the last half of the two frames

appeared to spark the UMass offense,

as the Jana Carabino-esque speed

and hustle of the Longmeadow native

went step-for-step with the quick

back line of the Huskies.

But that defense, led this day by

junior Sara Whalen and freshman

Carey Dorn, shut down any runs by

Webb and her front line mate in

freshman Emma Kurowski (7 g, 4 a,

18 pts). If they ever had a inch on

Whalen, Dorn or sophomore Christy

McCann. that supposed mile would

be immediately tracked down and

mercilessly defended.

The real Carabino. the UConn
junior forward (10 g, 6 a, 26 pts).

officially ended the game, as her

one-on-one with junior keeper

Danielle Dion was as academic as

you can get. Connors dropped a pass

down the center of the midfield. and

down the stretch Carabino came,

making the final score of 2-0 with a

shot from 1 5 yards out.

That was a surprise goal, especially

when you consider the defensive tac-

tics of the Minutewomen. They were

looking to employ a "crescent moon"

style of system, as UMass wanted to

push the Huskies off the flanks into

the center of the field in an attempt

to keep them from running balls into

the box, and packing the team in

their own end. Shimogaki and senior

midfielder Amy Powell had success at

this tactic most of the day, as the

flanking Tietjen twins, Jennifer and

Margaret, were rendered ineffectual.

After the game. Rudy was both sat-

isfied with his midfield and defense,

and astonished at the playmaking

qualities of the Willington.

Connecticut native.

"We wanted to push them into the

center, and we did that fairly well,

which made their last goal even more

remarkable, because they beat it down

the center," Rudy said. "(Carabino]

finds a way. Last year she danced

through the mud. toasted us in the

mud. and today she got that little run,

and I have sort of come to expect that."

Another tactic by Rudy to battle the

speed of UConn was something that he

has seen done to his team a number of

Turn to U MASS. page 9

UM shutout by Fordham,

no longer tied with Rams
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

It's crunch time for the

Massachusetts men's soccer team.

The Minutemen took to the road

this
weekendFORDHAM

MASSACHUSETTS
to prove

to the

confer-

ence that they deserve a spot in the

postseason. Entering the weekend
tied for fourth place with Fordham, a

pair of wins over the Rams and No. 3

LaSalle would boost their chances at

remaining on the pitch at the end of

the regular season.

The Minutemen (7-5-1, 4-3-1

A- 10) did not fare fell in the Bronx,

dropping their first match of the

weekend to Fordham (7-6-1, 5-1-0

A- 10) on Friday.

The UMass offense peppered the

Rams, outshooting their hosts 29-22

while tallying six cornerkicks on the

day, but couldn't muster a goal.

Fordham lit up the board for the

first time when Harris Tsangaris col-

lected a loose ball in the box and sent

one past sophomore goalkeeper Jeff

lablonski from 10 yards out 8:20 into

the game. The Rams scored their sec

ond goal later in the first frame, when

Sal Leanti made good on a penalty

kick.

The Minutemen kept the Fordham

keepers busy as netminders Devin

Moore and lames Grandinetti com-

bined for 1 7 saves on the day. Moore

played the first 17 minutes of the

match making six saves before leav-

ing the game with an injury.

Grandinetti took to the pitch and

went the distance for 1 1 saves and

the shutout.

In the goal for UMass. lablonski

stopped eight shots but the

Minutemen could not turn things

around on the other half of the field.

This loss put a greater emphasis on

yesterday's match against LaSalle in

Philadelphia. Going into the week-

end, the Explorers were the only

undefeated squad in the A- 1 with a

record of 5-0- 1 and an overall mark

of 9-1-1. Led by a player UMass
coach Sam Koch cited as a potential

Major League Soccer star after his

tenure at LaSalle. Cesidio Colasante,

the Explorers proved to be a force to

be reckoned with.

Results of yesterday's match were

not available at press time. Catch

tomorrow's Collegian to see how the

Minutemen fared in Philly.
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Powell helps UMass
plow through Fordham
Senior Amy Powell

was one of four
Minutewomen to

score as UM beat
Fordham 4-0 in

A- 10 action yester-

day. Check out the

complete story (see

Sports, page 1 0).

Hell hath no fury

like a lawyer
Brad Pitt stars in

Sleepers, a shock-

ing story about
the loss of inno-

cence and
revenge. Check
out our review
(See Arts & Living,

page 6).

WORLD

Nobel Peace winner

banned by Philippines

MANILA, Philippines (AP) —
Philippine authorities yesterday

banned Nobel Peace Prize winner Jose

Ramos-Horta from entering the coun-

try.

The ban stems from a directive by

President Fidel Ramos denying entry

to all foreigners who might disrupt

the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation summit, Immigration
Commissioner Edgar Mendo/a said.

"We have no choice but to ban Horta

and other foreigners whose presence

here could endanger our national

security," he said. Ramos-Horta, a

resistance leader from East Timor
who opposes Indonesia's annexation

of that territory, was named the joint

winner of this year's Peace Prize with

East Timor's Roman Catholic bishop,

Carlos Felipe Ximenes Belo.

President Suharto of Indonesia is

among 1 8 leaders scheduled to attend

the economic summit, known as

APEC, beginning Nov. 25 in Manila.

Ramos-Horta had been scheduled to

address the Nov 22 opening of the

People's Forum on APEC, a gathering

of 400 delegates from the Philippines

and other countries, including the

United States and Japan

The forum opposes APEC's efforts

to establish free trade in the region,

arguing that such a policy would hurt

poorer countries whose industries

cannot compete in the global mar-

ket.

NATION

FBI shoots man dead
following bomb threat

STEVENSON, Wash. (AP) — A man
suspected of making a tape-recorded

threat to blow up the Bonneville Dam
later showed up at the federal dam
with a gun and was shot to death by

an FBI agent, authorities said.

No explosives were found at the

dam, said Diana Brimhall, a spokes-

woman for the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers, operator of the sprawling

hydropower installation on the

Columbia River along the Oregon-
Washington state line.

Special agent Ray Lauer in Seattle

identified the dead man as Nathaniel

Milligan, 20, of Skamania County
Milligan tried to extort $15,000 from

the government by threatening to

blow the dam up, Lauer said.

He was shot twice as he approached

authorities with a rifle in one hand and

what he said was a detonator in the

other, Lauer said. The bomb threat

was found about 4 p m. Sunday on a

tape recorder near a telephone at the

visitor center on the Washington side

of the dam, Brimhall said.

The tape recorder had a sign on it that

said "play me" or "listen to this," Brimhall

said. The tape included demands as well

as a bomb threat, she said.

Authorities evacuated about T5 peo-

ple working at the visitor center and at

the adjacent powerhouse No. 2 and

warned fishermen away from the dam.

Officers were fairly confident that

Milligan was the person who had left

the taped threat, based on things he

said before he was shot, Brimhall said.

He was not familiar to those who
work at the dam, she said.
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UM Police

to window
By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

Recent reports of potentially

lethal objects being thrown from
residence hall windows have
University of Massachusetts Police

in search of new preventative meth-

ods.

Deputy Police Chief Barbara
O'Connor said that while this type

of potentially dangerous behavior is

not new and has not witnessed a

recent dramatic increase, it is a

problem that is not going away.

"In my 14 years here, I've seen a

number of students who think the)

are doing something fun at the

time, and it winds up in tragedy."

O'Connor said.

The most recent event that

brought this issue to the forefront

of many police officers' minds was

the incident in in which a cinder

block was thrown out of a window
of )ohn Quincy Adams Residence

Hall on Sept. 16.

The cinder block shattered when
it hit the ground, and parts of it

broke a window. No one was
injured. The police were not able to

determine where it was thrown
from and have no suspects.

"Throwing a cinder block out of

a window has the potential to sen

ously injure, or even kill someone,"

O'Connor said.

In addition to the cinder block,

O'Connor has documented some of

the most serious cases from this

semester and from the spring

semester of last year.

On Sept. 8. glass was broken in

Van Meter Residence hall, fire-

works and bottles went out of the

window, striking cars.

On April 22. a balloon full of

water was thrown from a window
of |ohn Quincy Adams Residence

Hall, striking and breaking the

windshield of a vehicle. The female

inside the vehicle reported glass hit-

ting her eye.

These types of reports are plen-

tiful in numbers, and go back for

several years, according to

O'Connor.

O'Connor said that one of her

associates came across a Collegian

respond

problems
I Kim 1977 which contained an arti-

cle about the same problem of dan-

gerous objects being tossed out of

residence hall windows.

More recently, on Friday
night, an individual reported
being struck by objects thrown
from McNamara Residence Hall.

On Sunday, an individual was
almost hit by a glass object

thrown from Cashin Residence

Hall.

"Property damage is one
thing," O'Connor said. "What I

want to do is get the word out

that students are going to hurt

somebody."
According to O'Connor,

whenever an incident occurs
police attempt to identify the

room and floor where the

object came from, and go up
and have a conversation with
the suspect.

O'Connor also stressed that

students can be criminally

charged with malicious destruc-

tion of property. If the damage-

exceeds $250 it is a felony, oth-

erwise, it is a misdemeanor
charge.

In the event that an object

should kill someone, O'Connor
said, the thrower can be charged

with manslaughter (voluntary or

involuntary)/ which carries a

sentence of 15-20 years in

prison.

If it is not a criminal charge,

then the situation is turned over

to Housing Services, O'Connor
said.

According to Director of

Housing Michael Gilbert, the

1996-7 Undergraduate Rights &
Responsibilities and Residence Hall

Manual clearly spell out the campus
policies with regards to such behav-

ior.

The Rights & Responsibilities

states: "Endangering the safety

of persons (self or others) or

property, or any action that

might lead to toys of life or seri-

ous physical harm to others,

including but not limited to

throwing or dropping objects

Turn to WINDOW, page 3

Crayon figure sparks Smith rally
Simmons speaks out against racism to over 550 in Northampton

(AMIS STANIiV /COLLEGIAN

Over 550 Smith College students and other protesters held an anti-racism rally last night in Northampton as a

reaction to a racist drawing of a person hanging by a noose.

By Beth McCarthy

Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - A crayoned figure of a person

hanging by a noose from a tree branch was depicted on a

dry erase board to welcome home an African-American

first year student at Smith College Sept. 5. after she

returned from a conference that kept her overnight.

Smith College responded to this act of racism by hold-

ing a protest rally last night in support of this student, who
prefers to remain anonymous. It HO IM meant to send a

message that "racism will not be tolerated at Smith
College." said Amanda Gillman. president of Smith

Student Government.

More than 550 people turned out to inarch from the Unity

HoHUl. which holds seven minority based organizations, to

the Quad, a central area in the residential section of campus.

Smith College students, as well as students from several

other surrounding colleges. Northampton residents. Smith

faculty and people of a wide range of ages and races held lit

candles and chanted "One. ..Two. ..Three, hour., racism

no more Five. Six ... Seven... Eight... we will not tolerate."

President of Smith College. Ruth Simmons was among
the speakers at the protest While speaking of the terror

she experienced as a black child growing up in the South.

her voice broke describing her fear "of the chance that

someone would call me a name I didn't want to hear, or

attack me, or tell me that 1 shouldn't be

"When 1 heard of the drawing, all of those moments
came back to me vividly," said Simmons, who had
marched with the crowd from the starting point. "If any-

one thinks that this is just a silly drawing and that it

shouldn't get this much attention, you are so wrong."

According to Lisa Hori-Garcia, who is the head resi-

dent at the Tylor House dormitory, this year's show of

racism is not an isolated act at Smith College, but during

her five years at Smith it has been an annual occurrence

that "everyone tries to brush under the carpet."

According to Hori-Garcia, Simmons created the

Campus Climate Working gToup (CCW), in response to a

similar incident that occurred last spring, in an attempt to

"really make Smith a safe place where diversity can be

accepted."

Gillman said that CCW is an organization where stu-

dents can address diversity issues.

The second message predominantly sent by the speakers was

of hope that those who attended the rally would not forget about

the issue tomorrow, but to continue in the struggle against racism.

The crowd was encouraged to continue to involve

themselves in the number of multi-cultural event., and
|

mentations offered at Smith to increase awareness and edu-

cation.

The rally closed with Michelle Gutierrez, president of

NoaotfM, a Latino organization, reading a poem from the

Holocaust period "to show that racism, sexism, and all the

other ism's out there are everyone's problem."

Heavy rains cause MASSive flooding Dole takes hard stance

on "soft" contributions
BOTON (AP) — Hundreds of peo-

ple • ere evacuated from homes, and

oth ,> were plucked from stalled cars as

wind and rain swept through
Massachusetts, knocking out power and

adding to an already rainy October.

Thousands of residents lost elec-

tric power for at least part of the

weekend and streets became rivers; in

addition, one dam let go. and another

was in danger this morning.

Gov. William F. Weld declared a

state of emergency in the Eastern

Massachusetts counties of Norfolk,

Suffolk. Middlesex, Essex and
Plymouth this morning, easing the way

for the state to seek federal aid and to

pay overtime to public workers.

Boston posted a new record for

rainfall in a 24-hour period in

October, with 6.1 1 inches falling

Sunday. National Weather Service

meteorologist Mike Dion said this

morning.

A total of 7.66 inches had fallen on

the city during the storm as of 10

a.m. today.

Storm totals reported around the

state as of 6 a.m. yesterday were:

Newburyport. 10.57 inches; North
Andover. 9.75 inches: Lexington,

9.84: Worcester. 3.54; Acushnet.

4.07; Plymouth. 4.69; Eastham.
3.71.

And in Taunton, where the weather

service is based, "It's about 5.95 inches

here in the office," Dion said. Typical

fall storms bring 1 to 2 inches, and the

average rainfall for Massachusetts in

October is 3.3 inches.

Most of the Massachusetts Bay

Transportation Authority's Green Line

trains were halted by the storm because

the entire subway tunnel at Kenmore
Station was flooded.

At the flood's peak Sunday night, the

water was 14 feet deep and lapping

against the token-seller's booth upstairs,

but by yesterday morning it had sub-

sided to 10 feet, said MBTA spokesman

Brian Pedro.

"Kenmore Square is the mother of

all bad stops right now," Pedro said.

"We've had people working here 20

to 30 years and Kenmore has never

been this high."

The "E" branch of the Green Line,

which does not run through Kenmore,

also was flooded at Copley Place.

Commuter rail service to Fitchburg

and Lowell also was disrupted.

Holyoke Police blamed the storm

for a two-car crash that killed a

Holyoke woman early Sunday.
Police Capt. Russell Paquette said

40-year-old Sharon )udge of

Holyoke was a passenger in one of

the cars involved in the crash on

Route 202 near Ashley Reservoir.

The National Weather Service

today issued flood warnings for

Boston. Cambridge and North and

South Shore points, and for the

Framingham. Lowell, Lawrence and

Haverhill areas, and Brockton.
Foxboro and Norwood.

Forecasters said the rain would con-

tinue today, at least occasionally, and that

it would be briefly heavy in places.

Tomorrow is expected to be fair, but

there was a chance of more showers

Thursday.

Officials were trying to reinforce a

dam at the south end of Horn Pond in

Woburn. fearing that it might let go

and send water cascading into

Wobum and Winchester.

"Right now it's still holding up,

but minute by minute the water's get-

ting higher," Winchester Fire Capt.

Barry McNutt said at 1 1 a.m. jfwMf

day. "It probably will be pushing for

another eight hours."

By Connie Cass
Associated Press
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This One Looks Good!
Vintage Vinyl held a sale on Amherst Common this past Sunday, lots of people showed up trying to find

that ultra- rare record.

WASHINGTON — The big-

money corporate and union donations

that Republican presidential chal

lenger Bob Dole says should be abol-

ished are pouring into both political

parties in record amounts this year.

They call it "soft money." but it'i

hard cash to the Democrats and
Republicans. The parties rely on these

donations, which are exempt from the

legal contribution limits, to pay for

TV advertising and other efforts.

Soft money accounted for $87 mil-

lion of the $239 million brought in by

the Republican National Committee

since January 1995. a financial report

filed Sunday shows. The receipts

include any loans or transfers from

other party committees but are primar-

ily from contributions

In September, as in every month,

the GOP received soft money from busi-

nesses: $215,000 from Seagram & Sons

distillery, $100,000 from Independent

Life & Accident Insurance Co., and so

on. The Democratic National Committee

relied on soft money for $84 million of

its $177 miriion in receipts over the

same 21 -month period, according to its

report to the Federal Election

Commission. In addition to corporate

dollars, the Democrats get lots of labor

union money, such as a $400,000 check

from the Communications Workers of

America in |uly.

Even before their- Cwober fund raising

is counted, both parties have doubled the

record amount of soft money they raised for

the 1994 elections. The Republican

National Committee took in $46 million in

soft money that year, the Democrats. $41

million. IXile has sought to make cam-

paign financing reform a prominent issue in

the presidential campaign, capitalizing on

reports that people connected to an

Indonesian conglomerate donated hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars to the

IXnixicrntk Party. Foreign companies are

harmed from contributing directly to U.S.

campaigns.

On Sunday. Dole proposed sever-

al measures to strengthen the reform

laws written after Watergate, includ-

ing eliminating soft money.

"I believe we can restore faith in

the system by taking the special inter-

ests out of it." he said.

President Clinton also has called

for campaign finance reform, and his

aides on Sunday accused Dole of

coming late to the issue after oppos-

ing reform in the past.

Despite years of talk about
restricting or ending soft money, it

keeps rolling in and the parties keep

finding new ways to use it.

Corporations and unions are prohibit-

ed from making campaign contribu-

tions to candidates, and individuals are

limited to giving each party $20,000

per year. But those rules do not apply

to soft money.

Soft money donations must be

used for party-building activities,

such as get -out -the-vote drives, and

cannot legally be spent to directly

influence a federal election.

But the distinction has blurred.

This year both parties have spent mil-

lions of "soft" dollars on so-called

issues advertising. Each party contends

its ads are within the law. even when
they appear to endorse candidates or

criticize their opponents. The ads have

become commonplace in the presiden-

tial race.

"In the past, the parties did issues

advertising in the couple of months
leading up to the election," said

Anthony Corrado. an assistant professor

at Colby College in Maine who studies

campaign finance.

"This year we've seen both parties

engaging in these types of partisan ads

much earlier than ever before." he said.

"In order to finance these campaigns, they

need to raise more money" In overall

receipts, the Republican National

Committee reported $92.5 million over

the last three months, out-raising the

Democrats by 2-1. Since lanuary 1995.

the national party has raked in $239 mil-

lion.

The Democratic National
Committee took in $46.5 million last

quarter and reported receipts that

total $177 million since the start of

last year.

Going into the final month of cam-

paigning, the GOP committee reported

$3.8 million in cash on hand and no

debt. Its Democratic counterpart, in

contrast, had only about $100,000 left

when its $4.7 million in debt was bal-

anced against $4.8 million in cash. But

millions more is rolling into both par-

ties this month to finance the final rush

of spending before the Nov. 5 elec-

tions
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For Your Information
FYh are pubic service announcement} printed dairy To submit an
FYI, please send a press release containing all pertinent informa-
tion, including the name and phone number of the contact per-
son to the Colrjaon, c/o the Managing fcditor by noon the prevt-

ous day

Tuesday, Oct. 22
Meeting — Club Communication is sponsoring an

informational meeting, at b p.m. in Machmer W-22, about

internships and other important areas of the communica-
tions major. New members are always welcome. For more
information, call Mike Matondi at 253-6170.

Meeting — Students are organizing an Anti Racism
Organization dedicated to expanding race relations on
campus, the first planning meeting will be held at 7 p.m.

in the Cape Cod Lounge. If you cannot come but are inter-

ested, call Nikki Morse 546-0432 or Linda Vannoni at

527-0247.

Talk — "The Real Election Reform: The Case for

Proportional Representation." a talk by Doug Amy, profes-

sor of politics at Mt. Holyoke College, from 4:30-6:30
p.m. in Campus Center room 904-08.

Wednesday, Oct. 23

Class — Learn how to make the traditional Jewish
Challah at a "Challah Baking" class for beginners and
gourmets, 7 p.m., Chabad House, 30 N. Hadley Rd..

Amherst. For more information, call 549-4094.

Thursday. Oct. 24
Appearance — The leffrey Amherst Bookshop is

pleased to announce an appearance by author Barbara

Diamond Goldin at 6 p.m. Her newest books are While
the White Candles Burn: 8 Stories for Hanukah and
Coyote and the Fire Stick.

Meeting — The next Math Club meeting is at 7 p.m. in

LGRT 1512D. Several experts are coming to teach the

ancient Chinese game Go. All math majors are invited.

Meeting — "Signing Coffee Hour" at 7 p.m. outside of

the Bluewall. The event is sponsored by the HANDS Club.

For more information, call 545-1952.

Rally/March — National Young Women's Day of
Action is being celebrated at 4 p.m. on the Amherst
Commons, along with a march to Haigis Mall at UMass.
For more information about the events on 5 College cam-
puses, contact Becca (Amherst College) at 542-2452;
Jessie (Hampshire College) at 582-5914; Avery (Mt.

Holyoke College) at 493- 5698; Marisa (Smith College) at

585-7010; or Tina (UMass) at 546-0318.
Seminar — A Meditation/Yoga seminar, part of a

weekly series that introduces Tantric yoga and meditation

practices, will be held in Butterfield. 1st floor lounge, at 8
p.m. The event is sponsored by the UMass Ananda Marga
Yoga Club. For more informatin, call Alex at 253-6341.

Saturday, Oct. 26
Gathering — The South Asian Club is sponsoring a

South Asian Night at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center
Auditorium, featuring dances, a fashion show, and tradi-

tional Indian food. Admission is free.

Notices
Community Service — The UMass community ser-

vice program is organizing a food and quarter drive as
part of the national "Make a Difference Day," spon-
sored annually by the Hampshire Gazette and the
Hampshire Community United Way. Cans of food and
money will be collected on the Campus Center
Concourse from Oct. 16-24, from 10 a.m. and in the

dining commons on Oct. 21-24 from 4-7 p.m.
Proceeds go to the Food Bank and benefit local shel-

ters and food pantries. Our goal is to collect 10.000
lbs. and $1400 to underwrite the Food Bank's holding
costs. For more information, call the Community ser-

vice Program at 545-3327.
Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from
8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call

584-8167.

Employment — Applications are still being accepted
from work-study students for the positions of office man-
ager and research coordinator. If interested, please pick up
and application in room 522 of the Student Union or call

545- 1 122 to get one mailed to you. Call |ohn Lanzerotta

at 546- 6359 for more information.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies

is seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen,
Dept. of Consumer Studies. 101 Skinner Hall. University

of Massachusetts, Amherst. Ma, 01003. For more informa-

tion, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.
Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final

Examination Schedule will be available beginning Friday,

October 18. Copies will be delivered to students in resi-

dence halls, and will be available to off-campus students

in the Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore).
Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are avail-

able to help you find answers to your questions and con-

cerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health
Education Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more
info); Tuesdays 6:30-8:30 p.m. in the International
Lounge. Prince House (call 545- 2299 for more info). All

conversations are confidential.

Informational Session — For all confused about
Student Loans, an information session will be hosted by
Financial Aid Services, on Thursday. Oct. 31 from 9
a.m.-noon in Campus Center room 162-75.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student
Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

New Organization — WICC (West
Indian/Caribbean Coalition) meets every Sunday
evening at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center Coffee Shop.
Anyone from the West Indies or the Caribbean is

encouraged to attend, as well as anyone interested in

the culture. For more information, contact Tony at

546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.
New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and
your help is needed. If interested, call Jordan at 546-3548.

Religious — Weekly "Schulan Lurit" meets every
Wednesday from 3-4 p.m. in the Bluewall in the Campus
Center. Look for a sign inside on the right as you enter the

cafe. All Israelis and other Hebrew speakers are welcome.
Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from I to 2 p.m. in

the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement of

Worcester Dining Common). For more information, call

Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.
Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus
stops at 9:45. Please call Mark to confirm, or for other
stops, at 253-0361.

Sport — Learn how to hang glide. The UMass Hang
Gliding Club is sponsoring a beginner weekend on
Oct. 26- 27th. Sign up now because space is limited.

This is the cheapest way to learn how to fly - no expe-

rience necessary. Meetings are on Tuesdays at 6:30;
everyone is invited to attend. Ctieck board by SUjjall-
room for location of meetings and office hours. For
more information, call 545- 0804 and leave a mes-
sage.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout, Copy, and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304
Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Volunteer — The Zoo in Forest Park at Springfield has

a wealth of diverse volunteer opportunities available for

persons who love animals and are committed to conserva-

tion education. For further information about the Zoo and
to be sent a volunteer application, please call (413)
733-2251.

lo the Edge.
At Data General, the edge isn't a final destination;

it's a place to start Data General has become a leader in

the computing industry by creating highly advanced, open,

UNIX-based systems using the finest commodity technologies

available. For talented, motivated graduates, we offer Software

and Hardware Engineering Opportunities designed to bring out

your individual strengths Along with unlimited challenges, we also

offer exceptional rewards, including a comprehensive benefits package
that rivals the best in the industry.

w««n

To sign up for an on-campus interview please submit your
resume to the Career Services Office

by October 2,1996.

Visit our World Wide Web site at:

http://www.dg.com

iw Data General

Campus Piolice Log
on drug charges of possessing toAccident — Personal injury McNamara Residence Hall.

Ott. 17 distribute class C substances, and
A motorcycle operated by Timothy Burglary/Breaking and Entering possessing class D substances.

Gould of 104 Franklin Street, Oct 19

Haverhill, travelling south on A stereo was stolen from a vehicle Larceny
Commonwealth Avenue, collided in parking lot 22. Oct. 17

with the rear of a PVTA bus which Staff from Chenoweth Laboratory
had stopped at the bus stop. Gould Disturbance reported a digital balance scale
was taken to Cooley Dickinson Ott, 18 stolen.

Hospital in Northampton. Amherst Police were notified of a Oct. 18
Investigation of the accident result- fight in progress on North Pleasant Computer equipment was reported
ed in a citation issued to Gould for Street. stolen from Hasbrouck Laboratory.

speeding. Oct. 19 Oct. 19

There was a verbal altercation A security chair was stolen from
Annoying Behavior between several individuals in the Lobby of Brown Residence Hall.

Oct. 18 Gorman Residence Hall. Oct. 20
There was a verbal altercation over Police responded to a fight in A laptop computer was reported

a parking space on Stockbridge progress near Washington stolen from W.E.B. Dubois Library.

Road. Residence Hall. Shah C. Anderson, Two ladders were stolen from
Oct. 20 23, of 1 Elm St.. Pepperell. was Herter Hall.

Individuals were reportedly throw- arrested for possession of a class D
ing objects at Van Meter Residence substance. Vandalism
Hall. Oct. 20 Oct. 19
An individual was almost hit by a Officers responded to a fjght in A windshield was smashed on a

glass object thrown from Cashin progress in Butterfield Residence vehicle in parking lot 49.
Residence Hall. Hall. Oct. 20

Damage to fire alarm speakers in

Assault & Battery Drug Law Offenses Kennedy Residence Hall was report-
Oct. 18 Oct. 18 ed.

An individual reported being Christopher Swett, 18, of 12 Tires were slashed in a vehicle in

struck by objects thrown from Sanborn St., Lowell, was arrested parking lot 50.

:

Ortega won't concede defeat

b
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Eloy O. Aguilor

Associated Press

MANAGUA, Nicaragua — Conservative former
Managua Mayor Arnoldo Aleman claimed victory today in

Nicaragua's presidential election, but former Sandinista

leader Daniel Ortega refused to concede defeat.

Sunday's vote marked the first time in Nicaragua that

one democratically elected civilian government has trans-

ferred power to another.

In official results from 36 percent of the precincts,

Aleman led with 48 percent of the vote versus 39 percent for

Ortega. Another 2 1 candidates shared the remaining votes.

Aleman's party predicted the trend would hold, mean-
ing he would get the 45 percent margin needed to avoid a

runoff.

"The people of Nicaragua are the winners of this elec-

tion," Aleman told jubilant supporters early this morning.
"We are going to call on all political forces of the country
to join us in a national government."

"The people of Nicaragua want peace, progress and
jobs," he added. "Nicaragua needs all of us. Let us leave

the past behind us, let not the future frighten us."

But with results coming in slowly today. Ortega cau-
tioned that "the last word still has not been spoken."

"The Liberal Alliance has gone out in a very rash man-
ner [when there are still not enough results to claim victo-

ry]," Ortega told reporters this morning.

He said a Sandinista count of returns from around the country

showed his party leading by 1 percent, and he urged Sandinista poll-

workers to stay at their posts lo ward off vote fraud. Confident of vic-

tory, hundreds of red-shincd Aleman followers gathered overnight at

his Liberal Alliance's headquarters to celebrate with music and danc-

ing while they waited for results. By contrast, Ortega's campaign
headquarters was nearly deserted. Outgoing President Vblcu
Chamorro called it a "beautiful process" and thanked Nicaraguans

for their patience in the poorly organized ejections, in which voters

began lining up at 2 a.m. Sunday and stood in those lines for hours.

"This is what I want, that we may continue to build what we
started in 1990," she said, referring to the Central American coun-

try's first democratic presidential election. "People wanted to vote."

Chamorro's election six years ago ended the Marxist

Sandinista's 10-year regime, which in tum had ended the

rightist Somoza dictatorship that fell in 1979.

Aleman campaigned on warnings that an Ortega victory

would mean a return to the Sandinista years of 1980s, marked
by shortages, ration cards and a heavy-handed, military-led

central government. The government was prone to press cen-

sorship and confrontation with the private sector, the Roman
Catholic Church and the United States. The United States,

which waged an undeclared war against Ortega and the

Sandinistas in the 1 980s. has said it was neutral but has sug-

gested it was nervous about a possible Ortega win.

Ortega was jailed and tortured by Somoza for seven
years in the 1970s and Aleman was jailed and had his

property confiscated by the Sandinistas in the 1980s.

Ortega had publicly admitted that he and his party

made mistakes, but pledged that those mistakes would not

be repeated and advocated a free market economy and bet-

ter relations with the United States.

The enthusiasm and determination of Nicaraguan vot-

ers who patiently waited for hours were matched only by
bureaucratic inefficiency and poor organization.

Delays in the delivery of ballots, incomplete ballot

packages, officials who showed up late and power black-

outs forced the electoral council to extend the voting two
hours until 8 p.m. In at least three precincts, however, vot-

ers were still standing in line at 1 1 p.m.

Nearly 2.500 foreign observers monitored the elections.

One of them was former President Carter, who said after

visiting the polling places that his initial impression "is that

the election is being properly held, open, honest and fair."

The new president takes office Jan. 10 for a five-year

term. Chamorro was ineligible for re-election.
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ACHING AWARD
NOMINATION

DEADLINE MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4,

Ifyou know

A FACULTY MEMBER OR TEACHING

ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE WHO IS TRULY OUT-

STANDING AND DESERVES RECOGNITION, SUBMIT

A SIGNED NOMINATION IN WRITING WITH A BRIEF

DESCRIPTION OF WHY YOUR NOMINEE DESERVES

THE AWARD.

ALUMNI AND CURRENT UNDERGRADUATE/GRADU-

ATE STUDENTS MAY NOMINATE.

For More Information Contact:

Lori Baronas at 545-5278 or

E-Mail Address: 1. baronas @dpc. umassp.edu

TO: Distinguished Teaching Award Committee
Office of the Graduate Dean

Room 514 Goodell
Fax 413-545-3754

Clinton confidently campaigns
By Terence Hunt
Associated Press

TEANECK. N.J. — President Clinton

detoured in the home stretch of the
White House race Sunday to raise mil-

lions of dollar; for Democrats in the face

ol growing Republican criticism about
accepting foreign political contributions.

"Both sides do it." White House
chief of staff Leon Panetta said about
taking foreign donations. "It's not to

say it's right."

Clinton, confident of his own victo-

ry on Nov. 5. urged supporters not to

be overly complacent. "I'd like to cele-

brate, scream and shout but it's not
over yet. It's a long way from over."

He said he was troubled by the tone
of the campaign. "One of the things

that concerns me about campaigns
when they become too negative is that

a lot of people can then just get kind of
turned off and say. Well, maybe this

doesn't have anything to do with me."
Ahead in the polls, Clinton devoted

the day to political fund-raisers in New
Jersey and New York to boost Democrats'

chances of recapturing Congress.

Sunday's events were the second in a

series of three fund-raisers expected to

produce as much as $15 million for the

Democratic National Committee and the

party's House and Senate political arms.

Clinton was heckled at a fund-rais-

er for Rep. Robert Torricelli by a

woman who shouted criticism of the

U.S. blockade against Cuba and assert

ed that economic sanctions against

Iraq had killed a million children.

"That's one of the biggest lies I

have ever heard," Clinton said angrily.

"Saddam Hussein is oppressing his

people; we're not. Secondly, Fidel

Castro had Americans murdered ille-

gally and that was wrong too and I'm

proud that we have a blockade
against people who kill innocent
Americans."

He was apparently referring to the

February shootdown of planes piloted by

Cuban-Americans over the Florida Straits.

The woman, carrying a sign for the

Workers World Party, and a colleague

were escorted out by security after the

president said it was a private event

and encouraged the sponsors to main-

tain order. Opening a five-day trip

through industrial states and the deep
South, Clinton stopped first at a rous-

ing Sunday morning service at the

New Hope Baptist Church in Newark.
Welcomed with a standing ova-

tion, Clinton swayed to the beat of

the singing and then stood in the pul-

pit to deliver a mini version of his

stump speech.

"1 know a lot of politicians show up
when it's election time," Rev. Vincent L.

Thomas said in a lively sermon emphasiz-

ing self-reliance and trust in Cod. "Don't

fool yourself. People in the African-

American community are not waiting for

them to fix everythin. . . We're not waiting

for some great oracles." Thomas said he

preferred to call the White House

"America's House," given the color of the

major presidential candidates this year.

"That got my attention," Clinton said

later. "But I'm proud to make it your

house, too." His comment drew loud

applause. Back in Washington, Panetta

answered criticism from Republican chal-

lenger Bob Dole about hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars in foreign contributions

to Clinton and the Democrats from a net-

work of people and companies associated

with Indonesia's powerful Riady banking

la, idly.

On NBC's "Meet the Press," Panetta

accused Dole of hypocrisy, saying

Republicans, too, have accepted money
from foreign corporations. "Both sides

do it. It's not to say it's right." Panetta

said it was legal "under the rules" to

take money from American subsidiaries

of foreign corporations. He said only

about I percent of the contributions

are called into question.

"You can't do a background check
on everybody who gives you a contri-

bution," Panetta said. "You can't go
after everybody's background in

terms of determining, when you're

raising millions of dollars, what's
involved here. The answer to this ulti-

mately is campaign finance reform.

Bob Dole has filibustered campaign
finance reform six times."

In New Jersey. Toricelli is in a
neck-and-neck battle with Republican

Rep. Richard Zimmer for the New
Jersey Senate seat of Democrat Bill

Bradley, who is retiring.

Dole calls for campaign finance overhaul
By Curt Anderson
Associated Press

NASHUA. N.H. — Keeping his

focus on politics and funding, Bob
Dole on Sunday proposed an over-

haul of campaign financing to keep

big money and foreign interests out

and "to preserve the American peo-

ple's confidence in the system."

"We simply cannot allow the political

influence of any American to be out-

weighed by foreign money." said Dole,

seeking to capitalize on recent revciations

that people with ties to an Indonesian con-

glomerate have raised hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars for the Democratic Party.

"In an American election, the

voice of a single citizen must speak

louder than the entire world," he told

an audience of a few hundred who
braved a driving rainstorm to hear his

speech at Daniel Webster College.

Under current federal rules, for-

eigners who are legal U.S. residents

can donate money to American candi-

dates, and in fact Dole has received

such donations himself. U.S. sub-

sidiaries of foreign companies also

can make contributions, if the money
was earned in the United States.

Dole said only American citizens

who are eligible to vote should be

allowed to donate money. He also

called for wider reforms, noting that

changes made after the Watergate
scandal have not done enough.

"If we're going to preserve the

American people's confidence in the

system, we need to return campaign
finance to the front burner," Dole said.

Dole said a bipartisan commission

should tackle overall campaign
finance reform that Congress has

never been able to do it and failed to

do again this year. He laid out several

other "core principles." including:

• Abolishing so-called "soft money,"

contributions from corporations, labor

unions and other entities to help political

parties finance ad campaigns and other

efforts.

• Reducing the influence of special-

interest political action committees,

although he did not say how. Dole has

been among politicians in both parties

who have long benefited from PAC
largesse.

• Ending the practice by some
labor unions of using members' dues

to pay for independent efforts aimed

at influencing elections. Republicans

have been hit hard this year by a $35
million AFL-CIO campaign aimed at

unseating freshman Republicans.'

President Clinton's re-election team

said Dole was being hypocritical in

calling for campaign finance reform

when he had opposed many such mea-

sures in his 55-year career in Congress,

including last year when a major effort

failed to limit Senate and House cam-

paign spending and abolish PACs.

"We agree that campaign finance

reform is long overdue and should be

dealt with in a bipartisan fashion. But

it's a little late and disingenuous for

Bob Dole to promote campaign
finance reform." Clinton campaign
spokesman Joe Lockhart said. " It's

too bad that Senator Bob Dole's

record doesn't match candidate
Dole's rhetoric."

Dole's visit to New Hampshire —
a state he has never won in three

GOP primary tries — demonstrated

his difficulty in defeating Clinton with

15 days remaining until Election Day.

Normally, a bedrock Republican

state. Clinton holds double-digit lead in

most polls here. Still, Dole put on a

brave face.

"I'm in New Hampshire because I

want to win this state. I've placed sec-

ond a couple of times. I want to place

first for a change," he said.

window
continued from page 1

from buildings..." is a violation of the Code of

Student Conduct.
Residents are restricted from tampering window

screens as well, according to the Residence Hall Manual.

"Depending on the infraction, a student can receive

something as small as a warning, up to a suspension from

the University," Gilbert said.

Resident Assistants and Directors and. in some cases,

the Dean of Students, take part in the enforcement of

University rules.

"This is the type of thing that can only be prevented

by awareness," O'Connor said. "That comes from taking

responsibility for your community — we need to work to

make it as safe as possible."
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|oe Disanto (left) a senior art major, teaches Kate Havran a junior anthropology major and others about the art

of nature photography, during a workshop in the White Mts. sponsored by the Craft Center last weekend.
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Don't forget to read

In a society which is becoming
increasingly dependent on
computers and electronic

media, the line between what is and
what is not good journalism is

becoming increasingly blurred.

Not that the American public is

unable to discern trash from truth.

On the contrary, with the constant

flood of information washing across

the continent from coast to coast you
would have to be living in a cave
inside the Earth's core

not to know what's
going on.

With more people
tuning in to television

shows like "Hard
Copy" and "Inside

Edition" (the electron-

ic equivalent of Mad
magazine), it would
seem to me that

instead of educating
the public, they are

making the American public more
stupid as a whole.

With printed news, information is

clearly distinguishable and separated

from advertising. On television the

separation is not as evident. 30 sec-

ond spots for everything from dog
food to the Republican party make
equal appearances during breaks on
everything from "Larry King Live" to

"A Current Affair."

However, I find it interesting that

you probably won't see an ad for a
strip joint in Newsweek or a "Bob
Dole for president" ad in the
National Enquirer.

The power of the written word lies

in its ability to not only state posi-

tions, but to give them a lasting qual-

ity. For some reason it is easier to

recant verbal qffenses than those we
put to paper.

Daniel E.

Levenson

Perhaps it is because when we hear
a person speak, mistakes can be
explained away as a slip of the
tongue or lack of thought, but read-

ers are usually less forgiving when it

comes down to written ideas.

We always seem to hold writers

responsible for what they write sig-

nificantly more so than we do for
those who speak their thoughts
because there is the assumption that

those who pick up a pen automatical-

ly are going to think
in-depth about every
word they put down.
Writing lasts. If the

Constitution of the
United States had been
an hour-long televised

speech, no one would
have remembered it.

In the minds of many,
the act of committing
ink to paper can instant-

ly give credence to ideas

ranging from normal to nuts.

In a recent Time magazine article

about the proliferation of news and
media forms and formats, Richard
Zoglin talks about a narrowing of
news focus. The individual is

informed of exactly what they need
to know by selecting a way to get

information. But this new trend is

not without a cost. Much of it seems
to be coming at the expense of
depriving the community of what
Zoglin calls a "common pool of
information."

But is there really such thing as a

"common pool of information?"

In some ways, I guess, every media
form is.

The staff of a newspaper or a tele-

vised news gathers together what
they deem to be of interest and
importance, and then places it out in

a mental feeding trough for the pub-
lic to gorge themselves on.

But the word "common" would
seem to denote applicability to a
wide range of interests, with a con-
necting thread.

And this is where televised/on-line

information and printed news diverge

on the paths of journalistic integrity

and usefulness.

Newspapers, seeking to provide a
forum for the community to discuss

ideas and issues, do so in a very con-
crete way provide that necessary
reservoir of facts, opinion and cross-

word puzzles.

Shows like "Hard Copy" on the
other hand clearly do not even pro-

vide enough cogent news to fill a
glass with drinkable material.

On the other hand, programs like

"20/20" and "60 Minutes" fall into

their own category. They tend to edi-

torialize more than other news
shows, but are often willing to delve

into the more human side of issues.

They discuss important issues and
are often willing to go after people to

get behind things and figure them
out. In doing so, they provide us with
different insights.

Hearing the opinions of informed
reporters is interesting, but ultimate-

ly, what does the public an even
greater and more important service is

reporters providing the public with
objective news allowing people to

make up their own minds.

With so much on the minds and in

the hearts of the world's citizens

today, there is a responsibility to pro-

vide people with a source of accurate

information from which they can
draw their own conclusions and form
their own opinions.

Daniel E. Levenson is a Collegian

columnist.

From smoke screens to dialogue

Today. State Senator |ane Swift will come to cam-
pus and participate in a "round table" discussion
with students, hoping to court our votes in her

race for Congress against incumbent Rep. |ohn Olver.
While the event may prove insightful to those who have
a expressed interest in this election, the fact that a actu-
al debate with Olver could not be arranged is unfortu-
nate.

In this election season, however, it is not surprising.
The debate, once an essential function of the electoral

process, has been stripped Of substance and political

relevance, becoming more like a dual press conference,
as opposed to a forum where two sides of a issue are
evaluated. Even Sen. John Kerry and Gov. William F.

Weld, who have commendably put themselves through
an extensive series of debates, failed in

that many of their encounters
side-stepped important issues and
degraded into what sounded like per-
sonal attacks.

The worst example, of course, is the

Presidential debates. Republican nominee Bob Dole and
President Bill Clinton talked and talked and talked and in

the end, said really nothing at all.

The problem exists primarily in debate format. It

would seem appropriate for the candidates to actually
engage and question each other, rather than tossing out
snipes disguised as rebuttals. While measures imposed by
debate organizers to keep candidates on the issues are
certainly required, the event can not live up to its name
without an argument. If it did nothing more than force
the candidates to exhibit some form of enthusiasm,
breaking the mask of political-speak, it would be benefi-

cial.

It would not necessarily end there, however. In the sec-

ond debate, the candidates were given too little time to

adequately address the wide variety of issues brought up
by the audience. In the limited amount of time given for a
response, the candidates had the excuse to give short and
unspecific answers, tossing in questionable statistics for a
polished sound.

For an undecided voter, the two debates hardly accom-
plished the task of defining and contrasting the positions

of the candidates.

The first change, therefore, would be to not only hold

more debates, but to specify a particular issue of discus-

sion for each one.

For example, the candidates could have traveled to

Oregon to discuss natural resource and environmen-
tal issues; a b-line to Massachusetts, to debate higher
education before heading back to Michigan to talk
about the middle class; New York City to discuss for-

eign policy at the United Nations; Los Angeles to
address issues of multiculturalism and race; Hartford
for Health Care; Kansas for agriculture; Washington
for taxes; Silicon Valley for technology; Florida for
Medicare and social security; Chicago for low income
entitlement — it could go on, and should.

These forums would include activists and communi-
ty members which have a very direct, personal stake in

the topic of debate. The candidates, obvi-

ously prepared by their staff, could con-
centrate their arguments on one issue. In

an hour and a half, they would be forced
to cite specific accomplishments and
engage their opponent in a manner more

articulate than sound bite upper-cuts.
The next question is, of course, would anyone care

or even watch? The likelihood that the major net-
works would give up over a half dozen prime time
slots to hear Clinton and Dole rant on required
changes to the Farm Bill or Superfund is very unlikely.

Compared to the alternative, however, a more exten-
sive debate series seems to be the only productive option.

All one has to do was watch or read the post-debate
analysis after the last match-up. The emphasis on estab-

lishing a "victor" stems from the game-like atmosphere
and tactics employed by the candidates — short,
well-packaged and vague.

lust as we will miss out today from an informative
Swift- Olver debate, the country missed out with
Dole and Clinton. Olver will certainly follow suit

after the Swift forum today and come to the
University of Massachusetts himself. The potential
for a crucial debate on the federal role in higher edu-
cation was however, disappointingly missed — a
trend which will continue on any issue at the national
level, until those seeking office re-think the role of
debates.

Michael Elliott is a Collegian columnist

Editorial Policy

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and ao not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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One foot in the grave
While reading a recent magazine article, I came

across the fact that two-thirds of premature
deaths (before age 65) are the result of fac-

tors that can be controlled, things like drinking,
smoking, not eating correctly and not exercising
enough. I had already known that taking part in these
activities was not good for the body, but this factoid
struck me on the head.

I will not attempt to preach to you about how
healthy you should be, and how you should get five

servings of fruits and veggies per day or
how you should go jogging instead of
watching the game at night. Certainly, I

am not in a position to be preaching. I am
one of the millions of people who will

probably die before reaching 65. unless I

am somehow able to turn myself around.
Death is not something to be taken

lightly. It is a very serious matter which
happens to be looking many of us directly

in the eye, and I have figured out that the
next few years are going to be crucial in

determining whether or not I'll ever see my
children graduate from college or if I'll ever hear the
word "Grampy" spoken in my direction.

These points established, I wonder what makes it so
difficult to change. I don't feel like I have addictions, but it

has become plainly obvious that I don't have control in my
life, especially when matters of health are concerned. The
fact that I can't resist that liquid cheese they put on nachos
or sour cream on anything is looking more like a death
sentence every day. Somewhere in this mess, there is a
problem.

The problem is more like a paradox. I call it the great
health and food paradox: good tasting food equals bad
health, bad tasting food equals good health. Why is it like

this? I don't know. It just is.

The theme has found a larger place in society. It gov-
erns many aspects of our lives. If it makes you feel good,
it's more than likely something that could end up killing

you. If it makes you happy, you lose at least a day (usually

more) of your life for doing it.

What's with this link between fun and death, you
ask? There are many hypotheses. Perhaps there is no
such thing as fun, that what we know as fun could real-

ly be a bunch of rebel brain cells tingling every time we
do something that puts ourselves in jeopardy. Maybe
we subconsciously think that we are not worthy of life

and allow ourselves to be governed by the senseless
tingling.

Maybe we have been conditioned to see as fun the

things that are separate from hard work and the desire
to move on. It could be evolutionary. Survival of the
fittest. Those who don't do anything to push the
species on are systematically wiped out by nature.
Whatever the case, it's time we begin looking for a
solution.

But how are we to make Brussels sprouts and
marathons look like fun? Or is that a possibility? How
can we deglamorize what is currently thought of as fun?
Or do we want to? The questions greatly outnumber the

answers. Society is constantly pounding us
with messages that indicate what is fun
and what is not. |oe Camel thinks that
smoking is fun... and so cool (hack-hack).
Those ridiculous Budweiser frogs could
drink till they croak. Ronald MacDonald (a

fun guy) may not be real, but if he was,
he'd need a quadruple bypass after con-
suming as many Big Macs as he has had
over the years.

Every company that advertises anything
wants you to believe that their respective

product will increase the fun quotient of
your life. Have we started believing them? Will we not
realize that they are more put for their own good than
ours? And that they're not going to help us become
healthier until that's what we're willing to pay for?
They'd just as soon kill us if it will give them a wide profit

margin.

The problem with what we see as fun is that it is

immediate, a type of instant gratification. The bulk of
society (myself included) mistakenly assumes that fun
must be had right now. that there may not be any
more later. That there is no fun in waiting. While
there is a chance that a bolt of lightning could strike
us down at any moment, to live assuming death is

right around the corner may not be the best
long-term philosophy. It could be very taxing on your
future.

To become a healthy society, I think it is important that
we see fun as a part of the future, not of the present, and
let ourselves be governed by what will get us there, which
brings me back to the original statement. Two-thirds of
premature deaths come as a result of actions that can con-
ceivably be avoided, but aren't.

While the fellas over at Pizza Hut have managed to con-
vince me in the past that a triple decker pizza is the true
road to happiness, to compare a slice with the possibility of
holding my own grandchild (or even great-grandchild) has
momentarily convinced me that I'm better off with a salad.

Mark McGrath is a Collegian columnist.

The dating shame

Suzanne

Barber

Something just suddenly came up," Marcia said to

her strapping young suitor.

The poor boy's teenage dreams were shattered.

He wouldn't get to take the grooviest girl in his high
school to the dance in Saturday. "I wonder what came up,"
he thought as he skulked away with his shoulders slumped
beneath his butterfly-collar. He would never know what it

would be like to run his fingers through her flaxen blonde
hair that she brushed a 100 strokes every night.

Little did he know, he was the chump in Marcia's
ploy to go to the dance with a cooler guy.

On the advice of her brother. Greg, who
was a favorite with the ladies, Marcia
breezed out of her commitment.

As you probably remember. Miss Brady
got a little taste of her own medicine later

that week when the cooler guy dumped her ass using the
same cheesy line.

What goes around comes around, Marcia.

Dating games never pay off.

Unfortunately, none of us learned a lesson from Marcia's

game gone wrong. Dating has become a sport. (Forgive the

extended sport metaphor, but my uniform is way too
clean— I feel like Rudy. Someday, though when |FK Jr.

comes to his senses. Ill score the winning touchdown and
thousands will chant "Ru-dy Ru-dy." I'll be a hero.)

Some self-proclaimed dating experts could be consid-
ered the coaches in this sport. Last week, the "Oprah
Winfrey Show" featured an author of a book designed to

teach women how to become "marryable." It advises
ridiculous tactics like, "Never call him, only let him call

you" and "Never accept a Saturday date after
Wednesday." (Maybe that's why Marcia can't go to the
dance.)

Looks like a certain guest of the "Oprah Winfrey
Show" has been spending Saturday nights lone, feels left

out and wants everyone else in the country to join her.

Misery loves company. The author of this smut also
advises things like laughing at your date's jokes. Here's a

flaw in that plan: some guys aren't funny.

I once dated a guy who thought silences were awk-
ward, so he filled them. Whenever we traveled the long
and winding road to the point of his epic anecdote, I

would realize that it was not worth the peregrination.
(That last fifty cent word, meaning "long journey "

is

dedicated to a "Jeopardy" fan — you know who you
are). All of his stories ended with him writhing in hyster-
ical laughter while I watched in horror. Eventually,
he'd calm down and say, "you had to be there."
Somehow, I think I'm glad I wasn't there. 1 had no
qualms about not laughing at his jokes. He was about as
cool as a fart in church. Only a masochist would enjoy
his company.

Dating games have become rampant.
I have watched as many of my male
friends are trailed by evil temptresses
who suck the life right out of them.
While my friends who have found
"romantic bliss" are enslaved by their

boyfriends/girlfriends, my single friends are enslaved by
the phone, the answering machines and e-mail.

The phone is the most destructive dating weapon. The
experienced dater's cardinal rule is: never leave a mes-
sage on an answering machine. For one thing, it transfers
the responsibility of the return phone call, thereby revok-
ing the right to try calling back later. More importantly,
there's too much opportunity for sounding like a moron
on the machine: "Hi. I guess you're not around. I was just
calling umm you to... umm well, so, yeah call me later if

you feel like it or I'll call you later or you can all me—
whatever— I'm easy. I mean— I am not easy. I mean, I

can go either way— no— wait that's not what I meant—
I meant : either way doesn't matter- you call me or I'll

call you. So, I guess I'll talk to you later."

There's no turning back after that It's there on tape
to be played for all the roommates' amusement over and
over. Then they start playing it at parties, you hear it on a
remix, a dance version, what have you. It's a nightmare.

Dating seems to be like chess, except the pawns wear
CK One. All the strategies of carefully concocted phone
calls and party-appearances, have become ridiculous.
The whole act of "playing it cool" and not seeming ovei -

Iv-interested is just out of control. Here's a novel strate-

gy! if you ask for what you want, you just might get it

Hey— you might win.

Suzanne Barber is a Collegian staff member
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Fantasy and reality in Zionist colonial thought

Hussein

Ibish

"There was no such thing as
Palestinians... It was not as though
there was a Palestinian people in

Palestine and considering itself as a
Palestinian people, and we came and
threw them out and took their coun-

try away from them. They did not
exist."

I —— Israeli Prime Minister Golda
Mier, 1969

Zionism, the project to establish a

colonial settler state for European Jews

in Palestine, has, from its outset almost

100 years ago, been confronted by an

element of reality for which it could

not account: the Palestinian people.

Zionists have taken refuge in neu-

rotic forms of denial with regard to

the very existance of

their Palestinian vic-

tims, and attempted to

propagate this denial

to a vast international

audience over many
decades. The slogan that, for so many
years, represented the Zionist dream

to millions of Jews and Gentiles in the

Western nations, "A land without a

people for a people without a land."

perfectly expresses the spirit of this

psychic and rhetorical will to geno-

cide, given that Palestine was well

populated with Palestinians.

Clinging to one form or another of

this racist psychopathogy, Zionists

and Israel have sought to impose their

neurotic blindness on the real world

by making the Palestinians, as a peo-

ple, disappear. The mass expulsion of

most of the Palestinians in 1 948, fol-

lowed by the systematic destruction,

resettling and renaming of their vil-

lages, towns and cities literalized and

actualized the Zionist denial of their

existence. The Palestians were literal-

ly made to "disappear."

The Wordless Wish

In describing the Zionist attitude

towards the Palestinians. Erskin

Childers recalled Patrick Keatly's

account of white settlers in southern

Africa to the effect that "one cannot

help feeling... that in their heart of

hearts, the white Rhodesians bear a

wordless wish... that the Africans

would disappear."

Childers was, of codrse. quite right

in identifying "the psychopathology

of the wordless wish" with the

Zionist movement. From its outset, it

proceded as if the Palestinians, did

not. in fact, exist. As Amos Elon

explains, "for decades, the Zionist

leaders moved in a strange twilight

zone seeing the Arabs and the same

time not seeing them."

Some Zionists even recount being

surprised to learn of the existance of

the large Arab population. Max
Nordau. chief aide to Theodor Herzl,

the founder of the Zionist Movement,

confronted his mentor in 1897. He
exclaimed, "but there are Arabs in

Palestine. I did not know that." A few

years later. Zionist leader and Israel's

first president. Chiam Weitzman.
reported that he had been informed

by the British Foriegn Office that

"there are a few hundred thousand

Negroes [in Palestine], but that is a

matter of no significance."

For the most part, however, there

is little doubt that the Zionists really

were not ignorant of the existance of

the Palestinians. Rather, they

engaged in psychic and rhetorical

acts of denial. Historian Nur Masalha

explains that, "They did not mean
that there were no people in

Palestine, but that there were no peo-

ple worth considering within the

framework of the notions of

European supremacy that then held

sway." The Palestinians were there-

fore presumed not to exist, ignored,

disregarded, or dismissed.

One classic example of this atti-

tude is in the text of the Balfour

Declaration, the 1917 statement by

the British government pledging

British imperial support for a Zionist

settler-state in Palestine. In passing,

it referrs to the 93 percent majority

Palestinian population of Palestine as

"existing non-Jewish communities in

Palestine." Clearly, the act of dismiss-

ing what amounted in fact to the

entire population of the country as

'existing non-Jewish communities,"

was an attempt to obscure, ignore

and deny the actual demographics of

the country and the consequent
grotesque immorality of the

Declaration's commitments.

Two years later, in 1919, Lord

Balfour, author of the Declaration

which was drafted in collaboration

with the Zionists, explained the

British thinking thus: "Zionism, be it

right or wrong, good or

bad, is rooted in

age-long traditions, in

present needs, in future

hopes, of far pro-

founder import than the

desires and prejudices of the 700.000

Arabs who now inhabit that ancient

land... The idea of planting a minority

of outsiders upon an indigenous

majority population, without consult-

ing it, was not calculated to horrify

men who had worked with Cecil

Rhodes or promoted European settle-

ment in Kenya." This great supporter

of Zionism also confided to Weitzman

that he shared certain "anti-Semitic

postulates."

Zionist leaders often invoked clas-

sic European racist myths to describe

how, even if Palestinians did exist,

their rights did not count, especially

when compared to European Jewish

colonists. Chaim Weitzman explained

in 1918 that, "the somewhat shifty

and doubtful sympathies of the Arabs

represent infinately less than the

careful and considered policy of the

Jewish people which sees in a British

Palestine the realization of an

age-old aspiration."

In 1920. Israel Zangwil explained

that in his opinion Palestine was a

"land without a people" becuase

"there is no Arab people living in inti-

mate fusion with the country... there

is at best an Arab encampment." He
added that Palestinians were "not

entitled to the rules of democracy."

As the Zionist colonial project

grew in Palestine, the psychological

condition of the Zionist leaders

scarcely improved. Israel's future

first Prime Minister David Ben
Gurion bizarrely declared that, "there

is no conflict between lewish and

Palestinian nationalism because the

lewish nation is not in Palestine and

the Palestinians are not a nation."

Avarham Stern, founder of the

LEHI terrorist group and mentor of

Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir

observed that "The Arabs are not a

nation but a mole that grew in the

wilderness of the eternal desert. They

are nothing but murderers." "beasts

of the desert, not a legitimate people."

As T.R. Feiwel observed in 1938,

"examining the Jewish attitude to the

Arabs during the years 1933-6. it

would be difficult to find other than

a frantic belief that the Arab did not

exist. Already the official Zionist

name for Palestine — Eretz Israel,

land of Israel — emphaiszed this atti-

tude." He added "the history of

Zionist policy towards the Arabs is

that of this illusion, but an illusion

fanatically upheld, [that] the

Palestine Arabs do not exist..."

One of the more ingenious, bizarre

and dastardly ways in which the myth

of the non-existant Palestinians has

been explained and propagated is the

preposterous notion that as lewish set-

tlers immigrated to Palestine, there

was a parralel giant migration of Arabs

from other areas, and that therefore

the Palestinians as such do not exist.

This absurd theory was most promi-

nently floated in Ernst Frankenstein's

1942 book, /ustice for My People, but

was seen for the fraud it was.

The theory was occasionally used

by Israeli and Zionist propagandist!

in the West during the ^t K .ind '60s,

but was soon abandoned at damging-

ly ridiculous. But. in un extraodmar)

scandal which demonstrated that)

many Zionists remain deeply affected

by the psychopathology of the word-

less wish, the theory recmcrged with

a vengence in loan Peters m84 book.

From Time Immemorial.

Peters had fabricated most of her evi-

dence and plagerized whole erroneous

and inane sections of Frankenstein's •

earlier work, to try to show (hat vinual

ly all of the Palestinians had no liistori- •

cal connection to Palestine.

What is most interesting about the

affair is the menagerie of illustrious

writers and schollars whose Zionism

prompted them to enthusaistfeally

embrace and gush about Peters' insane

book. These included Barbara

Tuchman. Saul Bellow. Angici Biddle

Duke. Philip Hfeuser, I lie VViesel. LttCJ

Dawidowicz. Paul Cowan. Barbat.i

Probst Solomon and Artlui Goldberg.

These individuals, who certainly

ought to have known better to say

the least, could not have been more

efusive in their praise. When the

book was exposed as a fraud and

hoax by Norman Finkelstein. ami dis

missed by the major historian of the

Middle East, including Albeit

Hourani and Israel's leading

"Arabist" Yehoshua Porath. lew ol

these cheerleaders had the moral

courage to admitr their error.

The only plausable explanation foi

their enthusiasm about this terrible and

repulsive book. Which Edward Said has

correctly described as "an extended act

of ethnocide carried out by

psuedo-scholarship." is the wordless

wish. Peters' great achievement was to

make the Palestinians, m this case in

their historical and national identity.

disappear. Such was the power ol the

wordless wish to distort the minds ot

many of the most eminent Zionist

scholars in the United States

The Wish Actualized

Were this will to genocide and eth-

nocidal denial merely a symptom of

Zionist psychopathology. it would

amount to little more, than another

form of mental jilt . in fact it

represented the bollock c*l the policies

of one of the largest and most effective

colonial projects in recent history.

While in fantasy and rhetoric, the

Zionists willed the Palestinians awav. in

reality they drove them from the land.

As Nur Masalha points out. trans

fer "can be said to be the logical out-

growth of the ultimate goal ol the

Zionist movement, which was the

establishment of a lewish state

through colonization and land aquisi-

tion — in other words, through a

radical ethno-rcligous -demographic

transformation of a country, the pop-

ulation of which had been almost

entirely Arab at the start of the

Zionist venture."

So. Zionism came to racism and

ethnic cleansing as a matter of Ml
esity rather than orientation. But. the

centrality of "transtct " the expulsion

of the Palestinian people, to Zionist

planning cannot be overstated. There

was generally un element of econom-

ic coersion in the many pluns. but in

the event, the 1948 expulsion relied

soely on brute force.

Virtually the entire Yishuv t lewish

settler community), of all different

political stripes, believed in the prici

pie and nessesity of transfer. Nur
Masalha points out that, "it was
embraced by almost all shades of

opinion, from the Revisionist right to

the Labor left. Virtually even mem-
ber of the Zionist pantheon ol found

ing fathers and important leadet s sup

ported it and advocated it in one form

or another, from Chaim Weitzman
and Valdmir Jabotinsky to David Ben

Gurion and Menahem Ussishkin."

Chaim Weitzman described the

Palestinians as akin to "the rocks ol

PALESTINE

IV. Distribution of population by subdis-

trict, with percentages of Jews and
Palestinians, 1946.

« o i of rorviATlof.

PALESTINIAN IEWISH
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The source (or this map is the Supplement to

a Survey of Palestine (Jerusalem: Government

1'nntci, lune 1947). It was subsequently pub-

lished as United Nations map no. 93(b| in

August 19S0

According to British sources, the

semisedentary Bedouin population ol

the Ncgev was ca 100,000 in 1946.

MEDITERRANEAN SEA
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A typical Palestinian refugee camp at Nahr al-Barid in northern Lebanon, winter 1948.

I
mica, us obstacles that had to be

cleared on a difficult path." but pater-

nalistically added that. "We wish to

spare the Arabs as much as we can of

the sufferings which every backward

race has gone through on the coming

of another, more advanced nation."

The lewish Agency, in effect the

lewish settler's government, made a

number of early plans to effect the

transfer, und insisted during all discus-

sions of British withdraw! on the large

stale transfer of the Palestinians.

But. in the late I930's. the Zionists

began to plan to carry out the expul-

sions themselves. In his diary in

1957. Ben Gurion mused that "The

compusory transfer of the Arabs

from the valleys of the proposed

lewish state could give us something

that we never had. even when we
stood on our own feet during the

days of the First and Second
Temple." He continued. "We have to

stick to this conclusion in the same

way we grabbed the Balfour

Declaration, more than that, in the

same way we grabbed Zionism, itself.

We have to insist upon this conclu-

sion with our full determination,

power, and conviction... we must

uproot from our hearts the assump-

tion that the thing is not possible. We
must prepare ourselves to carry it

out" | emphasis in orginal].

That same year Ben Gurion laid

out the plan that would eventually be

realized under his leadership in 1948.

"We must expell the Arabs and take

their places," he declared, addding

that if needed, "we have force at our

disposal." As for the Palestinians, "it

is very possible that the Arabs of the

niegboring countries will come to

their aid against us. But our strength

will exceed theirs."

Ben Gurion's words were prophet-

ic, becuase he was aware that the

British would not leave Palestine until

they were sure that the settler minori-

ty would prevail in any subsequent

conflict. In the event. British with-

draw! was preceaded by heavy armed

conflict, which escalated into the war

Ben Gurion had imagined, with small

Arab armies unable to prevent the

wholesale explusion of Palestinians.

Thg INF's Land Department direc-

tor. Yosef Weitz. was obsessed with

the idea of expelling the Palestinians,

und was at the center of a number of

"transfer committees" of the Jewish

Agency and the nacent Israeli govern-

ment. In 1941 he wrote, "from now
on we must work out a secret plan

based on the removal of the Arabs

from here" and "inclucate it into

American political circles... today we
have no other alternative... we will

not live here with the Arabs."

During the 1948 war. almost

1 ,000.000 Palestinians were expelled

from Palestine. Israel Defense Force

(IDF) Intellegence estimated that at

least 70 percent of these were force-

bly expelled by Zionist troops. The
Transfer Commitee was more accu-

racy referred to by Prime Minister

Ben Gurion as "The Committee for

Removal and Explusion" (Va'adat

Akirah Vegerush) in his diaries.

All but 140.000 Palestinians, most-

ly Druze and Christians, were left in

the nacent Israeli state. The first pror-

ity of Israel became the prevention of

the return of the refugees. Their prop-

erty was confescated wholesale and

the majority of Palestinians were thus

consigned to the stateless condition in

which they remain. The Transfer

Committee had stipulated that after

the explusions, Palestinians should

comprise no more than 20 percent of

the population. In the event, they

were not more than 1 7 percent.

The new Israeli state moved to

efface the geographical and structural

traces of the expelled majority.

Before 1948, there were, for exam-

ple, 475 villages in "Israel." At least

385. three-forths of them were
destroyed by the Israeli authorities,

leaving only 90 of the orginal vil-

lages. Hundreds of thousands of

Jewish immigrants filled these spaces.

Thus it is that every Israeli has a

shadow, the Palestinian expelled to

make space. Every Israeli town and

city lies on the ruins of bulldozed and

renamed Palestinian towns.

Moshe Dyan informed students at

Haifa Technion in 1969 that "we
came to this country which was
already populated by Arabs, and we
are establishing a Hebrew, that is a

Jewish, state here. In considerable

areas of the country we bought lands

from the Arabs. Jewish villages were

built in the place of Arab villages.

You do not even know the names of

these Arab villages, and I don't blame

you becuase these geography books

no longer exist; not only do the books

not exist, the Arab villages are not

there either. Nahala JDyan's own vil-

lage] arose in the place of Mahul.

Gevat in the place of Jibta, Sarid in

the place of haneifs. and Kfar

Yehoshua in the place of Tel

Shaman. There is not a single com-

munity in this country that did not

have a former Arab population."

Zionists rely on various psycholog-

ical defense mechanisms, including

the wordless wish, in order to deny,

excuse, and live with this history. A
favorite has been that becuase Arab

Palestinians were expelled to other

Arab states, somehow a great wrong

was not done to them. It is, of

course, impossible to understand

how their participation in a broader

Arab culture lessens the Palestinian's

rights to their homes and lands, to

remain unmolested in the country, to

national self-determination, and to

basic human rights.

Another Zionist defense mechanism

is blaming the victims. As Benjamin

Beit Hallahmi writes in his book
Original Sins. "In the early stages, the

Palestinians seemed to be a nuisance

at most, not a challenge or a prob-

lem." "At some point." he continues.

"the natives came to be described as

invaders and agressors. Becuase of

Jewish history, it was easy to see the

natives as anti-Semitic gentiles, engag-

ing in pogroms against peaceful Jews.

Arabs were compared to eastern

European gentiles. Poles and
Ukrainians, simply carrying on the his-

torical tradition of victimizing lews. In

Zionist writings, they were even com-

pared to the Spanish Inquisition."

And. one might add. Nazis and the

perpetrators of the Holocuast.

Another frequently encountered

Zionist psychological defense mecha-

nism used to evade cronfronting their

crimes is the dismissal of all criticism

of Israel as "anti-Semitism."

Beit Hallahmi points out that "for

defenders of Zionism, it is easy and

self-serving to claim that anti-Zionism

today is merely an extension of histori-

cal anti-Semitism. Any opposition to

Zionism is anti-Semitic and the accep-

tance of Zionism becomes the real test

of humanism and liberalism."

That these psychopathologies

remain the defining element in the

Israeli-Palestinian relationship is

apparent in the entire approach of

Israel to the Palestinians, whether liv-

ing under aparthied inside Israel,

under Israeli occupation in the West
Bank and Gaza, or in the exile Israel

imposed with the 1948 and 1967
explusions. Every day. new
Palestinian land is confescated for

enlarged settlements. Palestinian

homes and buildings buldozed or

seized, Palestinian cultural and his-

torical heritage vandalized or effaced.

It is a profound understanding of

the history, psychology, and daily reali-

ty of this realitionship that fuels the

very real and palpable fears of

Palestinians about the integrity of the

Al- Aksa mosque and other threatened

holy cites. Beyond that, transfer and

ethnic cleansing, so deeply rooted in

Zionist history and tradition, remains

the realistic and unspoken fear of every

Palestinian living under Israeli rule.

The cabinets of all recent Israeli

governments have contained leaders

who routinly hint at. and sometimes

call for, further mass explusions,

especially from the West Bank. The
psychology that imposed colonialism

on Palestine continues to inform the

thinking of Israel and its supporters.

Until Zionists can come to terms
with the reality and humanity of the

Palestinian people, and with their

own role as colonizers and oppres-

sors, the prospects for a lasting reso-

lution in Palestine are dim indeed.

Hussein Ibish is a Collegian
columnist
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Arts & Living
Stomp barges into FAC
Music more than drums
By Seemo Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

If you haven't seen them, you've

probably heard them. The interna-

tional percussion sensation.

Stomp, will make some noise at

the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

tonight and tomorrow night. The
sold-out show will begin at 8 p.m.

both evenings.

Stomp was created by Steve

McNichols and Luke Cresswell

in Brighton, England. Five years

ago. McNichols and Cresswell

brought Stomp over the ocean
to New York City where it made
an immediate impression in the

Big Apple. Now Stomp has

grown to include an English

cast, a New York cast and two
touring casts.

The casts are made up of 11

members, but only eight members
are on the stage. During the

hour-and-half performance, the

three swings come in and relieve

other members.
According to cast member,

Mignon Mason, the group uses

anything that is ordinary to make a

variety of sounds. Among some of

the props she named were match-

boxes, trash bins, zippo lighters,

trash bags, fire extinguishers, pots

and pans and sand.

"The pieces, with all eight peo-

ple on stage, are powerful and
rhythmically tight." Mason said.

But of course, a show can't just

stand on sound alone.

"There's more to the show than

making music through rhythms,"

Mason said. "There's a lot of com-

edy and interaction."

She added that the diversity

among cast members helps a lot in

creating an interesting show.

"Everyone brings their own fla-

vor to the show. It kind of builds

character development," Mason
said.

And with the strange objects fly-

ing around the stage, there is the

occasional injury like bashed
knuckles and bruised knees.

"That happens all the time.

Every now there is an injury, but

that's par for the course. We go
home and ice a lot," Mason said.

Stomp's strength is its innova-

tiveness. Mason praised "the reality

of the show. It's so down to earth.

V/e're taking something that every-

one can be in tune with. It should

enlighten everyone to be more in

tune with the rhythms of life."

And when it comes to describing

the show. Mason said that Stomp
is one of those shows you have to

experience.

"Because there is no way actu-

ally to describe it. It's pure ener-

gy, it's pure emotion, it's pure
fun. It's pure ecstasy in a way. It's

a culmination of rhythm, sound
and character. You go away hope-

fully tapping on something," she

said.

Stomp is sold out for both
nights. For more information, call

the box office at 545-2511.

COUHTCSV UNI MTS CENTIH

Stomp, who livened up last years Oscars with their innovative

music, hits down at the FAC tonight.

"Ellen" to come out and playi?

By Jennifer Bowles
Aisocioted Press

LOS ANGELES— Message to

Ellen DeGeneres: Take a hint from
"Star Trek" and boldly go where no
man — or woman — has gone
before.

Or as the sneaker company says:

lust Do It.

The comedienne has been dangling

a carrot in front of viewers for more
than a month now, after it was
leaked that her quirky character,

Ellen Morgan, may "come out" as a

lesbian.

The reports just happened to coin-

cide with the season premiere of

DeGeneres' Wednesday night sitcom

"Ellen," which had been sagging in

the ratings.

On one recent episode, she told

her divorcing parents: "What if I said

something shocking to you. Like my
whole life has been a lie and I'm real-

ly... left handed."

Bursting from behind a closed
door into the front hall of her new
house. DeGeneres blurted out: "I was
in the closet."

On the talk-show circuit,

DeGeneres has toyed with the situa-

tion by saying her character will

reveal herself as being... Lebanese, or

that the show will add a new guy
character named Les Bian.

Fans are starting to feel used.
What started out as television's

hottest topic has become its most
ridiculously protracted gag.

I-ast Wednesday night, DeGeneres
and the ABC show's cast, writers and

producers were honored by the

Museum of Television & Radio dur-

ing its William S. Paley Television

Festival in L.A.

And The Big Tease continued.

"I'm glad that everybody is paying

attention for whatever reason," a

beaming Degeneres told the sold-out

audience.

"The most important thing is the

quality of the show and that's all that

matters."

During a question-and-answer ses-

sion after the screening of two
"Ellen" episodes, DeGeneres was
asked whether her character would
come out.

"Gee, I didn't think we'd be asked

that," DeGeneres said coyly. "Now
why would we tell you that? I think

the answer will be in this season."

At one point, she asked the audi-

ence: "How long did you have to wait

to find out who shot JR.? People
don't care about being shot so much;
this person may be gay — it'll ruin

everything in society!"

Later, when asked about the perils

of outing her character, she said that

whatever she decided to do, "it

would be a risk and yes, it is a risk I

would be willing to take."

So what's the holdup?

Could it be the family-friendly

folks at the Walt Disney Co., which
both produces "Ellen" and owns
ABC? Might the studio be worried

about boycotts against its advertisers

by conservative religious groups
increasingly critical of Disney prod-

uct and practices?

True to form in these matters, the

company had no comment about the

"Ellen" closet question.

In cyberspace, meanwhile, most of

the reaction has been favorable.
"She'll ALWAYS be our wonderful
Elly and I'll ALWAYS continue to

watch and support her," wrote one
U.S. fan. "Go Girl!"

From a viewer in Australia:

"Applause to Microsoft, the first

major sponsor of Ellen to come out

and say they will stay with the show
no matter what happens. Well done
and take a bow, Microsoft."
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Friends reunited: the central characters of Sleepers celebrate better times.

New Levinson film is excellent adaptation
Sleepers boasts major stars in an impressive ensemble piece of acting and filmmak

~S ! n j_ _ ticularlv vicious guard (Kevin tic colorful characters. Minnie fine piece of ensemble acting I

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

SLEEPERS

Directed by Barry Levinson

with Jason Patric, Brad Pitt, Robert

DeNiro, Dustin Hoffman, Kevin Boron

Playing ofHampshire Six Theatres

We should probably know by now
that every book that has ever been

published will eventually be made
into a movie. We should also know
by now that not every one of these

books should be made into a movie,

and we have to navigate through the

tidal waves of crap books to find

something interesting to begin with,

even if it's only to find something
worthwhile to make a movie of.

Barry Levinson doesn't seem to

have this problem with Sleepers.

based upon the novel of the same
name by Lorenzo Carcaterra. The
story focuses around four teenagers

who are sent to reform school,

despite the pleas from their local

parish priest (Robert DeNiro). and
the violent crime that forces their

reunion years later. As adults (played

by Brad Pitt, Jason Patric, Billy

Crudup and "E.R.'s" Ron Eldard)

they face the violence not only of the

present, but also that of their pasts.

While at the reform school, the

young men are near- systematically

tortured, beaten and raped by four of

the men at the facility, lead by a par-

Book your travel plans

for the Holidays Now!

Call Traveltime
587-301

1

(413)781-6150

Groups of ten or more-

We'll come see you

ticularly vicious guard (Kevin

Bacon). Bacon plays the rapist with a

snide superiority, his trademark
whiny voice on chatty overload as he

lectures on the importance of rules

and discipline. He is able to force the

audience to do more than hate him,

Ml arrogance makes the impending

revenge delicious.

Levinson deserves kudos for know-

ing when to pull us away from dis-

turbing scenes. As the young men arc

led into a basement to be had by their

tormentors, the camera's view is

thankfully obscured by strewn junk

throughout the room. As the torture

continues, the camera starts panning

back at an increasingly fast pace,

forcing us to use our imaginations to

picture what is going on.

The story of the four friends' ado-

lescence and adulthood is narrated

throughout by (ason Patric in a man-
ner that seems rushed at times. At

times, Patric's narration seems to

skip over scenes which aren't crucial,

but do seem to be missing from the

flow of the story. Levinson seems
insistent upon keeping so much of

the original story, loading Hell's

Kitchen with many seemingly authen-

tfc colorful characters. Minnie
Driver, the long-suffering girlfriend

to the group of friends, is convincing,

not only as an American, but as a

native lu Hell's Kitchen.

As the local priest, Robert DeNiro

reminds us that he doesn't need to be

a screaming lunatic (as in the most

recent The Fan.) to hold the title of

Most Valuable Actor. Asked by his

friends to lie in court, his face con-

torts— controlled physical acting that

precious lew would be able to make
work. There is something entrancing

about his face in this role— in a

scene serving the Holy Communion
to Patric. the camera grabs onto his

eyes in a beautiful shot that has been

overexposed by the theatre's trailers

and television commercials.

Dustin Hoffman plays the alco-

holic, pill-addict defense attorney

that is in a scheme over his head.

Hoffman's character is a delight,

comic relief in a wasteland of serious

horrors. As he stumbles about the

courtroom, stringy hair and stubble

enhancing his characterization, look-

ing for the questions for the case, we
realize not only how much can be

made with a small role, but what a

fine piece of ensemble acting has

been put together here.

A riveting story and strong,

restrained acting make Sleepers one
of the most impressive films of the

year. It seems it could only benefit

from a longer running time. It's pre

sent running time of two hours and
forty minutes doesn't drag by, in fact

rt seems to go by too quickly, it still

seems to neglect minor characters.
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Hey December grads - Converse

is looking for highly motivated

people who love the game of

basketball, to help them
introduce their latest basketball

shoe - the Dr.
J
2000

You will work closely with local

retailers to conduct product

clinics. and merchandise

Converse displays, as well as

spend rime in the community

educating people about our

shoe.

This is a full time position

beginning in January, which

requires strong communication

skills and an orientation to detail.

So: If you own r car, love

basketball, and are looking for a

fun job. send your resume to:

Dr. | 2000
c/o Triple Dot Communications
4S Bromn>l<1 Street

Boston, MA 02108
Fast 617-292-8928
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UNIVERSITY
BARTENDING COURSE

50%
Off!!
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Classes Start

Wednesday, Oct. 23rd

7:00 pm
Lord Jeffrey Inn, Amherst
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Shop Around Hi Compare'

1-800-U-CAN-MIX
Act Nov*.' Space is Limited!!

Kick Butts
QUIT SMOKING
Support Group
Ongoing support group every

Wednesday night starting

October 23 from 7 • 8PM
at the UMASS Campus Center.

Rmmi number posted M vlcvainr

An you thinking about quittiij
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to itiy quit?

Do you want to help other ptoplo
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FREEDOM FROM SMOKING

FREE OF CHARGE

For more information

call Steve at:

577-5181

jointly sponsored by

CO UmviTMty Health Service*
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rhe Family Pianmng Council

of Western Maaaachutietts

and The M»Mchu*em
TatecgpConlrol Program
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The Puck stops here.

Brian Regan, Warren Norris and Brad Norton will be keys to UM hockey success this year. To find out
what's up on the Mullins Center ice check out the Collegian's hockey preview issue on Thursday.

women s soccer

Braves take 2-0 lead on Maddux gem
By Ben Walker
Associated Press

NEW YORK — The way Greg Maddux was pitching,

one run would have been plenty.

The Atlanta Braves didn't need to go on another ram-
page, relying instead on Maddux's eight shutout innings

to beat the New York Yankees 4-0 last night for a 2-0

lead in the World Series. Fred McGriff drove in three

runs as the Braves won their fifth straight game in the

postseason, a span in which they've outscored opponents
48-2. A night after'a 12-1 romp. Maddux put the focus

right back on Atlanta's awesome starters.

"He's something. He really is," Yankees manager |oe

Torre said. "He has his way with you. He was a master

tonight.

"You don't see pitching like this every day.
Unfortunately, we are seeing it every day."

The win moved the defending champions halfway
toward another title, and sent the Series to Atlanta for the

next three games — if all three are necessary. Of the 43
previous teams to take 2-0 leads. 33 have won it.

Because of an earlier rainout. there will be no travel

day. Instead, Game 3 will be tonight, with 1995 World
Series MVP Tom Glavine starting for the Braves against

David Cone.

Maddux made it look easy, allowing six hits, permitting

only two runners past first base and walking none. The
lone time the Yankees put two runners on base in an

inning, the four-time Cy Young winner induced Wade
Boggs to bounce into a double play and got Bernie
Williams to ground out to end the sixth.

"That was a typical Maddux game," Braves manager
Bobby Cox said. "He was on top of his game. He was
quick, sneaky, and the ball had a tremendous amount of

life toil."

Mark Wohlers struck out the side in the ninth for the

Braves, allowing a two-out single to Cecil Fielder.

With nothing to cheer for. frustrated Yankees fans took

to running on the field in the later innings. In fact, five of

them touched second base, more people than the

Yankees' offense put there. The game ended with a nail
section of Braves family membets and friends chanting

and chopping behind home plate.

It was the kind of neat, efficient performance that

prompted the Yankees to court Maddux when he became
a free agent after the 1992 season.

xCIars

continued from page 10

put out of reach

Proa the start of the 67th minute,

the Minutewoman offense exploded

all over the Lady Rams, as they

picked up three goals in two minutes

and some change Freshman forward

Emma Kurowski notched the first

tally in 247 minutes of action for

UMass. as she made the score 1 on

an assist from sophomore Robin
Smith. Senior defender Erin Lynch
was the catalyst lot the scon-, a-- she

moved the ball through the center of

men s soccer

the field to an overlapping Smith on

the left side, chipping a pass to

Kuiowski on the far post

At the 68-minute mark. senioi

midfielder Amy Powell registered her

second goal of the season, as she

fought off a challenge to the left side

of keeper Kim Kasper. rifling her

goal off the far right post

A minute and two seconds later,

senior midfielder Sandy Shimogaki and

Kurowski combined to serve freshman

forward Kate Webb her fourth goal of

the season, capping the three goal run

in fine fashion at the 69:02 mark The
Westfield native, and former St

Mary's star, made a nice move from
the center of the penalty area to the

left, and shot past Kasper to the right

In the last minute, the

Minutewomen finally scored off of

one of their eight corner kicks, as

junior defender Erica Iverson fin-

ished the scoring, and the Lady
Kanis, off with the final tally in this

4-0 win.

continued from page 10

ening my very life today. If I don't get sunn- shelter, boy.

I m gonna ' jade away
Lord, it was awful out there

Yet, this horrible day proved lo be a blessing in disguise

for the young league. The sheets ol water that ripped

through Foxboro Stadium, failed to stop a crowd large

enough to fill Fenway Itoiu coming outside (a victory in

itself) to watch a game that didn't involve a local team, on
,i football Sunday with the Patriots in action.

Further helping the cause, wa*. thai ABC beamed BO shots

across the nation of miserable fans shivering and sitting on
their hands. Instead jovial, albeit drenched people crowded
the stadium, beating their drums, blowing their whistles and

tooting their horns, mostly in support of United.

The raucous atmosphere generated by the legions of

United fans who had made the journey from Washington

D.C. to watch their team's march to the title, perhaps

more than their presence itself amid often biblical down-
pours, spoke volumes about the future of the MLS.
What also bodes well for the league was the diversity ol

the crowd at MLS Cup '96. Fans routed lot their sides, but

alio lor the players of their nationalities A sea of Mexican

flags flew when Campos, a member of the Mexican nation-

al team, made a save for the Galaxy, even from United

fans. Bolivians cheered DCs Marco Antonio Etcheverry,

the match's MVP, and an army of Salvadorian flags flew in

support of native -son Raul Diaz Arcc.

The gate attendance of 34,643 was impressive in and of

itself |ust over 27,000 showed up on Sunday for an NFL
game in Tempe. Arizona, although some in Phoenix might

tell you that the Arizona Cardinals are only the second best

football team that calls Sun Devil Stadium home right now.

Almost more than bona fide fan support though, the

MLS needed a match for the ages, something that none of

the league's clever marketers could provide. With the reg

ulai season champion Galaxy comfortably on top 2-0
with 17 minutes to play it seemed that the United players

could not provide it either.

What followed was a winner take all finish any league

would be proud to boast as its own. The Super Bowl last

had drama in 1991, and Game 7 of last week's National

League Championship Series hardly approached Dr. Seuss
levels of suspense, let alone Sherlock Holmes.

United, and former Virginia men's coach Bruce Arena,

sent Tony Sanneh and Shawn Medved into the match in the

second half. Not long after, Etcheverry delighted Bolivian

and D.C. United fans alike when he served a perfect ball to

Sanneh to make it a 2-1 match in the 73rd minute.

Determined, United fought through the Galaxy defense,

Medved scoring on a third-chance rebound after a pair of
Campos saves and with six minutes to play, the score was
improbably tied, and headed to the netherworld of sud-

den- death overtime, where legends are made in a
split-second, and as for victory, the Stones reminded us...

It's just a shot away. It's just a shot away.

lust 3:25 into the extra session, Ftcheverry served a cor-

ner right onto Eddie Pope's head, giving the league, and
D.C. fans a tangible moment that will stand the test of time.

When I look back on Sunday's match, I'm not sure if

I'll remember that fantastic finish or the weather more.

The point is moot to MLS officials though. The fad ll

that I'll remember MLS Cup '96. and that's enough for

them.

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian columnist

baseball
continued from page 10

talk to Red Sox management. This is

not good. Like we need our best play-

er disgruntled and annoyed. The
front office wants to clear the air

with Mo about their recent decisions,

namely the axing of popular manager
Kevin Kennedy. But. the Hit Dog
just wants to let his bat do the talking

from now on.

Vaughn spoke out earlier in the

year about the team's lack of commit-
ment to bring aboard more talent,

and the Sox have already missed the

boat on Brian McRae who just re-

signed with the maligned Cubbies.

The Sox couldn't muster up
$10,000 to extend Frank White's
contract. White, another well-liked,

intelligent coach, resigned as the first

base coach and fielding instructor.

On a positive note, the Sox lured

pitching coach |oe Kerrigan away from

the Expos He has the potential to be a

mainstay in the Sox dugout, and would
work well with former colleague Tim
lohnson (hint, hint Danny boy).

Brain Buster answer: Whitey Ford,

New York
Fred Hurlbrink. \r. is a Collegian

columnist.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Mixed DJ Tapta- ZED music NYC

House, Hip-Hap. Reggae
L
Disco.

Techno On Sale in the Campus
Center Concoutse Oct 22, 24. 25

Financial Aid Available! Millions

ot dollars in financial aid are now
available All students are eligible

let Student Financial Services help

you get yout lair share 1 800-263-

6495 ext F50015

AUTO FOR SALE

Chevy Celebrity 1986 Excellent

condition $2,500 0B0 Call 253-

1810 Doug
idsmithffistudent umass edu

1919 Hyundai 4 door hatchback

58.000 miles, runs well, original

owner Manual transmission

Asking $1,000 or B/0 256-3411

Leave message

Grey 1989 Saab 900 lowjack and

Chapman Security Sun roof. CD
player with Subwoofer/Amp New
tires and exhaust Excellent condi-

tion, must sell $6500 or B/0 253-

4627

1986 Delta 88 100000 miles, but

everything's been replaced $1000 or

B/0 323-1 174

EMPLOYMENT
Asian/European Employment
Live in Prague. Budapest. Tokyo etc

teaching simple conversational

English No teaching background of

foreign language required Great

pay/benefits Academic internships

also available Call (919) 968 1164

P.T Administrative Poiitiona

duties range from filing to Ig media

events Flexible hours. 10 15

hrs/wk Call DataViews Corp /HP)

Dept 586-4144

Cruise Lines Hiring Earn up to

$2.000+/month working on Cruise

Ships or Land Tour companies

World Travel Seasonal/Fulltime

No experience required For info

call (919) 968-1 164

Legal Assistants Wanted -

Spring '97 Internships with the

Student Legal Services Office, get

hands on experience in the legal

field—work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 under-

graduate credits No experience in

the legal profession necessary

—

training provided Contact the

Student Legal Services Office today

for an application 545-1995. 922

Campus Center

EMPLOYMENT
Earn Money and Free Tripsll

Individuals and groups wanted to

promote Spring Break!! Call Inter-

Campus Programs at 1 -800-327 6013

or http //www tcpt com

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up

to $2,000+/month World travel

Seasonal & full-time positions No

exp necessary For info call 1 206

971 -3550 ext C50016

Spring Breakll Earn Cash!!

Highest Commissions! Lowest

Prices! Travel free on only 13 sales!

Free Info! Sunsplash 1-800 426

7710

Gymnastics Instructors Needed at

the Greenfield YMCA Sunday
and/or Tuesday and/or Thursday

between 3 and 9 pm $8-$12/hr Call

7733646

FOR SALE

Full Size Sleeper Sola $100 00

Men's leather jacket size large

$50 00 Brother Word Processor

WP220$15000 413-549-7484

World Series-Game S Tix Tier

Reserved, Bleachers Available Call

546-1838

FOR SALE
Two office desks $50 00 each

Mamiya 645 SLR camera $500 00

Call 548 8896

Cyrix P1S0 CPU $140 It's new!

Also, Tyan Titan 3 M/B $100. only 4

months old Or. $230 tor both Call

256-8452 tor more info

Used Floppy Disks. So cheap I'm

practically giving them away! Free

case w/ purchase of 30 or 60

Single and bulk rates available 3 5'

DD or HD, IBM or MAC formatted

For a good deal call Billy®546 6963

Sony CD BoomBox - Double tape

deck. CD. digital tuner. SuperBass.

detachable speakers, bought 1 year

ago for $325 Asking $200 or bo

Call Brian at 546-3842

FOUND

Found in Campus Center 10/9/96

Bracelet Call 545-5405 with

description

INSTRUCTION

Bartend with University

Bartending 50% student discount.

Amherst classes starting soon! Call

1 -800 U-CAN MIX for info

SERVICES
Boxing Lessons All Welcome! For

brochure (41 31732-881

7

MISCELLANEOUS
Thank you St Jude I P

New Metabolism Breakthrough

Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35

800-776-9503

Were you hit after Midnight

Madness? Please call I need some

information 256-8274

PERSONALS
Lost One peir of McBracney Twins

Respond to Beth and Allison If

found, please contact Susan at The

Collegian They are not violent but

may be calmed with coffee if need-

ed Thank You

ROOM FOR RENT

Roommate Needed in two bed-

room apt Seeking responsible

female Call 549-0207

SERVICES
Paper editing and or typing

Accurate, quick and inexpensive

413-549-7484

SERVICES
Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade? In house service, call

Scream Savers 549 0083

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549- 1 906

Have you been ripped oft by a

retailer? Contact the Student Legal

Services Office regarding your rights

as a consumer 922 Campus Center

545 1995

TRAVEL

Quebec City lor New Years

nights at 5 star Hilton located in

Quebec City, the oldest city in North

America $89pp SKI and PARTY

Call Dominic at 533-1600 now!

Limited space! HURRY!

SPRING BREAKI Earn cash!

Highest commissions/lowest prices!

Travel free on only 13 sales!! Free

mfoi Sunsplash 1-800-426-7710

New Years in Montreal with

UMass Ski Club Bus. downtown

hotel, 3 days. 2 nights. $l49pp Call

UMass Ski Club 9 545-3437

UMass's Social and Ski Club!
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Always Wanted On* off Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robolman By Jim Meddick
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Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20(72 per word/day

All
others

40<7J per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
Activities

Announcements

Apartment For

Rent

Auto For Sale

Employment

Entertainment

For Sale

Found (2 days

Free)

Happy Birthday

Houses For Rent

Instruction

Lost

Musicians

Miscellaneous

Motorcycles

Personals

Room For Rent

Room Wanted

Roommate Wanted

Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Transportation

Wanted to Rent

Wanted

CROSSWORD
-—5

—

r_M j ' WM' 8 9 WM V
'

,1

Wi4~ gJJ5~ B^
I

BIM U22 23 ffiKS"^ BOp 28 29

I |^
34 ^B*^ d 38 39 ISHttfi

40 41 42 U 43 sMF^ 46 4?

J^
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J60
61 62 63

64 bdes I M67
68 " 1 1' 1

ACROSS
1. Congressional

passage

4. Spoil

7. dispatch of 1870

10. Bobbsey girl

13. Pro-ERAgp

14. Hot season, on the

Riviera

15. Forfeits game

16. Dolt

17. Apartment house

employees

It. Olden time indicator

21. Saint, in

Mozambique

22. Jaffa and Seville

24. Electrical measure

26. Stop1 nautically

27. Knott's role on The
Andy Griffith Show"

30. Trad

J1. Juan

32. Monica ol tennis

33. DDEs party abbr

34. Clerestory s relative

36. 19th US president

37. If the _ fits

38. News item, lor short

40. Prop up

43. Stone- or acid-

washed material

Flanders and McBam
Massachusetts city

Toothpullers' gp
-\ Pretty"

51 . Prayer response 18. Pickpocket, to Pedro

52. Hoty ! 20. Beat

54. Host 23. Indian princess

55. Strict routine 24. paint

57. Thurs follower abbr 25. Form of "to be"

58. Type of chance 26. Concerning

60. Crash accompani (? words)

merit, often 28. Professional charge

64. Paul Simon's

"

29. Snaky letter

Tnck Pony" 32. Wedge of metal

65. Pick at 34. Throaty sound

66. Distinctive period 35. Compressing device

67. Mystery wnter 37. Commotions

Grafton 39. Seamstress'

68. Whale group tape

69. Smart whip 40. Youth gp

(2 words) 41. Ewe's mister

70. Singer Orbison 42. Prompted

71. Cowpoke's nickname 44. Heart's

45. Most macabre

DOWN 46. FDR or JFK. e.g.

47. Like a fox

1. Con|unction
50. Cabbing cost

2. Peace talk?
52. Golden-touch king

3. Ballroom dance
53. Greek finale

(2 words)
56. Actress Lollobrigida

4. Piece of E-mail
57. Noisy quarrel

5. Gobbled up
58. Oolas Alley

6. Redid
59. One Spanish

7. Maxwell and
61. Earty Scots fine

Lanche8ter
62. Signal

8. Climb
63. Bewitch

"Brian's

10. How kids do most

things

11. Motonsts' club inits

12. Gridiron gp

DAILY COLLEGIANMMMMll
http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian/
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Classifieds

Personals Policy
1. All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

3 Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-

TIONS
, .

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
• acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.
6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as Tilled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and

the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

Drabble By Kevin Fagan
Dilbert By Scott Adams

i
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Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick

YOU CALL THAT AN
EIAAIL ADDRESS? IT'S

EIGHTY CHARACTERS
LONG AND MOSTLY

fAEANTNGLESS.

PEOPLE tOITH EMBARRASSING
E-rAAIL SYSTEMS...

I TE1L PEOPLE, "THE REPLY

FUNCTION DOESN'T WORK
YOU HAVE TO TYPE IN hY
ADDRESS' /

8 Years In Braces By Eric Peterson

Out of the qoestiom

Leeld By Roger & Salem Salloom University2 By Frank Cho Close to Home By John McPherson

ARIES
March 21 -April 20

Strengthen your personal

connections this week with a few

thoughtful favors. You'll earn the

respect of someone who's had

doubts about you In the past. An

envious person has a difficult time

with your recent success.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

Don't allow all your time to be

monopolized by someone who lacks

the initiative to broaden their own

horizons. Instead, find a way to

gently brush them off. and offer

them alternatives to choose from.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Thinking ahead -even into

the distant future-pays off

handsomely, as your Insight Is fairly

good. Don't take undue risks,

especially when the stakes are high.

A Job prospect that seemed remote

could be heating up.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Catch up on your letters this week

You could find out some Important

news from an Interesting source.

Keep It under your hat until the

appropriate time. It will make a big

Impression.

LEO
July 23-August 23

A friend saddles you with a

burdensome secret. Maintain their

trust, but take steps to see that

you're not taken advantage of. Try

lo bolster the ego of someone who's

been having a rough time. You

could earn their undying gratitude.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

Exposure to new technology

Increases your value In the Job

market. Do your best lo banish any

fears «nd take all the Instruction

you can get. You could be In line for

an Interesting proposition.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Although you're feeling proltflcally

creative, there simply aren't enough

hours In the day to complete all

your goals. Take copious notes, and

you'll be able to come back to the

less pressing projects. A friend

could surprise you with a secret.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

Keep your ears open and your

mouth shut, or you could be

caught in the middle of a violent

disagreement. Although emotions

are running high, with tact and

humor, the storm could subside as

quickly as It formed.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Dive Into the nuts and bolts at work

and you'll surprise yourself with

your productivity. Don't allow a

slick salesperson to talk you out

of your hard-earned money. Make

yourself step back and take a night

or two to sleep on any big decisions.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20

A relationship could germinate

from a quick acquaintance. Follow

your Instincts, but don't mistake

loneliness for connection. Review

your major goals; some ol them may

be a bit outdated.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

Focus on tradition to add strength

to a relationship. An emphasis on

trust will foster growth as well

You may be ready to make a

commitment. Make an effort to pay

off any substantial debts you owe.

PISCES
February 19-March 20

Clarify yourself whenever you have

a discussion this week to avoid a

mlxup. A volatile situation Is ready

lo Ignite, so take steps to shield

yourself from the fallout. A back up

plan might be a good Idea.

My mom 's been raising me all

by herself. She doesn't have much

money. Sometimes she's so busy.

She bought me a whole bunch of

new clothes. She left them on my
bed on Friday afternoon.

I really appreciated it so I left

her a note on the kitchen table

before I went camping for the

weekend:

"Thanks for everything.

Good-bye.

"

She thought it was a suicide

note and went crazy crying all over

the neighborhood, and calling

everybody on the phone.

My friends and I thought it was

funny.... \± /
Sometimes,

she is so funny.

HUH t
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Generation X By Chris Lehman

t
I'M TRYING To to

THE MA.CARENA.
7I£m toes iTifiotf

mfurtKYCHtcterJl
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Much to Larry s dismay, Brooke renews her

membership to the Cat-of-the-Month Club.

Bastards By Matt & Greg
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Frumpy The Clown By Judd Winick
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Today's Staff

Mike "Crump/' Burke
Night Editor

Mark "Bashful" McCrath
Copy Editor

James "Dopey" Stanley

Photo Technician

Brian "Doc" Inocencio

Production Supervisor

Roberto "Sneezy" Snow
Thang "Happy" Vo

Production

HEO< NO IT DlPN-

PC*0N THE U
AND IT WON'T,
UJORK Nfcxo

Quote of the Day

6i
Worse Lies are told in

silence.

-Heard on the Radio

Quote of the Day

If you're not will-

ing to take the criti-

cism, my solution to

you is don't do any-

thing... if you do any-

thing, you're going to

receive criticism, and

that's just real.

-Shomwa Shamapande

99

Dining Commons Mono
Menu unavailable.

Please refer to this guide
to help you decide where to oat.

1 First, go get some dice ^^^nT.T\
(6 sided, preferably). g^rStfrf

2 Find one you like, ""*

and roll it

Ifyou roll:

Co to Franklin D.C. for dinner.

1 Co to Berkshire D.C. for dinner.

#
»| Go to Hampshire D.C. for dinner.

p •! Go to Worcester D.C. for dinner.

• Get Pizza for dinner!

Roll again.

I
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Sports
UM swamps Rams in 2 minutes; wins by 4 United reigns in MLS Cup

Thrilling final shines through
By Jorma Kansonen
Collegian Staff

I! the No. 11 Massachusetts women's soccer

game against No. 4 University of Connecticut this

past Saturday could be considered New Age, yes-

terday*s game versus the Lady Rams of Fordhuni

(6-5-2. 2-1-1 in the Atlantic 10) could be consid-

ered a giant leap backwards into the Dark Ages.The
Minute women

MASSACHUSETTS 4

FOROAM

(11-2-1. 5-0-1

A- 10) jumped back

into their formida-

ble A- 10 schedule yesterday in the Bronx, as they

had to get psyched up for an opponent who they

beat last season by a mere margin of seven goals.

UMass was expected to march all over Fordham at

Edward's Parade, and they did, as UMass came

away with a 4-0 win.

The away game, after a tough loss, might be

accountable for the goal difference between '95

and '96. but the fact is that Fordham could not

have gotten any worse from last season's first-year

5-15 record (1-13 A- 10), but at any rate, better in

some contexts. The fact of the matter was that the

field that Eddie made was feeling the effects of

Lily, as the after-effects of last weekend's hurri-

cane left the Parade a rain-dampened mess.

For coach |im Rudy, the cards seemed to be stacked

against his club this day. but the team was able to pull

through and come away with the convincing win.

"It was nice, because we were a bit fatigued and

tired coming into the game, and we came through."

Rudy said. "It wasn't a pretty game, but we still

played fairly well, considering the slippery field.

"We played in a very bizarre area, which was

very swampy. There were some very rowdy
Fordham fans there, and we didn't get any breaks

from the officials."

After two consecutive matches where the UMass
offense was shut out — 2-0 losses to Dartmouth

and Connecticut — a team like Fordham should at

least have been a blast of fresh air for the

Minutewomen. But after the half, the 1995 A-10
champions were tied up with the 1995 A-10 cellar

dwellers at nil. Five periods of scoreless play had

gone and passed UMass by the break, but in a

two-minute span in the second half, the game was

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 7

FOXBORO — I suppose there's

something oddly appropriate in

the fact that as I pulled into

Foxboio Stadium's main parking

lot for Sunday's MLS Cup final.

WWRX, Providence's classic rock

station, was playing the Rolling

Stones' "Gimme
Shelter."

Whether it is

used in reference

to either the rem

nants of Hurricane

Lily which swept through south-

eastern Massachusetts on Sunday,

or the late barrage of DC. United

goals, the word "rain" applied per-

fectly; regardless of whether you

happen to be beseiged Lot
Angeles Galaxy goalkeeper forge

Campos, or any one of the 34,b43

drenched fans who bore witness

to Major League Soccer's inaugur-

al championship match.

Everyone was seeking shelter at

some point on Sunday.

For a league maligned like the

MLS was in its freshman season

on the American sporting scene,

its first championship match had

to be a perfect showcase. ABC

viewers around the country and

the world needed to see more than

a 0-0 draw played before apathet

ic fans. The PR staff at MLS noed-

ed Sunday to be perfect.

What they got was a day that

belonged in the movie
Waterworld. A
towel the size of

Connecticut
couldn't have
sopped up all the

water that flowed

through the stadium's concourses

like the mighty Mississippi.

Meanwhile, the almost unplayable

pitch itself was lost under puddles

of standing water large enough to

engulf a third world nation.

So, as I sat huddled in section

107, the wet red plastic of my
complimentary rain poncho's
hood clinging like Saran Wrap to

my face amidst gale force winds,

the words of Mick lagger that I

had heard while still in my car

warm, dry and unexposed to the

elements, never escaped me.

Ooooh. see the storm is threat-

en to MEN"S SOCCER, page 7

Erica Iverson tallied the last of tour goals for the Minutewomen, as UMass shut out a weak
Fordham squad in New York.

Men's water polo sinks deeply in California

By Fred Hudbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

The good news for the Minutemen water polo

team is: they went out to California — the mecca of

collegiate water polo — and came away with a win.

The bad news: they played five games over the

weekend.

Like at an all -you -can eat buffet, the

Minutemen 's plate was over-flowing. UMass coach

Russ Yarworth lined up five of the country's top 20

teams for the Minutemen. including recently ousted

No. 1 and defending NCAA champion, UCLA
which fell all the way to No. 2 in the rankings

behind Southern California.

The No. 14 UMass polo squad started the week-

end by swimming off against 16th-ranked Santa

Clara, and grabbing their only win of the trip, dou-

bling up the Broncos, 8-4.

Sophomore Gabriel Marrero's three goals helped

the Minutemen to sprint out to a 5-1 advantage in

the first half, and UMass cruised from that point.

Top-scorer Brian Stahl notched a pair of scores in

the winning effort.

Yarworth decided to start freshman Richard

Huntley in the net for the first contest and was not

disappointed as the youngster from San luan,

Puerto Rico blocked 1 1 Santa Clara shots.

"It was a good way to start the trip, but every-

thing went downhill from there," Yarworth said.

Things didn't really go downhill. they went down
into a bottomless pit.

After the Minutemen hung with No. 9 (tied

with UC- Davis) UC-San Diego for the first two
periods. UMass tied the game early in the fourth

at four. But. before they could say Final Four,

the Minutemen were down 10 4 as UCSD rat-

tled off six unanswered goals. San Diego tacked

on four goals in the fourth to seal the 14-5

romp.

).C. Limardo led the Minutemen with a pair of

goals while Paul Fngin and Huntley combined for a

mere four saves on 18 UCSD attempts.

"It's very frustrating; we just ended up falling

apart." Yarworth said. "We have some work to do

as far as intensity goes."

The Minutemen continued to follow the same
dangerous pattern — quick start, slow finish —
that has plagued them in many matches so far this

season in their next contest against UC-Davis.

Massachusetts finished a quarter of play even up

with Davis at five, but the next two periods were a

disaster for the Minutemen. as UC-Davis exploded

for nine goals to UMass's two in the second and

third.

Davis held on in the fourth, winning 16-10.

Stahl continued on his frantic scoring pace in the

loss, netting seven points on five goals and a

two-pointer. The super-soph from Wyomissing,

Pa is still on pace to become just the third

Minuteman to Korc 100 goals in a single season.

lust when the Minutemen thought things

couldn't get any worse, they hit rock bottom.

Playing tournament host No. 12 Claremont,

UMass had a contest that it could win. but the

Minutemen came out flat, and stayed that way
throughout the match, getting thoroughly trounced

by Claremont, 12-4.

Huntley made a career high I 2 saves in the game, but

lii> mates in the water didn't put nearly as much pressure

on the opposing goal as he felt. Marrero was the only

positive offensively, scoring twite. Senior co-captain

Ron Gonen found the back jl the net for the first time in

a while.

Finally, with absolutely no pressure on them.

UMass went up against the Bruins of UCLA,
defending NCAA champs.

Yarworth's charges played extremely well, for

the most part, but were simply over-matched by a

superior team as the Bruins used an 11-3 first half

margin to coast to a 14-6 victory.

freshman Rich Slingluff led the attack with three

goals: he continues to fill in adequately for the

injured Marc Staudenbauer. Marrero scored two

more, and finished with 10 goals on the weekend.

Engin made seven saves.
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Mike Butler continued to lead the Minuteman offense, assisting on a

pair of scores as the UMass men's soccer team defeated La Salle, 3-0

on Sunday.

UM women's XC takes fifth
Jones linked to Mick in Classic

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

After an unexpected third-place

finish last week behind powerhouses

Penn State and Georgetown at the

Paul Short Invitational, the

Massachusetts women's cross coun-

try team had some huge shoes to fill

when they headed out to Boston's

Franklin Park for the New England

Championships.

Running in a field of 30-plus
teams, three of which are ranked in

the top 1 5. UMass could only realisti-

cally hope to finish in the top five.

Running their finest race of the sea-

son, UMass (172 points) grabbed
that fifth spot only finishing behind

top-ranked Providence College (38

points). No. 15 Dartmouth College

(46 points). No. 7 Boston College

(100 points) and rival Brown
University (110 points).

"The entire team ran a great race."

coach lulie LaFreniere said. "I

couldn't have been more proud."

Several Minutewomen astronomi

cally improved their times from last

year's trip to Franklin Park

UMass' standout runner Rebecca

Donaghue was one of them. Last

year, Donaghue ran the course at

17:54. This year's 17:14 finish not

only broke her course record, but

was her fastest time of the season

Donaghue ran alongside some of the

nation's elite runners this week, fin-

ishing fifth overall.

Donaghue is hoping to qualify for

the NCAAs next month. If she con-

tinues to perform the way she did

this week, she should have little trou-

ble accomplishing that feat.

Once again. Katie Greenia and the

rest of the Minutewomen carried the

team through the middle of the

pack.

UM men run sixth in Boston
The University of Massachusetts men's cross country team took

sixth place Friday at the New England Cross Country
Championships, held in Boston's Franklin Park. The team finished

with a total of 1 58 points.

Coach Ken O'Brien's top finisher was senior Matt Behl, who hails

from Granville, who finished 22nd overall, with a time of 24:46.

He was closely followed by another senior, Mike Maceiko, from
Deer Park, NY., who finished 27th, with a time of 24:52.

Finishing third for UMass was Jon Way of Marston Mills, also a

senior, who was 31 st overall, with a time of 24:58.

"I hate to take [Behl] and [Maceiko] for granted, but the three

of them, Jon Way, Paul Blodorn and Ryan Carrara were key for us;

they did a great job," O'Brien said.

— Jackie LeRoux

"Katie ran the greatest race of her

life." LaFreniere said.

Greenia took her time of 19:09 from

last year, and chopped a whole minute

off of it, finishing 21st at 18:09.

"Christy Martin was not feeling very

well." LaFreniere said. "She was tired,

but I was still happy with her perfor-

mance."

Martin finished 37th. with a time

of 18:34.

Finishing fourth for UMass was
Molly Dunlap. who duplicated her

outstanding performance from two
weeks ago. finishing once again

under 19 minutes (52nd, 18:52).

Beyond the top five, the

Minutewomen received a huge boost

from the performance of Tracy
Meagher. Last year, Meagher ran the

Franklin Park course at a robust

20:29. Last week, Meagher's hard

work and determination finally paid

off when she finished with a remark-

able time of 19:05.

"Tracy has been one of the biggest

improvements on this team."
LaFreniere said. "She's really closing

the gap. and we'll need her help
down the home stretch."

Next week the Minutwomen will

defend their title at the Atlantic 10

Championships at Van Cortland Park

in the Bronx, New York.

"The kids arc running with a lot of

heart." LaFreniere said. "You really

need that in cross country."

As for the competition. UMass is

really only lm>king out for a Virginia

Tech team that could surprise some
people. "The key to our team is to

stay healthy." LaFreniere said. "At
this time of the year, there's no NMMB
for erroi

So, Spankee fans, I'm supposed to be getting off your

backs, and giving you credit...

The Fall Classic got off to a rather inauspicious start

Sunday evening when the Atlanta Braves ravaged the

hallowed confines of the House that Ruth Built, spank

ing the junior circuit entry, 12-1

.

Bravos' legend-to-be Andruw Jones immortalized

himself by hitting a pair of bombs in helping to pull the

National League champs out to a 10-0 lead.

What is so spectacular about this

feat is (ones' age — 19 years and
change What were you doing when
you were 19? Some of you don't

know yet. Some of you were watching

a peer become the youngest player to

ever hit a World Series home run

Sunday night. Some of you were vot-

ing for Dan Quayle for Vice
President.

In a super-ironic twist — a gift

from God for a columnist — the pre-

vious mark was held by late pin-stripe legend Mickey
Mantle, the most prolific home run-hitter in series his-

tory. Mantle was just over 20-years old when he

knocked his first of 18 championship clouts and would
have celebrated his 65th birthday on Sunday.

Also in the irony department is the fact that Jones

even started the game. The Braves have a fairly decent

young left fielder in the person of Ryan Klesko, but

thanks to the DM- rule in the American League, Atlanta

skipper Bobby Cox was able to move Klesko — a gradu-

ate of the Mike Greenwell schixil of left field -- to DH
and put the speedy, athletic Jones in left.

So, where's the irony you ask? So-called baseball

purists are categorically against the new playoff struc-

ture, but if it weren't for that, the alternating

home-field advantage wouldn't be in effect, and the

Yankees wouldn't have been the home team last night,

which would mean Klesko would have started in left

field, and |ones would have been on the bench. Got all

that?

Now, all these "purists" have |ones' heroism to revel

over for the next few months, but they might not have if

it weren't for the new Wild Card playoff alignment.

Right'.' Right.

As for you Spankees fans, one word sums up your

ungrateful, pathetic, miserable, ignorant showing... oh I

said one word, didn't I? Sick.

I was disgusted to see the uncountable amount of

empty seats in Yankee Stadium late in the game.

Yeah, the Bombers were getting bombed; Andy (the

Cy who award?) Pettitte was totally embarrassed by the

barrage of Braves hits; the Spankees

were playing Little Rascal defense; on

top of all that the Star Spangled
Banner was awful.

So, yeah the game was a wash. The
Spanks were annihilated, but this is

the World Series. These are — appar-

ently — the two top teams in baseball,

and the Bronx "fans" just abandoned
their team. A team that fought a lot of

adversity to get to this point, to bring

the World Series back to its second
home for the first time since 1981

.

As much as I am required (as a Red Sox fan) to

despise the Spanks, I would love to see a World Series

game in live 3-D action. I would even trek through the

filth and stench of inner-city New York to see a game at

Spankee Stadium. And. because of my affiliation with

the Sox. history dictates that I have about as much
chance to see a Boston world Series as Bob Dole has to

see a Brooklyn Dodger game next season

To my point: Spankee fans obviously don't appreciate

what they have this season, and consequently, they

don't deserve to be a part of the greatest sporting event

in the world.

Brain Buster: Which pitcher has started the most
Game Ones in World Series history? (Hint: This ques-

tion is ripped off from Sunday night's Aflac trivia.)

irmm later in this column.

• Things just keep getting worse in the Land of the

Red Sock.

All Universe first baseman Mo Vaughn won't even

Turn to BASEBALL page 7
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Let's talk

about sex

The Not Ready
For Bedtime Players

educate students
on campus about
safe sex and related

issues. Find out
more inside (See
Arts ft Living, page
6)

Minutewomen
sizzle Friars

Caroline Steele
and the
Massachusetts
women's tennis
team annihilated
Providence College
7-0 yesterday (see

Sports, page 1 0).

WORLD

U.S. Official: progress

in Hebron talks

TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) — After a

brief crisis, U.S. -mediated peace talks

between Israel and the Palestinians

were back on track yesterday and
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
said, "a deal was very close to com-
pletion."

Talks lasted into Tuesday evening
at a lerusalem hotel, and Israel Radio
said a deal on Israel's long-delayed
pullout from the West Bank town of

Hebron might be announced during
the night

The sides reached agreement early

Tuesday morning on the future
administration of civil affairs in

Hebron and were close to agreeing
on the security arrangements, Israeli

reports said

"I hope it will be finished quick-

ly," Netanyahu said of the agree-
ment He told reporters that a meet-
ing between him and Palestinian

leader Yasser Arafat would be
desirable" when an accord is

reached.

But despite the optimism of the

Israeli side, the Palestinians have said

they do not want to settle for a deal

that resolves only the question of

Hebron. They also want Israel to stop

expansion of Jewish settlements, ease
the closure of Palestinian areas,
release

Palestinian prisoners and resolve

other outstanding issues.

NATION

Question remains:

Did Simpson do it?

SANTA MONICA, CalK. — It's a dif-

ferent courtroom with different

lawyers, different jurors and a different

standard ofproof. The question, how-
ever, is the same: Did 0.|. Simpson kill

Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald

Goldman?
Opening statements begin

Wednesday in the wrongful-death
lawsuit brought against Simpson by
the Brown and Goldman families.

They are demanding unspecified
damages from Simpson for the slay-

ings, of which he was acquitted in

criminal court a year ago.

The lawyers in the civil case have
both the advantage — and disadvan-

tage — of having seen the evidence

unfold in court already.

"The prosecutors were blindsided

last time," said Laurie evenson, dean
of Loyola University Law School. "

This time there ill be fewer surprises

to deal with."

Among other things, the allega-

tions of racism against Detective ark

Fuhrman will no longer carry the ele-

ment of surprise. It was uhrman who
reported finding the bloody glove at

Simpson's estate, impson's lawyers
are expected to sound the same
themes that ehoed so powerfully at

his murder trial: claims that he was
the vctim of botched or tampered-
with evidence as well as a racist

police frame-up on Fuhrman's part.

"Their case will focus on police-

bashing. It worked before and they
have every reason to believe, based
on jury responses, it will work again,"

Levenson said.
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Making UMass a safer place
Students volunteer time to upgrade quality of security

By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

While most University of
Massachusetts students spend
their evenings studying, working
Or socializing. | select group of

students devote their time and
energy to ensure the safety of all

campus residents.

Student Security is comprised of

about 500 student employees
About 400 are receptionists — 42
work at the security desks in resi

dence halls each night.

In charge of the receptionists

are 30-35 supervisors, who also

serve as walking escorts on cam-
pus or as dispatchers for the dri-

ving and walking escoi i-

Seven head supervisors monitor

the whole operation, both in the

police station and out on campus
patrol.

Public Security Officers (PSOs)
Michael Rucks and Howard
Walsh, under the leadership of

Deputy Chief of Security
Lawrence Holmes, oversee the

nightly operations in the station.

On Oct. I 1, the Kriday night of

Columbus Day weekend. Rucks
supervised the night's security

staff.

"I oversee the operations, but

my job is made possible by them
| student employees]," Rucks said

"We have a great crop of students

this semester.

"It is a tough job, being out

alone at night with a radio.

Student Security supervisors serve

as the eyes and ears of Public
Safety, and they do a good job."

jane Swift spoke yesterday at UVC.
TMANC VO \ COUfGIAN

Rucks said.

Chief of Police |ohn Luippold
said he is veiy proud of the stu-

dents who work for Security.

"Students within Student
Security are very dedicated and
work long hours, which are not

the greatest hoUTI, and ate work-
ing some of the lower paid jobs on
campus," Luippold said.

"From the receptionists to the

supervisors, I am very impressed

in what they've been able to do,"

Luippold said.

A night in the station

Each night, a student head
supervisor runs the security ser-

vices both in and out of the sta

tion.

On this particular night. Luke
Sullivan, a senior computet mi
ence major, is in charge of opera-

tions

"I come in at 6:30 |p.m.| and
collect equipment for supervisors

— keys, radios and paperwork,"
Sullivan said. "1 also look at the

paperwork for that night and see if

there are any problems, and check

the log book."
Sullivan said the log book con-

tains information about recent
events and notices about people
who should not be entering certain

buildings, so supervisors tan be

aware in case a problem arises.

Sullivan looks out for potential

disturbances, and keeps track of

all buildings that are "209A" —
ones with residents who have
restraining orders. AH 209A build-

ings and all- female residence
halls must be staffed by security

receptionists each night.

The supervisor's assistant (this

night it is Faith Seddon) is respon-

sible for finding replacement
receptionists for ones who do not

Turn to SAFE, page 3

Kahoe guilty of Ruby Ridge coverup
By Michoel J. Snrffen

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — A fonner FBI headquarters manager
was accused yesterday of obstructing justice by destroying all

macs of an internal critique of the bureau's deadly 1992
siege at Ruby Ridge. Idaho.

The apparent plea bargain with F. Michael Kahoe might
lead to io\erup charges against some of the lour other sus-

pended FBI officials who remain under investigation for

their role in shootings at the remote cabin of white separatist

Randy Weaver.

These include former Deputy Direc*' lutrry Potts, who
supervised the case from headquarters

A one-count felony information was filed by federal prose-

cutors here against Kahoe, who headed the TBI's violent

enmes section at the tune of the standoff. The charge carries

a top penalty of 10 years in prison and a $250,000 fine.

The filing of a criminal information rather than a grand

jury indictment usually means the defendant has agreed to

plead guilty and cooperate with investigators A lustice

Department official, requesting anonymity, could not offer

any reason for this case to depart from that practice

No court date was set immediately

FBI spokesman Bill Carter had no comment. Kahoe could

immediately be reached.

During the FBI's August 1992 standoff with Weaver, a

bureau sniper shot and killed Weaver's wife. Vicki, and
wounded Weaver and a friend. Kevin L. Harris. The FBI got

involved after Weaver's m, Samuel, and a deputy U.S. mar-

shal. William F, Degan. were killed in gunfire Aug. 21 as

marshals scouted lot a way to arrest the elder Weaver lot

tailing to appear in court on gun-sale charges.

"The government needs to prosecute those who issued the

rules of engagement that resulted in the death of these peo-

ple." said Weaver's lawyer, Gerry Spence "The lederal gov-

ernment is good at diverting our attention away from the

real case" and toward a coverup case

The government charged that between January and April

1993. Kahoe destroyed a written FBI "alter action critique"

so that it would not be available to prosecutors when
Weaver and Harris were tried on charges of killing Degan.

They were later acquitted.

The Constitution requires prosecutors to give theMm
any government information that might help clear defen-

dants, in this case. Weaver and Harris.

The government charged that Kahoe not only destroyed

his copies of the report but ordered an unidentified subordi-

nate at FBI headquarters "to destroy all copies of the Ruby
Ridge after action critique and to make it appear as if the

Ruby Ridge after action critique never existed.

"

A key issue is who approved the controversial "shoot on
sight" policy for snipers at the siege. Potts and the FBI's field

commander at Ruby Ridge, F.ugene Glenn, have disagreed

under oath over whether Potts approved it. Glenn claimed

Potts ordered that agents "could and should" shoot to kill

any armed adult male spotted in the open, but Potts denied

saying "should."

Swift visits UMass
;

focuses on Education
By Raghuram Vodorevu
Collegian Staff

With the November election

approaching. State Senator |ane Swift

(R North Adams) attempted to bolster

hei bid lor the first congressional dis-

trict of Massachusetts by appearing in

a forum, addressing education and
other issues relevant to students Ml
terday, in the Union Video Center (Ch.

I Mi studios at the University of
Massachusetts

In the forum, hosted by |ason
Vecchio student coordinator for the

Student Center for Fducational
Research and Advocacy (SCF.RA),
Swift said that she will fight to main-

tain funding for education as long as it

is accompanied by a balanced budget.

She said that balancing the budget is

crucial to the economic well being of

students alter they graduate.

"I fully support the Pell grant pro-

grams and the college loan and schol

arships program at the federal level,"

said Swift, who acknowledged thut her

college education would not have been

possible without loan programs.

She added. "1 have a moral responsi-

bility to make sure that those same
type of dollars are available for stu-

dents like me and you who want to

access a quality higher education."

According to Swift, the three most
important issues facing students are

the quality and affordiblity of educa-

tion and the economic state of the

country when they graduate.

Swift said that eliminating the

Turn to SWIFT page 3
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Helen Andrews spends several hours working as an escort service dis-

patcher for Student Security.

Flooding wreaks havoc

on eastern part of state

By Dave Howiand
Associated Press

People rallied in Amherst last night to march to the police station to protest police brutality.

BOSTON — The faucet remained

open this morning, as more rain fell

during a morning commute already

made tricky by several road closings.

As of this morning, Route 9 in

Welle 1

I osed westbound and
only one lane was open eastbound:

Route 2 in Arlington had just one lane

open in each direction: Route 3A in

Billericu was closed at the Shawsheen
Rivet; and Route I was closed near the

Topsfield Fairgrounds.

Weather forecaster expect scat-

teied showers today, with some
clearing tonight and tomorrow morn-
ing. Those new showers only will

add to the record rainfall that has

swamped Massachusetts the last sev

era I days.

Water lapped at the tops of flood-

control dams, sump pumps contin-

ued to run at full blast and dozens of

people awoke in emergency shelters

this morning in the wake of last

weekend's rainstorm.

As two days of record rains receded

into memory, officials worried that the

runoff would flood already swollen

rivers Flood warnings were in effect

along the Charles Rivet in Dover, the

Nashua River in East Pepperell and
Concord River in Lowell. State trans-

portation officials warned of delays in

the greater Boston area. Flooding has

closed parts of Route 2 in Arlington

and Cambridge, and Route 9 in

Wellesle\

Meanwhile, smaller creeks that had

flooded back yards and basements
receded, as residents began to assess

the damage. "The bottom line, it was
a pretty darn good storm," said

Walter Drag, a meteorologist with the

National Weather Service. "It was a

major player."

The weather service reported that

10.75 inches of rain had fallen in

Woburn by noon Monday. Typical

fall storms bring one to two inches.

and the average rainfall for

Massachusetts in October is 3.3 inch

M
Boston posted a record for rainfall

during any 24-hour period in October,

with 6b6 inches hilling at Logan
Intel national Airport between 5 a.m.

Sunday and 5 a.m. Monday, the weath-

et service reported.

It was also the second highest rain-

lull ever during a 24 hour period. The
tec oid was set on Aug. 18-19. 1955.

when Hurricane Diane dumped 8.4

inches on Boston

The latest storm totals reported

around the state were: Boston. 7.92

inches; Newbutyport. 12 05 inches;

Lexington. 9 84; North Andover.

9.75; Worcester, 3.54; Rockport,
8.58; Hingham, 7.02; Plymouth.
5 06; Chatham. 4 40.

About 80 people in Amesbury spent

the night at the local high school altei

they were forced from their homes by

flooding, said Don Carlton, assistant

operations officer with the state's

Emergency Management Agency

The storm's only reported casualty

was a Holyoke woman, who died in a

two-car head-on collision early
Sunday. Police Sgt. Robert Wagner
said heavy rain was a factor in the

accident on a curvy stretch of Route
202 covered with leaves and pine
needles. Hundreds of residents were
evacuated Monday in Winchester as

water flowed over the lop of a con-

crete-and-earthworks dam in

Woburn. Officials feared the Hood
control dam could give way, sending

a wall of water downstream into
Winchester.

Monday in Peabody, water up to

four feet deep swirled through the

streets, submerging stranded cars.

Mark Nalesnick, co-owner of
McNamara's Liquors, aold there was
six feet of water in the store's base-

ment, and the sales floor was under a

foPumps for flooded basements were
in short supply. Bob Blumberg, manag-
er of True Value Hardware in Lynn.
said he had gotten more than 500 calls

for pumps, but had only a dozen to

sell.

In Quincy, a manhole cover blew
out on Armory Street, sending sewage
flooding through the streets and into

some basements. Gov. William F.

Weld declared a state of emergency in

Norfolk, Suffolk. Middlesex, Essex and
Plymouth counties, easing the way for

federal aid.

Service on the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority's Green
Line was interrupted by flooding of

the Kenmore Station subway tunnel

after the Muddy River overflowed.

The agency was running buses
instead.

At the flood's peak, water was
over the top of the station's escala-

tors and lapping against the token-

seller's booth upstairs. By Monday
it was subsiding. The U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers brought in

pumps, but MBTA officials did not

know when the station would
reopen.

Arlene Margolis. spokeswoman for

the Massachusetts Emergency
Management Agency, said autumn
leaves increased llixiding everywhere.

The state has MmM I toll-free

number staffed by volunteers who . .///

MBWar questions about fltHHiing and
other storm related tumerns The
numlHT iv 80a2W401l
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Wednesday, Oct. 23

Class — Learn how to make (he traditional Jewish

Challah at a "Challah Baking" class for beginners and

gourmets, 7 p.m.. Chabbad House. 30 N. Hadley Rd.,

Amherst. For more information, call 549-4094.

Thursday, Oct. 24
Appearance — The leffrey Amherst Bookshop is

pleased to announce an appearance by author Barbara

Diamond Goldin at 6 p.m. Her newest books are While

the While Candles Burn: 8 Stories for Hanukkah and

Coyote and the Fire Stick.

Informational Session —
• The Anthropology

Undergraduate Caucus is sponsoring an informational ses-

sion in Machmer 201 at 7 p.m. for any undergraduates

interested in internship information related to

Anthropology. For more information, contact Andrew at

586-2462 or Amy at 546-084 1

.

Lecture — The GLBT Lecture Series presents Ken
Stuckney. a grad student at Wake Forest, who will speak

on "Gay and Lesbian Writing: The Ship and the Safe

Harbor." The event, to be held at 12:30 p.m. in Campus
Center room 903, is free and open to everyone.

Meeting — The next Math Club meeting is at 7 p.m. in

LGRT 1512D. Several experts are coming to teach the

ancient Chinese game Go. All math majors are invited.

Meeting — "Signing Coffee Hour" at 7 p.m. outside of

the Bluewall. The event is sponsored by the HANDS
Club. For more information, call 545-1952.

Rally/March — National Young Women's Day of

Action is being celebrated at 4 p.m. on the Amherst

Commons, along with a march to Haigis Mall at UMass.

Speakers will be featured from noon-1 p.m. on the steps

of the Student Union. For more information about the

events on 5 College campuses, contact Becca (Amherst

College) at 542-2452; Jessie (Hampshire College) at

582-5914; Avery (Mt. Holyoke College) at 493-5698;

Marisa (Smith College) at 585-7010; or Tina (UMass) at

546-0318.

Seminar — A Meditation/Yoga seminar, part of a week-

ly series that introduces Tantric yoga and meditation prac-

tices, will be held in Butterfield, 1st floor lounge, at 8

p.m. The event is sponsored by the UMass Ananda Marga

Yoga Club. For more information, call Alex at 253-634 1

.

Saturday, Oct. 26
Gathering — The South Asian Club is sponsoring a

South Asian Night at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium, featuring dances, a fashion show, and tradi-

tional Indian food. Admission is free.

Sale — The Great Pioneer Valley "Super Sock Sale"

will be held at the Amherst Town Common from 9 a.m. -

3 p.m. Rain date is Sunday, the same time and place. The

sale is a benefit for P.E.T.S. (Placement, Education,

Treatment, Shelter.) the all volunteer animal welfare net-

work. For more information, call 665-1235 or 253-9675.

Talk — Rev. Thomas Brosnan. Roman Catholic priest

and adoptee, and Dean Vicki Swigert. a college adminis-

trator and birth parent, will discuss their views on adop-

tion and the issues surrounding it. The event is held at

Salvo House. 81 Conz St., Northampton. Admission is

$10/door, $5 in advance. For more information, contact

TRY, P.O. Box 989, Northampton, Ma 01061, or call

584-6599.
Sunday. Oct. 27

Haunted House — The South Hadley Knights of

Columbus present a Haunted House from 7-9:30 p.m. at

1 10 Main St.. South Hadley (next to the Town Hall). The

event runs from Sunday Oct. 28 through Tuesday Oct.

30. Admission is $4.

Notices

Community Service — The UMass community service

program is organizing a food and quarter drive as part of

the national "Make a Difference Day," sponsored annually

by the Hampshire Gazette and the Hampshire Community
United Way. Cans of food and money will be collected on

the Campus Center Concourse from Oct. 16-24, from 10

a.m. and in the dining commons on Oct. 21 -24 from 4-7

p.m. Proceeds go to the Food Bank and benefit local shel-

ters and food pantries. Our goal is to collect 10,000 lbs.

and $ 1 ,400 to underwrite the Food Bank's holding costs.

For more information, call the Community service

Program at 545-3327.

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from

8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information,

call 584-8167.
Employment — Applications are still being accepted

from work-study students for the positions of office man-

ager and research coordinator for the Cannabis Reform

Coalition. If interested, please pick up and application in

room 322 of the Student Union or call 545-1 122 to get

One mailed to you. Call John Lanzerotta at 546-6359 for

more information.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies

is seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen,
Dept. of Consumer Studies, 101 Skinner Hall, University

of Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma. 01003. For more infor-

mation, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final

Examination Schedule will be available beginning Friday,

Oct. 18. Copies will be delivered to students in residence

halls, and will be available to off-campus students in the

Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore).

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are

available to help you find answers to your questions and

concerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health

Education Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more

info); Tuesdays 6:30-8:30 p.m. in the International

Lounge, Prince House (call 545- 2299 for more info). All

conversations are confidential.

Informational Session — For all confused about stu-

dent loans, an information session will be hosted by

Financial Aid Services, on Thursday. Oct. 31 from 9 a.m.

- noon in Campus Center room 162-75.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student

Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

New Organization — W1CC (West Indian/Caribbean

Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West
Indies or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as

anyone interested in the culture. For more information,

contact Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

your help is needed. If interested, call Jordan at

546-3548.

Religious — Weekly "Schulan Lurit" meets every

Wednesday from 3-4 p.m. in the Bluewall in the Campus
Center. Look for a sign inside on the right as you enter the

cafe. All Israelis and other Hebrew speakers are welcome.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from 1 to 2 p.m. in

the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement

of Worcester Dining Common). For more information,

call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45. Please call Mark to confirm, or for other

stops, at 253-0361.

"...it's about
tapping

an ocean of
creativity,

passion

and energy

that, as

far as we
can see,

has no
bottom

and no

shores.

"

Jack Welch, Chairman and CEO

How would you describe GE's work

environment? Open, inspiring,

charged, fast-paced, non-bureau-

cratic, apolitical. We think you'll

agree these are particularly appeal-

ing adjectives.

We believe in being "boundaryless."

We're taking down walls that divide

people, eliminating hierarchies and

stripping out bureaucratic processes

company-wide. And it's working. We
are a 70 billion dollar global enter-

prise whose extremely diverse range

of businesses are number one or

number two in their markets.

Others look to us for management
best practices and our financial

results have shareholders cheering.

We'll be on

campus this fall. Please

check with

the Placement Office

for more details.

We want to hear from Bachelor's

and Master's degree candidates. If

you are bright, creative, passionate

about your work and determined to

make things happen, we want you to

know we find these to be particu-

larly appealing qualities.

To find out more, visit us on the World Wide Web at:

http://www.careermosaic.com/cm/ge

An Environment Without Boundaries

An iquil opportunity tmploytr

Ul/ABI TH MOWN \ COlLtOAN

Keith Antar Mason, Director and primary writer of "Underseige Stories", spoke yesterday night to stu-

dents in Gorman Hall.
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Corrections
In the Oct. 21 issue, the feature photo of "Casino Night" on page 2 incorrectly cited the organization sponsor-

ing the event, which was the Asian-American Student Association.

In the Oct. 22 issue, the graph which appeared on the Multicultural Affairs page incorrectly states the Jewish

and Palestinian population ratio in the subdistricts of Jaffa and Jerusalem. In Jaffa, the population of Palestinians

was 29 percent. Jewish 7 1 percent. In Jerusalem, the Jewish population was 38 percent, Palestinian 62 percent. A
corrected map will appear on the Oct. 29 Developing Nations page.

The Oct. 22 Campus Police Log printed incorrect police information which listed the driver of a motorcycle

involved In an accident as Timothy Gould. Gould was the PVTA driver involved. The motorcycle was driven by

JohnSoares.

The Collegian regrets these errors.
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"he Collegian is taking applications for:

DYERUSING
REPRESENTATIVES

We are looking lor Enthusiastic, Energetic, Organized and

Sell-motivated Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors from any major.

If you are guilty of any of these traits, contact Pete or

Craig at the Collegian Advertising Office at 545-3500 or

stop in and fill out an application at

113 Campus Center Basement

f}\\ llfflli BaggM II WftMSti

fit

Every Wednesday Come Into Campus Gear And Check

Out Our Featured Items On Sale For That Day Only

This Wednesday Receive

lL *il MASS JAtKIT

Offer V^i
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come to work. She also records per-

tinent information from Resident
Assistants.

Sullivan hands out assignments to

the six security supervisors at a
briefing, held at 730 p.m. After he
assures that all of the night's posi-
tions have been filled, he goes out
onto the field at 9:30 p.m.

The head supervisor is also
responsible for training and moni-
toring supervisors, as well as ensur-
ing the safety of receptionists.

"Last year a receptionist was
assaulted at her desk, and Larry
Holmes told her to take as much
time off as she needed," Sullivan
said.

Supervisors are told not to inter-

vene in potentially dangerous situa-

tions, but to radio the police imme-
diately.

The head supervisor also makes
sure the escort service dispatcher is

set to go for the evening.

The other end of the line

Helen Andrews, a senior political

science and legal studies major, is in

her fourth year of employment at

Student Security.

As both a supervisor and dis-

patcher, Andrews has logged many
hours in and out of the police sta-

tion. She admits that her position on
the receiving end of the campus
escort phone line is the most chal-

lenging aspect of her job.

"There are some days I love it,

some days 1 hate it," Andrews said

of working dispatch. "I've been
threatened, and called a Nazi racist

bitch because I offered someone a

walking escort."

The greatest amount of tension

between students and the dispatcher

is generated from the overwhelming
demand for an escort van, as

opposed to a walking escort,

Andrews said.

"Last night a guy called who
wanted to go from Gorman
(Residence Hall ] to Hamlin
I
Residence Hall], and I offered him

a walking escort," Andrews said.

"He said, 'I guess I have the wrong
color skin to get a van, you...' and

hung up."

It is the policy of the entire escort

service to prioritize people waiting

for escorts, alone, in dark and
remote areas. Parking lots, being

quite a distance from the center of

campus, are often serviced first by

the vans.

According to Andrews, no student

is ever denied an escort, but stu-

dents in safe locations travelling

short distances are recommended a

walking escort.

"The escort service can't be every-

thing to everybody," Andrews said.

"It is not a taxi service. I treat it as a

safety service.

"If someone needs to get some-
where safely, we make sure they get

there," Andrews said.

Andrews has encountered both

verbal abuse and amusing situations

Want to

write

about
poetry, film, the-

ater, musk.
books, travel,

food or anything
else?

Then write for
the firts &
Living Desk.

Come, down
today!

Swift

from students who do not under-
stand the escort service priorities.

"They [students] swear us out,

but we've heard it all already."
Andrews said. "We've become very

thick-skinned.

"Guys call up trying to sound like

I girl because they think they will

get a van faster," Andrews said.

"My biggest beef is when people

think they are paying for the escort

service. The funding is from Public

Safety, not from tuition," Andrews
said.

Public Safety has two vans, and
alternates the use of a car when nec-

essary.

"Between walking and driving, we
can transport about 70 people on a

weekend night. It poured last night

and we did 83," Andrews said.

Andrews said that intoxicated stu-

dents generally do not cause prob-

lems on the phone lines.

"Most drunk people are more will-

ing to walk. They are more honest,

and will tell me, 'I've been drinking'.

"People who want to go drink are

the problem, because they are all

dressed up and don't want to walk,"

Andrews said.

Though Andrews and other dis-

patchers work late nights in a small

office with nothing but a ringing

telephone, she says working for

Student Security has been a reward-

ing experience.
"1 came here as a very naive fresh-

man, and I am going to leave with

knowledge and managerial skills,"

Andrews said.

Driving the van

After the student dispatcher fields

telephone calls, he or she radios the

pick-up locations to the escort vans,

which are driven by PSOs.

On this particular night, PSO
Peggy Koscinski was behind the

wheel of the escort van, responding

to the small amount of escort

requests the station received on the

holiday weekend.

"I love this job," Koscinski said.

"I love to drive around and get to

know people."

Koscinski admits that there are

some students who complain about

the wait for the van on busy nights

(11 p.m. - 1 a.m. is the busiest

time), but overall she enjoys the

interaction with people.

"There are a lot of nice people

who ride," Koscinski said. "But
there are some who don't even talk

to me. Sometimes thev trv to light a

cigarette or play with the radio.

Drunk people try to flag me down,
and 1 can't stop to pick them up.

"To me it's a great service, the

best you can offer. I've met hun-

dreds of really nice people who
know me by name, and I will know
where they are going," Koscinski

said.

|ohn Mado. a junior HRTA major

took a ride in the escort van that

night. He said that he frequently

uses the escort service to "get from

point A to point B" quickly and safe-

ly-

"Sometimes it's good, but occa-

sionally they |vans| tend not to

show," Mado said.

"We've never not shown,"
Koscinski said. "Sometimes we get

there and students don't show up. or

I'll get to calls 15 minutes behind

and they leave.

"I've been driving escort for three

years and I've never not shown,"
Koscinski said.

According to Koscinski. if the stu-

dent in need of a ride is not present

when the van arrives, the driver

waits about ten minutes.

Magalie Lamour, a senior political

science/legal studies/Spanish major,

also utilized the escort van that

evening.

"I use it quite often and I have a

severe back problem. The supervi-

sors here help me out when the spe-

cial service vans can't get to me,"
Lamour said.

"My experience so far has been
very good," Lamour said.

Patrolling the campus
In between answering calls for

walking escorts, supervisors monitor

the residential areas they are

assigned to, checking to make sure

the security receptionists are at their

posts.

Supervisor Shawn Sleeves, a

senior microbiology major, was
assigned to a portion of Southwest
Residential Area. He was accompa-
nied by then supervisor-in-training,

Fred Farson, a sophomore.

"This is my fourth semester work-

ing for Security," Steeves said. "I

really enjoy this job. I like being able

to get outdoors."

Steeves and Farson distribute

keys to receptionists to unlock the

security desks, then they travel

from dorm to dorm, making sure

receptionists are performing their

duties.

The supervisors also lock all of

the doors in each residence hall and

make sure the alarm system is acti-

vated.

Along the way. Steeves notes a

few broken doors whose alarm sys-

tems cannot be activated, and
includes this in his nightly report.

Despite the fact that the tower

area in Southwest has been prob-

lematic recently with regards to

objects being thrown out of win-

dows, Steeves said he "never feels

endangered" while on patrol.

"Our problems are mostly people

who have had a few too many drinks

and try to enter a building without

their ID," Steeves said.

Steeves said people who become
violent are reported to the police.

Working for Student Security has

been touted by some as a thankless

job, but the employees do not feel

that way. Both Sullivan and
Andrews said the staff members
have formed close friendships over

the years in the police station.

continued from page 1

Department of Education would free

up money to help pay for programs

that directly benefit students.

"Instead of spending the money on a

bureaucracy in Washington, the money
can be put in to more funding for

scholarships and loans, into more
books and supplies, and teacher

salaries." Swift said.

According to Swift, balancing the

budget will benefit education and
"tough economic choices will make
sure that when you (students] gradu-

ate, you graduate into a growing econ-

omy," she said.

She added that the "tough economic

choices" can come from the bureaucra-

cies in government and not programs

like student loans, grants and
HeadStart, a program that prepares

under-privileged children for school.

The recent SGA-led voter registra-

tion drive ended with a total of

approximately 8.000 students regis-

tered to vote. According to Jaime
S.nith, student coordinator of UMass
Votes and panelist of the forum, about

80 percent of the registrants declared

themselves as independent.

Swift said that the independent sta-

tus of many students can be attributed

to the "disaffection of voters in general

with both major (political | parties."

She specifically pointed to. what she

believes, as the trend of Democrats
becoming too liberal and Republicans

becoming too conservative. Most indi-

viduals have moved more towards the

center, she said.

"I think that you |
students | have to

evaluate candidates based not on the

party labels, but what they stand for,"

Swift said.

She added, "I think I put forth com-
mon sense, moderate approaches to

issues (and to] invest in education that

will pay dividends down the road."

Commenting on the what is per-

ceived as cynicism, among students, in

the political process, Swift said that

students arc not cynical, they just do
not trust what the politicians say and

"are probably intelligent because a lot

of people (politicians) promise things

that they then end up not doing."

"We have been trying to focus our

campaign on common sense pragmatic

solutions and not climbing onto the

give away the world and you can keep

all your money kind of tax programs,"

said Swift, referring to Clinton's tax

hike in 1993 and Dole's proposed 15

percent tax cut.

Unlike her Republican counterparts

in Congress. Swift believes that

Affirmative Action is necessary in the

country because "we don't live in a

race blind society. We need to equalize

opportunity," she said.

Swift is running against incumbent
Representative John Olver
(D-Amherst). She graduated from
Trinity College, Hartford in American
Studies. She has been a member of the

stale Senate since 1 990 and has served

on committees such as Ways and
Means and Education.

The next forum will be held with

Olver on Oct. 28 in the Union Video

Center's studio at 4 p.m. Student
Government President Maurice
Caston and the Collegian News
Editor. Mike Elliott were members of

the panel.

Students enjoy delicious apples
By Daniel E. Levenson

Collegian staff

University of Massachusetts Professor Duane Greene
is speaking out about the wide variety of apples avail-

able for consumption.

In a recent press release Greene said, "don't always

get that bag of Delicious. There are some wonderful

eating experiences and wonderful cooking experiences

out there, far beyond what you'll find in the super mar-

ket."

There are approximately 6,000 varieties of apples,

according to Greene, who supervises the growth of 250
at an experimental farm in Belchertown run by the

University.

His research involves pest management and fruit

storage and, in general, is aimed towards the consumer
aspects of apple production.

According to students at UMass. a market does exist

for Greene.
"1 think apples are a delicious and healthy snack,"

said John Macuga, a sophomore history major.

Kevin McGrath. a junior in the School of
Management said that he has eaten apples in the past

and, that he probably will consume them again in the

future. "I like them, they taste good. They're nutri-

tious," McGrath said.

Brett Lindebury, a senior park management and
arboroculture major, cited both the good and bad side

of apple consumption.

"I like them a lot ." said Lindenbury, "They clean the junk

off your teeth when you have stuff stuck in them."

But he also said that there can be a dangerous side to

eating fruit is which may have been exposed to pesticides.

"I think you should know what's been sprayed on
apples before you eat them," Lindenbury said.

Greene said that many students are simply not aware
of how many types of apples exist. The list includes;

Matsu, Gala-Go-Red, Fiesta, Honeycrisp, Pink Lady
and Akane.

Greene said Cortland, Matsu, Delicious and Akane
are the best choice for cooking.

People should remember to refrigerate apples,
Greene said, because "they go downhill rapidly."

International Affairs Correspondent
The Collegian is currently seeking qualified applicants to serve as international Affairs

.
Correspondents. These unpaid writers will provide coverage of lectures and related events which deal

with worldwide issues and conflicts.

Applicants are expected to be versed in international political economy and/or the particular coun-
try/conflict they wish to cover.

Interested applicants should direct their questions to Michael Elliott or Sunanda Ghosh at

545-1762.

WITH COUPON
Keep That Great Summer Look?

TANNINQ SPECIAL, 1 VISITS FOR $40 with coupon
Our WOLFr bed really works

We are your Full Service Salon from Head to Toe
We offer professional

Hair Care • Waxing • facials • Mail Care
• Make-up Applications • Wolff Tanning • Lash fir: Brow Tinting

Styles By Deborah
"The Spa" for hair 8f skin care

549-5610

At Northwestern College of Chiropractic, we feel

strongly about the quality of education we provide

to our 600 students and their preparedness for

satisfying careers.

As our 3,000 alumni know, we can provide

you with an educational experience featuring:

• 55 years of expertise developing a well-rounded,

rigorous educational program integrating the basic and

dinical sciences, diagnosis. X-ray, chiropractic therapeu-

tics, wellness care and practice management:

• Emphasis on clinical, hands-on education and experience:

• 11:1 student-to-faculty ratio, individual faculty attention,

easy access to educational resources;

• Clinical internships in 80+ Minnesota community dinics

and five College public clinics:

• Extensive interdisciplinary clinical learning opportunities;

• A research center known internationally and dedicated to

advancing chiropractic science and the profession;

• Final term, full-time private practice internships globally;

• A beautiful 25-acre campus featuring leading-edge class-

rooms, science and methods labs, and clinic facilities;

• Career Services Office to assist graduates in job

placement;

• New sUte-of-the-art library to support education and

research.

For a personal visit or more detailed information,

call a Northwestern Admissions counselor at

1-800-888-4777.

Committed to Clinical (xcellence and Preparedness for Professional Success
'

Northwestern College of Chiropractic • 2501 West 84th Street • Minneapolis, Minnesota 55431

Cigna
A Business ofCaring.

Internet Address:

lit lp://www.iijjna.cnm

We're looking for

different degrees in caring.

ll.A.'v .mil ll.S.s AND MORE. CIGNA, a Railing provide! of health care, insur-
ance- and related Hnant i.il services, is recruiting students and graduating seniors
who'd like to make an immediate Contribution in a dynamic environment in the
lollowing areas:

• Human lie sources

• Information/Systems Management
I'xplore a career with a company that's focused on eating.
On Campus:

Hate: October 29, 1996

lime: 6:00 - 7: IS p.m.

Location: Campus Center, Room 1 62- 175

Behavioral Interviewing Workshop: 7:15 - 9:00 p.m.

OPEN WALL STVUBHTS
Hefieslmienls will be Mrffftf. CtttHUi tliess is okay.

We re mi tv/ii.ifi>/V>wfimir) employer. M/l/O/V. "CHINA" refers f<> CHiNA mtd/or one or more of its

snbsiilimiis. Most rm/>/<>>crs <irr employa! by sul<\i,li,irii\ o/CHiNA Ilotporathm. which provide

iiiuiniiuc mul iiliitett I'tuiliicts.

~
1 iMiUitS. A

i)

OSAKAA
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Why Carter should lead the U.N.

Martin F,

Jones

On Dec. 11, 1996 the Secretary General of the

United Nations, Boutros Boutros-Gali of Egypt

will complete his first, and perhaps his final

five-year term as the head of the world's most impor-

tant and most powerful international organization. As it

stands, the United States has vowed to veto any attempt

to reappoint Boutros-Gali as U.N. chief, citing his inef-

fectiveness and failure to adequately reform the organi-

zation.

While many would question the importance of such a

decision as the selection of the U.N. Secretary General,

it must be stated nevertheless, that the future of global

peace and stability may come to depend more and more
in the coming years in the reliability of a strong mediat-

ing body such as the U.N., and even more
importantly, a reformed U.N. that breaks

from the traditional role of serving as an

unchallenged mechanism which the United

States has used to continue to reinforce its

increasing global hegemony upon the

world community.
Today, I'd like to endorse the idea of an American

taking the helm of the U.N. in an unprecedented cru-

sade to move the world community towards a new glob-

al order of peaceful conflict resolution. There is, of

course, one man that comes to mind, a former comman-
der in chief of the U.S. armed forces who is well-known
and highly respected throughout the entire world, and

has established a sturdy repoire among a number of

developing nations: former president, limmy Carter.

lames Earl Carter, the 39th president of the

United States, may be remembered one day as the

greatest diplomat the world has ever known. While
he is best remembered for his handling of the

1979-1981 Iranian hostage crisis, Carter should also

be noted for his remarkable foreign policy activity

and achievements both during his administration and

following his departure from the White House in

1981.

Moments after Ronald Reagan took the oath of office

on (an. 20. 1981. the final arrangements which had
been successfully negotiated by Carter were executed

for the release of 52 hostages whom had been held for

over a year by the Iranian Government. With the elec-

tion and inauguration of Reagan, the presidency of

limmy Carter passed into history, as he would become
former President Jimmy Carter-private citizefVin the

wake of the Iranian hostage crisis, a stagnant economy
and a failed presidential campaign, the question which
presented itself was what the future held for the man
who, for the previous four years, had been one of the

most powerful men in the world.

During the waning months of his presidency, Jimmy
Carter accepted a distinguished professorship at Emory
University in Atlanta. Carter would later develop a

strong relationship with the institution and would even-

tually choose the Emory campus as the site of the Carter

Center, a private institution through which Carter

would chart the peacemaking work of his post-presi-

dential years.

In one version of a siory recounted by his wife.

Rosalyn. Carter woke up abruptly one night and spoke

the words "conflict resolution" (Driemen, 1992. p. 172).

Rosalyn also recalled that Jimmy woke and said. "I

know what we can do at the library. We can help devel-

op a place to help people who want to resolve disputes"

(Carter and Carter. 1987. p. 31). In 1982. the jimmy
Carter Presidential Library and Museum and The Carter

Center of Emory University were founded.

For the past 15 years, Carter has taken up the chal-

lenge of making peace and has demonstrated through
his activities that a former president can wield signifi-

cant influence towards resolving armed conflicts and to

building the foundations necessary for people to live in

peace. As a former naval officer in the nuclear subma-
rine program and later as commander in chief of the

U.S. armed forces. Carter has always remained close to

the potential and possibility of war. Because of these

experiences, Carter clearly understands and can fully

appreciate the devastating toll war inflicts on countries

and people around the world. In a speech the 1992
Carter Center consultation that was entitled "Resolving

lnti.iN.iMuu.il conflicts," he clearly articulated his

views on war:

"War is bestial. It is inhuman. It violates basic

human values and ignores laws designed over centuries,

even millennia, that protect the rights of one person liv-

ing adjacent to another" (Carter, "Human rights," 1992.

p. 10). Here, Carter articulates the necessity of

addressing the elimination of war as a means of resolv-

ing differences between peoples or coun-

tries.

Nov. 5, 1996 will mark the twentieth

anniversary of Jimmy Carter's election as

the 39th president of the United States.

At the age of 72, Jimmy Carter has
remained remarkably active on the world stage, and
most would agree that he has been the most effective

former president in U.S. history. As a peacemaker,
Carter stands without rival, and holds the distinction of

being the only U.S. president since Herbert Hoover
(1929-1933) to head a presidential administration

without ever utilizing military force.

The Iranian hostage crisis was peacefully negotiated

to a close after 444 days, with the sole casualties being

the eight U.S. servicemen who died during an aborted

mission to rescue the hostages. The 1980 Soviet inva-

sion Afghanistan was respectfully addressed by Carter

through the initiation of a U.S. led boycott of the

Summer Olympic games in Moscow that same year.

Carter's greatest diplomatic triumph was the Camp
David Accord, the Mideast peace agreement between
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin in which the first comprehen-
sive peace accord between Israel and an Arab nation

would be established. (This achievement would earn

Carter the first of a series of nominations for the Nobel

Peace Prize.)

In his 15 years since leaving the White House,
Jimmy Carter has made a remarkable impact on world

diplomacy. Through his Carter Center, President

Carter has been called upon numerous times as a

highly respected civilian to help mediate towards a

peaceful resolution of a number of international dis-

putes. In 1994, Jimmy Carter underscored the epilep-

tic nature of the Clinton Administration's dealings

with foreign policy challenges in Haiti, Bosnia and the

Korean peninsula as he intervened as a mediator with

varied degrees of success in each of those conflicted

regions.

There is no question that Jimmy Carter has the expe-

rience, expertise, diplomatic skills, and international

respectability to successfully lead the U.N. Few others

have established the reputation of trustworthiness and
reliability in international relations as Carter has during

his White House administration and the subsequent

years hence.

There is of course the dilemma of the U.S. being

perceived as expanding its global hegemony if a former

U.S. president were to succeed Boutros-Gali as U.N.

chief. However, many would argue that based upon his

record. Carter would actually be the best equipped to

keep in check such imperial machinations as they've

been executed by the Clinton Administration (e.g.

Helms-Burton Act). One thing is definitely clear:

limmy Carter experience as a peacemaker makes him
the best choice for Secretary General, holding the

greatest promise to restore the U.N. to its original mis-

sion of maintaining peace and international coopera-

tion as the world marches forward into the 21st centu-

ry-

Martin F. Jones is a Collegian columnist.

So much for diversity

Ann

Rubinstein

I
have been living in my dorm for

almost a year now. I like it. I

don't break any of the important

rules. I respect my neighbors. I

attend floor meetings. I am a good
resident. There is a rumor going
around that I might

get kicked out. In

fact, the rumor says

that everyone in the

dorm will be forced to

adjust to new housing

next year. Everyone, that is, except

for the Asian students who live there.

From what I have heard they are

planning on making my dorm all

Asian next year.

Now as 1 said, this is only a rumor
and probably is not true. Yet it is not

beyond the stretch of the imagina-

tion. As of this semester the fourth

floor of my building is reserved only

for Asians. Some of my friends were

kicked out of their rooms on the top

floor for no reason other than the

color of their skin. Other friends of

mine were moved up there from
other floors of building, against their

will, because of their ethnicity. I

think this is a form of discrimination

and segregation.

If I wanted to live on an all white

floor and requested that the school

throw everyone off of my floor who
was any other color, well. I think

they might say no, the idea would be

rejected in two seconds. Not only

that, I would probably be given stern

lectures on diversity, multicultural-

ism and racism. The school would
feel tarnished for having even
thought of the idea for those two sec-

onds. Yet an all Asian floor is accept-

able. There should not be a differ-

ence between the treatment of an

idea for an all white floor and an all

Asian floor.

Not that I have the desire to live

on an all white floor.

Living in a dorm is one

of the great experi-

ences of college. You
do not know your
neighbors until you get

there and in most situations they

tum out to be rather different from

you. You do not have to be best

friends with the people in the dorm.

It is interesting though to get a taste

of all different kinds of people out

there.

My first semester at the University

of Massachusetts I was dumped into

an all girl dorm. It was not all that

awful of a semester. I met some of

my best friends and had a good time.

The next semester when I moved into

a co-ed dorm, I found out a lot more
about college. I met all sorts of great

people: guys, girls, Asians, whites.

Americans, Europeans and more.
People from all different back-
grounds, some I could relate to, some
I could not. It is all part of the college

experience, meeting people from all

walks of life.

The dorm is one place where you

can hang out with all sorts of peo-

ple. In real life though, most people

usually hang out with people similar

to them. It was pointed out to me
recently that if you go into the DC.
and look around it is obvious that

people segregate themselves.

Certain races sit together, certain

teams sit together, the students in

R.O.T.C. sit together, the lunch
ladies sit together. Not that this is

an absolute rule, some tables are a

random mix of all sorts of people,

but on the average, like sits with

like. Take the D.C. as a small scale

for what life is like. My point is in

most parts of life, people end up
associating with individuals similar

to themselves.

Does all of life have to be like this

though? Isn't it good to have diversi-

ty? Why do some of the Asian people

on this campus feel as though all

their life has to be separate from
other cultures. I feel affronted when
they do not want me on their floor.

Would it be so bad to have me living

next door or down the floor? Say
"hi" to me in passing and then go out

to see your friends.

What confuses me even more than

people wanting to have a floor with

only their ethnicity on it is the

school's condoning this. Upon enter-

ing this school, we get so much polit-

ically correct, multicultural diversity

jargon thrown at us that I fully

expected this to be the most diverse

place on Earth. After some time here,

I realized that a lot of this is just talk.

In our culture right now it is proba-

bly impossible for anywhere to be
entirely diverse. I still thought that

UMass was striving to become as

diverse as possible. How can they

condone a whole floor dedicated to

segregation?

Ann Rubinstein is a UMass stu-

dent

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this pace are those of the individual writers

and ao not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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What the Hell is it?

This summer, as 1 was waiting for a bus, a woman
approached me. She had a stack of Bibles in one

hand and a sheaf of papers in the other hand. I

politely declined the Bible, but feeling guilty about not

accepting a copy of the Good Book, I agreed to take one

of the pamphlets.

"You be sure to read that over well," the woman told

me, before she scurried off to spread the word.

I read the pamphlet she'd given me. On one side were

two verses from the Bible, on the other the address of a

downtown church. 1 don't remember the

verses now, but the gist of it read along the

lines of: "If you don't convert to

Christianity right now, you're going to burn

in hell." And this church promised to save

my soul if I repented all my sins and
became a member. Mind you, it didn't tell me whether I

would be going to heaven once I became a member of this

church. For all I know, I could convert to Christianity and

still go to hell.

Of course this little bit of information freaked me out. I

quickly folded up the piece of paper and tossed it into the

garbage can — risking my prospects for the afterlife in the

process.

So now, I started thinking about what was going to

happen to me after I closed my eyes for the last time. As a

Hindu, I've always believed I'd be reincarnated. If I was
particularly good, maybe I'd come back as a human being

again. If I turned out to be an absolutely foul sort of per-

son, I'd probably end up as a cockroach. This was my
understanding and it pretty much worked for me.

Now there's this thing called hell. It's a pretty hefty

concept, especially to spring on someone as unsuspecting

as me.

Since my ideas about this afterlife resort are a bit

sketchy, I'm trying to figure out what the hell it is like. It's

probably kind of hot down there, whereas I'd think heav-

en is probably air-conditioned. Or. maybe it'd rain and

Seema

Gangatirkar

snow all the time in hell and heaven is warm and sunny.

with placid little clouds floating around — perfect for

angels strumming their golden harps.

Weather aside, hell could be reliving that one moment
in your life you'd most like to forget. Imagine Admiral

Stockdale walking around for eternity screaming,

"Gridlock!" And of course, you'd have to be perfectly

aware of everything that's going on, otherwise it wouldn't

be hell. In heaven, I'm guessing that those traumatic

moments in your life have probably been erased from your

memory. In that case, Gary Hart would
never have to remember how he blew his

chance to snag the presidential nomination

years and years ago.

Hell could also be defined as watching

marathons of saccharine-laden family sit-

coms like "Full House" or "Family Matters." Think about

having to spend the rest of forever with the Olsen twins or

Steve Urkel. Not pleasant, huh?
I bet in heaven, you get Direct Television and can watch

any of the 3.457,856 channels you want and if you want

to watch Bob Saget and friends, well, that's your preroga-

tive. In heaven, you can change the channel.

So depending on what kind of rotten sinner you are.

hell is adaptable. You hate the DCs cavatelli supreme,

guess what's served for dinner every night in hell? Or
maybe you bad-mouthed The New Kids on the Block and

you've got to pay for your transgressions by listening to

"Hangin' Tough" over and over for perpetuity.

So, at this point, it's a toss-up. If I start going to church

today, the chances are I'm still going to hell, because

according to this pamphlet. I've pretty much been sinning

away 20 years of my life. It's going take a lot of confession

to negate all that time I've wasted being evil.

So, lady, thanks for the offer to attend your church. I

appreciate your concern for my immortal soul, but I think

I'll take my chances with karma.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian columnist.

Securing the

University Store

To the editor:

On Friday, Oct. 15, 1996, a

group of students assembled at the

Campus Center Store at the

Whitmore Administration Building

to bring a specific incident involving

a student of color to our attention

and to express their ongoing frustra-

tions about security issues at the

University Store.

First, we want to offer our sincere

apology to the student who earlier

this month was stopped for alleged-

ly shoplifting by the security staff at

the University Store. It was deter-

mined upon further investigation

that this student was not shoplift-

ing. This, unfortunately, is a reoc-

currence of similar instances that

have happened in the past. Previous

attempts to address this type of

issue have obviously not been effec-

tive.

Second, during our discussion
with the group which assembled on
Friday, we committed to developing

an action plan to respond to their

specific concerns. Elizabeth Dale,

director of business and facilities

services will begin an ongoing dia-

logue with representatives of the

group and the Campus Center
Commission to review and revise

the security policies at the
University Store. Effective immedi-
ately, the University Store will

cease the use of student security

staff. In conjunction with these ini-

tiatives, the employees of the

Campus Center will discuss ways to

create an atmosphere at the

University Store which is welcom-
ing and responsive to all its cus-

tomers.

The management of the

University Store, like all profes-

sional retailers, must take measures

to insure that merchandise is paid

for before it leaves the premises.

Theft of merchandise becomes an

added cost of doing business and
results in higher prices for all cus-

Letters to the Editor

tomers. Over the years the
University Store staff has attempt-

ed to balance this responsibility for

guarding against theft with the
University's goals of creating a wel-

coming environment for all stu-

dents. We must strive harder to

achieve the desired balance
between these two objectives.

We want to thank the students

who courafeously brought these
issues to our attention. You have
our commitment that we will con-

tinue the dialogue begun on Friday

and we will take the appropriate

action to create an atmosphere
where every student feels welcome
at the University Store.

Marcellete Williams

Deputy Chancellor

Paul Page
Vice Chancellor for

Administration and Finance

Elizabeth Dale
Director of Business and Facilities

Services

Lets all hold hands
for peace

To the editor:

It is not the first time and certain-

ly not the last that we will hear and
read articles coming from people
who have no idea about what they

are talking.

Dear Prof. Du Bois,

With all due respect, I am very

disappointed that an educated and
experienced person as yourself
would act in such a irresponsible

and unproductive manner. As far

as I am concerned, your ignorance

and lack of knowledge on what
really goes on in Israel is as high as

the UMass library. People like you
and their mistaken ideas will not

contribute, in any way, to achiev-

ing what we all strongly desire.

PEACE.
Let me try and show a more real-

istic view of what really went on in

that sad and tragic incident in

Israel. From the first day the Israeli

government changed its leadership,

Arafat and his people were looking

for an excuse to start a new
"Intefada" in order to create an
international support for their

demands.

The opening of the controversial

tunnel was just an excuse for Arafat

and his people to start what they
wanted to and to fool people like

yourself in thinking that they were
reacting with violence legitimately.

The opening of the tunnel had a

purpose of bringing tourists to the

area, and by doing that bringing
prosperity and acknowledgement to

both sides. There was no intention

to desecrate the Palestinian holy
sites what so ever. But Arafat had to

stimulate his people and they con-
verted their anger towards the
Israeli troops, who were there to

protect the visitors and maintain
order.

I agree with you that more
Palestinian people were killed in

the feud, but this doesn't necessar-

ily mean that the Israelis shot more
bullets or that the Palestinians
didn't shoot to kill. Let's not for-

get the fact that the Palestinians
were "shooting at Israeli soldiers
with the guns that were given to

them by the Israeli authorities so
they could maintain order in their

land.

Believe me, this story is sad, and
I am sure that every citizen in

Israel has a strong desire for peace
and quiet in the region. We simply
have different opinions on how to

get there, period. We need to write
about the positive achievements
that have already been accom-
plished, and to do our best to calm
things down so all the attention
can be given to spending time on
negotiations instead of confronta-
tions.

Let's all hold hands, and strive to

bring peace to the region so that no
more blood will be spilled, so our
children will get to play together
instead of having to fight each
other. — — —Guy Ben-Tovim

Amherst
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Young women prepare to

Rally to be held on town
take action;

commons
By Amy Corveieyn
Collegian Correspondent

Students in the Five callvge urea

will celebrate National Young
Women's Day of Action witll a rally

on the Amherst Commons toniOtrow.

The rally will begin at 4 p.m on the

Commons and will be followed by a

march to llaigis Mull ut University of

Massachusetts.

Tomorrow'* rally will kick off a

month of direct action in the commu-
nit>. concerning issues sudi as date

rape, safety on campus and aecoks to

sale abortion. ^«a*l
Tina Cincotti, a senior women's

studies major at UMass and the coor-

dinator uf the rally, said the goal of

the rally is. to empower students to

sign up for these Issues.

"Our goal is to do somotWrtg that

would make a difference for more
than one day." said Cincotti, who
was also involved with last year's

activities.

This year marks the fourth

National Young Women's Day of

Action. Students from across the

country bring attention to oQficerns

such as pumen's reproductive un <i

health rights, domestic violence

issues, education and lesbian/Wsexu

al rightf*

The rally occurs in October to

commemorate the death of Rose
Jimenez, the first known woman to

die of an illeaaJjJjQrtion in the

United States. After the passage of

the Hyde Amendment, a nee* ban on

abortion coverage tw low income
Women, Jimenez became one of many
women unable to pay tor safe abor-

tions. T^r^^jiw
At the time of her death in 1 977.

(imene/. had a scholarship chock In

her pocket for $700 She tetused to

lose her chance at an education by

using the check lor a safe abortion.

The national event is a product of

a "Fight for Abortiolf'Rights and

Reproductive freedom* conference

held at Hampshire College in April

1992. At the conference, the daafce to

empower women surtoundinf health

issues was voiced and*) network of

activists was established. Through a

coalition of organisations such as the

U.S. Student Association and the

Boston Women's Action Coalition,

the evetjt was bom.
Lasiyear. 350 colleges and univet

siiies nationwide took part in the day

of alfton. In the Five College area,

stujpnts have been involved in the

I^Ponal Young Women's Day of

«tion for the last fjQUX. years.

However, last ytar was A* first time

in which students at UMass became
involved ^W
This year's rajry includes four

speakers whu will locus on four

issues. Thtjaa- issues include: date

rape and safety on campuses, poverty

and the connection within it to

domestic violence, the disempower-

ment of young women and safe abor-

tion access and clinic violence^!

Students participating IB the rail)

will have an opportunity to sign up to

make a difference in these areas of

their comafcinity. Following the rally,

a month of aajryice will be a part of

the five college wurk in this area.

For more information on the day

of action or the community service

planned for the month alttiid, please

tall the Clvii Libertw* and Public

Policy Program at Hampshire College

582-5645.

National Women's Day of Action
By Heather Morelond
Collegian Correspondent

Oct. 24, marks the National Young Women's Da>
of Action, a day organized for women to speak out

about issues that affect their lives and to bring togeth-

er an awareness in the community and unite the

grassroots campaign nationally. The Young
Women's Bill of Rights was created in conjunction

with National Young Women's Day of Action. The
bill was created in the months following "The Fight

for. Abortion Rights and Reproductive Freedom
Conference" for activists across the country.

The Young Women's Bill of Rights is a statement

by young women who are uniting and creating a plan

of action. The bill addresses issues that are absolutely

necessary, entirely attainable and have the capability

to empower young women to make positive and
social change. The National Young Women's Day of

Action promotes women to discuss specific issues and

add to the Young Women's Bill of Rights.

Young women expressed the need to create and

begin their own pro-act!** platform. The idea for this

bill was based on a Bill of Rights that was presented

at the Beijing Women's Conference. The bill is a work

in progress. The campaign presented on the Young
Women's Day of Action uses the Bill of Rights to

open up communication lines between community
and campus organizations.

The National Young Women's Bill of Rights is a

tool used for young women, activists and organizers

to come together and address the full range of issues

that affect women's lives. Women are uniting on

National Young Women's Day of Action to prove

that by working together, these demands are real-

ized.

Upon completion, the bill hopes to address such

issues as reproductive freedom, economic develop-

ment, racial justice, sexual freedom, education and a

healthy environment and quality health care for all

women. These issues arise from basic freedoms which

are addressed in the bill to hold specific influence in

the daily lives of women. The campaign demands that

young women's rights will not be devalued.

Republican women not taken seriously

Alison

Crawford

The importance of public opinion is

steadily rising, so the strategy is to rely

on the next generation of Republicans

to brmg the GOP to the youth, giving it

a face lift. Surprise, part of the plan is

to showpiece the women in the party as

a additional facet to relate to.

In a recent copy of George, the article

entitled "Women of the GOP" was a

core stoty. The cutline

lead "Meet today's

young Republicans.

They're tough, ideologi-

cal and female." This

could have some merit,

women in the Republican party, maybe

they are transforming it from the inside.

No. I'm sorry, I was wrong. They are

still marginalized, even when they are

supposed to be the ones in the spot-

light, or on a fashion runway as they

were in this article. Even before com-

menting on what was said by and

about these women, the pictures that

went along with it must be mentioned.

Four different pictures — in an arti-

cle about how strong the women's
influence in the Republican party is.

The captions read "Model Republicans:

TV. commentator Laura Ingraham

(pants and jacket by Calvin Klein,

shoes by Prada) and speech writer

lennifer Grossman (coat dress by

Versace, shoes by Bruno Magli)."

Maybe these women didn't take it as

degrading, maybe they have learned to

balance their intelligence with their

looks. I am not saying that they hold

their positions simply because they are

pretty. They are good at what they do,

but why do they submit to being cast

aside as "Newt Gingrich media coordi-

nator Leigh Ann Pusey (suit and shoes

by Chanel, bag by Ferragamo)?"

The Republican party has brought

women to the front of their campaign.

but. according to the article in George,

none of them seem to

have an original idea in

their head. These
women all seem to nod

their heads and say

"Yes, Bob, anything

you say, Bob."

The Republican party is widely con-

sidered to be ami- female, as exempli-

fied in their stand on abortion, affirma-

tive action, and in their backing of

Clarence Thomas.

"Not true" said Nancy Mitchell, an

economist with Citizens for a Sound

Economy. "The Republican party is

hostile not to women, but to big gov-

ernment." So then why does the party,

and the women that are in it, stand by

their anti-feminist beliefs?

Women are being used by their media

relations staff to soften the attack ads

that are being used in the campaigns.

They aren't saying what they think, they

are saying what they are told.

"It's not simply an attempt to appeal

to female voters by having a woman
speak." republican consultant Todd
Domke said. "It's meant to take some

of the meaness out of it."

The republican party asks, "Want to

improve women's economic status?"

Leigh Ann Pusey, communications
coordinator for Newt Gingrich said

that part of their platform is "to

strengthen families, slash taxes so

mothers can afford to stay home and

raise their children if that's what their

hearts desire." Good — if that is what

their hearts desire, but why should

women be the only ones mentioned

here? Why couldn't the tax break help

fathers stay in the home and take care

of their kids?

The article then goes on to claim, for

the entire women's platform in the

party, that abortion is wrong. Penny

Young Nance, of Concerned Women
for America, said that women "that

have had abortions lived with the guilt

that feminism told them to deny."

Now it is no longer that abortion is

wrong— but rather the feminists who
are at fault and are responsible for the

guilt that women who have had abor-

tions feel. My understanding is that fem-

inists are working to keep abortion safe,

legal and trying to make it affordable.

Kate O'Beime said that Republican

women "reject the construct of feminist

movement, which is victimology." If it

weren't for feminism and the women
who fought to get them the vote, I

doubt that Leigh Ann would be coordi-

nating Gingrich's clothes let alone his

media appearance.

Allison Crawford is a Collegian cor-

respondent.

Outstanding women subject of spring art project

By Bethany R Levrouh

Collegian Correspondent

"Celebrate the Women Who Rise Above" is a public art

project being planned for the spring semester. It's aimed to

bring attention to outstanding women in the Five college

community.

Cheri Ehrlich, a senior art and women's studies major at

the University of Massachusetts, is planning her interdiscipli-

nary senior honors thesis in an attempt to bring attention to

accomplished women in the area. Sponsored by the

I niversity's honors department, this year long project focus-

es on Five college women who have "excelled in their areas

of interest," — academics, sports, volunteer or charity work,

student organization, activism or other.

Ehrlich said the project was influenced in part from the

works of contemporary women artists who have done similar

multimedia projects.

As an example, she mentions Peggy Diggs, who has done a

project focusing on making the public aware of women's

issues such as domestic abuse by making both bulletin

boards and t- shirts examining these issues Ehrlich also men-

tions Rebecca Graves as a major influence on her project,

who posted photography that deal with women's issues on

buses.
,

Ihiiith plans to take a similar approach to her project.

Lee jeans to sponsor denim day
By Michelle Hillman

Collegian Staff

However, according to Ehrlich, her project differs from other

public arts projects in the past because she plans to use origi-

nal artwork as a display of the issues she focuses on.

Outstanding Five college women will collaborate in the pro-

ject, which will ultimately involve the decoration of five col-

lege buses with artwork focused on the above theme.

In addition to the main project, a scholarship fund is being

set up under the same title as the project. This fund will be

available for women in the five college community for similar

types of projects.

Ehrlich is now looking for approximately 10 female stu-

dents who would like to collaborate on creating a bus bul-

letin board honoring outstanding women. This image will be

displayed on two five-college buses throughout the 1997

spring semester.

Interested women will be needed for brainstorming and

image making during the months of November and

December. In May. an exhibition is planned to be held at the

Augusta Savage Gallery on the UMass campus in order to

close the project.

If interested, please contact Cheri Ehrlich. 208 Bartlett.

UMass, Amherst. 01005, either if you would like to partici-

pate or if you have any candidates in mind. Please include in

your letter your name, phone number, university, year and a

brief statement on why you would be interested in participat

ing in, "Celebrate the Women Who Rise Above.".

Lee leans is helping to raise funds and awareness by

sponsoring National Denim Day. On Friday, Oct. 25. Lee

leans, in connection with the Susan G. Komen
Foundation, the largest breast cancer research foundation

in the nation, will take a stand against breast cancer.

The Susan G. Komen Foundation was established in

1982 by Nancy Brinker to honor the memory of her

sister who died of breast cancer at the age of 36. The
Foundation is supported by a network of volunteers

working through local chapters in a race for a cure,

according to members of the Foundation.

Lee's National Denim is one of the sponsors and is

"underwriting the costs of the whole campaign." said

Kim Hyman, of Barkley and Evergreen Advertising

Agency. Lee's National Denim funded materials such

as participation packets, pink ribbons and flyers that

were sent to companies and corporations.

The campaign has involved over 2,000 companies
and over 50,000 employees. The program started by

sending out letters, advertising in newspapers and

magazines and eventually through word of mouth,
according to Hyman. The campaign has raised well

over $3 million.

Each employee who donates $5 will received a pink

ribbon and will be given permission to wear denim to

work on Oct. 25, according to Hyman. The funds

raised through the campaign will benefit research and
education, screenings and treatment for women diag-

nosed with breast cancer.

On a local level. University of Massachusetts
pre-med student Peggy McGowan first read about the

National Denim Day in Vogue magazine. McGowan.
who is trying to organize people on her floor to donate

$5 to the foundation doesn't understand "why more
people are not involved."

McGowan was motivated to begin collecting dona-

tions after reading statistics such as "every 1 1 minutes

a woman dies of breast cancer," and "one in eight

women develop breast cancer."

For more information on how to make a donation

contact Peggy McGowan at 546-3240 or send 55 to

Susan G. Komen Foundation. P.O Box 703108.
Dallas. Texas 75370- 3108.

PHOTQ BY tUZAifTM MOWN

Jacket seen on a woman at the rape march last semester.

Taking life one day at a time
Coping with mother's breast cancer changes woman's outlook

Chanel

Dubofsky

It's much too easy to overlook, yet much too frighten-

ing to face.

For any woman, a routine mammogram is an experi-

ence which is not only physically uncomfortable, but

emotionally taxing. She may enter the procedure casual

and optimistic, but may leave with a dreaded diagno-

sis-breast cancer.

As macabre and cynical as it sounds. I have become a

walking encyclopedia on this subject. Not because I

have cancer, but because it has lived with me for most

of my life, beginning when I was seven years old.

My mother was diagnosed at age 38. rarely enough,

since three quarters of all breast cancer occurs in

women over the age of 50. My mother turned 50 only a

year ago, and already she has had a

lumpectomy, radiation, chemotherapy and

a modified mastectomy.

I have been there the whole time. A
hundred visits to the doctor with her have

made me painfully aware of one thing. I

AM AT RISK. Not only because cancer has a history in

my family, but because I know too much.

Although I feel that I'm a stronger person because of

my experience, there is still a suffocating dread which

consumes me at the thought of a mammogram or

monthly self examination. According to the American

Cancer Society, early detection is vital. It increases

one's chances of survival and decreases the chances of

reoccurrence.

If you are a woman, you have probably heard this a

hundred times. You probably think that it isn't going to

happen to you. You're young, invincible, or else too ter-

rified to even fathom that there might be something

wrong. I'm not trying to preach to you. I only know that

my mother is alive — still continuing to fight, but alive.

I have watched her every step of the way.

I understand fear. To find that you have cancer

sounds like a death sentence. And to find the lump
yourself only throws another spoke in the wheels. I am

18 years old. and only now am I starting to realize that

this can happen to me. I am okay today, but what about

tomorrow? What about the next day? I have an
increased risk, since cancer is in my family. What will I

do if I find a lump?
For women ages 20 to 40. a physical breast exam is

recommended every three years. I sometimes consider

advice as an escape — I'm safe for two more years.

But the mirrored truth is this. I am not safe. No
woman is.

According to the American Cancer Society, breast

cancer will result in the deaths of 44,560 women in

America this year. The occurrence of this disease is

beginning to increase frighteningly enough, up two per-

cent since 1980. In an attempt to explain

these statistics, scientists have offered

every possibility — from early menstrua*

tion to socioeconomic status. At the risk

of sounding narrow- minded, these

explanations mean little to me. I am
interested in living. Living without cancer, and if MOM
sary, living with it.

I wish you could meet my mother. Perhaps an
encounter with a woman who has no hair and endures

chemotherapy every six weeks, yet is still able to smile

and plan for the future would convince you to have a

mammogram. With early detection, a woman has a

greater chance of overcoming cancer, so that cancer will

not overcome her.

I have lived with the specter of death in my house for

1 1 years. I have spent afternoons with an IV. nights in a

hospital room, mornings in surgery. I am still alive, and

so is my mother. I have no guarantees about tomorrow.

None of us do. I only know that despite what the future

brings, my life goes on, although for some it stops This

disease has given me one thing I will carry in spite of

everything — strength. Reluctantly and consciously 1

know that I must put tins in my pocket and move on.

Chanel Dubt>fsky is a Collegian correspondent.
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Arts & Living
Hoffs falls on comeback album

NEW BOMB TURKS
Scared Straight

Epitatfi Records

Sick of pop-punk, sick of heavy metal passed off as

hardcore, sick of lyrics about being dumped, sick of pol-

itics? Then check out The New Bomb Turks. There's

nothing complicated about Scared Straight, The

New Bomb Turks rock — plain and simple. ^^tf
Following the lead of labelmates The

Voodoo Glow Skulls and The Humpers,

The New Bomb Turks remember punk

is supposed to be loud. fast, fun and

obnoxious. They rip through 12 songs

that will make you dance and pogo —
I

standing still while listening to the

Turks is not an option.

Playing the same style of rock/punk

since their inception in Columbus, Ohio in

1990. The Turks have finally found the production they

deserve. After a slew of 7-inches on small labels,

Epitath snatched them up and married their raw sound

with big time production. The result is the use of organ

and horns to push them over the top. Although their

sound is reminiscent of the MC5, it also resembles the

sound Murphy's Law has tapped into for " Deadicated."

Listening to The New Bomb Turks is like a shot of

adrenaline, put it on before you go out this weekend and

conquer the world. B (Adam Dlugacz)

SUSANNA HOFFS
Susanna Horn

London Recordings

If asked, most pop fans would admit to having The

Bangles' first album buried in their collection some-

where There was a bubbly, confident spark on that first

album — a beautiful marriage of bubblegum hooks and

New Wave coo!. Eventually The Bangles got buried in

production gloss and dollar bills, but former vocalist

and guitarist Susanna Hoffs has always carried with her

the possibility of reigniting that initial spark.

Unfortunately, her latest solo effort falls short.

In attempt to present herself as "grown up," Hoffs has

recruited most of the L.A. studio crowd (|im Keltner,

commsYGuvAitocH

De La Soul works on-self expression on High School High

soundtrack.

Greg Liesz, |on Brion, etc.) to give the album a sophisti-

cated sheen. Unfortunately, the production choices lack

the imagination or passion to give the songs much
impact. The first two songs, "Beekeeper's Blues," and

"All 1 Want," are strong enough, but the rest of the

album gets bogged down in production and cluttered

arrangements.

What the album needs, really, is some of the ringing

pop energy that Hoffs is usually associated

with. Some jangly guitar and a punchy
rhythm section would do her a lot more jus-

tice than the moody, heavily layered

arrangements. "King of Tragedy,"
"Grand Adventure" and "Weak With
Love" all have great promise, but they

get weighed down and flattened by the

production. Worse yet are the two "hid-

den" tracks — mediocre covers of

mediocre songs.

What Hoffs needs is a back-to-basics album — an

album that puts her wonderful voice up front, and

wraps the mostly good songwriting in some snappy pop.

Nothing loo horrible here, I suppose, but nothing too

inspiring either. C+ (Bradley Skaught)

VARIOUS ARTISTS

50th Anniversary Guitar Legends

Poinrblank

In 1946. Leo Fender started a small business in

Fullerton, Calif, making guitars. Who knew that one

day his company would revolutionize the musical

world, as his Fender guitar became a trademark sound

for such guitar legends as Jimi Hendrix, Eric Clapton,

Dick Dale and Stevie Ray Vaughan.

While this album collects some oldies masterpieces

(the Beach Boys' "Surfin' U.S.A." and Buddy Holly's

"That'll Be the Day") and blues masters (Buddy Guy
and Albert Collins) most of the album contains over-

played classic rock hits familiar to even the most casual

musical fan.

The Vaughan Brothers star on the excellent "The
Telephone Song," which remains one of Stevie Ray's

finest moments. Unfortunately this song is sandwhiched

in between Dire Straits' "Sultans of Swing" and
Clapton's "Let It Rain," two forgettable songs that have

found comfortable homes in your local dentist office.

Not surprisingly Bonnie Raitt is the only female con-

tributor and her Grammy winning hit "Something To
Talk About" proves her rank as one of the finest guitar

slingers of our age.

Hendrix' "Spanish Castle Magic" is another phenome-

nal track by this much loved guitarist. Even though it

was recorded over 25 years ago, Hendrix sounds as

fresh as ever.

The album's most recent cut "Come As You Are" by

Nirvana hardly resembles the band's best efforts and

sounds severely out of place on this album. Side by side

with such dinosaurs as Deep Purple and Keith Richards,

Kurt Cobain's guitar and whining seems too foreign,

too '90s.

Perhaps Nirvana's song, probably not on purpose,

reflects the slow death of the guitarist and the guitar

solo. Today's popular acts' guitar work strays more
towards Elvis Presley than Steve Vai, leading to a

decrease in guitar virtuosos. Even still, Leo Fender's

contributions will not go unmarked and this album
serves as a rocky testament to the genius from
California. B+ (Mike Burke).

VARIOUS ARTISTS

High School High Soundtrack

Big Beat/ Atlantic

High School High is buttery at times, charged like a

battery at others but. overall it is hot. It runs deep too

- over 20 tracks.

This album features Wu-Tang Clan on this summer's

Turn to TRAX. page/

Are you confused about your student loans'?

Come to an information session hosted by the loan staff of Financial Aid Services.

Student Loans

:

everything you wanted to know and more!

Halloween. Thursday October 31, 1996 9am - 12noon

Campus Center Rm 162-7S
^ m^
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Come See The Top Female Amateurs
From New England Compete For

$500 Cash
Runner Up Prizes
Free Admission With Ad.

Interested Contestants Call 283-9275

Only 30 Minutes from the UMass Campus: Rte. 9 cast, to Rtc. 181 south, to Rtc. 20 west for 1.5 miles
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Theater group prepares for bedtime

By Seema Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

The Not Ready For Bedtime

Players are not afraid to talk

about sex. In fact, talking about

sex in what this group of actors

and actresses do best. Safe sex,

that is.

"We're basically a theater

troupe that leaches safer sex,

date rape and other pertinent

issues on campus," said Brian

Hayes, a third semester Bedtime

Player. "HIV. AIDS. STDS —
anything that has to do with the

health and well-being of college

students."

The Not Ready For Bedtime

Players came into existence in

1988. Originally a University of

Massachusetts theater project

called The AIDS Follies, it was

the university's response to the

AIDS crisis and the lack of

information available on cam-

pus. Since then, the group has

tackled issues surrounded sexu-

ality, including communication

and alcohol and drug use.

Though the issues are serious,

Not Ready For Bedtime Players

manage to convey their mes-

sages in a non-offensive and

threatening fashion.

"We teach 1 1 he issucs|

through a lot of comedy but

there are also a lot of very seri-

ous and dramatic skits," Hayes

said. The group works out of

health education and the players

themselves are the creative

|l NNIIt* |ll IRA1 -( Ol I H .IAN

The Not Ready For Bedtime Players performed last week at

Creenough Residence Hall.

force behind the educational

skits.

"Most of the [skits 1 are stu-

dent written, either by past

players or sometimes our gradu-

ate manager, but it is primarily

students |who| write the

scripts," Hayes said.

Fellow Bedtime player Ian

Weiss said that the reaction to

the shows is very positive.

"They come to the show and

they have the best time." Weiss

said.

The Not Ready For Bedtime

Players will perform tonight in

the South Side Room in John

Quincy Adams (Southwest).

Show begins at 8 p.m. and
admission is free. For more
information, contact Health

Mutational 577-5181.
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Mike Crier
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NHL
continued from page 1

College) have had their hands on
some major NHL postseason hard-

ware. Kariya brought home to North
Vancouver, B.C. the 1 995 Rookie of

the Year, and Leetch grabbed the

1994 Conn Srnythe (MVP for the
Stanley Cup) for his fans in Cheshire,

Conn.

But the HE school that has one of

the largest representations in the

grand old league is Boston
University. Over his career, coach
lack Parker has seen the likes of
Phoenix's Keith Tkachuk, Chicago's
Tony Amonte and Ottawa's Shawn
McEachern, and they all have been
the reason he has eclipsed the 500

win mark (523-248-40).

This season, Mike Grier and Chris
'

O'Sullivan from last year's BU squad
have made spots for themselves on
the Edmonton and Calgary rosters,

respectively. Grier is looking to take

over old friend Mariucz
Czerkawski's spot, while any help

is good help for Calgary, even if

thev are 4-4 at the start of the sea-

son.

Parker has never been shy to give

plaudits to himself for being the

coach of such a successful program,
and he also was not too shy to give

those same plaudits out to his ex-
players.

"The reason why we've been suc-

tesslul is because they have played

for us," Parker said. "And the rea

son why we continue to get good
players is because they have played

for us, and people have seen them
play in the NHL. and think that

I
BU | might be a good place to go.

"So, we're happy for them,
although most of those j;uys we have

lost before their senior year. I'm
happy for Mike | Grier] and Chris

(O'Sullivan) who have made it in the

NHL up to this point, both are great

players and had great careers for us."

In other words, it does not suck to

BU. huh. coach?

trax
continued from pogeo

WuWear. There is also a live joint,

"Rap Full Metal lacket." featuring

U-God and Inspectah Deck.

KRS-ONE still remains supreme
as age brings wisdom to the hip-hop
philosopher. His lyrics and delivery

just keep hummin'— comin' at you
as the chorus rings, "It's the intelli

gent wise on the microphone," (from

"High School Rock").

The title of A Tribe Called
Quest's, "Peace, Prosperity and
Paper" says it all. This is one of their

better efforts so far this year. The
Native Tongue's other top prospect.

De La Soul, hits their comrades off

with competition on "I Can't Call It."

They set it for today's narrow viewed

crowd — "If you're buggin' out then

do what you like/ Self Expression
keeps it healthy for self alright."

The Artifacts drop "The Ultimate" as

Tame One and El de Since do all the

lersey folks justice for representing the

homefront; Sadat X and Brand Nubian

EX team up on a chill number, "To the

Next Spot;" Pete Rock and the l.arge

I'mk-ssor rock it with that always fresh

production on "In the World." Other

rap acts include Scarface with

Faccmob, E-40, and Little Kim.

R&B was spread neatly in the

framework of the album to give it a

well rounded personality. KC and

|o-|o are pleading the ladies, "Won't

ya get down. Baby wanna see the

wild side of ya, so won't ya get

down," while lodeci hits us on an

up-tempo notion. B+ (Chris Maher)
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AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
WASHINGTON D C

Professional Graduate Programs

in Public Affairs

The following graduate programs in the School of Public Affairs

offer you the opportunity to learn new management and research skills

and to prepare for careers in a wide variety of government and

nongovernmental organizations, private or public research,

policy analysis and advocacy, and professional organizations:

Master of Public Policy

Master of Arts in Political Science

(including comparative politics)

Master of Public Administration

Master of Science in Justice, Law & Society

Master of Science in Organization Development

Master of Science in Personnel/Human Resource Management

Are you interested?

A representative of American University will visit the

Five College Graduate & Professional Schools Information Day

Wednesday, October 30, 1996 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

or contact:

American University School of Public Affairs

4400 Massachusetts Ave., NW Washington, DC 20016

Phone: (202) 885-6201 or 885-2940 * Fax: (202) 885-2353

E-mail: spagrad@american.edu

World Wide Web: http://www.american.edu
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Bengals in chaos as Coslet begins job
By Joe Kay
Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Bruce Coslet
begins his second head coaching job
with a lot of problems and little room
to maneuver.

The Cincinnati Bengals are 1-6.

headed for their sixth consecutive
losing season. Fans have deserted
them. The locker room is divided.

The coaching staff is stressed.

It's a much tougher predicament
for Coslet, who got to start from
scratch with the New York lets in

1990. Coslet, an offensive coordina-

tor who took over for Dave Shula on
Monday, is boxed in by circum-
stances.

With a home game against
Jacksonville only five days away,
Coslet had not even spoken to the
team as a whole by Tuesday. Players

had two days off after returning from
a 28-21 loss in San Francisco.

"I've just started the process of
telling them what I think needs to be
done," Coslet said Tuesday after-

noon. "So far, so good. They've been
receptive. We'll see how that portrays

on the field.

"I'm like the fans out there — I'm a

little skeptical right now. And they

have a reason to be, and so do I.

Nobody's comfortable. It's just a major

change and it's going to be a difficult

time for the next several weeks
"

Players also are showing the strain.

Ouarterback |eff Blake, who was
with Coslet in New York, walked
pa*t reporters trying to get his reac-

tion Monday.
"I'm not talking about the coach-

ing change," Blake said. Other play-

ers said there was division in the
locker room. "I think that has got to

change." offensive lineman Scott
Brumfield said. "No matter who's
coaching this team, we're never going
to win unless everybody pulls togeth-

er. You definitely have players going
their own ways. No matter who's
coaching, you're never going to win
with factions."

Coslet's job is to fill in the holes in

talent and get the players working
together, and to do it quickly.
Although president Mike Brown
talked about Coslet as a long-term
coach, he has not given him a con-
tract beyond this season.

"It's almost overwhelming," Coslet

said of the team's deficiencies. "It's

just one game at a time. We won't fix

it all this week. What we miss, we'll

pick up the next week, then the next,

the next, the next."

Coslet has experienced wh«t it's

like to be a head coach, serving four

years in New York. He led the lets to

the playoffs in 1991. and was fired

after going 8-8 in 1993.

"We have better personnel here
than there was at the jets when I first

took over. There's more talent here.'

Coslet said. "The lets were in a sad

state of affairs, they really were. We
went to the playoffs my second year

there really doing it with mirrors.

Their overall talent level was not

good."

In New York, Coslet had a few
skirmishes with the media, got into a

shouting match with fans at Giants
Stadium during a game, and spent a

lot of time defending his play-calling.

Coslet said he learned from his

first head coaching job and is more
qualified the second time around.

"I think 1 did a pretty good job in

New York," Coslet said. "I think I'll

do a better job just because of the

experience factor. I made a lot of
mistakes being kind of a green coach
there. Also, I did a lot of good
things."

Winners in NBA's free agent war
By Chris Sheridan

Associated Press

Shaq went West, Michael stayed

put, |uwan jumped around and the

agents laughed all the way to the
bank.

It was an offseason of labor hic-

cups, bidding wars, trades, signings

and — most of all — movement all

around the NBA.
Here is a list of the league's top

10 winners in the summer of 1996:

WINNERS
1. Shaquille O'Neal. Signed a

$120 million deal, the richest con-
tract in pro sports history, and got to

go to the city of his choosing. He'll

always be criticized, but he went
where he wanted and made a lot of
money.

2. Alonzo Mourning. Was a bust

in the 3-0 playoff loss to theChicago
Bulls, but it didn't hurt him one bit

once he entered the open market.
Miami had to pay $112 million to

keep him around for seven more
years.

3. David Falk. NBA superagent
made general managers camp out in

a hotel when free agent bidding
opened, and his high-profile clients— Michael lordan, Mourning,
luwun Howard, et al. — got enor-

mous contracts. Falk's clients signed

deals worth more than $200 million,

and he gets four percent of that.

4. Washington Bullets. Thought

they had lost Howard, so they used
his cap money to get Rod Strickland

and Harvey Grant. Then they got
Howard back after the league voided
his deal with Miami — and the
league let them keep the players they

signed with Howard's cap money.
5. Dennis Rodman. The player

who nobody would touch two years

ago is now overexposed. Two new
books, a movie, lingerie commercials
and his own show on MTV are just a

few of his off-court projects. Oh,
and he signed a one-year, $9 million

contract to return to the Bulls, too.

6. Jordan. Signed a one year con-
tract for $30 million.setting himself

up for a one-year, $36 million deal

after that, a $43 million, one-year
deal after that, and so on until he's

had enough.

7. Inn Mcllvaine. Averaged 2.1

points and 2.5 rebounds in two sea-

sons as a Bullets backup, then got a
mind-boggling seven-year,$33 mil-

lion deal with Seattle, a contract that

7-foot- 1 stiffs will be negotiating off

of for years.

8. leffrey Kessler. Attorney in an
agent-led revolt against the proposed
collective bargaining agreement. His
last-minute maneuvcrings for the
NBA players' association drew an
extra $30 million out of David
Stem's vault.

|

9. |erry Reinsdorf. Bulls GM
signed lordan. Rodman and coach
Phil lackson — all for about $40

AUTO 6 TRUCK RENTAL

North Amherst
Motors

76 Sunderland Rd.

North Amherst, MA

549-RENT

Weekend Special

Noon Friday to Monday AM - Starting at $59.95

• Cars • Mini Vans

• Trucks

• Cargo Vans

• 15 Passenger Vans

• Low Daily/Weekly/

Weekend Rates

•We Rent to

Qualified Drivers

21 years or Older

• Direct Billing To

Insurance Co.

(One Mile from UMass bus route)

UNIVERSITY
BARTENDING COURSE

50%
Off!!

Of Basic Program with valid college

Student I.D.

Classes Start

Wednesday, Oct. 23rd

7:00 pm
Lord Jeffrey Inn, Amherst

Now Accepting Visa, M/C, AMHX & Discover

1-800-U-CAN-MIX
\cl Now! Space is

r '"\ CS and EE Bachelor's and Master's

Candidates

PictureTel,

The global videoconferencing leader,

Information Session: Monday, October 28,

University Campus Center, Room 905, 7-9PM
Learn more about us by attending our information session

Pji^AMPUSjNJERVIEWS: TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29,
~ Campus Center, 8:30AM-4:30PM

Sign up today in your placement oeeice

PictureTel is Videoconferencing

Visit our Web site at: http://www.picturetel.com

If you are unable to meet with ua during
these times, plcaaf aend your reaume to:

I- mail: re«unies<*picteLcom (attn: college recnriler)

Fax: 508-623-4853

Mail: PictureTel Corporation. Human Reaourcea,

Attn: College Recruiter,
100 Minute-man Road, Andover, MA 01810.

An equal opportunity employer
PictureTel

million. Some other teams spent
more than that on one mediocre
player. Very shrewd maneuver by a

very successful operator.

10. Charlotte Hornets. At this

time last year, they decided they
didn't want to pay Mourning $100
million. After last season, they
decided they didn't want to pay

Book your travel plans

for the Holidays Now!

Call Traveltime
587-301

1

(413)781-6150

Groups of ten or rriore-

We'll come see you

l TRAVEL
SMART!

Beginning Nov.1

Oh Way Rouadtrto

LONDON
womu aotioiu. DC

$154 $293
FROM NEW YORK

PARIS
$224 $427
ROME

$288 $549
SAW JOSE,
COSTARICA
$235 $446

I

I

I Scbadulad llighli I

| Farts ta worldwide damnation
|

Earallootsao avillaole.

Weekend surcharges may apply

! Customs Immigration taxes apply.
J

I Farts subject to change without I

| notice inn student I D cards
|

may De required
,

,,ISM TRAVEL
342 Madison Ave NY NY 101 13

212-986-8420*

800-272-9676

Kick Butts
QUIT SMOKING
Support Group
Ongoing support group every

Wednesday night starting

October 23 from 7 - 8PM
at the UMASS Campus Center.

ki h .in number posted al ikvamc

An yeu thinkine, about quittine,

imokine,?

Him you quit and felt it difficult

to stay quit?

Do you Wist lo help ether people

quit Ma ttiy quit?

Come to your quit imekinq luppert

areup.

Get professional advice tea
1

counseling poor eeuMlliij ltd

proven quit tips and techniques.

FREEDOM FROM SMOKING

FREE OF CHARGE

For more information

call Steve at:

577-5181

Jointly tptmsorad by:

University Health Senna*
Health Education Diviaion

Fh* Family Planning Council

M Wentern Maaaachuaetts

and TH* Maaaachuierti.

tmtrol Program
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Mixtd DJ Tmm- ZED music NYC

House, Hip-Hop. Reggae, Disco.

Techno On Sale in the Campus
Center Concourse Ocl ?? 24 ?5

AUTO FOR SALE

ChiVY C»l«brity 1M6 f xcallent

condition $2,500 0B0 Call 253

1810 Doug
|dsmirh©student umass edu

1989 Hyundai 4 door hatchback

58.000 miles, runs well, original

owner Manual transmission

Asking $1,000 or B/0 256-3411

Leave message

Gray 19(9 Saab 900 lowiack and

Chapman Security Sun roof. CO
player with Subwoofer/Amp New
tires and exhaust Excellent condi-

tion, must sell $6500 or B/0 253-

4627

19(6 Delta M 100000 miles, but

everything's been replaced $1000 or

B/0 323-1 174

EMPLOYMENT
P.T. Administrative Positions

duties range from filing to Ig media

events Flexible hours. 10-15

hrs/wk Call OataViews Corp /HR

Oept 586-4144

Lagal Assistants Wanted
Spring '97 Internships with the

Student Legal Services Office, get

hands-on experience in the legal

field—work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 under-

graduate credits No experience in

the legal profession necessary

—

training provided Contact the

Student Legal Services Office today

for an application 545-1995. 922

Campus Center

Earn Money and Frae Tripsll

Individuals and groups wanted to

promote Spring Break! I Call Inter-

Campus Programs at 1-800 327-6013

or http //www tcpt com

Spring Break!! Earn Cash! i

Highest Commissions 1 Lowest

Prices 1 Travel free on only 13 sales!

Free Info! Sunsplash 1-800-426-

7710

Gymnastics Instructor* Needed at

the Greenfield YMCA Sunday

and/or Tuesday and/or Thursday

between 3 and 9 pm $8-$12/hr Call

773-3646

Distribute Pre Paid Calling

Cards ftirn top commissions Call

Pat (41 3)665-31 07

SPRING BREAK 97! Cancun.

Bahamas. Jamaica, and Florida

LARN FREE TRIPS AND CASH' Call

(8001700-0790

FOR SALE
Full-Size Sleapar Sofa $100 00

Men's leather jacket size large

$50 00 Brother Word Processor

WP220$15000 413-549-7484

World Series Game 6 Tix Tier

Reserved, Bleachers Available Call

546 1838

Two office desks $50 00 each

Mamiya 645 SLR camera $500 00

Call 548-8896

Used Floppy Disk*. So cheap I'm

practically giving them away! Free

case w/ purchase of 30 or 60_

Single and bulk rates available 3
5"

DO or HO IBM or MAC formatted

For a good deal call Billy®546-6963

Sony CD BoomBox - Double tape

deck, CD. digital tuner, SuperBass.

detachable speakers, bought 1 year

ago for $325 Asking $200 or bo

Call Brian at 546-3842

Found in Campus Center 10/9/96

Bracelet Call 545 5405 with

description

INSTRUCTION
Bartend with University

Bartending 50% student discount.

Amherst classes starting soon! Call

1 800-UCAN-MIX for into

Boxing Lessons with Diata

Bumpus All welcome For brochure

413-732-8817

MUSICIANS

Sexual Chocolate Wants to

play/|am at your parry Call 253-0658

Established funk outfit seeks

rhodes and/or hammond playei who

can GROOVE' Call Andy 549-1016 or

Jason 367-0159

MISCELLANEOUS

Thank you St Jude L P

New Metabolism Breakthrough

Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35

800-7769503

Were you hit after Midnight

Madness? Please call I need some

information 256-8274

Questions about your wMaVMCU
nty deposit deductions 1 Questions

about subletting/assigning leases 7

Questions about the condition of

your new house or apartment?

Contact the Student Legal Services

Office 922 Campus Center 545-1995

Fraa Iguana with cage Call 549

2925

PERSONALS
Tony I |ust want to say "I Love

You" Jenny - It's my new way to

communicate! (P.S.)-the official

code so you know it's genuine!

Friday 10/18. about noon— you=

androgynous, athletic-looking, tall

woman (short blondish hair) crossing

from Campus Center Way towards

Mullins Me non-psycho female

grad student wondering who you

are Respond here and we'll see

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK) Earn cash!

Highest commissions/lowest prices!

Travel free on only 13 sales! 1 Free

info! Sunsplash 1-800 426 7710

FREE TRIPS AND CASH Find out

how hundreds of student representa

tives are already earning free trips

and lots of cash with America's #1

Spring Break Company! Sell only 15

trips and travel free! Cancun,

Bahamas, Mazatlan. Jamaica, or

Florida! Campus Manager positions

also available Call now! Take a

Break Student Travel (800)95 Break!

TRAVELTIME Has great deals on all

your travel needs 587-3011

(413)781-6150

m$®?M

SERVICES

Paper editing and or typing

Accurate, quick and inexpensive

413-549-7484

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade? In-house service, call

Scream Savers 5490083

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20<£ per word/day

All
others

40<7J per word/day

NO REFUNDS
i

Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
Activities

Announcements

Apartment For

Rent

Auto For Sale

Employment

Entertainment

For Sale

Found (2 days

Free)

Happy Birthday

Houses For Rent

Instruction

Lost

Musicians

Miscellaneous

Motorcycles

Personals

Room For Rent

Room Wanted

Roommate Wanted

Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Transportation

Wanted to Rent

Wanted

Answers to

Yesterday's Puzzle.

CROSSWORD
1 5 1

'
1

1

5 i 7 8

1

10 fl T5 T5

14 15 16

17 18 19

20 21

J
22 23

24 25 26

Bssl 1 28 29 30 31

32 ' 34 35 36

37 38 39

40 41 42

43 44

p6 47 48 49 SO

•

• ' r 55

56

1

" 58

1

59

60 ' 62

63

r
65

ACROSS
1 . Latin bear

5. First name in political

"eggheads"

10. Toast topper

14. Nostradamus, for

one

Gnome
Vex

"Play It . _ Lays"

(2 words)

Art tripod

Tern or erne

Produce, as energy

Eye parts

Sheep mother

Ship's letters

Small fly

in th«> sky

Hoof sound

Montgomery ot |azz

Ascended

Holiday dessert gift

Cleopatra s maid

Bides

39. Over again

40. Preferences

Mustard plant

Compass pi

Doozy
Filming locale

Performed a

brake job

Sapphire or diamond

Wee demon

Angry looks

M Apiary worker

% Hawaiian island

57 So long in

Barcelona

59 Hammett hound

50 Senator Simpson

from Wyoming

61 Aerobic measure

62 Ogle

63 Hindmost

64 Shoe parts

BooK and tail

DOWN
1. Customary practice

2 Patch up an old

repair

3 French river

4. d'Escrivir"

5 Army command

(2 words)

6 Mild oaths

7. Throw off

8 Tankard filler

9 Senator Simon's

state

10 Satellite's path

11 Maxwell or Lane

12 Sligo's locale

13 Name in autos

21 Spoil

23 Wholly absorbed

26 Oversupplies

27 Cuban coin

28 Colonial broadcaster

29 Ebb

_ out a living

Emulates Betsy Ross

Numerous

Where Tabriz is

. the Tiger"

Destined

Shopping basket

Autumn orchard

growths

Actor's part
"

Blow Your

Horn"

Binocular parts

Main impact

47. Golden-egg layer

48. "Rosmersholm"

playwnght

Distributed

Orchard fruits

Intent

Refrain syllables

Exclamations

Mini-mountain

Eli's school

The Dynamic

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

38

41

42

45

46

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55

58.

DAILY COLLEGIAN
http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

Collegian

Classifieds

Personals Policy
1 All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2 Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

'

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are tor

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the tun

name may be used.
. evrep

3 Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO hXCtK-

TIONS , . ,

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm

room numbers as well.

5 Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose ot

harassment.
6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7 The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc. ..... . m
8 All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.U.

number of the student placing the as tilled in on the insertion

order Non-students must provide a valid drivers license and

the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9 The Collegian reserves the right to^tefuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth ot

Massachusetts.
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Always Wanted One of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Drabblo By Kevin Fagan DHbort By Scott Adams
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Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick

SO, AllCL, HOU)

LONG OOE5 IT

TAKt TO CURL

AND STYLE A

SUIT LIKE THAT?

DO VOL)

DRX-CLEAN

TT OR
JUST GIVE

IT A PERiV

8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

AND M6«E UC HWE ANOTMER
<3<te«J< SCIXPTORE

OW.C'MOM.SCOTT,I
this is Apt wh4 71 NUOrTV ISN'T SOMETHING """*<

TWAT SHOutP 8£ QDNSirjeREP
REV^XSivE

Leold By Roger & Salem Solloom University3 By Frank Cho Close to Home By John McPherson

ARIES
March 21 -April 20

Powerful Influences urge you to

attempt something beyond your

sphere of expertise. Avoid the

temptation to overextend yourself.

You'll make a bigger Impression If

you tread quietly and stick to a

simpler course of action.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

Listen to a loved ones advice to

make the most of one of your

talents. A coworker's talkative

nature could be the key to solving a

mystery. Listen quietly to discover a

new solution to an old problem.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Focus on elements of your environ-

ment this week - if something's been

Irritating you. now Is a good time to

alter It for the better. You could be

due for an overhaul In the wardrobe

department as well.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

You're a master of invisible

achievements this week, which may

leave you feeling underappreciated.

Treat yourself to a special

Indulgence. A solo afternoon or

evening could yield a real piece of

wisdom Re examine your priorities.

LEO
July 23-August 23

Give your creative streak room to

run this week, and you could be

surprised at the results. Don't

allow yourself to be roped Into a

commitment you're not ready for-

the fallout will be worse than you

anticipate.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

Although domestic Issues may seem

pressing. It's more Important that

you keep up the good work at the

office. A time of transition looms,

and you need to be prepared. It

could open up a whole new world

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

A difficult problem seems to solve

Itself-wlth a little help from you.

Take credit where credit Is due. An

entertaining evening offers an

unusual opportunity.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

Tie up loose ends before embarking

on a new project -you won't be able

to handle distractions in the near

future. Escape from the pressure of

an intolerable situation by staging a

small getaway for you and a close

friend.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Use the phone to handle some

Important affairs this week. It will

help you maintain a professional

distance without seeming

irresponsible. An experienced

advisor offers an unorthodox

solution to a nagging problem.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20

Try out a piece of equipment that's

designed to help you accomplish

more. The time you spend learning

how to use it will be well-Invested.

Committee work yields a step-by-

step plan to achieve an Important

goal. Don't be afraid to speak up.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

A relationship could be suffering

from stress this week Give solace

rather than stinging retorts, and

you will be seen as a hero. On the

other hand, don't be unusually

silent. Just speak your mind -after

counting to ten.

PISCES
February 19-March 20

A shallow person could be making

your life unpleasant. Don't settle for

less than the best -you deserve to

be happy, and you're capable of

seeing to it that you are. Ask the

counsel of an older, wiser friend.

Yeah, there you are standing

on the rocks by the seashore.

You've got life figured out and

you're cool. In fact, Life is cool.

All of a sudden a rogue wave

comes out of nowhere and slaps

you in the water. You hurt your

back. The doctor says you'll be

in pain and walk a little funny for

the rest of your life.

You're angry, then you're

bitter, then you party for a long

long time. You start to feel

better, even a little confident.

Maybe you're even happy.

Before you know it, you've

, limped out to those same rocks

by the seashore

ready for more waves.

1996 John McP*wr«or</0<« Dy unweruf Prm Syndes* t-nttt 787*7 2?t3eCompir»rve com

C
THANK YOU FOR MAKA¥6

OUR FALL '96

BLOOD £>MV£

A success?

Social Norm By Mr. K

[JON. THIS HUMMI NATURE STORy - IM 15 DOWNRIGHT SlUl!

Wound up the atw- there's &onna be some changes
v I WANT A DECENT COMIC STRIP WITH A STOUT LINE

THAT DEALS WITH THE EVERT Da/ EXPERIENCES My
NORMAL CAMPUS LIFE? „

' '

OV ME*N LIKE SOME KID 0W DRUG-?}

HALLUCINATING THAT HIS PROFESSOR/ , >
IS A 10-FOOT TALL STOtK SELLING/ OM]
EROTIC LlTERAjUREj^ pLj\
AAORe LIKE SOME KID Oti\
DRuCS COMPLYING ABOUT
\THE FOOD AT THE DINING

'sCOMMOWS.

'

"Id say you want to stick it right about there! Yep,

there's a real gusher right where that mole is!"

Duh By Maura & Micaela

Leedee By Mike Rybicki

MO-TAkkMCllMuXTM,
iM Zoo*. ConvX ftue M
tovl CftN S«, t Aw> "

I

—
\

Does th.s mefiN i w.ii Be ArJ

OBjta OF R:c:tui|T A Victim

OF y.JR R.hf1tr\ VniT'? T0R.KE>ntu

7\
Rv >,,WI<

- tees Mmmi
ANB B\tin(, HMD*. -

'

lenH So T»T

IT TAMS Yovl AM hM*.

AMD A Mftif to
WATCH "to iv-uuns*

i

Today's Staff

Tara "Clifford the big red" Connelly
Night Editor

Lisa "Underdog" Oliveri

Copy Editor

Elizabeth "Odie" Brown
Photo Technician

Marc "Hong Kong Phooey" Dionne
Production Supervisor

Mark "Scooby" McCrath
Kelvin "Scrappy" Torres

Production

For Entertainment Purposes Only

We want you
to write for us!

Call the

Collegian

at

545-3500

Quote of the Day

u
Peace through
tyranny.

-Megatron

99

Dining Commons Mono
Menu unavailable.

Please refer te litis guide
to help vow decide where te eat.

j First, go get some dice «^^nj" "^

(6 sided, preferably). SW. -^bw^^

2 Find one you like,
—

*

and roll it.

Ifyou roll:

Go to Franklin D.C. for dinner.

Co to Berkshire D.C. for dinner.

Co to Hampshire D.C. for dinner.

• • Co to Worcester D.C. for dinner.

[• *\ Get Piiza for dinner!

Roll again.
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Sports
Women's tennis destroys PC, 7-0
By Michael J. Nam
Collegian Staff

Following a two game skid, the

University of Massachusetts
women's tennis team ended the sea

son strong with a win against
Providence College, their second in a

row. The Minutewomen defeated the

Friars 7-0, ending team play with a

5-2 record.

"We were extremely well prepared

for this match." coach |udy Dixon
said.

The match was a continuation of a

postponement last week, so the

women had to wait before yester-

day's opportunity to remain well

above .500.

"It was a rained out match, so we
carried our practices from the point

in which we left off last week,"
coach Dixon said.

The women won the doubles
point, and swept the singles matches

for the lopsided victory. The team
had looked to win. and win in a

strong fashion.

"They were disappointed with

their play in the Amherst and
Dartmouth matches. The team is

looking for a national ranking, and

this was a solid win for us," said

Dixon.

The tone was set by the junior

co-captain Caroline Steele with her

strong singles set victory.

"Caroline determined the match.

She was fierce, and the fierceness is

what has been lacking lately," Dixon
said.

Steele herself was in good spirits

after the match, cheering her team-

mates in the final matches in a game
already decided.

"We were killing them." Steele

said of the victory.

Ola Gerasimova herself displayed

the fierceness mentioned by Dixon
when she played while ill.

"Ola is sick and she still went out

to play one set. She showed a lot of

team spirit when she gave us that

one more set." Dixon said.

Gerasimova. only a freshman,
played the set and was promptly
rushed to Cooley Dickinson Hospital

for precaution.

The rest of the team followed the

examples given by Steele and
Gerasimova, all of them winning
their singles matches, including
junior Maria Christine Caron.

"Maria played real well at No. 2
singles She has a lot of talent and
gave us a great game." Dixon said.

The win gave the Minutewomen
their second victory in a row over

the Friars. UMass. in the first two
years of the Dixon program, lost to

Providence both times, but since

then they have dominated them with

a 6-1 victory last year and the recent

7-0 win.

"The reason this was such a good
win for us is that Providence beat us
7-0 nothing my first year here. They
have always been among the better

teams in the East, and a victory like

this is great for the program."

The women defeated Providence
last year 6-1 and have now evened
their record against the Friars in the

last four years.

The Fall season ends for the
Minutewomen with an impressive
5-2 record. If the women finish the

year above .500, coach Dixon will

have led the team to five consecutive

seasons with a non-losing record.

The UMass program under Dixon
currently is 43-21 in

four-and-a-half seasons in exis-

tence, and coach Dixon's career
mark is an impressive 83-35 (.703).

Though the season is over for

team play, women's tennis continues

over the weekend October 25-27,
with the Army Tournament at West
Point, New York.

For the last tournament of the

year, the women will also participate

in the Rolex Championships, another

individual tournament that will be
taking place on November 7-10 at

Williamsburg, Va.

COURTESY MIDI* RELATIONS

The Massachusetts women's tennis team crucified the Providence Friars

7-0 at the Upper Boyden Courts yesterday.

Shula, Mora & George history in the world ofNFL
Names and history can mean a lot in the National

Football League, but only when the hometown team
is winning.

Let a few losses pile up, especially when they

weren't supposed to. and they don't mean anything.

Tom Landry learned that lesson, Mike Ditka
learned that lesson. Don Shula learned that lesson.

A few more people learned that lesson in the last few
days.

The first was another Shula.

son of the winningest NFL coach
of all time Dave Shula was final-

ly fired from his job as head
coach of the Cincinnati Bengals.

Shula was the fastest coach to

reach 50 losses, ending with a

final record of 19-52, so it wasn't

as though anyone was expecting a

lot out of him.

The problem was. after a 7-9

finish last year, people were expecting success. And
the talent in Cincinnati, while it may not be able to

put up Green Bay-esque numbers, should be at least

.500.

Added to that was the fact the Bengals needed to

sell a certain number of seats to get a new stadium,

and Shula's team was doing nothing to convince
people to buy.

So after a 1-5 start and blowing a 21 -point lead

to the 49ers Sunday. Shula was given his walking
papers. He was replaced by Bruce Coslet. his offen
sive coordinator, and former head coach of the New

York lets (from 1990 to 1993).

Coslet was a m:«jor factor in the development of

pro bowl QB |eff Blake and he should do a better

job with more to work with in Cincy than he did in

the big apple.

The other coach to leave his team was |im Mora.
who resigned from the Saints after a 1 9-7 loss to the

Panthers.

Mora's names had been synony-

mous with wining in New Orleans,

as in his 10.5 years there he was
the first person to lead the Saints

to a winning season and the play-

offs.

However, losing seasons since

1992. two 0-5 starts in a row and
a horrible loss to the Panthers, left

Mora with apparently no choice.

He ripped into his team after the

loss, saying "we sucked." "we got

our ass kicked" and it was an "[expletive] perfor-

mance."

The next day Mora resigned.

To end the cheery news. Jeff George was finally

released yesterday.

George, who was supposed to be the premier play-

er for the Atlanta Falcons, was suspended after a

screaming match with head coach |une |ones after he
was pulled from a game. The match and suspension

are the technical reasons for his release, but he was
pulled in the first place because he wasn't winning.

And that's what it all boils down to in the NFL.

Chances are though these three names will all be

heard from again.

George can be picked up on waivers by any team
able to afford the remaining $1.9 million salary. If

that doesn't happen, he's a free agent. And with the

lack of quality quarterbacks out there, a team will

ignore all the problems George brings with him in

order to get his million dollar arm.

Shula also should be back in the NFL in short

order, though it'll be some years before he gets

another head coaching job. His name isn't the only

reason he got the job before he was even 40. Shula
has a wealth of football knowledge, and after getting

more experience as someone's coordinator, he'll be

back on his own.

Mora, on the other hand, may be the next Lindy
Infante. After obviously burning out from the losses

in the Big Easy, he needs some time to himself to

relax and regroup.

But Mora is still young and the game i- in his

blood. He'll come back in a few years when a team
needs a defensive coordinator, and should have
another head coaching job soon after that.

**•

Another player who's left a couple teams is Irving

Fryar. and he seems to love coming back to haunt
them. Fryar continually shined against New England
alter the Pats traded him to Miami, and he had 4

TDs for Philadelphia when they played the Phins

Sunday. If the Eagles ever get rid of him. they better

make sure it's too someone they don't play often.

Jacob W. Michaels is a Collegian columnist.

Meyers coming through for Minutewomen
By Jeremy Adams
Collegian Staff

To succeed at the next level of
competition is a source of great anxi-

ety for athletes. For one freshman on
the Massachusetts women's volley-

ball team, success on the collegiate

level has become tangible.

One year ago. Jill Meyers was
leading the Huntington Beach, Calif.

High School volleyball team to a
24-1 record and a

number one rank-

ing on USA
Today's scholastic

volleyball polls.

Now she is a

starter on a divi-

sion one college

volleyball team,
already filling the

role of an upper-

classman in just

her freshman sea-

son.

Other than her

experience in high

school, Meyers
played for the south-

ern Calif, based Power Club team.

Along with UMass teammate Kari

Hogancamp. Meyers took the team
to a third place finish at the lunior

Nationals

"I think college is more like high

school | than club). It's competetive.

you have rivals, you play different

teams, and you have more of a goal."

said Meyers. "You want to get to the

A- 10 playoffs and the NCAAs.
whereas in club you just expect to

play the tournaments.

"It's definitely a step up. but it's a

step I've been wanting to take. You
work hard all throughout club and
high school to get here."

Playing a sport at the collegiate

level hasn't just been an aspiration

for Meyers, it is in her blood. Her
uncle, Dave Meyers, played basket-

ball for the NBAs
Milwaukee Bucks,

and her aunt isAnne
Mevers-Drysdale,
the Basketball Hall

of Fame member
and former UCLA
standout.

"I played basket-

ball for a couple of

years in high

school," said

Meyers. "I loved it,

but volleyball

coaches didn't

want me playing. The
club season and bas-

ketball season overlapped, and they

didn't want me to miss volleyball

practices. I chose volleyball."

This choice has already paid off

for the former All- California selec-

iii>n. lust nine weeks into her first

college season, she has already

received numerous acclamations for

her performance. Meyers was named

J«T|SV MEDIA RELATIONS

Meyers

the Most Valuable Player at the

UMass/Reebok Volleyball Classic in

mid- September. At the tournament,

she led the Minutewomen to a 4-0

record with her 34 kills. 39 digs, and

9.5 blocks. The combination of her

performance at that event and her

sizling .379 hitting percentage
earned her the first of two Atlantic

10 Volleyball Rookie of the Week
selections.

Since that tournament weekend.
Meyers' play has continued to steadi-

ly improve through the season. Her
current averages of 3.2 kills and 2.5

blocks per game are numbers good
enough to be a key contributor to any

volleyball program in the country

Her consistency has emerged at an

important time for the

Minutewomen, who are in need of a

boost to fill in for the recently injured

junior outside hitter Lesley Nolan.
"1 think that everyone on the team

has to step up because | Nolan] is such

an important player for the team." -aid

Meyers. "1 think that I especially need

to step up; I have to stop playing so

mental. I need to get back into it and
iiccopt the challenge. It's something

that I've been struggling with this past

week (in practice)."

"With Lesley |Nolan| out. it puts

one more freshman into the line up,"

said Coach Bonnie Kenny, "fill's

numbers need to keep progressing

She needs to keep attacking the ball

She'll probably get a few mote
swings from the outside now

"People like Kari [Hogancamp]
and 111 I [ Meyers j who have been on
the court all season 1 can't look at

like freshmen anymore. They need to

improve to the level of upperclass-

men. and because they've been play-

ing all season their noticable

improvement is stagnating.

"It was a good recruiting year for

lis. All along I've expected [the fresh-

men] to come in and be good, hard

working kids, and to get better as

they go along."

Kenny is quick to recognize where
Meyers has come from, and how far

she's gone.

"She's done a lot for us in the

up comer." said Kenny. "She's a

good athlete and her footwork is

very good at the net. She's quick,

which helps her a lot at middle
blocker.

"It's difficult for her to make
adjustments very quickly. She's from

an area of the country where volley-

ball is played very much and at a

high level. |The Calif.-based players

|

have a hard time trusting people on

the Fast Coast who do know a lot

about the game."

Whatever adulations come her

way in the years to come. Meyers is

glad she be earning them at UMass.

"I love UMass. It's pretty!" Said

Meyers. "I don't feel like we are real

students yet. I'm looking forward to

spring, but now I get to play volley-

ball all the time, which makes me
love UMass," she said.

Whales out of gate fast

HE alums rock the NHL
A lot of surprising, and not so

surprising developments occurred

in the first weeks of the NHL sea-

son. So, without further adieu,

elbows-up everyone, and lets do
some mucking in the corners:

• First things first, from the

"call me Ishmael" department,
what is up with the Hartford
Whalers? The Moby Dick of

franchises has rose up to the sur-

face once again, and five games
into the season, the Whale is

atop the Northeast Division at

4-1: with a 5-2 win over
Pittsburgh.

What? Did Paul Coffey actually

sign on with the forever
below-. 500's, and has he been
making a positive defensive influ-

ence? Have I been, unbeknownst
to myself, sucked up in a tornado,

and am now in the Emerald. Blue

and White City of OZ?
Keep repeating with me: "We're

not in Kansas anymore... we're
not in Kansas anymore... we're

not in Kansas anymore." All pre-

season picks are in

chaos, chaos,
chaos. The Booty
Schwag Award has

been a curse, and
NHL ruffian Luke
Meredith is now on
four-column sus-

pension from any
comments or refer-

ences to the 1996-97 Schwag
recipients, the Whalers.

Note: Come Bruins playoff time.

Luke, give the Black and Gold the

Schwag. OK? — co-columnist
Leigh Torbin.

I feel like clicking my heels
three times to get out of this

nightmare, but on the other hand,

no worries, mate. This can not be

a real phenomenon, no way, no
how and no chance. I am a Keith
Primeau fan. who also came over
in the Brendan Shanahan trade

with Detroit, but sorry, with a

defense led by Coffey and former
Bruin pin-cushion Glen Wesley
(oh, was that an open net I

missed in the 1990 Stanley Cup?)
there is no way they can keep this

up.

They started out hot last season,

and vanished into thin air. I still

think Coffey is a temporary defen-

sive apparition, for both the
Whalers and the frozen pond.

He will be gone by the end of

the season (Philly?), going along
the line of current ex-Oilers mak-
ing career-ending farewell tours in

almost every NHL franchise: |ari

Kurri (New York Rangers, Los

Angeles Kings. Anaheim Mighty

Ducks) and the Great One. Wayne
Gretzky (Kings, St. Louis Blues,

Rangers). But what happens to my
Philadelphia pick now for the

Stanley Cup? Oh. chaos, chaos,

chaos.

• Speaking of Shanahan, he
finally picked up his first goal for

the Red Wings Monday night in

their 3-0 win over Los Angeles.

Finally? It is going to take time

for one of the premier forwards in

the league to get acclimated to a

real lineup; especially with actual-

ly having quality players like

Sergei Fedorov and Steve
Yzerman around. It is true. After

mucking around Insurance-land

for a while, it is going to take

some time for him to actually gel

used to having some insurance
around him. You know, good
players around him insuring that

he does not have to carry the load

by himself... whatever, bad
metaphor.

• Speaking of the Northeast
Division, and from
the "to be or not to

be" department,
what is up with the

Pittsburgh
Penguins?

Super Mario has

been more like

llamlft, as he has

lost the name of
action, and been more un-manly
than The Man. He is blatantly

.invent from the league scoring

leaders, as no- brainers |oe Sakic

(4 goals, I 1 assist-.. 1 J points) and
Peter Forsberg (4g, 7a, 1 lpts) of

the Colorado Avalanche are the

forerunners, along with Teemu
Selanne (5g. 6a. 1 lpts) of the
Mights Dudn
The Penguins have a dismal

2-5 record so far. but I must
emphasize "so far." The fact they

lost to the Whalers is statement

enough, but also a 8-1 shellack-

ing at the hands of the Rangers is

not a glowing endorsement for

team unity, either. Yet. you can't

think they will keep this kind of

historically based. Whaler-esque
play up with the depth of their

lineup.

• With regards to the upcoming
start of the college hockey season,

a look at The Collegian Hockey
East file shows that a number of

HE players over the years have
made their marks on the NHL
ranks.

Over recent years, the Ducks
Paul Kariya (Maine), and the
Rangers' Brian Leetch (Boston

Jorma
Kansanen

on the NHL
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Oppressed under

a pile of stress

The Arts & Living

staff takes a look at

dealing with stress

during midterms.
Check out our guide

to study places, all-

nighters and more
(See Arts & Living,

page 6).

Holding

court

Captain Alex Aller

and the men's ten-

nis team finished up
the tall season with

a record of 8-0 (See

Sports, page 1 4).

WORLD

Israelis, Palestinians

restart negotiations

JERUSALEM (AP) — Negotiating
amid warnings of fresh violence,

Israel and the Palestinians edged
closer yesterday to agreement on an
Israeli troop withdrawal from
Hebron, President Clinton's Mideast

envoy said.

However, Palestinian leader
Yasser Arafat said the gaps between
the two sides remained "very wide."

Arafat apparently is holding out
for a package that includes not only

Hebron, but also an Israeli promise
to fulfill peace agreements already

signed with Israel's previous govern-

ment, including a further troop pull-

back in West Bank rural areas. Israeli

security forces were on high alert

yesterday after receiving warnings
about bombings planned by Islamic

militants hoping to scuttle the
negotiations. Police set up road-
blocks in the Tel Aviv area during
morning rush hour, causing a miles-

long traffic jam.

The army also said it would ban
all Palestinians from entering Israel

as of yesterday at midnight, tighten-

ing travel restrictions on the West
Bank and Gaza Strip already In

place

Islamic militants set off four sui-

cide bombs in Israel in the spring

that claimed 63 lives and were
directly responsible for delaying the

Hebron withdrawal, which was to

have been completed by March.
Israeli reports said there was also

growing concern yesterday that

Jewish extremists would launch an
attack on Palestinians to try to delay

or block a Hebron withdrawal.

NATION

Teenagers as likely to

smoke pot as to drink

WASHINGTON (AP) — Teen-agers

are |ust as likely to be smoking marijua-

na in an automobile as drinking a beer,

according to a new nationwide survey.

Of the 129,560 students in grades

6 through 12 surveyed during the
1995-96 school year by an Atlanta-

based anti-drug group, 10.3 percent

said they smoke marijuana in a car

while only 8.4 percent said they drink

beer in an automobile.

"What this means is that marijua-

na's role in traffic accidents could be

much higher than we know," said

Doug Hall, executive director of the

Atlanta group, PRIDE. "This is a signifi-

cant new development."

For the overwhelming majority of

students, an automobile was not the

place to smoke marijuana or drink.

Only 6.4 percent said they drink liquor

and 8.2 percent said they have wine

coolers in a car. Indeed, most students,

74 percent said they don't smoke mar-

ijuana at all. And among those who do,

a far greater number admitted to doing

so at a friend's house than in a car.

Fifty-four percent of the students

said they don't drink beer and 57.1

percent and 61 .1 percent, respectively,

said they don't consume wine coolers

and liquor

EXTENDED FORECAST
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The Massachusetts hockey team gets rolling Friday night when they
open the season at rival UMass-Lowell.
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Vigil condemns police

brutality in Amherst
By Humphrey brown III and
Lisa Chiu

Collegian Staff

Approximately 50 community
members, high school and college stu-

dents rallied Tuesday night in Amherst
Center in recognition of National

Police Brutality Day.

The march and candlelight vigil

was organized by the Revolutionary

Anarchist Youth and the Coalition

Against Police Harassment and
Violence.

Rally organizer Ruby Bottlerockez

said that she hopes to bring awareness

to the issue.

"What we're doing is calling for a

civilian review board that can review

the actions of certain officers, so that

they can... have some kind of account-

ability to the community," said

Bottlerockez.

She explained the difficulty victims

of police brutality face when they file

complaints, since it entails going to

the police station — the very body
which is being accused of harassment.

Rally organizer, and Amherst icm

dent. Karen Rock cited an example of

harassment when she allegedly wit-

nessed Amherst Police handcuff, and

continue to rub a neighbor's face into

the ground. When she asked why they

did this, the officer replied that the

victim, a Cambodian teenager, fit the

description of someone they were
looking for.

According to Rock, when she later

implied that the officer singled out the

teenager due to his race, he allegedly

covered up his badge so that his badge

number would not be seen.

The rally began with a moment of

silence for victims of police brutality,

and proceeded to move slowly to the

Police Station. Onlookers watched
from windows of restaurants, as pro-

testors carried signs which read, "End
Police Brutality."

At the Amherst Police station, the

group, dressed in black in memory of

victims of police brutality, began to

read out loud various stories of police

harassment. What began as a murmur
and grew to a crescendo of yelling.

"My name was Anthony Baez and
I was playing football in front of my
house. The ball accidentally hit a

police car. My punishment? He stran-

gled me to death," the crowd repeat-

ed.

One protestor banged something
hard against the ground, imitating the

noise of a gun shot. The group pro-

ceeded to lay, as though dead, on the

concrete ground in front of the police

station. A few minutes later, the

crowd left the area.

According to Rock, Amherst police

had no knowledge of the protest. The
officers on duty had no comment.

"Our intent is to get Officer

IMichael D.| Sullivan suspended
because he seems to be in charge of all

the events happening thus far," said

Rock.

March organizer Emilia (ones said

that the group had worked with town
manager, Barry Del Castilho, attempt-

ing to hold him personally responsible

for recent incidents of harassment.

According to (ones, all Del
Castilho has done is issue a statement

stating that racial discrimination will

not be tolerated. The group is now
conducting its own investigation of the

police department. It is now asking

citizens to document complaints with

the coalition and the Graduate
Employee Organization at the

University of Massachusetts.

Need some new clothes?
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Sarah Zimm, an undecided sophomore, sewed herself a dress at the Craft Center in the Student Union
yesterday.

Ka'ahumanu speaks on sexuality SGA looks at student safety

Activist talks about her experiences from the 1960s to now when STIOW closes LJMcZSS

By Jamie Sinsheimer & Richard James
Collegian Staff

On Tuesday night in the Campus Center on the
University of Massachusetts campus, author Lani Ka'ahu-

manu gave a speech on her life and her beliefs.

The speech entitled "Beyond Binary: The Geography of

Desire and Assumptions," discussed her life and how it has

evolved over the years into the one she leads now.

Ka'ahumanu is an author, poet, and co-editor of the

groundbreaking feminist anthology, Bi Any Other Name:
Bisexual People Speak Out, as well as a safer sex advocate

and health educator. Her work has also appeared in UTNE
reader. The Advocate. ANYTHING THAT MOVES:
Beyond The Myths of Bisexuality, and LIBIDO.

Actively involved in the civil rights, peace, and feminist

movements of the 1960s when she was a full time subur-

ban housewife and the mother of two children, Ka'ahu-
manu spoke of that era in her speech.

"I had never determined what I wanted, what 1 need-

ed, what was real for me. I had it all. but. at the same
time 1 was crying... a lot. My husband and my best friend

figured it out. 'You need to leave.' he said. 'You've never

had a life of your own.' As soon as I heard it I knew he-

was right."

After leaving her husband, she went back to school and
became a full time student, speaking out as a radical les-

bian mother and helping to found the Women's Studies

Department at San Francisco State University.

"I came out to my children, ex-husband, my mother,
other students and to the world. It was 1976." Ka'ahu-
manu said.

As her speech continued, Ka'ahumanu spoke of the

1970s and the radicalism that she was involved with. In

1980, she shocked the entire gay and lesbian community
as well as herself when she fell in love with a man fifteen

years younger than her.

"I returned to San Francisco to my lesbian family of

friends and came out as bisexual. I was a public lesbian

who fell from grace. I became the public enemy and pri-

vate confessional."

As a very bi-phobic lesbian. Ka'ahumanu said she

didn't know what to expect when people found out about

her. Feeling abandoned by the larger gay and lesbian com-
munity she was not sure what she could do to regain her

inner strength. Thinking about empowering words from a

lesbian friend of hers, Ka'ahumanu said she was deter-

mined not to let the community kick her out of a place she

knew she belonged in.

She also spoke of the assumptions of people and how
they think about homo and heterosexuality. Stating that

"clearly the institution of heterosexism is based on a mono-
sexual framework that positions two mutually exclusive

sexual orientations on either side of a fence, protecting one
from the other."

This framework is what creates the line that distinctive-

ly divides the two ends of the spectrum, she said.

Naming several gay. lesbian, and bisexual writers of the

past throughout the majority of her speech, Ka'ahumanu
credits a great portion of her activism to their courage. She
noted that all the gay and lesbian people in history had

been excitedly claimed as "my people."

Claiming that even though she was attracted to men
and women, as opposed to only women, her place in the

gay and lesbian world was still firm because Ka'ahumanu
is fighting for her rights as a bisexual woman just as others

are fighting for their rights as gay and lesbians.

By Roghuram Vadarevu
Collegian Staff
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Lunch break...
Sean Lorway, a junior environmental science major, and Steve Costello, a senior chemical engineering major,

ate lunch yesterday outside the Coffee Shop in the Campus Center.

The safety concerns of commuter
students who make unnecessary and

potentially dangerous trips to school

on days when the University of

Massachusetts closes due to snow
were addressed last night by the

Student Government Association

Undergraduate Senate.

"It is an important motion because

it will improve upon a system that is

already working to accommodate mu
dents." said Sen. Bill Ramsey (com-

muter area).

In the motion, sponsored by

Ram-e\. the Senate has requested that

the administration increase the number
of phone lines in order to address the

safety concerns of commuter students

Ramsey points to the dangerous

conditions that commuter students

encounter on their way to the

University.

He said students often make unnec-

c--at\ t rip*; to campus because the

school closing messages are not broad-

cast frequently enough on the radio and

because the phones are constantly bus\

.

"By passing this motion, the Senate

is recognizing the need to look after the

safety interests of all of the students."

Ramsey said.

The motion received support from

many senators, including Sen. Stacey

Shackford (Central-at large), who said

she supported the motion because the

safety concerns addressed were impor-

tant.

Some senators wanted to delay the

vote on the motion on the basis that

the\ needed more information.

Sen. Sean Marien (OH-Field)
wanted to delay the vote because of a

lack of information. He said that he

w.i- concerned with submitting an act

to the administration without making
specific demands on the number of

additional phone lines.

In response. Ramsey said. "I pur-

posely did not put a specific number in

the motion because I need to work with

the Administration to find out exactly

how we will be able to better the sys-

tem."

He added that by passing the

motion, the issue is placed on "the table

for discussion |with the administra-

tion.!"

In addition, the motion presents the

administration with a deadline of Dec.

I.

In other matters, the Senate unani-

mousls passed a motion that would cre-

ate a committee of art-related organiza-

tions to help develop and advocate the

art- on campus.

Sen. Stephanie Parenti (OH-at
large), the sponsor of the motion, said

that the committee will advance issues

concerning the arts through the Senate.

"I think that not only .is it a good
motion, but it is also a good invest-

ment for the Senate." said Shackford,

who added she belie\es the Senate in

the past has not had a complete pic-

ture of the status of arts on campus.

She said, "the arts have been
adversely affected the distribution of

fundi to arts-related RSO's (Registered

Student Organization-) and agencies

on campus.

The next meeting for the Student

Senate will be held next Wednesday,
with the location to be announced.

Afro-American theater

group comes to university

Humphrey brown III

Collegian Staff

On Oct. 25 and 26 at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium. New World
Theater will present the Hittite Empire

in The Undersiege Stories.

The Hittite Empire is an ensemble

theater group with a core membership
of 10 performance artist- ,md aJuoMon

It was founded by Keith Antai

Mason. Michael Keith Woods and I lli-

Ricc out of Los Angeles. Calif. From its

conception, the goal of the Hittite

Empire has been to bring the ideals and

OCial issues of the black community

into the forefront of social thought and

give black people, particularly young

black men. the opportunity to cxptv—

then experiences, trials, passions and

visions through (he medium of (heater

"We are an all black,

African-American, indigenous, inter-

generational performance art collec-

tive.'' said Mason, the primary writer

and director of Undersiege.

From St. Louis to London, the

Hittite Empire has performed in venues

throughout the world. Some of the

piece- ihc>\e produced include In My
Living Conditions. Shango Walk
Through Fire, and Bus Boy Blues.

In The Undersiege Stories, the

Hittite Empire takes a Un>k at some of

the problems that have affected the

li\c- of not only black men. but the

black conutiunity as a whole

"lUndersiege Storie-I is an urban
-rnmmntstn. ritual created to end gang

violence, child abuse and domestic vio-

lence in the inner cities." said Mason
Through monologues and incanta-

Turn to THEATER, page 3
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Appearance — The Jeffrey Amherst Bookshop is pleased

to announce an appearance by author Barbara Diamond

Goldin at 6 p.m. Her newest books are. While the White

Candles Burn: 8 Stories for Hanukah and Coyote »nd the

Fire Stick.

Class — "Lunch & Learn" at this free drop in class to

learn about the Jewish concepts of Geulah, redemption, and

Moshiach, the messiah, during your lunch hour. Sponsored

by the Chabad House. 50 N. Hadley Rd.. Amherst. Classes

are at noon, location to be announced. Free and open to the

public. For more information, call 549-4094.

Informational Session — The Anthropology
Undergraduate Caucus is sponsoring an informational scs-

sion in Machmer 201 at 7 p.m. for any undergraduates

interested in internship information related to anthropology.

For more information, contact Andrew at 586-2462 or

Amy at 546-0841.

Lecture — The GLBT Lecture Series presents Ken

Stuckney, a grad student at Wake Forest, who will speak on

"Gay and Lesbian Writing: The Ship and the Safe Harbor."

The event, to be held at 12:30 p.m. in Campus Center room

903. is free and open to everyone.

Meeting — The next Math Club meeting is at 7 p.m. in

LGRT 1512D. Several experts are coming to teach the

ancient Chinese game Go. All math majors are invited.

Meeting — "Signing Coffee Hour" at 7 p.m. outside of

the Bluewall. The event is sponsored by the HANDS Club.

For more information, call 545-1952.

Rally/March — National Young Women's Day of Action

is being celebrated at 4 p.m. on the Amherst Commons,

along with a march to Haigis Mall at UMass. Speakers will

be featured from noon-1 p.m. on the steps of the Student

Union. For more information about the events on 5 College

campuses, contact Becca (Amherst College) at 542-2452;

Jessie (Hampshire College) at 582-5914; Avery (Mt.

Holyoke College) at 493-5698; Marisa (Smith College) at

585-7010; or Tina (UMass) at 546-0318.

Seminar— A Meditation/Yoga seminar, part of a weekly

series that introduces Tantric yoga and meditation practices,

will be held in Butterfield. 1st floor lounge, at 8 p.m. The

event is sponsored by the UMass Ananda Marga Yoga Club.

For more information, call Alex at 253-6341.

Saturday, Oct. 26

Gathering — The South Asian Club is sponsoring a

South Asian Night at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium, featuring dances, a fashion show, and tradi-

tional Indian food. Admission is free.

Music — The Horse Mountain |azz Band will play

Dixieland and sing-along music in a benefit for the Amherst

Survival Center at the parish Hall of Grace Episcopal

church at 8 p.m. the church is located on Spring St. off the

Amherst Common. Tickets are $5 and $2 for kids, and are

available at LAOS Book Store. For the Record, and at the

door.

Sale — The Great Pioneer Valley "Super Sock Sale" will

be held at the Amherst Town Common from 9 a.m.-3 p.m.

Rain date is Sunday, the same time and place. The sale is a •

benefit for PETS. (Placement, Education. Treatment.

Shelter), the all volunteer animal welfare network. For more

information, call 665-1255 or 253-9675.

Talk — Rev. Thomas Brosnan, Roman Catholic priest

and adoptee, and Dean Vicki Swigert. a college adminis-

trator and birthparent. will discuss their views on adop-

tion and the issues surrounding it. The event is held at

Salvo House, 81 Conz St., Northampton. Admission is

$10/door, $5 in advance. For more information, contact

TRY. P.O. Box 989. Northampton. Mass.. 01061, or call

584-6599. Sunday q^ 27
Haunted House — The South Hadley Knights of

Columbus present a Haunted House from 7-9:50 p.m. at

110 Main St.. South Hadley (next to the Town Hall). "Tile"

event runs from Sunday Oct. 28 through Tuesday Oct. 50.

Admission is $4.

Notices

Community Service — The UMass community service

program is organizing a food and quarter drive as part of

the national "Make a Difference Day," sponsored annually

by the Hampshire Gazette and the Hampshire Community

United Way. Cans of food and money will be collected on

the Campus Center Concourse from Oct. 16-24, from 10

a.m. and in the dining commons on Oct. 21-24 from 4-7

p.m. Proceeds go to the Food Bank and benefit local shel-

ters and food pantries. Our goal is to collect 10,000 lbs. and

$1,400 to underwrite the Food Bank's holding costs. For

more information, call the Community service Program at

545-5327.

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from

8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call

584-8167.
Employment — Applications are still being accepted

from work-study students for the positions of office manag-

er and research coordinator. If interested, please pick up an

application in room 522 of the Student Union or call 545-

1 122 to get one mailed to you. Call fohn Lanzerotta at 546-

6559 for more information.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies is

seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a graduate student.

Please send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen,
Dept. of Consumer Studies, 101 Skinner Hall. University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, MA, 01005. For more informa-

tion, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2591.

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final Examination

Schedule will be available beginning Friday. Oct. 18. Copies

will be delivered to students in residence halls, and will be

available to off-campus students in the Registrar's Office

(215 Whitmore).

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are avail-

able to help you find answers to your questions and con-

cerns: Mondays from 4:50-6:50 p.m. in the Health

Education Dept., UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more

info); Tuesdays 6:50-8:50 p.m. in the International Lounge,

Prince House (call 545- 2299 for more info). All conversa-

tions are confidential.

Informational Session — For all confused about Student

Loans, an information session will be hosted by Financial

Aid Services, on Thursday, Oct. 51 from 9 a.m.-noon in

Campus Center room 162-75.

Meeting — Weekly Schulchan Lurit held every

Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right as

you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis and

other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 506 of the Student Union.

For more information, call the ARC office at 5-1925.

New Organization — W1CC (West Indian/Caribbean

Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West Indies

or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as anyone

interested in the culture. For more information, contact

Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-5967.

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

vour help is needed. If interested, call lordan at 546-5548.

Correction
In the Oct. 23 issue, the captions for the two top story

photos on page one were reversed.

The Collegian regrets the error.

...tti about
tapping

an ocean of
creativity,

passion

and energy

that, as

far as we
can see,

has no
bottom

and no
shows.

"

Jack Welch, Chairman and CEO

How would you describe GE's work

environment? Open, inspiring,

charged, fast-paced, non-bureau-

cratic, apolitical. We think you'll

agree these are particularly appeal-

ing adjectives. •

We believe in being "boundaryless."

We're taking down walls that divide

people, eliminating hierarchies and

stripping out bureaucratic processes

company-wide. And it's working. We
are a 70 billion dollar global enter-

prise whose extremely diverse range

of businesses are number one or

number two in their markets.

Others look to us for management
best practices and our financial

results have shareholders cheering.

We'll be on
campus this fall. Please

check with

the Placement Office

for more details.

We want to hear from Bachelor's

and Master's degree candidates. If

you are bright, creative, passionate

about your work and determined to

make things happen, we want you to

know we find these to be particu-

larly appealing qualities.

To find out more, visit us on the World Wide Web at:

http://www.careermosaic.com/cm/ge

An Environment Without Boundaries

An tquil opportunity tmployor

Campus Police Log
Accident — Leaving the Scene

Oct. 22
A two-vehicle accident was reported from Presidents

Drive.

Accident — Personal Injury

Oct. 25

Two security Officers notified the UMass Police

Department, Hadley Police and Fire Departments of

an accident on Russel Street.

Accident — Properly Damage
Oct. 21

A vehicle struck a parked car in parking lot 65.

There was a minor accident in parking lot 51.

Oct. 22

There was a two-vehicle accident on Massachusetts

Avenue; there was no injury.

Alarm — Fire

Oct. 21

The alarm system in Franklin Dining Hall was shut

down for repair by a technician.

Annoying Behavior

Oct. 21

An employee at Paige Laboratory reported receiving

an obscene e-mail from out-of-state.

Oct. 22

An individual from Lederle Research Building report-

ed receiving obscene material through e-mail.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Oct. 22

An individual reported that chain saws and climbing

equipment were stolen from a vehicle in parking lot 44.

Civil Complaint
Oct. 21

A staff member from Kennedy Residence Hall report-

ed harassment from a resident.

Disturbance

Oct. 22
A dorm war was reported by residents of Pierpont

and Moore Residence Halls.

There was a dispute between a tow truck operator

and a motorist on Sylvan Drive.

An individual from North Pleasant Street reported

individuals yelling near the Newman Center.

Two individuals created a disturbance near a bus stop

mi Presidents Drive.

Two individuals were reportedly having an argument

near Mahar Auditorium.

Family Offenses, Domestics

Oct. 22
A restraining order was issued in Gorman Residence

Hall by the Court.

Larceny

Oct. 21

A bicycle was reported stolen from Cashin Residence

Hall.

A bicycle was reported stolen from Bartlett Hall.

Oct. 22
An individual reported that a cellular phone was
stolen from a vehicle in parking lot 1 1 on Saturday.

Oct. 25

)amie K. Finley. 18, of 167 River Rd., Whately. was

arrested on Presidents Drive for larceny under $250.

Missing Person

Oct. 22
Police were asked to check on an individual who did

not return home after the weekend. The party was

located and called home.

Suspicious Person/Activity

Oct. 22

Kevin C. Bolster. 19. of 558 West Pond St..

Braintree. was arrested on )ohn Adams Road on a

warrant issued in Braintree.

Vandalism
Oct. 21

A window was smashed on a vehicle in parking lot

22.

A tail light was smashed on a vehicle in parking lot

22.

An individual from John Quincy Adams Residence

Hall reported damage to a room door.

Oct. 22
An individual from Leach Residence Hall reported

that bleach was poured into a washing machine and

ruined all the clothes in the machine.

A pumpkin was thrown through a window in North

Village Apartments.
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International Affairs Correspondent

The Collegian is currently seeking qualified applicants to serve as

International Affairs Correspondents. These unpaid writers will provide cov-

erage of lectures and related events which deal v/ith worldwide issues and
conflicts.

Applicants are expected to be versed in international political economy
ana/or the particular country/conflict they wish to cover.

Interested applicants should direct their questions to Michael Elliott or
Sunanda Ghosh at 545-1762.
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Professional Technical Reference

PRENTICE HALL
• The Professional's Choice •
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Panel talks of Middle East peace Prof: women becoming more active

despite worry about participants against militarism in Latin America

By Steve Gold

Collegian Correspondent

Tensions still high in Israel, the current situation and

future ol Palestinians within Israeli-occupied territories was

addressed in a panel at the University of Massachusetts.

Tuesday night.

UMass professor of linguistics, Hagit Borer and consul-

tant on education on the development of the Middle East.

Nubar I lovsepian. each spoke for about 20 minutes in room

124 of Hasbrouck.

The panel was moderated by Amherst College Professor

of religion |amal Elias.

Indicative of a very complex issues, the event itself did

not escape controversy, as an Israeli exchange student at

UMass challenged the make- up of the panel minutes into

the discussion.

"There is a flaw with your panel," he said and

went on to comment on the absence of the "mainstream

Israeli" viewpoint. He challenged Borer's authority to speak

with an Israeli voice after living in the United States for the

past 20 years.

Borer responded and said that she had grown up in

Israel and spent eighteen years in the Israeli army, but made

clear she spoke only for herself.

After some arguing, Director of the Five College

Program in Peace and World Security Studies, Michael

Klare stepped out of the audience onto the floor and apolo-

gized for the lack of variety In the viewpoints represented.

"It is my fault," Klare said, and explained that it was he

who asked the speakers to come. "We will take this into

consideration and try harder in the future."

Despite the apology, the quarreling continued until a

man in the audience asked the student to define the main-

stream Israeli viewpoint. The point was taken without

rebuttal and the questions session continued.

Borer spent the remainder of her 20 minute speech

explaining the plight of the occupied Palestinians.

Borer said that a continuing problem is Israeli settle-

ments in predominately Palestinian territories. A 40 percent

increase in funding for development projects in these areas,

used for the construction of bypass roads, has caused ten-

sions, even violence. However. Borer said no new construe

tion has taken place since the new government has taken

power.

Borer shifted the focus of the end of her speech to the

recent elections and the political process in Israel and why

tension is so high.

"They were tense and bitter," she said. "The issue is not

whether or not Israel will be a Jewish slate. The issue is

whether or not Israel will be a fundamentalist state."

Hovsepian, a former professor at Rutgers University and

Hunters College, began his speech with a list of definitions

of terms we are "bombarded with in politics."

"A peace process is whatever the US supports at any

time and this always excludes justice."

Elias added, "the peace process is not a peace process at

all; it is an imposition of terms."

Hovsepian pointed out some of the things he said the

peace process has produced; continued occupation,

Palestinian control over 3 percent of the land, maintained

Israeli control over water and their withdrawal from only

seven Palestinian towns.

The Palestinians were excited about the elections that

were held on |an. 20, said Hovsepian, Eighty-eight people

were elected to positions. This group, however, cannot take

part in the proceedings of the Oslo Accord and had to first

be approved by the Israeli government.

Yasser Arafat and the Palestinian authority were, by the

Oslo Accord, given the role of maintaining stability, said

Hovsepian.

"Arafat's function is to administer occupation in areas

under his authority," he said.

Hovsepian quoted Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu as saying in 1990, that Israel's goal is "maximum
autonomy for Palestinians with maximum security for

Israel," which Hovsepian called "an oxymoron."
Netanyahu's agenda, says Hovsepian. is "demographic secu-

rity," to preserve the lewish majority so that Palestinians do

not have a voice in border-drawing or immigration policy.

The panel's consensus was that "Israel has won" and

By Sarah Bockwalter

Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON — The
women of Latin America are becom-

ing more involved in social move-

ments, when faced with military

conflict, said Professor |une Nash,

who spoke at Smith College Tuesday

night.

Nash, a professor of anthropolo-

gy of the City College of New York,

gave a speech entitled, "Woman and

Militarism in Latin America."

According to Nash, women have

for a long time been victimized by

the military in Latin America. Rape.

kidnapping and prostitution are not

uncommon in areas with large mili-

tary activity, such as ii. Chiapas.

Mexico, where in the last two years,

there has been a strong military

presence.

Nash conducted research in

Chiapas in the spring of 1994.

"Women are taking up arms and
threatening the masculine stereo-

types of the indigenous population."

Tensions mounted in the region

when the attorney general of

Chiapas went on television in

February of 1994, displaying a pho-

tograph acquired from the CIA, of a

man named Raphael Sebastian
Guillen Vincente. which he said was
"Marcos." the ideological leader of

the Zapatista uprising.

As a result of this. 60.000 troops

were deployed into the jungle near

Chiapas to search for Marcos.

"This caused much anxiety,"

Nash said. "You can understand that

I
anxiety | when you hear planes fly-

ing overhead that you can't see."

In response, said Nash, 100.000

people descended into the main
square of Mexico City to protest this

deployment. They wore masks bear-

ing the same photograph of

Vincente. shouting "we are all

Marcos."

"We went with Pastors for Peace

in order to closer observe the situa-

tion in the jungle," Nash said.

"We were refused admittance,

but from where we were, we could

see houses flying white flags as a

sign of neutrality," she added.

Despite the flags, the situation in

the jungle was worsening. Nash
said. Young men were taken from

homes to be trained for the army.

Families were separated, crops were

ruined, houses taken over in order

to lodge troops. Women were forced

to wash clothes and make tortillas

for the soldiers.

'The effect on the economy has

been devastating. Since the invasion,

there has been an extreme dip in the

financial market," Nash said. "Their

tactics are to kill people from
hunger, they prevent the planting of

crops during [planting] season, then

cut off aid.

Despite this, there has been sur-

prisingly little shooting. "Mexico is a

real country and prides itself on not

being a banana republic," Nash said.

The amount spent on the search

lor Marcos so far has been 1.67 bil-

lion pesos, or about $557 million,

said Nash. The 25.000 to 30.000

troops remaining are each paid 50

pesos a day. These figures do not

include money for the planes, tanks,

arms and ammunition that are pour-

ing into the area everyday. The
United States has already loaned

$1 1 billion to its southern neighbor.

It is to be paid back in the form of

crude oil, she added.

At the 1995 state convention,

many women in Chiapas assembled

and signed a declaration against the

war. As a result, they were harassed

and even jailed, said Nash.

Nash, while in Chiapas, had the

opportunity to see the women's
reactions first-hand.

"When troops came through the

village the women would link arms

and turn their backs to the tanks in

a gesture of defiance," Nash said. "It

appeared to be a memory contained

in some behavioral practices
."

Women have become supporters

of opposition parties, said Nash. She

explained that in many cases,

women are becoming more a part of

the Zapatista movement.

Women. Nash said, in many cases

challenged the authority of the mili-

tary.

"That takes a lot of courage,

these men are heavily armed. I

wouldn't do it."

theater
continued from page I

tions, the ensemble brings the crisis

and obstacles of the characters' lives

to center stage and confronts them.

The cast of characters include;

"Nike Killer," a serial killer who kills

other black teenagers for their tennis

shoes in order to improve his self

esteem. "Professor X." who teaches

the madness behind the MTV' vision

of Afrocentrism and "Reverend Good
Reason," who speaks to the spiritual

crisis in the community. They are

complimented by warrior gods who
battle and destroy demons of racism

and self-hatred.

Various works of the Hittite

Empire have often been accused of

being "too real" for some audiences,

but this is something that the Empire

has become accustomed to hearing.

"If you come to the show to see a

Eurocentric play, that's not going to

happen," explained Mason during a

Hittite Empire discussion that was

held yesterday in the Curtain Theater.

Mason says that the main purpose

of the Hittite Empire is to help young

black men get their message out and

show there is an avenue accessible for

them to express themselves.

"We have created residencies in

which we work with young-

African-American men (between the

ages of 16-25) to help them tell their

own stories," Mason said.

The Hittite Empire works hand in

hand with black youth in communities

across the U.S. The focus is to expose

the youth to new ways of sharing their

individual struggles and problems

with the rest of the nation, other than

the more popular medium of expres-

sion by urban black youth; rap music.

"We don't vilify rap," explains

Mason. "But we say there's another

(definition! of the whole traditions that

you come from, that you can respect

and use as a useful tool of empower-

ment to tell your story. That's the work

of the Hittite Empire."

Tickets for 'The Undersiege

Stories ' are $8 for general admission,

$5 for students, youth, senior citizens

and low income parents. For more

information, contact the Fine Arts

Center Box Office at 545-25 1 1.

now they are in the position of power, not the Palestinians.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

works hard to bring you the most

comprehensive news department

of any New England university.

Come join us!

For-more information,

call Michael Elliott at 545-1762,

or stop by the office at 113 Campus Center.
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The Collegian is taking applications for:

LWERTIS1NG
REPRESENTATIVES

We are looking for Enthusiastic, Energetic, Organized and

%y Self-motivated Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors from any major.

If you are guilty of any of these traits, contact Pete or

Craig at the Collegian Advertising Office at 545-3500 or

stop in and fill out an application at

113 Campus Center Basement

radnate studies are the best

prescription for career advancement
Informal

Open House
for all Graduate

Programs
Ell Center, 3rd Floor

Saturday, November 2, 1996-9AM-UPM

There will be no lormal program Program Directors

Professors and cc-ient students will provide overviews of

degree programs and look forward to meeting wirh you Also,

representatives from Graduate Admissions Financial Aid,

Residential I ife. Graduate Student Assentation Lane Health

Center and Commuter Services will be available to answer

questions you may have

R S V P requested by Thursday, October RD
Call (617) 175-2708, FAX (617) J7M701 or write Graduate

Office, Attn Grad Open House, Bouve' College of Pharmacy

k Health Sciences,

203 Mugar I-ife Sciences Building.

360 Huntington Avenue,

Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115

m
Bouve (College

of Pharmacy and Health Sciences

Northeastern University
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Colonel God did it?

C. Taylor

Conner

Iwas doomed by the time 1 reached five never to be

the religious type, damned for all eternity by

Belushi and Aykroyd.

My mother had taken me that Saturday in 1980 to see

The Blues Brothers, a fine family film if you consider

Caligula a fine historical piece. The next morning, as

always, we went to church.

The service lulled along at 'its usual sluggish pace —
we were Northern black Baptists, after all — until I felt

the Spirit overtake me.

Unfortunately, the Spirit arrived in the form of a slew

of expletives newly acquired from
Elwood and lake.

All of a sudden, this House of God had

been transformed into the set of Quincy

lones' all-black version of The Exorcist.

All I lacked was Kool-Aid to spray the

mortified parishioners as my head spun in c'rcles.

Needless to say, my little brown butt made acquain-

tances with my mom's none-loo-pleased hand outside

of the church, but what may have been the roots of my
questioning big religion couldn't be tanned out of me.

I am of the firm belief that there is something out

there, and that's not meant in the Mulder/Scully sense.

It is impossible in my mind to fathom the self-creation

of that very first unit of matter — something had to

start the process, something is way bigger than me.

Thus. I am not an atheist.

Yet, although my spirituality is deeply founded, I

could never commit to one religion, and have to possess

the unyielding faith to say, "Yup, this is the one and
only." There's just too much uncertainty in me.

Imagine the overwhelming concept of all the supreme
deities of all the religions in the world being arrested,

taken into custody, and put into a lineup.

You have to identify the right god. Some of them you
throw out instantly, some you examine then discard,

and some... well, they look like they might be the one,

but you're not quite sure.

Hell, it could be all of them or none of them.

It's something like a game of Clue You play along.

thinking you might know which omniscient presence
committed the act of human creation, and then —
gotcha — it was Col. God in the library of the heavens,

not Professor Allah in the study of all that is holy.

And damned if the culprit doesn't change every time

you play.

The problem is that, in our geocentrism, a lot of folks

actually believe they know or will eventually know the

face of that which, or who, made us all. For all we
know, we could be one of the lowest rungs on the uni-

versal ladder, a trifle amongst galaxies of superior life

forms.

For all we know, we could be the col-

lective Latoya lackson of the successful

interplanetary family of brothers and sis-

ters tif gender even exists beyond Earth,

that is).

But. hey, we use a whole 15 percent of our brains —
we must have the ability to figure out the greatest mys-

tery any and every world will ever know.
-Organized religion isn't a bad thing necessarily.

Billions of people need the basic moral and spiritual

structure that it provides consistently on a day-to-day
basis.

What a boring, yet possibly more peaceful and toler-

ant, place our planet might be if we didn't conflict in

our religious beliefs. However, we'd probably still put

in a concerted effort to find other important reasons to

disrespect, dehumanize and destroy each other even if

there were no supernatural discourse.

It is imperative that we keep our beliefs in perspec-

tive. If I choose to believe my left butt cheek is, in fact.

God. then dammit, nobody is going to change my mind.

But I'm open to discussion on the matter.

If I choose to believe the trash can beside my desk is

the Big Kahuna, then so be it. But I'll still listen to what
anyone has to say about it.

And if I choose to believe Elwood and lake Blues are

the Mighty Ones. I'll have it out with you. but get ready

for some hardcore cussin'.

C Taylor Conner is a Collegian columnist.

A dying campaign

Bob

Dunn

Has anyone seen Bob Dole?

I'm not talking about the

wan, defeated, sort of sickly

looking character who has
been on the campaign trail lately.

I'm talking about the proud, bois-

terous orator. The one full of fire

and brimstone, hell and damnation.

The Bob Dole who would stand
proudly on the stump, pounding his

chest and promising
crushing defeat for his

enemies.

That Bob Dole
He doesn't appear

anymore. Elvis gets seen

around more often than the person

even Dole refers to as "The old Bob
Dole."

I'm no fan of Dole's, and 1 cer-

tainly don't want him to win, but I

didn't want this. I mean, it used to

be fun to pick on Dole. Now it just

seems cruel. It might still be fun if

he had some fight left in him, but

he doesn't. Perhaps it's time to

leave the poor, dead horse alone.

The campaign just feels over, and
with it Dole's last chance at achiev-

ing his life-long goal — The
Presidency.

No. not every person who wants
to be President is going to be. that's

obvious. Somehow. I have an easier

time seeing Carter, Mondale. Bush
and Dukakis getting on with their

lives than Dole.

Dole's been preparing for this, his

whole professional career. Early on
in his campaign. Dole had made
remarks lo the effect that he should

be President because he'd put in the

time. A sort of wistfully nostalgic-

notion; ascending to the Presidency

based on hours logged, but a sor-

rowfully misguided one. Dole has
found out far too late, that no one is

just going to hand him the crown,

that he would actually have tu earn

it.

He would have had to do it

through an organized plan, a

multi-issue platform, a strong cam-

paign — you know, the usual.

Having some actual ideas may not

have hurt either.

Something died inside him during

the last debate. By the end. he was
addressing his remarks to anyone

"who might still be

watching." This
does not sound like

a man with high
hopes. It sounds
like a man whose

campaign is dead.

So, who killed it? Well. Dole
himself is the primary culprit, of

course. A few low lights in his strat-

egy:

• He put all of his weight behind

a tax plan that won't work. The
problem with this was, specifically,

everyone knew it wouldn't work
and Dole could never adequately
explain why it would. Some evi-

dence might have been a good idea.

A chart, maybe. Some sort of prece-

dent for his plan might not have
been completely out of bounds.
Simply snarling, "It will work,"
through clenched teeth doesn't cut

it.

• He decided to go after Clinton

on foreign campaign contributions,

but couldn't make that work either.

The problem behind all of that was
he couldn't prove any wrong doing

and the money trail for the
Indonesian contributions is so con-

voluted, that even Tolkien wouldn't

have been able to make sense out of

it. The other problem being Dole
appeared hypocritical at best, hav-

ing accepted campaign money from
dubious sources himself, including

tobacco lobbyists.

• Despite pleas to the contrary,

Dole decided to go after character

flaws by and large, rather than stick

to substantive issues. This strategy

was a miserable failure. A close

look at the polls would have made
this very clear for 'ol Bobby. Even

though polls show that a lot of peo-

ple have doubts about Clinton's

trustworthiness, people were still

planning on casting their vote for

him over Dole. What this says to me
is, people don't worry as much
about some money under the table,

as much as having a place to go to

work on Monday morning or being

able to send their kids to college.

The other culprit in "The Case of

the Confounded Candidate" is the

media itself.

Magazines, newspapers and tele-

vision have been announcing the

end of the race for weeks now.
Newsweek ran a cover story recent-

ly asking, "Is it over?" Apparently

they think so, because the following

week they neglected to put any
actual news on the cover instead

opting to run a completely insub-

stantive fluff piece on )ohn

Kennedy's new bride. The Boston

Globe even ran a front page story

yesterday announcing that many
Republicans were planning on vot-

ing for Clinton. Not exactly news to

rally the troops by in the Dole
offices.

I feel kind of like some Braves

fans felt at the end of the playoffs. I

mean, I want my side to win, but

not if it means humiliating the other

side.

Who killed Bob Dole's campaign?

I guess in some small way we all

did, and for my part. I'm actually

kind of sorry.

Bob Dunn is a Collegian

columnist.
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Oh. . . to avoid studying

Miranda

Purnell

When my professor told me we were having a

midterm exam, I thought I must have mis-

heard him. "Excuse me, an exam?" I

squawked in disbelief.

"That's right Miranda, an exam." I remember my first

feelings were of shock and terror. I, like many other peo-

ple, have never been a big fan of exams, tests, quizzes,

or whatever you want to call them. Asking me to take an
exam is kind of like asking me to shave my head. It's

something I can't ever visualize myself doing but if the

alternative is death or being locked in a small room with

lenny McCarthy, 1 guess I'll go with the

exam every time.

My friends were kind of perturbed by

my chronic aversion to exams. They rea-

soned with me that it was just something

that everyone has to go through. "What's

the big deal Miranda?" they'd say.

Well the big deal was. and still is. that I have forgot-

ten how to study. Here I am. a junior who hasn't taken

an exam since high school, and I have simply no recol-

lection of the concepts of summarizing and revision. Not
that I'm sure they were ever shining beacons of clarity

and reason with me, but they are even less so now.
So what do 1 do? I do what any reasonable person in

my situation would do. I phone my mum. Sirens start

ringing in my ear. I look around for a lire truck but none
are in sight. In my somewhat less than perfect state, my
imagination begins to run away with me. The sirens I

hear are not coming from the phone but rather from
inside my head. They are alarm bells ringing, a warning

of my upcoming midterm failure. I start to freak out. It's

too much. 1 throw the phone away as though the receiv-

er is burning a hole in my hand, and collapse on my bed.

moaning to my roommate about hearing sirens in my
head. "Did you dial '9' for an outside line?" she kindly

asks.

That problem solved. I [finally?] get through to my
mum. She is caring, understanding, sympathetic and
sweet, all the things I knew she would be. She is also in

Australia, and after reminding me that this call was cost-

ing her (ah. the joy of reverse charge calling cards)

$1.50 a minute, she told me to just sit down at my desk

and wait for it all to come back to me. 1 thanked her

profusely (mums are M great aren't they), put the phone
down and went to my desk. I waited. Then I waited

some more.

I was getting a little sick of waiting when I suddenly

had a brilliant idea. 1 decided that I should make a list of

all the work I had to do for all my classes. It was a bit of

a masterpiece, if I do say so myself. I drew it up like a

calendar, using different coloured highlighters for every

subject. I even used glitter.

When that was done I looked around my room. It was

fairly messy, that was nothing new. What was new was

that I had this undeniable urge to clean it. So there I

was, tearing around the room, folding shirts which had

been on the floor for weeks, making my bed for the first

time since I moved in. and desperately trying to arrange

my unopened library books in Georgian symmetry. Soon

enough, my side of the room was looking

mighty fine. But it clashed with my room-

mate's side so I had to tidy her things too.

1 had particular fun alphabetizing her CD
collection. She kind of drew the line how-

ever when I offered to iron her fitted

sheet

All this activity had made me kind of sweaty, so I

decided it was time to have a shower. I'd taken one less

than four hours before, but as you can never be too rich

or too clean, (thin is something I will never be so I'd

rather not get into that). I whipped my gear off and
jumped under the spray. I was standing there, congratu-

lating myself on the excellent job I had done in my
room, when I realized 1 hadn't shaved my legs that day.

So, I grabbed my razor and gave them a good once over.

Back in my room. I dried my hair, then I styled it. then

I dried it again, because 1 had hated the style and had to

immediately washed it out. Pretty soon I was officially

having a bad hair day. I brushed it. braided it. pulled it.

teased it, nothing would work. I begged my roommate to

cut it for me. but she couldn't. She had lent her scissors

to a friend who had an exam coming up and was avoid-

ing studying. Right that very minute her roommate was
cutting her hair. "How ridiculous," I thought. "Imagine

getting your hair cut to put off doing study."

I was getting bored. I asked my roommate if she felt

like moving the furniture around, but she didn't. She
didn't want to play Scrabble. Monopoly or Connect Four
either. I couldn't even talk her into changing the mes-
sage on our voice mail. |ust as I was leaving the room to

go and check my e-mail, my mum phoned back.
"Miranda." she said, "have you remembered how to

study yci?" I was silent for a minute as I thought about

her question. "No Mum." I replied, "but 1 have remem-
bered how to procrastinate about studying so I'm sure it

will come to me soon."

Miranda Purnell is a UMass student.

long

Jeremy

Hurewitz

Tuesdays and Thursdays —
big lecture class number
one. I sit in the big lecture

hall, among hundreds of
other students, as the teacher talks

over a microphone, and look
around.

To my right, a girl

dress is dead asleep.

Ahead to my right, a

beefy looking dude
had been picking his

nose with furtive

gestures. The guy on
my left is reading a novel, unrelat-

ed to the class. People bite their

nails and stare into space. I fanta-

size about women and carve my
initials into the desk.

The teacher talks on. He uses

words like "processing unit" and
"input/output". Chairs squeak,

people whisper, pages ruffle.

These sounds of white noise seep

into my soul and threaten to nulli-

fy my existence with their confu-

sion.

Afterwards, it's onto my discus-

sion section. It's in a small build-

ing near all the engineering classes

and the graduate tower. I don't

like this part of campus. The peo-

ple freak me out. They have elon-

gated necks and bad skin. They
shuffle around with a strange

sense of urgency.

The discussion section is a joke.

Our TA speaks at a level just

above a whisper with a thick

accent. We ask him to speak loud-

er and he just looks at us funny

and continues on at a level that is

barely audible. He is extremely

thin and ungainly. I get the feeling

that if someone farted he would be

blown out the window by the

slight change in the room's air

pressure.

Dead time
He goes over the exact same

thing we did in class. His English

is terrible. Everyone looks at each
other wondering if we're all think-

ing the same thing. Some of the

cruder people snicker at our
unconfident TA The weight of this

event's uselessness weighs on me
like a daydreaming
sumo wrestler. I

wish I was driving

my car, or getting a

haircut, or riding

the bus, or chewing
gum. or vacuuming my room, or

walking uphill in a snowstorm —
anything but this enormous waste

of time...

Tuesdays and Thursdays, big

lecture number two. More grum-
bling and shuffling as the profes-

sor gives long pauses between her

pedestrian facts: "Heroin... is bad

for you." People get pissed and
look at each other.

The worst thing about this class

is that despite its enormous size,

the professor has a strict atten-

dance requirement. She sends
numerous attendance sheets
around and wastes time every
other class busting people.

I am a senior. I pay a lot of

money to come here and I don't

need some nerdy professor to have

a ball-busting attendance require-

ment in a class where she'll never

know my name, to justify herself

with an audience. Maybe if she
made the class more interesting

we'd actually want to show up.

Furthermore her attendance policy

has fostered a "her against us"

environment rather than one of

collective learning that good pro-

fessors promote.

Some of you may think I'm a

slacker and I should just go to

class no matter what — there is

some truth in that. It's my loss of

money when I don't go to class. I

try not to skip too much, but I

almost want to trick her with petty

chicanery to show her that I am
not a child, and you can't force me
to be here. This is not high school.

When I sit in these classes I

begin to think about my major:
English. I enjoy my major and my
Mondays and Wednesdays are
great because I have all English
classes. When I sit in these
General Education classes, I think

of all those hours flushed away,
and how I've never read lames
loyce, Herman Melville or
Gertrude Stein.

The idea behind general educa-
tion classes is to make students
well rounded, but I don't want to

be well rounded. 1 want to be a

sharpened point. While it's noble
to try to provide a diverse back-
ground for students, this is often

not the case. Take my experiences

as an example.

Education needs to be more
flexible. I know that's not easy at a

large University like ours, but I

think it's possible. Have more
responsive counselors with more
power to help the students shape
their education to their needs.
Maybe the University should figure

out ways to inject life into stiff,

complacent professors with big

egos and boring lectures. Until
then, I will continue dreading
Tuesdays and Thursdays with
"data base programming," and
exasperatingly trite soundbites like

"prozac is an anti-depressant."
Maybe she should give some out in

her class.

Jeremy Hurewitz is a Collegian
columnist.

Comfortably Dumb

Evan

Young

All people are idiots. In one way or another, we
all fail the smart test. Stupidity abounds in our
country, and it does not lie solely within our

generation. All people of all ages are brainless at one
point or another.

The other day. I stopped at a gas sta-

tion to fill up. I was the only one around
.it tbil particular station. When I went
inside to pay, the cashier lady, probably

40-something. asked me "Which
pump?" I looked outside at my car, sitting there alone,

taking up one of the four pumps. I looked back at her
and didn't answer. What, did she think I owned the

invisible cdr at pump number nine or something?
"Which purpp?" she asked again, this time, a little more
angrily. 1 just pointed and said "that one," thinking "the

only one with the car, you idiot." Stupid woman.
Episodes like this happen all the time. Stupid people

are saying stupid things and promoting their bad ideas

all over our country right now. Did you know that

America is no longer the big melting pot it used to be?
No, it's now a big tossed salad bowl or something. So
does this salad have eggs in it, like the kinds at

McDonalds? Or bits of cheese? If we are all a big salad

now, what kind of dressing do we have? It better not be

Thousand Island. 1 hate Thousand Island.

People who play sports well are paid millions and mil-

lions and millions of dollars. There is a performer out

there who is named Meat Loaf, after a dinner entree

that at its best, is only okay. People buy Alanis

Morrisette albums — even worse, other people think

she has talent. Radio station D)'s play songs by "No
Doubt," even though nobody in their right mind would
want to hear these songs.

On our national currency, it says "In God We Trust"

when not everyone even believes in God, and the people

who do believe in a God, don't believe in the same God,

for the same reasons. We force young students to recite

a piece of poetry about America every day before their

school day begins, and if they do not, their teachers

detain them at the end of the day.

Somebody thought it would be a good idea to make
Two Days in the Valley, a movie. Movie theaters

thought it would be a good idea to have this horribly

stupid movie at their theater. Gullible people, like me.

went to see it.

People make shows on the television called "Situation

Comedies." There hasn't been an entertaining situation

cuiiiedy on TV in many years, yet people continue to try

to make these shows.

In America, every four years we are

given a handful of people to choose from,

to lead our country. There are 250 million

people in our country, but we can only

pick from less than 20 of them to repre-

sent the rest of the 249.999,980 people.

The choices this year include an old, partly crippled

man and a man who used to smoke pot and sleep with

lots of women.
As you see, the stupidity is all around. But a good

deal of this idiocy occurs much closer to our homes here

on campus and in Amherst.

Our campus has police who ride around on horses. If

you ever need to run from one of these mounted police-

men, just go into a building. Our campus also has a

library that can't hold books on all of its floors due to

some sort of architectural error. People in the

Southwest living area that live in the larger buildings

sometimes yell at other people in the other larger build-

ings. These other people yell back. Soon everyone is

yelling, and for no apparent reason. There is a group

called the Cannabis Reform Coalition that tries to say

that smoking marijuana is not bad for you. At the same

time there is a group who says that eating meat is bad

for you.

On our campus, you have to pay money to park

everywhere, even though many students pay many thou-

sands of dollars to attend this school already. We are led

to believe that it costs an extraordinary amount of

money to keep large areas of pavement (called "parking

lots") in working condition. Our school has convinced

us that it is within their rights to charge us money every

semester just to put our cars on top of these paved

places.

Why are so many people so full of bad ideas? Why is

everyone stupid? I once told somebody about my plans

to live down at the shore for a summer. They asked

"What, do you mean the shore in Pennsylvania?"

As for me, last night I set my alarm clock for 10:50

p.m. instead of 10:50 a.m., and didn't wake up when 1

wanted to — Stupid.

Evan Young is a Collegian columnist.

How to choose a president

After reading super-analytical garbage every day

about the campaign, the men, and the issues, 1

have broken down, and must speak out. Each

day when I read the Collegian, some little political

wimp, who thinks they're going to change the world in

two days, is telling me who to vote for and why their

candidate is the savior to our problems. To be frank, I

am fed up with condescending, want to be intellectual

writers, who have nothing better to

do than use the newspaper as a self

promotion ad.

Instead of following the normal
journalistic approach to politics, I

chose to write from a fresh perspec-

tive. Everyone knows that our cur-

rent system of elections is not work-

ing. Only 57 percent of able voters

itL-iufilly pull the kver each
November. So what do we do?

We launch these mega

"Maybe we need to

take a step or two back

and realize that our

current system of

choosing leaders is

outdated. We need to
We launch these mega campaign . , ,

ads. year after ^ear, begging people COme Up With better

way ofmaking these

monumental decisions

Brad Davidson

to vote. We passed the Motor Voter

bill, we subscribe to ideas like

"Choose or Loose," and generally

support any form or method of voter

registration. Does this work?
Maybe we need to take a step or

two back and realize that our cur-

rent system of choosing leaders is outdated. We need to

come up with a better way of making these monumental

decisions. As always, I have given it some thought and

present you with these new ideas for Presidential elec-

tions.

The Smoke and Grope: This method for Presidential

elections is quite simple. What we do is ask everyone

that wants to be President to line up next to each other.

Once lined up, we ask them how many drugs they've

done and how many women they've slept with. Whoever
has done the least amount of narcotics and has had the

least amount of sex, gets to be our next leader.

Unfortunately with this system, Dole would be a

shoe-in. (Although this way might seem ridiculous, if

you think back, it's basically the same system we used

throughout the '80s.)

The Switcheroo Technique: Although the United

States claims to be the most advanced country in the

world, we have not advanced intelligently, like other

countries that have chosen women to be their leaders.

With all the equality and equal opportunity in America, I

guess it is just a coincidence that every President we've

had happened to be a man. Well with my switcheroo

technique, that will all change.

The way it works is that we elect the President and

Vice- President as we usually do. When the election is

over and we know which men are

elected, we then switch their roles

with their wives. Therefore the wives

would be President and
Vice-President and the men would

be the first and second men of our

country. My reasoning is simple; any

woman that can put up with these so

called "Presidential" men without

going crazy are obviously some of

the strongest willed people in the

world. In my book, that is qualifica-

tion enough!

Appoint Coach Calipari: He's

already got the smile, the clothes and

the haircut, why not just let him be

president. Cal would be great. He
would bring his "life skills" and his

"Refuse to Lose" attitude to the

White House. After solving unem-

ployment by personally getting everyone a job by using

all his nifty contacts, he would then take on health care.

1 can read the headline now, President Cal saves health

care with his new plan, "Refuse to Get Sick.
"

Everything would be going as planned, his administra-

tion would be one of the highest rated ever.

Unfortunately after only three years into his term,

lohnny would leave early, because he got a better deal

from another country in Europe!

Hopefully someone in Congress will read my article

and propose a bill to change our system. Maybe my ideas

are not the best, but at least they suggest change to an

already weakened system. In the end. it won't really mat-

ter, because whatever method we use, and whoever is

elected, it won't change the fact that journalists such as

myself and millions of others will still complain about it

anyway.

Brad Davidson is a Collegian columnist.

Sweet dreams

Eliza

Berkowitz

The other day. my psychology

professor told the class that

having a nightmare is a sign

of a sickness waiting to happen.

He explained that nightmares usu-

ally precede a cold or illness of

some sort. If that's true, I'd better

get my ass to Health Services,

because judging by

the bad dream I had

last night, I'm get-

ting very, very ill.

The dream started

out nicely. I was in

Disney World with my sisters, my
crazy aunt Thelma and a girl that I

recognized as my lab partner from

10th grade science. (Don't you

love the way random people

always appear in your dreams?) It

was a gorgeous day. The sun shone

brightly. Birds were chirping and

people were singing. We were hav-

ing tons o' fun. We rode Space

Mountain, went on the bumper
cars and even rode the log flume.

Everyone was happy.

Then suddenly, I was alone. I

called for my crazy aunt Thelma.

but there was no answer. 1

screamed for my sisters, but they

were gone as well. I searched

everywhere for my lab partner

from 1 0th grade science, but I had

no luck. It was just me, myself and

I.

This part of the dream gets a lit-

tle fuzzy. I think I got confused

and wandered onto the set of

Beverly Hills 90210 for a cameo

appearance, but I'm not complete-

ly sure about that.

After my television stint, I

returned to the wonderful world of

Disney and again tried to find the

people I knew. Suddenly, the sky

turned cloudy and I found myself

completely alone, with the excep-

tion of the Disney characters.

There were no more
families, no more
tourists. It was just

me, Mickey, Minnie,

Donald, Goofy,
Chip, Dale and a few

others. I found it very strange that

they weren't in their usual cos-

tumes. The heads were the same,

but there was something about
their lack of limbs that irked me.

Where had I seen these tall, plastic

bodies before?

An odd feeling of dcj« m settled

over me and then I figured it out.

Pez dispensers! They were life-size

Pez dispensers, but contrary to the

way I remembered them, they

didn't look too happy. I started to

back away, but they had already

formed a circle around me. 1 didn't

know what to do, so I did what I

always do when I'm afraid... I wet

my pants. They didn't even blink.

As they inched closer and closer, I

started to yell.

Help Me!
No luck. These seven foot tall

mutant Pez dispensers were deter-

mined to have their way with me.

but I was going to do my best to

flee. So I fled. I ran right into

Goofy and knocked him over. I

continued to run toward the exit.

After what seemed like an eternity,

I reached the gate, but it was
locked. 1 turned around and to my
absolute horror, there stood the

enemy. They looked even more
mean than they had before. 1 could

tell that Goofy was pissed. There

was nothing 1 could do. I was
trapped. They all raised their little

plastic heads and on Mickey's

command, they all shot Pez candy

at me. Cherry. Grape and Orange

flavored candy flew through the

air, just missing me. At this point.

1 didn't think that the nightmare

could get any worse, but right

then, it did. Out of the corner of

my eye, I saw it. 1 screamed.

No! Not the lemon! Please spare

me! I hate lemon Pez!

It was toe late. I'd been hit in

the side with a piece of lemon fla-

vored Pez candy. I was bleeding

everywhere. I finally understood

what Ty was talking about in

Clueless when she said that before

you die, your mind becomes very

clear. 1 fell to the ground and as

my head hit the pavement, 1 woke

UP-

So, if what my professor was

saying is true. I really should go

see a doctor. For some reason, I

don't think that the people at

Health Services will be able to

help me. Come on. are the people

at Health Services able to help

anyone?
Eliza Berkowitz is a UMass stu-

dent.
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All washed up

"H

Michelle

Hillman

what time do you close tonight?"

"Last wash is at 9:50."

"O.K.. thank you."

It was time. Time to venture into the

sudsy world of the Laundry Mat. Desperate times call

for desperate measures. Everyone has been there, either

not being able to get your hands on quarters or just

being too damn lazy to wash your clothes.

Then it gets down to the fact where
you're borrowing socks from your room-

mate and counting down to the last

sacred, clean pair of — well you know.

It's a Sunday night and I've faced the

facts. No big deal, do some laundry, a little home-
work... the usual drift off into space until you realize

you're staring blankly at your clothes spinning around

and around. This particular night, the realization came
to me exactly how complicated laundry night can be.

A few rules of etiquette in the midst of a frantic spin

cycle:

1

.

Never, ever take anyone's clothes out of a washer

or dryer before their time has run out. Death will ensue.

One time I witnessed an innocent bystander's clothes

being removed from an operating dryer. The owner of

the clothes walked in. in the middle of this, and
demanded that since her clothes were taken out in the

middle of the wash, she should get her money back.

After arguing for I 5 minutes the guilty person handed

her fifty cents.

2. Try to avoid looking at the opposite sex's under-

wear, especially if you find this person attractive.

Flashback— senior year of High School, on a "campus

tour" with the padres at an unnamed college. For MOM
reason we went through the laundry room. There was

this guy doing his laundry, thinking he was Rico Suave

because all the little high school kids are watching him.

He pulls out a pair of boxers with a big. huge, raunchy,

crusty brown stain — swear to God.
5. Never open the dryer door in front of someone you

know. Trying to be cool and making conversation while

washing, you decide to act like it is no big deal. All of a

sudden the underwear your mom bought you from
K-Mart for Christmas, with the built in girdle, goes fly-

ing across the floor. It ain't pretty.

4. Always remember to bring your own soap. It

sounds like common sense, but you'll be surprised what

can happen. One time, not too long ago. 1 didn't realize

I had washed a whole load of clothes

with no soap. I didn't really have the

money or time to do the whole load over,

so I stuck my favorite pair of jeans in

someone else's wash. Dirty trick. I fig-

ured I'd let them wash for a few minutes

until they were clean enough to wear. The washer stops.

When is anyone ever on time to get their clothes out?

So, thinking my jeans are safe from harm I start toward

the washer. All of a sudden the girl comes in for her

laundry.

What was I supposed to do? "I'm a freak who put my
jeans in with your clothes, can I have them back?" She

takes her wet clothes and begins folding them along

with my jeans, and disappears. Holy moley. Not know-

ing what to do. 1 just sat there — how would I explain

this one? She comes back with her wet clothes and

more quarters. I ask if she happened to find a pair of

jeans in her wash because I was missing a pair and I

think 1 used the same washing machine before her (liny

white lie). 1 needed these jeans back. She looks at me
like I am crazy and ensures me the washer was empty

before she put her clothes in (I already know that).

Anyway. I insist she look through her clothes, and low

and behold, there are my jeans. 1 don't think she eves

figured it out. but 1 still have the jeans. After a little

separation anxiety they were fine.

Let this serve as a lesson. Take caution when in the

world of spin cycles, dryer sheets, lint halN and mis-

matched socks.

»ri It's 9:50 — last call — whoops I forgot it's Sunday

night.

Michelle Hillman is a Collegian Staffmember.

Letters to the Editor

The other view

To the editor:

In response to Erik Molitor's col-

umn, "My Own View," I only have

this to say:

I do not support heterosexuality

in any way, shape or form. Why do

I say this? Because it's immoral —
just look at how unrestricted het-

erosexual activities have overbur-

dened this earth.

Thankfully, this pleasure-seeking

lifestyle has not tainted my view of

my straight-as-a-ruler friends. But

I still can't bring myself to support

this hedonistic lifestyle.

Even though 1 have some great

female friends, the thought of hav-

ing sex with them makes me want

to vomit. Yuck.

Furthermore, why do straight

people have to hold hands in pub-

lic, flaunting their perversity? They

must be really paranoid about

affirming their relationships. I

mean, they even need a piece of

paper from the government telling

them that they're together.

Thankfully. I am a thinking

human being and do not actually

subscribe to the aforementioned

flat-out stupid opinions, lust

because you are in the numerical

majority, Mr. Molitor. does not

mean that your "lifestyle" is the

correct or normal one. It is simply

different from mine.

h is because of the ignorance of

people such as yourself that the sui-

cide rate among gay teens is three

times as high as the rate for

straight teens. How would you feel

if the tables were turned?

And as for being disgusted by

same-sex relationships, let me offer

you this point to think upon: I am
gay and was raised in a "straight"

household, and do not think het-

erosexuality is disgusting. Perhaps

that means if you let yourself see

same-sex relationships with the

same ingredients of love and caring

as heterosexual relationships, you

would not feel the need to make
your "gay friend" a social leper.

(esse Woodbury
Orchard Hill

To the editor:

As I am sure the rest has been

and will continue to be addressed, I

would like to address merely the

first sentence of Erik Molitor's Oct.

lb column "My own view" and its

implication. Molitor begins b\

informing his readers that Oct. 1

1

was Coming Out day "for gays, les-

bians, and bisexuals." I was won-

dering if it was also Coming Out

day for the author.

If not, was Oct. 14 Columbus
Day for Molitor? Does Mr. Molitor

have his own personal schedule of

sanctioned holiday i?

If Oct. 1 1 is Coming Out day

"for gays, lesbians and bisexuals,"

is not Dec. 25 Christmas for

Christians? Maybe 1. being a lew.

should have been going to school

on the 25 for the past fifteen

years...

The issue Molitor raises in his

article is whether or not his opin-

ions as a heterosexual make him

homophobic. 1 would say that his

opinions do not make him homo-

phobic, though his practices, such

as giving other men hugs that are

"brief, and never too close," may
qualify him.

However, I would say, Mr.

Molitor. that your opinions do
make you heterosexist. It is your

heterosexism which gays, lesbians,

bisexuals. and transgenders alike,

as well as mam heterosexuals, find

offensive and intolerable.

Steve Gold

Orchard Hill
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Tim siiessedout."

It's a phrase that gets thruwn around a thousand times a

day. But what exactly does it mean?
Stress, as defined by the Oxford American Dictionary, is a

strain, tension or pressure. Often the most

MR-sslul times in a student's lite is around the

midterm exam period. It's during that time

when work begins to pile up and wading

through hall a semester's work seems like a

daunting task. It's enough to stress out the

most hardened of students

Dr. Patricia Wisocki. director of clinical training in the psy-

chology department at the University of Massachusetts, said

that when an individual is stressed, muscles react by tighten-

ing.

"The jaws tighten, hands clench, stomach feels tight,"

Wisocki said. "Thoughts race aixl they are often negative and

idf deprecatory."

Other symptoms include, a lack of concentration and sleep.

Some people lose interest in eating or find themselves overeat-

Somui

Gancjatirkar

ing. Crying, tuning out and becoming compulsive are other

signs of stress.

When stressed. Wisocki said that it was important to get

control. For example, getting organized and making schedules

are important for keeping cool. Other hints

include breaking up studying into smaller

chunks so the task doesn't seem as overwhelm-

ing.

Clinical psychologist Dr. Carol Beauvais of

Northampton said that most of the students

she sees come at exam times or when they are writing di>sei

tations.

"These are the common stresses in lite," she said.

And while exams are tough, there are students who are

dealing with more than just academic stress. Other stresses

include alcohol, sex, drugs or the loss of I parent.

"I'm impressed with how much students are handling,"

Beauvais said.

Turn to STRESS, page 9
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Kilmer's Ghost: a chilling

horror, action filled flick

By Adam Levino

Colliegkm Staff

THE GHOSTAND THE DARKNtSS
Directed by Stephen Hopkins

with Vol Kilmer, Michael DcJgfas, John

Koni

playing at Mt. Forms Theater

How doe* one accept a horror film

as truth in an age when we are taught

not to believe in the existance of ghosts

and demons?
Stephen Hopkin's new film explores

this subject by forcing his audience to

acknowledge the thin line between the

supernatural and reality. 77ie Ghost
and the Darkness combines the genres

of both action and horror, creating an

intriguing criticism of European colo-

nialism in the late 1800's.

The Ghost and the Darkness is a

frightening true story written by

Academy Award winner William
Goldman (Bonnie and Clyde, Princess

hride). The narrative describes the race

of the major European countries to

colonize Africa by building a railroad

across the continent.

Val Kilmer stars as a British officer

named Lt. Col. John Patterson, an

engineer commissioned to build a

bridge on a river near the small

African village of Tsavo. Rejoiced at

having this opportunity, he leaves his

pregnant wife and rushes with antici-

pation to the flatlands of Africa, in an

attempt to realize his dreams.

The story then takes a dramatic

twist when the local villagers begin

dying as a result of attacks by a wild

predator. No one can seem to catch

the monster and Patterson's workers

abandon him after over 1 30 people are

killed and the village is destroyed.

Patterson becomes obsessed with slay-

ing what he leams to be two lions —
or rather what the locals refer to as

"the Ghost" and the "Darkness." They

are the spirits ot the ancient villagers

attempting to stop the white men from

conquering the land.

With the help of hunter extraordi-

naire. Remington (Michael Douglas), a

Civil War veteran, and a villager

named Samuel (John Kani) who is the

bridge foreman, Patterson attempts to

combat the beasts and the evil they

symbolically represent.

Val Kilmer's performance is excel-

lent — he achieves the determination

and loyalty needed in order to make
the role seem believable. The friend-

ship he forms with Samuel is represen-

tative of the cental bond of The Killing

Fields.

Douglas' performance, on the other

hand, is severly lacking. He plays the

part far too similar to Romancing the

Stone, and his character is unconvinc-

ing as a result. The part calls for sym-

pathy as he is a veteran with a lost soul

reduced to traveling the world and

hunting game, driven mad since he can

no longer cope.

Films with this particular format

have always been Hollywood favorites,

but severly lack substance and social

commentary. To include a prominant

flair of drama, and expect a film such

as 77ie Ghost and the Darkness to be

commercially successful is unreason-

able. The public has never been very

interested in monster movies which

masquerade within questionable his-

torical content.

Despite this, in a period of social

concern, where modem day whites are

finally beginning to aknowledge the

exploitations of their ancestors, The

Ghost and the Darkness is a film

which should not be missed. B.

Stomp tramples the FAC
with energy filled show
By Seema Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

COUR'tSY FRAN* CONNOR

Val Kilmer stands out in The Ghost and the Darkness.

STOMP
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Oct. 22 & 23

When it comes to pure attitude,

no one does it better than Stomp.

The internationally acclaimed per-

cussion group stomped into the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall Tuesday
night and yesterday night for an
energetic and creative two hour per-

formance. Even before the show
began, the Concert Hall was brim-

ming with excitement.

Attitude was everywhere, from
the background music to the set to

the performers. The set was built on

a metal framework from which
everything from pots, pans, signs,

fenders, hub caps and garbage cans

were strung. The performers were

informally dressed in jeans, t-shirts,

tank tops or shorts.

The show opened with the most

innocuous of props: brooms. During

this opening number, no less than

four brooms were broken.

Replacement brooms were tossed to

performers from off-stage.

Other props included dust bins,

sand, newspapers and kitchen sinks.

The kitchen sinks also involved the

use of water.

While Stomp performed without

speaking throughout the entire per-

formance, they communicated with

the audience through a variety of

facial expressions and easy to under-

stand humorous skits. Particularly

good at evoking laughter from the

crowd were stompers Michael Bove

and Danielle Reddick. However, not

once did the stompers let a smile

crack their lips.

From beginning to end. Stomp
was filled with energy. Performing

without intermission, the group
members managed to maintain a

high level of exuberance. The
rhythm never let up for a second and

the cast was constantly coming up
with new and innovative ways of

presenting the ordinary rhythms of

life.

At the end of the show, Bove led

the audience in finger snapping. As
Bove backed off the stage, he asked

the audience, "How long can you

keep it up?" Someone in the audi-

ence replied, "How long do you

have?"
After the show, the eight cast

members gathered on stage for a

talk-back session. The session gave

audience members an opportunity to

take a closer look at the group. The

cast members, who range between

22 to 30 years-old, perform six

shows a week, with Mondays off.

The group rehearses about an hour a

day, depending on how much work
is needed.

As for the odd assortment of stuff

used in the show, Ivan Delaforce

gestured to the set and joked, "All

that stuff back there, that's real

junk."

"We get a high just being on
stage," cast member Raymond
Poitier said, in response to a ques-

tion about how fun was it to be a

member of Stomp. "No one's ever

quit Stomp."
Coralissa Gaines echoed the senti-

ment when she said, "1 love what 1

do."

And from the reaction Tuesday
night, it was obvious that the audi-

ence felt the same way about Stomp.

Call and Response celebrates traditions of African diaspora

By Seema Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

Call and Response: Dance and

Music Traditions of the African

Diaspora will be presented at the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

tonight at 8 p.m.

The performance celebrates the

movements, rhythms and cultures of

the African diaspora. Included in the

show are percussionists, tap dancer,

a cappella and capoeria dancers.

Starting off the program will be

the percussion group. Dougouto
Nganya. Dougouto Nganya is made

up of members from all over Africa

and parts of North America.

Abdoul Doumbia, one of the

world's best djembe players, leads

the group.

Jimmy Slyde, known as one of the

greatest tap dancers in the world,

will be among those performing. At

age 6b, Slyde has choreographed and

taught in Paris and Switzerland.

Another highlight of the show will

be Capoeira Camara, a

Afro-Brazilian dance/martial arts

act. Capoeira combines dance, gym-

nastics, music and self-defense.

Cabildo will perform Afro-Cuban

dances, accompanied by native

instruments including bata — a set

of hour-glass- shaped drums.

The Silver Leaf Singers close out

the performance with an a capella

jubilee-style African-American
gospel music.

Call and Response is funded in

part by a grant from the New
England Foundation for the Arts.

Tickets for Call and Response are

$15. $10 and 55. Five College stu-

dent tickets are $5 with ID. For

more information, contact the Fine

Arts Center Box Office at 545- 251

1

or (800) 999-UMAS.

COOHUSV UNt ARTS l fn'l»

Call and Response: Dance and Music Traditions of the African

Diaspora takes on the FAC tonight.

r DID YOU KN1JW?
The University Health Services offers Contact Lenses!!!

With all these great features:

• Same day fitting or replacement in many cases

• Wide variety of lenses available (including disposables)

• Convenient On-Campus Location

• Free sample start-up solutions

• Contacts mailed FREE!*

'normal delivery

WHRT ARE Y01J WHITING [FOR?
Call the Eye Care Services of the University Health Services.

577-5244

pwtmi
HAMPSHIRE
FITNESS
CLUB

AMHERST
2 5 6 - 6 4 4 6

Interested in the Law or Public Policy? Don't miss the..

Eighth Annual Law, Public Policy &

International Affairs Fair

October 29 1996, 1 1:00am -2:00pm October 28 1996, 3:30 -6:00pm

Front Room, Campus Center Davis Center Ballroom

Amherst College Smith College

October 29 1996, 3:30 - 6:00pm

Blanchard Campus Center

Mount Holyoke College

Here's your chance to talk to admissions representatives

from more than 50 Law and Public Policy Schools across

the country. This is an opportunity not to be missed!

Calvm Klem • Cazal • Giorqio Armant • Police

OUR PRICESARESO LOW, THEYRE SCARY!!
Don't Drink
and Drive

ROLLING ROCK
CASE OF 24-12 OZ
BAR BOTTLES

+ DEP

CATAMOUNT
AMBER & PALI KLE

12 PK. BOTTLE

/fatAi BASS ALE S.
(/O^Z^t 6 PK BOTTLE l__ ,

PUB DRAUGHT *«~
4 PK. CAN ^ +utK

PETE'S WICKED
t PK BOTTLE
ALL FLAVORS

+ 0EP

CASE OF 30-12 OZ. CANS

High Life

'A KEGS
BUD BUD LIGHT, BUD ICE,

LITE. UTE ICE. MICHEL0B.

MICHEL0B LIGHT.

MICHEL08 AMBER BOCK. ICEHOUSE. RED DOG

s39"m̂ mm + DEP.

y^WINE OF THE MONTH fr

NAPA RIDGK Cf^OQ
750ML ^*MCHARDONNAY, mM

ZINFANDEL, CABERNET SAUVIGNON

ALMADEN
5 if BAG-lN-A-BOX

RHINE, BLUSH,
BURGUNDY, CHABUS, GOLDEN,
WHITE GRENACHE

GEORGES DUBOEUE
BEAUJOLAIS VILLAGES
750ML

RENEJUNOT
RED & WHITE
1.5LT

CHATEAU STE. MICHELLE
CHARDONNAY ^llOg
750ML

^COOLERS^
ALL FLAVORS 4 PK. + DEP

SKYY VODKA
1.75LT

^Sfelt^ MALIBU RUM^V 7S0ML $0Q9
CAWUCAN HUM

mm SALE 14.99

MAIL-IN REBATE -2.00

glLBE

GILBEY'S GIN >

CLUNY SCOTCH sale 12.99

1.75LT MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00

FINAL

COST
s9

AFTERSHOCK &
AVALANCHE
SCHNAPPS 750ML

At Ms/on Showcase, We Provide
Prompt, Personal Attention to All Your
Optical Heeds. Choosing a Quality
Optical Store Is Important, that's why
we've been Your Locally Owned Optical
Store for over 20 Years.

With Coupon |» -, «,< turn mmM With Coupon

$50 OFF
Complete

Set of Lenses
and Frames.

• Exp. 10-31-96

• Full Details ot Stars

• 0*»f Mciwetej p<*vtoH» (Am*

COMPUTE
IYIEXAM

• Exp. 10-31-96

•Appointment

Needed

We Accept

Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

ATTHESTOP & SHOPPLAZA
HADLEY NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE
253-9344 586-3007 534-4555

SALE PRICES

THURS. 10,24 96 THRU
WEDS. 10 30 96

HOT RESPONSE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

L
5t**3Mj

We honor the

Kaiser Vision One

Lens Pricing

New Locationl

(P&TV&t

Route 9

?Pisiop
owcase,

RtC 9, Hadley (n«xt toth*n*w Florence Savings Bank)

SB (413) 584-8324 Open Mon.-Sat. 9-8
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Surfing for the answers to love & dating

The semester is in full swing, and that means a lot of

things — including problems with relationships,

whether they are with roommates, housemates, or loved

ones.

If you want advice on how to deal with these prob-

lems and don't want to tell a friend in fear of gossip, for-

get about Ann Landers and log on to the World Wide

Web.
Believe it or not, there are plenty of Web sites where

people provide advice. Granted

most of these sites are not run by

professionals like Landers, but

these sites are faster iliufi any

newspaper advice column.

Hassling Heather at

www.tiac.net/users/mchgt/has-

tle.html

If you have a rather common
problem, then hassle Heather

because she probably has the answer. Her site is dedi-

cated to the common problem of getting the opposite

sex to notice you.

Her answers are rather brief — sometimes no longer

than one sentence. Users do not have to give Heather

their e-mail address nor their real name because the site

employs a form which users fill out to tell Heather about

their problems. She updates the page about twice a

week.

The only drawback to this page is that it is geared

more toward the high school scene rather than the col-

lege set. However, a lot of the basic advice still applies

to these two groups. B-

Damage Control Central at funky.ljx.com/-dc/

If your problems are a little more risque than simply

getting someone to notice you, then perhaps you will

want to try Damage Control Central.

Nothing is too naughty or nasty for Harriet

Cornbluth, the webmaster. The more weird the story,

the more she likes it. She will occasionally tread upon

subjects more akin to what you can find on Hassling

Heather, but she prefers to not waste her time on such

questions.

This site is not too practical because the questions are

expected to be outrageous rather

than common. "We urge you to

plunge into your deepest darkest

sexual closet, and dig out the

skeleton that you know is hiding

inside," reads the site's introduc-

tion. Unless you are a wild child,

do not expect to get any useful

advice here. C-

Dear Paula at

www.lynxcom.com/pje/guestbook/welcome.html

If you are looking for a forum rather than one individ-

ual's advice to your problems, then Paula's site is the

ideal location.

Here, the users help Paula dole out the advice. Like

Damage Control, nothing is too risque, but the ques-

tions are not usually as kinky. Unlike Heather's site, this

one is dedicated to mature problems. From what I gath-

ered, the users of this site are college students and

young couples.

The site is novel because it operates like a discussion

group, so rather than waiting a day or two for a

response, they are almost instantaneous. A-
Do not stress over your problem, because the solution

may lie somewhere in cyberspace.

Matthew Wurtzel is a Collegian columnist.
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Career Fair
October 31, 1996
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OLDE, America's Full Service DiscountBroker 5*1

,

is looking for motivated people to establish a

career in the stockbrokeragebusiness.

OLDE offers:

12-18 month paid training program

Excellent benefits

401(k) Program

If you possess excellent communication skills,

general market knowledge and the desire to

excel, see us at the Career Fair on 10/31 /96.

If you are unable to attend the Career Fair call:

1 800 937-0606

or send resume to:

OLDE Discount Stockbrokers

National Recruiting

751 Griswold Street

Detroit, Ml 48226

An Equal Ctoportunity Employer

jrfOLDE
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
MemberNYSE»nd SIPC

4 wksrs-t

fjcooe/*
Handmade diamond engagement rings &

featuring ideal cut

Lazare Diamonds®
Setting the standardfor ...BRILLIANCE

7

Full in-house repair service. We buy diamonds& gold.

Free ear piercing with purchase of studs.
Watch batteries replaced & eyeglass frames repaired.

silverscape designs
GOLDSMITHS '^£> GEM GALLERY

One King St., Northampton 584-3324
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

ShopScotfs

Save Lolls!
\

LIQUORS
f>.

OPEN: Moa-Sat
9a.rn.-11 p.m.

Tel:, 549-2692

^^ Scott's is m^"'' YOUR AW
^^. Tailqating ^«»jt>

/ Headquarters

Keystone Light 30 pack* $ 1 0.99 <»«*>. <%

Red Dog & Ice House 24-i6oz widemoum* $14.99 d»P .

Coors Extra Gold jopack. $1 1.99*o«p

BUSCh & BUSCh Light 24-12 oz bar bottle* $9.99 +dep.

Petes Wicked 6 packs am Flavors $4.99 dep.

G Ly ,.'i'M C S
Tele-Check for

your personal check

Check Out Our Other Great In Store Specials

Captain Morgan Co-Pack 1 75 captain 21 a*. $16.99

Bacardi 1.75L Silver Rum $14.99

Jagermeister 750ml $14.49 Yikes!!!

Kahlua Coffee Liqueur 750ml $12.99

Jack Daniels Country Cocktails 4 pack ai Flavor* 3.49

6 University Drive
at Newmarket Center,

Amherst

1 1 Unlwillf Dftr.

Nam
yittarrMarket

Brubeck's

classic jazz

cools Noho
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

Tonight, the Pioneer Valley will be

graced with the presence of one of the

greatest composers and pianists in the

world. Dave Brubeck.

Brubeck, 75. has filled his three

quarters of a century with writing some

of the most famous jazz songs, per-

forming all over the world (and trans-

ferring those world experiences to his

music) and receiving the Lifetime

Achievement Award at the Grammies.

Now, he comes to the Iron Horse, that

cozy little haven in Northampton,

tonight.

Brubeck was bom to a cattle rancher

and a music teacher in California in

1920. In the '30s, he moved from his

hometown of Concord, Calif, to the

foothills of the Sierra Nevada, where

his father operated a large ranch. This

early farm lifestyle became just one of

the life experiences that would define

this complex musician. In the College

of the Pacific in Stockton, Calif., he

started with a pre-med major concen-

trating on being a veterinarian and

returning to ranching. However, anoth-

er love, the love of music, overrode his

love of the ranching life and he

changed his major to music.

Another experience that would alter

anyone was when he served in World

War II under General George S.

Patton. Luckily, he survived his four

years in the service and, once back

home in 1946, he would start his life as

a professional musician, with a study

under French composer Darius

Milhaud. Brubeck and friends of his,

including Cal Tjader and Paul

Desmond, started an octet in the late

'40s, with Brubeck's first compositions

Tilling their setlists.

COUHTtSr SUTTON AITIS1S

Dave Brubeck brings his cool jazz to the Iron Horse tonight.

The end of the '40s saw first records

by the Dave Brubeck trio, now com-

prised of Brubeck, Tjader and Ron

Crotty on drums. With the addition of

saxophonist Desmond in 1951. the

Dave Brubeck Quartet was in place

and a new harmonic and rhythmic

approach to jazz was being born

between Brubeck and Desmond. Their

sound was defined as "West Coast

Cool" jazz, but was much more than

that. They toured throughout the '50s

with Duke Ellington's orchestra and

others on "package tours" and earned a

big name for themselves.

Brubeck's Jazz Impressions of...

series of the late '50s albums brought

forth world rhythms, new modes and

keys to play in, with compositions

based on countries the quartet, which

was going through one of its many line-

up changes of the '50s, travelled to.

The explosion happened in 1959.

The Quartet comprised of Brubeck.

Desmond. Eugene Wright on bass and

Springfield native and legendary drum-

mer |oe Morello, came out with the

most famous and best-selling jazz

album of all time. Time Out. This

alburn taunted with the usual 4/4

tempo, moving away from that rhythm,

using times like 5/4 in the famous

song, "Take Five" as well as other

"odd" meters.

Ever since then, Brubeck has been

one of the most famous jazz names on

the scene. He's raised four sons, all of

whom arc professional musicians. I Ic's

played with Louis Armstrong and

recorded with composer Leonard

Bernstein and orchestra. He has done

many projects combining music and

dance, and made more tours around

the world sponsored by the U.S. State

Department. He's performed before

royalty and clergy, including Pope |ohn

Paul II. He's even performed with

UMass Music Professor William

Hartley.

No doubt. Brubeck will dig deep into

his past to give young students a taste

of imaginative composition and jazz,

international, and classical-influenced

piano tonight.

The lineup for tonight besides

Brubeck on piano will be also Bobby

Militello on saxophone. lack Six on

bass and Randy lones on drums and. as

a special guest. Brubeck's son Chris

will be playing trombone.

The Da\<e Brubeck Quartet m// play

tonight at the Iron Horse. There are

two shows at 7 and 10 p.m. Cal! the

club at 584-06 10 for more details.

of Microsoft Corporation. Z-Statton » a registered trademark o!

ara regwtered trademarks ot Intel Corporation Specifications end priejftg

pnee may be higher or lower than the ZOS direct price © 1396 ZetMv Date

l^i^ytiiLLiy,
Complete multimedia computer customized for students

Campus Z Station* features:

• Powerful Intel* Pentium* processor

• Large capacity hard drive

• Plenty of memory to run today's hottest applications

• Plug ft Ptay into your campus network with , jh speed modem

Desktop Systems include Microsoft* Natural* Keyboard and

Microsoft Mouse

Loaded with Microsoft software for study and fun

• Microsoft Office for Windows 95 with Word. Microsoft Excel,

PowerPoint, Microsoft Access, Schedule*, Encarta 96 Encyclopedia,

Microsoft Internet Assistants

• Microsoft Windows 95 with Microsoft Internet Explorer a.o

• Microsoft Plus'

• Games for Windows 9$
• Norton Antivirus and more

Hewlett Packard Color DeskJet available

Ask about Microsoft Programmer's Dream Pack

Ptocmot Pontlum Ponttum Ponlluni Pentium

100 MH; 133 MMi 166 MHi 200 MHj

Hard *tv» 120B 1601 2 108 2 1GB

Monitor 18" ir ir ir
in 7- iii.Mm lUT ilimlli) ilj 7 rtmMv) iu.7* «•

Prlci $1699 $1999 $2299 S2499

wtth LAN card $1799 $2099 $2399 $259*

Experience Campus /-Station.

The University Store

413-545-2619

http://www.zds.com

educationf9zds.com

.CUNA
Bar % Grill

Now Open SIX Xfiglits a Wee* 'Till 1 AJMl

Behind
Antonio s

$3.7B Mega BCaarsariti
$2.00 16s* Drafts

Full Menu untilwe close
Come chock out the fiesta that's

right down your alloy?

Live Music every
Tuesday and Wednesday

SundaV T

Bvu

41 Boltwood Walk / Amherst [Behind Antonios!

413-253-4040

Tues. - Sun. 11:30 a.m. -
1 a.m.
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Campus Perspectives
Compiled and Photographed by Courtney Smith/Co//eg/or»

How do you cope with midterm stress?

"I allot myself 3 hours of sleep

per night.

"

Jasna Nightingale

senior, art history

Kingston, R.l.

'Work,
work. .

.

party"

work, work, work,

party, party, party.

Julie Keller

senior, art history

Keene. N.H.

"/ take cigarette breaks after

each chapter and coffee

breaks between each subject.

"

Jamie Arsenault

sophomore

Gloucester

/ guess I'd have to leave bas-

ketball and hit the books...

but not in your dorm room —
too many distractions.

Midterms are very stressful,

but you gotta do what you
gotta do.

"

Jimmy Arrcaga

freshman, mechanical engineering

Boston

"I can't concentrate— too

many at the same time. .

.

better work harder, hope

not to fail, my god!

"

Binh Loc

sophomore

China

"Stress? What's that? No, real-

ly. I make my boyfriend Jeff
pound the knots out of my
back for 5 minutes, then I'm

rearin' to go at the books
again... aaah..."

Jessica Kennedy
senior, natural resource studies

Greenfield

"Sleep? What's sleep?"

Danielle D'Addamio

junior, pre-Engtish

Amherst

study
continued from page 6

For those who find the prospect

of burning away the midnight oil in

our exalted phallus a tad daunting,

there are still other on-campus
alternatives. The Lincoln Campus
Center offers three excellent options
— the Bluewall, the Graduate
Lounge and the Reading Room.
Although the Bluewall boasts an

impressive selection of coffee and
some fine cookies, it tends to be a

bit too social for serious scholars.

For those who feel they already

spend too much time on campus,
downtown Amherst boasts a fine

selection of locales to become more
lettered. Be warned, however —

caffeine is king, and there's no
avoiding the barrage of coffeehous-

es that are springing up around
North Pleasant St. — The Blue
Moon Cafe and Starbucks being the

newest.

"Despite my instincts to avoid

name-brand chain places like

Starbucks', they're pretty cheap for

the most part and their couches are

really comfortable," said Kevin
Taylor, a junior STEPC major.

One of the benefits of the

five-college systei.i is the access we
have to the other libraries in the val-

ley. Along with providing an excel-

lent opportunity to check out just

who else lives around here, visiting

the other campuses allows you to

understand just how big our library

is. Remember, there are four col-

leges, but only one university.

The greatest treat, and one of the

most wonderful distractions for

stressed students in the valley, can

be found in the Amherst College

Language Lab on the "B" level. The
lab boasts laser-discs at many of

their terminals where you can
check-out a variety of films from 8
1/2 to Slacker. And you always won-
dered where all their money went...

leremy Brothers is a Collegian

columnist.

night
continued from page 6

• Food, and lots of it. If you have

to stay up all night: eat, eat, eat. eat

and eat some more. Hopefully you

don't gain weight, otherwise be care-

ful with this advice.

• Stay away from a home study

site. Never try pulling an all nighter

anywhere near your bed or a com-
fortable couch because you are guar-

anteed to take a little nap from
which you won't wake up until it's

too late.

Freshmen year I tried taking a nap
while I pulled an all- nighter for my
8 a.m. Philosophy 100 final. I took

the nap at 2 a.m. and woke up at

8:30 a.m. After a quick run down to

Mahar I somehow managed to fill an

entire blue book with brilliant B.S.

• Never start contemplating your

future when you should be studying.

I can't tell you how many times I

have convinced myself that these lit-

tle tests mean nothing. Everyiime I

prepare for midterms, a little voice

reminds me that I can always bring

my grade up with the final.

Sometimes this does work though.

• Take productive study breaks

every once in a while. Do some plea-

sure reading or listen to music but

don't visit friends or check your

e-mail — you're bound to get dis-

tracted and find another emotional

bombshell that will be dropped upon
your shoulders.

Congratulations if you can pull off

an all-nighter — it's not as easy as it

sounds. Don't forget though there

are ways to avoid even having to pull

an all nighter. Prepare ahead. I know
this may sound as whacked out as

Martin F. Jones' revelations about

Gov. Weld, but studying ahead real-

ly pays off... at least that's what my
professors say.

Mike Burke is a Collegian colum-

nist.

stress

OCTOBER IS FRIENDS OF AIDS
CARE MONTH AT PEARL STREETl
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continued from page 6

How much students are handling is

one thing, how they are handling stress

is another. Students sometimes turn to

alcohol or sex to escape from their

problems.

"Sometimes it will get you through

— it doesn't give you an opportunity to

correct the situation," Beauvais said.

Wisocki said that certain behaviors

such as drinking can be associated with

reduction of stress. The effects of alco-

hol can be just as stressful as the caus-

es.

"Alcohol is a depressant and it can

inhibit you from studying and learning,"

Wisocki said. In addition, drinking with

a group of people can be stressful also.

"If they talk about stress, your stress

level goes up," Wisocki said.

Another substance to avoid when
stressed is caffeine.

"Caffeine is a stimulant." Wisocki

said. "It makes your system stressed."

While how your body reacts to caf-

feine depends on how well you can tol-

erate it. Wisocki recommends drinking

non- cafTeinated drinks.

Above all, the best way to deal with

stress is to talk to people.

"I believe students have a lot of

power available by talking to each other

and helping each other. If you sec

someone who is stressed, don't leave

them alone, connect," Beauvais said.

"People do a lot better when they make
connections."

For more information, contact

Mental Health Senices at 545-2337 or

Psychological Sen-ices at 545-0O4
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THIS WEEK FEATURING AU FEMALE OJ. J

LOTUS, MEGHAN, PANDA, TRIXIE.

EVERY THURSDAY ®
Tviinncn i biccc77

INTfRSKAUt).
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DANCE CLUB
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SYRACUSE
ABROAD

IN

HONGKONG

Study-travel

in China

Business &
Liberal Arts

courses

Generous
grants &

scholarships

Study

in English

Internships

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

119 Euclid Avenue

Syracuse, NY 13244-4170

1-800-235-3472

OIPA0suadmln.syr.edu

http://sumweb.syr.edu/dipa

Collegia te Ski Weeks
WinterBrcak & SpringBreak

Mont Sutton
Canada

5 miles North of Vermont

$219
5 DAY LIFT TICKET
ss uuvi j t> umui, 9 um
3, I2S n an 23 d> oihmonos

5 NIGHTS LODGING
IMQONIIHHSIK COMBOS. Futt

tin Hi *, IK aVUta* M I ii I

i

5 NIGHTS COLLEGE
PARTIES

mm r ro mtrrr houh iuihy our
CROUr LEADER DISCOUNTS CALL FOR INFO

CALL SKI A SAND TRA VEL, INC.

WWW.PA.NET/SKI

1-800-848-9545

a Hampden's "Munchic's & More" Snack Bar

^^ TfaftEih- (top JJlrmllrf n^ing am Ti&iM >
^y..And Get Two Burgers For The Price Of Onelt.

(Must Be Same Item)

Valid: Sun 10-27 Thru Thurs 10-31-96
)*

/'

Another Treat ! Bring In This Ad And

Get A Sm. Frozen Yogurt For $1°°

!

(Toppings Extra)

Valid: Sun 10-27 Thru Thurs 10-31-96

Munchie's and More"-Next to "Antonio's Southwest

-We Feature Starbucks Coffee

JTfi

RTE 9HADlEY 584-8,74 £ DISCOUNT LIQUORS
Monday- Saturday 9:00am- 11 :00pm «, BEER • WINE • KEGS • ICE • CIGARS

Not RMponifctokx typos t5H

KEG OF THE WEEK!
I Responsible lor typos

Vita, Mastercard A Discover accepted

^lEllffl .PPS.S.IHS.HVIHM WE NOW STOCK OVER 100% MORE], +^ A *

MEW! BEER DISPLAY AREA... ice cold micros & imports; Bud Light$3£99

SARANAC
24-12 oz.bott.

$1^9916'
+ dep.

BUSCH & LT.
"30 pks."

Ml"
+ dep.

KAHLUA

750 ml

GORDONS
GIN

$| | 99
1 I 1 75L

KORBEL
CHAMPAGNES
$^99
AT 750 ml

CARLO
ROSSI

$£99
4.01

HARPOON
24-12 oz. loose

bolt.

$16"^•?+ dep.

BUD DRY
24-12oz. bott.

$^99
+ dep,

SOUTHERN
COMFORT
$TT99
AW 750 ml

G0LDSCHLAGER
$14"

750 ML

RIUNITE

$599
1.51

ANDREA
CHAMPAGNES
$0*9
Am 750 ml

ST. PAULI GIRL
24- 12 oz.bott

$| 74.
+ dep.

MILLER BEER
24-7 oz. bott.

$y99
+ dep.

EARLY TIMES
BOURBON
$1349

4 SEASONS
VODKA

$099O 1.75L

CORBETT
CANYON

CHAM). » CAB. SAUV

$-*99
eP 750 m

BOONES
FARM
$|99

750 ml

MOOSEHEAD
24- 12 oz.bott.

$1599

+ dep.

BUSCH & LT.

24-12oz bar
bott.

$0"
^r + dep.

CANADIAN
MIST

$| I 99
1.75L

SAMBUCA
ROMANA

I ^750 ml

BOLLA
WINES

$399
1.5L

ALMADEN
BAG IN BOX
MOUNTAIN WINES

$099O 5.0L

RED HOOK
24-12oz.

bott.

$|399^•F+dep.

NATURAL LT./

ICE
24- 1 2 oz. cans

899
+ dep.

GORDON'S
VODKA

MO"1.751
PEACHTREE
SCHNAPPS
$599W 750 ml

SHIPYARD
24- 12 oz.bott.

$18e.

+ dep

M.G.D. & LT.
24-12 oz.bott.

$^99
+ dep

KAMORA
COFFEE L.Q

$15e.
1.751

ABSOLUT
CITRON

750 ml

LETSCO
UMASS

FOOTBALL!!
WE DELIVER
584-8174

-CT-Cr-to-Crtr-CfCr-ti

"KEGS"
BUD ICE. MICHELOB-BUD.

toetouseRED dog.
MICHELOB LT. LOWENBRAU
DK.. MICHELOB DK., LITE.

LITE ICE... <>,3999
+DEP.

Cr it tr-Cr-tr •&<:<!

NATURAL LT. $
NATURAL ICE 3499

+ DEP.

MICRO KEGS
SAM ADAMS $89" PLus
OREGON 589" ^NYSARANAC J89" J^c
J.W. DUNDEE $69" MORE

ICE
10 LBS $1"
50 LBS $5"
100 LBS *9"

SALE GOOD THRU 10/30/96
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continued from page 14

earning Yankee Conference and Dan
Hanson's National Weekly Football

Gazette player of the week honors
Hut it wasn't until he got the start-

ing job before the 1995 season that

Reimer exploded into the spotlight.

Reinier, by season's end. had
racked up the unbelievable total of

1 50 tackles, with two games of 20
or more tackles. To put that in per-

MCtive, UMass had only registered

three 20-plus tackle games in its

history before Reimer came to

Amherst. His total led the league,

and All-Yankee Conference and
All-New England first team acco-
lades came his way after the season.

Was Reimer. who had never been a

starting linebacker anywhere, from
Pop Warner to college, surprised by

all the success''

"It was surprising to do as well as

I did." Reimer said. "1 always had
confidence in myself and my abili-

ties. Hut, yeah, it was a little surpris-

ing."

Watching Justin Reimer play foot-

ball is quite a sight. Often times,

football can follow a predictable

pattern, where teams march up and
down the field with no spontaneous

action. That is, except for when
UMass is' on defense. If you peer in

for even just a little bit, you'll see a

pattern developing, lust watch the

ball, and you'll see )ustin Reimer.
His 246 tackles in his last 18 games
is no coincidence. Reimer plays with

a reckless abandon, a reckless aban-

don that makes him a fan favorite.

But Reimer is not one to let his emo-
tions get the best of him.

"I'm not one of those guys who
gets super-excited or super-emo-
tional." Reimer said. "My mind goes

blank, and I just focus on the game."

Reimer's success has a lot to do

with his linebacking mates, Khari

Samuel and Mike Dawson.
"It's really great to play with those

two guys." Reimer said. "They're my
favorite two guys to play with. It

makes my job a lot easier, because

teams can't run away from one guy."

If there's one guy teams would

prayers
continued from page 6

life. Ma Burke always tells me to eat

well and she's right. (Unfortunately her

idea of a well balanced breakfast con-

sisting of seven eggs, a pound of bacon,

a pound of sausage, toast loaded with

butter and about six cups of coffee

doesn't suit my tastes, she is still on the

right track).

Sleep is also a necessity, only pull an

all-nighter if you absolutely must. Two
hours of sleep a night is far more bene-

ficial than none. 1 can go three nights in

a row with less than three hours of

sleep a night. But if I pull one all-

nighter I am hurting the rest of the

week
Emotional health is another key that

is almost always overlooked. You must

feel good about yourself if you expect

your body to perform at maximum pro-

ductivity. Self talk always works.
People speak encouraging words to

their flowers, why can't you do the

same to yourself? But please don't

practice this in the reading room. I do

not want to hear you recite, "I am a

good person. I know I am a good per-

son. Good people do well in school.

Therefore I will do well in school."

Finally there is the spiritual health,

which as you already know is popular

on my grandmother's list. Tests have

been proven that people who are

prayed for do better on tests than those

who are not. This may sound absolute-

ly wacky but it has been well docu-

mented. Researchers have experiment-

ed on terminally ill patients. For half

the group, the researchers passed their

names on to random religious organi-

zations to pray for the patients. The
other half were left alone. The results

were staggering, so. . . if you really want

to stay stress free, pay someone to pray

for you. As for me, I am all set — I

have Ma Burke.

Mike Burke is a Collegian columnist.

frosh

want to run away from, it's lustin

Reimer. He can electrify a crowd
with one hit, and he's registered 9b

of them so far this season. For a guy

who went from being the

Minuleman's punter to becoming
one of UMass's all-time greats, you
could safely say that lustin Reimer
has changed his mind about playing

linebacker.

overtime
continued from page 14

bad guy — but they keep making

me do it. The Canes have now lost

two home games in a row. some-

thing that in the 80s just did not

happen. Oh, well.

This week Miami heads north to

Morgantown to take on West
Virginia, and the undefeated
Mountaineers can't wait to get

their hands on the hapless

Hurricanes, who may have to go

with true freshman Steve Kelly at

quarterback. This may seem like

the end for Miami, but 'Canes fans

take heart. West Virginia is over-

rated, and they haven't played any-

body yet. The pressure is all on
them to win. while Miami, who by

their own standards have ruined

the season anyway, can sit back

and play football. Look for a close

game in Morgantown on Saturday,

but not a good one.

Booty Schwag Award...

Usually when you drive through

Wisconsin, all you smell is the

sweet fragrance of uAeese. and
maybe a cow or two. But this

week, all you'll smell is booty! As
in the booty schwag and this

week's recipient, Wisconsin head

coach Barry Alvarez.

Hey, Barry, do you know why
you get the booty schwag? I bet

you do, skipper. Let's review.

You're beating Northwestern
30-27 with 49 seconds left, and
you have the ball around midfield.

What do you do? What do you do?

You put the ball in the hands of a

freshman and decide to run the

clock out. Was that a wise choice,

Barry? No it wasn't. Do you know
why, Barry? Because the frosh

fumbled, that's why! Northwestern

recovered, and a Steve Schnur
touchdown pass later, you lose to

the Wildcats 34- 30.

Oy! I'm vklempt! You see Barry.

I told this whole campus that your

Badgers deserved a Top 25 ranking

in this space last week, and that

you might be coaching on Sunday
soon. With decisions like that, you
might not be coaching on Saturday

anymore.

Clowns to the left of me...

lokers to the right, and here we
are. stuck in the middle of a lousy

week in college football. When
your best bet is the West Virginia-

Miami game, you're in trouble.

Games such as Fresno St.- UNLV,
Rutgers-Temple and New
Mexico-SMU pollute the land-

scape. My game of the week? Our
beloved North Texas Eagles are

home this week, as the dreaded
Nevada Wolfpack come to Denton.

North Texas is a five point under-

dog, but the oddsmakers don't

know our resilient Eagles. Quick

word of advice, Nevada. Don't

step to North Texas, 'cause when
you diss North Texas, you diss

yourself!

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist.

COUKTtSY MtCXA «f LAT10N5

Senior Dan Chagnon brings fire and heart to the UMass defensive line.

continued from page 6

ter. but let's be realistic, the semester is

almost over and with this whole time

warp thing going on how is that really

feasible? What is a freshman to do?
Upperclassmen waltz around know-

ing it all. They know what professors

want to read, or hear. They know how
to study and how to plan their time. I

feel like everyone else knows a big

secret, they're all whispering behind my
back and I'm standing there clueless. I

guess there's nothing I can do except

experience the challenge myself and
then one day rcan waltz around know-
ing it all. Until then I want to rip my
hair out, scream at strangers and bite

off all my nails.

I asked my upperclassman friend

what he suggested I should do. He tells

me to just relax, have a beer. Excuse

me. what was your GPA last semester?

I think my floor wants to kill me half

the time and console me the other half.

What I want to know is how can I fulfill

all of my commitments and still pass

Natural Disasters''

Alter a lot of thinking and schedule

reorganization I decided to take the

goat path. I cancelled a meeting, can-

celled a date and cancelled a beer order.

There are plenty of weeks for all those

more entertaining activities. For now
I m going to try to buckle down and hit

those books that I stood in line for three

hours at the Annex to buy.

Sarah Kimmel is a Collegian staff

rticmlxr

Book your travel plans

for the Holidays Now!

Call fraveltime
587-301

1

. (413)781-6150

Groups of ten or more-

We'll come see you

EL'S BILLIARDS
$5/Hr Everyday • *>• B* Sawn

lUftHmitfd Playtrst J
v-

' •8-9ft Table*

Promo Night

JFriwtyf

OcttS,
930 p,m
Wm
Prists

from

Entertdnmart

Every Fri. & Sot.

• AH Sporting

Events

Every Thursdoyi4ighi

$5 C*uh 8-Boft

Tbornoment 7:30 pm

•iidwtiscrl
10A Belcberlowrj Road
Amherst, MA 01 002

neuter Clown 396-8284
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she always makes the play. She was
always steady and reliable. My heart

never jumped a beat when a ground
ball went to the right side of the Held,

because she always made the play."

While echoing the same sentiment

that the humble Powell is over-looked

due to her lack of pizazz but invaluable

to the team nonetheless, her soccer

coaches are quick to point out her

tenacious play in the midfield.

Assistant coach Chris Chamides elabo-

rated on her gritty play in a 3-0 loss at

rival Connecticut in the NCAAs last

year.

"From minute one to minute 90,

regardless of the score, regardless that

there was, at a certain point, little hope
for us, her effort never changed and
that why she has so much respect from
her peers," he said.

"Everybody knows that she has a

way about her and just watches what
her way is," Chamides said. "If she's

bothered by injury, you'll never know
it. If she's bothered by something off

the field, you'll never know it, because

when she plays she plays. That's how
she leads by example and why every-

body looks up to her. She gets it done."

What sets Powell apart from just

about any other student- athlete on
this campus is how people like to talk

about her. Between starting for a pair

of high-profile sports and being such a

model student, one would think there

would be plenty to say about Powell.

Still, when asked open-endedly to

comment on her, responses made men-
tion first and foremost of her off the

field charisma, and the 5-5 Powell's

heart, which is bigger than her home
state of California. Some responses fol-

low:

• "Amy Powell is the type of person

that anyone would love to coach and
anyone would love to know,"
Chamides said. "She is first class in

everything she does. She's first class in

the way she approaches her academics,

the way she approaches her athletics,

the way she deals with her teammates

and coaches. She is someone that I

have the most amount of respect for.

Chagnon
continued from page 14

that Chagnon brings to each game
and every practice. He is focused on

the final three games of his collegiate

career.

"We are in a must win situation for

our next three games. We have to

win," he says with a knowing sense of

urgency. "The guys know that for the

seniors, it's our last year. They really

want to see us go out with an A-10
Championship and a bid to the

NCAA tournament. It's still possible

for us, but it is a matter of playing to

our potential."

Chagnon is one of the guys who is

playing to his limits, and possibly

even exceeding them.

Gibbons succinctly rated Chagnon
as "the type of player who comes to

play every game 100 percent. He's

played almost all season with injuries,

but he is just somehow able to reach

inside and find a little extra each

game."

That "little extra" translates to the

respect of his teammates, who named
him co-captain for the 1996 cam-
paign. It also earns praise from his

coaches. However, what Chagnon
wants more than anything else is to

achieve the goals he sets for himself

and for the team.

"At the beginning of this season,' I

had two goals. One of my goals was

to run the two mile in under 12 min-

utes, and finally I did it (11:53)," he

said. "The other goal is to make the

NCAA tournament."

With that in mind, the Minutemen
will take the first step towards that

goal Friday, as the Maroon and White

challenge St. Bonaventure at Richard

F. Garber Field at 3 p.m.

One thing is certain. Dan Chagnon
will make sure he can do everything

possible to insure that his team goals

are met.

and if you bounce this question off of

anyone else, you'll get the same answer
— she's a special person."

• "Amy Powell is definitely someone
you can talk to and she'll make you feel

at home," sophomore women's soccer

player Amanda Thompson said. "She's

such a good person off the field and
you can talk to her about anything. So,

I felt real comfortable coming in as a

freshman last year; I wasn't intimidat-

ed by Amy Powell at all.

"She's down to earth, always cousin

tent in what she does. She knows what
she wants in life and she works for it."

• "Amy was an absolute pleasure to

coach," Sortino said. "She always
worked hard and never had a word to

say. She was really like a sponge in

terms of wanting to learn.

"She's a great human being. You
just feel good about being around
somebody like her. I wish I had 20
more of those type of people."

• "She's a genuine person and really

nice," women's basketball shooting

guard Beth Kuzmeski said. "She's quiet

but she's quick witted with everything

she says."

• "So many people support her, I

don't think she has an enemy in the

world," Robertson said. "She's such a

good person. I never had the opportu-

nity to coach her mysell. but just

knowing her as a person and as some-

one who always sticks her smily face

by the office [is enough)."

• "She's very personable, reliable,

neat, nice, polite and honest as the day

is long." head women's soccer coach

]im Rudy said. "Those are all traits that

I find in her generation that are not a

sure thing anymore. You don't always

find it."

.

A truly special individual, Powell

possesses that special something, irre-

placeable after her December gradua-

tion.

"She's great and I'm going to miss

her after this semester," fellow

women's soccer midfielder |ulie Magid

said. "It will be a little different with-

out her."

Magid will hardly be the only one

stung by the inevitable loss of Powell

who plans on returning to the West

Coast before applying to medical

schools for next year.

Nearly everyone who has worked,

coached or played on either the UMass

softball or women's soccer teams since

1993 will tell you that it has been an

experience to relish.

Amy Powell is a major reason why.

Senior Amy Powell is a woman of all seasons starting on tv

ranked teams, women's soccer and softball.

id I :< .; I id il V

sports briefs
continued from page 14

Fields. UMass enters the contest

with a league mark of 1-1-1 and a

win against Bowdoin would put the

squad in the running for its

first-ever pos.t season berth.

Intramurals kickoff playoffs

• On the ice, Thunder Bay and

The Steamers have opened up the

season with 3-0 records.

Racquet ball players Scott Makosiej

and Colleen Ferris have perfect

records with a few more matches

before playoffs. Komar Loeung is

at the head of the badminton sin-

gles tournament standings.

• On the fields, flag football, soc-

cer and softball are winding down
their seasons which are slated to

begin on Oct. 29.

• Foul shooting and three-point

shoot-out entrants should attend a

mandatory meeting tonight. The
foul shooting meeting will be held

in 249 Boyden and the three-point

meeting will be held in room 251.

Both meetings are set for 6 p.m.

• Entries are still being accepted

for three-on-three basketball with

mandatory player's meetings at b

p.m. on Nov. 6 in Boyden 249.

• The intramural swim meet will

be held on Oct. 29. Sign in will be-

on the Boyden Pool deck at 7 p.m.

Submissions to Sports Briefs

should be faxed to the Collegian at

545-1592 or dropped off at II 3

Campus Center basement no later

than 12 p.m. each Wednesday.
Sports Briefs was compiled by Chris

Stamm.
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Saturday,

Oct. 26 Outside

in both

backyards.
(corner of No Pleasant

& Fearing St.)
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• mapparri
• Bleu
• The
Stephen
Kellogg
Band
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RUSSELL'S
„„,* LIQUORS "
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring, "Bud Dry hots" $9.'%ose
Icehouse & Red Dog

$l24
'«asebots

"Ihe 6/PK. Bonanza"!
Sam Adams - All Flavors! All Flavors! All Flavors!

Petes - All Flavors including the "New Winter Brew"!

Blue Moon- Raspberry, Nut Brown, Honey, Bdgion, & "Pumpkin"!

Soronac- Amber, Pale Ale, Bile & Tan, Golden, & "Mt. Berry" !

i»7?>n;7^¥J.Trj'7t<ii.'-:»:4'j;rTT7

Mix/Match "two" 6/PKs . .

.

All Beers Plus Deposit open 9.00AM - 1 1 .00PM VISA/MASTERCARD 'Delivery Available-

Hs's back. Your housemate's boyfriend. Sitting on your sofa.

Sifting through your CDs. Hunching over the open refrigerator.

*Sayf
M he says accusingly, "did you guys know you're out of food?"

Gee, I wonder why. You like your housemate. You value the friend-

ship. But the boyfriend is beginning to create bad feelings of

proportions. Night after night, he appears.

First stop, refrigerator. Second stop, micro-

wave. Sometimes he forgets to check whether the housemate
is even home, causing you to believe his affection is based

somewhat on the success of the last shopping trip. You think

your housemate isbeginning to SUSpeCt this as well,

which is probably why the housemate is not here tonight.

Sudden date with the library. The housemate's boyfriend is

talking to you again; he wants to know if you can pick up some

cheese-in-a-can next time you're at the store. You say, MI hate

to be rude, but I'm tired and you need to leave." You wait for

protests from the sofa, but there are none. But that's because

the boyfriend is not on the sofa. He's drifted over to the TV,

filling your once-quiet domicile with sounds from the shop-

ping network. You can't sleep with this on. You wonder what

its gonna take. a natural disaster?
A ... wait a minute. Well, sure. You smile. "Say, do you like

video games?" Boyfriend nods eagerly. "It's the latest thing,"

you say. "Ky friends in Paris play it whenever they want to

connect with their friends in Johannesburg. It's great for

people who like to travel." You turn toward him and say sweetly,

"You like to travel, right?"
He nods. You smile again. Type in a few commands. Hand the

wireless mouse to him. Then count. Five. Pour. Three. Two. One.

Oh good, he's chosen PULL ENGAGE mode. Boyfriend's gone. Pood's

gone, too. Oh well. Into everyone's life a little rain must fall.

Which, you think as you catch the mouse in midair, is exactly

what it's doing in Paris right now. Damn, thatfs good software*

What will the next generation of software be? Come to Microsoft and shape jt.

Real jobs. Real internships. With real responsibility.

Technical Interviews for Full-Time Jobs

and Paid Summer Internships

Mon. Nov. 4 and Tues. Nov. 5

Full-time: Call the Job Line by 5pm Oct. 16

Paid Internships: Resumes due to Mather Career Center Oct. 25

Resumes may also be given directly to the Microsoft Recruiter

at the Oct. 17 Engineering Career Fair in Marcus Hall

For additional details check out www.microsoft.com/college Microsoft

C 1996 Microsoft Corporation All rights reserved.
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Always Wanted One of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robotman By Jim Meddick

113 Campus Center • University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS I
AUTO FOR SALE

Chinese Food Kl Chi delivering

Sunday Thursday to 2am fnday and

Saturday to 3am

Mixed OJ Ttpet- /ED music. NYC
House Hip-Hop. Reggae, Disco.

Techno On Sale in the Campus
Center Concourse Oct ?? 24 25

AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing i used car? Having

your car repaired 7 Oo you know
your rights? Contact The Student

Legal Services 922 Campus Center.

b45l995

1985 Jeep CJ7 Loredo. Black

Looks & runs very good. 3 Tops,

stereo $4900 or 8/0 546-3409

Leave message

Chevy Celebrity 1986 Lxcellem

condition $2,500 0B0 Call 253-

1810 Doug
idsmitMSstudent umass edu

Grey 1989 Saab 900 Lowiack and

Chapman Security Sun root. CD
player with Subwoofer/Amp New
tires and enhausl Excellent condi-

tion, must sell $6500 or 8/0 253-

4627

1986 Delta 88 100000 miles, but

everything's been replaced $1000 or

8/0 323 11 74

EMPLOYMENT

Wanted Spokesperson tor

International Co $1000 per hour 8

10 hrs per week Person must be

outgoing, responsible and comfort

able m groups Models are encour-

aged to apply Call TASP
International 1-800 829-4777 Ask

tor Sean Sweeney

Free T-Shirt « $1000 f>

fundraisers for fraternities, sororities

& groups AViy campus organization

can raise up to $1000 by earning a

whopping $5 00/Visa Application

Call 1-800 9320528 Ext 65

Qualified callers receive free T-shirt

P.T Administrative Positions

duties lange from filing to Ig media

events Flexible hours. 10-15

Call DataViews Corp ,/HR

Dept 586-4144

EMPLOYMENT
Legal Assistants Wanted
Spring '97 Internships with the

Student Legal Services Office, get

hands-on experience in the legal

field—work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 under-

graduate credits No experience in

the legal profession necessary -

training provided Contact the

Student Legal Services Office today

tor an application 545 1995, 922

Campus Centei

Earn Money and Free Tripsl!

Individuals and groups wanted to

promote Spring Break! i Call Inter

Campus Programs at 1-800-327-6013

or http //www tcpt com

Spring Break!! Earn Cash!'

Highest Commissions 1 Lowest
Prices 1 Travel free on only 13 sales!

Free Info! Sunsplash 1 800-426

7710

Gymnastics Instructors Needed at

the Greenfield YMCA Sunday
and/or Tuesday and/or Thursday

between 3 and 9 pm $8-$12/hr Call

773-3646

FOR SALE
Computer Desk $25 women's skis

w/bindings. boots 161 $350/package.

SONY 5CD changer $100. CD 8. cass

holders Steve or All 253-2620

Full-Site Sleeper Sole $100 00

Men's leather jacket size large

$50 00 Brother Word Processor

WP220$150 00 413-549-7484

Two office desks $50 00 each

Mamiya 645 SLR camera $500 00

Call 548 8896

MONGOOSE ALTA
199S Mongoose Alta With Rock

Shox Silver 14" frame Brand new,

excellent condition $450 Call 584

3473

Used Floppy Disks. So cheap I'm

practically giving them away! Free

case w/ purchase of 30 or 60
Single and bulk rates available 3 5"

DD or HD. IBM or MAC formatted

For a good deal call Billy®546-6963

Sony CD BoomBox - Double tape

deck, CD. digital tuner. SuperBass.

detachable speakers, bought 1 year

ago for $325 Asking $200 or b/o

Call Brian at 546-3842

Color Printer - Panasonic KX-P2123

24-pin Color Super Quiet Dot Matnx

printer $170 BillyQ546-6963

FOUND
Keys uptown at bus stop Near

Bart's Call to describe Has an ini-

tialized keychain 549-6765

INSTRUCTION

Bertend with University
Bartending 50% student discount.

Amherst classes starting soon 1 Call

1-800-U-CAN-MIX for info

Boxing Lessons with Djata

Bumpus All Welcome For

brochure 413-732-8817

MUSICIANS
Established funk outfit seeks

rhodes and/or hammond player who

can GROOVE! Call Andy 549-1016 or

Jason 367-0159

MISCELLANEOUS

New Metabolism Breakthrough

Lose 5 100 lbs Guaranteed $35

800-776-9503

PERSONALS
Friday 10/18. about noon—
you=androgynous. athletic-looking,

tall woman (short blandish hair)

crossing from Campus Centei Way
towards Mullins Me non-psycho

temale grad student wondering who

you are Respond here and we'll

see

SERVICES

Paper editing and or typing

Accurate quick and inexpensive

41 3-549- 7484

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade 7 In-house seivice. call

Scream Savers 549 0083

Pregnant? Need help 7 Call

Birthright of Amherst area foi free

testing and assistance 549-1906

PERSONALS
Diana, guess what 11

Smile 1 Love. Brendan

love you

TRAVEL

Quebec City for New Year's 3

nights at 5 star Hilton located in

Quebec City, the oldest city in North

America $89 pp SKI and PARTY call

Dominic at 533 1600 now! Limited

space, hurry!

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK week in Jamaica

from $499 pp March 15 22 in Negnl

Includes RT an, 7 nights hotel, pai

ties/events and all taxes Call

Dominic at 413-533 1600 oi 800

232-2415

SPRING BREAK! Ihiii cash'

Highest commissions/lowest prices'

Travel free on only 13 sales!' Free

mtol Sunsplash! 800 426 7710

FREE TRIPS AND CASH find out

how hundreds of student representa-

tives are already earning free trips

and lots of cash with America's #1

Spring Break Company! Sell only 16

trips and travel free! Cancun.

Bahamas Mazatlan Jamaica, or

Campus Manager positions

also available Call now' lake a

Bieak Student Travel (800195-Bieak!

TRAVELTIME Has gieat deals on all

your travel needs 587 3011

(413)781-6150
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20<t per word/day

All
others

40<£ per word/day

Standard Headings

-till!.

NO REFUNDS I

Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

Activities

Announcements

Apartment For

Rent

Auto For Sale

Employment

Entertainment

For Sale

Found (2 days

Free)

Happy Birthday

Houses For Rent

Instruction

Lost

Musicians

Miscellaneous

Motorcycles

Personals

Room For Rent

Room Wanted

Roommate Wanted

Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Transportation

Wanted to Rent

Wanted

Answers to

Yesterday's Puzzle.
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ACROSS
I, Setting tor La Dolce

Vita

5. Call on

10. Mauna Kea s site

14. Word of agreement

15. Japanese city

16. SSS classification

(2 words)

17. Gourmet cheese

variety

18. Pool staffers

20. Dour

Artrfice

22. Actor Williams

23. Sir's companion

Make a Deal"

27. Farm group

29. Ladled receptacles

32. "Bonanza' star

Greene

33. Court figure

34. Big bird

36. Nobelist Wiesel

37. Stooges

38. Lohengnn prop

39. Great Scale note

40. Forty

41. Aware

42. Repeat

performances

44. Tout de suite'

45. Iowa State city

46. First name in fashion

47. Steps Italian

50. Hodgepodge 28. Actress Esther

52. After JFK 29. and Cacos

55. Cool Hand Luke star Islands

58. Where Prissy worVed 30. Vermont's locale

59. Jimmy Carter s alma 31. Stylish

mater abbr 33. Austen and Eyre

60. Expect 35. " dust shalt thou

61. Had at ones return* (Genesis)

lingertips 37. Marsh

62. Seines 38. Blackthorn fruit

63. Peels 40. Reddy s "1 Am
64. "Against All

"
41. A Guthne

43. Diva Maria

DOWN 44. Aims

47. Used a top
1 . Emulates the 48 Crank or book

Merry Men 49 Tante or tia

2. Gumbo vegetable 50 Arabian sultanate

3. She loved an outlaw
51. Placed

4. view
53. where is fancy

5. Tome ' (Shakespeare)
6. Horus mother 54 Shark film

7. Will locale perhaps 56 Corn-row unit

8. -1 Like 57 Intl conflict

9. Price label 58 Feaf of Clay
10. Scratchy

11. Regarding

12. " and the Swan'

13. Baking chamber

19. Absolute

21. Hit the ceiling

24. Last ol the Stuart

sovereigns

25. Lies in ambush
26. Amor

27. Jocularity
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WANTED
FUND RAISER-Motivated groups

needed to earn $500 00 plus promot-

ing AT&T Discovei Gas and Retail

Cards Since 1969 we've helped

thousands of groups raise the money

they need Call Gina at 1 800 b92

2121 ext 110 Free CD to qualified

i.iNrt'.

THIS SIDE OF

THE

MISSISSIPPI

Collegian

Classifieds

Dilbert By Scott Adams

Personals Policy
I. All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian clarified

employees before payment and acceptance ot the classified.

2 Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-

TIONS
4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm

room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.
6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and

the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.
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Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick 8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

ARIES
Much 21-April 20

Clean up your act before attempting

something new. It will really pay off

to be prepared this week Don't pay

any attention to someone who's

trying to hurry you along. The little

details are especially important.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

This week you have a talent for

getting to the heart of the matter,

no matter how badly It's been

obscured. Be mindful that you don't

behave in a cavalier manner. The

solution Isn't as clear to everyone

else as It Is to you.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Work around a petty bureaucrat

who wants you to Ignore the forest

and count trees Instead. A simple

gesture means the world to

someone who's been feeling down
Relax and be yourself when the

going gets a little lough.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Focus on concrete tasks early In

the week. This will free you from

obligations In time to ride the wave

of a huge burst of creative energy

right before the weekend. Apply It

lo everything—work. home, even

school.

LEO
July 23-August 23

Take charge of a single aspect of

your life (his week. You'll feel

revitalized as you rediscover your

Interests and talents, plus you II

help others see you In an entirely

new and different way.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

If you're looking for a soul mate,

consider the person with whom you

trust your Innermost secrets If

that's not satisfactory, then prepare

for a change Beware a competitor

who'd like io steal an Idea of yours

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Usten to an older person for

wisdom that will apply to a

situation that's unfolding In your

personal life. Then, apply It as best

you can. no matter how odd It may
seem. A friend whom you haven't

seen recently has exciting news.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

Watch the flow of money. You could

be able to stem a leak and save

big—and better yet. you'll look like

a hero to someone who has the

power to Issue a valuable thank

-

you. Mix business with pleasure lo

get the best of both worlds.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 2

1

Catch up on the paperwork

that you've been Ignoring lately.

Otherwise, youll be caught empty-

handed at a crucial moment. Keep

your silence regarding a secret

you've recently heard.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
A person who ordinarily seems

slightly flaky dishes up some real

wisdom for you Don't be fooled by

Its silly appearance. Some deep-set

anger you've been nursing wells up
and threatens to ruin a weekend.

Discuss it with a neutral party.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

A disagreement Is going lo require

that you compromise. Be on the

lookout from the beginning for

things thai you can concede on.

Remember your dignity—don't lose

your cool.

PISCES
February 19-March 20

A conversation with a coworker or

partner proves extremely fertile. Be
sure to write down all of the Ideas

you come up with—no matter how
far-fetched they seem They'll be

useful In the future

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University 1 By Frank Cho Close te Home By John McPherson

/ have a friend.

She's Jewish.

She says she's developed an

attraction to boys with German

names that rhyme with Hitler ...

like, Stitler, Bitler and so on...

....she said the straighter the

blonde hair the better.

She's still in therapy with

Dr. Stuttgart.

It works for her.

He put her on prozac but she'll

be off it soon because she

mistakenly mailed the prescription

sheet out with her Christmas cards

this year.
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The final hurdle for becoming vested in

the company s pension plan: running the

managers wet -towel gantlet

Hoar Say By Emily Yang
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Quote of the Day
| Top Id by Brian Marchionni

Shhh :%

If you cart fill the

unforglvfog minute with sixty

seconds' worth of distance run

- Yours is the Earth and every-

thing thafs in it, and - which is

more - you'll be a man, my

son!

Rudyard Kipling

Good things about MTV
10) Where else can you see a documentary on scrotum

piercing?

9) It helps reinforce Kurt Looter's erroneous idea that he's

somehow a cool guy.

8) It gives dull-witted, incompetent lemmings who don't

have two brain cells to tub together something to

do, i.e.: Tabitha Soren (by the way Tabby, news flash:

Nobody likes you. Get out of my TV set.)

7) Provides solid evidence that college students are dumb-
er than ever.

6) From time to time, you can see a music video.

5) It provides employment for |enny McCarthy, whose

social status without MTV would certainly never have

risen above "spank goddess."

4) If you're lucky, you can see some of your peers make

asses of themselves in a "Spring Break Moment."

3) Abundance of sucky programming helps one to appre-

ciate good TV.

2) It has nothing to do with Dole's proposed tax plan

1)Beavis and Butthead.

Dining Commons Mono
Menu unavailable.

Plea** refer to this guide
to help you decide where to eat.

1 First, go get some dice IfTr^Cr "^
(6 sided, preferably). fcTj||

J

?

O Find one you like,
"•"*

and roll it.

If you roll:

Go to Franklin D.C. for dinner.

•I Co to Berkshire D.C. for dinner.

Go to Hampshire D.C. for dinner.

Co to Worcester D.C. for dinner.

Get Pizza for dinner!

Roll again.
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Attention hoop fans:

The Massachusetts women's basketball team is looking for student

managers tor the upcoming season. Anyone interested should call

Craig Dagan at 545-3750.
Sports

Men's tennis finishes undefeated; Rolex bound
Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts nwn'i tennis team succeed'

ed in becoming the first undefeated men* tennis

team in almost thift) sears.

By finishing 8-0. the Minutemen are sure to be

contenders in the upcoming Rolex

Championships during the first week of

November. And if sou were to speak with coach

|ud> Dixon, you would get the feeling she knew it

all along.

"I was hopeful going into the season this year,"

Dixon said. "I wanted the team to take their

game to the next Itep, and they have."

The UMass squad knocked off all of their

opponents, while sustaining hardly any casual-

ties The battlefields were strewn with such

teams as Boston University, Boston College.

Vermont, Rhode Island, and UConn, to name just

a lew. In the end, UMass has proven to be the

ultimate power in New England collegiate men's

tennis.

"The schedule this year is the toughest the men
have ever seen. For them to beat B.C. and B.U.,

teams they have never beaten before, has brought

them to the next step." Dixon said

lunior captain Alex Aller led his team with a

remarkable 11-2 regular season singles record.

He also capped an unmatched 10-5 doubles

record, truly making him the team's mo*l valu-

able player. His only losses came at the West

Point Invitational, where he went 4-1 in singles.

That record also led the team. But the biggest

loll is that he will not be travelling to the

Championships.

His guidance, leadership and experience will

hopefully go along with sophomore Todd Cheney

and freshman Rufino Navarro come clutch time

in the Rolex Championship*

"Alex has responded as I expected him to. It

was a hard adjustment lor him to become the

sole leader as a junior, but he really has discov-

ered the sense of team over the individual. Being

No. 5 does not bother him because he knows he

is helping out the team." Dixon said.

Rob Manchester was another key factor in the

*ikcess of the team. He tied Aller with an 1 1-2

singles record but fell just shy with a 7-3 in dou-

bles. Other youngsters who shined above the

cement thi* veai were Cheney and Navarro. They

combined for 11-9 singles and 15-4 doubles

records.

"Cheney and Rufino are the only two going to

the Rolex. This tournament can be daunting, at

THANC VO I COU£ClAN

The men's tennis team concluded the fall sea-

son as the first undefeated squad in nearly 30

years.

times overwhelming, and this will be a learning

experience for both of them," Dixon said.

Cheney will be the lone singles man in the

Rolex, while both he and Navarro will combine

for the one-two doubles punch.

The question comes up, "Will this powerhouse

in men's tennis team be able to prove themselves

worthy when it counts?"

We all followed the Chicago Bulls and the

Detroit Red Wings last year when they annihilat-

ed the rest of their respective leagues during the

regular season. The Bulls proved to be superior,

but the Red Wings did what they do best, and

that is slip on the octopi. So it all comes down to

the fact that regular season play is like a tough

practice that you have to wear your uniform to.

"They do have the determination to start look-

ing to beat the teams above them. They know

they can beat the mediocre teams but now they

believe they can beat Cornell, Colgate, St. John's,

and West Point," Dixon said.

This UMass team is extremely young with little

collegiate experience.

"With my teams, I stress two things. Number

one is team first. Number two is that we must be

prepared," Dixon said.

If the Minutemen really want that champi-

onship enough, they will achieve their goal. One

thing we have learned from sports is that it is not

always the best team with the best players that

finishes victorious, but the team with the most

heart and self-belief. Look at the New lersey

Devils in hockey two years ago. They were noth-

ing more than the truck drivers of the NHL, yet

through willand determination, they pulled off a

league championship by defeating the

ever-depressing Detroit Red Wings.

"We have an extremely strict structured sched-

ule. We practice at the same time each day, arrive

at the matches an hour early. These kids know

what to expect; no surprises here. We've pre-

pared liked nobody's business," Dixon said.

All in all, glasses should be raised to the war-

riors of the UMass racqueteering world. Dixon

has been an intricate part of the team and has

shown them the light to the spring season.

Alvarez gets the Schwag,

Put overtime in the bag

Last weekend's college football

action was characterised by one

disturbing aspect, an aspect I have

tried to ignore so far this season

What, you ask. would annoy me so

much?
Overtime! —^——

—

1 was trying to

be fair, and the

fear of being cast

as an old cur-

mudgeon cer

lainly crossed my

mind. But aftei

last week's deba-

cle in the desert, something had to

be said. And of course, you know I

am not scared to say it.

Saturday's Arizona State-USC

game was the straw that broke the

booty's back. If you remember.

ASU and the Trojans were tied at

28 at the end of regulation. In any

other year, that would be it. ASU
would have a tie to add to their

overrated record, and would have

dropped to a more reasonable poll

ranking.

But no! Thanks to some nit-wit

punks in the upper reaches ol the

NCAA stratosphere, we had to go

to overtime. And what a glorious

idea this is. You get the ball at

your own 25 and can do whatever

you want with it, be it kicking a

field goal or trying to punch it in.

So ASU scores a touchdown, then

USC scores a touchdown, then

ASU scores again, and then USC
fumbles and Arizona State runs it

all the way back for another OT
TD, and a 48-35 win. Is there any

logic to a team winning by I 5

LUKE MEREDITH
00 College
Football

points, in overtime?

And furthermore, doesn't this

OT format vaguely resemble an

MLS shootout? The fact is, noth-

ing should ever resemble anything

from MIS.
Okay. Okay,

maybe I'm a little

upset. I'm sure

there are a lot of

you out there

who don't agree

with me. You
say. Luke, sweet-

heart, how much
more exciting is overtime than a

tie? What do I say to that?

I say, hey, sometimes good foot-

ball games just aren't as exciting as

they should be, and sometimes tra-

dition isn't as exciting as it should

be. But the thing about tradition is

that it's tradition because it lasts.

The question is. will overtime?

Tropical storm heading for W.V.

Even Holden Caufield couldn't

catch Butch Davis and the Miami

Hurricanes from their meteoric

fall. Saturday the last threads of

respectability blew away when
East Carolina came into the

Orange Bowl and left with a 31-6

win. East Carolina is only on the

schedule because they're consid-

ered a cupcake game, a team the

old Hurricanes would have feasted

on while waiting for the likes of

Notre Dame and Florida State.

Now. I'd really like to stop dissing

the 'Canes — I mean, I'm not a
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Sport star Powell's impact felt off field

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

Senior Amy Powell is a dean's list student with a dou-

ble major of biology and exercise science, but that is not

why she is *o endearing to nearly every member of the

MaaaachuaaMl athletic community.

Powell starts for two nationally ranked UMass teams,

as a midfielder in soccer and at second base in Softball,

yet this is not entirely why *he is so

respected by her peers either

The somewhat undescribable reason

why Powell is as extraordinary a

human being as one will ever meet

appears nowhere on the resume that

•-he's currently preparing for medical

school.

A model student-athlete who excels

both on the field and in the classroom.

Powell's lasting legacy in the minds of

nearly everyone with whom she has

come in contact will have nothing to

do with acrobatic goals, or home runs,

but rather with her impeccable charac-

ter.

"There are so many people writing

about Dennis Rodman, and that type

of famous athlete, but Amy Powell is what it's all about."

said Mike lenkins. assistant athletic director for

Student-Athlete Services. "She's an outstanding individ-

ual who would still be outstanding it -he never played a

sport.

"You're blessed to meet certain people in your life that

are inspirational in how they do things while not trying to

be inspirational. Amy is an outstanding individual who
has chosen to showcase her talent on the field in soccer

and softball. She's a pleasure as a student, but above all.

she i* an out*tanding person of deep personal values."

It is Powell's values that lead her coaches and team-

mates to value her so highly in return. Her ever-present

smile and authentic good-humored nature make her

equally appreciated amongst those who do not play

Amy Powell

either softball or soccer alongside her and with those

who do.

While playing two completely unrelated sports at a top

25 level is rare, jokingly some familiar faces in the UMass

athletic department would like to see her try more.

"I'd take her on my team anytime," assistant field

hockey coach Amy Robertson said after letting out a

hardv laugh over the thought of Powell wielding a field

hockey stick. "There's nothing selfish about Amy and

she's a good role player. She knows
what her job is and she does it. I'd take

her on a field hockey field anytime.

She's a great example, well-rounded

and a hard worker."

"If there were any more sports on

campus she'd probably play them too,"

women's basketball co-captain Crystal

Carroll said. "She's a great person.

She'd give you her last dollar. Are there

any more of her?"

Powell truly is one of a kind, a rare

breed that an exact replica of might not

stroll the red and white hallways of

Boyden for years to come, if ever.

On the field, Powell is the very

model of consistency, not shining out

as an All-America candidate in either

of her two varsity sports, but a strong player nonetheless,

rightfully deserving of a spot in the starting lineup.

Powell patrols second base for coach Elaine Sortino's

softball team, which she helped take to |hree Atlantic 10

titles and a pair of NCAA Tournaments. Always depend-

able, but never fla*hy, Powell hit a career high .269 last

year with two home runs and 30 RBIs. while literally

playing in the shadow of pitching phenom Danielle

"Harry" Henderson and others.

"Amy is the kind of player that you just don't notice."

Sortino said. "She always kind of does it. She never

screws up. One of the greatest things about her playing

second base for all these years is that you win because
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Punter to powerhouse: UMass' Justin Reimer

Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

lustin Reimer should not be a line-

backer.

If you listen to football experts,

anybody who doesn't weigh at least

220 or 230 pounds should be play-

ing a skill position, or be the punter.

Massachusetts linebacker Justin

Reimer is listed in the UMass foot-

ball media guide at a generous 205

pounds.

Well, you know what they say

about assumptions.

lustin Reimer, 1995's Yankee
Conference leader in tackles, is at it

again. This season Reimer has post-

ed 96 tackles in seven games, and

has been named Yankee Conference

player of the week twice. As the

defensive standout on a team that is

now 5-2 and in first place in the

YanCon's New England Division,

Reimer could be considered UMass'

MVP this season. Not bad for a kid

who was supposed to be the team's

punter.

Recruited by most of the Yankee

Conference schools, Reimer chose

UMass in 1993, under the premise

that he be the team's punter.

"I chose UMass because 1 liked

the coaches," Reimer said. "They

were straightforward with me. But I

didn't want to be just a punter,

that's just not my personality."

Reimer was a star free safety and

running back for Wayne Valley High

School, earning All-League honors

at both positions, and as punter. He
scored 16 TD's his senior year, and

he also recorded 1 1 5 tackles.

Reimer spent his first two years as

UMass' starting punter, and enjoyed

IAMB STANLEY COUIGIAN

UMass linebacker Justin Reimer (22) posts an impressive 96 tackles in

seven games this season.

success at the position. His tush

man year he averaged 33.8 yards a

punt, and upped that average to

35.9 yards his sophomore year,

including a 72 yard boot against

New Hampshire, the fifth longest in

school history. But his kicking

career ended quickly when the

coaching staff realized his defensive

prowess. Problem was. Reimer

wasn't too thrilled about playing

linebacker.

"I wasn't too excited [ about the

prospect of playing linebackerl ini-

tially," Reimer said. "It was my sec-

ond college year and I didn't have

any experience at the position."

Nevertheless, the UMass coaching

Itaff, sensing a lack of depth at the

position and noticing Reimer's nat-

ural ability, put Reimer in a back-up

linebacking role his sophomore year.

1994. Reimer showed flashes of bril-

liance. In his first collegiate start at

linebacker, against Rhode Island, he

racked up 12 tackles and two sacks,
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Chagnon s fire and desire anchors UMass
By Chris Krein

Collegian Staff

If you wanted to follow

MaSMClMMettl men's soccer team

senior Dan Chagnon in the box score,

all you would have to do is look at

the opponent's total for the dav Hk
name might not be listed, but often

the zero that is there for the opposi-

tion after 90 minutes is a testament

lo hi 1
- skill and heart.

Chagnon is one of the key reason*

UMass has recorded six shutout* this

year, as they have rolled to a 8-5-1

record. He i* a defensive specialist,

who is often called upon to *hut

down the opponent's top scorer.

The senior from Chicopee has gar-

nered many honors in his career, one

that has seen him take all Mate hon-

ors as a senior at Chicopee
Comprehensive and earn A 10 All-

Tournament team as j Ireshman at

LMa** Despite all the personal hon-

ors though, what he strives for the

most is winning as a team. He wants

to be one ol the people who can take

the team lo the next level.

"I'm a guy who goes out there and

tries id give everything he has. I don't

like losing." he said "In fact. I hate-

to love That's what motivates me. I

hope the othei guv* Iced nil thai
"

He came to the Minutemen in

1992 and made an immediate impact,

starting 15 of the 20 games he

played. "When I got here 1 saw guys

playing with a lot of heart, never

quitting, and always working hard,"

he remembered. "I fed off of that."

Now as Chagnon completes his

final year, he wants to be the one that

the younger players will look to for

inspiration.

"This year I am trying to be a

leader on the field." he *av*.

Assistant Coach Mike Gibbons
concurred with that statement.

"He is a leader by example on the

field. He inspires people as individu-

al* and as a learn," Gibbons
explained, then illustrated Chagnon's

tenacious style of play.

"He is a very good man marker. He
wins almost every 50- 50 ball that is

in hi* ansa," Gibbons said. "He is an

excellent defender who has often

marked the most dangerous player on

the opponent's team. Every time he

shuts them down. He is the type of

player you want on your team."

Head Coach Sam Koch agrees with

Gibbons when it come* to describing

one ol his team's greatest defensive

a**ct*

1 1.m i* a lot like |oe ||acobson|.

He i* a solid defender who al*o

shows greal leadership on the field."

Koch said. "He has been outstanding

in that role. There have been a num-

ber of games where he has

single-handedly stopped breakaways

and kept us in that particular game."

Koch points to the recent win over

La Salle, a win that was a must for

the Minutemen. Chagnon was part of

the defensive effort that was able to

contain one of the most potent scor-

ing threats in the Atlantic Ten. The

Explorers came into the game unde-

feated in league play and walked off

their home pitch with a 3-0 loss.

The win keeps the Minutemen in

the thick of the pack with a 5-3-0

conference record, as four teams are

racing for two remaining spots in the

post-season tournament.

Chagnon said he thinks the game
against La Salle may have been a

defining moment that will serve as a

guide to the direction the team takes

for the rest of the season.

"On this year's team, we've got a

lot of guys with a lot of talent, a lot

of potential, but we don't have a lot

of he"art at times," he said. "On
Sunday lagainst La Salle) guys bat-

tled through and it was the first time,

in a long time, that we showed a lot

of heart on the field. It was good to

see that. We were hungry, we battled,

and all the guys came together."

It is a certain and intense approach
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Men s lacrosse club pounds Conn. Huskies,

women's rugby wins big over Brown 35-0

• Saturday. Oct. 19, the

Massachusetts Lacrosse Club played

host to a tough old rival, the

University of Connecticut varsity

men's club lacrosse team.

UMass emerged with bragging

rights, winning the contest 13-4.

The teams felt hon-

ored by the pres-

ence of two excel-

lent Boston-area

Div. I varsity-level

officials, both of

whom had request-

ed assignment to

this game.

In goal for UMass. Mike Nowlan

kept those saves coming and shots

deflecting, anchoring the defense

behind the tireless close defensive

play of Greg Smith, Erik Becker,

Tom Schauweker, and Micah

Mellor. Versatile longstick/short-

stick Tim Mooney played on fire

everywhere he was needed, on face-

offs. and on man-down defense.

At midfield. the mature leader-

ship of Tom Brunette and Brendan

Keenan was pivotal amid the

heart-and-hustle play of Roberto

s Briefs

y*/*7*

Torres, Russell Ranim. and Ben

Roesch.

The UConn goaltender was a

wall, deflecting several L Mass shots.

but the UMass offense found hole*

in the UConn defense. Gurmeei
Singh, back in action after a knee

injury. led the

offense with good
setups, notching five

assist and two goal*

Fiery |eff Olszewski

was the other half of

the connection.

amassing live goals

and two a*si*t*.

Trevor Spiers shot in lour goals and

set up another two. Greg Resnick

and Brunette added to the leain

total with a goal each.

Following this last game of the

fall ball season and waning daylight

hours, the UMass club lacrosse team

moves inside to Boyden GyiH l"i

box lacrosse on Monday. Tuesday ,

and Wednesday nights from 9 p.m.

to 1 1 p.m. The first night of play is

Nov. 4. The goal is to maintain con-

ditioning and stick skills. New play-

ers with some experience are wel-

come. Call Coach Dietel at

545-381 5 for more information.

Women's rugby earns shutout

• In a must win situation, the

I Mass women's rugby team came
out to play and rolled over Brown
University 35-0 this past Saturday.

The win kept UMass' post season

hopes alive as they needed to win by

a large margin to prove their mettle.

The barrage of scoring was led by

senior fulback Kathleen Irish who
chipped in to the winning effort

with 13 tries to pace the UMass
offense before leaving the game with

a knee injury. Irish will be out of

action in the coming weeks. Other

tries were scored by senior Bridget!

Nowd. Claudia Morales and Melanie

Roy.

Brown could not muster the win
a* it couldn't get its offense going.

The Bears could only play defense

against a UMass squad that ran the

hall at will.

UMass plays Bowdoin College in

the last regular season game at noon
ihi* Saturday at the lower Boyden
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Captains Bonneau & Perry; UMass ,

dynamic duo
By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Sports

fhe good lolk* in the Massachusetts hockey equip
ineni room have had u easy, compared to other schools,

foi the pas) three vc.u* Nol once in that time did they

have lo make any new nameplaie*. Ol more important!)

stitch a "(. " on the front ol one ol ih.' team's unique
sweaters.

Alter three years ol proudl) sporting the symbol ol

the team's captaincy on In* left breast, laynen Rissling

has abdicated hi* throne, passing his duties on to the

colleciiv e effoi i* ol Roh Bonneau and I om Perr)

Co captains Bonneau (pictured) and Pert") become
jusi the second and third captain* ol the program since

it* reinstatement For the 1993 ^4 campaign, and unlike

Ris*ling. the first ih.it will not hear the onu* ol learning

on the job.

"It's greal to finally, have a situation where we have
real seniors thai have been through the program lor

four ve.n* that can show to the freshmen how thing* are

done, what pace lhe> need to have, what kind of

Strength and endurance the) need to have," head coach

|oe Mallen said

When it tame lime lo choose captains lor the

1996 ^7 year, winch i* expected to he I Ma**' break

through season into Hockev East's upper echelon, the

players voted Bonneau and Perr) a* their leader*.

Bonneau, a native ol Chicopee, i* a flash) goal scorei

ami quick skater with good passing *kill* I'crry i* a

head smarl and rugged winger with excellent pa*-ni{-

*kill* that aie a crucial factot in I Ma**' foui forward
powei plav system, where Bonneau scored 58 percent
ol lii* goal* last veai fhe two compliment each other

well a* lineinale*. and should continue to do *o a*

co captains.

"Robbie's a good emotional captain, while loininv

lead* with the wa\ he acts and the wav he plays speak*

lot himself," junioi Brad Norton said. "[They're] ver)

good captain*, greal leaders on and oil the ice and great

guv* in the locket room."
II loin Pel t \ were lo send a lellei to Dear \hbv. the

signature might read "Humble in Humboldt." the
*oli spoken forward'* home town in rural

Saskatchewan Perr) ha* also earned the reaped of his

teammates In nol missing a heal aftei hurting his knee
is the season ending playofl lo** at Boston University.

PeiT) lead* b) example, mucking and grinding on the

ice and i* *oii spoken ofl ol it. Although less *oli spo-

ken than hi* comrade, Bonneau isn't exactly Don Chcriv

either, hut thai* alright.

"loin and I might not he the most vocal [players] on

the team, but we have othei guv* who arc going to do
that job." Bonneau said,

\* the new season dawn*, opening tomorrow night at

arch rival I M.i** I owell, each are excited about the

team's prospects for the upcoming yeai

reflecting and generat-

ing a sense ol confi

deuce and eiilliu*i

asm that fai

exceed* level*

from the pa*t two
preseasons

l In* veai * edi-

tion ol the

Minutemen, linally

graced « ith expe
rience. led* confi-

dent thai when
Hockey East plays •

n* semifinals al

the I leetCenter in

Boston on Mau

h

14. it will he in

uniform and not in

a balcony Seat.

I leaders on
and oil the ice,

Bonneau and Perr) aie

the ones to take the

team to tin* plateau in

the eve* ol llleii team

male*

"Robbie and loininv

are the one* w ho aie

going to show u* the

iighl al the end ol the

tunnel." net minder
Hi ian Regan said, "I

have been really excit-

ed in practice, and I

have lun watching them
come down on me I

see them come hack in

the gieai shape thai they

are. and to see Tommy
come bat k and play vv ell

aiier the injury in the la*i

game is a reason for ev ery-

one else in the lockei room to

gel up and get il going."

I hal respecl i* well taken hv

the duo, both ol whom considei it

an honor to have been chosen a* the

co captains, and entrusted with the

team's leadership, for what the) know i*

expected to be a pivotal, breakthrough
season foi I Mass. fhe role i* relished even

higher by Bonneau too when von consider

thai he gievv up |u*l mulct a half an hour
from the \\ illiam D Mullins Center,

"It's an honor," Perr) said, "lit means]
you've go) the respecl ol vour teammates and
they look at vou a* having something to

help the team out with if you're

elected captain."

Bonneau leels much the
same way about his new posi-

tion.

"I think it's an ho inn."

Bonneau said. "It's being recog

ni/ed by your teammates a*

being the leader* ol the team li

i*n'l the coach thai picks you.

iui it's the guy* on the team ihul

pick you and that hit* home most

"Il would be an honor to be a cap

tain with an) Div I team, especially

considering thai a lot of people told

me I wasn'1 going to be able to play

Div I It's a special feeling, but [being

from Chicopee] add* a little more, It's

ittle biggei for myself because I'm

from around here

Things have begun well for the new
leader* ol the pack I hey have Mart

ed working well together on a line

with Warren Norris thai could
prove to be one ol Hocke) East's

nio*i formidable top line*.

Bonneau and Norris worked
well together la*i veai. playing

along side several lefl wing*,
Noi n* proved to he the team's

most dependable lace off taker,

and Bonneau perhaps it* beat

*ci up man The two gelled a*

a penally killing unit, and
rank a*

I h e

returning scoring tandem in Hockey I est, after notching

86 combined points la*l year.

In thai department, Bonneau and Norris trail only

Bl * Chris Drui v and Shawn Bale* tll7l and New
Hampshire's Eric Boguniecki and Mark Mowers (99),

The tandem i* tied lor third with Maine* Dan
Shermerhorn and Shawn vVansborough.

The consistent addition ol Perry, who will add some
muscle on the lefl Side, Should both balance and add to

the Bonneau Norril COmbo, and preseni problem* foi

I Mass foes. Having a line Mallen can liulv count on
benefits the team in the challenging Hockev I as1

Association. The trio will offei stability to a team that

clear!) need* it aftei a pan ol lockv tir*l veai* al the

Div I level,

"If* such .i lough league." Bonneau said, "There's no

gimme games in thi* league, ever) game* a tough
game."

facing higher expectations tin* season against a chal-

lenging schedule, Bonneau and Perr) will be looked

upon to ensure thai the team doesn'l stray il it hit* a nit

al some point, keeping il focused on wining, but not too

much SO

"I think | the captains] have to put some pressure on
ourselves to help anchor tin* team in the offensive out-

put, but we can't put too much pressure on ourselves

because vou go into the tank." Perrj *aid.

li i* the captains' responsibility to ensure that the

team keeps it* cool in both good and bad lime*, and
maintain* ii* competitive balance throughout the entire

grueling live month season. Knowing tin* balance
come* with experience, something thai I Ma** team* in

the past have lacked, and something thai Perr) and
Bonneau have.

Mike Hanieski and hi* crack assistants in the equip

ment room iu*i might have to *iay up late m March,
packing for Boston.

third
highest

talk
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First>year players add depth to UM squad
Rookie class of Blanchard, Sell, Stork and Tucker rivals class of 1994

By Jormo Kansanen
Collegian Sports

Noi miicc the freshman class ol

14^4 have the Massachusetts men's

hockev team had such an impressive

lisi ol first veai player*.

I veil though al tin* point the da**

ol 20(H> doe* not have the *l.n powei

ol us mm* compatriot*, such a* for-

wards Dean Campanale. Chris

Fawcett. Brian Fitzgerald, and Dan
hiden, defensemen Mike Gaffney,

Brad Norton and Tom O'Connor in

addition to goaltender Brian Regan.

I Mass still will be looking to live in

the glory ol voulh.

jell Blanchard

Freshmen forwards lot l Blanchard

ami Nathan Sell, and defensemen
Dean Stork and Kevin luckei. will be

counted on to make an impact, a* the

butterflies in then stomachs will have

to be leadv for opponent * cross

check*

"We're looking for those guv* to

make a big impact on the team this

year." co captain Rob Bonneau *.ud.

"I hi* veai there's going to be more oi

a Ireshman team than we've seen the

la*l two veai* Now thai we have a

few losses [due to graduation], we're

going to need some help wild *cor

ing

Blanchard ha*

been impressive

in his preseason

training, as he ha*

pioved to be one

oi the fastest, if

not the fastest,

skaters for the

Minutemen He
ha* alreadv

shown his more
than adequate
offensive *kill* in

the game ol hock-

ev. The relative])

d i in i n u I i v e

5 fool 10 nalne

oi Stouffville,

Ontario will

probably be

matched up on a line with 6 loot 5

sophomore forward Steve-

MacKinnon.

He has had a lot o\ help with his

hockev game from hi* lamily over the

years, a* hi* uncle used to plav with

the Boston Brum* Vou mav have

heard of him. he played for the B's in

the late I960'i through the i*)7u*.

His name is Bobby Orr.

"Jeff Blanchard has outstanding
speed and greal hockev sense." Mallen

said. "He'* going to be a definite assel

to the program this season."

Bonneau has

seen hi* quick-

ness and *kill*.

.inA I mi I ovell, a

1995 *>o preset

*on and regular

s e a * o n

All Hockev I a*l

selection while at

the University ol

Maine. ha*

noticed those
hockey nails in

Blanchard, too,

"He is a vciv

good player, and

he has been smarl

and last in the

Nathan Sell

P res easo

n

Lovell said, Dean Stork

think he will do
vciv well, and he

*hould turn out lo

be real good."

Nathan Sell

will be bringing

some more size to

the forward posi-

tion lot I Ma**,
as 111* 6 fool J,

2 Hi pound frame

can only fill out

and strengthen up
more in typical

|oe Mallen train-

ing regimen. The
Pembroke.
Ontario. and
Fcllowes High
School *lai i* a

\civ intelligent player wild strong

hands, and will be looked upon to plav

a vaiiclv ol role*. Sell will *ec time in

such spots a* center, lefl wing, and
both power plav and penalty kill The
junior and senioi year team captain

scored $5 goal* in hi* final season,

along wilh 41 a**ist*. and made a trip

to the Central lunior Hockev I eague

All-Star Game
It has been a long wait lor Dean

Stork, but he will finally be able to

pull on the maroon and white thi* sea-

son, as he had to sit out la*l season

due to iNI \ \

Clearing House
decision. Stork
played three years

of lunior A
Hockev in the

Bnii*li Columbia
lunior Hockev
1 eague, and won
the Best

D e fe n * e in a n

Aw.nd for the

I' e n I I c t o n
Panthet * in the
i*wf %i season
lie add* lo the

growing li*i ol

UMass players
ovei six feet tall.

and hi* toughness

ha* alreadv been seen and fell by his

teammates

"It wa* tough la*l vear expecting

him to plav. and then all ol a sudden

noi having him when the Clearing

House thing fell through." Norton

said "II* good to have him thi* year,

and he'll help out a lot."

Dean Stork i* veiv *olid. and loi a

Ireshman. he doesn't play like one."

Regan said. "He has got his feel wet,

and al lir*i [in the 6 exhibition win

ovei Concordia] he looked a little

shaky, but a* thing* have gone on il

Seems like thing* have Started clicking

ihev wav we want n to be."

Kevin Tucker

Foi Mallen. Stork's rocky road lo

the William D Mullins Center has

finall) come to it* destination, and he

is more than pleased lo have him in a

Minuteman uniform

"We arc veiv plea*ed to add Dean
Stoik." Mallen said "I think he could

be one ot the best freshman defense

men in the league this vear.

"He's big. he's steady, he's strong,

and I think that il is going to lake him
a little while to gel going, kind ol like

the situation with Donia Blight, when
he i anie oil a veai in wailing. I think it

might lake hull a little bit of time, but

he i* going to be good
"

Oct. 25 at UMass-LoweH*

Oct 28 UMass-LoweH*

Nov. 1 at Boston University*

Nov. 2 Boston University

'

Nov. 8 New Hampshire*

Nov. 8 New Hampshire'

Nov. IS at Merrimack*

Nov. 16 Merrimack'

Nov. 22 Army

Nov. 24 at Vermont

Nov. 28

Nov. 30

Air Force

Air Force

Doc. 6 at Providence"

Dec. 8 Providence*

Dec. 13 Princeton

Dec. 14 at Dartmouth

Doc 27 atBFT

Dec. 28 Brown Bowling Green'

Jan. 6 at Boston College'

Jan. 11 at Providence*

Jan. 14 Yale

Jan. 17 Northeastern*

Jan. 18 at Northeastern*

Jan. 24 at Boston College
*

Jan. 25 at Northeastern*

Jan. 81 Merrimack*

Fen. 1 at New Haiipsliire*

Fen. 7 Boston University*

Feb. 8 at UMass Lower
Fen. 14 Maine*

Fen. 15 Maine*

Fen. 22 Boston College*

Mar. 1 at Maine-

Home Games hi BoM Type
* - Hockey East names

-RPi Invitational (Troy, NY.)

The towering defense for I Ma**
continue* with Kevin fucker, who i*

anothei 6 foot I presence in the mold

oi Brad Norton, He could provide the

Minutemen with their own version ol

the I win rowers, a* he should be

learned up with Norton lo lorin one of

the most imposing tandems in Hockev

I a*l

fucker learned up wilh Blanchard

on the Caledon Canadians in the 1'iei

II lunior Hockey League, and with his

paal and preseni teammate, has a gcnid

understanding of the game. The
Canadian* won two Metro Division

Championships while he was there,

and his possible lineinale hopes thai

kind ol success will be brought this

season to the Minutemen.

"He* going to be a good plavei

Norton said "He's |ii*l keeping it sim-

ple right now. moving the puck up the

ice. bin he's going to be a very good

player."

Collegian tttf) mtmbtt Ltigh
Torbin contributed to this article

Collegian Sports Layout f* Design by G. Tony Morse,

Casey Kane and Chris Stamm • Advertising Production by David Voldan
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yeti and be the leadei ilial n« ia

right now on out team, and it we are

going to win. it is going to be up to

him and a few other guys."

Perry agreed

"I think he looks solid. Dill he is

just solid all around," Perrj said.

"He is noi a butterfly goalie, and he

works on slaying up. He keeps it

simple... that would be the heal wag

to describe him."

No Respect

rhii i- the year that everyone

around i Mass hockej circlet hu
pointed to U the breakthrough year

for the junior goalie from New
MUford, Conn., but in Hockey last

eireles. this has not been the case

The preseason goaltender picks foe

the conference, in the position

where in street -games a- a kid you

never wanted to be picked, was one

legitimate choice, Han Dennis ot

Providence College, and one margin-

al choice. Martin Fillion of

I Man l owett.

There are a plethora ot fine goal-

tenders in the league, including

Greg Taylor oi bo-ton college and

Martin Legault ot Merrimack, but

omitting Regan, who ha- led I Mass

to upsets 151 saves in 4 2 win over

V. I Maine on l/28/^ii and gritty

w ins tallow ing one goal in 5 4

Alumni Cup win ovei

L M.i- Lowell but Feb. 10th), i« a

ninoi catae oi anemic respect. But

tor Regan, he takes it all in stride,

and tee* the lack ot respect a- more

of a team-wide situation.

"I don't even worrv about it. we
don't get a lot of re-pect m this

league.'' Regan -aid "We got a little

bit more this year than previous

vears. but the wav we are looking at

it is that we have one goal and

that is to make it to the I leetCenter

[Hockej East semifinals]. Any team

that i- in oui way is ju-t a stepping

stone to reach our goal
"

One of the biggest fans ot t he-

junior goaltender i- the coach him-

Self, a former goalie back in his col-

legiate dav- at Michigan State But

he believe! it is going to take the

team, and his defense, to help carry

the burden for la-t season'l team

MVP, and the I ^N4 ^5 Hockej la-t

All-Rookie Team selection.

"1 think that other teams may be

looking at our record, but I feel he is

one of the top goaltenders in the

league, hands down." Mallen said

"It is going to take u- to win more

games in Hockey East next year for

him to give him the type of recogni-

tion he deserves.

"He was an All-Rookie goalie in

this league, which is great. But when

he became the All-Rookie goalie. I

said to my -ell. now I would like to

sec him be the All -League goalie, at

UM defense

strong for '96

By Jorma Kansanen

Collegian Sports

If numbers in the game ot hockey

speak volumes, then the defensive

corps of the Ma—achu-ett- hockey

team ha- \\ar and Peace written all

over it. Over the past two seasons, the

UMass team defense has had its trou-

bles adjusting to the level of Division I

competition, as it- team goals against

average ha- consistently been over the

tour goal mark (4 4b in 1944-95, 4.49

in 1995-96).

But thi- season, a battle hardened

trio of experienced player- will return

for the Minutemen. a- junior- Mike

Gaffney. Tom O'Connor and Brad

Norton will be the backbone for a

-teadily improving hack line of

defense. Coach loe Mallen ha- noticed

the improvement -o tar thi- pre-eason.

and looks to the threesome to -tart giv-

ing the team some defensive peace of

mind.

"I think on defense we are -tatting

to tee that junior trio ot Mike dattney.

Tom O'Connor and Brad Norton come

into their own. and I think that i- .i

real gt>od nucleu-." Mallen -aid "We
look a- it those guy- are maturing on ,i

good pace, thev are understanding the

game a little bit better, and thev are in

a position right now to be more ot

leaders than they were followers in the

last few years, So. I think our defense

i- really going to be -olid."

One of the player- who ha- received

some extra -chooling in the lea-i publi-

cized. but most important, part ot the

game ot hixkev i- Brad Norton. Thi-

past summer the 1443 draft choice ol

the Edmonton Oiler- did not go north

ol the border, but over The Pond, a-

he played with the US. Select Team in

the Tampere Cup. The inland city in

I inland was the place for Norton to

work on his game on a higher level ol

competition, and he hope- that will

translate back to his college game.

"I think it- helped a lot with mv -kat

ing. playing ova in l-.uropc emphasizes

that, and it is a lot of hard work."

Norton said. "I think this i- ;) \ r i\

important yea and where the program

is going to go lot the team, and

tnyseU
"

"We'll definite!) tn to cut down on

the penalty minute-, that will help, and

play a lot less ol penally kill than we

.n the past l think the experience

we will bring back this season will help

us a lot."

least as a senior It he could do that

u would be a great accomplishment,

and l think that is within hi- grasp
"

Bonneau and Perrj sec the same

thing tot then battervmate. with the

prool in the figurative pudding as

his plav on the ice. The main prob-

lem for i Mass, on the defensive side

ot the froien pond, has been allow

ing too main -hot- on |oal l Keg.

m

rank- 2nd on the career saves li-t

with 1.421). and Bonneau wants to

let his goalie sit back and enjov the

game once in a w hile.

"1 think he is right up there in the

top oi the league.'' Bonneau said.

"He proves it every night, with our

team giving up way too main shots,

to tell you the truth.

"Night in and night out he is

always there for us. and we arc

going to start thi- year and hopefully

play ,i little bit bettei team defense

for him. and keep the shots down."

"This i- his third year here, and

the last two yean he has been unbe-

lievable .

" IVnv -aid. "I think he is

one of the top three goalies in this

league, and I think he looks great SO

far. So, hopefully he continue- it

throughout the year."

One of the newcomers in this sea-

son's camp, former University ot

Mame -tar Tim l ovell, has seen

Regan from the outside, and i- now

looking in at his teammate.

"I think Regan is underrated in

the league." I ovell said. "He is a

verv good goaltender, and I would

sav, one oi the lop goalie- in the

league. Where I'm from, I have seen

some good one-, and he late- up

there with them all
"

Steady development

Through the first two seasons ol

Regan's tenure between the pipe-.

he ha- had his UPC and downs, but

he has also gone beyond the team's,

and more surprisingly, his own
expectations. The road to the

William D Mullin- Center began .it

the Westminster School, where he

was an Ml New England -election

in 1494 and. with no surprise, the

team MVP in 1442 and 1444

Hi- goal- against percentage has

been steadily lowering the past two

yean in the maroon and white, a- i!

ha- dropped from 4.84 in 1494-95

to 4.50 last season. While hi- save

percentage as been basically the

lame (.871 in '94 '45. .869 in

'95-'96>, he did start in eight more

games than hi- first season, making

185 more saves in 476 more min-

utes.

In his completely unassuming fash-

ion, he look- at his own development

a- pleasing, but in a context where he-

has done what he has to do.

"I can't complain." Regan -aid "I

have done things in the pa-t two

veil- thai I did not think I could do.

and the amount of playing time I

have got i- more than I evei expect-

ed

"The only thing left that WC have

to do i- just start winning big, and I

think that this team ha- a good

chance ol doing n

fhc defense lor the Minutemen

ha- left Regan to wealhci offensive

upheavals from top ten teams like

Boston University, Maine and the

Universit) ot New Hampshire in

previous seasons But the King

Patrick tRovl tan has liked what he-

has seen -o lai in hi- partners in

defense especially junior Brad

Norton, who played Cup competi-

tion with the I S Select learn in

the land of a thousand lakes.

Finland, in the beautiful inland citv

oi I ampere this past summer.

'Ihe defense has been looking

verv good." Regan -aid "It's nice,

with all ol the detenseiueii that came

in my freshman year, we all have

kind of gelled together. It's like we

know what each other is going to do

before we do it.

"It is a nice collective group, and

the newcomers [freshmen Dean
Sioik and Kevin Tucker] have added

more balance and depth to it So. we

are really excited, it looks like we

are going to cut down our goals

against a lot. which we need to do."

In the eye- ot the coach, the

development of hi- No. I guy has

been in all facet- ot the game, with

the complexities of the game becom-

ing simpler and simpler

"His development ha- been veiv.

verv strong, in terms of refining hi-

body, getting Stronger and being in

bettei shape." Mallen -aid "III-

mental toughness ha- improved, and

just a- vou move up the ladder in

the goal, you really learn the little

tine point- about the game. 'Sou

know, do this, and don't do that

"He has really picked up a lot of

that learning through [assistant

coach |
Boh Deranev. and he has

ically improved his overall plav

because ol hi- accumulating ol

knowledge, and the ability to exe-

cute It."

I oi Regan, it is simple, he just

want- to get the season going, and

get the wins on the board.

"We just want to get to Lowell,

and -tart seeing teams in our league,

and -tart beating team- in OUf

league, especially at the beginning of

the year It help- the team so much
to get off to a good -tart." Regan

-aid.

"We have two with Lowell, two

with BL. and two with UNH. so

those are some of the top team- in

the nation. If we come out of there

looking good, we have a real good

chance for the rest of the season."

Do you know what the best part about being a

Hockey East tan i-. regardless of your school affilia

tion. except lor the Maine iacs?

I nlike following the basketball learn, which should

log vou enough frequent flyer mile- to get you a tree

ticket to Philly for the Atlantic 10 finale at St.

loseph's, any I Ma-- hock

ev game is easilv do able

a- a ivvo hour ol les- dav

trip, inexpensive and most

of all. lun

As a culmination ol

vears of attending Hockey fast games both here and a-

a wee young laddie outside ot Boston. I offer these up-

and advice on following the Minutemen, something

both myself and coach Mallen encourage you to do at

some point this year.

Boston College:

Ticket info: (617) 552 50U0

Ivailability: Never a problem

elating there Sot bad at all by Boston standards.

Advice: fat before hand. BC tuition's cheaper than

a hot dog at Conic Pickets ain't cheap either Ihe

place is like Mullins in that it's an actual big time

arena, a raiity in this league We ic talking color

replay screens here folks. All this could be yours for

$25,000 a veil.

Boston University:

Ticket info. (617) 555-2X72

ivailability Possible, hut call now even lor standing

room
Getting there: Prepare for a lovely driving expert

once Make sure your horn works, blinker doesn't and

aluavs remember in this town... the ear with the most

dents has the right of wav ilso, best of luck getting

home because tlte Storrow Drive exit vou come in on it

one way.

Advice: Ihe world's second best pizza joint. T.

Anthony's is right across Comm. Ave. Get a slice or

the best' Chicken Pat m sub in the hub Walter Blown

Arena generallv is not the best place to root for the

road team, especially if you happen to be next to either

the Ogre or Sasqualch. It would most assuredly suck

to BU at that point.

Maine:

Ticket mfo (207) 581 HI \R

{variability: Tough, especially since we're up there

for Senior Day
iiettiug there: Take 95 north to the absolute middle

of jltppin' nowhere Proceed (or two more hours, lake

Exit 5/ and follow the signs

Advice: If you're making this trip and don't eithei

work for or date someone on the team, vou real I)

should either seek professional help or just get a

stinkin' life. That -aid. lir-t one to \lfond Arena i- the

biggest L Ma— tan of all time. The natives in Orono

are friendly though and will welcome vou with large

open arm- and an all in the family feeling if you catch

my drift. Go a little north of the booming metropolis

(yes, don't be afraid now. there i- something north ot

Orono) for some quality cow tipping if the bar

i Margarita's) give- you the proverbial boot. Oh. and

there is no truth to the rumor that the cold and deSG

late area was the inspiration behind the ice planet

Hoth from The Empire Strikes Hack It's coooooootd

up there.

U Mass-Lowell:

Ticket mfo: (508) 954 41 Ml.

ivailability: Might be sold out. call early, the real

t Mass is a big r,Hul dn'"' """"'# s
'

''"' U ' sst 'r hn""-'h
'

s

envious fans.

Getting there Quick law" ''"»'" """'' - ' ,"" ' lor
'

get to stop at the McDonalds in GrotOH with the

wicked cool plav ground, and short cut to 495 down

route 2 \

Advice: lalk about an inferiority complex, or a just

plain interior complex This is UMI.'s last year in the

rat nap and good riddance. Better stop at the McD'S

because you'll miss hall a period wailing in the one

tood line, or one bathroom line, either ol which moves

like the New York lets' offense.

Merrimack:

Ticket mfo: t50S> ,V>7 5UP but there's no need to

call

ivailability: They will probably sell out a non-HU

game sometime during the Perot administration

Getting there lust past I owell on 495. stop at the

same MickcxD's

\dvKc: School- concerned with their PR often give

US media tvpes tree lood at game-, oi at least a Coke

or something. Merrimack gives us hot chocolate, that's

usuallv cold bv the time it t caches the "press boi
."

Personally, I'd rather play in my high school rink,

although it didn't have heat lamps like at a DC hang-

ing ovei the bleachers Oh, the ambiance. Bundle up

like you're going to a game in. well. Orono Bring ear

plug- too Helen Keller's a belter HI

New Hampshire:

Picket mfo: (605) 862 22S7

ivailability: Sot bad

Getting there \ long crawl to nowhere, but still just

halfway to Maine

Advice: A beautiful modern arena thai isn't too hard

to find, the flood lights being the brightest thing lot

miles, dubbed the auioia borealis. by last year's

Collegian traveling party, food is way loo expensive,

even worse than BC, so eat before hand by the mall

just off of 45. Ihe UNH fans are cool behind the visit-

ing net. and one anonyntOUS I Mass official savs the

rest rooms linen'- and women'-) are the best anywhere

and worth the trip thctnsclvc-

Norlheastern:

Ticket info (617) J73 4700

ivailability. Sot even an issue, come one, come all

Getting there One of the few places in downtown

Hostoil that's easy to get too. just don't go on Mass

ive much farther south than the arena

Vdvicc Maybe mv favorite Hockey East road trip.

Cct there early SO you can park lor under live grand.

and eat in the Back Bay. or it it's bad walking weather.

try the I no's on Huntington Ave., a block away Ions

of incredible bars nearby lor post game, try Dad's on

Boylston or Daisv's on Newbuiv Ihe arena ilselt

makes this place worthwhile, a ical hockev barn where

the Bruins played before moving into the Garden, with

a lot ol character.

Providence:

Picket mio (401)865 2271

ivailability Sot too tough for I Mass

G citing there: Sot too tough of) of route 146,

Admiral Street exit, brutal from anywhere else

Advice: Can't -ay much, just another stop on an

endless tour really Good parking, cheap -eat- and

good sight line- The wende-I ma-cot though, some

eight loot dragon type thing that walks around the

Stands, get- in your wav. and leave- vou wondering

when loy- R' I - Bred baby leffrey.

/ eigh Torbin is a Collegian columnist

Have a Great Seasonm
Hockey

Thursday at Mikes

I < M If CIAISI Flit

The hard-checking Brad Norton, shown here pounding Providence College's Tom Sheehan, will be looked to lead

the UMass defense this season.

20 Buffalo Wings
the Price of 1

LiteHouse
Promo Nite

Miller ute Pitchers

$4.M

Genuine Draft

Bottles
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00
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Midori Sour
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Hampshire Mall

Hadley, Rte. 9
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Clockwise, from Upper Left

Seniors

Warren Norris

Dennis Wright

Rich Moriarty

Keith O'Connell

Judd Smith

Tiger Holland

Gerry Cahill
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He shoots... but does he score?

Warren Norris, who leads all returning players with 20 goals scored last year, will be on the first line with

co-captains Rob Bonneau and Tom Perry this season.

* Big Screen TV
Pub Style menu

Need a Break?

Come relax and watch

"Seinfeld" & "Friends"

at the TOP
with yours!

Monday Friday

4:00 pm - 12:30 am
Saturday

3:00 pm • 12:30 am
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1 1 th floor Campus Center
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Experienced top line to lead team

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Sports

The hallmark ol .my truly ^u-.u

hockej team al an) level is .< dynam-

ic line.

rhe Gallerj Gods al the

FieetCentei still rave about the

Bruins' Kraul line ol Hall ol Famers

Milt Schmidt, Woodj Dumart and

Bobb) Bauei I h.u gave «;n to

Philadelphia's Broad Street Bullies

ol the I970's, Bobbie chirk. Rick

I each and Ken Barber loday's top

NHL line also cashes Its paychecks

in ihe Cit) ol Brotherl) h>\e. the

I egion ol Doom . feetui ing I t it

Lindros, |ohn LeClair «tul Mikael

Renberg.

The college game is the same,

Paul Kariya, |im Montgomery and

(.'al Ingraham brought a title

downcast to Maine's Alfond Arena

in 1993, Las) yeai , |aj Pandolfo.

Chris Drurj and Mike Crier clicked

as Boston I niversity's i»>p combina-

tion, leading the team to .i final four

appearance.

While Massachusetts hockej

coach |oe Mallen might m>i mistake

his tup combo ol I >'in Pei t

>

Warren Norris and Koh Bonneau

with Pittsburgh's power plaj combo

ol Mario Lemieux, laromii lag] and

Ron Francis, he none the less

expects the combination ol three

seniors to be one ol the top units in

Hockej East,

"I think that this line can he one

ol the better lines m the league, no

doubt." Mallen said. "I don't think

up until this point we've had a real

fo to line, while almost ever) team

we've played has I hope that down
the stretch that this line is going to

be the line that scores goals late in

the game."

I lie line is Imely crafted as well.

I'erry brings a physical presence at

left xx\\\g alongside the

V.ms Bonneau combo, Noms and

Bonneau were frequently paired

together and center and right wing,

but had several skaters to their lelt

last year

Pern worked with ihe unit on an

odd -hill oi two, and as a trigger

man on lite team's powei play unit,

but nevei on a dail) basi-. One
would never know this though from

watching the team's preseason exhi-

bit ion drubbings of Concordia

I niversit) of Montreal and the

I', dish National leain. where the

line clicked well, producing several

goals.

loin Perry's nevei played consis-

lenllv with these two guy-, where as

Warren and Rob have played a ton,"

Mallen said. "It gives them a diltei

enl lelt wing to woik with but right

ofl the bat the chemistry's been

good Ihey've been moving the

puck real well, and the) talk well."

Stic king with the senior trio

motif. Mallen has put Keith

X (Council. C.eiiv Cahill and ludd

Smith together to start the season as

well I Mass hu it- highest experi-

ence levels since the reinstatement

ot the program and is not afraid to

use it iii search lor its first Hockey

I ast semifinal berth and skate on

the FieetCentei ice.

UMass co-tapt.nns Rob Bonneau and Tom Perry will work together on the team's top line this year.
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Regan's work ethic is Minutemen's net gain

By Jorma Kansanen

Collegian Sports

lis limple...

When il coma to being the No. 1

man between the pipes lot the

Nhi--.Khu-.etts hockev team. Brian

Regan's work ethic il simple. Win

game-, and nothing else

It i- a curious philosophv for

someone who list- Shakespearian

traged) (MacBeth) as his favorite

read, but he does not get into

multi-dimensional, explicit analysis

of his hockev game. He will be one

of the ke>- to Minutemen success

this season in llocke> hast, which is

one of the toughest collegiate hockey

conference! in America, and you do

not have to do much reading into

that fact.

"The only thing I concern myself

about is wins and lossea," Regan

-aid A- long as I am giving the

team a chance to win night-in and

night out. then I am doing my job.

If I am not doing that, then 1 do not

belong in the net."

While Regan might dare all to

become the man in goal, his own
method of dealing with the task at

hand is more pluralistic in nature:

team referential He will be the tirst

one to talk about his team, where

COOCh loe Mallei! and his teammates,

like co-captains Rob Bonneau and

Tom Perry, will be the first to talk

about him.

"I feel vcrv -trong about our goal-

lending tight now. and Brian is our

go-to guv. there is no doubt about

that." Matter! said. "As he goes, we'll

go. and a- we go. he'll go. In other

word-, il he plays well, we will win a

lot of game-, and if we win a lot ol

games, he'll get the credit."

For Bonneau and Perry, the ones

who have been peppering the young

vet with shots all preseason, they

think that he is at his best form to

date.

•lie looks excellent, and this i-

probably the best I have -een htm

since he ha- been here." Bonneau

said. "He ha- let in. mavbe. two

goali rince vvc have been icnmmag-

log, and he i- plavmg well, which is

going to be a big thing tor u-."

"We need our goalie to -tep up this

Turn to REGAN, inside of section

COUHTISV Mtt)IA RfLAIIONS

junior goaltender Brian Regan

8&ar Hockey East Capsule Previews(p^
Boston College Eagles

Location: Chestnut Hill. MaM
Head Coach: lerry York

Career record: 494-374-39

Home arena: Conte Forum (cap. 7.8X4)
. « „*« c k . ,.

Top returning players: O Greg Taylor ( IWUJ.M OAAl: F Marty

Reasoner (16 goalt-29 a-i-ts-45 pointsi; D David Watnnght (2-6-8):

1) foe Harney (2-6-8); D Ken Hernenway il 2-1 2-24).

1 995-% Record: 16-17-3

Hockey East: 12 10 2 nth i

Team synopsis: The team will be capta.ned this leason by semot defense-

men loe Hamey and David \\ ainnght. and the offense will be led by pre-

-ea-on Ml Hockev fast -election Marty Reasoner. A unanimous Hockey

East Rookie of the Year selection. Reasoner led all rookies with 43

points (16 goal-. 27 assists), and won nine Rookie ol the Week and four

Rookie of the Month award- BC is picked for third in the preseason

coaches poll, and Marty is the reason why.

Boston University Terriers

Location: Boston. Mass.

Head Coach: lack Parker

Career record: 523-248-40

Home Arena: Walter Brown Arena (cap. 3.684)

Top returning players: F Chris Drury (35 goals. 32 assists. 67 points): I

Shawn Bau- .2*'-22~5Ul. D Ion Coleman (7-31-38); O loin Noble

l-jc)5_96 Record: ii>-7 -3 kfe ^
Hockev U»L 17-5 2 (1st-

1 earn miwpsHTlNm with the lo«a of star player* like lay l'andotfo. Chris

O'Sulli'van and Mike Crier, th* T*rwr» kiill have a bite tu them w.th

three preseason All-Hockey La* selections; Drury, Betes and Coleman.

It does not suck to be them, as they have added one of the top recruiting

clas-e< in the countrv, highlighted by the addition of defenseman Tom

Poti from Cushing Academy. Behind one of the best defenses in the

league Tom Noble has the best numbers in HE, but can you say

over-rated? lack Parker can not. but Noble is not a major problem lor

him this season.

Maine Black Bears

Location: Orono. Maine

Head Coach: Shawn Walsh

Career Record: 284-171-26

Home Arena: Alfond Arena (cap. 5.200)

Top returning plavers: P Dan Shermcrhorn (20 goals 2 > asststs-43

points): I Shawn Wan.sboiough (27-16-43). Scott Parmentier

(12-12-24); I' Steve Kattya (7-15-22).

1995-96 Record: 26-9-4

Hockev East: 14-6-4 (T-2nd)

Team synopsis: When vou lose three of your best plavers in I Tim Lovofl

(transfer to UMass). C Blair Allison, and Jeff Ton I both to the Canadian

National team) to some little coaching scandal, the obvious remark

would be that it is time to put Shawn Walsh out to pasture. B—L—U—

E' You're program is Black and Blue! Not true, as they have been picked

by the coaches to finish in the middle of the pack (4th). and they do

have two preseason All-Hockey East selection- in Shennerhorn and D

lason Mansoff (8-9-171. Sorry, no postseason for the Black Bears this

year, due to that minor paperwork error.

Massachusetts Minutemen

Location: Amherst. Mass.

Head Coach: loe Mallen

Career Record: 116-110-10

,m D. Mullins Center (cap. 8.584

1

'. 4.50 GAA): F Rob
9): f

Home Aren

Top retu

Bonnea
Warren
1995-96

Te^synopW/hyBi^n^rr^reTfy cTnTy*teirh7n HocCc-v VTst
,

if not

in all of wffnwKfl'/' ^ seven Pla-
vers from last season s s1uau '

aml not libSlrjKPKf quality. The team needs to improve on their

shots alloVEjViepa^t two seasons the UMass net has been more of a

tiring lim^Erti a last line of defense. The first line ol Perry

Norris--Bonneau has the potential to be one of the best in the league, and

Norton should be a <trong defensive presence after a summer on the

U.S. Select team. The freshman class should help UMass break the Ht

Top 4.

Massachusetts-Lowell River Hawks

Location: Lowell. Mass

Head Coach: Tim Whitehej

Career Record: First
j

Home Arena: Tully F

Top Returning Pla;

(17-17-34); G Marti

1995-96 Record: 26-

Hockcy East: 16

Team Synopsis:

Crowder, this cc

1995-96 season thW
tion to many gradl

Crowder. includin

Rangers. Lowell will

season All-Hockey East se

new coach Tim Whitehead

son-opening UMass series

4>); F Marc Salsman

the River Hawks to avoid the basement.

and the loss of coach Bruce

,„r for UMass-Lowell after a

irTthe NCAA quarterfinals. In addi-

lassmen left after

ith the New York

lion, a surprising pre-

ie has been suspended by

for tTieTirst four games, including the sea-

Freshmen need to step up immediately for

Merrimack Warriors

Location: North Andover, Mas-

Head Coach: Ron Anderson

Career Record: 224 204 21

Home Arena: Volpe Complex (cap. 3.617)

Top Returning Plavers: G Martin l.egault (6-9 5. 2.92 GAA); F Rob

Beck (16-19-35); I) lohn lakopin (10-1 5-25): F Martin Laroche

(16-16-32)

1995-96 Record: 10-19-5

Hockey East: 4-18-2 (9th)

Team synopsis: The Warriors will look to Martin Leagult to keep the

team in many games this year. The surprise addition of former Cushing

Academy star |avson Philbin will boost the team, but this could be

another long winter for coach Ron Anderson's troops. Steve McKenna

bolted for I.a La-Land and a minor league deal in the Los Angeles King

system, breaking up the league's original twin towers of he and John

lakopin. Without a defense before him, Legault, and the team, will not

go far.

New Hampshire Wildcats

Location: Durham, Ml
Head Coach: Dick Umile

Career Record:

Home Arena: V

Top Returning

(21 26-47); F

4.02 GAA)
1995-96 Record

Hockey East. 8

Team synopsis:

Wildcats could v

pinns in March.

and trie Nick

Whittemore Centi _

defen-emen Iron) la-t vear. but the quick

goal will help show that last year was just

power that will rise again in 1996-97.

2); F Mark Mowers
Larochelle (37-1,

vear in 1996. the

Hockej last dnn>
i I rk Boguniecki

specially on the

lo-t sonie strong

glove of Brian Larochelle in

an aberration for a perennial

Northeastern Huskies

Location: Boston, Mass.

Head Coach: Bruce Crov

Career Record: S9-75H?
Home Arena: Matll|BW*Arcna (cap. 6.UO0)

lop Returning Payers: 1 Seot. Campbell <2t> tW32); D Amu Kayhko

(6-16-221.1 lunCSJIaw tv-13); Fink Kamimski ( > 8 13)

1995-96 Record: 10-21-5 ^0
Hockey East: 6-1 3-5 (7th)

\ /JkW , „ „ . ...

Team 'synopsis: Forme. I Movf Lmvrll head coach Bruce Crowder will

turn around the (IMS Hu-kaCS ««l rewote the glories ol the 1980s to.

...n I IvjiaVU. It mtfbt t.il«- a few yean, but watch out lot the

Huskies. For n«'v*'Orrwdai mu-t settle on a «>altender after the gradua-^

. ,lainlM*ifl Mike V«*or tmrl Todd Reynolds. Die loss ol

i !>*tfu Mc<HUh. ww dfating regularly with the

Edmonton Oiler-, will nnf ^,j**£.ntpbell leads the forward corps.

which is strong, but was underused in a defensive system last year.

Providence College Friars

Location: Providence. Rl

Head Coach: Paul Pooley

Career Record: 35 32-9

Home Arena: Schncide££rca

Top Returning Player^ ^JfaBB
Guzior (20 n-VDr^/l/l
(13-16-29)

1995-96 Record: 21-1

Hockey East: 1 2-9-3 (4t

Team synopsis: I ed Lv DJftT>
between the pipes andlSoJ
Paul I'oolcv. the l-ri;irs\lflj

stunning Boston University^

Hockev End championahii

S 3. 5.33 GAA); F Russ

1- 36); F Stefan Brannare

is All- America candidate

__ m otiented ryttem of coach

. on ( omm. Ave. and downcast.

! Mairf litatf*-'
HectCenter en route to the

l^k^M^A bid. Using a New lersey

Devilesque neutral /one trap. PC^SPir team that was predicted near

the basemcr.i into the penthouse, with simple hard-work and discipline.

The loss of some key defensemen will hurt for sure, but with the scrappy

Russ Guzior in the mix. don'l rule out Poolev's tenm.
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Noho gets devilish

treat

Satanic ska band
Mephiskapheles rolls

into Northampton
this weekend. Look
inside to get the
scoop on this band
(see Arts & Living,

page 5).
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A- 10 rivalry

on tap

1
Sarah Watters and
the UMass women's
volleyball team face

Atlantic 10 rival

Rhode Island this

weekend at Curry
Hicks Cage (see

Sports, page 12).

WORLD

Mad cow disease still

threatens British beef

BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) —
Boosted by new research linking

mad cow disease to a human
brain ailment, the European
Union said Thursday that its ban
on British beef sales would contin-

ue until Britain begins a selective

cattle slaughter program.

"What the British scientists have

discovered shows how serious the

crisis is," said Franz Fischler, the

EU's farm commissioner.

Fischler said the ban would
remain in place until Britain hon-

ors a deal, reached at an EU sum-
mit in |une, to slaughter 147,000
young cattle deemed most at risk

for mad cow disease.

The cull has to take place," EU
spokesman Gerry Kiely said. In a

study released Wednesday, British

scientists said they have found the

same molecular pattern in both
mad cow disease and Creutzfeldt-

|akob Disease, a fatal brain-wast-

ing ailment in humans. The
research gives more credence to

th* theory that humans can catch

Creutzfeldt-jakob Disease by eat-

ing meat from infected cattle.

NATION

Kerry & Weld sound

off in personal debate

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP) —
Gov. William F. Weld and Sen.

John Kerry discussed ethics in

their latest U.S. Senate debate,
but they also showed their differ-

ing personalities after being asked

about the most agonizing deci-

sions in their lives.

Kerry, considered the more
somber candidate in the race, told

a panelist that outside of his time

in Vietnam, his toughest choices

involved his divorce from his first

wife and how that affected his

two daughters.

"That's the toughest thing in

the world and I think it cost me a

great deal over a long period of

time, not to mention what I think

it cost them. I think anybody who
has gone through that process
knows how wrenching and diffi-

cult it is," a grave-looking Kerry

said during Wednesday's debate
at Springfield Technical
Community College.

Kerry added, however, "I think

in the end things have worked
out."

Weld, considered the more
affable candidate in the race, was
almost flippant when he replied:

"I have the misfortune of having
had a happy childhood and a

happy adulthood."
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Five College women march for equality

Speakers address empowerment;

women advocate choices, control

By Michelle Hillmon

Collegian Staff

Amherst Commons was host yester-

day to the National Young Women's
Day of Action rally at 4 p.m., spon-

sored by Five College women.
National Women's Day of Action

began in the Five College area in 1 992
at Hampshire College to commemo-
rate the death of Rosie limine/, the

first known woman to die from an

illegal abortion.

She died because she was unwilling

to use the $700 check in her pocket

and opted for an illegal abortion. She
wanted tc use the money for an edu-

cation.

Jiminez's death was about lack of

choices — a result of the passage of

the Hyde Amendment, which was a

virtual ban of abortion coverage for

low-income women.
One of the goals of the National

Young Women's Day of Action seeks

to respond to the climate that fosters

limiting of young women's choices

such as reproductive freedom, racial

and ethnic justice, education, jobs,

domestic violence, health care, lesbian

and bisexual rights, welfare rights,

child care and disability rights.

Smith College student Rachel
Bogan said the reason she attended

the rally and march was "to support

women and our rights. At least my
voice is being heard."

Alexis Fish, also a Smith College

student said she felt "a responsibility

to support women here and support

the causes they're fighting for."

Tina Cincotti, a senior women's
studies major and University of

Massachusetts organizer began
describing the National Young
Women's Day of Action as an "oppor-

tunity to speak out on issues that

affect our lives."

The issues Cincotti spoke of "are

about control, control over our own
lives." When speaking about "our
lives" Cincotti addressed white
women specifically and their lack of

activism.

"The women's movement has failed

women of color. It is our obligation as

white women to put our lives and

bodies on the line. White does not

exist without black," Cincotti said.

Cincotti also made a call for all

white women to "dismantle the struc-

ture known as whiteness. Never for-

get the privilege we have being whjte.

"Racial, social and economic justice

effect everyone, that is the reason we
are all here. We are the new genera-

tion of activists," Cincotti said.

Self-described "token non-young
woman," speaker Marlene Fried said

it was "empowering to me seeing such
strong women. Our generation did

not have a Day of Action — there was
no clear sense of struggle that linked

all issues."

Fried viewed the Day of Action as

an "opportunity to vent our individual

isolated rage and turn it into collec-

tive power."

Some of the things that angered
Fried centered around the presidential

election.

"Whoever wins, we're going to

hold his feet to the fire," she said.

Fried asked, "Is it pro-choice to

sign a welfare bill that throws millions

of women into poverty, to sign a bill

to veto late term abortions, or oppose
gay marriage?" She cited these as

examples of Clinton's policies she
opposes.

Regardless of the outcomes of the

elections Fried vowed the "roar of

resistance that is so loud, it will shut

them up."

The last speaker before the march
was Kelly Facto, from the Common
Ground of Western Massachusetts,

who discussed the reality of being a

woman and being homeless.

Facto, who has been homeless four

times in the last 10 years has lived

with the fear that "homelessness can

happen to anyone."

"Homelessness is watching your
son be sick and not being able to take

him anywhere, worrying your child

might be taken away if police find you
in your car, worrying if your belong-

ings will still be in your car when you
wake up."

Facto concluded that "there are

homeless people in Amherst, but
they're kept covered up."

Turn to RALLY page 2

COU«TN£V SMITHVCCH.UGMN

Women gathered yesterday at the Five College Women's Rally at Amherst Common, as part of Hampshire
College's National Young Women's Day of Action.

mUMass starts rally at Student Union

By Michelle Hillmon

Collegian Staff

The National Young Women's Day of Action kicked off

yesterday with a rally on the Student Union steps at 12

p.m. sponsored by the Progressive Organization for

Women's Rights (POWER).
Student Government Senator and the Founder and

Chair of the Senate Committee on Women's Issues, Stacey

Shackford began by stressing the importance of women's
involvement in Opihics 76 years after the ratification of the

Suffrage Amendment.
Shackford stated that "There is no denying the positive

impact of women in politics."

Citing a study done in the 103rd Congress, she said

women make a difference by "expanding the congressional

agenda, insisting on attention to new issues, helping shape

the content of legislation, expanding terms of legislative

debate, and influencing the fate of legislation."

The political climate here at University of Massachusetts

has "failed to meet this challenge." Shackford explained

when describing how there was only one woman senator

in SGA this semester.

"Women often find attaining and succeeding in campus
leadership positions fraught with unique difficulties. Men
hold a disproportionate number of leadership positions,

especially in the SGA." Shackford said.

The next speaker was Laura Royse, who initiated

POWER, and discussed her mother's losing battle with

breast cancer after it had spread to her brain. Royse's

powerful and painful words echoed to the twentysome-

thing students, men and women, in front of the Student

Union Building.

"My goal is to bring some awareness that my mother

Turn to NOON, page 3

Riots ensues after St. Pete shooting
By Lisa Holewa
Associated Press

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. — A rock- and bottle-throw-

ing crowd of several hundred people set fire to businesses

and vehicles after police fatally shot a man during a traffic

stop yesterday evening. Several officers were injured in the

riot, which involved more than 200 people and continued

to rage late Thursday night. Building fires were burning

out of control as the violence kept firefighters from the

scene.

"It's just utter chaos," said a police dispatcher who
refused to be identified. "We have officers injured, quite a

few of them."

Hundreds of officers in riot gear barricaded several

streets and tried to contain the violence, carrying plastic

shields to fend off rocks and other debris. Groups of

youths were running back and forth in the night, aiming at

the officers as well as businesses and passing cars.

The White House took an immediate interest in the riot.

"We're making inquiries of local officials for an assessment

of the situation," White House press secretary Mike
McCurry said from New Orleans, where he was on a cam-

paign trip with President Clinton.

Thick black smoke clouded the predominantly black

area several blocks south of downtown four hours after the

shooting.

"Where the big mistake was when the police put the riot

gear on," said one area businessman who asked not to be

identified. "That's when all hell broke loose. As soon as it

got dark that's when all hell broke loose."

One officer was shot in the arm, but the injury wasn't

serious, a dispatcher said. The police spokesman was not

Turn to RIOT, page 7

WMUA prepares for fundraiser
Radio station hopes to raise $20K with this year's telethon

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

WMUA, 91.1 FM, the student-run

radio station at the University of

Massachusetts, will begin its 18th

annual fundraising telethon at 6 a.m.

on Oct 26. D| Billy Belina will kick it

off with the traditional 15-hour
polkathon.

Members of WMUA hope to raise

$20,000 during telethon, which will

end on Nov. 1

.

Last year's telethon raised over

$20,000 from more than 750 listeners.

Telethon Director David Bloodsworth

is very confident that this year's goal

will be reached.

UMass' Student Government
Association (SGA) granted WMUA
$82,000 for this fiscal year, which will

cover approximately two-thirds of the

station's operating budget. The remain-

ing third must be raised through busi-

ness underwriting and next week's
on-air fundraising.

"Every DJ is required to participate

in the telethon and most of them will-

ingly do so," Bloodsworth said.

Programming is not completely inter-

rupted during the telethon,

Bloodsworth said Programs alternate

with seven minutes of fundraising and

1 2 minutes of music throughout the

entire week.

Each DI must set a specific fundrais-

ing goal for their specific show or block

program. This goal can be set in two
ways; either through a set amount of

money to be donated during that show
or by the number of callers.

For example, a D| can set a goal of

$500 to be raised during his show or he

can set a goal of 50 callers.

Each DI has a pitch partner — "A
person who is there to help drum up
support," Bloodworm said.

The amount of donations vary —
"typically they start at $20, especially

for students," Bloodsworth said.

However there is no maximum amount

that a donation has to be.

"We will accept anything that a per-

son can donate." he said.

Bloodsworth said that campus sup-

port is fair.

"The majority of pledges do not

come from students. They come from

the community. We have very strong

ties and support from the community."

As for organizing the entire event.

Bloodsworth said its "tough getting

organized. . . because I have no staff."

The telethon department has no
other staff because new people who
come in to WMUA to get involved find,

"raising money isn't as interesting as

being a DJ," he said

Bloodsworth said that at a recent

meeting, new members were given an

opportunity to meet with the head of

the departments within WMUA that

they were interested in working with

and that "there where about 20 people

at news and sports while the Public

Affairs director and I talked to only

two."

"Eventually people tend to get

involved in other areas once all the

exciting departments have been
explored." he said.

Bloodsworth said he became the

telethon director after he applied for

the News Director position which was

filled by another applicant. He was
then given the option of being Telethon

Director and accepted.

"I accepted it becajse I thought it

would be a great challenge for me and

so far it has." he said. "It's a lot of

work."

In order to prepare for the telethon.

Bloodsworth must solicit many local

businesses for special premiums, busi-

nesses donate concert tickets, gift cer-

tificates and CD's to give to callers who
donate specific amounts of money.

WMUA will also be giving out

t shirts and hats as their station as gifts

for donations.

Depending on the amount of the

donation, callers will be eligible for the

gifts.

The new pledge line is (413)
577-3000.

A Light For Justice

COUHTNIY SMITHVCOtlfGIAN

A candle-light vigil was held outside the Student Union yesterday

evening following a rally and march organized by the Five College

Women's Coalition.
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Saturday. Oct. 26

Gathering — The South Asian Club is sponsoring a

South Asian Night at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium, featuring dances, a fashion show and tradi

tional Indian food. Admission is free.

Music — The Horse Mountain )azz Band will play

Dixieland and sing-along music in a benefit for the

Amherst Survival Center at the parish Hall of Grace

Episcopal church at 8 p.m. The church is located on

Spring St. off the Amherst Common. Tickets are $5 and

$2 for kids, and are available at LAOS Book Store. For

the Record, and at the door.

Sale — The Great Pioneer Valley "Super Sock Sale" will

be held at the Amherst Town Common from 9 a.m.-3

p.m. Rain date is Sunday, the same time and place. The

sale is a benefit for P.E.T.S. (Placement. Education,

Treatment. Shelter), the all volunteer animal welfare net-

work. For more information, call 665-1235 or

253-9675.

Talk — Rev. Thomas Brosnan. Roman Catholic priest

and adoptee, and Dean Vicki Sw'gert. a college adminis-

trator and birthparent. will discuss their views on adop-

tion and the issues surrounding it. The event is held at

Salvo House. 81 Conz St., Northampton. Admission is

$10/door. $5 in advance. For more information, contact

TRY, P.O. Box 989. Northampton, Ma 01061, or call

584-6599.

Sunday, Oct. 27

Haunted House — The South Hadley Knights of

Columbus present a Haunted House from 7-9:30 p.m. at

1 10 Main St., South Hadley (next to the Town Hall). The

event runs through Tuesday, Oct. 30. Admission is $4.

Fundraiser — Amherst Friends for the Homeless Inc. will

be sponsoring Shelter Sunday on the Amherst Commons.

Volunteers must show up at 12:30 p.m. and ask for dol-

lar door-to-door donations until 4 p.m. to support local

shelters. Call MASSPIRG at 545-0199 for more details.

Monday, Oct. 28

Education — The Youth Vote Coalition '96 will be hold-

ing a voter education forum at 7 p.m. in the Campus

Center room 101. Issues discussed will be economics,

environmental concerns, and higher education. Local rep-

resentatives will also be speaking about the government

and the election process. For more information, contact

MASSPIRG at 545-0199.

Meeting — Order of Omega National Honor Society

meeting to be held at 6 p.m. at Kappa Kappa Gamma. All

members must attend. For more information. chII

549-9311.

Notices

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from

8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

ment. All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more informa-

tion, call 584- 8167.

Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.

Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more

information, contact Milly De|esus at 546-1083.

Employment — Applications are still being accepted from

work-study students for the positions of office manager

and research coordinator. If interested, please pick up

and application in room 322 of the Student Union or call

545- 1 122 to get one mailed to you. Call |ohn Lanzerotta

at 546- 6359 for more information.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies is

seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer

Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student.

Please send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila

Mammen, Dept. of Consumer Studies. 101 Skinner Hall.

iERES DE LOS MEJORES?
IUNETE AL MEJOR!E,ra

#
* «

Procter&Gornble LATINOAMERI

Te invita a:

"Un Mundo de Oportunidades

30 de octubre de 1996

I 6:00 - 8:00 pan.

Boston Sheraton Hotel and Towers

39 Dalton Street. Boston

constitution room

CA

yj

Ejecutivos de Procter & Gamble

Latinoamenca hablaran de tus

oportunidades para ocupar

posiciones permanentes o rcalizar

practicas de verano en nuestras

subsidiarias de Argentina, Brazil,

Chile, Colombia, Guatemala.

Mexico, Peru, Puerto Rkoy
Venezuela. Ofrecemos !a

posibilidad de una can-era an las

areas de Mercadeo, Finaiuas.

Ingenieria, Sistemas, Ventas y

Recursos Humanos entre Otros,

Procter & Gamble lider raundial eo el

mercado de productos de consumo,

esXk a la bosqueda de estudiant^ con

caracteristicas ae dinamismo y

liderazgo.

Qui debes fiacer:

Boviatu resume antes del 30

Hoe octubre a:

V Boston Team Leader

P.O. Box 363187

San Juan, PR 00936-3187

Unete^ tambien al grupo lider de:

Procter^cGarnble
DrNBon Latinoamericana

Bike racks installed on PVTA buses
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA. 01003. For

more information, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall "96 Final Examination

Schedule will be available beginning Friday. Oct. 18.

Copies will be delivered to students in residence halls,

and will be available to off-campus students in the

Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore).

Health — To help students and their families stay healthy

and access University Health Services more easily, mem-
bers of the Health Reach international team are available

to help you find answers to your questions and concerns:

Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health Education

Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more info);

Tuesdays 6:30-8:30 p.m. in the International Lounge,

Prince House (call 545- 2299 for more info). All conver-

sations are confidential

Informational Session — For all confused about Student

Loans, an information session will be hosted by Financial

Aid Services, on Thursday. Oct. 31 from 9 a.m.-noon in

Campus Center room 162-75.

Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Lurit" held every

Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right

as you enter and look for the sign on the table. All

Israelis and other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student

Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

New Organization — W1CC (West Indian/Caribbean

Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West

Indies or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well

as anyone interested in the culture. For more informa-

tion, contact Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

your help is needed. If interested, call Jordan at

546-3548.

Religious — Weekly "Schulan Lurit" meets every

Wednesday from 3-4 p.m. in the Bluewall in the Campus
Center. Look for a sign inside on the right as you enter

the cafe. All Israelis and other Hebrew speakers are wel-

come, a
Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from 1-2 p.m. in

the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement

of Worcester Dining Common). For more information,

call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45 a.m. Please call Mark to confirm, or for

other stops, at 253-0361.

Sport — Learn how to hang glide. The UMass Hang
Gliding Club is sponsoring a beginner weekend on Oct.

cheapest way to learn how to fly — no experience neces-

sary. Meetings are on Tuesdays at 6:30 p.m.; everyone is

invited to attend. Check board by SU ballroom for loca-

tion of meetings and office hours. For more information,

call 545-0804 and leave a message.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff in

all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout, Copy and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304

Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Volunteer — The Zoo in Forest Park at Springfield has a

wealth of diverse volunteer opportunities available for

persons who love animals and are committed to conser-

vation education. For further information about the Zoo

and to be sent a volunteer application, please call (413)

733-2251. _

Good news for bikers as the Pioneer Valley Transit

Authority (PVTA) has unveiled plans to install bike racks

on their buses.

This pilot program was intiated through a $82,000 fed-

eral gram and will put bike racks on 25 buses that run in

the Amherst area.

North Amherst and Belchertown Road will be the first

routes to come into the program, with South Amherst,

Sunderland and South Deerficld routes getting racks in the

spring semester.

"That will be great," said Paul Dohoney, senior political

science major. "When 1 ride my bike to school and it starts

raining I can just throw it on the bus and ride home. This

is awesome."

According to the PVTA. "Rack and Roll," as the pro

gram is called, came from complaints from riders who can

not bring their bikes inside the bus.

"The hope is that it is well recieved and if it is we will

expand into new areas," said Michelle Goldberg, Director

of Marketing and Public Relations for the PVTA.

The program will begin on Oct. 23 and continue until

Nov. 15. During the winter, the racks will be stored until

the program restarts March 24.

Brochures explaining how to use the bike racks will be

available at local bike shops, libraries, PVTA buses and by

calling PVTA at 586-5806. These racks will be accessible

without the aid of the bus driver and are free to riders.

— foe Fountain

Donations solicited for homeless

By Beth McCarthy
Collegian Staff

Shelter Sunday is not simply about raising money for

the homeless, but about "neighbors caring about neigh-

bors," said Hill Boss, an Amherst Selectboard member.

This Sunday, volunteers will be knocking on the doors

of Amherst residences collecting donations that will be

distributed to various charity organizations such as the

Amherst Survival Center. Not Bread Alone, the Grove

Street Inn and the Amherst Charitable Fund, according to

Amy de Roode, a member of the Amherst Friends for the

Homeless (AFH).

"I feel very strongly about this," Boss said, who is also

a member of AFH. "If Amherst cannot take care of the

problems of homelessness within its home town limits,

there's something terribly wrong."

In the past years, Shelter Sunday has been able to col-

lect between $12,000-$ 15.000. De Roodes said cuts in

welfare programs have made these donations even more

important.

The money collected from Shelter Sunday makes up for

a large portion of these shelters' budgets, said De
Roodes.

According to Boss, because Amherst is a wealthy town,

"it is embarrassing that we have this problem."

"Shelter Sunday is not just to raise money, but its also

to raise awareness in the community." de Roodes said.

"The perception that most people who are homeless are

so far gone is not true. That's not the whole group."

De Roode said that these displaced citizens are not

necessarily blatantly apparent to most residents.

In fact, de Roode related how she had worked an entire

day with a well-dressed man, |ohn, who had volunteered

his services for Shelter Sunday. It was not until the end of

the day that this man revealed that he did not have a

home.
"We need to get beyond the perception of wealth, the

perception that Amherst doesn't have a problem because

you are not walking over bodies." de Roode said.

The donations requested are "whatever you can offer,"

she said. Donations can also include volunteering time.

"We actually had a guy donate the shirt off his back,"

de Roode said. The shirt was given to a shelter that dis-

tributed clothes.

The reason de Roode gives for Shelter Sunday's

tremendous success is that it "builds on relationships that

are already there within the community."

"I felt that it should be dealt primarily on a local level

with neighbors caring about neighbors," Boss said. Boss

does not feel comfortable relying on federal and state

level aid.

Both Boss and de Roode said they hope students at the

University of Massachusetts participate.

Boss said he was thrilled that there was such an enor

mous response by the students.

He said that there are approximately 65 students from

Greek Residential Area at the UMass and 35 from the

Boltwood Project signed up to volunteer this year.

De Roode added that entire floors of Coolidge

Residence Hall in the Southwest Residential Area also

have plans to participate.

"College kids' are absolutely essential to making it

(Shelter Sunday] a success," Boss said.

Scott MacNeil, a senior HRTA major and resident of

Coolidge, said that one of his colleagues had brought

Shelter Sunday to the attention of the residents, and "we

made it bigger than he expected."

For more information or if interested in volunteering,

contact Amy de Roode at 467-9264.
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rally

continued from page 1

The rally followed with a march from Amherst
Commons down North Pleasant St., past fraternity row
and concluded in front of the People's Market where a

candlelight vigil and words of encouragement were spoken

by the crowd.

While <hc women marched they chanted songs such as

"Wherever we are, wherever we go, yes means yes and no

means no." "Bob Dole — No Way. Racist, sexist,

anti-gay."

Once the marchers passed fraternity row. brothers were

seen and heard in windows yelling "go home." and heck-

ling and laughing at passers by while standing comfortably

on their porches and lawns.

One fraternity brother of Phi Mu Delta said, "Everyone

has the right to do what they want, but they don't go

march in Southwest, Central or Orchard Hill."

In conjunction with The National Young Women's Day
of Action, the Five College organizers have planned four

projects over a month long period including poverty and

homelessness, abortion access, a safe rooms project and

empowerment conference.

lor more information on projects call the Civil Liberties

and Public Policies office at Hampshire College at 582-

5645. ,„.n , „,

IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR NONIMMIGRANT
STUDENTS ON F OR J VISAS

URGENT REMINDER FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS:
Maintaining your legal immigration status in the United

States.

F-l students: If you have graduated (or are about to graduate) and

wish to apply for Practical Training, the Immigration Service must

receive your application no later than 60 days after your graduation

date. Continuing students - especially if you have had an extension

or your statute of limitations • should check the anticipated comple-

tion date on your 1-20. If that date is approaching, you must con-

tact the Office of Foreign Students and Scholars so that a new 1-20

form can be issued and sent to the Immigration Service. This can

be done before the completion date on your 1-20 form or within 60
days following that date.

J-l students: Check the period for which your IAP-66 form was
issued and contact a Foreign Student Advisor if the ending date is

approaching. If you are graduating and wish to apply for Academic
Training, remember that you have only 30 days after your gradua-

tion date to submit that application.

All non-immigrant students should remember that almost any

employment - and certainly any off-campus job - requires some
form of authorization BEFORE you begin to work! Our office has

written information about the various kinds of employment for

which foriegn students may be eligible, including procedures and

timelines. Check with the Office of Foreign Students and Scholars

if you have questions!

President Clinton recenlty signed an immigration law which will

result in tighter governmental controls on foreign students, and it

is more important than ever to check your visa papers and make
sure that everything is in order! The Office of Foreign Students

and Scholars is preparing a letter which outlines how the new law

will affect not only foreign students but also visiting foreign schol-

ars and faculty. All non-immigrant students should be sure that the

Registrar's Office has your accurate address, since our mailing list

comes from that office. Visiting foreign scholars and faculty

should be sure to notify our office of your mailing address so that

we will be able to include you in this mailing.

TELEPHONE: 545-2843 LOCATION: 469 Hills-Soutti EMA(Lfso@iPO.umass.edu

Gay literature highlighted in talk
Prof says voters are apathetic
MHC's Doug Amy discusses problems in electoral structure

By Monolis Boulukos

ColUgian Correspondent

Many voters are wasting their ballots under the current

system of representation, said Doug Amy, professor of

politics at Mt. Holyoke College. His lecture on election

reform was held Tuesday evening in the Campus Center

at University of Massachusetts.

According to Amy. there is a growing need among the

voting public for new and viable political parties and
candidates.

"Americans are pretty disillusioned by elections. They
are increasingly alienated and apathetic," Amy said.

The problem lies in "a winner take all" system. Amy
said that no provision exists to offer representation to

voters who, for example, voted Republican in a district

which a Democrat prevailed.

"You can go out and vote and still have no voice in our

government." he said.

In the 1994 election, Amy said, 26 million votes were
"wasted" as a result of the current electoral structure.

There were large discrepancies between how the parties

fared in the popular vote and the actual seats they won
in Congress. He called this "a distortion of repre-

sentation."

According to Amy, the solution lies in proportional rep-

resentation; a system mirrored upon European parlia-

mentary governments.

In this system, voting districts are much larger, with

multiple seats at stake in each election. The percentage

of seats a particular party wins within their district is

determined by the percentage of the total votes they

earn.

"Third parties [would have] a chance, and voters a

wider selection," Amy said, through elections based on
proportional representation.

The current system. Amy said, is responsible for low
voter turn out in the U.S. He said that a 50 percent

voter turnout is considered high in this country; while

voters in countries with multi-party elections routinely

turn out in excess of 90 percent.

Rather than "choose between the better of two evils,"

under the current system, an alternative would allow

for a more diverse array of candidates.

At the end of his lecture. Amy said that there are many
critics of a system based upon proportional representa-

tion. Some suggest, he said, that this system would
allow for the rise of "extremist groups" such as the Ku
Klux Klan. Others say that such a change would lead to

a division of political power resulting in legislative grid-

lock and governmental instability. Amy responded to

these critiques by pointing to countries, such as Norway
and Sweden, where proportional representation is the

system of choice.

Economist: "end nepotism of inheritance"

Ken Stuckey spoke yesterday on the importance of Lesbian and Cay writing.

COUtTNCr SMIIHXCOlllCIAN

By Adam Klein

ColUgian Correspondent

By Richard James
Collegian Correspondent

As part of the Stonewall Center Lecture Series, writer and

activist Ken Stuckey gave a speech on his experiences with

' coming out and on his writing Thursday afternoon in the

University of Massachusetts Campus Center.

His speech, entitled "Gay and Lesbian Writing: The Ship

in the Safe Harbor." discussed his life and how his experi-

ences with coming out tiave connected with his writing and

his understanding of other authors.

Stuckey is an essayist and activist pursuing his doctorate

in English with a field of specialty in African-American

Literature at Cornell University.

He began his speech with the reading of a letter that he

wrote to his parents, coming out to them.

"Writing a coming out letter was not an attempt at taking

the easy way out of coming out. instead it was an attempt at

precision," Stuckey said.

Stuckey realized that he would only have one chance to

make a good first impression when coming out to his par-

h ents. so he chose a more tactful way of telling his parents

- that he was gay.

Despite his painstaking preparation, his parents' reaction

to the situation was still emotional. His mother believed that

even though his sexuality may not have been his choice, it

t was still his choice to come out. His dad took offense to the

fact that he choose to tell his mother first instead of him and

felt the idea of coming out was foolish.

The days to follow were filled with silence; even though

they embarked on a trip to Atlanta. Stuckey spent most of

his time writing in his journal, locking himself in his room.

The silence was brought to a close when his father called

him into the living room and said. "You don't have to hide in

your room. This is your home too."

Stuckey described the days following his coming out as

"If a man had no feeling in his legs after 20 years and he

spilled hot coffee in his lap and had the privilege of feeling it

scald, the sensation would bring more pleasure than pain. To
bum would be a delight to him because with it would come
the promise of life in the limbs that he had given up for

dead."

After telling of his coming out experience, Stuckey went

on to read a poem that he had written to his Uncle Willy

who had died of AIDS a few weeks before he came out. It

was titled "Bill, I'll call you now".

The poem was written out of the deep pain he felt around

his uncle's death, as well as the awkwardness that can often

be felt between family members who are closeted. It echoed

of the emotions that Stuckey had as he tried to reach out to

his uncle for guidance, but only received a handshake.

"In our writing as well as in our lives, we have to leam

how not to let the anticipation on someone else's disappoint-

ment set the borders of our lives," said Stuckey.

With that statement Stuckey then went on to name the

second greatest influence on his writing which is Paul

Monette. author of Becoming a Man.

Monette's book has served as an inspiration for Stuckey's

writing and gave him the courage that he needed to come

out of the closet.

"If you want to acknowledge the good for those who have

gone before you must provide a service for those who have

yet to come."

Stuckey believed that this is the greatest lesson that he has

ever learned. It was because his uncle that he had the

courage to tell his parents about the truth of his condition,

that his parents were able to welcome him back into their

home.

Stuckey believed that gay and lesbian writing has the

capacity to reconcile apparent conflict, because it contradicts

the traditional narrative of history which often excludes gays

and lesbians. It provides a mirror for them to examine them-

selves and their existence as a community.

"I often wonder what text on gay life could possibly open

a mind as closed as lesse Helms or Pat Buchanan." Stuckey

said. He believed that for some people, peace of mind really

does come from trying to save gays from themselves much
like colonists tried to save the world with Christianity.

"Somewhere blossoming in someone's imagination is

the speech that will make it clear to the world what its

moral code must be. in the same way that Martin Luther

King made it clear to us that it was unrighteous for blacks

to suffer in the way that we had in the pre-civil rights

era," Stuckey said.

Two leading economists debated social inequality and the

role of federal government Wednesday night at Mt.

Holyoke College. The panelists were economists Robert

Barro, from Harvard University and Samuel Bowles from

the University of Massachusetts.

Barro, a self-proclaimed conservative economist, said thai

wage inequality has risen steadily since the early 1970's.

Despite the increasing wage gap. he said that the lower

class in this country are better off than they have ever been

in history.

Bowles said that quantitative data should not be the only

criteria used to judge the relative happiness of the lower

class. Instead, legislators should acknowledge the signifi-

cance of "indignities that the poor suffer on a daily basis."

Bowles said that the laws government should enforce a

more just set of rules, so as to level the playing field

between the rich and the poor.

A regressive tax system which favors the ultra-rich would

be beneficial to the U.S. economy, said Barro. He demon-
strated graphically that a tax system based on the I .alter

curve, which shows that lower taxes on higher incomes

actually increases tax revenues, was not a complete failure,

as critics of Reaganomics often argue.

"The rich reported more income with the lower taxes and

tax revenue for that group went up," Barro said. He went

on to say that the 1993 Clinton-backed tax hike decreased

tax revenue from the rich.

In response. Bowles said the relationship between small

adjustments in the tax system and the corresponding

changes in tax revenue is too difficult to gauge.

Bowles said that if capital is made more available to the

lower class, it makes them more active participants in the

market economy. Currently, the lower class is discriminat-

ed against in the credit markets, he said. Only then will

workers own their means of production and gain dignity.

One audience member asked Bowles what the growth
effects of legislating inequality were. Bowles said, "Current

property rights are antithetical to productivity." The gov-

ernment should give workers more rights over what they

produce.

In his rebuttal, Barro said, "The idea that goverment policy

will systematically [legislate] property rights to their most
effective use is a joke... democracy stresses redistribution

more than growth."

Bowles said one major way to redistribute wealth is to pre-

vent the "nepotism of inheritance." He said redistributing

wealth by substantially raising estate taxes removes the

unfair advantage of the rich in business and higher educa-

tion.

Barro disagreed saying that any active redistribution of
wealth is adverse to growth.

In concluding comments, Bowles said, "Highly unequal
societies are unstable." He did say that redistribution of

wealth may adversely affect growth.

Barro asked, "How sacred and unch*»ng''»ble are property

rights?" He did not believe American citizens would per-

mit those rights to be revoked.

The announcer thanked the audience for attending the

debate "which was not about one-liners and lack of sub-

stance' (comparing it to the Kerry-Weld debate which
was at the same time).

Mnooti
continued from page 1

should have never died of breast cancer. Breast cancer can

be prevented," Royse said. Royse continued by delivering

shocking statistics to the attentive audience including

"cancer is the leading cause of death of women ages

55-54, of which one-third is due to breast cancer.

The rally concluded with several speakers addressing

such issues as self-defense, gay and lesbian issues, bisexu-

ality and definition of feminism summed up by Amy
Carpenter, member of POWER.

"It's not about hating men or abortion, it's about all

women. Today's feminism is about choices, choices for

women to be what they want." Carpenter said.

I at ing Disorder Programs
Fall 1996

Sponsored by University Health Services

Bating Disorder Assessment Program
For individuals - with Nutritionists, Mental Health Clinician,

Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner. Tuesdays or Fridays

Confidentiality Assured. Call 577-5233, General Medicine 2.

Friends and Family Group
Single sessions for those concerned about somebody with an

eating disorder. Call 577-5233, General Medicine 2.

Peer Support Group
For those struggling with anorexia, bulimia, or compulsive

overeating. Wednesdays 4:30 - 6 pm, at the Campus Center.

Room number posted by elevator. Confidentiality Assured.

Call 577-5233, General Medicine 2.

Peer Health Connections
A confidential phone line -for help around eating disorders,

yourself or someone you know. Call 577-168.

rcooe/'
Handmade diamond engagement rings &

featuring ideal cut

Lazare Diamonds®
Setting the startJarAfor ...BRILLIANCE™
Full in-house repair service. We buy dtamonds& gold-

Free ear piercing with purchase of studs.

Watch batteries replaced & eyeglass frames repaired.

LOOK FOR WES 5LA5HEP SHOES FOR GREAT SAVINGS!
Hampshire Mall, Route 9, Hadley

silverscape designs
GOLDSMITHS '^gg'GEM GALLERY

One Kina St., Northampton 584-3324
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324
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Supporting our future

The University of Massachusetts Dairy Collegian supports the University's effort to raise $125 million over the next

five years through Campaign UMass.

The financial objective - rcJsing $125 million from private sources - will provide crucial funding for several key

University initiatives.

The $40 million allocated for faculty support will enabable the University to attract and retain the best professors possible.

Another $40 million will fund college-based intitiatives and research. These resources will support programs,

research and technology that each college needs to function effectively.

The $30 million being used to fund facilities, such as an engineering building, an addition to the Student Union, a

center for the visual arts and several other buildings, will create the proper environment for education.

The library will receive $5 million for acquisitions, facilities and technology to ensure that students have access to

vast amounts of information.

Students will receive $10 million for more financial aid and merit scholarships which will keep the doors of UMass

open to all students in the upcoming century.

We believe that the success of Campaign UMass will prepare the University of Massachusetts for the 21st century.

We hope that this preparation will ready the University for acceptance in the American Association of Universities

( AAU), creating a synnergy between the landgrant and AAU models of a university.

Biall means

Let's talk about bisexuality. shall we?

Or, rather. I'll talk and you listen for now.

Sexuality in general has been on my mind often

of late, probably because in college, and especially at

UMass, I have been exposed to opinions, lifestyles and

theories I had never been aware of before. I'd never

thought in depth enough about my own sexuality to even

attempt to ascribe a label to it, let alone look at anybody

else's. I just assumed everyone was the same — heterosex-

ual.

Well, recently I've come to the opinion that homosexu-

ality is not evil, as my religion would have me believe or

that it is not any more unnatural than man
flying and that it is not illogical in the context

of American culture (I'll explain this later).

Here, however, I would like to focus on

bisexuality and the particular questions it

raises.

First of all. as far as Christianity goes, I

would think that bisexuality embodied the

essence of the Golden Rule. One must look

at sexuality not primarily in terms of the sex

act, as is our tendency in this shallow, sexist,

patriarchal culture to do. but instead in terms

of love relationships — emotionally, not

physically, based. If a person is capable of

loving a member of either sex powerfully

enough to want to marry that person, why shouldn't

he/she be able to? And why not be able to consummate
that marriage?

It seems to me that bisexuals on this higher level of

spirituality are closer to fulfilling God's command
than anyone else. They have risen above the blockades

that humans create between members of the ssme sex.

They are capable, as the Golden Rule commands, of

loving everyone, regardless of sex, not just in the form

of respect or neighborliness, but at a much deeper

level.

Since the Catholic Church does not sanction same-sex

marriages, bisexuals are forced to either 1 ) repress one

part of their sexuality, their potential to love and conform

to heterosexual ideals, 2) never marry and therefore,

never share sexual intimacy with the people they love if

those people happen to be members of the same sex, or 3)

become alienated from the Church by practicing not only

homosexual sex, but also sex outside of marriage because

they cannot be married.

My religion aside, let's take a look at the social con-

structs that not only justify bisexuality, but make it a logi-

cal result of our culture, an occurrence that I am surprised

does not manifest itself more often.

Men and women are different, right? At least that's

what we are not just led but pushed to believe in this soci-

ety. Men are tough, women are caring; men are big and

strong, women are slender and small but firm; men are

logical and mathematical, women are romantic and poet-

ic. If gender roles and sex-marking are pounded into us

all of our lives so that we believe men and women are sep-

arate beings who look, act and think differently, then it

seems logical to assume that men relate to men and
women relate to women better and more easily than if

they crossed those gender lines.

Homosexuality, it seems, is what our culture social-

izes us for and yet it pushes heterosexuali-

ty on us as the norm, the ideal, the only

way to be. Is it any wonder that people are

confused? To those people who say bisex-

uals should choose one way or the other, I

ask, is it that simple, that black and white

to you? 1 believe that most people fall

somewhere along a bisexual continuum,

that there are very few, if any, who are

purely hetero or homosexual. How can

there be in the presence of such conflict-

ing images?
,

Many Americans, egged on by con-

sumerism, are obsessed with acJbiqvin,g the

ideal body, the right "look."' the epitome of

maleness or femaleness. We are taught to compete with

members of the same sex and envy those who are "bet-

ter" than us in these areas. Therefore, we are always

looking at each other, saying. "1 wish I has that person's

legs or arms or abs or hair or build or slimness or

wardrobe, etc." We spend so much time observing mem-
bers of the same sex and judging our attractiveness in

relation to them that every day we are experiencing ten-

dencies toward bisexuality. People who are conscious of

their bisexuality simply no longer suppress those tenden-

cies that culture teaches all of us. Perhaps heterosexuals

are simply in denial.

1 believe that many bisexuals see and desire the best

of both societal-divided genders. They don't want a

stereotypical male or a stereotypical female. They're

looking for a social hermaphrodite, someone who
embodies what they find attractive in both "maleness"

and "femaleness." If that person happens to be biologi-

cally opposite-sexed, then so be it; the bisexual will

appear heterosexual to the world. But if the bisexual

finds someone who, like him/herself, has risen above

society's norms and who happens to be of the same sex,

life will not be so easy.

Nicole Cuurnoyer is a Collegian columnist.

M;y philosophy is...

Steven

Grant

The last sentence of this column is false.

When asked the question, "What's our major?"

1 usually respond with "Journalism and philoso-

phy," because that is what is true. I'm often interrupted

with an "Oh, really?" after stating "Journalism."

because most people don't assume I am finished with

my answer.

But it is with those who also hear "and philosophy" that

I am concerned, or more to the point, it is they who
caused me to write on this topic. Or, even more specifical-

ly, some of that group.

Now generally, after saying my course of

study, I get one of three reactions, and they

are as follows:

1. "Oh, really?" This rhetorical response

indicates the speaker's curiosity of my edu-

cation at the University is non- existent — the question

was merely something to say to get the conversation

going. You all know the routine. Everyone makes fun of

that generic question, yet everyone asks it.

2. "Wow, that's an interesting column." Thank you.

3. "What the hell are you going to do with a degree in

philosophy?" It's funny — there's usually a look of anger

in the person's eyes presumably because while he's on his

seventh hour of thermodynamics homework, I'm wonder-

ing if I exist.

Their response is the reason I'm not using this space to

write on "Beating the System" or something. It's no secret

the answer to that non-rhetorical question is "Not much."

And that's part of the reason I have a second major. Why
they don't attack that one on similar grounds, I'm not

sure.

Heck, even the UMass philosophy department — which

was recently rated among the world's best by the way —
would no doubt reply similarly. They note in the 1996-97

undergraduate catalog that most philosophers teach phi-

losophy.

And "Even with a Ph.D., one's prospects for teaching

philosophy in a college or university are likely to be some

what limited." it says.

But making a career of philosophy is certainly not the

only reason in study it (I'm planning on law school), and

the fellows on the third floor of Bartlett know this better

than anyone. They understand that the study of philoso-
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Life's quirky twists

The world does go off on tangents, and it is one of

the pleas of life to follow it along. The sights and
sounds, tastes, smells and touches, when planned

out to perfection and held to with rigid zeal, can too

quickly soon become stale. It is the whirl of the unplanned

that keeps even the best known comer serendipitous and
bloody.

I was watching the Weld-Kerry debate at the Hu Ke
Lau restaurant in Chicopee. Weld was due to make a cam-

paign stump there after his bout with
Kerry. When the debate ended I wandered
outside, hoping to pin myself a good spot

to snap a picture of Weld as he came in. I

got to talking with a few people, met a cou-

ple of guys who looked like they were
dragged in off the set of Goodfellas, -learned that it was a

shrewd investment to buy Springfield real estate, and
then, extricating myself from that pipe smoke-stained

conversation, ran into Marian Phillips.

I don't remember exactly what started us talking, but I

realize now that a camera is about as good a key to the

box that holds a person's memory as anything. It turns out

Marian's husband was a photographer, as well as her

daughter. Another turn of the screw and 1 find out that

her husband was in the military, stationed throughout the

world, but most notably for our conversation, in the

southern part of our United States. The south she

described was, for a black man, a curse and the army a

malicious hell.

Marian's husband died the year before |.F.K. was killed,

high blood pressure finally bursting him. After the funeral

she was flooded with stories about him, from all over the

world. There was a whole other side to the man which he

had kept hidden from her.

He had, throughout his life, been bringing black men
from the south, teaching them to read and write, finding

them jobs, the most menial type sometimes, but jobs that

brought them from the south to the north. In the south,

he said, a black man was a dog, but in the north at least

he was a man.

phy can help you in all areas of life, and life itself.

Whether you're that thermo-jerk, a doctor, a retailer, or a

mom.
Philosophy can "develop your capacities to think

and reason well, to deal critically and analytically

with the [stuff] central to your chosen profession."

It goes on to say that philosophy prepares you for

living for and with yourself. I couldn't have said it

better.

So, what exactly is philosophy? Perhaps I have
waited too long to address that ques-

tion. Actually, I know I can't tell you
exactly what it is, but I will try nonethe-

less. It is not, as Professor Fred
Feldman is quick to point out, the love

of wisdom. For one could (as Fred does)

give an example of a philosopher who doesn't love

philosophy.

The main fields in philosophy include logic, ethics,

metaphysics and pistemology (the theory of knowl-

edge). I think the more one reads the works of say,

Russell, Aristotle, or Aquinas, the more clearly one
can think, write and communicate, and the more one
can challenge and amuse one's mind — kind of like

my little game with the sandwiching, paradoxical sen-

tences which I didn't invent.

I feel everyone should take at least one philosophy

class, maybe Intro or something. And don't be intimidated

at first, because the course will probably be like one
you've never experienced before. You may end up being

intellectually stimulated, bored, or finding yourself in a

discussion of the existence of square circles or the King of

France, or God.
|ust beware of the guy in class who'll challenge every

last philosophical idea presented or the one who holds up

the whole class talking "intellectual" jargon getting back a

C\D on his midterm. But there are a few who actually

enlighten the class, making points and improving the edu-

cation of some.

Hey, I understand it's not for everyone. But you don't

have to be a genius or a workaholic to do well or enjoy

philosophy. I know I'm certainly neither.

The first sentence of this column is true.

Steven Grant is a Collegian staff member.

Michael Charles

Mediros

It was around that time that Weld showed, and we

tried unsuccessfully to get a picture of her and Weld

together. We did get one on his way out. Lucky for us

that trained politician turned on a dime for a publici-

ty shot plea. Between Weld's entrance and exit,

though, Marian told me something else, one of those

flips of conversation that make a person snap to

attention. It turns out sh« was an acquaintance of

Malcolm X.

She bought a house down the Cape

from the guy for $300, a house which she

said Malcolm had swindled from some

Cape Verdeans for a hundred and at which

he and his wife Ellen had held clambakes.

We got into a long story about those par

ties and she told me that she neither respected nor liked

Malcolm. He was slick, she thought, sleazy. She did not

like Minister Louis Farrakhan either. It was good, she

admitted, that Farrakhan was trying to instill pride in

black men, but she believed humans should not have to be

told to have pride in themselves. It was something they

should just have. She is a very smart lady and I hope the

picture I took of her and Weld comes out nicely. It would

be a small payback for a very good night of talk.

The caprice of it all. I went to this rally figuring that I

would learn a little about politics, maybe meet and talk

Gingrich revolution with some Republican women from

Smith or Mount Holyoke and generally gorge myself on a

buffet. It turns out I barely heard the debate, spoke possi-

bly 10 sentences to the women, received a nasty cold

shoulder from one Smithie and gorged myself on the buf-

fet and got one heck of a kick out of life when 1 needed it

badly.

I love the twists that change a day. The living world is

not a stable planned thing, and if you let yourself sway

with it, just a bit, every few minutes, you might stumble

into a better setting. I'll take life, God, as long as it keeps

churning out Marian Phillipses and never makes one alike.

Pray chance it never stops.

Michael Charles Mediros is a UMass student.

Letters to the Editor

Clean up your
mess!

To the editor:

In recent weeks, I have noticed the

increased amount of horse dung on
campus. As I don't see any equestri-

ans riding on campus, 1 am left to

conclude, and rightfully so, that the

police department, in all its splendor,

through its mounted police units has

been defecating without remorse on

our campus. In today's University,

where buzz words among administra-

tors are "campus beautification" and

others implying the same, I find it

particularly annoying that such a phe-

nomenon is allowed to occur. Dog
owners are encouraged if not forced

to clean up their dogs' excrement.

Why not the police department? I am
even embarrassed to be talking of

something so minimal when today's

society is plagued with other, more
severe issues, but I cannot resist.

Chief. . . Clean up your act.

lason Fields

Amherst

Collegian needs

hard news

To the editor:

I am a new student at UMass. but

in the past six weeks, the Collegian

has easily climbed to the top of my
list of annoyances. The past three

weeks, 1 have sat and read their piti-

ful news coverage accompanied with

extremist commentary that attacked

not only Israeli actions, but the very

right of Israel to exist. Then, last

Thursday I read one of their staff

members lecture his simplistic solu-

tion to lews and Arabs: stop hating

and start talking. This column espe-

cially made me aware of the

Collegian's hypocrisy. The Collegian

attempts to show that it gives an

equal stage for the polarized views of

this conflict, when it actually

embraces one side through bad edito-

rial work.

The Collegian has at some point

decided that its limited resources are

enough to bridge the gap between
being a local university paper and an

international news provider, but the

Collegian must still adhere to basic

tenets of journalism. If a paper is to

provide world news, it usually sends

a reporter to the target location.

Since I have yet to hear of a Collegian

Middle East correspondent, it should

at least quote or reproduce articles

published in respectable papers that

do. For example. The New York

Times had published an average of

two pages per day regarding the lat-

est Israeli-Palestinian clashes, and

had done a fairly thorough and bal-

anced job. The Collegian on the other

hand allows "news" to be transferred

directly from their columnists imagi-

nation and second-hand perception

of the events into fiery diatribes. The
Collegian editors should have

demanded quotes and facts from reli-

able forces; 1 feel they have failed in

their job of overseeing their writers'

work. Let me remind you that when a

paper claims objectivity it should also

be accountable for the v atod i try of

what it has published. For example.

Collegian writers claim 80
Palestinians died (a number obtained

by grafting 17 dead Israelis to 54

dead Palestinians), and the "Zionists"

(i.e. Israel) were ruining the founda-

tions of Temple Mount (please check

New York Times denouncement of

this fare-). The Collegian appears to

be a soap box for promoting anti-

Israeli propaganda.

The Collegian did republish an

article from an international press

agency, however it was that of a

Palestinian source. For the sake of

balanced delivery of the events, an

Israeli source should have been grant-

ed equal exposure.

When the Collegian grants indis-

criminate coverage to anti- Israeli

propaganda, but then limits respons-

es to 450 word opinion columns, it is

not maintaining neutral balance. Due
to the low journalistic quality of these

articles they should not have been
published under the pretense of

"news," but as opinion columns,
equally limited in size and side by

side with contradicting opinions. In

conclusion. I call for the editors to

embrace their responsibility and put

an end to the biased, low-quality pro-

paganda shrouded as news and facts.

People have the right to their person-

al opinions, but these alleged news
reports should be clearly labeled as

such, the sole opinion of their writ-

ers.

Ronen Botzer

Northampton

Political trends

affect election

To the editor:

Two recent trends in American
politics are operating to make the

Kerry-Weld race one of the most
closely observed political events in

the country. First, the assault on ide-

alism, and its descendent, liberalism.

Ronald Reagan, the Pentagon's

greatest friend, yet in populist garb,

shifted the political debate far to the

right. Liberal underpinnings of the

social contract — support for the

needy, the rights of workers and the

importance of government funding

to redress inequality and improve
the quality of life — were identified

as undermining America's strength.

"Welfare Moms" (whoever they

were,) faceless bureaucrats and clos-

et McGovernites everywhere from
the Capitol to the classroom became

the scapegoats. Thus, the implica-

tion that it is somehow un-
American to be liberal continues to

percolate in the collective uncon-
scious, although with less virulence

than 10 years ago. As a liberal,

Kerry must remind voters that such

labels, besides being simplistic, say

very little about a person's integrity

or commitment to the common-
wealth.

Second and relatedly, "hot button"

issues — crime, taxes, welfare — can

be readily seized upon (see Weld
campaign) to address voters' fears

while grossly oversimplifying the

complexity of the issues. To wit:

Everyone wants safer streets but who
wants to confront the root causes like

the glut of high school dropouts, the

decline of the family and the shortage

of good paying jobs for blue collar

trades in industry? Tax cuts sound
swell. Sure, you want to starve a

bureaucrat but what about the clean

parks, well-staffed schools and acces-

sible libraries and museums that tax

dollars provide? Welfare? Cut the

rolls? Yeah, but the much maligned

"culture of dependency" isn't going

to evaporate this year. To make wel-

fare as we know it obsolete — seem-

ingly every pols' pledge — is to pour

money into day care, job training and
education. To date, I sense the Weld
campaign has been more effective in

claiming to address these issues yet

offering little substance.

Overall, and as usual, the voter

had a choice between ideas and poli-

cies which sound good and identify

scapegoats (criminals, deadbeats and
welfare queens) and more sobering

truths: to raise up communities,
monies must be invested wisely in all

its people. I believe only the latter

course will produce real improve-
ment. And its hard to explain in a

'sound bite' or a 30-second ad on
TV. And even harder to enact; but
when has real change been easy?

R. )ay Allain

Springfield
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COUHUSY MIIOI INDO

Mephiskapheles dishes up ska at Pearl Street

Noho gets taste of satanic ska
By Sandi Okun
Collegian Correspondent

Tonight Pearl Street hosts one of the hottest

"neo-ska revival" bands around today, Mephiskapheles.

Opening up for them are Thumper, Blue Meanies and

the Mugwama.
A Mephiskapheles show is somewhat like a pagan rit-

ual — the band is known to represent "satanic ska for

the whole family." Sweating skankers are forever mov-

ing to the sounds of Jamaican ska, jazz, thrash and
punk. The band's most familiar tunes are "Danse Me
Not," "Doomsday." "Lucky 666" and "Saba."

Their rendition of "The Bumble Bee Tuna Song" is

fabulous and known by all. "Saba" seems to be their

most popular song with kids singing and chanting

along.

This NYC band gained popularity performing at such

clubs as The Limelight, Wetlands and Tramps. Their

humorous lyrics which represent complete satanic vers-

es are not meant to be taken literally. The power of

their music lies within the instruments.

On saxophone is Alex McCabe. who has recorded

and worked with such legends as Natalie Cole and Ray

Charles. Greg Robinson on trombone has been playing

in rock bands since he was 1 1 and currently writes for

lazz Times Magazine. On trumpet resides Osho Endo,

who has worked with Frankie Valli and is a graduate of

the Manhattan
School of Music. Turn to Mephlskaph*)**, page 6

Norman brings his deviations to UMass
By Anno Foder

Collegian Staff

Self-identified, costumed activist

storyteller Norman B is bringing his

brand of political satire to the

University of Massachusetts tonight.

Norman began crafting his perfor-

mance, dubbed "Deviations from the

Norm" as a street poet in Ybor City

— Tampa's artistic district in the

early '80s. Though he has remained

underground, he has been recognized

in nearly every state.

Since then he has performed at 50

hemp rallies nationwide, including

the Extravaganja festival in Amherst.

He was also sought and auditioned

by the "David Letterman Show" in

1993. His resume includes opening

for the seminal psychedelic rockers,

Iroot Avtterfly. His work was even

praised by Grateful Dead founder,

i the late ferry Garcia.

Norman came to this area a year

and a half ago to seek his fame and

fortune in the "Happy Valley." He
has performed for open-mike at

Claudia's Cafe and more recently at

the Fire and Water in Northampton.

He has even performed in classes on
campus.

His one-man show, comprised of

leftist politics and comic alternative

theater is presented to the audience

visually in the burlap costume he

wears. The immense hood drapes

over his gray hair but allows his shag-

gy beard to project out. It all con

tributes to his appearance as a "long

haired criminal- looking dude" which

he recognizes in one of his songs. He
uses other props such as a walking

stick and hand puppet to illustrate

his messages.

Norman B will be performing in

the Butterfteld lounge at 8 p.m. There

is no cost and participants are
encouraged to bring their drums for a

drum circle following the show.
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Combustible Edison shakes up Ironhorse

By Stocey Shockford

Collegian Correspondent

To serve a truly spectacular musi-

cal cocktail, combine two parts

spacey melodica, one part lounge,

two parts jazz, one part Latin-bossa

nova beat, three parts elevator elec-

tronique. two parts schwank and one

part jungle and ambient domestical-

ly-suburban pop.

Shake lightly. Ignite. Serve.

Cocktail hour starts this evening at

7 p.m. as Combustible Edison swings

into Northampton's Iron Horse
Music Hall.

This unique sound could only be

brought to you by a singular group of

people, namely: Miss Lily Banquette

(vocalist, drums, percussion, and
much more), Nicholas Cudahy
(upright bass), Prof. Peter Dixon
(keyboards), The Millionaire (guitar)

and Aaron Oppenheimer (vibraphone

and drums).

Formed in Rhode Island in 1991,

the band was originally named the

"Combustible Edison Heliotropic

Oriental Mambo and Foxtrot

Orchestra," performing for The
Millionaire's floorshow extravaganza,

"The Tiki Wonder Hour."

Since then, the band has toured

extensively, both on their own and

opening for Bryan Ferry. They have

appeared on NBC's "Late Night With

Conan O'Brien" and USA's "Up All

Night." Their music has been heard

in everything from major motion pic-

tures (Quentin Tarantino's Four
Rooms) to commercials for OK Soda,

major league baseball and the NPR

couansY sue ro» kcoros

Combustible Edison

News.

Combustible Edison has released

two albums on SubPop: /, Swinger

(1994) and Schizophonic (Feb
1996). They describe their own
unique sound as a "melody myste-

rioso from beyond the veil of earthly

experience savage and sensuous
rhythms, a soigne and sophisticated

sensibility."

Their following has embraced the

title of the Cocktail Nation. They
appreciate ComEd's ability to amal-

gamate and synthesize various forms

of past pop and the Sunday-easy

style evoked by such notables as Ray
Connick jr., Burt Bacharach and
Lionel Richie.

Combustible Edison puts on fabu-

lous live shows, and tonight's set will

surely be entertaining.

So pull on your evening gowns
and leisure suits and swing on over

to the Iron Horse this evening for a

"sonically opulent musical intoxica-

tion."

Combustible Edison performs at

the Iron Horse Music Hall tonight at

7 p.m. Tickets are $10. Call the club

at 584- 0610 for more information.

Cub brings mix of pop and punk to Hampshire

By Tabi Cagan
Collegian Correspondent

Indie music fans take notice —
the collision of cuddlecore and

punk will occur tonight when cub

takes the stage as part of

Hampshire College's annual
Halloween event.

With their first two full-lengths,

cub charmed both pop fans and col-

lege radio DJs with jangly guitars

and light- hearted iyncs. Though
long-known for this ability to pen

sugar-sweet pop songs, cub has

recently developed a slightly harder

edge, v/ident on their latest LP, Box

of Hair.

On 1993's Betti-Cola, cub
embraced the term "cuddlecore"

with open arms and 25 cheerfully

bouncy tracks. The follow-up, come
out, come out. consisted of 1 2 more
catchy songs, including a cover of

the Go-Go's "Vacation." While
these albums confirmed cub's status

as queens of the two- minute pop
song, listeners were left wwdering
if cub was capa^y^much else.

Now armed with a batch of new
and diverse tunes from Box of Hair,

members Lisa Man- (vocals, bass),

Robynn Iwata (guitar, vocals) and

Lisa G. (drums, vocals) are

attempting to prove that they have

outgrown the cute stage.

Though cub's past releases were

on Mint Records, Box of Hair
marks the first co-release between

Mint and Lookout! Records —
best-known for punk-pop bands

like Green Day. The Mr. T.

Experience and the Queers.

While cub's previous releases

would have been out of place

Turn to Cub. page 6
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Short cuts to looking fabulous

By Lauren Lobik

Collogian Staff

Think about this scenario — it's

Friday and everyone's heading out for

a night on the town. The hippest and

latest style ensemble is laid out on
the bed, but it doesn't look right.

What's missing? Not the jewelry or

the shoes, but the hair-do. Not only

do clothes change over time, but so

do hair styles. This may be the pre-

cise reason why the pantsuit and
square-tip shoes don't look right.

The way to solve this miss-match is

to go short. Cut it off. Cut it all off.

Men and women can be seen sport-

ing these new short .'dos everywhere

from television programs and maga-

zines to runways. This week's TV
Guide displays a few celebrities that

have started off this fall's television

season with a lot less hair. To name a

few, Lea Thompson of "Caroline in

the City," Candice Bergen of
"Murphy Brown* and George
Clooney of "ER." Even high fashion

models are taking to the shorn look,

among them Cover Girl Nikki Taylor

and Revlon model Halle Berry.

What exactly do the new styles

look like? The 'dos for women come
in many varieties. Thompson sports

one very popular style — short layers

all around the head with longer ones

left at the base of the neck. Bergen

wears the same basic style, except her

layers are longer on the top of her

head and shorter at the neck. Berry's

cut goes to much shorter lengths. The
sides and back of the head are practi-

cally shaved with the length on the

top slightly longer.

As for the men, the shorter the bet-

ter. Everyone knows what Clooney's

hair looks like — cut in very short

layers all over the head. Then gel is

applied to push it forward, creating a

matted look. African-American men
are the trend setters when it comes
shaving heads. Many of the models in

Ebony Man sport no hair at all and
look great doing it.

There are an abundance of salons

in the Amherst, Hadley and
Northampton areas. Those that come
with the most recommendations are

Hair East, Jungle Red and Bucci, all

of which are located in Amherst. Yet

another one highly recommended is

the Styling Salon at )C Penny.

Still not sure if short hair is the

way to go? Some salons have com-
puter programs that allow customers

to see what they would look like with

a new style even before one strand of

hair is trimmed. Check the yellow

pages for establishments that may
have this new software.

Short hair is definitely the icing on
the cake when it comes to today's

retro looks. One important hint to

remember: if going in this direction,

a picture is worth a thousand words.

Don't enter blindly into a decision so

important. |ust because you know
what you want doesn't mean the hair

dresser does.

Cub
continued from page 5

among such bands. Box of Hair fits

right in. Starting out with a burst of

raw guitar and rarely letting up, it is

a non-stop romp of three-chord
melodic punk. Could this be the

beginning if a new genre?
Cuddlepunk?
Though the Tiger Trap-esque

"Main and Broadway" harkens back

to cub's younger days, songs like

"S.G* and "Box of Hair" add a dark-

er tone. And if the album's live

track, "Not What You think." is an
example of cub's performance, audi-

ence members should bring
ear-plugs.

Cub plays tonight at the
Hampshire College Dining
Commons. Doors open at 8:50 p.m.

Call 586-8209 for more info.
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Essential albums
to own for all new hardcore fans

There seems to be a disturbing

trend of today's hardcore — kids

not knowing the roots of the scene.

While I admit that progression is

both necessary and healthy, what's

the point if one doesn't know the

roots?

In this week's column. I list the

five best hardcore albums of all

time, in my not so humble
opinion. If you are just

getting into the

scene, these

are the five \W^,
essential
albums you
need to have.

1. BAD BRAINS —
ROIR Sessions
(ROIR)
Okay New Jacks, lis-

ten up. These guys
were the best — hands
down, no questions
asked. The Bad Brains

started in the late '70s

and simply played
faster, louder and
harder then anyone had ever
before. Combining jazz, reggae and
Rastafarian beliefs, with a frenetic

buzzsaw sound — they simply
destroyed everything in their path.

Songs like "Sailin' On," "Banned
In DC," "Attitude." "F.V.K." and
"Pay To Cum" have been covered

countless times and with good rea-

son. No hardcore kid should be-

without this album. And for all you

breakdown lovers, the one in

"Supertouch" may be the best ever.

2. C RO MAGS — Age Of
Quarrel — (Profile re-issue) When
this album came out in 1986 no
one knew what hit them. The
Cro-Mags were mean, scary, tough
and the hardest band around. Not
only did they influence just about
every hardcore band today, they

were also one of the first to bring

Krishna Consciousness into the

scene. Songs like "We Gotta
Know." "Show You Lo Mercy,"
"Street Justice" and "Hard Times"
will forever remain timeless clas-

sics.

3. MINOR THREAT —
Discography — (Dischord) Minor
Threat will always be remembered

as the band that started the SXE
movement. (We all know that the
Faith were the first SXE band,
right?) Nothing will ever really

match the intensity of Ian MacKaye
screaming, "What happened to
you?" on "Filler." While their
music may not have been innova-

tive, their concepts of believing in

oneself, restraint and positive

thinking had a major
impact on the hard-

core scene. Jusi lis-

ten to songs like "I

Don't Wanna Hear It."

"Seeing Red,"
"Screaming At A Wall"
and "In My Eyes" to hear
what it's all about. While
Minor Threat may have
lacked in production and
ability, they made up for

with heart.

4 BLACK FLAG —
Damaged (SST)
After moving to the

west coast. Henry Rollins

joined this already func-

tional band and pushed them to
the forefront of the hardcore scene.

While one could argue some of
Black Flag's other albums like My
War were just as good and that the
band never captured the true
sound of their live shows. Black
Flag exemplified a rage that kids

who had nothing to do felt. Songs
like "Rise Above." "Six Pack," "TV
Party," "Police Story" and
"Gimmie, Gimmie, Gimmie" were
the perfect soundtrack for kids that

didn't want to conform to the
norms of our world.

5. AGNOSTIC WORLD —
Victim In Pain

Although they were one of the
most controversial bands ever, no
one can deny the impact they had
on the scene. Coming from a work-
ing class background, their skin-

head influenced lyrics led to great

controversy. However their calls

for unity, fighting the opposition

and standing up for yourself served

as a blatant middle finger to popu-
lar culture. They may have
summed up the scene the best
when they sang, "There's no jus-

tice, there's just us."
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Colorful foliage highlights trails

Out through the fields and the woods
and over the walls I have wended;
I have climbed the hills of view

and looked at the world, and descend-

ed...

— Robert Frost

Slowly Mother Nature is draining

the Pioneer Valley of its vibrant col-

ors as she shakes and rattles her trees

with pounding rain and strong winds.

Hike the Leverett Knobs and Mount
Toby before the full figure trees of

autumn turn into winter's grey skele-

tons.

The rambling Robert Frost Trail

travels over the Leverett

Knobs from juggler

Meadow Road to Bull

Hill Road, fust off

Route 63, the trail starts

on the westside of the

CV Railway bridge, off

Juggler Meadow Road.
Covering 1.89 miles,

this meandering hike

winds over a group of

rocky knolls between
Juggler Meadow Road
and Depot Road, then follows coun-

try roads to the beginning of Mount
Toby.

The trail's starting elevation is 315
feet and climbs up to 471 feet

through open woods. From Juggler

Meadow Road, the trail leads north

along a brook and gradually ascends

a wooded hill, before dropping to

cross a railroad track. The trail con-

tinues through dry woods that have

suffered noticeably from the gypsy
month spell of the early '80s. When
the trail reaches Depot Road, it turns

left and continues west until Route

Mephiskapheles

63. From Route 63, it travels to a

brook on Bull Hill Road that crosses

the Leverett- Sunderland town line.

The Mount Toby section of the

trail begins on the right just past the

brook. From this point the Robert

Frost Trail travels up a steep easterly

ridge. The trail climbs over three

high points — North Summit Bull

Hill at 827 feet, Bull Hill at 937 feet

and Mount Toby Summit at 1269

feet.

Incredible views are available

along these high elevations and
Mount Toby's fire tower. After a

steep climb, the trail follows a roller

coaster route, descending to

Cranberry Pond and
•Reservation Road in

Sunderland.

Completed in 1987
by the Summer
Amherst Regional
High School
Conservation Crew,
this section is the most

recent addition to the

Robert Frost Trail,

supported by a grant

from the Department

of Environmental Management.
The Leverett Knobs and Mount

Toby provide great picnic sites and

excellent exercise. However, both of

these recreation areas have large sec-

tions of private property. It is impor-

tant to abide by all of the trail mark-

ers and only hike in designated areas.

Climb the hills of Leverett and
catch autumn's lively leaves before

they fly away.

For more info about Amherst
Conservation Areas write to:

The Krestel Trust

Post Office Box 1016

continued from page 5

Singing is Andre Worrell and on
drums is Wayne Dunton. Tattoo
artist Brian Martin plays keyboard
and Brendan Tween, the guitarist,

has been with the hardcore scene
since the '80s — playing with The
Shaved Pigs and co-founder of

Mephiskapheles. Bassist Victor Rice

has played with The Toasters, The
Stubborn All-Stars and has produced
music of The Scofflaws, The Pie

•Tasters and The Slackers.

Mephiskapheles' first album. Cod
Bless Satan was produced by Bill

Laswell who has worked with The
Ramones, PH. and Motorhead. In the

past, this satanic mode has been

heard through the music of heavy
metal, but Mephiskapheles took a dif-

ferent route. They wanted to play

music kids could dance to, not just

bang their heads incessantly. They
felt ska would get the kids moving
and it did.

Some listeners have shyed away
from the Mephiskapheles satanic

scene, but the band insists that deny-

ing the evil they express is denying
yourself. Not all music is meant to be

taken so seriously, so have fun and
skank until the lights go on.

Mephiskapheles will be playing at

Pearl Street tonight at 7:30 p.m. Call

the club at 584-4256 for more info.
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ACLU president to speak on Monday
By Daniel E. Levenson

Collegian Staff

Nadine Strossen. President of the
American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) will deliver a lecture enti-

tled "Current Challenges to Civil

Liberties: the First Amendment,
Pornography and the Internet," at

the University of Massachusetts on
Monday, Oct. 28, at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium.

The lecture, which will be free
and open to the public, will be pre-

sented by the Distinguished
Visitor's Program (DVP).

Strossen, who is both the first

female and the youngest person to

lead the ACLU, will be addressing

the topic of censorship on the
Internet.

Strossen is a magna cum laude

graduate of Harvard Law School
and is currently a professor of
Constitutional law at New York
Law School.

The DVP said, "Strossen was
born for the job. Aggressive but

compassionate, focused but
laid-back, refined but street smart,

she has a passion for the Bill of

Rights and a knack for getting that

document's finer points across in an

easily understandable manner."

The DVP, which has brought
speakers including Allen Ginsberg,

Kurt Vonnegut and Ralph Nader to

campus in the past, is run and

financially supported by undergrad-

uate students.

Strossen has appeared on many
television shows, including

"Crossfire," "Larry King Live,"

"CBS Sunday Morning with Charles

Kuralt." "Sonya Live" and the

"Today Show."
She has been published in a vari-

ety of publications such as the Duke
Law journal, Cornell Law Review,

Ohio State University Law Review
and the Harvard journal of Law
and Public Policy.

In addition to her evening presen-

tation, Strossen will also be con-

ducting a question and answer ses-

sion for a legal studies class at the

University earlier in the day.

Police mourn airplane crash victims

LOWELL, Mass. (AP) — A color guard and a lone

bagpiper led more than 1,500 mourners yesterday as

they paid respects to five police officers killed in a

plane crash last weekend.
Four active police officers, three from Lowell and

one from North Reading, and a retired Lowell officer

were among eight killed Sunday when their twin-

engine plane crashed in New Brunswick, Canada.
The eight were returning from an annual elk hunting

trip.

"We lost four good guys," said one Lowell officer.

"Words can't describe how I feel."

The Lowell officers killed in the crash were Lt.

Steven Smith, 40; Officer Donald Brill. 41; and
Officer David Seamans. 47. North Reading Officer

Robert Marchionda, 59, and former Lowell and
Westford Sgt. |ohn F. Sullivan. 65, also were killed.

Seamans and Marchionda were canine officers.

Police dogs from around the state sat at attention as

the mourners filed by.

Brill was a mounted officer. A half-dozen horses,

their officers, and the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police also were there to pay their respects. A lone

helicopter flew overhead.

The service was held in the Lowell Memorial
Auditorium. The officers' caskets were placed in sep-

arate sections of the hall, with each casket draped in

an American flag, the officers' caps and their white

dress gloves. The caskets were surrounded by photos

of the officers and their families.

Police from around New England were among the

mourners. Others socialized with the officers, knew
them as customers or just appreciated their service

to their communities.

"It's always the good guys who die," said Donald

Galloway, 59, of Lowell, who knew Seamans from

his electrical supply business.

Funerals for the five officers will be held Friday

and Saturday.

riot

continued from pagel

available for comment.
The shooting that sparked the vio-

lence happened after two officers

stopped a car with two people inside

about 5:50 p.m., Tampa television

station WTVT reported. The car

lurched forward, hitting one of the

officers, and the officers opened
(ire, striking the driver of the car.

the station reported.

The man died before reaching

Bayfront Medical Center, a hospital

spokesman said. He was not identi-

fied.

Hundreds of people in the neigh-

borhood began shouting at the

police, and the violence quickly

escalated.

The crowd throwing bricks

attacked the WTOG news truck

while a cameraman was inside, said

Susan Wilson, the television sta-

tion's assignment editor.

A car belonging to one of the tele-

vision station's reporters was also

set on fire, she said. The cameraman
was struck by glass but was able to

run away.

"I crouched down. I put my cam-

era on top of my head to avoid cin-

der blocks coming down and hitting

me,' cameraman David Defohn said.

"I thought I was going to get killed."
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Bring on the Huskies

Saskia Fuchs and the Massachusetts field hockey team travel to Storrs, Conn, tomorrow to face UConn at noon.

Men's basketball coach Flint signs contract

Bruiser guaranteed $1 A million in four-year deal

b <- it on radio and television coaches' shows which the ath
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts men's basketball coach lames "Bruiser"

Hint signed a contract Wednesday that assures him of that

position for four years. Athletic Director Bob Marcum
announced later that day.

Flint was announced as the coach of the Minutemcn on

|une 8 and has had an agreement in principle with the

school since then, but did not have a final contract worked

out until Wednesday when the four-year, minimum $1.4
>

million package was announced.

"I know there are a lot of people who will look at this

contract as a lot of money for an inexperienced coach, but

we look at him as an experienced coach," Marcum said. "He
has been with us seven years, we have played big games and

he played a major role in those games as well as the practice

for them."

In addition his base pay of $ 1 52,060, which will be paid

with tax dollars, Flint will receive $85,000 from the athletic

department's deal with Nike.

Like his predecessor |ohn Calipari. he will also receive an

annual bonus equal to 80 percent of the school's gross pro-

ceeds from one road game, not to exceed $25,000 or come
from either the Boston College or Connecticut games.

The contract also includes compensation for appearances

on radio and television coaches' shows which the athletic

department retains the rights to.

He will receive $25,000 for spots on WHMP radio's

coach's show and 50 percent of the gross revenues for

appearances on television coaches' shows. Like last year,

this year's TV show will be produced by WGGB Channel 40
in Springfield.

The deal also allows Hint to enter into other endorsement

deals, with the approval of the Chancellor and the Athletic

Director. A clause of this sort is standard practice in the

coaching profession.

There is a also clause which states Flint or his new
employer must pay the University $125,000 within 50 days

of termination, should he decide to leave the school before

his contract expires. Calipari before him had to only give the

school a 50-day notice.

Hint's deal does not include the revenue generated by the

UMass summer basketball camp, of which Flint will give the

school six percent.

Hint was pleased with his contract.

"As I've said before, there is nowhere I would rather be

coaching than here in Amherst," he said. "It's a relief to get

the final details out of the way, so I can devote my full atten-

tion to getting the team ready."

Material from the yesterday's Boston Globe was used in

this article.
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continued from page 12

end."

Shimagki agreed.

"To be honest, 1 guess I really haven't had any feelings
about these last games at home," Shimogaki said. "It's

more of like I don't want this season to end. In not a bad
way, but it has not been as good as I hoped for. I hope we
play well the rest of the way, and get some wins in Texas
[A&M Tournament next week]."

Both players have seen both sides of the game for the
Minutewomen, from first year cheerleading to senior year
leadership. A sense of history creeps into their thoughts
on this last regular season homestand, and they both want
to go out on top.

"Hopefully, we need to just play well this weekend in

preparation for next week in Texas, or this will be our
last four games," Shimogaki said. "It is the first time in

my four years that we have not been ranked in the top
20. For mc, it's more of an inspiration to wind this next
week up better than last week, because we are better
than that."

"This year has been a great year. It's been great playing

at home, our crowds have given us a lot of support,"
Lightning said. "Unfortunately, these will probably be the
last couple of games on Garber Field for good, because of
the new stadium that is being built, and it's a shame that

a tradition like that will be taken away from the soccer
team.

"We are going to go out this weekend and give the
crowd what they want by winning both games."
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Matt Jordan and the UMass football team face New
Hampshire in Yankee Conference action tomorrow.

Attention Collegian

Sports staff:

There will be a meeting for ALL Collegian

Sports staff members Wednesday, Oct. 30 at 7

p.m. in the Collegian newsroom. This meeting is

mandatory; winter beats will be discussed. If you

can't attend call Chris or Casey at 545-071 9.

football
continued from page 1
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lot of good backs, and they have
managed to complete a lot more
passes this year as well, so I think

it should be a very competitive
football game."

Injury Report: Junior offensive

lineman Ron Felice should be back in

action this weekend after missing the

last couple with a sprained MCL in

his left knee. Junior defensive end
Chris Cronin is probable in returning

this week as well after missing the

last five games with a torn flexor ten-

don in his left hand. Senior free safety

Brian Mooney and wide receiver

Darryl Thomas are still out and are

expected to apply for a medical
reshirt year.

Pettite's pitching key as NY wins no. 5;

Brakes on brink as Yankees near title

By Ben Walker
Associated Press

ATLANTA — The New York Yankees might miss

this ballpark even more than the Atlanta Braves.

Andy Pettitte outpitched John Smoltz in a classic

duel, and the Yankees moved within one win of the

World Series championship by hangin%qfcjpr a 1-0

victory over Atlanta In Game 5 Ta'st night.

In the last game ever to be played at Atlanta-Fulton

County Stadium, the Yankees finished this postseason

8-0 on the road. They got the 3-2 Series lead by work-

ing around a leadoff double in the ninth inning by

Chipper Jones.

Pettitte got one out and John Wetteland got the last

two, the final one a fly ball that gimpy right fielder

Paul O'Neill caught on the move with runners at first

and third.

Now, they'll return to Yankee Stadium — where
they're just 2-4 this October — with a chance to clinch

their record 23rd title and dethrone the defending

champions.

"I've been telling everyone I don't know if we get

too pumped up playing at home," Pettitte said. "We
may need to bring it down a notch and just play our

game."

Game 6 will be tomorrow niglii, with limmy Key
starting for New York against Greg Maddux.
The final game at this park turned out to be anything

except the kind of slugfest that earned this place its

reputation as The Launching Pad. Instead, the House

that Hank Built — Hank Aaron that is — went out

with a whimper, with a total of only nine hits and the

lone run scoring as a result of an error.

"It's a game of inches," Braves manager Bobby Cox

said. "The breaks have not gone our way."

Yankees manager Joe Torre was glad to take it.

though. He hit the first regular-season home run at the

stadium in 1966 and was back for his greatest win in

the majors.

Pettitte shut out the Braves on four hits through the

first eight innings, and also helped himself by throwing

to third for a forceout in a key spot in the sixth. It was

a far cry from his effort in the 12-1 Game 1 loss when

he allowed seven runs in 2 1-3 innings.

Smoltz fell to 9-2 lifetime in the postseason despite

not giving up an earned run. A miscommunication in

the outfield caused a two-base error on center fielder

Marquis Grissom in the fourth and set up an RBI dou-

ble by Cecil Fielder. Smoltz struck out 10 in eight

innings and permitted four hits, three by Fielder.

Jones opened the ninth with a double and moved to

third when Fred McGriff grounded out to the right

side Wetteland relieved and Javy Lopez grounded out

to drawn-in third baseman Charlie Hayes, keeping

Jones at third. After pinch-hitter Ryan Klesko was
intentionally walked, pinch-hitter Luis Polonia pulled a

fly ball that O'Neill caught in the alley. Wetteland

earned a save for the third straight day and set Atlanta

to its first 1-0 loss at home this season.

This was the 23rd 1-0 game in Series history, with

the Braves winning the previous one last October in

Game 6 to clinch fts first World Series title over

Cleveland.

The road team has won all five games in the Series.

The only other time that happened was 1906 when the

Cubs and White Sox played in Chicago.

Hayes opened the fourth with a fly ball into the alley

in right-center. Grissom, showing the range that won
him his fo"lh Gold Glove earlier this month, was on

the run and calling for it when Jermaine Dye drifted

over from right. •

Dye cut a few feet in front of Grissom and clearly

distracted him. and the ball popped out of Grissom's

impromptu try at a basket catch and fell to the ground.

Hayes reached second on the error, moved up on
Bemie Williams' grounder and scored on Fielder's hard

double into the left-field comer.

Pettitte held the Braves hitless until Andruw Jones

— who homered off him in Game 1 — singled to start

the fifth. But Pettitte. who led the majors in pickoffs

this season with 1 1, detected that the rookie was ready

to run and trapped him off first.

The Braves' biggest threat came in the sixth when
Smoltz, a .218 hitter this season, and Grissom began

the inning by grounding singles to left field. Mark
Lemke, who popped up a bunt attempt in a similar sit-

uation in Game 3, tried to sacrifice again.

Pettitte, however, helped himself by springing off the

mound, barehanding the ball and throwing to third for

a forceout. Pettitte handled the next ball, too, starting

an inning-ending double play on Chipper Jones' come-
backer.

After Jim Leyritz led off the Yankees seventh with a

walk and stole second when Atlanta failed to cover the

bag, Torre asked Pettitte to sacrifice.

Pettitte, who popped up a bunt in the fifth, managed
to put a bunt in play, although Smoltz sprung off the

mound and caught Leyritz in a rundown.

Pettitte reached safely on the play, and first base

coach Jose Cardenal went so far as to walk onto the

field and draw a line in the dirt with his spikes, show-

ing the pitcher how far to take a lead.

The advice did not help, though, when Derek Jeter

hit a line drive directly at first baseman McGriff.

Pettitte was only a few steps off the bag, but knew he

was doomed and he merely doubled over while

McGriff doubled him off.

Collegian Night Graphics:
where musicals never cease

COLLEGIAN
fL. yrapliiou.fr Or praphikoi,

Stt oiAfi] 1. Written. Ormwn.
irtpb'tc (irtfTk). adj.
ti. graphem to write.

or enirraved.

2 Well delineated; clearly and nvid y wntten or told;

bavin* the facul^ of. or characteriied by, clear and im-

pressive description: as, a graphic writer.

3 Of or pertaininn to Ihf arts of paintiru and drawini, or

the arapbic arts (which seci eeneralh

4. Of, nertainine to, or suitable for, writin*; as, graphic

variations, graphic slate,

5 Of, pen. to. or desienatine. representation by diaarams,

lines, etc ; diaarammalic See oiamic wrTHOD.

6 Mintral. Hsvina-crvstals resembltnn written or printed

characters; eahit.itina on the surface or in transverse sec-

tion lot appearance of such characters; havinjt or desienal-

iru a rock fabric in which two minerals enclose each other

bv mutual intercrystalliiation; as, graphic aranite.

Sm.— G»»>B1C, vtvro, rICTliltSott an here compared

with reference to ianiuaie. Glaemc suggests telline and

lifelike, striking clear reproduction in "ords; as, A
grnvhtt description of the (ace of a youn* Hindoo at the

"-lests forcible or
J Mr. Masson a

- '(towel';. That is

ncruiMQur., s> herr compared (c .
ncroaiAl), which is

leas clear and intense but has an element of charm often

romantic: as. "the pir/ureacue force of his M*'* •'««•-

thorn,). ''A certain warmth . and a certain dash of the

picturetoue are vers poor essential Dualities. CI. citAl

Ant. - Vaaue, incoherent, indefinite, obscura.

iraph'ics urrlflasi, n fSee -ict.] Art or science of draw.

inaTeap accordion to mathematical rules, as in perspective,

projection, etc.; specif., calculation, as of stresses 10 en-

tinerrina. by the use of geometrical constructions.

intense impression, sometimes painful

unbappv infection with tbe rififl style

GRAPHICS

Interested in the Law or Public Policy? Don't miss the...

Eighth Annual Low, Public Policy &

International Affairs Fair

October 29 1996, 1 1:00am -2:00pm October 28 1996, 3:30 -6:00pm

Front Room, Campus Center Davis Center Ballroom

Amherst College Smith College

October 29 1996, 3:30 - 6:00pm

Blanchard Campus Center

Mount Holyoke College

Here's your chance to talk to admissions representatives

from more than 50 Law and Public Policy Schools across

the country. This is an opportunity not to be missed!

men s soccer
continued from page 1?

the final regular season home
appearance for the team's seniors.

Leading scorer Siljanovsi along

with Dan Chagnon, Tashi

Tshering. and Lee Marlow will

take to Richard F. Garber Field for

the final time this season.

However, Koch feels his players

will have other things on their

minds than mere sentimentality.

"I don't think they are too con-

cerned about it being their last

[home game]. They just want to

win and go on to the post-sea-

son."

fHANC VO / COttfCIAN

The Massachusetts men's soccer team faces a pair of A-10 foes this weekend, as it tries to earn a

post-season bid.

iEGIRN 0RRPI

te ty«n ft l]iip*

We 'ZWiuer.'assssj tVC C-KUVCi: assjss

^J Chinese - American CuisineU ,

Restai**a»t& Bar
MX FARMS MALI

ROUTE 9 • HADliY • 54V6-2774

Defvery: Son. -Thin. Nccn-2am Ft! & Sd noorv3am

loy
HALF PRICE
APPETIZERS

9 PM-Close • 7 Days a Week
31 SELECTIONS!

Ex Pu Pu (for twof
refl.p<99'Now5.ff

No other promos apply
E/VINONiy

field hockey
continued from page 12

Salle. Johnston leads the team in

goals with 10. while she has also con-

tributed a pair of assists.

A-10 Rookie of the Week Saskia

Fuchs and Kate Putnam solidify the

attack for UMass. Fuchs has six goals

and nine assists, while Putnam has

connected for three goals and three

goals and nine set-ups.

UMass goalie Hilary Rose has com-

piled a .909 save percentage and a

0.94 goals against average, as she has

played every minute of action in the

Minutewoman cage.

This the second game of the year at

the UConn field hockey turf for the

Minutewomen. They defeated Perm State

there, 4-3 in overtime, on Sept. 22.

Following this weekend's contest,

the Minutewomen head north for a

3:30 p.m. tilt at Dartmouth on
Thursday.

volleyball

I I A tfftrTr si If! " P" 1"" " »mn,rlt 2560733

HAiK0wIo.iw.71V/. us m"n «' »«"»»i"»» St60155

continued from page 12

near-best right now. Setter Katie

Pearce. a sophomore, tied her own
school record of 78 assists against the

Hokies, while Nash posted a

career-high of 25 kills. Watters' 17

kills was a career high, as was fellow

freshman Jill Meyers' 22. Also, fresh-

man Kari Hogancamp tied a

career-high with her 24 digs.

Junior Lesley Nolan, out with a

stress fracture in her left foot, will

most likely be back the final week
before the A-10 Championships. It

was first thought the outside hitter

would be out the entire season.

Book your travel plans

for the Holidays Now!

Call Traveltime
587-301

1

(413)781-6150

Groups of ten or more-

We'll come see you

KWbste*0g^!!i
ft feels like tfie repl world.

Call for more information on this unbelievable opportunity.

Visit our booth at the undergraduate Business Club

Career Fair on Thursday. October 31.

Kate Kane
The Steffen Agency
413/748-6000

ttffiffl?
em

rtie^im Company*

http/Avww NorthvwslwnMutu.il 1 1 mi

t>l*Mi II* Nffrttnmtom M*rfU»l l.tolmiMJ«Hr ' ,. M.i-J..W VM l-lKWM

atjfVsfcl

HGj&op Lover?

Hey December grads - Converse

Is looking for highly motivated

people wtso love the game of

basketball, to help them

introduce their latest basketball

shoe - the Dr.
J
2000.

You will work closely with local

retailers ro conduct product

clinics. and merchandise

Converse displays, as well as

spend time in the community

educating people about our

shoe.

This is a full time position

beginning In January, which

requires strong communicaOon

skills and an orientation to detail.

So: If you own a car. love

basketball, and are looking for a

fun job. send your resume to:

Dr. I20OO
c/o Trips* Dot CasssssstsjnlcMlans

4S aVromtWsd 5ur««t

Boston. MA 0210*
Fax. 617-291-WU
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AUTO FOR SALE
198% Jeep CJ7 Lor.do Black, looks

& runs very good. 3 tops, stereo

$4900 or B/0 546 3409 Leave mes
sage

Chavy Ctltbrity 19M Excellent

condition $2,500 0B0 Call 253
1810 Doug
(dsmithOstudent umass edu

Gray IMS Saab NO Lowjack and

Chapman Security Sun roof, CD
player with Subwoofer/Amp New
tires and exhaust Excellent condi

tion must sell $6500 or B/0 253-

4627

IMS Delta M 100.000 miles, but

everything's been replaced $1000 or

B/0 323- 11 74

N Ford Bronco II V6 2 9L 4x4

black, strong engine, 99.000 miles.

perfect in snow $4600 or B/0 549-

9176

EMPLOYMENT
Wanted Spokesperson for

International Co $10 00 per hour 8-

10 hrs per week Person must be

outgoing, responsible and comfort

able in groups Models are encour-

aged to apply Call TASP
International 1-800-829-4777 Ask

for Sean Sweeney

EMPLOYMENT
P T Administrative Positions

duties lange from Ming to Ig media

events Flexible hours. 10 15

hrs/wk Call DataViews Corp /Hfi

Oept 586 4144

Legal Assistants Wanted -

Spring J7 Internships with the

Student Legal Services Office get

hands-on experience in the legal

field—work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 under-

graduate credits No experience in

the legal profession necessary-
training provided Contact the

Student Legal Services Office today

for an application 545 laaS. 922

Campus Center

Ear* Money and Free Trips 11

Individuals and groups wanted to

promote Spring Break! Call Inter

Campus Programs at 1 -800-327 601

3

or http //www tcpt com

Spring Breakll Earn Cash!!

Highest Commissions! Lowest
Prices! Travel free on only 13 sales!

Free Info! Sunsplash 1-800-426

7710

SPRING BREAK J7I Cancun.

Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida

EARN FREE TRIPS AND CASH Call

(800)700-0790

EMPLOYMENT
Professional House Cleaner

seeks part-time assistant 413-772

0960

FOUND
Keys uptown at bus stop Near

Bans Call to describe Has an ini-

tialised keychain 549-6265

MUSICIANS
Established funk outfit seeks
rhodes and/or nammond player who
can GROOVE! Call Andy 549-1016 or

Jason 367 0159

FOR SALE
Computer Desk $25. women's skis

w/bindings, boots (6) $350/package;

SONY 5CD changer $100. CD & cass

holders Steve or Ali 253-2620

Full Size Sleeper Sofa $100 00

Men s leather jacket sue large

$50 00 Brother Word Processor

WP220$15000 413549-7484

MONGOOSE ALTA
1995 Mongoose Alia With Rock

Shox Silver 14" frame Brand new.

excellent condition $450 Call 584

3473

Sony CD BoomBox - Double tape

deck. CD. digital tuner. SuperBass,

detachable speakers, bought 1 year

ago for $325 Asking $200 or b/o

Call Brian at 546-3842

Color Printer - Panasonic KX-P2123

24 pm Color Super Quiet Dot Matrix

printer $170 Billy®546-6963

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MISCELLANEOUS
Erick, Feliz CumpleaAos Que dios

te de muchas alegria para mantener

tu adorable sonrisa Gracias por ser

como eres TQM. Angela

Happy 22nd Birthday Phil

McNamara! Love from your friends

in Dickinson

To My Dearest Bathroom Buddy !

hope that all of your birthday wishes

come true not that one 1 HAPPY
BIRTHDAY i I love you man! Love

always. Danielle

INSTRUCTION
Bartend with University

Bartending 50% student discount.

Amherst classes starting soon! Call

1 800U CAN MIX for info

Boxing Lessons with Djata

Bumpus All Welcome For

brochure 413-732-8817

New Matibolum Breakthrough
Lose 5 100 lbs Guaranteed $35
8007769503

Know your rights! Do you have
questions about your rights? Do you

think your civil rights have been vio-

lated? Find out! Contact the Student

Legal Services Office 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995

PERSONALS
Diana, guess what!! I love you
Smile 1 Love. Brendan

ROOMATE WANTED
Roommate needed in two bedroom

apt Seeking responsible female

Call 5490207

SERVICES

Paper editing and or typing

Accurate, quick and inexpensive

413-549-7484

SERVICES
Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade? In house service, call

Scream Savers 549 0083

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

TRAVEL
Quebec City for New Year's! 3

nights at 5 star Hilton located in

Quebec City, the oldest city in North

America $89 pp SKI and PARTY Call

Dominic at 533 1600 now! Limited

space, hurry!

SPRING BREAK Week in Jamaica

from $499 pp March 1 5-22 in Negril

Includes RT air. 7 nights hotel, par-

ties/events and all taxes Call

Dominic at 413-533-1600 or 800-

2322415

SPRING BREAK! Earn cash!

Highest commissions/lowest prices!

Travel free on only 13 sales!! Free

info' Sunsplash 1 800 426-7710

TRAVELTIME Has great deals on all

your travel needs 587-3011

(4131781-6150

DAMN CHEAP

Collegian Classifieds

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20c7J per word/day

All
others

40c/j per word/day

NO REFUNDS—
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

Answers to

Yesterday's Puzzle.
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Standard Headings
Activities Musicians

Announcements Miscellaneous

Apartment For Motorcycles

Rent Personals

Auto For Sale Room For Rent

Employment Room Wanted

Entertainment Roommate Wanted

For Sale Services

Found (2 days Summer Sublet

Free) To Sublet

Happy Birthday Travel

Houses For Rent Transportation

Instruction Wanted to Rent

Lost Wanted

CROSSWORD
r~ 2 3 '

1

1 6 7 *

1
z 16 TT
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13 F z
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57 58 59 1 62 63 64

65

1

66 67

1

68

69 " "

72 • "

ACROSS
1. Earn

5. Pawns

1. Different

13. "You're Only OW
!" (Doctor Seuss)

14. Asunder

15. Mexican food

18. Betty of cartoons

17. Sissy Spacek film

18. Hal Holbrook on

"Evening Shade"

19. Visceral

21. Kids with linger

paints

23. Superman s mom. in

the movies

25. Moran of 'Happy

Days"

28. Conductor

Queler

29. In the chips

31 . Likewise

35. Power ratio

36. Clean hard

38. Lucy's landlady

39. Young sprat

41. Broadcasted

43. Football unit

44. Provide money for

48. "Andrea

48. Three Italian

49. Farm implement

pioneer

50. Meticulous

51. Mideast land abbr

52. Guns the motor

55. Nursery item

57. Genetic transmission

61

.

Glossy ad in the

Sunday paper

85. Tied up

86. Make uneven

88. Troika

89. Come upon

70. Goods
71. Prairie oysters

72. Vexes

73. Gush out

74. Betsy or Diana

DOWN
1. Desert in Mongolia

2. Before long

3. Graven image

4. Annapurna's site

5. Financial adviser

abbr .

6. Sculls

7. Target for Mr Clean

8. Direct

9. Forever

10. Wash
11. Wound mark

12. Long periods

14. Patriotic song

20. Gobs
22. Deputy

24. Pungent

26. Receded

27. Nemo's creator

28. Omit a word

30. Michigan-Toronto

divider

32. •__ the way it is"

(Cronkite)

33. Actress Moore

34. Of greater age

37. Wool cap

40. Deluges

42. Personal chronicles

45. Use a hoe

47. " o'clock scholar"

(2 words)

53. Panoramas

54. Slip part

58. Chemical compound
57. Half prefix

58. Eternally

59. Stink to high heaven

60. Time long past

62. Therefore, to

Descartes

63. Equips

64. Frisbee motion

67. Moisture on the lawn

The MmwxmiMfH
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Personals Policy
1. All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.
3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-

TIONS
4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm

room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.
6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-
tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must hav*3 the name, signature, and UMass ID.
number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification o* misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-
dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

ARIES
March 21 April 20

Intellectual pursuits prove

rewarding. Be certain that you do

not neglect material concerns If you

get caught up In the thrill of the

chase. Concentrate your energies

on a specific goal.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

A social gathering Is hectic but fun.

Sneak off to a quiet corner If you

start to suffer sensory overload. A

favorable business deal could result

from your patience and common
sense. Pay close attention to your

health this week

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Impulse buying could prove

problematic today. Ask for a few

days to consider all the angles, or

ask a trusted friend for advice.

Romance looks promlslng-but

don't make any promises you can't

keep.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

An out-of-town adventure could

turn out to be more than you can

handle. Keep the gas tank full and

check the tires and oil before you

leave. An ounce of prevention Is

worth much more than a pound

of cure.

LEO
July 23 August 23

Watch for a great investment

opportunity coming your way— then

check It out thoroughly. You can't

go wrong by getting a second

opinion. If It seems too good to be

true. It probably Is.

VIRGO
August 24 September 22

Fulfill past promises to clear the

slate for an exciting event. Your

productivity and single -mlndrdnrss

could bring a project back on
track -If you use tact and don't

offend a key member of your team.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Now Is a good time to spend some

"quality time" with a friend or loved

one. A chance encounter leads to

some surprising developments. Go
with the flow, but keep your eyes

and ears open as well

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

Stay within your sphere of expertise

(his week Someone may ask for

your opinion on an unfamiliar

subject. Resist the temptation to

show off- It could barkflre and
cause Irreparable repercussions.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Treat yourself to a small luxury to

Improve your mood throughout the

week. Words can have a powerful

Influence— are you choosing yours

carefully? Consider alternate

possibilities.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20

An enticing opportunity deserves a

second look. It could be Just the

thing to change your outlook Don't

let fear of the unknown govern your

declson. This Is a good week to

focus on developing your personal

resources

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

Physical activity helps you banish

the post-holiday blues. It doesn't

have to be strenuous to be healthy

Invite someone you haven't seen

recently over for an evening of

conversation. This too can help

boost you out of those doldrums.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Someone whom you think Is all wet

could be on the right track. Listen

carefully to see If you could be
missing the point. A complicated

difficulty resolves Itself easily. Now
Is a good time to concentrate on
your own needs

For Entertainment Purposes Only

Always Wanted One of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robofman By Jim Meddick
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan
Dilbert By Scott Adams

1 UMie A DATE
TONIGHT..

f CATBtRT EVIL MR DIRECTOR

UJALLY, YOU'VE BEEN
TOO BUSY TO GET
THE rVEQotRED

FORTY HOURS OF

TRMNING TH15

VEAR i

<=Jm>

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winkle

50 I HIRED A
I CONTRACT EMPLOYEE

TO HELP VOU OUT.

COHEN DOES
HE START?

YESTERDAY.

HE ALREADY

FINISHED
EIGHT HOURS

OF YOUR
TRAINING.

lZl
8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

see. hcw ne-opewEP the

HE"^ A GEWTLEHrH) 1 Y»X>

UXOUDOT

t

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University3 By Frank Cho Close to Homo By John McPherson

My mother was sitting at the

kitchen table crying. She says she's

on vacation all next week but she's

so broke she can't afford to leave the

house. She says her job is making

her poor.

Mom shuts off the lights around

the house, and she uses as iiitle

soap as possible to wash thing^.
{
ftt

the supermarket she's not relaxed...

she's serious.

She started to cry again when I

told her I love her.

I said, "Mom we're not poor.

We're too broke to be poor. We'd

need another $50 bucks a week to be

poor... We're free."

She said, "Yeah... free to be

poor. " I was confused but I felt much

better. She has a way with words.

Leedee By Mike Rybicki
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£
Ly!e $ ability to tie flies to Linda Sandusky s hair

earned him 27 weeks of detention study hall.

Dwh ... By Micaela & Maura

books o-(

Social Norm By Mr. K.

Today's Staff

Laura Stock

Night Editor

Seema Gangatirkar

Copy Editor

Courtney Smith
Photo Technician

Christopher The Roach" Brown
Production Supervisor

"Mailman Matt" McCarthy
Dan "the Milkman" Bodah

Production

Dining Commons Mono
Menu unavailable.

Please refer to this guide
to help you decide where la oat.

1 First, go get some dice Sp^
~

If. priori nrefprahlvV t^.' < _ ,(6 sided, preferably).

Find one you like,

and roll it.

If you roll:

Go to Franklin D.C. for dinner.

Go to Berkshire D.C. for dinner.

Go to Hampshire D.C. for dinner.

'r~7
\ Go to Worcester D.C. for dinner.

•I Get Pizza for dinner!

Roll again.
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The Massachusetts women's basketball team is looking for

student managers for the upcoming season. Anyone inter-

ested should call Craig Dagan at 545-3752.
Sports

Seniors hoping for women's soccer success

By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

In Walt Whitman's masterpiece,

Leaves Of Grass, the poet centers

around his declaration of singing "a

song of myself.

"

For this year's senior class of the

Massachusetts women's soccer team

(11-2-1. 4-0-1 in Atlantic 10). the

poetic declaration could be more like

"a song of ourselves."

This weekend, the class of 1997

might be playing their final games on

the leaves of grass that is Richard F.

Garber Field, as the Minutewomen
will face off against Temple (3- 12,

2-5 in A-10) on Saturday at 1 p.m ,

The women's soccer seniors Amy Powell, Erin Lynch, Tina Lighting, Sandy Shimogaki and |ulie Magid. (Rebecca

Myers is not pictured.)

and Duquesne (5-5- 3, 1-4-1 in

A-10) on Sunday at 2 p.m. These
will be the final two games in UMass'

daunting 1996 conference schedule

before the A-10 Championships,
which will be held at the University

of Rhode Island, start two weeks
from today.

An NCAA bid is still up in the air,

and a post-season home game will be

the only other opportunity for this

class of Minutewomen to go out with

style at home. So, this weekend could

possibly be the swan song for one of

the top senior classes in recent

UMass sports history: midfielder Tina

Lightning, defender Erin Lynch, mid-

fielders lulie Magid, Rebecca Myers

(out for season with knee injury),

Amy Powell and Sandy Shimogaki.

Over the past four years, together

they have helped lead the

Minutewomen to a combined
58-15-6 record, three NCAA appear-

ances, with a Final Four showing in

1993. and only one loss ever in the

Atlantic Ten. That loss was to

Temple on the road last season, as

the Owls stormed out of their barn.

Keeping eight players back in the

box, that strategy helped lead them to

a 1-0 upset.

Last season. Temple ended up with

9-6-2 record, leading them to the

best conference record in the Eastern

Division. This season, a 3-12 record

does not say much for them, but

UMass coach |im Rudy will still not

take their in-your-face style for

granted.

For two of this year's seniors,

Lightning and Shimogaki, they see

different reasons for inspiration in

this possible last weekend at Garber

Field.

"It should be a great weekend."

Lightning said. "Double- headers are

always hard, because you have to get

up for both games. They are confer-

ence games, and we should come out

with two wins at the end of the week-

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 9

It's UMass — UNH in YanCon showdown
By Mike Corey
Collegian Staff

This is where it all begins.

The stretch run for the Massachusetts football

team begins tomorrow as the Minutemen take on

the Wildcats of New Hampshire at 12:30 p.m. in a

Yankee Conference matchup in Durham.

The Wildcats are ranked 1 8th in Division I-AA.

and are one of the three ranked conference oppo-

nents UMass will play to finish off the season.

UMass comes into this game with a mark of 5-2.

3-1 in the Yankee Conference, including a 41-20

Homecoming thrashing of the Buffalo Bulls last

week. New Hampshire has a mark of 4-2. 2-2 in

the Yankee Conference, and last week lost to

Maine in Orono 34-20.

The Wildcats took the victory over the

Minutemen last year 33-29 in Amherst, but UMass
holds a 35-19-3 lead in the all-time series, which

dates back to 1897

Minuteman coach Mike Hodges is happy with

the performance of his team and its preparation for

games.

"I have no problem with our effort at all, I think

our effort has been fantastic and we're playing with

emotion," Hodges said. "One of the goals we set

for ourselves in preseason was to be mentally and

emotionally ready to play every football game, and

I think we've done that."

The Minutemen will have a tough task on their

hands this weekend though. They hold a slim one

game lead over the Wildcats in the YanCon New

England Division, and have not won in Durham
since 1988. A win would put the Minutemen in

excellent position to capture the conference divi-

sional title, a feat that they have not accomplished

since the league split into two divisions in 1993.

This season for UMass has seen many different

players step up to the challenge and contribute to

this year's squad.

Five different running backs for UMass have

rushed for over 1 00 yards in a game this year, and

a total of 12 different players have carried the ball

for the Minutemen. Fourteen players have scored at

least one touchdown, and 12 have a least one

reception.

"This is really a fun group to coach because you

don't have to worry about motivating them,"

Hodges said. "We let them set the goals, and

they've accepted those goals and they know what it

takes to get there. I love being around people that

are team orientated, and that want to win. and that

is what this group is all about."

Senior fullback Ron Brockington, is the team's

leading rusher with 496 yards, three touchdowns

on 76 carries and an average of 6.5 yards per carry.

Freshman quarterback Jeff Smith has come on

strong each week. This season he has thrown for

442 yards on 30-for-69 passing with four TDs and

only one interception.

The defense of the Minutemen has been strong

all season as a trio of linebackers in senior (ustin

Reimer (97 tackles), senior Mike Dawson (79 tack-

les), and sophomore Khari Samuel (78 tackles) are

one, two and three respectively on the team in

tackles, and one. three and four respectively in the

conference in taking players down.

The Wildcats offense ranks second in the Yankee

Conference, racking up 407.8 yards per game, but

is last in the league in total defense, giving up 402

yards a game.

Sophomore tailback |erry Azumah leads the

way for UNH as the leading rusher in the confer-

ence with 129.2 yards per game and a total of 10

TDs.

Senior quarterback Chris Bresnahan has com-

pleted 120 of 197 passes (.609 percent), for 1274

yards. 10 TDs and eight interceptions.

"They're an excellent football team, they run the

ball well, they throw the ball well, and they've got

very good receivers and we need to play very well

defensively ind try to control those things,"

Hodges said. "Offensively we need to take some

time off the clock, and score some points and hope-

fully offset their offense a little bit."

This game will be a battle, featuring several of

the top players and statistical leaders in the con-

ference. UMass has controlled penalties effective-

ly, and will look to do the same while eliminating

turnovers. If the Minutemen can do that, knock-

ing the Wildcats out of contention while staying

at the top of the division is a very strong possibili-

ty

"I think this is a very important game for

both teams, but especially for us since we have

two conference losses," UNH coach Bill Bowes
said. "UMass runs the football well, they have a

Turn to FOOTBALL page 9

Hockey set to open

against UM-Lowell
By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

What a way to open a season.

Unlike last year's road trip

down to Army, the Massachusetts

hockey team will start its 1996-97

campaign with two of its biggest

weekend series of the year, playing

a home-and-home set with

Boston University next weekend,

and a pair with arch rival

UMass-Lowell, starting tonight 7

p.m. at |oe Tully Forum in North

Billerica.

The brewing rivalry between the

two branches of the state universi-

ty system proved to be one of last

year's highlights, with the

Minutemen from Amherst taking

home the first ever Alumni Cup,

given to the winner of the season

series.

The River Hawks will get their

first chance to take it back

tonight, and tomorrow night at

the William D. Mullins Center,

but are not the same team they

were a year ago.

Bruce Crowder, an excellent

coach who was the single greatest

asset to the program, has left to

assume the coaching position at

Northeastern. Tim Whitehead.

Crowder's top assistant, replaced

him at Lowell and will coach his

first official contest tonight

against a fierce rival.

After graduating strong players

like Brendan Concannon.
Christian Sbrocca and |eff Daw, in

addition to the loss of its coach,

UMass-Lowell will have its work

cut out for it if it intends to return

to the NCAAs, where the River

Hawks came within I victory of

the final four last year.

Preseason All-Hockey East

goaltender Martin Pillion will have

10 come up big for this squad, but

will not factor in this weekend's

action. Fillion has been suspended

for the team's first four games for

violating a team policy.

Of the three contests between

the teams last year, the one at

Tully Forum was UMass'
strongest, as it busted out of the

gates, taking a 5-0 lead, and

cruised to a 7-4 win behind a Rob
Bonneau hat trick. The
Minutemen dropped a flip- flop-

ping 7-5 decision to Lowell in

November and came back from a

3-0 deficit to tie Lowell 4-4 and

win the shootout, in their two
meetings with the River Hawks at

the Mullins Center.

Tonight's game is the season

opener for both teams, but they

have played exhibitions, both fac-

ing Concordia University of

Montreal. UMass downed the

Stingers 6-0, while the River

Hawks stung back, beating

Concordia 6-2.

An intense weekend of hockey

action is certain to await fans in

both locales as games the past two

years between the teams have

been spirited, solid hard-checking

affairs. The combination of an

opening night and a rival on the

opposing bench, should make for

some great hockey from both

sides.

COUHTtSY MEDIA MLABONS

)oe Mallen receives the first presentation of the Alumni Cup after

taking the season series from UMass-Lowell last year. The two teams

open the season tonight in Lowell.

It's UMass vs. UConn,
this time in field hockey

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts field hockey

team will get the chance to try its

hand at the UMass-UConn rivalry

this weekend when the

Minutewomen travel to Storrs, Conn,

to face Connecticut Saturday at noon.

No. 8 UMass stands at 10-4 on

the year and sports a perfect

Atlantic 10 record of 4-0. With

only one conference game remain-

ing, that record guarantees the

Minutewomen at least a share of

the A- 1 regular season title.

But the focus tomorrow shifts

to the non-conference Huskies,

who have stormed out of the gate

this year to a 16- 1 record. The
Huskies have also posted a perfect

4-0 mark in the Big East.

UConn leads the all-time series

between the two schools, which

dates back to 1975. 15-10-2.

UMass' last win in the series came

in 1993. a game which marked
UMass coach Pam Hixon's 250th

career victory and the last time

Hixon faced the Huskies

Connecticut beat the Minutewomen
2- 1 last year in Amherst.

UConn's attack is led by Rose

Aspelin, whose 103 total shots are

only 15 fewer than teammates

Laura Kaczynski (56) and Wendy
Brady (62) combined. Aspelin has

connected for 26 goals and six

assists on the year, to lead the

Huskies with 58 points.

Kaczynski is right behind

Aspelin in the goals column,

notching 24 tallies of her own.

Brady has put more emphasis

on the set-up position, assisting

on 25 goals while scoring 10.

Kendra Kimble has scored six

goals and assisted on 14.

Defensively. Tricia Betts should

get the call to the Husky net, as

she has started in every UConn
game this year. She has posted a

0.65 goals against average, mak-

ing 78 saves and allowing only

nine goals.

For the Minutewomen, the

offensive threat comes in the form

of Kyle Rothenberger and Erica

Johnston Atlantic 10 Player of the

Week Rothenberger has tallied

nine goals and five assists on the

year, including a two- goal perfor-

mance last weekend against La

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY page 9

Men's soccer post-season hopes riding on weekend

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

For all intents and purposes, the

post-season starts today at 3 p.m. for

the Massachusetts men's soccer team.

Currently, the Minutemen are

stuck between a rock and a hard

place, as they are one of four teams

tied for third place in the Atlantic 10.

Because only four teams will go on to

the post season conference tourna-

ment, two wins this weekend would

provide the boost UMass needs to

stay on the field well into November.

Today, the Minutemen host St.

Bonaventure. while they will mix it

up with Duquesne on Sunday at 1

p.m.

"Both are good, well-coached
teams that can beat people." UMass
coach Sam Koch said. "They are not

in the running as far as the tourna-

ment goes, it would be hard for either

team to make it. St. Bonaventure has

a slight chance, but not likely.

The Bonnies enter the contest with

a mark of 6-8-2 (3-5-1 A-10), com-

ing off a 2-1 loss to Temple last

weekend The lone goal was scored

by the team's leading scorer David

Servello. who leads his side with

eight goals and two assists with 18

points.

As for the Dukes, who post a

record of 4-6-3 (2-4-2 A- 10),

sophomore forward David Kincaid

leads the offense with six goals. From
here, numbers get a bit sparse as

Duquesne touts three players with

two goals.

In the net for Duquesne, senior

)arrod Duffy will most likely be see-

ing some solid minutes, with a 1 .07

goals against average.

The Minutemen return to Amherst

with momentum at their backs. Last

weekend. UMass (8-5-1. 5-3-0
A-10) split a road trip losing 2-0 to

Fordham, yet bounced back in the

second game to shutout LaSalle 3-0,

snapping a two game losing streak.

. On the UMass attack sophomore

|on Hanna. lake Brodsky and senior

Dave Siljanovski each notched a goal

in the win.

Sophomore netminder Jeff lablonski

recorded nine saves in the win.

"We have to concentrate this week-

end." Koch said. "With St.

Bonaventure in the first game, if we
take them too lightly, they are a team

that could beat us."

While two checks in the W column

would most likely propel UMass into

the post-season, the weekend marks

Turn to MEN'S SOCCER, page 9

UMasS'URI volleyball rivalry heats up

By Steven Grant

Collegian Staff

In what will be its biggest match to date, the

Massachusetts volleyball team will try to be the first team

in the conference to beat Rhode Island, the No. 1 team in

the Atlantic 10, tonight at 7 p.m. at Curry Hicks Cage.

The Minutewomen have already lost to the Rams once

this season, on Sept. 20 when they were swept 3-0. Dating

back to 1976. the Minutewomen are 5-19 against the Rams.

The squad is now coming off a huge 3-2 win over

Virginia Tech. in only its second five-game victory of

the year.

UMass coach Bonnie Kenny is encouraged by last

weekend's performance, and hopes there will be some
momentum left over for URL

"UMass finally won a five-game match," she joked.

"I thought Sarah Watters played great and did a good

job of keeping us in the match Both her and |Dionne|

Nash hit the ball well in the fifth game and kept us in

it. We lost that fourth game. 15-4. And to come back

and win shows self- discipline

"I think Rhode Island is the best team in the conference.

But to be honest, this week we've worked on things uric
needed to work on, instead of worrying about them."

And that's probably a good idea. The team, filled

wifh youth and inexperience, is of course still learning.

It's hard to fare well against an opponent, especially

one like the Rams (19-5, 10-0 A-10) if the team is

still dealing wiili its own strengths and weaknesses.

Rhode Island is led by Angela McHenry and Lauren

Maselli. Maselli has 233 kills and a ,319 hitting per-

centage, while leading the team with a 2.5 dig average.

McHenry has earned a team-high 263 kills and 182

digs, second only to Maselli's 189.

A number of Minutewomen are playing at their

Turn t< i VOLLEYBALL page 9
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Last stop...

Spike's Bus rolls in

Spike Lee's new
film, Get on the Bus,

features Andre
Braugher, Charles S.

Outton, Ossie Davis

and Richard Belzer.

Check out our
review (See Arts fit

Living, page 6).

Multiple goal

magic

Tina Lighting sent

two into the net

Saturday as

women's soccer

beat Temple 5-0.

UM also beat

Duquesne this week-

end (see Sports,

page 12).

WORLD

Building collapse kills

at least two in Cairo

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - A 12-story

apartment building in suburban
Cairo collapsed Sunday, killing at

least two people and injuring 17,

police said.

The death toll could rise, since

police said there were more than

40 apartments in the building and

that not all residents were account-

ed for. Egyptian television reported

the structure also housed an X-ray

clinic and said patients could have

been trapped there.

The building of concrete-block

and plaster was believed to be

about 30 years old.

It was not immediately clear what

caused the collapse, police said.

The building was in Heliopolis. a

residential and commercial area on

the east side of Cairo. The front

and side walls had fallen and only

part of the rear wall remained
standing. Debris was piled up to

about the level of the fifth floor.

Police and rescue workers were

trying to remove some of the con-

crete and other debris searching for

survivors. Sniffer dogs were brought

to aid in the search, and ambulances

stood by to ferry injured to local

hospitals.

NATION

Charity giving rises

five percent last year

WASHINGTON (AP)
Americans gave $23.5 billion to

the nation's 400 biggest charities

last year, giving most generously to

the Salvation Army, the American

Red Cross and Catholic Charities

USA.
Giving was up 5 percent from a

year earlier, The Chronicle of

Philanthropy's annual survey of

the 400 nonprofit organizations

receiving the most private money
showed. The 1994 increase was
6.3 percent.

Charities on the newspaper's
Philanthropy 400" list received

about $1 out of every $6 donated

to nonprofits.

Although donations to the

Salvation Army dropped by 11.3

percent, that organization topped

the list for the fourth consecutive

year with collections of $644.3
million.

The American Red Cross, num-
ber two for three years, raised

$456.6 million, which represented

a 7.9 percent drop from 1994.

A 25-percent increase in giving to

Catholic Charities USA
boosted that organization from
No. 7 to No. 3 on the list, as it

raised $419.4 million last year.
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GEO contract negotiated in Fri. demands
Protestors storm Whitmore to support the QEO;
student demonstrators demand better working rights

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

Students and staff supporting the

Graduate Employee Organization

(GEO) protested outside the

Whitmore Administration Building

Friday in support of union representa-

tives negotiating a new GEO contract

with administration officials inside.

Protestors got as far as the

Chancellor's Office before leaving the

building.

Child care, health care, job security,

higher wages and access to the

University of Massachusetts were the

major issues of concern voiced by

those in attendance.

"Every issue that GEO members are

fighting for fits into the University

mission as a public institution, which

is to serve poor and working people."

GEO President Patrick Crowley said.

"We want to make sure that when
[Chancellor David K.| Scott dreams,

acts and leads, he's not moving away
from the University mission and leav-

ing these people behind."

About 125 persons attended the

protest in support of GEO. Many car-

ried signs, some of which read,

"UMass is whiter than this sign! It's

Access Stupid!," "UMass works
because GEO works." and "Where do
our children play?"

An undergraduate student from Mt.

Holyoke College, Leylac Pekin,

attended the rally in support of GEO.
"It's important that all students in the

five college community support each

other," she said. "The GEO members
deserve a living wage and child care."

The GEO bargaining team negotiat-

ed their contract with the

Administration's bargaining team as

the protest was taking place.

The team is asking for higher pay.

increasing their salaries to $12,000.

as well as the waiving of all University

fees. Comprehensive health care and
fully subsidized child care are two
more points of GEO concern.

According to GEO. the average
salary of all graduate student employ-

ees is $6,900.

"Every GEO member is living below

the poverty line." GEO member Tom
Taaffe said.

"We need a lot more interaction

with undergraduate students. In 1991

we only won our contract negotia-

tions with the support of the Student

Government Association (SGA),"
GEO member Christian Weller said.

SGA President Maurice Caston,

attended the protest.

"GEO is very important to us."

Caston said. "We all benefit from the

work of Teaching Assistants (TA). If

they can't support themselves, then

they can't teach."

The GEO bargaining team came out

of their session and joined the pro-

testers.

"There has been a lot of good talk.

Over the last six months we have
closed several issues, but there is still

no money," Taaffe said. "The
Administration needs to bring some
money to table."

The protesters then stormed inside

of Whitmore and entered into the

Chancellor's Office, chanting and car-

rying signs in support of their cause.

After approximately five minutes,

the protesters left the building and

continued the rally outside.

Whitmore negotiates third contract amid tension

THANC VO/ COlLfCIAN

Christian Weller, a graduate economics student, participated in the

GEO rally last Friday morning in front of Whitmore building.

The Graduate Employee Organization (GEO), a divi-

sion of United Auto Workers Local 2322, includes

every graduate student employee at the University of

Massachusetts, including Teaching Assistants.

GEO has been in existence for six years. They are

presently negotiating their third contract with the

Administration.

In 1995/1996. GEO helped save their members $4,508

in curriculum and health fees through negotiations.

"GEO is our voice with the Administration," GEO
President Patrick Crowley said.

According to GEO, a major priority of the union is to

protect the working rights of their members.

They also protect members from "unreasonable work-

load assignments." and from employer violations of

contract stipulations agreed to by the University.

GEO has successfully gained increases in stipends for

their members, obtained tuition and curriculum fee

waivers and negotiated for vacation time in recent

years.

In addition, GEO is presently looking for new orga-

nizers who are interested in representing their depart-

ment within the union and signing up new members.
Seven committees need the help of more members is

well. They include political action, bargaining, civil

rights, grievance, contract campaign, finance and litera-

ture and education.

They are located at 210 Student Union Building and

can be contacted by phone at 545-531 7 or via e-mail at

geo<8*oitunix.oit.umass.edu.

— Jonathan Liberty

University Store security policies discussed

By Lisa Chiu

Collegian Staff

Campus Center Administration
(CCA) was under fire Friday after-

noon, when students and administra-

tors met in a heated discussion con-

cerning the recent false accusations of

stealing at the University Store.

Representatives from the Student

Government Association (SGA), the

Graduate Student Senate (GSS), The
Collegiate Committee for Education of

Black and Other Minority Students

(CCEBMS). The Campus Center

Student Union Commission (CCSUC)
and other concerned students

demanded that the CCA address

issues concerning the University Store.

Director of Business and Facilities

Services of Campus Center Elizabeth

Dale began by describing the atmos-

phere around which the meeting was

called. She made reference to the rally

outside of the University Store — and

later Whitmore — which took place a

week ago. The rally was in response to

a faulty accusation of stealing toward

an African American student by stu-

dent security at the University Store.

Since the rally, Deputy Chancellor

Marcellete Williams. Vice Chancellor

Paul Page and Dale have released a

letter apologizing to the student who
was falsely accused, and said that

Dale would begin a dialogue with stu-

dents to review and revise the security

policies at the University Store.

The letter also said, "Effective imme-

diately, the University Store would
cease the use of student security staff."

Dale showed two boxes full of mer-

chandise taken from the University

Store since the-beginning of the

semester. She said that $1,100 was

lost to theft in the first eight weeks of

the semester. Based on a year-end

store inventory, the store loses

$125,000 worth of merchandise to

theft each year.

She then introduced two former

members of University Store security

to explain current store policy con-

cerning theft at the store.

Student security explained that they

are paid minimum wage and receive

new trainees each semester. The only

training received is from one session

with UMass police.

According to store security, suspects

are identified based on suspicious

behavior such as: looking at the ceil-

ing for cameras, cupping merchandise

and being in commonly robbed
departments like toiletries.

They also watch for easily accessible

pockets, baggy clothing and open
pants. These certain types of clothing

are based on what UMass police have

advised them to look for.

When they are certain that someone
has stolen merchandise, they follow

the suspect through the store until

they leave, whereupon security asks

the suspect to step back into the store

to follow another store security repre-

sentative.

The suspect is led to the back of the

store, read their Miranda rights, then

asked if they have stolen anything. If

it is their first time stealing, they will

go before the student judiciary board

of the SGA. If they have stolen

before, the police are contacted.

Store security said that over 50
shoplifters have been apprehended

this semester; two to three of them
have been "false busts." Store security

currently receives no diversity or sen-

sitivity training.

CCEBMS advisor Floyd Martin
expressed concerns that the discus-

sion was occurring at the wrong level.

He said that it should not take place

between students but between their

supervisors.

GSS president Deepick Mayra criti-

cized Dale's attitude that the store

was losing money, and therefore they
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Clothesline display aids

anti-violence message
By Dana Qooglionello and Jess

Arsenauh
Collegian Correspondents

At Pulaski Park in Northampton

on Saturday, the violence experi-

enced by women was illustrated with

the visual display of The Clothesline

Project.

This clothesline was decorated

with shirts representing women's
experiences of violence created by the

survivors or by loved ones. Each shirt

told the personal stories, feelings and

emotions of the individuals who par-

ticipated.

The struggles were represented by

a color code. White shirts symbolized

women who have died of violence;

yellow and beige shirts for women
who have been battered or assaulted;

red. pink or orange shirts represented

women who have been raped or sexu-

ally assaulted; blue and green shirts

symbolized women who were victims

of incest or child sexual abuse; and

purple or lavender shirts told stories

of women who were attacked

because of their sexual orientation.

Statistics from the National Victim

Center state that one out of two

women will be in a violent relation-

ship. The U.S. Justice Department
offers that every minute of every day

more than one woman is raped in

America. Before the age of 18, one

out of three girls and one out of

seven boys will be victims of incest or

sexual assault, according to the

Survivors of Incest Anonymous.
With these realities, the

Clothesline Project acknowledges

women from all backgrounds and

offers their display as a type of heal-

ing process for survivors of violence.

There are several purposes that the

project keeps in mind.

First, the Clothesline bears witness

to the survivors as well as the victims

of the war against women. Secondly,

their purpose is to help with the heal-

ing process for people who have lost

Turn to CLOTHESLINE page 2

Elizabeth Dale, Director of Business and Facilities Services at the Campus Center, addressed a group of critical

students Friday afternoon at the Campus Center

Flint to give H.S. talk

UMass helps promote sports diversity

By Joseph Fountain

Collegian Staff

In attempts to improve relations

with the city of Springfield and the

University of Massachusetts, several

personalities ____^^______

Team" program — a five- part

series aimed at creating a joint

regional identity for the University

and western Massachusetts' largest

city.

•TM is to

"People will get

insights into sports fran-

chises and how they

find and develop talent

"

representing

both parties

will appear
tonight at

Springfield's

Central High
School
Auditorium to

discuss ethnic-

diversity and_
sports.

Main speakers for this program
will feature UMass men's basketball

head coach lames "Bruiser" Flint,

Springfield native and former
UMass basketball player Derek
Kellogg, and UMass history profes-

sor Ronald Story. The panel will be

moderated by Mike Ratte, sports

director for WGGB, Channel 40 in

Springfield.

The event is part of "Winning

spotlight the

Springfield and
UMass relation-

ship and the 140

programs that

exist in

Springfield from

UMass," event
organizerThomas

Ronald Story Linderman said

1 The event •will

also include a short

slide show on |ackie* Robinson, cele-

brating the 50th anniversary of his

rookie season with the Brooklyn
Dodgers.

Story is one of many professors

co-teaching a year long class on
baseball at UMass.
"People will get insights into

sports franchises and how they

find and develop talent," Story

said.
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Education — The Youth Vote Coalition '96 will be

holding a voter education forum at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center room 101. Issues discussed will be economics,

environmental concerns and higher education. Local rep-

resentatives will also be speaking about the government

and the election process. For more information, contact

MASSPIRC. at 545-0199.

Meeting — Order of Omega National Honor Society

meeting to be held at 6 p.m. at Kappa Kappa Gamma. All

members must attend. For more information, call

549-9311.

Tuesday, Oct. 29
Meeting — The National Student Exchange Club will

meet to discuss events and trips for the months of

November and December. All are welcome at 7 p.m. at

the Bluewall Cafe.

Presentation — Western Mass Labor Action will give a

presentation at 7 p.m. in Machmer 201 regarding their

organization, coalition building and recruitment. For more
information, contact Andrew at 586-2462. The event is

sponsored by the Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus.

Rally — The Cannabis Reform Coalition is holding a

"Smoke the Vote* pre-election rally on the Student Union

steps from noon-1 p.m. Speakers include Terry Franklin

and a Libertarian Party representative. Music will be pro-

vided by Gaia Root Rhythm.

Wednesday, Oct. 30
Discussion — A "Religion and Identity* series of dis-

cussions will be held in the main lounge of Butterfield.

This week's event, entitled "Can People Who Identify as

Lesbian, Gay. Bi- Sexual, Transgender, and Their Allies

Retain Their Religious Identity In a Faith Which Refuses

to Accept Them?," begins at 7:30 p.m. For more informa-

tion, call 546-5174.

Meeting — The Student Health Advisory Board

(SHAB) will have a meeting in room 304 of University

Health Services from 5:30-6:30 p.m. For more informa-

tion, contact Tamara in the Health Education Office at

577-5181.
Poetry — The Wheeler Gallery annual poetry reading,

"Cancel the Normal" from 7-9 p.m. at Wheeler Gallery,

across from the New Africa House.

Poetry — The UMass Poetry Society will hold its weekly

meeting in the Campus Center room 804 at 7:30 p.m.

Come and read your own poetry or that of another you

admire. For more information, call Tim at 546-0562.

Seminar — Leslie Henderson from the Depts. of

Physiology and Biochemistry at Dartmouth Medical

School, will speak on "Sex-Specific Differences in GABA
Receptor Function and Expression in the Rat

Hypothalamus" at 4 p.m. in room 309 of Morrill II.

Notices

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from

8:30 p.m. to midnight. People can dance to variety of

music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment. All ages

welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call

584-B167.
Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.

Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more
information, contact Milly Delesus at 546-1083.

Employment — Applications are still being accepted

from work-study students for the positions of office man-
ager and research coordinator. If interested, please pick

up an application in room 322 of the Student Union or

call 545- 1 122. Call lohn Lanzerotta at 546-6359 for

more information.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies

is seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a graduate student.

Please send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila

Mammen, Dept. of Consumer Studies, 101 Skinner Hall,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma, 01003. For

more information, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.

Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange
workshops will be held on the following dates: lues., Oct.

29 from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in CC room 165-169; Wed..

Nov. 6 from 6-7:30 p.m. in CC room 903; Thurs., Nov.

14 from 5:30-7 p.m. in CC room 904-908; Tues., Dec. 3

from 5:30-7 p.m. in CC room 165-169.

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final

Examination Schedule will be available beginning Friday,

October 18. Copies will be delivered to students in resi-

dence halls, and will be available to off-campus students

in the Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore).

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are

available to help you find answers to your questions and

concerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health

Education Dept., UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more
info); Tuesdays 6:30-8:30 p.m. in the International

Lounge. Prince House (call 545- 2299 for more info). All

conversations are confidential.

Informational Session — For all confused about

Student Loans, an information session will be hosted by

Financial Aid Services, on Thursday, Oct. 31 from 9

a.m.-noon in Campus Center room 162-75.

Literature— MOTHERTONGUE. the multilingual stu-

dent publication by the Department of Comparative

Literature, is currently seeking submissions for the spring

"97 publication. We will accept original poetry, short sto-

ries, one-acts, international photographs and art work
created by multilingual students. Please submit a copy to

the English as well as the Comparative Literature dept in

203 South College. Rough drafts are acceptable.

Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Lurit" held every

Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Look for the

sign on the table to the right of the entrance. All Israelis

and other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student

Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

New Organization — WICC (West Indian/Caribbean

Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West

Indies or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as

anyone interested in the culture. For more information,

contact Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

your help is needed. If interested, call (ordan at

546-3548.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to 1 p.m.

in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement

of Worcester Dining Common). For more information,

call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45. Please call Mark to confirm, or for other

stops, at 253-0361.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout, Copy, and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m.. 304
Student Union, or call 545-0848 if intcrested.and to be

sent a volunteer application, please call (413) 733-2251

.

UM hosts Wildlife Society event
By Liz Anderson

Collegian Stan

This past weekend, the University of Massachusetts

Department of Forestry and Wildlife Management held

the Wildlife Society's annual Northeast Student Conclave.

Nine universities participated, coming together at the

Hunington 4-H Center in Spencer, MA to sign up for a

weekend full of speakers, games and field trips celebrating

the environment.

The weekend-long conference began on Saturday morn-

ing with a 7 a.m. breakfast in Similey Hall, followed by

welcoming remarks by |ohn MacDonald, the UMass repre-

sentative to the Wildlife Society, Dr. Rebecca Field, the

Chapter Advisor and April Tores, the chapter president.

At 10 a.m., the conference turned its focus to ecological

issues with environmental workshops and field trips

throughout the Pioneer Valley.

Walker Korby, a undergraduate at UMass, led a work-

shop on animal tracking. The outdoor seminar took place

in the woods, investigating different animal tracks, age.

physiology, movement and trailing.

Renowned naturalist and photographer John Green led

a hike through the Quabbin Reservoir.

The Quabbin watershed supplies eastern Massachusetts

with drinking water. The reserve contains some of the

oldest forest in Massachusetts.

Green examined summer's transition into autumn in

the forest and emphasized wildlife's reflection of the

change in season.

Later, there was a tour of the Richard Cronan Fish

Hatchery, a local fish breeding facility that supplies cen-

tral and western Massachusetts. This trip included not

only a tour of the facilities at the hatchery, but also a dis-

cussion of some fisheries management techniques related

to hatcheries and stocking.

Environmental educator Scott lackson led a tour focusing

on the wetlands ecology surrounding the Spencer 4-H camp.

Participants in the conference had the opportunity to

see wildlife up close and personal at the Raptor

Rehabilitation Center. Responsible for the rehabilitation

and captive breeding of birds, the center is the home of

more than 50 birds, including 16 species.

Tom Ricardy, the coordinator of the center, gave a lec-

ture on the natural history of different bird species and
personal stories of birds.

The conference explored the woodlands of the Harvard

Forest. Established in 1907. the forest has served as a

base for research and education in forest biology. lohn

O'Keefe, a museum coordinator, led the faculty and stu-

dents through the forest to examine the historical and

modem changes in New England woodlands resulting

from the human and natural disturbance processes.

O'Keefe gave a lecture illustrating land use and manage-

ment history of the area with a formative slide show and

tour of Harvard Forests' famous dioramas. Participants

also had the opportunity for a short hike, where they

explored some of the aspects of forest wildlife interactions.

A representative from Massachusetts Fish and Wildlife

Service led an informative demonstration of radio teleme-

try in the surrounding woodlands and fields of the

Spencer 4-H Club.

Professional birders led hikes throughout the woods in

search for rare species of wildlife.

The Spencer 4-H Club also provided canoes for a clinic

on canoeing techniques. Participants of this clinic had the

opportunity to take in the fall foliage in and around the

area on the guided canoe trip.

All of the workshops and field trips ended at 1:30 p.m.,

and were followed by a Wildlife Quiz Bowl. The Wildlife

Quiz Bowl is a very competitive conservation game for the

universities show off their wildlife knowledge.

The Conclave dinner concluded the conference with a

keynote speaker at the Spencer 4-H camp. Dr. Tom
French, assistant director for Massachusetts division of

Fisheries and wildlife department of natural heritage and

endangered species, gave a lecture about environmental

issues and their effect on the future of the earth.

Finally at 8:30 p.m., local bands played at a social, allow-

ing the students to exchange theories and reflect on the day.

"This is a very important opportunity for students to

meet other students from wildlife programs in the

Northeast and to see wildlife issues in Massachusetts by

learning about biology and having fun." Associate

Professor and Assistant Unit Leader of the Wildlife

Society Rebecca Shield said.

The other universities participating in the event includ-

ed: the University of West Virginia; Pennsylvania State

University; State University of New York; the University

of Connecticut; the University of Maine; the University of

New Hampshire; the University of Rhode Island; and the

University of Vermont.
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Clothesline
continued from page 1

a loved one or are survivors of this

violence. To educate, document and

raise society's awareness of the extent

of the problem of violence against

women is an extremely important

purpose, as well. Finally, the

Clothesline Project hopes to provide

a nationwide network of support,

encouragement and information for

other communities starting their own
Clotheslines.

The Project originally began as a

grassroots approach to breaking the

silence about violence against women
that plagues the country and beyond.

This epidemic is a war being waged
on local, as well as global and nation-

al fronts. Local communities were

the first to begin hanging shirts to

visually display the violence.

The first 31 shirts hung along the

seashore in Hyannis, Massachusetts

on Oct. 8, 1990. to represent the

societal violence that is a pan of too

many women's lives. The Cape Cod
Massachusetts Women's Agenda

developed the project after discover-

ing that over 51.000 women had

been murdered in this country by

their husbands or lovers over a peri-

od of 16 years during the Vietnam

War, while war casualties totalled a

close 58.000.

The Clothesline Project manages to

provide an honest medium for

women to express their anger and
reclaim their lives by illustrating the

impact of the widespread violence,

the extent of its effect, and the preva-

lence with which the terror occurs. It

links together various forms of vio-

lence targeting women as the first

public movement of its kind.

Upon viewing the Line, emotions

ran deep including disbelief, horror,

pain and sorrow. Self-empowerment

seemed to be the motivator for the

viewers and creators alike. As one

survivor stated, "We mourn the vic-

tims. We take action as survivors."

Currently, there are over 250
Projects in 26 states with over

35,000 shirts created. There are also

international chapters in Canada,

England and Tanzania.

To participate, make a donation,

start a Clothesline in your area, orga-

nize a display or to request further

information contact 55 Chestnut

Street. Northampton. MA 01060.

Hurry! Get Your Senior

IM Vearbook Photo

NOW!
Campus Center Rm. 1 77

Call Now To Schedule a sitting.

Tiere isb $5sitting iee.

the
INDEX

(Sill 831-15511

THANG VOI COUfGMN

Where have all the leaves gone?
A solitary leaf lies on a dirt path, waiting for the coming of the winter season.

The Textbook Annex is

open year round but to

make sure you yet the

books you need (or this

semester, buy them before

We are beginning to return unsold

books to the publisher on

Monday, October 28

University Store's

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Monday-Friday: 9 am to 4 pm

545-3570

WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD & DISCOVER

Hillel offers new folk dance class

By Bryan Schwarrzman

ColUgian Staff

Students interested in Israeli folk dancing should

check out the bi-weekly class offered at the Hillel

House.

"One of the neat things about Israeli dancing is that it

bridges the cultural gap between Jews and Arabs." Ezra

Weinberge said.

Weinberge teaches the class, which focuses on dances

from 1950 to the present, every other week at the Hillel

House. The next class will be Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.

Weinberge describes Israel as a "salad bowl" of Jews

from different cultures around the world — which is

reflected in their dance traditions.

Weinberge said much of the music used with Israeli

dancing is sung in Arabic because many lews came from

other Middle Eastern countries.

Israeli dancing traces its roots to Eastern European,

Safardic (Spanish) and Arabic traditions. More recent-

ly, music for Israeli dancing boasts a techno-flare, he

said.

Weinberge was introduced to Israeli dancing through

his involvement with a Zionist socialist youth move-

ment, Habonim Bror.

After Weinberge graduated high school, he spent a

year in Israel working on a Kibutz. There, his exposure

to Israeli dancing was further enriched.

"It is part of the (Israeli) culture, some chose to

ignore it," Weinberge said. "Dancing has been one of

the most enjoyable parts of my |ewish culture experi-

ence."

He said the most prevalent example of folk dancing in

Israel is on Israeli independence day, when people are

seen dancing in the streets.

So far. each class has attracted about 10 people, and

he hopes more will attend.

"So far our class has primarily attracted women. I

would like to see more men in the class also,*

Weinberge said.

Weinberge is the son of Amherst rabbi Sheila

Weinberge. He attended Rutgers University for two

years and is currently a part-time student at Hampshire

College.

Abortion rights face challenge in Pa.
LAPORTE. Pa. (AP) — One August night, a 1 3-year-

old girl crept from her house to meet a woman who
offered to help the child get an abortion. It was the

woman's stepson who'd impregnated the girl. Because

Pennsylvania law requires parental notification in CMM
of such young females, the woman, Rosa Marie Hartford,

took the girl across the state line into New York.

Now, in a case activists have called a historic chal-

lenge to abortion rights. Hartford is going on trial on a

charge of interfering with the custody of a child, jury

selection begins Monday.
"I was helping out," Hartford has said.

The prosecutor says that's not the point.

"It's kind of the old saying," said District Attorney

Max Little. "It's 1 1 o'clock — do you know where your

children are?" Hartford's lawyers from the Center for

Reproductive Law and Policy in New York said this case

is about abortion, not child safety.

"Nowhere else in the nation has a prosecution

occurred when an individual has assisted a woman to

exercise her constitutional rights," said lead attorney

Kathryn Kolbert.

"My biggest fear is that young women will be fright-

ened by this case and not seek medical advice," she said.

Kolbert was the attorney who argued before the U.S.

Supreme Court against the Pennsylvania parental con-

sent law. The Supreme Court upheld the law in 1 992.

Hartford's lawyers said they won't comment further

Store

on the case until the trial is completed.

Little said the central issue is that the girl was too

young to agree to the 60-mile trip to Binghamton, N.Y.

The age of consent is 14 in Pennsylvania.

The girl left her home early Aug. 31 . 1995, and
hopped in Hartford's car. When her mother later called

Sullivan County High School to leave a message for her

daughter, an administrator said the teen-ager never

made it to school.

The mother called police and filed a missing-person

report. The woman didn't know her daughter was preg-

nant until the girl's friends told her later that day.

Hartford faces up to six years in prison, but the prose-

cutor said he won't seek a jail sentence — only try to

send a message. "Who has the right and or duty to

attend to medical care, especially when it involved

potentially life-threatening hazardous procedures? I

don't know that somebody across the street has the right

to do that," Little said.

"I don't feel guilty of anything," Hartford, a factory

worker and mother of six, told The Times Leader of

Wilkes-Barre last year. "I'm not a criminal.

Her 19-year-old stepson, Michael Kilmer, who
impregnated the girl, later pleaded guilty to two counts

of statutory rape. Since Pennsylvania's new abortion law

went into effect two years ago, said Kolbert, many
women have been getting abortions in other states with

fewer restrictions, including New York and New lersey.

continued from page 1

were not to blame.

"It's not about operating at a loss,

or numbers, it's about addressing stu-

dent problems." Mayra said.

According to Dale, in response to

last weeks protest, Campus Center

administration made a commitment

to meet. When it was discovered that

the only training students received

was from police^ and that student

security was made up of only white

students, they decided to stop using

students as security at the store.

The store currently has 25 staff

members of color out of 300 total,

according to Store Manager lohn

Kuusisto.

"Why does it take an incident like

this now, when it should have been

addressed long before?" ALANA cau-

cus coordinator Megan de Mariano

asked the administrators.

Dale said that coming up with a

solution to satisfy student needs

would be a priority for her in the

coming weeks, adding that this was

her first semester of being director of

Business and Facilities Services.

She agreed that within the next two

weeks, the administration would
have the paperwork committed to

begin a search process for a upper

level administrator in the CCA, with

half the search committee made up

of students. She said they would
study the numbers of people of color

at the store by unit and report those

figures in two weeks, investigate

electronic surveillance, look at job

descriptions of staff in the store to

ensure it reflects the diverse popula-

tion, and that by the end of the

semester they would have a plan in

practice.

"You have to show hard evidence to

get students of color to go into the

store." junior political science major

Zoe Kamara said, adding that she had

applied and been turned down four

times for a security position at the

University Store.

International Affairs

Correspondent

The Colleigan is currently seeking qualified applicants

to serve as International Affairs Correspondents. These

unpaid writers will provide coverage of lectures and

related events which deal with worldwide issues and

conflicts.

Applicants are expected to be versed in international

political economy and/or the particular country/con-

flict they wish to cover.

Interested applicants should direct their questions to

Michael Elliott or Sunanda Ghosh at 545-1762.

S ATTENTION: GRADUATE STUDENTS

AUTUMN RESPITE

'

GRADUATE DEAN CHARLENA SEYMOUR INVITES YOU TO JOIN

HER FOR AN AFTERNOON OF RELAXATION, A LITTLE LIGHT

MUSIC REFRESHMENTS AND A PERFECT OPPORTUNITY TO

MEET AND TALK WITH HER AND THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

STAFF.

WHERE THE GRADUATE SCHOOL-5TH FLOOR GOODELL
(LOUNGE AREA OUTSIDE OF ROOM 1505).

WHEN: FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1996.

TIME: 3:30-5:00 P. M.

HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE
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Bad sports ruin the fun

Casey

Kane

I've
got a problem.

You see. 1 love sports. I like to watch a game on
television, I'll listen to a game on the radio, my TV is

constantly set on ESPN, and there is nothing better than a

good road trip to catch a game.

But now, a decidedly evil factor is seeping into the

sports world. Athletics, in their purest form, can still

make everything seem right, but nowadays a very

unsportsmanlike element is becoming omnipresent in that

world. And I don't know what to do.

Flip on the evening news and it is almost too easy to see

that the sports world's sugar-coating is starring to crack.

I'm not talking about the superstars who get pulled over

for drunk driving or even the Lawrence Philips and
Christian Peters of the world, it goes even deeper than

that.

Take the case in Albuquerque, NM last

week. A member of the local high school foot-

ball team got a little roughed up in a game.
That's nothing new — I mean football is the

prototype of a contact sport. However, his

father's retaliation was what got attention.

The kid's dad took serious offense to his son getting

tossed around and took matters into his own hands. He
took the buckle off the side of his son's helmet and sharp-

ened it. He sharpened it and polished it until you could

have sworn the word Gillette was imprinted on it.

He put the buckle back on the kid's helmet, and his son
played with it like that!

From the reports I have heard, five members of the

opposing team were cut with the blade, which was shown
on the news easily slicing through sheets of paper.

Five people received injuries, but luckily nobody was
seriously hurt because one man thought his son was tack-

led a bit too much.
The student is currently suspended from school pending

investigation into the matter by the city's District

Attorney.

If that's not enough, look at the case in Florida. This

story is a sad commentary of sportsmanship these days. A

51- year-old man was golfing, albeit slowly, one after-

noon. That shouldn't surprise anyone — golf is supposed
to be played slowly, it's golf.

Anyway, this gentleman was playing golf and on one
hole hit the ball off to the side of the fairway. He went to

retrieve the ball, and as he was searching through the

rough or the rocks or the water, wherever he hit the ball,

the three men playing behind him grew impatient.

But instead of waiting or asking to play through, they

decided to pick a fight. A 26-year-old who was in that

impatient threesome intentionally hit his ball in the direc-

tion of the older man. After walking to meet his ball, he

began shouting at the 51-year-old man.
The shouts escalated into a few shoves and then the

younger man threw a punch. The older man responded
with a punch of his own and the 26-year-old retaliated

with a swift kick — to the older guy's chest.

The man collapsed and was rushed to a

hospital, where he later died because of that

kick. The threesome responsible ran away
before an ambulance or authorities could be

summoned, although they were later caught.

The saddest part of this story was that it all happened
right in front of the 51 -year-old's son.

The mayor of the town where all this happened said it

was, "a sad commentary on sportsmanship and impa-
tience."

That doesn't even begin to get the point across. What
has become of common decency when football players are

maimed because of an opponent's over-emotional father,

or when golfers are scared to death to play because they're

scared of death.

Recently, the Fresno State men's basketball team gave a

walk-on tryout to a guy. While that's not remarkable
(basketball teams often give walk-on tryouts), the man
was a 35-year-old who had just come back to college.

The team just wanted to give him a chance. The story is

nothing remarkable, but it does have a nice feel about it.

Maybe we need more of that.

Casey Kane is a Collegian staff member.

Letters to the Editor

Organizations offer more
than registration

,u< -

To the editor:

In the Monday Oct. 21 issue of the Collegian. Matthew
Wurtzel wrote about "Seeing beyond registration." As
Voter Education Coordinator for Mass student PIRG, I

feel the need to respond to the frustration evident in Mr.
Wurtzel 's article.

In the article. Mr. Wurtzel describes voter registration

volunteers as "pushy" who harass "students as they enter

the Bluewall for coffee." I highly disagree with this depic-

tion. In fact. I would like to commend the SGA and
SCERA's work. They were successful in getting over
7.000 students registered to vote. I worked closely with
Frank Mozell and his staff as well as organize my own
group of dedicated volunteers. They worked solely on the

desire to empower students.

Voting is one of the strongest powers we have. As stu-

dents, we remain largely ignored in the American political

system. Decision of our elected officials, increasingly

determined by campaign donations of special interests,

have little to do with the real concerns of students. By reg-

istering over 7,000 students to vote, the University of

Massachusetts has the possibility of being the largest vot-

ing block in Western Massachusetts.

Mr. Wurtzel also wrote "if student activists want to

improve upon student involvement in politics, then they

must educate rather than simply solicit student signa-

tures." I whole heartedly agree, which is why I took on the

role of Voter Education Coordinator.

The main goals of SCERA and Mass student PIRG's
youth vote campaigns are threefold: registration, educa-
tion, and mobilization. The Youth Vote '96 coalition,

which presently includes almost 30 RSOs, administrators

and organizations will be kicking off its education cam-
paign this Monday. Oct. 28 by sponsoring a voter educa-

tion forum. The forum will address political issues of spe-

cial interest to students, the democratic process, how the

government works, how students can make a difference

and most importantly, why an individual should vote.

In addition to this forum, the organizations involved in

the coalition are organizing tabling and publicity devoted
to education the student populace about issues important
to them.

The coalition will also be focusing on mobilization, edu-

cating students registered locally about where to go to reg-

ister will be transporting students to the polling places.

The Youth Vote Coalition is working just as intensively

on voter education and mobilization as they have on regis-

tration. I encourage Mr. Wurtzel to attend the forum on
the 28th as well as his readers, so that they may all

become educated and no longer feel frustrated about the

campus approach to this election.

Stacey Shackford
MassPIRG Voter Education Coordinator

So much for understanding

To the editor:

I acknowledge the article, "So much for diversity" by
Ann Rubinstein was eloquently expressed. My impression

i^ that Miss Rubinstein's issue is with the University and
the vagueness of their definition of multiculturalism and
diversity. However, I feel some of her opinions are based

on misinformation and I would like to clarify some of
those misconceptions.

Miss Rubinstein stated. "As of rffis semester, the fourth

floor of my building is reserved only for Asians. Some of

my friends were kicked out of their rooms on the top floor

for no reason other than the color of their skin. Other
friends of mine were moved up there from other floors of

building, against their will, because of their ethnicity. I

think this is a form of discrimination and segregation."

The fourth floor of Dwight is reserved this semester for

people who want to learn about the broad spectrum of the

Asian community. However, the residents last year were
not kicked out. they were all (whites and non-whites)
reassigned by Housing with first priority for rooms in

Dwight in addition to other dormitories.

This is not the first reassignment that has taken place in

this University. For the last two years, some residents of

|ohn Adams (|A> were relocated because a TAP program
was formed. In )A. residents were relocated, because they

were not freshmen and in Dwight. the residents were reas-

signed not because they are not of Asian descent, but

because a new program is being implemented. The reas-

signed residents were given a choice to participate in the

SIRP.

Thus, this is not an issue of skin color but one of cul-

ture. The Asian community is composed of different cul-

tures: Korean, Chinese, Cambodian. Vietnamese, etc.

Therefore, the Asian / Asian American Floor is multicul-

tural, contrary to Rubinstein's beliefs. Anyone who wishes
to live on the SIRP floor must sign a contract with
Housing, hence no one is forced to live on the floor

against their will.

There are several reasons why the Asian floor is neces-

sary. According to Caplan College Information there are

approximately 76 percent Caucasian and only 5-7 percent

Asian in UMass Amherst. This shows that there is a major
possibility there are floors with all Caucasian residents.

Another reason is English is a second language for most
Asians who move into this University. This is a large tran-

sition for most of them. The SIRP program is a stepping

stone for Asian students to get acquainted with the cam-
pus by offering a sense of community that's somewhat
similar to their own. By sharing their fears, ideas and
dreams with people having the same background, they

know that they are not alone. When they are more com-
fortable with their environment, they have the choice to

move onto another floor or building. Interaction works
both ways: residents on this SIRP floor interact with other

nationalities and it is encouraged that other nationalities

interact with them.

1 would like to take this opportunity to state the pur-

pose, goal and mission of the Asian / Asian American
Floor. The purpose of this SIRP is to create a living and
teaming environment conducive to all areas of growth for

students of Asian descent. The primary goal of this SIRP
is to support and educate the Asian / Asian American stu-

dents and to be a resource for them. The secondary goal is

to inform the UMass Amherst community about the expe-

riences of Asian / Asian American students at UMass
Amherst. The mission of the SIRP is to create a support-

ive atmosphere for Asian / Asian American student
through educational, cultural and social programming. It

is our goal to promote interaction with all residents.

It is not a criterion that students on the fourth floor of

Dwight be of Asian descent. Non-Asian students
shouldn't feel there's one flight of stairs that one has to

step upon to break down the stereotype of the Asian com-
munity.

Celina Chan
RA of 4th floor Dwight

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and ao not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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A swell dame and a cup ofjoe

Daniel E.

Levenson

So there I am. walking through
the Campus Center, head lost

in a cloud of classroom crap,

trying to avoid eye contact with the

people handing out pamphlets on
everything from donating to blood
to religious salvation.

It's raining outside.

A cold and windy rain.

The kind of rain that

falls from the sky and
crawls on your back.

I pause by the win-
dows and stare vacantly

at the outside world.

It's cold out there.

And raining.

I turn around and face the
Campus Center collection of stu-

dents rushing around. It's not a

pleasant prospect.

It was the kind of unpleasant
prospect that rolls around in your
stomach until it claws its way up to

your brain and spins around in your
mind like loose change in a dryer.

And not small change either.

Quarters.

Lots of them.

So I head down to the Collegian

It's a newspaper.

I work there.

The newsroom is fairly quiet, no
one rushing around. Not yet anyway.

So I start typing a story. The com-
puter's looking at me funny. I hate

computers.

After I'm done I head back to my
dorm room. It's a small room, filled

with cockroaches and mutant turtles.

That last part isn't true.

It's a long way to the top. In an ele-

vator, that is.

Elevators can make a person do
wacky things.

Like counting the lady bugs on the

ceiling, or pushing the "door open"
button, to close the doors.

Positively nutty.

And then there was this dame.
She had a smile like

sunshine that even blind

men could see.

I was dumbstruck.

But there had to be a

double cross.

There always is.

People who talk like they just fell

out of a 1 950s detective flick worry
about things like that.

We have to.

It's our job.

Anyway, back to the dame.
She lived down the street in a

building. A concrete building. The
kind of concrete that people build

with.

All of the sudden, the phone rang.

It wasn't a loud ring.

It was Whitmore on the phone
They wanted to talk rncrtleY I

didn't. I hung up the phone.

By now the sun was setting.

Dropping out of the sky like a burn-

ing hot star falling behind the couch
of life.

The next day I was working the

late shift down at the Collegian.
Putting in some extra hours. Trying

to get by in the cruel, cold world of

college news media.

It isn't easy.

You can't get a decent cup of joe in

the Campus Center basement.

It was getting close to midnight

when the call came in. A cat was
trapped in a tree. It was the kind of

cat that liked to climb trees. A
small, furry little thing with a sharp

set of claws.

The kind of claws that could cut

newspaper.

It had climbed up a tree.

A big tree.

The kind of tree you look at and
think "wow, that's a big tree."

I told them I'd be right there. I

hopped on my trusty steed. Shooter,

and headed off towards the Library.

When I arrived on the scene, the

cat was still in the tree.

It was meowing.
A soft, whiny sort of meow.
The kind of meow that could go

unnoticed in the Big City.

I watched the Fire Department
rescue the cat.

It was exciting. Not the kind of

excitement you get from a lecture

class in Mahar auditorium. But pret-

ty damn close.

So I leave the cat thing and head
h.ick to the Collegian. As soon as 1

get there the phone rings. I pause
before picking it up.

Whoever was on the other end of

that line would have a story to tell.

There are lots of people out there.

With lots of stories to tell.

And then in walks this dame.

But that's another story.

Daniel E. Levenson is a Collegian

columnist.

Zionism Revealed

Elana

Hverman

"Ever since the state of Israel was established in 1948.
the Arab states have waged war against her on four fronts:

military, diplomatic, economic, and propaganda.
Punctuating the gunfire, there has been a never ending
propaganda fusillade to capture world opinion and to iso-

late Israel, " — Si Kenen. of the Near East Report.

I
would like to take a moment to clarify the aims of
Zionism and distortion of Israeli history that have
been associated with out-of-context quotes and his-

torical revisionism.

Myth: "Zionism is racism."

Fact: Zionism is the national liberation movement of
the lewish people. Zionism is the culmination of thou-
sands of years of lewish oppression leading

to the ultimate realization of the need for a

refuge. Many Christians have traditionally

supported the goals and ideals of Zionism.
The Israeli Jewish population is very diverse

with lews of many colors representing 1 00
different countries.

A half million Moslem and Christian Arabs. Druze.
Bha'is, Circassians and other ethnic groups are also vot-

ing citizens of Israel. Arabs hold seats in Israel's parlia-

ment, the Knesset. Arabic, like Hebrew, is an official

language of Israel. All children, be they Arab or lewish,

are required to attend school. In fact, the establishment
of the state of Israel has brought tremendous opportuni-

ty for local Arabs, including education, employment and
other economic benefits. Ninety percent of Arab chil-

dren attend school as compared with 45 percent before

Israel was established.

In Arab states, citizenship is strictly defined by native

parental origin. In some Arab states, including Algeria

and Saudi Arabia, it is almost impossible to become a

naturalized citizen. Other Arab countries have laws that

help foreign-born Arabs to become naturalized, but
these laws exclude Palestinians. Israel is an open and
democratic country, therefore religious rights of
Christians and Moslems are fully protec'ted. Israeli law
guarantees the rights of every religious community.

In contrast, nearly every state that proclaims Islam as

its national religion, minority groups are oppressed and
harassed. Israel is the sole country in the Middle East
that holds meaningful free elections, has an open press,

and guarantees the rights of women. This record is quite

impressive when compared to that of surrounding coun-
tries.

Myth: "Arabs were displaced by lewish settlement,"

Fact: According to British inquires these complaints
were false. Most of the land that eventually became Israel

was arid land that was purchased by Jews from the British

Fact:

government, which owned 80 percent of the land at that

time. Moshe Aumann, in his Land Ownership in Palestine

1880-1948 wrote: "Rich black soil in 1944. lews paid
between $1,000 and $1,500 per acre in Palestine, mostly
for arid or semi-arid land, in the same year in Iowa was
selling for about $1 10 per acre."

When large scale Jewish immigration began to occur
in Palestine, the Arab immigration rates which had been
lagging prior to 1922 began to rise drastically due to

new employment opportunities.

Myth: "The establishment of the Jewish state violated
the right of the Palestinian Arabs to self-determina
tion."

In 1947. the United Nations offered self- deter-

mination both to the Palestinian Arabs and
the lews. In the U.N. Partition Plan both
the Jews and the Palestinians were offered
independent states. The Arabs immediately
rejected the proposal. It was the Arabs who
rejected the possibility of a Palestinian state

as they wanted all the territory. The only group in the
Middle East who supported the creation of a
Palestinian-Arab state were the Palestinian lews!

Myth: "All Zionists support a single plan of action to
solve the Palestinian-Israeli conflict."

Fact: The term "Zionist" can refer to some one who
believes in living in the state of Israel, someone who
wants to expand the borders of Israel, or simply someone
who supports Israel. Some Zionists reject the idea of
Palestinian statehood pointing to the fact that a
"Palestinian state" already exists in lordan due to its

majority Palestinian population. In fact, the grandfather of
King Hussein of Jordan. Abdullah, originally wanted to
call lordan the "Hashermite Kingdom of Palestine." King
Hussein himself was quoted in 1984 in the Kuwaiti news
paper Al-Anba as saying, "Jordan in itself is Palestine."'

Others, such as former prime minister of Israel
Shimon Peres, and his predecessor, Yitzhak Rabin,
believed in the ideas of Palestinian autonomy and state
hood. They felt that without the establishment of a
Palestinian state in Gaza and ludaen-Samaria, the
Palestinian-Israeli peace process would not come to a
concrete solution.

"Zionism is creating a society, however imperfect it

may still be. which tried to implement the highest ideals

of a democracy — political, social and cultural — for all

inhabitants of Israel, irrespective of religious belief,
race, or sex. " — Yagi Allon.

Israel has built one of the most highly ethical societies
in the world and continues to try to negotiate peace
with its neighbors.

Elana Silverman is a UMass student.
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Arts & Living
Lee's cross-country ride

a fine directorial venture
By Jeremy Br\, (fieri

Collegian Staff

GETONTHEBUS
Directed by Spike Lee

with Andre Braugher, Charles S Dutton,

Ossie Davis

Playing of Hampshire Six Theaters.

This year marks the 10-year anniver-
sary of She's Gotta Have It, Spike Lee's
feature film debut. Since then, he has
established himself as one of the most
innovative and influential film makers
working today. He has co-opted nearly

every known genre with some success.

Aside from the abundance of
socially-conscious dramas, Lee has
made musicals (School Daze), come-
dies (Girl 6), and historical biopics
(Malcolm X).

With his latest, he has created some
sort of mutant amalgamation-, the
story of a busload of men from South
Central L.A. on their way to last

October's Million Man March. Lee
transforms what has the disma!
prospects of being after-the-fact propa-
ganda for Louis Farrakhan's march into

a heartfelt string of monologues told

from a dozen of the bus passengers —
think of it as 12 Angry Men meets The

Canterbury Tales.

The opening credits cut to quick
shots of an unknown black man in

manacles, a powerful image that seems
almost unrelated to the film. Among
the bus's passengers are a father and
son (Thomas Jefferson Byrd and
DeAundre Bonds) who are literally

chained at the hip as part of a rehabili-

tation program for the delinquent son.

The film's final shot shows the chain

used to bind the two left behind at the

Lincoln Monument. Unfortunately, the

film doesn't seem to offer enough solu-

tions to warrant the symbolic use of the

manacle in the opening credits.

What is extremely engaging about
the story are the contrasts, albeit slight-

ly contrived, that arise from the various

passengers. Combing old and young,
straight and gay. Christian and Muslim,

Lee forces the audience to acknowledge

the many variations in the black com-
munity trying to come together for a

common goal.

A standout character is Andre
Braugher's (from TV's "Homicide")
Flip, an out-of-work actor looking to

become the next Denzel. Filled with

derision for fellow passengers,

Braugher's loud-mouthed ranrings

show that one of the greatest obstacles

Bonding on the bus.

with a smile.

counTisr usrin sloan

Andre Braugher and Hill Harper start their journey

these passengers heed to overcome is

their attitudes toward each other.

Another pleasant surprise comes in

its acknowledgement of one of the

problems of the Million Man March— the exclusion of women from the

cause. This alienation shows itself when
Gary (Roger Guenveur Smith) gets

dropped off at the bus station by his

acerbic girlfriend. She is unable to

understand why he has to go to an
event that specifically rejects her gen-

der.

Reggie Rock Blythwood's script is a

successful debut: what lacks in plot is

made up with its unique characters.

Ossie Davis' mesmerizing voice makes
you want to listen to him read the

phone book. Davis begins the bus ride

with an invocation which Blythwood
should be proud of.

Get on the Bus has a downside, and
it comes in its use of music as a charac-

ter on the bus. It peaks too early when
the passengers go around singing a roll

call. Music, intended to be featured in

the background, overpowers the char-

acters' monologues and some of what

could have been the film's more power-

ful moments. B

Rap-forefathers throw the last poetic punch in Amherst
By Daniel Bodah
Collegian Staff

Way back in the '50s, South African

poet Kgostile wrote that the time for

poetry and art was over. Now, he said,

will come a time of bullets and arrows,

when "the only poem you will hear will

be the spearpoint pivoted in the punc-

tured marrow of the villain. . . therefore,

we are the last poets of the world."

Some years later, over in the United

States, several young African-American

poets performed at a commemoration
of the birth of Malcolm X in Harlem's

Mount Morris park. Soon to name
themselves the Last Poets, they took
the stage echoing a chant used by
Howard University protesters two
months earlier: "Are you ready, nig-

gers? You got to be ready!" To their

minds, the revolution and Armageddon
were just moments away.

It's this pressing social message that

has motivated the Last Poets' work
since then. Their lyrics spring out of
folk currents such as the toast, adding

in doses of radical consciousness
inspired by the likes of Amiri Baraka

and Malcolm X, all laid over a bed of

traditional African drumming. The debt

owed to the Last Poets by rap and hip-

hop performers is clear, but they've

also influenced many others: filmmak-

ers Spike Lee and John Singleton, and

jazz/blues singer Gil Scott-Heron have

all taken the message of the Poets to

heart.

The group has gone through numer-

ous conflicts and splits in the years

since their 1970 self-titled debut. The
result is that one can never be sure

exactly which performers will be there

when the "Last Poets" perform. It

could be Jalal Nuriddin and Sulieman

El-Hadi; or. as in the case of tonight's

Amherst show, original member
Abiodun Oyewole and teammate Umar
Bin Hassan. This is the pair that record-

ed the 1994 release Holy Terror (on Bill

Laswell's Black Arc label), as well as

the Mouth Almighty album, coming in

spring 1997 from Mercury Records.

Hassan joined up with the band after

working security at one of their shows.

What he brought was a strong critical

mind, exemplified by songs such as

"White Man's Got a God Complex."
and "Niggers Are Scared of
Revolution." In the latter song, he chal-

lenges the lack of motivation for

change he sees within the

African-American community. This

sort of up-front, no-punches-held
political ranting puts the power in the

Last Poets' attack, a scathing criticism

that they're not afraid to turn inward

and stand behind with their actions.

Abiodun dropped out of the band for

a while in the '70s because he saw the

I-ast Poets becoming stars, and felt that

stardom was no way to advance revolu-

tionary consciousness. Instead, he start-

ed a Yoruba Society at Shaw University

in North Carolina. Eventually he got

involved in a gun heist in which a

friend was arrested. With information

given him by an SDS member.
Abiodun robbed a member the North

Carolina Ku Klux Klan for the bail

money. This led to a stint in prison, a

place Abiodun credits as one of his

greatest teachers. Abiodun eventually

began working with some of the

then-scattered Last Poets again after

his release.

Umar put his time in at a different

institution: the crackhouse. Obviously,

this history may give him a certain

integrity in speaking out about some
social conditions in the

African-American community. Umar's

personal strength is proven by the fact

that he beat his addiction just using his

will — no Narcotics Anonymous, no
psychiatric counselling.

Both Umar and Abiodun express

disappointments with the current

trends in rap. They are especially

unhappy with the lack of a positive

message they perceive. So for those of

you who want to hear a powerful, con-

structive message fueled with rage,

come hear the Last Poets.

The Lust Poets will perform at the

Amherst College Campus Center
tonight at 8 p.m. For more information,

call 542-5775.

FAC feels African vibe

at tradition-filled concert

By Mark McGrath
Collegian Staff

CAU AND RESPONSE: DANCE
AND MUSK TRADITIONS OF THE

AFRICAN DIASPORA
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Oct 24

"Call and Response: Dance and
Music Traditions of the African

Diaspora" brought together a

number of performing groups as a

means of exploring the expression

of African rhythms, both on that

continent and in the Western
Hemisphere, each group exhibit-

ing a unique musical creation
which provides a tangible release

for these rhythms.

The first group to appear on
stage was Dougoulo Nganya, who
offered the enthusiastic audience a

"little taste of West Africa." The
group consisted of six percussion-

ists, each playing various native

African drums.

The members of the group had
a charisma and played to the audi-

ence. A highlight of the perfor-

mance came when members of the

group played a game similar to the

mechanical "Simon Says" of our
youth: one drummer set a pattern

and the others attempted to match
him to the note.

As the night progressed, the fly-

ing hands and mallets morphed
into flying feet, as Dougouto
Nganya gave way to Jimmy Slyde,

"a living national treasure."

Appearing with Diane Walker,
who starred with him in his recent

movie. Black and Blue, Slyde was
in his glory.

The silver-haired dancer pre-

empted his performance with an
announcement that it was "SCT:
senior citizen time." Though
aging. Slyde combined the show-
manship of an old pro with the

enthusiasm of a little boy — the

result was pure magic. The tap

"conversation" between the two
dancers was. in fact, a conversa-

tion with everyone in attendance
at the show. At the conclusion of

his section, Slyde told the audi-

ence the secret to his success:

"You live happy... and dance."

Each of the groups in the show
in some way captured the rhythms
of their African heritage in a visual

or aural art form. Slaves who were

brought to South America had to

invent their own, because their

hands were almost always shack-

led. Their way of expression cen-

tered on feet and leg movements.

Called capoeira, it is a combina-

tion of dance, acrobatics, gymnas-
tics and martial arts. Each of the

performers in the group Capoeira

Camara was very adept in the

moves of the art. The men per-

formed routines of difficult

maneuvers in white pants, as if to

bring attention to the fact that

their legs never touched the

ground. Their feats were truly

amazing, and although capoeira
has not yet taken off in the United

States, leaders like Deraldo
Ferreira are working to increase its

visibility in this area.

Cabildo, a group combining
music and dance in a way of
expressing their Santeria religion,

were very entertaining in their

opportunity. The frontman of the

group commented on the fact that

influences like it "cascade into our

culture in ways we couldn't imag-

ine." Their musical style was actu-

ally a building block for modern
rock and R&B.
Another precursor to modern

music was exhibited by The
Silver Leaf Singers, a

50-year-old musical group
whose roots lie in Boston. They
sang many of their favorites over

the years, such as "I Shall Not Be
Moved" and "I'm Workin' on a

Building." These 70-something
men were the surprise of the

evening, providing a jolt to the

audience, and forcing all in atten-

dance to rise from their seats

clapping and swinging.

For their last number, they
were joined on stage by all of the

"Call and Response" performers,

along with audience members
and little children, who together

celebrated a successful evening
and provided closure on a won-
derful night of discovery.

w
^r Munchie-^y On The Big Screen!x Specials -C

2*Ti£S Bears vs.

isJV Vikings
Monday Might Football at 9am

Catch All Your Sports
At The Top!

Mon-Fri: 4pm - 12:30am
Sat 3pm - 12:30am

11th Floor Campus Center

The most important job of your life

just might be your first.

As a member of Teach For Amcnca, you will be

pan of the national teacher corps of outstanding

recent college graduates from diverse cultural

backgrounds who commit two years to teach

in America's under-resourced urban and rural

public schools.

You don't have to be an education major

Teach For Amenca is seeking talented, dedicated

individuals from every academic major who

warn lo ensure that all children in this nation

have the opportunity to attain an excellent

education. There is a particular need for people

of color, bilingual speakers, and math, science,

and foreign language majors.

To gel information and an application before

the deadline, call us, reach us online, or contact

your career placement adviser on campus

This is your chance lo become part of the

nation wide movement of dynamic individuals

who have joined Teach For Amenca and

assumed leadership roles in the classrooms and

schools across the country Your decision will

affect not only the rest of your life but the lives

of many others.

Information Session: Oct. 30, 1996 • 5:30 p.m. • Room 803 Campus Contor

TEACH AMERICA
1800-8321230
Mtp:/7www.t«achforam«rlca.org

The Distinguished Uisitor's Program Proudly Presents:

Nadine Strossen
President of the American Civil Liberties Union

'Current Challenges to Civil Liberties: The First Amendment,
Pornography and the Internet"

Monday, October 28
8:00 PM

Bowker Auditorium

Free Admission
Open to the Public

For more information call 545-0046

1 1 1 F T S v E n s i i
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Tufts University

School of Medicine

Sackler School of Graduate Biomedical Sciences

PhD and Combined MD/PhD Programs in

• Biochemistry • Cellular and Molecular Physiology

• Cell, Molecular, and Developmental • Genetics

Biology • Immunology

• Molecular Microbiology

• Neuroscience

• Pharmacology and Experimental

Therapeutics

Combined MD/MBA in Health Management

Combined MD/MPH
MS in Health Communication—offered jointly with Emerson College

MPH Program

Summer Research Program for Undergraduate Minority Students

• Stipend, travel allowance, and housing available

• Combination of research experience, special seminars, and field trips

• Broad range of research topics

Financial aid opportunities vary by program and include:

Tuition scholarships, research assistantships, college work-study, and several subsidized loan programs

Small class size, excellent (acuity to student ratio

For more information, please call or write Office of the Dean, Sackler School, Ms I niversity,

136 Harrison Avenue .Boston. MA 021 1

1

Telephone: 617/636-6767, Email: Sschool@lnfonetT\ifts Edu
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Mason takes audience to haunting game
The Underseige Stories tells gripping tales of black prison life

By Humphrey brown III

Collegian Staff

Hook, line and sinker... |ohn Lee Hooker's classic lealous has been rereleased on Pointblank/Virgin.

Hooker: a reason to be Jealous

0N?OHI|N

V

|ohn Lee Hooker, composer-guitarist-singer extra-

ordinaire of the blues, is on the recent blues release list

with a re-issue of his 1986 album, fealous
(Pointblank/Virgin). Before the Pepsi commercials.
Hooker always had style, true soul and virtuous sinceri-

ty. This album shows his sincerity as well as his

laid-back approach to blues.

With Hooker's prominent "I

touring band, which feature
among others Deacon Jones
on organ, Mike Osborn on
guitar, Tim Richards on
drums and Larry Hamilton
on bass, he takes the low
road on Jealous, keeping things mel-

low at all times. Most of these songs
present the band sinking into a com-
mon groove, with Hooker's deep
voice booming over it all. "Ninety
Days* and "Early One Morning"
showcase this groove well. An inter-

esting guest on this album is Bruce
ICup'uoi. in Ms prc-Ame. ican Muj.c
Club days, playing guitar on the ballad. "We'll Meet
Again." The drawback to this album is that it's hard to

listen to the same formula over and over again. It is a

good album in the least, though.

|azz veterans show up with new releases in the
recent months, two of these being Michael Brecker's
Tales From The Hudson (Impulse!) and Gary Bartz,

who played with, among many others, Miles Davis at

the legendary trumpeter's 1970 Isle of Wight Festival

performance.

Blues Chronicles truly is an immensely various, excit-

ing, heartfelt album. Bartz. an alto saxophonist primar-
ily also plays an impressive soprano, paints with music
a poignant picture of blues as well as his life and devel-

opment as a musician. His songs swing between a suc-

cessful reggae-jazz hybrid cover of Bob Marley's
well-known "Lively Up Yourself." loving the optimism
and anti-blues of that song, jazz and hip-hop on a few
tracks, with 1 5-year old Nezkar Keith's strong rapping.

There is not a bad cut on this record and the best songs
are highly captivating.

Unfortunately the same can't be said for Michael
Brecker's Tales. The 47-year old Philly native has per-

formed with Horace Silver and Billy Cobham and has

^*jKfTrH f$k

e>v josuua aovp

made a name for himself and his brother trumpet play-

er Randy as the Brecker Brothers. His newest release

gets bogged down often by overproduction producing
almost an easy-listening sound to some of the songs.
There are some good performances like "Song for
Bilbao." with guests McCoy Tyner and Don Alias both

turning out driving performances in this

Coltrane-influenced
Pat-Metheny- penned tune.

His regular group which
includes lack De|ohnette

l"r*W on drums, loey

J^^ Calderazzo on piano,^ Melheny on guitar and
Dave Holland on bass, shine on
"Naked Soul." the track's best

song.

Various veterans of jazz are
prominently featured on 27-
year-old jazzman lames Carter's

Conversin' With The Elders
(Atlantic). He brings in Art
Ensemble of Chicago trumpeter

a great reggae-jazz original "Free
which betters Bartz's "Lively Up

^T$i

THE UNDERSErGE STORIES

Bowker Auditorium

Oct. 25 & 26

"And it's one, two, three strikes you're out at the old
ball game," sang the audience at Bowker Auditorium last

Saturday as the Hittite Empire performed The Undersiege
Stories.

It may have seemed like an odd request for the audience
to sing the much loved baseball anthem, but Keith Antar
Mason, head writer and director for Undersiege, had a
reason for the song.

The Undersiege Stories took a hard look at America —
particularly the American justice system — and how it

continues to misrepresent the bl».ck and the poor.
The song was a metaphor for the infamous "three

strikes and you're out" law that was passed in California
in 1994. The law states that anyone receiving three felony
convictions will be given 25-to-life in prison and possibly
the death penalty.

As the audience sang, led by head writer and director of
Undersiege, Keith Antar Mason, the four other members
of the Hittite Empire each remained confined to a limited

square feet of stage space, mimicking the limited confine-

ment of a prison cell.

Each "prisoner" had a different story to tell. All the sto-

ries contained explicit adult material and before they even
began. Mason expressed concern about the younger mem-
bers of the audience being there.

"I always said that no one under the age of 16 should
see this show," he said.

The inmate's stories ranged from police brutality and

molestation, to O.J. Simpson and how the American jus-

tice system has taken it upon itself to punish other black

men for the death of Nicole Simpson and a not guilty ver

diet.

In one monologue, a prisoner told the story of how his

son had been kidnapped, raped and left for dead by a seri-

al killer right under the noses of a host of cops who didn't

react fast enough to yet another case of a missing young

black male.

Mason acted as a host of sorts, speaking directly to the

crowd and playing the emotions of the audience like a

master puppeteer. In mocking fashion, Mason would

interrupt each prisoner monologue with what he called

"commercial breaks" and occasionally belt out a famous

show tune to let the audience at ease.

After each prisoner told his story, a number of flood

lights came on, nearly blinding the audience. Mason want

ed the point made clear that this was not your ordinary

Eurocentric play where the audience just sat there and lis-

tened. Mason talked to the crowd and made them talk

back, as did the other prisoners as they told their stories.

Yet, Mason hates it when play critics call Undersiege

improv.

"I sat and wrote down everything that goes on in this

play," Mason explained. "So don't come to me after the

show, asking, "Was this all improvisation.'"

Undersiege painted a raw, no-apologies picture of the

horrors of prison and the realities of an unjust criminal

justice system. There is no holding back when it comes to

this production, so be advised to leave the little ones at

home.

Reality is the name of this game, and as The Hittite

Empire shows, it ain't all peanuts and Cracker Jacks.

Brubeck takes "Time Out" to cool the Iron Horse

Lester Bowie for

Reggae-HiBop,"
Yourself," even though Bartz's is the better album. Not
that Carter's album is bad, it is quite good. "Blue
Creek," with dueling clarinet and bass clarinet is anoth-
er terrific, mysterious composition, this time with
Buddy Tate from Count Basie's orchestra. He also con-
verses with Hamiet Bluiett, Harry "Sweets" Edison and
a veteran to the Detroit jazz scene, Larry Smith.

Another somewhat new name on the jazz streets of the

music world is pianist Cyrus Chestnut. Music training at

the Berklee College of Music, and work with Jon Hendricks
and Wynton Marsalis has helped shape him into the artist

who is recorded on Earth Stories (Atlantic), which, like

Bartz's Blues Chronicles, on which Chestnut guests, tells

some of his own stories through music. Earth Stories,

which sticks mainly to relaxing piano trio music, presents

some bright, uplifting piano playing from this 32-year-old.
His "Cooldaddy's Perspective" is the only non-trio song on
the album, and is a funky hom workout for Antonio Hart
on alto. This is a good, relaxing listen from a gospel-based
pianist whose love of life and religion is shown through his

elevated music.

losh Boyd is a Collegian columnist.

By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

THE DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET
Iron Horse Music Hall

Oct. 24

Northampton was treated on
Thursday night to a delightful set by
veteran pianist and imaginative com-
poser Dave Brubeck and his quartet.

The one and a quarter hour set offered

mostly relaxed jazz numbers, including

a few songs off Brubeck's most cele-

brated record (as well as the highest-

selling jazz album ever). 1959's rime
Out.

Right off in the late set, Brubeck
kicked into a hard-bop number to get

the crowd's blood running, with son
Chris on bass trombone. Jack Six, who
has been playing with Brubeck for over

20 years, on upright bass and Randy
Jones on drums. From there. Brubeck
look his band into the 3/4, 2/4, 4/4
meter changes of Time Out 's "Three
To Get Ready, Four To Go."

Brubeck swung all night between

-'
'
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HeSlMOllM tC> USt€
I'll!* Eye Cure

We have a comprehensive

contact lens program.

Emergency eye care delivered t\

I IIS. is a covered benefit it you are

i student plan member.

Savings on eyeglasses from participating^

opticians are available if you

are a student and have a complete

optometry examination at UHS

I great place In get contact lenses]

<^5> <flup» (^TLT^ <3Bft

take Kaplan and get

into the right school.

fsm(On-site contact lens specialist?)

Free sample startup

contact lens dilutions.

Contort lenses ran be mailed directly to

you; tree postage lor normal delivery.

Same day renlareroeal of coilacl

leases, ia main cases, dae to our

large ia-hoase iavealory.

We take great pride in being able to fit

many people who have had difficulty in

the past wearing contact lenses.

Convenient hours and location.

Personalized,

computerized study

plans, tailored to your

Individual

Highly trained,

expert teachers who

know the tests

Inside and out.

Proven methods,

guaranteed to

raise your score.

LSAT class starts October 30th

GRE class starts November 6th

Next MCAT class starts November 16th

the leader in test prep and
admissions counseling

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP TEST

www.kaplan.com

For appointments or questions,

Call 577-5244 uhs
Patient feedback of those

who have used the UHS
Eye Care Program over

twenty yean has been

consistently excellent.

"I inviteyou to use the

Eye Services at UHS.

"

Frederick H Bloom, CD
Director, Eye Care Program

ballads, common modern jazz tunes

and decorated some of his solos with

hints of the classical training he

received in his post-WW II service

days from mentor Darius Milhaud, a

notable French composer. Also clearly

evident in his soloing were influences

of pre- swing jazz styles like ragtime,

Dixieland and the boogie styles of

which made Meade Lux Lewis and
James P. Johnson famous. There was
also some deep blues thrown into the

mix.

lack Six was one of the big stories of

the night. The tall bassist, with fingers

so thick that from even the back of the

club they looked like tiny logs, had
some of the most superb soloing

prowess. His abilities have been
proven over and over to Brubeck in the

last 20-odd years, such that Six was
given plenty of breathing room to let

the giant's creativity bloom in full

splendor.

What would a Dave Brubeck show
be without the most famous track off

of Time Out, "Take Five"? The song,

played throughout in 5/4 meter, stud-

ied exhausting in high- esteem music
schools and conservatories around the

world, was played with more energy

and fire Thursday night than when it

was recorded almost 40 years ago.

Randy (ones' drum solo in the song
showed he may have been listening to

Led Zeppelin's "Moby Dick" lately,

being more influenced by that band's

late, great drummer John Bonham
more than any jazz drummers, as his

style was hard-hitting and relentless,

driven by rock energy.

Chris Brubeck displayed the genetic

passing-on of a great musical mind.
He played his trombone the way it

was meant to be played — deep, low
and moaning. He didn't attempt to be

flashy at all and that was a plus. The
voice of the bass trombone added a

soulful ingredient to the whole mix.

Thursday night, Brubeck showed
that after half a century of a profes-

sional music career, he is nowhere
near ready to throw in the towel.
Brubeck, a senior statesman of jazz

and a living legend, is a national trea-

ATTENTION!*
Membership Deadline

September 30, 1996

Also. ..(Reminder)

What: Induction Ceremony

When: November 17, 1996

1:30 p.m.

Where: Campus Center Auditorium

jft^fergjinAi,

Call for more Information on this unbelievable opportunity.

Visit our booth at the Undergraduate Business Club
Career Fair on Thursday, October 31

Kate Kane
The Steffen Agency
413/748-6000

The Quiet ( ompany*
hltp/Avww NorthwpstefnMutual.com

©11*1(1 th» NuflhiwvMrtn Mulo.l dfr ln«ui.n<. Co., Milw^ufcr*. VVI frfllu Ht
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Hebron split as tension mounts field hockey
* continued ftorn nooe 12

By Hilary Appelman
Associated Press

IERUSALEM - U.S. envoy Dennis Ross shuttled
between lerusalem and the Palestinians' Gaza Strip head-
quarters Sunday, trying to finesse a deal to start an over-
due Israeli withdrawal lrom Hebron.
With warnings of violence multiplying from Jewish ft*

ilerj, in the West Bank town and from Islamic militants,
both sides were anxious to reach agreement soon

Ross and the Israelis reported progress, the Palestinians
said substantive differences remain.

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat met with Ross on
Sunday night, and both Palestinian sources and Shai
Bazak, a spokesman lor Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu, said after the meeting that agreement did not
appear imminent.

Ross made no comment after the meeting. But he suggest-
ed earlier that a new deal on the months-overdue pullback
agreed to by Israel's previous government could be delayed
il Aralat goes ahead with plans to leave Monday on a week-
long trip to Europe.

Netanyahu has promised to honor the earlier agreement,
but wants more security lor the 450 |ewish settlers in
Hebron. The Palestinians have said his demands would
require unacceptable changes to the agreement.
Netanyahu also met Sunday with Jewish settlers from

Hebron in an effort to blunt their anger over the emerging
deal, which would replace most Israeli troops in the city
with armed Palestinian police. Hebron, the last West Bank
city under Israeli control, is home to 94,000 Palestinians.

Two settlers in the tense city who said they thought they
were being attacked with rocks and bottles fired a burst of
pistol shots into a Palestinian building on Sunday. Bullets
shattered the window of a dentist's office — one whizzed

past the dentist's head and lodged in the wall.

Israeli police arrested the settlers.

Baruch Marzel. a settler leader in Hebron, said that

when the redeployment takes place: "There will be no way
to prevent bloodshed."

"It is just a matter of time." he told The Associated

Press. "We are preparing for our defense."

Marzel also suggested what many fear - that settlers

might try to sabotage the pullout. "There arc 1,000 ways
for us to explode the agreement," he said.

Unrelated threats by leaders of the militant group
Islamic jihad have only added to the volatile atmosphere.

The group has warned it will carry out attacks to avenge

the assassination a year ago of their leader, Fathi Shikaki.

Israel is widely believed to have killed Shikaki.

"Our attacks may be delayed because of technical rea-

sons, but they will never be stopped," Ramadan Abdullah
Shallah, leader of the Islamic |ihad, told Associated Press

Television in Beirut. Ross's meetings Sunday with
Netanyahu and Arafat capped a three-week effort by the

American mediator to advance the Hebron talks.

"It is clear that we have further narrowed the differences

that exist, but we have not overcome those differences."

Ross said. "I believe the differences can be overcome."

But )ibril Rajoub, chief of the Palestinian security forces

in the West Bank, told the AP that lour substantive issues

remained unresolved:

— Israel's demand that Palestinian police in Hebron
carry only pistols and not automatic rifles;

— Israel's demand for the right to "hot pursuit" of ter-

rorists into Palestinian autonomous zones;

— Israel's opposition to the opening of Martyrs Street,

a main thoroughfare and market area in the center of

Hebron; and
— how to conduct joint Israeli-Palestinian patrols.

Inequalities spur riot

By Will Lester

Associated Press

ST. PETERSBURG. Fla. — it is

sleepy St. Petersburg to some, a quiet

retiree haven trying to land new busi-

nesses and such high-profile plums as

the vice-presidential debate.

But south of the city's Central
Avenue is the other St. Petersburg:

angry and seething neighborhoods
where young blacks can't find jobs and
police are openly jeered and cursed.

The city has been seared by two
riots in the last 18 years, both prompt-

ed by the shooting deaths of black men
by white police officers. The death of

1 8-year-old Tyron Lewis last Thursday
resulted in a rampage that injured 1

1

and burned 28 buildings. "This goes

deeper than just a shooting." Ernest

Fillyau. one of two blacks on the City

Council, said as he broke into sobs.

"This incident hurts."

On the street corner where Lewis
was killed, young people carried

signs Friday that read "Stop the
Genocide" and "You can't kill us all."

As police with bullhorns told youths

to clear the street, young black men
screamed obscenities into the open

windows of police cruisers.

"Why do the young blacks keep
getting shot and killed?" asked resi-

dent |oe King, quivering with rage.

"Lots of these kids have guns.
Somchvjy's going to get killed."

St. Petersburg has changed since

1978, when a riot followed the police

shooting of Willie lames Daniels not
far from where Lewis died.

There were no black members of

the city council then, no high-ranking

black police officers and the grand
jury that found the Daniels' shooting

an "excusable homicide" was all-

white. The city has become more
racially integrated, and a whole gen-

eration of children has attended
racially mixed schools. There are
more blacks in positions of power in

local business and politics.

About 20 percent of the city's

240,000 residents are black and 1 5

percent of the police force is black, a

much higher percentage than before.

In 1992, police Chief Ernest
Curtsinger was fired amid racial dis-

crimination charges against his

department.

Yet the neighborhood where the

rioting broke out lags well behind the

rest of the city economically and feel-

ings of unequal treatment linger.

More than 96 percent of the resi-

dents there are black and the median
household income of $14,000 is well

below the $23,577 annual average

for the city. Thirty-seven percent of

the residents lived below the federal

poverty level — more than twice as

much as the rest of the city.

"I thought we were making
progress." said Councilwoman
Connie Kone, who is white. "So
many people worked so hard. Now
it's back to ground zero."

A poll conducted a day after the

riot found that 37 percent of black

residents said discrimination against

them has increased in the past five

years. Only 19 percent gave that

answer during a similar poll in 1980.

Suncoast Opinion Surveys, a

research division of the St. Petersburg

Times, conducted the telephone survey

of 78 blacks and 1 54 whites. It has a

margin of error of six percentage
points. Forty-one percent of blacks

also said police discriminate against

them, the poll found, while nine per-

cent of whites agree that blacks are

victims of police discrimination.

GAY, LESBIAN,

EXUAL ISSUES

Needs
Writers!

i If you are interested in writing for the

< Collegian and working on issues that

< pertain to you or your friends please
< come to the

< Collegian at 113 Campus Center

1 and ask for Jamie Sinsheimer or leave

1 a note in my mailbox. All students are

3welcome to apply, whether you are a
< GLB student or just an ally.

continued from page 12

10. The Huskies improved to 17-1.

Hixon tried to force UConn to make
the errors, having her team sit back and
watch the development a bit, but the

Huskies were just too strong on the

day.

"I made a decision to sit back and
try to play them like we played North

Carolina, just to see what they would
do," Hixon said. "Their tactic against

us was just smack it and play for a lot

of touches and loose balls."

The Huskies didn't make many
mistakes, but they did force a few on
the Massachusetts defense,

Connecticut lit the scoreboard up
first, tallying a goal off a penalty comer
situation with 28:44 remaining in the

first half, (essica Inteman deflected

Rose Aspelin's initial shot and sent the

ball high into the upper left corner of

the net, after UMass goalie Hilary Rose
had gone to the ground to block the

initial hit.

The Minutewomen retaliated just

over two minutes later, as Kyle
Rothenberger netted the only UMass
tally of the day. After Rothenberger's

first shot on the comer was blocked by

UConn goalie Tricia Betts, a scramble

ensued in front of the net. Sharon
Hughes controlled the ball long
enough to feed Rothenberger, who
sent the score into the Husky cage with

26:26 remaining before halftime.

Rothenberger had a tremendous
shot at the UConn net from at the top

of the circle with just over 15 min-

utes left in the half, but quick work
by Aspelin led to the defensive save.

Wendy Brady scored the game win-

ner for the Huskies with 9:14 to go in

the half, knocking home an unassisted

tally.

That was all UConn needed to put

UMass away, but it appeared, at least

for a few minutes, that the Huskies
would have an insurance goal in their

pockets. With 27:19 remaining in tin

game, a Connecticut goal was called

back because of a discrepancy in the

officials' calls.

"[The near] umpire had signalled

that [the ball) hit a foot, the other

umpire saw it come off a stick," Hixon

said. "Knowing what this umpire saw I

just wanted to get them to talk about

it. I thought it was a good call."

UConn's speed, along with their

strong stickwork, was a deciding fac-

tor in the game.
"This is probably the quickest team

that we've played overall, and they just

outran our backs," Hixon said. "Their

moves to the ball and moves into space

were much quicker than us.'

Sophomore defender Laura Phelan

caused a small scare in among the

UMass crowd when took a deflected

ball in the mouth in the second half,

causing a cut in her lip which needed

stitches.

hockey
continued from page 1
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Fillion by new coach Tim Whiteside

for violating team rules.

The Minutemen could not take
advantage of any freshman jitters on
Friday, and basically could not take

advantage of anything, as they came
out on the Tully Forum ice as cold as

the surface they skated on.

All in all, Lowell took advantage,

coming out of the locker room in full

stride, led by the scoring of senior

tri- captain Ryan Sandholm (goal

and assist) and junior Shannon
Basaraba (2 goals).

For UMass coach |oe Mallen, he
did not see too many positives on
either end of the ice for his team, and
tried to look on the bright side of life.

"The only good news is that we
have 24 hours to come back and play

again," Mallen said. "1 just don't
think we played with enough effort

and intensity, and I think we were
outworked by UMass-Lowell tonight.

We had a lot of guys who just did not

show up and play tonight."

The mission to win the one-on-one
battles, get more shots on goal, clear

out better in front of their own net,

and just work harder was evident on
Saturday for the Minutemen. But
Lowell was the first to get on the

board, as Sandholm, with an assist

from junior defenseman Mike
Nicholishen, scored just 6:04 into the

period on the first of two power play

goals for the River Hawks.
UMass could have let up after the

three unanswered goals in two nights

that Lowell had scored on junior

goaltender Brian Regan (56 saves on
the weekend), but instead came right

back. The top two lines for UMass

came through, as they in turn scored

three unanswered goals themselves,

all in the space of four minutes.

After some good offensive pressure

on the Lowell net in the eighth
minute, with freshman Jeff

Blanchard, junior co- captain Rob
Bonneau and senior center Warren
Norris in a four-on-four situation,

UMass made its presence known
about five minutes later. Bonneau
tied the game up, finding some skat-

ing space and then the five-hole on
Fankhouser at the 12:28 mark, on a

slap shot from the top of the left face-

off circle. On Friday, the small ice

surface of Tully Forum, and the tight

checking of Lowell, seemed to keep

the top line for UMass in check, but

Bonneau was able to move wide and
get his shot off.

Assists went to Norris and fresh-

man defenseman Dean Stork, as

Bonneau was sent in untouched by a

crushing body check near center ice

by Norris on Nicholishen.

Just 23 seconds later, the

Minutemen capitalized on another
four-on-four situation. Junior
defenseman Brad Norton did his best

imitation of former Bruin great Cam
Neely, cutting to the front of the net,

and scoring on a low back-hander to

make the score 2-1. Bonneau and
Norris picked up the assists, as the

score was the product of good board
work to the right of Fankhouser.

At the 16:21 mark, the second line

of Dean Campanale, Dan Juden and
Chris Fawcctt got the eventual
gamewinner for UMass. as it took
advantage of a botched Lowell break-

out in the River Hawk zone. Juden

picked up the loose puck at the center

of the blue line, deftly maneuvered
past a defender, dished a pass
cross-ice to Fawcett, who scored the

bang-bang play to Fankhouser's left,

and UMass was left with the 3-1 score.

As a whole, this line was the offen-

sive catalyst for the Minutemen on
the weekend, as it combined for three

of UMass' six goals. For UMass to

attain success this season, this line

must give the first line offensive sup-

port, and Fawcett and his linematcs

did their part this weekend.

The junior forward saw the differ-

ence in UMass between the two
games, and he thinks that it all came
down to space.

"I just think it was kind of differ-

ent playing on a smaller rink versus

our rink." Fawcett said. "All the for-

wards just got bunched up [in

Lowell], and we just did not get the

job done."

For Mallen. the battle is on for the

Alumni Cup. but it will not be decid-

ed until the rubber match Feb. 8 at

Tully Forum. He feels confident after

Saturday's display, but the team will

have to figure out the mystery of

Tully.

"I think that they were two com-
pletely opposite games, and we felt

that we did not come out and play

hard enough [Friday] night," Mallen

said. "As opposed to [Saturday |, as I

thought we got off to a real good
start, played real thorough and a

physical game, with a lot of speed.

"I think each rink favored the

home team in this series, and the
small rink favored Lowell and their

style."
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Seniors lead the way in finalUM home game Women's soccer crashes

Each senior contributes in crucial weekend pair of Atlantic 1 victories through Temple bunker
By Chris Krein

ColUg ion Staff

The Massachusetts men's soccer team did not

need extra incentive going into Sunday's show-
down with Dusquesne. The game was already a

must win situation for the Minutemen, as the race

for the four Atlantic 10 post-season spots tight-

ened up considerably after Friday's action.

The team notched a big 2-0 win over St.

Bonavent are on Friday, and on Sunday at noon, the

stands at Richard F. Garber field were teeming

with fans hungry for a UMass victory against the

Dukes. The players had motivation enough it

seemed to come out Tired up for the game but an

extra element increased the stakes. It was Senior

Day at Garber Field.

In the end. a pair of seniors would score the two

goals that propelled UMass to a 2- blanking of

Duquesne. The victory keeps UMass in the middle

of the A- 10 dogfight, upping its conference record

to 7-3-0.

The six players who would hear their names
announced for the last time on their home field

sprinted onto the pitch to applause from their

teammates and fans, as their careers were recapped

over the P.A. system. One by one, |oe Jacobson,

Dan Chagnon. Dave Siljanovski, Lee Marlow,
Tobias Bremke and Tashi Tshering took their place

alongside the other members of the starting squad.

"It was a great day for the seniors," UMass coach

Sam Koch said. "The seniors walked off on a win-

ning note, which is nice."

In the four years this group has been together,

the team has amassed a 47-26-4 record. They cap-

tured the school's only A-10 regular season title in

1994 and advanced to the conference title game.

The 1995 team tied a school record with 15 wins

and returned to the A-10 Championship game.

This year's squad is aiming to not just play the

championship came. Nit win it and eet » cha'—» •*«

go to the NCAA tournament.

The inspired play of the senior six on Sunday

brought an era to a close, as each player made con-

tributions to bring their goal closer to actuality.

Marlow tallied the first goal of the game. 3:40 into

the first half. It was his first score of the year, coming

in his first start this season. Marlow has been ham-

pered with injuries during the 1996 campaign and has

seen limited action. The Harvard native improved his

collegiate career stats with the game winner to 35

games, six goals, two assists and 1 3 points.

Co-captains Dan Chagnon and |oe lacobson,

have shut down some of the most dangerous A-10

scoring threats this season. It was an added plus

then to see them in the middle of key offensive sit-

uations during the game as well.

lacobson nailed home the second Minuteman

goal of the afternoon as he gathered a deflected

throw in and knocked home his first tally of the

year, lacobson is a defensive specialist, considered

to be one of the best marking backs in New
England.

The other senior in the backfield, Chagnon, had

an excellent opportunity to score his first goal on

the year. He took a penalty shot at the 55 minute

mark, trying to complete the senior scoring trifec-

ta. His kick was stuffed by the Dukes' keeper as

Chagnon came up empty.

Chagnon's importance is on the other side of the

ball, however, assigned to keep the other team

from scoring.

Butler reflected on how important Chagnon is to

the team. "He is our most valuable asset. He is a

leader... and probably has the most heart on the

team." he said.

Although Tobias Bremke is not a senior, he logged

in his final minutes on the home turf as well. Bremke

is returning home to Marienfeld, Germany following

the season. He has played 20 career games for the

maroon and white, starting in 1 1 of them.

"I enjoys slaving ! barber Field >* "*"• nf

men s soccer

the best fields in the A-10. It's a great atmos-

phere," he said.

Also lamenting his final appearance on the home
field was senior midfielder Tashi Tshering.

"It was very emotional," he replied. " It's been a

great place and I have some good memories. I'm

really going to miss this field."

Although he came into the season without any

career points, Tshering chalked up his first ones

earlier this season with a goal against Holy Cross in

a 5-0 win. His biggest score though, was the

game-winner against St. Joseph's on the road in

September.

However, it is Dave Siljanovski who's offensive

prowess will be missed the most. The College

Sports magazine preseason All-American from
Pompton Lakes, N.|. stands as one of the most pro-

lific scorers in UMass history. He is in the top five

in all three offensive categories, ranking fifth in

career goals with 30. first in career assists with 26.

and one point out of third place with 86 career

points. Additionally, he was a First Team
All-Atlantic Ten in 1994 and 1995. He also holds

the record for most goals (12) and assists (17) in a

single season. The 1-2 combination with Mike
Butler has been a dangerous threat to all opponents

for the past three years.

"I've enjoyed playing with him," Butler said. "It's

just an honor playing with him.
"

"These have been the best four years of my life.

All these guys are like brothers to me." Siljanovski

said.

This group of seniors has compiled some impres-

sive accomplishments, but it will seem diminished

if they are unable to extend their drive past the

final regular season match-up at URI on Nov. 2.

Siljanovski is keeping open the hope for one
more game at Garber Field though.

"If we win next Saturday and the A-10
Tournament, we could have another game back

here," he said.

women's soccer

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff
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whistle against the Dukes. UMass was

nothing short of intense on the field.

After taking both matches 2-0, the

Minutemen (10-5-1. 7-3-0 A-10)
have to play a waiting game this week.

The two UMass wins eliminated

tournament host Dayton from stepping

onto their own pitch on Nov. 8, as the

5-5 Flyers are out of the race with the

two Minutemen wins. UMass has to

ride out the week and see how LaSalle

(6-2-1 A-10). Virginia Tech (6-3-0

A-10) and Fordham (5-3-0) fared on

the weekend. UMass faces No. 1

Rhode Island next weekend on the

road to wrap up the regular season.

"We just have to gci on the bus to

Rhode Island now." UMass coach Sam
Koch said. "We'll have to see how the

other games went today and see how
we are. We've won three of our last

four games, we have one more to play

and we'll see what happens."

UMass 2. Duquesne
Team work was the name of the

game in UMass' blanking of Duquesne

(4-S-3. 2-6-2 A-10) yesterday. The

shut out on the field was not just

another step toward Dayton and the

A- 10 Tourney, but also marked the

final regular season appearance on

Garber for six Minutemen. Call it coin-

cidence, but both game winning goals

came from seniors.

In his first start of the season, senior

Lee Marlow set the pace, notching a

quick goal less than four minutes into

the match. Marlow finished off a cross

by sophomore Carmelo Garcia from

five yards out on the heels of first-class

ball movement, as the Minutemen
worked the ball up both sides of the

field on the strike.

Adding to the memory of the day,
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Marlow's goal marks his first of the

season.

"I'm happy for Marlow." Koch said.

"He's struggled with injuries this year

and hasn't been able to do what he did

last year."

"It was very nice, especially after

being out most of the season and being

hurt." Marlow said. "It was good to go

out there today and contribute some-

thing."

UMass struck again at 39:41 when

senior )oe lacobson got his head on a

throw in by sophomore Paul Corcoran

which was deflected by a Duquesne

defender to give the Minutemen the

win.

"Joey has been knocking on the door

all season," Koch said. "It was a great

run and he was in the right spot at the

right time. 1 give him all the credit on

that one. He timed his run perfectly,

the ball was rjght there and he put it

home."

The men in maroon and white

almost got a third goal from yet anoth-

er senior when Dan Chagnon was inch-

es away from scoring his first career

goal. The shot was awarded when
junior Mike Butler was taken down
from behind by a Duquesne back.

UMass put on a defensive clinic in

the second frame as the Dukes didn't

get a shot on Minuteman keeper ieff

lablonski until the last 15 minutes of

the game.

"We did a good job closing players

down and not letting them turn." Koch

said. "Our midfield picked it up a little

bit better than we have been, I can't

complain."

UMass 2, St. Bonavcnture

Ball movement was the key to the

win against the FJonnies.

"When we moved the ball from side

to side quickly, they couldn't adjust,"

Koch said. "When we held it. they got

behind the ball very well. You have to

give them credit, they made it hard to

play."

The first shutout of the weekend

came on the merits of another

two-goal performance by junior (oenal

Castma. The St. lohn's transfer got his

first goal of the day when Chagnon

threaded a perfect ball through the St.

Bonaventure defense, where a breaking

Castma finished with a one-touch shot

from 1 5 yards out.

The UMass forward stuck again at

the 65 minute mark. Sophomore )on

Hanna. who peppered crosses through

the St. Bonavcnture defense from the

18-yard line all day, sent a rocket of a

ball to the far post. Bonnie keeper Rob

Vartughian tipped the ball up over his

head, where Castma was poised to fin-

ish.

Castma. along with Butler, exploded

across the midfield giving the opposing

backs a run for their money. The
Castma-Butler combo was in full force,

as senior forward Dave Siljanovski

didn't dress for the match due to yel-

low cards.

"Mike Butler challenged the ball in

the box and set up the second goal,"

Koch said, "loenal finished two nice

goals. We needed him to score today

and he did."

For now, the team has the week to

prepare for Rhode Island.

"We have to make sure our midfield

is defensively sound and we have to

make sure have guys on the back post

on our offensive chances," Koch said.

"I'm confident. We have a whole week

to prepare and recover from this

[weekend]."
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halftime about getting it cleaned up,

and we gave up more corners in one

half than we did in most games. As

time went by, we went through [the

bunker], around it and over it."

But Lightning did not only strike

once for the UMass. but twice in the

first frame, as the team got on the

board with her first goal of the day at

the 9:19 mark. Fellow seniors Sandy

Shimogaki and Erin Lynch assisted on

that goal, while Shimogaki got into the

giving spirit again 19:50 later, as she

and freshman forward Emma
Kurowski tripped the end line fantastic

to feed Lightning on another tap-in

goal.

But steadily through the game,

UMass began to play Temple's offside

trap well, with senior fulie Magid and

Lynch coming off the flanks to both

serve and create scoring opportunities.

Dion moved up to the offense on comer

kicks, and the team began to dominate.

For Rudy, he was glad his London

import was not out for afternoon tea

on Saturday, and saw her hat trick —
the first by a Minutewoman since

Rebecca Myers' dismantling of

Fordham last season — as the catalyst.

"[Tina] was very solid, very oppor-

tunistic, jumped on a knockdown
early on and that ball was only loose

by about three inches," Rudy said.

"That sort of got us going, and I was

hoping she would get a hat-trick."

In the land where Lightning struck,

she put all the credit to her teammates.

"The team worked hard, and you

have to give the credit to the whole

team." Lightning said. "We played

really well today, and we have always

known that once we get one. we can

relax and play our game and the rest

will follow."

On Sunday, the Lady Dukes were

expected to give at least a little more

of an opposing force, as they came
into Amherst with a borderline .500

record. The bunker was the backbone

for Duquesne on this day as well, but

the thing is they did it as well, if not

better, than Temple. The offensive

opportunities were plentiful for

UMass, but the last shot/pass to fin-

ish them off were not in abundance.

Magid was the center of the

The Massachusetts women's
soccer team was prepared to go to

war against Temple and its vaunt-

ed bunker defense on Saturday at

Richard F. Garber Field. Coach
|mi Rudy stopped short of calling

his buddies at Reebok and order-

ing camouflage battle fatigues —
saying that he'd save those for the

University of Miami football team
— but made it clear that

Saturday's match would be a bat-

tle nonetheless.

Last year, Temple utilized the

bunker tactic, which includes

keeping at least 10 players within

18 yards of the goal on a UMass
offensive possession, and beat the

Minutewomen 1-0 in

Philadelphia, still UMass' only

loss ever in an Atlantic 10 match.

Tactically, the bunker defense is

the equivalent of the trench war-

fare practiced in France during

the first World War.
Temple field general Seamus

Mc Williams told Rudy on many
occasions that he planned to

employ the same strategy for

Saturday's contest and even

before the season, Rudy was busy

in the Boyden War Room, prepar-

ing his troops.

"Seamus said already that he's

going to play the same bunker
defense and lock up the shop,

close the doors," he said in

August. "Rumor has it that this

year he's bringing shovels, pitch

forks, barbed wire and machine

gun placements. We'll be pre-

pared for the bunker."

That the Minutewomen were on

Saturday, making Temple's bunker

defense the weakest containment

strategy since Peter McNeely's

fabled cocoon of horror.

UMass blasted Temple with

five goals on Saturday, and if

Rudy had taken his team through

military training in preparation,

it was likely with the 81st

Airborne Division of the U.S.

Army, who's motto is "Death

from above."

The Minutewomen avoided the

log jam that is the Temple
bunker not by calling out the

heavy artillery and plowing

offense early, as at the 12:49 mark

she made a run down the left side of

the box. out maneuvered mo defend

ers, and her shot to the top corner of

the near post was just saved by keep-

er Kelly O'Neill. With time running

away in the half, she hooked up with

Kurowski and senior Amy Powell on

another example of beautiful ball

movement, but was once again wide

left on her goal bid.

"I guess I had more chances than I

normally have, and I got a little frus-

trated, but I really wanted to sink

one," Magid said. "The coach just

told me in these two days to get a lit-

tle more forward, and take more
shots, and 1 tried to do that. I felt

I the bunker] was tough because once

we got in the final third, there was

just no room to do anything.

"Our frontrunners and midfield

packed in, plus we had the defensive

backs making their runs, so it was

getting a little jammed."

A unenigmatic second half ensued,

as nothing went either the Lady

Dukes' or the Minutewomen's way.

The best opportunity of the half came

when Lightning served a low cross

from the right flank, and Kurowski

could not beat O'Neill to the ball. But

70:37 into the match, the offensive pall

over Garber lifted, and junior Erica

Iverson broke the bunker's back with

her loose ball score in Duquesne's goal

mouth, making the final 1^0.

through it with a Patton-esque

full-frontal assault, but rather by

delicately lofting balls over the

Owl defenders and looking for

heads and redirections of the

long-range bombs.

An aerial bombing like the one

the Fanatic Forty witnessed on

Saturday would have left the

Temple goal mouth looking like

the Ho Chi Minh Trail, had any

explosives been placed inside the

game balls.

The schematics of the UMass

attack involved pushing the ball

to the brink of the enemy lines,

and then kicking it back to their

defenders. As the scarlet-clad

Owls marched upfield to attack

the defenders (who tallied four

assists and a goal in the match),

Rudy had apparently given the

orders straight out of the Battle

of Bunker Hill: "Don't fire until

you see the whiles of their eyes."

At the last moment, UMass
defenders, or midfielders on the

flank, launched the ball like a

projectile into Temple territory,

over the drawn-up bunker and

to awaiting forwards. Four of

UMass' five goals against Temple

came either directly on an aerial

cross, or as the result of one.

"The incongruous part of that

method of a play is you bunker in

order to deny space, but when you

clear out you create space in

which to play again," Rudy said of

the bunker. "It's a dichotomy.
We'd knock it out and there was

no pressure on the ball, so could

take our time and pick |how to

play the ball].

"As time went by. we went
through it. around it and over it.'

In terms of the UMass side's

all-time unbeaten A-10 mark, last

year's match at Temple Stadium

was a Dunkirk or Waterloo for

the troops from the Pioneer

Valley.

With a well engineered scheme,

and players who executed it with

both patience in the back and

aggression up front, UMass
emerged victorious as Saturday

became V-T day at Garber Field.

With the team's NCAA hopes

treading on thin ice, the bunker

was not the 1996 Minutewomen's

last stand.

Iverson. in Lightning-esque fashion,

saw it as a team goal, and she was only

at Lhe right place at the right time.

Sometimes we get impatient, we
try to force things into [the bunker],

go over the top a lot, and we just

have to be patient and wait for our

channels to come through." Iverson

said. "We tried to open up the right

side, leave a lot of space towards

there, and have some space to run

into. So, the balls that we could got

played there, and we tried to be

patient and wait for the right one."

Rudy went into low pressure mode
in the last half of the second frame to

try and lure Duquesne out of the box,

so UMass could have more room to

maneuver. Rational decision-making

says that when a team has to turn and

chase, instead of playing face-to-face

defense, the field will open up. After

Iverson's goal, Rudy rationally went

back to the high pressure set once

again, and the rest is possible Garber

Field history.

"The difference was that Temple's

[bunker] came out, and theirs just

stayed there the whole time," Rudy
said. "That was the trouble with this

one. it just never came out. It remind-

ed me of last year's Temple game actu-

ally, because we had so many quality

chances. It's just more of the same,

and that is about all we have seen in

this Atlantic 10 season is bunker
defense."
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Volleyball notches huge win over Rhody;

UMass ends Rams' 1 2-match win streak

football

By Sr»ven Grant

Collegian Staff

It's official — the recruits have
arrived.

The Massachusetts volleyball team,

led by freshmen (ill Meyers and Sarah
Walters, handed the first-place
Rhode Island Rams their first loss in

the Atlantic 10 conference, and
ended their 1 2-match winning streak

Friday night, 5-1.

UMass coach Bonnie Kenny no
doubt figured these types of wins
would come, but with such a young
team (half the starting lineup are

freshmen), she didn't imagine they'd

arrive this soon.

"I'm very happy," she said. "We
competed better tonight than we
have all season long. And the pres-

sure was on [URI). We played very,

very hard. And it was a total team
effort."

For the Rams, everything was
going as planned after game one,

which they took, 15-12. But UMass
(18-6, 7-4 A-10) stormed out in

game two and claimed a 7-0 lead

before winning, 1 5-4. The last two
matches in Curry Hicks Cage ended
17-15 and 15-1 1. The win avenges a

3-0 loss to Rhode Island on
September 20.

Twenty-four kills from Meyers
marked a (short-lived) career-high,

while Walters' 21 was also her best

this season. What's more, fellow fresh-

man Kari Hogancainp, a middle block-

er, notched 25 digs, also a career-high,

to go along with 10 kills.

"This was definitely the first time

we've been challenged and were able

to step up to the challenge," Meyers

said. "As a team we never relaxed,

everyone was always into it. You
always go into a match thinking

you're going to win but this one was
great."

Although game one showed the

Rams they had a fight on their hands,

and game two showed UMass
wouldn't be satisfied with the prover-

bial "good effort", game three

marked the turning point. The teanib

exchanged several serves and leads

before an 11-11 tie. Then things

looked gloomy as URI scored two
quick points for a 13-11 lead, caus-

ing Kenny to call for a time-out.

At first, it was useless, as the Rams
(19-6. 10-1 A-10) made it 14-11.

But three points later, it was the visi-

tors calling time. With the score

deadlocked at 14. URI managed a

sideout, and then a point. However,
three straight Meyers kills gave her

team a 16-15 lead, before it actually

won a serve later.

"We were able to play with them,

point for point," Kenny said. "This

gives us a lot of confidence. 1 just hope

this team maintains the intensity down
the road. 1 know it can do well."

Senior outside hitter Dionne Nash
managed 1 5 kills and 1 8 digs lor the

Minutewomen, while sophomore
Katie Pearce directed the

Minutewomen attack with 73 assists,

which marked her second consecu-

tive match with more than 70 assists.

The clincher, game four, was an

impressive win for UMass. Down
6-0, its first point came on a Pearce

ace. Then, it looked like there would

be no comeback at all, as URI made
it 7-1. But about five minutes later

another Pearce ace made it 7-5.

Later on, a Walters kill made it 8-7,

URI.

Eventually, a Pearce/Watters block

tied things at 1 1. That marked the

third of seven straight points for the

Minutewomen.
Rhode Island came out flat in the

first game, and let the

Minutewomen go up, 7-2. The
Rams made numerous unforced
errors before settling down and tak-

ing an 8-7 advantage. UMass never

regained the lead, though they came
close at 13-12.

Game two was never close. Aside

from 7-0, other Massachusetts leads

included 8-1, 10-2 and 13-4.

"At the beginning of the game we
knew we had a shot." Walters said.

"This week we didn't concentrate on

them too much, we just went over

some tape. We were ready for what-

ever they had. This was the best Ipart

of the season]. Everyone played hard,

and it paid off."

IHANC VO/COUfGIAN

The UMass volleyball team had a big weekend of action, as it beat A-l

foe Rhode Island to end URI's 1 2-game win streak.
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GET THOSE FORMS IN BY

3-on-3 Basketball (M/W/Cjyl /4

Holiday Basketball (r$W)./l 1/4

sketball (nA/W) 11/19

:key(M/W) ....11/19

INTRAMURAL

SPORTS

Don't Miss TrJ|

Action

For mtfryi forms

and info

545-2693

545-0022

Visit our Campus Center table this month

10am • 3pm, Mondays and Wednesdays

Call us for more information at 577-5181,

Health Education Division, University Health Services

continued from page 12

the grass at Cowell Stadium.

Bui the Minutemen had trouble with their footing in the

first quarter. Tailback Frank Alessio slipped three times

on the wet turf in the first half, and the UMass defense

had trouble rushing Breshnahan due to the conditions.

The Minutemen had no success offensively in the first

half. UMass never got past the Wildcats 42-yard line,

despite having the ball for 16:48. Drive after drive

would stall, as the UNH defense swarmed the

Minutemen, stifling their game plan.

Freshman quarterback Jeff Smith struggled, completing

only 2-of-l 1 passes for 22 yards in the first half. The
Minutemen would gain only 1 10 total yards in the first

two quarters, while UNH would rack up 288 yards before

halftime.

UNH would increase its lead early in the second quar-

ter. Pinned back at the UMass four-yard line, the

Wildcats would chew up both the clock and the

Minutemen, marching 96 yards on 18 plays in 6:38.

UNH running back Dave Lopez punched it in from four

yards out on a third and goal, and with 12:44 left in the

first half, the Minutemen found themselves down 12-0.

UNH failed to convert a two-point conversion.

With the Minuteman offense dormant, the Wildcats

pushed their lead late in the first half. With 32 seconds

left, Breshnahan threw his second TD of the half, an
11 -yard strike to wideout Al Barrow, and after UNH
completed a two-point conversion, UMass found itself

down 20-0 heading into the locker room.
" At 20-0, you've still got a chance," Hodges said.

"We tried, but obviously it didn't work."

The second half was worse for the Minutemen. The
Wildcats booted two field goals in the first eight min-

utes of the third quarter, boosting their lead to 26-0.

UMass would punt twice and throw an interception in

the third quarter, and UNH put the game safely out of

reach with 3:10 left in the third. Jones's second touch-

down reception of the day. a six-yarder, gave the

Wildcats a 33-0 lead.

UMass would finally score early in the fourth quarter.

Ron Brockington capped off a ten-play, 70-yard drive

with a five-yard touchdown that cut the lead to 33-7.

UNH could do no wrong Saturday. The Wildcats

racked up 580 yards of total offense, 320 of which came
on the ground. Leading the charge was sophomore tail-

back Jerry Azumah. The YanCon's leading rusher gained

210 yards on 25 carries, and was awarded the Bill Knight

trophy, given to the annual UMass-UNH game MVP.
Breshnahan threw at will all day, completing 18-of-28

passes for 260 yards and three touchdowns.
"1 don't think there's any question that we played our

best football game of the year," UNH coach Bill Bowes
said. "I was very concerned about UMass coming in

here and running the football on us because they've

been doing it all year, but I was glad to see our defense

step it up."

mistakes
continued from page 12

to the game's Most Valuable Player

award, given each year to a player after

the UMass-UNH game.

It just wasn't meant to be for the

Minutemen, who were looking to start

off the four final conference games of

the season with a win. They instead

dropped their second Yankee
Conference game of the year and fall to

5-3 overall. The loss drops them into a

tic with the Wildcats in the New
England division of the conference at

3-2.

With only three games left, they will

need a strong finish to the year if they

want to keep their Yankee Conference

and post-season hopes alive. UMass
has not reached the post-season since

1990.

"We lost to a very good football

team today," UMass coach Mike
Hodges said. "They were obviously

ready to play and played very very well.

For some reason we didn't play very

well. We got beat at every phase of the

football game."

The game was highly uncharacteris-

tic of the Minutemen in that the

Wildcats were having big plays at

UMass' expense all day long, and the

offense of UMass couldn't manage to

move the ball up the field whatsoever.

"We didn't make any plays all day,

there was anything from an offensive or

a defensively stand point that we did

well today," Hodges said. "We were

not ready to play from a mental stand-

point, and obviously you can't do that

against that outfit, because they're a

very, very good football team."

The Minutemen only averaged 2.8

yards per play, most of which can be

attributed to the offensive play calling.

UMass felt that running eight designed

quarterback keepers and 10- plus

option plays was the best way to be

effective.

The Wildcats didn't think so howev-

er, and they smelled out virtually every

play, stopping the Minutemen for loss-

es on the day totaling 24 yards. UMass
gained 139 yards on the ground, not

bad for an individual effort, but as a

team, it doesn't get the job done.

All three of UMass' normally over-

powering running backs, Frank Allesio,

Matt Jordan and Ron Brockington,

were held in check, with each gaining

only 29 yards apiece, all with double

digit carries.

The air attack belonged to the

Wildcats as well, as quarterback Chris

Bresnhan threw for 260 yards on
18 lor- 28 passing and three touch-

downs. His prime target was Azumah,
who had six catches for 82 yards and

one TD. Along with one kickoff return,

Azumah amassed a total of 307 all pur-

pose yards on the day.

Freshman quarterback Jeff Smith for

UMass was 6-for-19 for only 53 yards

and two interceptions. Freshman
Ralphael Quinn caught^ four of those

completions for 26 yards. It was anoth-

er facet of the game though, that did

not show the usual way UMass has per-

formed throughout the season.

"We've got to evaluate what were

doing, and I think we have to evaluate

the way we prepared to come up here

today cause obviously it didn't work,"

Hodges said. "I said that all along, even

in the first game. I felt that we were
ready to play from a mental standpoint,

but for us to play like that, obviously

we were not ready to play today, we
were not ready to play."

Unfortunately, this is not the most
opportune time for UMass to not be

ready to play in a game, as it will have

no time to ponder this loss. The team

will have to think forward to the next

three games, which see the Minutemen
play two more ranked opponents, all in

conference.

This game had UMass reverting to

old mistakes, ones it appeared to have

put behind it in the last couple of

games. The Minutemen had two lost

fumbles, two interceptions, five penal-

ties, and two sacks given up.

Don't be mistaken though, this foot-

ball team has a lot of character, as it

has shown throughout the season.

After dropping the first game of the

season 50-14 to Villanova, the

Minutemen came back to win three in a

row.

Then after losing a 41-20 contest to

URL the Minutemen came back to win

the next two games, in which they

scored 40-plus points.

The Minutemen can only hope that

will be the case once again this coming

weekend, as they play conference oppo-

nent Maine at Warren P. McGuirk
Alumni Stadium.
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Managing Health and human services is serious business. The Heller

School's innovative master's curriculum is at the intersection of manage-
ment and policy, providing the technical, organizational, evaluation, and
analytical skills through courses such as Organizational Behavior,

Managerial Accounting, Marketing, and Strategic Planning, needed by the

next generation of leaders who want to make a difference.

The Heller Management Program is a two year curriculum in just 15
months, offering a financial as well as time advantage over traditional

business programs. It also offers a 3 month on-site Team Consulting

Project to get you the experience you need to succeed.

Opt for management concentrations in Health Care or in Child, Youth, and
Family Services. Individualized concentrations in aging, disabilities, sub-

stance abuse and other policy areas are possible. Graduates are found at

all levels in government, not-for-profits, and for-profit institutions.

Please come visit us at the Graduate & Professional

School fair on October 30 th from 1 0am to 3pm.

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
Heller Graduate School

ow Hirin
The Collegian Graphics

Dept. Is Hiring

Day Advertising
Production staff.

Anyone Interested Is

welcome to stop by
our office In the

Campus Center

basement and
fill out an &

j

application.

Computer
experience

helpful.

North Amherst
Motors

A Collision Repair Cantor

78 Sunderland Rd . No* Amherst. MA

549-2880
^r ^J (Onm MM Iron IMu

Book Now!
Intersession ond Spring Break

!

:

587-3011

(413)781-6150

Gioups of 10 oi more

we II come sec you
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Gilbert By Scott Adams Robotman By Jim Meddick

ACTIVITIES
CHINESE FOOD Kai Chi delivering

Sunday Thursday to ?am Friday a'Kl

Saturday to 3am

AUTO FOR SALE

GREAT CAR
Toyota Ttrcal IMS 58 000 miles

Hatchback Superb condition i New
stereo $3,700 256 8330

•I Ford Brooco II V6. 2 9L 4x4.

black, strong engine. 99 000 miles,

perfect in snow $4600 or B/0 549-

9176

EMPLOYMENT
WMUA 911 FM is looking to hire a

music director UMass undergrads

only Strong organizational skills a

must Knowledge of music pre-

ferred Submit resumes and cover

letters to Programmer's Mailbox,

105 Campus Center by Fn Nov 1 at

5pm Questions call 545-2876

ASIAN/EUROPEAN EMPLOY
MENT live in Prague Budapest.

Tokyo etc teaching simple conver-'

sational English No teaching back

ground or languages necessary Call

(91919681164

EMPLOYMENT
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT

'tow tor Summer All sea

sonal positions open Rafting Co

and Dude ranch jobs also available

Call 919-968-1 164

Wanted Spoketperson lor

International Co $10 00 per hour 8-

10 hrs per week Person must Be

outgoing, responsible and comfort-

able in groups Models are encour

aged to apply Call TASP

International 1-800-829-4777 Ask

for Sean Sweeney

P.T. Administrative Positions

duties range from filing to Ig. rredia

events Flexible hours. 10 15

hrs/wk Call DataViews Corp /HR

Dept 586 4144

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed! Entry level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services (2061 971 -3600 ext R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
• Earn up to $25 $45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan. S Korea No teach

ing background or Asian languages

required For info call (2061 971

3570 Ext J5O016

EMPLOYMENT
Legal Assistants Wanted -

Spring 97 Internships with the

Student Legal Services Office, get

hands-on experience in the legal

held—work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 under

graduate credits No experience in

the legal profession necessary-

naming provided Contact the

Student Legal Services Office today

fot an application 545-1995. 922

Campus Center

Color Printer - Panasonic KX-P2123

24-pin Color Super Quiet Dot Matrix

punter $170 Mike ® 546-6963

Earn Money and Free Trips!!

Individuals and groups wanted to

promote Spring Break'! Call Inter

Campus Programs at 1 -800 327-6013

or http //www tcpt com

FOR SALE

Atomic GS Ski 205 ESS race bind

mint $199 582-7026

Round-trip bus tickets. Amherst

DC area Can't use Reduced! 549-

0309

Car Stereo $40. Aiwa stereo head-

phones $20 brand new used 1x

Cela 546-3506

FOR SALE
Computer Desk $25, women's skis

w/bmdings. boots (6) $350/package,

SONY 5CD changer $100, CD & cass

holders Steve or Ah 253-2620

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

PAOLA. que dios te bendiga y siem

pre te proteja Nunca deies de son

reir Fell/ 1er aho. te desea con todo

el amor del mundo. tu mama MELI

NA

INSTRUCTION
Bartend with University

Bartending SU% student discount,

Amherst classes starting soon! Call

1 800-U CAN-MIX for info

Boxing Lessons with Djata

Bumpus All Welcome For

brochure 413 732-8817

MUSICIANS
Established funk outfit seeks

rhodes and/or hammond player who
can GROOVE! Call Andy 549-1016 or

Jason 367 0159

MISCELLANEOUS
Private Hotel Required lot Oxford

University study Can you, your par

ents, friends or relatives help?

Alison 546-4261

New Metabolism Breakthrough

Lose 5 100 lbs Guaranteed $35

800776-9503

PERSONALS

My Announcement,

I, Calvin, hereby admit all my faults

of hurting Joan's feelings I under

stand that I have been asking Joan

for too much forgiveness However

I really need the last chance so that I

am allowed to take care of her and

compensate for my faults I want to

tell the whole world that Joan is the

only one I love (Whoever reads this,

please have me in your prayets I

ROOMATE WANTED
Roommate needed n two bedroom

apt Seeking responsible female

Call 549-0207

SERVICES
Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade? In house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

SERVICES TRAVEL
Pregnant? Need help' Call TRAVELTIME H, igrwl deals ortali

Birthright of Amherst area for free your travel needs bH/JUi i

testing and assistance 5491906 (413(781-6150

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20<£ per word/day

All
others

40</J per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
Activities

Announcements

Apartment For

Rent

Auto For Sale

Employment

Entertainment

For Sale

Found (2 days

Free)

Happy Birthday

Houses For Rent

Instruction

Lost

Musicians

Miscellaneous

Motorcycles

Personals

Room For Rent

Room Wanted

Roommate Wanted

Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Transportation

Wanted to Rent

Wanted

Answers to
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CROSSWORD
1 2 3 4 5

|

1

6 7 8

'I
10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 16 19

20 21 22 23

24
bbbbbI

25 26

27 28 29 &) 31 32 33

34 35 36

37 1 ~ 39

40 41 42

43 44 45Hi
48 49 50 si B 52 53 54

55 56 57

i
1

59

60

1
..

•

63 P u p
ACROSS 45 Stylish

46 Queens team
1. Bloodhound action 47 Hurt
6 Charge on property

4fl Fabulous •

10 Locale tor Colonel
SI Marceau, eg

Mustard 52 Young lox

14 Therefore 55 Bird movement
15 Unsorted meal SR Come up
16 Clarinet's orchestral

60. Tropical plant

neighbor 61 Horseradish, e g
17 Sevareid et al 6? Chopped finely

'8 Afternoon serial 63 The Untouchables

(2 words) role

20 Staccato indicator, in 64 Picnic joiners

music 65 Harnesses
21 Govt agents

23

M
Kind of maid

TV Guide putdown
DOWN

a Delighted 1 After water or tool

17 dance 2 Claudius' successor

H Persian ruler 3 Monogram pt

31 "Bye Bye Birdie* girl 4 Govt agcy

^ Leaves 5 Rankles

3S First name in hotel- 6 Intense light beam

owning tax evaders 7 Blame . Rio

M "What'll " (Berlin) (2 words)

(2 words) 8 Schedule abbr

17 Conway el al 9 Short sleep

| One alternative in 10 Anticipated

marriage vows 11 Aid's mate

Type of collar 12 Learning

41.1 Lemon or lime dnnk 13 Shakespearean

11 Illegal enrichment monarch

4.-' Actress Jergens 19 Midwest tribe

»' Start of many French 22 •
.., MkMtlM

titles 24 West Side Story

M : MH gang

25 Eidolon

26 Lois of the comics

27 Mineral

28 Chemical compound

29 Ten-year prison

sentences, slangily

30 Medieval workers

31 Floats bad checks

32 False gods

33 The Color of

35 Packs

38 Legal document

39 Imported cheese

41 First name in

"Ninotehka"

42 So soon
-"

45 Engine part

46 Stable matnarchs

47 Pointers

48 FBI agent

49 Anger

50 Analysts foci

51 Doubtful

52 IGeta Out of

You"

53 Crystal gazer s

phrase (2 words)

54 Williams and Knight

56 Melodic syllable

57 Electrified partide

59 "Road to
'

The MoiWHhu*rtt>.

DAILY COLLEGIAN
New fcnglond'i target) College Owly • Founded in 1890 • Doily Siwe 1967

http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

TRAVEL

FREE TRIPS & CASH Find out how

hundreds ut student representatives

are already earning free trips and

lots of cash with America's #1

Spring Break Company! Sell only 15

trips and travel freel Cancun.

Bahamas, Ma;atlan. Jamaica or

Floridal Campus Manager positions

also available Call now 1 Take a

Break Student Travel 1 600 95

BREAK

i

Quebec City for New Year's 1 3

nights at 5 star Hilton located in

Quebec City, the oldest city in North

America $89 pp SKI and PARTY Call

Dominic at 533-1600 now! Limited

space, hurryi

SPRING BREAK Week in Jamaica

from $499 pp March 15-22 in Negnl

Includes RT air. 7 nights hotel, pat-

ties/events and all taxes Call

Dominic at 413-533-1600 or 800-

232 2415

SPRING BREAK! Earn cash!

Highest commissions/lowest puces!

Travel free on only 13 sales!! Free

info! Sunsplash 1-800-426-7710

WANTED
FUNDRAISER M '

'

needed to earn $500 00 plus

promoting AT&T, Discover, gas and

retail cards Since 1969 we've

helped thousands of groups raise the

money they need Call Gma at 1

800 592 2121 ext 110 Free CD to

qualified callers

Personals Policy
1 All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2 Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used. [vrco
3 Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO tXCtf-

TIONS
4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm

room numbers as well.

5 Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.
6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7 The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass LP.

number of the student placing the as tilled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and

the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9 The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

•

ARIES
March 21 -April 20

Give your full attention to your

surroundings today You could be a

source of distraction for someone

else if you're not extra careful. A

small gesture you make this week

could return to you tenfold.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

Your Intuition Into a loved one's

feelings reaches almost telepathic

proportions this week. Use this

Insight to your sweetheart's

advantage -especially If they're

feeling blue Your efforts could

make a huge difference.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Things at work may seem a little

frantic, with questions bombarding

you from every side. Feel free to

step back and find the right answer,

rather than Just any answer. Also.

listen carefully for extra insight Into

one problem in particular.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

When things are going smoothly for

you. consider giving a friend a little

extra attention. A little patience

and friendliness could alter their

perspective In a way they'll never

forget Ask the right questions.

LEO
July 23-August 23

Your outgoing nature wins you

many friends, but this week you

may find It hard to sit still. Listen to

a quiet friend's wisdom and then

put II Into action In an unexpected

way for the best results.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

An unusual circumstance leaves

you In the position of being able to

help a stranger The rewards will l><

ample, although they may not all

be tangible. Focus on a romantli

impulse to win the partner of your

'll' .nils

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

A confusing lime at home tempts

you to overdo at work. Focus on

working out the underlying

problems. They could be much
simpler than they seem. Assert your

authority with kindness.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

Follow through on an Inspiration for

results that could surprise you.

Avoid a discussion of an Issue that's

not germane. Someone who
disagrees with your methods could

be trying to cloud your Judgment

SAGITTARnJS
November 23-December 21

This week, a careful, considerate

approach to relationships and

decisions Is wise. Your tactful

honesty could help a relationship

bloom anew. If you truly have the

other person's best Inn -rests ii heart

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20

A llghthearted gesture may be

misinterpreted, especially al work.

It might be wise to opt for silence,

rather than humor. A distant friend

might Introduce you lo someone

nearby. Be on the lookout for an

opportunity

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

Kalher than explaining why
something went wrong, quietly

make the effort to fix thing'.

Someone who's interested In seeing

how you handle things will be

favorably Impressed Spend some

time with a younger person.

PISCES
February 19-March 20

lilras could snowball during a

brainstorming session He ruthless

when you're deciding what things

will really work Don't waste too

much energy on a minor problem

It will resolve Itself without

Inlet Terence

UrA... I LIKE fAMUNG
POPCORN IN THt
rAICROWAVE AND
EATING IT UMILEI
PM.TEND TO LUORK.

YOUR BODY LANGUAGE
TELLb rAE THAT SOMETHING

EVIL IS

GOING TO

HAPPEN TO

rAY POPCORN

PRIVILEGES.

JNE SOT SOfAt SAP N£WS. ANP
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Drabblo By Kevin Fagan Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winkle

Always Wanted One of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas
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Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winkle
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University* By Frank Cho Close to Home By John McPherson

There's been a large walrus in

my bedroom for years. He's very

very quiet and hardly moves. He

just sits there.

I know where he sits all night

long.

"M
/// want to grab something in

the middle of the night I've taught

myself how to reach around him

even if I can't see.

I have to use a coded language

to explain him to my girlfriends.

The girls are shy and confused

about why he's there with us in the

room and how he got there in the

first place.

I don't know his name because I

don't know much about him. When

he leaves, my life will fit better,

the world will look differently, and

I'll finally know his name.

With my bad luck his name will

probably be something like Butch or

Sheila Gordon.

edeo By Mike Rybicki
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Quote of the Day

You're going to find

that many of the

truths we cling to

depend greatly on our

own point of view.

-Ben Kenobi

99

Dining Commons Mono
Menu unavailable.

Maes* refer to this guide
le help you decide where to oat.

i First, go get some dice 5^ Z^jJT.
(6 sided, preferably). "*T ^t-

O Find one you like,

and roll it.

•*:

If you roll:

Co to Franklin D.C. for dinner.

Co to Berkshire D.C. for dinner.

Go to Hampshire D.C. for dinner.

&*•'*>' »nfl Spertv t*« Hi Meg* »'• MMMI oUhe NfPk

• • Go to Worcester D.C. for dinner.

Get Pizza for dinner!

Roll again.

For Entertainment Purposes Only



SportsWeekend • The Minutewamon voHeybofl

team had a luccewful weekend of

Atlantic 10 action, beating previ-

ously undefeated Rhode Island.

Check out page nine for the story.

• The men's soccer seniors played

their last regular reason game at

Richard F Garber Field this week

end See page eight for the story

• The women's soccer team

broke through Temple's vaunted

bunker defense to beat the Ovds

5--0. For the details, see page eight.

• The men's water polo team

advanced all the way to the EWPA
North Division playoff finals before

falling to Queens See tomorrow's

Collegian for the details

Collegian Sports • Monday, October 28, 1 996

Lightning strikes on Owls; Rudy gets 200th vs. DU

t f ( t x~ x v \

till
lilt 1M.3£

I HAINLi VU / \_vJLLtl_.l«rs|

By Jorma Kansanen

Collegian Staff

Some things change and

some things stay the same
— this weekend for the

Massachusetts women's soc-

cer team (14-2- 1,7-0-1 in

the Atlantic 10) was an

example of the lattei

More specifically, the

Minutewomen got wins

over two A- 10

opponents,
while facing the

simplest of

team defensive

schemes, popu-

larly known as "the

bunker." UMass has now
faced the bunker defense

this season more than you

can count on two hands,

and with its A- 10 sched-

ule, has its figu-

rative grip on it

by now.

On Saturday.

UMass was able

to break the eight-back

bunker defense of Temple

(3 112 6 A-10), as the

offense wa^ led by senior

midfielder Tina Lightning's

hat trick to a 5-0 oblitera-

tion of the Owls.

There was no cruising

on Sunday afternoon us

the Lady Dukes of

Duquesne (5-6-4, 1-5-2

A 10) took no heed of

Senior Day celebrations,

and tried to rain on the

Minutewomen's parade.

Theri efforts were to no

Temple

See related story page 8

-0

avail, as they fell by the

slightest of scores, 1^0, in

UMass coach |im Rudy's

200th career victory.

Temple came out strong

against UMass, as their

5-12 record coming into

the contest was more scary

for the Minutewomen than

soothing. Their mastery of

the bunker defense

brought the only loss

UMass has

ever suf-

fered to an

A-10
opponent,
lust sea-

defeat in

Philadelphia. What was
scary on this day was the

pressure the Owls put on
junior keeper Danielle

Dion, as they had five cor-

ner kicks

by the half,

which is

more than
UMass

usually gives up in a game
For Rudy, at the end of

the day his team had done

the job.

"We got at it pretty good,

and we were working on
it," Rudy said. "We were

real patient with it. and we
did enough. This was by no

MM a pretty game, but a

needed game, and we need

ed this one. We created

about four really good ones

for them, with back passes

and so on.

"We had a nice talk at

Massachusetts 1

Duquesne

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 8
Tina Lightning celebrates after scoring a goal in this weekend's Atlantic 10 women's soccer action. Lightning had a hat trick to lift the Minutewomen over Temple and

Duquesne.

„ UMass pummelled by UNh
Hockey gets season-opening split [n ^eu} England showdown

By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

It could have been
double the pleasure for

the Massachusetts men's

hockey team (1-1, 1-1 in

Hockey East) this week-

end, as not only would its

season opene

be agains

intrastate *
r i v a I | MM rommm

LUwcllMatsachuM
(1-1, 1-1 HE), but the

battle for the Alumni
Cup would also be on tap

in this home
and home
tenet.

Lu-t

t h e

Minutemen
look iiie inaugural Cup.

which is given to the win-

ner of the season series

between the two state

campuses, in an exciting

contest that was settled

in a 5- 4 shootout after

overtime.

The season opener on

Friday night, though, did

not hold the excitement

of their last encounter,

especially for the

Minutemen as they

dropped an ugly 5-2 loss

at Tully Forum in

Billerica to the River

Hawks. It

was a turn

of the

tables and

venues on

Saturday night, as UMass

returned to the spacious

confines of the Mullins

Center, and found more
space in

between
the pads

of Lowell

freshman
goalie

Scott Fankhouser in a

4-2 win.

Fankhouser (53 saves

on the weekend) was in

net due to the four- game

suspension of starter, and

preseason All- Hockey
Last selection. Martin

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

Massachusetts

DURHAM N.H. — Oh well,

there's always next year.

The Massachusetts football team's

dreams of a Yankee Conference cham-

pionship and playoff berth were put to

rest Saturday, as New
Hampshire raced out

to a 20-0 halftime

lead and poured it on

in the second half,

destroying the Minutemen 40-7 in a

Yankee Conference New England
Division showdown.

"There was not one thing that we

did right today," UMass coach Mike

Hodges said. "We weren't ready to

play. We have to play well to be com-

petitive, and for some reason, we
didn't play well. We've got to evalu-

ate what we're doing, because obvi-

ously it didn't work."

This was the biggest game of the

year for the Minutemen. Coming in

they were 5-2, and with a 3-1 confer-

ence mark, they led the New England

Division by a game over UNH, who
came in at 4-2, 2-2 in the YanCon.

With the loss, UMass drops to 3-2

in the YanCon and is now behind the

Wildcats in the division, by virtue of

Saturday's disaster in Durham
UNH wasted no time getting on the

board. The Wildcats received the open

ing kickoff and
embarked on a five

play, 80-yard drive that

would give them the

lead only 1:10 into the

game. The combo of quarterback Chris

Breshnahan and wide receiver Calvin

(ones hooked up for 63 yards on this

first drive, including a 30-yard touch-

down that put the Wildcats up 6-0.

The Minutemen blocked the extra

point attempt.

Offensively, UMass would spend

most of the first half on the ground —
literally. The UNH campus received

over a foot of rain in the wake of last

week's bad weather, and helicopters

were brought in late in the week to dry

Turn to FOOTBALL page 9

Turn to HOCKEY, page 7

IOHMA KANSANIN I COLUGIAN

Gerry Cahill and the UMass hockey team faced off against UMass-Lowell in the season

opening series for both schools. The teams split the weekend games.

Men's soccer claims pair

All eyes are now on Atlantic 10s

Old mistakes resurface in N.H.;

UMass now tied with Wildcats

By Mike Corey

Collegian Staff

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

Going into the weekend, the Atlantic

10 men's soccer standings were at a

deadlock.
With four lui LiiuZLkidll:

remain in contention for a trip to

Dayton,

From the opening kick in Friday's

match against the Bunnies to the final

Turn to MEN'S SOCCER, page 8

DURHAM, N.H — Mama said

there 'd be days like this.

Well. Saturday afternoon was one of

those days for the Massachusetts foot-

ball team The Minutemen suffered a

40-7 humiliation at the hands of the

No. 18 University of New Hampshire

Wildcats, in a Yankee Conference

game in which nothing went UMass'

way.

The usually effective defense of the

Minutemen. that before had been the

vital part of the UMass success, just did

not show up on Saturday.

The Minutemen gave up 580 yards

of total offense to the Wildcats, 320
yards on the ground — 210 yards of

which belonged to sophomore tailback

(erry Azumah, the Yankee
Conference's leading rusher

Azumah most definitely had his way

on Saturday, picking up bit second

200-yard plus game this year, en route

Turn to MISTAKES page 9

St. Bonaventure

See relate* iter* pa* 9

teams
grinding it

out for a

tourney
berth, the Massachusetts Minutemen

needed to

oil PMPPVPVOTHPl^H
I,, ; ; i i^P*

UM field hockey falls to Husky jinx

By Casey Kane

Collegian Staff

Dan Chagnon and the UMass men's soccer team put themselves in

position for an A-10 Tournament berth with a pair of wins this weekend

Duquesne

Bonaventure and Duquesne in their

final regular season homestand to

STORRS. Conn. — On Oct. 23. 1W,
Massachusetts field hockey coach Pam
Hi\on notched her 250th career 0O&
victory with a 3 i over Connecticut

Minutewomen have not beaten the

Connecticut

Massachusetts 1

Huskies since.

That trend continued in unfavorable fashion for

UMass Saturday in Storrs, Conn as UConn notched a

win over the visiting Minutewomen, 2-1

.

No. 6 UConn's relentless attack was too

much for the No 8 Minutewomen to handle,

as they dropped to 1 1-5, 4-0 in the Atlantic

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY page 7



runny how much free time costs these Jays.

Rnally. After working for what seems like forever, you have some time to yourself. To Jo

whatever you want. Problem is, doing whatever you want costs more than you want. Enter

the Chevy Cavalier.' It can go 1 ()(),()()() miles hefore its first scheduled tune-up: Beat of all,

Cavalier fits your budget Making it truly easy to own. St) even though going out during

your free time may cost a lot, getting

there won't.

C a v a tier Genuine Chevrolet*
The Cars More Americans Trust.
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U. VIEWS
6 U. Mail, editorial cartoon and deep, thought-provoking poll questions.

QUICKIES
8 Witty campus anecdotes, cleverly packaged with you in mind.

U. NEWS
9 ( luck out the "new" mobile student — trailer talkin', grilled cheese eatin', rolling home

dwellers. There's a class fit for aliens and even a remedy for school sucks syndrome.

And don't forget about U. Lose, The Bua and our favorite Sites for Sore I yes.

U. LIFE
12 Dollars / Easy Money

The next time you buy a lottery ticket, think about this: You could be financing a student s

education. Find out which states give students more luck with their buck.

12 Urge / Live-In Learn
You grew up thinking June and Ward Cleaver actually slept in separate beds.

Now you're living in sin. So, do you tell the parents or not?

17 Etc. / Doodles For Dollars
Is the next dary l .arson doodling for your student newspaper? Read all about student

cartoonists who have already hit the big time with syndicated strips.

21 Offbeat / Metal Heads
He looks like 1 punk rocker gone prehistoric. No, those aren't dinosaur fins on his head

They*K metal spikes. And you thought you were being all edgy and cool when you got your

belly button pierced! HA!

"-4.W

COVER STORY
14 Flirting With Disaster

You had spinach stuck in your teeth I let mom chaperoned the date. He read you the poem

he wrote about his ex-girlfriend. You skidded down three flights of stairs — on your face.

We've all had a date from hell and lived to tell the story. Find out how your dating disaster

compares to the students we talked to.

FEATURES
13 Justice For All?

What happens to those nutry kids who gel caught streaking or those naughty students accused

of sexual misconduct? Whether it's 40 lashes with a wet noodle or expulsion Irom school, the

judicial system at your school might be covering up the crime and punishment. Get the

verdict on student judicial boards.

16 Straight But Not Narrow
They're the few, the proud, the gay-friendly. Some schools arc taking proactive steps to ensure

an open, welcoming campus atmosphere for gay students. Is your school one of them? Plus, an

update on the not-so-friendly reality of homophobia on campus.

R + R
18 Rock

The latest in acid jazz and little kitties with chainsaws, plus Pocket Band, Our Picks and

the II. radio chart.

20 Reel
Movie previews that'll make you wanna go Kaczynski on your family, plus the Reel Deal

on Marky Mark's Black Circle Boys and a much-hyped Screen Saver.

WRAR
23 Another One Bites The Dust

You know you're a one-woman man (read: whipped) if you find yourself parked on a mall

bench and holding a purse on Saturday afternoons, instead of playing football with the guys.

Sheesh. The things you do for love.

GUEST EXPERT: Sandra Barnhard

l
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Otxi bless him pointed
little head.
Raga Z1

She's sexuallv ambiguous, yet sensual. Hideous, yet beautiful. Crass,

yet classy. And she's one busy lady. After stalking publicists, threat-

ening managers and throwing a few temper tantrums, we finally

tracked down the ever-elusive Sandra. She's just wrapped her new

action/adventure flick, Apocalypse—* sci-fi space odyssey where she

plays the captain of a salvage ship — and was kind enough to spare a

few thoughts on hellish dates and other things.

Oatoa front hell on the
next Rolondal
Raga 14

I like you, you like mo,
we're a Happy

unhrormtty.

Raga 16

Campus Shots

Break in' epidemic:
Student has an uncon-
trollable uroe to oo

the electric

CovtR Photo n |<>mi Iagojuot, bayior u. / Photo "dcvuzed" n Dam Dm si

Photo h> Justm Bi m ,

U. Or FlORIDA
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Vou reap
what you sow

I was deeply disturbed by rhc
>
"<Jcn-

eraiion Hexed" cartoon ISeptember

1996). This particular cartoon ridiculed

a person because they were ... gasp! ... a

middle-aged student!

People need to realize that the seeds

of bigotry and prejudice can be planted

anywhere and these seeds can grow into

a bias against any person or culture.

Prejudice is not restricted to a few

groups or circumstances. It people wish

to stop racism, sexism, classism or other

forms of prejudice, they must address

their own personal biases. Ageism is as

detrimental to our society as other

forms of prejudice.

Stephen £ BuckaUw, copy editor.

School ofAgric., Pennsylvania State V.

Ebony
and ivory

I'm writing

about Wcsleyan U.

and their Malcolm

X house |"X Marks

The House," Sep-

tember 1996]. 1

think it's a shame

that we have

regressed back into

segregation. Do
these students who

want an all-black

house also want all-

black diners and

water fountains?

The quote that

the Malcolm X
house gives them "a

place where we

don't think about

race" made me

laugh. How can the

junior residence

advisor say they

need a place where

race docsn t matter

when it obviously

matters very much

to them?

Rente Shiflet,

senior. Southeast Missouri Suite U.

I found "X Marks The House" very

disturbing. I found the problem was a

complete contradiction of what the

house stands for. A quote from Angie

Montgomery reads, "The Malcolm X

House gives us a place where we don't

think about race. We can be ourselves."

If the house is a place where race isn't a

concern, why are they so GMMtBcd it

"non -black" students live there?

Shouldn't any form ot education be

open to people of all nationalities? I

hope in ;he future people can really not

think about race instead of saying it to

keep their single-race home.

Mike Brooks, sophomore, hum State I

Vum, yum, good
It's good. It's fun. It's healthier than

SPAM. It's V. Magazine — the break-

fast of gods.

Justin Nemmers, sophomore,

Virginia Tech V.

Return to sonder
Thanks to the watchful eyes ofmany eto-

groovy college granolas we realized that the

wrong Web address made it to print /Acid

Ram Drain, September 1996/. The correct

URLfbrtheARRFat V. ofSouthern Maine

is http://wwui.usm.mainE.edu/-pos/arrf.htm.

Sorry to all ofyou readers who got lost.

Illustration rv Sean Mumay, Sska< usi U.

U. Rolls
Athletes — should they get

special treatment?

Should gay marriages be legal?

BOO/6U VIEWS
(388-4397)

Ever cheated
in a class?

Yom: 59%
Mo; 42%

I have an indirect answer to the

question. My dad is a teacher who
caught a student cheating in the

back of the class. He had his sock

and shoe off and his textbook on the

floor. He was turning the pages with

his bare foot Kevin Moore, graduate

student, Texas Tech • The question

"Ever cheated in a class?" was offen-

sive to me. I come from a conserva-

tive. Baptist background. 1 never

cheat. Anyone who has needs to be

expelled. It's just wrong. Robbie

Foster, junior. Middle Tennessee

State U. • Hard to believe, but no. I

haven't cheated on a test since high

school Shannon, junior, 11. of South

Carolina • What kind of question is

that anyway? Of course! The best

ways that I have gotten away with it

is to write a small cheat sheet and

I've been able to put it under my
class ring, in my car, in my pen top

and on my baseball cap bill. I don't

think 1 could ever have passed half

the math and science classes I've

taken. Mick Anderson, senior, Flori-

da State U. • I haven't cheared at

the universiry, but in high school it

was a must. It was the only way 1

got by Sasasha (.manual, fresh-

man, Florida ASMU.' Yes, 1 have

cheated in a class although it has

never been off someone else. Just

crib notes DJ Manuat, junior,

Louisiana State U. • Yes, 1 have

cheated in class and 1 will cheat

until I graduate from college. Kenya,

senior, Norfolk State ft, Va. • No. 1

have never cheated on a test before.

Cheating doesn't get you anywhere.

All you have to do is study, study,

study and you will make it.

LaShawn Johnson, freshman,

Wlnthrop College • Yes I have

because I'm a business student at

USC. Anonymous, U. of Southern

California • As far as college, I've

never cheated. When 1 was younger,

I was in a competitive honors

prgram and I felt compelled to. At

that time, it was nothing major. I

definitely wouldn't do it again. I

know it's wrong, but the peer pres-

sure got to me. Anonymous * I have

always figured that the guy or girl

sitting next to me had to be as siu-

pid as I was otherwise they would

not have been there, so why bother

cheating? Jim, grad student, Cleve-

land State U.

Vegetarian or
meat eater?
Vmfaotarlmn: 33%
Moat otstor: 87%

I'm a proud, full-fledged carnivore.

None of this omnivore shit for me. It's

meat, meat, meat all the way. 1 think

anyone who just eats vegetables or cats

half vegetables needs to be shot.

Because the only thing they are doing

is promoting agriculture and what

does agriculture do? It promotes

Southern life and what docs that do? It

promotes stupidity. And just ... jusi

. . . just ... oh hell, oh shoot, oh bloody

hell. I need to go eat a steak. Scott

Pejaver, junior, Middle Tennessee

State U. • Mcai cater definitely Shan-

non, junior, U. of South Carolina • II

there's one thing I know, it's eating. I

spent the first 22 years of my life glut

tarian (earing anything). Then I spent

time vegetarian (no meat), vegan (no

meal * dairy), fruitarian (only fruit),

liquidarian (only liquids) and hrcathai

ian lonly air). Also two 20-day warer

lasts. My recommendation: ChoOK
the purest food and the least amount

of it you can. But. most importantly,

be happv with what you cat. Ed Peter-

son, law student, U. of Wisconsin,

Hail to the Chief
When I heard the news that our publisher and t

director, Gayte Morris Sweettand, had passed antra* Sept

17, 1 couWnt believe it Yes, she had bean battling cancer

for two and a half years, so you might think it shouldn't

have come as a shock. But you didn't know Gayle. She

was one hell of a tough broad (her own words) who

refused to lose a fight

Even little things that didn't seem to matter to others

took on great importance to Gayte and were worth fighting

for. Believe me, we had our share of battles over the most

minute details in this magazine— a comma hare, a caption

there. But this was her baby, and Gayte wanted the maga -

zhw to be perfect She wanted It to be tatomattve but ateo

tun to read. I remember bar toMng ma soon after I was hired

in 1994, "We can be Irreverent We can be corrtroversiaf. We

can be funny. But we can never ever be boring."

Actually, if Gayte knew I was writing this column, she'd

probably be screaming down the halfway, "What the hell is

Ms crap?! Who wants to read about some old broad?

Either get rid of it or find some way to make it fumy!"

For someone who never took a journalism class In cd-

lege and had never had a byHned article appear in a publi-

cation, Gayte's influence on the field of joumaltem will be

foil for years and years to come. Even though she lost the

fight for her Mfe, she didn't lose the battle to help strug-

gling student journalists get their start in publishing.

Since 1991, when Gayte bought U. Magazine, hundreds

of student writers, photographers and artiste have beefed

up their portfolios with freelance work for U.

And some 30 graduating college journalists have

<
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from all

tors to be

assistant

editors.

ing their

yearlong fel-

lowships,

these bright

on to jobs at

Entertain-

ment Weekly, Spy, Teen, PC World, Computmttfa, People

and various newspapers and broadcast news stations. And

tf.'s future assistant editors win continue to take a bit of

the Gayte brand of journalism (irreverent, controversial,

funny, but never boring) into their future tots.

Gayte's commitment to helping college journalists

doesn't stop there. The Gayte Monte Swe
ship Fund has been established at the U. of I

It makes me sad that these students wHI never get the

chance to know Gayte— the Monte pubttefier who couM

leap tall editors in a single bound, as wa wrote about her

on our Web site.

We win miss her terribly But Gayte, you can rest

assured, you will never be forgotten.

-Frances Huffman, Pubasherh) Editor
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CREDIT
CARD CAPER
U. of Arizona

A Kappa Alpha fraternity mem-
ber learned a hard lesson when his

new American t'xprcss tard was

stolen It. mi the tut house mailbox

while he was out of town lot the

weekend. (Cucss he shouldn't have

led home without it.) The thief

wasted no time and charged $450.

All evidence points to one telltale

suspect: a weekend house guest

who bought and consumed an

astonishing amount or pizza. Way
to cover your tracks, buddy.

BIRTHDAY
BOOZE BANNED
U. of Nebraska, Lincoln

Students can no longer

expect tree birthday drinks at

Lincoln bars. Thirty-seven estab-

lishments are trying to clean up

their pavement (commonly

referred to as "the most puked-

upon stretch or concrete in the

United States"). Bar owners say

they're concerned about birth-

day bar crawlers who stop in tor

a free drink at every pub on the

strip, consuming as many as JO

shots of liquor, sometimes to the

point of alcohol poisoning.

"We're not trying to poop on

everybody's fun," says one

owner. "This way, hopefully,

people will run out of money
before anyone gets in trouble."

looks like that crisp $10 bill in

the birthday card from Grandma
will be put to good use after all.

nixi
1
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PIGSKIN ^\sm& OF Nlfif/T

voodoo ^M i mPipgCTriEr..

California State U., A ^CuRSETVilS
San Jose m^%^SoSCn-,

Blessing your lucky jock K ^i^kWWfNT.^
is line thing, but hiring a

prtilession.il to put a ciitse

on your competition? Well,

that's exactly what the San

Jose State football team is

looking to do The team is

searching lor the where

abouts of loseplune Cam
catti, a Sicilian mulonlno,

or "evil eye, who is said to

be capable ol putting spells on

sports teams. In 1955, before

the World Series, ( anicatti was

hired by Brooklyn to curse Yankee

manager Casey Stengel. Not only did the Yanlcs lose, but Stengel lost

$200,000 in a real estate deal later that year.

THE PEPSI
CHALLENGE?
Shoreline Community College,

Wash.
A 21-year-old business student

II Shoreline is suing PtpwCo Inc.

for alleged breach of contract,

fraud, deceptive

and unfait trade

practices and

misleading adver-

tising. You sec,

he saw an ad say-

ing he could win

a Harrier fighter

jet for 7 million

HEADS UP
Colorado State U.

Those Frisbecs from hell must be stopped.

Complaints about flying discs hitting windows,

cars and pedestrians prompted administrators at

Colorado State to move the disc -golf course off-

campus. Students really need to work on their

wrist action and follow through. At least 70

windows were broken in one year thanks to the

deadly discs careening off-course.

I'epsi Points ( That's IC.K00.000

tans of Pepsi.) Believe it or not, he

managed to toilet. t the points.

Now he wants his jet, but Pepsi

says it was all a |okc. laxiks like the

joke may be on them.

PENNY FOR
YOUR THOUGHTS
U. of New Mexico

A man filed a civil complaint

against two universitv psychology

professors who refused to

acknowledge his "gift" tor mental

telepathy. After asking one proles

sor to design an experiment to sti

entifically prove his telepathic

abilities, the man was miffed by

the outcome, which (surprise,

surprise) showed no evidence of

mvstical powers. 1 he chair of the

psychology department wrote the

man a letter describing bis delu-

sions as "untcalistic and irra-

tional." The man is now asking

$5,000 in damages tot grievous

violations ot bis civil rights.

I liiimm. We had a feeling he cl

ask tor that much money. Hon I

know how we knew It juH kind

of came to us—

HIPPO HAVEN
George Washington, U.

lo honor the incoming l l.iss

of 2000, the university's president

used his personal fundi 10 buy a

large hippopotamus statue, which

is now prominently displayed on

the corner of the

D.C campus.

As legend has it.

the mighty

hippo was said to

be lieorgc Wash-

ington s favorite

animal. The uni-

versity president

is encouraging

students to rub

the animals nose

tor good luck

before exams,

ballgamcs or any

other chancy

endeavots.

MCAT MANIAC
Taking the Medical College

Admissions Test can be nerve-rack

ing, especially when there 's a

crazy gunman at your side.

In a premeditated incident,

an armed man stormed a

San Francisco test site and

snatched a copy of the

exam while more than 100

test-takers crouched

under their desks I It-

claims he was trying to

invalidate the test

because his friend

scored poorly on it.

Maybe he just

wanted to check

their reflexes.

DOUBLE WHAMMY
U. of Minnesota

A student riding his bicycle in

the bike lane near campus was

struck by a Nissan Pathfinder

Ouch. It was the second time the

biker had been hit by a motorist. As

it that weren't enough trauma, the

motorist got out of the car and pro

cceded to assault the bicyclist tor no

apparent reason, hitting him on the

hack of the head with his fist. The

assailant then fled the scene of the

c rune, giving a whole new meaning

lo (he term "hit and run."

STRIKE UP
THE BAND
Alabama State U.

A fight broke out after Alaba-

ma's football team beat Jackson

State U.i Miss., 40-O in the I ,il..u

I ).tv ( Tissic No, it wasn't bitter

pl.tvers or frenzied tans embroiled

in the brouhaha. The skirmish

involved the two schools' marching

band members, who took their

tight songs to heart. I lie brawl

began as the two bands, with aboul

200 membetl each, were boarding

their buses fat home. As the tight

ing spread, inusital instruments

were used as weapons. Talk about

hitting a sour note.

REQUIEM FOR
A STUDY AID
U. of California, Berkeley

A do/en medical students paid their last

respects to two unnamed tadavers thev dissect-

ed for their anatomy class. Floral arrangements,

incense, Bible verses and niusit IK is ( ostcl-

lo to be exact — added warmth to the cold lab

oratory setting. The memorial was meant to

help fledgling doctors learn to deal with death

and dying. Maybe the final exam should be

canceled to give mourning students a chance to

grieve and heal.

I

hslumj,
Goin' Mobile

L
awn chairs? Check. Pink flamingos? Check.

Coolers of beer? Check. Faux wood siding?

Double check.

It doesn I sound like the makings

ot your average dorm dwelling, but

students at schools like Utah State U.

and the U. ot California, Santa Cruz,

are finding that mobile home and

trailer park living is the life for them.

Utah State offers married stu-

dents the opportunity to live on one

ol its l
7H mobile home "pads." The

university maintains the puis and

rents them to students, but the stu

dents are responsible tor buying the

mobile home on the plot.

"The trailer park has been

around since 1958," says John
Ringle. associate director of housing

I I 'SI'. "We even have a trailer

Iroin 58 that \ still there It's not

very mobile, but it s still there."

Students buy their mobile

homes - which can range from

$10,000 to $20,000 — and pay the

school about $175 a month lor rent

and utilities

"It's better than renting an

.ip.iitim nt. savs resident and Utah

State grad Brook Ormsby, whose

husband is a senior at the school

"lhe rent is cheap, you gel back

what you put into it when you sell

it, and you can remodel it or do
whatever you want with it."

The trailer park at Santa ( ru/

isn't only for married students,

although the number of spaces is

limited lo aboul 45 slots, savs icsi

dent and senior Josh Muir.

"There's a long waiting list

because this is a gteat place lo live,"

Muir says. "It doesn't feel like you're

living on campus, even though you

are. I wouldn't be able to live in the

dorm — the people and the atnios

pherc are just different."

Muir says that other than a tew

lawn chairs around the park, the

trailer park siercoiype isn't really

true al Santa Cruz.

"The park isn't really trashy, like

some people would expect," he says.

"But for this kind of rent, 1 can put

up with any trailer park stigma."

Pass the grilled cheese, please

By Colleen Rush, Associate Editor I

Photo courtesy ot Donna Horchner

Join the upwardly mobile mtudentm.

File Under
Scholastics
« TERM PAPER WAS CONFISCATED BY THE

government." "My absence was due toMJL T JL .in alien abduction. An out-of-body

experience made me fall asleep in class."

These excuses might not fly with MacKenzie is the instructor for

ordinary instructors, but U. of The Real X-hlcs, a course that teaches

Washington*! Sean MacKenzie students how to investigate the kinds

doesn't teach an ordinary class of paranormal phenomena featured

on the TV show. 1'he

elective is offered through

Uw'l Experimental Col

lege, a nonprofit continu-

ing education program.

In the tlass. Mat Ken

zie provides documenta-

tion on nivstcrmus phe-

nomena. Like the

surgeon who removes

implants from patients

who claim they were

abducted by aliens. I hen

rTjib sin&™»*^^gt^SM
aT4W Am ' "\^.

// * .^ It

there's the reptilian goat vampire,

called "El Chupatabras," thai report-

edly sucks bit km! out of farm animals

in Florida and Puerto Rico. And
don't discount missing-time experi-

ences — e.g., it's noon, you see an

alien in the backyard, you check your

watch and suddenly it's 9 p.m.

Basically, anything that's been

investigated by Scully and Mulder is

fair game for Mackenzie's syllabus.

"Strange clouds fly over, and it

rains frogs. Stuff like this really hap-

pens.' MacKenzie says.

Alice I jncaster, an environmen-

tal engineering grad student, s.tss

she took the class because of a scien-

tific interest in unexplained phe-

nomena. But some classmates told

her they had seen UFOs and wanted

to make sense of their experiences.

"I've always had a childlike

wonder about the fantastic, I an

caster says. "1 think everyone has

some sorr ot experience with the

unexplained."

By Paul Dudley, U. of Washington/Illus-

tration by Fred Dailey. U. of Tennessee,

Knoxville

A Page in
History

J
FANNIE Rhoads almost screwed up her

chance to be the Republican National Conven-

tion's chief page— twice.

1 almost had my name pulled I do believe in smaller govcrn-

tniiti the pile," says Rhoads, a

senior at Point Eoma Nazarene

College, Calif. She had already

accepted a paid internship with

CBS to cover the convention but

later decided to turn it down.

Then Rhoads went to the final

interview and thought she really

blew it when the

interviewers

asked her if

she was a

Republican.

T told

them that,

honestly, I don I

agree with everything

on the party platform."

Although Rhoads goes along

with the basic premise ot the

party, she feels Republicans need

lo pay more attention to the

environment and tonsider more

gun tontrol.

"I'm not Alex P. Keaton, but

I just got paged.

ment and individual rcsponsibili

ty," she says.

As chief page, Rhoads coordi-

nated the movement of 250
pages at the convention. She also

served as a youth ambassador at

the convention's Young Voters'

Program, which was designed to

educate 16- to 24-year-olds

about political issues.

"That's where my heart was,"

she says.

A youth convention spon-

sored by the program was held

the last day of the national ton

vention. Complete with bands,

celebrities and political figures, ii

commemorated the 25th anniver-

sary of the 26th Amendment —
passed during the Vietnam War
— which gave 18-year-olds the

right to vote

"You had teens going off to

fight, but they couldn't vote,"

Rhoads says. "It's so important to

start young and be concerned."

Sersing as chief page kept

Rhoads busy. Between inter-

views with CNN, MTV and

The New York Times, canceling

an appearance on Hood Morning

America and carrying out her

duties, Rhoads never had a

moment to herself.

"1 wouldn't think about rat-

ing. Sometimes I worked from 7

a.m. to 4 a.m. Basically, it was the

best and worst time of my life."

By Brent Johnson, II. of California,

San Diego I Photo by Mark

Patterson, UCSD

The Buzz
• American College Testing (ACT) reports that the percentage of students who

drop out after theii first year has reached a new high. With a 26.9 percent freshman

dropout rate, one in every four freshmen will not return sophomore year. Addition-

ally, the number of students who graduate within five years has reached an all-

time low of 53.3 percent

• The typical student borrower accumulates more than $10,000 in education

debt, according to an analysis by USA Group Loan Services, one of the nation's

largest student-loan administrators.

• A recent survey of college women shows that big bucks aren't a top priority

when choosing the men they want to date or marry. Wealth ranked behind qualities

like honesty, good looks and having time for family life. The survey was conducted

by researcher Michael Cunningham from the U. of Louisville, Ky.
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Screwing Up
If you think wmlfarm or health care arm
ill-conceived government program*,

you can probably imagine how elect-
ed officiate legislate mux.
Well, Imagine no morel
Wiilowdale, Ore. — It's against the law for a husband

to talk dirty (luring sex.

Alabama — A man cannot seduce a chaste woman by

i of "temptation, deception, arts, flattery or a promise ol

14 states — Heterosexual oral sex is illegal. In 21 states,

gay oral sex is Htogal.
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Term Papers Suck
OH, WHAT A TANGLED WEB WE WEAVE WHEN FIRST WE PRACTICE

to deceive. Kenneth Sahr, a sophomore at Florida Interna-

tional U., can relate. His "schoolsucks" site

(http://www.schoolsucks.com) has stirred up enough controversy to

keep the hits coming for months. And although his intention isn't to

deceive professors, the site — which includes a massive file of

research papers waiting to be downloaded— walks a fine line.

The sice received national attention over

the summer — all because Sahr forgot that

students are away from campus during the

summer. That proved to be his most fortu-

nate error.

In soliciting papers to start the site, Sahr

contacted his natural allies — fraternities,

which are known for having exam and

research paper files. But because it was sum-

mer, fraternity advisers received the mes-

sages, and plagiarism alarm bells went off.

Since then, Sahr has been bombarded by the

media — better advertisement than a full-

page ad in The New York Times, he says.

"[Professors'] fear of what could happen

and their lack of trust in their students gave

me free publicity. I absolutely thank them

for that."

Sahr gets hundreds of messages daily

from professors criticizing

the site and claiming it

encourages plagiarism.

Another site (http://mis-

souri.edu/- rhetnet/school-

sucks/) was set up to pro-

vide a forum for debate

about "schoolsucks." But

Sahr argues that plagiarism

shouldn't be a concern.

He calls the site just

another academic library.

"I'm against plagia- Point, click: homework, vollA/

rism. It's immoral, period," he says.

Sahr reasons that there are already orga-

nizations advertised in magazines like

Rolling Stone that allow you to buy term

papers. He says "schoolsucks" — which

both professors and students can access —
will actually put those organizations out ol

business, thereby curtailing plagiarism.

It students turn in papers from

"schoolsucks," they should be kicked out

of school for stupidity as well as for plagia-

rism, Sahr says.

As for the site's name and motto —
Download Your Workload — Sahr says it's

just hype.

"If |school] sucked, none of us would be

there in the first place."

By Karin Davidson, BuckneH (/., Pa.

SCHOOL SUCKS

i4aWt& aWmrt

^t^'-aW
Download your Workload!
The Worldwide lic.-j:; :'. :-.::*?• Fspars

H?

felt w» •imaammt

Sites for

1. Student Markat
rmpJ/www.stw$entir*tcom

I shopping slop for used coNege text*.

a. Tha Traaar Rark
htto://h^.rrin.erJu/-oeoring/tpar^html

Beyond artificial turf and pink flamingos, there's a

collection of movie trailers, facts and interviews.

3. Nksk at Hlta'm TV Land

Change That Girl's clothes, I

trivia and peruse the on-air schedule.

4. Bubble Information
You Can Really Uaa
httpJ/t»ut*k«.org/pbta2.htrnl

have about

S. Tha Clog
I

http^/memoers.ao4.com/clogs01 /index.htm

You're not in Holland anymore. View 181 pictures of

clops smI other wooden shoos.

e. Coofdornartifa OnHn*
I II ll^—^—i— pfljUsMMfail IWHl/

America's first condom store showcases more than 100

condoms— fully inflated.

7. Amumlng Naarmpa/tar
http://www.eyesortime.com/:

All the news headlines unfit to print

0. Tha Whola Frog Pro/act
http://www-itg.lbl.oov/ITG.rKn.0g.*>«/VVhole.Frog/

MflioJe.Frog.html

Feel Hka you're in seventh grade again when dissecting

the virtual frog.

0. The Butt Ouaamlng Qama
http://www.trKJughtworks.Mm/ThoughtWorkers/

serrwnurt/BG/Butt44.html

Butt or face? You make the cat.

fO. Tha dame Page of tha Unhrerea
httpJ/www.phtconVgamt^ur»lvarse/BidexJitinl

Let the games begin!

M ~IE

Bits & Bytes
• You know you're turning into your mother when you start dipping

. New aH you thrift-mongers can chuck the scissors and start i

me Net M.O.T! Coupons (httpJ/www.hotcoupons.com) is the world's largest

online coupon site, with more than 30,000 coupons available to download. Save

a pretty penny or more on local, regional and national products. It's more excit-

ing awn hitting the jackpot in Vegas.

•Pet lovers who are too lazy for the real thing can adopt a furry friend in

. For $19.95, a cuddly CD-ROM kitten or puppy can live on your com-

r screen. Oogz can bark and roll over. Catz win play with yam and chase

m in a variety of breeds, and thek personalities are shaped by the

nteraction of the user, ft*s unconditional love without the pooper-

. For more information, visit the Web sites at http://www.dog3i.com and

http://www.catz.com.

efJJLefl

with the school's Web site, "Online Student Access." Last year, nearly 80 per-

cent of the 37 ,0TJO-student body registered online. The "GPA computer" is also

available for students to determine what grades they'd have to pull before grad-

uation to reach their desired grade point average.

• How would you like to earn coflege credit without setting a foot on cam-

pus? Eleven Western united States governors are working to institute a Virtual

university, the first LI. on the Internet Wyoming governor Jim (teringar says this

woutobeaclianceforcoJkvrtiidentotoo^outrt

tow Wyoming high school students to take courses tor

i are stw hi the earty stages.

• Do Something founder and ttekoat «ee* heartthrob Andrew Shue is

working with America Online to sponsor a four-day internet event to recruit the

next generation of community leaders, you'll And all the action at http-7/www.

weoetockao.com from Nov. 1-4. Look for the neat virtual cHes and fireside

chats with cetobrities like Michael Stipe, Ken Griffey Jr. and Cindy Crawford.

Olympic
Ordeal

What was supposed to be an

Olympic dream turned out to be a bus

load of bad memories for more than

3,000 students who traveled to the

Games in Atlanta.

Atlanta-based Creative Travel Ser-

vices hired high school and college

students to work concession stands in

exchange for a bus ticket, housing

and $5 per hour. When workers

arrived from as far as California and

Hawaii, they discovered no housing,

no fobs and no explanation. Organiz-

ers bused the stranded students to a

local warehouse.

Brittany Marshall, a junior at

Florida State U ,
passed on a summer

job as a lifeguard to go to Atlanta.

She spent two nights there — the

first with 200 people, the second

with 3,000.

"When we first arrived, we went

over 20 hours without eating. When we

finally ate, we had a sandwich that

wasn't good. And nobody could have

seconds. If it hadn't been for a local

reverend, it would have been a total

disaster. He wound up paying for 20

rooms — four people to a room."

The minister paid for one night at a

hotel. The students came up with cash

for a second. Marshall says some

groups had 15 to 20 people in each

room. Attitude, she says, was all that

got her through the ordeal.

"We were the only group who made

the best of it We had a good time

because we made it fun ourselves."

The Georgia Bureau of Investigation

(GBI) and the Georgia Attorney Gener-

al's Office are investigating whether the

problems were criminal violations or

just bad business. Officials say a reso-

lution is a long way off.

"There's no timeline for this inves-

tigation. Everywhere we look, there's

something that needs to be looked

at," says John Bankhead, spokesper-

son for GBI.

Investigators say Creative Travel

Services moved its business out of

town. The business phone is listed in

Atlanta, but a recording says the

number has been temporarily dis-

connected.

Maybe John Tesh should help by

stepping in with a little commentary on

yet another Olympic tragedy.

By Val Lik, Pace U., H.Y.

Newcastle, Wyo.
ing sex in a butcher's waflt-i

Every state — It's Megsl to have

from hev-

sex with a dead body.

Hawaii, Iowa, Maine and Mississippi —
These states have the youngest age of sexual consent 14.

Carlsbad, N.M. — It's legal tor couples to have sex in

a parked vehicle during lunch break as long as the car or van has

drawn curtains.

Sioux Fall, S.O. — Every hotel room is required to
* -— #— kuueW f^Sk^ ha rjj aatMaaa a^amaa^be, at ^^a^a&mmmMm^m* *a% 4 ta^aa)nave twin doos. ins oeas must remain a nwumum or £ rest

apart when a couple rents the room for a smote night It's Illegal

to have sex on the floor between the bads.

WE CAN MAKE YOUR STUDENT LOAN DISAPPEAR.

lO U. Magazine • November 1996

It's not magic, it's the Army and Army Reserve's

Educational Loan Repayment Programs. If not in default,

federally insured college loans up to $55,000 can completely

disappear after three years of active Army service. The

amount and duration of repayment varies for Reservists.

Your college experience may allow you to enter the Army

at a higher rank and pay grade. And you may also qualify for

sophisticated skill training.

For more information, call 1-800-USA-ARMY, Ext. 439,

or mail in the coupon today.

I 1

YES, Id like more information on the

ARMY EDUCATIONAL LOAN REPAYMENT PROGRAMS
ACTIVE RESERVE

SEND TO: Army Opportunities, P O Box 3219

Warminster PA 18974

Name

.

Address

.

City . State

.

.Zip.

Phone

.

. Birthday

.

Circle last year of college completed

1 S 3 4

I
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Easy Money
IT

MAY SEEM LIKE LOT-

tcry players are just

throwing their money
away, but if you're in col-

lege, they might actually be

throwing money at you.

Thirty-seven states operate lot-

teries, and several earmark a per-

centage of lottery money for higher

education.

lor some (.corgia high school

students, the lottery is their only

HOI'K of going to college. Since

1993k about 2(M),(K)0 Madam have

cashed in on GtOrltt'l HOI'I

(Helping Otiisunding Students

Educationally) scholars program,
which allows any Georgia high

schooler Willi .1 VI) to go lo am col

lege in Georgia public or private

— for tree The program, funded hv

the Georgia Lottery for Education,

gives students .1 icncwablc scholar-

ship, including lull tuition, fees and
.1 book stipend

One-third ol the Georgia lot-

tery, which earns around $550
million annualiv, is reserved to

fund HOPE scholarships. This
fall, 97 percent of the entering in-

state students at the U. of Geor-

gia arc HOPE scholars, as are 98
percent of in-state freshmen at

Georgia Tech.

Governor Zell Miller, a former

college professor, created the HOPE
program (o help students in the

same predicament he faced as a stu-

dent. After two years ol communiry
college. Miller ran out of funds to

continue his education and joined

the Marines. The G.I Bill allowed

him to get his degree later.

"1 recently met a nurse in

OcKalb. She makes $28,000 and
has three kids in college. All of them

arc HOPE scholars," Miller says.

Without help, she couldn't have

sent one, he says.

Other states with lotteries

reserve between 30 and 38 per-

cent ol lottery profits for educa-

tion. California'i lottery,

designed solely to benefit educa-

tion, gives 34 percent ol sales to

schools. Of the $8 billion gener-

ated since 1985, the state's wm
munitv college system received

12.57 percent; the California
State U. system, 4.22 percent;

and the U. ol California lyatcm ,

2.42 percent. The lottery's offi-

cial Web site (http://www.calot-

u r\ mm] lets students pinpoint

exactly how much money was
given to their school.

I lorida had been in

a three-year revenue

drop when the lot-

tery was established

in l')88 According to

Rebecca Negron, a repre-

sentative in the Florida

state lottery office, ticket

sales now average $800
million. In 1995-96, the

lottery raked in more
than $ I 24 million for

higher education.

When it comes to

the lottery, looks like

\ you don 1 have

to play to win.

By Megan Chris

tensen, Moorhead

State IS., Minn./

Illustration by

Joseph Wos,

Carlo*/ College, Pa.

'BOm: Wanna go steady? '90s; Wanna move In?

Live-in Learn
IRDS DO IT, HI is

do it, even edu-

cated fleas —
um, college students, actu-

ally — do it. But unlike

the song, these young cou-

plet aren't just falling in

love. They're taking the

next step: cohabitation.

The "C" word lor young couples

in the '90s is that twilight tone
between single and married life — a

tilth dimension, where dating and
sex mingle with hnusci leaning and

phone bills

Its a test drive to marriage,"

says two time cohabiter Michael

Hailstone, .1 sociology gr.id student

M the U. of Hawaii. "Do I really

want to buy this model?''

I in yean, sociologists have

argued whether cohabiting will pre-

pare a coupk loi .1 blissful marriage

or lead them down the highway to

relationship hell. Rut one thing is

certain: Move in with people, and
you'll get to know the real, uncen

sored, unrestrained them.

"He's much messier than I

thought," says Erin Weston, a U.

ol Houston gtad student, ol her

live-in mate.

When the happy couple moved
in together, both cited financial

Convenience as one ol the biggest

reasons. But Roland H Johnson III,

a Blinn College, lexas, sociology

instructor, saw the sexes usually

Cohabit lor ditlcrcnt reasons

"Most females reallv believe they

are going to marry the guy. he says

"But young men say their No. I rea-

son tor cohabitation is readily avail-

able sex."

Johnson says couples can also

face problems with division of labor,

finances and parental disapproval —
the tear of which cafl ciusc the

whole relationship to become a lie.

"I don't really want my dad to

know," says a California State U.,

Fresno, junior, who wishes to

remain anonymous. "He |ust thinks

my boyfriend comes over a lot."

1 he psychology major admits
that living together without the

safety ml of a lommitmcnt can be

difficult, but she hopes cohabita-

tion will lead to something more
permanent.

"I don't know if we'll get mar-

ried," she says "You can't say you
will or you'll jinx it. But I hope so."

By Lisa M. Chmiola, U. of Houston

Shackm'

Massachusetts — irs Illegal for a hotel manager to

alow a woman to room wtm more than one man for 30 days if the

room is smaller than 400

1

Cleveland — Woman are not allowed to wear patent-

) they might reflect up her dross.

Mississippi — s a M Is against the taw. Specifically:

"The depiction or description of ftagefcmon or torture by or upon
a person who is nude or clad in undergarments or m a bizarre or

reveaHwg costume for the purpose of sexual gratmwroon."

Minnesota —
dead body or an animal or bird is guMy" — • Mas*
Fairbanks, Alaska - fTs Illegal for two
have sex on the city

) about popping the not -quite

so-big question? Weil, here are some

facts you should know about shackm' up

before you sign on to the lease.

• About 15 percent of people in their

early 20s h„.e lived with a partner.

• The average cohabitation lasts less

than one year.

• The number of young cohabiting cou-

ples has risen from 500,000 in 1970

to 3.6 million today.

• Although studies vary widely, cohab-

iting before marriage generally does-

n't affect marital satisfaction or

divorce rates.

• There is a higher level of domestic

violence in ongoing cohabiting rela-

tionships than in ongoing marriages

• Most housework is done by the

woman in both cohabiting relation-

ships and marriage.

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau;

Kristin A. Moore, Ph.D., Child Trends

Inc.; Yllo, K. and Straus, MA. Family

Relations, Stafford, ft.. Journal of Mar

riage and the Family; Cole, C, Cohabi-

tation in Social Context, Newcomb. M.

and Bender, P., Journal of Personality

Assessment.

The jury's
still out on
college
judicial

12 U. Maga/inc • November 1996

BY BRETT VERMILVEA
Ma\kak> Si mi l' . Mis\ ,

AND AMY HELMES
Assisiam Bonus.

III is i miu in hv |OSH Wiims.

Ml'kRAV Si mi V.. Kv.

IMAGINE
CLOSED [UDfCIAL

proceedings, operating

in complete secrecy, in

which the accused has

no right to counsel, wit-

nesses or appeal. Picture a

rape victim who has no

right to attend her case's

hearing or to warn others

ol Ikt attacker's identity or

punishment — no rights

except those the court

chooses to grant, which in

many instances are lew.

Sikh proceedings couldn't

operate in the United States,

right? Wrong. In fact, closed

judicial proceedings with

confidential records operate

on college campuses across

the country.

A private matter
In 1974, Congress passed the

Family Educational Rights and I'n-

vacj \ti One petl ol ilns legisla

tion, known as the Buckley
Amendment, prohibits scbooli
irom releasing a student's records
— except to Othei schools or

administrators without than sin

dent's consent. Such records ate

grade*, classes, counseling and ills

ciplinarv records

Most campuses .dso conduit
ionlideiiii.il disciplinary proceed

ings. saying that Buckley protects

campus rCOOlds and must theieloie

ptOtCCt the proceedings that create

those icioids.

The closed disciplinary records

— which include any sanctions

against a student, from underage

drinking to sexual assault — are

under attack by students and
administrators who question the

law's fairness.

The ( .unpiis Courts Task Force

(CCTF), a national journalism
organization, opposes the Buckley

Amendment.

"Despite its best intentions, the

judicial hearing environment is ripe

for abuse when there is nobody
from the public to witness it tunc

tinning." says Cordon McKerral.

|)lesidein ol ( CTF.
Carolyn Carlson,

founder of the

CCTF, has testi-

fied before ( on

gtcss in support

of the Open
( lampui Security

Log Act, which
would require

campuses to main

tain daily . nnir

logs and keep risen

open lor public

inspection

"It these courts

were public, then

tudentt could
see lol I lie in

selves that

everybody gets

treated lairlv

— that they're

not being treat

ed differentl)

because ol ssli.it

fraternity they

happen to be in m
what race they are m
wli.it st I ilic\ aie or

anything,' Carl-

SMI s.ivs

hill Kiblcr, i

p.isi president of ihc Association tor

Student ludicial Affairs, disagrees,

saving thai open hearings mas dusc
iudici.il boards to cater to public

opinion and render mi insi decisions

I in not Convinced that il sou

opened the doors and sinned the

light ol ilie media, things would
change dramatically," Kiblcr says,

I he .imliigiiiu ol campus judi

rial boards adds to rise confusion.

Because they aren't legal entities,

judicial boards area'i required to

provide itudcntl with the rights

afforded bj due process, and schools

can take only minimal action, like

suspension oi disciplinary proba-

tion. .ig.unsi the students.

"One ol the reasons the |iam

pus] iiiiirt doesn't have st.ind.uds .is

high .is .1 Kiiirt does is lu-i.nisc it

doc-sn t have the authority that a real

court does," Kiblcr says. The most

authority it has is to kick someone
out of school."

Crime and
punishment

Max Fraad-Wolff knows the

campus court process firsthand. As a

junior at Vassar College in 1994, he

was accused of leaving a harassing

message on another student's

answering machine.

r.m

"Anyjudicial

system Mat

works this way

is a disaster."
Max Fraad-Wolff,
liRAD STUDENT, U. OK

Massachusetts, Amherst

"Once I was accused, il was
over,' s.as Fried Wulft, who com
pared his experience to the S.ilein

witch trials or the McCarthy Red
Scire "[Administrators] were able

to turn mc into something that

in.ide the Antichrist look like a

choir boy."

He says the college judicial

board denied him the presence of

his lawyer or parents. He wasn't

allowed to show evidence that his

accuser first blamed someone else

but then withdrew the complaint.

I he board also refused to allow a

voice analysis of the tape, and the

school confiscated his personal notes

from the six-hour hearing.

Fraad-Wolff was eventually found

neither innocent nor guilty.

"I was basically sentenced

M a limbo." says Wolff,

now a gr.ul student at the

U. of Massachusetts,

Amherst. "Any judicial

svstetn that works this

way is a disaster
"

Conflict of
interest

In I'm, Christy

Brzonkala accused

two Virginia in h

football players ol

raping her. She

[^«^^^e"f\ 1 dul not press

advice of her

parents and
Il lends, deeld

ed lo let the

lampus judicial

system handle

the else

Virginia
1 ech'i judic ial

Ward suspended

one ol . the isso

defendants, finding

him guiltv of sexual mis

conduct, lour months later,

after an appeal and .uiothei seven-

hour heating. Ins viol.inon was down-

graded to pollution and I one lioui

ediicition.il session before he was

teeed back on the football team.

"It was the mosi agonizing seven

bouts ol im life," hi/onk.il.i says I

was shafted I didn't have jnv clue

wli.ii was going on."

Brzonkala, now a student at

George Mason U. in Virginia. Hied

a civil suit against Virginia lech .is

well as the two football players. The
suit was dismissed and is noss in the

process oi being appealed.

Filcen Wagner, Br/onkala's

lawyer, says Virginia Tech was sun

ply trying to uiver itself and the mil-

lions of dollars in revenue that the

school gets Irom the football team

"When you put the university

into the role of .uivocite lor the vu

tim, advocate lor the accused, kn
tigator, |udge and jury, you're just

opening yourself up for a conflict of

inrerests," Wagner says. "They
turned the rules into a pretzel in

order to restore eligibility of a star

football player."

Wagner says when schools take

the law into their own hands, they are

only concerned with serving them-
selves and that they use the secrecy of

the Buckley Amendment to protect

their own reputations rather than to

protect students' privacy.

"It was really a kangaroo court,"

Wagner says of the school judicial

board. "They absolutely mauled
Christy in the pionss Its absolute

K horrifying what went on
."

The verdict
As a result ol a 1993 Georgia

Supreme Court decssson, the U. of

Georgia is one of the lew schools

whose student judii ial healings aie

open to publii si runny The
School's student newspaper, I he

Red and Mack, sued the school,

arguing that Buckle\ only covers

ui ords, not proi ceilings. The
courts ruled m favoi oi the school

newspepet

I In l oi Georgia decision has

paved the way lor others in the

light to bring judicial boards and

Campus crime under public siruti-

m I lie student niwsp.ipeis at the

U oi Miami, Ohio, and at the U.
ol North i arolina an- both
involved in litigation against their

Schools lor more SCCest lo ciiiipiis

judicial records and campus court

heatings

I he federal government is gel-

ling in on the ait. too In Scpiein

ber, the House of Representatives

passed a resolution urging the

Department ol Education m
enforce the timet) reporting oi

campus i rime.

Since the Georgia Supreme
< OUT! illusion, the Department ol

Education has maintained that

Buckley does not cover judicial

proceedings. As a result, campus
conn proceedings cannot be closed

in the name of Buckley, as most

colleges il.uni

II you'lt a student SI a campus,

and sou niaiili up to a heating and
you sav. I want lo be allowed to sit

in on this bearing, and that judksal

offices says. No. we lan't let you be

in here because the Buckley
Amendment prevents it,' they're

not telling you the truth," McKa
ial s.ivs. "It's wrong

"

I lit dynamn duo of Hrell I srmil\ra and

Amy Helmet are the ntllefe equivalent of

Sam Donaldson and Ih.inc Sawyer (Hut

Hrell has belter hair than Sam I
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Students relive their
dates from hell

BY JAMES HIBBERD
Assishni KlMliiK

lilt's I KM IONS f| Ml A I MIR Hoi [AND. Si IKXll 1)1 COMMt Ml A I ION ARls, Minn.

in. i
s and,

Hi

r i at U. Magazine, wf FEEL your dating pah

As connoisseurs of broken relationships, nightmare stalkers

of course, dates from hell, we have deep empathy for those who

bravely undertake the masochistic societal ritual commonly

known as "dating." j* In an effort to ease your

agonizing memories (and to prepare you for

Friday nights to come), we

scoured the country — from

Portland, Maine, to Portland,

Oregon — for bad date stories.

After several weeks of

intense research broken

only by the occasional

beer run, we have com-

piled the ultimate

collection of dates

from hell: We've

got blind dates,

sleazy dates, cheap

dates, nerd dates,

lecherous dates

and, yes, even

dates with

facial tics. "I"

We just want

you to know:

It's not your

fault. You're

not alone.

Mind Qam
A date's bedroom — potentially the site of

a passionate encounter or a best-avoided sand

trap I in Michelle Hadcr. a senior at North-

ern Kentucky U., it was the latter, only golf

wasn't the game she needed to play to escape.

Hadcr's date had a bedroom alsoul the size

of a Toyota, and once she entered, he locked

the door behind them. He kept the key on a

chain around his neck.

"I began looking tor escape routes, since 1

was locked in," Hadcr says. "There was only

one small circular window at the top ol his

room. 1 was stuck.'

Her date turned on the TV. but not the

lights. They were watching The X-hiles when

the TV suddenly snapped oft. Hader's date said

the TV sometimes went off mi its own and

there was nothing he could do aboui it. Hmm.
wonder what they could do now?

"Uc could listen lo the radio," he

suggested. "Or we could

play a game. Or

we could

KISS''

Hader
realized she

had no
choice.
So met i mes
you have to

make the tough

choices to sur-

vive. For the

next two hours

Hadcr allowed her

date u> use her for a

passionate game of

backgammon.

After the List roll ot

the dice, Hader blasted

out of her date s driveway so fast, she

rammed inio a passing car An accident? Who
cares? Hader kept on driving

Visually Challenged Date
One student discovered that the only thing

worse than a blind date is a blind date with

rwitchy eyes

Kristie, a grad student ji West ( hester

U., Pa., found herself dinmg with her blind

date at ("he/ Taco Bell. Needless to s.i\.

Kristie telt a little overdressed while sampling

the burrito du jout. hven worse, her unsuit-

able suitor was a nervous wreck whose eyes

were twitching constantly.

"So we sat there mostly silent. Kristie s.o v

Until Kristie got an uncontrollable ewe ot

the giggles

"Every time his eye twitched, 1 couldn't

help myself, she savs. "I had this idea thai he

was trying to make a move on me by blinking."

In true giggle attack form, the more kristie

tried to stop herself, the harder she laughed.

"Once I finally managed to stop laughing

for a moment, I took a big drink ot soda,"

Kristie says. "And before I could swallow, he

winked again."

Kristie spewed the soda all over herself, the

table and Rico Suave.

"We were both covered in Diet Coke, but

I was the only one laughing."

Amazingly enough, Blinky didn't ask her

out again.

Hot Date
Nick Anderson, a junior at U. ot Nevada.

Iju Vegas, insists he was the victim on a bad

double date experience to the county fair.

"To start things off, it took about 30 min-

utes to find a parking place, and 1 had two

women in the back seat bitching at me to

hurry up because their favorite singer was per

forming," he says, not at all bitter. "My blood

siaried to boil, and I calmly said, Well, you

could help me look."

The happy foursome went on to roam the

fairgrounds, and Andeison was disappointed

to find his girlfriend giving him the cold

shoulder. After, they stopped at a Denny's-

rype restaurant.

I,, lighten things up. 1 played a joke on

her by pouring Tabasco sauce in the catsup

lot her fries," he says

but his girlfriend suspected something

was amiss

"So I said, What, you don't hum me:

I .iking a leap ot tanli, his girlfriend dipped

,i liy and ate it.

"Her face got so red, but only me and my
friend were laughing."

Anderson says. "Then I

got to hear 20 minutes of

bitching on trust
'

Amazingly, the COU

pic broke up short-

ly afterward.

'Romans e

is dead!"

he says

By the

way, Ander-

son's name on

his e-mail address

is "Don Juan."

Legends
of the Fall

Sherri Fiscnbcrg.

James Madison U.,

Va., fell for her date

from hell — about

three stones

It was F.isenbcrg's

first time out with her new love interest. m\^\

they decided to go to a movie. Next to the

theater was a construction site |ohn Ritter

couldn't have set the stage better

"After the movie, we walked out. and I tell

down this three-story hole they had cut into

the ground.' says fiscnbcrg "I wasn't hurt —
liisi a tew cuts and scrapes — but 1 had a huge

split in the tront ot my pants."

Well, talk about a n/>-r(wn«i;good li sorry

Stopl Or My Dad
Will Freak!

"My worst date wasn't really the girl 's

fault." says Mike Garcia, a freshman ai (all

furnia Polytechnic Stale U„ San Luis Obispo

"But at the lime, it was really scary."

('arcia savs he had a great time on his date,

but when he dropped her off at home, the

horror began.

"Her dad met us at the door and in a stern

voice told me to meet him in the car and told

her to get in bed," Garcia says.

Dad marched Garcia out to the family

wagon. Lor the next two hours. Dad drove

him around town — past the swamp, past the

graveyard, over the river bridge.

"He kept asking what I planned to do with

his daughter," Garcia says. "I was scared shit-

less I had no idea whether he was going to

beat me up or yell at me or what."

Sharp-Dressed Man
"There was this very dorky guy who had

been wanting to take me out," says Tara

Tuckwiller, a senior at Virginia Lech. "I even-

tually agreed to go howling at the student

union — very casual."

But her budding bowling beau had other ideas.

When Tuckwiller opened her front door, she found
her socially challenged date dressed in a full suit

with a bouquet of roses in hand. Tuckwiller was
wearing a T-shirt and shorts.

"Needless to say, when he dropped me off
afterward, I kinda bolted," she says.

True to geek form, 1 uckwiller's date from hell

sent her a i hank you card.

Obligatory Dumb Sorority
Qirl Story

"I've always thought blind dates are best left to

blind people," says Steve Willey, senior, U. of Nebras-

ka, I uicoln. "Because I'm an idiot, I accepted."

But Willey was pleasantly surprised to find his

date, a sorority girl named Lori, was quite attractive.

"Unfortunately, her wonderful
looks sucked every available chromo-
some from her gene pool, because

there were none left for such things as

intelligence or the ability to hold in a

burp," he says.

In the car, Lori showed off her

"got your nose" trick. Once at the

movie, Lori bombarded Willey with

questions about the complex
metaphorical motifs in Babe. After,

they went to a Greek hangout, where

Willey quickly discovered the patron's

conversation was, well, Greek to him.

"Having only my beers to talk to,

the night ended with me getting so

drunk I fell off the barstool."

A week later, Willey's friend asked Lori

what she thought of their night together.

"She said I was a poor excuse for a

human being."

Obligatory Dumb
Frat Guy Story

Not wanting to perpetuate baseless

myths and stereorypes (that sorority

girls are dumb, for instance) here's evi-

dence rhat Greek guys can be just as stupid.

"My best friend set me up with her

boyfriend's fraternity brother," says Michclc

Kratochvil, a senior at the U. of Nebraska, Lin-

coln. "What a mistake."

First, Kratoc hvil's date arrived bearing, not roses,

but a corsage ... to go on a hay ride. But frat boy's

sense of appropriateness didn't stop at the florist.

Says Kratochvil: "The fashion police obviously

missed him. He was wearing his yellow Big Bird T-
shirt and a pair of plaid boxers."

After a strictly litcraj roll in the hay, Kratochvil

was stuck with Don Juan in the middle of a field.

"We had absolutely nothing in common, except

that our mutual friends were making out next to

us," she says.

Still, Kratochvil's fraternity date tried his best to

make conversation.

"The guy insisted on telling me about his gerbils."

Dancing With Myself
Alex Outhred, a senior at the U. of Michigan,

not only had a date from hell early in life, but his

experience was set to '80s music.

"I was in sixth grade, and I was at my first big

dance," he says.

Alex was fortunate enough to have a job as a

Ford Model kid, and there were lots of pre-teen

knockouts at the Ford kids Christmas parry.

"I was dancing by myself. Lots of parents were

there, including mine. This giri was in the eighth grade.

She was pretty hot and actually asked me to dance. I

hadn't danced with a giri before— and she asked me\"

Her name wasn't Rio — it was Heather — but

that didn't matter to Outhred. He was just stoked

to be doing his bitchin' Springsteen "Dancing in

the Dark" moves with an older babe.

HE SAID:
"She was like a walking

goddess to me. But I

had never envisiooed

a drank, obscene

goddess."
James Watson, senior,

U. of West Florida

"Ihe gut insisted on

telling me ahnat

his gerbils."
Michele Kratochvil, senior,

U. of Nebraska, Lincoln

Then he heard it: the sound of his parents talk-

ing. Before he could throw up any defenses — like,

maybe a sound proof wall — mom belted out, "Oh,
my little baby's having his first dance!"

"Heather heard it, I heard it, everybody heard

it," Outhred says. "So I looked at this girl with the

'it doesn't matter that she just completely embar-
rassed me, does it?' look with wide-open eyes."

But his Madonna wannabe stopped dancing,

let out a loud huff of air, shook her head and
walked away.

Outhred ended up dancing with his mom.

A Sort of Homecoming
High school senior year Homecoming — fertile

breeding ground for a date from hell. And James
Watson, a U. of West Florida senior, found he not

only couldn't go home again, he wouldn't want to.

"Her name was Danielle. She had a great tan,

long, dark blond hair, blue eyes, a body by
lishei and was very popular," Watson says.

But looks — even built by Fisher — can

be deceiving

"She was like a walking goddess to me.

Bui I had never envisioned a drunk, obscene

goddess.

Watson brought roses, rented a convert-

ible Mercedes and had reservations at a posh

hillside resort. But after dinner, Danielle got

very intoxicated.

"She started nasty dancing with everybody,"

Watson says. "Watching her falling all over

well-dressed couples, I tried to go to her aid. But

she started screaming, calling me all kinds of
obscenities. A pertect spectacle."

Danielle ditched Watson, and after spending

several hours alone in the expensive hotel

room, he went searching for her.

^m Other classmates who were also stay-

ing at the resort told Watson she had

gone to a party in another room. The
party was thrown by two classmates

Watson considered mortal enemies.

— "I went in the room, and I found
^"^ her laying in between the two

guys, butt-naked, smoking and
totally unashamed," he says.

But this date from hell has an epilogue. Watson
saw his drunken beauty queen last summct for the

first time in 10 years.

"She is 100 pounds overweight and waiting

tables at Denny's," he says. "I thought, 'Wow, she

did me a favor that night.'"

Additional reporting by Associate Editor Colleen

Rush and Assistant Editors Carrie Bell. Melissa Gregp

andAmy Helmes.

James Hibberd is in a long-distance relationship and

irouldn 't know a dale ifit bit him on the butt.

U. Crew Blues
Yes, even U. Magazine editors have dates

from hell.

Mon Are From Metres

On a date with an actor/screenwriter/

ir, the guy launched into a godawful

- something bizarre about the

cosmos and paranormal crap. When I asked

him why he was so interested in alt that X-

FUes stuff, he said, "When I was 12, 1 was

abducted by space aliens." Check i

Mouth of thm Living Dead
My date and I had been drinking red wine

for a few hours. Even though I was nervous,

we did the whole first kiss thing, and 1

1

home feeling love was in the air. Then, I

looked in the mirror and — GASP! — purple

everywhere. My dps, tongue and teeth were

stained from Ihe wine. Meanwhile, my dale's

teeth were Pearl Drop white. — Amy Helmes

Bamlc Instinct*

My date was bisexual, but I figured that

wouldn't be a problem. We were at a club with

my strarttaced female boss from a previous

Job. My kn him boss blurted out that they were

bisexual. "My date's bi too," I said. The two ot

them then launched a bilateral attack on my
date. I was irked, but whats a guy to do?

Soon my so-called date was mugging with my
ok) boss right there in the dub.

Double Your Plmetmurm

My data picked me up in a Corvette i

his best friend, and I had to ride on toe lap of a

. The best friend rubbed my side and

i hi my ear wimo my oate sow me
how much he enjoyed my company. At toe

pool hail, I was shown how to hold the cue

•tick more than once. I finished off my Coots

Cutter and made a run for the door.

— Carrie Bett

Stop Pinching My Ponnyl
At 11:30 p.m. my boyfriend called, tottet-

ing that we go out even though I had to get up

early the next morning. Then he suggested I

come pick hhn up. So we spent an hour at a

diner. Our bill came to $1.80, and I suggested

we give the waitress an extra tip. He Just

looked at me blankly and dug into his pocket.

He had 30 cento. Heedless to say, 1

1

Msassth
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Some colleges come out in

support of gay students

BY MAROLVN KRASNER
Hi MKOIDl SlAII U., ( M II

.

iiinsiKAiioNs hv Chad Mansfield, Gousapo Stati u.

AOOmOHAI KII-OKIIM.BvCakrii HhI, Assishm llHIOR

OULD AN NFL HOPEFUI GO TO A COLLEGE WITH

no football team? Would someone who wanted

Greek letters on his resume go to a school with-

out a fraternity row? Would a prospective biolo-

gist apply to universities without long lab hours

or good research opportunities?

So why would a gay, lesbian or bisexual coed not look

for gay-friendly academia when cruising for a campus? Per-

haps a tougher question is: What makes a college a positive

environment for someone who is a member of one of the

most under-represented minorities?

David Bucket, a Lambda Legal

Defense and I duration Fund attor-

ney, wishes he had an easy answer.

"Students really benefit trom a

gay-friendly setting in which they

don't worry about their physical

safety and emotional well-being,'

s.ivs Buckel. whose organization

protects gays' legal and civil rights.

"It allows them to focus on getting

the education they went for in the

first place."

Starting point
Resources arc slim for finding

schools that are straight, but not

narrow. The best strategy is to go

directly to the source — stu-

dents, alumni, faculty and

activist groups. Expert guides

tend to ignore the subject, but

Jan-Mitchell Sherrill, assistant

dean of students at George

Washington U., Washington, D.(

took the subject head-on. The G**,

Lesbian and Bisexual Students ' Guide

to Colleges, Universities and Gradu

ate Schools (NYl 1 Press) rates schools

on a scale from gay friendly to

absolutely intolerable using the real

experts — students

Sherrill and co-author Craig

Hardcstv distributed surveys to gav,

lesbian and bisexual student

organizations at

1,100 U.S. col-

leges. Schools

earned points

for gay stu-

dent organi-

zations, sup-

p o r t i v e

policies, gay-friendly curricula and

resources such as medical services

and counseling. Oberlin College,

Ohio, Reed College, Ore., and

Johns Hopkins U. are sonic of the

schools that earned high marks from

those surveyed. They said pass on

Dartmouth College, N.H., U. of

Colorado and Boston U.

Under the
rainbow flag

Unfortunately, ranking universi-

ties isn't all that simple. And even

universities that want to go the extra

mile for gays have trouble measur-

ing up. Criteria seem to vary from

student to student.

Scan M Burke, a grad student at

Northwestern LI. in Illinois, says a

university I general attitude toward

gay students often mirrors the atti-

tude of its surrounding community.

"Ifa scluxil is upbeat and progres-

sive, expect it to lie accommodating

of gav folks. If a school has a strong

activist streak, you can expect the gay

community there to be very active."

For senior Will Kilfoylc, a gav

community — or lack thereof — at

rural Flumboldt State U., C^alif, was

a major factor in his decision to

transfer to California State I '.. S.kra

mento. "There [Humboldtl, I was

made mote aw.ue of it You feel that

strangeness a little more sharply."

The presence of large gay com-

munities in nearby San Francisco

and Sacramento helps gay students

know they aren't alone, Kiltoyle

says. "If 1 feel like it, I can now

drive a short distance and be in a

gay community," he says.

According to Kilfoyle, the

smaller university and rural setting

of Humboldt State offered less

variety. Burke also suggests avoid

ing schools in remote areas. "You'll

come to know every gay, les-

bian and bisexual peison

there in

no time

at all, sim-

ply because

there won't be

very many."

Schools with a

religious adminis

tration may be a

problem also, Burke

says. "Brigham Young U
is a Mormon school. You

arc ccrtifiably insane if you

arc gay and want to go there."

Burke also suggests checking

what the school's administrative

policies toward gays are like. "Ask

faculty, recruiters, alumni and stu-

dents. If they're uncomfortable

answering questions like, Does this

school have a domestic partnership

policy for gay, lesbian and bisexual

students?' that's a bad sign."

The choice is yours
Joncil Adriano, a graduate of

Columbia U., warns that other de-

ments may be more important to

consider when deciding on a college

"As far as 1 was concerned, it

didn't matter [if Columbia was gay

friendly! because I was so close to

Greenwich Village. Fust and tore-

most. I was concerned that I was

going to the best school possible,

followed closely by how big and

accessible the nearest gay. lesbian

and bisexual community was

But the issue of gav-lricndlincss

did cross her mind. She says that

despite the number of resources on

campus for gav students, the school

itself is trailing behind the trend.

"[Columbia] is a fairly late

entry into the group of gay-friendly

educational institutions Only this

year did it implement a domestic

partnership policy lor queer

staffers," Adtiano sacs "
I he devel

opment of a queer studies curricu-

lum has been stagnant, although

recent hirings allowed for more

queer-oriented courses

For
most,

being gay

isn't the

most impor-

tant factor to

consider when
choosing colleges,

hut students say it

can make for a

smoother ride on the

road to the real world.

Kilfoyle says an accept-

ing school atmosphere allows

you to be yourself. "1 want to

feel a sense of case when I hold

hands with somebody. It should

be no different than heterosexuals

showing affection."

In many cases, colleges are

paving the way to a future where

rainbow flags whip in the wind

along with the stars and stripes and

the admission policy reads. "Corne-

as you are."

Maralyn I off Kramer aurpls other, fur

who they are because her hidden past

includes a ttimmunf and the Guru Prem.

Now for the
bad news...

Although the future seems bright

for an end to homophobia in higher

education, there are still incidents that

make it seem like we're stuck in the

Dark Ages. Here's a small sample:

• Aug. '96: Students and alumni at

Washington State U. protested when

the school's mascot appeared in a gay-

pride parade.

• July '96: A gay student at Penn

State U. was verbally harassed and

punched into unconsciousness.

• July '96: A U. ot Miami football

player was arrested for assault of the

captain of the track team, who was

allegedly spreading rumors that the

football player was gay.

• Summer '96: The U. of Maryland

Board of Regents voted against faculty

domestic -partner benefits for gay and

unmarried couples.

• Feb. '96: Boston College adminis-

trators called a gay-student group's

drag show "offensive to the tradition of

Boston College."

• Republicans at Pennsylvania's

Bucknell U. wore khakis to demonstrate

"true family values" on the same day

students who support gay rights are

asked to wear denim.

• '95: Central Michigan U. library

books on gay issues were thrown into a

toilet. It was the second incident within

several weeks.

Doodles
for Dollars
ATTENTION DOODLERS,

graffiti artists and Gary

Larson wannabes: Dig
up your caricature of Mrs. Wig-

glethorpe from third grade — it

could be your first step on the

road to becoming a rich and
famous cartoonist.

Just ask Penn State U. senior Gerard Aran-

towicz. He's one of many cartoonists whose
work went from student rags to international

mags. His cartoon, "The Truth Hurts,"
appears in Penn State's Daily Collegian. He's

also published a coloring book and education-

al books in Korea.

"I started out as a little kid with a crayon,"

Arantowicz says.

But it takes more than crayons to make
it in this business, he adds. Successful car-

toonists are part Garry Trudeau and part

Merrill Lynch.

"It's very tough," admits Nick Gorish, a

student at Moraine Valley Community
College, III.

Gorish and his cousin Steve Tenebrini, a

student at the U. of Minnesota, self-publish

Oblivion, a book of black-and-white comics

that's distributed in Chicago and Minnesota.

Self-publishing and student publications

can be great launching pads, but the serious

cash comes from syndication — that's when a

lucky artist gets published in multiple papers

and gets multiple bucks from each paper the

comic strip runs in. Cha-ching!

Ed Taylor, a former U. of Iowa student,

stayed on as cartoonist for the Daily lowan

after he stopped taking classes to raise a fami-

ly. In July, King Features Syndicate, the big

kahuna of cartoon and comic strip syndica-

tion, paid $50 apiece for two of his cartoons.

But syndicate corporations have an advan-

tage over aspiring cartoonists. "They're the

only game in town," Taylor says.

A dwindling 250 full-time editorial car-

toonists get work in the United States, and
only about two good staff jobs open up annu-

ally. Winning big in the drawing game seems

so difficult that many wonder why artists even

try— especially in college.

"I started to self-syndicate for the simple rea-

son that I was tired of being a starving artist,"

says Alan Gardner, a junior at Utah State U.

Gardner sells his strip, "Butros," a regular

feature of the Utah Statesman, to three other

college newspapers across the nation. He also

does editorial cartoons for the city newspaper.

"The campus newspaper is the major
source of income. It's not a lot, but it pays the

rent. The free-lance for the city paper — that

keeps my refrigerator full," says Gardner.

So how's life as a sketching star?

"People think we just sit around and doo-

dle all day, which isn't true," Gardner says.

"We doodle all day with deadlines."

By Stephen Watson, State University otNew York,

Buttalo/Sell -portrait by Alan Gardner, Utah State U.

Ames, Iowa — A husband is not allowed to take more than three swallows of beer

bed after having sex.

Connoraville, Wis. — K's Uiegaf for a man to shoot a gun when tut

lO states — CohaMtatJon is Htegaf.

white In

BE WITH THE ONE

YOU WANT TO BE WITH.

Somewhere, there is someone you want to be

with. Let Greyhound take you there. We go to

over 2400 destinations around the country.

Fares are low every day on every bus. Just

walk up and buy your ticket. You'll be on your

way to a great time together. Don't let a few-

miles stand between you and that special

someone. To find out about our low fares and

convenient schedules, call 1-800-231-2222.

f£<j£> Greyhound
&Jm and leave the driving to us.

C 1995 Greyhound Line* Int Certain re-mntom and Kiwiunim
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BY JAMES HIBBERD

Band

Supwnwn Curl

ifs a bird. It's a plane,

it's Superman Curl. By day

they hold regular jobs and

attend medical school. By

night the quartet distills its

own brand of justice by

rocking Minneapolis.

Bruce Hanson, Chris

Bantck, Joel Reiss and

Chris "Doogie" Schoonover

formed the band three yean

ago to use their "cool band

gmwnicks.
n
Current ploys

include a guitar-shaped fly

swatter and a travel tooth-

brush. They've also been

known to send vandalized

Elton John records.

All joking aside, Super-

man's serf-titled debut has

earned comparisons to the

Richman. Superman have

that loud, guitar-heavy,

we've come to love.

"I get warm all over

when they say we play pas-

sionate, spirited music,''

Reiss says.

The others set sights on

bigger comparisons. "The

best cor.tpiiment is to be

compared to Joel [Reiss].

He gets all the clucks,"

bassist Banick says.

Superman Curt hope

this inspiration will lead to

an out-of-town gig. Mean-

r'll keep using 3M

,
peppering con-

versation with "you

betchas," playing rants and

avoiding kryptonite.

For info or CDs, call

(888) 635-CWL

Carrie Ball, Assistant Editor

Various Artists
Mushroom Jaucz

<)M

IMAGINE YOURSELF A CHARLIE

Parker? Or perhaps a Miles Davis?

Well here's your chance to prove to

the world just how hard you blow.

The Mushroom Jazz double-CD set

contains one disc of continuous trip-

hop jazz grooves and one CD-ROM
for mixing your own tracks.

On (he music disc, Chicago DJ Mark Farina

takes 1 1 electric jazz pieces by various artists and

remixes them into 4S minutes of seamless, moody
funk. Artists such as J Live, Blue Boy and Groove

Nation contribute tracks for Farina's reconstruction.

The CD-ROM puts you in a mixing station,

where you can create your own vibes by using the

groove lines taken trom the audio CO and edit-

ing them for your own sound. The station also

allows you to add up to three layers of your own
recorded samples.

With a $16.9') price tag, Mushroom Jazz is

worth the cost as tunes, tov or both.

Chainsat
Kittens
Chainsaw
Kittens

Mercury

"And sometimes it just gets too dramatic," sings

vocalist I vson Mead on Chainsaw Kittens' tourth

full-length release.

You can whine thai again.

From the not-as-rwistcd-as-you'd-think Wiziird

of Oz homage. "Dorothy's Last Fling," to the six-

string scratching on "Speedway Oklahoma," this

self-titled disc provides some listenablc alterna-punk

for those who can't wait for that new Violent

Femmes album.

Although most of the tracks are short (three

and a half minutes, max), the 14 songs begin to

blend together, and Mead's Morrissey-on-helium

voice begins to grate. Chainsaw Kittens is one of

those "Well, if you like that sort of thing..."

bands. Some dig cm, but some like going to the

dentist, too. It doesn't make it a recommendahle

experience.

Ugly
Americans
Stereophonic
Spanish Fry

Mercury

After yean, of impressing inebriated students on the

college-club circuit, the Austin. I OH, band proves it can

also rOCk sober ears with its major-label debut. Strrro-

/>/*»;;< Sfuinuh l'/y, a oolecOon of [he songs tlt.u COMM
tently provoked the most head-nodding and dancing ai

(heir slums, showcases ths hands talent tor providing

tight panv rcx.k wirh a little something tor everyone.

( hamcleonic vocalist Bob Schneider leads the

cheerful sextet in demonstrating a range of rock

styles from grunge ("White is the Wine") to pop

("You Turn Me On") to funk ("Vulcan Death

Grip") to bluesy power ballad ("Find Me") — all

while staying rooted in thcit own Ugly sound.

Lyric-wise, some of Schneider's lines should

have been saved for the starry eyed coeds ("You

drive me crazy, when you whisper to me, you know

I love you baby"), but most serve adequately, and a

few even have a bona-fide star quality to them.

RADIO, RADIO
i. Sublime, Sublime. MCA

Sebadoh, Harmacy, Sub Pop

Soul Coughing, Irresistible Bliss, Slash

Butter 08, Butter, Grand Royal

Dirty Three, Horse Stories, Touch & Go

Descendants, Everything Sucks, Epitaph

Sue Foley, Walk m the Sun,

Discovery/Antone's

, Cardigan AatAand on the Mta

, Les Claypool, Highball With the Devil,

lO. The Chubbies, Way Me, Sympathy tor

the Record Industry

Chart based solely on college radio play. Con-

tributing radio stations: KFSR, California State U„

Fresno; KJHK, U. of Kansas; KLAX, U. of Califor-

nia, Berkeley; KLSU, Louisiana Sure U.; KRC, San

Diego State U.; KTEK, New Mexico Institute of

Mining and Technology. KTRU, Rice U.. Texas;

KVRX. U. of Texas. Austin; KWVA. U. of Oregon;

WCBN, U. of Michigan and WNYU, New York U.

Get the groove on y.'s music page:

http://www.umagazine.com/rocks

Marden Hill
Hijacked
"pepping Stmt

Morcheeba
Who Can You Truest?

Omeerny

Sex music. Some like Prince, others prefer the

ambiance of Sade. Whoever graces your CD during

those Taster's Choice nights, chances are they're not

British. But two new releases trom English bands

might change that. Morcheeba and Marden Hill's

new releases provide groovy backdrops for those

bedroom/fireside/kitchen floor encounters when not

just any CD will do.

Morcheeba is a funkadelic trio led by British

vocalist Skye Edwards, whose sensual crooning is

laid across jazzy riffs. And Hijacked \$ an acid- jazz

disc that'll bring out the soul in even the most stoic

of lovers. Hijacked is short on lyrics and heavy on

bossy rhythm. Perfect for getting in the mood.

Our
Beliz-
beha
Charlie's

Dream
Soto

You shall

proceed to the

next sure-thing,

waiting-to-be-discovered urban collec-

tive this side of Arrested Development.

Even though they're from chilly Vermont,

they've got phat beats, fab vocals and

energetic, very likable personalities to

make you groove 'til you sweat. If you

like Jamiroquai, Brand New Heavies or

Digable Planets, you'll think Belizbeha

has got the funk, too.

The Mother Hips
Shootout
American

The country-influenced rock and

roll songs from this tight little band

ooze tun and warmth and provide the

perfect backdrop for the classic Ameri-

can road trip. Sing along to and smile

at the smart, cozy tunes on this third

release from a tour-crazed band.

They've spent 30 of the past 36 months

on the road!

Squirrel Nut Zippers
Hot
Mammoth

Swing is back, and the Squirrel Nut

Zippers are leading the resurgence with

their reinvented jazz sounds. The six-

member band resurrects the ghosts of a

1920s Louisiana speakeasy or a lavish

party at Jay Gatsby's. From saxophones,

clarinets and the string bass to the

banjo, fiddle and baritone ukulele, the

Zippers are swanky, never stale.

Various Artists
Modern Hock 1008-00:
Hang The DJ
Rhino

We may all live in an alternative

nation now, but modern rock's found-

ing fathers were quarantined to the

small state of college radio, fanzines

and 120 minutes. These three volumes

are a great start at chronicling some of

the genre's most influential bands, like

REM, X, New Order, the Smiths and

Jane's Addiction, as well as some

lesser-knowns like Guadalcanal Diary

and Transvision Vamp. Even if you

don't recognize the names, you'll

know the words, and a sing-a-long

will ensue

Various Artists
Andean Legacy
Narada

If we said you could plan a trip to

South America's Andes for only $15,

would you believe us? It's no joke—
this CD is almost as good as being there

to hear the traditional music of Peru,

Chile, Ecuador and Bolivia's mountain

villages. This collection of 14 instrumen-

tal and spiritual pieces is bound to make

the mortal — and immortal — dance.

After years of listening to Barry

Mamlow, the Beach Boys and Debbie

Gibson, assistant editors Amos, Jamis,

Mel and Bell have finally acquired

some taste.

I
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LOVE AND MARRIAc;i:. LOVE AND

marriage. Go together like a

horse and carriage. This I tell ya,

brother — you can't have one without

the other... unless you see a movie.

This month, films all about family —
there's spouse-endorsed adultery, a

refusal to pay ransom for one's only

son, and a husband's lifelong lies to his

wife about his feelings toward Nazis.

Bob Dole could have a full-course

meal on these meaty Hollywood efforts

to define the American family.

Breaking the Waves
I K it'htr f-ilrm

She's damned if she does it and damned it she

doesn't. British stage actress rmily Watson plavs an

impressionable girl from a religious, Seottish town

who marries outsider Stcllan Skarsgard ( The Hunt

for Red October). When an accident paralyzes Sk.irs

gard. he convinces Watson to have sex with other

men — since the only thing keeping him alive is the

memory of making love to her.

Mother Night
hne l ine

This adaptation of Kurt Vonnegut's satitic.il

novel intertwines guilt, responsibility, justice and

heroism. Nick Nolle stars as an American play-

wright/free-lance American spy living in Berlin dur-

ing World War II. In order to serve his country, he

gets cozy with Nazi heavyweights In the process, he

learns how fleeting trust — of his lover, friends,

government and himself — can be.

Michael Collins

Michael Collins is an immortal Irish hero.

When he survived the Faster Uprising, Ireland's

revolt against Britain, he injected life into the Irish

revolution. I.iam Neeson [Sfhindter's List) as

( ollins, Aidan Quinn [Legends ofthe halt), Stephen

Rea ( ihe Crying Came) and Alan Rickman (.Seme

and Sensibility) struggle through complicated friend-

ships and secret plovs as they change the shape of

their nation's future.

Space Jam
Wmtm Hio,

What's up. Doc? Michael Jordan makes his

film debut as he alley oops Bugs Bunny, new

l.ooncy Tunc Lola Bunny and other Saturday-

ni oining
with-ccrcal

favorites.
They star

together in

this wise

cracking
,k lion -adven

lure. NBA
greats .ill

playing them

KTvei |oin Ionian for a fwturittk journey into

comedy, ttate-of-tne-an computer effects and

three-dimensional animation.

Ransom
Htu-u.i \ MM

Mel Cibson (linu;h>ari) plays a Ness York

tycoon who has n .ill I beautiful wife, a tinning

miiltiinilliondoll.il business and America 's CttKM

KM But when kidnappeis match his kid. Mr Mon

ivtup refuses to let go of what's his 1 lointying his

wile, played b) Rene Kuss.. I I in Cup), he counters

the kidnapper*' threat! rather than paying out.

1 lodging, diving and c basing ensue

Unhook the Stars
AZ/MM/.O

A motlii is work is never done Cena Rowlands

. in Inn) has tune on her hands since her

kuls moved
OUt, so she s

ready when
her neigh

bor's <> ii.ii

old needs

help. Marisa

Tomci ( Ihe

Perez Family)

is the single

mom who
leaves her son with Rowlands to take on a double-

shift When Tomei s luck changes and the little lad

can go home, Rowlands discovers she's done some

growing up herself.

The Crucible
Jllli< ( rnlun I "\

( "mon, if you were sexually repressed and

obsessed with married farmers, you'd dance naked

in the woods, too. Besides, Winona Ryder focuses

her affections on Daniel Day-Lewis — can you

blame her? lies, guilt and the devil are all coloured

up in this classic Salem witch-hunt talc adapted

from Arthur Miller's stage play.

Star Trek: First Contact
l
l,tr,imoum

The story spans 40 books, seven movies, three

TV series and more than two decades — but

who's count-

ing? The
Next Genera-

lion crew is

back for its

second out*

i n g on the

big screen.

Patrick Stew-

art returns as

captain ol ihe Enterprise, but this time, the crew

battles a huge mass of alienated outcasts who all

dress, look and talk alike. No. they're not

Trckkies, but the insidious Borg.

Jingle All The Way
Jtllh ( cnlury hox

There's an Ah-nuld movie for every season, and

this time he's a hard-working businessman with

kids — who knew? Its Christmas, and

Schwarzenegger must find his kids the coolest g.lt

on the block: Turbo Man. Man, yulctidc shop

ping's not as easy as it used to be.

Dear God
I'ilt.llllOIIHt

look out — Hollywood's got Cicg Kinncat

going pottal. He plays I con artist who has losi

his inspiration to create dazzling schemes ,,f

deception and thievery. So, naturally, he takes

job in the

soothing
environment

of a post

office, where

he's sent 10

work with

ihe other

cynics in the

Dead I e 1 1 e r

Office Here.

Kinncat finds

hope- t o i his

1 1 1 u si r in ii s

career when
he sets Ins sights higher than ever.

I'm Not Rappaport
< .'.nurny

With age conies wisdom... and scnilits and

MSt. But Walter M.inh.iu (Crumpter Old Men) and

Ossie Davis (who si.iii .! in the hit Bio.hIw.iv vi i

moii of the film) won i let age cramp their wild I en

iral I'.uk lifestyles. So they su on park bench, toot-

ing — their horns, ih.it is - and trying to make

sense and fun of the people around them.

Albino Alligator
Mmm

One minute the patrons of a small Southern bar

are minding their own whiskey — the nexi thing

ilu v know, they're being held hostage by the perps

of a botched robbers Snipers, camera crews and

hostage negotiators complete this cat-and-mouse

directorial debut by Oscar-winner Kevin Spaccy.

You'll find everything but the Raismets on tf.'s

movie page; http://www.umagarine.com

Hypo! and Not
Bad for a Olrl

"If people are sick of the

Seattle music scene, this

movie is tor them," says

Hype! director Doug Pray.

Hype! chronicles the

grunge phenomenon by

capturing live perfor-

mances and interviews

with Seattle bands, includ-

ing little-known local acts

and giants like Nirvana.

"Our intention from the

beginning was not to make

a grunge-rock concert film,"

producer Steve Hervey says.

"It's about what happens

when money is suddenly

injected into a culture."

Dr. Lisa Apramian's

Not Bad tor a Girl also hits

theaters in November. Fea-

turing female rockers from

Hole, L7, Babes in Toyland

and Lunachicks, Not Bad

shows why some women

grow up wanting to be Mick

Jagger — not date him.

Dr. Lisa (as her patients

call her) produced Not Bad

on a mimscule budget—
she spent about $15 on

indoor floodlights for the

set. But she says it's worth

a look. "I mean a shrink

talking to musicians is kind

of an interesting concept,

don't you think?"

Check out our lull

length interviews with

these nimmakers on the U.

web site: http7/www.

umagazine.com.

Black Circle Boy*
Only Hollywood coutd turn a former member of New W* on trte Bkx* into a drug-

dealing, Satan-worshipping pedophile and get away with It Dormle Wahtoerg, ex-teen

idol, plays an occult ritual master in this coming-of-aoe thriller to be released next year.

Black Circle Boys follows the plight of Kyle, an impressionable ail-American guy

who moves to Seattle. Kyle (Scott Batrstow, White Fang 2) is drawn into a morass of

illegal substances and evil after meeting Shane, leader of the Black Circle Boys cult

Eric Mabms (/ Shot Andy Warhol) plays Shane. "[Shane) is a cross between Jim

Jones and Mick Jagger," says producer Lysa Haylend on the set in Seattle. But she

says, "[They're) a bunch of slackers who can't even tie their own shoelaces, much

less worship Satan property."

Director Matthew Camahan ( rhe Mailman) says he wrote the mmfl<*mm+

ing in a graveyard, some of the crew wore garlic necklaces. Local actor Chad Undberg,

who plays the pathetically lost Rory, noted, "This is kinda creepy. Digging in graves is

certainly not the kind of thing I would normally do." Undberg, a last-minute addition to

the cast is enjoying his first leading role. "I went from pushing grocery carts three

weeks ago to saying, 'I'd like Pringles in my room, please,' and voiUf. They appear!"

By Jennifer Nardmi. U. ol Washington

Announcing the
1996 U. Scholarship Winners

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

Metal
Heads
YOU STUD. YOU MARI), III III

stud. I want to screw you

on my head. Yes, I do.

Because I love seeing you there.

Wait — we're talking implants here. Si nip

implants, to be exact. You know, detachable

metal studs screwed through your scalp into a

metal plate implanted under your skin.

"
I he- procedure involves slitting your scalp

and shoving I threaded metal plate in there,"

says Crystal, a prolession.il piercer from

Primeval Body I'lercing Studio in I lollywood

Ouch. The screw on studs are also inter

changeable with other attachments, from small

beads to 4 inch spikes - essentially turning

your noggin into I < ien X Mr. Potato I lend,

( ould this be the next logical step tor

modern primitives following tattoos, piercing.

branding and implanting beads under the

penis skin- l be Association of Professional

I'u nils s.ivs no.

"This is illegal surgery." says APP's

Michael.! (.lev BoiK piercers have 00 busi-

ness doing anything but body piercing.''

Grey savs that injecting anesthetics into

the scalp could accidentallv anesthetize the

brain tad cause death Implants can also result

in a fatal brain infection or long term degen

erative damage to connective tissues.

So far only one soul. |oe Aylward, a

piercer's apprentice in Phoenix, has had the

procedure. Aylward's piercing mentor per-

formed the operation and the duo have

defended scalp implants in Newsweek, on talk

shows and on 'I°V news broadcasts

"If they kept it private, that's one thing, but

exploiting it the way they arc might give people

ideas. Crystal says T ike the kids who don't

have any money, so tht7 pierce themselves."

But scalp spikes might only be the lip of

the trend. A Jim Rose circus member is having

coral horns implanted in his scalp. Other

piercers are hearing rumors ol spine implants.

Will the madness stop before American youth

become refugees from a Clive Barker film?

"I'd be very sorry to see this one person and

his bad idea become a trend." Cirey says. "He's

been very lucky not to have been killed.

So if you think scalp implants sound cool,

you better get your head examined.

Fortunato Tapia

Woodbury University

MasterCard

Geo
Kenneth Wilkins

Rutgers University

Chevrolet
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U. The National College Magazine has awarded SI,000 scholarships to 12 outstanding undergraduate students in a

variety of fields Rleven of the 1996 U. Scholarships were offered in partnership with corporations that advert.se in

U. In addition, U. has awarded a $1,000 Scholarship to a student who has demonstrated commitment to and

achievement in the field of journalism. ___^__
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CONTESTS

4TH ANNUAL
U. CAPTURE
THE NIKE SPIRIT

Win $1,000 AND have your entry pub-

lished with a Nike national ad!

Wherever you go, climb, hike, raft,

spelunk, skydive, parasail, hang glide, bike,

jump, explore, or kick back, take your camera

and Capture the Nike Spirit — those unfor-

gettable experiences in sports and everyday life.

Maybe you and your Nikes will hike to the

most awesome place on earth, climb the

biggest mountain or rock, catch big air,

bungce jump off a bridge or rappel (or leap

over) the tallest building on campus. Or

maybe you own the Worlds Oldest Living

Pair of Nikes, or you can get the most pairs of

Nikes (with the most people attached to them)

in one photo. You decide and JUST DO IT!

Each month, the best entry will be pub-

lished in V. and the winners of the month will

receive $50 cash.

The Grand Prize winner will receive

$1,000, and the winning photo will be pub-

lished with Nike's ad in the January/February

issue of V. AND every month this fall, the

best entry will be published in V. and on our

Web site (http://www.umagazinc.com).

Send your entries on color print or slide

film, labeled (gently) on the back with your

name, school, address, phone number (school

and permanent) and a brief description of the

Nike spirit you've captured (who, when,

where, doing what, etc.). Deadline for entries

is December 2, 1996. Entries cannot be

returned and become the property of U. Mag-

azine. There is no limit on the number of

entries you can submit.

Mail your entries to

I). MAGAZINE
CAPTURE THE NIKE SPIRTTCONTEST

1 800 Century Park East, Suite 820

Los Angeles, CA 90067- \S II

matt Ondrafko.
Bowling Oraan atata U.

-Matt at the Great Wall of China."

5TH ANNUAL
U. PHOTO
FOUR S1,000
GRAND PRIZES

Here's your chance to win big money! I 1

offering four $1,000 cash grand prizes tor the

best photo entries submitted in four categories:

( ampus Life/Traditions, All Around Sports

(mud to varsity). Road Trippin' and Funniest

Sights. PLUS, for each entry published in U.

during the year, we'll pay you $50.

Photos can be of anyone or anything on or off

campus, from normal (whatever that is) to outra-

geous. For best results, keep the faces in focus and

the background as light as possible.

Winners of the month will be published in

m
>

at t^a>

"

^ ^

Jmnay Cnt la tuffaramn,

U. of NaoraaHa. Unootn
-Laura and Kristi at Yellowstone."

CLASSIFIEDS
HEY, STUDENTS!
Read these ads!

Yoo might find something really cool - like a stwaaer job or « adwlankip or I.way to travel

for frce^And if you think you have a product that might intercat 6.7 milhoo college Modem.,

you should definitely try a classified J in U. Magma**- Just call Melissa AJgaxe tor more info.

You can phone (310) 551 1381 or ha (310) 551-1659 or e-mail «iaalea^umagaxine.com or

ail mail 1800 Century Pa* East Suite #820, Loa Angeles, CA 90067.

CALLING CARD/
LONC DISTANCE

TALK CAN BE CHEAP! To find out how, call

I -800-848-8666 anytime for all the details.

EMPLOYMENT
48 National Parks arc hiring now. Thousands

hired using this data. $19. 95 • $2. SO S&H lo

NPED-U, Box 435, Grand Canyon, A/. 86023

(520)779-5300

NANNY SERVICES
BOSTON NANNIESt Experience scenic, historic

New England. Excellent salary, benefits, friendship

support. Year commitment. 1 -800-456-2669.

SAFE SEX

3 Earn

J,^VVVVCV^

U. and on our Web site at http://www.

umagazinc.com. The four $1,000 Grand Prize

winning entries will be featured in U.'t May

1997 issue in our fifth annual College Year in

Review special section.

Send entries on color print or slide film,

labeled (gently) on the back with your name,

school, address, phone number (school and

permanent) and info on who, when, why,

what and where the photo was taken. Include

names of people in the photos if possible.

Entries cannot be returned and become the

property of U. Magazine. Deadline for

entries is March 14, 1997.

Mail your entries to

U. MAGAZINE PHOTO CONTEST
1 800 Century Park East, Suite 820

Los Angeles, CA 90067-1511

Ryan Hornar,
U. of NaoramMa, Lincoln

"Owing in the clouds
"

Oanial Arvtxo,
Naw Mexico State U.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING^
EamupntZ,00(Kp«iiionM<KxlunglorCnw*Snai<oiLa(KV H
Tow Companies Wort) Travel (Hamx Mexico. Iht Canbbean

I
etc | Seasonal an) Fun-Time emptoymert ivaxabn

No eipenence necessary For more ink) can

(206)971-3550 «xt.c9952i

**^WWW*! Jk *»afJ*5L'

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fishing Industry.

Earn up to $8,000+ in two months. Free Trans-

portation! Room & Board' Over 8.0(H) openings.

No experience necessary. Call (206)971 3510 ext.

A9852I

FINANCIAL AID

RoCKETVfflB

Boxen a Brieta 1*8.98 up) tor men and unique

parrkee tor women. Both w*n tie "ConvenienBy

dose— hidden pocket tor your condom .

WHAT OOOD IS PftOnCTlOM TMATS
HOME M A DRAWER?'

ComtortatSs Meaner you no* anyone else wet

know you came prepared! CATALOG SI.

Sand name/address to Ftocketwear. Suite 133.

331 Weal 57 St.. New York. NY 10019

ian o» as —tm ass "»•» *— WaWaJamJi wewws
"*""*"*

rrs your urt\

DON'T BE EMBARRASSED TO SAVE ITT"

FREE FINANCjALii?
ATTENTION All COUEQE STUDt-MTSt"

Ov«t«BiJJKw.mFRtfcrin-uvMlAjdi»rw-v
avmiaU* horn pn***- atctot jra»u* 4
-aJwiiriltu Aiinati«nrt-w--aS*-f«-nl«-
ot a-xtc* u*xmtj«. jrps»«ir'»iru**!ie. rot rrw**

tnfcrinaWKXV c*ll Snaueitt r uiaruul Servta*™*

1-800-263-6495^
i. EMrfM
ma

MONEY MAKING
OPPORTUNITIES

PHONE CARDS - FARN COMMISSIONS
AND mil D YOUR OWN BUSINESS. Wrne I

SlotSVC, 2918 Pinnacle Orivc, Colorado Springs,

CO 80910

SEX AND MUSIC

www . takeme . com
alternative music

red light district

online student community

TRAVEL
Sea Kayak C'josa Rica Free. Orpni/e |aaa> lor S day

excursion .uid yui'rc tree. Airfare inJurioJ 1 -80IW0I AM

STUDY ABROAD in Southern France Summer.

Semester. Near Proclaim. ( JMCSfl FAF 1 1 1 Roberts

Court. Alexandra. VA 22314. 70M49-S087.

COLLEGE STUOENTSEARCM

$15,000 Grand Prtte for the "&*•* Student Act in America 7

Talented student miattj^^LpJ^dituu cjH 1 803-214-3433 or e-mail

mcacts^'bbs.naca.sc.edu for details. All entries must be received by

25, 1996.

Double
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You know the old saying,

"When in Rome..."? Well,

thanks to the International Stu-

dents' Guide To The U.S.A., for-

eign students can assimilate

into that bizarre and mysterious

American student subculture

with little effort These are the

brilliant nuggets of wisdom the

book offers:

Greetings
"For hello, [young Ameri-

cans] prefer hi, hey, howdy,

what's up?, what's new?,

what's cooking and what's

shakin'7"

"For a casual goodbye,

variations include: so long, let's

go, take it easy and we're outta

here (outta = otif of)"

Making friends
"This recipe is guaranteed

to make you popular with

other students: chocolate chip

cookies."

Vocabulary
"To space: To forget some-

thing. Sorry, man. I totally

spaced."

Food
"Eating in a cafeteria can

be an important time to social-

ize as well as eat. Of course, no

student would survive without

eating pizza at least several

times a week.

GEE
ESS?

BY DAMIAN SHAW
Aki/ona Sim i U.

IniMKAiioN bv (inn. Hardin,

U.ol Kansas

IT

LURKS IN THE
shadows and behind

bushes at night.

Beware: the relation-

ship.

One year ago, I was in

the early stages of dating

my girlfriend, Jamie. I

was the ultimate bache-

lor. Beer bottle collec-

tion, a pile of old pizza

boxes on the floor and a

black book full of girls'

names and numbers.

Thai was ihen; this is now.

I now share an apartment,

with her. but there is nary a beer

bottle or pizza box to be found,

and my black book gathers dust.

Instead of recovering from a

hangover on Saturday morning,

I'm at the mall. On a bench.

Holding a purse

Oh. how the mighty have

fallen.

1 don't want to give the

impression that having a girlfriend

is all bad. After all. don't we all

wind up in a relationship at one

time or another? Jamie treats BM
svell and I love her. but n\ certainly I change. And that's m, understatement.

The nighis ol stuking beer Untie caps to the ceiling have been replaced by

dtyt ot Utady lunging in that «« "both agree mi." As long as she likes n

Out M..nd.n 'night lootball. In: Melrose I'lace. Out: Dinner at Hooters.

In: Sunday dinner with her moth-

er. Out: All parties at which the

police show up. In: Renting Don
Juan dc Marco. Out: Picking up

department store salesgirls. In:

Shopping at Contcmpo. Out:

Working marathon hours. In: "I'm

on my way home right now.

honey." Out: Being a slob. In:

Cleaning up after myself.

In the process of living togethet

and creating a union, I've also lost

my own identity. I am no longer

just Damian. I have morphed into

someone called "Jamie-and-Dami-

an." We are one. Even my mom
finishes her messages on the

answering machine with, "I love

you guys."

On the positive side, 1 am
improving as an individual. It

seems I ve been insensitive to peo-

ple all my life, Who would have

known? Thank goodness my girl-

friend has shown me the error of

my ways. Sometimes 1 would go

places and not invite her. I should

have known she would want to go

to the shooting range. What was I

thinking?

Besides all of this, I am happ\

that I have led the single life

behind, lots of great womani/crs

have fallen under the spell ot just

one woman. In recent history, even

Warren Bc.utv has become a one-

woman man.

A relationship isn't I cuise: it's

a blessing. I get three square meals

a day, I have a balanced budget

and, most importantly, I have

someone who loves me. What can

I sav? I, er, 1 mean we, have never been happier.

Damian Shaw may cater In his one woman I even uhim. but lie > not whipped No sir

Vh uh Snt Damian

Off Course, Hugo Ayala, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Plymouth Neon Expresso $:l3,3TO* (Nicely equipped.) And that's a great

price for a car chock-full of features like cab-forward design, a rear deck spoiler, fog lamps,

automatic, dual air bags' and even a power bulge that tells you something's percolating

under the hood—150 peak horses, to be exact! Visit your Plymouth dealer today or call

1-800-PLYMOUTH or surf by on the Internets World Wide Web at www.plymouthcars.com.

One clever idea after another. /jTrwrt's Plymouth.

•Plymouth Neon $10,395 for starters MSRPs include destination and $500 rebate, exclude tax 'Always wear your seat belt

Three's company on

the bench

Gabriel Marrero
helped to pick up
the slack as three
Minutemen were
ejected in the EWPA
North tourney
UMass lost in the
final (see Sports, M ,

page 12). wE_

Phish Breathes little

life into new CD

Those heirs to

hippie ho-downs,
Phish release their

new album, Billy

Breathes. Check
out our review
(see Arts &
Living, page 6).

WORLD

Yeltsin left worried

after Russian elections

MOSCOW (AP) — Elections in

Russia's provinces over the week-

end brought mixed results for

President Boris Yeltsin, whose
appointees won some races in early

returns Monday but were losing

others to hard-liners.

The regional elections, held

throughout the fall, could signifi-

cantly alter the makeup of parlia-

ment's upper house, the 178-mem-

ber Federation Council. The body

consists of regional governors,

most of whom used to be hand-

picked by the president but who
now must be elected.

The government has tried hard

to support the incumbents, but the

victories so far have been split

evenly between them and the

Communists and other hard-liners.

In the most dramatic slap to

Yeltsin, his rebellious former vice

president. Alexander Rutskoi, was
elected governor a week ago in the

southern Kursk province. Last

weekend. Ravil Geniatulin. gover-

nor of the Chita region in eastern

Siberia, won re-election, as did

Alexander Philipenko, head of the

northern Khanty-Mansiysk
autonomous district, Russian news
reports said.

NATION

Weld, Kerry square

off in final debate

BOSTON (AP) — U.S. Sen. )ohn

Kerry and Republican Gov. William F.

Weld closed their six-month series of

debates Monday with familiar

remarks, echoing their many earlier

splits on crime, welfare and tax poli-

cy-

The Senate candidates stuck to

familiar litanies of accomplishments as

their eighth debate came off in an
especially charged environment — a

week until Election Day, polls showing

them deadlocked, and more than 10

percent of the voters still undecided

In a race between two popular

incumbents, and one longing for con-

troversy, moderator Ken Bode pressed

Kerry early on with questions about

reports of some free living arrange-

ments and a car temporarily provided

for him by wealthy supporters.

When Kerry tried to steer the dis-

cussion to other areas, the moderator

persisted, asking Kerry if he thought

he had done anything wrong.
"Do I think f did anything wrong?

No." he said. "I should have stayed at

my brother-in-law's longer."

"You did take a free car for 16
months without paying for it," Weld
said. The issue was relevant, Weld
said, because Kerry wanted to

increase other people's bills through

higher taxes and might have second

thoughts "if he had to pay all his own
bills." Both responses brought oohs

and ahhs from the capacity crowd at

historic Faneuil Hall.

Weld, the state's two-term gover-

nor, was put on the defensive over

campaign spending.

EXTENDED FORECAST
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By Roghuram Vadarevu

Collegian Staff

The race for the First

Congressional District of the

United States House of

Representatives between incumbent

John Olver (D-Amherst) and state

Senator Jane Swift (R-North
Adams) is entering the final week

before the election.

To gamer favorable opinion from

the more than 8,000 student voters

at the University of Massachusetts,

Rep. Olver attended a forum hosted

by the jason Vecchio. the student

coordinator of the Student Center for

Education Research and Advocacy
(SCERA).

In the forum, held at the Union

Video Center (Ch. 19) studios in the

Student Union Building, Rep. Olver

addressed student concerns on the

current state of education in

Massachusetts and in the country.

Rep. Olver took the opportunity

to voice his disapproval of

Republican policies and to let stu-

dents know his record on education.

Unlike Republicans, Olver

believes that the U.S. Department of

Education should not be eliminated

because it serves an important role in

providing special education and

needs.

"The federal role of education

should be one of making certain that

there is equal educational opportuni-

ty," said Olver. "It seems to me criti-

cally important that there be stan-

dards on a national level."

He added, "in this global economy
that we are working in and with the

mobility that goes on even in this

country, you really ought to try to

make certain that education in

Mississippi and in Montana and in

Massachusetts are all relatively

equivalent... to be able to compete

[in the economy)."

Olver said that the three most
important issues facing college stu-

dents are Financial aid, lack of state

and federal investment in universi-

ties, and an lack of investment in

research and development.

According to Olver, the

University has lacked in providing

adequate research facilities for the

students enrolled in the humanities

and social sciences.

He said that the WEB. Du Bois

Library has fallen from its status

among the top 25 University libraries

in his time as state Senator.

"There could be federal input [as

well as state] in new technologies

and new scientific advances making

certain that campuses stay up to

date," said Olver, referring to outdat-

ed equipment and facilities at the

University.

Olver said also that students

should be able to get low interest

loans and grants for equal education-

al access.

"If we are going to provide equal

educational access... It has go with

some opportunity for people to go to

college without ending up going so

deeply into debt." said Olver.

He added, "1 have always been a

strong proponent of financial aid."

Olver said that he is convinced

that students can get more loans if

the "middle man" is removed, refer-

ring to banks.

According to Olver, the "middle

man" is taking money away from stu-

dents who take out loans

A student from the studio audi-

ence asked Olver if the "middle man"

could be the Department of

Education.

In response, Olver said that the

elimination of the Department of

Education would be disastrous to

those children who benefit from

programs such as Head Start, safe

and drug free schools and financial

aid.

"| If the Department was eliminat-

ed] then what you have done is elimi

nated the one place where equal edu-

cational opportunity... giving

American children whether they be

black or white or brown to be able to

become successful." Olver said.

Before entering politics, Olver

was a chemistry professor at the

University. He served as state

Senator before replacing the late

Silvio O. Conte. Olver is a member
of the House Budget Committee and

the Subcommittees on Basic Energy

and Environment.

The forum is the second of a two

part series that featured the two can-

didates for the seat for the first con-

gressional district.

The forums will be broadcast on

the Union Video Channel before the

elections on Nov. 5.
Congressman |ohn Olver visited UMass yesterday afternoon.

Hungry & homeless

helped by MassPlRG
By Utgh Faulkner

Collegian Sto#

Faced with increased homelessness

and poverty among children,

MassPlRG has initiated a major cam-

paign to address these issues on cam-

pus.

According to the National Student

Campaign Against Hunger and
Homelessness, the United States

could easily end hunger and home-
lessness if "we prioritize it as a soci-

ety."

MassPlRG has these intentions in

mind. Amanprit Kandola. campaign

coordinator for MassPlRG, said there

are two main goals to this project, to

raise awareness and funds for home-

lessness and hunger.

MassPlRG has many events

planned for their campaign as well as

encouraging students to volunteer at

soup kitchens, food pantries and

homeless shelters in the Amherst
area.

"Students learn through volunteer-

ing, it's hands on experience, you get

to see the immediate effects of your

work," said Kandola. a sophomore
psychology major.

"For me, it's socially gratifying. I

know that I am making a difference.

It's such a good feeling to know that I

am fighting this problem," she said.

World Food Day officially kicked

off the Hunger and Homelessness
Campaign on Oct. 16. Hoping to

increase students' awareness about

these issues, a table was set-up on the

Campus Center concourse offering lit-

erature and other informative

sources.

"The table was meant to educate

students about problems worldwide,"

said Kandola.

MassPlRG is currently holding a

Food and Clothes Drive in many aca-

demic buildings. Students can feel

free to drop off canned food or

unwanted clothing in the designated

boxes.

A Quarter Drive was conducted

in all the dining commons last week.

Senior Ebony Anderson organized the

drive by placing flyers and cans in the

dining commons. A total of $381.03

was raised in the four day fund-rais-

er.

The money raided from the

Quarter Drive will be donated to the

Food Bank of Western Massachusetts.

The Food Bank helps support many
local soup kitchens, food pantries and

homeless shelters throughout the four

counties in the western part of the

state.

The main focus of the campaign is

"Make a Difference Week," running

Nov. 17-23.

On Nov. 20, Food Services will

assist MassPlRG in holding the

Skip-A-Meal fund raiser.

"So many students skip meals

every day," said Kandola, "so it makes

sense to have that food donated."

For every meal that is skipped.

Food Services will donate $1.50 to

Oxfam. Last year, this program

raised $800. Oxfam is an inter-

national organization that helps poor

people build long term food and eco-

nomic security. Oxfam workers help

the poor gain access to basic

resources in order for them to be

self-sufficient, according to the orga-

nization.

A Hunger Banquet will also be

held on Nov. 20 from 6 -9 p m.
Tickets are $3 per person, and the

money raised will be donated to

Oxfam.

"If people participate in the

Skip-A-Meal program, then hopeful-

ly they will attend the banquet so they

can eat dinner," said Sophomore
Veronica MacDonald, organizer of

the banquet.

Banquet participants will be divid-

ed into three groups; 15% will be the

elite, 25% will be the middle class

and the remaining 60% will represent

the poor.

"The meals will go accordingly.

The elite will have a good size meal

while the poor won't have much to

eat, except rice," said MacDonald,
"we want to show the inequality of

society and raise awareness."

"I think a lot of people get

wrapped in their own lives and they

don't recognize the needs of others or

that their way of life isn't the only

way," said MacDonald, a psychology

and anthropology double-major.

Employees of local shelters will be

among the expert speakers at the ban-

quet as well as a few musicians.

Local Amherst restaurants, Beuno

y Sano, Amber Waves and the Pub
will be donating the food.

"The dinner shows the changes

from one class to another and the

different levels and aspects of being

a part of one ciass versus being apart

of a different class," said Kandola.

$200 was raised at last year's

Banquet. The money will be donated

to Oxfam as well.

Also to be held during the Make
a Difference Week is the sleepout

on Nov 22. Each participant will

be asked to get people to sponsor

them for the number of hours they

spend outside. Participants will

sleep on card board boxes and
have only what blankets they

bring.

"It's a reality that many homeless

people have to face," she said. "It's a

great awareness program. Many stu-

dents do not realize what the home-

less go through."

Kandola also said that getting

involved with these activities helps

the relationship between college stu-

dent and community members

"So many people assume that col-

lege students don't want to get

involved if it doesn't directly effect

them. This is not the case. It's so

important to get involved in the com-

munity and the environment in which

we live. Students need to have a good

working relationship with their com-

munity," said Kandola.

Turn to HUNGER page 3

ACLU head discusses censorship

warns of Decency Amendment
By Michelle Hillmon

Colleqiar 5t.:rff

American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) president and

out spoken defender of First Amendment Rights, Nadine

Stroma spoke last night as a guest of the Distinguished

Visitors Program. The lecture entitled "Censorship on the

Internet" was held at Bowker Auditorium

Strossen, a magna cum laude graduate of Harvard, and

the youngest and first female president of the ACLU,
addressed the crowd stating "my topic tonight is the

newest challenges we face in communication." specifically

censorship on the Internet.

She began by giving historical reference of the "massive

explosion in cyber communication." In 1981 fewer than

300 users were linked to the Internet in the world, today

there are almost 10 million, in total there are almost 40

million Internet users, stated Strossen.

This explosion, which in the last year has resulted in an

"abundance of legal material involving cyber liberties,"

gave way to the development of the ACLU Task Force on

cyber liberties. Cyber liberties, a term Strossen stated

coined by the ACLU "revolves around the fundamental

right of free speech."

Wasting no time Strossen immediately dove into the

case currently involving the ACLU. Reno v. ACLU. The

case marks the "first cyber liberties issue to reach our

highest court." The Communication Decency Amendment
(CDA). was passed in February by Congress "outlaws any-

thing indecent or patently offensive."

Strossen and the ACLU oppose this act because of the

"vague expansive conflicts that may apply to any expres-

sion that government may not agree with." Several exam-

ples stated by Strossen, of past communication stated

modes attempted to be censored included radio, movies,

television and even the telephone which one noted psychi-

atrist accused the phone of driving people insane.

"Expanded communication opposition has always

frightened those who have a more authoritarian view-

point," stated Strossen. She continued to state how new

media has always been responsible for social problems

including television which many viewed responsible for

sex, crime, alienation, isolation, commercialization, bad

maimers .inJ liud attitude

Outlining the CDA, Strossen stated that it "outlaws

more than obscenity," including any on-line discussion

about abortion and extending to e-mail, giving incentive

for employers to snoop to see il messages contain any inde-

cent language extending to love letters

"I believe that the net should be tree from any govern-

ment restriction on expression." said Sttossen. but "I do

not oppose certain narrow restrictions. I agree with the

Supreme Court if it poaM I clear and present danger of

actual or imminent harm."

Strossen stated her firm belief not in censoring, but

counter -speech as a "very powerful option." To illustrate

her point Strossen described an e-mail incident that

occurred at Cornell University, where several male stu-

dents compiled a list of "fifty reasons why women should

not have freedom of speech."

The e-mail contained "\er> •-exist expressions. " accord-

ing to Strossen. but Cornell decided not to punish the stu-

dents. Counter speech is "not just a cliche of civil libertar-

ians, but is realistically available and effective," said

Strossen.

Strossen continued to advocate the ACLU and its fight

against the CDA. The ACLU represents many groups that

may be affected by the support of the CDA by the

Supreme Court including Planned Parenthood, the AIDS
survival project. Human Rights Watch and many other

groups that provide material that "will be considered inde-

cent and offensive." said Strossen

"Government officials can act in arbitrary and at worst

discriminatory ways." said Strossen referring to the

America On-Line censorship of the word breast. "The
word breast was excluded from chat rooms. There were

protests from people who wanted to talk about breast can-

cer, breast feeding or how to cook a chicken breast." com-

mented Strossen with laughter from the crowd.

"Laugh at this, but this is a preview if worst comes to

worst," said Strossen referring movie titles censored on the

Turn to ACLU. page 3
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The Distinguished Visitor's Program presented Nadine Strossen, the President of the ACLU, who spoke last

night at Bowker Auditorium on censorship and pornography.
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Tuesday, Oct. 29

Info-Social — The LBGA will hold its weekly
info-social from 7-9 p.m. in Campus Center room 803.

Come to this week's info-social in costume. For more
information, contact Louise Godchuax at 545-0154.

Meeting — MASS Student PIRG will have it's project

meeting at 7 p.m. in Earthfoods. Get involved in water,

hunger. Youth Vote, Earth Day or Toxics. Call Melanie at

545-0199 for more information.

Meeting — The National Student Exchange Club will

meet to discuss events and trips for the months of

November and December. All are welcome at 7 p.m. at

the Blucwall Cafe.

Presentation — Western Mass Labor Action will give a

presentation at 7 p.m. in Machmcr 201 regarding their

organization, coalition building, and recruitment. For

more information, contact Andrew at 586-2462. The
event is sponsored by the Anthropology Undergraduate

Caucus.

Rally — The Cannabis Reform Coalition is holding a

"Smoke the Vote" pre-election rally on the Student Union
steps from noon-1 p.m. Speakers include Terry Franklin

and a Libretarian Party representative. Music will be pro-

vided by Caia Root Rhythm.

Wednesday, Oct. 30
Discussion — A "Religion and Identity" series of dis-

cussions will be held in the main lounge of Butterfield.

This week's event, entitled "Can People Who Identify as

Lesbian, Gay, Bi-Sexual, Transgender. and Their Allies

Retain Their Religious Identity In a Faith Which Refuses

to Accept Them?," begins at 7:30 am. For more informa-

tion, call 546-5174. I

Meeting — Weekly "Shulchan Ivrit" will be held at

Claudia's Cafe in Amherst. All Hebrew speakers and
Israelis are welcome. For more information, contact Hillel

at 549- 1710.

Meeting — The UMass Sailing Club will be having its

weekly meeting in Campus Center room 901 at 7 p.m.

Everyone from beginner to advanced is welcome to attend.

Meeting — The Student Health Advisory Board
(SHAB) will have a meeting in room 304 of University

Health Services from 5:30-6:30 p.m. For more informa-

tion, contact Tamara in the Health Education Office at

577-5181.

Poetry .— The Wheeler Gallery annual poetry reading,

"Cancel the Normal" from 7-9 p.m. at Wheeler Gallery,

across from the New Africa House.

Poetry — The UMass Poetry Society will hold its week-

ly meeting in the Campus Center room 804 at 7:30 p.m.

Come and read your own poetry or that of another you
admire. For more information, call Tim at 546-0562.

Sale — Granby High sweatshirt sale to benefit the

Granby High sports programs will be held from 5-8 p.m.

at Granby High School, route 202.

Seminar — Leslie Henderson from the Depts. of

Physiology and Biochemisrty at Dartmouth Medical
School, will speak on "Sex-Specific Differences in GABA
Receptor Function and Expression in the Rat
Hypothalamus" at 4 p.m. in room 309 of Morrill II.

Friday, Nov. 1

Poetry — A Poetry Slam with open reading will be held

at Claudia's Cafe, 1 E. Pleasant St., Amherst, featuring

young Boston poet Brian Commisky. Starts at 8 p.m., sign

ups begin at 7:30 p.m. The $2 cover charge goes to the

slam winner.

Notices

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from
8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call

584-8167.
Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.
Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more
information, contact Milly Dejesus at 546-1083.

Employment — Applications are still being accepted
from work-study students for the positions of office man-
ager and research coordinator at the Cannabis Reform
Coalition. If interested, please pick up and application in

room 322 of the Student Union or call 545-1 122 to get

one mailed to you. Call |ohn Lanzerotta at 546-6359 for

more information.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies

is seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen,

Dept. of Consumer Studies. 101 Skinner Hall, University

of Massachusetts, Amherst. Ma. 01003. For more informa-

tion, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.

Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange
workshops will be held on the following dales: Tues., Oct.

29 from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in CC room 165-169; Wed., Nov.

6 from 6-7:30 p.m. in CC room 903; Thurs., Nov 14 from

5:30-7 p.m. in CC room 904-908; Tues.. Dec. 3 from
5:30-7 p.m. in CC room 165-169.

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final

Examination Schedule will be available beginning Friday.

October 18. Copies will be delivered to students in resi-

dence halls, and will be available to off-campus students

in the Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore).

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are avail-

able to help you find answers to your questions and con-

cerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health
Education Dept., UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more
info); Tuesdays 6:30-8:30 p.m. in the International

Lounge. Prince House (call 545- 2299 for more info). All

conversations are confidential.

Informational Session — For all confused about
Student Loans, an information session will be hosted by

Financial Aid Services, on Thursday, Oct. 31 from 9

a.m.-noop in Campus Center room 162-75.

Literature — MOTHERTONGUE, the multilingual stu-

dent publication by the dept. of Comparative Literature, is

currently seeking submissions for the spring '97 publica-

tion. We will accept original poetry, short stories,

one-acts, international photographs, and art work created

by multilingual students. Please submit a copy in English

to the Comparative Literature Dept. in 203 South College.

Rough drafts are acceptable.

Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Lurit" held every

Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Blucwall Cafe. Make a right as

you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis

and other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student
Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

New Organization — W1CC (West Indian/Caribbean

Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West
Indies or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as

anyone interested in the culture. For more information,

contact Tony at 54b-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.

Sew Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and
your help is needed. If interested, call Jordan at 546-3548.

Religious — Weekly "Schulan Lurit* meets every
Wednesday from 3-4 p.m. in the Blucwall in the Campus
Center. Look for a sign inside on the right as you enter the

cafe. All Israelis and other Hebrew speakers are welcome.
Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to 1 p.m.

in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement

of Worcester Dining Common). For more information,

call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45. Please call Mark to confirm, or for other

slops, at 253-0361.

Sport — Learn how to hang glide. The UMass Hang
Gliding Club is sponsoring a beginner weekend on Oct.
26- 27th. Sign up now because space is limited. This is

the cheapest way to learn how to fly - no experience nec-

essary. Meetings are on Tuesdays at 6:30; everyone is

invited to attend. Check board by SU ballroom for loca-

tion of meetings and office hours. For more information,

call 545- 0804 and leave a message.

Staff Seeded — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo. Layout, Copy, and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304
Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Volunteer — The Zoo in Forest Park at Springfield has

a wealth of diverse volunteer opportunities available for

persons who love animals and are committed to conserva-

tion education. For further information about the Zoo and
to be sent a volunteer application, please call (413)
733-2251.

Campus Piilice Log
LarcenyAccident — Property Damage apprehending a prisoner who was

Oct.25 trying to escape from District Court Oct. 25

A vehicle was struck in parking personnel on Gothic Street in A bicycle was reported stolen

lot 43. Northampton. from Lederle Research Building.

Oct. 26 A bicycle was reported stolen from

A vehicle which was pushed out Burglary/Breaking and Entering Brooks Residence Hall.

of a parking space in parking lot 32 Oct. 26 An individual reported his backpack

caused damage to three other vehi- A vehicle in parking lot 22 was stolen from South College.

cles. broken into. An individual reported a stolen wal-

A vehicle was broken into in park- let from the Campus Center.

Alarm — Fire ing lot 33. There was damage to the Oct. 27
Oct. 25 interior. A vending machine was broken into

There was a trash can fire out- and cash was stolen in Webster
side of Lederle Research Building. Disturbance Residence Hall.

Oct. 26 A vehicle was broken into in park-

Annoying Behavior A large group was reported on ing lot 13. A telephone was stolen.

Oct. 25 the Southwest Mall near Kennedy Plates were stolen from a vehicle in

Bottles were thrown from Brown and Coolidge Residence Halls. parking lot 43.

Residence Hall. There was a report of a large fight

Oct. 26 in progress on Eastman Lane. The Malicious Damage
Staff of Wheeler Residence Hall subjects fled prior to police arrival. Oct. 27

was notified to deal with individuals A lounge chair in the lobby of

on the roof. Family Offenses, Domestics Moore Residence Hall was dam-

ct. 25 aged.

Assault & Battery An individual from Webster
Oct. 25 Residence Hall reported being Vandalism
An individual from Melville threatened. Oct. 25

Residence Hall reported being Oct. 26 There was damage to a vehicle in

assaulted. Emergency restraining An argument between two indi- parking lol 22.

orders were issued. viduals in Lincoln Apartments was A vehicle was damaged at the

Oct. 27 reported. entrance gate of the Campus Center

Police responded to a large fight Garage.
in progress on Massachusetts Health/Safety Hazard Oct. 26
Avenue. After investigation, Oct. 25 Individuals damaged the control

Matthew ). Trotta, 19, of 1A Tyson Environmental Health & gate at the Campus Center Garage.

Rd.. Worcester, was arrested for Services reponded to a gas odor in A vending machine was damaged in

assault and battery with a danger- lames Residence Hall. Morrill Science Building.

ous weapon, and mayhem. Oct. 26 A vehicle in parking lot 33 was
One victim sustained extensive Environmental Health & damaged.
facial injuries and was taken to Services responded to a report of a A plate glass window was broken in

Cooley Dickinson Hospital in strange odor in Brown Residence Mahar Auditorium.

Northampton. Police are requesting Hall. Two vending machines were dam-
assistance from anyone who may aged in Bartlett Hall.

have witnessed this incident to con- Intoxicated Person Oct. 27
tact Detectives at the Community Oct. 25 A vending machine in Arnold
Disorders Unit at 545-0893. Staff from the Lederle Research House was damaged.

Building reported an intoxicated A soda machine in Gorman
Assist Agency individual. Police were unable to Residence Hall was damaged.

Oct. 26 locate the subject. A vehicle in parking lot 32 was
A UMass officer assisted in damaged.

Whomp !!

There it is !!

CONQUERING THE
GRADUATE SCHOOL
ADMISSIONS PROCESS

AN OPEN DISCUSSION
WITH

CHARLENA SEYMOUR, DEAN

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
GRADUATE SCHOOL

AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE GRADUATE
SCHOOL STAFF

OCTOBER 30, 1996
GRADUATE SCHOOL
INFORMATION DAY

MORNING SESSION:
10:30 - 12:00 IN CAMPUS CENTER 174/176

AFTERNOON SESSION:
1:30 - 3:00 IN CAMPUS CENTER 174/176

All students considering graduate school applications

are encouraged to attend one of these very important

and informative presentations. Preregistration is not

required.

SPONSORED BY THE UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER
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Red Cross looks for UMass' blood Personal discovery through mask making

By TJ. Kelly

Collegian Correspondent

The American Red Cross, is continuing to sponsor a

series of blood drives within the Five-College area and

is depending of University of Massachusetts students to

donate.

College and high school students supply the local

chapter with 30% of the total blood received. UMass
averages 43 drives annually.

According to Donna Kuhla, a donor recruitment spe-

cialist from the local chapter, "only five percent of eligi-

ble people actually donate blood. In central and north

cm New England, 320,000 units of blood are collected

yearly and must be distributed to over 1 70 hospitals. A
greater number of donors is the key to an abundance ol

blood in our hospitals."

Mary Snyder, Director of Emergency Services at the

Hampshire County Chapter of The American Red Cross,

said. "UMass is the single largest provider of blood in

the northeast region of the United Stales."

She also said that blood supplies are lower in the fall

due to summer vacation, when students are less likely to

donate blood because they are away from school —
making these blood drives crucial.

The representatives from several local blood donor

organizations said they were thankful for the support

UMass has provided in their efforts.

Circle K, a student volunteer organization, has

played a major role in promoting these blood drives.

Sue Andersen, a first-year member said she was opti-

mistic toward these efforts.

"Many people have signed up to donate already and

we expect a good amount of walk-in donors on the day

of the drive.

Cookies and juice will be provided and any questions

students may have will be answered on the day of the

drive," Andersen said.

UMass will be holding the next two blood drives in

the Campus Center. October 29 from 10:30 a.m. to

4:30 p.m. in room 168C and October 30. same times, in

room 163C.

Hunger
Recently, MassPlRG conducted a food drive at

local grocery stores for the Amherst Survival Center.

Food drive participants asked shoppers to donate a

can of food as they were leaving. A total of 38

pounds of food was collected.

The Amherst Survival Center is a non-profit organi-

zation that provides space for families and individuals

who are struggling in today's economy. The Center

donates food, clothing and household goods to the poor

as well as offering support and informational services.

MassPlRG members are also trying to plan turkey

dinners for families that can not afford them for the

Thanksgiving holidays.

"Homelessness and hunger is such a large prob-

lem. We need to do our part to try to alleviate the

problem." said Kandola.

By Jess Arsenauh and Dana

Quagliariello

Collegian Correspondents

On Saturday. Oct 26, the

Women of Color Program presented

a workshop entitled "What Mask
Are You Wearing?" The workshop

was facilitated by Rose Sackey-

Milligan, an employee of the public

foundation, the Peace Development

Fund.

In the course of the six hours in

which the workshop was held,

Sackey-Milligan taught approxi-

mately 15 women how to make
masks, and leam more about them-

selves and each other.

During the introduction, the

women were encouraged to speak

about their own lives: past, present

and future. Their significant experi-

ences were counted as guides to cre-

ate a "vision" for their future, said

Sackey-Milligan.

When asked what the workshop

meant to Everywomen's Center

intern Makgathi Mokwcna, a native

of South Africa, she stated that "it

means connecting with other

women in the area," since "it is

very difficult to get a sense of com-

munion around here and working

with each other forms a strong

union."

After opening up to each other,

the women began to create masks

of their own faces out of a

paper-mache type substance. Each

women executed the creation of

their mask with the help of a part-

ner so they could, "create a part-

nership building community among
women," said Sackey-Milligan.

These exercises had the inten-

tion of eliminating the natural ten-

dency for women's feelings of com-

petition and isolation.

After lunch, the women rejoined

the group. Each woman analyzed her

ideas about the purpose of the

masks, and took part in creating

human sculptures.

Next, the women decorated
their masks, and gathered to

share what the process of making

the masks meant to them. The
workshop worked to bring the

women together and strengthen

their own stories as women and

individuals.

Rose Sackey-Milligan also char-

acterized the experience as

"self-reflective and emotional," as

well as stating that the forum was

one of confidentiality and was pro-

viding a safe environment for

women. She also said that questions

revolved around the theme of "the

Game of Life."

Senior STPEC major Deepa
Sritharan commented that this

workshop was "a place for

women of color to come together

to become one with each other

and acknowledge one another's

needs together," to become pow-

erful.

Sritharan also voiced her con-

cern that men on the campus
seemed to be more unified, and
that programs on campus do not

seem to target women of color very

often.

Rose Sackey-Milligan also plans

to teach other interested individuals

how to facilitate mask-making
workshops in the spring, including

workshops for all women.
Mokwena plans to hold a program

celebrating the communion of

women, in which relationships

between mothers, daughters, sisters

and friends are honored through

storytelling, song and African

dance.

ACLU
continued from page 1

Internet and the chance of the

Supreme Court passing the CDA.
"I am cautiously optimistic that

the Supreme Court will secure a vic-

tory," said Strossen about the Reno

v. ACLU. Strossen stated her reasons

for optimism, "the Supreme Court

has been quite good on free speech

issues," and the, "Supreme Court has

very limited authority to second

guess factual findings of lower

courts," where the ACLU was

already victorious.

She sympathized with parents

concerned with their children's

upbringing resulting from exposure

to undesired material, but stated that

"cyberspace empowers parents to

make individual choices." to shield

their children from unwanted infor-

mation.

Stossen commented briefly on

minor's free speech rights. Recent

examples of infringements of these

rights included the "wave of teen

curfews and the V chip." which

Strossen said was an "increase of

power of the government to Interfere

with our lives."

Questioning the fairness of

government to censor minors
Strossen stated. "125,000 college

students are under 18 [and] there

is something quite insulting"

about sweeping everyone into one

lump. If the CDA passed, much of

the restricted information could

prove to be life threatening to

minors. All discussion of safe sex.

contraception, and information

about gay and lesbian issues

would be prohibited.

In the question-and-answer period

following her speech. Strossen was

asked her stance on depictions of

women in situations of rape or vio-

lence. Strossen responded by stating.

"1 believe censoring that Kind of image

would do more harm than good to

women's rights. Some images might be

positive to women's rights and safety."

Strossen cited the movie The

Accused as an example of an

"extremely disturbing." but a "very

powerful condemnation" of rape and

violence against women that "would

actually strengthen laws."

Another audience member ques-

tioned the ability of far right groups,

such as the Christian Coalition, and

their ability to generate strong influ-

ence. Strossen responded by stating

they are "effectively exercising their

First Amendment Rights."

Strossen continued by saying that

"members of Congress respond to

pressure. 1 believe from my experi-

ence the e- mail, faxes, letters and

phone calls will affect them."

Theresa Conley. a senior STPEC
and history major, remained with

four other individuals to discuss

Strossen's lecture in the Campus
Center. "The only criticism I have is

I don't understand her stance on
porn. I feel she does not give credit

to the power of image."

"While it was valuable, the law

cannot address cyberspace." said

Dave lolly, a senior philosophy

major. "It's an impossible thing."
THANG VO \ COLUGUN

"Phil T. Rich" the Fat Cat played by Josh Dostis of the Pioneer Pro-Democracy campaign spoke yester-

day night at the Campus Center in the Youth Vote '96 forum.

Hurry! Get Your Senior

/Iffl iwliook Photo

NOW!
Campus Center Rm. 1 77

Call Now To Schedule a sitting.

a world where every person has equal access to Information

where no geographic, cultural, or status barrier stands hi the w,

if communication.

There is a $5 silting fa

the
INDEX

ISM) X3M558

At 3Com we imagine such a

world..,And tv make this image a reality

we conceived Horizon 2000, our vision

and strategy for building a new kind of

company. Together with our advanced

technotogy and high performance

products we will unleash the power of

access to information everywhere, at

anytime, for everyone.

3Com is attending the Undergraduate

Business Club and the School of

Management Care** Fair on Thursday,

October 31s% from lptn~5pm, in the

Campus Certs* Auditorium. Please stop

by our booth to learn about career

opportunftfes at 3Com. Positions are

avaSable at our Boxborough, Southborough,

andMmSMMVUgh locations.

We are particularly interested in meeting

with School of Management students

who wish to explore careers in:

INSIDE SALES AND
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Other opportunities available for:

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
TECHNICAL SUPPORT ENGINEERS
MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS ENGINEERS

Imagine yourself working in a challenging

environment, making a competitive

salary, with a full benefits package, plus

28 paid days off per year, Profit Sharing,

Stock Options, Stock Purchase Plan,

Sabbatical Program and 401(k)Plan.

If you can Imagine yourself In this

position after graduation, you belong

at 3Com.

If you are unable to see us at the

Campus Center Auditorium on October

31st, please send/email your resume

and cover letter indicating your career

objectives to:

Human Resources, 3Com
Southborough Office Park,

118 Turnpike Road, Southborough,

MA 01772-1886.

Fax (508) 460-8990.

email:

michael_backer@3mail.3com.com
(Text only.)

We are committed to workforce

diversity and proud to be an equal

opportunity employer.

If you would like to find out more about

3Com and the positions we have

available, visit our Web Site at:

www.3com.com

IMyourself at 3Con

on
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A cheap buzz: culture

Are you cultured? The dictionary defines culture as

refinement of intellectual and artistic taste, some-

thing then* seems to be a shortage of at this

University, at least fe> the student body. Assuming that

there is a shortage of this "culture" stuff here, we have to

start wondering if that is a bad thing and whether or not

it's worth fighting for

Before you starfpmiping. I will acknowledge that

UMass has it's own subculture, but that subculture seems

to have little to do with art and intellectualism. It has

more to do with beer, basketball, pizza, parties, drugs and

yelling people. Defend it as you may. little of the culture

experienced on a typical UMass weekend
will have any practical use in the real

world.

If you're applying for a nice job and the

interviewer asks yottwhat you did for four

years, saying that you spent every Friday or

Saturday night in a stinky, smelly meat mar-

ket of a frat house chasing "chicks" (or

"guys" if that applies) is going to be of little

use to you. They warttto see more.

They want to see that you've actually

done something to make yourself think.

Thai you spent time experiencing sights and

sounds (not substance*) that were previously unknown to

you. They want to see that you've attempted to refine your*

intellect and artistic tastes. They want to see culture.

When 1 say culture, I am in no way implying intellectu-

al snobbery; that won't get you much farther than your

record keg stand. Culture is the ability to carry on a dis-

cussion about a particular piece or style of music or art.

Culture is seeing a statue not as an obstacle, but as a cre-

ation.

There are plenty of beautiful things which could con-

tribute to the development of culture in this world and on

this campus, but they seem to be overshadowed by

aspects of the more popular UMass culture. Taking the

time to appreciate the finer aspects of life perpetually

takes a back seat to BruiserBall even though, compared to

athletes, musicians and artists spend as much, if not

more, time practicing and honing their skills, which
invariably requires more talent than dribbling a basket-

ball.

While UMass fs and will continue to be known mainly

for its basketball program, we by no rneans l^ave^o restrict

ourselves to only opjidn^ that which, goes througji a hoop.

There's so much more out there.

One of the best aspects of this University is the Fine

Arts Center. While many students on this campus may see

it as the big cement thing overlooking the pond, those who
have witnessed events there will tell you that it has much
to offer. Having been there for three different events in the

past week, I can testify that each performance has

enhanced my view of the world, the University and the

students who come here.

Spectators at the Multiband Pops concert at the FAC a

week ago had the unique opportunity of sampling several

different types of music and musical groups over the

course of an evening, each group adding individual ele-

ments which served to enhance the experi-

ence as a whole. In one night, students could

be acquainted with jazz, percussion, a capel-

la and even dance groups, and those are just

to name a few. Within the following week,

world-renowned jazz queen Cleo Lane and

tap legend limmy Slyde along with the group

Stomp had all made their way across the

Concert Hall Stage. If that lineup isn't

impressive. 1 don't know what is.

And these events are affordable too. For

the most part, student tickets won't cost

more than $5 (that's $10 if you bring a

date). After leaving the University, you may never have the

chance to take in comparable events for such competitive

prices.

The quality and variety of events featured at the FAC
prove that there is more to the "scene" out here than beer

and basketball. But to try and bring that message home to

a student body that is largely and happily ignorant is a dif-

ficult chore.

It's possible students are intimidated by the arts, that

they feel their lack of an understanding is a suitable"excuse

for a lack of involvement, but they're the ones who are

going to have to suffer through years of unfamiliarity

whenever a conversation veers away from sports and/or

the weather.

As someone who came to the University particularly

uncultured, and who for the most part has remained that

way, I can assure you that going to a FAC performance

isn't as scary as it seems. If you sit back and take it all in.

you might actually think or feel something that you
haven't experienced before. You might even want to talk

about it. It's like a buzz, a cheap buzz that doesn't really

die It's also known as a little bit of culture.

Mark McGrath is a Collegian columnist

Keeping an eye on
the Campus Store

To the editor:

Friday. Oct. 4 around 4 p.m., I

went to the University Store to buy
Gax-X for my stomach pain. After !

paid for the Gas-X, I remembered
that I needed a toothbrush. I went
back to the store but while I was
looking for a toothbnilh I opened my
package of Gas-X and took two
tablets. Finding the MWhbrush that I

wanted. 1 went to h* cashier to pay

for it

On my way out. I was stopped by

two security persons. I was asked to

follow them, which I did. I was taken

to a little room in the back of the

store. Then one of them presented to

me a piece of plastified paper and
asked me to read it. The paper stated:

"You have the right to remain silent,

anything you say can be used against

you in a court of law!*' At that time. I

asked the two security persons to tell

me what I had been accused of. They
told me that they saw me get two
tablets from a package, put them in

my mouth and put the- package back

on the shelf. I asked them to prove to

me the existence of that package they

claimed I opened. One of them went

to find it.

Meanwhile, the other security person

showed me a box of unwrapped items

telling me that I was one of the persons

that usually come to the store to do such

things. The one that want to find the pack-

age came back to the room to say that he

could not find the package. I asked him to

check with the cashier to know whether or

not I paid. Fie went on to check with the

cashier whom adcxiowledged that I indeed

paid for my Gas-X. At that time. I pulled

out my package from tjly backpack and

showed h to them

1 then exploded letting them know
who I was and gave them a copy of an

engineering newsletter that talked

about me. The supervisor of the store

came in to calm me down. I asked

what would have happened if the

cashier had denied that I paid. He
told me that they would have accused

me of stealing. He went on to tell me
that they do make mistakes some-
times and he was sorry for what hap

pened. Neither one of the security

persons ever apologized to me at any

lime. 1 felt humiliated* angry and frus

trated being the only black person

surrounded by art least eight white

people and being falsely accused of

stealing. Never in my life have I been

humiliated and degraded that way.

I left, but in less than 20 minutes.

i went back to the store to collect my
receipt from the garbage can. I also

gave my name, social security number

and address on campy* so they could

Letters to the Editor

send me a letter of apology. Later in

the afternoon. I told a friend of mine

about the incident. He told me that I

was not the only one and that any
minority who walks in the store gets

followed.

Out of curiosity, on Saturday. Oct.

5 around 1 p.m., I went back to the

University Store. At that time, there

were about 30 people purchasing in

the store. In less than two minutes, I

realized that I was followed by two
students: a white female with a back-

pack and a white male wearing jeans

and t-shirt. At one point. I was only a

foot away from them when they came
iicni'-s each other. I seized the oppor-

tunity to ask them for their names.

The male student left to write his

name down.

Meanwhile the female student

wrote her name for me on a piece of

paper that I provided. After checking

with his supervisor, the male student

came back to tell me that it was not

okay to give his name to me and was
pressuring me to give the female stu-

dent her name back. I refused. He
then asked me for my name. I was
gong to write my name down for him.

when he claimed that I was harassing.

At that point I paid for another
Gas-X that I had in hand and left the

store.

Continuing my investigation

Monday morning. Oct. 7 around 10

a.m., I went back to the University

Store. I wore a different jacket. I did

not wear the red hat that I usually

wear so that I would not be noticed

when I walked in. Once again, I

noticed that I was followed by a white

male wearing glasses, a blue

rain-jacket and a backpack. Another

white male student coming to check,

on me realized who I was because he

was the student who claimed that I

harassed him on Saturday. He then

turned around to warn his colleague

about me. Once again. I made it clear

to both of them that I noticed that I

was being followed.

At that point I realized what hap-

pened Friday was not an isolated

incident. Therefore, a simple letter

of apology from whoever it might be

will be meaningless. I have been
here for eight semesters but never

realized that I have been followed by

at least two security persons when-
ever I walked in the University
Store. I asked the store supervisor to

give me a copy of the incident report

happening on Friday. I was frustrat-

ed in being a target whenever I

walked to the University Store. I

wanted the employees to know how
I felt. They asked me to calm down
while they called the police. Upon
IWaiving my receipt, I left the store.

Pierre A. Efysse

Sylvan

What peacel

To the editor:

I am writing to applaud Guy
Ben-Tovim for finally clearing up the

air about he recent incidents of vio-

lence in Israel (letters to the editor.

October 23). Thanks to Ben- Tovim,

who obviously knows a lot. including

the thoughts and intentions of both

the Israelis and the Palestinians, we
now know that (a) Arafat and his

people have been looking for an

excuse to start a new Intefada since

the peace accords, (b) the opening of

the tunnel was in no way intended to

desecrate the Palestinian holy sites.

(c) that the tunnel was opened to

bring tourists to the area and thus

bring prosperity to both sides (silly of

the Palestinians not to recognize this

obvious fact), and (d) every citizen of

Israel (including Netanyahu. I pre-

sume) has a strong desire for peace in

the region.

All the governments and people

of the world who criticized

Netanyahu and his cohorts for need-

lessly provoking the confrontation

can now heave a sigh of relief and

withdraw their objections to the

opening of the tunnel and shower
the Israeli government with unquali-

fied praise for the effort at bringing

prosperity to the Palestinians. The
Palestinians themselves should show
their gratitude to the Israeli govern-

ment for trying to improve their lot.

So what if the Palestinians have a

per capita income of less than

$1,800 (down from $2,800 at the

time of the first Oslo accord) while

the Israelis have a per capita income
of $15,000 (up from $13,800 during

the first Oslo accord)? So what if

the number of Palestinians working
in Israel has dropped from 1 16,000

in 1992 to less than 18.000 today?

And so what if the Palestinian

unemployment rate is around 60
percent? After all, this is happening

in the name of peace.

If only the ignorant Palestinians

would recognize the value of the

Israeli government's efforts and the

peaceful intentions of every citizen of

Israel, actions such as the opening of

the tunnel that runs along the Al-Aqsa

mosque would bring them prosperity.

Avaraham Stern, a mentor of

Israeli Prime Minister Yizhak
Shamir, once referred to the Arabs as

"beasts of the desert, not a legitimate

people." Now the beasts are loose

again. Fighting to protect their land

and their legacy. How dare they?

Ben-Tovim asks for peace, but on
whose terms? At what cost for the

people of Palestine?

Ali Mir
Amherst
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Racial scapegoats

Sam

McAfee

The Collegian tends to be an ideological battle-

ground for the Israel-Palestine conflict. No other

topic seems to get as much attention as this issue,

so one would think that it would be fully explored. Rather,

the parameters of debate on the issue have been limited to

a historical, nationalist diatribe, replete with regular accu-

sations of anti-Semitism in a McCarthyistic spirit.

The constant, and often unwarranted, slinging of the

term anti-Semitism disturbs this columnist of Jewish

decent, for it serves to dilute its meaning, rendering real

acts of racism as commonplace and there-

fore acceptable. Unfortunately, those who
disagree with the policies of the Israeli gov-

ernment are often branded with the term,

though objection to state actions is perfectly

within the bounds of democracy. One is not

a traitor to America because they could not support the

bombing of Cambodia, any more than one is anti-Semitic

for critiquing the apartheid like conditions contained in

the Oslo II "peace process."

The agreement jeaves Israel in legal or effective control

of most of the occupied territories, establishes the legiti-

macy of settlements taken by brute force and disregarded

by most of the world, and relegates the Palestinian popula-

tion to the overcrowded, ghettos of whatever desert waste-

land is left over. They will continue to work the lower

ranks of the economy for the benefit of Israeli citizens

while not seeing any of the fruits of their never-ending

toil.

I am not asserting that all lews are racists because of

the on-going exploitation of Palestinians What is happen-

ing is that powerful elite interests in Israel, who are bene-

fitting from this repression, have used the guise of nation-

alism and patriotism to rally working class Israelis behind

them. Their hegemonic grip, protected by the United

States, is ironically similar to tactics of ideological control

employed by the German propagandists over 50 years ago.

The same is currently employed by the American
state-media-corporate structure that convinces us that

people we suppressed for 500 years are to blame for our

problems.

The United States does not support Israel because of a

pro-|udaic stance. Our government knew about the

German camps for a long time and only engaged the war
because of provocation. After the war, the United States

adopted SS officers protecting them from war -crimes

investigations and using their techniques of repression

throughout Latin America to fight communism, some-

times even hiring them for posts in Chile, Argentina and

Guatemala. The U.S. government was not taking a stand

on genocide (of which it itself is guilty) in World War II,

but rather protecting the military and economic stability of

our own racist and exploitative empire.

Here in the United States middle class whites seem to

think that a group of people torn from their homeland,

enslaved for 200 years, impoverished and suspended from

political representation for another 100, and systematical-

ly contained within poverty stricken urban sectors and

crushing police repression, can somehow
just get up and shake hands with the colo-

nizer like everything is just fine.

It is in the interest of middle class

whites in dealing with racism, to construct

a story that makes them out to be the kind

and understanding savior of the black community, and
erasing the horrid and incriminating past of racial hatred

that whites are responsible for, have benefitted from and

absolutely must acknowledge before any progress is to be

made.
All too often the media paints racial issues as the con-

flict between two equal but different groups that for what-

ever reason just can't get along. If only they would realize

that we are all human, they would be better off. It is inside

the mind that racism originates and is therefore a matter

that can be solved without any political or economic-

changes. This view, often used in discourse about U.S.

race relations, the Irish liberation struggle or the Bosnian

conflict, does not in even the remotest sense reflect the

historical realities of brutal and legal racial subjugation.

The people of Israel have been used by the United

States as a convenient little tool to keep a lid on Islam and

our hand (or Exxon's rather) in the oil. They have accept-

ed the severe repression of their neighbors as the price for

being the darling of U.S. Middle-East foreign policy,

receiving more aid from us than does any other nation in

the world.

I will no doubt be accused of anti-Semitism in some
pejorative context before the week is through. But howev-

er painful it may be to accept one's place in a system that

has wronged so many, it is the only way to begin to cor-

rect the matter. As whites in the United States are reluc-

tant to accept the privileges gained from oppressing blacks

to the lower ranks of society, so will it be difficult for

Israelis who are accustomed to looking everywhere for the

answers but within.

Sam McAfee is a Collegian columnist.

How do you rate the University Store?

C.F.

Gorospe

URGGHH! I become outraged

when I hear of people being

discriminated against because

of the color of their skin.

1 finally got a chance to read the

last number of issues of the Collegian

which have been piled

up in my room. Now I

can place them in the

recycling bin and actu-

ally clear the floor.

The article about the

rally that was held in the Campus
Center a few days ago, "to draw
attention to an altercation between"
students of color and the University

Store security gave me a topic for my
column.

Frankly, the University Store

should be the last business to worry

about losing money because of stolen

goods, not that the student of color

whom they ignorantly accused stole

anything. He didn't. I'm stating that if

students do steal from there, the

University Store shouldn't fret about

losing profit. Most of their merchan-

dise is ridiculously overpriced any-

way.

I am not suggesting that you go

ahead and steal from the store, by all

means that's your personal choice. I

am suggesting that we think twice

before buying merchandise there. The

people in charge of the University

Store are aware that sometimes stu-

dents don't the have time to go into

town or to the nearest supermarket,

so we are forced to purchase what we
need from them regardless of price.

I've been in this situa-

tion a few times, but I

try to avoid it. Even if

I had millions of dol-

lars, I wouldn't shop
there. Most of the

prices are absurd. Also, it's

not such an inviting place for stu-

dents of color to shop in anyway. I'm

particularly referring to the Art
Supplies and the Customer Service

departments. I took an Art class last

semester and I had to buy art supplies

there.

Let me keep it simple. The
employees I encountered in both
departments weren't very friendly. As
odd as it may seem. I looked forward

to buying my art supplies there.

You're probably wondering why. I

just said that I wouldn't shop there if

I had millions. Let me explain. I was
enthusiastic about observing the

employees' foul behavior. Luckily. I

was- able to control my temper and
tried to be reasonable. I wanted to see

whether my accusations about their

behavior from the week before were

accurate.

Unfortunately, week after week,
their attitudes didn't change. The
same thing occurred again and again

with different employees. They were
rude and weren't exactly eager
servers. Most of the time, the trip to

the University Store became adven-

turous for me.
I've observed some of their

behavior towards other students of

color. Based or. my observations,
I've concluded that most of the time,

they serve students of color with
remorse. I'm not sure whether my
observations are accurate for all

cases, but I can't completely dismiss

them either, especially after the inci-

dent that occurred regarding a par-

ticular student of color. Every time I

run into a situation similar to this. I

try to avoid thinking that people are

being rude because of color discrimi-

nation — I try to convince myself
that these people are just plain rude,

end of story.

However, this time I'm pretty con-

vinced that the employees of the

University Store are mostly discrimi-

natory towards people of color.

Again. I'm not going to dismiss this

idea until I can discover for myself
the changes made.

C.F. Gorospe is a UMass student
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IAMES MUHAMMAD (Editor-in-

Chief, The Final Call Newspaper) —
Ladies and gentlemen of the press,

thank you all for coming this after-

noon. The Honorable Louis
Farrakhan will make a brief state-

ment. I'm sure you all had a chance to

read through the documents, after

which we will entertain questions that

you may have.

(oining Minister Farrakhan is

Attorney Abdul Arif Muhammad.
Attorney Rufus Cook. Chief of Staff

of the Nation of Islam, Leonard F.

Muhammad. And our minister of

Mosque Maryam, Assistant to the

Honorable Louis Farrakhan, Minister

Ishmael Muhammad.
THE HONORABLE MINISTER

LOUIS FARRAKHAN — In the

Name of Allah, the Beneficent, the

Merciful. We give him praise and
thanks for guidance through His ser-

vants, the Prophets. I greet all of you

with the greeting words of peace: As

Salaam-Alaikum.

MINISTER FARRAKHAN —
Ladies and gentlemen of the press,

first, thank you very much for com-

ing. We called this conference to

announce that we will be leaving

shortly for Tripoli to receive the

Humanitarian prize, called the

Gadhafi Prize. As you know, we have

petitioned the Treasury Department

for a license to receive the gift. We
have not heard, definitively, as yet.

So, we may not, necessarily, receive

the money awaiting the Treasury

Department's decision. We've also

petitioned the Treasury Department

for a specific license to receive a bil-

lion dollars or less, as a gift from

Libya to the Nation of Islam for the

purpose of advancing the program of

the Nation of Islam.

The Welfare Reform Bill, that has

recently passed, without a jobs cre-

ation bill as a companion piece, will

leave many Americans in the lurch.

As Muslims, we don't believe in wel-

fare, however, I am a child of welfare.

I know the value of welfare when
properly used. And to leave

Americans, black, white and brown

without a safety-net, would only con-

tribute to the hopelessness and

despair among many segments of the

American citizenry.

I heard on the television today a

congressman saying that there should

be a jobs creation bill. Should the

Treasury Department permit us to

receive this gift of $1 billion, this gift.

properly administered by the brilliant

financiers and bankers among our

people could be leveraged to produce

$10 billion in economic development.

It will take many, many billions of

dollars to raise the poor and the help-

less, and the blacks in particular,

from the pitiable condition that we
are in. But since we are blessed to

receive $438 billion dollars out of the

American economy, according to the

University of Georgia research, this

$1 billion leveraged could attract ten

percent of what we receive, back into

our own communities for our own
community development.

The creation of jobs, the building

of low-cost housing, establishing

banks, an economic development

fund that will aid Blacks who wish to

become entrepreneurs, housing devel-

opment, international trade — all of

this could be accomplished, should

we be granted the license to receive

such a gift.

It is our hope that the Clinton

administration would see the value of

this in terms of what it would do to

turn despair into hope among our suf-

fering people. And, should this be

granted, this would give Louis

Farrakhan an opportunity to show

America that his efforts are sincere

for the rise of our people and the rise

of oppressed people, and our efforts

are sincere for the safety and well-

being of this nation.

With that statement, I would be

glad to answer your questions.

CHANNEL 5. CHICAGO — You

said you would go ahead and go to

Libya now, while your application is

pending. If the application is not

granted, or if it has not been granted

by the time you've been there for a

while and need to come back, are you

still going to accept the $250,000?

MINISTER FARRAKHAN — No.

I will not accept the money until

we're given permission...

FOX TV, CHICAGO — Minister

Farrakhan. can you tell what me what

you'll do if the U.S. Treasury

Department turns your request down.

Will you take legal action?

MINISTER FARRAKHAN —
Yes. We will fight in every way possi-

ble, because it is not the money. It's a

principle. The principle is that our

government has cut back on welfare,

on entitlements, on Affirmative

Action. Jobs have left the inner cities.

To create job opportunities in low

wage markets outside of America,

leaving the Blacks, and the browns,

and the peoples of the inner cities in

the lurch. The government does not

have a real urban policy. So in face of

this, it appears that our government

does not desire for us as a people to

have friends unless they can dictate

the terms of the friendship.

So, yes, we will fight, for what we
believe is our legal right. And I will

go across this nation, stirring up not

only my people, but all those who
would benefit from this. And I guar-

antee you, you will see a march on

Washington like you've never seen in

the history of this country. We intend

to get justice, by the Grace of God.

ASSOCIATED PRESS — Some
say you've put the administration in a

bind because you'd be accepting the

money from a country labeled as "ter-

rorist."

MINISTER FARRAKHAN —
America is a very, very powerful

country. And because she is the only

remaining superpower, she has taken

upon herself the right to define. And
she has defined certain nations as

"terrorist." She has not yet raised a

standard by which a nation would be

judged in the international arena as a

terrorist nation.

In my visit to Syria, and my talk

with President Assad, he told me that

he met with President Bush, when he

was president of the United States.

And President Bush was asking him

to remove from Syria those persons

who are considered "terrorists" or

"anti-Israel." Palestinians. And
according to President Assad, he

asked President Bush to set up a stan-

dard by which the international com-

munity can judge any nation as a "ter-

rorist nation". He said — and to this

day — he has not heard from
President Bush on that, nor has a

standard been raised.

My question, in a fair, democratic

society: in Congress, you label a

nation a "terrorist" nation, to fit a for-

eign policy objective, which may or

may not be just. You have never invit-

ed the Sudanese, the Libyans, or oth-

ers that you call "terrorist" to come

to America and defend themselves

before Congress and before the

American people. So, what in effect,

you're doing, is using your tremen-

dous power to label nations that you

do not like, and then expect American

people to suffer consequences
because of your inordinate, mischie-

vous use of your power.

We will challenge that. We cannot

accept that. Our enemy has never

been Muammar Gadhafi. He has

never sold drugs in the black commu-
nity to take money out of our com-

munity to finance a war with the

Contras in Nicaragua. This was done

by our own government! So will the

real terrorists, the real violent people,

stand up?
And when you do this against the

very people that fought, bled and died

to build your country, how dare you

call some outside force an enemy,

when you yourself have been the

worst enemy of the rise of Black peo-

ple with freedom, justice and equali-

ty!

UNIDENTIFIED REPORTER —
What do you say to the relatives of

people who were killed in Lockerbie?

[second question unclear]

MINISTER FARRAKHAN — The

families of those who lost their loved

ones in Pan Am Flight 103 deserve

justice and closure to this horrible

episode in their lives. The two per-

sons who are accused of being the ter-

rorists who did this despicable and

heinous crime are the basis now of

sanctions against the Libyan people

because Gadhafi refuses to turn over

his nationals to be tried in America or

in England, which it is against inter-

national law for America or England

to try to force another nation to turn

over her nationals to this country or

to England.

Muammar Gadhafi said he will

turn his nationals over to any third

country. He would allow those two

who were charged to be tried with

Scottish jurists in the International

Court of justice at the Hague.

Now, 279 or so lives were lost. Is

that correct? But — I think the man's

name is Radovan Karadzic — who is

accused by the Court at the Hague, of

tremendous crimes against Bosnian

Muslims numbering into the tens of

thousands, and a warrant has been

issued lor his arrest. If the interna-

tional courts, or the World Court is

considered able to try a former head

of state for those kind of crimes, why
isn't that same court able to try those

two persons charged with this crime?

A trial would put closure to it. And
if they are guilty, the appropriate pun-

ishment should be applied to them,

and if it is government sponsored, an

appropriate penalty should be applied

to that government. But to sanction

Libya, and all of the people of Libya

What is wrong with Muammar
Gadhafi offering the Nation of Islam,

with whom he has had a long-stand-

ing friendship from the time of the

Honorable Elijah Muhammad? And
what he saw in the Million Man
March so inspired him. and encour-

aged him, that he said he would place

the wealth of Libya behind the Nation

of Islam to achieve its objectives. And
if you study the 66-year history of the

Nation of Islam, we've never been

involved in terrorism, although there

are incidents of violence. Yet, on a

whole, the Nation of Islam is one of

"Well, you know, I've been accused of being a sepa-

ratist, and I'd like to lay that to rest. You know, white

folk, you are the real separatists, and you should be

ashamed to put that on me. You brought us here in the

bottom of ships, we were not integrated. Then you put us

in the field, and you gave us little shacks and a few of us

lived in the big house, but we were always separated.

And just remember when the Emancipation

Proclamation was signed and we were so-called set free,

you never did allow us to live with you, did you? No.

You gerrymandered us, you red-lined us, yes you did!

You wouldt i 't even allow us to buried with you! You

wouldn't even allow us to drink water out of the same

fountain with you, and now you call me a separatist!

Here's thirty years since the death of Dr. Martin Luther

King, Jr., and the Kerner Commission revisited their find-

ings of 50 years ago and said what? That there's still two

Americas, one black, one white, separate and unequal.

Farrakhan did not do that. White folks did that. So will

the real separatist please stand up?"

— Honorable Minister Louis Farrakhan

without a trial — here's a book by

Signet Press. This is an American

publisher. It's called the Trail of The

Octopus. It is banned in America, but

it details the cover-up of Pan Am 103.

that it really wasn't the Libyans. But

this fits into America's foreign policy

objectives to destroy Libya, because

Libya and Iran are the two strongest

anti-Israeli nations in the world.

Let's get at the truth. Where is the

truth? So that those human beings

who lost the lives of their ones can

finally let their breasts rest in peace.

THE WALL STREET IOURNAL
— Why do think Colonel Gadhafi will

give you the money? Is there some-

thing — is there an Islamic tenet that

one should share one's wealth? Is

there something to base that on?

MINISTER FARRAKHAN - You
know, Islamic nations are bound to

give in charity to the cause of Islam.

In fact, out of every dollar, there's a

certain percentage that must go to the

propagation of the faith. The estab-

lishment of mosques and schools and

hospitals. This government has pre-

vailed upon the king of Saudi Arabia

to give money to the Contras. When it

was against the law here for America

to support the Contras. President

Reagan prevailed upon the King of

Arabia, and others, to give gifts so

that the Contras could win their war

against the government of Nicaragua.

the most law-abiding groups that you

have in the whole of the United States

of America.

United Press International [UPI] —
During the Saviours Day speech and

the Million March you told us that

voter registration was going to be one

of the new top priorities for the

Nation. It is reported that you might

even use some of the Libyan money
for voter registration to persuade the

'96 election. Sir, there's a whole lot of

people in town this week who would

really like to know who it is you are

urging all these new voters to vote

for. for president? Clinton? Dole ?

Perot? Some candidate we don't

know about? Who should they vote

for?

MINISTER FARRAKHAN — We
said in the document that you have

that no part of this money would be

used for political purposes. We are

quite capable of getting our people to

register to vote without using money

from the DNC [Democratic National

Committee], or without using money
from the Republican Party, or from

Gadhafi.

We're not here to say which white

man will be better. Will it be Clinton,

will it be Dole — in some silly "beau-

ty contest." They all do what they

have to do. What we're trying to do,

is get our people to use their votes

wisely, and leverage their votes. Not

against a personality, but toward an

agenda that is in the best interest of

the masses of our people.

I, personally, cannot at this time

say that Bill Clinton is the man to

vote for, or that Senator Dole is the

man to vote for, or that Ross Perot is

the man to vote for. We will just have

to see how they treat our agenda.

UPI — But realistically, sir, Jesse

lackson tonight is going to tell a lot of

black Americans to vote for Bill

Clinton. If you get this money from

Libya, and they'll go out and vote

Democrat, isn't this money just a big

fat gift for the Democrats.

MINISTER FARRAKHAN —
aughs] Well, if the Democrats are

wise enough to permit me to have it.

They should get voted in. [audience

laughter]

WBEZ FM, CHICAGO — I have

two questions. Is this $250,000 prize

in addition to the $1 billion that

Muammar Gadhafi has —
MINISTER FARRAKHAN — It's

separate from.

WBEZ — Secondly, are you pre-

vailing upon people who came to the

Million Man March to also give back

to their communities and invest in

their communities?

MINISTER FARRAKHAN —
Yes. As you know, we proposed at

the Million Man March, an African-

American Economic Development
fund. We felt that we should give to

the community first, the audit that we
promised of all of the funds that were

taken up at the Million Man March.

We did hold a press conference, and

we submitted the audit, and we
haven't heard any more. There was so

much before about "where is the

money going?" When we submitted

the audit, we didn't hear any more.

Keeping up our word builds trust.

Part of this billion dollars, should it

be all owed, will be to build that eco-

nomic development fund and then

encourage our people to invest in

themselves.

UNIDENTIFIED REPORTER —
I'd like you to detail a little bit more

about the National development fund.

You spoke about jobs, housing, bank-

ing, trade, all the things that are very

positive to our community. Would
you elaborate how — we' re going to

say, positive, we got the billion dol-

lars. What will it implement? How
will African-Americans benefit from

this money?
MINISTER FARRAKHAN — Of

course, my brother, you know that

when you have never handled a bil-

lion dollars before, you have to seek

the counsel of the very wise among us

who are skilled at managing an

investment of such monies. We would

not dare undertake to do this on our

own. However, I would like, if you

would indulge me — this is the last

question? One more? All right, sir.

If you would indulge me for just a

moment, I would answer this ques-

tion on this wise:

Jesus was giving a criterion by

which nations would be judged as

worthy of chastisement or worthy of

divine favor. And it was on this wise:

a disciple asked |esus, when were you

hungry and I fed you not? When were

you naked and I clothed you not?

When were you out of doors and I

gave you not shelter? When were you

sick and imprisoned, and I ministered

not unto you? And Jesus said, in as

much as you have not done these

things unto the least of these my
brethren, you have not done it also

unto me.

It seems as though both parties,

the Democratic and Republican, have

moved away from the feeding of the

hungry, the clothing of the naked, the

sheltering of the homeless. Good
health insurance for the sick. And
then a real program for those who
are imprisoned to bring about real

reform, rather than manipulating

crime in the Black community to cre-

ate a prison industrial complex for the

good of industry and to the detriment

of people.

Now, to answer your question

specifically: what can a billion dol-

lars do? Well, we first will collect

the minds. A Mr. Rex Harris, whom
you read of in the Wall Street

journal, he has a team of people,

and there will be others, and we will

sit and plan around food, clothing

and shelter. There are tremendous

acres of land that are available. We
need to think about farming. And

we need to think about

Agribusiness. How much money do

we spend on food? And if we put up

supermarkets in all the major cities,

and bought tens of hundreds of

thousands of acres of land, or even

lease it, and then went into good
production, on a health standard,

rather than profit motivated; and

then begin to build houses, which
will bring into play your construc-

tion people. Taking the wasted cities

and rebuilding them. Building facto-

ries to provide some of the things

that America is going overseas to

have produced in the third world —
we are in a third world condition.

Let's bring factories back into the

inner cities. A billion dollars would

help us to do that.

We could strengthen the black

banking institutions, that they would

be able to loan money to the commu-
nity people who wish to become
entrepreneurs, or we could set up

our own national banking system.

There's so much that we can do, and,

you know, when you've got a lot of

money and you've got good ideas,

ideas times money gives you power

and leverage. And that's what we
need to change the reality of black life

in America.

WBBM AM, CHICAGO — If you

would, sir, a two-part question.

Number one, there had been some
talk in the past about a separate black

nation in the continental United

States, does this talk of acreage bring

us back to that concept? And the sec-

ond part of the question is, directly,

how much, if any, of the billion dol-

lars would improve you and your fam-

ily specifically. Would you get any

part of that as a fee or reimbursement

for your efforts in securing the

money?
MINISTER FARRAKHAN —

Thank you very much. I'm very well

taken care of, as you can see, so I

wouldn't need a dime of the billion

dollars. I never thought, for one
moment of any of that money accru-

ing to me. However, you know that

the Bible says the ox that treadeth

down the corn is worthy of his oats

[audience laughter].

No, I'm not thinking about any-

thing personal, but you know, when
you do good, good comes back to

you. And that's nothing but fair and

just. Your second part...

WBBM — The idea of the separate

black nation in the borders...

MINISTER FARRAKHAN —
Well, you know, I've been accused of

being a separatist, and I'd like to lay

that to rest. You know, white folk,

you are the real separatists, and you

should be ashamed to put that on me.

You brought us here in the bottom of

ships, we were not integrated. Then

you put us in the field, and you gave

us little shacks and a few of us lived

in the big house, but we were always

separated.

And just remember when the

Emancipation Proclamation was
signed and we were so-called set free,

you never did allow us to live with

you, did you? No. You gerryman-

dered us, you red-lined us, yes you

did! You wouldn't even allow us to

buried with you! You wouldn't even

allow us to drink water out of the

same fountain with you, and now you

call me a separatist!

Here's 30 years since the death of

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and the

Kerner Commission revisited their

findings of thirty years ago and said

what? That there's still two Americas,

one black, one white, separate and

unequal. Farrakhan did not do that.

White folks did that. So will the real

separatist please stand up? [audience

applause] Don't charge me with that.

However, if we can not get along

in peace, the natural thing for us to

do is for us to separate, with justice.

You and your wife can't get along?

Go to a judge. Of course, you do

seek alimony, something, especially

when you and your wife helped built

everything that you got. And we
helped you get everything you got.

So if there is a separation, then we
want something for what we put in

to build this nation to keep it pro-

tected.

But, I don't think it has to come

to that, sir. I believe that time has

moved us to the point where reason-

able people will do justice. And if

that doesn't happen, separation is a

final option, but it is a FINAL
option. Don't you think we can work

it out? As Rodney King said, "can't

we all just get along?" [audience

laughter]

May I thank you all — I'm sorry

for the heat. Our air conditioning had

a problem, and we're working on it.

But we can all get a cold drink, if you

like. Thank you very much for your

attention and attendance.

Transcript supplied by the Nation

of Islam.

weire foq. t>e>/eLov\U6 nation©!
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the Collegian and see Sunanda Ghosh for more information.
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Arts & Living
All the gossip that fits

.

.

.

Lisa M.

Oliveri

Al Pacino is a real life Godfather.

Recently, some of the most powerful

Mafia dons invited the star to dinner,

to help him get into character for his

upcoming movie Donnie Brasco.
According to producer Mike Newell.

Pacino was overjoyed and had a great

time. Let's see, it's the Mafia —
they'd probably knock him off if he

said he had a bad time.

• Controversial rappers The Fugees

have been banned from Ireland, after

inciting a concert crowd into a riot.

Apparently, organizers of the event

had to stop the show after the

group's frontman Wyclef body surfed

on the crowd's heads.

Four fans were rushed

to the hospital and
over 100 were treated

by Red Cross special-

ists. Apparently the

Fugees learned nothing from the

tragedy that occurred at a recent

Smashing Pumpkins concert in

Ireland — a fan was trampled to

death by an overzealous crowd.

• Attention all hopeful actresses: Tom
Cruise is looking for a twenty-some-

thing female to play a small role in his

next movie, the only catch — it's a

non-speaking role as a nude dead
corpse. Now I don't even think his

biggest fan Rosie O'Donnell is going

to jump to take this part.

• And the biggest movie of the sum-
mer. Independence Day, sets even

more records this week, grossing

over $299 million is just over three

months. And people said Bill

Pullman wasn't a box-office draw...

• Kudos to the animal lovers Paul

and Linda McCartney They recently

pulled the wool over the eyes of

unsuspecting New Yorker readers by

placing an ad for a free video guide

to fur buying. Instead of receiving

tips to purchasing a fur, the video

showed animals being brutally

slaughtered.

• Heather Locklear has agreed to

pose nude for Playboy magazine for a

reported $5 million dollars. But
according to Cybersleaze, husband
Richie Sam bora is none too pleased.

(I can't imagine why?) Locklear will

appear on the cover of the February
'97 issue and in a 12-page spread.

This will be the first time the
54-year-old actress has appeared in

the buff.

• Wedding bells are ringing for Lisa

Marie Presley, just months after her

divorce from Michael Jackson. She's

re- marrying her first husband
Danny Keough at Graceland in

December. And diva Barbra
Streisand is planning

to marry actor lames
Brolin. Tis' the season

for love, isn't it folks?

• In sadder news,
Lush drummer Chris

Acland, 50, hanged himself, on Oct.

17 in his home. No word yet on the

future of the band. Actor |ason
Bernard (While You Were Sleeping),

58, died of a heart attack in his car in

Burbank, Calif on October 18.

• Money, money, money is always an
issue in Hollywood and the sums are

getting higher. Jurassic Park creator'

Michael Crichton will receive

between $8 and $10 million for the

movie rights to his upcoming novel

Airframe. The novel based on an air-

line disaster (TWA 800, anyone?)
will be out in December.
• And finally, in just plain weird
news, the latest way to get a buzz is

no longer drugs, but electricity.

That's right — zapping yourself

with electricity. Harry Oldfield creat-

ed the wacky hand-held electro-crys-

tal therapy machine to help musi-

cians feel more awake if they lack

energy. Now that gets a big "W" for

"Whatever!"

Complied from various news
sources.

Lisa M. Oliveri is a Collegian colum-

nist
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THE NATIONAL COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTIC
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The National College of Chiropractic
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The leading hippie band of the day Phish loses its breath with its new release Billy Breathes.

Phish forgets to Breathe and nearly drowns
By Joshua Boyd
Col leg iarr Staff

PHISH
Billy Breathes

Elektra Records

Their concerts draw thousands,
encompassing both those who are
devoted and just merely interested in

seeing what the hype is about. Phish,

in their live performances, tends to

pull no punches and offers a catalog

of different musical styles mixed with
some of the most climactic improvi-

sational movements in 20th century

music. Most people who attend a

Phish concert, whether they're on
something or not, leave with a tran-

scended look in the eyes.

So, the question with their new
album, Billy Breathes, is why there is

a questionable or upset look in the

eyes after one listens to it. Sure,
Phish has been confusing many for

well over a decade now, with that

confusion being turned to hate most
times. But why would they abandon
an individual sound that they've
crafted and that many tribute bands
and bands like Amherst's yeP! try

and imitate?

The abandonment is not full-on.

Billy Breathes, in its unfortunately

rare moments, shows true imagina-

tive writing, playing and
adrenaline-fuelled, rising jams, such

as the album's masterpiece, the

instrumental "Cars Trucks Buses."

This track lakes the best of Booker T
and Jimmy Smith- brand soul-jazz

and pushes the flexible envelope of

that music flavor. Page McConnell
shows he is truly a keyboard master

on his own composition.

Other tracks that allow the listener

to regain hope is the energized
"Tasle," with an interesting introduc-

tory interplay between piano, cowbell

and bass with Trey Anastasio's quirky

voice and lyrics bouncing over this.

before the band stretches out and
embarks on another McConnell -dri-

ven jam. The intimate production of

"Train Song" is sweet relief from the

generally over-produced (by Steve

Lillywhite) album. "Bliss" is a short

but sweet, light instrumental on what

sounds like a 1 2-string guitar.

However, aforementioned, most
tracks on the album suffer from
over-reverbed production, trying to

imitate the light production on
1993's Rift, a better album. Speaking

of Rift, dedicated phans will realize

that "Waste" "Isn't Nearly Fast

Enough For" them. Many of the plain

rock songs on this album are just thai

— plain to an irritating degree.

"Character Zero," seems to have zero

imagination and moves on false ener-

gy, compared with their past rockers

like "Chalk Dust Torture" from
I992's terrific A Picture Of Nectar.

"Prince Caspian," is a mid-tempo
rock song that falls flat and "Swept
Away" is a wispy love song — some-

thing Phish is too silly to play and
have it taken seriously.

I'll only mention the band's leg-

endary debut, I988's Junta, because I

want to let Phish phans know that all

the money, the big arena concerts

and the gradually extending distance

from their fan-base, has taken its sad

toll on the band. This is just not a

hopeful new album. Let's all hope
that they can always maintain strong,

powerful, transcendent live experi-

ences since their recent studio perfor-

mances, including their last album.
Hoist, have been letdowns. C
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Yale Divinity
School at U Mass
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Director of Supervised Ministries for Yale
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Last electric Cordelia's Dad show tonight

Cordelia's Dad gets wrapped up before their last electrical show.
COUdttSV CORDlllAS DAD

By Daniel Bodoh
Collegian Staff

Pioneer Valley tunesters Cordelia's Dad will put on
their last-ever U.S. electric performance tonight. By the
time the distortion is merely a ringing in your ears and
the leedback a piercing memory, the only way you'll
ever see ihe band play electric again is if you head over
the Atlantic Ocean, where they will put the final seal on
i heir era as rock stars. What's next for the band? After
this show they will focus exclusively on acoustic folk.

Known for making rock 'n' roll join hands with
American folk music, Cordelia's Dad has been turning
the old new for years. On their albums Comet, How
Can I Sleep?. Cordelia's Dad and the recent live release

Roadkill, the band moves from punked-up covers such
as "Will the Circle Be Unbroken?" to dark, brooding
Appalachian folk tunes. Tim F.riksen, the group's lead

singer and guitarist, says that to him a lot of these old

mountain tunes are as raunchy and violent as rap or
punk rock.

It's this intensity that Cordelia's Dad revels in with
songs such as "The Dark and Rolling Eye" which in its

time was passed over lor publication because of its con-
lent. Dating from the mid-1800's, ihe song's lyrics are

a straight-forward description of a man coming into

town and getting a nasty disease from a woman he
doesn't know. The way Cordelia's Dad plays it, the

song almost becomes a dirge for the guy's lost health-
very haunting, very eerie. Other songs include stories

in which a woman's ghost comes to the foot of the bed
and questions her husband about his new lover ("Little

Margaret") and one truly chilling tune in which a

returning adventurer rapes a girl who turns out to be
his own sister.

Beside their acoustic folk playing, the band can
rock in the best alternative vein, either while remaking
traditional tunes or on their numerous originals. Their
current lineup is Eriksen, singing and playing guitar
and banjo; Cath Oss, singing, playing mountain dul-
cimer and a great little shiny- blue toy accordion; and
Peter Irvine, singing and drumming. Violinist Laura
Risk has also been playing wiih the band a lot lately,

and seems poised to become a full-fledged member in

the future.

If you saw Cordelia's Dad play in September at the
Fire and Water Cafe in Northampton, you probably
have a good idea of what their stage presence is like:

unpretentious, direct and comfortable. The acoustic set

is sure to include some of the jubilantly raucous a cap-
pelia shape-note songs the group has been doing
recently, as well as plenty of sordid tales wrapped in

folk tunes. As for the electric set. their last: expect a

performance that doesn't shy away from brassy volume
and raw, skilled guitarwork. You can be sure the band
will rock the socks off the local fans who turn out to

hear this historic ML
Cordelia's Dad will play the Iron Horse Music Hall

tonight at 8:50 p.m. For more information', call
584-06 10.
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Secrets and Lies an exciting treat
Mike Leigh's newest film rightfully deserves all of it's Cannes

By Adam Levin*

Collegian Staff

SECRETS AND UES
Directed by Mike Leigh

with Timothy Spall, Ptiillis Logan,
Marianne Jean-Boptiste

Pluyiny at Academy of Mu*ic

Secrets and lies are often the
most common bond shared within
families. It is unfortunate how much
of our lives we conceal from the
ones we love unconditionally. So
many of us live our lives never fully

understanding our parents and sib-

lings and would exist as strangers
under different circumstances.

Mike Leigh's amusing new melodra-
ma explores this very concept.
Secrets and Lies is a simple tale of

redemption told from the point of
view of rather complex characters.

At the story's central core lies the

relationship of a middle aged broth-
er and sister who are saddened by
their parents' deaths. They could
find comfort from each other if only
they could remember how to com
municate.

Cynthia (Brenda Blethyn), the
elder sibling, is the victim of a mun-

dane, working class life who lives

alone with her resentful daughter.
She is exhausted by her existence,

mostly as a result of slaving away
her days in a factory. Her brother
Maurice (Timothy Spall) is a suc-
cessful portrait photographer, equal
ly as lonely and whose marriage is

failing as a result of his wife's infer-

tility. Maurice has been reduced to

living his life vicariously through his

clients who he must plead with to

smile. He is a gentle and humble
man, but is as broken and melan-
choly as his sister. Together they are

proof that a lack of understanding is

often the most unfortunate family
tragedy.

What happens next is one of the
most endearing character studies
filmed in quite some time. A young
professional woman named
Hortense (Marianne Jean-Baptistc)
having recently lost her adoptive
parents, attempts to seek out her
birth mother. Her journey leads her
to Cynthia, who at first pleads with
her to forget all about it. for she
feels unworthy to begin the relation-

ship anew. Soon Cynthia realizes

she has been given a second chance
and only through Hortense can she-

find contentedness in her life.

At the film's climax, all the charac-
ters are brought together for the
first lime. There they must confront
one another with the secrets and lies

which have torn them apart. With
the addition of Hortense we can
only pray for them thai things can
change.

The most intriguing point in the

movie is how it explores the con-
fines of love. Hortense is black and
her mother Cynthia is white. A less-

er film would use this as it's central

theme, but Leigh expresses it so

matter of factly that to question it is

silly. There are no undertones here,

the concept of black and white are

unessential aspects of the story's

narrative. What is important is that

both characters love each other.

The film's only criticism is that it

moves about at an extremely slow
pace at first. You start to question

Leigh's intentions, but when the

story does develop, you feel satisfied

with it's outcome. At the film's end.

we are left with an equal yearning
for redemption and the hope that we
could replace our own secrets and
lies with trust and understanding.
A-

Norman B creates mass bedlam in Butterfield

By Anna Feder

Collegian Staff

Though the audience only num-
bered ten at the start, local poet
Norman B began his performance
with his usual heated fervor at

Butterfield Residential Hall Friday
night. Almost immediately after div-

ing into his first song people began to

pour in, evidently drawn by the
immense bedlam he produced.

With a stroke of his tuning fork, to

make sure he was in the proper key,

the show began. He tested the audi-

ence by starting with one of his more
well-known poems, one which had
been performed at several
open-mikes at Claudia's Cafe. The
"first deviation" he performed,
"Graveyard Shift" was a folk-like

ballad the kind Norman B is known
for.

Adding his personal ingredients of

song, illustrated storytelling, comedy,
poetry and assorted erotica, he
allowed the crowd to stew. As his

intensity escalated, he mixed his way
into the crowd to check the consis-

tency and flavor. Too mild, he adds a

love poem, not about the "kind veg-

gie" but rather the "hot and spicy"
love. The poem "Do You See What
I'm Saying" is the same one he's

expected to perform at the Wheeler
Gallery tomorrow evening.

To gather and stoke the enthusi-

asm of the audience he included
them in the performance. "Give me a

word and I'll create a poem with that

word," he challenged. Someone sug-

gested "Green" then he responded,
"Okay, then I'll pick the word." The
crowd laughed.

The performance was laced with
political commentaries, usually criti-

cisms of "The Drug War," which the

"Norm," and you thought the age of

audience seemed to relate to.

The next element he injected to t he-

audience was the story of "The Lady
Worm and the Mackerel of the Sea."
The story involved the aid of his cane
and sock puppet which added a

comic element in another poem

We want you
to write for us!

Call the

Collegian

at

545-3500

couansr aACHii njwamxr
the Druids was over...

about the E.O.E, Equal Opportunity
Employer.

The whole performance was loud
and fast, lasting roughly 40 minutes.

The audience had grown consider-

ably, most had wandered in mid-per-
formance wrapped in blankets and
carrying pillows.

When it was over some audience
members lingered to soak up what
they'd just experienced and played
their drums; others intercepted
Norman to tell him what they
thought of the show. One girl offered

lo show him a tape of his perfor-
mance on PBS which he hadn't yet

seen.

When asked what he thought of
the crowd, Norman had only good
things to say. "They were very atten-

tive and pretty enthused which is

important. I think it's harder for peo-
ple to get the message in a larger

crowd. [This audience] was just the

right size. 1 could make eye contact
with everyone."

Norman B. will he performing
today at noon on the Student Union
steps as part of the Smoke the Vote
rally sponsored by The Cannabis
Reform Coalition. He will also be
performing at the Wheeler Gallery at

7 p.m. tomorrow evening.

At Simmons,
you don't just learn.

You learn how.
*«£n-

Nestled in one of the world's great centers of learning and commerce, Simmons College offers its 2000

graduate and 1300 undergraduate students a first-rate academic education, together with real-world

experience through internships and other access to Boston's rich academic and cultural resources.

GRADUATE PROGRAMS
Children's Literature

Communications Management

Elementary, Middle, and

High School Teaching

English

French and Spanish

Liberal Studies

Special Education

leaching English as a Second language

To U»rn mart. c*U (617) 521-2910

GRADUATE SCHOOL FOR
HEALTH STUDIES

Health Care Administration

Nutrition

Primary Health Care Nursing

Physical Therapy

To learn mm. cmll (617) 521 2650

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF LIBRARYAND
INFORMATION SCIENCE

Archives Management and History

Library Administration (O.A.)

Ubrary and Information Science

School Library Media Specialist

To learn more, call (61 7) 521 2800

Undergraduate education for women
Graduate education for women

and men

lit'flmufi'il
SIMMONS COl.l.KtW-:

GRADUALE SCHOOL OF
MANAGEMENT

A unique M.B.A. focused on

behavioral courses specifically designed

M prepare women managers for

leadership positions.

Te learn more, call (617) 521-3840

GRADUATF SCHOOL Ga*

SOCIAL work
Preparing clinical social workers at the

master's and doctoral levels.

To learn more. caU(617) 521 .1920

DOROTHEA LYNDED1X
SCHOLARS PROGRAM

Undergraduate education for women
23 years of age and older

To learn more, call (61 '} 521 2502
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Mephiskapheles raises hell for early Halloween-like show

By Sandi Okun
ColUgion Correspondent

MEPHISKAPHELES
Pearl Street

Oct 25

Friday night. Mephiskapheles brought their unique

style of ska at Pearl St. wearing devil's horns and the

devil's colors, red and black, keeping the young crowd

skanking and singing along.

By the time Mephiskapheles hit the stage, the kids were

ready to move. As always, they began their show with the

chanting of "DOG GOD" and nearly everyone participat-

ed in this ritual. Trumpet player Osho Endo played

incredible solos as did Greg Robinson on trombone.

The band's humorous satanic side was well repre-

sented with lyrics like, "My bologna has a first name.

it's Satan." Most recognized by the crowd was the

"Bumble Bee Tuna Song" that had the crowd in a

choral frenzy.

The band played many more numerous favorites

such as "Dance Me Not" and "Rank and File." It was

almost cult- like how the crowd shouted and simulta-

neously raised their right hands at times.

Mephiskapheles ended with "Saba" a tune everyone

was screaming and waiting to hear. The large portion

of the crowd located in front of the stage bumrushed

right onto the stage with the band. Twenty crazed kids

got up and sang along with Worrell, who looked more

than grateful that he had such devoted fans. This song

had a nice slow island- Caribbean feel to it but sped up

with power for the chorus in which all the kids chant-

ed. "Saba, Saba, Saba, hey, hey, hey."

Belle: Is his bat worth all the trouble?

CranloO serves up an extra caffeinated punch

Michael Mannix
Collegian Correspondent

Every day, American enterprise

creeps into our lives and tries to

make life bigger, better and easier

than ever. From fuel efficiency to

reduced fat to the microwavable.

businesses are looking for a quick

buck by improving and simplifying

everyday life.

The beverage industry is certainly

no exception.

Riding on the mediocre success of

Jolt cola and catering to the demands

of a health conscious society, caf-

feinated water has become one of the

fastest growing beverages on today's

market. A quick look on the shelves

of many area variety stores attest to

this fact with the recent appearance

of Krank^O.

Introduced in late August,

Krank20, a product of the Interstellar

Beverage Co. in Springfield, is the

combined concoction of area industry

veterans Rob Thomas, Mike

McCarthy. Terry Butler and Matt

Humphrey. According to Thomas,

Krank^O's director of sales, their

product is answering the demand "for

take Kaplan
and get into the

right school.

• Highly trained, expert teachers who
know the tests inside and out.

• Personalized, computerized study

plans, tailored to your individual

needs.

• Proven methods, guaranteed to

raise your score.

First class starts

November 16th!

the leader in test prep

a beverage with a little kick, minus

the fats and sugars." In an age where

caffeine free is a popular choice

among consumers, Krank^O fills the

void for those searching for a bever-

age with boost.

Krank20 is the simple combination

of water and the highest level of caf-

feine government standards allow.

One half-liter of Krank2 contains

100 mgs of caffeine. Compared to 72

mgs in a can of lolt, 45 mgs in a can

of Coke, and 80- 1 35 mgs in a cup of

coffee, Krank2 could easily become

a favorite of late night students, tired

office workers and health conscious

people on the go. Thomas states

"people are looking for an alternative

to the acidity in coffee and sugary

sodas and Krank2 provides that

alternative."

Despite disencouraging words
from many doctors warning about

high dosages of caffeine. Thomas
claims "caffeine has not been
proven to be unhealthy and the easi-

est way to ingest caffeine is through

water."

While there are other caffeinated

waters on the market, Thomas says

Krank2 provides a "better caffeine

delivery system." The result of six

months of experimentation by

chemists, their patented filtration sys-

tem prevents caffeine from dissipat-

ing during shelf life.

Prolonged shelf life probably won't

be a problem for Krank20.

"Water is popular and the public-

has grabbed the idea of caffeinated

water with great enthusiasm"
Thomas says. Already available

throughout New England. New
York, Oregon, and Washington
state, Krank2 is being distributed

internationally in Norway and
Israel.

Krank2 is currently being target-

ed at those between the ages of 18

and 35. As a result, most of their

advertising has been on college cam-

puses and sidewalk demos.

Plans to go nationwide this winter

include sponsoring the Gator Bowl

in Florida and several snowboarding

events in Vermont. In an attempt to

identify with the younger generation

Thomas and his associates pride

themselves in "not being a suit and

tie business."

Even with growing competition.

Thomas believes Krank2 will be the

leader among caffeinated waters in

years to come. Relying on name-

strength and the flashy fluorescent

label. Thomas expects "people will

ask for a Krank even if the store they

are at carries another brand."

Krank20. The choice of a new gen-

eration, or just the next victim of the

beverage industry battles?

"emember those clear colas?

By Ken Berger

Associated Press

CLEVELAND — Albert Belle's numbers say he is the

most valuable free agent of the winter, maybe of the '90s.

The problem is. Belle has been a top contender for

another kind of MVP award — Most Volatile Player.

Belle, who has put together among the best back-to-

back power seasons in decades, filed for free agency on

Monday, the second day of the filing period, which lasts

until Nov. 10.

Belle's agent. Arn Tellem. is scheduled to meet with the

Cleveland Indians this week. Tellem said he did not expect

anything to be completed until Belle can negotiate with

other teams beginning Nov. 1 5.

"At this point, our goal is to talk to the Indians, and in

two weeks talk to the other teams as well," Tellem said.

In March. Belle rejected a five-year. $38 million deal

that would have made him the second highest-paid player

in baseball after Ken Griffey |r.

"The last time we really talked in great detail was a

week into the season," Tellem said. "Everything's been an

hold since then."

Indians' general manager John Hart said he knew all

along that Belle would test the tree agent market.

"We are looking forward to negotiating with Albert and

his representative in the very near future in hopes ol keep

ing him a member of the Cleveland Indians," Hart said.

In 1995, Belle became the first major leaguer in history

with 50 homers and 50 doubles in a season, leading the

Indians to their first AL pennant in 41 years. This year,

Belle batted .311 with 48 home runs and 148 RBIs as the

Indians repeated as AL Central champions.

From 1991-96. Belle led the majors with 234 homers.

Barry Bonds, the last free agent with offensive numbers

even close to Belle's, was second with 217.

At 30. Belle is still in the prime of his career. But there

are questions about his -attitude, his temper, his frequent

transgressions involving fans, media, even teammates. His

enormous talent comes with a disclaimer: Buyer beware.

Hart and Cleveland manager Mike Hargrove acknowl-

edged this season that controversy over Belle's collision

with Fernando Vina caused a distraction for the team.

There also were incidents in which Belle refused to give

autographs to fans. And the record $50,000 fine Belle

received for screaming at a television reporter during last

year's World Series carried over to this season and coin-

cided with Belle's decision to stop talking to the media.

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST

www.kaplan.ooni

Book Now!
Intercession ond Spring Break

Call Traveltime

587-3011

(413)781-6150

Groups of 1 or more

we'll come see you

• Free Estimates

• 5 Year Nationwide Warranty

• Auto Glass Replacement

• Car & Truck Rental

North Amherst Motors

78 Sunderland Road, North Amherst, MA 549-2880
tOne Mile from UMass bus route)

.-wwWW
Collegiate Ski Weeks

WintcrBrcak & SpringBrcak

Mont Sutton
Canada

5 miles North of Vermont

$219
5 DAY LIFT TICKET
ss uorts » umMi, t urn
s,mn aa 2s+ diamonds

5 NICHTS LODGING
IMOUMJHiHSigt lonuoi. imi
tiicmn, ni, mmr 10 tint

5 NIGHTS COLLEGE
PARTIES

mm i to imtrf noon lumr er
cnovr LCAOtK Discovers call fok info

CALL SKI * SAND TRA VEL, INC.

WWW.PA.NIT/SKI

1-800-848-9545

take Kaplan
and get into the

right school,

Collegian Graphics
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Versatile offense leads Pats
By Howard Ulman
Associated Press

FOXBORO — Name it and the

New England Patriots probably have

scored that way. Pass. run. field

goal, interception, safety — they've

done it all.

In one game.

It happened Sunday when they

scored two touchdowns in the last

85 seconds for a 28-25 win over

Buffalo that put them into a three-

way tie for the AFC East lead. It

also made them the NFL's third

highest scoring team.

That may change when the wind

blows, the snow falls and the cold

numbs Drew Bledsoe's hands in

Foxboro Stadium, where the

Patriots have four of their next six

games.

"I know the weather's going to

affect the scoring here shortly,"

coach Bill Parcells said yesterday.

"I'm still looking for a little more

offensive balance."

An improved running game
should help, yet the resourceful

Patriots can score in so many ways.

Against the Bills. Bledsoe threw

for a touchdown. Curtis Martin ran

for one. Adam Vinaticri kicked two

field goals, pressure by Mike lones

forced |im Kelly to ground the ball

in the end zone for a safety, and

Willie McGinest returned an inter-

ception 46 yards with 41 seconds

left for a 28-18 lead.

The Patriots' 25.2 points per

game are their most since the 1986

Super Bowl team averaged 25.7. In

their first eight games last year,

their average was only 14.1

In their last six games, five of

them wins, they've averaged 30.3.

Their total of 202 points is just

three less than the team's entire

1992 production, the year before

Parcells arrived.

"One of the better things we're

doing is we're not throwing inter-

ceptions," he said.

Bledsoe has thrown 12 touch-

down passes and just four intercep-

tions, none against Buffalo. It's the

first time in his four seasons he has

thrown for more touchdowns than

interceptions. He leads an offense

with young players at skill positions

and a solid offensive line that has

been together for a while and kept

Bruce Smith and Bryce Paup away

from him.

He has many dangerous receivers

— including Ben Coates, Dave
Meggett, Shawn Jefferson, Terry

Glenn, Keith Byars. and Sam Gash
— and completed passes to eight of

them Sunday for 373 yards, fourth

most in his career.

Bledsoe "is a little more confident

in the ability of some of the play-

ers." Parcells said. "He seems to be

willing to throw the ball to just

about anybody we put out there."

Troy Brown, who had just one

catch all season, had three on the

drive leading to Martin's 10-yard

run, his 10th touchdown of the

year, that gave the Patriots an 18-15

lead with 1:25 left. The drive cov-

ered 84 yards in just 1 :22.

"Those are the drives you've got

to put together if you're going to do

something," Parcells said.

"Sometimes drives like that really

give your team a lot of confidence

about their ability to do things

under pressure."

Even with seemingly secure leads,

the Patriots keep trying to score and

it's paid off.

Against Baltimore. Larry

Whigham blocked a punt and Tedy

Bruschi returned it for a touchdown

and a 46-22 lead with 7:53 left. The

Patriots hung on for a 46-38 win.

Against Buffalo, an apparent

insurance score by McGinest was

critical because the Patriots gave up

their third desperation completion

of the season — Kelly's 48-yard

touchdown to Andre Reed with 24

seconds left.

Geniuses
Wanted.

Highly trained, expert teachers who
Know the tests inside and out.

Personalized, computerized study

plans, tailored to your individual

needs.

Proven methods, guaranteed to

raise yojr score.

the leader in test prep and
admissions counseling.

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST

www.kap4sn.cow

Why not start your career at

the world's leading indepen-

dent software company?

Right now, we're look-

ing for programmers to

develop, support and

enhance systems and net-

work management, database

and applications develop-

ment and business applica-

tion software. Initial training

involves a dynamic 3 1/2

month program that will

immerse you in key industryW technologies and CAs

technology strategy.

Candidates should

have both an edu-

cational and a prac-

tical knowledge of

C, C++, UNIX, MS-

DOS/Windows and

networking tech-

nologies.

Benefits

include gener

ous compensation packages,

including 401 (k) and profit

sharing, company-paid

health and dental coverage,

corporate fitness centers and

tuition reimbursement.

Ability to relocate is a must.

Call us today and find out

why CA is rated one of

Computerworld's

best places /-,|^"\*
to work! s\mJ

^^ Jmmmmanntvtrsary

dOMPUTER
Associates
Software superior by design.

Join Us On-Campus

October 31, 1996

Or Contact Your Career

Development Center

Computer Associates

One Computer Associates Plaza

Islandia, NY 11788-7000

Tel: 1-800454-3788

Fax: 516-342-5737

Or visit: http://www.cai.com

Computer Associates
O I W6 fcmpulct AMrt.liU-5 In. IsUutu NY 1 1 78S-7O0O.

Al product nrnm crfrrcmnl hrtrln *c tradrnuffe of ilmi icflpnuvr iomp»nlr«
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Minutewomen
win heavy eights

in Philadelphia

By Matt Per rault

Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts women's crew team traveled south
this past weekend to Philadelphia for the Head Of The
Schuylkill.

This race is normally dominated by rowing clubs fresh

off the world famous Head Of The Charles regatta in

Boston. But, with the first ever cancellation of that

event, UMass went into this race fresh and out to prove
itself.

The Minutewomen entered their strongest boat in the

heavy eights. For the first time in 10 years, a university

would win this race.

With a time of 14:18.76, UMass crushed their oppo-
nents, beating second place Georgetown by a whopping
1 5 seconds for the championship.

"This was impressive because they beat Georgetown
by 15 seconds and the closest Atlantic 10 foe was
Temple, 40 seconds back.

"We have entered four races and won three of them.

We are on top of the world for the spring," said coach

|im Diet/.

The women received a special cup award from the

L'Orcal Corporation, the sponsor of the race.

Also in the heavy eights race were powerhouses like

University of Pennsylvania; Columbia; and the United

States junior National team along with 20 other entered

teams, all of which the Minutewomen defeated handily.

UMass entered three other boats in the regatta as

well. The lightweight eight entered the race with high

hopes but finished a disappointing sixth out of 12 boats.

They ran a time of 1 5:27.25.

"We were fired up and something just didn't click. It

was a major disappointment for us," said Captain Amy
Kenny.

But, Coach Dietz wasn't too worried.

"Some of the girls were under the weather and I know
that is a fast boat. I'm not too concerned with their

time."

The lightweight fours had a strong showing though,

finishing seventh out of 38 boats with a time of

17:29.09.

One of the surprises of the regatta was the showing of

the junior varsity boat. They finished a fantastic seventh

out of 46 entered boats.

Their time was great as well, running a 1 5:26.54. This

was the icing on the cake for the Minutewomen who left

Pennsylvania feeling great about themselves overall.

The Minutewomen rap up the 1996 season with a

small regatta in Boston called the Foot Of The Charles

next weekend and look forward to what should be a

great spring season for women's crew.

Minutewoman Notes: On a side note, UMass Crew

christened a new boat the day before they were to have

run in the Head Of The Charles. The boat was named

the Susan Roosevelt Weld, after our Governor's wife

because of her accomplishments in promoting women's

activities.

hockey

COUHItSV VIKMONT M1CMA DILATIONS

All-American goalie Tim Thomas leads the powerhouse Vermont hockey team.

continued from poge 1
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to an 0-22 power play so far in

1996. CC's offense drove it through

out last year, but that has melted

down like Chernobyl in the early

going.

• Still, nowhere in this fabled land

will you find a better collegiate hock-

ey team than the one in Maize and

Blue which marches into Yost Ice

Arena to the triumphant beat of "Hail

to the Victors."

Consensus No. 1 Michigan was
the King of last year's final four in

the Queen City, and the Wolverines

are quickly off to a 5-0 start this

year.

The Wolverines did not lose any

key players and return a forward

corps that includes preseason Hobey
Baker frontrunner Brendan
Morrison, along with |ason Botterill.

|ohn Madden (no relation), Kevin
Muckalt and a slew of others, includ-

ing junior netminder Marty Turco.

that could start for almost any team
in the states.

In fact it isn't just the folks south

of the 49th parallel who come to

gawk at coach Red Bercnson's team,

as Morrison, a native of Pitt

Meadows, BC, will be profiled

between periods on Saturday's

Molson Hockey Night in Canada
broadcast on CBC, while Botterill

will appear later this year.

Botterill's hometown Winnipeg

lets might have flown south to

Phoenix, but the national champi-

onship trophy won't fly out of Ann
Arbor this year.

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian colum-

nist

polo baseball

continued from page 12

gin.

Queens, by virtue of the 15-9 decision, has earned its

second straight top seed in the Eastern Championships.

Navy again took the South division flag, and will enter the

Championship with the second seed. Princeton, the other

South division finalist, rounds out the top half of the draw.

The weekend wasn't a total loss for the Minutemen, as the

nation's 14th-ranked club breezed throughout the first round,

trouncing Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 22-5.

Freshman Timmy Troupis led the way for UMass, scor-

ing four goals and assisting on two others as Yarworth's

bench saw the bulk of the playing time in this match.

Troupis (17 goals, 9 assists, 26 points) was just one of 1

3

Minutemen to tally goals in the rout.

Engin started and made nine saves while freshman

reserve goal keeper Richard Huntley stopped six Engineer

shots in relief.

In the semi-final match, UMass swam off against

familiar foe. No. 19 Brown University.

This was a typical grind-it-oul. Minuteman-Bear clash

as the two teams traded goals in the first period and

slugged out a defensive-oriented match that UMass held

on to win 8- 6.

Stahl had one of his more dominating performances of

the season in this match as he found the back of the net

four times and assisted on another goal. Gonen, Limardo

and Slingluff each had a goal and an assist for the

Minutemen.

UMass won this game by beating the Bears in man-up
situations. The Minutemen converted on four of five

opportunities while they held Brown to just 2-for-6 on

the power play.

The Minutemen will have two weeks to lick their

wounds before they defend their Eastern Championship

title in Cambridge, Nov. 8-10. UMass faces sixth-seeded

Slippery Rock in the first round, and assuming they

advance, the Minutemen will play the winner of the

Navy-St. Francis first round match.

Notre Dame prepares for trip to Ireland

By Nancy Armour
Associated Press

SOUTH BEND — Extra cleats?

Got 'em. Video equipment? Packed.

Gold-painted helmets, uniforms and

pads? Check, check and check again.

Equipment manager Chris

Matlock started packing two weeks

ago for Notre Dame's trip to Ireland,

and there's still a lot left to be done.

The last trunk won't be locked until

tonight, just a few hours before the

team's 1 1 p.m. flight to Dublin.

"It's a matter of planning and
coordination," Matlock said. "And
you've got to have a great packing

list. Mine's about two pages long."

Matlock began planning for

Saturday's game against Navy months

ago. The Irish are taking everything

overseas that they would on any other

road game — right down to the "Play

Like A Champion Today" sign that

hangs in their locker room.

Though Matlock has packed for

plenty of road games and bowl trips

in his six years as the Irish equip-

ment manager, this was a little dif-

ferent. He had to think of every pos-

sible need the 85 players and coach-

ing staff might have, because spare

equipment for American football

won't be easy to find in Europe.

It will take 1 3 trunks to ship all of

the team's equipment, and Navy will

bring a similar load.

"We've got some concerns," Matlock

said. "Like telephone wires for our head-

sets. That's probably about it... Other

things, you've just got to improvise."

A device was built so coaches can

use their usual communications sys-

tem at Croke Park, the stadium

where the game will be played.

Matlock and his staff had to find con-

verters for all electrical equipment.

To make sure nothing is missed,

Matlock's assistant. J.R. Finkelmeier.

and assistant athletic director Bubba

Cunningham left for Ireland yester-

day. They'll check out the stadium

and practice field, and call if any-

thing was overlooked.

continued from page 12

the over-confident Atlanta Braves.

This was the Yankees' year, period. And, they did it. They

won it for manager |oc Torre, and his ailing brother Frank.

They won it for the state of New York which is suffering

miserably through the NFL seasons of the lets and Giants.

They won it for Babe and Yogi and the Mick and loltin' |oe.

They won it for Wade Boggs, who had been on the

other side of the coin a decade ago. They won it for

Darryl Strawberry and Doc Gooden who have fought

their way back to respectability in the league.

They won it for each other because that's the kind of

team the "96 Yanks are.

Yankee fans, now there's a different story.

1 was pretty hard on the Yankee contingent after their

dismal showing in game one of the Fall Classic, but I have

to say that I was impressed by the crowd in the sixth

game. Then again, how hard is it to get excited about a

game that could decide the series?

Anyway, a few poor, misguided souls at this fine institution

that happen to be Yankee fans have taken it upon themselves

to let me know what a bad job I'm doing in this weekly space.

As much as I appreciated the late-night calls from this

one fine, young gentleman — who was so brave, he

wouldn't even give me his name — 1 can't really say that I

was all that fond of the way he talked down to me over

the phone, not letting me get a word in edgewise.

My response to you: slow the bandwagon down. Where

were you when Steve Balboni was the Yankees' power threat?

Then there were Mark and Brian who collaborated for

an extremely intelligent little voice mail message that my
roommate had the pleasure of hearing. A young scholar

named Dan decided to leave some voice mail for me as

well on Saturday night. 1 feel so popular.

Now, if these messages in any way resembled intelligent

thought or coherent sentences, then 1 might not have object-

ed to them so much. But, they were just rambling, loud, stu-

pid rants about how great their Yankees were, and how
dumb I was for calling them the Spankees. Like either of us

had any bearing on what happened in the World Series.

So, from now on, I will refer to New York's AL entry

as the Yankees, but thanks to those four intelligent young

men, the New York fans will be known as the Spankees.

Fred Hurlbrink. Jr. is a Collegian columnist,

baseball bendee\

All Students!!
Annual Five

College

Graduate &
Professional

Schools

Whc % ri* the

Present
Meets the

rutin e

Over 1 00 schools including:

Albany Medical College

Assumption College

Boston University

Clark University

Columbia University

Dartmouth College

Harvard University

University of Maryland

New School for Social Research

New York University

National Technical Institute for the Deaf

Tufts University

Wednesday, October 30, 1996

Campus Center Auditorium

University of Massachusetts/

Amherst
10:00 am to 3:00

Information & Literature on
Admission, Financial Aid, and

Housing

Coordinated by the Career Center, University of Massachusetts/

Amherst in Cooperation with Amherst, Hampshire, Ml Holyoke

TMANC VO / COUIGIAN

Tourney Time!
Robin Smith, and the Massachusetts women's soccer team head into the stretch run as they travel to the

Lone Star state for the Post Oak Mall Classic. Then they play for the A-10 crown in Rhode Island.

/ £ Hampden's "Munchie's & More" Snack Bar

mi) IMelh - dhrp TMmllf mtiw U ThfeM ^
',0..And Get Two Burgers For The Price Of On$£

(Must Be Same Item)

Valid: Sun 1 0-27 Thru Thurs 1 0-31 -96

Another Treat ! Bring In This Ad And

Get A Sm. Frozen Yogurt For $1°° !

(Toppings Extra)

Valid: Sun 10-27 Thru Thurs 10-31-96

Munchie's and More"-Next to "Antonio's Southwest^

We Feature Starbucks Coffee -

and
Smith Colleges
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ACTIVITIES

Notice to Former Student* of MR
HOWARD U0Y0 English Teacher,

at MATAWAN ABERDEEN HIGH

SCHOOL IN J I On November 7 MR
LLOYD is being feted for 50 years of

teaching— and still going strong!

Queries, cards, and Congrats can be

sent care of Pattie Mattetn MRTA
Office, Aberdeen Townsquare

Shopping Ctr Route 34. Matawan.

NJ 07747 (908)683 2266

AUTO FOR SALE

GREAT CAR
Toyota Tercel IMS 68.000 miles

Hatchback Superb condition i New

stereo $3,700 256 8330

S3 Mitsubishi Mirage LS 49k

miles AC stereo/cass , auto, excel

lent condition $7800 or B/0 253-

1657 Bill

Parcelling a used cart Having

youi cai repaired? Do you know your

rights? Contact the Student Legal

Services Office. 922 Campus Center.

545-1995 .

EMPLOYMENT

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS

ABT Telephone Research Center

seeks candidates foi interesting

pan-time telephone assignments to

collect dato on a varety of research

topics Absolutely no selling

involved Computer/typing skills

required Flexible hours Monday-

Friday 5pm -11pm .
Saturday 11am -

5pm .
and Sunday 12pm 5pm and

5pm -10pm Must work a minimum

of 20 hours per week Start at

$5 25/hour with paid training and

earn up to $7 00/hour Conveniently

located in the New Venture Center.

with free rides on nearby bus lines

Interested candidates please call

(413)587 1607 An equal opportunity

employer

WMUA 91.1 RVI is looking to hire a

music director UMass undergrads

only Strong organizational skills a

must Knowledge of music pre-

ferred Submit resumes and cover

letters to Programmer's Mailbox.

105 Campus Center by Fn Nov 1 at

5pm Questions? Call 545 2876

ASIAN/EUROPEAN EMPLOY
MENT live in Prague. Budapest.

Tokyo etc teaching simple conver-

sational English No teaching back

ground or languages necessary Call

(919)968-1164

EMPLOYMENT
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
- Apply now for summer All sea-

sonal positions open Rafting Co

and Dude Ranch |obs also available

Call 919-968 1164

Wanted Spokesperson for

International Co $10 00 per hour 8-

10 hrs pei week Person must be

outgoing, responsible and comfort-

able in groups Models are encour-

aged to apply Call TASP
International 1-800-829-4777 Ask

tor Sean Sweeney

P.T Administrative Positions

duties range from filing to Ig media

events Flexible hours, 10-15

hrs/wk Call DataViews Corp /HR

Dept 586 4144

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed! Entry level &

career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services (206) 971 -3600 ext R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to $25 $45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan, Taiwan. S Korea No teach-

ing background or Asian languages

required For info call (206) 971-

3570 Ext J50016

Legal Assistants Wanted -

EMPLOYMENT
Spring 97 Internships with the

Student Legal Services Office: get

hands on experience in the legal

field-work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 under-

graduate credits No experience in

the legal profession necessary

—

training provided Contact the

Student Legal Services Office today

for an application 545 1995. 922

Campus Center

Free T Shirt $1S0S Credit Card

fundraisers for fraternities, sororities

and groups Any campus organi/a

tion can raise up to $1000 by earning

a whopping $5 00/Visa application

Call (800)932 0528 ext 65 Qualified

callers receive free t-shirt

MAKE MONEY
$1000 S Possible Reading books

part time at home Toll free

(800)898 9778 ext R 1 732 for list

ings

FOR SALE
Computer Desk $25 women's skis

w/bindings. boots (6) $350/package

SONY 5CD changer $100; CO & cass

holders Steve or All 253 2620

Boe lor sale 5 5' w/setup $180 or

B/0 Call 253-021 7 and ask tor Sam

Color Printer - Panasonic KX-P2123

24-pin Color Supei Quiet Dot Matrix

printer $170 Mike 546 6963

3S6 Computer w/brand new color

AT&T monitor, super quick modem, 2

keyboards, mouse 4 sale $150 or

B/0 Call Eben 6-3927

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

PAOLA. que dios te bendiga y siem-

pre te proteja Nunca dejes de son

reir Felu 1er arto, te desea con todo

el amor del mundo. tu mama MELI

NA

INSTRUCTION

FOR SALE

MUSICIANS
\Established funk outfit seeks

rtiodes and/or hammond player who

can GROOVE! Call Andy 549 1016 or

Jason 367-0159

MISCELLANEOUS

Privete Hotel Required for Oxford

University study Can you. your par

ents friertds or relatives help?

Alison 546 4261

New Metabolism Breakthrough

Lose 5 100 lbs Guaranteed $35

800/769503

Rental Problems Questions about

your lease/security deposit deduc

tons? Questions about

subletting/assigning leases?

Questions about the condition of

your new house or apartment?

Contact the Student Legal Services

Office 922 Campus Center. 545-

1995

SERVICES

TRAVEL
Quebec City for New Year s! 3

nights at 5 star Hilton located in

Quebec City, the oldest city in North

America $89 pp SKI and PARTY Call

Dominic at 533 1600 now! Limited

space, hurry!

SPRING BREAK Week in Jamaica

from $499 pp March 15-22 in Negnl

Includes RT an. 7 nights hotel, par

ties/events and all taxes Call

Dominic at 413-533 1600 or 800

232 2415

SPRING BREAKI Earn cash!

Highest commissions/lowest prices!

Travel free on only 13 sales!' Free

info! Sunsplash 1-800-426-7710

TRAVELTIME Has gieat deals on all

your travel needs 587 3011

(413)781-6150

Bartend with University

Bartending 50% student discount. Computer Problems? Need an

At°T^X^ ESS
Amhers. cSUes starting sooni Call

mint $199 582 70/6
Amherst classes starting soon

1 800 U CAN-MIX for info

upgrade? In house service, call

Scream Savers 549 0083
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Car Stereo $40. Aiwa stereo head

phones $20 brand new, used lx

Cela 546 3506

Boxing Lessons with Djata

Bumpus All Welcome For

brochure 413 732 8817

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549 1 906

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20<£ per word/day

All
others

40$ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
Activities

Announcements

Apartment For

Rent

Auto For Sale

Employment

Entertainment

For Sale

Found (2 days

Free)

Happy Birthday

Houses For Rent

Instruction

Lost

Musicians

Miscellaneous

Motorcycles

Personals

Room For Rent

Room Wanted

Roommate Wanted

Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Transportation

Wanted to Rent

Wanted

Answers to

Yesterday's Puzzle,

9*+*

CROSSWORD

1. Gnathonic one

5. Sell

9. Frontiersman Wyatt

13. Lhasa __ (dog

breed)

14. Four-door car

Strike replacement

16. Captain's assistant

17. Ransom d»manders

19. Org explored by the

Mossad

20. Shrewd

21. Go higher

22. Yule songs

24. Stickum

26. Type of wave

27. Flapjack-maker's tool

30. Mammonist

Come off in chips

32. Model Carol

34. Scrooge's cries

35. Investigate

Forever day

Stele.

37. Exist

38. Catcalls

39. Completed

40. Helps

42. Aaron Neville, eg
43. Egad, eg

44. Underneath

45. Disable

47. Very thin

48. Zero

51. "Say Hey Kid"

54. Give over

55. Highest point

56. Gay
57. Anemic's need

58. Ad patres

59. Imitative one

60. Christiania. now

DOWN
1. Pack down, as

tobacco

2. Fall blrthstone

3. Flabbergasts

4. She fawns over a

fawn

5. Bridal-shop

merchandise

6. Author of Science

and Health

7. Shan (Chinese

mountain range)

8. Watson and Crick's

model

9. Spotted

10. Tops

11. Lightly cooked

12. TV network

14. Adroitness

18. Stick-in-the-mud

20. Last

23. Poems of tribute

24. Up for

(available)

25. Similar

26. Regal topper

27. Radiates

28. People witti property

29. Church officer

30. Graduate degree

(abbr)

31. Foam
33. Little child

35. Pique provoker

36. regnl

38. 72 convention site

39. Slippery

41. Dirty

42. Uptight

44. Actor Charles

45. Cats' prey

46. The Faerie Quetne

character

47. Show publicly

49. Pagan's statue

50. Gauze weave

51. Gum lump

52. Smog watching agcy

53. Gas station's offering

54. Labor gp.

DAILY COLLEGIAN
«M«'.».!l.*«l«gni.L*MaM

http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

Personals Policy
1 All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2 Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

'

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are tor

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the tull

name may be used. , vr[:D
3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO tXL.tr*-

TIONS ,

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm

room numbers as well.

5 Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7 The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc.

8 All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.U.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and

the license number must be recorded on the insertion oaten

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9 The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth ot

Massachusetts.

V

ARIES
March 21-April 20

Your natural leadership skills shine.

Don't be afraid to point out your

expertise to someone who might

have missed It. Pour all your energy

into the Job. though -if you slack

tiff. It will show

TAURUS
April 21 May 21

Considering a change of career?

Try to schedule an Interview with a

person who can let you know all the

Ins and outs before you make a

solid commitment. Then, you'll

know your decision takes all the

relevant Information Into account

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Focus on your goals If things seem

tough right now. Even a distant

goal can make a big difference when

It comes to motivating yourself. If

you're feeling really overwhelmed,

consider relaxation tactics to

muster your energy.

CANCER
Jane 22-July 22

hiving attention to business

matters yields rich rewards. You

could learn a lot Just by watching,

hralnstormlng with a loved one

could generate some Intriguing

Ideas about your future.

LEO
July 23-Augu-t 23

Diversify your efforts this week to

reap the benefits of variety. You'll

avoid burnout and possibly learn a

valuable skill. Don't be afraid to ask

for help, or you could miss out on

learning even more.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

Although obstacles in your path

have been dissolving lately. It's a

bad Idea to go charging ahead.

Consider all the ramlflcallons before

taking derisive action A lateral

move might be more productive In

the long run.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

A dilemma presents Itself, and It's

time to weigh your options. Be

careful that you're not trying to

avoid a problem by taking the easv

way out. That strategy could

backfire on you In a big way

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

Something you've had on hold for a

while could be coming to a boll on

the back burner-pay attention.

You wouldn't want to miss this

opportunity. Don't shy away from

the tough decisions - the rewards

will be worth It.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

A situation that seems hopelessly

muddled can be seen In terms sj

black and white If you adopt the

right perspective. Take this chance

to learn more about how mistakes

happen to avoid them In the future.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
A goal that seemed unattainable

could be almost within reach, but

be careful that you don't ease

up before It's yours. A distant

acquaintance could hold the key

to a difficult problem

AQUARIUS
January 2 1- February 18

Work with the pressures and

stresses In your life. Instead of

resisting them You'll conserve your

energy for something greater, and
you could learn something about

yourself. Things will calm down
soon.

PISCES
February 19 March 20
A relationship that seems tenuous

could strengthen suddenly under
what seems like unusual
circumstances. Trust your iiisllni lv

and don't gel so wrapped up In your

excitement that you lose your

perspective

For Entertainment Purposes Only

Always Wanted On* of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas
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Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams
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ONPROFESblONKL...

HE'S BMWING POPCORN!

FIRST IT U)A5 TOBACCO,

THEN PERFUrAF., NOU)

THIS... THERE'S ONIV
ONE POLLUTANT LEFT.

...THIS BRINGS fAE TO

THE UNPLEASANT
(SUBJECT OF LOALLY.

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick 8 Years In Braces By Eric Petersen

WHOA RttAV.TT'SMe..
WHAT ? TOO cb»?eePY? i

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University' By Frank Cho Close to Homo By John McPherson
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THU WOULD

On the back of a boby photo on

my mother's dresser I found this:

"Somewhere out in the cold

marsh one brisk winter morning just

as the dawn broke turning the black

night into light gray, a small star of

light began to glisten a few feet

above the reeds.

Our child was born.

We will always love him.

May his body be as good as it

can be,...

May his mind be as clear.

May he always know the

difference between right and wrong.

May his spirit be durable in a

difficult world.

And may he get a great job

someday and support his mother

and father-

He owes us."
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Generation X By Chris Lehman

doMATe To the
UNI VERSiIV? WHY
SHOULD X? i
JUST <5KAPUAlfcD.i

IF You don't, I'a.

UNLEASH THE-

fttfceS of 5AJAN

Upon yty \\{

WHY Do YoU 1ST

him talk lb our

AU)tANl L'KeTHAT?

y

Aff£R ONLY Two
DAYS, HE'S RAISED

2,6 Minor* KW&
IX

On« of the many new screened-in,

bug -free communities.

Bastards By Matt & Greg

Wacky Penguins By Daniel E. Levenson

Today's Stall

Mike Burke
Night Editor

Mark McGrath
Copy Editor

Elizabeth Brown
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Brian Inocencio

Production Supervisor

Robert Snow
Thang "Disco" Vo

Production

Love Quotes

a
Love is like a

mountain grizzily bear,

it's cute and cuddly

from a distance, but it

will rip your heart out

if you get too close.

-Dave

Love Quotes

66

99

L6ve is a snow-

mobile facing across

the tundra and then

suddenly it flips over,

pinning you beneath.

At night, the ice

weasels come.

-Nietzsch

Today's D.C. Menu
Cerff S4S-SSSS tmr sswrst ittfetneterffetei.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on Roll

Grill Cheese Sand.

Hot & Spicy Chick

Wings

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Southern Fried Steak

Garden Chili

Quarter Pound Burger

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on Roll

Grilled Chicken Sand.

Chicken a la King/Rice

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Southern Fried Steak

Worcester

99

LUNCH
Hamburger on Roll

Spagatti w/ Tomato
meat Sauce

Harvest Burger

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Veg. Chow Mein
Pastabilities

Cheese Lasagna

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on Roll

Spagatti w/ Tomato
meat Sauce

Harvest Burger

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Southern Fried Steak

Veg. Chow Mein
Pastabilities
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Sports
The Massachusetts

UMass water polo has third seed in East after falling to Queens

By Fred HuHbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

\\ - like deju \u all over again.

The Massachusetts water polo team went into the

Eastern Wafer Polo Association North Division playoffs

coming off a 9-0 EWPA regular season, just like hisi

u-.ii Thi'v advanced to the championship match against

Queens College, just like last year

And. just like last year, the Minutemen fell short, los-

ing to Queens. 15-9. and going into the Eastern

Ihainpioiiships with the third seed.

The three time defending Eastern champs were vic-

timized bv themselves more than they were by Queens.

In the second quarter. UMass coach Russ Yarworth lost

the services of three of his top players — Brian Stahl.

Aldo Roman and |.C. Limardo — all of whom were

ejected for unsportsmanlike conduct.

"TheN did exactly what 1 told them not to do — lost

their cool." said a frustrated Yarworth. "Queens came

out physical, and we played their game."

Queens is a squad notorious for its aggressive, some-

times dirty style of play. They aim to frustrate their

opponent into making mistakes, or to rile them up

enough to upset them like they did to UMass on Sunday.

Stahl and Roman each had managed to score before

their ejections. Stuhls goal elevated him to the

100-point plateau for the second time in as many sea

sons. Stahl has 68 goals, five 2-pt. goals and 22 assists.

and he can't afford to miss any more action as the

stretch run is upon the Minutemen.

"We have the talent to win the championship."

Yarworth said. "They'll grow up. or else they won't

play."

Sophomore Gabriel Marrero (41 goals. 64 points), the

club's second-leading scorer, and freshman Rich

Slingluff (28 goals) each picked up the slack after the

trio's ejections scoring three goals apiece in the losing

effort.

Senior co-captain Ron Gonen had a goal and four

assists in the contest doing all he could to hold the

Minutemen together without the overwhelming

down-low presence of Stahl. Roman and Limardo.

Gonen's partner in captainship. Paul Engin, had six

saves in the UMass net. but did not play well, making

some costly decisions in the second half.

The Minutemen rallied to within three goals at 10-7

before Queens pulled away in the final minutes with a

5-2 run to end the game and account for the final mar-

Turn to POLO, page 9
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Chad Filiault and the UMass water polo squad goes into the Eastern Championships with the third seed for

the second straight year.

Cat scratch fever hits Vt.

Michigan looks to repeat

IOBMA KANSANEN I COLLEGIAN

Kick save, and a beauty.
l a 1IM , „

UMass goalie Brian Regan makes a big stop during the Minutemen's action this past weekend against rival UMass- Lowell.

Yankee fans: the real Spankees
I'm a baseball fan.

I'm a baseball fan who happens to have the

opportunity to express his thoughts and opinions

through a weekly baseball column in one of the

country's largest college daily newspapers.

I'm a baseball fan who has the strange luck of

being bom in a state with just one baseball team —
the Boston Red Sox — to whom 1 am eternally

devoted. And along with this devotion comes cer-

tain responsibilities, some of which I abide by. and

some of which I don't.

For example as a Red Sox fan. I am pretty much
obligated to foster a tremendous amount of ill will

towards the Sox' rivals, such as the New York

Yankees. This responsibility I have sternly abided

b> all season.

So. as you can imagine, as a Red Sox fan it was

somewhat painful for me to watch the Yankees rat-

tle off four straight victories to win their first

World Series since 1978.

On the other hand, purely as a baseball fan. I

couldn't help but marvel at what the new edition of

the Bronx Bombers was able to do to the league's

most talented team.

Measuring talent on a scale of 1-10, the Braves

weigh in at about a 9. while the Yankees are proba-

bl\ somewhere around a 7.5, so what the Yankees

did in this series is something that will rightfully be

talked about for a long time.

After the first two contests (well, they weren't

really contests) in the Bn nx it looked as if the

Braves were going to be able to waltz to the

defense of their Series title with three straight

games at the Launching Pad in front of them, but

the Yankees did anything but play dead.

The Bombers won fairly easily in the first game

in Atlanta behind a vintage David Cone perfor-

mance, but nothing came easy for either team after

that.

Game four was an extra-inning slug fest that the

Yankees pulled out after being down 6-0. In game

five Andy Pettitte out-dueled John Smoltz in a bat

tie of the two apparent Cy Young winners.

Then, Atlanta was faced with a pressure that

they have not frequently been confronted with in

the past two years. They had to win this game.

After a day off. and a flight back to the City that

never sleeps (who can sleep through the gun fire),

the Braves had to win game six if they were going

to defend their crown.

The odds were in their favor. Bobby Cox sent Cy

Maddux to the mound against |immy Key, who he

beat handily in game two. But. the men in pin

stripes would not fold. They jumped in front of

Maddux early, and hung on as |ohn Wettcland

earned his fourth save of the series capturing MVP
honors in the process.

The Yankees proved flat out that they were the

better team in this series. All year long, the

Yankees just kept on winning, regardless of the cir-

cumstances. Cone and Key were hobbled with

injuries for the better part of the summer. They had

little power until Cecil Fielder came to town.

Anything anyone could throw at them, the Yankees

chewed up and spit out.

Nothing was going to stop them this summer,

not the surging Orioles or Red Sox. Not the upstart

Rangers in the divisional series, and certainly not

Puckheads are invariably a differ-

ent breed of man, to the point that

sometimes, when they think of the

finest products coming from

Burlington. Vt.. unfortunately neither

Phish nor Magic Hat No. 9 comes

first to mind.

The delectable, fruity brew and

zany, crunchy rock demi- Gods go

unnoticed to some on the pristine

shores of Lake Champlain. This year,

folks in the Green Mountain State

can think only of the No. 2 Vermont

hockey team, which officially became

the new Beast of the East on
Saturday and. more so

than the town's most

famous band, has resi-

dents bouncing around

the room.

When the folks at

UVM talk about the

French Connection
these days they aren't

referring to Trey Anastasio, or a new
bakery in town, but rather Martin St.

Louis and Eric Perrin. who along

with |.C. Ruid form a line that can

score more easily than |enny

McCarthy.

Perrin and St. Louis (pronounced

Eh-REEK Peh-ROHN and Mah-tan

Sain Lou-EE with a haughty french

accent) have played together at every

level since they were three years old

in Laval, Quebec, a suburb of

Montreal. Both 5-9 and winners of

the ECAC Player of the Year award

(St. Louis 1995; Perrin. 1996), each

was a first team All- American and

Hobey Baker finalist last year. In

1995 they shared the ECAC point

crown, both finishing with 44. and

together they broke UVM's
single-season point mark last year.

each recording 85 points.

But. they aren't completely identi-

cal for as an anonymous Union hock-

ey fan in the local area asked, "were

they bom on the same day in Puerto

Rico?"

Any doubts that this is not the best

team in the East are unfounded and

emerge only from the incoherent

muttering of those hanging out in the

hub along Comm. Ave., who've
maybe had a Magic Hat hat trick or

two.

In its two games this year, the

Catamounts have won 5-1 at New
Hampshire, picked second in Hockey

East, and 4-2 at No. 3 Boston
University on Saturday night before a

standing room only crowd. UVM
Turn to BASEBALL page 9 held BU to a stunning 0- for-7 power

play mark, with all three members of

what could be the nation's top line

chipping in at least two points.

UVM made minced meat of

Hockey Feast's top two teams, having

Terrier and Wildcat ready for the

Phish Heads back home to bag, tag

and sell to the butcher in the store.

Combine the offensive firepower of

an ICBM. strong defense, and an

Ail-American goahender in Tim
Thomas, and in any ordinary year

this is the best team in the nation.

Unfortunately, as we shall soon see.

the prototypical college town of Ann
Arbor, Mich, har-

bors a true sight to

behold, rendering

UVM merely Beast

of the East status.

• For us followers

of the mighty
Minutemen. the

Cats' win at Walter

Brown Arena is a double-edged
sword heading into this weekend's

showdown. On one hand, this is bad,

real bad. almost like dangling Burger

King's last whopper before George

Foreman, because this should enrage

the Terriers and have them come out

flying on Friday night.

But. remembering to always look

on the bright side of life, what it real-

ly illustrates is that sweet revenge on

the hallowed ice minded by lack

Parker is hardly impossible.

The last time the Green and Gold

took to the BU ice on Dec. 7, 1994

they were humiliated 11-1, a score

just slightly closer than the last time

UMass visited 285 Babcock St.

The Cats went in with a score to

settle and scratched up Parker's

team, in its own building.

"[That was) one of the worst.

games of my life a couple of years ago

here." Thomas said after the game. "1

just wanted to exorcise some demons

tonight and I think I did."

Here's hoping Brian Regan says

the same thing at about 9:45 Friday

night.

• Preseason prognostications have

proven even more inaccurate than my
fellow loquacious puckhead |orma

Kansanen and myself putting

Pittsburgh atop the NHL's Northeast

Division a few weeks back.

No. 7 Colorado College, a final

four team last vear. is 2-2 after a

split with WCHA forever-. 500
Northern Michigan, thanks, in part,

Turn to HOCKEY, page 9

Women s tennis shows strength at Open
Steele and Qerasimova will advance to Rolex Championship

By Michael J. Nam
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's tennis team played with

I competitive showing in last weekend's West Point

Open tournament Saturday and Sunday capturing four

titles jn the praotW.

lackie Braunstein (Cooper City, Florida) won the

Flight "B" Singles competition with a powerful 6-0, 6 3

victory over Navy's Carrie Spannagel.

I i/ Durant captured the second singles title defeating

Mt. St. Mary's Candice Stubar in the Right "C" Singles

Consolation match 6-0. 6-1.

The other two titles came from the doubles round as

Durant teamed with Caroline Steele to win the Flight

"A" Doubles by a 6-3, 6-4 score over Army's Khanh

Diep and Beth Scherer.

The UMass title victories were rounded out when

Marie- Christine Caron and Noelle Orsini posted a

highly competitive 7-6. 0-6, 6-1 win in the Flight "B"

Doubles match against |en Bair and Felicia March of

Air Force

The women had a solid first round on Saturday hav-

ing three members of the team advance in the singles

brackets including Steele

Steele defeated March 6-2. 6 3 and eventually fell to

lulie Weiss of Air Force 6-3, 6-7. 6-4. The junior

co-captain finished out the season with a personal 7-3

record for the Fall season.

Lana Gordetskaya (Lynn. Massachusetts (had a first

round bye and defeated Maria Mood of Mt. St. Mary's

6-3, 6-3, but eventually fell to Lenka Hurton of

Fairfield in the Flight "A" Singles title match.

Senior No. 1 seed Durant lost a 6-5, 6-4 decision to

No. 2 Patricia Riordan of Pace, and Caron was defeated

by an identical score of 6-3, 6-4 to No. 14 seed Donna

Camicelli of also of Pace.

Both losses came in the first round.

The Minutewomen finished with ten singles and six

doubles match victories on the last day of competition

including the Consolation matches.

The women lost only three singles and one doubles

match on the final day.

The women's team ended the season with a victory

over Providence giving them a 5-2 record and nine con

secutive semesters with a winning record.

The West Point tournament marks the end of com-

plete team involvement for the fall season as only two

competitors will be heading to the final tourney.

Steele and freshman Ola Gerasimova will be compet-

ing at the Rolex Championships in Williamsburg. Va.

on November 7-10 to end the season

Gerasimova. a standout tieshman, has been a con-

stant threat for the Minutewomen all season

COUSTESY MEDIA RELATIONS

Army, Navy, Air Force...Minutewomen?
The Minutewomeri tennis team won four titles this past weekend at the West Point Open. Only two

Minutewomen will make the next trip to the Rolex Championships.
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Lynch wraps up
historic career

Erin Lynch and
the UMass
women's soccer
team head to Texas

for the Post Oak
Mall Classic this

weekend (see
Sports, page 1 4)

"My name
is Luka"

Folksy
singer-songwriter
Suzanne Vega will

perform tonight at

the Northampton
Academy of Music.

Check out our pre-

view (see Arts &
Living, page 8).

WORLD

1 5 dead in recent

attacks in Mogadishu

MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP) —
Gunmen opened fire and lobbed
hand grenades into a crowd yester-

day in south Mogadishu, killing at

least 15 people in one of the worst
acts of violence this year in the divid-

ed Somali capital.

The shooting violated a two-week
cease-fire agreement between
Somalia's three main factions.

Eight men and a woman died on
the spot after five gunmen driving by
the busy Barubah junction opened
fire with machine guns and threw
hand grenades, witnesses said.

Six more people died later in the

hospital and 15 others remained in

critical condition late Tuesday, hospi-

tal sources said.

The junction is controlled by militi-

amen loyal to faction leader Hussein

Aidid, who condemned the attack as

"inhuman," and ordered his security

forces to arrest any group suspected

of being behind it.

Rival forces loyal to faction leader

Osman Hassan Ali, known as Atto,

were suspected of carrying out the

attack, apparently in retaliation for

the killing of three of Atto's senior

officials late last month.
Mogadishu is divided among fac-

tions loyal to Aidid and Atto — who are

fighting for the control of the southern

half — and those of Ali Mahdi
Mohamed, who control northern half.

NATION

President Clinton

to visit Springfield

BOSTON (AP) — President Clinton

and Vice President Al Gore will visit

Massachusetts later this week in an
apparent effort to give Sen. John
Kerry (D-Mass.) a boost going into

Election Day.

Kerry's staff announced the visits

yesterday, although full details were
not immediately available.

Tentative plans call for the presi-

dent to stop in Springfield late

Sunday en route to campaign
appearances in Vermont and New
Hampshire. The vice president is to

visit Boston on friday, making a mid-
day appearance at Faneuil Hall

before his own trip to New
Hampshire.

Kerry, who is locked in a close re-

election battle with

Republican Gov. William F. Weld,
said he wasn't sure what effect the

visits would have on his race. When
Clinton came to Boston last month,
though, he announced funding for

several projects and lauded his fellow

Democrat's fight for the money.
"I'm delighted, obviously, to have

him come in," Kerry said.

"I think any time the president
comes through, it's helpful, but my
sense is we were surprised."

The president's visit in particular

was seen as a late attempt to shore

up support for Kerry in the heavily

Democratic western part of the state,

since recent polls showed Clinton
running far ahead of Republican pres-

idential nominee Bob Dole in

Massachusetts. v
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Nobel prize winner addresses 500 atUM
By Lisa Chiu

Collegian Staff

Wole Soyinka, world renowned Nigerian
author and winner of the 1986 Nobel Prize

for Li«erature, addressed a crowd of 500
staff, community members and students as a

part of his Five College residency this week.
His lecture, in the Student Union Ballroom,

was a part of the University of
Massachusetts english department's Troy
Lecture series.

His lecture titled, "Creativity, Education
and Modern Technology," was introduced by
both Chair of the English Department,
Steven Clingman, and english professor on
leave. Ketu Ketrack.

Soyinka's earliest plays include, The Lion
and the Jewel, and The Strong Breed. His
most recent book, The Open Sore of
Continent: A Personal Narrative of the
Nigerian Crisis, has been received with criti-

cal acclaim.

A vocal opponent to Nigeria's rulers, he
was jailed without trial for two years during

the Biafran War. While he was incarcerated,

he published his prison notes, A Man Died,

in 1972. He fled Nigeria in 1994, due to his

criticism of the current regime of General
Sani Abacha, and has since been living in the

United States.

Ketrack described him as a cultural work-
er, deeply rooted in the African tradition, and
functioning as a visionary, "never untrue to

his craft."

Soyinka began his lecture describing the

experience which people of the Third World
face in getting a university degree.
Comparing their journey for a degree with
the quest of the golden fleece, he said that

some lucky ones could study abroad in

England or other European countries, and

those not as lucky were faced with the
prospect of earning their degree through cor-

respondence schools.

Soyinka said, at the end of this quest for

the golden fleece, a great amount of knowl-
edge and wisdom is obtained.

He cited the Guttenberg Revolution,
which according to him, revolutionized the
"dispensation of knowledge." With move-
able type and the printing press it, "democ-
ratized knowledge and transformed soci-

ety." He said that the Guttenberg revolu-

tion and the "open university," or corre-

spondence schools, both represent a leap of
knowledge.

According to Soyinka, our world is now in

another revolution. In this new revolution,

though the tools used may be different, the

concept is not a new one.

"We must expect a certain loss in the
quest. The golden fleece is everywhere and
nowhere. How do the myths get translated to

the internet?" Soyinka asked.

He said that this question is provoked by
technology itself, adding that there are sev-

eral pluses to technological advancement.
They include: providing connectivity across

different countries, having better ways to

conduct research, more access to texts and
libraries and in general entering a "brave
new world."

But Soyinka also added that along with
advancement, there are certain negative
aspects as well.

"We are entering an immaterial world
which doesn't depend on tactility, but insists

on special dimension," he said.

He said that in a world of virtual reality,

tactility, or points of touching, like caressing

a painting on virtual canvases, becomes

Turn to NOBEL poge 2 Wole Soyinka spoke yesterday evening at the Student Union Ballroon.
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Rally enlightens students

on alternative candidates
Weld & Kerry ride campaign trail
Tax cuts, crime, welfare & furlough discussed at final debate

By Glen Johnson
Associated Press

BOSTON — Gov. William F. Weld and Sen. |ohn Kerry

hit the campaign trial yesterday, determined to break a

deadlock in their U.S. Senate race that remained despite

an unprecedented series of debates.

Kerry was crossing the state, greeting train commuters
in Boston, touring a Fall River factory and then heading
west to Springfield to campaign with that city's former
mayor, U.S. Rep. Richard Neal, D-Mass.
Weld himself was starting his day in Boston before

making an appearance in Worcester later at mid-after-

noon.

Two nights earlier, in their last of their eight debates.

Weld and Kerry echoed their many earlier splits on crime,

welfare and tax policy.

In a race between two popular incumbents, and one
longing for controversy, moderator Ken Bode pressed
Kerry early on with questions about reports of some free

living arrangements and a car temporarily provided for

him by wealthy supporters.

When Kerry tried to steer the discussion to other areas,

the moderator persisted, asking Kerry if he thought he
had done anything wrong.

"Do I think 1 did anything wrong? No," he said. "I

should have stayed at my brother-in-law's longer."

"You did take a free car for 16 months without paying

for it," Weld said. The issue was relevant, Weld said,

because Kerry wanted to increase other people's bills

through higher taxes and might have second thoughts "if

he had to pay all his own bills." Both responses brought

"oohs" and "ahhs" from the capacity crowd at historic

Faneuil Hall.

Weld, the state's two-term Republican governor, was
put on the defensive over campaign spending.

Weld was asked how he. who had so easily gotten rid of

a $1 million debt shortly after being elected governor in

1990, would make sure checks were kept on campaign
spending.

Weld said he supported a proposed federal bill, defeat-

ed last year, that would trade free television time to candi-

dates who voluntarily limit their campaign spending.

Kerry, the Democratic incumbent, disputed the prevail-

ing notion that the race is a dead heat, because Weld's
"mask was coming off him now" and the people were
beginning to seem him as an opponent of needy students

and of those needing health care.

Weld said the race had become close as people began to

appreciate his record in fighting crime, in welfare reform,

and as a supporter of capital punishment.

Kerry, proclaiming himself a kindred spirit with
President Clinton and fellow Massachusetts Democrat
Edward M. Kennedy, blasted Weld for opposing recent

hikes in the state and federal minimum wages, and for

being insensitive to the poor in his plans for welfare

reform.

Weld said he was for putting people to work, but not,

like Kerry, with the government as a "micro-manager of

the economy." About crime. Kerry said Weld has released

700 sex offenders since taking office, and allowed crimi-

nals to work in day care centers.

"The fact is governor... I think most criminals in this

state are less frightened of you than Inspector Clouseau,"

Kerry said, referring to the bumbling detective in the Pink

Panther movies.

"You were sending sex offenders home for the week-
end," Weld retorted, a reference to the years when Kerry

was lieutenant governor under Michael S. Dukakis.

Dukakis' 1988 presidential campaign was assailed for

such furloughs, most notably that of Willie Horton. who
assaulted a couple after fleeing custody during a furlough.

Weld again accused Kerry of having a "mania" about

programs to help drug addicts and other criminals.

"No. governor." Kerry said sternly, "I tend to look at it

from the point of view of a human being thinking about
how we can make things work."

On other familiar ground. Weld also condemned
Kerry's criticism of his tax cuts, which have benefited

businesses.

Terry Franklin spoke at the "Smoke the Vote'

day afternoon on the Student Union steps.
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pre-election rally yester-

By Beth McCarthy
Collegian Staff

The Cannabis Reform Coalition

(CRC) held a "Smoke the Vote" rally

yesterday, spotlighting libertarian and

independent political parties who
encouraged students to vote and con-

sider non-mainstream candidates.

John Lanzerotta. treasurer of CRC.
said that the rally's first concern was
to convince students to vote. The sec-

ond goal was to inform students of

their options.

"We're saying there's a whole
range of candidates out there."

Lanzerotta said in his introductory

address to the crowd of students in

front of the Student Union Building

steps. "You should at least be consid-

ering them."

The speakers, who included Terry

Franklin, an independent running for

State Representative against incum-

bent Ellen Story (D-Amherst), and
John Brickner, who represented the

Libertarian Party, called for the legal-

ization of marijuana.

"CRC is interested in encouraging

individual liberties and these candi-

dates are upholding individual
rights," Lanzerotta said. "We wanted
to give them a medium to express

their views because a majority of vot-

ers believe that libertarian and inde-

pendent candidates don't have a shot.

We'd like to think otherwise."

Franklin said that he wanted to

eradicate the government "out of

your pocketbook and out of your
body," referring to mandatory drug
testings.

Franklin compared government
officials, particularly those support-

ing the Drug Enforcement Agency
(DEA). with dinosaurs. He described

them as being "big and dangerous,

and known to have small brains."

"There are two kinds of voters,"

Franklin said. "There's you and then

there are the prudes and prohibition-

ists. They're not going to forget to

vote, but 1 want you there too."

Brickner followed with a short his-

tory on marijuana use in the United

States, saying that George
Washington cultivated hemp fields,

and that Betsy Ross had very likely

used hemp to make the first

American flag.

"Hemp is a part of our history,"

Brickner said. "The right to use hemp
has been legislated away."

According to Brickner. one side of

the government wants to "centralize,

regulate, legislate and control your

life," while the other side wants "you

to be in control of and responsible for

your own life."

The rally succeeded in swaying

some students to vote for the

Turn to RALLY, poge 3

Catch the beat!
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The Doo-Wop Shop, an a capella group, sang in the Campus Center yesterday afternoon to promote
Sights and Sounds," live music at the Student Union Art Gallery today at 3p.m.
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For Your information sS3eSSSS££Se5 Panel discusses diversity in athletics
Wednesday. Oct 30

Discussion — A "Religion and Identity" series of dis-

CttMkNM will be held in the main lounge of Butterfield.

This week's event, entitled "Can People Who Identify as

Lesbian, Gay, Bi-Sexual, Transgender and Their Allies

Retain Their Religious Identity In a Faith Which Refuses

to Accept Them?," begins at 7:30 p.m. For more informa

rion. call 546-5174.

Folk Dancing — Israeli Folk Dancing instruction from

8:30-9:15 p.m. and a time for review and requests from

9: 1 5-10 p.m. at Hillel House, 388 N. Pleasant St., Amherst.

Health Screening — The Family Planning Council of

Western Massachusetts, Inc. is sponsoring an event at

Cooley Dickinson Hospital, including a free physical

examination and mammogram. To make an appointment,

call the Breast Health Project at 586-2016.

Meeting — The UMass Sailing Club will hold a general

interest meeting at 7 p.m. in Campus Center room 901.

Meeting — Weekly "Shulchan Ivrit" will be held at

Claudia's Cafe in Amherst. All Hebrew speakers and

Israelis are welcome. For more information, contact Hillel

at 549- 1710.

Meeting — The Student Health Advisory Board

(SHAB) will have a meeting in room 304 of University

Health Services from 5:30-6:30 p.m. For more informa-

tion, contact Tamara in the Health Education Office at

577-5181.

Poetry — The Wheeler Gallery annual poetry reading,

"Cancel the Normal" from 7-9 p.m. at Wheeler Gallery,

across from the New Africa House.

Poetry — The UMass Poetry Society will hold its weekly

meeting in the Campus Center room 804 at 7:30 p.m.

Come and read your own poetry or that of another you

admire. For more information, call Tim at 546-0562.

Sale — Granby High sweatshirt sale to benefit the

Granby High sports programs will be held from 5-8 p.m.

at Granby High School, route 202.

Seminar — Leslie Henderson from the Depts. of

Physiology and Biochemistry at Dartmouth Medical

School, will speak on "Sex-Specific Differences in GABA
Receptor Function and Expression in the Rat

Hypothalmus" at 4 p.m. in room 309 of Morrill II.

Speaker — Jams Tyner, Vice-Chair of the Communist

Party USA (CPUSA) will speak at 7:30 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom. Tyner will speak "On the U.S.

Elections" and other relative topics. The event is spon-

sored by the Anti Racism Coalition, Casa Dominica,

Forum on Developing Nations. Graduate Student Senate,

Pakistan Students Association, Stonewall Center,

UMass/Amherst Young Communist League, WEB. Du
Bois Club/CPUSA of Amherst. Ma.

Thursday. Oct. 31

Open House — UVC-TV 19 will hold their second

annual open house from 3-6 p.m. in their studio located

next to the University Outlet store in the Student Union.

There will be free refreshments and officers and employ-

ees will be on hand to answer questions.

Party/Fair — A Halloween party and psychic fair will

be held at the Village Commons. Entertainment by the

Barnstormers will be from 5-9 p.m.. trick-or-treating

from 5- 6 p.m.. including prizes for in a variety of cate-

gories for kids and adults. Please, all children must be

accompanied by an adult.

Friday, Nov. 1

Poetry — A Poetry Slam with open reading will be held

at Claudia's Cafe, 1 E. Pleasant St., Amherst, featuring

young Boston poet Brian Commisky. Starts at 8 p.m., sign

ups begin at 7:30 p.m. The $2 cover charge goes to the

slam winner.

Saturday, Nov. 2

Movie Marathon — The Sci-Fi Society is sponsoring a

movie marathon, beginning with Willow at 11 a.m. and

uon, including the i

ion to the Cufcown
iXjs iky

7:45 p.m.

Notice*

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from

8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information,

call 584- 8167

Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.

Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more

information, contact Milly Delesus at 546-1083.

Employment — Applications are still being accepted

from work-study students for the positions of office man-

ager and research coordinator for the Cannabis Reform

Coalition. If interested, please pick up and application in

room 322 of the Student Union or call 545-1 122 to get

one mailed to you. Call |ohn Lanzerotta at 546-6359 for

more information.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies

is seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen.
Dept. of Consumer Studies, 101 Skinner Hall. University

of Massachusetts. Amherst, Ma, 01003. For more infor-

mation, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.

Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange

workshops will be held on the following dates: Tues., Oct.

29 from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in CC room 165-169; Wed.,

Nov. 6 from 6-7:30 p.m. in CC room 903; Thurs., Nov 14

from 5:30-7 p.m. in CC room 904-908; Tues., Dec. 3

from 5.30-7 p.m. in CC room 165-169.

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final

Examination Schedule will be available beginning Friday,

Oct. 18. Copies will be delivered to students in residence

halls, and will be available to off-campus students in the

Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore).

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are

available to help you find answers to your questions and

concerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health

Education Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more

info); Tuesdays 6:30-8:30 p.m. in the International

Lounge, Prince House (call 545- 2299 for more info). All

conversations are confidential.

Informational Session — For all confused about

Student Loans, an information session will be hosted by

Financial Aid Services, on Thursday. Oct. 31 from 9

a.m.-noon in Campus Center room 162-75.

Literature — MOTHERTONGUE, the multilingual stu-

dent publication by the dept. of Comparitive Literature, is

currently seeking submissions for the spring '97 publica-

tion. We will accept original poetry, short stories,

one-acts, international photographs and art work created

by multilingual students. Please submit a copy in English

to the Comparative Literature Dept. in 203 South
College. Rough drafts are acceptable.

Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Lurit" held every

Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right

as you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis

and other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student Union.

For more information, call the ARC office at 5-1925.

New Organization — WICC (West
Indian/Caribbean Coalition) meets every Sunday
evening at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center Coffee Shop.

Anyone from the West Indies or the Caribbean is

encouraged to attend, as well as anyone interested in

the culture. For more information, contact Tony at

546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.
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By Joseph Fountain

Collegian Stall

SPRINGFIELD — University of

Massachusetts' personalities led a

panel discussion at Central High

School about both ethnic diversity

in sports and relations with the City

of Springfield.

All the speakers, including
UMass men's basketball Coach
lames "Bruiser" Flint. Mrcssed the

importance of education in the lives

of young people.

The night began with an address

by Springfield Mayor Michael
Albano, a co-sponsor of the event.

He talked about the importance of

the University of Massachusetts —
Springfield partnership.

"Diversin is Springfield's great-

est asset and with the UMass part-

nership we can utilize diversity to

make Springfield a winning city."

Albano said.

Ronald Story, a professor of his-

tory at UMass. said diversity in

sports is important, specifically in

baseball.

Certain coaches, Story said, such

as former Philadelphia Athletics

Manager |ohn McGraw, picked
players who were on the fringe of

society such as deaf, Indian and

Cuban players — generally not
accepted in mainstream popular
culture.

According to Story, it was only

when the talent pool of whites was
dwindling that Branch Rickey,
owner of the Brooklyn Dodgers,
decided to utilized the untapped
resource of the "Negro leagues."

"When lackie Robinson entered the

game." Story said, "the Dodgers
found a use for diversity the same way
Springfield can with its diversity."

Mike Ratte of WGGB
Springfield, introduced Flint and
former UMass basketball player

Derrek Kellogg. He asked the audi-

ence, "what does it take to make a

winning team?" and "how does it

change the game when you add eth-

nic differences to the game?"
The panel proceeded to discuss

ethnic diversity and how the UMass
basketball team united itself behind

the goal of winning.

The discussion then turned to

questions from the audience. Ed
Anderson of Dunbar Community
Center, a place where Derek
Kellogg and the NBA's native son

Travis Best played, asked how
Division I teams balance athletics

and academics.

"Bring kids up to UMass and

show them what they could have

with academics," Flint said, in

response. He also talked about the

NCAA rules regarding grades and

the importance of an education.

"If pro basketball is the car then

education is the gas," Flint added.

He went on to say, "The pressure

on my players isn't to perform but

to prepare, because if you are pre-

pared, you will succeed.

"I wasn't |oe Academic' and I

had some tough lessons. You have

to have something to fall back on.

Let them know if they don't do

their school they won't play sports,

without school there is no sports,"

Flint said.

Springfield residents seemed

pleased with the event and specifi-

cally with the university's interest

in the city.

Meghan Anzelotti, a sophomore

at Central High School said, "hav-

ing Bruiser Flint and Derrek

Kellogg come here boosts school

spirit, it's great having them here."

Howie Burns, coach of Central

High School Basketball team said

he was pleased that Kellogg spoke

at the event, and cited him as a spe-

cific role model for students strug-

gling to become better athletes and

better educated.
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Nobel
continued from page 1

added to our "aesthetic system" through the use of

electrodes.

There is the exclusion and the death of the imagi-

nation in a virtual world. According to Soyinka,

imagination, is "...personal not click induced."

There is also the loss of the authority of the indi-

vidual and a loss of community. He cited the example

of business conferences which he detests, but said he

would rather have a group of people congregating

physically together than everything preformed
through technology.

He used the example of the "Neural baby," or a

digital pet. which has a capacity to respond to emo-
tions, adding that they reminded him of the sinister

dolls in horror movies who kill people. According to

him. the pet concept is Freudian and like the story of

Frankenstein, is a constant metaphor of scientific

advancement.

He closed by saying that the search for the golden

fleece is actually the search for knowledge, that

knowledge is obtained in the journey of finding the

fleece and he tied that quest for knowledge with the

joumey into cyberspace.

"It is a journey... [to a] brave new world, surfing

into the new millennium." Soyinka said.

Soyinka entertained questions from the audience at

the end of his lecture. One audience member asked

him to address the sexism which occurs in cyber-

space, citing an example where a man on the internet

asked her sexually explicit questions while she was

inquiring about a job opportunity. Soyinka replied

that she should address it the way that she would any

other occurrence, and that she'd say, "You are a dirty

cyberdog."

Correction
Oct. 25 there was an error in "UMass starts rally at Student Union." There is not one

woman senator in SGA, but one woman executive cabinet member. Apology to Stacy

Shackford.

The Collegian regrets this error.
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Conquering the Graduate school
Admissions process

an open discussion with

Charlena Seymour, Dean

University of Massachusetts Graduate School

rally

continued from page 1

Libertarian and independent parties

that were represented.

Scott Zagame, a junior biology
major, said that he was still con-
templating who to vote for, but
this rally has given him some seri-

ous thought to voting Libertarian.

"I'm sick of all the government
crap that's going on," Zagame said.

"Sick of all the corruption."

Beth Barrett, a sophomore

woman's studies and education

major, had never heard of the can-

didates who spoke, but said that

she would be more likely to vote

for Franklin and the Libertarian

presidential nominee, Harry
Brown after hearing about their

stand on giving freedom back to

the people.

"1 think the government has too

much control over our lives," Barrett

said. "We should be joining together

as a community and 1 think the gov-

ernment makes us think we're sepa-

rated and not linked together."

Chris Godfrey, a junior French

major who attended this CRC
event, however, said that the rally

would not effect the choices he will

make this November, nor did it

succeed in convincing him that

marijuana should be legalized.
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Norman B. performed yesterday afternoon at the "Smoke the Vote" rally on the Student Union steps.

DEADLINE: MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4,

Ifyou know

A FACULTY MEMBER OR TEACHING

ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE WHO IS TRULY OUT-

STANDING AND DESERVES RECOGNITION, SUBMIT

A SIGNED NOMINATION IN WRITING WITH A BRIEF

DESCRIPTION OF WHY YOUR NOMINEE DESERVES

THE AWARD.

ALUMNI AND CURRENT UNDERGRADUATE/GRADU-

ATE STUDENTS MAY NOMINATE.

For More Information Contact:

Lori Baronas at 545-5278 or

E-Mail Address: 1. baronas <3dpc. umassp.edu

TO: Distinguished Teaching Award Committee

Office of the Graduate Dean

Room 514 Goodell

Fax 413-545-3754

Yeltsin surgery set for next week
By Condka Hughes

Associated Press

MOSCOW — Boris Yeltsin's condi-

tion is improving and the Russian pres-

ident could undergo heart surgery as

early as next week, an American sur-

geon consulting on the case said yester-

day. Dr. Michael DeBakey told The
Associated Press that he would travel

to Russia this weekend to consult with

Yeltsin's doctors..No date has been set,

but "we hope to go ahead with it next

week," DeBakey said from Houston.

He said Yeltsin's condition has been

improving, and that doctors had made

progress in treating Yeltsin's severe

anemia and a thyroid dysfunction.

Those problems, he said, appear to

have been "pretty well corrected."

DeBakey said Yeltsin needed a triple

or quadruple coronary artery bypass,

although he would not know specifi-

cally what the Russian doctors plan to

do until he arrives in Moscow.

The date of the operation has been a

moving target, with Yeltsin at first say-

ing he expected surgery in September.

The Kremlin later said it would take

place sometime between mid-

November and mid-December.

DeBakey has said several times that

the prognosis for the 65-year-old

Russian leader is good.

There was no comment from the

Kremlin about DeBakey 's assessment.

Kremlin doctors said earliet yesterday

that the "final stage of preparations"

for surgery had begun. Their state-

ment, carried by Russian news agen-

cies, said Yeltsin's condition was satis-

factory. It did not mention a date for

the operation. The Kremlin, which has

been less than forthcoming about

Yeltsin's health, chose instead to

emphasize the fact that the president

spoke on the phone with his chief of

staff.

It wasn't much to work with, but

the president's men were relentless in

their campaign to burnish Yeltsin's

image as a can-do kind of guy despite

his illness.

The popular daily Komsomolskaya
Pravda even ran an interview with the

chief Kremlin doctor, portraying

Yeltsin as a take-charge, headstrong

patient.

"He has his own vision of the prob-

lem, his own understanding of his

body," Dr. Sergei Mironov said. "So if

we change his treatment in any way, or

use a new medicine, we first have to

convince him that it's necessary."

Yeltsin scrapped all meetings this

week to undergo medical tests, but lis-

tening to his staff yesterday, it sounded

as if he were working non-stop.

He gets "reports every day and
works on documents from 1 1/2 to

two hours," Mironov said in the inter-

view. "He reads through everything

that he signs."

The president's office announced
that Yeltsin was giving out a new
batch of awards and had named two

new members of his security council.

Anatoly Chubais, his chief of staff,

said he'd spoken with Yeltsin yester-

day on subjects ranging from opera to

local elections. In recent weeks,
Yeltsin has held almost daily meetings

at the government health resort out-

side Moscow where he is staying.

Russian television has dutifully report-

ed each meeting.

On Monday, however, television

profiled Prime Minister Viktor

Chernomyrdin, who would take over if

Yeltsin dies or is incapacitated.

Yeltsin has said he'll temporarily

transfer his presidential powers to

Chernomyrdin during surgery, and the

prime minister is expected to remain in

the forefront during the president's

recuperation.

New polls show Americans apathetic
By Mike FeinsHber

Associated Press

"WASHINGTON — The election is almost upon the coun-

try and about all that remains is to browbeat the American

people for the next six days to shame them into voting.

Won't work. The experts say less than 55 percent of eligi-

ble Americans will participate, and they have some theories

on what that says about the world's most celebrated — and

maybe its most casual — democracy.

A century ago, 80 percent of Americans routinely voted.

But in the last 30 years, turnout has gone down. From 64

percent in 1960, when John F. Kennedy was elected, it slid to

just barely above 50 percent in 1988 before squiggling up to

55.2 percent four years ago.

But the 1992 race had an incumbent president on the

ropes, an attractive challenger and a feisty third-party insur-

gent. This time around, none of those elements apply and

that has a lot of people worried that the participants will

barely outnumber nonvoters. If people in only nine states

got to elect the president next Tuesday, those in the other 41

would be outraged.

But that's what will happen, in effect. The number who
will vote is roughly equal to all the voters in the nine largest

states, California, New York, Texas, Florida, Pennsylvania,

Illinois, Ohio, Michigan and New jersey.

"There seems little question that turnout will be down,

perhaps sharply," says Curtis Gans, who has been thinking

about voter turnout for 20 years. He directs the nonpartisan

Committee for the Study of the American Electorate.

Things would even be worse if Congress hadn't enacted the

motor voter law, allowing people to register where they apply

for drivers licenses and in other accessible places. That law

registered between six million and nine million new voters this

year. Still, Gans predicts that turnout on Tuesday will range

between the 50. 1 percent participation in 1 988 — the record

low in modem times— and the 55.2 percent rate in 1992.

Compare that to a century ago. In 1896, when Democrat

William (ennings Bryan ran against Republican William

McKinley. 79 percent turned out — including an astonishing

96 percent in Iowa and Illinois.

In those days, the parties differed sharply; now they often

gloss over differences. Believing their well-being was at stake,

whole classes of people associated with a party.

"Parties don't do mobilizing any more," says Walter Dean

Burnham, voting expert at the University of Texas. "The

Republicans don't mobilize the lower orders," he said, and

the party that traditionally played that role, the Democrats,

"became yuppiefied, gone upscale."

What worries Gans most is the tendency of young people to

shun voting. Only 12 percent of those 18 to 20 voted in 1994,

he says, and a majority of their parents don't vote either.

Voting matters, Gans says, because it is the least one can

do to participate in democracy. People who don't vote, he

says, generally don't volunteer, don't write letters to the edi-

tor, don't organize — and that's not good for a society that

depends on citizen action.

This week, all the candidates are appealing to voters to

vote. Churches, editorials, civic groups beat the same drum.

President Clinton lectured the citizenry during his last

debate with opponent Bob Dole. "The American people need

to be a little more responsible and think about whether

there's a connection in their lives and what we do in

Washington," he said.
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Stonewall's unanswered future
While Chancdtor David K. Scon led the kkkoff gab for Campaign l'M»<, the Stonewall Center it facing

drastic budget coats whkb leaves num questions about the Center's forme unanswered
The Stonewall Center, located in Southwest, serves as both an educational and cultural resource for the gay.

lesbian, btsenial and transgeodcred (GLBT) conamuniry at the Lmversiry
For the past three yean, the Chancellor's Task Force forGUT issues has funded the center with $10,000 to

support the Brown Bag series which has brought prominent members of the GLBT conawurnty for on-campos
lectures and discussions.

The Dean of Student's Offke has also cut their funding for the program by up to $8,000 leaving the Center
at a toss of $18,000.

Fortunately, the Center secured a one-tune grant from the Student Affairs Office for $7,500. While this may
be enough to keep the Stonewall Center afloat for this semester, major financial problems he aV»H

bough Tom Robinson, vke chancellor for Student Affairs, has cited the Center'* increasing base budget,
i has risen over $44,000 in the hot four years, the Stonewall Center will no longer have the funds to sup-

1 activities such as the Brown Bag lecture series and monthly poetry readings.

^ The tfa i Barton in Dairy CoBepam feels the University must find a means to help finance the Stonewall
Center which has proved itself to be an integral part of campus hfe.

Unsized lafM iuli rayraaaaf the ma/orin opinion ofthe CoUegun Editorial Board.

Still searching for peace

Henry J

Brier

Contrary to present-day delusional thought point-

ing squarely to Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
jnyahu as culpable for destroying the Middle

East peace process, deterioration of the dialogue
between the so-called "partners for peace" began
almost exactly one year ago right now.
Former Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and

Palestinian leader Yassir Arafat maintained diplomacy
which could not be considered a concrete foundation
even while the men were at their best. .As these two
were intricately involved with negotia-

tions, a particular event involving both
individuals brought on the deterioration.

Fathi Shikaki. who in 1981 founded
Islamic lihad in the Gaza Strip, was
entirety unabashed about his belief that

*true peace means Israel does not exist." which he
repeated often. Islamic lihad under Shikaki < leader-

ship, did not recognize any Israeli-Palestinian accords
and. in efforts to derail the peace process, were respon-
sible for almost 40 Israeli deaths.

Shortly after having founded the fundamentalist orga-

nization whose main abjective is Israel's destruction.
Shikaki was expelled from Gaza and he moved on to

Beirut. Tehran and Damascus, the last of which is the

place of his most recent address.

After having been informed of Shikaki proudly
declaring both his ideology and his destructive actions.

Prime Minister Rabin vowed to the terrorist leader that

Israel "will pursue you and eliminate you. and no bor-
der will constitute an obstacle to us."

On Oct. 26. 1995 Shikaki was enroute from meeting
with Libyan leader Moammar Qaddafi in Tripoli to

Damascus when he stopped over in Malta, a

Mediterranean island south of Sicily

Despite the fact that he was traveling alone under an
assumed identity upon a Libyan passport, and although
he had shaved his beard and attempted to uphold an
incognito profile while stopping over. Fathi Shikaki s

past caught up with him.

Toting a nine millimeter pistol equipped with a

silencer, a gunman on a motorcycle with a stolen license

plate shot from point-blank range and killed the terror-

ist.

Leaflets distributed days later throughout the Gaza
Strip vowed revenge for the three "Zionist bullets."

none of which had left any spent cartridges.

When asked by reporters if he had ordered Shikaki s

death. Prime Minister Rabin declined comment and said
that if the terrorist were dead he would not be unhappy
On the other hand Yassir .Arafat, the Nobel Peace

Laureate, who had gained recent fame for peaceful ini-

tiatives, was despondent, as he eulogized and praised
who he considered to be a martyr.

SlightK more than one week later at a Nov. 4 rally in

Tel Aviv attended b> peace process supporters. Prime
Minister Rabin delivered what turned out to be his final

speech

Foreign Minister Shimon Peres was
on stage near the podium, as were
ambassadors from Egypt. Jordan and
Morocco. Close Egypt-Israel corre-
spondence resulted in the 1979 Camp
David Accords Prime Minister Rabin

and King Hussein of lordan completed their peace
pact in 1994.

"We found a partner for peace among the Palestinians
— the PLO — which used to be an enemy and stopped
terrorism." the prime minister said toward the end of
his speech while the Arab diplomats stood behind him.
"Without pinners tor peace, there is no peace.

'

Minute Her. whBeTeaving the rally. Rabin, who was
loosely protected by bodyguards, fell victim to terrorism
originating from within his own constituency. He was
cut down by a religious zealot opposed to trie leader's

policies.

Rabin was the catalyst for the peace process, and his
memory is respected as a proven and fearless military

and political leader, while his presence as prime minis-
ter was feared by and intimidating to many
Had the fragile peace process gone through to

fruition, perhaps it could have provided for mutual
cohabitation, ultimately resulting in the emet gence of a
Palestinian state.

Arafat, democratically elected as leader of the
Palestinian autonomy last January, plays so incredibly
pivotal a role, as many believe that he holds more con-
trol over fundamentalist violence.

However, in the event that Arafat falls victim to the
same fate as his counterpart for peace, it should sur-

prise no one. The leader finds himself in an intensely

pressured setting, fielding heated criticism from many
whom it is his responsibility to satisfy Yet he will (as
proven by the fact that he has ) continue to praise perpe-
trators of terrorism.

Henry / Brier is a Collegian columnist

fust one of the guys

ToroMK

Connelly

Ever since I was a little girl I

wanted to be a boy. No, I

didn't want to literally be a

boy. but at an early age I figured
out that guys had a lot more free-

dom than I ever would. Maybe it

was because I was brought up with
very traditional parents who
believed in women knowing how to

cook, clean and "be
lady-like " My grand-

parents, relics from
the potato famine,
also thought in like. I

was told frequently

not to run. not to jump and in gen-

eral to "keep it down."
I would watch with envy when

my brother would take off into the

woods with a gaggle of boys off to

play war and cops and robbers.
What was I to do while they were
chasing the bad guys? Why play tea

party with my sister, of course But
as I got older things changed.

I wanted to run. jump leap and
soar. I had no fear, knew no
restraints. I was like an ad for a

Nike product. Mv dreams were not

limited by traditional roles. I want-
ed to seize life and all it had to

offer Bravely I would follow my
brother and his friends into the
woods. I would crouch low to the

ground, heart beating fiercely, ears

straining — waiting for "the
enemy" to come around the comer
Twice my size and weight I would
wrestle him down, punching and
kicking unmindful of my own pain

I refused to give up and I would
accept nothing other than "uncle"

or a grudging truce

Well, a lot of things have
changed since those days in the
woods. I grew up. they grew up and
somehow being a boy wasn't all

that important because I realized
that as a girl I could do just fine,

thank you But overcoming person-
al limitations is nothing compared
to limitations set by others Often

times women are put
in positions where
they feel as if they
have to prove to oth-

ers they are up to
snuff, not because

they don't believe they are, but
because they believe others doubt
their ability Sometimes that type of
pressure doesn't exist, but the con-
cept remains there, imprinted in
their skull Today's women are con-
stantly trying to prove themselves
because of a social stigma: they get

more stressed and feel more pres-

sure than their male counterparts.
While most men would chalk a loss

up to fate, women are more
inclined to chalk it up to personal
weaknesses.

Being in a situation where I am
responsible for my own food, shel-

ter and clothing I am constantly
confronted by prejudices society
sets up and that I set up against my
own self. It is truly a unconscious
thing. During job interviews or
considering major moves in my life

questions like: "am I smart
enough 9 " "Do I look smart
enough 1 " circle my mind like vul-

tores over a carcass. With no
Stewart Smalley to lisp words of
confidence, it is up to myself to talk

my way out of mental barriers and
indecision. I believe many women
feel the same way It isn't that I

don't have support. I have a bunch
of friends who make Thelma and
Louise look like Peppermint Patty

and Marcie. No. they aren't incredi-

bly imposing looking or brash They
do not rob convience stores or
chew tobacco, but they do have
self-confidence and the ability to

install it into others. In short they

have the ability to get things into
gear

Ironically my second biggest ally

is my boyfriend, a person who I

strove very hard to keep up with
when I was younger. He was the
boy I most wanted to beat, catch,
outplay and out smart. If he did 20
push ups I had to do 25 and if he
punched me I would have to punch
him harder. Often times fights
wouldn t be resolved until someone
ended up bleeding or crying. But
things have changed, he got cured
of cooties and even though there is

still competitiveness between us it

is much healthier and backed up
with mutual respect and honesty.

For those of you who do not have
a support group, things are harder,
but not impossible. Women who
want to get ahead in life are often
labeled "bitches" because the desire

to succeed — to be someone, isn't

feminine or desirable In a society

where beauty pageants and super-
models still rule the world, women
are often held back by the double
edge sword My advice? Don't back
down, take fencing lessons. Tara MK
Connelly is a Collegian columnist.
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Examining abortion

Christopher

Hasset

Have you ever listened to a self-delusional person?
Someone who says such outrageous things that

you cannot understand how they actually believe

themselves^ Don't get me wrong. I too am delu-

sional. 1 believe that people actually read my columns,
but seriously folks, severely delusional people frustrate

me.

1 was having dinner a few days ago with a friend
of a friend in Southwest who believes that every
woman he desires wants to screw him on the spot
He informed a mutual friend of ours that the beauty
this mutual friend was dating all but propositioned
him the night earlier, but he restrained out of
respect for this friend This man is a balding, over-
weight, arrogant loudmouth If this man can attract
more than I. who is neither balding nor
overweight tl won't comment on the
other two» then something is excruciat-
ingly wrong with the universe
I was eating lunch with Zephyr a few
days prior. He was complaining about
his friend. Louis, who had for the second time
caught the eye of some beauty Zephyr was rrjing to

pick up. I reminded myself not to introduce _

my dates to Louis.

During lunch. Zephyr and I were discussing the
pro-life posters we saw on the PNTA busses and what
a stir they were causing. This discussion brought to
light a peculiar stereotype I had about gays. I thought
Zephyr, who is gay. would be pro-choice. It seems that

the Gay/Lesbian civil rights movement is intimately
intertwined with the Women's Rights movement
Anyway. I was wrong.

It is probably remnants of his rigorous Christian
upbringing, he said ZephyT was brought up one of
lehovah's Witnesses. In fact, it seems that he is not
even that upset with abortion itself then the logic
pro-choiceTS use in their arguments.

I am no expert when it comes to abortion. It is not
something I have to give great thought to since I am
not a woman. However, pro-choice tl hate to use the
word, but it applies) propaganda states that most if not
all abortions take place before the nervous system is in

place or the heart starts beating or some such biologi-

cal chronology. The few pro-choice women I have dis-

cussed abortion with in the past were quite frank when
they said that ihey felt the fetus was not human, not a
life and therefore nothing was lost when it was abort-
ed Zephyr did not agree

So many things are tied up in our genetics This
much is true. Intelligence, musical and athletic abili-

ty, temperament, the wav you look, sexuality: all

these can be greatly enhanced or repressed through
certain genes. Now life nurtures you and some talents

are accentuated and others are relegated to mere
"hobby" status, but they are there nonetheless. So
much of who we are exists already even as a fertilized

That fertilized egg is a cell, a living cell. That fertil-

ized egg. like all living things, has DNA. That DNA is

individual and unique to that person. Normally, no one
ebe in the world has it So if a cell is a life-form and it

has human DNA then does that not make it a human
life-form?

Zephyr also used an argument I thought was, if noth-
ing else, inventive He compared aborting a fetus to

uapaagging the respirator of someone on life support
Alter all. one argument is that child can-

not live on its own and therefore it is the

right of the woman to discontinue being
host to this being A person on life sup
port cannot live on their own and some-
one is certainly paying for this support. If

the doctor said there was almost certain recovery,
would that be an "abortion

1
" and therefore legal?

Inventive, no?
Once the child is out of the body it still cannot live

on it's own. It is totally dependant on the mother for

food, warmth, affection and support. Yet it is illegal for
anyone to harm such a child.

What about rape? Should a woman that had a child
forced upon her be responsible for bring it to term
She can give it away for adoption later, but carrying a

child through pregnancy is traumatic enough without
dealing with the after effects of rape.

What does this child know of rape? He or she is not
responsible for what happened and should not be the
whipping boy for someone else's misdeeds, as horrific
as they are.

It sounded to me like Zeph was pro-life. He dis-

agreed and in this next point he had my total agree
mem. Abortion is a difficult choice for any woman to
make. It is not something that anyone wants to go
through. If a woman chooses to end a pregnancy, under
the law it is her right to do so and she should not be
phvMcally impeded in any way shape or form. It is on
her conscious and if her conscious is clean. God bless
her. he said.

But. do not dehumanize the life which is gone know
what is being done. Do not delude yourself into think
ing that merely some parasite is being gotten rid oi
Know what it is that must be on your conscious
Self-delusional people frustrate him too

Christopher Hassett is a Collegian columnist

fust do it

Erik

Molito

It's
been said over and over to our generation

— to make our voices heard with our votes.

Barrages of advertisements, huge registration

drives, motor voter laws, even MTV has
ordered us to vote. And I am about to tell you the
same thing We live in the greatest nation on the

planet, one of the few where the people really do
have the chance to affect their government, but too
many of us take this privilege for granted. Too
many of us don't understand just how important it

is to get to the polls, just once every
couple of years.

So why is it so important to vote? In

this age of politics where candidates are
indistinguishable from each other, relying

on smear campaigns instead of debating
real issues, what should give us the confidence in

the system that would make us want to participate

in it? I have asked myself this same question The
answer is simple — when we stop going to the polls.

it sends a clear message to our government that we
want them to rule us. because we are too stupid to

get out there and do it for ourselves.

Young people are often the most enthusiastic and
vocal about their ideals, yet the numbers for our
voter turnouts are traditionally awful. As a result.

the politicians don't listen to the questions we want
answered, don't respond to the issues that matter to
us. Think of it this way — if you were a politician

that needed to balance a budget, you would make
the cuts against the people that aren't going to vote
for you anyway For example, welfare is cut because
poor people hardly ever vote. College aid is cut
because students don't vote. Get the picture Not
voting directly affects many of the things that are
important to you.

Many of you will tell me that there is no candi-

date you believe in enough to vote lor. and I 081
tainly can understand that It is the untottunate
state of politics today — politicians simply pla)
the game, pushing "hot buttons' that 888 88
reflected in 20 second sound bites on Headline
Sews rather than truly debating the tough issues
There is no difference between Democrats and
Republicans Both are motivated by the status
quo. America could quite easily be moved to a new
level of prosperity if we had a leader that could

motivate us

Think about this when you cast

your vote. You are voting not just

for a liberal or conservative plat

form, but also for the person that

will be doing the leading. People
will follow his example. We need a leader with
moral integrity, rather than one who is plagued h\
constant scandals We need a leader who. has been
through the worst hand life could deal them, and
overcome it with sheer willpower, rather than one
who has dodged hardship and seeks the easy way
out in all his decisions.

We need a leader who can give America an exam-
ple it can follow proudly, a leader who will make us
proud to be Americans, rather than shameful of his
tarn-shed character or wishy-washy decision flop-
ping

You all know who it is that deserves to be our
President Who it is that should lead us into the next
millennium, a millennium in which we can continue
to grow as the strongest nation in the world, or
crumble from within.

I encourage you to vote on Tuesday. You should
have no excuses, and neither should the leader you
vote for.

Erik Molitor is a IMass student
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Nice to meet you, Mr, Apathy

Lisa M.

Oliveri

It
all started with a scream. A

scary, bloodcurdling, horrify-
ing scream. There was no mis-

taking it — it was not the wind, nor
my overzealous imagination. It was
pure and simple — a scream.

I was at home one evening, in my
cozy townhouse in Sunderland, sit-

ting on my bed reading about how
Leni Riefenstahl, the

great German film
maker was a Nazi. It

was well past 2 a.m.

and I was planning
on going to bed
shortly. You probably could say I

was at the least, content.

Until my housemate rushed into

my room, interrupting my concen-
tration, with a look of fear on her

face. "1 just heard a scream," she
said to me, trembling. So naturally

1 asked the most obvious question,

"Are you sure it wasn't an animal
or the television?" She assured me
that it wasn't. Curious as to what
could be frightening my housemate,
I got out of my bed to investigate.

At first I heard nothing, there

was just utter silence from out-

doors. We live in front of open
fields and a row of bushes, I heard

nothing but nature's pleasant night-

time sounds. Then the silence was
broken with the sound 1 will never

forget. It was a human cry — no
chance it could be an animal, and
the scream was from terror not

laughter. To me, an unsuspecting

witness, it sounded as if the

screamer was being tortured.

Now, I'm not sure everybody has

experienced the above situation, so

let's look at it hypothetically. What
do you do? There's a vast array of

choices.

First off, we live in an apartment

complex, so there are plenty of

other people who
might have heard the

same noises as we
did. So we could have

assumed someone else

was going to take care

of it and play Mr. Apathy.
However, this seems to be the over-

whelming choice of many in our

society, to do nothing.

I read a story somewhere of a

woman who was raped in the park-

ing lot of her apartment complex
while all the residents listened to

her cries for help. No one called the

police, tried to stop it or cared

enough to do anything. These resi-

dents exemplified what is wrong
with our society. Why is it bad to

show a little concern?

Back when our parents were
children, the world was a safer

place. My Mom used to tell me of

the days when she could leave her

door open and unlocked for visi-

tors, or when she and her friends

could go dancing at night and not

have to worry about who might
follow them in the parking lot.

Now there's a chance we might

end up in a dumpster a la

Christina Homer if we meet the

wrong person in a bar.

So maybe the violence in our

society is a problem that can't be

changed overnight. Perhaps it has

gotten so out of hand that we are

unable to retrace the steps of our

mislead path. But even if we live in

a world of hate, we can still change

our reactions to the violence which

surrounds us. We can still show we
care.

We need to get involved. There is

no excuse in the world to not try

and help someone in distress, espe-

cially since a call to the police is

sometime all it takes.

My housemates and 1 placed two

calls to the Sunderland police

department that evening. It took

about 30 seconds each time. We
gave our apartment number, and
spoke with the police briefly when
they arrived to check out the scene.

Is a few minutes out of your life too

much to spare if it can save some-

one else's?

Fortunately, nobody was being

attacked (we were hearing a noise

from someone's computer) — but

we at least made the effort to help.

Don't be the one to sit on your
couch and listen to a woman
scream, thinking and hoping some-

one else will come to the rescue. Be

the one that does try to rescue.

Lisa M. Oliveri is a Collegian

columnist.

When is a minority not a minority?

The 1993-94 fact book put out by the University

of Massachusetts Office of Institutional

Research contains a breakdown on the percent-

age of Jewish students at the University. Calculating

the number of (ewish students on this campus is nearly

impossible because the state cannot legally demand for

a student to identify his or her religion

For several reasons, determining the

number of Jewish students on this

campus becomes a speculative matter.

An officer at the Hillel House has said

the Jewish population is near 3,500, or

approximately 20 percent of the stu-

dent population. The Office of Jewish affairs has

said there are no more than 1,200, or a 12 percent

Jewish population. Not only does this raise statistical

questions, but it raises issues concerning how one is

defined as Jewish. Would a student with one parent

who was |ewish be counted in that percentage, or a

student with two out of four grandparents? The
question of what it means to be Jewish on a college

campus continues to be one of self-identification.

In this respect, being Jewish is not much different

from being a member of other minority groups. Terms
like "Hispanic" or "Native American" also group
together large and diverse groups of people and are not

necessarily easily defined. What is troubling to some
Jewish students, is when the term multicultural is limit-

ed to including students of color. This can give Jewish

Brian

Schwartzman

students the feeling of being a 12 percent minority on

campus, yet not being included in the minority commu-
nity.

This is largely the basis of students' concerns when
Israel, and its right to exist, are challenged on this cam-

pus. Jewish students do not have a homogenous view

towards Israel; some feel a deep connection with it.

others are not so sure, and still others

feel comfortable in their American envi-

ronment and see no need to look beyond

It is the students who are still trying

to find their focus, or their connection

with Israel, who will be most affected by challenges on

Israel's legitimacy. When the legitimacy of the state-

hood of Israel is challenged, the focus is removed from

the issues of the present day and bogged down in ideo-

logical warfare.

There must be some way, at least on a college cam-

pus, to reach a common ground. Jewish students share

something in common with students of color — they

know what it's like to have their identity be made an

issue when all they sought to do was live their life like

a human being.

The University may be a difficult environment for a

minority student, but it is still a place for individuals to

reach toward self-discovery and groups toward finding

a common ground.

Bryan Schwartzman is a Collegian staff member.

Who will I be?

Brad

Davidson

The time is near once again. The last day of

October, the spookiest night of all, Halloween.

Halloween was always a great night for my
friends and I. When I was little 1 looked forward to the

candy. When I was around 11.1 looked forward to the

pranks, and when I was a teenager I looked forward to

the girls.

Remember when you were a kid and

you knew what your outfit would be a

month in advance. One year I was the

Heat Meiser, and another year I was the

Pillsbury Doughboy. Now that I am in

college. I don't really dress up anymore.

In an attempt to get back my youth, this year I have

decided to dress up and go on the hunt for bite size

Milky Ways once again! There's just one problem
though. Who will 1 be?

• Chancellor David K. Scott. I always wanted to be

a chancellor of a big state university, so here is my
chance. My costume will be simple. First I'll wear a

grey suit with a conservative red tie. Then I'll take

some baby powder and do my hair. I won't say "trick

or treat." I'll just walk around aimlessly yelling "this is

a land grant University." Instead of getting the candy

myself, I'll pay some other people six figure salaries to

get it for me.
• Marcus Camby. Besides the fact that I am under

six feet tall, this outfit will not be too tough. 1 figure all

I have to do is call up Mr. T and ask if 1 can borrow his

jewelry collection.

• Martin tones. After reading Mr. Jones articles for

years, I have become his no. 1 fan. What better way to

pay homage, then to dress up like him on Halloween?

My costume will consist of three parts. First a Michael

Jackson white diamond glove, second a "refuse to

Lose" t-shirt signed by Coach Cal and lastly a big

"Weld for President" sign.

• Security person at the University Store. This will

be the easiest costume of all. although I

don't want to be confused as a ghost. I'll

just take a big white sheet and throw it

over my head. I guess I could also be

mistaken for a Klan member (hey,

what's the difference?). If I drop any

candy along the way. I'll just accuse someone of color

of stealing it.

• Coach Cal. I always wanted to look like a gangster.

I'll call up the costume department for Goodfellas and

see if I can borrow a suit. When I ring doorbells, I

won't say "trick or treat," I'll just take the candy and

run!

• President Clinton. All I have to do is practice my
Elvis impersonation and add a little whine to it. I'll

walk around and act like I've done a great job for the

last four years simply because some other kid is

dressed up as Bob Dole who's never done anything.

Well, as you can see I have a very tough decision

ahead of me. There are just so many good choices. In

the end I'll probably give in to my childhood fantasy

and be "Rudy" from the "Fat Albert" cartoon or

Richard Simmons. Happy Halloween!

Brad Davidson is a Collegian columnist.

Alytheia

Laughl

In the waning months of the

summer, my excitement at the

prospect of finally entering

my senior year overwhelmed me. I

looked forward to being at the top

of the heap. I looked forward to

slacking off and partying. I was a

very disillusioned

person. So far, being

a senior isn't all that

it's cracked up to be.

I was naive in think-

ing that this year

would be the time of my life.

Many of my fellow classmates

and I have discussed the prospect

of graduation at length, and the

general feeling is one of confusion.

Here we are six months away from

entering the "real world," and for

most of us the only understanding

of the "Real World," is that crappy

MTV show.

One of the main factors that is

bringing many of the seniors

down, as well a myself, is bore-

dom. After spending almost four

years at this fine institution there

Is rarely anything that surprises or

shocks me. My feeling is. "been

there, done that." Most of us have

completed our general education

Reality check
requirements and are near finish-

ing major requirements. What's
being taught to us in the class-

room, is just regurgitating things

that have already been learned.

And really, how many times can

you endure up town or an off-

campus party before

the thrill of it all

starts to wear off.

There will be
those who read this

and think that they

have it all together, and they

aren't confused. Stop kidding
yourself! The blow is only going

to be that much harder come May.

The truth of the matter is that it's

scary to think about leaving this

safe haven of college, despite the

fact that many of us are bored
with it.

The class of 1997 is bombarded
with the negative rhetoric of the

media that claims there are little

or no job opportunities available

for college graduates. Added to

that burden, is the insecurities

many of us have about being com-
petent in the field that we choose.

Let me give you an example.

In the middle of my sophomore

year I added journalism to my
anthropology major. Everyone 1

spoke with told me that unless I

had a doctorate degree in anthro-

pology, my chances of really get-

ting to study foreign cultures were

slim to none. Since 1 have always

had a passion for writing, I

thought that I would combine the

two majors and hopefully get a

chance to work for National
Geographic when I graduate.

Recently a friend in journalism

told me that unless I'm God. I'd

better forget National Geographic.

If I wasn't already plagued with

self-doubt as to my abilities as a

writer, I certainly am now.

Forgive me, 1 don't want to sound

too pessimistic. The confusion,

boredom, despair and fear that

many seniors feel now. will eventu-

ally pass. It is part of the transition

of becoming an "adult". Most of us

who graduate will get jobs, and

hopefully someday become success-

ful. However for those of you who

suffer from senioritious as I do. just

wanted to let you know your not

alone.

Alytheia Laughlin is a UMass
student.

Supporting immigration

John

Wilkinson

How many times have you seen

stories about immigration on

the evening news lately? How
many times have politicians called for

a moratorium on immigration, to the

applause of cheering crowds ol

American workers? How many times

has Bill Clinton promised to appoint

a commission to "study the problem"

and make recommendations on how
to solve "the immigrant problem?"

The answer to all of these ques-

tions is "too often." Politicians are

either opposed to immigration on the

grounds that we can't

afford it, or support

immigration on the

basis that it is

America's responsibili-

ty to provide for the

world's poor. Why does no one seem
to support immigration for the best

of all reasons, that it is good for

America? Immigration helps improve

the lot of every last American work-

er, and the country as a whole.

Numerous stories on "Dateline"

and "20/20" depict unskilled.

non-English speaking immigrants
stealing jobs from natives and placing

impossible burdens on social services

such as public education, social nccu-

rity and welfare. Stories like these

cause many citizens and politicians to

react to what they perceive to be a

"flood" of immigrants. Contrary to

this perception, however, immigra-

tion is not a problem, but a solution

to many of our nation's dilemmas. In

fact, America has a lot to gain by

greatly increasing immigration, and
we should do so at the earliest possi-

ble opportunity.

Anti-immigration groups such as

the Federation for American
Immigration Reform (FAIR), falsely

claim that immigration to the United

States is at record levels. That there

are simply too many immigrants
entering the country too quickly is a

common sentiment among even col-

lege- educated U.S. citizens. The

numbers and the facts of immigra-

tion, however, do not support this

view. The current yearly rate of

immigration into this country is

about 750,000. This compares with

nearly a million immigrants who
entered the U.S. annually during the

first decade of this century when the

native population was much smaller.

Furthermore, the percentage of the

U.S. population that was foreign

born is less than one-half of what it

was during that early part of the cen-

tury — six percent now compared to

nearly 15 percent

then. We like to think

of ourselves as a

nation of immigrants,

but we are really a

nation of the descen-

dants of immigrants. How many peo-

ple do you know who like to think of

themselves as Irish, Polish or Italian,

and how many of them were really

born in those countries? If America
could sustain a 1 5 percent immigrant

population at the turn of the century

when we were a relatively poor
nation ol tanners, we can certainly

do so now that we are a wealthy
nation of engineers and computer
programmers.

The main argument against immi-

gration is the supposed threat that

uneducated, unskilled immigrants

pose to native workers already disad-

vantaged by their own lack of educa-

tion and job skills. This is rarely the

case, though, as employers in indus-

tries from fast food to laundries to

lawn care say that they have to hire

immigrants because natives refuse to

work these jobs. No study, even
those sponsored by groups like FAIR,

has ever shown that legal or illegal

immigrants increase unemployment
for native born U.S. citizens.

Even if immigration did increase

unemployment for low- skilled native

workers, the problem would be easy

to solve. Currently, about 80 percent

of immigrants are admitted into this

country on the basis of extended
familial relations, i.e., 'hey have a

brother, uncle, cousin or in law liv-

ing in this country. If these 80 per-

cent of immigrants were instead

admitted on the basis of skill, not

only would we have a fairer system,

but we would also squelch fears that

unskilled immigrants are putting

Americans out of work.

The most important benefit of

increased immigration though, i^ iH

ability to give the U.S. a competitive

advantage that no other country
enjoys. The vast majority of highly

educated emigrants from other coun-

tries either went to school in the

United States or want to immigrate

to the United States. No other coun

try has the same appeal that the

United States has. We in America
should be using this appeal to our

utmost advantage to attract the kind

of talented, productive people who
will give us an edge in 21st century

global competition.

For those of us who worry about

competition for high- wage jobs

when we graduate college, it is useful

to realize that we have two options:

1) work with highly skilled inimi

grants when they come to the United

States or 2) compete against them
when they go to Canada or Australia

— two countries that have been dra-

matically increasing citizenship offers

to skilled immigrants, and have seen

productivity boosts as a result.

A larger number of immigrants with

high wage jobs means more taxes can

be collected and more money can be

made available for programs that pro-

vide for the elderly, support public

education and help disadvantaged

native workers with job skills retrain-

ing. Immigration doesn't just grow
our population as some critics seem to

think, it grows our economy, increases

our productivity and has benefits for

all members of society.

John Wilkinson is a UMass stu-

dent.

Cave men get lost

Lounsbury

She felt his eyes boring a

hole through her back.

"Can I help you with some-

thing?" my friend asked as she
turned to face the man who refused

to stop staring at her.

"Uh. sorry... my friends over
there were giving me a hard time."

he answered with slurred speech.

I'm sorry, but this is

no excuse to stare

relentlessly at some-

one who is sitting

five inches from you.

This was the scene

one recent Saturday night at a local

bar.

What I can't understand is why
guys have to be such pigs. Don't get

me wrong. I know that not all men
feel they have to make rude com-
ments to everyone who walks by in

a skirt. I happen to know a lot of

great guys who do respect women.
But 1 was totally appalled at the

behavior I witnessed uptown.

Two of my female friends and I

had decided to have a girls' night

out. Forget the guys. Who needs

them to have a good time?
Unfortunately, maybe we did. As
we sat in the first bar, older men
(alumni weekend is not the best

time to go out) kept staring and
trying to impress us. Basically they

just acted like fools. "What year are

you?... Oh, I was a senior once."

That's good to know. Thanks for

sharing that with us.

The next bar was a zoo. There

were wall to wall drunk people,

many of them guys making rude

comments. One of my friends was
even grabbed. Needless to say, we
left there pretty quickly.

As we walked down the street to

the last bar. a group of guys stared

us down. "You guys are all hot,"

one of them said as we passed by.

Uh... thanks. You
sound like an idiot.

What is the point of

acting like this? It is

certainly not the

way to impress any-

one. Not that a long-term relation-

ship is what any of these guys is

after.

What frustrates me is that

women have fought so hard to

become equal, but there are still so

many men that treat them like sex

objects. What's worse is that some
women may actually enjoy this

attention. I would hope that no one

actually feels that this attention is a

good thing, a reflection of their

attractiveness and self-worth.

I have also noticed that when
uptown in mixed company we have

no problems. It is sad to think that

we might need to have guys with us

to avoid harassment. I'd like to

think that we can go wherever we
want without needing them for

protection. As long as we cover

each other's backs, there is no dan-

ger to us, but the comments are

downright degrading. I do not

enjoy walking around town watch-

ing drunk college guys assert their

manliness by trying to act superior

to every female in sight.

If someone makes a degrading

comment to me. I have the urge to

say "Screw you, buddy." but I

always choose to ignore it and walk

on by. Then you get called a bitch.

Maybe they think women who
ignore their comments are rude,

but it really is not worth the atten-

tion to show that you care.

Remember, if you don't let them
see that it bothers you, they won't

be as tempted to come back with

more.

I just wish that I could under-

stand this behavior. These are not

the dark ages. By day, I take classes

where guys say that women are

equal and should not be discrimi-

nated against. By night, I have real-

ized that so many people our age

still have outdated views about
women.

Sure, we have come a long way
in this country over the years.

Women are holding positions once

held solely by men. women have

gained equality in many respects.

What bothers me the most is that

it is my generation acting this way.

We need to make changes now so

that women really can gain equali-

ty. I'm not asking for world peace.

I'm not trying to cure all the ills in

this world. I just want a little

respect. Is that too much to ask?

Amy Lounsbury is a UMass stu-

dent.

Letters to the Editor

Collegian coverage praised

To the editor:

Congratulations on your comprehensive coverage of

campaign UMass and the editorial "Supporting our

future." I want to thank the many students, faculty, staff

and alumni who were involved in making the Campaign
kick-off events so successful.

Working together we can accomplish all of our goals

and more for the benefit of current and future students, as

well as the broader University community.

We look forward to an annual October festival renew-

ing our commitment to the campaign that, as Professor

Julius Lester said at the kick off dinner, is no less than "a

visionary undertaking whose ultimate goal is to increase

and enhance the University's contribution to the intellec-

tual, political, economic cultural and social life of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts."

UMass is indeed on the move and deserving of support.

Royster Hedgepeth
Vice Chancellor for University Advancement

GEO expresses gratitude

To the editor:

Thank you to all of the members of the GEO and the

UMass community who turned out to our union's demon-

stration last Friday. Oct. 25. Special thanks go out to the

Collegian and reporter lonathan Liberty for providing

excellent coverage of the event for those members who

could not attend. Time will tell whether or not our pres-

ence outside and inside of Whitmore will make a differ-

ence. One thing is for sure — the Graduate Employee
Organization is rising again.

This is an exciting time to be a union member. For the

first time in over a generation, the American labor move-

ment is beginning to get up off its knees and fight back

against corporate giants and their willing allies in the U.S.

government. Here at GEO, members are beginning to see

the importance of their union again and are willing to

make their support known to the administration and the

larger University community like they did last Friday.

Even if the demonstration does not force the administra-

tion to bow to our demands, it shows our members and

supporters that the union is willing to stand up and fight

for our rights.

GEO has agreed not to discuss the details of the nego-

tiations with the press. This is always a fine line to walk

when the union is trying to communicate with over

2,000 members on the UMass campus. The issues that

GEO are fighting for however go beyond the intimate

details of negotiations. Increased access to the

Univer" :,
y. a living wage, job security, better health care

and adequate child care are issues we would rally

around, whether we were in contract negotiations or not.

We ask that everyone in the UMass community see our

demands not as just another union contract asking for

more, more and more, but as an attempt to keep the

University honest about its mission, to serve poor and

working people.

Patrick Crowley

GEO President

Write a letter to the editor
Keep it to 450 words, include name, address, and phone number.

Send submissions to Editorial desk, 113 Campus basement.
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Arts & Living
Monkees actually sing on comeback album
The Heads can't cut it f Dando goes a little crazy & House of Pain solid hip-hop

MEDESKI, MARTIN AND WOOD
Shack-Man

Rykodisc/Grammavision

ll.ilt u month after their sold-out

torn at the Northampton Center For

The Arts show (sponsored by the Iron

Horse, but put on at the NCFTA
because of that venue's dance floors

space), k'hn Medeski. Billy Martin and
Chris Wood are on record store

shelves again with their recent album.

Shack Man. recorded at "The Shack."

the trio's Hawaii recording studio.

A very intimate sound is evident in

all the songs on this album.
Everything sounds clean and pure,

with low use of effects and tricks.

The only problem with the mix. and
quite an important problem, is that

Woods virtuosi bass abilities end up
being buried under Medeski's key-

boards, which this album is most
prominently focused upon.

Nevertheless, as groove was the

fuel moving the crowd at the Sept. 21
show, it moves this disc from song to

funk/soul-jazz song. "Is There
Anybody Here That Love My |esus?"

is the opener and has a slow funk feel,

with Medeski switching between
organ and clavinet. "Bubblehouse."

with the tempo of its pumping theme

gradually gaining speed, was a winner

at the show, and is equally so on this

CD. "Lifeblood" prominently features

Martin for the first time showing off

his sublime percussive abilities, how-
ever it comes quite late in the disc.

Martin's technique is also spotlighted

in the song after that, "Jelly

Belly-

Wood does have
some featured

moments on this

disc, like his acoustic

solo on "Think"
(another September
show hit), and the

bass line of "Strance

of The Spirit Red
Gator," but he's not as

audible or as large a part of the

chemistry as he was in concert.

The best song is probably "Night

Marchers." with the Martin and Wood
rhythm section ripping out some sear-

ing hip-hop/funk backing energy to

Medeski's switch between Hammond
organ and a clavinet on wah-wah.
That clav on wah-wah sound's stacca-

to bite was also featured in September.

Shack-Man is a pleasant, yet killer,

hybrid of soul, jazz and hip-hop
styles grounded in deep, sweaty funk.

The energy of the trio's heralded live

COUHTESY KATRIN THOMAS

Evan Dando of the Lemoriheads

performance, which also thrilled the

Iron Horse proper in the spring of

this year, is well represented on disc.

A- (Joshua Boyd)

THE MONKEES
Justui

Rhino

"Here they come, walkin'

wn the street... again."

[Yes, the Monkees are

back — and they've got

^something to prove.

After 30 years of being

maligned, slighted and

ridiculed, the laughing-

stocks of '60s rock have

returned with a vengeance.

With guitarist Mike Nesmith back in

the fold (he'd wisely avoided previous

reunion projects — all of which were

blatant attempts to cash in on nostal-

gia), the reconstituted Monkees have

delivered and are seeking lustus.

Justus marks the first time the

Monkees have ever recorded an
album entirely by themselves.
Contrary to popular myth, they did

perform on their '60s product,
though usually augmented by session

musicians and the premier producers

of the day. Also, some of the best pop
songs of the decade were handed to

them.

Performed, produced, and written

entirely by the band, the Monkees
rise to the challenge quite admirably,

considering that they were, after all.

originally actors hired to play the

roles of a fictional rock band.

Kicking off with a remake of their

garage-rock classic "Circle Sky,"

lustus asserts itself immediately.
Micky Dolenz's surprisingly powerful

drumming and singing, Nesmith's
muscular guitar riffing and Peter

Tork's bass and keyboard work (not

to mention Davy [ones's masterful

tambourine) propel the album with

an energy and abandon rarely associ-

ated with the Monkees.

Also, the lyrics have as much bite

as the music. All four have recently

been divorced, and their anger
shows. Such tracks as "Never
Enough" and "Regional Girl" rock

convincingly and "Admiral Mike"
even takes a swipe at the values of

the media. "Daydream Believer. Pt.

H" this ain't.

Unfortunately, though, the band
can't maintain such intensity and
quality for the duration of the album.

The jangly Monkee twang of old has

been replaced by a fairly generic,

slightly '80's rock sound. The quality

of the songs themselves is also incon-

sistent, ranging from the slightly bor-

ing to the utterly embarrassing. Yet,

the sense of fun and purpose the

Monkees felt while recording this is

infectious, and far more genuine than

the contrived "reunion" songs issued

last year by the Beatles.

Justus won't win the Monkees very

many new fans, but it's definitely

good enough to keep the old ones
happy. C+ (John Hendrickson)

GO SAILOR

Go Sailor

Lookout!

Oh, Rose Melberg. Few indie pop
fans can argue her status as the

queen of American pop. Since her

days with the legendary Tiger Trap to

her current work with the Softies and
Go Sailor, Melberg has been charm-

ing her fans with her innocent song-

writing and vocal delivery for years.

Last year the Softies released the

beautiful album It's Love. While the

album ranks up with the year's best,

it laid back approach was a far cry

from Tiger Trap's days of revved up
pop hits.

Enter Go Sailor. Over the past two
years the band recorded three excel-

lent seven-inch singles on Yo-Yo,
Slumberland and Lookout! This new
CD compiles the three slabs of vinyl

and adds two slightly more obscure

compilation tracks.

While the album features no new
material, it is a delightful album per-

fectly suited for dorm room dancing.

Songs like "Fine Day For Sailing,"

"Blue Sky" and "The Boy Who Sailed

Around the World" capture the band

at it's brightest. Few artists can write a

simple pop song like Melberg — the

amazing thing is. that she hasn't

missed the mark yet.

Go Sailor is just Melberg's latest

project warming the hearts of pop fans

everywhere. In a day when sub-par

bands like Velocity Girl. Fuzzy and
Weezer clutter the airwaves, bands like

Turn to TRAX. page 8
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The Lost Poets

Lost Poets create

no nonsense style

By Daniel Bodah
Collegian Staff

It looked like a room where
corporate bigwigs would confer

and explain pie charts and profit

flow diagrams to each other.

There was a quiet, officious feel to

the space. But when Last Poets

Umar Bin Hassan and Abiodun
Oyewole chanted and ranted their

poems over the skilled drumming
of Don Babatunde in the Campus
Center at Amherst College
Monday night, it was a think-tank

of a decidedly different nature.

They started the night with a

plea to their mostly young, colle-

giate audience to be careful —
careful of the pretty, comfortable

environment at this college

named after a man who extermi-

nated Native Americans. This is,

they say, exactly the kind of place

where your mind can die if you
don't watch out. In this no-non-

sense style, the two crafted a per-

formance that was simultaneously

casual and powerful.

Taking the time to talk at

length with the audience between

songs, the two poets kept up a

steady stream of ideas and com-
mentary, often eliciting cheerful

agreement from the 50 or so
attendees. Abiodun talked about

teaching, insisting that it is a

hands-on job. We're being ripped

off. he says, unless our teachers

are taking the time to know us all

individually. Umar talked about

criticisms the band has received

for allegedly homophobic lines,

and also spoke about the use the

band makes of the word "nigger."

But ultimately it was the poems
everyone was there to hear. Umar
and Abiodun make a great pair:

Umar's unsparingly critical,

inward gaze dissects the mental

world of African American experi-

ence as he sees it, while Abiodun
counterbalances with his focus on

the beauty and strength of his

people.

Abiodun explained that

although he doesn't like wearing

shirts with bowties and so isn't a

member of the Nation of Islam, he
is strongly behind the work Louis

Farrakhan is doing — especially

such actions as the Million Man
March. For him the March repre-

sents a positive light in the

African American community,
mirroring an idea that the Poets

repeated again and again: if you
give out positivity and love, peo-

ple will give it back to you.
Abiodun's imagery is rich with

references to the physical beauty,

cultural accomplishments, and
human warmth of African
Americans. He's working hard at

counteracting the effect that over

a century and a half of slavery

have had on the African American

Turn to POETS, page 8
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Boston University
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CO(J«TESV FINf «IS CfNTUThe Meridian Arts Ensemble take the stage at Bowker Auditorium tonight.

Meridian Arts Ensemble brings own style to Bowker
By Seemo GangatinW
Collegian Staff

When it comes to describing the Meridian Arts
Ensemble, predictable is hardly the word that first

.springs to mind. Rather, this brass ensemble pays
homage to some of the greatest composers of the

classical era and then moves on to other, more
modern influences, like Frank Zappa.
Known for its innovative style, MAE has man-

aged to transcend six centuries of musical styles

to come up with an unusual program. Some
notable names found on MAE's programs
include Scarlatti. Bach and Hindemith. Nor
should it come as a surprise that this ensemble
throws in a bit of jazz fusion, ska, Afro-Cuban
and Calypso styles. Examples of some of the
songs MAE has been known to play are "Moo
Shu Rap Wrap" by Su Lian Tan and Zappa's
"King Kong." In addition, the performers com-
pose their own pieces, such as "MAE we
Strut/Crunch" by |ohn Ferrari.

The Meridian Arts Ensemble sprang
into existence in 1987 at the (ulliard

School. It wasn't long before people
began to notice this innovative group
and was hailed as "fire and brilliance"

by the Cleveland Plain Healer.

In 1990, MAE walked away with first prize in

the Concert Artists Guild New York Competition.
In 1994, the ensemble captured the Chamber
Music America/ASCAP Award for Adventurous
Programming.

The quintet is composed of trumpeters Richard
Kelley and |on Nelson, hornist Daniel Grabois.
trombonist Benjamin Herrington, tubist Raymond
Steward and tonight's performance will feature

special percussionist Ferrari.

MAE teamed up with Zappa to develop his

pieces for their repertory. Zappa's feelings about
the band are eloquently stated when he said, "Go
see them. They're excellent." In time, Zappa's
enthusiasm for the group grew to such proportions
that when he was sick, MAE came to play for him.

In fact, it is thought that the Meridian Arts
Ensemble is the last band Zappa heard before his

death in 1993.

Last August, MAE released its fourth CD, Prime
Merdian, featuring more of Zappa's music. Other

composers include Captain Beefheart and Milton
Babbit. MAE's previous CD, Smart Went Crazy,
spotlighted |immy Hendrix and Stravinsky.

MAE has performed all over the United States.

MAE has been hosted by Carnegie Hall, Chicago's
Symphony Hall and the Cleveland Museum of
Art.

In addition, MAE has racked up the frequent
flyer miles, making performances all over the
world. In the past MAE has visited lapan,
Columbia, Austria, Holland and Germany.
MAE has also made plenty of television appear-

ances, including PBS' "Live from Lincoln Center"
and international appearances on German, Dutch
and Austrian state networks.

The Meridian Arts Ensemble will perform tonight

at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium. Tickets are $20
and $15. Under age 17, tickets are $8 and Five
College Students are $5. For more information,
please call the Box Office at 545-2511 or (800)
999-UMAS.

Get ready to duck down
to the realm of Bucktown
By Chris Matter

Collegian correspondent

If you are not familiar with the

BootCamp Clik it's composed of

The Cocoa Brovaz (formerly
Smif-N-Wessun), Heltah Skeltah
and The Originoo Gunn Clappaz.
The Clik was introduced due to

the success of Black Moon who
blew open a new style in '93 and
put their boys on one by one.

If you were lucky and around
here in Spring '94 you caught
one of Smif-N-Wessun's very
first shows when they opened for

Black Moon at Hampshire
College. They were stage ama-
teurs, but brought the aura of
true veterans. They were live,

excited and they entertained
bringing the true essence of hip
hop to the Third Dimension. Few
of today's new acts can claim the

same, showing and proving their

reality, "1 am what I am and I do
what I do/ Puff mad lie, catch
wreck with my crew."
Heltah Skeltah will try and

make you, "understand that
Heltah Skeltah only means war.
The wars with everything outside

your door." So we all need
"Therapy" of some sort even
though we all have different
doors acting as the entrance to

our personal warzone.
Originoo Gunn Clappaz will

remind us that, "Fab Five's mad
live blow up the spot, Dru Ha
gets the paper Black Moon still

gets the props." So if heads roll

through unprepared for the
weather they are going to get
blown over by Da Storm.

There is but one thing with the

ability to cease the fire that
flames from the mouths of these

hardcore fanatics — the Pioneer
Valley's infamous lackluster hip
hop crowds. They tend to catch
the gust of enthusiasm five min-
utes before the finale and com-
plain it was too short. Be fore-

warned to come ready: the entire

show will last 80 minutes unless

they are inspired to play longer.

Not to worry though for a
great event will deplete your
vigor if the show can't. We will

be blessed by world renown mix
tape D|/producer Ron G. He's
been getting love on tape since
'91 when he caught props from
Q-Tip. He will spin the intermis-

sions and then a dance party fol-

lowing the shows end until 2
a.m.

So be wise, forget your finan-

cial responsibilities for now and
represent with 12 beans today for

the cost is $14 tomorrow. Don't
stress costumes, there should be
plenty of characters there. The
theme of the night is Timbo's
and fatigues best dressed soldier

gets backstage (if he's slick).

The Boot Campclik and Ron
C. performs at the Student Union
Ballroom tomorrow night. Doors
open at 8 p.m., show starts at
8:30 p.m. Advance tickets are
$12 students, $15 non-students:
$14 day of show.

Moan ;mJ uro.ui everyJ.iy nhuii the ( 'olLyan or get oft

your tat tunny .uul Jo sonic'thim.' .th>ut it! It something
iMi'i Ix-mu o ivi-jvJ or is K-ini: ignored, come and tell its

- the \v< >r-t we v.in J< i is leeJ \i hi t< > the lions. ROAR!

OVER
.200^ MUSIC • SOFTWARE MOVIES- BOOKS

FREE with any purchase over $10.
MEDIA* PLAY 4BS

Kick Butts
QUIT SMOKING
Support Group
Ongoing support group every

Wednesday night starting

October 23 from 7 - 8PM
at the UMASS Campus Center.

KiK)in number posted jt elevator

Are you thinkintj about «]«ittiti«j

fimldnj?

Hiva you quit mi felt it difficult

to «tiy quit?

Do you Want to kelp other people

auit and itay quit?

Come to your quit smoking tuppert

aroup.

Get professional advice aid

counseling, peer counseling end

prove* quit tipt ead techniques.

FREEDOM FROM SMOKING

FREE0FCHAR6E

For more information

call Steve at:

577-5181

Jointly sponsored by:

University Health Services

Health Education Division

rhe Family Planning Council

of Western Massachusetts

and The Massachusetts

Tobacco Control Program

THE BEATLES
Anthology 3

ALL CDs
11.99

Over
60,000
to choose
from! *

WJ N

ALAN JACKSON

take Kaplan
and get into the

right school,

MCAT
• Highly trained, expert teachers who

know the tests inside and out.

• Personalized, computerized study

plans, tailored to your individual

needs.

• Proven methods, guaranteed to

raise your score.

First class starts

November 16th!

the leader in test prep

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST

www.kaplim.com

"M" IS

FOR MALICE
Sue Grafton
Henry Holt - HC
Ust 25 00

FRANKLIN'S
HALLOWEEN
Paulette Bourgeois
Scholastic - PB

list 3 95

TRICK OR TREAT,

GREAT PUMPKIN
Charles M. Schulz
HarperCollins - HC
Liit 16.95

ALL NEW
YOKK TIMES
HARDCOVER
BESTSELLERS!

THE REGULATORS
Richard Bachman
Dutton -HC
Us) 24.95

DESPERATION
Stephen King
viking - HC
Ust 27 95

THE GREEN
MILE
Stephen King
Signet- Boxed Set

Ust 18 84

$

10
MIDI* PLAY
MAIL-IN RIBATI
wttfc exiy t+mpirter t*NM m* Hffffe WM *Mt

•I J*" —J -k.».

NHL 97

Quantifies limited Selection vorws by store

Sale ends November 2, 1996.

MECHWARRIOR 2
MERCENARIES

CD ROM

Hampshire Mall, Hadley, (413) 582-0410
Newington Commons Plaza, Newington, (860) 594 7272

Stateline Plaza, Enfield, (860) 253-4777
Crossroads Bucleland Hills, Manchester, (860) 648-5871

STORI HOURS INFIELD MON-SAT: SAM- 10PM, fUNi 10AM-7PM; ALL OTHER STORES: MON-SATt lOAM-IOPM, SUN: 1 0AM-6PM
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Go Sailor is that mu*h more needed to

prove that the pop song isn't dead. Go
Sailor performs at the Prescott Tawrn

at Hampshire College Nov. 12 K-
(Mike Burke)
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LONDON
HIOM HI. M>fT0N or DC

$154 $293
FROM NEW YORK

PARIS
$224 $427
ROME

$288 $549
SAN JOSE,
COSTARICA
$235 $446

I

I

Scmdui.d nights. I

I Farti to aorldwidt destlMtloM
|

Eiralliiuet avallakli.

• Weekend surcharges may apply i

J
Customs-Immigration taxes apply

J
I Fares subject to change without I

| notice. Int'l. student ID cards
|

may be required.

,M TRAVEL
342 Madison Ave . NY. NY 10173

212-986-8420*

800-272-9676
•in NYC

Book Now!
intercession and Spring Break

Coll Traveltime

587-301

1

(4^3)781-6150

Groups of 10 or mote

we'll come see you

take Kaplan
and get into the

right school,

LEMONHEADS
Car Button Cloth

TAG/Arfanric

Let's get this out of the way: yes,

Evan Dando might be considered to

some people attractive and if you

read any of the other reviews on this

album, you'll find this comment irrel-

evantly uttered over and over.

But with this album you'll find

Dando not only attractive sounding,

but also deliciously deranged and cre-

atively crooked. The seventh full

length LP by the Lemonheads fronted

by Dando goes off the mark and wan-

ders like a child into a world full of

questions and confusion.

Fresh out of the studio after a six

year hiatus (not counting EPs or

songbooks). Car Button Cloth is full

of lush pop tunes that Dando knows

how to spin. However these tunes are

littered with enough awkward noise

to make it more than just a sticky

cotton candy delight. This baby's got

substance and what might at first

melt in your mouth will stay stuck in

your head.

Carrying the image of an autistic

child throughout the album (from

cover to liner notes) Dando dabbles in

and out of half-truth and maybe's with

songs like "It's All True" and "C'mon

Daddy." Like Madonna, he also tells a

few twisted bedtimes stories with

"Hospital" and "Six." Skipping along

with Dando is a variety of garden

grown singers like Eugene Kelley, Bill

Gibson and |ohn Strohm. They all add

a little extra spice that complements

his demented stew but in no way

detracts from his original flavor as

heard in "If 1 Could Talk Id Tell You"

and "Tenderfoot" making Car Button

Cloth is a tasty treat that's hard to

beat. B+ (Tara MK Connelly)

BRENDAN BENSON
One Mississippi

Virgin Records

Whoever signed Brendan Benson

deserves a raise, a paid vacation and

a big tall glass of chocolate milk. One
Mississippi is exactly the kind of pop

album you don't hear much of any-

more — imaginative, clever, over-

whelmingly catchy and steeped in tra-

dition without being too derivative.

The album starts with "Tea." a

song that could easily pass for a great

lost Kinks' song. Short, sweet and to

the point, "Tea" segues into "Bird's

Eye View," a rollicking pop blast

with shimmering vocals and hiccup-

ing guitars. The whole album rolls

along at this pace — one perfect little

pop gem after another.

The key to Benson's success on One

Mississippi is his ability to hop from

style to style without sacrificing the

substance of the songs, or the flow ot

the album. The production has punch

without being repetitive and draws on

the full vocabulary of pop rock

sounds. Benson can roll from Zombies

style harmonies to Buzzcocks style

sparks without blinking an eye, and

still keep his Alex Chilton wink and

Scott Miller smarts intact.

Dropping names doesn't do him

much justice, however. Benson's indi-

vidual artistic voice is clearly defined

throughout — a debut album confi-

dent and glowing with both Benson's

individual stamp, and the spirit of

pop's greatest tunesmiths. B+
(Bradley Skaught)

THE HEADS
No Talking, Just Head
MCA/ Rodiooctive

Don't bother. This one doesn't

even look good on paper. The

Talking Heads without David Byrne

and a handful of guest musicians

make an album as The Heads. David

Byrne dropped the lawsuit against

these guys — maybe he heard the

album and realized it wasn't worth it.

Co-writing all the songs with their

special guests (except for Debbie

Harry.) The Heads prove themselves

• to be a very bland and tired sounding

backing band. The first song.

"Damage I've Done" with (ohnette

Napolitano, is a perfect example of

how lukewarm the album can be.

Napolitano is typically over the top.

her voice a gut busting force of nature,

but The Heads don't seem to notice.

It's one of the coldest, least interactive

duets since Sinatra's lifeless Duets

albums a couple years back.

A lot of the damage done here

would be forgivable if the songwriting

were tighter, but the good songwriters

(like Andy Partridge and Maria

McKee) aren't given much to work

with, and the less interesting songwrit-

_ Suzanne Vega brings mix

of folk & spirit to Noho
By lisa M. Ofcven

Cokgian Staff

Highly trained, expert teachers who

know the tests inside and out.

Personalized, computerized study

plans, tailored to your individual

needs.

Proven methods, guaranteed to

raise your score.

the l«ad«r in test prep and
admissions counsefng.

KAPLAN
1 800 KAP-TEST

www.kaplan .com

The Heads flop on their latest release

ers (like Michael Hutchence and Gavin

Friday) aren't even given the benefit of

an exciting musical backdrop.

No Talking, lust Head is a throw-

away — a lifeless album that doesn't

do an inch of justice to The Talking

Heads legacy, or to some of the great

names who lend their voices to this

uninteresting product. D (B.S.)

HOUSE OF PAIN
Truth Crushed To Earth Shall Rise

Again

Tommy Boy

Huh? What happened? Rewind. Is

this the same House Of Pain that

blew the scene up with "|ump

Around"? Is this the same House Of

Pain that rhymed about "Shamrocks

and Shenanigans"? Clearly not.

House Of Pain have done a lot of

growing up since their last album,

and albeit shocking it's a nice change.

You've still got Everlast's gruff vocals

but this time he's rhyming about the

hip-hop game in a style more remi-

niscent of KRS- One or De La Soul.

"I'm fed up time to go head

1
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Call for more information on this unbelievable opportunity.

visit our booth at the undergraduate Business Club

Career Fair on Thursday, October 31.

Kate Kane

The Steffen Agency
413/748-6000

MuWlm
em

Tbt>(.?tJiet Company*

http.//ww» Ni mtmt->temMulual com

It's one thing to

plan for success.

It's another to

achieve it.

ENTRY-
t EVEL SALES

Getting to know our customers, studying their needs,

embracing change and encouraging innovation keep Wallace

ai the forefront of our industry. The more we know, the more we grow - and the same

holds true for you. Ai an NYSE company with an 85 year history and $860> million in

sates revenues, we dominate the competitive information processing products market. As

a result, we car) provide unlimited opportunities for income and growth.

A position *» ml** offers the ideal opportunity to realize impressive earnings quickly

while extensive training acquaints you with our full range of products and services. At

Wallace, the sales role is open-ended and exposes you to several career paths that

enthusiastic high achievers can take to move into leadership positions within our dynamic

organization.

Excellent business and interpersonal strengths arc vital as is a college degree, ideally in

Business We offer a guaranteed salary and unlimited commission potential along with

exceptional benefits including profit sharing

If you are interested in learning about all the advantages Wallace offers, please see us at

the Career Fair on October 3lst from I pen- 5pm. We will also he having an Information

Session on November 1 2th in the Faculty Lounge located in the SOM Building and

interviews will be conducted locally on November 1 2th in the Mather Career Center and

on November 1 3th in the SOM Building. If unable to attend the Career Fair or the

Information/ Interview Sessions, please mail/FAX your resume to Colleen Capcl, Wallace.

1 1 33 Avenue of the Americas. New Yoric, NY 10036. FAX 212/398-015). Only

candidates who are being considered for employment will be contacted. EOE.

COUKHSY 1RANK OCXtNltlS

huntin', to many crews be frontin'.

get up I break it down a little some-

thin'," from "Fed Up."

The beats on the album, courtesy

of D) Muggs are slamming. He uses

sparse beats, reminiscent of the first

|eru album, and mixes them in with

some eerie spooky stuff like the

Gravediggaz. The result is a perfect

setting for the more sinister attack

House Of Pain has adopted.

"Heart Full Of Sorrow" featuring

Sadat X is reminiscent of Tribe's

"The Business" and is one of the

standout tracks. The "Fed Up" remix

featuring Guru is probably the best

song, as Guru's vocal dexterity and

smooth delivery provide the perfect

contrast for Everlast's gruff

approach. The song also exemplifies

where H.O.P. falls short. While

Everlast can hold his own lyrically,

his voice brings images of barroom

brawls to your mind, not bedroom

Casanova's or spiritual leaders.

This is a good album that should

establish House Of Pain as a solid

hip-hop crew, not just a hip-pop

one. While they do fall short in places

when they're on, and they mostly are

on this album, they can hold their

own with the best of them. Fans of

|eru, Nas and even De La Soul or

Tribe Called Quest should check this

out. B (Adam Dlugacz)

Suzanne Vega is herald as one of the

gre; est female songwriters in this

decade. Her musical career has

spanned a decade, and she has not only

garnered critical acclaim for her solo

work, but for side projects as well.

Tomorrow night Vega brings her

sprightly vocals to Northampton.

Raised in New York Spanish Harlem

and Upper East Side, Vega was privy to

many various influences during her

childhood. Her stepfather was a Puerto

Rican writer, so musically, multi-inter-

national artists were an integral part of

Vega's upbringing. She cites Astrud

Gilberto as her biggest singing influ-

ence, but also admits the she loved the

Beatles, Pete Seeger and Santana.

A prodigy in the making, Vega stud-

ied dance at the High School of

Performing Arts before attending

Barnard College for literature. At night,

Vega performed at small clubs, niching

for herself a spot in folk music.

Though Vega released a strong

debut, 1985's Suzanne Vega, she did

not have mainstream success until two

years later. Solitude Standing gave the

world Vega's chilling No. 1 single,

"Luka." From then on, Vega kept rack-

ing up more acclaim and more fans.

Vega has embraced many different

types of music during her career, each of

her albums shows a different side. On
Days of Open Hand Vega combined

acoustics with industrial textures, and

1992's 99 9F leaned more towards a

techno side. On Nine Objects of Desire.

Vega continues to progress, singing inti-

mate songs of heartfelt desire.

Along the road of success, Vega

embarked on various side projects,

working with acclaimed artists like

Philip Glass. |oe lackson. They Might

Be Giants and the Lemonheads. She

has also been featured on the Grateful

Dead tribute album Deadicuted. on the

soundtracks to Dead Man Walking and

The Truth About Cats and Dogs and

contributed to a Disney compilation.

Vega continues to excite fans and

critics alike with her intricate Wend of

funky styles. Tonight she will entertains

the Valley along with )ason Faulkner.

Suzanne Vega plays tonight at the

Academy of Music in Northampton at 8

p.m. Call 58b-#b8bfor tickets.

COORTISY NICK VACAMIO

Suzanne Vega will perform at

the Academy of Music tonight.

poets
continued from page 6

self-image.

Umar creates incredibly vivid

maps of the mind with streams

of crazy, lush, psychedelic

images. His commentary focuses

on pointing out the inner work-

ings of poor self- esteem, addic-

tion, and other ailments. A
number of audience members
knew exactly what he was talk-

ing about: they responded
throughout his incisive screens

with raised hands, nodding
heads and laughter. Near the

end of the performance Umar
did "This is Madness," a wild

piece in which he screams and

rants his way through cascades

of politically relevant images,

and for which he received

lengthy applause.

The trio ended their evening

with the hope that we would all be

inspired to think by their perfor-

mance. To a request from the

front row, they each did a love

poem as well, ending the night

upbeat and light.

For those who missed seeing

this important band, they have an

album. Mouth Almighty, coming

out in the spring. Check it out

and see that these older carriers

of the revolutionary torch are still

very much alive and strong in

spirit

WALLACE

GAY, LESS IAN,

BISEXUAL ISSUES

Heeds
Writers!
If you are interested in writing for the

Collegian and working on issues that

pertain to you or your friends please

come to the

Collegian at 113 Campus Center

and ask for Jamie Sinsheimer or leave t

a note in my mailbox. All students are

welcome to apply, whether you are a t

GLB student or just an ally.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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NY celebrates championship Tommy Morrison to fight Sat. in Japan
By Jim Fitzgerald

Associated Press

NEW YORK - An overflow
crowd of New York Yankees fans
released 18 years worth of frustra-
tion yesterday in a pinstriped party
that stretched from the House that
Ruth Built to the Canyon of
Heroes

The crowd was a mix of Little
Leaguers and Wall Streeters, die-hard
fans and bandwagon-jumpers.
Virtually all were decked out in
Yankee blue or pinstripes, turning
lower Manhattan into an enormous
blue and white pep rally.

Mayor Rudolph Giuliani
announced 3.5 million people attend
ed the city's "biggest and grandest
parade" ever, an unlikely estimate
based more on civic pride than reali-

ty-

Numbers aside, it was a second
chance for fans, many shut out of
scarce World Series seats, to celebrate
with players who enjoyed a season ol

second chances — injured pitchers
)immy Key and David Cone, recover
ing addicts Darryl Strawberry and
Dwight Gooden, manager |oe Torre.

"No way 1 would work today,"
shouted Pauline Frawley, a Queens
nurse who played hooky. "1 just want-
ed to experience the excitement of it.

The buzz. It's absolutely fantastic."

When the parade left Battery Park
shortly after 1 1:50 a.m. under sunny
skies and temperatures in the '50s, a

howl of triumph echoed for blocks
uptown.

As the procession rode up
Broadway, thick clouds of paper float

ed down onto the route traveled by
past heroes from Charles Lindbergh
to Nelson Mandela.

Cheers of "Let's go Yankees"
boomed off concrete walls, and peo-
ple scaled trees and hung from sky-
scraper windows for a glimpse of
the players who ended the longest
World Series drought in Yankees'
history.

The players returned the attention.

Cigar-smoking Cecil Fielder, who
escaped the last-place Detroit Tigers
earlier this season, aimed his video-
camera at the screamingMM

The shower of ticker tape — actu-

ally shredded phone books, computer
printouts and toilet paper — gave way
to a City Hall celebration, where each

of the team members received a key
to the city.

Torre and Wade Boggs told the

crowd they had never seen anything

like the parade marking the first

Yankees' title since 1978. "That was
the greatest sports spectacle in histo-

ry," said Boggs, who was given a

mounted police officer's helmet by
police commissioner Howard Safir in

tribute to the third baseman's horse

ride through the outfield after the
Yankees' victory.

"I've never been involved in any-

thing close to this parade, this mass
of humanity," said Torre, whj was
fired last season by the St. Louis
Cardinals. "This is absolutely spectac-

ular."

Earlier in the day, Torre rang the

opening bell at the New York Stock
Exchange. He appeared on a balcony
with NYSE chairman Richard Grasso
to ring the bell for the 9:30 a.m. start

of trading. Torre then waved and gave
the thumbs-up sign amid cheers and a

flurry of baseballs and caps.

"The harder you work, the luckier

you get," Torre said. "... As far as I'm

concerned, I'm the luckiest guy in the

world."

By Ed Schuyler, Jr.

Associated Press

NEW YORK - Anthony
Cooks told his girlfriend

that he will fight Tommy
Morrison, the HIV-infected

heavyweight, Sunday in

Japan.

"She just told me to be
careful, and she would pray

for me," Cooks said.

"Hopefully, nothing will

happen."

Frank Garza told his

estranged wife he had the

assignment to referee the

bout, a preliminary to the

George Foreman-
Crawford Grimsley fight,

and she replied.

Congratulations, you got

what you wanted."
"I don't know what she

meant by that," Garza said.

"I don't mean to be sarcas-

tic."

The two men participated

in a conference call

Tuesday before leaving for

lapan and the show that

will be seen Saturday night

in the United Stales on pay-

per-view.

The 44-year-old Garza,
of Detroit, saw his par-
ticipation as a chance to
promote AIDS aware-
ness.

Cooks has a simple rea-

son for taking the fight.

"A lot of people have
been saying I'm crazy to
fight, but ! need the fight, 1

need the money," said the

31 -year-old Cooks, of
Mukogee, Okla.

Cooks wouldn't disclose

his purse, but said it

would be more than his

biggest payday to date,
the $15,000 he got when
he was stopped by David
Tua in the first round July

21.

While Cooks said he
never had been cut,

Morrison has. He bled

badly when he was
stopped by Lennox Lewis
in the sixth round Oct. 7,

1995 in what was his last

fight before he announced
his retirement because of

HIV.

"I have no fear with
proper protection and
proper procedures," said

Garza, who planned to

would wear laytex gloves

and would discuss the
possibility of wearing gog-

gles. Boxers can't wear
goggles.

Garza said he is a former
member of the Michigan
boxing commission and
has attended several box-

ing seminars concerning
AIDS.
"There has never been a

documented case of boxer

transmitting HIV to anoth-

er boxer," said Garza, who
let it be known that he
would like to referee

Morrison's comeback
when the former heavy-
weight contender
announced he would fight

again.

"Tommy had said he
would donate his purse
for AIDS research, and I

said I would like to refer-

ee and I would give my
purse to AIDS research,"

said Garza, who estimated

he has worked more than

100 pro bouts in over 10

years.

Cooks said his pay was
still to be negotiated.

Cooks, who served 18
months in prison about 18

months ago for receiving

stolen property, said his

record is 1 1-5.

CAREER DAY 1996
Sponsored by Undergraduate Business Club

Thursday, October 31, 1 - 5 pm Campus Center Auditorium

ADP Enterprise Rent-A-Car Jennings, Ryan & Kolb, Inc. Simplex Time Recorder Co.

AMS Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. John Hancock (East) SmithKline Beecham
American Express Field Experience John Hancock (Westboro) Solion

American Power Conversion Filene's Lockheed Martin State Street Bank
Au Bon Pain Friendly's New York Life Stop & Shop
Black & Decker E&J Gallo Winery Nine West Teradyne
Budget Rent-A-Car GE Capital Northwestern Mutual Life T.J. Maxx
Caldor GE Plastics (Information Offtech Travelers

Chubb Management Leadership Olde Discount Stockbrokers Walgreen
Deloitte & Touche Program) Osco Drug Wallace, Inc.

Deluxe Corporation Heublein Pratt & Whitney Wal*Mart
Digital Equipment Corp. Hewlett- Packard Providian Bancorp
EDS (Electronic Data Systems) J.C. Penny Catalog Sherwin Williams

I I

get ready for
__.

iWBTm
mym—mm mm
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now!
Attention Graduating Seniors

Learn more about our exciting

Executive Training Program. Discuss the pivotal roles

that Assistant Buyers and Area Sales Managers

play in our continued success.

Join recent UMASS Alums at our upcoming

Student Reception

Hosted By Joseph Melvin, Chairman

Monday, November 4, 7-9pm

Memorial Hall

Learn more about how you can pursue

a dynamic and challenging career with Filene's!

Fl LEN E'S
THE MAY DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY
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Nets cut Bright
NFL

THANGVOXCOUtGCAN

Who's afraid of the big Black Bears?
Jeff Smith and the Massachusetts footDall team look to rebound this

weekend when the University of Maine's Black Bears come to McGuirk
Stadium. Came time is 1 2:30 pm.

AUTO STRUCK RENTAL

Weekend Special

Noon Friday to Monday AM Starting at $59.95

North Amherst
Motors

78 Sunderland Rd

North Amherst. MA
.«!•

• Cars • Mini Vans

•Trucks

• Cargo Vans

•15 Passenger Vans

• Low Daily/Weekly/

Weekend Rates

• We Rent to

Qualified Drivers

21 years or Older

• Direct Billing To

Insurance Co.

(One Mile Irom UMass bus route)

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP) —
The New Jersey Nets waived two
rookie tree agents to cut their roster

to 14, the team said yesterday

Cut from the team were Dom.a
Bright and William Cunningham,
both of whom were signed just

three days before the Nets began
their pre-season training camp Oct.
I.

Bright, a 6-foot-6 forward who
played under Nets roach John Calipari

at Massachusetts, averaged five points

in four pre-season games. He also had
six rebounds and six assists in 39 min-

utes of action.

Bright appeared in a pre-season
exhibition game with the Nets in

Amherst when the Nets played the

Washington Bullets on Oct. 13. He
scored eight points on three-for-

seven shooting, including a three

pointer. He was one-for- two from
the line in 20 minutes of action.

Bright also garnered two rebounds,

both defensive.

Cunningham, a 6-1 i center from
Temple, appeared in three pre-season

games and averaged 1.3 points. He
also had four rebounds and one block

in 1 7 minutes of play.

He scored two points in five min-

utes of action during the Nets
pre-season game with Washington.

TORONTO (AP) — Former
University of Massachusetts star

Marcus Camby has a slightly sprained

and bruised left ankle but is not
expected to miss the Toronto Raptors'

NBA season opener.

The team said Monday that X-
rays on the foot, injured in

Sunday's 80-77 loss to the

Vancouver Grizzlies, showed no
serious damage. He is expected to

play in the regular-season opener

Friday at the SkyDome against the

New York Knicks.

Camby was injured in the third

quarter when he fell after making a

layup on an alley-oop pass from team-

mate Damon Stoudamire. The
Raptors also said forward Carlos

Rogers, who did not play at all in the

pre-season after injury his back in a

fall during a scrimmage, is expected to

be available Friday night. The 6-foot-

1 1 forward practiced Monday at full

speed.

For Camby, it was his second
ankle injury of the pre- season. He
hurt his right ankle early in training

camp and missed about a week of

practice.

"Marcus is going to be a great

player in this league," coach Darrell

Walker said. "He can score, pass

and block shots. And when he adds

some bulk, he'll be a complete play-

er."

Walker has had only brief

glimpses of what first-round draft

pick (second overall) Marcus Camby
can do. The forward from UMass
has been slowed by a sprained
ankle, but so far Walker has liked

what he's seen.

In an exhibition loss to Golden
State, Camby showed some of the

form that made him the consensus

college player of the year last season,

scoring 15 points with six boards and
three assists.

The next night, playing a pre-sea-

son high 37 minutes, he posted simi-

lar numbers.

Collegian staff members Luke
Meredith and Casey Kane contributed

to this article.

continued from page 14

Steelery If Houston continues to play

hard nosed defense and can tie the

Oilers, their division record could

propel them to the division champi-

onship for the first time since they

dealt Moon to Minnesota.

The AFC East is perhaps the tough-

est division in football. Discounting

the Jets, which is easy to do despite

them finally getting their first win, the

division has a combined record of

19-10, with seven of those losses to

each other.

Indianapolis is in a bit of a small

slump right now, but even though
they are beset by injuries, has a nice

5-3 record. Lucky for the Colts,

they should start getting players

back just as they gear up for the

playoff run. If the offensive line can

give Jim Harbaugh even a little pro-

tection they should be ready to

improve on last year's playoff
record.

Buffalo is much more accustomed
to being in first place than lady and
New England, but they're the worst

off of the three. They have an entire

offensive controversy as they try to

run a slower offense, yet see Jim

Kelly struggle except when they're in

the hurry up. The defense can only

make up for their troubles for so

long, and the Bills need to decide

whether they want Kelly and the

K-Gun or Todd Collins and the regu-

lar offense if they want to head to the

playoffs again.

New England is in the midst of the

most important string of games of

the season, and is making the most

of it, having beat Indy and Buffalo.

The addition of Keith Byars, who

caught seven against the Bills, seems

to have given stability to the young

offense, and the defense should

improve when Ricky Reynolds

returns. They have the latest in a

series of must-win games against

Miami this week before getting a

brief break against the Jets. If they

can win both of these, the Patriots

will be 7-3 and have a good shot to

make the playoffs.

Miami, on the other hand, is in

trouble, having lost four of their last

five. They should get a boost with

Dan Marino and Fred Barnett return-

ing, and with Johnson smoldering

after the loss to Dallas, but it may not

be enough.

So in the NFC it looks like San

Francisco. Carolina, Green Bay,

Dallas, Philadelphia and Washington

will vie to face one of Denver, Kansas

City, Pittsburgh, Houston.

Indianapolis or New England in the

next Super Bowl.

Jacob W. Michaels is a Collegian

columnist.

UMass
Student
legal
Services
Office

FREE
confidential
professional

legal services
for UMass
students!

545- 1 995

CAUWDAW
922 CAMPUS CENTER

— Important Announcement—
Pre-Registration for Spring 1997

The Writing Program Placement Test

will be offered on the following dates:

Monday, November 4, 1996 and

Tuesday, November 5, 1 996

7:00PM Bartlett61

This test may be taken only once.

Students should pre-register

forENLGLWP. 112.

Students do not need to

register for the test.

51

mmmjlo. 2% n ptaiJim 11. Anfllru 256.0733

US nwr. il ncrmampmr. H5G155

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OFMASSACHUSETTS PRESENTS

A WEEKLY PROGRAM SERIES: SOMETHING EVERY FRIDAY
featuring

Stand-up Comedian

TED ALEXANDRO

BLUEWALL CAFE
•November 1, 1996 • 8:00 pm •FREE!

"THE ROCK" Immediately Following

in the BLUEWALL CAFE
for more Information check out our website:

http://www.umass.edu/campact/events/calendar.htm
Th/s series Is made possible by a Grant from the Auxiliary Series and the Wee hancellor for student Affairs

And the Massachusetts Dally Collealan.

MWeSW 15 UMASS DftV

Al

GEAR
Every Wednesday Come Into Campus Gear And Check

Out Our Featured Items On Sale For That Day Only

_ 25% OFF!
JILL OH/109 EMBROIDERED

SWEATSHIRTS % T-SHIRTS

Offer Valffc On Wctmcst^ On\\\

CAMPUS GEAR
255 TRIANGLE ST.. AMHERST 549-0944

Between Dairy Mart & Northampton Co- Op Bank

Lynch
continued from page 14

the game just makes Lynch that much
smarter and intuitive, which in turn
helps her to see plays and strategies

before they happen.

"I definitely take pride and joy in
stopping other teams from scoring,
and then once we get the ball, you
always have to vision of the entire
field, see what's going on and it

easier to make decisions," Lynch
said.

"Defensively and offensively, 1

like to contribute. There's no way I

can be a attacker, and I don't want
to be just a defender, I want to
contribute to the success of the
team."

The tactically sound coaching
style of Rudy is almost tailor-made
for a player like Lynch. He has
always got the most out of his play-

ers, as his ethic centers on all for

one, and one for all positions.
Understated as always, he has wit-

nessed the creative genius of
one-fourth of his defensive corps,
and he thinks he'll keep her.

"She does so many difficult
things easily," Rudy said. "Like
run on to bouncing balls, that she
picks right out of the air somehow
on a first touch, and gets it played.

And when she goes, she is always
open.

"We call her 'The Dagger', she
goes right up the belly of opponents
when they do not expect it, and then

there is a shot or a great serve. She is

a wonderful player."

In a special class

Every once in a while, an athlete

will come along, and with their

steady, skillful play be put on the
backburner when il comes to instant

recognizability. They are so good at

what they do that they make the game
look easy. The spotlight then switches

to someone else on the team, because
it almost becomes boring to keep
mentioning the sublime greatness of

their game.

Let's use some local sports figures

for examples: for every Norris Trophy
winner like Ray Bourquc, there is a
Cam Neely, and for every Gold
Glover like Dwight Evans, there is a
|im Rice. During the season, these
type of players who are defensively

strong are taken for granted. After the

season, though, the plaudits and
award-winning hardware piles up on
their shelves.

This has happened to Lynch. Over
her first three seasons she has been
initially overshadowed by names like

Paula Wilkins, Nicole Roberts and
Rachel LeDuc. But in the end, her
All-American and Atlantic 10 Player

of the Year selections over the past

two seasons speak loudly, clearly and
for themselves.

Rudy tries to shy away from sin-

gling individuals on his team, at any
space in time. The trademark of his

coaching success has been team
first, and any individuals can trans-

fer out to schools like North
Carolina later. But he can not deny

the special class of player that is

Erin Lynch.

"Lynch is a bigtime player, and
one of the best in the country," Rudy
said. "You do not recognize that until

someone says 'stop looking at the

game, and look at Erin Lynch and
how she plays the game."

For the heir apparent to the senior

leadership on defense, junior Erica

Iverson has seen up close the true

nature of Lyucli's game. The normal-

ly outspoken defender shied away
when asked about one of her partners

in crime. For good reason, she is a

big fan, and Lynch is one of a kind to

her.

"I hate for you to put this in writ-

ing, but I have never had someone
whose been an idol that is famous, or

anything like that," Iverson said. "But

if anyone asked me if I had an idol, its

Erin. The intensity that she puts out

there, some of the things she does,

and how she plays the game is just

everything I wish I could be, and
could do."

A sort of homecoming
From her first steps on the Garber

Field pitch as an admittedly nervous

freshman, to Senior Day last Sunday
afternoon, the esmotional wheel for

Lynch will not slow down, as she

travels back to home territory for

this weekend's Post Oak Mall

Classic. It will all come down to this,

as the four-year old girl with a soc-

cer ball of the past will meet the

immediate future in College Station.

Texas.

"Well, as a team, this is the
most important tournament of the

year, because it will determine if

we get into the NCAA's or not,"

Lynch said. "As a homecoming, I

am just excited to see my family
and my friends, and to play in front

of that crowd. I mean, those are

the people that helped me come to

school at UMass, and to be able to

go back and play for them will be
great."

In the end, arrogance and flam-

boyance are the last things to come
to mind about Lynch. All she wish-

es after her four year career at

UMass is an early Christmas pre-

sent, and that is one more trip to

the NCAA's.
"Its kind of sad. because you've

contributed a lot to the UMass soccer

program, and to the university, and
you want to end it in a positive way,"

Lynch said. "You want to be success-

ful and give back half of what they've

given to me. It's been a great experi-

ence, and I don't want it to end.

"I just want it to continue, and if

we win these two games this week-
end then I think we have a good
chance to go on to the NCAA's.
That has been the major goal of the

season, and I think that can hap-
pen."

And if that happens, then Erin
Lynch's final wish in a UMass uni-

form will come true.
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CANDLE
GRAND OPENING

236 N. MAIN ST., AMHERST
(NEXT TO KINKO S & THE BRANCH BEYOND)

OPEN DAILY

NOV. 1-2-3
FREE GIFT TO THE FIRST 23
CUSTOMERS EVERYDAY!

HAHD CRAFTED GLASS CANDLE8 & VOTIVES
CAHDLE8 IN A VARIETY OF SHAPES,

SIZES, COLORS, C SCENTS
TDf, IRON €> WIREWARE. HAMD CRAFTED

ylh POTTERY, GLASS ACCENTS M

nitiss
\V77

C/)oo„ nfla

Metiers fair
V •

Wednesday, November 6, 1996

6:00 pm-7:30 pm
Student Union Ballroom

MORE THAN 60 MAJORS
WILL BE REPRESENTED
Sponsored by the University Advising Center

the Honors Program
The University Career Center

LOOK FOR 7KICE5 5LA5HEP SHOES FOR GREAT SAVINGS!
Hampshire Mall, Route 9, Hadley

Fawcett
continued from page 14

and only some gloves tor posts,

was the place where the love of the

game began.

Competing with the kids from
the neighborhood started his

career out, but summer hockey
camps and his stint with the C|HL
Gloucester Rangers solidified his

sporting choice.

The early co-leader in team
scoring, with Juden and Norris,

did not even know about UMass
initially. But after a little swaying
from Mallen, the brand new
Minuteman hockey program,
with an opportunity for playing

time, and the brand new rink,

sold the Pioneer Valley for

Fawcett.

"The best thing was that it was a

new program, so I figured that it

would be good to come into a new
program and start off with a new
start, and get my feet wet,*
Fawcett said. "So, I figured if I

came here I would have a better

chance of playing. Plus, it really is

not that far from home, its not too

bad, and some people think that

Canada is really far away, but its

not."

His own personal hockey devel-

opment over the past two years

has been gradual. Mallen has seen

all the hard work Fawcett has put

in, and is rewarding him now with

the playing time.

"His freshman year when he

came in ne naa a oau pair ui

skates, or something like that, and
he was a freshman," Mallen said.

"Now as a junior he has a lot more
confidence, and that's the key right

now, more confidence and that

line is starting to interact a little

better.

"He's paid his dues, he's worked
hard the past two years, and now
he's earning his playing time now.

He deserves a lot of credit."

Fawcett knows he had to work
on his game, and the scoring touch

he had with the Rangers ('93-'94:

37g, 44a, 81pts) did not immedi-
ately translate to his UMass game.

He did not dwell on that fact, and
worked on his complete hockey
game. The quietness of Fawcett.

on and off the ice, looks like it is

about to explode, and that can
only mean good things for the

Minutemen.
"The past few years I've been

struggling with my scoring, so I

have been trying to work on other

stuff, like my defense," Fawcett
said. "Offense comes off of good
defense.

"We have a really good team this

year, a lot of guys are committed
to playing well, and doing whatev-

er they have to, playing their roles.

We have a lot seniors, and this is

their last year, so we are going to

do whatever we can for them to go
out with a bang."

SHOPPING FOR PRICE?

DISCOUNT OIL
\'i >i llumpion I 1< iluikv

584 4112 • 535 1888

SAME DAY DELIVERY

The
Foundation of

.

Alternative Medicine is...

Naturopathic Medicine

Doyou want to be a PRIMARY t

PREVENTIVE CARE PHYSC1AN?

Doyou want to focus on NATURAL

MEDICINE and the PRINCIPLES of

NATUROPATHIC MEDICINE7

The National College of Naturopathic Medicine

The Parent Institution" of the Accredited Naturopathic Doctorate Degree

Tor neerly forty yeers, The Naoonel CoBegr at Naturopathic Mediant hu been trammg

pnmery end preventative cere phy»cians to offer medial cere m e hoiijbc approach NCNM'i

residential graduate program prepares you to at for licensing boards m en expending number

of stes. Interest in Primary end Preventative Health Care that emphasaes me basic principles

of Naturopathic Medicine is taking quantum leaps each year NCNM is located in the heart

of me beautiful Pacific No*we* Portland, Oregon. The Cou^ u preparing for the growth

expfojKwi in iltemabve health care by implementing • fealty expansion plan

A representative from the NCNM Admissions Office will be

on campus at the Graduate & Professional/Career Fair.

11231 St Market Street, PorUand, OR 97216 (503) 255-4860 Fax (503) 257-5929

f ft

L
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ACTIVITIES
Notice 10 Fornwr Sludot.U ol MR
HOWARD UOYD. English Teacfier.

at MATAWAN ABERDEEN HIGH
SCHOOL IN J ) On November I MR
LLOYD is being (filed for 50 years of

teaching— and still going strong!

Queries, cards, and Congrats can be

sent care of Pattie Mattem. MRTA
Office. Aberdeen Townsquare
Snooping Ctr . Route 34. Matawan.

NJ 07747 (908)583 2286

AUTO FOR SALE

GREAT CAR

Toyou Tercel 1M 58.000 miles

Hatchback Superb condition! New
stereo $3.700 7564330

S3 Mitsubishi Mirage 18 49k

miles, AC. stereo/cass . auto, excel

lent condition $7800 or B/0 753

1657 Ml

Olds Cutlew Ciere 1M3 75.000

miles, great condition $1500 00 or

B/0 753 1653

EMPLOYMENT
RES[ARCH INTERVIEWERS
ART Telephone Research Center

seeks candidates tor interesting

part-time telephone assignments to

collect data on a variety of reseaich

topics Absolutely no selling

involved Computer/typing skills

required Flexible hours Monday
Friday 5pm 11pm, Saturday nam
5pm . and Sunday 17pm 5pm and

5pm 10pm Must work a minimum

of 70 hours per week Start at

$5 75/hour with paid training and

earn up to $7 00/hour Conveniently

located in the New Venture Center,

with free rides on nearby bus lines

interested candidates please call

1413)587 1607 An equal opportunity

employer

WMUA 91.1 FM is looking to lure a

music director UMass undergrads

only Strong organisational skills a

must Knowledge of music pre-

ferred Submit resumes and cover

letters to Programmer's Mailbox.

105 Campus Center by Fn Nov 1 at

5pm Questions' Call 545 7876

ASIAN/EUROPEAN EMPLOY-
MENT live in Prague. Budapest.

Tokyo etc teaching simple conver

sational English No teaching back

ground or languages necessary Call

1919)9681164

EMPLOYMENT
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
- Apply now tor summer All sea

sonal positions open Rafting Co

and Dude Ranch jobs also available

Call 919 968 1164

Wirited Spokesperson for

International Co $10 00 per hour 8

10 hrs per week Person must be

outgoing, responsible and comfort-

able in groups Models are encour

aged to apply Call TASP
International 1-800-879-4777 Ask

for Sean Sweeney

P.T. Administrative Positions
-

duties range from filing to Ig media

events Flexible hours. 10-15

hrs/wk Call DataViews Corp /HR

Dent 586-4144

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING -

Students needed 1 Entry-level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services I706I 9/1 3600 ext R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to $25 $45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan. S Korea No teach-

ing background or Asian languages

required For info call (706)971

3570 Ext J50016

EMPLOYMENT
Logel Assistants Wcniad -

Spring J7 Internships with the

Student Legal Services Office get

hands-on experience in the legal

field—work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 under

graduate credits No experience in

the legal profession necessary-
training provided Contact the

Student Legal Services Office today

for an application 545-1995. 977

Campus Center

MAKE MONEY
SIMM'S Possible Reading books

part time at home Toll free

(8001898 9778 ext R 1/3? for list-

ings

FOR SALE

Car Stereo $40. Aiwa stereo head

phones $70 brand new. used ix

Cela 546 3506

Computer Desk $75. women's skis

w /bindings, boots (6) $350/package

SONY 5CD changer $100. CO & cass

holders Steve or All 753-7670

Bon lor sale 5 5 w/setup $180 or

B/O Call 753071 7 and ask for Sam

Color Printer - Panasonic KX P7123

74- pin Color Super Quiet Dot Matrix

printer $170 Mike © 546-6963

FOUND
Found Pair ol Sunglasses at

Totman Describe them and they're

yours' Call Brian 6 5701

INSTRUCTION
Bartend with University

Bartending 50% student discount.

Amherst classes starting sooni Call

1 800 U CAN MIX tor into

SERVICES
Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade 7 In house service, call

Scream Savers 5490083

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for tree

testing and assistance 549 1906

Boning Lessons with

Bumpus All Welcome
brochure 413 737-8817

MUSICIANS

Djata

For

Typing/Bookkeeping Service
We're perfectionists' A*C
Bookkeeping 549 0501

Established lunk outfit seeks

rhodes and/or hammond player who

can GROOVEi Call Andy 549-1016 or

Jason 367-0159

MISCELLANEOUS

Private Hotel Required for Oxford

University study Can you. your par

ents. friends or relatives help 7

Alison 546 4761
*

New Metabolism Breakthrough

Lose 5 100 lbs Guaranteed $35

800776 9503

Have you been ripped off by a

retailer? Contact the Student Legal

Services Office regarding your rights

as a consumer 927 Campus Center.

5451995

TRAVEL

Quebec City for New Year's! 3

nights at 5 star Hilton located in

Quebec City the oldest city in North

America $89 pp SKI and PARTY Call

Dominic at 533 1600 now* Limited

space, hurry'

SPRING BREAK Week in Jamaica

from $499 pp March lb 77 m Negril

Includes RT air, 7 nights hotel, par

ties/events and all taxes Call

Dominic at 413-533 1600 or 800

737 7415

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAKI Earn cash'

Highest commissions/lowest prices'

Travel free on only 13 sales'! Free

into' Sureplash 1^00-476 7710

TRAVELTIME Has great deals on all

your travel needs 587-3011

(413)781-6150

SPRING BREAK AMD ALL OTHER

TRAVEL SPECIAL RATES FOR STU-

DENTS INSIDE NJ CALL (701)533

0300 OUTSIDE NJ CALL (800)699

4988

FREE TRIPS AND CASH Find out

how hundreds of student represents

tives are already earning free trips

and lots of cash with America's II

Spring Break Company' Sell only 15

trips and travel free! Cancun,

Bahamas. Maiatlan. Jamaica, or

Florida' Campus Manager positions

also available Call Now' Take a

Break Student Travel (800)96 Break'

WANTED
Tutor for Math 455. ECE 311 and

313 Willing to pay $15 an hour Call

Amy 5464706

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20<£ per word/day

I11

others
40£ per word/day

r-»l
JvJCLHEFUNDS __

Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
Activities Musicians

Announcements Miscellaneous

Apartment For

Rent

Motorcycles

Personals

Auto For Sale Room For Rent

Employment

Entertainment

Room Wanted

Roommate Wanted

For Sale Services

Found (2 days

Free)

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Happy Birthday

Houses For Rent

Instruction

Travel i i

-» rntr
Transportation

Wanted to Rent

Lost Wanted

Answers to

Yesterday's Puzzle.

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
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22 23
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37 38 1
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1 45 46 *' ' 49 50

51 52 53

1
!

55

1
" "
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Underneath

45. Disable
1. Gnathonicone 47. very thm
S. Sell 46 Zero
9. Frontiersman Wyatt

SI. "SayHeyKid"
13. Lhasa (dog

54. Giveover
breed)

55. Highest point
14. Four-door car 56 Gay

Anemic's need15. Stnke replacement 57.
16. Captain's assistant

58. Adoatres
17. Ransom demanders 59 imitative one
19. Org. explored by the

60. Cbnsttania. now
Mossad

20. Shrewd

21. Go higher
DOWN

22. Yule songs i. Pack down, as

24. SUckum tobacco

26. Type ol wave 2. Fad btrthstone

27. Flapjack-makers tool 3. Flabbergasts

20. Mammontst 4. She fawns over a

11. Come off m chips fawn

32. Model Carol 5. Bndal-shop

34. Scrooge's cries merchandise

36. Investigate 6. Author of Science

36. Forever day ana Health

(2wds) 7. _ Shan (Chinese

37. Ernst mountain range)

38 Catcalls a Watson and Cnck's

36. Completed model

40. Helps 9. Sported

42. Aaron Neville, e.g. 10. Tops

43. Egad. e.g. 11. Lightly cooked

12. TV network

14. Adroitness

18. Stick-in-the-mud

20. Last

21 Poems of tribute

24. Up for

(available)

Similar

26. Regal topper

27. Ftackates

28. People with property

Church officer

Graduate degree

(abbr.)

Foam
33. Little child

35. Pique provoker

regm

72 convention site

Slippery

41. Dirty

42. Uptight

44. Actor Charles

Cats' prey

The Faene Queene
character

Show publicly

Pagan's statue

Gauze weave

Gum lump

Smog-watching agcy

53. Gas stations offering

54. Labor gp.

25

29.

30.

31.

36.

38
39.

45.

46.

47.

46.

50.

51.

52.
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Personals Policy

4.

All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the asn'lled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and
• -ihHtcense-TTurnber must btf recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

Penalties under the law.

he Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

ARIES
March 21-April 20

You may feel claustrophobic with a

person who's set on doing things

exactly by the rules. Give It a

chance, and hold your tongue. You

may gain some Insight Into the

rules, as well as accomplishing your

task a lot sooner.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

Pay close attention to spending this

week—with a Utile care, you could

save big. Focus on housework to lift

your spirits. A little effort pays off

with gorgeous results. You could

even feel inspired to greater things.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Work-related socializing Is produc-

tive this week. You'll gain valuable

information, but It's vital that you

don t reveal too much. Small talk Is

a valuable skill for you to employ,

even though It's not much fun.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Pressures at work may be clamoring

for your attention. Try to focus on

something relaxing, without

abdicating your responsibility.

Looking at the big picture will help

you gain valuable perspective.

LEO
July 23-August 23

Choose the right partner or team

to accomplish more than any one

person could do alone. Effective

leadership of this group will be

Invisible—you don't want to divert

productive energy Into a power

struggle.

VIRGO
August 24-8eptember 22

Looking for love? Active pursuit Is

the key—with the emphasis on

active Take yourself out and do

things that you love, rather than

focusing on the search. The more
you enjoy yourself, alone, the more

Irresistible you'll be.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Don't forget to pay an old debt

or fulfill an old promise. It's

better to generate goodwill than

to apologize later. Besides, they

haven't forgotten. Focus on career

objectives to Improve your

circumstance over the long run.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

Add a new skill to your collection.

It's a great way to make friends,

and you never know when It will

come in handy. You could manage

to be In the right place at the right

time. Now Just be sure to say the

right thing.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Seek additional Income In an

unusual place. It's a great way to

add lo your spending power without

sacrificing precious personal time.

Showcase your particular expertise

for even better results.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20

A positive mood swing has you

feeling as though you could conquer

the world. Start with your own

small corner, and you could be

amazed at what you accomplish

before you know it.

AQUARIUS
January 2 1-February 18

Focus on learning this week since

you're In the mood anyway. But try

to get yourself away from overly

structured learning methods. You
may be In need of some practical

experience to fill out your theory.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
If you're faced with a particularly

overwhelming task, try to delegate

some responsibility. If you're all

alone, break the Job down Into

chunks of a smaller size. Take It

one bite at a time, and you'll get l(

done without being swamped.

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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Always Wanted On* of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas*

—

1 '—
'Vi

Robotman By Jim Meddick

fJmWf

J) /
f
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4 ;yy

-o t>
Toolao^s Sr»(D

Vvxs V>ee*\ coj\-

celled aloe +o
ittW (era*ce fWi
h\f aofViors: cuts.

(eVeruone's a. CfiTic.

MUMMIAUAHAMMA!- iiwe f 1 LQMfcWE PART WHE*J
QMNBN RWM HIS TRlCYClG ON
THE BMCONV /JHItf. HIS MCM'S
W THC STePLMOGR MJP.

WWMfrfftlMMBr,
ttfc WKW\..VWK»fir-FWWaWlt4G.

Drabble By Kevin Fagan
Dilbert By Scott Adams

ACE SOU COMING WITH

CT-T ^.OAD7
NO,THANKS. I'LL

*5TAM Howe, AND
PtV^OOTTWeCANCH

WtuXAJLDN'lWAMT
TOOl^PvtHNTAlL
THE UTUETRlCK-
0R-TRe«ei»!

THIS AWARD GOES
TO TIK\ FOR HIS

INCREDIBLE ACCOfA-

PLISHrAENT.

VM
/N® n

AFTER TLoO VEARS OF

STONEWALLING ALL

PROGRESS, TTrA FINALLY

AGREED TO DO THE
lOORX FOR WHICH HE
tOAS HIRED

WE LOOK
FORWARD
TO WORKING
LOITH TllA fAS
IN THE

COMING YEAR

IF I'D

HAVE TIIAE

FOR THAT

"M

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick 8 Years In Braces By Eric Petersen

Nf\UJ, HE. TAK£ C
_>

AFTER, MY M.GTHE*

.

m

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom

/ have only one friend named

BRAD.

I guess that's because the

rest were kilted during the great

BRAD purges of 1953, '62, and

'74.

My friend BRAD was born

py&rseqs in Asia when ft*jjftfc i.

purge happened. He likes it

because it helps with girls at

parties.

Personally, I think it's wrong

to take advantage of his rare

name. But I'll bet he's always

looking over his shoulder for

potential BRAD bigots.

I think people should be on

guard against anti-BRADISM

creeping subtly into their soul.

It's everywhere especially

among the ignorant. I'm so glad

I live in a college town where

everything is less obvious.

University1 By Frank Cho Clasa to Home By John McPherson

OFFlCCTS/'VbtJ
HAVE To HEW ME
MY EA BO/FRIEMD

IS BEATING MY
,»Tl ToAPUlP'

\

ERIC TJo* if
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TMC rplNE'

MAti 1 MjWI»j !
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Ttui ofiiy

Sua ham

Hev.ttofcjuT

TW KtMirtD

Yooof A
RtMi-v B*r)

'Citlp,'

Efi r»pe

J&
Duh By Maura and Micala

1 r5
„t>° f rv*T

After exhausting days and long commutes from

their respective offices, Bob and Kay give each
other the look that says: "I thought you were going

to pick up the kids from day caret'

Leedee By Mike Rybicki

Hf^E Rt VJfiW. Vue

Tft« SPectu Pr.de
OoRm RAtwRoc-«i\s.

IN ouf\

iluse Dflim»ir>s fUE so
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\
c omPlrv.i

h

W» \}S rrvofie &.60UT
THE BflrH«.«ON\s, O W'.SF

LA\|ATO*.y SAfct'

£

G'.RiS G<5 to me BftrHRo»r»\

IH Gtloops Wltfft«AS cuts
Go TO Tl>e BATHRoOrvx

'.M VJR'.MAls .

Huffy fiusMiMG
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Social Norm By Mr. K

YOU HAVE

Rlfi-HT TO REAUI

ttLENT ... ANYTH

THe
I OH BOY! r nam

tN,
Y0u* AUTHWITr AND
TMf *IM VW FIAVHT

WALL I &IP YOU
iilrt) THE VULCA.MIL

Today's Staff

Tara "Marcia" Connelly
Night Editor

Lisa "Jan" Oliveri

Copy Editor

Elizabeth "Cindy" Brown
Photo Technician

Marc "Johnny Bravo" Dionne
Production Supervisor

Mark "Peter" McGrath
Rob "Bobby" Snow

Production

Today's D.C. Menu
Caff 3*3-2626 lor -or. ImUnmmHmm.

Franklin

Would you do it

for a Scooby
Snack?

-Velma

99

What do you call the

horse next door?

Your "neeeigh"-bor

Yuk. Yuk.

LUNCH
Mac and Cheese

Chicken Cut Sandwich

Spicy Black Bean Burger

DINNER
Roast Beef

Cheese Lasagna

Chicken Breast

Sandwich

Hampshire

LUNCH
Chicken Cut Sand.

Hamburger w/o a Roll

Grilled Cheese

DINNER
Roast Beef

Baked Ziti

Worcester

LUNCH
Mac and Cheese

Roytini with Sausage

Sauce

Red Beans

DINNER
Roast Beef

Caponata w/Stuff

Baked Ziti

Berkshire

LUNCH
Mac and Cheese

Roytini with Sausage

Sauce
Triple Bean Casserole

DINNER
Roast Beef

Hot Chicken Wings
Caponata w/5tuff

Baked Ziti
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There will be a mcetiny for ALL Collegian sports staff mem-
bers Wednesday, Oct. 30 at 7 p.nrf. in the Collegian news-

room. This meeting is mandatory; winter beats will be dis-

cussed. If you can't attend call Chris or Casey at 545- 0719.

Sports
Field hockey to play the Big Green Redskins league's biggest shock,

Carolina at top ofNFC West
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

For the Massachusetts field hockey

team, all thoughts of the NCAAs were

directed toward Atlantic 10 confer-

ence games But before the

Minutewomen can put all of their

energy into those final conference

match-ups, they must concentrate on

one final non-conference foe.

No. 8 University of Massachusetts

(11-5. 4-0 Atlantic 10) will face

Dartmouth (8-7. 2-3 Ivy League) today

at 330 p.m. in New Hampshire for the

last non -conference tilt of the season.

The Minutewomen dropped a 3-2

division ID the Big Green on last year,

atk'i Ourrmouth scored a pair of goals in

the final nine minutes of regulation to

send the game into overtime. The Big

Green then scored the winning tally with

only two minutes remaining in the extra

session, spoiling senior day festivities.

This year UMass travels to Chase

Field, although there will be no senior

day festivities to interrupt there

(Dartmouth also has one game remain-

ing). The team is coming off last

Saturday's 2-1 defeat at the hands of

Connecticut, in Storrs.

Senior Kyle Rothenberger notched

UMass' only goal in the UConn game,

sending the ball into the Husky cage

when a scramble in front of the net

occurred after a penalty corner. She

leads the team in points with 25, and

is tied for the lead in goals with 10.

She has also recorded five assists.

Sophomore Erica Johnston stands

even with Rothenberger at 10 goals

and has a pair of assists to her credit to

rank second in points with 22.

Freshman Saskia Fuchs and sophomore

Kate Putnam follow in the standings

a> Fuchs has connected for six goals.

Putnam for three. The duo is part of

the penalty corner battery for UMass,

working to earn nine assists apiece.

In goal. Hilary Rose has seen every

minute of Minutewoman action, on her

way to earning a >XM save percentage

and a 1 .01 goals against average.

Dartmouth is coming off a loss of

its own, having been on the unfavor-

able side of a 3-2 overtime score at

Cornell. The loss ended a two game
winning streak that saw the Big

Green beat Yale and Vermont.

The role of offensive leader for

Dartmouth falls on the shoulders of

Lauren Scopaz, who has found the

back of the opponent's net 12 times

this year. Her goal total is nearly

twice that of Dartmouth's next lead-

ing scorer, Weze Shorts, who has

notched seven goals. Kelly Hannigan

has contributed six goals and four

assists, while Scopaz has also helped

on four tallies.

Defensively the Big Green has

relied on goalie Kendra Kosko. who
has played all but 20 minutes of

action in the DU cage. She has com-

piled a .805 save percentage and a

1.92 GAA, making 120 saves and
allowing 29 goals on the year.

Dartmouth has dominated in the

corner category, seeing 137 opportuni-

ties while its opponents have had 98.

After today's game, the

Minutewomen return home for their

final regular season contest against

St. Joseph's at 1 p.m. Saturday.

Before the game. UMass' will honor

their seniors with the traditional

Senior Day. The Minutewomen's
game with the Hawks will be the

deciding game for the A- 10 regular

season title

COUKTf SY MEDIA (tFIATIONS

Amy Ott and the Massachusetts field hockey team travels to Dartmouth

today to take on the Big Green.Kate Putnam follow in the standings, season title. today to take on the Big Green.

Quick start for Fawcett; junior line helping out hockey
Z—TTZTTT conference powerhouse and No. 3 nationally a lot accomplished, and I got on them a little I

By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

The quiet aura surrounding the William D.

Mullins Center for the Massachusetts hockey team

(1-1, 1-1 in Hockey East) the past few seasons

has been due to a variety of factors. The
Minutemen are a new program, and have strug-

gled with their defensive identity.

But the upcoming season has been

predicted as the breakout season

for this team, and for a few of

their important role players.

One of those players is junior

forward Chris Fawcett (2 goals, 1

assist, 3 points). For his first two

seasons in the Maroon and White,

he has been a quiet presence, both

on and off the ice. But this season

is looked upon as breakout sea-

sons for both him and his fellow

linemates, juniors Dean
Campanale (1 assist) and Dan
luden (lg. 2a. 3pts). and they

could not have started out better.

In the first two games of the

season, a 5-2 loss and 4-2 win
over UMass-Lowell, the junior line has done its

share in helping the senior line of co-captains

Tom Perry and Rob Bonneau (lg. la, 2pts), and

Warren Norris (lg, 2a, 3pts).

So far. the juniors have accounted for half of the

team's goal production. That kind of scoring touch

will be vital for this weekend, as UMass will face

COORTiSY MtDIA MLATIONS

Chris Fawcett

conference powerhouse and No. 3 nationally

ranked Boston University in a home and home
series.

For Fawcett, he knows the importance of his fel-

low junior's roles as offensive backup this year, and

their No. 1 status next season after the graduations

of this years seniors.

"1 think we are going to play a big part this

year," Fawcett said. "We got

Newfie (NorrisJ. Bonneau and
Perry in the number one line, but

sometimes they are going to have

an off night, and that is where we
are going to have to pick it up.

We just need to fall in behind the

seniors

"We have a lot of depth this

year, but they are going to be

gone next year. So. we got to

keep going from this year, and

continue next year. We have to

try and produce as many goals as

we can. but at the same time play

some defense, which will help

out the club even more."

Coach Joe Mallen has seen the

steady improvement through the

preseason of his junior line, and he has liked what

he has seen out of Fawcett so far. In their last pre-

season game against the Polish National team, a

6-1 win, Fawcett picked up two goals and an assist,

and his line once again shared the distinction of

half of the goal production.

"Early in the preseason they were just not getting

a lot accomplished, and I got on them a little bit."

Mallen said. "Since then I think they really have

played well. We need scoring from our juniors and

sophomores, and with I Fawcett] personally, its an

important role with the team to get that junior line

scoring.

"The contributions that line, and Chris, has made

so far has been really helpful, and in both of the

exhibition games and the (4-2] win last Saturday

night."

From the start of preseason workouts. Fawcett

knew that he and his linemates would have to pick

up their play after a slow start. He accredits their

initial rustiness to not being truly acquainted with

each other, and can only see bright horizons ahead

for the junior forward trio.

"In preseason, the coach was worried a little

bit because we hadn't been scoring in tryouts,"

Fawcett said. "It takes time, because we really

hadn't played as a line before. I have played with

[Dan] Juden occasionally, and Dean
[Campanale] every now and then, and this is the

first time that we have been an actual unit for a

full game.
"1 think we should do pretty well, Dean's pretty

fast and Juden has a lot of speed, too, and they both

got great scoring ability."

From day one. Fawcett has been around the game

of hockey. His father Gary was a coach, and had

helped him o\tt with his game, coaching him in his

earlier years. Right across from his house in

Gloucester, Ontario, an outdoor rink with no nets,

Tum to FAWCETT. page 1
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Time flies when you're having

fun. so ii should come as no sur-

prise that the National Football

League is halfway through it's reg-

ular season.

And while some teams are

already playing out the string, oth-

ers are ready to make their push

for the playoffs.

In the NFC West, if the Falcons

— a playoff team last year — can't

win next week against Carolina,

they'll match
their worst
record ever (0-9)

which was estab-

lished in the fran-

chise's first year.

On the other

hand, the

Panthers, in just

their second year, have never lost

more than five in a row.

Now the Panthers are vying

with the 49ers for the division

championship. The new kids on

the block aren't as good as the

five-time champions, but they

have some advantages. The 49ers

are banged up very badly — Elvis

Grbac is out, and even if Steve

Young plays, he's coming off a

concussion and still has a pulled

groin. That leaves Jeff Brohm,
who. despite success in Houston,

isn't likely to win that much. J.J.

Stokes is also out for several

weeks, though he may have
already lost his job to his replace-

ment, rookie Terrell Owens. The

biggest game for the 49ers now
isn't Dallas. It's the rematch
against Carolina, who they lost to

the first time around.

In the NFC West it's all Green

Bay, but it's not all easy. After

losing Robert Brooks and
Antonio Freeman, Brett Favre is

running out of people to throw it

to. Nonetheless, he's good
enough to make mediocre
receivers look better, and the

Pack should keep rolling. The big

question is can they beat Dallas

in Dallas, something they've

failed at the last six times. If so.

they're headed to the Super Bowl.

If not. they've still got a fight on

their hands

The rest of the u-ams in the ol'

Norris division are done, though

they could still spoil some other

teams' hopes. Minnesota has a

good record so far. but they lost

Warren Moon and Robert Smith

for at least a few weeks on

Monday, and Chris Carter and

lake Reed aren't enough on their

own.

Detroit is in disarray after the

horrible loss to the Giants and the

quarterback confusion. Wayne
Fontes pulled Scott Mitchell —
who had thrown three intercep-

tions — in the middle of a series in

the first half. Later, backup Don
Majkowski had to leave for a play.

Mitchell completed one pass, and

was pulled again, to his obvious

frustration and anger. That's not

how to treat a QB that is supposed

to lead you to the playoffs, and it

could cost Fontes his job at the

end of the season. The team isn't

going to pull off their traditional

end of the season streak for the

coach if they don't like him any-

more.

The NFC East, supposedly the

weakest division in football, has

proven not to be. Even the

Giants and Cardinals have

racked up a few victories, though

they won't be in the playoffs this

year.

Dallas and
Philadelphia are

both playing like

expected, and
have a big game
against each other

on Sunday. Philly

probably has a

slight edge as

they'll want revenge for their last

game and Dallas is coming off the

big win over former coach Jimmy

Johnson. The winner drops to 5-4,

but considering how good these

teams are, and how weak the rest

of the NFC is, they'll still be playoff

contenders.

The Redskins, in the midst of a

seven game win streak after their

opening day loss, are the season's

biggest surprise. They've already

won more games than they did last

season and they don't have a tough

schedule ahead. They still have to

play the offense-less Bills, the

Giants, the Cardinals, and the

Cowboys, who they swept last

year.

The playoff picture isn't any-

where near as clear in the AFC.
In the West, Denver has emerged
as the forerunner with the best

offense in the league and a sur-

prisingly tough defense. Their

main challenge remains Kansas
City, a very good team, even if

they aren't flashy. Denver, at

7-1. has the best record in the

NFL (tied with Green Bay and
Washington) only needs to win
about three more to clinch a spot,

and KC is good enough to get

what it needs to continue its

league-leading streak of playoff

appearances

San Diego and Oakland both

have themselves situated for a

run at 4-4, but they're long
shots. San Diego's schedule is

too tough, and they finally seem

to have lost too much in the

off-season. The Raiders, despite

winning recently, are still in

some disarray and will have trou-

ble against the good teams in the

league.

The Central division is already

down to just two teams —
Pittsburgh and Houston. Pittsburgh

is again doing it with a subpar

quarterback and a major defensive

player out for the season. This year

it's Jerome Bettis who's providing

the heroics. Pitts' biggest problem

is its division record (3-2) as their

only losses have come from
Jacksonville and Houston. The
Oilers are 4- 1 against AFC Central

teams, with the loss coming to the

Turn to NFL page 10

UM playing UConn
By Steven Grant

Collegian Staff

Hoping to avoid a letdown
after Friday's big win over
Rhode Island, the Massachusetts

volleyball team travels south
tonight to take on the

Connecticut Huskies in a non-
conference match-up.
The Minutewomen are hoping to

avenge last season's loss to the

University of Connecticut, when
they fell in five games in the

first-ever match in the Mullins

Center.

The University of Massachusetts

(18-6, 7-4 A- 10) has something

to be happy about going into this

evening's contest. It's riding a

modest two-match winning
streak, and freshman middle
blocker Jill Meyers was named the

Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Week
for the third time this year.

What's more, the Minutewomen,
coached by Bonnie Kenny, holds a

14-10-1 all-time record against

the Lady Huskies, dating back to

1975. including this year's 3-0

win.

However, the Lady Huskies
(14-9) of the Big East have won
their last four matches by a com-

bined 12-1 score. And they seem

to be a team of trends, having lost

the four matches before the

streak, and having won the four

matches prior to that one. Another

factor going against Massachusetts

is UConn's 8-1 home record, com-

bined with its own 3-4 mark on

the road.

Senior Dionne Nash leads the

Minutewomen in kills per game,

with 4.5. while freshman middle

blocker Kari Hogancamp leads

her teammates in digs per game,

with 3.9. Meyers, meanwhile, is

averaging four kills per game,
second on the team, and her .336

hitting percentage ranks her third

in the A- 10. She also leads the

team in blocks with 0.83 per

game.

And the player responsible for

most of those kills is sophomore
setter Katie Pearce. who has 70 or

more assists in her last two match-

es, and is averaging 14. 2 assist^

per game.
"1 think we'll win." said Pearce.

"We've already beaten them once

before. And we've had good prac-

tices all week and everyone's pret-

ty confident, especially after what

we did against Rhode Island."

UConn is led by Anyette Ryne.

who has paced the Huskies in

kills, with 3.984 per game, and

digs, with 3.519 per game. Jenelle

Koester. however, has tallied the

most kills overall, with a total of

268.

Friday's win over first-place

Rhode Island was the most signifi

cant match of the year for the

Minutewomen, as they ended the

Rams' 12-match winning streak

and were the first A -10 squad to

beat them. The team from the

nation's smallest state is now 10-1

in the conference.

After tomorrow, UMass next

game is at St Bonaventure on
Friday.

Unsung hero Lynch closing UMass career

By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Flamboyance and arrogance.

Whether we like it or not, these

are traits that we look for when judg-

ing the greatness of athletes in our

sporting culture. Fan and press recog-

nition seem to go to athletes who are

either in/out of a court case, or do a

little dance when they make a little

glove, and so on and so forth.

But true greatness is judged in the

light of solid day in-day out play, and

unassuming team sacrifice. For the

No. 20 Massachusetts women's soc-

cer team (13-2-1, 7-0-1 in the

Atlantic 10). they have a player with

these rare and incomparable quali-

ties, and she is senior defender Erin

Lynch. Who, you ask? Its true, you

might have walked by your two-time

All-American and Atlantic 10 Player

of the Year on the Concourse, and

would not have known it. Like wise

old grunge-rocker Neil Young once

said, "She was an unknown legend...

in her time." Over the past four

years, her flamboyance has been the

quiet and steady mastering of a game
that involves both the delicate of

touches, and the most powerful of

runs and tackles. Since 1993, her

arrogance has involved her purpose-

ful mission to not distinguish herself

in the heart of a historically-based,

rock-solid University of

Massachusetts defense.

Lynch knows the tradition of the

UMass women's soccer program, and

knows what it means to put on the

Maroon and White. Legendary UMass
players, like 1990 Hermann Trophy
award winner April Kater and 1996
Olympic gold medalist Briana Scurry,

have worn the colors of UMass. She

feels that pride as well, especially in

the face of adversity.

"When you go on the field wearing

the UMass uniform, you have confi-

dence and you don't think that

nobody can stop you," Lynch said. "I

am not going to create too much
attention for myself, I like to get

everyone involved, and have everyone

feel like they're contributing.

"Anything that I can do in being a

leader on the team to get everyone

involved, and feeling comfortable,

will only contribute to our success."

Renaissance player

When you look at the complete

game of Lynch, defense is her forte,

but she does so many things well.

From marking attackers to dissecting

an opponent's offense by serving a

ball up field in a teammates stride,

she can be considered a Renaissance

"player."

For example, in the team's first

loss of the season to Dartmouth last

October 15th, when the chips were

down, the most effective striker for

UMass was Lynch. As the Big Green

defense marked the freshmen forward

tandem of Emma Kurowski and Kate

Webb, Lynch was making the most

effective runs upfield; using deft

back-heel and side- foot touches

which left the Ivy Leaguers all tied up.

"You saw the level of Erin Lynch

today, and Erin Lynch is one of the

upperclassmen that responded to the

challenge of let's step it up' land win

the second half]." Rudy said after tht

Dartmouth game. "Erin Lynch said

'the hell with this, I'm not going

down without a fight."'

Being able to master all parts of

Turn to LYNCH page 1
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Bell's Pizza House 65 University Drive, Amherst 549-1311
DAngelos 48 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 256-4131
DP Dough 96 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 256-1616
KFC Maple St., Hadley 586-5723
Pete's Drive In 287 Russell St. (Rte. 9), Hadley 585-0241
Subway of Amherst 4 Main St., Amherst 256-1919

Dine In

Chili's 1035 Russell St. (Rte.9), Hadley 253-4008
Classe Cafe 168 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-2291
India House 45 State St., Northampton 586-6344
La Cazeula 7 Old South St., Northampton 586-0400
Taipei & Tokyo 18 Main St., Northampton 582-1888
TOC Bar and Grill 11th Floor Campus Center, UMass 549-6000

BA^ANARAMA

ffctt F0[)PIN6 CN ANY SIZE CUD W CCNt!
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One Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774

L____

Hampshire Mall

Hadley
582-0613

186 Main St.

Northampton
586-9659

Ufji Cheese Pirzes - $10.99

The Sttf

Free Delivery frem 11:30 A.M. to 1:30 A.M.

\ 549-5160

1 u.
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UMass senior defender Erin Lynch, two-time Atlantic- 10 Player of the
Year, and the Minutewomen await the A-10 Tournament which begins
next weekend.



In this area, there arc two types

peoplef Those who've never tw£en

to Chili's on Rte, 9 in Hadley and

those who can't wait to get back

Price Appetizers every
Monday-Friday

4pm-7pm

CHILI'S GRILLS LIKE NO PLACE ELSE

lllim Pay
LITTLE

Eat

LOT
All you can eat

Buffet only

$5. 49

Get your moneys worth at KFC
Off of Route 9, Maple St. Hadley

586-5723

HUNGRY?
Subway of Amherst Features:

Freshly-made Footlong & 6" Subs

Delicious Salads • 4" Round Sandwiches

iSubwrv*
4 Main Street • Amherst • 256-1919

Sunday - Thursday: 10 am to Midnight

Friday & Saturday: 10 am to 2 am
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2 Great Tastes Under / Roof!

48 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

2564131

Subs • Pizza • Salads

Breadsticks • Pita Pokkets • Soups • Wings

Proud Sponsor ofthe "OffCampus Meal Plm"

/== %
Taipei & dT*dF*
Tokyo

Chinese & Japanese Restaurant

Sushi Bar

ADVOCATE
• BEST •

OF
THE VALLEY
READERS POLL

1995

* 1995

*

Best Chinese

Japanese
Restaurant

Business West

Lunch, Dinner & Take-out

(413) 582-1888 • OPEN 7 DAYS
18 Main Street, Northampton, MA

V,

Greddayio discover

\ cafe?
Lunch & Dinner

Breakfast
& Brunch
Ranch Style
Two eggs scrambled
with pepper* a.

onions, topped with
our homemade salsa
& grated cheasa,
served
with
hometries

|

* toast
3.95

1

Dinar Food • Smlmds
Honwnad*
Soups

of the 90s

Turkey Burger Deluxe
100% pure ground
turkey topped with
Swiss ana served
Deluxe. 4.25

Elvis Chicken
Marinated Chicken
breast with sauteed
peppers, onions a
mushrooms, garlic-
herb cream cheese eV

choice of potato -
"The King* 5.05

Isan •urrtto
stuffed with lettuce,
tomato 4 cheddar and
topped by homemade
salsa, sour cream 4
olives 4.25

Thinly sliced
steak served
on a bakery

roll with sauteed
onions, pepper*,
mushrooms 4 melted
cheddar, accompa-
nied by French fries 4
pickle 4.05

Our home cooked
corned beef with
Swiss cheese, sauer-
kraut 4 Russian
dressing on rye bread
3.05

Drilled Veggie
Cheddar cheese,
mushrooms, toma-
toes, onions and
sprouts on whole
wheat bread 3.25

Sauteed mushrooms,
onions, peppers,
tomatoes 4 cheasa

Eggs BsnasSot
Two poached eggs
with grilled ham on an
English muffin topped
with our homemade
hollandaise, served
with homefries 5.25

Scrambled Veggie
Two eggs scrambled
with mushrooms,
onions, herbs S Ched-
dar, served with
homefries AV whole
wheat toast 3.05

For a Classe order to go, call 253-2291 or

Delivery Express 549-0077.

'iylybmi-* 3uLt!4M3
available to order
Friday delivery to
Northampton

Call 253-2291

Open:
7am - 10pm, Mon. - Sat.

Sunday Brunch: 7»m - 3pm

I 168 North Pleasant Street, Amherst

|<araoke

*
h .

'^'unchie /
P|.Sa 's

Mon-Fri ^

Friday, 1st & 151

Promo Ni

th
i

Free Pop /'

Miller Lite

& Miller

_l_x,_ ^.rree Kop/
gntS~-»*y Corn £i

Nov. 6th Nov. 13th Nov. 20th

Pub Style Menu
Weekly Drink Specials

Draft, MicroBrews, and Full Bar
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fries

curries Try our *al«*«l'.' *m*«*m

fronted red pepper huweus

3lBoltwoodWh1k

253-9200^—

»

253-9299

Delivery Express Now Available

Remember The Name,

'Cause You'll Nevor

Forget The Taste!

DINE - IN OR TAKE OUT
PIZZA • LARGE & MEDIUM

GRINDERS • SPAGHETTI

SALADS (CHEF, TOSSED & GREEK)

We Deliver Through

|(||1 Delivery Express

549- 1311 549-0077

65 University Drive • Amherst

The Valley's Favorite Salsa, Dips Si Hamas

Available at

October Special

25% off

at Bread & Circus

available at Stop ft. Shop and other fine stores

throughout the Varitay. I

India Jiouse Restaurant
Where Indian food is more than just curry.

• Sizzltna Tandoorl • Sumptuous Vegetarian

i

Sizzling Tandoorl
Meats

Innovative Curries

mpti

Menu
Beer & Wine

45 State Street

^Northampton, MA
(413) 586-6344 Delivery Express •VDA • MCC • TO • Cat • BsTW

Take Out StTt'Av

10% oft

i$unAav thru Thursday

Student I V>< sunt

tTikrsut .v Jith- ;iv

The 2nd Annual

NoHo Film Festival

happens this week-

end with speakers

Harvey Flerstein,

Douglas Trumbull
a n d | o a n

Braderman. Check
story on film in the

Happy Valley (see page 6.)

UMass downs
Big Green

Junior forward
Courtney
MacLean scored
both goals in

UMass' 2-1 win
over Dartmouth
yesterday (see
Sports, page 18).

WORLD

Scientologists to face

more German scrutiny

MUNICH, Germany (AP) — In the

latest step in Germany's campaign
against Scientology, the state of

Bavaria will require applicants for

state jobs to disclose if they have any
relationship with the church.

Scientology members will not be
automatically disqualified from civil

service jobs, but will have to convince

the potential employer in a follow-up

Interview of his or her suitability,

according to the new rules issued

Tuesday. They take effect Friday

Companies seeking to do business

with the state must also publicly dis-

tance themselves from Scientology,

the state government said.

The head of the Los Angeles-based

church, Heber jentzsch, condemned
the policy as discriminatory and said

Scientology would take legal action

to recover any damages resulting

from it. While' Scientology is recog-

nized as a religion in the United
States and dozens of other countries,

Germany views it as a dangerous
sect.

NATION

Duke's Klon past used

in Ca. ad campaign

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) —
Foes of a ballot initiative that would
eliminate most affirmative action

programs in California launched a

Jl million TV ad campaign today

highlighting former Klansman David

Duke's support for the measure.

Duke came to the state in

September to argue in support of

Proposition 209 at a debate. His

appearance at California State

University at Northridge drew hun-

dreds of angry protesters who were

repelled by riot-clad police.

Member; of the initiative's cam-
paign committee also condemned
Duke's appearance.

The initiative on the Nov. 5 ballot

would outlaw preferences in state hir-

ing, contracting and education, thus

dismantling many affirmative action

programs.

The new commercial begins with a

video of Duke at the Northridge

debate, and then fades into footage

showing the former Ku Klux Klan

leader from Louisiana in full white-

robed regalia.

"He's not just another guy in a

business suit," the narrator says.

"He's David Duke, former head of the

Ku Klux Klan. And he's come to

California to support Prop. 209."

Other supporters named in the

commercial include conservatives

Newt Gingrich and Pat Buchanan.

Named as opponents to the mea-
sure in the ad are President Clinton

and retired Gen. Colin Powell, who
enjoy support in the state.

The ad comes a day after

Republican presidential candidate

Bob Dole gave strong support to

the initiative, saying it "represents

and applies America's best princi-

ples."
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Forum at L7M to team

Kerry and Kennedy

with Olver and Riley

By Beth McCarthy
Collegian Staff

Senators |ohn I- Kerry. Edward M
Kennedy. Congressman John Olver and

U.S. Department of Education (DoE)
Secretary Richard Riley, will be at the

University of Massachusetts today at

12:50 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge,

Student Union Building, to push the

Democratic educational agenda and listen

to the concerns of students

"This educated town meeting is to pro-

vide an opportunity for students, faculty

and town members of the surrounding

towns to discuss with Kerry. Kennedy

and Riley their concerns about education

and education policy in the U.S.," said

Andy Soloman. spokesperson for the

Democratic Coordinated Campaign.

Soloman added that they wanted to

"highlight the stark differences between

the parties" on higher education policy.

"It's really important for the voters to

see the real difference between Kerry and

(Govenor William F.| Weld — especially

on the issue of education," lay Bragg,

president of College Democrats at UMass.

According to Bragg, who helped coor-

dinate this event, there will be short

introductory speeches made by each' offi-

cial, followed by a que«tion-and -answer

session where members of the audience

can "feel free to ask questions
"

Bragg said that event organizers

intended for the event to be informal and

conducive to students who may have

issues to voice.

"We want to hear from the students on

their concerns." Bragg said. "There will

be a strong encouragement to get out and

vote."

Soloman said that this meeting will last

for approximately an hour lie added that

the Amherst campus was chosen because

it is the "flagship" institution of public-

higher education in the Commonwealth,

and also because of the large concentra-

tion of student votes in the region.

"It's important for students to be

involved." Soloman said.

Kerry is in the last week of his cam-

paign to retain his seat in the Senate

against Weld. Kennedy and Riley have

supported his efforts in the past months

to swa> student votes in his direction.

In related news. President Bill Clinton

announced that he will come to

Springfield to support the Kerry cam-

paign Sunday, although exact details have

not been released

The Associated Press contributed to

this, report.

"Sight and Sound"

IfNNIFEU IUTRAS / COCLfGIAN

Meanwhile, an all female a capella group, performed in the Student Union Art Gallery yesterday afternoon.

SGA addresses dorm fire drills
Housing rescinds policy of room sweeps at senators* urging

By Roghuram Vadarevu
Collegian Staff

A few weeks ago, the University of Massachusetts
Undergraduate Senate passed a motion to stop residence hall

staff from checking rooms during fire drills on campus, specif

ically the Southwest Residential Area.

In a memo issued by Housing Services. Director Michael

Gilbert said that Housing has "ceased the practice of build-

ing-wide fire drill room searches."

Many Student Government Association (SGAI senators

were pleased by the response, but did express some dissutis

faction.

"We are displeased because the reasons of health and safety

are ambiguous and undefined and these create loopholes."

said Sen. Seth Avakian. the Southwest Area Government rep-

resentative to the Student Senate

Sen. Avakian commented referring to the Housing memo,
which stated "for reasons of health and safety. Housing ser-

vices staff may again elect to enter some student rooms with

out prior notice during a fire drill."

With the suspension of the policy, Housing and the SGA
will collaborate on a new policy to be implemented by the end

of the semester, according to Brian Tirrell. speaker of the

Undergraduate Senate.

According to Southwest Area senators, the fire drills were

used as a cover for locating lounge furniture and other illegal

items in students' rooms.

The room sweeps were alleged by the Student Senate to be

unconstitutional because the senators claimed the policy vio-

lated the fourth amendment of the United States Constitution.

which protects people from illegal search and seizure

According to senators from Southwest, there were several

incidents where residents were documented for possessing

lounge furniture in their rooms, a practice that is illegal,

according to Housing's residence lull manual.

The memo said that "Housing Sen ices will rescind any and

all documented Student Code/Housing Policy violations that

occurred as a result of the room ins[xvtions in |ohn Adams
and Washington and the loom sweep* announcement in

Thoreau Hall."

"1 think that my constituent- are veix pleased with the pan
that Housing are going to rescind all Boot write ups (for pos-

session of lounge furniture)." lennilct P—newiUi (SW- John

Adams) said. Casasanto authored the original motion with

Sen. Avakian.

She added that Housing Services through their response,

indirectly admitted they were wrong about the room sweep

policy.

"It is a step in the right direction." Tirrell said. "I am' pretty

much relieved that Housing i* being reasonable on this issue I

don't think that (the room sweeps) should have been done in

the first place."

Tirrell says that the Senate agrees that Housing can go in to

rooms in the event of an emergency . but does not agree with

Housing reserving the tight to enter nxmis

According to the memo, residents of |ohn Adams,
\\ ashington and Thoreau Residence Halls will be sent a letter

"to clarify room entry policy and apologize for any real or per-

ceived violations of the terms of the 1 lousing Contract."

In other matters, several motions have been delayed in com-

mittees. The motions concern the 1942 ALANA (Asian,

Latino, Native American) agreements, student trustee voting

power on the Board of Trustees and a resolution to reinstate

the Off-Campus Meal Plan in the Top of the Campus
Restaurant in the Campus Center

Dance team set to appear in Nationals
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Next April, the University of

Massachusetts* dance team will travel

to Daytona. Fla. for the team's first

appearance in the national champi-

onship competition.

The two co-captains, I.mine Santilli

and Kellie Shea, act as coaches during

practices. The UMass cheerleading

coach, Kevin Thompson, also assist-.

on a limited basis in a advisory role.

"We don't have a coach or a prac-

tice spot, so [Thompson] meets with

us when he can. He meets with us

before Midnight Madness and before

we compete to look our routine over

and point out any errors that he might

see," said Shea, a third year member
of the team.

"Due to lack of time and space, I

help them when I can. They get prac-

tice time on the floor with the eheer-

leadeis. especially before hig events

like Midnight Madness." Thompson
said.

The team practices three times a

week. They find places to practice but

are usuallv not allowed to stay for long

periods of time, according to Santilli.

"We have practiced in the Southside

Room in Southwest (Residential Area]

or the l^th floor of (the |ohn Adams

Turn to DANCE page 2

Police investigating

alleged armed robbery
By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts
police reported yesterday that an

alleged incident of armed rob-

bery occurred Tuesday night in

Patterson Resider.ee Hall.

According to Chief of Police

|ohn l.uippold, a group of three

to four men entered through the

open door of a male student's

room, closed the door behind
them, and told the individual

they wanted his money.
"The victim says he saw one of

the assailants pulling something
out of his coat which he believed

to be a handgun." Luippold said.

Luippold also said another
witness in the room at the time

saw the assailant make a motion
toward his coat which indicated

that he may have had a handgun.

"The young man relinquished

what money he had. at which
point the males left the room."
Luippold said.

Luippold said the victim had
over $100 stolen.

The assailants also threatened

the victim, saying he better not

come after them, according to

Luippold.

The only description of the

assailants at this time is that they

were three, possibly four.

African American males.
Luippold said.

"We are currently working
with him (the victim] to get a

further description of the indi-

viduals." Luippold said.

Another incident occurred
around the same time Tuesday
night in Pierpont Residence Hall,

police sources said.

According to Luippold. a

female student woke up to find

two male individuals in her
room, who then left when they

saw her.

Luippold said the student had
a "hard time" describing the

individuals, because she had just

woken up and the room was
dark.

However, the student did
describe the males as being
African-American.

At this point. Luippold said,

nothing is believed to have been
stolen.

"We've been over on the floors

in Pierpont trying to get a

description from individuals who
may have seen anyone in the area

at that time," Luippold said.

Police do not have sufficient

evidence that the two incidents

are related.

"Public Safety is still investi-

gating the possibility of the inci-

dent in Pierpont being related to

the incident in Patterson, but as

of this date, we have not yet con-

firmed that." Luippold said. "We
are now having conversations
with Housing about telling stu-

dents that they really need to be

locking their doors and calling

Public Safety if they see anyone
suspicious."

Luippold also said he believes

that staff in Patterson are plan

ning dorm or floor meetings for

tonight to tell students that they

need to be more proactive and
diligent with regards to resi-

dence hall safety.

As with every year on
Halloween, residence halls will

be locked for 24 hours tonight

and throughout the weekend.

Kerry, Weld return to debate site

By Glen Johnson
Associated Press

1 UMAV,DAN<f tl»M

The UMass dance team.

BOSTON — Although their

debates are now history. Gov.
William F. Weld and Sen. John Kerry

returned Tuesday to Faneuil Hall to

reiterate what they feel are the key

distinctions raised in their face-to-

face meetings.

Weld said Kerry, the Democratic-

incumbent, campaigns one way but

legislates another. Kerry, appearing

later at an outdoor rally with hun-

dreds of women, said his Republican

opponent supports policies that

would especially hurt women and

working-class people. Both appeals

targeted the roughly 12 percent of

undecided voters identified in most

recent polls.

To Weld, a key difference between

the Senate candidates is that he will

absolutely oppose any increase in

taxes, yet Kerry has a history of sup

porting them.

"Senator Kerry's attack here is

basii ally an assertion by him that it's

not possible to cut taxes, and I'm not

buying that. And the best place to

look for evidence of that is not his

failure to cut taxes the iast 12 years,

but our success at cutting taxes."

Weld said as he stood next to card-

board cutouts depicting "Senator
Kerry" and "Candidate Kerry."

For Kerry, a revealing difference is

that Weld supports Bob Dole's $550
billion tax cut proposal, yet he can-

not say how he will make up for the

revenue loss. Kerry and many econo-
mists say it will inevitably prompt
cuts in education, social and health-

care spending.

"He wants to come in with the

Bob Dole-Bill Weld tax cut, blow a

hole in the deficit, reward a lot of

rich folks with a big tax give-back at

the expense of senior citizens on
Medicare, at the expense of kids on
their college loans. All economists
say "I think there is a pattern that

has emerged of Senator Kerry wanti-

ng to wish away the truth.'' Weld
said.

The speakers at the Kerry
women's rally included his wife,

Teresa Heinz; Vicki Kennedy, wife of

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy; Angela
Menino, wife of Boston Mayor Tom
Menino; and Carol Browner, head of

Turn to DEBATE, page 2

)
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Thursday, Oct. 51

Rally — A "Death of Education Funeral Procession"

will be sponsored by the Graduate Employe-
Organization from noon to 12:50 p.m. Access to the

University, job security, a living wage and adequate child

care are some of the issues.

Open House — UVC-TV 19 will hold their second

annual open house from 3 to 6 p.m. in their studio located

next to the University Outlet store in the Student Union.

There will be free refreshments and officers and employ-

ees will be on hand to answer questions.

Party/Fair — A Halloween party and psychic fair will

be held at the Village Commons. Entertainment by the

Barnstormers will be from 5 to 9 p.m.. trick-or-treating

from 5 to 6 p.m., including prizes for in a variety of cate-

gories for kids and adults. All children must be accompa-

nied by an adult.

Friday, Nov. I

Dance — Forgone Conclusions Contradance will be

held this and every first Friday at the Greenfield Star

Grange. The evening starts with Scandinavian couples

dances followed by contras called by Cammy Kaynor.

Beginners and singles welcome. Admission is $5/person,

and the event begins at 8 p.m. For more information, call

549-1913.

Poetry — A Poetry Slam with open reading will be held

at Claudia's Cafe. 1 E. Pleasant St.. Amherst, featuring

young Boston poet Brian Commisky. Starts at 8 p.m.. sign

ups begin at 7:30 p.m. The $2 cover charge goes to the

slam winner.

Reading— Wole Soyinka, Nobel prize-winning African

playwright, political exile, human rights activist, and
world- acclaimed actor and director will be joined by

Suzan-Lori Parks, and Awam Ampka of the Mt. Holyoke

College theater department for an evening of literary read-

ings. The event, part of Soyinka's week-long residency in

the Five Colleges and the Inclusiveness Program at MHC,
begins at 8 p.m. in Gamble Auditorium.

Religious — Special Shabbat Service with Professor

)ulius Lester leading at Hillel House. 388 N. Pleasant St..

Amherst. The service begins at 6 p.m. and all are wel-

come.
Saturday, Nov. 2

Craft — There will be a craft fair sponsored by the

Hadley Mother's Club from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. at Hopkins

Academy on Route 9 in Hadley. Ma. Admission is $2.

Dance — From 8-10:30 p.m. an English Country

Dance will be held at the South Amherst Munson Library.

Helen Davenport teaches the dancers and Van Kaynor

leads the band. Beginners and singles welcome.
Admission is $5. For more information, call 549-191 3.

Film — The Sci-Fi Society is sponsoring a movie
marathon, beginning with "Willow" at 1 1 a.m. and 7:45

p.m.

Religious — Shabbat morning service at 10 a.m. at

Hillel house. 588 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst.

Sunday, Nov. 3

Religious — Israeli Cafe Night with food and music.

Israeli style. Admission $2, or $1 with Hillel Activity

Card. Canned donations for the hungry in Amherst are

appreciated. The event is located at Hillel House. 388 N.

Pleasant St., Amherst, and begins at 7:30 p.m.

Notices

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from

8:30 p.m. to midnight. People can dance to variety of

music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment. All ages

welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call

584-8167.

Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.

Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more
information, contact Milly Defesus at 546-1085.

Employment — Applications are still being accepted

from work-study students for the positions of office man-
ager and research coordinator for the Cannabis Reform
Coalition. If interested, please pick up and application in

room 322 of the Student Union or call 545-1 122 to get

one mailed to you. Call |ohn Lanzerotta at 546-6359 for

more information.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies

is seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen,
Dept. of Consumer Studies. 101 Skinner Hall, University

of Massachusetts, Amherst. Ma. 01003. For more infor-

mation, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2591.

Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange
workshops will be held on the following dates: Tues., Oct.

29 from 4:30 to 6.50 p.m. in CC room 165-169: Wed.,

Nov. 6 from 6 to 7:30 p.m. in CC room 905; Thurs., Nov
14 from 5:50 to 7 p.m. in CC room 904-908; Tues.. Dec.

3 from 5:50 to 7 p.m. in CC room 165-169.

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final

Examination Schedule will be available beginning Friday,

October 18. Copies will be delivered to students in resi-

dence halls, and will be available to off-campus students

in the Registrar's Office (.213 Whitmore).

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are

available to help you find answers to your questions and

concerns: Mondays from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the Health

Education Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more
info); Tuesdays 6:50-8:50 p.m. in the International

Lounge. Prince House (call 545- 2299 for more info). All

conversations are confidential.

Informational Session — For all confused about
Student Loans, an information session will be hosted by

Financial Aid Services, on Thursday, Oct. 51 from 9 a.m.

to noon in Campus Center room 162-75.

Literature — MOTHERTONGUE, the multilingual stu-

dent publication by the dept. of Comparative Literature, is

currently seeking submissions for the spring '97 publica-

tion. We will accept original poetry, short stories,

one-acts, international photographs and art work created

by multilingual students. Please submit a copy in english

to the Comparative Literature Dept. in 205 South
College. Rough draft are acceptable.

Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Lurit* held every

Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. All Israelis and
other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 506 of the Student
Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

New Organization — W1CC (West Indian/Caribbean

Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West
Indies or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as

anyone interested in the culture. For more information,

contact Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.

Sew Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

vour help is needed. If interested, call Jordan at

546-3548.
Religious — Weekly "Schulan Lurit" meets every

Wednesday from 5-4 p.m. in the Bluewall in the Campus
Center. Look for a sign inside on the right as you enter

the cafe. All Israelis and other Hebrew speakers are wel-

come.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to 1 p.m.

in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement

of Worcester Dining Common). For more information,

call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.
Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage
Oct. 28
There was a two-vehicle accident on

Governors Drive; there was minor damage and
no injury.

Oct. 29
There was a minor two-vehicle accident in

parking lot 25.

Animal Complaint
Oct. 28
A small cat was found outside on Thatcher

Way and returned to its owner.

Annoying Behavior
Oct. 29
An individual in Kennedy Residence Hall was

advised on restraining order procedures.
An individual in Machmer Hall reported that

offensive papers were left under his office door.
Oct. 30
An operator requested unwanted individuals

to be removed from a vehicle on Butterfield

Circle.

An individual wearing a Halloween costume
was bothering John Quincy Adams residents.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering
Oct. 28
A window was smashed at the Water

Resource Building and a backpack was stolen.

Oct. 29
An individual in Pierpont Residence Hall

awoke to find two males in the room, who then
fled. Nothing was stolen.

Disturbance
Oct. 28 ^. .

Staff from the Hampshire Dining Hall request-

ed assistance with an unruly individual.

Health/Safety Hazard

Oct. 28
Environmental Health & Services responded

to a trash can fire in parking lot 1 3.

Larceny
Oct. 29

, , , . o •

An individual from University Health Services

reported a past larceny of cash and a credit card.

An individual from McNamara Residence Hall

reported keys stolen from the cluster office.

A bicycle "was reported stolen from the School

of Management Building.

Robbery
Oct. 29
An individual from Patterson Residence Hall

reported a robbery in his room. Police are still in

the process of investigating and interviewing

witnesses: an updated report will be released as

the investigation progresses.

Vandalism
Oct. 28
Staff from )ohnson Residence Hall reported

the back of a big screen TV was pried off.

A window in Cashin Residence Hall was
smashed.

Oct. 29
A window was smashed on a vehicle in park-

ing lot 33.
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debate
continued from page 1

the federal Environmental Protection Agency. Also
attending were Kerry's mother and an aunt from
England.

Many talked about Kerry's support for a minimum-
wage increase and abortion rights, as well as his opposi-

tion to conservative Supreme Court nominees such as

Clarence Thomas and Robert Bork. Kerry cited other

dance

countries where women have taken leadership roles,

including England, Israel. Pakistan and India.

"We in this country are lagging behind in our ability to

recognize and to honor the place that women play in our

life." he said. "We should not be content in this country

until women earn what men earn, or more, for the same

job."

continued from page 1

Residence Hall), but we usually get kicked out. People tell

us we don't belong there," she said.

The team does a full warm up then they work on their

routines. "[Shea] and 1 play the coach role. We walk
around and try to help with problems," Santilli said.

"They are doing a great job. The team is very dedicated

and they have worked very hard to get to the nationals," he
said.

Over the summer, four members of the team. Santilli,

Shea. Kim Lass and lulie Landouceur attended a dance

camp while UMass cheerleaders attended chcerleading

camp at Boston University. The event was sponsored by the

National Cheerleading Association.

The Dance team won a bid to compete in nationals as

well as the "most collegiate dance team." luniors Lass and
Landouceur both won "Top Gun" awards, which are given

to individuals for outstanding effort in a specific area of

dance.

Lass won two of these awards for kicks and leaps and
Landouceur won in turns.

"In order to attend Nationals, we are raising $10,000 on

our own." said Santilli, a junior psychology major.

The team hopes that through the Alumni Association and

dance team alumni donations, selling Avon and candy bars

and a $250 allocation from the Student Government
Association (SGA), they will be able to raise the money that

i hey need to attend Nationals.

"The girls are doing a great job at getting recognized and

getting more support. The more support they get, the more
their situation will improve." Thompson said.

"By going to the Nationals we are representing UMass,

but many people still don't even know we exist," Shea said.

"Dancing on the team is a form of expression and it's also a

great feeling to be involved in a team."

"This school is so big that by being on a team you can

actually feel like your part of the school," Landoceaur said.

"We want people to know that we are here at UMass.

that we are a team," Santilli said.

Recently, the Dance team performed in a "College Fest"

at the Worcester Common Fashion Outlet and Midnight

Madness.

Hurry! Get Your Senior

WIYearbook Photo

NOW!
Campus Center Rm. 1 77

Call low To Schedule a sitting.

There is a S3'sitting fee.
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Greeks raise money for kids
By Leigh Faulkner
Collegian Staff

To celebrate Halloween, Lambda Chi Alpha and Sigma

Delta Tau at the University of Massachusetts will present

the "House of Horrors" from 4 to 9 p.m. tonight.

All proceeds will benefit the National Center for

Prevention of Child Abuse.

The cost is $4 for adults (16 and over) and $3 for stu-

dents and children. The "House of Horrors" is open to the

UMass community, as well as Amherst and other surround-

ing towns for children ages 10 and up. It will be held at

Lambda Chi Alpha, 574 N. Pleasant St.

WHMP, 99.3 will broadcast live from the event.

Vice President of Lambda Chi Alpha leremy Starke said

the night will be "fun for everyone."

"It will be a good time and we will raise money for a

great cause." he said.

The National Center for the Prevention of Child Abuse

helps educate families about abuse and informs women and

children where to go if they are involved in abusive relation-

ships.

Through donations, the center offers hotlines, counselling

and supporting children in abusive families, as well as help-

ing children find safe homes.

Christina Egan, a member of Sigma Delta Tau, a service

sorority, said that "the money raised from the House of

Horrors is not benefitting the Greek system at all. All the

money raised will go directly to the Massachusetts chapter,

| for the Prevention of Child Abuse.)"

Last April, the sisters of Sigma Delta Tau wore blue rib-

bons to raise awareness against child abuse prevention and

battered women. They also set up a table to hand out litera-

ture on abuse prevention and blue ribbons to the UMass

community.

In addition to this event, the fraternity will be conducting

a national food drive, "Brothers Feeding Others." on Nov.

2.

All 220 chapters nationwide will be participating in this

event.

Yesterday, fraternity members dropped off food collec-

tion bags to local businesses participating in the food drive.

They will be picked up on Saturday morning. Brothers will

also stand at local supermarkets to ask for donations.

"I think it's incredible that nationally we will all be work-

ing together to help fight hunger," Starke said.

All donations will be given to the Amherst Food Shelter.

A goal of 2,500 pounds of food has been set.

Last week, the brothers invited a speaker from the

Everywomen's Center to discuss issues about date rape, vio-

lence and other related topics.

Starke said that the main focus of discussion was respon-

sibility. "If we have a party then it is our responsibility, to

stop any violent situations that arise and not wait for other

people who know the victim to help," he said.

As a follow up to this workshop, Lambda Chi Alpha will

be inviting another speaker from EWC to speak to the

entire Greek system and the UMass community. This work-

shop is scheduled to be held in the Campus Center some-

time in early December.

Commerce Dept. reports a slowdown
By Martin Crubinger

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The U.S. econ-

omy slowed dramatically during the

summer, advancing at less than half

last spring's torrid pace as exhausted

consumers took a breather.

The Commerce Department report-

ed Wednesday that the gross domes-

tic product, the total output of goods

and services, rose at an annual rate of

just 2.2 percent from July through

September, compared to a 4.7 per-

cent second-quarter increase.

Republican presidential candidate

Bob Dole quickly said the latest GDP
figure showed the economy is "barely

afloat." But President Clinton, who
has based much of his re-election

campaign on his stewardship of the

economy, viewed the GDP figure as

confirmation that "our economy con-

tinues to grow steady and strong."

For their part, private economists

welcomed the slowdown. They said it

would help keep inflation in check

and further postpone interest rate

hikes by the Federal Reserve.

A Fed report released Wednesday
on the state of the economy seemed

to support that view. In its latest

national survey of business condi-

tions, the Fed said the economy con-

tinues to expand, but "the pace of

growth reportedly has slowed some-

what." For its part, the Clinton

administration insisted that the sharp

slowdown in growth carries no threat

of possible recession but is rather a

moderation that would further pro-

long what is already the third-longest

recovery since World War II.

Laura D'Andrea Tyson, head of the

president's National Economic
Council, called the current expansion

a "real achievement of this adminis-

tration" by keeping interest -ates low

through its deficit-reduction oflbrti

But campaigning in Clarksville.

Tenn., Dole told a campus rally that

"the truth about the Clinton economy

is getting easier to see. ... This is a

real economic slowdown."

Financial markets, however, wor-

ried that the economy is not slowing

enough. Stocks and bonds lost

ground with investors blaming the

declines in part on worries raised by a

separate housing report that sales are

still at too high a level for the Fed's

comfort. The Dow Jones industrial

average dipped 13.79 to close at

5,995.23.

The Commerce Department report-

ed that new homes were sold at a

robust annual rate of 816,000 units in

September, down just 0.5 percent

from August, which had been the

highest sales rate in a decade.

The Fed survey, done in prepara-

tion for the next rate setting meeting

on Nov. 1 3, noted "few indications of

significant price pressures" for raw

materials or goods, but it said reports

of higher wage pressures were more
widespread.

Still, many private economists said

they expect the 2.2 percent GDP
increase of the third quarter to be fol-

lowed by growth around that level in

the fourth quarter as well. Those fig-

ures would keep the central bank on

hold for the rest of this year and well

into 1997, many analysts predicted.

'U.S. economic growth has down-

shifted and we expect growth to

remain modest going forward," said

Cheryl Katz, senior economist at

Merrill Lynch in New York.

The GDP report showed that price

pressures actually eased in the third

quarter, with a GDP inflation gauge

rising just 1.9 percent at an annual

rate, the best performance in three

years.

The 2.2 percent expansion of the

economy compared to a 2 percent

GDP rise in |anuary-March. Analysts

said the spring 4.7 percent spurt was

an aberration that reflected a torrent

of consumer spending after an unusu-

ally severe winter.

They said the 2.2 percent third

quarter slowdown was more sustain-

able and should prolong the current

expansion, which began in March
1991.
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Will be holding a co-op information

session on:

Tuesday, November 5

4:00 pm
SOM Room 120

Company representatives and former co-op students will

talk about their summer programs and

semester opportunities!!!

Don't miss this opportunity to find

out how you can obtain experience

in your field of study and earn thousands

of dollars doing it!!!

For further information Call 545-6265

EDS and Digital Semiconductor proudly support the University

career center

Shaping an idea

Kiran Bhowmik, a junior art major, demonstrated how to use a pottery wheel in the Campus Center

yesturday. She works for the Student Union Craft Center.

WIN 1 OF S PAIRS OF TICKETS TO THE

Purchase a Classified ftd

on October 31 or Rovember
1 and you are automatical-

ly entered in a drawing Tor

a pair of tickets!

No purchase neccessary to enter. Just fill out an entry form at the Collegian

Classifieds Stand or at the Collegian offices by Noon on Friday, November 1

.

(Drawing will be held at the Collegian offices at 3:00 pm on Friday.)
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Two worlds collide

David

Chan

The following story was written in light of the

recent quota controversy surrounding Boston
Latin High School...

Danny was a tough and independent boy. He was well

trained from his rough childhood. His father had left

him and his mother when Danny was very young, so he

didn't really get to know his father. Danny's mother had

been working two jobs since then to support Danny and

his little brother. His mother felt bad for her two kids.

especially Danny. There was no fatherly figure around

and money was always an issue. She didn't have time to

help her children with their schoolwork and even if she

had, she wouldn't have been much help since she never

even finished high school. Nonetheless, she knew Danny
was a strong and smart kid. He took very

good care of his little brother too.

Growing up in the inner-city was not

only challenging, but stressful. Danny's

mother never stopped worrying about her

children's safety Even the recent install-

ment of metal detectors did not appease her concern.

She felt that this was long overdue anyway. Schools

should think about having dogs to sniff out drugs as

well. The drug problem was just as bad. It was a shame

that the school system had to concentrate their budget

on the safety of the students. Money was seldom spent

on supplies, books and computers.

Danny's mother placed significant hope in her boy.

She loved watching him study every night. She loved

rewarding him for all his good report cards. But most of

all. she loved the teacher conferences. Teachers couldn't

rave enough about Danny's potential. He had an out-

standing work ethic.

Although Danny did not have many resources because

of his disadvantaged economic background, his teachers

encouraged him to apply to a good, reputable high

school. They knew that Danny would continue his acad-

emic success while in high school. They knew he would
flourish in a good high school, and that this would give

him a greater chance of earning an opportunity to

attend an elite college. Danny's mother knew that this

was the chance for Danny to leam in a better environ-

ment. He was special. He was going to break out of the

inner-city and bring success into the family...

Now on the other side of town, there was Edward.

Both of Edward's parents held college degrees and were

professionals. Edward never really had anything to

worry about. He looked forward to the family's yearly

summer vacations at Martha's Vineyard and the

Christmas vacations in Florida to see his grandparents.

He and all his friends have been playing organized base-

ball since they were 10. Edward's team even won the

district champs.
School was always fun for Edward too. He loved the

computers that the school recently purchased. They
were just as good as the two that he had at home.
Classes were always small and personal. Edward always

got to know all his teachers. Homework was never a

problem for Edward either, since his parents were usu-

ally readily available to help him.

Edward was a good student. His teachers may not

have raved about him to the extent of throwing a party,

but they did mention that he would succeed — just like

most of the kids in the neighborhood. He had the back-

ground and the resources. There was nothing that could

stop Edward from continuing the success

of his family.

Edward's parents wanted him to take

the entrance exam for that good, rep-

utable high school on the other end of

town. His parents had attended it, and so

had his older sister, who now goes to Princeton.
Edward's parents, as well as his teachers, prepared him
for the exam. Most of the other students were going to

take the entrance exam as well.

When Edward went to take the exam, he sat next to

Danny. Edward could tell that Danny probably went to

the other school. Not many students from Danny's
school took the entrance exam for this good, reputable

high school. Edward admired Danny for his courage. He
never saw much of Danny's kind around his neighbor-

hood.

Danny could tell where Edward was from too. He
knew that everybody from Edward's neighborhood went
to this good, reputable high school. Danny knew he was
up against some well prepared students.

A week after the test, the results and decisions were
mailed out. Danny's score was good and so was
Edward's. Danny had the highest score to ever come out

of his school. But Edward's was just slightly higher.

Danny was not admitted into the good, reputable high

school. Edward was.

Danny's background and unique experiences could

have contributed to the student body. His story could

have been a learning experience for other students, but

the good, reputable high school had decided this year

that numbers were the only way to judge a student's

potential. They were the only criteria they looked at.

Unfortunately for Danny, he will always be a step

behind Edward as long as they compete solely ol^um-
bers.

David Chan is a Collegian columnist.

An Eco-friendly candidate

The Green Party has some fun-

damental characteristics that

set it apart from the other par-

ties involved in U.S. politics. Most
inspiring of trust, the Greens are not

organized as a top-down hierarchy,

but instead as a network of citizens.

What this translates into is a federa-

tion of diverse groups all working
together on certain principles.

There's no official party dogma that

all groups have to agree with, but this

doesn't mean that vari-

ous Green groups have

no solidarity or cohe-

sion. For a decentral-

ized political group,
there are some amaz-
ingly well-organized
responses to pressing

social and political

problems laid out in the

collection of Green
platforms
(www.greens.org. )

Ralph Nader, the

Greens' presidential

candidate, is not a typical contender

for the presidency in any way. A lot

of attention has been given in the

media to the fact that Nader never

sought a nomination, but was drafted

by the Greens. Basically, he's allow-

ing them to run him as a candidate,

instead of running himself actively.

And there is no hammered-out.
cast-in-stone platform that's agreed

upon by both Nader and the Greens.

Nader's also not raising or accept-

ing any campaign funds. Most people

probably see this as evidence of

insanity; however, integrity is closer

to the truth. Here we have a cam-
paign that's enacting campaign
finance reform, instead of blathering

about how necessary it is, and plug-

ging a few insignificant little fine tun-

ings.

Nader's also pretty outspoken
against big government itself, having

said things like "big government and

big business — sometimes it's hard to

distinguish between the two." He has

spent years fighting the government,

mostly on environmental and con-

sumer safety issues, but more gener-

ally on all issues where profit and
democracy come into conflict.

It's a pretty common perception

that parties cither than the two who
have been ruling us unhindered for

decade- might have some interesting

stands on issues like the environment,

but simply wouldn't
know how to deal with

biggies such as interna-

tional policy, econom-
ics and crime. I

checked out some
Green platforms on
these very issues and
was surprised to find

well-articulated poli-

cies.

Economics is a big

one. It seems like

whichever direction we
turn, we're surrounded

by either capitalists offering to let us

be sacrificed to the Gods of Capital,

or socialists of some ilk telling us that

if we only give them all our money,
they'll be sure to distribute it evenly

back to us. In neither case do we
have anything resembling economic
democracy. The Greens, however, lay

out a plan that is neither socialist nor

capitalist.

A big move would be developing

tools for determining hidden costs

and values of various jobs and indus-

tries. For instance, wealth created by

those outside the formal economy,
such as parents and community vol-

unteers, is usually acknowledged. The
Greens call for the recognition that

these roles contribute something of

substantial value to our society as a

whole. Thus, parents raising children

at home are working, and this fact

would be recognized. As far as hid-

den costs, we can calculate somewhat

accurately the true cost (in destruc-

tion of natural resources, loss of

human life, etc.) of cars. This would
allow us to understand that they are

actually a lot more expensive than the

price quoted by the dealer.

Perhaps more importantly, the

Greens call for an end to monolithic

capitalism — instead, they see a

future where economy is local or

regional, so that the consumers,
workers and owners will interact

more democratically. This deals with

many of the social costs of capitalism,

such as alienation and structural

unemployment, and could lead to a

shift in class structures. Other mea-

sures, such as generous minimum
wages and a maximum wage, could

also contribute to a resolution of

class inequities.

The platform hopes to see many of

these measures implemented globally,

and thus, the Greens are somewhat of

an internationalist party. However,
their ideas of decentralization and
democratic self-determination lead to

foreign policy stands that resemble

the U.S. government's original isola-

tionist policies. The Greens don't feel

that the U.S. or any other country

should interfere in, say, the Middle
East. They call for a hands-off
approach, especially in light of the

fact that U.S. foreign policy is often

decided with the interests of interna-

tional capital at the forefront.

Nader is not on the ballot in every

state, but he can be written in, as can

anyone else. He says straight out that

he doesn't expect to win; however, he

hopes his candidacy will have the

long-term effect of increasing grass-

roots involvement in the political

process. He sees his bid for the presi-

dency as a first step toward a possible

future in which voters could make a

true choice, rather than a wincing
resignation when they cast their vote.

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian
columnist.
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Don't let me down...
Dear President Clinton.

Well, this is it. The culmination of four years of

hard work with four more hopefully to come.

People have been asking me for a while now why I'm a

supporter of yours. Yes. I'm a registered Democrat, but

that's not the whole story. I've been listening, watching.

paying attention — I even took notes during the debates

(nice job, by the way). Your ideas, your plans, your record

of work thus far— these are the reasons I'm giving you my
vote. Not partisan ideology, not animosity

toward your opponents, not some sort of

vague allusion to arbitrary and particular

"character issues" that may or may not be

there.

1 agree with your ideas more than your

opponents'.

That's all. Plain and simple.

So I'm giving you my vote. I'm not casting

it, but giving it. It's an important distinction,

1 think.

It's my vote after all. I earned it. it's mine.

It was paid for by the blood of my foremoth-

ers and forefathers and handed uown to me
the day 1 turned 18. It's mine to do with

what I will, and I'm giving it to you.

But before I do. I want to make sure there are some
things understood between us.

My vote is part of a trust, an agreement between the

two of us. I agree to make my voice heard and to keep my
nose clean, pay my taxes and to actively participate in our

.

democratic process on multiple levels.

Your end of the bargain gets a little more complicated.

You've made promises and introduced plans, and I'm

going to hold you to trying to make them reality.

Try. That's all I'm asking. I'm enough of a realist to

understand that politics, by its nature, is about compro-

mise, and that some of the plans and promises may not

become reality in the forms originally proposed. That's

life. But I'm going to demand that you try.

You've said many times during your two Presidential

campaigns that you want my vote. Well, there are some
things I want in return.

I want to know that I've got a good chance to be able to

put my degree to use and that I'll be able to have a place

to go to work every morning.

I want to make sure that government programs such as

Medicare. Medicaid and Social Security are not only work-

ing well, but will be in place long enough to help take care

of my parents, and that the groundwork will be laid for

the programs to continue functioning well into the next

century.

I want the U.S. educational system to be brought not

just up to date, but propelled forward into the next millen-

nium. That means starting at the pre-school level. A lot of

the talk has been concentrating on education only at the

secondary level. Education doesn't start after you graduate

high school, und it doesn't end after college. We ought to

have the best equipped, best staffed and most adequately

funded schools possible. It's shocking that a good number

of college graduates can't name Germany's allies during

World War II. We can do better.

When I give you my vote, I'm asking that

you look out for us as a whole. The country.

And we're going to ask you to take care of

things for us. We need someone to mind the

store. We need someone to allay our fears,

so that we can sleep well at night.

When I give you my vote I want to be

able to feel confident that you're looking

out for our best interests. Even if that

means stepping on a few toes and putting

aside your personal feelings.

I want to be able to know that we're not

going to rush into an armed conflict without

considering everything. I don't want to see

any more blood spilt in vain.

I want you to try and make this a place where we put

aside our stupid, petty problems to actually get down to

business and get some work accomplished. I want to see a

place where everyone is given a fair shake and an equal

chance.

I want to see this country become an equal partner in a

global community, and not a jingoistic bully imposing its

own self-righteous sense of pax Americana onto the rest

of the planet.

There's more of course, but 1 think you get the idea.

It's a tall order. I know. I also understand that none of

this is going to happen overnight. It probably won't all

come to pass in the next four years, either. If we try. if we
constantly try to improve ourselves, that's a move in the

right direction. A nation constantly bettering itself is per-

haps the best we can hope for in a country of this size and

diversity. Even a meager half step forward has got to be

better than any amount of backward motion, don't you
think?

So. I want you to try. Do your best. I'm asking you to at

least do that. I can't fault sbmebody if they've honestly

given their all.

So. I give you my trust. I give you my hope.

I give you my vote.

Please don't let me down.
Bob Dunn is a Collegian columnist.

Costume foolery

C. Taylor

Conner

To my readers.

I can't lie to you. friends. I'm about to write one of
those columns. My train of thought pulled into the

station, and the only passenger was a giant cliche. If

you didn t read Brad Davidson 's piece yesterday, this

exercise may seem just wholly unoriginal. If you did.

could you please just pretend for 70 or so lines like

you didn 't? Many thanks.

Captain Kirk. The Wolfman. A Stormtrooper.

You.
Yep. I've been all of 'em in my hallowed

Halloween career. Back in the day. we all used

to enjoy the ritual: the Toys 'R' Us
stampede to snag that last cheap plastic

Tron get-up so we too could enter the

computer age with Bruce Boxleitner;

the mall holiday store rush to grab
those hot- selling Sloth-from-Goorties

masks: or the last-minute attic dash to

search out your parents' old vetements so you could

be the kid in big clothes who trips a lot.

But then we get older. We dread the little bastards

showing up on our doorsteps asking for candy. We
start to understand Albert Belle's driving instincts. We
think about throwing laxative pills in the candy com
we give out.

Nothing's free, you little freaks, we think. And how
are you ever going to get a job dressed like that?

It's time for us to loosen up and get back to basics.

No. that doesn't mean risking circulation cut-off by

trying to fit into your fifth-grade Adidas sneakers in a

desperate attempt to recreate your beloved Run-DMC
costume.

We need to make our inner children smile, hold

hands and teach the world to sing.

More specifically, we need to reflect in our new cos-

tumes the interests we have at this juncture in our

lives as young adults and college students. As
promised in my official opening cop-out, here are a

few suggestions:

Bar clones: For guys, find fifty plaid shirts. Wear all

of them at once. Next, buy a hat bearing the logo of an

institution you don't attend. Finally, purchase a pair of

over- priced corduroys that you couldn't have given

away five years ago. All set.

For the ladies, dig up your baby clothes, more
makeup than a high school production of The

Elephant Man and all of your pride (which you'll soon
discard).

If you and your friends achieve these looks adeptl>

.

you should all appear identical.

Administrators: Wear your best suit. Soil tie or shin
slightly with spills for best replication of a

six-Beefeater martini lunch. To top off the illusion,

when asked even the most basic questions, give a

maddeningly irrelevant and brutally long-winded
answer. Or just lie.

lob interviewers: The simplest of all costumes, but
unfortunately the heaviest as well. AH it requires you

to do is carry around a desk and chair.

When approached by curious students,

simply sit behind the desk, ask them
what they can offer you. and then kick

back grinning a spit-eating grin that all

but says, "You will never, ever, ever get

this job."

Note: For those who like this idea, but suffer from
back problems, you can be a financial aid office work-
er, thereby eliminating the need for the desk and
chair. Simply replace said props with a teller's win-
dow, and replace the phrase "this job" with "free from
loan debts."

A philosophy or sociology major, lust be a flake all

day. Students will know what you're supposed to be in

the metaphysical scheme that determines our social

dynamic. See, it's easy.

A track runner with a groin pull: Gentleman, this is

finally the opportunity you've been waiting for — you
can touch your crotch in public til the cows come
home. However, to get the proper look of someone
who emerges from daily 59- degree whirlpool soaks
numb-assed and cold-water shrunken, see me.

Sorry. Scratch that last image. No pun intended.
Well. I'm off to write next week's column, which

will strive for originality, as will future efforts. It's all

about Bob Dole being old and Bill Clinton smoking
weed. In a couple of weeks, I'll write about what
Thanksgiving means to me, and why it's important to

be thankful. And you'll all be looking out for my
Christmas column about the travails of holiday shop-
ping And what about wild New Year's adventures,
and why Valentine's Day is so romantic, and why we
should drink on St. Patty's Day. and...

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian columnist
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|acob W. Michaels, Editor in Chief — The Princess

Brule (I987) William Goldman's clastic tail of true

bve, tTeacheTy, sword fights and piracy. And Andre the

(Hani — what more could you ask for?

Chris Conner, Managing Editor - Tearless.

< I sm4 (With the notably ghastly exception that is lin-en

Curd. Peter Weir's track record in Tinseltown b CM of

the Miiooihest. Fearless, went largely unnoticed, quite a

shame for such a rich and haunting work. Rosie Perez

may have snagged the Best Supporting Actress nom
but this is Jell Bridges' piece de resistance

lercmy Brothers, Arts Associate — Kicking and
Screaming (1495). Someday it's going to happen, it's

inevitable — graduation. A terrifyingly comic tale of

what happens when you refuse to leave your college

recowvvwewdls...
town after you graduate. The apathy and insanity un-

delivered with inspired performances from Christopher

Eigeman and |osh Hamilton. A must see for resident of

AmheiM

Scema Gangatirkar, Arts Associate — The Scarlet

Pimpernel (1982). This flick has got everything: pus

sion, romance, betrayal and intrigue. Anthony Andrew*-

stars as the swashbuckling hero determined to Wrt
aristocrats from Madame la Guillotine. There's nothing

sexier than a man in satin and luce.

Lisa M. Oliveri, Arts Associate — The Hunger
(1485). is a great, dark vampire film with Susan

Sarandon, David Bowie and Catherine Deneuve. It has
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All roads to filmmaking do not lead tol

I Hollywood. Take a quick look at the!

often ignored independent film scene inl

the Valley, and you will see that great!

filmmakers are among us. Philip O'Brien!

and l.iane Brandon are two examples ofj

independent filmmakers who have con-

nections to the University ofl

Massachusetts. While O'Brien is justl

making his name in the competitive!

industry, Brandon has become a leading|

figure in the independent film scene.

I
Philip O'Brien

Philip O'Brien takes his ideas for film!

I from life. O'Brien, who graduated from!

the Upiyersity of Massachusetts in 1994.T

Seema

Gangatirkc

pulled together details from his life to|

. rente his award-winning film. Asylum.

"I gnaat I look for things in my envi-

ronment that I can pull in und make sto-l

lies from." he said. In Asylum, he drew!

upon knowledge from his father and!

grandfather's tow truck and repair ser-

\kc» to create a character who inherited|

I

a lowing business

O'Brien's fascination with film beganl

|
early on. though it wasn't clear at lit -

1

1

I
where he would be going with film.

"I did a lot of animated things. Then ll

came here and I really didn't know whutl

I

I

was going to u\> I didn't really consider)

filmmaking an option." he said. "Then

Look a few classes und I started to get|

|

into | film | again."

Asylum took him two years and|

|
$12,000 to produce.

"I was the cameraman. I edited, every-

|thing." O'Brien said. At the time.

Turn to ROADS Pa9e 7
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The Pioneer Valley is a cultural mecca.l

I Though tiny in size compared to a major!

city, it's huge in what it has to offer.

I

Countless lectures, concerts, films and art!

galleries open in the Valley everyday. Wei
are privy to a variety of cultural events,!

and are given many opportunities tol

explore more about the arts.

The Valley houses a wide assortment of]

I places to explore its cultural resources —

I

among these are video stores. This areal

has some of the best video stores in thel

region, and each one offers something!

different. From mega Hollywood block-

busters, to smaller art house films, stu-

dents can find exactly what they are look-l

ing for in at least one of the Valley's!

Lisa M.

Oliveri

video stores.

• The biggest conglomerate and alsol

I the most recent addition to the Valley isl

Blockbuster Video. Its blue and yellow|

awning graces the Stop & Shop strip malll

in South Hadley. While some critkizel

Blockbuster because of corporate nature,!

it offers many conveniences.

If Hollywood glam and first rate releas-

I es are what you desire, than Blockbusterl

is the store for you. More often than not,[

they shelve 15 or more copies of newl

I

releases.

They also have a fairly large collectionl

I of older movies, and generally keep one!

or two copies of each. Their foreign sec-l

tion is far from impressive, unless you|

want to rent a so- called "popular"

import like My Life as a Dog or Belle Ditl

lour. Blockbuster also does not stock any-[

thing rated above "R." so forget trying toj

j

rent the big screen version of S/towg/r/sl
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In the grand tradition of Cannes.

|

[Venice, New York and Toronto,
Northampton has joined the ranks of the|

I
Film Festival Circuit.

Sort of . .

.

While the Second Annual!
Northampton Film Festival doesn't have!

the glamour and glitz of some of thel

major film festivals, the Valley has some-"

j

thing far more precious.

"The festival's theme is of the art and!

I craft of film and video production. In al

way. we have a very competitive festival!

because we offer workshops on screen-

writing and film criticism as well asl

screening independent films," said Deel

DeGeiso, who serves on the festival';.!

Jeremy

Brothers

I
Board of Directors.

The weekend's festivities begin Friday!

with the first Film & Video Expo in thel

I area. The first of many of the festival's!

1 free offerings, the expo will be presented!

in the performance space of thel

Northampton Center for the Arts.l

[Offerings will include representatives!

I from film and video production houses.

I

editing studios, booksellers with film and!

I video-related titles, computer animators,

I movie memorabilia vendors, film and!

1 video organizations and the State Film!

I Office.

Tomorrow evening, the festival contin-

ues with an opening reception at thel

Words and Pictures Museum. The spe-l

cial guest at this reception will bel

Academy Award-winning special effects!

master. Douglas Trumbull.
\

2001: A Space Odyssey, the film fori

which Trumbull won his Best Special!

Turn to FILM page 71
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Despite its size, the Pioneer Valley still!

I has one of the most vibrant film scenes!

in the northeast. Not only can one see all!

the recent Hollywood releases, but thel

number of independent and imported!

films is equally astonishing. Countlessl

filmmakers have spoken throughout thel

Five College system. This weekend's!
Northampton Film Festival is a prime!

example of the magnitude of culture the|

I

valley contains.

The number and specific styles of the|

|
Valley's theaters make it possible for this

area to have this great diversity. The fact!

that the Valley has so many differentj

kinds of theaters allows a wide range of

distributors to bring their movies to thei

area. Obviously, competition is a factor!

Adam
Levine

the success of the community's moviel

I houses; however, this has forced the|

opposing theaters to cater to more spe-

I

cific audiences and film styles.

University of Massachusetts Professorl

I Barton Byg. a film historian and instruc-l

tor of a class on German Cinema.

|

I

explained why the area is so special.

"What's unique about the Valley is the|

I concentration of different kinds of film-

makers coming to the area and showing|

I

their work." he said.

Although not a native of the area. Bygl

I expressed how the film scene of thel

Valley is comparable to that of Boston.

As a result of independent theaters inl

metropolitan areas closing down, thel

Valley still strives with culture, allowing!

a variety of filmmakers to come to the|

I

area and promote their art.

The AMC Mt. Farms Theater in|

|
Hadley has been in the area since 1973.

Turn to ALIVE poge 7|
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FILM IN THE VALLEY ~

Second Annual Northampton Film Festival •November 1- 3, 1996 •Schedule of Events
Friday, November 1

10 a.m. 5 p.m. Depot Restaurant —
$85/$95
Screenwriiing Workshop
A full Jay screen-writing program
with screenwriter, script consultant

and teacher Jeff Kitchen. Higher
price includes a full course lunch at

The Depot with four chokes of main
entree.

il a.m. - 4 p.m. Northampton
Center for the Aits
Free Film and Video E*po
For fans of film/video-make«s alike.

Displays of film andVideo equip-
ment, supplies and services, books,

posters and other memorabilia, all

related to the love of film and video.

The film and Video Expo is present-

ed in collaboration with the
Northampton Center for the Arts and
Paradise City Film Cooperative.

6 p .m. Words and Pictures Museum
-$10
Opening Reception

iom the artists who made this year's

group of filra and videos for food and
conversation. Special guest is Oscar-
winner and special effects master,
Douglas Trumbull.

S: 50 p.m. Academy of Music— $10
2001 : The Countdown Begins
200J: A Space Odyssey returns to
the big screen for one night only. In
Dolby Stereo. Special appearance by
Douglas Trumbull (2001;
Bladerunner; Star Trek; Cios«
Encounters of the Third Kind; mm-:
Running; Andomeds Strain)

Saturday/November 2

Free10 a.m. Academy ofMusk -

"Everybody's A Critic*:

A Film Criticism Seminar
A look at what critics think about
and what they would like you to look
for in their reviews. FOm clips will be
shown and reviewed. Audience par-

ticipation is encouraged. Panel mem-
bers include, among others, Emily
Harrison Weir from the Advocate

Newspapers, Bruce Watson from The
Daily Hampshire Gazette, and Mark
Giza from ABC-TV affiliate.

10 a.m. Stoddard Hall (Smith
College) —Free
Screenwriting Workshop
Script consultant and screenwriter

Jeff Kitchen presents a two-hour
workshop on the mechanics of script

writing

Independent Films& Videos

'
t pan. Academy of Music— $5
The Black Boots by Bridget Mumane,
(10 rain., 1996)

A pair of new boots take a young
dancer on a journey through the loss

and retrieval of her love for the art

form.

The Magic Stone by Pamela Berger

(112 min., 1994)

The story of an Irish slave's flight to

freedom and his encounter with
Native Americans 500 years before

Columbus.

1 p.m. Stoddard Hall — $5
The Blue Lola Project bv Peter
Kieuger (5:40 min,, 1996)

This stunning visual cyber- journey
merges human and computer memtf
ry in a look at the surreal side of real-

ity.

Universal Shark by Jacqueline Gc*8
(5 min., 1996)

Pre-panum horror fantasies chal-

lenge cherished myths of mother
hood with black humor.

A Healthy Baby Girl by Judith
Helfand (56 min.. 1990)
The artist's five year video-diary of
her DES caused cancer documents
familial love, guilt and political

awakening.

Ways of Harmony bv Christopher
Grant (20 min.. 1995)
An out- of tune piano embodies the

special challenges of an interracial

marriage.

4 p.m. Academy of Music $^
Narrowcasi by Erica Marciano (20
min.. 1996)

A zany, satirical descent into the pits

of TV' programming and the lengths

to which producers will go for rat-

ings.

Strait by Evie leder < 12 min., 1990)

Special Presentation by an Ml-
alumna
A charged, voyeuristic dynamic
develops as two couple wait for a

train to take them to an unknown
destination.

Without Air by Neil Abramson (88
min., 1995)

Invited Rim
A blues singer seeking fame descends

into a world of heroin, seedy sex ami
abuse. Viewer discretion is advised.

4 p in. Stoddard Hall — $5
Rung Fu Dyke (excerpt ) by Jesse

Gordon (2 min., 199b)
Local film students fantasize ab
being international filmmakers as

thrydiacu! awe of the art

The Next Big Hunga by Mark
Wilkinson 1996 . in; 10 min.)

The quest for Utopia is wayland in

this talc of drugs and virtual reality.

Missing I.cban I by Walid
Raid (einin.. 1996)

A short experimental documentary
commenting on the Lebanese civil

war through diary-inspired images.

Onward Christian Soldiers by Freke

Vuijst (49:35 min., 1996)

A documentary tracing the Religious

Right in America from fringe group
to mainstream political force.

Lamentation by Siddharth Anand
Kumar (2:40 min.. 1996)

An experiment of sound, light, fram-

ing and editing to create an impres-

sionistic look at death and the pas-

I time in an Indian ritual.

Turn to CALENDAR, page 8

CAREER DAY 1996
Sponsored by Undergraduate Business Club

Thursday, October 31,1- 5 pm Campus Center Auditorium

ADP Enterprise Rent-A-Car Jennings, Ryan & Kolb, Inc. Simplex Time Recorder Co.

AMS Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. John Hancock (East) SmithKline Beecham
American Express Field Experience John Hancock (Westboro) Solion

American Power Conversion Filene's Lockheed Martin State Street Bank
Au Bon Pain Friendly's New York Life Stop & Shop
Black & Decker E&J Gallo Winery Nine West Teradyne
Budget Rent-A-Car GE Capital Northwestern Mutual Life T.J. Maxx
Caldor GE Plastics (Information Offtech Travelers

Chubb Management Leadership Olde Discount Stockbrokers Walgreen
Deloitte & Touche Program) Osco Drug Wallace, Inc.

Deluxe Corporation Heublein Pratt & Whitney Wal*Mart
Digital Equipment Corp. Hewlett- Packard Providian Bancorp
EDS (Electronic Data Systems) J.C. Penny Catalog Sherwin Williams

-.}...

HH
a world where every person Has equal access to Information

.

when no geographic, cultural, or status barrier stands in the way

of communication.

At 3Com we Imagine such a
•v odd...And to make this Image a reality

we conceived Horizon 2000, our vision

and strategy for building a new kino' of

company. Together with our advanced

technology and high performance

products we will unleash the power of

access to information everywhere, at

anytime, for everyone,

3Com is attending the Undergraduate

Business Club and the School of

Management Career fair en Thursday,

October 31st, from IpmSpm, In the

Campus Center Audftortum. Please atop

by our booth to learn about career

opportunities at 3Com, Position* are

available at our Boxborough, Southborough,

and Mariborough locations.

We are particularly interested in meeting

with School of Management students

who wish to explore careers in:

INSIDE SALES AND
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Other opportunities available for:

SOFTWAREDEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
TECHNICAL SUPPORT ENGINEERS
MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS ENGINEERS

Imagine yourself working in a challenging

environment, making a competitive

salary, with a full benefits package, plus

28 paid days off per year, Profit Sharing,

Stock Options, Stock Purchase Plan,

Sabbatical Program and 401(k)Plan.

If you can imagine yourself in this

position after graduation, you belong

at 3Com.

If you are unable to see us at the

Campus Center Auditorium on October

31st, please send/email your resume
and cover letter indicating your career

objectives to:

Human Resources, 3Com
Southborough Office Park,

118 Turnpike Road, Southborough,

MA 01772-1886.

Fax (508) 4608990.

email:

michael_backer@3mail.3com.com
(Text only.)

We are committed to workforce

diversity and proud to be an equal

opportunity employer.

If you would like to find out more about
3Com and the positions we have
available, visit our Web Site at:

www.3com.com

Build Your Future
With

High Performance Industrial Tools

within Sales and Marketing

Visit our Booth @ The S.0.

Career Fair

Thursday, October 31 st

On Campus recruiting @ S0M -

Friday November 1
st

"Visit with Rich Mathews, Class of '91

and Mike Nelson, Class of '93

roads
continued from page 5

O'Brien was attending school
lull time and was working to pay for

both school and the film. An Arts
Council grant helped O'Brien with
some of the expends
"Any money I got. I channeled

into the (film]," he said. "I had to

work a lot."

After the movie was completed,
O'Brien tried his luck with film festi-

vals.

"I sent it out to festivals and it was
well received at a few," he said.

Asylum snagged the top award at the

Five College Film Festival.

Currently, O'Brien is rubbing
elbows with filmmakers like Michael

Moore (Roger and Me) and Kevin
Smith (Clerks) as he works on a

show for MTV called "Rough Cuts,"

a documentary on independent film-

makers

For anyone who has ever had the

desire to make a film, O'Brien
offered some simple advice.

"You just got to go out and do it,"

he said.

I Mm. Brandon
Award-winning independent Film-

maker Liane Brandon took an
unorthodox route to a film career

Brandon, a professor in the educa

lion department at the University of

Massachusetts, started out as a

stuntwoman.

"I had done stunts before I did

films," she said. "Then I got involved

in teaching and politics, the women's
movement and antiwar activities."

Brandon's interest in social issues

and teaching eventually led to a Film

career.

"One way to solve problems is to

do something about it," Brandon
said.

Through filmmaking, Brandon was

able to draw attention to issues she

felt needed to be addressed.

"I was making films because the

medium was so powerful," she said.

"I made them because 1 had a mes-

sage that was important to get out.

That was my motivation."

Getting the message out though
wasn't easy. Brandon found that dis

tributors were unwilling to distribute

her Films.

"|The films) were considered too

feminist," Brandon said, adding that

the sentiment in 1972 was that

"women's issues would not last two

years."

In response to the difficulties

incurred in trying to get her films

out, Brandon co-founded New Day
I llllis

At the time. New Day was the first

group of independent filmmakers in

the country. Since its inception. New
Day has grown from four filmmakers

to 55 nationwide, and represents

1 10 films

Brandon said that the filmmakers

have been together for 25 years. The

co-op's success can be measured by

the fact that New Day Films are

attracting audiences.

Two of Brandon's Films, Anything

You Want To Be and Betty Tells Her

Story, will be shown at the Museum
of Fine Arts in Boston on Nov. 23

and Dec. 15.

When it comes to what different!

ates quality films from the rest,

Brandon has a ready answer:

"Good films are a combination of

the way you use the medium plus the

message you're trying to gel across,"

she said.

mecca
continued from page 5

there. However, they do offer some
non-rated films.

From my own observation,
Blockbuster doesn't cater to college

students with their prices. They
don't offer any specials, and their

videos are a bit pricey at $3.35 for a

feature-length film. They also carry

an extensive previously- viewed
video collection at affordable prices.

While Blockbuster doesn't have

the homey feel of some of the other

stores in the area, you can't beat it

for selection. And if they don't say

your name when you check-out
("Your video is due back by

Monday evening, Lisa"), you get a

free video.

• In my opinion, the best video

store in the Amherst area is Video

To Go on Route 9 by Amherst
College. It houses by far the best

selection of videos. Whether search-

ing for the latest Antonio Banderas

flick, or the Georgio Moreoder
remake of Metropolis. Video to Go
aims to please.

If you are a film buff, then this

store will impress. Their video

library is categorized to provide easy

access to choosing a film. Their

videos are grouped not only by

genre, but also by directors and

actors.

Price-wise they are also a bit

steep — new releases are $3 per

night and older videos can be kept

for two evenings. But every time you

shop at Stop & Shop, clip the

coupon on the back of your receipt

— it allows you to get two videos

for the price of one.

The most impressive feature of

Video to Go is their wide selection

of hard-to-find videos. They stock

many videos that are out of print,

and also have a huge international

film section, categorized b> coun-

try.

Video to Go also caters to the

inexperienced film watcher, since

the employees who work there are

very friendly and extremely knowl-

edgeable. If you need to order a

copy of Girls in Uniform for your

German film class, the workers will

point you in the right direction.

• Of the same caliber of Video to

Go is Pleasant Street Video, located

next to frte (heater in Northampton.

Its set up is similar — the videos are

grouped by genre and director. This

is another great place for

hard-to-find videos. They have an

extensive import, independent and

avant garde library.

"I think we are an anecdote to the

chains," said Dana Gentes, the man-

ager and part-owner of Pleasant

Street. "We take chances on bizarre

films."

According to Gentes. Pleasant

Street stocks more out -of- the-ordi-

nary videos — they are willing to

take a chance on films that are not

mainstream. Another great feature

they practice is a request list where

patrons can offer their opinions as

to what videos they would like to

see on the shelves. If they get

enough requests for a specific film,

Gentes said, the store will try to

order it.

Pleasant Street has many specials

throughout the week, including

two-for-one days Monday through

Wednesday. Thursday is $1 off all

videos, so price-wise you can't beat

them. They also special-order

videos, and deal with many used

places and rare video specialists.

The other co owner, Richard

Pini, runs the theater next door, so

Pleasant Street often has specials in

conjunction with the featured film

of that week. In a few weeks, the

theater will be showing
Delicatessen, so be sure to look for

a Ct'ry of Lost Children display.

UMASS SKI CLUB PRESENTS

smrmmmi

QUEBEC CITY
CANADA I*

LODGING, LIFTS & TRANSPORTATION

FRIDAY thru SUNDAY DEC 6-8 th

2 NIGHTS HOTEL at Lllotil Vtoaji Quebec

In the Heart of Old Quebec City

Walk to nightclubs, restaurants and bars

2 DAYS LIFTS at Mount Sainte Anne

51Trails-#-l2.1-23* -10«*-6

12 Lifts. Including High Speed Gondola

Snowboard Park & Half -pipe Area

Rentals and Lessons Available

ROI ND TRIP DELUXE COACH BUS

"SOCIAL OPPORTUNITY" Age = 18 11

FROM ERPERS0 1

TAX
INCLUDED

Visit beautiful Quebec City, the

oldest city in North America. It

overlooks the St. Lawrence River.

Tour the old city & shop in the

"European City' of Canada.

$120/
IF DEPOSITMAN BY NOV. IT*

$50 non-refundable deposit required to make reservation.

$25 refundable damage deposit required with final payment.

NON Nkiers/Hourilcrs .ilvi Wi-lciinu-'

U.ilui i SJtl Kor no lilt iivkcli.

UMASS SKI CLUB

545-3437
sklciub @$toif. umass.edu
www.unass.stfu/rsi/sklclub
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Visual Effects Oscar, will be have a special screening

at the Academy of Music. The Festival's producers

have temporarily installed a Dolby Stereo sound sys-

tem for this rare event. Trumbull will be on hand to

answer questions after the film about both 2001 and

his work up to now. Since 2001, Trumbull has gone

on to work on such modern-day classics as Blade

Runner and Close Encounters of the Third Kind.

Saturday will offer various screenings of indepen-

dent films at the Academy as well as at Stoddard

Hall, located on the campus of Smith College. The
films vary both in content and length, ranging from

shorts weighing in at five minutes to features at 88

minutes.

That evening, the festival will present the four

awards: Northern Arts' Best of the Fest Critic's

Award; The Advocate Newspapers' Best Use of Film/

Video as Journalism; The Kodak Vision Award and

Tough Kid Productions' Emerging Young Filmmaker

Award.

After the awards arc presented. "An Evening with

Harvey Fierstein" will begin. The award-winning
playwright and actor will address the audience and

take questions, in addition to a screening of several of

his works. Fierstein can also be found in such film

hits as Bullets over Broadway. Independence Day. and

the adaptation of his own play, Torch Song Trilogy.

Sunday begins with a brunch at Spoleto featuring

Mabius. co-star of Welcome to the Dvllhouse. as

well as having Fierstein on hand to take questions.

The world premier of Vezalay, the new film from

Ken Burns, will also be screened Sunday Burns, ere

ator of the popular Civil War and Baseball series, was

one of the honorees at last year's festival.

"We were very happy with how last year's festival

worked out. It was great. People seemed to be very

happy too. People felt it was accessible having every-

thing within walking distance," DeGeiso said.

The festival will end with a tribute to Hampshire

College's loan Braderman at the CFA. Bradenr.an, a

internationally recognized video artist with pieces in

the permanent collections of the Museum of Modern

Art in New York and the Centre Pompidou in Paris.

will be on hand to answer questions and screen her

1995 video, loan Sees Stars, a humorous commentary

on the many ways in which popular culture has affect

ed our lives.

leremy Brothers is a Collegian Columnist

alive
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With their expansion, which included The Hampshire
Six Theater, the AMC consistently has the most afford-

able ticket prices in the valley. The Films arc geared to

the more conventional Hollywood releases. With their

size, the AMC can offer the largest selections of movies,

large screens and decent sound systems.

The AMC has also been a major supporter of the

upcoming film festival. By having special screenings ol

The Rocky Horror Picture Show, they helped contribute

to the festival by donating the proceeds from the event.

The theater is also excellent for budget-managing stu-

dents wanting to see movies at an affordable price. With

a valid I.D.. students can view a film at the AMC for less

than the price of an average video rental.

The Pleasant Street Theater in Northhampton is the

niosi charming theater in the area. It contains a true

artistic quality and a cozy viewing atmosphere. This the-

ater is everything that the multi-plex isn't, and is

designed for the quintessential film buff. Also, the fact

that they have two screens allows them to have more
variety than your average movie house.

The Pleasant Street Theater has been in Northampton

for 20 years, and is responsible for showing many of the

finest independent and foreign features.

"This sort of theater might not exist in too many other

areas." owner Richard Pini said.

This deals with the concentration of the type of audi-

ence within the Valley, many of whom are associated

with the academic world and understand the importance

of film as a medium of communication and entertain-

ment.

The Pleasant Street also screens cult classic films,

such as Faster Pussycat Kill Kill and Blade Runner,

every weekend. This allows viewers to watch older

favorites in a traditional movie theater environment.

They also have a special morning matinee on

Wednesdays.

The Academy of Music is also located in downtown
Northampton, and is aesthetically the most impressive

theater in the valley. Originally designed as a music hall,

a screen was later added, enabling the theater to bring

more artistic films to the area. The Academy also has a

large seating capacity, making it one of the more com
fortable theaters. With a quick turnover rate, the

Academy is able to screen a large quantity of films, usu-

ally specializing in international cinema and bigger inde-

pendent features. The Academy serves as the homebase

for this weekend's Northampton Film Festival (see relat-

ed story).

The Amherst Cinema is located next to the Fleet Bank

in downtown Amherst. The Amherst Cinema contains an

equally spacious theater as The Academy, allowing for a

pleasurable viewing experience. The Cinema specializes

in screening second-run films that have often played

previously at The Academy.
This service is excellent for giving viewers a second

chance if they missed a certain film they wanted to see

The Amherst Cinema does screen a nice variety of film

genres, ranging from Hollywood to independently-made,

and has a less specific concentration than most of the

other theaters in the area. The Amherst Cinema is also

known for having the lowest concession prices in the

valley.

Each of the valley's movie theaters has created their

own uniqueness allowing them each to adequately

Hi >llal Through their determination to represent the

Pioneer Valley and its continuously growing culture, we,

the viewers, are in an excellent position to experience

the complete range of global cinema.

Adam Levine is a Collegian columnist
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Maffoween?
October 31 in the SUB

UPC Presents:
Opening: Rockweille from Springfield

the

Boot Camp Clik

HELTAH Skeltah
smif -n- wessen&

Orinoo Gunn Clappaz
& dance party with dj ron g

doors open at 8:00
doors close at 2:00

tickets:

$12 for UMass-Amherst students

$13 for non-UMass-Amherst students

$14 day of show

1

k

Sold at Tix Unlimited at UMass and
all Stawberries Outlets

Sponsored in part by
UMass Arts Council

For more,, information call:
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a fabulous musical score and ihe

most beautiful, erotic love scene

between Sarandon and Deneuve.

Mike Burke, Arts & Living

Editor — Slacker (1991). What
other movie has ever discussed pur-

chasing Madonna's pap smear?

Henry Brier, Ed-op Writer —
Cape Fear (1991). Directed by

Martin Scorsese, this film is great

not only because it's suspenseful

and has amazing cinematography,
but mostly because Robert DeNiro

distinguishes himself as a true

bad-ass.

Elizabeth Brown. Photography
Editor — Love and Death (1975).

This is one of Woody Allen's best

films because the humor is so deli-

cious and his final monologue is

brilliant and completely true. "You
should.definitely look into it..."

Chris Stamm, Sports co-editor —
Happy Cilmore (1996) is the story

of a cagey young athlete who enters

the world of professional sports, not

for the love of the game, not for the

fame, but to help out his grand-

mother. Oh, and he tries to kill a

guy with his hockey skate, bonus.

Pete Servais, Advertising
Manager - Bloodsport (1987V This

is your basic all-around kick-butt

movie. It encompasses all brands of

martial arts with lean-Claude Van
Damme ultimately kicking the most

butt. Not much on plot but heavy

on the intense fight scenes. When
Harry Met Sally comes in a strong

second, but that's another story,

and I'm sober.

Laura Stock, News Associate —
Much Ado About Nothing (1993).

One of the best Shakespearian film

adaptations. Kenneth Branagh and

Emma Thompson are electric as

Beatrice and Benedick, delivering

the Bard's blank verse like a RSC
pros. Keanu Reeves can't even ruin

this literary delight.

Nicole Cournoyer, Ed-op
Associate — 12 Monkeys (1995).

This makes it because six billion

people die. time travel is neat.

Bruce Willis is a hotty and Brad Pitt

is hysterical. You'll be quoting
insane ramblings and moving your

hands in weird jerky motions for

weeks afterwards.

Scan Horgen, computer whiz —
In ihe Name of the Father (1993).

One of the few mainstream movies

that actually gives a realistic repre-

sentation of the troubles in

Northern Ireland. It breaks through

the stereotypical British media spin

on the situation and shows some of

the true victims. Daniel Day Lewis

kicks ass!

Tara MK Connelly, Collegian
columnist — My Fair Lady (1964).

Audrey Hepburn is the epitome of

chic and Rex Harrison is by far at

his best as Prof. Henry Higgins. A
classic musical with a magnificent

score that many overlook because

they just can't deal with people

bursting into song and dancing
while buying flowers.

Daniel Bodah, Arts Writer —
Network (1976). I just saw this clas-

sic, starring William Holden and
Fayc Dunaway, for the first time. In

this hysterical and sharp satire on
the influence of the media, a news
anchor turns into the ranting "Mad
Poet of the Airwaves" and the "Mao
Tse-tung Hour" gets a 30 share. A
comedy with great acting and drama
under the surface.

lustin Daniel Smith, Arts Writer
— The Wild Bunch (1969). The vio-

lentest movie ever! "Bloody Sam"
Peckinpah at his best, as a group of

outlaws including William Holden,

Ben lohnson and Ernest Bognine
(hell, yeah) thwart evil Mexican
banditos in this western classic.

Bob Dunn, Collegian Columnist
— Broadcast News (1988). Not only

funny and timely with great perfor-

mances all around from William
Hurt, Albert Brooks and Holly

Hunter, but raises serious questions

about the pedestal on which we put

our news anchors.

Dan Levenson, Associate News
Editor — Billy Madison (1994).
This excellent work of art is the

quintessential humor film.

Combining the stunning wit of

Adam Sandler with the incredible

acting of a giant penguin, this movie

is sure to delight people of all ages,

drunk or sober.

Luke Meredith, Associate Sports

Editor — Cool Hand Luke (1967). I

was named after this movie, and I'd

like to think I take after Paul

Newman's character a little bit. Not

the coolness, but the public drunk-

enness and the prison record.

Seriously. Newman is the man, and

the carwashing scene? Aye,

Carumba!

Alycia Hines, Business Manager
— Sleepless in Seattle (1993). A
tearjerker with a funny twist. A
woman becoming obsessed with a

man she's only heard talking to a

radio psychiatrist. I wouldn't be

surprised if this happened to me! 1

gave this movie two thumbs up!

Beth McCarthy, News Associate

— Crimes of the Heart (1986). Yes.

A chick flick. That is, if you're a bit

of a twisted chick. The three main

characters are definitely not all

there. If black comedy appeals to

your funny bones, this is definitely

the film for you.

Matt Wurtzel, Ed-op Associate
— Dr. Strangelove (1964). Stanley

Kubrick is quite possibly the great-

est director ever. This masterpiece

makes all other comedies pale in

comparison. Here's the basic plot:

the world is at the brink of Nuclear

Holocaust thanks to a crazy U.S.

general named )ack D. Ripper who
fears that women are trying to steal

his essence. It does not get better

than this.

Raghuram Vadarevu, News
Associate The Shawshank
Redemption (1994). I don't know
why I like it. I just do so you should

go see it.

Bradley Skaught. Arts Writer —
That Darn Cat (1965). It's really,

really cute.

Sarah Kimmcl, |ewish Affairs

Editor — Billy Madison (1994).

This incredibly quotable flick con-

tains both pee- your-pants humor
and the voluptuous bod of Veronica

Vaughn. Whoever said romance was
dead never went out with the

"smartest man alive." Don't just

rent it, memorize it. live it, breathe

it. be Billy. It's as cool as a Snack
Pack!

Adam Levine, Arts Writer — Ed

Wood (1994). The coolest

Hollywood parody ever. Tim
Burton's homage to the schlock

director focuses on his extraordi-

nary career as "the worst filmmaker

ever" and his weakness for wearing

women's angora sweaters.

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OPMASSACHUSETTS PRESENTS

A WEEKLY PROGRAM SERIES: SOMETHING EVERY FRIDAY
« - tfeaturing —~

Stand-up Comedian ^

TED ALEXANDRO

BLUEWALL CAFE
•November 1, 1996 • 8:00 pm •FREE!

"THE ROCK" Immediately Following

in the BLUEWALL CAFE
for more Information check out our website:

http://www.umass.edu/campact/events/calendar.htm
This series Is made possible by a Cram from the Auxiliary Series and the Vice hancellor for student Affairs.

And the Massachusetts Dally Collegian.

lamie Sinihcimcr, GLBT Editor

— The Dark Crystal (1983). A
great film for both children and
adults, this film is one that I really

enjoyed as a child as well as now. It

has a lovely story and is accompa-
nied by really cool Muppets made
by the master himself, |im Henson.

Adam Dlugacz, Arts Writer —
The Untouchables (1987). One of
the best gangster flicks of all time.

Sean Connery shines and no one
will forget the speech he gives to

Kevin Costner in the temple about

capturing Al Capone. Great action,

great dialogue in a movie that

doesn't slow down.

C. Tony Morse, Production
Manager — Excalibur (1982). The
is the only Arthurian movie worth
mentioning, it remains remarkably
similar to Mallory's classic Morte
D 'Arthur, and covers the majority of

the legend without dragging end-

lessly on.

Michael |. Nam, Sports Writer —
Clerks (1994). For anyone who has

ever worked in retail, this film cap-

tures the sheer pain of a minimum
wage job. Particularly endearing to

me because of its New Jersey ori-

gins. Basically it states that cus-

tomers are evil, ignorant villains

while the clerk is an underpaid,
tragic character. A really vindicating

film.

Bryan Schwartzman, Jewish
Affairs Editor — Dead Poets
Society (1989). Here was a film

which truly encourages non-con-
formist behavior, living life to the

fullest, and adding back some zip to

the drone of everyday existence. The
tragedy that occurs in the movie
precipitates a major change in

Ethan Hawke's character!

Suzanne Barber, Collegian Cool
Chick — Better Off Dead ( 1 985).

Watch this movie while eating

french fries, french dressing, french

bread and to drink: Peru. I guaran-

tee you'll laugh, and you will identi-

fy with |on Cusack as a tragic hero

who led a generation of teenagers to

conquer their fears, follow their

dreams... and shower with their

socks on.

calendar
con«ny#dfrompoge6
The Martb: A Melodrama by Aaron

Rudebonl996<14min.)
Facing a deadline, a budding novelist

lose* her publisher, her boyfriend

and h» mind.

SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE
ACADEMY
Academy of Music — $10
Special Awards Presentation 7 p.m.

The winners of this year's awards

(Northern Arts' Best of the Fest

Critic's Award; The Advocate
Newspapers' Best Use of Film/

Video as Journalism; The Kodak
Vision Award, and Tough Kid
Prodoctions* Emerging Young Film-

maker Award) will be on hand to

receive their prizes.

An Evening with Harvey Fterstein 8

p.m.

Writer, director and actor Harvey

Fierstein (Torch Song Trilogy,

Bullets Over Broadway,
Independence Day, Mrs. Doubtfire,

etc.) will be on hand to talk with the

audience and present selections from

his work.

Sunday, November 3

10 ajn. Spoleto Restaurant $20 / 2

for $55 FestivaJ Brunch

Join us at the incomparable Spoleto

restaurant for a morning of good
company, great conversation and an

incredible spread of Italian food.

With special guests Eric Mabius,

co-star of Welcome to the

DoUbouse, and Harvey Fierstein on
hand for Q&A session.

Independent Films & Video

1230 p.m. Wright Hall — $5
A Knight in Venice by Michael Silver

(Umin.,19%)
Chivalry Hves in this tale of a home-

less artist hawking his creations

among hustlers and hoods on
California's Venice Beach.

Halving the Bones by Ruth Ozeki

Lounsbury (70 ruin., 1995). Winner
of the Kodak Vision Award.

Skeletons come out of the closet m
this self-exploration of the family

and cultural identity of a

Japanese-American woman.

12:30 p.m. Stoddard Hall — $5
Zimbabwe Wheel by Samuel Ball (6

minu, 1994)

Wheelchair users draw on Third

World ingenuity to regain control of

their lives.

Down Around Here by David

Sutherland (27 min., 1995)

A loving portrait of a diner that was

a community institution from 1934

until it closed m 1978.

Holding Ground: The Rebirth of

Dudley Street by Leah Mahan and

Mark Lipman (58 min., 1,996).

Winner of the Advocate

Newspapers' Best use of Film/Video

for Journalism Award.

The atory of how one Boston com-

munity ravaged by arson and neglect

rebuilt a neighborhood and restored

hope.

3 p.m. Wright Hall— $5

Almost Home by Cynthia Wade (25

min., 1995)

A moving and unsentimental look at

the challenges faced by children in a

Bronx horaelesf shelter.

Commercial Break by Rick Balian

(4:30 min.. 19%)
A hysterical look at how TV com-

mercials make even zombies look

crazy.

The Blinking Madonna & Other
Miracles by Beth Harrington (58

min., 1996). Winner of the Northern

Arts Best of the Fest Award.

With sensitivity and humor, this film

shows the artist's view of her

Catholic upbringing and the

life-changing effects of catching a

purported miracle on videotape.

3 p.m. Stoddard Hall— $5

Escape by Matthew Stiver (5 min..

1995). Winner of Tough Kid

Productions' Emerging Young
Filmmaker Award. Portrays the

images of a mindless video viewer as

a symbol of all addictions that desen-

sitize people to life.

A Pig With Hair by Molly O'Brien

(23 min.. 1996)

A heart-warming look at the

Guggenheim Museum's Learning

Through Art program in which
adults and children learn from one
another.

Sea tomorrow's Collegian for the

rest of the festival's exciting

events.Or, to see a complete calen-

dar, check the Collegian's website at

httpJ/www.umass. edufrsofcolggian

ATTENTION: GRADUATE STUDENTS

"AUTUMN RESPITE "

GRADUATE DEAN CHARLENA SEYMOUR INVITES YOU TO JOIN

HER FOR AN AFTERNOON OF RELAXATION, A LITTLE LIGHT
MUSIC, REFRESHMENTS AND A PERFECT OPPORTUNITY TO
MEET AND TALK WITH HER AND THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
STAFF.

WHERE: THE GRADUATE SCHOOL-5TH FLOOR GOODELL
(LOUNGE AREA OUTSIDE OF ROOM #505).

WHEN: FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1996.

TIME: 3:30-5:00 P. M.

HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE

#
(iuST kidding)

Java* bJLr, Mi* $och 4)74

%JListen to 'WUMMT.^our Savings are Spcofctattdar.'
Don't Drink
and Drive

dowi/i'Towi*

-A Ka V\ 6. r S-T

BUSCH & BUSCH
LIGHT £04

CASE OF 30-12 OZ. CANS Jj g+ %p

'GOOiA dS^ SALE 11.99

^^MAIL-IN REBATE -5.00
EXTRAGOUJ.—
*»+ '

FINAL

COST
CASE OF 30-12 OZ. CANS

s6+ DEP

Budweiser.
REGULAR. LIGHT. ICE

CASE OF 2-12 PK. BOTTl£S

9
+ DEP

*Jall flavors^}
6 pk. bottles

+ DEP

GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
REGULAR * LIGHT ^«a
CASE 212 PK. CA NS ^_ 3 ^W^**

+ DER

Vi KEG
BUD, BUD IT. BUD ICE,

MICHELOB. MICHELOB LI.

MICHEL0B AMBER BOCK,

LITE, ICEHOUSE, RED DOG
+ DEP

*6
%WIMe OF THE MONTH fc"

TALUS
CABERNET SAUVIGNON,
CHARDONNAY,
Z1NFASDEL 750ML

CORBETT CANYON-* +**
CHARDONNAY, MERLOT, 5»#m'
CABERNET SAUVIGNON ^BmV
1.5LT

BOLLA WINES
ALL FLAVORS
1.SLT

K5 j I

COLUMBIA CREST
MERLOT
750ML

RIUNITE WINES sale s.99

ALL FLAVORS MAIL-iN REBATE -2.00

15L FINAl <<VQQ
COST ** "^

KAHLUA COMBOS^ —-—
ALL FLAVORS S/49
4PK. **W

I

Jl ABSOLUT VODKA
9io

CASTILLO RUM
LIGHT & DARK
1.75LT *1t49

flElSCHMANKj.

PREFERRED
1.75LT

SALE 11.49
MAIL-IN REBATE -4.00

GASTON DE LAGRANGE
VS. COGNAC SALE 10.99
fSOML MAIL-IN REBATE -5.00

FINAL

COST
SgSi

we Accept

Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

ATTHESTOP# SHOP PLAZA
HADLEY NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE
253-9344 586-3007 534-4555

E3E3t3

SALE PRICES
THURS. 10/31 96 THRU

|
WEDS. 11 6 96

|

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

Fashion kings & queens onVH

1

When America tuned into VH I s

"fashion Week" last week, they saw
seven days devoted to the most stun-
ning supermodels, the biggest design-
ers and the most popular fashions of
the past year

Highlights from last year's event
were shown amongst the many other
programs that focused not only on the

hottest looks, but on those who creat-

flMJH?TfT

HAUOWEENPARTyW
BE IN COSTUME AND WIN PRIZES!

Wa Mostrt t>y Adim Wright

(fr e* Today'j W.l

EVERY FRIDAY 9-2am ©
IHll UHOHI IO:0O

RITRA NIMH I

13TII ANNUA I-

IIAUMUN WIVM Mitt
< >v«t tJIH) in catrt) Ni pri/.*'*!!!

EVERY SATURDAY (Tj)

ALL NEW!'! Welcome to...

HO USJE
MOST ED Br DEM /ONES ft

GIVEAWAYS. fREE DINNER PASSES. «*
YOU CANT WIN If YOU'RE NOT TH£BE"!

THIS WEEK LIVE
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'
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t
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f STASH "

t-HUNK Y .'
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liftMORPHINE
Jvi Adder)"' Tn Nov lb ! 00 p
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Lauren

Lobik

ed them and the models who wore
them. Other specials prided them-
selves on how various magazines dealt

with showing the world the latest

looks. The fashion editors were asked

their opinions on what they believed to

be the best and worst looks of 1996.

The intended highlight of the week's

events was the VHl 1996 Fashion

Awards show, which
aired Friday at 9 p.m.

Ovtrall, the event was

dry and dull. The excit

ing portions were few

and far between.

An abundance of musicians, televi-

sion and film stars, models and design-

ers paraded throughout the event. The
cast was led by "Melrose Place" super-

star Heather Locklear. who served es

the host.

The show began with a short clip of

what Locklear looked like in her

bimbo years; later she was referred to

herself as a fashion maverick. Lo"klear

lived up to this title by switching

gowns after each commercial break.

On one entrance, she relived her

bimbo days by wearing nothing more
than a see- through, black lace,

extremely snug slip.

If that wasn't enough, the first

announcer, also appearing in a

see-through number, was RuPaul. His

black string bikini underwear was
noticed more than the actual gown.

The true highlight of the evening's

events was definitely the musical seg-

ment. Bryan Adams' performance
stood out the most. He serenaded a

group of female models as they

pranced around in the latest style of

evening gowns. Leading the procession

was Kate Moss wearing a red, slim-fit-

ting, cut-out gown. Moss looked stun-

ning, as she should have since she

received the honor of Female Model of

the Year. As this display came to an

end, the words sung by Bryan Adams,

"The only thing that looks good on you

is me," lingered in the air. Keep dream-

ing, Bryan. You looked like something

the cat dragged in.

In other award pre-

sentations, Mark
Vanderloogiven won
Male Model of the

Year; he was kind

enough to thank his

parents and agent. Men's Wear
Designer of the Year went to Tom
Ford for Gucci. Best Second
Collection didn't go home with DKNY
or Calvin Klein, but rather with Miu
Miu. Wondering what exactly is a sec-

ond collection? It's the cheaper ver-

sion of the designers' runway fashions.

These clothes can be found at such

stores as Filene's and Lord & Taylor's.

Yet another award presented was
for Best Personal Style in a female.

The nominees up for this honor were

Sharon Stone, Madonna, Courtney

Love, Kate Moss and Gwyneth
Paltrow. Last, but definitely not least,

Paltrow won. She arrived on stage in a

tight-fitting, black sheath dress topped

off with a simple bun in her hair. This

was a well-deserved prize for a classy

lady.

The 1996 VHl fashion week is now
a memory, with the awards show
being a much less memorable event.

We can only wonder what next year

will bring not only to the fashion

world, but to its audience.

Lauren Lobik is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Kayaking the rapids of daunting waters

fly into the air with shooting sprays of foamy river

water through the steep hills of the Berkshires on a

kayak. Leave the pit of your stomach behind as adrena-

line pumps through your body with butterflies of fear

and excitement on the Zoar Gap.

In order to conquer the unruly waters of the Zoar
Gap, leam all of the tricky maneu-

vers of kayaking with the Outing

Club on Friday nights from 7-10

p.m. at the Curry Hicks Pool.

For less than $5, you can receive

expert kayak training on kayaks

supplied by the Outing Club until

the end of the fall semester. In just

one three-hour clinic, participants

will leam the keys to Eskimo rolling as they test their

water skills and learn the art of "hip flexing."

"The clinics are very relaxed and the instructors are

very helpful," said Dan Glauser, the Outing Club
kayaking instructor. "However, in order to master
kayaking, people have to go out and use the skills we
teach them."

Once you have completed the clinic, test your kayak-

ing skills on the raging waves of the Zoar Gap.
The starting point or "put-in" of the Zoar Gap is 1 .25

miles above the Hoosac Tunnel just below the Bear

Swamp Dam.
You can ease your kayak into one of the most beauti-

ful sections of the Deerfield River at the wild waters of

the Zoar Gap through a 5 mile buffer-zone of class I and
II quickwater rapids.

Class I rapids are fast moving water with riffles and
small waves. Class II rapids are straight forward through

wide clear channels with a few large rocks and medium
size waves.

When the river waves begin to get larger and faster,

you have entered the Zoar Gap. Consisting of Class

IU-IV rapids, the beginning of the Zoar Gap is difficult

to recognize. It extends 50 feet in a narrow chute, and
kayakers have to plan a specific path around rocks in

Alfreco News
with

Liz

Anderson

order to get through safely. The easiest route to take-

through the Zoar Gap is close to the right shore. This

path should be followed until it meets heavy hydraulics

in the center of the gap.

Otherwise known as "keepers" or "stoppers."

hydraulics are holes in the river formed by water that

pours over rocks. Below the

rocks the water creates minia-

ture whirl pools. If unnoticed, a

hydraulic will eat the tail end of

a kayak and force it to the tip

up into the air.

Class 111 rapids are moderate

to irregular waves whi. n may
be difficult to avoid and can flip

a kayak. Class IV rapids are intense and powerful and

require skilled boat control in turbulent water.

Depending on the character of the river, Class IV rapids

may feature unavoidable waves holes or constricted pas-

sages demanding fast maneuvers.

"If you are tense and attack the river aggressively, then

your kayak will flip over," Glauser explained. "You have

to be relaxed and go with the flow and then the river will

let you do anything you want."

The fast rapids of the Zoar Gap eventually become
slow currents at the River Road Bridge and the Electric

Company Roadside Park. These are excellent spots for

picnicking or a great place to start your kayaking adven-

ture if you want to avoid the Zoar Gap.
Take a course in kayaking with the Outing Club at the

Curry Hicks Pool, do the homework on the Deertield

River and let the Zoar Gap be your final exam.

To reach this section of the Deerfield River take

Highway 91 north to Exit 26 and get on to Rte. 2. which

runs through the Town of Charlmont. Take Rte. 2 to the

River Road to Zoar at the east end of the Mohawk Trail

Bridge.

For more information about the kayaking clinic call

the Outing club at 545-3131.

Liz Anderson is a Collegian columnist.

EL'S BILLIARDS
'If Evtryday •f Bi9 *"*"

limited i*l«y»rsl™ , TLb-^ ! • 8- 9 ft. Tables

live

Entertainmert

Every Fri. & Sat.

All Sporting

Events

• Every Thursday Nig

$5 Casti 8-Ball

Tournament 7:30 pm

10A Bdchertown Road
Amherst, MA 01002

Biu« Jackets 256-8284

11th Floor

Campus Center
Mon-Fri 4:30pm-12:30am

Sat. 3pm-12:30am

RTE9HADLHY 584 8174 ~ DISCOUNT LIQUORS
Mo^&StoM&^J&n m BEER * WINE * KEGS ' ICE * CIGARS.m-^wml- - KEG OF THE WEEK!Vita, Mastocard a Dt»cov«r accepted

CA.*«.* -.„«. .«#.*»» Wi NOW STOCK OVIR 100%MORE) -^ - - -^ CltffcOONEW! BEER DISPLAY AREA ... ice cold micros\ imports; BUD 38- w>

SAM
ADAMS

24-12 02. bolt.

$1 ©99
%9 + dep.

BUSCH & LT.
"30 pks"

$1 iff
* ' +dep.

ABSOLUT
VODKA
$|399

1.75L

DEWARS
SCOTCH
$14*9

.750 ml

MERIDAN
CHARD.

* 750 ml

M/D 20-20
$|ff

.750 1

HEINEKEN
24-12 oz.bott.

S 18»9
+ dep.

BUD DRY
24-12 oz.bott.

SQ99
~ + dep,

STOLICHNAYA
VODKA
$20"

1.75L

JOSE
CUERVO
TEQUILA
$0"
^.750 ml

J. LOHR
CAB. SAUV.

$399
750 ml

JACK
DANIELS
COOLERS
$349

4pk

ROLLING
ROCK

24- 12 oz.bott.

I V dep.

M.G.D. & LT.

24- 12 oz.bott.

$999
+ dep.

SMIRNOFF
VODKA

W 1.751

HOT DAMN
$£99W. 750 ml

BERINGER
WHITE ZIN

$449
750 ml

CIDER
JACK
$A99^ 6 pic

KILLIANS
24-12 oz.bott.

S159,
+ dep.

KEYSTONE
LT

"30 pks"

POPOV
VODKA
$999

1.75L

CLUNY
SCOTCH
$|999^ 1.751

FRANZIA
BAG IN BOX
$599
** 5.0L

BOONES
FARM
$199

.750 ml

MOOSEHEAD
24-12 oz.bott.

AMERICAN
24-12oz. cans

$749
" + dep.

SKY VODKA
$16»9

1.75L

BUTTERSHOTS

$599
. **.750 ml

LOWENBRAU
24-12oz.

bott.

$1499
Mm -t- dep

MILLER
•30 pks"

$| I
99
+ dep

4 SEASONS
VODKA
$099O 1.751

BUSHMILLS
$15"

.750 ml

BEER BALLS
$209t

WE DELIVER
584-8174

•Cr-Crir-Cfti-ii-d-Cr

"KEGS"
BUD ICE. MICHELOB. BUD LT..

RED DOG. ICEHOUSE.
MICHELOB LT. LOWENBRAU
DK.. MICHELOB DK.. LITE.

LITE ICE... $^f|99*pjr +dep.

NATURAL LT. $
NATURAL ICE 3499

+ DEP.

MICRO KEGS
SAM ADAMS ,89w pi 11

OREGON »89w

SARANAC »89*
J.W.DUNDEE »69"

MANY
MORE

ICE
10 LBS $1"
50 LBS $5"
100 LBS %9tt

SALE GOOD THRU 11/13/96

As a Minuteman.
You're Used to Being a Winner

Continue the

tradition by

joining the

Friendly's

Restaurant

Management

team.

Tfcd Robinson. FriendK's

Sr. EmprONTneni Representative

will be conducting oocarrnxis

interviews at

Career Day "96

October 31

I p.m. to 5 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

Or call him at (800) 628-9444

Restaurants

An equal oproTuiity wnpbycr nimmittrrl

10 dveesHy Females and mircintles arc

mTxrafted 10 apply

>
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Going out with a bang

at last electric show
By Daniel Bodah
Collegian Staff

COKXUA'S DAD
Iron Horse Music Hall

Oct 29

Locally-founded folksters and rock

stars Cordelia's Dad packed an appre-

ciative audience into Northampton's

Iron Horse Music Hall Tuesday night.

Fans came from Boston, and at least

one from as far as Europe, to witness

the band's last-ever electric set and

taste the acoustic fruit of their new
direction.

Starting alone in a plaintive voice, gui-

tarist and lead singer Tim Eriksen belt-

ed out one of the shape-note songs

that seem to be an emerging influence

for the band. It was a great intro to the

night, and the band picked it up with

"George Collins," followed by the hys-

terical "Old Spencer Rifle." This song

is a raunchy tune about a boy showing

his girlfriend how to use his "rifle." At

the culmination of the lesson, the girl's

mother caught the pair and |ohn "got

off with a double load and he shot at

her off-handed."

The band continued on a mission to

play "songs from Arkansas about sex,"

perhaps in honor of our President.

Cath Oss. who plays mountain dul-

cimer, bass and accordion, picked up

the lead vocals for "Lay Lay Over Me
Do." It was particularly effective that

Oss took the vocals for a number of

the songs in which a man tells about

having sex with an unconscious or

unwilling woman: "Queen |ane," an

achingly beautiful and sad song, tells

of a brother raping a girl without

knowing she's his sister, and "May
Blooming Field" chills with overtones

of lust and murder.

Drummer Peter Irvine and violinist

Laura Risk should both be noted as

excellent instrumentalists. Risk swung

from soft and sure passages to wild,

quirky string-rants, while anyone who
has ever tried playing a bodhran (Irish

hand drum) will know it's nowhere

near as easy as Irvine makes it look.

In many ways Cordelia's Dad is

highly promising as an acoustic band.

Their performance is casual and

homey, and they pick interesting mate-

rial. The band also works well as a

team, with no one dominant personali-

ty

After the break, the band took —
for the last lime in North America —
to their electric instruments. I have to

admit that the electric material on the

studio albums has never really wowed
me. Although interesting, it has never

really been as powerful as the acoustic-

songs. Seeing these songs performed

live changed all of that — the band

crashed through over a dozen tunes,

sounding totally transformed. You'd

probably never guess that some of

these tunes are old shape-note hymns

or Civil War songs, as they have been

transformed into loud, dark alternative

rock.

Irvine dealt with the drums
heavy-handedly, easily propelling the

music through quiet, evocative verses

and into wild, twisted bridges. Oss'

bass-playing stayed strongly present in

the foreground throughout. Eriksen's

guitar style and stage presence defi-

nitely fronted this electric manifesta-

tion of the band, with intriguingly wild

solos that he seemed unable to stand

still for, opting instead to leap up and

down.

A couple of dozen fans filled the

limited space in front of the stage,

dancing and swaying through the dis-

cordantly melodic verses and breaking

into abandoned chaos during the rau-

cous breaks. High points included

"Brother Judson" and a full-force

assault on "Idumea" that could have

raised hymnist author Billings up from

the grave and taught him how to

slam-dance his way to heaven.

The band encored with the

crowd-pleaser "Down By the

Riverside," requests for which they've

refused over the last several years, and

"lohnny is Gone for a Soldier." By
evening's end, it was tangibly sad that

Winter Session
in

Cuernavaca,
Mexico

Spanish Language and Culture

Intensive, individualized language immersion

up to six credits

December 27 - January 25

Mexico Today: Politics and Society

Activities and presentations led by local experts

Three Credits

December 27 - January 12

To learn more ...

Contact

UMass Boston
Division of Continuing Education
100 Morissey Blvd.

Boston, MA 02125-3393

(617) 287 - 7915
dce@umbsky.cc.umb.edu
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Bakers cook up special dishes; Seals accused of theft

RCA/Victor Records, a longtime

jazz label going way back into the

swing era of the '30s and '40s, has

recently blessed jazz shelves with a

few re-releases of 1960s sessions by

Chet Baker and one

of Duke
Ellington
favorite

side
men

^

^JJHSS f5W

saying his name three different ways,

playing with the way Hodges has

many different flavors and feels to

his playing. This is clear on Triple

Play, originally released by

RCA/Victor in 1967.

There are quite

a few other

lohnny Hodges.

A fairly

upbeat album
from one of the

kings of "cool"

jazz in the early

'50s, Baker's

The Italian

Sessions
(1962), serves up a healthy dish of

tunes penned by mostly others, with

the exception of the serene "Ballata

In Forma Di Blues," written by
Sessions pianist Amadeo Tommassi.

A lively version of "Well You
Needn't." Thelonious Monk's stan-

dard, features the classic theme with

just unmuted trumpet, bass, piano

and drums stated matter-of-factly.

The greatest credit to this disc is the

presence of Belgian guitarist Rene
Thomas.
Thomas plays bluesy jazz guitar

with tremendous flash on Charlie

Parker's "Barbados," and Sonny
Rollins' "Pent-up House," The
Italian Sessions' two best tracks.

Baker's trumpet gets an unusual fuel

kick in Parker and Rollins' songs as

well as on Oscar Pettiford's "Blues

In The Closet." On Italian Sessions.

though, it is Thomas who steals the

spotlight.

"Johnny Hodges! lohnny Hodges!

lohnny Hodges!" Duke Ellington

used to introduce his favorite alto

saxophonist, who was in Ellington's

orchestra for more than 40 years.

e>v 0O5UUA eoYD

Ellington
Orchestra musi-

cians on this

album, includ-

ing Roy
Eldridge, Paul

Gonsalves and
Ray Nance.
Great ensemble

chemistry graces this album, espe-

cially on the openers "Take 'Em Off

Parts I & II" and "For Jammers
Only." "On The Way Up." even has

a big-band urban blues sound to it.

As Hodges was never truly a fast,

flashy player, he illustrates on the

Ray Noble standard, "The Very
Thought Of You," why his

ballad-playing abilities on the alto

sax have always been highly favored,

as they are deep and sensual.

Coming into the present day,

Rykodisk/Grammavision, on the

same day they released the superb

Medeski, Martin & Wood album,

Shack-Man. also issued newcomer
Myra Melford's avante-garde
album. The Same River, Twice.

Melford, a pianist who embraces
Chopin as well as the chaotic bursts

of Cecil Taylor, has written an

album that picks up and drops
rhythms and meters like a scavenger.

Her Band of five explore musical

space on such odd tracks as the

almost 25-minute "The Large Ends

The Way," "Changes I & II" and
"Crush." That last song is quite a

COUHUSV HANOI ANGUN

"No, No Baby"... Son Seals proves he is no Albert King on Live

Spontaneous Combustion.

study, with the band falling in slowly

to Melford's minor- key,

classical-influenced piano intro,

soon featuring an outgoing sax solo,

ominous cello solo and intricate

sub- melodies.

Drummer Ginger Baker, best

known for his work in the 1960s

with Eric Clapton in the short-lived

bands Cream and Blind Faith, is

back and drumming after the farm-

house tumble injury which became
the title of this album, Falling Off
The Roof (Atlantic). This album fea-

tures the same all- star trio of Baker,

guitarist Bill Friscll and bassist

Charlie Haden who also worked on

Baker's critically-acclaimed 1994

work, Going Back Home.
Offset production (drums too

close, bass too inaudible) plague the

first five or six songs of Falling, but

nothing can be said against the play-

ing. Baker's percussive practices

always surprise, and Frisell's eerie

guitar sounds dance with one's ears.

especially on the best track,

"Sunday." which even presents a

rare, but blissful, bass solo by

Haden.

In the blues spectrum this week,

guitarist Son Seals' Live

Spontaneous Combustion (Alligator)

is up on trial for plagiarism. He
cpoies the style of former boss Albert

King (for whom he was a drummer)

so blatantly that he not only tries to

play like King, but also to sing like

him and present the same type of

Memphis Stax/Volt sound of blues as

King did. He does have some imagi-

native writing abilities, as heard here

in "No. No Baby" and "Your Love."

but the lifting is all too obvious to

really believe he's been doing it suc-

cessfully for over 20 years.

Joshua Boyd is a Collegian

Columnist.

this would be their last electric set —
until Irvine hinted that they will keep

it up under another name.

So if you see Cordelia's Dad playing

again, go expecting an evening of

crafty folk rife with sex and violence.

But be sure to watch as well for what

should be one of the country's top

rock acts, coming soon under a new
name.

HAPPY HALLOWEEN
From your crazy friends at the Collegian

EjMcUNA
Bar & Grill l

Thursday Night

Corona Halloween Party!

DJ Phil's Dance and Costume Party

$1 Cover / No Cover in Costume

$2.00 Coronas All Week! $1.50 BudweisersT

$2.00 Nachos and 25C Buffalo Wings After 9 O'clock

SEXIEST, SCARIEST, AND FUNNIEST
COSTUMES ALL WIN BIG PRIZES!

RED DOG NEON SIGN RAFFLE!

41 Boltwood Walk, Amherst, MA
(413)253-4040

r Saturday, Nov. 2 at the
^tfrffyn^*^
MULLINS CENTER

Hockey

m™ vs 88™

4i
UNTVERSfTY A

Pick up you tickets at:

» Curry Hicks Cage
«r 'TIX' in the

Student Union

*%attl*p
«• Hockey Table In the
Campus Center

kt At the Game

BE A PART OF THE ACTION

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

\f&* is Main St. Downtown Amherst X53-544l^"°*'l>|.

Featuring, Bud & Bud Light 16 oi bois
$
1 3.99/

<ase

M.G.D. & M.G.D. Light

1" case bots

The "Super" 6/PK. Bonanza!

Harooon - Pete's - Shipyard

Devil Mountain - Saranac

"All Flavors Included!"

Mix/Match "two" 6/PKs . .

s9-

All Beers Plus Deposit OPEN 9.00AM - 1 1 .00PM VISA/MASTERCARD 'Delivery Available-

SMIl»«[ILY/CCXUGIAN

Dog fight
The uMass hockey team hosts perennial Hockey East power Boston University Saturday night at 7 p.m.

THE FINE ARTS (ENTER SERIES

a WttukaJ OjtfsA with SJbibiqA Ottachsd.

Jhs ITbojJ: £xciiinq Wjousmsni bo fonts *

Did o# (Philadelphia Abies

I'liinnwrii
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 6
CONCERT HALL, 8PM

Philadanco (the Philadelphia

Dance Company) sweeps into

the Fine Arts Center with its

fluid, exhilarating blend of

ballet, modern and ethnic

dance. "Every performer,

every work is of such consistent

quality that the audience is

left feeling that the company

literally danced its

heart out." «g||

{The Pittsburgh

Tribune). Free your

soul—come see these

masters of movement shine.

SPONSORED BY METROLINE

fot nam mMMM uli 545-251 1 o« 1-800-999-UMAS

CELEBRATE THE RHYTHMS Of LIFE

H O R S
MUSIC_HAU

20 Center St Northampton
.

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

friday, november 1 • 10 pm • $8

waiter *ohman Washington
rocking blues from new Orleans

Saturday, november 2 • 7&10 pm

ALTAN
frod band from northern Ireland

thursday, november 7 • 7&10 pm

BuFFaLo ToM
UMass alumni hit the b'a time S 1C

friday, november 8 • 7&10 pm

F'nearts
Center
umvbwtYct

AMHi

HARRY
& THE JAZZ PASSENGERS

Blondie meets Jazz •$ 1 5 50

Saturday november ° • 1 pm

t.j.kirk
(hoi lie Huntei s Groove Quartet <

Wednesday, nov. 13 • 7 pm

IIS IAN
cutting edge singer/songwriter

thursday, november 1 4 • 1 pm

GROOVASAURUS and

VIGILANTES OF LOVE

Boston funk & Athens jangle* $6

MUSIC SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK
Coming: Jimmy Scott, Jim Carroll,

Kate & Anna McGarngle, Jimmie

Dale Gilmore, John Gorko, Al

Stewart, Toots & the Maytals, Victor

Wooten, Robyn Hitchcock, Chris

Whitley, Marshall Crenshaw The

Nields, Boiled in Lead, Space Pussy

TICKETS: At the door from For the Record in

Amherst at the Northampton iJox Office or

call 586-8686 to charge by phone.

You must have very positive ID to drink

24-hour Concert info:

413.584.0610

ShopScoffsA

Save Lofts! *&
Corona 12 pack bottles $8.39 +dep.

Knickerbocker 12 pack can* $4.39x^
«9

BUSCh & BUSCh Light 24 12oz Bar Bottles $9.99 +dep

Red Dog & Ice House ib pack cant $8.99 +deP

Miller Genuine Draft 24-120* Bar bomm $9.99 +deP .

Reg A Light

& BudUgC^^Pteck Out Our Other In Store Specials!

Bud Ice ^r CdtamOUnt 6 packt/All Flavors $4.99 *dep.

1/2 Kegs ^^ Bacardi Silver Rum una* $15.99 \\ f
Gordons Gin 175 uter $13.49

Southern Comfort 750ml $7.49*

Jagermeister 750ml 14.49

. Scott's is M
your

» Tailgating

Headquarter

Check Out Our Other Great
In Store Specials

6 University Drive
at Newmarket Center, Amherst

1 1 U.iy.nlty Dflra

IW) IIS

VlctorvMarkd

New Phillies manager has high hopes
By John F. Boncrforti

Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA — Terry
Francona, named Philadelphia
Phillies manager on Wednesday, said

he wants his team to overachieve

next season, which is probably t he-

only way it will be any better than

the past three seasons.

The Phillies, 190-231 since win-

ning an unexpected NL pennant in

1993, will go with prospects in

1997, and aren't expected to spend
large sums on veteran free agents

who could provide immediate help. '

"It's not starting over, it's a different

direction," Francona said after gen-

eral manager Lee Thomas
announced the selection in the
Phillies clubhouse. "There are going
to be a lot of young faces. There's

going to be some rough spots."

Francona, who has a two-year
deal that will pay him $600,000. is

used to rough spots. He was third-

base coach last season for the
Detroit Tigers, who were 53-109.

"We knew on Sept. 1 we were
four games behind you guys and we
thought we could catch you,"

Francona said when asked if he was
aware of the Phillies' 67-95 mark

•MOB.
That didn't happen. The Phillies

were 13-13 in September, but still

finished with the National League's

worst record.

Thomas chose Francona over for-

mer Phillies shortstop Larry Bowa,
who will not return as third-base

coach, and former Kansas City
Royals manager Hal McRae, who
may become the Phillies' hitting

coach.

"I started looking at Terry three or
four years ago when he was manag-
ing in the Arizona Fall League,"
Thomas said. "In the end, I just felt

Terry Francona was- the brightest

guy, the guy who could have the
(most) patience."

Thomas said a number of baseball

people - and one basketball player -

endorsed Francona. Michael lordan
played under Francona during a

brief flirtation with minor-league
baseball.

"He was very high on Terry
Francona," said Thomas, who added
that )ordan called to offer his opin-

ion unsolicited. "He said, 'You've

got a guy who can communicate
with the players (and) who's orga-

nized and I'm giving you my vote."

Francona. 37. brings a lifetime of

baseball knowledge but no major-

league managerial experience to the

job.

The son of former major leaguer

Tito Francona, he was the first over-

all pick in the 1980 draft by the

Montreal Expos.

But a serious knee injury during

his rookie season with the Expos in

1982 made Francona a role player

throughout the rest of a 10-year

career that included stints with the

Chicago Cubs, Cincinnati,
Milwaukee and Cleveland.

"I wasn't playing, and at an early

age, I started watching," he said. "I

watched. I kept my eyes open and I

listened." The fact that Francona
spent so much of his time in the

majors on the bench will help him
relate to marginal players, he said. "I

didn't play and when you're 24, 25.

it's devastating when all of a sudden
you're not playing," he said. "I think

it also helps me to handle some play-

ers that are going through the same
thing."
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Time for some action
Senior big man Tyrone Weeks and the UMass hoop squad hosts Marathon Oil next Wednesday.
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Patriots' Byars gets a chance to prove former coach wrong
——

j

On Wednesday. Byars said he wasn't bitter, kick it to me. I can handle it.' It was right at m<

By Howard Ulmon „
( Wfls j

us( trut hful and sometimes the truth but you never know what way the ball's going t
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By Howard Ulrnan

Associated Press

FOXBORO— Keith Byars is getting another

shot at jimmy Johnson.

A month ago, the 1 1-year veteran criticized the

coach who dumped him. On Sunday, he'll play

against the Miami Dolphins in his third game for

the New England Patriots.

"I'm going to play the game at an emotional high

anyway. It doesn't matter to me whether it's the

Dolphins or the lets or anybody," Byars said

Wednesday. "I still can't lose my focus and make ii

a personal vendetta because the minute I do that,

I'm not helping out my team."

He was the starting fullback in all 41 games he

played for Miami the past three seasons. But rookie

Stanley Pritchett won the job in training camp, and

Byars switched to tight end, where he started the

first four games.

But on Oct. 1 , two weeks after his 1 30-game

streak with at least one reception was snapped,

lohnson released him.

"Jimmy wants a lot of followers. I've never been

a follower in anything I've done," Byars said the

next day. "lust because a person is the biggest and

the loudest and has the most authority, that doesn't

make him right all the time."

On Wednesday, Byars said he wasn't bitter,

*l was just truthful and sometimes the truth

hurts," he said. "There's no revenge or anything

like that in my heart. I have a lot of respect and

feelings for the Dolphin players.

"I'm a New England Patriot now, and I'm out to

beat anybody who is on our schedule."

lohnson said Wednesday he considers Byars a

good football player but preferred a better blocker

at tight end. He also noted that third-string tight

end Frank Wainright is his long snapper. Patriots

coach Bill Parcells was just happy to Hnd a player

of Byars experience and talent available. It hasn't

taken him long to learn enough to contribute to

two victories that have lifted the Patriots into a tie

for the AFC East lead.

Parcells said Byars didn't make a single mental

mistake in his 22 plays in a 27-9 win at

Indianapolis. In Sunday night's 28-25 win over

Buffalo, he led the Patriots with seven catches and

recovered an onside kick with 22 seconds left.

His experience and leadership paid off when he

called timeout before the kickoff after noticing the

Patriots weren't set up properly. And when Steve

Christie tried the onside kick, it was grabbed by

Byars, who also played on the onside unit with

Miami because of his sure hands.

"I wanted that ball." he said. "I'm like, please.

kick it to me. I can handle it.' It was right at me,

but you never know what way the ball's going to

bounce."

Byars, who backs up fullback Sam Gash and

plays in double tight-end formations, also was cov-

eted by Parcells for his leadership, which could

help a young team like the Patriots. "1 think he can

be a good influence," Parcells said.

Byars also has been a quick learner.

"You've just got to spoonfeed things to him, but

with Keith it only takes a few seconds," Parcells

said. "He has an

understanding and, if he doesn't have an under-

standing, he clears it up right away."

"I've been studying and I'm going to continue to

study and that's one of the reasons why I've played

in this league so long," Byars said.

He has quickly given Drew Bledsoe another tar-

get to go with Ben Coates, Shawn Jefferson, Terry

Glenn and others that keeps defenses from focus-

ing on any one receiver.

While he hasn't wasted time learning his various

jobs - special teams, second tight end, backup full-

back - Byars isn't ready to render a final judgment

on lohnson's performance.

"It's too early to say," Byars said. "You have to

give him the benefit of the doubt. After the sea-

son's over, then you judge him."

Joe Torre breathes life into brother and Gotham with win

By Lisa M. Hamm
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Frank Torre sat in his hospital

bed Tuesday watching the televised ticker-tape

parade honoring his kid brother's team.

Perched on his head was a Yankees' World

Series Champion baseball cap, and in his chest

was a new 28-year-old heart. "It's almost fright-

ening — it feels like a million bucks," said Torre,

his voice still hoarse from yelling during the sixth

and final game Saturday night, just one day after

his long-awaited heart transplant.

At the opposite end of Manhattan from

Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center, Torre's

brother |oe, the Yankees' manager, was receiving

the adulation of millions of ecstatic fans and the

key to the city from Mayor Rudolph Giuliani.

Frank Torre, a terrycloth robe over his hospital

gown and a World Champions jacket hanging

nearby sat with his wife, Anne, and chuckled as

they read get-well wishes from the likes of former

Los Angeles Dodgers manager Tommy Lasorda

and Hall of Famers Willie Mays and Hank Aaron.

"You're in our thoughts and prayers," wrote

Lasorda. "PS. I hope you got an Italian heart."

"Not bad for two kids from Brooklyn," wrote

Oakland Raiders owner Al Davis, who grew up in

a Brooklyn neighborhood near the Torre family.

Frank Torre played from 1956 to 1960 with

Milwaukee Braves teams that won two National

League pennants and one World Series — in fact,

they beat the Yankees in 1957. He retired in

1963 after two seasons with the Philadelphia

Phillies.

After a 2 1/2 month wait, Torre. 64, received

his new heart on Friday, the Yankees' off day

before the 3-2 Series victory Saturday night over

Atlanta. He acknowledged that his story is almost

too incredible to be real.

"If you had taken the book or movie to some

producer or director they'd have thrown you

out,"he said, laughing. "They would have sajd it

was too much of a fantasy."

He and his wife expressed gratitude to the fam-

ily of the Bronx man whose death renewed

Torre's hope for life, and encouraged people to

participate in the organ donor program.

Torre said he didn't regret missing the parade.

"1 think I've taken enough of my brother's thun-

der," he said.

"My brother ... has finally convinced the rest of

the world of something I've already known —
that he's not just a good manager, he's a great

manager and he's never had a chance to manage

a team that was competitive."

Torre fingered the championship cap, a gift

from Joe Torre. "It's one of the few he could keep

dry!" he exclaimed, referring to the postgame

locker-room champagne deluge.

Dr. Mehmet C. Oz, the cardiologist who per-

formed the transplant with Dr. Eric Rose, called

Frank Torre's prognosis "super." "He was a very

cool cookie," said Oz. "I never had a patient so

calm before surgery. Because he's used to spend-

ing his life peaking for important events."

Torre probably will be discharged from the

hospital next week, but will continue a regime of

physical therapy, medication and regular check-

ups, Oz said.

To stay nearby for follow-up care, Torre, a

Florida resident, has rented an apartment near

the doctor's home in Fort Lee, N.J.. for six

months. "1 told him he'll have to teach my daugh-

ter baseball," Oz said with a smile.

sports briefs

continued from poge 18

three-pointer title.

Serronico and Gladstone also

worked their way to their respective

foul shooting titles, with Dennis

Bellville capturing the undergrad

men's free-throw championship.

• At the Boyden pool, the intra-

mural swim meet was won by the

Lazy Lifeguards and Delta Chi.

On the men's side, Jeff Lee won a

pair of individual events, while

George Nicala, |esse Creeden and

Andrew Cotler each won one.

For the women, Sarah (ones and

Anna Brown each grabbed two wins

and Carolyn McGonagle took one.

• First round playoffs for soccer

and flag football are starting, with 73

teams on the flag football schedule.

Playoffs for the two sports, as well as

soccer, continue through Nov. 7 on

the Boyden Fields.

• Schick three-on-three basketball

entries are due in the intramural

office by Nov. 4. with the players'

meeting scheduled for Nov. 6 at 6

p.m. in Boyden 249. There is limited

space for the Holiday Basketball

Tournament, so it's first come, first

served. Entries due by Nov. 4.

Lacrosse club heads inside for

winter

With a challenging spring schedule

on the slate, the UMass lacrosse club

is heading indoors to beat the weath-

er and stay conditioned. The team is

now heading to Boyden Gym three

nights a week for box lacrosse, a

fast-paced version of the sport.

The official start for box lacrosse is

Nov. 4, 9-1 1 p.m. However. Mike

Nowlan, Trevor Spiers, Brendan

Keenan, Russell Ramm. Tim Mooney

and Paul Barron all got an early start

to the season when they warmed the

gym up last week.

Box lacrosse is not a formal league,

as teams change every session and no

formal stats are kept. Experienced

new players are welcome to join the

league, and can do so by contacting

coach |udy Dietel at 545-3815.

Men's club volleyball ready to

start season

The UMass men's volleyball club

finished last year strong with a third

place finish in New England and an

undefeated record in the Western

Division.

Now the team is ready to start this

season. The UMass A team returns

outside hitters Jason Greenlaw, Chris

Blute. Michael "Harri" Harrington,

Wayne Chestna, Pedro Fernandes and

Rob Settembro; middle hitters Chris

Lu and Jarrett "J.C." Laven; and set-

ter Michael Shippee.

The team has also added new
members Patrick Moreau and Eric

Blahut (outside hitters) along with

Damian Gasparatto (setter). In addi

tion. they will be coached by grad

student Russ Nelson, who has

coached the sport for many years.

This year's election have been held,

with Shippee and Settembro being

elected co-presidents. Femandes was

named treasurer and Kha Le was

elected secretary.

UMass is ranked as the preseason

No. 1 in the New England region. It

is favored to win the New England

Club volleyball League, and could go

on to the Nationals.

Sports Briefs was compiled by

Collegian Staffmember Casey Kane.

Find what you have always desired...

...Find it in the Collegian Classifieds

$2 OftAm
J

Haircut
,

or Nails
(not valid with any other discount! or offers) t

233 N. Pleasant St. / Amherst, MA 01002 |

Licensed Massage Therapist

lExp 12/31/96 Next to The Pub MEMBER AMTA

Deep Muscle Therapy

Reduce Stress ..Tension...

Nervousness. .Improve Muscle Tone,

Circulation . . . Relaxation . .

.

Swedish & Sports Massage

Call For Appointment

598-8416
1-800- 929-84 16

^J in Sunderland

OF JAPAN

Tuesday - Sunday
Tues., Weds., Thurs., Fri.,

and Sat. 5:00 til close

Sunday 2 til close

Complimentary photos at

Birthday parties

COOKING AT YOUR TABLE

TWO DINNERS FOR $18
Shnmp and Sim* Conttnato" ndudM akt
oufx "tpiiT*t noodw nca MM. and ca aaan-i

TWO DINNERS FOR $18

TWO DINNERS FOR $tS
CNokan and Satan Contmaon Ktudas salad.

toux myasSM noodte. nca Ma. and ica cnavn

'Specials are available Turn -Fn.and Sunday, baton 8pm

Rt118 • Sunderland(4 13)665-3628 Watch as your personal chat exhtHts ha lalana m preparing lor

you tha Unas! foods al your taDte an etitmg display

Casual Dress • Cal Fof Reservations • Take tha Sunderland Bus From Campus gal dropped on at our Inmtdoor

take Kaplan and get into

the right grad school.
Personalized.

computerized study

plans, tailored to your

Individual need*.

Highly trained.

expert teachers who

know the tests

Inside and out.

Proven methods.

guaranteed to

raise your score.

There's still time to prepare for the

December 14th GRE Exam!

Last class starts November 6th

the leader in test prep and
admissions counseling

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST

www.kaplan.com W H AA P - F AA

h
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L.A. Lakers hope O'Neal is the real deal

I y John Nodel
/•,soaaled Press

INGLEWOOD. Calif. — History

ll the Lakers have had a domi-

i ant center on each of their 1 1 NBA
championship teams. Now, they've

got another they hope will lead them

to No. 12. and more. "I can't see a

lean that's much better than us. and

that includes Chicago," said veteran

guard Byron Scott, who played on

three Laker championship teams in

the 1980s.

"There's no question we have an

overdog team." Lakers coach Del

Harris said. "Obviously, there's a lot

of excitement everywhere we go."

The excitement level increased

dramatically in |uly when Shaquille

O'Neal left the Orlando Magic for

the Lakers, signing a seven-year,

S 1 20 million contract.

O'Neal. 24, averaged 27.2 points,

12.5 rebounds and 2.8 blocked

shots in four years with the Magic.

Poor foul shooting or not, those

vrs qualify him as a dominant

inner.
"You've got so many options,"

point guard Nick Van Exel said.

• Great scorer, rebounds, starts the

i break so well. "He's a great

, . an intimidator in the middle.

; great shot-blocker. I want to help

him lead the league in scoring and I

> utl him to help me lead the league

i.i assists."

The Lakers are in search of their

tirsi championship since 1988 - the

year before center Kareem Abdul-

jabbar. the leading scorer in NBA
history, called it quits. Abdui-|abbar

played a key role on the five Laker

championship teams of the 1980s.

George Mikan was the center on

the five Minneapolis Lakers champi-

onship teams of the late 1 940s and

early 1950s, and Wilt Chamberlain

was the man in the middle for the

team that won the title in 1972.

O'Neal is one of several new
Lakers. With Magic Johnson back in

retirement, only five players return

from last year's team, eliminated in

the first round of the playoffs. The

returnees are starters Van Exel,

Cedric Ceballos, Eddie Jones and

Elden Campbell, and reserve for-

ward Corie Blount. ,

Among the newcomers is Kobe
Bryant, who is going straight from

high school to the NBA. Bryant, who
turned 18 in August, was taken by

Charlotte as the 13th overall selec-

tion in last June's NBA draft and

acquired by the Lakers in exchange

for center Vlade Divac. O'Neal has

made it clear on several occasions

he's happy to be out of Orlando, in

the Los Angeles area and with the

Lakers. "It's very exciting, I'm just

looking forward to playing," he said.

"It's different. It's a new start for

me. It's like I'm coming out of col-

lege, 1 just got drafted.

"The expectations (with the

Lakers) are high. They're always

going to be high. My expectations

are very, very high."

The Lakers' season opener is a

sellout, as are seven other games on

the schedule. In fact, the only tickets

that remain on sale for any home
games this season cost $21 - the

least expensive in the 17,505-seat

=^1E1
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CANDLE

GRAND OPENING
236 N. MAIN ST., AMHERST

(NEXT TO KINKO'S &THE BRANCH BEYOND)

OPEN DAILY

NOV. 1-2-3
FREE GIFT TO THE FIRST 25
CUSTOMERS EVERYDAY?

HAND CRAFTED GLASS CANDLES C VOTIVES
CANDLES DS A VARIETY OF SHAPES,

SIZES. COLORS, C SCENTS
TIN, IRON f> WIREWARE, HAND CRAFTED

POTTERY, GLASS ACCENTS

Today
Only!

50% off our

regular

classified

advertising

rates.*

•ClMtified Adi nno»t be placed in person our booth In the ease

ment of the Campus Center today. October 31, 1996 only

NBA announces 50 all-time greatest players

Forum.
Van Exel :>aid the offense the

Lakers will run is "exactly the same

as last year." That means O'Neal

won't be involved in every play and,

as Van Exel pointed out, will gel the

opportunity to show everybody he's

"not just a dunker."

"We're not going to be just a one-

dimensional team," Harris said.

"We're going to be that, a team.

Shaq will not be the No. I option on

every play. We have some very good

options out there - Eddie. Cedric,

Elden. Elden became a very profi-

cient inside scorer for us last year."

The Lakers lost to the Houston

Rockets 3-1 in a first-round playoff

series last spring after going 53-29

during the regular season. It was a

chaotic time.

After the opening game against

the Rockets, Johnson asserted that

he should be more involved in the

offense.

At another point in the series.

Van Exel clamored for |ones to get

the ball more.

"I'm just glad it's over with. I'm

moving on," Van Exel said recently

when asked about the way the 1995-

96 season ended. "I'm glad to be on

a team like this, that has a chance of

doing something special."

Harris also believes the Lakers are

capable of doing something special.

"The better you are physically, the

more predictable you can afford to

be," he said. "We've got great play-

ers. We want to try and unify and

identify as best as possible. You've

got people out there in Chicago and

Seattle and San Antonio and

Houston who feel like they're pretty

good, too.

"If you're a good team, you have

to be a good team every night. And

you have to come together. We
think we have some really outstand-

ing players around (Shaq). We think

we have a very balanced team, one

that's capable of going out on the

court and winning every night. I'm

looking forward to (the season)."

By Chris Sheridan

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Some were so

good their nicknames alone bring

back memories. Wilt. Dr. |. Cooz.

Magic. Pistol Pete. Pearl. Hondo.

Tiny.

Some were simply big, as in Big E

and Big O.

Others needed no more mention

than their first names: Michael.

Charles. Larry. Hakeem. Shaquille.

Scottie.

Then there were those who played

before the NBA became a multibil-

lion-dollar industry: George Mikan,

Bob Pettit. Paul Arazin. Hal Greer.

Bill Sherman.

Tremendous basketball players, all

of them.

And on the 50th anniversary of the

NBA. the league announced Tuesday

they were among the 50 chosen as the

greatest to play the game.

"We've had an extraordinary array

of extraordinary athletes come
through the doors of the NBA over

the past 50 years," commissioner
David Stern said. "Had some of them

played before the type of global audi-

ence that we have now, the world

would have an extraordinarily differ-

ent opinion of them."

With that invocation. Stem kicked

off the NBA's 50th

anniversary celebration and

announced the 50 players chosen by a

panel of 50 former players and coach-

es, current and former general man-

agers, team executives and media.

The list, chosen without regard for

position, includes 1 1 current players

and 16 others who retired in the

1980s or '90s. Six of the 50 spent

time in the ABA, and two others were

in the National Basketball League,

which merged with the 3-year-old

Basketball Association of America in

1949 and eventually was renamed the

NBA.
As a group, the 50 players accumu-

lated 107 NBA championships, 49

Most Valuable Player awards. 17

Rookie of the Year honors, 447 All-

Star selections and 36 scoring lilies.

Vote totals were not released, and

the 50 players were announced alpha

helically rather than being ranked.

As for who was the best of all, five

players who can make a stake to that

claim - Oscar Robertson. Bill Russell.

Wilt

Chamberlain, George Mikan and

lulius Erving - were on hand for the

announcement and diplomatically

ducked that particular question. "I

don't think there is one," Russell

opined. "Nobody could ever play bel-

ter than Oscar. Period. There are guys

who could tie Oscar, but not beat

him. Same thing with Bird, Magic,

lordan, Mikan, (Bob) Pettit. To say

who was the best player is

impossible."

Chamberlain, who scored 100

points in a March 2, 1962 game and

averaged 50.4 points and 25.7

rebounds that season, has heard the

topic discussed countless limes.

"Personally. I'm a bit tired ot the

question, lis up to the fans to decide

who in their opinion is the best play-

er."

Chamberlain said.

Perhaps the mosi surprising choice-

was Shaquille O'Neal, who has been

in the league only four years and

whose teams have been swept from

the plavoffs the past three seasons.

Also an iffy choice was Bill Walton,

who played more than bO games only

three times during a 14-year, injury-

riddled career. Notable by their

absence were David Thompson, Alex

English, Dominique Wilkin*, Bob

Lanier. Connie Hawkins. Bob

McAdoo and |oe Fulks.

Other active players on the list

were Charles Berkley. Clyde DrexJer.

Patrick Ewing, Michael Jordan, Karl

Malone, Hakeem Olajuwon, Robert

Parish, Scottie Pippen, David

Robinson and |ohn Stockton.
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Globes Shaughnessy: a look into big time reporting

It is the end ot the day. and Dan
Shaughnessy is tired. There was the

press conference, the radio appear-

ance, the ballgame and, of course, the

office, with all the phone calls, the

messages and the faxes.

Sound like your average celebrity's

daily routine? Well, maybe, though
Shaughnessy is not a

celebrity. However,
as a sports columnist

for the Boston Globe,

he does find himself

in their company
quite frequently.

Despite all his

other "odd jobs,"

Shaughnessy. 45, considers himself a

sportswriter, first and foremost. It's

something he's been doing since high

school, and right now he's where he's

wanted to be all along — at the top

of his field, writing about whatever

and whomever he chooses in the

world of sports.

And he's aware that his position is

an enviable one. Thousands of writ-

ers nationwide are typing away at

local papers, waiting for the

(non-existent?) day when they

advance to their region's version of

the Globe.

In the beginning ...

For Shaughnessy, that day eventu-

ally arrived. "At 19, I knew what 1

wanted to do," he said. "When I was

in high school, 1 wrote for a weekly

in my hometown of Groton. There 1

covered the various high school

teams. Then I went on to Holy Cross

as an English major. 1 was the sports

editor there for three years.

"And it's a good thing 1 went to a

small school, because the Globe has

correspondents for football at those

types of schools, unlike the larger

ones in Boston. Two years out of col-

lege, I would write about 10 para-

graphs on the neighborhood basket-

ball stories nobody cared about.

before 1 got my first break in 1977."

People care about what Dan
Shaughnessy writes today, particular-

ly in Boston, where there is a fine line

between sports fans and fanatics.

He's won countless sportswriting

awards and, in a sense, he is a

celebrity. So why all the books, the

"odd jobs," then? And
why would Dan
Shaughnessy, while

experiencing his

dream job, travelling

the country (some-

times on a moment's

notice) and sincerely

enjoying himself, dis-

courage others from seeking his pro-

fession?

"I definitely won't advise my kid

i

to get into it," he said. "It's a tough

road. I'm lucky I'm good at writing

fast. Knowing early [that you want to

be a sportswriter] helps a lot and

having a degree means very little in

this field. Writing about the stuff you

don't like weeds people out early in

their careers. Every [aspiring sports-

writer] should have a plan B, without

question."

Reality check
What's more, Plan A. even it's a

dream job, doesn't always mean a

dream paycheck, and Shaughnessy

would be the first to attest to that.

"Hey, the Globe takes good care of

me," he said. "But with this job it's

not like yoo're Bryant Gumbel, where

the money is just sitting at your

doorstep. I've got kids to send to col-

lege, the house and what not. And
that's why I do things like the TV
appearances and the books and

everything. I'm a freelance contrac-

tor."

And he's a freelance contractor for

two reasons — he wants to, and he is

able to. Shaughnessy's opinions on

the Patriots' new kicker, the Celtics'

playoff hopes or the future of base-

Cut it-
Color it...

Peim it...

Tan it...

ALL YOUR BEAUTY NEEDS.

1X9 H*. PUt&uu St.

253-9526

ball are strongly respected by local

sports radio and TV show hosts, his

colleagues and fans everywhere.

Besides, he may be working second

and third jobs, but he is hardly jug-

gling Wendy's and scrubbing toilets.

Even better, in the past five years.

Shaughnessy's reputation as an

author is nearing his journalistic sta-

tus. The Curse of the Bambino, the

story of what has happened to the

Red Sox since they sold away Babe

Ruth, is his most popular book to

date. Other works include One Strike

Away, Seeing Red and his latest. At

Fenway.

A main reason for Shaughnessy's

popularity, even among non-sports

fans, is his ability to relate to his

reader through comparisons of cur-

rent issues, usually existing outside

the sportsworld.

Like when he recently said the Red

Sox, who were playing inconsistent

ball toward the end of this past sea-

son, were "coming back from the

dead more than Vincent Price and

Tom Cruise."

"1 try to know everything 1 can

about current events," he says. "I

read the front page, the Living/Arts

section. You know, if a French

Canadian gets into an accident on 93,

then you throw in a joke about

Canadian drivers somewhere."

Is every column a gem? No, says

Shaughnessy.

"There's days when you're not

happy with your work, just like with

any other job," he said. "And some-

times when you're on deadline, you

don't have time to check over your

work. You just send it in and hope

for the best. But I write pretty fast. I

can write a good column in about an

hour and a half. But I can also come

up with complete horseshit if I've got

10 hours."

From Baltimore to Amherst

From 1977 to 1981, Shaughnessy

wrote for The Baltimore Sun, cover-

ing Earl Weaver and the Baltimore

Orioles. Then he took a job with the

Baltimore Star, which folded within a

year, thanks to the Washington Post,

according to Shaughnessy. In 1982,

he returned full time to the Globe,

reporting on the region he grew up

in, an obvious benefit. First, he cov-

ered the Celtics ("when they were

good") until 1986. From then until

1 989, he covered the Red Sox, before

settling into his latest position.

One of the topics Shaughnessy has

dealt with on occasion is the UMass
basketball team, on which he gives

his two cents on what's happening on

and off the court. A couple of months

ago, he wrote a scathing article on

ex-coach John Calipari for leaving

campus for an NBA gig with a fat

contract. Now he comments on the

Marcus Camby situation, where the

former standout center admitted to

accepting gifts from agents during

the course of the season, violating

NCAA rules.

"I'm afraid for them," he said of

those within the basketball program,

which is facing possible sanctions

within the near future. "You've got a

case where the kid admitted to taking

the stuff. 1 see no way around that. I

guess they're still waiting on the rul-

ing, but I really think it could get

pretty harsh.

"But (giving] coach James Bruiser'

Flint the job seems like a good idea.

They've got the guards coming back,

but Carmelo [Travieso] really needed

those other scoring threats. He's

great from outside but he can't create

much from what I've seen. It should

be pretty interesting, I guess we'll

have to wait and see."

He lists among his most memo-
rable events the 1 986 World Series,

the 1984 NBA Finals and the 1991

World Series.

But Dan Shaughnessy is tired, he

needs to go to sleep. Little does he

know, a Chicago Bear just broke a

record. So he'll be on a plane tomor-

row, headed for the Windy City.

hockey
continued from poge 18

after the unyielding butt-whup-

ping, BU fell to Providence in the

Hockey East semifinals, was lack-

luster in its NCAA match-up
against Clarkson, and was simply

destroyed by Michigan, the first

time BU has been shut out by a

team other than Maine since

February of 1984.

UMass, meanwhile is still

focused and more determined
than ever to tear apart the Terriers

tomorrow night, in their lone

game this year at Walter Brown
Arena. Wins in either Saturday

night's game at the William D.

Mullins Center, or their game here

in Amherst on Feb. 7 will be nice,

but will pale in comparison to

winning on NESN tomorrow night

in the eyes of the Minutemen.

If there's one singular thing that

UMass can do to earn the measure

of league and nationwide respect

that it is looking to obtain this

year, short of reaching the Hockey

East semis at the FleetCenter, it

would be to take at least one of its

meetings with BU.

Much like downing then-No. 1

Maine two years ago, it is a tangi-

ble victory and sign of success. A
win would be a trophy for coach

|oe Mallen and his team to hold

aloft in promoting the program,

especially with luring recruits.

Beating this year's BU team is

no different than any other — the

Terriers never have a down year.

BU lost four of its top six scorers

from last year and barely missed a

step, pulling in a strong recruiting

class, including Tom Poti. one of

the most highly sought-after blue

chips in the country last year.

BU always has been and, so

long as Parker stays, always will

be. It is a program to be respected

and feared on the ice. and one all

too familiar to the numerous
Minutemen who grew up in the

Boston area, routinely watching

the scarlet and white skate the

Beanpot around the hallowed

Garden on the second Monday of

February seemingly every year.

BU is eastern college hockey's

Muhammad Ali. To the region, it's

Vince Lombardi's Packers, Toe
Blake's Canadiens or, as much as

it pains me to say it, Mickey

Mantle's Yankees. BU is eastern

college hockey's Titanic. Its

Spanish Armada. Its Goliath. BU
is meant to be indestructible.

But, as all of the above have in

common, they sunk — some like

the Titanic have yet to be sal-

vaged. Nothing UMass can do this

weekend could ever do quite that

much damage to the BU program,

but a win at some point this year

would vault UMass into a new
light, at the expense of a school

that this team loves to hate.

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian

columnist.

Michigan
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blood, guts, gore, oh my!

Visit http://www.umass.

edu/rso/colegian
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You want
space?

they're after anyways.

As for the Boy Scouts who claim,

"That's too much football and not

enough school," relax. They're on

winter break anyway, and if they

weren't playing, they'd be lifting

weights three hours a day preparing

for next year. So set it up, corporate

America, and make me and my read-

ers happy.

Booty Schwag of the Week
Award...

Whew, I am tired. That was quite a

rant, huh? Well, thanks for sticking

around, because here it is, the pinna-

cle of sports journalism in America

today, the Booty Schwag! I had a

tough time this week trying to find a

schwag-errific performance worthy of

mention.

This week the schwag goes to

Kansas, who lost to Nebraska 63-7

on Saturday. What? I thought Kansas

was good now? Don't worry.

(ayhawks. you'll kill the Huskers in

hoop, but for now, put a bag over

your head and run back to Lawrence

in shame. A pre-season Top 25
squad, Kansas is now 3-4, with losses

to Utah and Texas Tech on their

record. Hey, Glen Mason, maybe

you should have left when you had

the chance.

Tonight's Game...

With the World Series over,

Thursday night football returns with

Boston College at Pitt. Oh. boy. This

is ridiculous. Somebody has got to

call ESPN and fix this. Maybe they

can show a "Bodyshaping" marathon

or something. There has not been a

good game on Thursday yet, and it's

starting to bug me. I don't even think

the kids in Chestnut Hill care about

this one.

Luke Meredith
Columnist

is a Collegian
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ACTIVITIES

Chinese Food Kai Chi delivering

Sunday Thursday to 2am, Friday and

AUTO FOR SALE

GREAT CAR
Toyola Tercel 1988 b8 000 miles

Hatchback Superb condition' New
stereo $3700 256 8330

93 Mitsubishi Mirage IS 49k

miles AC, steieo/cass , auto, excel-

lent condition $7800 or B/0 253-

1657 Bill

Olds Cutlass Ciera 1913 To 000

miles great condition $1500 00 or

B/0 253 1653

EMPLOYMENT

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS

ABT Telephone Research Center

seeks candidates for interesting

part time telephone assignments to

collect data on a variety ot research

topics Absolutely no selling

involved Computer/typing skills

required Flexible hours Monday-

Friday 5pm -1 1pm ,
Saturday Ham

5pm and Sunday 12pm 5pm and

5pm -10pm Must work a minimum

oi 20 hours per week Start at

$5 25/hour with paid training and

earn up to $7 00/hour Conveniently

located in the New Venture Center,

with tree ndes on neartry bus lines

Interested candidates please call

(413)587-1607 An equal opportunity

employer

WMUA 91 1 FM is looking to hire a

music director UMass undergrads

only Strang organizational skills a

must Knowledge of music pre-

ferred Submit resumes and cover

letters to Programmer's Mailbox,

105 Campus Center by Fn Nov 1 at

5pm Questions? Call 545-2876

EMPLOYMENT
ASIAN/EUROPEAN EMPLOY
MENT live in Prague. Budapest.

Tokyo etc teaching simple conver

sational English No teaching back

ground or languages necessary Call

(919)968 H64

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
- Apply now for summer All sea-

sonal positions open Rafting Co

and Dude Ranch jobs also available

Call 919-968-1164

Wantad Spokesperson for

International Co $10 00 per hour 8-

10 hrs per week Person must be

outgoing, responsible and comfort-

able in groups Models are encour-

aged to apply Call TASP
International 1 -800 829-4777 Ask

for Sean Sweeney

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING

Students needed! Entry level &

career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services (206) 971 3600 ext R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan, S Korea No teach

ing background or Asian languages

required For info call (206) 971

3570 Ext J50016

EMPLOYMENT
Legal Assistants Wantad -

Spring 97 Internships with the

Student Legal Services Office, get

hands-on experience in the legal

field—work dnectly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 under-

graduate credits No experience in

the legal profession necessary

—

training provided Contact the

Student Legal Services Office today

for an application 922 Campus

Center. 5451995

Spring Break '971 Cancun

Bahamas, Jamaica. & Florida Earn

FREE TRIPS & CASH Call 1-800

700-0790

Drivers & Bus Person needed day

& night Shifts available Apply in

person-Pinnochio's

FOR SALE

3S6 Computer with brand new

AT&T color monitor, super fast

modem 2 keyboards, mouse 4 sale

$150 or B/0 Call Eben 3927

MAC CLASSIC 2140 3yrs old,

excellent shape with software, with

modem (14 4). carrying case $500 00

Call 549-3567

FOR SALE
MAC LCIII, HMB RAM BOM B Haru

Drive 14" Monitor, Style Writer II.

pnntei comes w/ lots of software

Call for more info $900 or B/0

Neal 548 9170

Round Trip Tkt Hartford St Croix

$500 or B/0 546 1481 Dec 23-Jan 23

Boa tor salt 5 5' w/setup $180 oi

B/0 Call 253-0217 and ask for Sam

FOUND

Found- Pair ol Sunglasses .it

Totman Describe them and they're

yours! Call Brian 6 5701

INSTRUCTION

Boxing Lessons with Djata

Bumpus All Welcome For

brochure 413-732 8817

MUSICIANS
Established lunk outfit seeks

rhodes and/or hammond player who

can GROOVE i Call Andy 549 1016 or

Jason 367-0159

MISCELLANEOUS
Know Your Rights Do you have

questions about youi rights1 Do you

think your civil rights have been vio-

lated? Find out! Contact the

Student Legal Service Office, 922

Campus Center, 545-1995

Private Hotel Required tor Oxford

Univeisity study Can you, your par-

ents friends or relatives help?

Alison 546-4261

New Metabolism Breakthrough

Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35

800-776 9503

ROOM FOR RENT

Female Students

Room and Board starting at

$2000/semester Singles available

Immediate occupancy tor Spring

Semester Call Karen (508) 68?

9213. Kathy (617) 479-7636

Female Students: On campus

housing available for Intersession

$250 Call Karen 508 682 9213 Kathy

617 479 7636

A+C

ROOMATE WANTED
Roomatelsl needed Spring

semestei w/ lease ending May 31st

Apartment on bus line Call 549-

2626

SERVICES
SPELLING COUNTS! *1 way to

boost your GPA Paper typing &

proofreading Quick & inexpensive

Call (413) 5497484

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade? Inhouse service, call

Scream Savers 549 0083

Pregnant? Need help 1 Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549 1906

Typing/Bookkeaping Service

We're perfectionists!

Bookkeeping 549 0501

TRAVEL

Quebec City for New Years' 3

nights at 5 star Hilton located in

Quebec City, the oldest city in North

America $89 pp SKI and PARTY Call

Dominic at 533 1600 now! Limited

hiiny 1

SPRING BREAK Week in Jamaica

trom$499pp March 15 22 in Negnl

Includes RT air. 7 nights hotel, par

ties/events and all taxes Call

Dominic at 413-533-1600 oi 800

232-2415

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK!

ummissions/lowes! prices'

Travel free on only 13 sales" Free

into! Sunsplash1B00 426//IO

TRAVELTIME Has great deals on all

your travel needs 587 HO I

(4131781 6150

FREE TRIPS AND CASH Find out

how hundreds of student representa

lives are already earning free trips

and lots of cash with Ami'

Spring Break Company' Sell only IS

trips and travel free! ('

Bahamas. Ma?atlan. Jan

Florida' Campus Manager positions

also available Call Now' Take a

Break Student Travel (800)95 Break'

WANTED

Tutor tor Math 455. ECE 311 and

313 Willing to pay $15 an hi

Amy 546 0706

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20<£ per word/day

All
others

40<£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

Standard Headings

Activities

Announcements

Apartment For

Rent

Auto For Sale

Employment

Entertainment

For Sale

Found (2 days

Free)

Happy Birthday

Houses For Rent

Instruction

Lost

Musicians

Miscellaneous

Motorcycles

Personals

Room For Rent

Room Wanted

Roommate Wanted

Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Transportation

Wanted to Rent

Wanted

Personals Policy
1 All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

'

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2 Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY t.rst

'

names and initials are allowed. The only excq.tu.ns are to.

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the tull

name may be used. cvrco
3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO LXLtP-

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm

room numbers as well.

5 Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
'

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose ot

harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7 The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc.

8 All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass ID.

number of tbj? student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order Non-students must provide a valid driver's license artel

the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is sub|ect to

penalties under the law.

9 The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth ol

Massachusetts.

Answers to

Yesterday's Puzzle.

CROSSWORD
4 M< 3 pj.r, n I3

1 r, 1,
Ji

22 23

»9 30
34 Wt"

...41 42

MH36

aflHILH
-jr Bll

51 52 53 H

56

lea -
65 H°*~ "
ACROSS
1 . Galvanizing metal

5. Hindu religious

teacher

10. Blood or driving

14. -cat (form ol

baseball)

15. Ruth's successor

16. New Haven

university

17. Prevaricator

IB. Stench

19. Golfing teachers

20. Minimally (2 wds

)

22. Fights back

24. English cathedrai city

25. Foolish birds

26. Didn't exist

29. She-deer

30. Complete

34. Belly dancer's assets

35. AFL-

36. Sheltered

37. Language suffix

38. Atlas Shrugged

author (2 wds.)

40 Time division (abbr

)

41. Related

43. Attain through effort

44. HasK*m. eg
SpMsthebMM

volatile

47. Humble pies

46. Exalted

SO. Labor or birth

51. More precipitous

54. Bonng. informally

58. Rocky peak

59 Irked

61. Ark skipper

62 Distinctive quality

63 Circumvent

64 with the Wind

65. Gong

66. Title role for Dustin

67. Flower part

DOWN
1. Saccuse author

2. Acronym unit (abbr

)

3. Actress Patricia

4. LlStS

5. Lippy

6. Scottish inventor

7. Jackie s second

8 Actress Manlyn

9. Readied the presses

10 Predecessors of

word processors

11 Dumbo's were jumbo

12 Vacancy

13 Guarding (1994

comedy)

21 High, in music

23 Healthy

25 . Room's entrance

26 . Cradling

(Thomas Hart

Benton)

27 !•.. ,' , ,.

28. Relieve

29. Hullabaloo

31. Sports official

32. _ of Nantes

33. Fissures

35. Dancer Chansse

36. Bed-and-breakfast

spot

38. The Hare and the

Tortoise author

39 Be under the

weather

42. Illicit

44. ProvertJS

46. Endeavor

47. Author Amy

49. Wild

50. Pop

51. Slnke replacement

52. Factual

53. Justice Warren

54. Blood's pathway

56. "Penny

57 Attention getter

60. Cambodia's Nol
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ARIES
March 21 -April 20

Someone with a sharp tongue ni.iv

have you feeling hounded. Accept

their criticism with good grace If

you possibly can. and make an

effort to let It roll off you. After all.

they may only want to help you.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

Bargains galore await if you're In a

shopping mood. Pay close attention

for diamonds in the rough -you

could be In a position to pull off a

real steal. Hold your tongue If

someone confides In you.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

This is a good week to make a fresh

particularly If you want to

Improve your health. A change In

diet revitalizes you. Take a look al

your financial picture to see If you

can reduce a crippling debt

CANCER
June 22-July 22

A coworker's help and advice help

launch you on the path to achieving

an Important goal. Pay (lose

attention to the small i.ilk al a

social gathering. You could make

an Important contact.

LEO
July 23-August 23

Make back-up plans for an outing

you're particularly keen on. The

weather may not cooperate- but If

you have a plan B. you need not

lose out on some needed K&K
Contemplate picking up some extra

lasks .it work during the busy

season.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

Concentrate on clarifying .is many

of your long term goals ns pOMMl
this weekend It's vital thai you

break larger goals down Into

manageable bits, too Oilirrwlsr.

you could end up feeling over

whelmed, or worse, like a failure

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Kep.ilr this week-don 1 buy You'll

save money iiul m.ivbe even be able

to buy something you've been

wanting for a long lime invert in

long term prosperity, rather than

insiani gratification

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

Keep persona! ,ind business

spheres tar apart this week l.uck In

one arena could raise otwtades In

the other, and thai ' cunrthtnf fOU

i .iiiimt afford, Extra effort you once

made to please someone pays off.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Focus on finishing up one difficult

Job. rather than dividing your

attention among several. You II

be more efficient In the long run

Discuss major purchase with an

expert to save money.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20

A dramatic gesture gains you a lot

of attention. Think ahead to he sun-

It's the kind of attention you really

want. Generally, your Judgment la

good, hut this week could 1» BO

exception Resist the irmpt.nion in

indulge in something frivolous

A9UARIUS
January 21-February 18

This is ,ui excellent week lo build

a nesl egg. If you're handling

someone else's moni\. COUflKl

them to MM .is well. You I! Instill

a real hahll ol responsibility,

i spe< l.illv in .1 yUUllglf pcisoii

PISCES
February 19-March 20

Ctlhi i .ill llic inlonii.illoii .iv.iil.iblr

before von rn.ike ,ui Important

decision or pun base Wb.u serin-,

like a bargain < oijd be a real

lemon A loniaiitii CVCHlnf leads to

ii m wot aft l
hi -it and sympathy. II

could even Inspire you Inlo making

mmltmenl

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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Always Wanted On* of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robotmun By Jim Meddick

\-Ullou>ger\ q-f /)/u.^s ua^re^ one of Those'
HOW ^ mk\l£' YOU IN'-iUU TM>
&8MT ip( PRINCE. WnW^OOR

tAVLW !tM<£&NK,'16 CPviMCH

\NW I
TC.i' .NfcV TU£ em IRE

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dllbert By Scott Adams

THIS NEW AlOARD

GOES TO MfA FOR

HER EXCEPTIONAL
UORrV

M

I

M/A WORKED E.VENLN&S

AND WEEKENDS TO

FIX THE PROBLEMS
THAT WERE CAUSED BY

HER OWN INCOMPETENCE

M> ^
o y /f&\\

O) m

AND IT LOOKS

LIKE KltA HA.S

A. FULL PLATE

FOR THE

CODING
YEAR TOO.

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick 8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

TU6. KlOS MAME PINAU.V
ve&vev on iue& casnxes

::
""":: '

wimiiiiiip, i

TvteY OC6C t& 6ol Y
to -rue «wty as r1

Twert? weso '

IIIlrVPAArVf
SO, U)HAT'S YOUR
"BLOX TYPE"7,

IVsI

I'll eer yccpe an
A5+. VoO AMP i

UOOOUD 6.E.T AL0W6
6tRr2AT -5££AOS£
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University* By Frank Cho

My dad didn't want anybody to

notice his birthday.... as if he was

ashamed.

I know when I was young it meant

piesents or cake maybe, or a party.

When I was a teenager I was proud

of myself. I made it through school

another year, I was getting bigger, my

friends said, "You look great!"

My dad says he's happy to be still

alive and not dead from terminal poison

ivy or a rotten attitude.

He says as you get older you start

holding back and scheming on how to

live as long as you can.

Then you get real old and you're

out there trying to enjoy every single

morning because it might be your last

sunrise... looking at floweis and

listening to birds... like a little kid.

I was born on March 3rd and 4th.

I guess that's why I'm a little

ashamed of myself. I can't keep the

first day straight. Once I settle my birth

date,

/'// try to tackle my growing

shoplifting problem.

W^1**

Afttirr "feee ;

A L>W AfwunV ,

MM AiAn^T ^ -*°^o

midget: (T^ ^
Aft V°* lALffKlHT .

?

/

Close to Home By John McPherson

Al«J

•MSC-WMSfnOCJM* * ^^Trwr
CLOCIcEP >fcOR
E.X BcYFTtttNP
RlQHT IN THE

Bfc»vi?y>

juLi-

FT-

Generation X By Chris Lehman

AW, MAN.' c'McNi c'MoNlTHZr'u.
H/WE Rrt> ANI>

BEER ANt>...

r

HEY.' THE ALC0H0L

FlfcM BEER WMX
STiWLATe. tPe bmih

PIN. Nrgta. 15

(A DEFRESS/WT.

/ THAT LINE
"

USED To WbRK WiTrf

MY H\6H School

MiffcfiW' >««•.* 10-31

Look, why dont we save ourselves a lot ol time

and trouble You give us all ot your candy, turn

out yout lights and go to bed, and we II be
honor bound nol to go to any other homes

Hear Say By Emily Yang

M ,n

-}<©\

\^

M

am
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Quote of the DayJITop IO

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 343-2626 tor morr Information.

Franklin

By Brian Marchionni

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Quiche Lorraine

Meatball Grinder

Wheatball Grinder

DINNER
Greek Lemon Chicken

Veal Cordon Bleu

Fiesta Rice & cheese

Quarter Pound Burger

You don't have to be
a woman to be a

bitch, you just have

to be a bitch.

-Spin Doctors

w

Things everybody should know about

masturbation (for T.O. and K.W.)

(Worning: This Hit is all about "sexual sell- gratification". ..it

you are in any way offended by this, do us a favor: Gently put

down the paper, and slowly back away.)

10) People think I'm joking when I say "About three times

a day."

9) Guys: When your girlfriend says, "never," she's lying.

8) Ladies: Your boyfriend's trash can full of Kleenex is not

because of his bad allergies.

7) Bob Dole mysteriously present in 82 percent of people's

fantasies.

6) There's lots to be learned from monkeys.

5) One hundred percent of all people who don't mastur

bate eventually die.

4) It's always best to pretend that you don't hear your

roommate

3) Any attempt to stop is an exercise in (utility.

2) No matter what your grandmother says, it doesn't make

you go blind... you're reading this, aren't you?

1 ) It's always good to tell your hand you'll still respect it in

the morning.

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Chicken

Sandwich
Meatball Grinder

DINNER
Greek Style Lemon

Chicken

Veal Cutlet Cordon Bleu

Worcester

LUNCH
Turkey Burger

Fettuccini W/ Tomato
Sauce

Noodles & Pea Pods

DINNER
Greek Lemon Chicken

Garden Chili

Pastabilities

Manicotti W/ Sauce

Berkshire

LUNCH
Turkey Burger

Reuben Sand, on Rye

Fettuccini W/ Sauce

Noodles and Pea Pods

DINNER
Greek Lemon Chicken

Veal Cordon Bleu

Garden Chili/Pastabilities

Manicotti W/ Sauce

*
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Sports
Minutewomen drop Big Green 2-1; two games remain forUM
By Casey Kone
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts

Dartmouth

While the schedule says thai the

focus can be directed totally on the

remaining regular season confer-

ence game and the Atlantic 10

Tournament, that is not actually the

case.

After a 2-1 win
over Dartmouth in

Hanover. N.H.. the

Massachusetts field

hockey team now
has two games remaining on its

slate.

On Saturday, the team will face

A-10 foe St. Joseph's, and Monday
the Minutewomen will conclude the

season when they host Yale in a

make-up game. The originally

scheduled tilt against Yale was
rained out on Sept. 18.

Against Dartmouth, the No. 8

Minutewomen (12-5, 4-0 in the

Atlantic 10) were led by Courtney

MacLean. who had a two-goal out-

ing on the afternoon.

The Big Green (8-8) got on the

board first just over 15 minutes

into the game, when Weze Shorts

connected on the rebound of Jen

Karlen's shot in front of the UMass

cage.

The Minutewomen tied up the

contest only seven minutes later.

Saskia Fuchs got the ball to

MacLean inside the circle, where

MacLean redirected it for the tally.

The score was tied going into

halftime. and remained so until

MacLean notched the game winner

8:23 into the second period.

MacLean one-timed

a pass from Erica

(ohnston on a penal-

ty corner situation.

UMass goalie

Hilary Rose made 12 saves on the

afternoon to solidify the

Minutewoman defense. Big Green

goalie Kendra Kosko stopped nine

shots in the Dartmouth net.

Massachusetts ended the after-

noon 1 -for- 13 on penalty corner,

while Dartmouth was 0-for-9. This

was a turnaround from UMass' last

game, when the team was awarded

only two corner situations.

Yesterday's game afforded UMass
coach Pam Hixon the opportunity

to start some members of her team

who have previously only seen sub-

stitution minutes. Nicole Bardell,

Rachel Meeks and Kathryn
Cameron all started for the

Minutewomen, while Christine

Millbauer and |ana Benscoter saw
time off the bench.

Now the Minutewomen will con-

centrate on St. loseph's, which will

visit Amherst on Saturday at 2 p.m.

Saturday's game will be the

deciding factor in the race for the

A-10 regular season title. UMass
currently stands first in the confer-

ence, having posted a perfect 4-0

conference record. La Salle sits sec-

ond in the standings, after posting a

3-1 mark in the A-10.

A win would seal the regular sea-

son title for UMass. while a loss

would mean UMass and La Salle

would hold the title together.

Monday afternoon also marks
senior day for three UMass athletes

who will be playing in their final

game on Totman Field.

Kyle Rothenberger. a midfielder

and All-America candidate.

Melanie Gore, a back who leads the

UMass defense, and Hilary Rose, an

Ail-American candidate goaltender,

will play in their final game in the

maroon and white.

Minutewomen Notes: MacLean's

two goals give her a season total of

nine, which surpasses her career

total by five goals... |ohnston's

assist is her third on the year, and

gives her a season point total of 23,

which ranks her second in the team

standings.

a

TMANC VO I COUfCCAN

Freshman Saskia Fuchs notched two assists in yesterday's win over Dartmouth.

Michigan: Ohio's only true test

I'm not talking about last week-

end's college football games. I mean
it. It was an all-out schwagfest. No
games were played that will mean a

thing three weeks from now, and my
North Texas Eagbs were spanked at

home. I'll hold my breath if I have

to...

Well, alright, but

I am not happy
about it.

So what did we
have Saturday?
West Virginia lost,

but I told you they

would. BC was put

in its place — hard
— by Syracuse. Ohio State passed a

big test on the road by pummeling
Iowa, and Rutgers beat Temple in a

possible Dookie Bowl preview. Not

much to go on, and this week is not

going to be much better.

Let's bypass this week's lame
schedule and talk about what is shap-

ing up to be the national champi-

onship situation. Ohio State ran their

record to 7-0 with an impressive win

over the Hawkeyes, and have created

a little problem for the Alliance.

According to my calculations,

they're not going to lose again. They
have Minnesota, Illinois, Indiana and

Michigan left, and if they fall to one

of these teams, you can throw me out

in front of Antonio's around 1:30 on

a Thursday night with nothing but a

kilt, a pair of flippers and a bottle of

laegcrmeister and tell me to sing "Oh,

Canada" in Spanish. It is not going to

happen.

The Buckeyes are on a roll, and
shouldn't break a sweat until

Michigan comes to the Horseshoe. If

you remember history, you'll remem-
ber that it was just one year ago that

former Wolverine Tim Biakabatukka

broke off a nasty day, and the

Michigan ruined OSU's dream run at

the Rose Bowl and a national champi-

onship. John Cooper knows that this

IEDITH

Football

dream season, which has been entire-

ly unexpected, will not count in the

eyes of the Red and Grey faithful

unless they beat Michigan. I think

they step up and do it.

So what's the problem? Florida

isn't going to lose either. They have

Georgia. Vanderbilt (I'd like to see

the spread on that

one) and South
Carolina before the

big one, Florida

State, on the road

the Saturday after

Thanksgiving. The
Gators have beaten

LSU and Auburn,
both Top 20 conference teams, by a

combined score of 106-23 the last

two weekends. Ouch, baby, ouch.

They're not going to beat Florida

State 106-23. but if they're on their

game it might be close. Having to go

up to Knoxville and play Tennessee,

who despite being overrated, was No.

2 in the country and had 107.000

fans looking for blood, prepared

them for Tallahassee's toma-hawking

legions. They survived that challenge

with flying colors. They'll be ready

for Florida State.

Which leaves us with a doozy of a

dilemma. If bowl season comes with

the Buckeyes and the Gators unde-

feated, decisions must be made. Ohio

State, as Big Ten Champion, is com-

mitted to the Rose Bowl, and as such

will play Arizona State on January 1

.

Florida, on the other hand, is free to

pursue any bowl it wants. Now, if I

was Steve Spurrier. I'd pick the

Independence Bowl (Shreveport in

December is fab-u-lous). But since

Steve probably wants to win the

national championship, he'll take his

troops to New Orleans for the Sugar

Bowl, where they'll most likely face

Nebraska.

Alright, it's lanuary 2. You open

up the paper, and who do you see on

top?

Florida.

Is this fair? No, of course not. But

since Arizona State is overrated and

the pollsters know this, they'll go

with the Gators, provided they beat

Nebraska (which they will). The same

thing happened in 1994. when Penn

St. and Nebraska went undefeated

and the Huskers won it all.

This really annoys me. because the

polls refuse to give the Big Ten credit,

and when they see Florida beat teams

56-13 and 90-3, they talk about big

numbers." Well. Ohio State wins big

too. and week in and week out they

play tougher teams because the Big

Ten is top to bottom better than the

SEC. Should there be a two-team
playoff?

Yes! Though the Alliance (sounds

like Death Star to me) means well,

and will set this up next season, we're

in rough shape now. You could call it

the Anti-Dookie Bowl, and you could

have it two weeks after New Year's

day. You'd have no problem getting

sponsors, and the two schools would

rake in the dough, which, despite the

most well-intentioned denials from

Div. 1 athletic directors, is what

Turn to MICHIGAN, page 15

UM hockey to face a dog of a

challenge; Terriers terrorize HE
For an eastern college hockey

team, one concerned with its

growth as a program in particular,

the ultimate mea-

suring stick is

Boston University.

The fastest means
of gaining
respectability is

defeating BU, as

the road to both
the Hockey East

title and the NCAAs invariably

runs down Babcock Street and
right through Walter Brown Arena.

The Terriers routinely devour
lesser teams like a slice at T'

Anthony's, and even good teams

generally leave the noisy, cramped

arena battered with another notch

in their loss column.

Two years ago. the fledgling

Minutemen went down more like a

slice of extra cheese than anything

else, losing badly three times.

Last year, though, UMass

showed Hashes of brilliance on the

frozen pond once patrolled by the

like- ol Mike Kruzione. up (hruugh

Tony Amonte, keih

Tkachuk and Shawn
McEachern.

The 1995 96
Terriers advanced to

the Final Four before

a superior Michigan
Wolverine team
ripped them to

shreds. This was a quality team
that was ranked No. I for much of

the season, and featured a paii ol

underclassmen who are currently

skating regular shifts in the NHL
(Mike Grier. Edmonton and Chris

O'Sullivan. Calgary).

In the opening game of their

Hockey EaM quarterfinal teriea in

Beantown. the Minutemen skated

stride-for-stride with coach lack

Parker's specterojus leant, neve*

backing down. UMass tallied a pair

of power play goals againsi a stingy

defense, and by game's end was in

a situation where they were pulling

their goaltender in the game's wan
ing moments on BU's home ice.

The following night BU ran the

score through the building's shal-

low roof to levels seldom seen out-

side of pee- wee house leagues. It

fell more like watching my
nine year old cousin play a game at

Framingham's Loring Arena at

8:00 a.m. than a Division I college

game.

BU's intention was clearly to just

destroy any momentum and confi-

dence that the young up-and-com-

ing team had built, and reinstate an

apparently missing fear of the

mighty scarlet jerseys with

"Boston" across the front.

The end result proved more dis-

astrous lot the Terriers than the

Minutemen. Perhaps feeling over-

confident in their own abilities

Turn to HOCKEY page 15

UMass needs to be lone star at Texas A&M tourney

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

Lacrosse club heads inside
,

mens volleyball gets in gear

The Massachusetts men's crew
is sponsoring its sixth annual
"Rent-A-Rower" to benefit the

club.

For $70. you can rent a UMass
rower to do odd jobs around the

house like rake
leaves, paint, clean

and anything else

within reason.

The annual
event raises money
for the program to

supplement their

budget. The team
uses the money to purchase prac-

tice equipment, and to fund vari-

ous trips to races.

The eve/it runs this weekend
and next weekend.

Sailing successful, despite
rough weather

On Oct. 19. the Massachusetts

sailing club raced in the largest

national regatta, the Smith
Trophy, at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.

Sailing in MIT dingies and
against the inclement weather.

Will McLaughlin and Lara Robby
placed fifth in their race, which
was Robby's First time sailing.

Emily Drowne and |eff Earl

weren't as lucky in their race, as

their boat was capsized by the

hurricane winds, forcing them to

swim ashore.

Rob Meharg, |ohn Wysocki.
Craig Thrall and
Maurice Dressier

sailed at the

Northern Series at

the University of

New Hampshire
on Oct. 26.

Results from that

race are not cur-

rently available.

Anyone interested in joining the

UMass sailing club can stop by the

club office at 423C Student Union

or call (esse at 549-8138. People

of all experience levels are wel

come.

Intramural shootout, swim
meet

• In intramural action this past

week. Danielle Serronico and Dan
Berry were crowned three-point

shootout champions in the under-

graduate division, while Dan
Gladstone took the graduate

Turn to SPOffTS WHEW, page 1
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There's no pressure on the No. 20

Massachusetts women's soccet team

(13-2-1, 7-0-1 in the A-10) as it

travels to College Station. Texas for

this weekend's Post Oak Mall Soccer

Classic. Their entire season's only at

stake.

Riding the proverbial NCAA
Tournament bubble. the

Minutewomen will square off against

No. 14 George Mason tomorrow at

2:30 eastern time, and play either host

No. 7 Texas A&M or No. 9

UNC-Greensboro on Sunday based on

tomorrow's winners and losers.

Winning the Atlantic 10

Championship next weekend would

carry only slightly more meaning than

can be found in a Warrant song in the

eyes of the NCAA. The Minutewomen
will need a strong showing on the road

against some legitimate non-confer-

ence powers to secure a berth.

The Minutewomen should have

some confidence heading into the

George Mason match, having quelled

the Patriots 1 - last year in a tourna-

ment at William & Mary. The
Minutewomen will have to be pre-

pared for this side, though, after facing

three straight A-10 teams.

UMass came out slow agains't a

strong Dartmouth side, giving up a

pair of early goals in a 2-0 loss that

was even otherwise. UMass cannot let

the quicker speed of tomorrow's
match catch it off guard in the opening

moments as it did .against the Big

Green.

Coach lack Cicala's side boasts a

1 1—4-2 mark this year, all four losses

coming at the hands of top 20 teams.

The Patriots are unbeaten in their last

eight matches dating back to a 2-1

loss to Penn State on Oct. 4. The only

comparison to be drawn to UMass
from GMU's results is an even one —
each team played to a 2-2 tie at

George Washington.

lunior |en Gross does the bulk of

the Patriot scoring, leading the team
with 16 goals and 35 points, more
than twice as many as second-leading

scorer Shannon Timberlake. laime

Pagiarulo boasts a 1 .05 goals against

average in the Patriot net.

George Mason is hardly a walk in

the park, but should prove to be easier

than either of Sunday's potential

opponents.

The Aggies (16-2) and Spartans

( 1 5-3) will prove a major stumbling

block on UMass' road to an NCAA
berth, in a game that will not go unno-

ticed either through reports, or espe-

cially in person, as the Aggies are

ninth in the nation in home atten-

dance, and have welcomed almost

1 5.000 fans this year combining home,

road and neutral site matches.

UMass nipped the Aggies 2-1 at

Richard F. Garber Field last year and

will likely be hunted for revenge if

they should face their hosts on Sunday

at the Aggie Soccer Complex, where

they are 7-0 this year.

Texas A&M is a speedy team that

will have the benefit of being well rest

ed. having not played since a 4-0

drubbing of hated and despised rival

Texas on Oct. 22.

Blazing Bryn Blalack is a sight to

behold up front for the Aggies. The
sixth-leading scorer in the nation has

scored 21 times in 18 matches, seven

times recording the game-winner.

Texas A&M hardly has a

one-dimensional offense that lacks

behind Blalack. with Kristen Koop
posting 37 points, Diana Rowe accu-

mulating 28 and Yvette Okler register-

ing 27 points on a team that has

outscored it opponents 71-13 this

year.

Only twice has this juggernaut been

held scoreless, in its two losses of the

year, against then-No. 10 Nebraska

and No 2 North Carolina.

Meanwhile. Melanie Wilson is no

slouch in the net. posting a 0.62 GAA,
placing her 10th in the nation, not far

behind Minutewoman Danielle Dion,

who's eighth with a 58 mark.

UMass' other option for Sunday.

UNC-Greensboro. will not roll over

either. UMan is less familiar with the

Spartans, never having faced them and

lacking a common opponent for this

year. UNC-Greensboro did beat

George Mason 4-1 earlier this year,

though.

Each of the Spartans' trio of losses

came to nationally ranked opposition,

falling to then No. 16 Kentucky 2-1 in

their season opener, then No. 4'

Portland 3-0 and then No. 8 Florida

4-1.

With 22 goals and 57 points. Ali

lA>rd is the fifth leading secret in the

nation and suffice it to say an impor-

tant portion of the Spartan offense

Lord is the leading scorer in the

Southeast Region, even ahead of any-

one from another branch of the UNC
svsiein that has a decent women's soc-

cer tradition.

Fin Kati Kantanen is second on the

team with 33 points, while Kelly

Menial has 17.

Paula Domitrovits has logged the

majority of the time in the

UNC-Greensboro net and posted a

1.31 G.AA with just 3.5 shutouts.

regardless .)f which teams UMass

faces on Sunday in the Texas prairie.

the team will have a tough challenge at

hand, which it must tackle to ensure

an NCAA bid.

This weekend Erin Lynch and the women's soccer team travels to the
Lone Star State for the Post Oak Mall Soccer Classic.
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Men's soccer looks
to make the grade

Tobias Bremke and
the UMass men's
soccer team face a

daunting task when
they head to Rhode
Island tomorrow for

a pivotal A- 1 game
(see Sports, page
12).

Shake your

moneymaker

The Black Crowes
and Gov't Mule roll

on into Amherst this

weekend for a

Sunday night

Mullins Center
show. Check out our

preview (see Arts &
Living, page 5.)

WORLD

Brazilian plane crash

kills 96 passengers

SAO PAULO, Brazil (AP) — The pas-

senger jet was in the air for less than

five minutes yesterday before it

clipped an apartment building and
skidded through the Vila Santa
Catarina neighborhood, spilling fuel

and igniting cars and homes.
All 90 passengers and six crew mem-
bers aboard TAM Regional Airlines

Flight 402 were killed. At least three

Americans were among the dead
Two bodies were pulled from rubble

on the ground, and the death toll was
expected to rise as firefighters, civil

defense workers, police and volun-

teers searched the debris amid
charred house frames.

Part of the fuselage stuck out of a

garage roof. The narrow, winding
streets of red-tile-roofed houses were
littered with pieces of twisted metal

and melted plastic

The Fokker-100 jetliner took off from

Sao Paulo's Congonhas airport at

8:30 a.m. (6:30 a.m. EST) and was en
route to Rio de Janeiro when it

crashed only a mile from the runway,

said civil defense Sgt. Carlos Santana.

The weather was sunny and clear.

Cerson de Paula, a 27-year-old hair-

dresser, said the plane clipped an
apartment building, hit the ground
and skidded along the street, spilling

fuel and igniting cars and homes.

NATION

Gore hits the Hub
to support Kerry

BOSTON (AP) — With polls showing

Massachusetts all but won for

President Clinton and New
Hampshire still within reach, Vice

President Al Core was coming to

Boston today to speak on behalf of

Sen. John Kerry as part of a New
England campaign swing.

Core was slated to arrive in Boston

about noon and then make a 12:30

p.m. open-air speech at Faneuil Hall.

He was to depart about 4 p.m. for

Manchester, N.H., where he was to

make another appearance on behalf

of local candidates .id the

Clinton/Core presidential ticket.

Kerry is running in a dead heat in his

re-election battle with Gov. William F.

Weld. Gore is a late addition to
Kerry's roster of political supporters,

and the president himself is slated to

visit Springfield on Sunday to reiter-

ate his support for Kerry.

Springfield officials said yesterday

that Clinton will speak 9 p.m. Sunday

at Court Square downtown. Kerry

and other Democrats also were to

attend the rally.

Like Gore, the president will then
travel to New Hampshire to make
one final appeal for votes.

A poll taken late last week showed
Clinton leading Republican nominee
Bob Dole 58 percent to 26 percent in

Massachusetts. Dole has net visited

the state since winning the nomina-
tion in August, concentrating instead

on states where his poll numbers are

more favorable.
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Kerry: "Republicans trick, Democrats treat"

Kennedy, Kerry& Oliver discuss

student concerns about education

Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

COUHTNEY SMITHXCOUECIAN

Senator John Kerry shows off a t-shirt given to him by Chancellor Scott at yesterday's forum held in the Cape Cod
Lounge.

Students greet Democrat politicians with approval

With the Nov. 5 election fast

approaching, over 350 people crowd-
ed the Cape Cod Lounge of the

Student Union to hear Senators |ohn

F. Kerry (D), Edward M. Kennedy
(D), Congressman |ohn Olver
(D-Amherst) and U.S. Department of

Education (DoE) Secretary Richard
Riley speak about the role of higher

education while addressing student

concerns.

After a 45-minute delay.
University of Massachusetts
Chancellor David K. Scott welcomed
the panel.

"In the next 10 years, there will be
few things more important than edu-

cation," Scott said. "It is my honor
and pleasure to welcome to campus
Sen. Kerry, Sen. Kennedy.
Congressman Olver and Secretary of

Education Riley, who have all been on
the forefront of education for a long

time."

Scott then introduced Student
Government Association (SGA) mem-
ber Latoya Simms. who introduced

the panel.

"Since the first week of the semes-

ter the UMass Votes Campaign has

registered over 8,000 students and
has proven that apathy amongst col-

lege students is a myth." Simms said.

Simms explained that over 50 percent

of the voters registered as "indepen-

dent."

"The registered voters may not

identify with a particular party, but

we do identify with the issues," she

said.

Sen. Kerry began speaking to an
enthusiastic round of applause.

"We want to adopt the motto
Refuse to Lose and add the Will to

Win in order to make this a very spe-

cial Tuesday," Kerry said.

Kerry added, "This election is not

about me, or Clinton or Weld — it is

about the future."

Only questions about education
were allowed during the discussion.

|osh (acobson asked the first ques-

tion to all members of the panel, "Are
you going to come to UMass just in

election years, or are you going to

come year in and year out?"
"1 have been out here every year

since I have been a senator," Kerry
said.

Kerry said that he has helped get

money for the Polymer Science Center

building, assisted in the Western
Massachusetts Technology Transfer

and he has also been involved in envi-

ronmental forums on campus.

"It is well worth reminding us of

the importance of coming here,"
Kennedy said.

Olver. who lives in Amherst and is

a former UMass professor told the

audience that he keeps very close ties

to the University and will continue to

do so.

Stacey Shackford, whose face was
painted blue for Halloween, asked the

panel their opinions of Massachusetts

Turn to Kennedy page 2

By Beth McCarthy
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of Massachusetts, while
enduring a 45-minute wait in a steamy room packed with

potential voters, thought the hour-long forum featuring

Senators |ohn F Kerry and Edward M. Kennedy was well

worth the wait.

The complete panel included the U.S. Department of

Education (DoE) Secretary Richard Riley and
Congressman John Olver (D-Amherst). while State

Senator Stan Rosenburg (D-Amherst) and Ellen Story

(D-Amherst) were also present among the audience.

lay Bragg, president of College Democrats at UMass.
said that the panel's presence accomplished what the

forum had set out to do.

"1 think today was excellent for the very reason that

UMass was able to see the exact difference between |ohn

Kerry and Bill Weld." Bragg said. "Kerry made an impor-

tant point to include students because he cares about stu-

dents."

Bragg pointed out that Kerry made an exceptional effort

to involve students, including those who had packed
around the windows outside of the Cape Cod lounge
because they were unable to squeeze into the cramped
room.

"You don't see Gov. Weld here interacting with stu-

dents," said Bragg.

Lyndsey Wagner, a junior English and French major,

said that she was particularly impressed with the question

and answer format of this forum.

"I like the fact that they allowed students to ask ques-

tions," Wagner said.

When the meeting was opened for questions, Kerry

jumped off the platform and moved into the audience with

a microphone in hand.

"I think it's great," said Nawrocki, a senior wood tech-

nology major. "They have a huge voting crowd here and
I'm surprised they haven't come here before."

"I think it's good they're here," said Mike Flynn, a

senior exercise science major. "It's about time they've had
something like this on campus."

Kerry had addressed a question similar to these obser-

vations saying that since he'* been in office, he has come
to UMass every year.

According to Kerry, he was present here to help raise

money for the Sylvio O. Conte Building. He said he was
also a part of the Western Mass. Technical Transfer and of

an environmental forum.

"Students tend not to notice us in non-election years,"

said Kerry.

Elizabeth Tuff, a junior economics major, said that she

was impressed that these candidates would take the time

out to talk with UMass students.

"It's good that they came to speak with students," said

Tuff. "This offers good access to the candidates."

"I think it's great that they are getting young voters and
educating them," agreed Shukaill, a freshman pre- psy-

chology major. "What we vote will get them into office."

Dan Backer, treasurer of Student Advocates of
Financial Aid (SAFA) which helped organize this event,

said that as strong Republican he was "impressed by what
the panel had to say."

"The panel definitely displayed a definite dedication to

education," Backer said.

The only discouragement Backer voiced was that of

time restraints.

"It was absolutely wonderful," he said. "I just wished
we had more time so the panel could answer more ques-

tions."

COOHTNEY SMITH\COU£CIAN

Students peeked in on the overcrowded forum outside the Student Union
yesterday.

GEO decries death

of higher education

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

To highlight the concerns of the Graduate Employee Organization

(GEO), about 30 of their members held a mock funeral march in mem-
ory of accessible Public Higher Education yesterday.

The GEO members dressed in black carried a coffin and headstones

from the Student Union building to Whitmore and back.

"At the end of every semester we say goodbye to more and more
graduate employees," said GEO President Patrick Crowley.

GEO was marching in the name of access which they said includes

child care and affirmative action.

The march supported the current affirmative action and family care

demands of the GEO contract negotiations. Some of the affirmative

action demands include increased funding to the Office of Graduate
Student Minority Recruitment for Minority Teaching Fellowships from

$48,000 to at least $1 million; creating a separate fund of $1 million

for economically disadvantaged families, first generation college gradu-

ates, single parents and International students in need.

"The administration needs to follow their mission to support poor

and working people." Crowley said.

A high priority GEO child care demand is 16 hour fully subsidized

Flexible Child Care Center in a suitable centrally located space.

"Families who can't afford child care have to chose between graduate

school employment and their family: this is a choice which they should

not have to make," Crowley said.

The funeral ended with a eulogy from a GEO member.
She said. "Public higher education was a noble institution, dedicated

to the mission of serving the poor and working people of the

Commonwealth, the country and the world. Sadly, though, with the

painful death of access, the mission is no longer with us."

GEO held a wreath with the words of Caesar Chavez. "Don't Mourn,
organize."

Increased Tutsi warfare in Goma
threatens food supply of refugees
GOMA. Zaire (AP) — Warfare and looting choked off

relief supplies for 700,000 refugees Thursday, sending

tens of thousands streaming south in a desperate search

for food and safety.

Ethnic Tutsi rebels closed in on the Zairian-held city of

Goma. and aid agencies said looting by Zairian troops

had forced them to halt food distribution in the area,

which now includes the world's largest refugee camp. The
agencies also said they would evacuate foreign workers

Cars packed with people and their salvaged household
goods sped south. Streams of others trudged on foot, car-

rying reed mats and sacks on their heads and babies on
their backs.

The fighting threatens to escalate the refugee crisis into

a disaster as bad as the one Goma experienced in 1994.

when 1.1 million Rwandan Hutus fled into Zaire. Tens of

thousands died then for lack of food, water and medicine.

Artillery battles raged all morning around Goma's air-

port — the only route for food supplies to the 700.000
Rwandan Hutu refugees living in sprawling camps near

the shores of Lake Kivu.

Even that lifeline was cut Thursday; the airport

remained in Zairian hands but was closed by fighting.

Roads from Rwanda. Burundi and Uganda into Zaire

were already shut.

The Tutsis are fighting to repel Zairian army attacks

and to push the Rwandan Hutu refugees further into

Zaire. After capturing the provincial capital of Bukavu on
Wednesday, they closed in on Goma. 60 miles to the

north.

After a late meeting, Zaire's parliament urged Hutus
from Rwanda to join Zaire's army in fighting the Tutsi

rebels. It also urged Zaire's government to identify and
expel all Rwandan Tutsis.

Shells fired from the hills across the border in Rwanda
bludgeoned areas north of Goma on Thursday. From
dawn into night, thudding booms and crackling gunfire

sent thousands scurrying for safety.

Reports of a two-pronged Tutsi attack on Zairian posi-

tions north of Goma sent more than 1 10.000 Rwandan
refugees from the Kahindo refugee camp and 20.000 local

residents fleeing along dirt paths towards Goma's
Mugunga camp.

Mugunga — swollen and miserable with some 400,000
inhabitants — is already the largest refugee camp in the

world.

"This concentration is a recipe for rapid deterioration."

said Ruth Marshall, spokeswoman for the U.N. High
Commissioner for Refugees in Geneva. "It could within

days become catastrophic in that camp."
In New York. U.N. spokesman Sylvana Foa said aid

warehouses and offices were looted in Goma and up to 60
vehicles stolen, bringing food distribution to an abrupt
halt. Panic was spreading.

"The problem is we cannot control that fear because we
can't even get out to the camps to show them we're still

around." said another UNHCR spokesman, Peter Kessler.

Food was becoming desperately short in Goma stores

and prices of staples such as flour, beans and fruit have
increased fivefold.

About 100 foreign aid workers and reporters in Goma
were trapped in their compounds Thursday by encroach-
ing artillery fire and nervous Zairian troops patrolling the

near-deserted streets

UNHCR spokeswoman Sylvie Daillot said the agency
decided Thursday to evacuate its staff from Goma. but

doesn't know how they are going to get out.

An evacuation would take time, and would leave Zaire

to deal alone with 700.000 hungry Rwandans. a task for

which it has no resources.

The Zairian army told citizens in Goma to register their

weapons and organize themselves into militias.

"Dig up your weapons and be ready for a fight!" a sol-

dier yelled, driving back from Goma's front line.

Tutsis moved into the area north of Lake Kivu about 60
years ago, and have lived south of Lake Kivu fot at least

200 years. Last month, Zairian officials ordered them to

leave.
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Friday, Nov. I

Dance — Fourgone Conclusions Conlradance this and

every first Friday at the Greenfield Star Grange. The
evening starts with Scandinavian couples dances followed

by contras called by Cammy Kaynor. Beginners and sin-

gles welcome. Admission is $5/each, and the event begins

at 8 p.m. For more information, call 549-1913.

Music — Butterfield Basement is hosting bands Roadkill

and Big Luck. Show starts at 9 p.m.

Po«ry — A Poetry Slam with open reading will be held at

Claudia's Cafe, I E. Pleasant St.. Amherst, featuring

young Boston poet Brian Commisky. Starts at 8 p.m., sign

ups begin at 7:30 p.m. The $2 cover charge goes to the

Slam winner.

Readings — Wole Soyinka, Nobel prize-winning African

playwright, political exile, human rights activist, and

world- acclaimed actor and director will be joined by

Suzan-Lori Parks and Awam Ampka of the Mt. Holyoke

College Theater department for an evening of literary

readings. The event, part of Soyinka's week-long residen-

cy in the Five Colleges and the Inclusiveness Program at

MHC, begins at 8 p.m. in Gamble Auditorium.

Religious — Special Shabbat Service with Professor Julius

Lester leading at Hillel House, 388 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst. The service begins at 6 p.m. and all are wel-

come.

Saturday, Nov. 2

Craft Fair — Sponsored by the Hadley Mother's Club from

10 a.m. -4 p.m. at Hopkins Academy on Route 9 in

Hadley, Ma. Admission is $2.

Dance — From 8-10:30 p.m. an English Country Dance
will be held at the South Amherst Munson Library. Helen

Davenport teaches the dancers and Van Kaynor leads the

band. Beginners and singles welcome. Admission is $5.

For more information, call 549-1913.

Movie Marathon — The Sci-Fi Society is sponsoring a

movie marathon, beginning with Willow at 1 1 a.m. and

7:45 p.m.

New Organization — Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. is

hosting an information session for all interested Five

College women at 2 p.m. in Campus Center room 803.

For further information, contact the office of Greek
Affairs at 545-2711.

Religious — Shabbat morning service at 10 a.m. at Hillel

house, 388 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst.

Sunday, Nov. 3

Celebration — Israeli Cafe Night with food and music,

Israeli style. Admission $2, or $1 with Hillel Activity

Card. Canned donations for the hungry in Amherst are

appreciated. The event is located at Hillel House, 388 N.

Pleasant St., Amherst, and begins at 7:30 p.m.

Meeting — UVC-TV 19 will hold a station body meeting

at 7 p.m. in their studio located next to the University

Outlet Store in the Student Union Building. All members
are asked to attend to discuss some important issues. New
members are welcome as well.

Notices

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from

8:30 p.m. - midnight. People can dance to variety of

music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment. All ages

welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call

584-8167.

Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.

Come, learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more
information, contact Milly De|esus at 546-1083.

Employment — Applications are still being accepted from

work-study students for the positions of office manager
and research coordinator for the Cannabis Reform
Coalition. If interested, please pick up and application in

room 322 of the Student Union or call 545-1 122 to get

one mailed to you. Call John Lanzerotta at 546-6359 for

more information.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies is

seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen,
Dept. of Consumer Studies. 101 Skinner Hall. University

of Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma, 01003. For more infor-

mation, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.

Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange work-

shops will be held on the following dates: Wed.. Nov. 6

from 6-7:30 p.m. in CC room 903; Thurs., Nov 14 from

5:30-7 p.m. in CC room 904-908; Tues., Dec. 3 from

5:30-7 p.m. in CC room 165-169.

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final Examination

Schedule will be available beginning Friday, Oct. 18.

Copies will be delivered to students in residence halls, and

will be available to off-campus students in the Registrar's

Office (213 Whitmore:.

Health — To help students and their families stay healthy

and access University Health Services more easily, mem-
bers of the Health Reach International team are available

to help you find answers to your questions and concerns:

Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health Education

Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more info);

Tuesdays 6:30-8:30 p.m. in the International Lounge,

Prince House (call 545- 2299 for more info). All conver-

sations are confidential.

Literature — mOlhertongue, the multilingual student pub-

lication by the dept. of Comparative Literature, is current-

ly seeking submissions for the spring '97 publication. We
will accept original poetry, short stories, one-acts, inter-

national photographs and art work created by multilingual

students. Please submit a copy in English to the

Comparative Literature Dept. in 203 South College.

Rough drafts are acceptable.

Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Lurit" held every

Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right

as you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis

and other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student

Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

New Organization — W1CC (West Indian/Caribbean

Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West
Indies or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as

anyone interested in the culture. For more information,

contact Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

your help is needed. If interested, call Jordan at

546-3548.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association a! the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon - I p.m.

in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement

of Worcester Dining Common). For more information,

call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

continued from page 1

State Senator Stan Rosenberg's Fair

Share Funding initiative.

Kerry began his response by asking

Shackford if she was in costume for

Halloween; he then said, "|ust

remember. Republicans trick.

Democrats treat."

Rosenberg, who was in attendance

at the forum, responded to the ques-

tion.

"We can bring Fair Share Funding

to the National level after we show
them how to do it in Massachusetts,"

said Rosenberg.

Rosenberg's Fair Share Funding
initiative mandates that students pay

one-third of the price of their educa-

tion in tuition and fees while the state

pays two-thirds.

Kerry added that about 12,000
UMass students receive financial aid.

"There are a phenomenal number
of students who can not go to school

with out loans," Kerry said.

"Obviously we need to make educa-

tion more accessible through both
Fair Share and Clinton's educational

funding plan."

Clinton's plan will give $10,000 to

college-bound students who need
aid.

"We understand that the middle
class and below need financial help,

and that's what we [Democrats) will

guarantee you." said* Kerry.

"We need to open University doors

to a greater number of students,"

Kerry said.

He added, "We need to make every

effort to stop Republican cuts. The
Republicans are cutting so much in

order to make tax breaks for the

wealthy."

"When will we cut the enormous
amount of military spending?" asked

Sonny Miller of the Traprock Peace

Center.

"I have voted against Republican

add-ons to military spending," Kerry

said.

Kerry informed the crowd that

over the last four years the govern-

ment has spent more money on mili-

tary research than all Bio-medical

research in the last 100 years.

"The most important thing is not

battleships or bombers, it is the edu-

cation of American people," Riley

said.

A disabled student asked the panel

if it would be possible to make the

campus more accessible for students

with disabilities.

"There are 80 million students with

disabilities; 75 percent who can and
want to work," Kennedy said. "It is a

failure of our whole society to move

forward on this."

Kerry added that "UMass only

received a tiny $13 million endow-

ment for access; there must be com-

mitment to making this happen."

A person asked the panel to

address the fact that the study of

Asian languages and literature has

dropped their number of tenured fac-

ulty members from 10 to four, even

though enrollment is rising national-

ly-

"This is a reflection of a small

financial endowment," said Kerry.

"That's where you pay the price."

Kerry added that this year Weld
proposed $30 million in cuts to high-

er education, but the Senate and the

House said no.

According to Kerry, 96 percent of

classrooms and schools of

Massachusetts need repair and

upkeep, making them 49th in the

nation.

"This is a clear reflection of neglect

and a lack of adequate commitment

to education," said Kerry. "We are

not going to be the 49th, we are

going to be the first."

The event ended and Kerry,

Kennedy, Olver and Riley left to a

standing ovation.

Jewish students attend conference

By Bryan Schwortzmon
Collegian Staff

Several area students spent this past weekend in

Crown Heights, N.Y. getting a taste of traditional

Lebavitch Judaism.

Yonnah Blum, program director of the area Chabad
House, took five students to the Second International

Jewish Leadership Conference of University Students.

About 50 students, mostly from the United States and
Canada, were in attendance. Blum said there will be

another conference some time next semester and he

would like more students to attend.

David Kauffman, a University of Massachusetts fresh-

man said about the conference, "I was able to see things

I've never seen before."

Esther Kumin, a sophomore physics and dance major

at Hampshire College said the conference consisted of

traditional Shabath observance along with forms, lec-

tures and social events.

The Shabath, or traditional day of rest, consists of

Friday night prayer and dinner and limits the use of

appliances and automobiles from Friday to Saturday

night.

Students spent the weekend with a host family in

Crown Heights.

Kumin said that "at the end of the weekend, it felt like

I was part of the family."

Kumin spent some time playing music with her host,

Elie Winsker. a well known cantor and composer.

Kumin said one of the highlights of the weekend
included a trip to the Ohel. a graveyard where religious

figures such as the late Rebba are hurried. Kumin said

they light a candle, say some Psalms and write a letter to

the late Rebba concerning spiritual issues.

"I put in a good world for my grandmother, who is

ill." Kumin said.

Kumin also attended a panel given by women in the

Lebavitch community speaking on feminist, religious and

intellectual issues.

Blum said the students from Amherst received a spe-

cial treat — a tour of the Mitvah Van. Blum said the

Mitvah Van is a "Chabad House on wheels" bringing

Lebavitch Judaism to the streets of New York. The
Mitvah Tank is a motor home with Pictures of the Rebba

and spiritual sayings on the outside.

"You can see (how the Mitvah Van] has changed peo-

ple's lives."

Kumin said she was not certain if the event was going

to have a lasting impact in her life. She said, "1 look at

life. Nothing drastic happens in a short period of time.

Life is a process, life is a cycle."

Kumin said "Judaism is very complicated even for

Jews. It's about attaining the deepest understanding pos-

sible."

Tyner pushes working class Northeast hosts trick or treat for kids

By Victoria Groves
Collegian Correspondent

Jarvis Tyner, Vice Chair of the Communist Party (CP).

USA. spoke to group of about 50 in the Student Union

Ballroom Wednesday night concerning the upcoming

presidential election.

As a 1972 U.S. Vice Presidential candidate for the CP

USA, chairman of the party's National Commission, and

writer for Peoples Weekly World weekly newspaper for

the CP USA and the CP USA's theoretical journal,

Political Affairs. Tyner spoke about the complexity of this

particular election.

"1 don't think this election can be defined by '1 don't

like Clinton, or Clinton betrayed us,' he said. "I think that

[that] is true, but this election is not defined by what you

like. What's there to like? All of the candidates deserve

dislike, but if you logically don't like Clinton, you ought to

hate Bob Dole," Tyner said.

Tyner went on to say that if this election results in a

major defeat of the right wing, it will definitely affect the

future of American politics. He said that the motivation of

voters to react this way is a result of the politics over the

past two decades.

"Twenty years of declining income, two people in the

family have to work to put food on the table has caused

the standard of living for working people to go steadily

down," he said.

For African-American voters, Tyner predicts that

80-90 percent will vote against the Republican party next

week because of the roll back of civil rights that is antici-

pated to follow a Republican win.

"Rabid racism, chauvinism... dominate the Republican

party. Under three percent are African-Americans and

there are less women members than there were last year."

Tyner said.

The Contract with America was also a focus of Tyner's

lecture.

"The accumulated impact of the Contract with America

and the basic ideas around it raise the spectrum of fas-

cism. It is fundamental undermining of the democratic

rights of working people," Tyner said.

The AFL-CIO. and unionized workers in general are

supported strongly by the CP USA. They believe that the

Contract with America is extremely anti-working class

and is designed to cut the power of the people, as well as

decrease welfare, civil rights, school loans and Medicare.

The Latino community and other organizations of color

are now developing alliances with the labor movement to

fight for jobs and unionization.

"They are fighting together to score a victory for the

working class," Tyner said.

Jarvis and the CP USA support a number of policies to

benefit workers. These include cutting taxes on workers

by raising the taxes of the rich and cutting the military

budget by at least half. Other areas of concern are the

environment, and solving the problems of public school

overcrowding.

He quoted Bob Sweeney, head of the AFL-CIO, who

told people not to vote "like a Democrat, a Republican, or

an Independent, vote like a worker."

He closed by saying "if voting ceases to affect anything,

then... democracy ceases to exist."

This event was sponsored by the Anti-Racism

Coalition, a Graduate Student Organization (GSO). One

of the coordinators of the Anti-Racism Coalition and

member of the WEB. Du Bois Club/CP USA, Colin

Cavell, said that the reason for having Tyner speak at the

University of Massachusetts was, "to defeat the ultra right

in the upcoming elections."

Coordinator of the Anti-Racism Coalition and Chair of

the W.E.B. Du Bois Club/CP USA, Fatima lhsan spoke of

the importance of bringing Tyner to UMass.

"The importance of bringing him here is to raise aware-

ness among students in order to push working class agen-

da forward," lhsan said.

By Mark McGrarh

Collegian Staff

Halloween came early for a group

of youngsters in the Northeast

Residential area Wednesday night as

they were welcomed for the second

annual Halloween Fest celebration.

Halloween Fest originated last year

as a means for providing underprivi-

leged children from the Springfield

and Holyoke area with a safe alterna-

tive to traditional trick or treat activi-

ties.

The event was organized by

Residence Assistants Raymond Li and

Rick Peltier, along with the Northeast

Area Government and large numbers

of students throughout Northeast resi-

dential area.

"I like just helping out the kids," Li

said. "They may not be able to cele-

brate the typical Halloween in their

neighborhoods."

Generous residents from each of

the nine Northeast residence halls

took part in the event, giving the chil-

dren candy, chips and other ghouly

treats as they trick or tteated through

the residence halls. One of the young

sters was happy with his candy catch,

remembering how one resident gave

them cans of soup and Ramen noo-

dles last year.

The enthusiastic residents of

Hamlin Hall created another scary,

yet fun haunted house in what has

quickly become a favorite tradition

there.

"The haunted house was incredi-

ble," Li said. "I've been an R.A. in

this building for three semesters now,

and I'm still amazed with what they

can do with a bowl of spaghetti, a bar

of soap and a black light. Those kids

were scared, but 1 think everybody

had a good time."

The event is funded by the

University of Massachusetts, the

Department of Housing Services,

Northeast Residential Area and the

Northeast Area Government, who all

pitched in for the round trip trans-

portation.

Having pulled off the second event

in two years, the coordinators will

leave the event in the hands of

Northeast leadership. Li and Peltier

will have graduated by next

Halloween, but know that their pro-

ject will more likely be bigger, bad-

der. scarier and sweeter than ever

next.

"The way this thing is growing, the

event will cover all of UMass by the

year 2000," a pleased Li said as he

looks towards the future but savors

the past.

ItNNIHH lUTHASVCOUtCtAN

Jarvis Tyner spoke on the U.S. Communist Party Wednesday evening.

Members of Lambda Chi and Sigma Delta Tau created a haunted house for Halloweer last night at the

Lambda Chi fraternity.

You've got a lot to grin about when you use AT&T or an

AT&T Universal MasterCard*. Like an AT&T True Rewards*

Member Benefit Gird. Just flash it and:

•Sam Goody/Musicland gives you a 15% discount

on CDs and cassettes.

• "TCBY" Treats gives you a freebie after you buy two.

BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO* makes your third movie free

when you rent two*

Amtrak lets your companion travel for 25% off

But True Rewards is just one part of our special

college package. Here are some more:
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To sign up for the AT&T True Rewards* Program, call

1 800 654-0471

AT&T
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Media creates inaccurate Interworld

Jacob W.

Michael

Once again the Internet is in the news for a negative

reason.

Recently, an America On Line user sent out an

e-mail to thousands of users soliciting child pornography.

He told anyone who might be interested that they could

send him money and a picture and he would use a com-

puter to put that person's head on a body having sex with

a young boy.

And just a few days ago. police found the body of

Sharon Lopatka in North Carolina.

Lopatka had apparently willingly left her

Georgia home to go to North Carolina,

where she expected to be sexually tortured

and then killed by someone she met over

the Internet.

Ah. the Internet. The home of depraved, child molesting

freaks of nature. At least that's what the media would

have us believe.

Fortunately, it's simply not the truth.

There are hundreds of thousands of people on the

Internet now. Most of them are no stranger than you or

your parents, which is why you don't hear about them.

For most people these days, the Internet is simply a way

to use e-mail and keep in contact with family and friends

quickly and cheaply.

Others use programs like Internet Relay Chai (IRC) and

Usenet to talk to people with similar interests.

Lots of people use the World Wide Web for research, to

find out about their hobbies or just to say they're "surfing

the 'net."

Some people even find someone with similar interests

over the Internet and become friends. Sometimes they

meet.

Even fewer people develop an Internet relationship. It

can be easy to form an attachment to someone who is just

words and interests, without the problems a physical pres-

ence can create. Most of these relationships end after some

period of time, especially if those involved never meet. A
rare few lead to marriage or a deeper relationship.

And then there are the "bad apples" of the Internet —
the ones the media loves to focus on. These are the racists,

the child molesters and the killers who find it all too easy

to hide behind a computer screen.

But it's these last ones who get the bulk of the media's

limited attention, which is too bad.

Granted, it is far easier to write a story

about something strange or bad. The
story of some women willingly letting

herself be killed by someone she met
through e-mail practically writes itself.

On the other hand, it's not as easy, or interesting, to

write about a group of people from Britain, Canada
and the United States who have come together through

common interests and spend hours sending e-mail to

each other.

But that's not the main reason there are so many nega-

tive stories.

Like politicians, and other people not actually using

the Internet, it's easier to focus on the negative

aspects — child molesters, children looking at pornog-

raphy on the World Wide Web. etc. This, of course,

just breeds more hysteria and criticism about the

Internet and leads to laws like the Communications
Decency Act.

It's time for the media to pay attention and stop giving

this new form of communication a short shift. Like every-

thing, there are problems with the Internet, but the posi-

tive aspects far outweigh the negative. The media, in dis-

cussing it. needs to show this.

facob W. Michaels is a Collegian columnist.

Skinny doesn't mean sexy

Luke

Meredith

/like big butts and I cannot lie. .

.

You other brothers can't

deny..

That when a girl walks in with an
itty-bittt- waist. .

.

And a round thing in you face you
get sprung. .

.

I have to admit it. I like my girls

with a little bit of meat on them. It's

not like I'm after Roseanne or any-

thing, but I find a girl

who looks healthy

very attractive.

Why do I bring this

up? Because VH-1,
MTV's subdued baby-

boomer cousin, has come up with an

awards show that some, including

myself, would argue as a sign that the

apocalypse is upon us. It's called the

"VH-1 Fashion Awards," and they

exist to honor the best in fashion, giv-

ing awards to such esteemed cate-

gories as Best Female Model and Best

Designer. To celebrate this television

landmark, the channel has shown a

week's worth of "fashion program-

ming." shelving, at least temporarily,

their usual slate of Bonnie Raitt and

Elton lohn videos.

Does anyone else see the inherent

flaw in this whole scenario? I can't

think of another single episode in

pop- culture history that was as shal-

low and void of substance as this. I

mean, VH-1 could never be accused

of saving the world, but this is nuts.

Who would watch this crap? Besides,

giving trophies to people for being

good-looking is disturbing, even
though it means I'll have make room

in the trophy case, again.

And by the way. anorexia is not

sexy. When was the last time you saw

a sexy picture of Kate Moss hanging

up in a frat house? That's right,

never. You know why? Because she

looks as if she hasn't

eaten since 1989. I

think that if I ever had

to take Kate out on a

date, the first thing I'd

do is rush her to a

McDonalds and buy her a Happy
Meal. Maybe she'd be able to return

from the skeleton that she is and

back to the real world, and she might

even be able to wipe off that sad look

she's always got on her face, because

Happy Meals are flat out happy. I

guess you need to look all intense

and depressed when you say things

like "Obsession, by Calvin Klein."

Relax Kate, you look like a clothe-

shanger.

And see ladies, that's the thing. It

seems that I'm always running into

girls who are starving themselves or

are on a diet, even though they look

hot. Why do you do that? I know you

think we won't like you if we think

you're fat, and I won't deny that looks

play a big part in what we look for in

girls. But how do you know what we

want? Who ever said we like girls

who look like sticks? The most unat-

tractive thing a woman can d<M& go

on a diet that will make her look a> il

she doesn't fit her body. bedJWfc""he's

lost too much weight.

Now. I don't know if you ladies see

these models and try to look like

them, but you'll never see a guy pick

up a GQ and go. "I simply must have

Antonio's chest or nobody will ever

marry me." See. us guys have figured

out a secret you ladies would be wise

to pick up on. We know that it takes

a lot more than looks to be successful

with the honeys. We know that being

confident in yourself is the most
important thing you can have as far as

women go. and we feel the same way

about women. Why don't you guys

understand that a girl confident in

herself and healthy is far sexier than a

girl who is too skinny and has to look

in the mirror every 10 minutes?

Oh well. I don't think I'll ever fully

understand women. 1 think I'm a rea-

sonably nice guy. but I know there are

a few of you on this campus who
would disagree with me. But whatev-

er, the point is that we don't want you

starving yourselves. )ust look good,

and we'll be happy. As Sir Mix-
a-Lot once said. "36-24-36, only if

she's 5-3."

Well, maybe 5-6.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist.

Letters to the Editor

GEO struggle can improve
education
To the editor:

Currently the Graduate Employee Organization (GEO)
is negotiating its third contract for all graduate employees,

TA's. RA's, interns, etc. Our old contract expired this past

|une, and it has been extended month by month since

then. The administration and GEO will continue to extend

the contract until a new agreement or an impasse have

been reached. Everybody will benefit if a new contract is

settled as soon as possible, not only graduate employees.

Last semester the membership of GEO discussed the

upcoming contract negotiations and four broad priorities

were identified: improved health care, better child care,

increased job security and higher wages. These four priori-

ties have three things in common, namely reversing the

trend of students paying higher costs for fewer services,

increasing access to the University and improving the

quality of a UMass education for all students, graduate

and undergraduate.

When GEO's members originally talked about their

vision for a better contract they fleshed out these priorities

in more detail. Improved health care for GEO's members

and better UHS services for everybody. Better child care is

a pressing need, reflected in the appalling fact that the

University's child care facility currently has only about 70

spots for our campus community of over 30,000 students

and workers. Clearly, better funding of child care will

result in increased availability for all parents on campus.

Increased job security might mean the preservation of TA
jobs and the guarantee by departments to fund TA's for

several years, thus securing an income for graduate stu-

dents beyond the current semester by semester struggle

Higher wages might just mean that the average TA makes

a living wage, rather than the below the* poverty line —
$6,990 before taxes!

If the administration agrees with GEO's vision of a bet
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Burn out

Liana

Melinnis

As of late, it seems as though I hear the same
statement anywhere and everywhere I go: "I have

to get out of here." I always nod my head in

agreement. If there is anything worse than finals week,

it's the mid-point in a semester, topped off by mid
terms. We've been here at UMass for two months now.

and at times it has felt like two years, while at other

times, it has felt like two minutes. And of course when
we want the time to fly by, it drags by especially slow.

"Is it Thanksgiving yet?" has become the subject of

every e-mail message I receive from my
friends scattered throughout the east

coast. I guess we're all going through lhe

same thing; it does not discriminate, nor

does it only affect UMass students, but all

college students the same. Burnout.

You're tired, and no matter how much you sleep,

the fatigue will not seem to go away. You sit in psy-

chology lecture and with all your strength try to keep

your eyes open and even when you do, Professor

Boring becomes a blur and his monotone words begin

to resemble those of Charlie Brown's unforgiving

teacher, "mwamp mwamp mwamp."
Those obnoxious bells that we heard at least sewn

times a day in high school are now being missed at

college, for there is nothing to wake us up except per-

haps a kind stranger. So you sit in lecture, flip

through your daily planner (there really aren't enough

lines for each day I might add) and conclude that this

has been Hell week, but wait a minute, wasn't last

week also Hell week? Yup, this is mid-semester
burnout. The very first thing you think about when
you wake up at 8 a.m. is going to sleep at night: "only

17 more hours" you think, but this thought is no more
comforting than the winterish chill in the air and the

pouring rain.

In the past week, combined, my roommate and I

have taken four midterms, written three papers, taken

two quizzes and completed one computer program. At

times like this I don't have too many words of wisdom

to offer. All I can do is take each day at a time, and

know that it'll get better, or else sacrifice the little san-

ity I have managed to hold on to. Everyone seems to

have their own way of dealing with mid- semester

stress.

The most common way, as I'm sure you can guess, is

partying, hard. Others treasure a long hot shower and a

good flick, some curl up with a book. 1 overheard a stu-

dent who said "I just want to get out of here and go ski-

ing. 1 can't wait." Those who can afford to get lost in

the mall for hours, some are content just hanging out

and others are satisfied getting stoned and listening to

Pink Floyd. At such an emotionally and physically

draining time, it is essential that individuals can seek

some sort of refuge and in his/her own way, find some
peace of mind.

And although midterms suck, and they

really do, they can be helpful to some
students. The mid semester point is a

time to look back and reflect and a time

to look ahead and plan. A lot can happen

in the next month and a half — basically these next six

weeks will make or break you. There is always room
for improvement in all areas, and I am the last one to

be optimistic, but it's true.

I. like many other students, am struggling to bring

up my almost non-existent G.P.A.. but I am doing it.

I'm working two jobs, barely paying my bills and tak-

ing 15 credits. And yeah, there are times, often, when
I feel sorry for myself, times when 1 wonder if 1 will

ever get out of this hole. Phrases such as "I wish." "if

only" and "someday" are often heard coming from my
mouth. But I have learned, not by my own will, to live

for the day and utilize what I have, even if it isn't

much, because sooner than I even notice, it'll be finals

and I'll really be in trouble. I am trying, desperately to

take my own advice, but it isn't that easy. Part of me
wants to crawl in bed. pull the blankets over my head

and post a large "do not open till Christmas" sticker

on me.
But then I hear that voice, that really annoying

voice that tells me whatever doesn't kill me will

make me stronger, and I have no choice but to get

out of bed. I grew up hearing another cliche, that

isn't as contrite as the previous and in fact, is pretty

inspiring, "the past is gone, the present lost, as it

arrives, there's only tomorrow." And pretty soon
tomorrow will be Christmas, and even sooner.
Thanksgiving.

Liana Melinnis is a Collegian columnist

ter contract all students will reap the benefits in the form

of an improved education at UMass. When GEO members

get better health care and get access to child care, they

have to worry less about scheduling in a doctor's visit or

obtaining a babysitter and thus have more time for office

hours, class or lab preparation, or even a last-minute

review session. Increased job security means two things

for students. First, it means stemming the tide of larger

and larger class sizes, which means more TA's to teach

more and smaller discussion and lab sections and more

instructors to teach intermediate level classes. The second

aspect of job security means ending the semesterly scram-

ble for funding that grad students are subjected to which

in turn means that TA's will have the security to invest

more time and effort into the material they teach, with the

confidence that this investment will pay off when they are

able to teach again the following semester. Lastly, higher

wages mean that graduate employees do not have to take

out a second job to make ends meet, which in turn means

that they have more time for their own students.

Most importantly, better wages, greater job security and

improved benefits will have the effect of making UMass
accessible to the poor and working people whom it is sup-

posed to serve. As a public institution, a central part of the

mission of UMass is to provide an excellent education to

those not able to afford a Harvard tuition. UMass also has

the duty to ensure that its student body resembles the pop-

ulation as a whole, with private schools bound by no such

duty. Improving access of graduate education through a

better contract which includes a strong commitment to

Affirmative Action will go a long way towards increasing

the diversity of the graduate student population, making

the University accountable to fulfilling its mission while

improving the educational experience for all students at

UMass. In order to realize this vision for a new and

improved UMass, we need your help. Help us get a better

contract for the graduate employees on this campus.

Christian E. Weller

Economics Department

A burning desire for change

Doctress

Neutopia

Iread about the life and death of Kathy Chang,

also known as Kathy Change, on my Usenet news-

group. A Net friend of mine from Australia posted

it there for me to read. He and the others who read my
newsgroup know about some of the struggles I have

faced at the University of Massachusetts with people

not taking me seriously as a scholar and as a human
being. Ms. Change apparently had experienced these

same kind of struggles at the University of

Pennsylvania which led her to the ultimate act of

social protest. She committed public suicide in order

to bring focus to the cause of world peace because

during her life, the message was being ignored.

While discussing the life and death of Ms. Change

with students on the UMass campus, the students were

bewildered as to why someone would take their life in

that way. "Why." they asked, "would

someone burn themselves for peace in

the 'freest country in the world?'" But I

know perfectly well why change had

been so desperate and frustrated that she

used her body as a peace torch the way

that Greg Levy, stepson of columnist Ellen Goodman
and a former UMass student, did on the Amherst

Common in 1990 during the Gulf War.

On my newsgroup. I have written about the oppres-

sion I and other like-minded individuals face at UMass

as we search for a suitable forum to express our views

so that change in the foundations of civilization can

begin to significantly appear on university campuses.

On my newsgroup. I have written about the alienation I

felt while I was student and the lack of love and com-

munity there is at a highly bureaucratic and impersonal

place like UMass. Finally, at the end of my formal edu-

cation, I found the Internet and started a newsgroup to

express my views about the corruption of UMass as well

as the endeavor of trying to live a dignified life in a cap-

italist culture.

I was granted a research account from UMass to con-

tinue my work until UMass shut it down accusing me
of breaking copyright law. I felt that it was only an

excuse, just like when the administration killed the

Future Studies Program, the only doctoral, interdisci

plinary program of its kind in North America, in which

I was enrolled at the School of Education. Their excuse

for killing Future Studies was budget cuts, that they

could not afford to fund the future. However, this was
when they were building the multi- million dollar

sports arena, the Mullins Center, from which basket-

ball coach Calipari "graduated" to a $3 million a year

job.

I am certainly not the only radical thinker that I have

seen UMass officials eliminate from campus. During a

WMUA radio show, when writer lay Alain was speaking

on why he got involved with civil disobedience at

UMass, he was arrested. And. of course, the famous
'60s political activist Abbie Hoffman was given a tres-

pass notice from UMass after he joined with students

who were doing civil disobedience against the CIA on
campus.

UMass has a history of removing anyone who is mak-
ing waves or who "looks strange or different" so that

business can go on as usual.

Administrators want to brainwash stu-

dents with consumerist values so that

Global Corporations can continue to

bring their fairs of plastic play toys,

miniature sports games, poisonous junk

food, fake beauty products and prizes of new cars and
credit cards semester after semester to stupify students

even more than the classroom already does.

Anyone who thinks that UMass is a peaceful place

and who has no real concerns in life accept paying the

bills, making good grades and finding a mate, has

done exactly what UMass officials want you to do. It

has done the job of indoctrinating you to fit into the

status quo, join the middle- class and slave for the

corporate rich for the rest of your life to pay back your
student loans. And if you can't find a job with your

degree, if your major is in humanities or the arts, well

friend. UMass could care less that you are homeless,

hungry and have no means to the communication tech-

nologies to express your true self to the outside world.

Now, can you understand why Ms. Change and Mr.

Levy burned themselves in the cause of peace and liber-

ty? I must admit that on occasion the hopelessness of

the situation, the thought of self-immolation, joining

them in an illuminous fire ball has passed my mind. But

I am committed to getting my message of world peace

and love out to masses of people through my World
Wide Web site.

Doctress Neutopia is a UMass alumnus.

Arts & Living
Mule set to rev up Mullins crowd
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

The Black Crowes shake Mullins' moneymaker this Sunday.

Black Crowes fly into Mullins
By Chris Conner

Collegian Staff

It's been a rocky rock 'n' roll road

for the Black Crowes, whose latest

tour, in support of their new album.

Three Snakes and One Charm.
brings them to the Mullins Center on

Sunday night.

Anchored by Chris Robinson on

lead vocals and brother Rich on

rhythm guitar, the Crowes represent-

ed the replunging into '70s roots

grooves so lacking in the dominant

and redundant sea of '80s metal.

Their 1990 debut, Shake Your

Money Maker, all but made the

Georgian outfit the heirs apparent to

the Allman Brothers Southern jam

band throne. The Robinson brothers

then fought some.

In 1992, they released their equal-

ly successful sophomore effort, The

Southern Musical and Harmony
Companion, an album featuring new

lead guitarist Marc Ford. However,

the Crowes had rather nastily dis-

posed of Ford's predecessor, Jeff

Cease.

In between albums, the Robinson

boys fought some more, amorica. the

third Crowes collection, received the

most critical acclaim of any of their

efforts, yet may have been felled

commercially by a few factors.

The controversy fueled by the

original cover — an American-flag

print bikini displaying pubic hair

peeking out of its edges — caused

more than one major chain to refuse

to sell the album until the

unprovocative replacement art

arrived on shelves a few weeks later.

In addition, the Crowes' pro-mari-

juana stance seemed to aid in their

media-labeling turn from blues/rock

to alternative band, which may have

also affected their marketing and air-

play.

And then there was that little feud

between the Robinson siblings dur-

ing the amorica recording sessions.

That little feud which resulted in

more than a few brotherly fistfights,

as well as the near demise of the

Crowes.

"We were going to break the band

up," Chris Robinson said in the

Three Snakes tour press release.

"Last year we did six weeks in

Europe and then three months in the

States before we went back to

Europe and did HORDE.
"[For] that three months in the

States, Rich got his own bus... Me
and Rich — we've always loved each

other, we just didn't like each other

for a while." i

Despite the differences that have

peppered their working relationship,

the Robinsons and crew have man-

aged to produce a catalog of material

that, while not always outstanding, is

frequently ambitious and engaging.

This trend is even evidenced by

their choices for the first two singles

from Three Snakes.

"Good Friday" is a prettily

arranged, gospel-tinged ballad

which nonetheless drags a bit in

Chris Robinson's overindulgent

singing, while "Blackberry" is a

funky little bit of post-)agger swag-

ger.

However, as album sales aren't as

sharp as they previously were for the

Crowes — Three snakes is currently

struggling, and amorica barely

scraped million-seller status, as

compared to multiplatinum success

for the two prior efforts — the road

is where these boys get the job done.

Their electrifying live shows,

marked by generously extended sets

and fiery improvisation, have cap-

tured the Crowes a healthy and loyal

fan base.

Thus, for lovers of their music,

Sunday's concert shouldn't prove

hard to handle.

The Black Crowes play Sunday at

7:30 p.m. at the William D. Mullins

Center. Tickets are $20.50. and are

still available at the Mullins Center

Box Office.

GOV1MUIE
Live ot the Roseland Ballroom

Foundation Records

Culled straight from their enjire New Year's Eve

'95/'96 performance with Blues Traveler in New York

City, with, as the liner notes say. "no overdubs. no

editing, no apologies," Live at the Roseland presents

this energetic band of music veterans in the context

where they are represented best — the live show.

Gov't Mule, opening act for the Black Crowes tour

which hits the Mullins Center Sunday night, consists

of two of the non-original Allman Brothers members
— guitarist/vocalist Warren Haynes, and bassist Allen

Woody — as well as drummer Matt Abts. Abts played

with Haynes in original Allman Brother Dickey Belts'

solo band in the late '80s.

The Mule start their set off with "Trane." a song

that will hit big with fans of instrumental, relentless

power trio jams reminiscent of Cream and early

ZZ-Top. This song is obviously a paean to the great

jazz sax player |ohn Coltrane. There is fine, fine bass

playing by Woody all through this 18 plus minute jam

that swings between careening ensemble improv and

the song's bluesy themes, where the tune shows great

band chemistry.

After they've kicked out the big jams. Haynes steps

up to the mic with that roaring voice he used to shout

out his heavy "Mean Woman Blues," on the Allmans'

comeback masterpiece Where It All Began. There are

a few merciless rockers with this growl on it:

"Temporary Saint," and "Painted Silver Light," so

rocking, they could easily be heard in an auto-body

shop.

A sense of Allman joy is displayed on the road-rock

tunes, "Kind of Bird." and the closer, "Mule," the lat-

ter of which medleys in and out of Bo Diddley's clas-

sic "Who Do You Love?" The overall performance on

the disc, with Abts' shrewd drumming. Woody's

rolling bass and Haynes' various guitar voicings

should provide for a full-octane. 6- cylinder,

jacked-up tire '68 Camaro-kinda start to Sunday

night's show.

Gov't Mule opens for The Black Crowes Sunday.

November 3 at the Mullins Center. Tickets are still

available at the box office in advance or on the night

of the show.

Gov't Mule mixes politics and Allmans for near perfect combination.
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Big Night a delicious tale of immigrant life

By Adam Levine

Collegion Staff

BIG NIGHT
Directed by Stanley Tucci and Cambell

Scott

with Stanley Tucci, Tony Shalhoub,

Minnie Driver

Playing at Pleasant Street Theater

At the central BON ol Big Night

lies an innocent and bittersweet tale

of struggle. This is by no means a

non- familiar premise, but the way
in which the story revolves is com-
pletely sincere and hilariously played.

The film explores many things, but

in particular, life and food and the

priorities we place on each of them.

What makes Big Sight original is

how it combines these two factors

and explains how the theme of strug-

gle is intertwined within the two.

The film follows two nights and
one day in the life of a pair of Italian

immigrant brothers. They came to

the New jersey shore to open a tradi-

tional restaurant — not one that will

icrve spaghetti and meatballs just

because that's what the American
public wants. With a bank foreclo-

sure threatening to close their restau-

rant, The Paradise, the two men
must find away to secure their

dream.

The brothers, Primo (Tony
Shalhoub) and Segundo (Stanley

Tucci) each want something different

from their American experience, and

the film is brilliant in exploring their

individual desires. Primo, a master

chef, is sensitive and shy as he strug-

gles to win the affection of the local

florist, but is hesitant in his confi-

dence. Stubborn in nature, he would
rather return to Rome than compro-
mise his culinary skills on unappre-

ciative American diners. Segundo
has a very different attitude than his

older brother and will feel no less

self-worth by assimilating to popular

culture. He understands and respects

Primo, but will do almost anything

to have him see it from his point of

view.

The brothers marvel at the success

of their local competitor played by

Ian Holm, also an immigrant, but

one who has succeeded with his

restaurant. Holm's character offers

spaghetti and meatballs on his menu
because he knows that will make him
rich. He decides to help out his

young friends by giving them a

chance to impress a famous jazz

musician whom he has invited to

their restaurant. The brothers hope
that this opportunity will spread
their talents by word of mouth and
patrons will thus come. They spend

an entire day preparing for the big

night and the audience learns a

tremendous amount about their

characters in the meantime.

Although the story is both delight-

ful and heartbreaking, the acting at

times seems unstable. Much of the

dialogue is too forced in an attempt

to bring about charm and wit in the

character's personalities. Ian Holm
plays his role with an unconvincing

eccentricity that leaves him looking

nothing short of awkward. At times

he bursts out in ridiculous fits of

laughter and at other times he insists

Stanley Tucci and Tony Shalhoub play

in compulsive swearing, which
appears extremely out of character.

Where the acting falters the direct-

ing exceeds. Cambell Scott and Tucci

use an interesting amount of slow
and fast motion shots to add an
exciting level o r >jrama to balance

out the heartfelt comedy. The scenes

inside the restaurant are reminiscent

of Martin Scorcese's Goodfellas. The
camera quickly pans across the din-

ing room, showing fascinating look-

ing people eating fine cuisine and

COUHTfSr RfthM tNItHT/UNMlNI

Italian brothers in Big Night.

enjoying themselves immensly.

At Big Night's conclusion the
viewer is left with a better under-
standing of the immigrants' struggles

of the 1950s. What makes this film

so pleasant is how it can combine
this lesson with an entertaining story

and refrain from being preachy in its

attempt. Italian food lovers will be
left mesmerized by how delicious the

entrees appear, so be sure not to

view this film on an empty stomach.
B+

The decline and fall of the hardcore community
I think hardcore has hit a wall, and it's not a

pretty thing. When bands like Minor Threat. Bad
Brains. Dead Kennedys and SSD started playing no
one had heard anything like it before. With the

whole Youth Crew movement spearhead-

ed by Youth Of Today, Bold. Gorilla

Biscuits and judge, the calls for unity and
vegetarianism were also new. But now in

1 9%, has hardcore run out of ideas?

I mean how many songs can be written about
being stabbed in the back? Earth Crisis has now
released two albums, two EP's and one side pro-

ject (Path Of Resistance) about veganism — we
get the point already.

Do we really need bands like Ten Yard Fight,

Floorpunch, or Cornerstone who are rehashing,

some would say blatantly stealing, what a thou-

sand bands have done before? The fact that a

hardcore act like CIV is accessible to MTV is a

sign that we need to rethink things.

Sure, there are bands like H20 and Ignite who

manage to combine old and new styles with a fresh

lyrical approach and who are repre-

senting hardcore to the fullest,

but two out of a thousand

isn't good.

We need to make hard-

core offensive, fresh, pro-

gressive and threatening. Too
often bands that accomplish
that like Millhouse,
Threadbare and the Rye
Coalation are grouped into

subgenres like emo. Not only

do bands like this offer a new
musical perspective I can
guarantee you they will never

be seen on MTV. While the

music may be different, the

rage and anger against soci-

etal norms demonstrated by
those bands are reminiscent of Black Flag and

with Adam
Dlugacz

Agnostic Front.

You, the hardcore fan. must think for yourself

and try not to follow proven formulas from the

past. Wear what you want to — not everyone has

to wear baggy jeans and have a million piercings.

Dance as hard and as violently as you want to, or

stand still and tap your foot if that's your thing.

Take a chance on a band you've never heard.
Support the basement shows even if a Victory band
isn't playing.

Bands, play as hard and as loud as you want to.

Scream your head off and curse as much as you
want to. Don't follow a norm; throw in weird,

unexpected tempo-shifts and melodies. Question
what people say. Simply because someone's in a

band or writes a zine doesn't mean they are right

about everything. Use hardcore to better yourself,

not just to be part of a cool, alternative social

clique. Finally do whatever makes you happy.
Adam Dlugacz is a Collegian columnist.
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Alton brings music and

spirit of Ireland to Noho
By Daniel Bodah
Collegian Staff

Traditional Irish band Allan
have been getting rave reviews
from the press for years, and I

have no inclination to break the

justifiable tradition. This is,

straight out and whatever your
musical tastes, a great band. They
don't need to mix any rock or

other music in with their folk, and

they've wisely avoided doing so for

the most part.

The founding members of Altan

come from literally the same neigh-

borhood where such Celtic tradi-

tional luminaries us Clannad, the

Bothby Band and Enya grew up.

Amazing how Gaoth Dobhair
(Gweedore to all you English
speakers,) an area in Ireland's

County Donegal, has poured forth

a river of jigs, reels, marches,
polkas, adopted Scottish high-

lands. Strathspeys and hornpipes

which through the various bands'

albums have made this music
renowned throughout the world.

When I visited Ireland in 1994. I

was surprised to meet a number of

young Germans there who were
big fans of the music, and said that

trad (as Irish folk is usually called)

was enjoying a good bit of popular-

ity at home.
The band's latest album,

lilackwaterside. is their first

release of new material since the

death by cancer of co- founder

Frankie Ke-nnedy in 1994. Lead

singer and fiddler Mairead Ni

Mhaonaigh (said "Ma-RAY-cd
Nee WHEE- ney") has said that

Frankie tried to prepare her (he

was her husband) and the band to

keep playing after he passed by

insisting that they tour without

him and keep the music of Altan

alive. The new album has a song

Mhaonaigh wrote for Frankie, at

well as a string of excellent tradi-

tional tunes which haven't lost any

of the joy or youthful spunk of pre-

vious Altan releases.

Other band members playing at

the Iron Horse will be Ciaran
Tourish, fiddle and whistle;

Dermot Byrne, accordion; Ciaran

Curran, bouzouki; and Daithi

Sproule on guitar. Guitarist Mark
Kelly joins the band only for

European shows, and so won't be

here for this performance.

The Iron Horse serves Guiness

on tap, everyone: come Saturday

night prepared for an evening of

dancing and high spirits. Mairead 's

glowing golden singing, all in Irish,

rises over the excellent,

true-to-their-roots music — you

may not know Irish, but the upbeat

spirit is universally understand-

able.

Allan performs at the Iron Horse

in Northampton on Nov. 2 at 7:50

& 10 p.m. Call 584- Ob 10 for more
information.

cou«nsr vwcin mcodos

ates Celtic atmosphere at Iron Horse this weekend.
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From Blues to Rock

ABBA to Ziggy

11th Floor

Campus Center

Hours:

Mon-Fri 4:00|>m-12:30am

Sat. 3pm 12:30am

Hurry! Get Your Senior

IWYearbook Photo

NOW!
Campus Center Rm. 1 77

Call Now To Schedule a sitting.
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Festival to be celebrated at Bowker |j^2
By Seema Gangatirfcar

Collegian Stan*

In a spectacular display of pageantry, color and tradi-
tion, the Fesiival of Lights will be presented tomorrow
afternoon at Bowker Auditorium. The annual event is a
celebration of various religious and secular events from
the Hindu calendar and is also considered the Hindu new
year. The performance begins at 2 p.m.
The Leela Puppet Theater will open up the festival.

Their performance, titled Tarot's Street Show, will feature
string puppets from Rajasthan, India. Puppets include an
acrobat, sword swallower and a gypsy dancer.
The Court of Heavenly Beings will perform against the

backdrop of the Himalayas at 5 p.m. Following that per-
formance, Ghazal singer Shanti Hiranand will perform.

Hiranand is the leading artist performing this tradition-

al classical style of singing. Hiranand has sung on All
India Radio for the past 46 years and she has performed
in concerts throughout India and abroad. Recently, she
appeared in the internationally acclaimed film,
Siddhartha.

The Festival of Lights is the culmination of many reli-

gious events on the Hindu calendar. Among those are
Ganesha Caturthi (Birth of the Elephant-headed god),
Durga Puja (worship of the goddesses), Dussehra (killing

of the demon king Ravan), Dipavali (lighting of lamps to

welcome Lakshmi. the goddess of wealth) and Navaratri
(nine nights of worship to the goddess Saraswati.)

This program is presented by the Asian Dance & Music
Program at UMass.
A special noon presentation of "Yatra: The Court of

Heavenly Beings" will be presented today at noon for
public school children Tickets for the Festival of Lights
are $7 general admission and $5 for students, children

and seniors. Please call the Fine Arts Center Box Office for
tickets or information at 545-251 1 or (800) 999-UMAS.
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Supana Shah dances in this weekend's Festival of

Lights.

Bowker set for midday string concert

By Soema Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

The Lafayette String Quartet will

perform at Bowker Auditorium
Sunday afternoon. The quartet,
which has been described as "splen-

did... powerful and riveting in every

way," will perform at 3 p.m.

The program will include Haydn's
"String Quartet in F- sharp minor.

Op. 50, No. 4," Beethoven's "String

Quartet in B-flat Major, Op. 1 30"

and a piece by )ohn Burke.

The Quartet was formed in 1984.

Since then, the quartet has achieved

acclaim as one of the leading string

quartets in North America. The

Quartet is composed of violinists

Ann Ellioit-Goldschmid and Sharon
Stanis, violist Joanna Hood and cel-

list Pamela Highbaugh Aloni.

The Lafayette String Quartet
boasts of a matched set of instru-

ments made by the famous Amati
family. The instruments, which are

owned by the University of

Saskatchewan, were made between
1607 and 1690. The instruments
were purchased in 1 959 but were not

played by any quartet on a permanent
basis until the Lafayette String

Quartet began its residency at the

University of Victoria School of

Music. The University of

Saskatchewan then offered the

instruments to the quartet.

The Quartet's playing has been
described by the Rochester
Times-Union as having "the kind of

skill, insight and subtlety that you'll

from only a handful of the best quar-

tets anywhere."

Tickets for the Lafayette String

Quartet are $20 and $15. Five
College students may purchase tick-

ets for $5. To order tickets or for

more information, please call the

Fine Arts Center Box Office at

545-2511 or (800) 999-UMAS.
Bowker Auditorium is located in

Stockbridge Hall on the University of
Massachusetts Campus.

You're my hero.

Can I have your

autograph'?

\

Bite me, fan boy.

Collegian
\

Well sign your cru
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START

SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

Can't afford to save for retirement?

The truth is. you can't afford not to.

Not when you realize that your retirement

can last 20 to 3o years or more. You'll want

to live at least as comfortably then as you

do now. And that takes planning.

Bv starting to save now, you can take

advantage of tax deferral and give your

money time to compound and grow.

Consider this: Set aside just $100 each

month beginning at a/re So and you can

accumulate over $172,109* by the time

you reach age 65. But wait ten years and

you'll have to budget $210 each month

to reach the same goal.

Even il you re not counting the years to

retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve -

with flexible retirement and tax-deferred

annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of invest-

ment choices, and a record of personal

service that spans yS years.

Ovt 1.8 million people in education and

research put TIAA-CREF at the top of

their list for retirement planning. Why not

join them?

Call today and learn how simple it is

to build a secure tomorrow when you

have time and TIAA-CREF working on

your side.

\

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.*"
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ers tend to get over- emotional easily,

and right now we have been keeping

an even keel."

The game plan is simple for Mallen

this weekend, as even with two pro-

ductive lines, led by the No. 1 line of

seniors Tom Perry-Warren
Norris-Rob Bonneau. UMass can not

afford to shoot it out with the Terriers

for a victory. The Minutemen will have

to play well defensively, and while the

first two lines must be at the top of

their game, the rest of the team has to

check and cover the puck well. It all

comes back down to the basics, and

each player will have to take care of

one-sixth of their ice.

Mallen knows this fact, and junior

goaltender Brian Regan, with his

defensive backline mates of fellow

juniors Brad Norton, Mike Gaffney
and Tom O'Connor, will have to be at

the top of his game.

"Whenever you play BU they have

so much offensive power and speed,

and you better be good defensively and

keep them off the board as much as

possible," Mallen said. "The thing we
don't want to do against BU is take a

lot of penalties, because their power
play unit is always strong. For us, we
have !o capitalize offensively, and try

to jump to our offense with speed and

get good quality shots on goal."

At any time in recent history, this

year's BU squad seems to be the most

susceptible to defeat of any kind. With
the loss of stars lay Pandolfo, Mike

Grier (Edmonton Oilers) and Chris
O'Sullivan (Calgary Flames) to the

NHL, the team that lost miserably to

Michigan in the NCAA Semifinals last

year by a 4-0 score appears to be
somewhat weakened. Last weekend,
their encounter with No. 2 Vermont
kicked the terriers out of the top place

in the East, as they lost at Walter
Brown Arena by a 4 2 score.

Not true, as one of the greatest

tricks that BU coach Jack Parker has

pulled this season is .•.>;" if.cing people

that this team does not exist on the

level of past success. The Terriers have

their list of usual suspects returning,

and they lineup from top to bottom.

BU returns two preseason All-Hockey

East selections at forward in junior

Chris Drury (2a, 2pts) and senior

Shawn Bates (lg, 2a. 3pts), with
another HE selection in senior defense-

man (on Coleman (2a, 2pts). Although
not a real strong spot for BU, junior

goalie Tom Noble compiled a 1 5-2-2

record last year, with a 3.03 GAA and

a .888 save percentage.

Mallen will not take any part of this

squad for granted, and not even Kaiser

Soze could pull the wool over his eyes.

"They did lose some big name play-

ers in Pandolfo, O'Sullivan and Grier,

but they still have a very, very strong

nucleus of guys that have played on a

national championship team, and won
a lot of games," Mallen said. "So, I

think they still have plenty of firepow-

er, and they have had an excellent

recruiting class in Tom Poti and Dan
Lacouture, and those are two ol the

best recruits in the U.S. They are not

rebuilding, they arc reloading."

Even considering that UMass is a

relatively new program, and has only

been in the best hockey CCMftwBW n\

the country for two seasons, the 14-1

statement made by Parker last year can

be considered a little overwrought.

There comes a time when a team i>

maybe up by ten goals that you will

back off the offense a little bit. Parker

did not feel the need, and did what he

felt was necessary.

But what he did not have in mind is

that kind of defeat, bordering on
out-and-out humiliation, can only

motivate the losing team; especially the

next time those two teams lace each

other. The past is the past, but Mallen

can only scratch his head in wonder at

what might evolve from this situation.

"They let the game get away from
them, and we let the game get away
from us. It was ugly, and the good
news is that we get to play them
again," Mallen said. "It was unfortu-

nate, it happened, but I think it has

made us prepare a little bit harder, and
from every bad comes a good.

"From that loss there was a lot of

humility that was dealt, but on the

other hand, what comes around goes

around. It may not be today or tomor-

row, but it will be someday. We shall

overcome. We will have to find a way
to rectify that someday."

women s xc
continued from page 1
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with those numbers."

Despite these minor obstacles, the Minutewomen are

likely to bring another A-10 title home to Amherst.
junior NCAA-hopeful Rebecca Donaghue finished

second overall last year, and is the favorite to win the

meet Saturday.

Katie Greenia is poised to finish closely behind
Donaghue, and Christy Martin has a chance to finish

among the top five.

And with strong performances from Sharon Tillotson

and Molly Dunlap, the Minutewomen will look to roll

over the rest of the Atlantic 10 this weekend.

"Keep an eye out for Tracy Meagher this weekend."

LaFreniere said. "After a 65th place finish last year,

we're expecting her to finish in the top 20."

Last year three of our runners finished in the top 10,"

LaFreniere said. "We have a legitimate shot to finish

five there this year."

The Minutewomen are looking forward to returning

to Van Cortland Park, after a performance last month in

the Meet of Champions they'd rather forget.

"Our performance this weekend should be a real tes-

tament to how much this team has improved over the

course of the season," LaFreniere said.

C0LLE5IAS GRAPHICS
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Women's crew novices get their chance

By Jackie Leroox

Collegian Correvpondent

It is a time of firsts for the

Massachusetts woincns' crew.

Last weekend the varsity crew
beat out 58 other schools to snag

their first-ever Women's
Championship Eight in

Philadelphia.

It was also the first time a uni-

versity has come up victorious in

that regatta in 10 years.

This weekend the novices (fresh-

men) of the team will head to

Hanover, N.H. to participate in

their very first race: the Dartmouth
Invitational. Although the race is

an important one, because it is a

Iiim. the team is going into it with

a modest goal, to simply finish.

In order for rowers to be able to

participate in competition, they

must first be cleared by the NCAA
Clearinghouse.

The team has had problems with

getting its rowers through *he
clearinghouse, so not all of the

members will be available for
Saturday's regatta. Unfortunately,

this includes their best line-up.

The crew had hoped to send
three or four boats to the race, but

have only been able to get two
boats cleared.

Coach Jim Dietz's only expecta-

tions are "that none of the boats

will sink, and everyone will get

through the first course."

The regatta, which is for novices

only, will be against other local

schools, including the University of

New Hampshire, Northeastern and
Rutgers. The Minutewomen art-

going into the race with little

knowledge of their competitors,

since it will be the first race for the

other teams as well.

"It's hard to say how tough the

competition will be, because it is a

first for everyone," Dietz said.

The race is set to start at 1 1 a.m.

on Saturday.

soccer

men s xc
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cither intimidate the rest of the

teams or make them work harder.

What we have more than any other

team is depth from the No. 2 to No.

5 or No. 7 man. If you take the front

runners from all the other schools,

we probably can't compete, but our

depth can match up against any
other school. Depth will be the

deciding factor in tomorrow's meet,"

O'Brien added.

Van Cortlandt Park will host

tomorrow's meet in the Bronx. The
area is one of the oldest parks in the

country, and has hosted more cham-

pionship meets than any other in the

nation.

"The real test will be the two miles

in the woods. There will be no one
watching from there until the final

mile, so it will be every man for him-

self. That's why it will be nice to

have a big group of men together in a

pack," O'Brien said.

Youth is not a big factor in this

meet. The meat of the team is made
up of virtually all seniors.

Unfortunately, so is every other team
who was a factor last year.

"The team has focused and grown
over the meets this year. And you
could say we have gained some
momentum in the last few weeks,"

O'Brien said. "We came in 1 1th at

LJ Oiincsc « American CuisineU
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ON CAMPUS

Principal fields of specialization

currently include but are not limited to:

• Radar Systems Development

& Scientific Analysis

• Digital System Design

• Solid State Devices

• RF/Microwave/Antennas

• Air Traffic Control Systems

• Multiprocessor Computer Systems

• Advanced Air Defense Systems

• Optical Space Communications

• Signal Processing and Detection

• Satellite Communications Systems

• Satellite Location and Tracking

• Electro-Optical Technology
• Software Development/

Scientific Programming

• Cognitive Science

Informational Seminar: November 5, 1996
Refreshments

Location: Campus Center, Room 903

Time: 7:00 p.m.
Interviews: November 6, 1996

Located in the heart of New England's high-technology belt, Lincoln

Laboratory is within easy reach of the region's most beautiful

beaches and mountains and less than 15 miles from downtown
Boston with its diverse cultural, educational and athletic events.

Stop by our booth to meet our representatives at the Engineering

Career Fair on October 17.

Check with the Placement Office to find out about our scheduled

informational seminars and interview dates or send your resume to:

Office of Human Resources

Lincoln Laboratory

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
244 Wood Street. CN96
Lexington. MA 02173-9108

Fax:(617)981-7086

Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V
U.S. Citizenship Required

LINCOLN LABORATORY
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Website hrtpllwww II mit edu

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS PRESENTS

A WEEKLY PROGRAM SERIES: SOMETHING EVERY FRIDAY
featuring

Stand-up Comedian

TED ALEXANDRO

BLUEWALL CAFE
•November 1, 1996 • 8:00 pm -FREE!

"THE ROCK" Immediately Following

in the BLUEWALL CAFE
for more Information check out our website.

http://vvTvw.umass.edu/campact/events/calendar.htm
This series Is made passible by a Cram tram the Auxiliary Series and the ~\7lce hancelhr for student Affairs

And the Massachusetts Dally Collegian

the Meet of Champions, seventh at

the Paul Short Invitational, and we
just had a good meei at the New
England Championship, where we
finished fifth. So things are looking

up. It's going to be a good match up
tomorrow, for all the schools."

O'Brien feels confident that his

squad has a chance at repeating last

year's performance.

"I think we definitely can win this

meet. We are in the same situation

that we were in last year, so nothing

will surprise me. At the same time, if

any other of the top four teams win,

that will not surprise me either,"

O'Brien sud.

continued tiom page 1
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1.00 (0.96 gaa). They have posted
eight shutouts in the 19% campaign
and they walked off the pilch the last

three consecutive games with a goose

egg hanging on the scoreboard under-

neath the opponents name.
The Rhode Island offense may be a

concern for the UMass defense, but
the team has proven that it can shut

down high powered units. LaSalle,

featuring the dangerous Cesidio
Colasante, was held scoreless on Oct.

20 at Richard F. Garber Field, the

only time the Explorers failed to score

in conference play this year.

The Minutcman offense should
keep Rhody busy as well. Top UMass
scorers Mike Butler and Dave
Siljanovski, have recently had the

scoring burden displaced from their

shoulders as other team members
have found the back of the net in the

last few weeks. Help has come from
junior transfer (oenal Castma, who
put away two goals in the St.

Bonaventure victory to bring his sea-

son total to five, and senior Lee
Marlow, who tallied the game winner

against Ouquesne.

Even defender |on Hanna gotten

into the act with a game winner
against La Salle that marked his first

career goal in a Minuteman jersey.

Midfielders Rob Cairo, Scoit Regina,

Paul Corcoran and Tashi Tshering

have been creating opportunities for a

team that has outscored opponents

18-10 in Atlantic 10 action.

UMass' big guns, the 1-2 combina-

tion of Siljanovski and Butler, has

been the consistent scoring story all

year. Butler has displayed an uncanny

knack for coming up huge in the big

games sending the team to victory

with four game winning goals. He
leads the team with 18 points on the

season, dividing his goals and assists

equally with six. Siljanovski has also

tallied six goals, which coupled with

two assists, gives him 14 points on the

year.

Siljanovski. though, has more at

stake in Saturday's finale, as it marks

the final regular season game of his

collegiate career. He would like noth-

ing more than to lead the team to its

third straight appearance in the A-10
Championship match. The road to

that goal goes through Rhode Island

this weekend.

Departing junior. Tobias Bremke,

sums up the challenge simply stating.

"I think it is going to be tough for us,

but they are definitely beatable."
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We're going to adjust our circulation to make it easier for you to get a copy

j
every day. just write below where you would like to have the Collegian

delivered (no, we won't deliver it to your door) and bring it by the Collegian

I News Stand M-F 10-2 or the Collegian office M-F 8:30-3:30.

We want to know where you want to pick

up your copy of the Collegian.

I want it here!
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UM volleyball continues road swing
By Jeremy Adams
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's vol-

leyball team continues its road trip

this weekend against St.

Bonaventure and Duquesne, after

dropping its midweek scuffle with
Connecticut on Wednesday.
Coming off of this season's high

point to date, a home victory over
the previously undefeated Atlantic

10 champion Rhode Island, the
Minutewomen fell to non-confer-
ence opponent Connecticut 3-1 at

Storrs, Conn. The loss dropped
their overall record to 18-7.

Senior Dionne Nash recorded 2

1

kills and 19 digs in the losing
effort. Freshman Sarah Walters
continued to put up good num-
bers, adding 13 kills. Watters has

brought her production up consid-

erably since stepping into the
line-up for the injured Lesley
Nolan.

The freshman from Las Vegas,
Nev. is the third rookie to start for

the Minutewomen, as they are now
playing with only one substitute.

Against Rhode Island, Watters had
21 kills. 10 digs and was second
on the team in total attacks with

56.

Massachusetts will put its A-10
record of 7-4 on the line Friday
night at St. Bonaventure, and
again on Saturday at Duquesne. In
their previous meeting, the
Minutewomen swept the Bonnies
in three games at the Curry Hicks
Cage to claim their first A-10 vic-

tory of the season back on Sept.

27. Match highlights included
freshman (ill Meyers' 1 1 kills and
seven block assists, and junior
Michelle Paciorek's four service

aces.

Massachusetts' last meeting with
Duquesne was also a victory for
the Minutewomen, 3-1 at home.
Meyers once again came up big for

the home team, with 21 kills and a
.567 hitting percentage.

Sophomore Katie Pearce had a

typically solid game against the
Dukes, completing 72 setting
assists. Pearce has put her own
school record 78 assists on the line

numerous times this season,
including a 73 assist match, also in

just four games, against Rhode
Island, while tying the mark in a

five game thriller at home against

Virginia Tech two weekends ago.

The Minutewomen have not

played well away from the Cage
this season. Massachusetts is 11-1

at home, and 3-1 in neutral sight

games, but have gone a lowly 3-5

on their opponents' courts.

Minutewomen Notes: Coach
Bonnie Kenny is 86-42 all time at

Massachusetts and is the win
hingest coach in Minutewoman
history. This is her 13th year as a

collegiate volleyball coach. The
former captain of the Tennessee
Lady Volunteers has coached her

way to a 257-181 career record,

including a nine year tenure at

South Carolina.

Junior Lesley Nolan will be out

of the line-up until the postseason,

at the earliest. The outside hitter

from Mission Viejo, Calif, has a

stress fracture in her left foot

which she had been playing with
before taking to the sidelines.
Nolan's 239 kills in 67 games
played this season, a 3.57 average,

still ranks her in the top 10 of the

conference.

UMass won't play at the Cage
again until it hosts Fordham and
La Salle the weekend of Nov. 8. Its

current road trip includes a stop in

Cambridge for a match against
Harvard on Tuesday.

football
continued from page 12

University and Buffalo, outscoring them by a com-
bined 105-46.

The Black Bears come into this contest with two
powerful running backs to lead the ground game, as

senior tailback Bob (ameson has 805 yards on 167 car-

ries and nine touchdowns, while his partner Andre
Pam has picked up 597 yards on I 33 rushes and eight

TDs.

As if the powerful Maine running game isn't enough
for the Minutemen to concentrate on, the Black Bears
have sophomore quarterback Mickey Fein who has
thrown for 1449 yards, with 10 TDs, and eight inter-

ceptions, junior wide receiver Rameek Wright is the

leading receiver with 54 catches for 586 yards and five

TDs.
The Minutemen all season long have prided them-

selves with the overall effort by numerous players on
the squad to help contribute to every game.

Senior Ron Brockington leads the team in rushing
with 525 yards and four TDs, and the Minutemen

have had four different running backs rush for over

100 yards in a game this year, while 13 different play-

ers have carried the football.

Sophomore Doug Clark leads the team in receiving

yards with 247 and is tied for second in receptions

with 10. Along with running the reverse, Clark aver-

ages 20.8 yards every time he touches the ball.

Freshman wide receivers Torey Hamilton and
Ralphael Ouinn have come on as well to catch a total

of 1 2 balls for 1 52 yards and one TD. Freshman quar-

terback Jeff Smith has passed for 495 yards and four

TDs.
On the defensive side, senior linebacker Justin

Reimer leads the conference in tackles with 110, and
has moved within one tackle of fourth place on the

all-time UMass list with 324.

Broadcast Notes: Tomorrow's game will be broad-

cast on 91.1 FM, WMUA. The pregame show begins at

12:15 p.m.

field hockey
continued from page 12

offense, as they have notched four

and three goals respectively.
Michelle Young has picked up the

slack in the assist department,
recording four along with a pair of

goals.

At the other end of the field,

the Hawks have relied on loan
Fedesco in net. Fedesco has
played in all but two games, when
Celia Ashton got the start.

Fedesco has stopped 103 shots on
her way to compiling a .715 save

percentage and a 2.72 goals
against average.

For UMass, senior Kyle
Rothenberger leads the team in

points with 25, and is tied for the

lead in goals with 10. She has also

recorded five assists.

Sophomore Erica Johnston
stands even with Rothenberger at

10 goals and has three of assists

to her credit to rank second in

points with 23.

Freshman Saskia Fuchs, junior

Courtney MacLean and sopho-
more Kate Putnam follow in the

standings, as Faces has connected
for six goals, MacLean for nine

and Putnam for three.

Faces also has 10 assists to her

credit, while Putnam has nine.

iscouet*
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The key to opportunities
at SANDERS is a
Campus Interview with
LOCKHEED MARTIN!

The Sanders name has always been synonymous with great careers

and impressive technological opportunities. We'll be on campus
to recruit talented college graduates who can enrich us with

fresh perspectives, and we'll be re^iitiig proudly as part of

the Lockheed Martin team. Sif p for an on-campus
interview at your Placement On:..;, and your resume will

automatically unlock the door to opportunities at Sanders.

More than 100 entry-level positions are available at Sanders

for college graduates in the areas of Computer Science,

Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Aerospace

Engineering, and Computer Engineering.

So, if you're ready to take on a world of new challenges,

talk to Lockheed Martin first. Recruiters will be visiting

your campus on November 1 3th - 1 5th and they'll show
you what the corporation and Sanders can do for your

career. Resumes can also be mailed directly to:

Sanders, A Lockheed Martin Company,
Attn: 6540CR, P.O. Box 2029, Nashua, NH 03061-2029;

email: kduiw@mailgw.sandersJ<)ckhetxl.«wii

Visit our home page at: http://www.sanders.com

Applicants selected may be subject to a government

security investigation and must meet eligibility

requirements for access to classified information.

U.S. Citizenship required for most positions. Sanders

is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
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A Lockheed Martin Company
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AUTO FOR SALE

GREAT CAR
Toyota Tercol ISM 58.000 miles

Hatchback Superb condition! New
stereo $3,700 ?56 8330

93 Mitzubishi Mirag. LS 49k

miles AC. stereo/cass . auto, excel-

lent condition $7800 or B/0 253-

1657 Bill

Olds. Cutlass Cisra 1K3 75.000

miles, great condition $1500 00 or

B/0 253 1653

15 Nissan Blk 2dr AM/FM cas-

sette, PWR everything, sunroof.

100.000 miles, excellent condition

$2200 or B/0

M VW Jatta red. 4 dr . cassette. 5

speed, new tires, exhaust system,

excellent condition $1200 or B/0

Steph 548 7051

EMPLOYMENT
WMUA 91.1 m is looking to hire a

music director UMass undergrads

only Strong organizational skills a

must Knowledge of music pre-

ferred Submit resumes and cover

letters to Programmer's Mailbox.

105 Campus Center by Fn Nov 1 at

5pm Questions' Call 545-2876

EMPLOYMENT
ASIAN/EUROPEAN EMPLOY
MENT live in Prague Budapest.

Tokyo etc teaching simple convei

sational English No teaching back

ground or languages necessary Call

(919)968 1164

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
- Apply now for summer All sea-

sonal positions open Rafting Co

and Dude Ranch jobs also available

Call 919-968-1164

Wanted Spokesperson for

International Co $10 00 per hour 8

10 hrs per week Person must be

outgoing, responsible and comfort

able in groups Models are encour-

aged to apply Call TASP
International 1-800-829-4777 Ask

for Sean Sweeney

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed 1 Entry-level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services (2061 971 3600 ext R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan, S Korea No teach

ing background or Asian languages

required For info call (206) 971

3570 Exl J50016

EMPLOYMENT
Legal Assistants Wanted -

Spring '97 Internships with the

Student Legal Services Office, get

hands-on exoerience in the legal

field—work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 under

graduate credits No experience in

the legal profession necessary

—

training provided Contact the

Student Legal Services Office today

for an application 922 Campus
Center. 545 1995

Drivers & Bus Parson needed day

& night Shifts available Apply in

person-Pinnochio's.

Babysitter for 3 great Amherst kids

Tues and/or Thurs afternoons, and

flexible weekend hours Must have

car. non-smoking $7 20/hr Call 253-

0660 9am -9pm

FOR SALE

MAC CLASSIC 2140 3yrs old

excellent shape with software, with

modem (14 4). carrying case $50000
Call 549-3567

MAC LCIII, 8MB RAM 80M B Hard

Drive 14" Monitor. Style Writer II.

printer comes w/ lots of software

Call for more info $900 or B/0
Neal 548 9170

'FOR SALE
Round Trip Tkt Hartford St Croix

$500 or B/0 546 1481 Dec 23 Jan 23

Boa for sale 5 5' w/setup $180 or

B/0 Call 253 0217 and ask for Sam

Computer- P90 15" Color monitor.

4xCD 16M SB32 w/spks Call 6-7234

FOUND
Found- Wallet in front of Whitmore

Buildinq, John M Ciampa Call 545-

3257 Ask for Mary Jane or Sandy

INSTRUCTION

Laarn how to inspect a used car

Don't buy a used car without reading

it Call Conard Hopkins 584-5198

MUSICIANS

Established funk outfit seeks

rhodes and/or hammond player who
can GROOVE! Call Andy 549-1016 or

Jason 367 0159

MISCELLANEOUS
Private Hotel Required tor Oxford

.University study Can you, your par

ents. friends or relatives help'

Alison 546-4261

MISCELLANEOUS MISCELLANEOUS
Naw Metabolism Breakthrough

Lose 5 100 lbs Guaranteed $35

800 776 9503

ROOMATE WANTED
Roomate(s) naadad. Spring

semester w/ lease ending May 31st

Apartment on bus line Call 549

2626

SERVICES

SPELLING COUNTSI #1 way to

boost your GPA Paper typing &
proofreading Quick & inexpensive

Call (413) 549-7484

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade? In house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

Typing/Bookkeeping Service
We're perfectionists! A+C
Bookkeeping 549-0501

GORILLAGRAMS Flowers. Birthday

Surprises Humorous Delivery Send

the Crazy Gorilla Call 256-0287 to

schedule a visit We'll go anywhere,

anytime.

Hallock Street Editing Resumes,

papers, and more Get the grade get

theiob 253 5217

TRAVEL

Quebec City for New Year's! 3

nights at 5 star Hilton located in

Quebec City, the oldest city in North

America $89 pp SKI and PARTY Call

Dominic at 533 1600 now! Limited

space, hurry 1

SPRING BREAK Week in Jamaica

from $499 pp March 15 22 in Negril

Includes RT air, 7 nights hotel, par-

ties/events and all taxes Call

Dominic at 413-533-1600 or 800-

232-2415

SPRING BREAK! Earn cash!

Highest commissions/lowest prices!

Travel free on only 13 sales!! Free

info! Sunsplashl 800-426 7710

WANTED
Needed Rigorous Bibliography or

Bonk List for Statistics 111 School of

Continuing Education Course Will

pay $100 00 oi more Neg Call

(413)549-1271

Collegian

Classifieds

WHERE ELSE

CAN A HANDFUL

OF DIMES

BUY YOU

AN AD?

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20<£ per word/day

All
others

40£ per word/day

! NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

Answers to

Yesterday's Puzzle.
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Standard Headings
Activities Musicians

Announcements Miscellaneous

Apartment For Motorcycles

Rent Personals

Auto For Sale Room For Rent

Employment Room Wanted

Entertainment Roommate Wanted

For Sale Services

Found (2 days Summer Sublet

Free) To Sublet

Happy Birthday Travel

Houses For Rent Transportation

Instruction Wanted to Rent

Lost Wanted

CROSSWORD
1

|— 3 '

1
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1
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13

14 15 16

17 18 ,.

20 21 22 23

24 2.

26 27 28 30 31 32 33

34 m 36

37 J 39 40

41 42 43

45

48 49 B 50

52 53 55 56 57

58

1

59 60

1

"

62 63

I65 66

ACROSS
1 . Galvanizing metal

S. Hindu religious

teacher

10. Blood or driving

14. -cat (form of

baseball)

15. Ruth s successor

16. New Haven

university

17. Prevaricator

IS. Stench

19. Golfing teachers

20. Minimally (2 wds )

22. Fights back

24. English cathedral city

25. Foolish birds

26. Didnt exist

29. She-deer

30. Complete

34. Belly dancer's assets

35. AFL-

36. Sheltered

37. Language suffix

3J. Atlas Shrugged

author (2 wds

)

40. Time division (abbr

)

41. Related

43. Attain through effort

44. Hasidim, a g.

45. Spills the beans

46. . volatile

47. Humble pies

48. Exalted

50. Labor or birth

Mower

51

.

More precipitous

54. Boring, informally

58. Rocky peak

59. Irk3d

61. Ark skipper

62. Distinctive quality

63. Circumvent

64. with the Wind

65. Gong
66. Title role for Oustin

67. Flower part

DOWN
1. J accuse author

2. Acronym unit (abbr

)

3. Actress Patricia

4. Lists

5. Lippy

6. Scottish inventor

7. Jackie's second

8. Actress Marilyn

9. Readied the presses

10. Predecessors of

word processors

11. Dumbo's were jumbo

12. Vacancy

13. Guarding (1994

comedy)

21. High, in music

23. Healthy

25. Room's entrance

26. Cradling

(Thomas Hart

Benton)

27. Passage

28. Relieve

29. Hullabaloo

31. Sports official

32. of Nantes

33. Fissures

35. Dancer Chansse

36. Bed-and-breakfast

spot

38. The Hare and the

Tortoise author

39. Be under the

weather

42. Illicit

44. Proverbs

46. Endeavor

47. Author Amy
49. Wild

50. Pop
51. Strike replacement

52. Factual

53. Justice Warren

54. Blood's pathway

58. 'Penny "

57. Attention getter

60. Cambodia's , Nol

THp Mmtarhusettt

DAILY COLLEGIAN
N*v» tnqlatxi\ target Collage Doily • rounded in 1890 • Doily Sinte 1967

http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

TRAVELT1ME Has great deals on all

your travel needs 587-3011

(413)781-6150

Tutor for Math 455. ECE 311 and

313, Willing to pay $15 an hour Cal

Amy 546-0706

Personals Policy

2.

5.

All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-

TIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc.

All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide i valid driver's license and'

the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

8.

1

ARIES
March 21 -April 20

Fast thinking and good Judgment may
enable you to come out of a stu ky

situation smelling like a rose Beware,

though-lf you get cocky, things could

Just as easily go completely wrong

Don't underestimate the complexity

of the problem

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

Your Irritability level Is high this

week, especially when confronted bjf

a chronic griper. Encourage Ihem to

come up with solutions and then help

them channel their Ideas to the

appropriate people Youll both

appreciate the results.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

A clever approach to problem solving

and an ability lo communicate that

knowledge with others makes you a

very popular person this week Don't

be afraid to take on a little extra

troubleshooting- It could be noticed

by someone you'd like to Impress.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

If there are decisions you've been

putting off. now is the perfect time lo

finish gathering Information and make
a choice Give yourself a deadline so

you don't procrastinate further. Time

is of the essence.

LEO
July 23-August 23

Adding a new Ingredient to an old

recipe for success could be Just the

lie ket lo snapping out of an old habit.

Share your results with other people,

but don't be surprised If they don't

appreciate the significance of your

discoveries.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22
Small delays this week mean huge

setbacks later on. so be punctual and

respect your deadlines Take lull

responsibility for what happens, and

you'll reap the rewards later on. A
group effort leads to Increased

productivity

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Use all your tact In explaining your

way out of a difficult situation The

possibility exists for you to make a

dangerous enemy this week. Clear

communication of your expectations

and perceptions could be the key to

wiping the slate clean

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

Willi ihe flick of your hand, you could

cause big changes In someone else's

life Work to make this change a

positive one. A domestic catastrophe

offers you a great opportunity for a

laugh If you give your sense of humor

a chance.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

A rlean and neat work space frees

you from digging through clutter and

inspires you to feats of productivity.

Sometimes It's Just a matter of having

the right tool for the Job. Turn over a

new leaf and surprise a friend with a

thoughtful gesture.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Make the extra effort to get something

right Ihe first time, rather than fixing

li later You might make a big

imnfcsslon on a lazy person with

your Industrious example. Youll be

teaching them a valuable lesson.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

What seems like chaos could actually

be a beneficial situation for you if

you're willing to get your feet wet and

wade on in. Show your willingness to

be a team player When things settle

down, you could find that you've

made one or two powerful allies.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Paying close attention to details

enables you to gel your life back In

order Give yourself some leeway to

become engrossed In work. Something

that seems like a distraction could be

ihe inspiration for some of your best

work

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University* By Frank Cho Close to Homo 3y John McPherson

When my cousin Wes was w he'd

spend the whole day at the

amusement park. Over the big

sound system he'd hear:

"WES, PLEASE GO TO THE

KILLER LOOP."

Little Wes would get excited and

run over to the Killer Loop, and stand

there looking all around. He would

always see somebody vomiting. No

one would say anything to him, and

eventually he'd wander away.

He never knew why they were

calling him. This would happen 3 or

4 times a day! It stalled to make him

sad and confused.

It went on for years... every

summer, Wes would run over to the

Killer Loop.

After he grew up, we all found

out that the chief custodian at the

park was also named Wes.

To this day Wes still gets an

upset stomach when he hears his

name over a sound system.
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How most college students decide on a major.
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Today's Staff

Laura Stock
Night Editor

Seema Cangatirkar

Copy Editor

Courtney Smith
Photo Technician

Christopher Brown
Production Supervisor

Matt McCarthy
Dan Bodah
Production
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Quote of the Day

u /''•

Well, we have either

three or four minutes

left. I guess that's why
we all have different

watches, isn't it?

-Professor Shen

»

Colegian Graphics

Joke of the

Whati

were no

hypothetical

questions?

Today's D.C. Menu
Cell 343-2636 for were

Franklin

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Grilled Cheese & Bacon

Plain Grilled Cheese

Scrod Munchies

DINNER
Barbecued Spareribs

Baked Ziti

Charbroiled

Chicken Breast Sand.

Hampden
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet

Scrod Munchies

DINNER
Beef Strips/Snow Peas

& Mushrooms
Tilapia Santa Fe

(Scrod)

Worcester

LUNCH
Scrod Munchies

Mesquite Chicken Sand.

Bow Ties/Tomato Sauce

Tri-bean Casserole

DINNER
Beef Strips/Snow Peas

Stir Fry Veggies/Tofu

Pastabilities

Eggplant Parmesan

Berkshire

LUNCH
Scrod Munchies

Mesquite Chicken Sand.

Ravioli/Tomato Sauce

Vegan Ravioli

DINNER
Beef Strips/Snow Peas

Barbecued Spareribs

Stir Fry Veggies/Tofu

Eggplant Parmesan
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Sports
The Massachusetts

UMass looks to shoot down Black Bears
By Mike Corey
Collegian Staff

It all depends what view you take.

If you take the pessimistic approach, you
believe the Massachusetts football team has no
chance of obtaining the Yankee Conference title.

However if you take the optimistic approach you
Mill think they do.

The first of three conference games to end the

season, which all must be won in order to stay in

contention, begins tomorrow as the Minutemen
take on the Maine Black Bears in a Yankee
Conference battle at Warren P. McGuirk Alumni
Stadium at 12:30 p.m.

Despite the 40-7 loss last week at New
Hampshire, giving the Minutemen two losses in

the conference, they still have a chance of obtain-

ing their first Conference title since 1990, And
knowing the character of this Minutemen team, it

is taking the optimistic approach.

In order for UMass to have a shot at the title

though, it will definitely need some help. There-

are four teams in the Conference, all in the

Mid-Atlantic division, with only one conference

loss: Delaware, lames Madison. William and Mary
and Villanova.

But first things first. UMass must control its

own fate and get by Maine before anything else is

possible. The Black Bears come into this game
right behind UMass in the New England division

of the Conference with a mark of 5-3 overall. 4-3
in the conference.

UMass is 5-3 overall with a 5-2 mark in the

conference and is tied with New Hampshire for

the top spot of the New England division. The
Minutemen are in definite contention for the divi-

sional crown, which has eluded them since 1993
when the league split into two divisions.

The Minutemen hold a 30-11-1 series lead

over the Black Bears and are 17-2-1 in games
played here in Amherst, however Maine has won
the last three-of-four meetings between the
schools, including last year's 24-21 victory in

overtime in Orono.

The Minutemen have won the last five times at

home dating back to last year, and are 3-0 this

season with wins over Northeastern. Boston

Turn to FOOTBALL page 9

THANG VO / COUfClAN

Freshman Jeff Smith and the UMass football team face the Black Bears of Maine tomorrow in

Yankee Conference action.

Hockey faces BU in early grudge match
By Jorma Kansonen
Collegian Staff

COUi&AN mi PHOTO

Warren Norris and the UMass hockey team have a tough task this week-
end, as the Minutemen face Hockey East heavyweight, BU.

Tonight and tomorrow night, the

MmmmmMi hockey team (1-1. 1-1

in Hockey East] will be facing the best

of Bean-town, as it will take on the

No. 3 nationally ranked Boston
University Terriers ill).

A win for the Minutemen would be

an incredible measuring stick for the

KM of the season, as the Terriers are

the cream in the figurative Hockey East

chowder.

But the Uul meeting between the

two teamsm mora of getting beaten

by an ugly stick, as BU felt the inherent

need to run up the score in last sea-

son's conference quarterfinals, rolling

to a 14-1 final.

After a 50-50 split with
I \! i -- Lowell over the past weekend.

ifae Minutemen have had a good week
of practice to get prepared for this big

early season test Coach |oe Mallen has

seen his team's hard work this week,

and hopes their concentration is wag
up at 7 p.m. on both nights

"We have had good focus, good

intensity and I think the words to

describe it would be business-like,

which I think is good." Mallen •-aid.

"At sometimes with college hockey,

especially with young teams, the play-

- — —
Turn to HOCKEY, page 7

Rhody a crucial test

for L7M mens soccer

By Chris Krein

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's soccer

team is on a roll it has no choice but

to sustain if it wishes to challenge

tin the Atlantic 10 crown.

The Minutemen 's post season

dreams hinge on their final confer-

ence game ol the year. However, if

recent success means anything, the)

carry a great deal of momentum into

thh weekend's showdown on the

road against Rhode Island.

UMass has been on lite in the List

two weeks, posting three straight

shutout victories. The Minutemen
have blasted through these

must win games, toppling LaSalle

(3-0). St. Bonaventure (2-0). and

Duquesne (2-0) to up their A- 10

mark to 7-3-0. However, there is a

logjam atop the conference stand-

ings, and their late success will be

rendered meaningless unless they

can produce a huge win over the

Rams at 1 p.m. on Saturday in

Kingston.

Unfortunately for the Minutemen
the deciding game conies against a

Rhode Island squad that has proved

to be the team to beat all year long.

The Ram-- are sitting alone on top of

the conference with a 9-1-0 record

and they have clinched a certain

ticket to Dayton. Ohio for the A-10
Championships to be played
November 8-10. They have locked

up the regular season title and the

No. 1 seed, so they have the luxury

of waiting to see how the -.landings

shake out

The Minutemen are in the middle

of the fight for the remaining three

••pots, and this weekend will finalize

who is in and who is Maying at

home.

LaSalle (7-2-1). Virginia Tech
(7-3-0). and Fordham (6-3- 0) are

the teams scrapping with the

Minutemen for those golden bids.

each knowing that one team will be

left behind to contemplate the

could-have' beens and the

wait-until-next- years.

UMass is in an enviable situation

that is equated with simple formula-

ic dictum — "win and in." Should

the maroon and white tie or lose

though, they can still make the

DOtl season, as there is a myriad of

scenarios thai could occur to let

them slip in the back door. The
complexities disappear if the

Minutemen can walk oil URI Soccer

Complex with a victory, although

that is going to be a task worthy of ,i

l lereulean performance.

Rhode Island enters the BjUM as

the most potent offitmc in the con-

Icrcnce. It features an explosive

frontline that has blown opponents

off the field. The Rams have three

players in the top six points leaders

in A 10 scoring.

Leading the attack is the always

dangerous Andrew Williams, a

junior from Kingston, lamaica The

1995 All- American leads the A-10
in goals, assists and points ( 12 g. 14

a, 38 p) and over the entire season

he has put up equally elite numbers

(15 games, lb g. 14 a, 46 p). He has

rilled home three game winning

goals and he has captured the A- 10

Player of the Week award the same

number of times.

Complementing Williams is junior

forward, Brian Tucker, netting six

goals in conference play to go with

six assists. His 18 points ranks him

third in A-10 play. George
Paviantos has posted solid numbers

as well in 10 conference games (4 g,

5 a. I 3 p) to place him in a tie for

sixth place on the point-leader

board.

The team has tallied 46 goals on

the season in 16 games, an unbeliev

able average of 2 88 goals per game
To put this in perspective, the fero-

cious Minuteman offense has a 1 .69

goals per game average, netting 27

goals in 16 games, that looks anemic

in comparison.

Putting a stop to this scoring

machine will not be easy, but the

UMass booters bring in one of the

top defensive units in the region.

Lead by senior backs. |oe lacobson

and Dan Chagnon. and outstanding

play by sophomore keeper. |eff

lablonski. the Minutemen have
allowed the fewest goals in confer-

ence play and they possess the only

goals against average that is under

Turn to SOCCER, page 8

MASSACHUSETTS HOCKEY
Friday 7 p.m. -

Saturday 7 p.m.-

Walter Brown Arena
William Mullins Center

Boston University

vs.

CIMASS
Shawn Bates

-on the air-
Rob Bonneau

WHMP 1400 AM — Hank Morse, Brock Hines

NESN— Friday Wght Only

Field hockey can clinch title tomorrow
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

The regular season Atlantic 10 field hockey title will

be decided tomorrow, when the Massachusetts field

hockey team faces the St. Joseph's Hawks at I p.m.

tomorrow at Totman Field.

The No. 8 Minutwomen. who have played their way
to a 12-5 record overall and a perfect 4-0 conference

mark, hold a one-game lead in the A-10 standings over-

all La Salle (3-1 in the A-10). The only conference

blemish on the Explorers' record is a 5-0 drubbing at

the hands of the Moiutewomen.
With their spotless in-conference record. UMass has

guaranteed itself at least a share of the conference title,

and has assured itself of a place in the A-10
Tournament.

La Salle's spot in the tourney is also secured by virtue

of its record: but St. Joe's, Rhode Island and Temple are

all fighting to get in.

But before the Minutewomen can think about the

postseason, they must first concentrate on St. Joe's.

Last season. UMass lost to the Hawks in an overtime

2-1 game in Philadelphia, in the last regular season

game of the year. Hayley Davidson collected both scores

for the Hawks in their first-ever win over UMass in the

sport

.

The Hawks (7-10. 2 2 Atlantic 10) trying stretch

their season into the tourney, have dropped A-10
matches to La Salle and Temple. They are coming off a

5-0 blanking of Fairfield, a team they have held score-

less since 1988.

Leading the way for St. Joe's is Atlantic 10 co-Player

of the Week lanna Watts. While Watts has scored a

team- leading six goals this season, she has added 1

1

assjsts. for a mark which earns her a tie at No. 1 7 in the

nation in that category.

A trio of Hawks stand with five goals, as Carolyn

Wood, Shannon Feite and Mary Ellen Timothy have ail

found the back of the opponents' net multiple times

Wood has helped on six goals, while Feite and Timothy

each have one assist to their credit.

Neither K.C. Dougherty nor Donna Burke have fed

any goals, but each have contributed to the St. Joe's

UMass xc teams head to Atlantic 10s
Tough field faces Minutewomen in title defense

By Corey Goodman
Collegian Staff

It's showtime this weekend for

the Massachusetts women's cross

country team, when it travels to the

Bronx's Van Cortland Park to

defend its coveted Atlantic 10 title.

Last season the Minutewomen
took home their third champi-
onship in five years, literally ripping

it from the grasp of rival St.

Joseph's, who went home
broken-hearted, a mere three

points shy of UMass.

"St. Joseph's lost several of their

top runners," coach Julie

LaFreniere said. "But they won't

forget what happened to them last

year, and they'll come at us with all

they've got."

Though the latest Atlantic 10

coaches' poll favors UMass to run

away with the title, LaFreniere is

wary of more than just a hungry

Lady Hawks squad.

"La Salle has a very decent shot

to come up and surprise us,"

Lafreniere said. "They're ranked

No. 2 in the Atlantic 10. and a few

of their runners will run at the head

of the pack."

Behind La Salle in the rankings is

Virginia Tech and Rhode Island.

Both schools find themselves in the

upper echelon of the Atlantic 10.

but still are considerably weaker
than the top-ranked Minutewomen

If there's a fabled "Cinderella"

performance awaiting an Atlantic

10 team. LaFreniere thinks it could

possibly come from No. 8
Duquesne.

"The coaches are really underesti

mating the talent level of
Duquesne." LaFreniere said.

"Though I'm not familiar with all of

their runners, I know that their top

three are all running under 14 min-

utes. We can't just brush off a team

Turn to WOMEN'S XC page 7

Virginia Tech, La Salle set to challenge Minutemen
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Kyle Rothenberger will lead the UMass field hockey
team in its quest to capture the Atlantic 10 regular sea-

son title, when they face St Joe's tomorrow

By Jonathan Place

Collegian Correspondent

Last year, the Massachusetts
cross country team captured the

Atlantic 10 Championship for the

first time. This year it would love

to repeat history, tomorrow in the

Bronx.

"Last year was the first time we
won the Atlantic 10s and the ^inc
top four teams have only lost one-

player from each team. There will

be no surprises, 1 know the teams

we're playing against." UMail
coach Ken O'Brien said.

The same four teams that fin-

ished behind UMass jn the A 10s

last year. Virginia Tech, St.

loseph's. La Salle and Dayton, are

now in front of it in the weekly
coaches' poll, one day before this

year's meet begins

"I'm not worried that we lost to

St. Joe's and La Salle earlier in the

year, we have improved, and last

year we were in the same ranked

position going into the Alt) that

we are now." O'Brien said. "This

year is basically identical to last

year's except this year we are more
mature mentally as well as physi-

cally."

Historically. UMass has finished

in the top five every year since the

beginning of the conference in

1478 The Minutemen have fin-

ished second or third every year

since 1985. until last year when
they won the Atlantic 10

Conference Championship.

"Last year, we were the under-

dog. No one expected us to finish

first. Now this year everyone is

looking to us for a good perfor-

mance." O'Brien said. "Last year
was a career day for the team. You
know you have matches where only

70 percent of the team performs
well and about 30 percent does
not. Last year during the A-IOs
everyone performed at their very
best-

Strategy is extremely important
in the five mile cross country run.

"What I will do is send seven or
eight men to the front of the pack,
where they will stay. They will

Turn to MEN'S XC page 8
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A nation

once again

Liam Neevon stars in

Neil |ordan's stirring

new release, Michael

Collins, the leg-

endary IRA. leader.

Check out the

review in today's
paper (See Arts h
Living, page 6).

UM first in

regular season

UMass goalie Hilary

Rose earned a

shutout over St.

joe's to lead the

Minutewomen to a

first place regular

season finish (See

Sports Weekend,
page 1 0).

WORLD

Works for Red Cross

threatened by soldiers

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) — Female
Afghan employees of the international

Red Cross stayed away from the relief

agency's Kabul compound yesterday

after Taliban fighters threatened to

hang them The threats were made
by Taliban fighters who entered the

Red Cross compound on Friday, when
the offices were closed in observance

of the Muslim holy day

The fighters told Red Cross security

guards "If we see any Afghan women
in the compound, we will hang you,

along with the women," said a Red

Cross official who spoke on condition

of anonymity.

The Taliban government, enforcing

their strict version of Islamic law,

barred women from working after

capturing Kabul on Sept. 27. It later

informally allowed women to contin-

ue working for some aid agencies

who had been unable to maintain

programs without women, but did

not publicize the change.

Red Cross officials said they believed

the fighters did not deliver the threat

on behalf of the government, but

were acting on their own. The 10
Afghan women employees of the

compound were staying away until

the issue could be sorted out, Red
Cross officials said.

NATION

SJC to hear arguments

on Mass. abortion law

BOSTON (AP) — The state's highest

court will hear arguments tomorrow
on a state law requiring girls under

18 to get the consent of both par-

ents or a judge before having an

abortion.

But it won't be just a legal fight

between the state and Planned
Parenthood, which is challenging

the constitutionality of the law. It

will also be a political minefield for

pro-choice state Attorney General

Scott Harshbarger, who fears his

argument for the strict measure
could hurt him with liberal voters

two years from now, when he plans

to run for governor.

To further complicate Harshbarger's

position, he has filed friend-of-the-

court briefs on Planned
Parenthood's behalf in two other

abortion rights cases — one of

which also is scheduled for argu-

ments tomorrow before the

Supreme Judicial Court.

The anti-abortion group
Massachusetts Citizens for Life says

Harshbarger's position is a clear con-

flict of interest.

Philip Moran, the group's attorney,

will argue tomorrow the case should

be sent down to trial court and
Massachusetts Citizens for Life, not

Harshbarger's office, should defend

the state statute. A Superior Court

trial also would allow the group to

cross-examine Planned Parenthood's

witnesses and introduce its own.

"We |ust didn't think that Scott

Harshbarger was the attorney gener-

al to represent the pro-life position,

because of his publicly stated posi-

tion on abortion," Moran said.
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President rallies 25,000 in Springfield
Clinton prioritizes higher education, students;

Questions linger whether promises can be met
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President Bill Clinton spoke last night in Springfield to rally support for the Democratic party.

New
Analysis

By Michael Elliott and Raghuram

Vadarevu
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD — In 1960. then

Senator |ohn I . Kennedy came to

Springfield the day
before the election to

convince voters that

his administration
would be one focused

on the future.

More than three decades later.

President Bill Clinton arrived in

the same city evoking the same
theme — 'building a bridge to the

21st century.'

in his address to approximately

25,000 people, Clinton urged vot-

ers to elect a Congress which
would support the programs he

says will lead the country beyond

the year 2000.

These programs include several

which will have significant impli-

Olver (D-

cations on the accessibility of

higher education.

At the event. Clinton recognized

important congressional allies,

such us Sen. |ohn Kerry. Rep |ohn

Amherst l and Rep
Richard Neal
(D-Springfield) lo

advance and support

his educational agen-

da.

Viewed by many
students as supporters of higher

education, the question must he

how realistic are the aims of the

Democrats in prioritizing educa-

tion.

"He has opened the door of a

college education to every single

American." Clinton said of Kerry's

support of federal financial aid

programs which Republican legis-

lators attempted to cut last fiscal

year.

In addition. Clinton said, Kerry

has supported social entitlement

spending and programs designed

to protect the environment.

Kern, no doubt, appreciated the

campaign plug, as did Olver and

Neal. both of whom are on the '96

ballot

Clinton praised Kerry. Olver and

Neal for their commitment to

what he referred to as "the politics

ol issues. " and not "the politics of

insults," and "division."

"We are moving in the right

direction." Clinton added.

that direction may result, he

said, in a federal tax credit, mak-

ing two years of a community col-

lege education available to most

Americans

Further. Clinton will propose a

$10,000 tuition tax deduction,

coupled with other aid programs,

such as AmeriCorps and direct

lending.

While these proposals were met

Turn to President, page 2

Rally decries racism at UMass
as students protest store, paper
By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

A rally was held on Friday on the Student Union

steps which served as an open forum for discussion

about racism at the University of Massachusetts,

specifically at the University Store and the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

Over 250 people gathered to hear a variety of stu-

dents address the Oct. 5 incident at the University

Store, in which a student of color, Pierre Arthur

Elysee, was incorrectly stopped for shoplifting, and

the alleged lack of Collegian coverage of the ensuing

events.

"We need to bring forth the fact that racism exists;

Al.ANA (Asian, Latino, African, Native American)

students are constantly threatened at this

University," said Student Government Association

(SGA) President Maurice Caston.

Caston added, "We need to stand today in unity to

create a community in which all are welcome."

A University student, who identified himself as

Shaggy, read a poem called "Natives." which brought

forth many cheers from the crowd.

"The shackles of racism will be taken off," said

Shaggy as he ended his poem.

Within the poem, Shaggy called for a boycott of

both the University Store and the Collegian.

Elysee also called for a boycott of the Collegian

today. Because there was no front page
coverage/photo of a rally held by Elysee and friends

on Oct. 18. while there was front page coverage of a

rallv at Smith College. Flysee encouraged the crowd

not to read the Collegian

"My friends and I were surprised that our rally was

not on the front page." said Elysee. "We feel that the

Collegian mishandled the issue."

Elysee's rally did receive coverage on the Black

Affairs page. The Collegian planned to have a large

photo of the rally on the front (News) page. The

photo would have drawn attention to the story about

the rally by including "see related storv" in the cap-

tion.

However. "A photo technician, who has since been

tired, did not pick up the photo assignment by the

time the rallv took place." said Collegian Managing

Turn to RALLY, page 2

Audience responds to Clintons visit

as president gives support to Kerry

in last days before election of J 996

By Joseph Fountain

Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD — It was a cold

beginning for most people waiting to

see President Clinton and hear him
speak.

The average wait was two hours,

though every spectator had entered

Springfield Court Square before Sen.

lohn Kerry was finished introducing

the President. The crowds were well

behaved and had some interesting

things to say on the President coming

to Springfield.

"It's a monumental occasion to have

President Clinton here in Springfield,"

said Professor of law Gabriel Chin of

Western New England College of Law.

"Western Mass. is usually ignored in

state politics and in this senate race it

could be the deciding factor," said

Chin, who, like the president, is a

graduate of Yale University.

The people who came to listen to

Clinton speak were mixed in age.

One young Clinton supporter, an 8th

grader, said of Clinton "He sounds like

a good guy."

Most of the people who waited the

two hours were in a good mood
though several people complained
about long lines and what seemed to

be bad planning. A Springfield police

officer said the crowds were moving
very well. A secret service agent also

said that it was a normal crowd for a

presidential appearance and agreed

that the crowd was moving well.

The majority of the crowd was made
up from students attending the area

colleges.

Many of them had dfferent reactions

to seeing the leader of the country.

"It's very cold out here, I just hope I

can see him," said Scott Gouen, physi-

cal therapy major at Springfield

College.

"It is a sign that he is strong and is

certain of victory in Massachusetts.

He's here to ensure a Kerry victory,"

said lulie Garcin.

There were groups of students from

Harvard University, Bay Path College,

the University of Massachusetts and

many other area schools.

Other government officials closer to

home also attended the Springfield

rally.

"1 think it's good for our city and
state to have the president come and

visit," said State Rep. and UMass alum

Benjamin Swan (D< Springfield).

There were also pro-life demonstra-

tors outside the rally. Bill Cotter, pres-

ident of Operation Rescue, said that

their goal was to get the message
across that abortion was wrong.

Among the spectators there was also

a number of people who were wearing

stickers promoting Weld for senate

who said they also supported the presi-

dent.

A University of Hartford student

said, "Bill Weld should be in the

Senate and the president should get

re-elected."

Many people started leaving after the

president began to speak. Many who
were leaving said they wanted to beat

the traffic home and would prefer to

watch the rest on TV.

Story promises fight for

higher ed. & Fair Share
By Beth McCarthy

Collegian Staff

State Rep. Ellen Story (D-Amherst)
co-sponsored the Fair Share initiative dur-

ing her four years in office, and said that

she would continue to support higher edu-

cation as well as Affirmative Action if she

were re-elected tomorrow.

The Fair Share program plans to have

the state pay two thirds of higher educa-

tion while students will only be required to

pay one third, which basically consists of

tuition and fees.

"Stan Rosenberg and I are the co-spon-

sors of [Fair Share]. He's the lead sponsor

in the Senate and I'm the lead sponsor in

the House," Story said. "That's going to be

my top priority for this new legislative

year."

Story said that she was pleased that stu-

dents have become much more involved in

politics by registering to vote, particularly

because it makes the education issue a

much higher priority.

"Students and their parents can call

whoever the representative or senator is

from their district to say, 'look, are you

supportive of higher public education? Of
the University?" said Story "People in the

legislature are now taking funding for the

University much more seriously."

Story reasoned that supporting the

University of Massachusetts will not only

be beneficial to students, but it will also

continue to benefit the economy and
employment rates for Western
Massachusetts.

"The University is a major part of the

economic health of the state," Story said.

"It makes sense from every viewpoint

because the University is also the largest

employer in all of Western Mass. and all of

the four counties."

Because of her close ties with the

University — her husband also being a

professor at UMass, Story said that she

was confused as to why her competitor,

Terry Franklin (I- Amherst), would say

that she thought of students as simply chil-

dren.

"I think that's a peculiar thing for him

Turn to STORY, page 3

Franklin hopes for a win

the second time around
By Beth McCarthy
Collegian Staff

TMONCVO roulc.HN

Students gathered to rally in front of the Student Union to address the issue of racism on campus last

Friday afternoon.

Terry Franklin, competing for the posi-

tion of State Representative, said that he is

"not running against Ellen Story. I'm run-

ning for the office."

Having previously lost to incumbent
Story in the 1992 primary as a fellow

Democrat, he is running again this year as

an independent, "leaning towards a moder-

ate libertarian stand," for the Third

Hampshire District which includes

Amherst, Pelham, and Shutesbury.

Franklin, who is currently employed by

Kinkos and the William D. Mullins Center,

said that he did not have any delusions of

winning this election.

"I'm a long shot, but 1 think there's a slim

chance of winning," Franklin said. "One
reason is because Ellen doesn't seem to be

running. She's not campaigning at all."

Franklin compared the race as one of the

turtle versus the hare.

"She's taking the voters for granted and

I'll have some chance of catching up on

her," Franklin said, comparing himself to

the turtle and Story to the hare.

Franklin said the two main issues he is be

running on are marijuana legalization and

Affirmative Action These issues fall under

his general concerns about big government,

he said.

"The amount of regulation the govern-

ment puts on the people has always both-

ered me," Franklin said, stressing the war

on drugs issue. "People in authority who
are opposed to marijuana, use it as a scape-

goating issue to blame all of the problems

of society on one group of people rather

than address the real issues."

Active advocation of legalizing marijuana,

however, has become an issue for him only

in the last five years, Franklin said.

Franklin said that it was about five years

ago that he was pursuing a relationship

with a woman whose mother had contract-

ed cancer. He said this woman felt that if

her grandmother were given marijuana, it

would have relieved some of the pain from

the chemotherapy sessions.

"At the very least medical, but I'd like to

see across the board legalization." Franklin

said.

As far as Affirmative Action is concerned.

Franklin said that he was against it

"because I'm against all discrimination and

I feel that Affirmative Action is a form of

discrimination.

"You don't end discrimination with more
discrimination," Franklin said. "It has bad

effects within groups and outside of groups.

It's convincing people that they need help."

Other issues that Franklin supports
include anti-death penalty, legal abortions

and civil rights for all groups including

Turn to FRANKLIN page 3
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Monday, Nov. 4
Discussion — Amnesty International presents a discus-

sion and slide show by Doc tress Neutopia a.k.a. Libby

Hubbard on human rights abuses in Turkey from
7:50-9:30 p.m. in Campus Center room 174. For more
information, call Amnesty International at 545-1925 or

Drs. Neutopia at (413) 549-4336 or at

http://genesis.tiac.net/neutopia.

Wednesday, Nov. 6
Film — A screening of "Calling the Ghosts: A Story

About Rape, War, and Women," an award winning film

about life after the war in Bosnia, will be followed by a

panel discussion with the director and the two Bosnian

women featured who survived the ordeal. This is the first

of a two-part series sponsored by Friends of Bosnia and
Five College Peace and World Security Studies (PAWSS)
titled "The Hidden Genocide: Critical Perspectives on
Rape and the War in Bosnia." The event, to be held in

Main Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire
College, begins at 7 p.m. Admission is free. For more
information, call Friends of Bosnia at 586-6450.

CLBT — Showcase your talent at the Stonewall Center's

Quintessential^ Queer Cafe in the Campus Center
Graduate Lounge at 7:30 p.m. For more information, call

545-4824.

Lecture — Deborah A. Cox, coordinator of the

Adolescent Wellness Program in Boston, will give a lecture

entitled "We Care: An Emerging Thrust Toward Inner City

Change" from 4-6 p.m. in the Campus Center
Auditorium. For more information, contact the School of

Nursing at 545-5056.

Seminar — Roger Tootell, from the NMR Center of

Mass General Hospital will give a lecture entitled "New
Images from the Human Visual Cortex: Functional MRI
Experiments" at 4 p.m. in room 319 of Morrill II. The
event is sponsored by the Neuroscience and Behavior

Program.

Majors Fair — The University Advising Center, Honors
Program, and the University Career Center will jointly

sponsor the UMass Majors Fair at the Student Union
Ballroom from 6-7:30 p.m. For more information, call the

University Advising Center at 545-2191

.

Thursday, Nov. 7

Speaker — Gary Dotterman. union activist from Boston,

will speak on "Being Red and Gay in the USA Today" at

12:30 p.m. in the Campus Center, room 803. The event is

free arid part of the GLBT Studies Lecture Series and is

co- sponsored by the Stonewall Center, GLB GSO. and
the Women's Studies Program.

Lecture/Demonstration — A Chi Lei Qigong (life force

of Chi therapy) demonstration and lecture will be held at

7:30 p.m. at The Bam Studio, 20 Dickinson St., Amherst.

This program is part of a five week intensive workshop to

follow on Thursday evenings from 7:30-9:30 p.m. For
more information, call (603) 357-0661.

Friday, Nov. 8
Parry — Zeta Beta Inc., in association with 2friends pro-

motions are sponsoring the first annual Safe Sex College

Party at the Student Union Ballroom. Doors open at 9
p.m. Bring college ID or a condom to receive an admission

discount. Information about safe sex and paraphernalia

will be available.

Notices

Voter Transportation — The Amherst Democratic Town
Committee will be providing rides to Amherst area polling

places on Nov. 5 for those students and area residents

without transportation. Call 253-5349 or 253-5369.
Don't let the lack of transportation deny your right to

vote.

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from
8:30 p.m. to midnight. People can dance to variety of
music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment. All ages

welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call

584-8167.
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Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.

Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more
information, contact Mills Delesus at 546-1083.

Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange
workshops will be held on the following dates: Oct. 29
from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in CC room 165-169; Nov. 6 from
6-7:30 p.m. in CC room 903; Nov. 14 from 5:30-7 p.m.

in CC room 904-908; Dec. 3 from 5:30-7 p.m. in CC
room 165- 169. .

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final Examination

Schedule will be available beginning Oct. 18. Copies will

be delivered to students in residence halls, and will be

available to off-campus students in the Registrar's Office

(2l3Whitmore).

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are avail-

able to help you find answers to your questions and con-

cerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health
Education Dept., UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more
info); Tuesdays 6:30-8:30 p.m. in the International

Lounge. Prince House (call 545- 2299 for more info). All

conversations are confidential.

Literature — MOTHERTONGUE. the multilingual stu

dent publication by the department of comparative litera-

ture, is currently seeking submissions for the spring "97

publication. We will accept original poetry, short stories,

one-acts, international photographs, and art work created

by multilingual students. Please submit a copy in English

to the comparative literature department in 203 South
College. Rough drafts are acceptable.

Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Lurit" held every
Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right as

you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis

and other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student
Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

New Organization — WICC (West Indian/Caribbean

Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West
Indies or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as

anyone interested in the culture. For more information,

contact Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.

Sew Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and
your help is needed. If interested, call |ordan at 546-3548.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to 1 p.m.

in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement

of Worcester Dining Common). For more information,

call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45. Please call Mark to confirm, or for other

stops, at 253-0361.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout. Copy, and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304
Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Volunteers Needed — MASSPIRG'S Toxics
Right-to-Know campaign is looking for students to come
trick-or-treating in Northampton from 5-8 p.m. We are

dressing up and distributing information about Toxics to

the community and circulating a petition to gain support

for a labeling law. For more information, conVSct the

MASSPIRG office at 545-0199 or stop by room 423A in

the Student Union.

Volunteer — The Zoo in Forest Park at Springfield has a

wealth of diverse volunteer opportunities available for

sons who love animals and are committed to conserva

education. For further information about the Zoo arv

be sent a volunteer application, please call (4

733-2251.
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Student Ticket Pick-Up Schedule(revised)J
DATE OF PICK-UP1 SPORT DATE OF GAME/OPPONENT

Thu, Oct 10, 1996 Hockey 10/12 v.Concordia

Hockey 10/ 1 8 v. Poush NAfi Team

V Thu, Oct 24, 1996 Hockey 10/26 v. UMASS- Lowell \jM
Hockey 1 1 /2 v. Boston University JjLW Mon,Nov4, 1996 Hockey 1 1 /8 v. New Hampshire ^bm
Hockey 1 1 /9 v. New Hampshire j^B
Hockey 1 1 / 1 6 v. Merrimack A
Men's Basketball 1 1 /6 v. Marathon Oil IjI

Men's Basketball 1 1 / 1 5 v. Converse All-Stars A
Thu, Nov 14, 1996 Hockey 1 1/22 v. Army M

Hockey 11/29v. Air Force Vil
Hockey 11/30v. Air Force ^fl

Thu, Nov 21, 1996 Hockey 12/6 v. Providence /I
Men's Basketball 1 2/7 v Wyoming M

j

Men's Basketball 1 2/ lOv. Fresno State (\M
I Thu, Dk 5, 1996 Hockey 12/ 13 v.Princeton 17

Men's Basketball 12/12v. Drexei )[
tjl Wed, DkI 1,1996 Hockey 1/14v.Yai£ \i

Hockey 1 / 1 7 v. Northeastern Y
Men's Basketball 1/2 v. Davidson )

Men's Basketball 1/5 v. St Joseph's (V
Men's Basketball 1 / 1 2 v. Virginia Tech \ \
Men's Basketball 1/21 v. Rhode Island /J

Thu, Jan 30, 1997 Hockey 1/31 v.Merrimack {/

Hockey 2/7 v. Boston University S
Men's Basketball 2/1 v Xavier

j

Men's Basketball 2/6 v. Duquesne A
i Thu, Feb 6, 1997 Hockey 2/14 v.Maine ^

Hockey 2/15 v.Maine \

Men's Basketball 2/11 v. St Bonaventure
)

Wed, Fa 19, 1997 Hockey 2/22 v. Boston College (

Men's Basketball 2/20 v. Fordham I

l| Thu, Feb 27, 1997 Men's Basketball 3/1 v. Temple ?

rV*Pkk Up and Game Dates Subject te Change ^J
::r7s^2 ""^^jDi*r-^-^^r^&'

continued from page 1

Editor Chris Taylor Conner.
F.lysee has changed the boycott to

Wednesday, saying, "Since we have

to read the coverage of our rally, we
have decided to boycott the Collegian

on Wednesday instead."

"We make ourselves accountable

for our mistakes," said Conner, "If

they feel that a boycott is necessary

to make their voices heard, then I

understand the action."

The rally continued in an open
forum style.

The President of the Pakistani

Students Association (PSA) gave sup-

port to Elysee.

"We will not tolerate this; as long

as racism is there, so are we," said

the PSA president.

President of the Haitian Students

Association Frantz Bien- Aime spoke
to the crowd, "All people have to
come together; we should not have to

deal with this today."

Kenny Lacoste. President of the
Black Student Union, said that this

incident is not just a University Store

issue, but it is an American issue.

The University Store has stopped

using undet cover student security to

apprehend shop-lifters since the inci-

dent took place.

Elysee brought other issues to light

about the University Store at the

rally.

He pointed out that out of 300
University Store employees, less than

10 are students of color, none of

whom work in security. Yet accord-

ing to Elysee, Elizabeth Dale,

Director of Business and Facilities

Services, said that there were 25.

"Perhaps Affirmative Action has

already been abolished in the security

department of the University Store,"

said Elysee.

Graduate Student Prasad

Venugopal questioned the University

Store, stating, "What kind of system

do we have in which white students

arc paid to follow students of color

around a store?"

"This is a racist system, we need to

stand against it," he said. "We are

not going to tolerate it anymore."

Venugopal added, "Every day, we
need to stand up; one day 20,000 stu-

dents will stand together to say,

"We're not going to take it anymore."

Aren Lee Kong offered another

perspective at the rally.

"It's line to talk and to point; and

it's cool to have a rally, or boycott the

store or the Collegian. But none of

this means anything." said L^e Kong.

"If you're just talkin', it's just

straight up bull [expletive.)" said Lee

Kong.

Lee Kong stressed the importance

of student involvement through the

SGA, the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy

and Registered Student

Organizations.

Elysee ended the rally, which he

coordinated, by leading the chant,

"As long as racism persists on this

campus, so will we."

There will be a meeting, titled,

"Meeting to Address the Racism
within Your Campus Center/Student

Union Complex" on Nov. 7 at

5:30 p.m. The time is yet to be

announced. For more information

students can contact the Campus
Center/Student Union Commission at

817 Campus Center.

UMass Police Dept. offers training on rape defense
The University of Massachusetts Police Department

will be offering a 1 2-hour specialized training pro-

gram, called Rape Aggression Defense (RAD) training,

to all female students and staff on campus.

According to Deputy Chief Barbara O'Connor. RAD
students will learn how to develop a "defensive mind-

set" by first learning how to avoid attacks, and later

receiving instruction about practical and physical

defensive moves.

Students will be able to develop, enhance and prac-

tice these moves in the class. A realistic simulation will

be included at the end of the course.

The RAD course requires students to attend all four

three- hour classes, offered Nov. 11. 13, 18 and 20.

from 6:30-9:30 p.m. As the course progresses, each

class becomes more and more involved, so students

must attend all four to become a lifetime member of

RAD.
There is also a course fee requirement of $25, and a

limit of 16 students per class. Membership is a first

come, first serve basis.

All interested women must register today at noon in

the Police Department lobby in Dickinson Hall. For

registration, bring a $25 check payable to

RAD—UMass Police Department, and a current

UMass student or staff ID. No phone-in registration

will be permitted.

— Laura Stock

president
continued from page 1

with a noticeably rowdy approval from the University of

Massachusetts Minuteman Marching Band, students must
ask themselves if the Democrats are simply pandering for

their votes, or if another Clinton administration can realize

a college education which is more affordable.

Kerry, after all, only came to campus to discuss student

concerns after realizing the regislraiion drive created

8,000 new voters ( 1 3.000 system wide) that might vote

for him.

Clinton, as well, appealed to young voters during his

speech — remembering how their vote helped propel him

into the White House in the last campaign.

Should students trust his sincerity?

With a federal budget already strained with the burdens

of deficit reduction. Clinton may not be able to deliver

on his promises to make college cheaper and, simultane-

ously, protect Medicare. Social Security and the environ-

ment.

The real task of students will be beyond the ballot box if

they hope to hold Clinton accountable. A responsible stu-

dent voter must become a student advocate.

The Associated Press contributed to this story.

The Collegian -

All the election coverage for all the voters.

I ERNEST & JUUO GALLO WINERY MANAGEMENT DEVELOPEMENT PROGRAM

Uncork Your Potential

For graduates with an intense desire to go
far, there is a career with far-reaching

opportunities. Sales Management with the

E.&J. Gallo Winery

Between classes today, stop by the Career Planning &
Placement Center and find out about all the challenges

we have in store for you.

INTERVIEW DATE:

INFORMATION SESSION:

FEBRUARY 13,1997

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6TH AT 6:30PM

UNTVERSrTY CAMPUS CENTER
CASUAL DRESS / SODA & PIZZA SERVED
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gays, lesbians, bisexuals, and trans-

genders.

"I also feel very strongly on court

accountability," said Franklin, using

the fraternity incident last February in

which a woman had reported being
raped at one of the fraternity houses,

resulting in a social ban of the entire

Greek community.

"I think that's an appalling injus-

tice," Franklin said. "Broad numbers
of people are being held accountable

for the one act of a single person."

According to Franklin, he would also

fully support all aspects of education,

beginning at the kindergarten level.

"There's no controversy or con-

tention there," Franklin said. "Any
legislation is going to try and get as

much money for UMass they can.

Anything I can do to support educa-

tion I'll do so."

Franklin said that most politicians

lend to ignore student concerns, but

he not only knows the faculty at

UMass. but he is also a "supporter of

student issues."

"I think [Story) treats faculty as her

peers and students as children," said

Franklin.

Franklin said that he feels he is quali-

fied to hold the state representative

position if elected because of his prior

experience on a national church board.

"I had lots of parliamentary proce-

dure experience," said Franklin. "I

know how legislation works and I get

along with people. I don't make ene-

mies."

Franklin said that he was primarily

counting on student votes to push
him into office.

Where students can vote
Residential Living Areas:

SOUTHWEST— Bangs Community
Center

• Located behind Bart's in downtown Amherst,
accessible by any bus that goes through downtown
Amherst.

CENTRAL, except VAN METER —
Wildwood School

• Located on Strong Street.

VAN METER — North Fire Station

• Accessible by the Orchard Hill Bus.

SYLVAN and NORTHEAST —
lmmanuel Lutheran Church

• Located on North Pleasant St., next to the School

of Education, accessible by the Sunderland and North
Amherst busses.

Major Apartment Complexes:
BRANDYWINE and PUFFTON

VILLAGE — North Congregational

Church Hall
• Located on North Pleasant St. and Meadow St.

intersection, accessible by the Sunderland and North

Amherst busses.

BOULDERS/MILL
VALLEY/SOUTHPOINT — Crocker

Farm School
• Ixxated on West St. (Rt. 1 16)

ALPINE COMMON and COLO-
NIAL VILLAGE — Fort River School

• Located on Southeast St., accessible by the

Belchertown bus.

If you are registered in Amherst and do not know
where to vote, call SCERA at 545-0355 or the Town
Clerk's Office at 256-4055.

If you are not registered in Amherst and need to

know where to vote, call vour town clerk's office:

Northampton: 586-6950

Sunderland: 665-1442

Hadley: 584-1590

Leverett: 548-9150

Shutesbury: 259-1204

Montague: 863-3211

Belchertown: 323-0400

Hatfield: 247-9211
If you have not received your absentee ballot, either

contact your town clerk's office or the Amherst town
clerk's office, or if you have any other questions call

SCERA at 545-0355.

Information provided by SCERA.

SLOWER
TRAFFIC

KEEP
RIGHT

Your support keeps

lifesaving research

in the last lane.

Muscular Dystrophy Association

. J^00-572-t717

\ Munchie

Specials

iff
10,

On The Big Screen Free '

Popcorn

UIMBJTM SHOWN / rOLUGMN

Sen. John Kerry and President Bill Clinton wave to supporters last night in Springfield as Sen. Ted Kennedy
stands in the background.

Story
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to say and I don't know what he bases that on," Story
said.

According to Story, she has frequently been involved
with students, including an appearance at UMass to

speak with students about leadership and one at

Amherst College to talk to students about getting
involved with their elected officials to do something
about child hunger.

"I've had a number of student interns from the
University who've worked in my office and been enor-

mously helpful," Story said. "My current aide is a 1994
graduate of UMass."

Story added that she is also in complete support of
Affirmative Action. She said that people tend to misun-
derstand this issue.

"Affirmative Action, to me. does not mean hiring

someone because this is a person of color, or because
this is a woman or a person in a wheelchair just

because they are a minority," Story said. "You don't
put someone in a job they are not qualified to do."

Story said that her idea of Affirmative Action is that.

when there are two applicants who are equally quali-

fied for a position in a predominantly while business.

the applicant of color, should be hired over the
Caucasian one.

"Vy'e need to start adding more diversity into the
work force to reflect our society, because our society is

not all white," Story added.
It has been difficult for Amherst voters to determine

the stands of candidates for state representative on
these issues this year due to the campaign's low profile.

Story said that because Franklin does not appear to

be campaigning, she has not done so herself.

According to Story, because Franklin has spent very
little money to purchase flyers, she has been fonunate
to "spend not one penny on my own campaign."

"I'm really not campaigning since Terry has not done
a lot of active campaigning and hasn't spent the money
to put signs up and those kinds of things." Story said.

"It has meant that I haven't really had to do that either,

and so I've been able to spend my time on the very
close race with Kerry and Weld."

Pm J^Broncos vs
|\^ Raiders / </#

Monday Wight Football at 9pm

Catch All Your Sports
At The Top!

Mon-Fri: 4pm - 12:30am
Sat 3pm-12:30am

11th Floor Campus Center

Time to travel is fast

approaching. Book your

plans now!

Traveltime

^ffers ti^Sf. fdeals fofefr

"Call n<^58^$rr-
(413) 78l'- 6150

Groups of 10 or more -

we'll come see you

Center

.«.- Important Announcement—
Pre-Registration for Spring 1 997

The Writing Program Placement Test

will be offered on the following dates:

Monday, November 4, 1 996 and

Tuesday, November 5, 1 996

7:00PM Bartlert61
• Same Day Service

• Billed Directly To

Insurance Company
•Windshields

Replaced

Wednesday Night is Promo Night
•Free T-Shirts •Free Glassware

This Wednesday Sam Adams Night

North Amherst
Motors

A Collision Repair Center
78 Sunderland Rd . Norm Amherst, MA

549-2880
(On* AM* from UUstt

tWTMjt*)

This test may be taken only once.

Students should pre-register

forENLGLVVP. 112.

Students do not need to

register for the test.

JAMIE NAIEPINSKI
NUTRITION MAJOR

"What You May Not Know About Fat

Substitutes:The Truth About Olestra"

Where: Mb7 (mobile unit 7next to Totman Gym)

When: Wednesday. Nov. 6. 7.00pm
Come join us in this first of a series of seminars presented by

The Body Shops

(in conjunction with The Department of Excercise Science)

Free to Body Shop Members: *3 for non-members

A PIZZA WITH UP TO

6 TOPPINGS
LARGE
$9M

Free Delivery t

No Double Toppings

$7.99

HURRY!
Expires 11/3 1/96

Open tfl 3AM Sun.-Wed, 4AM Thurs.-Sat.

AMHERST/HADIEY 256-891

1

Good at

participating stores
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Clinton for President
Robert Kennedy once said, "Some people look at

America and ask why. I look at America us it might

be and a*k whj MM?" During nit Rrsi foot vears in

office President Clinton has recaptured this uplifting

>pirit to better the nation.

four years ago Clinton squeaked by then-Piesidenl

George Bush with less than 40 pseSeiM of the vote

Since then Clinton has made believers out of

doubters, even in the midst of controversy
Meanwhile the Republicans have attacked him with-

out presenting any real programs or vision of their

own concerning the future of America. The country

is in better shape than it was foul pom IfOj Uinton
dawrvM four more years to implement his agenda
and lead the nation into the 21st century.

While lai from the perfect CaWdsmHS), he remains

the best choice for student* as well. His Americorps

Program has altered the path toward the 21st centu-

ry. He supports financial aid and has worked to

increase assistance for students, for us students, as

well as the elderly and the middle class, a vote for

Bob Dole i- a vote against both our own interests

and America's. Clinton appears to be the President

of the future while his main opponent Dole repre

sents our problematic past.

Dole has run an ineffectual campaign touting a 1 t

percent tax cut that would lead to soaring inflation

requiring major cuts in Medicare and many other

vital social program*; largely because the GOP is

totally unwilling to cut corporate welfare.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian feels a vote tor

Bill Clinton for President of the United States serves

as a vote lor our future.

Kerry for Senate
In the race for the Senate, residents of

Massachusetts are lucky to have a choice between two
very qualified and experienced candidates. Incumbent
Senator John Kerry and Governor William Weld have

been running neck and neck toi months now. Nine-

debates over the last six months have shed light on the

issues and where the candidates stand. This race.

which is considered by some to be the most clo-elv

watched in the country, will indeed go down io the

wire.

The election may in fact be more than a vote for the

Senate It could very well provide a glimpse at the

course that government will take over the next 20
years or at least the presidential race in 2000. Kerry is

representative of a socially conscious government, with

more program* for the poor and working class. Kerry

is a man of the people. Weld, on the other hand, has

cut government at even possible comer in an attempt

to "downsize" government on the state level. It's que*

tionable at best if a Weld in Senate could do anything

other than be a puppet of the GOP.
c oming out of the blocks like gentlemen, their race

quickly turned into a mud-slinging test equal only to

the Kennedy/Romney race in 1*)94. The two candi-

dates share much in common from their plush youth to

their Ivy League education. Yet they are vastly differ

ent in their view s

Kerry, who has already garnered endorsements trom
The Massachusetts Teachers Association and ihe

Massachusetts Federation of Teachers, has been and
will continue to be supportive of education He ba-

lought proposed Republican education cuts und favors

a $10,000 tuition tax deduction for working families

He is passionate in his fights for higher education and

is a loyal friend to students

During the Vietnam War he served in the Navy and
was highly decorated lor defending his command of

men. When lie returned to the United States he started

Vietnam Veterans Against the War Kerry has worked
tirelessly on the issue ot POWs and Ml As and has tried

to normalize relations with the Vietnamese government
while searching for the answer* to the questions of

whethet Americans are still being held in Vietnam.

Some ot his other noted accomplishments have come
in the areas of banking and finance, where he was a

kev member in uncovering the Bank of Credit and
Commerce International scandal. He also served as a

pivotal member of the Iran-Contra hearings and the

Savings and I oan* bailouts.

If there is a shadow over Kerry s tenure during his

current term, It's, hi* support for the Republican
Welfare Reform Bill. This vote was uncharacteristic of

his usually socially conscious voting pattern, but this

lone vote does not tarnish his outstanding record when
contrasted with Weld's vehemently anti-poor and
ami welfare sentiments.

Weld has claimed to be in favor of education, b,ut

as governor, he has hurt higher education at even
turn. Weld has consistently chosen to ignor.y the

plight of college students. In the arena of public edu-

cation he wants to abolish the Department of

Education and has been an advocate for school
choice, a program that perpetuates segregation in the

public schools

In his attempt io streamline government, he has
also worked to privatize many traditionally state-run

operations This has saved money at the cost of mas-
sive lay-offs. Weld's moves towards privatization

have only hurt the working class forcing them to

struggle financially without union support.

Although Weld has achieved success as governor,

he has done little for students and working people.

While fii*- popularity may be high, this does not mean
he deserves to be our next Senator.

Therefore, the Collegian endorses |ohn Kerry in

the election for IS Senate.

Olver for Representative
Few public officials are as important to this

University as Congressman lohn Olver. A former
University of Massachusetts professor of chemistry.

Olver has been a tireless advocate for UMass. The
Massachusetts Daily Collegian supports his re-elec-

tion

While the federal role in higher education is limited.

Congress controls the purse strings of some of the

most valued financial aid programs, such as the

Federal Direct Ixnding Program.

When Republican leaders in the House have
attempted to cut aid expenditure* !a*i year, Olver
ardently defended student interests.

He has repeatedly welcomed UMass students into

his office in Washington to listen to their concerns and
'ten visited campus for a variety ot function*

While it was appreciated that his opponent, State

Sen. |ane Swift, accepted an invitation io debate Olver

on campus (which he declined), her positions on edu-

cation are both unimaginative and counter productive.

Saving money by eliminating the Department of

Fducation, as Swift has proposed, by no means guaran-

tees success She has ottered no assurances that finan-

cial aid programs administered at the state level would
create less bureaucratic road-blocks and free up addi-

tional financial resources for students

Wer Waypoll for Gov William Weld in his campaign
for Senate is also troubling While *he asserts that she-

will be an independent voice in Congress, few fresh-

man member* can resist party pressures from its lead-

ership Swift will undoubtedly offer her support to the

anti-student conservative agenda.

Olver's record goes beyond education. His stance

on the environment is solid, as are his positions on
affirmative action, entitlement programs for the

poor, elderly and the unemployed, all of which he
strongly supports.

His reputation on Capitol Hill is one of a hard
working representative who can be trusted. This
strength is crucial for the continued viable of pro-

grams which benefit UMass and western
Massachusetts

Other election issues
While many students' attention has been focused

on the races for President. Senate and Representative

Irom the lir-i !' trict. there are many other impor-

n the ballot tomorrow.
ue the local attention given to the First

District race, students registered in Hadley, South
Hadley or Northampton are in the Second

, Di trtct i heir candidates arc Richard

E. Nefll T>). Mutk Steele (R), Scott Andrichak (I)

and Richard Kraynoi (Natural Law).
Students registered in Amherst al*o have the

i tunny to vote for state representative Rep.
I lien Story (D) is ninnn | tittle known Terry

I Franklin (Is aupporter ot the

Uni\ ad education in general, in BoMon

franklin, in a statement in the Boston Globe's
voter's guide about education, said "Communities
must live within (their

! means. |The] state (is) useful

for administrative reductions and liability limits."

I or all of her past service, and her attention to

matters that are important to students, the Collegian

supports tllen Story for state representative

lastly, lor Massachusetts residents, there is one

state wide referendum on the ballot this year.

Ouestion One proposes a change in the hunting and
trapping laws by prohibiting the use of certain traps

for fur-bearing animals and eliminating some restric-

tion' on who may serve on the state Fisheries and
Wildlife Board.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of

the Collegian Editorial hoard.

Opinion/Editorial
I he VWWS and opinions expressed on this P0ge arc those ol the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views oj the Collegian.
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Does it really matter?

Mike

Burke

Few things in politics are a surer bet

than who Massachusetts will vote

for as Piesident There is a good
reason why Bay Staters often chimed in

"Don't blame me" as Nixon and
Reagan ran our country into the pit*

Heck. Massachusetts probably would
have voted in Dan
Ouayle if he ran on a

Democratic ticket

Knowing that Clinton

is virtually guaranteed to

take home
Ma**ac husetts' 1 2 electoral votes, one-

must ask it thi* election prove** i* real

ly democratic. Or is it just another gim
inick to maintain the power balance'.'

For the past 200 years there has been

heated debate around the electoral sol

lege, especially at times when the popu

lar winner did not take home the

Presidential bid. In 1888. Grover
Cleveland beat Benjamin Harri*on 48.6

percent to 47.9 percent, but lost in the

ekvioral college 23V Ib8

To find a more recent example ol

electoral debate look no farther than

I9*)2's election where third-part\ can

didate Ross Perot gained 20 percent ol

the popular vote but didn't gam a sin

gle electoral vote.

While many poll* claim a majority ol

American voters feel the electoral col

lege is unjust, (a constitutional amend-

ment was almost passed in l*)77i sup-

port for the 200-year-old method has

been negligible But now. a

Massachusetts Institute of

I cchiiolii'v trained physicist >* claim-

ing ihal the electoral college i* mathe-

matical!) the beat wav io chooac .1

l'ie*ident.

Alan Natapofl lir*l gained public

attention as an adamant supporter in

the 1970* io maintain the status quo
concerning elections, but

now mi the eve ol ihe 149b

Presidential Election he ha*

released a'major mathemal
ical proof of why lie think*

the electoral college work*

To simplify the prool for the io, ol

the non M.I I i rained world. Natapofl

compared the electoral college Io the

World Series. In baseball's tall cl.i**ic

the victor i* not the team who *coies

the most mils overall but the leant who
groups their runs together io win
games, h sounds so simple, hut is it?

In the recent i**ue ol Discovery i Nov
I » Natapofl looked hack at the 1888
election. "(Cleveland, who won the

popular vole
I
lost the five large*! date*

b) a dose margin.., IO he scored more
runs, but he lost the live biggie*

"

Natapoff continues looking at the

power of an' individual voter. In a

national election based on popular sup
poll, one VOtCT has much les* ol a

chance ol influencing the outcome than

if thai same vote onl) counted towards

a state election. Natapofl *ee* the elec

total college giving, "ever) voter the

large*l equal shaft of national Voting

power.''

I hi- train ol thought directlv relate*

back lo lames Madison's reasoning in

federalist 10. in which he warns of the

dangers of majority factions. He felt the

electoral college would "thwart an
overbearing majority" unlike a direct

election.

Natapoff summed up his theory. "The
theorem essentially *av* that you're bet-

tet oil districted in anv large election,

unless every voter in the countiv i*

alike and very closely balanced

between candidate* A and B. In that

very extraordinary ease, which t.itelv. il

ever, occur* in our elections, il would
he bettei to have a simple national

one."

Even as Natapoff throws complex
numbers around in his proof as crazy

as a Phil Niekro knuckleball. I question

it* validity and u*etulne** I'erhap* his

theorem works On S national level but

lot .in/en* ot a strictly partisan *iate

such a* Massachusetts, doc-* mv vote

contain the *atne power of. say. of a

vole in a swing stale Rich a* l/alilomia

01 Texas? ITieir vole*, in theory, could

alter the hisum ol the nation while my
vote, no matter who it is for, will be

lo*t among a flood of pro-Clinton sup-

pon.

I ven il the entire state of

Massachusetts west ot Worcester voted
for Dole, Clinton would still win by a

landslide, So tomorrow a* vou *a*l that

vote, consider Natapoff's ideas but

question the very process that hint* at

this undemocratic system.

\hkt Hurkc is a ( ollegian columnist

The new world order

Matthew

Wurtzel

Who ever told Bill Clinton "it *

the economy stupid" back in

1992, hit "the nail on the

head. However. Clinton, the media and
other politicians were too short- sighted

to actually realize the true ramifications

that economics has upon politics,

Whenever our economy
goes through a dramatic

change, so does politic*

The Industrial

Revolution was a huge-

economic innovation. The
way goods were produced dramatic, illy

changed. Skill was no longer nece**arv

to produce quality goods. Time was
saved, making our economy more effi-

cient.

With the changes in production, came
great changes in society that ultimaielv

lead to political reforms. Not only did

universal suffrage eventually evolve

from the Industrial Revolution, so did

the roles and dominance of the political

parties in our two-party system.
Republicans took the helm during our

Second, or Scientific, Industrial

Revolution in the 1890s. Their domi-

nance ended shortly after World \\ at I

Following the roaring '20s. the

Classical economics that drove the

economies of developed countries

began to buckle, and in 1929 it col-

lapsed — the Great Depression para-

lyzed the world. With the economy's

collapse, came another political change.

Keynesian economics replaced

Classical economics as the preferred

school of thought The Great
Depression and Keynesian economic*

ushered in a Democratic era in

American politics.

Keynesian i* a bottom Up approach

Keynes' bask theory *ugge*ts (hat to

lessen the effects ot depression, the

government *hould provide income
assistance to people so they can cantin

ue to buy goods and service*. Income

assistance keeps demand high, and
Keynesian theories argue

that demand drive* the

economy. However.
Keynesian theory also

demands that countries

run deficits during (tepees

-ions and recessions, and to offset ihe

deficits run surpluses when the ecoiio

my boom*.

The policies of the Republican era

favored businesses, and the economy
boomed. Competition was fostered

under anti- Trust laws like the

Sherman and Clayton acts. However,
when the inherent Haw* of the Cbassosj

theorie* became evident, change was in

order. Change came with the

Democrats who administered the right

medicine for the time ITiev seststed the

common |oe, and gave him Social

Security. Deposit Insurance, the

Minimum Wage. Medicare, inexpensive

higher education, and the list continues.

In the 1970s, our economy began
changing once again, and is *nll

changing. When these changes began

Keynesian theories could not explain

the simultaneous unemployment and
inflation known as stagflation. All

changes lake time and may be mea-
sured in decade* rather than just ve.it*

The Industrial Revolution did not occur

over night, nor did the switch from
Classical Economics to Keyne*ian
I conoinic* Now our economy is going

through a period of de- industrializa-

tion.

An industrial economy primarily pro

duces good* which are tangible. A
political science professor once said,

you can drop a good on your foot, and
it will probably hurt; but you can't

drop a senice on your foot because it i*

intangible, Today the U.S. economy-
produces services. The Massachusetts
economy i* primarily driven by finan-

cial firms like Fidelity Investment, othei

mutual funds, and insurance compa-
nies Before de industrialization, our
Stale was once known for such indus-

u ic* a* textiles and shoes.

I lie original Keynesian Economic
theorie* may no longer apply to a

modern de indu*irialized state.

However, the Democrats and
Republicans continue to cling to old

theories. *o their roles are becoming
marginalized. Until new economic the-

ories are embraced by the major par-

tie*, politics will remain unstable. No
revolution will occur, but Congress will

continue to wildly swing between the

two parties. Two term Presidents like

Ronald Reagan and Bill Clinton will

become the exception rather than the

norm. Whichever party embraces the

new economic theories that will replace

Keynesian theories, will dominate the

American |Kilitical landscape until the

next economic change.

When George Bush said a New
World Order was upon us. he was
right. Unfortunately Bush, like Clinton,

didn't understand his Utterance
Welcome to the new world order.

MatthtW Wurtzel is a Collegian
cohimnisl
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Conference deals with improving education
Gregory Casimir

Collegian Staff

After the spring of '96, a large num-
ber ol black students did not return
hack this semester due to |xxn BCadetfl
ic performance, and severe trouble with
financial aid.

While this is an alarming fact, this

occurrence is indicative of a disturbing
land that has been affecting the black
men of the University of Massachusetts
for many years.

Men of color (which includes
Dominicans, Puerto Ricans, Haitians,

and all West Indians) have had tufa

stantial problems in terms of student
retention, and graduation Ine petoatsl

age of students of color that actually
graduate after entering UMass their
lic*tiinai] veai decreases every year.

The University has also had trouble
maintaining its population of Al.ANA
(Asian. Latino. African, Native
American) men.

Students are now beginning lo take-

action to address a situation they
regard as intolerable.

A meeting took place in early
October which included men from dif

leient RSOs and organizations on cam-
pus iu discus* an agenda in which cer-

tain institutional steps would be taken

to implement a plan to help the men of

color survive in UMass; not just acade-

mic, illy, but to also help give them
some guidance in their overall college

Experience,

It was out of this meeting that the

concept of the Men of Color
Conference was formed. Taking place

on Nov 8 to the 1 1th. the first annual

Men of Color Conference will locus on
four pertineni issues lor men of color:

1 ) social identification, 2) academic
sUCCeSS, 'S) Surviving the University,

and 4) what the future holds.

lames C allahan, of Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity Inc .

is the executive director

of the Collegiate Coalition of Black
Men lor Community Consciousness
(CCBMCC) in charge of the confer-

ence

Callahan explained the whole pur-

l>osc til the conference was to motivate

men ol color to be proactive in defining

then experience at UMass
"Traditionally men of color make up

the least population of people on cam-
pus who graduate," he said. "Fspecially

alter spring of '9b, many brothers

didn't come back I hi* Created an air ol

uneasiness amongst men ol color.

"Therefore, a meeting was held

about being proactive about dealing

wnh the problem. Ifiis conference also

serves lo define our own experience in

an attempt to understand what pre-

cludes us from graduating," added
Callahan.

Callahan expressed that he had a

moral obligation to stall llns oonfei

ence. "The same pitfalls that befell

brothers years ago are affecting us

today. Typically, the University ha*

become a revolving door; most of us

coming in are the ones going out. I fell

a moral obligation to leave UMass bel-

ter than I found it."

But sometimes it is hard to define

where the problem is. Is it something
thai men of color are doing wrong, or is

there a problem on the part ol tin-

University in terms of helping them '

Callahan expounded on ihe fact thai

it was a twofold issue

"First and foremost. UMass is sup-

posed lo be a market of higher educa

tion and thought. It should ensure that

the majority of its apprenticeship sue

ceeds ul UMass." he said

To do this, the University needs to

take into accounl ill. it the exjxTiencc ol

men ol color is not the same as whiles.

t Mssi iiiusi systematically put Into
place methods that allow lis students to

excel in all lacels of the college experi-

ence: social, academic, financial, in

career development, and cultural per-

spective," C allahan explained.

Ihe second part of the Solution,
Callahan pointed out. lies in individual

accountability. "However, ihis docsn t

absolve the individual from taking

responsibility for his own actions; when
given ihe information on how to suc-

ceed."

In general, Callahan voiced that the

Men of Color C onleience i* an invalu-

able opportunity for students to get

proactive In shaping their environ-
ment

I In* conference will allow *tu

dent* lo deal with issues critical tO

their academic advancement and
enable them to change the culture of

I Mass." fie said. "As op|Xised to leal

ing down our University, instead we
will build it up lo help UMass help

u*
"

One time for the mind: intellectualism is the key
Where are the black voices

today in the college commu-
nity? What is our purpose as

people of African descent in a colle-

giate environment at a predominately
white populated school such as
UMass? Do we have a voice, or are
we *till echoing the voices of those
who were active in the past?

College organizations like SNCC
(Student Nonviolent Coalition
Committee), a group that took direct

action to fight for inequality, wa* one
of the most effective and influential

college campus organizations formed
during the I960*

Wnh *u las, boycotts, and other
efforts like the Freedom Rides, there

were a large majority of students all

throughout college campuses that
became indignant when it came to

inequality

\s students, due to new laws made
from the Civil Rights movement, we
are able lo be served and we arc able
lo purchase goods from department
Stores, But who says that tension does
not exist, or that I won't be followed

around the University Store when I

want to purchase gas-X?
As students who will be entering

the new millennium, we are the prod-

ucts of the generations that experi-

enced all forms of hostility before us.

, slav-

spiri-

Allana E.

Todman

Believe me. we still have a long way
lo go. We are the legacy.

Intellectualism is the first *tep we
must lake in order to effectively use

our minds to figure out historically

how we, as a black race, have been
affected both socially, culturally and
in our education.

"'Hie forbidden topic is. shh

ery and the behavioral, mental,

tual and money problem*
it created... African lan-

guages were illegal to

speak. Reading wa* illegal

to team. Writing wa* ille-

gal loo During and after

slavery, most of us Africans weie
stripped of the knowledge lo answer
even the simplest questions in life."

wrote Sister Souljah in her book "No
Disrespect," where she speaks of the

isolation, separation, and deletion of

African pride, theory, knowledge and
principles that was shattered due to

Furopeans feeling threatened by the

early African ways of civilization.

Although we. as black people, have
always looked to the church to give us

spiritual encouragement, we need to

be able to channel our faith through
C >chI in an intellectual way in order to

develop a plan in which we can allow

the legacy of equality to remain alive.

In looking at where we are in the

'90*. we need to claim our educalioii

and not think we are here lo receive

it. When we claim, we take what is

rightfully ours. When we receive we
take what is given to us.

"We have pioneered civilization

here, we have built up your country; we
have worked in your fields and gar-

neied your harvests Do we ask lot

Compensation lor tears you have
caused. we are

willing to let the

dead past bury its

dead, but we ask

now for our rights."

Henry Turner said.

Turner, a man who escaped debt
peonage and taught himself how to

read, was the first black in IHt>8 to

serve on the legislature of Georgia. A
man who had to "sneak" away in order

to educate himself used his knowledge
in a powerful way. allowing his mind to

be the lool lot how he could contribute

to the light lor equality. Turner claimed
his education.

Don't feel in any way that because

we can now come to a University as

this, that we were given a gift. l.et's not

take our education for granted.

Race, Sex and Social Class and The

History of the Civil Rights Movement,
ue of the courses that many of

you Al.ANA students are involved in

In order to channel these courses in

allowing you to develop stronger con
victions and pride, you need to do your

own research about the information

being given to vou. Tfaere are two sides

to every story.

The library would be one of the best

places you can start. Going onto the

fourteenth door of the library, there are

many historical inlonnative books writ-

ten by many black author* about black

i**ue* Ranging from economics, the

family, relationship* and polnical i**ue*

that have effected out community, thi*

will be a great way to begin to shape

your foundation in an intellectual way
As motivational speaker |ohn Hope

i nice said to a group of college students

in Nashville. Tenn.:

"If we are not siriving for equality in

Heavens name, for what are we livme ?

I regard it as cowardly and di*hone*l

for any of our colored men to tell white

people or colored people that we are

not struggling lor equality. .. Be as re*i

If*- and leiii[x-*tinni* on the boundless

sea I et your discontent break moun-
tain high against the wall of preju-

dice and swamp it to the very foun-

dation."

And thai* one lime for your
mind.

Allana E. Todman is a Collegian

columnist

Black light: "Room 307"
By Humphrey brown III

Collegian Staff

This is the first in a series t I ur-

views geared towards ihartniii, some
light on the various RSOs and cultur-

al organizations on campus. This
week, the Black Light shines on the

student run television show "Room
307. " One of the founders of "Room
107. " Chris Noel, spoke to us on
keepin' it real. UMass and where
exactly the name "Room 507" came
from.

Black Light: Who is "Room 301 "7

Chris; "Room 307" consists of the

original founders; Ibrahim AH, Mike
Butler and myself. We have a lot of

new members, you know, helping
with the show. We have Tyrone
[TugwellJ, an old time member,
Danny Torres, Carlos Anderson, oth-

erwise known as Person, Armondo
Hernandez, who's a freshman and
Phil Robinson, who's a junior. That's

as deep as we go.

Black Light: When did "Room
307" begin?

Chris: "Room 307" began my
freshman year, fall 1993. We basically

had a video camera and decided to go
around the dorms filming weird stuff

we saw. And we basically decided to

start our own video show off of it,

with music videos, 'cause we didn't

have the resources like that up here
already. We didn't have no BET three

years ago, so it was just "Room 307"
You know what I'm savin'? So we
just took that and made our mark.

Black Light: How did the name,
"Room 307, " come to be?

Chris: It came from the actual room
307 in Gorman. Basically that was
our chillin' spot. That was like "The
room." Everyone from two or three

years ago knows that that was the hot

spot. That was where everything was
at, so we named the show after that

room: room 307.

Black Light- What was 307's origi-

nal purpose and don it still hold true

today? Was the focus you had then

still the same focus now?
Chris: The mam focus, basically,

was to be a multicultural show that

was real. You know. Everyone at

UMass stresses muJticulturaltsm. but
we're the only show that really had

episodes where we had Indians in our
room, white people, Chinese people,

Spanish people and black people all

vibtn' and all talkin' about the same
topic. And it still remains true to that,

because, like with our live show, basi-

cally anyone can call and that's

25,000 potential students who could

be watching the show live and could

call. And that's with any race.

Black Light: What's in a typical

30? show?
Chris: Format-wise it's always the

best hip-hop. the newest hip-hop
videos. Because all the record compa-
nies know about us, they send us
everything. As soon as BET & MTV
get it. we get

it too. But,

our basic for-

mat is to, basi-

cally, give

people knowl-

edge. You
know. Every
show has a

point. We're
not just bug-
gin' out or
somethin'. We
try to teach
people aware-

ness about
stuff. Like, a lot of stuff that people

might not know just because they've

been in a society or community sur-

rounding where they might have not

experienced stuff. So, our job kind of

is to relate all of that stuff to everyone

who don't know and the people that

do know can help along with it.

because they understand what we're

saying. But. for the people that don't

know, It's about education. You
know. That's the format of our show,

basically; education, knowledge and
music videos. That's how It is. Beats,

rhymes and life.

Black Light: So, what's in the
future far "Room 307"?

Chris: The future? Me, personally.

I'm a senior. Mike's a senior. We're
all getting old. Ty's still going to be

around. You know. We still have
young good people. We're still

recruidn' people, but our mam goal is

to have, basically, 507 forever on the

UMass campus. That's by passin' it

down to people who are going to take

care of the show and keep me same

values that we had when we started

the show, that made it so famous and
so popular around this area. You
know. We're going to come back
when we're CF.Os Of some company
and there's going to be 507 still on
T.V. and we're the original founders

Black Light: When does 307 run?
Chris: It comes on Mondays,

Wednesdays and Fridays at 8 p.m.
and thai* our taped show. Usually

it'll have some footage from a back-

stage of some concert or the interview

of any artist that might be up here or

maybe it just might be some on scene

location stuff. That's the taped show,
where we tape in music videos and we

edit all that

stuff in togeth-

er. You know.
Then we have
Sundays at 8

p.m., that's the

live show and
that's basically

where people
can call in and
request their

own videos.

The reason we
started that is

because they
have this thing

in New York called New York Flava

Videos And it's basically the same
format, but they don't talk about top-

ics. You just call up, pay $2.50 (it's a

900 number) and you get videos on
T.V. or whatever. So, we kind of

wanted to relate the same kind of

thing up here, because it's free to call

into the studio and we kind of wanted
to let people program their own show.

Monday, Wednesday. Friday at 8, we
basically do the show, but on Sunday,

everyone does the show. You know?
We don't put any videos in. We let

people choose the videos. If there's no
videos chosen, then we'll just talk

about whatever subject, but it's up to

the student population to program the

show every Sunday.

Black Light: You mentioned
famous recording artists that have
come through "Room 507" ifj the

past. Who were some ofthem?
Chris; We've interviewed such stars

as Faith Evens. Smooth Da Hustler,

Trigga the Gambler, Grave Diggas,

Artifacts. Common Sense, De La

Soul, Tribe Called Quest. The Roots.

The Beatnuts, Onyx. Dionne Fan-is.

OGC and BVx.il Camp Clik.

Black light: \n\ last words on
what 307 s about?

Chris: I think the campus needs
"Room 307" and even though a lot of

people don't know about it, a lot of

people do like the show because it's

real. Like, now we have Headline
News and CNN. BFT so we're on top

of all types of news. Whether its in

our community, which we probably
see on BET or whether it's the world
or the nation, which we'll see on CNN
or Headline News, that's the media.

That's what their producers are

telling them lo tell people what's
going on. What we're seeing and what
we're feeling, especially in this com-
munity, and everyone feels the same
way we do. So, we're just like the rep-

resentatives of our community at

UMass. The thing we're trying to do is

just get people knowledge, get people
to start thinking, get people to be real.

That's what the show is about.

If you ever watch the show, we're

real brothas up there. We don't front.

We don't have people tell us what
kind of format we're going to do. You
know. We keep it real, because that's

how we live. You know what I'm
sayin'?

And we tryin' to relay that to every-

one else, so everyone can live a real

life and be on the same vibe and have
this campus phat. That's the thing
about 307 and the future. We want to

make this campus so phat that when
people leave, they'll be like, *Yo, that

UMass, that's a phat school to go to."

Not just to party and everything, but
just the whole vibe. Like when we
have a concert, we don't want there to

be like, 20 people cheering their
hearts out to account for the 200 peo-
ple that should've been there. That's
why we promote everything. 1 want
something to be phat. You know,
cause that makes the school better.

When the school's better, that makes
more kids from our communities
come here. And not just to party, but
to be a pan of the educational facili-

ties that we have here. That'll bring
attention to people. That's what ough-
ta try to do We oughta try to promote
our campus as being one of the better

campuses for a black community or

multicultural community.

Is you really you?}

Ernie

Michaud

I
was sitting in the BMCP
(Black Mass C ommunicaiioii

Project) office, trying to type-

up a paper, when a grad student

(who will remain anonymous)
entered Hep

ie*ented livers to an upcoiiutie

event and inquired as to where to

hang them. I noticed the flyei* ami
made some comments that were
both negative and positive which,
ol course, caused him to sit and
discus* the beet that I had Very
soon we got into a discus*ion, that

most individuals who are involved

w ith RSOs usually get into:

What are the organizations on
tin* campus doing to uplift the

community as a whole?
Now, in my mind,

i immediately
answered plenty.

However, my verbal

adversary felt just the

opposite. He felt that,

first, all these organizations did
was have parties and large social

events that did not promote sell I

disagreed and said that if these

organizations did not exist then

individuals would have no concept
of self at all.

Our disagreement boiled down
to one thing:

Why divide ourselves into
groups that we did not create in

the first place? Why place loyatt)

to a culture thai is only hall your

own?
An argument which has a lot of

validity to it. Why do we SOnaillt

ourselves along lines that comets
drew to basically divide and con
quer our African ancestors? I* n

hfOBIal we must be at peace with

our immediate labels in order to

come to terms with who we are a*

Africans? Or are minorities, like

adolescents entering high school,

not ready or knowing how to
accept the ideas of self or true her

1 1 age''

Therefore, it is necessary to

introduce pride at the primary
Stages, li is easier to instill pride

about one's parental background
then it is to explain pride in

Africa, a continent on the other

side of the world that they proba-

bly have never been lo. This idea

of dropping all cultural pride and

taking up the Hag ol ancestral
awareness and pride was so ludi-

c i

<

hi* that I banished the argu-
ment Irom my mind.

Now. thinking about the argu-

ment. I leali/e thai lie was some-

what right. A* minorities, we take

pride in cultures that were given

to divide and conquer us Vvc arc

stuck in a twoneai as U I B. I Hi

Boh described, Due nevei fet-i*

ins twoiiess, an American, a

Negro; two souls, two untecoti

cilcd striving, two waning ideals

and one dark body."

Iherelote. our goal i* to recog

nize that we are part til what the

colonist ha* suppressed n- with,

but we arc eJso African, Though
we are two. and hall

of i mi culture rejects

u*. we must remem-
ber that we have
derived beautiful tra-

ditions Irom w hat

they have suppressed u* wnh and
what we originally were We
should be proud of what we are

no Battel whal because that is

what we are and yy e CSnnOI
change that The nana we accept

the beginning we can perceive the

larger picture

I am a woman black and
Haitian and in order foi me lecog

m/e the Ix-autv ol all my diiiicn

moiis I bad io liisi accept myself in

small terms, which wa
Hainan Then I could see mvsell as

an African. Then, lastly I could see
myself a* S woman, the creatm ol

future generations

So, inv w hole point is this:

accept who you are spiritually,

physically, mentally, and con
iciously. Then work lo improve
who are and become who you
want lo be Subconsciousl) viiu

alieadv know who you .ue Make
thai inner sell a true realization

Come to terms with the true
knowledge tint you will be
exposed to Do not liglii those that

wish to help you expand This is

not limited to Haitians, blacks oi

women; it goes loi all those who
wish lo find out the truth within

the sell

Emit Muliaud is a I \/i/.vv .v///-

denl and the Mack Mass
Communication I'ru/eit I'ubttt

Affairs Director

Black Affairs, is looking for new.

t<Uented writers to bring knowledfte

to the niAsses

If that » you. contact Humphrey
brown III. at 8-0977 or leave a

message in the Black Affairs box
at the Collegian, down in the

Campus Center basement

The fight to end racism starts

with you!!! No one else is going to

do it for us. So. get involved now"!

The student known as Shaggy recited poetry at last Friday <. rally

against racism at UMass
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COUKTISY PKIOdllY

Hip-hop masters Heltah Skeltah were just a fraction of the Boot Camp
Clik family who invaded the SUB. Thursday night.

Boot Camp Clik rock

in short performance
By Sunando Ghosh
Collegian Staff

BOOT CAMP OIK
Student Union Ballroom

Oct. 31

As Halloween came through this

past Thursday the Boot Camp Clik

(B.C.C.) stormed the stages at the

Student Union Ballroom in a

University Productions and Concerts

(U.P.C.) sponsored show.

Cocoa Brothas (formerly
Smif-N-Wessun), Originoo Cunn
Clappaz lO.G.C.) and Heltah
Skeltah all represented the B.C.C.

Cocoa Brothas set it off perform-

ing songs including "Wrecognize,"

"Sound Boy Burial" and "Heads
Ain't Ready."

O.G.C. followed with "No Fear"

and other songs from their debut
album Da Storm which was released

last Tuesday.

Performing last from the B.C.C.

family was Heltah Skeltah. whose
set included a remix of "Therapy."

"Da Wiggy" and "LeFleur LeFlah"
to name just a few of the hits they

performed off their latest album
Nocturnal.

Unfortunately this crowd did not

fill up the Student Union Ballroom
which led the B.C.C. family to end

the brief but powerful performance
after an hour. This show was very

reminiscent of the Black Moon and

Smif-N-Wessun. (both members of

B.C.C.) show in the spring of "94

when the low audience turnout in a

large auditorium once again affected

the length of the show.

Steele, from Cocoa Brothas,
ended the night with words of

knowledge, speaking about taking

the war to the streets and igniting

the revolution.

Jordan soars high with Michael Collins
By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

MICHAEL COLLINS
Directed by Neil Jordan

with Liam Neeson, Aidan Quinn,

Stephen Rea, Julia Roberts

Playing at Ml. Farms Four Theaters

Movies can't be confused with
biographies, even those movies that

can be called "films." If we can
remember that, then we might just

come to appreciate the little genre

known as biopics for what they are,

rather than what they aren't.

While they have the tendency to

be the modern day equivalent of

Cecil B. DeMille's cast of thousands
Biblical epics, they aren't made
about infallible characters like Moses
or Samson.

Neil lordan's Michael Collins is a

fine example of the modern day epic.

His character is not flawless: aside

from being called the father of the

Irish Republican Army (I.R.A.), he is

also credited with bringing guerrilla

warfare back into fashion. What is

probably unknown is that while
Collins' group was called the I.R.A..

the group we now know is technical-

ly the Provisional I.R.A, created not

in Collins' time, but in 1969.

Aside from that, there are prob-

lems that inherently come with mak-
ing a movie about a famous person

most Americans have never heard of.

Michael Collins doesn't have the

reassurance of that other British Isle

epic. Braveheart. Justifications can

be made: the action of Braveheart
took place long ago. so people
shouldn't have to remember the his-

torical William Wallace, or even the

struggle that took place. Nor do we
have to: Braveheart is considered an

epic because it summarizes both the

Scottish struggle against the English

and the life of William Wallace.
However, the same can't be said for

Michael Collins.

Jordan, who also wrote the screen-

play, shows us neither the incarna-

tion of the l.R.A. nor the lifespan of

Michael Collins. What he does
choose to show us is an exciting peri-

Funk, soul, jazz mix for Luscious show
By SandiOkun
Collegian Correspondent

By extravagantly combining soul, funk, jazz and hip-hop.
Luscious lackson has become well known for their fabulous

live show which they will bring to Pearl Street tonight.

Three out of the four members of the band grew up on
the streets of New York City in the early "80s. hanging out
with the "second wave of punks." Because of this unique set-

ting their music was influenced then by punk legends like

the Slits, as well as old-school rappers.

After playing in their friend's basement studio, they
recorded their first album. In Search of Manny, which was
released on the Beastie Boys' label, Grand Royal.

The band's connections to the Beastie Boys and the
underground community run deep. Kate Schellenbach, for-

mer drummer of Beastie Boys, provides powerful percus-

sioas behind Luscious lackson's dynamic sound. Members
Gabby Glaser and |ill Cunniff, while living in San Francisco

formed the punk hand. laws.

Together the past craziness and individuality of these four

women created Luscious lackson.

Luscious lackson's. second album. Natural Ingredients.

was a great musical explosion. The entirety of the album is

devoted to the greatness of their home. New York City.

They sing about what city life is like; not the crime, but
the actual spirit within the city. Like storytelling the
album takes the listener to places of their childhood and
old memories.

Their smooth combination of jazz, soul and funk on this

album enable you to kick back and enjoy the ride.

Luscious lackson's songs are full of endless poetic lyrics

and continuous samples. They also intertwine unique beats
and rhythms that sets them apart from your average band.
These four powerful women have definitely made

their mark in the music industry and should make an
equally impressive mark on Northampton tonight as
they support their new album on Grand Royal.

Labelmates, the Josephine Wiggs Experience, featur-

ing members of the Breeders and Spiritualized will open
the show.

Luscious lackson and the Josephine Wiggs Experience
perform at Pearl St. tonight in Northampton at 8 p.m.
Call the club at 584-7774 for more information.

5-Week Intensive

Chi-Lel Qigong
Workshop
(life force or cht therapy i

as taught in the largest medicineless

hospital in China. These self-healing

methods are used to treat cancer,

diabetes, arthritis, heart disease,

chronic fatigue, paralysis, psoriasis

and other chronic illnesses.

FREE IJ1CTURE/DEM0NSTRATI0N
November 7th, 7:30 p.m.

The Barn Studio, 20 Dickenson St., Amherst

(parking behind Video lb Go on Main StJ

Classes to follow on Thursday evenings,

7:30-9:30 p.m. Tuition is $155, including

study materials. To register or for

further information 603-357-0661.

Chi Lei u easily learned by anyone
wishing to improve or maintain their

health and wellness.

Life rWo SK«* %*$& V2

http://vir1ual-vallcy.com/iud

Collegiate Ski Weeks
WintcrHrcak & SpringHrcak

Mont Sutton
Canada

S miles North of Vermont

$219
5 DAY LIFT TICKET
55 MOMS » SIMMS, • tim
1.17*11 111V Zi+ OmMONOi

5 NIGHTS LODGING
iMuuNwiNiiot (OMuos. run
KiiCMH w. mint te tins

5 NIGHTS COLLEGE
PARTIES

mm 1 10 tmrrr nuuk mint a*r
okiA -r utMir.* iiisciH ws ( UJ rr/K mro

CALL SKI * MWD THA VEL, INC

WWW. I'A. NIT/SKI

1-800-848-9545'

HAS YOUR AUTO
BEEN ...

OR CONCERNED
IT WILL BE?

WE CAN HELP!!
Let the Experts at ^jft

Repair Your Cars'

EXHAUST • SUSPENSION BRAKES

STOP BY CR CALL TODAY-

HADLEY
397 Rusi«ll St. I*lt. ?!

586-9991
mmas

NORTHAMPTON
143 King St. (Rt*. 5)

586-4840

90 aovs satis at cosh

Liam Neeson as Michael Collins rallies the Irishmen in Neil Jordan's latest production.
coumisY iomcouins

od of Collins' life when the army was
small and fighting the British para-

military Black and Tans. These
sequences are fast-paced and
thrilling, even if we don't exactly

know what is going on. For those
who know little of this century's
struggles in Ireland, the film is enter-

taining, yet not satisfying enough to

be considered "history."

As the famous Irish revolutionary,

Liam Neeson is full of spitfire. He's

at his best when tossing speeches off

and inciting the crowds throughout
Dublin. Neeson's enthusiasm and
spirit carries through the entire film,

benefiting it tremendously.

Aidan Quinn's Harry Boland
delivers an admirable job. and by

that it is meant that he can not only

maintain what we assume is a proper

Irish accent, but that he can walk
and motion while using a proper
Irish accent. Quinn plays the side-

kick to Neeson's Collins and
although this works while they're

blowing people up, it becomes less

interesting with the introduction of
Miss Kitty Kiernan — when the

lutes and lim crap explodes.

Enter |ulia Roberts, the actress

that we like to remember as being in

Pretty Woman rather than Hook.
Someone, probably getting their 10
percent cut, told Roberts she could

pull off a cuflvincing brogue. Roberts
plays "the girl" in every sense of the

word: she sings, she dances, she

doesn't seem to notice that the two
men fighting for her affections are

leading the war against the British,

or that there's a war at all.

In supporting roles, both Alan
Rickman and Stephen Rea are enjoy-

able. Rickman's morose monotone
contrasts with Neeson's passion,
enough to draw the line between
Eamon De Valera. the official leader

of the revolution, and Collins, who
we assume is the spirit of the revolu-

tion. As Broy. Rea's double-agent is

a delightfully sly character and a

wonderful addition, (although there

was a man named Broy, Rea's char-

acter is really an amalgamation of
several real life characters) to the

film. B

Sweeter than 'Caramel,' Vega shines

By Lisa M. Oltveri

Collegian Staff

SUZANNE VEGA
Academy of Music

Oct 30

NORTHAMPTON Dressed in a matronly
black dress and a chic black overcoat, Suzanne Vega
appeared demure and shy on stage. After just a few
songs however, Vega gained more self-confidence
and quickly wrapped the crowd around her finger.

"Do you know where passions end and friendships

begin," Vega sang to a responsive, but often quiet
crowd at the Academy of Music Wednesday night.

Her performance was reminiscent of Mare
Winningham's character in Georgia — confident, yet

reserved.

After a lovely rendition of "Rock in this Pocket,"
Vega told the story of "Caramel," her song from The
Truth About Cats and Dogs. She asked the audience to

envision the scene where Uma Thurman eats cake,
enticing the crowd into a sultry mood. Vega grew up in

a multi-international home, and this influence rings

true in her voice and music. Spanish calypso rhythms,
like in "Caramel." echo in many of her songs.

Quite often great songwriters are effective story-

tellers and Vega captured the audience's attention with
a narrative about how fans always ask her the mean-

ings of her songs. She then reminisced about her days
singing at the Iron Horse, and spoke of other personal
experiences.

In the past decade. Vega has released five albums,
and all of them are unique and individual. While she
was decidedly folk on her debut, her songs are heav-
ier on her later albums, and downright sultry on her
latest. But her entire set flowed wonderfully, her
stage presence coupled with her talent made the
show seem like one long song.

Though she has much material to choose from,
Vega played all the crowd's favorites including
"Marlene on the Wall," "In Liverpool" and "Luka."
After a thunderous applause, she returned to the
stage to perform her hit, 'Uncle Tom's Diner." let-

ting the audience sing the chorus and once again,
interjecting personal narratives, "Some people think
that's a song about breakfast. It's a song about being
alienated... while eating breakfast."

The show's only flaw was the band's loudness.
Vega has a soft voice, and on the heavier songs, the

band overshadowed her, making her almost inaudi-

ble. Vega's performing strength lies in her acoustic
ballads, such as "Small Blue Thing."

Vega performed to a packed audience, and no one
was left disappointed — as she received a standing
ovation at the end of her show. She bowed slightly

and quietly said "thank you," concluding an enjoy-
able evening.

We want to know where you want to pick

up your copy of the Collegian.

We're going to adjust our circulation to make it easier for you to get a copy
every day. Just write below where you would like to have the Collegian

delivered (no, we won't deliver it to your door) and bring it by the Collegian

News Stand M-F 10-2 or the Collegian office M-F 8:30-3:30.

I want it here!
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By Jeremy Adorns

Collegian Staff

MASSACHUSETTS 3

ST. BONAVENTURE 1

This weekend the Massachusetts
volleyball team took advantage of a

weak
sched-

ule by
dump-
ing on
the Atlantic 10 doormats of late The
continuation of their road trip brought
the Minutewomen to Olean, N.Y., on
Friday to play the hapless Bonnies of
St Bonaventure, and to Pittsburgh,

Pa., on Saturday to meet the slightly

more promising Dukes of Duquesne.
The wins improved the

Minutcwomcn's record to 20-7 over-
all, and 9-4 in the conference. This is

the third straight season they have
reached the 20-win mark. They have
now won four straight games in A- 10

hockey

play, and are going into the tougher
half of their conference schedule.

Unlike the previous meeting
between the two teams, St.

Bonaventure did not drop to a prone
position and get completely trounced
by Massachusetts. Instead, the Bonnies
came out hard, winning the first game
of the match by a rather convincing
1 5-6
score.

They
played

tough
throughout the match, while the
Minutewomen cranked up the intensi-

ty through the second and third games.
Those games both ended in 15-13
Massachusetts wins.

The tables finally reached the full

turn in the fourth game, as the visi-

tors officially reached peak perfor-

mance, putting a convincing 15-3

MASSACHUSETTS 3

DUQUESNE

continued from page 10

UMass would show its resiliency

once again after Dan LaCouture
poked in a rebound at the 17:17
mark of the period. |ust 12 seconds
later. Rob Bonneau, the team's
^oii I scorer, did his job for the
evening, hammering a 40-foot slap
shot past Tom Noble in the BU net.

off of assists from Warren Norris and
Nathan Sell.

Hopes were high entering the third

period tied at two, but the Terriers
took things into sixth gear, scoring
twice in the period's opening eight

minutes, the second a perfect give-
and-go between Drury and Mike
Sylvia, where the sharp- shooted
Drury tound a gap between Moriarty

and the left post that seemingly
didn't exist.

Feeding off of a fervent crowd,
the Minulemen closed the gap to
4-3 at the 13:56 mark, with Dan
luden tipping in a Dean Strok
power play slapper from the blue
line.

A strung sign of UMass' improve-

ment, both overall and relative to the

league frontrunners, was the team's

2-for-3 power play performance
Saturday, while holding potent BU to

an 0-for-3 murk.

The game nearly would have been
tied at this point as a redirection by
Bonneau hit the post with seven min-

utes to play. The goal light, along

with the Gary Glitter and spotlight

celebration, was triggered, but no
goal was awarded.
BU added a pair of goals, in the

final two minutes, including an
empty-netter to hang on for the 6-3
decision sparing a likely tongue-lash-
ing from temperamental coach lack
Parker before arriving back in
Boston.

BU was a much happier team on
Friday night, as they downed the
Minutemen on their home ice. Drury
scored the first two goals of a first

period natural hat trick in the tirst 10
minutes, putting BU up 2-0.

UMass got its first goal at 11:45.

Bonneau deflecting in a long slapper
from |uden. Twenty-three seconds
later UMass thought the game was
tied, but an apparent goal was disal-

lowed after the officials ruled that

the puck had been kicked into the
net.

BU poured in a pair of goals before

the end of the first, skating into the

dressing room up 4-1.

In the second period, the UMass
team that nearly upended BU
Saturday night showed up for an
evenly played frame. Dennis Wright
scored for UMass on a low and hard

Slapper, and Heron came from the
weak side for a BU power play goal.

BU added a pair in the third for a
7-2 final.

Winter Session
in

Cuernavaca,
Mexico

Spanish Language and Culture

Intensive, individualized language immersion

up to six credits

December 27 - January 25

Mexico Today: Politics and Society

Activities and presentations led by local experts

Three Credits

December 27 - January 12

To learn more ...

Contact

UMass Boston
Division of Continuing Education
100 Morissey Blvd.

Boston, MA 02125-3393

(617) 287 - 7915
dce@umbsky.ccumb.edu

vwoToe>Qi\i?\xe\

kJGGDGDl

Photo techniciai
postions are availag]

Please contact Liz Brcx

Thang Vo at S4S-17Q]
(or just stop by!)

exclamation point on the match.

Trie loss drops St. Bonaventure to

4-20 overall and 112 in the All). It

was the third time this season that the

Minutewomen played the Bonnies. and
marked the completion of a sweep
over the conference cellar dwellers.

Against St. Bonaventure, Dionne
Nash recorded 20 kills and 10 digs. It

was the seventh time this season that

the senior met or eclipsed the score-

mark in kills. Freshman (ill Meyers
also had a big night, adding I 3 kills

Duquesne's success has been more
plentiful than St. Bonaventurc's this

season, but against Massachusetts
they have fared just as poorly. The
Lady Dukes dropped a three game
decision to the Minutewomen on
Saturday night, depreciating their

record to 1 4- 1 1 . and 5-9 in the A- 1 0.

Once again Massachusetts took the

first couple games to get warmed up.

This time UMass managed to do it

without losing a game, but did not

exactly dominate until the third
game. Duquesne kept it close at first,

losing 15-10 and 16- 14. In the third

game Massachusetts was a model of

merciless efficiency, dropping the
Lady Dukes hard, 15-2.

Meyers led the way with a

match-high 15 kills, and the
ever-consistent Nash chipped in a

respectable nine kills and 15 digs.

Freshman Kari Hogancamp con-
tributed six kills and nine digs, per-

forming solidly all weekend, having
added eight kills and seven digs
against St. Bonaventure on the previ-

ous night.

football
continued from page 10

to hurry.

Trie result showed it.

"You name it. we had problems, we
just had no consistency." Hodges said.

"Bottom line is we have to execute and
move the football and we didn't do
that."

lunior quarterback Anthony
Catterton replaced freshman QB |cft

Smith at the start of the second hall

and went 6 for 18 for 87 yards but
overall UMass only threw for lib
yards and Smith and Catterton were
sacked a combined five times

UMass fullback Ron Brockington
was the leader on the ground with 84
yards, as sophomore wide receiver

Doug Clark, the team's leading
receiver, caught three balls for 71

yards including a couple key reccp-

lions late that kept the UMass drives

alive.

The Minutemen are still alive for

the divisional crown of the Yankee
Conference, but will need to finish off

the year with two wins and will once
again need a little help from other
teams.

"What we have to try to do is find

a way to try to win these last two for

our seniors, and that's exactly what
we're going to try to do." Hodges
said.

continued from page 10

The freshman from Aurora. Colo.,

has been a starter since that fateful day
on Oct. 4th at La Salle when Myers
went down for the season, and her
career. In the 31st minute against
George Mason, Tokarchik did what
her eminent predecessor did 38 times

in her career, and picked up a rebound
from a shot by senior Julie Magid to

put UMass ahead at I -0.

Another freshman, forward Emma
Kurowski, booted her 10th goal of the

season at the 72:54 mark to make it

2-0, converting a cross from senior

defender Irin Lynch (12 assists on the

season), with an assist to Tokarchik.

Coach |im Rudy had to be thinking

about the roller coaster ride his team
has been on since Oct. 4th. and a win
over No. 15 George Mason was just

what the team was looking for; espe-

cially considering their lack of a strong

schedule due to conference obligations.

"I am very happy with the way our
team played today," Rudy said. "We

men s soccer
continued from page 10

out of their hands. The only way to

make it would be the basis of another

team's short comings. That team was
Fordham.

UMass' last chance at the postseason

rested on the shoulders of Fordham.
After tying La Salle on Saturday,
Fordham boasted 19 points on a
record of 7-4-0 in the A-10. The
Minutemen stood at 21 points and a

record of 7-4-0. With three points

awarded for a win, one point for a tie,

Fordham's 2-1 win over Temple gave
the Rams a one point edge over UMass
and the final tournament spot.

COLLEGIAN GRAPHICS:

WHERE ALL THE FUN IS!

EXPERT AUTO BODY REPAIRS,

AUTO PAINTING and
Gl^ASS REPLACEMENT

• OVEN BAKED URETHANE FINISHES'

• FREE ESTIMATES & CLAIMS ASSISTANCE

• INSURANCE -PPROVEO GLASS REPLACEMENT
• PROFESSIONAL UNIBODY REPAIR AN0 FRAME STRAIGHTENING

r.hop ft;.

256-8157 256-1385
53 Sout* Prospect Street. Amhgrst. Massachusetts
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ing been in the University infirmary
for two days with a virus. Although
she did not start, UMass coach Pam
Hixon sent lohnston in as a substitute

and was pleased with her play.

"I said. 'Do you think you can go?'
and she looked like she had a good
warm-up and she appeared to have
energy," Hixon said.

Rothenberger padded the
Minutewomen's lead, when she
scored an insurance goal in the sec

ond half. On a designed play Hixon
had called earlier, Rothenberger took
advantage of Fcdesco's size (she
stands at only 5-foot-4) by lifting the

ball over the St. |oe's net-minder.
A Hawk post player then caught

(he ball, and dropped before the play
was ruled a goal.

"I've tried | the shot) in games
before and a lot of times l get it

called dangerous or else the goalie
stops it and clears it out, but it finally

worked, and what a day for it to
work for me," Rothenberger said. "I

didn't really realize what had hap-
pened. When I saw her catch it I was
kind of thrown off, I didn't even
know what the rule was on that,

women s soccer

because I know in ice hockey you can
catch it and throw it down

"I saw Saskia get the rebound and
hit it in so I didn't really think any
thing of it. There was a whole lot of
confusion," said Rothenberger.

Hixon too, was unsure of what had
happened.

"It was a designed play that Kyle-

was going to lift it over, because the

goalkeeper came out and she's rela-

tively small, and Kyle has a very good
lift," Hixon said. "Kyle made a great

play on the ball and their post player

was actually behind the goalie. She
must have caught it, because of the
way the umpire called the goal right

away, she must have caught it inside

the cage, otherwise it would have
been a penalty stroke

"

Massachusetts had several other
chances in the tilt, but couldn't con-
vert. In the final seconds of the first

half, the Minutewomen put together

a drive that took them deep inside

the Hawk circle. Laura Phelan, who
made the move to midfield from her

position as a back, was poised to
attack Fedesco. but the clock wasn't
working to her favor, as the half

BUdtd before she could get a shot oil.

In the second half, Johnston was
nearly involved on another goal. She
crossed the ball in front of the St.

loe's goal-mouth, where a diving
Katherine McClellan came up just

short of a third UMass goal.

Phelan and Fuchs both continued
the attack, as Phelan cranked out a

shot from the top of the circle and
Fuchs unloaded from just inside.

I edesco got a piece of both shots to

stave off further Minutewoman tallies.

"I thought we created some great

opportunities," Hixon said.

The UMass defense was stellar on
the afternoon, keeping the ball away
from the Minutewomen net. Goalie
Hilary Rose, who has been dealing
with a slight knee strain, needed to

make only four saves to record her
sixth shutout of the season. Fedesco
stopped I 3 shots for the Hawks.

Although the seniors were honored
before Saturday's game, the
Minutewomen still have one contest

remaining. They will face off against

Yale today at 2 p.m. in a rescheduled
game. That game, originally scheduled
for Sept. 1 8, was rained out.

played our game and went out there

and picked up a win we really needed.
"We are excited to be playing

against this level of competition hen ai

this tournament. This is a great facility

and I think the team took full advan-

tage of that today."

Before a title match crowd ol 700
on Sunday afternoon, the
Minutewomen matched up against the

hometown Aggie* in an attempt to pull

off the upset. A win over A&M on the

road would have almost locked up a

NCAA berth for UMass. but that will

now be left up to the Tournament
committee as the Minutewomen
dropped a tough 3-0 loss

The Aggies took control of the con-

test early, as blazing Bryn Blalack

scored the eventual game-winner at

the 15:26 mark on a cross from
Kristen Koop and Yvcttc Older. A&M
played the best 20 minutes Rudy said

he has ever seen in the first half, and
finished off the scoring with Koop con-

vening a comer to make the score 2-0
at intermission. It was a game of inch-

es for UMass, as Lynch and senior
Amy Powell had scoring chances just

get away from them. |ulie Pinkerton
rounded out the scoring with a goal in

the last minute.

Minutewomen Notes: The trio of
Lynch, Erica Iverson and Kurowski
were named to the All-Tournament
team this past weekend, as Lynch had
an assist and Kurowski had a goal in

Friday's win over George Mason. .

George Washington (b-0-2 A-10),
thamgh no fault of their own. lost the

West Division this weekend. Dayton
(7-0-1 A-10) beat U Salle and Xavier
this past week to leap frog over the

Colonials. So. now GW will play
UMass this Friday night at 8:30 p.m..

instead of their intended matchup in

Sunday's final. Dayton will play
Fordham in the other Friday game, as

the Rams took second place in the
List

Moriarty
continued from page 10

It was a tricky situation for Moriarty

on Friday night, as in the biggest game
for UMass in the early season, Regan
did not do the job. After freshman
Chris Heron's power play goal at the

3:41 mark of the second to make the

score 5-1. Mallen pulled his preseason

No. 1 in favor of Moriarty.

It could have been a case from going

from the frying pan into the fire, but

the substitution worked for UMass. end
both the team and Moriarty picked
their game up. Making every save pus

sible, he did his utmost to keep UMass
in the game. But in the end, the goal

deficit was too wide, and BU ran off to

an eventual 7-2 defeat.

On Saturday night. Moriarty's start

raised eyebrows around the Mullins

Center, and so did a 0-0 deadlock after

the first period. There was not too
much to talk about, and Moriarty made
the saves he had to make (7 saves, 24
on the night). The pace of the game
picked up in the second period, with

the Minutemen and the Terriers
exchanging goals to make it 2-2.

Moriarty was surprised when he

heard he would get the start.

"Let's face it. Brian Regan's our guy
here. He is a great goaltender. he is a

great player and he is a great friend." he
said. "And unfortunately, I got the nod
tonight. I think there is no doubt that

Brian Regan is the guy here, and he has

proved that since he first came here."

But a fluke goal bit the Minulemen
at 4:10 of the third period. After a

deflection off of a BU defense-man that

went by Noble and hit the post, the

same happened to UMass a few min-

utes later, but with a negative outcome.
BU rode the fluke, and came out with

the tough 6-3 win.

Mallen knew that his choice might

backfire, but it did not, and Moriarty

came through for him.

"He put us in a position to win by
making all those saves early in the

game." Mallen said. "It was good for

our team. Brian Regan has been our
goaltender, and he probably will

remain our top goaltender. But this

kid's worked hard, and he came in

great shape this year, and he deserved a

chance."

AWARD WINNING LOCAL SERVICE
• Full Service Autobody
Insurance Approved

• Full Selection of genuine
GM Goodwrench parts.

• Mass. State Inspection

Station #3243
• Fine selection of new and used cars & trucks.

• Ask about our FREE 1 8 point maintenance check.

_.t_

2d wE^pz^mfzi

mh< G<2«

DICKINSON ST. • BETWEEN RT. 9 & MAIN ST. • 253-3444 . PARTS LINE 253-5928

Election Ballot

a Regency Hairstylists

Elect Regency to serve

you for the next 4 years.

Be a cut above the rest!

J Competition

Regency Hairstylists

189 N. Pleasant St.

253-9526
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

CHINESE FOOO Kai Chi delivering

Sunday Thursday lo 2am. Friday and
Saturday to 3am

AUTO FOR SALE
Purchasing a used car' HtVMJ
your car repaired' Do you know
your rights' Contact the Student
legal Services Office 922 Campus
Center 545 1995

33 Mitsubishi Mirage IS 49k
miles AC. stereo/cass auto, encel

lent condition $7800 or B/O 253
165? Bill

Olds Cutlass Clara 1SS3 75.000
miles, great condition $1500 00 or

B/O 253 1653

IS Nissan Blk 2dr AM/FM cas
seite, PWR everything, sunroof.

100 000 miles excellent condition

CTOorB/O Steph 548-7051

M VW Jetta red. 4 dr . cassene 5

speed, new tires, exhaust system,

excellent condition $1200 or B/0
Steph 548 7051

EMPLOYMENT
SPRINGBREAK IJ'I Cancun.
Bahamas Jamaica & Florida EARN
FREE TRIPS & CASH Call 1 800
700-0790

ASIAN/EUROPEAN EMPLOY
MENT live m Prague. Budapest.
Tokyo etc teaching simple conver

saiionai English No teaching back

ground or languages necessary Call

19191968 1164

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
Apply now tor summer All sea

sonal positions open Rafting Co
and Dude Ranch |obs also available

Call 919 968 1164

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed 1 Entry level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services 12061 971 3600 e«t R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
• Earn up to $25 $45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan. S Korea No teach

mg background or Asian languages

required For into call 1206) 971

3570 Ext J50016

EMPLOYMENT
Lagal Assistanti Wamad
Spring JJ Intarnships with the

Student legal Services Office get

hands on experience in the legal

field—work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up lo 15 under

graduate credits No experience in

the legal profession necessary-
training provided Contact the

Student legal Services Office today

for an application 922 Campus
Center, 5451995

Drivers & Bus Person needed Day

& night shifts available Apply m
person Pinnochios

Babysitter for 3 great Amherst kids

Tues and/or Thurs afternoons and

flexible weekend hours Must have

car. non smoking $7 20/hr Call 253

0660, 9am 9pm

ABT Telephone Research Center
seeks candidates for interesting

pan time telephone assignments to

collect data on a variety of research

topics Absolutely no selling

involved Computer/typing skills

required Flexible hours Monday
Friday 5pm i ipm

. Saturday 1 1am
5pm

, and Sunday 12pm 5pm and
5pm 10pm Must work a minimum
of 20 hours per week Start at

$5 25/hour with paid training and
eam up to $7 00/hour Conveniently

EMPLOYMENT
located in the new Venture Center,

with tree rides on nearby bus lines

Interested candidates, please call

1413687 1607 An equal opportunity

employer

FOR SALE

Microwave Very good condition.

$50 Call 546 4869

Almost brand new Simmons
BeautyRest Twin Bed Set Paid

$430 $200 or B/O 665-4349

Round Trip Tkt Hartford St Croix

$500 or B/O 546 1481 Dec 23 Jan 23

Computer- P90 15' Color monitor.

4xCD 16M SB32 w/spks Call 6 7234

Color Printer Super Ouiet 24-ptn

Panasonic KX-P2123 Color Printer

Free cable and stand. $170 Cai

Mike at 546 6963

FOUND
Kays found near Morrill Building

bus slop Call Rick 6-4812

Found- Wallet in front of Whilmore
Building. John M Ciampa Call 545
3257 Ask for Mary Jane or Sandy

INSTRUCTION
Boning Three private 1/2 hour

lessons $69 95 Call 732 8817

MUSICIANS
Established funk outfit seeks
rhodes and/or hammond player who
can GROOVEi Call Andy 549 1016 or

Jason 367 0159

MISCELLANEOUS

New Metabolism Breakthrough
lose 5 100 lbs Guaranteed $35
800 776 9503

ROOM FOR RENT

Looking for a lemele
roommetels) lo share a four bed
room apt in Spring '97 On bus
route.

-
CHEAP

-

Call laura 253
0823

ga Room Available in a
j

storage MBtJaWn
large vaT^Otaej^^^i $400

a month ^gajlW ^•"•jjflpus
14131!

ROOMATE WANTED
Roomatelsl needed. Spring

semester w/ lease ending May 31st

Apartment on bus line Call 549
2626

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20yt per word/day

All
others

40£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

Answers to

Yesterday's Puzzle.

Standard Headings
Activities Musicians

Announcements Miscellaneous

Apartment For Motorcycles

Rent Personals

Auto For Sale Room For Rent

Employment Room Wanted
Entertainment Roommate Wanted
For Sale Services

Found (2 days Summer Sublet

Free) To Sublet

Happy Birthday Travel

Houses For Rent Transportation

Instruction

Lost

Wanted to Rent

Wanted
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CROSSWORD
1

—

i! T— 4 WF~ J
- r—

1

' 9 T7J-w
12 13 14 '5

16 17 ,.

19

26

20

29

21

31 32

22

28

23

P24 25 27

33

*
1

36

1
III

"
39 . "

42

49 54 55

*
47 48 50 51 52 53

56

1

57

1

"
'-. 60 6.

62 63 64

ACROSS
1

.

Persistent cough

5 and gown
8. Trae fluida

It Coortty- Arthi*

11. B*ir» or Tarawa

15. Gray's subject (abbr)

16. Baatas aong

17. Oil-bearing rooV

11 Bikini World

(1965 Mm) (2 wda I

It. Irreconcilable

22. Poetic time ol day

23. Asner and Begley

24. Boston Ml
28. Toledo a slate

Jfl. MiMe
33. Plant a new crop

34. Entreaty

39. Canadian Indian

M. Author Kraghl

37 Blar>-eyed

36. Warflintoc*

39. VerrJ « princess

40. Type of school, tor

short

41. Lie n torn arma of

Morpheus

42. Actreaa Walaoe

Stone

43. Char

44. Cool one's

sunglasses

45. Ssange norm

46 Payable now

47. Medium's tone

94). • baked m •

(2 wda)

97. Greek goddess ol

we«r»i

98. • My Own' (Frost)

9S. Stone

SO Forty-

91 Tugs burden

62. Signs

94. Fuel

64. Mauls

DOWN
1. Spy Mala

1 Straight arrow

(2 wda)

3. Elegant

4. Lotto's kn
9. Cover with paint

•. Dw
(Stanwyck Mm)
(2 wda)

7. Common
9. Emulates Dennis

Conner

9. Person in opposition

10. Tense start

11. Court order

13. Trembling tree

14. -Younger

Springtime*

20 Angora s sound

21. Bnde t vow (2 wda )

24 Oagwood Clyde's

28. Frightening

26. Under-the-breeth

comment

27. Tha -Cola Kid

11985 Mm)
28. Ole ol vaudeville

29. 'It takes a o'

Irvin' •

30. Encouraged

31

.

Contused tight

32. Chick sounds

34. Sound ol

39. Ormk flavor

37. Jilting

41. NL sports locale

43. Rod

44. Leea dubious

49. Steals a glance

49. Frank Herbert novel

47. Madraa wear

4*. -Once a

midnight dreary'

49. Eat without gusto

90. Ukme highlight

91

.

Addition column

92. Speech therapists

concern

93. Manco Capac's

empire

94. Put in storage

98. Cuts tha grass

The- Mf-s\o< h.r%.-ft\
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SERVICES
SPELLING COUNTS! #1 way to

boost your GPA Paper typing &
proofreading Quick & inexpensive

Call 1413) 549 7484

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade 7 In house service, call

Scream Savers 54JMM83

Pregaent? Need help' Call

Birthright ol Amherst area for free

testing ,md assistance M9 191)6

Typing/Bookkeeping Service
We're perfectionists' A.C
Bookkeeping 549 0501

G0HILLAGRAMS Flowers. Birthday

Surprises Humorous Delivery Send
trie Crajy Gorilla Call 756-0787 to

schedule a visit We'll go anywhere,

anytime

Hallock Street Editing Resumes,
papers, and more Get the grade, get

theiob 753 5717

TRAVEL
Honda 1 Campus Manager positions

also available Call Nowi Take A
Break Studenl travel 800 95
BREAKI

TRAVEL
FREE TRIPS & CASH find out how
hundreds ot studenl representatives

are already earning free trips and
lots ol cash with America's /I

Spring Break Company* Sell only 15
trips and travel free 1 Cancun.
Bahamas. Ma;atlan. Jamaica or

Quebec City lor New Year's' 3
nights al 5 star Hilton located in

Quebec City, ttie oldest city in North
America $89 pp SKI and PARTY Call

Dominic al 533 1600 now" limned
space, hurry'

SPRING BREAK Week m Jamaica
Irom $499 pp March l b 77 m Negnl
Includes RI air. / nights hotel, par

ties/events and all taxes Call

Dominic al 413 533 1600 or 800
737 7415

SPRING BREAKI Earn cash'
Highest commissions/lowest prices'

Travel Iree on only 13 sales" free
mlpi Sunsplash 1 800 476 7/10

TRAVELTIME Has great deals on all

yout travel needs 587 3011
1413)781 6150

WANTED
Tutor tor Math 45S. ECt 311 and
313 Willing lo pay $15 an hour Call

Amy 546 0706

WANTED
Needed Rigorous Bibliography or

Bonk List lor Statistics 111 School ol

Continuing fducation Course Will

pay $100 00 or more Neg Call

14

1

3I5491771

Fund Raiser - Motivated groups

needed to earn $500 00 plus pro

moling AT&T. Discover, gas and
retail cards Since 1969 we've
helped thousands of groups raise the

money they need Call Gina at 1

800 59? 7171 ext 110 Free CD to

qualified callers

MODELS WANTED FOR
FASHION SHOW

Flava Boy Production* is luuking

for female models for an AIDS bene
fit lashion show to be held at the

end ol November To sign up for an

interview please contact us A S A P

at 753 6673

Personals Policy
1. All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.
3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO EXCEP-

TIONS
4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm

room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are
not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of
harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.
7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek: roommates, adver-
tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the asTilled in on the insertion
order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to
?enalties under the law.

he Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-
sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-
dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

ARIES
March 21 -April 20

A commitment you've been putting

off could be at a critical phase, so

every move you make Is significant

Be very sure of whal you really

want before firing off one of your

Infamous flip replies This week, it's

better to Invest than to Indulge

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

A productive streak could have

people close to you In awe Turn It

to their advantage by subtly helping

them out. and you'll win over

someone who didn't care for you
previously

GEMINI
May 2 2-.June 21

If the boundaries of your world

seem to be closing In on you. stand

back and take a deep breath This

Is not the time lo let yourself go

crazy. A domestic project could

evolve Into a romantic Interlude.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Keep abreast of the latest facts for a

real advantage In an unexpected

confrontation. You'll win the respect

of someone who knows the value ol

doing their homework Enjoy an

uneventful evening— It could be

your ticket lo a good cuddle

LEO
July 23-August 23

Your sense of humor Is Infectious

and a great asset In an ongoing

negotiation Enlist the help of an

expert to Iroubleshoot your latest

brainstorm or project You'll save

lime, money and embarrassment

over the long run

VIRGO
August 24-Septeaiber 22

Business Is booming—are you ready

for II? Go with the flow to reap the

most benefits from this situation

You could be called upon lo perform

an unusual task You're equal to II.

or they wouldn't have asked

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Treat yourself to a lazy weekend—
an extra long shower or bath or a

gourmet breakfast would be a

great start Share your time with

someone who's In need of some
extra TLC and companionship

You'll both feel better

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
A good partner makes It easy

to glide through some tough

circumstances. Be sure you're

communicating your appreciation

They may feel that you take them
for granted. Look for a new solution

to an old problem

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

A cluttered environment could be
I he symptom of a deeper problem

Call in an organized friend for their

Input Into your behavior You could

be startled by how well you can
clean up your act.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
II stress has you feeling burned out.

spend lime with an easygoing

person They could really refresh

you and give you renewed energy

Music and books hold special

appeal, loo. Check out the library

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

Build security down I he line by
making a small sacrifice this week
It's possible to have some cake and
eat It loo— It's Just a mailer of

proportion Your patience and grace

under fire earn you extra brownie

points

PISCES
February 19-March 20

A friendly gathering oilers the

chance to network Your sincerity—

or Insincerity—will be clearly

apparent Don'l try lo overwhelm

people They will apprer late you on
your own terms, or not al .ill

For Entertainment Purposes Only

Dilbert By Scott Adams
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Dilbert By Scott Adams

l SNEA.K COLON HERE
ONCE A LOEEK AND
fAOVE THIS GUV'S

CUBICLE WALL IN BY
A QUARTER INCH

THE DOGDERT CONSULTING
COMPANY LOILL ADD
CREDIBILITY TO YOUR
OUK 5ELFISH AND IDIOTIC

OPINIONS.

FOR EXATAPLE, YOUR
CURRENT CrtJOGET SHOULD
BE ... UN...

DOUBLED

Drabble By Kevin Fagan
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Robotman By Jim Meddick

DOUBLED. I

SHOULD BE

DOUBLED.

HEY, WHAT'S THAT

TINGLE I FEEL
ALL OVER fAY

BODY?)!

CREDIBILITY.

IF YOU WANT
ANOTHER HIT,

IT'LL COST YOU.

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winkle
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8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom

When my girlfriend and I go

out for breakfast I always order

decaffeinated coffee with 2

sugars and very light with cream.

My quiet shy girlfriend

frequently orders her coffee

black, no sugar with a side order

of a little male doll with a long

hat pin through its stomach.

When she does that I always

offer to pay the bill.
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Always Wanted One off Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas

Close to Home By John McPherson
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ClofiltS 1

Danny s mom stumbles onto his

undesirable-food disposal system.

Leedee By Mike Rybicki
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8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen
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Quote of the Day

You can waste time

with your friends when
your chores are done.

-Owen Lars

11 a,

Quote of theNight

u
Things are more like

they are now than

they have ever been.

-Gerald Ford

jj

1

Dining Commons Menu
Menu unavailable).

Plaasa rafar to this gwide>
to halp you dexid* whara to aat.

First, go get some dice Sf'^jrV
(6 sided, preferably). fx^^tfr*"^

Find one you like,
-•-"

and roll it.

If you roll:

a •

a •

Co to Franklin D.C. for dinner.

Co to Berkshire D.C. for dinner.

Co to Hampshire D.C. for dinner.

Co to Worcester D.C. for dinner.

Get Pizza for dinner!

Roll again.



SportsWeekend
The Massachusetts

• The UMass voWeybalf team

topped Duquesne ana St.

Bonaventore on the road over the

weekend (See page 7)

• The hockey team dropped two
to Boston University this weekend
7-2 and 6-3 (See page 10).

• Maine rolled over the UMass
football squad 22-14 on Saturday

(See page 10)

• Men's soccer lost to URI and
failed to qualify for the A- 10

Tournament (See page 1 0).

• Field Hockey shutout St. Joe's

and finished the regular season in

first place (See page 10).

In Tomorrow's Collegian:

• The women's cross country

team won the Atlantic 1

Championship over the weekend

while the men's squad took third.

Collegian Sports • Monday, November 4, 1 996

UM clinches Atlantic 1 Terriers topple Minutemen

Field hockey earns regular season title on Senior Day

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

After honoring seniors Hilary
Rose. Melanie Gore and Kyle
Roihenberger before the crowd of

fans at Totman
Field. the

Massachusetts field

hockey team beat St.

loseph's 2-0 to cap

off the afternoon's celebrations

MASSACHUSETTS 2

ST. JOSEPH'S

The victory gave No.
8 UMass (13-5. 5-0
Atlantic 10) the regular

MMon A- 1 title, which

it last won in 1994. and
the top draw in next weekend's confer-

ence tournament. Ihe loss dropped the

Haw U to 7-11. 2-2 in A-10 play.

The Minutewomen made a perfect

run through the A- 10 season, and
now prepare for the upcoming tour-

nament, to be held next weekend in

Philadelphia, la Salle is guaranteed a

spot in the tourney, while Temple.
Rhode Island and St. loseph's are all

still fighting for a berth.

For the first time, the winner of the

Atlantic 10 tournament wfl automatical-

ly play in an NCAA Tournament play-in

game That game will pit the A- 10
champion against the winner of the

Mid-America conference on Nov. 12.

UMass got on the lx>ard in the first

half of Saturday '•> contest, when
Erica lohnston staked the
Minutewomen to I 1-0 advantage
with 14:01 remaining in the half.

Kerry Lyons lent I shot on Hawk-
goalie loan Fedesco. and the ball

trickled through her legs lohnston

picked up the ball and sent it to the

back of the St Iocs cage.

"It'- about time. I've been in a

slump for the last couple of week-."

lohnston said. "It was a good combi-
nation from Saskia |Fuchs| and
Kerry [to let up the goal].* *

lohnston VM unsure of whether
she would play before the game, has

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY page 7
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Senior Kyle Rothenberger scored a goal in UMass' 2-0 blanking of St.

|oe's, helping UMass finish No. 1 in the A- 10s.

Minutemen mauled by Bears, 22-14
By Mike Corey
Collegian Staff

On Saturday afternoon, the Massachusetts Football
team was dealt a 22-14 loss at the hands of the Maine
Black Bears, and with it goes down the Minutemen's
chances of obtaining their first Yankee Conference title

since 1990.

On a cold and windy afternoon at Warren P. McGuirk
Alumni stadium. Maine took advantage of a stagnant and
penalty ridden performance by UMass to

come out on top. in a very sloppy contest

in where neither team played an impres-

siye football game.

This was a game that was painful to

watch no matter what team you were cheering for. The
Minutemen were flagged 12 times for penalties totaling

100 yards, fumbled twice, losing one, and threw one
interception.

With the win the Black Bears improve to 6-3. 5-3 in the

Yankee Conference while the loss drops the Minutemen to

5-4 overall this season and 3-3 in the conference.

"I'm not at a loss of words very many times but this one
was tough." UMass coach Mike Hodges said.

After the Minutemen opened the contest with an ugly
-cries and were forced to punt, Maine took advantage of

their first possession of the football, grabbing a touchdown
in only 57 seconds. Senior tailback Bob Jameson capped off

the four play, 53 yard drive with a 30 yard touchdown.
The Black Bears missed the extra point and at the start of

the second quarter added a field goal to take an early 9-0
advantage. Two possession later, the Minutemen would drive

into Maine territory but only to come up with a field goal try.

The kick was good, however a roughing the kicker penal-

ty on the Black Bears gave the Minutemen an automatic first

down at the Maine three yard line, where after two rushes

sophomore Matt lordan drove in for the TD from a yard out

to cut the lead to 9-7, which is the way it stood at the half.

Beginning the second half of action, Maine added anoth-
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er field goal to make it a 12-7 lead. Then after four posses-

sions from both schools which all but one went three

downs and out. the Minutemen finally took over the lead

on four straight runs by redshirt freshman larnie Holston as

he ran for a total of 35 yards, the last run for a 23 yard

score for the 14-12 lead.

However, that would be the extent of the UMass scor-

ing. The play of the game came early in the fourth quarter

after the Black Bears had taken the 15-14 lead on another
field goal. Kick returner Derrick Brown took a 46 yard

punt by Andy Maclay at his own 57 yard
line and ran it back 63 yards into paydirt

for the Maine victory. 22-14.

"We've got to play ready to play, we not

good enough to go out there and just go
through the motions and beat anybody, never mind a

good football team that we played this week." Hodges
said.

UMass totaled 301 yards to Maine's 226. netting 185
yards on the ground while the Black Bears had I 36 yards

of their offense come through the air. The Minutemen had
the football for seven minutes more, but could not capital-

ize on Maine mistake-.

The Minutemen had a few chances to tie the contest in

the final period, threatening a few rimes into Maine territo-

ry, but could not convert. Their drives were stopped short

and they were forced to punt.

A key drive of the game that UMass was unable to make
good on came with 5:56 left in the fourth. The Minutemen
had the ball at midfield with a fourth down and one to go.

UMass came out of the power I formation (three running

backs), and faked the run in trying to connect with tight

end Kerry Taylor but the ball was knocked down.
With 3:37 left UMass would have their final possession of

the game and got it down to the Maine 3K yard line before a

Hail Mary pass was served up that did not have anv
receivers nearby to answer it. UMas- had burned their time

outs a little too prematurely and on the last possession had

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 7

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

BOSTON U. /

MASSACHUSETTS 2

The Massachusetts hockey team
(1-3, 1-3 in Hockey East) played its

collective heart out. but fell to No. 4
Boston University (3-1, 2-0) 6-3
Saturday night at the William D.
Mullins Center, in a nail-bitter that

was
f a r

closer
than
t h e

final score indicate-

After 40 minutes of play, the

teams were deadlocked at two goals

apiece, and each had chances take

command, as UMass fans dreamt of

the upset

Participants in each of the last six

final fours, the Terriers routinely

terrorise the Minutemen. including

Friday's 7-2 blitzing at the Wallet

Brown Arena. This year's edition of

the Minutemen, and many of their

fans .

gen-
uinely

felt
that
they had a chance of winning one of

this weekend's two games, provided

thev play like they did Saturday
night.

But. in the third period, while

UMass still scrapped, clawed and
played the same inspired hockey that

it had all evening. BU simply turned

it up a notch. Hockey East's

laberwock reared its ugly head, and
silenced the rowdy Mullins crowd
that was so close to being in

Wonderland.

The Minutemen were strong with

Rich Moriarty starting in net, making

his first start of the season and first

since a (an. 19 game at Boston
College. Moriarty was agile in goal,

making several saves with sharp

reflexes.

The game was scoreless for the

first 25:45 as BU tried to ad|ii-t to I

rapidly changing UMa-s iorechecking

scheme, which had the Terriers
cm-sed-up and committing far more
neutral zone turnovers than usual

throughout the conte-t

loach foe Mullen '- team randomly

-witched between a standard 1-2-2

neutral zone defense, an aggressive

three -man forecheck. and an

ultra-passive three defensetnan

setup. The Minuteman forecheckers

threw everything short of the kitchen

sink at BU's defense on Terrier

break-outs.

I mall v. BU's Chris Heron broke

through to open the scoring, but

UMass showed its resiliency, striking

hack just over a minute later.

UMass' Chris lawcett capitalized

on the first of two ill- timed Chris

Drury penalties, convening on a cen-

tering pa-- from Steve MacKinnon
from behind the net. to even the

-cole

Turn to HOCKEY, page 7

UMass faces early season battle,

Moriarty key in battle with BU
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

BOSTON U.

MASSACHUSETTS 3

The last thing a Massachuscti-

hockey fan would have expected to

MC was junior Brian Regan not

between the pipes for the Minutemen
( 1-3. 1-5 in Hockey East I

la-l

Saturday night. This home and home
Kriee with No 4 Boston Universitv

(3-1, 2-0 HE) was an important test

for UMass. and both the casual

observer and the hardcore fan could

easily assume that Regan would be

the one to face the Terrier onslaught

But at a pre-game meeting on
Saturday morning, coach |oe Mallen

let senior goaltender Rich Moriartv

know that he was going to be the

starter.

The move came a- -omewhat of a

surprise -nice Regan would -eem like

the automatic choice since being a

All-Hockey East Rookie team mem-
ber, and a -tarter in almost half of the

Minutemen- game- in their first

three seasons (44 out of 100).

But after a sub-par showing in a

7-2 loss at Walter Brown Arena on

Friday night, where Regan only made
four save- on nine shots, the senior

vet was called on to stop the vulcatv

i/ed rubber from hitting the nylon

netting. And when you look a little

closer at Moriarty, it i- not a -urprise.

The senior from Wilbraham has been

here at UMass since the reinstate

ment of the hockcv program, and has

done the job when called upon.

Moriart] wai the -tarter for

I Mass' first victor) against a Div. l

opponent since their reinstatement,

when thev beat Annv 4-5 on |an. 29.

1494

Turn to MORIARTY page 7
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UMass' |udd Smith and Gerry Cahill crash the BU net in Friday's 7-2 loss at Walter Brown Arena.

UM splits trip to Lone Star State
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

It all came down to this weekend for the No. 20
Massachusetts women's soccer team, as an 18-game regular

season was down to a two-game tournament. The
Minutewomen travelled southwest to College Station. Texas,

for the Post Oak Mall Soccer
,

Classic. The Minutewomen
(14-3-1. 7-0-1 in A-10) had
to either win this tournament,

or at least get to the title match.

to be considered for postseason NCAA action.

UMass matched up with No. 15 George Mason on Eridav

afternoon, and if they won. would play the winner of the

match between the host team of No. 6 Texas A&M and No.

9 UNC-Greensboro on Sunday.

From the home office at the Aggie Soccer Complex in
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GEORGE MASON

College Station. Friday's phrase of the day was "expect the

unexpected* as freshman midfielder Tarah Tokarchik scored

her first collegiate goal to lead UMass to a 2-0 win.

On Sunday afternoon, though. I Mass had the task before

them of upsetting Texas A&M in the title match, as they

beat UNC-Greensboro in the second game on Friday by a 2-

score. The Aggies were too much for the Minutewomen.
a- they dropped a 3-tJ score to

their not-so-kind hosts.

The last player coming to

mind to lead the

Minutewomen to a victory

would be Tokarchik. but that is not said in a negative man-
ner In a second half of the season where UMass has lost

their all-time leading scorer in senior Rebecca Myers, and
also dropped out of the lop twenty for the first time in their

senior's tenure, a little help from the newcomers came at the

right moment _^^__^____^
Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 7
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URI loss dashes UMass' postseason hopes
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

Anthony Catterton (7) holds the ball while kicker Matt Murphy attempts the extra point

loss to Maine

TMANGVO/COIil'.iAf,

Saturday's 22-14

One penalty shot. That is all it

took to dash the postseason hopes of

the Massachusetts men's soccer

team.

The Minutemen entered Saturday's

match against Rhode Island on the

road
know-
i n g
that
they
were on the bubble. That bubble
burst when the Minutemen. who
began the season with high hopes
and its first ever national ranking,

failed to qualify for the Atlantic 10

Tournament losing to Rhode Island

l-O.

Leading up to the weekend. UMass

RHODE ISLAND i

MASSACHUSETTS

was tied for third place with Virginia

Tech with 21 points each. While
Rhode Island held down the No. I

spot with 27 points, five points ahead

of No. 2 l.a Salle, the Minutemen
knew they could enter the tourna-

ment two ways.

The first way UMass could reach

the A-10's the math was easy —
beat the Rams and you're in. The
second way was not as simple, a

loss or tie would wrap up the

Minutemen's fate wilh another
squad's record.

The Rams, who sat atop the

Atlantic 10 standings throughout
the season, had already cinched a

berth in the conference tournament
with a record of IV4 1 (9-1-0
A-10). While another win didn't

mean much on paper to the Rams, a

UMass win was the only surefire

way the Minutemen could plan on
spending the long weekend in

Dayton, site of this year's tourna-
ment.

UMass knew what it was up
against as they faced the Ram's in

la-t season's A-10 Championship
match, falling 5- 2.

In the 57th minute, Rhody's
Andrew Williams notched the game's
only goal, converting a penalty shot
for the win.

In the net for the Minutemen.
sophomore keeper |eff lablonski post-
ed two stops on the day. while Rhode
Island's Anthony Latronica earned
four saves. Offensively. UMass was
out shot by the Rams 12-6.

While it wasn't impossible for
Massachusetts to earn a bid into the

conference tournament, the matter was
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Minutewomen X-C

run all over A-10's

Rebecca Donaghue
and the UMass
women's cross

country team took

first place in the
A-10 tournament
over the week-
end (See Sports,

page 12)

Three snakes

and no charm
The Black Crowes

hit the Mullins

Center Sunday night

with not nearly as

much energy as

we'd have like to see.

Check out our
review (see Arts &
Living, page 6.)

WORLD

Future of communism
voted on in Bulgaria

SOFIA. Bulgaria (AP) — People

in the poorest corner of Europe,

where communism wai too

entrenched to die easily, had a

chance this weekend to sav ye- or

no to the Communists' successors,

Where they had a real choice, they

threw 'em out

FJections Sunday in Romania,
Bulgaria and Yugoslavia, where-

some 40 million people reside,

reinforced two points about poli-

tic- in the post-Communist era:

•People here, like elsewhere,

vote their pocketbooks. In

Romania and Bulgaria, voters said

plainly that their pocketbooks are

empty and they're fed up.

•Disregard point No. 1 if the

rulers dominate the media during

campaigns, like Russia's Boris

Yeltsin did this summer, or strong-

arm voters, a- did Albanian
Pre-ident Sali Bensha. On Sunday.

Serbian President Slobodan
Milosevic proved he was equally

adept at using his advantage.

The wind of change that swept

through the musty corridor- ol

communist power in eastern and
central Europe seven years ago this

month ended as a feeble breeze in

Romania and Bulgaria.

NATION

Kerry & Weld make
final pitch to voters

MAEDEN (AP) — In their final

appeals before Tuesday's U.S.

Senate election. Gov. William F.

Weld asked voters to remember
his tax cuts and Sen. |ohn Kerry

promised to fight for education

and other social spending if re-

elected.

Weld, trailing slightly in the

polls, also urged undecided voters

to trust their gut instinct.

"I know I do. I go into the vot-

ing booth and cast a reasonably

gut vote." the governor said

before visiting a senior citizens'

center in this city.

Both candidates were wrapping

up their 11 -month campaign in

style. Weld with a North End
parade and Kerry with an old-

fashioned political rally in

Boston's West Roxbury section.

Weld also aired a half-hour televi-

sion infomercial highlighting his

accomplishments as governor the

past six years.

After scores of appearances,

some $15 million in fund-raising

and an unprecedented series of

debates. Weld and Kerry finished

their race much like they began.

Between them yesterday they held

campaign events from Beverly to

Chicopee.

Weld, the Republican nominee,

asked voters to look at his record

on crime, welfare and taxes.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Weds. Thursday

c? c?
HIGH: 55 HIGH: 50 HIGH: 50

LOW: 35 LOW: 35 LOW: 35
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Massachusetts voters face tough choices
Question I challenges voters;

calls for debatable reforms

By Daniel E. Levenson

Collegian Staff

Today, voters will decide whether

or not to pass the controversial

Question One, the Maaaachuaetti
Wildlile Protection Act.

Hie Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Department of fisheries. Wildlife and
Environmental Uiw Enforcement provid-

ed the Collegian with their position -tale-

ment on the proposal

The act. they said, would alter the

composition of the fisheries and
Wildlife Board and reform certain

hunting and trapping regulation-

According to thi- statement.

Question One would, "prohibit the u-e

and possession of most tvpc- ol trap-

prohibit the training and use of dogs to

hunt bear and bobcat, prohibit the u-e

of bait or lure to hunt bear |
which is

already prohibited under Massachusetts

law|, and eliminate the requirement

that the five regional appointee- to the

I isherie- and Wildlife Board have held

a sporting license for live year-
"

It would effectively ban certain

types of animal trap- which have been

deemed "cruel
."

In addition to this stipulation, there

are a number ol other changes the act

would implement, -ueh as banning the

of hunting bear with bait ot dog-.

The Massachusetts Department of

I i-lieries. Wildlife and Environmental

I aw enforcement art; opposed to por-

tion of the proposed act.

In fact, thev -aid. "the UM ol baft to

hunt bear has been prohibited by the

I -'isheries and Wildlile board -nice 1970."

The agencv questions the inclusion

of the proposal to ban a practice

which is already illegal Thev -aid that

it repre-ents a general misunderstand-

ing of Maaaachuaetti wildlife regula-

tions and laws on the part of

Question One supporters.

The Department -tales that many
government agencie- are against the

act because it would interfere with

the Division of Ei-hciies and
Wildlife- ability to effectively regu-

late hunting, li-hing and trapping

The make up of the Fisheries and
Wildlife board is also an issue in the

act. Critics maintain that in order lm
conservation programs to effectively

benefit both humans and wildlile. it is

a crucial requirement to have u cer-

tain number ol board members hold a

license issued bv the department,
Mich a- one lot hunting.

The seven-member board is com-
posed ol one piole-sional biologist and

one person who hit- "an Interest in wildlife

specie- that are not hunted." The other

members each ivpresent tlie live statewide

Rah and Wildlife regions. Additionally,

one ol the members ivpre-enting a district

must al.-o be involved with agriculruiv.

The Department ol Fisheries and
Wildlife, which is funded by sporting

licenses and lees, as uppo-ed to gen-

eral tax dollar-, -av- that the district

representatives are required to have

held a license in order to "assure that

the lee-paying public has oversight of

the expenditure ol it- money.

"

Another reason that the board is

composed ol license holding individu-

als i- to insure that the "board has

some understanding of management
issues with respect to regulating hunt-

ing, fishing and trapping seasons to

regulate wildlife populations."

According to Douglas Macron, a

member of the University ol

Massachusetts Animal Rights

Coalition i ARC i. Question One i- a

question of humanity — hi- group
supports the measure.

"The official opinion is that we
support Question One," said M
"Definitely the opinion ol the ARC i-

full support."

While the group does not Oppose

hunting and fishing, they do feel that

the legislation to ban certain type- of

"cruel" trap- should be passed.

In a recent statement from the

Massachusetts Society for the Prevention
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A Presidential request...
The University of Massachusetts Minutemen Marching Band performed Sunday night in Springfield at the

request of the White House, to celebrate President Bill Clinton's one and only campaign stop in western

Massachusetts. Public officials and the crowd both responded enthusiastically to the band's performance.

For other election information, see page 2.

of Cruelty to Animals and the American

Humane Education Society. Kara
Holmquist. associate director of advoca-

cv said. "KkJ\ gripping traps, such as

the leghold trap, are indiscriminate and

often catch non-target species. Family

pets have Iven caught in these- traps
"

The group also said in the same
statement that, "under Question One.
prohibited traps can be used if public-

health or satetv i- threatened or if prop-

env damage occurs and cannot be reme-

died with a humane box or cage trap."

joaeph S. Carson, a director of the

Maaaachuaetti \duobon Society and a

professot of Wildlife Ecology and
director ol the Environmental Institute

l Mass, opposes Question One.

He said in a statement, "I strongly

oppose this question btxausc- it il not in

the best interests of the wildlile it pro-

tects. Neither is it in the interest of the

citizens of the commonwealth. Should

this initiative become law. it will hinder

scientific wildlile research and wise- UM
management practices throughout the

state. The result will be increased wildlife

damage to property and confrontations

between wildlile and people."

Carson also addresses the tact that

"prohibition of steel leghold traps i-

meaningless because such traps are

essentially banned under current

Massachusetts law."

He giws the example ol the town of

Chelmsford, where in 1 988. a ban on map-

ping led to an explosion on the beaver

population, resulting in damage to public

and private property Alter the ban was

removed, the problem, he said was seihed

According to Carson. "Question

One would replace a scientifically

based wildlife management system

with an ideology based on misinforma-

tion and emotion. However well-inten-

tioned, such legislation is a recipe for

calamity for wildlife and humans.

"

V wording to a recent Time maga-

zine article, hunting reform legislation

is appearing on ballot- in six -tales

across the country In Addition to

\la--achu.-cti-. Colorado voters will

al-o consider banning what many are

calling unnecessarily cruel traps.

Majors fair offers UMass* best
Undecided students urged to attend tomorrow night in S.U.B.

Desalvo to dictate memoirs
By Michelle Hillman

Collegian Staff

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Over 60 majors will be represented at the University of

Massachusetts Majors Fair in the Student Union Ballroom

tomorrow night from 6 p.m. to 7:>0 p.m.

The fair, which is sponsored by the University Advising

Center, the Honors Program and the Career Center, will

allow undeclared students to obtain information on
prospective majors as well as facts about the Honors
Program, the Careet Center and other academic resources.

Maine Parmett. chief academic advisor at the

University Advising Center said, "the whole gamut will be

represented. Information for undecided students,

pre-majors. honors students, and those needing academic-

counseling will be available at the fair."

According to Parmett. all 10 of UMass' schools and
colleges will be represented at the fair.

"It's going to be bigger and better than ever." said Linda

Roney, coordinator for the I nivci-ily Advising Center.

For the first time, (he Honors Program will attend the

fair because "we feel there is a lot of overlapping between

programs for majors and the Honors Program," said Roney.

Although the majors fair focuses on the needs of unde-

clared students, all students are urged to attend.

"The fair offers so much information about so many
programs and majors that most students do not even know
exi-t here at UMass." said Parmett.

Parmett also urged students who are questioning if they

choOM the right major, need a minor or just information

about concerning requirements to attend.

"It i- a time for students to explore and clarify their

field of study especiallv for pre-majors. If a student is

thinking about double majoring, this is a great place to

start." she said

All undergraduate chief advisor- have Iven invited to attend

the majors lair as well a- students to assist in peer advising.

"Students will have the opportunity to ask their peer-

questions about what it i- like to be in that particular

major. Peer advising allow] students to get a student per-

spective about the major and not just a professor perspec-

tive." said Roney

Roney said that it students take full advantage of the

fair it can be "a one stop shop."

In addition to the majors, many support and resource groups

will be available lor questions. Counseling and
Academic Development, L nivenrtj Advising Center, the Career

Center and many other academic reeoUBCaa will attend the lair.

Students don't need to -tav lor the entire event if the

fair conflicts with another commitment, students are

encouraged to drop by for as much time as possible.

"Students really only need to attend for the amount of

time it takes to get their question- answered." said Roney.

Parmett said that students who attend the majors fair

will have an opportunity to "check out the best that

UMass has to offer.

"

Louise Desalvo. an acclaimed crit-

ic, biographer, and novelist will speak

tomorrow at the Five College
Women's Studies Research Center.

Mount Holyoke College, at 7:30 p.m.

Desalvo will read from her new book
entitled. Vertigo: A Memoir.

Desalvo is a Virginia Woolf scholar

and Professor at Hunter College who
-even veai> ago broke uncharted ground

when she stunned the literary world by

delving into the mystery that surround-

ed WYocJPl "madness." by reinterpreting

her work and paralleling it to the sexual

abuse she suffered as a child.

Daring to venture into territory

other biographers had veered away
from, Desalvo changed torever the way

childhood is viewed in in literary biog-

raphy, as Kennedy Eraser wrote in The

New Yorker, she made a real "contri-

bution to the literature of women-
lives truthfully described by women."

With the completion of Desalvo -

own painful memories. Desalvo -ilt-

through unspoken truths and unre-

solved conflicts the heart ofher fami-

Iv life. Devastated bv the suicide of

her sister, hoping to come to terms

with the grief and guilt and terror

evoked by that desperate act and con-

tinuing breakdown of her mother.

Delsalvo has compacted her voyage to

self-discovery in Vertigo.

The title of her new book was
derived from Alfred Hitchcock's
Vertigo a film which Desalvo was
obsessed with since the age of 15.

Hitchcock's film enveloped all the

confusing and contradictory messages

she received as a voung woman.
\ ertigo. wiitten with sheer hottest]

is i work that i- a challenging example

ol a woman writing her lite in a manner

that defies convention and refuses to

suppress the truth of lemale experience.

Delsalvo i- a 1'rotc-sor ol English at

Hunter College, where -lie teaches mem-
oir and fiction writing She has written

and edited nine booka, among them, the

accaimed Virginia Woolf: The Impact of

Childhood Sexual Abuse on Her I ife

and Work. Conceived with Malice:

Literature as Revenge, and Vita

Sackvillc -West'i I ettera to Virgia

Woolf.

This event is co-sponsored with

the Odyssey Bookshop at the V illage

Commons in South Hadlev

Workers World Party:

triple the minimum wage
By Joseph Fountain

Collegian Staff
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Listen Up!
|ill Papasodoro, a sophomore legal studies major, gives a tour on campus to parents and would-be fresh-

man.

For the first time in any residential

campaigns, two women of color are

running together as a ticket for

President and Vice President.

Monica Moorhead and Gloria La Riva

are members of the Workers World
Partv (WWP) and on 15 state ballots,

including Massachusetts

"It is a historic opportunity to

cast a vote for the first presidential

ticket composed of two women of

color," said Nick Cammerota,
Western Massachusetts -poke-per

son for the Moorhead/La Riva cam-

paign.

The WWP has in the past three

months gained much notorietv Cot

crashing the third-party debate tele-

vised on C SPAN, an event the partv

WSS not invited to.

At the debate. Moorhead took the

stage for 12 minute- before -ccurity

escorted her out ot the premises She

asked those present why the only

African-American on the ballot fot

Pu-ident was not invited to the

debate.

in Vugust. Moorhead confronted

Clinton at his birthday bash in New
York.

At this event, she said she wa-

able to do something that Dole has

not been able to do since the cam-

paign began — get under Clinton's

collar.

Covered by all the three major net-

works, Clinton found himself
involved in a tit-for-tat debate with

Moorhead on such Issues as Cuba.

Iraq and the Plight of the poor in

America

According to the campaign.
Moorhead has called for an "indepen-

dent people'- investigation" into the

Central Intelligence Agencv s possi-

ble links to drug running in predomi-

nantly African-American communi-
ties

"She has called for the dismantling

of the CI V. " said C amerota.

Despite years ol denial by the

White House. Congress and intelli-

gence agencies, solid prod has m
faced that ties the CIA to the flood of

track and Other deadh drug- into the

African-American community in Los

Angeles and other cities," -aid

Moorhead

Tom to MOORHEAD page 2
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I uesday, Nov.

5

Info Social — An info-social, sponsored b> the

I i-shiun, MsDWMt, Cay Alliance will he held in Campus
Center room 805 from b-10 p.m. Admission is lice

Meeling — Club Communication is sponsoring a lec-

ture on internships by |im McKaycc//i ol Cox l 'ahlevision

at b p.m. in Machmer 22.

Party — The UMass chapter of Pi Sigma Alpha will be

hosting an election night parly in room 1 74 of the Campus
Center from 8-11 p.m All political science students are

welcome Come to support your candidates and meet slu

dents and faculty within the political science major. I -ice

pi //.i. chips, and soda will be served.

Wednesday, Nov. 6
Film — A screening of "Calling the Ghosts: A Story

About Rape, War, and Women." an award winning film

about life after the war in Bosnia will be followed by a

panel discussion with the director and the two Bosnian
women featured who survived the ordeal. This is the first

of a two-part series sponsored by Friends of Bosnia and
five College Peace and World Security Studies (PAWSS)
li.tled "The Hidden Genocide: Critical Perspectives on
Rape and the War in Bosnia." The event, to be held in the

Main Lecture Hall. Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire
College, begins at 7 p.m. Admission is free. For more
information, call Friends of Bosnia at 586-6450.
GLBT — Showcase your talent at the Stonewall

Center's Quintesscntially Queer Cafe in the Campus
Center Graduate Lounge at 7:50 p.m. For more informa-

tion, call 545-4824.

Lecture — Deborah A. Cox. coordinator of the
Adolescent Wellness Program in Boston. Ma . will give a
lecture entitled "We Care: An Emerging Thrust Toward
Inner City Change" from 4-6 p.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium. For more information, contact the School of
Nursing at 545- 5056.

Seminar — Roger Tootell. from the NMR Center of

Mass General Hospital will give a lecture entitled "New
Images from the Human Visual Cortex: Functional MRI
Experiments" at 4 p.m. in room 319 of Morrill II. The
event is sponsored by the Neuroscience and Behavior
Program.

Majors Fair — The University Advising Center, Honors
Program, and the University Career Center will jointly

sponsor the UMass Majors Fair at the Student Union
Ballroom from 6-7:50 p.m. For more information, call the

University Advising Center at 545-2191.

Thursday, Nov. 7

Coffee Hour — HANDS is sponsoring a signing coffee

hour at the Bluewall Cafe. Anyone interested in practicing

American Sign Language is invited to attend. For more
information, contact the HANDS office at 545-1925 or

stop by the office in room 506 of the Student Union.

Speaker — Gary Dotterman, union activist from
Boston, will speak on "Being Red and Gay in the USA
Today" at 12:30 p.m. in the Campus Center, room 805.

The event is free and part of the GLBT Studies Lecture-

Series and is co- sponsored by the Stonewall Center, GLB
GSO. and the Women's Studies Program.

I, \ tare/Demonstration — Chi Lei Qigong (life force of

Chi therapy) demonstration and lecture will be held at

7:50 p.m. at The Bam Studio, 20 Dickinson St.. Amherst.
This program is part of a five week intensive workshop to

follow on Thursday evenings from 7:30-9:30 p.m. For

ON inlormaiion. call (6051 157 0661
Friday, Nov. 8

Party — Zeta Beta Inc., in association with friends pro
motion* are sponsoring the first annual SAI I SEX I I 'I

LEGE PARTY at (he Student Union Ballroom Doon
open at 9 p.m. Bring college II) or a condom to receive U
admission discount Information about safe sex and para
phernalia will be available.

Notices

Done* - The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from
8:30 p.m. lo midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-lice environment.
All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call

584-8lb7
Dancing UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

luesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.
Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more
information, contact Milly Dc|esus at 546-1083.

Employment — Applications are still being accepted
from work-study students ior the positions of office man
ager and research coordinator for the Cannabis Reform
Coalition. If interested, please pick up and application in

room 322 of the Student Union or call 545-1 122 to get

one mailed to you. Call |ohn Lanzerotta at 546-6359 for

more information.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies

is seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mainmen.
Dept. of Consumer Studies. 101 Skinner Hall. University

of Massachusetts, Amherst. Ma, 01003. For more informa-

tion, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.
Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange

workshops will be held on the following dates: Wed., Nov.
6 from 6-7:50 p.m. in CC room 905. Thurs.. Nov 14 from
5:50-7 p.m. in CC room 904-908; Tues.. Dec 5 from
5:30-7 p.m. in CC room 165-169.

Final F.xam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final
Examination Schedule will be available beginning Friday,

October 18. Copies will be delivered lo students in rcsi

dence halls, and will be available to off-campus students
in the Registrar's Office (215 Whitmore).

Health — To help students and iheir'families stay
healthy and access University Health Services more easily.

members of the Health Reach International team are avail-

able to help you find answers to your questions and con-
cerns: Mondays from 4:50-6:30 p.m. in the Health
Education Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more-

info); Tuesdays 6:30-8:50 p.m. in the International
Lounge. Prince House (call 545- 2299 for more info). All

conversations are confidential.

Literature — MOTHERTONGUE. the multilingual Hit
dent publication by the dept. of Comparative Literature, is

currently seeking submissions for the spring '97 publica-

tion. We will accept original poetry, short stories,

one-acts, international photographs, and art work created

by multilingual students. Please submit a copy in English

to the Comparative Literature Dept. in 205 South College

Rough drafts are acceptable.

Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Lurit" held every
Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right as

you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis

and other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Where students can vote
Residential Living Areas:

SOUTHWEST -'Bangs Community Center .

• located behind Bart's in downtown Amherst, accessible by any bus that got* through downtown

Amherst

> I'RAL, except VAN METER - Wildwood School
• located on Strong Street

' VAN METER - North Fire Station
• Accessible by the Orchard Hill Bus

SYLVAN and NORTHEAST - lmmanuel Lutheran Church
• Located on North Pleasant St., next lo the School of Education, accessible by the Sunderland and

North Amherst bussim.

Major Apartment Complexes.
BRANDYWINE and PUFFTON VILLAGE — North Congregational Church Hall

• Located on North Pleasant St. and Meadow St. intersection, accessible by the Sunderland and
North Amherst busses.

BOULDERS/MILL VALI LY/SOUTHPOINT Crocker Farm School
• Located on West St. (Rt. 1 16)

ALPINE COMMON and COLONIAL VILLAGE — Fort River School
• Located on Southeast St., accessible by the Belchertown bus.

If you are registered in Amherst and do not know where to vote, call SCERA at 545-0355 or the

Town Clerk's Office at 256-4035.

If you are not registered in Amherst and need to know where to vole, call your town clerk's office:

Northampton: 586-6950
Sunderland: 665 -1442
Hadley: 584-1590
Leverett: 548-9150
Shutesbury: 259-1204
Montague: 863-32 1 I

Belchertown: 323-0400
Hatfield: 247-921

1

If you have not received your absentee ballot, either contact your town clerk's ottos or the Amherst
town clerk's office, or if you have any other questions call SCERA at 545-0355.

Information provided by SCERA.
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AreYou Voting For Kerry OrWeld?

Moorhead
continued from page 1

Moorhead was the granddaughter of slaves and was bom
in Tuscaloosa. Ma. in I9i2. Her political life began while in

high school working to support the Black Panther Party.

Moorhead joined the WWP in 1973 and organized sup-

port lor loAnn Little, an imprisoned African-American
woman who killed guard he allegedly raped her.

During Moorhaed'i career with WWP, she has helped
organize unions, protests and has been a writer for the

WWP newspaper. She has attO been a WWP represenla

live lo several countries including Nicaragua, Cuba and
the Dominican Republic.

She was also the head of U.S. Out ol South Alrica. a

group set up to gel U.S. corporations out of South Africa

during the apartheid years

The Vice Presidential candidate. Gloria La Riva was
born in Albuquerque. N.M. She has worked vn issues

such as lifting the U.S embargo on Cuba and was a

member of the delegation that visited the Zapatista

rebels in Chiapas, Mexico as an international observer.

la Una ran fca Vice President In l9«-4 and I98K and

then for Governor of California in 1994

WWP was founded 55 yean ago and has been at the

"forefront Of workers rights and the oppressed peoples of

the world," according to the party. Some of the other

issues lor the WWP include

"Tripling the minimum wage lo $12.75. ending all

union busting and strike ending activities by corpora-

tions, affirmative action to end all tonus ol discrimina

tion; cancelling the debt to banks; freedom of choice lor

women and complete and equal rights for gays lesbians

and transgendered people," according to official party

statements.

"Together we want Kerry because
he's a Democrat."

Tracie Slack
sophomore, psychology

Medfield
and Erin Medina

sophomore, undeclared
medfield

"Kerry has been around long
enough... Bill Weld does have five

children and seems to be a decent
person aside from the usual politi-

cian's attitude I gave him a chance
and hope he can change things in

the Senate just as he did as gover-

nor."

Paul Janus
junior. ARBORICULTURE

FtANKUN

"Kerry, because I'm a Democrat
and I support his record. I like his

stand on education."

JOHN HENDRtCKSON
SENIOR, COMMUNICATIONS

NORTHAMPTON

"The important thing is to cut

taxes and reform welfare, and I

don't think Kerry has contributed

to that, so I'm going to vote for

Weld... Weld has done more to

change things in Massachusetts in

six years than Kerry has done in

12."

Paul Ferro
SOPHOMORE, POLinCAl SCIENCE

Marlborough

"Weld Proposed to put a bar
code into the hands of welfare
mothers and drug addicts, all for

"efficiency and convenience." That

New World proposal totally turned

me off. So I'm voting to keep
somebody out."

Eric Thimas
senior, exercise science

new haven, ct

"We've had liberals in the Senate

for long enough. It's time to vote
for Bill Weld."

Erik Weston
senior, accounting

medfield

Yeltsin undergoes heart bypass surgery; transfers over power
By Candice Hughes
Asiociated Pren

MOSCOW — President Boris Yeltsin underwent
heart surgery early today after transferring his pow-
ers to the prime minister, the Kremlin said.

A Kremlin spokesman said only ihat the opera-

tion had begun at the Moscow Cardiological Center
in western Moscow, but gave no other details.

Russian news agencies reported that Yeltsin ear

lier transferred his powers to Prime Minister Viktor

Chernomyrdin, including control over Russia's

huge nuclear arsenal.

The Kremlin announcement came after a convoy
of vehicles swept out of the government rest center

where Yeltsin had been preparing for the operation

and traveled to the heart center.

The Kremlin had announced the operation would
go ahead alter doctors said yesterday that Yeltsin was
ready for the surgery. Uncertainty about Yeltsin's

health and a virtual government freeze on information

has created widespread speculation that the president

was too ill for the operation. The uncertainty has given

an impression the government has lacked leadership

with Yeltsin's aides and rivals squabbling for power.

Doctors said yesterday thai Yeltsin was fit enough
for the bypass surgery and that the long-awaited

operation would take place in the next few days. The
brief statement was issued after Yeltsin's medical

Mam mti with American heart surgery pioneer. Dr.

Michael DeBakey. who is a consultant on the case.

The statement said doctors leel the "optimal
functioning of all organs and systems" makes it

possible "to perform surgery with a high degree of

certainly and confidence."

The physicians met at the Barvikha government
health resort outside Moscow where the b5-year-old

president has been resting up for his operation and
undergoing unspecified preparatory treatments

In addition to heart trouble, he had an underac-

tive thyroid, internal bleeding and severe anemia.

DeBakey has said that Yeltsin needs a triple or

quadruple coronary artery bypass and should be

able to resume a full schedule after six to eight

weeks of recuperation.

The Kremlin says the operating team will be all-

Russian and will be led by Dr. Renat Akchurin,
who trained with DeBakey in 19K4 and performed
Chernomyrdin's bypass operation eight years ago.

The surgery was expected to take six to eight hours.

The Kremlin has been stingy with information

about Yeltsin's health, even going so far as to cover

up a heart attack during his re-election campaign.

DeBakey acknowledged last week that Yeltsin's fam-

ily wants a news blackout until after the operation.

The head of the Russian Orthodox Church yes-

terday offered a special prayer for the ailing

Russian leader at the Cathedral of the Icon of the

Holy Virgin of Kazan on Red Square.

"Cure his illnesses, heal the ailments of the body
and of the soul of the president of Russia," Alexy II,

patriarch of Moscow and All Russia, intoned. "Bless

him with a speedy recovery and give him health."

Alexy also called on all Russians to pray for the

president's recovery, a tradition dating to the Russian

czars.

Security has been tight around the center since

Sunday, with dozens of police officers in position

and roads blocked to all but official cars.
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Boris Yeltsin

You've got a lot to grin about when you use AT&T or an

ATM Universal MasterCard*. Like an AT&T True Rewards"

Member Benefit Card. Just flash it and:

• sam Goody/Musicland gives you a 15% discount

on CDs and cassettes

"TCBY"* Treats gives you a freebie after you buy two

•BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO* makes your third movie tree

when you rent two*

• Amtrak lets your companion travel for 2S% off.

But True Rewards is just one part of our special

college package. Here are some more:

U*l true tarti" Swings u*l *rtivi vt>«. \U£I linwTsalM.<M.r< .u<i

To sign up for the AT&T True Rewards' Program, call

1 800 654-0471

AT&T
Your True Choice

Imp www. hi com ooltege
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My own back pages
Milestone! we tunny things Sometime! you notice

them, mnettanM you don't. Although many oocui

by virtue of >our just being around for awhile.

milestone! ere best when the) thou you've achieved mne-
thing, that you've done tomething with the life you've

been given.

Thk i- mj 50lh column.

Over the OOUttC of IW0 >ear>. 40.CHX) words, two photo

beadSROU end doceni of letters to the editor, much has

happened to this columnist Now coine> a

time for looking hack, re evaluating event!

of the peel and preparing for the future.

There waa time when I didn't recognize

the power of the written word When I took

this regular column ipace for grained. When
it seemed that I had n^' real goal. -,,\>; for

angering the people I didn't like or didn't

agree with or didn't even understand.

There were lintel when I judged success

as the numbei ol complainti coming into

the office. While not an eat) thing to admit.

the fad that I seem to have been able to

PTOgwai hovond that point makes an impor-

tant point about the evolution of personal opinions and

their flc\ihilitv.

Being a columnist oilers me the unique opportuniiv ol

keeping a progression ol writings and thoughts. |

growth chart it you will looking back is a fun. vet

embarrassing endeavor. Certain ideas jump off the vel

lowed clippings and straight to the gut. tilling it with a

nauseating feeling.

During mv freshman vear. I wrote a column about tree

dom of speech, freedom of the press and freedom ol

expression I mid that these freedoms, while the original

intentions were good, were not being respected bv those

who use them I suggested that because people use them
to justifv hatred and ignorance that we might have been

better served without them. As a reference, here are a lew

quotes from that column:
• "Americans arc given too much freedom."
• "If lames Madison could see how his hirst

Amendment was being used, he'd probably die a second

time."

• "I'm sick ol hearing a bunch of idiots running
around, speaking words ol hatred and carrying around a

copy ol the Bill ol Rights
"

• "Right now. free speech, one of our most sacred

rights is one of the most disturbing aspects ol our society

because in the hUManCI where it is used, the free speak-

ers' misuse it. and instead of being the bastion of freedom
originally intended ii lias become a bastion of cowardice

and hatred."

I think you get the point. Two years later. I can only

shake inv head I believed what I was writing at (he time,

but I don't know how I achieved such a distorted percep-

tion

then I was. picking >.<n the verv document and tradi-

tion which gave me the right (privilege) to voice my opin-

ion without fear I ven mote upsetting was the Cad thai I

was criticizing those who use given freedoms to sav 01

print irrational ideas. | classification which undoubtedly

included mv ow n

When looking at America In comparison

with other countries, which themselves niav

BJL
(

not oiler lUCh Ireedoiiis. it becomes clear

that | large part ol what makes America the

wonderful country it is are those vciv Mffle

freedoms.

Having been part of "the press," 1 have

learned thai a tree press is what protects

Americans from the possibilitv ol lost civil

rights. Having a non-government-afliliatcd

press insures that individuals can at least

keep an eve on whal is happening as a wav

of checking the system.

Our freedom of meed) is invaluable. If there were no
tree speech. I he United States government would be stag-

nant because anyone who moved lor change could be shut

down The ingeniousness of the Constitution is that it is a

living document, that it can change with the times as can

our society. Nothing is permanent.

Similarly, our lives and opinions can change. If we hap-

pen to tall victim to a temporarv funk somewhat reminis-

cent of fascism, we have the option of living and learning

and moving on. Al students, it is our responsibility to

challenge our own opinions, to strive for true enlighten-

ment. Being a student means possessing the right to exper-

iment with different ideas, to try them on and dispose ol

the ones th.it don'l lit us or society.
To definitively sa\ that HI) vw person's opinion is

invalid or not to let it e\ist is to take away their right to

progress and grow. To question and entertain your own
personal opinions and ihose ol others as a student, regard-

less oi how the) aie accepted in present day society , is

essential il you'll ever be able to make similar judgement
calls once the salelv ol a learning environment is taken

awav.

A couple ol vears ago. I wrote a column that now
seems incredibly inaccurate and neat -sighted. While I

regret having wrutori -tin** wcnUs, I will never be able to

take ihem back.- IVi Htn> it is bt**t that they remain there in

mv serapbook. a Bftstarnent to the fact that perhaps our
most interesting right is the right to change.

Mora SicGrath is a Collegian columnist.

Cat and mouse

Suzanne

Barber

As children, we were taught

that police oil iters are our

friends, \» teenagers, the)

became our nemescs, as we found
misehiel and got our driver's licenses

Now as college students, police offi-

cers are buzzkills who cruelly confis-

cate kegs ami issue warnings that rup-

ture relations vvith our landlords.

While I appreciate that these duti-

ful civil workers are merely doing
their joh to keep the

pease. I can't help

but believe that some
of them also get a lil

tie rush out of ruining

a good time. These
men in uniform are sometimes the

grown-up versions of the hall-moni-

iiid tattle tales of our grammar
school davs

Police officers would be lying if

the) said the) were not inspired to

enter their profession after watching
Ponch and |ohn bust the bad guys on
their California Highway Patrol. But

in reality . that kind of excitement
doesn't happen in the day-to-day of

small town police departments.

So, we as tun loving college stu-

dents have to just humor them while

they play out their cop-and-robber
fantasies Deep down, though, we all

know thai the antagonizing and ban-

tering are onlv supeilii_i.il games Our
opposing views e\M only by virtue of

each of our poailiom "Tom & lerry."

for example, spend their entire lives

chasing each other but they some-
times team up against some other foe

and prove that they don't really hale

each other. They're just doing their

lobs as cat and mouse. Consider it a

metaphor for college students' rela-

tionship with police officers.

This summer I was enjoying myself

at a party in a small town on Cape
Cod when the unwelcome guests
(a.k.a. police) burst in. I don't think

the door of the house was open, how-
ever in small town, things like stan-

dard operating procedure are strategi-

cally over-looked. Once
they were in the house.

the manner in whic h

these officers conducted

themselves was pure
comedy.

"Well. well, well..." the officer

oinked as he strutted into the room. He
did all the talking while his two silent

partners tried to look busy Surveying

the scene. Without a word, the} lugged

awav ihe keg. Any normal police officci

would have issued a warning and called

it a night, but that night on the Cape,

Roacoa P. Coltrain was on duty and he

was bored.

"Someone's going to jail," he
threatened as he walked up to each
person confronting each of their

poker-faces with a condescending
glare. This went on for a while and I

tried to make no sudden movements
or break my expressionless stare. He
finally gave up his rampage but before

he swaggered out of the room, he
said. "There's new sheriff in town"

swear to God. (And people think I

watch too much T.V.7)

After I burst into wild laughter, I

left the broken-up party. The) had

their power trip and we had a good
laugh — no harm done.

These lew tffi) power-hungry police

officer! have created the lasting stereo

type of the hokey. bumbling police

squad in a small town eating dough-

nuts and packing heat. However,
police in the Amherst area have
redeemed their prolession. by protect-

ing the town in a non-threatening man-
ner Within (he past few months. I

have lound a new respect for the boys

in blue. The) provide order that's

their job. [bough some may get a little

rush out of crashing a party, there are

others who wish they could join us.

One night during the first week of

this semester, police on duly had been

working their way down the street

breaking up parties but spared one.

It was still warm outside and we were
loud. Most of the noise was being

made by the not-so-fun drunk guy
who continually played chop-sticks on
the discarded piano that had been left

outside by previous tenants. The
police officer asked the guy at the

piano to stop playing. The kid moved
over lo make room for the officer

who promptly began playing the

Ti.mo Man." while his partner aimed

a flashlight at the keys. Bewildered,

everyone at the party looked at each

other, unsure of the proper etiquette

when (he 5-0 breaks into song. After

he finished, he just walked away,
without saying a word.

They don'l make the rules they

just enforce them.

Suzanne Harher is a Collegian staff

member
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Bill and Bob's choice meat

Sarah

Kimmel

Where I'm lioin. Bill and Bob arc synonymoui with

a great roaal heel sandwich Bill and Bob's

restaurant offers a large varieiv ol deli Sandwich-
es and burgers. Choosing what to order has never reallv

been that difficult. When I was younger, my parent! would
recommend to me what was good on the menu and that

advice would help me decide on a dinner I here wasn't a

lot ai slake. If my sub wasn't what I wanted I could iusi

get something else.

I'm now 18. on my own. ,md (he deci-

sions I'm making aren't as simple as choOS-

ing a meal off a menu Bill and Bob are no
longer two guys who run a lub shop.

they're (he two guys who are tending lo run

this country. To be couiplelely honest. I know as much
about Clinton and Dole as I do about the lesiraunl own
CIS,

It baffles DM how there were hundreds of students

on campus encouraging me - ihe unregistered voter

to register, yet the) weren't idling me about the issues

I know lha( i( is entirely mv fault that I don'l know
anything about the candidates II the Information
wasn't in the tabloids or in blood drawing television

commercials I haven't heard it. How am I supposed to

vote for (he Presidem if I only know then name, who
they cheated on their wile with and if thev ever

inhaled''

You're thinking to yoursell, how pathetic is this kid'.'

Well, I'd bet money dial I'm not alone in this situalion

How much do you think the average voter actually knows

about the candidates' Ihe difference is dial I want lo

know before I go Into the voting booth. Some people go

into the booth thinking, "Perot looks like Irank Purdue so

I don'l think he will get my vole. Dole remembers the last

's)b election and Clinton didn't inhale I

guess I'll vote fol mv cat and get (his ovei

with." This is |usl a hunch, but that isn't

what I think the forefathers had in mind
when the) gave people the right lo vole

It seems to DM that in the past two BMX

lions, (hough I couldn't vole. I knew all about the candi

dales and ihe issues at hand. Ihe fact thai Bush haled

broccoli and that he hurled all over ihe Prime Minister of

lapan never influenced mv opinion about him loday, that

could have made all the difference in my ballot pick I

wish that 1 knew now whal I knew then lis so hard to

know whethei lo laugh al ihe rumors that fly around
about the candidates 01 to take them into careful consider

anon.

Do I believe that the meal is grade D. but edible. 01 do

I just chew up the burger and forget about it?

Surah Kimmel is a Collegian stall member

Life isnt purrrfect
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Andrew

Trodden

The other day. I was silting in

my apartment when a stray

cat strolled up to mv patio

door and began meowing. Keeling

sorry for the little guy. I jumped up
and grabbed a piece of lurkev out ol

the fridge. As I opened the door to

offer the cat this tasty morsel he

immediately lunged toward the
opened door. Unfortunately we aren't

allowed to have pets

in the apartment so I

couldn't let him in.

Instead I could only

give him the turkey

.

which he wholeheart-

edly accepted.

It was clear to me by the way
this cat had acted that it was not a

wild cat, that it had lived the com-
lortable life for some time previous-

ly. But at this point it was getting a

taste of the real world for a change.

Maybe by choice maybe not. but
either way it wanted it's little slice

of the comfortable life back. He
had tasted the outdoor world away
from the protective blanket of his

former owner and realized that
sleeping under the stars dav in and
day out was no picnic. He wanted
back in. back to the pillows and
laundry baskets. But he couldn't
have it, he could tasie il. smell it.

hear it and see it but he may never

again feel it.

It wasn't until a couple of days
later that I realized the ironv in the

whole situalion and how symbolic
thai sal niav he of me.

Here I am in my senior year ol col-

lege and the end can't come soon
enough I hale school I want out ol

here. I wain the real world now
t lasses aie holing. I am completely

disinterested in all of them, which
would explain whv I miss so many
On top of that I'm broke. I've even

lost weighl because
sometime! I don't eat

enough. I'm hungry
right now.

But unfortunaulv I

can'l just up and leave

I have to get thai little piece ol deco-

rated paper that s,,vs I'm an educated
thinker Because, ol course. I could
never be a small person without it.

Diploma Say it 10 limes to voui

self then try lo convince it doesn't
sound like a form of cancer But of

course it's not We've all been hood-

winked into believing thai it's some
soil ol panacea that will wash awav
all our worries once we wrap our little

paws around il.

Wrong.
That's when you gel hooted into

the real world and no matter how
much you pin that thing on your chest

there's no way voui gelling a job
without kissing someone's behind.

So what the hell am I doing here'.'

I know whal I want to do with my life

and frankly I don't think I need a

diploma to do it. I certainly,

ahso freaking httery, positively, with

out a doubt in my
yet-to-receive-diploma mind do not

need lour semesters of Spanish. I

speak l-'nglish and will continue to do
si.

\nvhow the point I'm shooting
loi is thai maybe school and life

both suck right now but no mattei

how hard it is for me to believe it,

I'm still living that comfortable
tile Ihe comfortable life that cat

wishes he had hack While I long

for the real world, this cat, this

being ol lesser intelligence knows
all to well that the real world is no

fun place to be. Unless of course

you've got your diploma and chap-
stick on.

I guess | just need to realize that

the end will come— and probably
quicker than I'd ever imagine. And
thai I should probably treasure the

last months that I have under the

blanket of protection that my par-

ents are still providing for me.
Because once I'm out from under-
neath ii. I may not like what I find,

and it could be too late lo crawl
back in.

As for tfw eat, he comes by the

patio door every so often, looking for

food, maybe a way inside, or maybe
just a little warm company lo make
him feel loved again. I hope he comes
by again today. I may jusi let him in.

\nJreu- Trodden is a Collegian
columnist

Letters to the Editor

In defense of the CC Store

To the editor:

Belore we continue to label the University Store and it's

employees racist and public (student) enemy number one.

I think il is impor(ant to inject some factual information

and a little bit of moderation into ihe debate. Main attacks

have been made on the University Store in the past lew

days, many of them unsubstantiated and unfair. In addi-

tion, most students on this campus are ignorant ol who the

University Store is and what services il provides.

First of all. the University Store is a part of our
University. It is not a privately owned bookstore. The
store is part of a group of campus services that includes

the Textbook Annex, the munchies, Pood Services,

Conference Services and many more. All the profit from
the store goes back into the University. I'his (actor is

especially important since many ol these oilier services

are money losing propositions Ihe itots is small and

therefore does not have the buying power to have d is

count prices Students are nol limited to shopping al the

University Store. In addition the store stoeks many items

that are not normally carried in Other stores. Ihe store

carries this large diversity ol praductl as a service to the

University community, it is not cost effective for the store

to do so

The people that C.F. Oorospe (Oct. 2°-) encountered

in the Art and Customer Service departments were most

likely students. The store hires a large number ol student

employees as a service to the s(uden( community, This

piovidcs an opportunity for students who have a heavy :

class schedule lo still make some money which many of;

us need. Many of the students are indeed rude, unfriend-
ly and less than helpful However, you can catch attitude :

from a student employee anywhere on campus and for :

thai matter in the live college area, regardless of you;
race, siccd. or religion. Sadly, some students jusi don l

want lo work and have verv poor customer skills. Il is

nol a racial issue II the University Store is guilty of any
thing, it is guilty of being loo lenient on bad student
employees.

Finally. I would urge members of this student com-*
niunity to take great care and concern when making;
racial accusations. These kinds of accusations are very;

powerful, particularly in a university setting. Theyj
have ihe power to hurl innocent individuals, ruin;
careers, and cause innocent people to lose their jobs;
when used unjustly and improperly. The University;
Store is not full of raging ignorant bigots. For the;
mosi part, it is full of employee! with families that;

have worked hard over the years for the University*
community. The) take pride in the students and ourj
University and are extremely hurt by the blanket accu-;
sations being thrown at the store and its employees.'
Please work together lo solve the problems in our;

Community, instead of complicating the issues with
groundless, blanket accusations There is a strong
power in racial accusations.

| hope that you will use;
thai power icsponsibly.

I lijah Goodwin;
Greenfield

Gamblers pack into ALANA casino night

By Lio Wong
Collegian Correspondent

Gamblers were all over ihe place last lndav night, .n

ihe second annual Office of AI.ANA (Asian I . ,11110.

African American, Native American) sffairi lOAA»
t aaino Night,

I his fund raising event, held in the Campus C enler
Auditorium, opened lo (he public al Til's p.m. The pi

will bt used lo fond upcoming evenls held by the t)AA.
Ihe eVSM featured 20 blavkjack tables, (ha wheel of

loitune and roulclle; all of which were icnled from (. esfno
Productions Ihe audilonuni was lull liom llie (ime the
doors opened lo ihe close ol (he event al 1:30a.m.

People gambled lo die accompaniment ol music provid
ed by ConcaptO Latino. Vnlltnlimi. dressed in while and
black, worked all nighl to keep (he activities going

Nelson Acosta, Diicctoi ol the OAA affair! thanked all

of ihe UK) plus volunteers who helped with (he event.

Oraduate Assistant to ihe OAA and Pit Boss for the
night. Kartten Cash said that (he event was a great oppor-
tunity for AI.ANA students and their allies lo work togeth-

er as well as benefiting (he programming and administra
tion of the office.

"It is very rare ill, it we can meet in a forum that works
toward a prolessional goal and have fun doing it," said Cash

Die event was organized bv ihe stall ol the GAA who
have been working on il since the beginning of the semeslei

Acosta gave special thanks lo Gene Pacifico. lenny

Dtune, lalil Mendota from die OAA and Matthew Auger
ol the CCSI I as well as ihe enliie stall ol the OAA.

"Ihev've wotked veiv haul and put in ciazy houis to

make ibis happen.. II iheie weie uihei sources ol fund-

ing, we wouldn't have Casino Might Ibis is our most
important fund raiser since we don't gel a line ilem bud-

get from the Administration, nor do we gel enough fund-

ing as it is.. We've been here since 1976, said taoata
"I had lun I won. but if I had losl. it would have been

worth ii going to a good cost" said graduate student.

Wellington Bencostne.

"|lt Was] like seeing people Supporting Al ANA . I ho|X'

that paoph continue lo collie in ihe future,* said senior SOM
and HK I \ major and volunleer. Gillx-ito Mendez.

"lis nice seeing people enjoying themselves ... I'll defi-

nitely volunleei again. Knowing so many people volunlcci

big tor ai ANA is great feaBng,* said Alfonso Pff^trnt
(ash would like to give special lhanks to lelleiv Wong

who came liom Boston and volunteered all night. His

effort! aie Indicative ol the hard work of Al ANA students

towards AI.ANA programming and education.

According to Acosta, there will be another Casino Night

held next semester which the office is already planning for.

I In- event was co sponsoied bv AHORA, the ALANA
Caucus, Asian American Students Association, the Black

Student Union. Campus Center Bluewall Cafe, Campus
Center Hotel Campus Center/Student Union Commission
(CCSUC), Casa Doniinicaiia, C'onceplo latino. The Daily

Hampshire Gazelle and the Collegian.

SCUM hosts weekend festival

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

This Veterans' Hay weekend, science fiction lovers will

attend Ihe 12th annual Not |usl Another Con (N|ACl sei

ence fiction convention It will he held at the Murray D.

Lincoln Campus Cental Hotel at the Univctsitv ol

Massachusetts,

N|AC is sponsoied by ihe Science Fiction
C onvenlioneeis ol I Mass ist CM). Organizeis are ex|>ecl

ing up to '500 people from the New I ngland area to attend

the convention.

I asi week SCUM membeis i.ui a winipus wide adverlising

campaign to Inform Student! about the convention. It includ-

ed mailing the N|AC newsletter lo even student on campus
"We are definitely more oiganized than last year. We

have done Ions of advertising and hopefully all our hard

work will pay off." said David lams, an NLAC orgutiizci

The guest of honor ai this year's N|AC will be author

Allen Stelle

Slelle. a former journalist is best known for his writings

on the near future such as; Ihe I i.mquiliiv Mlernalive,

I abyrinth of Night and Ihe Death ol Captain future.

I arbor tins year, Stella won the Hugo tward lot excel

lence in Sci Ii wining fot Ihe Death ol Captain Future.

Members ol the Worldcon. a world wide ad Ii somen

tion. nominate and vole on an author to receive the Hugo
award each year Stelle has been writing about science fie

tion since the late 80s
Dunn said that students do nol realize how big of a job

behind organizing the N|AC.

larvil added. "There's only so much lime lo work on
N|AC. We also have Jas-es and have lo studv as well as

loiisiantlv plan."

N|AC will host an art show for both professional and
amaleui ai lists Ihe artists will display their originals al an
auction on Sunday and prints will be on sale throughout
the entire weekend

Huckster's room is another highlight of N|AC.
Attendees may purchase a wide variety of collectibles liom
antique books and phasen to Renaissance cloaks and
gowns and a varieiv of games

In addition, N|AC has many gaming events scheduled;

workshops, panels and round tables will be held for gamers
as well as live role-playing and board game ttrati

lukets max be purchased lor the Nov S- 10 event at

the door, tickets are SI 2 for students and $17 for adults.

I'rc registration is $10 lor students and $15 for adults

Ticket prictt cover the entire iveekend or an $8 ticket may
be purchased lor one day to pre register and for mure
information cull S-/5 h)24 or visit the neb site at

linn umass edu/rso/scum

*•>
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Leaving the Scene
Oct. 3/

A vehicle backed into another vehicle in parking lot

53 and left the scene, according to a witness.

Nov. 3

A parked vehicle in parking lot bl was struck by an
unknown vehicle.

Accident — Properly Damage
Nov. I

A parked vehicle in parking lot 44 was struck by a

vehicle which left the scene.

A second parked vehicle in parking lot 44 was struck

by a vehicle which left the D
Nov J

A three-car chain reaction was caused bv one vehicle

stopping for a bicycle rider cutting through an inteise;

lion

Alarm — (Pre) Fire

Oct. 31

A bulletin board lire was extinguished on the 20th

floor of |ohn Ouincy Adams Residence Hall.

Alarm — Fire

Nov. 2
Environmental Health & Services extinguished

papers set on fire in a bus shelter.

A spunkier was activated on the seventh floor of
McNamara Residence Hall.

A fire was set near a bus stop on North Pleasant

Street. The Amherst Fire Department was notified

Animal Complaint

Nor >

Individuals were throwing bottles at ducks in the

Campus Pond.

Annoying Behavior

Oct 3/

Water balloons were thrown from windows of
Washington Residence Hall.

Nov. I

Paper fire balls were thrown from a window of

Dickinson Residence Hall The individual responsible

was identified and issued a warning.

Nor 3

Individuals were reported to be throwing trash cans

in Emerson Residence Hall.

Individuals were reported to be throwing pumpkins
from windows of Webster Residence Hall.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Nov. 1

A vehicle in parking lot 22 was broken into. A stereo

lystem was stolen

Disorderly Conduct

Nov. 3

A disturbance on the third floor of Gorman
Residence Hall was brought under control by Staff
prior to police arrival.

A fight outside of Coolidge Residence Hall was bro-

ken up.

Drug Law Offenses

Nor /

David |. Skchan, 1°-, of Effingham, N.H., was arrest-

ed in Pal tefton Residence Hall for possession of Class C
and D substances, loui counts of possession of danger-
ous weapons (double edged knives), and under 21 pos-

session of liquor.

Nov. 3

Ryan |. Brown, 20, of 279 Amherst Rd.. Sunderland,

and lames A. Eaton, 20, of the same address, were
arrested for possession of Class D substances in the

Grinnell Arena.

Larceny

Oct, 3;

Staff from Tickets Unlimited in the Campus Center
reported a cash shortage occurring over the past month.

Nov. 2
An individual reported that personal property was

Stolen from a coat in the Campus Center.

No* 4

An individual from Grayson Residence Hall reported
a stolen bathroom and keys.

Suspicious Person/Activity

\oi 3

Individuals were reported entering numerous vehi-

cles In parking lot M. |ohn F. Dolan, 20, of 10 Cheever
St.. Chelsea, was arrested for breaking and entering a

motor vehicle in the nighttime for a felony. Michael F.

Dunn, 20. of 81 A Fremont Ave.. Chelsea, was arrested

under the same charges.

Vehicles in parking lot 32 were damaged. Richard. |.

Rancourt, 21. of 36 Bancroft Ave., Milford, was arrest-

ed on two counts of malicious destruction of property

in excess of $250.

Vandalism
Nov I

A sink was pulled from the wall on the 1 1th floor of

C oolidge Residence Hall, causing extensive flooding

throughout the building. After investigation, police
arrested lonathan P Thiboutot, 18. of 34 Whitworth
PL. Fall Rivet, and Scott L. Levine. 18. of 40 Proctor

Dr., West Hartford. Conn., for malicious destruction of

propei iv in excess of $250,

Windows were broken in four North Village
Apartments. Housing staff was notified.

An individual from Brooks Residence Hall reported

thai his dorm room door had been kicked in.

as written on a door of Patterson Residence Hall.
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Arts & Living
Man has a winning Plan
Zany mockumentary apt for election

By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

MANWITHAPIAN
Directed by John O'Brien

with Fred Tutfle, Joseph Tuttle, Bill

Blachly

playing at Pleasant Street Theatre

Does anyone remember high

school government history class.

and how we learned about the

American political system and
how it was devised by our forefa-

thers? Fleeted positions were sup-

posed to be held by the common
man, for after all he is most sensi-

tive to our country's conflicts.

Throughout the ills of time, those

elected positions have become the

standards associated with wealth

and power, and tar removed from

your average working class citi-

zen.

In his latest tilm. |ohn O'Brien

takes a sharp look at politics as

usual by creating an immensely

clever pseudo- documentary. He
pokes harmless fun at all facets ai

government, from Congress itsell

to the voters who put them there

and everything in between. Man
with a Plan is hilarious because it

successfully combines two
extremes: politics and blunt hon-

esty, and for the most part makes

it work.

In order to create his satire.

O'Brien decided to stage an elec-

tion campaign of his real neigh-

bor Fred Tuttle. The film begins

with an explanation of why the

73-year-old Vermonter wishes to

challenge six-term incumbent
Bill Blachly in a race to Capital

Hill. Tuttle needs a job that has

great pay. excellent benefits and

no need of a resume, so as his

campaign slogan states "wh\
not." If he wins his election bid,

Tuttle can get a new clutch for

his car. fix up his lumber ridden

barn and help his father to pay

his medical bills. Slowly but with

admirable determination, Tuttle

treks his way across the Green
Mountain state, handing out fly-

ers and kissing babies, and even

some cows too. Eventually,

Vermont begins to take notice of

this abrupt and peculiar congres-

sional contender.

Perhaps not the classiest guy,

but charming in a strange way,

Tuttle recruits the help of some
of his friends to teach him pro-

nunciation and proper demeanor.

He attempts to absorb their

knowledge and some of the film's

funniest moments occur. The best

laughs however, are during
Tuttle's interviews with curious

journalists where they ask him
questions like, "so you're only

running for Congress for the

money?" Tuttle answers with
such calmness, "yeah sure, you
know they make $80,000 a year."

The reporter then corrects him,

"they make a lot more than that."

Tuttle then explains, "well I'll

take whatever they want to give

me."

Man with a Plan lies some-
where in between 77iis is Spinal

Tap and Bob Roberts but for the

most part exceeds them both. At

times though, the quirky humor is

to odd for its own good. When
Blachly begins to get nervous of

Tuttle's rapid rise in the polls, he

hires a sleazy photographer to get

pictures of his new opponent
involved in an orgy. When the

story remains on target focusing

on the ridiculousness of modern
day politics and eccentric New
Englandcrs. it works great. When
Tuttle explains that the best way
to take care of the country's
garbage is to take it to Cape
Canaveral and blast it off in to

space, you at first chuckle.

The more one thinks about his

solution, you can begin to see that

perhaps the answers are a lot easi-

er than our real leaders want them

to be. A-
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The Great War re-examined
New documentary shows WWVs horrors

By Denis Anderson
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Near the 20th

century's end. with Russia in turmoil;

Sarajevo in ruins and thousands of

Gulf War veterans suffering the

effects of chemical weapons, a docu-

mentary about World War I could

not be more timely.

The first global conflict of the 20th

century' ignited in Sarajevo. It intro-

duced the horrors of chemical war-

fare, the mass aerial bombardment of

civilians and the first systematic

genocide, the annihilation of the

Armenians by the Turkish govern-

ment. "The Great War And The
Shaping Of The 20th Century." pre-

miering nationwide on PBS stations

at 9 a.m. Saturday Eastern time and

continuing the next three nights,

examines this horrifying historical

pageant with the kind of depth and

sweep that Ken Burns applied to his

masterlv examination of the Civil

War.
Flowing from the patriotic fever

that gripped Russia. Germany,
Britain and France, World War I con-

sumed 9 million lives from five conti-

nents and toppled the crowned heads

of Europe, except for Britain's.

The 1914-1918 conflict stopped

without really ending, paving the way
for the terrors of World War II, the

Holocaust and the Cold War.

And yet. World War I has been so

overshadowed by the Second World

THANK, VO/COlliCIAN

The Black Crowes need to learn to shake more than their moneymaker.

Crowes a bit too hard to handle at Mullins
By Chrij Conner
Collegian Staff

War that it's been 30 years since the

airing of a major documentary about

the conflict once called "the war to

end all wars."

The warfare of 1914-18 with its

craters, machine guns, massed
artillery and gas seems so long ago
and far away. Yet it's really recent

and near.

In my grandmother's home, there

was a faded, brown photograph of a

serious young man in stiff soldier's

"doughboy" collar.

"That was your grand-uncle. Otto."

my aunt told me. "He was killed after

the Armistice. The word hadn't got-

ten down to the men in the lines."

The Armistice. Nov. II, 1918, the

day the guns fell silent. The term

sounds dated as the old family photo-

graph. Yet, had the guns fallen silent

a day earlier. Otto Turley might have

lived. We might have known one
another.

Otto Turley was one of the 52,000

American dead from that distant war.

Nearly as many killed during about

eight months of combat a* there were

in as many years in Vietnam.

British, French, German and
Russian dead numbered in the mil-

lions, along with the victims of other

countries and colonies.

Twenty thousand British dead in

one day's fighting in the Somme
offensive. The numbers are numbing.

Those who survived the trenches

Turn to WAR. page 7

BLACK CROWES
Mullins Center

Nov. 3

South Family Robinson and crew

docked for on* night at the Mullins

Center Sunday night, as the Black

Crowes sailed into Amherst on their

Three Snakes and One Charm tour.

Clocking in at just over two hours,

the concert featured selections culled

mainly from the Georgia rockers' lat-

est release, with lew tunes from their

three previous albums. It was an

eclectic and daring decision at best

for the Crowes, who, for better or

worse, opted to leave out dynamic-

older material like "Remedy." "Twice

Av Hard" and "Sometimes Salvation."

In spite of these omissions, lead

singer Chris Robinson proved that he is

the captain of this Pinafore right from

the opening number, a cover of the |oe

Cocker classic. "Feelin' Alright." While

the arrangement remained conserve

lively, yet soulfully faithful to the origi-

nal. Robinson's wailing reinterpretation

of the vocal line breathed more than

enough life into the tune to get the

show off to a running start.

Robinson has clearly taken his

vocal cues from old-school R&B leg-

ends like Otis Redding and Percy

Sledge — and it shows. His
six-foot-plus, 100-lb.-and -change

frame conceals a voice that resonates

in the live arena with more power
and conviction than in recordings.

The same cannot be said for his

backing mates, whose onstage sound,

while energetic and loose, lacks the

punchiness they capture so capably in

their studio efforts.

Most notably, guitarist Marc Ford's

soloing seemed to lose both its sting

ing tone and enthusiastic phrasing, as

the Icadman waded through a series

ot pleasantly melodic, but familiar

and dull Southern rock staple licks.

Another problem arose in the form

of improvisational jams, not the

Crowes' strong suit. They are a unit

best served by keeping their tight com-

positions tight, since neither Ford nor

Chris Robinson is a sufficiently charis-

matic lead pla>er to rev up an audience

Unlike the Allman Brothers Band,

whose style the Crowes inevitably

evoke, this quintet (which also features

lohnny Coll on bass. Steve Gorman on

drums and Eddie Hawrysch on key-

boards) does not have the musical

prowess necessary to pull off a louring

jam. Only Hawrysch's lilting and fluid

contributions stood out, but these were

limited to only a few brief interludes.

On the whole, the show was enter-

taining but not outstanding, as songs

like "A Conspiracy" and "Thick 'n'

Thin" found their way into a long set

dominated by fresh tunes like "Good
Friday" and "Evil Eye."

Unfortunately, even Chris Robinson

seemed to sleepwalk his way through

the Shake Your Money Maker hits

"Hard To Handle" (smartly reinvented

with a slowed down, rumbling New
Orleans backbeat reminiscent of Little

Feat) and "lealous Again."

The latter featured Rich

Robinson sharing lead vocals with

his brother, a trend the Crowes
may want to reconsider continuing.

The elder sibling's thin and reedy

voice, along with the weak backup

duties performed by the other band

members, is evidence that the

group may want to invest in a few

solid backing singers to compli-

ment the quite capable Chris

Robinson.

Opening act Government Mule, a

trio fronted by Allman Brothers

singer/guitarist Warren Hayncs,
played a hellraiser of a 45-minute

set, anchored by Haynes' barn-burn-

ing solos.

Halloween jazz suits Bela Fleck & the Flecktones

By Jeremy Kipp

Collegian Staff

BELA FIECK AND THE FLECKTONES
Iron Horse Music Hall

Oct. 31

Maybe it's a good thing how few

music fans realize the incredible

talent behind the funkadelic/jazz

quartet Bela Fleck and Ihe
Flecktones. On Halloween night

the band crammed in two, up close

and personal shows at the Iron

Horse.

Largely due to their unique
banjo/synth-axe drumitar combi-

nation, the band puts on a pas-

sionate performance as chronicled

in their latest double-album Live

Art.

On stage, bassist Victor Wooten,

drumitarist Future Man and
reed-virtuoso Paul MaCandless took

traditional supporting roles and
turned them into joyous and impro-

vised leads.

The show began appropriately

"Up and Running" as the band's

upbeat tempo and energy never

stopped, moving swiftly into strong

versions of "Em Guit" and
"Scuttlebutt."

Special guest Paul MaCandless
completed the quartet with extrava-

gant solos on the oboe and assorted

reed instruments on selections like

"Landing" and "D b/8." a

show-closer which featured a

tremendous rock-n-roll

electric-banjo solo from Bela Fleck

himself.

To add to the collage of musical

styles the group moved into "Far

East Medley." an exploration influ-

enced by their overseas trips to

Mongolia and Indonesia.

Bassist extraordinaire Vic

Wooten, who returns on his own to

the Iron Horse on Nov. 22, blisters

through a solo entitled "Vix 9."

Fleck obliged a crowd member in

a playful "Happy Birthday* rendi-

tion, with rings of "The Addams
Family Theme" amongst cascades of

banjo lightning flashes. A standing

ovation brought the group back on

stage for a "More Love" jam, featur-

ing the only vocals of the night by

Future Man.

A PIZZA WITH UP TO

6 TOPPINGS
LARGE
$9.99

Free Delivery f

No Double Toppings

$#•99

HURRY!
Expires 11/31/96

Qpen i 3AM Sun.-Wed., 4 AM Thurs.-Sof.

• AMHERST/HADLEY 256-8911
Good at

participating stores

BECOME AN
AIR FORCE OFFICER.

Take the first step to becoming a lead-

er in today's Air Force. Put your col-

lege degree to work in the Air Force
Officer Training School. After complet-
ing Officer Training School you can
become a commissioned Air Force
officer with:

• great starting pay
• medical and dental care
• 30 days vacation with pay per year
• management opportunities

Discover how far a career in the Air

Force can take you and what it takes

to qualify. Call

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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"Local Boys Make Good?" UMass alums, Buffalo Tom, return to the Valley.

COUKUSY NIUS VAN IPtHN

UMass' Buffalo Tom back again

By Mike Burke

Collegian Staff

Since leaving the University of Massachusetts in

1988. Buffalo Tom has made quite a name for them-

selves. Along with the Pixies and Dinosaur )r.. the trio

has taken their Amherst roots around the world on
many occasions. While not as influential as the Pixies or

Dino )r.. Buffalo Tom has outlasted their rivals with a

simple, consistent formula.

After leaving UMass, the band, featuring Bill

lanovitz, Chris Colbourn and Tom Maginnis, signed to

SST the groundbreaking independent label which fea-

tured Sonic Youth. Husker Du. the Meat Puppets and

Dinosaur |r.

Their early sound was far harsher than anything the

band has done recently. Dinosaur's lead man J Mascis

even produced their debut self-titled album. The effect

was obvious — was this Dinosaur )r. Jr.? Their first

legitimate college radio hit "Birdbrain* remains one of

the linest late- '80s tunes.

Since their departure from SST the band turned

down their amps but never allowed their integrity to

suffer. With several albums under their belt on Beggars

Banquet and East-West the trio has proven to be one of

the few sure bets left in the alterative music world.

As they mature musically, the albums have drifted

far away from their SST roots but in concert the band

never fails to relive their old days. At their last gig on

campus, 1995's Spring Concert, Buffalo Tom opened
with "Birdbrain" to the crowd's delight. This classic

song remains the highlight to every Buffalo Tom con-

cert. Unfortunately lanovitz, the main songwriter and

singer, lost his voice leaving the band to concentrate

on Colbourn's tunes. But sure enough Colbourn
pulled up the slack to prove there are legitimate song-

writers in the band, though lanovitz receives the cred-

it.

Thursday's show should be one of the better rock

performances to pass through the Iron Horse this

semester. Although the venue gears away from loud

guitar music, the Iron Horse should prove to be a prime

place to see one of UMass' top former bands. They sure

have come along way since their weekly gig at the top

of the Campus Hotel!

Buffalo Tom performs two shows at the Iron Horse

Music Hall Thursday night at 7 and 10 p.m. Call the

club at 584- 06 10 for more information.

ENTER mum
MID-SEMESTER

RAFFLE
Sponsored by

The University Store Computer Dept.

Prizes Include:
*IBM
STUDENT
SURVIVAL
KITS

* T-SHIRTS
* SOFTWARE
PACKAGES

[NO PURCHASE NECESSARY]

November 4

THROUGH

November 26

I

Stop by the

Computer
Dept. to

Enter
UNIVERSITY
STORE ft

Campus
Center
545-2619

M-F, 9-5

Sat, 10-5

Mad Mel Gibson talks about success
NEW YORK (AP) — When Mel

Gibson looks back on the road taken

to superstardom, the First thing that

comes to mind is coffee.

"Yeah, coffee. It kind of reminds
me of coffee," he goes on, those

famous eyes twinkling.

Then he explains: "When I made
The Year of Living Dangerously. I'd

made a few films before that — and

they'd made money. So I was viable.

But if my name came up, people still

would go, 'Who?'

'

That was in 1983 and Freddie
Fields, then the head of MGM stu

dios, decided to change all that.

"He had been an agent and he had

a flair for using the machine," Gibson
recalls before adding — in his best

cigar chomping movie mogul voice
— "We're going to make this kid a

star."

Not that he's complaining. For
Gibson says he enjoys being a star,

even likes saying hello to people on
the street.

He even likes promoting his pic-

tures, he says, for they give him a

chance to meet with a tough audience
— film critics — who provide instant

feedback on how he did.

He's deeply immersed in that part

of the process now, holed up in a

Central Park South hotel suite, doing

a weekend of non-stop interviews to

promote the film Ransom. He was up
late the night before, up early the day
of the interview and is exhausted, for

which he is apologetic.

Aside from the opportunity to

work with director Ron Howard,
Gibson says he took the role for the

chance to play a character whose per-

fect life falls apart on every level, and
who discovers that everyone around

him — from the kidnappers to the

cops to his wife — is neither all good
nor all bad. He had his own share of

real-life problems, from an appendec-

tomy to arthroscopic knee surgery,

during filming.

war

commsr iomy si»asii*n

Does anybody glare better than Gibson? Ron Howard directs Gibson in

Ransom.

"But it's good. It kind of makes
you aware that, you know, you'd kind

of better start cycling or something,"

says the trim and fit-looking Gibson,

who recently turned 40.

Having starred in and won an
Academy Award for directing 1995's

"Braveheart." he decided to pass on

directing this year, in part because he

didn't want that much responsibility

again so soon.

"It's nice to see someone else twisting

in the wind for awhile." he says serious

ly. At the same time, though, he's look-

ing at future directing projects.

Someone who once considered

becoming a journalist - "being off in

some foreign place, sending back sto-

ries, kind of a romantic notion to it, I

suppose" — he's made his peace with

the media after some early run-ins

"I used to resent a lot of stuff." he

recalls. "Like one day I'd be talking

to somebody and a week later I'd

read back what they'd written and
Hooking horrifiedl I'd say. 'But it's

all a bunch of... lies."

"But I let that stuff slide off now
because, you know, it wasn't the first

time, it won't be the last. Besides,

I've had everything said about me
now that can be said."

continued horn page 6

became known as "The Lost

Generation."

Where the CBS project was, by

turns, jaunty and nostalgic, this new
view of the century's first global

calamity is wrought with the pathos

and dread of those who experienced

the war firsthand.

The common soldiers sharing the

misery of the trenches get their due,

even reverence. But the heartbreak

and struggle of women isn't over-

looked.

Narration includes the poignant

verse of life amid the mud and blood

from poets like Wilfred Owen and
Siegfried Sassoon, and the accounts

of women who lost their men,
women who nursed torn bodies and

souls, women who lost their youth in

munitions factories.

"There is a moral purpose to doing

a series like this," Winter said. "It's

to identify the extent to which the

chaos of the world hasn't come out

of thin air, but instead comes directly

from the events of our parents' and
grandparents' lives."

The cast of narrators includes

Ralph Fiennes, )eremy Irons, Liam
Neeson, Yaphet Kotto. Martin
Landau. |ane Leeves and Natasha
Richardson.

f\*

Local Businesses

The Massachusetts Daily
Collegian -would lil^e to thanl{

the following businesses and
individuals for helping to "post
bail** last Thursday to "spring"

our jailbirds during th«
Muscular Dystrophy

Associations JaiVA-Thon.

**
'9er

Amherst Athletic Club

Amherst Leisure Services

Amherst Sunshine Car Wash
Amherst Tire

Brandywine Apartments

Classe Cafe

Collective Copies

Dance Stuff

Guild Art Center

Hadley Tire

Hot Mama's

Judie's

Mullins Center

Regency Hair

Scott's Liquors

Showcase Card and Comics

Suhway of Amherst

Valley Bikes

Individuals

Alycia Ralph

Jennifer Kulm
Lyle Henry

Marni Helfner

Marty Pappas

Maureen Majerowski

Renee LeBlanc

Zulma Garcia

Sunday, November 17, 1996

VIFEMMES
John M. Greene Hall

Smith College

0/* On

with
Cracker

:ert sta;;* ? pM[3rts *t a P.M.

Tickets Available at (Jmass Fine Arts Center Box
Office, For the Record in Amherst, Northampton
Box Office & Ticketmaster

General Admission $16.00
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They're magically delicious: Altan enchants the Iron Horse.

COUHTf SV V1HCIN MCOHOS

Altan crams Irish jigs & fun in area show
By Don Bodah
Collegian Staff

:

»

i

*

»

Allan, perhaps the best-known
performers of Irish traditional

music, packed Northampton's Iron

Horse Music Hall for each of two
sets Saturday night. In front of a

sea- colored backdrop with faint

Celtic designs, fingers flew over
fiddle fretboards and picks
plucked perfect percussion from
bouzouki and guitar, accented by
accomplished accordian accompa-
niment.

Altan plays frolicking reels,

interspected with elegant jigs and
slow, beautiful songs. Their music-

comes primarily from Country
Donegal, whose music is, accord-

ing to fiddler Ciaran Tourish. dis-

tinctive because "it's mainly fiddle

oriented music... it's faster, more
vigorous." Guitarist Daithi Sproule

and bouzoukanist Ciaran Curran
provide the rhythms that drive the

music, while Dermont Byrne
pumps melodies on accordian and
Tourish and Mairaed Ni
Mhaonaigh front the band with
their fierce fiddling.

Ni Mhaonaigh sings lead vocals

on the band's "songs," by which
they mean any piece with lyrics.

The performance was made up
mostly of instrumental medleys of

reels and jigs, frequently interrupt-

ed by Ni Mhaonaigh's clear, sure

vocals on songs like

.-Blackwaterside." "Brid Og Ni
;Whaille." "the Banks of the White
Hock." and "Stor, a Ghra." Her
voice has definitely become richer

since Allan's early years, and
Saterday found her in great form.

It's interesting that Altan's songs
arc mostly in Irish, a language bare-

ly spoken in it's own country.
1

Tourish says "We're not on a cru-

sade or anything, it just happened
that Irish is Mairead's first lan-

guage, that's why we sing what we
do." Donegal is one of the view
"Gealtacht" (Irish- speaking) areas

left in Ireland. Although some Irish

acts have even gone to the point of

recording a hit single in Spanish.
French, German, etc. For the vari-

ous markets. Altan is content to

Kick: Butts
QUIT SMOKING
Support Group
Ongoing support group every

Wednesday night starting

October 23 from 7 - 8PM
at the UMASS Campus Center
RiKim numrvr ported M cbvMae

Are you tWrnkinj eeeut quitting,

tmckinf7

Hm you quit end felt it difficult

t* itty quit?

Do you mint to kelp ether people

quit *»i itiy quit?

Come to your quit imokinq support

qroup.

Get profeitioRol edifice oid

counseling, poor eouotelieq oid

prove* quit tipi end techniques.

FREEDOM FROM SMOKING

FREE OF CHARGE

For more information

call Steve at:

577-5181

Jointly iponftorvd by.

Univ*mty Heaiih S»rvu»»

Health figuration Division

fh» Family Planning Council

of Wtao rti MaaaawituMHti

and The MaaMchiMrttn

TjjKfli Control Program

stick with the language iheir songs
come in.

In the liner notes for their
albums, the band provides both the

Irish original and translated English

lyrici for their songs. In concert,

however, lyrics in a language unre-

lated to English don't seem to be a

problem. Tourish and Ni

Mhaonaigh had a little joke with

this on Saterday night, introducing

"Brid Og Ni Mhaille' with the sug-

gestion that we could learn Gaelic

and be singing along by the end of

the tune. According to Ni
Mhaonaigh. if that was too hard, we
could just "eat some garlic instead."

Certainly the expressiveness of Ni

Mhaonaigh's voice, along with the

band's informative introductions to

the songs, left them accessible to

one and all.

However, much of Altan's
strongest material doesn't have
lyrics. It is unfortunate that the

Iron Horse left no space free of

tables so that people could dance,

especially considering that Altan
plays primarily dance music
Toward the end of the performance
a few people got up and danced
anyway, but there were so many

waiters moving back and forth in

the open places that things were a
bit cramped. So the audience had
to be content to sit, clap, and
stomp their feet through a series of
rousing and superbly performed
tunes — "King of the Pipers," "Con
McGunley's" "The Newfoundland,"
"Drowsy Maggie."

An outstanding performance was
given by Byrne. Altan's newest
member, on "Bunker Hill." Byrne
seemed transfixed, with a far-off

look and a faint smile, barely
seeming to move his hands; how-
ever, the streams of quick, liquid

notes that poured from his

squeezebox surprised with their

smooth articulation and effortless

rhythm.

Altan live is a show to be seen

—

the band is made up of solid musi-

cians who make their music "for

fun." as Tourish says. Even on the

sadder songs (such as the stately jig

"A Tune for Frankie," which Ni
Mhaonaigh wrote for her husband
and Altan co-founder Frankie
Kennedy after his death from can-

cer), the band manages to keep a joy-

ful spirit. Thai's the Celtic magic of

Altan.

Mm is fair
Wednesday, November 6, 1996

6:00 pm-7:30 ptn

Student Union Ballroom

MORE THAN 60 MAJORS
WILL BE REPRESENTED
Sponsored by the University Advising Cantor

The Honors Program
The University Career Center
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ing the meet. UMass sophomore
lulie Alexander outlasted the
competition in the 200 breast,
clocking a 2:55.60. She was fol-

lowed by Amy Stephans. .15 sec

onds behind her.

Barbara Hickcy had a solid day.
finishing second in both the 500 and
1000 free (5:14.65 and 10:45.55
respectively), and helping her 400
Free relay team to a 5:44.76 second
place finish.

"Everyone was psyched for this

meet," said co-captain Hickcy
"We have a lot of depth, and our
freshman class looks good. We will

be a good championship meet
learn."

Senior co-captain )odi Walters
added. "We didn't know what to

expect. We came out and everyone
swam great. They (Boston College

|

were shocked. Considering the fact

that we were down by 50 points and
came back is a great accomplish-

ment
"

Mickey and Wallets were not
dejected by the loss, rather they
enthusiastically declared that they
wouli! love to race B.C. again, a cer

tain sign that the team's attitude is

right on track. •

The next day, the team luted a
much weaker foe easily outpointing
Vermont. The team cruised to victo-

ry taking first in 1 1 out of 12
even is

Sophomore Meghan Matacera.
freshman Claire Maker, and Mickey
all scored double wins.

Matacera captured the 100 back
(105.74) and the 200 back
(2:18.57), while Maker nailed her
two freestyle sprints, taking the 50
free (26.04) and the 100 free
(56.09).

Other Minutewomen victories
came from Kristin Schambach in the

1000 free. Amy Stephens in the 100
breast, and Marci Hupp in the 200

I.M.

The diving team aced the one and

three-meter events; once again

Rodriguez was the story. She quali-

fied for the NCAA Zones on the

one-meter board, springing away
from the competition with 251.775
points

Carpenter look second in the

one-meter, then came back to lock

up the three-meter with 212.10
points.

l.ansky returned from her record

breaking performance Friday to take

the 100 and 200 fly. pacing the team

to even its record in the young season

at 1-1.

The team now has the difficult

task of swimming on the road for

their next seven meets. They will

not return to the friendly confines

of the Rogers pool until |an. 19.

The first leg of their journey begins

at Providence College this Saturday

at 5:50 p.m.

V-Ball team heads east to Harvard
By Steven Grant
Collegian Staff

In its second encounter with an
Ivy League opponent this season,
the Massachusetts Minutewomen
Volleyball team will travel to
Cambridge to face Harvard
tonight.

The squad from Curry Micks
Cage beat Harvard last season,
rather handily, in a 5-0 sweep at

home. The Minutewomen have won
four of their last five matches, and
boast a 20-7 record. Plus they
already swept Brown earlier this

season, a team which swept
Harvard in the Crimson's last

match.

The Crimson, however, are 10-14,

and 4-5 in a weak Ivy League con-

ference. They've dropped their last

three matches by a combined score

of 9-2 but Harvard is coming off

seven straight road matches, and per-

haps the return home will provide u

spark.

But UMass coach Bonnie Kenny
has worried about her team all sea-

son long, and this time is no excep

tion.

"There's still a lot of things we
need to work on as a team." she said.

"Every time we try to worry about

someone else, [it backfires|. But
Harvard is a young team, and they've

improved from last season. We'll
have to be ready for them."
The Minutewomen, coming off

of wins over St. Bonaventure and
Duquesne. are led in kills by
Dionne Nash (4.1 per game) and
freshman |ill Meyers (5.5 per
game. 515 total). Another fresh-

man, Kari Hogancamp. leads the
club in digs, averaging 5.4 per
game. Her 561 total digs is also
top for UM.i>-

Sophomore setter Katie Pearce
(12.9 assists per game). Sarah
Walters (21 kills versus Rhode-
Island) und Michelle Puciorek (2.8
kills [x-r garnet have all been playing

well lor the Minutewomen. and have
played key roles in the team's suc-

cess

lunior Elissa Mart paces the
Crimson with 584 kills, 4.4
kills/gm and a .529 hitting per-
centage. She played well against
the Minutewomen last year, and
this lime UMass will be ready for

her.

"We're going to have to contain
Hart offensively." said Kenny. "She
put up some really good numbers
against us last year. We're going to

have to try to slop her."

Tops in digs for the Cambridge
crew is Melissa Forcum. with an
average of three per game. The
sophomore outside hitter is also sec-

ond in total kills with 244 and sec-

ond in kills per game, with 2.9.

Minutewomen Notes... Kenny on
the week ahead, which includes
four matches in five days: "It's

going to be a hard week. With
seven bodies. | the four matches]
will be a tough task." ... junior
Lesley Nolan and freshman
Amanda Fleming remain on the
injured list... UMass is 2-5 lifetime

against the Crimson... After
Harvard. UMass will begin a

six-match homestand. Despite the

all-time record. UMass has won the

last two meetings with Harvard...
UMass is only 5-5 on the road...

After sweeping an opponent, 5-0,

UMass has lost its following match
four times. On Saturday, the
Minutewomen swept the Duquesne
Dukes. 15-10. 16-14, 15-2... The
last time UMass was able lo win
more than two in a row was its

fourth straight victory over La Salle

on Oct. 4. Since then, the
Minutewomen have had three
two-match winning streaks... Katie
Pearce has a mere two hitting
errors in 5b attempts.

MARINE OFFICER

UNDERCLASSMEN WELCOME/
RESERVE A SPOT AT OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL (OCS] IN QUANTICO,
VIRGINIA FOR THIS SUMMER
COMPLETION OF EITHER THE 6 WEEK, OR 10 WEEK LEADERSHIP COURSE
REQUIRES NO OBLIGATION ON YOUR PART TO ACCEPT A COMMISSION
AS A 2ND LIEUTENANT IN THE MARINE CORPS.
RECEIVE MORE THAN $1 .500 FOR THE SUMMER TRAINING.

YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE $1 .350 A YEAR, IN FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.

GUARANTEED "ACTIVE DUTY" COMMISSION UPON COMPLETION OF OCS. AND
THE FULFILLMENT OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR A BACHELOR'S DEGREE.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:

WILLING TO ATTEND OCS AFTER YOUR FRESHMAN. SOPHOMORE. JUNIOR
OR SENIOR YEARS AT COLLEGE (BUT NOT NECESSARILY EACH YEAR).

MUST ENJOY WORKING OUTDOORS AND LEADING OTHERS.

BE IN TOP PHYSICAL CONDITION AND HAVE GOOD ACADEMIC CREDENTIALS.

SPEAK WITH CAPTPETERS A T THENEWMAN CENTER ON
WEDNESDA Y THE 6TH. FROM NOON UNTIL 2:00 P.M., OR FOR

MORE INFORMA TION CALL: 1-800-255-USMC
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don't need a stopwatch to tell you that,

you don't need a HOC llicy leave the

meets knowing how they did," O'Brien,

"II we ran our best day we could of won
the Atlantic 10's. but I definitely thought

we could of captured second."

The attention of coach O'Brien and
the Minutemen is now focused
towards the IC4A Championships,
the qualifying for the NCAA champi
onships. The IC4As will be held in

Boston on Nov. 16. with only two
teams from New England advancing
to the NCAA Tournament in Arizona.

"Providence College should win
and B.U., Brown and Dartmouth
have a good shot at the second seed,

but all of those schools are beatable.

We don't even need our best day. just

a day when all of our men run to

what is expected." O'Brien said.

Those four schools all finished
higher than UMass at the New
England Championships. If UMass
men's cross country wants to
advance to the NCAAs, they need to

step it up to their full capability at

the IC4A Championships in two
weeks.

5-Week Intensive

Chi-Lel Qigong
Workshop
(life force or chi therapy I

as taught in the largest medicinelesg
hospital in China. These self-healing

methods are used to treat cancer,

diabetes, arthritis, heart disease,

chronic fatigue, paralysis, psoriasis

and other chronic illnesses

FREE LECTURE/DEMONSTRATION
November 7th, 7:30 p.m.

The Barn Studio, 22 Dickenson St, Amherst
(parking behind Video Tb Go on Main St)
Classes to follow on Thursday evenings,

7:30-9:30 p.m. Tuition is $155, including

study materials. Tb register or for

further information 603-357-0661

.

Chi Lei is eaaily learned by anyone
winning to improve or maintain their

health and wellness.

COUHUSY M1DIA MIATIONS

The Minutemen ended up third this weekend at the Atlantic-10 champi-

onships.

SALE
The Concourse Sale is Back!

UMASS clothing and hats at markdown prices

Selected hat styles

50% off lowest ticketed price

Jackets - Sweatshirts - Tees

Savings of 20% or more off original price

First Quality- Famous Ma-leers

And many others

UNIVERSITY
MSTORE&

CAMPUS CENTER
545- 261

9

MON - FRI 9am-lpm
SATURDAY lOant- 5pr

BC gambling scandal deepens
By Jimmy Golen

Associated Press

NEWTON (AP) — At Pittsburgh,

at the beginning of every season,

coach lohnny Majors talks to his

players about agents and gambling.

At Syracuse, coach Paul Pasqualoni's

speech is buttressed by representa-

tives of the NFL and the local district

attorney. But then, when the talking

is done, the football players go back

to their dorms, subject to campus
temptations.

"When you're responsible for kids

and you're not around them all hours

of the day, some things can happen
that you really hope wouldn't,"
Virginia Tech coach Frank Beamer
said Monday about allegations of

gambling on the Boston College foot-

ball team. "There isn't any question

that once the season gets started, you

get really busy and that's the farthest

thing from your mind," Majors said

on the Big East conference call. "I

talked about agents the other day. I

didn't talk about gambling. But I'm

going to bring that up tonight."

Boston College was hit with
rumors this weekend that players had

been betting on their own games,
perhaps even betting on themselves

to lose. The school is investigating

and has asked the Middlesex County

district attorney to assist

Also, the Boston Herald reported

Monday that the FBI has started its

own investigation. Las Vegas odds-

makers took this Saturday's game

against No. 17 Noire Dame off the

board.

BC athletic director Chel
Gladchuk, who began interviewing

players on Monday, stressed over the

weekend there was no evidence of

any game-fixing or point-shaving but

said the investigations were necessary

to clear the program's reputation.

However, The Boston Globe quot-

ed unidentified sources as saying that

five or six players were involved, bet-

ting against the Eagles on more than

one occasion. The Herald, citing

unidentified students, put the number
of gambling players as high as 1 5. A
University statement issued Sunday
night said the school was cooperating

with the district attorney and the

NCAA. The Rev. William Leahy.
BC's new president, met most of the

day Sunday with Gladchuck and offi-

cials from the district attorney's

office.

"The situation is a very public issue

right now," coach Dan Henning said

during Monday's conference call.

"I'm concerned about the health and
welfare about all the players on the

football team and all the coaches. We
hope that somehow this comes to a

swift resolution so we can move on
and play."

Henning said he had made no
changes to his roster for the Notre
Dame game — the biggest game of

the year for BC. Asked if it was safe

to assume players would be suspend-

ed if there were any evidence of gam-
bling, Henning said. "That's correct."

Henning's job was already in jeop-

ardy because of his 15-17-1 record,

with a 4-5 mark this season that

includes a 20- 13 loss to Pittsburgh on
Thursday, a game that the Eagles

were favored to win by II 1/2.

Henning met with the team's
senior captains and four other players^

on Saturday: Kiernan Speight.*

lermaine Monk, lamall Anderson ansfj

Brandon King, the grandson of box-«

ing promoter Don King. Brandon^
King has not played this season*
because of a broken foot. »J

Asked on the conference call hu$*
it was determined which players wertj
included in the meeting, Henning*
said: "I have no idea. They were i%
the room by themselves." %*

Security dispersed media from the^

area outside the meeting room ope
Sunday and most players did nmj
comment. However, Speight told lh£»

Associated Press, "Right now I just*,

want to get it resolved. When it aQ*
shakes down Kiernan Speight will n**,

innocent." •

The 8,800-student school was a*J
the center of a basketball point sha^e
ing scandal in 1982 when Rick Kuhn?
was sentenced to 10 years in federtffc

prison for his role in fixing six gainesf?

during the 1978-79 season. •

BC had been an I I 1/2 poirnj
favorite against Pittsburgh ops
Thursday. The Eagles amassed 501*

yards of offense and 52 first downs,
compared with 575 yards and lb first

downs for Pittsburgh, which won 20
15.

TRAVEL
SMART!

Beginning Nov 1

Ons Way Roundtrlp

LONDON
FROM dr. SOtTO* Of DC

$154 $293
FROM NEW YORK

PARIS
$224 $427
ROME

$288 $549
SAN JOSE.
COSTARICA
$235 $446

UAiPrinx ^in
:t **—* * *mn,r* 2*60733

I

I

I Schsdulsd Mights. I

|
First to worldwide dstllestions. I

I

I

I

I

Esraltpasest available

Weekend surcharges may apply.

j Customs-Immigration taxes apply.

I Fares subject to change without

| notice Inn student ID. cards

may be required.

r,7S/W TRAVEL
34? Madison Ave .NY. NY 10173

212-986-8420*

800-272-9676

• Free Estimates

• 5 Year Nationwide Warranty

• Auto Glass Replacement

• Car & Truck Rental

North Amherst Motors
78 Sunderland Road, North Amherst, MA 549-2880

{One Mile t'om UMass bus route)

CIC YOU KNOW?
The University Health Services offers Contact Lenses!!!

With all these great features:

• Same day fitting or replacement in many cases

• Wide variety of lenses available (including disposables)

• Convenient On-Campus Location

• Free sample start-up solutions

• Contacts mailed FREE!*

'normal delivery

WHRT RrE YOU WRITING [FOR?
Call the Eye Care Services of the University Health Services.

577-5244

!! TREADMILLS !!

A
\UX\f Thursday, Oct. 27
LI LI Lip 10am -Midnight

& V Entire Contents of Store
20 - 50% Off List Price!
Guitars, amplifiers, strings, sheet music... Everything!

Amherst Music Store . 233 n. pieaum st. • 549.1728

HEX
FITNESS CENTER
AMHERST M A

!! TREADMILLS !!
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AUTO FOR SALE

93 Mitsubishi Ming* IS 49k
miles AC. steteo/cass . auto, excel

lent condition $7800 ot B/0 253-

1657 Bill

Oldf Cutlass Cura 1M3 75.000

miles great condition $1500 00 or

B/0 253- 1653

EMPLOYMENT

ASIAN/EUROPEAN EMPLOY
MENT live in Prague Budapest

Tokyo etc teaching simple conver

sational English No teaching back-

ground or languages necessary Call

19191 968-1164

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
- Apply now tor summer All sea-

sonal positions open Rafting Co
and Dude Ranch jobs also available

Call 919-968-1 164

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed' Entry-level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services (2061 97 1 -3600 ext R5001

3

EMPLOYMENT
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan S Korea No teach-

ing background or Asian languages

required For into call 1206) 971-

3570 Ext J5O016

Ltgal Assistaats Wanted -

Spring '97 Intsmshias with the

Student Legal Services Office, get

hands-on experience in the legal

field—work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 under-

graduate credits No experience in

the legal profession necessary

—

training provided Contact the

Student Legal Services Office today

for an application 922 Campus
Center. 545 1995

Drivers & Bus Parson needed Day

& night shifts available Apply in

person-Pinnochio s

$1000 s Possible Reading books

part-time at home Toll Free

I800I898-9778 Ext R-1732 for list-

ings

FOR SALE

Microwave Very good condition.

$50 Call 546-4869

FOR SALE
Almost brand new Simmons
BeautyRest Twin Bed Set Paid

$430 $200oi8/0 66M349

Round Trip Tkl Hartford St Croix

$500 or B/0 546- 1481 Dec 23 Jan 23

Computer- P90 15" Color monitor.

4xC0 16M SB32 w/spks Call 6-7234

Color Printer Super Quiet 24 pin

Panasonic KX-P2123 Color Printer

Free cable and stand. $170 Call

Mike at 546-6963

FOUND
Kays found near Morrill Building

bus stop Call flick 6-4812

INSTRUCTION

Boxing Three private 1/2 hour
lessons $69 95 Call 732-8817

Lost- Gold Hoop Earring ot senti-

mental value If found, please call 6-

3110 Reward given

MUSICIANS
Established funk outfit seeks
rhodes and/or hammond playei who
can GROOVE! Call Andy 549-1016 or

Jason 367-0159

MISCELLANEOUS

Naw Metabolism Breakthrough
Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35
800-776 9503

Know Your Rights Oo you have
questions about your rights' Do you

think your civil rights have been vio-

lated'' Find out 1 Contact the Student

Legal Services Office, 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995

PERSONALS
To the Collegian Staff- We're
halfway through the semester and

you guys are doing a great job

There's still five more weeks though

so keep it up! -Jaco

ROOM FOR RENT

Looking for a female
roommate(s) to share a four bed-

room apt in Spring '97 On bus
route, "CHEAP" Call Laura 253-

0823

ROOM FOR RENT
Female Students: On Campus
Housing available for Intersession

$250 Call Karen 1508)682-9213 Kathy

1617)479 7636

Female Students: On Campus
living Room and board starting at

$2000/semester Singles available

Immediate occupancy for Spring

Semester Call Karen (506)682-9213

Kathy (61 714/9- 7636

ROOMATE WANTED
Roommata(s) needed. Spring

semestei w/ lease ending May 31st

Apartment on bus line Call 549
2626

SERVICES

SPELLING COUNTS! #1 way to

boost your GPA Paper typing &
proofreading Quick & inexpensive

Call 1413) 549-7484

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade? Inhouse service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

Pregnant? Need help' Call

Birthright of Amherst area for tree

testing and assistance 549-1906

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20<t per word/day

All
others

40^ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

Answers to

Yesterday's Puzzle.
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1
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1
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Classifieds

"money well

Standard Headings
Activities Musicians

Announcements Miscellaneous

Apartment For Motorcycles

Rent Personals

Auto For Sale Room For Rent

Employment Room Wanted
Entertainment Roommate Wanted
For Sale Services

Found (2 days Summer Sublet

Free) To Sublet

Happy Birthday Travel

Houses For Rent Transportation

Instruction Wanted to Rent

Lost Wanted

CROSSWORD
1 5 3 4

1

' rc
- "

7 8

1

«- h 1J 13

14 * ,.

17 " r
20 21 22 23

H?4 25

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

34 35 36

37 38

40 41 42

43 44 45

46 47 MSK*
48 49 50 '' 52 53 54

55 56 57

1
59 60 .,

62 63 -

ACROSS
1. One hundred dollars,

in slang

5. Spit and

10. Before precious or

sweet

14. Continent west ol

Hawaii

15. Orange type

16. Miscellany

17. Wise trio

18. Viscous stuff

19. Shepard of NASA
20. Certain dogs

22. Love pat

24. Tater

25. Poet's contraction

26. Hall of the diameter

29. "Exile of '

31. Summit

34. Monsters

35. Condescending one

36. Cry of triumph

37. about (2 wds i

36. Street s boss

39. ' the night

before *

40. Boggy land

41

.

Public assembly

42. Squints

43. Compass dir

44. Actress Sommer
45. Ice-cream concoction

46. Gutdo s high note

47. Strengthen

48. Rolls ready lor

schmearing

51. Humor

55. List abbr (2 wds )

56. 'Let say what it

will' (Hamlet)

58. Wild goal

59. Heavy book

60. Supped

61. "Ooh'ender

62. Put the pedal to the

metal

63. Flinch

64. Denve (from)

DOWN
1. Starchy staples of

Africa

2. PDQ. in a memo
3. Capital ol Latvia

4. More delicate

5. Map parts

6. Valley girls hangouts

7. Caesars bird

8. Diadem ornament

9. Primary, for one
10. Takes wing

11. Competition for

Vogue

12. Unaccounted-tor

soldiers (abbr

)

13. Electric particles

21. Gambler s notes

23. 'Is so 1" rebuttal

26. Housetops

27. Second Mrs

Copperlield

28. Hum
29. Follow

30. Kitchen or study

31. Pulled

32. John or Maureen

33. Sheriffs band

35. Island east ot

Guernsey

38. Treacle

39. Vine parts

41. Took a spill

42. Unpolluted

45. Mute

46. Went on a moray

foray

47. TV marine Pyle

48. Poker moves

49. Resting upon

50. Wild animals,

collectively

51. Toodte-oo'

52. Blind as (2 wds )

53. Prefix for gram or

port

54. Quiz

57. Old

DAILY COLLEGIAN
http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

SERVICES
Typing/Bookkeeping Service
We're per f ectionists > AtC
Bookkeeping S49-0501

GORILLAGRAMS flowers. Birthday

Surprises Humorous Delivery Send
the Cra/y Gorilla Call 2560287 to

schedule a visit We'll go anywhew.
anytime

Hallock Straat Editing Resumes.
papers, and more Get the grade, get

theiob 253-5217

TRAVEL
Quebec Cily for New Year's! 3

nights at 5 star Hilton located in

Quebec City, the oldest city in North

America $89 pp SKI and PARTY Call

Dominic at 533-1600 nowi Limited

space, hurry i

SPRING BREAK Week in Jamaica

from $499 pp March 15-22 in Negnl

Includes RT air, 7 nights hotel, par-

ties/events and all taxes Call

Dominic at 413-533-1600 or 800
232-2415

SPRING BREAK! Earn cash'

Highest commissions/lowest prices 1

Travel free on only 13 sales" Free

info! Sunsplashl -800-426-7710

WANTED
Tutor for Math 455. Ed 311 and

313 Willing to pay $15 an hour Call

Amy 546-0706

Needed Rigorous Bibliography or

Book List for Statistics 1 1 1 School of

Continuing Education Course Will

pay $100 00 or more- Neg Call

(413)549-1271

MODELS WANTED FOR
FASHION SHOW

Flava Boy Productions s looking

for lemale models for an AIDS bene-

fit fashion show to be held at the

end of November To sign up for an

interview please contact us A S A P

at 253-6623

Needed by Christmas- 1 dorm
fridge in working order 1 Will pay $40

Call Jenn 586-6278

Personals Policy

2.

All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified
employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-
tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UM.iss I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subje< t to

penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-
dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

ARIES
March 21 -April 20
You'll be called upon to make plenty

of decisions this week. Be sure you
know the difference between

someone who genuinely wants your

opinion and someone who Just can't

make a decision on their own.

TAURUS
April 21 -May 21

It's planting time, so get It in gear!

You'll be glad you did at harvest

time. Now would also be a good

time to change your eating habits

for the better, since you're already

thinking about vegetables.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Catch up on the whos and whats

of everyday life with someone who
seems very far away. They could be

feeling left out of the circle, and
your efforts will make a big

Impression. Don't toy with the

affections of a sensitive person.

CANCER
June 22-July 22
Make an Investment In a basic piece

of equipment for your home. And
don't skimp—the goal Is to plan for

the long haul. A decisive action you
make could take some by surprise.

Don't let their gasps faze you.

LEO
July 23-August 23
You're a sponge when it comes to

Information this week, so expose

yourself to all kinds of things you've

always been Interested In. Pick one

you especially like and sign up for a

group that specializes In that.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22
Like < .ireful Inventory before

heading off to the store. Something

you have on hand could Inspire

your creative juices, and you'll MM
money. Clip coupons and put the

money you save In a |ar With lime.

It could pay for a vacation with

someone you have yet to meet.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Although you re .1 bundle ot postllve

energy, you could meet with j cm -,h

deal of resistance. Use extra tact,

and lean on a few people If you

think It necessary. Try not to make
enemies lightly—they could cause

trouble later

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

A compulsive borrower heads In

your direction. Don't leel compelled

to offer an excuse If you refuse. The
best teacher Is the school of hard

knocks, and that might be exactly

what Is needed In this 1 MC

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

A deadline looms, so put In exli.i

ilrne to ensure tilings are done
right. You have other things you'd

rather be doing, but don't shirk

your responsibilities. You 11 en|o\

a social gathering, but resist the

temptation to be the host.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
II you can't avoid a conflict, then

be sure that you're prepared with

plentv of facts and figures to back
up your position. There could be
more at stake than It appears, so

remain rational.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

A younger person needs a helping

hand on a big pro|c( I < >ll« i ihem
your time and experllse. but don't

offer to do it for them Your
creativity lands you a big assign

ment at work. Plan an oiitlln.

you'll wow your bosses

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Pay extra attention to the arts ibis

week An event could have I spei l.il

meaning for you that could

reverberate throughout your life.

Head for a party to show oil vout
Liz/ling conversational skills

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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Always Wanted On* of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas

VOTE NOWI

Robotman By Jim Meddick

The elections are here,

and "S." isn't. So, please
till this out, cut on the

dotted line & send lo

"Always Wanted one ot

Those" creators, 113

Campus Center UMass
(in the basement) And
please, no complaints

about no drawings today.

Do you like our comic strip? Yes No
Are you going to vote in the presidential elections?

Yes No Too Young
Does Jim remind you of your R.A.?

Yes No Live off campus I am Jim

Should Mario & Seltzer meet? Yes No Who
Do you think you know any of the characters?

Yes No, they're fictional Yes, I'm one
Have you emailed Jim yet? Yes No I Don't have email

y

t
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i
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan Gilbert By Scott Adams
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Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick

l HIRED THE DOGBERT
CONSULTING COMPANY
TO ADD CREDIBILITY
TO fAY DECISIONS.

VI

A5 /AY ANALYSIS SKOLOS,

ITS rAUCH BETTER TO GIVE
YOUR. ttONEY TO IAETHAN
TO WASTE IT ON FUTURE.

DOIONSIZEES SUCH AS
YOURSELVES

8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

flOMAT ANALYSIS? THIS IS)
A PAGE RIPPE.D OUT OF

jjHE rAAGAZTNE IN OUR

PERHAPS YOU \LOBBY. J
SHOULD UPGRADE HLTTO f\1 DELUXE tf

SERVICE. V

M Vfcr-f.

r-\ *
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Sometimes I sit in this big

chair in my house and I shake

inside.

I get so nervous and

unhappy. I think I'm going to

explode.

I'm thoroughly and

completely miserable.

it must be the chair.
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Generation X By Chris Lehman
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MY fRIEND, THE
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Long before he became famous as the

host of Jeopardy, Alex Trebek was a
high school science teacher.
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Quote of the Day

64
Necks for 25^!

-No Neck Joe

99

Quote of the Day

u
I love brownies, hmm,
this one has nuts.

Rick the Dick

99

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 343-3636 for mor* Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Hungarian Noodle Bake
Tacos

Vegetable Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

Ratatouille

Veal Parmesan Sand.

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Chicken Sand.

Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

Worcester

LUNCH
Tacos

Ziti/ltalian Sausage
Sauce

Vegetable Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Carbanzo Bean&Rice
Provencal

Ravioli Alfredo

Berkshire

LUNCH
Tacos

Broccoli & Cauliflower

Casserole

Ziti/ltalian Sausage

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

Carbanzo Bean&Rice
Provencal

i
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Sports
The Massachusetts

Women's X-C ends season on top of A-10
By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
has several talented teams that email
tenth compete among the best
schools in their respective confer-
ences. You read about their success

everyday in the paper. But few can
match the dominance the women's
cross country team has displayed over
their Atlantic 10 in recent years.

Saturda. . at the Bronx's Van
Cortland Park, head coach Julie

LaFreniere strengthened her bid for

another Atlantic 10 coach of the year

award when her Minutewomen ran
away with their fourth Atlantic 10
championship in six years.

"It was a complete team effort,"

LaFreniere said. "It may have been our
best team performance of the season

."

Though UMass finished with 35
points, a distant 39 points ahead of

the second-place Lady Hawks of St.

loseph's. the meet, though, was not

dominated by the Minutewomen
from start to finish.

"We got a real scare from Virginia

Tech." LaFreniere said. "Midway
through the race they had several

runners keeping up with Christy

[Martin] and Katie (Greenia]."

But when UMass appeared from
the woods for the final leg of the

race, the Virginia Tech team had
become the fabled hare when their

quick start resulted in just a mediocre

fifth-place finish.

UMass relied on their usual top
five runners who all finished within

the top 12.

Iunior Rebecca Donaghue won the

race, becoming the Atlantic 10 indi-

vidual champion. Donaghue finished

with nearly a half of a minute to
spare as she separated herself from
George Washington's standout run-

ner Bridget Quenzer immediately
after the gun sounded.

"Rebecca ran a great race, but it

wasn't her fastest time of the sea-

son," LaFreniere said. "She wasn't

challenged very much, so it was diffi-

cult for her to push herself."

Donaghue became only the second
Minutewoman to ever win the
Atlantic 10 individual title.

Christy Martin, ran one of her best

races of the season, making her coach's

pre-meet premonitions come true by

finishing among the top five at 18:47.

"Christy has been coming on all

year long, 1 expected this perfor-

mance from her." LaFreniere said.

Besides her top 5 finish. Christy

can be proud of her improvement
since last month's trip to Van
Cortland where she ran 20 seconds

behind Saturday's time.

Katie Greenia, ran a tough race,

finishing bth while battling a serious

respiratory illness

"1 was so proud of Katie's perfor-

mance." LaFreniere said. "She's a

gutsy runner who gave it her all

despite being under the weather."

Molly Dunlap helped anchor the

• Minutewomen's squad as she fin-

ished 1 1th. with a time of 19:02.

"Molly ran a fantastic race,

improving her time from her last Van
Cortland appearance by 35 seconds,"

LaFreniere said.

Sharon Tillotson wins the Van
Cortland Park improvement of the

year award by cutting an unimagin-

able 45 seconds off last month's per-

lormance. Tillotson finished 12th
overall, with a time of 19:08 that

sealed the victory and the title for

UMass.

"What can I say." LaFreniere said.

"My kids stayed strong even when it

looked like they were losing the

race."

"The girls have a lot of heart and
determination." LaFreniere said. "At

the beginning of the season their goal

was to repeat as Atlantic 10 champi-

ons Saturday, they went out and
achieved that goal."
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COUftTtSV MEDIA DELATIONS

Rebecca Donaghue and the UMass women's cross country team cap-
tured the Atlantic-10 tournament this weekend in the Bronx.

Minutewomen leave Totman in style; beat Yale 2-1

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts field hockey team needed
overtime, but was able to come up with a 2-1 vic-

tory over Yale yesterday in what was probably the

final game at Totman Field.

The win seals No. 8 UMass' regular season
record at 14-5. 5-0 in the Atlantic 10. Yale drops
to 9-7. 1-3 in the Ivy League.

Trie Minutewomen had several chances in the

extra period, before they were able to put the

Bulldogs away With just over 13 minutes to go in

overtime. Saskia Fuchs unloaded a shot just inside

the circle. The ball careened off the cage's post,

wide left.

With 12:41 remaining, Kate Putnam took a shot

from the circle's edge that just missed putting the

Bulldogs away.

Finally, UMass was able to put together the
game-winning drive. Amy Ott controlled the ball,

bringing it upfield to the Yale circle, where she
fired a shot of her own. Yale cleared the ball, send-

ing it to her left, where Fuchs picked it up and
crossed it to a waiting Erica Johnston.

lohnston. who is recovering from a virus that put
her in the infirmary for two days, reacted quickly.

sending a shot to the back of the cage to give
UMass the win.

"We knew the Yale goalkeeper would be good if

we hit it right at her." UMass coach Pam Hixon
said. "That's why we were trying to move her in the

circle a little bit, instead of just taking long shots."

The Minutewomen struck first in the game,
when Fuchs knocked home a shot with 23:36
remaining in regulation. After the Minutewomen
took a free hit from the top of the circle while the

Yale defense was still setting up, Putnam fed

Fuchs. Fuchs collected the ball and pushed it past

the Yale goalie, who was coming out to meet the

shot.

Yale was not able to muster much offensive

power after the UMass goal, until the team man-
aged a penalty comer with 14:57 remaining.

Lindsay Hobbs put Yale on the board with the

tying goal, with just 5:39 left in the second half.

Hobbs was able to get the ball over UMass goalie

Hilary Rose. Rose had gone to the ground to block
another Bulldog shot, when Abigail Alt sent the

loose ball to Hobbs for the score.

The Minutewomen almost won the game in regu-

lation when Johnston crossed the ball in front of

the Yale goalmouth. Laura Phelan. who made a

successful move to the midfield after being hit in

the face with a ball during UMass' game with
Connecticut, dove for the shot, just missing
lohnston's set-up.

Kerry Lyons, who has seen considerable time off

the bench due to lohnston's recent illness, played a

key role in keeping the Minutewomen in the Yale
zone early in the contest.

With just under 1 7 minutes left in the first half.

Lyons took the ball alone in the circle. Within the

next six minutes, she was responsible for UMass
receiving four offensive penalty corners.

"Kerry's been a very good player off the bench,"
Hixon said. "She accepts her role, she understands
it. She's got good speed and she's good in the cir-

cle."

Rose was called on to stop six shots in the
UMass net, while facing six Bulldog penalty cor-

ners.

Yesterday's game marked what Hixon definitive-

ly called the final game on Totman Field. There has

been much discussion in recent years by the
University and the Athletic Department to have
Richard F. Garber Field turned into a turf field, to

which the Minutewomen would move.
"This is the last game on Totman Field," Hixon

said, matter-of-factly.

The Minutewomen now prepare for the Atlantic

UM drowns Vermont in opener
Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Correspondent

III MOWN> COUEGIAN

The Massachusetts men's swim team opened the season against
Vermont this weekend.

Vermont found themselves in a

whirlpool Saturday as the

Massachusetts men's swimming and
diving team beat the Catamounts
1 38 to 80 at Joseph R. Rodgers. |r.

Pool to capture it's first meet of the

season.

It was a satisfying meet from
every corner of the pool. Ed
Hefferon of Stratford, Conn., made
a splash in his collegiate debut,
winning both the one- and
three-meter diving events by scores

of 233.325 and 267.325. His
three-meter score, 267.325 is the

fourth best in UMass history.

Junior Matt Davey also swam for

doubles Saturday, capturing the

200 free (1:48.35) and 100 free

(48.51).

"I'm going to have to demand a

little bit more from the team if we
want to win. We have Providence
and Boston University coming up,

and we will have to play much bet-

ter," Coach Russ Yarworth said.

"We have quite a few problems
with ineligible players and
injuries, but we should be looking

good in February when it really

counts."

Other winners were senior Matt
Getty taking the 200 IM, junior
Scan Anderson who won in the 50
free, and sophomores B |.

Brannan and David Koritkoski,
who made some waves and
claimed the 500 free and 200
back.

"We got it done. We did what

we had to do to win," Yarworth
said.

Overall, it was a good start for

the Minutemen of the chlorine sea.

Next week the swimming team
travels down to Providence, to

splash the boards against
Providence College on Saturday,
Nov. 9.

"Providence will be lough, but

they stopped all their swimming
scholarships last year. So they
probably don't have that strong
of a freshman class. I'll know
more of what to expect after their

meet Wednesday night,"
Yarworth said.

Yarworth. in addition to his duties

as swim and diving coach, is head
coach of Massachusetts water polo,

which will be in Cambridge this

weekend at the Eastern
Championships.

"I'm exhausted, but it's a lot

of fun. I try to stay organized,
and stay focused and I try not to

spend to much time with one
team. I hardly miss a practice
for either team, but this week-
end I'll be at Easterns, so I

won't be in Providence. But I

j)ave really good assistants and
they'll do a great job," Yarworth
said.

Coach Yarworth didn't think it

was a pretty win, but the
Minutemen are content with a one
in the win column. UMass is look-

ing to stay healthy and competi-

tive during the dual meets heading

into the last week in February
during the Atlantic 10

Championships.

Swimmers split two
by Chris Krein

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's swim-

ming team opened up the 1996-97

campaign splitting two home dual

meets. They fell in a heartbreaker to

Boston College. 160-140, then came
back the following afternoon and
trounced Vermont, 176-91, in this

weekend's action.

The team kicked off the season

Friday night in the loseph R.

Rogers. )r. pool facing bitter rival

Boston College. They were hoping
to avenge last year's embarrassing

80 point defeat to the Eagles.

"We have so many young people

on the team right now, I didn't

know how they would respond to a

big meet environment. They came
right in, and I'm really proud with

how (his team swam... everybody
contributed." UMass head coach
Bob Newcombe said.

UMass started slowly, however,
and found themselves down by 31

points after seven events in the 16

event meet.

lessica Farley kept the

Minutewomen in contention, racing

to a victory in the 200 free

(1:59.49), while Amy Mullen took

second in the same event (2:01.05).

Lia Lansky crushed the previous

UMass freshman record in the 200
fly, turning in a blistering 2:10.08

and securing the first place points.

Farley finished a stroke ahead of

the pack in the 100 free, capturing

the most hotly contested event of the

day. She won with a 55.68, .02 sec-

onds ahead of B.C.'s Kendra
Johnson. The last place finisher

turned in a 56.33, separating the first

and worst by less than a second.

Andrea Spencer, who would take the

100 fly later in the meet (1:01.09).

placed third with a 56.00, edging out

B.C.'s Rachel Enos by .01 seconds.

The Minutewomen's comeback
truly began in the eighth event with

junior diving sensation. Angeliquc
Rodriguez, easily taking the

one-meter victory with a score of

241.20. The comeback was com-
plete as Rodriguez was even
stronger in the three-meter compe-
tition five events later, scoring a

259.80. Her score automatica

qualifies her for NCAA Zones at

the end of the year, something she

was unable to notch until late in

the season last year. It is an out-

standing accomplishment to lock

up the bid not just eariy in the year

but in the first meet.

"Angelique is one of the best

divers in the zone," noted
Newcomb. "The group, in fact, is

diving very well. Guy Pollino

I
UMass diving coach | has done a

great job bringing them along."

She was joined by fellow divers

Krystin Carpenter (215.625) and
Kim Schadt (2 14.45) as the top three

finishers in the three-meter, giving

the team 16 points to B.C.'s three.

With two events to go, the score

stood in the Eagles favor, 133-131

but it looked as if the momentum
was decidedly with the home team,

hoping to play the spoiler role.

Yet the momentum shifted back

Boston's way as the Eagles finished

1-2 in the 200 I.M. leaving only a

glimmer of hope for the

Minutewomen, as the score stood at

147-1 36 entering the 400 free relay.

UMass prepared to swim the last

event knowing it had to not only

place first, but also lake second to

send B.C. packing with a loss. In a

gallant effort, the relay teams took

second, fourth, and fifth, but it was
not enough for the upset.

Newcomb was pleased with the

effort, nonetheless, proclaiming a

"moral victory."

"We came storming back.
Generally, our team has been a bet

ter first half team. This year we are

a better second half team. That is

something that we have definitely

improved upon." He added, "We
proved that last year's meet against

Boston College was a fluke."

It is also worth noting that the

team was without its best distance

swimmer, three lime school record

holder, Karen Sonnwald, due lo a

fracture in her foot. The squad
hopes to have her back in time for

the Philadelphia Open in early

December.

In other key match-ups dur-

Tum to SPLIT, page 8

X-C pegs 3rd place in A- 1

Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Correspondent

After the running down the
Atlantic 10 title last year, the

Massachusetts men's cross-country
team was unable to repeat history

Saturday and finished third overall in

the A- 10s at Van Cortlandt Park in

the Bronx. Coach Ken O'Brien was
hoping the depth and endurance on
his squad would be enough to sustain

victory over the five-mile trek.

"I'm disappointed, but not sur-

prised. Last year we had a career day,

this year Virginia Tech had a career

day," O'Brien said, "We overhauled

LaSalle. but we definitely could have

overhauled St. )oe's. This (is) not the

best race of the year. We didn't run

as we are capable of running."

Virginia Tech came out of the Atlantic

10 victorious, with the low score of 28.

Five of the top eight men crossed the fin-

ishing line wearing the brown and
orange of the Hokies. Virginia Tech's top

man. Van Arnold finished third overall

with a time of 25:51.5. He finished

behind Troy Harry of LaSalle at 25:32.9

and first place finisher Matl Byrne of St.

loseph's at 25:24.7.

St. loseph's University and LaSalle

both edged out Massachusetts earlier

in the year during dual matches. On
Saturday, UMass was able to conquer
LaSalle, but St. foe's capitalized on
the Minutemen's less than par perfor-

mance and stole second prize.

Iunior lonathan Way, of Marstons
Mills, finished in an impressive fifth posi-

tion, leading the Minutemen to their third

place in the finals. His time was 25:56.6

which was just behind St. loe's Byrne.

"(on Way went right. That was pretty

much it. He ran to the best of his capa-

bility and did as expected. Tim Boiland

ran an impressive seventh, gaining

forty-five seconds from his best lime.

Basically, two out 12 men ran to their

capability or better." O'Brien said.

Other notables were Matt Behl who
came in tenth at 2b:03.3. Ryan Carrara

who finished third for UMass at 14th

at 26:22.5. Mike Maceiko who nipped

1 5th at 26:22.9. and Walter Stock who
rounded out the top five for UMass,
finishing 18th overall in 26:32.1.

"We have five men capable of running

as a great second man. )on ran as expect-

ed. We struggled basically. They're disap-

pointed with (heir performance. You

Turn to MEN, page 9

Crew schooled at Dartmouth
By Jackie Leroox

Collegian Correspondent

The novices of the
Massachusetts women's crew did

not finish first this weekend, but

they still came out as winners.

"They had a great time," said

Kate Hubbard, of the women's
crew office.

The novices traveled to

Hanover, N.H. on Saturday to

take part in their very first race;

the Dartmouth Invitational, a

novice only regatta. UMass sent

three boats to the race, and ihey

finished 10th, 11th and 13th, out
of a field of 1 3 total boats. Even
though they did not win, they
came away having earned valuable

experience.

This regatta was the first one for

the Minutewomen. None of them
had ever been to a race before, as

either participants or spectators.

On the other hand, most of their

competition were recruited by
(heir schools, and had four years

of high school rowing under (heir

belts.

The top finishers of the regatta

were Radcliffe, Yale Dartmouth
and Boston University

The team would have liked to

have done better, but for now they

will settle for what they got. They
feel as though they are on target

and improving.

"We were sa(isfied wi(h the out

come, but not ecstatic." Hubbard
said.

One thing that must be under
stood about Saturday's regatta is

that it was all in the spirit of fun

Its main objective was to help the

novices get some experience. They
got to see how a regatta works, and
to get a feel for it.

While UMass sent three boats to

the Invitational, a lot of other
schools only scn( (wo. The boats at

the regatta were not stacked, so
each boat had an equal amount of
talent in it. When boats are
stacked, coaches put rowers into

boats according to (heir ability

level, so one boat will have the best

line-up in it.

The novices will take part ir

another experience-building race
on Nov. 9, when they travel to Yale
for the Yale Invitational. The Yale
Invitational will also require boats
that are not stacked. Their first real

competition, and test of their abili

ty, will come on Nov. 16. when
they head to Bos(on for (he Foot of
(he Charles.
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Magid makes most
of UM soccer career

Senior midfielder

Julie Magid is a big

reason why the
Minutewomen have

high hopes for the

postseason. Check
out our feature (see

Sports, page 1 2).

Dance the

house down

Internationally
acclaimed
Philadelphia Dance
Company will

sweep into the FAC
Concert Hall

tonight, (see Arts U
Living, page 7).

WORLD

Expect full recovery
for Boris Yeltsin

MOSCOW - Boris Yeltsin's heart

bypass surgery was pronounced a

success yesterday and surgeons
predicted a full recovery, easing
anxiety that has hobbled Russia for

months.
Yeltsin could take back his powers

and the nuclear button in two days,

but may not go back to his office

until the new year.

The operation lasted seven hours.

Yeltsin regained consciousness
about five hours later, was heavily

sedated and was still on a respirator

to guard against postoperative com-
plications. Doctors said they couldn't

predict when he could leave the hos-

pital.

Dr. Renat Akchurin, ieader of the

12-man surgical team that conduct-

ed the coronary artery bypass oper-

ation, said the number of bypasses

"significantly exceeded" the three

or four that doctors had speculated

initially might be necessary.
Doctors said Yeltsin's blood circula-

tion had been significantly

improved.

Akchurin refused to say how many
bypasses were done. "I'd tell you
immediately if I had his permission,"

he said. "It's his personal business."

Yeltsin's long illness has left Russia

with a part-time leader at best and
spawned power struggles among
presidential wannabes.

NATION

Source: "Less likely"

that bomb or missile

SMITHTOWN, N.Y. (AP) — While

investigators began dredging the

ocean floor for the last pieces of

TWA Flight 800, a source said it

appeared "less likely" that a bomb
or missile downed the jumbo jet.

The source also discounted the

missile theory, saying it was the

least likely possibility of three sce-

narios investigators have recited

repeatedly — bomb, missile or

mechanical malfunction.

"We don't want to assign per-

centages to any of the three theo-

ries, but we are not seeing the type

of evidence that we should be see-

ing if it was a bomb or a missile,"

the source said Monday.
"It's less likely now that it's a

bomb or a missile because we have

a whole lot more of the plane."

With the bomb, there should be

a sign of chemical residue or pitting

marks in the metal, but investiga-

tors have seen no evidence of that,

the source said, speaking on condi-

tion of anonymity.

A missile would leave a much
more destructive path with
entrance and exit holes, which
investigators so far have not seen,

the source said.

The Paris-bound plane exploded

into a fireball minutes after takeoff

from New York's Kennedy Airport

on |uly 1 7, killing all 230 on board.

Investigators know that the air-

craft's nearly empty center fuel tank

blew up but they can't figure out

what sparked the explosion — a

bomb, a missile or an unprecedent-

ed mechanical failure
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Pres* Clinton, Kerry, Olver prevail; GOP
to hold Congress despite Mass. set-backs

EWAKTH MOWN V COIUGIAN

President William Jefferson Clinton, pictured here Sunday, in Springfield with Rep. John Olver (left), Sen. Ted Kennedy (right) and Sen. |ohn Kerry (not pictured)

MStudents help Democrats prevail in Mass., Clinton wins in landslide,

but political fate of two parties is still unclear Republicans to hold Congress

By Michael Elliott

Collegian Staff

Massachusetts voted decisively for

Democratic candidates last night in a

election which will, undoubted!).

raise nunc questions about American
politics than it answers.

The tight senate race between Gov.

William F. Weld and Sen. |ohn F.

Kern proved to be less of a nail-biter

than expected — with Weld offering l

characteristically humorous concession

well before the late night pundits even

had a chance to assess the davs rwukl .

At midnight, the polls indicated

that even Democratic incumbent in

the Massachusetts Congressional del-

egation, including Rep. lohn Olver.

will return to Washington without

their two Republican colleagues. Rep.

Peter Bluie and Rep. Peter

Torkildsen. both of whom seem head-

ed towards defeat. The only race

without incumbents, the 10th district

battle between Democrat William
Delahunt and Republican Kdward
Teague. appears out of reach for the

GOP.
Massachusetts did not exactly vote

for the self-proclaimed Republican

"revolution" of 1994. making it diffi-

cult to use the Commonwealth as a

benchmark of analysis for the rest of

the Naiion. Even Kerry's victory

could be construed as a vote of confi-

dence for Weld's gubernatorial per-

formance, as opposed to popular
preference for the Democrat-

Examining results across the coun-

try, the lines become even more
unclear. Does Clinton's victor) repre-

sent a endorsement of the

Democratic platform? Considering

that the Republicans will likel) retain

their control in Congress, this will

probably not be the case.

On the other hand, the defeat of

Bob Dole clearly sends I message to

the likes of House Speaker Newt
Gingrich and Senate Majority I cadet

Trent Lott — one which demon-
strates a unwillingness on the part of

the American people to wholeheart-

edly embrace conservative politics.

Momentum will be on the side of

the President, for the meanwhile at

least However, both patties will

struggle lo define themselves by inau-

guration lime. The Republicans cleat

ly must go back to the drawing
boards, while their opponents much
devise a way to actually protect enti-

tlement, educational and environmen-

tal protection spending within a bal-

anced budget.

Several points of contention are

already apparent. Clinton must fulfill

his promise to often productive wel-

fare reform if his wishes to keep any

semblance of respect within the more
liberal and progressive branches of

his party.

If the anti-affirmative action

Proposition 209 passes in California.

Republican lawmakers on Capitol

Hill will likely present a similar mea-

sure in Congress, reawakening the

decades old debate about the role of

the Federal government in combating

racism. It will no doubt be a sticky

situation for Clinton and the

Democrats

On the other side of the aisle, the

Republicans must lose their Gingrich

base ideological self-righteousness

and become the party centered more
on economic pragmatism. The finan-

cial solvency of Medicare and Social

Security are very legitimate issues

which require a non-politicized

approach. Whatever party can

lead the way in creating a environ-

ment where solutions can be made
will have a tremendous advantage in

the "98 and '00 elections.

Back heme. University of

Maauchutetti students have a lot to

be proud of — as their votes certainly

played a role in the victory of

Clinton. Kerry and Olver. Collegian

sources indicate.

Are students therefore, better off

now? Saving all the euphoria, sup-

port of Clinton. Kerry and Olver
were wise moves, based solely on
their UMass and higher education

record. That vole however, maintains

the status-quo. leaving many stu-

dents lo simply make their own con-

clusions.

By John King

Associated Press

President Clinton won a landslide

re-election and political redemption

yesterday night as voters brushed

aside Bob Dole's challenge to his

economic leadership and character.

Republicans tempered Clinton's tri-

umph by holding the Senate and the

GOP battled to keep the House, too.

Clinton polled strongly in every

region for a coast-to-coast victory

that made him the first Democratic

president re-elected since Franklin

Roosevelt. It was a dramatic
rebound from the 1994 midterm
elections that delivered Congress to

the Republicans.

"They have affirmed our cause

and told us to go forward." Clinton

said of voters who returned him to

office. Still, he acknowledged that

Americans were bent on splitting

the balance of power in

Washington. "They are sending us a

message: Work together." Clinton

said.

Fireworks erupted after the presi-

dent addressed a crowd of thou-

sands jamming the streets of Little

Rock, Ark. Vice President Al Gore
called it a "glorious evening" and

indeed the numbers were very good

for the Democratic ticket. Clinton

was on a pace to match if not
exceed the 370 electoral votes he

won in 1992. and he was close to

the majority vote that eluded him in

1992,

"I wish him well and I pledge mv
support." Dole said in conceding the

race, hushing supporters who booed
Clinton's name.

Dole and other Republican lead-

ers took solace in returns suggesting

that voters would keep the Congreai

in GOP hands even as they gave
Clinton lour more yeai-

"We're going to keep the Senate.

we're going to keep the House."

Dole said-

It was Dole's last speech as a tan

didate. ending a remarkable political

career that included 35 years in

Congress and a record 12 yean a-

the Senate Republican leader

"Tomorrow will be the lirst time in

my life I don't have anything to do."

Dole said.

Reform Party candidate Ross
Perot was a distant third everywhere

and well below the 19 percent he-

won in 1992. He conceded defeat

but was not ready to fade into the

shadows. "We going to have to

stand at the gale and keep the pres-

sure on and we will." Perot said in

Texas, looking ahead perhaps to

2000.

Kerry triumphs over a gracious Weld
By Glen Johnson

Associated Press

BOSTON — After weighing
whether to replace their popular
U.S. senator with their popular
governor, Massachusetts voters

decided to stand pat yesterday,

re-electing Sen. |ohn Kerry over

Republican Gov. William F.

Weld.
The incumbent Democrat beat

Weld 52 percent to 45 percent with

67 percent of the precincts counted,

based on unofficial returns.

Conservative Party candidate
Susan Gallagher received 3 percent of

the vote.

It was an especially large margin
given that polls throughout the cam-

paign showed Weld and Kerry in a

statistical dead heat — a race too

close lo call became just another tri-

umph for a Massachusetts
Democrat.

"I was counting on a hidden Weld
vote to carry me over the top, but

unfortunately the hidden Weld vote

remained in hiding." Weld told his

supporters in his concession
speech.

He said the voters had spoken
and "the message is I'm a real good
governor and I should stick with

that."

Weld also praised Kerry for stick-

ing to his principles, saying:

"He has prevailed in a fair and
equal fight if ever there was one."

Kerry, appearing later at a victory

party with his Vietnam Swifi ' oat

crew by his side, reached out to all

Massachusetts voters

"I want lo sav lo those who voted

for me and those who didn't vole for

me, I heard your voices over the

course of this campaign and 1 learned

from all of you." he said.

"I learned more in this campaign

about you and about politics and
about myself than I have learned in

any of my campaigns. I will be a

much better senator because of

those lessons
"

Both men promised to share a

beer later, possibly on Thursday, as

they had pledged during the cam-
paign.

Weld's campaign manager.
Virginia Buckingham, attributed

the governor's loss to national

rather than local politics.

"I think this is a very big

Democratic year, probably the
biggest since Watergate. With the

governor. I think it's a credit he's in

this race so tightly." she said.

The voting followed an epic battle

that saw the two bluebloods spend
some $15 million and compete in an

unprecedented series of debates.

Exit polll showed Kerry ran
especially strong among women
voters, and that Weld's some-

times harsh campaign rhetoric

COti bin support. Weld started

advertising a month before Kerry
and aired commercials accusing
Kit i\ oi Coddling criminals und
supporting drug addicts and
alcoholics.

Olver wins; Democrats

take Mass . House seats

fly Plan Johnaon
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Weld.

The incumbent Democrat beat

Weld 52 percent to 45 percent
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counted, based on unofficial

returns.

Conservative Party candidate
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cent of the vote.
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gin given that polls throughout
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a race too close to call became just

another triumph for ' a

Massachusetts Democrat.

"I was counting on a hidden
Weld vote to cany me over the

top, but unfortunately the hidden

Weld vote remained in hiding."

Weld told his supporters in his

concession speech.

Weld also praised Kerry for

sticking to his principles, saying:

"He has prevailed in a fair and

equal fight if ever there was one."
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Buckingham, attributed the gover-

nor's loss to national rather than

local politics
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Wednesday, Nov. 6
Film — A screening of Calling the Ghosts: A Story About

Rape, War and Women, an award winning film about life

after the war in Bosnia will be followed by a panel discus-

sion with the director and the two Bosnian women featured

who survived the ordeal. This is the first of a two- part

series sponsored by Friends of Bosnia and Five College

Peace and World Security Studies (PAWSS) titled "The

Hidden Genocide: Critical Perspectives on Rape and the

War in Bosnia." The event, to be held in the Main Lecture

Hall, Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire College, begins

at 7 p.m. Admission is free. For more information, call

Friends of Bosnia at 586-6490.

GLBT— Showcase your talent at the Stonewall Center's

Quintessentially Queer Cafe in the Campus Center
Graduate Lounge at 7:50 p.m. For more information, call

545-4824.

Lecture — Deborah A. Cox, coordinator of the

Adolescent Wellness Program in Boston will give a lecture

entitled "We Care: An Emerging Thrust Toward Inner City

Change" from 4-6 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium.

For more information, contact the School of Nursing at

545-5056.

Seminar — Roger Tootell, from the NMR Center of Mass
General Hospital will give a lecture entitled "New Images

from the Human Visual Cortex: Functional MRI
Experiments" at 4 p.m. in room 319 of Morrill II. The event

is sponsored by the Neuroscience and Behavior Program.

Majors Fair — The University Advising Center, Honors

Program, and the University Career Center will jointly spon-

sor the UMass Majors Fair at the Student Union Ballroom

from 6-7:50 p.m. For more information, call the University

Advising Center at 545-2 1 9 1

.

Thursday, Nov. 7

Coffee Hour — HANDS is sponsoring a signing coffee

hour at the Bluewall Cafe. Anyone interested in practicing

American Sign Language is invited to attend. For more
information, contact the HANDS office at 545-1925 or stop

by the office in room 506 of the Student Union.

Speaker — Gary Dotterman, union activist from Boston,

will speak on "Being Red and Gay in the USA Today" at

12:50 p.m. in the Campus Center, room 805. The event is

free and part of the GLBT Studies Lecture Series and is co-

sponsored by the Stonewall Center, GLB, GSO and the

Women's Studies Program.

Lecture/Demonstration — Chi Lei Qigong (life force of

Chi therapy) demonstration and lecture will be held at 7:50

p.m. at The Bam Studio, 20 Dickinson St., Amherst. This

program is part of a five week intensive workshop to follow

on Thursday evenings from 7:50-9:50 p.m. For more infor-

mation, call (605) 557-0661.

Friday, Nov. 8
Party — Zcta Beta Inc., in association with 2friends pro-

motions are sponsoring the first annual SAFE SEX COL-
LEGE PARTY at the Student Union Ballroom. Doors open

at 9 p.m. Bring college ID or a condom to receive an admis-

sion discount. Information about safe sex and paraphernalia

will be available.

Saturday, Nov. 9
Family — Smith College Museum of Art is sponsoring a

family program for ages 6 and up at the Museum. Learn

about Roman gods and emperors and the making of their

sculpture portraits. Create your own works of art from 10

a.m.-2:50 p.m. The program is free, and open to anyone at

any time during those hours.

Notices

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from
8:50 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.
All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call

584-8167.

Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings ate every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.

Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more infor-

mation, contact Milly Defesus at 546-1085.

Employment — Applications are still being accepted from

work-6tudy students for the positions of office manager and

research coordinator for the Cannabis Reform Coalition. If

interested, please pick up and application in room 522 of

the Student Union or call 545-1 122 to get one mailed to

you. Call John Lanzerotta at 546-6559 for more informa-

tion.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies is

seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen. Dept.

of Consumer Studies, 101 Skinner Hall. University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma, 01005. For more information,

contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2591.

Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange
workshops will be held on the following dates: Wed., Nov. 6
from 6-7:50 p.m. in CC room 905; Thurs., Nov 14 from

5:50-7 p.m. in CC room 904-908; Tues.. Dec. 5 from
5:50-7 p.m. in CC room 165-169.

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final Examination

Schedule will be available beginning Friday, October 18.

Copies will be delivered to students in residence halls, and

will be available to off-campus students in the Registrar's

Office (215 Whitmore).

Health — To help students and their families stay healthy

and access University Health Services more easily, members
of the Health Reach International team are available to help

you find answers to your questions and concerns: Mondays
from 4:50-6:50 p.m. in the Health Education Dept., UHS
room 248 (call 577-5181 for more info); Tuesdays
6:50-8:50 p.m. in the International Lounge. Prince House
(call 545- 2299 for more info). All conversations are confi-

dential.

Literature — MOTHERTONGUE, the multilingual stu-

dent publication by the dept. of Comparative Literature, is

currently seeking submissions for the spring '97 publication.

We will accept original poetry, short stories, one-acts, inter-

national photographs and art work created by multilingual

students. Please submit a copy in English to the

Comparative Literature Dept. in 205 South College. Rough
drafts are acceptable.

Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Lurit" held every

Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right as

you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis and

other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 506 of the Student Union.

For more information, call the ARC office at 5-1925.

New Organization — WICC (West Indian/Caribbean

Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West Indies

or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as anyone

interested in the culture. For more information, contact

Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-5967.

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

your help is needed. If interested, call (ordan at 546-5548.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to 1 p.m.

in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement
of Worcester Dining Common). For more information, call

Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 255-0874.
Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus
stops at 9:45. Please call Mark to confirm, or for other
stops, at 255-0561.
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GEAR
Every Wednesday Come Into Campus Gear And Check
Out Our Featured Hems On Sale For That Day Only

This Wednesday Receive

25% OFF!
ALL MASS

JACKETS ANP FLIICI

Offer Va1it> Oh Wctmcsfcavj On\\\

CAMPUS GEAR
255 TRIANGLE ST.. AMHERST 549-0944

Between Dairy Mart & Northampton Co-Op Bank

CLIMB HIGH FAST
AS AN AIR FORCE

OFFICER.
Bring your college degree to the Air

Force. Then find out if you qualify for

Officer Training School. You can

become a commissioned Air Force offi-

cer following successful completion of

Officer Training School. From the start,

you'll enjoy great pay, complete medi-

cal and dental care and 30 days of

vacation with pay per year. And as an

Air Force officer, you can enjoy profes-

sional growth and management oppor-

tunities. Learn what it takes to qualify.

Call

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES

TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

L7M students pack electoral punch
By Joseph Fountain

Collagion Staff

University of Massachusetts student

voters had an easy day at the polls

Tuesday, with short lines even with a

heavy turnout.

"No problem," said Robert Ripley,

graduate student at UMass as he was
leaving the polls, when ask to surmise

his voting experience.

At 6 p.m.. the polls began to flood

with students. Election workers
helped people to the right voting areas

as soon as they entered the building,

making the process relatively straight

forward.

Student turnout was very high,

according to Ken Mosakowski, an
election official. Over all, voter
turnout was also high, he added.

"I would surprised if we didn't hit

1.000 voters tonight," said Sandra
Surner, election warden and resident

of Amherst.

Nathan Peyton, associate speaker of

the Student Government Association

(SGA) at UMass said, "I'm glad to see

so many UMass laces voting. I am
very happy to see the efforts put forth

by student groups especially SCERA
(Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy) have been

successful and hopefully the trend will

continue."

"I appreciate the efforts made by

SGA and SCERA to get students out

to vote," said Takesha G. Wilson,

sophomore psychology major at

UMass.

For many students, today was their

first time voting.

"This was my first time voting," said

Hansg Eugene freshman undeclared

majorat UMass. "It was easy."

"It's great, I'm excited I got to

vote," said Paul Penti. sophomore
hotel, restaurant, travel administration

major at UMass.
Consistent with the trend of UMass

student to register as independents,

many said that they were voting for

the candidates and not the parties.

"1 voted independent and not party,

because I think its about who can do
the best job in office," said Nathan

WiluV senior sports management
major at UMass.

A few people said they voted a

straight democratic ticket. "I only vote

democrat baby." said an unidentified

UMass student.

Outside the polling stations, various

campaign workers were holding signs

and passing out leaflets.

A contingent from the Mass. Voters

For Clean Elections was present in

support of question two.

John Swartz a sophomore at the

university said, "get money out of poli-

tics. It costs $4.4 million to run a sue

u-sslul campaign or you have to raise

$14,000 a week for six weeks."

There were not any signs for or

against the now approved Question

One. a bill that would ban traps and

allow nun- hunters on the state gam-

ing commission.

"The hunter's shouldn't be able to

control the commission or the

woods," said |oe Cermiawski, a gradu-

ate student at UMass. "Everyone uses

the woods and clamp traps should

have been banned a 100 years ago."

J

Thirsty?
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Monika |ohnson, a technical assistant of nine years, checks the moisture levers in the biology green-

house.
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Initiation marks UM expansion
By TJ. Kelly

Collegian Correspondent

With the slash of a ribbon, the new
Governor's Drive was initiated in the

northeast section of the University of

Massachusetts campus, yesterday.

The unveiling represents the begin-

ning ol a major undertaking for univer-

sity expansion, known as the North
Area Plan. Upon completion, the plan

will provide modern facilities for the

computer science and engineering
departments.

The set agenda includes several new
buildings over the next I 5-20 years,

according to Beverly Wood from the

Office of Space Management.
"This opening ceremony sets the

stage for further development in the

technology departments," Wood said.

She also added that funding for future

academic buildings has been provided

by the slate.

Private business will finance the

development of a proposed office

building at a later time.

Construction will begin in the

spring, starting with the ground-break-

ing of a modem computer science lab,

where construction site 31 is presently

located. Additional sites are already

reserved for future projects, including

itn extension of the engineering depart-

ment, office space and possibly a park-

ing garage.

"Over the next few years, develop-

ment will continue as technological

institutions replace the area where the

old Governor's Drive once existed," said

|ohn Matthews, the pruject manager.

The initiation occurred at the inter-

section ol Governor's Drive and
Commonwealth Avenue. New develop-

ments will stretch southward from this

point

Stated in the North Area Plan, each

building will be three to four stones

Further details on the schedule of con

struction, which designates assigned

times for each new building, begins this

spring and continues for 1 5 to 20 years.

The event was hosted by |ohn

Matthews.

In attendance was Student
Government Association Senator Sean

Marien (OH-Field). "I feel optimistic

about the agenda put forward here

today. This initial step will lead to

great things lor our university."

Activist shares thoughts on Habitat 2
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

»

Libby Hubbard, a human rights

activist, presented a slide show and host-

ed a discussion on human right abuses

in Turkey to an audience of 25 on
Monday night in the Campus Center.

Hubbard asked Amnesty
International, a human rights activists

group with a chapter at the University

of Massachusetts if she could share her

experiences after spending three

months over the summer in Istanbul,

while attending the Habitat 2 United

Nations conference.

The main focus of the conference,

she said, was to allow participants to

highlight concerns about human rights

abuses. For example, Hubbard said

that members ol the conference were

fighting to "push for the UN document

on human habitat to have human rights

as a component of the document."

She explained that the United States

and European nations would not allow

homelessness as a violation of human
rights, thus preventing it from becoming

a major part of the conference platform.

"It's all for an economic reason

which is totally unjust and unethical in

my opinion," Hubbard said.

She also criticized the globalized

nature of the economy and its effects

on the poor.

"What it comes down too it that all

the homeless people are homeless

because of the international banking

power and the corruption of econom-

ics." she said.

While in Turkey, Hubbard said she

witnessed very clearly how American

"imperialism" operates, citing the use

of English in Turkey as a example.

"English is the dominant language

because of its economic power and
domination of the American empire."

she said.

Many courses at universities in

Turkey, she said, are conducted in

English which makes communicating
non- western ideas with other students

difficult.

"If you're studying political science

and getting all your concepts in

English, it is very difficult to even
begin to dialogue about the

police/state problems," Hubbard said.

"Education is divorced from what
reality is — it's virtual education so

you can't connect and you can't really

live," she added.

However, Hubbard said that she

became unhappy with the conference

because it was not meeting her expec-

tations.

"I started not liking the conference

very much because it wasn't radical

enough for me. It wasn't addressing the

problems that needed to be solved in

civilization. No one was looking at the

root fundamental problems," she said.

Hubbard, however, located a alter-

native conference on the Internet.

Unfortunately for Hubbard, she

became ill and was not able to partici-

pate to the extent she had wished.

Because of the radical nature of the

conference, several participants were

arrested, including a friend of

Hubbard's from the University of

Bosphorus.

Upset, Hubbard said she worked to

pressure the government for the

release of her friend by writing a essay

entitled "The Liberation of Habitat 2."

and distributed it amongst the Turkish

press.

"I got too involved. I said forget the

panels I don't care about the forum. I

want to try to become a human rights

worker right here because this is the

problem with civilization," she said.

The press, however, was not so wel-

coming to Hubbard's views.

"The problem was that newspapers

there are kind of like newspapers here,

but even worse. They are more like

gossip papers and they rarely tell the

truth. So the papers made it sound like

1 was just in Turkey looking for love,

that I wasn't there to speak out for

human rights," she said.

Maureen Sheehan, group coordina-

tor at Amnesty International said, "I

didn't agree with everything that

Hubbard said but I do agree that we
need to end human rights abuse

"

Kevin Sexton, a senior engineering

major, said he found, himself question-

ing many of her views but also found

her speech educational.

"It was interesting but idealistic.

There was a lot of theory but no prac-

tice." he said.

Following the slide show and pre-

sentation, Amnesty held a letter writ-

ing campaign. Audience members
wrote letters to the Turkish govern-

ment to help bring justice to the

region.

Sheehan said that out of the 44,000

cases that students have written letters

about, 43,000 have been resolved.

Amnesty International will be hold-

ing a letter writing campaign on Nov.

19 in room /63-/W in the Campus
Center Call 545-1925 for more infor-

mation.

Student calls for rally support
The following is a speech by Pierre Etysee at lass

Friday's rally in front of the Student Union

To those who could not attend the rally

On Friday, Oct. 4, I wa» falsely accused ol stealing

at the University Store. After undertaking a private

investigation 1 realized that I was a prime suspect

whenever I walked In the University Store, joined by
fellow students on the 18th of October. I organized a

rally in front of the store to protest the racial incident.

My goal was to expose the incident to the campus com-
munity in order to prevent it from happening again.

Today we are having another rally for two reasons: To
publicly respond to Ms. Elizabeth Dale (Director of

Campus Center Administration) and to protest with

the way the Daily Collegian has been dealing with the

whole issue

In an article appearing in the Collegian last week.

Ms. Elizabeth Dale stated that the store has lost more
that $1,000 worth of merchandise since the beginning

of the semester. I was told that same fact when I was
originally (falsely) accused. This is her concern. It is

neither mine, nor yours. I was not supposed to be, nor

was anyone else, in a situation to be humiliated and
degraded by fellow students here at the University of

Massachusetts. The reason it happens is because those

who arc responsible for the store make use of their

state of mind instead of their logic. For example, there

is no need for two security students to be on a person

of color any time he or she walks in the store. No won-
der they cannot catch most of the stealers. Another
approach, suggested by a fellow student, was to hire

more students. They would stand in each aisle with

uniforms that identified them as security. What about
using scanners that be easily purchased from the bene-

fit made from over pricing items?

Also in that letter, Ms. Elizabeth Dale failed to

explain to us why out of 300 employees working at the

store she claimed 25 are minorities, which is less that

ten percent. Keep in mind that this low representation

of minority students working in the store is happening

at a time when some are trying to prove that

Affirmative Action has been unfair to them. With
Affirmative Action in vigor, the store has successfully

hired less than ten percent of us. A fair question to ask

is: How many of us would get a job at this university?

And the result of this inquiry should be made public as

soon as possible.

Ms. Elizabeth Dale continued to say that at the train-

ing received by the security students, they were told to

target people looking for cameras. However, she failed

to give us a valid reason why among all of those highly

talented students recruited to have this training there

was no minority at all. Perhaps Affirmative Action has

already been abolished in the security department.

Now let's change gears, to focus on the unacceptable

handling of the incident by the Collegian. To my sur-

prise, as well as to my friends' who contributed to the

success of the first rally, we were not qualified to make
the Collegian front page. Meanwhile, five other rallies

following ours made the front page. When I asked why
it was the case. I was told that no pictures were taken

that day. Since this was considered as a "Black Affair,*

what about a highlight from the front page to lead

reader* to the Black Affairs? Instead of a response. I

received an explanation justifying that a similar rally

took place at Smith College was on the Collegian front

page In order to link the two rallies. A source at the

Collegian claimed that it could not be supported since

there was no sentence from the article regarding the

Smith rally that could link the rallies

On the other hand, we were surprised to read in the

Collegian, a copy of my letter describing the incident

1 1 days after It was submitted. In the meantime, the

Collegian published a letter of apology five days after

the rally, from the administration. That letter was
meaningless to those who were deprived of the right to

read my letter explaining the treatment ami humiliation

1 was subject to at first. Is not basic journalism sup-

posed to expose the incident to the public prior to any

follow up? Because of that mishandling from the

Collegian, I would encourage you all to show them
your unhappiness by not reading the newspaper this

coming Monday. As for the University Store, I will

leave it up to you to decide.

Showing up in mass today is evidence of our willing-

ness and determination that as long as racism persists

on the UMass campus so will we. In this crowd, I can
easily identify people from all racial backgrounds. I

would like to thank you all, especially that white stu-

dents for their support in fighting a common enemy
"Racism."

1 would like to finish by reading a poem entitled:

"Why Is It So Dark?*

Why is it so dark

Another day in the darkness

Another day without sunlight

No sound no color no shape

A step forward, a step backward, left right

Panic confusion

Afraid of taking the wrong step

Afraid ct making the wrong choice

Why don't we cry, why don't we scream for help

Afraid of the echo of our voices

Afraid of being betrayed once again

One final option left

Standing up for our beliefs

loining the fight in a spirit of brotherhood in order to

achieve

a common precious goal

Which is unity and understanding among us all

Until then we are not going to rest. And we cannot rest.

We must guarantee that the sun will shine again for

generations that come after us. Once again I would like

to thank you all for showing support and understand-

ing in a crucial time ia my life. Remember divided we
are vulnerable but together we are invincible and rep-

resent the real power. (

Thank you all,

Pierre Arthur Elysee

Computer System Engineering

Class of 1997
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Crushed by the media titans

Raghuram

Vadarevu

In 1920. a 46-year-old engineer named Frank
Conrad, an employee of Westinghouse
Corporation, built a small radio transmitter

through which he and his family broadcast music on

evenings and weekends. Word of the transmitter

quickly reached the vice-president of Westinghouse.

He asked Conrad if he could build his transmitter to

broadcast the results of the 1920 presidential elec-

tion.

Later that year, in Pittsburgh, the era of the radio was
ushered in by the radio broadcast of Warren. G.
Harding*s victory in the presidential election. The
broadcast was heard in 1000 homes in

the Pittsburgh area.

With radio broadcasting still in its

infant stages, a new method of dissemi-

nating information was invented. At the

1959 World's Fair, the television made its

debut onto the world's stage. Both modes of broadcast-

ing gained enormous popularity and quickly grew into

the countless number of radio stations and
ever-increasing numbers of television stations that exist

today.

These new television stations and media outlets are

pawns in a disturbing game that will leave the public

with a limited number of avenues to access information.

The present condition of mass-media in the United
States is one in which a handful of corporations own
the majority of media outlets. These corporations
include General Electric, Time Wamer, Disney/Capital

Cities and Westinghouse. These mega-media corpora-

tions have come into existence mainly because of the

deregulation of the communications industry in the late

'80s. For example, in 1987 the Fairness Doctrine,
adopted by the Federal Communications Commission in

1949. was abolished because the doctrine, the FCC
argued, unconstitutionally restricted freedom of speech.

In reality, the doctrine would have created an open
media that would allow for differing opinions by requir-

ing broadcasters to devote time to discuss issues in the

public interest.

In 1934, Congress passed a Communications Act that

created a system of privately owned broadcasting sta-

tions that would in theory serve the public interest.

Unfortunately, today's media juggernauts look out for

themselves more than they look out for the welfare of

the public. Corporations such as General Electric and
Westinghouse may not permit NBC and CBS to air a

report about faulty GE aircraft engines and improper
waste disposal by Westinghouse's Redemption Services

Group, respectively.

The current situation in broadcast media will

increase the divide between groups who have and do
not have access to information. People are tricked into

believing that news is coming to them unfiltered. but in

reality it is contaminated by the poisons of corporate

ownership. Recently. Australian- born print and fledg-

ling broadcast Goliath. Rupert Murdoch unveiled his

answer to CNN's monopoly of a cable all-news chan-
nel. He created the FOX channel that has the slogan
"we give you the facts, you decide." Despite this ideal-

istic slogan of today's media, it points the way to how
future media should conduct itself. Corporations
should follow the slogan and let the public know whose
hands are controlling what media organization. Then
the public can decide whether an NBC report on
defense contractors is credible when GE is one of the

contractors.

Following the "me" decade of the '80s,

these corporations have made the logical

progression into their dealings with the

media. They have continued to be moti-

vated by profit margins rather than the

general well-being of the public to whom
they are providing "un-biased" information. This drive

for increased profits has been brought to the public by
your friendly neighborhood stock holders. The "corpo-

rate merger" has become a staple of American life in the

'80s and into the '90s. This trend is painfully clear in

movies like Michael |. Fox's "Secret of My Success" and
the real life merger between Time-Warner and Turner
Broadcasting.

These mergers between corporations, that seem at the

surface to have no impact on the media, have been
made possible by the members of the corporation for

favoritism to corporations, the United States govern-

ment. In the early '80s, the government continued its

deregulation of the communications industry by allow-

ing a corporation to own more than 12 stations and
abolished the 16 minute period for commercials per

hour of broadcasting. This deregulation paved the way
for mega-corporations such as Disney, Capital Cities

and the American Broadcasting Corporation to unite.

This alliance commands State Farm Insurance, the
Fort-Worth Star Telegram of Texas, television stations

covering 24.5 percent of households, the ABC Network
News and the home of Scrooge McDuck and the Magic
Kingdom, Disney World.
When these alliances are exposed to the public, peo-

ple will be left scratching their heads wondering how
their government could have let this happen; a nation

where the information the public receives is not reality,

but the reality of a defense contractor, a colos/tal book
publisher or a home insurance giant. The public will be

ieft wondering what happened to the Sherman
Anti-Trust Act they learned about in the fifth grade. If

we don't stop mega-mergers between corporations and
media organizations soon, we will lose our ability to

address our concerns through an unbiased media. If we
don't, the country will develop a severe case of social

laryngitis.

Raghuram Vadare\'u is a Collegian Staff member.

Rubbing elbows with the big guys
Although I caught him as he

was barreling by me. the

Commonwealth . of

Massachusetts' senior senator could

not have been happier to see me
last week outside the Cape Cod
Lounge minutes before the

Democratic forum began.

"Sen. Kennedy," I said with a

broad grin while we gripped right

hands as he continued to blow by

me. "It is wonderful that you've
come to the University of

Massachusetts!"

Similarly and by no means sur-

prisingly, our junior senator, whose
vigorous and passionate campaign
culminated election day — yester-

day, was also diplomatic when
greeted.

"Thank you very much for com-
ing to the University of

Massachusetts. Sen. Kerry," I said

at the end of the forum as large

smiles embellished our faces.

The Massachusetts Congressman
present at the forum (who unbe-
knownst to me was a former pro-

fessor here) repeated exactly what I

said to him while I was smiling, as

he looked into my eyes with a stern

and slightly patronizing expression.

And then he elaborated, while con-

tinuing to stare at me.
"Welcome to the University of

Massachusetts," I said to U.S. Rep.

|ohn Olver as we shook hands.

Ever the astute politico, UMass
Chancellor David K. Scott was also

present, as he perfectly situated

himself alongside prominent indi-

viduals visiting the University he

leads and carries.

With the exception of Olver
(about whom I had never heard). I

have previously met each of the

aforementioned individuals.

While in Washington. D.C. late

pring, a good-sized selection

of UMass students successfully lob-

bied Sens Kerry and Kennedy, as

they both assured us of their unwa-
vering support for the Foreign Aid

Bill.

But I did not expect either of the

two to remember me, considering

that this encounter was merely an

acquaintance, in that word's most

remote definition.

From across the lounge at the

forum, I waved and genuinely
smiled to the Chancellor, but he

unfortunately never noticed,
although I believe our eyes connect-

ed. He and I met weekly for half an

hour in his Whitmore office during

Spring semester 1995 to discuss
campus politics.

In order to gain the Chancellor's

"While in

Washington, D.C. late

last spring, a

good-sized selection of
UMass students suc-

cessfully lobbied Sens.

Kerry and Kennedy, as

they both assured us of
their unwavering sup-

port for the Foreign Aid
Bill.

"

Henry J. Brier

respect. 1 always got decked out in

a shirt and tie on days we met in

efforts to convey an even more pos-

itive portrayal of the Collegian.

I would listen so closely to the

Chancellor that my friends com-
mented that I picked up his accent.

At one time I could do a reasonably

respectable impersonation.

Many authorities on campus
often discussed with me the
Chancellor's policies, and regard-

less of whether they provided a

positive or negative spin. I had the

chance to hear for myself what he
had to say. and make my own deci-

sion.

On different occasions I also had
the opportunity to go to the
Chancellor's Hillside home and
attend catered dinner parties paid

for by the students.

By the way. belated thanks to

those who footed the bill

However, now that I write only a

weekly column and not front-page

news, I do not have the same access

to the Chancellor that I once had.

Neither do 1 pursue the same access

that he once allowed.

Nor do I desire the same privi-

lege that the Chancellor encour-
aged.

But. I enjoyed rubbing shoul-

ders with this campus'
highest-ranking administrator
because I saw and discovered,
from the point-man, how this

University operates.

Additionally, the Chancellor fur-

ther imparted to me a respect I have
always held for authority figures,

regardless of how blurred the ideas

boundaries are. And, that semester,

I also became more aware of peo-

ple's methods of politically-savvy

interaction.

Which perhaps is why the
Democrats who stumbled upon our
campus were entertaining, although
in some cases they could not spare

the time.

Former Professor Olver main-
tained that stern and slightly intimi-

dating expression after I greeted

him.

"Welcome to the University of

Massachusetts," Congressman
Olver said. "Huh. That's an inter-

esting point."

After the forum ended and others

disappeared, Sen. Kerry stayed on
stage, where he posed for pictures

and continued to schmooze, allow-

ing for interested participants to

approach him.

"Thank you," Sen. Kerry
responded after I gave him a nod.

"It's wonderful to be here."

A large throng of enthusiasts
were following the senior Senator
as we approached each other in the

hall, and I wanted to say anything,

just to see what sort of response I

would evoke.

"Thank you," Sen. Kennedy
answered without stopping his

stride as he passed me by and wran-
gled his hand free. "It's great to see

you."

Henry /. Brier is a Collegian
columnist.
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Surfing with a foot in a mouth
The election is over.

And thankfully. Bill Clinton and Ross Perot

managed not to say anything too terribly stupid.

This time around, Perot lost the paranoia bit. No
allegations of Republicans messing around with his

daughter's wedding. The key element of his attempt to

make the White House his new address was that he

didn't say anything nuts. In contrast. Clinton had it

much easier. Basically, he just had to sit there and look

pretty, and maybe feel your pain every now and then.

Even the Dick Morris affair couldn't put a dent in his

lead. What it came down to is Clinton didn't have to

say a word.

Bob Dole, on the other hand, couldn't

seem to help himself. All too often, he

appeared to want to help Clinton win the

election. First there was Dole's inability

to recognize himself as an individual.

Consistently, he would refer to himself in the third per-

son. For any of you who missed this fine piece of
rhetoric, here's an example: "Bob Dole is the right man
for the job. He knows what needs to be done."

At the end of the first debate. Dole made a passion-

ate appeal to the young people of America, lolling ihem
to ignore the temptations of drugs H« .:cnd tided hi*

speech by implying that he. Bob Dole, understood wbw,
the youth of today was going through.

It seems to me that Dole is probably a good guy.

He'd probably make great golfing buddies with |ohn

Major and Boris Yeltsin. Liddy would have made a

great first lady — you'd never catch her swimming in

white water.

So what went wrong? Other than the obvious reason
— Dole is on the wrong side of youth — he couldn't

keep his mouth shut.

Unfortunately. Dole caught the bug that his oppo-
nents successfully managed to avoid: he was afflicted

with a chronic case of fuot-in-mouthitis.

You know this disease. It happens to the best of us.

You know, when you say something stupid and you

Seema

Gangatirkar

know you're saying something stupid, but unfortunate-

ly for you, the words are already out there. And once
those words are out there, it's really hard to cram them
back down your throat.

Especially if you say something completely embar-
rassing. There's that long silence, where everyone looks

at everyone else, and there's a bit of twitching. Finally,

someone makes an attempt to rectify the situation, to

explain what you really meant. Chances are, if you've

said something completely whacked, it doesn't make
sense to trust your future to words again.

It's at this point that the disease strikes most painfully.

Open mouth, insert foot, swallow hard.

Fortunately, for most of us, we don't

say stupid things in front of the whole
world. Unless we said something com-
pletely ruinous, the whole thing is usual-

ly forgotten with a span of minutes.

Politicians don't have that luxury. Every little sound
bite is recorded, jotted down, committed to memory.
Somewhere, someone is keeping a running tally of all

the dumb things said by politicians through the ages, so

Dole is in good company.
He oiilv. has to look .it fellow Republican. Dan

Ousvlt? lot j shiny, sparkling example of

i
JuQi-in-nwuthitis.

Among some of Quayle's choicer tidbits: he once
said that he wished he studied more Latin in high

school so that when he visited Latin America, he could

have spoken to the inhabitants.

Even President Kennedy, great orator that he was,

couldn't avoid calling himself a jelly doughnut in front

of thousands when he visited Berlin.
,

You got to feel bad for Bob Dole. He really wanted
to win and some of the things he said were more out of

desperation than anything else. At this point, he'll

probably retire and try to avoid speaking. But if you
miss the old guy, you can always take him up on his

invitation: "Visit my website."

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian columnist.

Identity Crisis

Jeremy

Hurewitz

I
woke up this morning and couldn't feel my legs.

That's how I know it's gonna be a bad hangover.

This weekend has taken its toll. Parties have left

me with a weaker liver and more contempt for humani-

ty

Who am I fooling thinking I could be a writer or a

musician? What was I thinking hoping to have novels in

quiet, tomb-like libraries next to Hemingway and
Steinbeck or important CD's on store racks with Robert

lohnson and the Beatles? I'm nothing but a half-talent

and it's a longshot that I even make a ripple in the lake

of life.

My friends sum me up well. One said "leremy. you're

Homer Simpson with more intellect." Another said,

"You're always one of four things: drunk, hungover,

reading or sleeping." I'm really just an

absurd jester who watches too much
"Beavis and Butthead." This isn't work-
ing, I have to change.

i could change my major to accounting

and join a fraternity like my mother want-

ed me to. I could meet a nice lewish girl from Long
Island and we could be boyfriend and girlfriend. We
could aspire to that heralded American dream of suc-

cess and aggrandizement. I'd work in Manhattan and
my wife could teach. We'd have two blond children, a

boy and a girl, with dimples and darling smiles. Pretty

soon I'll be promoted and I'll buy that sports car I

always wanted and buy my wife a fur coat or some jew-

els. I could buy a lovely little ski house, filled with

antiques and done up in trendy apres-ski design.

I could have my old fraternity buddies up for a visit

and sit by the fire and toast our glasses of cognac. After

a hard day on the slopes the last thing on my mind will

be that beating I took from an old roommate or the time

I got busted in New York City for drugs...

I could go to L.A. and get into the porn business. Get
paid to lay it into silicone breasted Amazon queens at

exotic locations. I'd wear funny sunglasses, work out all

the time and change my name to something like lack

Indabox. Eventually I could get into direction and pro-

duction. I'll run Ron (eremy right out of town.

1 could indulge this post-adolescent idealistic phase

and quit college and move to Paris. I'd sit in cafes by

the Seine reading Nietzchc, smoking cigarettes, drinking

coffee, stroking my goatee and looking real tormented.

I'd congregate with my fellow expatriates and form an

elite clique of pretentious snobs. We'd smoke more cig-

arettes, drink more coffee, discuss whether Kierkegaard

was really the founder of Existentialism and bitch about

our parents whose money we'd be quickly consuming.

I could get a job as a night caretaker at a graveyard.

I'd have a run-down shack at the edge of it and always

have a bottle of bourbon nearby. I'd wear overalls, let

my hair grow all ragged, let my teeth rot and stop
bathing. I'd tell scary stories to folks visiting their dead
relatives and cackle maniacally as they shuffle away
from me. I'd scare little children, "Hey! Do you kids

want to see my funny finger? He He He Ha Ha Ha!"
I could become a stalker. I'd stalk Demi Moore and

loath that bastard Bruce Willis. At first I'd just follow

her around when she was home or on a movie set. Then
I'd get her autograph and appear unstable as I praised

her talents. I'd repeat this a few times until she knew to

avoid me. Then I'd break into her house and she'd
come home and I'd be sitting on her bed with a pair of

her panties on my head. Then. I'd attack her with a

lunatic's vengeance and Bruce would storm in and save

the day and give me a thrashing I'd never

forget. The police and media would
arrive in force and take me away. I'd go
to jail and write a book about the stalk

ing that would sell millions of copies and
make some fat, old. bald man richer as

my cell mate Bubba rapes me and calls me his love
slave.

I could accept Christ into my life and become a

born-again Christian. My eyes would glow with a

new-found salvation and I'd transfer to Bible College.

I'd lose all my friends as I push Christ on them relent-

lessly, but that would be OK because they'd all be lost

anyway. I'd develop a messianic complex and gather
followers. I'd ramble on about snakes, demons, hail

and brimstone and how I am your only chance for sal-

vation.

The C.I.A. would start a file on me and put me on a

top secret watch list. "Hard Copy" would do a sensa-
tionalized story on me with exclusive pictures of our
compound at a remote location in Idaho. I'd arm my
people for the Armageddon as my paranoid delusions
exacerbate. Then, just like that. I'd be assassinated as I

went for a doughnut in the nearest town. Everyone will

applaud and celebrate my death and say I was an evil

man.

My followers would tell stories about me brain-wash-
ing them and break down in tears. Some muck-raking
Australian would exaggerate all the details of the story

in a best-selling book and get rich and fat.

Wait... there's a knock on my door. I tell them to

come in.

"Hey (eremy. lets get drunk and break stuff."

"Cool."

Oh, wait, what was I saying? Whatever, life won't
wait and the best you can do is just be yourself and let

the chips fall where they may. I gotta go.
Icremy Hurewitz is a Collegian columnist.

The friendly folks at Texaco

Sam

Mc Afee

There is an environmental
crisis occurring in Ecuador
today. The heavily

debt-burdened Latin American
country, in an attempt to save its

dying economy, has increased oil

drilling in the Amazon River basin.

The environmental damage result-

ing from drilling conducted by

Texaco over the last 30 years
promises to worsen as the

Ecuadorian government prepares

to open more of its portion of the

Amazonian region

to other transna-

tional energy com-
panies. There has

been fierce opposi-

tion from both
• US-based environmental groups
and local indigenous organizations

but not without conflict between
the two.

Like most Latin American
countries, Ecuador has an
export-oriented economy remi-

niscent of colonial times and is

heavily in debt to development
agencies like the World Bank. In

1964, the Ecuadorian govern-
ment, then a military regime,
signed a 20 year contract with

Texaco, granting the corporation

exclusive rights to the country's

oil reserves. Texaco would give

the government a whopping
seven percent of the profits to be

used to pay off its massive debt.

Texaco constructed a pipeline to

pump oil from deep in the rain-

forest out to the coastal harbors

where tankers wait to ship it to

the US and Europe.

The oil drilling has had a disas-

trous effect on the environment
and on the indigenous people who
depend on it for their survival.

"Some 330 oil wells and pumping

stations have punctured the jungle

floor, to lap up a billion-and-a-

half barrels of crude, while hun-

dreds of miles of roads, ducts, and

pipelines have ripped through the

lush vegetation." wrote Marc
Cooper in his article, "Rain Forest

Crude." The prospecting has had a

negative effect both by directly

spoiling the environment through

contamination and by encouraging

further settlement in the area by

poor "colonists" seeking economic

prosperity, leading to

"the clearing of two
million acres of rain-

forest," wrote Glenn
Switkes, another
authority.

The indigenous people of the

region have been hit the hardest by

the oil industry. All too often

native villages are transformed into

refinery towns, and the villagers

are either driven away or poisoned

by the side effects of the drilling.

An account in Switkes' article,

"The People vs. Texaco," states

that, "Rivers and streams upon
which indigenous people depended

for fish turned black with oil.

Once abundant game were fright-

ened away by explosions used in

oil prospecting, or were hunted to

extinction by oil workers and set-

tlers. Indigenous women were
forced into prostitution, and chil-

dren suffered from diseases

unknown before oil was found on
their lands."

There has been a reaction to all

this by both local indigenous
groups, like the Confederation of

Indian Nationalities of the

Ecuadorian Amazon (CONFEN1-
AE). and by more moderate
US-based environmental groups,

like the National Resources

Defense Council (NRDC). The
indigenous groups are frustrated

by the prominent U.S. presence on
all sides of the issue. The problem

results from a U.S. company sell-

ing oil to the United States to pay

off a debt owed to U.S. banks, and

if thai were not enough, U.S. envi-

ronmental groups, trained in the

art of compromise have involved

themselves in the conflict.

There is much resentment on the

part of the indigenous people
stemming from "the historical mis-

trust that many Indian groups feel

for environmentalists, whom they

often associate with the most con-

servative, oligarchic conservation-

ists in the country," according to

Cooper. The main difference

between the two seems to be the

environmentalists' willingness to

allow drilling in exchange for mon-
etary concessions. The indigenous

groups, who have seen there

homelands destroyed, find this

unacceptable, and prefer immedi-

ate halting of the drilling and sub-

sequent thorough clean-up of the

area.

The oil drilling continues at an

accelerated pace, as profit- fat-

tened Texaco prepares to pull out

and Maxus Energy, Oryx and oth-

ers move in to fill the gap. As con-

ditions worsen, radical ecology

groups like Greenpeace and Earth

First! are expected to join indige-

nous organizations in efforts to

block further drilling with acts of

civil disobedience. It is too early to

tell how effective this will be, how-
ever, it is likely, if the protesters

are not promptly given internation-

al support, there will be no more
forest to protect.

Sam McAfee is a Collegian
columnist.

How do I work this thing':?

Pasqual

Marigold

It
all started when we were talking about commer-

cials. I was on the phone with Mark, one of the guys

I shared a house with when I lived at the Cape. It

was Wednesday night. You're probably thinking to your-

self that I must be really pathetic since I know what night

it was. You are sadly mistaken. Mark is the one who is

really pathetic because I could hear the theme song of

"90210" in the background.

"Mark, is that "90210?" Are you actually watching that

show? Oh man. I am so disappointed in you."

"Calm yourself. It's just on. I'm not really watching it...

Damn! I hate these commercials. I mean, do
tampon commercials have to be so in depth?"

"They have to do that, if they didn't then

people wouldn't be aware of the product."

"No, not that. That's fine. Flash the tam-

pon on the screen. Whooeee! A new,
smoother applicator — rock on. But don't show me how
once it gets up there it expands to fit you. I have no desire

to know about insertion or expansion. Uh. wait..."

So. this conversation could have gone two ways: A) we
could have started talking about sex — BAAN-CHICKA-
BAAN-BAAN! (which happens to be my phonetic version

of typical porno music, or so I've heard): or B) we
could've kept chatting right on the tampon trip. And tam-

pons it was. I randomly started telling Mark about my
first experience with a tampon and how I had no clue

what to do. 1 had NO directions, none. Mark was com-
pletely appalled that tampons didn't come with directions

because they're certainly not self-explanatory, at least not

to me as a 1 2 year old.

(lust a little aside — until recently I had no clue that

tampons didn't come with directions. When I was on the

phone. I sat there and read out most of the writing on the

box — no directions. Apparently the directions are on an

enclosed pamphlet inside the box, along with warnings on

toxic shock syndrome. I usually throw that stuff out. so it

was my own fault. They ought to consider putting direc-

tions on the individual wrapper. But I digress.

)

So this idea sent us all around our houses (luckily we
both have cordless phones) looking at all the things that

do have directions and the things that don't. At this point

in time, tampons were under the category of "we're not

telling you how to use this."

The thing is, pretty much everything has directions:

hair products, household cleaning agents (and don't you

know my roommate bought a bathroom cleaner that you

spray on the shower doors daily to get it clean. A
no-scrub deal, right? Well, guess what? The directions

say that you will see result in two weeks.

I'm sorry, two weeks. That's awfully long

to wait for a clean bathroom), appliances,

and food. However, hygiene products tend

to refrain from directions. Okay, so we
know that tampons have directions, won-

derful. But toothbrushes don't. And really, I don't remem-
ber where I learned how to brush my teeth. Maybe I

haven't been doing it correctly all these years and would
benefit greatly from having directions. Alright, not really,

but of all the things that have directions, I would think

that toothbrushes should fall under that category. Same
thing with my disposable razors — no directions.

Hmmm... so they'll tell you how to open your beer ("twist

off") but not how to use a sharp and potentially danger-

ous razor. Moral: Drink more beer, don't shave.

Really though. Mark and I had a blast running around

our houses and searching for directions. Sometimes even

the simplest directions get ignored. Sort of like when you

have a milk carton and it says "open here" but you open it

on the other side. "Damn, I hate it when 1 do that. Stupid

stupid stupid." What ended up happening was that Mark
and I had a competition on who could find the most asi-

nine directions. Mark won with the potpourri spray in his

bathroom. "Aim and spray. Ha! Suck it up. Marigold. You
can't beat that."

Marigold Pascual is a UMass student.

When your food smiles back at you

Eliza

Berkowirz

Have you ever gotten that

not-so-fresh feeling? You
know which one I mean.

The gut wrenching, intestine burst-

ing, colon disrupting feeling you

get after eating in the Dining
Commons is not too pleasant.

Anyone who has ever eaten in the

D.C. has experienced the D.C.

hangover. It sucks.

Your intentions

were good. You sim-

ply wanted to eat a

good, hearty meal

and replenish your

body's fuel supply,

but the results are far worse than

starvation. You get sleepy. You
feel like a bulldozer is wreaking

havoc on your digestive system.

Your body is not happy. It's

your own fault. You do this to

yourself every day. I hope you are

aware that this could have been

avoided. How, you ask? The
answet is simple. Follow these sim-

ple guidelines and you'll be D.C.

hangover- free forever.

Never eat anything that talks to

you. I once made the mistake of

eating a chicken fajita that tried to

give me study tips. I explained to

Mr. Chicken Fajita that if he didn't

shut up. I was going to eat him. He
didn't shut up, so I ate him. Big

mistake.

I felt like feces for hours. I guess

it was a learning experience,

though. I haven't touched any talk-

ing food since. The other day when

Mr. Stone Willy began giving me
fashion tips, I placed a napkin over

him and threw him away. It just

ain't worth it, you know?
Stay away from recycled food.

Seriously, though. Do they ever

change those rotating hot dogs or

do they just use the same ones day

after day? I wonder about these

things sometimes. Every day I see

these poor hot dogs rotating

around and around, but I've never

seen anyone eat

one. I've heard that

the buns are really

good for making
fluffer-nutter sand-

wiches, but 1 don't

think there's any good use for the

frankfurters. They're definitely not

fit for human consumption. I won-

der if the ducks in the pond like

hot dogs...

Don't eat the food that tries to

escape from your tray. The last

time my Duchess Meat Pie tried to

roll off my plate, I declared war
and chopped him up into a hun-

dred million little pieces and threw

him in the garbage can where he

belongs. Come on now, folks. I

thought it was common knowledge

that if food is cooked properly, it's

not supposed to move. I actually

saw some girl chase her Chicken

Kiev through Franklin. When she

finally caught him she had worked
up such an appetite that she ate

him. Stupid girl. Not only are the

floors not fit to eat off of in

Franklin, but she had to chase her

food in order to eat it. Duh. food

isn't supposed to move.

Don't eat anything that makes

strange noises. If your Chicken

Cordon Bleu clucks at you, put it

down. If your Cheeseburger moos
at you, put it aside. These should

not be normal occurrences in any

kind of eating establishment, but

in our Dining Commons, there are

no normal occurrences.

Stay away from seafood in the

D.C. Seafood is pretty scary in nor-

mal eating establishments, but in a

place where they serve grade D
meat, the fish just simply cannot

be safe. A big plateful of fried

shrimp may sound appetizing, but

your body just will not thank you

afterwards. 1 wouldn't feed that

crap to my cat. (If I had a cat.) I

have two words for you: food poi-

soning.

Okay, so now you're left won-

dering what you can eat in the

Dining Commons, right? I would

advise not eating anything that was

cooked, cut up, boiled, shredded,

touched or looked at by any D.C.

worker, but that would be kind of

impossible. The salad is safe. The
cereal seems pretty harmless, too.

The bread products don't really

pose any threat, either, lust

remember that they can and will

add MSG to anything that they

can. You would think that UMass

has stock in the company that

manufactures MSG because they

use so much of it.

One more thing: the next time

your food bites you, do yourself a

favor. Don't bite hack.

Eliza Berkowitz is a UMass stu-

dent.
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Social Insecurity

Erika

Matthews

Driving home on Route nine a few weekends ago, I

noticed an elderly couple standing on the side of

the road with a sign that read in bright, bold let-

tering, "Vote for Kerry. Save Medicare."

I sharply looked away, but the image bumed into me.

For a progTam that costs $159 billion a year. Medicare

hardly seems on the verge of extinction. In another five

years, the numbers are projected to run up to $288 bil-

lion. And to think: Congress once estimated that Medicare

would cost no more than $8 billion a year by 1990.

I recently read in an article that ran the length of my
spine like a Stephen King novel. Entitled.

Who Will Face the Music? and written by

Elizabeth Kolbert. it outlined the crushing

burdens of Social Security and Medicare

and how today's 20 somethings are being

doomed to carrying the weight of a system

they'll surely never benefit from.

Picture this: In 1950. there were 100 workers for every

six recipients. By the year 2030, for every 100 workers,

there will be 43 recipients. What changed? For starters,

the baby boom of yesteryear was replaced with the cur-

rent baby bust; fewer children being bom today means
less workers to support beneficiaries tomorrow. Another

crucial part of the equation: people are living longer than

ever, which means they stay on Social Security and
Medicare longer than anticipated decades ago. Add to that

the rise in cost of living and stagnated wages and you have

a system that's sure to collapse under its own weight.

The article also challenges the myth that retirees are

simply collecting money that they put into Social Securin

during their employment ears. According to the latest cal-

culations by economists at the Urban Institute, many
senror citizens have received enough benefits above what

they JOaid into the system to purchase a house and a car

and sTvll have something left over.

Excluding payments on the national debt, spending on

the elderly now accounts for approximately half of the

Federal domestic budget. The cruel irony is that while the

young are the ones expected to foot the bill, they are also

the ones most likely to be poor. Today. 12 percent of the

elderly are considered poor, compared with 20 percent of

American children.

The politicians in Washington are doing little more
than playing with numbers. Frankly put, they're buying

time with money that's costing future generations at expo-

nential rates. Social Security is doomed to go bankrupt

unless drastic changes are made within the next few umiv
but political parties are playing on voters' fears to protect

their own agendas. When the Republicans focused on bal-

ancing the budget earlier in their campaign, the

Democratic party saw this as an opportunity to say that

their opponents were after cutting benefits to the elderly.

Of course this immediately caused an

uproar, and the Republicans backpeddled

right out of the issue.

I vote without fail, but I also suffer from

political defeatism on this one. The plain

fact is that our generation has no retire-

ment found in Washington. What we're putting in now in

taxes we will never see. It's a fact that's as sure as death

and well, taxes

Social Security, even at its most optimistic pinnacle,

was never meant to be relied on as the sole source of

income for retirees. Its original purpose was to serve as a

supplement for what people's investments and savings

didn't cover. People see Social Security as an entitlement

for what they put in during their employment years.

Under the current economic and demographic circum-

stances, it's a philosophy that's sure to cost future genera-

tions at staggering rates.

As a generation, one of our best defenses is to vote. But

beyond that . we have to take control of our own financial

futures. We have to. Before the ink dries on your college

diploma, set up a deferred compensation plan, lust $5 a

week set aside can make a dramatic difference in the long

run. If you can. invest in real estate. And if you don't

know where to start, consult with someone who does.

This is not an emotional issue. This is not a blame issue.

This is not about generational wedges. This is mainly an

issue of numbers, facts and common sense. Most impor-

tantly, it's an issue that's staring our generation right in

the face. We have to have the foresighi to look back.

Erica Matthews is a UMass student

To be-.- or not to be

Luis

Guerra

As much as I would like to, I

can't lie to the three people

who are going to read this

article. At first I was going to

write an article about the disappear-

ance of real gentlemen, but several

important events happened to me in

between the thinking ol the article

and the actual writing of it made me
change my point of view.

Before these events. I thought that

a lot (notice the "lot." no "all." you

letter to the editor-writing lovers!) of

people in the United

States (I'm a Mexican,

on an exchange pro-

gram) were losing the

art of being gentlemen,

you know, opening
doors for women, not letting them
walk on the side of the street when
walking on the sidewalk, giving them

your seat, that stuff that most people

have heard of or remember, but little

else.

Then there was the one unforget-

table event that started to make me
change my point of view on this sub-

ject. I was on a trip to Boston when
my point of view on this subject

changed. My friends and I had just

gotten in the subway, and I rapidly

looked for a seat. When I was just

sitting, an American girl that was
with us came and stood in front of

me. I rapidly stood up offering her

my seat, but she did not accept it

even when 1 told her that I was not

going to sit down no matter what

(that made me mad. it's supposed to

work!)

And then she said what I feel was

most important about the event —

"You are not in Mexico anymore."

WHAM!! It struck me hard (besides

I felt like Dorothy), but it was true, I

wasn't. So. should that matter? I

don't know if it should, but il does.

That made me very observant of

my surroundings as to men and
women go. I watched them very

closely trying to discover what it was

that made this country different, and

I did. Maybe it's not the only thing

that makes the difference, but it does.

What separates the United States is

women, yes. women.
Back home (and in

many countries —
don't get mad at just

Mexico), women
expect men to open

doors for them and sometimes
become surprised if they find them-

selves walking on the side of the

street or a sidewalk while with a man.

Some may even make you get up (it

has happened, honest!) when they

can't find a seat. Here, on the con-

trary, girls sometimes open the doors

for men, don't even see anything

wrong on walking on the side of the

street, and almost never expect, and

as you could notice almost never

accept, a seat given to them.

So. is it all women's fault? Well,

not exactly (wait. I'll make up my
mind soon). Let me explain this. A
girl you are with opens the door for

you. Although you don't really notice

it. you notice it. Because the next

time, if she is going in front of you

and there is a door, then you "uncon-

sciously" expect her to open it again,

simply because she's closer to it. So

she gets the idea that she is. not sup-

posed to of course, but as "equally

expected" to open the door as the guy

is.

Another matter that gets in the

way of both male and female rela-

tions is feminism. As a guy. you may
think that the girl will take the gen-

tleman's manners in a macho way. As

a girl, you may think that by opening

the doors you are not letting women
have their own way (whatever that

means).

Don't take this as a comparison
between manners in different coun-

tries. I'm not saying that it's better in

other countries, just plain different. I

have now come to accept it, there is

nothing wrong in not being a real

gentleman in the United States

(maybe being just a mild gentleman

is enough). And believe me, I will fol-

low what 1 preach.

So my point is. girls, if the stuff

I've said in this article is nothing

but a bunch of lies, and you do
want guys to be gentlemen with
you. don't bother writing to the edi-

tor (although you are very free to do
so). If you want guys to be gentle-

men just make that big stop before

doors if you want them to be
opened for you. Then make that

"I'll kill you if you don't" stare

when you want them to give you a

seat. If necessary, simply tell them.

"I want you to be a gentleman." By

doing so, you'll save us a lot of time

and confusion. And guys, until you

see the signs, just be yourself, what-

ever that is. and if you are seeing

them now. well, your life couldn't

be any easier.

Luis Guerra is a UMass student.
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Raising cash for the martial arts

Students of "Safe and Sound with me around,"

BO iponaored b\ the Western Mass Girl Scout-.

self-defense program at Valley Women's Martial Arts

By Michelle Hillmon

Collegian Staff

Valle) Women's Martial Arts.

Inc. (VWMA), a non-profit school

and community service organba-
lion For women and children will

hold an artl and ser\ ices auction

to i,live mOMJ for student scholar-

ships.

The event, which has taken
place throughout the past 10

yean, will be held on Sat. at the

Northampton Unitarian Society,

Mam St., Northampton. In addi-

tion to the auction and work- ol

art donated rn members ot the

community, demonstration- oi

martial an- and self defense will

he performed rn instructors of

student- ol \ W MA.
In between the auction there

will he demonstrations showing
bask and advanced martial arts,

practical -elf defense, verbal

techniques and releases from
grabs. Head instructor and one ol

the founding members of V\\ \l \

land Aalfs said it will "definitelv

be a partv atmosphere, we make it

a fun event."

\ alley Women's Martial Arts

i- committed to eradicating vio-

lence and abuse, and teaches
self defense, karate and mod-
ern amis to women and chil-

dren. According to Aalfs. mar-

tial arts is a positive BCtivit] for

women and children because
when fear is verbalized it

enables us to "find out the

strengths we have, but might
not know about."

The school offers self-defense
workshop- that "are focused on
empowerment and -aletv -trate-

jiie-. not so much on lecturing, but

involving people in exercise-. " said

Aalfs. Through martial arts

women can apply their instincts to

ever) da) activities, according to

Aalfs and "iiKtea-e confidence and

-eft esteem."

"When I am afraid I have an

idea of what to do with the ener-

gy. Move through fear and contin-

ue to take action." Aalfs said.

Workshops offered at VWMA
include a free introductory

self-defense workshop for women
and girls ages 12 and up. This

workshop is designed for those

with little or no formal self

defense training as well as for

those who wish to review. The
karate, self-defense and modern
ami- for women and girls, ages

seven and up is an ongoing begin-

ner class.

New classes include the young
women leaders program/youth
empowerment project for girls

ages seven- 1 3. and a self-defense

workshop for girls and bovs

seven- 1 I. There is also a healing

and strengthening exercise clas-

consistin^' ( i| e\caises from tai chi

and qigong.

Any student may participate in

these workshops or classes

through a monthly fee on a sliding

scale based on income. For more
information and to pre- register

call (41 >) 527- OWL

Book to aid college bound
Anna Lotto

Collegian Staff

In September. I*W7. the publishers

Ferns, Strauss and Giroux will be

publishing a collection of college

women - essays portraying various

aspects of what to look for in choos-

ing a college.

In the words of editor Christina

Page, the book will be an "honest

perspective" on what different col-

leges are like. Essays vary in topics

troni what it is like to be a black

female at an all white school to com-
ing out as a lesbian at an all women's

college.

There are four topics still needing to

he covered, according to Page. She is

looking for brief (about 1 200 1500

words i accounti oi college life that are

"creative and have a very unique
voice

"

So far the essays collected are vers

diverse in their voices. Page said. The
lour topics -he i- still interested in

are: the experience ol a small liberal

arts school, how a women's studies

department influences the curriculum

at a school, what it is like to change a

maun once or several limes and final-

ly, how the financial support offered

by i college influences what school is

chosen.

Christina Page, who is currently

25. graduated from Goucher College

(in Baltimore l in 1995 with a double-

major in English and Women's
Studies. While there. Page
"observed (he effect the increasing

male population had upon the acad-

emic, social and living environments

of what was once> a strong women's
college."

She attended Oxford University

where she studied women's writing.

She then worked in the editorial

department at Ms. magazine, inter-

viewing and researching candidates

for the \/.\ election guide. Later, she-

was Gloria Steinem's personal assis-

tant for several years.

Most recently, she worked at

Glamour magazine where she was
actively involved in the Glamour's
Top Ten College Women
Competition issue. Currently, she is

the editor of the women's section of

Crisp, the first on-line global, inter-

active magazine.

Working at Ms. with Steinham was
"a great experience." said Page, who
has received dozens of submissions

from woman in college by contacting

student newspapers, college profes-

sors and national magazines and
newspapers which have published sto-

ries by written by college women.
The Kxik is meant to be an infor-

mative tool for high school girls look-

ing for to choose a college. Part of

Page's goal, she says, is to "explain to

these girls once and for all" what the

college experience will be. In her own
words. Page had "really no idea what

to expect" from leaving home and
attending a higher education institu-

tion.

As well as providing an insider's

view of college, the book will also

provide facts and statistics about col-

lege life at different kinds of schools.

It will explain what the laws are to

protect women in higher education

(such as school policies on sexual

harassment and sexual assault).

There will also be a questionnaire

for the prospective college woman to

fill out. This questionnaire is meant to

"help her find important information
not mentioned in the college catalogs."

said Page.

Since the college decision time

often very confusing and frustrating

experience for girls, this book is

meant to offer a sense of guidance

from women only a few years older,

who had the same questions and now
offer honest answers

Anyone interested in submitting u

personal essay fur the book should

contuct Christina Puge at (2121

983-7281 for details. The deadline

for contacting her is the end of
November.

To members of the UMass community:
The most common comment heard from friends whom do not understand the importance of Women's Issues in

"why are there woman's issues when there is no such thing as men's issues?" This comment not only frightens

me but forces me to realize that people are ignorant to what women's issues entails.

Women .rves to inform the campus of events oeurring that might otherwise not be publicized. More
important!) Women'- Issue* is an outlet for women to voice their opinions, concerns and criticisms of a society

which is virtually controlled by male ideology.

Writing for W I MUSS doari not mean you hate men. are a lesbian or even identify yourself as a feminist.

It require! a genera) passion lot women's rights and empowerment through words.
Issues range n m on campus, degration of women in advertising, abortion rights, rape, genital mutila-

tion, di imestk violence, breast cancer, self-defense, health care, welfare. gendeT politics or campus organizations.

Th- vill become neglected if more people do not actively participate in voicing them to tlje campus
•niniiy. Unfottuuateh tin- jobof one woman or two, but of everyone with a voice.

Sine

Michelle Hillman

Women's Imucs I ditoi

Tamoxifen treatment study positive

By Paul Recer

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The lifesav

ing benefit of taking tamoxifen to

treat early breast cancer lasts for at

least a decade, but only if the drug
is used for five years and no longer.

two studies showed
The studies, being published

Wednesday in the lournal of the

National Cancer Institute, found
that women who took tamoxifen
for five years after early breast can-

cer surgery had up to an 18 percent

better chance of surviving without

relapse than patients who did not

take the drug.

One study showed that taking the

drug for longer than five years con

lerred no survival advantage and
could risk other disorders.

Experts praised the studies as

providing important new insight

into how to treat breast cancer at

its earliest stage-

"These studies are extremely
valuable." said Dr. Sandra M.
Swain, a cancer specialist at the

Comprehensive Breast Center in

Washington. She said the findings

now leave little question about (de-

value of tamoxifen.

"In clinics all over the world,

everyone will be using tamoxifen loi

five years now for sure." she said.

"That is of major significance ."

Tamoxifen, sold under the name
Nolvadex, is prescribed Si addition-

al therapy after breast cancer

surgery for women diagnosed with

eat Iv stage disease

A study bj the National Surgical

Adjuvant breast and bowel Project,

a major contractor of the National

Cancer Institute, gives statistical

support lor an NCI clinical alert

issued last year that recommended
tamoxifen not he used beyond five

years,

That study began in 1^)82 and

has involved more than 2.800
women.

In results published this week,

the study found that women with

early breast cancer, who weie treat

ed surgically and then took taniox

ifen for five years, had a 12 percent

better disease-free survival rate

altet 10 yeais than did women who

did not lake the drug altei surgery.

The study found, however, that

"no additional benefit was obtained

from the administration of tamox-

ifen beyond live years."

it also found a slight increase in

blood clots and endometrial can
cer among women who continued

the drug beyond five years when
compared to women who stopped

at five years, Bui specialist Swain
of the Washington center suggest

ed the numbers of these additional

disorders may be loo small to

draw a Statistically valid conclu-

sion.

A second study, by the Swedish
hreasi Lancer Cooperative Group,
compared the effects of the drug
between two groups of Women
patients that took tamoxifen for

either two years or five years. It

measured the survival effect on
both grottos at 10 years after the

cancer treatment started

The study found 18 percent
fewer deaths after 10 years among
women who took the drug for five

years after surgery compared to

patients who took it for two yaai -

Media's twisted views hurt women
Two weeks ago. I was desperately channel surfing at

5 p.m. in the afternoon. It happened to be in the four

minutes before the next show starts and the last show
ended. Naturally, all I could find was commercials and
more commercials. On a pause between channels. I

rested on a pick up truck commercial. This truck was
amazing. It rambled over boulders, through desert

gulchs and around steep curves before hauling to the

top of a rocky mountain to rest-victorious. Following

the trek, a disclaimer ran across the bottom of the

screen. In minuscule lettering, read this message: DO
NOT TRY! THESE STUNTS ARK PER-
FORMED BY A TRAINED PROFES-
SIONAL! Okay. okay. I thought to

myself, point taken. I guess I won't be
taking on any treacherous paths

W ith the next flip, I came lace to lace

with supermodel Claudia Schiffer. A black screen

behind her. Claudia was tossing her blond mane as she

romped playfully to the tune of her own voiceover-in

her skivvys. No shirt, no skirt, just Claudia wearing lit-

tle more than the day she was born. Frantically, I

searched the bottom of the screen for some type ot

message, a disclaimer anything. But there, was nothing.

I here was no message to women warning them: DO
NOT TRY TO LOOK LIKE THIS! THIS WEIGHT*
COULD BE HAZARDOUS TO YOUR HEALTH!

Is Claudia to blame for her figure? Is it her responei-

bility as a supermodel extraordinaire to look out for tin-

self esteems of millions of adolescent women? Hardly,

but when a commercial is seen repeatedly by millions

of people each day. the differentiation between what is

selling a product and what is reality becomes cloudy.

The women we see in advertisements and in televi-

sion commercials are not a realistic representation of

women. The women we see on billboards and in the

pages of Glamour magazine have emaciated bodies,

perfect, white skin and expensive clothing. There are

no heavy models, no short models and very few models
of color. With the bombardment of these images each

and every day in a person's life, women are faced with

a choice: either be like Claudia or you will not exist to

anyone-

Body image has become the definition of my genera-

tion. Anorexia, bulimia, compulsive eating and
bulimerexia are common answers for many women who
are looking for a way to control the aspects of their

lives through food. Twenty -five percent of college-

women suffer from an eating disorder. This statistic is

probably painfully low due to the difficulty in diagnos-

ing eating disorders and the patient's resistance to get

help. I do not believe advertising companies are to

blame for the rise in eating disorders and poor self

image in college age and teenage women. However,
with the repetition of these images day in and day out,

women in this age group (myself included) feel pres-

sure to have the same body type and size which has

garnered such an obscene amount of attention.

So maybe, it is the men running the advertisement

agencies and the companies which run the ads to repre-

sent their product who are to blame? I would be
inclined to believe this statement but I have heard
many men voice their opinion that today's models arc-

not attractive due to (heir lack of size. "Ka(e Moss b
gross." "Who wants those bones digging into you?" If

this is the general consensus of the male population

(and we know how important their opinion is.) why are

we faced with the impossible task of fitting into this

mold made famous by Kate and her malnourished
posse?

The examples of the female "norm" are rampant on
the television screen and the pages of magazines.
Another flip of the clicker shows a woman painting her

house in her underwear, getting the kids off to school

in her underwear and yes, even running out the door
with her shirt open and underwear in full view. These
are nothing more than the Hanes Her Way girls, flaunt-

ing their perfect, underdressed bodies. They are happy,
smiling, (probably freezing) and without a noticeable

brain their heads. I don't paint my house in my under-

weai. so how does this ridiculous advertisement con-

vince me lo buy the underwear Hanes is selling?

Are the women in the Hanes commercial the male
fantasy incarnate? Or in the same way women have

been socialized to attempt to look this way. have men
been trained to believe this is the ideal woman? The
"ideal" woman never speaks. Her smile and her flaw-

less body are her voice. She has no opinions, no com
plaints and no problems li seems to me this "woman"
is not a member of the female gender.

I certainly cannot relate (o this symbol

of perfection. She represents a small por-

tion ol the female gender and yet she

controls how women dress, eat and act

toward the rest of the human race.

However, the effects of this ideal women
on the rest of (he female population goes much deeper

than the advertisements themselves

It is the psychological breakdown of female self

esteem through the barrage of media images which
-lereotype and demean us W omen are becoming
unable to escape the silent attack on their psyches

which has come in the lorm of perky breasts and
underdeveloped waist lines

Amy Corvelyn is a Collegian correspondent.
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Arts & Living
Heavenly warms up pop lovers
Sheryl Crow still havin' fun, Chris Mars continues to explore

HEAVENLY
Operation Heavenly

K Records

As a member of the legendary Scottish pop band
Tallulah Gosh, Amelia Fletcher virtually set the ground
rules for the indie pop explosion (hat followed. Her
work with the Wedding Present on their debut album
George Best finds the band at its finest hour. To say the

least. Fletcher has been an influential figure in the indie

rock musical subculture.

For the better part of this decade lletclu

has concentrated her efforts on Heavenly, a

band whose name perfectly fits their

out-of-this-world brand of pop tunes.

Since releasing three full-length
albums ((heir debut Heavenly Vs. Satan

was never released domestically and is

now long out-of-print) the band suffered

a major setback when Fletcher's brolhe
Matthew, who played drums in Tallaluh Gosh
and Heavenly, took his own life. Operation Heavenly is

dedicated to his memory.
Recorded before his tragic death, the album has

hardly a somber moment but it maintains a depressing

feel. For many bands whose careers have been cut

short, the question of "what if" obviously lingers on.

But for Heavenly this is a pointless exercise as they

have already established themselves.

Overall the album fits neatly into their catalog. The
most noticeable differences revolve around (he absence

of a horn seciion which lighted up their most last and
inappropriately titled work. The Decline and Fall of

Heavenly, and the beefing up of the guitar parts.

The heart of the album, however, remains the per-

fect upbeat pop songs. Take one listen to (he killer sec-

ond track "K-Klass Kisschase." if you still have ques-

tions consult your physician.

Operation Heavenly closes with "Pet Monkey," a

duet between Fletcher and Calvin lohnson. indie rock's

Renaissance Man. Unfortunately this is not "C is the

Heavenly Option Pari II." Imagine Amelia joining the

Halo Benders. It works okay but leaves much to be

desired compared io llieii first collaboration.

Heavenly embrace Operation Heavenly with open
arms as this is the farewell album. The band decided to

call it quits instead of working without Matther

Fletcher, an essential member. Hopefully we can expect

Amelia to slay busy warming up (he hearts of pop fans

everywhere. B (Mike Burke)

SHERYL CROW
Sheryl Crow
A&M

Walch out Alarm Morrisette, Sheryl Crow has

returned lo the mainstream with the release of her sec-

ond album, Sheryl Crow.
Sheryl Crow shows a stronger, more power-

Crow, both vocally and musically. Whereas

e multi-platinum Tuesday Night Music-

Club had a more melancholy, hard-luck

type feel, Sheryl Crow takes off like the

singer is blasting off in her own super-

stardom. Crow's confidence and gutty

sctitimems shine throughout as she holds

back nothing and soulfully belts out power-

ful lyrics.

Along with the dance feel she used on "All I Wanna
Do," also lies her passion for '70s rock. "Hard to Make
a Change," and a few others, spotlight guitar work rem-

iniscent of '70s Rolling Stones' material.

Crow plays many of the instruments on this album,

including guitar, bass and keyboards. "Superstar" fea-

tures Crow playing keyboards similar to Stevie Wonder
style funk. Crow's winning formula is a presentation of

a distinctively strong voice and an "anything goes" atti-

tude over which she blends her unique musical influ-

ences. Whether it is a '90s or a '70s sound, the outcome-

is an excellent new album dealing with the singer's

winding road to fame and the subsequent insight and

glory that have led her to create a stronger and more
daring album. B+ (Rob Stevens)

SCREECHING WEASEL
Boric Like a Dog

Fat Wreck Chords

As obnoxious as his reputation may be, it is difficult

to criticize Ben Weasel. Although his fans were severely

disappointed when he announced the break-up of

Turn to TRAX. page 8
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Jacko & old friend expecting baby
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Its a

thriller, all righ(: Michael lackson's

longtime friend is pregnant with his

child.

And contrary to a tabloid report,

artificial insemination was not how
they did it and she's not getting

paid, the 58-year-old pop superstar

said Monday.

"I am thrilled that I will soon be a

father and am looking forward, with

great anticipation, to having this

child," lackson said in a statement.

"This is my dream come true."

The mother is Debbie Rowe, a

37-year-old divorced nurse who has

been a friend for 1 5 years, according

to the statement released by

Christine Holevas, lackson's spokes-

woman.
Holevas denied a Sunday report

in the London tabloid News of the

World that the baby was a product

of artificial insemination and that

Rowe was being paid $528,000 to

have it.

"The reports speculating that Ms.

Rowe was artificially inseminated,

and that there is any economic rela-

tionship, are completely false and
irresponsible," said the statement

it did not say if the couple con-

ceived the old-fashioned way.

"Michael regrets that the news of

Debbie's pregnancy was accompa-

nied by several false and distorted

reports and speculations, and urges

the media to respect his and
Debbie's privacy," the statement

read.

Holevas' assistant said there

would be no comment other than

the statement. She would not say

where Rowe lived.

News of the World also reported

that the baby is due in February, is a

boy, and will be named Michael

lackson )r. It said Rowe helped treat

lackson for vitiligo, a disorder (hat

lightens the skin.

There are no marriage plans and

lackson will raise the child himself,

the tabloid said.

Earlier this year lackson divorced

his wife of 20 months, Lisa Marie-

Presley. Both had appeared topless

in his video. "You Are Not Alone."

In their first live interview after

secretly exchanging vows in May
1994. the couple announced last

year that they were having sex and

implied (hey wanted to have chil-

dren together. She already had two

children from a previous marriage.

"We will be expecting a child —
now when... " Presley-)ackson start-

ed to tell 60 million viewers on
ABC's "PrimeTime Live." before

lackson interrupted her.

"We're not going to say when,"
he said. "Of course it's in (he hands

of (he heavens."

lackson also was the subject of a

1 3-month investigation that began in

August 1 993 when a 1 3-year-old boy

claimed lackson had sex with him. It

ended after lackson reached a multi-

million-dollar out-of-court settlement

with the boy. Prosecutors in Los

Angeles and Santa Barbara counties

refused to file charges.

Philadanco to hit FAC tonight

Philadanco will perform tonight at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

By Seemo Gangatirkar
Collegian Start

Di'iice enthusiasts take note:

The Philadelphia Dance Company
— known affectionately as

Philadanco — will dance their

way into the Fine Arts Center
tonight. The company, known for

its exciting and innovative chore-

ography, will perform in the

Concert Hall at 8 p.m.

Philadanco. which is predomi-

nately an African-American
dance company, focuses on
African-American choreogra-
phers. The dance program com-
bines the delicate grace ol ballet

with modern and ethnic dance.

The company's unique style spans

the ages, from Stravinsky to

Charles Mingus to Aretha
Franklin.

Philadanco was founded in 1970
by loan Myers Brown. In The
Christian Science Monitor, Brown
described the company, saying lhat.

"We're a company of well-trained,

highly skilled dancers. We also hap-

pen lo be very exciting."

Philadanco's reputation for

high quality excitement has not

gone unnoticed. In 1981, ihe
company was one of only 1 5 orga-

nizations to receive (he presti-

gious National Choreography
Planning Grant.

In addition, Philadanco is

socially active. The group planned

and organized the First

International Conference on Black

Dance Companies in 1988. Over
75 representatives came to
Philadelphia lo discuss blacks and
dance. The conference has since-

grown to 400 participants. In

COUHmV DfKXIAM tOAKOMAN

1990, Brown helped found the

International Association of

Blacks in Dance. She currently

serves as chairwoman for the

organization.

Tonight's program will include

music by Otis Redding, Earth,

Wind & Fire, Natalie Cole and
Quincy (ones. Choreographers
featured will be George Faison.

lawole Willa |o Zollar and Talley

Beatty.

Dances include "|ust One
More." "Try A Little Tenderness"

and "I've Been Love You Too
Long."

Tickets for Philadanco are $)0,

$25 and $15. Five College student

tickets are $5 and under the age

of 17, tickets are $10. To order

tickets or for more information,

please call the Box Office are

545-257/ or (800) 999-UMAS.

Wallace explores issues of the New South

By Seemo Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

RANGElfY WALLACE
No Defense

Wyatt Books/St Martin's Press

What would you do if you had lived your life believing

that your adored father could do no wrong and then, in one

instant, had thai vision completely destroyed'.'

The relationship between such a father and daughter

takes center stage in Rangeley Wallace's debut novel. No
Defense, a searing novel about (he New South and the ten-

sions that built it.

LuAnn Garrett returns to her hometown of Tallagumsa,

Ala., to be close to her family. Her lather. Newell
Hargerdorn, is launching his bid to become governor and

LuAnn is determined to support him in every way.

As LuAnn settles into her comfortable life, her sereni-

ty is shattered by the revelation that her father might have

had something to do with the murders of two young black

Ricardo & Raina straight

horn NYC Invite you to~

students who were to integrate a nearby slate university.

LuAnn, who raised money for a memorial to the stu-

dents, is caught between her loyalty to her father and
the right thing lo do. Blinded by her fierce devotion to

her father. LuAnn's relationships with her husband, her

mother and her sister. |ane, begins to deteriorate. Even
after her lather destroys |ane on the stand, LuAnn
insis(s on Newell's innocence.

And when the verdict is finally announced and the truth

about her father revealed. LuAnn is forced lo confront her

own moral values and examine the relationship she has

with a father she no longer knows.

No Defense is a wonderful first novel from Wallace.

Gripping drama and engrossing court scenes, coupled

with the most mundane and ordinary of details, makes for

a taut and thrilling story.

This is by no means a book on racism, but rather on
the struggle the South has with its past and the issues

thai still plague it. LuAnn, with her confused principles

and steadfast loyalty, is very much the epitome of lhat

struggle. A-
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Screeching Weasel, one can not

judge him for hoping to make the

kind ot album he always dreamed of

doing. It was a shame however, that

the band he discontinued
Screeching Weasel to create. The
Riverddles. was a mediocre attempt

to carry on the spirit of the
Ramones

Perhaps realizing how important

Screeching Weasel is in the New
School punk scene. Ben Weasel and
company have regrouped and
released an impiessivc new record.

The album is filled with familiar

style songs about our bored and
burned out generation and.
although it may not be Weasel's
finest, it's still great to have them
back together again.

Kark Like a Dog introduces new
musical sounds in addition to the

band's traditional guitars, bass and
drums. On the album's second song,

"Cool Kids." a keyboard adds an

interesting new flair to their previ-

ous garage punk sound. Although
this new direction may sound a bit

silly, at least the band is attempting

to progress

The main problem with the

album is that they signed from
I ookout! to Fat Wreck Chords.
Although a respected punk label.

Fat has a definite sound that tends

to be far to over produced and nice-

ly polished. This may work well for

Tilt, who also left Lookout for Fat.

but it just doesn't fit with the cyni-

cal anger of Screeching Weasel. B-
tAdam Levine)

CHRIS MARS
Anonymoui Botch

Bar None

A little kid comes home from
school and says to his Mom, "When

I grow up I want to be a drummer."
"Honey." she replies. "You can't

be both." Everybody knows a good
drummer joke. Lucky for us,

ex-Replacements drummer Chris
Mars ignored the smart alecs and
has delivered the goods once again

on his fourth solo album,
Anonymous Botch.

Continuing with the more experi-

mental explorations that began on
his last album. Tenterhooks. Mars
develops these ideas further on
Botch, stirring up a strange blend of

spooky organ noises, swirling key-

board strings, and songs that hop
from style to style with only a few
serious missteps. All of this is still

wrapped around Mars' tightly

woven guitar pop — snappy drums
and choppy guitars intact.

The result is a kind of lo-fi psy-

chedelic circus garage pop. Songs
like "The Conquering Cow Farmer"
and "The Down Drag" are a perfect

example of the odd musical uni-

verse that Mars occupies — a uni-

verse where Mars' extensive rock
and pop vocabulary is filtered

through the mind of a mad scien-

tist. There are a few missteps of

course. "Janet's New Kidney" is

cumbersome and long, and
"Funeral Hymn of the Small Critter

Holocaust" loses its novelty appeal

after a listen or two. Maybe the

mad scientist needed some fresh air

that day.

Those songs aside, Anonymous
Botch is a fantastic album that

rewards repeated listens with its

rich, imaginative arrangements and
toe-tapping pop sensibilities. Mars
gets an extra point for the last song,

"I'll Be Gone." too — an amazingly
infectious horn-driven number that

sounds like the theme to a TV show

only playing in Chris Mars' truly

original universe. B+ (Bradley
Skaught)

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Deep in the Heart of Tuva

ellipsis arts...

CD's from ellipsis arts... are
packaged beautifully. This CD
comes in a small hardcover book, in

this case 64 pages long, which con-

tains detailed background and histo-

ry on the music. The CD's are
well-recorded and the booklets
extensive, easy-to-read, and color-

ful. Deep in the Heart of Tuva is no
exception.

Tuva is a small nation between
Siberia (to the north,) and Mongolia
(to the south.) Overrun for cen-
turies by Huns, Turks, Soviets and
others, Tuva has experienced a

resurgence of identity and culture

since the dissolution of the Soviet

Union. Part of this is a revival of

traditional Tuvan throatsinging, or

hoomei.

This CD is an excellent intro-

duction to the breadth of styles

within hoomei. Broken into four
sections, the CD presents solo
voice, and then voice accompanied
by some of the distinctive Tuvan
stringed instruments. The third

section is an interesting explo-
ration of Tuvan music in the mod-
ern world — we are presented with

collaborations between Tuvan
singers and the Bulgarian women's
choir, Tuvan punk rock, and an
industrial take on Tuvan tradition-

al.

Deep in the Heart of Tuva is an
interesting and warm introduction

to this region's stunning musical
culture. A- (Daniel Bodah)

Attention: Bob Dole
So. Tlielucktetwsn'ithere... .
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Kick Butts
QUIT SMOKING
Support Group
Ongoing support group every

Wednesday night starting

October 23 from 7 - 8PM
at the UMASS Campus Center

Room number posted al elevator

Art you think in§ about a,iiiHiaa,

imokiaj?

Hive you quit tad fait it difficult

ta itay quit?

Da you want to help other laapla

quit and itay quit?

Coma to your quit imokinq support

group.

Get profatiiaaal advice aad

counseling, pair counseling aad

proven quit tips aad techniques.

FREEDOM FROM SMOKING

FREE OF CHARGE

Fof more information

call Steve at

577-5181

Jointly sponsored by:

University Health Service*

Health Education Division

rhe Family Planning Council

erf Western Massachusetts

and The Massachusetts

Tobacco Control Program

THEFT OF MEDICAL
EXAM FOILED IN S.F.
1 7-year-old With Sonfunctioning
Gun Beaten by Student*

K> II. K. I.ee and ('. Bowman,
Chronicle Stan" Writers

-
I gunman burst into

room lull of students taking a medical

exam Saturday in San Francisco and

ilemanded a copy of a test section but

was thwarted when several outraged

proctors and would-be doctors punched

him out. police said yesterday.

said the youth grabbed a green

(older at the front of the room,
disappeared into a bathroom and then

uraiflg. He then confronted

.i proctor, demanding the Physical

; '>rtion of the test As the

i tumbled (or the lest section, the

youth may have been careless with his

the proctor grabbed it. and

nly the intruder found himscll at

'int

>uth then apparently smacked

the proctor in the face. Enraged, at least

live pioctors and test-takers surrounded

taped and threw punches at him,

ring blood, witnesses said

The San Francisco Chronicle .
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Living a Shocking risk filled life

By Stacy Gueras«eevo
Collegian Correspondent

Singer-songwriter Michelle Shocked is no
stranger to taking creative as well as personal risks.

At 15, Texas-born Shocked ran away from home
and went on to live in cities like Amsterdam and
New York. Her past work has found the artist

experimenting with musical styles ranging from folk,

to rhythm and blues, to big-band era swing. Most
recently Shocked risked her career fighting a

four-year battle to free herself from a contract with
her former label. Mercury Records, finally succeed-
ing earlier this year. Through it all. Shocked — who
will perform at Mt. Holyokc's Chapin Auditorium
tonight — has always been "determined to survive."

Kind Hearted Woman (Private Music), her first

commercial release since 1992's Arkansas Traveler.

is a testament to Shocked's exceptional strength as

both woman and musician.

"In the case of this album." Shocked said, "I think

there's a lot to be said for the role of the empathetic
narrator — that I'm telling other people's stories, and
I find other people's stories very moving to me."

This is a deeply personal, often dark record that

conjures up images of rural American life, and is

filled with songs of about loss, redemption and
rebirth. On one track, for example, Shocked sings in

her rich, throaty voice about a mother who gives

birth to a stillborn baby; another track, "Hardy
Way,: is about learning from past mistakes and mov-
ing on.

"This album really catalyses, and then allows me to

move on past what I've been through." she said.

Her battle with Mercury Records began in 1992.
after the release of Arkansas Traveler, when Shocked
was told that Mercury will no longer pay for her stu-

dio time because her material was "stylistically incon-

sistent." Mercury stopped promoting her records, but

at the same time would not free her from the contract.

"What they were trying to do," Shocked said, "is

what they've done to so many artists that you go, I

wonder what ever happened to...' They were trying to

make me shut up and go away, because they figure

there's plenty more where I came from."
The new album. Shocked said, "came together

organically."

Shocked wrote the first three tracks for choreogra-

pher Mark Morris' modern dance piece and later

recorded a demo version a friend's garage. She then

toured for a year, selling limited-edition versions at
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Michelle Shocked

concerts and through a mail order, to raise money to

record the album in a studio. Earlier this year,

Shocked finally freed herself from Mercury, signed

with Private Music and has released the album com-
mercially to the public.

Despite the melancholy nature of many of the
tracks on the album, Shocked's live performances —
which are known to sometimes exceed three hours —
are nothing short of uplifting, spiritually, cleansing

experience, throughout which Shocked intersperses

quiet acoustic solos with wild, soulful R&B numbers.
Shocked said she has no regrets about her

"four-year limbo," and that for her needs, it was
"worth the sacrifice." As for the future plans, she-

wants to go back into the studio, to record a

rhythm-and-blues album with members of the group
Tony, Toni, Tone after completing her upcoming tour

of Europe, and maybe even write a book.

Michelle Shocked performs tonight at Chapin
Auditorium at Mt Holyoke at 8 p.m. Tickets are avail-

able at the door.

BC gets no sympathy from UM
Out here in Hooterville, as the Boston Globe has

dubbed UMass. we love to bash boston College We
dub them "elitist trash." mocking them as rich snobs
who thumb their nose at state institutions like UMass.
It's an age-old battle of the upper class (BC) and the
middle class (UMass), the Brahmins and the Irish, the
silver-spooned and the not-so silver-spooned. But
wli.it has happened this past week ft the Heights ejDM
way beyond any fickle rivalry. Allegations of a point
shaving scandal involving BC football players swirl
around the Chestnut Hill campus,
threatening to bring down coach Dan
Hciming. and perhaps the storied Eagle
program with him.

Here are the facts as we know it.

Eour players on the BC football team
are under investigation for betting on college foot-
ball games, and possibly betting on the Eagles to
lose. The four players have hired a lawyer, and have
met with BC athletic director Chet Gladchuck
behind closed doors. The Boston Globe also report
ed yesterday that senior wide receiver Kenyatta
Watson, who was interviewed about the gambling
scandal, but is not one of the four at center of the
controversy, was disciplined by the school for mis-
use of a stolen credit card at the beginning of the
year. The BC program is crumbling by the minute.

If this scandal proves to be irue. whoa nellie.

College football has been relatively scandal-free this

season. As we all know, there have been a few ugly
incidents in the past ten years, from Nebraska's light

treatment of such girlfriend- beating thugs as
Lawrence Phillips and Christian Peter. Oklahoma's
coke-selling quarterbacks and steroid freak line-back

crs. and basically everything the Miami Hurricanes
have ever done. But we've been okay this season. That
might have something to do with the fact that
Nebraska was knocked off the top slot early, taking
the spotlight off of Lincoln, and the slip in

on-the-field success of Miami, Nebraska and other

notoriously corrupt programs.

The focus this year has been on-the-field. There has

been some good football played this year, and the

national championship is still up for grabs, sparking

debate over who deserves the phantom No. 1 come
lanuary. But, people had not been talking about
arrests, drugs or paid players, at least until Sunday.
Now, thanks to the apparent stupidity of a few bad
apples, college football is once again the scourge of the

earth. There are many out there who would like noth-

ing more than to see college football as

we know it vanish, administrators who
see big-time collegiate athletics as an
impediment to education, and will jump
on any chance to condemn sport to hell.

To these administrators I say,

"Chill!" This gambling scandal is big, and if it's

proven out it could leave the CFA with a bad taste in

it's mouth for years. But do not indict a whole system
because of this. Point shaving has been in college

sports as long as they've existed. Kentucky basketball

was rocked by a point-shaving scandal in the early

'50s, and there have been isolated incidents through-

out the last 40 years. I'll be the first to admit that

major college sports have some problems, and t he-

whole system of how it's governed and run must be

re-examined, but this has nothing to do with that. If

anything, this is the work of a few kids who got in

over their heads and didn't see the moral and ethical

implications of what they were doing. The system

didn't make these kids bet, these kids bet on their

own. What people also forget is that betting on col-

lege campuses is commonplace, and that, after all.

football players are still college kids like the rest of

us. So don't try to bring big-time college athletics to

its knees because of an isolated incident.

As lor the students of BC. I have only this to say.

This summer we had the Marcus Camby cash and jew
elry incident, now you have this. Consider us even.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian columnist.
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Milbury has lied for Long Island, and
the coach of those old-time hockey

teams, Don Cherry, can't be budged
from his CBC studio job with a Mack
Truck and has a video empire that

nearly outsells Playboy's Jenny
McCarthy line.

Miserly Sinden avoided the

free-agent pool, passing the buck on
several quality, albeit high-priced plav

ers, along with many Devil and
Panther-esque players with mid-range

salaries. To top it off, he shipped away
McEachem and Reid. two players who
fit the team's concept du jour perfectly.

Sinden wouldn't pay a penny then,

but he's paying now.

• The West is the best, get here

and we'll do the rest...

Only three Eastern Conference

MNFL

teams are above .500. L kid you not,

just look at the standings. Those
three? Florida (understandable)
along with Hartford and Tampa Bay.

Like in Wayne's World, monkeys are

not flying out of my ass. the Pope is

not a Buddhist, and Ross Perot is not

our new President-elect this morn-
ing; the records are true.

The East's best has moved to the

other side of the Mississippi, and
what is left pales in comparison. Last

year, the league's most up-and-com-
ing team, Quebec, moved West,
added the best money goaltender in

hockey, and drank from hockey's
coveted chalice.

It isn't only teams as superstars

like Icremy Roenick and Brendan
Shauahan have recently found them-

selves fulfilling their own manifest

destinies. With the St. Louis Blues

adding Pierre Turgeon to feed Brett

Hull last week, another western team
stands poised for a run.

• Meanwhile, back where the

Alleghany meets the Monongahela.
Pittsburgh is surprisingly being
washed out to sea. The one-time
beast of the East is 3-9 and only

Mario among the league's top 20
scorers. The recent addition of Petr

Klima, who has three points in three

games with the Pens, will help, but

Pittsburgh will have to rally to save

face this season. Unlike the Bruins,

there is simply no reason for this

team to be wastin' away.

I^eigh Torbin is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Magid
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see just once. How much would Tampa Bay give up for

four straight Super Bowls, regardless of the jokes heaped

upon them for losing?

Sadly, these three won't last forever. Like the great |oc

Montana before them, there will come a time when they

have to hang up their cleats.

What makes it even sadder, is there may be no one to

replace them. Brett Favre has emerged into the spotlight,

and Drew Bledsoe is once again looking brilliant, but they

could also turn out to be just a-few-year wonders, a la

Randall Cunningham
The other young QBs around the league don't even

show that much promise Rick Mirer and Heath Shuler.

former first round picks, languish on the sidelines, and
should probably be joined by Trent Dilfer.

So. take a minute to pray to the football gods and hope the

big three hold on a little longer. They may beat your team

time and time again, bul the-y make the games fun to watch

•••"New England fans are starting to say two words

no one was expecting from them at the start of the year —
"Super Bowl."

There is definitely some reason. New England, after

starting 0-2, has gone 6-1, including three straight wins

over AFC East teams

Their win last Sunday over Miami tied them with Buffalo

for first place in the division with a 6-3 record. (The teams

Boston's Rocket opts for free agency
By Jimmy Golen

Associated Press

BOSTON — Red Sox pitcher

Roger Clemens, who has three Cy

Young Awards and as many wins in a

Boston uniform as Young himself,

yesterday filed for free agency for the

first time in his 1 3-ycar career.

The 34-year-old pitcher is looking

for a four-year contract, while the

Red Sox are reportedly offering

shorter deals that could grow to four

years if Clemens meets performance

or endurance thresholds.

Clemens has said he would only

pitch for Boston or a team in his

home state of Texas — either the

Rangers or Astros. But other teams in

need of starting pitching — and just

about all of them are — could try to

convince him otherwise.

"We intend to consider all of

Roger's options, including Boston."

said Randy Hendricks, who along

with his brother Alan represents

Clemens. "We don't plan to do any-

thing substantive until later

month."
The Red Sox still do not have a

manager, with former Cardinals

manager Whitey Herzog turning
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she, and the team, stands yet.

"We have gone to the Final Pour,

so we know how that feel- MMJ WC
know winning A-10's, so we have
been through everything together."

Magid said about her fellow scmots

"I think outside of soccer, everyone

has become a little closer, especially

now evervuiic is like this is ulii last

couple of games... the season's llmofl

over... what are you going to do7
"It is scary in a way, because I

think ol it is as: I don't know it I am
going to play soccer after this

There's not many chances lor women
to play after collegiate soccer You
can go to Europe, and play in ROOM
leagues, but do you get paid? Not
really. So. it's tough. All 1 en sa\ is

that I want to make the most of it

now, and finish out ItTOUg I am sure

everyone else dc>es, the seniors and
including the rest ol the team.

'

Whatever happens in this Friday's

matchup with rival George
Washington in the A -10's; or if

UMass does/does not receive an

NCAA bid next Monday; or if Magid
does not get a chance to relive her

career high point of the final 'Four;

Rudy knows how he feels about one
of his tenion, and you belter sit

down, because it is some kind of

wonderful.

"She has been a joy to work with,

because she shows up on time. She's

honest. She's neat. She's prompt
She's reliable as hell, doesn't have
any lofty preconceptions and she is a

real fine human being." Rudy said. "I

have really enjoyed my four yean
with her. 1 can say tfiat I have not had

one problem with )ulie. This is one

kid that has played in many games
with major pain, will stay in there no

matter what and will come off the

field at the end of a game in tears,

last year in particular, and she just

hung in there the whole time.

"She has a lot of courage as a play

er, and she is just a real line, solid

example of what the best is in her

generation. The only problem I have

ever had is trying to figure out how to

play without her when she would
observe religious holidays. . that is

right on, accurate."

Keep your guard up.
Luckily Bruiser Flint got both his guards back. Edgar Padilla, and com-
pany will showcase Bruiser Ball tonight at Mullins.

are tied on the first tie-breakers, head to head record and

division record, but the Pats have a big lead in the next tie-

breaker, conference record at 5-2 to the Bills' 3-3.)

Even better for the Patriots is that their closest competi-

tion is going downhill. The Colts, who started 4-0 arc-

now 5-4. and Miami has dropped from 5-0 to 4-5. The

Bills, despite their recent success in Washington, have had

a stagnant offense, and are lucky to have the record they

have. The Pats also should have an easy win next week

with the lets, though they can't afford to overlook them.

However, don't lose sight of the fact that New England

is still one of the youngest teams in the NFL. and have

very little playoff experience. Even most of the veterans

have had little success in the playoffs — after all, it was

Willie Clay's Detroit Lions that were demolished by

Philadelphia in the playoffs last year. Last time the

Patriots made the Big Dance, in 1994, they were kicked

out after one game. What their recent play may do in get-

ting them to the Super Bowl is keep head coach Bill

Parcells. As long as he keeps enjoying himself, which he-

has been during the winning streak the team has going,

the coach should be back. And provided they get a good

defensive lineman in the offseason, keeping Parcells

should get them to where they've only been once before

— the Super Bowl.

facob W. Michaels is a Collegian columnist.

Boston down this week, according to

an ESPN report. Herzog is the sec-

ond potential manager to shun the

Red Sox. joining ex-Pirates manager

)im Leyland. Duquette does not

return calls seeking comment. He
has said that he would like to re-

sign Clemens — but only on the

team's terms. Clemens also fumed

after the Red Sox fired pitching

coach Al Nipper, a good friend and

former teammate, following the

team's 6-19 start. And Clemens

took some parting shots at manage-

ment after what may be have been

his Fenway finale.

Introducing

Collegian Classifieds

HALF PRICE

THURSDAYS!
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DID YOU KNOW?
The University Health Services offers Contact Lenses!!!

With all these great features:

• Same day fitting or replacement in many cases

• Wide variety of lenses available (including disposables)

• Convenient On-Campus Location

• Free sample start-up solutions

• Contacts mailed FREE!*

'normal delivery

WHAT RrE YOU WAITING [FOR?
Call the Eye Care Services of the University Health Services.

577-5244

I

Only at the

Collegian Newsstand

10am - 2pm

On the Campus Center

Concourse
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AUTO FOR SALE
93 Mitiubuhi Mirage IS
miles A

lent condition $7800 or B/0 253-

EMPLOYMENT

Hiring Change Over Labor '

$ -
'" Must

;' :s and week
ends Applications available- 2nd

•he Mullins Center

Free T-Shirt $1000 Credit Card

.is tor fraternities, sororities

and groups Any campus orgarwa-

'aise up to $1000 by earning

a whopping $500/Visa application

Call 180019320528 Ext 65 Qualified

callers receive free T-Shirt

LAST CHANCE
Legal Assistants Wanted
November 15th is the last day to

apply to the Student Legal Services

about a Spring 1997

Internship 1 Get hands-on experience

m the Legal field Work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experi-

ence m the legal profession

required— training is provided

Contact Legal Services today 545-

1995 922 Campus Centei

EMPLOYMENT
Taco Bell Now hiring for late night

weekends Apply in person at

DairyMart on Triangle St

ASIAN/EUROPEAN EMPLOY
MENT . n Prague. Budapest.

lokyo etc teaching simple conver-

sational English No teaching back-

ground or languages necessary Call

(9191968-1164

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
- Apply now tor summer All sea-

sonal positions open Ratting Co

and Dude Ranch jobs also available

Call 919-968 1164

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed' Entry-level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services 12061 971 -3600 ext R50O13

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
• Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan. S Korea No teach-

ing background or Asian languages

required For info call 12061 971

3570 Ext J5O016

$1000 s Possible Reading books

part time at home Toll Free

18001898 9778 Ext R-1732 for list-

ings

FOR SALE
Almost brand new nmons
BeautyHest Twin Bed Set Paid

$430 $200 or B/0 665-4349

Round Trip Tkt iiittord-St Croix

$500 or B/0 546 1481 Dec 23-Jan 23

Computer- P90 15" Color monitor.

4xCD 16M SB32 w/spks Call 6-7234

Color Printer Super Quiet 24-pin

Panasonic KX-P2123 Color Printer

Free cable and stand $170 Call

Mike at 546 6963

INSTRUCTION

Boxing Three private 1/2 hour

lessons $69 95 Call 732-881

7

Lost- Gold Hoop Earring of send

mental value It found, please call 6-

3110 Reward given

MISCELLANEOUS
New Metabolism Breakthrough

Lose 5100 lbs Guaranteed $35

800-7769503

PERSONALS
Gaily, I sit behind you in Finance

class I think you aie so cute I want

to know if you want to go on a date

with me I'm the one with the blue

bag Please give me an answei
when you read this

ROOM FOR RENT
looking lor a tamale
roommata(s) to share a four bed

room apt in Spring '97 On bus

route. 'CHEAP" Call Laura 253

0823

SERVICES
Have you been 'uped off by a

retailer' Contact the Student Legal

Services Office regarding your rights

as a consumer 922 Campus Center

5451995

SPELLING COUNTS! t\ way to

boost your GPA Paper typing &
proofreading Quick & inexpensive

Call 1413) 549 7484

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade 7 In-house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

SERVICES
GORIILAGRAMS Rowwi Birthday

jiuus Delivery Send
the Crazy Gorilla Call 256-0287 to

schedule a visit We'll go anywhere

anytime

Hallock Street Editing Resumes,

papers, and more Get the grade, get

the |ut

TRAVEL
TRAVELTIME has great deals

all your travel needs 587 3011

(413)781-6150

Killington Ski House needs house

mates $500 00 tor the entire sea-

son 549-8924

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK ...

i?2 in Negri!

Includes HT air 7 nights hotel, pai

ties/events and all taxes Call

Dominic at 413 533-1600 or 800
232-2415

SPRING BREAK!
I

• n cash!
i iimmissions/lowest prices 1

Travel free on only 13 sales'' Free

uito' Sunsiildsti l 800 426 7710

WANTED
Needed by Christmas- 1 dorm

1
1 Will pay $40

Call Jenn 586 62/8

Free Trips and Cash Find out how
hundreds of student representatives

are already earning free trips and
lots of cash with America's #1

Spring Break Company' Sell only 15

trips and travel free' Cancun.

Bahamas. Mazatlan. Jamaica or

Florida' Campus Manager positions

also available Call now' Take a

break Student Travel (800195-Break

WANTED

Tutor lor Math 455. ECE 311 and

313 Willing to pay $15 an hour Call

Amy 546-0706

Needed Rigorous Bibliography or

Book List tor Statistics 1 1 1 School of

Continuing Education Course Will

pay $100 00 or more Neg Call

(413)549 1271

MODELS WANTED FOR
FASHION SHOW

Flava Boy Productions .

for female models tor an AIDS bene-

fit fashion show to be hei .

end of November To sign op tor an

interview please contact us A SAP
at 253-6623

10 Cents

per word

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20v? per word/day

All
others

40<7j per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

Answers to

Yesterday's Puzzle.

Standard Headings
Activities Musicians

Announcements Miscellaneous

Apartment For Motorcycles

Rent Personals

Auto For Sale Room For Rent

Employment Room Wanted

Entertainment Roommate Wanted

For Sale Services

Found (2 days Summer Sublet

Free) To Sublet

Happy Birthday Travel

Houses For Rent Transportation

Instruction Wanted to Rent

Lost Wanted

CROSSWORD
2 i 4 ' *

13 JHE

1 8 H.

1
Pt m"19 H21

% i
25

isiifiiiii
29

B

^31

l<2

44 |pi

4S

1 i 1 ' SittHMft

B5 mee 68

69 I70

73 -J^—
ACROSS
1. Great Salt Lakes

state

5. Race tipster

9. Cats-paw

13. Be dependent

14. Puppeteer Lewis

15. Famous Root

16. Fuller Brush man's

quest

17. Join together

18. Basket strip

19. Donohoeof

•LA Lev/

21. Snake*

23. Young Guthrie

25. Letters in genetics

26. Australian avian

29. Writer Wiesel

31. Absconder

36. Monica

38. Chatterley. tor one

40. Crush

41. Emulated 007

42. Personality
(

43. Brown in butter

44. Heights labor I

45. AKAMars
46. Arm ot the sea

47. Courteous child s

response (2 wds

I

48. Remainder

51. Wherefore thou

RomeoT
52. Get-up-and-go

54. Dispatch

56. Examination

61. Make one s blood

boil

65. Java s neighbor

66. Vapid

68. Ohio Indian

69. Exec's vehicle

70. "You II Know"

71. Public-opinion

sampling

72. Spunk

73. Increased

74. Swing to and fro

DOWN
1. Bear (Latin)

2. Mr T's is A

3. Actress Narimova

4. Nocturnal carnivore

5. Alternative to cafe

6. Galley implements

7. Encouraged

8. Actress Gene

9. Pansian parent

10. Writer Silhtoe

11. Moved on

12. Actor Beatty el al

14. Kind of talk or

potatoes

20. Recoil from

22. Buddy
24. Tanker

26. Theme
27. Samara source

28. Military groups

30. Arabian gulf

33. Comic Poundstone

34. Tnm conclusion''

35 Butler

37. Hardy lass

39. Prescribed amounts

43. Act ol civil

disobedience

(2 wds |

45. Spnnging (Irom)

48. "Halls of

50. Word on a hosiery

package

53. Actress Jan

55. Studies lor short

56. Up to the task

57. Brad, for one

58. Diva Gluck

59. Friend of Androcles

60. Hoard

62. In perfect order

63. Clrff Dwellings

(national monument)

64. Like a moray

67. " something ,

something

borrowed "
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Personals Policy
All personals MUST be proofread by ( ollegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the c lassified.

last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are toi

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the hill

name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EX( I P

TIONS
Addresses .ire not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMa.v. I.D.

raimlxT of the student placing the ,ts filled in on the insertion

order. Non-studirnts must provide a valid driver's license ,m(\

the license number must he recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any pei-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

ARIES
March 21 -April 20

A volatilr Mlii.ttinn could be on tin-

brink nl an explosion Use tan with

l>urll<i!l.irlv difficult person In tenn
Aaaata Your holhcaderlness could be

p.m nl the problem, too. so reslsi irn

tcmptalmri In -,|»\ik vmir mind Avoid

turn when H COM* l» iiuilrp-

of the he.irt

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

Its. timi in i.ikr ,ic lion on a problem

lli.il s been na»U>iiiR al you Inr .1 while

More discussion will only drl.iv lhlni;s

Thai sjn-ii.il MMOBC could have

Miint'ihlng on his or her mind, and

you're Jusl the person to share It Willi

GEMINI
May 22^June 21

Don't allow a committee's Indeclsmn

.it work to drau on Keep your head

together when planning weekend

Itles Someone could propose a wild

and crazy Idea It may sound Ilk.

but Is It worth the risk'' Think twice

before going along with the < rowd.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Where a battle ol Ml and power Is

concerned, you'd do well to stay as far

may from the conflli i M pMriHC An

Interesting proposal I MM tr > >rn an

unexpected direction Consider carefully

before giving your answer An old frlniil

has some happy news

LEO
July 23-August 23

If you're faced with a dlffluill sihiaiimi

sup hark for I momrnt and lake lime to

.I. ' ide exactly whal vou want Then get

through to the prrvin who has llu-

(Kiwcr in fix things, ,unl M.irt i.ilklng

lusi don I give in. and everything should

work out

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

si, iv .iw.iv Iriuii a battling pair—they

could try to entangle vou In llirlr

iimlllil, and vou don i waul In get

( aught In the middle Keep open fat

lines ol communication with vo'u

sweetie lo avoid I petty argument. Try

an evening .done |nsl the two nl vmi

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Pay i lose alti'lltlnn tO the ixrson who

can help vou gain the MOJHTteW I

need to gi I la ' li< nod Mel bVMMOM
in.iv Ix | I

-ulitli li in t 111 ll Will

h.ivclli vet pli krd up nil llllllli.l! ll

hiiini iii In the "line Mi voiii stress

level

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

Speed Is the key lo most dillli nltles this

week. Aie SOU moving too slowlv nn

projei i ' Ret klessiv i.i-t ia thai vou miss

linpiirl.ini details ' Fa us on u.ili hint

v'nir speed all the time in ir.itli-

( .mini driving could be m.ipu issue

Inr vou In the weeks ahead

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

II vou re leellng Ir.ippcd and MP
Ileal vmilsell In .1 little .irhenlllle

se.niii inr buried breaaure n |uat stagi

a great eacape Vnu donl need li

lung dlsiani ES In llml bappUWM II

i iiulil bl M right In tin

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Avoid rei kless innves lli.il will liiiin voiii

bridges behind vnu ( nnipmniises will

work niuiii betta .u enabttnfl you to

achieve vmir long term gottli \n Intense

rii.itlnnslilp OOUld DC llniiiideiing do

Mill ll.ne ennilgh III I olnninn In lli.iki

H work'

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

A /esl Inr I 'Xplnr.lllnn I, ikes hnld III Villi

Ihls week .Hid vnu i mild b. ready In

i limb inniinl.iins Instead nl blowing

vi.in v.ii .ition on a prohibitively

expensive trip, try to c hange the limits

III Villi llle III ll i nise vou stress A

in worker rn.i\ imi iindeisi.ind where

you're 00MO| Imm

PISCES
February 19 March 20
All hough ll inav sitiii .is though I

commute, has accaanphahed nothing,

Ihe grnimdwiirk Is in pl.i. e |..i snin.

r . .il!\ i \i illng di-velnpinenls l«' patient

and wall li Ihlngs lake nil I. ike on a

little extra responslbililv and vnu II

notlCC results

For Entertainment Purposes Only

Always Wanted On* of Tho»a By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robotmon By Jim Meddtck
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan
Dilbart By Scott Adams
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Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick 8 Years In Braces By Eric Petersen
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom

When my friend Beeber

was w years old she claimed

she could hear a radio station

playing music in her head.

Ifshe turned on the real

radio she would her the very

same song. For years she

would hear it.

A lot ofpeople didn't

believe her.

Then, when she was 15,

a TV repairman told her that

her teeth braces could act like

a cyrstal radio and actually

pick up radio waves.

I think it's amazing.

To this day.... even

though her braces are off, she

told us at lunch yesterday....

she can still hear Jimi

Hendrix's "Purple Haze"

when she sticks out her lower

jaw.

University 3 By Frank Cho Close to Home By John McPherson

Hey 1 true vJtMt

F-« ALaJCTiMt rtool
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Social Norm By Mr. K

no! come on!
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"Do you have any paper towels?!

Leedee By Mike Rybicki
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Quote of the Day

a
The man with the

sharp tongue will

always slit his own
throat.

-Overheard

Bad Joke of the Day

11

Wh/d the turtle cross

the road?

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 3*3-2636 for morm Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sand.

Corned Beef on Rye

Ravioli

Vegan Ravioli

DINNER
Pork Chops and Stuffing

Turkey Divan

Veggie Pocket

Burgers, Baby!

Hampshire

UOI)

LUNCH
Hamburgers

Chick. Cut Sand.

Mac and Cheese

DINNER
Pork Chops and Stuffing

Turkey Divan

Worcester

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sand

Fettucine

Ratatouille

|ust Plain Rat

DINNER
Pork Chops and Stuffing

Tempeh Stir Fry

Tri-colored pasta

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sand

Fettucine

Ratatouille

|ust Plain Rat

DINNER
Pork Chops and Stuffing

Turkey Divan

Tempeh Stir Fry

Tri-colored pasta
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Sports
UMass hoops break in Mullins with pair of games
Bruiser Balls first exam

Chris

Stamm

V'u'u- -eon the posters. You've heard all about the

recruits, and today, sou hau a ctlMKC to see the team for

yourself. That's right. "Bruiser Ball" conies bouncing into

the William I). Mullins Center tonight as the men's bas-

ketball team plavs its first exhibition game of the season

against Marathon Basketball at 8:30 p.m.

The contest in.uk> the first look I Mas- tans will

have iit the post -Culipari. post-Marcus Camby
Minutemen. Tonight mark- the debut of the here and
now The team lli.it takes the court again*) Marathon
will take its lirst step in forming its own identity.

While the world of college basketball has been Hooded
with -peculation .1- to how the team will fare with new
head coach lame- "Biui-ei" Hint and hi- new front

court, the time 1- finally approaching when we can

focus on what- happening on the court, not in a press

conference.

If preseason games of the past are any indication.

chancel are. we will not see the lull smash -em.
bash-'em hoopsters oi the

regulat season. Remember
last year's ^4 89 loss to for-

mer Minuteman Derek
Kellogg and the Convene
All Stars? How man) of us

had the number! $5- 2 on our minds when we left the

Mullins then?

What you id// gel a chance to see on the Mullins floor

tin- evening i- .1 ganw where I lint tan te-t the water- o\

hi- fledgling front tourt.

I 01 the tii-t lime. Minuteman Ian- will get a chance to

sec o loot 10, 250 -pound Lari Ketner in the middle.

After -ittinj; out last season under Proposition 48 \CAA
academic requirements, Ketner will look to provide a

bruising one two punch in the paint with senior power
forward Tyrone Week-.

In addition rookies Mike Babul. Winston Smith. Chris

kirkland and Ajmal Kasit will begin to see how the) fit

into the I Ma-- lineup.

The Minutemen play their final exhibition game on
It when they will look to revenge last year's loss to

the Converse Mi-Stars.

The rcgulai season begins Thanksgiving weekend when
L \l.i-- travel- to Hawaii for the Maui Invitational to face

boat Chaminade in the first round.

Chris Stamm is a Collegian columnist.
* • •

For an in-depth preview of the 1996-1997 nun's bas-

ketball team and season, cheek out the Collegian's bas-

ketball preview set to hit the stands in early Deeember.

UM women face b—ball legend

By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's
basketball team will break in

their first pair of game sneakers

this season as they take on the

Athletes in Action USA
women's b-ball squad at the
William D. Mullins Center
tonight at 5 p.m.

flie Minutewomen of the
hardwood are coming off their

most successful season in school

history. University of
Massachusetts coach |oanie
O'Brien led her constantly
improving club to the NCAA
tournament for the first time
ever where they were narrowly
defeated by a strong Michigan
State team

UMass logged a 20-10 record

last season placing second in the

Atlantic 10 East with an 11-5
mark. The Minutewomen were an
unblemished 1 2-0 on the Mullins

floor last winter, including a

65-56 upset victory over then No.
8 Stanford.

Back to the here and now; the

Minutewomen are faced with
their first te-t of the season in the

form of an AIA team that features

Nancy Lieberman-Cline who is

widely known as the greate-t

female basketball player in histo-

ry.

At 18. Lieberman-Cline
became the youngest athlete to

ever win an Olympic basketball

medal, garnering a silver with the

1976 USA women's team.

An aunt of UMass volleyball

player lill Myers, she was also

the first woman ever to play in a

professional men's league. In

I486, she played for the

Springfield Fame, and two years

later she became the first woman
to join the Harlem
Globetrotter's World Tour as a

member of the Washington
Generals.

In 1993, Lieberman-Cline was

inducted into the New York City

Basketball Hall of Fame, and
this May she was inducted into

the Naismith Memorial
Basketball Hall of Fame in

Springfield.

At the age of 38,

Lieberman-Cline is looking for-

ward to seeing action with her

AIA teammates.

"It will allow me to be around

other Christians in a daily envi-

ronment." she said. "I can share

my testimony with my teammates
and others, while playing serious

basketball."

Athletes in Action was founded

in 1966 by Dave Hannah as an

outreach to spiritually motivated

athletes. AIA actually fields com-

petitive teams in several sports

including men's and women's
basketball.

As for the UMass contingent,

the Minutewomen will be led by

the senior triad of Beth
Kuzmeski, Crystal Carroll and
Sabriya Mitchell.

Kuzmeski. coming off a year in

which she averaged 7.3 points per

game for the Minutewomen. is

one of the most prolific 3-point

threats in UMass women's hoop
history. The 5-7 guard lays claim

to the school's career mark for 3-

pointers made with 103.

Carroll (6-2) is the key in the

pivot where she averaged 12.1

points in 30 contests last season.

Mitchell will run the UMass
offense from the point.

Magid a steady presence at UM
ISMdjielder set to play out her under-acknowledged career

By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

To put it bluntly, the No. 14

Massachusetts women's soccer
team (14-3-1) have been on an
emotional roller coaster this sea-

son. From opening up with nine

consecutive victories, to a stretch

of four game- with only a win to

-how. I M.i-- ha- had to weather
their up- and down-.

One of the players that ha- been

a steadying influence during all of

thi- i- senior midfielder lulie

Magid. An overused cliche in team
sports i- a -quad has to be strong

up the middle to succeed II that i-

true. then I Ma-- ha- it in spudc-

Magid ;md -ophomore defender
\numj.i Thompson have provided

Strength up the center of the pitch,

and especial]) when it has counted
the most

' has been changed

and heightened since the

career-ending injury of fellow

senior Rebecca Myers on Oct. 4 in

a 3-0 win against La Salle. She had
to take on a responsibility she was
unaccustomed to during the last

four years, and that was "offen-

tive" to her. Speeifieallv. Myers
had traditionally been the one who
would step up into the front line

on offense, and Magid would keep
an eye on her back. The duo
worked for the Minutewomen. a-

Myers broke the all-time career
goals and points mark this season,

with unspoken, but heartfelt,

kudos to her midfield mate.

For Magid, the team is the one
who has handled that mid- season

-ti-i-. and -he has only done her

pan.

"I think my role has changed a

bit. I have been a bit more on the

offensive, whereas before Rebecca
wa- all on the offensive, and I just

(OHM* KANVANtN , COU.IOIAN

Julie Magid mans the midfield for UM women's soccer with a style all

her own

hung back and controlled the mid-

dle." Magid said. "I think that was
a big change in my style. I was able

to go forward more, opposed to

more hanging back and waiting for

things to occur.

"I think I've handled it well. Its

tough when you lose one of your
star players, especially playing with

her in the middle for three years

and then, all of the sudden, what
you both have worked for in your
-enior year, is all gone now."

Coach |im Rudy lets anyone
know where his opinion on Magid
stands: top shelf, top billing and
top of the line.

"lulie has done a magnificent job

this year at holding the center of

the field down, and she has done
that here for four years," Rudy
said. "What a super, solid four

years of play, and I think her game
has benefited our team.

"I've always said there are two
people that we would really be

hard up to play without. The
an-wer surprises a lot of people,

but it's lulie Magid and Amanda
Thompson, just because they are

always there and they are a struc-

ture for the rest of the team."

It has been an exciting four years

for the Dallas native, but through-

out this time, one of the perks of

the job was playing against her for-

mer teammates and adversaries

from her home state. The past two
seasons Magid has had a chance to

play against players like SMU's
Danielle Brousseau and Amy Klein,

and Texas A&M's Bryn Blalack.

This past weekend at the Post Oak
Mall Soccer Classic in College
Station. Tx. was homecoming in a

way. She, her fellow Texans
(Lynch and Thompson) and the

team enjoyed the most of it; espe-

cially a 2-0 win over then No. 1

5

George Mason.

"With Texas A&M, I either

played with or against half of the

team," Magid said. "And with Bryn

Blalack, I either played with or
against her since Under- 12. So, it's

great to travel around and see

everyone, especially since it's

senior year, and everyone's gradu-

ating."

After this weekend's Atlantic 10
Championships, the collective fate

of the team, and the individual fate

ul Magid, will be held up in bal-

ance. The Minutewomen are on the

bubble concerning NCAA po-tsea

-on play, and if the season ends on
the pitch of the URI Soccer
(Not-Too) Complex, this might be
it for Magid as a soccer career

Four years of teamwork with the

five other seniors might come to an
end. and she does not know where

Turn to MAGID. page 9

B's in trouble; East, Pens slip early
It's been almost 20 years -ince |immy Buffett released

not necessarily his greatest, but certainly his most well

known single. "Margaritaville." and he still hasn't found
hi- lo-t shaker of salt.

In that same two-decade span. Bruins GM Harry
Sinden has tinkered with all types of playing styles, but

still hasn't captured that elusive Cup.

After an ugly 4-4 home tie against Los Angeles Monday
night, it- -ale to -a\ thai ihi- year- team is wastin' away
again a- well. On the ice. the B's have been aimlessly drift-

ing and just living lo 1 ea-on with hurricane season as less-

er teams have been blowing pa-t my beloved Black and
Gold on their supposed home ice.

The nasty results don't end there. The B's are 1-4-3 at

the FleetCenter thi- year. In (he peat -even

dav- alone they've had to come from
behind in the final minutes, at home, to tie

Hartford and LA. while being obliterated

by a suddenlv clicking, legit and scary

Broadway Blueshitt team

Margaritas might be the frozen concoc-

tion that helps Buffett hang on. but for

most ol mv life. Bruin- hockey has -erved

that purpose, -o do not be surprised to find me at LI

Acuria later trying the Reverend lira's preferred frozen

treat

I'm almost ashamed to admit that I paid an awful lot of

good money to watch thi- team "play" the Florida

Panthers in last year- playoffs, and then actually believed

that thing- would change for thi- year, minus Shawn
McEachern. the team- hardest working player from that

series.

After a couple of yean ol trying to build a solid veteran

team thai could win on experience. Sinden is now trying

to repiicate the Panther and Devil system thai ousted his

team the past two vear- en route lo the finals. McEachern
or Dave Reid would fit perfectly on either of those clubs;

the players Sinden acquired this summer would do better

wielding clubs.

What made those clubs successful is players like Claude

Lemieux and Tom Fitzgerald who are hard-nosed, solid

defensive forwards with excellent hands and the ability to

both blow away a goalie, or blow away an opponent with

an open-ice hip check. It is a rare and valued combination

in a player, one which is in short-supply league-wide, and
one most Bruins lack.

Rick Tocchet, who has had his career rejuvenated in

Boston, is the one member of this team that could proba-

bly most-easily meld in with the 1970's lunch-pail gang
that Sinden apparently wants to model this club after.

A perfect coach for this type of system, disciplinarian

Pat Burns, is home in Ontario, while the

inexperienced Steve Kasper still guides the

team and leams on the job.

Something is rotten in Massachusetts
when the Bruins need a goal by Manias
Timander with 1:04 to play to tie the

Kings at home before about 4.300 empty
seats.

Perhaps the most poignant assessment
of this lost team came from ex-Bruin Kevin Stevens, mak-
ing his return to the FleetCenter in the uniform of the one
silver and black team left in LA. Although born in

Brockton, a happier Stevens just didn't know the reason

why he stayed here all season.

"There's a lot of pressure there and I don't think it's the

right kind of pressure." he said. "When I was there every-

one wasn't on the same page. They say they want to play

like Florida. But to play like Florida you have to believe in

what you're doing. It's hard to do that if you're not all on
the same page."

It's an issue of management or lack there of. pure and
simple. GM-in waiting and lunch-pail ring leader Mike

Turn to NHL. page 9

Class of
l

83 still throwin; Elway on top
"Rumors of my death have been

greatly exaggerated
"

— Mark Twain

The same could be said for three of

the greatest name- in National

Football League hi-torv

As with the la-i couple ol years,

the talk before this season was
whether Dan Marino. |ohn Elway
and |im Kelly — the remaining mem-
bers of the great quarterback class of

1983 — were too old and beat up to

continue to play.

And. for a while it seemed like it

Ioe Montana

was true. True. Elway still seemed to

be in command, leading his team —
with the help of RB Terrell Davis —
to a stunning 8-1 record, but the

oilier two...

Marino started the season hot but

then was stuck on the sidelines with a

broken ankle, forced to watch his

team drop three games. Since return-

ing, he's 0-2, losing

to Dallas and New
England.

And, simply noth-

ing was going right

for Buffalo's star

QB. Kelly. He also

was forced to miss

some games due to

injury, though he had the good for-

tune to watch his backup lead his

team to two wins.

Or was it fortune? Kelly is having a

horrible year, at one point throwing

1 1 interceptions to two touchdowns.
Nothing was worse than the loss to

Miami, where Kelly had seemed to

bring his team back, only to be called

for intentional grounding at the goal

line and then throw the balls into the

hands of Dolphin DB Terrell

Buckley fans were calling for the

man that led his team to be benched

for his eventual successor

But, this weekend Kelly bounced
back, proving there's still a few good

games left in the big three.

Once again operating the K-Gun
offense he made famous. Kelly com-
pleted 19 of 23 passes, for 206 yards,

jeading his team to a 38-1 3 thrashing

of the NFC East-leading Redskins.

It was also in the K-Gun that the

Bills showed any success before, help-

ing bring them back against the lets

and almost coming
back against the

Patriots.

For Elway,
unlike his compa-
triots, this has been

as good a season as

any. The Denver
Broncos share the

league's best record (8-1) with only

Green Bay, after Elway did what he
does best against Oakland on
Monday night.

Trailing in the fourth quarter,
Elway did what he had done 34 times

before (second most behind Marino),

and led his team back to victory.

Often belittled for their collective

0-9 record in the Super Bowl, fans

overlook the obvious. What makes
these men so impressive is not only
their statistics, but what they have
done. Year after year, they have led

their team to the promised land,

something other teams would love to

Turn to NFl. page 9
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BruiserBall

blasts off

Senior Tyrone
Weeks put up a

double-double (19
pts, 1 1 rebs) in the

Minutemen's 77-73
loss to Marathon
Basketball last night

(See sports, page
12).

Hooked on
television

Television is

one ot our favorite

past times. Take a

look to see what
goes on inside the

little screen (see

Arts & Living,

page 5).

WORLD

Bhutto warns president

to prepare for a fight

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP) - A day
after her rule came to an abrupt and
inglorious end, a defiant Benazir
Bhutto yesterday warned the man
who fired her to prepare for a fight.

"I don't allow people to kick me
out. Win or lose, I fight," she said in

an interview with the Associated
Press at her official residence, where
she has spent the last 24 hours under
army guard.

On Tuesday, her former ally,

President Farooq Leghari, dismissed

her and accused her of a litany of

wrongs — sponsoring police hit

squads, condoning runaway corrup-

tion and bringing the economy to

the brink of bankruptcy.

Many Pakistanis believe the presi-

dent may use the charges to bar her

from politics. She also may face crim-

inal charges. But Bhutto dismissed

the allegations as the machinations of

an ambitious politician

"My hands are clean," said Bhutto,

who accused the president of trading

their 20-year friendship for power.

Leghari has promised to hold elec-

tions on Feb. 3, nearly two years
ahead of schedule. The interim prime
minister and Cabinet ministers he
appointed met for the first time yes-

terday, vowing to curb corruption
and government spending and orga-

nize free and fair elections.

NATION

Perry, Christopher

plan to leave cabinet

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) — Defense

Secretary William Perry and Secretary

of State Warren Chnstopher have told

President Clinton that they will resign,

administration and military officials

said yesterday, leaving the re-elected

president with vacancies in two of the

Cabinet's most prestigious posts.

Also about to depart are Commerce
Secretary Mickey Kantor and Energy
Secretary Hazel O'Leary, officials said.

Christopher informed Clinton of his

decision Tuesday night in Little Rock,

Ark , as election returns were showing
the president had won a second term
The 71 -year-old Christopher's four

years as secretary of state have been
dominated by fighting in Bosnia and
efforts to forge peace in the Middle
East, and a preference for low-key per-

suasion.

Perry, 69, rose from the No. 2 job

at the Pentagon after the resignation

of Clinton's initial choice for the job,

former Rep. Les Aspin (D-Wis.). He
said he would stay on until a replace-

ment is found.

Word of all four resignations came
from officials who spoke on condition

of anonymity.

The Cabinet changes could soon
total six, aides said, as Clinton pre-

pares his team for a second White
House term.

O'Leary, her reputation smudged
by excessive travel expenses, was
"given the clear impression" that

Clinton wants her out, one official

said.
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Meal plan may return to TOC
Senate also debates SATF planning, gives out annual awards

By Roghuram Vodarevu
Collegian Staff

Commuter students enrolled in the

Off Campus Meal Plan (OCMP) at the

University of Massachusetts may soon

be able to cat at the Top of the Campus
(TOC) restaurant.

The Undergraduate Student Senate

unanimously passed a motion request-

ing UMass Food Services to reinstate

the OCMP last night.

The OCMP is a meal plan offered to

on and off campus students who would

like to eat at various restaurants off-

campus.

"The Top of the Campus restaurant

being in a centralized location on cam-

pus allows students access to quality

food without having to leave campus,"

said Sen. Bill Ramsey (Commuter
Area), the author of the motion.

"A lot of students who utilize the

OCMP have expressed concern that it

was taken off the TOC." said Ramsey,

who added that main students benefit

from the OCMP.
According to Ramsey, the program is

popular among off- campus students

who do not like to cook for themselves

Ramsey said that he was encouraged

by conversations he has had with the

manager of Food Services, Roberta
Potter.

"She is willing to work with | the

Student Senate) on this issue," Ramsey
said.

in other Senate legislation, a motion

to recognize the Student Activities

Trust Fund Planning Committee (SPC)

was voted down.

The motion, sponsored by Sen. feast

Corbett (SW- Kennedy), chair of the

Senate Ways and Means Committee,
stipulated that the Student Government
Association (SGA) acknowledge the

SPC "as a body of the Student
Activities Trust Fund to recommend
long-term planning and ideas," the

motion stated.

According to Jeff Coker, SGA
Secretary of Finance, it would be

impossible for the SGA to monitor the

Student Activities Trust Fund.

The SPC has been around for many
years, said Coker who spoke for the

motion. He said that the SPC was
ignored by the SGA since 1991 when
the SGA had a lot of internal problems.

Senate Speaker Brian Tirrell relin-

quished the speakership to speak in

opposition of the motion. Tirrell said

that the motion would in effect, take

away some of the powers of the student

Senate. He cited the SGA Constitution

and By- Laws which detail the opera-

tions of the Undergraduate Senate.

Tirrell, specifically cited sections four

and five of the SGA Constitution which
stated that "the Senate shall have the

power to: review and make recommen-
dations regarding the Student Activities

Fund" and "the Senate shall not take an

action abridging any of the power dele

gated it by this Constitution," respec-

tively.

"I didn't leel that the administration

or the people appointed by the adminis

tration should be affecting the student

activities lee." said Tirrell. referring to

four administrators who would make
up the SPC.

When asked about the outcome of

the motion, Coker declined comment.
In other matters, the Senate awaidcd

the "Administrator of the Year" award

to vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs

Tom Robinson.

The award was given to Robinson
because of his support for SATF Relief

and donating $15,000 to the Board of

Student Businesses on behalf of the

Student Affairs office

His award was brought into question

by some senators who charged that

Robinson had not done anything on the

1992 ALANA (Asian. Latino, African

American, Native American)
Agreements thai would, among other

things, increase the number of persons

of color faculty.

The Senate also gave Itatc

Representative Ellen Story the

"Legislator of the Year" award for her

work on the UMass budget increase.

Ballot measures shape different states

in some of costliest campaigns ever
By Helen O'Neill

Associated Press

California turned its back on affir-

mative- action. Florida rejected a

sugar tax to clean up the Kverglades.

And pot smokers puffed celebratory

joints in California and Arizona after

marijuana was legalized for medical

purposes.

Across the nation Tuesday, voters

decided on ballot measures ranging

from securities fraud to logging and
leg traps — all of them hot-button

issues in their states.

Colorado refused to squeeze prop-

erty taxes from churches or to

enshrine the "inalienable right" of

parents into its constitution.

South Carolina clung stubbornly to

the blue laws that make it illegal for

retail stores to open before 1:30 p.m.

on Sundays. And Montana tried to

polish its image. In the year when the

fugitive Freemen held authorities at

bay for 81 days, voters passed a mea-

sure that would make it easier to sue

people accused of threats and ban the

filing of bogus property liens — a

favorite tactic of militia groups.

"Ballot measures are all about indi-

viduality." savs Llaine Stuart, editor

of State Government, a magazine
published by the Council of State

Governments, a nonprofit group in

Lexington, Ky. "They are about shap-

ing our identity as individual states.

'

Win or lose, they tend to pave the

way for future legislation, and nation-

al change.

California's Proposition 209, which

bans racial and sex preferences in

public hiring, contracting and educa-

tion, was widely considered the most
divisive — and one of the most signif-

icant ballot battles around the coun-

try.

Both sides invoked the spirit and
speeches of the civil rights move-
ment of the 1960s, framing the

debate as a vote on the future of dis-

crimination and affirmative action

around the country. Supporters
argued for a colorblind society,

while opponents said the move
would derail programs that counter

racism and sexism.

The final say will likely shape affir-

mative action programs nationally —
and will probably be decided, not by

voters, but in the courts. Both sides

filed lawsuits yesterday over the mea-
sure — proponents to get it into

effect, opponents to get rid of it as

unconstitutional.

"No matter what happens, this is

only the beginning of what we believe

will be a nationwide battle," said

Kathy Spillar. a leader of Stop Prop
209.

Controversy wasn't the only hall-

mark of California ballots. The state

also boasted some of the costliest

campaigns, spending more than $40
million over a proposal to make it

easier to sue for securities fraud. The
nation's stock exchanges invested

heavily — and successfully — in a

campaign to kill it.

Environmental battles also attract-

ed big money. In Florida, $23 million

in advertising by sugar companies
and farmers helped persuade voters

to reject a penny-a-pound sugar tax

for Everglades cleanup. Fertilizer

runoff has polluted the fabled "River

of Grass," but the voters refused an

effort to make farmers pay almost

half the enormous costs of restoring

the wetland.

Maine's proposed ban on elearcut-

ting on 10 million acres of forest land

turned into the most expensive relet

endum in the state's history, with

paper companies spending more than

$5 million to defeat it.

"The gun that has been pointed at

the head of the Maine economy is

now uncocked, unloaded and off the

table," said a relieved Gov. Angus
King, who had warned that the ban

could cost thousands of jobs.

Montana's motto, "Oro y plata."

gold and silver, became a symbol of

that state's big ballot fight, as mining

companies warded off stricter waste-

water treatment standards

And in Idaho, actor Bruce Willis

lost $85,000 in a failed effort to per-

suade voters to reverse state's nuclear

waste deal with the federal govern-

ment.

Casinos and other gambling pro-

posals lost out in Ohio, Arkansas.

Colorado. Nebraska and Washington.

But in Michigan, bolstered bv strong

support from Detroit Mayor Dennis

Archer, voters agreed to three casinos

in that city.

Louisiana voters were less sure.

Given a unique opportunity to kick

out an industry that has riddled the

state with scandal, they split their

decision in parish-by-parish votes. Six

parishes with riverboat casinos voted

to keep them. 23 decided to allow it

and 14 voted to keep them out; 30

parishes held on to video poker and

34 rejected it.

A work of art...

]£NNI1S«|UTSAS COUEGIAN

Ron Desrosiers, a senior theater major, constructed a "Devil's chair"

out of sticks and other natural products for his scenic design class yes-

terday near the campus pond.

Herzfeld, Schlictmann to speak

By Joseph Fountain

Collegian Staff

Tonight, several prominent speak-

ers vvill visit the University of

Massachusetts to address both the

evolution of anthropology and the

American judicial system.

The anthropology department is

sponsoring a lecture by Michael
Herzfeld of Harvard University.

Herzfeld has written extensively on
the Balkans and was a recent winner

ol the "Staley Prize." an award for

work on anthropology.

His presentation will be entitled.

"The European Thinking: Rethinking

an Attitude." and will take place at 4
p.m. in Campus Center room 175.

The lecture marks the 25th
anniversary of the anthropology
department's "European Field

Program."

In addition, the legal studies

department at UMass will be spon-

soring. "An Evening with |an

Schlictmann and Jonathan Harr."

who will discuss their book. A Civil

Action.

Schlictmann will recount his expe-

riences written in the book as a trial

lawver. representing eight families

who suffered death and injuries from

groundwater pollution in Woburn.
Mass. The suit was filed against W.R.
Grace and Beatrice Foods, for poison-

ing the water supply in the area.

lohn Brigham. a professor of politi-

cal science at UMass refers to these

controversial cases as "toxic torts."

The book is on the national best

seller list and has been optioned as a

movie by Robert Redford.

Schlictmann earned his bachelor's

degree at UMass in 1973 and his law

degree from Cornell.

"The audience will feel the magnet-

ism of both lawyer and the writer."

said lohn Bonsignore. event organizer

and professor of legal studies, who
was also Schlictmann's UMass advi-

sor.

He added, "Ian Schlictmann did

not win many difficult cases by
chance, and lonathan Harr didn't

write a best selling book by accident."

The lecture will be held at 7 p.m.

in 106 Thompson Hall at UMass.

Dole has no need of the dole

By Tom Raum
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — With one last

thumbs up for the public and a round

of farewell photos with his staff. Bob
Dole moved yesterday into involun-

tary retirement.

His plans? He didn't say. But he

shouldn't have trouble making ends

meet. Though he often talked of his

humble origins during the campaign.

Dole and his wife. Elizabeth, have

built a multimillion-dollar cushion.

Dole spent much of the afternoon

at his campaign headquarters.

Reporters were kept outside, but he

was said to be in good spirits as he

said his goodbyes and posed for pho-

tographs.

"He expects to still maintain a role

in public life." said campaign
spokesman Nelson Warfield. But

when asked just what Dole might do.

Warfield replied. "All I would say is,

stay tuned."

Last week. Dole said in an inter-

view with David Frost that he might

do some work with the disabled if he

lost the election. Dole lost the use of

his right ami as a result of a World
War II injury, and he has only partial

use of his left arm.

Throughout his congressional

career, he has championed the rights

of the disabled. At 73, Dole would
have no problem taking it easy for a

while if he wants, even making lucra-

tive speeches here and there.

He's a year younger than former
President Bush, who has seemed to

enjoy the freedom that comes from
being out of office and out of the

news.

For a man whose family survived

the Depression by moving into the

basement of their home in Russell,

Kan., and renting out the rest of the

house. Dole and his wife have done
well financially. In fact, Mrs. Dole,

who is 60, is due to resume her
$200,000-a-year job as president of

the American Red Cross in lanuary.

She has been on an unpaid leave dur-

ing the campaign.

Dole is drawing retirement benefits

of $107,000 a year after resigning his

Senate seat last |une 1 1 to campaign

fulltime. During his campaign, he has

given his monthly checks to charities.

Dole also receives an $l8,300-a-vear

pension from the Army, largely due
to his wartime injuries in Italy.

The Doles have combined assets of

about $4 million. During his three

decades in Congress, Dole — a one-

time chairman of the Senate Finance

Committee — took in $1.7 million in

speechmaking fees and other hono-

raria, more than any other member of

Congress.

Until 1991, senators could pocket

their speech fees. Dole put much of

his into a retirement account. More
recently, both Doles have given much
of their speaking fees to charity.

|fNNIHK|tlT»»

Pinball wizard...
Eric Ott, a senior history major, played pinball in the arcade yesterday afternoon.
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Thursday, Nov. 7

Coffee Hour — HANDS is sponsoring a signing coffee

hour at the Blucwall Cafe. Anyone interested in practicing

American Sign Language is invited to attend. For more
information, contact the HANDS office at 545-1925 or

stop by the office in room 506 of the Student Union.

Speaker — Gary Dotterman, union activist from Boston,

will speak on "Being Red and Gay in the USA Today" at

12:50 p.m. in the Campus Center, room 805. The event is

free and pan of the GLBT Studies Lecture Series and is co-

sponsored by the Stonewall Center. GLB GSO, and the

Women's Studies Program.

Lecture/Demonstration — Chi Lei Qigong (life force of

Chi therapy) demonstration and lecture will be held at 7:50

p.m. at The Barn Studio. 20 Dickinson St.. Amherst. This

program is part of a five week intensive workshop to follow

on Thursday evenings from 7:50-9:50 p.m. For more infor-

mation, call (605) 557-0661.

Friday, Nov. 8
Lecture — Geoscience Lecture Series presents Dan

Belknap, from the University of Maine, who will speak on

"Late Wisconsin Deglaciation of the Gulf of Maine:
Transition from Temperate Ice Shelves to Calving
Embayment" at 5:50 p.m. in room 151 of Morrill II South.

Party — Zeta Beta Inc., in association with 2friends pro-

motions are sponsoring the first annual SAFE SEX COL-
LEGE PARTY at the Student Union Ballroom. Doors open

at 9 p.m. Bring your college ID or a condom to receive an

admission discount. Information about safe sex and para-

phernalia will be available.

Saturday, Nov. 9
Family — Smith College Museum of Art is sponsoring a

family program for ages 6 at the Museum. Learn about

Roman gods and emperors and the making of their sculp-

ture portraits. Create your own works of art from 10

a.m.-2:50 p.m. The program is free, and open to anyone at

any time during those hours.

Lecture — "The lewish Community of Sarajevo and the

Struggle for Survival" is the title of a presentation by Glenn

Ruga, director of the Hadley-based friends of Bosnia. The
presentation will be at 7:50 p.m. at Congregation B'nai

Israel. 255 Prospect St., Northampton. Sponsored by the

Tikkun Olam Committee. For more information, contact

Friends of Bosnia at 586-6450.

Monday, Nov. 1

1

Discussion — GLBT Veterans will gather to discuss their

lives as U.S. military personnel. The Stonewall Center will

sponsor an evening of discussion, film clips, and expert

reports on recent court rulings concerning the U.S. mili-

tary's "don't ask. don't tell" policy. The event will take

place at 7 p.m. in Herter Hall room 251. This special

evening is open and free to all.

SOA — There will be an SGA Roundtable in Campus
Center room 101 at 7 p.m. For more information, contact

the SGA offices at 545-0541.

Notices

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from

8:50 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

xriety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call

584-8167.
Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.
Come team to dance, newcomers welcome. For more infor-

mation, contact Milly Delesusat 546-1085.

Employment — Applications are still being accepted
from work-study students for the positions of office man-
ager and research coordinator for the Canabis Reform
Coalition. If interested, please pick up and application in

room 522 of the Student Union or call 545-1 122 to get one
mailed to you. Call |ohn Lanzerotta at 546-6559 for more
information.

Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange

workshops will be held on the following dates: Wed., Nov.

6 from 6-7:50 p.m. in CC room 905; Thurs.. Nov 14 from
5:50-7 p.m. in CC room 904 908; Tues.. Dec. 5 from
5:50-7 p.m. in CC room 165-169.

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final Examination

Schedule will be available beginning Friday, October 18.

Copies will be delivered to students in residence halls, and
will be available to off-campus students in the Registrar's

Office (21 5 Whitmore).

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are avail-

able to help you find answers to your questions and con-

cerns: Mondays from 4:50-6:50 p.m. in the Health
Education Dept., UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 lor more
info); Tuesdays 6:50-8:50 p.m. in the International

Lounge. Prince House (call 545- 2299 for more info). All

conversations are confidential.

Literature — MOTHERTONGUE, the multilingual stu-

dent publication by the dept. of Comparative Literature, is

currently seeking submissions for the spring '97 publica-

tion. We will accept original poetry, short stories, one-acts,

international photographs, and art work created by multi-

lingual students. Please submit a copy in English to the

Comparative Literature Dept. in 205 South College. Rough
drafts are acceptable.

Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus meets

every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer 201. All anthro-

pology undergraduate minors and majors welcome.

Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Lurit" held every
Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right as

you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis and
other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings arc

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 506 of the Student Union.

For more information, call the ARC office at 5-1925.

New Organization — WICC (West Indian/Caribbean
Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West Indies

or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as anyone
interested in the culture. For more information, contact

Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-5967.
New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and
your help is needed. If interested, call lordan at 546-5548.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to 1 p.m.

in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement
of Worcester Dining Common). For more information, call

Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 255-0874.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45. Please call Mark to confirm, or for other

stops, at 255-0561.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout. Copy, and Marketing departments. An assis-

tant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also needed.

Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 504 Student

Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Volunteers Needed — MASSPIRGS Toxics Right-to-

Know campaign is looking for students to come trick-or-

treating in Northampton from 5-8 p.m. We are dressing up
and distributing information about Toxics to the communi-
ty and circulating a petition to gain support for a labeling

law. For more information, contact the MASSPIRG office

at 545-0199 or stop by room 425A in the Student Union.

Volunteer — The Zoo in Forest Park at Springfield has a

wealth of diverse volunteer opportunities available for per-,

sons who love animals and are committed to conservation

education. For further information about the Zoo and to be

sent a volunteer application, please call (415) 753-2251.

November 6-7-8 10 AM to 4 PM
^UNIVERSITY Campus Center Monday-Friday 9 AM- 5 PM
MSTORE& 545-2619 Saturday 10 AM -5 PM

Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage
Nov. 4

A motorist reported that a bicyclist ran into his vehi-

cle and left the scene on Totman Road.

An individual reported that a passing vehicle grazed

the front of her vehicle.

Nov. 5

A vehicle rolled out of a parking space on North
Service Drive and struck two other vehicles.

Alarm— Fire

Nov. 4

A small room fire was extinguished on the Ibth

floor of Coolidge Residence Hall.

Annoying Behavior

Nov. 4

A threatening note was left on a vehicle in parking

lot 49.

An individual from Crampton Residence Hall

reported nuisance behavior on the part of another
individual.

Nov. 5

Staff from Berkshire House reported that papers
found near a room contained racial and ethnic slurs.

Staff from Machmer Hall reported that papers
affixed to a wall contained racial and ethnic slurs simi-

lar to the Berkshire House incident.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Nov. 4

A vehicle in parking lot 44 was broken into; a stereo

was stolen.

Nov. 6

A stereo was stolen from a vehicle in parking lot II.

There was also extensive damage to the vehicle.

Health/Safety Hazard
Nov. 5

A traffic barrier, placed in the middle of

Massachusetts Avenue, was struck by a vehicle.

Environmental Health & Services was called to

investigate a report of smoke coming from the ventila-

tion system.

Larceny

Nov. 4

A bicycle was reported stolen from Mackimmie
Residence Hall.

Staff from French Hall reported that an electronic

scale was stolen.

Staff from Hasbrouck Laboratory reported that a

laser was stolen.

An individual from Boyden Gymnasium reported

that her billfold was stolen.

An individual from the Campus Center reported

that her wallet was stolen.

An individual from Boyden Gymnasium reported

that his knapsack was stolen.

A license plate was stolen from a vehicle in parking

lot 71.

Nov. 5

An individual from Dickinson Residence Hall

reported that a cellular phone was stolen from his

knapsack.

Staff from the Campus Center reported a discrepan-

cy in cash receipts at People's Market.

A bicycle was reported stolen from |ohn Quincy
Adams Residence Hall.

An individual from Coolidge Residence Hall report-

ed the theft of cash, credit card and a necklace from
her room.

An individual from Coolidge Residence Hall report-

ed a stolen wallet.

Motor Vehicle Theft

Nov. 4

A vehicle was reported stolen from parking lot 22.

Vandalism
Nov. 4

Illegible graffiti was written in several locations

throughout Johnson Residence Hall.

Antennas were damaged on several vehicles in park-

ing lot 71.

Correction
—

In the Nov. 6 issue, the article "Students help Democrats prevail in Mass., but political fate of two partka is still

unclear,* was a news analysts story.

The Collegian regrets the error.

COLLEGIAN GRAPHICS...

We are here !!

GREAT UMass SKI SALE

NovemberISM?*
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StudentUnion Ballroom, UMass

Over $3 Million In Name Brand Equipment 4 Apparel/
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Stories mesmerize 'Queer Cafe'

IINNKSR IUTKAS / COUIGIAN

Carrie Ferguson, a local singer and songwriter, performed last night at the Quintessentially Queer Cafe in the

Campus Center Graduate Lounge.

By Jamie Sinsheimer

Collegian Staff

Last night in the Campus Center Graduate Lounge on the

University of Massachusetts campus, a Quintessentially Queer

Cafe was held at 7:30 p.m.

An evening of readings and performances, the Cafe was
open to anyone who wanted to perform in any context. The

event was sponsored by The Stonewall Center and the UMass
Arts Council.

The format of the Cafe included eight performers separated

completely in half by a brief ten minute intermission. Aside

from the eight performers there was also an emcee of the

show. Derick Brown, a senior finance major and also a mem-
ber of the Speaker's Bureau took the audience through the

show with deep passion in his voice and kept them enchanted

throughout the whole evening.

The night started off with a little poetry by graduate student

Tricia Asklar. Asklar. a Master of Fine Arts (MFA) candidate

in poetry, read seven poems all dealing with different issues.

The last poem entitled "All Hallow Even," was an intense poem
of first love, read with desire and fervor in her voice.

Following the breaking of the ice was another graduate stu-

dent, Tracy Majka, who is working towards an MFA in Fiction.

Recently from Purdue University in Indiana. Majka read half of

a short fiction story that she wrote. The piece titled "Fallout"

was the same story that gained her admission into UMass.

The story of a young woman at work in a place where she is

apparently not happy, slowly dissolves into an emotional piece

which involves her losing her job. seeing her mother (who has

been absent from her life for six months) and fearing that her

mother will find out about her girlfriend who is possibly at

home sleeping in her bed. The audience was left to wonder

what happened next because the entire story was not read.

The evening then took a different turn when local singer and

songwriter Carrie Ferguson sang a few a cappella tunes. The

editor of Ella, the Valley's journal of women in music, Ferguson

sang songs of past love affairs with women, a song about the

planet Jupiter, and another song that helps her deal with night-

mares that she often has. Feeling that the last one in particular

is sort of an "exorcism, to therapeutically help me heal."

To close off the first half of the Cafe, another MFA candi-

date in fiction had the opportunity to read her work. Michelle

Valois read a short story entitled "Europe on Ten Dollars a

Day," an impassioned plea for a lost love. Opening with a

packing sequence in which she compares the amount of cloth-

ing that she is bringing with her to the amount her estranged

lover is bringing: the story flowed and brought the audience

along on a journey throughout a mystical city in Europe.

Opening up the second half of the show was David
Hanbury. Hanbury presented a solo performance which
encompassed monologue and dance. His monologue was an

odd theory on alien abduction. While he spoke of his abduc-

tion he applied green make-up to his entire face and painted

his lips with a dark bloody red lipstick.

Dressed in all black, he rose up from his seat and started to

dance to several different tunes inviting the aliens to "take"

him. Closing off his piece he did a sequence straight out of the

movie Showgirls and ended the entire piece with the simple

statement that he repeated — "what?"

Danielle Carrveau. a poet from Arizona, also performed her

work in a performance style. She recited her poems with great

enthusiasm as though she was acting out a scene from a play.

Mesmerized by her voice the audience looked on in anticipa-

tion as she spoke.

Two other performers read their work well: Lisa Beskin, a

graduate student and Kaolin, a published writer. As the

evening continued on and the cafe came to a close Brown
thanked the appreciative crowd for attending and the dim
lights slowly went up.

Ihinking about a carter in biomedical

research?

UNDERGRADUATE SUMMER
RESEARCH INTERNSHIPS

available at

THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
HEALTH CENTER

for

RESEARCH IN THE BIOLOGICAL AND
BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES

Positions are available in a variety of laboratories encompassing

research in Cell Biology, Developmental Biology,

Immunology, Molecular Biology & Biochemistry,

Neuroscience, Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology, and

Oral Biology

STIPEND: $3,000

The University of Connecticut Health Center invites applications for a

limited number of summer research internships from highly qualified and

motivated students who have completed at least their sophomore year and

have an interest in obtaining a Ph.D. in the the biological and biomedical

sciences. The University of Connecticut Health Care Center houses a

division of the Graduate School, the School of Medicine, the School of

Dental Medicine and is located in Farmington Connecticut, just west of

Hartford, midway between Boston and New York. The program pays a

stipend of $3,000 for the ten week research experience. Deadline for

applying is Monday, February 3, 1997.

For further information, please contact:

Summer Internship Program

University of Connecticut Health Center

Graduate School Office, MC 1829

Farmington, CT 06030

(860) 679-3150

GOP wants cooperation with Clinton
By David Espo

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Savoring their

renewed majority, Republican congres-

sional leaders spoke optimistically yes-

terday of cooperation with President

Clinton on their agenda of tax cuts and

smaller government.

"We don't have to live in a world of

confrontation,'' said Speaker Newt
Gingrich.

At the same time. Senate Majority

Leader Trent Lott promised a probe

into the allegations of Democratic cam-

paign financial misdeeds that Bob Dole

raised in his losing bid for the White

House.

"We have a responsibility in a variety

of ways to take a look at... what
appears to be wrongdoing," he said.

Clinton, too, sounded hopeful that he

and the GOP Congress could work
together. Referring to recent legislation

that raised the minimum wage, expand-

ed access to health care and reformed

welfare, he said, "If we can somehow re-

create for the next four years the spirit

that prevailed in the last six weeks of

the Congress, we can do great things."

Republicans are expected to take a

few weeks to sort out their plans for the

Congress that convenes in lanuary, but

some elements were clear even before

the final votes were counted in

Tuesday's undecided congressional

races.

In an interview, Gingrich renewed his

promise to have a constitutional amend-

ment on term limits as the first substan-

tive issue on the House floor next year

Lott, at a news conference, suggested

a balanced budget amendment to the

Constitution might be voted on early, as

well. That passed the House in 1995.

but failed by a single vote in the Senate.

with Clinton lobbying lawmakers to

oppose it.

"It looks like we might have the votes

to pass it" when the newly elected sena-

tors are swom in. Lott said, although he

also predicted that some former
Democratic supporters would be under

pressure to switch their voles.

Gingrich said he had spoken by tele-

phone with Clinton during the day, and
the GOP leaders "want to sit down with

him" next week before they begin map-

ping their agenda.

"It is the American system that after

the election you figure out how to get

things done," said the Georgia
Republican, who spoke harshly of

Clinton during the campaign.

Lott will be presiding over a strength-

ened GOP majority in the Senate begin-

ning next year. With an Oregon race

still unsettled. Republicans will have at

least 54 seats, one more than in the

expiring Congress. That likely will trans-

late into larger majorities on some or all

committees, giving the GOP a freer

hand in drafting legislation.

In the House, Republicans will have

roughly 10 fewer seats than last time,

with the final tally awaiting the outcome
of six races too close to call and three

runoffs set for Dec. 10 in Texas. It

marked the first time in 66 years that

Republicans had held onto a House
majority. Even so, the loss of a few seats

is likely to strengthen the hand of mod-

erates in both political parties — the

Republicans who want to sand down
the sharper edges of their own party's

agenda and the Democrats who are will-

ing to reach across the aisle on key

issues,

"The moderate-conservative wings of

both parties are going to be in a very

good position," said Rep. Charles

Stenholm of Texas, a prominent conser-

vative Democrat.

Rep. Christopher Shays, a moderate

Republican from Connecticut, agreed

The voters decided on Tuesday that

"right of center is fine, far right isn't."

he said.

Indeed, the political division within

the government seemed to reflect the

popular mood. Election Day interviews

with voters leaving their polling place

showed the country was split evenly on
a question of whether they trusted

Congress or the president to do what's

best for the country.

Congressional Democrats, who fell

short in their bid to regain the House,

sought solace in the outcome. "I think

it's incumbent now on the Republicans

and on us to try to reach bipartisan, sen

sible solutions to the budget, campaign
finance reform... and every day prob-

lems people face," said Democratic
Leader Richard Gephardt of Missouri

Aides said Gephardt would seek anoth

er term in his leadership role.

In the Senate, Democratic Leader

Tom Daschle said in a statement, "If

there's a mandate in this election, it's a

mandate for moderation and bipartisan

cooperation."

Republicans spoke of cooperation,

but distinctly on their terms. The two
sides can work together. Gingrich said,

as long as the president pursues the pro-

gram that won him re-election, "which,

after all. was conservative."

House Majority Leader Dick Armey
was more barbed in his comments, say-

ing that a compromise on Medicare — a

major issue in the campaign — might

even be possible.

"He certainly has no need to do any

political work in this year, so we can get

down to the policy issues that are before

us, and we ought to be able to work
together on that," said Armey.

Torkildsen for recount against Tierney
By Richard Lorant

Associated Press

BOSTON — |ohn F. Tierney

dubbed himself "Landslide Tierney"

yesterday.

He was only kidding.

Unofficial results showed Tierney

beating two-term Republican Rep.

Peter G. Torkildsen by 582 votes out

of more than 275,000 cast Tuesday in

the 6th Congressional District.

Torkildsen was demanding a recount.

Massachusetts' other Republican

congressman, Peter I. Blute, lost to

Worcester Democrat |im McGovern
in the 5rd District. McGovem had 55

percent of the vote to Blule's 44 per-

cent in unofficial returns.

"(ohn's jokingly calling himself

'Landslide Tierney," said Tierney's

campaign manager, Sarah Nathan. But

aides answering the phone at his

Salem headquarters called him
"Congressman-elect Tierney.'*

"We're not celebrating. We're
preparing ourselves to go to Congress

and work." Tierney said at a news

conference yesterday. Totkildsen,

meanwhile, huddled with lawyers

most of the day to decide whether he

would appeal for a district-wide

recount or contest the votes in individ-

ual precincts. He requested recount

forms from the secretary of state's

office and notified city and town
clerks of his intentions.

"We will definitely have a recount

of some type," he said in a telephone

interview. "It's very much within

reach."

A full recount would take weeks.

Torkildsen and his supporters must

get 500 signatures of district residents

who were registered to vote in the

election and submit them to town
clerks by Nov. 1 5 for the signatures to

be certified as valid.

Then the petitions must be filed

with the secretary of state before Nov.

20 and checked again before a recount

can be scheduled. Some overseas
absentee ballots could still come in.

also, election officials said.

If Tierney's victory holds, it will be

the first time in a regular election that

Massachusetts voters send an all-

Democratic delegation to Washington.

In 1991, a special election after the

death of Republican Rep. Silvio Conte

left the state's Republicans without a

congressional voice for a year.

In the state's eight remaining House
races. Democrats came out on top

Tuesday and U.S. Sen. |ohn Kerry
won re-election by a substantial mar-

gin.

"It's not just Massachusetts,"
Torkildsen said. "Republicans took a

bath throughout New England. It's a

Democratic monsoon. I'm just glad

I'm still standing."

Re-elected were Democrats Barney

Frank of Newton, loseph P. Kennedy
II and ). Joseph Moakley of Boston,

Edward Markey of Maiden, John
Olver of Amherst and Richard Neal of

Springfield.

Although the Torkildsen-Tierney

race was closest, it wasn't the biggest

surprise, according to Lou DiNatale. a

Democratic political consultant and
fellow in public policy at the
University of Massachusetts at Boston.
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS

LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

Can t aftord to save for retirement?

The truth is. you can't aftord not to.

Not when you realize that your retirement

can last 20 to 5o years or more. You'll want

to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.

By starting to save now, you can take

advantage of tax deferral and give your

money time to compound and grow

Consider this: Set aside just Sioo each

month beginning at a«e .So and you can

accumulate over $172,109* by the time

you reach age 65. But wait ten years and

you'll have to budget $219 each month

lo reach the same goal.

Even if you're not counting the years to

retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future voU deserve -

with flexible retirement and tax-deferred

annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of invest-

ment choices, and a record of personal

service that spans jo years.

Ovnr 1.8 million people in education and

research put TIAA-CREF at the top of

their list for retirement planning Why not

join them?

Call today and learn how simple it is

to build a secure tomorrow when you

have time and TIAA-CREF working on

vour side.

^

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it."
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Nice Jersey... is it new?

C. Taylor

Connor

New lerscy.

The landmass that's its own set-up and punch-

line to most of us. The only state where football

players can garner first down yardage on top of

limmy Hofia's remains. The armpit that airs itself out upon
Atlantic Ocean waters.

lersey residents have heard all the stereotypes before,

and they're tired of it. They're well aware that half of their

homeland smells as fishy as a Dole victory would have.

They know that 95 percent of the total square mileage of

the Garden State is highway. They've grown up with the

knowledge that when they reveal their state of origin, peo-

ple from other states will make that face —
that damned face.

However, the majority of those who strip

mine lersey for humor gems don't have the

right to do so. It's on the books.

In the landmark, yet widely unknown,
1946 Hoboken Accords, it is stated that citizens of the

United States who reside outside of states bordering New
lersey are in violation of federal code should they mock the

residents or state of New lersey.

Luckily. I am a native Philadelphia!!, so I can say what-

ever the hell I like — but. more often than not. I choose

not to engage in such petty and pathetic behavior.

That said. I now choose to engage in such petty and
pathetic behavior, but not without just cause. It's high time

non-lersey residents learned the essentials about the place

where Sinatra's career was born, and competing lounge

singers met with unfortunate "accidents" as a result.

The first thing you'll need to know is how to spot

lersey- raised students on campus, the easiest means being,

vehicular identification.

Check the parking lots of any fraternity or sorority.

There should be a plethora of late-model leeps (both
Wrangler and Cherokee) and sports cars. Yearning for

acceptance and nouveau-riche material, neuroticisms cross

paths, leading lerseyites to try to impress their new friends

at school, much like the kid at the elementary level who
always had the latest Voltron toy.

Another identifying factor would be those peculiar inci-

dents when a car pulls up behind you. pointlessly cuts you

off. and then proceeds to drive slower than you once in

front of you. Chances are the license plate will be from the

Garden State.

This strange habit is derived from lerseyan forays into

nearby major metropoles like Philadelphia and New York.

Fascinated by the stop-start gridlock rhythm of actual

cities. New lersey residents emulate the behavior to the

point of inanity wherever they drive, regardless of traffic

flow.

While on the topic, it is of vital importance to even the

most casual acquaintances of those who say they're from
the City of Brotherly Love or the Big Apple to grill these

people with one simple question:

"What part of Philly/NYC are you from'"

There are three possible results: "I'm actually from
South lersey," (the pseudo-Philadelphian response); "I'm

actually from North lersey" (the pseudo-New Yorker
response); or acute sweating, followed by projectile vomit-

ing, and finally, a messy spontaneous com-
bustion (the Central lersey response).

This tragic last response occurs, since

unlike the little Asian kid. Short Round
(masterfully played by the soon-to- be
star of "The Goonies" and underrated

child thespian Ke Huy Uuan). in the second Indiana (ones

flick, this region has no hero (read: city) to which they

can turn.

It's sad to say that even beloved sons Frank Sinatra and
Bruce Springsteen have taken steps to erase their lersey lin-

eage. The former has been crooning "New York. New
York" for years, while the latter won an Oscar for mum-
bling about the "Streets of Philadelphia."

And look what happened to the career of pivotal hair

band (if that isn't the oxymoronic phrase of the decade)

and proud lersey natives Bon |ovi once they had the

unprecedented audacity at the pinnacle of their success to

name their Slippery When Wet fcllow-up after their home
state.

Their sales continue to drop as I write this piece.

Hell, even Fugees management has probably advised

them to mention as little as possible where they come from.

You will not see Lauryn Hill and crew on the cover of a

disc entitled lersey... Represent! unless they have the over-

whelming desire to end up 1 5 years from now on embar-

rassing rap compilation infomercials with Hammer, Vanilla

Ice and Snow.

I have always been and will always be a strong propo-

nent of remaining true to who and what you are. Thus. 1

befriend lerseyolians freely and openly.

And although there isn't much great to say on behalf of

lersev. it does have several positive attributes: beaches.

Atlantic City, the Giants and lets...

Well, at least you-can get a tan and gamble.

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian columnist.

Between boyhood and manhood

Bob

Dunn

It's
over.

Thank God. I don't think I could have taken

much more campaigning. I mean. I'm as much of a

political junkie as anyone but there comes a point

where indulgence in any vice turns to overindulgence
and nectar turns to poison, and we reached that point

about three months ago. This campaign has dragged on
so long it seems like Strom Thurmond still had to pay

full price at the movies when it started.

It seems like the gap between political campaigns has

grown shorter than the respite between NBA seasons, so

in celebration of this slight window of opportunity, I've

decided to address a topic almost completely unrelated

to politics. It's the long sought after and largely

unknown third stage of male development and the one
for which my testosterone-laced brethren

draw the most ire for. It's guyhood.
Guy hood is the middle and therefore

transitional stage in the development of
the male. It begins with boyhood, goes
through guyhood and then on to man-
hood. It would be nice if we could go
straight to manhood, but that can't and
won't happen, lust as Luke Skywalker had
to confront and defeat Darth V'ader

(Oedipal references aside) in order to

become a |edi, boys must confront and
defeat their "inner guy" in order to
become men.

The problem is guyhood, like the "dark side," is real-

ly tempting. Don't think that inside every austere, intro-

spective, sensitive man out there, there isn't a raging

urge to drink bad beer from a jug. watch sports inces-

santly, eat cereal, tell raunchy jokes, scratch in socially

suspect areas, go into great detail about sexual fantasies

with any number of celebrities all from the comfort of

La-z-boys with remote controls built into the armrests

arranged in a giant semi-circle around a large screen

home theater system with THX surround sound and a

full library of Playstation games. The enlightened few

recognize the temptation, deal with it, sublimate it and
rise above it. The unlucky ones (let's call them the "lost

boars") wallow in it, faced with the terrifying prospect

of the summation of their wit and wisdom being handed
down from the likes of Andrew "Dice" Clay.

Probably the easiest basis for comparison is to use

celebrity models. For example. Arnold Schwarzenegger

is a guy, Harrison Ford is a man |im Carrey, guy. Sean
Connery, man. The Baldwin brothers and the Kennedy
males, guys.

Then of course there are the fringe players, those

who are in a transitional state between stages. For exam-
ple both Paul Reiser and Eddie Murphy have strong guy

leanings, but they're trying hard.

So there's the celebrity model, but what about real

{si

life? How are you supposed to spot a guy in your
day-to-day dealing with the Y-chromosomed? It's easi-

er than you might think. A good place to start is to ask a

male to name a celebrity that they find attractive. If their

first, gut-response answer falls along the lines of Anna
Nicole Smith. Pamela Anderson, lenny McCarthy, etc.

chances are you're dealing with a die-hard guy. If a male

thinks that Angel Heart was a great film because of, not

in spite of, Lisa Bonet's appearance, that's a sure sign of

guyness.

Guys will pass gas in mixed company and find it

funny. Parenthetically, men find farts amusing too. but

they'll have enough tact to feign embarrassment if

caught. Guys will usually have more than two posters

featuring sports figures in their rooms and think that the

only thing ERA stands for is earned run

average.

Any room, cave or dwelling which fea-

tures cut-out photos of women from fash-

ion magazines or swimsuit issues is an
absolute den of guyness.

Even true-blue men, however, still will

display shades of guyness in various, and

usually innocuous ways. You can, for

example, find a male who will spend an

afternoon quietly reading Hemingway and

then spend his evening cheering and
applauding during Independence Day
when everything blows up, simply

because everything blows up. Guys dig destruction.

So, what to do? How are we supposed to get guys to

come out of their iron Johns, newspapers in hand, long

enough to count themselves among the rest of polite

society? Simple. Accept them. No one would think to

scold a child for being "childish" one shouldn't berate a

guy for being "guyish." It's a necessary, albeit awkward
stage. With help, education and an inordinate amount of

patience, guys can help see the light. The path to the top

of the mountain is paved with old copies of Sports

Illustrated, and pictures that were packed around the

articles in Playboy, but it is there, it can be traversed as

long as two simple things are remembered.
One, our guy sides, however subtle, need to be

indulged every now and then. For example, is it too

much to ask to let us watch Die Hard again?

Two, don't demand we admit when we're wrong.
Men. evolved as they are. still retain that ancestral

anomaly. That genetic quirk that led the caveguys to

believe that the size of their club actually mattered when
it came to catching dinner. We can't and won't admit

we're wrong even when faced with an 0|.-sized moun-
tain of evidence against us.

Of course, I could be slightly less than completely

correct about all of this. Hey. I'm trying.

Bob Dunn is a Collegian columnist.
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Left lane closed for construction

Mike

Elliott

The most deft election analysis

is always overheard in the

most unlikely places — this

time, it was in line at

Earthfood's.

"The communists are becoming
more like the Democrats,

and the Democrats are
Incoming more like the

Republicans," said the

woman behind me, most
likely, not a enthusiastic

Clinton supporter.

While the Communist Party USA,
is in no position to fill the vacuum
which the "New Democratic" party

has left in Congress, the comment is

correct in highlighting the dilemma
now facing the American Left — the

'90s leave them without a party.

Clinton, despite himself, is no con-

servative. His record, however, indi-

cates anything but consistency; and his

neo- liberal agenda has, in many
cases, contradicted his calls for a just

"new world order."

At home, the liberal wing of the

Democratic party has grown increas-

ingly disillusioned with their President

— for good reason. He has abandoned
old-school New Deal Democratic
policies (welfare reform), asserted a

profit oriented foreign policy and
never materialized as a strong advo-

cate for social justice, as many had

speculated before his election (remem-

ber his anti-gay marriage stance).

Yet, he is popular — as are his pol-

itics, which have moved increasingly

towards a conservative center. While

Clinton insisted on a "campaign of

issues," it is obvious which "issues" he

wanted to avoid.

Neither Clinton

or the Republicans

have any interest in

significantly reduc-

ing the size of the

federal government.

Both have too much at stake. They do
have an interest, however, in control-

ling the boundaries of the debate over

Washington's bureaucratic future, as

the Republicans did when they seized

upon welfare reform.

Forced to argue on someone else's

terms, the not-so- courageous
President capitulated by agreeing to

eliminate a program which costs less

than the construction of a half- dozen
B-2 bombers.

In many cases, the political battle is

over the moment a bill hits the floor of

the Senate or the House of

Representatives. Whatever party sets

the parameters of debate will most
likely prevail in the end.

This again, is not good news for

the I eft. Clinton foreign policy takes

for granted Americanized notions of

economic development, free markets

and globalized competition.

It is immensely difficult to argue

for a more equitable global economic

structure using the language and con-

cepts of those who simply want to

reap as much profits from it as possi-

ble.

From NAFTA to GATT to hi>

renewed endorsement of U.S. backed

international credit institutions (IMF
and World Bank), Clinton has clearly

demonstrated little patience for those

whom argue against the American
development model.

His support of the Helms-Burton

Act — yet another attempt to punish

Cuba for persevering under Castro for

three decades, is a prime example of

Clinton's take-no- prisoners neo-lib-

eral politics.

All is not lost, however. Even with-

out the Democrats, the Left does have

a ally in the social realities Clinton

ignores. How long will it take before

the country is forced to realize that

earning a decent living as a single par-

ent while raising a child is an over-

whelming struggle from the start?

And from the factories in Indonesia

and Mexico where American products

are made at little cost (benefiting the

consumers here, not the workers
there), is it not now the time to start

counting the days before the BUssSM
decide they would rather not assemble

computers at 50 cents an hour?

Clinton, following his old lefty

friends, will eventually take notice.

Michael Elliott is a Collegian
columnist.

Whose representative government?

Daniel E.

Levenson

No bloody bodies lie in streets, no flames fill the

night air, no angry mobs choke the roads.

As I watched the peaceful transfer of power in

America tonight, these thoughts filled my mind.

In many other countries around the world, the change

of leaders or law is a dangerous violent thing. Often
those who sit in the seat of power are unwilling to give

up their place at the world's table.

In many of these places what determines who will

become head of state, is not the ability to lead, but the

ability to assert and maintain Machiavellian control over

the population.

That's not to say that American politics

have bloodless beginnings. Without the

Revolutionary War or the Civil War. the

structure of United States politics would
most likely not exist as we know it today.

The purpose of having a system of

government that allows not only for a peaceful transition

of leadership, but for the relatively orderly acceptance

and rejection of legislation, is to insure the security and

continuance of our nation.

While many argue that the Electoral College does not

accurately represent the choice of the American people, it

is doubtful that it will ever change. As one person point-

ed out to me earlier today, if the winner were based on
the popular vote, third party candidates would have a

much better chance of being elected. Obviously this

would be to the disadvantage of both the Republican and
Democratic parties, since it would give outside candi-

dates a distinct edge.

Now the 19% election is over, and we have chosen

Bill Clinton to lead our country for another four years.

He has done some good things in the past, and in the

future, his leadership will allow him to continue pro-

grams he began in his last term.

But 1 can't help but wonder if the election of
Clinton represents the voters' fear of what Dole and a

Republican Congress would have done to the country,

and not necessarily a desire to see Clinton retain office.

However, there are several advantages to Clinton win-

ning a second term, both personally, and for the country.

As many in the media have commented, a second
term is the time when a president helps to define the

legacy that they will leave behind. He will now have time

to reflect on the past four years and apply what he has

learned to the next four.

Speculation on what the Dole years would have been

like is something that I don't really like to think about. I

can't imagine the catastrophic consequences of a Dole
White House. And it's not because I don't think he's

smart or enough or that he's too old for the job.

The reason I am glad that Clinton won is simple — in

my opinion, the Republican party, no matter how many
within their ranks are willing to sway to the left, by and

large, does not represent the majority of the American
Public.

While I have no doubt that many, if

not all. politicians are sometimes subject

to the influence of big corporations and
private industry, it is my belief that the

Republican party is not only subject to

their influence, but in fact, represents that faction.

They are a party whose constituents are not the

American public, but the American private.

lust as the Republicans paint a clear portrait of the

people they represent, the Democrats' artistic representa-

tion falls somewhere between interpretive modern art

and a wall covered with fifth graders' finger paintings.

The ideas are in there, somewhere, they're just not that

easy to see.

And even when the ideology of the party is sitting in

plain view, the reasons behind it are sometimes hard to

understand. There is a definite trend towards the aban-

donment of blind support of party views, and more of a

move towards moderate courses of action that actually

reflect what the people want to see.

The American political system is a ship set sail in

stormy seas. Filled to the top with both parties, as the

water fills the hull, all the rats scurry to the middle so

that neither group will be the one to tip the boat.

Unfortunately for the American public watching this

comedy of errors, the chances of a happy ending don't

look too good.

As the people of this country move forward I cannot

help but be left with a strange feeling that the politicians

art moving backwards, or at the very least, standing still.

Daniel E. levenson is a Collegian Columnist.

Two different worlds

Miranda

Purnell

Government Health Warning:
This area has been declared

an election-free zone by the

Surgeon General's office.

Those seeking solace from post-elec-

tion blues should read another col-

umn.

I had a busy day on Saturday.

Got up at 12 p.m.. walked down to

catch the second half of the football

game, hit the D.C., went to the hock-

ey game, went to a party and by the

time I got home it was
Sunday. It was a good
day. I didn't solve the

problems of world
hunger or poverty, and

it certainly won't go
down in the history books as the best

Saturday on record, but I had fun.

My girlfriend Danielle had a busy
day too. She got married.

It's all a little bit much for me
really. I mean I've seen friends get

married before, I've been to wed-
dings, it's not like I've just been
introduced to the concept of mar-

riage. And I like marriage, it looks

like a good thing. I'm sure that if you

shop around and get the best deal, it

can be a pretty good way to spend

your life. So what's the big deal?

Danielle's my friend, she loves her

man, they're made for one another

and chances are they'll have a won-

derful life together enjoying the

spoils of marital bliss.

The big deal is I grew up with

this girl. She's not some friend from

work who's ten years older than mc.

or a distant cousin who lives in the

country — I've seen these people get

married before and it's had absolute-

ly no effect on me whatsoever.

Danielle's different though. I remem
ber when we used to hide out at the

train station, breaking what our girls'

school had instituted as the llth

commandment (Thou shalt not
smoke in school uniform). Pretty

soon we'd graduated to wagging
school to visit our boyfriends and
spend weekends getting drunk and
sneaking into night clubs. Then, soon
enough, she went off to work and I

went to university.

Our lives had never been terribly

similar but they'd never really been
that different either. Up until last

Saturday anyway. At 12 p.m., as I

was struggling with
the shower in hang-
over-denial mode.
Danielle, in a little

church in suburban
Sydney, was taking

her vows. By the time I'd reached the

football stadium, the guests at her
reception would have been toasting

the bride and groom. And now as I

sit here, panicking over essays I

haven't written and wondering how
on earth I'll ever have the money to

go to Montreal at Thanksgiving,
Danielle, a married woman, is honey-
mooning in Oueensland. Australia's

sunshine state.

So naturally all this wedding
business has got me to thinking
about myself. Will I get married? Do
I want to get married? Will there be
anyone I want to marry? Will anyone
want to marry mc? If I do get mar-
ried will I wear white? And if I do
wear white how will I avoid wearing
white high-heels?

The first question is rather silly.

Will I get married? Who knows, it's

kind of dependent on the answers to

the other questions. Do I want to get

married isn't much better. Surely that

depends on my next questions, will

there be anyone I want to marry and
will anyone want to marry me. I pon-
dered this as I watched the magnifi-
cent display of testosterone that is col-

lege football and hockey on Saturday.

I looked around the stands for poten-

tial suitors. Not too much talent there

at either venue I'm afraid. So I turned

my attention to the field and while I

managed to witness some amazing dis-

plays of athletecism. courage and hon-

our, I decided it was probably a bit

risky to try and pick a partner from a

group of men who are all wearing
football or hockey helmets.

I mentioned the dilemma of the

helmet-covered sportsmen to my
friend sitting with me and she kindly

directed my attention to those three

guys from the marching band who
hang around near the goal area at the

footy and let off canons and things.

At first I thought she was joking but

the more I looked the better it got.

There were no helmets, they already

had suits, they knew how to dance
and more importantly they looked
like a bit of fun. I had not even spo-

ken to them but already they had
passed four of the most important
areas of consideration. They had to

be in with a chance. Unfortunately,

as I ran down to speak with them
after the game, an enormous band of

groupies swept them away and out of

the stadium. So despite all their

potential they failed one of the most
vital areas, that of availability.

However, it is reassuring to know
that all is not lost. The marriage
thing doesn't seem as complicated to

me as it did before, so maybe
Danielle getting married was a good
thing after all.

I'm still worried about the white
high-heels though. The last thing you
want on your wedding day is a visit

from the fashion police. I wonder if

Id look silly walking dowrt the aisle

in Nikes'.'

Miranda Purnell is a UMass stu-

dent
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irv from mm other side
I it Friday night and you're wondering what to do.

There arc the obvious choices — the overcrowded bar
the loud dance club or perhaps you could catch the

latest flick Maybe you could grab some friends and go to

a party. Or you could do what countless folks have
alieady discovered — watch an episode of

the "X Files".

Though it has recently been moved to

Sunday nights, the "X-Files" is just one of

many television shows that have garnered

quite a cult following.

II you were to look in the personal sections of a major
iiHiiwpolitan newspaper, such as The Boston Photnix.
you may see an ad calling out to "X-Philes," fans of the

show, to view the "X-Files" together Heck, it's almost
like a pan\ X- Phile singles scene.

On the World Wide Web, countless pages have been

Lisa

Oliveri

devoted to television shows Home pages for the
"X Files." "Star Trek." "Sliders." "Seinfeld" and even
"Friends" exist. Even Usenet groups are devoted to partk

ular shows.

There are even conventions devoted lo television shows,

where fans can buy memorabilia, trading

cards and even speak to lone ol the stars

and creators. These conventions serve as a

place where fans can go and meet and chat

with other fans.

So what makes people loritt these cults

around television shows?
It Marts when puny people Mart watching a certain

show, said "Star Trek" fin, K C I axton j compute! id
ence/psychology/pus-med major, fhen they tell others

Turn to HUKM3 page 6

Slued to the

TUBE
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Adam
Levine

Remember the days of innocent
youth when what was on television was
perhaps the most important aspect of

life? This was especially so on Saturday

mornings, when millions of kids

throughout America would wake up at

the crack of dawn and sneak down-
stairs to the living room. Once there,

the sibling rivalries erupted as children

would start fighting

over the remote con-
trol. After all, Saturday

morning cartoons were
every lad's most essen-

tial part of the weekend
and no big brother could sacrifice

"Superfriends* so his little sister could

watch "Jem."

This is a familiar scenario to all of us

who grew up watching television. To
look back now, a sense of shame could

overtake you — but there should be no
embarrassment about such an impor-

tant part ofour youth.

Today most of us just sleep through

Saturday mornings and although car-

toons may still be fun, for the most
part they are a nostalgic reminder of

days long gone. The rose cartoons play

in the social progression of television is

however, a fascinating study.

All those years we were mindlessly

entertained, did we really stop to

notice the messages that were being

transcended from the screen to inside

our fragile minds?
Cartoons have mocked everything

from family structures to war, violence

to love, and practically all things in

between. As kids we never paid much
attention to the meanings behind them.

Who can not recall the sense of amaze-

ment when you first

heard that the Smurfs
advocated communism?
Now that we axe older,

we can take a look back

in amazement on how
manipulated we may have been by
those funny animals, superheroes and
prehistoric construcuon workers.

At the root of the cartoon is the

superhero and the talking animal. Fust

of all, the concept of the superhero it

rather straight forward in its symbol-

ism.

Good and evil arc not abstract or
metaphork, but rather concise repre-

sentations that crime and dishonesty

are not acceptable behaviors and, if

yon choose such actions, you will be
punished. Today, superheroes appear

quite differently.

"The Adventures of Batman and
Robin" depict the caped crusader as a

Turn to <

wmr i tmrcii
too MOC1I w

Jeremy

Brothers

Some people get it into their heads in their "college

years" that they're ecther too busy to, or above, watch
sag Iratvisioii It's only practice for when they become
adults who say they only watch PBS, mind you, but I

hear it's fun for them
What are they missing? Amidst the

barrage of ads and the even more per-

suasive infomercials, one can glean a

few fun bits from the TV. The secret

isn't limiting your viewing hours...

No! The secret to to watch as much TV
as your brain will allow. Only then can we understand

*hat i Mill good about the hox

Always ready to sacrifice myself to the greater good,

1 decided to use one of my precious weekdays off to eh

in front of the TV and try to find a few reasons for

wankers to tune into TV.
I) It's fate (Or nearly so). Once you plop down that

initial sum for an actual set. all you need to some elec-

tricity to get something on your screen. Go to a hard-

core show, go to a movie, whatever you do you're

to pay some amount of money. Fortunately, we

live la an area where cinemas are cheap (especially for

students.) But on s purely economic level, TV can't be
beat

2) Kerssas. I don't know where I was the first time

the "V* was on. but whoo-weeec am I hooked now!
There to a pJamora of quality shows that

ooze from various syndicators and cable

networks. Younger generations have
rarely been able to appreciate "Dallas" or
"The Mary Tyler Moore Show" beyond
kitsch value, but there's a reason why

these shows were so successful to begin with.
Fupcriencing J.R Ewing't treachery, or learning to
understand why Mary has never thrown a good party,

don't have to be a delight of days gone by. Make the

discovery for yourself

3) Keeping ap wMb tads. This goes beyond seeing;

what, as my giaadmother would call "the kids,* are

doing nowadays I know it's cache to refer to televi-

sion as a cultural barometer, but I'll say it again.

Turn to I ioyo (

o
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aliens
continued from page 5

and pretty soon it becomes a main
event. He equated certain shows to

the Super Bowl — watching them
becomes a main event.

Laxton has been a "Star Trek" fan

for over 10 years. He's watched the

show since the "Star Trek: The Next
Generation" first came on the air.

"It's a good show." said Laxton.

"It's pretty much the only show I

watch."

A few years ago. Laxton attended

one of the many "Star Trek" conven-
tions held in this area. And while he

really enjoyed it. he said that he prob-

ably wouldn't go out of his way to

attend again.

"A friend of mine had tickets." said

Laxton. "It was neat, but not some-
thing I felt the need to go to.

"I love the show, I try my best to

watch it." he said. "But I wouldn't
devote my life to it."

However. Laxton does not share

the same sentiments about the

"X-Files." He said that he only
watched it once, but was extremely

bored by it.

But David Duchovny and Gillian

Anderson must be doing something
right. The "X-Files" experienced
such a recent surge in popularity thai

there are collectible video tapes, trad-

ing cards and comic books now mar-

keted to fans. There is also a setin oi

novels based on the show.

If you attend Washington
University, you could enroll in a class

thai studies that paranormal activity

presented in the "X-Files." Yes, the

show has that big of an influence.

Pan of the appeal of the "X-Files"

is the bizarre storylines that deal with

the gruesome and the macabre, the

weird and the chilling.

One viewer of the show. |en

Zapatka. describes the "X- File;." ax
"A new approach to frightening the

hell out of people.

"It's scary, but not like the aver-

age, everyday plot like in horror
movies." Zapatka said. "It's intrigu-

ing for people with intellectual

minds."

Like "Slar Trek." the plot of the

"X-Files" revolves around different

characters, but at the same lime car-

ries an underlying theme throughout

the show. They often showcase reoc-

curring characters and present con-

spiracy theories, giving X-Philes
plenty of discussion material for con-

vention and nighttime gatherings.

"I walch it for the creative story

line different from everyday life."

said Nancy Cohen, a senior business

major.

No matter what prompts people to

watch these shows, they've developed

a strong following that will most like-

ly continue in the future.

Sarah Kimmel contributed to this

article.

Lisa M. Oliver! is a Collegian
columnist.

cartoon
continued (rom poge 5

terrifying vigilante and the product

of a harsh and misunderstood
world. Although one can still identi-

fy Batman as a hero, it is impossible

to deny thai modern day television

is far less innocent than before.

Il in the case of cartoons like

Bugs Bunny and Daffy Duck, the

opposite reactions seem to have
occurred. The Warner Brothers car-

toons from the '30s to '50s. which
were still shown during our youth,

were very political.

These cartoons were filled with

symbolisms of World War Two and
the Cold War. There were also

descriptions of poverty with a hobo
as the cartoon's protagonist. The
newer Warner Brothers' shows are

far less controversial due to the

context of the time period.

"Animaniacs" jnd "Tiny Toons"
target a more cult audience and are

filled with subtle dark humor. One
aspect of these shows which has

not changed over time is how the

characters are invincible to death.

This has become a trademark of

cartoons in generak How can Wile
E. Coyote fall off cliffs and fully

recuperate? This is one way in

which cartoons have gained their

popularity in testing the boundaries

of reality and fantasy.

The other major evolution in cat-

toons is their representation of fam-

ily values. Today's shows like "The
Simpsons." are a far leap from the

traditional "Flintstones" and
" |etsons

."

As television must adhere to new
generations, cartoons must also fol-

low in the example. Cartoons have-

also progressed to a less sexist

nature. Marge Simpson is treated

with far more respect as a women
than |ane )etson ever was. There
has however, always been sexual

undertones throughout cartoon his-

tory whether it is particular jokes or

the costumes of Wonder Women or

She-Ra.

Cartoons, like any other televi-

sion format, must remain loyal to

what popular culture wishes to

view. The difference with cartoons

is that they must remain youth-ori-

ented but also be timeless so that

adults can also enjoy their humor
and excitement.

Adam Levine is a Collegian
columnist.

why
continued from page 5

Television is a cultural barometer.
Case in point: election results were
delivered to us Tuesday night with
our normally respectable anchorper-

sons making asses of themselves,
speaking in teehno-jargon and
reporting from "eyber-sets" and "vir-

tual- reality chambers." Instead of
making people feel more comfortable

around technology, they're making it

seem more terrifying when we all

know that Dan Rather doesn't know
his "hup address" from his elbow.

4) Comedy Central and Fox.
There's something wonderful about a
network that has no chance of being

No. I. Comedy Central goes beyond
showing incessant reruns of hilarious

shows like "The Kids in the Hall" and
'Absolutely Fabulous" by airing qual-

ity first-run shows like "Politically

Incorrect" and "Dr. Katz.
Professional Therapist." Across the
dial, while Fox continues to run the

much-lauded "The X- Files," this

season they launched the delightfully

morose "Millennium." from "The
X-Files" creator Chris Carter.
Tapping into the fad of all this

(30££D surfing the 1

www.umas

A PIZZA WITH UP TO

6 TOPPINGS
IMOE
$9.99

Free Delivery t

$7.99

No Dowbte Toppings Expir« 1 1nun

M Open til 3AM Sun. -Wed., 4 AM Thurs. -Sat.
Good at

AMHERST/HADLEY 256-891 1 .«**—

.

stores

Intercession Job Opportunities

event suffers . a promotional staffing agency, is hiring students

ouer the age of 21 to trauel and work as fiarketing Representatiues

with Collegiate Rduantage Hie haue positions auailable for the

intersession. as well as long-term opportunities for seniors This

is a great job opportunity in the marketing industry, and an excel-

lent resume builder OJe will be conducting on campus interuiews

euentMercrikstore.net
Houembgr 20th Interested students should call Christina at 617-

737 3555. or mail/fax/e-mail a resume to event staffers/foil

euent staffers

313 Congress Street

Boston. HH 02210

617-737-3555

fait 330-1777

evolution
continued from page 5

supporting or minor characters
hecause of a potential loss in adver-

tising revenues is an indirect form

of censorship.

There is much that television can

do to push issues to the forefront.

Yet there is little or no impetus to

do so while the quality and content

of a television show depends on
Proctor & Gamhle. Coca-Cola and
other major companies

Another disturbing trend in tele-

vision is the emergence of talk

shows. Nothing broadcasts the

degradation of television and soci-

etal values more than the trash fesl

that occupies valuable air time.

There is a whole parade of talk

show hosts, including |enny (ones,

Charles Pete/. Sally lessy Raphael
and |erry Springer, who manage to

dredge up the weirdest elements of

humanity. Topics like "I'm in love

with my boyfriend's mother," or

"Surprise. I'm really a man." are

common fodder for television's bot-

tom rung.

Each show parades out a guest.

berates the guest in front of a

national audience and then pro-

ceeds to deliver some sanctimo-
nious advice from some magazine
editor who once wrote a column on
the topic on hand.

And depending on the subject.

appearing on a talk show can be a

humiliating experience. Probably
the best example of talk out of con-

trol is the "lenny |ones Show."
On a never-aired show about

same sex secret crushes, Scott
Amedure confessed to Jonathan
Schmitz that he had a crush on
him. Schmitz was so traumatized

by the experience, that he shot and

killed Amedure ;hree days later.

Currently. Schmitz is on trial for

the March 1995 shooting and the

whole question of how "The )enny

lones Show" handled both guests

and topics is under close scrutiny.

The fact that television — instead

of being used as an informative
forum to push issues such as toler-

ance of homosexuality — is sub-

servient to viewers and advertisers,

serving up trash on a platter and
ignoring matters of true substance.

Instead, talk shows trivialize and

sensationalize the issues, thus con-

tributing to the degeneration of

television as an informative and
reliable media source.

With all of its imperfections, tele-

vision still remains one of the lead-

ing sources of information. For
some people, it is the only outlet

from which they learn about the

world and its attitude.

For that reason, television needs

to become more responsible and
more reliable. There ought to be

more of a drive to create a medium
that is more representative of

American culture and diversity and

yet, be able to respect the tradition-

al values that once characterized

good television.

Scema Gangatirkar is a

Collegian columnist.

one word:

RUHR

HORSE
MUSIC HALL

20 Center St Northampton

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

rhursday, november 7 • 7&10 pm

BuFFaLo ToM
JMass alumni hit the biq time S\0

friday, november 8 • 7&I0 pm

"Millenial Prophet" crap, this new
show features a hunter of

serial-killers who are being driven to

kill with the year 2000 approaching.

5) Cold Pork. Nothing can beat a

heaping plate of cold pork. Oops,
wrong list.

6) MTV's "Real World" and
"Road Rules." You probably know
the drill by now. "Seven strangers,

picked to live in a loft, to have their

lives taped... blah, blah, blah..."

Simply written off as a cross between

cinema verite and a voyeuristic wet

dream, these two shows have lapped

into something far more exciting

than these simple buzzwords. People

don't want to watch anymore, people

want to be watched on these shows.

I, for a few brief moments, was one
of them. All that these shows want
from their applicants is a few ques-

tions answered truthfully and a 10

minute video of you talking to the

camera. Somewhere between "How
important is sex to you?" and "Arc

you religious?," I bugged out. I real-

ized that I wasn't ready to have my
grandparents see me talking about
my sex life (or lack thereof...) to a

techno beat playing in the back-
ground.

Jeremy Brothers is a Collegian
columnist.

HARRY
& THE JAZZ PASSENGERS

Blondie meets Jazz »$15 50

Saturday, november 9 • 1 pm

t.j.kirk
Charlie Hunter i Gtoove Quartet • S 10

Wednesday, nov. 13 • 7 pm • $1

5

JANIS IAN
tutting edge singerAongwritet

rhursday, november 1 4 • 1 pm

GR00VASAURUS »nd

VIGILANTES OF LOVE

Boston funk & Athens |angle»$6

Saturday, november 16» 7 pm « $16 50

jimmySCOtt
dovid byrne's favorite jazz singer

monday, november 1 8 • 7 pm

amy
mi

member 1 8 • 7 pr

RIGBY
FREE SHOO/! girl-driven twangcore

ollegian's website at

/colegian

MUSIC SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK
Coming: Big Geraniums, Jim Carroll,

Kate & Anna McGomgle Jimmie

Dale Gilmore, John Gorlta, Al

Stewart, Toots & the Maytals, Victor

Wooten, Robyn Hitchcock, Chris

Whitley, Marshall Crenshaw, The
Nields, Boiled in Lead, Space Pussy,

TICKETS: At the door, from For the Record in

Amherst, at the Northampton Box Office or

call 586-8686 to charge by phone

You must have very positive ID to drink.

24-hour Concert info:

413.584.0610

Sunday, November 17, 1996

FEMMES
John M. Greene Hall

Smith College

conc«« r^en
e/f

**t,7/_*At

with
Cracker

at ?

Tickets Available at CJmass Fine Arts Center Box
Office, For the Record in Amherst, Northampton
Box Office & Ticketmaster

General Admission $16.00

RUSSELL'S
»« LIQUORS t ^

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-544 1 ^tf

Featuring, "Rolling Rotk" bots
$
1 2." case

& Upper Canada "Pale Ale" !

$3.99 6/pk.r $14.99 case bots.

The "Super" 6/PK. Bonanza!

Catamount - Pete's • Smuttynose

Brooklyn - Middlesex

"ALL Flavors Included"!

Mix/Match "two" 6/PKs . . .

$9^
All Beers Plus Deposit open 9:OOAM - 1 1 -.ooPM VISA/MASTERCARD •Delivery Available-

,M«
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Tin Carrere and Jon Lovitz receive a poor report card in High School High.

<:<>i KI*S\ Mi l>l V '.• * .1.1

No remote control needed on Web
Not enough wish to pick up the latest issue of the TV

Guide'? Don't fret because all the TV news, trivia and gov
sip couch potatoes could ever want is just a mouse click

away.

All the major networks like NBC (www.nbc.com), ABC
(www.abc.com), CBS (cbs-tv.tiac.net) and Fox (www.fox-
world.com) have web sites containing all the propaganda
TV lovers can enjoy when not in front of the big tube.

For those who want more than

simple publicity, there arc mk-s

that provide trivia and memora-
bilia. However, no one should
ever forget fans' online shrines

dedicated to campy classics like

Star Trek. CHil's. Ixjve Boat and
of course contemporary favorites,

too.

The Wonder Woman WWW
Page at wonderwoman. sim-
plenet.com

Remember the Super Friends from Saturday morning
cartoons when you were a kid? For those who are a bit

older, how about Linda Carter as Wonder Woman in the

live action TV show? For all you TV fans who loved
Wonder Woman, here is a site for you.

This site delves a little further than just Wonder
Woman's stint on television. It includes information about
the comic book version by DC comics and looks at various

designs her costume went through. It also broadcasts the

latest news on the possible Wonder Woman movie that

Warner Brothers plans to produce.

There are a few multimedia and interactive twists on
this site. too. Since a possible movie is in the works, the

webmaster is asking users to determine who they think

should play her — so far Star Trek: l)S9's Terry Farrell

seems to win every time. There is also a Shockwave movie
to view for users with high speed connections. This site

will lasso users in, and hold them here for awhile, so it

gets a B.

The Web Site of Love at www.usgcc.odu.edu/
~ty/mstJk/MST5K.html

Fans of Mystery Science Theater WUO will love this site

because it's a thorough resource filled with everything fans

need to know about one of Cable TV's most popular
shows.

The site includes tare like episode schedules and ratings,

plus news like the show's move
from Comedy Central to the Sci Fi

Channel.

Ever have difficulty understand-

ing the plots of some of those

cheesy movies shown on MST3K'?
If they've kept you awake at night,

then the Web Site of Love has the

answer in the form of movie sum-

maries. The site also includes links

to newsletters and the MSTIK
newsgroup. This site will shoot

you into space B.

The Ultimate TV Show List at tvnet.com/UTVl7utvl.html

TVNet provides the Web surfing couch potato the "ulti-

mate" guide to TV.
The site contains over 7000 links to H53 pages dedi-

cated to 1026 shows. The listings are arranged by comedy,
drama, news and sports — even documentaries and public

access. For couch potatoes too lazy to look up related TV
newsgroups, there are links to them.

The list includes a searchable index. Users who know of

a site not cataloged on the server can add their favorite-

show to the database. This site is more comprehensive
than using a search engine to find pages about your
favorite shows. Here is a great alternative to TV' Guide.

A-.

After spending a little time on the Net, coach potatoes

may replace the big screen and trusty remote with the

smaller scax*n of a computer monitor and mouse.
Matt Wurtzel is a Collegian columnist.

Shaky report card for High School Winter sports gear up for cold season
Appalachian Mountain Club: a leader in education & preservation

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

HIGH SCHOOL HIGH
Directed by Hart Bochner

with Jon Lovitz, Tia Carrere, Louise

Fletcher

Playing at Hampshire Six Theatres

Since his departure from
"Saturday Night Live," |on Lovitz

has proved that he can do almost
anything successfully. His screechy

whine, a signature that was able to

carry his cartoon "The Critic" to syn-

dication success, and his maniacal
grin have made zany cameos on sit-

coms "Friends" and "Seinfeld."

Unfortunately, with High School
High, we discover that Lovitz seems

to have a hard time playing the
straight man for the length of a fea-

ttlre film, even one written and pro-

duced by David Zucker, that master

of satire that brought us Airplane!

and The Naked Gun.

In this send-up of films like The
Blackboard jungle and the more
recent Dangerous Minds, Lovitz

plays a teacher at the ultra-presti-

gious Wellington Academy where his

father is the headmaster. One of the

few jokes that maintains the level of

humor we expect from Zucker comes
here: the secretary answers the

phone. "Wellington Academy. Hello''

Are you white? Good. I'll put you

through..."

Lovitz accepts a job at Marion
Barry High School, the dumping
ground for every troubled child in

the school district. After an extended

slap-stick sequence showing how
decrepit the school is, the film

adheres to the figure of those former

films that set out to show us that

even a kid with an attitude problem
isn't a dummy, all these kids need is

someone who will make the effort to

reach them.

Zucker's satires have always
walked the fine line between sopho-

moric stupidity and tasteless humor.

With High School High, far too much
lime goes into sticking to the plot of

turning these kids' academic careers

around without enough jokes to keep
us interested. To it's credit, when it

remembers that it's a comedy, it's a

pretty funny movie, but those
moments are lew and far between.

Tia Carrere is the lovely assistant

to the principal who falls in love with

Lovitz. The contrast between the

shapely Carrere and the dumpy
Lovitz is a one-punchline joke that is

milked for all it's worth and quickly

wears thin.

One of the films few consistent

delights comes from Louise Fletcher

as the tough-as-nails principal who
we first see whacking kids around
with a bat. Her scowl hasn't changed
much from her days as Nurse
Ratchet from One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest, but it's still entertain-

ing, especially in what turns into a

sea of sentimental goop. C-

As the weather becomes colder and
the skies become grayer, don't retire

your hiking boots to just walking
from point A to B on the rugged tro-

posphere of the University of

Massachusetts. Check your boot's

laces, salvage your camping gear
from the back of your closet, main-

tain the air pressure in your bike

tires, smooth the kinks out of your
rock climbing rope, sharpen the
blades of your ice skates and start

looking for a pair of skis (if you don't

already own one).

With predictions from the Farmer's

Almanac for a mild November and
above-normal winter snowfall, now
is the time to become a member of

the Appalachian Mountain Club, and
enjoy Mother Nature's wonderful
playground year round.

Based on the philosophy that suc-

cessful long term conservation
depends on first hand experience of

the natural environment, the

Appalachian Mountain Club (AMC)
pursues an active conservation agen-

da, while encouraging responsible

recreation throughout New England.

The AMC's 64,000 members preserve

the environment while following
interests in hiking, canoeing, skiing,

walking, rock climbing, bicycling,

camping, kayaking and backpacking.

The AMC Education Department
offers members and the general pub-

lic a spectrum of work shops and
introductory instruction in back
country sports. These courses offer

the public training in an array of

wilderness techniques from introduc-

tory camping clinics to intensive sem-

inars at the Mountain Leadership
School taught on the trails of the

White Mountains.

Professional and community volun-

teers in each AMC chapter lead edu-

cational and recreational outdoor

activities and excursions throughout

New England. Expert training in rock

climbing, white water kayaking, glaci-

er skiing and wilderness survival are

just a few of the intense back country

sports offered by each chapter.

Founded in 1876, AMC has been a

leader of the environmental protec-

tion movement. By co-founding sev-

eral of New England's leading envi-

ronmental organizations, and work-

ing in coalition with these and many
more groups, the AMC has influ-

enced legislation and public opinion.

The Appalachian Mountain Club
Research Department at Pinkham
Notch Camp in New Hampshire
focuses on all of the forces affecting

the ecosystem, including ozone levels,

acid rain and fog. climate change,
rare flora and habitat protection. The
most recent AMC Conservation
Programs include river protection,

Turn to AMC. poge 9
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Call Theatre For Swwttras

THE LONG KISS GOODNIGHT [j]

THE GHOST AND THE DARKNESS [«]

KOMEOAH'l.lhl' fwiT<l

MICHAEL COLLINS' [I]

|HaMPSHIRE6S;S:^o5o]|

Cal Theatre For Showttmo

DEAR GOD'

THE ASS<X"1 ATT- • |PQ n|

SLEEPERS [F]

LARGER THAN LIKE' f^j

HIGH SCHOOL Hl< ill' fro7«]

THE FIRST WIVES CLUB (jji)

%Don't Let The
Marshal! Catch You
Going Anywhere Else!

Marshall

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTO BODY

53 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center
Imports and other unibody vehicles are our speciality.

• Users of Sikkcns paint products

• Accepted by all insurance companies for collision repair

or f;lass repair.

256-8157 256-1335
Shor %eQ*RSi212^/

1^
OUR SALES ARE REAL HEAD-TURNERS! COME SEE FOR YOURSELF!

Don't Drink
and Drive

I

If
ICEHOUSE & RED DOG
CASE OF 2-12 PK. BOTTLE *• 4M ^^jtQ

+ DTP

HWCHELOB.
a9
+ DEP

HARPOON
WINTER WARMER
* AIL FLAVORS 6 PK. BOTTIJ-S

*4 + DEP

KEYSTONE LIGHT
CASE 30-12 OZ. CANS &)££ /0 93

MAIL-IN-REBATE -2.00

FINAL

COST + DEP

1/2 KEGS
BUD. BUD IT, BUD ICE, LITE.

LIU ICF, ICEHOUSE. RED DOG,

MICH, MICHLT, MICH AMBER. BOCK

SZ9 + 00?

~%WIME OF THE MOUTH \^
~

TALUS
CABERNET SAUVIGNON,
CIIARDONNAY, MERI.OT
750 Ml

CARLO ROSSI
ALL FLAVORS
40LT

INGLENOOK
^

- ESTATE CELLARS
CHARDONNA Y, MERLOT, SALE 6.99
CABERNET SAUVIGNON^ MAIL-IN REBATE -2.00

FINAL

COST
sa

MARCUS JAMES
AII.FIAVORS
ISLT

ss
COLUMBIA CREST -„__„^lARDOWW S£a9
no mi

KAHLUA COFFEE sale 12.99
\

LIQUEUR MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00

750ML FINAL <^%T"
COST *&"

o3
(mst kiddii/igj)

Seagrams7
BLENDED
WHISKEY U5L

49

BACARDI
LIMON RUM
750 ML

We Accept

Cans and Bottles

tor Redemption

ATTHESTOP&SHOPPLAZA
HADLEY NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE
253-9344 586-3007 534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS. 11/7/96 THRU

WEDS. 11/13/96

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS I
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International guitar greats reunite
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

PACO DE LUCIA, AL Of MEOLA, JOHN MCLAUGHLIN
The Guitar Trio

Verve

It's been only three times in the last 15 years that the

widely-acknowledged three greatest guitarists alive have

appeared on full-length record. The Guitar Trio is the

Mrsl album in 13 years from the trio featuring the

American (Al Di Meola), the English (|ohn McLaughlin)

and the Spanish (Paco De Lucia) guitarists.

They are here in full splendor, playing music that all

acoustic guitarists should hear. All three of the men are

top grade and are the only musicians featured on the

album. The playing and the production are mystical —
the feel is needed and brightly exotic, sounding iike dawn
in Morocco.

McLaughlin, whose electric jazz/rock hybrid style of

guitar on Miles Davis' 1969s Bitches Brew and 1970's A
Tribute To lack Johnson revolutionized jazz guitar, allow-

ing others to turn it up and let it rock. He illustrates his

international influences, switching between many
Spanish, Indian and Far Eastern sounds, as well as com-
mon major and minor modes in many songs. As for

McLaughlin's compositions, "Midsummer Night" is an

upbeat piece that shows a bright side of the trio in its

middle pan, and the climactic "Le Monastere Dans Les

Montagnes" also is taken in different musical phrases.

Di Meola's deep, dark flavor ironically played brightly.

like it could be a 12 siring guitar, is a musical suitcase

that he has carried throughout his nearly three decades of

playing. Di Meola. when he was just 14, was chosen by

Davis' star keyboardist Chick C'orca to be the guitarist in

Corea's first posi Davil group project. Return To
Forever.

His pieces. "Beyond The Mirage" and "Azzura" feature

that deep. dark, yet bright Moroccan morning feel, his

guitar solos echoing deep down in parts of the mind the

listener probably wasn't aware of having ever used
before.

"Espiritu" is a solo piece written and played by Di
Meola only, illustrating studio magic where he gets to

accompany his solos with mysterious rhythm guitar and
percussion.

Known worldwide as the greatest flamenco guitar

player, as well as one of the best all around guitar styl-

ists, De Lucia has spent a career writing and playing the

music of his homeland, Spain. He employs the use of fin-

gers over the sometimes artificial-sounding pick to

release melodic, tasteful solos in the beautiful Spanish
key. His compositions, the upbeat closer "( ardeosa" and
the melodic carnival that is the opener, "La Estiba" in

addition to his solos all over the disc, all present an
appealing sense of witnessing twilight setting over the

Rock of Gibraltar.

Acoustic guitarists, pay attention to this. Once you hear

this disc you might not feel so up to just strumming rock

chords and Pearl |am songs next time. This is one disc the

unplugged should surely look into, as well as anyone who
appreciates international and virtuosic craft. A

COUDTtSV CHRISTIAN DOM

Al Di Meola, John McLaughlin and Paco De Lucia star

in the multi-national Guitar Trio.

Bugs the height offashion
NEW YORK (AP) While models strutted their slull on

the runways during the recent spring lashion shows here, one

celebrity didn't need to worry about his wardrobe.

Several do/en of the woikl's most celebrated fashion

designers had already created outfits just for this legendary

screen star. ..the one. ..the only. ..the inimitable. Bugs

Bunny.

More than 80 outfits were created for Bugs by designers

such as Donna Karan, Gianni Versace. Todd Oldham, Dolce

& Gabanna. Kate Spade, Sonia Rykeil. Missoni and Richard

Tyler. The hare couture was among events marking the

reopening of the Warner Bros. Studio Store.

Cynthia Rowley dressed Bugs in a gold suit with a black

satin shin. Mossimo paired a green-and-white checked suit

with a yellow shirt and tie. And Burberry's fashioned lor

Bugs its trademark raincoat and hat, complete with matching

plaid vest and bow tie. And for those campy occasions when

Bugs wants to go drag (BugsPaul?). DKNY paired a denim

skirt with a red-and-yellow plaid shirt and a sleeveless yellow

vest. Diane von Furstenberg used a trendy animal print to

update her classic wrap dress. And Isaac Mizrahi designed a

full-length silver sleeveless dress with a jeweled accent. Work

it. girlfriend. ,

"Bugs Bunny in all of his cartoons over the years hus

dressed up as women in trying to foil an Elmer Fudd or a

Tazmanian Devil," said Karine loret, a marketing spokes-

woman at Warners Bros. "And a lot of designers took liberty

with that and dressed him up as quite a sexy female."

Bugs models the outfits through the end of the year at the

Warner Bros. Studio Store. Warner Bros, made a donation in

each designer's name to the Pediatric AIDS Foundation.

"Hare Couture" will then be placed on permanent display in

the Warner Bros. Museum in Burbank. Calif.

Charles Brown still going at 74; Henderson alive on Big Band
Throughout Charles Brown's life-

time, he saw fellow Texas bluesmen

like T-Bone Walker, Pee Wee Crayton

and Stevie Ray Vaughan all come and

go. From the 1940s to now, the

74-year-old smooth-voiced "cool

blues" crooner has made a name for

himself by maintaining his talent of

writing piano- based, jazz-softened

laic-night blues.

His new album. Honey Dripper, is a

delightful addition to his previous

Gitanes/Verve Records release. These

Blues. It is quite easy to imagine that

Brown is singing about himself on the

title track. His voice is as slowly fluid

as it was on his 1940s singles,

"Driftin' Blues" and "Black Nite." His

piano playing retains the same
high-pitched rolls and hooks as

before

Danny Caron, Brown's guitarist.

shows that blues guitar doesn't have to

be flashy like Vaughan's style, yet can

still stir up the lowest feelings in one's

heart, especially in the open-

er "News All Over
Town." Etta

(ones duets

with
Brown
on "If I

Had
You,"
and Irene Reid
sings on "They All

Say I'm The
Biggest Fool,"

both women
evoking the ghost

of Dinah
Washington. The

e>v do^JuA eovp

best nag is Brown's take on the dra-

maticallv beautiful Rav Noble ballad.

"The Very Thought Of You.'
On the opposite end of the blues

timeline is Deanna Bogart. Still

based mostly in

Maryland and
Eastern

Virginia.

Bogart

has
been
head-

ing her own
band since 1988

and her third

album, New
Address
(Viceroots),
shows that this

is an anist ready

>

for the spotlight.

Even though sometimes her music
has the kind of blues that has already

brought the spotlight on Bonnie Raitt.

Bogart proves on Sew Address over

and over that she is still a blues
singer-songwriter to be reckoned
with. "Checks And Love Letters" and
"Slipped. Tripped, Fell In Love" both

greatly feature this Raitt over-influ-

ence, but the songs "Missing Persons

Bureau," written by Bobby Womack,
and "Said It Wouldn't Rain" are done
so wonderfully soulful. The latter is a

terrific piano-based song with strings

attached that is almost reminiscent of

Leonard Cohen's early work, minus
Cohen's ability for painfully uplifting

lyrics.

Speaking of piano, that's what
you'll find as the main or solo instru-

ment on every
tune of Capitol's

re-issue of The
Peaceful Side of
Billy Strayhorn.
Duke Ellington's

prime partner in

piano, big band
composing and
arranging is most-

ly by himself on
this January 1961

one-session
recording. Here
are skeletal ver-

sions of his great-

est songs, "Lush
Life." and "Take
The 'A' Train."
the latter, one of

the Duke
El I i n g t o n

Orchestra's most

M.my

frequently-performed and most-loved

tunes, features a siring quartet tOOOn
paining Strayhom's placid piano. He
duets with French bassist Michel

Goudret (the sessions for this album
were conducted in Paris) on "|ust

A-Sittin' And A-Rockin'." a tunc

Strayhorn wrote with Ellington and
"Something To Live For," with, in the

quiet context of this album, a climac-

tic middle part. As Miles Davis once

wrote, "Shh. Peaceful."

|oe Henderson, veteran tenor mo
phonist, has been waiting for decades

to make a big band album. His dream

comes alive with the simply titled Big

Band (Verve). Featuring himself as

main soloist and composer-arranger,

Henderson also includes in his band

the great pianist Chick Corea and one

of the best bassists today. Christian

McBride. as well as an all-star trum-

pet line featuring Freddie Hubbard,
jon Faddis, Nicolas Payton and Lew
Soloff. Former Miles Davis drummer
Al Foster switches the drum seat with

|oe Chambers, and many others on
various instruments join in.

A lot of these songs coast easily, yet

with complex big- band arranging.

"Inner Urge" starts off dramatically,

and then after climactic band shouts,

the, soloists strol) on easily. "Sjcp

lightly" features a big-band versionof

late-night blues that Brown is capable

of, with a ghostly trumpet solo by
Payton and summary comments by
Corea at the end. The whole band
shines especially on the last two tracks

— Strayhom's "Chelsea Bridge" (on

The Peaceful Side... also), and the

Latin-flavored "Recordame."

loshua Boyd is a Collegian colum-

nist.

"She turned me
into a Newt!...

Well I got better."

-Monty Python'* Hory Grail
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Deradyne is the right place for people

like Regan Mills. It's a stimulating

environment that challenges people every

day You're free to do the things you think

need to be done, with a minimum of

rules, regulations, and bureaucracy. We

want jieople who don't need to be led by

tlie hand ft want talented, bnght people

with new ideas and the initiative to give i

those ideas a shot

You'll have plenty of opportunity at

lentdyne. We're an $800 million electron-]

ics company that competes in the global I

market, working with the world's largest

compania Our technology is unmatched:

and our commitment to Total Quality

Management is unwavering. In other

words, we re big. but not too big!

If you want to leam more about your |
place al Teradyne, visit your Career

Services Office or check out our home

page on the Internets World Wide Web at j

http /Avwwteradyne.aini

An Equal Opportunity Employ*'
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UMass
Student
Legal
Services
Office

FREE
confidential
professional

legal services
for UMass
students!

545- 1 995
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Boston College
continued from page 12

they were overrated this week when they rolled over and
died against Syracuse. C'esl la vie, Mountaineers.

Don't feel bad, Northwestern. You weren't supposed
to even be in the bowl picture, but for the second year in

a row you squeezed out wins against teams with superior
talent, more tradition and more fans. Coach Gary
Barnett has done all he can with what he's given, which
isn't much considering Northwestern actually has acade-
mic standards for its student-athletes. Props to Barnett
and the Wildcats.

Booty Schwag of the Week Award...
While it may seem obvious who deserves the vaunted

schwag this week, I think BC belongs in a different cate-

gory of schwag, a category we as a civilization can't even
fathom yet. Could it be the Boot-hey Schwizz-ag? The
Booooty- Schwiggity-diggity-dizzag? They might even
have crossed into Boo-t-Schwank territory. It's not often
that a degree of schwag appears in such obvious form.
Sometimes I have to think about the schwag. debate the

schwag in my head.

But the thing is, BC was getting the schwag before the

gambling allegations came to light. For the love of God,
they lost to Pitt! But with this week's revelations, I think

we can safely say BC is a first ballot Booty Schwag Hall

of Fame selection. They could even house a Hall of Fame
in Chestnut Hill, and open it with a special ceremony,
inviting such past schwag selections as Temple, Arizona

St. and Villanova. Question is, would Dan Henning give

the keynote address?

Tonight's Game...
Finally, a good game! San Diego St. hosts Wyoming in

a crucial game as far as the Holiday Bowl is concerned.

Wyoming is a 2 point dog despite being 9-0. Cowboy
quarterback |osh Wallwork is one of the most underrat-

ed players in the country, and you know how many
points WAC games tally up. Like BC coach Dan Henning
says, "Take the over, take the over!"

Luke Meredith is a Collegian columnist.

Minutemen
continued from page 12

53 on a 15 foot jumper by sopho-
more Charlton Clarke with 12 min-

utes to play. UMass took the lead

again on a jumper by rookie forward
Winston Smith (67-65), but that

would be the last time.

The Minutemen came within a

point (69-70), but Marathon
Basketball rolled on for the win.

"I was satisfied with the effort of

the team," Flint said. "When you
have a lot of young guys, you don't

sluggish start

know how hard they are going to

play at this intensity level. That was
the one thing we geared this game
for."

Missing from the UMass lineup

was freshman center Ajmal Basit

who sat out with back spasms.

"He probably could have played,

but we just didn't want to chance it,"

Flint said.

"People at UMass don't like to

lose, even in exhibition," Marathon

continued from page 12

"We're six to seven weeks ahead of

everyone we play," Cline said. "We
come in and have an edge on everyone

else.'

Cline went on to add, "I think
knowing |oanie lO'Brien) as a hard

nosed coach and player, we knew
UMass would come in ready to play.

They had good speed and quickness,

and they're finding their way."

According to Cline, UMass was the

least physical of the six teams A. I.A.

has played so far this season, an obser-

vation not lost on O'Brien.

"We're not going to be a physical

team, though we've never been a soft

team." O'Brien said. "We have to rely

more on speed and quickness."

Athletes In Action owned the

perimeter throughout the

Minutewomen's first outing, going
14-27 from behind the three point

arc, led by a six-for-10 performance

by Blades.

Shop Scoffs &
Save Lofts!

Bud IC© Reg. • Light, 30 pock » $ 1 5.99 .dep

Moosehead i2packbo»M $6.99 «*p.

^^ Scott's is

your
Tailgating

Headquarters

r 1 . (•. \ ^^^^
Tele-Check for

your personal check

Milwaukee's Best Reg &ughtu pack* $9.99 *deP

Rolling Rock 12 packs $6.99 +*•?.

Lusty Lemon 1 packs $4.69 +<*>.

Kaliber non-alcoholic 6packs $4.99 *dep

Check Out Our Other In Store Specials!

Tanquery 7somi $12.99

Gordons Vodka invm $ 1 1 .99

Sambuca Romana 750ml $14.99

Jagermeister 750ml $14.49

Cider Jack 1 packs $4.99

Check Ouf Our Other Great
In Store Specials

6 University Drive
at Newmarket Center, Amherst

1—
1 univ*nitr Ofiv.

scorn * _iHniu.

VicWrrM«rh»l

Red Dog
16 oz Drafts

$1.50

Weekly Special

Capt. Morgan &
Coke

16 oz Drinks

$2.00

Weekly Special

1/2 Price All Appetizers And Nachos
7-11 PM Wed-Sat 3-5 PM

Beat The Cover!
Get in Before!

10 PM And
No Cover

Dance Music
By...

Pure Energy

Friday Night

Miller Lite Promo
T-Shirts-Glasses

15 east pleasant street

D.J.Bob
Paulin

• a m h e r s t

UCLA fires head coach J im Harrick

By Beth Harris

Ajvxiated Prest

LOS ANGELES - |im Harrick.

second only to the Wizard himscll in

UCLA basketball victories, was fired

yesterday for an alleged recruiting vio-

lation and lying about an expense
account.

The coach admitted he falsified and
then lied about the expense report,

but later corrected it. He also said the

punishment "outweighed the crime by

mountains and miles."

The dismissal came just two weeks
before the start of the 1 996-97 sea-

son, and 19 months after he coached
the Bruins to their first NCAA basket-

ball title in 20 years — the first since

John Wooden presided as the Wizard
of Westwood.

It also came a mere week before the

start of the fall signing period.

Steve Lavin, a 32-year-old assistant,

will be the interim coach this year; the

school will look for a successor during

the season. Chancellor Charles Young
said Harrick was offered the option of

resigning but "he did not take that

option."

"He was terminated," and will not

be paid, he said.

"I felt I had no alternative," Young
said during a campus news confer-

ence. "We think what we did was
right. It is a very serious infraction."

Later, at his lawyer's office. Harrick

said: "They're making something out

of it that it's not."

Asked if he lied to athletic director

Peter Dalis about the expense account

for a dinner attended by three recruits

and five players, Harrick said, "I did,

but I corrected it."

Young said Harrick never disputed

the facts as presented during a meet-

ing Tuesday night when the 58-year-

old coach was fired. "(The situation]

would've been treated differently if he
had been forthright from the begin-

ning," Dalis said.

Harrick said he decided not to

resign because "if you resign, then I'm

saying they have something, and I

agree with them." He said he was
fired without warning, "with no
explanation whatsoever."

"It's like getting hit in the head
with a 2-by-4. I thought maybe they

would reprimand me." he said.

The team's three seniors — Charles

O'Bannon. Cameron Dollar and Bob
Myers — attended the campus news
conference that was packed with
stunned students.

"We wouldn't be here right now if

he'd told the truth from the begin-

ning," O'Bannon said, while acknowl-
edging that Harrick has always been a

role model for him.

"The penalty is very severe and we
don't think it was deserving of what
happened," O'Bannon said. "This vio-

lation, I'm sure, he didn't realize was
so severe."

coach Glenn Sergent said. "But when
the blood settles down, they'll look

back and say it was a good game."
While it didn't get a win UMass

got a chance to see what newcomers
Kirkland, Ketner, Smith and Mike
Babul had to offer and how they

meshed with the returning stars.

The Minutemen are back in action

next week when they will face the

Converse All-Stars next Friday at 7

p.m.

Baseball owners reject labor deal again

By Ronald Blum
Associated Press

Asked about her three-point bar-

rage. Blades expressed surprise about

the Minutewomen's strategy.

"I thought they would make an
adjustment," Blades said. "But they

didn't, so I just kept bombing."

The Minutewomen return to action

on Nov. 12 when the Russian Select

team invades the Mullins Center.

UMass kicks off the 1996-1997 sea-

son on Nov. 24, when they entertain

perennial Big- 10 power Ohio State.

ROSEMONT, 111. - Baseball own-
ers voted 18-12 yesterday to reject

their proposed five-year labor agree-

ment with the players' association,

instead asking the union to modify the

deal.

At the end of a deeply divided six-

hour meeting that included a National

League rebuke to the authority of act-

ing commissioner Bud Selig, owners
voted 30-0 to give their ruling execu-

tive council the authority to ratify a

modified agreement on behalf of all

major league teams.

"While we could not accept the pro-

posed agreement as presented, there is

substantial agreement on the vast

majority of issues," Selig said, trying

to put his best spin on things.

Union head Donald Fehr, reached

yesterday at his hotel in London, took

a wait-and-see approach, but any
changes are sure to be rejected by the

players, who have said they would not

consider additional alterations.

"I'm not going to have anything to

say until I learn more," Fehr said in a
telephone interview.

The moves by owners may be just

part of the cat-and-mouse of negotia-

tions, but it also may signal that the

sport will operate for yet another sea-

son under the agreement that expired

in December 1993. The deal remains

in force under the federal court order

than ended the 232-day strike on
March 31, 1995.

"The real deadline is Nov. 13,'

Levine said. "After midnight Nov. 14,

it's not going to be done."

Players who have filed for free

agency may not start signing with new
teams until Nov. 1 5. Once that date is

reached with no deal, the sides are

locked into another offseason under
the rules of the old agreement.

A three-quarters majority — 23 of
30 votes — was needed to appruve the

agreement and the motion fell 1

1

votes short.

Selig's daughter — Wendy Selig-

Prieb — told other owners that she
cast the Milwaukee Brewers' vote

against the deal, according to a man-
agement official who spoke on the
condition he not be identified. Her
move was a direct repudiation of man-
agement negotiator Randy Levine,
who was hired by her father in

September 1995 to achieve the elusive

agreement.

Levine, who concluded the agree-

ment with Fehr on Oct. 24 before
Game 5 of the World Series, had
threatened to resign if the deal was
voted down. After he gave a presenta-

tion that lasted about three hours,
Levine was told to leave the room and
excluded from the debate.

"I'm extremely disappointed about
the vote," said Levine, who may quit

next week. "What Don and I came to

when we finished negotiations is the

best that I could do."

The management source said two
secret votes were conducted as Selig

attempted to rally support against the

agreement in a show of strength. St.

Louis switched sides, according to the

official, and Baltimore also voted
against the deal.

AMC
continued from page 7

Northern Forest Lands Policy,

Sterling Forest (NYS) Preservation

and support for the Clean Air Act.

The AMC maintains its Volunteer

Trails Program, also based at

Pinkham Notch and active through-

out AMC's 12 chapters, over 1200
miles of trail, including 350 miles of

the Appalachian Trail and more than

50 camping shelters in the North
East.

The Appalachian Trail is perhaps

the nation's most famous footpath

traveling over 2,000 miles between
Springer Mountain in Georgia and
Katahdin Mountain in Maine.

R&P
Liquors

• Weekly Spici.ils^^H ^^^ l..irt;fvl Selection
oi Micru^^^**\ in

S.A.nlffl9fli
k • Y riilm' Hint .lis

on RijM^ilrlHti'rs
• Fiiie^wWR ^

^^^*WM*"i

EL'S BILLIARDS
$5/lr lf«rvd«y •^K8 Scn*n

jhnit.d rt«fffflj^
fctt|i>

Entarfoinment

Evary Fri. & Sot.

• Al Spotting

Evwy Thuridoy Nsght

$5CoshMol
Tbwroomw* 7:30 pm

Eighty-five miles of the trail are
located in Massachusetts, running
north and south through the
Berkshires. It reaches many of the

highest peaks in the region, including

Mount Greylock.

The Mount Greylock Visitor
Center, operated and owned by the

Appalachian Mountain Club, located

near the lower end of Rockwell Road
in Lanesborough, Mass. is the closest

informational AMC facilities to

UMass. The Berkshire Chapter of the

Appalachian Mountain Club operates

out of Adams, Mass. and holds
numerous environmental workshops
at the Field Farm in Williams, Mass.

Membership is $40 for adults and
$25 for students under 23 years of

age.

This year learn about the environ-

ment hands on throughout New
England with the Appalachian
Mountain Club and discover its past,

appreciate its presence, and antici-

pate its future.

For more information about the

Appalachian Mountain Club call the

Boston headquarters at (617)
523-0636.

Liz Anderson is a Collegian colum-

nist

10ABelch«rtownRoad
Amrwst, MA 01002

"SOU0AD- 236-8284

THEFT OF MEDICAL
EXAM FOILED IN S.F.
17-year-old With Nonfunctioning
Gun Beaten by Student*

By H. K. I am- and C. Bowman,
Chronicle Staff Writen

A young masked gunman burst into

a room full of students taking a medical

exam Saturday in San Francisco and

demanded a copy of a test section but

was thwarted when several outraged

proton and would-be doctors punched

him out, police said yesterday.

Police said the youth grabbed a green

folder at the front of the room,
disappeared into a bathroom and then

re-emerged, cursing. He then confronted

a proctor, demanding the Physical

Sciences portion of the test. As the

proctor fumbled for the lest section, the

youth may have been careless with Ins

gun—the proctor grabbed it, and
suddenly ihe intruder found himself at

gunpoint.

The youth then apparently smacked

the proctor in the t.ice F.nraged, at least

five proctors and test-takers surrounded

the suspect and threw punches at him,

drawing blood, witnesses said...

The San Francisco Chronicle .

Monday, August 19,1996

You don't

need
a gun.

You just need
our course

(We've got all the released

MCATs, plus 14 more.)

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP TEST

www.kaplan.com

Collegian

thought for

Iplayloyi

the sun,

I wear a

play for

LONDON

$149
FRANKfURT

Cancun
Los Angeles
Rome
Lisbon

Chicago
Bangkok
Tokyo

$215
$129
$149
$249
$239
$100
$376
$346

tms mi » •. - — ecu * » t , ox » «mow
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To the brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha

AUTO FOR SALE

1986 Oldsmobile

'nation

85 Toyota '•

is 665

93 Mitsubishi Mirage LS

I

EMPLOYMENT

Spring Break 97

- EARN

700 I

EMPLOYMENT
Hiring Change Over Labor '

ii Must

md week
ends Applications available ?nd

LAST CHANCE
Legal Assistants Wanted

lha last day to

udent Legal Services

about a Spring 1997
.patience

(Vork direcllv with

ip to 15

•s Nil expen
i legal profession

lequired

—

training is provided

Services today 545
pus Cental

Taco Bell Now hiring for late night

Vpply in person at

OairyMart on Triangle St

ASIAN/EUROPEAN EMPLOY
MENT

hing simple conver-

ng back

i languages necessary Call

19191968 1164

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT

open Rafting Co
'i |Obs also available

164

EMPLOYMENT
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students net- , level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call fleson Employment

600 exi R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to $2b $4b/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

No teach-

ing background or Asian languages

required For info call 12061 971

3570 Ext J50016

MISCELLANEOUS
New Metabolism Breakthrough

'DO lbs Gu.<

1503

PERSONALS
Julia- Apt

FOR SALE

199S Mongoose Alia with rock

sho» Silver 14 frame Brand
new. will make a great x mas gift

$400 or 670 Call 584-3473

Almost brand new mmons
BeautyRest Twin Bed Set Paid

$430 $200 or B/0 665-4349

Computer- P90 1

5

' Color monitor,

b-7234

INSTRUCTION
Boxing Threa private 1/2 hour

lessons $69 95 Call 732-8817

To the Collegian Staff

We're hallway through

the semester and you guys are doing

a great job There's still five more
. it up 1

-Jacob

ROOM FOR RENT

Female Students On campus liv-

ing Room and board Starting at

$2000/semester Singles available

Immediate occupancy or Spring
semester Call Karen 1508) 682 9213
Kathy (61 71 479-7636

Female Students On campus
housing available for Intersession

$250 call Karen 508-682-9213 Kathy

617-479 7636

Seeking roommate tot 4 bdrm apt

in Northampton $300* Call Karla

585-8629

ROOMATE WANTED
Spring Semester

SERVICES

SPELLING COUNTS! #1 way to

boost youi GPA Paper typing 14

proofreading Quick & inexpensive

Call 1413) 549 7484

Computer Problems? Nt-dit an

upgrade 1 In house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Bulhnght of Amherst area
'

testing and assistance 549-1906

GORILLAGRAMS I lowers. Birthday

Surprises Humorous Delivery Send
the Crajy Gorilla Call 2560287 to

schedule a visit We'll go any

Hallock Street Editing Resumes.

papers, and more Get the grade, get

theiob 253-5217

TRAVEL

TRAVELTIME has great deals
'

group and individual travel plans

nne 587-3011 413-781-6150

TRAVEL
Killington Ski House

sun M9 8924

WANTED
Tutor lor Math 455,

313 Willing to pay $15 an hour Call

Amy 546-0706

Needed Rigorous Bibliogrt
|

.

Book List for Statistics 111

Continuing Education Course Will

pay $100 00 oi more- Neg Call

[41 3)54' i

MODELS WANTED FOR
FASHION SHOW

Flava Boy Productions

tie models for an AID

Ion show to be held

"Jovember lo sign up for an

iw please contact us A S A P

at 253-6623

Needed by Christmas-
fudge in working order 1 Will pay $40

Call Jenn 586-6278

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20<£ per word/day

All
others

40<£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

Answers to

Yesterday's Puzzle

Standard Headings
Activities Musicians

Announcements Miscellaneous

Apartment For Motorcycles

Rent Personals

Auto For Sale Room For Rent

Employment Room Wanted
Entertainment Roommate Wanted
For Sale Services

Found (2 days Summer Sublet

Free) To Sublet

Happy Birthday Travel

Houses For Rent Transportation

Instruction Wanted to Rent

Lost Wanted

CROSSWORD
1 i 3 m ' 5 6 7

1

9 w
11 - •'

1' ,. "

18 " Hfl 21

- *V.£.|,'-

H

2Z 23 24 25 ism
27 28 29 1 Mm 31 32 33

34 B 35 36

)8 39 i m*o 41

43 44 4M45 - 1 H

'

48 *49
9fl

$ Wi - -*-saB52 WmV*" 59

1
60 61 62 63

64

1

a 66

r
68

71

i

69 "

*"

ACROSS
1

.

Duffer s peg

4. Unite

8. Hammering sound

It. His last costar was
Delia

1 3. Sign on the Seine

14. Suspicious

15. Mixture

16. Rental document
17. Debarked

18. Colors the hair

19. Bug

20. From Odense
22. Capital ol

Switzerland?

24. Revise

26. Hangup places

30. Contract

supplements

34. North Pole worker

35. Western mountain

37. Sylvia Plath poetry

collection

38. Character on "Star

Trek The Next

Generation"

40. Salamanders

42. Market order

43. Prayer enders

45. Choose

47. Union letters

48. Irked

50. Least fatty

52. Cowboy s rope

54 ftj a Mpjaej

55. Receive

58. Like some peppers

60. Undulating

64. 12 inches

65. Stunned

67. Gen Robert

68. Author Oz
69. Exhausted

70. Scold

71

.

Fabric for ties

72. Ardor

73. Cry Tomorrow"

41.

44.

DOWN
1. Marched

2. Hard to handle

3. Ms Hart ol Peter

Gunn"

4. Mock

5. Japanese port

6. Baby You*

7. Had occasion lor

8. Former Dutch colony

9. Scientific suffix

10. Legend

1 2. Portions of medicine

13. Shine

14. Roams
21. Three Men Baby

(2wds)
23. Clique

25. Fireplace shell

26. Material lor a

hamster's bedding

27. Aitipiano animal

28. Many times

29. Equmes
31. Bea, to Di

32. Luncheonettes

33. Parcel out

36. What Ascalaphus

was changed to

39. Socks tor lots

Perfumed

That Bass"

lAstaire song)

46. Bronzed

49. Probate concern

51. Later

53. Pal Joey author

55. Distantly

56. Beckoning word

57. Tenant-owned apt

building

The Boat

(Stephen Crane)

Turkish regiment

62. The Painted

(Garbo film)

63. Megaphone noise

66. Actor Gerard

59

61

T hr Mo*MKhut«fH
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10 Cents

per word

Personals Policy
1. All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian 1 1 assi tied

employees before paymenl and a< ( eptan< e oi tin- 1 lassified.

2. Last names MAY NOI be used in personals. ONLY first

names jncl initials are allowed. The only exceptions are tot

birthday or congratulations personals, in whit h ( ase the full

name may be used.

3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS

4. Addresses arc not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are
not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpdse oi

harassment.
6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-
tion may NOT be used to seil items, seek roommates, adver-
tise meetings, etc .

8. All personal, must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion
order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-
dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

ARIES
March 21 -April 20

I (K ua un hiilkllnu ii)) your savings

inn; up.

.mil tM'irm prepared early la roui beat

i man* of ai ttan Dm i Ml under a

-h.iiidw peraon'a ''— There could

I)'- an ulterior motive .it work- .mil ,i

I thai

TAURUS
April 21 -May 21
You don't h.ivc to tell everything you
know, even II someone .isks And this

week in particular, attenee would be

the tx'si eourae of action Pear la .i

peal motivator, but it alee paralyze*

Think your options through and then

take action

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Geai up lor .i busy week Gel down
ratneea and vou'll iieai a tight

deadline. Don i be ah) m aaktng for .ill

the relevant Information, etthei Ned
time pan ahead hitie lurther and
your performance arm be even more

tmpreoatvc

CANCER
June 22-July 22
Ask for iiium t.ii advice befon

st.itt ,i new aavtnga program Avoid

the temptation to fio mi .i apendtflg

9prre—leave the plasm at lion,

older friend has some wisdom lo share

alxiul a problem trials Ix-en troubling

vou

LEO
July 23-August 23

You're ai vour liest during an

unplanned meeting A romanlli

reaaon aparka your Interaat in a new
way You mlghl want lo make ,i

eiimmltmrnt--It's ;i gnorl time lor ili.il

A mutual dmu.iU'iri soi lety gives you

,i i ranee io do more than talk

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

ad bra v t r • -

* this

week tmrndant tasks hold no

Interest lor vou II daadUlHa loom.

urwll a strld lime Irame lor

being lrns|ionsilile and I ,ir> Ifi then

iiiseit to stii k to it it s hard

but vou m. iv be Inspired

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
It's impossible lo keep all vour opiums
open tins week, so reatgn youreeU
lo the lai I that vou must make a

Ion, and Ibc-n do it I )m e n s

made, don't liHik b.n k Set ond

pic Being fouraeU would risk ail the

progress you've ma It

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
a pleaawnf tone m yotn voa e will

tMl even the billnest pill Be
lem both to youraetl and to

others, about whal vou expect, and
vou ii Ih- happy with the outcome

illlne it vou need more
time- tiK us on ipiahtv not quantity

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 2

1

A burdensome situation won t aaae

until you take dedaive ai ban Plan a

reward lor youraetl for alter you do
something partk uhurty diiiii ull treat

voursell and a Irlend to a movie oi

lust take time to lalk with aomeonc
vou miss verv much

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Allhoufih right now It leels Hfo

Of II .ill it s imp., it., nt that you
dont negjecl the forettngool aomeonc
i lose to vou Eepei uiiv it you
busv ai woik, vou could be ignoring

aome tarty serious irtes im attention
Someone l lose to you Hives vol! good
advice thai is pertinenl

-

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

>'.' up vmii goala in reap
lo a small selbai k Instead lo, us on
tin ODjei IIMs thai lead In vour tlo.ils

You m, iv be due foi diihiuii lesson

the more open vou ate to surest s

tin bettet oil vou II i>e

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Sill k lo lamllv when ll I omes to

dlsi ussini' prison. d Batten
Although us tempting to ban you
soul elsewhere this week It wool. I bi

.1 bad idea Slav Olll ol the llllielleht

somioni could mow even more
than the) aln.nK iri

For Entertainment Purposes Only

Always Wanted One of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robotman By Jim Meddick

MS apn(

VV*J<? -*b S"tof>
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'T'Me : e:DO

six) <rar\ con o>je(" D

Tvtw&s k PRiesr
'With w WQUCTME
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IS UNDER TVIE

INFLUENCE OF
SATANIC FORCES
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WESTE-PDM 1 W<VS WRtTlK6A
POST- IT NOTE W40IFELTA
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WHERE PO
GivYS KEEP

Drabblo By Kevin Fagan
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8 Yoars in Braces By Eric Petersen
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We have a roof leak in

our house.

My dad's tried to find out

where it's coming from. The

only thing he's sure of is that it

only happens when it rains.

It drips into the fish tank.

Actually the fish seem

healthier.

My mom and dad are

divorced.

When I asked my mom if

my dad can keep coming over

to try to find the leak, she

started to cry.

I guess she felt sorry for

the fish.

What a babe. She is so

sensitive.

Life is good.
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'Baxter...Beware The Dog Who Thinks" By Brant G. Henne
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Conner's Beauty tips By Arts Girl
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Is she gone' Good Her doctor just called

and said she s a complete wacko We re supposed
to just give her a placebo prescription
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Ross's Reformation By Thang Vo

Hey Jack, how about 2000?

Sounds like a plan!
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It's a perfect day
to throw back
your head and kiss

it all goodbye.

-Robert Smith
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By Brian Marchionni

Ways the world would be different if

the word "bunk" was a swear

10. Swift kick to the crotch would serve as response

to roommate's question: "Wanna bunk beds?"

9. Classic line in Cone With the Wind changed to

"My darling, I don't give a bunk."

8. I could tell the next guy who complains about my
lists to go "bunk himself."

7. Euphemism for the word would be "bonk."

6. 1 wouldn't be able to print this list.

5. Dance enthusiasts could enjoy The artist formerly

known as Prince's hit tune, "You Sexy Mother
Bunker."

4 Catch phrase in Rage Against the Machine song

"Killing in the Name Of" changed to "Bunk you, I

won't do what you tell me!"

3. In golf, the term, "sand bunker" would refer to a

sexual deviate who engages in coitus with a sand trap.

2. Lovable character Archie Bunker from "All in the

Family" would be a porn star.

1 Andrew Dice Clay? jobless

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 545-2626 for more information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Cheese Pizza

Falafel Pocket Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken de Carlos

Shrimp; Beans & Rice

Vegetable Stew
Grilled Ham & Cheese

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Chicken Sand.

BBQ Beef on a Bun

DINNER
Chicken de Carlos

Spiced Shrimp
Beans & Rice

Worcester

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Rotini/Tomato Meat

Sauce
Lentil Chili

DINNER
Chicken de Carlos

Shrimp; Beans & Rice

Vegetable Stew
Pastabilities

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Pizza

Rotini/ Meat Sauce

Lentil Chih

DINNER
Chicken de Carlos

Shrimp; Beans & Rice

Vegetable Stew
Pastabilities
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Sports
Men's and women's hoop fall in exhibition double
Flint, Minutemen shake out cobwebs with loss

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

UMASS /

MARATHON 77

Even (hough Massachusetts men's
basketball coach lames "Bruiser"

Flint did not come away with a win

in his first game as head coach of the

Minutemen last night, one thing was
deaf You can change the faces in the

UMass lineup, but not its style of

play.

While Bruiser and his boys fell to

Marathon Basketball 77-73 last night

in the William D. Mullins Center, it

was clear from the start that this

young team
plays with all

the enthusi-

asm and
desire that

has become a trademark of UMass
hoops.

The Minutemen came out of the

blocks in the first half at full throttle,

though an older and more experi-

enced Marathon squad kept it close.

After beating preseason favorite

Yillanova Tuesday night in

Philadelphia 84-79. it was clear

Marathon came to play.

Veteran guard Hdgar Padilla got

the ball rolling when he nailed a

jumper inside the arc to give UMass a

2-0 lead. Marathon tied it up early at

6-6 on a free throw by 6-foot-4 for-

ward Dylan Ridgdon
Three minutes into the game,

sophomore center Lari Ketner made
his presence known. After sinking a

layup on a dish from Carmelo
Travieso I lb points, b rebounds, and

S aaatata) the 6-foot- 10 Ketner raced

the other way on defense erasing a

Marathon shot in the paint that set

the Mullins faithful into a frenzy.

The two squads exchanged points,

knotting the score at 23 a piece with

10:37 to go on a layup by Marathon's

|im DeGraffenreid. That's when
things got messy for the Minutemen.

Marathon stepped it up with a

13-0 run which left UMass behind
36-25 with 6:08 in the first frame.

However, t h i - is when the true

Minuteman spirit emerged.

On the Inspired defense ol the

0|g|) senior guard. Travieso. L Mas-
regained composure with an l 1-3

run of its own trimming Marathon's

halftime lead to three with I score ol

~i4 S9 al the end of the half.

Minutes into the second set. rookie

forward Chril kitkland electrified

the crowd with slashing defense,
Forcing two Marathon turnovers in

the early minutes of the hall. I Mass
did well defensive!) last night, with

Kitkland and Travieso leading the

wav as UMass forced 19 turnovers on

the night

Down by three. 44 41. senior big

man Tyrone Weeks, who put up a

double double on the night (19
points. I I boards) finished oil a

Kirkland miss in the paint to cut

Marathon's lead to a point.

After forcing Marathon into a five

second violation on the inbounds
|ia». Travieso nailed a jumper a step

inside the arc off the Ilex for the lead.

It was tight the rot of the way,
after the SOON was knotted again at

Turn to MINUTEMEN, page 9

Senior guard Carmelo Travieso posted 16 points and five assists in the
Minutemen's 77-73 loss to Marathon Basketball last night.

BC too low to rebound against Irish

You'd think I would have start-

ed this week's installment of
"Luke Meredith on College
Football" with the latest on the BC
mess. But if you read yesterday's

Collegian, you know how I feel on
that issue.

Like Forrest Gump once said.

"That's all I have to say about
that."

This week, we
have a slate of

games in which
almost nothing of

importance will

occur. The Top
10 is littered with

opponents who
will be nothing more than a scrim-

mage. Nebraska is a 47 point
favorite against Missouri. Ohio
State is a 29 point favorite at

home against Illinois. Florida
State is a 47 point favorite versus

Wake forest, and Florida is a 43
point favorite at Vanderbilt.

You don't need a BC tailback to

tell you who will win those games.
But there's an interesting devel-

opment for the nation's No. 4
squad. Arizona St. California
comes to Tempe. and although the

Sun Devils are a I 5 point favorite.

I sense trouble for ASU. This is a

big game as far as the Pac-!0
standings go. and Arizona State

really hasn't played a big game
this year, except for Nebraska. But

keep in mind that they beat a

Nebraska team that was inexperi-

enced and young. Nebraska has hit

its stride now, just ask Oklahoma.

If the Cornhuskers ever got ASU
in a rematch, oh boy. You also

remember that the Sun Devils
needed overtime to dispose of
use.
Now you all know I try to St8]

away from predictions, but since

this seems to be "Illegal Gambling
Week" in Massachusetts. I'll give

you m> pick.

Come Saturday
night, the Sun
Devil Cinderella

ride is over,
courtesy of a few
Bears from
Berkeley, lust a

word of advice
to any celebrating Cal fans
Saturday night. Don't eat the
brown acid, the brown acid is

bad!

Don't it make you sad?

In another Fagle scandal, my
beloved North Texas Laglcs lost to

Utah State this weekend, and
upon arriving back in Denton the
coaching staff discovered that
Si.400 worth of property from the
hotel that the Kagles stayed at was
tucked away neatly in some of the

players bags. The items included

towels, pillows, blankets and even
a VCR.

I feel the need to side with my
North Texas boys and come clean.

I stole a towel from the hotel
when we covered the Villanova
game in early September, and I've

felt horrible ever since. But a

VCR? Didn't they think that
someone would go in the room Turn to BOSTON COLLEGE page 9

and realize that the VCR was
gone? You know, you pick up a

team that nobody cares about, you
give them publicity, and then they

steal \ideo equipment from the

hotel. Not cool. North Texas, not

cool. I may even have to find a

new overmatched D-l team to

love. Florida A&M. anyone?

The BC "Inside Tip" pick of
the week...

A new installment, but I feel

something already with this one.

For the first pick. I'm going with

Notre Dame, a 21 point favorite at

BC. I'm not trying to pick on the

Eagles, but there is no way that

BC recovers in time to put up a

fight against the Irish, who know
that the Fagles have surprised
them in the past. So call up your
favorite BC football player\bookie

and drop a few bills on the Irish,

because ND will romp.

Who's got their claws in you,
my friend?

This week we say goodbye to

two teams who rode the "under-

rated" train a week too long.
Northwestern and West Virginia.

N

i

irthwestern was on the verge of

another late season run at the
roses, but Penn St. ended that

pipe dream quickly, crushing the

Wildcats. West Virginia, who lost

an undefeated run courtesy of a

Miami blocked punt two weeks
ago, made sure America knew

Waiters , Myers help bloody the Crimson
By Jeremy R. Adams
Collegian Staff

MASSACHUSETTS

HARVARD

The Massachusetts volleyball team is officially on a

roll. The Minutewomen won their third straight match.

their fifth in six attempts, on Tuesday over Harvard in

Cambridge.

The win improves their overall

record to 21-7. dropping the

Minutewomen 's Ivy League foe to

a mediocre 10-15. The previous
two victories of their miniature
winning streak came over Atlantic 10 conference oppo-
nents St. Bonaventure and Duquesne this past weekend.
The match was not much of a contest, as

Ma-sachusetts took control early, winning the first game
15 9 There was no let up by the Minutewomen. they

cruised through Boston's neighboring college town with

a three game win. taking the last two I 5-2 and I 5-5
The win marked the fourteenth time this season that

Massachusetts needed just three games to win. the fourth

time it has done so on the road. It also puts the

Minutewomens away record over .500 for the first time

thi- season, at 6-5.

freshmen Sarah Walters and hi Meyers were the dri-

ving force behind the Massachusetts attack, combining
tor 27 kills in the short victory. Meyers has been one of
the Minutewomen 's go-to players for much of the sea-

son, while Watters hat- stepped up her performance
reccnth due to injuries. The two have been plaving the

roles of upperclassmen. contribut-

ing much of the offensive produc-

tion.

Senior Dionne Nash chipped in

10 kills lor the Minutewomen.
playing off of the usual consistent performance of sopho-
more setter Katie Pearce. Pearce averages I2.HK as*M-
per game, and leads the team with 32 sere ice aces, tied

with Michelle Paciorek.

The Minutcwoman play at home this weekend against

lordham on Friday, and against La Salle on Saturday.
Both matches will be at the Curry Hicks Cage. Friday's

match is at 7 p.m.. and Saturday's is a 2 p.m. matinee
The following four matches will all be at home for

Massachusetts, including A-10 action against Temple
next Saturday.

Minutewomen start the season off sluggish

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

UMASS

Hie Massachusetts women's bas-

ketball team got off to an auspicious

debut last night, as Athletes in

Action, helped by 14 three-pointers,

broke off a 22-5 run late in the first

half and cruised from there, defeat-

ing the Minutewomen 83-55.

Vanderbilt product Rolanda
Blades had 2 1 points, including six

treys, and Suzanne Ressa added 16

of her own as A. I. A. pushed a

45-29 halftime lead to a 60-35
advantage with 13:35 to go in the

ballgame. putting the Minutewomen
away for good.

"They were pretty good." UMass
head coach (oanie O'Brien said.

"The team

that wins
is the team

that learns

the most
from this

game. We're gonna learn a lot from

tonight's game."

UMass jumped out to an early

7-0 lead, but a 12-2 run by A.I.A.

put the Minutewomen behind 12-9

with 16:09 left in the first half.

UMass and Athletes In Action
swapped the lead for the next six

minutes, and the Minutewomen
took an 18-16 lead on a Sabriya

Mitchell layup with 10:44 to go in

the half. But Blades hit the second

of her six three- pointers on A.I.A.'s

next possession, giving them a lead

the] would would never relinquish.

A.I.A. hit three 3-pointers in a span

of 2: 1 9 minutes to take a five point

lead, and pushed that lead to 15

before the Minutewomen called a

timeout with 2:43 to go in the half.

Athletes In Action took a 14 point

lead into the locker room.

An Alison Macfarland lavup 1:04

seconds into the second half would
cut the Athletes In Action lead back

to 14. at 45- 31. but that's as close

as the Minutewomen would get in

the second half.

UMass was paced by senior for-

ward Crystal Carrol's 1 1 points and

10 rebounds, and senior guard

Sophomore guard |aywana Bradley notched eight points in last

night's 83-55 loss to Athletes in Action last night in the Mullins
Center.

Mitchell's nine points. The
Minutewomen received some help

from their youngsters, with fresh-

man Mcfarland adding 10 points

and three rebounds, and fellow

frosh guard Kelly Van Huisen con-

tributing six points and three assists

in 24 minutes ol action.

"I think the two who learn the

most from this game are Alison

I
Macfarland | and Kelly [Van

Huisen, |" O'Brien said, "i wasn't

worried about the offense. that's

something that'll come with time
."

Athletes In Action are led by

1976 Olympic snVer medalist Nancy
l.ibennan-Clinc. who is considered

b] man) one ol the greatest female

basketball players of all time, and
was inducted into the Basketball

Hall of Fame in Mas Cline had
eight points in 19 minutes of plaving

time. Clme and A.I.A. have been

playing together for a couple
months now. and. according to

Cline. having a few games under
their belt was a key factor in the

win.

Turn to SLUGGISH START page 9

Lavin may follow in Harrietts footsteps;

1090 score may cost Walton his eligibility

I guess |im Harrick isn't quite the next Wizard of
Westwood.

Only 1 9 months after he led his UCLA Bruins to the

men's basketball national title. Harrick

was let go by the University yesterday.

UCLA chancellor Charles Young
announced the firing in a news release.

and scheduled a press conference for

later in the afternoon.

Steve Lavin. a 32-year-old assistant

coach under Harrick. has been given the

interim position while the school looks

for a new head coach.

Harrick. who had signed a five-year deal with an annu-
al salary of over $400,000 in the summer of 1995, com-
piled a 191-63 career mark in his time as the Bruins'

coach.

The team went 23-8 last year, losing to Princeton in

the first round of the NCAAs. Lavin, who is in his sixth

season with the team and his second as a full-time assis-

tant, will get all five starters bac|c, and the team is expect-

ed to rank in the top five nationally when preseason polls

are released next week.

UCLA starts its season Nov. 20 against Tulsa in the

preseason NIT.

• Speaking of coaches in the hot seat. Louisiana State's

Dale Brown may be walking on dangerously thin ice.

With two years remaining on his contract. Brown isn't

worried about his job, saying that he plans to remain at

LSU for awhile.

LSU Athletic Director |oe Dean, however, said that

he's fired coaches before and "I'll do it (fire Brown)."
In his 24 years as the Tigers' coach. Brown has com-

piled a 438-281 record, 13 NCAA Tournaments, two
Final Fours and four Elite Eights. That record, though,
includes three- straight losing seasons.

But Brown is optimistic. He has outlasted six LSU
chancellors, six governors, six athletic directors and seven

HkvCme
-COLLEGE
BASKETBALL

loot bail coaches. Plus the addition of top-recruit Lester

Earl to his line-up shouldn't hurt

• Most students take the SAT to get into college.

Winfred Walton took the exam and has

had his scholarship revoked and his bas-

ketball eligibilit\ suspended because of

it.

Walton originally took the test last

great and got an 810. 10 points shy of
the eligibility cut off line. He took the

test again in May and made a 280-point
improvement. 280 points!

Syracuse University, where Walton was set to wear No.
44. the same number given to former Orangemen
Derrick Coleman and |ohn Wallace, withdrew his schol-

arship and is not allowing Walton to play until an investi-

gation into the score is finished

• Big, bad Danya Abrams... Yaddu. yadda. yadda.
Abrams showed he can get knocked down too. literally.

In Tuesday night's exhibition game, which pitted

Abrams'' Boston College squad against the Converse
All-Stars. Abrams took a roundhouse punch from
Converse's Jonathan Roberts in the waning minutes of
the game.

The punch leveled Abrams. who was on the floor for

several minutes He was taken to a hospital and given a

few stitches above his left eve. before being sent on his

way.

Unfortunately. BC won the game 90-85.
• Speaking of the Converse All-Stars, former UMass

point guard and current radio broadcaster Derek Kellogg
led Converse with 18 points last week, but his team fell

to future Minuteman opponent UNC-Wilmington 93-92
last week.

• Hey hoop fans. Sunday. March 9, 1997. better known
as Selection Sunday, the unofficial start to March
Madness, is only lour months and two days away.
Casey Kane is a Collegian columnist.

UMass intramural Final Fours underway
It's Tournament lime, baby. The intramural fall sea

son is coming to an end. and the athletes that do it just

for the love of the game are preparing to be UMass's best

of the rest. It is tournament time, and the fall sports have
their Final Four matchups all ready to go.

So, without further ado. here are your

UMass intramural sports finalists.

Men 's soccer-:

Amherst United vs. Delta Chi A
Sigma Alpha Mu vs. Delirium

Women '.s soccer:

The Vixen Women vs. The Hootchies

The Bushwackers vs. Rowdies

( e Id Softball:

Brewsers vs. Endangered Species

Porkadelics vs. Sons of Pitches

One of the largest brackets in recent intramural histo-

ry for men's flag football is beginning to wind down, and
at press time the field has narrowed down to eight

teams.

All games will be played on the Lower Boydcn Fields,

with soccer and softball finals starting this week. Game
times are at 4:30 p.m., and be there early or you will lose

the good seats.

Sleigh bells ring, are you
listening. ..The intramural sports office at

215 Bovden Gym are still accepting
women's basketball team rosters lor the
Holiday Basketball Tournament.

Before you know it. the holidays will

be come and gone, and spring intramural
sports will be around the corner. Any
teams that are interested in the Spring Ice

Hockey and Basketball leagues must enter their team
rosters this senWStei Inquiries ami rosters can be made
to the office at 21 5 Boyden at 545-0022.

\n\ entries for Sports Uriels must he handed in by
Wednesday at 12 p.m. for Thursday publication. While
the lull sc</M<« it winding doun. all winter teams are

encouraged to submit material Today's column was
compiled by Cidlegian columnist lorrna Kansanen.
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Weekend
Warriors

Dionne Nash and
the UMass volley-

ball team are set to

play three confer-

ence matches this

weekend (see

Sports, page 1 0)

Wherefore art

thou Romeo?
Claire Danes and

Leonardo DiCaprio

shine as star-

crossed lovers in

Romeo and luliet.

Check out our
review (see Arts &
Living, page 6).

WORLD

CNN succeeds in bid

for bureau in Havana

ATLANTA (AP) — The Cable News
Network won permission from the

Cuban government yesterday to open
a bureau in Havana. If approved by
U.S. officials, CNN would be the first

American-based news organization

with a full-time presence in the

Communist country.

The Cuban Foreign Ministry
announced the decision in a brief

statement in Havana.

"We've been working on it for a

while," CNN spokesman David Talley

said. The next step is to win approval

from the State Department, and "we
have no idea how long that will be."

No details of the Havana bureau
have been set, pending U.S. permis-

sion, Talley said.

In recent years, U.S. journalists

have been allowed to make reporting

trips to Cuba, and Cuban officials say

that more than 90 percent of visas

requested from American reporters

have been approved. But the U.S.

trade embargo had prevented news
organizations from opening bureaus

on the island.

The door to a permanent U.S. news
media presence was opened a year

ago when President Clinton issued an
executive order easing restrictions on
travel to Cuba by Cuban-Americans,
academics, clergy and students.

NATION

Ca/s Prop 215 at odds

with nan drug policies

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — As cele-

bratory marijuana smoke curled from

pipes and joints at the headquarters

of Proposition 215, uncertainty
swirled around the future of

California's newly approved medical

marijuana law.

Although the law allows doctors to

prescribe marijuana for medical rea-

sons, there is no mechanism for

patients to legally obtain it. And the

measure is at odds with U.S. drug
laws.

"We still have a federal law that

says marijuana has no medical value,

and that it is against the law to grow
it, distribute it and prescribe it as

medicine," said retired Army Cen.
Barry McCaffrey, President Clinton's

drug czar. "That's a law. Not my law.

That's the U.S. Congress' law."

McCaffrey said Wednesday he
planned to meet with Attorney
General (anet Reno and other officials

to discuss how the initiative,

approved by California voters 56 per-

cent to 44 percent Tuesday, affects

federal drug enforcement efforts.

The measure legalizes the cultiva-

tion, possession and use of marijuana

for health reasons. Users hailed the

initiative as a compassionate way of

helping ease the pain and suffering of

people with AIDS, cancer and other

terminal illnesses.

The controversy didn't bother
Dennis Peron, one of the leaders

behind the measure, who was still

savoring the victory Wednesday.
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GSS president alleges

racist Faculty Senate
By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

"What happened to me at the

Faculty Senate meeting today was
absolutely racist," said University of

Massachusetts Graduate Student
Senate (GSS) President Deepika
Marya.

Marya was addressing an occur-

rence which took place during the

question period for Selma Botman,
Vice President for Academic Affairs,

in which she was asked to stop
speaking. Later, a white male sena-

tor was not given the same treat-

ment.

Marya asked a question of Botman,

to which Botman responded, then

proceeded to ask two follow-up
questions.

Then Presiding Officer of the

Faculty Senate Frank Hugus stopped

and informed her that senate was in a

question period — not a discussion.

He added that discussion should take

place in a different forum.

As the question period continued.

Sen. Robert Costrell and Botman
were involved in a discussion as

equally lengthy as Marya's.

Because Hugus was not stopping

Costrell, Marya interrupted the dis-

cussion.

"Was I stopped because I am a per-

son of color?" Marya asked. "This is

a very unfair senate."

Hugus said that the idea that the

Faculty Senate is racist is "fanciful."

"Marya cut Costrell off or else I

would have," he said. "I am an

equal opportunity cutter-offer. As
presiding officer. I simply try to

observe the by-laws of the Faculty

Senate."

However, Marya pointed out that

after she interrupted Costrell. Hugus
encouraged him to continue.

Also during the meeting, Hugus
would not move away from the

podium/microphone in order to let

Marya speak; when a senator asked

Marya to speak into the micro-
phone, Hugus did not move,
instead tilling the microphone
towards her.

Yet Hugus routinely moves away
from the podium for Secretary of the

Faculty Senate |ohn Bracey.

"It is a very, very clear issue of race

and gender," Marya said.

Marya did address the senate about

the status of diversity and multicul-

turalism at the University.

"I have a deep concern regarding

the rhetoric we have been hearing

on this campus for a long time on
diversity and multiculturalism," she

said.

Marya cited several incidents of

racism at the University, including

insensitivity from Barbara Burn and

the International Programs Office,

the false accusation of a student of

color stealing from the University

Store and the employment of an
all-white security staff at the

University Store.

Marya demanded a response from

the Faculty Senate.

"We wish she | Marya | would come
and talk to the Rules Committee."
Hugus said. "We would be more than

happy to talk."

Amidst the alleged racial tension,

the meeting continued.

Botman said that she wants to link

academic and students affairs.

She also reported that President

William P. Bulger has been visiting

Massachusetts high schools in order

to recruit students.

"Every time the president goes to

visit a high school, he hits a home
run." she said.

Bulger has been meeting with stu-

dents to inform them about the value

of higher education and the value of

the University.

When asked about the ethnic

diversity of the schools Bulger has

been visiting, Botman said. "That is

not an issue that needs to be worried

about at all."

She added that the president is

now responding to invitations from

high schools across the Common-
wealth and that she is pleased that

the schools are very representative of

the population.

A senator expressed concern about

the department of Asian Languages
and Literature.

She cited that by Dec. 1997, there

will only be four tenure track faculty

members in the department.

Security issues at store discussed
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A meeting was held yesterday evening to discuss the recent University Store controversy.

By Daniel E. Levenson

Collegian Staff

Students met with the Director

of Business and Facilities Services

Elizabeth Dale at the Campus
Center Student Union Commision
meeting Thursday to discuss secu-

rity policies at the University Store,

which have come under fire in

recent weeks for their allegedly

racist practices.

Students were concenrned over

the Oct. 5 incident that sparked a

student protest on Oct. 15, which
involved an African American stu-

dent, Pierre Elysee.

Elysee was falsely accused of
shoplifting at the University Store

by an all-white security staff.

"The folks at the store want to

create an atmosphere that's wel-

coming." Dale said.

She said that students of color

who currently work at the store

will meet with Pat Crutchficld of

staff training and development to

discuss their concerns.

There are also plans to conduct

diversity training for full- time
Campus Center/Student Union
employees.

Dale said that a search commit-

tee, which will include students,

will be established to find * indivi-

udal to fill a managerial position at

the University Store.

When hired, the manager will

work on revamping University
Store employment and security

policies.

"We're going to try and identify

an indivdual who is already
employed on this campus," Dale

said.

If an acceptable candidate can-

not be found on campus, the

search will move to off-campus.

Dale hopes to have the position

filled by the end of this semester.

One student criticized Dale by

saying that the process to hire

someone was movinig too fast, and

that it would be hard to find a

qualified person anytime soon.

Others attending the meeting
responded to that concern, saying

that an off-campus search would
take the same amount of time and

thus should be initiated.

Dale said new security measures

are being considered for the store,

including the implementation of

electronic deterrents to theft, such

as security cameras.

"I would rather deter people
from shoplifting rather than appre-

hend them." Dale said.

Four security firms will be invit-

ed to meet with a committee to dis-

cuss available options. Students
will also serve on this comittee.

"We need to have some form of

security at the store." said Dale.

"Whatever we do we will do with a

tremendous amount of student
input."

Students who attended the meet-

ing also discussed their concerns

about employment opportunities

for people of color within the

Campus Center/Student Union
complex.

Dale has been working to find a

solution since the original incident.

The ensuing protest outside the

University Store, which included a

open-mike for students to express

their concerns, challenged Dale on
several fronts.

The University Store has already

rcpsonded to the incident by elimi-

nating the all-white student securi-

ty stair. The students were relocat-

ed to different positions in the

store.

CCBMCC to hold first conference
fty Gregory Cosimir

Coatojon Staff

The first annual Men of Color
Conference will take place at the

Campus Center today. The
throe-day event was created to help

address the many problems that

men of color at the University of

Massachusetts nave had in staying

in school and in graduating.

The conference is being orches-

trated by the Collegiate Coalition of

Black Males for Community
Consciousness (CCBMCC). The
CCBMCC is b non-RSQ whose
purpose is to bridge the gaps
between established RSOs and
non-RSOs with the advantage of

flexibility that no singular organiza-

tion has.

Some of the organizations that

comprise the CCBMCC are Phi

Beta Sigma Prat., Inc, ihe Malcolm
X Cultural Center, 307, CCEBMS,
the Black Student Union and
Boricuas Untdos.

The first day of the conference Is

an orientation and dinner that

includes a speech by Rick Townes,
the Vice Chancellor of Student
Activities. The weekend conference

Includes workshops that focus on
four central areas that immediately

affect men of color in their «*pcri-

ence in college: social Identifica-

tion; academic success: surviving

the university; and the future out-

look.

These topics will be presented

through open forums, lectures, dis-

cussions and breakup groups, and

will be facilitated by faculty, gradu-

ate and undergraduate leaders.

The direction of each workshop
will be shaped by the interaction

between conference moderators,

and active participation on (he part

of att the students enrolled.

Another benefit of this confer-

ence Is that it will count as a credit

fat
1 those who are enrolled. Thus,

the conference is immediately
impacting the academic status of
men of color while It tries to pre-

pare them to do h on their own.

"This conference will allow stu-

dents to deal with Issue critical to

their academic advancement and
enable them to change the culture

of UMass.* said lames Callahan,

the executive director of the

CCBMCC.

ROTC marks Vet's Day
with annual all night vigil

By Daniel Fallon

Collegian Correspondent

Clinton list includes budget, tax plans;

student and family concerns also noted

Taking a break from their busy

schedules, students paused for a few

moments yesterday in front of

Memorial Hall as officers and cadets

of the University of Massachusetts

Air Force and Army
ROTC programs held

the annual Veteran's

Day memorial ceremo-

ny.

The event was orga-

nized by Air Force ROTC Cadet lared

Conaboy and Army ROTC Cadet
Steve Niggel.

According to Conaboy, the event

was unique because "the Air Force

and the Army don't usually do things

together, so when we do, it's really

See related

story, page 3

big."

Although approximately 40 Air

Force and Army personal were in

attendance, the number of students

was a quarter of that number.

"At a school like this there are a lot

of people: it's very hard to get the

word out. because it's a very liberal

school," said Air
Force ROTC Cadet
Brooke Foley.

Father Quigley, a

World War II veter-

an, gave the invoca-

tion, adding a touch of humor by por-

traying himself as "the liberator of

most of northern Italy" during the

U.S. military campaign in Italy.

Quigley then turned his remarks to

Turn to ROTC. page 3

By Calvin Woodward
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Now the lOUs from president to

citizen start coming due.

Tax breaks for children, college-bound students and

home sellers top the list of President Clinton's cash-in-

your-pocket promises, alongside commitments to balance

the budget, add police and take some of the sling out of

welfare reform.

The list includes what would essentially be a new enti-

tlement for poor and middle-income families: $1,500 to

pay for a first year of community college or finance a por-

tion of the higher costs of university.

All of that requires approval from a still-Republican

congressional majority, a prospect conveniently over-

looked in the Clinton campaign but a looming challenge

now.

In these searching days after the election, leaders from

both parties are cautious about how they will deal with

each other and what actually might get done and lost.

"You start down the trail and you see how you do,"

Senate Majority Leader Trent Lou, R Miss., said mildly.

Because of Clinton's centrist drift and appropriation of

some GOP themes in the campaign, both parties share

certain goals, including a balanced budget by 2002. tax

relief, continued simplification of government rules and
expansion of charter schools.

Clinton and his defeated GOP rival. Bob Dole, also

joined in supporting the idea of a constitutional amend-
ment on crime victims' rights.

The focus on balancing the books is supported by a

recent record of deficit reduction on both sides and offi

cials have been quick to emphasize that target will hold.

"We've got to balance the budget by... 2002." said

Clinton spokesman Mike McCurry.

More broadly. McCurry says that "on many issues.

Republicans and Democrats see eye to eye."

Still, that does not assure achievement. More than a

year ago. Clinton and House Speaker Newt Gingrich

shook hands to launch campaign finance reform and noth-

ing happened.

Now both parties again promise action, and the final

days of the campaign saw Clinton echoing Dole's proposal

to restrict unlimited soft money and ban foreign contribu-

tions.

Already complications arc rising. GOP leaders have
taken one likely item of dispute with Democrats — ban-

ning the use of mandatory union dues for political action

— and indicated they will make it a prerequisite for

reform.

Similarly on taxes. Clinton and the Republicans both

want cuts but differ so substantially on the size of them
and how they would be paid for that no tax relief can be

assumed at this point.

Clinton would pay for his cuts in part with corporate

tax increases that Republicans would be reluctant to swal-

low. Republicans also complain that Clinton's six-year bal-

anced budget plan is back-loaded — the toughest medi-

cine coming in the final two years, when he will no longer

will be president.

"That's not acceptable to us." said Sen. Don Nickles. R-

Okla., the majority whip. "We are not going to have auto-

matic tax increases in the sixth year to come up with a bal

a need budget."

All such complexities were set aside in the campaign as

Clinton promised great strides in education, selected tax

cuts and a balanced budget, and set out other markers by

which he will be judged eventually.

"We must make two years of college just as universal in

four years as a high school education is today," he vowed.

Among his promises:

SMHH\COU.IOI*N

In observance of Veteran's Day, AFROTC members honored student vet-

erans at a flower ceremony yesterday morning outside Memorial Hall.
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Friday. Nov. 8
lecture — Geoscience Lecture Series presents Dan

Kclknap, from the University of Maine, who will speak on

"late Wisconsin Deglaciation of the Gulf of Maine:

Transition from Temperate Ice Shelves to Calving

Kmbayment" at 3:30 p.m. in room 131 of Morrill II

South.

Party — Zeta Beta Inc., in association with 2friends

promotions, are sponsoring the first annual "Safe Sex

College Parly" at the Student Union Ballroom. Doors

open at 9 p.m. Bring college ID or a condom to receive an

admission discount, information about safe sex and para-

phernalia will be available.

Saturday, Nov. 9
Hooks — |effrey Amherst Bookshop and College Store

piesents two recent Amherst College graduates returning

to autograph their recent hit book, Taking Time Off —
Inspiring Stories of Students Who Enjoyed Successful

BrvaJcj From College and How You Can Plan Your Own.
I amily — Smith College Museum of Art is sponsoring a

family program at the Museum. Learn about Roman gods

and emperors and the making of their sculpture portraits.

Create your own works of art from 10 a.m.-2:30 p.m. The
program is free, and open to anyone at any time during

those hours.

Lecture — "The lewish Community of Saravejo and the

Struggle for Survival" is the title of a presentation by

Glenn Ruga, director of the Hadley-based friends of

Bosnia. The presentation will be at 7:30 p.m. at

Congregation B'nai Israel, 253 Prospect St.,

Northampton. Sponsored by the Tikkum Olam
Committee. For more information, contact Friends of

Bosnia at 586-6450.

Monday, Nov. 1

1

Discussion — GLBT Veterans will gather to discuss

their lives as U.S. military personnel. The Stonewall

Center will sponsor an evening of discussion, film clips

and expert reports on recent court rulings concerning the

U.S. military's "don't ask, don't tell" policy. The event

will take place at 7 p.m. in Herter Hall room 231. This

special evening is open and free to all.

Politics — There will be an SGA Roundtable in

Campus Center room 101 at 7 p.m. For more informa-

tion, contact the SGA offices at 545-0341.

Tuesday, Nov. 12

Informational Session — The Anthropology
Undergraduate Caucus is sponsoring an informational ses-

sion entitled "Getting Into a Grad School" by Prof.

Faulkingham at 4:30 p.m. in Machmer 201. All anthropol-

ogy undergraduates are invited to attend.

lecture — UMass mathematics professor Mel (anowitz

will speak on the effects of mathematics on politics in his

upcoming Distinguished Faculty Lecture, "Mathematics
Collides with Politics: Apportionment of the House of

Representatives." The presentation is scheduled for 4 p.m.

in Memorial Hall.

Meeting — The Asian American Students Association

will hold its next general meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the

Commonwealth Room, located next to the Student Union

Ballroom. New members welcome.

Notices

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from

8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-tree environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information,

call 584-8167.
Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.

Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more
information, contact Milly Dejesus at 546-1083.

Employment — Applications are still being accepted
from work-study students for the positions of office man-
ager and research coordinator for the Canabis Reform
Coalition. If interested, please pick up and application in

room 322 of the Student Union or call 545-1 122 to get

one mailed to you. Call |ohn Lanzerotta at 546-6359 for

more information.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies

is seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen,
IX-pt. of Consumer Studies, 101 Skinner Hall, University

of Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma, 01003. For more infor-

mation, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.

Fall Library Workshops — UMass reference librarians

are offering a series of workshops. November sessions will

include demonstrations of databases and Web sites in

Business (Nov. 12, from 2:30-3:30 p.m.) with Business

Librarian ). Mike Davis; Literature with Literature

Specialist Liz Fitzpatrick (Nov. 18, from 1-2 p.m.); and
the Internet (Nov. 13, from 2-3:30 p.m. or Nov. 21, from
9:30-11 a.m.) with Internet Resources Librarian Emily
Hum. All workshops will be in the Library Instruction

Room, main floor, Du Bois Library. All are welcome,
although sign up is required for the Internet sessions.

Please call 545-6892 to register.

Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange
workshops will be held on the following dates: Thurs.,

Nov 14 from 5:30-7 p.m. in CC room 904-908; Tues..

Dec. 3 from 5:30-7 p.m. in CC room lb5-169.

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final

Examination Schedule will be available beginning Friday,

Oct. 18. Copies will be delivered to students in residence

halls, and will be available to off-campus students in the

Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore).

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are

available to help you find answers to your questions and
concerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health

Education Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more
info) and 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Community Room H-4
North Village; Tuesdays 6:30- 8:30 p.m. in the

International Lounge, Prince House (call 545-2299 for

more info); Wednesdays 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the

Community Room, 411 Lincoln. All conversations are

confidential.

Literature — mOTHERTONCUE, the multilingual stu-

dent publication by the Dept. of Comparative Literature,

is currently seeking submissions for the spring '97 publi-

cation. We will accept original poetry, short stories,

one-acts, international photographs and art work created

by multilingual students. Please submit a copy in English

to the Comparative Literature Dept. in 203 South
College. Rough drafts are acceptable.

Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus meets

every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer 201. All

anthropology undergraduate minors and majors welcome.

Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Lurit" held every

Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right

as you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis

and other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student Union.

For more information, call the ARC office at 5-1925.

New Organization — WICC (West Indian/Caribbean

Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West
Indies or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as

anyone interested in the culture. For more information,

contact Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.

November 6-7-8 10 AM to 4 PM
Q.UNIVERSITY Campus Center Monday-Friday 9 AM- 5 PM

mSTOREft 545-2619 Saturday 10 AM -5 PM
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Bird's Eye View
A red-tailed hawk found itself a comfortable perch above Coodell Hall yesterday afternoon.

It's Back' The 27* Annual It's Huge!
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Remembrance
AFROTC students presented white carnations in honor of war veterans outside of Memorial Hall yesterday morning.

UMass ROTC trains at

nearby Florence Armory
By Andes Fu

Collegian Correspondent

Gore expected to develop role & influence
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By Jeannine Aversa
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The next four years offer Al

Gore a tremendous advantage in the battle to suc-

ceed President Clinton: chance after chance to look

presidential

Gore, who has enjoyed remarkable influence for

a vice president, is expected to have even more
sway in his second term with an eye on the year

2000. For example, the White House's next politi-

cal director almost certainly will have to have
Gore's blessing. And Gore may have a say in

changes at the Democratic National Committee.

"He's already become the most powerful vice

president in history." said White House advisor
George Stephanopoulos. "That can only multiply in

the second term."

Gore sidesteps most questions about how his

second term role will differ from the first, but he
allowed this much about the way he plans to help

Clinton: "No doubt in the second term as different

challenges confront him there will be times when
he will ask me to take on new challenges in helping

him," Gore said in an interview abroad Air Force

Two on Wednesday. "But I don't know what they

will be right now."

Echoing Clinton, Gore said second term priori-

ties include balancing the budget, expanding access

to education through tax credits and deductions,

connecting the nation's classrooms to the Internet,

protecting the environment and ensuring welfare

works under new rules.

"Implementing the welfare reform law in a way
that moves people into good jobs is clearly a very

important part of the challenge in the second
term," Gore said.

The vice president predicted Clinton's proposals

would fare better in the new Congress, which
remains controlled by Republicans. "I think that

we have an excellent chance to build a very differ-

ent relationship this Congress than we had in the

last one." he said.

Even though the two men hardly knew one

another until the 1992 campaign, Gore is now
Clinton's closest advisor next to Hillary Rodham
Clinton.

"The relationship between me and him has been
terrific. Obviously it's even better now than it was
when we started, and I expect that to continue to

grow." Gore said.

Given that close relationship, any problems
Clinton may have in his second term could rub off

on Gore, although he rejects that notion.

"No. 1 don't think so," he said, adding that he's

not worried about his image being tarnished by

allegations of illegal campaign contributions from a

fund-raiser he attended in April at a Buddhist
Temple in California.

Taking an aggressive stance. Gore said the

Clinton administration intends to move ahead on

reforming the campaign financing system.

"I hope that in the aftermath of this election

there will be a willingness on the part of people in

both parties to really address this issue forcefully,

aggressively and meaningfully," he said.

The Army Reserve Officer Training

Corps (ROTC) at the University of
Massachusetts conducted their field

training on Nov. 2 and Nov. J at

Florence Armory.

According to Cadet Commander
William Ramsey, the purpose of this

field exercise is to teach and evalu-

ate all levels of cadets in a tactical

environment. First, introducing the

MS 1 (military science first year)
cadets to military skills while
encouraging them to further pursue
of the program. Second, MS lis and
MS Ills (second and third year
cadets) are familiarized with STRAC
(Squad, Tactic, Reaction,
Assessment Course) and operation
order.

Alpha company, which consists

mostly of first year cadets, were
taught how to assemble and disas-

semble a M-16 rifle. They were
also challenged to a round robin
competition which included two
hand grenade courses, two paint-

ball marksmanship courses, a low
back crawl and a rope bridge
course. Each of these events is

intended to challenge the MS Is to

stretch their physical and mental
capacities.

The Bravo and Charlie companies
(second and third year cadets
respectively) were already acquaint-

ed with STRAC. an imitation of an
actual war mission played out in a

controlled environment. Individual

cadet were given different responsi-

bilities which tested their reaction

and judgment under stressful situa-

tions.

"This field training will enhance
the MS Ills' leadership abilities while

preparing them for Advance Camp,"
said Li. Col. Muldawney.
As this field training indicated, the

purpose of the whole Army ROTC is

dedicated to the development of

future officers within the Army (the

official acceptance of an officer into

the army).

"ROTC builds a person as a

whole, which includes self disci-

pline, and the discovering of one's

own potential," said cadet First Lt.

lames Graham. "ROTC also pro-

vides a sense of direction for stu-

dents who are still unsure about
their life."

First-year cadets were intro-

duced to basic military skills.

Second-year cadets will learn the

basic leadership skills with
third-year students. As for

third-year students, they go
through intensive evaluation which
will help to identify their strengths

and weaknesses. Fourth-year
cadets were given the responsibility

of being battalion leaders

ROTC is not only involved in

building leaders, it also gives a per-

son a chance to take part in the gov-

ernment, and gives women a chance
to discover where their potential

lies.

"ROTC contributed back to this

campus with 130 students who arc

good models," said cadet Major
Charles Moulton. "And brought
back some of the traditions and
prides of this University with
Ranger Challenge competition
nation wide."

"|The| Army defends our national

interest, and where do these leaders

come from?" Major Guelle said.

"The leaders comes from the stu-

dent body of colleges and universi-

ties."

ROTC
continued from page 1

the importance of Veteran's Day and
participation in the memorial ceremo-
ny.

"Remembrance demands more of a

citizen than it demands something
that we are doing right now,"

Cadets then placed six white roses

in front of the Memorial Hall memor-
ial slate. On each side of the slate,

two cadets — one Army and one Air

Force — will stand continuously from
1 1 a.m. Thursday to 1 1 a.m. on
Friday.

Approximately 140 cadets from
both branches will have partici-

pated in the vigil by Friday morn-
ing.

Closing ceremonies are planned for

Friday and will begin in front of

Memorial Hall at 10:10 a.m.
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— A $1,500 tuition tax credit for the first year of post-

secondary education, to be repeated the second year if the

student maintains at least a B average and is not caught

with drugs. It would start to be phased out for family

incomes over $80,000 and eliminated for family incomes
above $100,000.
— For those not taking the credit, a tax deduction of up

to $ 1 0.000 a year for college expenses.

— A tax credit for pre-teen children starting at $300,
rising to $500 and expiring in 2000. Republicans favor a

tax credit for children up to age 18.

— Capital gains tax cut exempting up to $500,000 in

profits for married couples who sell their homes. The
exclusion would be $250,000 for singles. Republicans

favor a broader capital gains tax cut.

— Penalty-free withdrawals from Individual Retirement

Accounts for first home purchases, college tuition, major

medical expenses or during long-term unemployment, and
a doubling of income limits for tax-deductible IRA contri-

butions. Dole largely agreed.

—Expanding work leave for visits to doctors' offices

and
parent-teacher conferences.

— Expanded Internet links to "every classroom" by
2000.
— Expanding the Brady law to prohibit people

convicted of domestic violence from possessing
firearms.

— Continuing a program to help communities hire

100.000 additional police officers.
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For veterans visiting the Wall

Brad

Bern is

The first step is to plan your trip. You must plan it

in your mind, down to the last little detail. The
last thing you need is a surprise. This trip will be

tough enough without having to make other decisions
along the way.

By now, your fears are high. But remember, you have
overcome many obstacles to get this far. Your car is in

good enough shape to make the trip; all the money you
saved in the jar in the bedroom will pay your way; you
have a motel reservation; AAA has sent you the TripTik
with all the maps. Your mind is made up.

Today is your last appointment with

your counselor before you leave on your

trip tomorrow, but you're still wondering
if you can make it all the way to the Wall.

You know you want to, so badly you can

almost taste it. your counselor has helped you all any
outside person can. The rest is up to you.

You plan to leave around noon, which will put you at

the Wall between 10 p.m. and midnight. You have
planned your arrival for the time when the Wall belongs

the vets.

The trip down is filled with thoughts. You worry some
about the feelings that you will have to deal with at the
W all You remember the good times you had with those
whose names are engraved on the Wall. Then you
remember when they died. You're getting closer — time
to gel the maps of Washington out. You're surprised to

realize that the drive has taken less time than you
thought it would: those memories sure made the time fly

by.

You park the car and lock it. The Wall stands in front

of you. Your knees are shaking. Once again, you feel the
fear. Put on your jungle hat and jungle fatigue shirt, and
'Nam is back. Once more, you are part of the days gone
by. As you start down the walk, the statue of three Gl's
appears first. Your first thought is to recon this place,

you must get the lay of the land. As you circle the Wall,
you see the Wall situated low in the ground, a few civil-

ians standing in front of it. and the book of names
inscribed on the Wall. After your third circle, you decide
that there are no surprises here, and you go down
towards the Wall.

It's time to look at the names. You have a pack of
Luckys for Tex in your right hand: in your left hand is a

nip of lohnny Walker Red. which Red asked for before
he died. It is only 25 years late. As the walkway starts to

drop into the angle of the Wall, you feel real cold, then
real scared. Stop and catch your breath, you stand there,

shaking. Relax, tell yourself, relax. As you start to walk
again, the feeling starts to happen. You remember that

everyone you talked to about going to the Wall talked
about it. You are back, they are home: all is starting to

get belter. You begin to cry, silently, real-

izing that this has not happened to you
since your first month in the 'Nam. At the

Wall you have found feelings that were
taken from you.

Things are moving fast now — too fast.

You lean against the wall, tears running down your face,

your knees shaking. Your feelings are indescribable, you
lose all consciousness of time's passage as your mind
races through memories of the war: the guys, the good
limes, the bad times. You smell the gun powder, the
smell of death; you hear the voices of your buddies, the
beating of the choppers int he air. Your head is spinning,
and you need a break. You walk up, away from the Wall,
but you find it real hard to leave. You turn and walk
down the path, pacing up and down perhaps even 20
times. Finally you make it out.

The sun is coming up. and you must find coffee. After
you gulp down a cup of coffee and wolf down a sand-
wich, you decide to sit down and relax for a while. You
find the booth where the disabled vets sell souvenirs,
and ask them about a place to rest. They invite you in to

sit and talk, and you talk. Two hours later, you're feeling

much better, and you head back to see the Wall in day-
light.

As you approach the path, there is a crowd of people
waiting to go in. You decide to stand in line so that you
can take your time and take it easy, one step at a time —
you'll have time to adjust that way. But as you join the
line, people invite you to go ahead of them, showing you
respect that you have never experienced before. It does
feel good.

Brad Bemis is a UMass student.

So, what's new?

I

just want to warn you: this

column has been written
before. How could it not have

been? Everything's already
been said. Everything's already been
done. As far as I can tell, the entire

world is a rerun and we. as humans,
have seen it all before. The show may
have been good the first time around,
but is it really worth watching over

and over again?

Originality has always been a big

issue with me. My earliest recollec-

tions of feeling the need to be origi-

nal, an individual, have to do with
good oi" Walt Disney. See, Disney
taught me. when I was just a wee
lass, that imagination was the most
important thing a person can possess
— or at least that's the lesson I

learned from watching a purple drag-

on called Figment sing to me in

Epcot Center. The ability to be imagi-

native made a person unique, special

in some way. So really, what it comes
down to is that I am not even the

originator of my own desire to be
original and creative.

I've always had this sense that if I

could just find my core and speak
from that, then I could come up with

something that's never been said
before. But is this really the case,

given the fact that our experience as

human beings is necessarily limited?

Is there a "core" deep inside me that

is like no one else's or are we all the

same when the effects of culture and.

generally, external stimuli are nulli-

fied or peeled back like layers of dead
skin? I'm not sure which concept is

more comforting — that I am a

unique individual under all this con-

ditioning or that we are all alike

despite our outward differences.

Personally, because I am a

Disneyfied. rugged. American indi-

vidualist, I think I'll go with the for-

mer.

I don't want to be like everyone
else I don't want to copy anyone —
intentionally or unintentionally. I

don't want to be just a variation on

the blueprint of humanity. I want to

be the only one of my kind because

then it seems there is a purpose for

my existence.

My desire to be my own person has

not made my life an easy one. I was
fairly depressed and antisocial as a

child. Like any kid. 1 wanted to fit in.

to belong, but when I did something

unlike me, something that I knew I

did just to "fit in," I hated myself for

conforming, for lacking the strength

to stand

want to

be taint-

ed by

their
influence on my pure soul. I wanted
to get to the bottom of myself and
live my life from there, and I couldn't

do that with other people telling me
what to do. how to act. how I should

and should not be. what I should and
should not think.

Of course. I failed whenever I tried

to be original, and. not realizing that

complete originality is probably
impossible. I was depressed that I

couldn't free myself from the traps of
culture and biology and angry that I

was not special enough to be original.

In junior high, I wrote stories about

the end of the world with twisted,

ironic endings until I realized that I

was copying Ray Bradbury.

My repulsion toward "following
the crowd" probably, at some point,

bordered on psychosis. I didn't want
to wear what other people wore.
walk the way other people walked,
like the same things other people
liked, read the same books, go to the

same stores, or have the same opin-

ions that other people did. I wanted

to shave my head until it was the cool

thing to do. I liked Pearl |am until

they got huge. Basically, I set out to

stand out. I didn't want to be a fol-

lower.

My farm upbringing and the
amount of hours I worked in the
summer became more and more
important to me because they set me
apart. I didn't want to come to

UMass because there were six other

people from my high school coming
here. I wanted to go into the military

because no one from my all-girls

high school was doing it. but I didn't

want to copy my ex-marine brother. I

wanted to go into agriculture but I

didn't want to copy my father or
brother. The last thing I wanted to do
was become an English major along
with 800 million other people.

But here I am: an English major at

UMass who writes unoriginal
columns for a newspaper and —
yeah, OK — kind of likes Dave
Matthews. Have I learned not to fight

the inevitable? Have I sold myself
out? Have I been whipped?

I've had to make allowances for

the sake of my sanity, but I still crave
ihe same individuality and special-

ness I always have. A little more cyni-

cal than I once was, I've come to

believe that true originality is pretty

much impossible — a belief that is

frustrating and crippling to -an aspir-

ing writer. However, I have also
come to the conclusion that for some
ideas, some actions, once is not
enough. The same story sometimes
has to be retold because you never
know who missed it the first time
around and because even those who
have heard it before could use some
reminding of the lessons it teaches.

Perhaps originality is not something
that erupts from within. Perhaps it

involves working with what you have
in the world — retelling the old tales

in a new way and adding yourself to

them with the telling.

Nicole Cournoyer is a Collegian
columnist.
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Stretching nothing into something

Chris

Stamm

After watching the returns during Tuesday's presi-

dential election. I came to a frightening conclu-

sion. Anything of significant political or social

importance in our nation has to be transformed into a

media circus.

In some instances, perhaps it may be acceptable to

stretch out pointless pseudo-news stories

such as the O.J. Simpson trial. Without
over-analyzed garbage like that, what
would all of the bored people in the world
concern themselves with?

At the same time, the media cannot
simply report on an important event, and this is what
irked me most about Tuesday's election coverage. Instead

of reporting on the returns as they came in. the networks
choked viewers with "projected winners." Ever) r*0 sec-

onds it seemed like |oe Schmo was a shoe-in to win his

race with 60 percent of the vole. However, in small print

at the bottom of the screen, we were told thai this 60 per-

cent was only of the 2 percent of the precincts reporting.

I can see the point of trying to provide the viewer with

the most accurate information possible, but at what point

is the latest information stretched to fill space'.'

As I channel surfed throughout the night, I couldn't

believe all the network gimmicks employed tt« attract

attention. Anchors were surrounded by elaborate let!

with graphics bouncing everywhere. At times I wasn't

sure if I was watching results of the election or a Super

Bowl halltiinc sliou

Perhaps the nod frightening aspect was the fact that I

was sucked into it. I'll admit, ihe first time I saw Harry
Smith walking around his "Cyber Set" with bar graphs

materializing out of thin air, I was impressed. However,
the more I thought about it, I didn't want
coverage of the presidential election to look

like something out of a Nintendo game
I was playing right into their hands.

While the Khiikh in which the information

was presented to the viewer was catchy, it

far out-weighed the actual relevance of the polls they

portrayed. I really don't think the presidential election

was meant to be such a flashy affair.

The numbers and statistics were Hying around at a mile

a minute, to last that anchors could not keep pace with

the data before them.

But I cjuess all of this jusi conies with the territory. If

WB want the moat accurate and up to date coverage of the

wen Id around us, we have to rely on the wonders of mod-
em technology. It all depends on just how the media uses

it.

I can see it now — Dole 2000: 3-D. Now that's a scary

thought.

Chris Stamm is a Collegian columnist.

A few complaints

To the editor:

I am writing in regard to a number
of things I read in the Collegian on
Wednesday, Oct. 30. The first and
foremost of these appears in

Christopher Hasset's opinion column
"Examining Abortion." Here. Mr.
Hasset makes a comparison between

a woman carrying a baby and a per-

son on life support.

The comparison being that termi-

nating a person's life support when
there was an almost certain recovery

with time would be the equivalent of

an abortion. Mr. Hasset calls this an

"inventive point." Inventive, maybe,
but not a valid one. The difference-

here is that a person on life support

often requires only money, equip-

ment and personnel to keep them
alive.

As soon as the person requires any
form of human organs, this is on a

strictly voluntary basis. A mother car-

rying a child must supply everything

to an unborn child (with the excep-

tion of money, that comes later. I

Ever noticed that those people in the

campus center who ask you to give

blood always ASK? There's a reason

for that. Giving away a part of you is

not a requirement, even when it

comes to saving another person's life.

Giving away money to support other

people is required of U.S. citizens,

that's called taxes.

My second complaint with this edi-

tion of the Collegian is with Brad
Davidson's portrayal of the security

at the University Store. Comparing
these security personnel to KKK
members is way out of line. These
officers made a mistake, they falsely

accused an individual of stealing

from the store, and the repercussions

of that mistake are still being sorted

out.

Their reason for making the origi-

nal mistake was not nearly so vile as

to warrant this particular criticism

from Mr. Davidson. They observed

an individual opening a container of a

product sold in their store, taking a

sample from it. and then not paying

for it while exiting the store.

The exact nature of these questions

is another story, but I wasn't there so

I won't comment on how lair or

unfair the "interrogation" was Ms
point is that Mr. Davidson is making

the exact mistake he is condemning

the security personnel of, making a

broad generalization based only

loosely on the facts.

Third, in Bryan Schwartzman's col-

umn about the Jewish population on

campus, he cites two different

sources giving contradictory esii

mates of the size of the Jewish popu

lation on campus. The first source

Letters to the Editor

says that $500 itudcnti or 204 of

the students here are (ewish. A little

math will tell you thai this implies

population of 17.500 students.

The second source says that 1200
or 12'</ of the student population is

lewish. This implies student popu-

lation of 10,000. Mr. Schwartzman
then goes on to talk about the contra-

dictions ol these two sets of numbers.
II he had used I calculator before-

hand, he would have realize that his

sources were contradictory because
they weren't even looking at the same
populations, the first number is

apparently all undergraduate stu-

dents, while the second might be otih

those living on campus.

Alec Lowry
Sylvan

Residence programs
needed

To the editor:

I am writing in response to Ann
Rubinstein's editorial "So much for

diversity" which was published in the

Collegian on October 23. In her arti-

cle. Rubinstein attacks ethnic Special

Interest Residence Programs by call-

ing (he Asian/Asian- American floor.

Native American floor, NUANCE
Program, etc.

The main purpose of residence
programs such as these is not to "seg-

regate or discriminate" againsi the

dominant culture. These programs
attempt to create a safe living envi-

ronment for people who are under-

represented at ihis University. These
are otten the only places on campus
where certain groups are not under-

represented.

At an institution which is 7b per-

cent white, according to Celina
Chan's citing of Caplan College
Information in Oct. 28th's Collegian.

UMass residence life Strives to create

living environments where students

of color (as well as GLBT identified

students) can express themselves.
preserve their cultures and identities

without feeling threatened by the

dominant culture

The programs attempt fo provide a

sale place where students can collab-

orate on projects and discuss issues

which pertain to their communities, a

place where underrepresented groups
ol people can fed they are not alone

Ihese special Inters* floors are a

place lot resources which are not eas-

ily accessible on other parts of cam-
pus lor instance, in Chadbourne.
which houses the Native American
Hoot, there is a Native American
Cultural Center and library located in

the basement. Programs such as these

were demanded by students, they
were created out of need.

Furthermore. Rubinstein's state-

ment, "It is interesting to get a taste

of all different kinds of people out

there." leaves a bad taste in my
mouth. People of color at this

University are not here to whet any-

one's palette. They are not here to

diversify anyone's college experience

They are here to get an education.

Holly Anderson
RA of Native American Floor

Chadbourne

Not so well written

To the editor:

In "Not so well fare," an editorial

on Monday. Oct. 21. Andrew
Trodden wrote that he was for wel-

fare reform. It is true that welfare is

in need of reform, but even the cur-

rent legislation has gone too far. The
key word here is reform, implying an
improvement to an existing system,
as compared to removal of the exist-

ing system, which is what Trodden is

advocating.

What Trodden failed to realize is

that welfare is much more than giv-

ing free money to "single teenage
mothers." the stereotypical welfare

recipient. Welfare is fuel assistance

so that the poor do not have to

freeze; welfare is food- stamps so
that the poor do not starve: welfare is

health-care for needy children,
among other things.

Trodden advocated a government
commission to regulate pregnancy
(Pregnancy Approval Commission,
PAC, Trodden called it) in order to

solve the need for welfare. Besides
being morally wrong and unconstitu-

tional, it would not solve the real

source of welfare recipients. Telling

poor people they are not allowed to

have children will not stop them, and
to say that we would put the children
ot the poor up for adoption to save
the children from abuse is just substi-

tuting one form of abuse for another.
Who is to say that the love of the
poor is worse than that of the rich?

To alleviate welfare, one must find

the real source for welfare recipients

Although the stereotypical welfare
recipient that may pop into your head
may be "the single teenage mother."
she is not the welfare recipient. To
alleviate the teenage mother portion
ol the wellare recipients, we need to

remove what makes the teenagers
want to get pregnant, not jail them
when they do become so. as Trodden
suggests. And to alleviate the unem-
ployed and temporarily unemployed
we need to educate them so they can
St |00S and make their own jobs, as

I am educating myself here so that I

may belter find work in the future.

Nathaniel Angell

Sylvan
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Students head to convention
Brandeis, Tufts host regional college leadership conference

By Sarah J. Kimmel
Collegian Staff

Today 25 delegates from the University of
Massachusetts Hillel will depart for Boston for the bian-

nual American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC)
Policy Conference.

According to |ay Bragg, coordinator for the UMass
delegation to the AIPAC conference, 525 students, rep-

resenting 35 different colleges from Delaware to Maine,
will gather at Brandeis and Tufts Universities for the

Regional Political Leadership Training Seminar
(RPLTS). Schools represented are UMass, Bates, Tufts,

Brandeis, Cornell and Princeton, to name a few. These
students will share ideas, opinions, experiences and
questions about where they stand on American politics

and Israeli-American relations.

This regional convention is comprised of a political

leadership training seminar where students are advised

on how to become stronger Jewish political activists on
campus. The students also take classes in dealing with

antisemitism in the media. The young adults are trained

in how to fight the hatred that they experience on col-

lege campuses and in the real world after graduation.

The students receive accurate information about the sit-

uations in Israel and the Middle East as well.

Training in how to evaluate both national and local

election results and what they mean for United States

affairs, both domestic and international, is provided.

This helps the students to finalize voting decisions as

well as act politically after the election results are in.

The students discuss whether the newly elected officials

will benefit or damage Israeli- American relations.

Also included in the conference is a Shabbaton at

Brandeis, an optional trip to Boston, a cruise around
Boston Harbor and dinner on the Spirit of Boston on
Saturday night.

Steve Grossman, former chairman of the

Massachusetts Democratic Party as well as the past

president of AIPAC and present chairman of the AIPAC
board, will also be attending. Grossman spoke to

UMass students last year at the request of the UMass
Hillel.

Senior Jay Bragg, a BDIC major, is helping to run this

trip for the UMass Jewish Community. Bragg and the

other students attending the conference hope to return

"more focused on the issues." He feels that this trip

gives students the "opportunity to express themselves. It

gives them a voice where they normally would be with-

out one."

This spring there will be an international AIPAC con-

vention in Washington, DC where President Clinton

will speak. For more information contact Jay Bragg at

Hillel.

Changing our perception

Steve

Gold

It was not until this past year that I acquired a firm

understanding of the situation in the West Bank and
Gaza Strip. In order to understand. I had to overcome
years of propaganda that I had been exposed to.

I was brought up in a Jewish household. I was educat-

ed as a lew. I was given abundant information on the

subject of the occupied territories over many years, and
was always encouraged to believe and support the Jewish

viewpoint.

During the same period of my lewish

education, I heard various accounts of the

events in the territories from another point

of view. So many times I heard rhetoric

about the legitimacy of the existence of the

State of Israel. I heard pontifications on
the international conspiracies involving lews and Israel.

I heard calls for the destruction of the "Jewish
Homeland."
And then this year, I attended a discussion on the

Palestinian situation and. for the first time, received

what seems to be facts. I listened to an Armenian man, a

former professor and now consultant on Middle East

affairs, and an Israeli woman talk about the plight of the

Palestinian people in Israel. They discussed roads being

built which isolate one Palestinian village from another,

complete Israeli control over water allocation within the

territories and the economic strife caused by Israeli bor-

der-closings.

This presentation, unlike most, had no special inter-

ests The two speakers presented information from a

humanist point of view, not a lewish or Palestinian, or

Arab point of view. From them, I learned that in order

for peace to be implemented in the Middle East, there

needs to be a purging of special interest and ideology,

there and here. The Palestinian issue is one of human

rights, not fundamentalism.

Unfortunately, such opportunities to receive informa-

tion untainted by personal biases are few. Most exposure

of the Israeli/Palestinian conflict comes through
American media: television, radio, newspapers. As such,

single events (Islamic fundamentalist attacks, Jewish

fundamentalist rhetoric) are picked out and serve to rep-

resent the issue. The focus is on individual safety or

law-breaking; there is no focus on the safety and com-
fort of a whole nation of people or laws

that oppress them.

I have had the opportunity to witness

some of the poverty and squalor of

Palestinians in Jerusalem first hand. And I

had the good fortune to be in Jerusalem

the day Rabin and Arafat shook hands on the White
House lawn. But even though I have seen what Israel

looks like, I, too, have been a victim of misinformation. I

have for so long been convinced that a hand shake

means peace, a bus bombing means Islamic radical and
Palestinians are hate-mongering wretches.

For the past three years, beginning with the signing of

the Oslo Accords, and especially in this past year with

the election of Netanyahu and the "break-down" of the

"peace process," all Americans have been hard-pressed

to consider the situation in Israel and the occupied terri-

tories. Shamefully, most of the information on the sub-

ject which enjoys widespread circulation pits lews

against Arabs, Israelis against Palestinians, causing us to

choose sides — ultimately dividing us.

However, the true nature of the situation — not being

an Arab/Jewish conflict nor a Palestine/Israel conflict —
but one of human rights, assumes that there is no side to

be taken other than a humane one.

Steve Gold is a UMass student.

The facts of the matter

The University of Massachusetts

campus deserves the true facts con-

cerning the situation in the Middle

East in order to deduce accurate

opinion about the peace process and
its implications. Many times the

printed material is skewed, and fic-

titious facts are presented to the

public as truths. Here are some
facts that you may not have known
about Israel and the Palestinian sit-

uation which will help you in under-

standing the ever evolving peace

process that originated in 1992 with

the Oslo Accords.

Some Facts:

• Prior to the establishment of the

State of Israel, 70 percent of the

land in Palestine was British owned,
which then was passed to the Israeli

government under international law

in 1948.
• During the period from 1920 to

1948. 90 percent of the land that

the lews occupied was purchased

from absent wealthy Arab land

holders, or uninhabited land that

was passed over to Israel under
international law.

• In 1944, lews paid between

$J.,000 to $1,100 per acre in

Palestine, mostly for arid or

semi-arid land. According to the

U.S. Department of Agriculture,

that same year, rich black soil is

Iowa was selling for about $110 per

acre.

• Until 1970, the Israeli govern-

ment had a policy of repayment or

replacement for anyone who could

prove ownership of land prior to

1948, only 10 percent of the Arab

refugees took advantage of the poli-

cy.

• A United Nations estimate

Guy

Chayoun

claims that property loss of the lews

expelled from Arab countries after

1948 was 10 times the loss of the

Palestinian Arabs.

• In 1948. any Arab who
remained within Israel's borders

was granted automatic citizenship

including full voting rights and the

right to establish political parties.

The majority of the residents chose

to flee the territory anticipating a

swift Arab defeat of Israel.

• From 1920 to 1948 the Jews
were willing to accept a partition of

the land

that
would
have
granted
them 20
percent of the current size of Israel,

the Arabs refused.

• The Israeli population of 5.5

million (1 million of whom are

Arab) is surrounded by 220 million

Arabs in the neighboring countries,

many of which are still hostile

towards Israel.

• Israel is slightly smaller than

the state of New Jersey.

Some enlightening words:

"If the negotiations reach a dead

end, we shall go back to the strug-

gle and strife, as we did for 40
years. It is not beyond our capabili-

ties..." — Nabil Shaath, Planning

Minister and leading Palestinian

Authority negotiator.

"If I have information about ter-

ror activity in Area B, 1 won't give it

to the Israelis." — Jibril Rajoub,

Head of Palestinian secret policy for

the West Bank.

"When we stopped the Intifada

we did not stop the Jihad to estab-

lish Palestine with Jerusalem as our

capital... We know only one word:

lihad. Jihad, lihad... We are at con-

flict with the Zionist Movement...
"

— Yasser Arafat, Oct. 1996.

"If Israel rejects our demands
there will be a reaction and we have

a 30,000 man armed force." —
Yasser Arafat, June, 1996.

"The Israelis are mistaken if they

think we do not have an alternative

to negotiations. By Allah they are

wrong. The Palestinian people are

prepared to sacrifice the last boy
and the last girl so that the

Palestinian flag will be flown over

the wall, the churches and the

mosques of Jerusalem." — Yasser

Arafat, Aug. 1995.

"Without full Palestinian rights

with a Palestinian state with East

Jerusalem as its capital there won't

be peace... We can't rule out return

to the gun. If Israel can't meet its

obligations the peace will be
destroyed." — Yasser Arafat, April,

1996.

"The struggle will continue until

all of Palestine is liberated." —
Yasser Arafat, Nov. 1995

Hopefully some of these facts and
quotes will allow the University

population to critically think about

the current situation in the Middle

East. People need to question the

Palestinians' true intentions in the

Middle East peace process. I believe

that peace is an attainable objective,

but it is important to know exactly

what is being discussed at the nego-

tiation table, and who is involved in

the discussion.

Guy Chayoun is a UMass stu-

dent.

Shalom
•

This is the first Jewish affairs page of the semester. It was designed as a focus page to complement the

coverage that has been in the news, arte md ed-op sections of our paper. Wem trying to covet fairly

and accurately, different aspects of lewish life on campus, so that we can educate students about the

many facets of Jewish culture. We will also provide forum for students to express their concerns and

points of view about Israel and the ongoing peace process. If you are interested m writing, or have any

suggestions come down to the campus center basement and ask to speak to Bryan Schwamman or

Sarah Kimmel, orcaU them at ihe Coupon at 545-1851,

Through an enlightened ones, education an

CHMAO MOOSl

Students get the opportunity to tour a MiLjvah Tank in Crown Heights, New York at the second International

Jewish Leadership Conference. Right to left. David Kaufman, UMass freshman, Yonah Blum, Chabad House
Director of Programing, Rabbi Levi Baumgarten, Mitzvah Tank Rabbi, Keren Peled, Hamshire college student,

Nancy Peled, Umass graduate student, Esther Kumin, Hampshire College student.

Hillel offers trips to Israel, kosher meals

By Sarah J. Kimmel
Collegian Staff

On your way down North Pleasant Street check out

that big khaki building with a huge picture window out

front. That's the Hillel House and it doesn't say

"Welcome" on the front window for no reason.

The Hillel House is not just a place to attend Shabbat

and holiday services — though the services there are

beautifully run, not only by adults, but by students as

well.

The House offers everything, from kosher meals in

their new kitchen to trips to Israel. Any lewish student

can now get a kosher Shabbat dinner by transferring a

meal off their meal plan for no additional cost.

Unknown to many, the Hillel House offers several one

credit courses that are open to students. Last year a

class included a semester long project that combined
lewish art history and a hands-on mural creation by the

students. Courses next semester include "(ewish
Vegetarianism," "The Sabbath in Kabbalah,"
"Community and Cyberspace" and "Divisions and
Conflicts in Israeli society."

The lewish Living Community (JLC) is made up of.

approximately 20 UMass students who live in the Hillel

House instead ol a residence hall or olhci nil campus
apartment. These itudenU sleep, eat, itnd) and socialize

in the building.

One such student. Adam Huxbaum. a senior sports

management mujor. said he really enjoys living in the

JLC.

"Being at Hillel allows you to feel like a levsMi viu

dent on campus. It allows you to explore JfOUT lewish

roots, meet other lewish students, itudj on campus .m<J

explore your Judaism." he said

Buxbaum also emphasized that Hillel is "a cominunin
where you live with 20 other people, not 300. It's a true

community."
Hillel also helps to sponsor several programs suJi a-

the recent Music of the Holocaust concert and the

upcoming trip to Israel in December. In past years,

Hillel has helped sponsor several speakers like Morris

Dec-, who spoke about unti < Scmitism in America, and

Elie Wiesel and Maya Angelou who spoke before 6.000

students in the Mullins Centei

Next time you --ee that Welcome >ign, don't |um walk

orr"rjy. Walk in andtheck out what's going on inside.

Fantasy and Reality in the Collegian

The following is a statement from the media-watchdog
group, CAMERA (Committee for Accuracy in Middle

East Reporting in America):

Hussein Ibish has been an anti-Israel agitator in the

pages of the Daily Collegian for quite some time. His

columns are invariably filled with inaccuracies,

half-truths and falsehoods The Oct. 22nd full-page

article "Fantasy and reality in Zionist colonial

thought" is ho exception — once again revealing the

author's utter contempt for the facts. Let us examine

the fantasy and reality in Ibish's article.

Hussein claims "virtually the entire Yishuv (lewish

settler community), of all different political stripes,

believed in the principle and necessity of transfer"

and goes on to cite (among others) the heads of the

two major parties of the Yishuv. Vladimir Jabotinsky

and David Ben-Gurion. Ibish's claim is a complete

inversion of the truth.

First of all, the idea of transferring Arabs out of the

future lewish state was proposed not by the Jews, but

by the British. The notion was put forth in the recom-

mendations of the 1937 Peel Royal Commission on
Palestine (see "Rewriting Israel's History," Ephraim
Karsh, Middle East Quarterly, |une 1996).

However, Jewish leaders categorically rejected the

idea of mandatory transfer. Joseph Schechtman, in

The Life and Times of Vladimir jabotinsky. provides

Jabotinsky's response to the Peel Commission's pro-

posal: "He called this 'evacuation prattle... worse
than preposterous: it is. from the Jewish viewpoint,

down right criminal... What an instructive precedent

indeed for Jew-baiters all over the world,' he
exclaimed. "Until now, in our Zionist and Revisionist

propaganda, we always held steadfastly and religious-

ly to the principle that nobody shall be driven out!

We are striving to attain a majority, not to show the

minority the door."

Ben-Gurion was similarly opposed to the transfer

of Arabs out of Palestine, going on record publicly

against transfer just prior to the establishment of

Israel. During the War of Independence, on July 6.

1948, Ben-Gurion gave the following general order to

all IDF units. "DISCIPLINE: Except in actual battle it

is prohibited to destroy, burn or ruin Arab cities and

villages, to expel Arab inhabitants from villages,

neighborhoods and cities, or to evict inhabitants from

their domicile without special permission or explicit

instruction, in each and every individual case, from

the Minister of Defense. Violators of this order will be

prosecuted* (translated by Shabtai Teveth in "The

Palestine Arab Refugee Problem and its Origins."

Middle Eastern Studies, June 1990).

Ibish not only completely falsifies the views of the

Ytshuv's leaders, but he also ignores evidence that

conflicts with his view of present-day Israel. Ibish

laments that "transfer and ethnic cleansing, so deeply

rooted in Zionist history and tradition, remains the

realistic and unspoken fear of every Palestinian living

under Israeli rule." Again, this is an assertion without

any basis in reality. The non- Jewish population with-

in the "Green Line" and in the territories both have

grown dramatically, not declined. The Druzc.
Christian and Moslem population in Israel has risen

from 158.000 in 1949 to 1,01 1.300 in 1994 (Central

Bureau of Statistics, Statistical Abstract of Israel

1995), The total population in the territories has risen

from 966.700 at the end of 1967 to 1.832.800 at the

end of 1993 (approximately 134.000 of which were

Jews). Moreover, if the idea of transfer is so perva-

sive, why did Moledet, the party advocating transfer,

receive only two of 120 Knesset seats in the recent

Israeli election?

Ibish is also wildly inaccurate when he claims that

"during the 1948 war, almost 1.000,000 Palestinians

were expelled from Palestine." The United Nation-.

Mediator on Palestine put the number of refugees at

472;000 (Progress Report of the United Nations

Mediator on Palestine, Submitted to the

Secretary-General for Transmission to the Members
of the United Nations, General Assembly Official

Records: Third Session. Supplement No. I 1 (A\648l.

Paris, 1948. p. 47 and Supplement No. I1A (A\689
and A\689\Add. I. p. 5)).

And were all of these refugees "expelled"? Hardly

Initially those leaving were primarily the Palestinian

leadership. 75,000 members of the Palestinian elite

fled, leading Britain's Chief Secretary lor Palestine.

Sir Henry Gurney. to write "It is pathetic to see how
the... Arabs have been deserted by their leader-

Much of the remaining population subsequently pan-

icked and fled. The Arab Higher Committee, the

National Committees, officers of lordan's Arab
Legion and commanders of the Arab Liberation Army
issued explicit instructions to the Arab masses to

leave, warning that failure to comply would thwart

the Jihad against the lews.

An Arab refugee was quoted in the lordanian daily

Al Dafaa: "The governments told us, 'Get out so we
can get in.' So we got out but they did not get in"

(September 6, 1948). Ibish also ignores the docu-
mented evidence of Jewish efforts to stem the Arab
flight, Golda Meir has recounted her futile attempts

(on Ben-Gurion's orders) to persuade the Arabs not

leave their homes in Haifa: "But they had only one
answer: 'We know that there is nothing to fear, but

we have to go. We'll be back." I was sure that they

went, noi because they were frightened of us. but

because they were terrified of being considered trai-

tors to the Arab 'cause.' At all events, 1 talked myself

blue in the face, and it didn't help" (Golda Meir My
Life).

And of course no mention is made of the leuish

refugee problem: more than 750.000 lews fled or

were expelled from Arab countries hostile to the

new-born Jewish state.

Readers of Ibish's column will notice that he omits

references for many of his citations. Could it be that

he has distorted these quotes (or worse), and does not

want his distortions exposed? If he stands hv his

incendiary charges, let him cite chapter and verse for

ciiv h of them.

In a fabricated stun about the refugee ship, the

Patria. in a Nov 1995 Collegian article Ibish cited a

particular book as evidence, saying "readers are

encouraged to consult'' it CAMERA did exactly that,

and found Ibish to be 100 percent wrong. Ibish

knows he was wrong as well. Why else remain lileni

about CAMERA'l rebuttal in a March Collegian letter

to the editor ' II Ihi.-h can somehow explain his dlstor

Hon of prhnar) sources in the Patria case, let him to

do so. Continued silence will be taken as confirmation

that he cannot

loshua Chadojo is the Research Coordinator for

CAMERA
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Juliet a triumph
By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

ROMEO & HUM
Directed by Baz Luhrmann
with Claire Danes, Leonardo

DiCaprio, Pete Postlethwaite

Playing at Mt. Farms Theater

"Interpretation" can be an ugly
word when applied to Shakespeare.
Whether it's Measure for Measure
filled with modem-day whores and
pimps, or Richard III as a fascist

tyrant in a fictional I930's England,
the idea of someone taking a time-

less classic and putting their stamp
upon it initially smacks of egotism
upon the part of the interpreter.

However, interpreting
Shakespeare has always been natur-

al in our lives. Both live productions

and films have to cut from the origi

nal text in order to trim the running

time. For example, if every word
was said from Hamlet, the length

would be over four hours. Stalwarts

with that kind of endurance can
look forward to Kenneth Branagh's

take on that moody Dane in a few
weeks.

The new Romeo & luliet by direc-

tor Baz Luhrmann (Strictly

Ballroom) goes beyond simply cut-

ting for content. Luhrmann moves
the play from the Italian Verona of

past to a fictional modern-day

Verona Beach which looks like a

neon Mexico City on crystal meth,
but where everyone speaks English.

What sounds like a silly idea
should make a silly movie, but
Luhrmann insists on infusing the

scenes with a garish iconography
that works: neon crosses line the

nave of Father Laurence's church,
the Virgin Mary grins from the han-

dle of Tybalt's handgun (the word
"sword" etched on the side), Juliet

is dressed as an angel at her clan's

costume party.

The modern sensibilities go far

beyond sticking a cross on every-

thing, though. Shakespeare's origi-

nal chorus is now spoken by a TV
anchorwoman as those fateful

words flash upon the screen: "Two
households, each alike in dignity..."

The first five minutes are a dizzying

array of editing and loony stunts
that are remniscent of Desperado.
Robert Rodriguez's gun-blazing
sequel to El Mariachi. filled with
unbelievable stunts that are still riv-

eting.

Leonardo DiCaprio does an ade-

quate job keeping up with the lan-

guage, but he still looks like he's

wearing an uncomfortable tic the

whole time. His contributions lie

with his pretty looks and his ability

to look more manic than any other

teenager acting today.

The strongest point of Romeo &

A braver, newer cowboy
By Bradley Skaoght
Collegian Staff

PHOTO COlWUSr Of TWlNTIIIHC!NTU«V(OX

Leonardo DiCaprio in "William Shakespear's Romeo and luliet"

luliet comes unquestionably with
Claire Danes as Juliet. Danes con-
tinues to be the most exciting young
actress working today. Since her
arrival into our collective lives as

Angela Chase, the down-trodden
teenager on ABC's 'My So-Called
Life." all Danes has ever needed to

do is cry to send a chill down her

audience's spines. B+

Murphy's Law, Agnostic Front to play in December

If there is a reigning king of coun-

try music, then his palace lies far

from the slick assembly lines of

Nashville. Instead he resides in the

whispery fiatlands of west Texas —
a place that has given birth to some
of country music's most innovative

and exciting artists, not the least of

whom is (immie Dale Gilmore.

Touring in support of his breath-

taking new album. Braver Newer
World, Gilmore will bring his beau-

tiful voice and incredible collection

of songs to the Iron Horse on
Sunday Nov. 10. and it promises to

be one of the most exciting shows
this year.

Those unfamiliar with Gilmore's

work will probably not recognize his

name from country radio or TNN.
Gilmore is an outsider — one of the

many great west Texas musicians
who have managed to re-invent and
re-invigorate country music (some
of the others include |oe Ely, Terry

Allen and Robert Earl Keen Jr.)

despite a lack of commercial airplay.

Gilmore's recording career began
back in the early '70s when he and
some fellow Lubbock, Texas, friends

(including |oe Ely and Butch
Hancock) formed The Flatlanders. a

group who saw one single and an

album disappear without a trace (the

album has recently been reissued by

Rounder Records as More a Legend
Than a Band). After that Gilmore

disappeared from the recording
industry for almost 1 5 years, appear-

ing only in the songwriting credits of

artists who remembered the wonder-
ful songs he had penned.

Gilmore's recording comeback
began in the late '80s with a couple
of records for Hightone, the same
label as his old friend )oe Ely. The
records were far from perfect, but
they reintroduced the world to
Gilmore's amazing talent and led the

way to After Awhile, a breakthrough
album that won the praise of critics

and country fans alike, topping most
of the year end top 10 lists. The fol-

low up. Spinning Around the Sun,
failed to capture the magic of After

Awhile, but Braver Newer World
more than made up for it.

Produced by T-Bone Burnett, and
featuring such musicians as |on
Brion, |im Keltner and Greg Liestz,

Braver Newer World is a sprawling,

awe inspiring masterpiece — a per-

fect marriage of Gilmore's lonesome
wail and Burnett's genre hopping
arrangements. Gilmore has always
claimed to be far more than just a

country musician, and Braver Newer
World amply demonstrates the
diversity and immensity of his talent

— a talent that will be a grace to the

Iron Horse stage, and blessing to all

the true country believers in the

audience.

limmie Dale Gilmore performs at

the Iron Horse Music Hall Sunday-

night at 7 p.m. Tickets are $16.50.

The show is all ages.

On Tuesday night I had the great

pleasure of witnessing Avail play at

the Middle East. The band was great

but what really struck me was how
amazing the crowd was. Everyone
sung along, kids danced and respected

each other and people were actually

interested in meeting each other— a

fine example of what a positive hard-

core scene can be like.

For people in the area on Monday
night at midnight, check out the Neato
Punk Rock show hosted by Mellissa

Emmerit on WMUA. While the show
leans to the poppier side of things, she

mixes in enough hardcore to keep
things interesting.

• Chamberlin/ Old Pike split

7-inch on Doghouse — I loved Split

Lip, I like Chamberlin. I love R.E.M.,

I love the packaging on this

That said, this release fla

sucks. Old Pike try to be a

southern version of

REM. and fall flat

on their faces.

"Magnetic 62nd" the

first Chamberlin song

(which is also on the Anti

comp) is an amazing emo-
tional song that gives me
chills and a sense of nostal-

gia. The B-side is an acoustic

song that was recorded in a

bathroom and should have
been left there.

• Baby Gopal S/T on
Victory — This is not hard-

core, this is not even remote-
ly related to hardcore and

7-inch,

t out

Northampton fl&trology
psychic fading*

by Vandela

Astrology

Aura Cleansing

Palm Reading

Tirol Cards

Crystals

200 Main St.
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this should not be on Victory Records.

I love female fronted bands
but Baby Gopal make

j^"-^^ Ashes and Samuel
look like the Cro-

Mags. This stuff is

better left to major
labels and MTV.

• Damnation
Misericordia 10" on
lade Tree — Well at

least this release is hard-

core — the newer kind

of hardcore. A lot of
people compare these

guys to Negative FX and
bands of their ilk

because this is angry
and loud. On this

release it is more fitting

because it is less metal than their full

length. On the other hand the songs
are too long and 1 have trouble believ-

ing life is that hard and depressing for

a bunch of middle class, white, subur-

ban kids. What happened to PMA? It

also includes five live songs that have
surprisingly good sound quality.

with Adam
Plugacz

• On Dec. 14th at the Wetlands, in

New York, is the Agnostic Front
reunion show. While I generally frown
on bands getting back together to gain

respect (money) this is one I'm look-

ing forward to. Besides the fact that

Agnostic Front is one of my all time

favorite bands, all of the members
have been involved in recent projects

showing that they never turned their

backs on the scene. Plus it will proba-

bly be one of the most active, crazy,

crowds at a show in a long time.

• Murphy's Law will be playing

Pearl Street on Dec. 6th. Opening up
arc Fast break, an amazingly fun and
energetic posi-core band from
Connecticut. It's nice to see the above
two bands who have different views
playing together.

• The new issue of Change Tine is

out and as usual it is one of the best

reads available. Finally a 'zine that is

not afraid to speak its mind.
• Attention local bands and anyone

involved in the scene — if you have
demo's, 7-inches, zines, shows or any-

thing that you would like mentioned.

COUHTISY KOS (NTWAJNMfNT
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'Let's talk about sex baby"
Cocoa Chanelle, D) of the hip hop group King of Swings will turn

up the music at the 1 st annual Safe Sex College Party tonight. The
party begins at 9 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. Tickets are $5
with a college I.D. or proflaxtic, $7 all others.
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Tuva delights with its unique music
World music is a tricky category. What exactly makes a

piece of music fit into this particular genre? It's not the
style—innovative, new-wave dance music from Morocco
and traditional folk music from Ghana are both marketed
as world music. There's a strong ethnocentric bias in using
the world category—basically, anything
that's not from the U.S. goes in it.

However, even some styles from the

United States, for example Cajun, are
classified as World rather than Folk
music. So we see that the category itself

is a bit nebulous, and easily subject to

criticisms. However, almost anyone who
is handed a CD will agree on whether or

not to classify it as world, and so we do
have a category which is for the most
part agreed on.

1 will try to keep these questions in mind, while using the

term "world" for the time being.

Creating music is a basic human trait, and the variety of
music that springs up across the earth is fascinating. The
music of Tuva is especially interesting. Located between
Eastern Russia and Northern China, Tuva has a history of
rich influences, including Buddhist and shamanic chanting,

Russian folk music, and more recently, western musics like-

blues and rock.

The basic traditional style of Tuva remains the hoomei,
or throat-singing. In this singing, the vocal cords are tight-

ened in such a way that the singer can create several notes

simultaneously. In this way. a single singer can learn to

voice a note, its fourth, and the octave above the note.

Within hoomei there are a number of more specific

styles. Sygyt has traditional descriptions such as "the song

of birds." Hoomei proper has three to four notes sung, with

the mouth rounded and the tongue moving to create the

melody. This style's sometimes described as "wind swirling

among the rocks." Kargyraa involves making tones an

octave below the fundamental and is

compared to the sound of a mother camel

who has lost her child.

These basic styles can be embellished

in numerous ways: trills produced on the

lips, hoomei sung with the mouth closed,

pulsating the throat, etc. For an idea of

what hoomei sounds like, think of the

oscillating tones made by an air- condi-

tioner or someone tuning a guitar. It's

amazing that these notes are all produced

by a single human throat.

Tuvan music is further complemented by an array of

native instruments. The igil is a two-stringed fiddle, the

limhi a type of flute; byzaanchy is a four-stringed fiddle

whose bow is locked between the strings, and the doshpu-

luur is a Tuvan banjo. The most popular percussion comes

from the dungur, a hand drum used by shamans.

For anyone interested in learning more, the Tuvan band

Hun Huu Tuur has a number of CD's out on which they

perform in many of the various styles of Tuvan music.

There are also several Tuvan various artists CD's. Ralph

Leighton has also written a book, Tuva or Bust, about his

experiences seeking out Tuva and its music during the diffi-

cult Cold War era. when Tuva suffered under great repres-

sion.

Dan Bodah is a Collegian columnist
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MEDIUM CHEESE PIZZA
TOPPINGS 9.99 EXTRA
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Sunday, November 17, 1996

VIFEMMES
John M. Greene Hall

Smith College

c
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with
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P.H.

Tickets Available at Tickets Unlimited, For the

Record in Amherst, Northampton Box Office &
Ticketmaster.

water polo volleyball
continued ftom page 10

do, and I'm confident that they can step it up."

The volatile down-low scoring trio of Brian Stahl

(68 goals), Aldo Roman (19) and J.C. Umardo (21)

will be looked upon to carry the scoring load, but also

to be more consistent in staying out of foul trouble,

and keeping themselves in the water with intelligent

play.

Freshman Rich Slingluff leads the Minutemen with

89 quarters played, appropriate considering he was
tabbed to take up the majority of the slack for the loss

of Marc Staudenbauer, last year's most durable player.

Slingluff has had an impressive all-around inaugural

campaign. The youngster out of Navy country
(Annapolis, Md.) has become a consistent scoring

threat for UMass notching 28 goals, a mark that ranks

him third on the team behind Stahl and Gabriel
Marrero (41). Slingluff has eight assists on the year

and has recorded a stellar .583 shooting percentage.

"It's been difficult this year to get the team function-

ing as a unit." Yarworth said. "I've done all I can; it's

up to them now."

continued from page 10

La Salle's only A- 10 victo-

ry came against St

Bonaventure in five games on

Oct. 19. Its only other win
also came at home — another

3-2 win, over Loyola (Md.)

two matches earlier.

On Tuesday. UMass (21-7,

9-4 A-IO) beat intrastate

rival Harvard in three straight

games. 15-9, 15-2. 15-5.

Freshman Sarah Walters and

(ill Meyers combined for 27

kills and only two errors in

49 attempts (.510). Meyers
leads the team with a .325

hitting percentage. Senior
outside hitter Dionne Nash
added 10 kills with only one

error.

"We started off slow

against Harvard." Pearce
said. "But eventually we were

able to get things going. This

weekend we're going to try

and build from where we left

off Wednesday night."

Minutewomcn Notes:
UMass is hoping a certain

trend will continue. It is 12-1

at Curry Hicks Cage this sea-

son... It's 14-3 in three-game
matches... UMass is 2-2 in

five- game matches, 3-1 on
neutral sites... at every
UMass home match, there's a

50/50 raffle, with winning
tickets that enable the holder

to walk out onto the court

and try to serve a volleyball

over the net, and hopefully

onto a respective prize.

hockey women s soccer
continued from page 1

and we'll have to work strong against those defense-

men to win."

The key though is still finding a way to stop the

Wildcats, as coach Dick Umile's teams have a reputa-

tion for a wide- open style of play led by quick for-

wards.

Few were stunned when the plans for UNH's new
Whittemore Center included a larger rink to amplify

this advantage that UNH holds over most teams.

"This is a good offensive machine," Mallen said.

"They have five very good forwards (Mowers,
Boguniecki, Nickulas, Nolan and |ason Krcg]. They
play very well defensively too.

"We're going to have to get some quality shots on
goal and play tight in our defensive zone against UNH.
The key is trying to stop their top five guys, and keep

some pressure on (UNH goalie Brian] Larochelle."

UMass will look to its second and third lines to pro-

vide consistent support of its top line of Tom Perry,

Rob Bonneau and Warren Norris. Depth should be a

factor in how this weekend's series plays out, with the

bulk of UNH's offense coming from its top two lines.

Fourth line matchups will go a long way in determin-

ing this weekend's winners.

Minutcman Notes: The UMass hockey office is

doing its part to make its tickets more accessible to

UMass students. In addition to regular pickups with a

valid activity card at the Curry Hicks Cage box office,

UMass hockey tickets can now be picked up at the

table in the Campus Center concourse and Tix in the

Student Union, in addition to the Mullins Center box
office, before each game.

football
continued from page 10

that leaving Jeff in the game would affect his confi-

dence. But Jeff is our quarterback."

The Minutemen wrap up the 1996 season next

Saturday when traditional rival UConn comes to

Amherst. Game time is scheduled for 12:30 p.m.

continued from page 10

William & Mary (1-0), upset then-No. 10 Virginia (2-1), and tie

No. 10 Wisconsin by a score of 2-2 in last weekend's University

of Kentucky Invitational.

GW coach Shannon Higgins-Cirovski has had more than her

schedule to thank for her team's success: she has the Vogcl sis

ters, midfielders Tanya and lennifer. Tanya leads the team in both

goats (12) and points (25) scored this season, with Chemar
Smith second with 22 points (9g, 4 a). Traci Jensen ( 1 .40 GAA)
has had former Minutewoman Skye Eddy assisting with her goal-

keeping, so the UMass coaching staff knows GW will be pre-

pared for a close game.

"|Cirovski| has a good class of kids who arc now older, and

more mature, and a goalkeeper who can win games for them
with her acrobatics," Rudy said.

Chamides agreed.

"GW has one of the better two fronts that we've seen through

the course of the season, and combined with their two front is a

strong cast, with the Vogel sisters in the midfield," Chamides
said.

At the end of this weekend, both teams will have their own
respective postseason fates in their hands. The championship
game on Sunday versus either Dayton or Fordham will be impor-

tant in itself, but admittedly, this will be the game of the week-

end.

For Rudy, he sees his team on the bubble of the bubble for

NCAA's. The importance of this weekend's success for both

team's stands in the here and now, but down the road, it is

important for both teams, and their conference.

"If they beat us, they are in for sure, and if they don't, there is

a question," Rudy said. "They might make it, they might not. We
hope like heck, regardless, that we both make it, because that is

the only way the NCAA selection committee is going to take our

conference seriously if we get more than one team in.

"So. we're really the A-10's ticket for the future. We almost

have to do it this year before we go to the full 1 1 team schedule

next year, which will really reduce the overall strength of team
schedule."
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AUTO FOR SALE
1981 Oldsmobil« Delta 88 sedan

$500 Call for more information

5490564

85 Toyota :<•! pickup truck »cab
ii BO Call evenings 665

93 Mitiubishi Ming* LS 49k

no, excel

ution $7800 or B/0 253-

1657 Bill

EMPLOYMENT
Abt Telephone Research Center

Mtes for interesting

part-time telephone assignments to

collect data on a variety of research

topics Absolutely no selling

involved Computer/typing skills

required Flexible hours Monday-
Friday Spm-Hpm Saturday 11am-

5pm and Sunday 12pm-5pm and

5pm- 10pm Must work a minimum of

20 hours per week Start at

$5 25/hour with paid training and

, 'o $7 00,'hour Conveniently

located m the new Venture Center.

ndes on nearby bus lines

ted candidates please call

'607 An equal opportunity

»er

EMPLOYMENT
Hiring Change Ovar labor '

Mullins Center It S $5 25/hr Must
be able to work nights and week-
ends Applications available- 2nd

LAST CHANCE
Legal Assistants Wanted
November 15th is the last day to

apply to the Student Legal Services

Office about a Spring 1997
Internship! Get hands-on experience

m the Legal field Work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experi-

ence m the legal profession

required

—

training is provided

Contact Legal Services today 545-

1995. 922 Campus Center

Taco Bell Now hiring for late night

weekends Apply in person at

DairyMart on Triangle St

ASIAN/EUROPEAN EMPLOY
MENT live m Prague. Budapest.

Tokyo etc teaching simple conver-

sational English No teaching back-

ground or languages necessary Call

191919681164

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
- Apply now for summer All sea-

sonal positions open Rafting Co
and Dude Ranch jobs also available

Call 919-968-1 164

EMPLOYMENT
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed' Entry level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services (206) 971 -3600 ext R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to $25$45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan, Taiwan. S Korea No teach

mg background or Asian languages

required For info call (206) 971

3570 Ext J50016

FOR RENT
For Rantll 4 Bdr Apt m Alpine

Commons starting June 1st to Aug
31st with fall option Heat, air condi-

tioning, electricity, water included

About $271 per room Call 253-4837

Ask for Greg or Tara

FOR SALE

Men's Movado Watch Excellent

condition, costs $750 new, sell for

$200 or B/0 546-2501

1995 Mongoose Alti with rock

shox Silver 14" frame Brand
new. will make a great x-mas gift

$400 or B/0 Call 584-3473

FOR SALE
Almost brand new Simmons

. H est Twin Bed Set Paid

$430 $200 or B/0 665 4349

Computer- P90 15" Color monitor,

4xCD 16MSB32w/spks Call 6-7234

Floppies- 35 & 525 IBM/MAC
Formatted used disks 100% error

free Guarantee Pennies per disk

Call John at 546-6963

Reward for return .1 brown cow-
boy hat lost along Rt 9 or in

Northeast Area on Fri Nov 1 Please

call 549-9961 if found

Lost- Set of keys on UMass bottle

opener Key ring set contains 4 or 5

keys incl I black car key Please call

6 2670 Thank you

MISCELLANEOUS
New Metabolism Breakthrough
Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $V.

800-776-9503

MISCELLANEOUS I ROOMATE WANTED
Rental Problems
your lease/security deposit deduc
t ions 7 Questions about
subletting/assigning leases'
Questions about the condition of

youi new house or apartment'
Contact the Student Legal Services

122 Campus Center 545
1995

PERSONALS

Tu the Collegian Slaft-

We're halfway through

the semester and you guys are doing

a great job There's still five more
weeks though so keep it up 1

Jacob

Hi Shawnl You are more important

than any talk show Thanks for being

so sweet Luv- your si

Jenny and Am- Hey crazy girls You

are the most rockm roomies 1 Love.

Beesh

ROOM FOR RENT
Seeking roommate 'or 4 Ddrm apt

in Northampton $300* Call Karla

585-8629

Spring Semester One roomate

ment. single room 549-6048

SERVICES
SPELLING COUNTSI #1 way to

.our GPA Paper typing &
iding Quick & inexpensive

Call (4131 549-7484

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade' In house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

Pregnant? Need help' Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549 1906

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida Best

prices, best pari - GROUP DIS
COUNTS Space is limited For free

brochure CALL TODAY (800)959 4

SUN

Spring Break and other travel

Special rates for students Inside NJ
call (201)533-0300 Outside NJ call

(800)699 49B8

TRAVEL
TRAVHTIME has great deals I

group and individual navel plans

Call Corinne 587-301 1 413 781 6150

Kilhngton Ski House needs house-

mates $500 00 lor the em
son 549-8924

WANTED

Ron 253-7983

Needed Rigorous Bibliography n
Book List for Statistics 1 1 1 School of

Continuing Education Course Will

pay $100 00 or more- Neg Call

(413)549 -12/1

MODELS WANTED FOR
FASHION SHOW

Flava Boy Productions is looking

tor female models for an AIDS bene

tit fashion show to be held at the

end of November To sign up for an

interview please contact us AS A P

at 253 6623 10 Cents

per word

RC1 T AdC?

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20<£ per word/day

All
others

40ct per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.
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Standard Headings
Activities Musicians

Announcements Miscellaneous

Apartment For Motorcycles

Rent Personals

Auto For Sale Room For Rent

Employment Room Wanted
Entertainment Roommate Wanted
For Sale Services

Found (2 days Summer Sublet

Free) To Sublet

Happy Birthday Travel

Houses For Rent Transportation

Instruction Wanted to Rent

Lost Wanted

CROSSWORD
1 2 1 4

1

5 1 7 8 §

1

«r 11 IS ir

14 ,,

17 ,. "

20 WM22 23

24 25 26

27 28 29 Ti 31

33 34 36

37 38

40 r {^42

43 44 n
46 48 49 50

52 53 * 55

56

I

" 58

1

59

60 ., 62

6 3 64 65

ACROSS
1. Hankenng

S. Cessation

10. Dragon from

Honalee

14. Sounds from the

bleachers

15. Admiral Byrd book

16. Edom
17. Kmof-Huhr
18. Syracusan pardoned

by Dionysius

19. Comic Foxx

20. Process suffix

21. Potato holders

22. Put away
24. Got cozy

26. Winter's Tate lord

27. Gents

28. Motivating

32. Muggy

35. Actor Eastwood

36. tin Tin

37. Musical composition

38. Boutiques

39. Barnes canine

nursemaid

40. Distress signal

41 . Calculus remover

42. Actor Robert

43. Recorders

45. Wrath

46. Prepared to gotf

47. CNmbers

51 Dresser drawer

54

55

56

57

59.

60.

61

62.

63

64

65.

Enticement for a

trout

Paleo s antonym

Honolulu bowl

a Gershwin

tune. " 12 wds.)

Gavel-banging word

Sun god
Study aids

New Years Eve
author

Ninny

Poet Edgar

Creates edging

DOWN
1. Rich Man. Poor Man

author Shaw
2. Lake near Dormer

Pass

3. Detective Charlie

and lamily

4. White House

monogram

5. Chatterley and

Windermere

6. Large African

antelope

7. Jones and Sawyer
8.

. due, tre

9. Retirees' concerns

10. Eva and Juan of

Argentina

11. Employer

12. Lose freshness

13. Bugs Bunny's dupe
21. Ran
23. All (French)

25. Is Spinal Tap

(Rob Reiner film)

26. Spigot leaks

28. At
,

(puzzled)

(2 wds
|

29. Rafsanjani's land

30. Girl (Spanish)

31

.

Annoying fry

32. Engine tube

33. Above

34. 'Night . Fair

35. Augmented sixth, lor

one

38. Raining ice

39. "Joyeux" follower

41

.

For nothing

42. Mild expletive

44. Clear gas

46. Most slick

47. Oriental rice liquors

48. Gay
49. Fired up again

50. Jerks creations

51. Food fish

52. Sedan, e g
$3. Clydesdale sound

54. Quick meal

58. 'Hello Mary

$9. Collection

II'. MtmocnuMlli

DAILY COLLEGIAN
New tnglond* Urge*! Collage Doily • founded in 1890 • Doily Since 19*7

http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

Personals Policy
1. All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance o( the < lassified.

2. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions .ire fol

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are
not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose . ,i

harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.
7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals se< -

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, advei
tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.I)

number of the student placing the as tilled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license Rnd
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any pet
sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accoi
dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth oi
Massachusetts.

ARIES
March 21 -April 20
Pa us on building up jrour lavtraji

There could be a i.unv il.iv ruining up.

and bring preparer! r.irlv is vuur Ik-m

c ourac m| ,h unn iioni i, ill under •>

•.h.iilow perm i barm there could

be .in iilitriui motive at work—and a

had) one, .n thai

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

You dun't have to tell everything you
know, even II samrrmr asks And this

week In particular silence would be

the besl c OU n Fear Is a

Ureal motivator hut it also paralyzes

Think your options tnrouftl anil then

i.ikc action

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Gear up for a busy week Get down
ii> business and you'll beal a tight

deadline. Don't be shy In asking for all

the relevant information, either Next

time, plan ahead a little further, and
your performance will be even more
Impressive.

CANCER
June 22July 22
Ask lor financial advice before you
start a new savings program. Avoid

the temptation to go on a spending

spree—leave the plastic at home An
older friend has some wisdom to share

about a problem that's been troubling

ton

LEO
July 23-August 23

ii besl during an

unplanned meeting a raawnMi

reason sparks your interest In a new
wav You might waul to make a

( nmiiillmenl — it's a good time lor that

A mutual admiration sociely gives you

a chanC* lO do more than talk

VIRGO
August 24 September 22
You rt liKiiloosi and l.nicy frrr this

week—mundane tasks liolil no

Interesl lor you II deadlines loom.

give vouiscll | stiu i lime frame for

being Irresponsibli and c airlrcc -then

iv II to -an k to II It's hard.

hut vnu may he Inspin A

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
It'l impossible to keep all jrout Optioni

open this week, so reetgTJ \ouisHl

to the fart that you niusi make .1

del ision and then do 11 Dm
made, don t li*ik bat k So mid
l'iii -ssmg vuiirselt would risk all the

prqgreaa you've made b

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
A pleasanl tone In four uni c will

sugarcoat even the biltensi pill Be
•try dear, both to youraeM and to

others, alxiut whal vou espa I and
youi be happy with the outi nine

Extend a deadline ,. more
time1—focus on rin.ihtv not quantity

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

A burdensome siiuaiion won
until you take dci isivc ai Hon I'lan I

reward for yoursell lot alter vou do

something particularly dilln nil lrc.it

yourself and a friend to mm,
Just take time to talk with MB
you miss very mm h

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Although right now it teels Ufc

havegol 11 all, its impoitani ih.n von

deal neglect the leelmgs ol aameui lC

close to you. Especialh

busy at work, vou i mild lie I^MTtHj
some fairly serious i ncs lm attention

Someone close to you giv

advta that is perttnenl to \ i lob

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18
Don I give up vour goal-, i n-s| ai

to I small srthaik lnstr.nl facta on
the obJecrJvea that lead to rout goah
V iay In dm- lm | dillli nil less,,,,

Iht more open \"ii are lo fUga
the better off you II be.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
EM k to lamliv when il % i,,

ilisi usslng pei sonal ajatt

Aiiiiough ii s ternpting to ban rout

soul elsewhere. Ilns week il would l»

a bad Idea Slav mil ol (he llmellghl

someone i mild grow even DM
eiivimis than thej already are

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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Always Wanted One of Those By A Morse & S. Dumas Robotman By Jim Meddick
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PREPARED
FOR VIOLENT
REACTIONS
FPC»A
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kENTITY '

BIWR WAS V0«\IT1N6 AKP
ROTATING HER HEAD 360*
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan

icAN'T&aiEAienoujige
Bt£r4 66WAvlNG ALL hjrXK

Dilbert By Scott Adams

uJWMDlDlTL^TOKiea
UPTOPROft'^OR
dferVOLn r4&£D TO RE-
GAtMMWOlGNITW! I'LL

r*%TW6EKAMONNW

ABILITY .' ' ,~> N^

Essa^ qoeenon

.

i.) Explain the pro-
vieiioneor'the
Lend- Lea5e Act.

a-9

ITWlNKMOU^rCiOLD
60 TAKETHE EXAM, MOu)

Frumpy the Clown Judd Wlnick

fAEN WHO UNDER6TAN0
TECHNOLOGY ARE THE NELO

SEX SVfA&OLS. YOUR
ONLINE PERSONALS AO
5HOULD EMPHASIZE

YOUR TECH-

NICAL
PROUESS

v>

HOU ABOUT "LOOMMG
FOPn GOOiAAN LOHO LIKES
MOONLIT WALKS SO
I'LL HAVE fAORE TIIAE

ALONE LOITH rAY

COMPUTER"''

ANO "rAUST LIKE TO

DANCE" THAT'S SO I

WON'T GET A FLABBY,

UNCOORDINATED
APPLICANT

DON T CALL THEtt

"APPLICANTS" ON
THE FIRST DATEII I

8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

DtO (Oo EVER &CT TffjCKED

'
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My oldest brother Tito was a

socialist in college. He used to

share all his clothes and records

with me. He had hope for the

working classes all over the world. I

was not sure what he was talking

about, but I do know he was really

a good guy. He said he was also in

favor of democracy for those little

countries and he didn't understand

why it hadn 't happened yet.

Nowadays, he seems kind of
lost except when he goes to the

Communists Anonymous meetings

at the Unitarian Church on Monday
nights.

Ah, well.... it's back to

the books and libraries again.
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Hey—that a sandy loam or a loamy
sand ya got there, soil boy?

mums knows his dirt

Quote of the Day

u
Don't vote-
It only encourages the

bastards.

Bill "Spaceman" Lee

99

Night
Graphics

Joke of the Day

Q
How many feminists does it

take to change a lightbulb?

A:

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 343-2626 for more information

Franklin

LUNCH
Mesquite Chick. Sand.

Hot Beef Sand.

Scrod Sand.

DINNER
Breaded Chick. Tenders
Stuffed Shells/Sauce

1/4 Pound Burger

1/4 lb. w/cheese

Hampden
LUNCH

Hamburger/Roll

Grilled Cheese
Scrod on a bun

DINNER
Breaded Chick. Tenders

Stuffed Shells/Sauce

Worcester

LUNCH
Hamburger/Roll

Raditore/Tomato Sauce
Harvest Burger

DINNER
Breaded Chick. Tenders
Veggie Gumbo Cass.

Pastabilities

Half Time Deli

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger/Roll

Krabby Cake Sand.

Raditore/Tomato Sauce
Harvest Burger

DINNER
Breaded Chick. Tenders
Pineapple Ham Steak

Veggie Gumbo Cass.

Pastabilities
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Perfect field hockey garners tourney's top seed Women's soccer postseason riding on weekend
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

MlmK husetts-Temple.

The mention of these schools conjures up images of

heated arguments, hard-fought games and a full-fledged

collegiate sports rivalry.

Thai rivalry will be on display this weekend, when the

Massachusetts field

hockey, team faces

i

CSKIIIMCI,

the Temple Owls in

the first round ot the

Atlantic 10 tourna-

ment tomorrow at

noon in

Philadelphia

In other tournev

action, Rhode Island

and La Salle arc set

to tangle in the after-

noon's second game
at 2 p.m. The win-

ners of Saturday's
contest will play on

Sunday afternoon at

1 p.m. in the A-10
Championship game.

The No. 9

Minutewomen
i 14- 5) received the

top seed in the tour-

nament hv virtue of

their spotless confer-

ence record. UMmi
finished the A-10
regular season 5-0.

and clinched the

in mean title with a

2-0 win over St. loseph's on Nov. 2.

For the first time in conference history, an automatic-

berth to a NCAA play-in game is at stake in the tourna-

ment. The winner will advance to face the winner of the

Mid-America conference on Nov. 12.

When I Mass squared off against Temple earlier in the

eaton on Geasey Field in Philly. the Minutewomen pre-

vailed 3-1. with Sharon Hughes tallying the game- win-

ning goal. That upped UMass' all-time record against the

Owls to 18-5.

Temple (6-13. 2-3) is trying for its second A-10 tour-

12pan. UMass vs. Temple
2pan. UBIvs. LaSatte

1 p.m. Championship Game

nament title in three years, having won the title in 1994,

when Owl coach Lauren Fuchs was named conference

coach of the year.

"We need to play well for 70 minutes," Fuchs said. "It's

anyone's gain, but UMass doesn't need any incentive

against us."

The Owls are led by Cherifa Nouri, who scored
Temple's only goal against the Minutewomen in October.

^___ ^_ Van i
h.is notched

J
I 3 goals ulld u pair

of assists to earn
28 points over the

season. Claudia
Ovchinnikoff
ranks second in

points ( 19) with
six goals and seven

feeds.

Deb Brown has

been in the Owl
net in every game
this season,

recording 2 39
saves to rank sixth

in the nation in

that category. She
has also compiled
a 3.13 goals
against average.

UMass, mean-
while, had seen an
end to sophomore
forward Erica
lohnston's scoring

slump, as she
scored game win-

ners against St.

loe's and Yale.

ATLANTIC 10
field hockey
Tournament

at St. Joseph j Univerjity

Philadelphia, PA

lohnston was also recovering from a virus that put her

out of commission for two days last week. She has collect-

ed 12 goals and three assists so far this season.

Also packing an offensive punch for the Minutewomen
are Kyle Rothenberger, who has notched 1 1 goals and five

assists this year; Saskia Fuchs. a candidate for this year's

A- 10 Rookie of the Year, who has tallied seven goals

while helping on 1 1 goals; Courtney MacLean, who had
netted nine scores; and Kate Putnam, last year's Rookie of

the Year, with a trio of tallies and 10 assists.

UMass hockey set to host UNH
Minutemen looking for a home sweep tonight and tomorrow

By Leigh Torbin

Collegion Staff

After playing a home-and-home
set with Boston University last week-

end, there will be no relief for the

Massachusetts hockey team (1-3), as

New Hampshire (3-2) rolls into the

William D. Mullins Center for a pair

of games, tonight and tomorrow,
both at 7 p.m.

The Wildcats, who just recently

slipped out of the national rankings,

always pose both a threat for the

Minutemen — and a treat for their

fans — with their wide-open style of

play.

LNH routinely lights up score-

boards, led by a potent threesome in

Mark Mowers. Eric Boguniecki and
Eric Nickulas. UNH tallied 16 goals

in a home-and-home with
Northeastern last weekend. Senior

Tom Nolan already has 1 1 points in

UNH's five games this year, including

two goals and three assists against

the Huskies on Saturday night.

Unlike most UMass opponents
though, the ice surface at Mullins is

of no consequence. UNH being the

only other eastern team to play on a

larger. Olympic-sized sheet.

While the teams will have no ques-

tion on how to play each other on the

ice surface. UNH will have to wonder
what to expect out of UMass in net.

Rich Moriarty was superb in relief

of usual starter Brian Regan last

Friday night at BU, and again starting

against the Terriers last Saturday.

Mallen had not named a starter prior

to yesterday's practice, and based on
recent performances either has a

legitimate shot of starting this

evening.

"I'm still up in the air," Mallen said

before taking to the practice ice yes-

terday. "Rich Moriarty gave us a reli-

able performance last weekend."

As for preparing the rest of his

team, Mallen hopes to concentrate

not as much on shutting down some

high-flying forwards as exposing
weaknesses in the UNH defense,

where five out of six skaters are

underclassmen.

"They're younger on defense."

Mallen said. "There's lots of fresh-

men and sophomores playing there

Turn to HOCKEY page 7
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Steve MacKinnon and the UMass hockey team face New Hampshire
this weekend in a pair of games at the Mullins Center.

By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

On the campus of this university,

there are many people who possess the

Kipling-esque sentiment thut sport is

trivial distraction, and enthusiasm for

it immoral.

Not for the

No.

game of the year," Rudy said. "As I

have always said, all paths to the A-10
Championship lead through GW, and

this year its more true than ever,

because they're having their best year

since they've been in the A-10."

UMass will have to come out undis-

tracted by NCAA Tournament bids.

14

Massachusetts
women's soccer

team (14-3-1.
7-0-1 in

Atlantic 10), as

there will be

nothing trivial

about this week-

end's A-10
Championships.

Tonight at 8

p.m., under the

lights of the URI
Soccer Complex
in Kingston R.I.,

the A-10
Eastern Division

champion
Minutewomen
will match up

the

of

with

Colonials

George
Washington
(10-5-4. 6-0-2

in A-10) in a I

contest that will

determine each

ATLANTIC 10
women's Soccer
Tournament

at URI Soccer Complex

Kingston, RI

5pan. Dayton vs. Fordham
Span. UMass vs. G. Washington

1 pan. Championship Game

team's collective postseason NCAA
fates.

In the first game at 5 p.m.. the

champions of the Western Division,

Dayton, will face off against the Lady
Rams of Fordham. The winners of the

two games will face off Sunday after-

noon for the A- 10 title.

No talk about morals or ethics this

weekend for coach |im Rudy, the team
has to win. period.

"Well, this becomes our biggest

and with enthusiasm, as against typical

A- 10 competitive standards, GW is

no pushover. Earlier this season, the

Colonials were the team that broke

then-No. 10 UMass' nine-game win-

ning streak in Philadelphia, tying 2-2.

It was a tough opponent for UMass.

as in the La Salle game prior the team

lost the services of senior midfielder

Rebecca Myers due to a torn ACL suf-

fered in the first minute. In this game,

bv the half the Minutewomen had lost

senior defender Erin Lynch ( 12 assists

|

to a flying head butt from a GW play-

er, and lulie Magid (Ig, 3a, 5pts) was

knocked out of the game due to a

tough slide tackle.

Three central people to the UMass
squad were out of game, and in Rudy's

words, an "off day" by the officials did

not help, either. Freshman

forward Emma Kurowski

( 10 goals, 6 assists. 26
points) was called on a

marginal hand ball at the

top of the penalty box,

with the penalty kick push-

ing the momentum in

GW's favor. The season for

UMass turned on that call,

as the Minutewomen went

on to win only one game in

the next four. Both Rudy
and assistant coach Chris

Chamides want a fresh

start.

"I personally as a coach

want that game back,"

Rudv said. "The last time

we played them we suf-

fered through some tough

things. So. I'd like nothing

more than to get another

crack at them, beat them,

win the A-10's, and then

get another crack against

Dartmouth | in the

NCAA's), which was
another game we didn't

particularly show up for."

Chamides resounded those senti-

ment-

"Obviously, they are a team that we
always have trouble with, and they are

always competitive." Chamides said.

"We tied them this year, so it's going

to be a tough game for us."

The season also turned for GW on

that call, as the Colonials rode that 2-2

tie with UMass to go on to beat

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER page 7

Football faces test against W&M
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

With the possibility of a 17th Yankee Conference title

and an NCAA playoff appearance now mathematically

out of reach, the Massachusetts football team heads into

Saturday's tilt at William and Mary (7-2, 5-1 YanCon)
with something to prove, and head coach Mike Hodges,
while philosophical about the Minutemen's plight, is not

looking to play out the string.

"Someone once said The only thing left to play for is

pride.' and for a UMass football player, that's a lot."

Hodges said. "They're upset, but this is a great group of

men. We're a family."

The Tribe comes into the game in first place in the

Yankee Conference, and is ranked No. 1 5 in the nation

in the latest Division 1-AA poll. The team is coming off

its biggest win of the year, beating then No.6 Delaware
10-7 in overtime at home last Saturday. William and
Mary is 4-0 at home this year, including wins over
YanCon foes New Hampshire and Northeastern, and
has won 22 of its last 24 home games.

"They're a great football team." Hodges said. "They
play great defense, and they play hard. Offensively,

they're what everyone would like to be. balanced. We're
going to have to play our best game of the season just to

have a chance to win."

UMass comes into Saturday's contest in Williamsburg

on the heels of a two-game losing streak, having
dropped a 40- 7 decision at the hands of UNH. and a

tough 22-14 loss to Maine at Warren P. McGuirk a

week ago. Last week's loss to the Black Bears officially

eliminated the Minutemen from the post-season pic-

ture, and ensured that this year's senior class will end
its career next Saturday at home against Connecticut.

"When you've been through the hard work that these

seniors have been through, it's a very emotional thing,"

said Hodges of the seniors. You never think it's over,

you always think that they're is always next week, or

that there's always next year. But they are winners, and
that's the way they want to go out."

Last season UMass recorded is biggest win of the year

against William and Mary, 21-7. on homecoming week-

end in Amherst, lustin Reimer had 18 tackles and
forced three fumbles and Frank Alessio had 88 yards

rushing and a touchdown, spoiling the Tribe's bid for a

YanCon title. William and Mary ended up 7-4 in 1995.

The Tribe has been doing it all season with defense.

W'&M lead the Yankee Conference in total defense (243
yards per game) and rushing defense (84 yards a game).

Senior free safety Darren Sharper is tied for the confer-

ence lead in interceptions with six, and has amassed 87
tackles this fall.

For the Minutemen. running the football is. despite

Hodges plea to balance the offense, still the key to suc-

cess. UMass leads the Yankee Conference in rushing for

the second straight year, with 1.965 yards on the

ground. UMass has five players with over 200 yards

rushing, led by senior fullback Ron Brockington's 609
yards and four touchdowns. Senior tailback Frank
Alessio has been hobbled by various injuries all season,

limiting the 1995 YanCon rushing leader to just 396
yards this season.

Hodges will stick with freshman leff Smith at quarter-

back against the Tribe. Smith, who has been the starting

OB since the Rhode Island game on Oct. 5. was pulled

at halftime for junior Anthony Catterton.

"We needed a jumpstart," Hodges said. "And we felt »

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 7

Cruz becomes first

recruit in Bruiser era
Rafael Cruz became the first recruit of the Bruiser-era in

Massachusetts men's basketball history early this week, as he

announced his intention to play at UMass next year.

Cruz, originally from Puerto Rico, has played in Wheeling.

W.V. for the past two years, and he lists current UMass players

Edgar Padilla and Carmelo Travieso as his friends.

Standing 6-foot-2, Cruz has spent much of his on-court

time in the two-guard position, but is learning to run the point

this year, to assimilate to the position he intends to play as a

Minuteman.

Last year. Cruz averaged 24 points and six assists per game.

In other hoop news, the likely candidate for this year's Mr
Basketball in Michigan, Shane Battier, has announced that he

will play his college years in a blue and white Duke uniform.

Battier, who is b-foot-8, averaged 21.5 ppg, 13.6 rpg and
6. 1 blocks last year. He also recorded a 3.9 GPA.

Ryan Hogan officially announced his intention to play for

< It-lending national champion Kentucky next year.

—Casey Kane

Easterns next on polo slate

By Fred Huribr.nk, Jr.

Collegian Staff

It's not so lonely at the top any-

more.

The Massachusetts men's water
polo team is the three-time defending

Eastern Champions, but to win again

it has to overcome maybe the most
treacherous path it has faced in four

years.

Six of the eight teams in the
Eastern Championship field are
ranked in the Water Polo Coaches
Association Top 20, and the other
two are in the Also Receiving Votes

category.

"Top to bottom this is the most
even Eastern Championship I've seen

in years," UMass coach Russ
Yarworth said.

The No. 16 Minutemen come into

the tournament with the third seed

after falling to No. I 5 Oueens College

in the North Division playoffs. UMass
(19-7) will swim off against a

Slippery Rock College squad that

finds itself ranked 18th nationally.

Slippery Rock has pushed its way
into the top 20 by virtue of a strong

scoring punch and the luxury of hav-

ing one of the top goaltenders in the

region.

"I'm not looking past the first

round; they have a good team,"
Yarwo[th said. "You have to win
three games to get to | the NCAA
tournament]."

Oueens, the top seed, will face

Villanova in the first round, while

No. 20 Princeton face 19th-ranked

Brown. No. 12 Navy — the second

seed by virtue of winning the South

division playoffs — will be tested by

North division rival St. Francis in the

first round.

Again this year, if UMass is to get

by the first round, it will likely face

the unenviable task of running up
against the Midshipmen in the

semi-finals. The Minutemen hold a

deplorable all-time record against

Navy (3-9), but all UMass' victories

have come in the post-season, specifi-

cally, the last three Eastern
Championship tournaments.

So. what does this young, imma-
ture team have to do to overcome the

odds and repeat as Eastern
Champions?
Yarworth, as usual, has the

answer.

"They have to play hard and be
committed to defense; they have to

hold their cool. It's going to have to

be a total team effort.

"They're talented enough to win
the championship," he continued.
"They have to make sure they show
up with the right attitude and desire.

These guys know what they have to

Turn to WATER POLO, page 7

Crucial matches
await volleyball

over weekend

By Steven Grant

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Minutewomen have seven
Atlantic- 10 matches reamaining in the volleyball regu-

lar season, and all of them are crucial to their post-sea-

son hopes.

Tonight and tomorrow mark the first three of those

matches, with UMass hosting Fordham tonight at 7

p.m.. La Salle tomorrow at 2 p.m. and arch-rival
Temple tomorrow night at 7 p.m., all at Curry Hicks
Cage.

Currently, coach Bonnie Kenny are her crew are in

fourth place in the A-10, a conference in which the top
four teams qualify for the post-sesason tournament.
Temple is in third place, and has beaten UMass once
this year in a come-from- behind victory.

Sophomore Katie Pearce. the team's setter and hence
the director of its offense, realizes her team can't just

worry about Temple this weekend.
"We've got to worry about Fordham. first." she said.

"Our whole conference is good. This year everyone liiis

a shot at making the post-season, with the exception of
Fordham and La Salle, who arc just out to knock peo-
ple off."

People like the Minutewomen.
Fordham (1-13 A-10) took the Minutewomen to

four games in their last match at Fordham Oct. 5.

Cindy Vojtech is its leading scorer, with 2.494 kills per
game. Marzena Proban leads the Lady Rams in digs

with 3.539 per game. Lisa Bevill. with 2.1 1 1 digs per

game, is second on the team in that category.

The last-place Lady Rams, coached by |ason
Klotkowski, have only one conference win — against

La Salle in a 3-0 sweep. On the rare occasion when the

Explorers make it to game five, they are 2-1

.

As for La Salle (2-23. 1-13 A-10), freshman middle
blocker Melissa Hodge leads the Explorers with two
kills per game to go along with her I.I digs. Autumn
Krauss' two digs per game is tops on the squad.

Turn to VOLLEYBALL page 7

Antichrist

in the U.S

Shock rockers
Marilyn Manson
return to the alter-

native airwaves
with their third

album, Antichrist

Superstar (See Arts

& Living, page 6).

•VS
Another haircut

for Yarworth

With another
Final Four appear-

ance for the UMass
water polo team,

coach Russ

Yarworth is assured

of another close

shave. (See Sports,

page 16).

WORLD

N. Korea uninterested

in peace talks

SEOUL, South Korea (AP) —
Angered by a U.S. demand that it

apologize for its recent submarine mis-

sion to South Korea, North Korea

threatened yesterday to stay out of

proposed four-way talks on bringing

peace to divided Korea.

In April, President Clinton and

South Korean President Kim Young-

sam proposed talks in which the two

Koreas would discuss officially ending

their 1950-53 Korean War with a

peace treaty Washington and Beijing

would sit in as mediators.

North Korea held back, demanding

a detailed explanation by the U.S.

government. Washington has been

negotiating with Pyongyang on allow-

ing South Korea to join in the bnefing.

But the negotiations hit a snag

when the North Korean submarine

was found grounded off South Korea's

east coast, straining already tense rela-

tions.

U.S. officials, including Ambassador

lames T Laney, have said there would

be no further peace overtures, includ-

ing the planned briefing, until North

£orea apologizes for the sub's incur-

sion. North Korea is "compelled to

interpret this as a revocation of the

four-way talks," a North Korean
Foreign Ministry spokesman told

Pyongyang's official Korean Central

News Agency.

NATION

Dole shares jokes

with Letterman

WASHINGTON (AP) — If Bob Dole

is angry or bitter that he lost the elec-

tion, he didn't let David Letterman

know it.

His well-known dry wit in prime

form, Dole scored laugh after laugh

Friday as he made Letterman's "Late

Show" his first public appearance

since his concession speech Tuesday

night

He opened with a question for

President Clinton: "How about two

out of three?"

Dole was greeted with a standing

ovation as he walked on stage. "The

crowd goes wild," he observed.

And it did time and again as he

good-naturedly poked fun at himself.

"Bob, what have you been doing

lately?" Letterman asked. "Apparently

not enough," Dole deadpanned.

As he left Washington's Warner

Theatre, where the TV show was
taped. Dole said it felt good to let

down his guard "It's all been pent up
here, now, for 18 months," he told

The Associated Press. "I can be myself

again."

ABC "Nightline" host Ted Koppel,

another guest, suggested that Dole

would have been smarter to show his

humor more. "If Bob Dole had only

showed that side of himself a little

more often," he said, trailing off as the

audience applauded its agreement. "It

showed another side of him — a side

of him I hadn't seen," agreed Aileen

McCombs, of Hampton, Va. "He
should have done that during the

election."
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Veterans: "Do Ask, Do Tell";

Stonewall honors gay military
Conference organizes

Men of Color at VM

KENNfTHWP SCOTTKOLLEGIAN

Veterans Dudley Towne, Karen Skolfield and Bill Hickman spoke at a panel last night about Cay Veterans.

By Jamie Sinsheimer

Collegian Staff

Last night the University of Massachusetts Stonewall

Center sponsored a panel discussion to salute gay veterans

in support of the natiunal holiday. The event was an oppor-

tunity for gay veterans to share their experiences about their

time in the service.

The event acknowledged and honored gay veterans both

for their courage in their national service and for their

courage in the face of codified, and for the most part violent,

homophobia found in the U.S. Military. The event included

a panel of speakers, video clips and a short question and

answer period.

To begin the night, Martha Nelson, of the Stonewall

Center, shared video clips including pieces from a rally in

Washington DC. in which many perfo«ners ranging from

drag queen RuPaul to singer Melissa Etheridge.

Another part of the video was a sequence from C-Span in

which Keith Meinhold. a gay rights activist, was speaking on

the "Don't Ask. Don't Tell" policy developed by President

Bill Clinton in 1995. The policy, while not condemning

homosexuality, in a sense put members of the GLBTs sexual

orientation on the back burner, forcing many of them to

remain in the closet during the time in which they served.

After a brief intermission following the video clips, three

veterans Airman First Class Bill Hickman of the U.S. Air

Force; Sergeant photojoumalist Karen Skolfield of the U.S.

Army; and Dudley Towne a U.S. Military veteran of World

War II. took the stage. Each veteran spoke of his or her per-

sonal experience in the service and shared their personal sto-

ries with the auditor
Hickman, who works at The Stonewall Center shared his

story first. Born and raised in a military family he felt it his

duty to serve in the Army. Ten years after coming out of the

closet, he enlisted at the age of 27. He found it hard to be

forced back into the closet during his time in the military.

Hickman was eventually discharged for coming out.

Obviously upset, he stated that he was "here tonight to

praise everyone who is in the military, because the U.S. gov-

ernment does not."

He also felt "Clinton did not make good on his [pro-gay]

campaign promises" Hickman felt as though his life in the

military was a facade because of the gay-straight aspect of it.

"Gays and lesbians are being shuffled in and out of the clos-

et on a constant basis."

Following Hickman's emotional talk was World War II

veteran Dudley Towne. Wearing a pink triangle on his uni-

form, Towne's speech was very different then Hickman's.

He mainly focused on his sexual innocence at the time of

enlistment but his story also discussed how it felt to be gay

before men like Leonard Matlovich brought the issue of

homosexuality into the armed forces.

According to Towne, Matlovich was "the father of us all,

and the first man to tell his commanding officer that he was

gay."

The last speaker was Karen Skolfield who served in the

Army for seven years. Never fully coming out in the military

or at home Skolfield treasured the time she spent in the ser-

vices. Saying that her time felt like "a bit of a tap dancing

routine." due to never fully being in or out of the closet at

any given time.

"I was a good solider. really dedicated to my country, they

lost out when I left and unfortunately they are still losing out

on potentially gTeat people." she said.

Though the crowd was small but inviting, members of the

crowd felt that it wasn't enough. One gay veteran was out-

raged that there was minimal support from other veterans.

By Humphrey brown III &
Gregory Casimir

Collegian Staff

On Friday. Nov. 8, the first

annual Men of Color Conference

began at the School of

Management.
This conference marks the first

time men of color from various

fraternities, organizations and

RSOs have collaborated on an

agenda ;o address the problems

of retention and graduation of

men of African descent at

University of Massachusetts.

The first leg of the conference

took place at the School of

Management with an in-depth

look at the history and origin of

African men and women present-

ed by Ashra Kwesi out of Dallas.

From there, the conference

continued at the Bluewall in the

Campus Center for dinner and

networking. Before dining,

Minister Yusuf Muhammad, from

Springfield Mosque 13, gave a

rallying speech to set the tone for

the Conference.

"You're supposed to represent

the best of our people," said

Muhammad. "Regardless of the

opposition, regardless of the

odds, you can make it here, but

you've got to have the right

mindset."

The following morning, the

first day of workshops began.

After breakfast, registration for

the conference was conducted by

the sisters of Zeta Phi Beta

Sorority, Inc.

Professor lohn Bracey, along

with Nelson Acosta, gave a lec-

ture entitled "Who's the Man?"
The focus of the lecture centered

around men of color gaining a

perception of what being a real

man is (i.e. respecting women,
abstaining from the use of drugs

and taking care of academic
responsibilities).

The theme of the conference

was synonymous with that of the

Million Man March from a year

ago — change starts with

self-empowerment.

"As black men. under the simi-

lar theme of the Million Man
March, if we empower ourselves

first," said Kola Olosunde. a

senior and biology major, "then

we can go back to our communi-

ty and say this is exactly what

we've learned, this is how we
plan to better ourselves.

"And after our community is

set, then we can move into a larg-

er campus type community. Once
we've exuded or demanded the

respect that we've acquired from

a conference like this, then we
can go the greater community
and so on and so on and so on,"

Olosunde said.

Even though the conference

was for men only, a Women's
Perspective workshop was also

held.

Barbera Love, from the School

of Education, spoke to the men
about two goals that they should

strive to achieve.

"While you're here. I suggest

to you to have two goals: to

achieve a liberatory conscious-

ness and to disrupt internalized

oppression." stated Love.

Love also touched on vision

and the kind of vision people of

color should have for the 21st

Century.

"Your vision will recreate the

world," Love said. "We need to

develop and create a language to

help achieve the vision black peo-

ple have for the 21st Century."

Speaking alongside Love was

Lisa Scott-Crump of the

Everywoman's Center.

Scott-Crump spoke about the

kinds of relationships that men of

color ought to engage in with

women on this campus.

She mentioned that both men
and women have a responsibility

to learn to respect and appreciate

one another.

The second and final day of the

CXconference consisted of work-

shops dealing with Financial Aid,

career mapping and professional

development.

During the professional devel-

opment workshop, Donald St.

Mary, head of the Department of

MatheiMtics and Statistics,

stressed the importance of receiv-

ing an education in order to

become a better leader.

"You getting an education will

give you status and stature. And
you getting status and stature will

enable you to become a leader in

the community." St. Mary said.

Later that night, a dinner was

held on the 10th floor of the

Campus Center to wrap up the

conference.

Former Black Panther and
dynamic leadership speaker,

Charles Barron spoke in front of

Turn to CONFERENCE, page 3

Kato talks on domestic violence

By Viro Douangmany
& Christine Soh

Collegian Correspondents

Yoko Kato lectured to a group of about 20 at the

United Asia Cultural Center (UACC) culminating a

week-long series of lectures on domestic violence

co-sponsored by the EveryWoman's Center and the

Cultural Centers.

Having lost a daughter and grandson to domestic vio-

lence. Kato used her story as a means of educating an

audience comprising of mostly Asian and Asian-American

women on the affect of domestic violence on the Asian

community.

Kato's youngest daughter. Sherry Morton, was 23 and

her grandson. Cedric, was only 18 months old when they

were murdered on |an. II. 1993. by her daughter's

ex-boyfriend, John Seabrook. Seabrook had a history of

abuse and prior arrests; Morton held numerous restrain-

ing orders against him.

In recounting the incident. Kato spoke on how
Seabrook shoved her daughter out of a moving car and. in

another incident, threatened to hit her with a table lamp.

Ten days before he was to go to court for assaulting his

sister, Seabrook went to Morton's apartment in

Northampton to argue about child support. He ended up

stabbing her 57 times, leaving the knife in her face, but

only after he forced her to watch her son Cedric die of 1

3

stab wounds that splintered the hardwood floor under-

neath him.

Seabrook is now serving two consecutive life terms in

the Massachusetts Correctional Institution at Walpole.

"Cedric was part European, Japanese and African. He

could have contributed so much to race relations." Kato

said.

Kato spoke on how Cedric brought joy and happiness

to herself and her other daughter. They were the only fam-

ily she had in America.

Kato said that 95 percent of domestic violence victims

are women who encompass all religious and socioeconom-

ic groups.

"One out of every two women will be a victim of abuse,

either physical or psychological, and over 65 percent of

emergency phone calls are domestic violence related." said

Kato.

Kato posed the question. "Why do they [women] stay?"

She said that in Japanese society, the woman is blamed

when a couple divorces. She also cites economic reasons

for why women stay. Women experience a 73 percent

drop in their standard of living while men enjoy a 42 per-

cent increase. Three out of five women who are employed

earn less than $10,000 a year.

Kato also mentioned the criminal justice system and

how the problem lies in the police, judges and probation

officers who view domestic violence as a private family

manner. Women receive little protection despite taking

out restraining orders. Abused women "will often drop

charges because [the abuser] will threaten to kill her or

harm her children," said Kato.

Kato has appealed to political officials about the court

system and how it failed to follow up on Seabrook.

Turn to YOKO. page 3

Christopher focuses on Hebron deadlock in final trip

NNfTMWP SCOTTVCOUtGIAN

Oh yeah...
Dylan Hart, 1 6, catches air on top of the Campus Center.

By Barry Schweid

Associated Press

CAIRO, Egypt — On his final

Middle East trip. Secretary of State

Warren Christopher is undertaking a

long-shot effort to break a deadlock

between Israel and Palestinians over

the future of the West Bank town of

Hebron.

Here mostly for a Mideast eco-

nomic conference, designed to pro-

mote peace through investment and

development. Christopher set up a

Monday midnight meeting with

Yasser Arafat and a follow-up M
sion today with Israeli Foreign

Minister David Levy.

His chances of success were con-

sidered minimal. Israeli Prime

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu talked

to Arafat by telephone Sunday before

flying to the United States for a

series of speeches, but they did not

break the deadlock.

Christopher brought his senior

Middle East adviser, Dennis Ross,

with him and sent him in to see

Arafat first State Department
spokesman Nicholas Burns told

reporters, "We are still working on

it. hut don't expect a breakthrough
"

Christopher is resigning before the

start of President Clinton's second

term in lanuary, and a search for a

successor is under way. The secretary

of state gave the Middle East peace

process his highest priority this year,

but Israeli-Syrian talks are suspended

and steering Israel and the

Palestinian Authority to settle on

Hebron so far has not succeeded.

The goal is to implement an

Israeli-Palestinian agreement that

Israeli troops would redeploy to the

city but steer clear of the 94.000

Arab residents and confine them-

selves to protecting the 450 or so

lews who maintain a 4.000-year

lewish presence in the city where the

patriarch Abraham buried his dead
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For Your Information

Monday, Nov. 1

1

Discussion — GLBT Veterans will gather to discuss

their lives as U.S. military personnel. The Stonewall Center

will sponsor an evening of discussion, film clips, and
expert reports on recent court rulings concerning the U.S.

military's "don't ask, don't tell" policy. The event will take

place at 7 p.m. in Herter Hall room 231. This special

evening is open and free to all.

SGA — There will be an SGA Roundtable in Campus
Center room 101 at 7 p.m. For more information, contact

the SGA offices at 545-0341

.

Tuesday, Nov. 12

Informational Session — The Anthropology
Undergraduate Caucus is sponsoring an informational ses-

sion entitled "Getting Into a Grad School" by Prof.

Faulkingham at 4:30 p.m. in Machmer 201. All anthropol-

ogy undergraduates are invited to attend.

Lecture — UMass mathematics professor Mel lanowitz

will speak on the effects of mathematics on politics in his

upcoming Distinguished Faculty Lecture. "Mathematics
Collides with Politics: Apportionment of the House of

Representatives." The presentation is scheduled for 4 p.m.

in Memorial Hall.

Meeting — The Asian American Students Association

will hold its next general meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the

Commonwealth Room, located next to the Student Union
Ballroom. New members welcome.

Presentation — The Wildlife Society presents a slide

presentation by |im Meng on The Gobi Desert Project

sponsored by the National Geographic Society and the

National Science Foundation. The event will be held at 6
p.m. in 203 Holdsworth.

Wednesday, Nov. 1

3

Discussion — Religion and Identity Series presents a

discussion entitled "In a predominantly Christian Society,

what is the experience of other Faiths? Given these experi-

ences, what kinds of Transfaith are needed?" The event

will take place in the Van Meter basement lounge at 7:30

p.m. Questions? Call 546-5174.

Forum — UMass Housing Services will host an open
forum in the lobby of Leach dorm in Northeast concerning

the University's new candle and incense policies. Any dor-

mitory residents wishing to air their concerns over these

new policies are encouraged to attend. For further infor-

mation, contact the office of Michael Gilbert, Director of

Housing Services, at 545-1963.

Meeting — The second meeting of the

Biracial/Multiracial Students Association will be held at 7

p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge in the Student Union. For

more information, call Christy at 549-7893 or Jordan at

546-3548. All are welcome to join.

Meeting— The Student Health Advisory Board (SHAB)
will hold a meeting from 5:30-6:30 p.m. in room 304 at

University Health Services. For more information, contact

Tamara in the Health Education Department at 577-5181.

Thursday, Nov. 14

Lecture — Leslie Hoffman, M.E.D., presents a lecture

titled "Safer Public Schools for Gay and Lesbian Students:

The Mass. Dept of Education Pulls the Plug on the
Western Mass. Program." The event is free and will begin

at 12:30 p.m. in Campus Center room 803. For more
information, contact the UMass Stonewall Center at

5454-4824 or 54- LAMBDA.
Lecture — A meditation and yoga seminar/lecture, part

of a weekly series taught by Dada Anantananda, will be
held in the first floor lounge of Butterfield at 8 p.m. The
event is sponsored by the UMass Ananda Amrga Yoga

Club.

Friday, Nov. 1

5

Benefit — People's Market and Earthfoods are sponsor-

ing a Benefit Show in Butterfield Form 8 p.m. to midnight.

AH proceeds will go to Jessie's House, a homeless shelter

in Northampton. Admission is $2 or a donation of a non-
perishable food item. Bands scheduled to play are Tricknee

and Blue Spice and the Kola Clan. The event is sponsored

by People's Market. Earthfoods, Greenough Snack Bar,

and CD&C.
Meeting — Everyone is invited to join in organizing the

5 College Campaign Against Sexual Violence. A follow up
planning meeting will be held from 2-5 p.m. in Campus
Center room 805.

Performance — Mt. Holyoke College presents Patrizia

Cioffi, soprano, assisted by Melinda Spratlan. soprano,
accompanied by Clifton Noble and Antonio Daino. guest

tenor, at 8 p.m. in Pratt Hall. Cioffi is a professional opera
singer and student at MHC; Spratlan is a music professor

at MHC. Daino is an internationally known, award-win-
ning performer. ^^ '

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from
8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.
All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call

584-8167.
Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.
Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more
information, contact Milly Delesus at 546-1083.
Employment — Applications are still being accepted

from work-study students for the positions of office man-
ager and research coordinator for the Canabis Reform
Coalition. If interested, please pick up and application in

room 322 of the Student Union or call 545-1 122 to get

one mailed to you. Call |ohn Lanzerotta at 546-6359 for

more information.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies is

seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen,
Dept. of Consumer Studies, 101 Skinner Hall, University

of Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma. 01003. For more informa-
tion, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.

Fall Library Workshops — UMass reference librarians

are offering a series of workshops. November sessions will

include demonstrations of databases and Web sites in

Business (Nov. 12. from 2:30-3:30 p.m.) with Business

Librarian |. Mike Davis; Literature with Literature
Specialist Liz Fitzpatrick (Nov. 18. from 1-2 p.m.); and
the Internet (Nov. 13. from 2-3:30 p.m. or Nov. 21, from
9:30-11 a.m.) with Internet Resources Librarian Emily
Hum. All workshops will be in the Library Instruction

Room, main floor, Du Bois Library. All are welcome,
although sign up is required for the Internet sessions.

Please call 545-6892 to register.

Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange
workshops will be held on the following dates: Thurs., Nov
14 from 5:30-7 p.m. in CC room 904-908; Tues., Dec. 3

from 5:30-7 p.m. in CC room 165-169.
Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final Examination

Schedule will be available beginning Friday, October 18.

Copies will be delivered to students in residence halls, and
will be available to off-campus students in the Registrar's

Office (213 Whitmore).

Health — To help students and their families stay
healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are avail-

|
Campus Activities at the University of Massachusetts Presents

Something Every Friday
A weekly series of Free special events

Presents

Stand-Up Comedian

Greer Barnes
w/ opener Jordan Rubin

November 15, 1996 8:00pm

Fine Arts Center

Free to Umass & 5-College

Students

w/valid ID

$ 5 General Public Greer Barnes

Also, All UMass Students, if you have 10 minutes
of something funny to say, then we want you!!!

Sign up in the campus Activities Office, Before
Wednesday, November 13, 416 SUB, 545-5600

Money for Books Awarded

Two UMass
Student Acts:

I st Prize. $ 1 00

2nd Prize... $75

3rd Prize... $50

A Movie
Double Feature

November 1 5, 1 996
In Mahar Auditorium

** FREE **

Natasha Springer

I
\bu» Numbers Up

THEFRIGHTENERS FLEU
DAILY COLLEGIAN

For more information check out our website

http7/www umass.edu/campact/events/calendar html
this series is made possible by a grant from Auxiliary Services and the Vice-Chancelor for Student Affairs

FYIj are public service •nnouncementj printed daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information, including the name and phone number ol it,,.

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

able to help you find answers to your questions and con-

cerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health
Education Dept., UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more
info) and 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Community Room H-4
North Village; Tuesdays 6:30- 8:30 p.m. in the
International Lounge, Prince House (call 545-2299 for

more inio); Wednesdays 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Community
Room, 411 Linclon . All conversations are confidential.

Literature — MOTHERTONGUE, the multilingual stu

dent publication by the dept. of Comparative Literature, is

currently seeking submissions for the spring '97 publica-

tion. We will accept original poetry, short stories,

one-acts, international photographs, and art work created

by multilingual students. Please submit a copy in English

to the Comparative Literature Dept. in 203 South College.

Rough drafts are acceptable.

Meeting — P.O.W.E.R., the Progressive Organization
for Women's Rights holds their weekly meetings on
Thursdays at 6 p.m. in the Student Union room 306. All

men and women are welcome.
Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus meets

every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer 201. All

anthropology undergraduate minors and majors welcome.
Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Ivrit" held every

Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right as

you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis

and other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student Union.

For more information, call the ARC office at 5-1925.

Sew Organization — WICC (West Indian/Caribbean
Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West Indies

or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as anyone
interested in the culture. For more information, contact

Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

your help if. needed. If interested, call lordan at 546-3548

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to 1 p.m.

in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement

of Worcester Dining Common). For more information, call

Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops al 9:45. Please call Mark to confirm, or for other

stops, at 253-0361.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs stall

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo. Layout. Copy, and Marketing departments An

assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m.. 304

Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Talent Needed — The UMass Asian American Students

Association is looking for Asian/American hip hop. reggae,

and R&B dancers for next semesters annual Asian Night

production to be held on April 1 1. 1997. Contact Geneva

at 546-2714 for audition information.

Volunteers Needed — MASSPIRG'S Toxics Right-to-

Know campaign is looking for students to come trick-or-

treating in Northampton from 5-8 p.m. We are dressing

up and distributing information about Toxics to the com-

munity and circulating a petition to gain support for a

labeling law. For more information, contact the

MASSPIRG office at 545- 0199 or stop by room 423A in

the Student Union.

Volunteer — The Zoo in Forest Park at Springfield has a

wealth of diverse volunteer opportunities available for per-

sons who love animals and are committed to conservation

education. For further information about the Zoo and to be

sent a volunteer application, please call (413) 733-2251.
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haw prof, to focus today on South Africa
The controversy surrounding the passage of its new constitution last May leaves the struggle for democracy in

South Africa uncertain and tense.

Penelope Andrews, associate proffesor at the City University of New York Law School at Queens College, will

address this very dilemma today in W-2 1 Machmer Hall, University of Massachusetts at 4:00 p.m.

The discussion, entitled "Democracy and Change in South Africa," will include two CUNY Law students who
recently completed internships in Capetown and Johannesburg.

Andrews has worked extensively with the South African government since the African National Congress came
into power after the April '94 elections.

She worked as an Advocate of the South African Supreme Court and a associate for the Legal Resources Centre
in Johannesburg.

Andrews will also meet with students interested in studying progressive law at CUNY Law School.

The event is sponsored by the Social Thought and Political Economy Program
— Michael Elliott

EDGE SALUTES MEN'S INTRAMURAL EXCELLENCE
200 MEDLEY RELAY
DELTA CHI 2:38.97
DELTA UPSILON 3:14.23

SO FREESTYLE
INDEPENDENT 25.36
LAZY LIFEGUARDS 26.5

50 FREESTYLE
LAZY UFEGUARDS 26.79
INDEPENDENT 27.75

10O FREESTYLE
INDEPENDENT 53.59
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"Civil action" lawyer recounts environmental case m conference
I continued ftcirri nooo I

By Josvph Fountain

Collegian Slaft

Thompson Hall was packed with
people silting in the aisles and peer-

ing through the doors to hear attor-

ney |an Schlichtmann and author
lonathan Harr tell their story
Thursday night.

Schlichtmann and Harr have
gained significant notoriety after

Schlichtmann successfully brought a

lawsuit against two multinational
corporations with factories in

Woburn on behalf of eight families

suffering from a polluted water sup-

ply. Harr is the author of the

best-seller, A Civil Action, which
recounts the case.

Harr. who is also a freelance writer

for The New Yorker, opened by
remarking on the eight years it took

him to complete the book.

"In retrospect. I would have never

done this book if I knew how long it

would lake." said Harr.

"|an |Schlichimann| liked to think

he was in control of his destiny." said

Harr, "but the people in power failed

him." referring to how Schlichtmann

was embroiled in this complex case-

involving powerful legal and industry

figures.

Schlichtmann, an alumnus ol ihe

University ol Massachusetts began to

talk by remembering his early iliivs

studying and practicing law.

After graduating from UMass, lie

spent a year working for the

American Civil Liberties Union.

Afterwards, he continued onto law

school at Cornell.

While practicing law in Boston, he

gained a reputation, he said, as a icli

able attorney, which is why troubled

families in Woburn turned to him.

Annie Anderson, a member of one

of these families approached
Schlichtmann. presenting him with a

case which he characterized as a

"roller coaster ride for these people

who were getting sick, then well and

then sick again. |Anderson's| son

|immy was a victim."

Inspired by consumer activist and

'9b Green party presidential candi-

date Ralph Nadar, Schlichtmann took

on the case

According to Schlichtmann. he

needed to first locale the alleged pol-

lutes and establish the parameters of

his case. He had to prove that liniiny

Anderson and the other children in

their neighborhood were becoming

sick as a result of what was being

dumped into the water by W R.

Graca and Beatrice foods.

"If we could prove the poisoned

wells were causing the cancer [other

lawyersl said we would win the

Nobel Prize," said Schlichtmann.

The families won their first suit,

but Schlichtmann re- opened the

cuse when new information surfaced

that the companies had previously

hidden. Without explanation, the

judge, however, threw out the new
arguments.

"The legal system is shrouded in

secrecy, we must open the judicial

system to the light of day." said

Schlichtmann.

He went on to say, "For a long

time I didn't want anything to do

with the law. In retrospect, I would

have settled it differently. It was a

mistake not to settle."

Speaking jon the legal system in

general, he said "to do business, you

must do business — you may have to

forget about the truth."

Schlichtmann now resides in the

Boston area practicing product liabil

ity and torts cases: he also lectures al

colleges and universities around the

country.

At the end of the lecture, there was

an extensive question and answer ses

sion and then a book signing by both

speakers. Copies of Harr's book were

on sale outside of the hall offered by

the University Store.

"I thought he was charismatic 1

only wished he talked a little more
about how he did research," said

Christy Martin, a junior family and
community administration major.

"His message tonight was about

value talk. Its a great thing to hear

from a former student. He is much
more optimistic than he was at the

end of the book. Its good that he

came back to where he started," said

John Brigham, professor in the politi-

cal science department.

Brigham added, "they're always

making a split between the academic

and real worlds. )an |Schlichtmann|

is proof there is no sharp break

between the two."

continued (torn page 1

a mixed crowd of both men and
women, about leadership.

"Most people lake leadership
lightly," began Barron. "Leadership
is not a position, it's a function/

Barron also touched on racism
and the responsibility of people of

color to pull themselves out of the

cycle of continued oppression.

"We're not responsible for getting

knocked down, but we're responsi

ble for gelling back up." said

Barron.

The conference ended with

awards being given to prominent

leaders in UMass' black community.

Among the recipients were Kicardo

Townes. lames E. Callahan and
Professor |ohn Bracey.

Those who participated in the

Conference echoed the theme of the

Conference as it came to a close

"Our survival depends on each

other and our success depends on

our survival," said senior Dan
Li/ana.

Yoko
continued from page 1

According to Kato, every time
Scabrook faced the courts, different

judges would lell him to seek counsel-

ing, but there would be no follow up.

"The system is wrong. Three court

houses in Springfield and Holyoke
had no creiss communication," said

Kato.

The district attorney has assured

Kato that the system has changed.
Now officials can punch in a social

security number and any past record

of their violations will appear.

"The system punishes women and

lets men have their freedom.
Domestic violence ought to be treat-

ed like drunk driving, you lose your

license and must go through a dri-

ver's-ed course to get it back. Why
couldn't domestic violence Ik treated

the same way?" asked Kato

Kato has established a memorial

fund for young single mothers who
have been victims of domestic vio-

lence and would like to pursue higher

education. So far, two women have-

graduated and become registered

nurses.

Kato closed by urging everyone 10

gel involved. Her life story will be

told on NBC'l Real Life in the com-

ing months.
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Do you smell something burning?
Mark Canzglass, 23, a Hampshire College graduate, builds a railing near the campus pond.

WANT TO BE WITH

THE NCAA STARS??

SALE
The Concourse Sale is

UMASS clothing and hats at markdown prices

Selected hat styles

50% off lowest ticketed price

Jackets - Sweatshirts - Tees

Savings of 20% or more off original price

First Quality- Famous Makers

And many others

UNIVERSITY
MSTORE&

CAMPUS CENTER
545- S619
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GREAT UMass SKI SALE

November 15^17*
Friday 12-9 PM Saturday 10-8 PW Sunday 10-8 pm

StudentUnion Ballroom, UMass

Over $3 Million In Name Brand Equipment A Apparel/

Save Mad Cash an Wicked Deals (50-75%)/

Fm Lift Ticket 6ive-Away$ and Mountain Promotions

Ski & Board Sear, X-Country, In-line Skates, 4 More

4 Giant Vendors Battling for your Money

EVERYONE WELCOME!
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Let's knock out boxing

f~*y hack this out

I In the blue corner weighing in at 200 some-
^^ thing pounds, we have the heavyweight hero,

fighting his way back to the top after having "gone away"
loi .i couple of years. This man overcame all the odds,

coming from a disadvantaged childhood and repeated set

backs to obtain the heavyweight title twice,

While he "was gone." the boxing world missed having a

true champion. Now that he's back, he better be regis-

tered with his local police because he's a sex offender... a

rapist to be exact, but it doesn't matter what he is. As lar

as the boxing world is concerned, his name can be trans-

lated literally to "cha-ching—cha-ching."

The boxing community loves him because people want
to see the man fight, and will shell out 50 bucks to have

his usually less than 10-minute fights on their own little

television sets The fans love him because he .

has niore power to hurt than any other. His

popularity is evidence that something in this

world has gone terribly wrong. Ladies and
gentlemen... Mike "The Loveable Rapist"

Twin
And in the other corner, a man who's

been labeled a great athlete and a superior

embassador for the "sport" of boxing.
Thought to be past his prime and lacking of

the necessary stamina for a slug fest like the

one to follow, this man relies on the power
of Jesus to help him mash his opponents'
faces Known to recite prayers as his opponents are peel-

ing themselves off the canvas, he is truly up there with the

Holy One. Ladies and gentlemen, Evander "The Prayin'

Puncher" Holyfield.

And so it began, the fight of the year... or decade... or

millennium. Whatever it was, that is how it began. The
two men proceeded to beat the living pulp out of each
other for 1 1 rounds, and then it was over. The Prayin'

Puncher beat the Lovable Rapist thoroughly and took
away two of his belts and a hefty sum of almost $1 1 mil-

lion for his trouble. The loser received $30 million for

being beaten up.

While the television personalities were praising the

spectacle us one of the best of all time, promoters were
already working up the rematch. The speed with which
the organizers reacted to the unanticipated result was as

stunning as Holyfield's victory, but what would you
expect from a sport that has come to resemble WWF
wrestling in its marketing techniques?

Anyone watching the press conference following the

fight could see the major clashes before their very eyes.

Mike Tyson, the Muslim, praising Allah for giving him the

strength to accept defeat as well as victory. Holyfield.

sporting a hat that read "lesus is Lord." or something like

that, telling the attending audience how he was led by the

Holy Spirit in what amounted to more of a sermon than a

victory speech.

There it was, the beginning of a Holy War. Who's ver-

sion of God is really stronger? Tune in a couple of months
from now for the rematch. It'll only cost you $50. After

that. "The Rubber Match," $50 more. If you're not care-

ful, before you know it, you'll have spent hundreds of dol-

lars watching the same two men beat each other up
repeatedly while they embrace each other on the way to

the bank.

The world of boxing is such I stupid game. Observers

were surprised by the Loveable Rapist's graciousness in

defeat. As if he wouldn't be happy, earning almost a mil-

lion dollars per fighting minute. If you must know, I'd be

gracious in having my arm hacked off with a rusty spatula

if it meant I'd be $30 million dollars richer for the trou-

ble.

Why, then do we give them the pleasure?

Apparently, we human beings get some sort of thrill out

of watching two men beat the hell out of each other until

only one of them stands or a lengthy time has passed. In

most cases, the fighters are minorities, and those who
profit from their exchanges are more than

happy to dehumanize them, presenting
them as little more than wild animals pre-

forming solely for the white establishment's

viewing pleasure. The majority of viewers

apparently get their jollies out of watching
the blacks, Hispanics or whoever they hap-

pen to be. beating each other up for the

sake of a couple of bucks paid for by their

own selfless generosity.

Racist undertones aside, boxing enthusi-
asts become such raving lunatics that they

watch these fights over and over again,
locating the key moment in time when the loser's head
buckles or when he is too dazed to defend his own face.

They live for the knockout blow, and according to these

enthusiasts, there's nothing at all wrong with what they

do.

They look at those who promote these "sporting events"

with contempt. "So they're crooked." they say, "So box-

ing's a shady business." Nonetheless they shell out $50 to

see the fight on television, knowingly filling the pockets of

the man we call a crooked, shady, big-haired, wild eyed,

big- mouthed moron. But we have no problem in doing
so, certainly not enough to let it get in the way of a good
fight.

And what makes a good fight? Is there such a thing?

Last I heard, fighting was wrong, that there were hun-
dreds of other, healthier ways of working out our prob-
lems. Does the fact that a boxing match takes place in

front of millions of people make it a worthy endeavor'.'

Boxers get away with what people on the street get arrest-

ed for. and there are millions of witnesses and video tapes

to boot.

Boxing is a shady world, that cannot be denied. It's

time we, as a society, take a look at this establishment,

separating what can be considered sport from the heap of

garbage that now exists. If (and I stress if) any redeeming
qualities present themselves, then a new organization
should be formed working with and accenting those
virtues. If there are no redeeming qualities, as the case
appears to be. boxing as a sport should be "knocked out"
forever.

Mark McGraih is a Collegian columnist.

Flower of Death

Marigold

Pascual

My
mom wanted to name me Lorraine, which

happens to be my middle name. My dad want-

ed to name me Marigold. I'm surprised that

my name didn't turn out to be Lorraine Marigold
though, because my mom's a pretty stubborn lady.

Regardless. I like the way things worked out. I love my
name.

Usually when I introduce myself. I have to say my name
more than once. "What? No, really? Your name is

Miracle?" I've also gotten Margo. Magnolia. Mayflower
(I wouldn't even make that up), and Mamahgold (my
beat friend's baby cousin couldn't quite get my name,
and since then, her entire family tree calls me that.

That was eight years ago.

)

When I was 1 5. my best friend got me
one of the coolest Christmas gifts ever:

she paid for my tattoo. On the inside of

my left ankle 1 have two marigolds. My
friends like to make fun of me by saying

that they know when I've had one too many — all of a

sudden out of the comer of their eye. they see my leg

fly up on the barstool, or the pool table (usually the

pool table.) and I'm showing new acquaintances my
tattoo.

At the end of my freshman year at UMass. a bunch
of friends and I were in my room and had the televi-

sion un "K.R." None of us were really paying attention

because we were playing a card game. This was the

episode that some hot-shot doctor comes to visit the

I, R " and runs into Carter; apparently this doctor was
old friends with Carter and his family. So all this time,

no one at the hospital knew that Carter's family was
incredibly wealthy until this doctor blows his cover.

The end part of the conversation went something like

this:

"I remember you being quite fond of your pony.

I .uter. (turning to address Benton. Green, and Ross)

Carter loooved that pony. It was this beautiful white

linnish show pony... I believe that it had an unusual

name... What was that name again. Carter?"

"...Marigold. The name was Marigold."

Beautiful Now I'm a horse. A couple of my friends

were jealous that Carter's horse and I shared the same
name. I see no logic in that

That's not the only television show that my name has

been in. lust recently I was watching "Sabrina." You
know, the teen witch? Well. I was in the kitchen mak
ing garlic bread when I heard someone calling out my
name. I go in the living room and it's one of the char-

actets It was Sabrina s aunt, this snobby, uppity, catty

witch who gets screwed at the end of the show. I'm sad

to say that I got sucked into watching that entire

episode. That really bad episode.

Recently. I found out a bunch of stuff about my
name. I logged into my e-mail account and my friend

had written to me. The message was about two sen-

tences long. "I learned in my Death and Immortality

class today that in the Aztec culture, yellow marigolds

are the flower of death. Gotta jet to class now."
Later that day I was calling ahead an order to Bueno

Y Sano. After I gave my name to the guy. he was like

"Marigold?" Uhm, yeah. "Marigold..." and then he
snickered. Then I started stressing like mad. thinking

oh no... it's thai guy. (Everyone has that guy or thai

girl that they just dread seeing, you know what I

mean?) So I pick up my food (it wasn't

him) and the guy working there starts a

conversation with me.

"Did you know that the government
is trying to control the selling and grow-
ing of marigolds?"

"Because they're hallucinogens?"

"Well, apparently some company is trying to put a

patent on marigolds due to their medicinal value. So
we won't be able to just grow them. Pretty bogus,
huh?"

Driving home, I realized that I just knew far too
much about marigolds.

After I finish eating most of my tasty burrito, the
phone rings. It's one of my best friends. I tell her about
my acquisition of marigold knowledge when she-

informs me that she has a book about flowers. She gets

it out and turns to the page I'm on. "Marigold: Grief."

According to this book, The Language of Flowers,

the marigold has always been associated with the sun's

journey across the sky. from nine in the morning until

three in the afternoon. Victorians believed they could
set the clock by the hour the marigold opened and
closed its petals. It gets better. "The name Marigold
probably means Mary-gold after the Virgin Mary."
(That part made us smile.) Also, apparently children

have been reminded of a button when looking at

marigolds and have dubbed them Bachelor's Buttons.

And lastly, "the Marigold signifies grief because the

flower daily mourns the departure of the sun when it's

petals are forced to close."

It was pretty neat to find out all that stuff about
marigolds. For a while I even changed my personal

user name to "Flower of Death." Wow. I'm glad my
lirst name isn't Lorraine, because then I wouldn't have
anything to write about. But hey, my confirmation
name is Valentine, which is a whole other column alto-

gether.

Marigold Pascual is a UMass student.
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Beats working in theD.C
Are you still wondering what

you'd like to be when you
grow up? Are you concerned

about how you'll be surviving once
you graduate from this sheltered

campus? Let's keep it real,- most of

us share these concerns. Perhaps we
can explore some of our options
right here on campus. Here's an
overview of some of the

high paying jobs at

UMass which could
allow you to live more
than comfortably.

After years of people
networking, in other words, kissing

up. maybe one of us will be fortunate

to take the place of Chancellor Scott.

He's currently making $1 50.000 each

year. The Chancellor is defined as

"the chief administrative officer

reporting to the President of the

University system. The Deputy
Chancellor. three Associate
Chancellors and five Vice
Chancellors report to the

Chancellor."

My question is. what legwork is

left for Chancellor Scott when he has

all these people reporting to him?
Hmmm... I wonder what he's really

getting paid for. Supposedly, he
speaks for the campus to audiences

like the trustees, state and federal leg-

islators and alumni about state and
local public affairs. How often do
these meetings take place in a year

anyway? Do all of you even know

C.F.

Gorospe

what he looks like? After all, he

speaks for you. I also wonder how
much free time he gets in a year. It's

not like we're the best school in the

nation.

Another option is possibly becom-
ing the President of UMass after cur-

rent President Billy Bulger is done.

His position makes $141,000 per

year. One of the

President's primary

responsibilities is to

represent the cam-
pus to the governor,

legislature, executive

branch agencies, state agencies, fed-

eral government and other major
constituences. Furthermore, he pro-

vides overall leadership to the entire

University.

This job description sounds pretty

glamorous. No one will ever really

know if you're not working dilligent-

ly— except for those times when you
have to meet with major con-
stituences. Once you enter the posi-

tion, everything is laid out for you.

There's not much work to do unless

you really want to improve the

University. You'll have all these peo-

ple reporting to you.

Again I ask. how many of you have

seen or personally talked to President

Bulger, who represents you in front

of the federal government? What
strategic plans has he laid out to lead

us successfully? I haven't read or
heard much about his plans. Please

don't be modest about telling us your
plans, Mr. Bulger. If you know of

any, maybe you can inform some of

us who don't know.
Those who report to the

Chancellor, like an associate chancel

lor make $105,000 a year. The
provost makes $1 13,000. One of the

academic advisors I have makes
$117,000. The vice chancellor for

campus activities makes $74,000.

The assistant basketball coach
makes $51,000. The manager of the

University Store/retail service & gen-

eral manager makes $57,000. I didn't

bother looking up how much every-

one else makes. You can do this on
your own if you're curious enough. It

is all public information and you have
access to it. I'm sure that there are

more positions on campus that earn

6 digit salaries. What are the respon

sibilities of these positions'' I don't

think that all these positons are over-

whelmingly difficult enough for the

salaries earned.

Are these people really doing what
they're supposed to, especially when
they have other people doing the leg-

work for them? It seems that the eas-

ier a position gets and the less work
one has, the more money one makes
If any of you ever end up filling these

positions in the future, please do
what you have to do and more. Earn
the money for what it's worth, don't

just receive it.

C. F. Gorospe is a UMass student.

Dumb, Dumber, Dumbest

In
the latest version of Romeo and Juliet, the audience

would be better served if the two lovers had killed

themselves in the opening scene.

Instead, we are dragged along on a glitz and glamour
Hollywood sled ride from hell, that is confusing at best.

I would almost rather eat a box of used Q-tips than sit

through another showing of this film.

There are several reasons why I hated this twisted ver-

sion of the Bard's work.

Shakespeare's plays were designed entirely for an audi-

ence that was familiar with not only

the language, but many of the jokes

and puns which are an integral part of

the performance. According to every-

thing I have ever heard or seen, his

plays also had practically no scenery

stage props. Because of this, the audi-

ence was forced to rely on listening to

the lines and observing body lan-

guage.

There is almost no emphasis on the

words.

Instead we are presented with a

vast array of flashy scenery and
cheeseball puns. The editing tech-

niques look like a sketchy cross
between an MTV commercial (which

people connected with the film said

they were going for) and a bad trip. I

wonder which requires more drug
use. editing this movie, or watching it.

If this film doesn't insult your intelligence, then nothing
will.

To a large extent, this reflects an alarming trend in

American television and movies. It has become blatantly

obvious that whomever is producing this mental feces

feels that the American public is about as smart as an
Orangutan whose head has been kicked in by a Mule.

MTV, a.k.a the |enny McCarthy Channel, which I men-
tioned previously, is one of the most obvious guilty par-

ties. Why the hell do they have their camera people film at

those bizarre angles ? Do they think that viewers under
the age of 35 have some sort of bizarre vision problem

" We should be the

ones to define our-

selves, not a bunch of
burnt-out, pot- smok-
ing, ex- hippie baby-
boomers with nothing

better to do than bitch

about people younger

than themselves.

"

Daniel E. Levenson

that makes us see the world in a skewed manner?
Everything on MTV also has to happen very quickly. Since-

young people are stupid, we have no attention spans,
therefore everything must be presented at a rate slightly

faster than a strobe light in order for our young, still form-
ing brains to understand.

Whoever came up with half of those shows should be
kicked off the planet and forced to live on Mars where
(hey will be required to read one book per year. This will

keep them occupied for decades.

Part of the problem comes from
this idea of "Generation X." of the

many names that have characterized a

generation this is by far the dumbest.
We should be the ones to define our-

selves, not a bunch of burnt-out.
pot-smoking. ex-hippie
baby-boomers with nothing better to

do than bitch about people younger
than themselves. If any generation
deserves the title of "Generation X,"
it is the people who use this repug-
nant terminology.

I do not have faith in anything
which prefaces information or explana-

tion by telling me. in effect, that I am
stupid. I refused to be talked down to

by a picture on an electronic box.

There seems to be two types of
news media coverage out there. News

that informs the public, and news that does not.

Good news coverage attempts to educate and dissemi-
nate information, while bad news coverage does nothing
but spread rumors and confuse the public.

When televised media or Hollywood provides garbage
that is wholly misrepresentative and uninformative of real

ity or of an author's real idea, the audience loses out.

So what can we do? Do we resign ourselves to our cul-

turally mandated vegetative roles as idiotic consumers of
spoon-fed crap, or do we toss our televisions out in the
trash?

The answer is simple. Neither.

Daniel E. Levenson is a Collegian columnist.

Submissions should be sent to the Editorial Desk, c/o Mark
McGrath, 113 Campus Center, UMass Amherst, MA, 01003.
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Out of focus: CAMERA distorts Palestine

Hussein

Ibish

The historical record regarding the

fate of the native American peoples
is cleat and unequivocal. They were
forced from their land, ruthlessly

colonized, subjected to massacre and
genocide, robbed of their freedom
and. in many cases, existence. Any
group or organization suggesting
that the Native Americans did not

exist, were ordered to leave their

lands by their own leaders, had no
right to possession of the land they

occupied, brought their fate upon
themselves, or did not suffer a great

injustice, would be universally recog-

nized us displaying a neurotic inabili-

ty to come to terms with historical

reality.

With regard to the

question of
Palestine, we have
witnessed just such
a display of denial.

Most recently, the

national Zionist propaganda group

CAMERA (ironically named the

"Committee for Accuracy in Middle

East Reporting in America") has

again issued a press statement
denouncing articles written in the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian. They
claim such columns are "invariably

filled with inaccuracies, half-truths

and falsehoods." But the statement

by CAMERA'S professional hacks

only demonstrates yet again that

many Zionists continue to seek

refuge in pathological forms of

denial.

For example. CAMERA claims

that explaining that the transfer of

Palestinians from Palestine was a

policy advocated by almost all of the

Zionist leaders in Palestine amounts

to "a complete inversion of the

truth." They claim that transfer was

a British proposal, and that "|ewish

leaders categorically rejected the idea

of mandatory transfer."

This is a complete lie. In his book,

The Expulsion of the Palestinians,

historian Nur Masalha meticulously

documents the concept of transfer in

Zionst thought from the earliest days

of the movement in the 1880s
through the actual ethnic cleansing

of the Palestinians in 1948. In his

first chapter, "Zionist transfer ideas

and proposals, 1882-1936," Masalha

outlines the long and varied history

of Zionist transfer plans, demon-
strating that among the Zionist set-

tlers, the concept and principle of

expelling the Palestinians "was
embraced by almost all shades of

opinion from the Revisionist right to

the Labor left." Israel Shahak has

made the same point in one of his

most celebrated "Reports."

CAMERA absurdly claims that

transfer was first proposed by the

British in the 1936 Peel Commission

report. It should be asked why the

British would be interested in the

ethnic cleansing of Palestinians, and

in whose benefit they would have

proposed such steps. Of course, it

was the lewish Agency, in effect the

Zionist settlers' government, that

pushed for both transfer and parti-

tion of Palestine to the members of

the Commission.

In fact, as Masalha's second chap-

ter, "The Royal (Peel) Commission,
1937" amply demonstrates, the build

up and aftermath of the Peel

Commission, especially the

Twentieth Zionist Congress in

Zurich in 1937, provides the clearest

indication of the unanimity with

which the Zionists embraced the

concept of transfer. The work of

many other scholars, including Israel

Shahak. Leni Brenner, Walid
Khalidi. Benjamin Beit-Hallahmi,

Noam Chomsky and many others,

has demonstrated the centrality and

necessity of transfer in Zionist

thought. The fact that the Zionists

ultimately conducted a major cam
paign of ethnic cleansing ("transfer")

in 1948 is, of course, the ultimate

demonstration their commitment to

the principle of transfer.

Of course, Zionist leaders were

aware of the moral qualms some oth-

ers might feel in regard to policies

such as mass expulsions of

Palestinians. Therefore, many of

them, such as David Ben-Gurion,

were careful to issue self-serving

public comments denouncing such

notions, and disavowing and denying

any such desires or activities.

On cue, CAMERA dutifully pulls

forth some of these disingenuous

denials to attempt to distance the

Zionist leaders from one of their

most basic ideas. (Readers should

recall that defenders of the apartheid

regime in South Africa routinely

used to bring forward quotations

from its leaders, most typically

Foreign Minister Pik Botha,

denouncing racism, discrimination,

etc.) But judging them both on the

basis of the historical record of

Zionist ethnic cleansing,

as well researched by

scholars such as Simha
Flapan, Benny Morris,

Micheal Palumbo.
Walid Khalidi, and so

many others, and by their private

statements, such as Ben-Gurion's
diaries for example, the commitment

of the Zionist leaders to the principle

and practice of ethnic cleansing can-

not be reasonably challenged.

As Micheal Bar-Zohar points out

in his biography of Ben- Gurion,

"The appeals to the Arabs to stay,

Golda's mission, and other similar

gestures were the result of political

considerations, but they did not

reflect [Ben-Gurion's] basic stand.

In internal discussion, in instructions

to his people, the 'old man' demon-

strated a clear stand: it was better

that the smallest possible number of

Arabs remain within the area of the

state." As Simha Flapan notes.

"Moreover, in the face of the often

brutal destruction and evacuation of

[Palestinian) villages. Ben-Gurion —
along with other cabinet ministers —
publicly criticized the brutality, loot-

ing, rape and indiscriminate killing.

In private, however, Ben- Gurion
was not averse to making his real

views clear."

For example, Yitzhak Rabin
recalled that Ben-Gurion had per-

sonally instructed him and Yigal

Alii m to cleanse the large Palestinian

towns of Lydda and Ramleh of their

people. He reports that "Yigal Allon

asked Ben-Gurion what was to be

done with the civilian population.

Ben-Gurion waved his hand in a ges-

ture of 'drive them out.'" It should

also be recalled that Ben-Gurion had

gone so far as to establish the

"Transfer Committee," which he

referred to as the "Committee for

Uprooting and Explusion." which
was to oversee activities designed to

ensure that the Palestinian popula-

tion in the new "Israeli" state should

not exceed 20 percent. They were

ruthlessly effective. At least 700,000

Palestinians were ethnically cleansed.

It is a simple fact, that should be

clear to anyone with even the most

rudimentary understanding of the

Zionist project, that the transfer of

the Palestinians was a logical and

necessary outgrowth of the desire to

create a Jewish state in a country of

Palestinians. That transfer was a cen-

tral Zionist concept is not only a

simple fact, it is obvious and
inevitable as well. An inability to

confront this reality, as demonstrat-

ed in CAMERA'S statement, is a pro-

found demonstration of the psycho-

logical distortions that racist

pathologies can produce.

The Zionist psychopathology has

led many to claim, in spite of the

clear evidence of ethnic cleansing,

that the Palestinians left because they

were somehow "ordered to" by their

leadership, not because they were

expelled. Not surprisingly, CAMERA
repeats this bizarre assertion. But,

this singularly unconvincing fabrica-

tion was exposed as an utter fraud in

1961 by Erskine Childers. Only paid

hacks of a cynical propaganda organi-

zation like CAMERA would even

think to repeat such a thoroughly dis-

proven claim. Simha Flapan traced

the origin of this myth to a request

from Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe
Sha'aret to Eliyahu Sasson for a way

to explain the Palestinian exodus to

the UN in 1948. In response, Sasson

created the "order myth."

CAMERA'S weird thinking about

ethnic cleansing also leads them to

the assertion that transfer is no
longer an issue in Palestine because

the total number of Palestinians liv-

ing under Israeli rule has increased.

The logic put forward by CAMERA
seems to be that because Israel did

not use forced sterilization and
"allowed" Palestinians to have chil-

dren, this somehow means Zionists

don't believe in transfer.

Finally, CAMERA makes much
over the supposed misrepresentation

of the Patria incident, where 250
lewish refugees were killed by a

bomb that the Zionist leadership

placed on their ship, in a column in

the Collegian shortly after the death

of Yitzhak Rabin. CAMERA claimed

to have discovered that the Collegian

account was a "fabrication" and that

the Zionists were trying to "save" the

refugees, although from what is

unclear (they were docked in Haifa

harbor awaiting passage to safe

haven in Mauritius). CAMERA
describes our account as "100 per-

cent wrong.

"

As usual, CAMERA is unable or

unwilling to face the simple truth.

The facts of the incident are not in

question, only the motivation of the

bombers. CAMERA maintains that

somehow the bombing was motivat-

ed by a concern for the refugees and

that it was an innocent action, in

spite of the hundreds of dead.

One of the clearest accounts of the

motivations behind the Patria bomb-

ing comes from Herzl Rosenblum.
who was a member of the

euphemistically named "Small
Action Committee" of the Zionist

leadership. He recalled that "A ses-

sion of the Small Action Committee,

of which I was a member, met in

lerusalem. At the table opposite me
sat the commander of the Patria pro-

ject, A. Golamb. Haganah
spokesman in the Zionist shadow
cabinet. When my turn came to

speak. I rose and told the meeting

openly everything I thought about

this act; namely, that this was not a

blow against England, but an irre-

sponsible, aimless, mass- murder of

lews who had been saved from the

European catastrophe. 1 added that if

any of us believed that we had to

fight the British by committing
hara-kiri, let him commit hara-kiri,

for hara-kiri is suicide and not an

act of murder. I stated plainly that

this road was open to Mr. Golamb.
but that he could not sacrifice other

lews for his policy without first ask-

ing them, and particularly the chil-

dren among them — a crime which I

openly protested. At this point Mr.

Golamb jumped up and attacked me
with his fists. But the people next to

him at the table held him back. I

must add that Mr. Golamb's fists,

which I will never forget, did not

annoy me as much as the servility of

all the committee members, none of

whom supported me."

So, far from being a "fabrication,"

our account of the motivations
behind the Patria bombing is again

confirmed.

On the 18th anniversary of the

bombing, Moshe Sha'aret and David

Ben-Gurion declared that the Patria

bombing victims were "martyrs" to

the Zionist cause, and sought to jus-

tify their actions by claiming that "It

is sometimes necessary to sacrifice a

few in order to save many."

If they believe what they write,

CAMERA clearly suffers from a

deep and pathological denial and

inability to cope with uncomfortable

historical realities. Of course, given

that they are professional propagan-

dists with a national Zionist organi-

zation, there may be as much cyni-

cism as neurosis in their distortions.

But, the fact that there is an audi

ence for their bizarre and insupport-

able account of recent Middle
Eastern indicates that the racist psy-

chopathology associated with

Zionism remains a common afflic-

tion among supporters of Israel.

Hussein Ibish is a Collegian

Columnist.

Cyclone death toll continues to rise

HYDERABAD (The Indian Express) — The situation

in coastal Andhra Pradesh, ravaged by an unprecedented

cyclonic storm, continued to be grim as heaps of bodies

were recovered from hamlets close to the sea shore in

F'ast Godavari district and several fishermen were still

reported missing.

The death toll in the hurricane havoc was officially

put at 650 though unofficial sources claimed that it may

be around 2,500 with at least one thousand fishermen

from villages embanking the coastline near Amalapuram

in East Godavari district were still untraceable.

An official of the relief department said here, "unless

enumeration work is completed, we cannot give exact fig-

ures. The situation is very grim " Amidst reports of colos-

sal human tragedy in the coastal belt apart from unprece

dented crop and property damages. Prime Minister H.D.

Deve Gowda undertook an aerial survey of the worst-hit

areas in East and West Godavari districts.

The serene paddy-rich landscape presented a macabre
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Nablus, Occupied West Bank, Feb. 3, 1992 - Finger on the Trigger--An armed Israeli soldier keeps his finger on

the trigger of his M-16 assault rifle while crossing paths with a Palestinian on a street in the West Bank Arab city of

Nablus.

The truth about the Patria

picture as several bodies, mostly of fishermen, were

washed ashore in villages surrounding Amalapuram. A
vigorous search by the Coast Guards to trace the missing

fishermen continued.

A cluster of fishermen-dominated villages

Balusuthippa, Kothapalem, Neellarevu, Chirrayanam.

Kaatrenikonda and Gannavaram were totally wiped out

in the swirling waters, reports said. An official

spokesman here said "despite heavy odds, an intensive

search is being carried out by the eastern naval com-

mand to trace the missing fishermen."

Visibly moved by the spectre of large-scale deaths and

destruction in the Konaseema region, Gowda, who made
an aerial visit of the cyclone-affected areas, described the

situation as national calamity'. He felt that there was an

immediate need to mobilize resources for taking up res-

cue and relief mperations.

Courtesy The Indian Express (Monday. Nov. II.

1996)

Recently there have been a number of articles and let-

ters in the Collegian purporting to present the "facts"

regarding the origins, and aims of the Zionist colonial

project in Palestine and the actions of Israel.

(oining in the fray locally have been large, well funded

national Zionist organizations including the Ami
Defamation League (ADD. the Israeli Consulate and the

Committee for Accuracy in Middle East Reporting in

America (CAMERA)
The main function of these Zionist organizations is the

propagation of a mythology surrounding the Israeli pres

ence in Palestine. Any serious attempt to scrutinize, ana-

lyze and criticize Israeli actions is systematically coun-

tered by groups such as these with misinformation and

lies

A typical example is CAMERA'S repeated attempt to

"set the record straight" regarding the 1940 bombing of

the steamer Patria by the lewish Agency. Enraged by the

dissemination of the truth, CAMERA has resorted to

bizarre rationalizations to excuse murder.

The steamer Patria. contained hundreds of Jewish

refugees who were fleeing a war torn, Nazi dominated

Europe, and in effect saved from the

Holocaust. The Patria — which was about

to head for safe haven in Mauritius — was

docked in the Haifa harbor in Palestine.

The Zionists were, of course, hoping to

populate Palestine with European refugees

fleeing on the Patria and other ships.

In 1940. Palestine was under British

colonial rule, a League of Nations "man-

date." Consequently, it was up to the British to allow the

refugees to disembark and immigrate. Responding to the

mounting Arab resistance to the Zionists colonization of

Palestine, the British refused to allow the refugees to

leave the ships. They offered the island of Mauritius as a

haven until the end of the war.

Cynically playing with the lives of the refugees, the

Zionist paramilitary group, the Haganah, the armed wing

of the lewish Agency, planted a bomb on the Patria. The

motivation appears to have involved a demonstration by

the Zionists to the British that if the lewish refugees were

not to be allowed to colonize Palestine, then they were

prepared to die. Of course, the refugees on the Patria

were not consulted by the Haganah when the bomb was

placed on the ship. The bomb exploded and over 250

lewish refugees (tum In rope lost their lives.

In the March 8, 1996 issue of the Collegian. CAMERA
spokesperson Andrea Levin characterized this event as "a

valiant rescue attempt at a time of frightful danger." How
the inhuman murder of over 250 lewish refugees by the

Zionists can be considered a valiant rescue attempt is

beyond rational human comprehension Furthermore, it

ignores the clear legal and moral responsibility of the

Zionists for these murders.

Ms. Levin disingenuously claims that the bombing was

Sunanda

Ghosh &
Shyamala

Ivatury

a "desperate and heroic eflccl to prevent thousands of

lews confined in ships from being turned away from safe

haven" implying that the refugees would otherwise have

been returned to Nazi-occupied Europe or set adrift on

the high seas. Ms. Levin and CAMERA know full well

that that destination of the Patria and its passengers was

to safe haven in Mauritius

Ms Levin and CAMERA wilfully ignore the fact that

in the course of placing bombs in a ship filled up with

people one can hardly avoid risking their lives. It is clear

that Zionists were attempting to use the lewish refugees

as pawns to furthet then colonial ambitions in Palestine

It reflects the contempt felt by many in the Zionist move-

ment at the time for lews not actively engaged in the

colonial project in Palestine, and a sense that it these peo-

ple could not live in Palestine, then they should not live

at all.

It also indicates that the Zionist movement, while pur-

porting to be a movement to safeguard world lewry, has

often demonstrated little concern for lives and safety of

lewish people. Rather, its primary concern has always

been with the establishment of their Zionist state in

Palestine. Indeed, the bombing of the

Patria is explained by the fact that the

resettlement in Mauritius did not suit the

Zionist aim of colonizing Palestine with

European lews. Both the Haganah
bombers and CAMERA seem to have con-

cluded that the Patria refugee* were some-

how benefited by being bombed.

Ms. Levin further claims that the

Haganah bombers were merely trying to "force a delay"

and miscalculated. CAMERA'S excuses are preposterous.

Who would believe it if Timothy McVeigh were to argue

that, in placing the bomb in the Alfred P. Murray Federal

Building in Oklahoma City he intended merely to force

an evacuation of the building, miscalculated, and ended

up killing hundreds of people?

The whole flap over the account of the Patria bombing

and CAMERA'S supposed "clarification" of this alleged

"fabrication" is typical of the discourse of these large,

national Zionist propaganda groups These people have

absolutely no commitment whatsoever to the truth, and

have shown themselves willing to resort to blatant lies,

distortions, and misinformation as a matter of course.

These propaganda groups enter the debate in our

University with the aim of hoodwinking students, by

invoking their pompous and official-sounding names.

They especially have an eye to propagandizing lewish stu

dents, and ensuring that they do not begin to see alterna-

tive perspectives on the question of Palestine. Their aim

is to make certain that support lor racism and colonial-

ism remains firm using uny disreputable methods possi-

ble.

Sunanda Ghosh and Shyamala Ivatury are Collegian

Columnists
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Arts & Living
Go Sailor

set sail at

Hampshire
Rolling Stone has never been the

prime source of underground music

news, bui occasionally they buy
themselves a clue and talk aboul acts

besides loan Osbourne and Sheryl

Crow.

Although Crow may be gracing the

latest cover, the rest of the issue is

hardly a waste. Under a heading

"Generation Next 1996: The Best of

Modern Rock." Rolling Stone gives

respectable coverage to such acts as

Sieater-Kinncy. Bis. Cub. Cat
Power. Long Fin Killic and Yatsura.

The most surprising entry must

be Bis, a fine young Glasgow act. By
stealing the cuteness of the

cuddle-core movement and adding

the punk angst of Huggy Bear the

teenage trio has discovered a new
hybrid of rock dubbed "disco

punk." So far the band has only

released one song in the States (on a

split seven-inch single with
Heavenly) but have four singles

available in Europe. The band is in

negotiations with Grand Royal, is a

BIStie Boys collaboration in the

near future?

But as always Rolling Stone
makes a few blatant mistakes in

judgment. By naming the Phish
wanna-be band Moe. as "on the

edge* is an insult to innovative
musicians everywhere. Their current

single "Meat* is 44 minutes long,

give me a break.

• Bid a good-bye to Velocity Girl.

the Washington D.C. band who
never quite lived up its expectations.

Their second single "My Forgotten

Favorite" remains one of the best

songs of the posi-Loveless era.

Unfortunately, since then the band
lost its edge and found themselves

competing with Letters to Cleo for

fans. Their last show at Pearl Street a

year ago marks the only time I have

ever fallen asleep standing up.

coudiur UtA CROSS

Go Sailor takes their bubblegum pop to Hampshire College tonight at the Prescott Tavern at 8:30 p.m.

Mike

Burke

• Speaking of the D.C. pop scene,

two of the area's finest acts, Poole

and Racecar. are set to play
Greenough Basement this Saturday
night with the Push Kings, an excel-

lent Boston band and the Mitchells.

Concertgoers at the Loud Music
Festival may remember the Push
Kings superb set. easily one of the

highlights of the weekend.
To keep their fans satis-

fied the band has kept

busy with a slew of new
releases including a full

length record and an
appearance on the Puppet Glove zine

compilation seven-inch single along-

side Tully Craft. Pest 5000 and Tizzy.

• Besides the Push Kings show, sev-

eral quality gigs are planned in the

upcoming weeks. In the pop show of

the semester, Go Sailor plays

Hampshire College's Prescott Tavern.

Formed from the ashes of pop-punk
prototype's Tiger Trap, Go Sailor con-

tinues in their footsteps towards pop
paradise. Led by Rose Melbcrg. who

also moonlights as a member of the

Softies, Go Sailor captures up all the

fun and energy of Tiger Trap. This is

one show not to be missed. On Nov.
20 Go Sailor returns to the area for a

special show in Hartford with My
Favorite. Musical Chairs and Tizzy.

In other show news, Thurston
Moore of Sonic Youth plays the

Unitarian Church in

Amherst without
Rashied AM who was
previously billed. AH
has tendinitis. Vitapup
and Pen Pal perform at

Smith College on Nov. 17. And
finally New York's lovable pop boys
Holiday return to UMass on Nov.
23.

• Keep your fingers crossed that

Amherst College rediscovers their

excellent taste in music which has

been lost as of late. Do we really

need the God Rays to play the Valley

three times in six months? Aren't

there any better bands that the school

could waste their students' $30,000

tuition on? What about the Magnetic
Fields?

• For a more uplifting story, chock

out the> latest addition to the
Montague Book Mill. Known for

their extensive used book selection,

the Mill now houses an excellent

used record store run by Byron
Coley. underground rock renaissance

man. Since opening last month,
Coley has sold off portions of his

12,000 plus record collection. With
u selection ranging from free jazz to

oldies to noise, reasonable prices and
Coley's handy advice, this record
store can't be beat. Try finding a

mint copy of a Pussy Galore or Sun
Ra record anywhere else in the

Valley.

• In other record store news.
Main Street Records looks to be
closing up shop in the near future.

Is this Media Play and Newbury
Comics' second victim in the
Valley?

Mike Burke is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Dozin new Dead discs

Three CD set capture Dead live in '90

By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Start

GRATEFUL DEAD
Dozin' At The Knick

Grateful Dead Records

The Arista Years

Arista Records

The Dead may have hung up

their union and sound, and the

surviving members have gone on

to newer musical and non-musical

fields but the Grateful Dead's

vaults are ready to please those

deadicated fans with plenty of

archival concert footage. Dozin'

At The Knick. culled from a three

night run (March 24-26. 1990) at

the Knickerbocker Arena in

Albany, NY is one of the first of

these posthumous releases that ll

not in the heralded Dick's Picks

series.

This three disc set is put togeth-

er in a somewhat confusing way:

Disc one has many good collec-

tor's items — rarely played live

songs from the three nights. Disc-

two and the first half of Disc three

are the full second set from March

25. The rest of Disc three is the

second half of the second set from

the third night. Got to hand it to

the tape editors.

On the first disc, the opener,

"Hell In A Bucket," is done true to

the 1987 In The Dark album ver-

sion as is the synth- polluted,

Southern California

cocaine-fueled "lust A Little

Light." written by keyboardist

Brent Mydland (a cocaine casually

himself later in 1990) and band
lyricist Robert Hunter, and sung

by Mydland. Mydland's writing

falters both on "Little Light," and

the oddly Richard Marx-sounding
"I Will Take You Home." but is

redeemed by his fully composed
blues, the never-before-released.

"Never Trust A Woman." His
singing is airy and well-crafted.

"Dupree's Diamond Blues", a

1969's live rarity, makes an
appearance also on the first disc,

but it's masterpiece is an intense

arrangement of Robert (ohnson's

delta blues classic, "Walkin'
Blues," sung with power by gui-

tarist/ vocalist Bob Weir.

The second disc is blessed by

their 1970 gem, "Uncle John's

Band," always enjoyable (it had
just experienced a comeback in

1990.) as well as one of the

best -played and surprisingly nice-

ly sung (by the late lead gui-

tarist/vocalist Jerry Garcia)
run-through of "Lady With A
Fan/Terrapin Station," from their

Terrapin Suite of 1977.
Drummers Billy Kreutzmann and
Mickey Hart's "Drums" jam is

frightcningly ambient and com-
pelling.

For the third disc. "Space," a

concert staple of the Dead,
employing odd computer-generat-

ed sounds to guitars, bass (a quiet

Phil Lesh) and keyboards, is the

usual random mess, but like

always there is a nice segue into

Garcia/Hunter's "The Wheel."
"All Along The Watchtower." by

Bob Dylan is the pinnacle of the

whole collection. The ferocity and
precision with which they
approach it is striking. Weir's lead

vocals and Garcia's furious, dis-

tortion-guitar solo and the band's

mind-numbing chemistry all com-
bine for a live, majestic arrange-

ment of the rock staple.

"Black Peter," a Garcia/Hunter
blues from I970's Workingman's
Dead is just a great song, and a

good addition to this collection.

"Mud Love Buddy |am" satisfies

those who love the Dead's impro-

visational expertise. B+

Turn to DEAD, page 7
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Mel Gibson (left) and Delroy Lindo star in Ransom.
COUHTISY LO«r StBASriAN

Gibson held for Ransom in Howard's latest
Director's social commentary falls short in season's first potential mega-blockbuster

By Adam Levin*

Collegian Staff

RANSOM
with Mel Gibson, Gary Sinise, Delroy Lindo

directed by Ron Howard
Playing at Hampshire Six Theatres

After the super success of Braveheart. the whole
world has been waiting in anticipation to sec what

Mel Gibson would do next. His new film Ransom,
which had been previewed all throughout the sum-
mer blockbusters, appeared to be an intriguing new
thriller as well as a satisfying post Braveheart
effort.

In actuality, Ransom, although not a bad movie,

is by no means as clever as it seems. What Ransom
has to offer is nothing more than a well written,

but far too pretentious action thriller.

Director Ron Howard has made a career of

wholesome and well naturcd films. Cocoon and
Parenthood are prime representations of family

value oriented entertainment. In his latest film, he

tests the boundaries of genre by mixing suspense

while staying true to his family acceptable roots.

The final project is a jumble of extreme emotions

fighting with one another for screen time. The
characters each feel far too much for an action

film, but make no mistake— this is nothing more
than a genuine action film.

Gary Sinese, who previously worked with
Howard on his last film, Apollo 13, has proved
his acting capabilities as a serious performer. He
is chilling in his portrayal of police detective

limmy Shaker, although the development of his

character is rather weak. Shaker claims he has
seen enough exploitation in our world, and there-

fore feels determined to fight back anyway he
can. He reads about the shady business deals of

airline entrepreneur Tom Mullen (Mel Gibson)
and sees the perfect opportunity to take
vengeance upon the rich and manipulative, and
make some cash out of it too. He therefore
decides to kidnap Mullen's son and hold him for

ransom.

Mullen's character is far more well thought out

than Shaker's. Gibson plays the role the way we
would expect a wealthy business man to be, always
in control. At the film's core, this issue of control is

clearly it's message. How far would one go to

secure the control that one has over others? Shaker
doesn't like it Mullen's overwhelming control.

Mullen decides the best way to deal with this sit-

uation is to turn the tables around without for a

second sacrifice his power. Although he must defy

his wife (Rene Russo) and the F.B.I, agent (Delroy
Lindo) assigned to help him. Mullen takes Shaker's

ransom and transforms it into a bounty on his ene-

mies head.

In the film's most haunting scene, a strange but

altruistic metaphor is made. Shaker explains to

Mullen the premise of the sci-fi classic Time
Machine, about a world in the future where the

beautiful people live on the Earth's surface and do
nothing but play in an Utopian environment. Down
below, the ugly people live and slave their lives to

support the ones who live above them. Every once
in a while, an ugly person will sneak above and
feed on one of the beautiful people. We can take

Ransom from this point of view and understand
that it too is criticism of the American class system.

However, this aspect of the film leads to its emo-
tional instability.

With all this social commentary, Howard feels

the need to inflict certain wholesome values.

Unlike the villain in Seven, Shaker never has the

strength within his character to have him able to

clearly rationalize his actions. This is conscious
effort on Howard's part. He could have played up
the hardships of the ugly people more, but instead

he focuses on how kidnapping is no way to fight

back against the rich man's tyranny. Gibson must
first attempt to save his son through controlled wit,

but only through buff strength can he defend him-
self from the ugly people who wish to feed of him.

By the film's end, Gibson has relived his days as

an action hero, while attempting to be something
more. Ransom is. if nothing more, sheer entertain-

ment, but its inability to stay focused causes more
confusion than necessary. B-

Spanking the Morphine
Boston's guitarless trio play Pearl St,

By Scott Bernard
Collegian Staff

Morphine proves that there is

room in this overdriven,
fuzzed -out world for a sound that

is... guitarless. Consisting of two
string slide-bassists, vocalist Mark
Sandman, baritone saxophonist
Dana Colley and drummer Billy

Conway the five-year-old band
has managed to make grooving yet

hard- hitting music without the

benefit of rock's most overused
anachronism.

Formed in Cambridge in 1991,

Morphine quickly struck a chord
in the local music scene with its

"light hearted experiment in dark-

ness." Their first album. Good,
released on Accurate-Distortion
and subsequently re-released by

Rykodisc received favorable air-

play on many college radio sta-

tions, and also managed to win the

Independent Album of the Year at

the 1992 Boston Music Awards.
Their follow- up, 1993's Cure for

Pain, received immediate critical

acclaim from such diverse maga-
zines as Rolling Stone, Esquire,

Vanity Fair. Downbeat and
People, as well as riding high on
Top 20 alternative radio charts for

over six months.

They have recently released Yes,

their third album on Rykodisc.
Co-produced by Paul Q. Kolderie

(Hole, Radiohead, Dinosaur |r.)

and Sandman, the album's 12 cuts

were roadtested on audiences from
Austin to Tokyo. Two of the

album's cuts, "Sharks Patrol These
Waters," and "1 Had My Chance"
were recorded on the road by the

band's soundman, Phil Davidson.
With the help of national televi-

sion exposure on "MTV News,"
"The Conan O'Brien Show" and
(obligatorily) "Beavis and
Butthead," the band's word of
mouth appeal has spread to a

much wider audience. Also help-

ing the band tremendously was
their featured spot on the sound-
track to the award winning hit

independent film, Spanking the
Monkey.

But, in truth, the place where
the band excels is on the road.
Overcoming skeptics wary of the

band's hype, Morphine ignited

venues like the Troubador in Los
Angeles and the South by
Southwest Music conference.
Morphine has played large festi-

vals in England for 50.000 fans,

and headlined New York City's

Central Park Summerstage.
However, the band prefers to take

up residency in the same club over
a series of nights, allowing for a

more intimate experience for the

band and its fans.

Overall, Morphine's eclectic and
unique sound has defined what
many now call "Low Music", and
created what Rolling Stone has
called an "underground pop suc-

cess."

Morphine performi tonight at

Pearl Street at 8 p.m. with special

guest Wooden Leg. Call the club at

584-4256 for more information.

Dead
continued from page 6

The Arista Years collects songs
from the Dead's 1977- 1990 studio

and live releases by the company for

which it is titled. Most of Terrapin

Station is here, save for the awful,

disco rendition of "Dancin' In The
Streets" and "Sunrise," sung by
Donna Godchaux. The best song on
this collection is, "Saint Of
Circumstance* from 1980's Go To
Heaven, but its companion, the

Weir/John Perry Barlow tune. "Lost

Sailor" sadly is not.

Yes, "Touch of Grey," was an

obvious choice, but it's nice to see

"West L.A. Fadeaway* from 1987's
In The Dark as well as the Built To
Last (1989) Garcia/Hunter ballad

"Standing On The Moon." A good
collection for non- completists. B

Note: Two other archival releases

also came out this fall. Dick's Picks

Vol. 6 is a full concert collected from
Hartford, Conn, from Oct. 14, 1983.

The VHS tape Ticket To New Year's

It from New Year's Eve 1987-^88.

Call Grateful Dead Merchandising at

1-800-499-3998 for more info.

You've got a lot to grin about when you use AT&T or an

AT&T Universal MasterCard*. Like an AT&T True Rewards*

Member Benefit Card. Just flash it and:

•Sam Goody/Musicland gives you a 15% discount

on CDs and cassettes.

• TCBY' Treats gives you a freebie after you buy two.

• BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO8 makes your third movie free

when you rent two*

•Amtrak lets your companion travel for 25% off.

But True Rewards is just one part of our special

college package. Here are some more:

\m thjrHradTSBvtnRS AIST tbrUNct" Senfcc «W IWwnalMMM •

To sign up for the AT&T True Rewards' Program, call

1 800 654-0471

AT&T
Your True Choice

http://www.att.com/college
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Manson: a pretend Antichrist
Shock rockers fail to break new ground on latest album

By Lisa M. Olive ri

Collegian Staff

MARILYN MANSON
Antichrist Superstar

Nothing / Intefscope Records

It appears as il the reigning kings of shock rock

are here to enlighten us once again — probably due

to all that MTV airplay. But fans don't despair.

Marilyn Manson hasn't really sold out. nor has

frontman Reverend Manson committed suicide

cither Their BMMM of hate. Satan, sodomy and

torture still abound on Antichrist Superstar, their

third release on the brainchild of Trent Reznor,

Nothing Records

This is a rock opera dedicated to Satan himself,

an ode no one can sing quite as well as Marilyn

Manson. It's outrageous, harsh and downright

sick, and unfortunately — not new. Manson isn't

trying to set standards on this album, that was

already successfully accomplished on their debut

Portrait of an American Family. The world

already knows Mr. Manson is trying to instill ter-

ror into the angst-ridden youth, and most of the

lyrics, samples and rhythms are just regurgitated

from their first album.

Manson's lyrics are a cynical look at the decline

of American values, so he would like his listeners to

believe. Manson's own world is filled with

sodomists. pedophiles and rapists. "We're TV/
spa-ad me open, sticking to my pointy ribs are/ all

your infants in abortion cribs/ 1 was bom into this."

Manson offers on "Man That You Fear." With his

apocalyptic views, he seems more like a caricature

out of Oliver Stone's Natural Bom Killers than a

rock star.

"Take your hatred out on me, make your victim

my head,* shouts Manson in "Tourniquet,"
almost begging to be the martyr Cod. The
album's lyrics all weave together smoothly —
Manson's has re-written his own scriptures.

A lew funky samples are thrown together

throughout this macabre journey. The music in-

"Cryptorchid," seems lifted right out of the cult-

cllllk. I he Perils of Gwendoline. On many of

the other songs. Reznor demonstrates his creativ-

ity, and produces some interesting riffs. But for

the most part, the music sounds no different

from earlier Skinny Puppy or Front 242.

Much like his previous releases, the songs on
Antichrist Superstar overflow with distorted gui-

tars and fearful screams, his own screeching the

icing on the bitter cake. But their is something

strangely alluring about Mr. Manson and crew. His

intense voice and charismatic personality draws lis-

teners in and seizes (hem like a pissed-off black

widow spider.

Is Marilyn Manson longed for this world — are

they too destined to become a cult classic? Though
Antichrist Superstar has its catchy moments.
Manson is more about the image than the music.

Without the scars, make-up or burning lunchbox-

es, their music would fail to hold anyone's interest

for long. But the whole package should keep them
around for a few years longer. B-

Marilyn Manson nearly falls off the cross op tfieir latest alburn.

COU8TISY |k»«U WtliS

Gilmore: country legend
The lonesome Texan churns out the hits

By Bradley Skaught

Collegian Stuff

COURTtSY ( AflOUNI I.BIYSMO, K

|immie Dale Gilmore provided a fun night of

country at the Iron Horse Music Hall.

JIMMIE DALE GILMORE
Iron Horse Music Hall

Nov. 10

NORTHAMPTON — There was a

telling moment near the middle ol

limmie Dale Gilmore's Sunday night

performance at the Iron Horse

Paused between songs, wailing lor the

musicians to finish tuning, Gilmore

stepped up to the mike and, with a

boyish grin. said. "This is fun!"

Playing in support of his latest

album. Braver Sewer World.

Gilmore's sctlisi was a healthy mix of

old favorites and newer songs some

yet to be released. It was a nearly flaw-

less sellist. beginning with a gorgeous

solo acoustic "Tonight I Think I'm

Gonna Go Downtown," that iniincdi

Italy set the tone for the evening, with

Gilmore't shimmering voice, strong

and passionate. Band members joined

Gilmore one by one over the course of

the next three songs, building from the

pane "Tonight" to an explosive full

band "There She Goes.'

After that, there was no turning

back. Gilmore's sidemen were incred

ibly able and diverse musicians,

equally adept at tackling the lush,

atmospheric pulse of the Braver

material as they were the pounding

roadhouK country. Thej played with

startling clarity throughout— tasteful

and energetic. They looked like a

band better suited to a Indus night at

CBGBs than a hired gun country
band. Their spirit and musical spark
w.is .is much the show as Gilmore

Not that Gilmore was upstaged, of

course. As much a veteran of the Texas
roadhousc as the concert hall, Gilmore
took command ol the Magi lioin the

Wry beginning tender and hushed
one minute, raging and howling the

next. Gilmore was in peak form, his

,mu:/ing voice even more powerful in

person than on record. Gilmore also

has the benefit of being able to pull
songs I loin one of the most diverse and
expressive song collections in America

Perhaps only Johnny Cash has a

songbook so lull of human experi-
ence, humor, faith, love and sadness

GUmore'l tales of spirituality and dis-

covers recall both the dusty expanse
of l he West Texas plains, and the
shimmering lights of the big city

—

and the road in between. Perhaps
only Gilmore could successfully claim

Blind lemon lelfcrson's "Black Snake
Moan" as his own — equally at home
alongside songs by Sam Phillips. |oe

Ely, and Gilmore's own Harding oris,

trials.

All of this came into play Sunday
night all of this and more Gilmore
has secured his place in the American
music pantheon, and he lived up to

that reputation with a performance
that was impassioned and exciting—

the workings of true master crults

man and a grace to all who were pre-

sent to hear it.

Five years of "The Larry Sanders Show"
By Jennifer Bowies
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Can you
imagine David Duchovny. that brooding
heartthrob from "The X-Files." in love

with the offbeat, paranoid talk show host

Larry Sanders'.'

Say it isn't so!

But that's the hilarious premise of the

fifth season premiere episode of HBO's
"The Larry Sanders Show." starring

Garry Shandling. which airs at 9 p.m.
EST Wednesday.

The idea came straight from Duchovny
himself, Shandling says "He plays bas-

ketball with me when he's here instead of

Vancouver [ filming 'The X-Files" |."

Shandling says. "One day on the basket

ball court he said, "Wouldn*t it be funny

if Larry thought David Duchovny had a

crush on him'.''

"The next thing I knew, 1 had stolen

the ball from him and scored two points

So then I said. 'That's a good idea.' so we
did it. He's so funny in that, isn't he?"
Shandling asks during a recent telephone

conversation.

Yea, he is. and so is Shandling - star,

creator, writer and executive producer of

the critically acclaimed show, which
focuses on the life of a fictitious late-

night talk show host and the behind-the-

icenc madness ol creating such a show.

It figures that Shandling would do a

show like this he has the perfect back-

ground as a stand-up comic and frequent

"Tonight Show" guest host during the

early to mid-1980s,

"It was purely to do something that

Turn to SANDERS, page 9
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Schiffer saves the day; Monroe back to Play

Old

Lisa

Oliveri

• He's survived three decades so far and is still

going strong. David Bowie is releasing a new
album shortly, and is drawing on many facets of
Buddhism. His forthcoming album will be entitled
l.arthling and will include the song, "Seven Years
in Tibet," which is also the title of Brad Pitt's new
movie. The album is expected to be released in

February.

• It seems as if many American culture icons
are ailing these days. Reports say that
89-year old Katherine Hepburn has left her
home in New York for her retreat
Saybrook. Conn., and lies on her
death bed. She has had a number of
health stares this year already, includ-

ing pneumonia. Frank Sinatra remains
quiet about his illness, but rumors still

say he is suffering from heart prob-
lems. He was admitted lo Cedars Sinai hospital in

Los Angeles last week
• The King of Pop will finally record the TV spe-

cial. "Michael laekson One Night Only," which
was cancelled when laekson collapsed during
rehearsals. It will now be filmed in South Africa.

He also took the time to do a special interview on
VH-I that answers mailed- in questions from fans.

Fans will be happy to heat that laekson plans to

play live dates in the United States as early as next

year.

• This week's Antonio watch has produced an
interesting (to say the least) twist. Mr. Mambo
can be seen on French television helping an
attractive blonde (that's real blonde, Melanie)
wiggle into a pair of stockings, and then rolls

them all the way up to the top of her thigh. Now
that's pretty sexy — why can't we see that on
American TV?

• The world's highest paid iiber model
Claudia Schiffer literally hung on lot her life

when the door of her private jet burst open in

mid-air. Apparently Schiffer was quick on her

leet - she removed her leather belt from her

jeans with one hand and latched the door shut

with the other. Now that's impressive! I doubt

even magician David Copperfield would want to

try that.

• It seems as if the world never tires ol seeing

Marilyn Monroe. After finding never before seen

nude photos of the starlet. Playboy will feature the

late-actress on the cover ol their

lanuary '97 issue.

• According to Cybersleaze . the

premiere of Ron Howard's new
thriller Ransom left many stars,

including Tim Allen so shaken that

they left early to phone home and cheek on the

safety of their own kids. Howard said that he is

delighted with the response and that "it's nice to

know the audience is getting involved."

• I guess Halloween is now the day to play

sick jokes. Before shock-rocker Marilyn
Manson took the stage at the New lersey

Convention Center, rumors circulated that he

planned to commit suicide on stage. But just as

the band was set to perform, a bomb-threat was
called in. Both turned out to be a hoax. Gee. I

knew people hated Manson, but wanting to

bomb them...

• Let's see. Pair Game — really bad movie.

Richard Gere. Val Kilmer — really good actors.

Cindy Crawford — wanna-be actress. See a pal-

tern here? Crawford has moved on from her ger-

l'il toting husband and is now dating Kilmer. If ta!

ent won't get you that part, why not date someone

COUHUiVfNKIQOl eADWISCU

David Bowie

who can?

• And lastly, according to Cyberselaze, VVKU)
Station owner Tom Hodkins. who launched his

contemporary hits station recently, gets the award
for stupidest publicity stunt of the day. He report-

edly kicked off his station by playing lb straight

hours of "The Maearena." Thank God we don't live

there! .

Information compiled from various news
sources.

Lisa M. Oliveri is a Collegian columnist

ri

Sanders

Val Kilmer's relationship with supermodel Cindy Crawford is no longer hidden in the darkr

Who can offer college graduates solid work
experience, management opportunities, travel

to exotic places and the opportunity to make a

difference in the world?

The Peace Corps. Unlike some of

your other job prospects, Peace

Corps has 3,750 openings available

and with numbers like that there

is more than enough opportunity

to go around.

To learn more about how Peace
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creatively was stimulating, in terms

ol creating something that would
allow me as an actor to grow ami

become more reality-based," he

says.

"Since I knew this world, I

thought this might be a good arena

to write about. It was either that or

ihc pet shop business, which is

what my mother does." he adds
with his typical deadpan delivery.

Now. lour years later, Shandling

admits the pressure to come up with

ideas lor the show is getting more
and more difficult. "It is so hard 10

come up with new things on the

show, and 1 hope that was one. that

works," he says ol the premiere
"It's like a relationship where you

get to know the person and you're

with them every, day and you have

to figure out how to make it fresh

And so I've been in therapy for the

show for the last six months."

One way he deals with the prob-

lem is by foeusing on timely issues

Ellen DeGeneres, who's rumored
to come out as a lesbian on her

series "Kllen" this season, is an
upcoming guest on the show. "It's

a very funny show in which I urry

tries lo get her to come on the talk

show and talk about all the contro-

versy on the show and there's l(

very interesting twist that hap-

pens," he says.

Being contemporary, though,
also has landed him in a tight

squeeze.

A scene this coming season deal-

ing with Tupac Shakur had to be

scrapped and replaced alter the

rapper was fatally shot in Las

V«fM tad <i reference to More)
Amsterdam had io be reefaol alter

the comedian died recently.

"Unfortunately, that happens
became the show is topical."

Shandling says. "We went in

terday and reshol and changed
Morey Amsterdam to Steven
Spielberg."

Aside from DeGeneres, upcom-
ing guests on l he show this season

include Sulk field. Tim Conway,
Sting and Warren l.ittlelield. just

to name a lew

Continuing regulars include
leliicy Tambor as Sanders' on air

sidekick and Rip Torn as his har-

ried producer. Torn won an I iiiniy

this yeai lor !>est supporting actor

in a comedy series

hack only for a lew episodes is

laneane Garofalo, who plays the

laleBI booker. The actress is

branching off to the big screen

BftO the lUCCess of her film I he
Truth About Cat!, and Dogs "Her
character threaten^ to quit the
show because she's been offered .i

job producing The Mommies' and
then she stays on lor one more
episode." Shandling sa\s

"Hopefully, she'll come back when
she has lime."

Time is something Shandling

ayi he has little of. since much of

his is spent writing for the show.

"Thai's the biggest problem in

my life is that, not unlike many
people who work on a television

series, it becomes your lile." he
sa\s "I have vers tew tree hours

and I try to spend those houis rest

ing and recuperating."

CHECK OUT
OUR SPECIAL

CHAMPIONSHIP
VALUES.

I
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At Northwestern College of Chiropractic, we feel

strongly about the quality of education we provide

to our 600 students and their preparedness for

satisfying careers.

As our 3,000 alumni know, we can provide

you with an educational experience featuring:

• 55 years of expertise developing a well-rounded,

rigorous educational program integrating the basic and

clinical sciences, diagnosis, X-ray, chiropractic therapeu-

tics, wellness care and practice management;

• Emphasis on clinical, hands-on education and experience;

• 11:1 student-to-faculty ratio, individual faculty attention,

easy access to educational resources;

• Clinical internships in 80+ Minnesota community clinics

and five College public clinics;

• extensive interdisciplinary clinical learning opportunities;

• A research center known internationally and dedicated to

advancing chiropractic science and the profession;

• Final term, full-time private practice internships globally:

• A beautiful 25-acre campus featuring leading-edge class-

rooms, science and methods labs, and clinic facilities;

• Career Services Office to assist graduates in job

placement:

• New state-of-the-art library to support education and

research.

For a personal visit or more detailed information,

call a Northwestern Admissions counselor at

1-800-888-4777.

19 Committed to Clinical [xcellenci and Preparedneu for frofeuionat Sucans

m Northwestern College of Chiropractic • 2501 West 84th Street • Minneapolis, Minnesota 5543
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Tar Heels inching toward alliance

By David DroKhak
Associated Press

CHAPEL MILL, N.C. — Evn
(hough No. b North Carolina is 81
and mosing closer to a spot in a

major bowl, coach Mack Brown
doeMi'i want to hear about it. There

are too MR] options left, too many
games to play

Weekend los-.es by Tennessee and

Michigan — both viewed as the main

competition in North Carolina's

attempt to play in the Sugar. Fiesta

or Orange Bowl — fueled specula-

tion about the Tar Heels' postseason

prospects brown, though, won't

concern himself with that as the Tar

Heels prepare to play No. 24

Virginia (t>-3) on Saturday — a team

that has beaten North Carolina seven

straight times in Charlottesville, Va.

"We've been in that Fiesta Bowl

hunt before and sat there and had no

control." Brown said of the bowls.

"It's really interesting to me. and I

think it's a fan and media thing, for

everybody to have their opinions

ever) day when nobody has a clue.

It's kind of fun."

"It's out there, it's real and it will

be on TV all week, it will be in the

newspapers all week. Our guys read.

They watch TV. They are going to

see it." Brown said of all the bowl

talk around town and on campus.

"We don't think they don't pay any

attention to it. Sure, it's important to

them."

"We told them. 'Right now, we're

sixth in the country and if we can

continue to play well, there are a lot

of great things out there that can

happen to ya. So, it's already

changed from last week to this week
and you didn't do anything but win.

Some other people helped us." We
understand that and we don't want

to be those other people."

If North Carolina can win its final

two regular season games at Virginia

and at Duke, other teams could help

the Tar Heels rise in the polls.

The Tar Heels could inch up to

No. 4 in the poll by selection time if

No. 6 Colorado loses to No. 9

Kansas State and then beats No. 5

Nebraska and No. 1 Florida rolls

over No. 3 Florida State, the only

team to beat North Carolina. If Ohio

State and Arizona State win out.

they would be set for the Rose Bowl.

which is not part of the three-bowl

pact.

In addition, wild-card Notre Dame
(6-2) must be ranked at least 12th in

the nation to be considered for the

Bowl Alliance. The Fighting Irish, a

huge national television draw, are

ranked No. 14 this week.

The Tar Heels haven't been to a

major bowl since 1950, when
Charlie "Choo-Choo" justice led

them to the Cotton Bowl. The thing

I've told our team is if you're 10-1

and fourth in the country there will

be some people fighting to get you so

don't worry about it," Brown said.

"If you are 8-3, you have a place to

go. If you're 9-2, you'll have a better

place to go. If we win, it will all take

care of itself."

North Carolina was unranked in

the preseason and picked to finish

fourth in the ACC this season, but

has been ranked in the top 15 for 10

straight weeks, including five con-

secutive weeks in the top 10.

"For us to be able to move to the

top 10 is a compliment to the polls,"

Brown said. "1 think some people

must be looking at strength of sched-

ule."

Army marching toward perfection

By Nekeso Mumbi Moody
Associated Press

WIST POINT. N.Y. — In the

ranks of the best college teams thi>

season, there is Florida. Ohio State

and.. Army'.'

Yes. Army. For the first time

since 1985, the Black Knight> i«J-ui

are ranked in the Top 25 — at No.

22 — and just might be playing in a

bowl game by year's end.

But while some may question a

team whose schedule so far has

included just two teams with win-

ning records and two Division l-AA

schools, as far as the Black Knights

are concerned, the national atten-

tion they're starting to get is a little

overdue.

"If they don't give us respect,

we've definitely earned it." said

fullback |oe Hewitt, who had a

career-high 161 yards on 29 carries

and two touchdowns in Saturday's

decisive 23-7 victory over Air Force

at sold-out Michie Stadium.
"1 don't see how anybody could

not give us respect" after this," he

said.

They certainly got it from Air

Force (5-4), stripping the Falcons

of the Commander-in-Chief's
Trophy they've held since 1988.

Air Force saw its potent rushing

attack, second-best in the nation at

354 yards per game, held to only

69 yards, and star quarterback

Beau Morgan held to just 6 net

rushing yards.

"The difference between what

they do and what other teams do is

that they just execute better,"

Morgan said. "It seemed like on
every play they had at least one guy

get off the block that wound up

making the play."

Army's defense managed to pres-

sure not only Morgan but Air

Force's entire offensive line, allow-

ing only one touchdown and forc-

ing the Falcons to hand over the

ball time and again.

"We were going three-and-out,

giving the offense the ball back,"

Army linebacker Ben Kotwiea said.

"When you can keep their defense

on the field, you're going to win the

game."

The win snapped Army's seven-

game losing streak against Air

Force. And with just two more
games left, against No. 19 Syracuse

and Navy, the Black Knights
remain in serious contention for a

bowl berth, something they haven't

achieved in eight years.

"I think with nine victories we've

proven we are a good team and we
deserve to be considered for differ-

ent things," said Army coach Bob
Sutton. "Our team has answered

the bell every single week and done

everything asked of them. To me,

the thing I've enjoyed about this

team is that they've been an

improved football team every

[game]."

It's a far cry from last year, when

Army finished the season 5-5-1 and

could only take comfort in knowing

that it beat Navy in the annual

matchup.

"Last year we hoped that we
were good; that's what one of the

coaches was saying to us." Hewitt

said. "And this year we know we're

good. There's that confidence

behind us all, and we know we can

work as a team."
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Meet

Marty Dobrow
on Thursday, November 14 at 6 p.m.

He will autograph his new book,

Going Bigtime -

The Spectacular Rise ofUMass Basketball
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In Going Bigtime, local author Marty Dobrow takes a

colorful and comprehensive look at the University of
Massachusetts basketball program. He plunges into the rich

history of the Minutemen that includes the collegiate careers

of legendary figures Julius Ervingand Rick Pitino Mostly,

he chronicles the astonishing rise of the basketball program
from one of the nation's worst in the

1980s to one of the best today. The rise

created tremendous excitement and led to

numerous benefits for an oft-beleaguered

university, but it was accompanied by

considerable controversy and a palpable

loss of innocence. Dobrow shows
readers both sides of the story.

Marty Dobrow has covered UMass
basketballforfive seasons at the Daily

Hampshire Gazette. In 1995 the Associated Press Sports

Editors selected him the nation's top columnist for papers

with circulation under 50,000.

His work has also been recognized in Houghton Mifflin's

The Best American Sports Writing Series 1993 an2 1996.

Dobrow lives in Leeds, Massachusetts, with his

wife Carey and their daughter Sarah.

Ifyou can't attend please call for an autographed copy to be heldfor you.

Jeffery Amkerst BooksKop

and College Store
55 South Pleasant Street, Amherst Massachusetts 01002

(413)253-3381 • (413)253-7852 •email:je.famhbk@aol.com

Open Mon.-Sat. 8:30 a.m. - 8 p.m. Sundays 12-5 p.m.

IMANC VO\COU£OAN

The Russians are coming, The Russians are coming!
Kara Tudman and the UMass women's hoop team fight for world supremacy, and tune up for their regular

season opener, when they take on Russia Select tonight at 7 p.m. in the William D. Mullins Center.

heartbreak
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number. They were making plays."

Smith finished the day 1 3-for-26, but

was only 4-for-l 1 for 24 yards in the second

half, including two interceptions. Freshman

wideout RaphadQuinnhadhisbestdayasa

Minuteman, with five catches fur 47 yanis,

breaking UMass legend Rene Ingoglia's

freshman reception record in the process.

Cook wound up 1 5-for-26 with 226

yards and a touchdown, junior tailback

Alvin Porch, who came into Saturday

second in the YanCon in rushing, paced

the Tribe ground attack with 65 yards on

22 carries, and sophomore Tony Harris

chipped in 49 yards on 1 2 rushes.
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Minutewomen go 2-1 on weekend
Atlantic 10

By Jeremy Adams
Collegian Staff

It was a weekend of opportunities
for the Massachusetts volleyball
team. The Minutewomen entered the
weekend approaching the defining
moment of their season, a chance to
advance in the conference standings,
and to establish themselves as one of
the best teams in the region.

The inexperienced squad may have
been intimidated by these opportuni-
ties, as it brought itself up to
Temple's level, defeating conference
doormats Fordham and La Salle, and
then proved it didn't want to be
there by losing to the Owls in five

games.

Fordham lived up to its 1-14 con-
ference record, bowing to
Massachusetts in three games on
Friday night. The Rams tried to con-
tain the Minutewomen, losing the
first two games by the respectable
scores of 1 5-7 and 1 5-6, but had to

step out of the way of the
up-and-coming home team, who
swept them right out of the Cage
with a 15-2 thrashing in game three.

High scorers included senior
Dionne Nash, who led the way with

8 kills and 10 digs. Sophomore setter

Katie Pearce accounted for four
points on her own, with four serving

aces.

La Salle also proved to be deserv-

ing of its 1-15 record, scoring a total

of four points in the three games
they shared the court with the
Minutewomen. |uniur Michelle
Paciorek and freshman Sarah
Watters each chipped in 8 kills to

follow Nash's 1 3 kills and 1 1 digs in

the trouncing.

Massachusetts rolled 15-2, 15-2.

and 15-0 in the warm-up for the

showdown with Temple. The match
against the Owls was made more
crucial by the two previous wins,
and Temple's loss to Rhode Island

which moved them into a tie for

third place with the Minutewomen.
The two teams battled it out for

five games at the Curry Hicks Cage
on Saturday night, with third place

in the Atlantic 10 on the line, as well

as the mathematical possibility of

advancing further up in the ranks.

Only the top four teams in the con-

ference make the A-10 tournament,
which will be held Thanksgiving
weekend at Rhode Island.

Massachusetts took the early lead

over Temple, winning the first game
16-14. Temple had the momentum
at the start of the game, but the

Minutewomen rallied back from
deficits of 5-1 and 9-14 to win the

half-hour long epic struggle that was
gutfte one.

The Titans continued to clash in

game two. after which the match was

tied 1-1. The Owls took the game
15-9. capitalizing on some
Minutewomen defensive miscues and
a beneficial call from the referees

late in the game. It had started very

evenly, until Temple made a six

point run at 8- 7, leaving
Massachusetts shell-shocked and
anxious for the intermission.

Massachusetts seemed to have
regained its composure in the third

game, taking the lead from the start

and methodically completing the vic-

tory with short runs of two or three

points on almost every service pos-

session. The game went to the home
team by a score of 15-11, and the

confidence of the Minutewomen
seemed to show the direction the

match was heading in.

Once again, the Owls spoiled all

the fun, ripping the lead from the

hands of the Minutewomen with a

15-7 disciplining in the fourth game.
Temple's attack, led by junior 6'2"

middle blocker Tamu Cooper's 24
kills and 5' 10" outside hitter Sharia

Bryant's 20 kills, picked apart
Massachusetts' middle defense, hit-

ting .375 with 14 kills in the fourth

game.

The match came down to a
rally-scoring scenario in the rubber
game, in which every serve counts
for a point. It was a close game until

the teams changed sides when
Temple led 8-6. From that point the

Owls didn't look back, dominating
every serve but one from then on.

winning 15-7.

"Our middle blocking was atro-

cious [in the last two games]," said a

frustrated coach Bonnie Kenny.
"Our middle back defense became
atrocious. The middle of the court

killed us all night.

"I thought we hit the ball

inbounds | in the games we won],
our hitting went to pot." Said Kenny.
"The last two matches we played bet-

ter when there wasn't a challenge on
the other side of the net. When we
had a challenge on the other side of

the net, we couldn't respond in a

positive way."

"I think this is a real setback as far

as character," said Kenney. "We just

broke down at things we're usually

pretty good at."

Nash provided 2 1 kills and 1 2 digs,

and freshman |ill Meyers provided 13

kills and three block assists in the los-

ing effort. These positive numbers
were not enough to offset figures like

37 attacking errors, and a combined
.070 hitting percentage from the mid-

dle blocker position. Another ratio

that dictated doom for the home team
was Massachusetts' eight total team
blocks, compared to Temple's 18.

"We stopped playing, stopped
talking as a team, and that's what
hurt us tonight." said Nash.
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We have a comprehensive

contact lens program.

Emergency eye care delivered at

I lis. is a covered benefit if you are

a student plan member.

Savings on eyeglasses from participating"

opticians are available if you
are a student and have a complete

optometry examination at UHS.

\ great place lo get contact lenses]

r$ j_MOn-site contact lens specialist.

Free sample start-up

contact lens solutions.

Contact lenses can be mailed directly lo
|

you; tree postage lor normal delivery.]

Same day replacement of contact

lenses, in raauy cases, due to our

large in-housc inventory.

We take great pride in being able to fit

many people who have had difficulty in

the past wearing contact lenses.

Convenient hours and location.

For appointments or questions,

Call 577-5244 its
Patient feedback of those

who have used the UHS
Eye Care Program over

twenty years has been

consistently excellent.

"I inviteyou to use the

Eye Services at UHS."

Frederick H Bloom. O.D

Director. Eye Care Program

THANG VOXCOUEGWN

Jill Meyers and the UMass women's volleyball team lost to Temple this

weekend at the Curry Hicks Cage.

Currently. Rhode Island (13-1) is

a lock for the tournament, while
Dayton (14-2) and Temple (12-4)

are still in the running for the top

seed. With the loss to Temple, the

Minutewomen can still challenge for

third place, but have to also concern
themselves with 10-6 Xavier and
9-6 Virginia Tech.

The Minutewomen attempt to

regroup against Boston College at the

Cage tomorrow at 7 p.m.

S16 STUDENT TICKETS
ON SALE NOW!

M?SS
Saigon

THE CLASSIC KM STORY Of OUR TIME

$16 STUDENT TICKETS
Available for all performances Dec 12-22 only, except Sat eves Must

present valid ID at box office at time of pick-up.
Balcony Mating. Subject to availability • prior >ale

CALU860) 246-6807 or MMfcM|f (800) 233-31 23
Tlckata also on sale at The Buahnell box office

aft::j|Tfl t ::i.»

Hartford, Connecticut
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"She feels very confident, and I think

that exudes through the rest of the

team."

Before getting to the champi-
onship, UMass first faced
fourth-seeded Temple, a squad it had
beaten, 3-1 , in the regular season.

Laura Phelan notched the eventu-

al game-winner for the
Minutewomen on a penalty corner
with 23:24 left before halftime.
Putnam sent the ball into a waiting
Fuchs at the top of the circle,

Rothenberger faked a shot, and in a

split- second, Fuchs sent the ball to

Phelan who cranked a score past
Owl goalie Deb Brown.
"We studied how their defensive

corners were, and we worked on it in

practice yesterday, and it went
through," Phelan said.

Temple had a chance to tie the
game with just under nine minutes
left, but Rose stopped the charge,
coming out of the net to make a clean

stick save, her only stop of the after-

noon.

"The save had to be made, and I

was in the right place at the right

time," Rose said.

Hixon was happy lo have Rose in

her net.

"With any other goalie, collegiately

in the U.S., I'd want to have Hilary

playing that one-on-one," Hixon
said.

The Minutewomen added an
insurance goal late in the contest

when Courtney MacLean redirected

a Phelan hit into the Temple circle

for a goal with 4:03 left on the
clock.

Minutewomen Notes: Four
UMass players were named to the

All-Tournament team: Fuchs;
Rothenberger; Phelan; and junior

sweeper Amy Ott... five

Minutewomen made the All-
Conference team which was
announced Friday night: Rose;
Fuchs; Rothenberger; Ott; and
sophomore forward Erica
Johnston.

High-schooler gets ref back
GALLUP, N.M. (AP) — A

Wingate High School football player

faces a felony battery charge follow-

ing his arrest for tackling a referee

from behind after being ejected from
a game.

Gilbert Jefferson, 18, remained
jailed today at the McKinley County
Detention Center on charges of
aggravated battery on a school
employee. He was arrested during
Wingate's game Friday night against

visiting Crownpoint.

Assistant District Attorney Michael
Sanchez said an investigation was
continuing, but Jefferson could face

up to 18 months in prison and a

$5,000 fine.

Referee Allen Bainter was dis-

charged Sunday from Rehoboth
McKinley Christian Hospital. His
wife, Pat, said her husband had been

knocked unconscious and suffered a

concussion.

"He said he remembers going to

the game, but that was about all," she

said. "It's ridiculous. I don't under-

stand it, but I'm not surprised any-

more. It's just amazing what's hap-

pening in sports these days."

The game was declared a forfeit,

giving Crownpoint a 1-0 win. The
loss denied Wingate a spot in the

state playoffs and gave Tohutchi the

District 6AAA runner-up spot and
post-season berth. Wingate, a pre-

dominantly Navajo Indian school,
was leading 22-18 in the fourth quar-

ter when Jefferson, a running back
and linebacker, was called for

unsportsmanlike conduct.

Jefferson protested and went to the

sidelines. Moments later, he ran back

onto the field and struck Bainter
from behind.

"Ilefferson] had about 35 yards
head start, running at full speed,"
said Crownpoint coach Tim Garro.

Added McKinley County Sheriff's

Sgt. John Kendall, "He rang the rePs

bell pretty bad. The guy couldn't
remember his name when the para-

medics asked him."

Wingate coach Gary Schuster
declined comment, and principal

Adam Bull said school officials would
discuss the incident Tuesday. The
school is closed today because of the

Veterans' Day holiday. "We are
investigating it ourselves," Bull said.

"We want to do the right things for

the kid and the officials."

It's not the first problem to crop
up in New Mexico high school foot-

ball this fall.

St. Pius High School senior center

Mike Cito, accused of playing with a

razor-sharp helmet buckle that

injured opponents, was expelled from
the Roman Catholic school in

Albuquerque on Oct. 14. Referees

stopped the Oct. 12 game between
St. Pius and

Albuquerque Academy after sever-

al Academy players received cuts dur-

ing play. A check of the football

equipment revealed Cito's helmet
buckle was sharp enough to shred a

magazine cover.

Cito was expelled after St. Pius

principal, the Rev. Ronald
Schwenzer, said the boy's father,

dentist Stephen Cito, admitted sharp-

ening the buckle because he felt his

son had been roughed up in another
game one week earlier.

Hand Poured Hand Scented/

Heritage Candle Co.

236 N. Pleasant Street,
Amherst

256-4749
open 7 days

50% off
10 oz. Jar
with any lOoz. or 26ox. jar purchase

THEFT OF MEDICAL
EXAM FOILED IHS.F.
17-year-old With Nonfunctioning
Gun Beaten by Students

By H. K. Lee and C. Bowman,
Chronicle Staff Writers

A young masked gunman burst into

a room full of students taking a medical
exam Saturday in San Francisco and
demanded a copy of a test section hut
was thwarted when several outraged
proctors and would-be doctors punched
him out. police said yesterday.

Police said the youth grabbed a green
folder at the front of the room,
disappeared into a bathroom and then
re-emerged, cursing. He then confronted

a proctor, demanding the Physical
Sciences portion of the test. As the
proctor fumbled for the test section, the

youth may have been careless with his

gun—the proctor grabbed it, and
suddenly the intruder found himsell at

gunpoint.

The youth then apparently smacked
the proctor in the face. Enraged, at least

five proctors and test-takers surrounded
the suspect and threw punches at him.
drawing blood, witnesses said

The San Francisco Chronicle .

Monday, August 19, 1996

You don't

need

a gun.

You just need
our course

(We've got all the released
MCATs, plus 14 more.)

KAPLAN
1 800 KAP-TEST
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why we can't score three. You've
just got to get out there and work
and catch them on their heels.

"1 just asked them to give me a

chance to pull the goalie. That's all."

With Tom O'Connor in the box
with what was judged as interfer-

ence in the eyes of referee Steve
McBride. UMass cut the gap to two
goals at the 4:09 mark.

|udd Smith rushed the puck up
the right wing, forcing UNH goal-

tender Brian Larchelle come well

out of his net to make a |ohn

Mqwt poke check on the

on-rushing Smith. The slide was
successful, but the deflected puck
went right to Brad Norton, who
fired it into an empty-net.

Rob Bonneau made it a 4-3 game
1 4b later converting on a feed from

Tom Perry.

Now a one-goal game, it was time

for Regan to shine and keep his

team in the game, which he did

again stoning Nickulas, stopping a

point-blank power play shot by the

Cushing Academy product with nine

minutes left in regulation with his

new Tazmanian Devil mask.

UMass finally evened the score at

four goals apiece at the 13:50 mark

as Chris Fawcctt and Cahill worked
a give-and go on the left side of a

3-on-2 rush for Fawcett's fourth

goal of the year.

Regan once again kept his team

in the game, turning out perhaps

the biggest save of the entire week-

end just before overtime. With
players and fans alike preparing
themselves for the extra session,

Mowers was still looking at what
was left on the clock. Mowers,
UNH's top scorer, collected a

loose puck in the center ice area

and broke in all alone and
untouched on Regan who denied
his scoring bid with a kick save
with 10 seconds left in regulation.

The overtime period lasted just 49
seconds, as Krog won the game for

UNH with a blistering 25-foot slap

shot on a 3-on-2 break.

lust as it took one shot to win
Saturday's contest, Friday's was
decided with a single flick of the

wrist. The 1-0 decision had fans

gripping the edges of their seats

despite the lopsided play.

The single goal represents the

fewest UMass has allowed in a

Hockey East contest since joining

the league two years ago, but the

shutout snapped a 47 consecutive

game string for the Minutemen of

not being shutout, dating back to a

7-0 pay-back loss at Maine on Feb.

II. 1995.

The opening two periods were

scoreless, thanks primarily to an
unbelievable performance turned in

by Moriarty.

Usually an overlooked back-up,

Moriarty has proved himself worthy

in recent starts against BU and UNH
of far more ice time during the

remainder of his senior season. The

work of the Wilbraham native and

Deerfield Academy alum over the

past two weeks is the best of his

career, and certainly is not the last

the UMass faithful will see of

Moriarty.

UNH was able to sustain its pres-

sure on Moriarty for much of

Friday's contest, played before a hol-

iday weekend crowd of 3,129. Yet.

for 43:21. dual goose-eggs remained

in place on the scoreboard in a con-

test that suddenly resembled a soc-

cer match.

Finally the deadlock was broken

by Mowers on a third period
power play. Moriarty made the

initial stop on Nickulas, but the

man-down Minutemen did not

cover Mowers, who pushed home
the rebound.
The besieged Moriarty wound up

making 40 saves in the contest, the

most by a UMass netminder since

Regan made 49 saves at Maine last

season.

Something that forced Moriarty

to get such a workout on Friday

was an overall apathy exhibited at

times by the team, in the defensive

zone in particular. Saturday night.

UMass did not roll over and play

dead against a more talented oppo-

nent, but rather scrapped and
played a solid hard-nosed hockey
game.

The benefits of the style of play

was obvious even if the end result

reflected no difference in the means.

At some point this year play like

Saturday night's will result in a dif-

ferent ending in a well-balanced

league.

"One thing that we have to take

pride in is that if we work at the

same level that we worked tonight,

we're going to win a lot of games,"

Mallen said. "One of the positive for

us tonight was getting to the net and

playing physical."

HUI CACnCOtUGIAN

New Hampshire goalie Brian LaRochelle with the save on UMass forward Rob Bonneau. UMass lost both games to UNH, 1-0 and 5-4 this week-
end.

PART-TIME /FLEXIBLE POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Looking for a way to earn EXTRA CASH, but need to

work around a class schedule?

stop by the united personne l booth on:

Thursday, November 14

9:00-3:00

on the UMASS CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE
for more information or interview

Available NOW!
Flexible shifts/schedules 1-Day Assignments or

Part Time Long-Term Assignments

United Personnel Services
(413)527-7445

Intercession Job Opportunities

eviMstilfers. i promotion*! staffing ajatioi. is hirng students wtr the age of l\ to

travel Hi work as Natkeimg Representatives for promotions with Collegiate fldvan

tage We tiaw positions available for tin intersession. as well as long term oppottu

nines fw seniors This is a great jsb oppwtinitii in the maiketmg indostig. and an

excellent resume butUer IDi mill be conducting on campus mteiuieuB Itartrnbet 20th

Inie ested students should call OmsttBaaf 617-737-35SS ot mail/fan/e mail a resume

to mem suffers

313 Congress Street, leston. M 92218. phone W T)l 355 fan 3311 1m ,o;

eottdjtalfimilca shore net
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Patriots survive NY scare

By Barry Wilnei

Associated Press

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.|. —
With his team deep in a hole, New
England coach Bill Parcells issued a

challenge. He got exactly the
response he sought.

The Patriots spotted the New
York lets a 2 1 -point lead, then ral-

lied to win 31-27 Sunday — with
the aid of a controversial spot by
the officials and with impetus pro-

vided by Parcells' halftime dare.

"I told them there still was time

to win the game, and they needed to

decide if they still wanted to be
champions," Parcells said. "I'm real

proud. We escaped today and
showed a lot of class.*

The victory was the fourth
straight in the AFC East for the
Patriots (7-3). who remained tied

for the division lead with Buffalo.

They capped their comeback with
Drew Bledsoe's 2-yard touchdown
pass to Keith Byars with 4:03
remaining.

New England's winning drive
stayed alive when Ben Coates was
given a very generous spot on a

short reception on fourth-and-2 to

the lets 49. He didn't appear to

even reach midfield, but was given

the first down by line judge Charles
Stewart.

"I went to where the ball was and
where 1 thought he was," Stewart
said. "I went to where I thought the

ball was at." That was good enough
for Coates.

"They know more about it than I

do," he said.

The lets (1-9) didn't think so.

"It was blatant." Jets defensive

end Hugh Douglas said. "When you
are 1-8, those things happen. You
don't get those calls." A 28-yard
pass to rookie Terry Glenn on a

fleaflickcr led to Byars' score.

"That's what playoff teams do."

Byars said of the comeback. "You
get your nose bloodied and it's,

'What are you going to do when you
get hit?' We weren't going to panic.

If you panic now. in November, you
won't get a chance. to panic in

January, when they hand out t he-

awards."

The lets got to the Patriots 1 1 in

the final minute before four incom-
pletions ended the game.
New England climbed out of its

big hole and tied it on Bledsoe's 17-

yard pass to Coates early in the
fourth quarter. Curtis Martin's 31-

yard run with a short pass, on
which four lets missed tackles,

sparked the drive.

The lets responded with a 48-yard

pass from Frank Reich to Richie

Anderson, setting up Nick l.uwery's

32-yard field goal. But losing teams
don't gel the breaks, and the Jets

fell short again, losing their ninth in

a row at home.
"You've got to play hard for 60

minutes," Reich said. "If you're
playing hard with a big lead, you
have to try to make it a bigger lead."

Bledsoe finished 24-for-34 for
297 yards and three touchdowns.
The early going featured a serious

case of role reversal. The Patriots

couldn't do anything right. The lets

forced three turnovers and had two
sacks.

After an 80-yard drive with the

opening kickoff culminated in

Reich's perfect 26-yard touchdown
pass to )eff Graham, New York's
defense look charge. It held the

Patriots to one yard of offense in the

opening period, twice picked off

passes and forced a fumble.
Bledsoe's weak throw to Glenn
hung in the air, and corncrback
Aaron Glenn intercepted it on New
England's first possession. Then,
following a short punt and Dave
Meggett's 14-yard return, the
Patriots started at the lets 25. But

the lets got another turnover when
Terry Glenn tipped Bledsoe's pass

and safety Victor Green made a div-

ing interception.

On New England's next series.

Chad Cascadden sacked Bledsoe
and Douglas — back from a six-

week layoff with a broken ankle —
recovered a fumble at the Patriots

29. After Reich's slow-motion 9-

yard run on third down got a first

down. Adrian Murrell scored from
the 1.

Murrell, who rushed for 128
yards, made it 21-0 with a 1-yard

run to cap a 60-yard drive on which
he had rushes of 26 and 1 2 yards.

Then things got back to normal.

The Patriots finally got going
when Shawn lefferson caught a

deflected pass to convert a third

down. That started an 80-yard drive

to Glenn's 26-yard TD reception

late in the first half. "That might
have been the turning point,"
Bledsoe said. "Shawn outfought
them for the ball and we went on to

score."

Bledsoe at one stretch completed
1 1 straight passes. He guided New
England 67 yards with the second-

half kickoff to Martin's 1-yard run.

making it 21-14. Willie Clay inter-

cepted an overthrown pass and
returned it 35 yards to the lets 48
moments later, leading to Adam
Vinatieri's 30-yard field goal.

Lowery matched that with a 26-

yarder with 22 seconds left in the

third period.
" .AT

and Lli^

A six-credit traveling

course studying issues in

health policy and law in

England, the Netherlands,

and Switzerland.

June 26 -July 19, 1996
for information contact:

Syracuse University
ivision of International Programs Abroad

119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, ffit 13244-4170

l-fOO-2519674

Kick Butts
QUIT SMOKING
Support Group
Ongoing support group every

Wednesday night starting

October 23 from 7 - 8PM
at the UMASS Campus Center.

Room numher poMcil ui clcvalor

Art you thinking ibout qajttiaa

imokinj?

Him you luit ind felt it difficult

tt itiy quit?

Do you wint to help other people

quit end itiy quit?

Ce.-ne to your quit imolonq lupport

•/•up.

Get profenionil advice ind

eounieliiij, pur ecuntelinq tod

proven quit tipi »nd teehniquei.

FREEDOM FROM SMOKING

FREE OF CHARGE

For more information

call Steve at:

577-5181

— AN AMHERST CONCERT COMMITTEE THING

Yeah, foliage is nice.

But we'd rather watch

Jointly iponiored by:

Umv#r«ity Haalth SmvIcm

Hralth Education DivHton

Tin Family Planning Council

of W«rt«m Mai«achu»»in

and Ttw Ma»iachu«*tl»

B Control Program

With special guest

JERU THE DAMAJA
November 16th, 8:00 p.m.

Alumni Gym, Amherst College
Tickets $5 with A.C. ID, $10 general public

Tickets on sale at For The Record in Amherst,

{Strawberries' Records in Hadley and Room 103

of the Amherst Campus Center.

Call (860) 422-0000 for ticket reservations.

Call 542-5773 for more information.
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launching a low strike from about 20
yards out.

But that goal would not silence
Dayton. They came back with more
than admirable fervor, and counterat-

tacked relentlessly. The fourth consec-
utive A- 10 Championship for UMass
flew away in the southern Rhode
Island gusts, as the Flyers stormed
back with two goals in the last 1 7 min-
utes, making the improbable probable
with a final score of 3-2. A crossbar

shot by Shimogaki, and a late bid by
freshman Kate Webb was not enough
for the Minutewomen.

"To appreciate soccer was to watch
their team, which had no hope, until

they scored that goal (to make it 2-2J,
develop hope and pull it out," Rudy
said. "I told [assistant coach] Chris
(Chamides] after we scored |to make it

2-1], that the way things were going,

and without people stepping up and...

basically, without real leadership, I

wouldn't be surprised if we get scored

on in the next minute or two.

"Then with the last six minutes to

go. I said, '|esus, we're just laying back
here, and 1 think its going to happen
again,' and sure enough, there it was."

In Chamides' words, Friday's game
against GW could "officially be called

a war." The battlefield had a difference

from their last matchup on Oct. 6,

though, as senior defender Erin Lynch
made her first-ever start in midfield.

Rudy's coaching decision left UMass
with a three back set, as Iverson, and
sophomores Robin Smith and Amanda
Thompson, had to contain GW's for-

ward Chemar Smith.

It could have been a wonderful
thing for UMass. because the

multi-dimensional Lynch can basically

play anywhere. But she was hampered

with an hamstring injury suffered last

weekend at the Post Oak Mall Classic

in College Station, Texas, and through

no fault of her own. was a non-factor.

What was a factor in this game was
GW's Smith, and she and A- 10 Player

of the Year Tanya Vogel gave UMass
troubles throughout the first half. The
score was tied 0-0 at the half, but the

Colonials definitely held the advan-

tage.

"GW is the most difficult team for

us. and at times they were the better

team today." Rudy said. "The amazing
story here is the fact that we pulled

this out with Erin Lynch playing at

one-quarter speed.

"Basically, we wanted to pull

[Lynch] off, and if 1 pulled her off. she

would have killed me." Rudy contin-

ued, with Lynch listening on in the

background. "So, I wanted to live for

at least another weekend."

GW came out fast in the second
half. In the first minute Vogel tested

Dion early from a setup from Smith,

but the junior keeper made the diving

stop to her left. But UMass slowly

began to take control of the pitch, with

the whole team beginning to shut

down the Colonials. The two central

midfielders, Julie Magid and Tarah
Tokarchik, began to control the mid-

dle, while freshman forward Kate
Webb broke through on counters,

holding the ball in GW's end.

The gamewinncr came through
Kurowski. She was sent in alone on
GW keeper Traci lensen from a mis-

play on a cross from Iverson. As
Iverson 's ball bounced over the head
of a GW defender, and Kurowski
chipped the ball over Jensen, putting

UMass up for good at the 5 1 :43 mark.

"We only played three backs, which
is a gamble against their speed," Rudy
said. "With Erin out, we couldn't use

her as a marking back, so we floated as

an attacker at the half, and with 18

minutes to go. we floated her a little

deeper.

"

"But I tell you what, some people

really picked up their game. The
half-time message was, '[Amy] Powell

and Shimo, you have to pick it up,'

and they did. But I told Emma this

week, you are no longer a freshman,

don't play like one, and she didn't."

What kept UMass in this match all

night long was Dion. The three time

A- 10 All-Conference selection made
sparkling save after sparkling save.

With 17:30 left in the match, the

junior keeper made the save of the sea-

son, fully extending to her right to stop

a Smith blast.

"I can't do it without my team, and I

didn't even think of that save as a

big-time save, it is something you have

to do," Dion said. "If you don't do it.

you don't keep your job back there.

UM off to NCAA's

Tina Lightning and the UMass women's soccer team lost the A-10 final

to Dayton, 3-2 on Sunday.

Playoff picture takes shape after the I lth week
By Dave Goldberg

Associated Press

Back in the '50s, there was a comic

strip character called a "shmoo." You
could knock it down, kick it, pound
it, bounce it and it still bounced
back.

The Dallas Cowboys are the

shmoos of the NFL in 1 996. /^-
Despite the travails of the first half

of ihi season. Dallas is still standing.

More than just standing in fact, after

a Sunday in which it was the only

NFC power to win. a 20-17 overtime

victory in the showdown in San
Francisco.

Listen to Deion Sanders on Fred

Strickland's interception that set up
the tying touchdown late in the

fourth quarter: "That wasn't the play

of the day, that was the play of the

year." On a day that could have
ended with the Cowboys at .500,

three games out of first in the NFC
East. Dallas is now 6-4 and one game
out. Any bets the Cowboys won't win

their fifth straight division title?

Not here.

With 10 games gone and six left,

it's a good time to look at the playoff

picture, with one caveat — depth.

Steve Young had his second concus-

sion of the season Sunday, |ohn

Elway played with a pulled hamstring

and the salary cap makes most teams

thin. "We may not have the best 22

starters in the league but we could

have the best 45 players." says Marty

Schottenheimer, Kansas City's astute

*r* • Free Estimates

• 5 Year Nationwide Warranty

• Auto Glass Replacement

• Car & Truck Rental

North Amherst Motors

78 Sunderland Road, North Amherst, MA 549-2880
(One Mile Irom UMass bus route)

^j* CJdwl^ u

25tU -Anniv^r^n/t C^UbrrtTioi/i vO<^-k

f\loV. \\^\Q>. OOi^\A 4lf Bt?lM f^Ol/V-fVi.

coach.

When playoff time comes, that

could be a major factor.

NFC
Despite a 27-20 loss in Kansas City

in which the defense gave up 383
yards, 182 on the ground. Green Bay

controls the conference, although the

injuries keep coming. Tight end Mark
Chmura. who sprained an arch Sunday,

is the latest Pro Bowler to go down.
Still, it's unlikely the Packers will be

challenged in the Central and they have

only two games left against teams with

winning records — at Dallas next

Monday night in the NFL's next game
of the year and at home to Denver Dec.

8. They should finish no worse than 1
2-

4, and if they do, they're likely to get

home field for the playoffs.

Unless Dallas wins the rest of the

way. That would give the Cowboys
the tiebreaker because one of those

wins will be over the Packers.

If the Cowboys beat Green Bay, they

could indeed run the table. Washington,

whom they play twice, is fading and the

Cowboys get New England at home.

But Dallas has been erratic —
down for a narrow win over Atlanta

at home, up for a big win in Miami,

down again for a loss to Philadelphia

and up on Sunday in San Francisco.

If the Cowboys flatten out next week
against Green Bay. forget it.

The best guess: Dallas and
Philadelphia go down to the wire in the

East, Green Bay wins the Central and

San Francisco the West. Give Carolina

and the East loser a wild-card berth

although the Panthers, 5-0 at home and

1 -4 on the road, have to figure out how
to play away from Ericsson Stadium

And add Washington if it can cor-

rect its severe defensive problems
(522 passing yards to Boomer
Esiason, who had 512 in four games
before Sunday).

The other contenders: Maybe

Detroit can save Wayne Fontes again,

but Minnesota seems in a terminal

fade.

AFC
Denver (9-1) is two games better

than anyone else in the conference.

Barring disaster (Elway's hamstring),

the Broncos should get home field,

although lour of their last six games
are on the road, including trips to

New England next Sunday and Green
Bay on Dec. 8.

New England and Buffalo (each 7-

3) should battle it out in the East and
both should make the playoffs as

Indianapolis and Miami fade under
the weight of injury and inexperience.

Pittsburgh (7-3) should win the

Central and Kansas City (7-3) looks

like a good bet for another wild-card.

That leaves one spot, with Houston
(6-4) the front-runner. But there are

plenty of others, and it's still too

early to tell:

• San Diego, now that Stan
Humphries is back.

• Seattle, which has won three in a

row and four of five to get to .500.

• The Colts or the Dolphins, both

5-5. |immy lohnson says he thinks he

could get in at 9-7.

• The Bengals, 4-6 but 3-0 under
Bruce Coslet. Coslet might have to

finish 9-0 to make it.

Loose Bruce Coslet has yet to lose

since replacing Dave Shula, the latest

victory being the Bengals' 34-24
upset of Pittsburgh on Sunday.

Coslet is clearly benefiting from the

adrenaline a team gets from a coach-

ing change. He's also playing modest.

"The difference is the players," he

says. "They're prepared for games."

Coslet was 26-39 as coach of the

lets from 1990-93. Rich Kotite is 4-

22 with the lets as Coslet's replace-

ment (once removed) following the

debacle against New England in

which New York blew a 21-0 lead.

Work in

BRITAIN&IRELAND
Student Exchange Employment Programs

->»»«,.

dounioui/i
4 im U ± r & \

Campus Presentation:

Speakers Irom London & Dublin

Wed, Nov 13th 7:30pm

Campus Center, Room 162-75

Display/Info Table

8:30am — 3:00pm

Campus Center Lobby

Visit spomtred by University of Mossodiuwtts oi Amherst Intematiwiol Progroms Office

]$UNAC V̂ l*S>iC Council

Leigh

Torbin

I've learned one thing above all else

from two and a half years of covering

UMass athletics, both through slaving

away in the Media Relations office, and

chronicling our teams in these pages. It

is something that no Sport Management
professor has yet to, or ever, will teach

me before I hopefully graduate from
this fine institution.

This truth being that,

including the Kennedy
Assassination, the NFL's
wild-card tiebreakers, the

composition of several D.C. meals,

and the lyrics to the chorus of "Here
and Now" by Beantown's own Letters

to Cleo, there is no greater mystery

than an NCAA selection committee.

You just never know.

I have seen our softball team host a

regional tournament over a

higher-seeded team, whose coach is

the chair of the selection committee. I

have seen last year's men's lacrosse

and the 1 994 field hockey teams, both

quality clubs, with their bags rightfully

packed, and stunningly no place to go.

For that reason, I said my peace

after the women's soccer team lost to

Dayton on Sunday, realizing full well

that despite another great season. I

might never see their sublimated
black uniforms again this season.

Soccer fans kept a candle burning

by the altar, but knew this could well

be the end.

The Atlantic 10 personified as a

women's soccer conference would bear

a striking resemblance to the Stay-

Puft Marshmallow Man from
Ghoslbusters. Knowing full well that

they had committed the cardinal sin of

losing to an A-10 team, heads were
down and tears were a-fiowin' on the

Minutewoman bench when the final

horn sounded. Their hopes and dreams

apparently, like the A-10 champi-
onship trophy itself, tangled up in blue.

A poet the caliber of Dylan Thomas
would have difficulty capturing the

emptiness on the bench. Something
was missing and it was not the

on-the-field presence of Lynch and

Rebecca Myers. Watching team UMass
minus these two was like watching the

Chicago Bulls without both Michael

lordan and Scottie Pippen. Things were

tolerable without Myers all year, but

UMass without the duo was a sandwich

without either peanut butter or jelly.

Through years of working with our

softball team, I have grown to have a

tremendous amount of respect for

Elaine Sortino, and have seen her in all

sorts of emotional states; times of vic-

tory and horrific losses like Sunday's.

The look in her eyes before and after

having the unenviable task of handing

Dayton their trophy, as the chair ol the

A-10 women's soccer committee, said

it all. Two people with reputations for

talking people's heads off looked at

each other painfully and not a word
was spoken, the church bells all but

broken, both thinking that we should

have caught that last train

for the coast.

Along with my verbose

co-writer and the incompa-

rable Mike Reiss, we had

made the trek to the Ocean State won-

dering if this would be the last we'd see

of perhaps our most beloved team, and

its illustrious class of seniors.

Knowing well the NCAA's incon-

gruities and that UMass already found

itself on the bubble, we tailgatcd in as

high style as UR1 officials would per-

mit, and did this potentially final

match right, as a somber feeling sat

over our well- spiced chicken.

The match itself did nothing to ease

our nerves, as three well-traveled

women's soccer chroniclers headed
north on route 146, just going down
the road feeling bad, bad, bad.

After 18 hours to recuperate, the

can't-leam-lhis-in-a- classroom lessons

which I have learned about the NCAA
returned to me. Using the same rules

that had us host last year's softball

regional. I saw my world brighten with a

confident hunch that the Minutewomen
would get sent to Connecticut when the

seeding* were announced yesterday.

Truth be told, they could have
received the last seed in the nation and

gotten shipped to No. 1 Notre Dame,
and euphoria would prevail. The senti-

ments of UMass' southerner-laden

team are echoed by Holliston-born

country singer |o Dee Messina, who
recently hit No. 1 by singing:

"Heads. Carolina: tails. California...

Up in the mountains or down by the

ocean, where it don't matter as long as

we're going somewhere."

Thinking that things were even
greater. I would have been ecstatic to

have my byline appear in this paper

on Monday above a dateline of

CHAPEL HILL, N.C.

Instead Sunday at 1:00 p.m. I'll be

heading not to legendary Fetzer Field,

the Yankee Stadium of women's col-

legiate soccer, or even rustic Storrs,

Conn., but rather home to Harvard's

Ohiri Field.

Legally Cambridge — although the

field's actually in Allston — is neither

greener or warmer, but it doesn't

matter. We're going somewhere.

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian culum

nisi.

polo
continued from page 16

University squad.

Freshmen Rich Slingluff and Bill

Hunter each tallied goals in the first

round contest. Gabriel Marrero, who
garnered second-team All-Easterns

honors, pitched in a two-point score

and an assist.

Engin stopped 16 Slippery Rock
scoring attempts in the victory while

Gonen and Aldo Roman played nearly

impenetrable defense.

The win advanced UMass to the

semi-finals where they swam off against

regular-season nemesis No. 1 2 Navy.

The defensive efforts of Gonen,
Roman and Engin (12 saves) keyed a

completely dominant performance
from the Minutemen as they won con-

vincingly, 10-5. continuing their trend

of losing to Navy in the regular season

and then beating them in the Eastern

Championships.

ooetlier, you and your hair ore o uork of

beauty. Nourish your hair with oier C'C1

Nexxus solutions, ana your hair u ill thank

your head. Feed your head HC'v'US

Regency Hairstylist
"We take your hair seriously"

Downtown Amherst

253-9526

% H # ! IW I Ihe GuideiDJAusic on theliet

vv

j

H you love your car and your music. ctafc This out! You could be one ot 50 lucky
winner* of "Plug In", the book, CD-ROM and Website guide to music on the Net.

EVERYONE visiting the site through December 20 saves 17% on Drivers

Edge® Auto Club membership, including Era* Trlptlx to the destinations ot

your choice

In an emergency Drivers Edge® is a call away Join now at fust $39 95 per
family in time lor holiday travel 1

http: www.lovemycar.com
lltf- I II H I II II I V\/ I II II O I C | • I m ©
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AUTO FOR SALE
ATTN Laaving Country! MUST
SFll 86 HONDA ACCORD. 5 spd .

4dr 124k mi New engine/exhaust

system in '95 Snow tires included

$2,500 Call 253-0823

1986 Oldimobila Delta 88 sedan

$500 Call for more information

549-0564

93 Mitmbishi Miraga IS 49k

miles AC stereo/cass auto, excel

lent condition $7800 or B/0 253-

1657 Bill

EMPLOYMENT

LAST CHANCE

Legal Assistaaca Wanted
November 15th is the last day to

apply to the Student Legal Services

Office about a Spring 1997 intern

shipi Get hands on experience in

the Legal field Work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experi-

ence in the legal profession required

— training is provided Contact

Legal Services today 5451995 922

Campus Center

SPRING BREAK '971 Cancun.

Bahamas Jamaica & Florida EARN
FREE TRIPS & CASH Call 1 800
700-0790

EMPLOYMENT

MAKE MONEY

$1,000 t possible Reading Books

part time At home Toll free 1 800

898 9778ext R-1732 for listings

Abt Telephone Rasaarcb Center

seeks candidates for interesting

part time telephone assignments to

collect data on a variety of research

topics Absolutely no selling

involved Computer/typing skills

required Flexible hours Monday
Friday 5pm 11pm, Saturday 11am
5pm and Sunday 12pm-5pm and
5pm 10pm Must work a minimum of

20 hours per week Start at

$5 25/hour with paid training and

earn up to $7 00/hour Conveniently

located m the new Venture Center,

with tree rides on nearby bus lines

Interested candidates, please call

1413)587 1607 An equal opportunity

employer

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed! Entry-level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services I206I 971-3600 ext R500'3

EMPLOYMENT
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
• Earn up to $25 $45/hour tea

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan. S Korea No teach

mg background or Asian languages

required For into call (206) 971

3570 Ext J50016

FOR RENT

For Rent!) 4 Bdi Apt in Alpine

Commons starting June 1 st to Aug
31st with fall option Heat, air condi

honing, electricity, water included

About $271 per room Call 253 4837

Ask tor Greg or Tara

FOR SALE
MAC Powerbook 520 Color. 8MB
RAM with Apple Laser printer Call

Aimee 256-0413

FLEECE SHEETS All colors and
sites Sets come with a fitted and a

flat sheet Sgl $35. Dbl $45. Q
$55. K $65, SglLong $40 Call Diana

5864959

288 IBM Coma, w/13" color mom
tor & Panasonic printer, can get e

mail i All $350 or bo Cela 546-3506

FOR SALE
Canon NP201b Copier little use

$550 Business I AX $135 R

$185 l- 08-544

3783

Man's Movado Watch Ixcellent

condition i MU $">U new, sell for

$200 or B/0 541

Computer- P90 15" Color monitor

4xCD 16MSB32w/spks Call 6-7234

Color Printer- Panasonic KX-P2123

Super Quiet 24 pin dot main-

printer Superb condition Call John

at 546 6963

Floppy Disks- 3 5 & 5 25 used flop

py disks IBM/MAC formatted

100% error free guarantee Pennies

per disk Call John at 546 6963

INSTRUCTION
Boxing Thiee private 1/2 hour

lessons $69 95 Call 73? 8817

I lost a VERY SPECIAL BUTTER
FLY NECKLACE ; PLEASE

BE KIND & call me it you have any

info ) 6-3117

Reward tor return of brown cow
boy hat lost along Rl 9 or in

i it Aiea un Fn Nov I Please

call 549 9961 it lound

Lost Set of keys on UMass I

opener Key ring set COffltiM 4 or 5

,
i'ii ..

6 26701 hank i

MISCELLANEOUS
New Mi iiiiiulisin Breakthrough

Lose 5 100 lbs Guaranteed $35

800 776 9503 Doctor Aptu .

PERSONALS

Jenny and Am Ml) i, . gait You

are the most rockin roomies! Love.

Beesh

ROOM FOR RENT
Female Students. On campus
housing available for mtersession

$750 Call Karen (5081 687-9213.

Kathy (617)479-7636

Female Students: On campus liv

mg Room and board Starting at

$2.0O0/semester Singles available

Immediate occupancy for Spring

semester Call Karen (508) 682
9213. Kathy (617)479- 7636

ROOM FOR RENT
Seeking roommate '

in Northampton $300*

585 8629

ROOMATE WANTED
Spring Semester One roomate
needed in 3 bedroom Puffton apart

ment. single room 549-6048

SERVICES
Have you been ripped utt by a

retailer' Contact the Student Legal

Services Office regarding your rights

as a consumer 922 Campus Center

545-1995

CAR NEED REPAIR? Let me come
to you! Student Rates 665 4790

Portraits tor the Holidays.
Professional quality black and white

photographs $35 and up Call 253
5217

COMPUTER CONSULTING Just

say NO 1 to IRQ conflicts, general

protection faults and other mysteri

ous problems PC and compatibles,

software and hardware, installation

and repair without leaving the com
fort of your home or dorm' Chris

Amshey, Consultant, UMass Alum
532-2039 $20/hr ONLY $10/hr FOR
STUDENTS

SERVICES
SPELLING COUNTSI #1 way to

boost your GPA Paper typing &
proofreading Quick & inexpensive

Call (4 13) 549 7484

Computer Problems? Need an
upgrade' In house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549 1906

TRAVEL
Montreal Party Weekend
Student Special Nov 15 17 $69

quad Includes RT Motorcoach,
2 nights hotel downtown, 2

meals Call Select Tours 617-

871 0490

SPRING BREAK TRIPS Cancun.

Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida Best

prices, best parties GROUP DIS

COUNTS Space is limited Fui bat
brochure CALL TODAY 1800)959-4

SUN

TRAVELTIME has great deals
I

group and individual travel plans

Call Corinne 587 301 1 41 3 781 6150

Killington Ski House needs house

mates $500 00 tor the entire sea-

son 549-8974

WANTED
2 3 Bedroom house for 3 kind sis

need to get out of the dorm

tor Spring Semester oi ASAP Call

Merryl 6 2429

Ron 753 7983

10 Cents

per word

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20c7J per word/day

All
others

40<£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.
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Standard Headings
Activities Musicians

Announcements Miscellaneous

Apartment For Motorcycles

Rent Personals

Auto For Sale Room For Rent

Employment Room Wanted

Entertainment Roommate Wanted

For Sale Services

Found (2 days Summer Sublet

Free) To Sublet

Happy Birthday Travel

Houses For Rent Transportation

Instruction Wanted to Rent

Lost Wanted

CROSSWORD
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ACROSS
1. Galvanizing metal

S. Hindu religious

teacher

10. Blood or driving

14. -cat (form of

baseball)

15. Ruth 9 successor

16. New Haven
university

17. Prevaricator

18. Stench

19. Golfing teachers

20. Minimally (2 wds
)

22. Fights back

24. English cathedral city

25. Foolish birds

26. Didn't exist

29. She-deer

30. Complete

34. Belly dancer's assets

35. AFL-

36. Sheltered

37. Language sufhx

38. Alias Shrugged

author (2 wds

)

40. Time division (abor

)

41. Related

43. Attain through effort

44. Hasidim. e g
46 Spills the beans

48. volatile

47. Humble ptae

a. Exerted

50. Labor or birth

51

.

More precipitous

54. Bonng, informally

58. Rocky peak

59. irked

61

.

Ark skipper

62. Distinctive quality

63. Circumvent

64. with the Wind

65. Gong

66 Title role for Dustin

67. Flower part

DOWN
1. J accuse author

2. Acronym unit (abbr

)

3. Actress Palncia

4. Lists

5. Lippy

6. Scottish inventor

7. Jackie s second

6. Actress Manlyn

9. Readied the presses

10. Predecessors of

word processors

1 1

.

Dumbo's were |umbo

12. Vacancy

13. Guarding (1994

comedy)

21. High in music

23. Healthy

25. Room's entrance

26. Cradling

(Thomas Han
Benton)

11
.

.,.;.

28. Relieve

29. Hullabaloo

31. Sports official

32 of Nantes

33. Fissures

35. Dancer Chansse

36. Bed-and-breakfast

spot

38. The Hare and the

Tortoise author

39. Be under the

weather

42. Illicit

44. Proverbs

46. Endeavor

47. Author Amy
49. Wild

50. Pop

51. Strike replacement

52. Factual

53. Justice Warren

54. Blood's pathway

56. Penny

57 Attention getter

60. Cambodia's Nol
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Personals Policy
1. All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the in>erti<,)n

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subjec t to

penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

ARIES
March 21-April 20

Don't seek lo avoid difficulty -you

could miss out on a lesson you

u-.ilh nerd to learn You're lucky In

love, but don't trumpet this mot
too loudly; someone close to you

may be feeling pretty lonesome.

TAURUS
April 21 -May 21

Working for a promotion Is

rewarding, but difficult, so allow

yourself to be pampered If you're

lucky enough to receive an offer.

Hiiin.iiuc flourishes as the wither
grows balmy.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Tension builds at work as a

deadline approaches Put In the

extra time and finish ahead of

M ludule You'll look good in the

eyes of someone whose Influence Is

growing. An enjoyable conversation

could lead to some startling

insights.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

A rrabbv person gets the week nit

to a sour start. Ignore Irrational

behavior as much as possible.

There could be more Involved lhan

meets the eye. Invite a third party

to participate In an Important

meeting.

LEO
July 23-August 23

II sniricllilng's been bothering you

lately, try sitting down in a qulel

KKini .ind thinking your way to the

heart of the mailer. If you're honest

with yourself, you may discover

>' iiw thing thai will help you

Improve your mood

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

Spring (leaning could turn up a

In. si ill usilrss items (hat have been

In storage for a long lime Make
plans lo dear them nut You'll enjoy

having the extra room

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

An emphasis on v.ilurs allows \.n>

lo make a decision you'll be happy

with for ir, us in i miif Seek advice

from someone with dpi IWI
follow the advice of a trusted friend

or mate when It comes lo your

llnanc t-s

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

Your energy knows no bounds,

so go aliiail and lai kit- that huge

project. If you break n down Into

smaller chunks, vou could ride your

wave of enthusiasm for weeks m
come A platonlc relationship begins

to show romantic undertone!

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Although It's lempllng lo offer

unsolicited advice. II may not be

productive Rather, you may have to

work on remaining i aim and patient

while another person fumbles the

ball a few Hints

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Work towards completing a largr-

assignment early In the week

Conflicts al work could sap your

energy towards the weekend, but If

you exercise your skills at drawing

up compromises, all will nol I

A gilt for your sweetie Is In order.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

Although II feels as though vou Ft

getting nothing done, you're tajytng

the groundwork lor an Important

project coming up soon. Focus on

details and gel things done right the

first time around

PISCES
February 19 March 20

You may be feeling Impulsive ilns

week, so try lo lay low and < ohmiIii

your actions before you do

anything A conservative approach

works wonders when It comes to

your wallel
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Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Dilbort By Scott Adams
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CATOEPX: EVIL H.R.. 0IRLCTOR
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TO GET AKJ LXTR.A

EMGINEER FOR YOUR
PROJECT.

V

YOU CAN TRANSFER^
SOrAE UNQUALIFIED
LOSER FROM 60ITMIN
THE. CQfAPANY...

NOT 50 FAST. I LIKE

TO SAVOR THE MOfAENT
BEFORE I CRUSH YOUR
MISPLACED OPTIMISM

Dilbort By Scott Adams

University1 By Frank Cho

CATftERT: EVIL HR DIRECTOR

HERE ARE THE RESUMES
OF HIGHLY QUALIFIED

APPLICANTS FOR

"YOUR OPENING.
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University 3 By Frank Cho
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom Always wanted one off Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Close to Home By John McPherson

My friend Bisbee say's

he's a bisexual.

I asked him if that meant

1/2 of him is sexy and the

other half could care less?

He said no.

He said it means that he

likes women and men.

Though he said

sometimes it's confusing.

like being Dr. Jekyll and.... Mrs.

Hyde.

Frumpy Hie Clown By Judd Winick

How much did you want? Halt a pound?"

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

Baxter... Beware the Dog who Thinks! By Brant G. Henne
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Quote of the Day

a
I've never had knee

surgery on any other

part of my body.

-Winston Bennet,

University of Kentucky

91

Dining Commons Menu
Manu unavailable.

Plaas* refsr to this g^!ds
to halp you d*cid* whtr* to oat.

-| First, go get some dice 2^; g- "^
(6 sided, preferably). ^ r^ttf^

2 Find one you like,

and roll it.

H;^ ; '

4/mf Recycle

% your

^M Collegian

If you roll:

Go to Franklin D.C. for dinner.

Co to Berkshire D.C. for dinner.

* •

y
7

]
Go to Hampshire D.C. for dinner.

Co to Worcester D.C. for dinner.

Get Pizza for dinner!

Roll again.

• e



SportsWeekend
tasMo this Issue:WWW —WW B^WW

• The UMass volleyball team

went 2-1 Ihis w»»k«nd, losina to

Temple yesterday (See page T 1 ).

• Temple proved no match for

held hockey, as the Minutewomen

won the A~l with a 2-0 victory.

(Seepage 16).

• Football gave it everything they

had, but YanCon leader William

and Mary beat the Minutemen

30-6 in Williamsburg, Va.

Saturday (See page 16).

• UMass women's soccer lost the

A-l final to Dayton, but still made*

the NCAA tournament (See page

16).

• The hockey team took it on the

chin, as New Hampshire beat the

Minutemen 1-0 and 5-4 over the

weekend (See page 16)

Collegian Sports • Tuesday, November 1 2, 1 996

UM Water polo stakes claim to Eastern title [JM wins Atlantic 1

By Fred Hurlbrtnk Jr.

Collegian Staff

Back in the saddle again

Tournemsnl MVP Brian Slahl net-

ted fota foefc, Hid senior co captain

Paul Ingin stopped 18 Queen-- College

shots ai tha No. lb Maaaachusetti

tnen'l water p*.>li • team earned their

fourth consecutive Eastern

Championship heating No. It QUMM
in the title match, 10 8. in

Cambridge thai weekend

The Minutemen ate [list

the Second water polo squad

in I astern Wstorj to win four

straight championships, foflowiraj the

Bucknell teams of the late '70a.

With the tournament victory,

I Mass has secured its fourth consecu-

tive herth in the NCAA tournament

The] knew (he) had to play hard to

vein the tournament." UMass coach
Russ Yarwotth ^aid aftei packing up

hi-- 2tX'th careei victor] "They really

answered theeall: I really pushed them

hard thi-- week."

Senior co-captain Ron Gonen espe-

cially answered Varworth's call to

amis handing out tout assets in the

final and stilling whomever he defend-

ed in the championship--.

Ron played the best defense of any-

body in the tournament." Yarworth
said "All year long I've been saying

that we only have two seniors, and are

an extremely young team. But. those

UMASS 10

QUEENS 8

two guyt |Gonen and Kngin| really

stepped up this weekend and provided

great leadership, especially in the title

game They each played the touma
mem ol thou lives,"

Gonen recorded sj\ points in the

championship, and hngin made 46
saves on bb shots in the tournament

Both players joined Stahl on the

Eastern Championship
All-Tournament first Team

I C I imardo. somehow
left off the All Tourney
team, scored five points in

the Finale, netting two
goals and assisting on

three Others taking si vine ol the pies

sure offol super sniper Stahl

"I'm proud of the kids; I'm very

proud of Stahl." Yarworth said

"[Queens] wai literally swinging at

him. but he kept his cool, lie fought

hard.

"I told the guys, You lost to

[Queens in the North Division play

offs] because you played their game
This time Queens i- the team that lost

theit head." Yarworth said

For UMass to get the chance to

exact revenge on Queens, the

Minutemen first had to get past the

No. 18 and No. 12 teams in the nation

Stahl scored five goals as the

Minutemen struggled but managed to

get by a resilient No. 1 8 Slippery Rock

Turn to POLO, page 13

THANC VO^COUSGIAN

For the second year in a row, the UMass water polo team advances to

the Final Four.

Women's soccer lose A-10's; but still claim NCAA
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

KINGSTON, RI— After a bloody skirmish in a

1-0 Atlantic 10 semifinal win over No. 23 George
Washington last Friday night, you would think the

No. H Massachusetts women's soccer team
would walk all over Dayton ll 3 -9, 6-1 in

A- 10) on Championship Sunday. But the

only walking the Minutewomen (15-4-1,

7-0-1 in A-IO) did Sunday afternoon at the

I RI Soccer Complex was off the field in defeat, los-

ing to the Flyers 3-2.

Powered by a team wide adrenaline push after a

score by junior Erica Iverson (season: 5

goals. 4 assist*. 14 points) to put UMass up
2-1. Dayton's Renee Harmeyer and
Tournament MVP )ulie Wilde each scored

goals in the last 17 minutes to push Dayton

to the A 10 title

After three consecutive A 10 Championships, and

an overall conference record of 18 13. the last thing

expected to happen was for the Minutewomen to

fold in their eminent domain Without the services of

two of their top players. Rebecca Mvcrs (torn ACL)
and Knn Lynch (pulled hamstring), and with senior

Amy Powell and sophomore Robin Smith banged up

UMASS 1

DAYTON 3

UMASS 2

from the GW game. UMass witnessed the inconceiv-

able.

But. with their national and regional rankings still

intact. UMass was able to achieve the conceivable,

and received an NCAA poatseaacn hid on Monday
night. This Sunday at 1:00 p.m.. UMass will face off

with No. 6 Harvard in the first round of

the NCAA Tournament. It would have

helped if UMass had won the A 10

crown, which would have virtually

assured them a bat round home game,

but the Minutewomen will take the bid with open
amis.

Work ethic will have to improve this weekend, and

for ooadl |im Rudy, he was not pleased

with the loss

"I would say we were outworked, out-

hustled and outmuscled." Rudy said after

the Dayton game "I think for our kids,

we scored much too early, and alter that we thssp

peared. Basically, they outfought us
."

The game looked to be UMass' to win. as Davton

lost its starting keeper Damian Gold to injury this

week. Then, it appeared that the Hrat goal ol the

game would propel UMass ova the top, but down
the line, it hurt their competitive concentration

Senior Sandy Shimogaki (2g. 5a. 9pts) was sent in

on the left flank by a nice feed from freshman Emma
Kurowski ( 12g. 6a. 30 pts). and proceeded to blast a

left footed strike past Dayton's substitute keeper

Tiffany King to the far comer The score made it 1-0

at the 6:40 mark of the first half, but the emotional

momentum eventually turned to Dayton's favor.

With their first real opportunity at the 19:06 mark
on Minutewomen keeper Danielle Dion, junior mid-

fielder Angle Beecroft struck a low. hard shot from

the right (lank beating Dion to the left, tying the

match at II. UMass had two good scoring opportu-

nities off of corners before the end of the half.

Iverson. a second team All-Conference and an All-

Tournament selection, was able to get off a header

that King contained on the first corner, while just

missing a diving chance with her right foot on the

second corner.

In the second half. Dayton turned up their game to

another emotional notch, lunior midfielder Terry

Richardson shadowed Kurowski. rendering the

offensive side of the 19% A-10 Rookie of the > ear

ineffective. When it looked like Dayton's mucking
style ol play would send both teams into overtime.

Iverson came through. With a little over 68 minutes

into the match, the defender beat King near post.

Turn to SOCCER, page 1
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Minutemen lose heartbreaker; fall 30-6
By Luke Meredith

Colegtan Staff

WILLIAMSBURG. \ \ Efa too

bad they don't have a statistic that

measuR-s heart.

With hopes ( >f a Yankee Conference

title out of reach following last

Saturday's loss to Maine, it was

gut-check time for the Minutemen.

and they responded, holding the con-

ference's second best offense to only

six first half points before William and

Mary turned it on late, scoring 17

points in the last 7:25 of the game and

running away from the Minutemen,

30-6. UMass has now dropped three

straight, and fall to 5-5, 3-4 in Yankee

Conference play, while William and

Mary improves to 8-2. If the Tribe

beats Richmond next Saturday, they

will win the Yankee Conference title

"It's a shame the score didn't indi-

cate how we played " senior linebacker

lustin Reimer said "We played with

teal emotion, we did everything well."

With the score tied at sj\ at half-

time. William and Mary broke open

the game midway through the third

quarter. Tribe sophomore quarterback

Mike Cook, who had struggled in the

first hall, exploded out of the gates,

going 3 lot 4 lot 82 yards, including a

15 yard touchdown strike to Dave
( onklin that would prove to be the

winning score, giving William and

Mary a 13 6 lead

The Tribe got | 38 yard field goal

from Brian Sha Heroes with 7:25 left in

tlie fourth qjuarter, pushing their lead

to \t> 6 William and Mary then put

the game sway with 3:13 to go, when
senior Tim Wercher capped off a five

play. 48 yard drive with a nine yard

touchdown that gave the Tribe a 23-6

advantage. Following a |eff Smith
interception, his second of the day.

Cook rounded out the scoring with a 6

yard TD run.

The Tribe, who came into

the game ranked first in the

YanCon and fourth national-

ly in defense, showed why
they're ranked so high, hold-

ing the Minutemen to just 36 total

yards in the second half.

"I'm really proud of these guys, they

played like hell,"

UMass head

coach Mike
Hodges said

"They played

with courage,

they played hard,

very sound foot-

ball."

I h e

Minutemen
played perhaps
their best football

of the sea

the first half,

with a passing

attack that finally

got untracked.
UMass con

trolled the ball

for 17:25, and

Smith went wild

going 4 lot 1 J

for 117 yards

Alter William

BUI Mary kicked

tWC field goals,

of 26 and 25

yards, to take a

UMASS

W&M 30

6-0 lead early in the second hall, the

Minutemen tied it up with 5:21 to go

in the half. Taking 5:36. the

Minutemen drove 67 yards in 1 3 plays,

and Smith punched it in with a three

yard touchdown run. tying

the game at six. Matt

Murphy's extra point

attempt was blocked.

The Minutemen had a

chance to take the lead

before halftime. Following a Tribe

fumble at the Massachusetts 28 yard

line with 2:32 left in the half. Smith led

the Minutemen down to the William

and Mary 11 yard line, but Matt
Murphy's field goal attempt was
blocked, and UMass went into the

locker room tied at six.

William and Mary head coach

limmye Laycock. who has seen his

team go down the last two years to the

Minutemen, was concerned that

I Mass w;i s at it again.

"It's very easy to panic," Laycock

said. "Going into the half at 6-6, 1 was
thinking that maybe they do have our

Turn to HEARTBREAKER, page 10

Despite a solid first half, the UMass football team
dropped to 5-5 on the year.
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lost it'; third straight Saturday and

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

UMASS

PHILADELPHIA — As the final

seconds of the Atlantic 10 field

hockey tournament championship
ticked off the clock, no
doubt was left as to why
Massachusetts freshman
Saskia Plichl had been
chosen as the confer-
ence's Rookie of the Year.

Fuchs. who received the award on

Friday night, scored four goals in the

final game of the tournament on her

way to being dubbed the

tourney's Most Outstanding

Player.

The top-seeded
Minutewomen captured
the A-IO title with a 6-0 victory

ovei second seeded Rhode Island

on Sunday after downing Temple
2-0 in the semifinals Saturday after-

noon.

UMass. ranked ninth nationally

after a 14-5 regular season, now
receives and automatic berth in an

NCAA play-in game against

Mid-America conference winner Ball

State, today at 2 p.m. at Westfield

State College.

Fuchs led the charge for the

Minutewomen in Sunday's contest,

notching the game's first goal with

25: 1 5 remaining in the first half.

After carrying the ball into the

circle, she worked around a charg-

ing URI defender before firing past

Lady Ram goalie (ackie Pizzi, on
Pizzi's left side. That goal provided

the framework for Fuchs' three

additional goals as Fuchs would use

the set-up to beat Pizzi all after-

noon.

"We played our own game, and we
created our own opportunities,"

Fuchs said. "It's not just me, it was
the whole team. We played one of

our best games."

That fact was again evidenced with

8:01 left before intermission. Fuchs,

again, beat Pizzi on the left side after

working past the URI defenders and
into the circle.

"We watched a video last night

and one of the key things was that

[Pizzi] really had trouble with exact

ly where Saskia scored her angles,"

said UMass coach Pam Hixon. who
was honored as A-10 Coach of the

Year. "|Saskia| remembered that,

and she put herself into position to

get a couple of those shots, and
when she shot it, it was to the oppo-

site board."

UMass increased its lead with just

I ' aaatJ

TEMPLE

over a minute left in the half when
senior Kyle Rothenberger rocketed

the ball off a defender's stick and

into the Rhode Island cage un a

penalty corner - one of the eight

the Minutewomen had on the after

noon.

fuchs added a second
assist in the second half.

On another corner situa-

tion, she was forced to

take an off-line shot, but sopho-

more Kate Putnam was there to

deflect the ball, padding UMafS'
lead at 4-0 with 18:55 remaining in

regulation.

"We dominated that

game, start to finish."

Rothenberger said. "It

was a great win because

we suffered that disappointing loss

last year (UMass lost to URI 3-2 in

last year's semi finals.]"

Rhode Island, stymied by UMass'
first-half offensive output and
defensive strategies, which allowed

URI only one penalty comer in the

game, was silenced by Putnam's
goal, allowing Fuchs to take advan

tage of the disheartened Lady Ram
defense.

With 2:10 remaining in the

game, and again with 60 seconds

left on the clock, Fuchs tallied mir-

ror images of her previous 1 1

points after adding an assist on
Saturday to her points from
Sunday.

Massachusetts also tied a record

for goals in the tournament with its

eight over the weekend and set a new
record for goals in the toumey cham-

pionship.

Minutewoman goalie HJIary
Rose — who had guaranteed a

UMass title after being chosen as

the A-10 Player of the Year dur

ing Friday's annual banquet —
stopped a pair of URI shots in the

game. Rose, whose flawless
games tied her own record for

shutouts in the tournament, gar-

nered the mark for career
shutouts in the A-10 tournament
with four.

"You have to be positive for

your own team, and it's just hard

luck for the rest of the teams
because we're going to win
| A— 10s]." Rose said after her

team's semi-final win. "We're the

No. 1 seed."

"She took us all very much by sur-

prise when she said that." Hixon said

Turn to ATLANTIC 10, page 1
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UMass swept by 'Cats

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

In the Pulp Fiction knock-off.

Two Days in the Valley, that hit the-

aters a couple months ago. the main
character frequently
reminded the viewers of

how the entire world can

come crashing down in

just one minute.

The Massachusetts
hockey team (1-5, 1-5 Hockey East)

played a powerful New Hampshire
(5-2, 4-0) team tough Saturday
night at the William D. Mullins
Center, but eventually succumbed
5-4 in overtime, their

hard-work erased by a

53-second span in the sec-

ond period, where UNH
pumped in three goals.

The loss came on the heels of a

1-0 decision taken by UNH on
Friday at Mullins. The Wildcats out-

shot UMass 41- 19 in a contest

where Rich Moriarty's fine work in

the UMass net kept the score from
reaching rout proportions.

UNH certainly enjoyed its two
days in the valley, while a regroup-

ing UMass is more than pleased to

see a home-and- home series with

Merrimack on the agenda for this

weekend. UMass won all three of its

meetings with the Warriors a year

ago.

"| Friday's game] was a tough loss

but (Saturday's] was a little tougher

because at times we out played
them," UMass coach |oe Mallen
said. "We had a mental lapse in the

second, but I've still got to give our

guys credit. They battled and came
back to tie it up and showed a lot of

courage and heart."

Saturday's contest opened inno-

cently enough, with each team MOT-
ing a goal through 25 minutes of

UMASS

UMASS 4

play. UNH opened the scoring 1:25

into the contest when Derek Bekar

was left untouched on the doorstep,

and redirected a Mark Mowers pass

from the far-side boards.

Meanwhile, Brian Regan, making

his first start in goal for

UMass since being blasted

at Boston University on

Nov. I, looked sharp

early, making a tremen-

dous glove save on a back-

hand shot by Eric Nickulas.

Gerry Cahill evened the score

2:12 into the second period, con-

verting after a |udd Smith
wrap-around.

At this point the UMass
defense decided to take its

Veterans' Day break, as

Regan was left helpless in

his crease for a UNH blitz-

ing. At the 5:42 mark. Mowers drew
first blood, redirecting a feed by

Steve O'Brien through both a crowd
in front and Regan.

Nickulas, untouched in the slot,

one-timed a pass from |ason Krog
from behind the net for a 3-1 UNH
lead at 6:10. that became a 4-1 edge

25 seconds later when Tom Nolan
fired a backhander into the top shelf

from 20 feet out. This goal and
pin-point accuracy shot is destined

to end up on UNH's highlight reel at

its April banquet.

Mallen quickly used his time out

after the potential back- breaker and

refocused his troops. Trailing 4-1

after the end of the second, the
Minutemen pieced together a

tremendous third period where they

more and simply hung in the game.
"In between periods I tried not to

take the traditional approach,"
Mallen said. "I just said that if they

can score three there's no reason

Turn to SWEPT, page 12
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DEANS LIST
Spring Semester 1996

One of the University's highest priorities is its commitment to

provide opportunities for academic growth. I am pleased,

therefore, to recognize those of you who earned Deans List status

for the Spring Semester 1996.

This level of achievement - 3.5 or higher semester average with

twelve or more graded credits ~ is attained by fewer than 20% of
the undergraduate student body. Such outstanding performance is

a source ofpride to the faculty, staff, your student colleagues, and,

of course, your parents.

Thank you for the credit you bring to the University through your
achievement.

David K. Scott, Chancellor

PRESS RELEASES

To publicize your achievement, the University News Office will issue a press release to your hometown newspaper, if you are a Massachusetts
resident. Out of state students are requested to pick up a press release form at room 200 on the second floor of Munson Hall. For further

information, please call the University News Office at 545 0444.

DEANS LIST ADDITIONS/OMISSIONS

The Spring Semester 1996 Deans List is based on grades received and recorded by the Registrar's Office as of October 1, 1996. If you are not on
the Deans List and believe you now qualify because one of your grades, an "Incomplete" or missing/incorrect grade, was changed after that date,

please come to the Registrar's Office, room 213 Whitmore Administration Building for further information. Only graded credits are calculated in

determining Deans List eligibility; pass/fail credits are not included.

As a service to the campus community, the Registrar's Office prepares and publishes the Deans List.
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STOUEB.BRIAN A
GEORGIOU GEORGIA 97 IXCHNG XERSEYANNA 87 IXCHNG OLEARY GILLIAN MARY 97 XCHNG
GIRAROJILL A

GONZALEZ SANTIAGO

GORMAN ELIZABETH A

97 BOIC

97 IXCHNG

96 BOIC

KIRKHAM.MATTHEW SAMUEL

"UM.CECBJAC

L0NOON.PHYUIS S

87 IXCHNG

SB BOK
87 BOC

PAULSEN.MICHAEL

PEREZ.CAMILA

• RAITT.JENNIFER M

97

97

96

BDIC

XCHNG

BOIC

THWP.CAMIU A LOUISE

THOMAS.RYAN C

TMTTJCWATO.lVNJiN)
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EDUCA TIOU

ALECHNY KRISTIN N NC EOUC CHAVE&KEur A 87 EOUC FREOETTE.MANDY I 9 EOUC NADEAU.DAATYEUE S 87 EOUC SUEIRAS.MEIISSA 97 EOUC
BAILEY, JESSICA D 98 EOUC CLARK.COUEEN M 96 EOUC GAUTHIERPAMELA j 9 EOUC NAPPO.DUNNAL 96 EOUC URBAN ANNE M 97 EOUC
BARAN.ROBERT R 97 EOUC CONWAY.TAWNYA

I

8B EOUC GIGUERE.TARAM 91 EOUC PERRONE.SIOBHAN M BB EDUC WAINIO.LISA J 96 EOUC
BECKER MFIISSA A 96 EOUC CORNMIMELISSA C 97 EOUC GOLDSTEIN.ALICIAJ 9 EOUC PETKUN.BORBBEA 97 EDUC WASHINGTON.KAREN G 96 EDUC
BERG.AMI S 97 EOUC C0TE.MICHEU1 C 87 EDUC HENOERSON.SARAH M 91 EDUC R0NOON.KAREN J SB EDUC WILLIAMS.SHAUN 97 EDUC
BLANEY.BONNIE K 96 EDUC COUTURE.COLE TIE A 87 EOUC HETTES.STEPHANIE 91 EOUC R0T0NOI.MARY BETH 87 EOUC ZAVDONICK JAMIE E 98 EDUCBUCXMAN SMITH, LISA P 98 EDUC DUNLAP.MAUREEN A SB EOUC KBAUSE.HEATHEB A 91 EDUC SEI0EL.XERI A 87 EOUC
CECIL.SARAH J 98 EDUC * FISH.JUSTIN W 97 EOUC MCGOLORICK.KARA A 9] EOUC STUKULSAMYM 97 EDUC

EtemEEAme

-ACCAAOI.R08YN J 97 CHE CMBOYAMBER N 98 ENGIN HAUGSJAA TODD A 97 ME MIIM0AE.TIM0THYC 88 ENGIN ' SULUVAN.ASHLE Y I 98 CE
All.SONlA M 99 EE - CTJNaiERNEY.XAJIEN A 88 IE hay GENE A 96 CE MISSACHRlSTOPHER P 87 CE TAN.YU GUO 88 EE
ALLEN GREGORY S 97 CE • COU«C*SNE.ADAM J 87 CSENG HJELM.SCOTTO N ME M0LINA.MARCIAL i 98 IE ' TARANTINO.CHRlSTOPHER S 97 ME

- AiLEN.MELISSA A 99 ENGIN - DEAN.MICHAEL C 99 CSENG ' HNATIO JEFFREY B CE MURCH.BRIAN A 98 ME THIELBAR.CURTIS I 87 CE
' AMEERALIV.SHAZEEOA 97 CE OETERMAN.RUSSEU W 87 CSEM HO.TRIET M 97 EE • NELSON.AMY T 96 CHE THISELL ANDREA M 86 IE
ASERMELY.JOHN w 99 EE - 0AS40VANNJ MARK 87 CE HOLOEN. ALLISON HARTWELL 96 IE NOROHAUSEN.ERIK F 96 CHE TRAN.THANH T 97 EE
BACHINGER.MATTHEW T 97 EE OO.HOAM 88 CHE - HUNSlCKER.GRSGORI A 97 CE OVEBMAN.AUND 96 ME TROLIO.MARCELLO M 96 IE
BASTC CRISTINA 98 IE DUOA.DEBRA A 87 ME HURLEY PATRICK B 96 ME PAMYXrOUJORRY N 96 a - UM ANOFF ZAK M 97 CSEM
BATTLSTI.PETER M 97 ME DUVALNEALM 98 ME JACKSM.NEIL M 96 CE • PLOOF.WESLEY G 97 ME URBAN. THOMAS J 97 ME

' BENNETT.OAVIO J 99 CHE EOBERG.CARL EC ME JENSEN ROBERT P 96 ME PUNTNIMICHAEL T 97 ME URSIUO.PEPI J 97 CE
BENSON.JEFfREV S 99 EE ELYSfEPIERRf A 97 CSEM JULIANOJ PEDRO 96 IE RAMU MONO FAIRUZ B 97 CHE ' VANDSRVAlk. SARAH J 99 EMIN

• B.ORN ANDREW M 98 CE f ABER.R06ERT E 99 CSEM * XEBLER ROBERT w 96 CSENG 'RENNAJOOYE 97 CE VU.6ANG 97 CHE
- BOURQUE.JENNIF Efl L 96 CHE FAYNBERGALEX 99 EE * KELLY.RYAN J 96 CE REYNOLDS. TERRENCE R 97 CE Vu.KYH 99 ENGIN
BRADY LORi

A

96 ME ' flEGELBRLAN M 98 CSENG ' KLAMPE NlKOli A 97 CE RHUOE.ERKA A SB ME WALTERS CAITLIN J 96 CHE
BRIUS.OIMITRIS 97 EE Fl TZPATRICK.MICHAEL SJR 97 CE ' LAPLNANCY X 98 CHE ROBERTSTRAyiSJ 87 CE ' WATSON.DOUGLAS A 97 ME

* BROWN CHARLES A.III 97 ME FRANXIS.CHRIST0PHER A 97 CE LEDERMAN.ADAM M 97 CSENG aOORFSUESTlASO 99 EMM WILDER ELIZABETH A 97 CHE
- BROWN.MICHAEl J 9G CHE * FREEMANSTEVEN W 88 ME LEDGER, EOWARC M PG EE RUSSELLGJtEGORY P 98 EE WILLIAMS. TARA 96 IE
BUH.f S.PATRICIA M 98 EE PUUAM.BTEWY E 98 CE IEE.CHI P 96 CE RUSSEILJOHNT BB CE WONG.HILSUf C 97 IE
SUROUE.OAVIO J 96 ME * FUlJja.NTirSHAT C.JR BB CSEM ' LEE.STEVEN M 96 CHE SAWYER.TNAVBB 87 CSENG WONGWILSON 96 ME
CAMARGO SERRANO CESAR 96 IE GARRITY.CHRISTOTHER 98 CHE LENSTON.LABBY TJB 99 EE SCHBJljTOfRJOHN P 96 CHE WOZNIAK. ANTHONY E 97 IE
CAPASSO.STEVEN M 97 CE GAWNTY.ROBERT F BB CE LEVY TAMARA R 97 IE - SCHOBTHOFFJUDITH A 97 EE ' WU.HUUING 96 EE
CARILLON.RAYMOND E 97 ME - GATES.BETH A 98 EE LI.SILl 97 EE • SCOn.WtUJAM 96 EE WYCKOFF.COliiEN A 97 EE
CAR0N.R08ERT X 96 ME GATES.JEFfREY P BB ME 1 YDON.CAROl A 97 CE SCWRONXCK.DANIEI E 97 ME XING LEI 99 ME
CARTER.SAUV L 96 ME 6ATTM. LAWRENCE H.JR 9B CHE MAFFEI.PETER J NC ME - SEXTM.KEVM M 97 CSENG YANKELEV.YAEL 96 CSENG

' CHEN.AUJJREY P 91 CSENG GERPflORAICOUA BB CHE MALIK.NAOIR 99 ME " SHEEHAN.MAUREEN 98 CHE YANOFSKY BRiANE 96 IE
CHIECKOJEFEREY C 98 EE ' GAMER.HEATHER E PG CE MALKI.flAMEZ 99 EE SHEN.WEI M EE YING PAULINA P 98 ME
CHO.DANNV 97 EE GOOfREY.MARK E 87 CE ' MARANVILLE JEAN M 97 IE SK.VAMARKR 9B EMM ' YOZURAJASON

A

98 CHE
CHUN.CHI C 98 EE GOOOEILALANR 88 CE MARTINJESSICA A 98 CHE ' SMEAD.CHBISTOPHER C 97 CHE YUM.YUK MAN 96 IE
CiAMPOLI APRIL A 96 CHE GRANXJASM 87 CE MARTIN.NOAH 1 98 IE ST OMGE.DARCY I 98 CE

- : CHONSKUEf FBE» S 98 ME " GRTMRJ3RTRYI

R

PG CHE MCCLINTON.MAIA A 87 CHE STEVENSONJEREMY N 96 CSENG
CINTOLD.MKHAEL a 99 ENGIN HABIRKJENNIFER A 87 CHE ' MCMAHON.MICHAEL P 97 CHE STEWARD.ALAN 98 ME
CLAPP.BREn H 97 ME ' HASS.MKHAEL T 87 ME MENOES.ALEXANDER E 99 ENGIN STURnvANT.CHARLES C 98 EE

FOOD « HATURAl RESOURCES - IHCLUOIHG STOCKBRIDGE

AAlTO.KATHARINE E BB MBTA • EmiSCHLER.ERJK J 87 FOREST CMANT.BEBECCA A 96 ANSCI fRENKELOEBORAH R 88 ANSCI HOLUNGER.KIMBERL Y A 97 WBFCM
ADAMS.STEVEN R BB ABPK BRITTAM.R CHRISTOPHER 87 ARPK CM80Y.KEVTNS 96 RESEC FRESCURA.ANMEW P 96 RESEC HROMADA.IAN * 98 W4FC0N
AHEARN. HEATHER K 96 SPTMGT 6RUUN.A0AM S S7 RESEC CONTOIS MICHAEL W 91 WBFCON FRONTTNO.MICHAft A 97 SPTMGT HUANG.SUZEN Y 89 CFBNR
ALBONIZIO.MARK J 89 LDARC • BUCHMANiLANA M 99 APfMKT COOKJASM C 86 TURF THjTUHTMCARJttE I 98 ANSCI hulo.nina 97 ENVSCI
ALLEN.BETHANY k 99 HRTA BUDIANSK Y.NOAH 87 ENVSCI CORRE IA.CRISTINA F 87 ENVSCI GAGAS.CHBSTIAN E 87 NAREST HUNT.STEPHAME L 96 ENVSCI
ALlEN.MICHAEL A 86 HRTA BURAS.MICHAEL A PG PLSOA COSSARl BRIAN S 96 LDARC GALANTE.HAIUFY L 86 FCS HUYNH HUONG

K

97 FOSCI
ANDERSON.SEAN X 97 ENT BURDETTI.MARY R NC PISOA COSTANZO.MELISSA J 87 APPMKT GARRUVfM 87 WAVCON ' HYOEJOHANNA C 99 ENVSCI
ANORAOE.JOSEPH F 97 SPTMGT BURKE.MEUSSA L 9B ANSCI CDURNOYER.ALFREO L 96 PLSOIl GARY.MEUSSAA 86 HRTA HYDER.JOHN R 96 ANSCI
AN0REWS.ROBINL 97 WIFCON BURNS.EPIICA A 96 ANSCI COURY.LISA A 96 APPMKT GAUDREAU.CHAD C 99 FOREST lANNEn AMICH AEl f 97 SPTMGT
ARBEITMAN.KEITH A 96 HRTA EUJZZAUIN0.ELI7JUJETH A 97 APPMKT ' C0X.AUXAN0R1A L 99 MICBIO 6AW.MT«RTBTS V 97 MC8I0 ISRAELBRIAN W 97 SPTMGT
ARMENIA AMY B 98 FCS UHULJEKBEY S 97 RESEC CROMACK.BRIAN A 96 PISOIl EajTBNTjrailORl B 88 APPMKT IWANOWICZ.LUKE R 97 WBfCON
ARMSTRONG JENNIfER X 86 HRTA - CAIRNS.NICOU L 97 ENVSCI CROWNJENNIFER A 98 APfMKT GSUNASjUMEE S 86 NAREST JAROSJEFFREY J 96 NAREST
ARSENAULT. ANGELA M 99 SPTMGT CAJSSEJEJMRFER M 96 ANSCI CROSS.CEORIAN M 96 FCS GEORGEREBECCA J 98 ENVSCI - JASPER.ANGELA M 98 ANSCI
ATANIAN ELISABETH G PG AN SCI CAISSUYANO 86 ENVSCI CUSHMAN COLIN A 99 ENVSCI GIBSCNLARCHH 88 ENVOES JEKAN0WSK1 PAUL J 96 PLSOIL
AUSTIN CHARLES P 96 HRTA - C AMPBElLAliXIS E 96 ENVSCI ' DAHILL.ERIN M 99 ANSCI GIGGEYJOANNE 88 PISOA JEN.KATHY K 97 HRTA
AWOVCKI.MARK J 97 SPTMGT CAMPBELL.DOREEN B 96 MKtXC OAWELS.EUZABETH A 96 RESEC GIGUO.KATHRYN M 88 SPTMGT JOHN BAPTISTE.EOWARO PJR 97 SPTMGT
BAGLEY S'EPHEN

P

97 LOARC CAMPBEUJUSTKN T 96 SPTMGT OARCANGELO.BRANOM 96 W1FBI0 SaLliNJIAMP 99 FCS JONES. ANDREW L 96 NAREST
BAIlEy KERR L 96 HRTA CANAVAN.JOHN P 96 UNTOEC DAVIS.JUIAN 96 APPMKT GOCUUtNUTI 96 HRTA JONESJENNIFER A 96 ANSCI
BAXER.HEATHER E 96 ENVSCI CANOVA, ANTON Y M 98 HRTA - OEENEA.CHRISTIN 91 PISOIt GOOOARILSARAH J 87 SPTMGT ' JONESNATHAN 99 ENVSCI
BARR.ROBERT S 96 ENVSCI CARLSEN.ADAM M 88 HRTA DEGREE. TODO A 97 SPTMGT G0H.ALVN1K 88 HRTA JONES.PAUL T.UI 99 SPTMGT
BARRETT.ERIN X 97 EOINO • CARISON.MEUSSA M 98 MKBAO OELANG.STEVENJ 99 HRTA GOOOSKED.GEOFtGE W.lll 96 PISOA KALASHIAN.STEVEN P 96 ENVSCI
BARRETT.HAIVOAN J 98 NAREST CAROPUASMA 96 ANSCI ' OELGAOO.SARITA C 97 ANSCI GDOOamfUJANA 97 WiFCM K ALISJENNA K 97 FCS
BAUMANN.CHAO W 98 CFBNR CARPEJUTO.FRANK R PG PISOA OEIOUCHREY.BARBARA A 97 APPMKT GOO0WNIMA10A0 PG PISOA - KASPARIAN.MICHAEL S 96 MICBIO
BAYlERAN.BR'JC! 96 FOREST CARSWEU.WX.LIAM W 98 RESEC DSNIS.MARIA C 96 MICBIO GOROON.SUSAN E 96 HRTA ' KATZ.OAHAH 97 FOREST
BAZIN.TODO J 96 MICBIO - CARTER.VALERIE J 98 WBFCON OEROP MICHAEL F 96 STTMGT • GCirWIEY.SHANTNOa K 98 10 ARC KAV.SUZANNE E 96 ANSCI
BEAUMONT ROBERT A.III 9B FLORi CATEUJERJEIirNFEII A 86 HRTA OESILETS.ANORSA M 96 ENVSCI GRAF .ANDREW L BB TURF KEANE.8RIAN N 97 HRTA
BELAJSKASLISAM 98 HRTA -CEUAOAWOD 9B RESEC 0ICKERS0N.WILL1AM M PG PISOIl GRAHAMJASM A 96 FOREST KEUY.MARY E 96 RESEC
BEMIS.BRAOF0RDW 99 BMATWT CHAN.KAR YEE ELMA 96 HRTA OICKSON.SCOTTJ 97 ENVSCI WEaETJOSHUA 98 PLSOA KENNEDYJESSICA A 97 NAREST
BENTONJOEL H 97 PIPATH CHAPELLLKRISTEN A 96 SPTMGT DINAROO CAROi J 97 MICBIO ' GREJUaBEMJIANA a 98 NAT-CM KENNEY.MICHAEt P 97 SPTMGT
BERLIANT. ERICA l 97 RAREST CHAPa.DAW M BB W»fCON DIRlCO.OANIEL M 99 ENVSCI GR£ENlEAFjai.F 96 SPTMGT ' KHER.ROMI 97 HRTA
BERNARDOS.OEBRA A 96 WSFBID - CHAFUEBWSJJBIK E 98 ANSCI ' OORGANJIU E 99 ANSCI LWERRETTEJANNA M 98 ANSCI * KIM.THOMAS H 97 SPTMGT
BERRY DANIEL J 97 SPTMGT CHARROR. THOMAS A 97 ASK OOSCHER.RACHEL A 96 HRTA HAAS4TEPHANIE K 96 HRTA KING.ANDREW B 88 FMEST
BERTHIAUME.JUSTIN M 96 LOARC CHASLHOUYE 87 FLORI • OOYLE.PETRA 98 ANSCI - HAANESJAURS A 98 ANSCI KIROUSIS.KYLE E 97 SPTMGT
BETTENCOURT JULIE A 99 APPMKT CHASE.WLaiAM X 87 ANSCI OROHAN.BRIAN W 97 BMATWT HALEY.CHARLES A PG ANSCI KNOPPE.MAREIKE S 97 HRTA
BIRTHA.MELANIE E 98 HRTA CHAVESCHERYl I 96 ENVSCI DULITSKY ROBERT C 86 HRTA •HAMBY.1ANP 97 ANSCI KNOTTJASON G 98 ANSCI
Slack Jonathan L 98 ENVSCI CHENG, TSUIMEI 96 HRTA FGAN ROBERT S 96 PLSOIL HAMJMNCYA 96 ANSCI KOKJOYCE Y 96 HRTA
BLAIS.LAUREN 99 ENVSCI CHEKSJOHNA 97 ARPK ERCOLIANTOINETTE T 96 HRTA HANFJJN.SHANE 98 ENVSCI ' KOLMAN.OAVIO A 97 ENVSCI
BLASIOU.LYNNA MAE 96 FCS CHC1RUJ2A 97 HRTA ERWN. ROBERT R 97 ARPK ' HA0UE.ZAFFAR K 87 MICBIO KORBY. CHARLES W 96 NAREST
BUTZBLAU.lRA 97 ENVSCI - CHRISTfNSEN EMM A i 88 BMFCM FAN HAU SING 89 HRTA • HARE.STACY M 87 ANSCI KOSEWSKI.ANOREA 99 APfMKT
BLUEMER.LORI A 99 AN SCI CHRZANOWSKI.KATHUEN A 96 APPMKT FANEUF.BRANOON B 97 W4FC0N HARGRAVF.KIMBER1 Y M 88 NAREST KOZLAK, MARGUERITE 96 W&FBIO
BLUMENTHAUON m 96 SPTMGT CMEUAJONATHAN M 97 NAREST FARRELL.TONI L 98 FCS HARRIS.RYANJ 97 PISOA XROMENHOEKJEFF C 98 HRTA
BOMAR. JACQUELINE L 99 AN SCI * CLAPP. AMANDA G 98 NAREST FELLXIMBERL Y A 98 RESEC • HATCHERJOHN M 97 SPTMGT XUKRFJAGAURAV 96 HRTA
BONHAM.RACHAEL 96 FCS CUnONJCEUlA 9B NNCBTO " FENTON.ABBY M 99 MICBIO •HAYS.BARBAaAl PG ANSCI XUOKXANEN.JONNA M 96 RESEC
BCNINI.JAMES P 96 TURF C0.G1AH 98 FOSCI ' FERRANTE.ANASTASIA C 96 ANSCI HECHTTiRJlEa.Y 96 HRTA LAGA.MICHAEL R 97 SPTMGT
BORnN.PETEB I 97 PISOIL COHEN.IVYB 88 FCS FERRARIOORA M 96 EOINO HEFXKFNTENJ1ARIE M 97 SPTMGT ' LAMBERT.XEN 96 BMATWT
B0UN0JOSHUA H 96 NAREST COHENJASME 91 SPTMGT FICOCIELLOJOSEPH P 96 LDARC ICUEUE 96 MTCBTO LAMONDA.ROBIN R 96 APfMKT
BOURGOIN.KE V1N M NC SPTMGT CWR3IJ«ARt£T 97 ANSCI FIORE.MARK A 86 SPTMGT NENAUIT.OAVIO A PG PISOA I ANOOLFI . P AUL W 97 TURF
BRADBURY CANOACE M 96 LOARC crjWTTUAirmL 98 HRTA FlETT.SHANNON X 97 HRTA HEN0RCKSON.TARA M 96 APPMKT * IANG.CHRISTOPHER D 96 FMEST
BREl.BRANDON J 99 ENT COUJNSJHHISTOPHER G PG BMATWT FOPIANO.CARIN L 96 FCS • HfJBBER.AOAM B 98 ANSCI ' I ANZEROTT A.JOHN C 97 ENVSCI
BRENNAN.DANA E 99 APPMKT COLLINSJUUAE 96 W4FBI0 • FRAGAJOCELYNL 97 ENVSCI HER0J5ARAHL 96 EOWO IATHAN.PAMELA R 97 ANSCI
BRIGM-.AMY A 97 AN SCI COUINiSEANA 97 TURF • FRAGALA.MAHA 99 ENVSCI HATM.ERKJ BB WBfBTO LAURIEJOSEPH R 97 FOSCI
BRlNCKERHOfF, DAVID G 96 TURF ' C0MPTM.BRAOIEY N 97 WAVCON FRANK, MICHAEL A PG PIPATH HOFFMAN.OANIE J 87 SPTMGT LEMAY ANDREA V 96 PLSOIL
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LEONARD ANDRE* *
97 LOARC MEAOEP.CJ.FNN T 98 ENVSCl PERILL0.6RIAN R 96 SPTMGT SKUNKUASAllYANN M 97 PISOH TZOUGANATOS.JOHN 98 SPTMGT

iwjn *> HRTA • MUNfY.ELIZABETH A 87 ANSCI PERRA.ANTHONY I 96 TURF SCAMERICA 97 SPTMGT " VALOEPENAS.NORAJEAN 97 MICBIC

LESHEM.STEVEN S * A* SCI MECHAAUVMU 97 RES EC PERTICARO.LISA A 97 SPTMGT SW.ORSKA.EVA K 88 ANSCI VAIDEPENAS.SEAN J 97 ANSCI

innuwj 9, ENVSCl MIUfR.AUSON M 87 EQNm • PEZZUUOPHAEORA 96 NAREST SR.VAj.YDUl 99 WVCON VALIUNAS.IIIIAN B 99 APPMKT

LEVINSOVDARA B 99 CFBJVR MJUFSrr.TESSA s 88 BAREST PHELPS.SHAUN P 88 SPTMGT SBJMONSJWVW I 97 ENVSCl VAN DER LEEUW.BJORN K 97 WVCON
lEVISEE.JENlFER A 97 AN SCI MITKOWSKI.NATHANIEl A 97 Pl'ATH PIANKOWSKA.AGATA 2 96 ANSCI SJ06RENDANRH P 97 SPTMGT VERDIS.MICHAEI D 96 HRTA

LiW.OANKl S 96 HRTA ' HIYOSHI.SAYA 98 HRTA PISACRETA.GMA NC FCS • SMITO.BRIAN W 98 HRTA VIARENGOJAREO B 97 TURF

UCMTENSTEIN.MICHAEI S 97 SPTMGT MONAHAN.JUUE L 96 FCS POOGAYSKY.ANCREY P 99 MIC BIO SBITH.DATHION R 96 FCS * WACTOWSKIRACHAEl h 99 BMATWT

USTJAC08 P 96 FLORI * MONENJASPER 88 ANSCI POLLARO.ANGEU 99 ANSCI SMITHTHOMAS P 86 LOARC ' WAGNER.SHARON 99 ENVSCl

LUKEJUllET M 99 ENT MMUMVJJ 87 FCS ' PONO.KERRY C 97 ENVSCl SMITH.WALTER F 99 ANSCI WAUSR HELEN J 97 EQIMO

100GE.MICHAEL HI 96 IMATWT M0ORE.0ANIEL C 97 SfTMtT PO0U.CATHERWE A 99 ANSCI • SMYTHJEBEMY T 98 ANSCI WANOElEAR.NICCOli A 97 WVCON

lOMCAINI.PATRICIA J NC EQ INO MOROHORST.AmaJtSE H 98 PLPATH POYNTONJOSEPH 99 WVCON SNOWJENMFERL 88 HRTA WARO.OAWN M 97 ANSCI

LOWIKGEFi.MAHRI L 96 RAREST ' MORENCY.MARY A 88 ANSCI PRICE.STACEY M 86 FCS S0FRONAS.STEVEN G 97 WVCON WARNAT MARK R 96 MICBIC

LUNETTA.ERIN I 97 NAREST MOSS.PRISM.IA I 87 FCS PRIOR.MARIANNE C 8B ANSCI SOMMALA.SOUVANNA 97 HRTA WASSERlOOS.MATTHEW B 96 TURF

LUSCHSRJASON L 99 PISOIl bMNMNbUM 87 HRTA PROCTOR.JAMES K 98 LOARC SOUCY.TOOOM 98 NAREST WAXER.ADAM S 97 SPTMGT

LYON.JOSHUA J 9B PLSOIL WHMII NC ENVSCl PROVOST.LGRI A 99 ENVSC. SOUSA.CHRISTINE M 98 WVCON WAY.NICOLE J 99 SPTMGT

moumumm 97 RAREST MUAPHY.KRASTA R 87 10 ARC PUOEIKOJANE' R 98 SPTMGT SPMXDEBRAS 96 ANSCI WEBERG.OANIEl W 99 SPTMG'

MACC0NNEO.A0AM 9 99 ENVSCl MURRAY.SUSAN W 86 wwen • RACIC0T.CALE6 P 97 ENVOES • STANWOOO.SABRINA M 97 NAREST WEE.DEBBIE S 96 HRTA

MACDONAlO.BRAOLEY M 97 TURf MU7YTSCHEMKO.KRIS0 88 WVCON RAIMONICOLE A 96 PLSOIL • STFJMANJJSUE A 98 PLSOU. WELLS jess:; 96 HRTA

MACFARlanE.lanj 99 FOREST NAIiPMSKLDAVO C 87 SPTM6T RAMEY.IAN S 86 LOARC STEMJCETTHP 97 BMATWT WEN.KENNETH 97 HRTA

MACNEILPETER J PG N&fSlO ' NASUT1. JACKI M 88 MIC8X) RAYSIOE.YOLANCJM 99 APPMKT STDOOARO.MARGO A PG WVCON * WHAIEN.KERRY A 96 MICBID

MAODEN.JOHN CJR 97 TURF navinjuuek 88 APPMKT REILLY.SHANNON C 97 APPMKT SUIUVAN.J6NNHR L 96 ANSCI WHEEIERJULIE C 97 PLSOU

MAG10 JULIE I 97 SPTMGT NELSON,ALYSSA J 88 NAREST REISS.MICHAEL C 97 SPTMGT ' SVETUNE.SHERRI I PG ANSCI WHITE, KRISTIN A 96 ENVSCl

MAGUIRE.KATHERINE C 97 AN SCI WRMI 96 FLORI - RICHAROSON.SARAHM 97 ANSCI SWEENEY.EILEEN L PG PLSOk * WHITEBONEJAMES M 99 ANSCI

MAIER.PAUIA S 99 AN SCI NELSON.RCHARD S 87 FOREST RINES.KELl > L 96 APPMKT SWETLANO.LAUREL 98 HRTA WHITEHOUSE.HEATHER M 96 HRTA

MAUARY.EIAINS M 97 FOREST WSSEWAUM TRUTH R 96 PLPATH ' RIVERS JAMES W 97 WVCON * TA10OCT 98 HRTA WMTTERN.SHAWN M 96 PLSOIL

MA10NE.TRACI S 96 HRTA NOBLE WILSON.AMY M 98 E08D ROETHIEIN MARIE B 99 WVCON TANGSTROM.DAWOA 97 LDCONT WIChROSKI.TR ACEY I 96 FCS

M AACHANO.MICHAEL N 96 WVCON NOVAPERRl L 97 FCS ROMERO.PATRICK L 96 ENVSCl - TANNER.JARAE 6 88 WVCON WULIAMS MICHAEL J 96 ANSCI

MAR0TTA.SC0TTA 96 FLORI 0C0NNOR. TIMOTHY A 87 PLSOA. ROSE.SC0T C 96 HRTA TAYLOR.AMU 87 FCS WISNER.OOUGLASM 96 SPTMGT

MAASEllO.MICHAEU 97 ENVSCl 0GULEW1CZJOANNE B 98 FLORI ROY.JOSEPH G 97 PLSOIL TEAL VICTORIA J 86 HRTA WOOO.TOOC c 96 BMATWT

MARTIN CHRiS'Ci'HER A 97 SPTMGT OLSEN.SCOHE 96 NAREST RUELL.OENEENR 97 EOINO THAYEHCHAAIES

I

SB ENVSCl ' WOOOWORTH.SARA 99 ANSCI

MARTINJuliE R 97 LOARC - 0R0URICE.EIISA8ETH 96 10 ARC * RUNYON.KATHIENE L 97 MICBIC TH1ELE.J0HN E 97 NAREST W0OLFSON.TARAA 97 FCS

MARTIN.STEPHEN A 98 HRTA ' PACIOREK.MKHEUI A 88 ENVSCl RUUSKAMCHAEIJ 97 SPTMGT THOMASJ.YNNETTE M 98 FCS WRIGHT JENNIFER I 97 FCS

MARTINEZ.SCO" M 99 SPTMGT PAIGEJRIANM 86 10 ARC SAMUELSSON.PETER L 97 HRTA THOMPSON.JENNEFER E 87 BJNJBJ TETTER RICHARD M 97 WVCON

»astrangel3.erink 99 WVCON PANETTAJtACHEL A 96 APMKT SASXI.USA M 97 HRTA THULMEllSSA I SB HRTA YORKEYKEVINJ 99 SPTMGT

MAY.SuZANNE N 97 AN SCI ' PAPPAS.AN6EU L 99 ANSCI SCHULZE.MARK 11 97 RES EC TOMAINO.ROSSM 97 F0SC1 YOUNG MADE. »N E 96 FLORI

MCBAATNEY.TARA 96 APPMKT PARKB.HEO L 87 ANSCI SCHWART7.KARI E 96 FCS TRESA10NI.GREGORY P 86 HRTA >U WING CHEUNG VIOLET 96 HRTA

MCCARTHY KRISTIN D 97 WVCON PATBuuoturmM 96 ENVSCl SE5EL.ISA A 97 HRTA TRISTAN. NILS V 99 SPTMGT ZAMACHAJ STANLEY E 96 FOREST

MCCARTHY T=REi*

A

98 RES EC - PATTEMONJOKN T 87 HRTA - SEI8ERT CHANTAl 88 FCS TROTTWJUABrT M 98 CFVH ZEHNDER, SERENA 96 HRTA

MCCAUliYJENNIFER A 97 ENVSCl PAUU70UGUSS 98 FOREST SENN.LINOA J 87 WVCON TSANG.MICHAIL 96 HRTA ZMUCAIISON P 97 ED WO

MCGEE.OANIEI A 97 NAREST PELiiRYANM 97 ANSCI SHAW.WAYKEN 98 ENVOES • TSONGAUS.JOHN Bj m:;s,o ZUCKERMAN.SARA N 96 HRTA

MCGRATHSMANNONM 97 AN SCI PUirUYNNM 87 HRTA SHIPPEE.O AL TON G 97 ARPK - TUDMAJUARAM 98 ENVSCl

MCHUGH.AMY R 96 HRTA MMU 97 NMATWT SMUKUL.RAOHHA 96 HRTA TUBAN.SARIN 97 FCS

HOHOKS - UOOECLAKED

MCPEDC BRIAN F 96 HONORS ' ZLOTNMOFf TLA S 88 HONORS

Alt TS AKO SCIEOCES - HUMAMITIES FIHE AHTS

MUnUMHH 99 RUSS BOCHNAA.ROBERT S 87 ENGL CEBULA.LUKE H 96 MST DEPETER.tUUNEUE A 97 ENGl FORS.ANTHONY V 99 BMUS

HMUM 96 ENGL BC4SVERT.NEOUM 86 THEATR CHACLOAVTO A 99 BMUS DEPMAJUAG 99 CISICS FOSTER l SAM 99 VA
A2AMS.BAIAN C 96 ENGL BOLOW.MIST1NM 99 THEATR CHATELRICHARO J 97 BFA DESAUTELS GEOFFREY P 88 HOT FRIEDMAN.MEREOITH S 99 ENGl

ADAMS.CAITIIN HI 99 BMUS BONUA.FANNY A 87 SPAN CHEEVER.EUZA8ETH A 96 MST OESUTS.ITOIA C 97 ENGL FUCHS.JACALYN M 96 VA
ADAMS. CAR AH A 96 ENGL ' BCRSMLV.HEATHEN. A 86 JUOAIC ' CHERU8W.SAMUEI E 96 ENGl DUUBXHRISTNi E 87 MM - FUMO.JAMIE C 98 ENGl

IOEIMANJACOB NC JOURN - 60SWORTH.AMT K (7 MST CHRIST.PAIGE H 96 ENGl 0R38ES.THE0D 98 FRENCH GAUANTJENNIFER S 87 ENGL

HMUwnmi PG VA BOUCHER.PHUPCE N 98 8FA CHRISTIANO CHRISTINA A 97 ENGl ONJGSjtRISTMA 87 EMGL GANGEJOCEIYN S 99 VA
AGNEN BfllENM A 96 JOURN - 60WEN.PATR8CX J 99 MST CICORIAJERASA 97 ENGl • OIPAIXANSELA V 98 BMUS ' GARDNER.WIU1AM 8 96 MEAST

AH10UST..JCY0 I 99 THEATR BOYLLTHOMASC 96 HOT CIEMIEGAAGATA J 97 CISICS DISANO.SARAH E 98 ARTWS GARUCK.MCHAEL J 98 VA
AKI8AJAMES I 97 PHIL B02UTO.MAffYA 98 CLSKS " CINCOTTLCHRISTINA M 97 WOST - DITTDN.OUNE M 97 HIST GARVEY JEANNE M 96 VA
ALATAIDWILLIAM M 96 BFA BRAOYJtOBERT C 96 HIST CL ARK.JAMES B 96 ENGl " 0IXONJMAR6ARTT M 98 BFAOAN GAS8ARRINI. TIFFANY H 98 ENGl

AUEN.J0Y 96 SPAN BBAMNEN.TAMARA B 96 ENGL CLARK.KEVIN C 96 MST - D08UUS.JUUEI 98 MUSK GEIUNG.CHRISTOPHER M 9B ENGl

AUSHOUSE ERIC • 96 BFA BRAZEAU.MKHEUEJ 87 SKI CLARKE.MICHELLE 98 ENGL 0OMNG1T.IRUUU8 T 97 HOT ' GEIS.JUOITH E 98 ARTHIS

AIMEIOA.DEBBY M 96 PORT - BREENJWEGAN A 98 HOT CLEVELAND CAP A N NC BFA DORISS.RACHEI E 98 BFA GEORGEIIS.AIYSSA 97 HIST

ALTOBEUIS ANGELINA M 97 ARTMIS BSEJRUUmST* M 87 ENGL ' CLOONEY.NORA F 98 ENGl 0080JULUETTE T 98 JOURN GIAIMO.MICHAEl S 96 MST

ANDERSON HOUY

.

97 JOURN BR€NNBJ)EENAJ 89 ARTWS COAOY.OAWEL R 87 HIST L100CETTEJEBECCAJ 87 HOT - GIAN0P0U10S.PANAGI0TIS S 97 ENGl

ANDERSONJOHN J 97 HIST BRBHTMANJASON H 88 JOURN COBBETT TIMOTHY 89 MST DOUGHERTY.MEGHAN I 99 ARTWS GI8S0N.DARCIE T 98 ENGl

AN0REWS.SC0TT * 98 ENGl • BROWN.CHRISTOPHER W 87 JOURN COBUR.CHRISTY l 96 JAPAN DOWUNt.PAULM 96 CISICS GIUIS.BETH P 99 SPAN

ARRUOA MELANIE B 97 JOURN BROWNJOAWNEM 96 SPAN C0HEN.AIVSSA6 96 DANCE DRESSfR.WIUIAM R 96 FJBB. GLOWIK. CECILY A 98 VA
ATHEYAMY E NC JOURN BROWN.STEPHAN* PG BFA ' COHEN.SHERR' 1 99 JUOAIC OREW.RYANT 97 BFA GLOWIK.TNtOTHY D 99 VA
AVERI-REBECCA > 00 HOST BRTSONJUUE ANN 88 ARTWS C0UJNS.CAR0UNE R 97 BMUS ' ORZEWIANOWSKI.CAROL I 97 JOURN GOOOARDJESSICA P 97 FRENCH

AZZAREILO.KRISTINI 97 BFA 8UCHANAN.ROHALD P 86 EMGL COU.INS.ERIC P 96 MST DUBOBJIICHEllE M 96 BFAOAN GODFROYXHRISTOPHER M 96 FRENCH

BAIIE> EISENMAUEf AllL.AM T PG HIST " SUCANAMJOOI E 97 ENGL ' C0LL1NS.PATRICIA C 98 MST OUBOSMNSTT.BORIS 98 BFA GOlD.STEVENM 99 ENGL

HMUMM1II 97 ENGL BUROCK.STEPHEN I 99 BMUS CONFOEY.COUN R 86 MST OUOOY.MARTHA A 97 EMGL GClOMAN STEVEN E 96 THEATR

BAKER.MARTHA M 99 BFA BURGESS.THERESA M 97 HOT - CONLEY THERESA M 97 MST OUPU&BMGfTR 97 BFA GOLDSTEINJOSHUA B 96 ART

bakoianjulie e

Jaldi.pauij

99 HIST BURKE ELIZABETH M 86 EMGL CONLIN.CHA0 W 96 HIST DURNER.KRISTNI E

DYERJSARAH M
96 ENGL GOMEZ.NIIDA 96 SPAN

96 HIST •UME.THOMASM 97 HOT - C0NN0UY.AU1S0N C 96 ENGl 97 BFAOAN GONCALVESJDRGE S 96 ENGl

BARAlOI.BENJAMIN r 99 BMUS BURNS.AMYE 97 BMUS COPEN.AORIENNE C 99 SPAN • EOWAROSJENNNER C 87 CLSKS G0O0WTN.JENNIFER M 97 ENGL

BARRIERS. RONAIC • 99 ENGL • BURNSiATHEHK M 88 ENGL ' CORBETT.HILLARY J 96 ENGl ' EHRUCH.CHERI E 97 BFA GOROON.IORI A 98 VA
BARROWS.JENNIFER L 96 ENGL BURNSXHRISTINE E 87 SPAN CORBETT.MARK A 96 THEATR EMERSONJJANRH J 96 HIST - GOUSY.OANIEl C 87 HIST

BAUEi TIMC'HY I 99 HIST BUNNSJAMESH 96 PM. "CORK.OANIELE 98 MEAST ENGIN.PAULO 97 VA GRAHAMJULIE M 96 ART

BAUSH.GRETCHENM 96 ENGL •BUTTS.KABIEC 99 BFA CORREU.DANIEL E 98 JOURN EVANS.KARENM 99 ENGl GREEN RIFKIN.COBY R 97 COMLIT

BEACOM.BRADfORO L 97 THEATR 6UT1ANNAM 9t HIST CORTESI.BRETT R 86 BFA EVANS.PENE10PE T 96 ENGl GREEN.MEREDITH S 99 ENGL

BWRil 96 BFA CABRAUOSHUAJ 98 FRENCH COSENTINO.CHRISTOPHER C 86 ENGL EKNER.EUENE 96 BMUS GREENIA.KATHERINE S 97 HIST

BECKER, KERSTIN H 96 BMUS CAOI6AN.PH11IP B 87 PHfl. COTREAU.OANIELLE J 96 FRENCH • FAERBEFL.MATTHCW J 96 JOURN GREENO.AMY L 98 BMUS

KCKWTTH.UUIRAA 96 BFA CAMARA.MICHAEI A 97 PORT COUGHUN.ERIN H 97 FRENCH - FALZ0N.EM1Y M 98 ARTWS ' GUERRAJO ANNA 97 ENGL

MJUNE.MATTHEWM 97 BMUS CAMP81U.MARY M 96 MST COURNOYER.NICOLE R 98 ENGl FAMEYJESSKA K 97 VA GUEVARRA.EMMANUEL E.JR 97 ART

BEUiSXMRISTINA R 97 BFA CANNON MEGAN C 86 THEATR CUNNINGHAMJENNIFER A 99 FRENCH FaUON TERESA L 88 ENGL GUGLIETTA.JOHN J 97 ENGL

BENOIT.MICHAEl 97 BMUS CARABETTA.AUORA M 87 BFAOAN OAUiSANORO, TIMOTHY E 97 ENGl FUL0WS.CARR1E A 97 ENGL GUIOO. ANTHONY P 96 JOURN

BERGERON. VICTORIA I 97 ENGL - CAROONtMELISSA A 98 SPAN DAMIT1KARLF 97 BFA frmejAsoNK 97 BMUS GUISE.KIM8ERLY S 96 GERMAN

BEBGMAN.JACOB E 96 BFA CAREYJJAVO J 88 BFA - OAMORE.ANDREA 86 ITAl FISCHJESSCAA 96 JUOAIC GUNASTI.RESUI E 97 SPAN

BERINATO.MATTHEWR 98 HIST CARL SON.LARISSA H 87 ENGl OANN.DANIELLE 97 BFA FTTZPATBCK.CASSANORA NC ENGl - GUNTHER. ANDREW E 97 ARTMS

8ERTRAND.NATAUE A 97 BFA CARLSON.SUSANN E 96 ARTHB - DARUNG.WENOY C 97 JOURN FLAHERTYJTYAN P SB ENGl HA.CHAN UK 96 HIST

BIT*.JCHN R 97 HIST OUKB3UYNNM 97 ENGl DEL TORO.OIOSVEL 96 ENGL FLAMNEITY.ELIZABETH 87 VA HADSELLSERENA R 97 BFAOAN

BLACK.RUSStU C 97 GERMAN CARRTHAUJJJUNEUi E 98 ENGl ' DELANEY.SARA I 96 ART FOtEY.BROOK A 98 JOURN HAMIITON.LEAH A 99 MUSIC

BLASENAK.NICOIS * 97 ENGL CARROU.FJLEEN R 96 8831 ' OEMARIANO.MEGAN A 98 SPAN • FONTAINE.SUSAN M 97 BFA HANABURGH.SARA C 96 FRENCH

BLOOM PAM&A S 97 THEATR CARVUtRAYMONOM 97 ENGL ' OENNIGAN.OARClE E 87 ENGl 'FONTESSEANM 86 ENGl HANFORO.SAMANTHA E 97 ENGl

BLUMERTHALOANIEL A 96 THEATR CAVA.WIUAM A 97 ITAL OENN0.0AV10 98 HIST FOREST.CHRISTINE C 97 BFAOAN HANLEY.COIIN W 96 MUSIC

AHTS AHD SCIEHCES - HUHAMITIES FIHE AOTS tc»»Xil»ti)

HARDY EDWARD J 96 BFA LAMBERT.MICHEUi 99 THEATR ' MONTAIBANO ANDREA M 99 ENGl ROORJGUEZ.OAMARiS 98 VAN ' TANENHAUS.RACHEI H 96 JOURN
' HARMON.AMY C 88 ARTHIS LANE.KIMBERIY A 99 ARTWS MOONEY.OANIEL J 98 COMUT RODRIGUEZ OEYOAMIA E 97 SPAN TANNER.MATHILOA A 99 BFA
' HARMON AUBREY M SB ENGl LANGEUEHUVM R 96 THEATR MORALES.MIMIAN 97 THEATR ROGERS AMBERE 97 VAOAN TASSONE, ANGELA 96 VA
•HARRINGTON KATHLEEN A NC SPAN • LANGFOROJOSEPH W 96 COM LIT ' MORASH.TERRENCE P 97 VA H0GERS.EUZA8EIHR 98 MST TAYLOR. GIN!

C

96 VA
HARTLEY.HEATHER A 88 ENGl LAPIERRENICOli G 97 VA " MORRIS LAURENTESN C PG JAPAN ROGERS.REBECCA K 96 VA TAYLOR.TOIYAl 96 WOST
HARTMAN ANNE K 99 BFAOAN LASS.KIMBERU A 98 DANCE MORSE GEORGE E.IV 97 ENGl ROIT.GWENOOLYN

!

97 JOURN ' TEMPLE ANGELA I 99 VA
HARTREY.AMANOA C 86 ENGl ' LATSON TESSAH W 98 ARTWS MORYTKO KELLI J 98 THEATR ROMANEUI.TARAS 96 MST THAYER.JOSHUA 96 VA
HASANOVIC VEOAO 97 VA ' LAVARNWAYKAREN L 97 FRENCH MOUGIN.STEPHEN J 99 BMUS - RUSSO.MELANIE 98 SPAN THOMPSON. DOUGLAS 1 97 FRENCH

HAVES.MATTHEW A 98 ENGl LAWRENCE.BENJAMIN C 86 VA MOYER.IAW 98 BMUS RUSSO.TAIY 96 PHIL THOMPSON JILL 96 MST
' HiKPHY CHRISTINA M 87 JOURN LAWRENCLTHOMAS C 97 CISICS - MUIRY AN DANIELLE M 98 BMUS RUTHEVORO.EMEUE H 97 ENGl THORNELL K AMA.I J 97 VA
HEATH.SARAH I 96 WOST IE BENSTEIN.IISA C NC ENGl MURPHY CHRISTENS E 97 SPAN RUTAR-WKZJCFJTHR 99 BMUS - THUNBERG.HEIDl D 97 JAPAN

hEINlE BEVERLY E 97 ENGL LE OFOROJESSICA D 88 ENGl MURPHY.DAWNA M 96 VA RYSZKfWTCZJENHFER M 98 VA ' T1CE.MARY K 96 BMUS
"i.TMANEK JESSICA. 96 ARTHIS • LEE.OANB.P 98 SPAN MURPHY LORI C 86 WOST SAO10WSKI.CHRIST1NE M 87 VA T OK ARSK I.FRANCIS M 97 GERMAN

' HELFET HIIUKER.AOAM 99 BFA lEFEBVMLMATTHEW T 99 BMUS ' MUSSARI.DAV1DE S 97 BFA SAGER.VALERIE I 86 THEATR TOMASINO.ALISHA S 96 HIST

HENDERSONSARAH r 99 VA LEIBER.LAURA A 99 VA NASSON.RANDY 97 ENGL SAMN.GERIJ 98 JOURN T0SCA.RE8ECCA 97 MST

HENNE.BRANT g 87 ENGl LEOPOIO.SETH A 97 MST NATTl.OlANA L 89 VA SAAASHJNCHAI18 NC BMUS TOWER JOSHUA

H

96 MUSK
HENSON.JOHANNAH I 96 GERMAN LETTENE Y.ROBERT A 96 MST NEWIIN. REBECCA K SB ARTHIS SAMPSON.AMANOA P 98 ENGL TOWERS.KRISTEN A 97 VA
HIRD AMANDA M 99 BMUS IEVESOUE.RVAH P 96 ENGl NITIBHON.NUTH NC BFA SAMUELS.KAREN L 97 HIST TOWNSENO.JUSTIN A 97 THEATR

HIRSCHJESSICA M 96 BFA • LSVWSOHN.ANNABEl F 96 MST N0GUSIRA.EII2ABETH A 96 BMUS SARANITAjVMNCE A 96 BMUS TRAINOR MATTHEW A 96 HIST

HIRTIE.PAUU A 96 CISICS DCEAGA,YANIRA A 98 SPAN NOLAN.WILLIAM A 87 COMLIT SARTORTAMI 87 JOURN TRAMONTOZZI.DEUO 96 VA
HODGE CHARLES A 97 BFAOAN LNOHOLM.(YlE 99 VA * NORMANOIN SASHA M 99 BMUS SASLOW.RANOI 1 96 MST " TRASX.EMIIY N 99 ENGL

- HODGSON BCYSfN M 87 ENGL •UU.SANORAS 97 ENGl ' DCONNOR KATHRYN

L

97 SEESTU SCACHEW.CHRISTOPHER M 97 MST TRELO AR JAY P 96 BMUS

-HOOKINSON.ANNM 96 ENGl HVBNB.VKTOBU I 96 BMUS OUVE.FAANK T 98 BFA SCAlZETTI.MtNOY

!

98 JOURN TREWORGY.AMY 97 VA
HORRIGAN.TRACY I 97 BFA LLOYOPAMEIA M 96 MUSK OLSON ROBIN E 96 ENGL SCARIETT.SHANNDNK 87 ENGl TROSKO.ERIC J 96 VA

•HOUlE.KERRU 96 ENGl lONGOBARDI.ROBERl P 97 ENGl - ORDORICAOANIEl 96 MST • SCARMEAS.KEJ.lfY J 98 SPAN TRUBIANO.TARAL 96 HIST

- HUBLEY JENNIFER L 98 ENGl LOPEZ.ANDRES 96 VA ORR ANDREA L 97 ENGL • SCHAFER.EAMCA I 99 BMUS UCHIOA.AKEMI 98 BMUS

HUFF MICHAEL H 96 BMUS -10TT0.ANNAK 98 ENGl OSHE A.MECAN A 98 COMUT SCHAT7J3NETEI

I

87 VAOAN UHLIG.BETHANY 97 HIST

- HoMER NATASHA B 96 COMLIT IU.CHIACWA 98 JAPAN - OSTIGUY.ELIZABETH A 96 BFA SCHATZ.MGIW F 67 BFAOAN VAOAREVU.RAGHURAM 97 JOURN

HUTCHINGS.MONET C 96 BFAOAN • lYCURGUSJANUS S 96 AFROAM - OSTRANOER. TIMOTHY D 99 ENGl SCHMBTJOOIl 87 VA VAONAIS KRISTIN N 97 THEATR

' HUTCHINS.KENORA 88 ENGl MACAiPWURYSTW C 98 BFAOAN PAABUS.KRISTINA 98 BFA SCHM1TT.KANENM 99 VA ' VAKULSKAS.MOUY J 99 HIST

- HUTCHINS.PETER M 98 BFA MACKFY CATHERINE 8 98 ENGl ' PAIAMOUNTAIN.DALE 97 JOURN SCHNEDERJLLAN W 96 MUSK ' VAiCARCELNANNETTE E 98 SPAN

• HIJEKJASONJ 97 HIST 'MACLEANJESUSJ 99 THEATR PARENTJlNNIIER K 97 HIST SCHWEI06R.JUOUH » 97 WOST VAN JURA.USA A 98 BFAOAN

HIRES WILLIAM M 97 HIST ' MACUGA.JOHN M 99 HOT PARK.SOYON 96 GERMAN -SCHUSTER.PATRKIAR 98 VA VIVIAN.SAMUEL I 96 MUSIC

- iNGERSON.MARK L 97 HIST MASYAH.KATHER1NE M 96 DANCE PATENAUDE.KIM M 97 JOURN • SHEAOAM* P 98 ENGl • VIZZARLGINAM 96 GERMAN

JACOSS.ANOREA B 96 FRENCH - MAIUNOER.UURA I 97 DANCE ' PAUL.TANVA 96 ENGl SHEN.CATHERM > 86 CMNSE VOYTKOCHRISTWE E 97 SPAN

JANAROHANAN.EMMA M 98 ENGl MA10ONAO0.R0SA M 96 THEATR - PEGUS.PATRCIA N 99 ENGl SHEPARDSON.KATHRYN R 87 JOURN ' NACHTEL.NATANVA 97 COMUT

' JEANLOZ.NICOLE H 96 ENGl ' MALLO Y.Kl RR Y M 98 MST PELLETIER.AMY T 9B ENGl • SHIN.KYUNGSUN 98 JAPAN WAlDEN.HOAVIO 96 ITAl

JOHNSON.ALISA N 96 FRENCH MANGUAUNLOAC 98 SPAN PtPE.CHRISTOPHSfl A 97 BMUS • SHINKLE AMANOA I 87 THEATR WAUACE.8RETT 98 VA
JOHNSON JEAN E 96 BMUS - MAMON.BRTNA 97 ENGL PERLMUTTER SHERRY B 97 BFA SHORESJAMES E 87 CISICS WALLACE WILLIAM 8 96 BMUS

JOHNSON JUSTIN C 96 BFA MARBUSTONE.ANOREAJ 99 VAOAN PERRYJANE K 99 ENGl SHUIMAN.ROBERT 1 87 COMUT WANAMAKER ABIGAIL C 88 VA
JOHNSON.RICHARO N 96 BMUS MARCHESE.BRIAN T 96 ENGl PETERSON.REBECCA J 96 JOURN SHUTE.MAIC01M C III 96 DANCE WARDTAMMAIRAJ 96 ENGl

JOYCE.COLLEEN E 88 ENGl MAROZZUAURAM 98 VA PHILLIPS JUDAH A 97 ENGl SOKEWICZ.JEAN M 98 ENGl WATSON.KIMBERLY ROSE 96 ENGl

- JYLKKA.ALICIA F 98 BFA MARTWEiOUVtA L 99 BMUS PlACENTlNO.FELICIA A 96 ENGl • SN.VAJUOITH A 86 ENGl ' WA<MAN PATRlCl T 97 HIST

' IAISER SUSAN 97 ENGl MASCLAORELU.STEFANIE 96 VA PINUCCIJENNIFER L 97 BFA SHVERMAN.EUNAS 88 JUOAIC REINER ROBIN M 9B ENGl

KAAASIC.AIEXANDRA 97 AFROAM MCCARTHY.0AV10G 97 HOT PLANK! Y TIMOTHY L 98 THEATR SIM.AOAM A 87 ENGl WEISM.JESSICA L 97 VA

KATZ.JONATHAN a 96 ENGl MC C ARTHY.K AREN I NC ENGl POCALYKO KAREN L 97 ENGl SIMM0NS.NIC01E M 98 JOURN WESIOSAI.DAVIO J 97 VA

' KEANE lORA L 96 SPAN MCCARTHY.KELLY A 96 JAPAN POMPEI JESSE K 97 ARTMS SN80NS0N.STACY 8 PG BMUS WESOLOWSKI.GARY S.JR 96 BFA

lELDER.CRISTI G 97 ENGL ' MC CART HY.TARA C 97 COMUT ' POTHIER.CHRISTOPHER W 96 BFA SKWTRLBRENOAN F 97 ENGL - WETMORE.DANIEl C 97 VA
KELMER.MAC 96 PHIL MCCOMNELUUSAVTHA 97 VA ' POWERS ETHAN

S

96 ENGl SMITH. ANOREW P NC BMUS WiTMOR! REBEl Am H 96 VA

KENNEDY.HOUY A 99 PHIl MCCRAOY. VANESSA I 97 ARTMS PRATT.CHARLES E 97 BFA SMIITHTRACET M 98 HIST WHEARY.lfAH NC BFA

' KERSHAW LUCIA M 98 WOST MCOONOOGHXXUENNE A 9B COMUT PRATT.LlSA M 97 VA SPEREOEL0Z21DAVBP 87 MST WHITNEY MEGAN C 97 BFA

KIANG.WAN Yl NC BFA MCGARVFYIATHFtYN A 97 WOST PUTNAM.HEATHER I 98 BMUS • SPRAGIIE.TWANY H 87 ARTMS WHITTALL.MATTHEW P 97 BMUS

(IUFOHE.MATTHEWR 98 HIST MCGINMNESSJMBMAA 97 ENGL DUATTROCCHI.IAUREN E 98 JOURN • STAFFORDJAYNA S 87 EMGL " WIESENBACHJASON C 99 ENGl

KIILIE ALEXANDER M 96 HIST MCGUK FELSENTRE6IR.PATRICIA97 ENGl - QUESEN6ERRY MXTTHE* 1 97 ENGl - STAMM.CHNKSTOPHFJ 98 ENGl * WlLKlE. JOHANNA M 89 PHH

' KJENOALKARl H 96 HIST MCGU8TE.OAVI0 P 97 MST QUINN BR! NOAN M 97 MST STANTGWJY06HT JJi 87 ENGL WILLIAMS. AARON J 96 VA

KlEINSCHMIDT.LAUREl A 97 BFAOAN MCLEL LAN.GENE«VE 97 THEATR RAEHSE.AMY E 96 VA STARMERJAINCE C 87 VA WILSON.ERICA I 97 ARTMS

' ILOCK ARS.SARAH I 99 BFA MCNAMARAOANIfI 97 ENGl R AMAC AN SAMlR A S 99 BMUS STAVE1 Y.JOTHAM R 97 VA WCJT ASZEK.ERIC S 96 ART

K NOPJANE A 97 ENGL MCNUTT.COUN 97 BMUS RAUSCH.DEVON C 96 BFA • STEVENSON EMIIY J 96 MST WOJTOWICZJASON P 97 JOURN

KNOWITON.MLLARY L 97 BFAOAN MCPKERSONMUNMYC PG JAPAN ' RAUSEO.NICOLE M 96 BFAOAN STR.ES.AMEUA 96 MST WOLF.AVI S 99 HIST

KOEIKER.AMANOAL 97 BFAOAN - MEOAK SALTZMAN.OANWA F 98 JAPAN - REGINIO EMILY L 98 ENGl STFWTBY JOHANNA M 99 OKI WOIF.MEGHAN E 97 THEATR

(ONOLD MICHAEL P 97 ART • MEDEBOS.MICHAEI C 98 MST - REGINIO.RDMRT J 96 ENGL • STR1NGER.SUSANA 96 COMLIT ' WOLK.REBECCA S 97 ENGl

K0RINS.OAVIO M 98 THEATR •MHCH.RYAN 99 ENGl REMINGTON.BARBARA A 98 MST SUGARJASON 96 JOURN WONG.JEFFREY 96 BFA

KORN.RACHEl e 87 THEATR MEJU.EOWWII 98 HIST REYNOLDS.JOHN R 97 HIST SUIUVAN.COUEEN R 98 VAOAN YARROWS ANDREW J 99 ENGl

* KOSAKAELKD m 98 JAPAN MELWK.CHAR1SSA M 98 ENGl REYNOLDS JULIE A 97 VA SU1RMIUI0SHTW 98 PMl YEE.FAYE 96 BFA

* HOSARAS.ANORAS 98 PHIL MENKW.CORIA 98 PWL RICHANE.LAURA G 97 BMUS SUPSALU1ZA8ETH « 98 ENGL YOUNG.WILUAM A 98 BFA

KOSTECKI.OAVID W 96 VA MERRELUAMISl 97 JOURN RICHARD.HEATHER G 97 ENGl SURETMNGJUEUIM 98 VA YOUSSEF.STEFANlE I 96 BFA

- KOYMEN.ELIF E 97 WOST • MESSECK.JONATHAN T 99 ENGl BUS CHRISTIAN 97 SPAN • SWOPE.KATHRYN C 98 ENGL ' ZACCONEJOHN LJR 98 BFA

KRAWCZYK.AIYSSA 98 ENGL METCAIF.OOUGLASR 97 BMUS RIZZOJESSICA A 96 BFAOAN SYIVUUJSAJ 88 JAPAN ZEIUNGER.IEONARD 86 CLSKS

KRAWCZYNSKI.ANTHONY E 87 BMUS MEKER-MATTHEW T 99 GERMAN ROBERTS.MEREDITH 8 99 HIST SZAFAROWICZ.WN.UAM J 98 PMl ZEIINSKY MARK V 97 ENGL

' KUOREZ.ANASTASIA C 87 JOURN MKJ.tttION.AOAM J 98 MST ROBERTS. SE AN ! 96 HIST SZRETTER.MARK T 98 SPAN

KYRIAZ1S.CHRIST0S 87 CISICS • M1TCWLLMARK D 97 ARTMS ROBINSON AM' J 96 VA TANTTOFUAMESC 98 ENGL

LAFFERT.SCOTT S 97 BFA MONSEAU.JEFFNEY I 98 CISICS R0OEN.MILCAH 96 COMUT TALBCTTRISHA A 97 JOURN

IKTEKDEPAHTHEIITAL OK EXCHAHCE

AIHARA. HEATHER H 97 NICHNG JOERGJEFFREV 98 NXCHNG PUCHEU.KATHERINE R 97 NICHNG SCHWAB.KATHRTN 97 NXCHNG WAI.CHRISTOPHER M 97 NXCHNG

ANGELUCCI.MARIANGELl 96 IICHNG LAW.ALKRT 96 NKCHNG RAMORAN.JOY A 96 NXCHNG SHOOACARRIt 97 NXCHNG

ANTONlEaO DANIEL 96 NKCHNG MISHRASHRIMANT 97 NKCHNG RAMSPERGER LISA 96 NXCHNG TURNER.KN6BERIY D 97 NXCHNG

E0WAROS.J BROOK 97 NICHNG OLO PERSON.R0Y I 97 NXCHNG RIVSRA.MARY IYNNE 96 NXCHNG VAN ENEPFJIMEUSSA 96 NXCHNG

HAOASEmEUT

AB8ATANGFLD CRAIG E 99 SOM ASIAF.liEANN 98 SOM BORSTJEFFREY S 96 MKTG CANZANO.BAflBARH » 98 MKTG CLAUSSENJOHN R 97 SOM

ABRAHANI.KEVW U 97 FOMGT BJUOA.CATHERJMEM 00 SOM BOHAMINLBRENT 8 98 SOM CARCIO.KNJAMIN F 99 SOM CONCANNON.COURTNEY M 96 FOMGT

AHMAO.FEISAl A 98 FOMGT BAMB.PMN. 97 ACCTG BOUIEY, TRAVIS E 97 SOM CAHNOUJUIY E 99 SOM CONOON WILLIAM J 96 SOM

AHO.MICHAEl A 97 FOMGT BARREn.liAHE 97 MKTG BOVE.BRIGETTI A 97 FOMGT •CASAS.AUX 98 SOM ' CONNOLLY.CAROUNE M 98 SOM

AHRENHOlZ.NIKKI B 96 MKTG BASU.MTKE 99 SOM BREEN.JONATHAN A 96 MGT CAS8.10.0EREA J 96 FOMGT ' CONNOLL Y.ERIC J 99 SOM

AHRENS.EMHY B 97 FOMGT BEAGAN.KERRY C 96 MKTG BRENNAN.TROY M 97 ACCTG • CASTEUAMaDANta K 96 MKTG C0NNORS.KERRIF 96 MKTG

ALBERGHINA MICHELLE M 98 SOM BENOIT.MARK P 99 SOM BROOY.CRAIG J 97 FOMGT CASTEiLANO.MARCELlO A 96 SOM CONSTANTINE.KARENM 98 SOM

' ALEK.PENELOPE E 97 ACCTG 8EM0IT.SHMI 97 MGT - BRONSKl DANIEL M NC FOMGT UVOUBtTHE 96 SOM CORDELLA.JULIE A 98 SOM

ALFISI VINCENT P 98 SOM BERAROI.OAVIO S 97 FOMGT BROWN.WILLIAM D 97 ACCTG CHABANJEFFSEY M 98 SOM C DRY,JENNY l SOM

AIPOGAN.SELIN 97 MGT BERGGRENJENMFER

I

98 SOM BRY ANT.DANIELL! C 96 MGT CHAN.OAveK 97 MKTG COSTIGAN.MICHELE I 98 SOM

ANDERSON.TIMDTHY C 98 SOM EUBEAU.GRE60RY J 96 MGT BUIGl.OAWN M 96 MKTG CHJUUAWHENCE 98 SOM CO X.SARAH A 97 ACCTG

ANIELLOTESSA 96 FOMGT BMOER.AOAM W 99 SOM BUROULIS.MATTHEW C 97 FOMGT CHENJUilSONN 87 FOMGT CRAPSER.REBECC A A 96 FOMGT

APPEl.SETH 97 FOMGT BUNCHfTTEJOHN P 87 ACCTG - BURKE.MA'THE* M 99 SOM CHEN.CHANG SHENG 97 ACCTG CURINGTDN.RAHSAAN A 97 FOMGT

ARCESEJRIC G 98 SOM • BLAJKY.SHANNON C 99 SOM BUROUE.MICHAEl T 99 SOM CMID.M6HE0ITH A 99 SOM ' CURRO.K RISTIN E 97 ACCTG

' ARTFAGA RAFAEL A 97 FOMGT BlUTEXHStSTOPHER J 98 SOM - BYRD.AL TON C 97 ACCTG CHOW.SAUMAN 87 ACCTG OAHLGREN.MATTHEW T 96 MGT

ASHWOR'H. ALISON M 97 ACCTG BOLMJESSKAE 98 SOM CAMPBELL.YOUNDA 97 MGT CMNSTIEJRUNA 96 ACCTG OANELlO MATTHEW P 97 ACCTG
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DELACY.PAUIJ 97 ACCTG
DEAN DENSE P 97 v ,

•
0EC3ST4.JEMMA L 96 SOM
WNSMOflE HELl* A % FOMGT
OEPAIMA.JEREMY M 96 ACCTG
DESTROM" DiANA 1 96 MGT
DEVINEflEBECCA F 96 FOMGT

•
OITUUJO.JENNIFER G 96 MGT
DJEDOVIC.VIAOIMIR G 97 FOMGT
D0HEBTY MELISSA A 98 SOM

•
OOUN.MICHAEL 99 SOM
DOLAT.EIIICA I 97 ACCTGMMUM S 96 SOM
OORREN TIMOTHY K 97 ACCTG

' 00WNING.SARAH M 99 SOM
OS'iE.JAMES C 9« SOM
OBESNEft.SCOTT A 97 FOMGT

•

DURETTENOEllSM 98 SOM
ourso.oanieile 99 som
dwyebshauk m 96 fomgt
e:kmann.stacyj 97 acctg
economopouios.tashia i 96 fomgt
EICHlER MINOT P 99 SOM
EMBREE JAIME 96 SOM

" EMIGJEFFREY T 97 FOMGT
ENOEftWICK.MATTHEW 98 ACCTG
ESTNEftJOROANA S 99 SOM
FACENOOIA.MICHAEI S 99 SOM

' FAftlA.MU.lAM C 97 FOMGT
FASSETT.MICHAEU 97 FOMGT
FAVA.LUIGI 98 SOM

' FEINBEftG.IARYN 96 MGT
HCIO.TRACEU 97 ACCTG
FiGGlE.EUZABETHA 98 SOM
FilANOWSKI.CHAISTOPhER J 96 FOMGT
FIUAUIT.CHAO A 99 SOM
FIW.T0O0E 96 MGT

- FINIAYSONJUUE K 96 MKTG
FlANAGAN.OAftftEN ft 97 FOMGT
F0CHIOS.EVANC 91 SOM
F0RMANERICA j 96 FOMGT
FOSTEft.GAIl P 96 MGT
FOTCS.KAREN K 96 MKTG
FOIMEIISSAR 96 FOMGT
FRAGALA.R08E»T B 97 MKTG
FftESCURAJESSJCAl 97 ACCTG
FREVEJONATHAN P 99 SOM
FL71MEPI.H WORE* 96 ACCTG
GAFFEY.OAWEL J 97 ACCTG
GAFFNEY.MICHAEl l 96 FOMGT
GAUANT.AVI I 99 SOM
3ARONER SARAH E 97 FOMGT
GAUD£TTE,«VAN

R

97 MKTG
' GE.DRMINI.COREt A 99 SOM
GHANEHARTEMIS 97 FOMGT
GINSBERG. SHERftY R 98 SOM
GiiNOOM.3MLENE M 96 MGT
GaOfHEY.AIW* E 96 ACCTG
G0N2AU2 MONTEJANO.RAFAEL 96 FOMGT
50RMAOY.RYAN p 9s SOM
GORR.OOUGLAS A 96 MGT
GRASER.ROBERT A 96 SOM

' GftEFNEft.ALEX * 99 SOM
GftfNIER.KYft.AE 98 SOM

GRIERMAR6ARET E

GUPTA.SBMA
HABHK.PATRICIA A

' HAOFtfLO.ROBERT

HAGAN.JAMES A

HAU.TRVSTA I

HJUUL TOUJAMES F

HAKMGAILMICHEUi A

HANSOHJEIMIFEFI

L

MABLEY.NORA E
*
HARRTS.RANDV J

HAftRISON.OONAlD A
*
HAftTMEREJENJAMIN S

*
HAUG£N.R08fRT M
HE.MEI VNG

HERNANOEZ.CARLOS A

HO.SAIVADOR

HOFFMAN MICHAEl M
HOUANB.ftHONOA L

HUNNEWEIUEREMY J

lADONlSLMARC A

INGUSE.N1COIE M
JENSENSTEPHANIf

•JOKES. AMY S

JOROAft MATThEW P

KAL1NOWSKI.AOAM

KANOOLA.AMANPRIT t

KAUFMANJUSTIN i
KEaify,coui« s

KEU.Y.SCOTT F

KENDERSKUATS M
KERMENSKY.AORIfNNE B

ramus
KIMJWH
KJNNEY.SCOTTM

KNELLPAULAJ
' KOfNIG.IRYSTEN M
KOGAMBI.LUOMILA

KOOSELMARKO

KRAKWTItEULOO
KRAVITZFftJlN N

KREYMERAlfl

KRSR.KATHLEEN M
IABORDE.MSGAN M
LAfIEUR.JESSCA 1

lAlOLAWTANYA
- lAPHAMMICHAEl P

LARTTJEREMY A

IEFEBVKJJSAA

UBJHTAIOKM
* lEPANUATHRWi T

LiSK.MABKA

liSKO.lEIGH A

LESSAHO JUSTIN P

LESUREUSAl

LEUNG.VICTOR KING -CHUNG

'IfVER.ROftYE

LEVY TiffANY J

' IEWIS.MCHAEL D
' ll.LUUIG HANG
UESf_SCOTTF

UMJIHOOR
LM.HDI CHEW
UMA.ROBEBTM

99 SOM
96 FOMGT

99 SOM
99 SUM
96 FOMGT

97 MKTG
99 SOM
96 FOMGT
97 MKTG
96 MKTG
97 ACCTG
97 MKTG
99 SOM
99 SOM
99 SOM
97 MGT
9B SOM
97 MKTG
9B ACCTG

9t SOM
96 FOMGT

96 SOM
97 FOMGT
91 SOM
97 ACCTG

91 SOM
99 SOM
99 SOM

SB SOM

96 SOM
99 SOM
96 SOM
97 ACCTG

97 FOMGT
97 MGT
96 MGT
H SOM

96 SOM
96 FOMGT

96 FOM6T

9) SOM
97 ACCTG

99 SOM

97 FOMGT

96 ACCTG

97 FOMGT

97 FOMGT
97 FOMGT

9) SOM

97 ACCTG

99 SGM
97 FOMGT

96 MGT
9« so*
91 ACCTG

96 ACCTG

99 SOM
36 MGT

St SOM

99 SOM
M SOM
« SOM
96 SOM
97 ACCTG

UMAUflO.JASON I

HNDH.MATS C

10. Y U HSIN

10NGUEIISC0TT R

LOTTE«ER,SCOTT P

lOW.UANf J

10WEMATTHEW J

lUDlOWJEFFREV J

IUDWIKOSKI.PHIUP J

lUNGU.PSTRICA

IUWAN0.JOHN j.lll

' MACOONAlDRYAN S

MACOUAOEJOHN P

MA00EN.ERIN E

MAGU0Z7J. SARAH J

MAHONEY.COFIEYIEE

MAIONEY.VALERIE A

' MAMET.MATTHEW S

MANOATO.GINA C

MARINO ANORSA A

MARTIN EARL T

MARTIN.KARA I

' MAHTIN.MATTHEW

MARUCA.PEPPINO M
MATHlEU BARBARA A

MAUNSEll MARYANNE E

MAURO.EUO

MAYER.MICHAEl P

MAYZER MICHAEl V

MCANORE* SHANE C

' MCDONOUGH.KRISTIN L

MCGOMGU.HEATHER A

MCGRATH BRIAN

MCIAUGHUN.JIIL

MCPHE RRSN JENNIFEFI

I

' MCSEVENEY RYAN J

MEftlOJEREMY J

MEYERS.KlftSTEN B

MIUER.ANDREW T

MIUER.BRIOGET E

MITCHEIl.KAREN E

MITYAEVA.NATAIIA V
' MONTANARI ROBERT M
' MORGAN.JASON P

' MORRiSON.EUZABETH M
' MOYER.OANEEl I

MUCHAJAMES M
MUCHA NICOLE S

* MUUAHYJONATHAN M
MURPHY G LANE

' MURPHY.MICHAEl N
' MURRAY RUN H

MURRAY.STEVEN C

MYRON.SEAN M
NAI0U.6RUESH R

NAISMITH.ROBfRT S
' NAUIT.CHRISTOPHER D

NG.WAI S

NGUYEN.M* HUE

NGUYEN.PHUONG N

NIC04.OPOUIOS.AOAM J

NOON.MOHAMMAO FAISAL

NOVACK.ANOftEW S

NurmcMCHous

.

98 SOM

96 FOMGT

99 SOM
97 ACCTG

98 SOM

NC FOMGT

97 FOMGT

99 SOM

97 MKTG

99 SOM

96 ACCTG

96 SOM

97 FOMGT

96 MKTG
97 MKTG
97 MKTG

96 MKTG

98 SOM

98 SOM

98 SOM

96 MKTG

99 SOM
97 FOMGT

96 MKTG
97 SOM

97 ACCTG

96 FOMGT

97 FOMGT

97 ACCTG

97 FOMGT

98 SOM

97 ACCTG

NC SOM

96 FOMGT

97 SOM

98 SOM

96 MKTG

96 ACCTG

97 FOMGT

96 ACCTG

NC MGT

96 SOM

97 ACCTG

97 FOMGT

98 SOM

99 SOM

97 FOMGT

96 MGT

97 FOMGT

96 MKTG

98 SOM

99 SOM

97 MKTG

96 MGT

97 ACCTG

96 FOMGT

99 SOM

98 SOM

98 ACCTG

97 FOMGT

97 MGT

96 FOMGT

97 MGT
99 SOM

OaRXN.KEVM
' OCOMNOfUYW) E
* OOABASMAN.KATE

OHANOLEY.MEGMAN E

OHLSON. SARAH E

OLSEN.DEBORAH M
• ORKWBJEFfRfY P

-OROURKEJOMNE

OROUOUAMtl E

OSYF.MARKA

OVERSTREETJASON B

PAITERJOSHUA £

PARMUY.DWAYW P

PEUERANO.MEUSSA

PEREIRA.MELANIE A

PERRY.AMY

PHKHPS.MICHAE1 m
PttRCE.JRLM

F1ESLAK.STEVEN R

PtuTZKER.OEAN E

POGGUMmO
POWER. LAURENCE JJR
PRAPORT.OARKL J

REfALVY.GRETCHEN A

RE1SMAN.0AVT0 J

RS8ERG.0EV0N M
*
FflStEY.KRISTFJl L

• RITCHIE.CHRISTWA E

RtTTERJOAmU C

RIVERAJMRBARA L

-R0MLSON.SHAMMAJ
ROCHE.MUAMF
ROOfaGUEtANGEUOUE M
ROSATi.JASON T

' ROSSJENWFER

I

ROn.THOMAS S

ROUNTREEJtMY S

ROY AOAMP
-
ROZANSKl.MAUREEN D

-
R02IA.CHARUS TJR
RUOO. SARAHS

WGGERI.CHRISTOPYIER P

RUTHFKJ.C.MARK G

SACZYNSKUICHAELS

SAFFOROJEFFREY A
•
SAKOA.GREGORY J

•
SANTOSOAURIEN M

•
SAPIENZAJEHU L

SARAHAJtfMAl
SAMAMATTHEWB

• SCANION. KEVIN E

SCHADY.CHRBTOFWER P

SCHUTZGEOKfJ
SCHMBTJHNKE A

SCHUSTER.UWSM
- SCHWANXF.SA6R1NA S

SEGELANDREW R

SEUERS.OAVD S.JR

SHARPE.BRENOANM
SHAK.MATTHEWA

SHaOOdMATTHEM J

SHH.PMJGM
' SHORT.GREGORY E

•MM M

ARTS AHD SCIEMCIS - HATUKAt SCIENCES « MATHEMATICS

ALOERSONJOHN S

ALTWER6ERJ0SHUA
' ANOERSEN.KATHERINE I

' ANDERSON.CRAIG S
' ANORAOEJKTHANY

I

" BAEZAIMX M
RAKERTUUl

IAN0.AUSON
•
BANSAlRUBY

BARKERJENNIFER J

' BAftTOLOMEO.STACY A

BARTONJENNIFER J

BATES.THOMAS J

BATTEN.HAYES C

' BEAN.MATTHEK J

' BEAUVAIS.KRISTA I

8EGIN.KATHRTN M
•BEUUOHNS
BELANO.MICHAEl D

BE.LEMAREJESSt I
•
«£RCU»Y.SCOn

' BERGERON.OANIEL A

- BOKHARI.AMR A
•
BOOKSTON.DAWO J

' IRW.CARE Y A

' »RIGGS.TNIIOTtlY F

BROOfUR.JENN.FER I

BR0OKS.KELVW A

' BRUNO.KEUY A
' CABRALSHAMN

CAMIREJONATHAN H

96 CMPSCI

96 BlOl

97 MATH
98 ASTRON

98 BIOL

98 BlOl

96 BIOL

96 MATH

99 BIOCHM

96 ASTRON

98 MATH

96 BlOl

97 BIOL

97 GEOG

99 BlOl

98 PHYSIC

98 BlOl

96 BlOl

97 Ml
96 BlOl

98 BlOl

96 CMPSCI

97 BlOl

96 BIOL

96 MATH

99 ML
96 CHEM

96 BlOl

96 GEOl

99 BlOl

98 CHEM

96 MATH

•
CAMPBELLBRIAN R

CAMPBEU.SEANO
' CANAUKRISTOPHOft G
•
CARVER. GRE60RY J

CMACE.AOAMO

CHAMPAGK.KAREN S

CHAPINLROSERT *
•
CHAREST.TARA C

• CHSHOIMJOHN
•CHOLYOONJ

CONBOY.HEATHER M
CORREIAJOTCE

COTYJMEUSSAN
' COURT.EUANOR M
•
COURTWEY.B£NJAMi| A

•
CROCI.AUSA M
CFSIOPWKJONATHAN 8

•
ClMMJIrSKlPETEIl AMMMMMMK

•
CURRIEJEANM-nE F

•
CURTIS.WIU1AM
DALLAS.COURTNEY M

" DAROUIAN.KAYVAN F

OAVISJiRMJE

6

I

OERUYTEft.BENJAMW *
MPALAZZOJOHN G

OR^ERRO^NTHOIIVJ

0ITT0.USAJ

DRUFJMJ.OAW) A

OUnRSJOBBtTR

97 CHEM

97 CMPSCI

96 CHEM

97 CMfSCI

96 Ml
96 BIOCHM

97

96 8101

91 Ml
K MX

PBEMEO

96 MX
96 Ml
» MATH
96 EUOCHM

PG CMPSCI

M Ml
97 Ml
96 MCMM
96 CMPSCI

97 Ml
99 Ml
PG MATH
99 CMPSCI

W MATH
97 BIOCHM

97 MATH

DURAN.IUIS F

31-RZY ALEXANDER A

OimiAJASON K
•
EILESJEFFREY

•
EMUY.NATHAN C

•
FAGERSTROM.CAREY J

FARRINGTON.JENNIFER E

FERRANTEMARGMET C

FEDRUCCI.GEOFFREY E

FMKELAVRAM
•
FINLAYSON.CHRISTOPHER F

' NORHLA.CATHERINE M
•
HYHN.PETER F.ll

FOCHIOS.STEPHEN

FOLEY.ROBERT P

" FREITAS.REBECCA I

' FRI0MAN.OMITRIY v
•
FRIEBMAII.STEPHEN H

' SAOOAM.SUOHEER

GAGNE.CHRISTINA R

GAIPO.SHAUN P

GANSJtATHlEEN
•
GAUDETJOOY A

GERST.MARY
' GOIOMAN.PALKO S

GONCAIVES.SUSAN
' GOSSEJUUE A
' GOWER.AOAM C

6RAGIIA.H ROBERT
' GRAJKO.IVOMIE M
1 GRAMER.F10KRT I

GREEN. TOOO T

96 BlOl

97 CMPSCI

97 CHEM

NC BIOCHM

98 ASTRON

98 BIOL

96 BIOCHM

96 BIOL

96 BlOl

98 ASTRON

97 CMPSCI

98 BlOl

96 MATH

98 BlOl

97 CMPSCI

99 BIOL

99 PHYSIC

97 PHYSIC

99 Ml
99 Ml
97 Ml
97 GEOl

97 BlOl

98 Ml
96 BlOl

99 BlOl

99 CHEM

97 BIOCHM

97 CMPSCI

98 CHEM

96 PHYSIC

96 BIOCHM

GRIG6.STERHEN P
-
GROVEft MEERA

• GROVEHNEU K
•
GRirrCHHElOJOHAIMIA

GUTZMANJENMFER H
- HAGHAYEGK.NHOUFAR
" HANECHAK.BR1AN

HARM.ALEXANDER J

HATTJPETRO.KEITH G

HAYESJAJKSM
HAYESJEMTR

-HEN0ERSON.A SCOTT

HEWITSONJENMFER I

HFNCHEYJOSEPH

•HBVOIIBICHRISTMJEA
• housworth.cuy h

horgan.sean w
horwttz.uumjir

howertohronny e

HWANG.JERWF Eft J

IMBftlGUO.JASON E

NBRAHAM.PfTER A

JOHNSONjllAjrK S

'KARAfWCtSJEMETRIOSG

KEENAN.CHFOSTOPHERJ

KHORJlSANlZAOEJiSAOAf

K1ESSUMG.RACHEI I

K00.5U—I

KOSTEK.CHRISTINE

9B SOM
97 ACCTG

96 ACCTG

96 MKTG
97 M6T
96 MGT
96 SOM
97 ACCTG

97 SOM
97 FOMGT
97 MGT
96 MKTG
97 FOMGT

99 SOM
96 M6T
99 SOM
97 ACCTG

96 ACCTG

97 MGT
97 ACCTG
97 FOMGT

96 ACCTG

99 SOM
97 ACCTG

99 SOM
96 ACCTG

98 SOM
98 SOM
96 MKTG
96 MGT
99 SOM
97 MGT
98 SOM
97 ACCTG

97 ACCTG
97 FOMGT

96 ACCTG

96 SOM
98 SOM
97 FOMGT

96 MKTG
99 SOM
96 MKTG
98 SOM
97 FOMGT

99 SOM
97 MKTG
98 SOM
98 SOM
98 SOM
98 SOM
97 MKTG
97 FOMGT
96 FOMGT
97 MKTG
99 SOM

99 SOM
96 MGT

99 SOM
97 MKTG
96 FOMGT
NC ACCTG

97 FOMGT

97 MKTG

SKEIBER.MEUSSA A 96 FOMGT
SMITH.IIBBIE M 98 SOM
SOKHEY.SANOEEP S 97 ACCTG
SOULIAJASONft 97 FOMGT
S0UREK.SILV1AS 97 ACCTG
SPARKMAN.OOREEN A 96 MGT
SPOFFORO.KREGG I 97 MGT
STANTON.BRENOA K 96 MKTG
STEWADT.CHRISTINE I 98 SOM

' SUE t SAGAN JULIA C 96 MKTG
'SULLIVAN. ANNA

E

96 SOM
SULLIVAN.ERIC M 97 MKTG
SULLIVAN. JOHN* 96 MKTG

•
SUTHERLANO.CHRISTOPHER T 97 MGT
SUnONJENNIFER I 96 MKTG

•
SYPEKJEFFREY J 99 SOM
SZAFRAN.OANIEL M 99 SOM
SZYOUK.PETER A 96 MGT
TAVERNAJOHND 97 SOM
THOMAS RYAN M 9e SOM
THORNE.IAURI A 9$ MGT
TONEUO.REBECCA E 97 ACCTG
TROTTIER.LEO A.JR 96 ACCTG

•
TRUOEL.STEPHEN M 97 FOMGT
TRUONG.ANOY 99 SOM
VANOERHOOFERICAJ NC MKTG
VIDOMANETSIRINAA 97 MKTG
VONBREYMANNMARCElA 96 MGT

' VUMBACO.CHRISTIN I 96 SOM
WAILKIMBERIY J 97 ACCTG
WARNERJAYC 99 SOM
WAftNER.SARAH £ 97 MGT
WEHRHEIMKRISTY I 99 SOM
WEINFElD.AlAN h g6 FOMGT
WEINFEID.MITCHEU A 99 SOM
WERB.EZRAS 99 SOM
WEST.PATIENCE S 97 FOMGT
•ESTON.ERIK M 97 ACCTG
WHARTON.SANORAO 99 SOM

•
KHITE.USA J MJ MJU

•
WHITE.ROGER I 99 SOM

' WIENERJARED S 97 FOMGT
•
WIGGINS.JENNIFER A 9$ MGT
W.LL.AMS lAURA B 96 MKTG

' WITTROCX.KIMBERLY A 99 SOM
WONG.ANNE 96 MKTG

•
WONG.POH YNG 97 FOMGT
WOOO.MICHAEl J 98 SOM
WOAOEN.ANTHONY j K MKTG
WRIGGINS.MATTHEW l 96 SOM
*W««W 97 ACCTG
YATESJOIYONH 99 SOM
YEE.AUEN 97 fOMGT
YILMAZER.EVREN 97 MGT
YllMAZER.OaEM 97 MGT
yoroyceuaa 96 mktg
zides.mitchei. s 97 fomgt
zlobcki.kazimier: 97 fomgt
zuckerman.russeu 96 fomgt
zyuch.kristopher 97 fomgt

96 BlOl

99 BIOCHM

97 BIOCHM

99 MATH

97 Ml
96 BIOCHM

96 MATH
% CMPSCI

98 Ml
98 MATH

99 MATH

96 MATH
97 MCHM
PG Ml
96 BIOCHM

96 PHYSK
97 CMPSCI

97 Ml
•CML

97 CHEM

96 GEOG

97 CMPSCI

9B CHEM

NC Ml
97 Ml
97 CHEM

97 CHEM

96 Ml
96 Ml
89 BIOCHM

9B Ml

"KftAJEWSKI.MATTHEKD
' KRISTEK.HAMIAH C

" XUPERWASSEft.CHAftlonE

XWON.STEVE

' IAFLAMME.KRISTEN

IAKOMAMATTHEWG
IAM.VINH P

' LANOON BRIDGET 8

IAPIERRE.MATTHEW A
•
LADICCIAIEAH M

' LARIMORE.KEVM S
' lAROCKJEFFREV 1*
•
lEBELHEATHEft I

IEC JYER.MICMAEL P

LEE EUN MO
lEE REBECCA

•
IEUNG.VINCENT S

' IEWNEJOANNA l

ll.KA WAN
UP.VA

" HV1NGST0NE.MARK S
' 10VY.ALENA

IUNN. WILLIAM R

LYOEN. RACHAEi E

MACXIE.DANIEL C

MACKIE.WAYNE A

' MAKOWSKI.AMY 8

MANCHESTERJEBECKA
' MARCHANO.CHRISTINA M
MARINUSJUUAtt M

' MAftWUS.LUCINDA M
• MARLO W.LEE R

97 CMPSCI

98 BIOCHM

97 MCHM
98 Ml
96 BIOL

96 PftEMEO

99 PREMEO

99 EUOCHM

97 MATH
96 Ml
97 Ml
96 GEOl

98 BlOl

97 ASTRON

97 MATH

97 BIOCHM

99 MATH

97 PHYSIC

99 MCHM
97 MCHM
97 BlOl

97 6101

97 CHEM

97 BlOl

97 GEOl

97 MATH

98 CHEM

96 BlOl

99 PREMEO

98 CMPSCI

96 BlOl

97 MATH

AHTS »HD SCIENCES ~ HATUHAl SCIENCES » MATHEMATICS tcntitvdl

MARHtRG SABRIH J 99 BlOl NG.KATHERME C 99 CMPSCI ' BUSY BRIAN P

MARTINEZ CHRISTINE GATO 96 BIOL * NilMlI.'.lMIIY 96 MCHM •ROUGEMONT JAMES P

MASON JOEL PG BIOL OHASHIIKU 97 Ml ' RUKSTAIISJOHNM
MASON PHILIP CJR 66 GEOl 01DS.0AVI0 H 97 BHX SALOPSA, RICHARD P

MASTERS.ERIC T PG BIOCHM ONG.AARON P 97 CMfSCI SAMONOS.KADENE
MAUCHI ABASH 96 BIOL OUELLETTE, BENJAMIN J 66 ASTRON ' SANNIHA MARIA
MA. RINHOAlSKSEYA « BIOL • OUEUETTE.KERRY 97 CHEM SANTOIUCITO.PAUI A
MCBRIOESEANM 96 PHYSIC PATH SIMA G 97 BlOl SCHEIERN.HSAN
MCCARTNEY 1000 96 CMPSCI * PELKEY SHANNON M 97 ASTRON SCHN1TZLERAIETTAC

•MCCLELIANO.JEFFRIYA 97 MATH PENTI.BRIANR PG Ml SEPPA BRIAN T

MCCOLGAN BRIAN P 97 CMPSCI • PFAU.JENNIFEft I 98 Ml S£ VERSE, NICOLE A
- MCGOVERN FREDERICK R 99 ASTRON PHELPS.ABRAHAM 97 PHYSK SHAFER.STACY H
' MEAtiNCASEI A 96 ASTRON PHENU.LIO A h.Ol SHAKHOV ANGIUKA
MISSENGEK.USA J 97 BIOL PIDES.EMANUEL 98 BIOCHM SHARMAROHIT
MILLER nfNNETHM 96 CMPSCI PISE LUPAOIO M 98 CMPSCI SHEPARO.XATIE L

MINER TERl L 97 Ml • POWERS XATHLEENE 98 Ml • SHUJAMES
MISTIER JOHN P JR 99 BlOl PRICE RICHARD M 91 BlOl ' SISITSKY.ALISONA

' MOOOIE JENNIFEFI 96 BlOl PROTEAU.MICHAEl A 96 CMPSCI SKOW.CHRISTA

•MORRISON ALAN « % BIOL PTAK.AMY J 96 BUM SMITH.MICHIiLIM

MUHAMMAD ' AMRAN 1 98 CMPSCI • RAVESI.STEVEN P 99 MATH SMITH. SHERI

I

• MUR : fl KEVINF 98 BIOL ' RSEO.MAURA 1 96 MATH SOWA.MATHEWE
' NAAAYAMAANNV 96 ML - RENZIMATTHEW 97 PHYSIC ST ARNAUD MICHAEl

L
ARID

' ANDRAS AMY B

ASH-UN ARTHUR!

ANNE
ARiS A

BELMONTE jENN'FERM

NN'iiRl

t, .'PER! A

BC"ASSO KAREN J

BOUCHARD RENE I M
BOYLE ERIN.

BROOKS SHANNON

M

BtAM SCOTT w
CARElLl.CI

CARLSON JADED B

COHEN REBECCA A

COILBRAN

CORCORAN MOlRA A

I AMP
• riDN J

CRiBBSClARAN
' CRUMP AiMEEE

cuftRAN Timothy m

99 MATH * STACHELSK.AOAM J

% BIOCHM * STEINBERG JESSE M
HI BIOL STEVENS.PHIIIP G
PG GEOl ' STOVANOVTCHJUUA D

96 BlOl * STUPINA VERA A
m BIOL SWEENEY.PAUl P

9/ BlOl • I AGUANI MATTHEW R

99 MATH ' TAVACMRISTOPHER P

•41 BIOL TETREAUU.MEIISSAM
97 8101 * THAYER JEFFRFV S

97 BIOL ' THOMPSON TREVOR A

9/ GEOl TITCOMB.JUIIE A

96 BIOL * TOWRSENO.GARV H
99 BIOL ' TREEM.T06V A

97 MATH TKEMBLAY.SUK W
99 BlOl ' TRIBE, ASHLEY V

96 BIOL ' VARGHESE SHERY M
99 BlOl ' VMCICARR* E

96 BIOL VISCO.KEITH A

9/ BlOl VO.MIEU

PG BIOCHM VOLANT!, HENRY

96 BIOL VU.MYHANH T

96 CMPSCI WAONFSS.MICHAEl J 96 PHYSIC

97 CMPSCI ' WAIENDZIEWICZ.CYNTHIAI 99 BlOl

96 GEOl WEINBERG MARC J 96 MATH
96 CMPSCI WE INERT. BRIAN 1 96 BIOCHM
97 BIOCHM • WEITZE SCOTT A 96 BlOl

BJ Bim WERNAU PAUL

M

96 MATH
B6 MATH WEST.TYllRJ 98 BIOL

97 MCHM - WHEELOCK JENNIFER . 96 Ml
98 GEOl ' WHEELOCt.LUCINDAH 96 6101

99 BlOl - WILUAMS.JOHNM 96 MATH
96 PHYSIC WONG (RIC I 99 MCHM
97 BlOl WOOD REBECCAS 96 MATH
96 MATH WORTHlEYJEFFREY C 96 8101

98 MATH * WU, EMILY C 96 GEOL

PG MEOTEC ' XU.MEIV 98 6101

99 BIOL VAGLE.MONICA A PG BIOL

96 BIOCHM ' YORIO.DAVIDS 96 BIOCHM

98 Ml YOUSEF MUHAMMAO H 97 BlOl

*C CMPSCI - YUWENSHU 99 BIOCHM

I MM ZANlEWSKi TODD A 97 CHEM
99 PREMEO ZIMMER J! AN E 97 BlOl

99 CHEM

NURSING

fUHIC HEAt TH t HEAt TH SCIENCE

"- r ME s

9j HUMNUT

96 EXCSCI

97 COMOlS

97 EXCSCI

97 (ICSCI

% COMOlS

97 EXCSCI

9/ COMOlS

96 COMOlS

96 EXCSCI

96 COMDIS

9/ EXCSCI

9' COMDIS

97 EXCSCI

97 HUMNUT

99 COMDIS

97 EXCSCI

91 ElCSCl

99 HUMNUT
PG HUMNUT

96 EXCSCI

96 EICSCI

DAVIS BONNIE J

DEVIN JESSICA P

DIGGSJEROME J

DRUMM HAROLD J

' EKHOIM.SARAH 6

IIT7SIMM0NS.KATHY A

FLAHERTY MEGHAN M
GIARA DEBBIE A

GINSBERG HENCE J

GOMEZ.MEUSSA I

GOODMANS! TH ft

GORE MSIANIE P

HAJJAft.DAHO J

HANCOCK.XARENl

HART.TANYA J

HINCHCUFFE.SCOTTP
1 HOAG. TIFFANY B

HOOVER.SUSAN E

HORNS SARA A

HOWAfiO.ALEXANORA G

JOHNSON.EllZABiTHJ

JONES.W JUSTIN

KAMINSXI.MICHAEL

98 COMOlS AEL.YBRIANA l 97 COMOlS MUMANNJUUE I

96 COMDIS ARiKORIAN NEIl D 96 EICSCI NKMCZURA.IINOA S

97 EXCSCI 'KUTYLO.KATHRYNO NC EXCSCI ' NOWAIJOANNE M
96 EXCSCI • lAMBROPOUlOS.AATHERlNE 99 COMDIS OCONNOA. THOMAS l

98 HUMNUT ' LANORY JONATHAN

M

96 ElCSCl ONEILl.MEGAN

96 HUMNUT I! VINSON SANDRA A 97 EICSCi PAUL KIM8ERLY A

96 EXCSCI LEVINEDEIORES 96 COMDIS PESKIN.OARIA I

97 EXCSCI liBSRMAN ROYCS I 99 COMOlS • PlfRPONT JAMES fl

96 EICSCI LiNOBLOM.EftlCAl 96 COMDIS PLISKOJENNIFER F

97 EXCSCI MACOONAID.IEUYH 66 COMOlS POWEILAMY L

97 EXCSCI ' MACGILLIVRAY.SARA A 97 EICSCI PRYOR STEPHEN M
97 EXCSCI MAGUIRE.MEIANIE 96 EICSCI ' RAINSFORO KARA A

96 COMDIS MAHONEYOENNISP 96 EXCSCI REOEKER.PAUIJ

96 EXCSCI MARCANTONIO ANDREW J 96 EICSCI HITTER.TRACY

96 EICSCI MARRAMA.TORIJ 97 EICSCI ROORttK, TIMOTHY A

97 EXCSCI MARTIN AENNETHC 96 EICSCI ROORIGUEZ.MIGUEL A

97 EICSCI ' MAZZONI LEAH 97 EICSCI ROY. TRAVIS C

96 EXCSCI - MCCOftMACK.MELISSAJ 98 EICSCI RUEST.HEATHEft I

97 HUMNUT 'MEO JENNIFER M 99 COMOlS RUTHEftFORD.JESSE L

PG HUMNUT MBRREll RACHELS 98 EICSCI SCHECHTER.MVAH T

98 COMOlS MOHD ALAAI FARAH A 96 COMDIS SELIGMAN.BETHE

96 EXCSCI MONAHAN. KEVIN D 96 EXCSCI SHEINMEL.MAftGIT L

97 EICSCI MOORE.LEAH ft 96 COMDIS SHORSTAMMIE A

96 COMOlS

NC HUMNUT
97 EXCSCI

98 HUMNUT

96 EICSCI

96 HUMNUT
97 COMDIS

99 EXCSCI

97 EXCSCI

97 EXCSCI

96 EICSCI

97 EICSCI

96 EXCSCI

98 COMOlS

97 EXCSCI

96 EXCSCI

96 EXCSCI

96 COMDIS

97 EICSCI

97 COMOlS

99 COMOlS

98 HUMNUT
97 COMOlS

' SILK MEGAN l

' SLATTEftY AORIENNE F

SOKOl.STEPHANIE J

SOUZAEOWAFIO C

STOECKERJUUANE A
1 TIERNAN.ftVAND
1 TftlNGAU.AMY I

UNGARJONATHAN s

WAEGER JENNIFER I

' WAliNCIS CATHERINE A

waiker Diane m
ward thomas j

WIlCOI KERRY A

WINTERS ABIGAIL B

WINTERS.HILAflY A

YARA JESSICA l

YAZGUft.GENE

YOUNGOAHL ANTOINS TTE L

ZYKOFIIE JOSHUA A

ARTS AND SCIENCES - SOCIAL i BEHAVIORAt SCIENCES

ARDCHOIAuftAN 98 NURSE CDSFAAEftl LYNNS 97 NURSE CRIFFIN JFANNI M 96 NURSE MCCARTHY.HEATHED I 97 NURSE ' SAICHCATHERlNAA 98 NURSE
BAftONOSKlBETHE! 99 PRENUR COURTEMANCHE.AMY E 97 NURSE HARRISON. SIAN J •J NURSE MCGEE.KIMBERlEY A 96 NURSE SCHNEIDER ANDREA « 97 NUftSE

UrVAt •..USE CUNNINGHAM.IORIP B7 NURSE HIU.CATHIRINE A 97 NURSE MCHUGH MICHllE A •; NURSE SPEAftlNGXHftlSTY J 97 NUftSE
BATTY ERICA M 97 NURSE CURRY LORE TTAJO

A

97 NURSE HOIIAN.KRISTI L 97 NURSE MORRISON.SRIN C 97 NURSE SZPILAlORIA 98 PRENUR
BDRGHE Si CHRISTEN A 97 NURSE CURTIS.LISA A 96 NURSE HOOVER CYNTHIA A 99 PRINUR MURRAY.I YNN A 91 PRENUR TACHi STEPHANIE J 97 NURSE

jmasi 97 NURSE CZOP.MARTA 97 PRENUR JOHNSON IRACY l 97 NURSE NGUYEN.NGOC HANH 96 NURSE THIBEAULT SUSAN M 97 NUftSE
BRANOWiCiiWENDYA 96 NURSE DARCY LORRAINE M 98 PRENUR JORDAN REYES Su/ANNAh i 97 NURSE NORMAN0IN.TANYAL 96 NURSE VANillA.MARVANN 96 NUftSE
3RAJN BARBARA A 96 NURSE OEl CONI! SARAH M 96 PRENUR KEBllfl HEIDI J 96 NURSE OCALLAGHAN BRIAN N 97 NURSE • WATSONJULIE S 96 NURSE

UTYA P 97 NURSE DIVIIAFSHCIANA 97 NURSE lAVAllEB ROBIN I 97 NURSE PAOUETTE.ANGEIAI 97 NURSE WHITE TINAM 99 PftENUft

,'AR'WRIGHT CRYSTAL l 97 NURSE OIL ORINZO JAMIE A 96 NURSE • LBETE.LUCY6 16 NURSE PARSONS AMANOA J 97 NURSE WlNKLEft.KRISTINM 97 NURSE
CASH JONATHAN A 97 NURSE DOHERTVJEAMNINE M 97 NURSE LEWIS JENNIFER * 96 PRENUR PWUIPSLEAH J •7 NURSE WOZNIAK ANNE MARIE 98 NUftSE

97 NURSE EARLEIARENT 98 NURSE HANG IIAO FENG 99 PRENUR POWERS DEBORAH A 17 NURSE
LHCuDHARYNEETA NC NURSE FARRIS.ANGEIAN 98 NURSE LONGPRS TARAL 96 NURSE REED.MAftY ANN 96 NURSE

. AVNON ALLISON M 97 PRENUR FATICANTI.DEBRA A 97 NURSE MACOONAlDLAURAj 97 NURSE REINERTSON.KARIAM 17 NURSE
: ;\ Uarnji 96 NURSE IREEMAN.SUZANNE M 96 NURSE MARTINS MARGARlOA A M PRENUR ROSS.CHRISTINA 96 NURSE

CDOAl DEBORAH A 97 NURSE GALLAGHER Of VON 8 97 NURSE MARTINSON SUSANS 97 NURSE DOSSElllSUZANNE M 97 NURSE
COOPER ONl A 96 NURSE GAUTHIlft.NICOlE 6 97 NURSE MATAIKAHLIASM 99 PRENUR ROSSI.PAMElA K 66 NURSE

97 COMOlS

96 COMDIS

96 COMOlS

97 EICSCI

97 COMOlS

96 EXCSCI

99 COMOlS

96 EICSCI

96 EICSCI

97 COMOlS

96 HUMNUT

98 EICSCI

96 COMOlS

97 COMOlS

96 COMOlS

96 HUMNUT

96 EICSCI

97 EICSCI

96 EICSCI

lJrR»6«t»ofMassBci>B«tS An*6TSt --- SPRING 1996 KANS LIST --- • nd-cates Honors Program

ABAREAMY B 97 COMM BSAUVAISCARLYE 16 LEGAL BBEWER JESSICA V 96 ANTH CHALFIN DAFSCY B 97 ANTH COSTA.STSVENA 97 SOCIOl

ABBOTT TRACEE

I

97 COMM BEOEU.TRACEV A 96 COMM BRIANALIA 99 LEGAl CHAMBER! IN.IEUY S 17 POISCI COSTANTINO.ALEI I 96 COMM
AGIN DAVIO T 97 COMM 'EEPOT.CASSANDRAM 96 LEGAl ' BRIDGEFOBD TIMOTHY J 96 LEGAl ' CHAN YAN St PSYCH COUGHllN JANICE M St PSYCH

ALDWORTH.ROBERTOG 97 SCON BEIRNE.CHIDS C •7 COMM ' 6R00KS.RACHE1 E 96 STPEC CHARTOFF.AIYSON 1 97 SOCIOl * COY ABIGAIL E 17 PSYCH

ALLAN STACEYH 96 PSYCH BEITEMEREMV B 91 SOCIOl 8R0WN.CLARE E 96 ANTH ' CHARTRAN0.8RIAN A N POISCI ' CRAIG JENNIFER M 96 POISCI

ALLEY CHRISTOPHER 97 COMM BEILSHEUEY 96 PSYCH BROWNJENNIFEft C 96 COMM ' CHAYOUN.GUY 17 ECON CRISPO.REBECCAA 97 SOCIOL

A.PUERTO.CARLD G 96 PSYCH BELLER, JENNIE Eft I 18 ANTH BROWN VALARIE C 96 PSYCH - CHERNOfF.JENNIFER 1 98 COMM C AONIN.DANIEl J 96 POISCI

AMSIER.HEATHER E 97 COMM BELLEVILLE CHRISTOPHER B 96 ECON BUOTE JODIE A 97 COMM •CHIIAKA.JAMESC 91 ECON CROSIER MICHELLE 97 SOCIOl

ANDERSON.ELIZABETH S 97 COMM BENBEITO.KERRY 99 SOCIOl BURNHAM.SAftAH A 96 SOCIOl CIAK.MICHAEL A •7 COMM CROTEAU BRIAN V 97 POISCI

ANDRE REBECCA L 97 IE GAL BENSONJOHN C is prxsci ' BURNS BRIAN M 99 SOCIOL CLAftK, ALEIANORA ft •7 LEGAl CUSA.JENNIEER S SB STPEC

ANOHSSlllAUAAI 97 LEGAl ' BEBENS0N.ANOREW H 96 POISCI ' BURROWS JOCELYN 96 COMM CUNOENIN. THERESA J 97 PSYCH • DACEY.KATE E 96 COMM
ANDRE* AMY S 9/ ECON BSRGHAHN, VIVIAN K SB STPEC 6YRNERICHARD E 98 LEGAL CLOONEY.DAVIO 1 99 ANTH ' DAODINOCARIN A 96 SOCIOl

ARRICALE ANDREA M 96 CDMM 6ERMAN.CHRISTINE M 17 PSTCH CAFfREY PATRICIA A 96 COMM COEN. THOMAS F 81 POISCI DAIGNAUl T.BETH I 96 COMM
ASSRMSIY.JUUEA 96 PSYCH ' BERNAROSCOTT

M

It POISCI CAMABRA.JENNIFERL SB COMM COFFEY.DANIEl C 98 PSYCH DALY.PATRICK C 98 COMM
ASSA MARC

S

96 PDiSCI BMOWMII, MONICA 1 11 SOCIOl CANNON SUSAN

E

96 SOCIOL - COHENMAYOAO •7 POISCI OAftOUIAN.PAYMAN 96 PSYCH

ATAHAN AYSEMO 96 PSYCH BIEN AIME.FR ANT !. JR 17 STPEC CAPERS.XARAIEE 97 COMM COHEN.PEBRI LYN 7 COMM ' OAVIDSON BRADLEY 97 LEGAl

AUCOIN SHANNON L 96 COMM BL ANCHARD.MARIA E 17 COMM CAPOBIANCO.MICHEUE M SB PSYCH COHE N.ROSE ANN 96 SOCIOl DAVIS SARAH S 96 LEGAl

AllSLANOERJESSICA A 97 SOCIOl BLEZNICIIROSAUE 97 LEGAL 'CARREftMICHAELE 96 PSYCH ' COHENLSTEVEN l 96 POISCI OAY.MICHAEL S N POISCI

AVAIIAN.SETH D 99 POISCI BOERMANJAVA S 97 COMM CARROLL.EDWARO P 96 COMM COLLINS ANDRE 91 COMM OEANE MARIS C SB COMM
AYOTT CASSANDRA

N

97 ANTH BOLDIIC.LESIEY J 16 LEGAl CARTELLI.KIMBERLYNNK 96 PSYCH COLLINSJASON B 17 SOCIOl DECATUR.SARAA 96 LEGAL

BA8IARZ.JENNIFERJ 98 ANTH • BOIGEB.DONAIO J 86 PSYCH ' CARTER SEAN

M

97 ECON CONUN.STEVEN M SB PSYCH DEFORT.TRACISl 97 ANTH
BAILEY JASON A 97 PSYCH BOtWELl.SUSANM 97 PSYCH CASSIOY.MARY ELLEN 97 PSYCH • COOK, AMY 1 97 PSVCH OEMENI OFF SARAH K COMM
BAILEY TAFT L 16 LEGAl BOTEIH0.0OETTEM •7 SOCIOl CASSIERE ANNl 97 COMM COPEIAND.PHIUIP W 97 IEGAL OENSTTEOANIEllE a 16 PSYCH

BAlDWIN.BRYANM 96 ECON 6RAGO0N.R0ONEY A 96 PSYCH CASTIHANO MASSIMO 97 LEGAL COREY.KEITH Gil 96 COMM DEROSRIAN AHSON N It PSYCH

BARIEIKARL l 96 PSYCH BRECKHEIMER.VERONICA I SB COMM CASTILIO.PAUIAV 97 POISCI CORMIEB.lYNNf B It SOCIOl OERYCI PAMELA! 16 PSYCH
SARTENOPEHSAM 97 PSYCH BRENNAN THOMAS 17 STPEC CESVETTE.KEYAC 96 PSYCH COSTASERGIO A 96 POISCI OESJAROINS SANDRA I •7 POISCI
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AMTS AMO SCIlMCtS - SOCIAL BEHAVIOAAl SCIIHCES Ict»ti»»i1)

OESl AURtERS niTMLtt* f 9? COMM
• DIMARE CHRtSTOCMER J 97 POlSCI
DINGLEV.BETH 4 97 PSYCH
DOE.JINNIfER A 97 ANTH
OOHENY.PAUl J.JR 98 POtSCI

001E.MU 96 ANTH
•OORMAN.CANAl 96 ANTH
DOHIN.RONALOO 97 ECON

' OOUGAL.SONVA 96 PSYCH
DOYLE A4MEE L 97 PSYCH
D0V1E STEPHANIE J K 97 PSYCH
DRAKE, SHAVNANi 97 SOCIOI

" ORAZIN.OONIEL G 96 PSYCH
ORINKWATER.JONATMAN E % ECON
DUPONT.OAVIO A 97 [CON
SARlEKATHtRINEM % PSYCH
EOGiNGTON.CARRIE L 97 SOCIOL

• EOWAROSMEGAN IV 98 ANTH
EOWAROS RAFIQUE F 96 SOCIOL
EIO.RAMY A gg POtSCI

SINHORN.PfTERA 97 POLSCI

EUAS.ANOREW * 98 COMM
fMERSON.SCOTT E % PSYCH
(MONO MICHAEL « 98 PSYCH

•ENRIGHTKElTHP 97 POLSCIMaa 99 polsci

ESTRIPIET.HTZPATRICKM 96 POlSCI
FARIA.BETHA 96 COMM
FARKAS.OAI7IO J 99 POLSCI

FAVERMAN.MICHAEl A % PSYCH
FERGUSON.MATTHEW 96 SOCIOL

• FIGUEROA.OlEGO R 98 POLSCI

•FINkf.TIME 98 SOCIOI
•FiNKEL.NOAHj 97 PSYCH
FlNNERTYDSIRDREE 98 PSYCH
FITZPATRICK.BRENDA L 98 ANTH
FiASHMANEliN" 97 SOCIOL

• flATT.GREGORY H 96 ANTH
FtYNN COLIN H 97 SOCIOL

fOlfr KATHLEEN M 96 SOCIOL

FONSECA.SRIAN J 96 COMM
• FORESI.JOSEPH 96 ECON
FORMICHEUA.JOHN R 96 COMM

•FORTSCH.SUSANNEt 97 COMM
FOURNIf R.ERIN J 97 COMM
FRATTUREllllEAHO 96 POlSCl
FRIEDMAN REBECCA A 97 ECON
FUFNTES YAJAIRA 97 PSYCH
GALLANT GERASIMOVA.SHEUEY A 97 LEGAL

' GANELESXHERI M 99 LEGAL
• GARNER MICHAEL j 99 COMM
GATELYJAMESAJR 99 COMM
GELlER.JOEliEH 96 COMM

• GIGUO.MARIANTONIETTA 98 PSYCH
GILLAT NOCA 96 PSYCH
GiLMORE PATIENCE L 97 COMM
GINSBURG.STEVEN M 99 POLSCI

GLENNON. THOMAS R 99 COMM
GOOCHAUX.LOUISE R 99 ANTH
GOMES.AMANOA M 98 COMM
GOME/.MAfilBfl 96 COMM
GONZALEZ.NORMARlS 97 PSYCH
GOOOWIN.JENN1FER A 96 PSYCH
GOON.PHILLIP 98 COMM
OOULO.TIMOTHYJ gg sOCIOi
GOVONI.KELLV N 97 PSYCH
GRAB0WSKI.O0ESSA6 97 PSYCH
GRACE, BRIAN J 96 PSYCH
GRANTPETERM 97 PSYCM
GRAVES ANNA* 96 ANTH
GREANEYMICHAEL * 96 COMM

• GRINACOFFGABRIEu! E 99 POLSCI

GRODSKV.AMY8 96 PSYCH
GROIEAU.AMY B 97 ANTH

• GROSS.SAMANTHA A 97 COMM
GUAY CHRISTINE M 97 POLSCI

GULMI.LEAHC 97 COMM
GYLLEN8QRGERIC J 97 LEGAL

HACKER.LEIGH G 96 SOCIOI

HALATYN.LUCYH 96 SOCIOI
HANLEY JENNIFER L NC SOCIOI

HANlEVKATHRVNS 98 ANTH
HANRAHAN.KEVINF 96 SOCIOI

HANSEN.KRISTIN L 97 PSYCH
HANSfNMARIANNf 1 97 COMM

• HAPP BENJAMIN R 98 PSYCH
HARDlSON FAWN E 98 ANTH
HARRISON.AlYSONF M PSYCH
HASKINSXHRISTINE G 97 SOCIOI

HASl AM.WILUAM j

HAWKS. JESSICA A

* HAYWARO.JEREMIAH R

HAZEITON.PATRICIA A

HEATON.LISAJ
" HEINES.SCOTT

HfllNER TARA.UNOA
• HfSTZBERG.DOROTHEA J

HICKEY.BARBARA A

HILDRETH.CARRIE R

MIUARIN J

HINKIEY.MICHAEL R

' HIPPLE.BETHANY J

HOOCSON.KENNHH w ill

' HOLDEN.l THOMAS
HOLLISTER. JEREMY B

HOISTINE.KELLY

' HOUOE.JENNIfER R

HOWARO.SANTI

HORLEY.PAMELA E

' HUSSEY.ALISON E

INVERSOOARHEN R

ISCH.ZACHARY

ITZKOVIUTOVAJ
' JACKSON ERIN N

'JACOBS. TIMOTHY J

JAMBAZIAN.ANN L

JASPER.KEL L Y E

JEAN FRANCOIS.NELDY

JiNSEN. JENNIFER A

JIRAMETHEE.SUCHAI

JOHNSON.KARIN E

JOHNSON.KRISTINA M
JOHNSON.MOLLIE E

JOSEPH.OAVIO M
KAHN.NATASHAB

KANE ANN MARIE
' KAPLAN.HARRIS

UPLAN.SCOTT D
' KAPOOR CHINA E

KARCZ SHANE M
KARUfil BARBARA

KATO.YUKI

KATZ.SHERl A

KEENAN.RYAN C

KELLER BRITTLE.WARRENH

kELLOGG STEPHEN R

KERVIN.KRISTINA I

KESSLERPATRICIAL

KEYES SCOTT I

KHEIGHATI.ANOAUB

KIMSOHUI
" KIMBOROWICZ.NiCOlE

KIMPTON.AMIE B
' KING.KRlSTY M
' KITOWICZ JENNIFER M
KLAB1SH KOfll L

KNAUERXARA A

KOCH WAIN. WOODY L

KOENIG.PAUL H

KORWARAPARNA R

KOSARAS.ZSOFIA E

KOSLA.KERRY JO
• KRAMER, KIMBERl YE
' KUNKli.RAMA M
• KURTH.RACHEL A

UB8ATEXHRISTINA

LANOAU.DAWO S

IARSEN.DANIEL S

t ATOUR.MEGHAN K

IAWRENCE.JEFFREY J.JR

•UWTON.SETHANYP
LEAMAN.SARA E

LEE KONG. AREN C

• ISEN.KERRY A

LfVlNE.JOHN A

LEVY.LISAH

I £ WIS, KAREN

II8BEY.WAYNE R

LINKOW.BEN

IOAYZA.N ALIEN

IOFRUMENTO.MICHAELF
• IOM8ARDO.MARGUERITE R

LONGRIDGE BILL

LOPESXHRISTINE A
' LOSS RYAN M
LOSTRACCO.fELIK A

I OVAtlO MELISSA J

LOVEGROVE.SHERI I

96 COMM
97 PSYCH

96 POlSCI

99 SOCIOI

66 PSYCH

96 SOCIOI

»7 POtSCI

98 STPEC

96 PSTCH

B6 PSYCH

97 PSYCH

96 COMM
99 ANTH
96 POLSCI

99 POlSCI

96 POlSCI

97 COMM
96 POlSCI

97 ECON

96 COMM
96 PSYCH

97 LEGAl

97 PSYCH

97 COMM
96 POlSCI

96 PSYCH

97 SOCIOI

96 PSYCH

96 LEGAl

96 COMM
9b ECON

96 PSYCH

W ECON
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Marsalis

moves on

B I d II I () I d
fvtarsalis, The
Mitchells and Amy
Rigby all have new
releases. Check out

Trax On Trax Off

(see Arts & Living,

page 6).

Rothenberger

Rocksl

Senior Kyle

Rothenberger scored

the game-winner
against Ball State to

secure UMass a berth

in the NCAA Field

Hockey tournament,
(see Sports, page 1 2).

WORID

North Korea not

interested in talks

SEOUL, South Korea (AP) —
Angered by a U.S. demand that it

apologise for its recent submarine
mission to South Korea, North Korea

threatened Monday to stay out of

proposed four-way talks on bringing

peace to divided Korea

In April, President Clinton and
South Korean President Kim Young-
sam proposed talks in which the

two Koreas would discuss officially

ending their 1950-53 Korean War
with a peace treaty. Washington
and Beijing would sit in as media-
tors.

North Korea held back, demand-
ing a detailed explanation by the U.S.

government. Washington has been
negotiating with Pyongyang on
allowing South Korea to join in the

briefing

But the negotiations hit a snag
when the North Korean submarine
was found grounded off South
Korea's east coast, straining already

tense relations.

U.S. officials, including
Ambassador lames T. Laney, have
said there would be no further

peace overtures, including the
planned briefing, until North Korea
apologues for the sub's incursion.

North Korea is "compelled to inter-

pret this as a revocation of the four-

way talks," a North Korean foreign

Ministry spokesman told

Pyongyang's official Korean Central

News Agency.

"We have not had much interest in

the proposed four-way talks, the con-

tent and purpose of which are

obscure, still less pinned any hope on
them," the unidentified spokesman
said.

NATION

Man in bunny suit

quests for arts degree

MIDDLETOWN, Conn. (AP) —
Ehhhhhhhh, whaddya mean a hare-

brained idea? Made ya smile, didn't

it?

Steve Broido, a theater major at

Wesleyan University, spent five days

last week walking around campus in

a big, furry, blue bunny suit to study

the actor's dilemma of having to sub-

merge one's personality in the char-

acter's.

For his senior project, Broido wore
the costume to classes and meals,

taking it off only when he was alone.

He even dressed up for late-night

trips to the bathroom.

"I tried to put myself on the line

while being protected by a huge,
false persona," Broido said "I was
locked in the suit, but people were
paying attention to the bunny."

leremy Bernstein, one of Broido's

roommates, said even though he
knew what his friend was doing, he
still got an occasional shock.

"I did do a double take at 4 a.m.

when I saw the big, blue bunny slic-

ing my birthday cake," Bernstein

said. "It was fun and hard for him,

but I'll miss that permanently smiling

face."
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Possible 351 people killed as

two airliners collide in India
By Krishnon Guruswamy
Associated Press

CHARKHI DADRI. India — A Saudi jumbo jet

climbing from New Delhi's airport collided with a

Kazak plane coming in for landing yesterday, creat

ing twin fireballs that turned the sky red as dawn and
scattered the bodies of up to 551 people over farm-

land below. If the death toll is confirmed, the crash

would be the third-deadliest in aviation history.

Wreckage dropping from the sky gouged big

craters and left body parts, baggage and clothes

strewn across six miles of wheat and mustard fields

near the town of Charkhi Dadri, about bO miles west

of New Delhi. The first people to arrive at the scene

said the dusk air was tilled with an unbearable stench

of burning flesh.

"I saw 60 or 70 bodies, but only about 15 were
identifiable," said Manjit Singh, a 19-year-old college

student who sped to the site on his motorcycle after

seeing the collision from his home. The faces of the

rest of the victims were horribly disfigured and
charred, he said.

Rescue vehicles tried to navigate the area's poor

roads, arriving at the crash site after the first curious

villagers. Within a few hours, thousands of people

gathered in the dark and solemnly watched the

search.

"We have collected 200 bodies so far from all over

the field," said Mohammed Akhil, the police officer

in charge of the operations.

The Saudi Arabia-bound Saudia jetliner with 312
passengers and crew members had been in the air for

only seven minutes when it collided with a Kazakstan

Airlines llyushin-76 cargo plane, which was on a land-

ing approach, aviation officials said.

Seventeen foreigners were on board the Saudi jet-

liner, including two Americans and a Briton. Press

Trust of India news agency reported.

The plane arriving from Shymkent in the former

Soviet republic of Kazakstan was carrying 39 people
— 28 Kazak passengers and an 1

1 -member Russian

crew.

All aboard the two planes were believed to be

killed. There were no reports that anyone on the

ground died.

Hours after the crash, the crumpled fuselage of the

Kazak plane rested in a field. The jet's wings had
been sliced off. A few charred bodies lay on the

ground.

Local district administiatoi T.V.S.I.. Prasad said

workers were trying to extricate bodies from the

plane.

The American pilot of a C-I4I Air Force transport

plane who was bringing in supplies for the U.S.

Embassy in New Delhi witnessed the crash's fiery

aftermath from 20,000 feet.

"We noticed out of our right-hand (side of the

plane) a large cloud lit up with an orange glow, from

within the clouds." the 30 year-old captain told

reporters in a conference call from the Indian capital

"The glow intensity of the cloud became dimmer
and the two fireballs descended and became fireballs

on the ground," said the pilot, who spoke M condi-

tion of anonymity.

The total number of passengers and crew members
was reiHJited l>v 1 1 it- Un! news agency, which quoted
civil aviation authorities, and was confirmed lor 'Die

Associated Press by an airport police official.

The U.S. Embassy could not confirm that two
Americans were on board; the British foreign office

said one ol its citizens was believed killed

Nine Nepalese. three Pakistanis, a Bangladeshi and
a Saudi were also on the Saudi plane, which had
taken off from New Delhi's Indira Gandhi
International Airport

The Indian government announced a judicial

inquiry into the cause of the accident.

The weather in New Delhi was normal for this

time of year. The skies were clear, albeit polluted.

Smoke from fireworks set off in recent days to cele-

brate the Hindu holiday of Diwali had thickened the

haze.

At about b:40 p.m. local time, as the sun was set-

ting, the Saudi plane was cleared to climb to 14,000

feet, while the Kazak aircraft was authorized to

descend to 15.000 feet, said U.S. Khola, the director

general of civil aviation Suddenly, he said at a news

conference, "the radar blip of both aiicialt was lost."

Yesterday's crash appears to be the third-deadliest

air accident ever.

In 1977, two Boeing 747s operated by Pan
American and KLM collided at the airport on
Tenerife in Spain's Canary Islands, killing 582
people. In 1985, a |apan Air LlBCI Hoeing 747
crashed into a mountain on a domestic flight,

killing 520.

Until yesterday's crash, the third-deadliest crash

was a 1974 accident outside Pans Involving a

Turkish DC 10 that killed 346 people.

(MOWN iail(J«N

A+B=C
Melvin F. janowitz, as math professor at UMass, spoke yesterday evening

at Memorial Hall on mathematics and politics.

New library director

looks forward to 2000

Boltwood Project to sponsor 5K

By Jonathan liberty

Collegian Staff

A new Director of Libraries at the

University ot Massachusetts, Margaret

Crist, was announced Thursday at

Faculty Senate by Provost Patricia

Crosson.

"Ms. Crist will be a powerful force

in the future of our library and the

campus and I am confident that under

her leadership, we will be proud of the

W.E.B. Du Bois library for years to

come. I look forward to working with

her," Crosson said.

In a press release Crist said, "I am
delighted to be accepting this position

to lead the library at a time when the

campus is clearly moving forward with

an exciting and challenging agenda for

the future.

"I look forward to working with the

faculty, students, library staff and
campus administration in making the

library a full partner in shaping thai

future," added Crist.

As Director of Libraries, Crist will

be responsible for providing leader-

ship and vision for the University's

library system, which consists of the

W.E.B. Du Bois Library and three

branch libraries.

The libraries, which have an annual

budget of about $10 million, employ

143 permanent staff and house a col-

lection of five million books, periodi-

cals and government documents.
15,500 current serial subscriptions

and significant special collections,

notably the W.E.B Du Bois papers.

Dr. Norman D. Aitken, co-chair of

the director of libraries search com-
mittee, wrote in the Director of

Libraries' job description, "The suc-

cessful candidate will be able to plan

and develop the library of the future in

order lo provide the information ser

vices necessary to support the teaching

and research missions of the

University."

Crist will oversee the ongoing devel-

opment of integrated computer sys-

tems and determine the proper bal-

ance of electronic information sources

and print material.

She will also serve on the

University's Council of Deans and
Academic Officers, and will chair the

Library's Executive Committee and
Administrative Council.

Crist currently works as the

Assistant Director for Public Services

at the University of Michigan, where

she earned a masters in library science.

Over the past six years at (he

University of Michigan, Crist has been

responsible for the creation of the

knowledge navigation student, which

provides a place for faculty, students

and staff to learn how to use the tech-

nology that is shaping the future of

library information retrieval.

Also, she oversaw the expansion of

the M-Link Project, a University of

Michigan-based effort to provide

extended reference service and elec-

tronic resources to all public libraries

in the state.

Before working at the University of

Michigan, Crist spent 20 years at the

Boston Public Library and the

Central Massachusetts Regional
Library System.

Crist will succeed Richard Talbot,

who will be retiring on Dec. 31 after

26 years of service.

She will serve as an advocate and

spokesperson for the library, both on

and off campus, articulating the

library's goals and requirements.

By Daniel E. Levenson & Roghuram Vadarevu
Collegian Staff

A five kilometer foot race to benefit children and men-

tally challenged adults will be held this Saturday at the

University of Massachusetts.

"In past experiences, races are a really good way for

fund- raising. |The race| will generate

a lot of interest in the | Boltwood
Project |," said Mike Mckechnie, race

coordinator for the Boltwood Project

According to Mckechnie, the race,

organized by the Boltwood Project,

will start at Hills Building and will go

to Health Services and past lower

Central Residential Area.

The race will continue onto

Stockbridge Road, down to the Silvio

O. Conte Polymer Research Center.

From there the race will go up to

Thatcher Way and towards the

Chancellor's House, said Mckechnie.

From the Chancellor's House, the

race will go past Orchard Hill and
upper Central and down to the finish line at Hills, said

Mckechnie.

According to Mckechnie, they have registered approxi-

mately 25 people for the race thus far and are looking for

more registrants.

Registration will continue until the day of the race. The
cost of registration is $15.

Mckechnie said the runners will be divided into four

age- based divisions; 18 and under, 19-29. 30-39 and 40

and over. The top finishers in each of the four age groups

will be given medals.

"The Bullwood project

is an opportunity for

university and Jive-col-

lege students to make a

positive impact on our

community and neigh-

boring towns,

"

Jeffrey Chapdelaine.

According to the prm iclease variotll Other priSM will

be given to randomly picked runners participating during

the race Pn/es include four gift certificates from Bicycle

World, a Sunday brunch al the Lord lelleiy Inn and calen-

dar from Runners World magazine.

The Boltwood Project is a community sen ice program

that serves Amherst and surrounding communities

The project is a set vice learning

organization ottering students up to

two credits lor their volunteer work.

It will he having a recruiting drive in

lanuary.

letliev (. 'haptldaine. head coordina-

tor of the Boltwood Project, said the

group has been doing well tin* semes

lei.

He added. "Boltwood is wolking

hard to give Something back to the

community.

"The Boltwood project is an oppor-

tunin for I imcTsiu and ticc college

students |o make a positive impact on

our community and neighboring
town* " Chapdelaine said.

"It is definitely a worthwhile program to gel into

because you feel like you have done something good for

the community." said Mckechnie. a supei visor tor one of

the project's volunteer groups working with mentally chal-

lenged adults

The Project will have a table on the campus center con-

COUtm tor runner registration until Thursday.

It has UMass student participants trom every class and
throughout a wide variety of UuivctrilJ departments

"We definitely represent eveiy school and college,"

Chapdelaine said.

Dengue fever kills in S.E.A.

INDONESIA (AP) — Dengue
fever reportedly has killed I 56 people

and infected more than 7.200 others

this year in Indonesia, and an out-

break of the mosquito-borne disease

has claimed 34 lives in Vietnam's

Mekong delta.

Indonesia's official Antara news
agency reported Monday on dengue

fever in Central lava province.

It quoted Slamet Haryanto, head of

the regional health office, as saying

the government was moving to check

dengue fever and prevent more
deaths.

The Vietnamese Health Ministry

said that in addition to (he 34 deaths,

more than 8,000 people in Vietnam

have contracted dengue fever this

year.

The ministry, in a report carried

Monday in the English-language
Vietnam News, said most of those

who died were children.

Symptoms of dengue fever, which

is carried by mosquitoes, include high

fever and nose bleeds.

In severe cases, patients suffer

hemorrhaging of internal organs.

In Burma, the Philippines,

Indonesia and Thailand last year,

more than 400.000 people got

dengue fever, and 8,000 died, the

World Health Organization esti-

mates.

Dengue fever is controlled by

killing mosquitoes and destroying

their breeding places.

Did you hear the "Rumors"?

[| ./Mllii *«. , N

Students practice Monday night for the Theater Guilds performance of Neil Simmons Rumors that will be run-

ning from November 20 to 23 at Bowker auditorium
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Discussion — Religion and Identity Series presents a dis-

cussion entitled "In a predominantly Christian Society, what
is the experience of other Faiths? Given these experiences,

what kinds of Transfaith are needed?" The event will take

place in the Van Meter basement lounge at 7:50 p.m.

Questions? Call 546-5 1 74.

Forum — UMass Housing Services will host an open
forum in the lobby of Leach dorm in Northeast concerning

the University's new candle and incense policies. Any dormi-

tory residents wishing to air their concerns over these new
policies are encouraged to attend. For further information,

contact the office of Michael Gilbert, Director of Housing
Services, at 545-1963.

Meeting — The second meeting of the Biracial/Multiracial

Students Association will be held at 7 p.m. in the Cape Cod
Lounge in the Student Union. For more information, call

Christy at 549-7893 or Jordan at 546-3548. All are wel-

come to join.

Meeting — The Student Health Advisory Board (SHAB)
will hold a meeting from 5:30-6:30 p.m. in room 304 at

University Health Services. For more information, contact

Tamara in the Health Education Department at 577-5181.
Poetry — The UMass Poetry Society will have its weekly

meeting in Campus Center room 911 at 7:30 p.m. New
members are always welcome. For more information, con-

tact Tim at 546-6562.

Thursday, Nov. 14

Lecture — Leslie Hoffman, M.E.D., presents a lecture

titled "Safer Public Schools for Gay and Lesbian Students:

The Mass. Dept of Education Pulls the Plug on the Western
Mass. Program." The event is free and will begin at 12:30

p.m. in Campus Center room 803. For more information,

contact the UMass Stonewall Center at 5454-4824 or 54-

LAMBDA.
Lecture— A meditation and yoga seminar/lecture, part of

a weekly series taught by Dada Anantananda, will be held in

the first floor lounge of Butterfield at 8 p.m. The event is

sponsored by the UMass Ananda Amrga Yoga Club.

Friday, Nov. 1

5

Benefit — People's Market and Earthfoods are sponsoring

a benefit show in Butterfield dorm 8 p.m. to midnight. All

proceeds will go to Jessie's House, a homeless shelter in

Northampton. Admission is $2 or a donation of a non- per-

ishable food item. Bands scheduled to play are Tricknee and
Blue Spice and the Kola Clan. The event is sponsored by

People's Market, Earthfoods, Greenough Snack Bar and
CD&C.

Meeting — Everyone is invited to join in organizing the

five college campaign against sexual violence. A follow up
planning meeting will be held from 2-5 p.m. in Campus
Center room 805.

Performance — Mt. Holyoke College presents Patrizia

Cioffi, soprano, assisted by Melinda Spratlan, soprano,
accompanied by Clifton Noble and Antonio Daino, guest

tenor, at 8 p.m. in Pratt Hall. Cioffi is a professional opera
singer and student at MHC; Spratlan is a music professor at

MHC. Daino is an internationally known, award-winning
performer.

Notices

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from
8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call

584-8167.
Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.
Come leam to dance, newcomers welcome. For more infor-

day

mation, contact Milly De)esus at 546-1083.

Employment — Applications arc still being accepted from

work-study students for the positions of office manager and

research coordinator for the Canabis Reform Coalition. If

interested, please pick up and application in room 322 of

the Student Union or call 545-1 122 to get one mailed to

you. Call John Lanzerotta at 546-6359 for more informa-

tion.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies is

seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen, Dept.

of Consumer Studies, 101 Skinner Hall, University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma, 01003. For more information,

contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.

Fall Library Workshops — UMass reference librarians are

offering a series of workshops. November sessions will

include demonstrations of databases and Web sites in

Business (Nov. 12, from 2:30-3:30 p.m.) with Business

Librarian f. Mike Davis; Literature with Literature Specialist

Liz Fitzpatrick (Nov. 18, from 1-2 p.m.); and the Internet

(Nov. 13. from 2-3:30 p.m. or Nov. 21, from 9:30-1 1 a.m.)

with Internet Resources Librarian Emily Hum. All work-
shops will be in the Library Instruction Room, main floor,

DuBois Library. All are welcome, although sign up is

required for the Internet sessions. Please call 545-6892 to

register.

Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange
workshops will be held on the following dates: Thurs., Nov
14 from 5:30-7 p.m. in CC room 904-908; Tues.. Dec. 3

from 5:30-7 p.m. in CC room 165-169.

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final Examination
Schedule will be available beginning Friday. Oct. 18. Copies

will be delivered to students in residence halls, and wiH be

available to off-campus students in the Registrar's Office

(213Whitmore).

Health — To help students and their families stay healthy

and access University Health Services more easily, members
of the Health Reach International team are available to help

you find answers to your questions and concerns: Mondays
from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health Education Dept., UHS
room 248 (call 577-5181 for more info) and 4:30-6:30
p.m. in the Community Room H-4 North Village; Tuesdays
6:30- 8:30 p.m. in the International Lounge, Prince House
(call 545-2299 for more info); Wednesdays 4:30-6:30 p.m.
in the Community Room, 411 Linclon . All conversations

are confidential.

Literature — MOTHERTONGUE, the multilingual stu-

dent publication by the dept. of Comparative Literature, is

currently seeking submissions for the spring '97 publication.

We will accept original poetry, short stories, one-acts, inter

national photographs and art work created by multilingual

students. Please submit a copy in English to the
Comparative Literature Dept. in 203 South College. Rough
drafts are acceptable.

Meeting — P.O.W.E.R., the Progressive Organization for

Women's Rights holds their weekly meetings on Thursdays
at 6 p.m. in the Student Union room 306. All men and
women are welcome.

Meeting — The Pakistan Students Association has its

weekly meetings every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center. Check for the room number at the information desk.

For further details, contact Musharraf at 546-6295.
Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus meets

every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer 201. All anthro-

pology undergraduate minors and majors welcome.
Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Ivrit" held every

Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right as

you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis and
other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Greer Barnes

Also, All UMass Students, if you have 10 minutes
of something funny to say, tnen we want you!!!

Sign up in the campus Activities Office, Before

Wednesday, November 13, 416 SUB, 545-3600

Money for Books Awarded

1st Prize... $100

2nd Prize... $75

3rd Prize... $50

Two UMass
Student Acts:

The Doo Wop Shop

A Movie
Double Feature

November 15, 1996
In Mahar Auditorium

** FREE **

Umass Voc rilisi

Natasha Springer

THEFMGHTENERS FLES5
DAILY COLLEGIAN

For more information check out our website

http //www. umass.edu/campact/events/calendar html
this series is made possible by a grant from Auxiliary Services and the Vice-Chancelor for Student Affairs
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Personal Injury

Nov. 8
A bicyclist reported being cut off

by a vehicle travelling on Lincoln
Avenue. The victim hit the rear of

the vehicle and fell, sustaining
scrapes on his arm.

Accident — Property Damage

Nov. 7

A truck backed into a vehicle in

parking lot 44.

A parked van was struck by a

vehicle on |ohn Adams Road.

There was a two-vehicle accident

on Fearing Street. There was no
injury.

There was a two-vehicle accident

on Massachusetts Avenue. There
was no injury.

Nov. 8
There was a two-vehicle accident

on Massachusetts Avenue. There
was no injury.

A vehicle travelling on
Massachusetts Avenue hit a curb
attempting to avoid a pedestrian.

Alarm — Fire

Nov. 10
A small fire was extinguished on

the 16th floor of |ohn Quincy
Adams Residence Hall.

Nov. 11

A sprinkler head broke on the
second floor of )ohn Quincy Adams
Residence Hall. There was flooding

from the second floor down to the

lobby.

Animal Complaint

Nov. 8
Police checked on a possum near

Machmer Hall.

Annoying Behavior

Nov. 8
There was a disturbance involv-

ing intoxicated individuals in

Patterson Residence Hall.

Police checked a non-emergency
call made to the 91 1 line from
Washington Residence Hall.

Nov. 10

Police received a hang-up call on
the 91 1 line. An officer checked the

fourth floor of Patterson Residence

Hall.

Assault & Battery

Nov. 7

Police responded to a fight in

progress in Gorman Residence
Hall. Reginald A. Remy. 19, of 22
High St., Brookline, was arrested

for assault and battery with a dan-

gerous weapon; to wit, a crutch.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Nov. 9

A room in |ohn Quincy Adams
Residence Hall was broken into. A
Sony play station and games were
stolen.

Disturbance

Nov. 8
There was a report of a fight in

progress in parking lot 50.

Health/Safety Hazard

Nov. 8
The Physical Plant was notified

of flooding in parking lot 22.

Nov. 9
Environmental Health & Services

was called to check a refrigerator

on a loading dock at Morrill

Science Building.

Nov. 11

The Physical Plant was notified

of a problem with a traffic safety

light on Commonwealth Avenue.

Larceny

Nov. 7

Cash was stolen from a wallet on

Facilities Building Road.

Nov. 11

A bicycle was stolen from the

lounge of McNamara Residence

Hall.

A wallet was reported stolen

from the W.E.B. DuBois Library.

Vandalism

Nov. 7

A vehicle in parking lot 49 was

damaged.

A vending machine was damaged
in Field Residence Hall.

A vending machine was damaged
in Grayson Residence Hall.

A vending machine was damaged
in the School of Management
Building.

A basement window was broken

in New Africa House.

Nov. 10
Police received a report of bum

marks on a door and carpet of Field

Residence Hall.
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Campus Activities at the University of Massachusetts Presents

Something Every Friday
A weekly series of Free special events

Presents

Stand-Up Comedian

Greer Barnes
w/ opener Jordan Rubin

November 15, 1996 8:00pm

Fine Arts Center

Free to Umass & 5-College

Students

w/valid ID

$5 General Public

MILLER UTEHOUSE
PROMO NIGHT

Record your own radio commercials in the
Litehouse Radio Booth. If your spot is one

of the best, it'll appear on the air.

Mon-Fri: 4pm - 12:30am
Sat: 3pm -12:30pm

1 lth Floor Campus Center

E. coli breakout calls for new rules
By Louran Neergoord

Auoc toted Presj

WASHINGTON - Alarmed by

another E. coli bacteria outbreak that

killed a child and sickened dozens of

others in Western states, the govern-

ment is considering forcing all apple

juices — and possibly other fruit juices

— to be pasteurized.

Also under debate are measures
such as chemically washing fresh pro-

duce or forcing manufacturers to

adopt programs that prove foods stay

pure from harvest to dinner table.

The deliberations come after at least

49 people, mostly children, were sick-

ened from E. coli in trendy, unpasteur-

ized fruit juices. One child died Friday

in Denver.

Once thought a threat only in under-

cooked meat, the virulent E. coli 0157
strain now has surfaced repeatedly in

apple cider and even in lettuce.

But health experts weren't alarmed

until two weeks ago when Od walla

Inc., based in Half Moon Bay, Calif.,

recalled its gourmet juices that con-

tained tainted apple juice. That out-

break showed that even large compa-

nies known for quality are vulnerable.

"The number of outbreaks are sig-

nificant in the past year," said |ohn

Vanderveen of the Food and Drug
Administration. But "there's no doubt

this is a different problem this time."

lust hours after the recall began, he

called a special meeting to warn apple

juice makers "to ratchet up their quali-

ty control" while the government
decides the next step.

Meanwhile, Vanderveen is advising

parents of young children and people

with weak immune systems, who are

most at risk from foodbome illnesses,

to buy only pasteurized juices.

Unpasteurized ones, a minority on the

market, must be sold cold, so shoppers

should check the label when buying

any chilled juice, he added. Many peo-

ple say unpasteurized juices taste bet-

ter. But

pasteurization, a heating process,

kills E. coli, while simply washing fruit

with water doesn't.

If the FDA mandates pasteurization,

the rule could apply both to the

upscale, all-natural juices sold in

supermarkets and perhaps even to the

cider farmers sell at tiny roadside

stands.

Although the government is looking

first at apple products, they're not the

only threat. Salmonella has poisoned

Americans who ate alfalfa sprouts,

cantaloupes, watermelon and unpas-

teurized orange juice. Guatemalan
raspberries are the prime suspect in

last summer's outbreak of the parasite

cyclospora.

At least four U.S. outbreaks of E.

coli 0157, a particularly dangerous
strain discovered in 1982, were linked

to raw lettuce in the past year. Last

month, it sickened 10 people who
drank apple cider in Connecticut.

While bacterial outbreaks are

increasing, so is Americans' consump-

tion of all-natural foods - an industry

growing about 25 percent a year.

People don't understand that frail

or natural "doesn't necessarily mean
better for you," said Dr. Mitchell

Cohen, bacterial diseases chief at the

Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. One worry: Organic foods

often are fertilized with cow manure
even though E. coli flourishes in cattle.

When the Odwalla outbreak hit, the

Clinton administration already was
planning a broader initiative to better

safeguard all foods. One step is expect-

ed to be an expansion of the nation's

fledgling early-warning system for

foodbome risks, which now operates

in just five states.

But the latest E. coli outbreak has

the FDA considering what steps fresh

food makers should take immediately.

Options include experimental chemical

washes that promise to purify produce,

additives that might kill the bacteria or

pasteurization.

"You're going to have a tremendous
outcry of individuals" if the IDA man-
dates pasteurization, warned Cornell

University food scientist Bob Gravani.

"The unique flavors will not be there,

but that's the price you pay for safety."

The government also could require

the natural food industry to adopt
strict quality-control programs similar

to ones now mandated for seafood and
meat companies. These force firms to

prevent contamination at every step of

production, from harvesting the food

to selling it.
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Flagging someone down...
Robin Steidinger, left, a junior anthropology major and Becky Bataller, right, a first year computer science

major, practice their routine entitled "Aztec Fire," yesterday evening.

Ousted Bhutto to face corruption charges

By Donna Bryvon

Associated Press

ISLAMABAD. Pakistan —
Ousted Prime Minister Benazir
Bhutto will face corruption charges

that could result in her being
banned from running in new elec-

tions scheduled for February, her

successor said Sunday.

Interim Prime Minister Miraj

Khalid told reporters he would soon

appoint a corruption committee to

investigate politicians, including Ms.

Bhutto and her husband, ousted
Investment Minister Asif Ali Zardari.

Details of how his corruption com-
mittee would operate — including

whether its judgments and banning

orders could be appealed - had not

yet been worked out.

But Ms. Bhutto faces "all sorts of

charges," Khalid said. Charges will

also be filed against Zardari, who
has been detained since last Tuesday,

he said.

President Farooq Leghari dis-

missed Ms. Bhutto on Tuesday,
accusing her of sanctioning police hit

squads, allowing corruption to run

rampant and undermining the judi-

cial system.

Khalid was appointed caretaker

prime minister and new elections

were set for Feb. 3, nearly two years

before Ms. Bhutto's term was to

have expired.

As an appointed prime minister,

Khalid's only mandate is public
anger at the perception that Ms.
Bhutto allowed her ministers to steal

from the treasury, appointed friends

and relatives to mismanage govern-

ment departments, and did not hesi-

tate to use violence to protect her

position.

Addressing a news conference
Sunday, he said Pakistanis could be

assured his government would be

more accountable because of his

integrity and lifelong reputation as "a

crusader for democratic rights."

He pledged elections would not be

delayed, though it was unclear how
he could make preparations • includ-

ing conducting a census and estab-

lishing the corruption commission -

in such a short time.

Ms. Bhutto's is the fourth
Pakistani government to find its term

abruptly cut short. Though few in

Pakistan have defended her record,

some have questioned why leaders

once again resorted to dissolving a

government and appointing caretak-

ers, rather than using the courts or

parliamentary procedure to check
her powers.

The independent Human Rights

Commission last week called for the

repeal of the constitutional provision

under which Ms. Bhutto's govern-

ment was dissolved.

The army has ruled Pakistan for

25 years of its 49-year history. Ms.

Bhutto first came to power in 1988,

after military dictator Mohammed
Zia-ul Haq died in a suspicious plane

crash.

Her first government was also dis-

missed amid charges of corruption.

and she orchestrated street protest

that culminated with a 1993 election

victory.

She has vowed to fight her latest

dismissal in court. She also had chal-

lenged her husband's detention
under security laws that allow him to

be held up to three months without

charge.
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START

SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

Can't afford to save for retirement'.'

The truth is. you cant afford not to.

Not when you realize that your retirement

can last 20 to So years or more. You'll want

to live at least as comfortably then as you

do now. And that takes planning.

By starting to save now. you can take

advantage of tax deferral and give your

money time to compound and grow.

Consider this: Set aside just $100 each

month beginning at aee 3o and you can

lutate 1 $172 >°9' bv the

vou reach age b.T. But wait ten years and

you'll have to budget S219 each month

to reach the same goal.

Even il you re not counting the years to

retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF

to help vou build the luture vou deserve -

with flexible retirement and tax-delerred

annum plans, a diverse portfolio of invest-

ment choices, and a record of personal

service that spans -5 years.

Ovrr 1.8 million people in education and

research put TIAA-CREF at the top of

their list for retirement planning. Why not

ioin them?

Call toda\ and learn how simple it is

to build a secure tomorrow when you

have time and TIAA-CREF working on

your side.

Start planning your futurt Call our Enrollment Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it."

'AsVHHMN it" i-te't

L.
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President Clinton's electoral
«H

Martin F.

Jones

opefutly, b> the will at God. we'll be able to

do it again.' — Boxer Mike Tyson, referring

to a likely rematch following Ml defeat b\

Evander HotyflcU
Hello, true believers. You are now reading the great

word> ol youi guiding light into the next millennium.

Martin P. (ones, the Millennial Prophet. Today I am
pleated to announce that our distinguished President of

the I lined Suites bat yet to be re elected, and those ol

you who were hoping tor his early retire-

ment will have another chance to send

him on his way back to Arkansas. Yes. a

rematch of the 1996 election will be
scheduled vcrv toon, and America will go
to the polls once again to pick our next

president

Okay. I know what you're thinking. This kid will

never quit I can see it now appearing in medical jour-

nals The Martin lones Syndrome, defined as a sympto-

matic and obsessive belief that the impossible eventual-

l\ will happen. You probably are wondering if I'll still

he making these predictions in lanuary as President

Clinton is being inaugurated into a second term of

ell ice Well I promise you that as of noon on |an. 20,

1^7. I will cease all predictions in regard to this elec-

tion. However, until then, in the words of the legendary

Yogi Berra. "// ain't over till it's over'."

So how will this seemingly impossible scenario take

place/ Well, stay tuned my friends. You are about to

hear witne-c to the revelation of a great prophetic
vision.

lo itatl oil. I'd like to explain how my gift of second
-ight took place. Following a near-fatal car accident

enroute to last year's Million Man March. I began to see

vivid depictions of the future. These visions centered
around the prospect of Massachusetts governor William
Weld running for president in 1996 against President

Bill Clinton. I can assure you that this indeed will occur.

Here is how this event will develop and transpire

according to mj premonitions.

On Friday. Nov. 15. 1996, the Republican National

Committee will nominate Governor William F. Weld
of Massachusetts for vice-president of the United
States bv acclamation. This will happen as a result of

the untimely loss of the previous V.P. nominee. Mr.
jack F. Kemp Because the electoral college will not

meet until December to officially cast its votes for

president. Governor Weld will volunteer to step up to

the plate in Mr. Kemp's absence on the GOP ballot.

Howevcfj in order to maintain the democratic integrity

ol such a major change in the GOP ticket, a new
nationwide special election will be scheduled on
November 21 so that the people's voice is properly
represented on the new GOP ballot. Because of the

influence a running mate can have on either ticket, all

four candidates will appear on the ballots of

Clinton-Dole II.

But it is on Saturday. November lb that the most dra-

matic event of all will occur. It would not be prudent to

mention it specifically in this column, but 1 will skip on
to outline for you the outcome of this historic event.

On Thursday, November 21. Governor Weld will

announce his candidacy for president with 30 days
remaining before the second presidential election takes

place. (It will be postponed for 30 days until December
21.) Weld will pursue the GOP nomina-
tion toi president in a brokered conven-
tion to be held at the FleetCenter in

Boston on December 2-5. Former GOP
presidential candidate Patrick Buchanan
will challenge Weld for the nomination.

Weld will defeat Buchanan, and will name New |erse\

Governor Christine Todd Whitman as his running mate.

During the fourth week of November. New lersey

senator Bill Bradley will become the next vice-president

of the United States and will run against Governor
W hitman on the new Clinton-Bradley ticket. There will

be three debates, all of which will include Ross Perot

and his new running mate, former Connecticut governor
Lowell Weicker. The first debate will be a presidential

debate which will take place on December 1 1 . The sec

ond debate will be a vice-presidential debate which will

take place on December 15. The third and final debate
will be a presidential debate on December 18.

On Saturday. Dec. 21. 1996, the American people
will turn out in an historically high turnout to elect the

next president of the United States. Unfortunately, in a

three-way race between Clinton. Weld and Perot, none
ol these three candidates will secure the required 270
electoral votes to win the White House, and the House
of Representatives will elect the next president after the

105th Congress convenes in lanuary. Amazingly, the

GOP-led congress actually votes for Clinton in a show
of bi-partisan unity, acknowledging that as he and Weld
are ideologically identical, and Ross Perot is out of the

question, Clinton deserves as second term in office as

the most qualified and experienced of the three candi-

dttei

Soon after he's reelected, Clinton names Retired
General Colin L. Powell as his new Secretary of State,

and Senator |ohn F. Kerry to head the department of

Veterans Affairs. And there will be few surprises when
UMass president William M. Bulger leaves I Mass to

become Massachusetts' next IS senator after running
in a successful campaign for Kerry's open senate seat

next spring

So there you have it folks. This is an authentic
prophetic vision of the final outcome of the 1996 elec-

tion. I can assure you that this vision will indeed come
true. I can see it crystal clear, and soon, you will see it

too.

Martin F. lones is a Collegian columnist.

Question one traps the voters

I've always liked the phrase. "Perspective: use it or

lose it
."

Apparently, the majority of Massachusetts voters

weren't using it when they passed the referendum ques-

tion on our ballot this vear — yes. the infamous Question
I.

I have a few quick questions for those of you out there

who voted

• Do you realize that the Fisheries and Wildlife Board
now has the potential to deteriorate into a Wildlife
Mismanagement Task Force?

• Did you know that part of the bill you just helped
included redundant sections attempt-

ing to outlaw a practice that has already

been dlegal since 1970! (Apparently drawn
up by someone who didn't do all their

homework ...

• lust what is your definition of the word
"cruel." as in. say "Ban 'cruel' traps?"

I'm hoping that these questions got the "yessers" think-

ing Now I'd like to explain why these questions are vital

to an understanding of the effects the passing of the bill

will have on all of us.

• There are no longer any restrictions as to who may
serve of the seven member Fisheries and Wildlife Board of
MaaaactiMaettB. Before, five members needed to represent

hunting and fishing interests, one spot was reserved for a

wildlife biologist and one for any citizen with an interest

in the issues. Well, the animal rights activists are getting

psyched, because now they can work on getting members
appointed, to speak for our voiceless woodland friends

.igainst the big. bad hunters.

But do you know who else is psyched? Land-develop-
ing companies, for one, because that darned bunch of
hunters/ conservationists (believe it or not, the two go
hand in hand) that make up the Board has been using

such a big chunk of its budget to buy up land for preser-

vation. Land that could have been developed on, for

Pete's syl<c ' \ w the said companies have a chance to put

an end to that pesky problem!

Ugh. oh. Looks like the joke is on you, animal rights

activists. Because now the Board is going to become a

loaded political cannon, with no guarantees that the inter-

csis of wildlife and conservation are going to be
addressed.

Would it matter if I mentioned that the Board is funded
suli-K through the sale of hunting and fishing and trap-

ping licenses, taxes on ammunition, guns, etc.? It's just

something to think about.

• (lev - it's illegal for hunters to bait and lure bears.

Again. The authors of the bill must not have realized that

this practice has been outlawed for 25 years. Kudos to

these people — way to be effective! It's also (newly) ille-

gal to hunt with dogs, which will make it harder to take

some ol which may be problem bears. I heard
lion i ii stories about dogs driving bear cubs away from
their mothers and then ripping the defenseless babies to

shreds kealitv check: first, hunters were legally bound to

train and control their dogs and were not allowed to hunt
ciihs and mothers anyway.

Second, bears will tree themselves before they allow
themselves to be ripped to shreds Finally, mother bears

don't leave their eubt. If you think that's not true. I

encourage you to go find a bear family and try to separate

them. Be sure to let us know how it turns out.

• According to the Ql advocates, we have now effec-

tively banned all "cruel" traps, meaning all padded
body-gripping traps. (Steel-jaw ones with teeth were
already gone.) Now the animals are going to be taken in

extremely "humane" box traps. When the animals become
enclosed in these, they panic and stress and slowly go mad
with fear, and some of them actually die of sheer teiror

within hours. It's mentally comparable to the discomfort
and anguish they experience physically when caught in a

leg hold trap. Don't think I'm speculating.

This is documented fact. But hey. at least

we got rid of all those "cruel" traps. Phew,
lust another aside: box traps are much

less effective at catching animals whose
population need to be kept under strict

control, in order that they do not cause a safety / annoy-
ance problem for humans and a health problem for them
selves (key words: starvation and disease). We're going to

have a serious problem on our hands in a few years.

Maybe we can hold the "yessers" accountable for their

votes, and have them foot the public and private property
damage and health bills that are going to start accumulat-
ing?

I am disappointed with the way the Ql campaign was
carried out. Too bad no RSO's on campus had the balls to

take a "No" stance and give people a chance to hear both
sides of the issue. Too bad the Animal Rights Coalition

(who are a great bunch of well-intentioned students who
generally have my full support and applause) irresponsibly

displayed "Ban cruel traps: Vote yes on 1" signs, along
with pictures of three-legged dogs who allegedly lost a

limb to the evil leg -hold traps.

I guess pet-owner responsibility should go right out the

window, along with trapper's rights. Pet owners should
have been angry when they let their beloveds go roaming
onto state land where trapping was permitted, and the

poor animals got trapped. The trappers should have been
thinking (hat Sparky might decide to take a walk over his

trapping route, lust like if you live on or near a busy
street, drivers should logically refrain from actually dri-

ving past your house, because Sparky might decide to dart

across the street that day. It's not your fault, pet owners!
It's the drivers' responsibility to be constantly thinking
about your uncontrolled pets!

In addition to my disappointment in the ARC. I am
upset with the media coverage. While the paper focused
on many of the election candidates in detail, an article of
the debate surrounding Ql didn't appear until election

day. in at least one case. I'm pretty sure that might have
been too late to educate people.

But I'm mostly disappointed in the voters who didn't take

the ume to educate themselves about this question, or for

doing so and losing that all -important element: perspective

My facts are checked, my logic is sound. I invite anyone
to challenge me on the issues I've raised here. Thanks,
and I'll see y'all in a few years when there is a relerendum
question to overturn this disaster, lust remember: use ii or

lose it

Shannon Defy is a UMass student.
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To have and to hold
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44TT1 ill death do us part." These words send a chil

down my spine each time 1 hear them Ihc

Lounsbury

idea of marriage is such a powerful and beau-
tiful thing to DM.
My parents have been married for 31 years today I >>i

11,315 days they have gone to sleep knowing that they

have each other. They have stood side by side through
both the good and the bad times. They have worked
together to raise a family with a strong set of values ami
a great deal of love.

F.ver since 1 was a child I have
dreamed of my wedding day. It will be in

early December, close enough to
Christmas to be able to play the music,

but not so close as to interfere with mv
holiday preparations. I know what my du-ss will look

like and what my bridesmaids will wear. I even know
who my bridesmaids will be. Only one small detail has

been left out. My husband.

It is hard enough to find someone you want to date,

let alone someone you want to marry. Many people
these days get married much too hastily. Often these

marriages end in divorce. I intend to hold out for some-

thing that will last forever.

When we are older I want people to look at mv bus
band and me and smile enviously. "Look how happy
they are alter all these years." strangers will exclaim as

they see us walking hand in hand down the street. I

want every day to be an adventure and I want a love

that will never grow old. I want a lifetime full of laugh-

ter, and I want to spend it with not only a husband, but

a friend.

Out. of the millions of people in the world, choosing
one person to spend the rest of your life with is no small
decision. The odds of finding someone who also wants

to share iheii lile wilh \ou seems next to impossible.

Net ii happens all the tunc Smiiciimes couples makes

ihc nghi decision, sometiraei the) muke the wrong deci-

sion. Manv marriages end in divorce, many stay intact

but only do so fot (lie sake of the children, nuiny

become on again, ott again relationships. But many
in. i l'c-s remain Hue to what ihey are supposed to

he a joining ol two souls who were destined for each

other; a friendship which allows lor a trust and devotion

that cannot he matched elsewhere.

I he concept ol marriage is very sacied

to me What a wonderful feeling it must

be to know thai someone loves you. is

there for you, not because they have to,

but because they want to; that you can go
lo bed knowing it will not all end tomorrow, that this is

uulv forevei

I hcie comes a point in a m,image where you sudden-

Iv realize that you have been married longer than you

Were cvci single You evaluate your life and wonder
what ii would he without your spouse. You realize how
much richer your lift has become since you said your

vowa, I his is the kind ol relationship 1 will have some-

d.i\. I will nevei settle tor anything but the real thing.

Sure, he may be rich, but can he make me smile when
no cine else can'.' Can he understand what I'm thinking

before I say a word?
When trying to think of something I could give my

parents for their anniversary, I realized it was a hopeless

task. A photo album of family pictures? Already been

done. A night out to dinner? Nah. Everything seems
pointless. Nothing I conic up with could ever top the

gill the) have already given each other — a lifetime full

of love, laughter and most importantly, friendship

Amy Lounsbury is a I Mass student

The cost of war

Sam

McAfee

The celebration of Veteran's Day flooded the main-
stream press with war-torn tales of sacrifice in

making this country what it is today.
Unfortunately, there was not much lip service given to the

lunction of the military, or to what those sacrifices at iu.il

ly helped to achieve.

The U.S. military is the most powerful in world. We
spend more on the Pentagon than the next top 10 military

spenders combined. We have both the first and third

largest airforces in the world (USAF and Navy Al-') aiul

pay for the second which is run by Israel.

It could be argued that such was neces-

sary before the fall of the Soviet Union,
though 1 personally think the Pentagon
groat!} overestimated the size of the Soviet

threat to justify further spending on the

military (much like the image of Hussein's million man
army marching into Saudi Arabia). But even if it was
acceptable then, it is no longer possible to maintain such a

fallacy.

Perhaps we should examine more closely the function

ol the U.S. military in assessing the sacrifices o\ our sol

diers. Throughout the history of its development, the

United States has used its might to affect political and
economic ouwomo ail ovct the woikl. lypjwU) Jw. .

a protector of democTtrcv. the "United- -$mr*- >* - ^ctrreH
interested in such a goal when we invaded the Dominican
Republic in 1964 to help the military regime oust a demo
cratically elected luan Basch.

Nor were we so inclined in Grenada in 1983. when
Reagan ordered troops to slaughter people working on an
airport intended to bring tourism to the region. The
United States' position on Cuba has been pushed mosiK
by executives at ITT and United Fruit Co., who lost the

ability to exploit Cuban peasants in 1959, and encouraged

b] land owning elite Cuban nationals, who have pushed

for a return to Cuban aristocracy where the majority slave

loi the few

What is just as saddening as the loss of lives by peoples

in the Third World desperatelv resisting capitalist expan-

sion and imperialism, is the plight of the working class

American soldier who has been convinced he is fighting

loi lusiice Instead lie is fighting for Wall Street. How
men] e>( our workers must die in the quest for corporate

profits

Between 1965 and 1975. the United
Slates lost tens of thousands of young
men. carpet bombed Laos, Cambodia,
and Vietnam into the stone age and left

millions of Vietnamese starving and
DOVert) Itrickta. The United States

could not compete lor its interests in the Vietnamese
econont) politically, when Ho Chi Minh. after beating

the French imperialists, had the support of over 85
percent ol the population The only other way to clear

the wav lor capitalist development was to accuse the

movement ol being communist, lor which there is no
evidence, and Intervene militarily. Look where it got

us

Ai.u .so the Lialcd iialo iiauticlics on. opening maikci.s

*r Irreyyv- ml itrtrtnth- rcpftfss-fni: popular resistance Tty

this crusade \i the same time as policies push welfare

mothers to be sell sufficient, and students to pav loi their

own overpriced education, the government oilers tax

breaks for the wealth) and militaiv enlorcement of U.S.

economic interests abroad, regardless of the impact on
local populations. On this day of remembrance, it is time
to re examine our role in this changing world and time to

rearrange out priorities
Sum \/i l/i( is i; Collegian columnist.

Thoughts for the week
Okay. Because it briefly snowed here Veterans' Day,

ettectively putting to rest the fall, I have very neariv

recovered from that harrowing image from late-

October.

Directly behind a New York State Trooper seated atop a

horse gallivanting around Yankee Stadium was New York
Yankee Wade Boggs, Haunting an exuberant smile and
enjoying the crown he helped the Boston Red Sox almost
win in 1 986.

Since 19 18, Sox fans have patiently awaited an opportu-

nity that the Yankees have repeatedly achieved.

W hat's next? Another Stanley Cup for the New York
Rangers?

It's very likely for a team sporting both Mark Messier and
Wayne Gretzky.

Henry J.

Brier

"The hippies are going to beat you up."

exclaimed the lovely young lady with the

curly brown hair and the dark brown eyes

earlier this semester toward September's end.

I didn't even know that there still existed real "hippies."

so this was the least of my problems.

Friends used to grumble about the disarray left on
"Hippie Beach," and I figured I'd turn this into a column
attempting to politicize seemingly impassive surroundings

on campus.

Shortly thereafter. I heard a story about someone who cut

out the column, pinned it to a cork board and drove a knife

through the picture.

Someone else told me that I "persecuted hippies

"

Yup. Enrique de Torquemada would be me. You bet.

To think that the written word can evoke so heated a

response.
***

Some years back. Paula Abdul sang about how "opposites

attract." and as much as I've racked my brain 1 cannot seem
to cite any musical example of what happens when oppo-

sites clash.

Anyway, one day last week I was passing through the

Student Union when I bumped into and chatted with a true

gentleman on this campus.

This well-spoken, genuinely kind and thought-provoking

individual was offering well-rounded advice after having lis-

tened aculclv to mv question, while the hustle and bustle-

was ongoing around us

Then, out ol the corner of my eye I happened to notice-

walking toward US, someone who is everything that this

advisc-i is not, and I was inoinciitdiiK struck by how ironic it

was ihat twocomplctciv contiadietory individuals were right

there

But. alte. bcgiudgingly nt>dding his head, the dequain
lance continued on his way. and we resumed speaking.

•••

"Well, it could take a month, or it could take two months,
or maybe in three months when you're running, it may be
sore." the lamilv practitioner at University Health Services

(UHSi responded over the phone.

Neither is this intended to be a direct

hit upon UHS. nor is it an effort to influ-

ence a <iicam of complaints. Actually. I'm
rather satisfied with the coverage I've

received from UHS while a student at the
University of Massachusetts

The lamilv practitioner, whose specialty is general medi-
cine, was helpful when I first sOUght medical attention, yet

there are individuals who locus upon an exclusive field.

In addition to other lessons, my UMass experience has
taught me to cut through bureaucracies in search of more
definitive answers lo questions, such as how long it will take
for a foot fracture to heal

I or future reference, the personnel for whom to ask in the
event that a hone is liaetured or broken is an orthopedic-
specialist.

ass

Lastly, has anyone else noticed the gaping hole in the
bank located on the north corner of Amity and North
Pleasant Streets in the enter oj town?

II seems as il at one time there perhaps could have been a
sale on the inside ol the wall w here ihc red brick used to be.

But. it it was there, it is no longer. Maybe someone got
away with quite a heist

I'm glad I don't save my money (here and. to anyone who
did. mv condolences.

Henry I Hricr re a Collegian columnist
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Grateful they're dead

Erik

Molitor

This column is my own personal tribute to two
well known entertainers, who have become
spokesmen for our geneiaiion |en\ Garda and
Kurt Cobain, two massively popular people who

died untimely deaths. Their legacy lives on — unloitu
nalely.

These two pieces of garbage join countless other pop
culture icons who deserved to die long
before their actual deaths. Qarcil
wound up dying while crawling to rehab
lot the umpteenth time, never able to

mustci up sonic type of will power so as
to stay oil the drugs that would finally

kill him He should have died of an overdose of his poi
son years ago.

As for Cobain, his splattered brains against a wall
was probably the most artistic thing he ever accom-
plished. Suicide was the perfect escape foi a

semi-human who wallowed away his miseries with
lieioin and a trashy woman who shared in his
sell destruction.

Unlike the thousands of average trash who* waste
their lives with drugs and hardly warrant mention here
because their lives will amount to nothing, Garcia and
Cobain were leaders. This is how misguided American
Youth is — two wastes ol human flesh could lead us

into sell escape, advocation of drugs, denial of responsi-

bility and wasted youth.

1 laugh when people tell me how they cried when
Cobain died, or mourned loi days over Garcia's
death. It just proves to me what kind of sheep people

are. The message from their music eenteud around

drug! and self misery as if they deserved our SOI

row.

What ever happened to the idea that rock n' roll

should be fun and positive? 'I he most depressing longl

used to be about losing your girlfriend at the car hop.

not about how suicide would be the perfect answei to

your troubles, or how a few hits of what

ever your personal poison is will pull you

through the haid times

Garcia, and Cobain are supposedly the

spokesmen of our generation. How can

this possibly be? If you think that these

people ought to be emulated, then go ahead and see

where it gets you. lace down in the same gutter both ol

them ended up in. Gel a mind of your own. MTV is nol

th( voice tii be listening to for guidance — they simply

herd the sheep towards the piles of dancing bears,

tie-dyed shirts and crappy tribute albums to music that

sucked the lirst time.

Here's a joke I heard that sums up some ol m\
thoughts — Whal did the druggie sav when his high

was over'.' Answei: Man. this music sucks! I also ask

you. who is the nunc toolish. the tool, or the lool that

follows him?

If you like the Grateful Dead or Nirvana for their

music, than 1 can't argue with that, you just have a dil

ferent taste than I. But if you think that they were lead-

ers, models ol virtue oi representatives of our genera-

tion, you are simply wrong Dead wrong.

Erik Molitor is a Collegian columnist

Come all you young rebels. .

.

Michael

Staunton

As the movie Michael Collins makes its way to

the silver screen, many Irish-Americans and
others will start to take sides on the defense or

the attack of the Irish Republican Army tlRAi. But

what people should do. instead of relying on
Hollywood's depiction of the complex and loaded situ-

ation, is read up on the on-going situa-

tion. Educate yourself before deciding

whether to back or to denounce the

IRA's attempt to make the country of

Ireland independent.

Many people in the United Stales, due
to educational structuring and racial ignorance, are

unconscious of the atrocious persecution of smaller

nations like Ireland, who have suffered from interven-

tion of larger nations like Britain.

During a period when this unwarranted takeovei
was sees as justified, England felt it was her duty to

civilize, oppress and punish the previously indepen-

dent nation of Ireland. In the years 1845 to 1849.

Britain's involvement in Ireland's affairs, direct!) 01

indirectly, cost one and a half million Irish people
their lives through starvation and other famine related

diseases

The Great Famine, initially started because of a ruth-

less wind-borne potato disease that swept through
much of western Europe and completely routed entire-

crops — Ireland being the hardest island hit. Ilowoci.
although Ireland had lost all her potato crops, the main
staple of an Irish peasant's diet, there was still plenty

.'I othei food produced in Ireland that would have pre-

vented any lignificant famine,

Yet because the British government at the time was

controlling Irish exports, there was no hold put on the

shipping out of Ireland of vital tood supplies. That

meant that while the Irish died by the village of starva

lion, England was! comfortably making money through

foreign trade with Irish provisions and
goods.

This went on for a series of sorrowful

years, while more and more of their vic-

tims' graves dotted every green field on

the island. Years later, the name The
Great Famine was given to this blackened period in

Ireland's hisioiy to signify the magnitude of loss that

the Irish people suffered during this time.

This column is not a rebel bulletin, but a call for

people to familiarize themselves with the past, so to

understand the present. "We lought for justice and not

for gain" (U2, "Van Diemen's Land") is an ideologv

that manv people slill swear by, and it is no mysterj as

to why this attitude exists today. But no matter how
much we pray, we cannot bring back the innocent vie

tims who have been caught in the middle That is why
the whole situation is distressful, but more importantly,

it is a serious question that needs solving.

So I am asking people to be aware of ongoing strug-

gles, and how the) were sparked, before siding with the

popular opinion ol any environment. Because the last

thing Ireland needs, or any crisis for that matter, is

irrational thought.

Michael Staunton is a UMass student.

Letters to the Editor

Where's the racism?

To the editor:

I remember reading in the Collegian the other day

about a black student by the name of Pierre Elysee,

who has claimed to run into a racial confrontation.

Well let me summarize what happened for those who
may be unfamiliar to this article This person went into

the University Store to buy some Gas-X. He then
opened the package of Gas-X which he had already-

bought and consumed it. He was then confronted by

some while security students and they gave him a hard

time. After this incident, protests occurred and eventu-

ally rallies, claiming that this incident happened
bet ause he was black.

I would not say their behavior was motivated by

racism. I believe the store security did not use proper

procedure when approaching Mr. Elysee. How can all

these people rally against the University Store when
there is no proof of racism there?

Mr. IK sec said he went "undercover" and found
himself to be followed again. I have trouble believing

thai Store employees would go out of their way to fol-

low a black person. If I were I store employee, I would
be mote cautious approaching a black person than a

white person in case of suspicion. I would be afraid of

someone making a racial issue out of it. Besides, about

a year ago. a similar incident happened with a (white

female) friend of mine. Nobody made a fuss over it. It

was just another example of the University Store's lack

of professionalism within its security staff, not racism

It seems like people bring themselves into these situ

ations by making themselves look suspicious. Some
people don't seem to understand (hat there is a set of

rules for dealing with these store-type situations... I

guess you could call it common sense, there are certain

things you could avoid doing that would bring atten-

tion to yourself in a store. If one does this, one should

not be surprised if they are being watched by or even

confronted by store security . I don't know about you.

but I find myself instinctively avoiding these situations

whenever I go into a store.

So, I do not believe the University Store incident is

linked with racism. I'll show you racism, look at

Affirmative Action. The name sounds particularly

intimidating. So what happens with Affirmative

Action is the government gets involved with compa-

nies and tells them that they have a quota of black

employees to fill. They must maintain a certain per-

centage of black employees or they will face conse-

quences Even if it means laying off a qualified, non-
black worker for a non-qualified black worker. Now
that's racism. Laws like that were made to combat
racism, when in itself it is racism. Or maybe vou like

the PC version from a quote of Bob Dole's speech a

few weeks ago, "one man's privilege is another man's

loss."

There was also the issue of the University Store

being unfair to minority students. It has been said that

the store has 300 non-blacks and 25 blacks. There are

so lew blacks employed because there is small black

population at UMass. I feel that the ratio of race

among employees should reflect the ratio ol the local

population. Our University has under five percent

M.i. k population, so out of 325 employees, there

should be a little over 15 black employees I feel the

store is well within a reasonable number of black

employees.

I think we should encourage people to discourage

racism, nol lo walk around with eyes closed and

mouth wide open, calling people racists. That is a

COf out and seems to be used widelv amongst certain

sludents Without having reasonable proof, making

feeble accusations of racism will not gel you anywhere

I can sympathize with Mr. Elysee. tor being wronglully

accused of stealing and then humiliated in front of stu-

dents. But I just cannot agree with him on whv tin*

happened. People make mistakes and that's all that

happened.
Daniel Tavares

Amherst

Story full of misinformation

To the editor:

On October 17. 1 was involved in an accident involv-

ing a UMass Transit bus and a motorcycle. Although I

was not hurl, the accident was evtremely traumatic.

On Tuesday, October 22. the Collegian reported that

I was the operator oi the motorcycle. The story also

reported that I was hospitalized and had been issued a

citation upon investigation of the accident by UMass
police

This news was a surprise to me considering 1 was
actually the unhurt driver of the parked bus thai was

involved in the accident. Included in the story was my
name and home address. In my opinion, this is a case

of gross irresponsibility on the part of the Collegian. If

the paper insists on printing my name and address m
the paper, they could at least get the facts of the ease

siraight.

Misprints such as this are all too common in the

( ollegian, and something should be done to curtail the

number of misprints. There are people behind these

stories, and reputations and feelings are easily damaged
by irresponsible newsw riters. The staff of the Collegian

should strive for perfection and professionalism and

should be embarrassed by these mistakes.

Timothy Gould
Orchard Hill

In the name of honor

To the editor:

I want to express my appreciation of Pierre A.

I Usee's letter. "Keeping an Eye on the Campus Store"

(October 29). As we know, the media is ever and all

too eager to report ad nauseam on "glamorous" and

dramatic racial blow-ups like the Rodney King incident

— and by so doing further exploit the victim, deepen
the divisiveness and sell newspapers. But it is really the

daily grind and chipping away, the small stuff, which

P.lysee so eloquently describes, that does the most

harm. For it is easy to identify the grosser crimes, eat)

to incite anger, easy to inspire people to "take sides" as

though it were a game and easy to then drop it all

because another opportunity to repeat the whole scin-

tillating process will reoccur shortly.

That lubde, sly denigration of a people which results

form an attitude — an attitude which others goes

unrecognized by the very person holding it — it is that

which is deadly. And the world created by that attitude-

is the prison in which minorities live — not in big dra-

matic bursts but moment by moment, hour by hour,

day by day.

It is a courageous and honorable thing Elysee does.

For to call attention to these "smaller" incidents car-

ries the strong risk of being dismissed as |

trouble-maker obsessed with trivialities Nothing
could be further from the truth. And until we can all.

whatever our color, know this lived truth, pointing it

out over and over and over and over again, whenever
and wherever we see it, we cannot expect to share his

honor.

W'ilhclmine Bennett

Easlhainplon

Dangers of Rohypnol
Anew prescription drug is slipping into more than

America's neighborhoods and communities. The
drug Rohypnol, dubbed the "date rape" drug, is

finding its way into women's drinks in southern parts of

the United Stales

Unsuspecting women enter a bar or nightclub, meet an

apparently nice gentleman who offers to buy her a drink

and then minutes laiei she is unconscious When she does

wake up she finds herself naked, in a

strange hotel room or car, unable to

remember what has happened to her.

In some cases women actually wake

Up while the man is in the process ol

raping them, but are unable to act

because the drug is so damaging.

The drug which is produced by

Swiss pharmaceutical company
Hoffman-LaRocchc is a powerful

tranquilizer prescribed for sleeping der of MeXlCO lUtO the
aid and sedatives for patients under-

going surgery. The 1-2 milligram

dosage induces muscle relaxation,

short-term amnesia and sleep and is

felt in 15-20 minutes, lasting up to

eight hours

The drug which is made available

in Latin America through a doctor's

prescription and travels across the

border of Mexico into the United
Slates, is in large demand by men interested in sexually

assaulting women In fact, so many Americans have been

interested in the drug that they have doubled the number
oi drugstores in Mexico.

Rohypnol. which is not made or approved in the United

States has been found in 13 states, concentrated in Texas

and Florida, lust last week a 1 5-year-old young woman
died alter a drug overdose and Rohypnol induced rape in

Dallas. Texas.

Women live in a world where increasingly they must take

measures to protect their safety. They are encouraged to

lake sell defense and martial arts courses, walk with a

friend at night, carry mace or a rape whistle and not ven-

ture out alone. Now women are expected to defend them-

selves against a odorless, colorless drug.

The fact is that women should not have to spend money
or time in order to protect themselves or their right to go

out and have a few drinks I ets gel down to the real prob-

lem: the sick individuals who are purchasing this drug

with the full intention of sexually assaulting a woman.
This drug not only makes il increasingly easier for men lo

lake advantage of women, but there is also the fact that

the woman will not be able to defend herself verbally or

The drug which is

made available in Latin

America through a doc-

tor's prescription and
travels across the hor-

United States, is in

large demand by men
interested in sexually

assaulting women.

Michelle Hillman

physically and will be unable to recollect what happened

to her the next day.

The men who purchase this drug, not only premeditate

the rape of a woman, but also plan it like demented
hunters lurking on unsuspecting prey "Ihey have to physi-

cally slip this drug into a woman's drink, watch as the

Innocently drinks and then pounce once she becomes
dizzy and sleepy. This form of assault is barbaric and ani-

malistic These men are cowards hid-

ing behind a drug in order to fulfill

their tormented idea of power. Power

over women, power over conscious-

ness, choice and another human
being.

Whal is more sickening is the pro-

ducer of the drug Hoffman-LaRoche.
does not want to discontinue the

manufacturing of the drug but is in

fact fighting states initiatives lo out-

law the drug. Hoffman-LaRoche fears

that il the United States outlaws the

drug other countries will follow,

translating to a stake at $100 million

in annual profits from international

sales.

Instead Holtman-LaRoche wants

the drug to be classified as a Schedule

IV drug, which is the ranking for med-

ications wilh low potential of abuse.

This ranking also puts the drug in the category of the least

regulated and lowest penalty for misuse.

This company does not care thai women are continually

being assaulted and rape as a result of this drug. The com
pany also does not care that many ol these women are in

therapy because they cannot remember what happened to

them and are tortured by thoughts of possible scenarios

each day. This company does not care that the DEA has

filed some 2,400 criminal cases involving the drug.

What Hoffman-LaRoche does care about are its profits

They have however agreed to provide L.A police with free-

kits to detect the drug in urine of potential suspects.

Unfortunately, this does nothing for women. It is only

after a woman has been raped or assaulted that a urine-

test would prove helpful.

Men continue to rape and are given avenues to pro-

vide them incentive to rape, such as a drug which would

render a woman powerless. The fact that an explosion of

a drug used for this purpose has occurred should send a

red flag out to society. A society that hates male bashing,

but continually fosters means in which men can and are

able to act in violent, harmful ways to women.
Michelle Hillman is a Collegian columnist

Amherst pet peeves

After living in Amherst for four

years now. I have come to

realize that there are around

a zillion pet peeves 1 have.

Some are small things that annoy me
and others are things that frankly dis-

turb me. In numerous discussions

and aimless ramblings with friends

and strangers. I am confident that

many others tee! the same way. I can

no longer hold them back; the time

has come to speak out. Here are my
three most pressing ones for this

week

The war of the dryer: I verytime 1

go to the laundromat, I (eel like I'm

ge>ing to kill someone. First of all no

one wants to be there. Laundromats

are overpriced, overcrowded and
generally smell pretty foul because

nobody there has showered yet. Also

people are usually wearing the same

set of clothes that they've been sport-

ing for a week, which is why they're

doing laundry in the first place.

The part I hate the most is the dryer

war. I never seem to have a problem

finding available washing machines,

but there are never enough dryers.

The dryers are always full and they all

se-ern to have around 32 minutes left

until they will be vacant. So I sit there

like a moron and wait until time elaps-

es. Then when time finally does
.lapse, around 13 people will jump in

and yell, "I've been waiting for this

dryer for an hour!" Hence I always
lose out and have to wait until ani>ther

machine is available. I don't mind
having to wait, but I just cant stand it

how people seem willing to kill their

own mother to get a dryei Wake Up!

Rush me out the bar: I think it

goes without saying that Amherst.
Mass is not the niecea lor the ideal

bar scene. In all the colleges and
towns that I have visited, never have

I been more disappointed in the bars

than in Amherst I always pledge
never lo go out and usually stick to it.

However, once in a while, I am

forced to go out in order to celebrate

a birthday or anniversary.

The most annoying part of going to

a bar in Amherst, besides waiting in

lines, never getting served and not

being able to move at all. is last call.

It is my understanding that bars can't

serve alcohol after I a.m. Why is it

that you must leave exactly at 1 a.m.

The advert was a pro-

motion for Friday nights

which stated that the

higher your skirt is, the

cheaper your admission

would be. Sounds unbe-

lievable huh? I was so

shocked when I heard it

that I called the on air

D.J. just to confirm I

wasn 't hearing things.

The D.J. confirmed it

without any hesitation.

Brad Davidson

then? If last call is at 12:45 p.m. and

you want to sit and enjoy a beer with

some friends, then why must some
pinhead come around and scream.

"Drink up. lets go!"

I realize that everyone wants to go

home after work, but take it easy.

People are paying their hard earned

dough to have a drink. Please let

them enjoy it and stop adding to the

ridiculous culture of speed drinking

In the history of the nation, not

one positive thing has happened as a

result of speed drinking On the flip

side, there has been a constant rise of

date rape, drunk driving and alcohol

poisoning due to careless abuse of a

substance that is used and promoted

incorrectly. Wake Up!

Radio: Being involved in radio. I

am often a major critic ol the indus-

try and the ideas that they promote-

Besides the fact that I am going to be

physically ill if I hear Alanis or

Celine Dion one more time. I think

that sometimes radio stations are

truly run by people that were born

without a brain. Unfortunately this

is due to the fact that most radio sta-

tions act irresponsibly in pursue of

the advertising dollar. Never was
this fact so clearly proven then the

other night when I was driving in my
car.

It was around 8 or 9 p.m. and I

was driving back from the supermar-

ket. I was scanning the radio when I

stopped on 95.7 WKSS in Hartford.

As the song ended I heard the most

degrading and ridiculous advertise-

ment in the history of radio.

The advert was for a club called

"The Stadium," located in Bristol.

Conn. The advert was a promotion

for Friday nights which stated that

the higher your skirt is. the cheaper

your admission would be. Sounds
unbelievable huh

-

'
I was so shocked

when I heard it that I called the on

air D.|. just to confirm I wasn't hear-

ing things. The D.|. confirmed it

without any hesitation.

I can't really put into words the

anger and disappointment I felt in

hearing such a crude ad. Do these

people not understand what they are

promoting? Do they not understand

the implications? Do they not realize

that they are degrading women and

promoting them strictlv as sexual

objects? Is it really worth it for a few

extra advertising bucks?
Unfortunatelv in the eves of WKSS
95 7 it is Wake Up!
Hrad Davidson is a Collegian

columnist.
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Arts & Living
Marsalis steals 'Trane; Mitchells a blast

BRANFORD MARSAUS
The Dark Keys

Columbia Records

The most popular saxophone play-

er around nowadays is back, and on
The Dark Keys, he is also very

laid back. This new
album presents the for-

mer "Tonight Show"
band-leader in a

(mostly) trio for-

mat. Supporting
him throughout the

album are drummer
|eff "Tain* Watts
and bassist Reginald

Veal.

When the disc starts off. an expe-

rienced jazz listener may have a dou-

ble-take, wondering if somehow
|ohn Coltrane's A Love Supreme
wasn't incorrectly labelled as

Marsalis' new album. Marsalis opens

the title track, and the disc, with a

musical quote from the beginning of

A Love Supreme, which Marsalis

swears was "an accident" in a press

release. After his little unintentional

tribute, "The Dark Keys" goes on to

present, in its later moments, a fasci-

nating sax/drums duo that slows

down near the end, like two friends

dragging out a conversation.

Despite the raucous and driving

quality of the title track, the key

word for most of this disc is definite-

ly "spare." Marsalis' plays an elegy

called "A Thousand Autumns," for

veteran sax player (and Marsalis'

idol ) Wayne Shorter's wife, who was
killed in this summer's T.W.A. Flight

800 tragedy. The song is played in

such an open and solemn manner
that it even sounds like a sad shake

of the head at the loss of so many
lives.

Marsalis breaks the trio mode
twice to jam with tenor saxophonist

|oe Lovano (on "Sentinel") and
another currently popular sax player,

Kenny Garrett (on "|udas Iscariot.")

"Sentinel" has the feel of a long dis-

tance runner in that it starts out

steady and confident and, towards
the end. lags into a jogging pace.

However, this runner gets a second
wind before it closes. "|udas
Iscariot* is a boisterous friendly

sparring contest between the two
hottest saxo- phonists playing these

days, both on alto.

The last song for this new disc is

"Schott Happens," which veers into

straight be-bop territory (which too

many new jazz musicians wall them-

selves into.) It is one of the only

upbeat tunes on the disc, and is also

probably the best. It could have been

r
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left off to keep the theme of spare

arrangements, but what fun would
that have been? Marsalis really

shows why he is one of the few jazz

musicians who have crossed over
into popular culture with his fiery

soloing on the disc closer (lay Leno
had something to do with his

popularity, too, off course.)

Only really "dark" in its

openness and reserved
energy (released in a few

places with frighten-

ing dedication,) The
Dark Keys is a com-
pletely different side

of Marsalis than most
have seen in the

large-ensemble format of
the "Tonight Show" Band and his

pre-Leno albums back into the
1980s. B+ (loshua Boyd)

THE MITCHELLS

Four Song Cassette EP

Anyone who has been to enough
local shows has probably seen The
Mitchells at least once. That's not a

bad thing, of course. In fact, it's

often the only predictably good thing

about local shows, lust because
you've seen The Mitchells, though,

doesn't mean you've actually heard
The Mitchells. Not unless you've got

a copy of this wonderful four song
EP, that is.

Putting the guitars right up front

where ihey belong. The Mitchells

kick things of in glorious style with

"Sick," a song that beautifully show-
cases the sparkling two guitar inter-

play, sometimes reminiscent of
Television's less lucid moments, and
the fluid, rock solid rhythm section.

Kayvan Darouian and Caleb
Wetmore are probably some of the

most imaginative guitarists in the

Valley, eschewing walls of discor-

dant distortion for intelligent and
tightly wound arrangements.

Perhaps the most surprising thing

about the EP are Wetmore's vocals.

Often lost in the muddy mixes of
basement PA's, Wetmore's vocals

here are confident and smooth, at

times reminiscent of New Order's
Bernard Sumner — smart and
engaging, with a similar ear for the

subtle hook and catchy phrase.

The Mitchells have done their

fans a great service by creating more
than just a document of their live

performances— they reach into the

songs here, capturing all of the dis-

parate elements that work together

toward the surprising and imagina-

tive whole. A solid, exciting collec-

tion of songs. B (Bradley Skaught)

AMY RIGBY
Diary of a Mod Housewife

Koch

Even as we speak, the major labels

are preparing to unleash the next

round of Liz Phair wannabes —
cursing and spitting on whatever
teenage disillusion they can dredge
up, regardless of an ability to actual-

ly express something or write a song.

Thank God Amy Rigby came along

to knock some sense into rock 'n'

roll.

Rigby can probably curse and spit

with the best of them, but instead

she chooses to write songs of star-

tling depth and resonance.
Housewife is a document of the

reluctance road to middle age — a

snapshot of the mom with a broom
in one hand and an electric guitar in

the other. Rigby is, indeed, the
Mod-housewife of the title, and her

ability to turn a phrase around a

beautiful melody is a testament to

her great empathy with the lifestyle

she explores, and her command of

the roots rock vocabulary.

Highlights of Housewife include

the heartbreaking "Sad Tale." the

brilliant country duet "Beer and
Kisses" (with )ohn Wesley Harding)
and the Lesley Gore-with-an-atti-

tude rave up "The Good Girls." It's

the album's centerpiece, however,
that best displays the clarity and
depth of Rigby's writing.

"Knapsack" is the humorous, bitter-

sweet tale of unrequited love — an
amazingly "inside" look at one fasci-

nating slice of life.

Rigby rarely falters on Housewife.
even when the production lacks the

punch to give her weaker songs a

kick. It's a fantastic debut from a

woman who can speak about herself,

her experiences and the experiences

of those around her without resort-

ing to mindless cursing and spitting.

One of the more impressive debuts
this year. B+(B.S.)

JERRY GARCIA &
DAVID GRISMAN
Shody Grove
Acoustic Disc

Before the acid tests, before he
was bestowed with the nickname
"Captain Trips," before the
Haight-Ashbury, and, yes. before

even the Grateful Dead, |erry Garcia

was a folkie. In the early '60s, with

short hair and a goatee, Garcia asso-

ciated himself with the folk and
bluegrass crowd around his home-
town of Palo Alto. Calif.. At the

same time, across the country in

New York City, the young mandolin-

ist David Grisman was in with the

same crowd as the Greenwich
Village-era Bob Dylan.

Once their paths crossed through

a mutual friend, it was only a matter

of time before they would become
lifelong, if not full-time, partners in

playing traditional and original coun-

try, bluegrass and blues. Shady-
Grove is the result of Grisman
recently digging through his many
tapes recorded with Garcia and oth-

ers, made in guerilla recording ses-

sions in the early '90s.

The whole collection is an amaz-
ing display of musical ability, as well

as often heart-ripping tragic and sad

songs. The first half of the disc is

mostly done with not only Garcia

and Grisman, but also others on fid-

dle and bass. The English sea
chantey "Off To Sea Once More," is

plaintively sung with a necessary

rasp by Garcia, and is a simply
depressing tune. Another English
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Branford Marsalis' borrows from Coltrane on his latest
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Lloyd Webber reworks 1975 B^y Jeeves
America's master playwright brings play to Chester, 'Conn.

By Michael Kuchwora
Aijoaated Preis

CHESTER, Conn. - Andrew Lloyd
Webber has been quoted recently as

saying that the era of the big musical
may be over. Well, the man has put
his melodies where his mouth is.

He and playwright Alan Ayckboum
have reworked and downsized their

flop 1975 musical leeves, retitling it

By leeves and putting the show on
stage at the Goodspeed Opera
House's other home, the tiny, 200-seat

Norma Terns Theater.

The result is mild entertainment,
maybe a tad too English for American
audiences and more than a little mean-
dering, particularly in its too chatty

and musically undernourished first

act.

Their creation, of course, was sug-

gested by PC. Wodehouse's delightful

stories about Jeeves, the omnipotent
and

ever-resourceful British manservant,

and Bertie Wooster, his hapless,
dimwitted employer.

Ayckbourn. who also directed the

show and wrote the lyrics, threw out

his book of more than 20 years ago.

For the new version, he has concocted
a rather convoluted tale, a farce set

within an act of desperation.

In it. Bertie is scheduled to give a

benefit banjo concert. When the
instrument is stolen, a frantic Bertie,

with a little help from Jeeves, improvis-

es a play about mistaken identity for

the audience. That's the production

the audience sees.

Bertie conjures up this musical
diversion with a minimum of props
and scenery, something of a change
from such set-driven Lloyd Webber
extravaganzas as Cats, The Phantom
of the Opera and Sunset Boulevard.

There's a charm in this minimalism,

which unfortunately gets diluted in

the laborious story line of By Jeeves.

In it, there are several sets of mis-

matched lovers sporting such blissful

ly eccentric names as Gussie link

Nottle, Stiffy Byng, Bingo Little,

Honoria Glossop, Cyrus Budge III and
the ever-popular Stinker Pinker.

It takes an entire act for Ayckbourn

to crank up his tale to full speed. That

doesn't leave much room for song.

There are long dry stretches in the first

act where By Jeeves is more of a play

with music than a musical.

The story finds its humor in eccen-

tricity, something that can get a bit

precious, especially if the cast pushes

too hard. In By Jeeves, the actors mug
a bit, putting over jokes about hedge-

hogs, for example, with more than the

required supply of enthusiasm. Silly is

something that is not easy to pull off,

and here the strain shows.

Lloyd Webber's most potent songs -

the jaunty title tune, a dotty duct
called "When Love Arrives" and
"Half a Moment," the show's big love

ballad — arrive in Act 2, and the pro-

ceedings perk up considerably. These

numbers are beguiling, exuding a sim-

plicity far removed from the
grandiose, sweeping melodies that

characterize much of Lloyd Webber's
better-known work.

Ayckbourn's lyrics are intelligent

and often funny, a quality not often

found in the wordsmiths who previ-

ously have assisted Lloyd Webber. Ml
direction, though, plods on, resolutely

moving the
(

story forward without
much style /until the Act 2 musical

numbers give the show some zip.

The performers are agreeable, if not

overwhelming. |ohn Scherer works
hard as the unraveling Bertie, and he

possesses a fine singing voice. Richard

Kline makes a competent leeves,

although he really hasn't much to do
except occasionally show up and bail

Bertie's bacon out of the dramatic fire.

Of the young ladies, Nancy
Anderson stands out of the pack. She
has a genteel goodness that captures

the Wodehouse style. And Emily
Loesser has a sweet singing voice that

more than does justice to "Half a

Moment."
To its credit, By Jeeves does build

to a suitably jolly ending featuring a

Wizard of Oz -style extravaganza that

could have been lilted out of a British

pantomime.

A cheerful and melodic looniness

dominates this finale, particularly

when it is punctuated by a robust, toe-

tapping number called "Banjo Boy"
that has Bertie "silently" playing the

instrument.

It's the kind of loopiness that rarely

hurtui.es in this most peculiar and par-

ticular of Lloyd Webber musicals. All

in all, "By Jeeves" is an odd little duck.

trax
continued from page 6

aire, "Dreadful Wind And Rain." was
re-arranged in the '60s by a friend of

Garcia, giving it chord change
rhythms that Garcia would use quite

a bit in his Dead songs. It is the best

up-tempo song on the disc.

They do quite a bit of country
blues here, as well. Two Mississippi

|ohn Hurt-arranged songs, "Louis

Collins" and "Casey lones" from the

'20s and '30s — both are sung with

the same relaxed storytelling authori-

ty by Garcia as they were in Hurt's

low, calm voice.

Two of the songs on this disc were
in and out of the Dead's repertoire at

different times. "Stealin'," a Memphis
|ug Band tune, is a simple blues, and
"lack-A-Roe," worked out here with

an uplifting feel (and given its origi-

nal name of "lackaroo"), with
Garcia's guitar. Grisman's mandolin

and |oe Craven's fiddle providing
great hooks.

This collection features a side of

Garcia that not enough people have
seen, causing many to not be able to

look past the rambling jams of the

Grateful Dead or his problematic
drug addictions. Grisman's firm man-
dolin playing is great accompaniment
to some of Garcia's finest moments.
B+d.B.)

Sunday, November 17, 1996

FEMMES
John M. Greene Hall

Smith College

G°ors
Qon^&^

with
Cracker

Wits a* 8 P-H
Tickets Available at Tickets Unlimited, For the

Record in Amherst, Northampton Bo* Office &
Ticketmaster.

General Admission $16.00

Kick Butts
QUIT SMOKING
Support Group
Ongoing support group every

Wednesday night starting

October 23 Irom 7 - 8PM
at the UMASS Campus Center.

RiKMn number posied al elevjior

An you thinking ifctut quittiR)

imokinj?

Him you quit md flit it difficult

to itiy quit?

Do you Mint to help ether peeple

quit md itiy quit?

Come to your quit imokinq tuffirt

!"">•

Get profenionil idviee md

eountelinq, peer coumeliaq i«d

proven quit tips md technique!.

FREEDOM FROM SMOKINC

FREE OF CHARGE

For more information

call Steve at:

577-5181

Jointly tponiorrd by

University Health Services

Health Education Division

Fhe Family Planning Council

of Western Massachusetts

and The Massachusetts

Control Program
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Sixers stun Knicks, Iverson scores 35
By Chris Sheridan

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Allen Iverson
scored 35 points, caused both oppos-

ing point guards to foul out and iced

the game from the foul line last night

to lead the Philadelphia 7bers to a

surprising 101-97 road victory over

the New York Knicks.

Iverson. the No. I overall pick in

last June's draft and already the inosi

exciting rookie in the NBA, was loo

quick and too talented for the Knicks

to stop.

He scored 15 points in the third

quarter and 10 in the fourth, his final

seven coming from the foul line. In

all, Iverson was IO-for-19 from the

field and I0-for-l7 from the line as

he bettered his previous career-high

by three points.

Iverson made five 3-pointers and
had seven rebounds, six assists and
two steals, and he repeatedly drew
contact from New York's slower
point guards. Charlie Ward commit
ted six fouls in 29 minutes and back-

up Scott Brooks fouled out in 15

minutes.

|erry Stackhouse added 28 points,

five assists and four rebounds.
Derrick Coleman had 16 points and

Scott Williams 1 5 for the Sixers, who
had lost eight of their previous nine

games against New York.

Larry lohnson scored 28 points

and Patrick I- wing had 26 points and
15 rebounds for the Knicks. but in a

game that featured 15 lead changes

and 17 ties, both failed to score on
the one late possession when a basket

was most needed.

Iverson went to the line for three

shots after drawing Ward's sixth foul

with 1:34 left. He made two to give

Philadelphia a 95-9^ lead.

Ewing scored on a short baseline

jumper to tic it, and Iverson rebound-

ed his own miss and set up Coleman
for two foul shots to restore the two-

point lead.

Iverson then stole the ball from
lohn Starks when a pass bounced out

of the New York guard's hands. He
was fouled and made one of two for a

98-95 lead with 38 seconds left.

New York had three chances 10

score, but Fwing missed a turn-

around jumper and lohnson missed

twice from 3-point range. After

Philadelphia rebounded, Iverson was

fouled with 5.9 seconds left and
made one for a 99-95 lead.

Ewing scored with 1 .8 seconds left,

but Stackhouse restored the lour-

point lead by making two foul shots

with 1.2 seconds left

Notes: The loss dropped New
York's record to 5-2. The Sixers

evened their record at 3-

3... Philadelphia got only six points

from its bench players, four by Mark
Davis and two by Lucious Harris.

The Knicks' reserves scored only 1 5,

including a season-low two bv |ohn

Wallace... Knicks shooting guard

Allan Houston was scoreless in the

lirsl half and finished 2-for-IO tor

seven points... lohnson had a rare hat

trick — three straight misses from
the foul line in the first quarter after

the Sixers were called for two lane

violations.

Pistons defeat Bullets, Detroit now 5-1
By David Ginsburg
Associated Press

LANDOVER, Md. — The surprising Detroit Pistons limit-

ed Washington to 30 points in the decisive first hall and got

24 points from Grant Mill in a 92-79 victory Tuesday night.

Terry Mills scored 19 for the Pistons, who improved
to 5-1 overall and 3-0 on the road. Detroit lost its first

six away games last season and went until Dec. 19
before winning a third time on the road.

The Pistons have flourished ihis season with defense,

and this game exemplified that. The Bullets shot 26 per-

cent in the first half, making only 12 of 46 shots and
committing eight turnovers. Chris Webber finished with

19 poinls and |uwan Howard 15 for the Bullets, who
have lost three straight and are 1-3 at home. Washington
shot 38 percent overall and needed a late run to surpass

the franchise-low for points in a game (69).

Howard opened the game with a layup. but Mills and
Hill each had five points in a 12-2 burst that put
Detroit ahead for good. After the Bullets closed lo 14-

12, |oe Dumars hit a pair of 3-pointers in a 14-3 run

that gave the Pistons a 28-15 lead after ihe quarter.

Washington didn't score in the final 2:09 of the first

period, then went scoreless while missing seven straight

shots in the opening four minutes of the second quarter.

By the time Webber hit a jumper with 7:54 left, the

Pistons had a 33-17 lead.

It was 40-22 before Hill hit a runner in the lane and Mills

added successive 3-pointers to make it 48-22. Washington

missed 16 of its first 19 shots in the second period and

needed an 8-0 spree just to get within 1 8 al halftime.

Washington cut the margin to 14 midway through

the third quarter, but a 3-point play by Otis Thorpe and

a basket by Hill made il 68-48 late in the period.

Detroit took a 73-53 lead into the fourth quarter.

Notes: Washington 7-foot-7 center Gheroghe
Muresan, who missed the first live games with a

strained hip flexor, had four points and three rebounds

in his season debut... The Pistons activated forward

Don Reid from the injured list Tuesday and placed

rookie forward lerome Williams on the II. with a

sprained left wrist... Detroit has not yielded 100 points

in any of its six games.

SHOPPING FOR PRICE?

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton / Holvokc

584-4112 • 535 1888
SAME DAY DELIVERY

Keep your eye on

the ball!

GREAT UMass SKI SALE

NovemberlSMT"
Friday 12-9 pm Saturday 10-8 pm Sunday 10-8 pm

StudentUnion Ballroom, UMass

.'„>•«"

Over $3 Million In Name Brand Equipment 4 Apparel/

Save Mad Cash on Wicked (50-75%)/

Free Lift Ticket Giveaways and Mountain Promotions

Ski 4 Board Gear, X-Country, In-line Skates, 4 More

4 Giant Vendors Battling for Your Money

EVERYONE

Mil a N Tr \

UMASS SKI CLUB

^SE£

Where to catch us:

J

hltp llmmm ill Ui/ril/itlllil I Hill :"cl>a«itail •• lit (4111 Ml Kit «1« Slaaaa! laiM lllati •••pill Mirlitl
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senior co-captain also ripped down
H.un boards in defeat.

Senior guard Beth Kuzmeski,
(..mull's partner in captainship,

missed the game due to a strained

tendon in her foot, and coach O'Brien

is unsure of how long she will be out

of commission. O'Brien is hopeful

that both Kuzmeski and junior for-

ward Tez Kraft will be ready to go

against Ohio State Nov. 24.

Stepping in for Kuzmeski. UMass'

designated long-range bomber, was

freshman guard/forward Allison

MacFarland. The Brick, New Jersey

native struggled from the field (1-

for-8 on three-pointers) but con-

tributed nine points and four assists

in the losing effort.

Bradley started at small forward

and pitched in 1 1 points and eight

rebounds in 30 minutes on the floor.

TMANG VO / COIUCIAN

NFL

Lucia Madajova and Yolanda Rayside had their hands full last night niqht,

contending with the sue ot the Kussian women.

continued from page 12

seemed like a playoff team with

a fantastic 4-0 start, continued

to hurt their chances with a loss

to Seattle, one of the weaker
AFC teams. And while both are

long shots for the playoffs, San
Diego ran over Detroit on
Monday night.

Some of the AFC's other bet-

ter teams, like New England and
Pittsburgh have also done well

against the NFC. Of their com-
bined six losses, only one has

come to an out-of- conference

opponent.

That's not even to mention
the best team in the league right

now — Denver. Their biggest

test, which could be a real

Super Bowl preview, will be
against Green Bay in week 15.

By then Favre should be back in

synch with his receivers, and it

should be a great match
between two of the NFL's best

offenses and defenses.
*****

Another big test for the

Broncos will come Sunday, as

they face the 7-3 Patriots, the

best New England's been in just

over ten years.

The game will feature potent

offenses with some interesting

similarities. The team's have
two of the best quarterbacks
currently — |ohn Elway and
Drew Bledsoe; the two best

running backs from last year's

draft — Terrell Davis and
Curtis Martin; and two
pro-bowl tight ends —
Shannon Sharpe and Ben
Coates.

The difference could be in the

defense. Denver finally has one,

which is what could let Elway
finally earn a ring for the entire

QB class of '83.

New England doesn't seem to

have one, stat-wise, but that

can be deceiving. The defensive

squad buckles down when it has

to, allowing only six points after

the mid-point of the second
quarter to the lets and only
three points off four turnovers

to Miami the week before. If

they can continue to stop oppos-

ing teams from scoring when
they have to this weekend, New
England could be the winner in

this possible AFC championship
preview.

Jacob W. Michaels is a

Collegian columnist.

Who can offer college graduates solid work experience,

management opportunities, travel to exotic places and the

opportunity to make a difference in the world?

The Peace Corps. Unlike some of

your other job prospects, Peace Corps

has 3,750 openings available and with

numbers like that there is more than

enough opportunity to go around.

To learn more about how Peace Corps

will put your knowledge and skills to

work, visit us on campus at the

location(s) below or visit our web site

at:

http: / / www.peacecorps.gov

*&

*96l - 19^

GENERAL INFORMATION MEETING
NOVEMBER 13

CAMPUS CENTER, ROOM 905-909

7:00PM

PEACE CORPS.THETOUGHESTJOB
YOU'LL EVER LOVE!

University of Massachusetts Amherst7pm, Nov. 16
th

at the ^
ullinscenter

mr* tost™

Pick up your tickets at. WARRIORS
» Curry Hicks Cage « Hockey Table in Hie
»* 'TIX' in the Campus Center

Student Union «*• At the Game

Be a Part of the Action

Women's V-ball team up for BC
By Steven Grant

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Minutewomen will face the Boston

College Eagles in their last non-conference match of the

season tonight at 7 p.m. at Curry Hicks Cage, before

they face four straight tough Atlantic 10 opponents to

end the regular season.

UMass is currently in the thick of things for a playoff

spot, given to the top four teams in the conference.

Rhode Island and Dayton are pretty much guaranteed to

qualify, while the Minutewomen, Temple and Virginia

Tech, to name a few, are on the bubble.

This past weekend, the Minutewomen cruised by
Fordham and La Salle at home, but fell to the Temple
Owls in a crucial match. So if nothing else, tonight's

affair with the Eagles (13-16) is a chance to pick up
some momentum before entering the homestretch.

B.C., coached by Nadine Lilavois, has lost nine of its

last ten matches, and is 0-9 in the Big East. What's
more, UMass is 15-5 all-time against its intrastate

rivals, dating back to 1978.

The Eagles are led by senior co-captain Deanna
Herman, who is averaging 3.9 kills per game, and 379

overall. The outside hitter's 2.1 digs per game is good

for second on the club.

Bonnie Kenny's squad also better be on the lookout

for junior Amy Laurence, who is earning 2.9 kills per

game. But more importantly, it should probably hit the

ball somewhere else, as she leads the Eagles in digs with

2.6 per game.

Junior middle hitter Natalie Scott's .237 hitting per-

centage is the best of a poor bunch, while her 1.2 blocks

per game is also tops.

But other than that, there isn't much, and UMass
shouldn't have too much trouble. Shouldn't.

Here's what Kenny had to say after the loss to

Temple: "Our middle blocking was atrocious [in the last

two games]. Our middle back defense became atrocious.

The middle of the court killed us all night."

It seems as if some of the problems Kenny had hoped

might be solved at this point in the season have yet to be

solved. But a match against a team like B.C. might be

the perfect way to get back on track, to gain confidence

and work on the areas that need them.

After tonight, the Minutewomen take on Dayton and

Xavier this weekend at home, on Friday and Saturday,

respectively.

NHL
continued from page 12

spine, baby. I got those when the

Broad Street Bullies went toe-to-toe

with the Original Six-ers, and what
was more fantastic was that the

goalies got into it. too. (Hey. let me
hear ya' say

"way-o!"... way-o!!!!)

Philly's Ron Hextall (8-5. 2.16

GAA) and Toronto's Felix Potvin

(8-6. 2.94 GAA), two notorious

workhorses between the pipes, got

on their warhorses and mixed it up
with their boys. This is one thing you
do not see often, and it is good to see

that goalies still have some moxie in

them.

Hextall has always been somewhat
of a hothead (all legend Cam Neely

had to do was breathe on him to psy-

che him out), but Felix the Cat's

bravado was admirable; especially

against a stud like Hextall. Besides

stunts like color-coding hockey
pucks, and basically every major
decision NHL commissioner Gary
Bellman has made, there is still hope
for this game yet.

Blind, utter violence, now that's

old-time hockey.

• In the "better left unsaid, but not

unwritten" category, how about that

Saku Koivu from the Montreal
Canadians? Yes. me and Torbin had

intended to mention Msr. Koivu in

our preseason picks for surprise play-

ers of the year, but a little thing

called "space logistics" (i.e. the

Collegian needed to print things like

News, and Arts and Living, that day,

too) held us back.

Believe me. it hurts to give any sort

of credit to a player who wears the

bleu, blanc et rouge: or to even give

space to a... uh, gulp... Montreal
Canadian, but sometimes the quality

of a player goes beyond a regional

rivalry. If any of you are women's
soccer fans out there, a certain set of

twins from a hick school in the sticks

(i.e. the Tietjens from UConn) are
wonderfully brought to mind.

The Finnish international has been

lighting the lamp, and providing the

spark for his teammates, too. The
trade for Mark Recchi, which sent

LeClair and Eric Dcsjardins to Philly,

seems to be finally panning out, as

both players hold almost the exact

same stats: both Koivu and Recchi

have seven goals, with the hyvaa
poika ("good boy" in Finnish) from

historic Turku, Finland tallying one
more assist (13).

Now, you must be saying, ")orma,

you are Finnish, and should we even

take you the slight bit seriously, you

bloody Homer?" Like 1 said, quality

shines through, and this kid is quality

through and through. And, by the

way, who are you to call me a Homer?
• I hate agents. I hate agents more

than I hate the Canadians, and also

hockey teams that haven't seen snow
since Frosty the Snowman. As of late,

one agent has got underneath my
craw — Brian Cook, whose client is

one Adam Oates of the Boston
Bruins.

Teams play badly, seem to have no
chance in Hell and rumors abound
about how star players want the hell

out of Dodge. Then, scum agents get

into the mix, talk to scum, I mean,
number one reporters and next thing

you know, controversy is sprayed all

over sports sections; especially in his-

torically hockey-mad Beantown.

Let's get it out, right now, the

Bruins are playing awful. Even
though I bleed Black and Gold. I

have the ability to admit when we are

crap. So, this is the case with Oates,

and in the past, a superstar bv anv
other name would not play as sweet.

But this is the problem, he hasn't

been playing sweetly, sister, and

trade rumors have begun. Therefore,

Cook is now saying to anyone who
will listen that he and Bruins

demi-god, and president/general

manager, Harry Sinden have talked

about shipping Oates out of town.

Twist in the story, though, as

Harry says he has not talked about a

trade. So, now it is a matter of he

said/scum said. It is a sad. sad situa-

tion with the Bruins, and it is getting

more and more absurd. The last

thing the B's need, with Ray Bourque

coming off an injury (shoulder); Rick

Tocchet possibly succumbing to an
injury (yes, shoulder); and rumblings

about Tiring coach Steve Kasper, is

having our only healthy star sedi-

tiously plastered over the printed

page.

If he wants out, then do it. It will

be a dark day when that happens.

Truthfully, he's the only B's player

for whom we can get something sub-

stantial in return. Forget about
Bourque or goalie Bill Ranford. you

have to think defense first. I can't

help but reminisce about the Good
Old Days, though, when we were
successful in the back in the real

Gah-den, In the days of my youth . .

.

lornta J&ausanen is a Collegian ..

columnist.
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International

Chinese peasants revolt against taxes
By JoMph B. Frazwr
Ajjocioted Pratt

HONG KONG (AP) — Infuriated

by heavy taxes, peasants marched,
broke into government buildings and
destroyed property in south China,
killing one village leader and injuring

others, a Hong Kong newspaper
reported Monday.
The revolts broke out in Qidong, in

Hunan province, in September after

peasants discovered city authorities

had kept secret for six months a direc-

tive from Beijing to end excessive
taxes, the Oriental Daily News said.

Peasants complained they were
ordered to pay excessive fees, and
were penalized more than 30 percent

for late payment, the newspaper said.

Farmers reportedly claimed their
homes were raided for valuables to

pay the debts.

Several hundred peasants started

the rally Sept. 4, the independent
newspaper reported. By the time
more than 10,000 people had gath-

ered outside government buildings,

holding senior officials inside, pro-

testers started wrecking doors, win-

dows, desks and other property, the

newspaper said.

Scuffles ensued when police fired

tear gas at the protesters, injuring

many, it said.

The protest led to revolts in neigh-

boring villages, and a local leader

was beaten to death by angry peas-

ants, the Chinese-language newspa-
per said.

After subsequent revolts, the
authorities agreed Sept. 11 to trim

the tolls, it said. About 10 protesters

reportedly were arrested.

An official in the Qidong County
government said details in the
Oriental Daily report were incorrect.

The confrontation started in April

when about 400-500 people marched
on the county government, said the

official, who gave only his surname,
Xiao.

He refused to elaborate but said

the official Xinhua News Agency had

sent an investigative team.

A spokeswoman for Xinhua, Ms.

Xie, refused to say whether the

agency had reported the events in

Qidong. The Chinese government
often bars all media but Xinhua from
reporting sensitive events, thus
ensuring unfavorable accounts will

not circulate.

The financial burden on China's

farmers is a politically explosive mat-

ter because traditional Chinese
dynasties were toppled by peasant

revolts following long periods of

oppression.

The ruling Communists came to

power by winning the support of

China's downtrodden farmers with

promises of a better life.

Farmers' lives have improved dra-

matically during China's 1 7 years of

economic reforms, but in recent years

their incomes have dropped, eroded by

inflation and taxes. The fees, for every-

thing from "toilet management" to

road construction, have driven some
farmers to suicide and others to riot.

Small amounts of aid reach Goma;
U.N. Intervention Plan on hold
By Tony Smith

Associated Prett

GOMA, Zaire — Small amounts of emergency food
and medicine trickled into this eastern Zairian town today
after a long delav at the Zaire-Rwanda border.

Tutsi rebel leader Laurent Kabila agTeed over the week-
end to allow aid agencies into Zaire's eastern cities, where
fighting in the past month sent more than a million
refugees fleeing into inhospitable forests and mountains
without food or water.

The longer we wait, the more serious it gets," said
Samantha Bolton, spokeswoman for Doctors Without
Borders, one of 12 groups that managed to deliver sup-
plies to Goma's soccer stadium for distribution to the
city's hospital.

It was not clear whether any aid would reach the
80,000 residents of Goma, who have not had access to

fresh food for 10 days.

Bolton said the aid delivered would remain in Goma
because it was impossible to get food and water to the
hundreds of thousands of Rwandan Hutu refugees scat-

tered further west without military protection.

Her agency, the Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies

and several other aid agencies were also trying to get

emergency food into Bukavu, a rebel-held Zairian town
60 miles south of Goma.

Fighting since September between Zairian troops
and ethnic Tutsis they are trying to drive out of the
country has uprooted more than 1.1 million Rwandan
Hutu refugees, as well as nearly 150,000 Burundian
Hutu refugees and an unknown number of local
Zairians.

The last foreign aid workers fled eastern Zaire more
than a week ago.

For two nights running, mortars fired either by Zairian

troops or theft- armed Rwandan Hutu allies have fallen on
residential neighborhoods in Goma.

Seven miles northwest of Goma, Rwandan Hutu militia

are believed to control the main road leading past vacant

You've got the

eye of the tiger

and trashed U.N. refugee camps toward the interior of

Zaire.

Bolton said her agency had reached the central Zairian

city of Kisangani, 330 miles northwest of Goma, where
some 60,000 Rwandan Hutu refugees were reported to

have fled

There were reports that retreating Zairian army troops

were looting and shooting up the city.

African foreign ministers were meeting in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia, today to debate how to protect aid deliveries

into Zaire.

Several African countries including Ethiopia, Mali.

Senegal, Chad and Congo have offered troops for such a

mission, but the African nations have no transport or
logistical capacity.

Ethiopian Prime Minister Meles Zenawi rebuked the

U.N. Security Council for failing to adopt a resolution

that would have created — and funded — an intervention

force.

"It is indeed a pity," Meles said as the meeting
opened, "that when African countries have shown
a clear disposition to fulfill their responsibilities

and to take the lead on matters that affect them
directly ... they are being denied an effective
means to do this by the same international commu-
nity which has nonetheless shown readiness to
spend billions in an effort to address the humani-
tarian problem."
Apparently because of U.S. hesitation, the U.N.

Security Council stopped short Saturday of funding a mil-

itary force to secure humanitarian corridors to aid the

Hutu refugees in Zaire and encourage them to return

home.
U.S. State Department spokesman Nicholas Burns,

however, denied that the Clinton administration was
blocking the intervention force.

"You have to consider the question before you send
troops in," Bums told reporters today as he traveled with
Secretary of State Warren Christopher to a Mideast eco-

nomic conference.

Cyclone survivors try to pick up the

pieces; 1,000 men presumed missing
By Omer Farooq
Associated Press

AMALAPURAM, India — The
wives of Indian fishermen sat with

their children today and waited

with the desperate hope that their

husbands were not among the

more than 1,000 people known
killed by a powerful cyclone.

Five days after the storm roared

across India's southern coast,

another 1 ,000 missing fishermen
are presumed dead — except by
their wives.

"If you see him anywhere tell

him I am waiting," said Laxmi
Rao, holding a framed photograph

of her husband, Dharma Rao.

Mrs. Rao's home was complete-

ly destroyed by the cyclone that

struck Wednesday night. She man-
aged to escape with one steel trunk

holding her silver jewelry, some
clothes and her husband's' black

and white photograph.

Today, she sat in a relief center

amid other cyclone victims and the

muffled sound of mourning.

Six months pregnant and clutch-

ing her 3-year-old son, Sattiraja.

Mrs. Rao contemplated the future.

"Where do I go from here?" she

asked.

Another woman, the mother of

five and who only uses the name
Satyabati, was awaiting word from

her husband, V. Raju.

"If he does not return what 1 am
going to do?" she asked.

For others, the work of reassem-

bling homes and lives has begun.

Thousands of survivors who
have been living in schools and
government buildings visited the

ruins of their homes today and sur-

veyed the damage.
The Andhra Pradesh state gov-

ernment said it would give money
and material for rehabilitation.

"We are trying to encourage the

people to get going and rebuild or

repair their homes," said

Phanandra Reddy, a senior relief

official.

The coast guard was continuing

today to search for the missing

fishermen in the Bay of Bengal.

Vessels found 45 bodies floating in

the rough waters on Sunday and
had recovered 50 bodies the day

before.

On land, Andhra Pradesh state's

relief crews worked to bring in

food, water and medicines to an
estimated 500,000 people, a state

government official. A.M. Reddy,

said.

Health workers fear cholera and
other gastrointestinal diseases

could quickly spread. Five hun-
dred paramedics have been dis-

patched to the area; the region was
short of medical facilities before

the storm.

Officials have yet to destroy sev-

eral thousand animal carcasses

strewn along the coast and in vil-

lages, posing a serious health haz-

ard.

Vultures and crows were seen

feasting on the dead cows, buf-

faloes and dogs. Bloated carcasses

floated in canals that crisscross the

area.

At least 250 coastal villages

were hit by 15-foot-high waves
after the cyclone. Many villages,

like Amalapuram, are in ruins.

Raghava Reddy, a farm laborer,

and his two sons searched the

debris of their shattered home
today in search of nails, which
they then straightened out.

"1 will need them to rebuild our
home," he said.

Firefighters tackle massive oil blaze
By Joseph B. Frazior

Associated Press

SAN |UAN IXHUATEPEC. Mexico — Pumping water
and building walls of mud and sand, firefighters struggled
in vain yesterday to extinguish flames at a fuel storage
complex where three oil tanks exploded.
An oil worker and a fireman died of burns from the

blaze, which turned 4.2 million gallons of fuel into a
tower of black smoke over this industrial suburb north of
Mexico City.

The tanks exploded Monday afternoon, triggered by
work being done on a faulty valve. More than 24 hours
later, firefighters were still on the scene, building the
sand-and-mud dikes to prevent other massive tanks near-
by from catching fire.

Firemen, police and soldiers evacuated about 2,400
families from working-class neighborhoods nearby. No
homes were damaged or seriously threatened.

Killed in the fire were oil worker Antonio Ibarra
Gonzalez. 34, and fireman lose Luis Romero del Torre,
46, according to the state-run Petroleos Mexicanos. or
Pemex. which owns the facility.

Pemex said 13 people were hospitalized, and the
Mexican Red Cross said about 900 people received first

aid, mostly for smoke inhalation.

Federal environmental experts and Pemex officials
promised a thorough investigation.

Pemex Director Adrian Lajous, in a radio interview,
said hundreds of trucks had been sent to drain the gaso-
line from the three unexploded tanks. He said the gasoline

burned was about one day's supply for the capital, but
that no shortages were expected.

Lajous said the first tank apparently exploded because
of repair work to a faulty valve. Soon after, a second tank
exploded. Winds pushed flames to a third tank, which
exploded just before midnight Monday.
Smoke rose at least 3,600 feet and could be seen

throughout the valley, home to 1 7 million people. Huge
globes of fire shot up during the night and well into yes-
terday.

Firefighters and Red Cross ambulances rushed to the
scene, snarling traffic for hours. About 300 police from
Mexico City and neighboring Mexico state cordoned off
the area.

Despite predictions of pollution problems, Mexico City
environmental officials said readings were not unusually
high yesterday.

The explosion happened about a mile from the site of a
1984 natural gas explosion at a Pemex tank complex that

killed 503 people and injured some 4,250.
Pemex paid more than $4 million in compensation to

2,100 people who lost property, were injured or lost fami-
ly members. The state government paid about $3.7 million
to rebuild the suburb of 200.000 people and to compen-
sate victims. Monday's incident was the second serious
Pemex fire since July.

The Cactus natural gas processing plant in the
southern state of Chiapas caught fire July 26. killing

seven workers and causing an estimated $200 million
in damages. Human error was blamed for that acci-
dent.

Nothing can
stop you.

Your big

Your bad,

Your all that.

But do you have
what it takes
to write for the
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come down
and find out
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UMass
Student
legal
Services
Office

FREE
confidential
professional

legal services
for UMass
students!

545-1995

GrWWDAW
922 CAMPUS CENTER

MONTEREY
SUMMER
LANGUAGE

PROGRAM

JUNE 18 — AUGUST 14, 1997

English as a Second Language

JUNE 17 — AUGUST 20. 1997

Arabic, Chinese, Japanese and Russian

JUNE 24— AUGUST 20. 1997

French, German, Italian and Spanish

ForMMMM rajardbip, Canton#Mf Koraan,

Tacpolog. Thai a VtetnamtM contact QIC (408) 647-6549

MONTEREY INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
425 Van Buren Street. Monterey, California 93940

Telephone (408)647-4115 FAX (408) 647-3534

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL FOR INTERNATIONAL CAREERS
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AUTO FOR SALE
Purchasing used cir? Having

youi car repaired7 Do you know your

fights* Coniacl the Student Legal

l Office 922 Campus Center

545-1995

ATTN Leaving Country 1 MUST
SELL 86 HONDA ACCORD. 5 sod

.

4di 124k mi New engine/exhaust

i 95 Snow tires included

$2,500 Call 253-0823

EMPLOYMENT

LAST CHANCE
Legal Assistance Wanted
November 15th is the last day to

apply to the Student Legal Services

Office about a Spring 1997 intern-

ship 1 Get hands-on experience in

the Legal field Work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experi-

ence m the legal profession required

— training is provided Contact

Legal Services today 545-1995. 922

Campus Center

MAKE MONEY
$1,000 s possible Reading Books

part time At home Toll tree 1-800-

898-9778 ext H-1732 for listings.

EMPLOYMENT
Abl Telephone Research Center

seeks candidates tor interesting

pan time telephone assignments to

collect data on a variety of research

topics Absolutely no selling

involved Computer/typing skills

required Flexible hours Monday-
Friday 5pm-!lpm, Saturday 11am

5pm and Sunday 12pm -5pm and
5pm-10pm Must work a minimum of

20 hours per week Start at

$5 25/hour with paid training and

earn up to $7 00/hour Conveniently

located in the new Venture Center.

with tree rides on nearby bus lines

Interested candidates, please call

1413)587 1607 An equal opportunity

employer

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed 1 Entry-level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services (2061 971 3600 ext R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan, S Korea No teach

mg background or Asian languages

required For info call I206I 971-

3570 Ext J50016

FOR SALE
8 yr old Thoroughbred Mare
$2500 Willing obedient with lower

level naming 585 9781

MAC Powerbook 520 Color. 8MB
RAM with Apple Laser punter Call

Aimee 256-041

3

FLEECE SHEETS All colors and
sizes Sets come with a fitted and a

flat sheet Sgl $35. Dbl $45. Q
$55. K $65 SglLong $40 Call Diana

586-4959

286 IBM Comp. w/13" color moni-

tor & Panasonic printer, can get e

mail i All $350 or bo Cela 546-3506

Canon NP2015 Copier . ttle use

$550 Business FAX $135 Recliner

$185 Roll-top desk $95 508-544-

3783

Color Printnr- Panasonic KX-P2123

Super Quiet 24 pin dot matrix color

printer Superb condition Call John

at 546 6963

Floppy Disks- 3 5 & 5 25 used flop

py disks IBM/MAC formatted
100% error free guarantee Pennies

per disk Call John at 546-6963

FOR SALE
Man's Movado Watch txcellent

condition costs $750 new sell for

$200 oi B/0 546-2501

Computer- P90 15" Coloi monitor.

4xCD 16M SB32 w/spks Call 6 7234

Electric Guitar- Fender Strat in

excellent condition One 85 watt
Marshall amp Beautiful guitar.

must see $200. amp $50 call Dave
63927

INSTRUCTION

Boxing Three private 1/2 hour

lessons $6995 Call 732 8817

I lost a VERV SPECIAL BUTTER

FLY NECKLACE 11/2 PLEASE
BE KIND & call me it you have any

info I
6-3117

Reward lor raturn of brown cow-

boy hat lost along Rt 9 or m
Northeast Area on Fri Nov 1 Please

call 549-9961 it found

MISCELLANEOUS

New Metabolism Breakthrough
Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35

800 776-9503 Doctor Approved

PERSONALS
TO THE GIRLS OF 4th FLOOR
MACKIMMIE iRm 406 409. 4101

AKA 4th floor Melville crew

Things may be chang
mg. but through all the changes. I

hope that our friendships always
remain the same

LOVE ALWAYS. ANGE

ROOM FOR RENT
Seeking roommate lor 4 bdrm apt

m Northampton $300+ Call Karla

5858629

ROOM WANTED
Need 1 Bedroom Apartment sub

let for 1/1/97 thru B/97 Call Dave
1413)783-7098

ROOMATE WANTED
Spring Semester One roommate
needed in 3 bedroom Puffton apart-

ment single room 549-6048

SERVICES
CAR NEED REPAIR? Let me come
tcyou' Student Rates 665-4790

Portraits for the Holidays
Professional quality black and white

photographs $35 and up Call 253

5217

SERVICES
COMPUTER CONSULTING Just

say NO 1 to IRQ conflicts, general

protection faults and other mysten

ous problems PC and compatibles

software and hardware, installation

and repair without leaving the com-

fort of your home or dorm 1 Chris

Amshey Consultant. UMass Alum
532 2039 $20/hr ONLY $10/hr FOR

STUDENTS

SPELLING COUNTSI #1 way to

boost your GPA Paper typing &
proofreading Quick & inexpensive

Call 1413) 549-7484

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade? In-house service, call

Scream Savers 549 0083

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549- 1 906

TO SUBLET
T Room Available in 4 bedroom
house on bus route Female
Nonsmoker Jan Ist-Jan 31 $200
Call Regina 549-0332

TRAVEL
Spring Break and all other travel

Special rates for students Inside NJ
Call {201)533-0300 Outside NJ Call

1800)699 4988

Montreal Party Weekend
Student Special Nov 15 17 S69
quad. Includes RT Motorcoach.
2 nights hotel downtown. 2

meals. Call Select Tours 617

871-0490

TRAVELTIME has great deals for

group and individual travel plans

Call Connne 587-3011 413-781-6150

Killington Ski House needs house

mates $500 00 for the entire sea-

son 549-8924

WANTED
Desperate for Bibliographic
material and I'm not even failing

the course Must have rigorous

booklist- textbooks, workbooks,
problems tor Statistics 111 (School

of Continuing Education) Will pay

above $150/negotiable Call at all

times except Mon and Tues Don't

worry, I am correct (4131549-1271

WANTED
Fundraiser and Motivational
Groups in $500 00 plus

piomoting AT&T, Dim

Retail cards Since 1969 we've
helped thousands of groups raise the

money they need Call Gina at

(800)592 2121 ext 110 Free CD to

qualified callers

2-3 Bedroom house lor 3 kind sis

lets who need to get out of the dorm

toi Spring Semester or ASAP Call

Mertyl 6 2429

Moped. Hon 253 7983

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20ct per word/day

All
others

40</J per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.
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Classifieds

It's a good

Standard Headings
Activities Musicians

Announcements Miscellaneous

Apartment For Motorcycles

Rent Personals

Auto For Sale Room For Rent

Employment Room Wanted

Entertainment Roommate Wanted

For Sale Services

Found (2 days Summer Sublet

Free) To Sublet

Happy Birthday Travel

Houses For Rent Transportation

Instruction Wanted to Rent

Lost Wanted

CROSSWORD
1 i 3 '

1

5 :* 7 8 *

1

16 11 n

13 "
-\

16 " "

19 20 21 22

^j&'&fcjH23 24 25

27 28 29 31 33

M 35 36

1 40 41 42 43

i-i 45 it 47 48

1
51 52

1 54 55
SftfeHlfiflE

57 58 59 60 61 62 63

64

1

* 66 67

1

68

69 » "

72 71 "

ACROSS
1. Sour

5. Bring together

10. Govt agcy
13. 'Render therefore

_ Caesar "

14. Confessional locales

15. Obiective

16. List part

1 7. Used money
18. Singer Fitzgerald

19. Sublease

21. Showed gratrtude

23. Stagger

25. Anna who was
married to ZiegfekJ

26. and the Art ol

Archery

29. Lock material

31. Skerries

34. Barcelona bravo

35. Like a benchwarmer

36. Us Vegas game
38. Beast s abode
40. Supply

43. Breed

44. Reference book

46. Be bold enough

48. Family room

49. Cosmetician Lauder

51. Dirt

52. However

53. Used the doorbell

55. Crackle and Pop s

pal

57. Card game

60.

64

65

68

69.

70

71.

72.

73

74.

Chess piece

Oil org

'How do

fhee' "(2wds)
Garoon s aid

Pegleg of

Steamboat Willie

Ascribe

Nag persistently

Feminine suffix

Polrtico Ketauver

Or Jekyll and Mr

DOWN
1

.

Yosemrte s founder

2. Pre-deal charge

3. Pun or fun ending

4. and Jettiro

5. Wobbly

6. Afternoon snooze

7. '_ Told Every Little

Star"

8. Dime to a dollar

9. Haman s undoer

10. Section for Pete

Seeger records

11. Shelley Duvall's

'Faerie Theater"

12. Clothed

15. Sexes

20. Grape drink ol the

50s

22. Kim Basinger s man
24. Caron film

26. Writer portrayed by

Muni

27. Makeiubilant

28. Diamond and Simon

30. Marsh grasses

32. Brownie

33. Shopping

37. Religious group

39. Marathon for the

upwardly mobile

(Me.)
41. Indochina region

42. Sots

45. Sail the seven

47. Enthusiasm

50. Undivided

54. Gusts

56. Slider or sinker

57. Manage
58. Gorillas

59. Racks up after taxes

61

.

The Man in the _
Flannel Smt

62. Impenetrable

63. Genre

66 Frequently to Keats

67. Neckline shape

The MatMKhuittti
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Personals Policy

2.

3.

All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. (ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature arc

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is •subiri t to

penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

ARIES
March 21 -April 20

If you fall In love thte wrek. It'll be

for keeps, so take a close look at the

object of your affection before giving

your heart away. If you're considering

a major purchase, now would be a

good time to bite the bullet and make
a down payment

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

An old dream gains new life this week

with the return of someone from your

past. Take them outside for some RSrR

and some quality time You'll both

appreciate the opportunity to catch

up on past events. Gather all the

Information before offering vour

opinion.

GEMINI
May 2'2-June 21

Don't allow yourself to be distracted

from a big decision. The time to u I is

now A negative trend reverses Itself,

bringing new Insight Into another's

behavior. Trust the Judgment of an

expert when ft comes to your finances

CANCER
June 22-July 22

To turn a dreary day Into a happy

one. try anticipating the needs of

another person. Your thoughtful

gesture could be the start of a new

or renewed friendship A romantic

relationship flourishes In silence-

nonverbal communication carries the

moment

LEO
July 23 August 23

Break out of an old rut. and you could

find renewed enthusiasm for a whole

range of activities throughout your

life. Lean on an old friend If you're

feeling unsure or Insecure But don't

ask for arlvlr e -the answer to your

ajMCMtD Is i loser than vm think

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

It's a good time to plan a social rvent

Your personality Is at Its most

magnet l< . and you could end up

drawing a dynamite crowd Avoid

taking renter stage at work, however

The wrong people rould Ik watching

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

An outdoor event turns into an

adventure. To help things turn nut

for the best, try planning further

ahead than usual Catch up on ow
rwrc Ise You could use a little extra

energy- In the near future, and

plivsu ,d ai tivitv will help you find It

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

Start an anti-stress campaign in

relieve tension at home Just a little

bit of relaxation will make a big

difference But remember—Change
Ik-i;iiis with you. If you want to

change your lifestyle. Us best to do

one thing at a time. Instead ol wn.il

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

To add zest to your aodaj lil<-

consider adding a new activity or

hobby to your calendar You could

discover a new passion. Don't be

atrakl oJ l.iilun- Jiisi Uarn from your

mistakes and you can't lose.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
An athletic activity reaps ureal

benefits for you—both phvsu ally and
vk i.illv Turn vour energies to a

project that's been OO hold for awliil.

Then, treat yourself to something

really Indulgent—a bubble bath or a

gourmet dinner.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

Although a situation might seem
hopeless, channel your feelings of

frustration Into a positive effort for

change You could be surprised til the

rrsults A loved one has a pleasant

surprise— If you're nol loo ilisirai nil

to listen to them. .

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Avoid Ihe temptation to DC i DOUctl

potato— there's too much going on

You're exceptionally ripe for learning

experiences, so go out and trv

something new You couM illsniw-i ,

real talent A little- privacy also helps

you renew your energies In tlmr for a

distasteful situation

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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Always Wanted One off Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas
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Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Dilbert By Scott Adams

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick

COE LIKE TO ASK OUR

APPLICANTS SOrAE.

QUESTIONS THAT WILL
ALLOW US TO SEE HOW
YOU THINK.

IF YOU HAVE A FIVE-

GALLON 5UCKET AND
A FIFTY- GALLON
BUCKET, HOU CAN
YOU TELL WHICH ONE
HOLDS rAORE WATER?

WHEN I SAIO, "SEE

HOW YOU THINK,"
WHAT I rAEANT
WAS...

ytu tried TDBAMeoozte mv
PRlENP HEBE, PlDN'T VA ?

aumim iirjf

Some or vou l>
1 1

1

MECHANIC 6, BOY
^

vtx-> JUfeT UOVE ID RlP
FfeUCsOTFwHO POM't
KNOW ANY BETTER r

Social Norm By Mr. K

You're can - you rfmino aae
or 1*1 Ek-wintiENP tack

Har chemical re^tionsi
MIGHT I Vf SO LUCM1

AS,
TO HOLD THf HAND OF
SOMEONE AS BtAUflFut

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom

When I would go to a party

I'd get very nervous that no one
would want to talk to me
which would make me even more
nervous.

So I would sit by myself

terrified that I looked lonely and
uninteresting.

But after a while a friend

came over and sat with me.

Whew, releived! I reminded him

that I owed him some money and
that I would pay him a dollar

tight now.

Pretty soon a girl came
over to talk to him. Then a girl

came over to talk to the first girl.

After a while I was surrounded by

people.

I started to feel anxious

and slipped over to a quiet dark

corner where no one would

bother me.

I felt a little lonely and

miserable, and.... I lost a dollar.

foH HO»7v~Vs, I I'M SO SOrftt- THE EAST TH/Wc I

\e**ARA5JINGJ WANT TO 00 IS HURT Y00\
\>—S^A_A_A^_J-J L "

HAT'S AllRI&HT
IS NOTHIM& - You

T BELIEVE WHAT JACK}

IP TO AAY HIP LAST

University 1 By Frank Cho

Hey KflLfH

WAWjAPo
IHiTGON,
WITH ME

Veam S« Y-o
IWlutfE THE.

BttftCiNyn THE
&3ToM UW To

Sjj.T&Ml7

NtvJ dftii VooR
M«/TH AMP POT THE
CAM ASAklfT It

WHEfi You e>T*rt THE
TAff. THE VtcK wiu-
RulH IMTo yuuK
MwTH <"ooL tMM ?

let Her gtf>

Tou<JH Guy
<*>y

Close to Home By John McPherson
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I

Leedee By Mike Rybicki
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,TW9E Ydu D hRVE R FRiEjvfc
OR 7tl/ti iF'YoiJD'CLEnrvi
Yourself up r little hit,
Strrt EPTiru 6 Right Yd'u

If I N5> N'j \o>u,u fccrrK, Tt) S(\y
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Quote of the Day

66
If con- is the opposite

of pro-, is Congress

the opposite of

progress?

Found on a random e-mail

^

Bad Joke of the Day

(For you math majors)

Why was 6 afraid of 71
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Dining Commons Menu
Menu unavailable.

Plaase ref sr fe this gv:d*
to help you decide where to eat.

j First, go get some dice |p J/_V,"^
(6 sided, preferably). L^

^Hfcf^

nnd one you like,
""*

and roll it.

for dinner.

If you roll:

3 Co to Franklin D.C.

Co to Berkshire D.C. for dinner.

I
•"; Co to Hampshire D.C. for dinner.

*1 Co to Worcester D.C. for dinner.

Get Pizza for dinner!

Roll again.
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Sports
The Massachusetts

UM advances to NCAA Field Hockey Tournament
Victory over No. 15 Ball State extends season

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Kyle Rothenberger and
of Ball State

THANC VO / COLLEGIAN

the Minutewomen are on their way to the NCAA tournament, thanks to their 2-1 defeat

WESTFIELD — After the Massachusetts field hockey

team beat \\ estfield at Westfield Stale College to open its

season, senior Kyle Rothenberger said that one of the

team's goals for the year was to make the NCAA
Tournament.

Yesterday, the Minutewomen did just that.

Rothenberger sparked UMass. scoring the game win-

net in I Mass' 2 I victors over No. 15 Ball State at

Weftfield State. By virtue of the win in this play-in

game, the No. 9 Minutewomen (17-5) receive an auto-

matic bid into the 12- team NCAA
Tournament field.

"I did not think we could lose this game
and get in |to the NCAA's|." UMass coach
Pam Hixon said. "It was a must win."

Rothenberger agreed.

"It was very important for our confidence and for tak-

ing the next step." Rothenberger said, "We knew we had
to coma in here very focused."

The Minutewomen took an early lead when Erica

lohnston notched the game's first goal with 28:51 remain-

ing before half-time.

CowtM) Macl.ean fed lohnston from the wing, and the

sophomore forward beat BSU goalie Angela Dello Russo,

giving UMass a 1-0 lead.

The Cardinals tied the game with just 12 minutes left

before intermission, when Melanie Herkins notched Ball

State's only goal of the afternoon.

Herkins picked up the loose ball after a Cardinal team-

mate had knocked it into the circle on a free hit. and
worked it past UMass netminder Hilary Rose, low to

Rose's left side.

UMass had chance to net a go-ahead goal on a penal-

t> corner with 8:30 left in the half, but Laura Phelan's

shot, after a designed fake, did not connect.

The Minutewomen. however, did not have to wait long

for a go-ahead tally as Phelan passed to Rothenberger.
who carried the ball into the Ball State circle.

When she realized no Cardinal defenders were coming
out to challenge her. Rothenberger unleashed a shot that

Massachusetts ?

Kail State

hit the Ball State bullseye with 7:19 remaining in the half.

"I rarely shoot off the dribble," Rothenberger said. "But

for some reason. I carried it to my left and I looked up,

and no one came to me. I saw the open corner, so I took

it."

UMass turned up the pressure in the second half, allow-

ing Ball State just one penalty corner after intermission

period.

"In the second half we changed the position of our for-

wards so [Ball State | could only go in one direction when
they got the ball," Hixon said.

"It really made a difference in taking away the ball."

The Minutewoman front line also stepped up, as it near-

ly added to the UMass lead just two min-

utes into the half.

Saskia Fuchs worked the ball into the

circle twice within a minute, but the

Cardinal defense would not allow her or

lohnston to finish the attack.

UMass also had a chance to score again on a penalty

corner with just over 24 minutes remaining in the game.

Rothenberger took the initial hit, but sent the ball wide
of the BSU cage by inches, and Kate Putnam was not able

to reach the ball in time to deflect it.

Kerry Lyons, who saw several minutes of action off the

bench in spelling MacLean. had a point blank shot with

just under 20 minutes left in the contest, but Dello Russo
was able to thwart her attempt.

Ball State coach Karen Fitzpatrick was impressed with

UMass, as they were able to shut down one of the

Cardinals strengths.

"They are obviously a very good team." Fitzpatrick said.

"They played on some weaknesses we had that I thought

did an excellent job taking away our passing game."

At the end of the day. the Minutewomen held more
than enough advantage over the Cardinals in overall play.

UMass outshot BSU by a 15-5 margin, and posted a

12-5 difference in penalty corners. Rose finished up with

two saves, while Dello Russo made four saves on the day.

The Minutewomen now play the waiting game. The
seeds for the Tournament will be announced this after-

noon, with first and second round action taking place this

weekend at regional sites.

UMass loses battle between U.S. & Russia
By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

Who said the Cold War was
over'.'

Peace time or not. the

MMMcbuMttl women's basketball

team — representing the Stars and

Stripes — did battle with Russia's

Dinarao Novosibirsk squad last

night falling 75-34

10 their fellow

world—power rep-

resentatives.

"I thought, in the

In -i hall we did a

good job." University of

Massachusetts head coach loanie

O'Brien said. "In the second, they

may have made some adjustments.

We got lo-t on defense, and they

lot ol open shots."

UMaat --uccumbed to a superior

lecond—half performance by the

Russians, in which Dinamo
outscored the Minutewomen
J2 29. Dinamo used two big offen-

sive outbursts after the break to

secure the victory, including a 19-5

run to end the contest

\tter a breakaway bucket by
laywana Bradley that drew the

Minutewomen to within seven at

M 47 with 5:24 to go. Coach
O'Brien called a time-out tc rally

her resurgent troops.

But. after that break in action,

the aforementioned 19-5 Russian
bombing occurred, quickly putting

to rest an] hopes of I I Man rally.

In that final five-minute span.

Russian sharp-shooter Eugenia
Simonuva hit three triples ( effec-

tive!) seal the deal. Simonova had
17 points on the night on 5-for-10

Uiiiamu V

Massachusetts M

shooting, with a 5-for-8 showing
from beyond the arc

Recovering from a sloppy first

fen minutes of action, the

Minutewomen came out of half

time with a 25-21 lead over
Dinamo, but the Russians tied the

game at 28 on an Ekaterina
DroratJa jumper just under three

minutes into the second half.

The 6-foot-6
Dinamo reserve cen-

ter was a force

throughout as she

completely out-sized

and out-powered all

the Minutewomen underneath.
Dvorskia finished with 1 5 points

and five rebounds in just 17 min-

utes of action — she also tallied five

fouls, and was in and out of the

lineup.

Fellow giant. Olga Tohurilova
(6-foot-4) posted game highs with

19 points (on 8-for- I 2 shooting)

nine rebounds and six assists. She
also blocked two shots and had one
of 16 Dinamo steals on the night.

The Minutewomen were led

inside by Crystal Carroll who still

looks rusty, but managed to get the

job done, out- hustling her Russian

counterparts for the majority of the

contest.

"I really don't think I pushed
myself enough — to the point of

really being tired." Carroll said.

"I'm trying to figure things out. I

have to step up. and want to take

[the big shot]."

Carroll — recently named to the

pre-season All-Atlantic 10 second

team — collected I team-high 16

points in 35 minutes of action. The

Turn to HOOP page 7
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Freshman guard/forward Allison MacFarland stepped in for the injured

Beth Kuzmeski last night.

UMass swims to victory;

Frosh duo performs well
By Chris Krein

Collegian Staff

To say the Massachusetts women's
swimming and diving team's sched-

ule was thrown off track would be an

understatement. However, the

Minutewomen were able to regroup

from a rare cancellation and come
out strong for Monday's dual meet
against Northeastern. They brought

home a 168-130 triumph, while rais-

ing their record to 2-1 on the young
season.

The Minutewomen were set to

square off against Providence
College on Saturday, but due to

health reasons for the Friar swim-
mers, the meet had to be resched-

uled for Sunday. Ian. 12 a: 2:00

p.m.

Instead, the University of
Massachusetts had to shift its focus

to the Northeasterr. Huskies for a

Veteran's Day showdown in

Boston.

The Minutewomen were led by

freshman sensation Lia Lansky and
anchored by veteran co-captain
Barbara Hickey. Both swimmers
rocketed through their events, plac-

ing times on the all-time UMass
record board.

The team began the meet with a

victory in the 200 medley relay, as

Meghan Matacera. |odi Walters,

Andrea Spencer and Marci Hupp
swam to a 1 :55.94 victory.

•The team continued its roll taking

the top three spots in the next event,

the 1000 freestyle. Hickey easily

claimed first place with a blistering

10:44.95, ranking her seventh
fastest in school history. Following

her were lulie Alexander (11:01.37)

and Shana Strothers (11:27.51), set-

ting the stage for UMass dominance
throughout the remainder of the

day.

Head coach Bob Newcomb was
especially pleased with with the

one-two freshman performances
delivered by Lansky and Spencer in

the two butterfly races.

"Lia Lansky is swimming very

well. She also set a personal best in

the 400 IM (4:43.80. a first-place

finish good for seventh place in the

UMass record books)" he said.

"With Andrea Spencer, they form a

great double punch."

In the sixth race of the day,
Lansky outdistanced her competi-

tion by almost four seconds in the

200 fly. Her time of 2:10.86 is the

fifth fastest of all-time for any
Minutewoman swimmer. Spencer
touched second in 2:14.22. while

Tricia Argentina secured
third-place points with a time of

2:19.95.

The aquatic double duo wasn't fin-

ished however, coming back in the

100 fly to duel for top honors once
again. Lansky prevailed in 1:01.29,

while Spencer was less than a second

behind at 1:01.61.

While Lansky was the day's only

triple winner, Hickey nailed a double
with a first place swim in the 500
free (5:18.55), following her 1000
free blow-out .

Other UMass victories included
senior (essica Farley in the 200 free

(2:00.22) and sophomore Alexander

in the 200 breast (2:34.02).

The women's swimming and div-

ing team now will spend this week
preparing for a return trip to Boston,

as they get ready to face the Boston
University Terriers in a I p.m. dual

meet this Saturday.

Cowboys beat 49ers, head to GB; Pats possibly pondering playoffs':?

:ob w. Michaels

NFL

And in a fantastic overtime match. Dallas beat San
Francisco 20- 17 last Sunday to win Super Bowl XXXI.
Or nut. The match that has been dubbed the "real

Super Bowl" for the last lew years has come and gone
with barely any more attention than last week's New
Ingland-Miami match or the Kansas City-Denver
brouhaha.

Suddenly, it's not the game that

will decide who wins the NFC
Championship, and therefore the

NIL Championship, but just another

Week 1 1 game.

The main reason for the lack of

emphasis on the game is the emer-

gence ol the Green Bay Packers. After

being beat during the playoffs last JMT at 3Com Park and
on I Monday night in mid-October \>y the Packers, the

media baa written off the red and gold.

I hi* year, the "real Super Bowl" is this Monday as

Green Bav invades Dallas to once again try to dethrone
the Cowboys

i)t. ao they si\ Then again, they said the same thing

last \car when San Francisco beat Dallas, and they didn't

win single playoll game
The winner ol Green Hav San Francisco. Dallas-San

I rancisco a Dallas Green Bay is hardly a lock to win the

whole thin, despite what varioiM pundits say.

Dallas is still struggling to just reach the playoffs. After

having probfemi earl) in the aaaeon due to injuries and no
Michael Irvin the Cowboyi are b-4 and are third in the

division. They abo ••till have two games with the Redskins
(who are 7-5 and beat them twice last year) the Patriots,

and, of course. Green Bay.

San Francisco is doing better with a 7-3 record, but

have big problems with their offense, starting with their

quarterbacks Steve Young has tallied more concussions

and groin pulls this year than touchdown*
and while Elvis Grbac did well early in the

season, he's had back spasm* this season,

and struggled against Dallas.

With WRs Robert Brooks and Antonio
Freemen and IT Mark Chmura out with

injuries, Brett Favre is running out of peo-

ple to throw the ball to. While Don Beebc
and Anthony Morgan should take up some

ol the slack, it will take a while for the team to get back in

synch.

With all the troubles these three teams are having.

there's plenty ol room for an upset-minded Philadelphia,

Wellington or Carolina to come in and end up represent-

ing the conference in New Orleans

I ven then, though, it's not given that the NFC will

extend their Super Bowl winning streak. In past years the

two conference! have had relatively the same luck against

i ,u li other, with only the top NIC teams showing clear

lOperiorit) over their AFC counterparts. The weaker
teams in the conference tended to lose to the weaker AFC
teams. Now. though, the top NFC teams have become
weaker while the AFC'l top teams are. if not getting

stronger, at least not losing ground.

The last week is a prime example, as the AFC beat the

NFC in six of seven games. The one loss for the AFC was

dealt to the Raiders by the "powerhouse" Buccaneers.

The wins, however, were possible Super Bowl previews,

as some of the AFC's best beat the NFC's best.

In Philadelphia, the Eagles finally lost their winning

touch, as the Buffalo Bills came in and ended their

four-game winning streak. It was Kansas City, just second
place in their division, who dealt the Packers their second
loss of the season in convincing fashion. Minnesota, who

Turn to NFL. page 7

Broad Street Bullies bring back beads
My co-columnist Leigh Torbin

did an admirable job last week play-

ing the point on the power play that

is this NHL column. But the wily-

veteran with the

razor-like elbows
is back on the ice.

and I ain't talking

about Gordie
Howe. Even I

wouldn't play for

Hartford. Keep
your heads up, all

of you pucksters, this one might get

a little dirty:

• from the "life's a parade, is

everybody happy?" department...

What was up with the

Flyers-Maple Leafs game on Sunday
night? It was not a wild thing to see

my pick for Lord Stanley's punch
bowl. Philadelphia, come out with a

3- I victory, pow-
ered by former
Vermont star |ohn
LeClair's two goals

( 10 goals, 8 assists

IMHI '

'

u season).

IL LeCTair is The Man
of the Atlantic-

Division, if not one
of The Men. along with New
Jersey's Bill Guerin and the

Panther's Ed |ovanoskl Good
hard-working players, with skills to

boot.

What was a wild thing was the

Punch Bowl that happened at the

end of it, where all 10 players on the

ice squared off to give each other
early season's greetings.

Listen up all you PC-er's. I do not

condone violence. I do not choose
physical conflict over peaceful, calm
resolution when encountered with a

similar situation... in everyday life.

Hockey is a sport where life is led

by the fine line between beauty and
beast. But when the game begins to

exceed fever pitch, the boys start to

get feisty, and when I see the gloves

fly, I get chills up and down my

Turn to NHL. page 7
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Piercing

through

Ever
about

wonder
body

piercing? Who
does it and why?
Discover the
answer inside
today's Collegian

(See Arts &
Living, page 5).

The polls

are in

Senior tri-cap-

tain Tyrone
Weeks and the
Minutemen
earned a No. 15
in the AP presea-

son college bas-

ketball poll (See
Sports, page 14).

WORLD

Cancelled trip may
indicate deal near

HEBRON, West Bank (AP) — In a

sign that agreement on a Hebron
troop pullback may be near, Prime

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu can-

celed a trip to the United States yes-

terday after meeting with top

Palestinian negotiators.

The level of talks was upgraded yes-

terday when Netanyahu met in his

office with Yasser Arafat's deputy
Mahmoud Abbas. Netanyahu said in a

statement afterward that he was can-

celing his trip "to assist in advancing

the negotiations in these sensitive

stages." Netanyahu had said he would

only cancel his planned six-day trip to

New York, Seattle and Los Angeles if

an agreement to withdraw most Israeli

troops from Hebron was imminent.

President Clinton's special Mideast

envoy, Dennis Ross, also was flying to

Tel Aviv from Cairo, where he had
attended a Mideast economic confer-

ence, said U.S. State Department
spokesman Nicolas Burns. Ross left

Israel last month after failing to clinch

a Hebron deal, saying then he would

return when there were real prospects

for an agreement.

In Hebron, Israeli troops continued

preparing for a pullback, reinforcing

their positions around |ewish settler

enclaves with bulletproof watch tow-

ers.

NATION

Grand jury's ruling

causes more shooting

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (AP) — A
police officer was shot in the leg yes-

terday and dozens of gunshots were

fired in the neighborhood where
rioting broke out last month after a

white police officer fatally shot a

black motorist.

The shooting yesterday evening

happened hours after a grand jury

ruled the officer was justified in last

month's shooting.

"We're trying to get control of this

as quickly as we can," police

spokesman Bill Doniel said. He said

the officer was being treated at a

local hospital, and hi? wounds were

not life-threatening.

At least two dozen squad cars

screeched out of police headquarters

at the first report of the shooting.

The streets were immediately blocked

off, and moments later dozens of

gunshots were heard. There were
shouts of "Get down, get down,"
and tear gas filled the area.

The officer was shot in front of a

house where members of a black sep-

aratist group, the National People's

Democratic Uhuru Movement, meet.

The group has called for the execu-

tions of the police officers involved in

last month's shooting.

The group handed out fliers yester-

day afternoon, after the grand jury

ruling, promoting a 6:30 p.m. com-
munity meeting. The shooting
occurred shortly before the meeting

was to have taken place. "KILLER

COP GOES FREE," the flier read. "We
will not be shot down in the streets

like dogs. Neither will we be pushed

into jails for defending our communi-

ty... GET ORGANIZED!"
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Police investigating

acquaintance rape

alleged in Southwest
By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

University ol Massachusetts Police

reported yesterday that an alleged

acquaintance rape occurred in

Southwest Residential Area last

Sunday.

According to police sources, the

victim, who is a female UMass stu-

dent, reported that she was raped in

a residence hall.

"We are still having conversations

with the victim and conferring with

the District Attorney," said |ohn

l.uippold. UMass chief of police.

I uippold also said that the

Community Disorders Unit detec-

tive are still investigating the inci-

dent.

The incident, though reported

Sunday, was not made public until

police had more than one conversa-

tion with the victim to discuss her

options, l.uippold said.

No further information about the

victim or suspect is available, as the

investigation is ongoing.

Students concerned about inci-

dents of rape on campus can also

turn to the Evervwoman's Center.

which is located in Nelson House.

The Everywoman's Center's

Counselor/Advocate program offers

services dealing specifically with cri-

sis intervention. A 24-hour hotline,

staffed by peer counselors, is avail-

able to all students.

According to Rachel Thorburn.

the assistant coordinator of the

Counsellor/Advocate Program, the

hotline is available to victims, as well

as family and friends.

The Everywoman's Center also

provides medical and legal referrals,

short-term counselling and support

groups for survivors.

"Counsellors provide legal and
medical advocacy," Thorburn said.

"We can meet a victim at the hospital

or at the police station and help

them."

In addition to the victim consider-

ing filing police reports and having a

medical exam, Thorburn said there

are additional concerns for women
who have been acquaintance raped.

"Something to be concerned about

might be obtaining a restraining

order, if he |the attacker) was some-

one she was dating, which you get

through the police," Thorburn said

Shihadeh performs her life story
A Palestinian perspective, conveyed though the art of story telling

Senate approves plan

to reduce bureaucracy

By Raghuram Vadarevu

Collegian Staff

By the time the class of 2000
leaves the University of

Massachusetts, they may have at'

least one semester in which they no

longer have to deal with long lines at

the Registrar's. Bursar's or Financial

Aid offices.

In a unanimous decision last

night, the Undergraduate Student

Senate passed a motion demanding
Chancellor David K. Scott adopt the

Student Government Association's

(SGA) plan to eliminate bureaucracy

within the campus administration.

The motion requires the

Chancellor to add the plan to his

Strategic Action Plan which works

to improve the entire campus.

The administration, specifically

student services, have been recog-

nized by the University's Board of

Trustees. President's Office and
Pappas Consulting Firm as an area

"in critical need of reorganization."

stated the motion.

The plan, titled Administrative

Redesign (ARD). would create a

'one-stop" resource center in

Whitmore Administration building.

The center will have a staff trained

in issues ranging from financial aid

to semester bill clearing, said Sean
Carter, student Trustee for the

University's Amherst campus.

The ARD plan may save the

University and students $4 million

over a five year period, said Carter.

According to the trustee, the plan

will allow students more time to

work on problems in class and not

the problems created by Whitmore.

In October, a similar "one-stop"

resource center plan was implement-

ed at the University's Dartmouth
campus and has received lukewarm
reviews, said Carter.

However, the plan to be imple-

mented in Amherst has an advan-

tage, according to Carter, because

this campus has two to three years

to plan the redesign.

The plan also includes the cre-

ation of a campus- and
University-wide computer network

that will facilitate semester bill

clearing and will ensure housing

assignments. Carter said the system

will help eliminate housing problems

associated with late payment of

semester bills.

The plan said "|the network will)

push housing to inform incoming

students of their room assignments

and roommates two weeks before

move-in."

According to Carter, who is also a

resident assistant, the plan will help

in avoiding cases where a large num-

ber of students were left without

housing when the Bursar's Office

lost payment records last year.

In addition, the plan mandates

that University Health Services be

connected to the University-wide

computer network so students will

have their health insurance as soon

as their semester bill clears.

As a consequence. Carter said,

students won't have to worry about

being placed in a health emergency

and not having health insurance

because their bills did not clear.

"The ARD provides a great oppor-

tunity for students to counteract the

bureaucracy that exists on campus."

said Sen. Scott Croshier. the

Orchard Hill Area Government rep-

resentative to the Senate and spon-

sor of the motion.

The plan also covers Auxiliary

Services. It calls for the develop-

ment of an "all-campus" card which

will allow students to obtain food at

any of the University's Dining

Commons and Munchy Stores and

student-run businesses such as

Earth Foods.

The plan also pushes for the

implementation of the "Procard."

The Procard would allow Registered

Student Organizations to use it like

a credit card to make purchases,

instead of having to use purchase-

orders.

According to Carter, the Procard

will save money from the Student

Activities Trust Fund because it will

eliminate the bureaucratic procedure

of filing purchase orders that cost

about $130 each.

Emily Shihadeh performed Tuesday night in the Campus Center.

ELIZABETH BROWN COLLEGIAN

By Lisa Chiu

Collegian Staff

"When I returned to Ramallah. it looked so peaceful as

if there were no occupation, no uprising, and no bitter-

ness." said Emit) Shihadeh lerenery.

Performance artist. itOTJ teller and public speaker.

Shihadeh performed on Tuesday night in the Campus
Center, in a one woman plus titled. Crapes and ligs are

in Sttttfrtf \ Palestinian Women s Story

Directed by Victoria Rue and accompanied by guitarist

Claude Palmer, the event was arranged by the UnheiMts

of Massachusetts Women's Studies department and oth-

ers.

An American of Palestinian Ouaker heritage. Shihadeh

was born in lerusalem in 1941. At the age of seven she

and her family were forced to abandon their home due to

fighting in the area between Israelii and Palestinians. Her

home in lerusalem went under Israeli rule, as they drove

miles north to Ramallah. lordan (now part of the

Israeli-occupied Wesl Bank).

Shihadeh told her life story, combining the growing

pains of childhood, adolescence, marriage and divorce

while juxtaposing these anecdotes with the Israeli occu-

pation of Palestine.

"Ramallah means the hill of god. when I went back I

saw the graffiti on the walls... 'In memory of our mar-

tyrs,' 'Down with the occupation.' and 'long live the

uprising.' The city was empty, there were burnt tires, I

couldn't believe it was Ramallah."

She retold a conversation she had with a townsman,

who asked her if she remembered her Arabic, to which

she replied, 'I remember Arabic. I remember my coun-

try.

"Funny how the world has forgotten the Palestinians.

But enjoy, grapes and figs are in season," said the man.

Shihadeh grew up in a household where her parents

were constantly at odds, communicating only through the

game of backgammon; the angrier they were, the harder

they threw the dice and moved their pieces.

Her mother was a teacher, educated in Beirut, and her

father was an Army doctor, who made sure that his

daughters received a well-rounded education.

For Shihadeh. the middle child of five girls, her family

was "a lucky group of strangers, with no warmth, no

holding and no touching."

She relived various years of her life, visiting her moth-

er in 1989. having a childhood crush in 1956 at the age

of 15. and a family reunion in 1970 where for the first

time in 20 years all of her sisters were together, and later,

the death of her father.

She described her family reunion in 1970 where all five

sisters were present. One later became the first woman
producer/director of lordan; another. Noelle. was hospi-

talized for Schizophrenia.

"Noelle, they tell me you go yell at the Israeli soldiers,

as they pass by in their jeeps. 'Get out of Ramallah. get

out of Ramallah!" she said.

Her youngest sister developed breast cancer, and had

to go to Israeli doctors for treatment. She spoke on how
she had talked to ministers planning for her funeral.

"are you playing guitar in heaven?" asked Shihadeh

to her sister.

Recalling the first time she came to America, after her

marriage at 17. she said that on the plane. the> all called

Turn to SHIHADEH. page 3

Class addresses black-Jewish relations

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

A Social lustice education course

focusing on Afro-ludiac relationships

was conducted during a three-day

retreat at Billiard Farm in New
Salem.

"African American and lewish stu

dents in dialogue" was facilitated by

Warren Blumenfeld and Lisa

Robinson, both UMass doctoral stu-

dents.

Blumenfeld and Robinson designed

the two-credit course alter conduct-

ing a survey as part of a class assign-

ment. The survey results concluded

that black-lewish relations were
problematic on campus.

Blumenfeld said the weekend "sur-

passed my expectations. " Und many
participants left the workshop Teel-

ing ambivalent about the weekend
ending." wanting to continue discus-

sion on campus.

"Overall I think everyone had a

positive experience." said Robinson.

She said that although main stu-

dents were not sure what to expect

before the weekend, "the students

really clicked from the beginning.

"I was particularly pleased with the

amount of respect people showed for

one another. Although we didn't

always agree there was never a point

when there was a lack of respect for

one another." she said.

Blumenfeld said that the group did

not come together to agree with each

other in the end: rather, the intention

was to gain a better understanding of

being blacks and lews in the United

States.

Sociology major leff Hirschberg.

one of the I 7 students to participate

in the course found the weekend.
"very productive and positive."

Hirschberg said. "I learned a lot

about the many differences between

African Americans and lewish stu-

dents but I also learned a lot about

common issues that we share."

Hirschberg said although he found

the workshop beneficial, the most

"productive time was at night when
everyone hung out together." because

students got to talk and know each

other on a different level.

Sophomore Tanisha Kimber said

when she signed up for the course

she was not aware of any problems

between African American and
lewish students.

"1 went with a very open mind. We
got to hear both sides of the story

and understand and relate to each

other." said Kimber.

. Although Kimber did not know
what to expect, senior ludith Aquino

said she was nervous about attending

the workshop.

"I thought there was going to be

yelling and arguing between the two
groups, but it wasn't like that at all,"

said Aquino.

Aquino said the she learned a lot

about the lewish community. "I knew

some things about lewish people but

not a lot. I was able to educate myself

about their culture, holidays and why
they do certain things."

She also added that as a result of

the course, "we are becoming allies

on campus to help solve problems

that arise between our groups.

"

All participants agreed more edu-

Turn to RELATIONS, page 3
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For the birds...
A flock of pigeons roosted on top of the Fine Arts Center yesterday.

States may not be equal in House
The current formula used to appor-

tion the number of seats per state in

the U.S. House of Representatives is

biased in favor of smaller states, said

Professor Melvin lankowitz in his lec-

ture "Mathematics Collides with

Politics: Apportionment of the House

of Representatives."

The lecture was the second this

semester in the Distinguished Faculty

Lecture Series and was held in

Memorial Hall.

lankowitz. a mathematics professor

at the University of Massachusetts,

said that the various methods used

since the 2nd Congress in 1792 have

been influenced by politics.

According to lankowitz. regardless

Lit the "flowery mathematics," politi-

cians believe "the bottom-line is that I

want another seat, and I am going to

take it from you."

I ach state's number of seats in the

House is assigned by population based

on a census taken every 10 years, with

at least 30.000 people represented by

one seat. Each state must have at least

one representative. There are 435
seats in the House.

Although the current method,
known as Huntington-Hill method,

functions adequately, lankowitz said

there are superior alternatives. He esti-

mated the Huntington-Hill formula

had a 5 percent bias towards smaller

states.

He explained the history of the cur-

rent method — Alexander Hamilton
first passed a system in 1792.

President George Washington. howc\

er. vetoed. the bill to pass Thomas
lefferson's plan, which gave their

native Virginia an extra state.

"I suspect the bottom line is that

Virginia gets the extra seat,

lankowitz.
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Thursday, Nov. 14

la lure — Leslie Hoffman, M.K.D.. presents a lecture

titled "Safer Public Schools fat Qfj mA I nfain StuuVnts:

TlM Mass. Dept of fducution Pulls the Plug on the

Western Mass Program." The MM i> lice ;md will begin

at 12:'i0 p.m. in Campus Center room 803. For mote
information, contact the UMass Stonewall Center at

5454^824 or 54- LAMBDA.
I centre — A meditation and yoga seminar/lecture, part

of a weekl> scries taught by Dada Anantananda. will be-

held in the first door lounge of Butterfield at 8 p.m. Ibo
event is sponsored bv the UMass Ananda Amrga Yoga
Club.

Friday, Nov. 1

5

Renefil — People's Market and I arthloods are sponsor-

ing a Benefit Show in Butterfield from 8 p.m. to midnight.
All proceeds will go to lessie's House. I homeless shelter

in Northampton. Admission is $2 or a donation of a non-
perishable food item. Bands scheduled to play arc Tricknce
and Blue Spice and the Kola Clan. The event is sponsuud
by People's Market. Kurthfoods, Greenough Snack Bar,
and CD&C.

Meeting — Everyone is invited to join in organizing the

5 College Campaign Against Sexual Violence. A follow up
planning meeting will be held from 2-5 p.m. in Campus
Center room 805.

Performance — Mt. Holyoke College presents Patri/ia

Cioffi. soprano, assisted by Melinda Spratlan, soprano,
accompanied by Clifton Noble and Antonio Daino. guest

tenor, at 8 p.m. in Prat: Hall. Cioffi is a professional opera
singer and student at MHC; Spratlan is a music professor

at MHC. Daino is an internationally known, award-win-
ning performer.

Reading — Third Wave Feminist Booksellers presents

Teresa Stores, who will read from her new novel
"Sidekicks" at 7 p.m.

Services — NFTY Reunion Service led by Young
ludea/Hamagshimim members at b p.m.. Hillel House.

Saturday, Nov. 16

Religious — The Hindu Students Organization at

UMass is celebrating "Diwala." the Festival of Lights. The
event starts at 7 p.m. in room 168 of the Campus Center.

Sunday, Nov. 1

7

Outing — The United Christian Foundation Student
Fellowship invites interested students to hike the "Monte's
Caves" and stone structures in Leverett. Meet at Folsum
House. 567 N. Pleasant St. at 12:30 p.m. For more infor-

mation, contact Kent Higgins at 549-3501.

Notices

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from
8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to a
variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.
All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call

584-8167.
Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.
Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more
information, contact Milly Delesus at 546-1083.
Employment — Applications are still being accepted

from work-study students for the positions of office man-
ager and research coordinator for the Canabis Reform
Coalition. If interested, please pick up and application in

room 322 of the Student Union or call 545-1 122 to get

one mailed to you. Call |ohn Lanzerotta at 546-6359 for

more information.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studio is

seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen,

IVpt o! CoawoMr Studies, ioi Skinner Hall. Univenil)
ol Massachusetts. Aahertt, Ma, oioo3. For more Informa-

tion, contact Or Mainmen at 545 2391.

lull library Workshop* I \la>-> leletence librarians

are offering a series ol workshop! November sessions will

include demonstrations of databases and Web sites in

Business (Nov. 12. from 2:30-3:30 p.m.) with Business

Librarian |, Mike Davis; Literature with literature
Specialist Li/ Rrxpatrick (Nov, 18, from 1-2 p.m.); and
the Internet (Nov. 15. from 2 3: >0 p.m.. or Nov, 21, bom
9:30-11 a.m.) with Internet Resources Librarian Emily
Hum. All workshops will be in the Library Instruction

Room, main Moot. Du Bois Library. All are welcome,
although sign up is required for the Internet sessions.

Please call 545-6892 to regisiei

Financial aid workshop* — Financial Aid Exchange
workshops will be held on the following dates: Thurs . N»
14 from 5:30-7 p.m. in 0C room 904 908; lues.. Dec J

from 5:50-7 p.m. in CC room 165 169.

Final Exam Schedules The Fall '96 Final Examination
Schedule will be available beginning Friday. Oct. 18.

Copies will be delivered to students in residence halls, and
will be available to off-campus students in the Registrar's

Office (2 13 Whitmore).

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access UnrvertH) Health Services more easiK.

members of the Health Reach International team are avail-

able to help you find answers to your questions and con-
cerns: Mondays from 4:50-6:50 p.m. in the Health
Education Dept.. HIS room 248 (call 577 5181 for more
info) and 4:30-6:50 p.m. in the Community Room H-4
North Village: Tueidayi b:30- 8:30 p.m. in the
International Lounge. Prince House (call 545-2299 for

more info); Wednesdays 4:50-6:30 p.m. in the Community
Room. 41 I Linelon. All conversations are confidential.

literature — MOTHERTONC.il . the multilingual stu-

dent publication by the dept. of Comparative Literature, is

currently seeking submissions tor the spring '97 publica-

tion. We will accept original poetry, short stories,
one-acts, international photographs, and art work created

by multilingual students. Please submit a copy in English

to the Comparative Literature Dept. in 205 South College.

Rough drafts arc acceptable.

Meeting — P.O.W.E.R.. the Progressive Organization
for Women's Rights holds their weekly meetings on
Thursdays at 6 p.m. in the Student Union room 306. All

men and women are welcome.
\leeiing — The Pakistan Students Association has its

weekly meetings ever) Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center. Check for the room number at the information
desk. For further details, contact Musharraf at 546-6295.

Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus meets
every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer 201. All

anthropology undergraduate minors and majors welcome.
\leeting — Weekly "Schulchan Ivrit" held everj

Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right as

you enter and look tor the Sign on the table. All Israelis

and other Hebrew speakers welcome
Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student Union.
For more information, call the ARC office at 5-1925.
Sew Organization — WICC (West Indian/Caribbean

Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West Indies

or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as any-
one interested in the culture. For more information, con-
tact Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.
New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and
your help is needed. If interested, call lordan at 546-3548.
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If I had a hammer...
Elise Schild, a continuing education student, shows 9-year-old Corey Sharken the finer points of construc-

tion at the Marc Meadow After School Daycare proqram.
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It's Back! The 27th Annual It's Huge!

Oreat umass Ski

November 1

5

th
- 1

7

th

Friday 12-9"" Saturday 10-8™ Sunday 10-8 ra

Sudent Union Ballroom, UMass

Over $3 Million in Name Brand Equipment & Apparel!

Save Mad Cash on Wicked Deals (50-75%)!

Free Lift Ticket Give-Aways and Mountain Promotions
Ski & Board Gear, X-Country, In-Line Skates, Si More
4 Giant Vendors Battling for Your Money

Everyone Welcome!! t\

'i,---*" - W"

(PMMIMfM 3V:

UMASS SKI CLUB

\

ShihadetT
continued from page I

her Fatima.

"Americans think all Arab women are called Fatima
and all Arab men are named Muhammed," said
Shihadeh.

She spoke about how Americans don't understand
who Arabs are, relating experiences where during the
Six-Day War when Israel occupied the West Bank,
Americans were celebrating while her family and town
was under occupation.

Shihadeh spoke of the colonization which has occurred
in Palestinian history — first by the British then by the

Israelis.

"The British were in our country... they were in every-

body's country. It was as if they had amnesia, they would
give countries they had to other countries. When they
drew the map of lordan there was a bump in the line,

when asked how it got there, they replied that Churchill

hiccuped."

Ramallah kept changing names, said Shihadeh, being

colonized by the Turks, English and Israelis. It was

WestRamallah, Palestine; Ramallah, lordan; Ramallah
Bank; Ramallah, Occupied territory.

She remembered an incident where an American asked

her where she was from, when she replied that she was
Palestinian, he said, 'There's no | expletive] Palestine on

the map," to which she replied, 'we're (expletive)

Palestinian."

Returning once more to a recent visit to see her moth-

er, she said goodbye and added, "I'm leaving to be

searched to death at the Israeli Airport because I'm

Palestinian. I'll be here next year. Maybe, mama, next

year grapes and figs will be in season. Maybe, mama
we'll have a Palestinian state. Maybe, mama, it will be

Ramallah, Palestine."

Shihadeh entertained questions from the audience
after her performance. She said that she wanted to tell

people in American about the humanity of Palestinians,

that she hears so little of the Palestinian side of the story.

"Not ail Arabs are terrorists; some people act in terror

ist ways because of the circumstances," said Shihadeh.

relations
continued from page 1

cationai workshops and course need to be offered.

"I would like to hold another course like this sometime
next fall," said Blumenfeld. "Perhaps some returning stu-

dents will come and share their experiences."

Both facilitators feel that more dialogue needs to take

place at UMass between different groups represented on
campus.

Robinson said, "We need to have more dialogues like

this on campus, not just between African American and
lewish students but between other groups with different

ethnic and religious backgrounds as well as men and
women."
On Dec. 8. the participants will meet at a local restau-

rant for a debriefing session.

"We will continue to plan activities to bring our knowl-

edge and experiences back to campus." said Blumenfeld.

The Chancellor's Commission on Civility, which has

since been joined with the Chancellor's Multicultural

Advisory Board, gave the facilitators a $1,500 grant for

the course.
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Everything's going swimmingly
The ducks are still in the Campus Pond despite the cold weather.

Also, All UMass Students, if you have 10 minutes
of something funny to say, tnen we want you!!!

Sign up in the campus Activities Office, Before
Wednesday, November 13, 416 SUB, 545-3600

Money for Books Awarded
1st Prize... $100

2nd Prize. $75 A Movie
3rd Prize ... $50 Double Feature

Two UMass
Student Acts:

The Ac, tppt.ii Group

The Doo Wop Shop

Umass Voc.iiist

Natasha Springer

November 15, 1996
In Mahar Auditorium

** FREE **

FLEO
A h

8 pm
DAILY COLLEGIAN 10 pm

For more information check out our website

http://www.umass.edu/campact/events/calendarhtm
this series is made possible by a grant from Auxiliary Services and the Vice-Chancelor for Student Affairs

Prof: S . African reforms continuing

By Laura Forster

Collegian Staff

Campus Activities at the University of Massachusetts Presents

Something Every Friday
A weekly series of Free special events

Presents

Stand-Up Comedian

Greer Barnes
w/ opener Jordan Rubin

November 15, 1996 8:00pm

Fine Arts Center

Free to Umass & 5

Students

w/valid ID

$5 General Publl

At a political crossroads, much of the euphoria sur-

rounding the passage of a new South African constitu-

tion this past May is gone, leaving many to question
the fate of the country.

In a discussion entitled, "Democracy and Social

Change," Penelope Andrews, professor of law at the

City University of New York Law School, said much
remains in terms of questions about South Africa's

future, but there is reason to be optimistic.

"It's a miracle — the transformation and develop-
ment that South Africa has experienced since 1990
when Nelson Mandela was released from prison."

Andrews, who is from South Africa, was accompa-
nied by two CUNY law students who recently complet-
ed internships in South Africa, Roberta Chambers and
Mary Marrow.
The new constitution, said Andrews, includes a com-

prehensive Bill of Rights, which includes guarantees to

housing, clean water and an education, among other
things.

When asked what the future holds for South Africa

once Nelson Mandela leaves the Presidency, Andrews
said that although Mandela is an impressive moral
leader, the importance of the African National

Congress in maintaining stability as a whole should not

be overlooked.

The party is already responsible. Andrews said, for

the idea of proportional representation which allows

for smaller parties to have a voice: as well as a govern-

ment of national unity to incorporate a range of inter-

ests.

One student questioned where the citizens' loyalties

now lay between the now estranged Winnie and
Nelson Mandela. Andrews said that this was not a

focus right now within the country. Instead, Andrews
said that the country's focus has been on the work of

the Truth and Reconciliation Commission and uncov-
ering the government-backed crimes of the Apartheid
era.

All three women spoke on Kie difficulty which the

new government is now facing as it tries to determine
which step to take first towards a long term plan of

development.
Marrow said some of the issues seem very simple.

"Which is more important, shelter or clean water,"

she asked.

Andrews said many problems exist in transforming
"South Africa from an European colony in Africa to an
African colony in Africa."

The lecture was sponsored by the program in social

thought and political economy.

MHC to host anti-homophobia rally

Tonight at Mount Holyoke College a rally will be held to

help combat the fight against homophobia. Sponsored by

the Mt. Holyoke Lesbian, Bisexual, Alliance (LBA) the rally

will begin at 8 p.m.

Marchers will congregate for the rally at the front gates

of the Mt. Holyoke campus. They will then walk on campus
to Blanchard Hall, where there will be speakers, an open
microphone session, and a candlelight vigil.

Speaking at the rally will be Joanna Creighton, the presi-

dent of Mt. Holyoke. (oining Creighton will be other speak-

ers from various outlets on and off the Mt. Holyoke campus.

There will be an opportunity for participants in the

march to speak about their experiences or just on behalf of

their friends or family. The open microphone allows the

marchers to express their thoughts on homophobia and
how it affects them.

The rally will then march to Mary Lyon's grave in front

of the library. Lyon was an American educator who found-

ed Mt. Holyoke as a seminary in the mid-nineteenth centu-

ry-

— Jamie Sinsheimer

Be afraid, Be very afraid, your competition

is advertising in the Daily Collegian.
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• Live
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• Every Thursday Night

J5 Cash 8-BaH

Tournament 7:30 pm

10A BeJchertawn Road
Amherst, MA 01 002

256-8284
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MEDIUM CHEESE PIZZA I

TOPPINGS 9.99 EXTRA I I

I I I

IAMGE CHEESE PIZZA
TOPPINGS SI.25 EXTRA

LOOTWATA TIME l I LIMITWATA TIME
J L.

DOMINO S PIZZA
AMHERST 256-8911
OPEN TILL 4AM

EXTRA IAMGE CHEESE
TOPPINGS 91JOEXTRA

UMTTWATA TIME

EXPIRES 11/30/96
NOT GOOD WITH
ANY OTHER SPECIAL
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Microbrews

Microbrews
Middlesex Brewing Co. $4.

9
7six

(trryn Me. Oatmeal Stout, Raspberry Wheat)

Harpoon I.PA Ufa* $8."

Post Road K99/*. $1 7."/case
(Pr* Mt, lager)

New Amsterdam $4."/s«
(Atvtxr. BkK**Tan,Mt. Bbnae. IDA)

Beer Specials
Michelob (Regular* Light)

U pack tottlei $7."

Molson Golden + Ice $7."
1 2 pock cam

Rolling Rock $7."
12-pack tottka

Bass Ale $11."
Upoik Bottles

Cider Jack Hard Cider
S4."/-

!

Atlmtion Gmd *
Stodmts: ^r

•*, TokelOSeH _,
Retjuloriy Prk«d f'mt

'^^^

Specials
Early Times Bourbon

f C 99/7S0ml

Absolut SILT -"

Tanqueray i,2.
n
/
7y>n*

Goslings Black Seal Rum
$11 ™/ 7SOn*

Micro-Brewed Beer Kegs In Stock
Wine Coolers • Ice • Miners Mini Kegs • Beer Glasses

Rt. 9 East College Street • 253-5384
one mile emt of

Amherst Center on Rt. 9E
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The laws that destroy

Kristi

Fournier

II all begun on a humid, late summer night You
lee, it was on this mugg> evening that rage split

im Uimilv into two opposing sides, and it was also

« hen I realized a told truth.

Ms brother was a mean, spiteful ingrate who had a

thousand legal rights which gave him the power to destrov

m\ tamil\ \|\ familv and I were innocent victims at the

mere) of a callous, spoiled brat We weie victimized by

the verj same system that is supposed to protect decent

citizens like ourselves.

It was on thi< night that I discovered that

the laws which govern our couiurv are a

satire of democracy, I am enraged that our

government continues to uphold laws that

torment the innocent.

On this pi\otal evening, my brother took his bold

teenage rebellion to a frightening level In the midst oi

anothei shouting match, tny brother defiantly struck mv
lather And in the blur of events that followed, my father

struggled to defend himsell without hurting his son
When the shuttle was over, my brothei was issued an ulti-

matum: apologize Ol get the hell out, My brother MM too

proud lo admit his mistake. With all the foolish spite he

sould muster he tore out of our home forever

In the midst ol what should have been a very private

lainily tragedy, the law intervened on behalf of my broth-

ei W iih each outrageous invasion ol our right to grieve in

the ponce stripped my family not only of our digni-

ty , but aUo ol our rights U citizens. 1 s-entrallv, we had
no righis We had no voice or representation to defend
ourselves in the lace of an ungrateful boy empowered by

foolish laws.

Following my brother's dramatic exit from our home,
he tiled false charges stating that he had been the victim

ol cruel treatment and physical abuse. In no way was my
brother abused in our home! I know this with certainty

because I was a witness to everv incident that my brother

claimed was abuse. The true irony is that the real victim

ol abuse in m\ home was my father. There had been inci-

dents where my brothei had pushed my father to the

floor, a- well a- time- when he had thrown furniture.

rtunately, i' was our word against my brothers, and
the police look the side of the minor child.

One attending officer admitted to my mother that he
believed my brother's claims were bogus, but there was
nothing he could do to rectify the situation. The current

oiKcrning domestic abuse serve only one function:

lo protect the minor child. Sadlv. as is documented on the

dailv. children continue to die from abuse, while

manipulative mgrates like my brother use these laws to

extract revenge on their parents lor false crimes On the

word ol a lying boy, mv lather was stripped of his rights

and regarded as a despicable criminal. He WW served with

a loolish restraining order, forced to surrender his hunting

weapons and ordered to appear in court to defend himself

against outlandish accusations. My poor father wus trying

to grieve for the loss of his son, as well as deal with such

betrayal, but he was not allowed to heal. Instead, the law

delayed his healing process by intensifying his distress and
allowing my brother's circus act of petty revenge to con-

tinue.

My brother had no witnesses to corroborate his story

He had no physical marks or evidence of his alleged

abuse. All he had was a big fat lie. My
father, on the other hand, had a house full

of witnesses who denied the alleged abuse,

as well as terrible bruises on his arm where

my brother had forcefully grabbed him.

Yet. it was my brother who had all the

rights. And my father had no rights. In the face of having

no rights, my father was victimized by the law until he

could prove his innocence.

In the meantime, my brother achieved his goal. He-

made us all suffer. His vehicle to ensure our suffering was
our very own legal system.

It wasn't until my family was cruelly attacked by the

legal system that I truly realized that there is no justice for

the innocent. The law simply does not serve its intended

purpose. It does not protect the common citizen. Rather.

it permits spiteful citizens to abuse its power. Day after

day, the police invaded our home on the whim of the

ingrate. We waited with baited breath for my brother's

continual vengeful attacks

In the days of my brother's lawful attack, I observed the

devastating toll his fury brought upon my family. I wit-

nessed my mother fighting vehemently to secure us some
bask rights. I saw my little sister cringe with fear when
my brother boldly pranced into our home with a police

escort to collect his belongings. And I saw my father cry

silently, unable to comprehend his own son's betrayal,

unable to fight any longer, because he had no means bv

which to fight. He was a strong, caring man who had been

reduced to a hollow shell. The bulk of the blame can not

lay on my brother's shoulders. Instead. I direct my disgu-t

and blame onto the legal system, because during the

horrible week of our lives, it failed us.

One evening, in utter frustration, my mother asked an
officer what the hell our rights were. She was tired of listen

ing to my brother's long list of rights. The officer was silent

for a moment as he shifted uncomfortably in his shoes

"Well.'' the cop fumbled, "at this point, you and your
id don't have any rights."

Finally, someone had admitted what I had known the

moment inv brother began his petty game, There is a seri-

ous problem with our legal system. Because, vou see, the

guiltv have rights and the innocent have none. So much
for innocent until proven guilty

Kristi Fournier is a I 'Moa student.

I want you to read this

and

C. Taylor

Connor

I

want you to read this.

I am a male of African
descent

.

I come from Philadelphia.

I stand 5 foot 8 and weigh 1 50 lbs.

I am a 2 I -vear-old Libra.

I grew up with egalitarian principles.

I stand in the middle of the road.

I run track.

I am pro-choice
pro-Allimiative Action.

I eat red meat without

guilt

I vote

I am a heterosexual.

I stand behind the

first Amendment
I hate cigarettes.

I believe that Elijah Muhammed
ordered Malcolm Tf'i niiassliialiuii

I trv not to hurt others intentionally

I think Manis Morissette is overrated.

I wonder why the black Barbie has

all the same facial features as the

white one

I lift weights

I respect but do not necessarily have

to care about everv cause people
supp

I avoid coffee.

I believe in love at first sight.

I like stylish clothes.

I am torn by cynical and optimistic

of government

I support the searching out of Nazi

war criminals,

I love mv mom and sister

I have little patience for the nar-

i"W -minded.

I think that a good education is a

right, not a privilege

I like power.

I have inhaled.

I am an agnostic until something
BIG happens

I sometimes find myself wishing
Suge Knight had been in the passen-

ger seat.

I believe less than 50 percent of
what Clinton says.

Iknow that people will fight over
virtually anything.

I play guitar.

I sleep on a futon.

I always try to put the

toilet seat down when
there is a female in the

house.

I need to be more adept in my
knowledge of international affairs.

I no longer have a father.

I don't think anyone is totally right.

I wish someone would take a pair of

pliers and a blowtorch and get
medieval on rapists.

I am a monster NBA fan.

I have never failed a class.

I pray that my groin injury will heal

very very expediently.

I think that Anita Hill went through
an unjust hell.

I am financially well-off.

I hope Hanison lord and Morgan
I iceman both win their long-over-

due Oscars soon.

I can't eat enough fried chicken.
even if it is a stereotype.

I am not a virgin.

I support gays being in the military.

I believe images of unnaturally thin

female models are detrimental to

women.

I wish Martin and Malcolm were
still alive.

I subscribe to way too many maga-
zines.

I •think Ross Perot may be clinically

insane, but he still deserved to be

heard in debates.

I take a shower every day.

I work for this newspaper.

I'm not sure if drug legalization is a

good idea, but industrial hemp and
substances proven to be medically

useful are okay.

I try not to force my opinions on
others because they are just opin-

ions.

I am afraid of what havoc the new
welfare reform will wreak.

I think Collegian editors and associ-

ate editors are underpaid and mis-

understood.

I want to be married someday.

I am fairly comfortable in my mor-
tality.

1 believe the 'Sixers will rise again.

I could stand to make more of an

effort to live by the Golden Rule,

and you could too.

tl think I'd throw up if I ended this

column with the sentence above.)

I have never used the pronoun "I" to

begin so many consecutive sen-

tences.

I deserve to be self-indulgent like

this every now and then, and SO do

you.

I am all done with this self-right-

eous, preachy rant.

I hope you read this.

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian
columnist.
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Cable service a virtual monopoly

Bob

Dunn

n the beginning there was television, and it was good.
W hat made it good was the fact thai a bunch of frus-

trated novelists and playwrights who weren't seeing theii

work get published in print (remember print?) were being

I

gobbled up by the networks to write for them
because, after all, they needed something to run in

between the advertisements

Next came cable, and it was OK.
Cable, at first, was simply a way for rural areas to

receive a clear television signal through use of the

now-familiar cable instead of the unreliable ami mueh
more terrain and weather-sensitive antenna rig.

Now there's the "new technology." Digital, fiber-optic,

stereo, satellite, multi-link, computerized,

flat-tubed, platform viewing modules,
and it blows.

Cable slithered its way into the house

holds of America like the proverbial
Biblical serpent, promising knowledge,
delivering vice instead and swallowing us whole in the

process.

Families once gathered in a big circle in the living room
to watch a grainy, wobbly, black and white picture of a

live performance of Requiem for a Heavyweight, or the

CE College Bowl. Now. they'll rush into the TV room,
tear apart the couch looking for the remote so thev can

turn on the matte black centerpiece of the entertainment

center for the privilege of being able lo watch a digitally

enhanced, crystal clear, prime-time rerun of Eddie and
the Cruisers II. on "Unnecessary Sequel Theater."

It's not just that 98 percent of what's on cable is crap

(it is I but that the 2 percent that remains may not be

available to you due to some apparently arbitrary decision

made by the unseen elite of the home entertainment
industry — the cable company.

Ordinarily, an arbitrary decision made by a company is

no problem. Don't like your service? Go somewhere else.

Don't like AT&T? Switch to MCI. Don't like Big Macs?
Eat Whoppers. Don't like your cable service? Well...

you're stuck. There's only one per customer. Each area is

subject to a monopoly and the service you're offered is the

service you get. Case closed.

The company itself is no help either. Continental will

charge you for each box. each remote, service, installation

and monthly fee in order to keep your Magnavox hum-
ming. If you dare to ask about new or better channels.

though, you're likely to feel a bit like a waif in Dickens'

London asking for a second helping of gruel.

"Continental fber-cable."

'Yeah, I was wondering about getting some new chan
nets."

"Like what? We're reallv busv here."

"Oh, Corned) Central,' ESPN2. TCM. CNNfn, THC,
just to name a few

'

"Awww. What's the matter? Don't like your channels,

pal? Awww, that's too bad! You'll get nothing and like it.

bub. Ouit pestering us with your calls and be a good little

zombie and waich BuMmasttr again, would you? Maybe
this time you'll convince yourself that Tanya Roberts can

actually act Of course, you can always use

that tither cable company, hahahaha! Oh by

the w a\ . rates are going up too. Happy view-

ing, chump!"
There doesn't seem to be any rhyme or

reason to the placement of service, either.

I oi example, how come the Amherst area is unable to

receive LSPN2. when a great deal of college basketball

games are broadcast on that very channel? I'm not sure if

Cox table has heard, but we've got a nationally recog-

nized college ball team right here at home. It might be
nice to be able to catch a televised game once in a while.

It seems that the cable company can offer whatever
drek they want to push out there and not have to he

accountable to anyone lor their choice ol what's available

I don't expect any o)w .omp.inv to provide everything, btit

there needs to be competition. There's no incentive to

improve service or to offer good service to begin with if

there's no one else out tnt

When smaller companies convinced the courts that

AT&T held a monopoly over long distance service, the

courts broke them up and paved the way for long distance

rates to drop to as low as 10 cents a minute, allowing

companies to turn a profit and people to shop around for

the plan that suits their needs the best. Everyone wins.

When it comes down to it, television is a service. At its

best it can entertain, inform, educate and enlighten but it

can only do that if access is given to what's available.

Cable companies aren't doing it on their own and won't

as long as they're allowed to maintain monopolies over
their respective towns. Someone in charge needs to con-

clude the companies' broadcast day.

Bob Dunn is a Collegian columnist

No average Joe

David K

Chan

Like most people in China during the 1960s, lot-

grew up poor. His house was crowded with his

four brothers and sisters. Growing up. foe often

dreamed about going to college and living a simple

life with simple pleasures. He worked hard in school hop-

ing to become an engineer, but schools in China were
extremely competitive and not every deserving student

was guaranteed a chance. But loe's peers saw his talents

when he built his first radio out of spare parts when he

was only 10 years old.

During his high school years, with loe's potential run-

ning high. China's cultural revolution was
in full steam. The government began telling

each citizen what to be. |oe was ordered to

drop out of school and take up farming for

the rest of his life, loe's hopes and dreams
were crushed. He farmed lor about two
years and realized that he had nothing worth striving for.

There was only one solution: |oc had to leave. He knew
he had the guts to do so. |oe and two of his friends, one

boy and one girl, planned to escape from China and go to

Hong Kong where there was freedom and refuge. They

couldn't tell anybody about their plan, not even their fam-

ilies for fear of the government finding out. If |oe had told

his father, he would have gotten a good beating anyway.

The journey to the southern border of China was diffi-

cult and dangerous. |oe and his friends had to travel quiet-

ly at night through forests without flashlights, hoping that

guards and policemen wouldn't see or hear them. Along

the way, the girl got sick and the boy got lost, and they

weren't even halfway through their journey |oe had to

continue alone.

After three straight days of walking with no food, |oe

had reached China's shoreline. Quietly and cunningly, he

had to creep to the shore without the border guards seeing

him. When the low tide came, he swam for about three

miles until he saw the lights of an island that he had never

seen before — Hong Kong.

Now that |oe was in the British colony, he had to find a

place to stay. )oe had never been away from home before.

He had to rely on his courage and self-motivation because

he was a stranger at the mercy of anybody he met. Anyone
could've turned him in. There was no turning back, other-

wise he would have been imprisoned for life.

|oe rented a dirty, tiny room in an old lady's broken

down apartment. He was also able to find a job at a sta-

tionary factory. |oe forced himself to eat less and live

poorly so that he could save up as much money as he

could.

Curious about what happened to his two friend 1
-. |oe

wrote back to China. He was informed that the two had

secretly returned back to their homes that night. They had

also attempted another escape a few days after, but sadly

the girl drowned and the bov was caught and thrown into

a labor camp.
|oe also wrote back to his family. He hadn't talked to

then tor almost a year. During his disappearance, govern-
ment officials had gone to |oe's house to look for him. But
his family had no idea where he was. Iocs mother actually

went lo a fortune teller to ask where he was. The fortune
teller predicted that |oe was probably dead. She sobbed
everyday until she received loe's letter.

In the old apartment that foe was living in, the old ladv

had a daughter about Iocs age. He was interested in her.

but she wasn't interested in him. She knew that he was
from China and, in Hong Konp people
from China had a bad reputation. But |oe

was able to spend some time with this girl

and he eventually won her heart. She saw
that he was different. She saw that he
worked hard, took action toward his goals

and asked no favors. |oe was a man. He wasn't the typical

refugee.

A year later, the two got married and had a baby boy.
|oe loved his son and he suddenly had new dreams. |oe
wanted to live in the United Slates. Me wanted that simple
American wav of life. But more importantly, he wanted
the best for his new family.

|oe quickly took up night classes to learn English. It was
hard lo keep up because of his lack ol education, but hi<
desire to learn kept him going. At the classes, he met a
friend who also planned to move to America. This friend
had a relative in the United States so he went first. He
promised thai he would help |oe as soon as he got there.
When loe's family received their immigration papers,

the baby was almost a year old. Again. |oe was a stranger
in a strange land. But this time he had a family to support.
With the help of his friend, |oe was able to find an apart-
ment and a job in Boston. He worked at a Chinese restau-
rant. With his desire to improve his English, he would
make conversation with people and learn from his mis-
take-

After living in various apartments in Boston for several
years. |oe finally bought a house in the suburb of Quincv.
lot* had worked extremely hard again to save up monev
for this dream. Ii was only 10 years earlier that he had
been ordered to be a farmer. While in Quincy. |oe and
some of his friends decided to open their own restaurant
together. Through hard work again. |oe saved enough
money to own a share in the restaurant. |oe works as the
bartender and host in his restaurant because of his good
English. His friendly personality helped him to make many
friends fa his bar.

Now |oc is living his dream of the simple, satisfying life.

If you see him. you'd probably call him a "|oe-average-
guv ' But what he's accomplished ,- quite an achievement
compared u> the life that in

. onld've lived

Dtvid /v ' rVm iv </ ( fllegian column, s /
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A few things to keep in mind
When thinking ol getting any pari ol youi

bod) pierced, it's ,. not to do it
j

sell.

Aniiee Ross, a Northampton piei

that piercing yourself "is like playing with tire.

Some people are luckier than others.

'

It's important to get your piercings done pro-
fessionally by trained people who can tell

how to care lot the piercing and how to avoid
infections,

You should be sure to interview any piercer

before the needle comes close to your skin. II

any problems develop, be sure to consult with
a doctor.

Some local piercers in the area:

• Piercings by the Bearded Lady. Located on

state sn Northampton. Call 58b UK2°<
lor more information oi set up an appoint
tnent.

• The Edge Tattoo & Piercing Company
I ocaled in Enfield, Conn., call (860)
741)545.

• Parrot Piercing. Located in Northampton
and temporarily closed No phone number
available at this time

• Primitive Leather. located in

Northampton. Piercings are done on Sundays.
1 586-2047 for more information.

These are just a sampling of piercers in the
urea mid should not be taken as Collegn.u fee

ontmendatioiis
— Seema Gangatitkat
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PThe wheres and whys of body piercing
T* used to be that earrings

•ate strictly for the ear. In the

| rptat few years though, earrings

sad studs have migrated to

• other body ports. Jewelry now
;.. ean be found in eyebrows, lips,

^|etngues, belly buttons, chins

«n genitalia.

"Rattan Frascirtalla. a sopho-

SrTPEC major, has pierc-

t In her ears, nose, eyebrow

\ jpnd belry-button.

"It's definitely trendy,*

etia said of the piercing

nenon. "Some people
i you're daring, going for a

ttook,"

c ourse. with that look

. a certain amount of

">!* t«k.e a glance

at that lip piercing and the first "it h&s to do *¥iih bcir.g li.
r

question that amies to mind is, Ross said. 'It's one the first

•Did thai hun?" choices. They do not need their

"It didn't hurt as bad as you'd parents' permission — it's a

think," said Rob Matyas,* declaration vt setf~sav

a junior art

major, of his

tongue pierc-

ing. "The week
~

after, it was a pain to

talk and to eat. After

that it was fine. It feds

strange not having it in.

Amiee Ross is a profes-

sionally trained piercer based
in Northampton. Ross, herself

a veteran of 22 piercings over
the last 10 year?, said the peo-

ple who come to hei are pre-

dominately college students

ereignly."

_
, . "I think it's

Gangatlrkar futt ,
»-,

t*m-
p o r a r y ,

"

FrascmeBa said.

That doesn't mean
piercing is restricted to

the campus community
Ross has pierced peo-

ple as young as II ted as akr
as M. Nor is piercing * fte*

Hvrtd.

"It's been going on foe a few
yeei^'laoesssid,-'

Frasctmflatun^bjpieev-

ing her own ears in junior high

school.
**1 giwss it was just being dif-

ferent in junior high,''

Frascinella said. Later, on

hnpube, she got her eyebrow
done, and last year> she fin-

fched her piercing odyssey with

the belly button.

Ross, who pierces all body
parts, s-i'iu that last year belly

bui'ons were the trend. This

:at. she said people are get-

;Pig into eyebrow, tongue and

nose piercing.

While piercing has a lot to

a.." vriih wtttude and being dif-

ferent, the cosmetics add
exf.it\<: Jimension to piercing.

''i jru.-'ss, originally, J liked

the way it looked. That was
pretty much it." Matyas said.

Bodv piercing in

Massachusetts is not illegal.

However, according to Ross,

there is no certification or

licensing programs. This pretty

much leaves a free rein — any-

one can set up shop and start

piercing.

There are inherent dangers

in bad piercing. Ross cited

infection as the major risks,

Infection can be caused by mis-

placed jewelry, the wrong type

of jewelry or metal. In addi-

tion, not taking proper care of

the piercing can also cause

infection.

To avoid an inexperienced or

badly trained piercer. Ross
advises asking questions about

the procedure.
*

I Peoplej have the right to

ask questions. You shouldn't

feel stupid,'* Ross said. Some
of the questions Ross suggest-

ed included asking the piercer

what he or she has learned or

how much experience he or she

has had, »

In the end though, piercing

.

— where and why -**•. te some-
thing you have to decide oh
your own.

"It's your own decision,"

Matyas said, "it's not some-
thing to be taken lightly."

Seema Gangathkar is tt

Collegian cotwmist.
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In Mixed Company performs tomorrow night at Hampden Theater.

commsr mouxord wt st

Hampden theater to host dance troupe
Neu> York based Mixed Company to explore bi'racial issues

By Seema Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

Dance, in iis purest form, is lyrical and graceful.

With gentle movements and elegance, dance is a pow-

erful medium to convey messages in a way that is easy

to absorb and pleasurable at the same time.

Mixed Company, a new and innovative New York
City based performance troupe will take the stage at

Hampden Theater tomorrow night to explore the Asian

American experience from a biracial perspective.

The powerful force of water, gymnastics and mar-

tial arts combine with stage combat to create
"Islands: a hapa wet dream." This multimedia collab-

orative work has been described as "both striking in

its athleticism and alluring in its aggressive sensuali-

ty" in the Asian/New Yorker. The performance
begins at 8 p.m.

"Islands" was conceived and created by
Vietnamese-Irish- American choreographer Maura
Nguyen Donohoe. Donohoe, who was born in Saigon.

Vietnam, explores the issues of a biracial community in

her dance.

The Asian/New Yorker says that Donohoe "provides

a lively new voice for both the Asian American Arts

and modern dance community."

A leading member of the Asian American dance
community, Donohoe is a member of Chen & Dancers,

the nation's largest Asian American dance company.

Donohoe leads In Mixed Company, a new perfor-

mance troupe dedicated to the art of "mixin' it up."

"Islands* is the group's first full work.

Donohoe is a 1992 cum laude graduate of Smith
College, where she graduated with a degree in anthro-

pology and dance. At Smith, she directed Celebrations,

a multicultural dance company for three years.

In Mixed Company is presented as part of the OFF
Center Series. The OFF Center Series is funded in part

by a grant from the New England Foundation for the

Arts.

Tickets are $5 for Five College Students and $10 for

the general public. Hampden Theater is located in the

Hampden Dining Commons in the Southwest
Residential Area on the University of Massachusetts

campus. Parking is available for the physically chal-

lenged in lot 50 off Fearing Street.

The Heads perform without Byrne
By Panogtotis Gionopoulos

Collegian Staff

Everybody remembers the Talking

Heads: a name that never really made
sense. Their music was popular

enough to be included in both good

and bad movies (Revenge of the

Nerds is your call), and had a feeling

of dynamic energy mixed with experi-

mental tendencies. It wasn't quite

straight rock 'n' roll — it was every-

where.

Now, if you check the headline of

this article you might notice a similar-

ity in this band's name, specifically

the absence of the adjective

"Talking." The reason for this nomi-

nal jettisoning is simple: no David

Byrne, no talking, no '80s, no yester-

day. The Heads may be the three

rhythm members of Talking Heads,

but this band reunited has new songs

and a wholly new sound. Inject your

own "phoenix rising from the ashes"

metaphor here and welcome the time-

ly, spunky arrival of The Heads.

The members, Chris Frantz, Jerry

Harrison and Tina Weymouth, have

not been lying musically low in the

past six years, but they've been doing

more with music behind the stage

than on stage. Harrison produced
records for Live. Crash Test

Dummies, and the Violent Femmes,

while Weymouth and Frantz pro-

duced for Ziggy Marley. Happy
Mondays, and other notables.

Producing, however rewarding and
enriching, apparently doesn't provide

the thrill of performance though, and
last year on a whim, the three decided

to do something about it.

Their solution was to join Blast, a

guitarist Frantz and Weymouth knew
well, and begin recording songs in a

studio in Connecticut. The sound was
distinctively theirs, and luckily the

muse that hovered belatedly on their

shoulders was a prolific one. They cut

a dozen tracks in two weeks, remark-

ing with elation that, as Weymouth
happily put it. "This is our sound. No
one else is doing it."

The three sent a cassette of the

lyric-less songs to a dozen admired
singers for consideration, including

such talented and varying artists as

Debbie Harry, Andy Partridge, Gavin
Friday, (ohnette Napolitano of

Concrete Blonde. Gordon Gano of

Violent Femmes, and Ed
"the-last-name-just-rolls-
off-the-tongue" Kowalczyk of Live.

They recorded an album of fun, funky

songs with a mix of styles, staying

true to the experimental legacy of the

Talking Heads, and are now touring

with music from their newly released

album, living up to Harrison's apho-

rism, "No matter how great produc-

ing is, you still miss playing."

The Heads perform tomorrow night

at Pearl Street in Northampton at 8

p.m. Call the club at 584-0777 for

more information.

Premier of new translation

arc©
WED. THf 10TH_ JUSTIN JOHNSON AND KNOWUCt

WED. THf 17TH... THE WARPED CREW TOUR

EVERY THURSDAY

By Seema Gangatirkar
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Theater Department will present

the world premier of a new transla-

tion of God of Vengeance.

This classic Yiddish morality

play by Sholem Asch has been
translated by Amy Levinson, an

M.F.A. candidate in the theater

department. The play debuts
tonight in the Rand Theater at 8
p.m.

God of Vengeance is about a

20th century Polish brothel keeper,

trying to keep his teenage daughter

innocent and pure, despite her sur-

roundings. Originally written in

1907, an English version of the

play premiered in New York City in

1922. The play's shocking subject

material closed the show down on

opening night. Asch went on to

become well- known for his fiction

and authored over 20 novels.

This production of God of
Vengeance is a move to bring back

Yiddish theater.

Central and eastern European
lews used Yiddish as their everyday

language for centuries. The intel-

lectuals of the times looked down
at Yiddish as a vulgar and corrupt-

ed language.

In the 19th century, Yiddish was

embraced as a vital part of Jewish

culture. The language was used in

everything from novels to newspa-

pers. Yiddish theaters found homes
in Vilna, Odessa, Bucharest,
Warsaw, London and New York.

After World War I, tougher
immigration laws were created and

Turn to PLAY, page 7
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EVERY FRIDAY 9-2am Hi.
»Hll BEFORE 10:00

R.TKil Nl.ill
MUSIC FROM THE 70s, 80s & 90s

EVERY SATURDAY©
ALL NEW!!! Welcome to..

C7 I~ U5f
HOSTED BY DIM /ONES 4fT

GIVtAWtrS. FREE DINNER MUSES, ""
THE HOTTEST <. LATEST CLUB MUSIC
WIN TWO MOMTM-MB TO HAMPSMMi HTNBS CtU»

PART-TIME /FLEXIBLE POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Looking lor a way to earn EXTRA CASH, but need to

work around a class schedule?

stop bv the united personnel booth on:

Thursday, November 14

9.00-3:00

on the UMASS CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE
for more information or interview .

Available NOW!
Flexible shifts/schedules 1-Day Assignments or

Part Time Long-Term Assignments

United Personnel Services
(413) 527-7445

THE #3 LAW
SCHOOL IN THE

COUNTRY
FOR STUDENT
SATISFACTEON
Western New England
I College School of Law
was ranked #3 for student
satisfaction according to

the latest National Jurist/

Princeton Review survey
of 28,000 law students.

The atmosphere is both
intellectually rigorous

and student-friendly.

The faculty love to

teach and they have
outstanding academic
and professional

credentials. In fact,

the professors were
ranked in the top 25%
for publication volume
in the most recent

( 'hieago Kent Law
a- faculty

Warship

survey.

School of Law

Open House
for Prospective
Law Students
If you're considering

going to law school, you
can find out everything
you need to know about
admissions, financial aid,

legal careers, and our
unique student-centered

programs at our up-

coming open house.

Western
New England
College

Open House for Prospective Students
Saturday, November 23, 1-4 pm
S. Prestley Blake Law Center

1215WilbrahamRoad
Springfield, Massachusetts

For reservations and more information call:

800-782-6665

\M <nir Web Site at http:#www.law wnec.edu

OPEN 7 DAYS
12PM - 1AM

HAMPDEN SNACKBAR
SOUTHWEST

jgg Fri. Nov. 15 © 7:00 pm ©
THE HEADS

FORMER MEMBERS
OF THE TALKING HEADS
Jerry Harrison
Tina Weymouth
& Chris Frantz
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of Concrete Blonde
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CABERNET SAUVIGNON,
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ROBERT MONDAVI
WOODBRIDGE ###^
CHARDONNAY& M %BW
CABERNET SAUVIGNON 1.5L

ALMADEN
5 LT. BAG-IN-A-B0X

CHABUS, BLUSH,
RHINE,

SALE 7.49
MAIL-IN REBATE -2.00

FINAL

COST
WHITE GRENACHE,
BURGUNDY, GOLDEN

VENDANGE
WHITE ZINFANDEL
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SKYY VODKA
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CHATEAU STE. MICHELLE
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FINAL
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FINAL

COST
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(ELAND*
CHAM LIQUIUR
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Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

ATTHESTOP & SHOPPLAZA
HADLEY NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE
253-9344 586-3007 534-4555 I

SALE PRICES
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WEDS. 11/20/96
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Taking a hike up the

Mount Holyoke Trail
Curious about the massive white

mansion that looks over Interstate

91 from its elevated perch in the

Holyoke Range? Before the weath-
er turns from cold and grey to
trigid and white, stop looking up at

the old summit hotel and start

climbing theMount
Holyoke
Summit Trail.

Now that

the days are
shorter and
snow showers
are becoming
a part of the

daily forecast, it is a great time to

sneak in one last autumn hike,

before Old Man Winter closes the

Mount Holyoke Summit Hotel.

The Mount Holyoke Summit
Trail begins up a steep path, and is

well-graded due to the fact it was
built in the pre- automobile days,

when horses were forced to take

people up to the resort hotel at the

summit.

The climb is a short half-mile,

and in matter of 30 minutes, you

can reach the historic hotel. From
the hotel's elegant veranda there is

an impressive view of the

Conneticut River, and the Mount
Tom Range extending southwest
on the opposite side of the river.

If you want to continue your hike

from the colonial hotel, then pick

up the Metacomet-Monadnock
Trail, and the Halfway House Trail,

which coincide at the summit.

The Metacomet-Monadnock
Trail is a 98-mile footpath that

connects the Holyoke Range with

the Mount Tom Range. It begins on

the Connecticut border and ends

on the summit of Mount
Monadnock in southern New
Hampshire.

The Halfway House Trail travels

over a moderate climb through the

ridges of Holyoke Range over
wooden footbridges and through

dense woods on a well-worn path.

To reach the trail head of the

Mount Holyoke Summit Trail from
the University of Massachusetts,

take Route

Alfresco News
with

Liz

Anderson

1 lb to Route
47, and con-
tinue straight

until youreach
Mountain
Road. Follow

Mountain
Road to

Skinner State Park, and continue

up the paved road to the old
Halfway House, where parking is

available.

Before you set out on your
adventure in the rugged foothills of

the Holyoke Range beware of
November's unpredictable temper-
atures. Sudden and extreme varia-

tions in temperature and wind
speed are common this time of
year. Rain will often turn into snow
due to a drop in temperature of as

much as 40 degrees Farenheit. It is

important that you are aware of the

weather conditions before you
begin your trip.

The Mount Holyoke Summit
Trail was named after Elizer

Holyoke, one of three men appoint-

ed by the General Court of
Massachusetts Bay Colony in 1653
to divide lands in this region into

plantations for the first settlers.

Climb to the summit and learn

about the historic white house on
the hill before Old Man Winter
locks its doors shut for the season.

For more information about the

Holyoke Range call Outing Club at

545-1313.

Liz Anderson is a Collegian
columnist.
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Guy Davis calls down Thunder and old blues souls.

COUBTISY THOM WOtKi

Hughes takes the elevator
From the "train they call the city of

New Orleans," trumpeter/singer
Leroy (ones has come, and he just put

out his second album on Columbia
entitled, Props For Pops.

Influence is one thing, but (ones

has put together his own little tribute

for his idol and mentor, Louis "Pops"
/"Satchmo" Armstrong. He hired a

little help from his friends, one of

them being Harry
Connick, |r., with
whom (ones
played with L^BBSS IStMiJ

Hi>

play
continued from page 6

Yiddish theater in the United
States gradually began its decline.

World War II effectively wiped out

Yiddish theater in Europe. Among
those actors, directors and design-

ers who got their start in Yiddish

theater Paul Muni and Edward G.

Robinson.

Vengeance of God debuts tonight

and runs tomorrow evening and

Saturday. All evening shows are 8
p.m. Saturday matinee is at 2 p.m.

Show also runs Nov. 19-Nov. 23.

Tickets are $3.50 for students and
$6 for general public. The Rand
Theater is located in the Fine Arts

Center at the University of
Massachusetts. For tickets or other

information, call the box office at

545-2511.

Uit3U ALL VOV&. F(Z\EWe A UAPW KieRiPAY
iM n[£ COLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEDS

Connick albums like

Blue Light, Red Light

and She.

Starting off with
"Props For Pops," a lones original, we
see (ones lending a dixieland touch lo

a basic bebop structure. This fonnula

rules the instrumentals on the album.

The |ohnny Mercer classic "leepers

Creepers" features dueling horns on
its well-known theme. However, lots

Of Props is vocal jazz, with (ones' «wn
sinewy, slippery vocals dripping out

of the stereo, especially on "Someday
You'll Be Sorry" (with a great piano

solo by Connick) and Armstrong's
greatest hit, "What A Wonderful
World." This is no classic album, but

for those who like dixieland and vocal

jazz, it would be recommended.
• The polar opposites of dixieland

(one of the oldest jazz styles in

America) are synth-jazz and easy-lis-

tening jazz. Let me introduce Brian

Hughes and write a little on him and
let him go. because that is quite easy

to do. His Straight To You album
(Higher Octave) starts off so good,
making the elevator music that pol-

lutes the last three or four songs that

much more infuriating. "Pica" is saucy

Latin jazz with a rocking theme and
"Andalusian Nights" has a percussion

solo that gets the heart moving faster.

But, after those second and third

songs, it isn't long before the elevator

starts kicking in.

Casa Magica."
track six,

seems to

have
h a d

poten-

t ial ,

b u t

with that dreamy
sound on guitar, dislo-

cated from the band,

it gets real new agey
real fast. All that synth and new agey

production doesn't help much either.

By "Pamela" and "Sesimbra," tracks

seven and eight, one is reaching for

the razor blades and "Bridges and
Rain," as well as "And To Beauty."

the closing two tracks, where the
insult is too deep to go back. Sad.

• The fact that there is such eleva-

tor-jazz out there would make one
really proud to own Billy

Drummond's Dubai (Criss Cross).

The Virginia-born drummer, who is

much sought after on the New York
City jazz scene (he's appeared with

Sonny Rollins, and Freddie Hubbard
as well as with new faces like bassist

Christian McBridc). shows that he is

just comfortable with open-ended
hard bop.

Dubai's lineup of drums, bass (by

Peter Washington), and two tenor

Spin Doctor

s She came bounding into

one of our on-campus

Information sessions

about a year ago. an engineering

undergrad carrying a bag

of dismantled hard drives.

"Look, " she said, and pointed out a

subtle inefficiency in the servo mechanism,

which to that day, only our top

engineers had recognized.

Then she gave us a half hour lecture

on how to fix it, and we told her about state-of-the-art

labs; she launched into a monologue about data storage

and what we should be doing about it. so we told her

what we are doing about it.

VISIT www.cybrblu.ibm.com

She said there's a lot of work to be done, and we

invited her to join us, and do it. And since then, she's taken

storage technology to the Nth degree. Helped revolutionize

how portable hard drives work.

Which brings us back to campus. This semester

were scouting the country again, looking for more

spirited people and ideas. We're pushing this company

to the Nth degree

And you oan take us there

ATTEND Information Night
1 Tuesday. November 19, 1996. 6pm-8pm

LOCATION Campus Center

DISCIPLINES Engineering, Computer Science, Math, MIS,

Business/Management
— »

IRC: talking the day away
Internet offers up addictive connection

Despite popular misconception,

the Internet is more than just the

World Wide Web and e-mail.
Internet Relay Chat (IRC) is quite

popular, and perhaps a bigger
draw to the Net than the Web
because it is highly addictive.

The days when IRC was the
exclusive domain of computer
geeks, and acad-

emic researchers

making banal
small talk are
long over; now
IRC allows
more people to

mindlessly chat

about nothing in

particular.

Users have
various options when using IRC.
The first is logging in through the

University's various server* like

Frost and Wilde. At the VMS
prompt type "use ire" followed
simply by "ire."

Although logging in through the

servers is the easiest way to con-

nect, it is the least user friendly

method once connected because
commands are cryptic.
Heightening the frustration of this

method is OIT's lack of support.

The best way to connect is

through the University's UMaccess
accounts because Windows and
Mac IRC applications simplify
those obscure commands. Even
veterans who know IRC com-
mands inside and out will enjoy
these applications because they
breathe new life into what was
once a rather drab aspect of the

Internet.

Beyond making IRC user friend-

ly, these applications add sound
and graphics to the world of chat.

Now whenever the banter
becomes boring, users can inject

the chat room with a an entertain-

ing sound file. Plus IRC users can
also easily talk on multi-channels

by opening separate windows on
their screens.

A slew of low cost shareware
IRC applications are available for

Windows J.I and 95. The two
most common ones arc Visual IRC
96, and mIRC. Both sport similar

features like built-in support for

wave and MIDI sound files, tool-

bars, hyperlinks to a users Web
browser, multi-channel chat win-

dows and color coded text to dif-

ferentiate between emotes and dis-

c u s s i o n .

Despite the
similar features.

the two applica-

tions have
markedly differ-

ent interfaces.

Lacking the

glitzy flare of
ViRC, mIRC
sports a crude,

basic looking interface, but looks

'are deceiving. Despite its appear-

ance, mIRC has a fast learning
curve, and in about an hour or two
a new user will become a veteran.

After installing the application,
and tooling around for a few
hours, I found myself giving advice

out to other new mIRC users.

Unfortunately ViRC is not as

friendly as mlRC. Although it has

a more refined interface like most
commercial applications, it was a

facade. After tinkering with it for

two hours, I still only knew about
the same as I did after the first 30
minutes of use.

ViRC does offer a few features

that mIRC lacks like LagScope, a

feature that lets users know how
server delays are affecting them,
and its own programming lan-

guage. However, casual IRC users

may never use such features even if

they can figure out how.
Both applications and othen lor

both Windows and Mac are avail-

able on various shareware sites on
the web like shareware.com.
Because I find ViRC hard to learn,

I recommend mIRC because of its

ease of use. However, if you are a

power user looking for a challenge,

then by all means tackle ViRC.
Matthew Wurtzel is a Collegian

columnist

saxophonists (Walt Wciskopf and
Chris Potter) allow for more freedom,
with no chording pianist present. This

is not the harmonic free-for-all char-

acteristic of Ornette Coleman, but

instead a free, coasting jazz ride with

fascinating rhythms by Drummond.
"Drumhead" (by Weiskopf) features

exciting concepts by Drummond that

push on the sax players and is the best

song here. The album also gives a lot

of solos to Washington, on bass, a

rare occurrence on any jazz album
that the bassist is not the leader.

• The big story this week in

re-releases is Dave Brubeck's Time
Further Out. Released in 1961. this is

the follow-up to the most famous jazz

album ever by the pianist's Quartet.

1959's Time Out. The waltz-time
(3/4) pieces "It's A Raggy Waltz" and
"Bluette" arc spectacular, especially

the latter with its Frederic
Chopin-like opening and Brubeck's

against-the-tempo solo.

The Quartet moves up through time

signatures. Two songs in 5/4, follow-

Turn to JAZZ, page 8

An Amherst Committee Thing

Yeah, foliage is nice.

But we'd rather watch

With special guest

JERU THE
November 16th, 8:00 p.m.

Alumni Gym, Amherst College
Tickets $5 with A.C. ID, $10 general public

Tickets on sale at For The Record in Amherst,

Strawberries' Records in Hadley and Room 103

of the Amherst Campus Center.

Call (860) 422-0000 for ticket reservations.

Call 542-5773 for more information.
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Spring Heeled Jack hits the road
By Christina Poletto

Collegian Staff

SPRING HEELED JACK
Nov. 9

Pearl Street

To a sold out audience on Saturday night. Spring

Heeled lack played a plethora of gTeat ska tunes off their

new release titled Static World V'/Viv

From the beginning. SP| ostentatiously moved the

crowd, never allowing one dull moment to pervade the

audience. One of their more popular tunes. "Addicted,"

which is featured on the CD Oi! Skampilation, helped

jump-start the show.

The band intricately weaved new styles of ska-funk

with the old school basics of melodic trombone harmonies

and drum rolls.

"Pigeon-Holed" had the pre-pubescent crowd jumping

and screaming and conglomerating into a mosh pit frenzy.

All the teens on stage weren't holding back either.

Alongside the band, the thrill seekers dodged the horn

line just to get into the skankin' spotlight for their two
seconds of fame.

Interestingly. SP| did a minute tribute to a few influen-

tial bands. They commemorated many heavy metal greats,

including AC/EXT and Iron Maiden, by introducing their

hit "Pay Your Dues" with a humorous and admirable elec-

tric guitar intro and a nonchalant stage dive.

During "Freedom," trumpetist Tyler (ones, a.k.a. "the

Black Spark," (who didn't neglect to make the audience

laugh all night with his bagel catching tricks) appeared at

the back of the room and played harmony while scurrying

his way onto the stage.

The trombonist. Chris Rhodes, appeared only minutes
later standing on an adjacent bartop while soulfully spew-
ing out the instrumental Star Wars theme song. "Running
Man," another of their better-known hits, completed the

musical cavalcade of this up and rising ska band.

Three opening bands preceded the headliners. Out of

Boston, Big D and the Kids Table impressively displayed

their panorama of ska with heavy punk and. at times, rap
influences.

The Agents, from Providence. R.I., were slightly more
mature, as was their sound. It was harder to take in the

sounds of a band that hardly deviated from their simplis-

tic lyrics and basic horn melodies. They seemed to lose

momentum from the moment they took the stage. Even
so, there were moments where the Agents shined through.

The final song, "Skank It Up" had vibrant horn sounds
while the audience screamed along.

Big Lick, needless to say, was the most impressive of

the opening bands. Out of Norfolk. Big Lick admirably
fused sounds of all musical genres throughout their set.

Although much of the set's songs hailed from their debut
self-titled album. Big Lick didn't hesitate to try some new
material.

The highlight of the night, a mindblowing cover of

"lump Around" by House of Pain which was interrupted

with another cover "lust A Girl* by No Doubt. It was
humorous to say the least. Big Lick not only made a mem-
orable appearance, but they graciously warmed up an
audience that was prepared for hours of respectable ska
music.

Sainte-Marie returns home
Singer-songwriter, and alumna

of the University of

Massachusetts. Buffy
Sainte Marie will speak tomorrow
at Memorial Hall at 4 p.m.. in a

lecture entitled "Up Where We
Belong: Growing Beyond the Rat

Race."

Popular in the 1960s,
Sainte-Marie was signed to

Vanguard Records recording what
many have called "protest songs."

She expressed dissatisfaction,

with this term. "the only reason I

ever became a singer in the first

place was because 1 had some-
thing to say."

After the birth of her son in the

late '70s, Sainte-Marie went off

into obscurity only to reappear

sporadically. She was a cast mem-
ber of "Sesame Street" for five

years and in 1982 received the

Academy Award for her song "Up
Where We Belong," the theme to

the movie, An Officer and a

Gentleman.
After her 15-year hiatus from

the recording studios,
Sainte-Marie released
Coincidence and Other Stories

whose single "The Big Ones Get
Away" reached the top 40 on the

British charts. In 1993, she was
named Best International Artist of

1993 by France and was selected

by the United Nations to proclaim

the International Year of
Indigenous People.

Sainte-Marie will also perform
at 7:JO p.m., Thursday. Nov. 14
in the lohn M. Greene Hall at
Smith College. Both the lecture
and concert are free and open to

the public.

— Christine Soh

H O S E

The stars in "Jeopardy"
By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

No. it's not a '90s remake of The
Poseidon Adventure, it's just one of

the most enjoyable seasons for game
shows — Celebrity "leopard).

"

This kind of special programming
allows the rich and famous to strut

their smarts on syndication for their

favorite chanty, while allowing us to

find out who's not the brightest

banana in the bunch. The line up so

far looks to include Beverly Sills,

lohn Mahoney. Laura Innes, Melissa

Gilbert, Isaac Mizrahi, Sandra
Bernhard, Carl Lewis, lohn Lovitz,

Matthew Fox. Brett Butler. Earta

Kitt. Robert Loggia. Renee Taylor

and Alicia Witt.

Fans of la>t war's tournament will

fondly remember the tense battle

between Charles Shaughnessy from
"The Nanny" and David Duchovny
from "The X-Files" while
"Baywatch" betty Yasmeene Bleeth

looked on helplessly.

Speaking of The Poseidon
Adventure, that neglected disaster

picture genre is slowly making a

comeback after all. This summer's
Twister seemed to revel in its forefa-

ther's wake; in fact the only thing

that was missing was George Elliot.

Not a moment too soon, NBC
unveiled "Pandora's Clock," the TV
miniseries about a deadly virus which
is released aboard an airplane mid-

night.

Coming to your nearest theater

quickly is Sylvester Stallone's

Daylight, in which a commuter tun-

nel collapses. Guess who leads the

survivors out... That's right — Sly

himself, making another action pic-

ture before Copland, his "serious"

acting comeback featuring Al Pacino,

leanine Garafalo and Robert DeNiro.

Next summer is slated to bring Pierce

Brosnan and a really big volcano
together in Dante's Peak. And you

thought it should have ended when
Shelly Winters sang "There has to be

a morning after. .

." Shame!

jazz
continued from page 7

ing in the footsteps of Time Out's
hit "Take Five," feature sweet Paul

Desmond alto sax solos on "Far
More Blue" and a great torn-based

drum solo on "Far More Drums."
They continue on with songs in 6/4.

7/4, 8/8 and 9/8 and two new extra

tracks, one of them a live version of

"It's A Raggy Waltz."

• Guy Davis is quite a gutsy
blues singer and guitarist. On his

new Call Down The Thunder
album (Red House), he calls down
the souls of the old bluesmen, like

Mance Lipscomb ("Run Sinner
Run," with good slide work) and
Robert (ohnson ("When You Got
A Good Friend," with upbeat
drumming). Most of his own com-
positions echo the old blues, but
"The Road Is Calling" steps out of

that vein to present a soulful,

organ-seasoned taste of how great

modern blues could be. That song
alone makes the disc good.

Joshua Boyd is a Collegian
columnist.
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NDon't Let The
Marshal! Catch You
Going Anywhere Else!

Marshall

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTO BOOT

53 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center
• Imports and other unibody vehicles are our speciality.

• Users ofSikkens paint products

• Accepted by all insurance companies for collision repair

or f;lass repair.

$2 Off Any
^Haircut

or Nails

256-8157 255-1385
Shop =ieg»RS12l2^y

HALL
Jorthompton

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

tftorvday, november 14* 1 pm

GROOVASAURUS ....

VIGILANTES OF LOVE

Boston funk & Athens |angle»$6

friday, november 15* 1 pm

big geraniums
AND SEPTEMBER 67

Irish rock in overdrive • $6

Saturday, novemberl6»7 Pm» $16 50

jimmySCOtt
david byrne's favorite jazz singer

monday november 18 • 7 pm

amy rigby
FREE SHOW} girl-driven twangcore

mursday, nov. 21 • 10 pm • $5

rustic OVERTONES
SKA fynksters (rom Portland, Maine

friday, november 22 • 10 pm

victor woolen
bela (leek bassist sunk in the lunk • SIO

monday, december 2 • 7 pm

JIM CARROLL
Spoken woid from Basketball Dions'

tuesday, december 3 • 1 pm

JOHN FAHEY and
THURSTON MOORE-
LEE RANALDO duo
acoustic guitar fest with 1/2 of

sonic youth •$ 1

MUSIC SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK
Coming: John Gorka. Nnenna

Freelon, Al Stewart, Tish Hinojosa,

Darlahood, Maura O'Connell, Robyt,

Hitchcock

TICKETS: At the door, from For the Record

in Amherst, al the Northampton Box

Office or coll 586-8686 to charge by

phone.

You must hove very positive ID to drink.

I

I

\_

—

-~~~~~^
(not valid with any other discounts or offers) I

t6«U 549-tX40 fax <ue *4JuH*tm<«t'

. «kUA-c*4 u*ctc«mc. i

| 233 N. Pleasant St. / Amherst, MA 01002 |

lExp 12/31/96 Next to The Pub i

RTE9HADLEY 584 8,74 S DISCOUNT LIQUORS
Monday- Saturday 9:00am- 11 :00pm l-*] BEER • WINE • KEGS • ICE • CIGARS

Not Responsible (of typos IBHPI
Visa, Mastercard A Discover accepted pfE^ OETUEIA/CC1SI

MKARAS
111 Cede? it. Iprineliled MA |4U) 796-7127

PRESENTS

BETTER THAN EZRA
Special Guests: CHALK FARM & FULFLES
Wed Nov 20, 8pm 18 +
41 VANCE III II l\ $14 A i I I I I I %\4Ai

THE J.G.B. BAND
Featuring: members of the Jerry Garcia Band

Melvin Seals
Jackie La Branch
Gloria Jones
Donnie Baldwin
Mario Cippolina
Lorn Leber
Armin Winter

Thursday, Nov.
8pm 18+

21

ADV tickets $12.00
Door $ 1 5.00

Repertoire Includes
"Deal" "Ripple" "Evangeline"

"Sugaree" "Simple Twist of Fate"

Ticket outlets: Srawberries Records, or the
Northhampton Box Office, 586-8686

UCllfl nrrmMrnilVinrx WE NOW STOCK OVER 100% AriCVV! BEER DISPLAY AREA... ice coldmicros* imports

SAM
ADAMS

24- 12 o*. bolt

$1 ©99W + dep

BUSCH & LT.

"30pks"

ABSOLUT
VODKA

$18"
1.751

DEWARS
SCOTCH
514"

/DO ml

MERIDAN
CHARD.

$79©
750 ml

M/D 20-20

$|99
750 ml

HEINEKEN
24-12 02. bolt

$18"
dep

BUD DRY
24-12oz. bolt

$A99
+ dep

ROLLING
ROCK

24-12 oz.bort

$1 ^99
+ dep13

STOUCHNAYA
VODKA
$20"^"w

1.751

TSsl
CUERVO
TEQUILA
SQ99M I'M ml

J. LOHR
CAB. SAUV

$399
750 ml

JACK
DANIELS
COOLERS
$**49W 4 pic

M.G.D. & LT.
24- 12 oz. boll

$A99
+ dep

KILLIANS
24-12oz bolt.

$1599
+ dep

MOOSEHEAD
24-12 oz. bott

$|399
4- dop

SMIRNOFF
VODKA

** 1.751

HOT DAMN
$499W 750 ml

BERINGER
WHITE ZIN

$449
.750 ml

CIDER
JACK
$499

KEYSTONE
LT

'30 pks

$1A49
4 dep10

POPOV
VODKA
SO"^ 1.751

CLUNY
SCOTCH
s12"

1 75L

FRANZIA
BAG IN BOX

$599^ 5.0L

BOONES
FARM

$|
750 ml

AMERICAN
24-12oz. cans

$^49
4 dep

SKY VODKA
s16"

1 751

BUTTERSHOTS

$599
.750

1

LOWENBRAU
24-12 oz.

bolt.

$1*99
MM + dep

MILLER
30 pks"

•I fM
+ dep.

ICEH0USE $38"

4 SEASONS
VODKA
$099O 1.751

BUSHMILLS

*15"
750 m

LET'S GO
UMASS
HOCKEY!

WE DELIVER
584-8174

ir-CtiftrirtfCT-Ct

"KEGS"
BUD ICE. MICHFI OB. BUD I

T

RED DOG. BUD,
MICHELOB LtLOWENBRAU
DK..MICHELOBDK..LITE.
LITE ICE

$ -J099
<f£t-£r&&•& <rO

NATURAL LT. $
NATURAL ICE 3499

+ DEP

MICRO KEGS
SAM ADAMS s89"

PLUS

. MANY
69

OREGON J89"
SARANAC
J.W.DUNDEE

iftO"
uo« MORE

ICE
10 LBS sl"
50 LBS s5"
100 LBS s9"
SALE GOOD THRU 11/20/96

RUSSELL'S
We are offering great part-time positions as

Inventory Auditors designed to fit your busy schedule.

Consider All We Have to Offer:
Starting Salary from $6.50 to $7.50 /Hour
Paid Training and Management Programs
• IVforning, Evening and Weekend Hours

• Flexible Schedules
• Medical Benefits Available

• Credit Union Membership Available
• Potential for Advancement
These are ideal positions for students.

Work 8- IO hours per week during the semester and
30 or more hours during winter and summer breaks.

INVENTORY
SPECIALISTS

See our AD on the web at www.umass.edu under
Student Employment Office or call 1-800-511-5830

V* IS Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441 ****|-

Featuring, "Rolling Rotk" bots $
1 2.^ <„,.

$3.99 6/pk., $14.99 (asebots.

The "Super" 6/PK. Bonanza!

Catamount - Pete's - Smuttvnose

Brooklyn - Middlesex

"ALL Flavors Included"!

Mix/Match "two" 6/PKs . .

.

$(

All Beers Plus Deposit OPEN 9.O0AM - 11 :00PM VISA/MASTERCARD •Delivery Available-
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Selig, Levine clash in baseball labor talks Packers look for win in Texas Stadium
By Ronald Blum
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Acting commissioner Bud Sclig took no
steps yesterday to save baseball's labor deal, leaving inter-

league play and revenue sharing one day from collapse.

"If the deal is not made, you're in permanent limbo," said
union head Donald Fehr.

After Monday's meeting, Selig told Fehr he would ponder
his options and get back to him. The only contact since then
has been a telephone conversation late Tuesday night that

lasted about one minute.

"Nothing the players do matters," Fehr said. "One of the
certainties of this negotiation is what the players say or do
makes no difference. The owners are going to do what
they're going to do."

Owners rejected the proposed agreement last week, and
Selig asked the union to make additional concessions. Fehr
rejected the move Monday, leaving Selig with the decision to

take the deal or leave it.

Management negotiator Randy Levine has told Selig he

would resign as of midnight FIST tonight if there's no deal.

Because Selig failed to support the agreement Levine and
Fehr completed Oct. 24 , it's highly unlikely players would
give serious attention to Levine's successor.

"Following this experience, it's going to be very difficult

how to figure out how to deal with any negotiator in the

future," Fehr said.

If there isn't a deal by today's deadline, free agents would
start signing Friday under the rules of the labor agreement

that expired in December 1993. That deal remains in force

under a federal court order. Because of that, it appears the

only way owners can get new work rules in the fature is

either a spring-training lockout designed to force a union

collapse or a move to lift the injunction — an act the players

would treat as a declaration of war.

"Hopefully they don't push the issue and there won't be a

confrontation," Fehr said.

Maligned Speight ends career as an Eagle

By Jimmy Golen

Associated Press

BOSTON — Boston College cornerback Kiernan
Speight, accused but exonerated in the gambling scandal

that led to the suspension of 1 3 teammates, said yesterday

he will not return to the team.

"Right now, I think the door's been shut as far as I'm

concerned," he said during a news conference at the office

of attorney )ohn McBride. "I'm going to go ahead and move
on with my life and try to finish the semester out and put

the whole thing behind me and try to start anew some-
where."

The BC sophomore was among four players confronted

by the team's captains and coach Dan Hcnning during a

contentious meeting following the Eagles' Halloween night

loss to Pittsburgh.

The other three players were among those suspended by

the school, but Speight was not. He feels he is entitled to an

apology from the school and ;in explanation about how his

name wound up on a list of players suspected of gambling.

Henning said he has tried to get in touch with Speight

but hasn't been able to reach him. While not apologizing,

the coach has stressed that no member of the coaching staff

ever accused Speight of anything.

"If BC didn't put it on a list, who put it on there?"

Speight asked.

Speight skipped last week's game against Notre Dame,
saying he couldn't concentrate on football after seeing his

name besmirched. After going home to Washington to

think about it some more, he decided not to finish the year.

"It's just a shame that innocent people have become
involved," captain Omari Walker said before yesterday's

practice. "1 feel bad for him."

Walker said he had lunch Tuesday with Speight and tried

to talk him into returning.

"I apologized for my role in the whole thing," Walker
said. "What we were just trying to do was get to the root of

the problem."

Speight said that wasn't good enough.

"I think it's more than Omari Walker," he said. "He's a

player on a team just like I am. Obviously he has to answer

to someone and he just doesn't make decisions affecting the

whole team, somebody is above him who makes these deci-

sions. I don't see it being Omari Walker's fault."

Gambling on any sporting events is a violation of NCAA
rules. The school has announced that all 13 players who
were suspended will miss the final two games of the season,

against Temple on Saturday and the following Saturday at

Miami.
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vfceroso* Encaiia M
Zenith Data Systenw
subtest to change
Systems Corpotation

PowerPoint. Windows and the Windows too: are trademarks ot Microsoft Corporation. Z-StaSon it a I

. orator m;ai Inside and the Pentium Processor toges are registered trademarks ot Met Corporation. S"

I nottoi. Price shown is the Z0S (kept price. BsseBer price may be higher or lower than the ZOS direct r.

ByoryKiii)^
Complete multimedia computer customized for students

Campus Z Station* features:

• Powerful InlfrPentium'pfocessof

• Urgr capacity hard drive

• Plenty of memoty to run today's hottest applications

• Plug & Play into your campus network with a high speed modem

Desktop Systems include Microsoft* Natural* Keyboard and

Microsoft Mouse

Loaded with Microsoft software for study and fun

• Microsoft Office for Windows 9$ with Word, Microsoft Excel,

PowerPoint. Microsoft Access, Schedule*. Encarta 96 Encyclopedia,

Microsoft Internet Assistants

• Microsoft Windows 9S *'lti Microsoft Internet Explorer 2.0

•Microsoft Plus!

• Games tor Windows 9s
• Norton Antivirus and more

Hewlett Packard Color DeskJet available

Ask about Microsoft Programmer's Dream Pack

ProcMMX Pootlum Pentium Ponttom Pentium

100 WHl 133 MH; IS6MH1 200 Mrb

M«d dn»« 1 20B 16GB 2 1GB 2 1GB

Monitor 15" 15- ir u-
(U.r amwi IU.r vtoMW,) 111 r 11 i«u (i».r «•.

Prica S16S9 S1S99 $2299 $2499

•MILAN card S17M S209S $2399 $2599

Experience Campus Z- Station.

The University Store

413-545-2619

http://www.2ds.c0m

education@zds.com

7pm Nov. 16
th

at the ^£S^r
University of Massachusetts Amherst

Hockey

HP"

Pick up your tickets at: W^RRKjRS
r Curry Hicks Cage «* Hockey Table in the
or 'TIX' in the Campus Center

Student Union ** At the Game

Be a Part of the Action

By Ami* Stapleton

Associated Press

GREEN BAY, Wis. — No boasts,

no taunts. The Green Bay Packers are

saying all the right things leading to

Monday night's showdown with the

Dallas Cowboys.
The Packers, six-time losers at

Texas Stadium over the last three sea-

sons, insist they never were among the

critics dismissing Dallas for its slow
start.

"How can you write off the defend-

ing champions?" halfback Edgar
Bennett asked. "Until somebody beats

them when it counts, you can't write a

team like that off. They still have a lot

of firepower."

Wide receiver Anthony Morgan was
in agreement.

"I know they're not going to be a

team to just fold and back down," he

said. "Now they're all back together.

Now they're jelling."

With Michael Irvin back from his

drug suspension and cornerback Kevin

Smith and receiver Kevin Williams on
the mend, the Cowboys (6-4) are right

back in the NFC East race, one game
behind Washington and Philadelphia,

thanks to last week's victory at San
Francisco.

"We were pretty good, too, about
five or six weeks ago," said Packers

quarterback Brett Favre. "We still are.

But we've taken some big blows."

Green Bay (8-2) was the NFL's
dominant team until receivers Robert

Brooks and Antonio Freeman were
injured. Then came the loss of Pro
Bowl tight end Mark Chmura (heel),

whom Favre calls the best run-blocker

in the league.

It's hard to swagger when you're

limping.

The Packers seemed to be every-

body's favorite to win the Super Bowl
until Green Bay and Dallas reversed

fortunes.

Defensive tackle Santana Dotson,

the Packers' best hope to finally clog

Emmitt Smith's running lanes, said he

knew it was just a matter of time
before the Cowboys returned to their

winning ways.

"The season was young," Dotson
said. "Now, they're a game out of first.

You know how that goes, a month and

a-half of football and you try to write

teams off? That's not going to happen.

They're not going to go away easily.

They're going to go away kicking and

screaming."

Dallas' dogmatism actually helped

the Packers last week, Dotson said.

After Green Bay had fallen at

Kansas City, the Cowboys did the

Packers a huge favor in the race for

homefieid advantage by knocking off

the Niners (7-3).

"The Cowboys' overtime win is

going to give them a momentum
swing," Dotson said. "But they helped

us as far a the NFC standings. And

that's all that matters. Destiny is in our

hands. We have the best record in the

NFC and it's up to us to keep it. I'd

hate to say I was rooting for the

Cowboys. But 1 appreciated the win, I

guess."

There, Dallas, even a thank you.

Yet, when all the pundits picked

Green Bay to win the Super Bowl this

year, the Packers realized they were
encroaching on the Cowboys' turf.

"Green Bay's been getting all the

press," said safety LeRoy Butler. "They

didn't get any preseason hype. We got

it all. So they have to respect that.

"But deep down, you know they

think, |ust the intimidating factor that

we beat them six times will put just a

little fear into their hearts that we can

beat them.' And they're wrong. We're
not intimidated by anybody. By any-

thing."

HAMPSHIRE
FITNESS

C L U H
AMHERST
2 5 6-0446

Thursday-Friday-Saturday
Drink Specials

Red Dog
16oz. Drafts

1.50

Captain Morgan
&

Coke
2.00

Weekly Specials

1/2 Price Appetizer & Nachos

5 pm
New Hours
Wed-Sat 7 11pm

nz
*\OV\Vt>\ ROCK

Friday Night

Cider Jack Promo
Glasses & T Shirts

WHMP Live Broadcast

loot ?fo<§ ©o^or

Get in

before

10 PM
and No
Cover

PlfJ

Bob Paulin

15 East Pleasant Street

J-31 to exit 24, south on Rite. 5
Whately, Mass., <413) S65-8733

Proudly Presents Amateur Male Review contest

$100 Grand Prize

Monday November 18, 1996, 7pm
Guys sign up by calling:

Amateur Female Contest Coming
$100 Grand Prize

Monday December 2, 1996

Must apply in person; For interview call:

VIP Room Available For Private Parties

413-527-5258

413-665-8733

ShopScoWsA
Save Letts!

LIQUORS
OPEN: Mon.- Sat.

9a.m.- 11 p.m,

JeJ: 549-2692

H
^^ Scott's is

-^
If
01"

, Taikjating

HeadquartersT

Budweiser 30-packt $15.99 dep

Molson Golden i2p«*bowe« $7.99 xiep.

Coors & Coors Light 30 pack* $ 1 5.99 d»P .

Devil Mountain Brews 6 pack bottles $4.99 +d«p

Bud, BudLight&Bud Ice 1/2 Kegs $39.99 dep

G mw V 15A L J
Tele-Check for

/our personal check

Check Out Our Other In Store Specials!

Bacardi Limon 750ml $8.99

Southern Comfort 750ml $7.99

Gordons Gin 1n w« $ 1 3.49

Boones Wines 5 for $10.00

Martini & Rossi Asti 750 mi $7.99

Hornsbys Cider 6 pocki $4.99

Check Out Our Other Great
In Store Specials

6 University Drive
at Newmarket Center, Amherst

**"
M
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Kater
continued from page 14

200 wins since its inception in 1978.

Impressive.

h is already known about Rater's

Hermann Trophy in 1990, which by

the way, is a season you don't want
to mention to her (I've heard). You
see, the NCAA Tournament was still

a 12-team playoff at that time,
instead of its current 32-team setup,

and No. 13 UMass did not make it

for some unfathomable reason. The
Minutewomen made the tournament

again this year, and they have kept

up the streak since that fateful sea-

son

Bitterness reigned, and Kater had

said to I Iw Boston Globe at that

time, "[The Hermann Trophy]
doesn't make up for missing the

NCAA's, though. I'd trade it in for

being able to play in the postseason

and 1 hope the award helps UMass to

continue to recruit top players."

Class.

And that hope was true, as players

like Kriana Scurry, Paula Wilkins,

Rachel LeDuc, Erin Lynch and
Rebecca Myers came to wear the

Maroon and White.

Until last season, the three-time

NSCAA first-team All- America
selection and two-time Adidas
Academic All- America selection

was atop almost all of the career

scoring records. Before Rachel
LeDuc last year, and then Rebecca
Myers this year, Kater had the career

goals 1 35 ) and points scored (92)

marks to her name.

After doing some assistant coach-

ing duties with Rudy here at UMass
in 1993 and 94, she now is coach of

the recently created women's soccer

program at Syracuse. Her team went

to a winning record this year, and it

looks like she will develop a tradition

for the Orange as well.

After watching Myers surpass
those records, and after hours of

researching our handy women's soc-

cer media guide, a chance to meet

one of UMass' ail-time greats was
before me. I choked. I said, "Hey!"

to Powell and Lynch (they said,

"hi!"), and kept walking. What a dolt

I am.
Continuing to Rudy's office. I met

the coach who was feverishly prepar-

ing for this weekend's 1 p.m. first

round NCAA matchup at Harvard. I

grabbed him by the cuff, and said.

"Was that a legend I just saw?" He
acknowledged my question, and then

left me in his dust as he ran off to

take care of team business. I think he

was saying something Al Davis-like,

"The team will run. and they will run

hard."

Following Rudy through the bow-
els of Boyden. he turns to me and
says something like, "Will you just

go and introduce yourself, she'll be
tickled, believe me."

So, I turned back to the main
entrance hall, walked right up to her,

and muttered. "Wellll, the coach told

me to introduce myself to you..."

We talked for a minute or so, she

slyly questioned me if I was doing
my job or not. I replied to the best of

my ability, and that was it. It might

mean nothing to some people, but it

i". as the world to a soccer fan.

Maybe, not the world, but it definite-

ly brightened my day.

lorma Kansanen is a Collegian

columnist.

LONDON

$149
Frankfurt

Cancun
Los Angeles
Rome
Lisbon

Chicago
Bangkok
Tokyo

$215
$129
$149
$249
$239
$100
$376
$346
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{Travel

44 Main Street

Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 256-1261
httpJ/tvxvxc.ciecu*r%/trav*Lhton

: EURAILPASSES ISSUED ON-THE-SPOT!

take Kaplan
and get into the

• Highly trained, expert teachers who
know the tests inside and out.

• Personalized, computerized study

plans, tailored to your individual

needs.

• Proven methods, guaranteed to

raise your score.

Class starts

November 16th!!

the leader In test prep

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST

www.haptan.oom

basketball
continued from page 14

written all over him, and that means
NBA. Otherwise. UNC will do alright,

fighting Duke for the second spot in

the ACC.
No. 9 Michigan — Robert Traylor

in the front and IUCO transfer

Brandum Hughes in the back: these

two will be key components to the

Wolverines' success. Maurice Taylor

and Louis Bullock will also carry part

of the scoring burden, as the juniors try

to claim the success fans' expected

when the class was dubbed the Next

Fab Five.'

No NCAA violations means the

green light for this year's team. Memo
to Steve Fisher: lust a thought, coach,

but this year, take the keys away from

Maurice.

No. 10 Duke — Rickey Price.

Taymon Domzalski, |eff Capel, Steve

Wojciechowski, Greg Newton... and

those are the returning players.

Rothown McLeod. a transfer from St.

(ohn's (the first in Mike Krzyzewski's

tenure). Trajan Langdon (back after a

medical redshirt), Nate lames (a

blue-chipper highly sought after by
Maryland) and recruits Chris
Carrawcll and Mike Chappcll only add
to the depth.

No. 1 1 Iowa State — Guard Dcdric
Willoughby will carry the Cyclones'
hopes on his shoulders.

No. 12 Syracuse — The loss of
Winfrcd Walton (for the season) will

hurt the Orangemen. Listen closely and
you can hear )im Bocheim crybabying

now.

No. 1 3 Arkansas — Karecm Reid.

Derek Hood and recruit Glendon
Alexander give the Razorbacks a

chance, although I don't think they're

quite top 15 material.

No. 14 Fresno Stale — Jerry

Tarkanian has put together a program

with sound hoop talent, albeit morally

shaky players. But then, look who their

coach is.

No. 15 Massachusetts — UMass
dropped after the marquis names left,

but the guard tandem of Edgar Padilla

and Carmelo Travieso will keep
UMass in the hunt. And of course

there's newcomer Lari Ketner, who
will make his presence felt.

• Conspicuously missing from the

Top 25 was Arizona. Although the

Wildcats are a young team, they have a

workhorse in Mylcs Simon and a very

talented recruit in Mike Bibby.

1 guess the voters had to make room
for the likes of Connecticut. Oh, wait,

they didn't make it either. Oops.

Casey Kane is a Collegian colum-

nist.

football
continued from page 14

robbery incident. My sense of idealism

was lost when 1 heard the news. Oh,
Eagles, why hast thou forsaken me!

Speaking of Eagles. Boston College

was supposed to suck, so you really

can't be disappointed.

The "Friends of the Program"
Inside Tip pick of the week. ..

I changed the name because I felt

like it, and because BC jokes got old

quick. I hope the new name will do
justice to all those people behind the

scenes, the boosters who buy the

blue-chippers the cars and the gym-
bags full of cash. The ones who clean

up those messy paternity suits and bar-

room brawls, the high rollers who do
all the dirty work but get none of the

credit. I'll recognize you, oh shady
ones!

You realize, of course, that I'm
being sarcastic.

This week, my "friends* pick is

Michigan, a 1.5 point underdog at

home against Penn St. I see the
Wolverines squashing an overrated
PSU squad like a grape.

Booty Schwag of the Week
Award...

I'm giving it to Wyoming. You

CHECK OUT A GREAT CLASS!

Peer Health Educators...

...Inn .hit ctti stuff

...tiled werksbops it ttt usijtuce kills ni Gnat irii.

. ..§im lit coiiens ill
1

itkir loojui if

till Cinpis Center hi* special inits.

...mike itw Men's.

...MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

PEER HEALTH EDUCATION

PUBLIC HEALTH 213/214 or EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits - 2 Semester Commitment Required

For permission of the instructor call the

Division of Health Education 577-5181.

Class will meet on Wednesdays from 2:00 - 4:30pm

Priority is given to those who meet with the instructor

before November 22nd.

^VW kWfcg U

oUot>t?(i/tG Otpr

L^l/ll/lrt

>r6^..

doutt-'Toui*

-A vvt U 6. r &4

know why? Not because they lost to

San Diego St., but because they wear

brown and yellow uniforms. They hon-

estly look like the bottom of a toilet.

As for tonight's game. Georgia Tech
vs. Maryland. If you watch this game
instead of "Friends," you might as well

transfer to UConn, 'cause you're no
good for us here in Amherst.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian colum-

nist.

IMIIVHEIIY / C.OUIGCAN

On the road to revenge
The Massachusetts men's basketball team looks to avenge last

year's preseason loss to the Converse All-Stars Friday night in the
Mullins Center.
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Sunday, November 17, 1996

WWFEMMES
John M. Greene Hall

Smith College

r°°°rs On

with
Cracker

*>rts ate
f>A

Tickets Available at Tickets Unlimited, For the

Record in Amherst, Northampton Box Office &
Ticketmaster.

General Admission $16.00

the world is getting smaller

smell better.

c
o

it'~ not what , ou ' vc fc,ot.

u ou put it.

38

Every 1-800-COLLECT call you complete between now and December 16th will automatically enter you

to win a trip for two to see Dishwalla live in concert in San Francisco, plus $1 ,000 cash to throw around

town. The more 1-800-COLLECT calls you complete, the more chances you have to win. Now you have two

great reasons for using 1-800-COLLECT: Up to 44% savings and a chance to see Dishwalla in San Francisco.

HUGOHUGO BOS

1-800-COLLECT

Save up to 44%.

U.S. residents. Void where prohibited. No purchase necessary. For free entry and rules, call 1-800-RULES4U. Sweepstakes ends 12/16/96.

Savings based on a 3-minute AT&T operator-dialed interstate call. For long-distance calls

http://www.hugo.com
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ANNOUNCEMENTS I EMPLOYMENT
Chines* Food Kai Chi delivering

Sunday-Thursday to 2am. Friday and

Saturday to 3am

Contest $100 Amsteur Male
Review Club Castaway Rt 5 10

Whately guys call 527-5258 Ladies

don't miss this Monday Nov 18

7 00PM

The Mullins Center Hockey
League il looking tor experienced

hockey players and/or experienced

teams to |0in in the spring It inter-

ested contact Harold at 545-3990

AUTO FOR SALE

ATTN: Leaving Country! MUST
SELL 86 HONDA ACCORD. 5 sod .

4dr. 124k mi New engine/exhaust

system in '95 Snow tires included

$2,500 Call 253-0823

EMPLOYMENT

LAST CHANCE
Legal Assistance Wanted
Novemtjer 15th is the last day to

apply to the Student Legal Services

Office about a Spring 1997 intern-

ship 1 Get hands-on experience in

the legal field Work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No expert

ence in the legal profession required

— training is provided Contact

Legal Services today 545-1995. 922
Campus Center

Free T-shirt + $1000 credit card

fundraisers for fraternities, sororities

& groups. Any campus organization

can raise up to $1000 by earning a

whopping $5 00/VISA application

Call 1800-932 0528 Ext 65
Qualified callers receive tree T-shirt

Abt Telephone Research Center

seeks candidates for interesting

part-time telephone assignments to

collect data on a variety of research

topics Absolutely no selling

involved Computer/typing skills

required Flexible hours Monday-
Friday 5pm-1 1pm. Saturday 11am-
5pm. and Sunday 12pm-5pm and
5pm- 10pm Must work a minimum of

20 hours per week Start at

$5 25/hour with paid training and
earn up to $7 00/hour Conveniently

located in the new Venture Center

with tree rides on nearby bus lines

Interested candidates, please call

(413)587-1607 An equal opportunity

employer

EMPLOYMENT
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students neededl Entry-level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services (2061 971 3600 ext R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- tarn up to $25-$45/hour II

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan. S Korea No teach-

ing background or Asian languages

required For info call (2061 971-

3570 Ext J50016

FOR SALE
29 Gal Fishtank light heater, filter,

gravel & decorations mcl $100 Call

Amy 546-0706

8 yr. old Thoroughbred Mare
$2500 Willing, obedient, with lower

level training 585-9781

MAC Powarbook 520 Color. 8MB
RAM with Apple Laser printer Call

Aimee 256-0413

FLEECE SHEETS All colors and

sizes Sets come with a fitted and a

flat sheet Sgl $35, Dbl $45,

$55. K $65. SglLong $40 Call Diana

586-4959

FOR SALE
286 IBM Comp. w/1 3" color moni-

tor & Panasonic printer: can get e

mail' All $350 or bo Cela 546-3506

Canon NP201S Copier little use

$550 Business FAX $135 Recliner

$185 Roll-top desk $95 508 544

3783

Computer- P90 15" Color monitor.

4xCD 16M SB32 w/spks Call 6-7234

Electric Guitar- Fender Strat in

excellent condition One 85 watt

Marshall amp Beautiful guitar,

must see $200. amp $50 Call Dave
63927

HOUSE FOR RENT
Amherst Belchertown line I

Bedroom, 2 bath home in quiet area,

available now 549-4270

INSTRUCTION

Boxing Three private 1/2 hour

lessons $69 95 Call 732-8817 In

Amherst Tues & Thurs Eve

Reward for return of brown cow
boy hat lost along Rt 9 or in

Northeast Area on Fn Nov 1 Please

call 549-9961 if found

MISCELLANEOUS ROOM FOR RENT
Rental Problems Questions about

your lease/security deposit deduc-

tions? Questions about subletting

/assigning leases' Questions about

the condition ot your new house or

apartment 7 Contact the Student

Legal Services Office, 922 Campus
Center 545 1995

New Metabolism Breakthrough
Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35
800-/76 9503 Doctor Approved

PERSONALS
Happy Birthday Grace and may 6

months someday be 60 years love

Always-Burton

ROOM FOR RENT
Female students: On campus
housing available for Intersession

$250 call Karen 508-682-9213. Kathy

617-479-7636

Female students: On campus liv-

ing Room and board Starting at

$2000/semester Singles available

Immediate occupancy or spring

semester Call Karen (508I 682-

9213, Kathy (61 7| 479-7636

Sublease my room for spring

semester, really close to campus'
549-5920

Seeking roommate for 4 bdrm afSt

in Northampton $300+ Call Karla

5858629

ROOM WANTED
Need 1 Bedroom Apartment sun

let for 1/1/97 thru 8/97 Call Dave
(4131783-7098

ROOMATE WANTED
Roommate needed spring
semester starting January 1 On
bus line call 256-6034

SERVICES

CAR NEED REPAIR? Let me come
to you! Student Rates 665-4790

Portraits tor tha Holidays.
Professional quality black and white

photographs $35 and up Call 253-

5217

SPELLING COUNTS! #1 way to

boost your GPA Paper typing 8i

proofreading Quick & inexpensive

Call (4131 549-7484

Computer Problems? Need an
upgrade? In-house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

SERVICES
Pregnant? Need help 7 Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549- 1 906

TRAVEL
Spring Break '97 Hottest destina

tions and coolest vacations' Lowest
prices guaranteed! Organize small

group, travel tree' Call for free info

1800)426-7710

SPRING BREAK TRIPS Cancun.
Bahamas. Jamaica & Florida Best

Prices. Best Parties. GROUP DIS-

COUNTS, space is limited Foi free

brochure CALL TODAY 1 800-959-

4SUN

Montreal Party Weekend
Student Special. Nov 15-17 $69

quad. Includes RT Motorcoach,
2 nights hotel downtown. 2

meals. Call Select Tours 617-

871-0490

TRAVELTIME has great deals tor

group and individual travel plans

Call Corinne 587-3011 413-781-6150

Killington Ski House needs house-

mates $500 00 for the entire sea-

son 549-8924

WANTED
Female/Mala students moon-
lighting as dancers/strippers in

local clubs If you are interested in

sharing your story tor my indepen-

dent study photoessay on "creative

student employment' call Caroline

at 546-5269 for more info Identity

will be confidential upon request

Desperate lor Bibliographic
material and I'm not even failing

the course Must have rigorous

booklist- textbooks, workbooks,

problems for Statistics 111 (School

of Continuing Education! Will pay

above $150/negotiable. Call at all

times except Mon and Tues. Don't

worry, I am correct (413)549-1271

2-3 Bedroom house for 3 kind sis

ters who need to get out of the dorm

for Spring Semester or ASAP Call

Merryl 6 2429

Moped. Ron 253-7983

ft
Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20$ per word/day

All
others

40£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.
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Classifieds

Its a good

Standard Headings
Activities Musicians

Announcements Miscellaneous

Apartment For Motorcycles

Rent Personals

Auto For Sale Room For Rent

Employment Room Wanted
Entertainment Roommate Wanted
For Sale Services

Found (2 days Summer Sublet

Free) To Sublet

Happy Birthday Travel

Houses For Rent Transportation

Instruction Wanted to Rent

Lost Wanted

CROSSWORD
1 2

10

15

II

4 II'' 5 6 II
* II

19 SJ20 21

- 9

H tiEBfr MH
1
•'

35

38

BO

63

25 26 1 SJ<?7 28

31 SJ33

' ^37

1

29 1

W- -Pwt- "—
50 51 1 SJ5? 53

56 SJ58

I61 I62

BSsVJ" LsV»

54 1

59

ACROSS
1. Keats sub|ect

4. Not many
7. Cudgel

10. The House at

Comer"

12. Des Moines resident

14. Atto

15. Shooting need for

short

16. Farm-implement

pioneer

17. Singer Guthrie

18. Nacreous necklace

items

20. Air Force equipment

22. Smalt deer

23. detector

24. Soft hat

27. Boring tool

30. Actors March and
Linden

31. "Wake Up little

33. Pour messily

35. Cable option

36. Veterans' mo
37. Rug
38. Diminutive ending

40. Aquatic animal

42. Civil-rights pioneer

Parks

43. Cuts ties

45. Most pleasant

47. Yale grad

48. Guys partner

49. When Oracula starts

to Stir

52. Exclusively

55. Boring

56. SF athlete to a Ian

58. Orderly

60. Say nay to

61

.

Homes for sloths

62. Actress Garr

63. Greek letter

64. Long period of time

65. Hospital workers

labor)

DOWN
1. creek wrthout a

paddle (2 wds

)

2. Win easily

3. Seward Peninsulas

commercial center

4. Opponents

5. Woolly mom
6. Distort

7. Uncover

8. Start of a

Shakespearean title

9. "Never Late"

11. Stockpiles

12. loalers

13. Nervous

14. TV groups

19. Kanga s baby

21. Intention

24. Abstains trom food

25. Overjoy

26. Dorothys Em et al

27. Donated

28. Pollster Roper et al

29. Skoal, eg
30. Coloring

32. Lush

34. School gp
39. In a balanced

manner

40. Familiarize with

surroundings

41. Challenges

42. Give in

44. Raised railroads

48. Aron s brother in

East of Eden

49. Bird feeder treat

50. Humerus neighbor

51. Fatigue

52. Looked at

53. Look at maliciously

54. Tall tale

55. Waging Peace
author s monogram

57. Modernist

59. Scale notes

The Motuk husefU

DAILY COLLEGIAN
nttp://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

Personals Policy
1. All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are
not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.
6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

ARIES
March 21 -April 20
II someone seems a little shy. turn on

the charm. Your sparkling personality

rould be the key to starting a great

new friendship. Pay attention to other

social obligations—you could be

committing a major faux pas without

thinking.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

If you're tempted to spend, take a

close look at upcoming expenses. You
might be In a position to loosen the

purse strings a little—but If you're

not. the consequences could be

disastrous. To save even more money,

find creative ways to recycle.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Feeling bored? Try planning a

big social event. If that seems

overwhelming, enlist a friend to help

you with some of the details Need

Ideas for what to do? Consider a

pic nic with a volleyball game or a

group camping trip

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Don't skimp on preventive

maintenance this week. You could

avert an expensive breakdown. Bone

up on your technical skills before

making a major career decision, and

you'll reap the benefits In the near

future.

LEO
July 23-August 23

Take a close look at a bad habit you'd

like to break. Now could be the right

time to make that c hange. Once

you've started, don't be discouraged if

It's tougher than you first thought.

This is a good time to make a change

for the better.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

An unexpected brush with the past

could send vein off In a different

direction Consult with your family

before doing anything drastic. It's a

splendid time for traveling. You could

make an Interesting discovery In a

new land.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Yum i onsistenl ellorts .it ,i Irelimi-,

pnjad are about to be nnlieed. so

don't let up. even if you re near the

end of your rope Keep track of your

cash How so you don't gel caught off-

guard by an expensive mishap Call

on a friend to get some extra advice

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
The competition could be tougher

than It looks when It comes to a

difficult project. Ask for help from a

close- friend Use your wlls. eldn t be

afraid to Innovate and you'll be fine.

Don't waste your breath arguing with

a stiibljorn person.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

If you're looking for romance, try

making the first move Consider

volunteering (or something You could

acquire valuable new skills and enjoy

life more. too. Chaos at home sets

your teeth on edge You can straight in

things out by delegating tasks.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Your sense of perspective lets you

understand Ihe big picture Use- Ihls

knowledge to your advantage, but

don't l>e surprised II others don't

share your Insight. Instead, foe us on

Individual problems and try to solve

them efficiently

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

Bring something lli.il's Imilicringyou

mil Into the open. If you let It lesler.

II will only gel worse- |i\n do It

tactfully—thoughtless words are an

enemy to progress A little extra good
fortune smiles on von as the week
i nines io ,t close.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
lake- c lose look al votir Things
Io Do" list Allhoiigh II sinns

overwhelming. If you slarl Io assign

priorities, II will start to grow more
manageable- Make an Invc-slment In

voiir luture Household chores lead to

a change that's refreshing to you

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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Always Wanted One of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan
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DHbert By Scott Adams
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Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick

YOUR rVESUrAE LOOKS GOOD,

BUT CUE COULO ONLY PAY

HALF OF 60HAT YOU'RE

MAKING NOW. ARE YOU
INTERESTED?

fao... YOU'RE LOOMN&
FOR A BRILLIANT

ENGINEER WHO IS

ACTIVELY SEEKING
A PAY CUT?

m

X

fWELL,YOU 1

HAVE TO

CONSIDER
THE nMSY
INTANGIBLES

SUCH AS rAY

SAVINGS
ACCOUNT IF

I WORKED
HERE?

8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University3 By Frank Cho
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Close to Heme By John McPherson
ll liill|li«iMi|i| P i iPBanaeaasssji

God punched me twite.

I couldn't fight back.

He made me feel like a loser

and he punched me on the bollom

ofmy feet.

My mother, father and all my
[iiends know I've been knocked out

a couple of times, hut I have one

little friend who doesn't know.

So I buy him piesents a few
times a year.

I lake him for long bike tides

in the woods and lie to him about

howwondeifullam.

Boy is that kid lucky he

found me.
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8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen
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Just
one Hc\ml

"Check out this goofball! Is he a candidate
for the Dufus Halt of Fame or what?! Make a

copy of this for the scrapbook!"

"Baxter.. .Beware The Dog Who Thinks!" By Brant G. Henne
Thi'j ;5 unjcctpublel-
You c:nnot say thai

TWe r.en

Frumpy The Clown By Judd Winick
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Do what I do; enjoy it,

then deny it.

- Zack Morris,

Saved by the Bell

99
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By Brian Marchionni

Things not to do at a job

interview
10) Answer all questions with, "I'm sorry, were

you talking to me?"
9) Make frequent references to your vast library

of pornography.

8) When your interviewer reaches to shake
your hand, shriek like a little girl and run away.

7) Begin each of your responses by muttering

under your breath, "Nosy little bastard..."

6) Don't wear pants.

5) Bring a snarling weasel with you into the

room.

4) Fake a heart attack.

3) Conclude interview by blowing your inter-

viewer a kiss.

2) Bring travel Yahlzee and start a game with
your imaginary friend "Peepers."

1 ) Fire up.

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 343-2626 for meter* Imtormmrlom.

(w tmm only dr+mm)

Franklin

LUNCH
Scrod

Scrod
Scrod
Scrod.

Hampshire

DINNER
Scrod *

Scrod

Scrod

Scrod

LUNCH
Scrod
Scrod
Scrod

Scrod

Worcester

DINNER
Scrod

Scrod
Scrod

Scrod

LUNCH DINNER

Scrod

Scrod
Scrod
Scrod

Berkshire

Scrod

Scrod
Scrod

Scrod

LUNCH
Scrod

Scrod

Scrod

Scrod

DINNER
Scrod

Scrod
Scrod

Scrod
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Sports
Women's soccer

has to regroup
'Yen thought you was the cool fool and ne\er could do

no wrong? Had everything sewed up tight, how come you

lay awake all nigjit long'.'" — Grateful Dead, Sugaree

Winning starts with the right attitude, and before taking

the field for Sunday's Atlantic 10 Championship match.

despite BO! having the services of its top two players in Erin

Lynch and Rebecca Myeft, the attitude of the Massachusetts

women's soccer team was nothing but over-confident.

This attitude must change if UMass plans on advancing

beyond Sunday's NCAA first round match at No. 7

Harvard, where according to the team's itinerary for the

weekend. thev will gi\c "90 minutes of heart.''

L Mas> had never lost in the A- 10 Tournament. The
cock) Minutewomen knew they had the match won before

the) even boarded theii van- on posh Goat Island, senti-

ments amplified when Sandy Shimogaki scored against

Dayton's back up keeper si\ minutes into the match.

No Lynch, no Mvcis. no matter; it *> only Dayton.

The vaunted Minutewomen expect victory in every A-10
contest, affairs they generally worry less about than their

next breathe. \ ictor) is automatic. L'Mass knows it. St. loe's

knows it. Fordham knows
it. Everyone knows it.

Dayton was clueless.

Unfearful. it toppled
I Mass. tearing its aura of

invincibility asunder.

I saw this twice last

weekend, as Saturday night

"Iron" Mike Tyson was
knocked flat on his butt. The invincible specter of Tyson
laid to rest by unfrightened 25-1 underdog Evander
Holvtield. Like I Mass in the A- 10. Tyson has entered the

ring for each of his tights, over-confident ly not thinking vic-

tory, but knowing that he will win.

Luke Sky walker pointed out that the Emperor's over-

confidence ami his biggest weakness in Return of the ledi,

and the good guys pulled out a big victory there.

Sans delusions of grandeur. UMass faced some cold, hard

facts as it fell behind to a lesser Dayton team running on
adrenaline alone. The Flyers whooped and hollered on their

bench throughout the match, while the disconsolate
Minutewomen sat silently as their team tried to rally.

More than anything in terms of tactics and personnel, it is

this defeated, apathetic attitude that needs to be altered

before Sunday 's clash with Harvard. Somewhere between
now and the Allston tolls, major regrouping and soul-

searching must be completed.

That, and it l.yneh's hamstring injury keeps her out fur-

ther, someone will have to step forward and lead this team
on the field. Someone like Erica Iverson or Robin Smith will

have to assume this role next year and. in a sneak peek of

1997 on Sunday, no one stepped forward.

A crushed Tyson has four months until his next bout.

while I Mam has four days to prepare for its next battle.

Credit coach |im Rudy for doing everything he can to

help his team find its long-lost intensity, missing in the

wake of Sunday's crushing loss. Yesterday's practice was
straight out of a boot camp.

No) only did the Minutewomen run like. well, cross coun-
try coach lulie LaFreniere's Minutewomen. but to further

intensify practice. Rudy played the role of a librarian,

instructing his team that "Mlence is golden."

Alter all. if the players can* concentrate on keeping their

mouths shut for a couple of hours, they probably can't con-

centrate on defeating Harvard on its home field.

Everything cushy is gone. Rather than stay in a nice-

Boston hotel Saturday night. UMass will leave for Harvard
at 8:50 a.m. on the day of the match.

The old adage goes that the true measure of a champion's
greatness is not how hard it falls, but rather how quickly it

can get back up.

The degrading loss to Dayton effectively served as a swift

kick in the rear for the Minutewomen. The issue at hand
now. with the A- 10 trophy stowed away in Ohio, is whether
or not it will have an adverse effect in trie NCAAs.

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian columnist.

Kater returns to UM

THANG VO COUECIAN

The UMass women's soccer team travels to Harvard this weekend for the first round of the
NCAA tournament where they will face the Crimson at 1 p.m.

There ate some times in life when
the littlest thing will occur, and it

will brighten up your day. It could
be that a class that you've not done
the studying for lias been cancelled;

it could be a paper that you've nut

written has been pushed back a

week; or. if you're a certain verbose
sports writer, an article you have to

write doesn't need to be written,

Well, a certain little thing hap-
pened to me yesterday...

I met April Kater.

a Massachusetts
spurts legend.

Who. you inquire

with a tone of saicas

tic ambivalence?
You're telling me you
don't know who she

is? Well. I guess you
don't, because if you were here at

I Mail back in 1410, when she
received the Hermann Trophy for

being the top women's soccer player

in the country, you either feel like

inc. Martin lones or Hussein Ihisli

To say it flat out. I had a real bad
day yesterday. I just missed a class

that I hadn't studied for; did not

write a paper that had already been

pushed back a week; and for this

certain verbose sports writer, the

previous two occurrences were
because a slurs needed to be writ-

ten. Basically. I needed a lift, and for

ni\ own sporting reasons, meeting
her for just a minute or two did.

Let's go step by step with this

encounter with greatness, shall we?
I was walking down the second

floor of Boyden Gym. to No. 19

Massachusetts women's soccer ;is-i-

tant coach Chris Chamides' iffice to

Jonma Kansanen

drop off some old Collegians. Hey, I

can't help it if they are big fans.

Rolling up on his office. I saw

junior keeper Danielle Dion, who
was looking for Chamides. too. and
said. "Hey 1 '' She ignored me. but

that is expected. You have to think

that alter a season full of questions

like. "Hey. how did you feel after

that big save?"; or "Hey, what was

your motivation to start goalkeep-

ing?"; and even something real asi-

nine like, "Hey, how
are you doing?" even

someone as acquies-

cent like myself
would like to tell that

person to sod off.

No. she's a great girl.

I kid.

So, I then head off

to go see if coach |im Rudy is in.

and a gathering evolves in front of

my eyes in the main entrance hall to

Boyden. Dion, seniors Amy Powell

and Erin lynch, field hockey assis-

tant coach Amy Robertson and star

midfielder Kyle Rothenberger sur-

rounded someone, and 1 was able to

get a glimpse of Kater amidst the

hubbub.

Over the years, I have read so

much about Kater. that almost a leg-

endary quality has evolved in my
mindset concerning her. (Well, stu-

pid, haven't you already said she's a

legend?) But anyway, the tradition

of UMass women's soccer is a

known fact, and she is definitely one

of the torchbearers. Six final fours,

now going on 14 NCAA
Tournament appearances, and over

Turn to KATER. page 10

Tennessee tops the top chokers of college football
Arizona State 55. Cal 7.

Sometimes even a football guru as great as myself is

wrong, and I'm man enough to admit when I've made a

mistake. Hell. I even gave myself the Booty Schwag once.

I guess I'm not as brilliant as 1 thought I was.

Okay, tnavbe I lost my head for a minute. Of course

I'm still brilliant.

That being said, let's talk football.

With the season winding down, I

though we could talk a little about some
teams that disappointed this season.

Teams that bit the big one. choked,
didn't show up. whatever Here are mv
Top 10 chokers of 1996

2. Kansas — When Glen Mason passed up the
Georgia job to stay in Lawrence. I don't think he envi-

sioned his squad going down the tubes so la-t. The
layhawks, who humiliated UCLA on national telev ision in

the Hula Bowl last Christmas, probably won't go to a

bowl this season. Hey. |une Henley. It's now November,
and you're 4 J,

COLLEGE
FOOTBALL

I . Tennessee — The Vols came into

1996 ranked No. 2. coming off a huge win over Ohio St.

in last year's Citrus Bowl. Peyton Manning was supposed
to lead LT to the Fiesta Bowl, and then pari the Red Sea.

turn water into wine, and forgive us for all our sins

before taking his place in the NFL hierarchy. Or so the

hype would make us believe.

And what happened? They choked! The \uls are now
6-2. and will have to watch Florida take their place in the

SEC championship. And by the way. Coach Fullmer, any
more losses to teams like Memphis, and you'll be selling

Elvis coffee mugs at Graceland by season's end.

5. Texas A&M The Aggies arc

usually one of the best teams in the

country. Oops They're 5-5. 5-5 in the

Big 12. which is the equivalent to

dying in a plane crash for A&M faith

ful. I know you lost Leeland McElroy,

but come on. Coach R.C. Slocum. The
Aggies only consolation...

4. Texas — Their bitter rival Texas had just about as

bad a season as they did. After a few lean years, leva-

was supposed to be back. Despite lames Brown, the

Horns have limped to a 5-4 record. But take heart. UT
fans. The Longhorns will probably sneak into a decent

bowl as the four seed from the Big 1 2.

5. Syracuse — Losses to North Carolina and
Minnesota to start the year dug a hole Paul Pasqualoni's

crew just couldn't dig out of, even though they're on a

tear right now. They'll still win the Big East, but they

should be in the national championship hunt with talent

like Donovan McNabb

6. Nebraska — What. Luke? They're 8-1. and tilth in

the country. Yeah. I know, but that loss to Arizona St.

knocked them out of what was supposed to be a third

straight national championship. The liuskers probably
have the most talent in America, but that won't help
them now

7. Notre Dame — Stupid losses to Air Force and Ohio
State prevented Ron Powlus from proving his critics

wrong.

8. Duke — They're 0-9! I know they weren't supposed
to be good, but 0-9 is bad for anyone

9. Tulane — People were saying they were the class of

Conference USA at the start of the year. Not that that's

anv big deal, but the Green Wave have bombed, going
2-7.

10. North Texas — Not the 4-6 record, but the hotel

Turn to FOOTBALL page 10

Lacrosse club heads into Boyden;

intramural playoffs under weather
As winter begins, the

Massachusetts lacrosse club has

gone indoors. The
squad is trying to

sugarcoat the
work of maintain-

ing and improving

stickwork skills

and conditioning.

The squad plays

box lacrosse three

nights a week in Boyden Gym.
With its collective eye toward

the challenging spring schedule,

the team gathers Mondays,
Tuesdays, and Wednesdays at 9
p.m. two hours a night.
Experienced nevv players are wel-

come to call coach ludy Dietel at

545-58 1 5 to join in the fun.

Hoop it up

•The Schick three-on-three
basketball tournament is in the

midst of roaring action. With 35
teams kicking off the competition.

seven teams remain;

Three Percent.
Bombers. Speak.
The Rage. Riders.

Hickman's Honeys
and the Squids.

• Don't leave for

Thanksgiving break

without turning in

your spring basketball teams
Rosters for spring basketball and
spring ice hockey are due Nov. 19.

That New England weather...

Due to weather and field condi-

tions, the soccer. Softball, and flag

football playoffs have been
delayed. If all goes well, the final

rounds will be played this week.
• The men's soccer final brings

Delta Chi against Delirium with
The Vixen Women facing the

Bushwackers in the woman's final.

• The Co-ed Softball teams to

play in the finals are the Beavers

against the Porkadelics.

• As for flag football action.

two evenings are needed to com-
plete the season. The semi-finals

consists of the Bomb Squad
against Pike A in game one while

Franchise meets Curly G. Cradle

Rock in game two.

I his week's sports briefs was
compiled by Collegian staff mem-
ber Chris Stamm.

All L+Mass club sports are invit-

ed to submit releases for Sports

Briefs. Information is due each
week on Wednesday by 12 p.m.

Teams can either drop off infor-

mation at the Collegian office at

113 Campus Center or fax us at

545- /592.

Dissection 10 1: Today, the mens AP poll

Flint, Calhoun to host U Game Clinic
After much anticipation.

Minuleman hoop fans have finallv

gotten the hoop
match up they've

been waiting for.

On Dec. 27. the

Massachuaetts men's

basketball team
head- to the

Springfield Civic

Center for the inaugural U Game to

face New England rival Connecticut.

UMass and I Conn Ian- alike will

have the opportunity to gain miiik

insight on both program*, before they

square off against each other.

As a preface to the battle with the

luskies later in the month, coaches

from both schools
will host the first U
Game Clinic on Dec
1 from 12 p.m. to 2

p.m. in the

Springfield Civic

Center. Minuteinan

coach lames "Bruiser"

Flint and UConn coach |im Calhoun

will host a basketball clinic for the

general public in which they will

demonstrate drills and relate phfloM
phies which have brought their

respective programs to national

prominence.

After the clinic. UMass and UCom
fans alike will have the opportunity to

ask questions and seek autographs
from players and coaches from both

teams. In addition, all fans in atten-

dance will receive free admission to

the Basketball Hall of Fame after the

clinic.

Pot mute information about the U
Clinic, contact the UniveiMiv

of Massachusetts Media Relations

Office at (413) 545-2459 or

Craigville Sports Associates at (401)

273-5211
- Chris Stamm

The AP preseason poll is out. here's

a quick look at the top 1 5:

No. I Cincinnati — As much as I

hate to say it, Bob Huggms has got a

good year comin' to him. Two name-
to throw at ya: Danny
Fortson and Ruben
Patterson. These two
will be down right

dominating in the
frontcourt. Add to it a

scrappy guard in

Damon Flint and
junior college transfer

D'luan Baker (is it me, or it now nec-

essary to have someone with a D. De
or an apostrophe in his name on every

team?) and the Bearcats have the right

ingredients to go far.

No. 2 Kansas — Many people
thought that Kansas would be the pre-

season No. I . then |acque Vaughn got

hurt. A talented floor general, Vaughn
will be missed in the early part of the

season due to his wrist injury, but the

layhawks are by no means slouches

with Vaughn gone. Paul Pierce, one of

last sear's most outstanding freshmen,

Raef LaFrcntz and Scot Pollard will

have to carry the load in the frontcourt

until Roy Williams' team is ready to

play a full court game, a task they are

ready to handle.

No. 3 Kentucky — They're not

going to repeat. Get over it

No. 4 Wake Forest — Tim Duncan
returns (after hucking the going-hard-

ship trend) and Wake is reaping the

benefits. Duncan has the ability to laid

this team to greatness, although it

might be in conference form, rather

than NCAA glory. Tony Rutland, on
his feet after knee surgery, should be a

brOS in the backcourt; and there's no
harm in having Dave Odom sitting DTJ

their bench.

No. 5 UCLA — |im Hsrrick i- Mt,
and the school is buzzing with the pos-

sibilities of recruiting violations, all this

just after the Baron Davis car inci-

dent. UCLA has the man- power in

Cameron Dollar. Toby Bailey. Charles

O'Bannon and |elani McCoy, but the

question is — are the Bruins hungry

enough? Only time will tell.

No. 6 Utah — Keith Van Horn
Utah is ranked this high because of

Van Horn, and the Utes were ranked

this high last year

because of Van
Horn. But who
cares? With a rank-

ing this high, we
get to see lots of

Rick Majerus. and

that's a good thing.

No. 7 Villanova
— Freshman Tim Thomas has a long

road ahead of him. but he may have

Cane

COLLEGE
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what it takes to make the folks in Philly

forget about Kerry, urn... Kerry, oh
yeah... Kerry Kittles. Team him with

Chuck Kornegay and |ason I aw son

and Villanova won't be bad.

No. 8 North Carolina — First of all

— hasn't Serge Zwikker graduated
yet'.'

Now, sorry, UNC fans, this just

might be (read: will be) the curtain call

for Antawn |amison. After the num-
bers he put up last year (15.1 points

per game. 9.7 rebounds per game),
Jamison has got the word cha-ching

Turn to BASKETBALL, page 10

Associated
Press Men's
Preseason Top 25
1. Cincinnati 14. Fresno State

2. Kansas 15. Massachusetts

3. Kentucky 16. Texas

4. Wake Forest 17. New Mexico

5. UCLA 18. Stanford

6. Utah 19. Arizona

7. Villanova 20. Clemson

8. North Carolina 21. Boston College

9. Michigan 22. Minnesota

10. Duke 23. Iowa

1 1 . Iowa State 24. George Washington

12. Syracuse 25. Marquette

1 3. Arkansas

DAILY COLLEGIAN
Volume CVI Issue 51

Discover your

roots!

The Roots and
jeru the Damaja will

perform at Amherst
College tomorrow
night. Check out
our preview (see

Arts and Living,

page 8).

Senior Day show-

down
Ron Brockington

and the UMass
football team face

off against UConn
tomorrow for the

Minutemen's
Senior Day (see

Sports, page 12).

WORLD

Cambodian militia

group condemns U.S.

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (AP)

— Khmer Rouge guerrillas on yes-

terday condemned a U.S.

Veteran's Day ceremony in

Cambodia that honored 18
American servicemen lost in a

failed rescue mission at the end
of the Vietnam War.

A memorial plaque was
unveiled Monday to pay tribute

to the men killed in the botched

May 1975 rescue attempt that

came to be known as the

"Mayaguez incident."

"Why, after two decades, does

the U.S.A. continue to recall the

stupid incident, considering they

were invaders in Cambodia?" the

guerrilla group said in a broad-

cast on its radio station.

The Americans were killed

while trying to rescue the 39
crewmen of the Mayaguez, a U.S.

container ship captured by the

Khmer Rouge when it strayed

into Cambodian waters.

NATION

Math error in Mass.
insurance hikes prices

BOSTON (AP) — Mass-
achusetts drivers will save $50
million on auto insurance next

year and perhaps $150 million

later because a mathematician
discovered an error in the way
rates have been calculated for

five years.

Motorists apparently have
been the losers since 1992
because of the error.

Burt Feinberg, a mathemati-
cian with the State Rating
Bureau, discovered the error

after going over thousands of

calculations used to determine
rates.

"From a consumer's stand-

point, it's not an understate-

ment to say that Burt's a hero

on this issue," Stephen
D'Amato, director of the bureau,

told The Boston Globe.

Officials said discovery of the

error will mean a 2 percent
reduction in 1997 auto insur-

ance rates, approximately $50
million or a saving of about $15

to $20 for every policy holder.

A hearing on what to do with

the estimated $150 million

motorists have been over-

charged since 1992 will be held

next week before state

Insurance Commissioner Linda

Ruthardt.

Attorney General Scott

Harshbarger wants the money
returned to motorists in the
form of rate reductions for the

following three years.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Saturday Sunday

£> £? £?
HIGH: 33 HIGH: 41 HIGH: 55

LOW: 20 LOW: 30 LOW: 34
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Ski Three
COUKTNIY SMITH I COIUCIAN

Freshman Matt DeCorpo, senior geology major Arik Colbath, and
junior mechanical engineering major R.J. Merlino, all members of the

UMASS Ski Club, unload the merchandise yesterday afternoon outside

the Student Union, in preparation for the Great UMASS Ski Sale begin-

ning today in the Student Union Ballroom.

Singer focuses on empowerment
huffy Sainte-Marie thrills audience at Smith College concert

By Beth McCarthy
Collegian Staff

Acadamy Award winner Buffy Sainte-Marie. a University

of Massachusetts alumna, gave an hour long perfonnance

last night at Smith College to celebrate the international

Week of Action.

This week includes the Otelia Cromwell Day. honoring

the first African American student to graduate Smith
College.

"Amazing," said Meg Chilton, a first year student at

Smith, of Sainte-Marie's performance. "It was aculmina

tion of the week of bringing about multi-cultural aware-

ness."

Sainte-Marie said that she wanted leave the audience

with a message of "self empowerment."

"Self empowerment from their own uniqueness and their

own point of view," said Sainte-Marie, who released her

first album in 1964 by Vanguard Records. "It's discouraged

because uniqueness is not welcome in the corporate lya-

tem."

Sainte-Marie gave a performance of 18 songs in total,

including two encores, many of which were the political

protest songs that she had become known for such as

"Universal Soldier," "Relocation Blues" and "Bury My
Heart at Wounded Knee."

"She definitely had a native tone," said Big Bear, a

Franklin county community member. "And many songs

didn't. She showed the willingness of our culture to reach

out and blend with other cultures."

Sainte-Marie later said that she "sometimes feels like ;i

bridge of communication between many different people."

Sainte-Marie also sang two of what she called "simple

love songs." and "Up Where We Belong" which she -.ml

she had written for the movie An Officer and a Gentleman

in 1980.
"1 loved her back in the 60's and I love her even more

today." said Linda Pellilier. an ADA student at Smith
College. "Maturity has done her well."

"Her songs brought tears to my eyes," said South
Deerfield resident Bemice Cole.

ludy Schroth. also an ADA student at Smith, said that

she --till remembered her performance at Camagie Hall in

the 60's. us well as her presence at the original Woodstock.

Sainte-Marie said that she remembered the 60s also, but

not as the press or the polititians will have it remembered.

"The 60's was a genuine student movement, not cooked

up by men." said Sainte-Marie. "Originality was not only

tolerated, but it was appreciated."

According to a UMass press release. Sainte-Marie
received her bachelor degree from UMass in Asian philoso-

phy in 1 970. and an honorary doctor of fine arts degree in

1990.

Sainte-Marie stopped recording for 15 years, during

which she raised her son — now 20 years old — and was a

frequent cast member of "Sesame Street" for five years.

Franca later named Sainte-Marie Best International

Artist in 1993. and she had also been asked by the United

Nations to proclaim the International Year of Indigenous

People during that same year.

Recently Sainte-Marie has earned the Award for

Lifetime Musical Acheivement by the First Americans in

the Arts. This award was named after her.

"The musician will figure out how to make music from a

weapon." said Sainte-Marie referring to the music bow
which is a single stringed instrument made from a bow
which was used in her song "Cripple Creek."

Her presence at the Five College area, which will include

a lecture titled "Up Where We Belong: Growing Beyond
the Rat Race" t.xlay at 4 p.m. in Memorial Hall. The lecture

and concert were put together with the collective efforts of

the alumni relations office at UMass. the Josephine White

Eagle Native American Cultural Center at UMass. and the

Otelia Cromwell Day Committee at Smith College.

Annual ski sale arrives at SUB;
Profits help plan Ski Club trips

By Adam Klein

Collegian Correspondent

Poetry event ends heritage week
Tonight, at 7 p.m. in the Graduate

Lounge. Boricuas L'nidos (BL) will

host Una Noche De Poesia. the la-t ol

events scheduled for Puerto Rican

Heritage Week.
This night of poetry will have some

of today's most sought after poatl

including Willie Perdomo.

Perdomo is one of the new raioei

to emerge from the Nuyorican Poets

Cafe in New York City. He has been

called by some, the reincarnation of

Langston Hughes residing in Spanish

Harlem. Combining feelings of love

and fear, rage and tenderness and
verse in prose. Perdomo takes his

experiences of city life and turns it

into poetry.

Events this past week included a

discussion on the roots of
Puertorriquenos. a cultural fair fea-

turing local arts, crafts and literature,

two play presentations on the prob-

lems afflicting Puerto Ricans jn the

inner-city and a panel discussion on
the political status of Puerto Rico.

BU was organized to address the

needs and interests of the Puerto
Rican community. BU's mission i- "to

support and advocate issues that will

help improve the Puerto Rican com-
munity and to educate the entire

community of the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst and the

Five College area on issues affecting

the Puerto Rican community both on
the mainland and on the island of

Puerto Rico."— Lisa Chiu

The University of Massachusetts

Ski Club will be holding their annu-

al ski sale today in the Student
Union Ballroom from noon until 9

a.m. The sale will continue on
Saturday and Sunday from 10

a.m.-9 p.m
All new and used merchandise

will be offered at 50 to 75 percent

off retail prices. Included in the sale

will be all major brands of skis and
snow boards. They will also be sell-

ing in-line skates and an entire

array of ski and snowboard apparel

and accessories.

Arik Colbath. senior geology
major and president of the UMass
Ski Club, was very optimistic about

the upcoming sale. He said "The
deals will be great because the ven-

dors will be battling each other for

the lowest prices."

When asked about the range of

equipment for sale. Colbath said.

"You name it. we've got it

Ski Club members were busily

preparing for the three-day event

late Thursday night as they filled the

Student Union Ballroom with aisles

and aisles of discount ski equip-

ment. The money for the sale is bor-

rowed from the SCA which the Ski

Club always pays back in full and

retains the rest as profit, which they

use to sponsor many events for the

upcoming season.

A free hourly raffle will be con-

ducted all three days of the sale

where prizes such as lift tickets for

major resorts and ski apparel will be

given away.

Several resorts will have repre-

sentatives at the sale including
Killington and Mt. Snow to inform

shoppers of student discounts and

package deals. The representatives

will be there, primarily to cater to

students needs, but will also answer

any questions shoppers may have.

Also at the ski sale. Five College

students and area residents will be

able to join the ski club at one-time

discount of $15. After the sale the

price will go back up to $20. The
membership allows members to par-

ticipate in upcoming events at huge

Ski Club discounts.

Membership is not limited to

UMass students. The club boasts of

having members from all five col-

lege- and the community.
Some upcoming events include a

trip to Quebec which will take place

on Dec. 6-Dec. 8. The $125 fee

includes transportation and two
days lift and lodging. For those who
are interested, deadline for sign-up

is Dec. 2.

One Ski Club member who went

on the trip last year said. "The
nightlife and the skiing rock. You'll

just have a gTeat time."

Also coming up is the Ski Club's

"Learn to Ski and Snowboard
Weekend." which will take place at

Mt. Snow on Dec. 18. The lesson

pass and lift ticket is $25 and a full

mountain pass is $30.

Army recruiter under investigation
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (AP) — A U.S. Army recruiter

has been relieved of duty during a military investigation

into whether he raped a prospective female recruit, an

Army spokesman said yesterday.

The recruiter was working at this city's Army recruit-

ing office, where two other recruiters were reportedly

transferred during a separate investigation of impropri-

eties, including cheating on the entry examination.

Eric Hurwitz. a spokesman for the Army's Criminal

Investigation Division in Aver, said a 20-year-old

prospective recruit from Westfield reported being raped

by the recruiter in December in West Springfield. Asked
if he was with her in an official capacity, the spokesman
said, "It's still an open case, and this is being deter-

mined."

He said the rape was reported in April. If convicted of

rape by a military court, the recruiter could face life in

prison.

The Army currently is embroiled in a national scandal

of sexual harassment. Army instructors at a training cen-

ter in Maryland were charged with raping and harassing

female recruits. At Fort Leonard Wood in Missouri, one

male drill sergeant pleaded guilty to having sex with

female soldiers and two others were charged with

improperly touching female trainees.

The Army did not disclose the names of the accuser or

the recruiter under investigation in the alleged West
Springfield rape.

Linda [eleniewski. public affairs officer at Fort

Devens. could not say when the investigation will be

completed.

Hurwitz said the criminal division did not contact

police about the allegation. He said police could be noti-

fied later.

In the other investigation, Sgts. lames Noel and
Michael Hernandez were transferred from the

Springfield recruiting station after the allegations of

improper recruiting arose. Major Don Snow was quoted

as saying by the Union-News in yesterday's editions.

The Army provided few details, saying the investiga-

tion into Hernandez' actions was incomplete.

But Capt. Timothy Murphy, lawyer for the 1st

Recruiting Brigade and stationed at Fort Meade. Md..

said part of the improper conduct involved entry tests in

which Noel arranged to have others take entry tests for

prospective recruits.

"There seem to have been multiple instances... of peo-

ple improperly taking the test for others," Murphy said.

Fraternity celebrates black community
with Homecoming semi-formal social

By Gregory Casimir

Collegian Staff

Sunday. Nov. 17. in the Campus
Center Auditorium, the brothers of

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. will

hold an elaborate social event called

"An Evening on the Nile" a

semi-formal culminating black

Homecoming weekend.

The semi-formal is a celebration

commemorating 90 years of excel-

lence and achievement by the frater-

nity of Alpha Phi Alpha. The hall-

mark of the Alpha Phi Alpha is dedi-

cation to community service, and
commitment to uplifting the black

community. It is a'so a celebration of

black culture and community
achievement.

"In celebrating 90 years of excel-

lence and achievement, we look for-

ward to more decades of service and
brotherhood because past achieve-

ment is essentially useless without a

plan to continue in the future." said

Kola Olosunde. president of Alpha

Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.. on UMass.

The chairman of the event is

senior and Alpha. Dan Lizana.

Among some of the sponsors that

helped make the event possible are

the ALANA Caucus. Campus Center

Activities. The Distinguished Visitors

Program and the Haitian Student

Alliance (HASA).
The evening will include a keynote

address by Wilham Strickland, a

catered dinner as well as a variety of

entertainment. Expected is a live jazz

band, courtesy of the Herman
Hampton quartet, as well as a live

performance by an undisclosed R&B
group.

Some of UMass' own talent are

scheduled to perform such as the

Cape Verdean Student Alliance
Dancers and Boundaries — an up
and coming student-run dance
troupe.

An award ceremony will be con-

ducted lauding the achievements of

blacks in the community, past and

present.

Following the semi-formal, the

brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha are

throwing a hip-hop and reggae
party.

Olosunde said that the event was
for all students.

"Come and celebrate the spirit of

Alpha, and enjoy the hospitality of

Alpha Kappa Chapter." he said.

Undercover
comrrNtY smith / coutcuw

Freshman business major Leo Blais and undeclared freshman Aric

Egmont "captured" Geoscience Professor Mike Rhodes during his

Dynamic Earth lecture yesterday afternoon in Mahar Auditorium. The

mock kidnapping was organized by Amnesty International to raise

awareness about human rights abuses.
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For Your Information
FVIs tn pubkc wrvice announcements printed doty To vucxnit an
FYI. ptease tend a pmi releaie conlaminq ill pertinent informa-

tion, including the name and phone number of the contact per^*nq
son to the Cotfeuion, c/o the

ous day

anaginy Editor by noon the previ-

Friday, Nov. IS

Hem lit People'! \Kn kit ,md Evthfoodl IN sponsor-

ing ;i Benefll Show in Ktnti.-rfii.-lu l-'urni 8 p.m. to mid-

night All proceed^ will go to jeuit'i Home, i hflOMim
sheltei in Northampton Admission is $2 ot .1 donation of

non perishable lood item Bandi Khedufed to play are

Tricknee and Kliic- Spite and the kola Clan The event is

ipomored h\ People- Market, Earthfoods, Greenough

Snack Bu .md CD&C.
\/< < '/ .•!' Everyone ii invited to join in organizing the

Pi\e College Campaign Against Sexual Violence. A follow

up planning meeting will be held from 2-5 p.m. in

Campus Center room 805.

rmumc --- Mt llolvoke College presents Patrizia

Ciofli. soprano, milted b) Melinda Spratlan. soprano.

accompanied bj Clifton Noble and Antonio Daino. guest

tenor, at 8 p.m. in Pratt Hall. Cioffi is a professional opera

singei and student at MI1C: Spiallan is a music professor

.11 MHC Daino is an international!) known, award-win-

ning performer.

Reading — Third Wave feminist BoAiksellets presents

Teresa Stores, who will read from her new novel

Sidekicks at 7 p.m.

Services — NITY Reunion Service led by Young
ludea/Hamagshimini members at b p.m.. Hillel House.

Saturday. Nov. 16

Religious — The Hindu Students Organization at

I Mast if celebrating "Diwali the festival of Lights." The

event starts at 7 p in. in room 168 of the Campus Center.

Sunday. Nov. 17

Outing — The United Christian foundation Student

Fellowship invites interested students to hike the

"Monte'* Cavee" and stone structures in Leverett. Meet at

Folsum House. Je>7 N Pleasant St. at 12:50 p.m. For

more information, contact Kent Higgins at 549-5501.

Tuesday, Nov. 19

Workshop — Amnesty. International at UMass is spon-

soring a letter writing workshop from ^ a.m.-5 p.m. in

room 162 "5 of the Campus Center. Amnesty officers

will be there to offer assistance to anyone who has not

written an urgent action letter before. Anyone and every-

one interested in supporting a cause ll welcome.

Wednesday. Nov. 20

Lecture — "I S. Foreign Policy Toward Russia.

linavia and the Baltic Republics" by U.S.

Ambaaadoi to Finland. Derek Shearer. Amherst College.

Merrill II. 7:30 p.m. Free and open to the public. For

more information, call 549-4600.

Poetry — There will be a poetry and prose reading at

the Student Union Art Gallery at 7:50 p.m . sponsored by

the Spectrum. Anyone interested in leading their work in

a non- competitive environment is welcome to sign up.

Please ..all 545 2240 for more information.

Presentation — "Bosnia 1996: War Crimes.
International I aw. and Democratization" is the title of a

presentation by noted scholar Beverly Allen. Preceding

her talk will be a reading by Northampton poet Adrian

Oktenberg from her new book. The Bosnia Elegies. The
event takes place at 7:50 p.m. at Stoddard Hall, Smith

College. For more information, call Friends of Bosnia at

586-6450.

Notices

DcftM — The Northeast School ol Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a daiue spree eveiv I i idav liom

8:50 p in to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol free environment.

All ages

welcome. Sliding scale, lor more information, call 584

8167.

Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are ever)

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 lotiuan

Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more
information, contact Milly Delesus at 546 1085.

Tall Library Workshops — UMass reference librarians

are offering a series of workshops. November sessions will

include demonstrations ot databases and Web sites in

Business (Nov 12. from 2:50-5:50 p.m.) with Business

Librarian J. Mike Davis; Literature with Literature

Specialist Liz Filzpatrick (Nov. 18, from 1-2 p.m.); and

the Internet (Nov. 15. from 2-5:50 p.m. or Nov. 21, from

9:50-11 a.m.) with Internet Resources Librarian Emily

Hum. All workshops will be in the Library Instruction

Room, main floor. Du Bois Library. All are welcome,

although sign up is required for the Internet sessions

Please call 545 6892 to register

Tinancial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange
workshops will be held on Tues.. Dec. 5 from 5:50-7 p.m.

in CC room 165-169.

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final

Examination Schedule will be available beginning Friday.

Oct. 18. Copies will be delivered to students in residence

halls, and will be available to off-campus students in the

Registrar's Office (215 Whitmore).

Health — To help students and their families stav

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are

available to help you find answers to your questions and

concerns: Mondays from 4:50-6:50 p.m. in the Health

Education Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more
info) and 4:50-6:50 p.m. in the Community Room H-4
North Village: Tuesday t>:50- 8:50 p.m. in the

International Lounge. Prince House (call 545-2299 for

more info); Wednesdays 4:50-6:50 p.m. in the

Community Room. 41 1 Lincoln. AJ' conversations are

confidential.

Literature - mOTHERTONGL'L. the multilingual stu-

dent publication by the dept. of comparative literature, is

currently seeking submissions for the spring '97 publica-

tion. We will accept original poetry, short stories.

one-acts, international photographs, and art work created

by multilingual students Please submit a copy in English

to the Comparative Literature Dept. in 205 South
College. Rough drafts are acceptable.

Meeting — P.O.W.E.R.. the Progressive Organization

for Women's Rights holds their weekly meetings on
Thursdays at 6 p.m. in the Student Union room 506. All

men and women are welcome.

Meeting — The Pakistan Students Association has its

weekly meetings every Tuesday at 7:50 p.m. in the

Campus Center. Check for the room number at the infor-

mation desk. For further details, contact Musharraf at

546-6295.

Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus meets

every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer 201. All

anthropology undergraduate minors and majors welcome.

Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Ivrit" held every

Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right

as you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis

Campus Police Log
Accident — Personal injury

Nov. n
There was a two vehicle accident

on Massachusetts Avenue. Both
operators were taken to Cooley
Dickinson I lospital.

Accident — Property Damage
Nov. 12

There was a minor two -vehicle

accident on Massachusetts Avenue.

There was a two-vehicle accident

on Fearing Street. No one was
injured.

Nov. 13

There was a two-vehicle accident

on Commonwealth Avenue. No one

was injured.

There was a minor rear end colli-

sion at a crosswalk on
Massachusetts Avenue.

Annoying Behavior

Nov. 12

An individual in the Campus
Center reported being threatened.

Nov. 14

A delivery person was threatened

by two individuals in Dwight
Residence Hall.

Assist Other Police

Departments

Nov. 13

Police assisted the Amherst Fire

Department with an injured rider

at Hadlev Horse Farm.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Nov, 14

A vehicle in parking lot 1 1 was

broken into. A CD player was

stolen.

Disturbance

NOV. 12

Police responded to an individual

creating a disturbance In the

University Store in the Campus
Center.

Family Offenses. Domestics

Nov. 12

There was I report of a doHWStk

assault near Morrill Science

Building on North Pleasant Street

Both parties left the area prior to

police arrival.

Larceny

Nov. 12

Entry was made into a janitor's

closet in the Campus Center. Two
watches were reported stolen.

A license plate was stolen from a

vehicle in parking lot 32.

A backpack was reported stolen

from (he WEB. DuBois Library.

Nov. 15

An individual from Hampshire

House reported the past laiecnv of

two credit cards

A vendor from the Campus
Centei reported that a ring was

stolen From his booth. The ring was

recovered from the individual. No

charget were pressed.

An individual from Baitlett Hall

reported thai his Walkman was

stolen.

Rape
Yoi 10

Detev tives from the Community
Disorders Unit are investigating a

report of an alleged acquaintance

rape which OCCUmd in a residence

hall in' Southwest Residential Area.

The victim is a student

Vandalism

Nov 12

[hare wa* i report of mail found

open in a mail bo\ In Patterson

Residence Hall

NOV. /)

A vehicle in parking lot 12 was

damaged.

VOV. 14

A vehicle in parking lot 49 was

damaged.

Paper was strewn all over the

inside of the Old Chapel.

A window was broken in

Middlesex House.

and other Hebrew speakers welcome.
Muting — The Animal Righrs Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student

Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

New Organization — W1CC (Wes( Indian/Caribbean

Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West

Indies or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as

anyone interested in the culture. For more information,

contact Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

your help is needed. If interested, call |ordan at

546-5548.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon- 1 p.m.

in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement

of Worcester Dining Common). For more information,

call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer \ alloy

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus

stops at 9:45 a.m. Please call Mark to confirm or foi other

stops at 253-0361.

Stuff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments Editorial positions are available in

photo, layout, copy and marketing departments. An assis

tant copy editor and assistant Sports editor are also need

ed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m.. 304

Student Union, or call 545 0848 if interested.

Support Croup — Tobacco cessation support group

meets weeklv on Wednesday evenings from 7-8 p.m. in

the Campus Centei to help people quit smoking and

chewing tobacco. See schedule bv elevators foi room
number or call Steve at 577 5181 foi further information

Talent Needed — The UMass Asian American Students

Association is looking for Asian/American hip hop. reggae

and R&B dancers for next semesters annual Asian Night

production to be held on April 1 I. 1997. Contact Geneva

at 546-2714 for audition information.

Theatre — New WORLD Theatre presents Raw and

Combination Skin Nov. 15-16 at 8 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium. Tickets are $5/students and seniors and

$8/general public. This production is a collaboration

between the Smith College Theatre Department and New
WORLD Theatre'

Volunteer — The Zoo in I oust Park at Springfield has

a wealth of diverse volunteer opportunities available for

persons who love animals .md are committed to conserva-

tion education 1 or further information about the Zi>o and

to be sent a volunteer application, please call (415)

733-2251.
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Smell the flowers!

COUHTMY SMITH\«XUGI/VN

Junior theatre major James Belisle explores the depths of artist Ming Fay's "Trumpet Plant"(1993) yester-

day at the Fine Arts Center's University Gallery. His work is among several artists as part of the gallery's

"Posing Reality", on exhibit through December 1 3.

J

Campus Activities at the University of Massachusetts Presents

Something Every Friday
A weekly series of Free special events

Presents

Stand-Up Comedian

Greer Barnes
w/ Opener Jordan Rubin

November 15, 1996 8:00pm

Fine Arts Center

Free to Umass & 5-Colleoe /IjJ

Students A Jj t
*zr Give away

w/valid ID -s^Tfrom Poylgr

^^mm Records
$5 General Publi

Also, All UMass Students, if you have 10 minutes
of something funny to say, tnen we want you!!!

Sign up in the campus Activities Office, Before

Wednesday, November 13, 416 SUB, 545-3600

Money for Books Awarded

1st Prize... $100

2nd Prize... $75

3rd Prize... $50

A Movie
Double Feature

Two UMass
Student Acts:

The Acappela Group

The Doo Wop Shop

&

Umass Vocalist

Natasha Springer

November 1 5, 1 996
In Mahar Auditorium

** FREE **

If:

\buR Numbers Up

THEflUGHTENERS FLES9
i< .1 /.

8 pm
DAILY COLLEGIAN 10 pm

For more information check out our website

http://www. umass . edu/campact/events/calendar. htm
this series is made possible by a grant from Auxiliary Services and the Vice-Chancelor for Student Affairs

Butterfield to host benefit concert
By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

People's Market and Earthfoods
will be sponsoring a benefit show for

Jessie's House featuring the bands
Bluespice. Kolaclan and Tricknee
tonight at Butterfield from 8 p.m. to

midnight.

"Being a non-profit student collec-

tive, a main goal of People's Market
is to reach out to the community,"
said People's Market member )ane

Odero.

Money and non-perishable food
items collected at the show will be
donated to Jessie's House, which is a

homeless shelter for both individuals

and families, located in

Northampton.

According to People's Market staff

member Graig O'Conner Jessie's

House has been open for 1 6 years.

"Jessie's House gives a place for

families to stay while receiving educa-
tion and counseling services to help

them to never become homeless again

when they leave." O'Conner said.

O'Conner said that in recent years

Jessie's House has received less

money from the government and pri-

vate donors, yet there are more
requests to live there.

Odero said that the outreach com-
mittee of People's Market realized

that Jessie's House was in need of

help, which the market could pro-

vide.

Odero added that the committee
felt it was best to collaborate with
other student businesses, such as

Earthfoods.

"This show fosters cooperation
between the student businesses, while

benefiting Jessie's House," said
Earthfood's staff member Leah
Fifield.

O'Conner said, "The benefit show
will help connect students and the

University to issues that go beyond
the campus."

Campus Design and Copy (CD&C)
donated fliers for the show.
Greenough Snack Bar, Earthfood's

and People's Market will be selling

refreshments at the show.

The benefit show will also feature

poet Omar Gayle.

"It is important for students to help

the community because we are the

community," said Gayle.

Admission cost is $2 or a non-per-

ishable food item, which will be
donated to Jessie's House.

"The show will be entertaining and
serve a good purpose," said Odero.

GLB guild prepares for business fair

By Joseph Fountain

Collegian Starr

This weekend the Northampton
Lesbian and Gay Business Guild will

be sponsor a business fair and host

entertainer Kate Clinton and lecturer

Candace Gingrich.

The business fair is offering free

workshops at the Hotel Northampton
all day Sunday, starting at 10 a.m.

and concluding at 4 p.m.

The workshops include "Creating a

Career Plan" and "Marketing Basics,

Small Business Marketing," at 10:15

a.m.

Those workshops will be followed

up with "All You Can Be
Strategies for your Successful
Business" and "Practical Retirement

Planning for Lesbians and Gays" at

11:45 a.m.

Programs beginning at 12:45 p.m.

will discuss "Home Ownership: Now
and For the Millennium" and "Basic

Estate Planning."

After lunch, participants can par-

ticipate in "Adoption Brings Love
Full Circle" and "A Funny Time to Be
Gay."

The program on adoption will be

presented by Maria Allison of Full

Circle Adoptions and Family
Planning and helps potential parents

find those services.

Comedian Ed Karvoski will con-

duct "A Funny Time to Be Gay." The
workshop traces the evolution of

gay/lesbian stand up comedy through

the '70s and "80s up to the comedy
sitcoms of today.

Clinton is a well known lesbian

comedian who has appeared on "The
Arsenio Hall Show,""Good Morning

America" and "Nightline." She will

be doing her one woman show called

"All Het Up!"
Clinton has been doing comedy for

1 5 years and is highly regarded in the

GLB community.
Clinton pulls some of her jokes

from the headlines in the newspa-
pers. In a Metroline article, Clinton

said, "I do a lot of political jokes,

which are kind of hard to avoid these

days... I try to do very topical stuff."

Clinton will be appearing at Sage
Hall at Smith College in

Northampton at 8 p.m. on Saturday.

Nov. 16.

Gingrich, who is the sister of
Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich

(R-Georgia), will be speaking on her

book Tales from the Campaign Trail.

She will be appearing at the
Northampton Hotel at 7 D.m.

Weld would accept Clinton job offer

By Glen Johnson

Associated Press

BOSTON — The White House
may want to put a Republican in its

next Cabinet, but it doesn't want an

ideologue who would clash with

President Clinton's more liberal

social and economic views.

Enter William F. Weld, the
Republican governor of

Massachusetts. One week after los-

ing his U.S. Senate race by a surpris-

ingly large margin, the fiscally con-

servative, socially liberal Weld is

openly touting his interest in serving

in the Clinton administration.

"Oh. if Bill Clinton called me up
and said, 'Would you like to be
attorney general?' I would start

Monday," the governor told an inter-

viewer Wednesday.

While even Weld doubts that

would happen, his interest has

quickly evolved from casual to

intense.

It also comes at a time when the

White House is pondering what to

do with Attorney General |anet

Reno. There are reports the presi-

dent wants to replace her but is

afraid Republicans will charge she's

being ousted for approving investi-

gations into the administration.

Weld could resolve those con-
cerns.

The two-term governor held the

No. 3 job in the U.S. Justice

Department under President
Reagan. He resigned after two years

in protest over the slow pace of an

investigation into then-Attorney
General Edwin Meese 111.

He also prosecuted a number of

white-collar criminals while U.S.

attorney in Massachusetts in the

early 1980s, which would insulate

him from charges he'll be a softy

when there are requests for indepen-

dent counsels such as those Reno
has approved.

As governor. Weld has also signed

sweeping victim's rights and juvenile

justice bills — two areas that have

interested the president.

A former high-level White House
aide said Weld's interest in a job is

now widely known. It's more likely,

however, that he'd be a candidate

for a job in the State Department or

as an agency head.

"The president's outreach to

Republicans is a very genuine one,

and I think he would receive that con-

sideration," said the official, who
spoke on the condition of anonymity.

ELWACUNA
BAR ti GRILL

NOVEMBER DRINK SPECIALS!

$1 DRAFTS!
$1.75 BUD/ BUD LIGHT POUNDERS!

WEEKLY MUNCMIE SPECIALS

Every Tuesday after 9pm
Every Wednesday after 9pm
Every Thursday after 9pm

10 cent wings!

75 cent spicy fries!

$3 Nachos!

LIVE BANDS EVERY TUESDAY d WEDNESDAY NIGHTS

Full menu served until closing every night!

41 Boltwood Walk, Amherst, MA
(413)253-4040

BRIJCDT'C
• FOOD 'TROPICAL PRINKS • FRIENDS •

;•—
-:

Sfttv <,r

Everyone at," PRUDDY'S" would
LIKE TO CONGRATULATE

/ff^L RUSS, DAN,
«T 8r THE REST OF THE

r UMASS WATER POLO TEAM
FOR ONCE AGAIN BECOMING

"The EASTERN CHAMPIONS"

Just like PRUDDY'S, you guys keep

PROVING YOU'RE THE BEST OF WHAT'S

AROUND.
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Running the race fairly

Kaisar

Khatak

Given a less than generous rate of economic growth,

it is no surprise to witness a recent white backlash

against social programs like Affirmative Action.

Should there be preferential treatment of minorities or a

neutral decision process governing access to schools and

jobs?

Whites and minorities both agree that a system of racial

preference should be replaced with a system of meritocra-

cy. A meritocracy is a system whose hierarchy rewards

individuals by achievement. A meritocracy is considered

democratic because it establishes equal

opportunity. In theory, a meritocracy

would be effective given an equal playing

field (economically and politically).

However, given present economic hierar-

chy and the perpetuating white privilege

that stemmed from past oppression of people of color,

meritocracy proves itself a farce. In the race to accumu-

late wealth, not everyone starts from the same point. The
playing field is not leveled for competition; white monop-
olization of resources creates an inevitable social hierar-

chy that keeps whites on top and people of color on bot-

tom. If minorities are to improve their social status, they

must find some way to gain access to those resources.

Historically, education was thought to be the equalizer.

However, we now know that it may be the contributor.

Education is perversely affected by economic variables.

Unequal school funding, tracking systems and G.P.A. are

all socio-economically linked. A higher G.P.A. is strongly

correlated with the characteristics and personality traits of

the affluent. This comes as no surprise since schools were
engineered by the capitalist class to reproduce the class

structure. Clearly, the existence of uncontrollable external

factors that determine educational success like socio- eco-

nomic status prove a meritocracy cannot exist within our

empirical world.

The 14th Amendment was passed to establish equality

before the law. It established equal opportunity, not just

for individuals, but for groups in society. Affirmative
Action attempts to open doors and create opportunities

for minorities where there were none. Successful minori-

ties serve as role models reflecting opportunities and
ideals for the next generation. However, in highly individ-

ualistic social culture, many tend to possess a narrow
vision of public policy. This is why to many minorities,

whites appear regressive.

Whites must comprehend that eliminating Affirmative

Action will re-segregate society. Brown vs. Board of

Education integrated American society by

proving separate was inherently unequal.

To eliminate Affirmative Action is to

re institute Plessy vs. Ferguson. At UMass,
raising academic standards, which appears

a non-political issue, will in fact have the

inevitable effect of whitening the campus. What little

diversity UMass possesses will soon become negated with

the abolishment of Affirmative Action.

Economically, whites are not losing jobs because of

Affirmative Action but because of corporate downsizing
and outsourcing. Downsizing is responsible for one mil-

lion jobs lost each year. Also, real wages for all workers,

including white males, have been falling since the 1970s.

Whites need to examine why the inequality gap between
the rich and poor grows and why eliminating Affirmative

Action will in fact have no net effect on their wages.

If whites still seek to eliminate Affirmative Action, they

cannot do so without simultaneously establishing an equal

playing field for minorities. Whites must redistribute the

resources equally if the race is to be run fairly. If hierar-

chy is what whites seek and a meritocracy is the means,
then redistribution is the only course of action. White
reluctance to surrender economic privilege and create

equal opportunity only demonstrates the discrepancy

between ideology and reality and the distance between
rhetoric and action.

Kaisar Khatak is a UMass student.

Parenting, a right or a privilege}?

On a subway in New York City,

a mother slapped her child.

Hard. Once and then again.

The child erupted into tears.

Everyone sitting in the vicinity looked

away. After all. it was an altercation

between a mother and her child. Did
we have a right to interfere?

Then as we watched, the little girl

tried to snuggle up to

her mother, trying to

seek some comfort.

The mother turned
away, pushed the

child away.

Again, we watched in silence, try-

ing to keep shocked expressions in

check.

Ever since a mother slapped her

child in a grocery store and then was
put in jail for it. the debate has been

raging over who has the right to raise

children.

Colorado has gone so far as to

insert a parental rights amendment in

its constitution — rights that would
give parents the ultimate control over

their children.

Do parents deserve the unchecked
right to raise children? Did this

woman on the subway have a right to

be a mother?
There are those who insist that

parents must be the only ones who
have the right to discipline and raise

their children and that the state

Seema

Gangatirkar

should not interfere.

Granted, there have been mistakes

made when children h*ve been
removed from good. wiring homes
because their parents had been
accused of Child abuse.

But all too often, children have
been abused and sometimes even
murdered by their parents. In some

well publicized cases,

the child had originally

been removed from
the home and then
returned because of

one reason — biology.

The courts have decided in the

past that biology is the overwhelming
reason why children belong with the

people who bore them and not for

any other reason.

The biology argument came to the

forefront with the Baby (essica case,

when the DeBoers and Schmidts
squared off to see who would get the

right to raise this child.

Not once did the courts ever con-

sider who would make the better par-

ent or what would be best for Jessica.

Except in one instance, biology won
in every round.

We ought to be thankful that in

Jessica's case, she was desperately

wanted by two sets of parents, nei-

ther of which were cruel or abusive.

Other children aren't so lucky.

There are times when the biology

ought to be used as a viable reason to

raise a child — when you. as a par-

ent, have demonstrated your commit-
ment and your lore for a child

Simply contributing egg and
sperm does not make a parent.

The decision to have a child will

change the rest of your life. It doesn't

matter if you're 14 or 38. nothing
will ever be the same.

For some, having children means
having a little person around —
someone who will love you uncondi-

tionally simply because you gave
them life.

For others, having children is the

ultimate prize in the game of life. The
trophies that you can display and
brag about at company dinners.

There are no right reasons to have
children — there are only wrong rea-

sons. While parenting cannot be
completely selfless, it cannot be self-

ish.

Having children means that for the

rest of your life, you're going to sup-

port them, love them, lead them. It

means that now you have to think

constantly of someone else and to

care for them.

But when it comes to complete and
total parental rights, there is no such

thing. Having children is a privilege,

not a right.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian

columnist.
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Notes from the Campus Center Basement

There should be free child care

for all students with children

who need it. Maybe if we cut the

salaries of the Chancellor and all the

Vice Chancellors we would be able to pay

for it.

Joseph

Fountain
Lots of people have

been complaining
about the all the horse

poop around campus.

Lighten up. it's a lot better than all

the poop that comes from the admin-

istration and the SGA!
tea

I was just wondering why is it so

difficult to get a date on this campus.
I walked up to a woman with PETA
and asked her if she'd go for a burg-

er. She said no.
•**

I have a great idea for the next
great construction project here- on
campus. How about allocating some
money for the purpose of covering up
the Campus Center Hotel? A skirt or

curtain would do. Let's put those

tuition dollars to work,
see

According to a lot of news reports.

voters chose Kerry over Weld
because they thought Weld should

continue to be Governor. Do you
think Weld wishes he weren't gover-

nor? Or maybe he loves being gover-

nor and hopes that he

can be governor forev-

er? Well... there's the

little issue about term

limits.

In the three semesters I've been
here I have had four Spanish lan-

guage professors and I've wanted to

ask three of them out. Should I

change my major to Spanish?
••*

Calipari hasn't won a single game.

Do you think he wishes he were back
here?

••*

Wouldn't it be great if we lived in

a- work) where there werd no colors

or genders and we could just play in

.

the sand box on the side of the
house or listen to the Beatles and
watch Saturday morning cartoons
with your best buds every day forev-

Random thoughts...

I wish I had a nickel for every time

I thought about getting drunk and

jumping in the campus pond.

Why aren't there beer taps in the

DCs?
Brownies and nacho cheese arc-

great from the Greenough Snackbar.

The volleyball team at Amherst
College looks pretty good.

Keep up the good work hll Meyet -

Missing UMass President William

Bulger: Last seen laughing all the way
to a bank.

The Faculty Club is a great place to

eat.

Aaron Burr was guilty of treason!

Why can't women ask guys out?
*••

The bird on the pond, what the

hell is it? Is it a duck, swan or just a

giant white out spot?
**•

Oh my God. I'm going to graduate

ffi the spring and all I can think of

is... coming back here for graduate

school or running for the Springfield

City Council.

Joseph Fountain is a Collegian

staff member.

Letters to the Editor

Scene not treated correctly

To the editor:

As someone highly involved with the local hardcore music-

scene in general. I read Adam Dlugacz's column in the

Collegian every Friday. I think that exposure of the hardcore

scene is positive to scene growth, but I find Adam's negative

attitude and ciosed-mindedness a detriment to the progres-

sion of the hardcore community.

Outside of a small handful of bands (H20, Madball.

Ignite, a few punk bands and various Long Island bands).

Adam doesn't have many positive things to say about the

scene, bands or people. Kind of ironic, it is generally a

posi- youth movement. As someone who has the position

of reflecting hardcore to the mainstream via print media. I

think Adam has a certain responsibility, if he is indeed a

member of the hardcore community, to promote all

aspects of the scene and not slag the ones that do not
appeal to him.

Adam's constant bashing of bands such as Earth Crisis

and stereotyping straight-edge followers as seemingly
mindless youth that only wear big clothes and over pierce

themselves is nauseating and an example of the ignorance

that continues to split today's hardcore scene. I personally

hold a great deal of seriousness in the way I choose to live

my life and view Adam's insulting comments and assump-
tions as opposition to the very fascism 1 stand against

every day. I wish to ask Adam if he has read any of Earth

Crisis' lyrics since their "Firestorm" EP. fudging by his

snide comments claiming that all they sing about is

straight-edge and veganism. I would guess he hasn't. If he

had. he would certainly notice that the lyrics for the last

two albums have gone much farther than the realm of

straight-edge and veganism. Many of their songs have
spread out to such issues as battling sexism, racism and
homophobia. Not to mention bringing to attention a high

political awareness to environmental and ecological

issues, government insubordination and third world
crises.

Why doesn't Adam write about the atmosphere of a

Madball show (notice I say atmosphere, not band) that

encourages such societal ills as violence, sexism and
homophobia? What about the blatantly sexist lyrics of

some Ignite songs like "Past Our Means?" In his Nov. 1

article, Adam calls for people to "use hardcore to better

yourself" and be themselves. Then why in the same article

is he dictating to bands what kinds of songs to write?
Why does he insist on categorizing and labelling bands?
Whoever said Threadbare was an "emo" band anyway?
When was the last time Adam went to a basement show?
He certainly seems fond of commercial hardcore that fre-

quents the local clubs as witnessed by his reviews. Is that

hardcore?

I did not write to argue who is better, who is right or

what band is better. This is not written to be a personal

attack on Mr. Dlugacz, although I do question his motives
and agenda. This is simply a request for Adam to be con-

sistent and democratic in what he projects. I do believe

this is possible without compromising his opinions. As
one of today's strongest youth movements, hardcore does
not need negative deconstruction. especially from within

the scene. So come on Adam, "keep it real."

Matthew Pike

Northampton

Racism is out there

To the editor:

This letter is in response to "In defense of the CC
Store" by Elijah Goodwin (published in the 1 1/5 edition

of the Collegian). In this letter to the editor, Elijah

makes the claim that much of the negative attention the

University Store has received has been "unsubstained
and unfair." Obviously Elijah has been living in a hole-

somewhere, sheltered away from the harsh realities oi

this campus. The University Store, in particular, is one
of the most criticized for its unfair treatment. Without a

doubt the store provides services to the students and
often times the specifics of these services are overlooked.
But I would put money on the fact that in the store's

constitution it says nothing about providing each student

of color with a personal shadow/tour guide of the store

each time we enter. In fact, when I tried to attain a copy
of the constitution, the one that contains the question
able policies. I was repeatedly dodged by the store man
ager.

The targeting of students of color, I attribute directly

to racism. Maybe it isn't blatant, "white only" racism,
but the stereotypes that are bred from it seem to hurt as

much. It has gotten to the point where, when I get into

an elevator that already has a white woman inside, I'm
just as disappointed to see her as she. perhaps, is to see

me (Higher Learning). I do not care when Elijah says

that the student security in the store are working hard
despite a heavy workload to earn an extra buck. What I

do care about is the student of color who has tradition-

ally had it rough and is stopped by a student employee
and falsely accused of stealing. As Elijah says, the stu-

dent security is "rude, unfriendly and less than helpful."
and when you mix a little racially motivated stereotyp-
ing to the brew you get something very intense that

leads, at the very least, to false accusations of students
of color.

Indeed, as Elijah says, making racial accusations in this

liberal section of Massachusetts that we live in does hold a

substantial amount of weight and we. as students of color,

must be careful where we point our fingers. But at the

same time, as a student of color, I know the racial ani

mosities that are opposing me and how oppressive they
can be. Because of this, I'm ready to condemn the first

white person who crosses the street to avoid being on the

same side as me. "The University Store is not full of rag-

ing, ignorant bigots," but the fact that the bigots in the

store are not raging makes them all the more dangerous. I

know that everyone has to do the job they were assigned
to do. but when your job training tells you to look suspi-
ciously upon an entire culture, chances are there is some-
thing wrong.

Students of color do not mean to throw a blanket of
accusations over the entire store and all of its employ
ees. However, you cannot dispute the fact that racism
still exists and that yes. it exists in a variety of forms
here all over our cozy, little campus — some residential
areas more than others. This reply is not meant to jump
down the throat of Elijah, but to simply "tell it like it

is."

Khari Roulhae

Promotions Director
Black Mass Communication Project
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Come dancing;

a guide to

Noho's clubs

By Mike Burke

Collegian Staff

When was the last time you same a good elub show in

Amherst'' Sever, right? Besides the occasion*! on-eampus

event at the University of Massachusetts or Amherst College,

live music doesn't penetrate the borders of Amherst too

often. Well, maybe at the Mullins Center, but that barely

counts.

So il you want live music on a regular basis you have two

options: a) drive to Boston or. b) drive to Northampton. If

you pick a) go buy a Boston Phoenix to aid in your club hop-

ping — otherwise listen up because below is the juice on the

Noho club scene.

First and foremost are the two stand-bys Pearl Street and

the Iron Horse Musk Hall Nearly every night of the week

these two line establishments open their doors for the col-

lege-aged crowd.

Music tans probably are well acquainted with their inti-

mate setting at the Iron Horse Alter years of concert - going

I still haven't found a venue I would rather watch my
favorite acts. Listen to ihi- combination: ace musical act>.

state-of-the-art sound system, delicious food and high quali-

ty beer. You can't beat it.

Musically the club may be the most consistent and innova-

tive around. So far this semester diverse acts like Dave

Brubeck, |immie Dale Gilmore. Altan. Buffalo Tom, Cowboy
(unkies and loshua Redman have all graced the tiny stage to

packed and appreciative audiences.

In the upcoming weeks and months prepare for an excit-

ing line-up including liinmy Scott. Amy Rigby, Toots & the

Maytals, Maura O'Connell, |im Carroll. Robyn Hitchcock.

Marshall Crenshaw. Leon Redbone and more! For a cheap

introduction to the Iron Horse check out the free Amy Rigby

show Nov. 18 at 7 p.m. It's not too often the Horse opens its

doors to everyone, so take advantage of this prime opportu-

nity.

A couple blocks away stands the iw.. story club complex

Pearl Street. Besides live music, this Northampton establish-

ment is well known for their heated up dance floor--, Each

night of the week the club hosts a different dance theme

from International Night to Retro Night to Rave Night to

Teen Night, there is something tor anyone brave enough to

The Mighty Mighty Bosstones are just one of many high

this semester. Catch them on Nov. 22 and Nov. 23.

wear a pair of dance shoes.

Al for live music the club is not nearly as consistent as the

Iron Horse but if you pick the right night you can catch all-

star talent. The club is especially strong attracting ska and

hard-core shows. Nearly every week the kids are waiting in

line to skank or mosh the night away. This past Sunday.

Spring Heeled lack headlined a three band ska bill and
punk's premier cartoon band Weston takes the stage on
Nov. 21.

So far this semester the obvious big gig was Porno For

Pyros but the club has also brought acts like Man. ..or

\-troman'. \ ersus, Sebadoh. Madball. H20 and Bob Mould
to its stages.

Highlights for the rest of the semester include the Mighty

Mighty Bosstones from Nov 23-24 and the Snow Show fea-

turing the Lemonheads. Goldfinger, Superdrag and the

Marshes.

Alter these two big clubs, the scene is largely made up of

new faces and has beens. In the latter category is the Bay

State Cabaret. Once the ideal local locale for underground

rock, the venue has diminished into a club where area bands

play for their friends and family. Long gone are the days

when the tiny club attracted stand out up-and-coming act-

COUftTtSV DANNY CLINCH

caliber artists who are booked to play Pearl Street later

This club has become the ideal setting for the claustrophobic

concertgoers who enjoy watching live music by themselves

While offering up some live music , Club Metro serves up

five nights of dancing a week ranging from the always popu-

lar Retro Night to Latin Night to Gay Night. In the Lava

Lounge local bands play during the weekend and on
Thursday.

If you want to hear live music without a club-like atmos-

phere walk on down to the Fire & Water Cafe, a delightful

vegetarian cafe that offers up live music six nights a week at

no cover. Sit back with a hot cup of coffee and a homemade
brownie listening to area folk, jazz, or rock artists play for

the love of music

The cafe's intimate and peaceful settings provide a relief

compared to the sweaty environs of Pearl Street upstairs or

their plush atmosphere at some high-brow Iron Horse
events.

With good food and no cover, Fire & Water should always

provide a true alternative to the Northampton club scene. •

While the Northampton still can't match Boston's club

scene where there is never a dull night, but they don't have

the Iron Horse. Compared to the rest of New England.

Valley clubgoers have little grounds to complain.
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The Heads 18+ Fri. Nov. 15th
FORME* MEMBERS OF THE TALKING HEADS 7:00 pm

Tina Weymouth,
Chris Frantz and

Jerry Harrison

w/ Johnette

Napolitano from

Concrete Blonde

18+
Fri. Nov. 15th
9f00 pm

Chucklchead
DOWNSTAIttS:

All Ages
Thur. Nov. 21st

7:30 pm

Weston
THE MAftSHES/HALLKAKEK

Booking acts like the El Vez, the Mexican Elvis, Iron

Horse has proved to have the most flexibility of any
local club.

Dream comes true

for mentally retarded

Noho musician

By Jeff Donn
Associated Press

NORTHAMPTON — Robert Fisher can't read,

write, talk on the phone, or even dress himself

without help. He has been called many things: men-

tally retarded, brain damaged, paralyzed, showing

autistic tendencies.

Now, for the first time, at Robert Fisher

Productions, he is being called something else:

boss.

"It's Rob's decisions that make it either 'yes' or

'no' on the major issues," said Cathy Taylor, a

financial assistant at the 16-month-old
Northampton company that runs benefit music con-

certs. Fisher is one of a very small but growing

number of retarded adults living out their dream

careers at the helm of their own commercial com-

panies and projects — with state support. The
Department of Mental Retardation says it supplies

funding to perhaps a dozen such clients, including a

jewelry maker who runs her own shop, artists who
sell their own works and a radio announcer with

his own program.

At first, it usually costs more. But costs can drop

when the retarded entrepreneur's project begins

making money.

"It's definitely still worth it," said Larry

Tummino. assistant deputy commissioner of the

department. "Over time, it's like an investment that

you hope will come back to help. In the interim...

Robbie's life has changed dramatically, and that's

what we're here for."

Fisher, 23, of Amherst, suffered brain damage
when he was born a month late. He has some paral-

ysis of his right side and a seizure disorder, in addi-

tion to his mental retardation. Though his mother

says it is difficult to test him rigorously for intelli-

gence, she believes he understands virtually every-

thing said to him.

His speech, though, consists largely of two- and

three-word bursts that often sound childlike. At

other times, he can crystallize a state of mind with

the conciseness of a haiku poem. His mother. Edna

McAveney. began noticing how he gravitated

toward their home stereo when he was a toddler,

apparently drawn by the music. At 9, he was given a

harmonica and began playing by ear. He now* plays

guitar too and studies music with a private teacher.

"People kept pushing us toward food service or hor-

ticulture, and I kept telling people music was what

motivated him," said his mother. "Everybody has

the right to have dreams, and most families who
have disabled children don't have dreams."

It was she who came up with the idea of a music-

production company and finally prevailed upon
counselors, administrators and bureaucrats to make
it happen.

These days, Fisher spends about five and a half

hours each weekday at his little office at Pioneer

Developmental Services, a state contractor that

runs other programs for retarded clients. A person-

al assistant, Sebastian Anderson, is paid through

that agency's contract with the Department of

Mental Retardation.

Anderson answers the telephone and performs

much of the labor to organize and promote the con-

certs. But his most important job is to assess and

carry out Fisher's wishes, consulting him on every-

thing from types of musical offerings to the layout

of advertising fliers.

"A lot of times I'll have to repeat the question

four or five times," said Anderson. "It's a slow

process."

Fisher's mother, a former social worker who now
also works at Pioneer Developmental Services on
other programs, keeps a close watch on her son. A
board of directors makes sure that Fisher remains in

control.

Like many executives, though, he is easily bored

with paperwork. A musician with eclectic tastes, he
thrills at appearing on stage and jamming with the

performers.

"He absolutely has no stage fright, no fear. He is

absolutely himself," said his mother.
Fisher also dreamed up the idea of running a

dance at a nightclub near his office on the outskirts

of this college town. He rents the space weekly.

hires a D) and acts as host.
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COLLEGE NIGHT
3 games for $6.00

(shoes included)

(regular price $ 1 O.70
)

8-11 pm
NORTHAMPTON BOWL
525 PLEASANT STREET
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060

(413)584-4830

Valid student I. D. required

B3r KARAOKE THURSDAYS
w Arcade, pool tables
^Automatic Scoring
•r^FULL BAR

~ discover Northampton

Big Night: one of the many popular artsy films to pass through Northampton in recent months.

Noho's art houses: cinema at its best
From Bound to Trainspotting, Academy & Pleasant St. shine

Places to go & places to eat
Collegian staff recommends their Northampton favorites

By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

Northampton is more than just your average New
Lngland town. Its streets are pouring with all facet! of

diversity and are filled with people from all walks of life

In order to adhere to such a vibrant culture, the town
must reflect all sorts of artistic nature. The town's coffee

shops and art galleries are thus essential to its needs of

remaining a center for independent expression.

One of the most apparent aspects of Northampton's

cultural awareness is its movie houses Through this

medium. Northampton is able to represent the best in

foreign and independent film. This town is the farthest

place in the country from traditional Hollywood cinema.

and the quality therefore shows immensely

What is so special about Northampton's theaters is

that they are intently a t el ashing breath from stale plot-

ted mega- hit blockbusters. The films that grace
Northampton'! movie theaters replace boring action and
humorless comedy with provocative and cutting edge Sto

ties. These are the sort of movies that one can leave the

theater feeling truly satisfied with by their experience

You wont find a Kumbo Part 4 playing anywhere in this

town, rather movies that successfully portray film as a

genuine art form.

Directors who make their films m an attempt K»cWrr*ey

meaning as well as entertainment tire the sort of filmmak-

er! whose works \uu will find in Northampton. This is

not to say that independent film is far too cerebral to

enjoy. Many of the movies which have played in

Northampton are as fun and exciting as those at the

muhi-plex. the difference is the innovation.

This season's Bound which played at the Academy of

Music was filled with notable actors and a thrilling story-

line. As a result of its subject matter and creative camera
techniques. Hound could never play at your local mall.

The truth ol the matter is. that this particular film was
far more exciting than any of the Die Hard Trilogy

movies.

This does not mean that Hollywood can not produce
quality films. On the contrary, normative filmmaking can
be extremely innovative, but far to often the moviegoer is

confronted with unoriginal material. Northampton ape

cializes on giving the film bull a unique look at what the

film world has to offer.

Perhaps one of this MMOtM most clever films. Wig

Night, was co-directed by Singles star. Cambell Scott.

This is a prime example of a noted Hollywood celebrity

reaching out to the independent world and creating far

more worthy cinema

Another example was director |im larntuscli s summer
film. Dead Man. This brilliant western style adaptation of

the poetry of William Blake starred heartthrob lohnnv
Depp. These are just two of the countless
non-Holly wood films with successful directors and
actors to have been displayed in the theaters of

Northampton.
Northampton could not provide -Ui.lt exquisite por-

traits ol the amazement of independent cinema without

its very own theaters Both Pleasant Street Theater and
the \cademy of Music strive to provide the town with

such unique and imaginative films. Each theater is

unique in its own way, opposed to vour average
multi-plex where if you have seen one. you hav

them all. It is essential lor anv movie fan next time in

Northampton to Stop by one of these theaters and see

how brilliant thev are.

Believe it or not. us Collegian

lolks don't spend all ol our time

stuck down in the Campus Center

ment. Below we have com-
piled some recommendation! on

thing! to do in Northampton.

Beth McCarthy (News Associate

I ditori

M> favorite thing to do in

Northampton is shop. Well, its

the only thing I've done in

Northampton. Sad but true. I

have not lakerTadvantage of the

quaint little codec shops or the

fantastic restaurants, i just don't

see the point of travelling 40 min-

utes away if I'm not going to be

spending a darn good sum of

money.

Elizabeth Brown (Photo I dilur)

Possiblv one of the best things

to do in Northampton would be

to visit the Words and Picture

Museum, in other words... a

museum about comic bouk.s. The
museum is four stories high and
you work vour way through it

from the top down. It is really

cool, plus they have a funlaiul

on the second floor where \»u

can draw, read comics and
watch comics on the TV... it's

bitchin'!

I hang Vo (Photo Technician)

I love to go to the Havnmrkel
and lose invsell in hours and
hours of reading, drawing, or

staling at things.

Raghuram Vadarevu (News
ciate Editor)

When I think of the best place

to go in Northampton, I think of

the Ammonouz Cafe and Main
Street Records. It is a restaurant

which serves Moroccan and other

Middle Eastern dishes. Yo, I love

the couscous! It is amazing' I

also like the best record store to

get New Order stuff at in the

Valley. Main Street Records.

Bob Dunn (Columnist)

One great wav to spend a

Friday night is at the World War
Two club. Where else can you
shoot pool, use a periscope, pay

just $1.75 for beer and get to

hear 'Rockin' Bob' mumble his

trough some ot his favorite

karaoke hits I'll tell you..."

nowhere! Definitely worth a

look.

P.S.. Rockin' Bob is NOT me.

Daniel t. Levenson (Associate

New - I Jiiorl

I have only been to

Northampton twice It is a nice

place to visit, but I wouldn't want
to live there because it is very fat-

away from the University where I

engage in niv academic endeavors.

The Iron Horse is pretty cool. If

you take the bus there on a week-
end night you will have to -share

your ride with about 2.000,000
drunk Five College students
singing songs. That part is not
fun. If you go, you should drive. It

is not possible to take a subma-
rine there because submarine
rides are too expensive.

Alyeia Hines (Business Manager)

The Country Cafe and Deli is

by far the best place to eat in

Northampton. There is such vari-

ety of salads, sandwiches, soups

and AMAZING desserts. The
atmosphere is casual and the peo-

ple are tunny. All this and it's

even affordable for college stu-

dents.

Pete Servais (Advertising
Manager)

Pizzeria Paradiso is an all

around good time. Their staff is

friendly and they serve up some of

the best pizza and beer in town.

Michael Elliott tNews Editor and
Librarian)

Heckling all the teenage skaters

from the safety of a moving auto-

mobile to make myself feel big,

tough and educated. I also enjoy

going to Smith parties for beef

slew and poker

Lisa M. Oliveri (Arts & Living

Associate Editor)

Northampton is a great place to

just hang out with friends, but 1

often like to go to the Haymarket
and just read. I've recently discov-

ered lava Net and their great

hazelnut cookies and huge cups of

coffee. For dinner though, you
won't find a better place than
Spaghetti Freddy's

Mark McGrath (Ed/Op Editor)

There s a special little bowling
alley that's close to my heart in

Northampton. It's Northampton
Bowl on King St. Every weekend,
they bring in a D| for special

nights. Disco Bowl and Galactic

Bowl. If you happen to check the

place out, you may never leave.

The music is loud and the pins are

flying. If you're lucky (or good)

you could even make off with a

prize.

Christina Poletto (Arts and I

Stall)

Pleasant Street Theater is one
of the greatest things about
Northampton It is one of the few

places that I know of jn the Valley

that allows for a interweaving ot

new, up and coming foreign and

pop-tulture films. With it's

relaxed atmosphere and prime
location (right down the way
lovely little candy shut with an
amazing selection of gourmet jelly

beans), what could possibly be

better7

forma Kansanen (Sports, and
Collegian hockey guru)

Well, I haven't tried it in I

while, but I used to get into

shows at Pearl Street for free all

the time. You see. before my
hockey guru days, I laid alms on
the Arts and living altar, review-

ing shows for every band known
to man. They were so used to see-

ing me at the door, they would
wave me right through without
checking the press list. Nice... but

maybe I should not have men-
tioned that fact. Ugh.

Humphrey brown III (Black
Affairs Editor)

I really have never spent any

real time in Northampton to accu-

rately say whether or not I like or

dislike it. The first and only real

time I was ever in Northampton
was when I got on the wrong bus

coming from the Hampshire Mall.

From what I saw, it looked like an

OK place. 1 guess. Like I said. I

really couldn't tell you. I'm still

trying to figure out what I really

like about UMaM

Tara MK Connelly (Former Arts

(unkie)

The Eastside Grill is a great

place to eat — super key lime pie

and clam chowder. Spolettos is

also a nice place, it has an excel-

lent menu and a lot of ambiance. I

also like Thornes Market because

they have a lot of stores where
you can get more personal gifts

for people or just window shop.

Mike Burke (Arts & Living
Editor)

Much of Northampton s a bit

too ritzy but you can't beat the

food at Cha! Cba! Chal
Inexpensive, tasty and healthy.

This place can't be beat. For the

reader in you. check out Raven
Books, the best book store this

side of Montague.

Northampton home to a cornucopia of bookstores to find everything from A to Z
By Lisa M. Oliveri

Collegian Staff

After all the partying, studying and movie watching.

it's often great to spend some time alone by yourself.

Solitude can be a great stress reliever, as well as fun

There are main activities which you can do alone, but

one stands out to be the best — reading.

Reading, to me at least-, is one of mv favorite activities

There is almost nothing I enjoy more than to curl up in

bed with an engrossing novel or an intriguing mystery. I

own Ions of books, and my roommate is an avid reader,

so my house is a virtual library. I can always find a book
that interests me.

A library is always a great place to find books, but

many people, like myself, treasure the books thev read,

and like to have copies of their own. For those who- like

to buy books, or even just browse through the stacks.

Northampton is a Mecca for book lovers.

One of the best used bookstores in town is nestled on

4 Old South Street, right around the corner from
Thome's Marketplace. It appears little from the exterior,

but inside lay some great treasures. Co-owned by lohn

Petrovato and Betsy Frederick. Raven Used Books is a

great place.

Raven specializes mostly in scholarly titles, including

philosophy, gender studies, history, women's studies and

gay and lesbian studies. They also have extensive sections

on cultural studies and literature.

"We specialize in academic used books." Petrovato

said. "We have more in that genre than any other store in

Western Massachusetts."

According to Petrovato, Raven has a turnover of over

1 ,500 books per week, so new books always decorate the

shelves. Raven also has a deal with publishing companies
to sell slightlv damaged books at lower cost. Since his

prices are fairly low. he offers no discount to students,

but don't despair — at these prices. Raven books are a

steal.

located across from Pleasant Street theater is the

Globe Bookshop, which also carries both new and used

books. Their specialties range from literature to poetry to

gav and lesbian Studies MoSl of their used selections are

priced at approximately 50 percent of the original cost.

If you can't find a book, or it happens to be out of

print, the Globe can special order or conduct an out of

print books search

The Globe promotes an active reading series each
spring and fall, said owner Mark Brumberg. Usually the

Globe hosts events a couple of times a week, from poetry

readings to lectures,

Upcoming events at the Globe include local author

Philip Graubert who will read from his new book. A/v

dinner with Michael facksort and Other Stories, on

Monday, Nov 18 later that week on Wednesday. Nov

20, poets Catherine Sasanov and M. Wyrebek will read

from their respec-

tive collections.

Science Fiction

and Mystery tans

will love The
Space Crime

Continuum, located on 92 King St. They offer over 5000
new titles, and between 400 500 used titles. Besides

books i he store also carries a number of role playing

games and trading card games like Magic.

"Our primary interest is in dealing with people as indi-

viduals." said co-owner Chris Aylott.

"The problem with the chains is that

they are very large, very impersonal.

and don't care about books or cus-

tomers.

"We are trying to fight this trend,"

Aylott said.

The Space Crime Continuum is a

friendly place. They have a frequent

buyers club that gives customers 10

percent off of everything for a small fee

of only five dollars. Aylott said that he

and co-owner Deb Tomaselli try and

get to know individual customers and

their interests, and this club is a great

wav for that to happen.

Numerous authors drift in and out of

the bookstore, often autographing
copies of books for customers. This

Saturday. Catherine Hall Page, author

of the series Christie and Company will be speaking on

her writing.

So whether its popular bestsellers or difficult to locate

literature, whatever books you're thinking of curling up
with can surely be found in Northampton.
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Arts & Living
Roots to play Amherst College

The Roots will shake up Amherst College Saturday night.

By Chris Maher
Collegian Staff

You will, on Saturday night,

quench your thirst for entertainment

because it is showtime I tell ya, at

Amherst College, the Roots in fact.

It's gonna be a hoedown. Now I

know what y'all er thinking there. A
hip hop show, all dem' rowdy charac-

ters. People shakin around on stage

sayin nothing at all but yo this, yo

that, but hold your horses partner.

These guys are performers... ya that's

right performers. They got a band,

instruments all that stuff and they

sing too. Then there's this one guy,

Razhel, he makes these noises like

you wouldn't believe and with his

mouth too, got all his teeth. One of

em', Black Thought, wears this five

gallon hat, a modem doobie though.

Then here's the great part you ready!

They have this video in the desert

and it's called "Concierto of the
Desperado" and then their friend this

|eru guy has this other tune called

"Black Cowboy," it's great stuff I tell

ya.

"No I ccaann'tt. I tell you 1 can't

continue" on in this fashion time to

get serious folks. The Roots:
Amazing. Inspiring. Enlightening —
like lightning striking your senses on
stage. Those who have seen, ssshhh!!

That's enough said, suspense is king.

For if the secret of the treasure is

revealed to all we will lose the cozi-

ness of AC to the exploits of being

seated at the Mullins next time —
truly great performers in due time

gather a following. The Roots qualify

of that stature.

Second off, these guys have cora-

zons of gold: their Ivouse was a

halfway house to traveling musicians

of all sorts until people abused the

privilege. The halfway house is Mill

open, but with a new code of conduct

indicted.

The Roots spent the better part of

last year opening for the Beastie

Boys. Then they released their sopho-

more album llladelph Halflife which

COURTtSYCtlftN MCORDS

is simply groundbreaking, and they

are touring with |eru, what else can

be said.

Not much, so on to |eru the
Damaja. He too just let his second
album. Wrath of the Math, onto the

market. He has not undergone any
noticeable changes since his debut.

The Sun Rises in the East. The new
album holds similar personality. This

is mostly attributed to his refusal to

listen to new hip hop. he is very
selective. He spends a great deal of

time reading and nourishing his

mind. He has I lot to say about "our

world of Babylon" and isn't the least

bit hesitant. I have not caught him
live but from what I know he should

be intense.

This show should be refreshingly

potent with this line up and leave you
thinking. /)c> )'ou Want More'.'

The Roots and feru the Damaja
will perform tomorrow evening at 8
p.m. at Alumni Gym at Amherst
College Tickets are $5 for Amherst
College Students; $10 for all others.

R.A.W, Combination Skin at Bowker

New WORLD Theater presents two one act plays

tonight and tomorrow night that demolish stereotypes.

RAW. t 'Cause I'm A Woman) and Combination Skin
will be directed by New WORLD Theater's artistic direc-

tor, Roberta Uno. The show begins at 8 p.m. tonight at

Bowker Auditorium.

R.A.W. (Raunchy Asian Women) was written by Diana
Son. According to a press release, R.A.W. takes the atti-

tudes of Asian women and compares them against the

prevailing notions that present them as exotic and submis-

sive sexual commodities. The play is irreverent and defi-

ant as it works against a stereotype.

Combination Skin is a soul searching play that exam-
ines issues of privilege, totalis, community and skin color

in the African American community. Written by Lisa

Jones, the play premiered in 1992 at the Company One
Theatre in Hartford.

Performance begins at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium on
Nov. 75-/6. Admission is $8 general public and $5 stu-

dents and seniors. For tickets or more information, call

the Fine Arts Center Box Office at 545-251 1. Bowker
Auditorium is located in Stockbridge Hall on the
University of Massachusetts Campus.

— Seema Cangatirkar
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LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
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OPEN TILL 4AM
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EXPIRES 11/30/96
NOT GOOD WITH
ANY OTHER SPECIAL

ATTENTION!*
Annual Reception

When: November 17, 1996

1:30 p.m.

Where: Campus Center Auditorium

Hampshire hosts night of laughs
By Daniel E. Fallon

Collegian Correspondent

Something "absurd and peculiar" is going on at

Hampshire College this Saturday, as Eugene Mirman
presents his wacky sense of humor in his hour-long,

senior comedy project. The show will take place the

Hampshire College Dining Commons and is free for

everyone.

As a comedy major at Hampshire, Mirman is con-

stantly immersed in laughter. For example, he fulfilled

a science requirement by taking a class entitled, "The
Physiology of Laughter."

Even the student organization which he founded
has a sense of humor. Kagflort (the humor organiza-

tion at Hampshire) has sponsored many "unique"
gatherings. For example, when Hampshire students

held the annual "Smoke- In" last year, Kagflort held

its first "Floss-ln," (to keep flossing safe and legal for

everyone).

Mirman's monologue on Saturday is actually for his

senior thesis. However, don't expect to find the same
repetitive style of comedy that makes its way into

mainstream entertainment. Mirman is well aware that

comedians have been "telling the same kind of jokes."

His approach is a combination of wit, insanity, intelli-

gence, reality and obscurity — a healthy mix of every-

thing guaranteed to leave you in hysterics.

He possesses a rare comical intelligence that can

compete with any of your favorite popular comedi-

ans.

After pursuing many different interests such as writ-

ing, art work and other kinds of entertaining, Mirman
realized that comedy was his true and ultimate calling.

As his centralized concentration is making people
laugh, Mirman has prepared a composition of comedy
for your enjoyment on Saturday night.

On stage Mirman casts a positive light, incorporat-

ing everyone and alienating no one. Speaking about
his approach on stage he said, "Often 1 try to shine a

really bright light," trying to bring everyone into the

fun.

As a performer Mirman loves, "the abstract of the

moment, it's just so. direct." Prepare yourself for that

abstract moment, and venture to Hampshire for a

must see performance by one of the area's best stu-

dent entertainers.

Eugene Mirman will perform in the Hampshire
College dining commons at 9:30 p.m. The show is

free.

Tis' the season for gifts

Lauren

Lobik

Halloween is over and November
has just begun. What does that

mean now? Some are thinking
about a turkey dinner followed by

relaxing to a game of football, but

the retail world is looking forward

to something much different.

Christmas is only two months
away and anyone
who gets junk mail

definitely knows that.

In the last week many
mail trucks and boxes

have been filled to the

brim with Christmas catalogs telling

the public what their loved-ones are

sure to want and ask for this holiday

season. Think it's too soon to think

about the holidays? I.C. Penney and
Spiegel both sent their catalogs out

mot than a month ago.

So what are the fashionable gifts

to give out and receive this

December? Many stores are giving

their customers a wide array of
items to choose from. For most,
some items are much more of a

fantasy than a reality.

The Christmas 1996 issue of the

Victoria's Secret catalog is entitled,

"Christmas Dreams and Fantasies.".

In this issue, many items that are fea-

tured throughout the catalog are so

high-priced, that only the segment of

the population who is as wealthy as

Donald Trump could afford them.

The first fantasy gift is a fragrance

named after the recipient. For $75,000
the lucky lady will be flown with a

companion to Paris and will develop a

scent exclusively for herself. Another

fantasy gift is an English country

manor. That's right. For $3,000,000
this home, known as the Bledislow

House can be purchased. Lastly, but

definitely not least, if none of these

gifts strike your fancy, purchase a dia-

mond studded miracle bra. Victoria's

Secret has adorned thier signature bra

with 1 00 carats of real

diamonds combined
with hundreds more
carats of semi-pre-

cious stones. This is

no lie. It even comes
with a certificate of authenticity.

Feeling a little discouraged that

there isn't enough money in the

world to buy friends and family the

presents they deserve? Things
don't get much better! |. Crew sent

out their Christmas 1996 issue last

week and even though thier mer-

chandise is a lot cheaper than the

diamond studded bra, they are def-

initely not inexpensive. Thinking
about buying a wool sweater for

that special boyfriend or good-old

dad? |. crew has them for $128.
That no chump change. Why not

try a nice ski hat with a matching,

scarf and pair of mittens? That'll

cost $42 lor the hat. $28 for the

gloves and $68 for the matching
scarf.

Even though it may seem as

though shopping is going to be a lost

cause in the upcoming Christmas
season, don't give up. Shop around
and the right price is to be found.

Lauren Lobik is a Collegian
columnist.
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Thinking about a career in biomedical research?
UNDERGRADUATE SUMMER
RESEARCH INTERNSHIPS

available at

THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
HEALTH CENTER

for

RESEARCH IN THE BIOLOGICAL AND
BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES

Positions are available in a variety of laboratories encompassing research in Cell Biology, Developmental
Biology, Immunology, Molecular Biology & Biochemistry, Neuroscience, Cellular and Molecular

Pharmacology, and Oral Biology

STIPEND: $3,000

The University of Connecticut Health Center invites applications for a

limited number ol summer research internships trom highly qualified and motivated students who have completed at

least their sophomore year and have an interest in obtaining a Ph.D. in the the biological and biomedical sciences. The
University of Connecticut Health Care Center houses a

division of the Graduate School, the School ot iMedicine. the School of Dental Medicine and is located in Farmington
Connecticut, just west of Hartford, midway between Boston and New York. The program pays a stipend of $3,000 lor

the ten week research experience. Deadline lor applying is Monday, February J, 1997.

For further information, please contact:

Summer Internship Program
University of Connecticut Health Center

Graduate School Office. MC 1829
Farmington, CT 06030

(860) 679-3150

Hindu Students' Organization
presents

w" DIWALI PUJft
(A Prayer Service to Commemorate Festival of Light)

Followed by An Open - House Folk Night

Date: Saturday, November. 16

Time: 7:00 PM (Doors Open @ 6:45 PM)

Venue: 168, Campus Center, Umass

REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED BY INDIA HOUSE, NORTHAMPTON
($2.00 Donation Requested)

Questions??? Comments??? Contact Anant @ 548-9097 or hindu@stuaf.umass.edu

women s soccer
continued from page 12

Lynch questionable with a right ham-
string injury, several people will have
to pick up her considerable slack, as
Lynch will likely not be at 100 per
cent even if she does play.

Powell, and the rest of her senior
midfield mates, will need to play
like they did in their sophomore
year against the Crimson for the
maroon and white to come out on
top. The group has shown signs of
its greatness recently, Sandy
Shimogaki and Julie Magid being
named to the A-10 All-
Tournament team.

Likewise, freshmen forwards Emma
Kurowski, the A-10 Rookie of the
Year, and Kate Webb will need to pose
problems for the Harvard defense,
keeping them on their heels to help
sustain the UMass attack. Both began
to show signs of maturing late in the
season especially after the loss of
Rebecca Myers and in the A-10 semifi-

nal win over George Washington.
While records and stats are moot

at this juncture, momentum is not,
and the Crimson do have an edge in

this department.

Harvard's sole loss was a 2-1 deci-

sion against UConn on Oct. 23 and

hockey

the team has rattled off four straight

wins since, including a 2-1 decision

over Dartmouth, the only other
NCAA-selected team Harvard played

(other than UConn).
UMass enters Sunday's contest

still smarting from a 3-2 loss to

Dayton in the A-10 Championship
match. While the loss is anything but

a momentum builder, it should serve

the purpose of being a wake-up call

to UMass.

The Minutewomen cruised
through an A-10 schedule that
offered the challenge of sparring
partners with the exception of GW,
which makes its first NCAA appear-

ance this year.

UMass rounded out its season slate

with tough matches against No. 15
George Mason, No. 6 Texas A&M and
No. 23 GW to prepare itself for the

NCAAs. While the end result of this

difficult scheduling might be a few
more losses than the Crimson, it

should have the team ready for the

tough challenge it will face at Ohiri

Field. Readyness and post-season
experience just might give UMass the

edge in what should be an even,
nip-and-tuck match.

continued from page 12

Hero, has not been as impressive this

year with a 4.97 GAA, with a .867

save percentage C95-'96: 2.92 GAA.
.900 save percentage).

As of late, the situation in the
UMass net has been up for debate,

as after a poor start for junior
Brian Regan in a 7-2 loss at BU,
senior Rich Moriarty has started in

two of the last three games.
Moriarty has done well for hiniM.ll.

as he has posted a .907 save per-

centage in two tough losses. He
stood on his head last Friday night,

stopping 40 shots in a 1-0 loss to

the Wildcats.

It could be a controversy, but it

only helps Mallen in a overall sense,

because he knows both goalies can be
relied upon when he needs them.
Regan did look to get back on track

last Saturday night, stopping 30 shots

in the 4-3 loss to UNH, and the
coach must be leaning to his work-
horse.

"In the situation right now where
both of our goalies are playing real

well, I feel comfortable and confi-

dent in both goallenders," Mallen
said. "It's a credit to Rich Moriarty.

but Brian Regan has a lot of experi-

ence, and we need to utilize that,

too."

Leading scorers for the Warriors
are junior Casey Kesselring (7

points) and sophomore Kris Porter

(5 goals). Kesselring and Porter are

the assist men for 'seniors Eric

Weichselbaumer and Rob Beck (3

goals apiece). Merrimack lost no one
truly important in their offensive

punch to graduation, nor did they

lose much in the way of experience

from their cellar-dwelling 4-18-2
Hockey East record (10- 19-5 over-

all) a necessity for success this year.

luniors Dan |uden (2g, 4a) and
Chris Fawcett (4g, la) are atop the

UMass scoring sheet, with senior

co-captain Rob Bonneau (4g, la) tied

with Fawcett for the goals lead.

football
continued from page 1

2

defensive tackles fohn Sawyer and
Shaun Williams; and place kicker

Erik Oke will all conclude their

careers as well.

"This group has made it fun
again," Hodges said. "I feel totally

different about this group, the way
they've worked, the way they pre-

pared, and the way they feel about
each other. They really care about
each other, and they really care

about UMass football."

The Minutemen will be facing a

UConn team that has had similar

expectations and similar results.

The Huskies come into this contest

at 5-5 ( 3-4 in the YanCon) as

well, after being favored to win the

division.

They have lost four of their last

five, the only win a forfeit victory

over Rhode Island. They will be
led however by sophomore quar-

terback Shane Stafford who has

thrown for over 2,000 yards, with

1 3 touchdowns.

UMass holds a slim 34-30-2 all

time advantage in the overall series

versus UConn, and UConn has
won the last two games and seven

of the last 10.

Broadcast Notes: This game will

be broadcast on 91.1 FM WMUA.
with a one hour pregame show
starting at 1 1:30 a.m. Mike Reiss

and Pat Sheeran will call the game.

Munchie
Special
M-F 4-7

Free

I Popcorn

9 Til close

ABBA to Ziggy

TOP FOOD SALES IN U.S.

WUU* ft NM.U0NSI

35 000 r

r.MORRB

aCONACiU
3CARCILL
rowo

nANH-BUSCH
COCACOU

a ibp tie

3 ADM
$ NESTLE ISA

3 RJR NABISCO

FOOD SCIENCE

The mapr with JOBS AND CAREERS

*#;
CHEMISTRY, MICROBIOLOGY, BIOTECHNOLOGY,
ENGINEERING RELATED TO FOOD QUALITY

, SAFETY,
HEALTH, MANAGEMENT, ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT
AND FOOD PROCESSING.

BE A PART OF THE LARGEST INDUSTRY IN THE U.S. !!

INTRODUCING TWO NEW OPTIONS with emphasis on

FOOD TECHNOLOGY
MANAGEMENT

FOOD INDUSTRY
FOOD PROCESSING

MANAGEMENT
FOOD TECHNOLOGY

FOOD AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
SAFETY
FOOD SAFETY
FOOD AND HEALTH
FOOD AND THE ENVIRONMENT

^PRo»%
CALL 5-1 01

5

FOR MORE INFO

11th Floor

Campus Center

Hours:

Mon-Fri 4:00pm-12:30am

Sat. 3pm-12:30am

Thursday-Friday-Saturday
Drink Specials

Red Dog
16oz. Drafts

1.50

Captain Morgan
&

Coke
2.00

Weekly Specials

1/2 Price Appetizer & Nachos

3 - 5 pm

mm
New Hours
Wed Sat 7-11pm
'**

Friday Night
Cider Jack Promo
Glasses & T-Shirts

V^ M *«** f WHMP Live Broadcast

Get in

before

10 PM
and

No Cover
D.J.

Bob Paulin

15 East Pleasant Street

Sunday, November 17, 1996

FEMMES
John M. Greene Hall

Smith College

O

*t?

with
Cracker

Tickets Available at Tickets Unlimited, For the

Record in Amherst, Northampton Box Office &
Ticketmaster.

General Admission $16.00

CHECK OUT A GREAT CLASS!
YOc Trivet!

U Chinese - American CuisineU
Restaurant& Bar

MI FARMS MAIL
ROUTE 9 • HADLEY • 5*6-2774

Detvery: Surt-lhurs. Noon-2 am ft! 4 Sot noon-3 am.

Enjoy
HALF PRICE
APPETIZERS

9 PM-Close • 7 Days a Week
31 SELECTIONS!

No other promos apply

EAT IN ONLY

Peer Health Educators...
...Inr« about tool stuff

...tuck workshops in t«e residence kails ui Gritk int.

...jive out eondomi ini
1

otkar juiies it

tki Campus Center ui specie! mitt.

...mill litf friends.

...MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

PEER HEALTH EDUCATION

PUBLIC HEALTH 213/214 or EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits - 2 Semester Commitment Rquired

For permission of the instructor call the

Division of Health Education 577-5181.

Class will meet on Wednesdays from 2:00 - 4:30pm

Priority is given to those who meet with the instructor

before November 22nd.

If you love your car and your music, click this out! You could be one of 50 lucky

winner* ot "Plug In", the book, CD-ROM and Website guide to music on the Met

EVERYONE visiting the site through December 20 saves 17% on Drivers

Edge® Auto Club membership, including Free Trtptlx to the destinations ot

your choice

In an emergency Drivers Edge® is a call away. Join now at just $39.95 per

family in time for holiday travel'

http: www.lovemycar.com

\
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Contest: $100 Amatiur Mala
Review Club Castaway Rt 5&10
Whatel, GUYS call 527-5258
LADIES don't miss this! Monday.

JOPM

Horace Boyer Sings The Gospel!

Sunday night at 7pm . Episcopal

Chaplaincy at UMass 758 North

Pleasant St 549 5929

APARTMENT FOR RENT

The Boulders 2 bedroom, newly

led, on-site appliances, on

bus line $740 00 Heat and hot

water included 256-0812

EMPLOYMENT
SPRING BREAK 971 Cancun.

1 Tiaica and Florida

EARN FREE TRIPS AND CASH Call

(800)700-0790

LAST CHANCE
Legal Assistance Wanted

:

'
•' Mm las! day to

vjdem Legal Services

bout a Spring 1997 internshipi

rjs-ori expedience m the Legal

.'.
• . actty vvith attorneys

an up to 15urxtefgrad-

dits No experience in the

tession required — training

itaci legal Services

today 545-1995. 922 Campus Center

EMPLOYMENT
Abt Telephone Research Center

seeks candidates for interesting

part-time telephone assignments to

collect data on a variety of research

topics Absolutely no selling

involved Computer/typing skills

required Flexible hours Monday-
Friday 5pm -11pm. Saturday 11am-

5pm, and Sunday 12pm-5pm and

5pm- 10pm Must work a minimum of

20 hours per week Start at

$5 25/hour with paid training and

earn up to $7 00/hour Conveniently

located in the new Venture Center,

with free rides on nearby bus lines

Interested candidates, please call

(413)587-1607 An equal opportunity

employer

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed* Entry-level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services (206) 971-3600 ext R5O013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan. S Korea No teach

ing background or Asian languages

required For info call (206) 971-

3570 Ext J50016

FOR SALE
New York Knick Tickets lor sale

Vs Seattle, San Antonio Indiana

(888)602 0774 (pager)

2M MM Compatible modem, mon
itor and printer $250 00.253 3809

t yr old Thoroughbred Mare
$2500 Willing, obedient with lower

level training 585-9781

MAC Powerbook 520 Color. 8MB
RAM with Apple Laser punter Call

Aimee 256-0413

FLEECE SHEETS All colors and
sizes Sets come with a fitted and a

flat sheet Sgl $35 Db! $45 Q
$55. K $65. Sgilong $40 Call Diana

586-4959

Computer- P90 15" Color monitor.

4xCD 16M SB32 w/spks Call 6-7234

HOUSE FOR RENT
Amherst Belchertown line '•

Bedroom. 2 bath home in quiet aiea

Available now 549-4270

INSTRUCTION

Boxing Three private 1/2 hour
lessons $69 95 Call 732-8817 In

Amherst Tues & Thurs Eve

Reward for return I brown cow
boy hat lost along Rt 9 or in

Northeast Area on Fri Nov ' Please

call 549 996! if found

MISCELLANEOUS
Know your rights Do you have

questions about your rights' Do you

think your civil rights have been vio-

lated1 Find Out 1 Contact the Student

Legal Services Office 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995

New Metabolism Breakthrough
Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $3 r

>

800 776-9503 Doctor Approved

PERSONALS

Qua, Happy 1 year anniversary.

Love you very much Kooks

Attention Xll New Members:
Kiera. Amy. Jen. Sandra, Rachel.

Amy. Liz, Come. Shannon, and
Isabel You're doing great Keep
smiling

In Chi love.

The Sisters of Chi Omega

ROOM FOR RENT
Sublease my room tor spring

semester, really close to campus 1

549-5920

ROOM FOR RENT
Seeking roommate toi 4 bdrm apt

in Nuithampton $31)0* Call Kaila

585-8629

ROOM WANTED
Need 1 Bedroom Apartment t>

let lor 1/1/97 thru 8/97 Call Dave

(413)783 7U98

ROOMATE WANTED
Roommate needed spring

semester starting January 1 On
bus line call 256-6034

SERVICES

CAR NEED REPAIR? Let me come

to you' Student Rates 665 4790

Portraits for the Holidays.
Professional quality black and white

photographs $35 and up Call 253

5217

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade' In house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

Pregnant? Need help' Call

Buthnght of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549- 1 906

TO SUBLET
1 Bedroom Apartment in

Sunderland on bus line Available

1/97 8/97 Call 665-3860

TRAVEL
Bahamas, Ft. Lauderdale,
Orlando 11 days! Cruise whwnv>
Must sell' $450 Includes Two!" Call

6-6271 Ask for Moises (MO)

SCUBA SPRING BREAK Dive Key

Largo. FL Earn 2 credits' March 16-

n Mandatory Meeting 2/28 7pm
Herter 227 Call Project DEEP ®
(800I282-0977

Spring Break '97 Hottest destina

tions and coolest vacations! Lowest

prices guaranteed! Organize small

group, travel free! Call for free info

(8001426-7710

TRAVELTIME has great dealt for

group and individual travel plans

Call Connne 587-301 1 413-781 -61 50

WANTED
Wanted Tutor for AUTO CAD
Realease 13 Will pay Call Rob at

546-0272

WANTED
Female/Male students moon-
lighting as dancers/strippers in

local clubs If you are interested in

sharing your story for my indepen

dent study photoessay on creative

student employment" call Caroline

at 546-5269 for more info Identity

will be confidential upon request

Desperate for Bibliographic
material and I'm not even failing

the course Must have rigorous

booklist- textbooks, workbooks,
problems for Statistics 111 (School

of Continuing Education) Will pay

above $150/negotiable Call at all

times except Mon and Tues Don't

worry. I am correct (413)549-1271

2-3 Bedroom house for 3 kind sis

teis who need to get out of the dorm
for Spring Semester or ASAP Call

Merryl 6-2429

Moped. Ron 253-7983
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Always Wanted One of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumos

Se»vf -VVuj -to c«iifoc'J W»*\^o\ iCo.fe'd Corner,

Robotman By Jim Meddick
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-to relay, I

ejtvv,*^ pi„u ap«rtj^
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HAS IT THAT I OUT Of ANY SICK, MoRBiOCURlOSfTY-
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan
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Dilbert By Scott Adams

*t
Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
2GV per word/day

All
others

40c/: per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.

Answers to

Yesterday's Puzzle
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Classifieds

Its a good

Standard Headings
Activities Musicians

Announcements Miscellaneous

Apartment For Motorcycles

Rent Personals

Auto For Sale Room For Rent

Employment Room Wanted
Entertainment Roommate Wanted
For Sale Services

Found (2 days Summer Sublet

Free) To Sublet

Happy Birthday Travel

Houses For Rent Transportation

Instruction Wanted to Rent

Lost Wanted

CROSSWORD
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32
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ACROSS
1. Author Thompson
4. Before DDE
7. Mischievous child

10. Step • (2 «*ds 1

12. Earnings

14. Dashiell heroine

15. Lost Generation

nicKname

16. Exceed

17. Some sheep

18. Husband's boy

20. Bed cover

22. High fidelity''

24. Ferule

25. Protect

28. Used to advantage

32. Actress Evans

Reach across

Biblical twin

Luau instrument, lor

short

37. Timor or Coral

39. North Pole product

41. Amenhoteps
grandson

42. Type of warfare

44. Blvds

Physicist Joliot-Curie

Was at the helm

Banquets

Mateo

52. Past puberty

54. Furniture wheel

57. Denouements

61. Fail lo fascinate

33

34

36

46.

48

50.

51.

62. Family car

64. Bar order

65. Parted with lor

money

66. Very small

67. Vascoda

68. From Z (2 wds )

69. Med workers

70. Merntt Allen's

"Johnny *

DOWN
1

.

Keystone

2. Medical subj

3. Exclamation of

surprise

4. Emulate Marley

5. Army officer abbr

6. Koppel et al

7. Hawkeye's home
8. Vocal palomino

9. Dads

11. Did a buck and wing

12. Romanced

13. Beverly Sills e g
14. Creweler s need

19. Eppie s foster father

21. King Fr

23. Yelp

25. Belt

26. Backpacks

27. Not active, as a gas

29. Tubs

30. Park, Colorado

33. Except for

35. Western Indians

38. The Importance 01

Being

40. Give up

43. Had chow

45. Psychologist LeShan
47. Appraising

49. All-you-can-

50. Droll

53. Jimmy and Dizzy

54. Crotchety fellow

55. Younger Guthrie

56. Actor Oliver

58. Close in on

59. Wild animals,

collectively

60. Casual try

61. Eagle s org

63. Berlin article

31. Intimidate

7h« MosMchuMftt
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Personals Policy
1. All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.
6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a vjlid driver's license and
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

ARIES
March 21 -April 20
Something that you've been planning

for a long time starts to come to

fruition Stay on top of I cllfflnili

situation at home — an unhappy
|XTson could be In need of a Utile

extni TLC Avoid the tendency to be

headstrong in political ***—
TAURUS
April 21 -May 21

Someone wllh a tendency to

overspend wants to borrow your credit

cardi Don't let them, or you could) be

left holding the bill. II vou want to

treat them to something share an

excursion and choose a few selected

Items, but don't give ihem free rein.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

A lively relationship offers a chance

to exercise your wit as well as your

Intellect. Put It to the test by taking It

to a more personal level Wondering

what the other person thinks of you?

You II know when the time Is ripe.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

A busy time begins to look

dangerously like an overload

situation Look for little ways to

relieve your stress A good laugh with

a friend may be all that It takes You

might also want to delegate some of

your responsibilities. If possible.

LEO
July 23-August 23

Count on the creative efforts of others

to Inspire you to greater heights. Be

sure to give credit where credit Is due.

though, or It could rome h.n k lo

li.iiint you Something you've been

avoiding takes center stage, keep an

open mind, and It could be more fun

llian vou thought

VIRGO
August 24-September 22
You're definitely In a mood lo be

• mi.iv again, but put the brakes on

your Impulses when thrv start lo

Interfere with your responsibilities A

romantic urgr could point you In the

rlghl direction to start a beautiful new
relationship

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Trusi the expert! lor advlCf when you

Mart sumeihing new Your common
in <>nlv earrj you M far. and

in this case it's no -.iibsiiiute for cold,

hard experience A domeenc problem

could be the precursor ol worst- events

In COOK Han ahead

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

Trust old lashloned thrllt to get VOU

out of a financial iinhi spot Vou might

be living beyond your means but n«
is a good time to change that habit for

the I.' v to

Improvise on things thai vou'vi

eliminated from vour budget

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Dazzle someone with your inslghi and

skill when II COBMi In ItrJng I basn

household problem Your wits are

sharp, so use them to advani

Later In the week, urprtae lowed

one with a special evening thai vou vc

planned

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
A hectic schedule and ttreaaful

; ii hi. i ti lake then: loll. Treat yourself

lo MM R&R. A difficult prison gives

you a clue that could lead to a deeper

understanding Try to open the

channel of communii Mon M fOU
don't lose the ground vou've gained.

AQUARIUS
January 2 1 February 18

Kai t to fare miliar! tnav be whal it

takes to resolve a conlliri Make an

ellort tO go the rvtra mile tor a friend

They'll really appreciate 11 and you II

enjoy yourself, loo. Once its tim, to

get serious, don'i sin atri) Imm the

tough derisions

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Don't allow your attitude to be

affected by a •OUTDUM Kill then ttllh

kindness ami vou mlghl even earn
VOIirsell I lailldl oi Ivy,, A rliallge lit

scenerv would do vou aOBC good. Be
alert, and you could dismvi

I

op|xirtunlly.

For Entertainment Purposes Only

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winidc

IF VOU CJLP.L HIP.ED,

WHAT LOOULD BE VOUR
LONG-WkNGE CAREER
GOAL?

'

I'D HAVE YOUR JOB
IN SU rAONTHS. IN
A ^fEAR YOU'D BE
LOORKlrslG FOrs rAt,

YOU BIG PILE OF
DINOSAUR DUNG.

I bEE YOU ATTENDED AN
"1

ALL GOOrAEN'S COLLEGE

.

0OE5 THAT EXPERIENCE
REALLY A\AKE YOU fAORE

CONFIDENT AND A5SIRTIVE?

EITHER ARrA-

LETS GO.

J

outs 6ooc to ste >txj
I've mi 6sei> sou 5o moov
now, roo'ee not ucxcviev
<VrVX>T yfXH? OtP MAMA,

ARE >fcu?

NOPE- RROMPYEXPLAlWep TO
US f^HAT A HEART ATTACK
IS

YTP ME SAIDTDU'CE
M6AM TO Die.

TOO
8 Years In Braces By Eric Petersen

f'TMli HCJUPte TTjP STc*ry: *1 THAUs.^ JIH . I'M HEWE. AT
THE. COMWEKOON CEKT6R »»|D
Tt> ee eve* the. epicenter
, CF THE. CJUAKCS.

HERE. THE a.vjAK£S sOfcRE.

cooeuf T^saeitscos. pc*.
cxcuRlttfcr. 0OVT BEFORE 7Hff
f»WRU OUCXbvrOfa Of- THE 51H
ANNUAL ETCH-A-SKETCH

CCMPeTITlON
.

-rax

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom Unlversity' By Frank Cho Clese to Home By John McPherson

One ofmy friends, Will

Whitman, had a role in a

Shakesperean play. After the

shows he slatted wearing his

r

tigh's home under his jeans.

I guess he loved

Shakespeare.

Will actually had some

problems which surfaced later

in his life.

He couldn't free himself

from the things which

tormented him. He tried

pulling his hands inside

himself to extract the fiendish

devils which lived in him. It

worked for a while. But then

Will would have to exorcise

them again and again.

In shoit, Will knew how
lo have a good time.

O

em»i i"6.'02 i'AJrfCumpuw.e t vJ" :

"The humor section? Uh, sure. Third aisle

on the left, near the magazines."

Duh By Maura & Micaela

1 A>t\ like eaWno
a catnei^VDar... J

if** tY>
+

aero'
(jJtll... A-r Itoir uov
coockrd ir- off ahead.

I

Of ^/f'/rCe f

VWVVVirVt n\X

Social Norm By Mr. K

I'M GAIN TA HOUSTON
IM r»i»rN» direction in life

SO I STATED UP ALL NMfT THiUK

-IN6 BOwr THE Bli- PHTURE t

MY PlAttT IN ir Dcooeo t««£i

HO Pi/RIWf to life, so people

jutj MA« UP PvRpOIfS • .

I'm &0IN TA HOUSTON'. Wl
Mf Pi/RPPiCT

Today's Staff

Laura Stock
Night Editor

Seema Cangatirkar
Copy Editor

Courtney Smith
Photo Technician

Chris Brown
Production Supervisor

Dan Bodah
Mark McCrath

Production

Quote of the Day

u
If my parents only

knew that all I do is

sleep and watch soaps
all day...

-Overheard at the

Campus Center

99

Colegian Graphics

Q: Whatdidthe

Sunderland tobacco

farmer say when he

lost hie tractor?

Today's D.C. Menu
Cell 545-2626 rW morm ImtmnmmtUm.

Franklin

LUNCH
Chick Cutlet Sand.

Philly Cheese Steak

Cheese Pizza

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Dutchess Meat Pie

Tofu Fajita

Quarter Pound Burger

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger

Chick Cutlet Sand.

Handcut Scrod Sub

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Lite Cod w/ Basil &
Garlic Sauce

Worcester

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese
Sloppy |oe

Spaghetti

Vegan Sloppy |oe

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Tri-Bean Casserole

Pastabilities

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese
Sloppy |oe

Spaghetti

Vegan Sloppy )oe

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Dutchess Meat Pie

Tri-bean Casserole

Pastabilities
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Minutewomen teams set forNCAA Tournaments

UMass looks for hat-trick against No. 7 Harvard

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

Beneath the scorching August

inn, the Massachusetts women's
lOCCCT team (15-4-1) whipped
itself into shape this preseason with

one goal in mind. Through the

achat, pains and gallons of sweat,

the team focused on playing in the

much cooler November air in the

NCAA Championships.

Now the time is near and the

mission'! clear.

On Sunday afternoon. UMass
will head on down the Mass. Pike

for a 1 p.m. first round NCAA
match at No. 7 Harvard (15-1).

the first stop in its 14th NCAA
Tournament appearance in the

1 5-year history of the tourney.

Historically, this is the time of

the year where UMass shines at

their brightest Its sixth final four

appearances are the most of anyone

other than 12-time champion
North Carolina, lust qualifying 14

times is impressive in and of itself.

considering that only UNC and
Connecticut have appeared in all

13.

It might be cliche to say. but

I \l.i^' 15^4-1 record can be

thrown out the window right now.

The loss of the Atlantic 10

Toumamenl last weekend is mean-

tngiess. Nothing means anything

at this point except for Sunday's
dual score, which will tell if

I M.is> heads back to the Pioneer

Valley for good, or lives to likely

pla\ LConn in Storrs next week-

end.

Harvard is a formidable foe, led

b\ Missouri Athletic Club Player of

the Year-nominee Emily Stauffer

and Naomi Miller, who have 13

goals and nine assists apiece for 35

points on the season.

Sophomore lennifer Burney and

tOKMA KANSANEN COIUGIAN

Kate Webb and the women's soccer team heads into tournament action

this weekend, when the Minutewomen travel to play Harvard Sunday.

freshman Anne Browning have
split the time fairl) evcnr) in the

Crimson goal, with Bumev and her

0.63 goals against average expect-

ed to start against the

Minutewomen
With two young keepers.

Harvard might a\ert a nut) CMC
of deja vu. The last time Harvard
qualified for the NCAA] vu in

1944. where it faced UMatl in

the first round at Richard F.

Garber Field, and was downed
3-0 by the Minutewomen.
Then-sophomore Amy Powell
netted the game-winner earl) in

the first three minutes of the
match, as the Crimson was never

in contention.

Prior to that match. Harvard last

qualified for the NCAAs in 1984.

when the\ were again eliminated b\

I Mass.

Now. the question at hand is:

will it be a hat trick for the

Minutewomen on Sunday, or will

the third time be' the charm for the

Crimson'.'

UMass will need a full-team
effort if the former is to come true.

With two time All-American Erin

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 9

Field hockey faces Northeastern in first round

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Following the Massachusetts field

hockey team's 2-1 victory over Ball

State University in an NCAA play-in

game. Kyle Rothenberger was asked

what team she wanted to play in this

weekend's NCAA tournament first

round.

"I think we're ready for anyone,"

Rothenberger replied.

Yesterday. the No. 9
Minutewomen were notified that they

would face Northeastern tomorrow
on the UConn Field Hockey Turf at

12 p.m.

The winner of tomorrow's game
will advance to face host Connecticut

on Sunday at 2 p.m.. with the winner

moving on to the Final Four next

weekend at Boston College.

UMass has already had a look at

the Huskies this year — the two
teams played to a 2-1 UMass win at

Totman Field on Oct. 2.

The Minutewomen captured that

game in a penalty stroke shootout,

capped by Sharon Hughes' goal that

broke a 2-2 stroke tie.

Now the two teams face each other

again, this time with greater rewards

as stake.

UMass is coming off its win over Ball

State, a game that came on the heels of

a full weekend of Atlantic 10
Tournament action. The Minutewomen
played a pair of games in as many days,

capturing the tourney title, before tak-

ing a day to travel back home.
Saskia Fuchs took a commanding

lead in the total points column with

her impressive performance in the

A- 10s. The freshman forward tallied

four goals and two assists during the

championship game alone to earn
Most Outstanding Player accolades.

She leads the team with 36 points

( 1 1 goals, 14 assists).

Rothenberger, who scored the

game winner in the play-in game,
stands second in scoring with 31

Seniors try for winning season in finale

By Mike Corey

Collegian Staff

There is a sjg n above the Massachusetts
Football team locker room that reads, "Football

Family."

No two words could describe better of what this

group is like and how this team has played
throughout the season. Whether after a win or loss.

the chemistr) and attitudes on this team have been

that of a family

And that group will go out to perform for one
last time this season, tomorrow afternoon as the

Minutemen tackle the University of Connecticut at

Warren P. McGuirk Alumni Stadium at 12:30

p.m.

This game marks the last time that 15 members
of this UMass team will put on the maroon and
white to go out and do battle on the gridiron.

UMass (5-5, 3-4 Yankee Conference) will be

looking to end the season with a win and ensure its

fourth winning season in five years.

The last few games have been difficult for the

Minutemen. as they have dropped their last three

straight

It's ;i little disappointing." UMass coach Mike

Hodges said. "But what we're trying to do right

here is to make sure we send the Mnion out of

here as winners, 'cause that's exactly what they

deserve to be. and that's exactly what they are."

This game will also be one of the last Yankee
Conference games ever Next season the conference

will be transformed into the Atlantic 10
Conference.

15 players w j|l take the field for the final time

tomorrow: Kon Blackwell — the co-captain cor-

nerback has led the secondary into battle each
week and explained what l.Mass football meant to

him.

"1 Playing herel's taught me how to deal with

adversit) and hopefully it'll help me deal with the

world." Blackwell said. "It's taught me how to have

a winning attitude in whatever circumstances, and
I'm very pleased and honored to be a part of this

Institution."

Mark Shalala — co-captain and offensive line-

man Shalala was a part of the offensive line that

has paved the way for the Minutemen's
YanCon-leading rushing attack.

"With this team, we came a long way and never

gave up." Shalala said. "This was the best experi-

ence of my life, I've met so many people. I've been

extremely fortunate and UMass has been good to

me."

Mark Zych. Dan Markowski — the two will play

their final game side by side for the Minutemen at

left guard and left tackle respectively. They have

started together for the past three years

Ron Felice — The right guard will be greatly

missed, as 80 percent of the offensive line is play-

ing in its last game tomorrow.

Ron Brockington — Brockington had 638 yards

this season, an average of 6.1 per carry.

Frank Allesio— the tailback, although hampered
by an injury this year, is still second in rushing on
the team and will have his name attracted to

numerous UMass records including third place

all-time in rushing.

lustin Reimer — the linebacker has led the team
in tackles and solo stops and the conference in

tackles for the second straight season. He is third

at UMass all-time with 348 stops.

Leggie Beckford — the cornerback leads the

team in interceptions.

Free safety Tony Gugliuzza: tight ends. Bryan
Healy and Erik Henry, the second leading receiver:

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 9

He shoots...
Inus Norville and the UMass men's basketball team face the
Converse All-Stars in preseason exhibition action tonight al 7 p.m.
at the Mullins Center.

Nash, Maga's last match
Dayton, Xavier on slate

By J.R. Adams
Collegian Staff

This Saturday marks the end of an

era for Massachusetts volleyball, as it

approaches the postseason, and thus

the end of the fourth year of
Minutewomen volleyball since its

reinstatement. The game against
Xavier will celebrate the dedication

and four year commitment of seniors

Susan Maga and Oionne Nash.

This weekend Dayton and Xavier

make the trip to Amherst from
Ohio to battle the Minutewomen.
as the three teams struggle for con-

ference position and admission to

the postseason. Dayton, which
squares off with UMass on Friday

night at 7 p.m., beat the
Minutewomen in five games at their

last meeting earlier this season in

Ohio. Xavier. who comes to town
on Saturday for the Senior Night
match up at 7 p.m.. lost a

three-game sweep to the
Minutewomen earlier this season on
the same road trip.

"In our last four matches, in order

for us to control our own destiny we
have to win two of them." UMass
coach Bonnie Kenny said. "If we
don't we will have to depend on
someone elM to do something, to

beat Xavier and Virginia Tech.

"It's really between us three right

now, it s really between us and

Xavier," Kenny said.

The Minutewomen are put into this

situation by the results of their recent

matches. The loss to Temple last

week dropped Massachusetts out of a

tie with the Owls for third place.

The Minutewomen's most recent

result against Boston College does
not affect their conference record,

but nonetheless they beat the Eagles

in three games on Wednesday night

at home.

The game showcased a UMass
team that was more focussed and
efficient, although playing against a

much weaker team.

"I don't think we were challenged

very much tonight," Kenny said after

the win. "We're not going to get any

more like that this season."

Senior Night at the Curry Hicks

Cage honors the first class of players

— Nash and Maga — to play four

years in the renewed Massachusetts

volleyball program.

Maga has been one the most solid

players on the team, playing the

important role of a utility player in

her senior campaign. In the game
against BC, Maga played a crucial

role, playing half of the time when
the Minutewomen needed solid mid-

dle back defense.

"I think it's a very respectable pro-

gram, I think a lot of people respect

what the coach has done." Maga said

about UMass volleyball and coach

points, on 1 3 goals and five assists.

Rothenberger came away from last

weekend's conference tournament
with All Atlantic 10 honors, as well

as an All-Tournament selection.

Erica lohnston (29). Courtney
MacLean (21 ) and Kate Putnam (19)

are all in double figure scoring as

well, lohnston tallied a goal against

Ball State to up her total to 12.

MacLean notched her first assist of

the season on lohnston's goal; while

Putnam creates her assist opportuni-

ties on the penalty cornets

Northeastern, meanwhile, is led by

Kefri Bettenhauser. The junior has

netted 19 goals and contributed two

assists. Also lending a hand to the

attack are |en White (9 g, 12 a).

Katie West (11 g, 3 a), Regina Carl

(5g. 12 a) and lill Haiko (2 g. 13 a).

|acUe Carl, who scored the Huskies'

only goal against UMass stands with

four goals and an assist.

NCAA Notes: In other regional

action this weekend, Virginia and
Duke battle on Saturday, with the

winner facing North Carolina on
Sunday. These teams are in UMass'
half of the bracket... In the other

half. Saturday action in Iowa pits

Princeton aginst Boston University,

with the winner facing Iowa...

Maryland faces Penn State Saturday

and the winner meets Old Dominion
Sunday.

THANC VO / COIUGIAN

The UMass field hockey team, led by Saskia Fuchs, plays Northeastern in

NCAA Tournament action tomorrow at UConn.

Minutemen face Warriors

try to halt four-game skid

By Jormo Kansanen
Collegian Staff

It has been a tough start for the

Massachusetts hockey team (1-5.

1-5 in Hockey Fast) this season in

the win column, but their lack of

numerical success has to be mea-

sured against the quality of com-
petition they have faced. A ft e r

a split with UMass-Lowell in their

first home-and- home series of

the season, UMass has dropped
four straight games. But. those

losses were to nationally ranked
squads Boston University and the

University of New Hampshire.

This weekend, the Minutemen
will face off against the Warriors

of Merrimack College (2-4, 1-3

in HE), who they have had win-

ning results against in recent his-

tory. UMass swept the season
series between the two teams last

year, coming out with three wins.

while piling up 17 goals against

then-junior goaltenders Martin
Legault and Eric Thibeault.

Tonight's game will be in the

not-so-immortal confines of the

Volpe Complex in North
Andover. with the other end of

the home-and home series

Saturday night in the spacious

William D. Mullins Center. Game
times are both at 7 p.m.

Coach |oe Mallen is not going

to let the losses to BU and UNH
get his team down, but on the

other hand, he will not let his

team take Merrimack lightly.

"I don't think we can get down
about what has happened so far.

we played awful hard and we
were close with two of the top ten

teams in the country." Mallen
said. "This is a weekend we really

have to try and take a step for-

ward, that is one thing I would
say

"Merrimack is not going to lay

down and just give up to us right

now. It is going to be an absolute

battle, both down there and at

home. Obviously, we beat them
three times last year and they are

going to be bent on revenge."

To get prepared for the game
on the small Volpe ice surface,

Mallen did not use the old
Russian training technique of
putting seven players on the ice.

All the team did was take a trip

across town to Amherst College, a

smaller ice surface than the

Olympic-sized Mullins rink. This

season, it has been slightly appar-

ent that UMass has had problems

on smaller ice surfaces, like Tully

Forum and Walter Brown Arena.

So. basically, it is just a matter

of form over fashion.

"I just think in the first couple

of nights we played away on dif-

ferent rinks, everything has been
in a little bit tighter quarters, and
some of our guys have had diffi-

culty making the adjustment,"
Mallen said. "Going over to

Amherst College enables us to

play in a smaller rink, a little bit

colder rink, and hopefully the dif-

ferent conditions will get us a lit-

tle more focused."

The senior tandem of Thibeault

and Legault have split time
between the pipes so far this sea-

son, as the former example has
been in the net for both of the
Warrior wins versus powerhouse
Union (3-2) and UM-Lowell
(6-2). Legault. the New England
Hockey Writer's 1995-96 Unsung

Turn to HOCKEY, page 9

Kenny. "I want people to look at the

program and say 'They were there.

they started it and look how fur the

program has come.'"

Nash will leave behind her a

legacy of records and performances

that will be difficult for anyone to

duplicate. She holds the

Minutewoman team records in

games played (481), matches
played (137). kills (1568). digs

(1326), total attacks (4026). ser-

vice aces (151), block assists, and
season records in games played
(137) and matches played (39).

She holds the very respectable
career-high numbers of 25 kills

and 26 digs in a match, both of

which she set this year.

"It's been a long four years, it's

been a hard four years, but it's been

an enjoyable four years." Nash said

"I can't say enough how much 1 owe
to coach.

"It's been a great experience. I try

to tell the freshmen players not to

take it for granted. Once it's done it's

done, you need to cherish it while it's

here, while you've been given the
chance to play."

"Our coaches put academics very
high. She recruits to work on making
people well-rounded." Maga said in

agreement.

As the Minutewomen go into this

crucial part of the season, they know
that whether or not they make the
Atlantic 10 playoffs is a direct testa-

ment to the leadership of those who
have brought the program up from
nothing to one of the most prominent
in the northeast.
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Y'know, they might
just be addictive...

Morphine
brought their

unique sound to

the Valley with a

show at Pearl St. > +
last week. Check
out our review (See

Arts (t Living, page

6.)

* i

Goin' out

in style

Senior Justin

Reimer led the

UMass football

team with 10 tack-

les in the

Minutemen's Senior

Day victory over

Connecticut (see

Sports, page 1 2)

WORLD

Work stoppage ends

as Israel grants rights

GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip (AP) -
Palestinians applied (or permits to

enter Israel on Sunday after the

lewish state further eased restrictions

that have barred thousands of

Palestinians from their jobs for

months.

Israel announced Saturday that

15,000 more Palestinians from the

West Bank and Ca/a Strip would be

allowed to enter. That would bring

the number of Palestinians allowed to

enter Israel to 50,000, about the

same level as before September
clashes in Palestinian areas that

claimed 79 lives

Israeli and Palestinian negotiators,

meanwhile, began a seventh week of

talks Sunday on Israel's delayed with-

drawal from Hebron, the last ma|or

city it occupies in the West Bank.

In Gaza, Palestinians lined up at

a labor ministry office to fill out

applications for new entrance per-

mits.

"I think the Israeli government
step is a good one, but it is not

enough," said Khaled Abdullah
Chani, a 39-year-old father of five

who has worked construction jobs in

Israel for 1 5 years. He urged Israel to

let Palestinian workers sleep at their

workplaces to save hours of travel

every day.

NATION

Ariz, jail riot sparked

by alleged misconduct

PHOENIX (AP) — Hundreds of

inmates upset about conditions in a

"tent city" jail rioted Sunday, arm-

ing themselves with poles from
their tents, setting fires and trap-

ping 1 1 guards for nearly three

hours.

The situation was resolved after

the inmates spoke with Sheriff |oe

Arpaio about their complaints of liv-

ing in the tents, bad food and being

assaulted by guards.

"Everything seems to be under

control. I met with the little commit-

tee that they had formed," said

Arpaio, the self-styled "toughest sher-

iff in America" known for hard-core

tactics such the tent city, chain gangs

and a ban on cigarettes and nudie

magazines.

About 300 to 400 inmates were

involved in the riot, which broke out

at 1:50 p.m. and lasted until 4:45

p.m. At its peak, inmates tried to get

at eight detention officers locked in

the control tower, and trapped three

more in the tent compound. Two of

those were treated for minor
injuries.

Thick Wack smoke poured out of a

tool shed the inmates had set on fire

earlier and windows were broken in

the jail's control tower

Arpaio said the riot began with

what he believed was one inmate
assaulting another, and then grew

because of general discontent and

the fact that only three guards were

trying to watch over 600 inmates.
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concernsFaculty address major

of UM undergraduate advisees

LBGT students gather

for Mt. Holyoke rally

UMass at a cross-

roads — the state of

academic advising: a

Massachusetts Daily

Collegian special

report

Day One: Faculty reac-

tions to advising

Faculty says departmental

advising is strong; student apa-

thy is a real problem: admin-

stration is also criticized

Day Two: Collegian

study points to advising

problems

Students express frustration

and confusion with the

advising process

Day Three: The proactive

University?

Students, administration, cri-

tique programs aimed at mak-

ing UMass more accesible.

Day Four: Cultural orga-

nizations and advising

Students of color strive to

find a familiar face and guid-

ance at a predominately white

University

Day Five: UMass 2000
Will the future forget the

undergraduate? What do the

next five years hold for UMass

and its students?

Editor's Note: this article is the

first in a five part special report on

the state of academic advising at

the University of Massachusetts

The report was conducted by the

Collegian news desk.

As the University of Massachusetts

prepares to enter its third century,

many contend that in order for this

institution to thrive, the faculty,

administration and staff must remem-

ber its roots as a Land Grant school.

Historically. UMass has been a uni

versity focused on undergraduate

education, as

opposed to research.

While it may have
cost the University name recognition

and prestige, the focus on teaching

has made UMass a deal for the

Commonwealth.
In recent times, the role of higher

education is changing. Public support

on the state and federal level is com-

ing into doubt, forcing institutions

such as this one to locate alternative,

private funding sources. The
fundraising program. Campaign
UMass, was implemented to ensure

the basic survival Of the University

and not to secure financial prosperity.

Higher education's pseudo-privati-

zation has forced many universities to

look to programs which will bring in

the most grant and corporate dollars

With these pressures in mind, can

UMass maintain its role us a school for

undergraduates where students can

explore the collegiate experience, or

will attention be paid to the few who
manage to work their way into the

profit-oriented programs of the future

such as computer science, microbiolo-

gy and chemical engineering?

The advising connection

The greatest challenge posed to any

SPECIAL REPORT!

large university is fostering a sense of

community. Academic advising at

UMass is the life-line, in many cases.

between faculty and students and
hence, in forming a real community.

Vet for faculty, it is time spent dis-

tracting them from their research. For

the University, advising is a rather

unglamorous commitment of

resources. With the ever increasing stu-

dent to faculty ratio, the consolidation

of various departments and the elimi-

nation of faculty, students are left to

wonder. "Will UMass still have time

for me when all is said and done?

In a effort to

?ain national

Drominence and
position itself to thrive in the 21st

century, will UMass forget the basic

principles it was founded upon —
that the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts requires an affordable

and exceptional undergraduate insti-

tution where young minds can both

focus and wander?
An examination of academic advis-

ing programs is a window through

which students, faculty and staff can

begin to answer this question.

Faculty: "departmental advising

solid"

While it may be easy for disgrun-

tled students to point the finger at the

faculty for poor advising services, the

departments argue they are doing
their job — and a good one at that.

It is not the same for everyone,

however. The distinction is actually

quite simply: faculty in larger depart-

ments face different challenges from

those in smaller departments

"We have always emphasized
strong advising." said Karen Lederer,

chief undergraduate advisor of the

women's studies department. "When
faculty are hired they are told there is

Turn to ADVISING page 3

By Amy Risley and Jamie

Sinsheimer

Collegian Staff

Last Thursday evening a rally was

held at Mount Holyoke College to

help combat the fight against homo-
phobia in the Five College area and

beyond. Despite the freezing temper-

atures, attendees of the rally stood

outside and braved the cold while

speakers addressed the crowd.

Sponsored by the Mt. Holyoke
Lesbian/Bisexual Alliance (LBA), the

ceremony was emceed by Alycia

Curlew and Vicki Kusha. both mem-
bers of the LBA.
The rally mostly targeted homosex-

uals on the Mt. Holyoke Campus,
since the majority of the attendees

were Mt. Holyoke students. There
was a minimal turnout of students

from the rest of the Five College area.

Supporters met at the front gates

and were greeted by volunteers hand-

ing out candles and pinning rainbow

flags on their shirts. The speakers

stood on a small stage under a rain-

bow arch of balloons symbolizing the

diversity of the gay, lesbian and
bisexual community.

The first speaker was Joanne
Crieghton, the president of Mt.

Holyoke College. She spoke of the

importance of unification among sex-

ual identities. Crieghton also stated

that homophobia should not be toler-

ated anywhere.

Following Creighton, Rochelle
Calhoun of the Ombuds office at Mt.

Holyoke affirmed her commitment
for justice, and spoke about how
society should "combine our differ-

ences in a mutually understanding

way because we really are the same

underneath it all."

Curlew and Kusha constantly

maintained the energetic atmosphere

by asking the crowd: "Are we going

to tolerate homophobia on this cam-

pus?" The crowd responded loudly:

"No."

An overwhelmingly positive

response welcomed the next speaker.

Dean of Students and ally Peter

Barack. Barack said that the greatest

gift he received at Mt. Holyoke was

the ability to work together with men
and women alike, and he said he was

"truly honored" to be a part of this

event.

Protestant Chaplain Andrea
Evasian and her son. Sascha, stood

arm in arm on the stage. Evasian stat-

ed that "heterosexual allies need to

take hands with homosexual people

to fight for our civil rights and liber-

ties."

She told the audience that she and

Sascha's father have been together

for 12 years, and they are refraining

from marriage until gays and lesbians

are granted the same right to marry

as heterosexuals. She confirmed that

her family is "a part of the struggle

for justice."

The next speaker was Dean of

Students Regina Mooney, who told of

how homophobia needs to be seen in

context with heterosexism. Mooney,

who is openly lesbian, believes that

the cure is up to those who are homo-
phobic.

She said that homophobic people

need to "study, accept and challenge

their fears by facing gays, lesbians

and bisexuals with questions."

Mooney also told the audience that

the only way to combat homophobia
is to take risks to be free and help

those who are homophobic to "dump
their fears."

Bonnie Devlin, a Unitarian

Minister in Amherst, warmed up the

crowd with a collective "shake for

freedom" dance, inviting the crowd

Turn to RALLY, page 2

Hillel offers HRTA internship;

Kosher preparation emphasized
Political fate of Puerto Rico debated

By Bryan Schwarrzman
Collegian Staff

The Hillel House is accepting
applications from HRTA (Hotel

Restaurant Travel and Tourism
Administration) students for a paid

internship involving kosher food

preparation at the house.

Hillel has worked with the HRTA
department for several years, offering

an internship which offers three cred-

its and 10 paid hours, totaling an 18

hour per week commitment, accord-

ing to Hillel Rabbi Saul Perlmutter.

"This internship offers excellent

hands-on experience." Perlmutter

said. "it looks terrific on a resume."

In addition to cooking Friday night

dinners, Sunday brunches and holi-

day meals, the intern will be involved

with all aspects of ordering food and

supplies.

"People should contact us right

away, we hope to hire somebody by

mid-December." Perlmutter said.

"It is quite a commitment and it is

a demanding job."

Ferris said once the student is hired

he or she will begin training with the

current intern and his or her faculty

sponsor for the rest of the semestei

Ferris said that this Wednesday the

current intern. Vicki Dunbar, will be

cooking a meal in honor of Maiden
Mills owner Aaron Feuerstein, who
will be speaking at the Mullins Center

later that evening.

Like most internships on campus,

this will be conducted through
Mather Career Center and with the

aid of a faculty sponsor within the

relevant department.

Students interested in applying

must obtain the proper paperwork

from Linda Kinney, who is in charge

of the HRTA Career Center.

Both the School of Management
and the HRTA Department have

their own career centers, which work

in conjunction with Mather. Kinney

said the HRTA Career Center can get

students interviews with employers

that they might not be able to reach

otherwise.

The Hillel House will make the

final decision on the hiring of the

intern.

For more information. Hillel House

can be contacted at 549-1710.

By Crisrina Basto

Collegian Staff

On Thursday a debate which addressed three possible

political options which Puerto Ricans might face in deal-

ing with their current political situation took place. The
event was a part of Puerto Rican Heritage Week.

Puerto Rico has been a United States colony for about a

century. Its commonwealth status does not allow Puerto

Ricans to make their own economic decisions or deter-

mine how they want to be governed.

Partido Democratico Popular constitutes the first

option. This party advocates for a free Puerto Rican gov-

ernment in association with the United States. It is much
more like the actual current situation, but with a govern-

ment that has fiscal autonomy. An exponent of this party,

Eduardo Melendez. spoke about the economic benefits

and the industrial development that Puerto Rico has

achieved by being a part of the United States.

Melendez pointed out that the main goal of Partido

Democratico Popular is to establish an equal power rela-

tionship with the United States in which Puerto Rico

could be able to make its own economic decisions and be

treated as an economic partner of the United States.

"In association with the United States, we demand a

bilateral relationship." Melendez said.

The second political option is the Nuevo Progresista

party, which advocates for the statehood of Puerto Rico.

Its exponent. Gumercindo Gomez, explained that Puerto

Ricans on the island have different rights from those who

live in the United States. For example, Puerto Ricans on

the island are not able to elect the United States president,

while Puerto Ricans living in the states (after a year of res-

idence) are able to do so.

"The actual situation makes Puerto Ricans in the island

second class citizens. We have to stop being a colony and

demand political equality by becoming part of the Union."

Gomez said.

Gomez also pointed out that Puerto Ricans leave the

island and come to the United States in search of a better

economic future — planning to return one day to Puerto

Rico. In reality. Puerto Ricans hardly have the opportunity

to return to the island, he noted, many dying in the United

States as poor as they have always been.

"The only way to stop this is by integrating Puerto Rico

as a U. S. state so that the benefits of being American citi-

zens favor all Puerto Ricans," Gomez said.

A third option is the Partido Independentista. which

advocates full sovereignty to Puerto Rico by becoming a

republic. Its exponent. Nelson Acosta. said that Puerto

Ricans fear that by becoming a separate country, the econ-

omy of Puerto Rico will collapse. Puerto Ricans are also

scared of what the United States will do to prevent sepa-

ration should a disagreement occur.

"We won't be another Cuba. Puerto Rico has the people

and the potential to maintain a healthy economy." Acosta

said.

Acosta added that Puerto Rico has been a colony of the

U.S. military for almost 100 years, and some compensa-

tion should be given.

Turn to PUERTO RICO, page 2

Texaco CEO owns up
By Jennifer Brown
Associated Press

The stuff that dreams are made of...
Butfy Sainte-Marie, UMass alumni and world-renowned folk singer, lectured in Memorial Hall last Friday

afternoon.

WASHINGTON — The president

of Texaco says racial discrimination

problems at his company represent

just the "tip of the iceberg" in corpo-

rate America.

Other company leaders should

examine their management and work-

ers at their companies for similar

signs of racism. Peter Bijur. Texaco's

president and chief executive officer,

said Sunday on CNN's "Late

Edition."

"I would suggest that we are just

seeing the tip of the iceberg here,"

said Bijur. whose company agreed

last week to pay $176.1 million to

settle a racial discrimination law-

suit.

"It's important to drill down
below that very tip and get down
into what's beneath and find out

what's going on. That's what I've

done in the last two weeks, and
that's what I think needs to be

done."

Civil rights leaders echoed Bijur's

concerns Sunday, contending other

companies have similar problems that

haven't been uncovered. "The differ-

ence is. in the case of Texaco, they got

caught." civil rights activist |esse

lackson said Sunday on CBS' "Face

the Nation." "But there ate other

companies that have not been

caught."

NAACP President Kweisi Mfume
said lessons learned from the law-

suit can be applied even more
broadly.

"The message clearly resonates

beyond corporate America." Mfume
said on "Late Edition." "It's not just

the private sector. It's also the public-

sector. It's not just Texaco, but it's

what's happening at Amoco and other

places."

Texaco will pay $115 million cash

to about 1,400 current and former

employees and to give black

employees 10 percent raises over

the next five years at an additional

cost of $26.1 million. The company
also agreed to spend $35 million on

a task force to recruit black work-

ers, monitor discrimination and
develop diversity and sensitivity

training.

The agreement's $176.1 million

price tag makes it the largest settle-

ment of a racial discrimination law-

suit in U.S. history. But it pales com
pared to $1.2 billion in reparations

Congress appropriated in 1988 to

lapanese-Americans as compensation

for their internment in camps during

World War II. Payments of $20,000

each went to about 79,000 internees

still living. That settlement did not

result from a lawsuit.

Both Mfume and lackson hailed

the Texaco settlement as a good first

step but said much remains to be

done. Both civil rights leaders want

changes in employment practices, the

working environment, economic
development and enforcement of

anti-discrimination policies.
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Monday, Nov. 18

Clan, — "Feminism and Mysticism," a free, drop-in

class for women focusing on women and Jewish mysticism

will be held at 7 p.m. at Chabad House at Amherst, local

ed at JO N. Hadley Rd. Call 549-4094 for more informa-

tion.

Tuesday, Nov. 19

Workshop — Amnesty International at UMass is spon-

soring a letter writing workshop from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in

room 162-75 of the Campus Center. Amnesty officers

will be there to offer assistance to anyone who has not

written an urgent action letter before. Anyone and every-

one interested in supporting a cause is welcome.
Class — "Talmud Class,* a free, drop-in class on Jewish

oral law will be held at 8 p.m. at Chabad House at

Amherst.

Notices

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from
8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information,

call 584-8167.
Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5: 1 5 p.m. in room 101 Totman.
Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more
information, contact Milly Dejesus at 546-1083.
Employment — Applications are still being accepted

from work-study students for the positions of office man-
ager and research coordinator for the Canabis Reform
Coalition. If interested, please pick up and application in

room 322 of the Student Union or call 545-1 122 to get

one mailed to you. Call |ohn Lanzerotta at 546-6359 for

more information.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies

is seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen,
Dept. of Consumer Studies. 101 Skinner Hall, University

of Massachusetts, Amherst. Ma, 01003. For more infor-

mation, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.
Fall Library Workshops — UMass reference librarians

are offering a series of workshops. November sessions will

include demonstrations of databases and Web sites in

Literature with Literature Specialist Liz Fitzpatrick (Nov.

18. from 1-2 p.m.), and the Internet (Nov. 21, from
9:30-11 a.m.) with Internet Resources Librarian Emily
Hum. All workshops will be in the Library Instruction

Room, main floor, Du Bois Library. All are welcome,
although sign up is required for the Internet sessions.

Please call 545-6892 to register.

Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange
workshops will be held on the following date: Tues., Dec.
3 from 5:30-7 p.m. in CC room 165-169.

Final Exam Schedules — The Fall '96 Final
Examination Schedule will be available beginning Friday,

October 18. Copies will be delivered to students in resi-

dence halls, and will be available to off-campus students

in the Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore).
Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily.

members of the Health Reach International team are
available to help you find answers to your questions and
concerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health
Education Dept., UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more
info) and 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Community Room H-4
North Village; Tuesdays 6:30- 8:30 p.m. in the
International Lounge, Prince House (call 545-2299 for

more info); Wednesdays 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the
Community Room, 41 1 Linclon . All conversations are

confidential.

Literature — MOTHERTONGUE, the multilingual stu-

dent publication by the dept. of Comparative Literature, is

currently seeking submissions for the spring '97 publica-

tion. We will accept original poetry, short stories,

one-acts, international photographs, and art work created

by multilingual students. Please submit a copy in English

to the Comparative Literature Dept. in 203 South
College. Rough drafts are acceptable.

Meeting — P.O.W.E.R., the Progressive Organization
for Women's Rights holds their weekly meetings on
Thursdays at 6 p.m. in the Student Union room 306. All

men and women are welcome.

Meeting — The Pakistan Students Association has its

weekly meetings every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Campus Center. Check for the room number at the infor-

mation desk. For further details, contact Musharraf at

546-6295.

Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus meets
every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer 201. All

anthropology undergraduate minors and majors welcome.
Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Ivrit" held every

Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right

as you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis

and other Hebrew speakers welcome.
Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student
Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

New Organization — WICC (West Indian/Caribbean
Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West
Indies or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as

anyone interested in the culture. For more information,

contact Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.
New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and
your help is needed. If interested, call lordan at

546-3548.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to 1 p.m.
in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement
of Worcester Dining Common). For more information,
call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus
stops at 9:45. Please call Mark to confirm, or for other
stops, at 253-0361.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout, Copy, and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304
Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Support Croup — Tobacco cessation support group
meets weekly on Wednesday evenings from 7-8 p.m. in

the Campus Center to help people quit smoking and
chewing tobacco. See schedule by elevators for room
number or call Steve at 577-5181 for further information.

Talent Needed — The UMass Asian American Students
Association is looking Tor Asian/American hip hop, reg-

gae, and R&B dancers for next semesters annual Asian
Night production to be held on April 1 1, 1997. Contact
Geneva at 546-2714 for audition information.

Volunteer — The Zoo in Forest Park at Springfield has

a wealth of diverse volunteer opportunities available for

persons who love animals and are committed to conserva-

tion education. For further information about the Zoo and
to be sent a volunteer application, please call (413)
733-2251.

NOBODY'S PERFECT
Come to UMass - Lincoln Campus CenterRm 165+169

Monday, Nov. 18th thru Thurs, Nov. 21st

Ladies & Mens merchandise from
Express-Limited-Structure-Aeropostale

and other famous specialty stores

& designer labels at

60%-80% off
their original prices

Ladies

Timberland
&

Kenneth Cole

BOOTS
& SHOES
l9"-39"
All 1st Quality

Comp. 45*°- 125**

Ladies & Mens

JEANS
9"m IX" Comp. 18--41-

Lad.es AeroPostale
KNIT TOPS
ft99 comp. 20--36-

Mens - Structure
KNIT TOPS
0^9 Comp. 49-

Sale Hours Mon. - Thurs. 8am- 8pm

Visa AMEX Disc. ATM Cards/Cash
Sorry-No Checks

Puerto Rico
continued from poge 1

"If Puerto Rico becomes a Republic, the United States

should help with an economic development plan,* he said.

Acosta also explained how U.S. investment in the island

has generated mostly low-income jobs limiting the possi

bilities for the advancement of the people. The money
generated by these corporations is not invested in Puerto
Rico, but instead in areas abroad.

Each political option contained distinct polemic issues.

Melendez said that if Puerto Rico becomes a U.S. state,

English will be the official language, Americanization will

continue and acculturation will occur at a faster rate.

Acosta also stood against statehood.

"Puerto Rico will be the poorest state of the Union, the

U.S. congress won't invest much money in Puerto Rico

and we will be charged about 35 percent of federal tax,"

he said.

Throughout the debate, it was clear that great national

istic sentiments were held, as well as the need to keep a

Puerto Rican identity.

The debate closed with questions from the audience

Among some of the issues discussed were what will hap-

pen with the 2.5 million Puerto Ricans who live in the

United States if Puerto Rico became a Republic since the

future of Puerto Ricans in America is closely linked to the

political decisions on the island.

Rally
continued from page 1

to jump around to fight off the harsh and bitter chill.

Approaching a more serious note, she questioned the

fact that gays and lesbians are treated as second-class citi-

zens.

"We are not children of a lesser God, we were created
equally...," she said. "She loves us all equally.*

After the scheduled speakers finished, the microphone
was opened up to the crowd. A first-year student read
from a list that she wrote which stated who is and who
isn't allowed to marry. Among those who are permitted to

marry by law according to this woman were "drug deal

ers. molesters and rapists... while those who are not per-

mitted include gays and lesbians and children."

Other students used the moment to come out for the

first time in public, or tell of other supporting events in

the Five College area.

At the end of the rally, everyone in the crowd was given

a carnation. With flowers in hand, they all marched

together and placed them on Mary Lyon's grave, culmin-

lating the evening in strong silence.
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Let's Ride!
Rajit Seth, a senior communications major, inquires about a snowboard through Andy Lubets, a senior

sports managment major at the Ski Sale last Friday afternoon in the Student Union Ballroom.
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Advising
continued from page 1

a strong emphasis and expect to do a lot of advising."

The women's studies department also seems to have
the unique program of dividing advising into two forms.

These include staff advisors and sponsors.

Staff advisors give more technical advice dealing most-

ly with requirements and procedures, while sponsors,

who may be outside the department, offer advise on a

broader level.

The resource economics program is afforded the same
luxury of other smaller departments such as women's
studies.

Undergraduate program director Richard T. Rogers said

he is able lo get to know his advisees on a personal level.

"I think having a advisor that knows you on a

first-name basis is a real advantage, especially for fresh-

man. On a large campus like UMass, to have a advisor

that know [students] by name is a real benefit to our pro-

gram," he said.

The anthropology department has about 160 majors

and 16 faculty members, all of whom advise. The depart-

ment requires that all students see an advisor in order for

them to receive their registration pin numbers.

"We want to be practical. We want students to think

about classes t'ley want to take for next semester, but

they also need to think ahead," said Donald Proulx, who
went on to say that departments must inform their stu-

dents about their post-graduation options.

The economics department, however, is in a very dif-

ferent situation, as they have a larger enrollment and do
not have the resources to keep track of each student per-

sonally.

"We treat students like adults," said lames Kindhal,

chief undergraduate advisor for economics. "I've never

heard of any advising problems. Maybe they do exist but

I don't know about them."

The sociology department faces an even greater chal-

lenge, as it has one advisor for over 400 students:

Professor Robert Faulkner, chief undergraduate advisor.

Although pre-registralion time gets very hectic for

Faulkner, he said, "I like the advising system this way. I

enjoy advising students and 1 am always available when I

say 1 am going to be, that is my responsibility to the stu-

dents."

In other departments in the College of Humanities and

Fine Arts, faculty comments on advising are, for the most

part, positive.

In the comparative literature department, students

choose their own advisor, which allows them to get to

know their advisors on a personal level, according to

Director of Undergraduate Advising for the Comparative

Literature department Maria Tymoczko.

"We spend a lot of time advising our students, we try

to give them a lot of attention," she said. "We try to

encourage them, and we know them by their first

names."

Tymoczko. however, acknowledges that there are some

problems in advising. These problems, she said, center

around students who do not go to their advising appoint-

ments.

"It is very difficult to advise students who stay away

from advising," Tymoczko said, adding that she does not

have the resources to keep pace with each student.

In the College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics,

undergraduate advisors with large student populations

must structure advising programs concisely and efficient-

W. Brian O'Connor of the biology department said

that informal advising is often the most important.

"A lot of students who come in don't really need a lot

of advising, they just need to ask a question or two," he

said. "The ones who need it the most are left floundering,

or are too afraid or embarrassed to come in."

To combat the problem of apathetic or "floundering"

students, the biology department puts out a newsletter

every month with information on new courses, intern-

ships and study programs.

For students who just have a quick question, the biolo-

gy department has an advising office, run by Chief

Academic Advisor Bruce Byers, which is open eight

hours a day on weekdays.

William Mullin, chief undergraduate advisor of the

physics department, also expressed worry about students

who do not visit their advisors.

"We're easily available to most students, but a lot of

students tend to go off on their own." Mullin said. "That

makes us worry about students who may be floundering."

To alert students of the upcoming advising period,

physics advisors e-mail their students to encourage them

to come in before pre-registration.

With a 10-1 student-advisor ratio. Mullin said physics

majors tend to get to know their advisors pretty well, and

vice-versa.

"We always try to provide students with as much
advice as possible, but how to get that contact going is

uncertain," he said. "Sometimes by having social events,

like our physics club, students get to know their advisors

better."

Thomas Amy. chief undergraduate advisor for the

astronomy department (and the one advisor for its 30

majors) said he thinks the advising system works fine.

"I don't think there is anything wrong with it personal-

ly, but 1 think the telephone registration system allows

some students to bypass me." Amy said. "Some of my
advisees never come to see me."

As O'Connor tells prospective students visiting the

biology department, "If you are willing to knock on

someone's door, this place [UMass] can't be beat."

Dwindling Faculty

Solid advising programs, of course, require a faculty

which has the time and numbers to reach its students.

For some departments, however, successive budget

crunches have meant lay-offs and early retirements. This

has placed a tremendous strain on the advising capabili-

ties of many majors.

Norman Sims, the head of the journalism department

and chief advisor, said there arc fewer faculty members

available to students now, and even less will be available

in the future.

According to Sims, three faculty members in his depart-

ment retired in the past few years, and he is expecting the

early retirement of two more in the next two years. Having

only ten faculty members to begin with, the advising pool

will be whittled down to a meager five, Sims said.

"There are fewer faculty now, but the same number of

students." Sims said.

Bill Paterson, chief undergraduate advisor of the

forestry program, expressed a similar dilemma.

"Our department has seen a 400 percent increase in stu-

dents, but a loss of one-third of the faculty." he said. "Half

of my advisees are outside of my discipline. 1 don't want to

Jbe advising these people because I don't know the field."

The African American Studies faculty are experiencing

the same problems.

"That's insufficient now and we're working on a new
model," said Ernie Allen, a professor and the chief advi-

sor for the department.

"A problem like this probably exists at every universi-

ty," W. Brian O'Connor added. "There's just not enough

faculty time for advising."

The biology department has a total of 35 faculty mem-
bers, 20 of whom O'Connor said are advisors, for the

800 majors; this equates to a 1 to 40 ratio.

"Right now we're gearing up for pre-registration, so

we will have 15 to 20 faculty members available during

those weeks," O'Connor said.

The School of Management has a even more dramatic

load. Three primary advisors handle over 750 majors.

Their Undergraduate Dean, George Spiro, however, did

not express significant complaints.

"We do a first rate job," he said. "We could always use

more in the budget [for advising]."

Apathetic students, not indifferent professors

Most faculty dismissed student complaints over their

alleged inaccessibility and said that, in fact, students

themselves must be more assertive in taking advantage of

their options.

"Students are apathetic," said Robert L. Laurence,

chief undergraduate advisor for the chemical engineering

department. "I've heard of some who don't even bother

to figure out who their advisor is."

Michael Schwartz, undergraduate school of education

program director, shared these sentiments and said that

advising does need improvements — a lot of which has to

do with student attitudes.

"It is the responsibility of the students to seek out

advising on a campus of this size," he said.

Hotel, restaurant and travel administration chief under-

graduate advisor Kathleen Doer said her department has

done everything it can to improve advising services.

"I think the guidance is available and it's a two way

street," she said.

Robert Faulkner of the sociology department says that

although faculty must be held accountable for their

actions, students must also be held accountable.

"A big problem for me is when students say, "My advi-

sor is never there,' or T call my advisor all the time and

he is never there," he said. "I often question what never'

means. For many students never means that they called

or stopped by once."

"We get to know our students on a personal level.

Most students stay with their advisor the entire time they

are at UMass and we are able to develop a respectable

relationship with one another," Donald Proulx said.

"Students have to stay in touch with us," said Michael

Coblyn, professor of art, in reference to students who
have conflicts with faculty office hours. With students

and faculty having extremely busy schedules, some facul-

ty feel that a one-stop advising center may be the answer

to these time conflicts.

While Paul R. Cohen, professor of computer science,

recognized that often he can not reach the students who
need his help most, he does not blame himself.

"Unfortunately, students who need advising most seldom

come in, while students who are wel^prepared usually

come in," he said. "There is definitely an ironic situation."
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Advising and Tenure

Students and faculty alike have suggested in the past

that advising could be made a more prominent component

of the tenure process, which would theoretically force each

department to put it on its list of highest priorities.

A majority of faculty, however, say that advising is

already considered when a professor is up for tenure, and

that enhancing the role advising plays in the process

would actually be counterproductive.

Michael Schwartz felt that if faculty were rewarded for

advising, it would perhaps be looked at more carefully.

He said that teaching and research are usually looked on

as being more important.

The assertion seems reasonable — advising is viewed

as a impediment for many faculty members, towards the

work they must complete to earn secure employment.

"| Advising] takes away from research and public ser-

vice. All three components are supposed to be considered

equal," Bill Paterson said.

W. Brian O'Connor said that most departments con-

sider advising essential all ready.

"In our department, we look at teaching and advising,

and whether the faculty member is available at certain

times," he added. "You have to realize that not every fac-

ulty member wants to do advising."

Professors must be enthusiastic about advising in the

first place if they are to offer quality guidance — a diffi-

cult prospect under the current criteria for tenure.

Mullin said the physics department already takes advis-

ing services into consideration in the tenure process.

While advising is not officially part of tenure, "It's part

of what we call a 'service' element of tenure," Mullin said.

"Professors must do three things well — research, teaching

and service; so in that sense, it already is part of tenure."

Administration take notice

The faculty leaves unclear who is most responsible for

"apathetic students" and the dwindling pool of profes-

sors. A logical answer is the administration, as some fac-

ulty assert.

"Even though the department has very few faculty,

they manage to do a very good job advising," said

Cristina Gonzalez, professor and chair of the Spanish

and Portuguese department.

Gonzalez cited a recent New York Times article which

stated that 53.2 percent of college students choose

Spanish as their second language of study.

"In the early 1970s, the popularity of Spanish surpassed

all other languages, but we still have the same amount of

faculty," she said. "We have never had enough faculty.

"The University should wake up. They need to stop

denying that this is happening," said Gonzalez in refer-

ence to the lack of professors.

She also stressed that UMass invest in more tenure

track faculty lines and spend more on teaching assistants.

"There's no doubt that attention should be paid to

advising," added W. Brian O'Connor. "A questionnaire

done by students from the class of '93 just came out

about what they thought about courses and faculty. They

thought everything was favorable, except for advising."

Collegian Staff members Michael Elliott, Leigh

Faulkner, Daniel E. Levenson, Jonathan Liberty. Beth

McCarthy. Laura Stock and Raghuram Vadarevu com-

piled this special report.

Collegian Correspondents Tamar Carroll and Scott

fason contributed to this report.

Collegian Graphics

We are offering great part-time positions as
Inventory Auditors designed to fit your busy schedule.

Consider AJI We Have to Offer:
Starting Salary from $6.50 to $7.50 /Hour
Paid Xraining and Management Programs
• Morning, Evening and Weekend Hours

• Flexible Schedules
• "Medical Benefits Available

• Credit Union Membership Available
• Potential for Advancement
These are ideal positions for students.

Work 8-10 hours per week during the semester and
30 or more hours during winter and summer breaks.

INVENTORY
SPECIALISTS

See our AD on the web at www.umass.edu under

Student Employment Office or call 1-800-511-5830

Fun and Exciting Job Opportunities

for Winter Break
event staffers and Collegiate Advantage are hiring students 21+ to

travel and work as Marketing Representatives during the month
ofJanuary. Students hired will run promotions at different col-

lege campuses for four weeks. It is the perfect job for winter

break! Expense paid travel, great compensation, and excellent

career experience. We are looking for individuals who like to

travel and are outgoing, responsible, and independent. You can

find out more by visiting our information table on the campus
center concourse. We are here today from 10am to 3pm. We are

conducting on-campus interviews soon, so stop by!
event staffers

313 Congress Street

Boston, MA 02210

61 7- 73 7-3555 fax 330- 1 777

event_staffers(a.£a . shore, net
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Opinion/Editorial

Pump up the boycott!
Tear up those Texaco crcdii cards! Thai's righi —

rip your plastic into little pieces just like the com-

pany has been ripping apart the lives of thou-

sands of their employees for generations.

On Friday. Texaco Inc. agreed to a $140 million set-

tlement to be paid out following a discrimination charge

from 1,500 employees of color. The $140 million will

result in a $1 15 million payment split among the 1500.

The leftover sum will be used to give pay increases, in

the range of 10 percent, to people of color.

Although this may be the largest discrimination case

ever in the United States. Texaco has not paid enough
for the hardship and misery that they have

caused to past and present employees.

Fortunately, Rev. lesse lackson and
other civil-rights activists have not backed

down on their promise for a Texaco boy-

cott.

Obviously (ackson's threat, which could have (and

probably will) hurt Texaco's financial power, had a

major impact on the corporation to settle the

two-year-old lawsuit so quickly. But Texaco's agree-

ment to pay the settlement only marks a minor battle in

a major war.

Even if Texaco settled for $140 billion the boycott

should continue; they can't just buy indulgences to wipe

free their sinful past. We must remember that $140 mil-

lion to a multi- national corporation is mere pocket

change.

A month-long boycott of Texaco will send a crystal

clear message to Texaco and other corporations that

racism will simply not be accepted.

lust imagine if every American drove past their local

Texaco filling stations and beeped their horn in disgust.

Unlike our Founding Fathers who wrote the revolu-

tionary Declaration of Independence, too many
Americans are seen as apathetic coach potatoes whose
main, and often only, source of news is the

watered-down network nightly news that is sponsored

by Texaco and other like-minded corporations.

As Americans we must take this advantage to rise up
and take politics back into our hands. We have the

power to stage a successful boycott of Texaco showing
corporations and companies that discriminatory prac-

tices will be unacceptable. Although Americans have
always been inclined to shut their eyes to such matters,

it is time to wake up. Imagine if we had stopped drink-

ing Pepsi a decade ago because Pcpsico continued oper-

ations in South Africa throughout its apartheid years?

We must realize that we have the power to change the

world, and by making a simple, but strong statement
such as boycotting Texaco, the world can change.

1 commend lesse lackson and other civil rights leaders

for standing firm. Unfortunately, the civil rights com-
munity is not united. The National
Association for the Advancement of Colored

People (NAACP) has not joined in the

efforts and this is a shame.

In a New York Times interview. Kweisi

Mfume. President and Chief Executive of

NAACP. commented on the Texaco settlement: "We
hope that we are able to structure a model for other cor-

porate entities to emulate."

While this may sound nice and dandy, Mfume's
approach is far too conservative. As this is not Texaco's

first problem with race relations between corporate
heads and workers, can we really expect the corporation

to change overnight?

But by supporting an all-out boycott. Texaco would
be forced to take truly drastic measures.

We can be assured that this is not the last multi-mil-

lion dollar settlement that will be dished out in the near

future, lust imagine the financial chaos that could result

when every person of color uses their Constitutional

right to take a racist employer to court. Meanwhile, the

rest of us can take part in this war on hate by boy-
cotting and protesting corporate entities like Texaco.

This is how you can change the world. Please think

about it next time you buy gas. Don't fill your car or

mind with hate.

The boycott may not be the saving answer to this war,

but it gives us a weapon to fight the long battle ahead.

Mike Burke is a Collegian Columnist.

Conservative Vision

Andrew

Trodden

As a direct result of some of my previous
columns this semester. I've been hit with
many insulting labels. I've been called a racist,

an elitist, a communist. One person even "requested"

that I die within the year. While it is perfectly under-

standable for these people to have adverse opinions

to mine, it seems that by labeling me in some way
they become no better than who they feel I am.
What it comes down to is that I am no racist, no

elitist, no commie and I am still alive. I am. however,
a conservative. I want to see nothing but good things

for this country and its people. But as of right now,
the status quo is not so pleasing to me
just as it isn't pleasing to many other
people.

I believe that somehow there is a way
this nation could turn itself into more of

the Utopian society that everybody seems to preach
about. I don't think that it is completely attainable,

but we can get closer. My point here is that to reach

that level, things must be done in a conservative

manner, and I stress conservative — not communist.
Look at racism. I believe that racism continues to

exist in part because we continue to say that it does.

I'm not suggesting that we try to bury the idea that

racism is all around us. I'm saying that all the

screaming and shouting in the world will not change
the altitude of a racist. What can change racism is

our children. Children aren't born racist. It's a

learned thing, so if we can prevent the learning of
racism, then racism in a large degree can be prevent-

ed. The important thing to remember is that it won't
happen overnight, which is what everyone seems to

want. With every generation, things would get better.

As for my conservative views on welfare, which
resulted in the communist label and the request for

death, it is not my goal to sink welfare recipients fur-

ther into the bowels of poverty. I want to see these

people rise above that poverty, but 1 want to see
them do it the right way. I believe that there is a bet-

ter way to help these people. I want to see them gel

jobs and make better lives for themselves.

I believe thai the government needs to help, but just

giving these people a welfare check is not the right

way. I think the government could better serve the

poor by getting them the jobs, getting them into better

housing and maybe most importantly, getting them bet-

ter educations as children. You know children are at

that age when we can prevent the development of

racism in their innocent little minds.

I really do believe that the world can
be a better place for everybody. It could

be. but in all honesty I don't think it will

be because what we are doing right now
is not working, and people in general are

afraid of drastic change. For the world to get better,

we need that change. So until people accept the need

for change and put into action the changes necessary,

we will continue to live in a society similar to the one
in which we live right now.

I would like to see the day that this world can be the

place we all want it to be. but if that day ever happens,

it will be long after I'm gone because these changes will

take time — and a lot of it at that. We just need to be

patient and truly believe that what we do today will

someday make things better for our children and for

their children. We ourselves may not immediately bene-

fit from our actions, but the knowledge that life will be

better for the next generations should be enough to

keep us happy.

I know that if I leave this world a better place than

when I entered it, I'll feel as though maybe I had a

part in that change, and that's enough to put a smile

on my face.

Andrew Trodden is a Collegian columnist.
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Friend or foe?

Are you aware that Jordan is now considered a

"key ally" of the United States? On Wednesday,
President Clinton announced that Jordan now

joins the ranks of Australia, lapan, South Korea. Egypt
and Israel as a key non-NATO ally.

If my memory serves me correctly, lordan was one of

the few countries, if not the only country, that openly

voiced support for Sadam Hussein during the Gulf War.
Curious how they are now an ally.

This new status now "makes lordan

eligible for priority consideration for the

transfer of excess defense articles, the

use of already appropriated military

assistance funds for procurement
through commercial leases, the stockpil-

ing of U.S. military material and the pur-

chase of depleted uranium munitions,"

Defense Department deputy spokesman
Glyn Davies said.

In short, lordan can buy American
weapons with the blessing of our nation

using loans footed by our tax dollars. I

find this sudden change in policy toward

Jordan peculiar. I don't want to sound like Oliver Stone,

but I think there is a conspiracy afoot.

About three years ago. Jordan and Israel signed a hall-

mark peace agreement now commonly known as the

Oslo Accords. In order for the agreements to come to

fruition, the United States arbitrated the talks.

Deals were probably struck in back rooms occasional-

ly without another nation's representative present. I sus-

pect that the United States ultimately offered lordan

this status in the future if they signed the agreements.

Since Americans have short attention spans, the secret

agreement between lordan and the United States would

Matthew

Wurtzel

quietly begin a few years after everyone forgot about

them.

Jordan does not deserve this status. The other five non-

NATO allies do. lordan is nothing like the other allies

because they are not a democracy, but rather a kingdom.

The people have little to no voice in this regime, unlike

the other allies who have semi-representational govern-

ments, if not full democracies with universal suffrage.

Should lordan fall to an aggressor, the impacts upon our

economy would be minuscule compared to the

impact if the other allies like japan. Korea and

Australia fell, lapan is one of our leading trade

partners, and any economic problem there leads

to problems here and vice versa. When we had

a recession, they had one shortly after we did.

Korea, Australia and Israel, meanwhile,
arc huge markets where numerous American
firms have big investments. Intel, the

world's leading micro processor manufac-
turer, has one of the world's largest micro

chip plants in Israel. Inexpensive electronics

often using American parts are produced in

Korea, and resold here. Therefore, attacks

upon these nations would have an unbelievable rippling

effect on our economy.

Since lordan sided with Hussein during the war, we

should continue to strutinize it. A better choice for

American foreign aid to lordan would be at the civilian level

rather than military level. Building the civilian economy
would benefit American business while raising the standard

of living in lordan. When (ordanians live better, they will

probably be less belligerent toward our other Middle Eastern

ally, Israel.

Matthew Wurtzel is a collegian columnist.

Letters to the Editor

Attack on artists

is tasteless

To the editor:

It upsets me greatly to see blatant

ignorance on the pages of the

Collegian. I am referring to the article

"Grateful they're dead." which was
downright slanderous and offensive.

First of all, the author should get his

facts straight before be writes his

opinion. Secondly. I understand that

the editor should publish opinions

and editorials, but not when they are

tasteless and offensive. If the

Collegian wants to be a respectable

newspaper, then it must stop publish-

ing such ignorant garbage.

ferry Garcia and Kurt Cobain
were not leaders. They were mem-
bers of rock bands. Garcia and the

Grateful Dead toured for 30 years

and played close to 2,500 shows.
Millions of dedicated fans followed

them not only for the music, but for

the culture, which the author obvi-

ously knows nothing about. The
Dead were not all about drugs and

neither was Kurt Cobain. The artists

may have done drugs but their

music never mentions anything ever

about drugs, except "Casey |ones."

Obviously, the author soaks up loo

much propaganda from America's

most ruthless drug, television.

Regardless of whether the author

likes music or not. he should still

respect them as. artists, even if they

were into drugs. To disrespect and

misjudge people is not a good char-

acteristic of one's personality. The
author is ignorant and I wonder
how many surgeons it's going to

take to pull his head out of his rear

end.

Ryan Curtis

Central

To the editor:

In response to the article

"Grateful they're dead." I'd like to

say a few things, some directly to

Mr. Molitor, some to the editor. Mr.

Editor, what I ask you is this: on a

campus which praises and loves

diversity, how can you allow such

ignorance to any topic Into the

University newspaper. You people

are representatives of this school. If

an article is to be written, it should

contain facts — not slander. I also

recall the same author writing igno-

rant, judgmental and disrespectful

articles such as "Hippies on the

beach."

I personally know little about
Kurt Cobain. but Mr. Garcia has my
respect along with the respect of
millions of people around the globe.

How can they all be bad judges of

character? |erry led a 30 year move-
ment — a social changing of
thought. I do know that the issue at

hand is not drugs. Many people
have their vices. I will not say that

they are right or wrong because it is

not my place nor anyone else's to

judge anyone else.

To Mr. Molitor, I wish not to

waste much more of my energy on
you. but you need to know this to

live in this world: Respect is what
this land is all about kid. You better

learn that. Inform yourself of the

facts before your write your opin-

ions. If you don't know anything
about a certain topic, how can you
write about it? Respect your fellow

human beings, including those who
are deceased. Be tolerant to others

and respect their opinions. Lastly, if

you have nothing good to say. don't

say it — a good rule of thumb.
Lane Wuerthele

Belchertown

Racism needs

addressing

To the editor:

I am a senior Engineering student

here at the University Massachusetts

at Amherst and would like to

express my concern regarding an
incident that took place on October
4th at the University Campus Store.

It involved a colleague of mine.
Pierre A. Elysec. Mr. Elysec was
wrongly accused of stealing from
the University Campus Store and
followed by two or more security

guards on three different occasions

when entering the store. Two of

these times he was the only black

man in the store. It seems apparent

that he was being followed solely

because of the color of his skin.

Since I have been a student here

at the University, there have been
numerous incidents of racism. It is

unacceptable (hat these incidents

continue to occur particularly in

institutional settings such as the

Campus Store. While the institution

may not have control over individ-

ual students' actions, it does have

responsibility for its employees.
Clearly the Campus Store staff and

management is in need of some
diversity training. The institution

must respond with zero tolerance

level.

We want to make a campus
where everyone feels welcome and
comfortable. The University must
take a more active role in prevent-

ing such racist acts from happening
in the future. I am aware of the

anti-racism work that is being done
in the Social Issues Program in the

School of Education and would ask

you to seriously consider having
them work with the Campus Store

staff.

Mr. Elysee is an outstanding engi-

neering student at this University,

and he, as well as others, do not

need to be harassed, followed or

slighted in any way based on ethnic-

ity, religion or race.

Chancellor Scott. I implore you to

look into this matter and take a

leadership role in responding to this

injustice. The University deserves a

better reputation than incidents like

these promote.

Hala Abdul-Rasool
Hadley

Thanks for
your support

To the editor:

Second place doesn't count for

much in politics. Nevertheless, I

made a reasonable showing and
managed to get some issues on the

table. Amherst isn't California.
Reforms move slowly in New
England, but the breath of change is

in the air.

The main reason for this letter is

thanks. I want to thank all of my
supporters and campaign workers.
Special thanks to the Cannabis
Reform Coalition and to the
Student Senate for allowing mc
opportunities to speak on campus.
And most of all. I want to thank all

of you who gave me your vote on
election day.

Terry Franklin

Amherst
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Shakur remembered
at student discussion
By Humphrey brown III

Collegian Staff

On Saturday in the Malcolm X Cultural Center, an event sponsored by
the Black Student Union was held to reflect and remember the late Tupac
Shakur.

Two of Shakur's movies, "|uice" and "Poetic Justice" were shown, fol-

lowed by discussions on the life and death of the hip hop icon.

Tupac Shakur was shot and killed in Las Vegas, Nevada on Oct. 13.

His death was a shock to thousands of hip hop fans across the nation. The
self proclaimed "realest motha- f***a ever born" fell victim to the same
cycle of black-on- black violence that he spoke of in so many of his

songs.

Despite opinions about how Shakur lived his life or what image of him-
self he painted, the fact that another talented black actor, producer,
writer, poet and artist lost his life has touched many in the UMass com-
munity.

"We saw him and his lifestyle and we saw the route that he was going...

the way that he foretold his own life was like a modern day Nostradamus
and it was amazing," sophomore Deena Sellers said.

The debate as to whether or not Shakur's violent death was caused by

the actions of his life has been an ongoing discussion, yet Black Student

Union President Kenny Lacoste contests that Saturday's event wasn't cen-

tered around such talk.

"The purpose of this particular event was to, number one. put more
emphasis on the discussion of how Tupac affected the industry of hip

hop." Lacoste said. "He was one of the people that brought to life the

whole thing about what went on in the hood and everything like that.

"We thought that by watching a couple of the films that he did. we
could help to better understand the kind of person that he was."

In the ongoing investigation, police still don't have a solid lead as to

who is responsible for the murder of Shakur. It was reported that the one

suspect the police did have was recently found dead in New (ersey as a

result of single gun shot to the head.

Returning to the gospel

Onyinyech

Ihedigbo

Can you think back to Sunday
mornings or afternoons when
the only thing that your mother

or lather would allow you to attend

was church?

At church you would receive the

spiritual words needed to guide you

through the week, even though you

may have fell hesitant to attend. Now
you re away at school seeking a spiritu-

al outlet or some gospel music to bring

you the kind of joy or
encouragement you're
lacking while away from
home.

Yesterday afternoon
many students were
blessed with the opportunity to receive

that type of feeling live at the Blue Wall

Cafe. Two choirs — The
Encouragement, led by Sam Patterso,

and Saints and Friends, led by Zachery

Reynolds — came from Springfield to

shine some light on students in the

spirit of the African word s'Omoja" (

meaning "unity").

Voices shouted and hands swung
and clapped while praises were
sung. Many students jumped up off

their chairs — they could not sup-

press the feelings of joy that came
from the music.

How often does one receive such

a blessing on campus?
When was the last time you've

seen brothers and sisters coming
together to fellowship and encour-

age each other? Yesterday was the

day.

Unfortunately, not many brothers

and sisters planned to attend. One
of the choir leaders addressed this

is>ue saying. "If God wants someone
here, he'll bring them."

That was truth, because the more
people passed the Blue Wall, hearing

the powerful songs of

praise, the more people

entered.

This event brought

thoughts back to the

power of the church and

its contribution to the struggle of black

people during the Civil Rights

Movement. Everything was based in

the church and its unity.

Encouragement was given through the

hymnals.

"Gospel is an example of how you

can't suppress the power of the spo-

ken word." student poet Shaggy
said.

It was those kind of hymnals that

were presented yesterday. The power

of these songs brought encouragement.

The event was closed with the song "I

Know I've Been Changed." Students

need these spiritual outlets for strength

and encouragement to lead them
through their struggles on campus.

What is real higher ed??

R.Jay

Allain

As an alumnus of

UMass-Amherst for more than

20 years. I have been following

the brouhaha among faculty and
administrators over the latter's attempt

to evaluate the degree of multicultural-

ism existing in individual classrooms.

One has the right, as many faculty

members are making clear, to balk at

being monitored by people outside the

cla-sioom on something which no one

seems to be able to define — "multicul-

turalism." If it is a value, as the

Provost's Task Force on
Multiculturalism has stat-

ed, then surely many fac-

ulty agree with the views

of Professor Robert
Costrell as noted in a

recent issue of The Boston Sunday
Globe. "The University has no business

evaluating or collecting information on

faculty values." And he added that he is

especially put off by the Task Force's

question: How can multicultural issues

be brought into classrooms of faculty

who are now passive or hostile to

them?
The specter of the Thought Police

hovering such hallowed ground is dis-

concerting. But I believe the current

and intensifying crisis in this society

compels all of us to move with all

deliberate speed to not only understand

what multiculturalism is. but practice

it. It is hardly surprising that the

UMass faculty, more than 85 percent of

whom are white, would turn this into a

debate over "academic freedom" and

the meaning of words.

Change is seldom easy and examin-

ing one's own privilege — something

bestowed at birth simply because you

are born white — is discomforting.

Twenty-eight years ago. after the

waves of "civil disorders" (riots) swept

the country, the Kerner Commission
reported the United States was moving

toward "two societies— one white, one

black, separate and unequal."

"White America was shocked: black

America, on the other hand wondered

why the phrase 'moving towards' was

Studying: The Lost Art

Gregory

Casimir

There comes a time in every stu-

dent's life when he or she must

(reluctantly) turn off the TV
and the radio to wrap themselves in

their books. But for some people, no

matter how hard they try to focus on

the words on the page, the information

just won't sink in.

It's as though the words are written

in Sanskrit, and only the professors

and their TA acolytes have the

cuneiform tablets that

can decipher that pre

cious A. P. -delivering

knowledge.

Or worse yet, expe-

riencing the terribly frustrating feeling

of going to the test under the impres-

sion that you actually know the materi-

al, and WHAM!, the test is in front of

you. and YOU DONT KNOW $&@t\
You've probably heard many tips on

how to take accurate notes, and you

know that you need a quiet environ-

ment to study. But the key to learning

how to study effectively starts with

mental training.

One thing that was emphasized at

the Men Of Color Conference was the

need to leam to study properly.

Studying isn't a complicated
process. It is often seen as a complex

task involving great physical and men-

tal pain. It's really common sense. If

you realize that there is a pattern, you

can unlock the mystery of studying.

Studying involves a step by step pro-

cedure. Once you establish a certain

routine, then you can train your brain

to make studying an integral process of

the mind-like a habit.

The first basic part of studying is

that you have to want to know the

information to know it. not just to

remember it. This is because it is unre-

alistic to remember all that informa-

tion. It's like trying to fit five gallons of

water into a glass that can only hold a

quart. But if you know the main ideas,

you can synthesize all the

other pertinent facts togeth-

er.

The strategy to approach-

ing studying lies in finding a

foundation. Each aspect of whatever

you study has a basic foundation, a

skeleton of basic facts that is fleshed

out throughout the chapter with more

ancillary facts.

The key to finding the skeleton lies

in reading the chapter summaries and

the topic headings marking each sec-

tion first, before you begin to embark

on reading the entire chapter. That

way you will have general idea of what

the author is trying to get across.

This is where highlighting and
note-taking come into play. As you

peruse through the chapter, highlight

key words and definitions, or write

them to on index cards. Either method

works well, depending on the individ-

ual.

Lastly, the most important part of

studying is time! It is foolish to think

that you will do well on a test without

allotting enough time to digest the

information. Studying the night before

isn't studying — it's cramming.
Although I am al times guilty of cram-

ming myself, if you take a look at the

grades you get when you cram and
compare them to a studying grade, you

should be able to see the obvious dif-

ference.

And if there isn't much of a differ-

ence, then go on with yo bad self, who-
ever you are. But for most of us, that

isn't the case.

With time you give yourself the

space to reread your notes or high-

lights so you won't be inundated with

too much information. That way, you

can retain old facts and still have room
to lake in new ones.

Studying takes time, effort and a

desire to do well. There is always going

to be that one subject that will seem to

get best of you no matter how hard

you try. But there is no reason that

your overall semester should suffer

because you don't know how to sit

down for at least two hours a day and

make sense of the material in front of

you.

These are just some tips from one

student on the yard to another. As
Charles Barron said. "Change the con-

versation with yourself." If you tell

yourself that you can do it. then you'll

find a way. If you tell yourself that you

can't do it, then you won't be able to."

And if so. next semester you and I

won't be having this conversation.

THANC VO COLUGIAN

The Blue Wall was in the spirit yesterday as the Saints and Friends choir, along with other singers and musi-

cians, praised the name of the Lord with song.

Go 'Head, Cause I Ain't Mad at Cha

used." writer Ty DePass commented.
And the hard-won gains of the Civil

Rights era have now eroded to a large

extent. The "angry white males" have

chosen to scapegoat people of color,

poor people and women (among oth-

ers) instead of looking at much larger

forces such as "downsizing" and the

global economy, the flight of jobs over-

seas and the Federal Government's
avoidance of the need to develop a

far-reaching program to save urban
America. In short. UMass faculty and

their cohorts around the

country, ensconced within

their Ivory Tower, engage

in semantics while the citi-

zens suffer. One must
decide whether to change

or endorse evil.

The simple fact is that millions of

U.S. citizens are being denied a piece of

the American Dream due to no fault of

their own. It's hard to define multicul-

turalism? Then just teach your students

that in a 1987 study sponsored by the

Ways and Means Committee of the

House of Representatives, more than

50 million Americans lived in families

whose average incomes were $5,000 a

year.

Ask your students to consider that in

a recent study, a white job applicant

was four times as likely to be hired as

an equally qualified African-American

applicant. Then ask: What should we
do about it?

And finally, dear faculty, show vour

students— in word and deed — that

you are not like these elites, that you
are educating yourself about all forms

of oppression that stifle human poten-

tial, and that your classroom is a just

and democratic place (if we still dare to

use such words as though they had
meaning). Perhaps the UMass-Amherst
administrators are wrong to legislate

morality, but their instincts are correct.

As Dr. Martin Luther King, |r.

warned us: "Riot is the language of the

unheard." Surely our much esteemed
faculty will not claim to be deaf to the

swelling din.

Ernie

Michaud

Ladies, do you remember when
you were younger and you
wanted to hang out with the

boys? Or during that "tomboy"

stage you wanted to play football

with the guys, but they wouldn't let

you play 'cause they knew that you

would kick their asses?

Well, I went through that and
thank God I got over it. Now I'm

damn proud to be a woman.
However, that reminiscent feeling

returned when the Collegiate

Coalition of Black Men for

Community Consciousness
announced that they would be spon-

soring the First Annual Men of Color

Conference. I suddenly found myself

confronting the same rush of emo-
tions that had confront-

ed me during the Million

Man March.

I supported this event

with all my heart.

However. I felt that the reasons that

were give to me were destructive. I

was induced to believe that black

men's problems took priority over

any issue that a black woman would

have and wanted to voice at the con-

ference. Black women's voices were

not needed nor wanted.

I thought I had come to terms with

that gender issue, but in reality I had

not even touched the surface of my
inner feelings. So I began to think:

why couldn't I go? Don't I need as

much help in being retained at this

university? Don't I have to benefit

from the topics being discussed? Isn't

it sexist not to also let women
attend? And because I have a big

mouth, of course. I asked these ques-

tions of my male peers and I got the

same answers.

"No. Ernie, it's not because you're

a woman... Yes. we want you to be

retained... Yes, Ernie, we know you

have a lot to gain from this confer-

ence also... Yes, we realize that our

women are also suffering from the

same problems... Yes. we know that

all students of color have to gain

from this conference, however, this is

a conference for MEN of color!" And
that was it.

Nothing 1 could say or do could

convince these men to give their

consent for me to attend. Not one

single man of color acknowledged

that I should be able to attend. So 1

asked why and guess what I was
told?

"Women of Color are graduating at

a higher rate than men and they are

doing better than men of color in the

work place so they need this more
than the women do."

Now I heard this from several very

intelligent men and all I wanted to do
was express to them how angry these

comments made me. I could not

believe that these men were giving

me the inadequate excuse that black

women were doing better so they

don't need as much help as the men.

As I continued to listen, these

intelligent black men became idiots

and I wanted to just knock them out!

That is one of the old-

est excuses that the

black race has given

their women in order to

deny and ignore black

women's equality issues. "Y'all got it

made so we don't have to worry
about y'all." Or "We have to worry

about the race first." Meaning we
have to worry about the men first.

That old excuse about black
women being better off is just

another reason for black men to

ignore and treat us like the

fourth-class citizens that we have

been since the first Africans were
forced onto this God forsaken,
pseudo- democratic country. "Black

women get hired more than black

men do:" That's something else I

hear. Well, that's right, because we
are fourth-class citizens, and
fourth-class citizens are not as

threatening to the white population.

The white population thinks "their

own men won't listen to them, so we
can do whatever we want to them
and no one will pay attention." Not
too many societies listen to fourth

class citizens, including this one. The
answers that those men gave me
gives men a right to continue ignor-

ing the needs of black women.
By saying that black men need this

because they are not graduating at

the rate that black women are is an

inadequate hide-behind-your-gender

excuse that doesn't confront the real

issue, which is that not enough
non-white students are graduating

from this university, period.

Black men. I love you with all my
heart. Y'all are beautiful, strong and

best of all y'all got what I like the

most — your beautiful ebony hue.

Yet. when you fail to see that you are

falling for the same divide-and-con-

quer techniques that white people

want you to fall for, that is when we
cannot have peace between us. And
something dangerous develops out of

this.

I feel that I had an a lot to gain

from the conference and although I

had registered to go, I didn't, because

it's something that I know black men
on this campus needed to do for

themselves. Besides, I will not be

afflicted with the divide-and-con-

quer disease and not support my
brothers in their endeavors. They did

a great thing that weekend. They
took the first step in self-improve-

ment, to finding that inner- self and

perfecting it. There is no greater chal-

lenge than improving the inner-self

and I will always support those who
want to grow.

I want to say that those who went

and put it on. it's about time. But I

also want to advise black men that

the idea is self-improvement and

not self-exclusion. Black women are

a part of the whole black body and

this body cannot survive without its

other half.

Ernie Michaud is a Collegian

Correspondent and the Black Mass
Communications Project Public

Affairs Director.

tence

How dare you treat me
the way yuu do

You call me by the

names you choose

not by the name given to

me at birth

Do you not see that I

am
somebody

human
mind
spirit

soul

I'm invisible

I

only object is used

for your purpose

ofpleasure

I

object is breast

I

object is thigh

I

object is big butty

I

object is pussy

I

only object is used for

your purpose

I

object is used as trophy

I

is used for your purpose

We were put together on

earth for each other

our purpose was to

pro-exist

to reproduce

to make family

to be happy

not for me to fulfill your

desire

false images

satire

•

Your power is less with-

out my own
So why choose to

disown

Make claim of object

Not human

the children cry

for they have no mother

nor father

sister nor brother

is this the reality you
choose to exist

yes, you choose to exist

Now. I stand alone

forced to play your

trophy

for I need you

I need Love

Our purpose is to

pro-exist

By

Onyinyechi Ihedigbo

BLACK AFFAIRS
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YOU
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WRITE

FOR
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Arts & Living
Translated Yiddish play opens
Qod of Vengeance offers up issues of religion and morality

By Lisa M. Oliven

Collegian Staff

GOD Of VENGEANCE
Rand Theater

Nov. 14

"Don't be afraid. I won't hurt you."

These usually comforting words took on a com-
pletely different meaning on Thursday evening —
echoing control, fear and morality. Pride and religion

were two strong forces in Sholem Asch's play, God
of Vengeance, presented at the Rand Theater by the

University of Massachusetts Theater Department.

The Yiddish play, in a new translation by UMass
Masters of Fine Arts candidate Ami Levinson, cen-

ters around the plight of Rivkele iNiae Knight), the

daughter of Jewish brothel owner Yankel (Charles C.

Smith). Set in 190b Warsaw, the family lives upstairs

from the scrupulous place, and Yankel tries desper-

ately to shelter his daughter from its workings.

To prove his daughter's respectability to the com-
munity, Yankel hires a scribe (Aaron Lyons) to copy

the Torah. as well as arranging her marriage to a

Rabbinical student. And so begins the conflict:

Rivkele wants no part of her father's plan. Instead,

she engages in an affair with one of the prostitutes

downstairs. Manke (Pamela G. Wroblewski).

In many religions marriage is an important facet,

and in the play this holds true. All Yankel wants for

his daughter is respect — he carries around so much
guilt over operating a brothel, he is reduced to brag-

ging to street people and giving them money to gain

their respect. He realizes that no one in the town
thinks of him as a decent man. so in turn, he tries to

rectify this by living his own life through his daugh-

ter. Though he promises her he won't hurt her, he
does exactly that — both physically and emotionally.

So while this sets the stage for an endearing look

at the father-daughter relationship. Smith's portrayal

as Yankel is dry and not persuading. His presence
looms over her as if he is trying to be God himself,

such as when he speaks lines such as "Are you still

an honorable kosher girl?" While this line should
instill fear, he sounds more as though he is reading
off of a TelePrompTer.

Despite this flaw. Cod of Vengeance went off with-

out a hitch. From the opening scene of Rivkele danc-
ing upstairs to a traditional Yiddish song, her image
being mirrored downstairs by one of the brothel
girls, to the surprising ending, the play was both sad
and tempestuous.

The acting highlights of the evening go without
doubt to Knight and Wroblewski. Knight's perfor-
mance is breathtaking and expressive — the audience
fully believes in Rivkela' love for Manke. From their

first kiss to when they are ripped apart. Knight's pas-
sion and emotion are so convincing we want their

love to be fully consummated. The chemistry
between the two young women is amazing.
The two-tier set — the top, a living room

enshrouded in pale blue light, and the bottom, a
brothel immersed in a red hue — added to the ambi-
ence. The stage was incredibly intricate and well con-
structed, right down to the shower of rain that fell

during a stormy scene. The audience was, however, a

bit sparse; this did not affect the energy of the cast,

as they put forth a superb effort.

God of Vengeance, an eloquent look at both Jewish

life and unlawful love in the early 20th century
should not be missed.

Morphine members Mark Sandman, Dana Colley and Billy Conway.

COUKTW PfTEK ANIHSSON

Noho receives ample dose of Morphine

Hampden, Herter premiere new exhibits

By Scott Bernard

Collegian Staff

Augusta Savage Gallery: Currently on display are paint-

ings by Sopheap Pich. Exhibition is titled "Empty Wooden
Cigarette Boxes from Cambodia." Augusta Savage Gallery

is located in the New Africa House in the Central
Residential Area at the University of Massachusetts.
Gallery hours are Monday and Tuesday from 1 to 7 p.m.
and Wednesday through Friday from 1 to 5 p.m. For more
information call 545-5177.

Burnett Gallery: Photography show entitled "Natives of

the Soil; Local Trees of Here and Then" is currently on dis-

play. The Burnett Gallery is located in the Jones Library.

Hours are Monday through Saturday from 9 to 5:50 p.m.
and Tuesday and Thursday until 9:30 p.m. The Jones
Library is located on 45 Amity Street in Amherst.
Hampden Gallery. Works by graduate students opens

on Nov. 25. Hampden is located in Hampden Commons in

the Southwest Residential \rea. Hours are Monday
through Friday from 5 to 7 p.m., and Sunday from 2 to 5

p.m. For more information call 545-0680.
Herter Gallery: "New Work" by James Esber opens

today. Reception runs from 4 to 6 p.m. Gallery hours arc

Mon through Fri from 1 1 to 4 p.m., and Sundays from 12
to 4 p.m. Herter Gallery is located in the Herter Annex at

UMass. For more information call 545-0976.
Mount Holyoke College Art Museum: "Painting

abstract" features works by Gregory Amenoff, John L.

Moore and Katherine Porter. For more information call

558-2245.

Smith College of Museum of Art: "Mortals and
Immortals" on display until |an. 5. The 20 sculpture pieces

spanning more than four centuries of Roman civilization

from the Miller Collection. Museum hours are Tuesday,
Friday and Saturday from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., Wednesday
and Sunday from noon to 4 p.m. and Thursday from noon
to 8 p.m. For more information call 585-2760.

Student Union An Gallery: Gallery is holding its annual
Midway Exhibition for M.F.A. candidates. Exhibit includes
painting, sculpture, photography and printmaking. Gallery
hours are Monday through Thursday from 1 1 a.m. to 6
p.m. and Fri from 1 1 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more information
call 545-0792.

University Art Gallery: John Gibson will talk about his

work within the context of still life painting tonight at 7

p.m. Gallery hours are Tuesday through Friday from 1

1

a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday from 2 to 5

p.m. 545-5670.

Wheeler Art Gallery: Student art on display beginning
today and running until Dec. 12 Wheder Gallery is located

in Wheeler Hail in the Central Residential Area. Hours are

Monday through Thursday from 4 to 8 p.m. and Sunday
from 2 to 5 p.m. For more information call 545-0680.

— compiled by Seema Gangatirkar

MORPHINE
Pearl Street

Nov. 12

"From Boston, Massachusetts we
are Morphine, at your service..."

With that. Mark Sandman launched
his trio into a non-stop 90-minute
set of jazz-and-blues-influenced

'

rock with "Have a Lucky Day."

The guitarless combo proved that

it does just fine without that alba-

tross. Dana Colley 's baritone saxo-

phone takes up the lead space. while-

Sandman's eccentric two->string slide

bass provides rhythm and occasional

doses of electric feedback to create a

sound which is definitely nongeneric
and certainly interesting. Morphine
has created complex "head music"
which is enjoyable.

The proof of this was in the third

song of the set. "Honey White." The
rousing rocker garnered the biggest

reception and the band knew that

they had a captive audience.

Sandman read a brief poem with a

surreal backing by his bandmates
before beginning "Sharks Patrol
These Waters," a piece performed in

a near spoken word style. Sandman
held the audience in sway as he
paused in the middle causing one
audience member to scream out,
"Drop the bomb!," to which
Sandman obliged.

Colley soon demonstrated his

amazing double saxophone technique
on the funky, upbeat "Supersex,"
playing the baritone and alto saxes at

the same time. The band played a few
cuts off their forthcoming album to

great response. These songs, particu-

larly "
1 1 O'clock," displayed an even

darker, thuddier sound, with
Sandman letting his bass feed back
several times. The band lightened up
a bit with the garrulously titled

"Early to Bed, Early to Rise, Makes a

Man or Woman Miss Out on the
Nightlife."

Drummer Billy Conway began p

solo which led into "All Around the

World" which in turn led to a partic-

ularly dark, oppressive and feed-

back-drenched "Freelove." To end
the regular set, Sandman marched
out to what he called "The old 'Battle

Hymn of the Republic'," otherwise
known as "Cure for Pain".

However, Morphine refused to

leave the stage, and several times
Sandman apologetically announced,
"Well, maybe we can play just one
more."

They began with "The Virgin
Bride." Sandman said that this song
is so sad, "that we didn't include it

on any albums. We could play a rela-

tively happy song, but there will be
no joy here tonight."

There was also a playful rendition

of "Yes," with Sandman repeating
the title for several minutes to
Conway's accompaniment before
continuing with the rest of the song.

Sandman also acquiesced to finally

playing "Buena" after telling the audi-

ence earlier. "It's too early for that

one."

Finally Morphine chilled the audi

ence out with its finale. "Looks Like

Rain," before finally leaving the stage

to great applause
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ATTEND Information Night

Tuesday. November 19, 1996. 6pm-8pm
LOCATION Campus Center

DISCIPLINES Engineering. Computer Science. Math. MIS,

Business/Management

htt»://virtaal valley.com/jtdie*

CHECK OUT A GREAT CLASS!

Peer Health Educators...
...Inn about cool stuff

...tuck tforltsiopt ii tit residence kills ni 6re«k iru.

...§.« lit tniiRi \%i itkir jmiJm it

tlii CiRpu Cuter \\i special ivutt.

...Rib iew frieiit.

...MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

PEER HEALTH EDUCATION

PUBLIC HEALTH 213/214 or EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits - 2 Semester Commitment Required

For permission of the instructor call the

Division of Health Education 577-5181.

Class will meet on Wednesdays from 2:00 - 4:30pm

• Priority is given to those who meet with the instructor

before November 22nd.

Sales &

Marketing

TV Not a bad gig Seize on immeasurable opportunity in the

exploding consumer and sophisticated, multi-billion dollar

business markets.

Draw on the world-class technology, research and marketing power

of IBM Corporation Work with the industry's best third-party developers

on applications, entertainment, reference and education products.

Market and sell industry-leading hardware, software, multimedia,

and on-line services worldwide, using the latest in multimedia, 3D graphics,

and advanced video communications

We are taking the entire concept of computing to the Nth Degree.

And unless you know something we don't, this is probably the best place

on Earth to start your career

Recent graduates and professionals with

technical degrees or backgrounds can help drive

one of the worlds most important families of

business and consumer products into

the next century

Join us

And lake your

career to the

Nth Degree

VISIT www.cybrblu.ibm.com
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Converse, which featured former
UMass stand-out |im McCoy, could
crack the double digit mark.
The two teams played to 25-19

UMass lead before they hit a scoring
stalemate. Norville hit a shot with
4: 1 3 remaining in the first half to end
the three-minute scoring drought.
From there, the younger guys went to

work.

With 3:44 remaining, Basil
knocked down a pair free throws to

give UMass a 29-20 lead. Seconds

later, he came up with a block of a

Converse shot.

With just under 3:30 left, Charlton

Clarke hit his first shot of the night.

Basit followed with a bucket of his

own and ran down court pumping his

list into ihe air.

"I thought Ajmal played well,"

Flint said. "He played with a lot of

enthusiasm. He kept a lot of balls

alive. I just hope he can keep it up."

Ketner added a pair of free throws
to increase the UMass edge to 37-23

huj CAO / COUIGIAN

Freshman Chris Kirkland helped the UMass men's basketball team cruise

to a win over the Converse All-Stars on Friday night.

women s soccer

and the Minutemen cruised into

intermission with a 45-28 advantage.

"This is basketball, that's what I

came here to play," said Basit, who
was playing in his first game. "That's

what 1 played in high school, when I

was a little kid. The only difference is

there's more people watching me. It's

still basketball, it's fun."

The Minutemen pulled away in the

second half, never allowing Converse

closer than the 17-point halftime

margin.

Weeks opened ihe half with a pair

of baskets, while Smith hit the floor

diving after a loose ball. Ketner
stopped an All- Star drive with a

block just under five minutes into the

half, and Clarke converted at the

other end of the floor to put UMass
up 60-33.

Ketner hit a short-range jumper of

his own. and Clarke followed with a

long bomb to give UMass a 64-33
lead.

"We always try to have inside pres-

ence because we're not going to come
down and shoot 25 three-pointers

every time," Clarke said. "What we
have to do is establish inside pres-

ence, then our shots come much easi-

er."

Once that presence was estab-

lished by the younger players, Padilla

and Travieso had the chance to work
the ball around and establish them-
selves on the perimeter.

They each nailed a three-pointer,

increasing the Minuteman lead to 28.

UMass slammed the door on
Converse with five minutes to play in

the game. Working off a strong pass-

ing series, Ajmal outletted the ball to

Padilla, who carried it upcourt before

finding Clarke. Clarke dished to

Ketner, who thundered home a dunk
to seal UMass' fate.

"We just come out a lot harder in

the second half," Ketner said. "Plus

we really want to put them away."

continued from page 1
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Both were fouled hard several times keeping trainer Pam
Bockol busy, yet their zeal was unrelenting. If their gritty

play proved nothing else yesterday, it is that each has the

pain threshold of a vending machine that just swallowed

Mike Tyson's (or, more appropriately. F.vandcr Holyfield's)

last quarter.

After a few more great Harvard scoring bids were stymied

by Dion. UMass notched the equalizer as Erica Iverson

scored on a 30-yard shot that beat Crimson keeper |en

Bumey to the top comer, 70:10 into the match.

A frenzied 20 minutes of soccer produced no goals, send-

ing the match into the netherworld of overtime. The scariest

moment lor either side before the extra session though came
in the 76th minute, when a Crimson shot was deflected twice

before reaching Dion, who had to crawl like a baby to beat

an on-rushing Harvard attacker from the suddenly loose ball.

Stauffer. a finalist for the Missouri Athletic Ciub's Player

of the Year award, hushed all 1,408 in attendance as she lit-

erally came within millimeters of scoring.

Stauffer unloaded a powerful shot earmarked for the top

left comer of the goal, which struck the cross bar, went
straight down, landed on the goal line and was immediately

smothered by Dion.

.
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If that didn't induce cardiac arrest. Harvard's chance five

minutes into the second overtime would. Stauffer fed a wide
open Jessica Larson six yards out. who somehow managed
not to score, with Dion making as big a save as you'll ever

see. With sheer grit and determination, UMass pressed on.

Powell nearly won it late in the second overtime, and
Emma Kurowski had a tremendous bid six minutes into the

third, but weary from the explosive contest, it would be a

weaker goal that decided it.

Iverson sent a crossing pass from 30 yards out in the

match's 1 32nd minute, which deflected off the head of

Larson and past Bumey, inducing both pandemonium and
heartache simultaneously.

Battle-worn. Iverson did not remember how the play was
set up when asked following the match.

"The last play was... just... um... I can't even remember
where I got the ball from... my mind is just a jumble." a half

delirious, half euphoric Iverson said. "It's so hard to keep
your focus out there when you're as tired as we were. It was
very difficult."

After 1 31:22 of exhausting soccer and an exhilarating cli-

max, her mind, like her body was apparently numb.

Numb, yes, but comfortably numb.

*
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nobody in particular, "Best game I've ever seen in this

place. Best ever."

Call Saturday's game what you want. "The Great
U-Game of 1996;" "The Miracle in McGuirk;" "The
Comeback over Connecticut..." What the UMass
Minutemen did on this chilly day in November ranks

with the greatest games in the program's storied history,

just as big as any of those 1 7 Yankee Conference cham-
pionships.

So make sure you call it a classic.

The first 51 minutes of Saturday's game went much
like the Minutemen's season. They fell behind early, but

they fought back to take a 12-7 lead, which they
promptly lost before halftime. Two UConn TD passes

gave the Huskies a 21-12 lead at halftime, and as the

late autumn shadows began to slowly creep onto both
the cold concrete of McGuirk and the UMass season,

Husky Dak Newton's 80- yard punt return with 12:36

left in the fourth quarter gave Connecticut a 38-19
lead. The scamper appeared to be the nail in the
Minutemen's coffin.

The comeback started slowly. A 13-play, 60-yard
drive capped off by a 1-yard TD toss from Smith to

Brian Healy brought the Minutemen within 13; but
Smith's pass on the two-point conversion was intercept-

ed, and UConn got the ball back with a 38-25 lead that

still seemed safe.

"We needed a big play," UMass coach Mike Hodges
said. "|We got it), but certainly not the way we expected".

What Hodges got was the biggest play of the year for

UMass, and quite possibly the biggest of his five-year

tenure in Amherst.

Following a stellar series by the defense, which left the

Huskies with a fourth down and 44 yards, senior co-cap-
tain Kory Blackwell took UConn punter Mike Morelli's

boot at the UMass 33, found a seam up the belly of the

Husky defense, cut back outside, and didn't stop until he
reached the endzone, bringing UMass within a touchdown
at 38-32.

"After the punt return for a touchdown, we could feel

it". Hodges said. "The punt return made the kids believe

they could do it."

A leader to the end. Blackwell deferred all credit to his

teammates.

"(The return] was a team effort." he said. "I won't take

full credit. My teammates made great blocks, and I just

followed them."

The final play, the Smith toss to Henry, resurrected the

game, and perhaps the season, for UMass. A 5-6 fall, with

a four-game losing streak to end it, seems a lot worse
than a 6-5 season that ended with a comeback thriller

over UConn, a bitter rival in every sport.

And so goes the 1996 Massachusetts football team: a

team that had started with high expectations, expecta-

tions that had been severely challenged following a

50-14 shellacking in Villanova to start the season; a

team that had rebounded to beat Holy Cross and
Richmond in overtime, and then Northeastern, BU and
Buffalo before the end of October; a team that rolled to

a 5-2 record, and first place in the Yankee Conference's

New England division, heading into an Oct. 26 show-
down with New Hampshire.

A team that would see YanCon title hopes dashed
before its eyes.

UMass found itself down 19-0 to UNH before it could

blink, and when it was all said and done, the Minutemen
had lost 40-7, and when a tough Maine squad came to

Amherst and left with a 22-14 win a week later,

Massachusetts found itself mathematically eliminated
from the YanCon title hunt.

But the Minutemen never quit. A week later, they went
down to William and Mary, and played evenly with the

best team in the conference for 52 minutes before a late

surge put the Tribe over the top. UMass went into

Saturday's game with UConn 5-5, playing for a winning
record and pride, which Hodges has aiways said is a big

thing for a Minuteman.
This time, when it was all said and done, there was little

the Minutemen could do to contain their emotions.

"I can't put into words how 1 feel," Blackwell said. "It's

unexplainable."

An emotional |ustin Rcimer added, "If I could sum up
how 1 feel in one word, it would be spent."

Now coach Hodges has a tough task ahead of him.

Massachusetts loses 15 players to graduation, including

Blackwell. Reimer, tailback Frank Alessio, fullback Ron
Brockington and four members of the offensive line.

"Now we have to replace 15 players, and if we can
find 15 players with as much courage and guts as these

guys, we'll keep getting better and better," he said.

Good luck, coach.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian columnist.
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18-for-39 with three touchdowns,
including the game winner.

"Erik is probably the best tight end

I've ever had on my line with me,"

Smith said. "I stepped up, saw him in

the endzone and tried to throw it as

hard as I could. He made a great

catch, and the offensive line gave me
all the time in the world. They're an

unbelievable bunch of guys."

Henry was the leading receiver on
the day, with seven grabs tor 112 yards

and the touchdown. He finishes the

year tied for the top spot on the team

in receiving with sophomore Doug
Clark, who had six catches Saturday.

Each had 20 receptions for the year.

Facing a 19-point deficit, the

Minutemen started things off with a

15-play, 60-yard touchdown drive,

capped by a one yard-TD pass from
Smith to senior tight end Bryan Healy.

An ensuing onsides kick by UMass
was unsuccessful but UConn's pos-

session saw the Huskies flagged twice

for penalties, sacked twice for a total

loss of 20 yards and stopped for a

loss on a run, forcing them to punt

on a fourth-and-44 at their own
25-yard line.

It was then time for another UMass
senior to go out in style, as co-captain

cornerback Kory Blackwell took the

punt return and ran it 67 yards for the

touchdown, the first time since 1991

the feat had been accomplished. The
extra point cut the Huskies' lead to six

with 6:04 left.

"I'm not going to take credit for

that. It was a total team effort, the

blocking was just great and 1 just fol-

lowed the blocks," Blackwell said.

Hodges was happy his seniors ended
their careers on a winning note.

"You just can't be more happy for

the seniors." he said. "We sent them
out with a memory that they'll never,

ever forget, ever. The feelings on the

sidelines and in that locker room
were just amazing, just amazing."

Senior fullback Ron Brockington

went out in style himself, paving the

way on the ground for UMass with

1 38 yards on just 18 carries (7.7 ypc)

and two touchdowns. He ends the

season as the team's leading rusher

with 776 yards and an average of 6.3

yards per carry.

And speaking of hard workers,
when this game was over, the five

guys who make up the offensive line

just did not have another ounce of

energy to give. The most underrated

positions in football deserved to be

recognized once again as on Saturday

they just kept on fighting; four of the

five played in their last game as a

Minutemen, a great one at that.

The offensive line, which graduates

four of its five players, was also rec-

ognized after the win.

"This win never would have hap-

pened without our offensive line,"

Smith said. "They punished people all

day, they pushed people around, they

didn't allow many sacks, and they

played an outstanding game. It's a

great thing to send those guys off

with a victory."

Center Matt Alegi will be the only

returnee as seniors Dan Markowski,

Mark Zych, Ron Felice and Mark
Shalala concluded their careers.

"That was the best win I've ever

been a part of." co- captain Shalala

said. "They way they fought, we all

came together and played, its unbe-

lievable, 1 love these guys. To finish

off like we did is just great."

Senior linebacker lustin Reimer led

the team in tackles with 10. and
broke his own record for solo tackles

in a season. He finishes his career

third on the all-time UMass list in

that department, third in career total

tackles and fourth in single season

with 144 total stops.

"You got to give UMass credit,"

UConn coach Skip Holtz said. "They

hung around, they hung around, they

fought, they fought and they played

hard. I give them a lot of credit."
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Minutewomen end season

asNU claims NCAA win

By Casey Kane
Collegian Shaft

Throughout the entire season.

Massachusetts field hockey coach
Pam Hixon said that

her team was
focused on getting

to the NCAA
Tournament.

After working to capture the

Atlantic 10 Championship, and
thereby an automatic berth into an
NCAA play-in game, the

Minutewomen reached that goal by

beating Ball State to advance to the

toumey.

That road through the post-sea-

son came to an abrupt end
Saturday in Storrs, Conn., where
the Minutewomen fell victim to the

Northeastern Huskies 3-0 in the

first-round of the tournament.

The Minutewomen finish the sea-

son 17-b, which included a perfect

record in conference play.

Northeastern improved to 17-6 with

the win.

The teams played to a scoreless

tie at intermission, and that knot

remained until there were 15 min-

utes left to play in the game.
len White netted an unassisted

tally with 14:21 left in regulation.

After Andrea DeVoe directed a

NORTHEASTERN

MASSACHUSETTS

shot to the UMass cage on a penal-

ty corner. White picked up the
rebound and put Northeastern on
the board.

Only four minutes removed from
their first goal, the

Huskies got an
insurance goal to

pad their lead at

2-0. Katie West
was credited with the penalty corner

tally that was disputed and eventual-

ly ruled a goal after it deflected into

the net off a UMass stick.

White snuffed out any chance
UMass had of recovering when she

gave the Huskies their final goal of

the contest. With less than five

minutes remaining on the clock.

White knocked home her second
goal of the day on a penalty corner.

The Minutewomen had their

best chance when Saskia Fuchs
carried the ball into the
Northeastern zone, forcing NU net-

minder Danielle Butsch to come
out from the goal- mouth to face

her. Fuchs then tried to feed Erica

Johnston to the empty cage, but

was just wide.

Butsch finished the day with six

saves, as UMass recorded 10 shots.

Minutewoman goalie Hilary Rose
concluded the season with a

seven-save effort.

hockey

H]
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COUHTESY MEDIA RELATIONS

Hilary Rose made seven saves in the UMass net, but it was not
enough as the field hockey team fell to Northeastern 3-0 in Saturday's
NCAA Tournament action.
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and tonight we stopped the bleeding and we're
starting to move forward."

Feeling that several people were too "comfort-
able" with their place in the lineup, Mallen juggled

his lines, breaking up his top trio of Tom Perry,

Rob Bonneau and Warren Norris for the first time
this year. Bonneau and Norris skated alongside
Steve MacKinnon, while Perry skated with Dan
luden and Chris Fawcett.

The plan worked as Norris tied a school record
with four assists in the game, while Bonneau had
two goals and an assist and MacKinnon had a goal
and two assists.

"We needed to make a change to get some life

going here," Mallen said. "Last night's performance
was not a good one and changing the lines gives
you different chemistry."

Merrimack scoring 1:34 into the game did
nothing to dampen UMass spirits as luden
answered back with an unassisted cm a tremen-
dous individual effort at the 5:33 mark of the
first period.

Rob Beck tallied for the Warriors at 9:38 of a
wild opening frame, but Bonneau tied it back up at

16:24 as MacKinnon sent him a perfect cross-ice
feed to the right post; all Bonneau had to do was
tap it into the empty right side of net.

Some questionable officiating by the usually
accurate arbitrator Drew Taylor gave the Warriors
a 1:39 two-man advantage before the end of the
first, which they parlayed into two goals to take a
4-2 lead into the locker room.

"It was pretty positive in the locker room after

the first period; we knew that we were going to

///////

come back and win this game." Bonneau said. "We
had a little team meeting today and we knew that

this was a must win game. Every guy in the locker

room knew that we were going to win after the first

period even though we were down two goals."

UMass, now with Brian Regan in net after Rich

Moriarty made the start, only came out harder for a

second period in which they outshot Merrimack
16-3, and, most importantly, outscored the

Warriors 3-0.

Regan kept UMass in the game, making 14 saves

on 1 5 shots, and was credited with the win.

The Minutemen struck for three quick goals in a

2:59 span to take the lead before skating off at the

end of the period.

junior Mike Gaffney scored only the second goal

of his career on the power play at 10:54 when his

slap shot from the point deflected off of a defense-

man.

MacKinnon tallied at the 12:00 mark, redirecting

a low wrist shot by former Cushing Academy team-

mate Brad Norton past Merrimack goaltender
Martin Leagault.

After scoring his second career goal. Gaffney
scored his second of the night at the 13:53 mark
with a long wrist shot through Leagult's five-hole.

The senior was replaced in the Warrior net by Eric

Thibeault alter the goal.

UMass got a clutch insurance goal 7:12 into the

third period when MacKinnon again fed Bonneau
for an easy tap- in at the post.

Things got interesting when Merrimack drew to

within a goal at 6-5 on a power play with 4:35 to

play, as Kris Porter knocked in the rebound of a

Darrel Scoville shot, but UMass hung on for the

win.

The contest was the antithesis of Friday's con-

test, when Merrimack took a 5-0 lead by the end of

the second period against a defenseless Regan, who
was left all alone far too many times.

UMass did tally a pair of noteworthy third period

goals that brought the final to a more respectable

6-2.

Dennis Wright scored the first goal, hammering
in a slap shot from the point on a face-off win by

Jeff Blanchard, the freshman center's first point.

Dean Stork scored his first career goal with a lit-

tle under three minutes to play when he beat

Thibeault with a 15-foot wrist shot on a Perry feed.

Strok exhibited his uncommonly smooth hands on
the play, collecting and shooting the puck in one
unbroken, silent rhythm.

After eight straight league contests to open the

season, UMass gets a break from Hockey East play

this weekend as it hosts Army on Friday at 7 p.m.

and travels to No. 2 Vermont's Gutterson Field

House on Sunday for a 2 p.m. matinee.
Mi mi tenia n Notes: Freshman Nathan Sell col-

lapsed in front of the UMass bench during a stop-

page in play during the third period of Friday's

game, a scary sight anywhere, but at this school in

particular. Sell was all right though. The victim of a

crosscheck to the neck, blood flow to Sell's head
had been temporarily cut off. dazing him. He
remembered the incident, was able to skate to the

bench after it. and did not lose consciousness. Sell

sat out Saturday night's game as a precautionary
measure.

continued from page 12

trouble for UMass, but if she stayed

back it would have been double. She
came out of nowhere to track down
Gudeman from behind. No referee

decision, it was all-ball.

After the game, Powell could barely

stand up straight, and Lynch was ques-

tionable to play up to gametime. The
seniors came through on the doorstep

of possibly their last game in the
maroon and white. But it was the heirs

to next year's throne of leadership who
proved the most in this game.

In the second half UMass picked up
its game to another notch, and Iverson

and Dion began to lead the way. In one
of the most spectacular goals of the

year, the junior defender took the ball

at the top of the box, rifling a shot that

beat Bumey top comer a little over 70
minutes into the match. After that, the

game got very, very interesting...

It was time for Dion's moment in

the sun, the one beating down on her

for most of the afternoon. The only
mistake she made this afternoon was
not bringing her suntan lotion.

Whenever possible. Harvard chose to

put Dion looking into the sun. but

that was where she shined. With
11:35 left in the second half, the

Crimson were able to get consecutive

corner kicks. Dion made a diving
save to her left on the first corner,

and roped in the second with another
big stop.

On the this day, an angel was on
the junior keeper's shoulder. With
9:25 left in the first OT. junior
All-America midfielder Emily
Stauffer was finally able to get free

from the UMass defensive pressure.

She launched a rocket that beat Dion,

but instead of net, connected with the

crossbar. Bouncing precariously on
the goal line, Dion crawled to the ball

and took it into her thankful arms.

Some people talk about "the zone,"

and today Dion was in the midst of

that mythic state of mind.

"The team played great in front of

me, and I couldn't ask for anything
more from Erica," Dion said. "I felt

like I was [in the zone), but I don't
know. After I made that lirst save, I

was feeling pretty good about myself.

"You feel pretty good about the

way you are playing, and you are

keeping everything out of the back.

When the goal went in, my head went
down a little bit, I have to admit, but

as a team, we were able to pull our-

selves out of it."

So, they will now go to face

Connecticut this weekend. (Forget dic-

tion, this is going with the song refer-

ence, please!!!!)

forma Kansanen is a Collegian

columnist.
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chose of gift certificates « on ledehed merchandise Associates of Structure and its offilmes

ore no! ebonle to tecuve this dhcount Good only fix purchase of products indKoted Not vend

with ony other offer Any othei use constitutes fraud Vod where prohibited, tared oi

restricted by low Valid only when you use your Visa* cord

Applicable tores must be pad by beotei Only redeemable in the

U S Cash value I. 100 cent Viso Kewwds is a service mori of Viso

International See nee Association

OIL CHANGE AND/OR SAVE 10%
ON ANY BRIDGESTONE OR
FIRESTONE TIRE PURCHASE.
Pay with your Visa' cord and get on oil change for only $1 2.99! Or

save 10% on the regular price (based on the store's catolog/POS

system) of Bridgestone or Firestone tires To redeem this offer,

present this certificate when you pay ot ony of the over 1,300

company owned Firestone Tire & Service Center locations. Mention

code PI 00 #03468 for oil change offer and code PI 00 #03476 for

tire offer. Offer volid August 1, 1996, through January 31, 1997.

teres aad Caetaoaa1

Certificate redemption is solely the responsibility of Firestone

Offer vobd August I 1996, through Jonuory 31 1997 Good only for purchose of oil

chonge services ond/or tires mdKOted ol company -owned Firestone TVe S Seme Centers

Servings based on 1995 overoge nahonol selling prices Oil chonge offei good for most

vehicles and includes installation of new oil filter refill wrth up to 5 awls of Kendof

IN 30 nl. and chassis lutVKOhon III lajakobal this price indudes oil disposal lee Tee

offei includes performance and bght tiuck rodwts Not void with any other oH« and con

not be used to reduce oulslonoVng debt Vod where prohibited, taxed, a restricted by low

Void only when you use yow Visa" card Appkobie tores

must be pod by beotei Only tedeemoble m the U S tosh

value 1/100 cent Viso towards is o service mark of Visa

Inlernotionol Service Association

MICROSOFT
0FFKE PRO 95 CD-ROM

FOR$169.
Save $360 on the Microsoft Office Pro 95 CD-ROM (regularly priced

at $529) when you use your Visa card at Insight' — America s dis

count source for computers, hardware, ond soflware Microsoft Office

Pro 95 includes Word, Excel, Powerpoint, Schedule, ond Access. To

ploce an order or receive a FREE catalog, tall 1 800 927 3246, 24

hours a day Reference code 217058 V when ordering Offer volid

August 1 1996, through November 30, 1996.

teres aad (aadrneat: (e'liluoie icdempnon is solely the responsibility of Insight Direct

Ofler void Augusl I 1996 through November 30 1 996 VoM only with photocopy of cur

rent student 10 Only one order per person Does not include shipping chorees Any olhei use

constitutes fraud Not void with ony other offei Vod whote prohibited tared or restricted

by low Void only when you use youi Viso coid Apphcoble

loir must be pod by beoier Only iideemoble m the U S

and (anode Cosh volue I 100 cent Vise lewoids is o set

vice mock of Viso Inlernotionol Service Association

I 1
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ANNOUNCEMENTS I ANNOUNCEMENTS I ENTERTAINMENT HOUSE FOR RENT ROOM WANTED

HOMETOWN HIGH
Do you rtrrxmb* r applying to col

leges? Would you like to help high

school students learn mote about

the university and the admissions

process at UMass Amherst? The

Undergraduate Admissions Office is

looking for undergraduate students

to return to their hometown high

school during the winter break and

represent the admissions office to

prospective university applicants

Volunteers will be required to attend

one training session, and to sched-

ule an appointment with then high

school guidance office to visit the

school while you are at home during

wmtersession Training sessions

will be on Wednesday Nov 20th or

Thursday Nov ?lst from 600pm to

8 00pm in the Campus Center

Volunteers are only required to

attend one session If you have any

questions please contact Rich

Toomey or Shelby Gile at 545 3043

Please leave your name, number and

the name of your high school

CHINESE FOOD Kai Chi delivering

'hursday to 2am. Friday and

Saturday to 3am

The Mullins Center Hockey
League It looking for experienced

hockey players and/or experienced

teams to join in the spring If inter-

ested contact Harold at 545-3990

Attention Men end Women
Rugby Pleven For info regarding

the Annual Formal contact 0B 546

4662 or Michelle 549-7367

Contest: $100 Amateur Mile
Review Club Castaway Rt 5&10
Whatei* GUVS .dll 527-5258
LADIES don't miss this 1 Tonight

Nov 18 7 00PM

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Need • piece to stay during

Winter break' Sublease our apt in

Colonial Village 2 big bedrooms
Call 253-6631

The Boulders 2 bedroom, newly

renovated, on-site appliances, on

bus line $740 00 Heat and hot watei

included 2560812

AUTO FOR SALE

Attn! Leaving Country! Must
sell 86 Honda Accord 5spd 4dr.

124k mi New engine/exhaust sys-

tem in '95 Snow tires mcl S2.5O0

Call 253-0823

EMPLOYMENT
Snowboard Coaches part-time at

private school with ski hill Decent

pay experience preferred Call Jack

Shea 413-774-7411

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed 1 Entry-level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services 1206) 971 -3600 ext R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan. S Korea No teach-

ing background or Asian languages

required For info call (2061 971

3570 Ext J50016

Sex! Drugs) Rock n Roll! Now
that I have your attention Having a

party? You need a DJ 1 Call Eileen

© 253-6588 Raging Disco. Funk.

Cheezy 80s music whatever 1 No
techno, the s"; gives me a

headache! Call me 1

FOR SALE
3 Pair Doc Marten's: 1 black boot.

2 pr shoes. Size 8 Must Sell' Call

546-1451

MAC Centris 610 8MB RAM BOMB
HD Full page monitor (gray scale)

Externa! fax modem Ethernet card

Call Fernao 549-3927 Puce nego

nable

Set of 4 Rims 14" white w/black &
chrome B0 546-6485 Ask for Dan

CAR CO PLAVER IN-DASH! 1

year old. good condition JVC. Paid

$400, sacrifice for $75 firm 665-

8127 Leave message

New York Knick Tickets lor sale

Vs Seattle. San Antonio. Indiana

(888)602-0774 (pager)

MAC Powerbook 520 Color. 8MB
RAM with Apple Laser printer Call

Aimee 256-0413

HOUSE FOR RENT
Secluded Riverfront Home N
Green River ARTISTS INN Residence

Living or Studio Space Avail Immed
Part-Furnished 14x24 $350/mo or

20x24' $375/mo + % util
. sec dep ,

references, some pets ok gas heat,

wash/dry. snow rmvl. kitchen cathe-

dral ceiling, fireplace, balcony East

Colram, 20 min/GFLD. 40
min/UMass 624-3928

Amherst Belchertown line 4

Bedroom 2 bath home in quiet area

Available now 549-4270

Need 1 Bedroom Apartment sub

let for 1/1/97 thru 8/97 Call Dave

1413)783 7098

INSTRUCTION I ROOMATE WANTED
Boxing Three private 1/2 hour

lessons $69 95 Call 732-8817 In

Amherst Tues & Thurs Eve

MISCELLANEOUS
Rental Problems Questions about

your lease/security deposit deduc
tions? Questions about
subletting/assigning leases?

Questions about the condition of

your new house or apartment''

Contact the Student Legal Services

Office. 922 Campus Center. 545
1995

New Metabolism Breakthrough
Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35
800-776-9503 Doctor Approved

PERSONALS

Attention XL! New Members:
Kiera. Amy. Jen. Sandra. Rachel.

Amy. Liz. Come. Shannon, and
Isabel You're doing great Keep
smiling

In Chi-0 love.

The Sisters of Chi Omega

ROOM FOR RENT
Sublease my room tor spring

semester, really close to campus'
549-5920

Seeking roommate tot 4 bdrm apt

in Northampton $300* Call Karla

585-8629

Roommate needed spring
semester starting January 1 On

bus line call 256-6034

SERVICES

Psychic Readings Your home or

mine, free newsletter Please call

Sandy (413)467 3739

Typing: Rates by page, semester

or package 413-467 2452

GORILLAGRAMS Flowers

Birthdays. Balloons etc Send the

crazy gorillas We'll go anywhere,

anytime 1 Restaurants, classrooms,

dorms Student Rates available'

Call 2560287

Monty for College. Millions of

dollars unclaimed every year

Results guaranteed Service is free

Thousands of sources of Financial

Aid available Hurry Call (413) 538-

0041 for more info

Angel Chat Winging your way
with Angelic answers to your ques-

tions Call 1-800-539-3930

CAR NEED REPAIR? Let me come
to you! Student Rates 665-4790

Portraits for the Holidays.
Professional quality black and white

photographs $35 and up Call 253-

5217

SERVICES
Computer Problems? Ni-nd an

upgrade? In-house service, call

Scream Savers 5490083

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549- 1 906

TO SUBLET

Take over our lease 1/87. Large

sunny 2 bedroom apt On bus route

Heat/Hot Water Free Gym The
Boulders $740 256 8984

1 Bedroom Apartment in

Sunderland on bus line Available

1/97 8/97 Call 665-3860

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK TRIPS Cancun.

Bahamas. Jamaica & Florida Best

puces, best parties. GROUP DIS-
COUNTS Space is limited For free

brochure CALL TODAY 1 800-959

4SUN

Spring Break America's Premier

Student Travel Co ' Party in Cancun

& Nassau from $299" Find out how
to go for free & earn extra cash 1 "

Call 800-798-1509

Bahamas. Ft. Lauderdale.
Orlando 11 days! Cruise whenever

Must sell! $450 Includes Two"' Call

6-6271 Ask for Moises |M0)

SCUBA SPRING BREAK Dive Key

Largo, FL Earn 2 credits 1 March 16-

22 Mandatory Meeting 2/28 7pm
Herter 227 Call Protect DEEP <3>

(800)282-0977

TRAVEL
Spring Break '97 Hottest destina-

tions and coolest vacations' Lowest
prices guaranteed' Organize small

group, travel free' Call for free info

(800)426 7/10

TRAVELTIME has great deals for

group and individual travel plans

Call Connne 587-301 1 413 781 6150

WANTED

STUDENTS moonlighting as
dancers/strippers in local clubs If

interested in sharing your story for

my independent study photoessay on

"creative student employment" call

Caroline at 546-5269 for moie info

Identity confidential upon request

Wanted Tutor for AUTO CA0
Realease 13 Will pay Call Rob at

5460272

Desperate for Bibliographic
material and I'm not even failing

the course Must have rigorous

booklist- textbooks, workbooks
problems for Statistics 1 1 1 (School

of Continuing Education) Will pay

above $150/negotiable Call at all

times except Mon and Tues Don't

worry I am correct (413)549-1271

2-3 Bedroom house for 3 kind sis

ters who need to get out of the dorm

for Spring Semester or ASAP Call

Merryl 6-2429

THURSDAYS

^ n

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20<7j per word/day

All
others

40(7: per word/day

Standard Headings
Activities Miscellaneous
Announcements Motorcycles
Apartment For Rent Personals

Auto For Sale Room For Rent
Employment Room Wanted
Entertainment Roommate Wanted
For Sale Services

Found (2 days Free) Summer Sublet

Happy Birthday
,

To Sublet
Houses For Rent Travel

Instruction Transportation

Lost Wanted to Rent
Musicians Wanted

Personals Policy
1. All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified employees

before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first names and initials

are allowed. The only exceptions are for birthday or congratulations per

sonals, in which case the full name may be used.

3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEPTIONS
4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm room numbers

as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not acceptable.

Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are not acceptable. Personals

may not be used for the purpose of harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals section may
NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, advertise meetings, etc. ,

H All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I4O. number*)!

the student placing the .is filled in on the insertion order. Non-students

must provide a valid driver's license and the license number must be
recorded on the insertion order. Use of false identification or misrepresen-

tation is subject to penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any personal that does

not meet the Collegian's standards in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
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Always Wanted On* of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas

^-1/ ORzmmr'UV.C

Robotman By Jim Meddick

Men Ho**,

cVcx4W?4' Y
1

u)
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u\

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

This WcfeRApuycf v*N6Q6h has
10TAUV ChAN€£P rAY i\ft' l
KEAUZfc NOW THAT 1 TOO AN\ A MlS-

MpEHSToop GENIUS SCORNW 8Y
TUfc SHORTSlvVHTEP CRITICS Of /

t

COPY, HAlFOFTHe FIRST
CHAPTER MJPfAOST OF
TWt CAPTIONS UNp££
THE PICTURES..

MOKTYAA UA HA HA,W SHOPTSl&UTO?
THAT'S \ FWaiP' HEAP ON THE- SCORKi! \.

LAU6H NOW AKIP HISTORIANS WU
iwjgh iNpAysTocoMi;.'

HOitX6UMCW,I Mv\

IN<*)ULD!
IPRLAWdED SCO THAU

THoot COOKIES "MM
SOUfiGUUVt

£~~\

ROT APfXReNlLH SOU
CHONT TRO*}Tfv\t

BtCA*J*TkSa)Ujf>lT
wowpTueM

Dilbert By Scott Adams

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick

50 TEU. nE... BRIAN.
WHY 00 YOU WANT
TO COORts FOR THIS
COfAPANY?

COELL, TO BE HONEST,

I DON'T. I'fA USING
THIS AS A PRACTICE

INTERVIEW.

£.
J^k.

I GUESS

WERE
DONE.

HERE.

HEILO-O-O.'M

IT'S LUNCH

TIrAE AND
I DON'T SEE

SANDWICHES.

8 Years In Braces By Eric Petersen

~2SEZk

Aroo i'^>e eeew off
#vaREF& fOPv-THpee
MtAJlH^ . AT flftF^T 1H£
T*VL-FVTS> LOCfC. frTD.

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom

1
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Answers to

Yesterday's Puzzle
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Classifieds

Its a good

CROSSWORD
1 i r '

1
6 7 ! ' 16 11 ii f3

14 " ,.

17 18

1
1 V 22 1 B23

1 " 25 26 28

29 30 " 32 33 34 35

36 u 37 J8 1 M

40 41 IB"? 43 1 H 44

45 " 48 "
50 1

1
53

worn " 1
L H

57 58 59 60 "
urn

62 63 64

65 1

1

. 68 69 70

71 "

1
"

74 " "

ACROSS
1 . Vase imperfection

5. Direction in a

Steinbeck title

9. Skater Fratianne

14. Stnngtie

15. "In a cowslip s bell

. ' ( The Tempest)

16. Inactive

17. Realization

19. Fortune-telling card

20. Highest point

21. " Academic" (TV

oldie)

23. Goblet Sp
24.

-

it the trutti!

27. Native of Paisley

29. Mame et al

32. Fngid weather

teature

36. U K s continent

37. Rate of movement

39. For rent

40. Sharpness

42. Growl viciously

44. Lonesome Dove lad

45. Property claims

47. Doze

49. For shame 1

50. Soaked

52. Pundits

54. Colorado Indians

56. Enjoy a cafe

57. Jail (slang)

60. Delighted

exclamation

62 lacto

65. Haunting

67. Butcher shop

purchases

71

.

Before fix or form

72. Opposite of aweather

73. "Dream Children"

essayist

74. Sometimes-squeaky

door part

75. Margntte or

Descartes

76. Garden pest

DOWN
1. Heat's league abbr

2. Part of the Louisiana

Purchase

3. Comment from Thor

4. Asian language

5. One Ger

6. Brewery product

7. Seftor s double

affirmative

8. Tries out

9. Bed: Fr

10. Sloth

11. Son of Agnppina II

1 2. A m the bucket

1 3. Unsorled wheat flour

18. Doorways out

22. -ti

25. Pinches

26. The Hardy Boys, e g
28. After Sept

29. Sound

30. Encouraged

31

.

Polar mammals
33. Chin fissure

34. Comedian Jerry

35. Feminine ending

36. Slippery ones

38. Emotion desenbed

by Kierkegaard

Tolerating

43. Stubbs of the Four

Tops

46. Cast

48. Wall Street sell-off

51. Paleo's opposite

53. Donald, to Scrooge

McDuck
$5. Of the sun

57. One of Eve's sons

58. Actress Hatcher

59. Seuss'/f
. ._ The

Zoo
61. Healthy

63. Flatfish

64. Andy Taylor's son

66. Pans-to-Zurich dir

68. Those Magnificent

69. Nectar inspector

70. Morose

41
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ARIES
March 21 -April 20
Although the time Is ripe for

romance and affection, take care

not to make promises you can't

keep. In business, take proposals to

an unbiased party for evaluation.

TAURUS
April 21 -May 21

Avoid spending time with someone

who values form over function. In

both business and romance, you'll

be better off with someone who
cares about serious Issues as

deeply as you do.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

A silent type may have a helpful bit

of Information for you. but It's up to

you to draw them out. Demands
won'l work, so you'll have to resort

to your charm Instead. At a social

gathering, you might Just meet the

person you've been looking for.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Avoid wasting time worrying what

others think. You're very close to

figuring out something that will

change your life forever. Make sure

(hat the goals you're working

towards today will have positive

consequences In the long run.

LEO
July 23-August 23

Don't try to figure out everything

that's happened In your life in a

couple of days You could still be

discovering new lessons for years.

Absorb as much as possible, and If

you're feeling shell shocked, trust In

a close friend to ease your burden.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

Take steps to ensure that some

action results from your meetings

and discussions. You could produce

some pretty Impressive figures If

you strike early. Take time out from

your busy schedule to give some
extra TLC to someone close.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Bask In the sense of accomplish

ment you're feeling lately. Even If

your achievement Is an Intangible,

your success will carry over Into

other areas In your life. Don't

neglect your personal relationships.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

Focus your time and financial

energies on making Investments

rather than Just spending Then
Indulge in a romantic Interlude

that showcases your creativity and
romantic nature, rather than your

disposable Income.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Make an effort to listen Instead of

speaking. Not only will you acquire

some priceless Information, but you

will avoid stepping Into a trap. A
fiercely competitive person is eyeing

your accomplishments with an eye

to the future.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Grit your teeth and schedule a

meeting with a person you've been
trying lo avoid. Don't talk too much,
and plan an escape route If vmi

really think It's going to he loo

much to handle

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

Operating on Intulllon may nol be

your strong suit, but lis vital this

week lo pnv attention lo your llrsl

Impressions as well as vour

Imttanal Impulses Vmi ilniii h.ivr

lo follow them blindly, but you

shouldn't Ignore I hem completely.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Thinking about spring and
gardening puts you in the mood
to tackle anything. Channel vour

energy Into specific tasks, and you'll

enjoy a particularly productive

spring and summer.

For Entertainment Purposes Only

Sometimes I feel depressed, but I

really love my tropical fish.

I give them a few rules before I

put 'em in the tank....

no biting

no chasing other fish

take your turn on the food

And no matter how bad you feel...

no jumping out because...

believe it or not...

" that's not water on the other

side of the glass."

Then I give them their names

and they're off to their new life.

University* By Frank Cho

PUEW! How U*X,
Hawe wt feCM fr\

it r0ov).L«ue 7

WW.. \

Social Norm By Mr. K

Nil*

Tter4

H00M

1

MM THE AMouiJT OF

lOopJjc TWlf 1>AMki

CeLUSE <5WE «jT If

|NM0M*» ' ITJ-JujT
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MA^fBE ME
ST+>uU>
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Close to Homo By John McPherson

T CAN'T 5TAMD IT NORM.1

WE LIVE SUCH /UUKDArJ/
LIVF3.I WE Hi/MAN! ARE
&EAJTS 9T NATl/Rf MfAWT
TO Live wiirj/r, Bur wf
ARE KCPi From THAT
NATURAE JrATF. Br THue
BOUMOARIFS.

LIMITS SET IN PlACE
NOT ONIT BY OUR HUM Art

common. BUI Bf SOfiCTT
AND frovtRNAHENT. IT IS
MY Dl/TT Tf? RE««l
AfrAlttSl THESE FENCF5.
THfr OO OS No ooop g»x
CONFINE W TO A M"N"ANE
LIFE

Dilbort By Scott Adams

CATBERT, EVIL H.R. DIRECTOR

ARE YOU STRESSED

OUT, C0ALLY? I

HAVE A SOLUTION.

(,

A

START SttOKING.

THAT U)AY VjOU'LL

HAVE. FREQUENT
COMPANY- SANCTIONED
CREAKS THROUGHOUT

THE DAY.

THIS IS

YOUR
STRATEGY

FOR DOWN-
SIZING,
ISN'T IT?

TRY IT,

YOU BIG

CUUSS.

Frumpy The Clown By Judd Winick

WHAT'S THE '

MATTES, CHIEF?!
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Quote of the Day

u
Why you stuck up
...halfwitted ...scruffy-

looking nerfrherder!

-Leia, to Han

r»

Quote of the Night

You're a parasite for

sore eyes.

-Gregory Ratoff

99

Dining Commons Mono

to
Plooso rofor to mis guicU

holf) you docMo whoro to oat.

1
First, go get some dice S^T^v ""(

(6 sided, preferably). ^T^tfT:

2 Find one you like, ••-•*

and roll it.

If you roll:

E Go to Franklin D.C. for dinner.

•

•

Go to Berkshire D.C. for dinner.

•

•

•

Go to Hampshire D.C. for dinner.

• •

• •

Go to Worcester D.C. for dinner.

• •

•

• •

Get Pizza for dinner!

• •

• •
Roll again.

• •



SportsWeekend
The Massachusetts

hanlain lfcl» »——MUM QMS MSIM.
• The UMass field hockey team

dropped its weekend contest with

Northeastern in the first round of the

NCAA Tournament. See page 8 for

the story.

• Junior Rebecca Donoghue quali-

fied at SaturaWs ECACs at Franklin

Park for the NCAA Cross Country
Championships in Arizona. Read
tomorrow's Lollegian for the low-
down.

• The volleyball team clinched a
spot in the Atlantic 1 Tournament
with its perfect weekend record. See
tomorrow's Collegian for the

wrap-up.

• The women's swimming and div-

ing team edged Boston University in

weekend competition, as underclass-

men led the way. Check out the

Collegian for the story tomorrow

Collegian Sports • Monday, November 1 8, 1 996

Minutewomen take three OTs, but get the job done

Danielle Dion made 20 saves in an outstanding performance in the
UMass net, as the women's soccer team beat Harvard in the NCAA
Tournament.

Line changes spark UM
to home-and-home split

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

MamdMMCttl hockey coach |oe

Mallen was. visibly distressed after

his team lost the
opening end of a

home-and- home
series with
Merrimack Friday
night at the Volpe Complex in

North Andover. but just before he
boarded the team bus. he said
"tomorrow is another day."

Indeed it was a day-and-night
difference as UMass (2-7. 2- 7

Hockey East) played

exceptionally in a

6-5 win over the
Warriors (3-5. 2-4)

on Saturday night at

the William D. Mullins Center
hours after losing 6-2.

The Minutemen played a spirit-

ed game Saturday night, bouncing
back from a trio of first period

MERRIMACK

MASSACHUSETTS 2

deficits, and later rattling off four

unanswered goals in one of their

best efforts of the year, just one
night after unquestionably their

worst.

"A lot of guys
on our team have

got to work a lot

harder to win
Hockey East

and that's what I told

Mallen said after Friday's

games
them."
loss.

The end result was obvious, as

the team came out inspired on
Saturday, winning before a rowdy

2,825 fans at

Mullins.

"It was a char-

acter win for us. a

real gut check."
"We've had some

hard games and the schedule to

start hasn't been in our favor.

We've been in a downward spiral

Turn to HOCKEY, page 8

MASSACHUSETTS 6

MERRIMACK

24 Mallen said.

Minutemen get exhibition win,

focus now on upcoming season

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

After dropping a 77-73 decision to

Marathon Oil in it! first exhibition

game of the season. the

M ichusetts men's basketball team

left nothing to chance Friday night.

The Minutemen jumped out to a

8-0 lead and never looked back as

they cruised to a 85-52 win over the

Convene All- Stars.

While much of the

preseason hype sur-

H'unding the UMass
program has been
about the backcourt tandem of Edgar

Padilla and Carmelo Travieso. several

newcomers played aggressive roles in

Prkley'i win.

Ajmul Basit and Lari Ketner com-

plimented Tyrone Weeks and Inus

MASSACHUSETTS 85

CONVERSE !

Norville under the basket, while
Winston Smith saw time at small for-

ward.

UMass coach lames "Bruiser" Flint

was cautiously optimistic following
his team's victory.

"This is going to be a long process,

especially when we have young
guys." Flint said. "I told them. The
next one counts

'

"I'm still going to keep talking

about getting better

every day. get better

in practices as indi-

viduals and learn

from our mistakes in

the games."

The Minutemen. building on the

experience of their guard corps, kept

the All Stars score-less fa three min
utes and rifled off 20 points before

Turn to BASKETBALL page 7

Massachusetts advances in tourney after Harvard seals its own fate
By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE — It has been estab-

lished through decades of dominance
that the Massachusetts women's soccer

team (16-4-1) is the class of the
Commonwealth.
This year No. 7

Harvard (15-2). led by

the tremendous skills

and speed of junior

Emily Stauffer. rightfully felt that it

was the best that Massachusetts has to

offer.

Upon a sunsplashed Ohiri Field

yesterday, the two sides waged war in

the first round of the NCAA
Tournament. This was a violent,

bloody affair that was hard-fought
for every moment of the 131:22 that

it took to declare a victor.

Both sides gave all they had to give

in the remarkable match, and with
energy spent, it fittingly was an own
goal which gave UMass a 2-1 win
1 1 :22 into the third overtime.

"Harvard is one of the best teams
I've ever seen in New England." coach
)im Rudy said. "They're a wonderful
side. They're as good as any team
we've ever had at UMass. We're very

pleased to beat a team of that caliber. I

kept talking to (assistant coach Chris

Chamides) and saying That's really

great.' and it was them I was talking

about."

UMass' authority had been chal-

lenged by a new power rising in the

east, situated by the banks of the
Charles River. Harvard is a great club

which believed that this would be the

day that the Crimson, snubbed from
last year's tournament, finally rose to

the top.

But in the end. it was just another

tequila sunrise and this old world looks

just the same.

UMass is the best in the Bay State

MASSACHUSETTS 2

HARVARD 1

and will travel to Connecticut this

weekend for its annual bout with the

Huskies for the top spot in the north-

east region. In nine of the 14 years that

both schools have been selected for the

NCAA Tournament, the ancient rivals

have battled.

For UMass. this ful-

filling victory will be

MVOred, especially by

its savior Danielle
Dion, who made 20

met in the Minutewoman goal, most
of which were of the acrobatic variety.

Her team clearly overpowered by the

Crimson. Dion was UMass' shepherd
in an hour of darkness. Harvard out-

shot UMass 35-14 yesterday.

Battling a blinding setting sun in the

later Mages of the match and much of

the overtime periods. Dion shone.

"It was a factor," Dion said of the

late-afternoon Allston sun. "I couldn't

see | lot of the balls that were coming
in, I was guessing on some of them,
but I guess I guessed right."

Dion, from start to finish, was hotter

than her home town of Atlanta in the

UMass goal, making several saves with

fully-extended dives on balls that 99
percent of the goalkeepers in the
nation would not have laid a finger on.

"She did what she needed to. or else

my wife, who's dying to eat over here,

would be eating by now." Rudy said.

Harvard battled through UMass'

bunker defense and finally punched
one past Dion at the 42:24 mark, as

Gina Foster buried a 1 2-yard blast into

the top left comer of the goal.

While the first half was controlled

by the Crimson, as UMass sat back in

its bunker and gauged Harvard's plan

of attack, the second was more even.

Harvard nearly made it a 2-0 match
in the 57th minute as Erin Lynch made
a flying back save on a Naomi Miller

rocket off of a rebound in front.

Playing hurt in a violent,

smash -mouth contest. Lynch and mid-

fielder Amy Powell vigorously attacked

the ball on all sections of the pitch.

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 7

Massachusetts stays in NCAA hunt

Jorma

Kansanen

CAMBRIDGE — Should I stay or should I go?
At approximately 9:15 a.m. EST yesterday morning,

this classic rock song came over the radio, as my fellow

women's soccer beat-writer. Leigh Torbin. and I motored
down Route 9 in Belchertown. We were on our way to

cover the first round NCAA Tournament match between
the Massachusetts (16-4-1) and No. 7 Harvard (15-2)
squads, and the song seemed oddly appro-

priate. But in true superstitious fashion, we
did not want to mention that fact.

Would UMass stay in postseason com-
petition with a win over the Crimson at

Ohiri Field, or would this year's team go
back home to .Amherst for the final time this season?

I think the Minutewomen wanted to stay...

After two overtime periods. UMass came out with a

2-1 win in sudden death overtime on a hated aspect of
the game: an own goal. Junior defender Erica Iverson sent

a ball into the box. with the attempted header by Harvard
defender lessica Larson deflecting past keeper |en Bumey.
ending a contest beyond any adjectival description.

After 21 games of the season, Iverson was finally given

sweet retribution for a certain little own goal in UMass'
season-opening 2-1 win over Fairfield. The ball had car-

omed off her in that match that counted for the only goal

UMass allowed in its first nine matches. Life can be sweet
sometimes, don't you think?

"That last play... God, I can't even remember where I

got the ball." Iverson said, amidst victorious oblivion. "It

meant to be a cross to one of our players, and it ended up
being a flick-on by one of their players into the goal. So.

it kind of foiled the keeper's plans to catch it.

"It wasn't going where I planned it to go. and then she-

flicked it in. and then... chaos!"

She and fellow junior, keeper Danielle

Dion, led the embattled Minutewomen
yesterday. Dion made 20 saves off of 35
shots attempted, and Iverson just did not

let any Crimson offensive rush in front of

her go uncontested or untackled.

They were not alone in gutsy, tenacious play yesterday

for UMass. as the players with the most at stake, such as

seniors Amy Powell and Erin Lynch, gave every ounce I f
effon their bruised and battered bodies could sustain.

Powell has played the second half of the season with
back problems, while Lynch sat out last weekend's A-10
finals match with a sore hamstring. In one of the game's
most remarkable moments, Lynch was able to stop a

prospective attack by slide-tackling Harvard's Karen
Gudeman.
Have you ever had a pulled hamstring? It hurts, take

my word on it. If she missed the play it would have been

Turn to HUNT, page 8

UM seniors end careers on winning note

John Sawyer and the UMass football team capped off the 1 996 season with a dramatic come-from-behind victory over UConn Saturday

THAN& VO / COH.E&IAN

By Mike Corey
Collegian Staff

You just couldn't have picked a better way for

the Massachusetts football team to end its season.

After trailing 38-19 with 12:36 left in the
fourth quarter, the Minutemen showed what
the team is made of. as it fought its way back to

win the game 39 38 over the Connecticut
Huskies Saturday afternoon at

Warren P. McGuirk Alumni
Stadium.

With :36 left, it all came
down to the last play for the

Minutemen. On a

fourth -and 19. freshman quarterback (eff

Smith dropped back and fired a bullet over the
middle, splitting the defenders, to senior tight

end Erik Henry for the touchdown and the win
It would be UMass' most dramatic victory

this season and a great way for the Minu emen
(6-5. 4 4 Yankee Conference) to send out their

15 seniors The win UMass also gave its fourth

MASSACHUSETTS 39

CONNECTICUT 38

winning season in five years.

The game marked the final contest in

YanCon history. Next year, the conference will

become the Atlantic 10.

"This was an amazing football game, just

amazing." UMass coach Mike Hodges said. "I

love these kids, and I'm proud of these kids and
that's why. Cause that's the kind of kids that

they are right there, that's the way they play.

"They believe in each other,

they kept playing and you just

can't get any more exciting than

that. I can't believe it, I really

can't believe it."

The winning touchdown
would come on the same exact play in the same
exact situation the Minutemen faced in

Richmond (Sept. 21). Then, on the
fourth-and-19 Smith found Henry over the
middle with three seconds left to force over
time.

Smith had a career day Saturday, going

Seniors spark Minutemen
to emotional comeback
over rival Husky squad

e

When the miracle fourth quarter comeback began to
unravel, my colleague Mike Corey and I left our usual cat-
bird seats in the Warren P. McGuirk Alumni Stadium
pressbox and grabbed two empty seats down in the stands.
The tension of this amazing comeback was whipping

the 7,216 fans in atten-

dance into a frenzy.

When (eff Smith capped
off the 1996 Minuteman
season with a 20-yard
touchdown strike to

senior Erik Henry, an elderly gentleman adorned in a
faded old Massachusetts baseball jacket and a mesh
UMass hat that had seen better days announced to

Luke

Meredith
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Minutewomen rock

ECACS
The UMass

women's cross-coun-

try team competed in

the ECAC tourna-

ment this weekend,

and Rebecca
Donaghue won a spot

in Nationals. Check
out the results inside

(see Sports, page 10).

The CIA drug scandal

exposed
Recent reports assert

l lAllW*ATI»Vt 1 I tl>
|

smuggling to South

Central Los Angeles in

order to fund the

Contras in Nicaragua

Check out our extensve

coverage (See

McfcaAudl Afla»\ page

WORLD

Fidel Castro takes

Italy by storm
ROME (AP) — Banners wave in the

streets, declaring: "Welcome, coman-
dante " Admirers follow him, shout-

ing: "Viva Cuba." And on Monday,
government leaders trekked one by
one over to the Holiday Inn to pay
homage.

fide! Castro — the man Italians call

"Maximum Leader" — is holding court.

Castro's revolutionary spirit still

evokes respect and passion here, and
Italians have been giving him an
enthusiastic reception since he
arrived Saturday

At the U.N. World Food Summit,
delegates flocked around him, taking

photographs and begging auto-
graphs. On Sunday, he dined at the

home of Gianni Agnelli, Fiat automo-
tive mogul and one of the the
nation's richest men.
The Holiday Inn on the outskirts of

Rome has become the Cuban
leader's headquarters.

Dressed in a blue suit and a red-

and-yellow dotted tie, Castro
received admirers Monday in a pri-

vate conference room around a red

table covered with notepads, water

bottles and clipboards

"He has such a great, huge curiosi-

ty of all that concerns Europe and
Italy," gushed Fausto Bertinotti, head
of Italy's hard-line communist party,

as he left his audience with Castro

NATION

Forget friendly fire;

blame meteorites?

SMITHTOWN, NY. (AP) —
"Conventional wisdom" dictates that

a meteorite, not a missile, streaked

across the path of a Pakistani jet in

the skies above the TWA Flight 800
crash site this weekend, a top FBI offi-

cial said Monday.
Nevertheless, FBI assistant director

James Kallstrom said the report by
the pilot is being "taken seriously and
will be thoroughly investigated,"

including examining radar and other

sensors that would indicate whether
there was any object in the area.

"We don't really know what it

was," said Kallstrom, head of the

investigation into the TWA crash.

"The conventional wisdom is that it

was a meteorite shower."

The pilot of a Pakistan

International Airline jet reported see-

ing a streak of light around 10:30
p.m. Saturday shortly after departing

from Kennedy Airport for Frankfurt,

Germany. FBI agents interviewed the

crew on Sunday.

The pilot, Whaid Shah, said his co-

pilot saw an orange light "coming
from the left hand side to the ride

hand side in front of the aircraft.' He
said it was three to four miles in front

of the aircraft and above it.

The National Weather Service said

a meteor shower was under way in

the area at the time. 'There's a pretty

fair chance that what he saw was a

meteor," meteorologist Edward
Yandrich said. The reported sighting

renewed speculation that a missile

had downed Flight 800 four months
ago.
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Students raise major concerns

on advising in Collegian study

Tuesday, November 1 9, 1 996

UMass at a cross-

roads— the state of

academic advising: a

Massachusetts Daily

Collegian special

report

Day One: Faculty reactions

to advising

Faculty says departmental

advising is strong; student apa
thy is a real problem; admin-

stration is also criticized

Day Two: Collegian study

points to advising problems

Students express frustration

and confusion with the

advising process

Day Three: The proactive

University?

Students, administration,

critique programs aimed at

making UMass more accesible.

Day Four: Cultural organi-

zations and advising

Students ofwlor strive to

find a familiar face and guid-

ance at a predominately white

University

Day Five: UMass 2000
Will the future forget the

undergraduate? What do the

next five years hold for UMass
and its students?

Editor's Note: this article is the

second in a five part special report

on the state of academic advising

at the University of Massachusetts

The report was compiled by the

Collegian news desk.

In the late '80s. the

students at the

University of

Massachusetts were
dealt a serious blow
that posed a threat to

the future of higher

education in the

Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

The state govern-

mem (both the Collegian News
Dukakis and Weld
Administrations) implemented
massive UMass budget cuts. Along

with raising the cost of tuition by

over 100 percent, these cuts caused

an exodus of many renowned facul-

ty members, resulting in many
problems for students at the state's

flagship University.

With the absence of many facul-

ty members, an enormous hole-

opened up in academic advising,

leaving many students to feel that

they were just "another number."

This feeling was echoed in a survey

conducted by the University earlier

this year.

According to a |une 1 996 survey

coordinated by the Student Aflaii -

Re-Search. Information and System
Office (SARIS), approximately 65

percent of respondents said "must

students at UMass are treated like-

numbers, not people." In addition,

roughly 47 percent of the respon-

dents felt that administrators did

not care about students, according

to SARIS.

These survey results present an

alarming trend within the
University. The trend was reiterat-

ed in a recent survey compiled by

the Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

In the Collegian survey, 57

percent of

undergraduate

respondents
said that they

knew the name
of their advi-

sors, but ironi-

cally 50 per-

cent of the

same respon-
dents said that

their advi-

sors did not

know their

name.
These findings, among others,

highlight the concerns of many
undergraduates, who feel that the

University is leaving them out in

the cold when it comes to advising,

personal guidance and career
preparation.

Approximately 66 percent of

undergraduates surveyed by the

Collegian said that they benefited

"barely" or "not at all" mm acade-

mic advising, in terms of planning

for post- graduation life.

A SARIS study puts the number
of students who were "dissatisfied"

or "very dissatisfied" with advising

.it almost 50 percent — still a siz-

able portion of the total undergrad-

uate population.

However, the same SARIS study

stated that approximately 40 per-

cent of undergraduates had "no
basis" to make a judgement on the

University's career planning and
placement services, implying that

llll

Turn to ADVISING page 3
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Birds of Paradise?
Seagulls caught taking a peek at the recently cleaned up campus

pond.

U.S. Still Opposed to U.N. head Feminist research methods

States remains sole dissenter on Boutros-Qhali's re-election foCUSSeS OKI Israeli WOVdeXX

By Robert H. Reid

Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS — The United States stood alone

Monday in opposing a second term for Boutros Boutros-

Ghali as the Security Council met to pick a secretary-gen-

eral to lead the United Nations into the 21st century.

U.S. Ambassador Madeleine Albright told the 14 other

council members at a closed-door meeting that she had

written instructions to veto re-election for the Egyptian

diplomat, saying Boutros-Ghali has lost the confidence of

Congress.

Albright warned that Congress would not let the United

States make good on its $1 billion U.N. debt as long as

Boutros-Ghali remains, diplomats said on condition of

anonymity.

But the United States was isolated diplomatically in its

campaign to oust Boutros-Ghali. an Egyptian. African

countries submitted a resolution calling for Boutros-

Ghali's re-election, and the council scheduled a vote for

Tuesday morning.

The Africans have insisted that their continent deserves

two terms of representation in the post, as has been U.N.

tradition. Diplomats said the resolution endorsing

Boutros-Ghali was joined by Egypt. Honduras. Russia,

China, Guinea-Bissau, Botswana, Germany, Chile.

Indonesia and France.

A U.S. official, speaking on condition of anonymity,

said Secretary of State Warren Christopher had given

Albright written instructions to deny Boutros-Ghali a new

five-year term after his first expires Dec. 51

.

Boutros-Ghali 's supporters claim the Clinton adminis-

tration has used the U.N. chief as a scapegoat to cover its

own foreign policy miscues in Somalia. Bosnia and
Rwanda.

The standoff threatens to further strain the United

Nations at a time when its effectiveness is being ques-

tioned. Congress' refusal to pay America's debts to the

United Nations has thrown the organization into a finan-

cial crisis.

Critics have demanded the United Nations institute

reforms and reduce its staff.

U.N. officials say American allies, including French

President Jacques Chirac, Canadian Prime Minister lean

Chretien and German Chancellor Helmut Kohl, have

urged President Clinton to relent in his opposition.

The council selects a candidate and then forwards

the name to the full General Assembly for ratifica-

tion. The nomination process could go on for

weeks, and nothing prevents the renomination of a

candidate who has been vetoed earlier in the
process

The five permanent members
China. Russia. France and Britain

the council.

In an effort to appease the Africans, the United States

has agreed to a selection formula weighted in favor of

African candidates. The formula calls for limiting the sec-

ond round of voting to African candidates once Boutros-

Ghali is vetoed.

By Michelle Hillmon

Collegian Staff

the United States,

hold veto power in

KfNNfTH W f SCOmcOUiGlAN

Smith unites against hate
Following a display of racial hatred, Smith College united together last night for an emotional rally

This public demonstration marked the second rally this semester centered on racial problems at the

College.

The University of Massachusetts

Women's Studies program and the

UMass Graduate School are sponsoring

a Women's Studies Graduate Minor

lecture series. The first speaker of the

series will be Dr. Shulamit Reinharz, on

Wednesday. Nov. 20 at 12:15 p.m. in

Campus Center room 805.

Reinharz. professor of sociology,

director of the Brandeis University

Women's Studies program and the

director of the International

Research Institute on (ewish

Women will speak as part of the

new Women's Studies Graduate lec-

ture series. Her lecture is entitled

"Feminist Research Methods: Past.

Present and Future."

Nancy Patteson. graduate assis-

tant for the Women's Studies pro-

gram said speakers included in the

lecture series range from "some
research that has national and inter-

national recognition, and also grad-

uate students."

In 1991. Reinharz became a full

professor of sociology at Brandeis

University, the first and only woman
to earn that rank in sociology at

Brandeis. The same year she became
director of the Women's Studies

Program, which integrates faculty.

staff and students interested in

issues relating to women.

In 1992. Reinharz created a grad-

uate program in Women's Studies, a

National Board for Women's
Studies at Brandeis University and a

Resident and Visiting Scholars
Program. Reinharz serves as Chair

for the National Commission on
American Jewish Women and has

created an internship program in

the prevention of violence against

women and children.

Reinharz's research focuses on
women in Israeli history, percep-

tions and experiences of miscar-

riage, gender and aging and the lost

contributions of women to sociolo-

gy. Reinharz lectures around the

country on topics related to

ludaism. feminism and sociology.

The lecture series "covers a wide

spectrum, we're really tryilg to be

diverse in the resources we tap

into," said Patteson.

"We're trying to provide a forum

for people to talk about feminist

research. Feminist theory and
women's studies effect all disci-

plines. The methods can be applied

to humanities, school of manage-
ment, etc. It really is far reaching."

said Patteson.

The graduate minor program is in

the process of developing a program
description and will be accepting

forman applications in March. The
program requires a minimum of 14

credits.

America lags in education goals

By Deb Riechmonn
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — America as a

whole has made little headway in

reaching eight national education goals

for the year 2000. although some
states have made significant progress, a

panel monitoring the project reports.

"At our present rate of progress.

we're not going to make it," said Ken
Nelson, executive director of the

National Education Goals Panel. "We
have to escalate our commitment to

it. and it's best done at the state and

local level."

The bipartisan panel was set up to

track progress in meeting the "Goals

2000" developed after President Bush

and the governors held an education

summit in 1989 in Charlottesville. Va.

The goals say that by 2000:
• All U.S. children will start school

ready to learn.

• The high school graduation rate

will be 90 percent or higher.

• Students will leave grades 4, 8

and 12 having shown competency
over challenging subject matter.

• U.S. students will be the first in

the world in math and

science

• Every American adult will be lit-

erate.

• Schools will be free of drugs,

guns and violence.

• Schools will promote partner-

ships with parents.

• Teachers will be able to access

professional development

The panel's report, being released

Tuesday, said that since 1990. the

nation has scored higher marks on
five of more than 20 indicators set up
to measure performance toward
"Goals 2000."

Fourth- and eight-graders are doing

better in math, students are experienc-

ing fewer threats and injuries at school,

family reading is more prevalent,

national performance has improved in

infant health and more students are

earning math and science degrees.

National performance declined,

however, on eight of the indicators

and remained unchanged in many
areas, the report said.

For instance, performance has
declined in reading achievement at

grade 12. teacher preparation and
participation in adult education

Meanwhile, drug activity and class-

room disruptions are on the rise, the

report said.

Turn to FOOTBALL page Turn to COMEBACK, page 7
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For Your Information
FYb mt pubk service announcements printed dirty To submit *n
fYl, please send a pmi release conummq d)l pertinent mtorrrwi

Uon, inckxtng the name and phone number of the contact per-
son to the Cdeyun, c/o the Managing tditor by noon the previ

m day

Tuesday, Nov. 19
Workshop — Amnesty International at UMass is spon-

soring a letter writing workshop from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in

room 1 1>2-75 of the Campus Center. Amnesty officer*

will be there to offer assistance to anyone who has not

written an urgent action letter before. Anyone and every-

one interested in supporting a cause is welcome.

GttW — "Talmud Class," a free, drop-in class on Jewish

oral law will be held at 8 p.m. at Chabad House at

Amherst

Wednesday. Nov. 20
\/ iSSPIRG — A Hunger Banquet will be held at 6 p.m.

in the Campus Center Auditorium. The event is sponsored

by the Massachusetts Student Public Interest Group. For

more Information, contact the MASS Student PIRG
Organizer at 545-0 1<W.

Muting — The UMass Poetry Society will meet at 7:30

p.m. in Campus Center room 91 1. Attendance is strongly

urged as nominations for upcoming elections will be held.

For more information, call Tim at 546-05b2.
Mrcting — The Economics Club is holding a meeting for all

economics majors from the Five Colleges. A representative

form the Mather Career Center will be holding a resume work-

shop. For more information, call 549- 4089 or 586-7398.

Meeting — The Golden Key Honor society will hold a

general body meeting at 7:50 p.m. in Campus Center
room 804-808. General elections for officers will be held.

For more information, call Michelle at 549-0189.
Film — Half the Kingdom will be shown at 3:30 p.m. in

the Hillel House Recreation Room. The Jewish Film Class

invites all interested.

Reading — The Department of Slavic Languages and
Literatures will host Gennadiy Samsonenko's reading of

his book. Rekviem po Sergeyu (Jrin'kovu from 6:30-8 p.m.

in Hotter Hall room 601. The reading will be in Russian.

Discussion — A multiracial, anti-racism coalition-build-

ing meeting will be held at 7 p.m. All those interested should

attend The location is TBA. For more information, call Judith

Schneider at 253-1432 or Nikki Morse at 546-0432.

Class — "Tanya Class." a free, drop-in class on the

Tanya, the Chassidic text of mysticism, will be held at 8

p.m. at Chabad House at Amherst.

Religion — "How Do Interfaith Relationships and Marriages

Impact Religious Identity and Religious Communities?" will be

held in Butterfield Main Lounge at 7:30 p.m. The event is a part

oi the Religion and Identity Series. All are welcome. For more
information, call 546- 5174.

Ltcture — "U.S. Foreign Policy Toward Russia.
Scandinavia and the Baltic Republics" by U.S.
Ambassador to Finland, Derek Shearer. Amherst College,

Merrill II. 7:30 p.m. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 549-4600.

Poetry — There will be a poetry and prose reading at

the Student Union Art Gallery at 7:30 p.m., sponsored by
the Spectrum. Anyone interested in reading their work in

a non- competitive environment is welcome to sign up.

Please call 545-2240 for more information.

Presentation — "Bosnia 1996: War Crimes. International

Law and Democratization" is the title of a presentation by
noted scholar Beverly Allen. Preceding her talk will be a

reading by Northampton poet Adrian Oktenberg from her

new book. The Bosnia Elegies. The event takes place at

7:30 p.m. at Stoddard Hall, Smith College. For more infor-

mation, call Friends of Bosnia at 586-6450.

Thursday, Nov. 21

Coffee Hour — Signing Coffee Hour sponsored by
UMass HANDS at 7 p.m. in the Bluewall. Any questions,

call the office at 545-1952 or stop by the office in room
306 of the Student Union.

Film Festival — The UMass Dept. of Germanic
Languages and Literatures and its German Club are spon-
soring a Heinrich Boll Film Festival in Thompson 106.

starting at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free; popcorn and soda
will be provided. For more information, call 545-2350.

Poetry Reading — An evening of original poetry will be-

held at 7 p.m. in the Student Union Art Gallery. All are

encouraged to read original works and to have them pub-
lished. Sign up for the reading at the Art Gallery or con-
tact Maria at 253-6674 for further information.

Friday, Nov. 22
Religious Sendees — "Thanksgiving" Shabbat services

with a free meal at 6 p.m. at Chabad House, 30 N. Hadley
Rd., Amherst. Free and open to the public and for more
information, call 549-4094.

Sleep Out — An event sponsored by MASSP1RG to edu-
cate the campus community about homlessness by sleeping

outside. Students raise money by getting pledges for hours
sleeping out. For more information, contact Melanie
Undem, MASS Student PIRG Organizer, at 545- 0199.

Notices

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from 8:30

p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to variety of
music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment. All ages wel-

come. Sliding scale. For mote information, call 584- 8167.

Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room lOl.Totman.
Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more
information, contact Milly Dejesus at 546-1083.
Employment — Applications are still being accepted from

work-study students for the positions of office manager and
research coordinator for the Canabis Reform Coalition. If

interested, please pick up and application in room 322 of the

Student Union or call 545-1 122 to get one mailed to you.

Call John Lanzerotta at 546-6359 for more information.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies
is seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen,
Dept. of Consumer Studies. 101 Skinner Hall. University

of Massachusetts. Amherst. Ma, 01003. For more infor-

mation, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.
Fall Library Workshops — UMass reference librarians

are offering a series of workshops. November sessions will

include demonstrations of databases and Web sites in

Literature with Literature Specialist Liz Fitzpatrick (Nov.

18, from 1-2 p.m.), and the Internet (Nov. 21, from
9:30-1 1 a.m.) with Internet Resources Librarian Emily
Hum. All workshops will be in the Library Instruction

Room, main floor. Du Bois Library. All are welcome,
although sign up is required for the Internet sessions.

Please call 545-6892 to register.

Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange
workshops will be held on the following date: Tues.. Dec.
3 from 5:30-7 p.m. in CC room 165-169.
Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily.

members of the Health Reach International team are avail-

able to help you find answers to your questions and con-
cerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health
Education Dept., UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more
info) and 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Community Room H-4
North Village; Tuesdays 6:30- 8:30 p.m. in the
International Lounge. Prince House (call 545-2299 for

more info); Wednesdays 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Community
Room. 41 1 Linclon. All conversations are confidential.

Literature — mOTHERTONGUE. the multilingual stu-

dent publication by the Dept. of Comparative Literature,

is currently seeking submissions for the spring '97 publi-

cation. We will accept original poetry, short stories,

one-acts, international photographs and art work created
by multilingual students. Please submit a copy in English
to th« Comparative Literature Dept. in 203 South
College. Rough drafts are acceptable.

A night of Puerto Rican poetry
Una Noche de Poesta culminates Heritage week celebrations

By Viraphanh Douangmany
Collegian Correspondent

Poet Gabriel Garcia Lorca said in

his theory of the "duende" that the

only true form of poetry was the oral

performance. Una Noche de Poesta. I

night of poetry, sponsored by
Boricuos Unidos. overflowed with
duende culminating a week long cele-

bration of Puerto Rican Heritage.

The event included popular Puerto
Rican poets along with a jazz band
attracting a large crowd, who packed
the Graduate Lounge to capacity last

Friday night.

With the artists such as as
Magdclena Gomez, University of
Massachusetts professer Martin
Espada. Willie Perdomo and founders
of an up and coming poetry group.
Dark Souls Collective.

Dark Soul Collective is an organi-

zation who is intent upon uplifting

and educating communities of color

using poetry to move foward. The
event drew in a spectrum of Latinos

who embraced the resonating themes
of the night — family, identity, cul-

ture, politics and revolution.

Former trustee and UMass alumni
(class of *96), Danny Rivera began
the event with a poem intitlcd,

"Pumas for Tevas."

According to Rivera, it was about,

"...coming into the University and
forgetting where we came from."

Next came "GRFX" (pronounced
graphics) a founding member of the

Sunday Tea Party. GRFX quickly
brought out the consciousness of the

indigenous struggle currently waged
in Mexico with bold statements and
metaphors.

The Zapatistas were "correction-

ists" not insurrectionists he offered.

He later talked about being the prod-

uct of a two nation lamily, a

Panamanian father and an American

mother. His last poem conveyed the

relationship between foreign aid and

economic and political. reppressioii

laced in the phrase "greedy through

democracy."

Following GRFX was "Bonafide,"

from the Bronx. NY. one of the

founding member of Dark Souls

Collective. He recited a poem
enhanced by audio recordings of

drum beats and piano tunes

One poem called, "Blindfolded and

Robbed" was his self- proclaimed

revolutionary work. Interspersed in

this poem was the Young Lords Party

and Amerika-ka-ka.

His other poem entitled "Where
I'm From" gave local color to to his

New York environment. He prefaced

by saying, "If we don't come from
positive places how can we write of

positive things'.'"

Another of Bonafide's poems
described the social ills including

police harassment. "|the suspect)

meets your complexion — I mean
description."

Bonafide brought the audience to

laughter in his final poem, "Cerebral

Intercourse." With phrases such as

"mental foreplay" and "my cerebral

corner," he caused the audience to

scream out "otro, otro," or more,
more.

Gomez, poet, playwright, educator,

described how a white South
Carolina kindergarten teacher wrote

on the face of an African American

child with a magic marker.

"We do not have to go as far as South

Carolina to be shocked and stunned. . .go

to the Valley," said Gomez.
Gomez highlighted the struggle of

students of color in institutions of

learning. One of her poems referred

to a racial incident at the University

Store where an African American
student was wrongly apprehended for

theft.

Citing some UMass faculty reac-

tions to multicultural education in

the classroom, she said that educa-

tors need to be more humble about

what they don't know.

"People need to stop being afraid

of being challenged." Gomez said.

Referring to a mandate at Holyoke

Public Schools for children to recite

the Pledge of Allegiance, one of her

poems read, "I pledge forced out of

the mouth of an unknowing child.

We are many nations under God.
Some of us are indivisible, most of us

remain invisible."

Gomez's recited another poem
dedicated "to those that forgot where
they came from and pretend they

remember."

UMass professor, Martin Espada.

introduced as an invaluable mentor
to Boricuos Unidos. began his presen-

tation by saying. "I remember when
this was a radical and subversive-

idea, now it's a radical and subver-

sive reality."

Willie Perdomo, self-described

witness, participant, and observer,

performed selected poetry from his

published work intitled, "Where a

Nickel Costs a Dime." Accomplished
and highly acclaimed poet and play-

wright Amiri Baraka has described

Perdomo to be "a new and important

voice."

"Shaggy." another founder of Dark
Soul Collective, closed the evening. A
UMass undergraduate from
Springfield, he was a recent winner at

Claudia Cafe's Poetry Slam. He
expressed joy that students from
Chestnut Middle School of
Springfield could attend this event.
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Magdelena Gome*, poet, playwright and educator, spoke last week at Una Noche de Poesta, part of Puerto

Rican Heritage week.
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And you think you're smart...
Matt Blais, a Ph.D. candidate in Organometallic chemistry synthesizes special catalysts in an oxygen

free environment. These catalysts give plastics special properties that make them more useful.

Complete Schedule and Fare Information Call 1-800-343-9998

Look it* up on the Worldwide Web http://www.peterpan-bus.com

New course offerings in Judaic Studies

By Bryan Schwartz/nan

Collegian Staff

Judaic Studies is offering several new classes, which
cover a diverse array of subjects, for the spring semester.

In addition to new three-credit classses being offered,

the department will also be offering several new one
credit classes to be taught at Hillel House.
One new class being offered is "Women in Jewish

History" and it will be taught by Professor Ruth Abrams.
Professor Shmuel Bolozky. chairman of Judaic and

Near Eastern Studies, said he has requested to have gen-

eral education status designated for the class. Bolozky
said he is waiting for the ruling of the general education

committee, which convenes to review the contents of a

course and decide whether it should receive general edu-

cation status.

If the course is granted a diversity requirement after

students have taken the course, they will still receive the

general education credit, said Bolozky.

Other new classes being offered are: "World Jewry
Since 1945," "Jewish Mysticism," "Hitler's Myth of a

Thousand Years' Reich" and "Readings in Jewish
Literature Through the Ages."

Hillel House has teamed up with the Judaic Studies

and Near East Department since 1985. The partnership

has made one-credit courses available to students. The

courses being offered are: "A Jewish-Christian
Encounter," "Judaism and Vegetarianism." "Divisions

and Conflicts in Israeli Society," "The Sabbath in

Kabbalah, Community and Cyberspace" and "Torah and
Haftarah Cantillation."

Hillel Rabbi Saul Perlmutter said "the courses arc-

pretty diverse, they will cover all kinds of different

things." Perlmutter said the course on the Sabbath will

involve producing "a multimedia CD-Rom on how the

Sabbath is celebrated through the culture and history of

the Sabbath."

The course will be taught by Jamie Elkin. a UMass
graduate student and Hillel House scholar in residence.

Perlmutter said he is very exited about the "Judaisim

and Vegetarianism" course, which will be taught by
Batya Bauman. a resident of the area. He said the first

Ashkenazi Chief Rabbi of Israel was' a vegetarian.

Perlmutter said vegetarianism is suggested in the
Bible, and is present throughout Jewish history and
culture.

All courses taught at Hillel are accredited through the

Judaic and Near East Studies Department. Bolozky said

there are approximately 25 students who are majoring
either in Judaic or Near East Studies, but because cours-

es are not restricted to majors, there are close to 500
students taking courses through the department each
semester.

advising
continued from page 1

many were not properly informed about their options.

The problem may begin when students enter the

University, as 44 percent said, in the Collegian survey that

they were not sufficiently informed about academic
resources, such as advising, during their first semester.

Some undeclared freshman said they were unaware that

the University Advising Center even existed — the center

which serves all undeclared majors on campus.
Others simply said that they did not know where to

look if they did want advising in the first place.

Most faculty members said that students, for the most

part, lacked initiative in determining what the University

has to offer and thus, professors were not at fault for stu-

dents who feel alienated or confused.

If this is the case, students are at a disadvantage, as the

Collegian survey indicates that the University is not doing

its job initially, leaving many with nowhere to turn.

Surprisingly, the SARIS survey indicated that most stu-

dent feel that the faculty is not the real problem.

With a faculty waiting for students to knock on their

doors and an Administration which apparently has not

offered incoming student what they need, where then

does the responsibility rest?

According to Collegian survey, students are split on the

issue. More than one third blame other students for their

own "apathy," suggesting that the faculty criticisms were
correct. Nearly 27 percent said that most professors were
indifferent to student concerns and had "better things to

do" than advise undergraduates.

The same amount said that both students and profes-

sors share the responsibility for alleged shortcomings of

undergraduate advising programs.
With little consensus on the part of students and fac-

ulty on the uncertainty of undergraduate academic
advising programs, the magnifying glass must turn to

the administration and the programs they have imple-

mented to address the concerns voiced by students and
faculty.

Wednesday's Collegian will examine just this — focus-

ing on how students, faculty and administration view
newly and already established advising programs which
serve the undergraduate community.

Note: the survey conducted by the Collegian randomly
selected approximately 1 75 undergraduate students from
the UMass community for questioning.

Michael Elliott and Raghuram Vadarex'u are Collegian

staff members.

Collegian Staff members Leigh Faulkner, Joseph
Fountain, Daniel Levenson, lonathan Liberty, Beth
McCarthy, Laura Stock contributed to this special report.
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restroom floors near you !!

COMPLIMENTARY PASSES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR AMERICAN EXPRESS" CARDMEMBERS

WHEN & WHERE.

November20, 7:30pm

AMC Hampshire 6 Theatre

WHAT.

Cardmembers get twe compli-

mentary passes to a pre-release

screening of Universal's block-

buster Daylight.

HOW.

Just bring the American Express"

Card or Optima* Card and your

student ID to the location listed

below to pick up your passes.

NOW.

If you're not yet a Cardmember

and would like to take part in

our exclusive previews, it's easy

to apply for the Card. Just call

1-800-942-AMEX, ext. 4114

MORE TO COME.

Daylight is one in a series of

five major motion pictures to

be previewed on your campus

this year, compliments of

American Express.

PICK UP YOUR TICKETS HERE

University Center

November 19 November 20
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The fearful society

Mike

Hinkley

Abov lies cold and dead in a tent, shot in the back.

A 10-month old baby lies helpless on a wooden
Boor. Her mother lies next to her —- cold and

dead, --hot in the head.

A man trembles, curled on the floor of a desolate cabin,

shot, surrounded, "terrified thai agents might shoot his

three daughters . even if he surrendered. I really feel we're

living in lost and evil days." says a barber.

The Vi-ii ) ork limes recently interviewed "ordinary

Americans" on the growing feverish fear of the people at a

Greyhound Bu-- Terminal in Chicago.

\ retired insurance agent said, "I'm afraid. America
sure i^ changing it has gotten to the point, people typically

lament, thai ichool children cannot be allowed to roam
freely. And darkness can virtually make prisoners of

women."
People read the Times. The Times enables their fear.

\ wise human once recognized that a sacred culture is

much eMier to control than a free-thinking one. In a

rimes article titled. "The Fate of Flight 800: Voices." a

woman named Becky Robinson is quoted as saying, "It is

not even safe to leaye a dog out. There are people who
>te.il doe- .ind sell them

"

I en Planet are blown up. dogs are stolen.

"The darknen can virtually make prisoners of women."
The mean world syndrome is a concept

developed h> George Gerbner. professor

mmunkattora and dean emeritus at

the University of Pennsylvania's

Innenbtirg School of Communication.
The mean-world syndrome >,n> that peo-

ple, ihrough interaction with the media, come to an unre-

alistic perception that the world is an extremely dangerous

place.

"One of the most pervasive consequences of the mean-
world syndrome, which is accompanied by insecurity, is

dependence and demand for protection. It sets up a

demand for punishment." says Gerbner. "Politically, it

mainly mean- that there is pressure for repression."

The state department reports that crime has gone down
over the last 10 years, and that domestic terrorism has

declined "sharply" over those same 10 years. Yet, FRI

director Louis Freeh, speaking about TW'A Flight 800 and
Oklahoma City bombings, says. "These events are not just

the basis, but that predicts for more retaliation and more
terrorism against the United States

"

Larry lohnson. former state department counter-ter-

rorism expert thinks that "the question that ought to be
asked is what does he mean by more?'

America imprisons more individuals per capita than any
country in the world. America kills more of its own citi-

zens per capita than any democratic country in the world.

In Raltimore. almost 70 percent of black males between
the ages of 18-34 are either in prison, on parole, or on
probation. This is not justice: this is a police state. In

1991, National Guardsmen made 2.500 searches of pri-

y.iic property, and in 1992. 6.500.

The man on the floor of the cabin is named Randy
Weaver, he once sold two shotguns to an undercover FBI

agent that he had met at a convention of white separatists.

A warrant was issued for his arrest. Agents surrounded
his remote Idaho cabin. His son Samuel and his dog
Striker were shot and killed by the agents. Samuel was
shot in the back. A sniper, shooting at Weaver, shot Mrs.

Weaver in the head as she cradled her baby daughter.
Ellen. Days later Weaver surrendered to the agents.

Weaver holds political viewpoints different from most
people: he believes in separation of the races, and he has a

strong distrust for his government. The government has

paid the Weaver family $3.1 million for killing Samuel
and Mrs. Weaver.

Weaver has said words to the effect of "1 was singled

out and investigated because of my political views and
because of my fear and distrust of the federal government.
Everything that has happened since has only increased mv
fears 100 fold."

Timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols will be tried for

bombing the federal building in Oklahoma City.

Concerning the investigation that produced the two
defendants. Ronald Woods, formei U.S. Attorney and FBI
agent, said that "The FBI cut every corner, broke every

rule, I think this was just a big case to them, the bigger

the case, the looser the rules become."
Apparently the FBI is allowed flagrant abuses of the

legal process when attempting to satiate the collective

thirst of a frightened populace, bombing, a piece of
anti-terrorism legislation that would loosen the restric-

tions on FBI wire tapping powers was soundly defeated in

Congress. Following the bombing, the legislation quickly

passed.

Gas used on Branch Davidians in the

Waco compound would have been in clear

violation of the Geneva Convention
Chemical Warfare Protocols of 1925 (finally

ratified in 1975) if it was used in war in the

same manner. According to the FBI, in 1982, there were
52 acts of terrorism in the United States. In 1994. there

were none. In 1995, there were two.

Said President Clinton on "This Week with David
Brinkley." "We need to move as quickly as we can to do
everything we can to try and strengthen this country's

hand against terrorism."

Sut (hally, professor of communication at UMass.
teaches the concept of the mean-world syndrome.

Says Professor (hally, "I think that what's always more
interesting to look at than the events themselves is the

reaction to them, because the reaction tells you what's

going on in society, rather than the event itself. And
therefore, what I think is more interesting about
Oklahoma and TWA, and to some extent Waco, is the

way those events are used to construct new justifications

for new policies and new ways of dealing with... terror

ism"

Concentration of power in the global media shrinks

increasingly. The lines between media and government
become harder to discern. People are ever more fright-

ened of the world around them. Writes Peter Cassidy in

The Progressive: "Civilians are now more likely to face

military style law enforcement than at any time since the

Civil War, after which the Comitatus Act was passed to

prohibit the military from getting involved in civilian

affairs."

How many more must die like the Weavers, like the

children of the Branch Davidians. shot and bumed and
cold and dead? Such as an act is in order, now. And one
must ask the New York Times — who exactly is it that

makes the darkness make prisoners of women?
Mike Hinkley is a UMass student.

Michael

Elliott

The Texaco's Corporation
recent discrimination settle-

ment has sparked cries for an
all out boycott from civil rights lead-

it the NAACP to the editorial

pages at the Collegian

\~ satisfying as this may sound for

those who now realize Texaco's
oppressive, racist legacy, selecting

another company to

purchase gas from is

not much of a solu-

tion.

Socially conscknu
consumers do not
have an oil sompany to rally around
because one has never existed.

Examine the history — it's surpris-

ingly easy to find from some very

accessible sources, such as the New
York Times and PRS. America's his-

torical dependence on foreign and
domestic oil highlights issues which
dwarf a simple case of discrimina-

tion.

Yet, most Americans are content

with this reality — or at least indif-

ferent. Everytime someone turns the

key. they accept this reality no matter

haw repulsive it may seem to them.

In 1990. the United States went to

war against Iraq to preserve the rela-

tively inexpensive price of oil. A hos-

tile regime in control of both Kuwaiti

Oils not well
and Saudi oil reserves would have
meant less leverage for American
companies. Never mind the nonsense

about defending democracy and the

new world order — the U.S. backed

military campaign killed several hun-

dred Americans and several hun-
dred- thousand Iraqis for nothing
more than cheap gas.

Shell Oil. a Dutch
firm who does a

healthy business in the

American market, has

evoked an internation-

al backlash for their

support of a military dictatorship in

Nigeria which has repeatedly tram-

pled on small village populations
who opposed oil related industrial

activity in their homelands. Accounts
include government troops mas-
sacring civilians with the tacit

approval of west African Shell repre-

sentatives; all for a $1 .30 a gallon.

So, the answer to avoid Texaco
and Shell oil, right? Don't forget

Exxon and their botched clean up of

the Alaska disaster. It is a lose-lose

situation for the consumer.

Rut does anyone really care?

For some, public transportation is

their answer. Just don't drive, they

say. Tax dollars, however, tend to be

spent elsewhere, making it unlikely

that the entire country will somehow
embark on a major initiative to link

cities, boroughs and neighborhoods
with a form of convenient, affordable

public transit. A better argument is.

quite simply, people like to drive.

A solution, at this moment, is not

apparent. The long-term goal is obvi-

ously a movement to reduce
American fossil -fuel dependence.

In the meanwhile, it will be inter-

esting to examine how Texaco will

attempt to bury its record behind the

million dollar settlement. A boycott

may let them know that people are

watching, at least until the next com-
pany is exposed in some fiasco. In

the end. it won't last.

All is not lost, fortunately. An
effective industry-wide campaign
could be mounted, concentrating on
each company collectively

Consumers can not expect oil com-
panies to be anything but greedy.

They can. however, demand that

these companies end their discrimi-

natory practices, refuse to do busi-

ness with dictators and discourage
the U.S. military from bombing civil-

ians and overthrowing foreign gov-

ernments.

Read the facts, they're out there.

Michael Elliott is a Collegian
columnist.
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Attention Great Candy Thief

Mark

McGrath

This column is dedicated to the genius who figured

it a good idea to bash in the glass panels on the

candy machines in Bartlett Hall recently.

I was hungry that afternoon. I was tired: the end of the

day was near. I was in the middle of a long class, and
needed some sort of pick-me-up. It was during my five-

minute break that I figured I'd go get a Butterfinger bar

or a pack of Twinkies. something to hold me off till din-

ner and to jump start my body for the remainder of class.

How could I know, as I made my way around the cor

ner that there would be a' surprise waiting for me. that

there would be no snacks in the snack machine? How
frustrated did you make me that day when you decided
that you could do campus a service by mutilating the poor
snack machine, and stealing all its goodies?

There must have been a good reason. Let

me guess, you were sick and tired of the

oppressive practices retained by those evil

candy companies? To think, blue M&Ms.
Maybe you heard that nearly 40 percent of

the deaths that occur in the United States are due in some
way to heart disease. You felt that by keeping chocolate

out of the population's hands, you could save a few liyes

Perhaps you weren't that well intentioned. Perhaps you
were hungry Perhaps you couldn't scrape up another
dime. Perhaps that evil vending machine stole your quar-

ter. Whatever the reason was, I'm sure you were justified

in your action. I know that I've become pretty frustrated

with those machines too.

Maybe you're just stupid.

To think, all that trouble for a couple of candy bars. I

mean you really took a chance to get them. If someone
had seen you. you could have been arrested... For a pack
of Pom-Poms.
Maybe someone did see. Were you doing it to impress a

chick? Guy? Were you surrounded by a bunch of your
weasely little associates as you kicked those poor
machines in? Did they think it was funny? Did they all

move in on your conquest as if it were a broken pinata?

I'll bet they did. I'll bet they loved you.

You are the man.

I could hear it echoing in the emptiness of that candy
machine. You are the man.

Since that day. I've seen bunches of other machines
busted in. just like the ones in Bartlett. Is that you again,

my friend? Or do you have a fan club? The candy
machine in my residence hall has since met a similar fate.

Could you live in my very building? The thought sends a

chill down my spine. To think, I live with a louse. Too bad
I haven't gotten a chance to meet you. I would surely give

you a piece of my mind. I'll bet you're laughing right now,
enjoying your minute of fame, or ought I say infamy. I

have news for you. It's over. You can now go back to

being the lowest form of life on this campus (even lower

than the stuff they slop on your plate at the D.C.). Oh
yeah... one more thing... after pulling a stunt like that. I'd

be willing to bet that you have more cavities than friends.

But I know you do have some friends. You know, the

ones who rip pages out of the books in the library. Ever)

time I go to that place. I end up chasing down a book
which invariably has the vital pages torn from it. You
know, a Xerox machine isn't as expensive as you may
think. What is it? A dime a copy. If you're poor, I'll treat

for copies, but for the sake o( thousands of other stu-

dents, don't be so selfish as to steal knowledge. The fact

that you act the way you do clearly shows that you do not

have the mental capacity to he able to digest such knoyvl

edge anyway.

I'll bet you're also one of those "cool'

guys who enjoys flying things out of win-

dows, regardless of who or what may be

positioned underneath. You know. I never

was able to figure out the logic behind that

practice. Oh yeah... silly me. I forgot. It's

so ridiculously fun. You get drunk, and dropping jars q|

tomato sauce out the window from 20 floors gives you
your jollies. I'm sorry. You're the cool ones. Em not iike

you. and therefore could never understand.

There arc a lot of things I can't possibly understand
about the way students act toward this campus I was
under the impression that we came to UMass became we
cared enough to learn, not so much to wreak havoc on the

place. I figured that students at this university were con-

cerned with their surroundings.

We are lucky to attend a first-class university, and the

University deserves to be treated that way. Through juve-

nile conduct, UMass' reputation has flip-flopped over the

years between "The Zoo" or "ZooMass" to the township
"Hooterville."

I don't know about anyone else on this campus, but I

love this place and will defend its merits until I am blue in

the face: but the conduct of students like the Great Candy
Thief, the Page Tearer and the Couch Dropper makes
such a job imperceivably difficult.

There is a difference between the so called elite col-

leges and universities and schools like UMass. but it

has little to do with the actual education. It has more
to do with how its students choose to approach their

education. With such contemptible displays of conduct
from its students. UMass may be showing that it is not

ready to be part of the upper echelon. Perhaps you
think we are no better than the residents tit

"Hooterville."

If that's how you feel, you might as well jump now.
because the good ship UMass is about to take off. and the

rest of us will be well served to get rid of some dead
weight.

Mark McGrath is a Collegian columnist.

Doctress Neutopia
Exposed

To the editor:

As much as it is a duty of student

leaders to speak out when the admin-
istration acts egregiously, it is also

the duty of student leaders to speak

out when the administration is

wrongly criticized.

In her column. (Nov. I. Elizabeth

Hubbard, a.k.a. Doctress Neutopia).

stated that her computer account was
shut down because she violated copy-
right law, and implied that the true

reason was that OIT administrators

disagreed with her often controver-

sial political views.

Simply stated, this is not true.

Doctress Neutopia was not a

UMass student, she had graduated
several years before alt. society.neu-

topia even existed. Like all persons

not associated with the University,

she was not entitled to an OIT
account and she did not have one.

Instead, a faculty member obtained

the account and then permitted
Neutopia to use it.

Using this account, she violated

numerous University policies. She
slandered the character of her
ex-boyfriends and arguably violated

anti-stalking laws in her pursuit of a

UMass student. She also spent most
of the summer of 1 995 attacking OIT
administrators, often in crude man-
ners.

During this rather long summer of

provocation, the administrators of

OIT extended to her every possible

Letters to the Editor

benefit of the doubt and bent over
backwards to ensure her continued
freedom of expression. They are civil

libertarians and deserve to be credit-

ed for their defense of free speech.

While we and the students we rep-

resent may disagree with OIT. we can
not ignore an unfounded attack upon
OIT and particularly upon OIT
administrators who acted quite nobly
under rather trying circumstance.
Doctress Neutopia is free to say any-

thing she pleases; as the ACLU
reminds us, the solution to bad
speech is more speech — good
speech.

We merely wish to present the
other of the story.

Ed Cuttine

Grad. rep Fac. Sen. Comm. on
Computers and I -lei ironic

Communications
Ben Delong

Undergrad. rep Fac. Sen. Comm.
on Computers and Electronic

Communications

Blatant propaganda

To the editor:

I am really very surprised at the

blatant propaganda that the

Collegian sees fit to print under the

guise of the "Developing Nations"
epithet. Try as I might. I cannot
understand what exactly the focus of

your page is, or how it relates to

"Developing Nations."

From the caption to the stories

there exists a level of racist propagan-
da I thought would be unthinkable in

an American newspaper. All indica-

tions are that the Developing Nations

page consistently contains a dedicat-

ed attack against Israel and lewish

people in general, rather than having
anything newsworthy or any com-
ment of real quality. It is in all actual-

ity a sad and pathetic attempt to hide

hatred and racism in an area of real

interest. The conviction that the page
is just an excuse for poorly written

attacks on both Israel and lewish
people in general is strengthened
when both "articles" are simply reac-

tions to the same CAMERA criticism

and recount the same Patria incident.

The duplication of the same
anti-Israeli sentiment through the use

of a single event tells of questionable
editing and reduces the validity of the

Developing Nations "section" even
more. The stories both leave whatev-
er validity they once had behind, and
leap into the worst kind of yelluw

journalism — propaganda. Why does
the Developing Nations page never
cover countries other than Arab ones
"cruelly under the thumb of a tyran-

nical Israel?"

I urge the Collegian to use the
Developing Nations section to its full

potential and cyiver stories and items
of interest that concern all developing
nations, and not allow it to be abused
by those few who use it for their own
intolerant purposes. Until that hap-
pens, the credibility of the Collegian
as a bastion of public thought and a

hate-free publication remains very
much in question.

lainisoii D. Roof

Grayson
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American justice: CIA style
By Lisa Chiu

Collegian Staff

Everyone's talking about it, and

everyone has an opinion on it. One of

the most provocative news stories in

years was broken this August when
Gary Webb of the San lose Mercury

released his controversial three part

series entitled, "Dark Alliance" which

argued that "America's 'crack' plague

had roots in the Nicaragua war."

The report confirmed what had

been suspected and discussed dis-

creetly for years — that the United

States government, using the CIA,

had been a party to cocaine smug-

gling during the Reagan era.

The scandal gained notoriety at a

steady pace, enraging many African

Americans, and forcing national

media outlets and members of

Congress to take note and action.

Recently, prominent newspapers

such as The Washington Post and

The Los Angeles Times, have released

their own evaluations of the allega-

tions contained in Webb's story,

mostly trying to play down the shock-

ing revelations.

The events which have occurred

since "Dark Alliance." appeared
sheds light not only on "mass hyste-

ria" or "crazed conspiracy" as The

Post and The LA Times would have

you believe, but on the greater issues

of how America, this supposedly

democratic bastion, deals with the

Third World as well as its own peo-

ple of color in black America. These

are issues that The Post and The LA
Times would have you ignore, along

with questions about the role and

nature of the CIA itself.

Webb's three part series begins, "It

is one of the most bizarre alliances in

modern history: The union of a U.S.

backed army att^oting to over-

throw a revolutionin^^Mjialist gov-

ernment and the^Mzi-toting
'gangstas' of Compton^Rd South
Central LA."

His story is thrilling. runnrJk like a

movie, with a plot of corruption,

drugs, gangs and a whole slew ot^fcar-

acters— only they are real. The all

tion that the CIA knowingly aided tl

largest anti-communist group
Nicaragua, the Fuerza Deraocratica^

Nicaraguense [Nicaraguan Democratic

Force) (FDN), commonly known as

the Contras, through the selling of

crack cocaine to the inner-cities of

black America is enough to incite any-

one to riot.

In 1981 . the CIA helped to create a

5.000 man army in Nicaragua by

combining existing anti-communist

groups, and members of the deposed

dictatorship hoping for the over-

throw of the popular socialist

Sandinista government who advocat-
• the withdrawal of multination-

>orate involvement in

l

The Sandinistas came into

justing U.S. backed right

ti^fc diciat'AAn astasio

Ero™a2~t<A|fae FDN,
the l!nit?lB
fare, fought^

until a ceasefire"!

This part of tl

even if most
about it. What
showing a whole

1

mental involvemenT

ties, is to make the American

finally see how these individual

acters were acting in only one

of a much larger drama.

The cast

Oscar Danilo Blandon Reyes

Nicaraguan cocaine distributer anc

founder of the FDN in California. He
began working for the FDN in 1981

and said that he supposedly sold a

ton of cocaine that year — the equiv-

alent of $54 million, of which a part

was sent to fund the Contras. Later

acting as an informant for the DEA.
he was released from jail after serv-

ing only 28 months. He also received

$166,000 from the government for

his work as an informant.

luan Non'in Meneses Cantarero —
Nicaraguan distributer and partner of

Blandon. Currently serving time in

Nicaragua on drug charges. At a

fundraising dinner by Adolfo Calero.

the leader of the Contras in June

1984, he picked up the dinner check.

Ricky Donnell Ross — African

American middleman crack dealer.

He turned cocaine powder obtained

by Blandon into crack and sold it

wholesale to gangs in Los Angeles

and other parts of the United States.

Enrique Bermudez — FDN com-

mander and CIA agent, supposedly

told Blandon when he visited him in

Honduras, the FDN base for its

troops, that "the end justifies the

means." in the fight to overthrow the

Sandinista government.

The story begins when Blandon

fled Nicaragua in 1979. and joined

with other Nicaraguans in exile to

overthrow the Sandinista govern-

ment. He agreed to raise money in

Los Angeles for the fight against the

socialist Sandinista government

In 1982, Meneses and Blandon
decided to work together to raise

money for the Contras by selling

cocaine.

According to Webb, federal agents

knew of Meneses's drug involvement

since 1974, though he never spent a

day in prison. Webb claims that the

CIA did not want him to be convict-

ed.

According to The LA Times, in

1982 Blandon and Meneses traveled

to Honduras to meet with Bermudez,

commander of the FDN. Meneses
denies being a party to this visit.

According to Blandon, they were told

that the Contra revolution was so

important, and Bermudez encouraged

them to raise money in any way pos-

sible, saying, "the end justifies the

means."

Webb reports that Blandon testi-

fied in a cocaine
trafficking trial in

San Diego, saying

that it was after the

meeting with

Bermudez that he began selling drugs

to raise money for the Contra revolu-

tion.

In 1983. Blandon began working
with Ross, an African American mid-

dleman dealer who had strong con-

nections to the Crips and the Bloods.

African American gangs in Los
Angeles.

When the Reagan administration

agreed to fund the Contras with $195
million between 1981-1988. Blandon

and Meneses saw no more reason to

continue their contributions to the

Contras. The LA Times claims that

Blandon stopped sending money to

the Contras in 1982 or 1983.

Blandon was arrested by FBI
agents and convicted of drug charges

in 1992. He turned informant and
successfully aided the DEA in con-

victing Ross by a sting operation in

1995.

Ross is now awaiting trial in

California. His lawyer is arguing that

he is not guilty and cites the

Mercury's article that the CIA
involvement as evidence of this.

What is in dispute?

/hat is at the heart of the contro-

veH|^s not the guilt or innocence of

BlanoW Meneses or Ross. One can

even argW that it is not whether the

CIA knevPkhat Contra members on
its payrollTajW drugs to fund the

anti-commumk movement —
although this is a ma^risstj

What is at the heafiBL aii is i.m

response that this stoKifctS ! in

the African American Iwuauinty fr.

1e Waters,

fh Central Los

frassua^Vctivist

rotest rnarea^to

; df fhaaVaadiLoT

the United States. The^fr^ty^f^jj^
story was ignored b;

press for weeks
African Ameriq

. Congresswoflan
who remanents Sc

Angeleejr>long»with lesse lackson |r.

andVrncmbe^ of the black

CoKgres&iDtialTOiucus demanded that

fie iatJFafld the lustice Department

investigations on this matter.

Ho talk shows across the country

eld discussions on thie^jss'

)ick Gregory led a protest

Washington. Hundreds

people a day visited 77ie \/frcury News
website to read and download Webb's

story. Suddenly Washington got scared

because black folks Wsfe mad.

Enter the ^aadjKtei the critics.

enter the biwuTsquMi to diffuse the

t
angei invoked iapaVnerica's black

:bmmunities. Jpeksva<rer Webb's
torv debuteJ^Trtc

by#L4
"offipbl jo

to'^HMaWrtid
ever

The
story wei

• Opponi

tic integrity of

directly involved

with Ross's lawyer

Post stated that Webb met wnn FensteT

where he supplied him with informa-

tion about Blandon. drugs and the CIA,

as well as giving Fenster suggestions as

to what to ask Blandon on the stand.

Fenster later used this information to

support his assertion that Ross's current

drug conviction should be dismissed

because an undercover informant tied

to the Contras was part of a

CIA-approved plan to raise drug money
to fund the Contras.

According to the Oct. 16 issue of

Alexander Cockburn's Counterpunch

newsletter. Webb says that he

thought giving Fenster questions to

ask Blandon was the only way of get-

ting statements on the record from
Blandon.

In addition, Counterpunch also

asserts that one of the two authors of

The Post's article. Walter Pincus was
closely involved with the CIA in

1968. Counterpunch says Pincus
wrote an expose about himself in The
Post, describing trips he had made to

Vienna, Accra and New Delhi acting

as an observer at conferences for the

CIA.

"It was clearly an apprenticeship.

in which, as he well knew, Pincus

was being assessed as officer materi-

al. He evidently made a good impres-

sion: the CIA asked him to work fur-

ther. Pincus says he declined. The

Mercury News would certainly be

entitled to scoff at the attack on their

work written in part by a former CIA
asset," said the Counterpunch article.

When asked at a community meet-

ing in South-Central Los Angeles

this past weekend, if Pincus was an

asset of the CIA. CIA Director |ohn

Deutch said no, although he had

heard of him before.

• The national media disputes the

actual amounts which Blandon sent

back to Nicaragua. The LA Times
argues that the Blandon sent back

less than $50,000, while The Mercury

News says that Blandon stated in

court that all of the profits of what

they sold was going to the Contras.

The dollar equivalent of a ton of

cocaine (what

they sold in

r^il'ist/Sl-si 1981) would
be $54 mil-

lion.

•They question the dates in which

Blandon met with Ross, saying that

Blandon worked with him after he

had already agreed to stop funding

the Contras. 77ic L4 Times says that

Blandon stopped funding the Contras

in either 1982 or 1983. Even The LA
Times says that this date is significant

because it was in late 1983 when
Blandon began to sell cocaine to

Ross.

•They dismissed the actual effect

Ross' activities may have had on the

African American community. The

Post says that although Nicaraguans

took part in the drug trade during the

'80s. most of the cocaine trade can

be attributed to Colombian and
Mexican smugglers, as well as

Jamaicans, Dominicans, Haitians and

other groups.

Even the CIA can't avoid the truth

The one thing these newspapers did

not try to deny was that the United

States government did have some role

in this drug scandal. Sure, they tried to

play down the furor over it. and diffuse

the scandal by implying that Webb had

no journalistic integrity: that a lot of

money was sent back to Nicaragua —
but not that much; that "perhaps when
Blandon worked with Ross the CIA
involvement had already stopped;" and

even that "even if Ross did sell to gang

members
But

the tqfkWiqafKamWnWmmm
Jrnment uftolvement t

true ili: Pnst even sat

Mercury t\eu • juk
.g^Kiaicd soTrf

tions did not fall "Ol

The LA Times said that the

have been associated with intrigue

since the Iran-Contra Affair came to

light in 1986, when the Reagan admin-

istration secretly sold high*- tech mis-

siles to Iran to try to free hostages in

Beirut, and then illegally u*d the pro-

ceeds to aid the NicaraguanEontras.^

The Post article also^Bd, "AJ|
days"o^Pre Cold*

has faced accusations

that it toleVBted drug trafficking by

groups it supported, because it 'ton

sidered communism a greater evil

In fact a two year Senate Forei

Relations subcofcnittee investigation

chaired by SerW lohn F. Kerry

D-Mass.) conclucUd in a 437 page

irt released in 1 9a^that the havoc-

by the civil v^f£ Nicaragua

exploited easily

caries, pilots arid

invol^ in drug mattpglBg."

The Post also got on to s tfe%

"hi some cases tl* uarttnlnes found

that drug «»ug|krS were h,red tr-

move contra fupphes «~» that 'i*B-

vidwl Contra* accepted weapons,
a?i*5 eqaipment from A;n&

subcommittee report as well which
said that the Reagan administration

"delayed, halted or interfered" with

anti-drug investigations when they

conflicted with its determination to

help the Contras."

In both quasi-official articles, the

issue of governmental involvement in

drug trafficking on a huge scale is

buried between text which picks at

the tiny details and minutia of the

Blandon-Meneses-Ross case. The
larger picture is thereby ignored, and

the mainstream press organs can thus

claim to have discredited The
Mercury News account while in fact

confirming all the basic points.

The CIA role in the crack epidemic

wasn't designed principly to obliter-

ate black men. Rather, our govern-

ment carefully planed an attack to

obliterate the Sandinista government

and innocent civilians. But, they were

more than ready to sacrifice the

health, lives and communities of the

inner city residents, especially

African Americans, to achieve this

end.

What this story exposes is the

inherent contradictions of America's

government — that at the same time

the War on Drugs, or war on young

black men was being ruthlessly

waged, the authorities were a party to

drug dealing on the largest scale. At

the same time it expresses sentiments

of democracy, this nation was train-

ing death squads in Nicaragua to kill

and destroy.

This contradiction is symptomatic

of structural problems in both

American foreign and domestic poli-

cy. For, after the dust settles on the

crack controversy in the United

States, the system which created it

will still exist and is ever more ready

to repeat the methods it believes

works so well — subversion, violence

and concealment.

One also cannot neglect the long

and sordid history the CIA has had

with illegal drugs. According to

Counterpunch. ever since the early

days of the creation of the CIA. there

has been an "understandable
alliance" with drug smugglers in

Sicily, Southeast Asia and
Afghanistan.

"The CIA needs local criminals for

its purposes. Criminal associations

market drugs. Drug money is hard to

trace. All of these are vital building

blocks for an outfit like the CIA. The

story has been vividly and meticu-

lously documented in such work as

Alfred McCoy's Politics of Heroin in

|p vague hypothesis

racy-mongering

got names.

not succ

expec

Saturday's LA
more upset tha

Deutch pro

continue to in

tions. but
- dence of the cons

jBajtik'e-.

d a«:ording%i
s. they left eveW

hen they came. "

sed that he would
stigate the allega-

s found no evi-

theory.

The subcornraitree

that tW «c

the drug issue

the war effort a^

When The Post asked Sen. Kerry

how the committee's report in 1989

squares with the recent discovery,

Kerry replied. "There is no question

in my mind that people affiliated

with, on the payroll of. and carrying

the credentials of the CIA were
involved in drug trafficking while

involved in support of the Contras..."

77ie L4 Times story had to admit

governmental involvement.

According to its three part story.

"The special prosecutors who investi-

gated the Iran-Contra scandal, for

example, found excerpts in the

diaries of then-Lt. Col. Oliver L.

North indicating that from
1984-1986. when North ran a secret

operation to maintain the Contras. he

received several reports of allegations

that drug traffickers were attempting

to use the Contra airlift operation to

ship cocaine. Officials with the DEA
said North never took the informa-

tion to them..."

77ie L4 Times also quotes from the

w-
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CIA Director |ohn M. Deutch

There was no
evidence of a

conspiracy by the CIA
to encourage drug traf-

ficking from Latin
America during this or

any other period.

-r- CIA Director, John M.
Deutch, before a crowd of

800 angry community
members in

South-Central Los ^ ^
Angeles JS

Basic facts on the war on drugs

Editor's note: The following is an excerpt from the Schaffer Drug Library

(http://calyx.com/~schaffer/GOVPUBS/gao/gaomenu.html) by Clifford A.

Schaffer.

•TTie first American anti-drug law was an 1875 San Francisco ordinance

which outlawed the smoking of opium in opium dens. It was passed because of

the fear that Chinese men were luring white women to their opium dens.

It was defined as associating with Chinese men. It was followed by other simi-

lar laws, including federal laws in which trafficking in opium was forbidden to

anyone of Chinese origin, and restrictions on the importation of smoking opium.

The laws did not have anything really to do with the importation of

opium as a drug, because the importation and use of opium in other

forms, such as in the common medication laudunum, were not affected.

The laws were directed at smoking opium because it was perceived that

smoking opium was a peculiarly Chinese custom. In short, it was a way of

legally targeting the Chinese.

Cocaine was outlawed because of fears that "Superhuman Negro

Cocaine Fiends" or "Cocainized Niggers" (actual terms used by newspa-

pers in the early 1900's) take large amounts of cocaine which would make
them go on a violent sexual rampage and rape white women.

There is little evidence that any black men actually did this, if only

because it would have been certain death. The United States set a record

in 1905 with 105 recorded lynchings of black men. At the same time,

police nationwide switched from .32 caliber pistols to .38 caliber pistols

because it was believed that the superhuman Negro Cocaine Fiend could

not be killed with the smaller gun...

Marijuana was outlawed in 1937 as a repressive measure against Mexican

workers who crossed the border seeking jobs during the Depression. The

specific reason given for the outlawing of the hemp plant was its supposed

violent effect on the degenerate races. (Testimony of Bureau of Narcotics

Commissioner Harry I. Anslinger, in testimony before Congrej^n hearings

on the Marijuana Tax Act of 1937)...

Newspapers across the country carried lund stories of the awruljjd'^ that these drugs

tad ti i raciitl mnxrirjes. and i i the horrors that people of racial mjpnties inflicted on inno-

cent white people whue they were under the influence of these^M^. Later research has

shown that not a single one of the stones used to promote tf^e laws coukl be substantiated.

There never was any scholarly evidence that Mr laws were necessary, or

even beneficial, to public health and safety ajaw none was presented when

the laws were passed...

•At the present time, one-fourth ofajf^of the young black men in

America are either in prison or on nerole. Most of them were arrested on

non-violent drug charges.

In Washington, DC, the BudrTadministration's "demonstration" city,

half of all of the black mej^the city are currently in jail or on parole.

More than 90 percentMl arrest records. The same is true of inner city

black men in BaltimfldeTNew York. New Jersey and Florida.

Two-thirds ofajmot today's black male high school students wall be

dead, disabled-^in prison before their thirtieth birthday. The majority

will go to DM^on because of non-violent drug charges. For every black man
who goejpBcollege. three will go to prison.

year 2000. about half of all black men in America will have gone

to pjBtm. Most of them will go to prison for non-violent drug charges.

those who go to prison will be released into society again. Because

are black men with a prison record, they will be permanently unem
Bvable.
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not up to uyoprWBrfo OLA
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are ell-*JHriPni!R
the CIA plot was moT
desire to bring crack cocaine into

America's poorest black neighbor-

hoods in order to kill a certain racial

group. But. it has been shown in

Senate hearings and otherwise
proven, that the U.S. government did

know about the sale of drugs to

Americans by Contras. and that

members of the Contras on CIA pay-

rolls (CIA employees, therefore) were

sending drugs inside the United

States for the purpose of funding

their right wing revolution.

The truth is unavoidable, and the

United States must accept the fact

that they were involved in the deaths

of hundreds of thousands of inner

city black Americans. Yet another

reason, among many circulating these

days, to abolish the CIA. Come on

Deutch, we all know the truth.

Xpur governmeiM and
lie'rott-.: Bjedvt st»R$ationalism to the contrary, bl

crack use rbua whites. SnK*|tics from the Nation

\ IPM revc.il that d* jHc.itfa. cumber of

Seventy ti\op«yt«"iOf

white. 14 perc^^M«^_
use in the same yea%|3«v "ii **** '-vu'u... ^S

percent were Latino.

[X>:

careful review of the histo?^^
' and Central American shows a 40-year

'.tMrt operations that has been repeatedly b!o\

«)a. Blum, [former special counsel to .the Senal

mmittee] testified. "Other operations in Asii

•anae^'iiccs the worst in the narcotics area)

"Tnshcx kmg testimony. Mr. Blum descril

lv*fpe<f\riniin.uN and drug dealers in Afghar

China. Haiti, Bolivia, Argentina and Pant

,
resulting heroin pro

\,sian dealers after
1

arid War
by Ipawned

II. Mr.

Tyrone
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Btions in the Caribbean and

nection between crime and

Tback on the United States."

i Foreign Relations

Ind Europe have had similar

how U.S. covert operations

Cuba, Vietnam. France,

e are sill living with the

Ktelligence connections with

rsaid."

^Mthough at oneleTBH^US foreign

pn sake , a 'rrAral in
,

i far older sedufer of

ntenance, use andVijoyment

In th;s scheme of

hose people who sti

^naj
lit:

ammad The Final Call 1 1/5/96

, ami- communism is pursued for

ler level it is inextricably bound up

that last for power: the acquisition,

and prestige,

is no more than the name ascribed to

realization of such ambitions (as

for the reason for fighting 'communists'). .

.

Marxist') has been so overused and so

abewd% Afiwrican leHrs and the media as to render it virtually meaningless.

HnlBaWaWrlMesame to the word 'fascist'.) But merely having a name for

something— witches or flying saucers— establishes a certain credence to it.

At the same time, the American public, as we have seen, has been

soundly conditioned to react Pavlovianly to the term: ...it means 'us'

against 'them.'

And 'them' can mean a peasant in The Philippines, a mural-painter in

Nicaragua, a legally-elected prime minister in British Guiana or a

European intellectual, a Cambodian neutralist, an African nationalist —
all. somehow, part of the same monolithic conspiracy; each, in some way.

a threat to the American way of life; no land too small, too poor, or too far

away to pose such a threat, the "communist threat."

— William Blum, The CIA, A Forgotten History, 198C

^, - Blandon and Meneses

££ were dope dealer* andWW were known by all [U.S.I

law enforcement, and had an opera-

tion big enough that they had to have

14 locations. It't enough to say 'Mr.

CIA you stand accused, you have

stood accused before. You were the

sponsors of the Contras,

— Rrp. Maxine Waters -Calif)

TV Final Call 1 7/VW 99

tf Thank you, Mr. CIA
Official, for being here, but I'd

Just like to ask you. how you can

trust the CIA to investigate itself?

— Ouestton addressed by audience mem-

ber when Deutch spoke in

South -Central too Angeles last a a
Satuday ^J
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Space Jam: a little blast of fun
By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

SPACE JAM
Directed by Ivan Reitman

with Michael Jordan, Bugs

Bunny, Bill Murray
Playing at Mt. Farms Theater

Finding a movie these days that

can truly entertain an audience of

any age is not an easy task.

Although the emphasis political

leaders has recently placed on tra-

ditional family values has some-

what forced Hollywood to create

more suitable subject matter, for

the most part there are never real-

ly more than a handful of films

every year that parents can really

feel comfortable taking their chil-

dren to. Not only is Space lam one

of these films, but any college

aged student can equally find the

excitement that this movie offers.

Space lam may not contain all

the substance of Who Framed
Roger Rabbit? but it still has a

tremendous amount to offer. First

of all. the film's tempo never
slows down for even a second.

making this one of the most origi-

nally thrilling movies of the year.

Even the hokicr parts with
Michael Jordan as a young boy
telling his father how he wants to

be like him one day, is still both

endearing and amusing. The film

successfully combines this heart-

felt entertainment with the excite-

ment of NBA basketball, and
throws both aspects into the zany
world of the Looney Tunes.

When a greedy outer space
theme park promoter wants new
attractions, he sends his exploited

little workers to capture Bugs
Bunny and friends. Using his
sharp wit. Bugs is able to convince

his abductors that the Tunes
deserve a chance to defend them-
selves. The Looney Tunes chal-

lenge the space freaks to a good
old game of basketball, but little

do they know that their unwel-
comed guests have the power to

suck the talent out of professional

sports stars. In a state of panic
Bugs decides to enlist the help of
recently retired Jordan to help the

Tunes defend themselves.

Jordan is far more entertaining

on the court than behind the cam-
era, but his performance although
dry is still necessary. He repre-
sents the ideal role model that can
adhere to both children and adults

the same. Bill Murray provides
strong support and resembles the

needed human comic relief. The
real stars are the Looney Tunes
who, not surprisingly, work terrif-

ic opposite human actors. Mel
Blanc's voice characterizations arc

inevitably missed. During his long
career he established the vibrant

personalities of some of the most
famous cartoon characters includ-

ing the Looney Tunes.

Space lam blends the worlds of
real life and cartoons in a joyful

and simple way. There are numer-
ous cameos from both basketball

and Hollywood stars including a

great voice talent by Danny
DeVito as the sinister theme park

owner. The films overall humor is

quite diverse ranging from laugh-

able cartoon gags to some hilari-

ous movie spoofs. All in all no one
should be left unsatisfied by one
of the more fun movies to grace

the screen in quite some time. A-

DiFranco brings folk^punk to Noho
By Amy Risley and Jamie Sinsheimer

Collegian Staff

The Femmes prove their love to Smith
By Jacob W. Michaels

Collegian Staff

VKXINT FEMMES
John M. Greune Hall

Nov. 17

NORTHAMPTON — The last time the Violent Femmes
were in the Valley, two years ago. they closed out the 1995
Spring Concert with a disappointing set.

Their performance Sunday night at Smith College should

erase any lingering memories of that dreary performance.

Seemingly much more comfortable in the smaller confines

of )ohn M. Greene Hall than they were at the open-air
Spring Concert, the band thrilled the crowd by mixing their

most popular songs in with their lesser known ones.

Their second and third songs — "Out the Window" and
"Prove My Love" — off Why Do Birds Sing? and their self-

titled album respectively, set the tone for the evening, as the

band played to the crowd, who happily sang along.

The Femmes. up to that point, had been playing with just

a plain black background, and using simple white lights for

effect. On the next song, however, they let the lights go
down, with just a single red spotlight on lead singer Gordon
Gano. Suddenly, the lights flashed back on. and behind them
a banner reading "Violent Femmes, American Music since

1 98 1
," was revealed.

The Milwaukee natives then sang a short ditty "for a fel-

Turn to FEMMES. page 7

India offers exciting additions to world beat scene

Tonight at |ohn M. Greene Hall on the Smith College

campus, singer-songwriter Ani DiFranco will be perform-

ing. DiFranco, best known for her raucous vocals and
feverish ballads will be performing in front of a sold out

audience — a symbol of the dedicated following she has

accumulated over the past eight years.

Originally from Buffalo, NY. DiFranco started playing

the guitar at a young age. She started teaching herself dif-

ferent songs by the Beatles, and began performing on the

stages of small coffee houses by the age of 1 1. Surrounded

by influential folk legends such as Suzanne Vega and
Michelle Shocked, her elders soon noticed that DiFranco

had a rare, vicious talent.

Leaving home at the age of 19, DiFranco moved to

New York City with more than 100 songs under her belt.

Word of mouth had produced many requests for her to

perform at small colleges and bars, and she eventually

scraped together $1,500 to produce her first self-titled

album.

In 1990 DiFranco founded Righteous Babe Records
with the help of her personal manager Dale Anderson,
despite major labels vying to sign her. Since then she has

released a total of nine albums, including 1996's Dilate

which has sold almost 80,000 copies.

The business, currently a small organization run out of

a Main Street office building in Buffalo, has stayed in her

hometown because she feels that starting a new business

is important to the dilapidated area.

Until recently, she was the sole artist on her label. This

past year she signed folk singer Utah Phillips, and together

they released an album entitled The Past Didn't Co
Anywhere. Unlike previous releases from Righteous Babe,

this album hosts Phillips' unique storytelling with Ani's

acoustic harmonies as a backdrop.

Amidst her rapidly growing success, DiFranco constant-

ly books small, personal venues. Her empowering lyrics

convey inspirational messages that touch upon the

women's movement for respect, abortion, self-determined

sexuality and relationships.

DiFranco's unique style has often been called

folk-punk, but travels far past the binds of any musical

genre. Her albums present a delectable mix of sharp spo-

ken word, hip- hop and sincerely heart wrenching vocals.

This astonishing musical talent has likened her to such
musical gTeats as Bob Dylan, as stated in this month's Ms.

Magazine.

Backed by percussionist Andy Stochansky and bassist

Sara Lee, and armed with an acoustic guitar, black finger-

picks and a tatooed breast-plate. DiFranco strongly pro-

jects this raging talent on stage. Her display of astonish-

ingly sharp rhythms and melancholic harmonies are what
brings her audiences repeatedly coming back for more.

COURtlSV MBfUt SANCHt?

Ani DiFranco, a favorite with the locals, will play a

sold- out show at Smith College tonight.

Touted by many as the hottest independent musician

around, DiFranco has recently been caught under lire bv

many of her fans who feel that she is "selling out" to the

mainstream. This loyal following feels that DiFranco is an
icon to the feminist culture and rejects the new, more
romantic approach she takes on Dilate.

Despite this rejection from some of her fans, DiFranco
still goes out and blows her audiences away with her pow-
erful live performances. Her presence travels overwhelm-
ingly beyond her petite frame and ignites a passionate

spirit unlike any other performer of her time.

Ani DiFranco will be performing at 8 p.m. at lohn M,

Greene Hall at Smith College tonight. The show is toU
out.

India is home to a lush variety of

music. Grown from thousands of years

of continuous development, Indian

classical music has diversified into a

large number of regional and formal

styles. India also has the largest film

industry in the world. Most of India's

popular music is taken from film

soundtracks; instead of bands being the

stars, it is composers or actors (who
sing the songs) who become the objects

of popular fame.

The complexity and variety of India's

music makes it difficult for

non-Indians to learn about. Add to this

that the U.S. is relatively isolated from

the media of other countries, and you

get a situation where "Indian music"

calls Ravi Shankar to mind most readi-

ly for Americans. However, with the

growing popularity of "world music,"

Indian music has become a bit more
accessible in this country. RealWorld.

the record label run by Peter Gabriel as

a division of Caroline Records, has

brought out a number of Indian

albums. Unfortunately, RealWorld
releases are usually marked by a partic-

ular production and musical style

whose aim is to blend traditional styles,

often from several regions, into a slick

product. The results are often a little

too close to Gabriel's own music.

Modern Indian pop and eclectic

music are available on several other

labels. Batish presents the truly unique

Sitar Power of Aswan Batish, overtly

mixing American styles such.as blue-

grass with Indian musical structures.

Batish's songs are kitschy, goofy and

loads of fun. Luaka Bop, another
superstar-owned (David Byrne) label,

has put out Dance, Raja, Dance, an
excellent collection of film music fea-

turing the songs of Vijaya Anand. It's

difficult to know what to expect from

Anand's brilliant songs, which delight

with their wild flips between various

musical references and instrumenta-

tion. This past summer. Shanachie
released Forbidden Kiss, and album
featuring the film songs of S.D.
Burman, performed by vocalist Najma
Akhtar with backing by acoustic instru-

mentalists.

As for classical Indian music, a small

"labor of love" label in New York City.

India Archive Music, has for years been

putting out CD's by numerous
well-respected and accomplished per-

formers. They have just released an
astonishing 10 new albums, and there's

a lot to like about these CD's. Not only

are the performances well-recorded

sessions with master musicians, the

packaging and liner notes are simple,

dignified and packed with detailed

information. The only problem with

the liner notes is that they are perhaps

a little difficult for the newcomer to fol-

low.

The best of these releases are by
vocalist Prabhakar Karekar and sarangi

player Ustad Sultan Khan. Karekar
sings khayal, a form whose roots go
back-to Muslim devotional songs called

qawali. Accompanied by Subhash
Kamat on tabla, also a great vocalist

himself, Karekar moves beautifully

through intricate explorations and

improvisations within the structures of

Ragas Bilaskhani Todi and
Chandrakauns.

Ustad Sultan Khan comes, as with

most of the performers on these CD's,

from a long family tradition of skilled

musicians. His instrument, the sarangi,

is a bowed instrument with three main
strings, renowned for its closeness in

sound to that of the human voice.

Sultan Khan is accompanied by
Anuradha Pal. one of the women who
has taken advantage of a loosening in

the unspoken traditions against female

percussionists and learned the tabla.

Together they move through complex

and sometimes blindingly quick pas-

sages with great precision. "Raga
Marwa" has a meditative, serene mood,
excellently evoked on this recording.

Another CD deserving note is

Mandolin Dreams, a Snehasish
Mozumder album on the new Latitudes

label. Mozumder plays two ragas, and a

piece with folk influences as well, to

the accompaniment of Subhem
Chatterjee on tabla. Although a plea-

sure to listen to, the CD has unfortu-

nately sparse liner notes.

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian Staff

columnist.

take Kaplan
and get into the

right school,

• Highly trained, expert teachers who
know the tests inside and out.

• Personalized, computerized study

plans, tailored to your individual

needs.

• Proven methods, guaranteed to

raise your score.

Class starts

November 23!!

the leader in test prep

KAPLAN
1 800 KAP TEST

www.luplan.oom

#jftjp§l «Free Estimates

•Lifetime Repair Warranty

•Auto Glass Replacement

•Car & Truck Rental

North Amherst Motors
78 Sunderland Road, North Amherst, MA

549-2880
(One Mile from UMass bus route)
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BAR & GRILL

NOVEMBER DRINK SPECIALS!

$ 1 DRAFTS!
$1.75 BUD/ BUD LIGHT POUNDERS!

WEEKLY MUNCHIC SPECIALS

Every Tuesday after 9pm
Every Wednesday after 9pm
Every Thursday after 9pm

10 cent wings!

75 cent spicy fries!

13 Nachos!
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$4.99 $6.99 $8.99
I I

MEDIUM CHEESE PIZZA I LARGE CHEESE PIZZA I

TOPPINGS 9.99 EXTUA I I TOPPINGS 9I.Z5 EXTRA

M

LIVE BANDS EVERY TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY NIGHTS

Full menu served until closing every night!

41 Boltwood Walk, Amherst, MA
(413)253-4040
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OPEN TILL 4AM •
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EXPIRES 11/30/96
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ANY OTHER SPECIAL
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RoL'knc's Irish all-time victory

record — and 215-94-7 overall.

The Chicago Sun-Times reported
yesterday thai Notre Dame wants
Harnett to succeed Holtz and has

agreed to talk with him, possibly as

early as today. The Sun-Times cited

unidentified sources. Holtz. 59.

could be interested in returning to

the NFL, specifically the Minnesota
Vikings.

After Saturday's 60-b rout of

Pittsburgh, Holtz said he wants the

program to have a solid foundation

when he leaves. With the recruiting

period starting next month. Notre
Dame can't afford to be without a

coach for long.

On Sunday, he said he feels good
about both the direction of the pro-

gram and recruiting.

"Can we beat anybody in the

country today? Yeah. I think we're

capable," he said. "You look at

next year, do you think it could be

a good football team? Yeah, but

we have to get a great wide receiv-

er.

"Recruiting really is probably
further along at this stage of the

year than any other time. It

appears that we will have an excep-

tional recruiting class."

Bulldogs upset Alabama over weekend
Stephen Hawkins
Associated Press

COUKTISr T (RK MUNKOI
The Roots played Amherst College Saturday night but not for long enough.

The Roots dig deep; AC cuts show short

By Chris Matter

Collegian Correspondent

mi roots
Alumni Gym, Amherst College

Nov. 16

The show started off with a duo
called Master Mind. "When I say
master you say mind — master —
mind. ..master— mind," echoed the

young talent morphing them unfor-

gettable as far as the unknown open-
er often goes.

Up next, |eru The Damaja was
quick to show why he is the "Original

Dirty Rotten Scoundrel." |eru may
sound cynical and unbearably frus-

trated at the world on the albums but

he hides it well. There was nothing
capable (within reason) of reversing

the glow of the smile he held on
stage. The intensity of his love for the

art hip hop was omnipresent, compa-
rable to motherly love.

While attempting to conduct a hip

hop show, he was often interrupted

from lack of inspiration. He did work
to move the still footed crowd ques-
tioning then threatening "Y'all did
pay $10 to see this didn't you? Don't
worry these lights are bright I can see
whose movin' the rest of y'all, I see

ya and were comin afta ya." He kept
his cool, took it in stride and ended
the show strong. His performance
was tight but as the story seems to

go, Amherst fronted on another hot

prospect

The Roots were disabled from the

start missing Malik B and show cor-

nerstone Rahzel "The GodFather Of
Noize" (attending delivery of his

firstborn son). Black Thought was
sore-throated but strong-hearted.
Their set began slow gaining momen-
tum with each piece touching upon
"Section," "Proceed" and
"Momentum."
The Roots played an old school set

live which is the basic element of
why they are well reputed perform-
ers. They pumped the crowd into this

part of the show with "Push Up Your

Lighter." It was about 20 minutes
long and not as overwhelming with-

out the presence of Rahzel. They
touched upon numerous classics ran-

domly from Schooly D. KRS- ONE.
Rakim, Method Man, Audio Two and
Whodini to say a few. The set ended
with a bass solo that was intense and
far beyond the norm but the crowd
responded well.

Then the show returned to The
Roots material that oddly enough
ended within 15 minutes. They
closed with "Clones."

Turns out, the crowd was short-

changed — the Roots were short-

handed, yet not shortwinded. In a

interview with drummer QuestLove.
he expressed the groups deep disap-

pointment. They cut 40-plus minutes
short because the school only hired

police detail till 1 1 p.m. They were
great, but couldn't vocalize their

motto Do You Want More? because
as we learn one way or another,
Amherst fronted on another hot

prospect.

Femmes
continued from page 6

low Wisconsin native." the now-deceased leffrey Dahmer.
Gano continued to play to the crowd, stopping band

members Brian Ritchie and Guy Hoffman in the middle of

"Blister in the Sun" to let the crowd sing. He would do the

same other times in the show, letting the crowd's clapping

carry the beat.

At other times. Gano would stop, cross his arms and
give the audience a smile, waiting for their applause before

continuing.

The Femmes continued to play more of their

better-known songs, including "Girl Trouble" off of Why
Do Birds Sing? and "Old Mother Reagan." and "No
Killing" off The Blind Leading the Naked.

As the evening wound to a close. Hoffman kept things

going. In the middle of "Black Girls," Gano and Ritchie

left the stage leaving the drummer who played an incredi-

ble drum solo, switching drum sets in the middle and
eventually throwing away his drum brushes without miss-

ing a beat.

The band finished off with the remainder of their big

hits, including "Gone Daddy Gone." and "Kiss Off."

After leaving the stage before a brief encore, the band
returned playing "Mirror Mirror" off their latest release

New Times.

Then they did something they didn't seem imerested in

doing last time they were here. They played the song they

thought the audience most wanted to hear — "Dav After

Day."

STARKVILLE, Miss. (AP) —
lackie Sherrill's personal burden
and Mississippi State's misery
against Alabama have been
relieved.

"We'll celebrate this game for a

long time. I hope to hell it's not 15

years before we have the opportu-

nity to beat them again," Sherrill

said after his Bulldogs upset
Alabama I 7-16 late Saturday night.

Brian Hazlewood kicked a 39-

yard field goal with 8:49 left and
the much-maligned Mississippi
State defense, ranked last in the

Southeastern Conference, shut
Alabama down the final three pos-

sessions.

Mississippi State (4-5, 2-4) won
against Alabama for only the sec-

ond time in 38 games. It was
Sherrill's first victory as a coach
against his alma mater in eight

tries, six with the Bulldogs.
"

So many people — players, stu-

dents — for so many years, they

have been carrying that burden,
and all of sudden the burden is

gone." Sherrill said. "They can no
longer say. "well we haven't beaten

Alabama.' We've beaten everybody
in this league since I've been here."

The loss kepi Alabama from
clinching its fourth SEC champi-
onship game appearance in five

years, and dropped the Tide seven

spots to 15th in The Associated
Press Top 25 poll released Sunday.

"If we won this game, we would
have been in the championship
game and would have taken a little

pressure off of us. We didn't do it,

so it will be sort of an uptight
week," said Alabama coach Gene
Stallings. whose team must beat

Auburn to ensure another title

game matchup against No. 1

Florida.

Said safety Kevin Jackson, "We
put ourselves in a predicament.
This week we have to worry about
Auburn."

It appeared that Alabama kicker

|on Brock, whose missed extra
point in the first half proved costly,

and quarterback Freddie Kitchens,

benched for the most of the game
after a key interception, would
have a chance to redeem them-
selves.

Kitchens drove the Tide to the

39 in the final minute. But his

fourth-and-4 pass was incomplete
and Brock never got to try a game-
winning field goal.

Alabama had its only lead when
Brock's 42-yard field goal with
11:27 left made it lb- 14.

On the next offensive play. State

quarterback Derrick Taite threw a

short pass to 248-pound tight end
Reginald Kelly, who rumbled 69
yards to the Alabama 1 1 to set up
Hazlewood's game-winner.

Izell McGill's second intercep-

tion, off backup Warren Foust,
ended the next Alabama drive. Paul

Lacoste's 19th tackle of the game
was a sack of Kitchens forced a

Crimson Tide punt with about
three minutes left.

Both goalposts were torn down
within two minutes after State
posted its first victory over the

Crimson Tide since a 6-3 shocker
in 1980 that broke top-ranked
Alabama's SEC record 28-game
winning streak.

Big wins are more common
occurrences for Alabama, which
has won six national champi
onships.

"We just didn't play the way we
are used to playing at Alabama."
defensive back Deshea Townsend
said. "We don't tear down goal-

posts. It is just a game and there is

always another year."

Alabama lost despite Dennis

Riddle (19 carries for 103 yards)

and Shaun Alexander (15 for 107)

becoming the first Tide runners to

rush for 100 yards in the same
game since 1992.

Alexander, whose first carry
came with 12 minutes left in the

second quarter, had another solid

performance. A week earlier in a

26-0 victory at Louisiana State, the

redshirt freshman came off the

bench for a school-record 291
yards and four touchdowns.

"It is probably the biggest win
that's been here for a long time,"

said Sherrill, who played on the

Bear Bryant-coached Crimson
Tide teams that won national
titles in 1964 and 1965.
Mississippi State, 3-8 last season,

must win against Arkansas and
Mississippi for Sherrill to avoid
consecutive losing seasons for the

first time in his 19-year coaching
career. The Bulldogs went to

three bowls in four seasons after

Sherrill arrived in 1991, following

just one winning season the previ-

ous decade.

Alabama quickly answered both

Mississippi State first-half touch-
downs, including Foust directing

an 1 1 -play. 80-yard drive in his

first action. Alexander scored on
an 11-yard TD run with 2:46 left,

but Brock's extra point attempt
was wide right.

Lamont Woodberry's diving 12-

yard TD catch after McGill inter-

cepted Kitchens gave State a 14-7

lead. A play before the touchdown,
lackson was called for pass inter-

ference on the third-and-23.

Robert Isaac, who rushed for

103 yards on 21 carries, put State

in front with a 17-yard run after

emerging from a pack of defenders

at the 1 5 in the final minute of the

first quarter. Riddle capped
Alabama's next possession with a

3-yard TD run.

WHERE PERFECTION IS ACHIEVED EACH ANP EViRYPAV!!!

rfRAVEL]
SMART! :

On* Way Roundtrlp

LONDON
FROM NT. lOSIOIt M DC

$154 $249
FROM NEW YORK

PARIS
$224 $427
ROME

$259 $489
SAN JOSE,
COSTA RICA
$235 $446 I

Schadulad flights. I

Fans to worldwide destinations
|

Eurailpassts available

Weekend surcharges may apply

Customs-immigration taxes apply. !

Fares subject to change without I

notice Intl. student I.D. cards |

may be required.

RISM TRAVEL
342 Madison Ave., NY, NY 10173

212-986-8420*

800-272-9676

OPEN 7 DAYS
12PM - 1AM

HAMPDEN SNACKBAR
SOUTHWEST

*fvJK

ANtiMUN (M
Quality Grooming

Products For Men

Regency Hairstylist

189 N. Pleasant St.

253-9526

*

^7
~~

We Use and Recommend the 8 e s t In Mens Haircare.

CHECK OUT A GREAT CLASS!

MOPFRM ROCkW M AA P

Peer Health Educators...

...Inn iiouf tool staff

...tuck workshops ii the residence kills mi
1

Greek irei.

...five tut tem'ons mi otker footiios it

the CiRpm Center hi! speeiil events.

...MM MM friends.

...MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

PEER HEALTH EDUCATION

PUBLIC HEALTH 213/214 or EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits - 2 Semester Commitment Required

For permission of the instructor call the

Division of Health Education 577-5181.

Class will meet on Wednesdays from 2:00 • 4:30pm

Priority is given to those who meet with the instructor

before November 22nd.
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APARTMENT FOR RENT EMPLOYMENT
Need place to stay during

Winter break 1 Sublease our apt in

Colonial Village 2 big bedrooms
Call 253-6631

The Boulders 2 bedroom newly

renovated, on-site appliances, on

bus line $740 00 Heat and hot

water included 256-0612

EMPLOYMENT
SPRING BREAK 97! Canrun
Bahamas Jamaica, and Florida

EARN FREE TRIPS AND CASH Call

1800)700-0790

MAKE MONEY
$1000 s Possible Reading books

part time at home Toll-free

(800)898-9778 ext R-1732 for list-

ings

Snowboard Coaches part time at

private school with ski hill Decent

pay. expedience preferred Call Jack

Shea 413-774-7411

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed 1 Entry-level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services 12061 971 3600 ext R5O013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
• Earn up to $25 $45/hour em Mng
basic conversational English in

Japan, Taiwan. S Korea No teach-

ing background or Asian languages

required For info call (206) 971-

3570 ext J50016

ENTERTAINMENT
Sex! Drugs! Rock n Roll! Now
that I have your attention Having a

party? You need a 0J! Call Eileen

O 253-6588 Raging Disco Funk,

Cheezy 80's music - whatever ' No
techno, the s"*t gives me a

headache! Call me'

FOR SALE

3 Pair Doc Marten's: 1 black boot

2 pr shoes. Size 8 Must Sell! Call

546 1451

MAC Centris 610 8MB RAM 80MB
HD Full page monitor (gray scale)

External fax modem Ethernet card

Call Fernao 549-3927 Price nego-

tiable

Set of 4 Rims 14" white w/black &
chrome B0 546-6485 Ask for Dan

CAR CD PLATER IN DASH! 1

year old. good condition JVC. Paid

$400. sacrifice for $75 firm 665-

8127 Leave message

FOR SALE
New York Knick Tickets for sale

Vs Seattle San Antonio, Indiana

(888(60? 0774(pager)

HOUSE FOR RENT
Secluded Riverfront Home N

Green River ARTISTS INN Residence

living or Studio Space Avail Immed
Part-Furnished 14x24 $350/mo or

20x24' $375/mo % util . sec dep

,

references, some pets ok, gas heat,

wash/dry, snow rmvl. kitchen cathe-

dral ceiling, fireplace, balcony East

Colrain. 20 min/GFLD. 40
min/UMass 624-3928

Amherst Belchertown line 4

Bedroom, 2 bath home in quiet area

Available now 549-4270

INSTRUCTION
Boxing Three private 1/2 hour

lessons $69 95 Call 732-8817 In

Amherst Tues & Thurs Eve

MUSICIANS
Attention Bands Lava Lounge ICP

Productions looking tor UMass
bands to perform at our club Call

Joe at 582 9898 or Mai at 584-71 1

1

MISCELLANEOUS ROOM FOR RENT
New Metabolism Breakthrough
Lose 5 100 lbs Guaranteed $35
800 776 9503 Doctor Approved

PERSONALS
Happy Anniversary Fiflel Here's

my RSVP to your wonderful invita-

tion I heai those Shakespeare films

can be interesting Con amor, Kirby

To All Collegian Staff

The weather's here,

wish you were beautiful

-Jacob

Happy 21st Birthday Melissa P.

We will drink to old times! Big

Sconces. Big Plans, and Jerry and
Corky' ! Love. Your Roomie Chrissy

Attention XW New Members:
Kiera. Amy, Jen. Sandra. Rachel

Amy. Liz, Come, Shannon, and
Isabel You're doing great Keep
smiling

In Chi-0 love.

The Sisters of Chi Omega

ROOM FOR RENT

Female Students: On Campus
housing available for Intersession

$250 Call Karen (508)682-9213
Kathy (617)479-7636

Femele Students: On Campus liv

ing Room and Board Starting at

$2000/semester Singles available

Immediate occupancy for Spring

Semester Call Karen (5081682-9213

Kathy (61 7)479-7636

Seeking roommate for 4 bdrm apt

in Northampton $300+ Call Karla

5858629

ROOM WANTED
Need 1 Bedroom Apartment sub

let for 1/1/97 thru 8/97 Call Dave
(413)7837098

SERVICES
Heve you been ripped off by a

retailer' Contact the Student Legal

Services Office regarding your rights

as a consumer 922 Campus Center

545-1995

Psychic Readings Your home or

mine, free newsletter Please call

Sandy (413)467-3739

GORILLAGRAMS Flowers
Birthdays, Balloons etc Send the

crazy gorillas We'll go anywhere,

anytime' Restaurants, classrooms,

dorms. Student Rates available!

Call 256-0287

SERVICES
Money for College. Millions of

dollars unclaimed every year

Results guaranteed Service is free.

Thousands of sources of Financial

Aid available Hurry Call (413) 538

0041 tor more info

Angel Chat - Winging your way
with Angelic answers to your ques-

tions Call 1-800 539 3930

CAR NEED REPAIR? Let me come
to you! Student Rates 665 4790

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade? In-house service call

Scream Savers 5490083

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

TO SUBLET

Take over our lease 1/97. large

sunny 2 bedroom apt On bus route

Heat/Hot Water Free Gym The
Boulders $740 256 8984

1 Bedroom Apartment in

Sunderland on bus line Available

1/97-8/97 Call 665-3860

Rates
$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20<t per word/day

All
others

40<£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.
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Standard Headings

Activities
Announcements
Apartment For
Rent
Auto For Sale
Employment
Entertainment
For Sale
Found (2 days
Free)
Happy Birthday
Houses For
Rent
Instruction
Lost

Musicians
Miscellaneous
Motorcycles
Personals
Room For Rent
Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted
Services
Summer Sublet
To Sublet
Travel
Transportation
Wanted to Rent
Wanted

CROSSWORD
4 Ms 6 7 8 9 Hio 11 1? 13

^15 >iB 16

17 B 18 1
20 'ifcA^H22 :

IBm

38 B 39 B40 41 *2 1 :

44 H46 47 1
52

56|57l58 i^iSH^® ^ 61 62

U M&A 65 66 Hj

68 vl 70

71 rW7Z fl™

ACROSS
1. Lingers

5. Tennis trophy name
10. Brother o( Jacob

14. Ersatr butter

15. Elicit

16 fide

17. Cooking substance

18. Office clerk

19. Before take or time

20. Restricted

22 Dead ducks

24. Footed vase

25. French term of

endearment

27. Joined (up)

30. Humed
34. Intuitive letters

35. Start to have effect

37. Ascend

38. Feasted

39. Married mu|er abbr

40. "Alley

43. Jamboree gp
44. Feudal slave

46. Common Sense

author

48. Author Wallace

49. Marrows

52. Coat collar

continuations

54. Conducts

55. Nobelist Sir John

Boyd

56. Gas or milk unit

59. Land of Che's

demise

63. Potpourn

64. Squeaky sound

67. Adverse fate

68. Large number
69. Wait

70. Sundance s Place

71. Snake sound

72. Forty

-

73. Actor Connery

DOWN
1. Lounge about

2. Jai

3. Bacterium

4. Blood-pressure

builder

5. EG Marshall, on TV
6. Dedicated

7. One of a series of

books abbr

8. Singer Turner

9. Suit fabrics

10. Sn Lanka timber

trees

11. Bird of peace
12. Lulu

13. God of war

21. Plait part

23. Table scrap

25. Double this and be

stylish

The Momoc huteffA

26. The Hilton

(1987 Monartyfilm)

27. Harass

28. Adlai s running mate

in 1956

29. Imitative ones

31. High-minded

32. Canvas holder

33. Attracts

36. Like most TV fare

41. Witness

42. Cultured item

45. Chaps

47. Blockhead

50. Recent prefix

51. Rockette highstep

53. Lion packs

56. Gee whiz!

87. Do Is Dream Ol

You (2 wds.)

58. Pinocchios

peccadilloes

59. Ordered

60. Ballot

61. Jot

62. Alone (Milland

film) (2 wds

)

65. Baseball stct

66. Before zwei

DAILY COLLEGIAN
. England t LofgMl Cotl*g* Doily • Founded in 1890 • Daily We 1947

http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

TRAVEL
SS Cruise Ships Hiring $J
Travel tree Lxotic places Save $$$'

Seasonal/Pei manent No experience

necessary Travel/Employment
Directory Free Infol Act now!
HTTP UWWW Tropical-
Destinations com Brett ffl Tropical

Destinations com (4131525-6487

Bahamas. Ft. Lauderdale.
Orlando 11 days! Cruise whenever
Must sell! $450 Includes Two!!! Call

6-6271 Ask for Moises |M0)

SCUBA SPRING BREAK Dive Key
Largo. FL Earn 2 credits! March 16-

?? Mandatory Meeting 2/28 7pm
Herter 227 Call Proiect DEEP ®
(800)282 0977

Spring Break '97 Hottest destina-

tions and coolest vacations! Lowest
prices guaranteed! Organize small

group, travel free! Call for free info

(8001426-7710

TRAVELTIME has great deals for

group and individual travel plans

Call Cormne 587301 1 413-781 6150

WANTED
Wanted Tutor for AUTO CAD
Realease 13 Will pay Call Rob at

5460272

WANTED
Desperate for Bibliographic

material ml I'm not even tailing

the course Must have rigorous

booklist- textbooks, workbooks,

problems for Statistics 111 (School

ol Continuing Education) Will pay

above J!50/negotiable Call at all

times except Mon and Tues Don't

worry, I am correct (413)549-1271

THURSDAYS

Personals Policy
1. All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are
not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of
harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.
7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek: roommates, adver-
tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion
order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to
penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-
sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-
dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

ARIES
March 21-April 20
Slav nil t.i>k thi> week. Diversions will

be tempting, bin you need to May
focused Later, there will be time for

an adventure with the whole lamilv

Open your heart In something (or

somennel unusual You could gam i

richer outlook on lift-

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

Although you might feel cauglil in a

rut. you're able to accomplish some

ihlngs by force of habit. Use this

strength to free yourself to dream of

other things The more you look for.

the more you'll find Plan a romantlc

getaway for the weekend

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Although your stress level Is high,

now Is not the time to make rlfllMnill

You could come across the wrong wav
Catch up on small tasks to free

yourself to enjoy a relaxing weekend

An outdoor excursion Is just the thing

to recharge your batteries.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

This Is a good week to refurbish your

exetclse program. Focus on your

health and you'll enjoy the results for

years to come. It may be time to sit

down with a partner and discuss your

plans for I he future.

LEO
July 23-August 23
A desk full of busv work will keep you

occupied for most of the week. Be

ready for an Interesting weekend.

Some fun In the sun might be In

order Take a special friend along and

be ready for anything- you never

know whal could he just around the

comer! Enjoyl

VIRGO
August 24-September 22
Yum rr a super shopper this week,

with bargains coming from every

direction Chec k out your obligations

for the next week or so before von

splurge yon need to keep the hudgii

balanced Cover all vour bases before

accepting another responsibility

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Working together with another person
brings out the best in you tor ilns

week You might almost be able to

anticipate each other's Ideas That a
good Making them come tnie.

however, is another matter. Be
practical, as well as creative

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
Don't focus on the weaknesses of a

group you rr mvolwd in Just pull

your weight, and focus on the task at

hand — slim and steady wins the race.

Slick with the basics In other anas
this week -extravagance Is

uimutssirv and detrimental

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
Catch up on your social obligations

before midweek You'll feel better, and
so will your friends. Be sure you have
all (he Information before giving a

situation up as hopeless You could be
missing some Important farts. Read
the directions.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Your generous streak Is showing

Before you rush out to the mall, think

about the people you know One
might need a little extra something,

and you could be |ust the person in

give It to them. You don't have to be
lavish, just thoughtful.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18
Someone who ordlnarllv gralrs on

your nerves could have a gem of

advice for you. If you're able lo hear It

Be open to Innovations, even If they're

replacing your old favorites li might

bt llmr lor I c hange, A loved one

brings you a spec lal piece of news.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Bring together an unusual gioup of

people for a sorlal gathering You'll

have fun. and you might gain a new
Insiglil Into an old problem A
romantic relationship gains

momentum Stokr the fires wllb a

I

I evenl Just for the two of yon

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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Always Wanted One of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robot-man By Jim Meddick

N0NTY..ARE \ NOW \ WWeMWHM"
YOU ALL RIGHT' VlHC^NT MANG06H
WWW HAPp&jepJlWlSrvt 60N£THRoo6H
10 VOUR rlAMP?A~Tn^^

\ m> OUTMMIM Ri THB STARRY,
STARRV Wm, YvH£M SWGNlY I
HAD AK1 OVtRWHaMiNG.lMtKPLlCA&t
tecipe to cut off A Part op mv
BOW AMP fAAaU IT TO T»C W0MAM

"i i Love

l WHAT

IT'S/

IFIHADTDGUESS.TP \W ITS AWEMVfctOPC )

OP COTICLtS J

-J < '

-,

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

f Hit M£ABn(VU),I •oAk)

A 6Urv,P6Re>TiCK&R THAT
OAlO "TOOAS r^Tie
riR5T0MOPTW&RK>T
OFSO0RUF6

5 a

iGoeaomATNAtAN'3
TWATNUJiToTUe
!,&26tWDAMOr~m£
R£6T Of MS UF£

I'VE DECIDED TO START

SMOKING. IU BE ABLE

TO TAKE ttORE BREAKS
THAT U)AY.

Frumpy the Clewn Judd Winick

AND FRANRLV, I'rA

.

HOPING IT CJILL ADD

AN INTERESTING EOGE

TO fAV PERSONALITY

AND HELP fAE

SOCIALLY.

)

NOT I CAN ONLY
THAT PRAY THAT YOUR
I NEED PERSONAL
ANY rAA&NETISrA

HELP. WON'T ERASE

1

m rAY HARD
1 r^ \0MVE.

ir^Zi- X rj\J rr=K (

G$^ [cJ^V^'

8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

\Zfi AM MtK. 'H
J

i^M-V uP 'iUiH

UJ LIT-TLfc

Leold By Roger & Salem Sailoom University' By Frank Cho Close to Home By John McPherson

O.K.

Let's imagine that every

week or so we get 2 nights in a

row ... with no day in between.

So, at 6 a.m. when it would

normally start to become light in the

morning, it'd begin to get dark

again. ...maybe you'd see a sliver of

sun for 35 minutes. ...then it'd be

a whole night all over again.

I told my friend who might

have cancer that life is a 50/50

deal...halfofit is a blast and halfis

terrible.

Whatever you want...

two nights of darkness or

two days of light

you be the weatherman....

but you don 't need to broadcast

your report as most weathermen

do.

Generation X By Chris Lehman

15 efc'C. MfMP If

H£rWSTrirV«/V//lG

pimn£R wrrn US?

HI. IJOSrWAAJNA
*AY I'M KEAiLy

Sam APOUT WHAT
HAlrWt>"&TuPAC.

WHAT7
? THIS

fcoL'5 NAME/
. ^46A>N?

Dave hadn t lost a ball in seven years.

Bastards By Matt & Greg

Bastarm /\t*X>

fjIRAWiNC /J to OR*,

WF DfCiDED To
TMRO" TOGerwre A
fOT £L£VeU LAST I

enjoy.

tf*.
! ":

TOT KI.EVEN REASONS VOU MIGHT BE I COMMUNIST
II. You'd liaclc \0c11 cm loi a p.iii ol lc\i ijam
III. > .11 bM iIiiiik-i in ihc l)( before 5 U0 I'M

9. Hit I. Hie hues ,11 WIiii nun c kiiiiikI \ini ofhome
X. \ mi pcil Sljltll s line nil Venn lilnw up doll

7. Van runuubu l'M7 like mud pcuptc ranamhu l77n

6. Wink plrtyni! I .isci SluicnJ. ,ti lln.- Ml feu practkc .1 iwrvfcul c.illli

puIkv h\ burning ilu- banian and Ung back

5. Ynii funnel K<itli\ I ae'l Svm.-.ii Shop wiajtt appctlim

4. \im pc-iiiioii Dining Servian 10 put ureal on the mmi
3. ^ on spell Ainc-in..! wilh ,1 1. inHlUll ol ;t "c

"

2. Von iidicve ihc DanocrHi m 100 ronnowive

I. YflM wciethe only one NO I diccnng foi Rocky at Ihc end of Rocky IV
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Mike Burke
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Quote of the Day

I was thrown out of

college for cheating on

a metaphysics exam; I

looked into the soul of

the boy next to me.

Correction:

The Collegian regrets the

publication of the
a
Joke of

the Day" on Nov. 8 regard-

ing feminists. The editorial

content of the joke didtiot

intend to represent the

Collegian's view.

-Woody Allen

99

MF& Recycle

^L your

km Collegiai

Dining Commons Menu
Menu unavailable.

Please refer to this guide
to help you decide where to eat.

J
First, go get some dice ir^^'c- ^\
(6 sided, preferably). LrfK^Stt^

2 Find one you like, -- J

and roll it.

If you roll:

Go to Franklin D.C. for dinner.

Co to Berkshire D.C. for dinner.

Go to Hampshire D.C. for dinner.

Go to Worcester D.C. for dinner.

• • Get Pizza for dinner!

Roll again.
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Sports
Donaghue heads to NCAA's; X-C ends 15th

by Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

For all but one member of

the Massachusetts woneo'i
c t o v- country team, a long.

hard MMOfl ha- drawn to a

dote,

UMa-- completed its 1996
campaign Saturday with a sat-

(trying 15th place finish at the

ECAC Champion-hip- at

Boston's Franklin Park lunior

Rebecca Donaghue extended

her Meson by earning hei SOC

ond straight trip to the NCAA
Cross Country Championships.

"I was real proud of the

team's effort." coach lulie

LaFreniere said. "Nearly every-

one finished their season off

with personal records

Several team- finished ahead

of the Minutewomen. most
notably Villanova,

Georgetown, Providence,
Dartmouth and Boston College

who hashed out the top five

spots respective^*.

"Realistically, we finished

right about where we should

ha\e finished." LaFreniere
said The ticld of 53 teams

wai real strong, and we
thought we held our own."

I Mats' top five runners

included Rebecca Donaghue
who finished the race llth. at

16:57. while running her

fastest race oi the season.

Behind Donaghue was
tenioi Katie Greenia, who
Ctoned the tini-h line 91 St, at

18:09. Christy Martin was
only seconds behind Greenia

when she finished 105th. at

18:25.

Sharon Tillotson and Molly

Dunlap were UMass' fourth

and fifth place finishers at

133rd and 147th places

respectively.

For now. the Minutewomen
can only sn back and root for

Donaghue. their star runnet. as

the SCtl out to achieve her
goal of becoming an
all American runner when she

compete- ne\t Monday at the

Championships in Tucson.
Arizona. All Donaghue must
do i- fini-h among the top 25
American runners, and the
all-American title i- hers.

"I've had this in my sights

-nice I was a -ophomore. and

hopefully this will be my yen -."

Donaghue -aid.

Donaghue hopes to avenge

last year's appearance at the

NCAA's, where she fell mid-

way through the race, and -aw

hei hope- oi becoming an

all-American dash away in

front of her.

"I'm not at all nervous about

falling again. I'm a more
focused runner now."
Donaghue said. "I think I'm a

little more nervous about the

plane ride though."

This year Donaghue appears

to be in prime -hape for com-

petition.

"Rebecca has only run

extremely hard twice this -ea-

son 10 she is in top condition

physically, " LaFreniere said.

"The ECAC'S fielded many
national quality runners, and

Rebecca ran alongside them,

to I'm expecting a lot out of

her."

Though the cards are laid

out in front of her. Donaghue
knows becoming an

all-American will take an

all-American effort.

"I'm going to go out there,

and run the best race I can."

Donaghue said. "I don't think

there i- too much pressure on

me. I'm a junior, and I have

another year left, but I don't

want to have to wait until next

year."

This year the Minutewomen
will say good-bye to seniors

Katie Greenia. Molly Dunlap
and Kristin Donaldson.

"We are really going to mi—
them, they were great run-

ner-." LaFreniere said.

As for their successful sea-

son. LaFreniere has no com-
plaints

"1 really enjoyed coaching

this team thi- year." LaFreniere

-aid. "The girl- didn't just

compete well, but they trained

well also
"

"When people work real

hard for you. give 100 per-

cent all of the time, and
-how the kind of heart
the-e girls showed, it makes
my job all the more pleasur-

able." LaFreniere said.

COURTESY MFDIA RELATIONS

Rebecca Donaghue qualified for Nationals this weekend for the UMass women's
cross-country team

VM V-Ball spikes Dayton & Xavier; moves on
By S.A. Grant
Collegian Staff

To the surprise of many outside the

Massachusetts locker room, the Minutewomen
achieved their preseason goal of qualifying for

the Atlantic- 10 post-season tournament, and did

SO on Senior Night.

Though the win over Xavier on Saturday
clinched the berth, it was the upset of

-econd-place Dayton the previous night which
gave more cau-e for celebration, setting the -tage

for Saturday's match and reminding UMass
(26-81 it could beat the best of the A- 10. Both

contest- were held at Curry Hick- Cage.

This season was thought by some to be a

rebuilding year for the Minutewomen. They lost

their leading scorer, among others, from last sea-

son, and by mid-season this year, half their start-

ing lineup were freshmen.

And that wa- again the case against Dayton,

where the team came back from 1-0 to stun the

Flyer-

UMass defeats Dayton. 3-1

"We needed that one." said victorious coach
Bonnie Kenny afterward.

But they certainly couldn't have expected it.

Dayton came to town 24-5. with only two losses

in the A- 10. The Flyer-, led by The Chinese
Connection, beat UMass on Oct. 12, 3- 2. and
have all but assured themselves the number two
seed in the playoffs.

With their win (1 1-15. 16-14. 15 9. 16-14).

the Minutewomen have now downed the top two

teams in the league, the other being first-place

Rhode Island. The only playoff team that they

will not have beaten is Temple, who dropped
them twice.

"We played great defense, we passed well

enough to run the middle, and I'm proud that we
kept our poise. We didn't keep it the whole
match, but it was there when we needed it the

most."

UMass lost the first match, de-pite coming
back from a 7- 1 deficit early on. The game was
tied at eight and at 1 1 . but a couple of unforced

errors precluded the home team from scoring

again.

The third game was the turning point, as

UMass' momentum from game two obviously cat

ried over. With the score 4 1 . it had scored 14 of

the match's la-t 15 point- To it- credit, Dayton
would take the lead at 7-6 on a |ody Clare see,

but it would never lead again in the game
When UMass was down 13 6 in game two.

fans were already Starting to think about the next

evening, when they would celebrate the collegiate

careers of Dionne Nash and Susan Maga. But
then the "poise" took over.

With sophomore Katie Pearce serving, the

Minutemen stormed back frighteningly quickly to

make it 13-12 (a 13- 11 Dayton time-out didn't

accomplish much), thanks in part to an ace by

Pearce.

The Minutewomen. got the serve back immedi-

ately after the Flyers got it to game point. 14-12.

With Maga serving, it was soon 14-14. before a

Nash/Michelle Paciorek block ended the game.

Nash earned a career-high 30 kills, while

freshmen Kari Hogancamp, Sarah Waiters and
lill Meyers all played well, as did Michelle
Paciorek

"We can't get confident, we're still in control

of our own destiny. " -aid Kenny.

Kenny- -quad proved thev were expert naviga-

tor- 22 hour- later.

I Mass sweeps Xavier. 3-0

This was Nash's and Maga'a last match in

Curry Mick- Cage, and the two played like it.

After the 15 7. 15-10. 15-4 win. they both
admitted to feeling a little nostalgic.

"Whenever I had time to Stand around a little

bit I thought about | this being my last time play-

ing here), -aid Nash.

"At moments." agreed Maga. "I definitely

thought about it. too.

And their best I Ma-- moment?
"When we beat Rhode Island thi- season for

the first time since freshman year," said Maga.

"Last night wa- up there, also."

"I definitely think beating Rhode Island was
the biggest part of my career here." said Na-h.

whose patent- made the trip from Lancaster,

Calif, to see her play.

Nash earned 20 kill- and -even dig- versus the

Musketeers. It was her tenth 20 plu- kill match

of the season. Meanwhile. Maga, who substituted

regularly for Paciorek. notched a match-high
three service aces.

The loss eliminates Xavier (21-13). along with

ever) team below them in the standings, from
post -sea-on play. Xavier wa- right on UMass'
tail, in fifth place, for that final playoff spot.

Vermont struggles early on; Scandal hits Minnesota
My mind might still be buzzing a

little from an exhilarating women's
soccer match on Sunday, but the

coolest game on Larth can be neglect

ed no longer It- time to fire up the

hockey machine once again, thi- time-

to take a look at the college game.

The machine
doesn't need a jump
start nearly as bad as

Vermont though.
Somewhere in

between now and the

last time this column

ran the team band-
wagon has had some
problems and limped into a

Burlington Mobil station.

No one's got their foot on the

clutch and the engine starting to

choke.

The C 'aiamiumts have had a rough

pair ill weekend- as they stagger into

matchups with Dartmouth and

Massachusetts this weekend.

RPI went into the always sold out

(

.

utters, hi I'ieldhouse and snapped

the Cat- nine game home winning

streak with a cla-sic old time hockey

effort. The Engineers clutched and

grabbed and aggressively pressured

UVM. grinding down an team with

some decent size.

Hopefully a copy of this game tape-

has been forwarded to the UMass
hockey office,

becau-e there- noth-

ing RPI can do that a

similarly built UMass
team can't.

A night after falling

4-2. Union waltzed

into Burlington a

night after heating

Dartmouth 7 3 and outplayed the

Cats, but fell 1 -0. Losing to Union
would have gotten then No 2

Vermont the (name yel to be deter-

mined) college hockey version of the

infamous Booty Schwag
The Skating Dutchmen outshot

UVM 43-28 in their own barn. 15 3

in the third .period and held the

Catamount power play, generally-

more potent than Goldschlagcr. to an

for 7 mark.

The woes continued for the pride

of the Green Mountain State when it

traveled upstate this past weekend
and fell to Cornell and just slipped by

Colgate 5-4.

A good cleansing is needed after

the Cornell-Colgate swing or UVM
could be primed for another upset

this weekend.
• If the sport's small time there's

no incentive to cheat, thus if a sport

is going to be "big-time" it has to

have a few scandals. College hoops

and football are loaded with them.

and that's just at Boston College.

So, it's somewhat reassuring for

the good of the sport to see that in

the wake of Maine's heavy sentence

levied by the NCAA this summer,
that other scandals have emerged and
the Black Marks of Maine aren't iso

lated in dishone-ty

The Gophers are no longer hiding

undeiground. Bill Murray, in the

form of the Minneapolis
Sun tribune, is out to get them ala

Caddyshacfc.

I i t month .ich Doug Woog

admitted to giving Chris McAlpine an

illegal payment after his scholarship

ran out to finish the spring 1994
quarter.

In a copyrighted story on Sunday,

the state's largest paper reported that

Woog. a former assistant coach and

McAlpine deceived school officials to

conceal the payment. Likewise, ath-

letic department officials ignored

"strong signals" of a possible viola-

tion after the payment.

Acknowledging the illegal payment

last month, men's Athletic Director

Mark Dienhart suspended Woog for

two games without pay. eliminated a

scholarship for the 1997 98 season,

and informed the NCAA.
Complicating the mess though is

that, according to the Star Tribune.

several school officials ;md players

heard rumors but didn't report them

at the time. The university never

thoroughly investigated the incident

until the fecal matter hit the fan a

month ago.

Leigh Torbm is a Collegian colum-

nist

UM drowns BU Terriers

By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

It was a meet that went down to

the wire Saturday night, but fresh-

man Billy Hunter swam his team to

victory as the Massachusetts men's

swimming and diving team splashed

a tidal wave over Beantown against

the Terriers of Boston University.

152-139

Coach Ross Yarworth entered

both Hunter and Rich Slingluff. a

fellow frosh. from the watet polo

team to swim against the Terriers.

UMass now improves their dual

meet record to 2-0.

"Billy Hunter was unbelievable.

He must have won every race he-

was in by six seconds or more,"

Slingluff said.

Yarworth expected a tough

match -up between the Terriers and

his Minutemen, and that is just

what he got. "They're a good

solid team, they're very similar to

us," Yarworth said.

Hunter won three individual

events, along with being part of the

Minutemen t 200 free relay team

which was the deciding factor in

Saturday's meet. The events he took

single-handedly were the 100

breast at 1:00.95, the 200 individ-

ual medley at 2:01.26, and the 200

breast at 2:14.88. Obviously, the

three hour practice the water polo

team endured on Saturday morning

didn't effect Hunter against B.U.

Yarworth, who is sporting a new
hairdo after his water polo team

beat Queens College to go to the

final four in San Diego in two
weeks, (the team, for the second

year in a row. shaved his head) is

putting his squad through their

toughest training period this month.

"The swimmer- are -tatting to be

separated into their own particular

i aces during practices instead of a

mixed variety. The sprinters are

training as sprinters, the distance

swimmers are swimming in their

particular lanes, and the individual

strokes are swimming in their sepa-

rate lanes," Yarworth said.

They missed their meet last

weekend against Providence, so the

men were ready to go in the pool in

Boston.

junior Sean Anderson and fresh-

man Ed Hefferon both left the pool

in Boston as double-winners to rep-

resent the Minutemen. Anderson

took the 50 free in 2 1 .62 and the

100 free in 48.59, while Hefferon

dove to win both the one and three

meter diving events with scores of

197.92 and 251.10.

Overall, Yarworth predicted a

team that would swim their hearts

out. They did. Win or lose, he pre-

dicted a team that would swim
hard. It showed in the final out-

come
As he pointed to the numerous

championship banners that deCO

rate the practice pool in Boyden
Gym, he explained that the team is

well trained, and they understand

what those championships mean.

The team knows they didn't get

those banners for nothing.

The Minutemen look to make it

three in a row as they travel along

side the Minutewomen to Jamaica.

NY to face St. |ohn's. Both meets

are scheduled to start at 2 p.m. on
Saturday. Look for Hunter.
Anderson and Hefferon to make
more of an impact on men's swim-

ming against the Red Storm.

Lou Holtz resigns from ND
SOUTH BEND. Ind. (AP) — Lou

Holtz is out as coach at Notre
Dame and the announcement will

come today at his weekly news con-

ference.

Holtz met yesterday with Notre

Dame athletic director Mike
Wadsworth and the Rev. William

Beauchamp, the university's execu-

tive vice president

"He met with the administration

and told them he's leaving." two

university sources, who spoke on

the condition they not be identi-

fied, told The Associated Press yes-

terdav

The university declined to con-

firm Holtz's resignation, saying

only that he had met with
Wadsworth and Beauchamp.

"They have reached a decision

and it will be announced at 1 p.m.

[today)," school spokesman |ohn

Heisler said. Wadsworth declined

comment today, while Beauchamp
was not immediately available.

The resignation, which take-

effect alter the season, ends nearly

a week a speculation that Holtz's

I 1th season would be his last

And Holtz did nothing to deny it,

at one point saying Sunday: "We
can talk about this forever, but

there isn't much I'm going to say.

But there's a time and a place for

everything."

And that time is today, when
Holtz has hi- usual news confer-

ence with local media and confer-

ence call with national media.

Holtz's future plans were not
immediately known, nor was it

clear whether his successor would
be announced today. Among the

top contenders to replace Holtz in

college football's glamour job are

Northwestern's Gary Barnett and
Irish defensive coordinator Bob
Davie.

Yesterday. Barnett was asked
about the Notre Dame coaching
position. He said. "I don't think

you ever say never. I don't know at

this point in time."

Others mentioned include LSU's
Gerry DiNardo. former UCLA
coach Terry Donahue and
Wisconsin's Barry Alvarez.

The lOth-ranked Irish (7-2) have
two games remaining — at home
against Rutgers and at Southern
California. A bowl bid. probably
the Orange or Fiesta, would close

out Holtz's career at Notre Dame.
Holtz is 99 -29-2 at Notre Dame —
six wins shy of tying Knute

Turn to COACH, page 7
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Woo-hah! UConn's all in check...
The UMass women's soccer team faces Connecticut in an NCAA sec-

ond round matchup this weekend.

DAILY COLLEGIAN
Volume CVI Issue 54

Music of

the night

The Czech
Philharmonic, with

conductor Vladimir

VAIek will perform
tonight at the Fine

Arts Center. More
information inside

(See Arts & Living,

page 6).
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Juden
steps up

|unior forward
Dan |uden is becom-
ing a two-way
threat for the

ever - improving
hockey squad.
Check out our fea-

ture (See Sports,

page 12).

WORLD

Anti-Communist Serbs

protest President

NIS. Yugoslavia (AP) —
Chanting "Thieves! Thieves!" anti-

Communists turned out by the

thousands across Serbia yesterday

foi rallies accusing President

Slobodan Milosevic of trying to

steal their victory in local elections.

Milosevic's pro-Communist
Coalition conceded defeat on
Monday, a day after the elections.

But the Communist-led electoral

commission remained silent on the

outcome, raising fears that

Milosevic was plotting to rig the

results to undo losses in almost all

of Serbia's big towns and cities

Opposition leaders said activists

were on the streets in 30 towns
where they were claiming victory.

That could not be independently

verified, but independent radio B-

92 had live reports from several

towns where demonstrations were
going on.

In Nis. Serbia's second-largest

city, an angry, flag-waving crowd
of more than 20.000 yelled

"Thieves!" and "They are Stealing

our Votes!" Opposition leader Vul

Draskovic told them to storm City

Hall if election officials declare the

Nis vote invalid.

NATION

Commuter plane crash

leaves 1 3 dead in III.

QUINCY. III. (AP) — Two com-
muter planes collided on a runway

and exploded into a fireball yester-

day, killing all 1 3 people aboard
both aircraft.

A United Express plane with nine

passengers and two crew members
collided with a smaller commuter
plane carrying two people at

Baldwin Municipal Airport, officials

said. There were no survivors.

Witnesses told WGEM radio in

Quincy that both planes were
em eloped in a ball of fire after col-

liding shortly after 5 p.m. Mike
Coultas, a private pilot who was
arriving at the airport when the

cra-h occurred, told CNN the larger-

plane was landing on one runwav sj

the other was preparing to takeoff

from another runway.

"I kept thinking to myself 1 can't

believe this aircraft on Runway 4

does not see the other aircraft."

which was landing, Coultas said.

"just about the time I got to the

fence to park my car the two aircraft

impacted at the intersections of the

two runways and then exploded into

a ball of flames." Coultas added.

Don Zochert. a spokesman for

the Federal Aviation

Administration, said the United

Express plane was a Beech 1 900 air-

craft. Police said the plane was com-
ing in from Burlington. Iowa.
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Students, administration critique

current UM advising programs

UMass at a cross-

roads— the state of

academic advising:

a Massachusetts

Daily Collegian

special report

Day One: Faculty reac-

tions to advising

Faculty says departmental

advising is strong; student apa-

thy is a real problem: admin-

stration is also criticized

Day Two: Collegian study

points to advising problems

Students express frustration

and confusion with the

advising process

Day Three: The proactive

University?

Students, administration, cri-

tique programs aimed at mak-

ing UMass more accesible

Day Four: Cultural orga-

nizations and advising

Students of color strive to

find a familiar face and guid-

ance at a predominately white

University

Day Five: UMass 2000
Will the future forget the

undergraduate? What do the

next five years hold for UMass

and its students?

Editor's Note: this article is the third

in a five pan special repon on that state

of academic advising at the University

of Massachusetts. The repon was com-
piled by the Collegian news depart-

ment.

Collegian News

Realizing that student frustration and

discontent was on the rise as advising

and mentoring resources become
increasingly scare, the University of

Massachusetts administration has

implemented several programs in the

last five years which address these con-

cerns.

Several of the initiatives, such as the

Talent Advancement Program and the

newly created "Universe Through the

University" program, are based in resi-

dential areas. There purpose was not

only to open Students up to different

aspects of the university, but to foster a

sense of eommu.uty at a school that can

easily overwhelm in-coming students.

Other programs, such as the

University Advising Center (UAC), are

designed to help undeclared and recent-

ly declared student- shuffle through

UMass bureaucracy and course regis-

tration.

Student and administrative com-
ments on these programs are for the

most part, positive. However, several

problems persist, most notably with the

UAC. Understaffed and cramped into a

small work space, the UAC is running

on full capacity and may not have the

resources to sufficiently serve students

in coming years as UMass seeks to

expand academically.

University Advising Center

At the end of pre-registration week,

hundreds of students without a

declared major will have filtered

through the tiny UAC odfice on the east

wing of Maehmer Hall.

According to UAC staff, the office

appears to be doing a more than ade-

quate job of directing these students in

the direction best suited for them indi-

vidually.

Students said they found the

University Advising Center extremely

helpful and that the help they received

incorporated their life styles as well as

their academics.

)enn Donnellan. a sophomore who
decided on a major of anthropology

after a visit to the UAC, said that she

had a very positive experience with her

counselor.

"IThe UAC advisor] definitely relat-

ed to me and shared some common
experiences." said Donnellan. "If you're

lost they definitely guide you in the

right direction."

Andrea Cavallozzo, a sophomore
who is undeclared, also praised UAC
and said that "they're always really

helpful here."

Muzzy Qazilbash explained that

although UAC "specialize in acade-

mics." the counselors do make a con-

certed effort to incorporate the students

personal life with their academics.

Extracurricular activities such as

sports, clubs and jobs are also taken

into consideration when the student

needs help ironing out a class schedule

"We're one stop shopping." said

Linda Rooney. director of UAC, which
is currently located on the first floor of

Maehmer Hall. "We try to be the first

and last resort place."

Rooney said that the UAC not only

tries to help students find a major, but

they also orovide supplemental advising

for other departments and the deans

Turn to ADVISING page 3
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Looks good, don't you think?
Lizia Costas a junior environmental design major, checked out the

sale at Nobody's Perfect yesterday afternoon at the Campus Center.

Compassion & integrity in the workworld;

Feuerstein advises how at Mullins tonight

Care & Sharing Day aims

to support local charities
By Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian Staff

Maiden Mills president, CEO and
owner Aaron Feuerstein will present

a speech concerning "The Bottom
Line Versus the Right Thing; Can
One Succeed in Business and
Maintain Integrity?" tonight at 7:30

p.m. in the Mullins Center.

Feuerstein gained national atten-

tion last December when he respond-

ed to a fire which destroyed his tex-

tile factories in Lawrence, by guaran-

teeing three months pay to his 3000
employers and beginning to rebuild

his factories.

The event is being co-sponsored by-

University of Massachusetts Hillel

House and the School of

Management. The speech will focus

on Feuerstein 's business philosophy

and its relationship to his Orthodox
Judaism.

Hillel Rabbi Saul Perlmutter said,

"he is an orthodox Jew with a strong

connection to Jewish tradition which
calls for care and compassion." He
further said, "he is bucking the trend

I of downsizing and corporate reloca-

tion] in American industry."

Lou Wigdor, School of
Management spokesman said "in an

age of downsizing and re-engineer-

ing... Feuerstein is actually subsidiz-

ing some of his workers."

Wigdor said that the success of

Feuerstein's synthetic fabric,

Polertech. allowed him to pay work-

ers at other factories that were not

doing as well, such a- textile designs

for upholstery. He said it is out of the

ordinary for such a large concentra

tion of textile factories to be located

in Massachusetts, since most textiles

factories have moved out the United

States.

Wigdor said that approximately 80
percent of the factor)'- employee- arc

back on the job. while the others are

most probably collecting unemploy-

ment insurance.

Skeptics point out the fact that

because Feuerstein had total control

over his firm, and he does not have to

answer to shareholders or a board,

that it much easier for him to subsi-

dize his workers while losing profit.

One of the main questions
Feuerstein is expected to address is

whether or not a publicly held firm

(which most large firms are) can

operate in the same benevolent man-
ner that Feuerstein can in a private

setting?

Feuerstein remains active in his

local |ewish community as the trea-

surer of his synagogue, the Young
Israel of Brookline, which was found-

ed by his father in 1930.

"This my father told me as a little

boy," Feuerstein said, quoting Hillel,

the ancient rabbi. "In a situation

which is devoid of morality, try to be

a man and do something worthwhile."

In 1996, Feuerstein received hon-

orary doctorate degrees from
Middlebury College, UMass at

Dartmouth. Boston University and
Yeshiva University of New York, his

alma mater. He has also received

awards such as the Award for

Humanitarian Effort from the

Anti-Defamation League in New
York, and the CEO of the Year
Award from George Washington
University.

The lecture is part of the Charles

and lanet Nirenberg Lecture Series

on Business Leadership.

Tickets are free to the public but

must be obtained in advance from
the Mullins Center Box at 545-0505.

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

Today marks the culmination of

"Caring and Sharing Day" at the

University of Massachusetts, in

honor of the annual Commonwealth
of Massachusetts Campaign
(COMEC) fundraiser, which sup-

ports several charitable agencies.

"COMEC is an opportunity for

the University to give to the com-
munity and demonstrate our care."

said University COMEC coordinator

Gloria Fox.

Over 400 international, national,

state and local charitable agencies

are involved in the campaign. Some
of the organizations include United

Ways, the UMass Foundation for

Children, the Environmental
Federation of New England and the

National Voluntary Health Agency.

Local charities include the

Amherst Survival Center. Western
Massachusetts Food Bank and the

Salvation Army.
Around noon, the UMass

Minuteman Marching Band will visit

several places on campus including

the Physical Plant, the Parking
Office. Health Services and the

Whitmore Courtyard.

At 1:00 p.m. UMass Mens
Ba-ketball Coach lames "Bruiser"

Flint will speak at a rally on the

west side of the Campus Center.

Fox said Flint will address that

COMEC is a team effort.

Some recipients of the charities

will be speaking at the event. Also,

some representatives of the agencies

will speak very briefly about their

causes.

Throughout the day. apples from
the University orchards will be dis-

tributed to persons by the COMEC
department chairs as a symbol of

the campaign and to express thanks

to those who have already taken
part.

Last Friday. Chancellor David K.

Scott distributed apples to Physical

Plant employees at 6:30 a.m.

"The event went very well." said

Fox. "It was a great time; there was
a sense of good fellowship."

Scott donates one percent of his

$150,000 salary annually to the

Turn to COMEC. page 3
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Pat Crosson, the UMass Provost, spoke yesterday at the Faculty Senate Council on the status of women
See page 8 for story.

Clinton reverses Rwanda plan;

No combat troops will be deployed

By Susanne M. Schafer

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Clinton

administration sharply scaled back

its proposed military relief mission

to Rwanda yesterday, opting to send

about 1,000 logistics specialists

instead of combat troops.

Defense Secretary William Perry-

said the "very positive development"

of hundreds of thousands of

refugees returning home to Rwanda
prompted the administration to

adjust its strategy.

"We are modifying our plans

based on this dramatic change,"
Perry told a conference on military

procurement.

"The U.S. contribution will be less

than 1.000 and these will be support

— logistics — not combat troops."

Perry added. Perry said a final deci-

sion on the Canadian-led multina

tional military relief effort will be

made tomorrow in Stuttgart.

Germany, at a meeting of officials

from nations offering to join the

10.000- to 12.000-strong force.

A senior administration official

later said discu--ions with US allie-

and with Rwanda and its neighbors

would continue at least through
Saturday. The U.S. force would
arrive two to three days after a final

decision is made, she said.

The official said the plan would
not go forward without the support

of the Rwandan government, which
repeated yesterday that with
refugees returning, the mission is

not needed.

"Obviously, we need the consent

of the Rwandan government," the

U.S. official said. "Given the nature

of the mission, it wouldn't be worth-

while if [Rwanda] weren't agree-

able."

In the meantime. U.S. airlift con-

trol teams have been sent to three

airfields in Africa to help provide
relief supplies. Those teams will

work out of airports in Rwanda,
Kenya and Uganda, Perry said.

Perry said the situation in Africa

"still remains very fluid" and the

administration is prepared to step up
its efforts if needed.

The Clinton administration was
on the verge last week of sending in

1 .000 combat-ready paratroopers to

seize an airport to deliver relief sup-

plies, bolstered by 3,000 support
troops in nearby countries.

As
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Wednesday, Nov. 20
Film — loin the BiracUu/Multiracial Students. Association

•t 7 p.m. in the New Africa House library to watch
Imitation of Life, a classic film that addresses the "tragic

mulatto." All are invited to join, watch or discuss issues in

the biracial community. For more information, contact

lordan at 546-3548.

MASSPIRG — A Hunger Banquet will be held at 6 p.m.

in the Campus Center Auditorium. The event is sponsored

by the Massachusetts Student Public Interest Group. For
more Information, contact the MASS Student P1RG
Organizer at 545-0199.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry Society will meet at 7:50

p.m. in Campus Center room 91 1. Attendance is strongly

urged as nominations for upcoming elections will be held.

For more information, call Tim at 546-0562.
Meeting — The Economics Club is holding a meeting for

all economics majors from the five colleges. A representa-

tive from the Mather Career Center will be holding a
resume workshop. For more information, call 549- 4089 or
586-7598.

Meeting — The Golden Key Honor society will hold a
general body meeting at 7:50 p.m. in Campus Center room
804-808. General elections for officers will be held. For
more information, call Michelle at 549-0189.

Film — "Half the Kingdom" will be shown at 3:30 p.m.

in the Hillel House Recreation Room. The lewish Film Class

invites all interested.

Reading — The Department of Slavic Languages and
Literatures will host Gennadiy Samsonenko's reading of his

book. "Rekviem po Sergeyu Grin'kovu" from 6:30 to 8:00
p.m. in Herter Hall room 601. The reading will be in

Russian.

Discussion — A multiracial, anti-racism coalition-build-

ing meeting will be held at 7 p.m. All those interested

should attend The location is TBA. For more information,

call ludith Schneider at 253-1432 or Nikki Morse at

546-0432.

Class — "Tanya Class," a free, drop-in class on the

Tanya, the Chassidic text of mysticism, will be held at 8
p.m. at Chabad House at Amherst.

Religion — "How Do Interfaith Relationships and
Marriages Impact Religious Identity and Religious
Communities?" will be held in Butterfield Main Lounge at

7:30 p.m. The event is a part of the Religion and Identity

Series. All are welcome. For more information, call 546-
5174.

Lecture — "U.S. Foreign Policy Toward Russia,

Scandinavia, and the Baltic Republics" by U.S. Ambassador
to Finland. Derek Shearer. Amherst College. Merrill II, 7:30

p.m. Free and open to the public. For more information, call

549-4600.

Poetry — There will be a poetry and prose reading at the

Student Union Art Gallery at 7:30 p.m., sponsored by the

Spectrum. Anyone interested in reading their work in a
non- competitive environment is welcome to sign up. Please

call 545-2240 for more information.

Presentation — "Bosnia 1996: Wdr Crimes, International

Law. and Democratization" is the title of a presentation by
noted scholar Beverly Allen. Preceding her talk will be a
reading by Northampton poet Adrian Oktenberg from her
new book. The Bosnia Elegies. The event takes place at

7:30 p.m. at Stoddard Hall, Smith College. For more infor-

mation, call Friends of Bosnia at 586-6450.

Thursday, Nov. 21

Coffee Hour— Sinning Coffee Hour sponsored bv UMass
HANDS at 7 p.m. in the Bluewall. Any questions, call the

office at 545-1952 or stop by the office in room 306 of the

Student Union.

Film Festival — The UMass Dept. of Germanic
Languages and Literatures and its German Club are spon-

soring a Heinrich Boll Film Festival in Thompson 106, start-

ing at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free; popcorn and soda will be

provided. For more information, call 545-2350.

Meeting — S.H.A.R.E, Students Helping Area
Reach-Out Efforts Js having a general meeting from 7-8
p.m. in Campus Center room 804-08. New members are

welcome.

Meeting — The Math Club will meet at 7 p.m. in LGRT
152 ID. A film, "Donald Duck in Mathmagic Land" and
then a game of pool in the Student Union. All math majors
are invited to attend.

Poetry Reading — An evening of original poetry will be
held at 7 p.m. in the Student Union Art Gallery. All are

encouraged to read original works and to have them pub-
lished. Sign up for the reading at the Art Gallery or contact

Maria at 253-6674 for further information.

Skip-A-Meal — To help Oxfam America. MASSPIRG
and Dining Services are encouraging students to skip a din-

ner. Proceeds from the meal will be donated to help the
hungry.

Friday, Nov. 22

Religious Services — "Thanksgiving" Shabbat services

with a free meal at 6 p.m. at Chabad House, 30 N. Hadley
Rd.. Amherst. Free and open to the public and for more
information, call 549-4094.

Sleep Out — An event sponsored by MASSPIRG to edu-
cate the campus community about homelessness by sleeping

outside. Students raise money by getting pledges for hours
sleeping out. For more information, contact Melanie
Undem. MASS Student PIRG Organizer, at 545- 0199.

Saturday, Nov. 23

Concert— Holiday, Tizzy, Ribboncandy, the Radio
Angels and leremy Willis perform at Greenough Residence
Hall from 7-11 p.m. Admission is $3 for UMass students

and $4 for all others. For more information, call 665-7243.
Dance — Club Spin at the Bluewall from 9 p.m.-l a.m.

General admission before 10:30 is $3. after, $5. Special dis-

count for AASA members. Bring a canned good and get $1
off admission. Sponsored by the Asian American Students

Association. For more information, call 545-0189.

Notices

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from
8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call

584-8167.

Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.
Come leam to dance, newcomers welcome. For more infor-

mation, contact Milly Dejesus at 546-1083.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies is

seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen, Dept.

of Consumer Studies, 101 Skinner Hall, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma. 01003. For more information,

contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.

Fall Library Workshops— UMass reference librarians are

offering a series of workshops. November sessions will

include demonstrations of databases and Web sites in

Literature with Literature Specialist Liz Fitzpatrick (Nov.
18. from 1-2 p.m..) and the Internet (Nov. 21, from
9:30-11 a.m.) with Internet Resources Librarian Emily
Hum. All workshops will be in the Library Instruction

Room, main floor, W. E. B. Du Bois Library. All are wel-

come, although sign up is required for the Internet sessions.

Please call 545- 6892 to register.

Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange
workshops will be held on the following date: Tues., Dec. 3

from 5:30-7 p.m. in CC room 165-169.
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Leaving the Scene

Nov. 14

A parked vehicle on Infirmary Way was struck.

The offending vehicle left the scene.

Accident— Personal Injury

Nov. 17

There was a two-vehicle accident on University

Drive. One operator complained of neck pain but

declined medical treatment.

Alarm — (Pre) Fire

Nov. 17

A bulletin board in Brown Residence Hall was set

on fire.

Alarm — Fire

Nov. 14

There was a malicious activation of a pull station

in Boyden Gymnasium.

Animal Complaint
Nov. 15

There was a report of a barking dog in a vehicle

in the Campus Center Garage.

Nov. 18
A bat was removed from a room in Thoreau

Residence Hall by Environmental Health &
Services.

Annoying Behavior

Nov. 14

An individual motorist reported being followed
by another motorist on University Drive.

Nov. lb

Staff from Van Meter Residence Hall requested
assistance with unruly individuals.

An individual in Greenough Residence Hall was
screaming for a prolonged period of time. Police

checked the well- being of the individual.

Nov. 17

There was a report of intoxicated individuals
knocking on doors at the North Village Apartments.

Assault & Battery

Nov. 15

There was a report from University Health
Services of an individual injured in an off-campus
fight. The case was referred to Amherst Police.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Nov. 16

A vending machine in Hills House was broken
into. The cash box was stolen.

A vending machine in Lewis Residence Hall was
broken into. The cash box was stolen.

Disorderly Conduct
Nov. 17

Five intoxicated individuals caused a disturbance
in the lobby of |ohn Adams Residence Hall.

Disturbance
Nov. 15

There was an argument between several individu-

als on Stockbridge Road.

Nov. 16

An unruly individual in the lobby of John Quincy

Adams Residence Hall was issued a warning.

An unruly individual in the Mullins Center was

removed.

Drug Law Offenses

Nov. 16

Michael Venne, 23, of 103 Stonia Dr.. Chicopee,

was arrested on Southwest Circle on a warrant from

Northampton District Court.

Health/Safety Hazard

Nov. 15

A syringe was found in a waste basket in Boyden

Gymnasium.
Nov. 16

A car fire in parking lot 32 was extinguished by

Amherst Fire Department.

Nov. 17

A brush fire on Thatcher Way was extinguished

by the Amherst Fire Department.

Larceny

Nov. 14

Four measuring tapes were reported stolen from

Hasbrouck Laboratory.

A tire was stolen from a vehicle in parking lot 49.

A chair was stolen from the Brown Residence

Hall lounge.

A chair was stolen from the lobby of Coolidge

Ren lence Hall.

15

Coining was stolen from a locker in the Curry
Hicks Cage.
A parking decal was stolen from a vehicle in

parking lot 22.

There was a report from an individual in Kennedy
Residence Hall of a credit card previously stolen

used for illegal purchases.

Nov. 16

An UPS delivery was claimed by another individ-

ual in Brooks Residence Hall.

Liquor Law Violations

Nov. lb

Dennis |. O'Brien, 20. of 150 Melrose Ave.,

Needham. was arrested in Moore Residence Hall for

disorderly conduct.

Vandalism

Nov. 14

Emergency lights were damaged on a vehicle in

the Campus Center Garage.

Nov. 15

Sexual graffiti was written on a door in Brett

Residence Hall.

A vehicle in parking lot 22 was damaged.
Nov. 16

A vehicle in parking lot 63 was damaged.
A vending machine in Tobin Hall was broken

into. The contents were stolen.

A vehicle in parking lot 1 1 was keyed.

Nov. 17

A vending machine in Gorman Residence Hall
was damaged.

A women's bathroom was maliciously damaged in

McNamara Residence Hall.

A vending machine was damaged in Thatcher
Residence Hall.
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Campus Activities at the University of Massachusetts Presents

Weekly Program Series:

Something Every Friday
featuring

Singer/Songwriter

advising
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What do you think it means?
Onlookers admire the untitled painting by Jennifer Tibbetts featured at the Student Union Art Gallery yes-

terday morning in the Student Union.

Panel examines future of Israel
Netanyahu's election and future of the peace process discussed

Barbara

ticsslcr

Bluewall Cafe
November 22, 1996

8:00 pm, Free

This series made
possible by a Grant

from Auxiliary

Services and
the Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs

and

DAILY COLLEGIAN
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For more information check out our website:

http://www.umass.edu/campact/events/calendar.htm

By Adam Klein

Collegian Correspondent

The election of Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu raised serious questions about Israel's desire and

ability to continue the peace process

In a discussion last night, held at the Octagon building at

Amherst College entitled, "Israel and the Middle East," a

panel of Five College faculty addressed how Netanyahu's

administration is handling the conflict with the Palestinians.

The panelists were Professor lay Berkovitz, University of

Massachusetts, Professor Donna Divine, Smith College and

Professor Gordy Levin. Amherst College.

Berkovitz, a supporter of Netanyahu was in Israel during

the recent election.

"It was the most tumultuous time ever in Israel,"

Berkovitz said.

The media portrayed Netanyahu's supporters as ultra-

religious right-wing fanatics when in fact most of

Netanyahu's supporters were moderates, according to

Berkovitz.

Voters supported Netanyahu because he was seen as the

candidate that could prevent Israel from becoming a com-

pletely secular state, he said.

On the peace process. Berkovitz said, "it is a runaway

train going in the right direction, but without a reliable

breaking system."

Gordy Levin disagreed with Berkovitz. He said, "the elec-

tion of Netanyahu (was] an absolute disaster for the state of

Israel," because Netanyahu will never allow a Palestinian

state.

According to Levin, Netanyahu is a skillful and clever

politician, but not wise, and combines the worst aspects of

Israeli and American politics. Levin said, "this combination

gives him his capacity to be politically effective."

Levin compared Netanyahu's vision of a lewish state with

notions of German purity and apartheid. The Israeli govern-

ment cannot be democratic because it is unjust to the

Palestinians by denying them equal rights as citizens, said

Levin.

"One-hundred-sixty-thousand Arabs have been kept

under force of arms in Jerusalem for 40 years," he said.

Donna Divine said that Netanyahu's slim victory is attrib-

utable to issues of security (i.e. bus bombs) and religion.

Netanyahu promised to support the settlements of the

separatist ultra-orthodox groups with government funds

and maintain the pure lewish culture of Israel, she said.

However, under pressure to conform with the peace

process, he has abandoned this goal, and the religious com-

munity feels betrayed, said Divine.

continued from page 1

offices.

"We're focusing on being the gener-

alized advising center." Rooney said.

UAC. however, is not free of prob-

lems.

The current work-force is under-

staffed, which became apparent this

week when dozens of students were
seen waiting outside the office for help

with pre-registration, throughout the

day.

Two deans, the director, and an

office manager oversee the advising

staff of five graduate students, who are

given two weeks of intensive training,

according to Quailbash. There are

only two or three advisors in the office

at one time. On an average day,

approximately 30 students will seek

advising. During pre-registration, how-

ever, these few advisors must try to

accommodate nearly 100 students a

day, said Qazilbash.

To answer "simple questions and
book appointments", there are a total

of 14 undergraduate student coun-
selors of which two are present at all

times, said lose Conde, a sophomore
student counselor.

"Students have been really patient,"

added Qazilbash. "They do see that we
are working and their not waiting while

we're on coffee break."

According to Rooney, nearly 6,000
students will come through UAC a

semester. 2,900 without a major.

Qazilbash said that last year, UAC
attempted to alleviate this problem by

splitting into two advising centers. The
UAC concentrates on undeclared stu-

dents and the declared students will be

directed to a academic Dean s office.

However, this does not resolve a

major problem — an under-staffed

work force.

Students have not only complained

about long-lines, but feel

short-changed by the fact that UAC
can not provide a permanent advisor. If

students continue to use UAC. they are

going to be faced with acquainting

themselves again with a new face each

time.

Rooney said he would like to have

more permanent advisors who work
full time.

The unanimous complaint by the

staff is that their biggest problem is the

size of the office itself. The office is

extremely small for the amount of stu-

dents they have to accommodate.

In addition, it is not handicapped

accessible.

Qazilbash said that on occasions

when a student does come in for per-

sonal problems, they are not getting the

level of privacy that one deserves due

to the tight space.

According to Robin Coolbelh, the

office manager, there has been some
talk among the deans of building a new
facility which would not only increase

space, but would centralize all of the

advising programs.

Such proposals exist, according to

Elizabeth Petroff. associate dean of aca-

demic advising, who said that the UAC
may be relocated to a larger space in

the Goodell building.

If given the proper resources and

funding by the University, this could

very well be one of the more effective

advising centers on campus.

However, several advisors have

pointed out that students do not come
in until they are in trouble, which

makes advising more difficult. If it has

gotten to the point where the student

cannot be helped, it makes the most

advanced advising facility completely

ineffective.

Thus, the University is challenged

with the task of reaching out to stu-

dents as soon as they begin their first

day of classes — which means more
dollars and a larger work space for the

UAC.

Residential academic advancement
programs

Less controversy surrounds residen-

tial based academic programs.
According to Collegian sources, most

students seem satisfied by what the uni-

versity has to offer.

Two programs, the recently con-

ceived "Universe Through the

University" and Talent Advancement
Program have ambitious goals — to

make UMass as manageable as a school

about half its size.

Advising is a central component in

both programs, as the University

asserts that these programs bring stu-

dents into increased contact with

departments and advisers.

"Universe Through the University

The "Universe Through the

University" program, first offered this

year to undeclared incoming freshman,

is designed to make new students feel

more at home in a University environ-

ment.

According to Carol Rogers, coordi-

nator of the project and graduate stu-

dent in the UMass School of

Education, the program has been doing

well in it's first semester.

"Universe Through the University"

offers students a variety of services. A
weekly series offers students a chance

to hear from the deans of different

departments about different colleges

within the institution.

"There's an on-site advising office in

Patterson Residence Hall," added
Rogers.

Lee Dagle, residence hall director for

the Patterson- Mackimee Residence

cluster, where the students live and

engage in many of the program's offered

activities and services, was optimistic

about the potential of the program.

"I think it' proven to be really bene-

ficial for people," said Dagle.

"Our basic concern we have is that

students get the resources that they

need." she added.

Participants in the program take

two classes together, a faculty-taught

seminar entitled. "Twenty-First
Century Challenges," and "College

Writing-

in addition to a tutoring and a men-

tor program, students have also been

provided with workshops on time man-

agement, choosing a major and study

skills.

Talent Advancement Program

The Talent Advancement Program

(TAP) has 1030 participants and is the

largest Residential Academic Programs

offered by the University.

It differs Irom the "Universe
Through the University" program, in

that it involves students coming into

the university with a declared major.

Open to first year students in a vari-

ety of majors; students are given the

opportunity to live, study and take

classes together in a effort to foster a

sense of community and create a collec-

tive interest in their academic disci-

pline.

The first TAP program began in

1991 with the school of management.

Its main purpose was to "create a small

college within a large university for

freshman," according to Therese
Pasquale, assistant director of residen-

tial academic programs.

"At such a large institution, it's

important to be connected with a small

group. Students involved in TAP live

on or near the same floor. They lake

several classes together in a classroom

located in the residence hall." she said.

Pasquale also explained as first year

students there is a need to connect with

other students on the floor.

"The TAP program helps speed that

connection up because everyone on the

floor are first year students involved in

the same major. Eventually the connec-

tion happens with everyone, it just

helps to speed up the process of build-

ing a community both academically

and socially," she said.

The TAP programs "allows students

to get one of the advantages of going to

a small school. The programs makes it

easier for freshman to find their place,"

added Pasquale.

Almost all freshman involved in the

TAP program take their freshman writ-

ing classes together.

"The students having classes togeth-

er creates a real opportunity to form

study groups and peer support groups.

TAP forms a learning community, it

helps students to have a successful first

year because the feel pan of a small

group," she said.

For faculty, TAP also provides for a

unique experience.

"Teachers go into residence halls to

teach. They feel more connected to the

lives of students, it goes beyond the

classroom," said Pasquale who also

added that the programs tries to add

new majors every year.

First year nursing students and
roommates, Adrienne Petito and
Ruthie Kaplan said that TAP programs

arc beneficial.

"Because most everyone on the floor

is are the same classes everyone usually

studies at the same time, so the floor is

quiet." said Petito.

Senior Alana Clermont, a resident

assistant on the physical science TAP
floor in Washington Tower said.

"Everyone helps each other. They are

all in the same classes so they have the

same homework. TAP helps forms a

sense of community on the floor."

Michael Elliott. Leigh Faulkner.

Daniel E. Levenson and Beth

McCarthy are Collegian staffmembers.

lonathan Liberty. Collegian staff

member, contributed to this special

report.

COMEC
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campaign. Scott said at a faculty

senate meeting that he hopes to

increase his percentage.

"There's a very real term called

'the helper's high' which has been

scientifically proven," said Scott

"The phenomenon begins with a

charitable act. which brings on a

rush of good feeling, followed by a

release of endorphin chemicals in

the brain, and finally, a sense of sat-

isfaction that lasts for hours."

"On Nov. 20, I'm asking the

entire campus to reach a COMEC

high." said Scott.

UMass is presently the number
three donor in the Commonwealth.
As of Nov. 18, $177,000 has been

raised, which is about 83 percent of

$190,000 campus goal.

Fox said that the goal of the cam-

paign's participation rate is 27 per-

cent.

Yet, Scott has said that he would

like the goal to be 50 percent.

UMass Worcester is presently at

53 percent participation rate and is

the number one donor in the state.

Fox said that in order to improve

the percentage of participation in

the COMEC Campaign people
"should just give a small amount,
they'll get a good feeling and they'll

want to give again.

"We even ask people for just one

dollar," Fox said.

"If you are giving one dollar or

$3,000. we ask you to designate

where you want that money to go

and we will make sure that it goes

to your charitable agency," Fox
said.
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We are offering great part-time positions as
Inventory Auditors designed to fit your busy schedule

Consider AH We Have to Offer:
Starting Salary from $6.50 to $7.50 /Hour
Paid Xraining and Management Programs
• Morning, Evening and Weekend Hou;s

• Flexible Schedules
• Medical Benefits Available

• Credit Union Membership Available
• Potential for Advancement
These are ideal positions for students.

Work 8-10 hours per week during the semester and
30 or more hours during winter and summer breaks.
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See our AD on the web at www.umass.edu under Student Employment Office

or call 1-800-511-5830. Interviewing at UMass Campus Center-

Nov 21- 8:30am-8:30pm Room 917 Nov 25: 8:30am-8:30pm Room 163-73

D
H

D
S

wm-namnin
$4.99 $6.99 $8.99

I

MEDIUM CHEESE PIZZA
> TOPPINGS 9.99EXTRA

UMTTIOATA TIME

I LARGE CHEESE PIZZA I

i TOPPINGS 91IMEXTRA
I I

l

I

I EXTRA LARGE CHEESE
I TOPPINGS SI.SO EXTRA
I I

UMTTIOATA TIME
J L.

UMTTIOATA TIME

DOMINO 9 PIZZA
AMHERST 256-8911
OPEN TILL 4AM

EXPIRES 11/30/96
NOT GOOD WITH
ANY OTHER SPECIAL
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Opinion/Editorial

The ticket system stinks

Oi .ill tlu- Inane procedures conducted at the

l niversity, few are as annoying H trying to get

tickets for basketball and hockey games

I have one exceedingly simple question, which is this:

II we .ill p-'> for athletic rickets through the servict lee

that is part of our tuition as undergraduate'-, win are

we not guaranteed ticket! lor hockey and basketball

ganu
Think about it 11 a siniilai system were used for

boustni services, everyone would pay their tuition and

housing fee, --how up at School and then maybe about

20 percent would get a place lo live — the rest would

be left wandering around, sleeping in downtown
Am herM

It should be obvious to anyone
how i lii- lysteta il inherently

Hawed
Even worse than the lack of avail-

able ticket- i- the charging of

admission to student- who are

unable to procure tickets through

this wonderful system set up bv this

fine establishment.

Okay, enough sarcasm But real-

ly, doesn't thi- seem like a totally

unfair and ass-backwards way of

running things''

Boy I can hear those letters to

the editor being written right now

Only 19 percent of
the undergraduate stu-

dent body has access

to tickets for men 's

hockey and basketball

games. Furthermore,

this lucky 1 9 percent

onh has access

through the service fee
Something along the lines of \i ,, (q }7 percent of the
University this large... blah blah... ' J

available seats for any

given home game.

Daniel E. Levenson

blah... blah."

The bottom line is that at a

Universit) this large, where we haye

THE ALMIGHTY MULUNS CEN-
TER there is absolutely no reason

why many more students who want

tickets to games should not be able to get them, and

without waiting in line in the middle of winter at 5

a.m. either

Athletics should be I pan ( f school pride, not profit.

I took it upon myself to do a little research into the

subject, and what I came up with was absolutely shock-

ing.

According to the Bursar's office all undergraduates

enrolled in the University pay a $561 "service fee" each

semester In a written statement provided by the office.

the service fee is explained: "Funding from this fee is

used to provide -tudent< with a comprehensive pro-

gram of Fine Arts Council event- and reduced student

ticket prices, men's and women's intercollegiate athlet-

ic programs, the transit system and it also supports

bond payments for student used campus buildings."

The Office of Institutional research says there are

currently 17.751 undergraduates enrolled in the

University. At $561 a piece paid ai ihe "service fee."

that means the Universit) is recievrng $6,400,891 each

semester, and $12,801,782 year.

Remember that the next time you're buried in a

pre-dawn snowstorm while trying to get tickets that

you've already paid for.

Of the 9.500 seats in the Mullins Center, only 5.500

of these seats are handed out to undergraduate service

fee- paying students. According to the Athletic Ticket

Office, at least part of seats are made available to sea

son ticket holders.

Only 19 percent of the undergraduate student body

h.i- access to tickets for men's hockey and basketball

games. Furthermore, this lucky 19 percent only has

access through the service fee to 57 percent of the

available seat- fot any given home game
How much money does the University make off of

the other 6500 seals? Do they sell them for profit? Are

they given to rich alumni so that we can get more
money for research and finally join

the glorious elite AAU?
Can anyone answer that for me?
11mm?
With 10 men's basketball home

games last year and. assuming the

other 6500 tickets were sold, a $15

ticket price, the University would
haye recieved $975,000. 1 have no

idea how many tickets were actually

sold, but it would seem to make
sense that tickets not given out to

undergraduates be sold. If they were

not sold, then who were they given

away to?

This year there will be 12 men s

basketball home games: at $15 per

ticket they will receive $1.17 mil-

lion in ticket sales if the tickets are

sold to paying customers.

If all of the men's basketball tick-

ets not distributed to students are

sold, they are generating, in my esti-

mation, over $1 million a year. My
question is this: Where the hell does all that money go?

The statistics for men's hockey are the same.

While I'm on the subject of the service fee. let's take

a look at another absurd part of the fee — the section

which states that it "supports bond payments for stu-

dent used campus buildings."

1 would be extremely curious as to exactly which

buildings we are helping to pay for. and how much stu-

dents actually use these buildings. Are they dorms'' is

it the library? Are we contributing money to help pay

for the fine quality lecture halls in Thompson, with

their nasty broken seats and dingy interiors'' Or maybe

the Fine Arts Center, eight billion tons of ugly con-

crete?

Does part of the fee go to finance the preparation

and serving of the fine cuisine they serve us in the

so-called "dining" halls

I am sick and tired of paying for services and facil-

ities that are sub-standard, and I think it's about

time someone looked into exactly where all this

money is going and who's benefiting. It should be

the students.

Unfortunately. I tend to doubt it is.

Daniel E. Levenson is a Collegian columnist.

Delegates encourage Zionist efforts

Henry J.

Brier

SEATTLE — This majestic

Pacific northwest city and
several of its prominent

companies proudly played host to

the Council of lewish Federations

(C|F) 65th annual General
Assembly iCA). attracting

approximately 5.000 enthusiastic

delegates hailing from Canada
and the United State-

ntial compo-
nents of the Nov 1 5

through Nov 16

Puget Sound confer-

ence, which was
-wiftlv evacuated
during the first

night because of

what Seattle Police

called a "bogus"
bomb scare, were
plenaries where del-

egates offered
unwavering support for a strong

and secure Israel as The National

Home for lews, better known as

Zionism

Additionally integral segments

of the GA in the Emerald City

were spoken words on the pre-

sent Israeli leadership and the

preceding administration

"It is clear that Israel today is

far stronger than it was half a

century ago. when it was an
embryonic fledgling entity that

nearly lost its life in the War of

Independence." said the esteemed

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu Thursday night via

satellite hookup Irom lerusalem.

where it was Friday morning.
"We have I strong Slate and we
have a thriving economy. I think

Israel is going to be vine of the

great success stories of the twen-

ty-first century, indeed of the

twentieth century."

Hours before the GA began,

Prime Minister Netanyahu can-

celled his intention to deliver his

speech at the conference because

the plan lot Israeli withdrawal

from the West Bank city Hebron

was in advanced stages which, he

-aid. required his Presence a- the

highest-ranking officer.

Proudly supportive of the GA
and its objectives was the main
sponsor, the Seattle-based
Boeing Company, recognized as

the world's largest airplane man-
ufacturer. Delegates enjoyed both

complimentary coffee from
Starbucks and bags

from Eddie Bauer,

as these

Seattle-based com-
panies were also

supportive major
sponsors.

In attendance at

the GA was former

Israeli Prime
Minister Shimon
Peres, who lost his

re-election bid this

past May when his campaign
platform of furthering the peace

process was perceived by the

slight Israeli majority as neglect-

ing needed consideration for

security precautions. The 1994
Nobel Peace Prize Laureate said

during a Friday morning press

conference that there exists now
a window of opportunity" to

establish peace, and future gener-

ations of Israelis and Palestinians

should be proud to reap the bene-

fits of what he hopes will be
accomplished within the next
four years.

"We now have an opportunity

to translate a long march in histo-

ry to a new promise in the future,"

Peres eloquently said in his speech

to the entire GA later on Friday

morning. "This is our task. This

should be our agenda, and for thi-

we have both to volunteer and
mobilize all of our forces."

To many. Israel represent- sate

haven where refugees can escape

to in the event that blstor)
repeats itself. The role that the

North American )ew presently

enjoys entails the freedom to ful-

fill productive societal positions

in fields such as psychology and

political science, and this time

period and opportunity has been

closely paralleled to those of the

German lew during the decades

preceding World War II.

However, a main difference is

that in the early 1940s, when
Nazi Germany implemented their

"Final Solution." an elaborate

plan to eliminate world lewry.

refugees escaping Europe were

consistently denied entry to coun-

tries throughout the world.

Therefore, after failing to gain

access nearly everywhere, the

exiles were returned to countries

such as Germany. Poland.

Switzerland. France and Greece,

places under Nazi rule where a

horrid fate awaited them. Outside

of being smuggled into what in

1948 officially became Israel,

where the natives and the manda-

tory power also minimized immi-

gration on a quota basis, the only

exit- from Europe for |ews was
through smokestacks.

Individuals with an even
remote knowledge of history

know this.

This is why a strong and secure

Israel with even further world-

wide political and business rela-

tions maintains so high a priority.

This is why the peace process

has the potential to mutually ben-

efit all individuals privy to the

ongoing dialogue and develop-

ments in the Middle East.

Tm convinced that we can
offer the vision of a final settle-

ment that would give the

Palestinians the freedom to con-

duct their lives," Prime Minister

Netanyahu said. "At the same
time |we need] the security nec-

essary to conduct and maintain

the life of The State of Israel and

allow itself its future prosperity

with security."

Henry / Hrier is a Collegian

columnist.

The views and opinions expressed on this puee are those of the individual writers

and ao not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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Should we trust cops?

Daniel

Bodah

It's
hard to trust cops.

The concept of them that most of us had as kids

(what we were thinking of if we said "I wanna be a

policeman when I grow up?") is the same one many
adults still retain: they are pure, upstanding, moral and

objective enforcers of unadulterated (ustice — just inter-

ested in the facts, ma'am.
On the other hand, incidents like the beating of

Rodney King, the less-publicized murder of Detroit resi-

dent Malice Green and the suspicious circumstances

around the shooting of African-American Ben
Schoolfield by the Springfield police have built a depic-

tion of police whose tradition reaches at least as far back

M the Black Panther movement: the cop as

"The Man", or more often. "Pig."

Somewhere in between these two stereo-

types, real cops play out the roles of their

social class. They aren't the moral servants

and protectors of some blind goddess with

a sword in one hand and scales in the other. They also

aren't all monsters who extort money, sell drugs, torture

minorities and the underprivileged and fix evidence to

cover their tracks. Cops are. on some level, just people

doing a job.

Ben Schoolfield was driving a van the poluv were told

had been stolen at gunpoint — he had borrowed it from a

friend. They had the idea that he was armed — he wasn't.

The official story seems to go that a rookie cop acciden-

tally broke the window of the van with his gun when he

approached too closely, and then Schoolfield grabbed the

gun. In the struggle. Schoolfield was "accidentally" shot

dead.

Everyone knows that accidents happen, but what's

come up in private investigations of the Schoolfield

killing directly contradicts the official story peddled by

the police. It has been demonstrated that the cop could

not have accidentally broken Schoolfield 's window, and

that even if he had intentionally broken it with his gun.

he would have been injured (which he wasn't.) The most

immediate conclusion we're left with is that the cop shot

Schoolfield from a distance through the window. By any

report, the cops violated many official procedures for

handling such an incident — procedures intended to pre-

vent just these sorts of events.

We don't know if the police have evidence presenting a

believable scenario because they refuse to release t he-

results of the internal probe they conducted. The cop

who shot Schoolfield was exonerated, and a private party

was held in his honor by his fellow cops, at which he was

congratulated on "a job well done." The organizer of this

party was kicked off the force a little later, after he had

called a bunch of local African-American leaders leaving

mocking messages in a fake African-American accent

while making reference to church burnings in the South,

among other things.

.

So yeah, maybe all cops are just folks doin' a job on

one level. But cops are also a class with an enormous

degree of power over the rest of us. Individual cops who
want to keep status on the force have to submit to the

rules of the class. And as numerous incidents reveal, the

cop class is rife with corruption, racism and incidents ol

abuse of power. These are structural problems, built into

the class, not the aberrant behavior of a few random cops

acting as individuals. The police leadership protects and

covers up wrongdoing by their boys. The
cop class is structured to promote these

sorts of behavior more than the actions of

cops who abide by the rules, and are

"soft" on alleged "criminals" in the inter-

est of preserving the presumption of inno-

cence.

If you apply a consciousness of class realities to crime,

you'll quickly see several facts: one. the police need crime

to justify their existence and salaries; two. the police

arrest a disproportionate number of people from disad-

y-ujtaged cla.sses (this has been shown by numerous soci

ological studies;) three, disadvantaged classes inevitably

result from the way that our economy concentrates

wealth in the capitalist class. It's not too hard to conclude

that the disadvantaged classes will revolt against their

economic slavery, often from necessity, through acts such

as theft and drug dealing. It's also not too hard to see the

cop class as a sort of private army for the wealthy (and

their pets, the middle class.)

I'm not trying to say that cops join the force for these

reasons, or that cops are even really aware that they serve

this role for the elite. Besides, it's hard to imagine a suc-

ceaaful alternative to cops. If someone were in my house

threatening me with a gun. 1 would be glad to see the

cops enter without knocking. I'd rather it was a brave

friend or neighbor, but still...

In the current sad situation, police departments in

L.A.. Detroit and Springfield continue resisting reforms

aimed at eliminating the structural abuses they are known
for. "We the people" adopt the hip cynicism that makes
our protesting, angry comments a beloved form of entei

tainment. Looking at the federally-commissioned report

on civil disturbances which reviewed waves of rioting in

the '60s. you can see nothing has changed.

When will we demand that our men in blue be trust-

worthy and accountable?

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian columnist.

Jorma

Kansanen

I

don't know, but I have been told

many times in the past that I

look a little like |ohn Lennon.

You know, that guy who is the

father of lulian Lennon? Wait, that also

might be dating me a little too much,

especially for our reading public out in

PC land. But when it comes down to it.

I would rather be compared to the

elder Lennon because I've heard the

younger one's recordings. Awful.

But this is not an Arts and Living

column, or a journey

into the sublime intri-

cacies of smash-mouth
hockey — it's on my
certain little resem-
blance to one of the

greatest songwriters in history.

I wouldn't be saying this if it hadn't

happened umpteen times, l^ast week, it

did for the one-thousand-umpteenth

lime. Believe me. I have counted.

But. hey. I just don't see it.

I am not from Lee-vah-puhl
( Liverpool), although I have been

there. Cream is an awesome club to

dance the night away, and Albert

Dock, with the mini Tale Gallery, is

cool to stroll upon with the "loov o'

yoor life." but don't go near the foot-

ball club. Manchester United all the

way... we're the real Reds in the

Northwest of England, for all of you

Socman in the audience. And I may
make I good omelette, but I am not

the Eggman. But a soci-

ety that bases almost all of its initial

judgments on superficial means does

see it. and I felt I needed It) get all of

this off my chest After all these years,

I have leaml lo deal with this phenom-

enon, if you can call it that, with a

series of one liners that both stimulate

and exacerbate the workings of the

Imagine this
cerebellum. You know, the noodle...

the belfry... the brain. Here is a little

sample:

"Cume together" — One of the first

experiences of my Lennon-like facial

structure was at 18 years old. I was at

a friend's party at WPI (Worcester

Polytechnic Institute.) and at the time

of the night where you either get lucky

or go home alone (oh! so sad). I met

this quite attractive woman.

We talked for a minute or so. and

just when our conversa-

tion almost dissolved

into the koo-koo juice I

was drinking, she said

with an "I soooo
drunk" giggle. "You

know, you look just like |ohn Lennon."

I commented that I did not know if

that was a good/bad thing, with her

saying that it was a good thing. Bells

went off in my mind, and I thought I

finally met my "Lucy in the Sky with

Diamonds."

So. I responded. "Hey, let's come

together." Stupid, stupid, stupid. I did

not know what was more koo-koo, me
or my drink. And just when I expected

her to step back and punt, she giggled,

smiled, and walked away. Damn. But I

saw her at future parties, and it did

end up as a happily ever after story.

One thing I have to say. though — I

only use that one with friends, and not

with people who kick balls (i.e. soccer,

football) for a living.

"Give Peace A Chance" — At a

Dead show a few years back. I ran into

this guy from Oregon whom 1 had not

seen in a few years. We talked for a

while, and he introduced me to his

Uwr-mates. One of them was his fiance,

who looked and dressed in Valley fash-

ion: cords with patches, moccasins.

thread bracelets, three-day old

unwashed hair. etc. In my true gentle

manly-style. I introduced myself. All

she did was squint at me. Bewilderment

rippled her face, and I thought 1 had a

zit on my nose or something.

I asked. "What's wrong?" She grad-

ually smiled from ear- to-ear, and then

slowly said. "Wow. man, you look just

like John Lennon!" I replied in said

fashion. "Hey. give peace a chance,

there Sunshine!" She laughed, and
gave me a big hug. Gee-willikers.

Yeah, it was as sweet as it sounds.

"Happiness is a Warm Gun" —
The incident that prompted me to

write this column was last week. I was
walking past Herter, and these two
baby-faced, not a minute over-18
white trash punks were walking
towards me. Dressed in their 311 —style

best (i.e. over-sized pants. NBA jack-

ets, hat turned backwards,) they
walked like they lived in the ghetto ail

their lives. You could tell they weren't

from Compton but Easthampton, and
were just wanna-bes.

I hear one of them say. "Look, this

guy thinks he's |ohn Lennon." I do not

condone violence, or the use of hand
guns. I write abodt hockey, but in

real-life. 1 do not live like Tie Domi.
But I had to do it.

I stopped right in front of them,
gave them my best crazy Kramer look,

and chortled. "Hee. hee. hee... happi
ness is a warm gun." They did not
know what to do with themselves I

think one said. "Mommy?," and the

other did a number one in their pants.

Aah. life is good.

Nobody told me there would be
days like these, strange days, indeed.
lorma Kansanen is a Collegian

columnist.

Wake up and organize

Sam
McAfee

For many people, the word
privatization brings little

more to mind than the unto
cused image of private com-

panies doing business in formerly
public arenas. However, it is a

growing trend among mainstream
economic strategizing to which we
must pay closer attention

Over the last 20 years, conserva
tive economists and
their political

cohorts, from Reagan
to Gingrich, have
waged a massive
campaign on the

American consciousness to instill in

us a distrust in government enter

prise. Thought to be bloated and
inefficient, these government opera-

tions were to be replaced with mar-

ket-driven private enterprise, a

notion that was celebrated by the

corporate mainstream media. Now,
this columnist is far from a cheer-

leader for the federal government,

but I feel we should closely exam-

ine what has been and is still being

put forth as progress.

Since the Great Depression, gov-

ernment intervention in the econo-

my in the form of social programs,

progressive taxation and public

enterprises (postal service, public

schools and transportation) have

done much to alleviate the havoc-

caused by the unfettered markets of

the 1920s. Now we are to assume
that giant corporate bureaucracies

are more efficient and would better

serve the interests of the public

than giant government bureaucra-

tic- There is no real evidence that

this is true.

The clear difference between
these situations is that while the

government spends our tax dollars

to provide services over which we
have at least limited authority, pri-

vate corporations serve only their

investors and provide service com-

pletely without our

control.

Take for instance

the case of Boston
City Hospital, a facili-

ty previously open to

those who could not afford insur-

ance or emergency treatment fees,

which no longer exists thanks to its

merger into |ohn Silber's Boston

University empire. Not only will

poor Bostonians not be treated for

emergencies, but unionized service

workers no longer have contracts

for even some jobs under Silber's

strictly anti-union policy. This is a

case of privatization for no motive

other than greed. The services pro-

vided are not superior, job security

is virtually non-existent and over-

paid administrators can use the

lower operation cost from lay-offs
'

to increase their own paychecks.

These actions are often hailed by

the corporate media structure as

progress, especially when they just

got the biggest public give-away in

years, the Telecommunications Act.

Corporate communication empires

have of course celebrated the logic

of the market since it is in their

inteiesi lew saw antitrust issue- in

this cannibalization of public air-

waves, access to which is limited

only by one's bank account.

Mainstream policy makers and

politicians alike have all been cen-

tering restructuring plans around
corporate involvement in the public-

sphere. Even Sen. Kerry masks
carving up the UMass system for

corporate plundering in the

rhetoric of efficiency and
market-driven quali'y standards.

Rather than increasing funding to

the system as a whole, legislators

have squeezed the budget for pub-

lic education as a means to force

public institutions into accepting

private investment.

While the Graduate Union bat-

tles to increase their meager bene-

fits in the face of an unwavering
administration bought off by tan-

talizing corporate offers, the

undergrads daydream of basket-

ball days gone past while services

are stripped away, classes get

more crowded and tuition and fees

increase. What will it take for the

undergrads to realize that this

fight is not just about TA wages or

Pizza Hut in the Hatch? It is not

just a graduate issue, or even just

a school issue. It is about the

quality and accountability of

goods and services in America. Il

is about more for the rich and less

for the rest. Wake up and orga-

nize!

Sam McAfee is a Collegiun
Columnist.

Waiting for superstardom?

Seema

Gangatirkar

I

think it would be cool to be a celebrity.

If anything. I already have the name. I'd join

Madonna and Cher as being known around the

world on a first-name only basis.

Every morning, I could pick up the National

Enquirer and find all my most embarassing moments
listed on the front page. Like the time I fell down
the stairs going to the Collegian — that would be a

great photograph on the front page of a broadsheet.

Everytime I stepped out of my dorm room, flash

blubs would go off in my face. I'd have to wear sun-

glasses to prevent being blinded by the lights.

I would never be able to go to class, lt'd be a

tough squeeze, you know, with the

entourage and stuff. I'd hate to dis-

rupt class with all the commotion.

And of course my phone would
ring insistently for social engage-

ments in Hollywood. I could have

that candelit dinner with Tom Cruise or go on a

shopping spree at K-Mart with Rosie O'Donnell.

And if I were really lucky. Grenada could make a

stamp commerating me lust this week they made
one for Rocky. Shre. Sylvester Stallone's a happen-

ing sort of guy. but 1 don't get what he's got that I

don't that puts him on a stamp.

And to top it all off. I'd never have to wait for a

table in a restaurant again. Immediately. I'd be ush-

ered to the best table in the house, already set with

the food I like. And since I'd be filthy rich, I could

tell the waiter to put it all on a tab. My accountant

would handle it.

Actually, being a celebrity would be cool for about

six minutes and then I'd probably want to retire to

some distant planet.

Take Michael lackson for instance. How much
abuse can one person take?

The poor slob is a little weird and probably a lot

misunderstood. Since I don't know him personally. I

can't comment on what he's like, but I'm sure all the

nasty things people say about him hurt. Especially

when none of us have a real basis for anything that

we say.

Or how about Madonna. The woman can't even

give birth in private before her story is splashed all

over the tabloids and talk shows. Do we have no

shame?
Sure, we all want to know how Madonna, |r. is

going to turn out, but isn't there some kind of wait-

ing period before newspapers attempt to get a pic-

ture of the little tyke? Unfortunately there isn't.

You only have to open up the Arts & Living page

of the Boston Globe and check out the lives of peo-

ple splayed all over the pages.

In the Nov. 18 issue of the paper, we learned that

Debbie Rowe, the mother of lackson's baby, once

posed topless. The picture was run on the Saturday

edition of The New York Post. Never mind that the

photo was three years old or that Rowe posed for

the photograph as part of a magazine profile on her

employer, a dermatologist.

In the same issue, we have a column by Diane

White on Sarah Ferguson, the Duchess of York.

"Fergie," as the Duchess is popularly-

known, has had her share of troubles.

Thanks to the tabloids, we all got to

take part in those mishaps. But if you

really think about it. was it necessary to

go on ad nauseum about Fergie's

toe-sucking habit? And does the Globe really need

to devote valuable column space to a woman who
has done nothing but cause herself and the Royal

family embarassment?
The Globe and other publications give up the

space because people want to know what the rich

and famous are up to.

The desire to know more about celebrities has led

to the evolution of those oh so well-mannered and

reliable tabloid shows like "Hard Copy," "American

Journal" and "Inside Edition."

The stories that spill the sleaze about celebrities

are packaged into neat little bundles of vicious

rumor and half- truths.

And we buy all of it, never really thinking about

the person behind the name. Partly because a

celebrity is so far removed from our daily existence

and partly because it's so much more cool to rag on

Cruise's sexuality or Oprah Winfrey's current diet

than to debate the war in Rwanda.
There are those who argue that people who place

themselves in the spotlight are fair game and should

be able to handle any and all criticism, truthful or not.

It is an unfair burden to place on anyone, regard-

less of whether a person has attained celebrity status

or not. There ought to be a basic respect for privacy.

I'll probably never get my three minutes on "Hard

Copy" or my face on the cover of People magazine,

but it doesn't matter.

I'll always have Grenada.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian columnist.

Letters to the Editor

Live and let live,

Molitor!

To the editor:

Mr Molitor. here are five words for

your article. "Grateful they're dead."

Live and let live, Erik. Your jealousy of

these "two well-known entertainers"

has led you to write a very misguided,

negative and narrow minded article.

Yes, Jerry Garcia and Kurt Cobain

are leaders and spokesmen for our

generation because we made them

leaders. Obviously. Garcia didn't sell

out every concert he performed in the

last few years or sell millions of dol-

lars worth of records because he was

a bad musician and his music

"sucked." You rambled on about how
you hate them without backing up a

single statement. By this, we all know

you never gave them a chance. If you

actually listened to Garcia, you

would have realized that his songs

were neither about "drugs" or

"self-misery."

Your outrageous statement that in

honoring Garcia, you will end up

"face down in the same gutter both

of them ended up in" is ignorant to

say the least. Try to justify that state-

ment to President Clinton. Bill Weld,
' Doctors, professionals and others

who enjoy Garcia's music. Here's

some advice someone should have

given you long ago, "If you don't

have something good to say, then

don't say it at all."

The real problem with our genera-

tion is negative people with narrow

minds putting down everything. Who
are you to judge another's actions?

Instead of spitting on someone else's

talents, you should take your negative

energy and work on generating some
positive, worthwhile ideas for your

articles.

We've seen it before and I'm sure

we'll see it again. That is using nega-

tivity on an issue that others feel

strongly about to make up for your

lack of writing skills. Through writ-

ing this letter to the editor. I've come

up with a little advice for myself.

When we were all immature back in

elementary school, the teachers used

to say. "Just ignore the negative, nar-

row minded people who always make

fun of people and they'll go away."

Hopefully your mentality will grow

up.

I) I McCormick
Amherst

In defense of the

Dining Commons
To the editor:

I eat at the University Dining

Commons on a regular basis, and the

amount of food wasted by the people

who eat there is disgraceful. Every

day I feel sad and angry as 1 observe

trays on the conveyor belts carrying

entire sandwiches and similar items

to be thrown away. On one occasion

I saw a man set down a tray with

four glasses, each one half-filled with

Coke. There is no excuse for this.

People who waste food should be

ashamed: they cause prices to rise for

all of us and selfishly despise the

blessings of abundance which God
has given us.

I would also like to disagree with

those who complain about the food

served in the Dining Commons. I

have lived in many similar dorm situ-

ations and the food here at UMass is

the best I've ever had in terms of

quality, quantity and variety. In addi-

tion, the employees in general are

friendly and eager to help. Maybe if

we express our appreciation more

and criticize less, we can help this

world be a nicer place.

Steve Parker

Southwest

Remembering
Bloody Sunday

To the editor:

On November 21. 1920. 14 inno-

cent Irish citizens were machine

gunned at a football match between

County Dublin and County Tipperary

by the English Black and Tans. The

English Police came to the match

looking for Sinn Feiners possibly

involved in the previous killings of

the day of British Secret Service

Officers: some of the Irish victims

were spectators and some were play-

ers. "Bloody Sunday" was the name

eventually given to this day which

bled the most horrific acts of the

whole Anglo-Irish war. Thursday

marks the 75th anniversary of

"Bloody Sunday." and all who died

must not be forgotten on this day. So

tomorrow tonight, please. God bless

their eternal souls and enjoy a pint of

Guiness in their honor.

Michael I Staunton

Amherst
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A strong girl

Christopher

Hassett

Haven't we all been fascinated by someone? A
drive, a demeanor, a face; it captures our atten-

tion and doesn't let us go until we are dis-

missed. This domination can be sexual, it can be mental

or it can be spiritual. Sometimes, when you meet a very

unique and special person, it can be all three.

The first time I saw her I was sitting in the hotel

lobby of the Four Seasons Hotel in Boston. She had

just gotten off a bus from New York. I marveled at how
she could walk about without being swamped by fans. 1

wondered how long she would be able to do that. After

selling over 15 million albums and winning five

Grammys. she certainly couldn't do that today.

1 remember the first time I heard her. It

was riding home from work with Ryan, a

fellow house painter. The line "would she

go down on you in a theater" seemed
written for me. I had recently. 1 1 months

ago at the time, ended a serious, at least

on my end. relationship. We both worked in a movie

theater. I'll leave the rest to your imagination.

I was marveling over this song as I listened to it

again and again on my recently purchased CD. when a

friend. Paul, told me he was interviewing her that

weekend. Paul produces a television show which inter-

views up and coming musical artists. Since she had

only sold 1 million albums in the United States at the

time, she was still virtually unknown.
When I told my friends about my meeting her they

said. "Alanis Morissette. who's that?" The picture I

have of that meeting, the both of us side-by-side, is my
most treasured possession today. It rests framed on my
dresser in my dorm room as I type.

That night Paul took us to see her at The Paradise

night club in Boston. It was wonderful. Perhaps 1000

of us crowded into this tiny little club with Morissette

herself a mere meter away from me. The fact that a few

hours ago I was chatting with her about her song lyrics

only heightened my euphoria.

The next time I saw her was at Brandies University. 1

bought my friends concert tickets for Christmas so I

knew I would have people to go with and I would get a

ride to the concert. Charlie and Mark both couldn't

handle the floor and went to go sit in the bleachers to

listen to the concert. |ay and I couldn't be dragged off

the floor. 1 can recall no other time in my life when I

felt such sheer bliss; my best friend and I listening to

Alanis Morissette live.

I have yet to meet anyone else who has attended

three Alanis Morissette concerts. Thirteen million

records after I first met her. 1 went to go see her again

at Great Woods with Louis and Zephyr. They were still

dating then and it was cute to see them together and

enjoying the music of my Alanis.

Zephyr, like myself, comes from a conservative

Christian family. We were raised as Jehovah -

Witnesses. On the way home from the concert that

night, we both spoke about how personal her song
"Forgiven" seemed to both of us. We had both made

promises to "God," both broken them,

and both still work at deprogramming
each other.

What 1 learned I rejected but I believe

again and 1 will suffer the consequence

of this inquisition. We all had a reason

to be there; we all needed something to cling to. So we
did.

1 grieve over the fact that I will, more than likelv

never meet her again. I spoke with her for a mere 20
minutes or so. but in that time 1 got a glimmer into the

nature of this remarkable woman who hits notes with

the precision of a laser guided missile and writes lyrics

that are specific enough to evoke and vague enough to

make everyone believe the song was written for them.

Perhaps someday I can beg my editor to let me do a

what-ever-happened-to piece on that wonder of the

'90s, Alanis Morissette. But that would be tragic.

Due to my words of praise 1 have converted at least

half a dozen people into Morissette fandom. I can not

wait to see her again. But why, some people ask, do I

love her so very much? At a time of my life when I was

reeling from the ministrations of Mister Duplicity and

trying to overcome an 18 year-long guilt complex. Alanis

assured me that she's been there too. You can overcome

such wrongs even though it will hurt, even maim along

the way. Admitting that you were hurt doesn't mean you

are weak. No one would call Alanis weak.

Even today. "You Oughtta Know" can still bring a

lump to my throat. But unlike myself, when it comes to

hurtful ex- lovers, Alanis isn't bitter at all. She truly

would hate to bug you in the middle of dinner.

Christopher Hassett is a Collegian columnist.

Put up your dukes

Eliza

Berkowitz

Over Veterans' Day weekend I decided to take

advantage of the three day weekend and make
the lovely journey back home to beautiful Staten

Island. The weekend was pretty ordinary. 1 did laundry.

My mommy took me shopping. By the time Monday
morning rolled around. I was glad that I would soon be

coming back to school. Nothing interesting ever hap-

pens at home. I didn't even have any good stories to tell

about my weekend. Nothing had sparked an idea for my
next Collegian column. I was beginning to think it was a

wasted weekend. Boy oh boy. was I wrong.

You should understand that no trip home is complete

without going to the Diner and my week-

end was almost over, so Monday morning
seemed like a good time to make a trip to

the Unicorn Diner for breakfast. My
friends Heather and |ami picked me up

and we were off. The Unicorn Diner,

here we come. You would think that in the three min-

utes it takes to get to this place, we could stay out of

trouble. That's what I thought, at least. Oh. well. I was

wrong.

As we were nearing the Diner. Heather had to stop

short to make the left into the parking lot, and by the

obscene gesturing of the passengers in the car behind

us, we figured they had to stop short as well. No big

deal. There was no accident. We were all fine, but

when Heather responded to their obscene gesturing

with some of her own. this carload of people (if you

could call them that) took it upon themsleves to follow

us into the parking lot. As the three of us exited the

car. the driver of the other car stopped her car and got

out. She didn't look happy.

By this time we were just a little confused. Why had

this woman followed us? What did she want from us?

Why was she waving her fists in the air like a lunatic?

Little did we know that she really was a lunatic and not

just faking it. It didn't take us long to figure that out.

" Who wants the first punch?"
Was she serious? 1 didn't think she was serious. She

was a grandmother, for goodness sakes. Her two grand-

kids and her daughter were waiting in the car. She was

a cute, little, wrinkled, white-haired grandma My
opinion of her changed slightly when, out of nowhere,

she punched me in the face. Ouch. I stood there

stunned. Only one word ran through my head.

What?!?!?! Was I just punched in the face by an old

lady? My suspicions were confirmed when she punched

me in the face once more. Actually, if my friend (ami

didn't get in between us. she would have beat the crap

out of me. 1 was so shocked that I just stood there like

the moron that I am.

So, I did what I thought was the right thing to do. I

tackled her. No. that's a lie. Actually, I called the

police. I don't know what I expected the police to do. I

wanted them to arrest her. I wanted them to punch her

repeatedly in the face and see how she liked it. They
did neither.

Unfortunately for me. this woman had family in I he-

police department and of course, her family were t he-

police that arrived. They ignored me and

my friends and comforted the poor old

lady. Who wouldn't comfort an old lady

that just got slapped in the face? That's

right, she told them that I slapped her in

the face. Her daughter backed her up.

Now I was the bad one. I felt like I was trapped in a

bad episode of 90210. I had no control over the situa-

tion. It was really no fun. As 1 had imagined, the officer

wanted to know what I wanted to do about the situa-

tion. Grandma was gracious enough to tell the officer

that she'd let me off the hook if I did the same. So. I

did the same. What was I supposed to do? It was her

word against mine. I had witnesses that were willing lo

back me up. but she had witnesses that were willing to

lie for her.

As I think back on the incident. I get really annoyed.

That woman had no right to touch me. 1 wasn't even

the one who gave her the finger. I just happened to be

the closest to her pale, wrinkled fist. The funniest pari

about the entire incident is that the reason this pathetic

excuse for a human being was mad to begin with was

because she didn't want her grandkids to be exposed to

my friend's middle finger. Isn't that funny? Not only

did the kids mom give us the finger first, but did this

woman think that these kids were benefiting from

watching their grandma beat up a 19-year- old old? I

almost feel bad for those kids because they are going to

grow up and be violent, miserable people, just like the

rest of their family.

The most frustrating experience of my life occured

simply because I wanted a nice fruit cup or maybe a

Denver omelette. Instead of a good breakfast. I

recieved the first (and second) punch of my life. It just

wasn't worth it.

Eliza Berkowitz is a UMass student.
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Czech Philharmonic to play FAC Circus time for Rolling Stones

COURTfSY 7DNECK CHRAPf X

Vl.idimn Vlldt will conduct the renowned 100-year-old Czech Philharmonic Orchestra tonight.

By Seema Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

For 100 years, the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra has

been known for excellence and impeccable musical

standards. Tonight, the world renowned orchestra will

take the Mage at the line Arts Center Concert Hall The
concert begins at 8 p.m.

Since it-- founding in the 19th century b> members ot

the Prague National Theatre Orchestra, the Czech
Philharmonic ha* made a name for itself. Its musical

excellence ha> been demonstrated mum times o\ei on

regular tours to Great Britain. Belgium. Canada and
mote. The current United States tour is the seventh visit

the orchestra has made to this country.

The program will begin with Smetana's "Vlatava"

from Mi Vlast l.Wv Country). Later, the orchestra will

be joined by violinist Alyssa Park for Brahms' "Violin

Concerto in D Major. Op. 77." The conceit finishes with

an excerpt from Antonin Dvorak's popular Symphony

No. 9. Op 95. 'From the New World."

From the beginning, the orchestra has had a special

connection with Dvorak — he conducted the ensemble's

first performance on Ian. 4. 18%. Other famous conduc-

tors include Gustav Mahler. Richard Strauss. Edward
Grieg, Leonard Bernstein and Zubin Mehta.

Currently, the orchestra is under the baton of

Vladimir Vilek VAlek i-- one of the Czech Republic's

most prominent conductor--. He is the principal con-

ductor for the Czech Radio Symphony Orchestra and
the Prague Symphony Orchestra.

At the age of 16. Park won the International
Tchaikovsky Violin Competition in Moscow. Not only

was she the youngest prize winner ever in the history of

the competition, but she wa- sssO awarded distinctions

for most promising talent.

Tickets are S~>0. $25 and $15 Tickets for Five College

students are 55 and under age 17 are $10. For more
information or tickets, call the box office at 545 251 1 or

1 800 1 999-UMAS.

Spectrum: literary culture on campus

By Seema Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

Every spring, for the last 30 year*.

the University of Massachusetts' lit

erarj and fine arts magazine.
Spectrum has published students'

work.

We've been here for a long time,

but people don't know about us."

said Sarah Gillis. the magazine's
managing editor.

The magazine publishes poetry,

prose, artwork and photography by

Five College students and faculty.

The submissions, which are

reviewed anonymously by individ-

ual prose, poetry and art/photogra-

phy staffs, are chosen based on
quality, content and space. Last

year. Spectrum received about 150
poetry submissions.

"We have a variety of people and

try to print as many people as possi-

ble." Gillis said.

Part of the magazine's commit-
ment to the fine arts carries over to

their monthly poetry and prose read-

ings.

"It s a fairly new idea for

Spectrum. We hope it draws a lot ot

people for the reading and the art

gallery." said publicity director,

Laura McDonald.
Tonight. Spectrum begins the first

in a monthlv ^nc- ol readings to be

held in the Student Union Visual and

Performing Art Space (formerly the

Student Union Art Gallery).

The reading gives students a

chance to read their poetry in an

informal setting. Gillis said no expe-

rience was necessary.

"I think it'll be a fairly informal

atmosphere.'' she said. Seven people

re s luted to read tonight.

"This gives artists ,t chance to

share their work." Gillis said "The
poetry readings are a regular oppor-

tunity to gather and share ideas.*

Gillis expects that about 20 to 30

people will attend the event.

Refreshments will be served follow

ing the readings.

The magazine has held poetry read-

ings in the past, but Gillis says this

particular event is special

"Because it's in an art gallery.

you're also supporting the visual

arts." she said.

An indirect beneficiary of the poet-

ry reading is the art gallery.

"The gallery benefits because our

reading will attract new groups of

people." Gillis said. "They want to do
different things in that space, so this

will help them."

Spectrum is a registered student

organization (RSO) that is supported

by the SGA and a grant from the

UMass Arts Council The magazine is

staffed completely by volunteers

"The volunteers are all very enthu-

siastic." said McDonald. "They hope

the rest of the university finds

Spectrum a useful outlet to express

their creative side."

Tonight's reading will start at 7:50

p.m. Anyone interested in reading or

more information can contact the

Spectrum office at 406E Student
I iiion or 545-2240. Deadline for all

submissions is Feb. 12. The next poet-

ry and prose reading is on Dec. II.

I heard a rumor...

f I IZABfTH MOWN/ COUfCIAN

The UMass Theatre Guild presentation of Neil Simon's farce Rumori opens tonight at Bowker Auditorium.

The show will continue through Saturday; all performances begin at 8 p.m.

THE ROILING STONES
Rock And Roll Circus

• (ABKCO)

Back in the heady days of 1968.

Mick lagger had an idea —
assemble the royalty of the British

rock world and put on an "enter-

tainment extravaganza." The
Rock And Roll Circus was con

ceived. However, due to legal

entanglements and bruised egos,

it remained unreleased for almost

30 years. Now, after achieving

legendary status as one of the

great lost artifacts of rock music,

the wait is over.

The line-up selected by (agger

included The Who. |ohn Lennon
and Yoko Ono, Eric Clapton and

of course, the Rolling Stones. Not

a bad roster. In keeping up with

the circus spirit, fire-eaters,

clowns and |ethro Tull were
brought in for three-ring authen-

ticity. Nothing, however, could

overshadow the musical perfor-

mances.

The first highlight is The Who's
"A Quick One While He's Away."
Rumor has it that one of the tea

sons Rock And Roll Circus vv.i-

shelved for so long was that the

Stones felt the Who stole the

show. They were absolutely right.

The seven minute-long Tommy
prototype is utterly explosive.

Drummer Keith Moon and gui-

tarist Pete Townsend attack their

instruments ferociously — |ohn

Entwistle's bass barely manages
to keep the music from descend-

ing into total chaos. Glaze over

this mess with some fine

three-part vocal harmonies and
Townsend's witty lyrics and you

have one of the finest perfor-

mances in rock history. Amazing.

After mediocre sets by Taj

Mahal and Marianne Faithful. The
Dirty Mac takes the stage.

Consisting of The |imi Hendrix
Experience's Mitch Mitchell on
drums. Rolling Stone Keith
Richards on bass, Eric Clapton on

guitar and |ohn Lennon on
vocals/guitar, they deliver a loose

relatively unprofessional rendition

of The Beatles' "Yer Blues." Good
fun. but nothing exceptional.

However, "Whole Lotta Yoko"
pushes the listener's patience to

the limit — five minutes of Yoko
Ono doing her very best dolphin

imitation over a generic blues riff.

Absolute torture.

Finally, it's the hosts' turn.

Performing songs largely from

their just released Beggar s

Banquet LP. the Stones at first

appear to be sleepwalking through
their set. However, after lifeless

vernlutll of "jumpin' lack Flash

and "You Can't Always get What
You Want." they wake up with a

vengeance.

"Sympathy For The Devil"
becomes an eight minute orgy of

(agger's screams and Richards'

lethal

gui-
tar.

to a persistent conga beat. Truly

satanic and very, very chilling —
the Stones would never again
sound so evil

Rock And Roll Circus is death
worth the wait, though it can't

quite live up to the three decades

of hype which preceded it.

However, as a historical document
it is invaluable. Any fan of rock

history or culture should consider

this album to be essential to their

collection. B ((ohn Hendrickson)

BUND MELON
Nico

Capitol Records

Maybe it's because of

Halloween, but tall seems to be

the time for dead rock starts to

make a comeback. Think of it: this

fall has seen Kurt Cobain speak

ing to the living From I he Muddy
Banks Of The Wishkah with his

boys in Nirvana, leriv Garcia has

been seen Dozin' 4l The Knick
near a Shady OrOVt and |ohn
Lennon is on the Beatles

Anthology Volume >. Shannon
Ileum now drops bv to present

Blind Melon leftovers, with a

"portion of the proceeds'' going

"to help musicians recover from
drug and alcohol abuse prob-
lems." the former of which took

Hoon's life over a year ago.

Nico. named after and dedicated

to Moon's daughter, is similar to

Bob Dylan's Bootleg Series in that

it is made up of studio outtakes

and acoustic tracks (;is well as a

ditty from Blind Melon's 1991

demo tape.) And. like the Great

Nasal One. Blind Melon's outtakes

are better than most band's regu-

lar album material.

No joke. Without the pressure

ot putting out actual albums, we
see Melon more relaxed, except

these guys take their relaxation

with a few bottles of (olt.

Opening up wiih a dramatic,
unregretful cover of

Steppenwolf's The Pusher,"

from a 1994 skiing break in

California, the album flows

through the song "Soup." myste-

riously left over from the album

of the same name, and moves
from the basic rock of that song

into the sinister, evil twin of the

"bee girl sung." that is "No Rain

(Ripped Away Version).

"

Around the middle of this disc,

the songs ;ne tragically beautiful

and makes one sad about the big

loss of last fall. Hoon meditates on

the loss of a loved one on "Soul

One," from the '91 demo tape —
why didn't he think about loss and

death before he shot up?

"Glitch." with the whole band
putting in various, resonating per-

cussion, augmented by mellotron is

simply majestic. "Letters From The
Porcupine." a piece recorded on an

answering machine of Hoon
singing and playing guitar, res-

onates with the same ghostly quali-

tv as Lennon s voice does on the

"new" Beatles songs like "Free As

A Bird." This disc is amazingly
played and sung and works as a

great memorial. Heroin sucks. A
(loshua Boyd)

SONNY ROLLINS
Silver City A Celebration of 25

years on Milestone

Milestone/Fantasy, Inc.

The new best of collection from

veteran s;i\ophonist Sonny Rollins

starts off with him soloing alone

on 1978's live "Autumn Nocturne"

from that year's Don't Stop The
Carnival album. His playing here

is as it alvvavs has been — rapid,

melodic and almost story telling.

His hand on that album, including

Tony Williams on drums, falls into

the ballad late, sounding discon-

nected at first, but eventual!} all

are in the mix equally to finish the

live song.

Rollins was a large, looming
figure in the construction of

"hard bop." the mainly '50s jazz

stvle that took what Charlie
Parker did in the '40s and gave it

a little extra diesel gas. In this

solo heavy melodic style. Rollins'

authoritative playing made him a

sought-after partner of such play-

er ,is Miles Davil and the

Turn to TRAX. page 7

COURTfSV DANNY CLINCH

Blind Melon: New collection leaves behind a historic legacy in the wake of Shannon Hoon's death.

Where punk trades its politics for fun
By Adam Dlugacz

Collegian Staff

While most bands in the hardcore/punk circle are

concerned with making their fans think, be it about
politics or life, Weston just wants their fans to have
fun. which should result in an exciting night at Pearl

St. on Thursday.

Although many consider Weston to be a punk band,

they are more reminiscent of the Monkees than the Sex
Pistols. Sure Weston sing about girls, and getting girls,

and not getting girls, and something else that's related

to girls but they have so much fun doing it one can't

help but come back for more.

Weston's most recent album Got Beat Up may have
continued their own brand of pop, but. unlike their

previous efforts, the record comes closest to reproduc-

ing their Jive sound.

The song "New Shirt" off Got Beat Up shows the

band's honesty and their tongue in cheek humor that

makes Weston so loveable On the song. Weston attrib-

uted a girl's love to the new shirt they got. Silly?

Maybe, but who hasn't bought an article of clothing

with the sole purpose to impress a crush?

Wasted Time from Long Island opens with a

pop-punk sound remarkably similar to that band that

was on MTV a couple of months ago— the one every-

one has forgotten about — Green Something.

Local boys Hallraker open up with their interesting

take on hardcore — get their early and give these guys

a chance, you're in for a nice surprise.

So forget about your problems for a night and have
some fun with Weston.

Weston. Wasted Time and Hallraker play Pearl
Street in Northampton. The show sturts at 7:50. Call

the club at 584- 8777 for more information

continued from page 6
~~

Modern |azz Quartet. However, this new compilation
only focuses on his past 25 years with Milestone
Records, a long time for any jazz artist to stay on one
label.

His '70s stuff is mostly ballads, mainly-acoustic jazz
(with the exception of guitar and bass) "To A Wild
Rose." from 1974's The Cutting Edge, is spare with a nice
Rollins epilogue and "Skylark" from his first Milestone
album in 72, Sonny Rolling Next Album, is also sweetly
soft with solo blowing at the end.

Eighties' jazz — what are we to do with if On
Silver City, the main body of the songs is from that
Kenny G-bad- jazz-dominated decade. Perfect exam-
ple of Rollins getting swallowed up in the mix is his
"less talk, more light jazz" version of the '80s ballad
"Just Once." However, the live "G-Man" is very com-
mendable for the upbeat ride it takes the listener on
His '80s stuff, though, is too erratic to place.

Rollins in the '90s, again like many others, has brought
jazz back to basics, with hard-bop-oriented tunes com-
ing back into dominance. The ballads "Cabin In The
Sky." from his most recent album Plus 5 and "Darn That
Dream," augmented by a brass choir, show Rollins com-
fortable with his own style again. A good overview of a
veteran going through a few primes and a few dins B-
(J.B.)

NEW RADIANT STORM KING
Hurricane Necklace

Grass Records

For the past five-plus years local music fans have been
teased and tempted and, downright, spoiled with New
Radiant Storm King, one of the few surviving local bands
to have a significant following outside the Valley.

While this may be true the band has received nowhere
near the respect or praise as acts like Polvo or Unwound,
two bands with distinct sounds from NRSK, but are basi-
cally running down the same musical road — a road
where Sonic Youth serves as the main map.

Live. NRSK has proven to be the best act in the area.
Their concert sound, which although remarkably laid
back, is filled with a high amount of energy and loud
guitars. And to make their live set even more tempta-
tious, for the past two years the band has been featuring
a slew of fantastic new songs off this album. Hurricane
Necklace, which was released last month.

Although the songwriting on Hurricane may mark the
band's finest hour, the album itself falls off mark. New
Radiant's trademark sound is so watered down, they
sound more like an adult alternative rock act than the
best guitar- led trio in New England.

The album is far too over-produced leaving the guitars

stuck in the background producing a dull, smooth sound.
Songs like "Honor Roll" and "Lovers in Waco" which
have both become concert favorites are just lost in the
shuffle.

It is hard to imagine why a band like NRSK, which has
refused to sell out or conform to industry hype, would
record in such a polished manner.
With five albums under their belt, NRSK can not be

seen as newcomers by any means. Perhaps Hurricane
Necklace serves as just an experiment. Either way, the
songs themselves, no matter how they are recorded, are

decent enough to make this collection one of the more
worthwhile local releases of the semester. |ust see them
live. B (Mike Burke)

THE COUNTING CROWS
Recovering the Satellites

DGC

As the '90s progress, and the alternative grunge scene
fades into history, joining such past movements such as

new-wave and hair metal on the scrap heap of pop-cul-
ture, bands associated with the alterna-pop scene strug-

gle to maintain freshness in the post-angst late '90s.

Case in point? The Counting Crows, who try to push
the envelope with their latest release, Recovering the
Satellites.

Do they achieve every band's dream of longevity?

Well, pretty much.
You'll be happy to know that the Crows have

cracked open their sound, revealing a fresher, leaner
new album. The most progressive song off of the new
effort is the first single, "Angels of the Silences,"
which is a straight-up classic rock rave, in the vein of
"Rain King" from the band's debut album, August and
Everything After. Beatles and R.E.M. influences
abound, especially in the opening track, "Catapult,"
but it's done without pretension.

Lead singer Adam Duritz's lyrics read more like a
confessional than August, and the obligatory rock star
coming to grips with new found fame he didn't ask
for, a new thing in these credibility-obsessed times,
are exposed in "Have You Seen Me Lately?" The gem
of the album is "Goodnight Elizabeth," a folk-grunge
love song that highlights the best of what the Crows
can do, and is destined to be an AOR staple in a few
months.

But be advised, Recovering the Satellites is not perfect.
The tail-end of the album is mired in Duritz's whining,
and drags, similar to their first album. But overall, the
Crows handle the dreaded "sophomore slump"
admirably, and if they keep it up, they may survive the
'90s just yet. B+ (Luke Meredith)

GHOSTFACE KILLAH
Ironman

Epic

Ironman is the trade mark of the trialhlete:
Ghostface Killah, Raekwon the Chef and Cappadona.
They control this whole triathalon from the inside
while eight other colleagues on the inside try to sabo-
tage competition.

Overall this is a gem of the Wu-Tang collection. It's

atmosphere is similar to Raekwon's Only Built for
Cuban Linx but it sounds cleaned up. The beats are
crazy tight and incorporate horns more than expected
from the RZA. RZA did all the tracks but "Fish" by True
Master. Peep out the beats on "Daytona 500" and "Black
Jesus."

"All That 1 Got is You" dedicated to his mother fea-
tures Mary J. Blige. It is the heart-felt drama of how his

"whole youth was sharper than cleats." His family was
close, but the stress was too much. Ghostface gives us
the key to his understanding— more emcees need to
release their guard and depict the pain and struggle that
shaped their character today.

The album is also graced by the presence of Method
Man, U-God, Street, Masta Killa, Inspectah Deck, The
Delphonics and the Force MD's. Ghostface catches four
tracks solo and Raekwon made onto nine of the others
but this album holds a distinct personality from
Raekwon's.

The Wu-Tang trademark obsession with movie sam-
ples continues with bits from recent films Carlito's Way
and Usual Suspects.

The album shows a bit of artistic maturity as Ghostface
continues the transition from criminal hustler to industry
hustler and his growth could make you "Marvel." A
(Chris Maher)

take Kaplan
and get into the

right school.

Highly trained, expert teachers who
know the tests inside and out.

Personalized, computerized study
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Class starts
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Weston: the punk rock answer to the Monkees.
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The Counting Crows release a fresher, leaner album that may well stand the test of time.
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CHUCK BRODSKY
Letters in the Dirt

Red House Records

Letters in the Dirt is music for sitting at home in your
red union suit, reading a book and pretending you have
rural culture (oxymoron?) and the rustic charm of an
antique. There are numerous references to old baseball
players, occasionally cheesy rhymes and
made-to-sing-along verses — all accompanied by great
guitar-picking and a few stranger instruments. In case
you doubt his authenticity, Brodsky's singing is a bit Bob
Pylanish (the folk singer secret handshake) but without
the stalled engine vibrato.

The stand-out songs are "The Ballad of Eddie Klepp,"
"Letters in the Dirt" and "Bill and Annie." The first two
are about black baseball players and racism, and the last

is a twist on unrequited love. In these songs. Brodsky
demonstrates the appealing storytelling of the folk
singer while (amazingly) avoiding narrative predictabili-

ty-

Brodsky does occasionally slip into hokey rhythms, like

in the annoying song "No More Mr. Nice Guy." While the
singing is intended to be ironic, the relentless chorus of,

you guessed it, "No more Mr. Nice Guy" quickly becomes
the most irritating sound you've heard since your alarm
clock.

These slips are infrequent and overall Chuck Brodsky
accomplishes what he humbly sets out to do in Letters in

the Dirt. He strums some chords, tells stories and jokes,

and maybe makes you think once in a while. B
(Panagiotis Gianopoulos)

SHOPPING FOR PRICE?

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton / Holvokc

584-4112 • 535-1888
SAME DAY DELIVERY

UNDA PERRY
In Flight

Interscope Records

Linda Perry possesses an unrenowned quality of a per-

vasive voice. In her debut solo album. In Flight. Perry
succeeds by focusing on the failures of her life.

Many of her songs, unlike the bygone characteristics of

her former band, Four Non Blondes, capture the most
quintessential characteristics of a woman confused and
looking for structure.

Her lyrics, although backed by an array of instruments,

are not only simple, but hardly deter from a typical rhyming
scheme. She negatively tends to focus on her bibulous
habits, those of the drink and drug. What pulls Perry out of
the hole of self pity though, is her unwavering quality to

metamorphoses her voice to fit any scheme, any emotion.
It seems to be in her best interest to sing a note slightly

off key, slightly too high, slightly different. Yet, this is

where Perry finds reward.

"In My Dreams," the first track off the album, is the epit-

ome of an Annie Lennox-wannabe deep throated vocals
and a loud, exigent sound. "Freeway." which is one of the

more mellow and bespoken tracks, interertingly incorpo-
rates musical sound effects to back up the singers wailing.

Regardless, the album delves within all realms of the
music world. Some tracks are heavily endowed with
instruments, while others rely on the uniqueness of
Perry's talent to push it through to the end. Yet, despite
all of its oddities. Perry would undoubtedly be an inter-

esting addition to any alternative music lovers collection.

B- (Christina Poletto)

ll THFLOOR CAMPUS CENTER
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Women's Issues
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Classism on campus examined
Michelle Hillmon

Collegian Staff

YeMerda) afternoon approximately

150 women met from representative

areas of campus in the Student Union

ballroom in a reception entitled

"Current Issues for Women
On-Campus," sponsored by the

Faculty Senate Council on the Status

of Women. The women crossed race,

class and economic lines to discuss

issues of childcare. working condi-

tions, graduate student concerns and

sexual harassment on campus.

"We want this to be a forum for

you. we're really interested in the ideas

of action we can take in the future,"

said Ann Ferguson, director of the

women's studies program, on the

event.

"We'd like to serve as a clearing

house for helping other organizations

that deal with women's issues."

Ferguson said.

Rosemary Riley, the new president

of the University Staff Association

(USA/MTA), nervously addressed

problems of classified workers that

exist on this campus.

"Cki^ism has become more visible

on this campus than ever seen." As an

example Riley stated the document
that University staff members reluc-

tantly signed in order to secure pay

nnses that requires them to wear photo

ID badges.

"This is the most visible, but not the

only form of classism that exists on
this campus," Riley said. She contin-

ued that it is "the classified workers

that make this University run. We
deserve appreciation, safe working
conditions and opportunities for

advancement."

Riley then challenged the Chancellor

and the women in the room to begin

taking action against class discrimina-

tion at the University.

"We can only change the environ-

ment of this campus if we all work
together." Riley said.

Charlotte Coates, the second woman
president of the AFSCME (Food
Services Union) in 33 years, addressed

issues concerning University Food
Services, reflecting on the Summer of

1995.

"Three women in a two week period

had heart attacks on the job. That year

four women had heart attacks on the

job." It was the summer from hell,

every day I fought a union battle, said

Ferguson.

As president of the AFSCME for six

months. Ferguson said "everyday is a

golden opportunity to make things bet-

ter and work together. We need to

identify what the issues are and work
together to make it better."

Dean of Humanities and Fine Arts.

and the former Director of Women's
Studies program. Lee Edwards
addressed the reason for forming the

council.

"We had a hope a that people could

talk to us across class lines," Edwards
said. "Staff and student issues could all

be represented under the rubric of
women's Immi ."

Edwards pointed out the advance-

ments of women in the University

administration, but said more could be

done.

"One of the things that has changed
over time as you look at the upper lev-

els of administration is that they con-

tain more women by far than there

ever used to be," Edwards said.

"It is not enough, but it is some-
thing." Edwards said. She also briefly

commented on the "current backing

away from affirmative action." by say-

ing "how can we respond so that we
don't lose momentum? We don't

intend to back away," Edwards said.

Deepika Marya, president of the

Graduate Student Senate, described by

Ferguson as an "advocate for women
graduate students, trying to work on
advocacy from graduate student per-

spective," discussed the difficulties of

addressing issues at a university level.

"We are a direct result of capitalism.

Most of us come from middle class

backgrounds." Marya said.

"Eighty-five percent of women in the

world will not be in higher education.

"How we deal with issues is going to

be quite different," she said. "We have

everybody's interest in mind, but inter-

De-Centralizing Sex
COURTNEY SMITH I COUECIAN

)udith Plaskow, a visiting professor of religious studies at Smith College presented a talk Monday evening
on "De- Centering Sex: Toward a Theology of Sexuality." The lecture was held at the Mount Holyoke Five

College Women's Studies Research Center.

Why radical feminisits forgot to laugh
It's a scenario we are all familiar with

— the raging feminist, decked out in her

bra-burning attire, dressed to kill any-

thing that resembles a male. Try to talk to

her, and she won't acquiese. Try to joke

with her. and the consequences might be

unpleasant, perhaps severe. Feminists just

cannot laugh at themselves. They have no
•ense of humor, and insist on walking

about with a perpetual scowl, complain-

ing about disadvantages that are really

quite mild. After all. women don't

face that much discrimi-

nation!

I wonder how may
people share in the ideol-

ogy described above. It's

common for the word "feminist"

to usually evoke this man-hating,

stereotyped realm in many peo-

ple's minds. We've been taught to

believe that anyone involved
women's rights or women's issues is

nothing but a complaining, whiney.
stoic, stereotyped version of your typi-

cal male-basher, and that anyone decid-

edly "down-to- earth" would never
take part in something as negative as

"feminism."

Feminism has gotten such a bad rap

that it's not uncommon to hear some-

one say, "Well, I'm into women's
rights, but I wouldn't call myself a fem-

inist." It seems that people are just ada-

ment about being labeled with the

word. Moreover, jokes about these sup-

posedly ahaundant "raging feminists"

abound.

Consider the words of my biology pro-

fessor. While involved in a small mishap in

class involving a broken overhead projec-

tor, the professor decided to engage in a

few jokes in order to fill the time. After a

few series of jokes, meant merely as time-

filling, harmless meanderings. through the

halls ii humor, he then uttered something

like, "Now this one isn't politically correct,

so don't yell at me. How many feminists

does it take to change a light bulb?
Answer That is NOT funny!"

I almost couldn't believe it. I noticed

a few uncomfortable glances among
the women around me, and as for

myself. I felt nothing but annoyed. The
thing was. i just couldn't pinpoint what

annoyed me about the joke. I kept

telling myself throughout the next few

Bethany R. Levrault

days that I should just relax and accept

humor for what it is. After all, it was in

fact a joke, nothing more, and to com-
plain about it... well, wouldn't that

make me out to be a stoic "feminist"

with no sense of humor? Wouldn't it

be making a big deal out of nothing? I

could accept the fact that the professor

was merely trying to fill time, and
therefore might not have been thinking

clearly when he made the joke, so I

brushed the thoughts the joke

invoked in me aside,

laughed a little, and sat

back to listen to the lec-

ture.

Picking up a copy of

the Collegian the week after the

scenario in biology, I was
suprised to discover the same
joke, reprinted on the comics

page of the newspaper, apparantly as

a "Night Editor" joke of the day.

. Again. I felt annoyed, but automatical!)

told myself to stop worrying and just to

take the joke for what it was. a harm-

less thing. But the annoyed feeling

didn't stop.

But what is wrong with this joke?

Isn't it possible to just take it for what
it's worth: a joke? The problem is not

the joke itself, but what it implies.

Simply put, a joke such as this is poten-

tially harmful in that it implies that

fighting for women's rights involves the

inability to laugh at oneself. And this,

in turn, implies that fighting for

women's rights is something that only a

"raging feminist." a person considered

to be negative, would ever do.

Okay, like I've said above. I'll accept

the fact that jokes are jokes, and humor
sometimes goes above and beyond
what's outrightly funny and makes
jokes out of things not normally consid-

ered humorous. However, how funny
would the joke have been, for example,

if it involved another social group, such

as African-Americans, Hispanics or
people of Jewish origin? I doubt the

joke would have been perceived as

something to be made light of in that

case. But when the joke is made about

"feminists," it's automatically

thing that one has to laugh at, or else

be considered a person with no sense

of humor.

The fact is. feminism is downgraded
and not taken seriously, and that is why
jokes such as these abound. Part of the

problem is that there is really no pre-

cise definition of the word, and that

leaves much open to interpretation. So
people mistakenly believe that women's
rights are a negative, whiney type of

thing. In the process, the idea that

women really have nothing to worry
about as far as discrimination by sex

gets reinforced, and along with it. the

idea of women as not having to face

any disadvantages.

The irony of all this is, by complain-

ing about what a joke such as this

implies. I am implicity providing weight

to the whole meaning of the joke. I am.

in effect, labeling myself as a whiney.

complaining feminist with no sense of

humor. However, if I don't complain
about the joke. I'm left with an uncom-
fortable feeling the joke just really isn't

funny, yet find myself laughing at it in

the face of social pressure all the same.

It's just another dimension in the

double standard that women must face

everyday. What does the double stan-

dard have to do with this joke? When a

juke such as this one is made, there are

two possible responses: to laugh, or not

to laugh. A woman who laughs at this

is implicity laughing at herself, at her

own misfortunes She's making light of

the disadvantages women face simply

because they are women. A woman
who doesn't laugh is automatically

labeled as a "radical feminist." and with

this name comes all sorts of negative

connotations about her. You just can

not fight for your own rights and still

be considered I positive, happy person

with a great sense of humor.

To everyone making jokes at the

expense of others, fine. Don't stop

doing it — in fact, say whatever you

want. I would never be an advocator of

censorship of any kind, and that's not

saying that I'm taking the

politically-correct view I just don't

believe in stopping people from saying

what they really want to say. You don't

have to tiptoe around and watch what

you say in order to respect other peo-

ple... unless, of course, you don't.

Hcthany R [fMWl is a UMass sfu

dent

Htl are different."

Marya concluded saying "while we
Celebrate occasions like this, let us

remember our privilege of being at a

uimcrsity." Following the speakers a

question and answer period ensued.

One woman from the crowd ques-

tioned the number of women on the

faculty stating that 29 percent of the

women are faculty, 20 percent are

tenured and 46 percent are tenured

track faculty.

Provost of the University of

Massachusetts, Patricia Crosson said,

"the composition changes slowly over

time. Numbers are going in a positive

direction, but they are going slowly.

The truth is it will take much time to

change this, there is nothing we can do
about it in the short run."

Other questions included the reason

of the division between professional

staff and classified staff, childcare for

new mothers, concerns of low income

students and minority and faculty

harassment as well as sexual harass-

ment.

Crosson replied to harassment ques-

tions b\ stating "it has been a commit-

ment on the part of the Chancellor to

improve the way in which we handle

sexual harassment on this campus."

We're requesting "an advocate for

sexual harassment on campus. We
have idvoceta for other crimes on this

campus, but not harassment," Marya
said.

Land-Grant universities

have a Vision for 2000
By Heather Moreland
Collegian Correspondent

"Barbie Doll"

This girichild was bom as usual

and presented dolls that did

pee-pee
and miniature GE stoves and

irons

and wee lipsticks the color of

cherry candy

Then in the magic of puberty, a
classmate said:

You have a great big nose and

fat legs.

She was healthy, tested intelli-

gent,

possessed strong arms and

back.

abundant sexual drive and man-
ual dexterity.

She went to and fro apologizing.

Everyone saw a fat nose on

thick legs.

She was advised to play coy,

exhorted to come on hearty,

exercise, diet, smile and whee-

dle.

Her good nature wore out

like a fan belt.

So she cut off her nose and her

legs

and offered them up.

In the casket displayed on satin

she lay

with the undertaker's cosmetics

painted on,

a tumed-up putty nose,

dressed in a pink and white

nightie.

Doesn't she look pretty? every-

one said.

Consummation at last.

To every woman a happy end-

ing.

-Marge Piercy

Carol Wallace, Director of the

Everywoman's Center opened the

Eighth Annual reception held by the

Faculty Senate Council on the

Status of Women with an optimistic-

smile and much enthusiasm.

According to Wallace the purpose
of the Faculty Senate Council on the

Status of Women is to "represent

and advocate for all women."
The council, established in 1973,

deals with recruitment, promotion
and salaries, administration of

undergraduate and graduate stu-

dents, and carries 23 members,
according to Wallace.

"Vision 2000," a council's current

project is run in conjunction with
the University of Massachusetts,
University of Connecticut,
University of Maine, University of

Rhode Island and the University of

Vermont.

The "Vision 2000" project con-
sists of nine recommendations call-

ing for full and equitable participa-

tion of women in education and
administration of campus issues,

Wallace said.

Recommendations include foster-

ing accountability, action plans on
research results, implement diversi-

ty initiatives, end sexual harassment
and violence against women, pro-

mote family-friendly policies, sup-

port women's center, end gender
bias, encourage women's academic
and career development and correct

inequities in hiring, promotion,
tenure, compensation, and working
conditions for women employees.

The "Vision" was inspired by the

"New Agenda," published in 1988
as a part of the American Council

on Education/Macmilllan Series for

Higher Education. The ACE pub-
lished one chapter from a book enti-

tled Educating the Majority: Women
Challenge Tradition in Higher

Education. The "New Agenda" is a

call for action by college campuses
to address women in the University,

according to the "Vision 2000
Preamble."

Frustrated by lack of progress,

faculty, staff and students came
together in 1995 from six New
England Land-Grant universities to

"network, share concerns and form
the New England Council of
Land-Grant University Women,
according to the preamble

"

"Vision 2000" outlines problems

with universities that have not
advanced with the growing number
of undergraduate women. The draft

of "Vision 2000" serves to eliminate

women's underepresentation in

areas such as curriculum, class-

room, leadership roles and reform

system that perpetuates violence
against women by remaining silent.

The nine recommendations out-

lined in the "Vision 2000" where
strategic planning and a re-engi-

neering process provides the leaders

the opportunity to be creative, inno-

vative, thoughtful and specific in

reallocating moneys to groups who
have historically been marginalized

and underrepresented," according to

the preamble.

Programs that came into being to

solve problems of gender inequity

are generally understaffed in rela-

tion to their mandates. They exist to

provide encouragement, informa-
tion, and technical assistance to oth-

ers, but are not in position to exer-

cise sole responsibility for institu-

tional change.

"Vision 2000" will realign

responsibility and authority for gen-

der equity, by fostering accountabil-

ity in all departments through moni-

toring and evaluating equity efforts.

Upon completion. "Vision 2000"
will be presented to the New
England Land Grant Council of
Presidents for endorsement and
implementation.

ELIZABETH 8ROWN I COUECIAN

Charlotte Coates, first female president of AFSCME in 20 years, spoke
yesterday at the Faculty Senate Council on the Status of Women.

Office harassment: alternative to rape??

By Seema Gangatirkar
Collegian Staff

Sexual harassment, unequal pay,

discrimination — these are just

some of the problems facing women
who enter the job market.

"I think the biggest problem was
that women were not initially in

decision making roles," says
University of Massachusetts School

of Management Professor Bob
Marx. "So the woman's perspective

is not always heard equally loudly. I

think initially women were put in a

no-win situation to be meek and
subservient that did not allow their

point to be made. It was very hard

lor women 10 years ago to do [the

job| right."

Since 1987, women have
accounted for nearly 44.8 percent

of the labor force. And despite their

growing numbers in the job market,

the problems haven't gone away.

"I think because of economic rea-

sons, there is much more of a back-

lash. The talk about reverse dis-

crimination has been dormant and
now it's coming back," said School

of Management Professor Marta
('alas.

Sexual harassment is probably
the issue that receives the most
attention. According to Caryl

Rivers. author of "Sexual
Harassment: The Executive's
Alternative to Rape." published in

the June 1978 issue of Mother
Jones, sexual harassment com-
plaints filed with human rights

agencies range from being pinched

or touched to having sexual favors

linked to job promotions.

The problem with sexual harass-

ment is that it is hard to define and

even harder to prove. Part of the

problem arises when sexual innuen-

dos or jokes become offensive.

However. Rivers writes, "it clearly

becomes harassment when a man
uses his position of authority at

work to demand sexual favors from

a woman employee."

Because of the attention on sexu-

al harassment, generated by the

Clarence Thomas hearing, compa-
nies have began writing sexual

harassment policies and have begun

implementing programs to educate

people on the issue. Unfortunately,

according to Calas, this doesn't

mean that sexual harassment has

disappeared from the workplace.

"In a way, you can say that prob-

ably blatant sexual harassment
doesn't appear that often," Calas

said. "But if you look at specific

actions that are going on, what has

blatant sexual harassment trans-

formed into? It's more covert."

Other problems in the workplace

are less obvious. Women and other

minorities are often left out of tra-

ditional social activities, such as

lunches or golfing trips. The exclu-

sion may not necessarily be inten-

tional. Marx said.

"The old boys network has been
around for so long that they don't

realize that these things exclude
women and people of color," Marx
said.

Some of those issues include the

unequal pay rates for men and
women. Traditionally, men have
received more wages than women,
even when doing the same work.
The Equal Pay Act of 1963 guar-

anteed equal pay for equal work.
The numbers tell a different story.

According to U.S. Department of
Labor Women's Bureau, in 1987 the
average woman earned only 65 cents

for every dollar earned by a man.
However, things are changing and
more and more women are securing
positions in middle management.

"I think now there are enough
women in enough positions of
power so women have more men-
tors," Marx said.

According to Calas, while women
climbing the corporate ladder may
have obstacles to face, women
stuck at the bottom in the tradition-

ally low paying jobs are also
caught.

"It is important to pay attention
to the women who are at the bot-
tom of the organization," Calas
said. "It's not |those] only getting
to the top, there are also those who
are stuck in low paying jobs."
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MNFL
continued from page 1
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blamed mainly on the Patriots coach
es.

The game against the Broncos is the
perfect example. Patriots runners ran
only nine tunes on the day, a pathetic
number, even if they were playing
from behind most of the game.
To effectively run the ball, the

Patriots need to run the ball. Giving
Martin the chance to carry lets him
get in the groove and helps the offen-
sive linemen get in the mindset
Giving up so early because of a lack
ol success will continue to lead to a
hick of success and will lurn the

Patriots, who had the same problem
'n 1994, into the Dolphins of the last

decade.

The number of runs against the
Broncos was tho fewest in Patriots
history. What makes it particularly
sad is that Martin, like Barry
Sanders, needs a lot of carries to get
going.

When Marion Butts was getting
more carries two years ago than
Martin is now, we know there's a
problem.

lacob W. Michaels is a Collegian
columnist.

They're baaack!

IMIIYHEIIY/ COUECIAN

Senior tri-<aptain Tyrone Weeks and the Massachusetts men's hoop
squad will make their first home appearance in the special Collegian
season preview, coming Dec. 5.

CHECK OUT A GREAT CLASS!

Peer Health Educators...
...Inm about cool stuff

.tuck workshops ji the residence kills ini Greek int.

...|iv« tit condoms ui other foodies it

tke Campus Center ui special events.

...mike lew friends.

...MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

PEER HEALTH EDUCATION

PUBLIC HEALTH 213/214 or EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits - 2 Semester Commitment Required

For permission of the instructor call the

Division of Health Education 577-5181.

Class will meet on Wednesdays from 2:00 - 4:30pm

Priority is given to those who meet with the instructor

before November 22nd.

"TRAVEL]
SMART! !

On* Way Roundlrip

LONDON
FB0MNY,»OJI0Ko.DC

$154 $249
FROM NEW YORK

PARIS
$224 $427
ROME

$259 $489
SAM JOSE,
COSTA RICA
$235 $446
Scheduled flights.

Fans lo worldwide destinations

Eurallpassts available.

Weekend surcharges may apply.

Customs-Immigration taxes apply.

Fares subject to change without

notice Intl. student ID cards

may be required.

Juden
continued from page 12

until you actually get here." luden
said. "I played in supposedly one of
the top high school leagues around,
and then to come here, it was two
steps faster than that.

"Sometimes you are not ready for

that, and when 1 came in here, I was
just 18. We've got guys coming in

here at 20- years-old now, geez,
some of the freshman are older than
me right now."

The transition to the Division I

level was difficult, and |uden only
played in three games his freshman
season. But he put the work into his

complete game, and that number
jumped to 32 games in his sopho-
more season. Oddly enough, he
scored his first collegiate point (an
assist) versus Merrimack last Nov. 3

in a 4-3 win.

He was voted the team's Most
Improved Player in '95-'96, sig-
nalling the good, steady develop-
ment of his game over the past two
years. If it is mental or physical
skills, the upward progression has
to continue, and Juden is doing that

as we speak.

"Last year, the coach wanted me
to be more defensive minded,"
luden said. "I came in as a pretty
offensive forward, and I didn't
have to play too much defense in

high school. So, I wasn't really
used to that, so last year was my
year to build my defense. Now. I

am taking my offense and defense
and making myself a solid
two-way player."

Mallen has seen the improvement,
and is rewarding him with the play
ing time.

"I think the thing to look at Dan
luden is that he did not play many
games his freshman year," Mallen
said. "He really had to earn his
stripes last year, and he learned
how to play defense. Coming into
this year, some of his offense is

starting to develop, and he has
earned his wings.

"If he keeps the way he is going

right now, then he could be one of
the better forwards of the league
towards the end of this year, or next
year."

This season will be a big one for
luden, as he not only has to think
about the here and now, but also
the transition from a junior scorer
to senior leader. After the gradua-
tion of front-liners Bonneau, Norris
and Perry, he and juniors like
Fawcett, and defensemen Brad
Norton and Mike Gaffney, will have
to step up into the role of leaders
on the team.

"I am going to have to establish
myself in this league as a player to
build confidence in myself," )uden
said. "Also, to build confidence in
my team that will lead them to look
at me as an example, a role model
for next year's team. So, I can help
the team, and I want to go out there
everyday and lead by example.

"The seniors are working real hard
this year, and they are going to have
big shoes to fill next year. If I keep
working hard, and do what I'm
doing, along with the rest of the
junior class, we should do alright
next year."

As for now, the team will be
looking to roll on the Merrimack
win to higher, more tangible,
ground. So far. losing to tough
teams like Boston University and
the University of New Hampshire
has been rough. But to juden, if

UMass plays like they did in the
third period of their 5-4 OT loss to
UNH every night, no one could
beat them.

"We have a great team, we just
need to find a way to win, which
we are starting to," Juden said.
"We just have to remember how
hard it is in Hockey East to get a
win. You have to earn a win every
night, and you just can't show up
and expect to win. We have to
constantly be up for three periods,
and if we don't we are selling our-
selves short."

mm
AUTO STRUCKRENTAL

North Amherst
Motors

78 Sunderland Rd.

North Amherst. MA

549-RENT

Weekend Speeial

Noon Friday to Monday AM • Starting at $59.95

• Cars • Mini Vans

• Trucks

• Cargo Vans

•15 Passenger Vans

• Low Daily/Weekly/

Weekend Rates

• We Rent to

Qualified Drivers

21 years or Older

* Direct Billing To

Insurance Co.

(One Mite from UMass bus routei

Tonight
Retro Night

Music of the 70's and 80's

Weekly Drink Specials

16oz. Red Dog Drafts 1.50
16oz. Captain Morgan & Coke 2.00

NEW HOURS
1/2 Price Appetizers & Nachos

3-5 pm wed-sat 7-1 1pm
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ROUTE 9

HADLEY, MA

YEAR 'ROUND
http //www javanetV-mrburger/

Go Ahead, Card Me.

QKEMQ

cotttoi

Talk about your great deal. ..the Olcemo College

VIP Card. For just $25, your first lift ticket

(Mon.-Fri.) is FREE, then ski or ride for Ml
price on weekdays and get $10 off on week- Q'
ends and holidays for the rest of the season.

Snickers, Mountain Dew and HMV Record

Stores are throwing in special deals, too! So c'mon

up to Okemo - it never felt so good to get carded.

Okemo InfoLine 18021 228-4041 • 24-Hour Snow line: (8021 228-5222 • http //www okemo com

New: ( imIcuc Sc.imi ^ki or Ride evcrvdsn
H"'"U% ^ For fbc **.*> ,u» proem WH.r tuUrp 1 t> and proof u4
Kill time rtudent MM jt the < Mu-fn-. Mian A*iinini«mm i>ffKT

IHr prunot [h*l.nUqr(.«dind irlM FW mtiu-k Wrmo*i *>"» i*lr» M

OSAk

OLA.
-All o\ LAS, <A t-AWAO, 4U*nk VIOLA \Or lAA*k

SO lAALAcU |LAH

£>Ha -Anni\/^rs,^rv| CfcLbr^Tion

RISM TRAVEL
342 Madison Ave . NY. NY 10173

212-986-8420*

800-272-9676

mm

/

dowi/iTouui

-Ak<U«.rs4

7pm, Nov. ir at the

MOBB*
Hockey

vs

Hockey

Pick up your tickets at:

» Curry Hicks Cage
«r 'TIX' in the

Student Union

MULLINS CENTER
University of Massachusetts Amherst

u\

BBt™

B* Hockey Table in the
Campus Center

«* At the Game

Be a Part of the Action
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ANNOUNCEMENTS | AUTO FOR SALE

The Mullins Center Hockey
League is looking loi experienced

hockey players and/or experienced

teams to join in the Spring H inter-

ested, contact Harold at M5 3990

- Do you remem-
ber applying to colleges' Would you

like to help high school students learn

more about the University and the

admissions process at UMASS
Amherst? The Undergraduate
Admission Office is looking tor

Undergraduate students to return to

then hometown high school during

winter break and represent the

Admissions Office to prospective

University applicants Volunteers will

be required to attend one training ses

son. and to schedule an appointment

with their high school guidance office

to visit the school while you are at

home during wintersession Training

sessions will be on Wednesday Nov

20th or Thursday Nov 21st from

6 00pm-8 OOpm in the Campus Center

Volunteers are only required to attend

one session If you have any ques-

tions, please contact Rich Toomey or

Shelby Gile at 545-3043, please leave

your name, number, and the name of

your high school

APARTMENT FOR RENT
The Boulders . eedroom. newly

renovated, on-site appliances, on

bus line $740 00 Heat and hot water

included 256-0812

1987 Chevy Nove 4dr Sedan. AC
auto runs and looks great $1 350 00
or 8/0 Call 546 0708

Purchasing a used car? Having
your car repaired? Do you know your

rights 7 Contact the Student legal

Service Office. 922 Campus Center

545-1995

EMPLOYMENT
Mullins Center seeks .'0 30 reli-

able people to work event staff

Availability during Intersession pre-

ferred Apply in person Mullins

Center 2nd Floor by Nov 26

Babysitter/Helper in Amherst
Thanksgiving Day December holi-

days and Intersession Non-smoking
car $6 00/hr 253-0660 9am -9pm

MAKE MONEY
$1000 s Possible Reading books
part-time at home Toll-free

(8001898-9778 e*t R 1 732 for list-

ings

Snowboard Coaches part-time at

private school with ski hill Decent

pay. experience prefered Call Jack

Shea 41 3 774-7411

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed 1 Entry-level &
career positions available
Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services 12061 971 3600 ext R50013

EMPLOYMENT
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan, S Korea No teach

mg background or Asian languages

required For info call (2061 971

3570 exl J5O016

ENTERTAINMENT

Sexl Drugs! Rock n Roll! Now
that I have your attention Having a
party' You need a OJ! Call Eileen

9 253-6588 Raging Disco. Funk.

Cheezy 80 s music - whatever! No
techno, the s**t gives me a
headache! Call me!

FOR RENT
Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses Falmouth area

I508W77-6000

FOR SALE

3 Pair Doc Marten's: 1 black boot

?pr shoes, Size 8 Must Sell' Cali

546-1451

MAC Centris 610 8MB RAM 80MB
HD Full page monitor (gray scale)

External fax modem Ethernet card

Call Fernao 549-3927 Price nego-
tiable

Set of 4 Rims 14" white w/black &
chrome B0 546-6485 Ask for Dan

FOR SALE
New York Knick Tickets hi
Vs Seattle. San Antonio Indiana
(8881602-0774 (pager)

HOUSE FOR RENT

Secluded Riverfront Home '.

Green River ARTISTS INN Residence
living or Studio Space Avail Immed
Part-Furnished 14x24' $350/mo or

20x24' $375/mo % util . sec dep
,

references, some pets ok. gas heat,

wash/dry, snow rmvl, kitchen cathe
dral ceiling, fireplace balcony East
Colrain, 20 min/GFID 40
mm/UMass 624-3928

Amherst Belchertown line 4

Bedroom. 2 bath home in quiet area
Available now 549-4270

INSTRUCTION

Boxing Three private 1/2 hour
lessons $69 95 Call 732-8817 In

Amherst Tues & Thurs Eve

Lost Key Uptown Saturday night

Reward if found Call 253-0506

MUSICIANS

Attention Bands lava lounge ICP

Productions looking for UMass
bands to perform at our club Call

Joe at 582-9898 or Mai at 584-71 1

1

MISCELLANEOUS
New Metabolism Breakthrough
lose 5 100 lbs Guaranteed $35
800 776 9503 Doctor Approved

PERSONALS
HEY YOUI Come and see RUMORS
Wed Sat . the 20th 23rd, 8pm ®
Bowker Bloody lovely! Tell your

friends

To All Collegian Staff

The weather's here.

wish you were beautiful

Jacob

ROOM FOR RENT
Sunderlend 1BR in 2BR Apt
$315,00 utilities Must find some
one before Thanksgiving for Spring

term or Jan 1 665-4394

Seeking roommate lor 4 bdrm apt

in Northampton $300* Call Karla

585 B629

ROOM WANTED
Need 1 Bedroom Apartment sub

let for 1/1/97 thru 8/97 Call Dave
(413)783 7098

SERVICES

Typing: Rates by page, semester or

package (4131467-2452

SERVICES
COMPUTER CONSULTING Just

say NO 1 to computer problems!
Chris Amshey, Consultant, UMass
Alum 532 2039

Psychic Readings Vuur home or

mine, free newsletter Please call

Sandy (4 13)46 7 3739

GORILLAGRAMS Flowers.
Birthdays. Balloons etc Send the

crazy gorillas We'll go anywhere,
anytime! Restaurants, classrooms,

dorms Student Rates available'

Call 256-0287

Money for College. Millions of

dollars unclaimed every year
Results guaranteed Service is free

Thousands of sources of Financial

Aid available Hurry Call (413) 538-

0041 for more info

Angel Chat - Winging your way
with Angelic answers to your ques-

tions Call 1 800-539 3930

CAR NEED REPAIR? let me come
to you! Student Rates 665 4790

Computer Problems? Need an
upgrade' In-house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

Pregnant? Need help' Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549- 1 906

TO SUBLET
Take over our lease 1/97. Large
sunny 2 bedroom apt On bus route

Heat/Hot Water Free Gym The
Boulders $740 256-8984

TRAVEL

$$ Cruise Ships Hiring $$
Travel free Exotic places Save $$$'

Seasonal/Permanent No experience

necessary Travel/Employment
Directory Free Info! Act now!
HTTP WWWW Tropical-
Destinations com Brett @ Tropical-

Destinations com (4 1 3)525 6487

Bahamas. Ft. Lauderdale.
Orlando 1 1 days! Cruise whenever
Must sell! $450 Includes Two!!' Call

6-6271 Ask for Moises |M0)

SCUBA SPRING BREAK Dive Key
Largo. FL Earn 2 credits! March 16-

2? Mandatory Meeting 2/28 7pm
Herter 227 Call Project DEEP ®
(800)282 0977

Spring Break '97 Hottest destina-

tions and coolest vacations! Lowest
prices guaranteed! Organize small
group, travel free! Call for free info

1800)426-7710

TRAVELTIME has great deals fur

group and individual travel plans
Call Connne 587 301 1 413-781 -6150

WANTED
Wanted Tutor For Auto Cad
Realease13 Will Pay call Rob at 546

02/2

Fund Raiser- Motivated groups
needed to earn $500 00+ promoting

AT&T. Discover, gas and retail cards

Since 1969 we've helped thousands

of groups raise the money they need
Call Gina at (800)592 2121 ext 110

Free CD to qualified callers

THURSDAYS

*t
Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students
20<£ per word/day

All
others

40^ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly.

We are not responsible for

errors resulting from illegible

handwriting or type.
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Standard Headings

Activities

Announcements
Apartment For
Rent
Auto For Sale
Employment
Entertainment
For Sale
Found (2 days
Free)
Happy Birthday
Houses For
Rent
Instruction
Lost

Musicians
Miscellaneous
Motorcycles
Personals
Room For Rent
Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted
Services
Summer Sublet
To Sublet
Travel
Transportation
Wanted to Rent
Wanted

Personals Policy
1. All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.
2. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for
birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full
name may be used.

3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are
not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of
harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.
7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-
tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.
number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion
order. Non-students niust provide a valid driver's license and
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.
Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to
penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-
sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-
dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
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ACROSS
1. Courts

5. First pubic

appearance

10. Low-down, informally

14. London's Admiralty,

eg
15. Wed on the sly

16. Seabird

17. Position

18. Three troy grains

19. Lingerie trim

20. Ballerina s pointer

21. Spy Han
22. Author Joseph
24. Weave
26. Brazilian soccer

great

27. Me! the Giant

28. Jean Harlow s last

Aim

32. Voice a view

35. interlaced

36. Matnx component
37. Duct opening

38. Said "moo"

39. Skid row resident

40. Noahs craft

41. Used a miter box

42. Inch

43. Eased
45. Calendar abbr

46. Oater actor Alan

47 Moisture

51. Excite

54. Cameramans
maneuvers

55. African worm
56. Beowulf s beverage
57. Gal pursued by

Brutus

59. Bonded servant

60. Pennsylvania s third

largest city

61. Rent again

62. Contnbute to the

poker pot

63. Auction bidding

signals

64. Exploits

65. Singing Mama

DOWN
1. Detntus

2. Celestial hunter

3. Singing group

4. Elle, in Manhattan

5. Pour out

6. Please greatly

7. Adriatic wind

8 tree

9. Tied up

10. Fuel for newfangled

wood stoves

11. Thermometer type

12. In Love Witn

Amy
13. Look intently

21, Pipsqueak

23. Vivacity

25. They Believe Me
26. Laid concrete

28. Scattered seeds

29. Garfield's friend

30. Past

31. At the acme
32. Ellipsoid

33. Father, in France

34. Writing fluids

35. Impressed

38. Rent recipient

39, Architect Chnstopher

41. Good Housekeeping

reward

42. Cold

44. Post-vacation

presentation

45. Beliefs

47. Fluttered

48. Actress Verdugo

49. Classifies

50. Fireproof coffers

51. Govt agents

52. Long lunch'

53. On Entebbe

54 Accumulation

58. Actor Majors

59. Baglike part

TV M<moc?Su»efft
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ARIES
March 21 -April 20
Stay on task this week Diversions will

be tempting, bin you need to etjrjf

fix used. Later, there will be time for

Ml adventure with the whole family

Open your he.irl to something lor

someonel unusual. You rould gain a

rli lii-r outlook on life

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

Although you might feel caught In a

rut, you're able to anomplish some
things by force of habit. Use this

strength to free yourself to dream of

other things The more you look for.

the more you'll find Plan I romantic

H'I.ih.iv for the weekend

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Although your stress level Is high,

now Is not the time to make demands
You could i onie m ross the wrong way
( ,Ui h up on small tasks to fret-

yourself to enjoy a relaxing weekend
An outdoor excursion Is Just the thing

to recharge your batteries.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

This Is a good week to refurbish your

exercise program Focus on your

health and you'll enjoy the results for

years to com*. It may be time to su

down with a partner and dlsi uss vour

plans for the future.

LEO
July 23-August 23

A desk full of busy work will keep you

occupied for most of the week. Be

ready for an Interesting weekend

Some fun In the sun might be In

order Take a special friend along and
be ready for anythlng-you never

know what could be Just around the

corner! Enjoy!

VIRGO
August 24-September 22
You're a super ataoppai ilns week,

with bargains coming from every

direction (hei k out vour obligations

for the nexf week or so before you

splurge -you need to keep the budget

balanced (over all your base* before

accepting another responsibility

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Working together with another person
brings run thr best In you for this

week. You might almosf be able to

anticipate each olher's ideas. Trial's

grxxl. Making them come true.

however. Is another matter. Be

practical, as well as c reatlve.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
Don't focus on the weaknesses of a

group you re Involved in. Jusl pull

v»ur weight, and focus on the task at

hand-slow and steady wins the race.

Buck mill iht- basics in other areas

tins week - extravagant e is

iinui'i rssarv and detrimental.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Catch up on vour social obligations

before midweek. You'll feel better, and
so will your friends Be sure you have
all the Information before giving a

situation up as hopeless You could be
missing some important facts Read
the (llrriuons

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Your generous streak Is showing.

Before you rush out to the mall, think

about the people von know One
might need a little extra something,

and von tould be just the person to

give If to (hem You don't have to be
huish. |usi thoughtful.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18
Someone who ordlnarllv grates on
vuur nerves could have a gem of

advice lor von. If you're able to hear It.

Be open to innovations, even If they're

replacing your old favorites It might
be time for a change. A loved one
brings KM a facial piece of news.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Hi lug together an unusual group of
people lor a social gathering. You'll

h.iw inn. ami von might gain a new
insight Into an old problem A
romantic relationship gains

momentum Stoke the fires with a
special event pist lm i|, (

. two f you.

%
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Always Wanted On* off Tho»a By A. Morse & S. Dumas

feeld.ffMmr/ TW
"To rooi.W.P S»M b»J f»c

tyloWV oloMirvv+iorN, /

OfcU\l<V-\V».SI4.-i.'

uMV\ "A'aon?, /Vwcvi
u>ft«v*«c» one of -Hy,£,
UMi r\0U tee -Vr»e place
<*A?t# irvJarV.+u Cfioryt,

took diKfr*>\-J.

V

Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

OVi cye<A 0Jha4 ta s
\\t -For neo* -»V>n irrrp?

S^°P SeHrer
A|««o tecCoCe K*-,

IT'6TlM6TOGOOM TWe\T'5U60e\LW A
TlP-OFFTUAT^OOR
DAT6 I'dN'T WMING

ALOTorrUM'
r

L^!
Dilbert By Scott Adams

VISION / TUlSCWMPHtf^RemSEtJTS
C* PAimtk I NuXN'S STRU66u£ TO CONFfWT
rVNWSOrA HIS OWW rAOBTAUTV.
VOBtSTLItslC^TLv^ut,!

CUlMptWtfcS?/ I^C

HERE'S rAV FIRST

CIGARETTE EVER.
I'rA LOOKING FORWARD
TO THE /AANV SWOKING
BREAKS I'rA ENTITLED
TO.

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick

I'LL PRODABLV SEE

VOO THREE TINES
A DAY, JUST SMOKING
AND CHATTING AND
EN30VING THE FRESH
AIR!

I ASSUfAE

^00 LIGHT

THE COLOR-

CODED END,

RIGHT ?

8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

THERtS AP£

it 7L A
•tAK TE&T;

JObT "fef hoooest
CK7 tohat xo

AMOEBA
PSYCHIATRIST

anlmai m
LeoId By Roger & Salem Salloom University* By Frank Cho

Did know that the famous
Last Supper ofJesus Christ and the

Disciples was actually their

Jewish celebration ofPassover?

And that Jesus had three

brothers, Myron, Herm and, of
course, Vincenzo

who was adopted but

refused to use the last name
"Christ. " Vinnie preffered

Alleghese which was the name
of the manufacturer of his favorite

hammer.

Imagine what it was like for
Vinnie at a party:

" Hi, ....so, Jesus was your
brother? What was it like? Did he do
his own dishes?"

"Blessed he who does his

own dishes, for he shall inherit

paper plates."

I Alt Too much oHrioP
outR lilt WCCKEND IT you
1 tiAlkltD TH«t
eU/NPf 1 M FAt

Social Norm By Mr.

Close to Home By John McPherson

You WEft
CouMTihlGi

My cwinj

wiReu'T yoo 7

No
Wasn't/ AbM/. Sf rCi/lL PfF£R

1 7t> ADD£A/Dlrt A-17 AMD
photo £XH/s/rjsc ua/dc/?

WHAT'S HAPPEKKfD? EVERY
THIN& MAS. DISAPPEARED!
NO PROPS , NO PEOPLE - WHAT\
Goiio on' I Look arouno
ALL I SEF IS A VAST
WHITE NOTHINrrNFCS.

T CANT LIVE LIKE THIS
I'LL LOSE MT MINT) -

IT'S LIKE SO/ME KIND
OF TORTURE. I J-fft UK£
I7*\ Losing it AlKfADT

WAIT* IS THAT A
PERSON I SFE' OH JOY
kOMFONF TOXQAmrRVE
with tmrbwwi this
Bleak Existence jo's

I CAN PRFSf RVE MY
SANITY

KEY PAL, Do YOU EVER
ASk VOORSIIF aUESTIONJ
LIKF "VAHY »\RE WE 'Hf«*.
I was nvrjNDERiNo ir You'd
AMN0 IF I HELD AN INYDR/tAl

Rblc Discussion rcht now
TjV DEUrERONOMY illl ..

Prospective dates tirst had to give a full

presentation to Debbie Wexler s parents.

Duh... By Maura & Micaela
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Pass it o
w Paper your R.A. in

his/her room!

Quote of the Day

a
I'm not too particular

about what I put up
there.

-Overheard

99

Bad Joke of the Day

Did you hear about

the guy who chopped
up three heads of cab-

bage?

ddj6dp isjij

di\\ ui jd]Lj6nDis-diOD

LfllM pd6jDUD SDM dtf

Dining Commons Menu
Menu unavailable.

Please refer to this guide
to help you decide where to eat.

1 First, go get some dice
'^mk "^

(6 sided, preferably).

2 Find one you like,

and roll it.

Ifyou roll:

E^e

Go to Franklin D.C. for dinner.

Go to Berkshire D.C. for dinner.

Go to Hampshire D.C. for dinner.

Go to Worcester D.C. for dinner.

Get Pizza for dinner!

Roll again.
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Sports
The Massachusetts

Juden brings skills, leadership to UMass hockey
Junior center improves in Hockey East as Minutemen attempt to climb ranks

By Jorma Konsanen
Collegian Staff

In the game of hockey, some of

its intangibles are how much you
want to put into the game, and
consequently, what you want to

get out if it. Different than individ-

ual sports, the effort you put into

the game has to center on team
first, and individual Im

lunior forward Dan luden of the

Massachusetts hockey team (2-6.

2-6 in Hockey Last) is a true fan

of the game of hockey. The com-
radely of hockey is one of the

intangibles he enjoys most about
the game. In his mind, he can not

describe his love for the game, and
the only way you can feci it is to

get out there and do it.

I \<. i y thing, you get out there

and skate around by yourself and
you feel... free." luden said.

"You're going so fast, it's all the

skill you have to have, it's (tie

strength you need... I can't

describe it. its almost beyond
words.

"I guess ji'n the whole Involve-

ment in such a great game, it's like

an addiction. It's in your blood.

whether you finish playing, or you

watch it or coach it. 1 couldn't sit

here and tell you one specific

thing."

Even if he does not think he-

can express the intangible, he
does. What is definitely tangible is

the quality of his game for the

Minutemen this season, and he is

right behind the scoring leaders,

seniors Rob Bonneau and Warren
-Norris, with 7 points (3 goals and
4 assists i

Last Saturday night, coach |oe

Mallen switched around his lines.

moving luden and fellow junior
Chris Fawcett up to the No. 1 line

with senior Tom Perry. UMass
same out with a key 6-5 win over

Merrimack, ending positively an
eight game HE slate to open the

season. All the junior center wants
to do is help his team in anyway

possible, and he has.

"I'm trying to do the best I can

for the team, obviously it is not

that great of a start beine 2-6. but

that win [Saturday night's 6-5
over Merrimack) helped us a lot in

building our confidence up."
luden said. "It was good to end
our Hockey East schedule for now
on a positive note, because for a

good stretch now we won't have a

conference game, and it was nice

to get a win."

For Mallen. one of the intangi-

bles of his team this year is the

effect of his underclassmen.

"Before this year, I had a pret-

ty good idea as to what the capa-

bilities of our senior's are, and it

was really to be up to our
juniors, sophomores and maybe
our freshmen to propel us,"

Mallen said, "[luden] has been a

junior that has contributed in the

first eight games, and his contri-

bution has definitely helped our
team."

luden was five years old when
he started playing hockey, and
credits being the hockey player he
is now to his parents, Dan and
Diane. They were the ones who
took luden to his games — his

father helping him in the game and
his mother helping him to "stay

sane."

The Gloucester native lettered

in three sports at Governor
Dummer Academy, and participat-

ed in Hockey Night in the Boston
Ail-Star Tournament in 1993.
You have to believe that former
Bruin great Phil Esposito was
there that night, because luden
was chosen in the sixth round of

the 1994 NHL Entry Draft by the

incomparable GM of the Tampa
Bay Lightning.

Coming to UMass was a big

jump for him, and he had to get

used to the higher level of play.

"It was a big jump from high

school, and you don't realize it

Turn to JUDEN page 9

Brown says sorry;

Dawg Pound turns

to Buffalo for fun
Pop quiz: Who's, a bigger embarrassment to humankind;

San Francisco Mayor Willie Brown or San Francisco quar-

terback Elvis Grbac''

If you picked the former, give yourself a pat on the back.

And if you don't know why he's an embarrassment, it's

basically because while Brown was in Paris a week ago. he

called Grbac an "embarrassment to humankind" after the

QB threw two interceptions in the 49ers' loss to rival

Dallas.

Brown later apologized. saying he didn't realize Grbac
had been unprepared because he was worrying about his

young son who is suffering from spina bifida.

Whether Grbac s son has a disease or not though.

Brown was way out of line. No matter how popular the

National Football League may be. or how much money is

involved, in the end it is just a game.

Players in the league willingly give up their privacy in

order to gain money and fame by playing. However, that

doesn't give fans the right to belittle them as people or

for anyone to call

HUI gao / COLUCIAN
junior forward Dan juden continues to improve along with the UMass hockey program.

JACOB W. MICHAELS

on the

NFW

Williams is the new Man in charge for Bostons nine
Wanted: One major league manager with World Series

experience to guide the most maligned franchise in base-

ball history to the promised territory of October action.

Must be patient with scrutinizing media and skeptical

fans. Must be able to instruct young talent. Must win.

Enter |imy Williams. All he's missing is an "M."
The Red Sox officially ended their search for a manager

yesterday, hiring the former Atlanta Braves third base
coach and Blue lays head man Williams brings a wealth
of experience to the Fenway dugout from his winning
Toronto teams of the '80s and the undisputed team of the

'90s.

Williams is a class act who is widely
known a< a top- notch instructor and
one of the foremost baseball minds in

the senior circuit.

Boston GM Dan (Who needs Roger
Clemens?) Duquette has found a guy
that will please the tans and the organi-

zation, and should keep the players
happy. But. will Williams be able to win with the
slow-pitch softball team that Duquette has on the field

right now?
A keg at every base would probably get Jose Canseco to

stay in the Hub.
William* is a guy who knows how to win, obviously. He

was an integral part of baseball's latest dynasty, helping

FKI HURUMNIf,JR

Baseball

the Braves to four World Series appearances and one title.

He took over for Bobby Cox in Toronto in 1986. and in

the ensuing campaign he led the Blue birds to 96 wins.

Toronto, however, is not the media circus that Boston
is. Williams' biggest test will be figuring out what kind of
team he has, and exactly how he's going to win. And. he's

going to have a heckuva time doing that under the hot

lamp that is Red Sox fandome
The signing of Williams gives the Red Sox HOC time to

stall on all the other decisions that they need to make soon.

Like, when they are going to sign the Rocket to the contract

he deserves. Who do ya' keep: John
Valentin or Tim Naehring? How do you
replace Canseco, if he doesn't come back'.'

What do you do about the defense? What
do you do about Wil (where am I goin '.

coach) Cordero or Reggie lefferson?
What the heck is wrong with Aaron Sele?

More good news for Sox fans: Albert

Belle has been signed... by the White
variety of Sox.

Sorry. I know, that was cruel. But. the signing of base-

ball's poster boy for media relations could be considered

good news for the Sox fans in Beantown.
Although terms of the deal were not disclosed at the

press conference yesterday, Belle's deal was reportedly
worth a cool $50 million over five years, a $2.5 million

u

signing bonus and an option for a sixth year. That's enough
dough to bake Cecil Fielder a month's worth of cookies.

So. why is that good news for Boston followers?

lerry Reinsdorf — owner of the Chicago Bulls and
White Sox — already has to pay Frank Thomas. Michael
lordan. Scottie Pippen and Dennis (Color Me Badd)
Rodman. With the addition of Belle. Reinsdorf will hardly

have enough money to pay for a small Porsche, this week.
That strain on Reinsdorf s pocket could pave the way

for the Red Sox' expedition to find pitching in the
Windy City. The Duke is a fan of both Wilson Alvarez
and Alex Fernandez, two live arms with a lot of years
left in them.

Either hurler would be a tremendous asset to a staff of
anus that is shaky at best. Between Sele and Tom Gordon.
new pitching coach |oe Kerrigan will probably see the best

big league curveballs in the last ten years. He will also bear
witness to some of the worst benders, and misplaced fast-

balls in recent memory. Can you say |eff Russell
'

Sign the Rocket and one of the two Chicago workhors-
es, bank on young gun Jeff Suppan in the third slot and
Tim Wakefield eating up innings as the fourth starter,

and you have the makings of a solid set of starters. Let the

Rocket go. drop the ball on the White Sox tandem and all

of a sudden a rook is your number one.

Good news abounds. Let's see if the Sox can work with it.

Fred Hurlbrink. ]r. is a Collegiun columnist.

them an "embarrass

ment." Football pla>

ers are still humans,
with normal worries

and problems, and
they make human mis

takes

The fact that it was a

mayor — supposedly a position of authority and integrity

— makes Brown's comments all the more out of line.

Hopefully, Grbac will pay him back by leaving San
Francisco, only to return to haunt them by beating them in

future Super Bowls.

• A year and a hall ago. Art Model! was generally con
sidered one of the better owners in the NFL. He seemed to

care about the game, generally put a good product on the

field, was pleasant to talk to. and didn't interfere like |erry

(ones and Al Davis.

That all changed the moment Modell announced he was
moving the Cle\ eland Browns to Baltimore, and leaving

the great Cleveland fans and the "Dawg Pound" behind.

He suddenly became one of the most hated owners of all

time.

Bills owner Ralph Wilson, on the other hand, has gen-
erally been well thought of. With his actions last Sunday,
though. Wilson may have taken a step toward replacing

Modell as a loved owner, as he showed how much he
cared about the game, its traditions and its fans.

Wilson invited the "Dawg Pound" to a Bills game
against old Cleveland rivals, the Cincinnati Bengals. And
with the help of the boisterous fans, the Bills won
31-17.

There are a lot of similarities between the two
blue-collar cities, and Cleveland fans could choose worse
teams to switch their allegiance to until they get the
Browns back.

The Bills consistently put a very good product on the

field. After four straight AFC Championships — a

remarkable feat often overlooked due to their four
straight Super Bowl losses — the Bills finally missed the

playoffs in 1994.

But despite almost everyone's hopes, the Bills would
not go away for more than one season. Last year, with
some great off-season acquisitions, the Bills bounced
back, surprising everyone by winning the AFC East once
again.

This year, people were ready for the Bills. That's why
they got excited when, despite their 5-3 record at the time,

people saw them struggling. Two losses in three weeks (to

Miami and New England) put the spotlight on an offense

that was truly offensive. It seemed like the Bills — espe-

cially QB |im Kelly — were finally showing their age. and
that it was mostly luck that had their record as good as it

was at this point.

But then came the return of the K-Gun. the terror of the

early '90s. In the last three games, against Washington.
Philadelphia and Cincinnati, the Bills have scored 93
points, for a 31 -point average.

And with Denver's humiliation of New England on
Sunday, guess who's back in first place in the AFC East?
That's right: Buffalo.

• Despite their recent wins, the New England Patriots

have a growing problem. The emergence of QB Drew
Bledsoe seems to ha\e come at the expense of the running
game.

It isn't the fault of Curtis Martin, last year's Rookie of
the Year, however. The lack of a running game can be

Turn to NfI page 9

Colorado avalanches whole league

Splish, splash...

As coach Russ Yarworth waits for his water polo team's trip to San
Diego, his men's swimming and diving teams are off to a strong
start.

No cute little sayings, no sweet little nothings to

start this column. Yo, are you ready for this?

• Bryan Smolinski should still be in a Boston
Bruins uniform. Can I say that? Thank you.

This past weekend, the ex-Gah-denite made his

third stop in as many seasons, being traded by
Pittsburgh to the New York Islanders for defens-
man Darius Kasparaitis and rookie center Andreas
lohansson. Caught in a contract

squabble with the Penguins.
Smolinski was playing for

Detroit (the minor league team)
instead of the team the Bruins

had traded him to before last

season.

I wouldn't play for the Pens
either, at this point.

The Penguins are awful, and their 5-12-1 record
as of press time is truly academic of their
team-wide futility. But that is besides the point. I

am not lamenting over picking in the preseason
them for first in the Northeast Division. No, you
can't make me. I won't do it. Uh-uh.
OK, let's do it.

Why are they awful? One reason: coach Eddie
(ohnston. This guy has the coaching style of
Cowboy Bob. and his depth of hockey perception is

as good as Helen Keller Believe me. that is a com-
pliment to Keller. 'Hie Pens ate not lacking in star

power, with |agr Lemieux Francis but what they
are lacking is a coach that will bust some heads in

the name of fundamental hockey.

In one of their earlier games against the N.Y.
Rangers, on a power play, mind you, they had three

players behind their own net. Otherwise said, it

would be having Lari Ketner set up a alley ^x>p for

Ross Burns. It doesn't work, and I must say the
Ketner Burns u >mho has a better chance of work-

ing. The Pens gave up a short-handed goal because
of that ineptness. and lost that game big. They have
not done much better since, losing big again to the

Rangers last weekend, 8-3. Even worse, at home.
Well, the wanna-be Black-and-Golders (we do

have a better record than them) did pick up a

tough presence in Kasparaitis, but that is not going

to help. Johnston has got to go, while Smolinski
was not helping them at all. His 64
points last year for Pittsburgh would
not aid them that much, but it would
for the Bruins.

Who did we get for Smolinski?
Shawn McEachern.
And he doesn't score too well for us

when he plays for the Ottawa
Senators. Another player that should

still be in a Bruins uniform. One or the other, it

doesn't matter to me.

• Oh damn. The Calgary Flames sent Chris
O'SulIivan to the minors.

Bleed me a river.

I do not have too much to say about an ex-Boston
University Terrier, only that it really pains me (insert

sarcastic tone) to see some of last year's team mem-
bers doing so well in the NHL this year.

I guess that is what you get for running up the

score on UMass last year in the Hockey East quar-

terfinals, eh?
What comes around, goes around, boys.

Oh. where art thou, lay Pandolfo? Oh, woe is

me...

And speaking of woe. the next installment in BU
bashing comes from the "instant karma is going to

get you (and knock you right in the head)" depart-

ment. Has Mike Grier recovered yet from his

spanking by the hands of the Bruins' Kyle
McLaren the other week? Hey, the Edmonton

Oilers might have won the battle, but we won the.

uh. fight! Yeah, the fight. I'm pathetic.

• I had a young boy walk up to me the other day
(really, no. but work with me), and he asked. "Gee,
lorma. is the Colorado Avalanche really that
good?"

I said. "Yes. and if you wish real hard there, son.
the Bruins mighl suck enough, for long enough, so
we can get the kind of players they have through
the Entry Draft!"

Once again, the Lanche are the class of the
NHL. leading the Pacific Division and the league
with 30 points. They are truly the top. not the tap,

of the Rockies, and every other orographic forma-
tion on this round world.

This team would beat three-quarters of the
national squads out there. Led by the top two scor-
ers in the league. |oe Sakic (9 goals. 24 assists) and
Peter Forsberg (1 I goals 21 assists), and the
NHL's top scoring defenseman in Sandis Ozoiinsh.
it will be tough for any team to beat them now.
The cornerstones of this franchise were taken

through the Entry Draft, or were traded to them
via the draft. Sakic, Valeri Kamensky. Adam
Deadmarsh and Adam Foote were drafted by
Colorado (aka Quebec), while Forsberg and Mike
Ricci were draft picks coming through the trade
with Philadelphia for then-Nordique Eric Lindros.
It's a shame Boston can't get players like that, we
just draft players like Rob Cimetta and Dmitri
Kvartalnov.

But before I get too ahead of myself, did I see
that Hartford was up 4-1 on Colorado in the third
period last Saturday? But before dogs and cats
could sleep with each other, they pulled back to tie

it up at 4-4. and avoided ultimate humiliation.
Whew! I hate it when they do that.

lorma Kansanen is a Collegian columnist.
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Not a pretty

girl...

Grrl-rocker Ani Di

Franco packed 'em
into Smith's |ohn M.
Greene Hall on
Tuesday night (see

Arts & Living, page

6)

On the

air

This season,each
Massachusetts
men's basketball
team covered by
ESPN will be seen

on UVC 19 (see

Sports, page 16).
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WORLD

Spain seeking justice

in Argentine incidents

MADRID, Spain (AP) — The gov-

ernment gave information on 248
Spaniards who disappeared during

the Argentine dictatorship to a

judge on Wednesday, in hopes that

numerous Argentine military offi-

cials will stand trial in Spain.

National Court |udge Baltasar

Garzon is investigating the role

played by 97 military officials in the

kidnapping, torture and murder of

Spaniards in Argentina during the

1976-83 military rule. While Spain

is expected to relay Gabon's extra-

dition requests to Argentina,
chances that the 97 military officials

actually will appear in court here

are next to none. In 1990,
Argentina pardoned high-ranking

officers, including the dictatorship's

leader, former Gen. Jorge Rafael

Videla.

Lawyers for relatives of those

who disappeared argue that

Spanish law allows the prosecution

of genocide no matter where it is

committed and regardless of the

nationality of those accused. More
than 340 survivors and relatives

have given written or verbal testi-

mony in the proceedings that

began Sept 12. Besides holding
hearings in Madrid, Garzon plans to

collect testimony in Argentina.

NATION

Wis. man settles big

in landmark gay case

EAU CLAIRE, Wis. (AP) — Because

he is gay, |amie Nabozny was regu-

larly spat on and beaten up in school,

subjected to a mock rape and kicked

in the belly so many times he needed
surgery.

On Wednesday, Nabozny, now 21,

accepted a $900,000 settlement,

ending the first federal trfal of a

school district for not protecting a

gay student from harassment.

The settlement was announced
one day after a jury found that three

school administrators in Ashland vio-

lated Nabozny's rights by failing to

protect him from years of gay-bash-

ing. The jury had been scheduled to

begin considering how much to

award him in damages Wednesday.

The verdict marked the first time

school officials have ever been held

liable for anti-gay violence against a

student, said Peg Byron, public edu-

cation director for the Lambda Legal

Defense and Education Fund, a gay-

rights organization that represented

Nabozny. "I think this will send a

very clear message to school dis-

tricts," Nabozny said. "It is time it's

stopped."

Nabozny said the gay-bashing
started when he entered Ashland

Middle School in 1988 and contin-

ued until he dropped out of Ashland

High School as a junior in 1993.

He said it ranged from name-call-

ing to being shoved, beaten, spat on

and even having his head pushed in

a urinal and being urinated upon.
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ALANA community frustrated

by advising, representation woes

UMass at a cross-

roads— the state of

academic advising: a

Massachusetts Daily

Collegian special

report

Day One: Faculty reactions

to advising

Faculty says departmental

advising is strong; student apa-

thy is a real problem; admin-
stration is also criticized

Day Two: Collegian study

points to advising problems
Students express frustration

and confusion with the

advising process

Day Three: The proactive

University?

Students, administration,

critique programs aimed at

making UMass more accesible.

Day Four: Cultural organi-

zations and advising

Students of color strive to

find a familiar face and guid-

ance at a predominately white

University

Day Five: UMass 2000
Will the future forget the

undergraduate? What do the

next five years hold for UMass
and its students?

Editor's Note: this article is fourth

in a five part special report on the

state of academic advising at the

University of Massachusetts. The
report was compiled by the

Collegian news department.

With funding for higher education

already strained, students of color

are feeling the squeeze dispropor-

tionately at the University of

Massachusetts. •_-
Funding for the three

ALANA academic sup

port programs.
Committee for the

Collegiate Education

of Black and other

Minority Students

( C C E B M S ) ,

Bilingual Collegiate

Program (BCP),
and United Asia

SMBE Collegian News

Specia

eport

have become a

major issue among students of color

on this campus.

Advising plays a key role for

ALANA students. These support

centers offer ALANA students more
than just academic advising. They
help make the adjustment to UMass
easier by assisting students of color

who feel alienated on a white-domi-

nated campus.

In the fall of 1995. there was a

total of 2.51 1 ALANA students out

of a total 17.559 undergraduates.

The percentage of white undergrad-

uates was an enormous 82.5 per-

cent, while Asians numbered only

5.9 percent. African- American 3.9

percent. Latinos 5.8 percent and
Native Americans a minute .3 per-

cent.

The number of faculty of color is

also an undiverse statistic, with 86.7

percent being white. 4.9 percent

Asian. 3.7 percent
African-American. 3.2 percent
Latino, and .4 percent Native

American.

While the 1992 ALANA
Agreements havi yet to be fulfilled,

many say that the lack of ALANA
students and faculty is an imiliainai

ment to the UMass administration.

"If the administration is so wor-

ried about retention of ALANA stu-

dents, the) should fund CCEBMS
properly and put its money where its

mouth is," said Desiree Joseph, a

senior CCEBMS student major-

ing in family and community

services.

CCEBMS was found-

ed in 1967 as an acade-

mic support program,

primarily to oversee
the admissions, devel-

opment and graduation

of ALANA students.

Five lull time
advisors must split

the enormous
load of 900

CCEBMS students.

"There are only five full time advi-

sors, and each of us have over 150

students to advise on a whole range

dI issues from financial aid to hous-

ing problems. The student to advlaoi

ratio is way too high. We need more

funding to get more advisors," said

CCEBMS advisor Sid Ferreira.

Many ALANA students say they

know exactly what is needed to

improve these programs, and they

are irritated by what they see as the

apathetic attitude of the administra-

tion.

"CCEBMS needs more funding

and deserves more respect." s;iul

CCEBMS student Melissa
McPherson. "With the funding they

can provide more help for their stu-

dents by getting more advisors, com-
puters, tutors, and other aids for

CCEBMS students.

"CCEBMS also needs to be

respected by all University faculty

Turn to ADVISING, page 3

To pass the time...

lENNirER IUTRAS
,
COUiGIAN

Andrew Jones, a sophomore communications major, practiced his

skateboarding moves on the steps of the Fine Arts Center yesterday

afternoon.

SGA proposal to shed light Marching band plays charity rally

OTT Orchard Hill SylvCLYl tTCLiI ^nt donates undisclosed amount at COMEC fundraising event

By Roghurom Vadarevu
Collegian Staff

With the growing concern about

the safety of women on college

campuses, the University of

Massachusetts Undergraduate
Student Senate passed a motion last

night that requests campus adminis-

tration to place lights and call

boxes on the trail that stretches

from Orchard Hill Residential Area

to Sylvan Residential Area.

The trail known as the "rape
trail" by many students is consid-

ered dangerous for women to walk

at night because there are no lights

or call boxes, said Sen. Bill Ramsey
(Commuter Area), who co-spon-

sored the motion.

"We both feel that regardless of

what happens [with the trail issue]

students are not going to stop using

it," said Sen. lennifer Casasanto
(SW-)ohn Adams), who sponsored

the motion with Ramsey.
"Therefore, the University is direct-

ly responsible for students on the

trail and is obligated to take a mea-

sures to improve the safety."

Feminist research

in comprehensive

By Michelle Hillman

Collegian Staff

The Women's Graduate Minor
Research Lecture Series hosted
Shulatnit Reinharz, Ph.D yesterday

in the Campus Center.

Reinharz spoke about femi-

nist research methods in a

lecture entitled "Feminist

Research Methods: Past,

Present and Future."

Reinharz discussed the

early problem women had
accessing higher education.

"I define the 19th century

from this perspective as a

period in which the
women's struggle was get-

ting access to higher educa- "Nm
tion." Reinharz said.

Comparing the women's struggle

for higher education to the women's
suffrage movement. Reinharz said

the struggle for education "was as

cruel, as full of biological arguments
preventing women from higher edu-

cation" as the suffrage movement.
Reinharz illustrated the difficulty

women had getting into faculty posi-

tions by circulating a photo of a

Maldon Hospital picture where all

Tony Cardullo. head security

supervisor for UMass Escort
Service said in a telephone inter-

view that the SGA proposal is a

great idea to make the campus a

safer place.

Cardullo said that the walking
escorts use Thatcher Way or the

Orchard Hill path and are forbid-

den from using the trail. He added
that the security staff patrols the

trail every night in pairs of two —
which ensures the safety of the

security staff.

According to the Ramsey, the

motion will also be forwarded to

the vice chancellor's committee on

safety. The committee, according to

Attorney General David Heyes. is

made up of the vice chancellors,

campus police and four students,

and focuses on safety issues on
campus.

"By pursuing the motion we | the

Senate) are generating issues for

the vice chancellor's committee on
safety [to addressl," Ramsey said.

The chair of the Women's Issues

Turn to PROPOSAL page 2

history explored

Reinharz lecture
the men looked exactly alike.

Women attending the talk guessed

the picture was taken in 1904, when
in actuality it was from 1963.

"They're all white, smiling and
wearing suits. It is a wonderful illus-

tration of conformity,"

Reinharz said. The picture

was described as a product

of women's access to high-

er education and exclusion.

A result of women get-

ting into the academy "tor-

tuously and slowly,"

Reinharz encountered a

world which was free of

mentors.

"I didn't study women's

studies." she said. "I

iut«as/coue thought that was strange."

It was not until 1969 that the first

Women's Studies course was offered

in the United States, prompting

Reinharz to comment "we should

remember how new the struggle is."

In graduate school Reinharz found

several dilemmas also present while

doing research for Columbia Bureau

of Applied Social Research. "I still

found survey research put things into

boxes that didn' t fit." she said

Turn to HISTORY, page 3

By Frank Campailla

Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Minuteman
Marching Band provided the sounds and cheers for

the annual Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Employees Campaign (COMEC) rally yesterday out-

side the Campus Center.

The event, part of "Caring and Sharing Day.' was

designed in hopes of boasting support for local chari-

table organizations within the UMass community.

Men's basketball coach lames "Bruiser" Flint, along

with representatives from local charities, encouraged

students and others to give their support to those in

need.

Flint called on the crowd to not only contribute and

help COMEC reach its fundraising goal of SI 90.000

and beyond. Presently $182,000 has been raised.

"It is important for the whole University to get

involved and try to help out as much as we can." Flint

said. "It shows our concern."

Flint presented his donation, an undisclosed
amount, to the director of the Minuteman Marching

Band and master of ceremonies. George Parks.

COMEC supports a variety of local charitable agen-

cies. Representatives from these organizations turned

out for the event to speak on the importance of their

work.
"Last year there were over 57.000 instances where

people were helped by United Way agencies." said

Kimbell Howes, director of the United Way
Hampshire County Chapter. "We have a wonderful

group of over 2,000 volunteers year round.

Andre luarez. a representative from lesse's House,

a homeless shelter that deals with families and com-

munity groups in Hampshire County, called on the

crowd to put faith in people who receive aid from

charities.

"Often we are bombarded with pleas for help that

WC get so desensitized to it that we lose sight o\' what

it means." luarez said.

He explained how lesse's House has helped home-

less people and domestic abuse victims make their

lives bettci

"Some of those people are now graduate students

at Mount Holyoke College, they are walking among
you here at UMass and have become popular con-

tributing members of society." luarez said. "That

would not have happened without some unknown
person, a nameless person, one of us, reaching into

our pockets and contributing."

Tom Rich, a UMass employee, spoke on behalf of

the National Education for Assistance Dog Services,

and UMass alumni Nancy Gilbert talked about her

involvement with the Hampshire County Visiting

Nurse's Association and Home Care.

UMass student Richard Slingluff said he thought

the rally was effective at attracting attention.

"It's a great thing," he said. "It's the best way to get

people to know about it."
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For Your Information
Thursday, Nov. 21

Club — Signing Coffee Hour sponsored by UMass
HANDS at 7 p.m. in the Bluewall. Any questions, call the

office at 545-1952 or stop by the office in room 506 of
the Student Union.

Film — The UMass Dept. of Germanic Languages and
Literatures and its German Club are sponsoring a

Heinrich Boll Film Festival in Thompson 106, starting at

7:50 p.m. Admission is free; popcorn and soda will be
provided. For more information, call 545-2550.
Meeting — S.H.A.R.E, Students Helping Area

Reach-Out Efforts is having a general meeting from 7-8

p.m. in Campus Center room 804-08. New members are

welcome.

Meeting — The Math Club will meet at 7 p.m. in

LGRT 1521D. A film. "Donald Duck in Mathmagic
Land" and then a game of pool in the Student Union. All

math majors are invited to attend.

Performance — Mission Improvable, a comedv imDrov
troupe, will perform at 8 p.m. in Campus Center room
1 72. Admission is free.

Poetry Reading — An evening of original poetry will be
held at 7 p.m. in the Student Union Art Gallery. All are

encouraged to read original works and to have them pub-
lished. Sign up for the reading at the Art Gallery or con-

tact Maria at 255-6674 for further information.

Charity — To help Oxfam America, MASSPIRG snd
Dining Services are encouraging students to skip a dinner.

Proceeds from the meal will be donated to help the hun-
gry-

Health — U.H.S. Health Education will be sponsoring
activities to help you quit smoking cigarettes and chewing
tobacco. Nancy Grossman, Lie. Ac, will give an info ses-

sion and demonstration on how acupuncture can help
with tobacco addiction in Campus Center room 905 from
2- 5 p.m. Tama Chambers, founder of the Center for

Clinical Hypnosis and Behavioral Science will give an info

session and demonstration on how hypnosis can help you
quit in Campus Center room 805-09 from 5-5 p.m. A
tobacco cessation support group will be held in Campus
Center room 801 from 7-8 p.m. For further information,

call the Health Education Division at 577-5181.
Friday, Nov. 22

Performance — Mission Improvable, a comedy improv
troupe, will perform at 8 p.m. in Campus Center room
168. Admission is free.

Religious — "Thanksgiving" Shabbat services with a

free meal at 6 p.m. at Chabad House, 50 N. Hadley Rd..

Amherst. Free and open to the public and for more infor-

mation, call 549-4094.

Community — An event sponsored by MASSPIRG to

educate the campus community about homlessness by
sleeping outside. Students raise money by getting pledges
for hours sleeping out. For more information, contact
Melanie Undem, MASS Student PIRG Organizer, at 545-
0199.

Notices

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from
8:50 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.
All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information,
call 584- 8167.

Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every
Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.
Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more
information, contact Milly Defesus at 546-1085.
Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies

is seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
ri •Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen,
Dept. of Consumer Studies, 101 Skinner Hall, University
of Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma, 01005. For more infor-

mation, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2591.

FYb arc putok larvicc announcements printed daily To submit an
FYI, pktaw tend a press release containing all pertinent intorma-
ikjii. including the name and phone number of it* contact per-
son to the Cotrgun, c/o the Managing Editor by noon the previ-

ous day

Fall Library Workshops — UMass reference librarians

are offering a series of workshops. November sessions will

include demonstrations of databases and Web sites in

Literature with Literature Specialist Liz Fitzpatrick (Nov.
18, from 1-2 p.m.), and the Internet (Nov. 21, from
9:50-11 a.m.) with Internet Resources Librarian Emily
Hum. All workshops will be in the Library Instruction

Room, main floor, Du Bois Library. All are welcome,
although sign up is required for the Internet sessions.

Please call 545-6892 to register.

Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange
workshops will be held on the following date: Tues.. Dec.
5 from 5:50-7 p.m. in CC room 165-169.
Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are
available to help you find answers to your questions and
concerns: Mondays from 4:50-6:50 p.m. in the Health
Education Dept.. UHS room 248 (call S77-518I for more
info) and 4:50-6:50 p.m. in the Community Room H^»
North Village; Tuesdays 6:50- 8:50 p.m. in the
International Lounge, Prince House (call 545-2299 for

more info); Wednesdays 4:50-6:50 p.m. in the
Community Room, 411 Linclon . All conversations are
confidential.

Literature — MOTHERTONGUE, the multilingual stu-

dent publication by the dept. of Comparative Literature, is

currently seeking submissions for the spring '97 publica-
tion. We will accept original poetry, short stories,
one-acts, international photographs, and art work created
by multilingual students. Please submit a copy in English
to the Comparative Literature Dept. in 205 South
College. Rough drafts are acceptable.

Meeting — P.O.W.E.R., the Progressive Organization
for Women's Rights holds their weekly meetings on
Thursdays at 6 p.m. in the Student Union room 506. All

men and women are welcome.
Meeting — The Pakistan Students Association has its

weekly meetings every Tuesday at 7:50 p.m. in the
Campus Center. Check for the room number at the infor-

mation desk. For further details, contact Musharraf at

546-6295.

Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus meets
every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer 201. All

anthropology undergraduate minors and majors welcome.
Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Ivrit" held every

Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right

as you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis

and other Hebrew speakers welcome.
Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 506 of the Student
Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

New Organization — WICC (West Indian/Caribbean
Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the
Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West
Indies or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as

anyone interested in the culture. For more information,
contact Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-5967.
New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and
your help is needed. If interested, call Jordan at

546-5548.

Religious —
- The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the
Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to 1 p.m.
in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement
of Worcester Dining Common). For more information,
call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 255-0874.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley
offers rides to students to attend the 10 a.m. service in

'

Amherst. Drivers arrive at the Knowlton and Prince bus
stops at 9:45. Please call Mark to confirm, or for other

'

stops, at 255-0561.

STUDENT SPEAKER
UNDERGRADUATE COMMENCEMENT

/s there something you would like to say before graduating?

If so, you are invited to submit a proposal for consideration as

Student Commencement Speaker.

w

Who is Eligible:

Subject Matter:

Format:

Selection Process:

Deadline.

Submit Proposals To:

Graduating Amherst campus seniors (Class of 1997).

Substance should concern higher education and be relevant

to the University and your experience(s) here.

Submit up to three word-processed or typewritten pages,

double-spaced, or the equivalent of 3-5 minutes speaking

time.

Authors' names will be deleted (by a non-voting staff

person) after which a committee of students (majority),

staff, and faculty will review the proposals. 3-5 individuals

will be invited to "audition" before the committee (in

March), after which the speaker will be selected.

Wednesday, February 12, 1997, 4:30 p.m.

Paul R. Appleby, Chair, Student Speaker Selection

Committee, 305 Whitmore (545-3464).

ShopScofTsA

Save Lolls!
Moosehead i2pac*bo«M $6.99 *<*

h^
-*>.

HarpOOn 6-pack«, AH Flavors $4.99 +dep

Coors Extra Gold m packs $1 1 99 +oep

Old English 22oz Flavored Br»wt .95 1 dep
Sam Adams 24 120Z bom** $ 1 8.99 +d»P

Busch & Busch Light so-pac*. $11 .79 +deP
Red Dog & Ice House 12 pock bom., $6.99 +<j*p

Check Out Our Spectacular 2wk Wine Sale!

Captain Morgan 1.75 ut« $16.49
Popov Vodka 1 76ut«* $10.99
Jagermeister 750ml $14.49
Bacardi Umon 7*0 mi $8.99
Seagram's Gin 1num $15.99

Open Sunday Now "Till '97" I ant

Tele-Check for

r'our personal check

Check Out Our Other Great
In Store Specials
6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst
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UMass spirit...
The UMass Color Guard performed in front of the parking garage yesterday for the COMEC campaign.

proposal
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committee. Sen. Stacey Shackford
(Cen.-At-Large), said that it is

important to address the safety
needs of women when they walk
on campus.

"If the University is going to cre-

ate an atmosphere where women
feel that their safety is in jeopardy
whenever they walk across campus
that the University has the respon-

sibility to create the most safe cam-
pus possible," Shackford said.

Collegian

fiftma
Snowed in and bored out of our
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Attention: Skiers and Snowboarders

the UMass Ski Club Announces its

OF THE SEMESTER '

THIS SUNDAY !!

7 PM - CAMPUS CENTER

^Vkk
UMASS SKI CLUB

All Welcome - All Served

YouRiASi Chance To Save Big $ on

Memberships and...

QUEBEC CITY
1+1 CANADA 1*1
LODGING, LIFTS & TRANSPORTATION
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advising
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and staff. There are many noted faculty and staff that

do not even know what CCEBMS stands for. or better

yet know even what it is."

Other ALANA academic support programs such as

BCP, founded in 1974, also voiced concerns over the

amount of funding for their program.

"We have over 500 students to advise and we only

have three and a half advisors. The lack of resources

and funding is a problem," said Manuela Littlefield, art

advisor at BCP. Despite the low number of ALANA
students and advisors, many feel that the programs
provide a unique service to the ALANA community
while battling the burden of inadequate funding.

"BCP has many opportunities for ALANA students,

ones you will not find anywhere else on (his campus,"
said Ainex Baez, a BCP junior and biology major.

The UALRC, another advising center founded in

1990, has over 560 students with only three advisors.

"We are like a second family to our students, we
lake into consideration personal situations when advis-

ing," Director Lucy Nguyen said.

The inadequate funding is not limited to CCEBMS
and BCP. It is also persists in the UALRC, said

UALRC student Lucy Kwon.
"UALRC needs more money to get more advisors to

cater to all the different Asian groups on campus," she

said. "The advisors they have now are Chinese,

lapanese, and Vietnamese.

"Even though most student on academic probation

are Korean, they still cannot afford to get a Korean
advisor with they funds they have now. They have an

excellent tutorial system which I found very helpful."

Many students have lost confidence in the adminis-

tration's ability to address the concerns of ALANA stu-

dents by not funding these programs as they should.

"I think it's such a sham that these organizations

exist without the proper funding to adequately achieve

its purpose," said Viraphong Douangmany, a junior

UALRC student. "As a Laotian, it is difficult to main-

tain a positive attitude when there are not any moral or

structural support, people that will understand my
needs and where I am coming from.

"UALRC needs advisors that can properly respond

to Southeast Asian students needs. I think that it is

obscene that our own faculty, in this day and age. will

question multiculturalism. It is a disgrace to UMass."

As ALANA students remain frustrated, they recog-

nize the importance of these support programs.

"As students of color it is essential that we have

solid support structures," said Black Student Union

President Khernchrist Lacoste. "When funds are not

allocated to these advising centers we are placed in a

hole with no means of escape."

Many ALANA students find it disrespectful that this

funding problem is not at the top of the administra-

tions agenda.

"If this school can have money for teams like hock-

ey, water polo, lacrosse, horseback riding, then they

can invest more money into really leveling our 'playing

field," said Student Government Association ALANA
Caucus Sen. Laura Lopez. "When talking about these

sports teams the money is considered an 'investment'

but when our cultural support centers ask for more

funding, the money is then considered a hand-out'...

"Are we not worth the investment? CCEBMS, BCP,

and UALRC are extremely underfunded. No wonder,

Chancellor Scott, our retention rate is so low."

With all this said, the question still remains, is the

administration doing its best to combat the problems

of funding for these centers? The ALANA community
has expressed impatience in waiting for the administra-

tion to make changes. There has been plenty of talk

and now students say it seems time for action.

Sunanda Ghosh is a Collegian staff member.

Rwandan Hutus flee homeward
By Chris Tomlinson

Associated Press

SAKE. Zaire — A thousand
Rwandan Hutus broke free from

retreating Hutu militiamen in east

em Zaire to begin their long trek

home yesterday, and tens of thou-

sands more also were on the move.

The U.N. World Food Program
said 100,000 refugees were heading

from Bukavu at the south end of

Lake Kivu north toward Masisi.

scene of reported fighting yesterday

between Hutu militias and
Rwandan-backed Zairian rebels.

Refugees in Sake, halfway

between Masisi and the border town

of Goma, said they slipped away
from the militiamen during the fight-

ing.

In Goma on Wednesday, Zairian

rebels fired a burst of anti-aircraft

fire toward a U.S. reconnaissance

plane as it flew over thousands of

rebel supporters.

The Navy P-3 Orion maritime
patrol aircraft was too high to be

hit. the Pentagon said. The aircraft

was on a routine mission in support

of an advance U.S. force that may
intervene to aid returning Rwandan
refugees.

Until the refugees began their sur-

prise exodus Friday, international

aid agencies complained they had no

way of knowing where the refugees

had gone when they fled the more
than 40 camps in eastern Zaire to

escape fighting between rebels and
the Zairian army.

Rwandan officials insisted

Tuesday that an international inter-

vention force was no longer neces-

sary because hundreds of thousands

of refugees had returned from their

2 1/2-year exile in Zaire.

But U.N. agencies report several

hundred thousand Rwandan
refugees remain in eastern Zaire

Militar) officials from nations

offering to join the 10,000- to

12.000-member multinational force

plan to meet Friday in Stuttgart,

Germany, to decide the mission's

fate. The United States has promised

about 1 ,000 logistics specialists and

$1 40 million to help the refugees.

The refugees who escaped from

Masisi had left Katale camp north of

Goma more than two weeks ago.

The aid group Doctors Without
Borders planned to truck them to

the border with Rwanda, 15 miles

east. From there, they will likely

have to walk home.

In Goma, 10,000 people attended

the rally in support of the rebels,

who have routed the Zairian army
from the eastern Kivu provinces and

have pledged to overthrow President

Mobutu Sese Seko. Rebel comman-
der Andre Kassasse urged the crowd

to organize self-defense units and to

tell rebel forces if they saw Zairian

troops or their Rwandan Hutu mili-

tia allies.

The militias, largely responsible

for the massacre of more than

500.000 people in Rwanda in 1994.

fled refugee camps in front of the

rebel onslaught, freeing hundreds of

thousands of Hutu refugees to head

back to Rwanda.
Rebel leader Laurent Kabila had

been expected to speak at the rally

in Goma, but did not appear.

Gingrich to return for 2nd term as House speaker,

pledges GOP "obligation" to cooperate with Clinton

By David Espo

Associated Press

history
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A big mistake of the history of development of femi-

nist research methods, according to Reinharz, was they

"began to develop qualitative research as the only way to

do things."

She continued by saying "some feminist consider qual-

itative research to be "it."

"We cannot answer all questions this way." Reinharz

added. "People in women's studies have to create a cri-

tique and then think of alternatives.

As an alternative to these limiting research methods,

Reinharz suggested using what she called "experiential"

research.

"To truly understand something you have to experi-

ence conditions of phenomenon," she said. "If you are

subject to fate, you have a deeper higher understanding.

Research methods have to be understood as working

through dilemmas.

"Feminist research methods can be applied to any dis-

cipline. I'm working with pre-meds right now. Every sin-

gle discipline is utilized.

"I don't think there is a unique feminist research

method. The fact that there is not a unique method is

empowering, all methods are used by feminists,"

Reinharz said.

Reinharz suggested that in order for research methods

to be effective "there has to be a partnership between

feminism and research. Social change comes from first

understanding systems of power and developing critiques

on them."

Attention Collegian Comic Artists

Save your babies!!!
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WASHINGTON — Chosen by

Republicans for a second term as

House speaker. Newt Gingrich said

yesterday the GOP Congress has an

"absolute moral obligation" to

work with President Clinton and

leave the campaign wars behind.

In a speech following his selec-

tion, Gingrich looked ahead to an

"Implementation Congress" on
issues such as balancing the bud-

get, cutting taxes, attacking drugs

and improving the health care sys-

tem.

"We bear the unusual burden of

reaching out to a Democratic presi-

dent and saying, together, we can

find common ground," said

Gingrich, whose formal election as

speaker is slated for |an. 7, 1997,

when the 105th Congress officially

convenes.

Across the Capitol complex,
Senate Democratic Leader Tom
Daschle of South Dakota expressed

a similar hope for cooperation.

In his first extended remarks
since the presidential and congres-

sional elections. Daschle said.

"There really is perhaps an historic

opportunity for Democrats and
RepublicaoV) to work uogt}th*tiiAnd

our choice is really this: We can
legislate or we can recriminate."

President Clinton, too, has indi-

cated a willingness to work with
Republicans. "We're in this boat

together, and we have to paddle it

together," he said shortly after the

voters had returned both him and
the GOP Congress to power.

Gingrich's remarks were more
subdued and less combative than

two years ago.

Then, he had led his party to a

House majority for the first time in

40 years, and stood ready to lead

them through an exhaustive effort

to pass the conservative "Contract

With America."

Now, the 53-year-old Georgian
finds himself under lingering inves-

tigation by the ethics committee,
and the run-up to his selection by

the party caucus was marked by
sniping from critics on both the left

and the right.

On a personal note, Gingrich
remarked to fellow Republicans
that his father had died of cancer

only a few hours earlier in the day,

and on his mother's birthday.
"That makes it hard," he said.

Despite the changes— and a sear-

ing campaign in which dozens of

Democrats depicted him as a sym-

bol of extremism he won by
acclamation Wednesday and
Jajjtted a triumph for himself and
other RepuiJicans. "

In the congressional elections, he

said. "When it was all over, the

American people, for the first time

in 68 years, decided to reaffirm a

Republican direction of the U.S.

House of Representatives."

Aside from Gingrich,
Republicans ratified the re-election

of their entire top leadership team,

including Texans Dick Armey as

majority leader and Tom DeLay as

whip; and John Boehner of Ohio as

head of the caucus, the senior non-

Southerner in the hierarchy. In his

remarks, Armey echoed Gingrich's

refrain of working with Clinton. "If

you govern as you campaigned you
will find little difference between

our positions." he said, "because

you campaigned on our message."

Despite Gingrich's re-election,

critics claimed success in a modest
reshaping of the leadership struc-

ture. Gingrich will disband an
advisory group that functioned
much like an inner Cabinet,
reviewing each major decision.

Groups of moderates and conserva-

tives won the right to choose their

own representatives to an expand-

ed leadership group, and commit-
tee chairmen are expected to have

more latitude than they enjoyed in

the past two years. With Gingrich

under investigation, Armey will

have the responsibility for selecting

the new members of the ethics

committee.

There are College Boards
and there are college boards

We give extra credit with ours.
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midweek lift ticket for only 22 - that s a full 50% off - or a weekend/holiday lift ticket for $5
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•New England s only six-passenger high-speed chairlift

•New 'Stratton Unplugged" Mountain Adventure Parks

You're in college. Do something smart Do Stratton.

http://www.stratton.com 1-800-STRATTON

strAtton
Vermont's Mountain Resort

' All with valid college I D .. College Blast Week 2, 3 or A br condo rates based on maximum occupancy per unit

rates are per person, per day: A day minimum midweek only
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Call me a bad doctor

Bob

Dunn

A few weeks ago. Massachuseus became the lirsi

siale in the union to offer people a 1-800 num-
ber ihey could call lo receive information about

physicians.

The information provided is confined to the profes-

sional arena only. The service will be able to tell you the

doctor's specialties, the procedures that they are quali-

fied to perform, awards received and probably most
importantly, malpractice information.

When the program was put into effect

consumer groups lauded it as a great idea,

while doctor's groups chided it as mis-

leading and unfair. Doctors' reps' main
beef seemed to be the malpractice infor-

mation. In fact, a physician was being interviewed on
CNN the day the program started and his comment on
the malpractice information was that just because a

doctor has multiple malpractice suits against them
(pending or not), it doesn't tell the whole story.

Yeah, and the guy with 37 speeding tickets isn't a bad

driver, he's just unlucky.

The health care industry is a service industry and as

such it should be open to the same sort of scrutiny that

other service industries are subject to. If you call the

Better Business Bureau for example, you can ask for

information on a specific business, how long they've

been in operation, how many complaints have been
logged in against them. etc. What's the problem with

doing the same for the medical industry?

If you're about to do business with an auto dealer
with a history of overcharging people, cracking odome-
ters and selling Dusters with BMW plates glued on.

you'd want to know that, right? Well, with one
well-placed phone call you could be completely
informed about the various skullduggery being conduct-
ed at your expense all as a consumer service. At the

same time if with one well-placed phone call you could
find out that the specialist you were planning on seeing

not only graduated third in their class at Harvard but

also has a nasty habit of accidentally removing function-

ing limbs, that probably seems like a good idea as well,

right?

I can see some of the doctors' point on this, though.
We live in a litigious society and frivolous lawsuits are

everywhere. I mean, the first lime a McDonald's dared

-" ^ — —
• -

to serve one of their products above room temperature
they got taken for a couple million. Also, many things

can go wrong in a hospital selling. Chans can be mis-

placed, names can be misspelled, computers can go
down, etc. not everything that goes wrong is necessarily

a doctor's fault. However, most people you talk to don't

have a pleasant experience at a hospital and then go and
file a malpractice suit.

People have the right to know this

information. Some malpractice suits

might be frivolous, but the likelihood

decreases when multiple suits start piling

up. The excuses just start running out.

"Um. oh yeah, well um, Mr. Johnson's
gall bladder just sort of um. fell out when we were
removing his appendix. That's where that malpractice
suit started."

All that's being done is arming people with informa-

tion. If a particular doctor you're inquiring about has a

couple of malpractice suits under their bell, that's

something people ought to know before going in. Once
speaking to the doctor you can ask. quite plainly,

"What's up with ihis?" If you heard from eight of your
friends that "Dick's Olde TV and Bait Shoppe" will rip

you off unless you're careful and ask the right ques-
tions, you'd go in making sure you had an adequate
working knowledge of grub worms and A/V cables.

No one is giving out private information about the

doctors involved. You can't call for example and hear.

"Oh yes, Dr. Smith graduated at the head of his class,

hates green beans and has a leather fetish." All of the

information is pertinent, useful and sometimes absolute-

ly necessary.

With all the information out there pertaining to

things that don't really matter in the long run (there's

an 800 number you can call for information on
Cool-Whip for crying out loud), I think a number that

people can call for information on a person who quite

possibly may have your life in their hands can only help.

Doctors need to realize that even though they're some-
times overworked and forced to comply to an increas-

ingly burdensome system, the public is going to hold

them up to a higher standard and information is the

yardstick we do it with.

Rob Dunn is a Collegian columnist.

/

About Saturday night. .

.

Miranda

Pirnell

A strange thing happened to me on Saturday
night. I woke up to the sound of rain. Now...
that in itself wasn't all that strange. I mean

there's no law that says it can't rain on a Saturday
night. What was strange and frankly downright con-

cerning was that I was on the 23rd floor of a hotel in

Boston and it sounded like the rain was coming from
the 24th floor.

My parents, who were visiting from Australia, and
I had had a huge day of retail therapy
in Kitterv. Maine and fell into bed
exhausted at about 10 p.m. It was
about 1:15 a.m. when we heard the

first drops fall. My father stumbled out

of bed, investigated the noise and
assuming that the guests above us had a thing about
late night showers, crawled back into bed. My moth-
er, however, was not convinced. She paced around
the room, pressing her ear to various walls in the

joint before giving up and returning to bed.

By this time 1 was wide awake and less than
impressed. It was now 1:30 a.m., I was tired and
grumpy and sounds vaguely reminiscent of a Sydney
thunder storm were playing out above my head.
Worse still, they seemed to be getting louder. My
mum was starting to panic, and I had visions of eight

hours worth of shopping being ruined by a giant cas-

cade of water which would no doubt fall from the
ceiling the minute we managed to gel back to sleep.

With preservation of our new purchases our
utmost priority, my dad rang the front desk. "Hello,
I'm in room 2316 and I think a pipe may have burst

on the floor above us... well we can hear water run-

ning down inside the walls and it seems to be getting

worse... you'll send an engineer up right away, greai.

thanks a lot."

The water had become louder by this stage, and if

you didn't know any better you would have sworn
there was a waterfall right outside our door. Sensing
the serious nature of the situation, my parents decid-

ed it was time to abandon the pajamas in favor of
something a little more presentable. I. however, have
always fancied myself in my blue-and- while striped.

satin P.|.s, and in some vain hope that the engineer
might be a hunk, refused to get changed. I did brush
my hair though.

About 20 minutes had passed since my dad had
rung ihe desk and puddles of water were starting to

rise up from under the carpet. I pulled on my water-
proof boots, bought in anticipation of a harsh
Amherst winter, and braced myself for the fact that

evacuation was on the cards. Unfortunately when we
had walked in the door that afternoon, we had simply
thrown the 20 odd bags we had collected on the

floor. So here we were, at some unspeakable hour of

the morning, frantically stuffing the day's shopping
into already bursting suitcases.

The temperature in the room was now about 80
and the windows had completely fogged up. Guessing
that it must be hot water which was leaking, and
with the engineer nowhere in sight, my father once
again rang the desk and requested thai we be moved
to another room. "I'm sorry, Mr Purnell, there are no

available rooms in the hotel. The engi-

neer will be up shortly, I'm sure there's

no cause for alarm." Actually there
was. Water was now running down the

walls and pouring out of the air-condi-

tioning vent and the light fitting in the

bathroom. The carpet in certain areas was more than

an inch under water.

It was about 2 a.m. when the engineer showed up.

He waded in through the water, which was now
creeping out the door and into the hall, put his ear to

the wall and asked if the water was hot. judging by

ihe temperature in the room, we told him it was. "Oh
lesus," he cried and fled the room. This didn't exactly

inspire confidence in us. So my dad ventured down
to the from desk to rant and rave, while my mum and
I attempted to drag our suitcases through the flood

waters and into the hall. As we were doing this the

engineer returned (and he wasn't cute in case you
were wondering) with two hotel suits, who looked at

the rising damp, shook their heads, giggled a little

and left, muttering something about having to walk.

It was around now that all of this started to

become really funny to us. My dad came back and
told us we were being moved to another hotel, and
the engineer showed up once more to tell us the

problem was fixed. Ii might well have been, but

water was still pouring into ihe room. "Don't worry,"
he said, "it's only a small hole. If it had been a big

hole the entire wall would have blown out and killed

you in your beds." This was jusi what we wanted to

hear at 3 a.m.

Anyway, in the end it all worked out fine. We got

to the Sheraton at about 3:30 a.m., stayed in the

Presidential suite no less and swanned out in the

morning leaving the account for our previous,
water-logged hotel to lake care of. As we walked
down to grab some breakfast, we passed the hotel.

Looking up to the 23rd floor, it was easy to spot our
old room. Ii was the one where the water stained

concrete, which stretched all ihc way to the ground
floor, began. We look a photo and had a good laugh.

It could have been a lot worse. We could have been
killed in our beds.

Miranda Purnell is a Collegian columnist.
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Evan

Young

Everywhere I go around here,

people are always ripping on
New lersey. So. since I am from

New (ersey, belter known as "The Best

State in the Union." I feel like I should

do a link' bit of defending of ihe place

I call home.

First of all. the best

drivers in, 'he country

come from New
lersey. Every time I gel

behind someone who
isn't even going the speed limit, ihe

plates are always either from
Massachusetts or Florida. Peopk- who
don't go at least as fast at the law

allows deserve lo be tailgated, then

passed, then cui off and given the fin-

ger. You see. the ability lo cui other

drivers off skillfull) comes from years

of going around New lersey circles,

thus making us better drivers, thus

making us better people too. And for

anyone out there who might still doubt

that we own the road, a fact: New
lersey was the first state to have both

protected left turns at lights and the

left/U-turn off ramp.

Hey. all you Bruce Springsteen lis-

tening Massholes, guess what? The
Boss is from New lersey. Some ether

musical talents from New lersey: Bon
)ovi (they were cool in the '80s, so

don't knock them), Redman and
Booker T. and the MG's.

Sports fans, anyone? Oral

Hersheiser came from lersey. Cherry

Hill to be exact. Heavyweight boxer

Bruce Sheldon is also from Atlantic

City. For any runners out there (espe-

cially sprinters), Carl Lewis, perhaps

the greatest Olympic performer in

human history hails from Willingboro.

and Dennis Mitchell, a great runner in

his own right, comes from F.dgewood.

And as if these athletes weren't
enough. Superfly Snuka (West
Collingswood Heights) and Bam Ham
Bigelow (Asbury Park) of former
WWF fame are both from New lersey.

Jersey sure

Moving on lo some miscellaneous

entertainment categories, the Die Hard
man himself. Bruce Willis is from New
lersey. Danny DeVito is from Asbury

Park, the same place where Clerks (a

good movie) was filmed. Halloween,

one of ihe best of the

old-school horror

movies, was set in

Haddonfield. and Camp
Crystal Lake of Friday

ihe Thirteenth fame,
while a fictitious camp, was set in

Mount Laurel.

How about some historical stuff?

Walt Whitman, one of the greatest

American poets, was from Camden —
the same place .where the fitst

Campbell's Soup company opened up.

Thomas Edison did most of his

ground-breaking work in his lab in

Menlo Park. The first hot air balloon

took flight over Deptford. George
Washington crossed the Delaware
River from New lersey, and the Statue

of Liberty on Ellis Island is actually a

part of New lersey. The firs.t intercolle-

giate football game ever played was
between Rutgers and Princeton in New
Brunswick.

Still think it's the Armpit of the

Country? You'd have to be a

liberty-hating communist.

Anyone ever eat Salt Water Taffy?

That was invented in Atlantic City, just

one of the many cities and towns on
the beautiful New lersey coastline. And
yes. the lersey Shore is one of the

nicest stretches of coastline I've ever

seen, and I've been to beaches in

North Carolina, along Florida's coast.

Massachusetts (if you can call a bunch
of big rocks near the ocean a beach)
and in California. Even the California

sun doesn't hold a candle to the Jersey

Coast — the sand out there is more
like gravel.

As I'm sure real produce lovers will

tell you. the Garden Slate grows ihc

best tomatoes thai money can buy dur-

ing the summer. While this may sound

like my own opinion, it is a fact thai

the acidic nature of much of New
lersey's soil lends itself lo bigger, juicer

and belter tomatoes. New lersey is

America's fifth leading tomato-grow-

ing stale.

Now, I think many people who are

not familiar with my state easily make
jokes about ihe pollution, the refiner-

ies, the crowdedness. etc. But South

lersey, where I am from, is in my opin-

ion the best place to live that I've ever

seen. Out of the 48 mainland slates,

I've seen 33 of them, and none of them
offer the unique mix of culture that

• South lersey does Anyone out lime
k ever Sceo»46, Texas? The Nothing Is

. Here Slate? It simply doesn't offer as

much. Lei me explain.

My home town. Haddon Township,

is only about six mik's away from cen

ter city Philadelphia. One of two of the

world's only privately owned and oper-

ated high-speed railroads is a five

minute walk from my house, and ser

vices the South Philadelphia and South

lersey areas. All of the benefits of the

big city are at most 15 minutes away,

while all of the benefits of a quiel sub-

urban life are at my fingertips. I can
walk to two different shopping centers

from my house, which include grocery

stores, pizza and cheesteak places,

drug stores, movie theaters and more.

Anything you either want or need in a

mall I can walk to from my front door.

Bui at the same time, the aforemen-

tioned lersey shore is k'ss than an hour

away by car. With the exception of the

solace that miles and miles of deserts

or corn fields can give, everything I

need is at most an hour away.

So. New lersey is simply the besi

place on Earth to live. People from
New krrsey arc the best human brines

around, and if you don't agree, just ask

them.

Evan Young is a Collegian colum-
nist.

Whatever happened to Baby Jane?l

C. Taylor

Conner

Hey.
lane.

Yeah, you. Henry's kid,

Peter's sister. Ted's wife.

Listen up, cookie. Got a question for

you — what the hell happened when
you tied the knot with

that media megaloma-

niac, that Turner loon?

I may be alone in

this opinion, but this

marriage may have
done for your activist credibility what

Barbarella did for the advancement

of science fiction. Maybe we should

have seen it coming with the like;, of

Stanley and Iris and Old Gringv.

But. come on. laney. As if coloriza-

tion and an increasingly obnoxious
pro-censorship stance weren't

enough, your sig other has been
accused of either pulling the plug on

or delaying three major projects, all

of which were produced by

Turner-owned studios. It is plausible,

however, thai since we only really see

you in public at Atlanta Braves

games, that the only news you receive

is the scoreboard results.

Maybe he lets you watch a little

CNN, but just to fortify his already

gargantuan ego, I'm sure.

Let's pretend the newly crowned

lessc Helms of the media realm

hasn't filled you in on his recent

exploits. First, he indefinitely delayed

the release of Crash, the story of a

white South African transplant who

becomes a rock star... you didn't buy
thai, did you. lane? )ust testing.

In actuality, the film, helmed by a

man who has previously made movies
about twin gynecologists with scary-

tools and |cff

Goldblum drooling
caustic white goo, is

about folks who get
off watching wretched

car wrecks — in other
words, mild David Croncnbcrg.

Your boy toy. however, did not see

it ihis way. nor was he particularly

fond of firsi-time director Anjelica

Huston's adaptation of the controver-

sial work. "Bastard Out of Carolina."

His TNT won't touch it. Neither will

Fine Line Features, which — quelle

surprise, madame — he owns as well.

Are you starling to get the picture,

sister of Casy Rider star? This cat's

got so much green. God owes him
five bucks and a couple of stock
options. And. increasingly, he has
less tolerance than a 1 5-year-old girl

having her first Zima. Bad combo.
Remember back in the day. lane?

You were the Ami- Vietnam war and
No Nukes eclebrily poster girl. These
days, you keep clap-trapped as your
pariner won't air a pro-Anita Hill

movie as scheduled on TNT because
he fears ticking off Clarence Thomas
before a vital Supreme Court hearing

on FCC regulations.

Whatever happened to the ardent

feminist who would have taken
Thomas and his carbonated pubes
and stuck them where the Arlen
Specter don't shine. Whatever hap-

pened to Baby lane?

You grew up, I guess, but not for

the best. Yet. if you still love the craft

of filmmaking, and above all. artistic

expression, you will put an end to

your husband's loopy antics. Stan
him drinking again — he was much
more fun as the devil-may-care
boozehound who just bought and
sailed all his days.

If you can't manage that, start

organizing friends to rally once more.
Do you want lo see Showgirls, which
may well evolve into the llarbarella

of the '90s (whatever that — shudder
— means), taken off the shelves as

led probably would?
Well, I wouldn't mind it either, but

that's not the point. It's all about
what you have to stand up for as an
actress, an artist and the offspring of

a man who played Abe Lincoln
(whatever that means — just think

First Amendment, stars and stripes.

Bill Murray in Stripes, etc.)

I implore you to make sure that

this boon doesn't start essentially try-

ing to v-chip movie theaters or televi-

sions while the parents are home.
I implore you lo return to form and

gel your guns out. |anie.

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian
columnist

VISIONS OF DOLLARS t OSCARS OAttSE IN STUDIO'S HEADS

A (JAM

ILVII

lui anyone who hasn't been outside in awhile, the IjII

season is lu-ie With the falling leaves and frigid cold

upon us. Hollywood is preparing for its final attack over

the inulti-plex.es throughout the country. For those left ill

Irom this past summer's stale blockbu

winter is the time to go out to the theater

and see the industry attempt to redeem
itself.

During this point of the year, the film

studios release some of their most intense

and dramatic pictures, making this the most ideal time for

movie-going. With the year-ending close ahead and
Oscar nominations right around the corner, the industry

wants these latest contenders to be fresh in the Academy's
mind.

It's no surprise that when in the midst of summer
reruns. Hollywood tries to lure the innocent viewer lo the

theater, where one can be dazzled with high speed sus-

pense and riveting special effects Often a nice matinee i

the best means of beating the heat while in a refreshing

air conditioned movie tk-atei Summei is no doubt a huge

money muking season for Hollywood, often containing the

highest-grossing film of the year. The sum
mer blockbusters, ragsrdleei of how enter

taining they are. never seem to do well

come Oscar time. This is why the fall film

list needs to pick up the slack and adhere

to the more serious side of the American
public.

This code is not always successful for the industry, who
for the past two years has had a weaker showing in the

awards area. Last year's Braveheart came out in early May
and still managed to pick up all the major victories in

March during the Academy Awards. Forrest Gump in

VISIONS page 1
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snap of cold in the

an signals something
'beyond the impending

'approach of winter, the Holiday

Movie Season is coming quicker

than you can say "Don't Cry

fot Me. Lourdes Ciccone
Traditionally the season for

studios to release their big

Oscar hopefuls, the holidays also

offer families a peaceful alter-

native to all those unconiloit-
' able silence! around the din-

ner table regarding your late-t

genital piercings.

J'hc People vs. Larry I lynt

Exactly how often does

Miloi Korman get his act

together and make a movie? Well. He-

ine, as hov> hi^ last one v*a-- 1989's
Valmont. this critically acclaimed director of One

'
I Ifw Over the Cuckoo'l Nest seems due lor a

new one. The content seems a bit askew this time

though. Tackling the true-storv of "Hustler" pub-

lisher Larry Flynt and his First Amendment
woes, Forman and executive producer

Oliver Stone cast Woody Hunelson

I the eponymous sleazester and

Courtney Love as his

H. IV -positive wife, Dec.

20

The Crucible

Arthur NJiller get

makeover, and '

Salem Wit<

i
Trials have

never
been so sex;

or full of screaming

Oscar nominees Mischievous imp

and previous Academy Award nominee
Winona Ryder accuses previous Academy Award
nominee loan Allen of witchcraft and all hell breaks

iooee... Academy Award winner Daniel Day -Lewis

pla\- Allen's husband. |ohn Proctor, who tries to

calm the hysteria of the McCarthy... oops, I mean the

I witchcraft trials. Nov. 27

'Ghosts ul Mississippi

Rob Riener directs this star-studded period piece about the trial

of Byron De La Beckwith. the man who shot and killed Medgar
Evers in 1963. Alec Baldwin plays the attorney with

Whoopi Goldberg as Even 1 widow.
]Fargo's William H. Macy is on board as

well as lames Woods with a performance

a^ Beckwith that is already full of Oscar
buzz. Dec. 20

troubled gra:

children, one ol whom played by

luliette Lewis, lack Nicholson returns with

cameo in his previous role, but Bill Paxton is^

served up as the fresh meat for McClane's love^

interest. Dec. 25

Hamlet
Kenneth Branagh's newest looks be the most lusf

Hamlet ever, but how are we supposed to believe

that Hamlet is depressed with so many opulent

sets and costumes surrounding him? Rounding
out the Love BoaJ-like cast of thousands are

lulie Christie as Gertrude, Derek lacobi as

Clausius and Kate Winslet as Ophelia. Amids
the masses of innocent by-standers are Robin
Williams, Billy Crystal. Charlton Heston and lack

I emnion. Dec. 25

Man Attacks!

Doesn't the title explain it

all? Quite possible the

only movie with morei
stars that Branagh'sj

Hamlet —
what leesii

to be Tim'
Burton's zany

response to this sum
mer'

Independence
t

Dii\ lack
Nicholson plays

multiple roles,

u/je ol which is

'

the president, with^

Glenn Close as his wife.

Annette Bening, Danny DeVito,

Pierce Brosnan, Michael |.

Fox, Tom |ones, Sarah
lessica Parker, Rod Steigeri

and Natalie Portmanf
defend the Earth from the

'

hordes of little green men.

Dec. 13
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Marvin's Room
Former First Wife Diane Keaton takes the role

of the angelic aunt to troubled youth Leonardo
DiCaprio. who happens to have a penchant for

setting things aflame. Scott MePherson's play has

finally been translated to the big screen, but

will it still be considered a black comedy?
Accent hounds Meryl Streep, as DiCaprio's

i

mother with a few problems of her own,
and Robert DeNiro join the cast. Dec. 18

The Evening Star

And you thought it was over when
Debra Winger died... This Term:

Endearment sequel brings ha

Shirley McClane as

Aurora, this time play-

ing the guardian to

her

The English Patient

Ihis sweeping romance, filled with lust and betrayal at aj

Tuscan villa in WWII, is carrying big buzz in terms of the

Academy Awards. Kristen Scott-Thomas (Four
Weddings and a Funeral), luliette Binoche, Ralph

Fiennes and Willem Dafoe star in this adaptation of'

Michael Ondaatje's award- winning novel.

Shine
A smash hit with both audiences and critics on the film-

festival circuit, the trials and tribulations of concert pianist I

David Helfgott, who suffered from mental illness. The I

span of the pianist's life is covered with lelierev Rush asl

Helfgott, Lvnn Redgrave and Armin Mueller-Stahl. Nov.

22

lerry Maguire
Writer-director Cameron Crowe (Say Anything. Single

returns with the unusual story of a sports agent who hit

rock bottom. Tom Cruise is the eponymous character

who loses all his clients, his fiancee and his friends.

Dec. 13

In Love and War
Hemingway fans-duck for.

Turnt MOVIES page 1'
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Hello Gorgeous! Barbara Streisand looks into that mirror we've been hearing so much about.

COUMtSr DAVID |AMES

Streisand's Mirror: more sentimental sap than comedy
By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

THE MIRROR HAS TWO FACES
Directed by Barbara Streisand

with Barbara Streisand, Jeff Bridges, Pierce Brosnan

Playing at Hampshire Six Theatres

l> Barbara Streisand old? Thai's the main ques-

tion that we have to ask ourselves when we look at

The Mirror Has Two Faces. 1 mean, she's not

\oung. no matter how flawlessly she lights herself

(I know. I know. . it's become trite to crack at how
perfect she looks whenever she directs herself).

But Barbara's latest film seems to be more sub-

jective than her topic here, namely beauty and what

it means to be beautiful, ever could be. The film

throws Streisand's Rose, a wiseacre professor of

Medieval Romance at Columbia, together with |eff

Bridges' Gregory, a stodgy mathematics professor

at the same institution.

The conflict comes with the baggage that both

these characters are bringing into a sexless mar-

riage. Rose has problems with her self-esteem that

stem from her beautiful, yet domineering, mother

and sister (Lauren Bacall and Mimi Rogers, respec-

tively) Unfortunately. Streisand doesn't seem to

care whether Rose appears to have problems with

self-esteem. Sure, she eats her hidden snacks
whenever she gets upset, and she's always eating

hamburgers, but she always looks like

"Barbara-with-an-exclamation-point."

She seems to go beyond any character she could

ever hope to play, or even any actress, becoming
more of a concept. Even when she's supposed to

look frumpy, rile doesn't The shame in Streisand's

performance is that if she took half a chance io

look as horrible as this character is supposed to

feel, then she would not only keep some of her

credibility, but she might allow her audience io

believe the metamorphosis she goes through by the

end of the movie.

Early in the film, at her sister's wedding to

"WW" (Pierce Brosnan). she looks at herself in

the mirror, wearing her shocking-pink brides-

maid's gown and remarks how much she looks life

a middle-aged Barbie doll. After a painful mon-
tage of Rose working out and giving up meat, we
see her a changed woman: she's now wearing tight,

low-cut dresses. She's gotten a dye-job and a

perm. But she's still "Barbara!" Only now she looks

like a slutty Barbie doll.

More enjoyable is Jeff Bridges' performance,
with his quaint ideas that a sexless marriage to

Rose will work. He stumbles and spits out his oof
fee on cue and does a generally good job of looking

goofy. He seems to understand that he's only there

because someone needs to hold "Barbara!" when
the camera starts spinning around their embraces,

signalling that all's well, the sex is going to be great

and these people have lost all their feelings of inad-

equacy without visiting a shrink. This is not sur-

prising, since the best one in New York, Dr.

Louenstein. was already played by Barbara in The
Prince of Tides.

Enjoyable in their smaller roles are Lauren Bacall

and George Segal, as George's friend, an anthro-

pology professor at Columbia. Who's trying to kid

who with casting Bacall as Streisand's mother, I'm

still not sure. A compliment to Streisand, perhaps''

Either way, Bacall is at her best when she's the

vain, acerbic woman who made Rose the

basket -case that she is. But when the

Turn to MIRROR, page 1
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Mirror mirror on the wall

Fashion tips for TV stars

Lauren

Lobik

Lei's face it Television is the

trend-setter when it comes to many

of today's hottest looks. Everyone

from Tori Spelling and David
Schwiininer to lennifer Aniston and

George Clooney are seen every

week wearing only the hippest

clothing. What many don't realize is

that in the television business, peo

pie are paid to make the stars look

good. Most of what is worn on the

tube by these actors and actresses

aren't owned by

them. It is all just

part of their

wardrobe.

What happens
when there is no
one to watch over them and these

celebrities are made to fend for

themselves in that fashion jungle

out there? Some hit it big while

others continue to strike out time

and time again.

Who are the lop three best

droned lube stars? Tori Spelling is

definitely one of them. Oddly
enough, what she wears on "Beverly

Hills 90210' is actually what she

wears off the set. Throughout the

shows success. Spelling has defi-

nitely become one of the most
sought after fashion icons. From
her wide variety of slinky, spaghet-

ti-strap sundresses to her navel

revealing hip-huggers, her look just

screams retro.

lennifer Aniston appears second

on the list. Not unlike Spelling, sin-

too wears the same clothing t-.i and
off the set. More than once, Aniston

has been spotted around town,
sporting a body-hugging dress

along with her famous hair cut

pulled back in a clip. She's sure to

be making many friends in this

ensemble.

Let's not forget about the men on

primetime. George Clooney seems

to out shine all the others Seeing

him in anything besides doctor

scrubs would be a plus, but when
dressing is left up to him, Clooney

is a hit. Comfortable seems to be

the look he is trying to achieve and

he looks absolutely dazzling doing

it. His l-don't-really-care style is

K-si when he adorns himself in a

casual wool suit on top of a cotton

T-shirt and sweater vest. OK,
maybe this "Miami Viev" look went

out years ago. but Clooney could

wear a trash bag and still look sexy

Not everyone on television dress

es well. I'ran Drescher of "The
Nanny" is one of them. Not only

docs she appear tacky on her mi

com. but pass her on
the street and a dou-

ble take will naturally

occur. This month's
issue of "Details"
inntains a photo of

Drescher wearing a dark blue,

denim mini-skirt and a black velour

body suit. The ensemble is gar-

nished with black stockings and
black work boots. Just thinking

about wearing this could make
someone sick. That says it all!

Antonio Sabato. |r. is the man on

this list. He is an extremely hand-

some man, but this boy can't dress.

All that needs to be said about this

guy is he was caught wearing over-

alls. Overalls on a man is a total

lurn-ofr
.

Lastly, there is Brooke Shields.

The girl i. looking great on her new
show "SucHenly Susan," but that is

where it all ends. Take Shields out

from in from of the camera and
she's lost. In a recent snapshot of

her and Andre Agassi, she was
wearing red and purple flowered

palazzo pants with a matching pur-

ple halter top. Come on now.
Brooke. What in the world pos-

sessed her to wear those pants in

public? Hopefully Andre had noth-

ing to do with it.

Ultimately, who's to say what
looks good and what doesn't? If

they think they look great, more
power to them. After all. they don't

have to look at themselves all day,

we do. If only they knew what their

admirers were thinking.

Lauren Lobik is a Collegian
columnist.
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Sold-out Smith show
ignited by DiFranco
By Jamie Sinsheimer

Collegian Staff

Ani DiFranco

John M. Greene Hall

Nov 19th

NORTHAMPTON- Waiting oui-
sidc in ihe bitter cold, hundreds of
Ani Difranco fans began to get impa
i kiii Inside, behind the huge metal
doors of |ohn M. Greene hall,

Difranco soundchecked preparing
for the sold out show. Slated to
begin at 8 p.m. anticipation was on a

steady rise when the doors finally

opened at 7:30 p.m.

Utter chaos arose when the herd
was allowed inside, pushing, tugging,

yelling, outright screaming all set the

scene for the begining of the evening.
As the almost entirely female crowd
stampeded for the seats closest to the

front, people were left trampled and
dusty almost as if the were out fight-

ing a war.

Unaware of what might happen
next, the lights went out and a man
walked on stage. Adorn in a floral

print dress, he welcomed the crowd
and introduced DiFranco's opening
act. Dan Byrne. Byrne, a young man
armed with an acoustic guitar
opened the show most possibly t he-

only way he knew how: by using
humor.

Performing only five or six songs,

Byrne's music ranged from speaking

about dead rock stars such as Kurt

Cobain to one particular song about
"chick singers." The latter of the two
songs ignighted the crowd, as they

laughed along and clapped while he-

mention such singers as Suzanne
Vega. Michelle Shocked and Ani
Difranco herself.

As Byrne sang his last song, the

side door creaked open on stage and
Difranco u..el her band filed out.
Sara Lee, her bassist, took the
drums, while DiFranco and Andy
Stochansky, her percussionist, sang
back-up and danced a waltz togeth

er.

Following the surprise appearance
by DiFranco. the stage cleared and
the lights went up. After about a
half-hour intermission, the auditori-

um went completely dark and the
only noise audible was some muffled

record playing in the background
amid the screams of the young
crowd.

As Difranco's shadow made its

way on the dark stage, the back-
ground recordings grew louder and
louder until the noise level in the
building practically reached its limit.

Suddenly the lights flashed on and
there stood DiFranco. guitar in hand,
dancing wildly to an upbeat version

of her song "Fire Door."
As she finished singing her first

song the crowd calmed down a bit so

they could hear their "Goddess"
speak. Thanking the crowd for
attending, DiFranco sang a few new
songs and then broke into an impres-
sive version of "Napoleon," off of her

most recent release, I996's Dilate.

Changing guitars throughout the
show, in between songs, she sang
with fervor and passion in her voice

for the majority of the show.
Singing mediocre versions of old

favorites such as "Worthy." "Letter

To A John," "Face up and Sing,"
"The Diner" and audience classic

"Untouchable Face," it was hard not

io notice that something was missing

from her performance.

In past concerts, DiFranco's inter-

action with her fans was humorous
and personal. She used to tell stories

Goddess Ani DiFranco plays for a full house at Smith's |ohn M. Greene Hall on Tuesday.

COUHTISV TMANC VO / COUCGIAN

of her life, or of past shows, silly tid-

bits reflective of what she had expe-

rienced. This show was different, it

felt as though she wasn't giving it

her all and therefore she wasn't hav-

ing as much fun with it as she usual-

ly does.

Each aspect of her music was por-

trayed at the show including a mix-

ture of spoken word, hip-hop, and
folky rhythmic guitar. Improvising a

bit, "Every State Line," one of her

spoken word pieces was done with

full instrumentals in the background.

DiFranco returned to the stage for

two encores. The first time around
was a fierce rendition of
"Shameless," a song about coveting

another man's wife. Then she
returned for the second encore with

a beautifully moving version of "32

Flavors," in which the crowd stood

in awe with lighters flickering listen-

ing to their heroine play the last song

of the evening before they headed
home to eagerly await the next time

they get to see her perform.

Thomas's new book explores marriage, love and self-discovery

By Jay na S. Stafford

Collegian Correspondent

ABIGAIL THOMAS
An Actual Life

Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill

An Actual Life is the story of a

young woman who is catapulted into

a collage of adult responsibilities.

Her odyssey through this new world

is filled with self-doubt, alienation

and a constant yearning for accep-

tance.

As Virginia, the main character of

Abigail Thomas's new book, recalls

the words of her former college

roommate, "He nailed you on the

14th day of a 28-day cycle? Brace

yourself. You might easily be preg-

nant." her fears have already come
true. The time is the early 1960s and
Virginia is now at the end of her for-

mal education, a new mother and a

"shot-gun quick* wife.

Virginia and her husband Buddy,

who have sprung fully- developed

out of a short story in Thomas's first

book, Getting Over Tom, are
ambling toward nothing during a

lengthy summer in a small New
lersey town. Far away from her
beloved ocean home of Wellfleet,

Mass.. Virginia struggles to under-

stand her often sullen new husband.

Remembering her mother's tears

on her wedding day. Virginia thinks,

"Now I know what she was crying

about. Marriage is just awful." An
amusing and eccentric group of

characters cheer up an otherwise
almost depressing account of the dis-

appointing first months of a young
woman's marriage.

Buddy's aunt Dot is an amusing
meddler, and very likely the reason

the new marriage continues to ram-

ble along. Buddy's ex-girlfriend.

Irene, with her terrible secret.

Buddy's best friend Chick — now
married to Irene — and the flatulent

beast, Old Dog all aid in the humor-
ous tone of the novel, while also

adding to Virginia's feelings of alien-

ation and her desperate attempts to

understand herself and her relation-

ship to those around her.

While many of her disputes with

Buddy undoubtedly arise from their

Turn to ABAGAIL page I 1

HORSE
MUSIC HALL

20 Center St Northampton

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

rhursday, nov. 21 • 10 pm • $5

rustic OVERTONES
SKA funlcslers fiom Poitlund Maine

friday, november 22 • 10 pm

victor wooten
beta fleck bassist sunk in the funk • SIO

Saturday, november 23 • 7 pm

JOHNNYcopeland
Texos roodhouse blues • $14.50

Saturday, november 23 • 1 pm

DARLAHOOD
& OSTRICH FARM

heavy psychedtstortion rock trios • $5

monday, december 2 • 7 pm

JiM CARROLL
Spoken word from Baiketbatl Diarnt

tuesday, december 3 • 1 pm

JOHN FAHEY and
THURSTON MOORE

of sonic youth • $ 1

Wednesday, december 4 • 1 pm

strangefolk
AND DAN BERN

great grooves & renegade folk • S6

ihursday, december 5 • 1 pm

SCHLEIGHO
& E.D.O.

ignore your finals, come out & dance • S3

Robyn Hitchcock CANCELLED!!

MUSIC SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK
Coming: The Nields, Madeleine

Peyroux , Marshall Crenshaw, Chris

Whitley, Boiled in Lead, Cecil Payne

TICKETS: At the door, For the Record in

Amherst, at the Northampton Box Office

or call 586-8686 to charge by phone.

You myst have very positive ID to drink.

24-hour Concert info:

413.584.0610

You've got a lot to grin about when you use AT&T or an

AT&T Universal MasterCard*. Like an AT&T True Rewards'

Member Benefit Card. Just flash it and:

•Sam Goody/Musicland gives you a 15% discount

on CDs and cassettes.

• "TCBY"* Treats gives you a freebie after you buy two.

• BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO* makes your third movie free

when you rent two?

•Amtrak lets your companion travel for 25% off.

But True Rewards is just one part of our special

college package. Here are some more:

MCI Irur HraaY Sating* Uftl WirklVt" Nervier MCT I rtncrsal MasterCard •

To sign up for the AT&T True Rewards* Program, call

1 800 654-0471

AT&T
Your True Choice

http://ww\v;ltt.a>m a llfegC
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McLean and Coleman preach their Qospel
Back yonder in the early 1960s, there was a

musical movement sweeping over the young iuum

cians of America and England. The Animals were
one of the more popular names in this movement,
the Blues Revival.

Writers like |ohn Lomax and son Alan, who had

gone down to the segregation-era South to inter-

view and record old blues singers like Son House.

Sam Chatmon and others, and record labels, like

Yazoo, who issued the tapes, exposed white, subur-

ban youth to a gloomier side of life, and more gutsy

music than they were used to. Many of the men
who lived the blues lives these kids were fascinated

with, like Robert lohnson. were, and still are. leg-

ends.

A major trio on the folk-blues circuit emulating

the Blues Revival was that of "Spider" |ohn
Koerner, Dave "Snaker'Ray and Tony "Little

Sun" Clover. This trio from around Milwaukee

V

COUHTISY AUSTIN TM\*T7

Ornette Coleman

recorded the music they loved — the blues. Blues,

Rags and Hollers, the product of their first 1963
MsMon, recently re-issued on Red House Records
with unreleased tracks, features just what the title

Koerner's nasal voice and flashy acoustic guitar

playing are featured best on Leadbelly's
"Hangman." the ancestor to Led
Zeppelin's "Gallows Pole." Ray's

lower, stronger vocals calmly
shout out his original

"Snaker's Here." with

his own 12-string
acoustic accompani-
ment. Glover, not
heard much on the disc, does
however get a heartfelt solo

spot on "Sun's Wail."

In jazz releases. Rashied Ali.

one time |ohn Coltrane drum-
mer, is featured on a release ol

an October 1994 performance,
along with the Myra Melford
Trio, called The October
Revolution (Evidence). This is a performance in

niemoriam of Bill Dixon, who put together the 1964
jazz conference bearing the same name as the disc

in relation to a new type of jazz that was "yet to be
named."
The music on October Revolution is free, but not

always chaotic — just mostly. Ali, with |oe McPhee
on tenor sax and flugelhorn, Borah Bergman on
piano and Wilber Morris on bass take jazz into

many areas on "For Bill Dixon Parts I & II."

Sometimes their performance is loudly random, but
near the middle of the 40-plus minute first part,

they get more melodic and tightly knit. Melford's

piano playing on "The Death of Danny Love," is

just stupendous.

^fJE^ff nWi^
e>v josuua eovp

Blue Note Records has dropped an abundant
number of re- releases in record stores recently.

The Horace Silver Quintet's 1962 album, The
Tokyo Blues, a sort of "book of memories" about
the group's trip to Japan in the early part of that

year is a set of five terrific performances. "Sayonara
Blues." floats on a nice vamp, with Silver providing

an epic solo. Sax player Junior Cook
shows a beautiful, melodic solo

on the title track, while
trumpeter Blue
Mitchell makes h i in

y^, self known all

*^^ around the album.
The rhythm section

of Gene Taylor (bass) and
John Harris, Jr. (drums) pro-

vides a mostly relaxed feel to

Silver's tribute to the country
and the people of Japan.

Home Cookin', the 1959
Blue Note album from "The
Incredible" Jimmy Smith is

good, if not "incredible."
Smith was a pioneer in soul-jazz, which has influ-

enced Lou Donaldson, Medeski, Martin and Wood
and scores of others. Soul-jazz is what's right here,

with a little blues for good measure, as the opener
is a mellow take on the classic "C.C. Rider." with a

deep-toned solo by guitarist Kenny Burrell. Sax
player Percy France lags behind on the first few
songs he plays on, but catches up with the simmer-
ing band on Smith's "Grade." "Motorin' Along"
truly moves, with a steaming solo by Burrell — the
real star of this disc.

Ornette Coleman on trumpet joined alto sax
player Jackie McLean on the tatter's 1967 record-
ing. New And Old Gospel (Blue Note). McLean's
opening suite. "Lifeline," follows life in four parts.

He opens the first part, "Offering,"
with a great solo. "Midway," the sec-

ond part, is a balladic send-off into

maturity. The third part. "Vernzone,"
dedicated to McLean's then-teenage
son Vern, features stately drumming by
Billy Higgins, and the "Inevitable End"

the suite with dramatic, sad
wails from trumpet and sax. Scotty
Holt on bass, and Lamont Johnson on
piano, with Higgins present great inter-

play on the closer. "Strange As It

Seems." Coleman's "Old Gospel" is

truly uplifting.

Josh Boyd is a Collegian columnist Myra Melford

counts* com wins maun

Campus Activities at the University of Massachusetts Presents

Weekly Proaram Series:

Something Every Friday
featuring

Singer/Songwriter

Barbara

Kcsslcr

&£%&*
mj**°

Bluewall Cafe
November 22, 1996

8:00 pm, Free

This series made
possible by a Grant

from Auxiliary

Services and
the Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs

and

DAILY COLLEGIAN

"Moll

Flanders"

• •

Immediately

Following

For more information check out our website:

http://www.umass.edu/campact/eventsfcalendar.htm
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Bosstones prepare to tear up Noho (again)
By Adam Dlugocz

Collegian Staff

The Mighty Mighty Bosstones have
accomplished what very few bands
have been able to do in the '90s
achieve success without the help of
MTV or a lot of commercial radio air

play The reason for their success can

be attributed to one thing — their live-

shows.

Led by frontman extraordanaire
Dickey Barrett, the Mighty Mighty
Bosstones raid Pearl Street for two

shows this weekend on Saturday and
Sunday night. The Bosstones combine
a hardcore metal sound with a horn
section that will have you skanking,
stage diving and enjoying yourself all

night.

The Bosstones first emerged on the
Boston scene rising out of the ashes of
the defunct hardcore band, Impact
Unit. Crowding a horn section as well
as a regular bind on tiny stages, the
Bosstones proceeded to burn every
club and bar they played to the
ground.

COUHT! SV MEKCUdY RECORDS
The Mighty Mighty Bosstones bring more noise and other disturbances

to Pearl St. this weekend.

"We wanted to have fun and do our
own thing. We didn't want to join the

real world," Dickey Barrett once said.

The Bosstones debuted with Devils

Night Out on Taang Records. The
album featured classics like

"Bartenders Song" and "Little Bit

Ugly," which were hits with the ska

and punk scenes alike. The Bosstones

followed that up with the classic More
Noise and Other Disturbances, also

on Taang Records. With their

non-stop touring and endless shows,

they rivaled New York's Murphy's
Law as one of the best live bands

The success of the Bosstones could

not escape the eyes of the major labels

for long and they were signed to

Mercury Records in the early '90s.

Their major label debut, Don't Know
How To Party, featured the hit song
"Someday I Suppose," which helped

the Bosstones gain popularity outside

of the punk scene. That was followed

by the EP Ska-Core The Devil and
More, which featured the Bosstones

returning to their roots with Minor
Threat. SSD, Angry Somoans covers

as well as a Bob Marley tune.

Ouestion The Answers, the

Bosstones latest album, was also their

most successful commercial release.

The success of that album led them to

an opening spot on Lollapalooza and a

cameo in the hit movie. Clueless,

which has propelled the Bosstones to

a huge following featuring more than

just punks and rude boys.

Don't worry — the Bosstones have

not let the success get to their heads.

The Bosstones still rage at every show.

Watching the Bosstones is like watch-

ing rabid dogs in a cage — you can't

wait to join in on the fun.

Hepcat, a more traditional sounding

ska band from California, will open up
both nights. Although Hepcat come
Iron) a more rock-steady background
than the Bosstones, they will keep you
skanking to their mellower sound.
Strictly for the real rudeboys.

Opening up for the Bosstones on
Saturday night will be California's

Sensefield. Coming out of Reason To
Believe. Sensefield emerged from their

hardcore roots to present us with a

mellower, more beautiful sound. Alter

three releases on Revelation Records,

they have been signed to a major label.

Their latest album, Buildings, com-
bines melody and spiritual and insight-

ful lyrics providing a sense of urgency
making this one of the best albums
released this year.

On Sunday night the Royal Crowns
will also be playing. The Crowns, who
are on the Bosstones own Big Rig
label, play a rockabilly sound with
punk influences. Fans of The New
Bomb Turks and The Reverend
Horton Heat should enjoy these guys.

The Mighty Mighty Bosstones,
Hepcat, Sensefield and The Royal
Crowns are playing Pearl Street on
Sat., Nov. 23 and Sun.. Nov. 24. The
Sat. show is 18+ and the Sun. show is

all ages. Call 584-7771 for more
information.
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Winter paves way to ice climbing adventures

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

As we approach the cold season, snow is the
while stuff floating in the air, not fluffy white dan
delion seeds or acom helicopters. Winter is on its

way and in many parts of New England it is already
here. According to the Fanner's Almanac, within
the first few weeks of December all of New
England will experience above-normal snowfall.
Don't let your heart
become bittersweet as

you prepare for the long

hard winter ahead —
instead get pumped up
by learning the logistics

of ice climbing.

Scaling steep water-
falls, gullies and shutes
has become one of the
most popular winter sports throughout New
England's mountainous nooks and crannies. Due to

decades of technology, ice climbing has been trans-

formed from what once was considered a sport for

the certifiably nuts to a safe and highly respected
winter pastime. The mountains of New England
contain a vast number of quiciciy accessible frozen
waterfalls and gully climbs that can now be
climbed with the same confidence as any summer
rock climb.

However ice climbing is not quite as simple as a

summer rock climb — not only does it require agile

skill, but it also requires a passion for Mother
Nature's extreme elements. The solid wall that you
have set out to climb is no longer full of finger fit-

ting cervices, but is a slippery facade full of foot-

prints that the weather can change over night. Ii is

a sport where physical and mental preparetiiuss
are paramount, the slightest slip or break in con-

centration can lead to injury or worse
Learn the complexities of this, challenging sport

in an ice climbing clinic sponsored by the
University of Massachusetts Outing Club (UMOC).

Led by expert

Alfresco News
with

Liz

Anderson

climber Carstcn
Bruun. the UMOC
ice climbing clinic

will begin with an

orientation about
safety and equip-
ment during lac

first weeks of

December. The orl

entation will demonstrate the correct use of ice

picks and hammers, nylon rope and foundation
tools, cramptons and plastic steel toe boots, as well

as techniques in maintaining comfortable body
temperature in frigid weather.

"The beauty about going ice climbing with
UMOC is that you don't have to worry about gear,"

Braun said. "The Outing Club has everything."

The climbing clinic will take a break over winter
vacation, and start again in February with a series

of beginner climbs throughout the Pioneer Valley

and New Hampshire's White Mountains.
Due to its excellent sections for beginner ice

climbers, the Mount Sugarloaf Reservation of the

Pioneer Valley is frequented by the UMOC ice

climbing clinic. The summit of Mount Sugarloaf

reaches 7b 1 feet and consists of numerous climbs
between 80 to 100 feet.

Once you have mastered ice climbing's funda-
mental maneuvers on the mountain ridges of the
Pioneer Valley, the UMOC ice climbing clinic will

take you to the White Mountain's challenging
Huntington Ravine. With its 1,500 feet of eleva-

tion, Huntington Ravine is the ice climbing Mecca
of New England. However the ravine is not to be
taken lightly, and is a victim to an exposed alpine
setting, extreme changes in weather, windslab con-
ditions and objective dangers from cornices.

Water forms ice in New England each year
regardless of snowfall, and by mid-winter most
mountains have areas that are in good shape for ice

climbing. The amount and type of precipitation,
wind velocity, temperature, freeze/thaw cycles, ele-

vation and the direction toward which the climb
faces are all factors which effect the condition of a
climb.

To be a competent climber takes a significant
amount of mountaineering experience, research,
intuition and a healthy dose of common sense. The
best way to gain this knowledge is to simply put in

your time in the mountains with an experienced
partner.

"The objective of the UMOC ice climbing clinic

is for the participants to learn how to ice climb the
right way and how to reduce risks." Braun said.
"We focus on having fun and being safe!"

For more information about the UMOC ice
climbing clinic, call the Outing Club at 545-3/3/.

Li: Anderson is a Collegian columnist.

Film companies give the gift of movie web pages
With the holidays just around the

comer, it's time for the box office to

release its next set of big money mak-
ers that are not quite good enough
for the summer.

All the major companies have web
sites like Paramount (www.para-
mount.com), MGM (mgmua.com).
Universal (www.mca.com) and the

list continues. Each site has promo-
tional pages for the company's latest

releases.

Occasionally the site dedicated to a

new film is better than the actual

movie — seems to be the case with

trailers these days. too.

Star Trek: First Contact at firstcon-

tact.msn.com

Paramount has established a fun
little page dedicated for all those
trekkers out there. At this site you
can go where no one else has gone in

cyberspace.

This is a wholly interactive site that

does not promote the movie by giving

away the plot like most other sites.

When users log in, they enter as

Starfleet cadets. After choosing what

sex and species they want to be. users

are left to tour the new Enterprise-E

from the movie. Sit in the captain's

chair, work in sick bay or command
engineering — the whole ship is

yours. Plus,

users can
interact with

other
"cadets."

The site is

basically an

online role

playing
adventure.

However,
to take full

advantage of

all the cool

frills on this site, users must have
Netscape Navigator 3.0 or Microsoft

Internet Explorer 3.0 — both with

the Shockwave plug in. After fooling

around on this site. I hope the movie
is as good as this on-line promotion.
A

Daylight at www.mca.com/univer-
sal_pictures/daylight/

Unlike Paramount's site for the

new Star Trek, Universal's site for

their holiday blockbuster action
thriller. "Daylight." is rather bland
and boring, but that's expected tincc

disaster

movies
usually
are
never
good.

T h e

first
page of

the site

shows
a n

image
from the

movie, and provides a plot summary.
Users can view stills, download trail-

ers, read about the cast, director and
more about the great plot. The only

redeeming value of the site is a

game.
The game allows the user to enter

the roll of an EMT whose job is to

save people from drowning as the

tunnel fills with water. However, to

play the game, users must have the
latest Shockwave plug in.

If this site is any indication of how
good the movie is, then I think I'll

find something else to do with my
time on Dec. 6. D

Mars Attacks

at www marsattacks.com

This web site seems as campy as
the movie However, it takes web site

marketing of movies a step above
most with frills that other sites don't

provide.

Sure the site has the standard fare

like plot summaries and bios of the

actors and director, but it also sports

such things as Windows 95 desktop
themes and screen savers. Although
the site itself may not hold users cap-
tivated, the free off line software
probably will. B

Before you head out to catch the

latest films, cruise their sites because
there seems to be a correlation
between a good movie and a good
promotional web site.

Matthew Wurtzel is a Collegian
columnist.
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COUHIfSY UMASS IHlATiH DtPAdTMlN!
UMass undergraduates appear in adaption of classic Creek play

Antigone.

Play makes UMass history
Antigone acted solely by undergrads

Tonight's performance of
Antigone will make University of

Massachusetts history because, for

the first time, it is completely in the

hands of UMass undergraduate stu-

dents. The play opens tonight at 8
p.m. at Hampden Theater.

The modernized production of
the classic play will be presented by

the Residential Arts program.

In this version, the Greek tragedy
is transformed by playwright lean

Anouilh to take place during the

Nazi occupation of Paris in 1942.

The story depicts a young
woman's decisions — she must
choose between her loyalty to her

family and her loyalty to the state.

Anouilh gives to this modern
interpretation a personal look of

the young woman who weighs feel-

ings of personal commitment and

social conformity. Her destiny
hangs before her as she is forced to

make an important decision con-
cerning the future of her family.

UMass looks forward to a new
tradition as Residential Arts pre-

sents their first annual student-run
production. This project of
Residential Arts, a program of the

Fine Arts Center, broadens (Im-

possibilities for the UMass Theater,

Department. Antigone will be
performed at Hampden Theater,
Nov. 21- 25 at 8 p.m. Tickets are

$4 for Five College Students and
$6 for the general public.
Hampden Theater is located in the

Southwest Residential Area.
Parking available in the
Horseshoe.
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up to Okemo - it never felt so good to get carded.
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visions
continued from page 5

1994 managed to do quite the same
despite the fact that it was released

in |une. Not since Steven Spielberg's

masterpiece. Schindler's List, has a

fall movie won for best picture.

Although Independence Day and
Twister may have cornered the mar-
ket in the fields of visual and spe-

cial effects, there have been few
truly strong performances yet wor-
thy of an Oscar. With already some
triumphant fall releases and a

whole slew on the way, 1996 will

most likely be the year the fall films

take their well deserved title back
from their summer enemies.

Hollywood has already released
some brilliant achievements this

season. The casts of Sleepers and
Michael Collins will definitely be
considered for the Academy's nomi-
nations in February. We have yet to

see what films like The English
Patient. The Crucible, The People
Vs. Larry Flynt and Ghosts of
Mississippi have to offer. Each of
these upcoming new movies feature
either previously nominated actors
or directors who seem to be receiv
ing more than favorable press.

Another perfect example of the
fall movie strategy is Alan Parker's
hopeful comeback from the disap-
pointing Road to Wellville. His new
film, Evita. stars consistently enter-
taining Madonna and heartthrob
Antonio Banderas. What will most
likely add some needed class to this

film version of the Broadway hit

musical is supporting role by Brazil

star, Jonathan Pryce. Based on the
media hype alone and the fact that

Parker knows he needs to remind
the world that he is an established

director, there is no doubt that

Evita will be a sure nominee.
Another big moneymaker for the

studios is producing holiday films.

Although very few Christmas
movies have ever done well in the

awards area, they definitely have
the ability to cash in on the festive

season. Holiday films are always a

sure bet for blockbuster status and
this year's 101 Dalmatians and
lingle all the Way should be no dif-

ferent.

This season, apart from
Stallone's new Daybreak, don't
expect to many rollercoaster rides.

If one is in the mood for heart-

warming romance and sophisticated

drama, then this season's films are

for you.

Adam Levine is a Collegian
columnist.

Abagail

movies
continued from page 5

cover... Richard Attenborough's
story of Hemingway's injuries during
WWI features the unrealistically

clean-cut Chris O'Donnell as Papa
and Sandra Bullock as the nurse who
brought him back to life and inspired

the Catherine Barkley character in A
Farewell to Arms. Dec. 18 (limited

release)

mirror
continued from page 7

complex story of two people who
have wedded too soon and too
young. Virginia places the brunt of
the blame for their dilapidated mar-
riage on Irene. It seems that every
thing Irene is, Virginia is not. To
Buddy, in his highest compliment.
Irene is a "pisser." She burps loudly,

tells crass jokes and most painfully of
all for Virginia. Irene has years of his-

tory with Buddy. All of these memo-
ries of long days at the shore and hys-

terical misadventure suck away
Virginia's hope for a happy marriage.

The more she gets to know Buddy
through his friends, the more she
realizes the two are virtually
strangers.

Raised by a minister and a woman
in love with the written word.
Virginia is unable to cavort with the

others over cans of beer or under
clouds of marijuana. She doesn't
want to belong to the stuffy and poet-

ic world of her mother, but she can't

allow herself to join the cruder, more
elemental world of her husband and

his friends. Thomas has given
Virginia a voice so distinctive in her
naivete that her observations of her
discomfort and (he inability to suc-
cessfully transplant herself are under-
standably given with brutal honesty.

All of Virginia's quiet superstitions

("If you say something and somebody
sneezes right after, that means it is

underlined for truth") and her child-

like way of muddling through the
world leave the reader with the feel-

ing that one has just discovered a

younger sister in need of help of a
window into the fears and petty jeal-

ousies of junior high school.

Chronologically, the reader follows

Virginia's journey for only a short
time, but her narration of slightly

more distant memories and her hopes
for the future give the novel the feel-

ing a substantial amount of time has
passed. As the novel concludes, the
reader is left with the feeling that

Virginia has matured and whatever
the outcome of her current situation

or her marriage, she will persevere. B

continued from page 6

mother/daughter bonding begins
watch out; it might be pretty, but it's

still sentimental pap. Segal gets the
few good one-liners in the film as the

philandering old man, as he quips
about a former flame, "I once gave a
girl A Farewell to Arms — she
thought it was a diet book.",

As a director, Streisand seems to
be hoping that if The Mirror has Two
Faces doesn't do well in the theaters,

then maybe Columbia University or
New York City might pick it up as a
video tour guide. Irritatingly frequent

shots, albeit beautiful, of the campus
and Central Park bookend every
scene. D+

One Fine Day
Romance and cellular phones are

passed out at the door when George
Clooney and Michelle Pfeiffer play
single parents whose lives are thrown
together when their children miss
their field trip. Dec. 20

Portrait of a Lady
Jane Campion's follow-up film to

her award-winning The Piano, this

Henry lames adaptation, a success at

Cannes, is described most kindly as

expressionistic. Nicole Kidman is the

lady, with |ohn Malkovich and
Barbara Hershey supporting. Dec. 27

My Fellow Americans
lack Lemmon and lames Garner

play Grumpy Old Presidents.
Politically opposed former
Commander-in-Chiefs who go on the

lam when they are framed by the cur-

rent president, Dan Aykroyd. Dec. 20

I'm Not Rappaport
Herb Gardner's play is yet another

given the screen treatment this sea-

son, with Gardner directing. Ossie
Davis and Walter Mattheau play

sparring curmudgeons on New York
City park benches. Dec. 26.

101 Dalmatians
Glenn Close seems to be stealing

the show away from the multitude of
puppies that she steals away from
owners |eff Daniels and |oely
Richards. Unlike the cartoon which
the film is based upon, none of the
animals speak. Nov. 22

Beavis and Butt-Head Do America
Creator Mike judge directs the big

screen feature release of his two
idiots. Their TV is stolen, so they hit

the road; in their search they get
caught up in international intrigue.

Voices include Robert Stack, Cloris

Leachman and what may or may not
be Bruce Willis and Demi Moore.
Dec. 20

The Preacher's Wife
Penny Marshall directs this remake

of the "kkk" film with Whitney
Houston as the wife, Courtney B.

Vance as the preacher and Denzel
Washington as the angel sent from
above to help them through their

troubled marriage. Dec. 13

Michael
John Travolta plays a

less-than-angelic cherub who pulls a

matchmaking deal for seraphim spe-

cialist Andie MacDowell and tabloid

reporter William Hurt. From Nora
Ephron (Sleepless in Seattle). Dec.
27

Everyone Says I Love You
Woody Allen's umpteenth film fea-

tures Goldie Hawn, Julia Roberts,
Drew Barrymore and Alan Alda
among others (including himself).

The plot deals with what seems like

typical Allen territory: the state of
marriages in New York. The twist?

It's a musical! Dec. 25

Evita

Speaking of musicals, there proba-
bly hasn't been a musical hyped this

much for over 20 years. Madonna
takes the helm as Eva Peron with
Jonathan Pryce and Antonio
Banderas backing her up. Alan
Parker (The Commitments) directs.

Dec. 25

lingle All the Way
Parents who have ever tried to get

that perfect toy for their beloved tot

will sympathize with this Arnold
Schwarzenegger comedy. Joining
Arnie in his quest for a TurboMan
doll is Sinbad. Phil Hartman punches
in a delightfully smug role as the next
door neighbor. Nov. 22

Daylight

Sylvester Stallone in a '90s disaster

film... Die Hard in a tunnel. Sly
brings himself back to familiar action

territory when a tunnel is seals inno-

cent commuters in. Dec. 6

Jeremy Brothers is a Collegian staff
member.

357 Magnum. 9mm
Handgun. AK-47. and an
UZI Sub-Machine bun.

^MIGHTY MIGHTY

BossIoneS
Ee THE SHOW, HEAR THE MUSIC, READ THE
ARTICLES IN THE COLLEOIAN. BEE THE ARTS
and LiviNta Section for concert preview,

AND IN THE NEAR FUTURE, REVIEW.

R.A.D.
A Self Defense Course for

Women
The RAD instructors, wish to extend to you an invitation

in joining us for this intensive 12 hour program. The

class focuses on options, awareness, prevention, risk

reduction, and physical defense moves.

If you would like to join us remember the following:

•12 hour commitment (must attend full course)

•$25.00 fee

•16 students per class maximum (first come, first serve

basis)

•class dates: 12/2, 12/4, 12/9, 12/11

If you would like to join us there will be an open registra-

tion at Dickinson Hall Lobby: 11/25, 11/26 - 11:30 - 1:30

each day. For registration you will need your $25.00 fee

and your current UMass student and/or staff I.D. Sorry,

no phone-ins and no waiting list.

HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!

r ii r» //-i /-i
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Cruella DeVil (Glenn Close), a drag queen's dream, looks to steal the show away from the puppies in 101
Dalmatians
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%Don't Let The
Marshall Catch You
Going Anywhere Else!

Marshall

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTO BODY

53 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center
• Imports and other unibody vehicles are our speciality.

• Users ofSikkens paint products

• Accepted by all insurance companiesfor collision repair

or glass repair.

256-8157 256-1385
Shop Reg #RS1212

Heritage Candle Co,

236 N. Pleasant Street,

Amherst

256-4749
open 7 days

50% off 10 oz. Jar
with any 1 Oom. or 2Box. jsur purchase

7pmJov. ZZ
dd

at the i^iffl^r
University of Massachusetts Amherst
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Hockey

B8f™ vs

Hockey

m™

Pick up your tickets at:

» Curry Hicks Cage
'TIX' in the
Student Union

r Hockey Table in the
Campus Center

r At the Gamo

Be a Part of the Action

You're fun. outgoing and have great interpersonal skills. You believe that work

and play can qo together. And you have the natural, American style that
defines Abercrombie & Fitch. Fit this description? Then maybe you should be

working at Abercrombie over the holidays.

If you're heading back home for the holidays and want to have fun (and get

great diecountsl). you can be a Brand Representative at Abercrombie & Fitch

while you're hanging out during break. Just stop by an Abercrombie store near

you and fill out an application when you're home for Thanksgiving.

Check out our Boston or nationwide store locations on the internet

www.abercrombie.com

Abercrombie & Fitch

rfRAVEfj
SMART! !

Oru Way RouiidtrlB

LONDON
RtOMNV.IOSTON vDC

$154 $249
FROM NEW YORK

PARIS
$224 $427
ROME

$259 $489
SAN JOSE,
COSTARICA
$235 $446
Schtdultd lllghls. I

Fans to worldwlda damnation. I

Eurallpauaa avallaala.

Weekend surcharges may apply i

Customs-Immigration taxes apply

Farts subject to change without I

notice Int'l. student I.D. cards
|

may be required. .

„ISM TRAVEL
342 Madison Ave . NY . NY 1 01 73

212-986-8420*

800-272-9676
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Louisville hoop placed on probation Hoyas unhappy with polls, ready to play

By Chris Duncan
Associated Press

LOUISVILLE. Ky. — Louisville's

basketball team was placed on proba-

tion tor iwo years yesterday but will

remain eligible to appear on televi-

sion and play in the postseason.

The school, a traditional basketball

power, was cited by the NCAA for 10

violations concerning recruiting,

extre benefits and' preferential treat-

ment. It was spared more severe

penalties because of its internal

investigation.

Louisville coach Denny Crum,
clenching a rolled-up program in his

trademark sideline habit, was
relieved over the lenient verdict.

"I'm proud of our program," he

said. "It's impossible to control

everything. Nobody wants to be on

probation, but 1 feel good about this

outcome and I feel good about the

proem." The school sent a 51-page

report to the NCAA in February' that

uncovered nine of the 10 violations.

"This case is an ihdication that

presidents are taking some control,"

said David Swank, chairman of the

NCAA Infractions Committee.
"You're still going to get violations,

but when the university finds out
about it and takes the steps the
University of Louisville did, it's an
indication of a real commitment to

compliance. This was a model
response."

Louisville president John
Shumaker said he is concerned about

the probation tarnishing the school's

image.

"This is a warning signal to us, but

I take comfort in the fact the NCAA
recognized that we did everything we
could to conduct a hard-nosed inves-

tigation and make sure we took the

corrective action to make sure this

doesn't happen again," he said.

The announcement ended a I 1/2-

year ordeal that started with a report

by The Courier-journal surrounding

phone calls made to a Louisville

recruit by Thompson.
The NCAA accepted various penal-

ties that the university had imposed

against itself.

The case arose from questions con-

cerning former player Samaki
Walker's use of two cars during the

summer and fall of 1995. It eventual-

ly included improper contacts with

recruits made by former volunteer

strength coach jimmy Thompson and
improper phone calls and contacts

made by former assistant coach Larry

Gay.

The university was ordered to:

-implement an educational pro-

gram on NCAA legislation.

-send its men's basketball staff to

an NCAA regional compliance semi-

nar.

-recertify the school's athletics

policies.

-see that players complete car reg-

istration forms at the start of the

school year.

By Joseph While

Associated Press

Cy Young Smoltz re-signs with Braves

By Paul Newberry
Associated Press

ATLANTA — John Smoltz knew

all along that he wanted to stay in

Atlanta. When the Braves offered

him a $31 million, four-year contract

— a record deal for a pitcher — the

decision was easy. The best rotation

in baseball will be intact for at least

another season after the NL Cy
Young Award winner re-signed with

the Braves on Wednesday.
"This organization has shown me

the ultimate in signing me to this

contract," Smoltz said during a news

conference at

Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium.

"There were some teams that obvi-

ously made it clear they wanted my

Hosted by Mam Wn|M o» Today's 99.}
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services. But my main goal as an ath-

lete has always been to stay in one
organization as long as I possibly

can. I want to play my entire career

here." At least four teams, led by the

Cleveland Indians, showed serious

interest in Smoltz. The Indians

reportedly discussed a $30 million,

four-year contract, but there was no
further need for discussion when the

Braves came up with a higher offer.

"We wanted to be patient but we
also wanted to do the right thing,"

Smoltz said. "This, in my mind, is

definitely the right thing, to carry

forth the tradition that we started

here." Smoltz, 29, led the majors
with 24 wins and 276 strikeouts,

along with a 2.94 ERA. He added
four more wins in the postseason
before the Braves were beaten by the

New York Yankees in the World
Series.

His $7.75 million average is sec-

ond in baseball behind the $11 mil-

lion average in the deal Albert Belle

and the White Sox agreed to

Tuesday.

The breakdown for Smoltz's con-

tract: $7 million in 1997, $7.75 mil-

lion the next two years and $8.5 mil-

lion in 2000. The club also has an

option for 2001 at $8 million.

"He showed last year how very

important he is to the fortunes of our

club." Braves general manager John

Schuerholz said. "We're absolutely

delighted to have John Smoltz back
as a member 6f our organization."^

Smortz worried that the Bra
knowing his desire to stay in Atla

would offer a deal at less-than

ket value. But his agent, Lonm'e
Cooper, said Schuerholz made clear

from the start of the negotiations

that he was willing to spend to keep

his pitching staff together.

Pitching has been the dominant
factor in Atlanta's success this

decade: five division titles, four NL
pennants and one World Series title.

Atlanta can now turn its attention

toward long-term deals for Greg
Maddux, who won the Cy Young
Award from 1992-95, and 1991 win-

ner Tom Glavine, the other key
members of the rotation who are

under contract through 1997. The
Braves also have Denny Neagle,
acquired in a midseason trade with

Pittsburgh.

"I think we have needs before
doing long-term contracts for anyone
in particular," Braves president Stan

Kasten said. "Whatever needs arise,

we'll take care of, and along the way
we'll also continue to make deci-

sions. You can't pay 25 guys at these

levels, but we'll do the best we can."

The previous high contract for a

pitcher was $6.5 million in David
Cone's $19.5 million, three-year deal

with the Yankees. In total dollars,

the previous high was the $28 mil-

lion, five-year contract signed by
Maddux in 1993.

In addition to his base salary,

Smoltz would get a $250,000 bonus
if he wins two Cy Young Awards
during the deal.

Baltimore, Toronto and the New
York Yankees also had serious dis-

cussions with Smoltz's agents, but

Cleveland showed the most interest

after losing Bejjfc to*& White Sof*?**
"ItBJEggAewalNjphat Ihef5-

At that highly of me." Smoltz
said. "At the same, t'tnink Atlanta

showed the ultimate concern."

Although he is coming off the best

year of his career, Smoltz feels like

he is just entering his prime.

WASHINGTON — Beware John Thompson and
Georgetown. No one is giving them much of a chance.

"Everybody's ready to bury us," Thompson said as his

team prepared for Saturday's season .opener at Cleveland

State. "So our big motto is Tt's personal now.' We want

everybody to know that we can still play a little bit of bas-

ketball here."

With the departure of Allen Iverson — the No. 1 over-

all pick by the Philadelphia 76ers and the first player

under Thompson to leave early for the NBA — the Hoyas
have fallen from national championship contention last

season to projected also-rans in their own conference.

Georgetown finished 29-8 after making the NCAA
tournament quarterfinals in March, but fell completely

out the Top 25 in this month's preseason poll. One publi-

cation picked them to finish eighth in the Big East; that

particular clipping has been posted in the locker room.

"We think eventually — not now — but eventually we
can have a pretty good ball club," Thompson said. "I

think if we are eighth, then there are some pretty good
players in the Big East." Iverson will be difficult enough to

replace, but the Hoyas also lost graduating seniors and
top 30 NBA draftees Jerome Williams and Othella
Harrington. Iverson, Williams and Harrington accounted

for 57 percent of the team's points and 44 percent of its

rebounds last year.

"Everybody talks to us about Allen leaving," Thompson
said. "Allen is a talent that you don't replace. He's an
exceptional person. Our biggest concern is not the back-

court; our biggest concern is the frontline."

The backcourt appears secure because lverson's part-

ner, Big East tournament MVP Victor Page, proved to be

one of the conference's most exciting freshman last year

The team's leading returning scorer. Page is ready to take

on more of the offensive load. "My role is to play hard

defense ... score more points, get the team settled and just

control the flow," said Page, who averaged 12.5 points

last season. "There's a lot of pressure, but I've been
through it before."

A bevy of freshmen and sophomores are vying with

Page for playing time in the backcourt. The most promis-

ing prospect in the Hoyas' two exhibition games was Ed
Sheffey, who scored 25 points and made all of his 1 1 free

throws against an Army team from Fort Hood in Texas.

Sheffey, sophomore Joe Touomou and all of
Thompson's guards have speed, so the high-octane, high-

pressure game will continue despite lverson's departure.

"Allen redefined speed, so (sophomore guard) Dean
(Berry) looks fast this year," Thompson said. "That's what
I told Dean. When Allen was here, it didn't look like he
was fast. When Allen's gone, you look fast."

Up front, wide body Jahidi White (6-foot-9, 290
pounds) needs to assert himself, yet stay out of foul trou-

ble. Sophomore jameel Watkins (6-10, 244) also has bulk

and defensive specialist Boubacar Aw is solid.

But no amount of points from anybody can be a substi-

tute for lverson's attitude, and Thompson thinks that will

be the toughest thing to recapture.

"Allen's ego is what we'll miss more than anything,"

Thompson said. "If Allen messed up, you still knew that

Allen thought on the next play that he was still going to

make it. ... That's what you have to create. We have to

create that amount of respect."

Teen golf sensation Kuehne goes pro

By Ron Sirak

Associated Press

As teen-age golf sensations, Kelli Kuehne and Tiger
Woods talked about playing together in a pro tourna-

ment. That became a reality yesterday when Kuehne
said she was leaving the amateur ranks to play for pay.

Kuehne, who won her second consecutive U.S.
Women's Amateur championship this year, will make
her pro debut at the jCPenney Classic next month and
her partner in the male-female better-ball event will be
Woods.
"As of this morning, I received an invitation to play

the jCPenney." the 19-year-old Kuehne said by phone
from her parents' home in McKinney, Texas. "And I

have plans of asking Tiger to be my partner."

With both players represented by super-agent
International Management Group and with their long
friendship it is unlikely Woods will turn down that

invitation.

"We were always kidding around as younger kids

that we were going to play together," Kuehne said.

And while Kuehne (pronounced KEY-nee) gets
immediate gratification on that childhood dream, she
will have to wait to get into full swing as a profession-

al.

It's too late to go to qualifying school for the 1997
LPGA season, so the most events Kuehne can play on
tour next year is the four sponsor exemptions she is

she could compete on the professional level after play-

ing with Annika Sorenstam and Karrie Webb in the

U.S. Open this year.

"That was two really great days for me," she said. "1

realized that if I'm on my game I can play on the tour

with the great players."

There is not much more for Kuehne to accomplish
on the amateur level. In addition to winning her sec-

ond straight U.S. Women's Amateur this year, she also

won the British Ladies Amateur championship, becom-
ing only the fourth golfer to win both in the same year.

Kuehne also won the 1994 U.S. Girls juniors cham-
pionship and since losing in the semifinals of the 1993
Girls juniors has won 28 consecutive matches in

national and international competition. "I always felt I

would know when it was time for me to move on to

the next level of competition," Kuehne said. "I person-

ally feel that my game is ready to go to the next level."

she said. Kuehne. whose brother Trip lost the 1994
U.S. Amateur finals to Woods, has played against the

pros in two U.S. Opens and two Dinah Shore Classics

without any success.

"Up to this point I have yet to make a cut in a pro-

fessional event." she said.

Then again, Woods had little success against the

pros as an amateur then won two of his first seven
events on tour.

"Kelli offers the woman's sports world a lot in her

attitude and in her game," University of Texas

Run Away! BUT DONT FORGET YOUR COPY OF THE COLLEGIAN,

nliowed plus, the U.S. Open, if she qualifies lor it. women * goilr coach Susan Watkins said after Kuehne
^JXjBjjght ajso play in some mini-tour events and jjps- ^/mnounce^rfe was i

ibty go abroad and play." said Kuehne, who for now "She an
wt'H try to remain a student at the University of Texas.

Unlike Woods, Kuehne has yet to sign any lucrative

endorsement deals, she said.

"I have no idea what my value will be in the market-
place," Kuehne said. "I don't play golf for money. I've

been playing for 9 1/2 years and I've always played
golf for the love of the game." Kuehne said she knew

d figc* hu\ c .been friends for a long time and
the market is right fuwlli . She will represent the sport

very well," Watkins said.

"She's very confident," Watkins said, referring to an
attitude that is sometimes perceived as cocky. "She
reminds me a lot of Chris Evert, very confident, very

enthusiastic and getting ready to represent not only

women's golf but women's sports as a whole."

Licensed Massage Therapist

MEMBER AMTA

Deep Muscle Therapy

Reduce Stress Tension. .

.

Nervousness... Improve Muscle Tone.

Circulation . Relaxation . .

.

Swedish & Sports Massage

Call For Appointment

598-8416
1-8OO-929-8410
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Lazare Diamonds®
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Gifts from glass to gold.
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silverscape designs
GOLDSMITHS '^' GEM GALLERY

One King St., Northampton 584-3324
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

CHECK OUT A GREAT CLASS!

Peer Health Educator!...
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...MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

PEER HEALTH EDUCATION

PUBLIC HEALTH 213/214 or EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits - 2 Semester Commitment Required

For permission of the instructor call the

Division of Health Education 577-5181.

Class will meet on Wednesdays from 2:00 - 4:30pm

Priority is given to those who meet with the instructor

before November 22nd.

football
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sured in Columbus by whether or not you beat the
Wolvennes, something the Buckeyes have had amazingly lit-

tle success doing the last few years. They should win this
year, having already clinched the Rose and playing at home
but someone had the audacity (yes, I know what it means'
wise-guys) to post Ohio St. as 17 point favorites Hello'
Earth to Vegas! Michigan may not be what they once were
this year, but they have too much pride to roll over and die
against a team that they hate so much. Michigan can salvage
a sub-par season with a win over the Buckeyes. Don't
expect it to happen, but don't expect a Michigan spanking

Friends of the Program "Inside Tip" pick of the week...

Yes. Michigan choked, but I'm not deterred. This week,

I'm all about Kansas, a three-point favorite at Missouri. The
layhawks still have some pride and a few players, neither of

which Mizzou possesses. Look for the layhawks to cover
without too much of a problem.

Booty Schwag of the Week Award...
It's getting towards the end of the semester, and the end

is near for the schwag. We must love the schwag, tell the

schwag we need it, make sure the schwag feels safe and
warm.

Excuse me. I have something in my eye. .

.

This is the last Booty Schwag of the Week award, because
after Thanksgiving I will announce the Booty Schwag of the

Year award.

So who takes home the schwag? Ah, what the hell. I'll

give it to Alabama. Choking against Mississippi St. on

Saturday night is just not the way to get into the Alliance.

But you know, it really wasn't that big of a deal. .

Shcrrill has built a little program in Starkville, and
Alabama's not going to win the SEC anyway.

I have to give props to everyone in college football for

playing reasonably well the last couple weekends. The
schwag feels neglected when teams play well, so if you have
it in you're heart, forgive the schwag. It's been a long year.

Tonight's Game...
TCU vs. SMU. Once again, a crap game. I really don't

know what to say about Thursday night football anymore.
So I'll leave this alone. It's just too late in the year to pick on
anyone.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian columnist.
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basketball
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they would play their college ball together, rejected

both Arizona and scandal-ridden UCLA, instead com-
mitting to Stanford.

• A serious shake-up on the college hoop scene
occurred on Friday night, when defending national

champ Kentucky fell to a brash young Clemson squad.
Clemson, which jumped up eight spots in this week's

AP poll (while Kentucky fell five), has started to get

some respect from national sportswriters.

Is it respect, though?

According to recent rumors. Clemson, who got up to

24 first place votes in some Atlantic Coast Conference
polls, only rose in the polls because writers and broad-

casters are sick of hearing Tigers' coach Rick Baraa*
complain.

The coach, in his short ACC tenure, has already had
a major run-in with North Carolina coach Dean Smith
(some of you may recall the mid «0's feud between
Villanova's Rollic Massimino and Pitt's Paul Evans).
Now, Barnes wants more respect.

Apparently, the ACC media got sick of the Rick
Bames- as-Bob Muggins act, and they decided to per-

form a little prank. They gave Clemson a ton of vote*,

and the Tigers ended up high in the conference presea-
son polls.

But now they have defeated the mighty Wildcats of
the Bluegrass state, earning a spot among the AP top
12.

So who's the joke on now?
• Louisville coach Denny Crum has said he will

reverse his decision to do away with the position of
ball-boy.

Crum, who introduced the volunteer position when
he became coach of the Cardinals 25 years ago, said

that he will keep the spots instead of cutting the role

because of a girl.

A few weeks back, Crum said that he would rather

not have any ball boys than have a 10-year-old
Louisville girl help wipe the floor.

This drew criticism from the American Civil
Liberties Union, who helped the girl, a longtime
Louisville fan, and her family against Crum.
Casey Kane is a Collegian columnist.

The Dream's OK,
no "Shaqitis" here

By Joan Thompson
Associated Press

HOUSTON — Although Hakeem Olajuwon's heart-

beat was back <o normal yesterday, the Houston
Rockets' center remained hospitalized as doctors per-

formed further tests.

Olajuwon developed an irregular heartbeat after
drinking a glass of cold water at halftime Tuesday
night.

He was given medication to try to stabilize his heart,

but when that was not successful, doctors used a defib-

rillator yesterday to shock his heart back to normal,
said Dr. Bruce Moseley. a team physician.

Moseley said Olajuwon, 33, could be released from
The Methodist Hospital within the next day or so,

depending on test results. Team officials expected
Olajuwon to be sidelined for five to seven days.

The abnormal rhythm, or arrhythmia, appears simi-

lar to the irregular heartbeat he had in 1991, Moseley
said.

"It resolved and he did well, and we hope it's going
to do the same thing this time," Moseley said.

Doctors were optimistic further tests would show no
problems. They do not believe the reoccurrence stems
from any degeneration or abnormality of the heart.

"Barring unusual findings in further tests, we hope
and expect that this will resolve and that he will go on
and do very well," Moseley said.

Moseley described the superstar center in "reason-
ably good" spirits yesterday.

"He was feeling a whole lot better now that his

rhythm was back to normal," said Moseley, describing
the irregularity as a "disconcerting feeling."

Moseley said it was not known when Olajuwon
would return to the court, but that doctors would have
a better idea Thursday. "We don't want him to feel like

we're rushing him back," Moseley said. "We're going to

take all the usual precautions, if anything, err on the
side of being conservative because this isn't anything to

fool around with."

He also said that doctors could not rule out that it

might not occur again. He said it's not really known
why such arrhythmia occurs, and that there is no medi-
cine to control the heartbeat. "Generally once it goes
back to normal rhythm, it's back," said Moseley, who
at times reminded reporters that he is an orthopedic
surgeon and that heart specialists were treating
Olajuwon. "Generally, you can just get back and going
again. But the main thing is you do it gradually."

At one point as Moseley discussed Olajuwon's condi-

tion after the Rockets' practice, Charles Barkley played
at reporter, taking a microphone to question the doc-
tor.

Barkley jokingly wondered if Olajuwon's problem
had anything to do with "Shaqitis," because the
Rockets would soon face the Los Angeles Lakers and
Shaquilie O'Neal.

"Is there something you could give him for that?"
Barkley asked. "Ain't there some type of pill for

Shaqitis?"

Olajuwon had scored 10 points and five rebounds
before halftime in the Rockets' 122-93 victory Tuesday
over the Timberwolves. His past medical conditions
have included anemia at the end of the 1994-95 cham-
pionship season, as well as hospitalization for a blood
clot in his left leg before the 1990-91 season. The clot

was dissolved by blood thinners.

For kmg-tfstance caNs. Savings based on a 3-irtn AT&T operator-dialed Interstate cal.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Chintse food Kl " > •

Suixlaylhuisday to 2am. Friday and

Saturday to 3am

Hometown High— Do you remem-

ber applying to colleges1 Would you

like to help high school students

learn more about the University and

the admissions process at UMASS
Amherst 7 The Undergraduate
Admissions Office is looking for

Undergraduate students to return to

then hometown high school during

winter break and represent the

Admissions Office to prospective

University applicants. Volunteers

will be required to attend one train-

ing session, and to schedule an

appointment with their high school

guidance office to visit the school

while you are at home during

Wmtersession Irammg sessions

will be on Wednesday Nov ?0th or

Thursday Nov 21st from 6 00pm-

S 00pm in the Campus Center

Volunteers are only required to

attend one session If you have any

questions, please contact Rich

Toomey or Shelby Gile at 545-3043

Please leave your name, number,

and the name of your high school

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Tike Over Laate ' 97 One bed-

room uptown apt Great Location,

Amherst Center Call 253-4781

AUTO FOR SALE

19(7 Chevy Nova 44 Sedan AC
auto runs and looks great Si 350 00

or B/0 Call 546-0708

1986 Oldunobila Delta 8* Great

car low price- $500 Call Chris 549-

0564

EMPLOYMENT
Campaign Job* for the
Environment: Part-time jobs now.
full time over break fain $50-

$75/day. $250-$400/week Fun,

casual atmosphere Work with

MASSPIRG to stop pollution Learn

alot Call Tern 256-6434

Mullins Center seeks 20-30 reli-

able people to work event staff

Availability during Intersession pre-

ferred Apply in person Mullins

Center 2nd Floor by Nov 26

Babysitter/Helper in Amherst
Thanksgiving Day. December holi-

days and Intersession Non-smoking,

car $600/hr 253-0660 9am -9pm

Snowboard Coaches part-time at

private school with ski hill Decent

pay experience preferred Call Jack

Shea 413-774-7411

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING -

Students needed 1 Entry-level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services (2061 97 1 -3600 ext R500 1

3

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan Taiwan, S Korea No teach-

ing background or Asian languages

required For info call (2061 971-

3570 ext J50016

ENTERTAINMENT

Sex! Drugs! Rock n Roll! Now
that I have your attention Having a

party' You need a DJ' Call Eileen

3 253-6588 Raging Disco. Funk.

Cheezy 80's music - whatever 1 No
techno, the s"t gives me a

headachei Call me 1

FOR RENT
Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses Falmouth area

I508M77-6000

FOR SALE

TREK U0- Green Mtn Bike Bought

$425 00/Sell $200 Steve 6 1996

29 Gal Fishtank Light Heater.

Filter. Gravel & Decorations Incl

$100 Call Amy 546-0706

3 Pair Doc Marten's: 1 black boot.

2 pr shoes. Sue 8 Must Sell' Call

546-1451

MAC Cantris 610 8MB HAM BOMB
HD Full page monitor (gray scale)

External tax modem Ethernet card

Call Fernao 549-3927 Price nego-

tiable

Set of 4 Rims 14" white w/black &
chrome B0 546-6485 Ask tor Dan

New York Knick Tickets tor sale

Vs Seattle San Antonio, Indiana

(8881602-0774 (pager)

Color Printer- Panasonic KX-P2123

Color 24-pm Dot Matnx Great dorm
printer, free cable & stand 546-6963

HOUSE FOR RENT

Secluded Riverfront Home N
Green River ARTISTS INN Residence

Living or Studio Space Avail Immed
Part-Furnished 14x24' $350/mo or

20x24' $375/mo % util . sec dep
.

references, some pets ok. gas heat,

wash/dry. snow rmvl. kitchen cathe

dral ceiling, fireplace, balcony East

Colram, 20 min/GFLD, 40
min/UMass 624-3928

Amherst Belchertown line 4

Bedroom, 2 bath home in quiet area

Available now 549-4270

INSTRUCTION
Boxing Three private 1/2 hour

lessons $69 95 Call 732-8817 In

Amherst Tues & Thurs tve

LOST Black Wallet containing

Mass license bearing the name
John Rmaldo $30 reward— if found

please call John O 546-0571

Lost Key Uptown Saturday night

Reward if found Call 253-0506

MUSICIANS

Attention Bands Liva Lounge ICP

Productions looking toi UMass
bands to perform at our club Call

Joe at 582-9898 or Mai at 584 711

1

MISCELLANEOUS
Know Vour Rights Do you have
questions about your rights7 Do you

think your civil rights have been vio-

lated? Find out! Contact the

Student Legal Services Office, 922
Campus Center. 5451995

New Metabolism Breakthrough
Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35
800-776-9503 Doctor Approved

PERSONALS

ELYSE Hope you are having a great

weeki You are almost done! Alpha

Chi love. Your Big Sis

PEANUT We've come a long way in

the past year Thank you for being

there for me I could never really

express the love I feel for you
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY Love.

Chestnut

HEY YOU! Come and see RUMORS
Wed -Sat , the 20th-23rd. 8pm @
Bowker Bloody lovely' Tell your

fnends

PERSONALS
To All Collegian St«H

The weather's here,

wish you were beautiful

-Jacob

ROOMATE WANTED
Looking for a Female to share an

apartment in South Amherst on the

bus loute Call 253-6405 Available

Wmtersession and/or Spring

On-Campus Housing Available tor

Intersession $250 Call Karen (508)

682-9213, Kathy (61 7) 479-7636

Female Students: On campus
living Room and board Starting at

$2000/semester Singles available

Immediate occupancy for Spring

Semester Call Karen 508-682-9213,

Kathy 61 7-479-7636

Sunderland 1BR in 2BR Apt
$31500 * utilities Must find some-

one before Thanksgiving for Spring

term or Jan 1 665-4394

Seeking roommate for 4 bdrm apt

in Northampton $300+ Call Karla

585-8629

SERVICES

Typing: Rates by page, semester or

package (413(467-2452

COMPUTER CONSULTING Just

say NO 1 to computer problems 1

Chris Amshey. Consultant. UMass
Alum 532-2039

Psychic Readings Your home or

mine, free newsletter Please call

Sandy (41 3)467-3739

GORILLAGRAMS Flowers.

Birthdays. Balloons, etc Send the

crazy gorillas We'll go anywhere,

anytime 1 Restaurants, classrooms,

dorms Student Rates available 1

Call 256-0287

SERVICES
Money for College. Millions of

dollars unclaimed every year

Results guaranteed Service is tree

Thousands of sources of Financial

Aid available Hurry Call (413) 538-

0041 for more info

Angel Chat - Winging your way
with Angelic answers to your ques-

tions Call 1 800 539-3930

CAR NEED REPAIR? Let me come
to you! Student Hates 665-4790

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade 7 In-house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

Pregnant? Need help 7 Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

TRAVEL

Spring Break America's Premier

Student Travel Co 1 Party in Cancun

& Nassau From $299!!! Find out

how to go for free & Earn Extra
Cashm Call 1-800-798 1509

SPRING BREAK TRIPS Cancun
Bahamas. Jamaica & Florida Best

Prices. Best Parties, GROUP DIS-
COUNTS. Space is limited For free

brochure CALL TODAY 1-800-959-

4Sun

SPRING BREAK AND ALL OTHER
TRAVEL SPECIAL RATES FOR STU
DENTS INSIDE NJ CALL 201-533-

0300 OUTSIDE NJ CALL 1-800-699

4988

Killington Ski House needs
housemates $500 00 for entire sea-

son 549-8924

SERVICES
U Cruise Ships Hiring $$

Travel free Exotic places Save $$$ !

Seasonal/Permanent No experience

necessary Travel/Employment
Directory Free Info! Act now'
HTTP WW WW Tropical-
Destinations com Brett ® Tropical-

Destinations com (4J 31525-6487

Bahamas, Ft. Lauderdale,
Orlando 11 days 1 Cruise whenever
Must sell 1 $450 Includes Two!!! Call

6-6271 Ask tor Moises (MO)

SCUBA SPRING BREAK Dive Key

Laigo. FL Earn 2 credits 1 March 16-

22 Mandatory Meeting 2/28 7pm
Herter 227 Call Project DEEP @
(BOOI282-0977

Spring Break '97 Hottest destina-

tions and coolest vacations' Lowest

prices guaranteed' Organize small

group, travel free' Call tor free info

(B00)426-7710

TRAVELTIME has great deals tor

group and individual travel plans

Call Cormne 587-301 1 413-781 -6150

WANTED
Wanted- Tutor tor AUTO CAD
Realease13 Will pay Call Rob at

546-0272

STUDENTS Moonlighting as

dancers/strippers in local clubs If

interested in sharing your story for

my independent study photoessay on

"creative student employment", call

Caroline at 546-5269 for more info

Identity confidential upon request

Mattress Wanted QUEEN Call

Eugenie 545-3768

WANTED
Desperate for Bibliographic
material and I'm not even failing

the course Must have rigorous

booklist- textbooks, workbooks,
problems for Statistics 111 (School

of Continuing Education) Will pay

above $150/negotiable Call at all

times except Mon and Tues Don't

worry, I am correct (413)549-1271

THURSDAYS

it
Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20ct per word/day

All

others

40 <£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly. We are

not responsible for errors resulting from

illegible handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
Activities

Announcements
Apartment For Rent
Auto For Sale
Employment
Entertainment
For Sale
Found (2 days Free)
Happy Birthday
Houses For Rent
Instruction
Lost
Musicians

Miscellaneous
Motorcycles
Personals
Room For Rent
Room Wanted
Roommate Wanted
Services
Summer Sublet
To Sublet
Travel
Transportation
Wanted to Rent
Wanted

9.

Personals Policy
All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified employees before pay-

ment and acceptance of the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first names and initials are

allowed. The only exceptions are for birthday or congratulations personals, in

which case the full name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEPTIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm room numbers as well.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not acceptable. Personals of a

vindictive or libelous nature are not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the

purpose of harassment.

Profanity may not be used in personals.

The personals section is for personals only. The personals section may NOT be
jj4$4$ay^llft,eypj|, feek roommates, advertise meetings, etc.

j
All personals must have trie name, signature, *fid UMass ID. number of the stu-

dent placing the as filled in on the insertion order. Non-students must provide a

valid driver's license and the license number must be recorded on the insertion

order. Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to penalties under
the law.

The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any personal that does not

meet the Collegian's standards in accordance with the statutes of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
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Classifieds

"they work"

CROSSWORD
1 i 3 '

1
'

6 7 '

1

16 H

12 " " "

16 17 "

19 20 " 22

23 V
26 27 28

1
29 30 31

32 33 "
r- 36

38

1
39

J
40

•» • '
44 45 46

47 48 49 50 51 52

53 M 55 56

;
.

~

58

1
"

r-,0 ., 62

ACROSS
1

.

Exile island

S. Raceway gait

9. Falstaff's quaff

12. Score

1 3. Delhi money
15. Retired for the nighl

16. Paul Hogan. eg
18. Be an omen of

19. Opponent of AES
20. On the safe side

21. Tar

23. Competed

24. -trutli

25. Crazy

28. Poet leasdale

29. Netwcrx tounded in

1926

32. Ad|udicate anew
33. Basis of a tabloid suit

34. Before king

35. Wrong

36. Answer, as reporters

questions

37. Leave It be!

38. Caddie s item

39. Annoy

40. Kind ol penny

41. Bald eagle's kin

42. Actress Jackson

43. Highball need

44. Crosshatches

46. Word with six or dish

47. Garb

49. Bumoose or kimono

50. Oceanaoinq initials

53. Loves Mary

(Reagan film)

54. Obstacles

57. Very old

58. Sudden rush

59. Dad
60. Managed
61. Oliver or Rex

62. Emulates Horn Coles

DOWN
1

.

Mild expletive

2. Stentorian

3. Vulgar

4. -Wien
-

(1920

song)

5. County seat of Kerry

6. Served as king

7. Shentf Andy Taylor's

son

8. Type ot towel or

wagon

9. Hates

10. Pollux s mother

11. Genesis locale

14. Guaranteed

15. Blind as (2wds)
17. Dnizly

22. Final entry in some
lists (2wds)

23. Run the gamut

24. Schedule

25. Very angry

26. More modem
27. Bolster

28. Colander's cousin

30. Like Jamdyce's

house

31. Uke a quidnunc

33. Mortgages

36. Stratocasters, eg
37. "Queen Mary.

-
for

one

39. Poker holding

40. Potter's apparatus

43. Like a duck's feet

45. Watermelon eater s

discard

46. Author Mary Mapes

47. Opened
48. Forum frock

49. Unique

50. USC's rival

51. Bypass

52. JFK landers

55. " Gang" (Phillip

Roth)

56. Frequently, to Keats

•
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ARIES
March 21 -April 20
Continue to explore a topic you are

unfamiliar with. You may discover

a hidden talent. Hurry home after

work. It's time to put your efforts

Into a project at home. You will

enjoy It more than you realize'

TAURUS
April 21 -May 21

Finish paving your bills for the

month. A new savings plan may be

a good Idea. Too much impulse

buying will not help your current

situation. Friends surprise you

after dinner—kick back and enjoy

their company and conversation!

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Don't get Into a trivial argument

with your mate early In the week.

You'll soon regret it. Try not to say

something you don't really mean.

Your sense of humor will come In

very handy. Keep things light!

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Clean out your closets and your

garage. It will leave you feeling

refreshed and ready for a new
project. Don't be afraid to throw

things away! A close friend reveals

a dark secret. Don't be quick to

Judge.

LEO
July 23-August 23

There are a few minor glitches to

overcome, but for the most part

you're In for a wonderful week! For

example, something you really

want won't be In the first place you

look. Don't give up easily.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

You'll en|oy spending time at

home this week, even If It's doing

housework. A phone call from an

old friend will give you a new
perspective. It may be time to

rearrange some priorities.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Some newly acquired skills will

finally be put to use this week.

Now is the time to think of others

first. Your mate may need your

help. Be generous with kind words

and compliments. Someone may
need them more than you think.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
Be very careful in who you share

information with. A secret is likely

to be revealed If you allow It. Stay

alert and be careful! Someone may
not be as sincere as they appear.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

New information you acquire this

week could solve a problem. If you
need to take a risk, do It early In

the week. Now is a good time to

discuss options with a business

partner. Do it In a relaxed

atmosphere, such as over dinner.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Money Is a prime consideration

(his week. If you don't act wisely,

you could be in for a real fall. You

may be accused of being a work-

aholic. Reassure loved ones that

your busy phase will be over soon.

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18

You are exceptionally creative

today, so write your ideas down.

Start a new project that will solve

an old dilemma. One of your Ideas

could even bring you fame and
fortune. Concentrate on

environmental Issues.

PISCES
February 19-March 20

i let is many obligations as

possible out of the way this week
That Includes the paperwork you've

been avoiding. If you don't take

care of it soon. It will backfire on
you.

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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Always Wanted Ona of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan
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Dilbert By Scott Adams
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NO, A CUP-OM UNIFORM '

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick

ACCORDING TO THE
ADS, THIS BRAND
OF CIGARLTTF. DILL
BE LIKE rAOONTAIN

CIKING PAST A
SPARKLING WATERFALL

ARE YOU GETTING THAT

UEIRO tfSMOKERS'
COGNITIVE
DISSONANCE"
VET ? rAAN, THIS

MOUNTAIN
BIKING IS

OVERRATED.

I'M TOO YOON6fi3RTWlSI 11-

PiOg'T WE JUST HAVE lUlS
KID A6COT A WEEK- AGO*

Jeff Duran By Snug, the Joiner
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Loold By Roger & Salem Salloom University1 By Frank Cho

Lowell and I wcie walking

down (he sheet and I thought this

qitl was waving at me but she was

actually fanning her face fiom the

heat.

I almost said, "Hi.

"

I'm a jerk.

I told Lowell, "We're losers.

We have nothing going on in our

lives.

"

Lowell said, "Yeah, we're

losers."

Then I said, "Actually, I'm

not a loser, Lowell, but you aie.

"

I said, "Really, Lowell, you

can't be a loser. It's virtually

impossible because you have a

beautiful new mountain bike.

"

Lowell said, "Thanks, Leold,

Ifoigotlhadthebike."

I said, "Yeah, no problem...

loser."
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Close to Home By John McPherson
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"I'm sorry, Mrs. Morris, but to prevent office

visits from dragging on. the HMO requires
that I answer only yes' or no' questions."

Baxter...Beware the Dog Who Thinks! By Brant G. Henne

tf

Dots By Blip-CHOP

filiNJ).
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Quote of the Day

Hi
When ignorance

reigns, life is lost.

-Zach De La Rocha

99

Thoughts of

the Day

Why isn't phonetic
spelled the way it

sounds?

If you
tied but-

tered toast to

the back of a cat

and dropped it

from a height, what
would happen?

Today's D.C. Menu
C«ff 345-262* forMM infenMffen.

Franklin

LUNCH
Midwest Fat Plate

Rice with Fat Sauce

Whale Blubber Surprise

Slaughterhouse Lard Pie

DINNER
Liposuction Souffle

Catgut Pasta with Garlic

Lard Sauce, garnished

with Kitty Litter

Hampshire

LUNCH
Fresh Croissants and Brie

Assorted Tropical Fruit

Strawberry Frappes

Caviar & Ritz Crackers

DINNER
Welsh Wabbit in Wine

Spinach Pasta

w/Sundried Tomatoes &
Pine Nuts

Worcester

LUNCH
Eggs and Spam

Eggs, Bacon, & Spam
Eggs, Sausage, Baked

Beans, & Spam

DINNER
Spam, Spam, Spam,
Spam, Spam, Spam,
Spam, Baked Beans,

Spam, and Spam

Berkshire

LUNCH
Undercooked Organic

Chick Peas

Mushy Rice

Scorched Tofu Pyramids

DINNER
Baked Cloves of Garlic

Wheat Berries with

Almond Butter Paste

Organic Whole Wheat

\>
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The Massachusetts

Sports
UVC to broadcast hoops
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

Five d.ns and counting.

That'l right, in less than | week, the Massachusetts

men's basketball team klckl off the regular season with a

tiip to the Maui Invitational to lace host Chaminade in

the first round.

Ol course, it will be broadcast on ESPN, so if you live

in the dorm-, you're out in the cold right? Wrong. Gone
are the Jays when UMass took to the road forcing stu-

dents who Hve OH campus to -camper around town try-

ing to find a friend 0C restaurant with a big screen T.V.

and a sable box. Thanks to the Union Video Center

(UVC), all Minutcmen games that will air on ESPN or

I SPN2 during the course of the regular season and
Atlantic 10 Tournament will air on UVC 19 during the

first and Mcond semesters.

Before and alter the Nov. 25 game against Chaminade.

the Dec -* match against Georgetown, and the Dec. 10

match up against I re-no State. I \ C will air its own pre

and post- game shows hosted by WMUA's Patrick

Sheeran. L\C u al-ii working on adding an additional

li\e gamei to be aired next semester.

I VC first aired I \la-s basketball from ESPN feed

during last year'l game against Temple then followed up

coverage with games against Virginia Tech and Temple
in the V 10 Tournament. However, while the network
allowed the broadcast free of charge, it cost $800 to rent

the -atellite needed to downlink the feed.
'

' Miei we aired our first game last year, the student

response was great." UVC president Willie Sanchez said.

"Even if our publicity hadn't been great because of the

short amount of time we had. the word spread quickly,

because once people started seeing it on Channel 19.

the] started calling each other and afterwards, people

were looking forward to when we could do it again.

"We not onlj got great feedback from the students,

but we also got department calling us looking to be
sponsors for future games

"

Sponsors foi this sear's Minutemen broadcastl
include The University Store. IISCN, University Pood
Services, and The Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

Last year, Sanchez worked with ESPN college basket
ball program director Dave Brown to secure the Iced.

However, this year, Sanchez and UVC wanted to find a

more cost- effective way to air the game-
"Housing came to us this year and told us that they

had the i satellite | dishes, that they could help us."

Sanchez said.

In the agreement between the two groups it was
decided that UVC will make the arrangement with ESPN
for the feed, while HSCN will provide the satellite dish-

es, thus side- stepping the $800 per game cost.

"Now we are trying to ambush the student- to let the

students know that we are airing the games." Sanchez
said. "Hopefully they'll see it the first couple of times,

people will know that if a game is on ESPN, we'll have
it."

Sanchez also felt that this could be a stepping off

point to getting ESPN on HSCN.
"Students have to voice their demand if this i- -ome-

thing they want." Sanchez said. "We're not afraid to lose

I
the games] as a UVC show, if they get ESPN obviously

we won't be able to cart] those games anymore, but we
can still work on A- 10 games and other network games.
My goal is to get basketball games on campus using
UVC as the primary source

."

In addition, broadcasting basketball game- ha- given

UVC more opportunities for students to become
involved.

"Usually a crew for any other event ha- -ix to eight

people," Sanchez said. "But lor basketball, we have been
able to get 10-15 people that we need for logging, floor

directing, technical directing and everyone plays a great

part."

Nov. 25 - UMass at
Chaminade 2 p.m.
0ec 4 - UMass vs.

Georgetown 7:30 p.m.
Dec. 10 - UMass vs.

Fresno State 7:30 p.m.
Bee 14 - at Wake
Forest 8:30 p.m.

/an. 30 - at George
Washington 7:30 p.m.

Feb. 8 -at Rhode
Island 12 p.m.

Feb. 25 -at St.

Joseph's 9:30 p.m.

Stuck in the middle with UConn
IORMA KANSANtN COLLEGIAN

The Massachusetts women's soccer team travels to Storrs for a Sweet Sixteen match against UConn at 1 p.m. on Sunday.

Holtz departs in time; schwag season winding down
Hi. everybody, it- me, Psyched for the weekend?

It -tarts tonight, you know.
I gue-- we -tan this week in South Bend, where

Lou Holt/, -tepped down as coach of the vaunted

Notlt Dame football program. Lou leaves behind an
impressive record, bringing the program back to

prominence alter the ill-fated Gerry Faust regime.

\nJ \ou know what'.' They're better off without
him.

I MJ that because I think NO needs new blood.

Let's bee it. Lou didn't get the blue-chip recruits like

he u-ed to, and eight years without a national cham-
pionship i- like 80 years without a national champi-
on-hip in South Bend. By leaving now. Holtz assures

that the history books will be kinder to him. and he

can pursue other intere-ts. even the NFL if he likes.

People have to realize the pressure a Notre Dame
coach

great system.

4. Northwestern (9-2) They were supposed to be

a fluke! Oh well, shows you how much I know. Two
straight years of sneaking up on people is unheard of.

Memo to Gary Barnett Don't take the ND job. Stay

with your kids, build a future. Plane?
5. Virginia Tech (8-1) Another program that's

sneaking up on people. Uuietly becoming the clan of

the Big East, and probably headed to the Orange
Bowl.

6. Army (9-1) Had to know that loss to Syracuse

was coming, but a great story nonethele-s. Even if

you're a passing college football fan. you have to

watch the Army- Navy game, especially this year.

7. LSU (7-2) Gerry DiNardo is starting to build

the Tigers back up to prominence.

8. West Virginia (8-2) Hey, I hey choked against

Miami and Syracuse, but they still rebounded from a

shaky past two seasons.

4 North Texas (5-6) lust kidding.

10. Southern Miss. (8-3) Conference USA foot-

ball is still a joke, but it might not be for long if the

Golden Eagles and teams like Houston and Louisville

-tep it up

You're Finally Here and I'm a Mess...

Pot all the success Ohio St. has had this year, it

doesn't mean squat if they don't beat Michigan
Saturday. La-t year Ohio St. went down to Ann
Arbor thinking Rose Bowl and left thinking Citrus

Howl, courtesy of a little choke-job. Seasons are mea-

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 1
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Volleyball serves up Blue and Red

endure- and I on Holtz put pressure on himself like

net other man. So Lou. good luck and God bless,

lake a cruise, a trip cross-country, whatever, and let

a younger, less-frazzled coach deal with all the grief.

Since la-t week- column was about disappoint-

ments. I figure I have to give equal space to the sur-

prises l>! 1946. TWs was -omewhat of a funky year in

the college ranks. A lot of big-time programs bit it

big time, and some up and coming teams kept it up
when nobody, including yours truly, thought they

lone So. without further ado, your Top 10 sur-

prises oi (he vear.

I Ohio St. (10-0) They lost Bobby Hoying. Eddie
George and ferry Glenn, and they're still going to

icna luhn Cooper may finally get credit for

being a pood coach

2. Arizona St. 1 10-0) All right, all right. I'll give it

up foi the Sun Devils. I -till think their win over
iska w.i- lucky, but they've mowed through the

I'M 10 and are headed lor the Rose Bowl for the

ln-t nine in 10 veai-

! BYU. ( I l-l ) We all freaked out when they beat

reus A<vM in August to start the year. Looking
the) icallv -houldn't have had that much trou-

U Plops to Steve Sarkisian. a great quarterback in a

While inclement weather put a hold on last

week's intramural championship games, thi- week
Mother Nature cooperated and the contests finally

took place.

Out on the Fields

• Ending the outdoor season in flag football. Pi

Kapp_ Alpha advanced to the final round beating

the Bomb Squad 58-6 while CurlyG Cradle Rock
advanced beating Franchise 18-12 it overtime. The
final game was hard fought when Pike pulled out

to win the championship game 29-27.

• In the women's soccer finals. The Vixen
Women took home the honors beating the

Bushwackers with a 4-3 victory. In the men- com-
petition, Delta Chi A topped Delirium in a 7-6
shoot out victory.

• On the Softball diamond, the Porkadelic- gar-

nered the title due to a forfeit

Taking it indoors

• Inside, the Boyden Main Gym has been shak

ing with activity. While intramural volleyball is

winding down its season preparing for playoffs

after Thanksgiving, the Holiday Basketball
Tournament is in full swing.

• There will be clinics for paid basketball off]

cials. Each official must attend both oi the manda-
tory two-part meetings. Part I: Dec. 5 -4 or |an.

28 from 6-7:30 p.m. and Part II: Ian. 29-30 or

Ian 31

Introducing the UMass Blue Team
The UMaN men's club volleyball team officially

changed their names from A and B to Red and
Blue.

The Blue Team, though young and inexperi-

enced, is rich with talent. Captain Mm Blanchette

look- to lead his team to a successful season. The
current roster incude-: Setters Sean Daly and Chin

Liu: middle hitters Alex Schmitz, Paolo Piscelli

and lohnny Carranza; outside hitters Inul Olmez,

laid Baltev, Adam Kalinowski. Patrick Callahan.

and II We-lowski; and defensive specialist Kha
Lc.

I he Blue Team travels to Nazarene College in

Quiney to compete in the Nazarene invitational. In

Red Team action, the squad is off to Princeton.

N.|. for the Princeton Invite.

It's sow lime!

The UMass Ski Club is holding its last general

meeting of the semester this Sunday night at 7

p.m in the Campus Center. All students who
attend are eligible for discounts on membership
sod the December trip to Ottebec. Space is -till

available but running out fast.

Sports Brie/l MUM compiled h\ Collegian staff

member Chris Stamm. All submissions to Sports

Britft can be faxid to the Collegian at U5 /592

or dropped offal 1

1

5 Campus Center Basement by

12 p in each Wednesdas
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Carmelo Travieso and the men's basketball tea**!

will be seen on UVC 19 this year.

BC crises continue;
ACLU targets Crum

Use mushroom cloud of problems

covering the Boston College campus
in the wake of the gambling scandal

atomic bomb has spread to the men's

basketball offices in Conte Forum.
lust a week after I 3 Eagle football

players were suspended from the

team because of alleged gambling
incidents, a pair of BC hoop recruits

were told they would not he admitted

to the school due to academic rea-

-onv

Ion DePina and Elton Tyler, both
Boston-area products, were told that

their grades were not sufficient foi

BC admission stan-

dards, regardless of

the fact that they

both have met the

minimum standards

that are required bv

the NCAA.
As a result of

this, an incensed BC
coach |im O'Brien has let his di--.ni-

faction with the admissions depart-

ment known. O'Brien has said that if

the recruits are not granted a place in

the Boston College data of 2001. he

will consider leaving the venerable
institution.

Meanwhile, top Massachusetts
recruit Mike Bradley, out of

Worcester's Burncoat High School,

who gave a verbal commitment to BC
last spring, has said that he will with

hold his letter of intent if his fellow

recruits are not admitted

The fallout continues as Florida

schoolboy Adam Allenspach ha- also

said that he will think twice about

travelling to Chestnut Hill in the

wake of the recent football and now
hoop controversies

All is not well at the Heights, and
O'Brien couldn't be more upset.

While he talks the talk, the truth

remains that he has it pretty good
there. Odds are he'll remain in the

maroon and gold.

• More recruiting flotsam and jet-

sam in the wake of controversy:
UCLA has been sent scrambling look-

ing for recruits for next year

Baron Davis, who pointed the vio-

lation spotlight on former Bruin
coach |im Harrick (the whole car

thing), has said that in the wake of

COLLEGE
BASKETBALL

llairick - firing/resignation he will

wait until the -pring signing period to

officially ink his intent to play ball.

In the meantime. Kansas City. Kan.

product Earl Watson will also wait.

and po--iblv look to ply his trade

el-ewhere.

For now. though, the Bruins have

to worn about playing. Last night.

the) -tarted their season against the

team that knocked them out of (he

post season picture three sears ago.

Although it's not the same lull*
team, the games mean something
now anil eve*) one is important

• While on the

subject ol poaaibl)

looking elsewhere
to play ball,

Syracuse's next

super-tar may not

be Syracuse- for

much longer.

Winfred Walton.
who wa- ruled academically ineligible

after recording a 280-point improve-
ment on his SATs, is pondering the

possibilit) oi transferring.

The pn/ctl recruit hat talked to fel-

low Michigan hoop-ter Terrance
Roberson about possibly moving out

West to don a Fresno State uniform.

Considering that |erry Tarkanian
is the Bulldog'- coach, there

-houldn't be any trouble with admit-

ting a marginal academic student to

the program ,

• In blue-chip news. California
big-man Chris Burgess ha- signed a

national letter of intent.

Rated by some as the nation's best

prospect, and easily the nation's top

schoolboy center. Burgess had nar-

rowed hi- choice- down to Duke and
Brigham Young. Opting lor hoop tra-

dition. Burgess announced that he
would play his collegiate days in

Durham, alongside other top
prospect Shane Battier.

• Also in the world of commit-
ment. Myron Anthony, the top
bluechipper out of Florida, has
announced his intent to play for

Kentucky next season,

• The Collins twins. |ason and
(arron. who decided long ago that

Turn to BASKETBALL, page 13

Student ticket pick-up 1$

TODA Y at tke Cunt Hicks
cage startles at 7 a.m.

Men's basketball vs. Fresno
State and Wyoming

Mocker *$• PrevMoace

Lines cannot form before 6:30 a.m. If

they do, a lottery system will be used
to distribute tickets.

DAILY COLLEGIAN
Volume CVI Issue 56

Resistance

is futile

|ean-Luc Picard

and the rest of

the Enterprise

crew embark on
their latest adven-

ture. Check out
our review (see

Arts & Living,

page 5).

Let the

games begin

Crystal Carroll

and the UMass
women's basketball

team will open
their season Sunday
at home against

Ohio State (see

Sports, page 10).

WORLD

Palestinian officer

accused of beating

HEBRON, West Bank (AP) — A
Palestinian police officer and his

pregnant wife accused Israeli

troops yesterday of barging into

their home and beating the
woman unconscious.

The couple said Israeli police

accompanied by an army intelli-

gence officer arrived at their

home in Hebron on Tuesday
morning and accused them of

keeping weapons in the house
illegally. "We don't have
weapons. We have licensed
weapons from the Palestinian

Authority, but we keep them in

the office," said Issa Abu-
Mayyaleh, 37. "My wife was in

the bedroom. I asked the offi-

cer... to allow her to get dressed

before they entered. He pushed
me back."

His wife Itaaf, 30, said a

female Israeli officer pulled her

by the hair into the children's

bedroom, closed the door and
"forced me to take off my
clothes, everything. She then
started to beat me with her
hands and the butt of her gun."

NATION

Flu epidemic rising;

CDC predicts increase

ATLANTA (AP) — Flu has
struck in 1 5 states in the last two
months and outbreaks are

expected to get worse in

December, the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention

said yesterday.

While the government doesn't

have a count of victims yet, most
of the outbreaks involved one
person or just a few people, said

Nancy Ardent of the CDC's
National Center for Infectious

Diseases. "Even though it's past

November, people who have not

gotten their vaccines can and
should," Ms. Arden said.

The vaccine protects against

both flu strains that have people

feeling miserable this year —
Type A-Wuhan and Type B.

Wuhan can kill. If elderly peo-

ple or the chronically ill get that

strain, they are more likely to get

pneumonia or other life-threat-

ening illnesses. Outbreaks in at

least four of the 15 states are

blamed on Wuhan.
Flu contributes to the deaths

of about 20,000 people a year in

the United States. The CDC rec-

ommends vaccinations for peo-

ple 65 and older, people in nurs-

ing homes, children with asthma
and anyone with a chronic ill-

ness.
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Advising obstacles, inequalities

question UMass* future growth

Friday, November 22, 1 996

UMass at a cross-

roads— the state of

academic advising: a

Massachusetts Daily

Collegian special

report

Day One: Faculty reactions

to advising

I acuity says departmental

advising is strong: student apa-

thy is a real problem; admin-

stratum is also criticized

Day Two: Collegian study

points to advising problems

Students express frustration

and confusion with the

advising process

Day Three: The proactive

University?

Students, administration,

critique programs aimed at

making UMass more accesible.

Day Four: Cultural organi-

zations and advising

Students of color strive to

find a familiar face and guid-

ance at a predominately white

University

Day Five: UMass 2000
Will the future forget the

undergraduate'' What do the

next live years hold for UMass
and its students?

Editor's NoU, this article is the filth

iii a flvt part special report on the

state of academic adx ising at the

t nil ersity of Massachusetts. The
report was compiled by the Collegian

ileus department

The future ul the University of

MaatachlUettl is in I perpetual stale

ol strategic flux. Administrators,

University Irustees. politicians and
student leaders constantly debate over

the I Diversity's priorities as ___
UMass prepares to enter

the 2\ st century.

In order to come to

fruition, University pri-

orities depend upon
finances. And within

the operating budget

of UMass. ;i very

limited amount of

money is distrib-

uted throughout the

ea„, P us Financial Q \\eq\an NewS
resources at this o
campus have always been highly con-

tested, but now more than ever, mone-

tary requests are tiling into the

Whitman Administration Building.

A major priority of the University,

according to students, faculty and
administration, is undergraduate

advising.

However, according to the

Collegian's research, many students

arc unsatisfied with their advising,

while others have not even spoken

with an advisor before,

What is being done to solve the

problems of advising? Will advising

receive the financial resources neces-

sary to meet the needs ol all students?

What do the present problems ol

advising really mean?

Where is the Money?
The prominent result of the ongoing

planning for the Universitj is

Chancellor David K. Scott's Strategic

\clion Plan Scott "s plan designs a

financial framework which will be

enacted ova the next li\e vcais i| bca)

Vears 1947-2001).

According to Scott's Strategic

Action document. $500,000 has been

appropriated lor "Advising and
Retention," designed to provide stu-

dents with the resources they need to

navigate UMass.
This $500,000 is part of the expen-

ditures section of Strategic Action,

which consists of $46.5 million.

"Advising and Retention" is

one of nine priorities which
falls under the Major
Initiatives section of the

document, which appro-

priates $7 million.

Larger appropriations

have been given to six of

the other initiatives, one of

the six being "Steps

toward the Land
G r a n t - A A U

| American
Association of

Universities] Model
($900.0001."

A potential problem for students is

that the Strategic Action plan gives

more money to luture plan ("Steps

toward the Land Grant-AAU Model")

while it seemingly overlooks the pre-

sent problenu in adv ising.

A great deal ol attention is being

paid to the preparation of the

University for acceptance into the

American Association of Universities

(AAU).
\- .in AAU member, UMass has a

chance to receive more funds for

research due to the AAU's political

clout in Washington.

Should the possibility of gaining

acceptance to the AAU take prece-

dence over the need for advising and

retention of present undergraduate
students?

"The Advising Center needs more

Turn to FUTURE, page 3

Feuerstein lectures on business
Maiden Mills owner details relationship of work and religion

IENNKEH IITRAS COLLEGIAN

Aaron Feuerstein spoke Wednesday evening at the Mullins Center as part of The Nirenburg Lecture on Business

Leadership.

By Bryan Schwartzman

Collegian Staff

The trust between employer and employee is what
insures the success ol a company, said Aaron feuerstein in

I lecture held at the Muffins Center Wednesday night

feuerstein. President and CEO of the Maiden Mills tex-

tile faetorv which burned down last year, spoke about the

responsibility oi a company to its community and employ-

ees He ,ilso discussed the role his upbringing as an

Orthodox lew played in the development of his business

ethics.

"The idea that you can't serve the worker and the share-

holder simultaneously is really foreign to me." Leurestein

said to an audience of 2.500 people.

The event was Sponsored by Hillel House and the School

of Management as part of The Nirenberg Lecture DM

Business Leadtshlp.

On Dec. II of last vear. one week before his 70th birth

day. three of the 10 buildings that make up Maiden Mills

textile factories were destroyed by fire, leurestein decided

to rebuild the 90-year-old factories and guarantee his

workers three months' pay — which added up to nearly $20
million.

"The fire was horrible. It was ,i globe ol fire surrounded

by black smoke rising up to heaven. " I euicstcm said.

Instead of feeling sorry for himself. I eurestein explained

thiil he was determined to think creatively about how to

save his business. He came to his decision to rebuild almost

immediately.

feuerstein cited the heroics ol his security workers, who.

in conjunction with fire fighters, successfully evacuated the

three buildings and saved a fourth building from burning

down Several people weic critically injured, hul all are long

off the Critical list and some are even back to work now. he

ssjd

The fourth building was operational within 10 days of the

fire. Upon entering the building, a worker said to

leurestein. "We will pay you back tenfold for what you

have done."

Feuerstein said that nearly ail of his workers are back on

the job — at a state -of t he-art environmentally-sound tex-

tile factory has been built in place of the old. and produc-

tion and sales of his product has increased.

"If the worker out on the floor wants you to win. you will

win." he said.

I cLirestein said that treating his workers correctly is more

of an investment than an act ol charity. He also stressed

manufacturing a creative product instead of a commodity

IK s.,id that paving workers substandard wages and offer-

ing no benefits decreases the quality of the product and

eventually hurts the company.

leurestein said it is the responsibility of America's big

businesses to rejuvenate the inner cities and protect the

environment. He was critical of companies that were suc-

cessful Bid lei i Lawrence for cheaper labor in the south or

oversew. He described Lawrence as "one of the worst ghet-

toes in New Lngland." .

I nless the business world helps the inner cities to sur-

vive, we will lose the major cities in the U.S., and once that

happens the L.S will become I second class economic

power," leurestein said.

He added that he would have had great difficulty in his

course of action if his finn had been a publicly held firm.

"There is an alliance between corporate CKO's and Wall

Street." he said. This alliance results in the value ol stocks

increasing when large layoffs OCCUd at companies. He
believes that once shareholders share his philosophy of

benevolence, profits will increase on all sides.

I curcsiein also spoke on the role of the consusnet in sup-

porting ethical business practices He combined the facts d

Turn to SPEECH page 3
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High in the Sky
Cape Stoneworks of Brewster inspected the Old Chapel's tower yes-

terday afternoon in preparation for restoring the tower's walls which

haven't been grouted since 1 941

.

US. freezes reconnaissance

flights over embattled Zaire

By Susanne M. Schafer

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The United
States suspended reconnaissance
flights over eastern Zaire after

Zairian rebels fired on one of the

planes, the Pentagon said yesterday.

Pentagon spokesman Kenneth
Bacon told reporters that the over-

flights by P-3 Orion reconnaissance

aircraft, which were being used to

assess the number of refugees in the

region, could resume. "I would
expect flights to resume, but we
don't know for certain." Bacon said.

Zairian rebels fired a burst of

antiaircraft fire at one of the Navv

planes Wednesday when it Hew over

a rally of thousands of rebel sup-

porters in eastern Zaire.

The plane, flying at 19,000 feel,

was too high to be hit. It was over a

crowd of about 10.000 people gath-

ered in Goma, the capital of north-

ern Kivu province, now under rebel

control.

Bacon said the crew members
reported "bullets exploding way
below the plane." but that the type

of guns used wasn't clear. Two P-3s

have been conducting their missions

out of Entebbe. Unganda. The
spokesman said 565 U.S. military

personnel were now in place in cen-

tral Africa, even though a formal

decision has not yet been made on
moving forward with a multinational

relief operation to assist refugees.

That number is nearly half the

800 troops the United States has

said it is willing to contribute to

such an effort.

There are 160 in Entebbe. 10 in

Kigali. Rwanda, and 195 in

Mombassa. Kenya. Bacon said.

Some 45 U.S. aircraft are standing

by in Europe and Africa to assist in

the multinational aid mission should

one be mounted, he added.

Representatives of some two
dozen nations were expected to meet

Friday in Stuttgart. Germany, to dis-

cuss the potential role of the military

— if any — in a relief effort to be

led by Canada. The force was
approved by the U.N, Security

Council last week, but decisions u>

move ahead were put off as BOOM
500.000 refugees began returning to

their homes in Rwanda on tbeir

own.

CIA-bred spy indicted by Feds

Nicholson gets quick indictment

Michael J. Sniffen

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Career CIA
officer Harold |. Nicholson was
indicted yesterday on a charge of

selling national defense information

to the Russians since 1994 for more
than $180,000. The one-count
indictment, returned by a federal

grand jury in suburban Alexandria.

Va.. charged the 46-year-old former

CIA station chief with conspiracy to

commit espionage. The charge car

ries a top penalty of life in prison

without parole.

U.S. Attorney Helen fahey said

the investigation has not turned up
information necessary to seek a

death penalty. A death penalty can

be sought if someone is killed as a

result of espionage. CIA Director

|ohn Deutch has said U.S. officials

know of no deaths or arrests as a

result of Nicholson's alleged treach-

ery, although he said Nicholson is

believed to have given Moscow the

identities and future assignments ol

up to two years' worth of CIA
recruits.

The government also moved to

forfeit, if Nicholson is convicted,

any direct or indirect proceeds of his

spying. A court document alleged

that this includes: $180,000 in cash,

a Chevrolet Lumina Sports van and
a Toshiba portable computer.

The quick indictment was some-

thing of a surprise. Usually, the gov-

ernment takes all the time allotted

to it after an arrest in major spy

cases to continue its investigation

before bringing formal charges

But Washington attorney Plato

Cacheris. who defended the CIA's
most damaging turncoat. Aldrich

Ames, said there are advantages u>

the government from a quick indict-

ment.

"They don't have to show their

hand at the preliminary hearing"
which was scheduled for next
Monday. Cacheris said. "We learned

a good deal about what the govern

ment had at the preliminary hearing

in the Ames case."

Ames plead guilty in 1994 and is

serving life without parole. The gov

ernment said he sold secrets to

Moscow over nearly nine years for

$2.7 million and blamed him for the

deaths of 10 Western agents and the

compromise of dozens of opera-
tions.
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Friday, Nov. 22

Gala — The Haitian Student Association and Casa

Dominica present, the 3rd Annual Fiaitian Dominican

Cultural Gala from 7 p.m.-2 a.m. in the Student Union

Ballroom. Admission is $b/ID, $8/general public.

Performance — Mission Improvable, a student comedy

improv troupe, will perform at 8 p.m. in Campus Center

room 168. Admission is free.

Religious Sen-ices "Thanksgiving* Shabbat services

with a free meal at 6 p.m. at Chabad House, 30 N. Hadley

Rd., Amherst. Free and open to the public and for more

information, call 549-4094

Religious Services — Services will be held at Hillel

House at t> p.m. with dinner to follow at 7:15 p.m. in the

Hillel Kosher Dining Room.

Sleep Out — An event sponsored by MassPlRG to edu-

cate the campus community about homlessness by sleeping

outside. Students raise money by getting pledges for hours

sleeping out. For more information, contact Melanie

Undem, Mass Student PIRG Organizer, at 545-0199.

Saturday, Nov. 23

Audition — An open audition for anyone interested in

participating in the Spring Fashion Show will be held at

noon. For more information, contact Bibi at 546-5970.

Craft Fair — St. Patrick's Christmas Craft Fair will be

held from 9 a.m.^» p.m. The fair will be held on School St.

in Hadley

Dance — Club Spin at the Bluewall from 9 p.m.-! a.m.

General admission before 10:30 is $3. after, $5. Special

discount for AASA members. Bring a canned good and get

$1 off admission. Sponsored by the Asian American
Students Association. For more information, call

545-0189
lair — The First Congregational Church is sponsoring

its annual Cranberry Fair from 10 &.m.-\ p.m. The church

is located at the corner of Main St. and Churchill St. in

Amherst.

Religious Semces — Morning Services begin at 10 a.m.

at Hillel House, followed by a free lunch. Please call to con-

firm.

Sunday, Nov. 24

Meeting — The UMass Ski Club is holding its last gener-

al meeting at 7 p.m. in Campus Center. Discounts for

membership and Dec. Quebec trip if you attend this meet-

ing. For more information, call 545-3437

Meeting — The Hindu Students Organization is holding

its first general meeting at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center.

Room number will be available at the info desk. For ques-

tions, call 548-9097.

Notices

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree from 8:30 p.m. to

midnight every Friday. People can dance to variety of

music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment. All ages

welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call

384-3167.

Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.

Come learn to dance. Newcomers welcome. For more
information, contact Milly Delesus at 546-1083.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies is

seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen, Dept.

of Consumer Studies. 101 Skinner Hall, University of

Massachusetts. Amherst, Ma, 01003. For more informa-

tion, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391

.

Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange

workshops will be held on the following date: Tues.. Dec. 3

from 5.30-7 p.m. in CC room 165-169.

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are avail-

able to help you find answers to your questions and con-

cerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health

Education Dept., UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more

info) and 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Community Room H-4
North Village; Tuesdays 6:30- 8:30 p.m. in the

International Lounge, Prince House (call 545-2299 for

more info); Wednesdays 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Community

Room, 41 1 Linclon. All conversations are confidential.

Literature — mOthertongue the multilingual student

publication by the dept. of Comparative Literature, is cur-

rently seeking submissions for the spring '97 publication.

We will accept original poetry, short stories, one-acts,

international photographs and art work created by multi-

lingual students. Please submit a copy in English to the

Comparative Literature Dept. in 203 South College. Rough

drafts are acceptable.

Meeting — P.O.W.E.R., the Progressive Organization

for Women's Rights holds their weekly meetings on

Thursdays at 6 p.m. in the Student Union room 306. All

men and women are welcome.

Meeting — The Pakistan Students Association has its

weekly meetings every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus

Center. Check for the room number at the information

desk. For further details, contact Musharraf at 546-6295.

Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus meets

every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer 201. All

anthropology undergraduate minors and majors welcome.

Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan lvrit" held every

Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right as

you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis and

other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student Union.

For more information, call the ARC office at 5-1925.

Sew Organization — WICC (West Indian/Caribbean

Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West Indies

or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as anyone

interested in the culture. For more information, contact

Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

your help is needed. If interested, call Jordan at 546-3548.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to 1 p.m.

in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement

of Worcester Dining Common). For more information, call

Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

photo, layout, copy, and marketing departments. An assis-

tant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also needed.

Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304 Student

Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Support Group — Tobacco cessation support group

meets weekly on Wednesday evenings from 7-8 p.m. in the

Campus Center to help people quit smoking and chewing

tobacco. See schedule by elevators for room number or call

Steve at 577-5 181 for further information.

Talent Needed — The UMass Asian American Students

Association is looking for Asian/American hip hop, reggae,

and R&B dancers for next semesters annual Asian Night

production to be held on April 1 1, 1997. Contact Geneva

at 546-2714 for audition information.

Theatre — UMass Theatre guild presents Rumors, a

comedy by Neil Simon. Wed. Nov. 20-Sat. Nov. 23 in

Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m. Tickets are $4/students, $6

for everyone else and are available at the door and the FAC
Box Office.

Volunteer— The Zoo in Forest Park at Springfield has a

wealth of diverse volunteer opportunities available for peo-

ple who 'love animals and are committed to conservation

education. For further information about the Zoo and to be

sent a volunteer application, please call (413) 733-2251

.
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R.A.D.
A Self Defense Course for

Women
The RAD instructors, wish to extend to you an invitation

in joining us for this intensive 12 hour program. The

class focuses on options, awareness, prevention, risk

reduction, and physical defense moves.

If you would like to join us remember the following:

•12 hour commitment (must attend full course)

•$25.00 fee

• 16 students per class maximum (first come, first serve

basis)

•class dates: 12/2, 12/4, 12/9, 12/11

If you would like to join us there will be an open registra-

tion at Dickinson Hall Lobby: 11/25, 11/26 - 11:30 - 1:30

each day. For registration you will need your $25.00 fee

and your current UMass student and/or staff I.D. Sorry,

no phone-ins and no waiting ust.

HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!

UPC & DVP presents

An evening of spoken word with

I

Books and eds

sold at lecture.

Discounted Prices!!

PUBLIC
INSOMNIAC

NO. 1

TOUR

|
Monday, Dec. 2, 1996

Fine Arts Center

UMASS, Amherst

Doors open : 6:30pm

Show starts : 7:00pm
'

Tickets :

UMASS students-$4

w/valid I.D.

General Public-$10

Tickets available at

Fine Arts Center

Box Office

Contact:

DVP-545-0046

UPC-545-2892
or Fine Arts Center

Box Office-545-251

1

for more info!

Campus Police Log
Accident — Personal Injury

Nov. 19

The accelerator pedal became stuck on a vehicle

inside the Campus Center Garage on level 5. The oper-

ator was unable to stop the vehicle which crashed into

the wall of the garage. A passenger complained of pos-

sible back injury, but declined medical attention.

Accident — Property Damage
Nov. 18

There was a two-vehicle accident in parking lot 25.

No one was injured.

Annoying Behavior

Nov. 18

There was a domestic dispute in McNamara
Residence Hall.

Nov. 19

An individual from Kennedy Residence Hall report-

ed that a beer bottle was thrown at his room door. The
offender was identified and the matter was resolved.

Assault & Battery

Nov. 18

An altercation between two individuals in Prince

Residence Hall resulted in issuing an emergency
restraining order.

Nov. 20
There was a physical altercation between two room-

mates in Cashin Residence Hall in which one individ-

ual was struck with a poolstick. A judge issued an

emergency restraining order.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Nov. 18

An apartment storage area in Lincoln Apartments

was broken into. A vacuum cleaner and cleaning sup-

plies were stolen.

Nov. 19
A vehicle in parking lot 1 1 was broken into; a stereo

was stolen.

There was an attempted break into a vehicle in park

ing lot II.

Disturbance

Nov. 20

There was a report of a fight in progress on

Massachusetts Avenue. The matter was resolved.

Drug Law Offenses

Nov. 19

Omar O. Gayle. 20. of 256 Sunset Ave., Amherst,

was arrested for possession of a Class D substance.

Health/Safety Hazard
Nov. 19

There was a small trash can fire outside of Mahar

Auditorium.

Larceny

Nov. 19

An individual from Mary Lyon Residence Hall

reported a stolen wallet.

Nov. 20
An individual from Flint Laboratory reported thai

her purse was stolen.

Vandalism

Nov. IS

Derogatory graffiti was written in the stairwell on

the 16th floor of Coolidge Residence Hall.

A vehicle at North Village Apartments was dam-
aged.

Nov. 19

A vehicle in parking lot 44 was broken into; a CD
player was stolen.

A tail light was smashed on a vehicle in parking lot

80.

Nov. 20
A vehicle in parking lot 44 was damaged.

Graffiti was written in a stairwell near the lobby

area of Chadbourne Residence Hall.
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There will be a meeting for current

Women's Issues writers and interested

writers on Monday, Nov. 25 at the Collegian

in the Campus Center basement at 6:30 p.m.

There will be pizza, so bring your ideas and
your appetite! If you cannot come please

contact Michelle Hillman

at 545-1762.

r'A&tO' G>4&CUfs by Courtney Smith

Smith College students and faculty came together yesterday in a circle of hands around campus,

to stand up against "bigotry, intolerance and oppression". The 12:30 gathering was the result of

a collaborative effort of eight students, and the action of hundreds of participants.

future

\

Campus Activities at the University of Massachusetts Presents

Weekly Proaram Series:

Something Every Friday
featuring

Singer/Songwriter

continued from page 1

money before it can really become

better." said Associate Dean/Interim

Director of the University Advising

Center (UAC) Elizabeth Petroff.

Also, according to Petroff, the

Administration said that Advising

will be a high priority, yet it has not

been given as much money as seven

other UMass initiatives.

An answer as to why advising and

retention has not been placed higher

on the appropriation list is because

Scott does not list advising as one of

the "indicators which are typical of

the scope and quality of institutions

that belong to the AAU" in the

Strategic Acion document. Because it

is not on that list of criteria, it is pos-

sible that the importance of advising

has been overlooked and underrated.

Advising: the Key to Retention

"Good advising leads to high reten-

tion." said Chair of the Department

of Spanish and Portuguese Christina

Gonzalez.

The University Advising Center

(UAC) advises undergraduates and

pre-majors and students in academic

danger. They help these students find

majors; yet Petroff said that the cen-

ter needs more resources before it can

meet the needs of more students.

One group that is presently in trou-

ble, acccrding to Petroff, is first-gen-

eration American, low income stu-

dents.

Without better advising, the reten-

tion of these students will continue to

be low.

"With more money, the UAC could

alford to pay or give incentives to

professors," said Petroff.

Yet. the money does not ewst, and

therefore the University will continue

to lose these low-income, minority

students.

The issue becomes problematic as

the University places so much impor-

tance on muhiculturalism and ethnic

diversity, yet, as the Collegian has

indicated, UMass does not properly

Barbara

Kcsslcr

Bluewall Cafe
November 22, 1996

8:00 pin, Free

This series made
possible by a Grant

from Auxiliary

Services and
the Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs

and
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fund a program which is vital to

minority retention.

Also, funding for the three ALANA
(Asian, Latino, African and Native

American) academic support groups,

Committee for the Collegiate

Education of Black and other

Minority Students (CCEBMS).
Bilingual Collegiate Program (BCP)

and the United Asia Resource
Learning Center (UALRC) is inade-

quate, according to many students of

color.

"If the Administration is so wor-

ried about retention of ALANA stu-

dents, they should fund CCEMBS
properly and put their money where

their mouth is," said Desiree Joseph,

a senior CCEMBS student.

"With more money, CCEMBS can

provide more help for their students

by getting more advisors, computers,

tutors, and other aid for CCEMBS
students," said Melissa McPherson.

Yet, the funds are not being made
available to increase the retention of

ALANA students.

However, UMass is using

$200,000 for a program which grants

scholarships to valedictorians and

salutatorians of Massachusetts high

schools who wish to come to UMass.

It will be interesting to see how
many of these scholarships are

awarded to students of color and low

income students.

The University could have pursued

this $200,000 grant (from Senator

Stan Rosenberg and the Board of

Higher Education) for retention.

According to the press release, "The

program is designed to provide incen-

tive funding to promote priorities of

the Board of Higher Education and

the Commonwealth. These include

enhancing academic programs of

strength through technology, improv-

ing student retention..."

The Office of Student Affairs could

have proposed to use this $200,000

for retention, and specifically the

retention of minority students.

Yet instead, the money will be used

to bring students into the school, who
may not be retained because of a lack

of proper advising.

UMass 2000
Advising, of course, is not a issue

which effects only students of color at

UMass. The fact that CCEBMS. BCP
and UALRC has been denied funding

has implications on the University's

concern for the entire student body.

As the University looks forward to

the next century, visions of a open

and accessible institution are still in

doubt.

Without advising being made a

component of the tenure process;

without expansion of the UAC; with-

out increased funding for ALANA
advising centers and a aggressive

campaign to retain all students, many

assert that the University will move

forward beyond the year 2000 and

leave 1 7,000 undergraduates behind.

Michael Elliott. Jonathan Liberty

and Raghuram Vadarevu are

Collegian staff members.

Sunanda Ghosh contributed to this

special report.

speech
continued from page 1

increased sales of his product with

the 10,000 letters of support he

has received from consumers and

is able to conclude that consumers

have approved of and rewarded his

decision to rebuild.

At the conclusion of his address

Feurestein thanked Hillel for invit-

ing him and "representing the con-

tinuity and vitality of the |ewish

vision." He discussed his admira-

tion for Rabbi Hillel, the sage who
spoke of love and companion over

2,000 years ago.

Feurestein said the God of

Rabbi Hillel is the same as the God
of UMass. and that the God of

Lawrence is the same as the God
of Wall Street.

During a question and anwer
session, Feuerstein said that he

feels in some cases it is necessary

to lay off workers. Layoffs that are

a deliberate violation of employ-

er-employee trust are the kind of

which he disapproves.

He also responded to an audi-

ence member who claimed he was

promoting capitalism and not initi-

ating real change by turning the

factory over to his workers.

"I have seen the fruits of

Communism in China and in east-

ern Europe, and the results are

horrifying." Feurestein replied.

Chancellor David K. Scott

began the evening with a few
remarks. Scott spoke about the

"need for institutions to become
more caring and compassionate."

and commented that Universities

should follow Feuerstein's example

in the 21st century.

Scott introduced UMass alum-

nus Charles Nirenberg. whom the

lecture series is named after.

Nirenberg, the son of Jewish immi-

grants, graduated from the School

of Management in 1946 and even-

tually founded the Dairy Mart con-

venience store chain.

When speaking about

Feurestein, Nirenberg quoted a

lewish proverb. "If 1 am not for

myself who will be? But if I am
only for myself, then who am I?"

Earlier in the evening about 40

people, including Nirenberg and

Scott, met at the Hillel House for a

dinner in Feuerstein's honor.

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter, the

Executive Director of the Hillel

House said. "The dinner was so

wonderful it was hard to pick up

and head over to the event."

Perlmutter, who moderated the

question and answer period, said

he noticed that Feurestein had not

brought any notes with him onto

the podium.

At the conclusion of the

evening, Dr. Thomas O'Brien, the

Dean of SOM. presented

Feuerstein with a menorah as a

token of appreciation. O'Brien

compares Feurestein to the symbol

of light when he says "our stu-

dents, our hope, you have offered a

light to guide their way to the

future."

CHECK OUT A GREAT CLASS!

Peer Health Educatort...
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...MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

PEER HEALTH EDUCATION

PUBLIC HEALTH 213/214 or EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits - 2 Semester Commitment Required

For permission of the instructor call 4fe

Division of Health Education 577-5181.

Class will meet on Wednesdays from 2:00 -4:30pm

Priority is given to those who meet with the instructor

before November 22nd.

facials • waxing • manicures & pedicures *\Vw?

Shear Bliss
Full Service Holistic Salon

479 West St., Amherst

* Natural hair color & perms
Botanical Facials! *

253-2322
pureflower &plant essences

used in every service

We Deliver

To UMass
Chinese-American Cuisine

Restaurant & Bar

ML Farm* Mall, Rl. 9 Hadlry • S9S-2TJ4

Open Sun-Thun 11 11 pm
FriSai 7*J am

Enjoy
HALF PRICE
APPETIZERS

9 pm - Close • 7 Days a Week
Many Selections!

Eiample Pu Pu (tor 2)

Reg SH'MNowSSW

No other promos apply • EAT IN ONLY
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Passing a different kind of test

Marigold

Pascual

For some, getting tested for HIV holds a negative

connotation. When I decided to get tested, people

asked me, "Why are you getting that done?" They

had the attitude that getting tested is a bad thing, for it

implies that you are involved in behavior often frowned

upon by society. But HIV and the threat of AIDS is such a

reality that I think everyone should get tested. Why did /

decide to get tested? The answer is quite simple, really: 1

thought it was the responsible thing to do.

I went to get tested this past summer with one of my best

friends. -Although 1 had wanted to do it for a while, I was

scjred to go by myself. My best friend wanted to get tested

too. so on the spur of the moment one day.

M decided to go.

We looked in the phone book for various

clinics that might offer testing. Planned

Parenthood was the most obvious, but

when we called, the receptionist told us

they were booked solid through the month. After a few

more phone calls, we found a walk-in clinic in the city

that did HIV testing daily

Pulling up to the clinic, we noticed it was a multi-pur-

pose health facility. There was a dentist's office, a chiro-

practor, optometrist, as well as the STD clinic. We walked

in. and it was pretty busy. The receptionist asked us what

we were there for and gave us a series of forms to fill out.

as well as a waiver form. There was even a box on one of

the forms that asked if they could contact you at home or

send vou stuff. As we weren't really interested in getting a

weekly flyer from the STD clinic, we checked the box so

they wouldn't send us stuff at home.

Then we had to wait— for about a half an hour, which

was really nerve-racking because there were a lot of people

there and it was so quiet. Finally, we got called in. though

we went one at a time. My friend went in first, and me alter.

1 met this really nice counselor who made me feel at

ease. He gave me background on the Hl\ test and what

he was going to do. First though. I had to answer a series

of questions detailing parts of my history that might play a

role in the test results: it seemed more like a survey to me.

.And man, did some of those questions go in-depth.

"To the best of your knowledge, have you ever had a

blood transfusion?"

"How many partners have you had in the last ibt

months? Did you know each one well?"

"Have you ever had unprotected sex. and if so. why?"
"Have you ever had sex under the influence of drugs

and/or alcohol?"

"Have you ever used intravenous drugs?"

I think 1 didn't have a problem with the questions main-

ly because my counselor was so nice. I had told him that I

was here with my friend — the person in before me. He
thought it was great that we went together — sort of like a

support system. Then he went on to tell me about the test;

he was going to draw two vials of blood from my arm
which they would test. The test was not anonymous and
thev would be using our names instead of a set of num-
bers. The results would be ready in two weeks and we had

to pick them up in person; we would not be able to get

them over the phone. This was to ensure that we were fully

educated on HIV. He also told me that there was a 60-90
day window period that the test would not cover, those

days being the days before you actually got the test done.

Then he went to draw my blood. I don't know about you.

but I'm not too psyched to have a big. fat needle shoved

into my veins. But it was no problem at all — piece of cake.

The worst part was the wait. Two weeks may not sound
like a long time, but it is. Especially when vou get to think.

Boy. is that a bad idea. I started thinking about what it

would be like if I was HIV positive. Would my life be
over? Would I give up? What would I tell my family and
friends? And the thing is. I didn't think about it constantly.

but it was there; this nagging little voice at the back of my
head. I was almost afraid to get my results. We didn't go
back to get the results for three and a half weeks.

My friend came to pick me up and my mom asked us where
we were going. "Out shopping." 1 don't think that either of our
parents MM a-adv to acknowledge the fact that their babies

had grown up. So begins another road trip to the clinic.

Both of us were tense. We knew that the chances we had
tll\ were slim, but there was still that chance. So, walking

in. we were both nervous. In the waiting

room we were sitting across from this really

solemn looking guy. He got called in before

us Not 10 minutes later he emerged from
the office with a positively beatific smile and
a few strands of condoms. We hoped he

shoved them in his pocket before he walked out on the

street. No time to worry about that though, we were up next.

Like the first time, my friend was called in first. We
exchanged messages of luck, and she went in. Shortly

after, she emerged and gave me the thumbs up sign.

Okay, now it's my go.

I walked in the office and sat down across from the coun-

selor; it was a different guy from before. And this guy
thought 1 was really stupid. He went through the results of all

the tests thev performed (HIV negative! Yet!) and it was like

this huge weight was lifted from me. 1 felt so incredibly good.

The counselor went on to explain that the HIV test I

had just taken had a window period and what that meant.

"That means that there's a 60 to 90 day period that the

tot won't cover."

"Oka>
"So the bO to 90 days prior to the day you took the test

will not register in this one."

"Uhhuh."
"That means that if you go out the night before and

have unprotected sex. then you go to get tested the next

day. that test won't cover that night. You'd have to come
back in three months to be sure."

"Right. Got it."

"So if you keep on going out and have unprotected sex.

you'd have to keep on getting tested and still may not

know for sure."

"Gotcha. Thanks."

I guess he was confident I understood after all that, for

he started to close it up. He wished me luck and told me
to take care but not before he offered me...

"Condoms?"
"No thank you."

"The price is right, they're free."

"I'm all set. thank you."

"You sure?"

"Yup. thanks. Ba-bye."

And I beat it outta there. Walking back to my friend I

was feeling good. Okay, so the counselor thought I was
dumb, but who cares? I was HIV negative. We both felt

like a million bucks. Really happy, sort of giddy, laughing

at ourselves for being so worried.

I felt so good that I walked out of the clinic and started

to say "Yes. I'm so glad that..." but I trailed off because

CKJM the street were a car load of hotties. "... that I have

no cavities! Yessss! I have no cavities!"

We got in the car. rolled down the windows, cranked up
the tunes, and sang really loudly. And just so we didn't

make liars out of ourselves, we decided that we would go
shopping. We even got ice cream. It was a really good day.

Marigold Pascual is a LMass student.

The joys of winter

I
really enjoy living in New
England, mostly because of the

seasons. 1 like looking out my
window and seeing leaves go from
tight red buds to lush green
canopies and then to dazzling
orange and yellow masterpieces —
however it's their last stage that sig-

nals my least favorite season, win-

ter, and even though it's only
November, I already hate it.

Now don'» get t.ie wrong, snow
is nice — some snow is nice. But

when you get to the 10-inch mark
(ie. Cleveland). I think

Mother Nature is just

being a bit excessive.

Right now she has seen

fit to tempt our dreams
of a white Christmas
with a few magical flurries, a

snow-flake or two to remind you
buy your snow shovels early and
stock up on hot cocoa mix. Man
has seen fit to herald the upcoming
winter by ban-aging us with decora-

tions and incessant carols right

after Halloween.

As a total side track — I really

do feel pity for all those sales peo-

ple forced to work under such
harsh conditions. I think commis-
sions were created to pacify angry

sales clerks driven to madness by

corporate giants wanting to shove

Christmas down their throats and
who bought too many copies of

Andy Williams' caroling foray —
but that's another column.

ANYWAY, winter is just sneak-

ing up too fast. And to be honest

there really wasn't much of a segue

into it. One minute I was happily

crunching through leaves in a

T-shirt and the next thing I know I

have to scrape ice off my windows.

Tara MK
Connelly

What happened to a gradual

adjustment? A slow even coldness

that lets your body get used to blis-

tering winds and sub-zero temper-

atures. I literally went from jeans

and a shirt to long underwear, two
pairs of socks, a shirt, another
shirt, a sweater and a coat. I look

like a toddler in a snow suit. I no
longer walk, I waddle, and forget

running to the bathroom — I have

to add on another I 5 minutes.

Luckily I live in a place that has

"free heat." So with the thermo-

stat cranked to

80 degrees, I can

maintain the illu-

sion of warmer
weather. Aptly
nicknamed "the

rainforest," my apartment is either

ice cold or steamy hot. Mold
grows freely on any type of pro-

duce left unattended on the

counter, bread has a shelf life of

negative two and pretty much
everything is prone to a quick and
mysterious decaying process. One
minute a cantaloupe is rock hard,

the next day your finger goes
through the outer layer and fruit

flies are throwing a party.

But. heat is good, good to keep
you warm, bad to keep you wet.

What do I mean? Dry heat has a

nasty habit of sucking all essential

moisture from your body. Your
hair gets brittle and dull and your
skin, your vkm becomes scaly, dry

and itchy You slather yourself in

Vaseline Intensive Care and wake
up feeling like the Sahara. So you
get more moisturizer and preiiv

soon you re slipping off the chair
when you go to sit down because a)

it's so hot inside you're wearing

shorts and b) you overcompensated
for moisture loss. You are also

prone to drinking a lot more liquids

which of course becomes another

problem as soon as you leave the

Congo delta and hit cold air (see

clothing).

Winter is also a great time for

colds, you would think that colds

should exist in the summer because

then you just drip. When it's win-

ter, you tend to drip, freeze, drip,

form layers, and then thaw into one
huge runny mess. Much like the

formation of ice rinks, your face

freezes and thaws keeping you in a

constant state of irritation. So you

end up wiping with whatever is on

hand (usually your sleeve — be

honest) and then having a nice gift

to give to the dry cleaning lady

come spring.

I think my least favorite winter

sights are all those bar- going peo-

ple who wear next to nothing in

mid-December because well,

they're "going inside in a few min-

utes." Health Services would get a

lot less cold patients if they handed

out a "How to Survive Winter For

Idiots" guide. Take so and so with

three friends who see it fitting to

wait 20 minutes in line outside

Delano's with a tiny half-shirt and

mini-skirt. Comfy and cosy in your

10 layers of clothes you walk — ah,

waddle by, to overhear Buffy say.

"Omigod! Like I can't believe I got

pneumonia! Like, I'm hardly never

sick, I wonder why I'm like, so dis-

eased prone."

Like I dunno sweatheart. maybe

you should buy a brain with that

winter coat.

Tara MK Connelly is a Collegian

columnist

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and ao not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

Tis the season

Yes. it's that time of year again.

•When the thought of getting out of a nice,

warm, cozy bed and trudging across campus in

zero degTee weather just to sit in an overheated classroom

with a bunch of people who want to be there just about as

much as you do does not tickle you pink, lust think, it'll

be snowing soon and you'll get to march through shtsli to

class. Won't that be fun? Put on vour rubbers and bundle-

up. kids. Winter is coming.

•When the entire campus is coughing, sneezing, -siiil-

fling and blowing its collective nose because of some
mutant communal disease that one kid

probably brought back from home,
unknowingly unleashing a ruthless predator

among us that will hunt each of us down at

least once before spring. Fxcept, of course,

for that annoying jerk who "never gets

sick." Oh yeah? Well, you can take your invincible perfect

health and...

•When the prospect of real food in less than a week is

all you can think about. Turkeys have become the main
characters in an overwhelming majority of your dreams,

and you begin to have nightmares of going home and dis-

covering your mom has hired LMass Dining Services to

i.ater Thanksgiving this year because she doesn't feel like

cooking. Please Mom... I'll pay you.

•When the amount of work you have to do relative to

the time you have to do it in is remarkably large, and you

can't remember how you got to November so quickly

without having gotten anything done. The number of

pages you have to catch up on reading tallies up to some-

where in the thousands and the number of papers you
have to write in the next three weeks has made it into the

double digits. Your mind suddenly stops and a voice

inside your head says with horror and disbelief. "Holy

Hell." This is decision-making time. To study or not to

study? That is the question. Whether 'tis nobler to trek to

the library, spend thy weekends with thy nose in thy

books and attempt to salvage thy plummeting grade, or to

sayest to school. "I carest not for thee." and to go about

thy revelling without a care for thy future.

•When my birthday creeps up on me once again, and I

realize that 1 have been on this earth for more years than I

feel or act like I have.

•When it's so cold, even the prospect of walking to

Nicole

Cournoyer

liobart no longer appeals to you, and you wish it would
-now so it looAed like winter instead of just feeling like it.

•When thoughts of winter break come dancing through

your head and you begin to make resolutions about how
much stuff you're going to accomplish between semesters.

But this year, I have a plan! I'm not going to end up sleep-

ing too much, eating too much and watching too much
I A No sir, not me.

•When the idea of Christmas shopping crosses your
mind (if you celebrate it, that is), but you tell yourself

you've got plenty of time. In the back of your head, you
know Christmas Eve is going to be spent

frantically running around to every mall

you know, racking your brain to figure out

what in God's name to get your Dad.

•When you try to rotate your clean

clothes in such a way that you won't have

to waste money on another load of laundry before the

semester ends. How can I possibly make five pairs of

socks last two and a half weeks?
•When you realize as you pre-register that your time

left at this University is rapidly diminishing and you still

have absolutely no plan for what you're going to do after

you graduate. Panic sets in momentarily and then you
decide to continue doing what you've been doing for the

last two and a half years — not thinking about it and
enjoying your time here while it lasts. Yeah. OK, Miss
Laid Back. Remember that decision when you're sitting

on a vent somewhere for warmth, eating out of a

garbage can, dreaming of chicken pucks and dorm life.

•When your tolerance for things like empty soap dis-

pensers in the bathrooms, hair in your brownie at the

D.C., or an out-of-order sign on a vending machine has

reached a record low and the slightest inconvenience that

can even remotely be traced back to the University's inad-

equacies could be the straw that breaks the camel's back.

Tense? Irritable? Not me. lust don't breathe so loud,

would you please?

•When the inspiration for good, informative columns
stops visiting you in your dreams and in the shower and
you're writing lists of random thoughts that skip awk-
wardly across your brain an hour before your deadline.

But all is not lost. 1 know you understand. It's just that

time of year.

Nicole Cournoyer is a Collegian columnist.

Seaver for President

Luke

Meredith

I
think Mike Seaver should be the

next President of the United
States of America.

That's right, sweetness. You
remember Mike, right? The eldest

son of the Seaver clan, Mike was the

coolest brother at Dewey High before

his stint at Alf Landon Community
College as a theater major. What
does Mike do now? Well. I don't

know. The show ended, right?

And since Mike doesn't have a job,

(a cheesy show on
UPN does not count),

he'd be perfect to run

America. I think any-

one who watched the

recent presidential

campaign will agree that he couldn't

be worse than the guys who just ran

for the office.

Why is Mike my nominee for

president? Simple. For one. nobody
dressed better than Mike Seaver.

Ripped jeans, turtlenecks and the

classic brown leather bomber jack-

et would revolutionize America's
wardrobe. Second, he's campaign
tested, having almost won the stu-

dent body presidency of Dewey
High back in the late '80s. And
lastly, can you imagine girlfriend

Kate as First Lady? Gives new
meaning to the term "de-briefing."

You know what I'm saying?

Mike would also put together a

solid Cabinet. Think of the candi

dates.

For Secretary of State. Boner!

We could even give Boner a hypo-

thetical national security threat. Hey
Boner, what would you do if Iran

attacked Iraq?

"Iran away! Ha, Ha, Ha. Seriously.

I think I'd make Iran apologize, and
then we could get these two guys

together at the food court in the mall

and talk it out over a Burrito

Supreme at Taco Bell. Nobody can

resist peace when they're at the Bell."

What about NAFTA. Sec. Boner?

"I never watch it. 1 think the NBA
is much more exciting. And besides,

one of the Babotz twins is a cheer-

leader with the Nets. She is smok-
ing!"

Okay, maybe Boner might be a bad

choice. But what about Fddie, for

chairman of the

Campaign Reform
Coalition?

Say. Eddie, do you
think Ross Perot

should have been in the

presidential debates''

"No way. man. Ross is a buzzkill.

'cause his infomercials cut into

Skin-a-Max. Shut that dude up!"

OK. I like Cinemax "After Dark"

as much as anyone, but Eddie would

embezzle the committee's funds. 1

think he even still owes Mike that

$20.

How's about Principal DeWitt for

loint Chiefs of Staff?

Bosnia policy. Mr. DcWi'.t?

"If this Mr. Bosnia skipped class,

your darn right we should go over

there are whip some butt. I bet

Seaver's behind this."

Whoa. Mr. DeWitt. Maybe Dewey

High is just fine for now.

Stinky for Vice President?

"Well. I don't know. What do you

think, Ben?"

Alright. Ben for VP.

"I missed that meeting, because I

was taught at home by my Mom. and

we never covered geography. I

couldn't find the U.N."

Oy. Let's lalk about Mike for presi-

dent. Surely a man who can woo

both Kate and lulie the babysitter can
run America.

"I accept the nomination of the

Booty Party, and will do my best to

steer America back to the people.
And the chicks."

But I sense trouble with the
campaign. Say Mike, isn't it true
you were fired from World of
Burgers for stealing from the regis-

ter?

"Wait. I can explain. There was
this hot girl, right, and she screwed
up the register, so I took the blame
for her."

But didn't you lie to Maggie and
lason so you could keep your new
car?

"Yeah, but did you see the car? It

rocked, dude."

Didn't you once have an affair with
the babysitter, which you also kept
hidden from your parents?

"I was in love, for crying out loud!
I was going to marry that girl."

Yeah right, Mike.

Finally, didn't you cheat on a his-

tory test by writing the answers on
your sneakers? How are we to trust

you?

"But I never looked at my shoes
once, and I got an A."

Sure you did. Mr. Seaver.

And finally, didn't you routinely
make fun of your sister, Carol. How
are we to know you would look out
for the best interests of women?

"I look out for women all the time.
Why do you think I'm always at the
mall?"

Cest la vie, Mr. Seaver. I know
you'd make a great leader, but I

doubt you could survive the press
conference.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian
columnist.
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Arts & Living
New Trek boldly goes into next generation

Borg Queen meets Picard in Star Trek: First Contact.

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

STAR TREK: FIRST CONTACT
Directed by Jonathan Frakes

with Patrick Stewart, Brent Spiner,

Michael Dorn

Playing at Hampshire Six Theaters

\ccording to theory, the Star Trek

franchise is now due for a good
movie. Crossing through the currents

of pop culture trivia, amidst the

rumors that Mikey from the Life

cereal commercials died and the Six

Degrees of Kevin Bacon game, it is

believed that every other "Star Trek"

lilm. the even numbered ones to be

precise, is a really good one..

Docs this hold true for Star Trek:

First Contact, since it breaks away
from the original 1960's "Star Trek"

scries entirely'' In a word, yes. If only

because, for the first time, the crew
from "Star Trek: The Next
Generation" is completely on their

own (those who are keeping score

will remember, the last film. Star

Trek: Generations, for all intents and
purposes, phased out the last of the

original relics, William Shatner's

Captain Kirk).

The film begins not too long after

the destruction of the

"Enterprise-D," which occurred at

the end of Star Trek: Generations
with the introduction of the

"Enterprise-E," the new ship which

is supposedly bigger and better than

anything else Starflcet has to offer.

When we hear that the Star Trek
franchise has gone through five ships,

the idea of the Enterprise becomes
slightly dated. Gene Roddenberry's

brand of science fiction strangely

becomes part of some kind of tradi-

tion.

Fortunately, the cosmology of the

Star Trek universe seems anything

but short of ideas, and First Contact

seems to better itself by using one of

the most successful villainous races

ever to come out of any of the series,

the Borg. They are mutations of flesh

and metal hell-bent on "assimilating"

anything and everything that comes
into their path, with a fictional char-

acter who had been left untouched
through the history of Star Trek.

Zephram Cochran, the Minnesotan in

Star Trek lore who develops warp
drive technology and makes "first

contact" with an alien race for the

first time.

What the film succeeds in doing is

picking up on and playing with story-

lines left untouched after "Star Trek:

The Next Generation" went off the

air, namely the fact that lean- Luc
Picard (Patrick Stewart) was once
"assimilated" by the Borg, with
enough clarity for those viewers who
aren't die hard fans and don't know
who "Locutus" is.

Also admirable is the film's

attempt to develop the history of the

Borg with the introduction of an indi-

vidual among the collective: a queen

played by Alicia Kriges with erotic

terror.

But the film doesn't go by com-
pletely unscathed. There is a light,

playful mood that seemed to take

over the original Star Trek's latter

films. Almost as if a compelling story

wouldn't be enough to occupy us for

two hours, humorous scenes and sto-

rylines are thrown in and clash with

the dire Borg storyline.

Redeeming itself and setting itself

COOHTESV P/UtAMOONT PKTTUMS

apart from the previous films. First

Contact picks up on another trait: the

pompous literary allusions that bur-

den so much science-fiction today. In

comparing |ean-Luc Picard's relent-

less obsession with the Borg to

Ahab's interests in Moby Dick, Alfre

Woodard has a dandy of a retort to

Patrick Stewart's dramatic recital of a

quote from Melville's epic. Woodard
plays an Earth woman from the mid

21st century who gets mixed up with

the Enterprise when they go back in

time.

Dramatic readings aside, Stewart

delivers a high-caliber performance

similar to those which earned him
praise as Picard on the series. One of

the film's major assets comes as it

continues to explore the ramifications

of Picard's abduction which took

place years before the series even

ended.

The film packs in enough excite-

ment and thrills so that it works
beyond the fact that it's a Star Trek

movie, but does it have to? As a fran-

chise, they seem to be some of the

most lovingly made films, and First

Contact is no exception. B+

On living an SXE lifestyle: Believe in who you are

I'm writing this article to clear up my opinion on
straight edge so that people will understand where
I'm coming from. I think choosing a SXE lifestyle

can be a wonderful and rewarding way to live. I do
not feel that it is the only lifestyle or even the best

one for everybody. We all have to make our own
decisions and only a person can truly decide what's

best for him or her.

"It's not about drinking and doing drugs, it's

about doing what's right for you. Do drugs and
smoke crack if you want; fuckin' do it and don't let

anyone tell you different," said Toby Dalsgaard,

lead singer of Cornerstone.

Having said that, I do have a problem with the

fact that certain people feel that they are better

then others because they are SXE. I've met a lot of

people, straight and not, and I've met jerks and

liars, as well as honorable and truthful people from

both categories. It's not what you are, it's who you

are.

I also resent the group mentality that is prevalent

among certain aspects of SXE. I feel that for some

people it is a form of elitism — a big club if you

will. You have a lot of peer support and it gives

you an easy target if you feel that someone has

wronged you. It's no different then any other clique

in society. I thought hardcore was supposed to be

about expanding your mind and accepting people

who are different, not persecuting them because

they choose to live differently from you. lust think

about it.

"SXE is a personal decision, it's not a move-
ment, it's a lifestyle. Everyone has their own
lifestyle, some people like to drink, some don't; it's

a choice for you. It makes me
different. I don't like

these kids that get

into SXE to

alienate other

people, it's just

another form of

racism. It's not about

what you eat, drink, or

smoke, it's what is in

your heart," said Toby
Morse, lead singer of

H20.
I'm not saying don't

advertise the fact that

you're SXE or try to

hide it, that's fine. )ust

think about why you
are SXE and remember
that everyone is different and just because a deci-

sion is right for you doesn't make it right for every-

one else. Believe in who you are with all your heart

— just don't enforce it on others.

Remember, there are bigger problems then

with Adam
Dlugacz

who's SXE and who isn't (yes, I know that some
SXE bands sing about more than that) to deal

with. We've all heard the argument for SXE —
let's move on and deal with other problems in

today's society.

Sick Of It All will be playing Pearl Street on

November 30th with Ensign and Line Of Fire.

Murphy's Law will be playing Pearl Street on

December 6th with Fastbreak

New York's Maximum Penalty just put out a

new album on I|T records.

My personal playlist this week — Cro-Mags' Age

Of Quarrel. Silent Majority's Distant 2nd 7-inch,

be La Soul's Stakes Js High, Muddfoot's 7-inch,

Lifetime-Boy's No Good 7-inch,

Anti-Compilation, Quicksand's Manic
Compression, Stillsuit's Green Spock Ears,

Smashing Pumpkins' Pisces Iscarioi and Swiz" No
Punches Pulled.

Adam Dlugacz is a Collegian columnist.

Beatles' Anthology 3

bodes of "The End"
By John Hendrickson
Collegian Correspondent

TheBeorlei

Anthology 3
Apple

With the close of the 1960s came the end of the decade's most cel-

ebrated and deified cultural force — the Beatles. Much like the times

they embodied, the break up of the Fab Four ended in disillusionment

and bitterness. Professional and personal jealousies, as well as the

pressures and expectations of fame, eventually destroyed the band.

And now the most fabled split in rock history is laid out in the form
of Anthology 3, the final installment of the Anthology series.

The first two Anthologies documented the music of Beatles from
their rockabilly roots in Liverpool through their rise to worldwide
dominance up through the studio innovation which resulted in 1967's

Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band. Anthology 3 picks up where
2 left off and traces the development of their final three studio

albums — The Beatles (a.k.a. the "White Album"), Get Back (which
posthumously evolved into Let It Be) and Abbey Road, their 1969
swan-song.

Disc one of the two CD set is devoted entirely to the recording of

1968's "White Album." Largely consisting of solo demos and rough
studio run-throughs, it is obvious already that the Beatles were essen-

tially becoming solo artists who only used the band as a vehicle for

their own songs. However, considering the quality of the material at

hand, that was not necessarily such a bad thing. Stripped- down
home recordings of John Lennon's "Glass Onion" and George
Harrison's "While My Guitar Gently Weeps" arguably top the final

released product, and these sessions provided some fascinating blue-

prints for the following year's Abbey Road.
It is not to say that the Beatles aren't represented as a functioning

unit, though. Refreshing'y loose live versions of "Hey |ude" and "Sexy
Sadie" highlight the side, as does a stark "I'm So Tired" and an early,

ska-tinged take on "Ob- La-Di, Ob-La-Da." Their sense of humor is

evident in their between-song chatter and in such absurdities as "Los
Paranoias" and Lennon's bizarre "What's The New Mary lane."

However, the highlight of the "White Album" sessions presented

here is a run-through of Paul McCartney's "Helter Skelter." Far

removed from the frenetic, Manson-inspiring album cut. this version

is a slow, bluesy jam built on pure tension. When the song finally

explodes with a blood- curdling scream, it's enthralling. Hard to

believe Paul would wind up making a career based on schlock after

hearing this semi-psychotic gem.
Unfortunately, Disc Two isn't quite as consistent as the "White

Album" out-takes of Disc One. The rot had already set into this

Apple, and it was beginning to show. By the Get Back/Let It Be ses-

sions, both Harrison and Ringo Starr had already quit the band, only

to be lured back in. |ohn had new girlfriend Yoko Ono at his side at

all times (much to the others' annoyance) and the presence of a cam-
era crew documenting the sessions for a movie only added to the ten-

sion.

Most of the material from this period is, quite frankly, boring.

Nothing here really surpasses or adds to the officially released ver-

sions —i most of it suffers by comparison. Evan a medley of '50s rock-

abilly classics sound completely flaccid when compared to the earlier

tributes available on I994's Live At The BBC retrospective.

That is not to say that there aren't highlights, though. Loud, sloppy

versions of "I've Got A Feeling" and "Get Back" recall some of the

enthusiasm of the past and their cover of Buddy Holly's "Mailman,
Bring Me No More Blues" is unnerving. Sung by John, the sound of

one dead legend doing an imitation of another is disturbing, tc say

the least.

By the summer of 1969, realizing that the end was near, the Beatles

decided to patch up their personal differences for one last hurrah —
Abbey Road. Paul's demo of Badfinger's "Come And Get It" and
lohn's vocal on "Come Together* are both fairly engaging, but it is

George who clearly steals the show here.

From the unfettered demo of "Something" to "Old Brown Shoe*
and the vicious "I Me Mine," these final sessions saw the emergence
of the "Quiet Beatle" as a top-notch songwriter. Fortunately for him.

he wouldn't be standing in the Lennon/McCartney shadow for much
longer.

Anthology 3 fittingly concludes with "The End." Although there

aren't any jazzed-up Lennon demos being pushed as "reunion" songs

on this installment of the Anthology series, the Beatles are far from

over. The group was recently named the best-selling artist of 1996.

with over 20 million albums sold in the last 12 months alone. Damn.
It is fairly safe to say that so long as there is tape in the vaults, we
will be treated to many more compilations of the rarities, curiosities

and atrocities which make up the remainder of the Beatles' fascinat-

ing recording legacy. And that is most definitely not something to

complain about.

think I love you, King Don't touch me, Dan.
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Glenn Close: she knows evil inside out
By Michael Warren
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Glenn Close
knows evil. You don't become "The
Must Hated Woman in America." as

a tabloid tagged her after her unfor-

gettable role in Filial Attraction with-

out some deep insights into the dark

side.

So when it tame time to take on
Cruella De Vil, that puppy-snatching,

fur-coveting, monstrously manipula-

te e villain of Disney's live-action ver-

sion of its 1961 animated classic. 101

Dalmatians, she knew there was no

turning back.

"I was really determined that

Cruella be as bad as possible," says

the veteran stage and screen actress,

who spent four months with a team
of makeup artists and costume
designers shaping the very icon of

evil. "I hope Cruella is the character

that people love to hate."

Cat's eyes and joker's mouths were
considered and tossed aside before

filming began, even as Cruella's
wardrobe became more and more
outrageous, her furs a study in

endangered animalia. Close ultimate-

ly realized what she suspected all

along — it's Cruella's inner character

that makes her so terrifying. With a

soul so dark, she didn't need frightful

makeup.

After all. what kind of a woman
would skin puppies just to wear their

spots and cackle delightedly while

saying, "I love the smell of near-

extinction!"

"I know! She's horrible!" said

Close, cringing at her own creation

during an interview.

"I think Cruella basically has no
redeeming human characteristics.

Except she does have a sense of
humor, albeit wicked," Close says.

"She's a GREAT character. She's
gleeful in her evilness. and there's

something very engaging about that."

At 49, Close has played a range of

great characters, from sensible moth-
er figures in The World According to

Garp, The Big Chill and The Natural

and Sarah, Plain and Tall, to more
troubled matriarchs in Something
About Amelia and Hamlet.

She's had Tony-Award winning
turns on Broadway in "Death and the

Maiden," "The Real Thing" and
"Sunset Boulevard." and she's also

done award-winning work on televi-

sion, most recently as a lesbian
colonel battling the Army's "don't
ask. don't tell" policy in "Serving in

Silence: The Margarethe
Cammermeyer Story." But her dark-

er roles remain the most memorable.
Her Marquise de Merteuil in

Dangerous Liaisons was a master of

seduction and betrayal.

But doesn't she worry that 101
Dalmatians might open her up to

whole new realms of infamy, fright-

ening small children and making dog
owners grip their leashes more tight-

ly whenever she passes by?
"No. I don't. I hope not, 1 don't

really look much like her," she
laughs with a glance at her svelte 5-

foot-4 figure and short, boyish blond
hair.

Besides, hating Cruella is good for

the soul, she says. "I think it's fun to

hate somebody and deplore their

behavior and then get a kick out of

it. It's in the tradition of all the great

villains." Close says.

"I've lived with animals my whole

life and I've raised my child sur-

rounded by animals, because I think

we have a lot to learn from them. 1

think they teach you kindness and a

lot about love." That empathy came
in handy on a set where filming had
to follow the rhythms of 230 rapidly

growing Dalmatians. According to

director Stephen Herek. Close was
no Norma Desmond when it came
time for her scenes.

"If you have a name like D-E-V-I-

L, you have to live up to it," Herek
says — and that means giving the

devil her due. "She was an incredible

sport. Once it became clear that the

vat of molasses was the way the ani-

mals were going to deal with Cruella,

she almost became joyful that she
was going to do it. She never com-
plained. Ever."

A stunt double went into the
sticky mess, but Close did all the

rest, surging out of the muck and
gasping for air. Actually, that was
the easy part — since this was no
cartoon, the slapstick had to have
consequences, and that meant
Cruella had to spend the rest of the

movie as a walking vision in slime.

Bass master rides the Ironhorse tordgfxt

By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

The virtuoso bass player Victor Woot'en (most
well-known in his position as the bassist for the

Flecktones. virtuoso banjoist Bela Fleck's band of genius)

will bring his long years of training and professional play-

ing to the Iron Horse tonight. All student bass players

should be in attendance there, for it should be quite a

show to raise eyebrows.

It is no kidding (and no surprise) that Woolen has

played bass professionally since he was 6-years-old. He
was born in Idaho, but grew up in Newport News,
Virginia, sharing that hometown with jazz drummer Billy

Drummond and modern bluesman Robert Cray.
Surrounded by four other brothers, all of whom sang and

played some sort of instrument, he was in a very support-

ive environment for his training. Wooten. at the age of

six. was the bassist for the family group The Wootens,
who opened up for soul/funk acts like Curtis Mayfield and
War in the early '70s.

The small-time band stayed alive through their only

album in the mid-'80s and then split ways, some of them
going on to plav with Whitnev Houston and The Steve

Miller Band.

In 1988. Wooten moved to Nashville, his current home,
and in a year met Fleck, banjo player for The New Grass
Revival, and was hired quickly to do a jazz set with Fleck

for a local show. Woolen's brother Roy (with the stage

name of "Future Man") played synth-drums creating a

set-up no one had ever seen before — banjo, electric bass,

synth drums and keyboards, with Howard Levy in that

last position until 1992. Bela Fleck & The Flecktones

were born.

Fleck & The Flecktones have had more praise from crit-

ics and fellow musicians than they could ever possibly

dream. Wooten 's bass-playing has long been as much a

featured part of the band's live show as leader Fleck's has

been.

All this praise has given Wooten the motivation to put

together his debut, no-frills (i.e. no overdubs, no backing
band) album, called A Show Of Hands this year. Wooten
looks at this "solo bass — nothing else" format as an
"overview" of his playing and his life in general. "I may
get more specific on the next album," he states in a press

release

The citing of Bootsy Collins as one of his major bass

influences (which also includes Stanley Clarke and
Motown session-man lames lamerson) will help attendees

of tonight's show figure out why he loves doing backfiips

while playing his bass among other showman moves.
As Wooten has given his fans one, I'm sure they will

lovingly reciprocate with A Show Of Hands tonight.

Victor Woolen will play tonight at the Iron Horse at 10
p.m. Tickets will he sold for $10 and $12 at the door,

starting at 945 p.m. Call the club at 584-06/0 for more
details.
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Bass virtuoso Victor Wooten performs at Iron Horse.
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Glenn Close plays the malicious Cruella Devil in 101 Dalmatians.

RESCHEDULING OF FINAL EXAMS ON OFFICIAL SNOW DAYS

FALL 1996
In order to reschedule final examinations in case of snow, two alternate exam periods have been devised. They arc 6:30pm

and 8:45 pm each exam day. The use of alternative periods in the event of closings is outlined below. In addition, the acad-

emic calender includes Monday, December 23, as an official snow day in the event that the University is closed December

21 . This policy goes into effect ONLY if the University is officially closed. The snow day "hot line" is 545-3630. If the

University is open, all exams are expected to take place as scheduled. Each faculty member should inform his or her

class of the planned time and location of the rescheduled final exam in the event of a snow day. All rescheduled

exams will be held in the same location as the published in the final exam schedule.

If the University is closed until 11:00am
8:00am rescheduled to 6:30 pm same day
10:30am rescheduled to 8:45pm same day.

1:30 pm same as originally scheduled

4:00pm same as originally scheduled

If the University is closed all day but open in the evening:

8:00am rescheduled to 6:30pm same day
10:30am rescheduled to 8:45pm same day
1:30pm rescheduled to 6:30pm next exam day
4:00pm rescheduled to 8:45pm next exam day

except:

1:30pm Dec. 21 rescheduled to 8:00am Dec. 23
4:00pm Dec. 21 rescheduled to 10:30am Dec. 23

If the University is closed all afternoon and all evening:

8:00am held as originally scheduled

10:30am held as originally scheduled

1:30pm rescheduled to 6:30pm next exam day
4:00pm rescheduled to 8:45pm nc\i exam day

except:

1:30pm Dec. 21 rescheduled to 8:00am Dec. 23
4:00pm Dec 21 rescheduled to 10:30am Dec 23

If the University is closed all day and all evening:

8:00am rescheduled to 6: 30pm the next exam day

10:30am rescheduled to 8:45pm the next exam das

1:30pm rescheduled to 6: 30pm exam day alter next

4:00pm rescheduled to 8:45pm exam day after next

except:

1:30pm Dec. 20 rescheduled to 8:00am Dec. 23
4:00pm Dec. 20 rescheduled to 10:30am Dec. 23
8:00am Dec. 21 rescheduled to 8:00am Dec*. 23

10:30am Dec. 21 rescheduled to 10:30am Dec. 23
1:30pm Dec. 21 rescheduled to 1:30pm Dec. 23
4:00pm Dec. 21 rescheduled to 4:00pm Dec. 23

PARKING SNOW POLICY
The Amherst Campus Parking Snow Policy affects overnight parking (1:00am to 7:00am)

and parking during a snow emergency closing period.

OVERNIGHT PARKING (1:00AM TO 7:00AM)
PARKING'ALLOWED

Lot24 Lot62 I <»t25 (north of roadway to E lot only)
Lot27 Lot63 I »i}2 (west of Lincoln Ave. only)
I hi .'II Lot65 I <il43 including Thatcher way (except at meters)
Lot41 Purple Lots I ot46 (except at meters)
Lot42 Yellow Ix>ts

1MB

PARKING LOTS ALLOWED - ONLY WITH APPROPRIATE PERMIT
Lotil Lot50 North Village

Lot29 I <ii 54 Lincoln Apts.

L«t47 Any posted reserved space

PARKING NOT ALLOWED
I "i-'> I i '164 Lot25 (south of roadway to E lot)

I.oL31 I nihd LoL32 (east of Lincoln Ave. only)
Lot33 I ot67 Lot45 (except by special permit only)
Lol34 I ..ids any campus roadway (including Southwest horseshoe)
Lot40 Lot71 any parking meter

SNOW EMERGENCY PARKING - - ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL:
During a snow emergency closing period, essential personnel who report to work may only park in the following areas:

Lot21 (west of Southwest)

Lot25 (west of Physical Plant and north of roadway to E lot only)

Lot31 (north of Engineering and Lcdcrk- (iraduate Research Center)

I .nt32 and 34 (south of Whitmore and SOM)
1 1 '162 (south of Morrill Science)

SUGGESTIONS/IDEAS FOR PARKING "SMART' ON A SNOW DAY:
1

.

Use the UMASS bus service.

2. Car pool rides whenever possible.

3. Walk if possible.

4. Have someone drop you off.

5. If space is not available in your assigned lot, go to either Lot 25 or E Lot (both west of Physical Plant). During

snow conditions, it is not possible to guarantee nomial lot capacity will be available.

6. If you receive a parking ticket and believe it was improperly issued, you may appeal it at the Ticket Processing

Office within 21 days from date issued.
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Men's swim faces Storm,

looks to stay undefeated

By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Start

The Massachusetts men's swim-
ming and diving team treads
down to New York to defend its

undefeated record (2-0) against

St. |ohn's University.

The latest victims for

Massachusetts have been
Vermont, which UMass caught
hook, line and sinker (132-80),
and Boston University, which
UMass barely beat out in

Beantown (152-139). UMass pre-

vailed thanks to freshman Billy

Hunter.

"The kids swam tough. That's

all I can ask. We've got even a

bigger challenge this weekend,
though. St. (ohn's is a very good
team." Yarworth said. "Billy

won't be in the meet this week-
end, neither will [Rich) Slingluff.

They're going to be competing in

a club match for water polo to

keep them in shape for NCAAs,"
Yarworth said.

Now the Minutemen are getting

in gear for their third straight dual

competition. Even though UMass
has only swum in two meets so far

and they've been hampered by
injuries and players who are on
the Final Four-bound water polo

team, signs of last year's Atlantic

10 Championship team arc com-
ing back in full force.

"They have the potential to

become Atlantic 10 champions
again, but we're not at full

strength, especially with Hunter
and Slingluff out. So it's going to

be tough," Yarworth said.

Even though swimmers and
divers like Sean Anderson and Ed
Hefferon have been consistent
factors in the pool, especially
against Boston University, St.

lohn's is not a team to take light-

ly. The Red Storm poses a definite

challenge.

"They're good, not spectacular,

but with the shape we're in right

now, it makes them look much
tougher," Yarworth said.

Other notables who didn't
make the front pages after
Saturday's meet versus BU were
junior Matt Davey and junior
Kerry Hueston. Both swimmers
didn't compete last year for health

and academic reasons, but per-

formed well in in Saturday's com-
petition, and played integral roles

in the relay race that won the
meet.

As stated before, when it all

comes down to crunch time, dual

meets are not that important, but

that won't keep the men's swim-
ming and diving team from giving

St. John's all it's got.

"We'll do our best, that's all I

can ask." Yarworth said.

Horn
continued fiornpoge 10

man's Horace Grant, while the garbage buckets

picked up by Ccdric Ceballos mirror the garbage
treys picked up by Nick Anderson and Dennis
Scott off low-post double teams.

In other words, tattoo or no tattoo, Del "Don't
call me Frank Drcbin" Harris will be shown the

door by the real muscle of the West, George
Karl's formidable Seattle boys, in the Conference
Finals.

Meanwhile in the Big Apple, with aging Patrick

Ewing flanked by up- -and -comer Allan Houston
and veteran Larry Johnson, as well as being the

beneficiary of fiery off-the- pine play by hothead
ex-starter |ohn Starks and alleged hothead John
Wallace, lucky guy coach Jeff Van Gundy just

may have a shot ot dethroning the Chicago...

Stop yourself right here. Add the prefix "hit" to

the end of the last (would-be) word of the above
paragraph, and you have my take on the Knicks'

Women's Soccer

chances against Mr. Jordan and crew. Once New
York meets up with the Phil Jackson show in the

playoffs, the 'Bockcrs will surely, but by no
means quietly, go the way of "Cop Rock" and
"Space: Above and Beyond."
• While we're on the topic of "above and
beyond," how about the opportunity Green Bay
gave lo "below and not-so- far" receiver Andre
Rison, whose total catches for the last two sea-

sons have rendered the former Pro Bowler a tad

humbler.

While his re-emergence may not equal the NFL
surprise of the year, lil' Ty Detmer of the Eagles.

the drama unfolding as the Cheeseheads look for

a quality Robert Brooks replacement keeps
mounting by the moment.
The air of mystery surrounding the fate of inc

Packers, NFC heir apparent, was most recently

deepened by their loss to the oncoming train that

is the Cowboys. Could the Troy/Michael/Inimiti
combo have an explosive third and final act to

their troubled season?

The grittily resurgent Redskins sure hope not.

However, while teams like the, Falcons. Saints

and Jets may have been down-and-out for the

count for what seems like aeons, most divisions

still have^ good number of clubs in the hunt.

Late season surges by the Seahawks. Cardinals
and — of course — Lions could prove the spoil-

ers for potential burnouts like the Colts. Vikings

and — of course — Lions. You may have just

noticed that Detroit appeared twice in the lasi

sentence. There is a method to the madness —
while Wayne Fontes may see the light of day in

the postseason, he and his ensemble tend to gel

so mercilessly stomped by teams of higher ca!

iber, they are their own spoiler.

Chris Conner is a Collegian columnist.
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is exactly what we want. What a great

opportunity for these players, espe-

cially for the senior class and I hope
they take it for all that it is worth."

UMass will have to play differently

than last year's NCAA 3-0 loss to

UConn. That game followed one of

the team's best wins in the past four

years against Hartford, a 2-1 OT win,

with one of their worst in Storrs.

There are no Calipari-isms for

Rudy about this team having no
chance against UConn. His role

model was former Central Florida

basketball coach Torchy Clark, that

university's biggest loss next to Rudy
himself in 1988.

"Well, you know last year we came
off a really great game against
Hartford," Rudy said. "I thought we
had a great week of practice, and we
went down there and it fooled us
completely that our team was so lack-

ing in confidence in that game. It was
a Jekyll and Hyde.

"This year I find it totally different.

We are beat up to hell, and came
from game where I can't say we
played pretty, I can't say we played

brilliantly, but we brilliantly won a

game. My feeling is our confidence

level is much higher, but I don't
know if we can do this twice in a

row."

Women's Hoop
continued frompoge 10

pre- season contests. On Nov. 6

Athletes in Action, a religious organi-

zation that fields a basketball team,

schooled the Minutewomen 83-55.

Freshman guard Alison' MacFarland

scored 1 1 points, and senior forward

Crystal Carroll added 10 points and

10 rebounds in the loss.

Nov. 12 saw Dinamo, a Russian

select team, come to the Mullins

Center and put on a clinic, scoring 52

points in the second half and spank-

ing the Minutewomen 73-54. Carroll

led UMass with 16 points, and led

her team to a 25-21 lead they could

not hold.

O'Brien's crew kicks it into high

gear next week. They travel to

Fairfield next Tuesday, and then head

down to Storrs, Conn, to face perren-

nial powerhouse Connecticut in the

Hartford Courant Connecticut
Classic. UConn is currently ranked

No. 5, and pending the results of next

Saturday's tussle with the Huskies,

the Minutewomen will either face

Nevada-LasVegas or Virginia

Commonwealth in the second round

of the four-team tournament.

Minutewomen Notes: Joanie

O'Brien has inked three recruits for

the 1997-1998 season. Nicky
Vallieres, a 5-foot- 8 guard from
Adams, Kara Trent, a 5-foot-9 guard

from Sandwich and Kathy Coyner, a

5-foot-5 point guard from Belpre.

Ohio have signed NCAA letters of

intent to play for the Minutewomen.

Hockey

ence game of the season.

"This is [Army's] only game of

the weekend," Mallen said. "That

enables them to really focus in on
this game as opposed to us having

to think about two games."

Vermont will not be quite as

easy, as the Minutemen will face a

hostile sold-out Gutterson
Fieldhouse crowd of 4.035 in a

Sunday matinee.

The Catamount's top line of

Eric Perrin. Martin St. Louis and

J.C. Ruid is possibly the besi in

the nation. Both Perrin and St.

Louis are first-team
All-Americans and prime candi-

dates for the Hobey Baker trophy.

UVM has another
All-American in Tim Thomas, its

stellar senior netminder. Thomas
formed the backbone of a UVM

team that went to the final four

last year, losing on a highly- dis-

puted goal against Colorado
College in the second overtime of

its semifinal.

Sunday will also mark UMass'
fifth game this month against a

team currently ranked in the top

six in the nation (Including two
games against No. 2 Boston
University and two against No. 6

New Hampshire).

A win against UVM will help

the UMass program in terms of

national respectability, but right

now it needs to not overlook
Army, and win that game because

bussing up to Burlington after a

loss likely will not translate into a

stellar effort against a legitimate

national championship contender

in a hostile environment.

Volleyball
continued frompoge 10

The win would not just have
strengthened Massachusetts'
position in the A- 10 standings,

but also would have defined the

entire season: rounding out a

week that included a win over
previously unbeaten Rhode
Island. A string of conquests as

such would have signified the

official peak of the
Minutewomen's season, and
proved them worthy of their

postseason birth.

Massachusetts' focus must
shift now to proving itself. The
Minutewomen beat Virginia
Tech and George Washington
in their previous meetings this

season, both of which took

place at the Curry Hicks Cage.
The challenge comes in beat-

ing these teams on the road, in

games that mean little tu the

them. There will be little lei-

down by the opposition,
because these games measure
the pride and actual standing of

their seasons. For these teams
this weekend against
Massachusetts is the postsea-

son.

The Minutewomen look for-

ward to spending their

Thanksgiving weekend in

Kingston. R.I., matching up
against the elite of the confer-

ence, struggling for an NCAA
tournament berth.

Attention Hoop Fans!

Check out the Collegian's complete preview

to UMass men's basketball on Dec. 5. The
special issue will feature player profiles

and other features. Look for it where you
pick up the Collegian.
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APARTMENT FOR RENT EMPLOYMENT
Take Over Leisa 1/97 One bed
room, uptown apt Great location

Amherst Center Call 253-4781

AUTO FOR SALE

1986 Oldsmobile Delta 88
car low price- $500 Call Chris 549-

0564

EMPLOYMENT
SPRING BREAK 97! Cancun
Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida 1

EARN FREE TRIPS AND CASH' Call

(8001700-0790

SUMMER CAMP! CO-ED Sleep-

away' Many COUNSELOR POSI-
TIONS AVAIIABLE" We need role

models, sensitive, caring and skilled

staff members FOR THE BEST SUM-
MER OF YOUR LIFE 1 m NE
Pennsylvania's Pocono Mts call

1800161 -WANDA oi E-mail towan-
da®mtercamp com or visit our Web
S t e

http //www intercamp com/towan-
da for information, application and
to schedule an interview This is a

great camp and an awesome experi

ence Camp Towanda, Honesdaie.

PA

Campaign Jobs (or the
Environment: Part-time |Obs now
full- time over break Earn $50-

J75/day. $250-$400/week Fun

casual atmosphere Work with

MASSPIRG to stop pollution. Learn

alot Call Tern 256-6434

Mullint Center teaks .0 30 reli-

able people to work event staff

Availability during Intersession pre-

ferred Apply in person Mullins
Center 2nd Floor by Nov 26

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING -

Students needed 1 Entry-level &
career positions available
Worldwide Call Resort Employment
Services (206)971 -3600 ext R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan. S Korea No teach

mg background or Asian languages
required. For info call I206I 971-

3570 ext J50016

ENTERTAINMENT

Sax! Drugs! Rock n Roll! Now
that I have your attention Having a
party' You need a DJ! Call Eileen

@ 253-6588 Raging Disco. Funk,

Cheezy 80's music - whatever' No
techno, the s**t gives me a
neadache 1 Call me'

FOR SALE
3 Pair Ooc Marian's: I Mack boot. Lost 11-19-96 Woman s Gold Wrist
2pr shoes. Size 8 Must Sell 1 Call Watch, Citizen Contact at 5-1015
546-1451 Thanks

FOR RENT

Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

(508I477-6000

FOR SALE
TREK 800- Green Mtn Bike Bought
$42500/Seli$200 Steve 6-1996

MAC Cantris 610 8MB BAM 80MB
HO Full page monitor Igray scale)

External fax modem Ethernet card

Call Fernao 549-3927 Price nego-

tiable

Sat of 4 Rims 14" white w/black &
chrome B/0 546-6485 Ask for

Dan

Naw York Kmck Tickats tor sale.

Vs Seattle, San Antonio. Indiana

IB88J602-0774 (pager)

HOUSE FOR RENT

Secluded Riverfront Homa N
Green River ARTISTS INN Residence
Living or Studio Space Avail Immed
Part-Furnished 14x24' $350/mo or

20x24' $375/mo + % util
, sec dep

,

references, some pets ok, gas heat,

wash/dry, snow rmvl, kitchen cathe-

dral ceiling, fireplace, balcony East

Colrain. 20 min/GFLD. 40
min/UMass 624-3928

Amherst Belchertown Una 4

bedroom 2 bath home in quiet area

Available now 549-4270

INSTRUCTION
Boxing Three private 1/2 hour
lessons $69 95 Call 732-8817 In

Amherst Tues & Thurs Eve

LOST Black Wallet containing
Mass license bearing the name
John Rinaldo $30 reward—if found
please call John O 546-0571

Loaf Kay Uptown Saturday night

Reward if found Call 253-0506

MISCELLANEOUS
Car Rida to Dutchess County. New
York State Wanted during
Thanksgiving holiday We will share

gas cost Call Vikram at 546-3653

Naw Metabolism Breakthrough
Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35
800-776-9503 Doctor Approved

PERSONALS
PATT/MACK STAFF!! To our won
derful RA's and CDA. thank you for

all the hard work you do- you folks

are amazing' Love. James. Angela
and Lee

HEY YOU! Come and see RUMORS
Wed -Sat . the 20th-23rd. 8pm ffl

Bowker Bloody lovely 1 Toll your
friends

To All Collegian Staff

The weather's here,

wish you were beautiful

-Jacob

ROOM FOR RENT
Sublease my room tor the Spring

Semester Really close to campus'
549-5920

Looking for a Famale to share an

apartment in South Amherst on the

bus route Call 253-6405 Available

Wintersession and/or Spring

Sunderland 1BR in 2BR Apt
$31500 * utilities Must find some-

one before Thanksgiving for Spring

term or Jan 1 665-4394

SERVICES

COMPUTER CONSULTING Just

say NO' to computer problems'
Chris Amshey, Consultant, UMass
Alum 532-2039

Psychic Readings Your home or

mine, free newsletter Please call

Sandy (413)467-3739

GORILLAGRAMS Flowers
Birthdays, Balloons, etc Send the

crazy gorillas We'll go anywhere,

anytime! Restaurants, classrooms,

dorms Student Rates available'

Call 256-0287

Monay for Collage. Millions of

dollars unclaimed every year
Results guaranteed. Service is free

Thousands of sources of Financial

Aid available Hurry Call (413) 538-

0041 for more info

Angel Chat - Winging your way
with Angelic answers to your ques-

tions Call 1-800-539-3930

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20^ per word/day

All

others

40<£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly. We
are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.
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Classifieds

'they work"

Standard
Activities
Announcements
Apartment For
Rent
Auto For Sale
Employment
Entertainment
For Sale
Found (2 days Free)

Happy Birthday
Houses For Rent
Instruction
Lost.
Musicians

Headings
Miscellaneous
Motorcycles
Personals
Room For Rent
Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted
Services
Summer Sublet
To Sublet
Travel
Transportation
Wanted to Rent
Wanted

CROSSWORD
1 r 3 4

1

! i 7 8

1

4 16 11 12 13

14 " ,.

17

1
,.

20 21 L 23 24

25 " 28

29 30 31
I H32 33 35 HNB&

36 37 1 mia 39 1 H40 41 42 43

44 45 47

48 49 50 51

57 58 59

52

60 61

54

62

55 56

69 7064 " 66 1 H67 68

71 72

1

73 "

1

75

76 77 78

79 80 81

ACROSS
1

.

Free from a habit

5. TVs 71 Street"

9. Onassis for one

14. Fixed charge

15. Latin abbr (2wds)
18. Country on the Red

Sea

17. Singer Burl

18. The King of Babalu

19. Watered silk

20. Tepees

22. Abns

24. Diamond or

Shanghai

25. Generic addressee

27. Winddir

28. Assemble for action

29. Before bone or

breaker

32. "rt Must Be Hirrf

singer

34. Sheltered side

36. Shortening

38. Speak cheekily

40. LuPone or LaBelle

44. Goes on horseback

48. Tyro

48. Shankars guitar

49. Partial prefix

81. American, to a Brit

52. Notpos

54. Whisper's antonym

58. More, to Ouran

57. Hautboy mouthpiece

80. Summer, m Aries

82. Women's
64. Esposito teammate
65. "Boor country

67. Salt quantity

71. Elizabeth lis wear

73. Actor James
75. Scarlett's home
76. Camera introduced

in 1888

77. Scandinavian capital

78. Cottar type

79. Monoskis

60. Son of Noah
81

.

Plants seeds

DOWN
1

.

Judicial decree

2. Waterspout spot

3. Egyptian deity

4. Abodes for birds

5. The head Clampett

6. Shoshoneans

7. Cads
8. Conducts (a trade)

9. Exercise rooms

10. Olden car

11. Author Zola

12. Strange

13. Prepared to propose

21

.

Command to a dog
23. Du Pont Co s home

base

26. Sound like a heavy

smoker

28. Substantial

29. P<_ takes of outdoor

exercise

30. Turkish regiment

31. Wale

33. Allergic reaction

35. Conservationist gp
37. Chan portrayer

Warner

39. Time, Next Year

41

.

Cubs or Bears

42. Bluefin or bomto

43. Annoys a little

45. Zincite or limonrte,

eg
47. Stream of song

50. Peeper protector

53. , lost'

55. Something to button

or zip

57. Uses a cradle

58. Actor Flynn

59. Destroy slowly

61 . Mexican treats

63. Nibbles

65. Pressrnans needs

66. Where Bill met

Hillary

68. Defense group abbr

69. Raven's kin

70. Painter Hofmann

72. Gum lump

74. __ de guerre

DAILY COLLEGIANjpiiaMI
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SERVICES
CAR NEED REPAIR? Let me come
to you 1 Student Rates 665 4790

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade 7 In house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

Pregnant? Need help 7 Call

Birthught of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

TRAVEL #
Killmyion Ski House needs
housemates $500 00 for entire sea-

son 5498924

$$ Cruise Ships Hiring SS

Travel free Exotic places Save $$$'

Seasonal/Permanent No experience

necessary Travel/Employment
Directory Eree Info' Act now'
HTTP WWWW Tropical-
Destinations com Brett @ Tropical-

Destinations com 141 3)525-6487

SCUBA SPRING BREAK Dive Key
Largo, EL Earn 2 credits 1 March 16-

22 Mandatory Meeting 2/28 7pm
Herter 227 Call Project DEEP ®
(800)282 0977

Spring Break '97 Hottest destina-

tions and coolest vacations' Lowest
prices guaranteed' Organize small

group, travel free 1 Call for free info

(800)426-7710

TRAVELTIME has great deals fa
group and individual travel plans

Call Connne 587-3011 413-781-6150

SERVICES
Wanted- Tutor fur AUI0 CAD
Realease13 Will pay Call Rob at

546-0272

STUDENTS Moonlighting as
dancers/strippers in local clubs. If

interested in sharing your story for

my independent study photoessay on
"creative student employment", call

Caroline at 546-5269 for more info

Identity confidential upon request

Mattress Wanted QUEEN Call

Eugenie 545-3768

Desperate for Bibliographic
malarial and I'm not even failing

the course Must have rigorous
booklist- textbooks, workbooks,
problems for Statistics 111 (School

of Continuing Education) Will pay
above $150/nego!iable Call at all

times except Mon and Tues Don't

worry, I am correct (413)549-1271
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Dilbert By Scott Adams
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Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick
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1
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TO TAKE A
LONG TERtA

VIE LO OF IT.
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Personals Policy
1. All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified employ-

ees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first names and
initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for birthday or con-
gratulations personals, in which case the full name may be used.

3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEPTIONS
4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm room

numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not acceptable.
Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are not acceptable.
Personals may not be used for the purpose of harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals section
may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, advertise meet-
ings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I. D. num-
ber of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion order.
Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and the license
number must be recorded on the insertion order. Use of false iden-
tification or misrepresentation is subject to penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any personal
that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accordance with the
statutes of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
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Loold By Roger & Salem Salloom University 1 By Frank Cho
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ARIES
March 21 -April 20
Continue to explore a toplr von are

unfamiliar with. You may disrover

a hidden talent Hurrv home alter

work It s lime to put your elforts

into a project at home You will

enjoy it more than you realize!

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

Finish paying your bills for the

month. A new savings plan may be
a good idea. Too much Impulse
buying will not help your current

situation. Friends surprise you
after dinner—kick back and enjoy

their company and conversation!

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Don't get Into a trivial argument
Willi your mate early in the week.

You'll soon regret It Try not to say

something you don't really mean.
Your sense of humor will come in

very handy. Keep things light!

CANCER
June 22^July 22

'lean out your closets and your

garage. It will leave you feeling

refreshed and ready for a new
project. Don't be afraid to throw

things awav' A dose friend reveals

a dark secret. Don't be quick to

lodge.

LEO
July 23-August 23
There are a lew minor glitches to

OWCftUWC hut lor the most part

you're in for a wonderful week! For

example, something you really

want won't be In the first place you
look. Don't give up easily

VIRGO
August 24-September 22
You'll enjoy spending time at

home this week, even II It's doing

housework A phone call from an
old friend will give you a new
perspective it may be time to

>ni!<- some priorities

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Some newly acquired skills will

finally be put to use this week.

Now is the time to think of others

first. Your mate may need your
help. Be generous with kind words
and compliments. Someone may
need them more than you think.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
Be very careful in who you share
information with. A secret Is likely

to be revealed if you allow It. Stay
alert and be careful! Someone may
not be as sincere as they appear.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-Dccember 21

New Information you acquire this

week could solve a problem. If you
need to take a risk, do it early in

the week. Now is a good time to

discuss options with a business
partner. Do it In a relaxed

atmosphere, such as over dinner.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Money is a prime consideration

this week. If you don't act wisely,

you could be in for a real fall. You
may be accused of being a work-
aholic. Reassure loved ones that

your busy phase will be over soon.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18
You are exceptionally creative

today, so write your Ideas down
Start a new project that will solve

an old dilemma. One of your Ideas
could even bring you fame and
fortune. Concentrate on
environmental issues.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Get as many obligations as
possible out of the way this week
That Includes the paperwork you've
been avoiding. If you don't take
care of It soon, it will backfire OH
you.

For Entertainment Purposes Only

Do you see that dirty little

spot down there?

That is where the insurance

industry and health care providers

meet.

Some other people meet

there, too.

It certainly is a dirty little

spot.

m

Close to Homo By John McPherson

Leedee By Mike Rybicki
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keep the kids from missing the bus.
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Today's Staff

Laura "Wood" Stock
Night Editor

Mark "Don't Use My Name" McCrath
Copy Editor

Courtney "Mistress of Photo" Smith
Photo Technician

Chris "Dozen Roses" Brown
Production Supervisor

Matt "Red Meat" McCarthy
Dan "Cop-Lover" Bodah

Production

Quote of the Day

a
Whew! That was a

close one. I was almost

"Gone With the

Schwlnn"

-Kermit

»

Collegian Graphics

Joke of the

Q: Whydidthe
kangaroo cross

iheroad?

•ssrt s,U8)(3np 9m 6uipjov| *«m it asnesag "V

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 343-2626 for mon information.

Dining Commons Special
Once-in-a-Lifetime

Gourmet French Heal

Arrive early for tonight's special

Candlelit Froggy Feast—starting

at 5 p.m. in a Dining Commons
near you. Don't miss out on this

culinary extravaganza!
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Sports
The Massachusetts

UMass faces rival UConn in NCAA showdown
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

K>«MA HANSANfN COLLEGIAN

Erin Lynch and the UMass women's soccer team face rival UConn in NCAA
Tournament action Sunday at 1 p.m. in Storrs, Conn.

When you think about it.

Cinderella never had it this bad.

This Sunday afternoon at I p.m. in

Storrs, Conn., the Massachusetts
women's soccer team will be looking

to crash Connecticut's NCAA ball in

a Sweet Sixteen showdown.
It is a perennial postseason fixture

now. as the road to the top almost

always leads through Amherst or

Storrs.

UMass assistant coach Chris

Chamides does not believe in

fairy-tale wins, but he does believe in

Ml team.

"What I do believe in, is that the

players now know what it takes to

beat teams like this, teams that are in

the higher echelon of the country," he

said. "I think they proved it to them-

selves this past Sunday against

Harvard (2-1 win|. and now they

know what it takes
."

This Northeast Region rivalry now
will reach its 18th year, with the

record now standing at a 14-13-5

mark in favor of UMass.
For all intents and purposes,

though, the outsider can easily

assume that all-time record is the

only thing in favor for the No. 16

Minutewomen ( 1 6—4- 1 ).

On the surface, that outsider

would say do not have a chance
against the No. 4 Huskies (21-2). In

every team category. UConn is ahead

of UMass.
The Huskies have six players on

their squad that have broken the

30-point barrier, led by senior for-

ward Kern Connor-- (20 goals. 18

assists. 58 points). The
Minutewomen have the Atlantic 10

Rookie of the Year in freshman for-

ward Kmma Kurowski. but she
would only place sixth on UConn's
scoring list with 29 points ( 1 lg, 7a).

UConn's junior Jana Carabino is one-

point ahead of Kurowski. but she

comes off the bench.

In the midfield. the twins from
Huntington. N.Y.. lennifer (7g, 23 a,

37pts) and Margaret Tietjen ( I 3g.

Iba, 4 J pi>i have begun to uteri

their pretence in the Northeast
Region, and the nation, In only their

sophomore teatont. Senior midfield-

ers \m\ Powell and lulie \lagid have

been i stead) pretence In their four

yean Em I mat. But their combined

career stats only beat the latter

Tietjen'« \Wb season itatt bj one
point | I Sg, 27.1. 43 pts).

But numbers can not tell the tale,

and statistics do not win games.

There is no way I Matt Can gO
toe-to toe with I Com, the) are too

offensively dangerous ol ,i team. The

Minutewomen have to view List Oct.

1 9th 's game as .> 1-0 game, at

Carabino's goal to make the final 2

score was with b:i8 left in regulation

I Matt did have five oi tix quality

scoring opportunities, a> Powell hit

crossbar late in the Rrti half, and
senior Tina lightning launched a

rocket over the net early in the sec-

ond half,

Since the midteaton loss of
.ill time leading scorer Rebecca
Myert, I Ma--^ ha-, had to adopt a

more conservative offensive strategy.

using the bunker defense against

their tougher opponents. The team
has had time to become comfortable

with the defensive bunker fonnation

since that time, playing under it and
winning with it.

"We're going to have to play some

defense," Rudy said. "My hope is we
won't have to play too much, and if

we do have to, absorb it well. The
kev patl of this game is to keep this

game close... early.

"But I like the personality of our
people. I think they are very upbeat. I

think another key thing is how well

we come out and connect with our
front people, and if we can connect

after playing defense, and then we
can add other people moving for-

ward."

Chamides knows that both teams

are very familiar with each other over

the past seasons, and what will be the

difference is not the numbers game,

but the mind game
"What you saw then (against

Harvard | was our technical ability,

which has been there all year long."

Chamides said. "The specific tactical

changes we will make for thit game

won't he too much of a surprise lor

anyone. The main thing is the ability

to play with heart. 1 1 players for 90

minutes.

"There is a whole different sense of

belief in this team right now. There is

a certain touch of destiny, and there-

is excitement in each player, which

Turn to Women's Soccer, page 7

Erica Iverson, who scored the winning goal in UMass' NCAA opening round win over Harvard, will be a key part of

the UMass defense against UConn Sunday.

Women's hoop to open season Sunday
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women- basketball team tip-

it .'It tor real Sunday when it entertains the Ohio
State Buckeyes at the William D. Mullins Center at

2 p.m.

The Minutewomen have only played the

Buckeye- twice, and are 0-2. Ohio State came into

the Cum Hicks Cage in 1992 and squashed L Matt
81-48. In 1995, the Minutewomen travelled to

Cotumbut and were soundly thumped. 97-66.

Like the Minutewomen. Ohio State made it to

the NCAA tournament last season, beating
Memphis 97-75 in the first round before losing to

eventual champion Tennessee 97-65.

L Ma-- comes into the 1996-97 campaign with

high expectation- The Minutewomen made it to

the big dance la-t season, losing to the Michigan

State Spartans 60-57. in overtime, in the first

round of the NCAA tournament as the No. 8 seed

out of the East

"B) achieving (an NCAA tournament hid|. expec-

tation- are high." Massachusetts coach loanie

O'Brien said. "But I like the pressure. Suc^e--
breed- success, and we want everyone to know
we're for real."

The Minutewomen come into Sunday's contest

banged up. Senior co-captain Beth Kuzmeski and

junior guard Tez Kraft will be sidelined for the next

three week- with injuries. Kuzme-ki. I Ma-- - lead-

ing three-point shooter, suffered a stress fracture to

her left foot. Kraft, who battled injuries for much of

last year, fractured her right tibia.

Ohio St. has a tough task ahead of them Sunday.

The Minutewomen have won 15 straight game- at

home, including a perfect 12-0 mark last season at

the Mullins Center. Among those victories was a

65-56 win over then- No. 8 Stanford in the home
opener.

I Mass has looked rough around the edges in two

L7M set to battle Army;

tackle challenge at L7VM

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

Turn to Women's Hoop page 7
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Freshman Alison MacFarland has made an immediate impact on the UMass women's basketball

team. The Minutewomen tip-off the regular season Sunday at 2 p.m.

The Massachusetts hocke) team

(2-6) finally gets a break from
Hockey East play, after opening
it- season with eight straight

league conte-t-

The team will not receive a

break altogether though.

UMass heads north up 1-89

Sunday to battle No. 4 Vermont,
arguably the top team in the East.

Before that affair, the Minutemen
will host Army tonight at the

William D. Mullins Center at 7

p.m.

"We need to stay focused and

get ready to plav against Army on

Friday night." UMass coach |oe

Mallen said. "We need to take

these game-
I
this weekend] indi-

vidually, one game at a time. It's

important for us to have a good

performance at home against

Army before we go up to

Vermont."

It is arguably tough for Army to

compete in hockey when its coach

is not allowed to recruit

Canadians by federal law. but the

team makes do.

The Minutemen can ill-afford

to overlook the Cadets, needing at

least one win out of this weekend.

Army heads to Amherst at 5-6.

with Division I wins at

Minnesota-Duluth and at home

against Mankato State. The mark
is slightly deceiving though, a- it

includes a pair of wins over Ml.

Allison, a university, and New
Brunswick, along with an 8

drubbing of tiny St. Michael's

College in Colcheter, \ t

Last Saturday, the Cadet-

UMass -Lowell a good scare in

West Point, dropping a 4-3 deci-

sion alter battling back from I

5-0 deficit.

UMass has had its way with

Army since the reinstatement ol

the program, winning all three

meetings between the teams,
including last year's 6-2
season-opening win at Tate Rink.

Rob Bonneau had a pair of power
play goals in the contest, just two
of the school-record five that the

team's umbrella formation pro-

duced.

Coach Rob Riley's team has hul

one player in double digits after

1 1 games. Bill Morrison has four

goals and seven assists for 1 1

points. Leif Hansen leads the
squad with seven goals, while
Daryl Chamberlain mans the

Cadet cage, posting a 5.84 goals

against average.

Scheduling is something that

Army will have on its tide this

weekend, as UMass prepares for

bar none its biggest non-confer-

Turn to Hockey, page 7

Volleyball on road for tourney tune-up

By JR. Adams
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts volleyball ha-

taken a large step towards achiev-

ing it- j.mu| for the -eason — win-

ning the Atlantic 10 tournament
— by qualifying for it.

Now the Minutewomen will

lake a weekend to tune-up against

-nine quality conference oppo-
nents

The Minutewomen square off

against Virginia Tech and George
Washington on a road trip

through the southern reaeru

the A - 1 this weekend.
\las-achusett- is 10 2 in its la-t

twelve matches, including win- in

their last three.

I he victories over Dayton and
\.n let this past weekend took the

pressure off the Minutewomen to

win any ol the matches this week-
end. To qualify for the postsea-
son, wins in two ol their last four

regular season matches were
imperative, and they locked it up
early by taking the first two in the

win column.

This weekend's competition
against the formidable teams from
down south can prove to be a

warm up fot the Minutewomen.
who are anticipating t Rrtl round
match-up with regular season
conference champion and tourna-

ment host Rhode Island.

Massachusetts' last few oppo-
nents includi ,i few too many
sub-. 500 cellai dwellers to really

be proud of. and the bulk of those

10 wins out of the last I 2 matches

include some teams that have

been expecting to be spending
their Thanksgiving breaks at

home.
Virginia Tech and George

Washington represent those teams

that had a right to make a bid for

the tournament but came up just a

little short of the promised land,

having been squeezed out of the

last spot on the dance card by

Massachusetts.

The Minutewomen rose to the

occasion through the adversity of

losing their top scorer at midsea-

son, and losing a crucial match
against Temple at a key juncture

of the season, a match that would

have vaulted the youth-driven
Minutewomen into third place

over the Owls.

Turn to VoNoyboH page 7

Finally, Philly fans have Sixers back;

Knicks are sitting pretty, Lakers aren't

Attention. Philadelphia spoilt fans.

Bring back Harold Melvin and the Blue Notes, Teddy
Pendergrass and Patti LaBelle to -ing the sweet sounds

of Philly athletics.

first ihe liver- bullied anew with the arrival of the Eric

Lindros-led Legion "I Doom, then the Kagles found new
wings under hawk eyed coach Ray Rhodes.
\i>w the Sixers are back with I vengeance.

After years of languishing in
;

limbo, the rejuvenated squad now boasts

a respectable 4-6 record through
Wednesday To most teams, ibis would be

a fair-to- middlin' start, but lor l club

that's managed to lose more garnet than

the previous campaign in Seven consecu-

tive years, it's buttery butter,

The biggest surprise so far — in what was expected to be
the NBA equivalent ol I hundcrdomc. three stars have
entered the CoreStatet Spectrum, but none have left in

body bags. Jeff llornacck slugging second year swing-

man |erry Stackhousc problem child (or, with all due

Around the Horn

with Chris Conner

respect to Shawn Kemp, infant-child) forward Derrick
Coleman and rookie sensation point guard (although his

assisi Mats scream two-guard, not one) Allen Iverson
are lighting it up thus far.

And they say the neon lights are bright on Broadway —
check out Broad Street.

• But speaking of Broadway, those Knicks are truly liv ing

up to all the free agent fren/y they
indulged in this past summer. The
Lakers are not.

Here's why: Shaq basically never left

Orlando.

If you combine Nick Van Exel's handle
and playground aerobatics to the
slash-and-drive oriented game of Eddie
lones, you end up with Anfcrnec

Hardaway I'd rather just have one Penny in my pocket.
thank you.

In addition. Eldon Campbell is nothing more than a poor
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How sweet
it wasn't

Keeper Danielle

Dion and the UMass
women's soccer
team were bounced
from the NCAAs
yesterday, losing to

UConn 2-0 (See
Sports Weekend,
page 10).

La vie

Boheme

The Pulitzer prize

winning musical
Rent premiered in

Boston this past

week. See what we
thought about the

show (see Arts &
Living, page 6).

WORLD

Ailing Mother Teresa's

heart troubles continue

CALCUTTA, India (AP) — Mother
Teresa suffered a recurrence of the

heart problems that put her in the

hospital three days ago and has

developed trouble breathing, doc-

tors said Sunday
The 86-year-old nun was well

enough, however, to eat a breakfast

of bread and porridge and a lunch

of chicken stew and fruit salad.

Doctors said she was in near-stable

condition after they resumed an
intravenous drip for heart medica-

tion.

Mother Teresa has been on oxy-

gen in the intensive care unit since

being taken to Woodlands Nursing

Home on Friday complaining of chest

pains. Doctors say she has an irregu-

lar heartbeat and trouble with the left

ventricle of her heart - the heart's

main pumping chamber.

Encouraged by the progress she

had been making, doctors briefly

stopped her intravenous drip

Saturday night, hospital medical
director Sudipto Kumar Sen said

But Mother Teresa developed
breathing difficulties, and doctors

resumed the drips after detecting a

recurrence of her problems with her

left ventricle, Sen said.

NATION

Three children thrown

from building in N.Y.

NEW YORK (AP) — A woman threw

her three children off the roof of her

14-story housing project yesterday,

killing one of them, then jumped to

her death, police said.

Chicqua Roveal, 23, threw 7-year-

old twins Andre and Andrea and 2-

year-old Shando off the roof of the

building in the Bronx, then jumped
herself, said police spokesman Doram
Tamari.

Roveal died at the scene and Andre

was pronounced dead at a hospital.

The other children, badly injured,

were hospitalized The woman "had

been distraught for some time,"

Tamari said, but he did not know
why. Police did not find any suicide

note. Neighbors also said they did not

know why Roveal jumped, but one
said she had been having problems

with her mother, who was recently

released from jail.

"Her mother used to go back and
forth to jail," neighbor Darryl

Johnson said. "She raised herself

and her kids. She always used to tell

us her mother was never there for

her."

A law-enforcement source, speak-

ing on condition of anonymity, con-

firmed that Roveal's mother was
released from prison last month. The

woman was not in the building at the

time of the deaths. Johnson said

Roveal was a good mother.

"Her kids were always dressed nice

and everything," he said. "So nobody
knows why she did that."
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UM police, officials

stunned by new rash

of vending vandalism
By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

This semester's rash of vending
machine vandalism and break- ins has

been called the "worst ever" by
University of Massachusetts police

and officials and could result in a

substantial loss of student activity

funds.

"By far, 1 think this has been one of

the worst semesters we've seen in

terms of vending machines." said

|ohn Luippold. UMass chief of police.

Since September, a total of 25
vending machines have either been

vandalized or broken into. Eight of

the damaged machines are located in

academic buildings, while 17 have

been damaged in residence halls.

Occasions of vandalism have
included breaking the glass or tipping

the machine over. In many cases, this

destruction of property is done with

the intent of stealing the machine's

contents. Machines containing food,

rather than soda, have been the main

targets.

Instances of breaking and entering

with the intent of stealing the cash in

the machine have police most con-

cerned.

"I do think until this past weekend

the damage that has occurred have

been attempts to get at the contents

inside." Luippold said. "But this past

weekend, the stolen cash ha*, raited

concern that one individual or a small

group may be working these

machines."

Specifically. Luippold was refer-

ring to two counts of breaking and
entering vending machines in Hills

House and Lewis Residence Hall on
Nov. lb which occurred only an half

hour apart. Cash boxes were stolen

from both machines.

The targeting of vending machines

has been widespread across campus.

The only residence halls to be hit

twice are Emerson, in which breaking

and entering occurred only three days

apart in September and Pierpont,

vandalized twice in October.

Academic buildings such as

Bartlett Hall and Herter Hall have

had two machines vandalized.

Otherwise, the eight incidents in aca-

demic buildings have been in differ-

ent locations.

The crime rate regarding vending

machines has also remained steady

over the past two months. While
September had only three counts,

October had 1 2 and November cur-

rently has 10.

Bernard Wilkes, senior associate

director of the Campus Center, over-

sees the placement and maintenance

of vending machines for Auxiliary

Services.

According to Wilkes, vandalized

machines pose more of a problem for

students than simply not being able

to purchase a candy bar. The loss of

revenue from machines could hurt

student funds.

"Seventy-five percent of all com-
missions goes to the Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs Office for student

funding and program supports of cul-

tural enrichment events." Wilkes
said. The remaining 25 percent goes

to general maintenance and repair of

the machines and office expense-.

That 7 5 percent of commissions
generates an average of $400,000 a

year for the Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Office all of

which is designated to be money for

Turn to VENDING page 2
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Bike, run, bike!
Dan Coady, 22, history major and president of the UMass Bicycle Racing Club proudly represented UMass

yesterday in the Palmer Cyclocross race which is part of the New England Cyclocross series.

Fri. sleepout fights homelessness

MassPIRQ, community groups camp out in freezing weather

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Haitian/Dominican evening

a culture-crossing success

By Gregory Casimir

Collegian Staff

On Friday, the Haitian Student

Association (HASA) and Casa
Dominicana held the third annual

Haitian Dominicano Cultural Gala in

the Student Union Ballroom.

Hasa/Casa is a joint cultural event

put on both nf these RSOs that cele-

brates both Haitian and Dominican
cultures.

Frantz Bien-Aime. the president of

HASA, welcomed everyone to the

night's event in the spirit of unity and

peace.

"The joint cultural event has

allowed both Haitian and Dominican

students to share and celebrate our

cultures with the different communi-
ties at the university." Bien-Aime said.

"The second reason is to deal with the

countless misunderstandings and ani-

mosities between our two nations."

Aida Baez, the chairperson for

Casa Dominicana. opened up with a

similar message.

"This gala brings the true meaning

of multiculturalism to the university,

and is an example of what humanity

and brotherhood is about." she said.

The evening began with a delicious

buffet that consisted of a variety of

traditional foods from both Haiti and

the Dominican Republic.

After the food was served, the fes-

tivities started with a poetry reading

that featured poems by Kenny
Lacoste. the president of the Black

Student Union, and a dramatic rendi-

tion by Negres Kreyol of a poem writ-

ten by Natasha Belizaire.

The guest speaker of the night was
Yvon Lamour. a Haitian teacher from

Cambridge Rindge Latin High
School. Lamour expressed his feel-

ings that the night's event was a step

in the right direction towards consoli-

dating unity between Haiti and the

Dominican Republic.

"The spirit of the night should con-

tinue past this gala," she said. "You
should form committees between you

and work on the other problems that

encompass all areas of Haitian and

Dominican life."

The next part of the program
included to inspiring poems read by

laime Flores, known as "Shaggy."

which dealt with the Hasa/Casa
theme of brotherhood, and a need for

both groups to understand their com-

mon African origins.

The entertainment portion of the

evening commenced with a perfor-

mance by Cayena. the Dominican

Turn to GALA, page 3

On Friday night, students hoping to raise awareness

about homelessness in Amherst slept outside by the cam-

pus pond lawn in front of the Student Union Building for

the final event in MassPIRG's Hunger and Homelessness

"Make a Difference Week."

About 50 students participated in the sleep-out. raising

$400 dollars, according to event organizers.

All funds raised will be donated to the National

Campaign to End Hunger and Homelessness and the Food

Bank of Western Mass.

Participants asked friends, family and faculty members
to sponsor them for each hour spent outside.

A number of members from Circle K. Habitat for

Humanity and Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity participated in

the sleepout.

"Being out here is for a good cause. Homelessness is

definitely something that we have to work on," said first-

year student and Alpha Sigma Pi brother Walter Mediros.

Last year's sleep-out took place in front of Butterfield

residence hall, where participants went without sleeping

bags to rest in cardboard boxes. However, this year's

participants were bundled up in their sleeping bags.

"We can't really think about or compare what homeless

people go through because we have our sleeping bags,"

Mediros said.

Another Alpha Sigma Pi brother. Dave Paraigis, said he

knew the money that was raised at the event was going to

help homeless people who really want help.

"I know exactly where the money we raise is going.

Unlike people who give money to beggars on the street,

they never know where that money is going. It could go to

another bottle of alcohol." he said.

"We decided to hold the sleep-out in front of the

Student Union because it was more visible to students

walking by. They could see us setting up during the day

and see us sitting here at night." student Melanie Undent

said.

"This event draws in participation and raises awareness

from the Amherst Community, the students on campus as

well as the different campus groups," said campaign coor-

dinator Amanprit Kandola.

Non-participating community seemed to take notice of

the campers' efforts as they passed by. "Hey. I respect you

guys, it's freezing out here." a student walking by at 2

a.m. said.

Guess? targeted in new union's efforts

By Alison Crawford

Collegian Correspondent

Sandra Flores' day working as a

seamstress in a sweatshop that sup-

plies Guess? with its clothing starts

at 8 a.m. She punches out at 4 p.m..

but does not go home. Instead she

stays, without overtime pay. until 10

p.m.. making designer shirts for the

Guess? owners, the Marciano broth-

ers.

Last Thursday. Flores and Enrique

Mejia, a spokesperson for UNITE!.
the fledgling union for sweatshop
laborers, came to the Cape Cod
Lounge in the Student Union
Building to speak to members of the

University of Massachusetts Student

Labor Action Committee.

Mejia and Flores are traveling to

college campuses across the country

to rally support for their movement
against oppresive working condi-

tions.

"There is something special about

this generation, and we are asking

your help." Mejia said.

Mejia translated for Flores. who is

an immigrant from El Salvador.

Flores settled in Los Angeles, and has

been employed in the Guess? sweat-

shop for the past five years.

"Most of the sweatshops are locat-

ed in Los Angeles or New York,"

Mejia said. "In L.A. there are

between 20 and 80 shops, and 4000
to 5000 workers depending on the

year and what [the designers] are

going to make. Guess? doesn't make
their own clothes — 80 percent of

Guess? clothes are made in the U.S.

and mostly in the L.A. area.

"The Marciano brothers who own

Guess? are not responsible for these

workers. There is no contract (with

Guess?): everything is sub-contract-

ed.

The brothers pay the laborers by

the piece of clothing produced; when
totaled it amounts to about $ 1 .60 an

hour, according to Mejia.

"Another worker. Enrique, who
had been traveling with us. saw a

blouse that he had made in L.A.,"

Mejia said. "He was shocked to see

that it cost $58. when he had only

been paid $1 .40 for making it."

The sweatshops producing the

Guess? clothing have been found by

the U.S. Department of Labor to be

in serious violation of labor laws,

according to Mejia.

"Nothing has been done about it,"

he said. "Guess? was at the top of the

list [of labor law offenders] in August

Turn to FLORES. page 3

Actor Harrelson, eight others band

in attempt to save redwood lands

MUlGAO/COlltCIAN

Is Harry Wu telling the truth?
Harry Wu spoke last Friday night at Hooker auditorium at Mount Holyoke College about "Laogai-Gulay"

in China, his new book "TroubleMaker" and debated with a skeptical audience.

By Mark Evans

Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — A weekend
protest by anti-logging activists snarled

traffic on the Golden Gate Bridge for

hours and left many people angry,

inconvenienced and asking: What's the

point? "It doesn't do a nickel's worth

of good." said 80-year-old Scott

Warwick, whose morning walk across

the bridge was blocked by authorities.

Nine protesters, including actor

Woody Harrelson. virtually shut down
the bridge for five hours Saturday

after scaling towers and hanging ban-

ners to urge government protection of

the redwood grove in Northern
California's Headwaters Forest

The government is negotiating with

timber groups to preserve 7.500
acres of the forest for $380 million

but environmentalists say the deal

doesn't go far enough — they want

60,000 acres protected from logging.

The demonstrators were booked
and released on charges of trespass-

ing and causing a public nuisance.

They face fines of up to $10,000.

Tourists who endured a miles-long

traffic backup shouted obscenities at

the protesters dangling from rock-

climbing gear. Many sympathized with

the cause but disagreed with the

method. "Why not the Internet?" asked

architect Michael Luke. "Why don't

they use graffiti, post brochures in the

neighborhoods where people can see

their concerns every day? This kind of

protest is outdated. It doesn't work."

Protest organizer |im Ace dis-

agreed, saying the demonstration sent

a clear message that something needs

to be done to protect the trees.

"It's something that's done only

when the chips are down and you
have to play your trump card." he said

Sunday. "1 think it was a huge success

and we'll see this in the next week."

Other protesters have been arrested

in recent, less-publicized incidents over

the redwoods. And while organizers

admitted the backlog at the bridge was

worse than expected, they said the

inconvenience was less important than

protecting the trees. "You don't want

to alienate commuters," said Celia

Alario, 28, who was among those

arrested. "My goal was to empower the

people who saw the banner ... You
want people to feel the loss of the red-

woods with some immediacy."
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For Your Information
nh jre public service announcement! printed daily To submit *n

I Yl. please send a press release conlamina all pertinent informa-

tion, including the name and phone number ot the contact per

son to the Cakegon, c/o the Managing Editor by noon the prew
middy

Monday, Nov. 25

Speaker — The Wildlife Society presents Dr. Rebecca

Field, assistant unit leader for the Massachusetts

Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit, who will

speak on "Wildlife: A Career With the Federal

Government" at 6 p.m. in Holdsworth 203. Refreshments

will be served.

Wednesday, Nov. 27

I lass — "Tanya Class" a free drop in class in the Tanya,

the Chassidic text of mysticism. 8 p.m. at Chabad House

at 50 N. Hadley Rd.. Amherst. Free and open to the pub-

lic. Call 549-4094 for more information.

Thursday. Nov. 28

Class — "Lunch and Learn" at this free drop in da^.

Learn about the lewish concepts of Geulah, redemption,

and Moshiach, the messiah, during the lunch hour.

Sponsored by Chabad House at Amherst. Classes are at

noon, location to be announced. Free and open to the

public. Call 545-4094 for more information.

Dinner — Members of the GLBT community and allies

are welcome to attend a Stonewall Thanksgiving Potluck

Dinner. If unable to get home for the holiday, share a

meal with people at the Stonewall Center. Time TBA.

RSVP to the Stonewall Center at 545-4824. For more

information, please contact the UMass Stonewall Center

at 545-4824.
Notices

Special event — UMass is participating in the global

observance of World AIDS Day which will take place

from Nov. 25 through Dec. 6. You can get HIV/AIDS
information and a red ribbon to pin on yourself or on our

"Remembrance Tree" at the Campus Center Concourse

table each day. Visit the Faces of AIDS art display and the

Five College AIDS Quilt at Earthfoods. Watch Soys on

the Side on HSCN. Activities will culminate with a can-

dlelight vigil on the Student Union steps at 5 p.m. on

Friday, Dec. 6 and a march to the First Congregational

Church on Main St. in Amherst for a gathering of

Remembrance and Hope. Refreshments will be served.

After that, there will be a poetry/prose reading followed

by an open mike at 8 p.m. at Claudia's Cafe. For more

information, contact Health Education at 577-5181.

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from

8 50 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information,

call 584- 8167.

Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.

Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more

information, contact Milly De)esus at 546-1085.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies

is seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer

Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen,
Dept. of Consumer Studies, 101 Skinner Hall, University

of Massachusetts, Amherst. Ma. 01005. For more infor-

mation, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2591.

Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange

workshops will be held on the following date: Tues.. Dec.

5 from 5:50-7 p.m. in CC room 165-169.

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are

available to help you find answers to your questions and

concerns: Mondays from 4:50-6:50 p.m. in the Health

Education Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more

info) and 4:50-6:50 p.m. in the Community Room H-4
North Village. Tuesdays 6:50- 8:50 p.m. in the

International Lounge, Prince House (call 545-2299 for

more info); Wednesdays 4:50-6:50 p.m. in the

Community Room. 41 1 Linclon . All conversations are

confidential.

Literature — MOTHERTONGUE, the multilingual stu

dent publication by the dept. of Comparative Literature, is

currently seeking submissions for the spring '97 publica-

tion. We will accept original poetry, short stories,

one-acts, international photographs, and art work created

by multilingual students. Please submit a copy in English

to the Comparative Literature Dept. in 205 South
College. Rough drafts are acceptable.

Meeting — P.O.W.E.R., the Progressive Organization

for Women's Rights holds their weekly meetings on

Thursdays at 6 p.m. in the Student Union room 506. All

men and women are welcome.

Meeting — The Pakistan Students Association has its

weekly meetings every Tuesday at 7:50 p.m. in the

Campus Center. Check for the room number at the infor-

mation desk. For further details, contact Musharraf at

546-6295.

Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus meets

every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer 201. All

anthropology undergraduate minors and majors welcome.

Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Ivrit" held every

Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right

as you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis

and other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 5U6 of the Student

Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

New Organization — WICC (West Indian/Caribbean

Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West

Indies or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as

anyone interested in the culture. For more information,

contact Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-5967.

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

your help is needed. If interested, call |ordan at

546-5548.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to 1 p.m.

in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement

of Worcester Dining Common). For more information,

call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 255-0874.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout, Copy, and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 504

Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Support Croup — Tobacco cessation support group

meets weekly on Wednesday evenings from 7-8 p.m. in

the Campus Center to help people quit smoking and

chewing tobacco. See schedule by elevators for room
number or call Steve at 577-5181 for further information.

Talent Needed — The UMass Asian American Student

Association is looking for Asian/American hip hop, reggae

and R&B dancers for next semesters annual Asian Night

production to be held on April 11, 1997. Contact Geneva

at 546-2714 for audition information.

Theatre — UMass Theatre Guild presents the musical

The Pajama Came Dec. 5-7 at 8 p.m. with a matinee per-

formance at 2 p.m on Dec. 7. All shows are in the Student

Union Ballroom at 8 p.m. Tickets are $4/students and

senior citizens and $6 for everyone else and are available

at the door and in advance at Tix Unlimited, 545- 04 1 2.

Volunteer — The Zoo in Forest Park at Springfield has

a wealth of diverse volunteer opportunities available for

persons who love animals and are committed to conserva-

tion education. For further information about the Zoo and

to be sent a volunteer application, please call (415)

755-2251.

JANUARY CLASSES
Take a course during Intersession!

You can complete a one, two, or three credit course during January.

(Most classes meet mornings 9 a.m. - Noon)

Classes Begin January 2 through January 21, 1997

Register now through Friday, December 27, 1996

• Keyboarding for Information Processing

• Introduction to Dance

• Computer Literacy

• Introduction to Internet

English Composition I

English Composition II

French Skills Practice I

Counseling Skills

Wmter Outdoor Recreation

Practical Nursing Practicum

Introduction to Professional Nursing and the Nursing

Process

Principles of Psychology

Contemporary Trends/Issues

Spanish Skills Practice I

Spanish Skills Practice II

Oral Communications: Public Speaking

Principles of Sociology

For Registration Information Call: (413) 774-3131 extension 272

GREEN
FIELD! GREENFIELD

The community's college!

THANC VOI COUIGIAN

Many vending machines have been targets of vandalism, including this one located in the lobby of

Bartlett.

vending
continued from page 1

which is designated to be money for UMass students,

Wilkes said.

The destruction of the vending machines, which are the

property of the vendors, has Wilkes concerned about the

loss of money and potential removal of some machines.

"This is the worst fall we've ever had," he said. "The

spring [semester] was average, but this fall has been

absolutely horrible. It seems like a concerted effort to van-

dalize these machines.

"It may come to a point where machines have to be

removed, and we feel bad for the students who are not

damaging them."

Wilkes said the loss of revenue resulting from a

removal of machines would be hard to assess since each

machine is different, but it would be "substantial."

Luippold and Wilkes are currently discussing how to

stop the vandalism and theft of money or contents of the

vending machines.

"We are in the process of working with Auxiliary

Services to develop strategies on how to minimize this

problem," Luippold said.

Luippold said that in some cases locations of the

machines may need to be re-evaluated. According to

Wilkes, the locations of machines are either "historic" or

determined by public demand.

Luippold also questioned the durability of the newer

snack machines, and whether the glass was easier to

break. However, Wilkes said the same design of machines

have been on campus for five years and they have never

experienced vandalism of this magnitude.

Wilkes said that perhaps the vandalizers were not

UMass students, but Luippold said there is no evidence

whether or not the individuals attend the University.

Ensuring that all academic buildings are properly

locked at night will be one step police will take in

response to the vandalism problem.

"Academic buildings are officially closed during the

night time hours," Luippold said. "Custodial staff helps

with locking the doors.

"If an individual is found in a building after hours it

could be considered breaking and entering, although in

these cases there was no apparent forced entry to the

buildings."

What Luippold says is of most concern to him are the

vending machines in the residence halls, because of the

large number of vandalism and break-ins that are occur-

ring. He said students can help in the protection of the

vending machines.

If a student witnesses someone vandalizing a machine.

Luippold said he or she should gel a good description of

the individual involved, without approaching, and call the

police 911 line.
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In the Nov. 22 issue, the headline above the Associated Press article in the

World column erroneously read, "Palestinian officer accused of beating." In

actuality, the Palestinian officer accused Israeli troops in Hebron, West Bank

of storming his home and beating his pregnant wife unconscious. The
Collegian regrets the error.

Black Greeks celebrate history

at gala event in Campus Center
By Gregory Cotimir
Collegian Staff

On November 17, the fraternity of Alpha Phi Alpha,
Inc. put together an elaborate evening celebrating their

90th anniversary as the first intercollegiate Greek-let-

tered organization.

The event took place in the Campus Center Auditorium,
that was elegantly decorated with balloons, streamers, nap-

kins and tablecloths in the fraternal colors of the Alphas.

The fraternity of Alpha Phi Alpha was founded in 1 906
at Cornell University in Ithaca, N.Y. by seven visionary

founders known as the "|ewels" — Henry A. Callis, Charles

H. Chapman, Eugene K. Jones, George B. Kelley, Nathaniel

A. Murray. Robert H. Ogle and Vertner W. Tandy.
UMass is the seat of the Alpha Kappa chapter founded

seventy-four years ago by R.P. Alexander. This chapter

encompasses the colleges of American International

College, Springfield College, Western New England
College. Hampshire College and Amherst College.

The tenets of the fraternity encompass the principles

of good character, sound scholarship, fellowship and the

uplifting of humanity, especially the struggling black

minority in America.

Some organizations run by the fraternity of Alpha Phi

Alpha that perpetuate these ideals are the Coalition of Free

Men, Fathers are Capable Too, Men for Non-Violence and
M.A.L.E. (Men Assisting, Leading and Educating).

The keynote speaker of the evening was Professor
William Strickland, author of Malcolm X: Make It Plain.

He spoke about the need for fraternity and unity
amongst black people today.

"Time has changed the ties that used to bind us.

Instead of waving hi.' we're shooting one another now."
he said. "The older people taught us you have to be

tougher and stronger, smarter and can't be weak in the
knees in America because the game isn't fair."

The next segment of the night was a historical presenta-

tion of the black Greek-lettered organizations. The speak-

ers included |oe Page of Kappa Alpha Psi; lames Callahan
III of Phi Beta Sigma; Patty Rojas of Zeta Phi Beta Sigma;
Lisa Dunn of Alpha Kappa Alpha; Lee Hayward of Delta

Sigma Theta; and Brother Andrews of lota Phi Theta.

Callahan's speech brought together the common goal

of each of the black Greek-lettered organizations.

"Organizations don't transform you," he said. "All

they do is help you realize who you really are as kings

and queens. It is the power of the individual that makes
the fraternities grow."

Senior Dan Lizana conducted the awards ceremony,
and presented the first award to the ALANA Caucus for

all their efforts for the in continuing to help UMass
become a place where ALANA students could be proac-

tive in all areas of their education.

The next award was presented to the fraternity of Phi

Beta Sigma in recognition for their behind-the-scenes

involvement in the Men of Color Conference.
Lastly, Sidonio Ferrera received an award on behalf of

CCEBMS for their constant dedication and hard work to

students of color.

During an intercession, there were performances by
the Cape Verdean Student Alliance and Boundaries.

The night's final speaker was Thomas A. Brown, the

president of the Theta lota Lambda Chapter of Alpha
Phi Alpha, who talked about how black roots can be
traced back to the ancient Greeks.

The party closed out the elegant "Evening on the
Nile." The Alphas, who are always active in the UMass
community, plan many more upcoming events in the

semesters to come.

COLLEGIAN NOW HIRING!!
The Collegian news department is currently accepting applications

for Associate News Editors for spring 1997. These paid positions

offer interested students extensive writing experience. Associates typ-

ically cover the most pressing stories and issues occurring on campus,
within the state and throughout the country.

Interested applicants should contact Michael Elliott or Chris Conner
at 545-1851, or drop by the Collegian office to pick up a application

at 1 1 3 Campus Center basement.

gala
continued from page 1

dance group of Casa. They were followed by the tra-

ditional Haitian dance group of Negres Kreyol. Both

groups closed out the festivities with two final, explo-

sive performances that garnered a deafening standing

ovation.

An award ceremony was held to congratulate the

many individuals that helped make Hasa/Casa a success

once again. Among some of the recipients were
Bien-Aime, Baez. Magalie Lamour, Monique De La Ov

and the dancers from Cayena and Negres & Neg Kreyol.

Afterwards, the lights were dimmed and the party

began with a mix of Haitian, Dominican and hip hop
music deejayed by Rachelle Milord and Saen Mullix.

"This gala is our way of saying to our parents,

grandparents, and government officials of both coun-

tries that it is time for us to unify and administer

changes for a better tomorrow." Bien-Aime said of

the evening.

IHANC VOlCOUfOAN

Going Down?
On a clear day, one might find oneself walking up these stairs to the lookout on top of Mt. Sugarloaf in

Sunderland.

Flores
continued from page 1

again. The laws are too weak, without a union they (the

workers) have no rights."

The sweatshops do not pay benefits, overtime or med-
ical insurance. Flores said, adding that sexual harrassment

is also a problem. "Sometimes my coworkers have to go
out with a manager to get a better job." Flores said. "We
could go to another shop, but it is the same in every shop,

or it could even be worse."

When the laborers did try to unionize, they met severe

resistance, according to Mejia. When another shop in L.A.

tried to unionize "Guess? stopped contracting out produc-

tion with that factory, which then lost 90 percent of its

income," according to Mejia.

"They did not care that those people had to pay rent, or

feed their children," Flores said. "This is exploitation, not

just for the workers, but for you the consumers. We are ask-

ing you to boycott Guess? until they give the sweatshop
laborers a contract."

J-
Introducing

Collegian Classifieds

HALF PRICE

THURSDAYS!

"_J Only For Students

w
I

Only at the

Collegian Newsstand

10am - 2pm

On the Campus Center

Concourse

GET PAID ICUmmON THE

yyy<

tan or call

•?,>/•?,

:he or Alycia Hines

545 - 3500

"wtuuctettuut'
Basketball

UVC-TV 19 proudly presents another year ofJBMi on UVC.
Look for these basketball games on UVC-TV 19

channel 19 on HSCN.

Including a pre- and post-game show.

The Maui Invitationals

UMass at Chaminade
Nov. 25, 1:30pm
Nov. 26, 6:30pm
Nov. 27 10:00pm <XF&>

sponsored by:
Housin9 Services Cable Network
Auxiliary Services

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
The Univrsity Store

more Info: lmp//vv\w-iinix.oit.umass.edii/~iivctvl9
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State should pay for what they own

Daniel E.

Levenson

In
a pTavtom. column, I began to look at the Service

Fee. a $361 fee pa semester which goes to cover the

DOM Of d variety of services and resources, including

intramural athletics the cost of athletic tickets, events at

the Fine Arts Center and paying off the bonds on various

campus buildings.

In this column. I intend to go further in examining the

allocation of ihe funds brought in under this fee and try to

determine if students are really getting what they pay for.

V cording to a service fee breakdown. $406 per year of

the fee goes to pay for something called "Authority."

In written information provided by the Budget Office.

"The Authority pays for the debt service for various resi-

dence halls, the Campus Center, the Student

Union Building, the Stadium, the Parking

Garage, the Cage, the Mullins Center and the

engineering research building."

Why are we still helping to pay for the

Student Union now when there are plans

currently under consideration to construct a new student

union building?

This makes less than no sense to me. We are paying for

the construction and. partially, the maintenance of a

building that is going to be gutted and renovated.

I spoke with Brian Tirrell. speaker of the Student
Cis . ernment Association, about concerns over the pro-

posed addition and renovation.

He suggested that if the University had worked on hav-

ing the Student Union and Campus Center become more
self- sufficient in generating revenue, then students would

not have to pay off the debt incurred from its construc-

tion. He also noted that the new student union building

will not initially cost students any money since funding for

its construction is coming from outside the University.

SCERA. the Student Center for Educational Research

and Advocacy, is leading the effort to renovate the old

building and construct a new student union which will be

able to better accommodate Registered Student
Organizations, already cramped because of lack of space.

According to Mark Kenen. director of SCERA. "Our
goal is to renovate this building and build an addition."

Kenen made it clear that the group wants to see the new
student union addition and renovations built entirely with-

out charging students, but with financial support from the

state and outside sources

The bottom line is that we are paying for what are. in

actuality, state-owned buildings. I understand that as stu

dents at a University we have to help pay for the cost and

upkeep of facilities that we use, but since this is a

state-run institution, shouldn't the state government play

a larger role in paying for them?
What will happen when private or state funding for new

buildings runs out?

Will students have to start paying for it? If students

don't foot the bill for buildings when funding runs out.

then who will?

Getting back to athletic tickets for a minute, not only

does part of the fee go to pay for tickets we are not guar-

anteed to receive, but also to paying off the debt on the

Mullins Center.

Perhaps a better way of dealing with the ticket issue

would be instead of making students stand in

long lines waiting for something that we
aren't promised to get. they should allot each
undergraduate a certain number of tickets for

the sports which are seemingly in the highest

demand, men's basketball and hockey, that

the tickets be distributed evenly throughout the student

body. With 17.731 undergraduates and 12 basketball

home games each student could, if they were distributed

evenly, receive 2 basketball tickets per year, and 3 tickets

per year for hockey.

It should also be noted that the Authority part of the fee

does not necessarily go to pay debt on classrooms, but on
things like the Student Union and the Parking Garage. I

realize that the University needs buildings for people to

use. and that as members of the University community we
have a responsibility to help pay for those buildings, but it

is very possible to get a quality education without expen-

sive parking spaces or a new Student Union.

In the end. what we all would like to see is a well-

maintained campus with quality facilities and services,

and if the administration and students are willing to work
together, there's no reason this can't be achieved.

It won't come easily, and everyone involved will have to

be willing to look at the issues with a critical eye. Students
will have to realize that if they don't pay attention to

where their money goes, they have no one to blame but

themselves for lack of service, and administrators will

have to come to the realization that educating students is

an investment for the future and not financial gain.

Maybe through the efforts of concerned students and
administrators, a happy medium can be achieved, but I

doubt it will come soon, and without significant cost to

someone.

Daniel /;' Leeensun is a Collegian columnist

Fugle impotence

Cecilia

Lim

For those of you who are unaware of the BDIC
department, the acronym translates to Bachelor's

Degree with Individual Concentration. Within

the BDIC program, students synthesize their own
major (i.e. concentration) combining two or more
departments to create entirely unique, specialized

majors. I fused elements of the art and English depart-

ments to formulate printmaking and creative writing,

or bookarts. aspiring to create my own books.

The BDIC department. English department and my
sponsor, a member of the printmaking department (a

subdivision of the art department), have all been coop-

erative and supportive of my endeavors. Unfortunately,

the an department, as a whole, has not.

After losing my studio space and being

denied the opportunity to participate in a I

5-College advanced drawing class, I've

come to the conclusion that the art
|

department at this University, preoccu-

pied with the perpetuation of bureaucra-

cy, fails to recognize and respect the interrelationship

between BDIC students who integrate art into their

concentrations and the art department itself. I was told

that I was not entitled to a studio space because I was
not an "official" printmaking major (which I interpret-

ed to mean an "official" BFA major).

I was fed the same argument when I went to claim

my portfolio for those professors delegated the respon-

sibility of determining who would participate in the

Five-College drawing class. I was told flat-out that nei-

ther of these two delegates had opened my portfolio to

view the artwork contained within.

Their denial of my opportunity would have been jus-

tified and understandable if these delegates had indeed

reviewed my portfolio and deemed my artwork unsatis-

factory for participation in this class. However, their

refusal was based solely on the fact that I am a BDIC
major and not a BFA major, a member of their elite and

exclusive society.

Failure to comprehend and acknowledge the bridge

between my BDIC concentration and the art depart-

ment stems from the desire to adhere to the system of

administration recognized by its apparent proliferation

of officialism. It's ironic that there exists in the depart-

ment here such a hierarchy intent on excluding those

who are not "official" members of the society when art

is hailed for its ability to bring diverse people together.

That I am unable to pre-register for any art courses,

though art is an integral component of my concentra-

tion, is another example of the art department's failure

to comprehend, recognize and respect the intimate rela-

tionship between BDIC concentrations that utilize the

art department and the art department itself. By com-
parison, the English department includes BDIC majors

in iis opportunities to pre-register.

The art department's inability to recog-

nize BDIC students' relation to them is

indicative of a greater concern: the inability

to recognize the intense dedication and
motivation of BDIC students, students who
initiate an active role in the formulation of

their education. The art department's insensitivity and
disrespect towards the plight of BDIC students embod-
ies society's intolerance of those who are "different."

individuals seeking to shape and mold themselves. That

my ability is not considered, but only my "official" sta-

tus, evidences the perpetuation of immobility in this

society.

My rejection by this University's art department
serves only to affirm my feelings of displacement and
alienation as a BDIC student. It is painful and discour-

aging to know that your needs can not be accommodat-
ed: that there is no support for you because of strict

adherence to bureaucratic means; that, at an institution

of education, you are denied opportunities to be edu-

cated because of your "official" status.

I write because I am unable to audibly express my
frustration and sadness at the art department's impo-
tence. Perhaps it is better this way, my written voice for

you who experience similar disappointments to knew
you're not alone.

Cecilia Lim is a UMass student.

Some recognition

for the police

To the editor:

Thanks to Suzanne Barber for her

"Cat and mouse" editorial giving

credit to Amherst police officers. I

hope everyone read past the first two

columns, in which you describe

behavior of officers elsewhere, to the

third column, in which you tell a

great story about one of ours.

Our officers are not hostile to stu-

dents Most of them are college grad-

uates and remember being students

themselves. Our Police Department

Letters to the Editor
has long had a policy of dealing with

student "disturbances" in as low-key
a manner as possible.

I call to the attention of your read-

ers one small sentence in the editori-

al: "It was still warm outside and we
were loud." That sentence sums up
the most frequent and most sensitive

issue between townspeople and stu-

dents (pardon the dichotomy, which I

know is not always fair.) Students
like to be loud late, particularly, but

not only when alcohol is involved.

Almost no one in Amherst object!

to being disturbed occasionally by

students having good. loud, clean,

fun. The problem arises when some
of our citizens (some of whom are

also students) because of where
they live are disturbed two or three

nights a week for weeks at a time.

When the police receive a com-
plaint, they have noise by-laws to

enforce. They begin by asking that

the noise be reduced; they issue

citations only when their requests

are ignored; and they make arrests

only when a serious confrontation
ensues.

Please help improve relations
among yourselves, the police and all

the citizens of Amherst by having a

little consideration while you're
having a lot of fun.

Barry L. Del Castilho

Amherst Town Manager

Send your Letters to the Editor to:

Mark McGrath, c/o the Collegian
1 13 Campus Center Basement/ UMass
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Taking a look at societal ills

Joseph

Fountain

Imagine no posessions/ I wonder if

you can/ No hell below us/ A
brotherhood of man/ Imagine all

the people, sharing all the world/ You
may say I'm a dreamer/ But I'm not

the only one/ I hope someday you'll

join us/ And the world will live as one.

lohn Lennon wrote these words in

one of my favorite songs. Every time

it's played. I find it difficult not to

think of all the problems

we face.

At a crucial point in the

development of America,

its social ills of must be

addressed. We must
reflect and tackle these problems as

individuals for the future to be success-

ful. We must also stop playing the poli-

tics of dass and race and simply attack

the problem and not the people who
are suffering from the problem.

In 1993. when I ran for Springfield

City Council, our most important
endeavor was a "Youth Build" type

project. The problem that needed to be

attacked bv such a program was the

high school dropout rate. It would
have taken kids who were at risk of

dropping out of school or had already

dropped out of school and put them
back in.

The idea was to give them jobs and

teach them a trade while going to

school. The kids would work in con-

struction jobs with trained people
rebuilding blighted houses and build-

ings in poor neighborhoods.

Community development is impor-

tant because if all you ever see is

slums, it's hard to get past that and
believe that work will get you out of

Harmful stereotypes
unfair to everyone

To the editor:

Last month an African-American
UMass student. Pierre Elysee, was
falsely accused of shoplifting from
the University Store. A recent letter

to the editor of the Collegian main-

tained thai this incident had nothing

to do with racism.

In fact, the writer implied that Pierre

had somehow brought that accusation

upon himself. The letter stated: "It

seems like people bring themselves

into these situations by making them-

selves look suspicious... There are cer-

tain things you could do to avoid doing

that would bring attention to yourself

in a store."

While it is true that not every false

accusation of an African-American is

automatically racist, it is also true that

racism might very well be a contribut-

ing factor. One of the best television

features I have ever seen helped me. as

a non-black, understand the effect of

race in situations like what may have

taken place in the University Store.

ABC News. I believe, selected two

University of Michigan students who
were alike in every detail— socioeco-

nomic status, academic achievement,

family background — except race. One
student was white, the other was
black. These two students separately

tried to rent an apartment from the

same landlord, buy the same car at a

dealership, shop in the same store and

so on. Each interaction was recorded

on hidden camera.

The results were deeply troubling.

On the same day that the landlord told

the black student that there were no

apartments for rent in his building, he

showed the white student an apart-

ment that was available. The car dealer

quoted a higher price and more strin-

gent terms to the black student than to

the white student. In every situation,

the black student received markedly

worse treatment than his white coun

terpart. The documentary made it

absolutely clear that the only thing that

made the black student look "suspi-

cious" to the white salespeople and

that place. It's also important for

young people to feel and know they

have an investment in their communi-

ties — that they are not "just the prob-

lem," but can and should be part of the

solution.

Infant mortality was possibly the

toughest subject to deal with in that

election. Springfield has one of the

worst infant mortality rates in the

state. There is no reason

in the world for any chil-

dren in Springfield or

anywhere else to die

because they don't get

pre-natal care. It is

insane that so many people can work

in the Department of Health as chil-

dren are still dying because of igno-

rance.

Here at UMass. the biggest project

that I am working on is childcare. The
school needs to expand and develop

new types of care for all students This

isn't only a problem for the University

— all across America women are hav-

ing to make the choice between kids

and career.

Wouldn't it be nice if maternity

leave turned into maternity areas,

where instead of a woman having to

give up her job she could work, bring

her child with her and could nurse the

baby on the job? Her work wouldn't

have to stop unless she wanted it to.

Someday. I'd like to see childcare

programs offered in public schools.

Not necessarily free, but at such a

reduced rate that cities and town
wouldn't complain of the cost, and
more parents would be allowed the

room for careers. I've heard the idea of

Letters to the Editor

landlord was the color of his skin.

While we ought not automatically
assume that what happened to the
African-American student in the
University Store was a manifestation of

racism, we cannot automatically rule it

out either. Even if our view of our-

selves is that we would not treat peo-

ple negatively based on the color of

their skin, we must allow for that pos-

sibility in others and in ourselves as

well. In some of our simplest
day-to-day interactions, we may inad-

vertently cause pain and humiliation to

others, and not even know it.

I can only try to imagine the pain
and frustration that
African-Americans feel when they are

singled out for unfair and humiliating

treatment. When those who are the
victims of such experiences speak up.

even at the very real risk of being
blamed for the ill-treatment they
received, they help us as a community
move toward greater sensitivity and
understanding.

In that regard. I want to bring our
attention to an ongoing source of dis-

tress and pain that I and many other

lews experience on this campus that

also has to do with the articles that

have appeared in the Collegian.

It is appropriate and healthy that

political differences of all sorts be
addressed in those pages and else-

where on campus. Space should be
fairly and equitably allocated for the

expression of various views, and the

same rules should apply to all.

Differences ought to be aired without

victimizing those with whom one dis-

agrees.

As a lew. 1 find most of the articles

about Israel written on the
Multicultural Affairs and Developing
Nations pages of the Collegian to be
insulting and hurtful, let alone filled

with too many inaccuracies to be taken

up here. They cross the line of fair, bal-

anced and reasonable discourse. It is

troubling to note that one-sided con-

demnations of Israel are the only arti-

cles ever allocated page long discours-

es by one author anywhere in the
Collegian. Only an article that is criti

cal oflsrael is printed with illustrations

in multiple colors, as in the Collegian

of October 22. Further, the articles are

insulting and demeaning to anyone

mandated childcare, but I'm not bur
in a COUntt) lhat could actually allow

children to starve while so many f.ii

cats fill their faces would ever pay for

mandated child care

School breakfast and lunch pro-

grams should also be expanded. We
live in a strange world where not

everyone is equal when it comes to the

simple things like getting something to

eat before going to school. If you want

kids to do well in school you have to

make sure they've eaten a good meal

1 1 has been proven that kids who cat

breakfast do better in school.

The big-wigs in Congress eat prein

well at the public trough. Whv
shouldn't poor kids eat a little better

too?

Today is my birthday and I am
the ripe old age of 24. I am a senior

political science major at this

University, and I am at mid-mid
age. I figure I should live to be 9tv

unless I get hit bv a bus or some-

thing At this point of retrofpe.

I waited to reflect on some of the

project^ that I have worked on in

the past and projects I hope to in

the future. Birthdays are funny in

that they remind us of our mortaliiv

and our failures and our successes

The goal of course to have more
successes than failures.

Robert Kennedy once said. "Some
people look at America as is it is

and ask why: I look at America as n

might be and ask why not." Imagine

the best America that can be and
then make it happen.

loseph Fountain is a Collegian

staff member.

who might have a different perspcv

tive. The scorn heaped upon those who
disagree goes fat beyond the issues ol

ihe debate.

Opposing views are dismissed vari-

ously as "professional propagandists"

(Collegian. Nov. 12. p. 5) or people
who "have absolutely no commitment
whatsoever to the \ru\\\" (Collegian.

Nov. 12. p. 5). We are told that "the

racist psychopathology associated with
Israel remains a common affliction

among supporters of Israel"

(Collegian. Nov. 12. p. 5). These nega-

tive characterizations, as well as

descriptions of Israel as "a parasite that

thinks nothing of biting the hand that

feeds it" or "a monster that is out of

control." (both from Collegian. Oct I.

p. 5) contribute nothing to a construc-

tive debate about the best and fairest

ways to achieve peace in the Middle
East. Instead they demonize Israel, and
those who voice support for it are

characterized as defective people who
spread "blatant lies, distortions, and
misinformation as a matter of course."

(Collegian. Nov. 12. p. 5).

Is this any way to carry on an
enlightened debate? Must anyone
who has a different view about Israel

be demeaned and ostracized in the
same ways that lews have been his-

torically scupegoated? lews have been
victimized as monsters, parasites,
sick or abnormal — the same accusa-
tions that are used in these articles

criticizing Israel and its supporters.
These are hurtful stereotypes, adding
nothing to the debate, but continuing
to perpetrate suspicions and preju
dice about those who are different or
express different views

Stereotypes are harmful. They pro-
mote guilt or suspicion simply for
being a member of a race or religion
or nation. They can lead to false
accusations and public humiliation in

a store, or vilification of a people and
a country in a newspaper. In place of
victimization, stereotyping and scape
goating. we can try to move toward
respecting, appreciating and even cel-

sbtating the different races and
nation! and religions that make out
world so vibrant and fascinating.

Rabbi Saul Permuttcr

Northampton
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Arts & Living
Wooten's bass holds the groove
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

VICTOR WOOTtN
Iron Horse

Nov. 22

Playing to a packed house on Friday night, bassist

Victor Wooten, with drummer |.D. Blair, brought the

crowd some music and a stage act that many may have

not seen before. This was definitely not the ordinary,

everynight show. Wooten and Blair actually looked like

thc> were having... fun.

Mr. Wooten iwith rhythm bass accompaniment by him-

self via samplers, which he let the audience know he was
using) ran some utterly funky, some moody and some just

plain bizarre has* line-, with Blair's tom-tomless drum-
ming, especially on songs like "You Can't Hold No
Groove II You Ain't Got No Pockets."

Wooten showed how diverse his musical styles were on

Friday night, dipping into a little rap (the mellow "lustice"

being well -enjoyed by the large audience), as well as blues

and classically-influenced bass playing. There were also

quite a lew buss lines reminiscent of his full-time work in

Bela Fleck & The Flecktones. a band that balances an odd
mix of bluegrass and jazz styles.

Despite his Flecktones membership, this was Woolen's

night. However, drummer Blair, quite a charismatic guy
himself, constantly held conversation with Wooten by way
of headset microphones, and was as much a presence on
stage as Wooten was. At one point in the show, he even
picked up the bass, and Wooten took up the sticks and,

with instruments switched, they still put out some great

danceable music. Aside from many bands nowadays cash-

ing in on the two/three-chord alternative scam, Wooten
and Blair are actually great, utterly talented musicians.

One complaint about the show here is the length of it.

Wooten's bass solo near the end of the two-hour set

(which proved to be exhaustive, especially packed into a

hot place, standing all the while) lasted at least half an

hour. His abilities are astounding, with his playing pro-

ducing odd harmonics, overtones and complicated lines,

but he went at it a little bit too long. As it was well after

midnight and much of the crowd were students who had
just finished a long week of classes and the like, there

were more than a few yawns going around near the end of

the solo spot.

Other than the length, the show was quite a success.

Wooten balanced live bass with sampled and the two
musicians conjured up sampled vocals from lames Brown
and even themselves from Wooten's acclaimed debut solo

album from this fall, A Show Of Hands. Their exciting

personalities kept the crowd going — at least for the first

hour-and-half.

Rent captures heart & soul of bohemia
By Seema Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

RENT
Schubert Theater

Nov. 21

BOSTON — Every now and
then a musical hits Broadway with

the potential to save musical the-

ater from itself. The Pulitzer Prize

and Tony award-winning best

musical. Rent, is such a musical.

Lately, musical theater has lost

touch with its audiences.
Light-hearted scores were buoyed
by happily-ever-after stories. The
Tony award winning musicals
Crazy For )'ou and How to

Succeed in Business fall into that

category. While this type of musi-

cal theater promises a good time,

emotional response to the show is

almost non-existent.

Rent elicits the emotions that

have been missing from musical
theater for a long lime.

Written as a rock opera. Rent is

about a group of bohemian
artist-types trying to struggle with

the day-to-day task of just living.

Leaving nothing out. Rent man-
ages to blend together homosexual
lifestyles, poverty, homelessness,

death, AIDS, drugs and drag
queens in a sophisticated mix.

While there is the potential for

Rent to degenerate into crassness,

it never does.

The original Broadway cast,

made up of virtual unknowns,
burst onto the scene this past

lanuary, performing under the

most difficult and emotional of cir-

cumstances. Jonathan Larson, who
wrote the book, lyrics and music
for the production, died suddenly

of an aortic aneurysm on the night

Rent was supposed to open off-off

Broadway.

When the production began to

prepare for a second cast, there

was a slight question of whether
the Boston cast would be able to

match Broadway's emotional
intensity.

The Boston cast has more than

met the expectations and standards

of the original. The new cast is led

by Sean Keller, who plays the bit-

ter, HIV-positive Roger. Roger
hasn't been outside of the apart-

ment he shares with Mark Cohen
(Luther Creek) in seven months,
strumming his guitar in an attempt

to achieve "One Song Glory"
before he dies.

Roger is shaken out of his

depression when the sultry and
sensuous Mimi Marquez (Simon)
enters his life, asking if he would
"Light My Candle."

Stephen Alexander, playing the

good-hearted drag queen Angel
steals the show with his

funk-laced "Today 4 U," about the

mysterious death of an akita

named Evita. Carrie Hamilton
plays Maureen, the self-absorbed

ex-girlfriend of Mark and current

girlfriend of loanne (Sylvia

MacCalla). Mark and Joanne
lament Maureen's selfishness in

"Tango Maureen," but Maureen
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The UMass Theater Guild put on Neil Simon's Rumors this past weekend.

ELI2AW1H BSOWN/COUIXIAN

Guild shines in Neil Simon production

By Seema Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

RUMORS
Bowker Auditorium

Nov. 23

Bowker Auditorium was filled

Saturday night as the University of

Massaehusetts Theater Guild con-

g e t s

her
own in

with
"Take
Me or Leave Me."

Rent is a highly sensuous,
anguished musieal with turbulent,

yet joyous undertones. It is far

from perfection, but in its Haws, it

has succeeded in conveying its

messages and lessons about life.

Rent will continue at the

Shuhert Theater until Jan. 26. Call

for times and tickets at (800)
447-7400.

eluded its four-day run of Neil

Simon's Rumors.
Rumors, a hilarious farce about

high society, was pulled off won-
derfully by the Guild, with spectac-

ular performances from the entire

cast.

Rumors was set in Sneden's
Landing at Charlie and Myra's
house. Charlie and Myra are throw-

ing a tenth anniversary party, but

when their guests begin to arrive,

they find that Charlie has shot him-

self through the ear, while Myra
and the servants are missing.

First on the scene are Chris and

Ken Gorman (Tara McRae and
Chris Cook). The Gormans are try-

Turn to RUMORS, page 7

Dontjust

sit around....

read the
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Minutewomen trounce GW, Va Tech women's basketball
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By Steven Grant

Collegian Staff

MASSACHUSETTS 3

VIRGINIA TECH

Thanks to this past weekend, the Massachusetts
Minutewomen may not be celebrating their third straight
20- win season at the end of the year. Instead, if things go
the way they like, the post-season partying focus will be on
the program's first JO-win season since 1986.

C'uach Bonnie Kenny's gals (28-*. 15-5 A-IO) squeezed
out a couple of Atlantic 10
victories, juicing up both the

win column and some
momentum for the upcom-
ing A-IO tourney, as the

regular season has concluded.

Mass defeats George Washington, 3-2
In this one. an A-10 has-been fell to an A-10 still-is in a

nip-flop (15-10, 14-16. 15-4, 4-15, 15-13) battle of teams
headed in different directions.

The Lady Colonials, who lost last year's conference play-

er of the year, Svetlana Vtyurina, to graduation, are now a
meager 1 3-20, 9-1 1 A-10. UMass, however, has won 10 of
eleven and five straight, and is cruising into the playoffs.

Senior Dionne Nash, who will never play a regular-sea-

son match again, posted 15 kills and 15 digs for UMass,
which finished 1 5-5 in the conference.

lunior Michelle Paciorek and freshman |ill Meyers added
16 kills each, while freshman Kari Hogancamp earned 12
kills and 23 digs. Sophomore setter Katie Pearce recorded

65 assists to set the pace.

UMass defeats Virginia Tech, 3-1

Despite dropping game one, and falling behind 6-0 in

game two, the Minutewomen, led by Nash, dug deep and
won the match. 8-15, 15-12, 15-13.15-9.

The constant improvement of the freshmen has been evi-

dent, as career-highs have been popping up all season long.

That trend continued in this match.

Friday marked the first time Hogancamp posted 1 6 kills,

and also had 28 digs to boot. Meyers' 27 digs was a career-

high for her, too. Even better, she broke the school's single-

season record for blocks with 120, while earning 12 killv

What's more, Pearce got into the act with 22 digs, a

career-best, and stayed true to form with 52 assists.

But the Hokies had the most trouble with Nash, whose 22
kills was a match high. The outside hitter also tallied 17

digs. Walters chipped in 20 digs.

it's now impossible for the Hokies (15-16, 9-10 A-10) to

finish .500 in the conference or overall. They were led by

Meredith Braine. who collected 15 kills and 24 digs, both

team-highs.

Volleyball Notes... UMass will be the No. 4 seed in the

four team tourney, which starts Nov. 29.. They've beaten

the top two seeds in the regular season... UMass swept the

season series with VTech... Both the Hokies and
Minutewomen hit .164. Quite a coincidence, but not a very

telling stat, considering the outcome. Also strange, VTech
had more blocks and assists than UMass, made less errors,

and earned only three less kills. Kenny's crew had the clear

advantage in digs however, 133-103... Already, the 28 wins
is the most under Kenny, who took over the reinstated pro-

gram in 1993.

continued from page 1

the lead and pulled to within four at

19-15 on a Kelly Van Huisen
jumper.

Van Huisen, shouldering most of

the burden felt by the loss of
Kuzmeski, was the Minutewomen's
catalyst all afternoon. The freshman
point guard tallied 14 points and
dished out five assists, but had nine

turnovers trying to force the ball

down low, sometimes passing up
the open shot.

Thrust into the starling line-up,

Van Huisen is playing a large role

early in her UMass career.

"(The coaches and 1] really didn't

talk about what my role was going
to be. I just have to go out hard,

strong and play a solid game," Van
Huisen said. "Like coach has been
telling me, once I step on the court

I'm not a freshman anymore."
Van Huisen was the floor general

for the belter part of the
Minutewomen's big rally early in

the second half in which they drew
to within a single bucket at 45-44.
Senior forward Crystal Carroll

was the major beneficiary of Van
Huisen's solid transition play.

Carroll opened the second half by
dropping a 10-footer and scoring
from a Van Huisen dish on the very

next offensive series.

Then Van Huisen drove the lane

herself, had her shot blocked, got the

ball back and laid it in through the

forest of Buckeye defenders, pulling

the Minutewomen within four.

With starters Kara Tudman and
Sabriya Mitchell on the bench with
four fouls and Carroll playing with

three, sophomore Yolanda Rayside
stepped up, pulling down a

team-high six rebounds. Her
biggest board came off the offen-

sive glass with 8:40 to go as she put

back the miss, bringing UMass
within one.

Darsch was forced to call a time-

out, as the momentum pendulum
was swinging heavily in the
Minutewomen's direction, and the

1,635 that occupied the William D.

Mullins center could smell Buckeye
blood.

Diminutive Ohio State point
guard Marcie Alberts hit two crucial

three-pointers to silence the UMass
faithful, and effectively bury the

Minutewomen.
Alberts was not shy with letting

the treys fly as she launched 13

attempts, connecting on five to

account for her 15 points on the

day. Alberts dished out four assistv

but more importantly committed no

turnovers in 37 minutes of playing

time.

"It was kind of an off day,"
Alberts said. "1 had a lot of open
shots. I hit a couple (towards the

end of the game] and my teammates
kept looking for me."

Alberts' 15 points led the

Buckeyes, while Carroll notched a

game-high 23 points before fouling

out with under two minutes to go.

Carroll shot 10-for-16 from the floor

and pulled down five rebounds, three

off the offensive glass

The Minutewomen don't have a

lot of time to regroup. They head
back into battle on Tuesday in

Connecticut to take on Fairfield

University. Then over Thanksgiving
break, UMass will participate in the

Hartford Courant Connecticut
Classic, where they will clash with

UConn.

men's basketball UMass
continued from page 10

year. Averaging only 16.3 minutes per

game throughout his career, Weeks
has averaged five boards a game in

two years as a Minuleman.

The answer to everyone's question:

Who will take the tip replacing last

year's Ail-American, now Toronto
Raptor Marcus Camby? In today's

match, it will be junior Inus Norville,

with 6-foot- 10, 270 pound sopho-

rumors

more Lari Ketner coming off the

bench.

The lone rookie in the starting line

up will be small forward Winston
Smith. Rated as one of the nation's

top 60 high school prospects last

year, he scored over 1 ,650 points and
grabbed 830 boards in his three years

at St. Patrick's in Elizabeth, N.).

The UMass/Chaminade game is

the first of four opening round con-

tests today. In other Maui
Invitational action. South Carolina

meets Virginia, No. 2 Kansas meets
LSU and No. 23 Iowa meets
California. If the Minutemen rout

Chaminade in the first round, they

will play the winner of the South
Carolina/Virginia matchup tomorrow
at 2 p.m.

streak

continued from page 10

boom-boom," Rudy said. "But actual-

ly, the one at Harvard looked more in

from the way the ball spinned. It's too

bad, because in another few minutes,

we would have been ready to pull Erin

Lynch. She would have come forward,

and tried to take a crack in the last five

minutes."

For another representative of one of

UMass' top graduating classes in histo-

women's soccer

ry, Amy Powell just knew that the

team did their best to not have a call

decide the match.

"In the second half, we came out
strong and gave it our all... I don't

know." Powell said. "You come out

losing the first half, and now you only

have 45 minutes left. We figured that

out, and we just played how we knew
how to play. No tactics. No systems.

lust all out 100 percent. We gave it all

and they just had more today.

"It was a fabulous four years. We
made it to the tournament every year,

and the final four the first year. But it

all comes down to the tournament. We
played a good Harvard game, came out

and played a good second half, but we
couldn't put the ball into the net today.

So, we go home."

continued from page 6

ing to figure out what has happened here and what to tell the others when the

classic yuppie couple of Lenny and Claire Ganz (played by Tim McKeon and

|enn Bean) arrive. Other guests include Cassie and Glenn Cooper (Darcie

Dennigan and Chris Rohter) and Cookie and Ernie Cusack (Susan Boyle and

lustin Smith).

While Rumors owed its humor to its author, the play itself succeeded because

of the talented cast.

McKeon stole the show, regaling the police officers who show up with a fan-

tastic, off-the-cuff explanation of what happened to Charlie and Myra.

With plenty of slapstick comedy, high-pitched shrieks and facial expressions,

the cast managed to convey the absurdity and silliness of high society life.

The Theater Guild's next performance will be Dec. 5-7 in the Student Union

Ballroom. For more information call 545- 0415 or visit 423A Student Union.

continued from page 10

action, and alleviated some of

O'Brien's concerns about a backcourt

missing senior co-captain Beth
Kuzmeski, who will be out for the

next three weeks with a sprained

foot.

"1 just tried to come out and play

hard," Van Huisen said. "Once I step

on the court I'm not a freshman."

OSU coach Nancy Darsch praised

the Minutewomen's effort.

"They played hard and feisty and
that's just what we expected of
them," she said.

continued from page 10

With the UMass defense constantly

worried about the swarming blue and
white bodies around it, the

Minutewoman offense never had a

chance to produce.

"We didn't really have an offense,"

striker Emma Kurowski said. "It felt

like we were playing defense the whole

time. They just didn't allow us to get

the ball and turn | upheld] at all."

The second half was more evenly

played, but the Huskies would prevail

in the end. UMass had its best scoring

opportunities on a pair of corner kicks

in the 57th minute, and on shots by

Julie Magid. Sandy Shimogaki and
Lynch.

The Minutewomen, a majority of

whom were fighting off nagging
injuries, battled as well as they could

against a strong opponent and despite

the loss, the team, its six seniors in par-

ticular, felt no shame in their final

efforts.

"We went down fighting." Rudy
said. "That first half we got the ya-ya's

out of our system after that I was very

proud of the way they fought from
here. I know how many times those

people had to stop in the middle of

training this week and how little they

did [due to their injuries].

"Considering what we had in terms

of health on the field, we did about the

best that we could."

"We just came out [in the second

half] and gave it our all and played

like we know how to play," said

Powell, a senior tri-captain complet-

ing a stand-out career with both the

soccer and Softball teams, who will

be missed by many. "No tactics. No
systems. )ust all out 100-percent. We
gave it all we had but they just had
more today."
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Always Wanted On* of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Dilbert By Scott Adu;ns

113 Campus Center • University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS
CHINESE FO00 Kai Chi delivering

Sunday Thursday to ?am. Friday and

Saturday to 3am

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Takt Ovtr Laast I
'97 One bed

room, uptown apt Great location

Amherst Center Call 253 4781

AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing a used car? Having

your car repaired? Do you know
your rights? Contact the Student

Legal Services Office. 922 Campus
Center 545-1996

•51/7 Ford Escort for $250' High

miles, runs perfectly - only needs

manifold repair Call Mike at 549

9205 (leave a messagel

1988 Oldsmobile Delta M Great

car. low price- $500 Call Chris 549

0564

EMPLOYMENT

SUMMER CAMP! CO ED Sleep

awayi Many COUNSELOR P0SI

TI0NS AVAILABLE 1 We need role

models, sensitive, caring and skilled

„taff members FOR THE BEST SUM-
MER OF YOUR LIFE! in NE
Pennsylvania's Pocono Mts call

(800)61 -WANDA or E-mail towan-

da©mtertamp com or visit our WebSite

EMPLOYMENT
http //www intercamp com/towanda

for information, application and to

schedule an interview This is a

great camp and an awesome experi-

ence Camp Towanda. Honesdale

PA

Campaign Jobs for Ik*
Environment Part-timejobs now.

full- time over break Earn $50

$75/day. $250-$400/week Fun.

casual atmosphere Work with

MASSPIRG to stop pollution Learn

alot Call Tern 256-6434

Mullint Cantor tooki 20-30 reli-

able people to work event staff

Availability during Intersession pre-

ferred Apply in person Mullins

Center 2nd Floor by Nov 26

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed 1 Entry-level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services (206) 971 -3600 ext R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to $25 $45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan, S Korea No teach

ing background or Asian languages

required For info call (206) 971-

3570 ext J50016

FOR RENT
Cape Cod jcoup & summer rentals

Waterfront houses, Falmouth area

1508)477 6000

HOUSE FOR RENT ROOM FOR RENT

FOR SALE

BEAUTIFUL OOG MISTREATED
NEEDS A LOVING OWNER PLEASt
INQUIRE i® .'In

Snowboard lor tala Burton Twin
Tip 139 with bindings $200 or best

offer Call Rose 6 5538

Complete 5 CD stereo system! 5

band graphic equalizer, dual tape

deck and powerful receiver $250 or

B/0 Call Craig 546-681

1

TREK 800 Green Mtn Bike Bought

$425 00/Sell$200 Steve 6- 1996

MAC Cantris 610 8MB RAM 80MB
HD Full page monitor |g<av scale)

External fax modem Ethernet card

Call Fernao 549-3927 Price nego-

tiable

Now York Knick Tickets for sale

Vs Seattle. San Antonio Indiana

(8881602 0774 (pager)

FOUND
Found- Ladies Gold Timex watch
in Bartlett 11/21 Call Dawn 665-

9068

Secluded Riverfront Home '.

Green River ARTISTS INN Residence

living or Studio Space Avail Immed
Part Furnished 14x24' $350/mo or

20x24' $375/mo % util . sec dep

.

references, some pels ok. gas heat,

wash/dry, snow rmvl, kitchen cathe-

dral ceiling, fireplace, balcony East

Colrain. 20 min/GFLD 40
mm/UMass 624-3928

Amherst Belchertown Una 4

bedroom. 2 bath home in quiet area

Available now 549-4270

INSTRUCTION

Boxing Three private 1/2 hour

lessons $6995 Call 732-8817 In

Amherst Tues & Thurs Eve

Lost 11-19-96 Woman's Gold Wrist

Watch Citizen Contact at 5-1015

Thanks

MISCELLANEOUS

New Metabolism Breakthrough
Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35
800-776-9503 Doctor Approved

PERSONALS
LAUR - I'm out of my mind you're

out of town JTM

2 Outgoing girls seek persons) to

rent large bedroom in uptown apt

Great location, in great condition

Start Jan 1 Contact Tricia/LB 549

3649 ASAP

Sublease my room tor the Spring

Semester Really close to campus 1

549-5920

Looking for a Female to share an

apartment in South Amherst on the

bus route Call 253-6405 Available

Wintersession and/or Spring

Sunderland 1BR in 2BR Apt

$315 00 t utilities Must find some-

one before Thanksgiving for Spring

term or Jan 1 665-4394

ROOMATE WANTED
Roommates Wanted: One or two

males to share rent at Brandywine

Apts Starts January 1 st Call Bryan

5494591

SERVICES

GORILLAGRAMS Birthdays Roses

Balloons, etc Send the crazy gorilla

We'll go anywhere, anytime!!

Student rates available' Call 256

0287

SERVICES
Money for College. Millions of

dollar s unclaimed every year

Results guaranteed Service is free

Thousands of sources of Financial

Aid available Hurry Call (413) 538-

0041 for more info

CAR NEED REPAIR? Let me come
to you! Student Rates 665 4790

Computer Problems? Need an
upgrade 7 In house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

Pregnant? Need he p? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549- 1 906

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK TRIPS Cancun.

Bahamas Jamaica & Florida Best

prices, best parties GROUP DIS-
COUNTS Space is limited For free

brochure CALL TODAY 1 800 959

4SUN

Spring Break America's Premier

Student Travel Co ! Party in Cancun

& Nassau from $299! ! Find out how
to go for free and earn cash! II Call

(800)798 1509

Killington Ski House naads
housemates $500 00 for entire sea-

son 549 8924

TRAVEL
$S Cruise Ships Hiring SS
Travel free Exotic places Save $$$i

Seasonal/Permanent No experience

necessary Travel/Employment
Directory Free Info! Act now!
HTTP WWWW Tropical-
Destinations com Brett 9 Tropical-

Destinations com 1413)525-6487

SCUBA SPRING BREAK Dive Key

Largo, FL Earn 2 credits! March 16-

22 Mandatory Meeting 2/28 7pm
Herter 227 Call Project DEEP®
(800)282-0977

Spring Break '17 Hottest destina-

tions and coolest vacations! Lowest

prices guaranteed! Organize small

group, travel free! Call for free info

(800)426 7710

TRAVELTIME has great daals for

group and individual travel plans

Call Corinne 587-301 1 413-781-6150

WANTED
Wanted- Tutor for AUTO CAD
Realease13 Will pay Call Rob at

546-0272

STUDENTS Moonlighting as

dancers/strippers in local clubs If

interested in sharing your story for

my independent study photoessay on

"creative student employment", call

Caroline at 546-5269 for more info

Identity confidential upon request

WANTED
Mattress Wanted QUEEN Call

Eugenie 545 3768

WHtN WILL
(AY RAISE
Bt ELECTIVE?

1

THE SAKE
MfM YOU
ARE.

o

THE EVIL MR. CATBERT,

OIRECTOR OF H.R., 15

FEELING "IN THEIONE."

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

THURSDAYS

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20<£ per word/day

All

others

40<£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly. We
are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

Answers to

Yesterday's Puzzle
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Classifieds

"they work"

Standard Headings
Activities Miscellaneous
Announcements Motorcycles
Apartment For Personals
Rent Room For Rent
Auto For Sale Room Wanted
Employment Roommate
Entertainment Wanted
For Sale Services
Found (2 days Free) Summer Sublet
Happy Birthday To Sublet
Houses For Rent Travel
Instruction Transportation
Lost Wanted to Rent
Musicians Wanted

CROSSWORD
1 2 3 '

1

' 6 } *

1
H 16 n n

13 " ' 5

16 " ,.

19 20

1
" 22

23

L UK
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

34 fjBtt • 1 M37

38 iB 39 40

42 43 1 w
46

I

49

,.^^^^50 "

1
M0PI

54 55 57 58 59

60

1

., 62

1

63

64 . 66

67 68 69

ACROSS
1. Runner Budd
5. Light bulb power

S. Radio

13. Monogram pert

abbr

14. Hooded snake

1 5. Sad news note

16. Marrow

17. Be of value to

18. Dracu/a costume

19. Before chase or |ack

21. LP informally

23. Peona's st

24. Recital piece

25. Roping, cowboy-style

30. Deteriorate

34. Art course abbr

35. River to the

Mediterranean

37. Henry Fowler s

concern

38. Exported insecticide

abbr

39. Disregarded

41. Refrain syllable

42. Sevareid et al

44. 'Pleasures

(Dryden) (2 wds I

45. Afrikaner

46. Daughter on "Cosby"

48. Domestics

50. Dominate

52. Poet s above'

53. Camouflage

56. South central

Pennsylvania city

80. Vocalized

61. Risk

63. December song

64. " anarchy is

loosed upon the

wortd" (Yeats)

65. Oodles

66. Biblical scribe

67. Pitcher Dennis "Oil

Can"

68. Feminine suffix

69. Spreads hay

DOWN
1. Moves quickly

2. Sleep (postpone

a decision) (2 wds)

3. Fossil suffix

4. Nonbetiever

5. Used a loom

6. The Daba
Honeymoon"

7. Causes a fall

8. Candle ingredient

9. Fu Manchu and

Frankenstein

10. Blind as (2 wds)
11. Cry of pain

12. Suffix with young or

old

14. Vocation

20. Mideast mils

22. How a bedtime story

is read

25. Worked as a

stevedore

26. Physicist Ampere

27. Lingerie matenal

28. One of Columbus

ships

29. It makes a model

shine

31. Squelched

32. Heron

33. Draws close

36. Part of HOMES
39. Put forth

40. Registers

43. Surrounded

45. Titled Englishman

47. Goby
49. Pet doc

51. Opt

53. Rooster s feature

54. Black-and-white

snack

55. a one (none)

56. General's assistant

57. Seep

58. Social pariah

59. Ah, me!

62. First to jump ship

Th* Moivorhutettv
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Personals Policy

2.

I

5.

All personals MUST be proofread by Co//efi/an"classitied
employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.
Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are
not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of
harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.
7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-
tise meetings, etc.

All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as Tilled in on the insertion
order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license ant,1

the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

¥enalties under the law.

he Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-
dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
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By pos/ing v^our balance
m full each month,moo
have avoided costly Pi-

nance charges and late

fees. You are prompt and

Robotman By Jim Meddick

Therefore,we have
decided to cancel
vpor credit card.

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick

Ptm.l&NE "rOUR 6 BY IOS
id miss craw aud uxvr,
to Be cAuep'i \wvrV"'

fj,

8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

w\,e>\<5e*.£S.. we ear beuihp in

ovjr REHT ftNP ear evictet? .

WOWPtRlNG \?

WE COULD CRAS

^UST UNTIL..

SHOCKS
DOWTSKY

PMOTWER WORD'

(M CAStv tS SO CpSA ' \TU BE L\KE ONE
?=i BIG SLUrABER WRTY.'/.'

ISTiLL^
VOTE FOR
LOOKING
FCReVN
EfAPTY
REFR\€
ERAJtiR

,Kav,^'

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University' By Frank Cho

•
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ARIES
March 21 -April 20
If you're trying to get something from

a powerful person, working behind the

scenes Is best. It Is always safer not to

Olsruss your financial situation with

anyone. Confidential Information you

hear later this week will help you

make the final decision about a career

change.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

Keep private Issues to yourself It Is

better not to let the whole world know
your business A good deal could be

right around the corner If you must
go out of your way. do It. It's worth

the extra effort.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Concentrate on work today, and fight

off as many distractions as you can.

Your friends and loved ones will have

to wait until after a big Job Is done.

Don't worry. It won't take long. Youll

have It wrapped up by the weekend

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Negotiations with a business partner

will be to your advantage. Hold your

meeting In a private place so both of

you can speak freely and honestly.

Your partner may share more than

he/she Initially Intended Listen to a

friend's advice when it comes to

romance. He or she can help you

finally make the right decision.

LEO
July 23-August 23

It could be a slow week, but you

deserve It after the month that you've

had. Help an Impetuous friend to be

more patient. The deciding vole Is In

your hands, so be extra careful when
making your final decision

VIRGO
August 24 September 22

You will finally get a chanre to use

your knowledge on an unusual

subject at work. Enjoy It while you

can— It may not last very long Don't

let another person's plans get In the

way of your direction There's only a

short time to achieve your goal.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
If you have the time today, go

shopping for yourself. You deserve to

be rewarded after last week It's time

to clean out your workplace Get rid

of what you're not using. You'll feel

refreshed when It's done

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
A relative could spill the beans about

a family secret. Don't overreact. It

won't look as bad In the morning after

you've slept on It. Keep your curiosity

under control, or you may find out

more than you ever wanted to know

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

You will feel as If you're under some
pressure this week. Don't cave In to

it. Keep your promise, but without

robbing the other person blind. You
have a few tricks up your sleeve, too.

Don't be afraid to use them. Join

forces with a creative friend later In

the week. Your artistic talents could

have a chance to shine through

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
You might need to apply a little

pressure to get what you want.

Rehearse your scheme before you put

It into play You'll need a flawless

performance to pull this one off It

should come together perfectly It will

be for another person's good

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18
Get some good advice from a favorite

authority figure today Some strong

guidance may be Just want you've

been looking for. Don't be afraid to get

a second opinion from a friend It's a

good week to spend some quality time

at home with a loved one.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Keep your energy level high. Now is

not the time to fall behind If you work
hard now. the opportunity to travel

could be Just around the corner. Give
romance a second chance First

Impressions don't hold as much
weight as you once thought

For Entertainment Purposes Only

%

Hold you how I bit a kid at

school when I was a little boy. I

think at one point in a little boy's

life he thinks he's a dog.

My mouth was very close to

his arm anyway. It was easier to

bite him than to punch him.

I think biting someone really

gets the point across.

Can 't you see the headlines:

PRESIDENT OF KOREA BITES

PRESIDENT CLINTON....

BOTH FEEL MUCH BETTER

and the world tension eases.

Clothing doesn't taste too

good... but it's a small price to pay.

Close te Heme By John McPherson

Leedee By Mike Rybicki
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"OK, Mr. Frawley ... severe sinus congestion."

Social Norm By Mr. K-

Duh... By Maura & Micaela
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Quote of the Day

Nobody understands

me! Do you know
what I mean?

Overheard

w

Quote of the Day

a
Who's the more fool-

ish.. .the fool or the

fool who follows him?

Today's D.C. Menu
Coll 545-2636 tor

|

Franklin

LUNCH
Mesquite Chicken

Italian Sausage Grinder

Pizza

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Beef Stroganoff

Tofu Fajita

Chicken Hoagle

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Pucks

Italian Sausage Grinder

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Beef Stroganoff

-Ben Kenobi

99

Worcester

LUNCH
Chicken Pucks

Ziti & Tomato Sauce

Macaroni & Lentil

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Tofu Fajita

Pastabilities

Stuffed Shells

Berkshire

LUNCH
Pizza

Chicken Pucks

7iti/Tomato Sauce

Macaroni & Lentil

DINNER
Beef Stroganoff

Chicken Fajita

Tofu Fajita

Pastabilities

J
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InsNte this Issue:

• Yesterday, the • Women's basketball dropped

Massachusetts women's soccer Its season opener to Ohio State

team was bounced from the yesterday in the William D.

NCAA Tournament, losing to Mullins Center. (See page 10 for

UConn 2-0 in Storrs, Conn. (See the scoop).

page 10 for the story). • The A-1 Tournament bound
• The Massachusetts men's women's volleyball team came

hockey team blanked Army on from behind to beat Virginia

Friday at home before falling to Tech on the road this weekend.

UVM yesterday. (See page 10 for (See page 10 for the rundown).

the recap).

Collegian Sports • Monday, November 25, 1 996

Sweet Sixteen soured, UConn blanks UMass 2-0
By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

MASSACHUSETTS

CONNECTICUT

STORRS. CONN. — A week ago yesterday. Harvard's

No. 7 Emily StaufTer rocketed a 20-yard shot in overtime of

the Crimson's NCAA first round women's soever match
against Massachusetts, and watched it strike the underside

of the crossbar to goalkeeper Danielle Dion's right and drop
straight down.

The referee ruled that the

ball did not completely cross

the goal line, and UMass
went on to win in triple

overtime.

With 1 1:52 remaining in yesterday's NCAA mend round
match against No. 4 Connecticut. Chrisy McCann rocketed a

20-yard shot that also struck the underside of the crossbar

to Dion's right and dropped straight down.
This eerily similar shot was ruled a goal, and the Huskies

hung on to win 2-0.

Last week the Minutewomen lived by a matter of inches:

u-urddN they died by a matter of inches Cat la vie.

"I guess they got some lucky breaks and we didn't get the

lucky breaks today." Dion said.

I Mail entrenched itself in a bunker defense to open the

match. The Minutewomen played much of the opening
frame on it> own half of the pitch, gauging UConn's attack

tactics, u- Huskv coach Lett Tsantiris often switches his

methods

UConn scored the match's opening goal early in this peri-

od, at the 4:57 mark, when a UMass defender got tangled up
attempting to clear a ball eight yards from the goal. UConn's
Margaret Tietjen fired the ball from between the UMass
player's legs like a croquet wicket, blasting a beautiful shot

from a tough angle into the side netting on Dion's left.

The UMass defense battled hard in the first half, with a

trio of Minutewomen making back saves in the opening 29
minutes Amy Powell and Robin Smith both stopped UConn
shots, but none were more spectacular than Erica Iverson

leaping over a fallen Dion to deflect a Kerry Connors shot in

the seventh minute, averring a potential back-breaker.

L M.iss nmch lim Rudy made several adjustments before
the close o( the half, briefly going with three defenders and
pushing Erin Lynch up into the midfield after inserting Kate
Webb in the 59th minute. Still. UConn held a 19-0 shot
advantage at the break, and an 8-0 edge in comer kicks.

Goal call goes Huskies way,

UM momentum falls away
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

IORMA KANSANEN COUfCIAN
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Senior Tina Lightning and freshman Tarah Tokarchik battle with UConn's Sarah Barnes in

yesterday's 2-0 loss in Storrs.

STORRS, CONN.- — In any game,
especially a Sweet Sixteen match, there

is no way that an official should judge

the outcome of a game. Period.

At the 78:28 mark in the

Massachusetts women's lOQCCr team's

2-0 loss to Connecticut, line official

David Boland reversed the head refer-

ee's decision to disallow sophomore
defender Chrisy McCann's goal. It was
all set up by a beautiful run up the left

center of the field, with McCann's shot

from 19 yards out hitting nothing but

crossbar.

The ball bounced down and into the

box in front of prone junior keeper

Danielle Dion, but the ongoing strug-

gle for the loose ball ended with refer-

ee Fred Pierera's whistle, and his right

arm pointing to the center of the field

for a restart. After a gutsy second half,

where UMass left nothing at the

Sunday dinner table in an attempt to

tie up a 1-0 game. Boland decided to

reverse I call made by someone who
was an ex-All .American soccer player

at Brown University.

It must have been the key vantage

point Boland had from over 55 yards

away on the sideline, instead of

Pierera's view from the center of the

pitch, that made him change the origi-

nal call For the closest one to the

action, though. Dion had both seen and
heard the outcome of McCann's shot.

The junior keeper saw the ball bounce
outside the line, and heard the reaction

from the partisan fans afterwards.

"That definitely was not a goal."

Dion said. "It was clearly not a goal,

and it was funny, because for once the

fans behind me were silent. But they

ruled it a goal, and I think | the fans]

were in as just as much shock as I

was."

After a first half where the Huskies

dominated the pitch, the Minute-women
came out on all cylinders lor the second

frame. So much so that UConn was
frustrated in not putting away UMass.
Husky senior Kerry Connors did her

best boxing imitation, with a body blow
to sophomore Robin Smith, while
junior Sarah Barnes was yellow-carded

at the 70:42 mark.

The goal by McCann eight minutes

later was the straw that broke the

underdog's back, and the tide had offi-

cially turned in UConn's favor.

Freshman forward Emma Kurowski
brought up an interesting comparison
with last weekend's crossbar shot from
Harvard's Emily Stauffer. where the

call went the other way. and UMass
went on to win a 2-1 classic in triple

overtime.

"Well, that kind of sucked the wind
out of our sails." Kurowski said. "The
same exact thing happened at Harvard,

and it wasn't a goal. But the one at

Harvard looked more like a goal than

that one did. but that is just from
where I was standing.

"That kind of killed us. and we
thought if we could get one we could

get back in it... but after that, it was
over."

In the end, though, the final score

is the final score. Coach |im Rudy
understands that fact, but can not
help but make the comparison to

Harvard as well.

"That's his call to make, and that is

always a hard call, because it is

Turn to UMASS. page 7

Buckeyes bounce Minutewomen 68-53
By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

In a game of offensive runs. Ohio State managed to

come up with the biggest run of the contest — a 25-9
explosion to end the game giving the Buckeyes a

68-55 victory over a

MASSACHUSETTS 53

OHM STATE

young and hobbling
Massachusetts
women's basketball
squad.

With co-captain Beth Kuzmeski. Tez Kraft and
Lucia Madajova all out of the line-up. the
Minutewomen fell prey to an OSU team that was
coming off their first game of the season, an 85-78

tmanc vo r ot IfC.IAN

Frehsman Kelly Van Huisen notched 14 points in

yesterday's 68-53 season-opening loss to Ohio State.

victory over Providence College.

"[Having a game under our belt] helped, but it also

can be a disadvantage." Ohio State coach Nancy
Darsch said. "I think you have a certain anxiety and
nervousness, and we wanted to guard against a

let-down today."

The Buckeyes didn't come out like they were ner-

vous or anxious as they started the contest with a 9-0
run. Senior center Kelly Fergus sparked the opening
rally with five points in the first three-plus minutes of
action. Fergus scored 15 points and hauled in nine

rebounds in the game
After the early OSU spurt. UMass chipped away at
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Ohio State controls the glass,

breaks UM home win-streak

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

Opening day jitters.

The Massachusetts women's basketball team entered
Sunday's season opener with Ohio State under pres-

sure. The Minutewomen. coming off their best season

complete with a first-ever NCAA appearance, were
hoping to start phase two of the program on the right

foot by extending a 15 game on- campus win streak

with a win over the Buckeyes. They didn't get it. and as

UMass head coach loanie O'Brien explains, the
Minutewomen have got to be more clutch than they
were on Sunday if they want to make it back.

"Basketball is a simple game." O'Brien said. "You
either make plays or you don't. We didn't step it up and
make something happen, and it hurt us. We did a lot of
good things, but we struggled in that every time we
needed someone to step up and make a big play, we had
nobody step up and make that big play"
Ohio State exposed UMass's main liability — lack of

depth in the frontcourt. The Buckeyes owned the glass

all afternoon, out-rebounding UMass 43-52. including

a 19-10 edge on the offensive end. With the loss of
Melissa Gurile and Octavia Thomas, both of whom
rank in the top five of all-time scoring for the
Minutewomen. to graduation, O'Brien's crew is thin

down low. Besides forward Crystal Carroll, who bagged
25 points yesterday, there is nobody in the UMass front-

court with significant playing time under their belt.

"You can't give up 19 offensive rebounds." O'Brien
said "They dominated us. and hopefully |center| Kara
[Tudmanl and [forward] Yolanda [Rayside] get back
and rebound like they're capable of instead of standing

still and letting the ball come to them like they did

(today)."

One thing was apparent on Sunday. If the play of
freshman Kelly Van Huisen is any indication, the
Minutewomen have a bright future. Playing in her first

college game. Van Huisen emerged as a genuine scoring

threat. The freshman scored 14 points in 35 minutes ol
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UMass splits weekend on ice
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

MASSACHUSETTS 3

VERMONT

The Massachusetts hockey team
(5-7, 2-6 in Hockey East) saw the top

of the mountain and the bottom of the

valley this weekend in a 4-1 loss to

No. 4 Vermont (7-5) yesterday after

noon and a 8-0 win over Army (5-7)

Friday
night.

In the

Mullins
Center

for the first game, the Minutemen were
led by senior forward Gerry Cahill's

natural hat-trick in a four-goal BrM
period, moving on to trounce the
Cadets. Fellow senior Warren Norris

(4 goals. 7 assists. 1 1 points) also

scored a hat trick for UMass. while-

junior goalie Brian Regan recorded his

first shutout in a Minuteman uniform.

For coach |oe Mallen. he was more
than pleased with his own version of

the "special forces": his penalty kill and
power play units.

"This game really worried and con-

cerned me." Mallen said. "This was
kind of an in-between game, with

Vermont on Sunday and Merrimack
last weekend, and we really wanted
to keep our momentum going.

"Obviously, we had a terrific perfor-

mance from our special teams, two
short-handed goals and three power
play goals, that is big stuff for us."

Army was not in this contest after

the first period. Senior co-captain Rob
Bonneau and Cahill teamed up on two
short- handed goals, tying the single-

game mark held by Mike Evans.
Except for Cahill. the first goal was all

Bonneau. as he set up a faceoff in the

Cadet zone through good penalty
killing. The faceoff went straight to

Cahill. who one-timed his shot past

junior Daryl Chamberlain at the 8:59

mark.

Cahill completed his natural
hat trick in the next two and half

minutes, scoring another short-hand-

ed goal at the 9:56 mark, and a regu-

lar strength goal a little over a minute
later. "I got a couple of nice
breaks in the beginning, and a couple
of nice passes from Rob [Bonneau]."

Cahill said. "After a couple go in. the

puck just sees it's way into the net.

somehow. It's been a long time. I

don't think I've scored a hat-trick

since I was a squirt."

On Sunday afternoon, the
Minutemen travelled up to

Burlington. Vt. to face University ol

Vermont in Gutterson Field House.
This would be UMass" third top-10
opponent of the young season, but
the No. 4 Catamounts have seen
rough times of late, losing 4-2 to RPI
and 7-3 to the Big Green of
Dartmouth.

It could be easily assumed that the

Catamounts would come out fired up
on their home ice. but it was a 1-0
game after the first period. The
Minutemen special teams kept up
Friday night's success, and junior for-

ward Chris Fawcett scored on a

power play goal midway through the

first period. UMass' penalty kill unit

held the vaunted Vermont power play

to an 0-5 mark on the afternoon, but
that was not enough.

Senior |.C. Ruid led the
Catamounts with two goals, as the
home team scored four unanswered
goals to avoid another Field House
defeat in the early part of the sea-

son.

UM hoops kicks off against Chaminade
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

First-year coach lames "Bruiser" Flint and the
Massachusetts men's basketball team kick off the regular

season today when they face host Chaminade University in

the first round of the Maui Invitational at 2 p.m.

UMass will look to continue its tradition of trouncing sea-

son-opening opponents. It has won the first game of the
year the last three consecutive seasons, disposing of presea-

son No. 1 s in the last two. Last year the Minutemen toppled
Kentucky 92-82 in the Great Eight, while they destroyed
Arkansas 1 04 80 in the Tip Off Classic the year before.

In their favor. UMass has played well on the island par-

adise. Aside from the warm weather and blue skies. Hawaii
has been good to the Minutemen in years past. Last year
UMass went 3-0 in Hawaii when they won the Rainbow
Classic in Honolulu defeating North Carolina State,

Southern California and national runner-up, Syracuse.

With this experience behind them. Flint feels his team is

ready to win on the island paradise.

As promised, the Minutemen will see some familiar faces

at the opening tip off. Though UMass returns what has been
billed as the nation's best backcourt in Carmelo Iiavieso

and Edgar Padilla. the other three starting spots will sec-

some new Bn is

In the power forward slot, senior big-man Tyrone Weeks
will get the nod to Mart, After emerging as one oi the best

sixth men in the country. Weeks, who averaged 5.8 points

per game, will be counted on by Flint to go the distance this
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UMASS VS.
CHAMINADE

at Maui Invitational

TODAY 2PM.
Broascast: ESPN
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Aloha means
goodbye

Sparked by Carmelo

Travieso's 16 points,

the Massachusetts

men's basketball team

squeaked by
Chaminade 59-48 in

yesterday's season

opener (See Sports,

page 10)

The winter of our

discontent?

Al Pacino tries

to get ahold of

Shakespeare in our
"Modern World"
in Looking for

Richard. Check out
our review (See
Arts & Living,

page 6).

WORLD

North Korea agrees to

release American spy

TOKYO (AP) - North Korea
agreed to release an American arrest-

ed as a spy three months ago, but
the release ran into "complications"

Tuesday and was delayed, U.S. offi-

cials said. The U.S. Embassy in Tokyo
said Monday that Evan C. Hunziker,

26, of Tacoma, Wash., was scheduled

to arrive in Tokyo Tuesday evening

along with Rep. Bill Richardson, who
helped secure the deal. But
Hunziker's father, Edwin, told The
Associated Press Monday night that

Richardson "doesn't know if he's

going to get him or not."

Hours later, Master Sgt. George
Bieber, the spokesman for U.S. mili-

tary forces in lapan, said the turnover

had been delayed at least until

Wednesday afternoon

"There have been some complica-

tions," Bieber said. He would not
elaborate.

Richardson arrived in North Korea

Monday night in a bid to win the
release of Hunziker, who was arrested

and charged with spying when he
crossed from China into North Korea

on Aug. 24.

The United States had demanded
Hunziker's release, and the State

Department in October called the
espionage charges against him
"absolutely ludicrous."

NATION

Cronlcite: Ifs too bad
Brinkley apologized

NEW YORK (AP) - Walter Cronkite

said Monday he's disappointed that his

fellow broadcast veteran David
Brinkley apologized for calling

President Clinton "a bore."

As a commentator, Brinkley is enti-

tled to express his opinions, Cronkite

said. Rather than apologize, he should

have put Clinton on the spot.

"Why shouldn't he have an opinion

if he thinks the president is boring?"

asked Cronkite, who retired in 1981 as

the "CBS Evening News" anchor, in an
interview with The Associated Press.

"If he's not going to apologize, then

the nice thing would have been if he
had said, "Mr. President, you know
now that I think you're boring. You've

got 10 minutes to prove me wrong,"

he said. Brinkley, who said late on
Election Night that Clinton was a bore

who would spread "goddamn non-
sense" for four more years, made
amends during an interview with
Clinton for his final "This Week with

David Brinkley" show.

The 80-year-old Cronkite, whose
memoirs are being published next
month, said his former competitor had
forgotten one of the first rules of broad-

cast journalism: always assume the
microphone is on. "I can understand in

a euphoria of retirement that you're not

thinking of the old rules any longer," he
said. "It's kind of like retreating in a war.

When you go into combat, you're

ducking and dodging When you're

retreating, you stand up and just go.

You get shot in the back very easily."
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Congressman Olver appointed to

House Appropriations Committee

Tuesday, November 26, 1 996

By Raghuram Vadarevu
Collegian Staff

Coming off of a narrow victory against state Senator

lane Swift (R- North Adams) in the United States

Congressional race. Congressman |ohn Olver has rea-

son to celebrate over his recent appoint-

ment to the U.S. House of Representatives

Appropriations Committee.

"I want to use my position on the

Appropriations Committee, as well as my
strung relationship with federal agencies, to

help aid our communities in economic
development." Olver said in a press release.

He added, "I look forward to working
with the individual communities from
Pittsfield to Leominster, from Greenfield to

Westfield— to achieve a prosperous
future."

According to the press release. Olver has

been appointed to "one of the most power-
ful committees in the House."
Olver will be making a return to the

Committee after his last appointment dur-

ing the 103rd Congress.

"I look forward to returning to the House
Appropriations Committee," Olver said, "this assign-

ment puts me in a strong position to continue provid-

|ohn

ing for the people of the First Congressional District."

Olver said that while he served as Appropriations
Committee member he successfully obtained funds for

education, health care initiatives, sewer and water
projects and transportation projects.

I plan to continue fighting for the First District,

working to secure federal dollars for our
local communities," Olver said.

The House Appropriations Committee
decides funding for federal programs. The
Committee is divided into several subcom-
mittees on which Olver served during his

last tenure.

Olver has served on two of these sub-

committees during the 103rd Congress;
the Treasury-Postal and Foreign
Operations subcommittees.

He also served on the Budget Committee
and the subcommittees on Basic Research
and Energy and Environment.

The subcommittees for the 105th
Congress are expected to be announced in

January, according to the press release.

Congressman Olver has served in the

House since 1991. He filled the seat left by
the late Rep. Silvio O. Conte. Before his political

career, Olver was a chemistry professor at the
University of Massachusetts.

COURTESY A p

Olver

U.S. exports to receive big boost
Summit leaders meets Clinton halfway on electronic tariffs

By David Thurber

Associated Press

SUBIC BAY. Philippines —
President Clinton won a victory on
the trade front yesterday by per-

suading Pacific Rim leaders to

accept 2000 as the year for cutting

tariffs on information technology.

The communique ending the 18-

government summit went beyond
the language recommended last

week by ministers and partially met
U.S. demands for loosening
restraints on the global market in

computers, semiconductors, soft-

ware and telecommunications gear.

But it hedged by speaking of

"flexibility" and of "substantially"

eliminating tariffs — caveats meant
to appease poorer nations that fear

their high-tech industries will be

swamped by cheaper imports if all

trade barriers come down at once.

This enabled opponents like Prime

Minister Mahathir Mohamad of

Malaysia to say he too got his way.

The deadline "is not binding.

That means it depends on the abili-

ties of countries concerned to open

up their markets." he told

reporters. "We feel that if we are

not ready we will not have to sub-

mit to the deadline."

But Clinton called the pact "a big

deal" and a boost for jobs in the

U.S. information technology indus-

try, which is a $100 billion-a-year

export business.

"Imagine if we went to zero tar-

iffs in the entire world, what that

would mean to America and for

exports in higher-paying jobs," he
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Investigation begins

on convicted rapist

who lives on campus
By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

Until news reporters from Channel 40 News in Springfield
approached residents of Leach Residence Hall in Northeast Residence
Area last Wednesday, University of Massachusetts officials were
unaware that a convicted sex offender was living on campus.
According to Kay Scanlan, a spokesperson for the University, the

administration and UMass police did not begin to investigate the situ-

ation until they learned that Channel 40 had plans to broadcast a

three-part series on freshman Michael Carlson, a convicted rapist

who lives in Leach Residence Hall.

The Channel 40 series, which began last night, reported that while

Carlson was a first-year student at Ouinnipiac College he plead guilty

to charges brought by Nora McShane of rape and sexual assault.

According to the Channel 40 report, McShane. who is three years

younger than Carlson, lived in the same area as Carlson in

Boxborough.

The report also stated that the two individuals' families were
friends and that Carlson and McShane. who has Downs Syndrome,
were childhood companions.
Channel 40 reported that McShane said Carlson had sexually

abused her several times before he plead guilty and was sentenced to

a two year prison term which he served at Massachusetts Correctional

Institute in Concord.
Edward Melanson, Assistant Resident Director (ARD) of Leach

Residence Hall, encountered the Channel 40 crew at the building last

week.
"1 saw a news reporter and a camera person around 2:45

Wednesday afternoon," Melanson said. "I went outside and asked
why they were here. They said there was a convicted sex felon living

in the building."

The reporters then sought student reaction and encountered Leach
residents, according to Melanson. The ARD then asked the reporters

to remain outside, which, he said, they complied with.

Scanlan said the University deals with situations such as these on a

"case by case basis," and that there is no formal policy the University

employs regarding convicted sex offenders living on campus.
University officials are currently reviewing the situation, however

Scanlan said it is "premature" to say what actions, if any. the

University will take.

"Safety is always a top priority," Scanlan said.

According to the state's Sex Offenders Registry law which was
enacted Oct. 1. 1996. all convicted sex offenders in Massachusetts
are required to register as such in the town where they reside.

BC president stresses academics

BOSTON (AP) — Boston College

will not abandon its athletic pro-

grams in the wake of a sports betting

scandal. But president Rev. William

P. Leahy said the message will be
clear that gambling will not be toler-

ated.

"I don't want Boston College to

be a place where indoctrination is

the norm or turn this into a

monastery." Leahy said. "But this is

a place where judeo-Christian values

and Catholic values are very much at

the heart. And I intend to be
reminding individuals about who we
are."

Leahy promised BC would make
several changes in its student orien-

tation and handbook, the dorms,
and even in its curriculum to rein-

force the message that "illegal gam-
bling is unacceptable" and will not

be tolerated.

He said neither university staff

members nor coaches were to blame

for the gambling scandal that result-

ed in the suspension of 1 3 football

players.

"Individual students made mis-

takes," Leahy said in an interview

published in the Boston Sunday
Globe. "I don't think the whole ath-

letic program is fatally flawed."

Athletics helped build BC into a

national university and Leahy said

the school will not abandon its goal

of excellence in both academics and

sports, "but athletics won't call the

tune." "We are first and foremost an

institution committed to higho edu-

cation," he said.

Leahy said that Chet Gladchuk "is

still the athletic director and will be

the athletic director." But he said it

"is too early" to discuss the future of

football coach Dan Henning and
basketball coach )im O'Brien.

O'Brien has recently clashed with

BC's administration over two
recruits who met NCAA standards

but were rejected by BC admissions

officials. Leahy said he supported

admissions director )ohn Mahoney's

decision to reject Boston's Elton

Tyler and lonathan DePina.

"Although someone may meet
NCAA standards, that doesn't mean
they will be accepted or will succeed

at Boston College." he said. Leahy

told the Globe he intends to meet

next week with student leaders,

deans and department heads to dis-

cuss the gambling problem and what

should be done to prevent a recur-

rence. He also sent letters late last

week to the campus community and

parents promising to address the

serious departure from the universi-

ty's lesuit ethical values in the wake
of the gambling scandal.

Simpson again takes center stage
Many questions, few answers emerge from court statements

By Linda Deutsch

Associated Press

SANTA MONICA. Calif. —
Confronted with the toughest physi-

cal evidence against him. O.J.
Simpson couldn't explain yesterday

how blood believed to be the victims'

got into his Bronco or how he suf-

fered hand cuts that

plaintiffs claim were fin-

gernail gouges from a

death struggle.

Showing Simpson a

close-up photograph
taken three days after

the slayings of a cres-

cent-shaped cut on his

finger, attorney Daniel

Petrocelli charged: "It

was a fingernail mark,

wasn't it. sir?"

"I seriously doubt
that," Simpson replied.

"It was somebody's 0.|. Si

fingernails ripping into

your skin, wasn't it?" Petrocelli

asked.

Simpson suggested his then-5-

year-old son. Justin, could have cut

his finger while they were "rassling"

in the days after the killings of

Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald

Goldman.
"Unless it was Justin's, I really

don't know," Simpson said with a

hint of exasperation.

"Are you saying it was your son's

fingernail?" the lawyer asked.

"I'm not saying it was lustin's. I

was saying he was the only one I was
any heavy physical... wrestling."

Petrocelli, pacing some-

times within inches of the

witness, challenged
Simpson to explain virtu-

ally every move he made
during 86 minutes on the

night of the lunc 12,

1994, slayings when his

whereabouts are

unknown.
Simpson maintained he

was resting in bed or

showering at the time,

and also said he was chip-

ping golf balls and taking

his dog out for a walk
during those unaccount-

ed-for minutes.

Petrocelli clearly tried to get a rise

out of Simpson, but it didn't work.

Once, the attorney paced so close to

Simpson they were nearly nose to

nose. At another instant. Petrocelli

pointed a pen in Simpson's face and
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mpson

demanded. "Answer the question,

sir!" Petrocelli quizzed the defendant

about blood, noting there was blood

in his Bronco, on a driveway at his

home and on a kitchen counter. The
defense has said the Bronco blood

was planted by overzealous police.

Simpson said he remembered see-

ing some blood on his pinky finger

and on the counter before he left for

Chicago late the night of the slay-

ings.

"I assumed at the time it was my
blood. 1 don't know. Like I said, I

didn't feel the cut," he said.

He said he had no idea why or

when he bled.

He recounted how a glass broke in

his Chicago hotel room and perhaps

injured his hand. But he couldn't

remember how the glass broke or

when he was cut. suggesting it was
perhaps when he was "sweeping"
broken pieces into the sink.

Under questioning about when he

changed his clothes in Chicago the

day after the killings. Simpson said

he knew he had some blood on his

clothes and "at some point 1 threw

up."

Petrocelli asked if he knew how

Turn to SIMPSON, page 3
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Smells like winter!
UMass saw it's first real snow fall of the season yesterday and like the people, the trees felt it too.

20,000 university students protest

Yugoslavian court ruling on election

By Jovona Gee
Associated Press

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia —
Chanting "Red Bandits!" at least

20,000 university students protested

in Belgrade today, angered by court

rulings that erased an apparent oppo-

sition electoral victory. People stand-

ing on balconies cheered and
applauded the biggest student
protest against Serbian President

Slobodan Milosevic in the capital

since 1 992, when similar demonstra-

tions shook his authoritarian rule.

The courts that annulled the vote

are widely thought to be controlled

by Milosevic.

Students joined a week of demon-
strations over court rulings that can-

celed local election victories in

dozens of cities by the four-party

opposition coalition Zajedno.

Acting on complaints by
Milosevic's ruling Socialists, a court

Sunday also annulled election results

for the Belgrade city council, where
Zajedno appeared to have won a

majority.

Official results from a vote on
Nov. 17 gave the opposition 60 of

1 10 seats in Belgrade's city council.

The victory would have given

Belgrade its first non-Communist
mayor since World War II. But the

ruling coalition claimed irregularities

and lodged hundreds of complaints.

The court Sunday ordered a third

round of voting in more than 210
polling stations in Belgrade.

Opposition leaders called for a boy-

cott of Wednesday's runoff.

Today, students issued a statement

saying the court rulings represented

"a serious violation of human rights

and an attack on the basic principles

of democracy."

They also demanded that

Milosevic, who has been quiet

throughout the protests, address the

nation and explain the decisions to

annul the elections.

Mica Popovic. a well-known
Serbian painter, told the students he

doubted Milosevic's neo-

Communists would step down peace-

fully. "I'm not calling on you to start

a rebellion, but you have to think

about your future, and take it into

your own hands," Popovic said. The
crowd chanted "Red Bandits! Red
Bandits'"
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For Your Information
FYb art public tervKe announcement* printed daily To Mjbrrvt an
I VI, ptea»e lend a press releaw containing aH pertinent intorma-
tion, including the name and phone number ot the contact per

I Ccaejaan, c/o the Mjiiaginq Editor by noon the previson to the (

i day

Wednesday, Nov. 27
Cluss — "Tanya Class* a free drop-in class in the

Tanya, the Chassidic text of mysticism, 8 p.m. at

Chabad House at 30 N. Hadley Rd., Amherst. Free and
open to the public. Call 549-4094 for more informa-
tion.

Thursday, Nov. 28
Class — "Lunch and Learn" at this free drop-in

ciass. Learn about the lewish concepts of Geulah,
redemption, and Moshiach. the messiah. during your
lunch hour. Sponsored by Chabad House at Amherst
Classes are at noon, location to be announced. Free
and open to the public. Call 545-4094 for more infor-

mation.

Dinner — Members of the GLBT community and
allies are welcome to attend a Stonewall Thanksgiving
Potluck Dinner. If you can't get home for the holiday,

share a meal with the folks at the Stonewall Center.

Time TBA. RSVP to the Stonewall Center at 545-4824.
For more information, please contact the UMass
Stonewall Center at 545-4824.

Notices

AIDS Day — UMass is participating in the global

observance of World AIDS Day which will take place

from Nov. 25 through Dec. 6. You can get HIV/AIDS
information and a red ribbon to pin on yourself or on
our "Remembrance Tree* at the Campus Center
Concourse table each day. Visit the Faces of AIDS art

display and the Five College AIDS Quilt at Earthfoods.
Watch "Boys on the Side" on HSCN. Activities will cul-

minate with a candlelight vigil on the Student Union
steps at 5 p.m. on Friday. Dec. 6 and a march to the

First Congregational Church on Main St. in Amherst
for a gathering of Remembrance and Hope.
Refreshments will be served. After that, there will be a

poetry/prose reading followed by an open mike at 8
p.m. at Claudia's Cafe. For more information, contact

Health Education at 577-5181.
Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from
8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance
to variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free envi-

ronment. All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more
information, call 584- 8167.

Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are

every Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101

Totman. Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome.
For more information, contact Millv Dejesus at

546-1083.

Employment — The Department of Consumer
Studies is seeking a candidate to fill the position of

Computer Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad
student. Please send resume with references to: Dr.
Sheila Mammen, Dept. of Consumer Studies, 101
Skinner Hall. University of Massachusetts. Amherst,
Ma, 01003. For more information, contact Dr.
Mammen at 545-2391.

Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange
workshops will be held on the following date: Dec. 3

from 5:30-7 p.m. in CC room 165-169.
Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more
easily, members of the Health Reach International team
are available to help you find answers to your questions

and concerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the

Health Education Dept., UHS room 248 (call

577-5181 for more info) and 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the

Community Room H-4 North Village; Tuesdays 6:30-

8:30 p.m. in the International Lounge, Prince House
(call 545-2299 for more info); Wednesdays 4:30-6:30
p.m. in the Community Room, 411 1 melon . All con-
versations are confidential.

Literature — mOTHERTONGUE. the multilingual
student publication by the dept. of Comparative
Literature, is currently seeking submissions for the

spring '97 publication. We will accept original poetry,

short stories, one-acts, international photographs, and
artwork created by multilingual students. Please submit
a copy in English to the Comparative Literature Dept.
in 203 South College. Rough drafts are acceptable.

Meeting — P.O.W.E.R., the Progressive
Organization for Women's Rights holds their weekly
meetings on Thursdays at 6 p.m. in the Student Union
room 306. All men and women are welcome.
Meeting — The Pakistan Students Association has its

weekly meetings every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center. Check for the room number at the

information desk. For further details, contact
Musharraf at 546-6295.

Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus
meets every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer 201.
All anthropology undergraduate mi! ors and majors
welcome.

Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan lvrit" held every
Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a

right as you enter and look for the sign on the table. All

Israelis and other Hebrew speakers welcome.
Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student
Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

545-1925.

New Organization — WICC (West Indian/Caribbean
Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the
Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyor; from the West
indies or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well

as anyone interested in the culture. For more informa-
tion, contact Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.
New Organization — Attention Biracial and

Multiracial Students on campus. A new organization is

forming and your help is needed. If interested, call

lordan at 546-3548.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to 1

p.m. in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the

basement of Worcester Dining Common). For more
information, call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at

253-0874.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs
staff in all departments. Editorial positions are avail-

able in Photo, Layout, Copy, and Marketing depart-
ments. An assistant copy editor and assistant sports

editor are also needed. Meetings are held on
Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304 Student Union, or call

545-0848 if interested.

Support Group — Tobacco cessation support group
meets weekly on Wednesday evenings from 7-8 p.m. in

the Campus Center to help people quit smoking and
chewing tobacco. See schedule by elevators for room
number or call Steve at 577-5181 for further informa-
tion.

Talent Needed — The UMass Asian American
Students Association is looking for Asian/American hip

hop, reggae, and R&B dancers for next semester's
annual Asian Night production to be held on April 1 1,

1997. Contact Geneva at 546-2714 for audition infor-

mation.

Theatre — UMass Theatre guild presents the musical

The Pajama Game. Dec. 5, 6 and 7 at 8 p.m. with a

matinee performance on Dec. 7 at 2 p.m. All shows are

in the Student Union Ballroom at 8 p.m. Tickets are

$4/students and senior citizens and $6 for everyone
else and are available at the door and in advance at Tix

Unlimited. 545-0412.
Volunteer — The Zoo in Forest Park at Springfield

has a wealth of diverse volunteer opportunities avail-

able for persons who love animals and are committed
to conservation education. For further information
about the Zoo and to be sent a volunteer application,

please call 733-2251.

JANUARY CLASSES
Take a course during Intersession!

You can complete a one, two, or three credit course during January.

(Most classes meet mornings 9 a.m. - Noon)

Classes Begin January 2 through January 21, 1997

Register now through Friday, December 27, 1996

Keyboarding for Information Processing

Introduction to Dance

Computer Literacy

Introduction to Internet

English Composition I

English Composition U
French Skills Practice I

Counseling Skills

Winter Outdoor Recreation

Practical Nursing Practicum

Introduction to Professional Nursing and the Nursing

Process

• Principles of Psychology

• Contemporary Trends/Issues

• Spanish Skills Practice I

• Spanish Skills Practice II

• Oral Communications Public Speaking

• Principles of Sociology

For Registration Information Call : (413) 774-3 1 3 1 extension 272

GREEN
FIELD! GREENFIELD

The community's college!

.11 rapkiccs...

Just because, ALRIGHT III

JB£j^
9W>QrofessionaC

^Development ftm)
Wednesday Deeember 4th

8:30am -- 4:30pm

Campus Center Auditorium

You are invited to a day of workshops
designed to help graduate students

springboard into their careers.

Topics covered include:

Networking
Transferable Skills

Academe Job Searches

Non-Academe Job Searches

& Informational Tables

Attend all day or just one session...

is is a day you won't want to missl!

Call the Graduate Deans Office at 545-5271 for more information

Sponsored by the Graduate 'Dean's Offiee and the University Career Center
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export
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said in remarks lo U.S. Embassy
staff before leaving for Thailand.
He said information technology

is "to the 21st century what high-

ways and railroads were to the
19th century."

The statement read by
Philippine President Fidel Ramos
called for "the conclusion of an
information technology agree-
ment" by the World Trade
Organization that would "substan-
tially eliminate tariffs by the year
2000," but recognized "the need
for flexibility" in the WTO negoti-

ations.

The United States, backed by
lapan, Canada and Australia, had
wanted all tariffs on computers,
software, semiconductors and
telecommunications abolished by
2000. Malaysia led the objectors.

When Washington failed to get its

way in pre-summit talks last week,
U.S. negotiators insisted they
were satisfied nonetheless with
the wording that was adopted. But
Clinton clearly wasn't. U.S. offi-

cials said he warned Ramos, this

year's host of the Asia-Pacific
Economic Cooperation summit,
that the meeting would be judged
a failure unless it took a stronger

line on information technology.

U.S. officials said Ramos, along
with Japanese Prime Minister
Ryutaro Hashimoto and South
Korean President Kim Young-sam,
came to Clinton's support and a

new draft was put together over
the weekend.
The APEC summit is the high

point of efforts by the world's
largest economic region to become
a free trade area by 2020. But the

difficulties arising from the diver-

sity of the member-economies are

obvious from disagreements like

the one about information tech-

nology.

So the host country tries to
keep the summit chatty and infor-

mal. This year the dress code was
tieless barongs, the flowing white

traditional shirts of the
Philippines.

Against a tropical backdrop of
sea and palm trees. Clinton and
leaders from Asia and the
Americas sat down in the former
officers' club of what was once
the biggest U.S. military base in

Asia, and is now a duty-free port

and engine of the blossoming
Philippine economy.
Ramos had called the summit

the Philippines' "coming-out
party," but it was also, in a sense,

the coming-out party of an ami
APEC movement that believes free

trade will enrich the powerful at

the expense of the poor.

Some 6,000 left-wingers drove a

convoy of vans, cars and jeepneys

— homemade buses modeled on
World War II jeeps — to Subic

Bay to press their claim that the

meeting will enrich the powerful

and weaken the poor.

But police stopped them well

short of Subic by stalling trucks

along the road, creating a huge
traffic jam. It was the first time an

APEC summit has generated large-

scale protests.

About 26,000 troops and police

were on guard in Manila and
Subic. On Sunday, the United
States repeated its warning of last

week about unspecified threats to

its diplomats.

APEC's members are Australia,

Brunei, Canada, Chile, China,
Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan,
Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand,
Papua New Guinea, the
Philippines, Singapore. South
Korea, Taiwan, Thailand and the

United States.

Simpson
continued from page 1

blood traces that experts have
linked to Ms. Simpson and
Goldman came to be in his Bronco.

Simpson said he didn't know.
"You have no explanation for this

jury?" Petrocelli asked incredulous-

ly-

"None," Simpson replied.

He also said he didn't know how
blood matching his and Ms.
Simpson's got on socks in his bed-

room, or how blood matching his

was found on the pathway of his ex-

wife's house, on the path of his

Suspected hijackers may be released

following deadly Ethiopian crash
By Tom Cohan
Associated Press

MORONI, Comoros Islands — Rescue workers
dragged a chunk of an Ethiopian airplane fuselage onto
the beach at low tide yesterday and used electric saws to

cut bodies from the jet, which crashed when hijackers

let it runout of fuel.

Wearing masks against the smell of decaying flesh,

the workers zipped bodies into dark bags and hauled
them to a makeshift morgue set up in a former meat
warehouse. Feet and at least one head could be seen in

the crush of metal, wires and seating.

One of history's deadliest hijackings, Saturday's crash
killed 127 of the 175 people on board. At least 101 sets

of remains have been recovered, but authorities were
having trouble identifying some of them.

At least one U.S. citizen was among the dead.
Lesliannc Shedd, 28, was a commercial officer with the

Foreign Service, and had been headed to Kenya to meet
friends for Thanksgiving.

Among the missing was Ron Ferris, a missionary doc-
tor from Tennessee who according to his father had
given up "a six-figure salary to help Africans for $800 a

month."

Two men were arrested for the hijacking, but officials

said yesterday that they may be innocent. The plane's

co-pilot. Yonas Mekuria, told police he did not recog-

nize the suspects as any of the three hijackers who had
refused to let the plane land to refuel.

If the two arrested men are determined to have been

passengers, it would mean all the hijackers died, gov-

ernment spokesman Dgouma Ibrahim said. The sus-

pects could be released as early as today. In addition to

the bodies being pulled from the beached piece of fuse-

lage, police said several more bodies were trapped in

wreckage still submerged a few hundreds yards off

Grand Comore, the largest of the three Comoros
Islands.

Ethiopian Airlines said yesterday that four of the 52
people pulled alive from the wreckage had died, raising

the death toll to 127. Survivors have been flown to hos-

pitals across the region. The airline did not give details

of the four who died.

Flight 961 had just left the Ethiopian capital of Addis
Ababa en route to the Ivory Coast when the three

hijackers stormed the cockpit and demanded to be
taken to Australia. Their motive remains unclear.

The pilot told them the Boeing 767 was pjnning out

of fuel and pleaded with the hijackers to let him land at

an airport in Moroni, the capital of these islands east of
Mozambique. But they refused. "They said, 'If we die,

we want others to die with us. We want to make histo-

ry,'" according to Indian passenger Rekha
Mirchandani, 29, who said crew members gave her

the account before she was flown to a hospital in

Nairobi, the Kenyan capital. Apparently seeking to min-
imize the casualties, the pilot crash-landed the jet in the

sea near the shore, where rescuers were able to reach

the wreckage quickly. The body of the plane slammed
into the water, bouncing and flipping at least once
before it broke apart.

Brentwood estate and on the floor

of his bathroom there, "except
that's where I shave."

Fighting back persistent chal-

lenges to his alibi. Simpson main-
tained he was on his bed resting or

in the shower between 10:55 p.m.

and 10:40 p.m., when the plaintiffs

say the killings took place.

Simpson said he was running late

for a limousine ride to the airport,

and hurried into the shower during

those five minutes. Plaintiffs say

Ms. Simpson and Goldman were

slashed to death between 10:35 and
10:45.

While showering, Simpson said,

he thought he heard a phone ring-

ing. He said his security system
causes the phone to ring when a vis-

itor buzzes at the gate.

Limousine driver Allan Park testi-

fied that he rang the intercom from
10:40 to 10:49. House guest Brian

"Kato" Kaelin arrived at the front of

the estate at 10:55, checking out

mysterious thumps, and Simpson
came out of his house at 1101

U.S. Army settles sexual harassment suit

By Mary Pemberton

Associated Press

COLLEGIAN NOW HIRING!!
The Collegian news department is currently excepting applications

for Associate News Editors for Spring, 1997. These paid positions

offer interested students extensive writing experience. Associates typ-

ically cover the most pressing stories and issues occurring on-campus,
within the state and throughout the country.

• Interested applicants should contact Michael Elliott or Chris

Conner at 545-1851, or drop by the Collegian office to pick up an
application at 1 13 Campus Center basement.

BALTIMORE — The Army
agreed to pay $60,000 to a woman
who claimed fellow security
guards subjected her to crude sex-

ual comments and refused to let

her take bathroom breaks, forcing

her once to wet herself.

The settlement is unrelated to

the recent scandal at Aberdeen in

which soldiers have been accused
of raping or sexually harassing
women recruits. In another case
that surfaced Monday, seven drill

instructors at Fort McClellan in

Alabama were removed from work
with recruits because of sexual
misconduct claims made in calls to

an Army hot line.

Cecilia Marie Port, a 42-year-old

former civilian employee at the

Aberdeen Proving Ground, said

that when she complained in 1993,
the Army retaliated by assigning
her to a trailer.

"Rather than deal with the prob-
lem, they removed her," her
lawyer, Bruce Ezrine, said
Monday. "That shows their state

of mind: Let's not confront the
problem."

The Army agreed with an Equal
Employment Opportunity
Commission finding of sexual
harassment and retaliation against

Port. One guard was fired and oth-

ers, including supervisors, were
reprimanded.

"It is obvious some people made
bad decisions and did not respond
the way the Army wants them to.

As a result, this escalated and
escalated and eventually ended up
in court." Aberdeen spokesman

George Mercer said.

Port worked as a civilian guard
at Aberdeen in 1992 and 1993 and
was the only woman on the day
shift. She quit in 1994.

She said the male guards repeat-

edly made lewd comments about
masturbation and one guard said

he wanted to "get naked* with her.

She said the guards refused to fill

her post if she needed a bathroom
break.

Port sued in 1995 for $300,000.
The suit was settled Friday as Port

prepared to go to trial Monday.
Fort McClellan spokesman

Herschal Chapman said the seven

drill instructors at the Army base

near Anniston, Ala., were barred
from working with recruits while

officials investigate sexual miscon-

duct claims. He did not give
details about the allegations.

NOVEMBER DRINK SPECIALS!

$1 DRAFTS!
$1.75 BUD/ BUD LIGHT POUNDERS!

WEEKLY MUNCHIE SPECIALS

Every Tuesday after 9pm
Every Wednesday after 9pm
Every Thursday after 9pm

10 cent wings!

75 cent spicy fries!

$3 Nachos!

LIVE BANDS EVERY TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY NIGHT

Full menu served until closing every night!

41 Boltwood Walk, Amherst, MA
(413)253-4040

STUDENTS WITH
LEARNING DISABILITIES

This Spring semester, researchers

at the UMASS School of

Education will be conducting a

research project/independent

study course which

focuses on the life experiences of

students with learning disabilities.

The title of the protect is

Learning Disabilities and
Adolescence: an

Autobiographical Perspective.

Students who participate in the

project will write a personal essay

about their own adolescence and

how it has been affected by

having a learning disability.

Participants will receive 3

undergraduate/graduate

independent study credits and

individualized instruction in writ-

ing. If you are interested in par-

ticipating, please call 543- 4192
for more information Students

who elect to participate will be

asked to begin the

first week of Spring Semester,

so please call soon! i

1997

OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE

ACADEMIC ADVISER

i

g)

msi

Submit nominations in writing

by Monday, December 16, 1996 to:

In Butler, Chair

Outstanding Undergraduate Academic Adviser Selection Committee
Division of Continuing Education, 614 Goodell Building, Campus
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Giving more than thanks
With the first snowfall already on the ground, the coming of winter marks a dangerous season for many residents

of the Pioneer Valley.

Beyond the sheltered confines of the University. Amherst and the surrounding area suffer from the surprising

problem of poverty. Whoever coined the phrase "the Happy Valley" obviously never opened their eyes to the resi-

dents who struggle to pay for housing, heat or dinner.

Fortunately, many local organizations are making an impact. Besides the numerous food pantries who are offer-

ing Thanksgiving Day dinners for the impoverished, campus groups are also taking a stand against such hardships.

A prime, and timely, example is the "Fitt-A-Bus" campaign being conducted by the UMass Community Service Program.

The bus will be parked in front of the Student Union from 1 1 a.m. - 3 p.m. today and from Dec. 2-6. The group
hopes to fill the bus with student donations of clothes, food and toys for the Amherst Survival Center. They are also

looking for volunteers to staff the bus.

While the Collegian commends the efforts of UMass Community Service Program's and other similar organiza-

tions, we must not forget that hunger and poverty plague our society 565 days a year.

This Thanksgiving, think about how you could help those less fortunate, so next year they will have more to be thankful for.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the Collegian Editorial B<>ard.

Holiday suffers an identity crisis

Mark

McGrath

Somebody help me. 1 just can't work this dilemma out.

We're coming upon one of the most cherished and

revered of holidays, one of the few uniquely

American celebrations. Unlike Christmas and many others,

this holiday has no restrictive religious ties. Besides the fact

that its traditional myth is largely incorrect, most are gener-

ally agreeable toward it as a holiday. For the most part.

Thanksgiving has not fallen victim to the commercialism

that has captured countless other holidays. For .most, it

remains a low-key opportunity to get together with friends,

family, football and turkey.

And what better reason for celebrating a holiday than fat

giving thanks? In fact, it's great idea. One problem. On the

day that has been designated for giving thanks. I find it

hard to believe that most of our population truly realizes

who, what, when, where, why and how to

give thanks.

Why. you ask. do I say this? The answer

itself is very simple. "Thank you" is one of

those stock phrases used so often that it has

somehow lost its value in society. I've seen it

lettered on signs at the exits of stores and printed on hun-

dreds of receipts, from groceries to ATM transaction regis-

ters.

While the phrase "thank you" itself pops up all over soci-

ety, the message behind it is seldom true. What had its ori-

gins in showing gratitude is now used as a token of so-

called politeness, a necessity in the social world. When the

words "thank you" are muttered, one has to wonder if there

is any actual gratitude present, or if the mutterer has been

conditioned to offer these "thanks" as an automatic reac-

tion to someone doing something for another.

In other words, gratitude is a feeling, thanks is a gesture.

Therefore, devoting a day to "thanks-giving" becomes a lot

more complex than previously thought. When celebrating

this day. I wonder if most of the people in society even take

the time to show gratitude for what they have, or whether

they take part in a series of pre-programmed gestures,

feigning gratitude, but in reality going along with the social

norm.

If your Thanksgiving is anything like mine, it is filled

with a lot of food, people and activities, but at most a sim-

ple prayer retains the original idea of the celebration.

The holiday of Thanksgiving must truly be having an

identity crisis. How can we help this poor lost holiday redis-

cover what its meaning is and why it pops up on our calen-

dar each year? How can we rediscover Thanksgiving when
changing its name to Gratitude Day just doesn't seem to be

the answer?

Would it be smarter to just leave the day the way it is

and enjoy the day off and the turkey for what it's worth?

If only it were that simple... but because there is so

much more possible for that day. we cannot be content to

leave it there. If there is more out there (and 1 feel there is),

1 want to find it; I want to help you find it.

To celebrate Thanksgiving, it is first important to find

something for which you can be thankful. If you're not

careful, you can be caught listing off a series of things that

you think are proper for you to feel thankful for: family,

friends, pets, earthly possessions, being alive.

While it is perfectly fine for you to have a list that resem-

bles the one above, it is important that you go deeper into

the thought process. What 1 mean is that if you just list

items off. you are not allowing yourself adequate time to let

gratitude kick in. You cannot possibly be giving each of

these supposedly vital aspects of your life their due.

In the way that it is impossible for a

6-year-old child to realize how truly thank-

ful he or she should be; if you are not using

all of your mental resources to focus on the

process of giving thanks, you will be unable

to reap the bountiful harvest of a

Thanksgiving in the true sense of the word.

Before Thursday comes along, it is important for us to

stop whatever we're doing and do a little meditation (noth-

ing freaky... just a few coordinated thoughts). Find some-

thing or someone you feel truly makes your life worth living

and consider not only how thankful you are for their role in

your life, bur what it means for you to be thankful for them.

Does that mean thinking about them fox three seconds, or

does it mean sitting them down and putting into words
exactly why you are happy they're a part of your life? Will

this affect the way you see your life on Friday? That will

have to be up to you.

Thanksgiving has unique potential of becoming a truk

multi-dimensional holiday for all of society, but for that to

happen, it must be seen as more than a celebration. It must
be seen as a chance to connect with the world around you

and to bring the various aspects of your life into perspec-

tive.

Many times. I've heard comments about people not

knowing how lucky they are. It certainly seems that many
of society's ills are the result of people not knowing what
they have and not treating themselves and the people and
world around them with the respect they deserve.

For society as a whole to seize such an opportunity, and
to use it to its fullest extent would undeniably change the

way we relate to this world, but unfortunately we have lost

the meaning of gratitude, and the last Thursday in

November is now almost as automatic as the regular

"you're welcome" following the typical "thank you."

Mark McCrath is a Collegian columnist.

Better off dead

Patrick

Mo-

LLast week. I returned to my dorm room after anoth-

er long night of multivariable calculus. As I walked
through the doorway, my roommate let out a yell.

He had been cutting a milk crate in attempt to make a little

night stand when the Exacto-knife he was using slipped

and lacerated his foot.

Although it didn't hurt, there was a lot of blood. The cut

would need stitches immediately. Our resident assistant

called Health Services so someone could come and pick

him up. However, it was 1 1:20 p.m. and there was no one

available to get him. We finally found a friend who was
willing to drive us. I brought a book along, because I fig-

ured it would only take about 20 minutes to stitch him up.

and then he could leave.

Little did I know that we were in for a long

night. As we entered the lobby, we were
greeted by a male nurse. Joe (we'll call him
joe) immediately brought my roommate inio

a little room. He handed me a chart to fill out

as he proceeded to examine my roommate's foot.

At no point, did |oe ask my roommate if there was any

pain or attempt to clean the wound. In fact, the first thing

he asked my roommate was, "What kind of insurance do
you have?" I was starting to get annoyed, but said nothing.

At this point, the doctor walked in, or so we thought, lean

(we'll call her lean) introduced herself as the "physician's

assistant" on duty.

She took one look at my roommate's foot, and said, "I'm

sorry, but I can't stitch this up. It looks like you may have

nicked a tendon, although I'm not sure. You are going to

have to go to Cooley Dickinson Hospital."

I was stunned. First of all, we went through a lot of trou-

ble to get to Health Services, and second, now she was
telling us we had to leave. I was very surprised she only

"thought" that he cut his tendon, seeing that she was a

"physicians' assistant."

Then )ean and |oe started asking more questions about

my roommate's insurance policy. My roommate wasn't m,
so lean left to get him a form. |oe also left to do some other

business, and still neither of them asked my roommate
about his foot or tried to bandage it. Before |oe left the room
though, he made sure to tell us, "We can't give you a ride to

Cooley Dickinson, but we can call there for an ambulance."

Since ambulances are very expensive, we called my
friend again for a ride. |oe told us that he and lean would

check the computer for my roommate's insurance records

We waited in silence, and still nobody had done anything to

my roommate's foot, lean returned with the form to be

filled out. so | asked him if they had checked the records.

Her reply was very reassuring. "Oh. neither of us know
how to use the computer, so we can't do that." Hearing

that. I thought it was time to leave. As we were getting

ready, two campus police officers walked into the lobby.

One of them apparently had sustained an eye injury. |oe

was there to greet them, and as he brought them to another

little room.

I could hear their conversation. "Oh. you seemed to have

irritated your eye. Let me go get you your chart. You are

going to have to go to Cooley Dickinson to get that checked

out." It was time to get out of there.

I asked |oe if Cooley Dickinson would be expecting my
roommate. He replied, "Oh sure, we'll call them before you

get there. What was your name again?"

Fortunately, we got to Cooley Dickinson

that night, and my roommate's foot was fixed

up. We weren't asked about insurance, and
he was accepted right away. We arrived home
around 1:30 a.m., and I started to think.

Students, like you and me, pay a lot of money so we can go
to Health Services if we are sick or hurt. But it seems to me
that all they do is send us to Cooley Dickinson.

Nobody asked my roommate to move his foot. If a ten-

don was severed, don't you think it would hurt? My point

is that Health Services is supposed to have doctors that will

be there for students in need. What if my roommate had
happened to cut something worse? Maybe an artery, an

organ, his neck? I can see their reaction right now. "Yes sir,

I know you have been stabbed, but we aren't qualified to

help you. You'll have to go to Cooley Dickinson Hospital,

and of course, you will have to provide your own tide. By
the way. what type of insurance do you have?"

Two weeks ago. another friend of mine got her finger

slammed in a dorm-room door. She went to Health
Services to get it checked out. They made her fill out a lot

of forms, and told her to come back the next day for

X-rays. The next morning she went down for X-rays, and
they told her that they lost the forms from the previous

night. She had to fill out a whole new set of forms, before

she could even get the finger looked at.

Do I sense a pattern here? Are we getting health service,

or just the runaround? I personally recommend everyone
just skip Health Services, and go to Cooley Dickinson
Hospital. You'll end up there anyway. What is the point of

Health Services if (hey aren't going to help you? We have to

start opening our eyes to problems like these, because we all

have rights It is our right as students to be provided with
the best health service available After all. we paid for it.

Patrick Rufo is a UMass student
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Where are the prominent women}?

Michelle

Hillman

Name five prominent women on this campus if you can.

Having trouble?

While the women's movement has made significant

changes on a broad level, the impact on this campus is far

harder to digest. There are great women among us. breaking

through cultural and academic barriers, but their presence is

unheard and unrecognized by the majority of the student body

and administration.

The cover of Sunday's New York Times Maga:ine featured

an 1 1 -year old girl sporting a black t-shirt lettered with the

names of women pioneers such as F.leanor Roosevelt. Oprah

Winfrey, Martha Graham. Naomi Campbell.

Patsy Cline. Amelia Earhart. Princess Diana

and Frida Kahlo.

The special issue, entitled "Heroine
Workshop, Inventing an Identity in the Age of

Female Icons," dedicated itself to spotlighting

women as diverse as Twiggy, Martha Stewart. Margaret

Thatcher, Helen Keller. Virginia Woblf. Elizabeth Taylor and

many others. After briefly skimming a few of the biographies

at the nudging of a fellow Collegianite. it was decided I dedi-

cate a column to the women on this campus who are

unabashedly paving the way for students.

My fingers are tapping the keys, trying to think of a few

local women that I would consider to be leaders, icons, public

figures for students to emulate. 1 have also asked a couple of

people in the newsroom if they could think of any — sadly

enough, only a few came up with one or two names. How can

I write a column about women at UMass setting examples

when only a few come to mind?

Responses included Provost Patricia Crosson, Olympic and

UMass Field Hockey coach Pam Hixon and Deputy
Chancellor Marcellettc Williams. Aside from these few exam-

ples, people were left scratching their temples in wonder.

The fact that many powerful, hard working women exist on

this campus is not in question, it is why the student body does

HOI hear about them. It is understood that people move in dif-

ferent circles and come in contact with different people, but

you would have to live in a hole to not recognize names like

Chancellor David K. Scott, former UMass basketball coach

)ohn Calipari or the invisible President William Bulger These

names on this campus are connected with certain prestige,

power and accomplishment.

Personally, 1 have heard of women like Charlotte Coates,

the second woman president of the American Federation of

State. County and Municipal Employees(AFSCME), Ann
Ferguson, director of Women's Studies, Deepika Marya, pres-

ident of the Graduate Student Senate, Ketu

Katrak former UMass English professor and

co-author of Antifeminism in the Academy and

Carol Wallace, director of the Everywoman's

Center.

Unfortunately, most of the campus is not

familiar with these names, considering the fact that someone

such as the Women's Issues editor is in contact with individu-

k specifically related to Women's Issues. My problem is how
can we begin to relate to women in power if we do not even

know who they are?

Women at the college level, trying to create change absent

of any inspiration save for the women they see on the news or

read about in magazines have difficulty connecting with the

very same issues they are fighting for. If indeed there are many
a>le models on this campus, why is it so difficult to find them.

Why must women go out searching for leaders? Ultimately, it

leaves women with the conclusion that they must take the

reigns and lead for themselves.

Why is it that women are still not respected in the acade-

my? There are many women on this campus that deserve

recognition but 'do not or have not received it. The only rea-

son I can say this is because if they were well known I would

not have to be writing this column.

Michelle Hillman is a Collegian Columnist.

Where does innocence go?

Christian L.

DiLuzio

Yesterday, I heard a song I hadn't heard in some
time.

It was P.M. Dawn's "Set Adrift on Memory
Bliss." I think we all have a little ditty or tune that brings

back memories, and this one reminded me of my last real

innocent crush.

I was a junior in high school and I sat next to this

adorable sophomore in my Spanish class. Let's call her

"lessica." She used to draw little cute hearts on her note-

book, chew on her pen. do all sorts of cute things. I could

remember her eyes, her hair, even her

handwriting, but not her body. Why you

ask? I never looked! I never wondered
what color bra she had on. or tried to

impress her by flexing or wearing a

t-shirt (not like that ever worked any-

way).

What happened to the good old days? The first thing

someone noticed about the fairer sex was eyes or a pretty

smile. Now those rank about eighth, somewhere behind

what she's wearing, how many beers you've had and how
many she's had. Face it. a lush, alcohol-induced grin will

never compare to a genuine, pretty smile.

Hey, I never claimed to be an exception. When I tell the

guys about the girl I met the night before, the topic is rarely

the sparkling conversation. When I used to say, "She had

beautiful..." it always ended with "eyes." When did the

rules change? Why did no one tell me? Where did my inno-

cence go? Is it just me or is it getting even tougher here?

Remember when girls fawned over the likes of skinny,

goofy Cory Haim or Will Weaton? How about New Kids on

the Block, hey that I could deal with.

I'm not superpumped with muscles, I'm not extremely

good looking — all I ever hear is cute. I hate cute — and
neither my parents nor I are rich. I love parties, but I'm

never enough fun to be the center of attention. In shcrt, I'm

average, like most of the guys here. Does anyone else feel

like this? The anxiety of being average.

Don't get me wrong. I like who I am. Don't we all? Back

in the day if you tripped over your own feet you'd hear a gig-

gle and it would be cute. Now you trip, probably spill beer on
someone, and you can chalk that night up in the right-hand-

ed loss column. Such is the way of things now, when did it all

change?

When "lessica" would chew on her pen I'd think "a cute

little nervous habit." Now when I — or most guys for that

matter — see a girl with a pen swirling in her

mouth, well, you know the deal guys. How
about this one: "Family Feud" is on, 100 guys

are asked to finish the sentence "She's got a

great..." Did we all say "personality," or "sense

of humor?" Don't worry. I didn't either.

I miss the days when being "cute" was actually some-
thing. This "gorgeous, hot. sexy" stuff is not me. It must
be pretty tough on the ladies too, if it wasn't, they
wouldn't spend an average of 3.5 hours getting ready to

go out.

I now wonder what happened to cute little "Jessica."

whom I only remember from the neck up. Is she in some
college somewhere looking for someone "studly?" Tastes

mature and tastes change, and maybe, like disco, cute will

make a comeback. Maybe the skinny, goofy, cute, New Kid
type will be tomorrow's stud. Something tells me no, but

hey. I've been wrong before.

For now I'm "set adrift on memory bliss" and wondering
what it would have been like to kiss dear "Jessica" on the

cheek, and her cute little habit of chewing on pens. It was
all really innocent back then, and a hell of a lot easier. I do
remember being in such a rush to grow up. though I can't

remember why. Here's to you "lessica." I've never looked
at a chewed up pen the same way again

Christian M. DiLuzio is a UMass student.

Why Affirmative

Action?

To the editor:

After 400 years of slavery and years

of fighting back, black people were

finally considered as human. The mas-

ters agreed in paper to treat them as

such. In order to redeem themselves for

those years of injustice and humiliation.

Affirmative Action became a law in the

early '60s. Today. Affirmative Action is

no longer a law in California.

Affirmative Action has been abolished

for being unfair and unjust to most.

It comes as no surprise that

Affirmative Action has been termed

unfair and unjustified by those who are

trying by all means to keep black people

as second-class citizens. They are the

ones who will not promote qualified

black employees for higher positions at

their companies. Instead they enjoy

making fun and ridiculing us at their

Letters to the Editor

private meetings. How many other com-

panies and institutions play and replay

the game perfected by Texaco?

Affirmative action has been labeled

unfair and unjustified by some at this

University as well. Yet, the percentage

is below 1 5 percent with less than three

percent in the biology department.
What about the retention rate for

minority students? As for the graduate

student body in the anthropology
department, the number of minorities is

less than six percent. Not to mention

the zero percent of minority students

hired in the old prestigious University

Store security force. Nevertheless, when
the University is presenting itself to the

outside world through brochures, it

appears as if we Iminorities] represent

40 percent of UMass. Feel free to pick

up one of these brochures at the cam-

pus center information desk and judge

for yourself. Our faces are not to be

used solely for advertisement purposes.

Affirmative Action is needed to give

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

minorities a fair chance. Unlike others

who grow up with the luxury of having
the best high schools in their communi
ties, children of color grow up with the

best basketball courts, the best CIA
agent specializing in distributing drugs,

the best police officers who master the

skills of killing and getting away free, as

well as the best jails in the nation.

Without Affirmative Action, I would
not be here at this University. It is sad,

however, to see that other students are
afraid to take a stand in favor of
Affirmative Action. They are insensitive

to the issue. Their attitude would be
considered shameless by those who sac-

rificed their life for this valuable cause.
Blacks as well as whites fought for us in

order to contemplate a brighter future
today. The responsibility is now ours to

guarantee a similar future to those com-
ing after us. One Clarence Thomas is

enough.

Pierre Arthur Elysee

Sylvan

Developing Nations
Tuesday, November 26, 1 996

Castro remains conscience of world community

Pro-Cuba demonstrators wave placards welcoming Fidel Castro Nov. 1 1 at Vina del Mar on his trip to the Ibero- American Summit.
COOKTf SV MSOCIATED PBESS

Speech given by Cuban Presidente Fidel Castro at the World Food
Summit held at the Headquarters of the Food and Agricultural
Organization, Rome. Nov. lb. 1996:

What will we do to prevent one million people in the world fi >m dying
ol starvation every month?
HUNGER, the inseparable companion of the poor, is the result of the unequal dis-

tribution of wealth and of die injustices of this world. The rich do not know hunger.

Colonialism was no stranger to the underdevelopment and poverty that

today is suffered by a large part of humanity. Nor are the offensive opu-
lence or the extravagances of the consumer societies of the former metrop-
olises which exploited a large part of the countries of the Earth. Fighting

against hunger and injustice, millions of people have died.

What bandages are we to apply so that within 20 years there are 400
million, instead of 800 million, starving people? These goals, if only for

their modesty, are shameful.

If 35,000 people starve to death each day, half of them children, why is

it that in developed countries olive groves are uprooted, flocks sacrificed

and great sums are paid so the land will not produce?
While the world is logically moved when accidents, natural and social disasters

occur, killing hundreds or thousands of people, why isn't it moved in the same way
in the presence of this genocide that takes place every day right before our eyes?

Intervention forces are being organized to prevent the deaths of hundreds of thou-

sands of people in eastern Zaire. What wiD we do to prevent one million people

from dying of starvation every month in the rest of the world?
It is capitalism, neotiberalism, the laws of a savage market, foreign debt, underde-

velopment and unequal terms of trade that are killing so many people in the world.

Why do we invest $700 billion each year in military expenditures, and we
do not invest a part of these resources in combatting hunger; soil deteriora-

tion; desertification; the deforestation of millions of hectares each year; glob-

al warming; the greenhouse effect, which increases the hurricanes, causes a
lack of or excess rainfall; the destruction of the ozone layer and other natural

phenomena that affect food production and the life of people on Earth?
Why are we producing more and more sophisticated weapons since the

end of the cold war? What are these arms for, except to dominate the
world? Why is there fierce competition to sell arms to underdeveloped
countries, since they won't make them stronger in the defense of their inde-

pendence and since hunger is what we must kill?

Why. on top of all this, are there criminal policies and absurd blockades,

which include food and medicine, to kill an entire nation through hunger
and disease? Where are ethics, justifications, respect for the most elemen-
tal human rights, the sense in such policies?

Let truth reign, not hypocrisy and lies. Let us be conscious of the fact

that in this world, hegemony, arrogance and selfishness must cease.

The bells that toll today for those who die of hunger each day, will toll

tomorrow for all of humanity if it doesn't try to save itself, doesn't know
how to save itself, or is not wise enough to save itself.

Thank you very much."
Courtesy ofGranma International

A close examination on the colonial origins of the Rwanda crisis

Shyamala

Ivatury

77»/s is the first of a two part series

focusing on Rwanda.
Haunting images of orphans,

bedraggled men and women walking

for hundreds of miles with little or no
food, water or medicine have flooded

the world's newspapers and televi-

sion screens. Almost
half a million

Rwandan refugees are

leaving the squalid,

microbe-infested
camps in Goma, east-

ern Zaire, to return to their homes
and lives in Rwanda.

But. in depicting this crisis, the

American media refuses to acknowl-

edge that Rwanda conflict has its

roots in colonialism. They would
have you believe that the conflict

between the Hutu and the Tutsi is

merely the result of deep- rooted,

ancient hatred between the two
groups. Rwanda is composed of a

Hutu majority, with a 15 percent

Tutsi minority, as well as the Twa.
nomadic pygmies who are less than

one percent.

While social categories existed in

pre-colonial Rwanda, the differences

between the Hutu and Tutsi were
neither racial nor ethnic per se. Both
groups shared the same language,

traditions, and territory. They also

recognized the same kings, allowed a

degree of inter-marriage, and fought

together against neighboring king-

doms. The social distinctions that did

exist were based on a division of

labor and were fluid rather than
fixed. The formerly nomadic Tutsi.

who migrated to the region hundreds

of years ago. were primarily cattle

herdsmen, while the

Hutus were tradition-

ally settled farmers.

When the
Europeans first

arrived in Africa, their

worldview was informed by racist

doctrines, which they used to try to

make sense of African societies.

These doctrines took a number of

forms, including psuedo- scientific

and theological. For example, many
Europeans believed that the origin of

the African was to be found in the

biblical story of Ham, as described in

the book of Genesis. It was thought

that Ham. third son of Noah, and his

descendants were "cursed" with
African physical characteristics. Ham
had spied on his father Noah, and
seen him drunk and naked.
Consequently, he and his offspring

were cursed by God, and condemned
to a life of servitude and slavery. In

keeping with other European atti-

tudes and practices. Africans were
therefore deemed to be descendants

of Ham.
Throughout the 1 9th century, such

biblically-derived theories of racism

were augmented by "scientific" theo-

ries of race, which emphasized a sys-

tem of classifications based on physi-

cal characteristics such as type of

hair, skull size and skin color. This

led to a European classification of

Africans, supposedly on the basis of

physical characteristics, between
those now "scientifically" identified

a^ "descendants of Ham" (Nilotic

peoples) and those considered simply

as "Blacks" (such as Bantu speaking

peoples) who were alleged to be
another kind of human being and not

descended from Noah. This entirely

Eurocentric and malevolent distinc-

tion was to have fa) leaching conse-

quences for many African peoples.

Rwanda was first colonized by the

Germans in the late 19th century, but

after the German defeat in World
War 1, it was given to Belgium as a

League of Nations mandate. The col-

onizers devised a system of distinct

tribes or categories largely on the

basis of their Eurocentric prejudices

and aesthetic impressions. They
determined that in Rwanda, the tall

Tutsi minority were the "Hamites" or
the "superior Africans," and consid-

ered them "white coloreds." and a

missing link between the whites and
the blacks. They even suggested the

Tutsi were "Europeans under a black

skins," because of their straight

noses, high foreheads and thin lips.

In any event, they were identified as

clearly superior to the majority Bantu

people, the Hums.
The majority of the people of

Rwanda, the Hutu were denigrated

as "inferior humans" even in the con-

text of their own African society.

They were described by |. Sasserath.

a Belgian doctor in Rwanda as "pos-

sessing all the characteristics of the

Negro: flat noses, thick lips, low fore-

heads and brachycephalic skulls.

They are like children, shy and lazy

and usually dirty." The nomadic Twa
were, of course, placed below both

the Hutu and the Tutsi.

The colonizers systematically

favored the Tutsi over the Hutu,
thereby reinforcing and consolidating

this division in Rwandese society.

They exacerbated the damage by cit-

ing the supposed racial superiority of

the Tutsi as the reason for this pref-

erence. For example, in 1927. a

Belgian official wrote that the future

of Rwanda lay in the hands of the

Tutsi, as "they are born leaders, they

have a natural ability to command."
He claimed that this fact was
acknowledged by even the Hutu.
Thus, wealth, education, and other

privileges were concentrated into the

hands of the Tutsi.

The Belgian colonizers reorganized

socio-economic relations in Rwanda by

creating an oppressive hierarchy based on

their own willful misreading of Rwandan
history'- Their undisguised aim was the

maintenance their power through the

age-old process of "divide and conquer."

They consolidated these divisions by

mandating "racial group membership"
specification on identity cards.

These ethnic distinctions have per-

meated the Rawandan consciousness.

By the early '50s, a fixed ethnic aware-

ness had definitely developed in the

populace. Also, there was a growing

identification on the part of the Hutu
majority of the Tutsi as outsiders, colo-

nizers, and "Ethiopian invaders."

This perception was deliberately

encouraged by the wily Belgians, who
now sought to advance their interests

by condemning the Tutsi social domi-
nation that they had systematically

created. The Belgians now champi-
oned the Hutu majority citing the

"democratic principle of majority

rule" as the reason for this switch. In

1959. encouraged by the Belgian

authorities more than 20,000 Tutsi

chiefs were massacred by Hutu
mobs.

In Rwanda, after formal decolo-

nization in 1962. the Hutu majority

came to power with a vengeance, and

as Alain Destexhe points out, "the

Tutsi minority became a scapegoat in

every political crisis." These social

divisions were further solidified.

political parties desperate to achieve

or remain m power, cynically contin-

ued played the "ethnic card."

In the 1970's. Hutu President
Kayibanda placed quota restrictions

on Tutsi representation in university

admittance and civil service employ-
ment, and condemned "hybrid mar-
riages." After he was overthrown by
Julius Habyarimana in 1973, a peri-

od of relative calm followed until

1990.

After the decolonization of most
of Africa in the 1960's. the French
have emerged as the hegemonic-
European power in central Africa,

including Rwanda. Burundi and
Zaire. Interference and meddling has
continued as French troops remained
stationed in many parts of the
region.

The western powers have contin-

ued to rely on exploiting differences,

particularly those they largely created,

in their former colonies. In Rwanda,
the conflagrations of the 1990s have

been the product of both the legacy of

colonialism and the continued inter-

ference of the western powers.

In part two, we shall focus on the

role of the French and other western

powers in the giant human catastro-

phes ongoing in Rwanda and the
Zaire.

Shyamala Ivatury is a Collegian

Columnist.

Editor's Note
Welcome to another Developing

Nations Page. Today we have included

an outstanding speech by President

Fidel Castro of Cuba. In spite of

Castro's urgent reminders about the

moral imperative regarding the crime

of widespread global hunger, the

United States government took the lead

in refusing to acknowledge any interna-

tional moral or legal obligation to feed

the world's poor.

It is because of speeches like this

one, and Castro's riveting address to

the United Nations 50th Anniversary

session, that so many around the world

regard him as the voice of the con-

science of the international community.

Along with an in-depth editorial

on Rwanda, we include a press state-

ment by LAWE — The Palestinian

Society for the Protection of Human
Rights and the Environment.

It is our obligation to examine
the oppression of Third World peo-

ples without fear or apology. We
find this especially necessary when
certain crucial issues are systemati-

cally misrepresented in our national

newspapers, such as the oppression

of Palestinians by the Israeli govern-

ment, which is best compared to

apartheid in South Africa.

The issue of United States gov-

ernment responsibility for the abuse

and oppression of Third World peo-

ples is also an important factor in

orienting our concerns. It is a major

part of our role to examine the

effects of American policy,

American allies, and American
money in the Third World.

The continued oppression of the

Palestinian people results in part

from the unqualified support that

the United States government gives

to the State of Israel, and
Washington's continued categorical

opposition to the creation of a

Palestinian state. This issue cannot

be avoided, denied, or swept under

the carpet. It is our obligation to

continue to address it until justice

at last comes to the people of

Palestine.

— Sunanda Ghosh

Israeli justice and the new era of peace:

High court sanctions torture Palestinians

Fidel infants you to

Write for beUetoping

Nations!!

CONTACT SUNANDA GHOSH
AT 545- 1851

The following is a press release from LAWE (The Palestinian Society for the

Protection of Human Rights and the Environment) issued Nov. 19.

In the last week, the Israeli High Court twice permitted the Israeli secret

police ("GSS") to continue to use torture during their interrogations of

Palestinian detainees. On Friday, Nov. 1 1, the High Court approved increasing

the severity of torture used against Muhammed Hamdan a student from Bir

Zeit University. The court deferred to the secret police's argument that

Hamdan falls under the "ticking bomb" category — that the torture is neces-

sary to avert the loss of lives — despite the fact that Hamdan has been in

Israeli custody for more than four weeks. Incredibly, (ustice Cheshin rebuked
Hamdan's defense lawyer as immoral for petitioning the High Court to stop the

torture.

In another High court decision yesterday, Justices Michael Cheshin. Dalia

Dorner and Eliezer Goldberg permitted the secret police to continue to deprive

Khader Mubarek of sleep and to cover his head continuously with a rancid

sack. In this case, the court refused to issue a temporary order to stop the other

methods of tor'ure used, accepting the secret police's argument that the sack,

the handcuffs and the "particular positions" utilized in Mubarek's interrogation

were procedural to assure that Mubarek won't escape, and not part of the

"moderate physical pressure" applied. Deprivation of sleep for five days contin-

uously was not considered torture by the High Court. Mubarek has also been

in Israeli custody for over month. During the entire interrogation period so far

in which torture has been used against Mubarek and Hamdan. the secret police

has not elicited any evidence from either of them regarding an imminent
attack.

Under Israeli regulations, certain forms of torture are legal; others

are legal only after the GSS head approves their application. Within
Israeli legal discourse, the automatically legal torture methods are

termed "moderate physical pressure." This moderate pressure includes

tying up interrogees in twisted positions for up to five days continuous-

ly, denying sleep for days, covering detainees' heads with thick rancid

sacks for days, light body-shaking, placing the detainee in a small win-

dowless cell for weeks, playing blaring music 24 hours a day. Almost
every Palestinian interrogee is tortured in this manner, ludges permit
this torture routinely by extending the interrogation and not issuing
prohibitions. Other more intense torture methods including severe
body-shaking, require the approval of the head of the secret police —
GSS. A special ministerial committee of the Knesset, made up of repre-

sentatives from the Meretz. Labor and Likud parties, has routinely
approved since 1994, the license to the GSS head to order more intense
forms of pressure.

On Sunday, the Israeli military court fined four Israeli undercover unit

agents one cent for accidentally assassinating the wrong Palestinian in 1993.

lyad Mahmoud Awad Badran. 19 years old from Qabalan. Nablus was mur-
dered on November 13, 1993 by Israeli undercover units while riding in taxi.

The court's decision overturned a plea bargain reached between the state and
the undercover agents' lawyer in which the units were to spend 24 hours in

prison as their sentence.

LAWE - The Palestinian Society for the Protection of Human Rights
and the Environment deplores the High Court's decision sanctioning the
use of torture. Under all international standards and the Torture
Convention — to which Israel is a signatory — the prohibition against tor-

ture is absolute with no exceptions. The Court's reliance on the
"ticking-bomb" theory is wholly inapplicable under international law and
is a disgraceful legalism used by the Court to justify gross violations of
Palestinian human rights.

LAWE expresses its strongest outrage at the Israeli military court's
decision to fine murderers of an innocent civilian one cent. LAWE
believes that this decision emanates from a deeply-rooted racism
against Palestinians and the "cheapening" of the worth of Palestinian
life. The Israeli court's decisions "sanctioning murder and torture"
demonstrate how perverted the Israeli legal system has become and that
justice for Palestinians can never be assured in an Israeli court. For the
"new era of peace" to begin, even the Israeli courts must undeigo a
serious change.
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Hampden goes Greek;

New Antigone a winner
By Julia Casson
Collegian Correspondent

ANTIGONE
Hampden Theater

Nov. 21

The first annual student-run production of Antigone, despite a few
technical problems, was a success. The Theater Department and the

Residential Arts program combined to create a thoroughly enjoyable
evening of theater.

The Hampden Theater was packed Thursday night as the theater group
performed a modern version of the classic Greek tragedy.

In this version, the character of Antigone was personalized. A willful,

headstrong woman is portrayed at times, other times the audience saw
her for what she really was — a young innocent girl in love.

Antigone is the tale of a young woman struggling with outside pres-

sures. Questions of loyalty and responsibility were brought up continu-
ously throughout the course of the play. If she should honor the presence
of her dead brother she would no doubt face death herself.

However, if she should respect the law of the state and the king she
would therefore be forgetting her brother.

From the beginning of the play. Antigone knew her destiny. She was a

strong, soulful young woman who continued fighting until the last

moments of her life. Her influential effect on others was apparent in the

play as many mourned for her death.

Antigone was a wonderful opportunity for a vast array of talent to come
together. A brilliant interpretation of a classic was created by the hard
efforts of the cast and crew.

"Hoo— Wah!!! My kingdom for a horse!" Al Pacino directs and stars in Looking for Richard.

COUKTf SY 10X Sl/WCHLICHT PICTUHts

Pacino's Richard tries to make Bard for all

By Adam Levtne

Collegian Staff

LOOKING FOR RICHARD
Directed by Al Pacino

with Al Pacino. Winona Ryder,
and Kevin Spacey

Playing at Hampshire Six

There is one point in Al Pacino's
new documentary about the film-

ing of Richard III in which the cre-

ator walks about the streets of
New York asking people their opin-
ions of Snakespeare. The answers
are both honest and obvious at the
same time: Shakespeare has a lot

to say. but he's difficult to under-
stand.

When Looking for Richard works
best is at the points when this
concept is carefully examined.
Pacino has almost obsessively

attempted to capture
Shakespeare's spirit and make it

accessible to the common
American. The fact that he con-
tains such gleeful determination
allows him to create an original
outlook in the blending of cinema
and theater.

Shakespeare's classic plays have
been an amazing influence on
playwrights and filmmakers for

countless generations. Most
recently, we have seen modernized
renditions of Richard III and
Romeo and Juliet, each marking a
new trend in Shakespearian analy-
sis. Although Romeo and Juliet
seems to center far too much on
violence. Ian MacKeller's Richard
III is a superb masterpiece.
MacKeller brought Shakespeare's
most performed play to the NMH
and set it in a Actional 1930's fas-

Reaions to use
ITIIfei Eye Care

Services

Wp have a comprehensive

contact lens program.

Emergency eye care delivered at

IIS, is a covered benefit if you are

a student plan member.

Savings on eyeglasses from participating

opticians are available if you
are a student and have a complete
optometry examination at UHS.

\ great place to gel contact lenses]

f 5 A/On-site contact lens specialist/)

Free sample start-up

contact lens solutions.

Contact lenses can be mailed directly to

>ou: free postage (or normal delivery.

Same day n^latt'mcnl of contact

lenses, in ntauy cases, dne to onr

large in house inventory.

We take great pride in being able to fit

many people who have had difficulty in

the past wearing contact lenses.

Convenient hours and location.

For appointments or questions,

Call 577-5244 uhs
Patient feedback of those

who have used the UHS
Eye Clare Program over

twenty yean has been

consistently excellent.

"I inviteyou to use the

Eye Services at UHS.

"

Frederick H Bloom. O.D
Director, Eye Care Program

•Free Estimates

•Lifetime Repair Warranty

•Auto Glass Replacement

•Car & Truck Rental

North Amherst Motors
78 Sunderland Road, North Amherst, MA

549-2880

^ (One Mile Irom UMass bus route)

TONIGHT
PRE-HOLIDAY PARTY

Captain Morgan
and Coke

2.00

Red Dog
\6oz Drafts
^ 1.50

-Weekly Drink Specials-

with

DJ. BoB Paulin

Dancing

1/2 price Appetizer + Nachos

Nc\vll<Hir>

cist England. Anyone who is Inter-

ested in an easier to understand,
yet poetically dramatic version,

would be pleased with this movie.

Pacino's film is impossible to

compare, because it's not really

about the play as much as about
the essence of Shakespeare in gen-
eral. The problem is that Pacino,
one of the most accomplished
American actors, has absolutely
nothing to prove. He appears
extremely coiifident in his directing

debut, but when it comes to his

message, he tries far too hard to

get his point across.

The hope he has is for the viewer
to understand Shakespeare as he
does and relate to his personal
passion. During the first half of the
film he travels to Shakespeare's
home and to the Globe Theater, as
well as lecturing to students on
what "The Winter of our
Discontent" really means.
He adds amusement and the

hope to frey from pretentiousness
by not taking himself too seriously.

When witnessing the bed in which
Shakespeare was born, he realizes

that it's not quite as magnificent
as he had envisioned. During his

lecture, the camera quickly switch-
es angles to capture two students
ferociously making out while lis-

tening to the wise words of their

guest teacher.

After all the pre-production
obstacles are accomplished, the
film re-enacts the classic tragedy
as it switches from rehearsals to

the finished project, all within the
same scene. Pacino gives us a
clear sense of how difficult it is to

preform Shakespeare; his tech-
nique in demonstrating this is

Interesting. We are taken through
all the major aspects of the story,

with time off in-between for Pacino
and a host of intellectuals and
celebrities to say what each scene
or character means to them.
Toward the end. Pacino disregards
the documentary and focuses on
the play's finale. The highlight of
his entire career is at this point
when all his hard work and deter
i nil i.i t u ii i pays off and he finds the
Richard he was looking for.

Alec Baldwin proves once again
that he can perform best when
appearing in supporting roles. As
the brother betrayed by Richard.
Baldwin is magnificent In his
cameo, seizing the intensity of the
first half of the story. Winona
Ryder. Kevin Spacey and Aidan
Quinn serve more of a who's who
of celebrity guests than pivotal
characters.

The real star of this film is

Shakespeare himself. At times
Pacino notices his hero watching
him from the sidelines, filling him
with the inspiration he needs to

get us through the rest of his 01m.
All in all. Richard is Just a means
of communicating more directly to

the heart of our most cherished
playwright.

Pacino's only failure comes in

the fact that he often forgets his
own concern for us to understand
this play. Almost ironically, many
parts of the re-enactment become
too overwhelming and the less
experienced Shakespearian viewer
can become lost in the world of
unfamiliar language. Most of the
time Looking for Richard serves
brilliantly as a Cliffs Notes on film

B

ROUTE 9

HADLEY, MA

YEAR 'ROUND
http //www javanetV-mrburger/
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COVER

CHARGE
15 East Pleasant Street

SMOKING

SECTION

9-1

BECOME AN
AIR FORCE OFFICER.

Take the first step to becoming a lead-
er in today's Air Force. Put your col-

lege degree to work in the Air Force
Officer Training School. After complet-
ing Officer Training School you can
become a commissioned Air Force
officer with:

• great starting pay
• medical and dental care
• 30 days vacation with pay per year
• management opportunities

Discover how far a career in the Air
Force can take you and what it takes
to qualify. Call

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

Peruvian music explored by Smithsonian
In the world music scene there

are all kinds of music, from
Chinese punk rock to soukous.
Some of the music is heavily pro-
duced for a thriving market,
some in a classical artistic tradi-
tion, some true folk never heard
outside its native region until an
ethnomusicologist with a tape
recorder visited.

Smithsonian Folkways is in the
lasl category. The label results
from the acquisition, in 1 988, of
famed Folkways Records by the
Smithsonian Institute.
Smithsonian Folkways is keeping
evtn last one of the ground-
breaking Folkways releases in
print, while adding ambitious
new projects to the catalogue.

The material on all of these
albums is motivated by a
research/academic orientation.
As a result, what you get on SF
records is "the real thing," true
folk music barely influenced by
mass media. The liner notes are
extensive and usually written by
ethnomusicologists with a good
deal of expertise in the field. I do
have some problems with this

style: the approach sometimes
leads to results that are too much
like museum pieces. Music that

comes from a thriving tradition

can sound lifeless and canned on
the albums. However, SF's vast

coverage and high-quality prod-
ucts, born from love instead of
profit, make it a deservedly
respected label.

The most recent releases from
Smithsonian are numbers three
and four in the "Traditional
Music of Peru" series. These new
CD's come from the Archivo de
Musica Tradicional Andina; num-
ber three is music from
Cajamarca. an area in the north
of Peru, and the Colca Valley in

the far south. Cajamarcan music
comes mainly from fiestas (such

as Carnival, Holy Week and the

Nativity of the Virgin) and work-
ing songs. The Colca Valley's
music also stems heavily from
Catholic festivals, but these cele-

brations have been integrated
into the pre-Conquest Andean
traditions. For this reason, the

celebrations of Saints' Days are

often related to agricultural sea-

sons, such as the "time of scarci-

ty" and "time of giving thanks."

Number four of the series pre-

sents music from Lambayeque. a

misses
continued from page 10

Yarworth explains.

Apart from the reasons UMass was
not at 100 percent, St. John's did fin-

ish victorious. Keith Conners, lor S|U,
finished first in both the diving events,

scoring nine points in both.
Sophomore Derrick Demaio, fresh-

man Ed Heffercr. and freshman Matt
Turner slid into the second through

swim

fourth spots for both events.

Other notables for St. John's swim-
ming and diving team were Justin

Cisario winning in ihe 500 and 1000
free. Mark Westphal and Matt Rudolph
coming first and second in the 100 fly,

William Colman swinging those arms
in the 100 Breast, and Thomas Allen

grooving it in the 400 I.M.

Again, the important time for the

men's swimming and diving team has

not even come close to peering over

the horizon. It's not until (anuary,

when the team's schedule starts to

load up, with meets versu-

Dartmouth. UNH and UConn, but

even then, February is the target for

Yarworth and his team.

This harpist and percussionist
Traditional Music of Peru.

district in coastal north Peru. The
district spans a variety of envi-

ronments, from high mountains
to the environs of the
Pan-American Highway along the

coast. Accessibility to the outside

world has brought strong new
influences into the coastal
regions, but many mountain areas

remain inaccessible except by
foot. A large number of the

pieces from this area have also

been recorded at religious festi-

vals, central community events in

the lives of many villages.

Often music to accompany
dance, the songs are usually
marked by a strong drum beat

COUHTISY SMITHSTONIAN FOLKWAYS

are presented on Lambayeque:

accompanied by wind instruments

and. less commonly, stringed
instruments such as mandolin and
guitar. Some pieces that stand out

especially are the solo agricultural

songs played on clarin (an
extremely long trumpet made
from cane) in the Cajamarca
region, the Lambayequen music
which accompanies the diablicos

(little devils) festival dance, and
the Lambayequen marinera per-

formed on harp, in which the
drummer uses for his instrument

the resonating chamber of the

harp.

High quality field recording
and extensive liner notes make
Smithsonian Folkways releases

worth watching for. The music of

Peru is a diverse and interesting

glimpse into the soul of an old

culture. Watch also for

Smithsonian's new additions to

their extensive Music of
Indonesia series, numbers 10
through 12, coming soon to this

column.

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian

Staff member.

continued from page 10

attempts, outdistancing her nearest

competition by 85 points. Rodriguez
was just continuing the roll she's
been on all season, having recently

stuffed the opposition in the one-
and three- meter diving events
against Boston University.

In other highlights at St. John's,

Hickey won the 1000 Free in

10:46.49 leading a maroon and while-

sweep in that event. She was fol

lowed by Sonnwald (11:01.56) and
Julie Alexander (11:01.84).

UMass still was in the meet enter-

ing the final event, the 200 Free
Relay, but a St. John's win (1:40.30).

utlset the two through four finish by
the Minutewomen.

"This is just an annoying blip on
the big screen." stated Newcomb. "It

has no effect on us one way or anoth-

er. It will have no effect whatsoever
on how we do in Philadelphia.We are

a very good championship meet
team."

The swimmers and divers will take

an extremely deep squad to LaSalle

University next weekend for the

much anticipated Philadelphia Open
Newcomb agrees that his team
should be considered among the

favorites, matching up well against

the likes of Drexel, Fordham and
host LaSalle. The team will have a

few days off over Thanksgiving to get

the St. John's debacle out of its mind,

and focus on the upcoming schedule

which features three straight invita

tional meets, considered much more
conducive to its strength than the

recent dual meets it has been swim
ming and diving.

MUICAO COU.1GIAN

Save some turkey for me...
The hockey team won't have much time for leftovers this weekend when it travels to Colorado Springs,

Soo
to a

Collegian
Newsstand
ileal1 you!

The

4/|ens Baske

Catch the
magazine

'K^J^»i
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assifieas
113 Campus Center • University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

APARTMENT FOR REMTl EMPLOYMENT
Take Over Least '97 One bed
100m uptown apt Great location

Amherst Center Call 253 4781

AUTO FOR SALE
851/2 Font Escort tor $250! High

iini perfectly • only needs
manifold repair Call Mike at 549-

9205 (leave a message!

EMPLOYMENT
SUMMER CAMP! CO-ED Sleep

away' Many COUNSELOR POSI-

TIONS AVAILABLE i We need role

models, sensitive, caring and skilled

staff members FOR THE BEST SUM-
MER OF YOUR LIFE 1 in NE
Pennsylvania's Pocono Mts call

1800161 -WANDA or E-mail towan-

da@iniercamp com or visit our WebSite
http //www intercamp com/towanda
for information, application and to

schedule an interview This is a

great camp and an awesome experi-

ence Camp Towanda. Honesdale.
PA

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed 1 Entry-level &
career positions available

Worldwioe Call Resort Employment

Services 1206) 971 -3600 ext R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to $2b-$45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan. S Korea No teach-

ing background or Asian languages

required For info call (206) 971 -

3570 ext J50016

FOR RENT
Cape Cod gioup & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

Ib08l477-6000 .

FOR SALE

Smith Corona Parsonal Word
Processor Like new $100 or Best

Offer 546-6924

BEAUTIFUL DOG MISTREATED
NEEDS A LOVING OWNER PLEASE

INQUIRE ffl 256-6909

Snowboard lor sale Burton Twin

Tip 139 with bindings $200 or best

offer Call Rose 6-5538

Complete 5 CD stereo system' 5

band graphic equalizer, dual tape

deck and powerful receiver $250 or

3/0 Call Craig 546-6811

MAC Cerrtris 610 8MB RAM 80MB
HD Full page monitor (gray scale)

External fax modem Ethernet card

Call Fernao 549-3927 Price nego-

tiable

FOUND
Found Single key on Dare keyring

Call The Collegian 545-3500

Found Ladies Gold Time* watch

in Bartlett 11/21 Call Dawn 665-

9068

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Happy Birthday Brendan Shea!

Hey cute boy come here are you tick-

ehsh I wanted to be the first per-

son to wish you a glorious day I

hope tomorrow is all that you wish

lor I love you. I love you. I love you

Be good be happy and smile My
heart— Diva

HOUSE FOR RENT

Secluded Riverfront Home N

Green River ARTISTS INN Residence

Living or Studio Space Avail Immed

Part-Furnished 14x24' $350/mo or

20x24' $375/mo + % util , sec dep

.

references, some pets ok, gas heat,

wash/dry, snow rmvl, kitchen cathe-

dral ceiling, fireplace, balcony. East

Colram. 20 mm/GFLD. 40

min/UMass 624-3928

Amherst Belchertown line 4

bedroom. 2 bath home in quiet area

Available now 549-4270

MISCELLANEOUS ROOM FOR RENT
Rental Problems Questions about

your lease/security deposit deduc

tions 7 Questions about
subletting/assigning leases 7

Questions about the condition of

your new house or apartment 7

Contact the Student Legal Services

Office, 922 Campus Center, 545
1995

t

New Metabolism Breakthrough
Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35
800-/76-9503 Doctor Approved

ROOM FOR FtENF

Female Students: On-Campus hv

ing Room and board Starting at

$2000/semester Singles available

Immediate occupancy for Spring

Semester Call Karen (508)682-9213,

Kathy (61 7)479-7636

On-Campus Housing available for

Intersession $250 Call Karen

(508)682-9213, Kathy 1617(4/9-7636

2 Outgoing girts seek persons) to

rent large bedroom in uptown apt

Great location, in great condition

Stan Jan 1 Contact Tricia/LB 549-

3649 ASAP

Sublease my room for the Spring

Semester Really close to campus'

549-5920

Sunderland 1BR in 2BR Apt

$31500 * utilities Must find some

one before Thanksgiving tor Spring

term or Jan 1 665 4394

ROOMATE WANTED
Roommates Wanted: One or two

males to share rent at Brandywine

Apts Starts January 1 st Call Bryan

5494591

SERVICES
GOPILLAGRAMS Birthdays. Roses.

Balloons, etc Send the crazy gorilla

We'll go anywhere, anytime!!

Student rates available! Call 256-

0287

Money for College. Millions of

dollars unclaimed every year

Results guaranteed. Service is free

Thousands of sources of Financial

Aid available Hurry Call (413) 538-

0041 tor more into

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade 7 In-house service, call

Scream Savers 5490083

Pregnant? Need help 7 Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

TRAVEL
Killington Ski Huusa needs
houssmatss $500 00 lor entire sea

son 549-8924

SCUBA SPRING BREAK Dive Key

Largo, FL Earn 2 credits' March 16-

22 Mandatory Meeting 2/28 7pm
Herter 227 Call Proiect DEEP®
(800)282-0977

Spring Break '97 Hottest destina-

tions and coolest vacations! Lowest

prices guaranteed' Organize small

group, travel free 1 Call for free info

1800)426-7710

TRAVELTIME has great deals toi

group and individual travel plans

Call Connne 587 3011 413-781-6150

WANTED
Wanted- Tutor for AUTO CAD
Realease13 Will pay Call Rob at

546-0272

STUDENTS Moonlighting as

dancers/strippers in local clubs If

interested in sharing your story for

my independent study photoessay on

"creative student employment", call

Caroline at 546-5269 for more into

Identity confidential upon request

Mattress Wanted QUEEN Call

Eugenie 545-3768

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20<£ per word/day

All

others

40<£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly. We
are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.
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Classifieds

"they work"

Standard Headings
Activities Miscellaneous
Announcements Motorcycles
Apartment For Personals
Rent Room For Rent
Auto For Sale Room Wanted
Employment Roommate
Entertainment Wanted
For Sale Services
Found (2 days Free) Summer Sublet

Happy Birthday To Sublet
Houses For Rent Travel

Instruction Transportation
Lost Wanted to Rent
Musicians Wanted

CROSSWORD
4 H . MM'

Its 1"
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ACROSS
1. Expanded

5. Enjoys the sun

10. "Sweet" film role lor

Shirley

14. Agitate

15. Chefs protection

16. Use a sickle

17. " Lovely Day
Today" (2 wds

)

18. Songstress Cleo

19. In the past

20. One cutting canines,

eg
22. Ceded

24. Sponsors

26. Ill-lit

27. Say "yes"

30. More, in Toledo

32.
,

Lama

36. Actor Will of The
Wattons"

37. Tractability

36. Santa

40. Container

41. Clear

42. Type of cassette

43. Prodigious

46. Place (of)

47. Lets up

48. Otogy abbr

49. No longer au courant

50 *_ Haw
52. Incited

54. Native environment

56. Certain talis

62. Caliph after Abu Bakr

63. Recipe direction

65. Joyce's home
66. Only fish in me sea''

67. Adiusts a piano

68. Rich Sp

69. Swerve

70. Squirrel away
71

.

Depict unfairly

DOWN
1. Sandpaper particles

2. Baptism, e g
3. If all fails

4. Meteorologist's

concern

Large bundles

6. Flats

7. Hindustani title

8. King or Hong
9. Bergen dummy

10. Tnafhlete

11. Mediterranean

Avenue s $2

12. Armor-breaking

weapon

13. Imitated

21. Gardener's tool

23. Lent a hand

25. Jose or Juan start

27. Chalcedony

28. Seaport in Italy

29. Brings up

31. Less crooked

33. Jeans

34. Volcano's product

35. Volume

37. Type of rummy
38. Diminutive, to Capp

40. Assail

44. Put back on staff

45. Surface for Eliza

46. Stepping up tools

49. __ -brained

(extraordinarily

stupid)

51. Bridge seats

53. "A-laying" birds

54. "Bonanza" role

55. Run (be in a

frenzy)

56. "Road
-
film

destination

57. Tense

59. Composer Satie

60. Donna or Jim

61. Kind of flake

64. Numero
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Personals Policy
1. All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.
3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-

TIONS
4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm

room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.
6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-
tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as tilled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

(
).
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ARIES
March 21 -April 20

This week may be a good time to <<sk

for a raise. You won't have to prove

yourself—It's obvious to everyone tli.«t

you deserve It. Call in old debts before

the weekend. Choose a special evening

to discuss future plans with your

mate. A big change Is ahead

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

You're really on top of things this

week. Use It to your advantage and

move ahead. You may even be able to

do something very risky and get away

with it. Make travel plans with some

old friends

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

It may be time to seek an expert's

advice on a recurring problem. You 've

handled It on your own long enough

A friend will try to repay an old debt

this week— let him or her do It. It's

been put off long enough. This

weekend Is the perfect time to put a

romantic plan Into effect

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Go for team objectives early In the

week A friend may be able to help in

an area you can't, so don't be afraid to

toss the ball If you get stuck. It's time

to get paperwork done that you've

been putting off. Getting started Is

half the battle!

LEO
July 23-August 23

Your boss may overload von this

week—hang In there. It's the perfect

time to show your stuff! You'll also be

gaining experience that will eventually

be beneficial. Be thankful and keep

your energy level up!

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

It's lime to shine early In the week at

work—you ran do no wrong! dish

hard for what you want. Even If you

need to go out of your way. now Is thr

lime to do It You're generally sort ]
shy. but you begin to let your guard

down Get excited—your dreams are

finally within your grasp!

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Put vour house In order this week.

Unexpected guests may surprise yon
Ihls weekend You'll It-el better If

you're prepared. Spend some time

with vour mate. He or she may be

fecttoj bit neglected lately because

of your hectic schedule.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
It's time to make a move at work that

you've been contemplating for a long

time Youve got nothing to lose.

Don't wail until late In the week:

complications will arise. Youve made
mistakes Ix-fore: now use what you ve

learned from them A relative Inspires

you

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-Dccember 21

Your mate is no help In your present

dilemma. He or she seems to be

unable to relate. Don't worry—It Is

only an Isolated Incident. It Is best to

avoid an argument and handle your

problems on your own this week

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
The beginning of a romantic

adventure Is right around the corner.

It may be what you've been waiting

for. Take the time to relax while you
can—your moments of leisure may
soon be few and far between!

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18
Your mornings could be tough this

week, but don't worry You know
how to handle It. Pul those good

organizational skills lo work Old

methods will work best for new
problems Start a new novel It may be
the best therapy to ease your mind

PISCES
February 19-March 20
You and your coworkers make a great

team this week. You're finally starting

to work logelher to vour benefit. You'll

all be In a productive mood, and a lot

will be accomplished There Is still ,i

slight conflict between you and a close
relative. Do your best to smoolh It

over.

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University3 By Frank Cho

Everybody knows that

things are not always what

they seem.

Did you ever leave an

orange out for a long time?

Green mold starts to grow in

little spots at first, but

eventually, it completely

covers the orange.

Basically the orange

disappears. The living mold is

the only thing that remains

but the mold has nothing left

to eat so it dies.

We think the earth was

created for us, but what if....

we are only a growth on the

earth. We eat the earth, ....

then the earth lets us die.

Sometimes the mold-

orange-earth thing reminds

me ofmy girlfriend and me...

except I'm not sure which one

of us is the mold.

MAY 1

HELP
You?

Close to Home By John McPherson

MiWP

I

:

j

I

Baxter...Beware of the Dog Who Thinks! By Brant G. Henne

n* '"r-.s ,, H .'»

Mrfbg/*
"My husband said to send the bill to

the New York Jets."

Bastards By Matt & Greg

"2^

SLAMT^v

,YQUR
An!

Pass it on!

Today's Staff

Mike Burke
Night Editor

Mark McGrath
Copy Editor

Kenneth W.P. Scott
Photo Technician

Brian Inocencio
Production Supervisor

Roberto Snow
Thang Vo
Production

Paper your R.A. in

his/her room!
a. j

Quote of the Day

a
I'm a giver, not a

receiver.

-Over heard in 1615 1

A

99

Quote of the Day

a
The normal person,

including bartenders,

would be confused at

this point.

-Professor Cade

99

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 345-3636 formm Mormmfio

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Hot & Spicy Chicken

Wings

DINNER
Creek Style Lemon

Chicken
Southern Fried Steak

Veg. Chow Mein

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Chicken a la King/Rice

DINNER
Creek Style Lemon

Chicken
Southern Fried Steak

Worcester

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Spaghetti with Tomato
Meat Sauce

Harvest Burger

DINNER
Greek Style Lemon

Chicken
Vegetable Chow Mein

Pastabilities

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Spaghetti with Tomato
Meat Sauce

Harvest Burger

DINNER
Greek Style Lemon

Chicken
Southern Fried Steak

Vegetable Chow Mein
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Sports
The Massachusetts

In Hawaii, Minutemen bid aloha to Chaminade 59^8 in debut
UMass (1-0), 59

Smith 0-0 0-0 0, Weeks 8-15 5-6

19, NorviHe 1-2 1-2 J, Padilla 2-7

0-0 5, Travieso 6-13 2-2 16, Clarke
3-6 1-1 7, Keener 3-8 0-0 6, Babul
1-2 0-0 2, Basil 0-3 1-2 I. Totals:

24-568-13 59

Chaminade (0-1), 48

Cephas 5-13 0-0 8, Antonio 3-4 0-0

9. Umbarger 1-1 0-0 2, Farrell OS
0-0 0, Clavon 6-17 3-5 19, Tracy I-

IO-0 2,Rivtra 1-3 00 3, Davis 1-1

0-0 3, Bowling 1-1 0-0 2. Totals:

17-46 3-5 48

— HIGHLIGHTS
— After failing behind 1 3-8 early in

the first half, UMass outscored the

Silverswords 24-10 to take nine
point lead into locker room
— Carmelo Travieso added 16
points and sophomore Lari Ketner
chipped in with eight in his first

collegiate outing.

Tyrone Weeks

fg Player

m& l7 off

HfifeEP the
basketball Game

PLAYER OF THE GAME
Senior forward Tyrone Weeks
scored a career-high 1 9 points,

and pulled down 1 1 rebounds.

LAHAINA. Hawaii (API — lames
Flint didn't know who was more ner-

vous — he or his players — for I 5th-

ranked Massachusetts' season-open-
er.

Flint, making his debut as coach of
the Minutemen after replacing |ohn
Calipari. got a win, 59-48 over
Chaminade in the Maui Invitational

opener yesterday.

"When I woke up this morning. I

was ready to play," he said. "I just

wanted to get this one out of the
way."

But when his team took the floor,

it wasn't what he expected. "We
didn't get off to a geod start," he
said after the Minutemen fell

behind 13-8. "We weren't hitting
and we were rushing. We were get-

ting off quick shots and they made
for easy baskets for them
I Chaminade |

.

"But once we settled down, and
got the ball inside, we were OK."

Getting the ball inside to UMass'
bulkier front line was the kev to vic-

tory. Of the Minutemen's 36
rebounds. 15 were off the offensive
boards and they led to 1 8 points.

Tyrone Weeks, who is expected to
take up the slack left by the depar-
ture of All-America Marcus Camby.
scored 19 points and grabbed II
rebounds, five coming off of missed
shots by teammates.

"We have to have post presence,"
Flint said. "That's our game — get
the ball inside and play. But it was
our first game and it's going to take
time before we get the right chem-
istry."

Chaminade's Al Walker, also
coaching his first game, agreed that

lack of size was a problem for the
undersized Silverswords. "That's
why we tried to spread the floor
with four perimeter players," he
said. "But it s tough to get shots off
against good defensive teams like

UMass."

Carmelo Travieso had 16 points
for UMass. Darnell Clavon led
Chaminade with 19 points.

_ ,., ,

IMANC VON COLLEGIAN
Tyrone Weeks led the Massachusetts men's basketball team to a 59-48

win over host Chaminade in the Maui Invitational yesterday.

Women's hoop looking to start a new winning streak
By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

The home winning streak is over, so the
Massachusetts basketball team will try to start one
on the road.

Tonight the Minutewomen of the hardwood take
on the Stags of Fairfield University at Alumni Hall
in Fairfield Conn.
UMass is coming off their first regular-season tilt.

a game in which Ohio State used a 23-9 run to finish
off the Minutewomen and end their string of 1 5
home contests without a loss. Crystal Carroll — pick-
ing up the offensive slack in the absence of fellow
co-captain Beth Kuzmeski and junior forward Tez
Kraft — poured in 23 points on 10-for- 16 shooting.
The Stags also have one regular season contest

under their belts heading into battle with the
Minutewomen. Fairfield opened up its season last

Friday against the Big East's Seton Hall Pirates. The
Stags outscored the Pirates by seven in the second
half to pull out a 54-53 season-opening victory.

lunior forward Page Driscoll led the Fairfield
effort with 18 points and eight rebounds. Driscoll
was Fairfield's sixth woman a year ago. averaging

8.8 points and 3.9 boards off the pine in 19 min-
utes per game.

The Stags' top returning scorer from last season,
lessica Grossarth was held to nine points on
3-for-l4 shooting, but the junior forward hauled in
six defensive rebounds and dished out five a-sists.

Grossarth was second on the Fairfield scoring
list a year ago averaging 1 3.4 points a contest, but
she shot a meager .363 from the field. She was sec-
ond on the team in rebounding last season, clearing
off the boards at a clip of 5.9 rebounds a game.
The Stags' rebounding leader from last temtm is

one of this year's co-captains. Bridget Clean The
senior center/forward averaged 6.4 rebounds per
contest and tallied nearly five points a game. Clean
played only eight minutes in the Seton Hall game
as she was in foul trouble throughout.

Fairfield's other captain is 6-foot- 1 senior for-
ward Heidi Gill. Gill averaged 6.5 points and 5.0
rebounds in 31 games last season including 20
starts. Gill came off the bench in Fairfield's first

affair notching five points in eight rebounds in 29
minutes

Role players Cindy O'Connor and lennifer
Natale — both sophomores — round out the Stags'

starting line-up. Natale averaged 2.6 points and
1 .9 rebounds while O'Connor did not play last sea-
son.

like the UMass women, the Stags are lacking
depth this season. Fairfield went with a seven
woman rotation for the majority of the contest.
The Minutewomen worked with only two players

off the bench for most of the game on Sunday.
Kuzmeski and Kraft are both out indefinitely, and
Minutewomen head coach loanie O'Brien said she
would be happy if one or the other was back in the
maroon and white for the Hartford home game on
Dec. 22.

As a result of the loss of Kuzmeski and Kraft,
freshmen kellv Van Huisen and Alison MacFarland
have been thrust into starting roles. MacFarland. a
pure long-range shooter, has struggled in the early
going as evidenced by her 2-for-12 effort in the
Ohio State loss — 2-for-^* from three-point land,
0-for-8 inside the stripe.

Van Huisen has answered the call, running the
show for the better part of the Ohio State game
with senior point guard Sabriya Mitchell on the
bench in foul trouble. In 35 minutes of action, Van
Huisen responded with 14 points and five assists.

St John's swims past UM
By Chris Krein

Collegian Staff

Three points and a tardy bus.

That would be the Reader s

Digest condensed version of the
Massachusetts women's swimming
and diving team over the past two
weeks.

The team registered a momen-
tous two point win over Boston
University on Nov. 16. That
momentum was unable to carry
over to this past weekend, due to a

late bus that was partially responsi-

ble for an unfortunate one point
loss Saturday at St. lohn's.

The team's record now stands at

a respectable 3-2 going into the
most important meet thus far this

season, a Dec. 6-7 showdown with
seven other schools at the
Philadelphia Open. The team
looked to enter the invitational
brimming with confidence after a

hard-fought 151-149 victory in

Boston, but the team faltered
against St. |ohn's due to extenuat-
ing circumstances.

The Minutewomen made an
impressive splash against the Red
Storm, considering the obstacle
that they had to hurdle. The bus
that was to carry the team to
lamaica, NY arrived over two
hours late, putting the team in an
uncompromising situation. UMass
was only delegated minimal time
for warm-ups and suffered as a
result.

Despite the handicap, the
women performed admirably, win-
ning four events and placing at

least in second in seven others. It

wasn't enough to eke out a win.
and St. lohn's was able to capture
the final relay to finish with the
122-121 victory.

Sparkling in the heartbreaking
loss were individual wins from
freshman Andrea Spencer, sopho-
more Meghan Matacera (1:02.50
in the 100 Back), junior Barbara
Hickey and junior diver Angelique
Rodriguez.

"Matacera. in particular, is

swimming very well rijfht now,"
said Head Coach Bob Newcomb.
He also pointed to solid perfor-
mances by Pam Perog (third in the
100 Breast, 1:12.99) and Lyndsay
Crenshaw (third in the 200 Free,
2:00.52). He equally expressed his

delight in having junior Karen
Sonnwald back earlier than expect-
ed from a fool injury.

Spencer has been on fire lately,

taking the 100 Fly in a time of
1:00.73. She also claimed three
individual victories against B.U..
touching first in the 50 Free. 100
Fly and the 200 IM.

In the lone diving competition,
Rodriguez continued her assault
on the school diving record book,
obliterating her own previous
mark on the one-meter board in

route to a commanding victory.
She posted a mark of 388.72 in 10

UMass misses the bus
By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

Turn to SWIM, page 7

The Massachusetts men's swimming
and diving team suffered a not-so-sur-
prising defeat to St. lohn's on Saturday.
h favor of UMass, the Red Storm wen
healthy and were playing in their home
pool in lamaica. N.Y. With that in

mind. St. John's was able to pull off a

143-95 victory. The Minutemen are
now 2- 1 overall in dual meets.

"Nothing went wrong," Coach
Runs Yarworth said. "We swam OK,
but we had travel problems and only
had a half an hour to warm up
because the bus company screwed
up. But we swam well."

The bus that was supposed to take
the Minutemen from Amherst to
lamaica. N.Y. arrived late and got the
team to St. John's pool over a half
hour after the meet was supposed to

begin. So without a proper warm-up.
and only 30 minutes in the pool to get
loose, UMass had to swim in for-

eign pool with I fired up Red Storm.
"They're |St. John's | nothing spec-

tacular. But they were fired up and
ready to go and we're pretty battered
up right now. but I'm not disappoint-
ed," Yarworth said.

Riddled with injuries and the lack
of good transportation, the
Minutemen of the chlorine sea swam
tough, but in the end. the Red Storm,
confident and fired up. put the jets ,,n
and won. Out of the 13 events the
men swam in Saturday, St. John's fin-

ished first in 10 Matt Davey. a junior
who performed weil versus Boston
University, won two events for
I MM, in the 200 freestyle, and the

200 freestyle relay. He also finished a
split second behind Van Nostran of
SJU in the 100 freestyle, while a quiet
Sean Anderson finished in a distant
fourth.

"Matt Davey swam well, along
with Dave Koritkowski," Yarworth
said, "Geoff Gear is almost ready to

come back, but basically that is all.

No one else [out of the nine top ath-

letes of the team that are out| is

ready to come back."

Apart from the super freshmen Rich
Slingluff and Billy Hunter competing in

the final four for Yarworth's water
polo team next weekend, more than a

few players will not be eligible to par-

ticipate in the pool until the second
semester.

"We swam like a tired team,"
Yarworth said. Not to mention the fact

that the team is invoived in it's tough-
est practicing sessions of the season.

After turkey, stuffing and grandma's
special gravy, the Massachusetts men's
swimming and diving team will be
ready for the Philadelphia Invitational,

where the Minutemen will sharpen up
their skills for the final months to

come. Unfortunately. Coach Yarworth
will not be able to attend his boys
down in Philly. since he'll be basking
in the rays of San Diego, where he will

be coaching UMass in the final four of

men's water polo.

"That's when they will improve.
Philly is really a stepping stone for
us They [UMass swimmers| know
when to swim faster. They know
what means the most to the other
coaches and myself and when it real-

ly counts, they'll turn it on,"

Turn to MISSES, page 7

Weeks gives career effort in UMass win;

Minutemen down Chaminade, 59-48

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

The arena at the l.ahaina Civic
Center looked more like a high
school gymnasium than the host
site of an established early-sea-
son college basketball tourna-
ment.

Fittingly so, because even
though the members of the
Massachusetts men's basketball
team squeaked by host
Chaminade with a 59-48 victory,

Minuteman senior Tyrone Week-
took control of the game and sin-

gle handedly schooled the
Silverswords.

Weeks dominated UMass's play,

scoring a career-high 19 points
and shutting down Chaminade's
front line with his tenacious
defense.

In the first half, the
Silverswords were running on
the adrenaline created from
playing a nationally ranked oppo-
nent, and it scared the
Minutemen. UMass coach lames
"Bruiser" Flint called time Mil
just over five minutes into the
game, as if to call for someone to

step it up a notch.

If Flint did make that call.

Weeks answered.

Time and again. Weeks scored
when UMass needed it. to bring
the Minutemen back from a deficit

the pumped-up Hawaiian team
had staked for itself.

With just over nine minutes
remaining in the first half.
Weeks came away with a crush
ing block at Chaminade's end of
the court. That block set the
stage for the Minutemen to make
a 15-3 run over the course ol

seven minutes.

Weeks didn't let up in the sec

ond half either, helping UMass
stave off Chaminade's hopes for a

comeback.

The senior forward was every-

where.

Bill Raftery. who provided the
color commentary for the game on
ESPN's broadcast said that Week-
exemplified the concept of
"BruiserBall."

"You have to put it inside and
bang it up. |Weeks| does it."

Raftery said.

He was in the air. jockeying for

one of his 1 1 rebounds. He was on
the ground, fighting lor a loose

ball. He was on his opponent's
heels, giving the Silver Sword
small forward fits.

"He's taken up the challenge,

and I've talked to him about
that," Flint said. "He knows this

is his time. He had a tough
match-up, because that kid was
really like a small forward. He
played out on the floor and never
posted Tv up."

Weeks was the quintessential
leader for the Minutemen on the

afternoon, calming the young
Minuteman squad after a jittery

start to the game.
Yesterday's game marked the

start of the UMass season, and it

was apparent that there were some
nerves in the opening minutes of
the game.

Although Flint started only one
freshman, swingman Winston
Smith, he rotated his young
artillery throughout the game.
Sophomore Lari Ketner provid-

ed a spark in the middle, chipping
in for six points in his debut.

"Lari played with a lot of spunk
and enthusiasm," Flint said. "I was
really happy with Lari's effort."

Smith played strong at the
small forward position, aggres-
sively diving for loose balls.
Ajmal Basit spelled Ketner and
junior Inus Norville in the middle;
while Mike Babul and Chris
Kirkland settled their collegiate

butterflies with their first game
action.

"We got good shots, we just had
to post the ball," Flint said. "In the
second half Lari and Tyrone just

settled down today."

Over the course of the puma
son, UMass guards Fdgar Padilla

and Carmelo Travieso talked
about how important it was to be
leaders for the newcomers, to
help them adjust to the college
game. While the Chaminade
defense keyed in on the backcourt
tandem, Weeks stepped into the
leadership role, showing the rook-
ies what the college game was all

about.

"He's one of our senior leaders."

Flint said. "I thought he played
well, he dove on the floor to show
the young guys — this is how we
play."
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Music to

the ears

moe. and Chuck
D have new albums
out. Find out about
the new music and
more inside (see
Arts & Living, page
5).

Minutemen
mauled in Maui

Charlton Clarke

was one of few
bright spots for the

Minutemen, as the

unranked Virginia

Cavaliers ambushed
UMass, 75-68. for

the wrap-up, (see

Sports page 8).

WORLD

Amnesty: 500 Rwand
refugees slaughtered

NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) — A Tutsi-led

rebel force massacred 500 men at a

camp sheltering Rwandan and
Zairian refugees from fighting in east-

ern Zaire, Amnesty International said

yesterday.

Rebels also killed a Roman Catholic

priest when he protested the slaugh-

ter of civilians south of Bukavu, Zaire,

the London-based human rights

group said in a statement.

The report could not be indepen-

dently confirmed. The Nairobi office

of the International Committee of the

Red Cross, which has medical staff in

Bukavu, said it knew nothing of a

massacre.

The killings happened on or
around Nov. 18, when a rebel force

found the Rwandan refugees and dis-

placed Zairians at Chimenga refugee

camp in rebel-held territory 40 miles

south of Bukavu, Amnesty
International said

The rebels separated the men from
women and children, the group said.

They opened fire on the men, killing

all of them, it said.

The victims were buried in mass
graves near the camp, it said.

The priest who was killed, Father

lean-Claude Buhendwa, had been
staying with the refugees, the rights

agency said.

NATION

Ex-Contra leaders

deny drug charges

WASHINGTON (AP) — A former
commander of the Contras in their

fight against the Nicaraguan gov-
ernment yesterday scoffed at the
idea that the CIA was connected to

cocaine trafficking in the United
States to raise money for the
Contras.

"I could never suspect or never
imagined any of the CIA people I

met... could be capable of going
into any kind of illegal or immoral or

criminal activities," Adolfo Calero

told the Senate Intelligence
Committee.

Eden Pastore, the "Commander
Zero" who was the No. 1 resistance

leader on Nicaragua's Southern
Front, denied knowing that a

wealthy contributor to the Contras

was a drug trafficker.

"Only when he was arrested in

San Diego," Pastore said of Oscar
Danilo Blandon. "I did not know he
was a drug trafficker but I did know
him as a good friend."

Sen. Aden Specter, (R-Pa), chair-

man of the committee, said Blandon
had testified in a deposition Monday
that he became involved in selling

cocaine in California in late 1981 in

order to earn money for the
Contras.

"In response to direct questions
from the committee, Mr. Blandon
stated that he had never had any
contact with the CIA and that the
CIA was not involved in his drug-
trafficking business in any way,"
Specter said.
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"Fill - A - Bus"!
Aaron Cash, a sophomore undeclared major and Emily Pfeiffer, a senior psychology major, stand out in

the rain yesterday afternoon to hand out flyers for the UMass Community Service Program's "Fill-A-Bus"

clothing and toy drive.

UM issues statement:

sex offender's record

known by admissions

By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

In a new development, the

University of Massachusetts Dean
of Students Office issued a state-

ment yesterday saying that the

University did know the criminal

history of sophomore Michael
Carlson, a convicted sex offender,

before he was accepted by the

University and granted on- campus
housing.

"[Carlson | fully disclosed infor-

mation about his background on his

application form and in an on-cam-
pus interview, and was admitted
through normal admissions proce-

dures," said |o-Anne Vanin, dean
of students and associate vice chan-

cellor for student affairs. "We stand

by that decision."

Kay Sum km. a spokesperson for

the University, said she was misun-
derstood in a statement she issued

to the Collegian on Monday night

that the University did not know
about Carlson's conviction. Scanlan

affirmed that the University was
aware of this fact, but that until last

Wednesday, the Dean of Student's

Office was not.

"He himself fully disclosed his

criminal record to the University,"

Scanlan said of Carlson. "He went
through several interviews in the

admissions process.*

Scanlan said Carlson had two
interviews before his acceptance to

UMass and that his background was
considered in the process.

"No policy was violated when he

was admitted. However, with
recent legislation requiring the reg-

istration of convicted sex offenders,

we are reviewing our policies and
practices to see if they need updat-

ing or if they can be improved."

Vanin said.

The issue of whether or not
Carlson's criminal record should be
disclosed to other students living

on campus arose from a Channel
40-Springfield news report about
Carlson and the Massachusetts Sex
Offender Registry statute. The first

two parts of a three-part series

aired Monday night and last night,

respectively.

Carlson, who served a

two-year prison term for rape
and sexual assault, is regis-
tered with the Criminal History
Systems Board in his hometown
of Boxboro.
Since interpretations of the

recently enacted Sex Offenders law
are varying, questions have risen as

to whether college students who
are living on campus who are con-

victed sex offenders should be
required to register at their legal

address, in the town of where the

college is, or with the public safety

department of the college or uni-

versity.

|ohn Luippold. UMass Chief of
Police, said that these questions
have been posed to the state's

attorney general's office who is

reviewing the statute in order to

provide guidance for law enforce-

ment officials, such as UMass
police.

"In a training session that all

police departments had during the

summer which we attended, the
Criminal History Systems Board
indicated that the specific statute

did not include campus safety, col-

lege police departments or state

police." Luippold said.

Therefore, according to

Luippold. the Amherst police
department is responsible for local

Turn to RAPIST, page 2

Another juror dismissed

in wrongful death trial

UM, town discuss local problems
Off campus students, town relations topic of last weeks meetin

i z . . . _ : „. .u„ i • *-

By Michael Fleeman

Associated Press

SANTA MONICA, Calif. — A juror

who said all she did was talk to a law

clerk about his tie was dismissed from

the O.f Simpson jury today for trying

to contact lawyers in the case. In what's

become a pattern in the sensational

case, she already hired an agent and
was booked on a national morning talk

show for today.

In kicking aspiring actress Ann-
Marie lamison off the case. Judge
Hiroshi Fujisaki sternly warned others

on the panel that "a jury is not a social

camp."

Simpson then took the stand for the

third day in the wrong death trial.

The juror chosen to replace Jamison

is white and in her 20s. She wrote on
her questionnaire that Simpson was
"secure, athletic and wealthy."

The new jury still has nine whites,

one black, one person of mixed race

and one Hispanic. There are still seven

women and five men. The alternate

pool is now down to five people.

On Monday, the judge said he was
going to excuse the juror because she

was "unable to conduct herself proper-

ly as a juror." He said she twice tried to

contact trial participants — attorneys

and one of their employees.

Fujisaki started today's session by

scolding the remaining members of the

jury. He suggested that sequestration

would be one way to deal with the

problem "but I don't think that's

appropriate in a civil ease."

lamison told KABC-TV that the clos-

est she came to contact was to make a

comment about a law clerk's tie.

"I said. 1 like his tie,'" she said. "This

is an absolutely ludicrous reason for

being dismissed... I was on my best

behavior and 1 was taking good notes

and I thought that I was a good juror."

Sources who spoke on condition of

anonymity said some fellow jurors

complained about lamison, who works

in retail jewelry sales. During jury selec-

tion she said she had no opinions about

the criminal case and didn't pay much
attention to it.

On Halloween, she marched into the

jury box wearing a purple T-shirt with

a bright orange message: "It's

Halloween! Care to Go Bump In The

Night?"

lamison is the fourth juror or alter-

nate to be dismissed. Dismissals have

come for drinking, sleeping and illness.

Attorney Michael Brewer, who was

interrupted by the jury problem late

Monday just as he started to question

Simpson, began his questioning today.

During two days of relentless plain-

tiff questioning, the theory that helped

Simpson win acquittal in his criminal

trial has not been mentioned. Simpson
has not suggested there was a police-

driven plot to frame him.

Instead, when asked in the trial to

explain all the physical evidence, from
blood in his Bronco to blood at the

crime scene, Simpson simply said he
didn't know how it got there.

No racist rogue detectives. No nefari-

ous lab guys. No mention of conspira-

cy. No allegation of contamination.

"You have no explanation for this

jury?" asked plaintiff lawyer Daniel

Petrocelli. in one of many questions

about blood evidence.

"None." Simpson said.

He also denied he ever officially took

a lie detector test. He said he only
underwent a practice session and was
unaware he had scored a minus 22.

which Petrocelli defined as "extreme

deception."

"They wired me up to something
and they got to where they explained

to me how it works." Simpson said.

"We went through it once. We didn't

take a lie detector test. I was asking

him how it works and he gave me an

example."

Simpson's testimony Monday was
marked by a series of "I don't knows."

a companion to his string of denials on
Friday.

Simpson said he couldn't explain in

detail anything from the location of any

gloves he owned to how he got cuts on
his left hand — gouges the plaintiffs say

his ex-wife Nicole Brown Simpson and
her friend Ronald Goldman made with

fingernails during a death struggle.

Simpson's demeanor was somber
He rarely raised his voice. The judge

had to tell him to move the microphone

closer so people could hear him. His

few quips were generally greeted with

stares from the jury.

He never got angry, and endured

Petrocelli's relentless questions by
answering in ralm, even tones. He
never got involved in the sharp

exchanges between Petrocelli and
Simpson's lawyer. Robert Baker, who
accused Petrocelli at one point of

"showboating."

Simpson was acquitted last year in

the June 12, 1994, stabbing deaths.

Simpson did not testify during the

criminal trial. Relatives of the victims

sued Simpson for wrongful death,

forcing him to take the stand this

time. Protections against self incrimi-

nation do not apply since he was
cleared of charges and can't be
retried.

By Bern McCarthy
Collegian Staff

Representatives from the University of Massachusetts

and the town of Amherst met on Nov. 1 5 in efforts to solve

the problems caused by students living off-campus.

The meeting was part of an ongoing effort to mend
strained relationships that have historically caused tensions

between the town and the University.

UMass students' behavior off-campus has been a particu-

lar point of contention in recent years and was addressed at

this meeting.

"I'm certainly willing to concede that most students

behave like they would at home, but there are pockets of

unacceptable behavior and they need to be addressed." said

Hill Boss, an Amherst Selectboard member.
The question remains whether the University will take

responsibility for activities, such as drinking and the contin-

uously disturbing parties that last into the early morning, of

students who live off campus. Boss said.

"I think it was a good meeting." said lo-Anne Vanin.

dean of students and vice chancellor for student affairs. I

think we were able to clarify that our codes wouldn't apply-

to this situation."

Boss, however, said "we accomplished very, very little."

and that he is beginning to think that these conferences are

just for show, due to the lack of any implementations of

decisions made in the past.

According to Associate Vice-Chancellor )ohn Feudo,

what was accomplished was the possibility of forming a

subcommittee to find an agreeable solution for everyone.

This committee will include students, representatives

from UMass and town representatives and one of its goals is

to determine if a former committee should be revived, said

Vanin.

This decision was made after the town requested that a

full time mediator be implemented, said Feudo.

According to Boss, this same type of situation occurred

at the University of Vermont and it was resolved by imple-

menting mediation procedures.

Boss said that he would have liked to see more immedi-
ate changes.

"I wanted them [UMass] to apply campus conduct to

off- campus behavior," said Boss. "If you can apply the

campus code to buses then you can do so off-campus."

Boss said he was referring to the sign in the front of

Pioneer Valley Transit Authority (PVTA) buses that says

students must conduct themselves as they would on campus.
Vanin explained that the "PVTA is an extension to

UMass because we do contribute money to it out of stu-

dents fees and that's why there is an exception."

Feudo said that the landlords should be the ones primari-

ly responsible about what occurs in the houses that they

lease.

"We've brought into the picture absentee landlords,"

Feudo said in an attempt to answer the question of who is

ultimately responsible. "Is it the Dean of Students who
should be responsible for off-campus behavior or the land-

lord who owns the property?"

Boss said that he agTeed that landlords are an "integral

part of the problem."

He said that most landlords are responsible and do exert

proper control over their tenants, but the problem arises

when the leaser is absent from the scene.

Boss also suggested the University implement residential

monitors, similar to the role that residential assistants

(RA's) play in on-campus dormitories.

"The University shot that down." said Boss.

Boss said that the only positive progress made at the

meeting was the mediation plan.

"There is a potential of some good coming out of that

meeting." said Boss. "But. if this plan is not implemented,

then nothing of much significance came out of it."

According to Vanin. representatives of UMass and the

town of Amherst have agreed to meet again sometime in

mid December.
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Pool shark!
Maria Rpsendes, a junior school of management and international business double major, plays pool in

the Game Room at the Student Union yesterday afternoon.
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Thursday. Nov. 28
Class — "Lunch and Leam" at this free drop In

class. Learn about the Jewish concepts of Geulah,
redemption and Moshiach. the Messiah, during
your lunch hour. Sponsored by Chabad House at

Amherst. Classes are at noon, location to be
announced. Free and open to the public. Call

545-4094 for more information.

Dinner — Members of the GLBT community and
allies are welcome to attend a Stonewall
Thanksgiving Potluck Dinner. If you can't get home
for the holiday, share a meal with the folks at the

Stonewall Center. Time TBA. RSVP to the Stonewall

Center at 545—4824. For more Information, please

contact the UMass Stonewall Center at 545-4824.
Monday. Dec. 2

Talk — Susan Clarke, a Five College Women's
Studies Community Associate from South Hadley
High School, will give a talk entitled "Mid-life

Women High School Teachers" Models of Transition

for Adolescent Students" at 4:30 p.m. In the

Dickinson House Living Room at Mount Holyoke
College.

Tuesday. Nov. 3
Colloquium — Leslie Bender, a Five College

Women's Studies Research Associate from the

Syracuse University College of Law. will give a col-

loquium entitled "Legal Challenges to Social
Injustice: How Women Can Use Tort Law to

Continue Feminist Struggle" at 7:30 p.m. in the

Dickinson House Living Room at Mount Holyoke
College.

Notices

AIDS Day — UMass is participating in the global

observance of World AIDS Day which will take
place from Nov. 25 through Dec. 6. You can get

HIV/AIDS information and a red ribbon to pin on
yourself or on our "Remembrance Tree" at the
Campus Center Concourse table each day. Visit

the Faces of AIDS art display and the Five College

AIDS Quilt at Earthfoods. Watch "Boys on the

Side" on HSCN. Activities will culminate with a
candlelight vigil on the Student Union steps at 5
p.m. on Friday. Dec. 6 and a march to the First

Congregational Church on Main St. In Amherst for

a gathering of Remembrance and Hope.
Refreshments will be served. After that, there will

be a poetry/prose reading followed by an open
mike at 8 p.m. at Claudia's Cafe. For more Infor-

mation, contact Health Education at 577-5181.
Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio

in Northampton will hold a dance spree every

Friday from 8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday.

People can dance to variety of music in a smoke
and alcohol-free environment. All ages welcome.
Sliding scale. For more information, call 584-
8167.
Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are

every Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room
101 Totman. Come learn to dance, newcomers wel-

come. For more Information, contact Milly DeJesus
at 546-1083.
Employment — The Department of Consumer

Studies is seeking a candidate to fill the position of

Computer Coordinator. The applicant must be a
grad student. Please send resume with references

to: Dr. Sheila Mammen. Dept. of Consumer
Studies. 101 Skinner Hall. University of
Massachusetts. Amherst. Ma. 01003. For more
information, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-239 1

.

Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid
Exchange workshops will be held on the following

date: Tues.. Dec. 3 from 5:30-7 p.m. in CC room
165-169.
Health — To help students and their families

stay healthy and access University Health Services

more easily, members of the Health Reach
International team are available to help you find

answers to your questions and concerns: Mondays
from 4:30-6:30 p.m in the Health Education
Dept.. UHS rsom 248 (call 577-5181 for more info)

and 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Community Room H-4
North Village; Tuesdays 6:30- 8:30 p.m. in the
International Lounge, Prince House (call 545-2299
for more Info); Wednesdays 4:30-6:30 p.m. In the
Community Room. 411 Llnclon . All conversations
are confidential.

Literature — MOTHERTONGUE. the multilingual

student publication by the dept. of Comparative
Literature, is currently seeking submissions for the
spring '97 publication. We will accept original poet-
ry, short stories, one-acts, international pho-
tographs and art work created by multilingual stu-

dents. Please submit a copy in English to the
Comparative Literature Dept. in 203 South College.

Rough drafts are acceptable.

Meeting — Alanon meetings are held Mondays In

room 801 and Thursdays In room 802 of the
Campus Center from noon-1 p.m.
Meeting — P.O.W.E.R.. the Progressive

Organization for Women's Rights holds their week-
ly meetings on Thursdays at 6 p.m. In the Student
Union room 306. All men and women are welcome.
Meeting — The Pakistan Students Association

has its weekly meetings every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.
in the Campus Center. Check for the room number
at the information desk. For further details, con-
tact Musharraf at 546-6295.
Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus

meets every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer
201. All anthropology undergraduate minors and
majors welcome.
Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Ivrit" held every

Wednesday at 3 p.m. In the Bluewall Cafe. Make a
right as you enter and look for the sign on the
table. All Israelis and other Hebrew speakers wel-

come.
Meeting— The Animal Rights Coalition meetings

are every Tuesday at 7 p.m. In room 306 of the
Student Union. For more Information, call the ARC
office at 5-1925.
New Organization — WICC (West

Indian/Caribbean Coalition) meets every Sunday
evening at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center Coffee

Shop. Anyone from the West Indies or the
Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as any-
one interested in the culture. For more informa-
tion, contact Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at

546-3967.
New Organization — Attention Biraclal and

Multiracial Students on campus. A new organiza-

tion Is forming and your help is needed. If interest-

ed, call Jordan at 546-3548.
Religious — The Muslim Student Association at

the University of Massachusetts Invites all Muslims
in the Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from
noon to 1 p.m. in the United Asia Cultural Center
Room (in the basement of Worcester Dining
Common). For more information, call Utama at

256-8482 or Lailt at 253-0874.

DAILY COLLEGIAN and ICP present:

The First Annual UMass

Spanning! Five UMass Bands

Watch here for

band listing!

Monday
Dec. 9th

Doors Open @ 7:00

Bands Start @ 9:00

NORTHAMPTON, MA

$5 admission ($4 with this ad)

Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage

Nov. 22
A vehicle collided with a light

pole on Commonwealth Avenue
near the Mullins Center.

Assault & Baltery

Nov. 23
There was a domestic dispute in

Lewis Hall. An emergency
restraining order was issued. One
party was served and removed
from campus.

Nov. 24
An individual from Patterson

Residence Hall reported being
assaulted by a resident and want-

ed a report on file regarding the

incident.

An anonymous caller reported

being pushed from behind while

walking on the Orchard Hill walk-

way. The assailant made derogato-

ry remarks to the victim and fled

from the scene.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Nov. 22
A vehicle was broken into in

parking lot 44. A stereo system
was stolen.

A vehicle was broken into in

parking lot 44. There was interior

damage to the vehicle.

Nov. 23
A vehicle in parking lot 49 was

broken into.

Health/Safety Hazard

Nov. 23
There was a report of water

coming through the ceiling in the

lobby of Kennedy Residence Hall.

Environmental Health &
Services was called to check a live

Christmas tree brought into

Chadbourne Residence Hall.

Larceny

Nov. 22
There was a report of cash

stolen from People's Market in the

Campus Center.

An individual from Lederle

Research Building reported that

his bookbag was stolen.

Nov. 23
A delivery person reported a

pizza was stolen in Mackimmie
Residence Hall.

An individual reported a back-

pack stolen from the W.E.B.
DuBois Library.

Nov. 24
A delivery driver reported that a

pizza was stolen from his vehicle

on Eastman Lane.

Liquor Law Violations

Nov. 23
Rebeccah D. Pauquette. 18, of

16 Wilmot Rd., Waltham, was
arrested on the Southwest Mall

for person under 21 possession

and transport of liquor, operation

on a sidewalk and license not in

possession.

Motor Vehicle Theft

Nov. 23
A vehicle was stolen from park-

ing lot 32.

Noise Complaint

Nov. 23

Police responded to a noise

complaint in Cashin Residence
Hall. An individual was arrested

for assault and battery and resist-

ing a police officer making a law-

ful arrest.

Suspicious Person/Activity

Nov. 23
Christopher M. Cassidy, 18. of

142 Vine St., Reading, was arrest

ed for possession of a Class D
substance, possession of liquor by

a person under 21 and possession

of an altered Registry of Motor
Vehicles document.

Traffic Stop

Nov. 22
David S. Lindsay, 23, of 40

Main St., Marshfield, was stopped

on Commonwealth Avenue and
arrested for operating a motor
vehicle with a suspended license.

Nov. 23
Terrance C. Murphy, 22, of 73

Yorktowne Ct., Chicopee, was
stopped on North Village Drive

and arrested for disorderly con-

duct, operating under the influ-

ence of liquor and speeding.

Nov. 24
Charles L. Malek, Jr.. 39, of 76

North Maple St., Hadley, was
stopped on Stadium Drive and
arrested for operating under the

influence of liquor (third offense),

unreasonable and improper speed-

ing and driving outside of marked
lanes.

Vandalism

Nov. 22
A vending machine was dam-

aged in Mackimmie Residence
Hall.

Nov. 23
Sexual graffiti was written on a

door in Brett Residence Hall.

A window was broken on the

fourth floor of Kennedy Residence

Hall. Housing was notified.

A vehicle in parking lot 22 was
damaged.

rapist
continued from page 1

sex offender registry information.

According to the Dean of

Student's press release, Carlson has

been moved out of Leach Residence

Hall because of concern for all par-

ties involved.

"Michael (Carlson) is not cur-

rently living in a residence hall."

Vanin said. "I have met with him,

some other residents of his resi-

dence hall and numerous adminis-

trators, and am working to deter-

mine the best solution for all con-

cerned.

"The safety and privacy of our
students are high priorities with us.

The recent publicity has heightened

our concern, particularly for

Michael and the other residents of

his resident hall," Vanin said.

Scanlan said Carlson moved out

of the resident hall system after

they became aware of Channel 40's

presence on campus. Scanlan could

not comment as to whether or not

Carlson is still residing on campus

somewhere.

Michael Gilbert, Director of

Housing, said the Housing Staff has

been working on this matter since it

came to their attention on
Wednesday.

"1 have had several phone con-

versations with the student
involved and had occasion to meet
with him once," Gilbert said. "We
will work to see that he is afforded

appropriate privacy levels in the

residence hall."

Jj Introducing

Collegian Classifieds

d HALF PRICE

THURSDAYS!
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Only at the

Collegian Newsstand
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Concourse
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Milosevic foes keep on fighting
By Dusan Stojonovk

Associated Prejs

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia — A day after massive opposi-

tion protests rocked Belgrade, 50,000 people marched
again today, appealing for Western help to prevent Serbian

President Slobodan Milosevic from stealing an election.

Braving heavy rain and freezing temperatures, 30,000
Belgrade University students took to the streeis of Belgrade,

hurling eggs at Serbian TV. Milosevic's mouthpiece.
They were followed later by more than 20,000 other

Milosevic foes who chanted "Down, Slobo. Down!" and
"Red Bandits!" Courts controlled by Milosevic annulled
results of local elections won by the opposition. The frac-

tured opposition h>is united, and responded with daily

protests that swelled to more than 100,000 people on
Monday.

Opposition leaders say this week's display of public

anger is reminiscent of the 40 days of street protests in

1989 that brought down the Communist regime in Prague.

However, they also have hinted that peaceful protests might
not be enough to topple Milosevic. Today, the opposition

kept up the pressure both on the streets and in the courts.

Milosevic foes appealed to Serbia's Supreme Court to

reinstate the election results. The court must rule before

today, when lower courts ordered voting to be repeated.

On the streets, the students chanted "USA. USA, We
want changes!" as they passed the U.S. embassy, and booed
a cordon of heavily armed riot police deployed around the

building.

One policemen threw away his rubber baton and lit a

cigarette, signaling support for the demonstrators. When
asked if he feared punishment, he said: "I don't care."

The students also tossed eggs and stones at a branch
office of Milosevic's Socialist Party and declared a boycott

of classes at the university.

"We are only half a step away from our triumphant victo-

ry," said opposition leader Vuk Draskovic.

Milosevic instigated wars in Croatia and Bosnia as the

old Yugoslav federation collapsed in 1991-1992, but later

turned peacemaker. Now, the United States and its allies

count on him to make Bosnia's nationalist Serbs stick to the

Dayton peace agreement.

At home, Milosevic has reverted to his old ways. His wife

and political ally, Mirjana Markovic, is an unapologetic

neo-Communist. Milosevic continues to control the media

and has put the brakes on any market-oriented economic
changes.

The opposition has little influence over the Bosnian

Serbs and it is doubtful they have the muscle to oust

Milosevic. But their protests signal increasing problems for

the Serbian president. On Monday, university students

joined a week of demonstrations by others angered by rul-

ings annulling victories in dozens of Serbian cities by the

tour-party opposition coalition Zajedno. Acting on com-
plaints by Milosevic's ruling Socialists, a court on Sunday
also annulled results for the Belgrade city council, where

Zajedno appeared to have won a majority.

Clinton samples exotic Thai flavors

By Nancy Benac

Associated Press Writer

BANGKOK. Thailand — Zipping
through Thailand in a day. President

Clinton paid tribute to a jazz-loving,

saxophone-playing king, did a diplomat-

ic duet with in-and-out prime ministers

and eagerly sampled the exotic flavors

of a city known for white elephants and

an emerald Buddha.

Clinton and his wife. Hillary, awoke
today in the splendor of the Grand
Palace, a walled compound of mani-

cured gardens, soaring rooftops and
gleaming golden pagodas.

With just 21 hours for his whirlwind

visit, Clinton set aside the afternoon for

sightseeing at sites such as the Temple

of Emerald Buddha, carved from a sin-

gle piece of jade and an item of national

veneration.

"Have you ever seen anything like it?

Unbelievable," the president marveled.

The Buddha has three coats: a winter

coat, a summer coat and a rain coat. On
Monday, the winter coat was draped

around it. It is made of gold and dia-

monds and valued at over $ 1 million.

King Bhumibol Adulyadej, the

world's longest reigning monarch after

50 years on the throne, was playing

host to the Clintons at a state dinner

this evening. The Clintons came bearing

gifts, including a series of photos of jazz

musicians dating back to the 1930s.

"I've read a lot about him." Clinton

said of the king. "He's been a very con-

structive influence in his country, and

he loves jazz music."

As his first order of business today,

Clinton took care of a few diplomatic

duties — and stumbled on a human
reminder of the Cabinet shuffle that

awaits him in Washington.

At a signing ceremony for a treaty to

protect investors from double taxation.

Clinton ran into retiring Sen. William

Cohen, a Maine Republican considered

a potential choice for the president's

reconfigured Cabinet.

Cohen said he had been on an Asian

tour with other senators and stopped

here to meet with Thai and American

businessmen. Shaking hands with mem-
bers of the audience afterward, the

president stopped to chat with Cohen.

who insisted the subject was no more
weighty than the elepiiants on his tie.

Clinton's visit to Thailand — the first

by a president since Richard Nixon in

1969 — comes at a time of transition

for a government that collapsed under

charges of corruption and incompe-
tence.

With one prime minister on the way

out and another on the way in, Clinton

decided the diplomatic thing to do was

to meet with both. He visited with out-

joing Prime Minister Banham Silpa-

archa in the morning and planned to

see incoming Prime Minister Chavalit

Yongchaiyudh later in the day.

In a midday speech at Chulalongkom

University, a hoarse Clinton empha-
sized the importance of Thai coopera-

tion in efforts to combat drug traffick-

ing, pollution, prostitution among
young girls and the spread of AIDS.

"Whether we are fighting drugs,

combating AIDS, trying to open bright

new futures for our children or working

to protect the planet we share, Thailand

and the United States are making our

partnership work for our people," he

VN \ COIUGIAN

Earth Foods is now exhibiting a "Beyond the Names UMass Quilt Project" displaying AIDS quilts for an

indefinite time.

I

Going down the drain!

ElliMMTH SHOWN \ COUfGIAN

The rain came down all afternoon yesterday on the UMass campus.

COLLEGIAN
NOW HIRING!!
The Collegian news department is cur-

rently excepting applications for Associate

News Editors for Spring, 1997. These paid

positions offer interested students exten-

sive writing experience. Associates typical-

ly cover the most pressing stories and

issues occurring on-campus, within the

state and throughout the country.

Interested applicants should contact

Michael Elliott or Chris Conner at

545-1851, or drop by the Collegian office

to pick up a application at 1 13 Campus
Center basement.

AUTO 6 TRUCK RENTAL

Weekend Spec"al

Noon Friday to Monday AM - Starting at $59.95

North Amherst
Motors

78 Sunderland Rd.

North Amherst. MA

549-RENT

• Cars • Mini Vans

•Trucks

• Cargo Vans

• 15 Passenger Vans

• Low Daily/Weekly/

Weekend Rates

• We Rent to

Qualified Drivers

21 years or Older

• Direct Billing To

Insurance Co.

(One Mile from UMass bus route)

Support Group
Ongoing support group every

Wednesday night starting

October 23 from 7 - 8PM
at the UMASS Campus Center.

K.Min number fntoi Jl rinWM

Are you thinking about quitting

tmokinj?

Have you quit aai felt it difficult

to stay quit?

Dt you want to help other people

quit md itay quit?

Came to your quit tmokinq aupport

qroup.

Get profeuional advice aad

counseling, pear couataliaq aad

proven quit tipi aad teehaiquei.

FREEDOM FROM SMOKING

FREE OF CHARGE

For more information

call Steve at:

577-5181

Jointly sponsored by.

University Health Services

Health Education Division

The Family Planning Council

of Western Massachusetts

and The Massachusetts

Tobacco Control Program.

CLIMB HIGH FAST
AS AN AIR FORCE

OFFICER.
Bring your college degree to the Air

Force. Then find out if you qualify for

Officer Training School. You can

become a commissioned Air Force offi-

cer following successful completion of

Officer Training School. From the start,

you'll enjoy great pay, complete medi-

cal and dental care and 30 days of

vacation with pay per year. And as an

Air Force officer, you can enjoy profes-

sional growth and management oppor-

tunities. Learn what it takes to qualify.

Call

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES

TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

THE FINEST SINCE 1976

Handmade diamond engagement rings &
featuring ideal cut

Lazare Diamonds®
Setting the standardfor ...BRILLIANCE

7'

Gifts from glass to qoU.

m

silverscape designs
GOLDSMITHS t^ 1 GEM GALLERY

UMass
Student
Legal
Services
Office

FREE
confidential
professional

legal services
for UMass
students!

545- 1 995

CAU TDDffl/

922 CAMPUS CENTER

SHOPPING FOR PRICE?

One King St., Northampton 584-3324

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton llolvoke

584 4112 • 535 1888
SAME DAY DELIVERY
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A little winter fluff

Maishmallow, which is sugar

(in both its powdered and
crystallized forms), starch,

corn syrup and gelatin, is at its

best not while melted with choco-
late between graham crackers but
when spreadable upon a piece of

bread opposite peanut-butter.

Ahh... fluff.

Henry J.

Brier

In preparation for

a World's Fair of
yesteryear, perhaps
in the '60s sometime.

Seattle's distin-

guished and privately- owned
tower (read: capitalistic venture),

known as the "Space Needle," was
constructed.

Six-hundred five feet

above-gTound measures the zenith

of this aesthetically pleasing edi-

fice, according to a tourguide dur-

ing a 45-second elevator ride to

the top, where a flying- saucer is

situated upon structures that con-
tain eyes through which thread, or

rope, could pass.

However, not very much else

about this tower's description or

biographical information is thor-

oughly comprehensible.

Apparently, the tour guide
explained, architects designing this

galactic pin were convinced that by

the turn of the century (three years

from now) all skyscrapers would
look similar.

What they believed would hap-
pen to withstanding strongholds is

not entirely clear.

To paraphrase Mr. T, "I pity the"

soul (remember, this is the
University of Massachusetts — the
heart of political correctness) who
has to read something such as a

column printed the day something
such as Thanksgiving break begins.

•**

Despite the fact that snowfall
more excessive than that of

Veteran's Day
blessed us this past
Monday, some are
patiently awaiting
even more.
One would not

mind if the light flakes would add
up and build upon themselves so
that the accumulation of snow will

occur in order to provide for a

"Winter Wonderland" here in the
Happy Valley.

Only half-a-foot or so, just
enough to be fluffy.

**•

On a more serious note, is there
anyone out there who honestly sup-

ports the Middle East peace
process?

If so, you are being dwarfed, par-

tially because such a perspective is

not publicized but mostly because
here there is widespread, passion-

ate and vitriolic whole-hearted
rejection, overtly evident to even a

casual reader.

People have spoken, while com-
plaining, about their support for

and knowledge of Middle Eastern
issues, but that is the extent of their

supposed promised involvement.
••*

Now, speaking of snow and con-
fusing towers, one could also find

very difficult to understand why it

is that peopie walk around with
umbrellas when it does snow.

Call me crazy and correct me if

this is wrong, but the point of an
umbrella is to protect against wet-

ness caused by rain, or to guard
against sunburn for those whose
pigment lacks significant amounts
of melanin, which screens poten-
tially harmful amounts ultraviolet

rays.

But the snow? What harm can
gentle white flakes possibly do?

eat

Staying warm as it becomes cold-

er is imperative to maintaining
one's health.

The value of a woolen scarf,
which blocks the entry of frigid air

by hugging the neck, should never
be underestimated.

However, what are far more
important are heavy coats, some of
which are extremely effective insu-

lators.

One may be led to inquire "why?"
Simply because they are filled

with down feathers, which some
people may consider fluff.

•*•

So, everyone.

All that said, happy and healthy

Thanksgiving, to those for whom
this applies. Eat as much as you
possibly can (this writer will), and
enjoy the turkey.

To the vegetarians out there
(chances are that UMass has quite

a few), enjoy the fluffing — err,

make that the stuffing.

Henry /. Brier is a Collegian
columnist.

Just say Yahtze&

Andrew

Trodden

I
stood with my arms in the air as

if I had just scored the winning
touchdown or won the Boston

Marathon. But although 1 had done
neither, a victory was nonetheless
imminent as I had just rolled a

Yahtzee. That's correct ladies and
germs, a Yahtzee.

My roommate and I

have suddenly found
ourselves on a massive

Yahtzee kick. We can't

play enough of this

game. You might say we're
Yahtzee-aholics. It's like our little fix.

I can see it now; we'll be calling peo-

ple asking where we can score some
Yahtzee. To hell with scratch tickets,

this game is the new opiate of the

masses It's like cigarettes — if you
haven't played don't start.

We play and play in a never ending
hunt for that perfect Yahtzee score.

Of course if that were to happen I

could only be more surprised if I woke
up tomorrow with my head stapled to

the floor.

We all know the pain of needing a

Yahtzee on the last roll. When that

roll is done and you're as close to

Yahtzee as my toenails are to my eye-

lids it seems to hurt as much as some-
one twisting your nipples on a cold

day.

Seriously, there are only two words
essential to survival in this game,
Yahtzee and the expletive of your

Bad words leave bad
impression

To the editor:

I am writing this letter because, quite

frankly. 1 am infuriated at the

Collegian's lackadaisical policies con-

cerning the crude language it sees fit to

print. I am, of course, referring to the

"|oke of the Day" printed on Friday.

Nov. 22. The Collegian is supposed to

be a respected news publication, but

once again it has shown disrespect for

those who read it. Flippant utilization of

vulgar words such as "ass" should not

be tolerated in a venue that is meant to

convey news to thousands. After all. this

is "New England's largest college daily.

"

isn't it? I would hope that those who
decided that it was OK to print such

barnyard language will think twice when
they have a similar choice in the future.

While the editor may think it's funny, I

will have you know that outright and
unnecessary vulgarity is no joke.

Jason Mann
Amherst

Thieves ruin holidays

To the editor:

When I graduated from high school

choice. Unfortunately the typical game
stirs about such profanity it would be
safe to say I'm a potty mouth. If you
saw my toilet you'd understand.

However, if that elusive Yahtzee
comes up... well then I'm as happy as

a pig in... a fly on... as Michael
Jackson in an elemen-

tary school.

This is a great game.
you don't even have to

own it. All you need is

some dice, a pen, some
paper and a properly functioning
brain. 1 guess three out of four isn't

bad.

Don't let anybody tell you this game
isn't full of strategy, it's chock full of

it. However what isn't strategic about
it is the actual roll of the dice. Some
Copperfields seem to believe that if

they set the dice a certain way or hold
or roll them a particular way their

numbers will come up. Uh huh. sure.

Try the lottery buddy, your chances a

better. While you're at it. why don't
you guess my social security number.

This game is so addicting I'll even
play it by myself just for fun. It's not

like you can practice this game, the

dice will do whatever gravity dictates

at that moment. Which is not to say

that gravity is changing but it is the

prevailing force in deciding whether
it's a scream of "Yahtzee" or a bite out
of a bar of Irish Spring, which, by the

way, tastes almost as good as it smells.

Letters to the Editor

Add a little peanut butter and you're

good to go. Flavored soap? Hmmm...
Nah.

So there you have it. the game of

Yahtzee. It's mind numbing torture

yet somehow so enjoyably addictive.

We all know the game, we've all

played it and we'll continue to do so.

The soap manufacturers are counting

on it. That perfect score is out there

somewhere just as much as the truth

is. So until it's found, we'll keep on
rolling. 1 know I will.

Who knows... maybe someday the

planets will line up. gravity will shift.

Bill Clinton will diet, we'll find Hoffa.

I'll pass Spanish. Dick Clark will die.

Twinkies will be healthy, the Sox will

win the Series, Monkees will fly out

of my butt, we'll know the truth
about JFK's assassination, racism will

end, flavored soap will exist, Bob
Dylan will lose his voice, the 4th den-

tist will give in. President Trodden
will be sitting in the White House,
Mars will get a zip code, Wily E.

Coyote will catch that damn roadrun-

ner, someone will cook that little

doughboy and cut the head off snug-

gles the bear, politicians and honesty

will be synonymous, we'll hear the

last of the O.J. trial, people will be
asking, "What's a warhead?," I'll fly

out of a monkees butt and Yahtzees
will fall like rain.

Andrew Trodden is a Collegian
columnist.

a couple of years ago, I was under
the impression that students had
moved past the thoughtless pranks
and practices that hurt other people,

but I guess I was wrong. Just the
other day, food was taken from a box
that was put in the John Adams
Tower. A resident was trying to sup-

port Circle K's Thanksgiving Food
Drive by putting in several items. To
her surprise, the food was gone
hours later.

When are people going to grow up
and leam some human, moral behav-
ior? It's mean enough to steal bikes

and break into vending machines, but

to steal from a charity puts theft on a
whole new level.

For whoever is stealing from the
poor and homeless, this may be a
game for you. but for every person
taking food out of a box. someone
else goes hungry. A family is turned
away from a soup kitchen some-
where because there is barely enough
food for the 100 people already wait-
ing in line. You say. "It doesn't mat-
ter if I take a few things?" Well, it

does, because it adds up. Stealing
from a charity just shows how
pathetic you are. I realize you could
care less about what this letter says,
in fact you were probably hoping
someone would write an article so

you could sit and smirk about it

while you indulge in the food you
stole.

I feel sad for pitiful people such as

yourself. It's really bad to know that

you don't have a heart and would dare
to take away from citizens who really

need the support of community ser-

vice organizations such as Circle K.
I'm not writing this letter so that you
will change. Only God could fix some-
one like you. Not only did you hurt the

needy with your evil prank, but the
girl who provided that food as well. It

was a sacrifice for her. That's right. As
you know, college students are not
rich, and every dime we give to a char-

ity and all the causes that we donate to

are a sacrifice for us.

If you really are poor and hungry, I

suggest you get to the welfare office

and get yourself some food stamps or
go wait your turn in line at a soup
kitchen and receive food instead of
stealing it.

1 used to think it was funny years

and years ago (when I was supposed

to be immature) to order pizza for five

or six families on my block, hide
behind some bushes with my friends

and laugh at the whole scenario with

the driver and the family denying the

order We didn't care that this busi-

ness was losing money.

The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and ao not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

Examining the intentions of a dissident

Dan

Bodah

Harry Wu gets emotions riled

wherever he goes. Mr. Wu
met with a mixture of warm

applause and solid resistance when
he spoke at Mt. Holyoke College this

past Friday evening. The event was a

book signing for his new work.
Troublemaker.

Perhaps you know Mr. Wu's name
from the many mainstream news
reports about him in papers last year.

Mr. Wu has been called the foremost

Chinese dissident, and hailed by the

U.S. media as an out-

spoken and important

defender of human
rights and the democ-
ratic movement in

China. Mr. Wu spent

19 years imprisoned under the

Communist government in China, for

being a "thought reactionary." It is

evident that this prolonged "re-edu-

cation" has been woefully unsuccess-

ful, as shown by the several books
Mr. Wu has written slamming the

Chinese government. Troublemaker
is the most recent.

Mr. Wu returned to China and
posed as a police officci and busi-

nessman in order to document his

claims that the Chinese government
is involved in using prisoner slave

labor to make products for export to

the United States. He also alleges

that China farms the bodies of pris-

oners, going so far as to execute
them in order to sell their internal

organs.

In the course of these investiga-

tions. Mr. Wu was caught by the

police and thrown in jail. Through
the intercession of the U.S. govern-

ment, he was ultimately released, and
did not have to serve the 1 5 year sen-

tence handed down at the end of his

four-hour trial.

Controversy was present before
Mr. Wu had even entered the room.
Several Asian students moved
throughout the hall, handing out a

statement against Mr. Wu's criticisms

of the Chinese government, and a

negative review of Troublemaker.
Nowhere on the papers was a group
identified as their source, but 27 indi-

viduals' names were listed as being in

support of the documents.

This made Mr. Wu's speech very

interesting. Suddenly his status as a

hero of democracy was called into

question. The documents pointed out

several inconsistencies in his state-

ments, and also claimed that certain

of the facts he presented were false.

Before this, I had never heard any-

thing but glowing praise for Mr. Wu.
Now I was beginning to wonder.
Were these protesters simply indoc-

trinated supporters of the

Communist order in

China, or were they

champions of truth,

making an accurate
criticism of a corrupt

Mr. Wu?
Mr. Wu began his speech with a

dramatic demand for someone to

claim responsibility for the docu-
ments criticizing him. After a long

time, someone finally did claim it.

Mr. Wu requested his name, and
asked permission to write it down.
After searching his pockets and being

unable to find a pen, Mr. Wu's plan

backfired and actually raised a few
chuckles as he began to speak any-

way.

Mr. Wu did not in his speech pre-

sent solid, documented evidence to

support his accusations against the

Chinese government. However, some
things he said made a lot of sense.

For instance, he compared the

Revolution's programs against the

bourgeoisie to the Nazi programs
against lews. In many ways the com-
parison holds up: both are groups
that were blamed for a broad array of

social problems, and both groups
were reputed to be holding an exces-

sive amount of wealth. Both groups
were also systematically eliminated,

and it's hard to defend that in service

of any ideology.

Mr. Wu stated he risked all in

returning to China to document his

accusations. What could he have had
to gain? However, it is clear from the

swift and powerful intercession of the

U.S. government on his behalf that

he is a favorite of theirs. Don't think

our government would have done the

same for a dissident, or even U.S. cit-

izen, caught by one of their pet Latin

American tyrannies. This favor our
government shows Mr. Wu suggests
that perhaps he does have something
to gain with all his troublemaking.
Since the United Slates seems to
ignore or scream about human rights

issues in China for reasons directly

related to the status of trade, it's pos-
sible to see Mr. Wu as a spy. During
a time when China is resisting U.S.
trade efforts, will the government use-

Mr. Wu's reports as leverage? Or
perhaps Mr. Wu is being groomed as

a high-profile public relations man.
our token Chinese dissident, spread-

ing the official U.S. government word
on all issues related to China. He
could be, in other words, a propagan-
da machine.

However, the man who claimed
responsibility for the handouts
released a stream of opposite propa-

ganda during the question and
answer period. His argument said

that more people were happier under
the Communist rule of China, and
that Mr. Wu had betrayed his coun-

try.

Between these two contradictory

veils of opinion, we must do a little

work to extract what facts there are.

It isn't just an intellectual disagree-

ment between two individuals we
saw on Friday night. Those individu-

als were acting voices for ideologies

that work ceaselessly to bring the

world's populations under their con-

trol. Both hold out the prospect of a

better life, a more equitable society, a

dreamy future of wealth and ecstatic-

joy for all people. In reality, both cap-

italism and communism have shown
themselves to operate in the interests

of their own power.

The prison issue is a good one for

revealing how our ruling ideologies

exert control. Wherever you live, if

you raise your voice in dissent against

the powers that be, you may be sub-

jected to forced labor, the results of

which directly profit and support the

government you fight. Capitalism and
communism, in practice, are equally

tyranny.

Dan Bodah is a Collegian colum-
nist.

Adventures on the Bunny Slope

Kristi

Fournier

an the horror stories
about broken bones and terrible

accidents. In fact, my poor aunt

broke her leg merely trying to get

off the lift. She never made it

down the slope once. My uncle
was even more
unfortunate. He
was in such a

severe accident
that he ultimately

lost his leg.

Needless to say, I was more than

a little bit timid at the idea of
donning skis and sailing down
the slopes.

Nonetheless, I tagged along
with a group of friends one day
last winter for a ski outing at the

Berkshires. No one informed me
that I was actually going with a

bunch of expert skiers. Lucky for

me, my best friend turned out to

be as graceful as me on the
slopes. In fact, our first time on
skis turned out to be the most
embarrassing day of our lives.

To begin with, that ridiculous

l-bar lift concoction is a scary
device meant to ward off haz-
ardous skiers like myself and my
friend. My best guess is that we
each fell off the J- bar two times.

Therefore, finally making it to

the top of the mountain was
quite the achievement for us. In

all actuality, we had only arrived

at the top of the bunny slope.

My friend finally mastered the

J-bar. and as she victoriously
smiled at me from the top of the

slope, she promptly fell on her

ass. The two of us spent most of

that exhausting day on our
behinds. with our feet in the air

and our skis and poles laying in

unknown, scattered directions.

My arrival at the top of the slope

was far more dramatic. Excited

that I hadn't fallen off the bar yet

again, I disembarked too soon,

and before I knew it, I was flying

at scary speeds down the bunny
slope — backwards. Never fear,

though, because the nicely mani-

cured mini pine trees were more
than happy to cushion my crash.

Eventually, my friend and I

managed to maintain standing

positions on the top of the moun-
tain long enough for our expert

.i^jfM- buds to attempt a little

»^M&tnHmjr But. there was no hope
for us. We were doomed from
the start when we had to be
pulled from the lodge to the lift

by graceful skiers and their

poles. My friend's first descent
down the slope was hilarious.

Every time she
sensed that she was
gaining speed, she
would throw her
body to the side.

Poor thing. As if

falling wasn't embarrassing
enough, her skis would pop off

and her poles would slide down
the slope.

But. to her credit, she fared
much better than I. My first

attempt at a run turned out to be
a serious hazard to my health.

Basically. I was out of control.

There I was, flying down the
bunny slope, my arms flailing,

my body bopping back and forth,

my lungs screaming profanities,

until I finally dived forwards to

end my torment. A word of
advice: falling forwards or back-

wards is not a very wise idea.

Our friendly skiing buddies
tried to be so patient. They were
so hopeful that we would at least

master the skill of stopping. But
every time I tried to make a V
with my skis, my body ended up
on the ground in a giant pretzel

shape. Eventually, my friend and
I were able to control our speed
with more success and we made
our one and only safe descent
down the slope. It only took us

about an hour. It would've taken

us less time, but there were a

bunch of obnoxious little kids
whizzing past us down the slope

who would distract our rhythm
and concentration.

But, you know, skiing is a very

silly sport. How can anyone be
expected to maintain any sort of

graceful composure with huge
boards of fiberglass stuck to their

feet? Basically, moving is impos-
sible. The only way to avoid
embarrassment while decked out
in the ski ensemble is to remain
in one position and smile nicely

at the passersby. Looking back
on my first, last and only skiing

adventure, I realize that my
biggest mistake was leaving the

. lodge.

My friend and I made other
mistakes along the way. We fool-

ishly purchased lift tickets. Since

we never even mastered the
bunny slope, we knew that

attempting any of the other
slopes would certainly result in

disaster. Most likely. I would
have fallen off the lift to my
death and my friend would have
crashed into a tree and split her
head open. Not pretty thoughts,

but probably accurate ones. We
also made the mistake of listen-

ing to the advice of those people
graced with the art of fine skiing.

We bundled ourselves up like

Eskimos complete with big bulky
ski parkas. Well I'm sure that
when one is whizzing down the

slopes, it can be a little chilly.

But when you're my friend and I.

you work up quite a sweat. After

all. the greatest challenge of all

turned out to be pulling our-
selves up from a fall. And all that

friction from rolling down the
slope sure wasn't a cooling fac-

tor. Sadly, my beautiful green
earmuffs were a casualty of my
skiing trip. Naturally, they fell

off my head during one of my
many tumbles and with all the
grace of a true klutz. I sat on
them.

By the end of the longest day
of our lives, my friend and I had
decided that skiing just wasn't
for us. What did seem like fun to
us was pretending to be skiers.

The next day, while counting our
bruises and comparing aches and
pains, we made a decision based
on our concern for the safety of
ourselves and others. The next
time we embark on a brave ski-

ing adventure, we will happily
don the clumsy skis, hold the
pretty poles, and wear the bright-
ly-colored ski ensemble, but we
will not leave the lodge. Instead,
we will be the skiing cheerlead-
ers, waving to our brave friends
who are blessed with a flair for
skiing as they skate off to the lift,

but we will net join them.
Rather, we'll just sip hot choco-
late and reminisce about the
most embarrassing day of our
lives.

Kristi Fournier is a UMass stu-
dent

We've all grown up since then and

childish games have been left behind.

Even then, our games were not an

attack on poor and homeless people.

Thieves and players of other mean
practical jokes — it's time you get rid

of your baby mentality, grow up,

leam some responsibility and work on

being productive citizens that can

benefit them.

Tashamma Smith

Thatcher

Attention Columnists and Staff!

Next week elections will be held for many Collegian
office positions, including Ed/Op editor. Please take the
time to meet the candidates and vote consciously. If you
need more information, talk to Mark McGrath in the
Collegian office or call 545-1 36

1

.
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Arts & Living
Ski resorts offer deals;

special passes available
Alright, winter is here! Snow is

no longer only sticking to the sum-
mit tops of New England's high
peaks, but it's also accumulating
throughout the Pioneer Valley.

Now is the time to tune up your
skis and snowboards, and prepare
for I winter full

of tricky turns,

high jumps, and

super-speed.
Numerous ski

resorts through-

out New
England have
carved new trails out of their

mountainous woodlands and have
filed down their old lift ticket

prices.

This winter "shred the Beast " at

Berkshire Last's new snowboard
park on its half-pipe, table top. rail

and spine under chairlift number
three. The half- pipe is an impressive

gully that stretches down the fall line

of the mountain. The table top is a

steep pile of snow thai consisting of

a flat top and three vertical sides

excellent for kicking off tricks. The
rail is a long metal pipe that snow-

boarders use to ride sideways in the

same manner that skateboarders

ride hand rails. The spine is a long

narrow pile of snow that resembles a

quarter-pipe.

Berkshire East has also created an

island of glades called the Blizzard.

Centered between the trails

Exhibition and War Dance the

Blizzard consists of a maze of trees

that follows a gentle fall line down
the mountain. The Blizzard is

marked as a "Black Diamond" trail,

however, it covers intermediate ter-

rain.

Take advantage of Berkshire

East's "99 Custom Mid-Week Pass"

before the deal gets buried by

mid-ski season business. The 99

Custom Mid-Week Pass allows stu-

dents to ski one day and night a

week (Mon-Fri) throughout the

entire ski season for only $99.

You better act fast if you want to

Alfresco News
with

Liz Anderson

take advantage of this outstanding

deal, because it ends when ski sea-

son begins. Berkshire East plans to

open to the general public on Dec.

7. The normal price for full day lift

tickets is $25 and $18 for half day
tickets.

According
to Outside
Magazine now
a days only "a

chump walks
up to a ticket

window and
pays full

price." Now is the prime time to

HUM your budget and invest in

the wonderslopes of Vermont's
Green Mountains.

In Vermont students can pay $25
for Okemo's College Card and ski

for tree with their first mid-week
tickets as well as get $10 off on
weekends and holidays. Stratton

Mountain is offering students sav-

ings of $10 up to $1 7 on lift tickets

during the mid-week with the pur-

chase a $59 Stratton Mountain
Frequent Skiier Oard.

Take advantage of the University

of Massachusetts' Ski Club and buy
a Seven Mountain Ski Pass for $75
less than the market price. This
pass can be used at any of the

American Skiing Company's seven

mountains including Killington,

Sugarbush. Haystack, Mount
Snow. Attitash. Sunday River and
Sugarloaf.

Student skiers br.J snowboarders

can also earn points towards a free

ticket at any mountain of the

American Skiing Company by skiing

at just one of the seven mountains.

Now that winter is officially here

take advantage of New England's ski

resorts and cut a sweet deal on lift

tickets with your student I.D.

Transform lack Frost's frigid fore-

casts into a Winter Wonderland and

prepare your boards for wild rides

over the slopes of New England.

Liz Anderson is a Collegian

columnist.

hockey
continued from page 8

last season, and it will just a matter

of consistency this weekend.

"What we really want to do is put

two solid back-to-back perfor-

mances together." Mallen said. "We
have played well at home, despite a

few bumps in the road. I'm just hop-

ing that we can put together two real

good efforts.

"We beat (Air Force] twice last

year, and they were down a few play-

ers to injury, so I think they're going

to be feisty, and ready to go."

Senior co-captain Rob Bonneau
is now atop the scoring list for

UMass. as after his four-point per-

formance on Friday night (lg, 3a)

he now leads the team with 12

points (7g. 5a). Norris holds the

second spot at 1 1 points, with
juniors Dan |uden. Chris Fawcett

and sophomore Steve MacKinnon
rounding out third with seven
points each.

IMIlvrtfltY;C<XU=Ct*N

On the rebound.
Jaywana Bradley, and the Minutewomen of the hardwood trav-

elled to Fairfield, Conn, last night and beat the Stags, 65-56. See

the next Collegian Sports Weekend for complete results.

Chuck D's solo disc:

don't believe the hype
CHUCK

D

Autobiography of Mistachuck

Mercury

From the title of Chuck D's long

awaited solo debut disc, one would
expect an in-your-face, overwhelm-

ing soundtrack on the level of

Public Enemy's finest

work. Unfortunately none
of P.E.'s genius shines

through the crack on
this rather dull release.

Gone are Chuck D's

brilliant lyrical

wrap-ups of

American's societal ills

Gone are Chuck D's strong

pro- black, highly political lyrics.

Gone are the shout-outs to

Farrakhan. Gone are the revolution-

ary samples and beats that made P.E.

the greatest, most influential hip-hop

band ever.

But unlike Farrakhan who has
become a household name who still

generates fear among many
Americans. Chuck D's solo work is

as thought provoking of a Readers

Digest version of a Nancy Reagan
biography. Where is the substance?

At time Chuck D's lyrical sermons

are worthy of his name but this diffi-

cult is incredibly difficult to sit

through — especially when a copy of

It Takes A Nation of Millions To
Hold Us Back lies within reach.

Sad but true, Chuck D seems to be

cursed with the Paul McCartney syn-

drome — stagnant solo mediocrity.

Perhaps Chuck D should take a listen

to his own words on "Underdog:"
"So many rappers and not enuff
rhymes — I hope they around next

year but I fear... But what good is

the rhyme — without substance." D-
(Mike Burke)

MOE.
NoDoy
550/Sony

Four guys from upstate New York:

essentially, that's all moe. is. Yet who
would have thought that under such

seemingly normal presences one

MIUVW

Aii

could find such bizarre senses of
humor, stark appreciation for the

unusual and most importantly,
incredible talent as musicians.
Frankly, the world has become a bet-

ter place upon discovering such
things.

Having seen this band live,

let me assure you, these boys

know their stuff. Like any

jam band, or groove
ock, or whatever you'd

. —4ike to label them, moe.

*J\ embraces the unknown

'^f
r> jSa producing tunes that

jL. \ZAi'<we audiences to boo-

gie- ing frenzies. They're

a band that burns down the

stages wherever they play, and make
it look easy.

What's equally astonishing as this

band's energy and vitality live (it has

to be seen to be believed) is its ability

to represent itself faithfully in a stu-

dio situation.

With moe.'s recent signing to Sony

Records and its first major-label CD
No Day just released, it's feasible to

think success may have wrought
some ugly changes, that some of the

bandmembers' obvious style may
have been lost, or the jams somehow
controlled. Thankfully, this isn't the

case. Although there are some songs

on No Doy that are more
radio-friendly than others, one of the

album's strengths is its clean jam-

ming.

Unlike shows, where good music is

sometimes lost in the mix, songs like

"Buster" and "Rebubula" (moe. clas-

sics, also found in more intense form

on the band's live CD Loaf) are clear

representations of what a mellow
moe. can do. Songs like "St.

Augustine" and "Moth" will no doubt

be popping up on radio stations,

bringing grins to new faces. Also,

"She Sends Me" and "Four" are

songs that definitely make you want

to shake your bones 'til they rattle.

Another of the album's high points

is its subtle intricacies, like the bull-

frogs croaking for three minutes at

the very end of the CD, or the

strange speaking part in the middle

moe. is known for its high energy performances.

of "Moth." Perhaps the only down-
side to this CD is that Rob Berhak's

bass playing (he is one insane bass

player, wild and funky) was not as

strong as it has been in the past.

However, No Doy in general is a

strong major-label debut. Check this

CD out, for the jams especially; there

you encounter the true character of

moe. And if you get a chance to see

these guys live, by all means, take it!

They are a treat not to be passed up.

B+ (lean Sienkewicz)

VARIOUS ARTISTS

O Qualrilho: Original Movie
Soundtrack

Blue Jacket Records

Brazilian singer Caetano Veloso
brings his bright alto voice to the

soundtrack for O Quatrilho. one of

the best foreign films of '96 in the

collective mind of "the Academy."
"Merica, Merica" is a traditional

SPORTS

IORMA KANSANEN COlUGIAN

The UMass hockey squad hopes that some good will come of such a collision as they do battle with Air Force.

NFL
continued from page 8

they are that Michael Irvin is taking

drugs or O.J. Simpson allegedly beat

and killed his wife.

• And the strangeness continues

this season in the NFC East. What
was supposed to be the NFC Least,

one of the weakest conferences in the

NFL, has instead turned into one of

the toughest.

After the first half of the season, no
one was going to deny that

Washington, Philadelphia and Dallas

were the real thing, but New York and

Arizona seemed as pitiful as expected.

But then the unexpected happened
— the good teams started losing and

the bad ones started winning.

Last Sunday was the perfect exam-

ple as Dallas fumbled away a chance

to move into a tie for first place in

the division with a loss to the Giants

and the Eagles lost their third

straight game, this time to the Cards.

Now Arizona, which earlier in the

year managed just one first down in

the first half against a weak New
England defense, is 6-6. and with

games against other playoff con-

tenders Minnesota, Dallas,

Washington and Philadelphia could

end up playing in lanuary.

They — along with Washington
and New England — do get a break.

Dallas superstar Leon Lett was sus-

pended for the second time for drugs.

though he is appealing.

The Cowboys had seemingly just

gotten back on track, but the double

loss — to the Giants and of Lett —
could derail their playoff express.

With two games against Washington
— who swept them last year — and

an offensive-minded New England,

and the Boomer Esiason-inspired

Cardinals, there's no guarantee the

Cowboys will even make the playoffs.

• Speaking of playoffs, if they

started right now, the Carolina
Panthers not only would be in. but

would host a game.

Not bad for just the second year, but

now they need to make sure they don't

turn into the Tampa Bay Buccaneers.

The Bucs made it to the playoffs in just

their third year, but have been the joke

of the league ever since.

• A colleague suggested, in honor

of Thanksgiving, the NFL uses a

turkey instead of a pigskin on
Thursday's games. However, he then

realized it would give Detroit an

unfair edge as it would force them to

run the ball with Barry Sanders every

play, since you can't throw a turkey.

• Jim Harbaugh is probably hop-

ing he doesn't have to play the

Patriots again in the playoffs this

year, or if he does that there are no

Willies playing for the defense. In the

first game this year. Willie McGinest

broke his nose late in the fourth

quarter.

On Sunday, he didn't even get tiiat

far after Willie Clay rolled up on his

knee on a safety blitz early in the sec-

ond half, knocking out "Captain
Comeback" for two to three weeks

with a strained medial collateral liga-

ment.

Jacob W. Michaels is a Collegian

columnist.

NHL
continued from page 8

through the forever fleurs de lis

(i.e. Quebec) from Toronto in a

deal that sent then-top pick Todd
Warrincr and Mats Sundin to

the Leafs for Wilson and Sytvain

Lefebvre (now everyone, spin the

mad trade circle).

Hey. it's better than what
Boston has been drafting for

the past couple of years, except

Kyle McLaren, that is. But you

already know what my opinions

are on Bruins draft history.

Who cares, because none of

you are reading this anyway.

So, hey. whatever.

lorma Kansanen is a

Collegian columnist.

tune adapted in a nice almost
sing-along version here by Veloso

and (acques Morelembaum. "A Voz
Amada" is a beautiful song. These
two songs are the only vocal tracks

on the disc.

Most of the disc is instrumental;

much of the last half has the same
dark phrase taken in different

moods by different setups of instru-

ments. There is a startling mandolin

on the disc all over, played by Luiz

Alberto Brasil. The orchestra takes

the dark phrase in stride, eliciting a

different feel and emotion each
time, despite the somewhat annoy-

ing repetition. The music echoes the

film's theme of "an emotional histo-

ry of love, transgression and search

for liberty" quite well. Not a begin-

ner's disc for Brazilian Music
(Verve Records and/or David
Byrne's series are recommended for

that), but some very nice music,

indeed. B- (Joshua Boyd)

hoop
continued from page 8

blocking talents of sophomore center

Lari Ketner who erased 2 shots on the

night, and the casual observer might

not have noticed much of a change

between this squad, and last year's

team.

That is. until the Minutemen ran it

the other way. Offensively. UMass
was atrocious. The Cavaliers held

Padilla scoreless in the first frame to

lead 34-22 at the half. However.
UMass shot a paltry 25 percent from

the field in the first half as opposed to

UVA's 52 percent. Even more telling

was the fact that Massachusetts
scored 10 of its 22 points on second

chances. With 17 offensive boards in

the first half, consistency was not the

name of the game.

At the same time, there were times

when UMass showed flashes of bril-

liance. With just under six minutes

gone in the second half. Padilla

drilled a trey with two seconds left

on the shot clock on an inbounds
pass from freshman Mike Babul.

Seconds later. Padilla stripped the

ball as the Cavs moved upcourt send-

ing the long pass to Babul for a solid

slam bringing the Minutemen within

nine.

Sloppiness struck again when
senior power forward Tyrone Weeks
committed a lazy foul putting a

damper on UMass' momentum, mak-
ing it even harder to get into the

shooting groove.

The foul war not indicative of

Weeks' play, as he led UMass with 22
points and 1 1 boards, posting his sec-

ond consecutive double-double.
Offensively, it has been Weeks who
has bared the brunt of the scoring

burden, topping his previous career

scoring high (16 pts) in both regular

season games.

Early in the preseason,

Massachusetts coach James
"Bruiser" Flint remarked that despite

the loss of Marcus Camby, the

Minuteman game would still be
looking for a strong game inside. He
said that a team without post pres-

ence is a fraud, and while his team

does boast the nation's best back-

court and a sharp-shooting Carmelo
Travieso, don't expect them to shoot

an exorbitant amount of

three-pointers.

While this may be true — and it is

painfully obvious that UMass will

need to utilize its depth of its bench

throughout the season — the

Padilla-Tiavieso ticket is crucial,

especially in this young season.

Granted they cannot be expected to

carry the team on their shoulders all

season long, it is clear that until the

young freshman frontcourt starts to

gel. they will
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APARTMENT FOR RENT
Take Over Lease ' '97 One bed
>oom. uptown apt Great location

Amherst Center Call 253 4781

AUTO FOR SALE
ISM Oldsmobilt Delta SS- Great

car low price $500 Call Chris 549-

0564

EMPLOYMENT
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed 1 Entry level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services (206)97 1-3600 ext R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan Taiwan, S Korea No teach-

ing background or Asian languages

required For info call (206I 971 -

3570 ext J50016

FOR RENT
Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses Falmouth area

(5O8M77-6000

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ROOM FOR RENT

FOR SALE

BEAUTIFUL DOG MISTREATED
NEEDS A LOVING OWNER PLEASE
INQUIRE® 256-6909

Snowboard lor sale Burton Twin
Tip 1 39 with bindings $200 or best

offer Call Rose 6-5538

29 Gallon Fithtank Light, heater,

filter gravel, and decorations includ-

ed $1 00 call Amy 546-0706

FOUND

Found Single key on Dare keyring

Call The Collegian 545-3500

Happy Birthday, Jules Your
roomie 1

HOUSE FOR RENT
Amherst Bolchertown line 4

bedroom. 2 bath home in quiet area

Available now 549 4270

MISCELLANEOUS

JAZZ BANDS
Jazi Band Needed Experienced or

not. Come jam at our party Will pay

Dec 6th Call 253-6520

New Metabolism Breakthrough
Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35
800-776-9503 Doctor Ap jved

ROOM FOR RENT

2 Outgoing girls seek persons) to

rent large bedroom in uptown apt

Great location, in great condition

Start Jan 1

3649 ASAP
Contact Tncia/LB 549

Sunderland 1BR in 2BR Apt
$31500 + utilities Must find some-
one before Thanksgiving for Spring

termor Jan 1 665-4394

ROOMATE WANTED
Room Available bedroom house
in Sunderland on bus route Call for

details 665-8229

Roommates Wanted: One or two
males to share rent at Brandywine
Apts Starts January 1st Call Bryan
549-4591

SERVICES

GORILLAGRAMS Birthdays. Roses.

Balloons, etc Send the crazy gorilla

We'll go anywhere, anytime!

!

Student rates available! Call 256-

0287

SERVICES
Money tor College. Millions of

dollars unclaimed every year

Results guaranteed Service is free

Thousands of sources of Financial

Aid available Hurry Call (4131 538

0041 for more into

Computer Problems? Need an
upgrade? In house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for tree

testing and assistance 549-1906

TRAVEL

SCUBA SPRING BREAK Dive Key
Largo, FL Earn 2 credits! March 16-

22 Mandatory Meeting 2/28 7pm
Herter 227 Call Project DEEP ®
1800)282-0977

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20<£ per word/day

All

others

40<t per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly. We
are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.
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Classifieds

"they work"

CROSSWORD
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ACROSS
1. Heart

S. Chan player

10. Carte du jour

14. Jacob s brother

15. Gossip

16. Emulate Max Perkins

17. Simon Bolivar et al

19. Actor Robertson

20. Some Scrabble tiles

21. Crackerjacks

22. Baronet's wife

23. Bard title start

24. Actor Howard
28. Angler's tip-oft

29. With humility

33. "Our Town" heroine

34. Towns, informally

35. Wallaby, for short

38. Roof rooster

37. Laten

38. Make Mine

(1960 film)

39. One of a

supermarket dozen

40. Star 1 1988

Preakness winner)

41

.

Indian digs

42. Stages a Civil War
battle

44. Destructive insects

45. Dark and Middle

46. Ready to pick

47. Kelly's Blues

49. Siamese
50. From 2 (2 wds i

53. Last name in

surrealism

54. Astrological forecasts

57. many words

(2 wds.)

58. Bea Arthur role

59. Abode of evil

60. Watergate whistle-

blower

61. Charger

62. Cookie some
unscrew

DOWN
1. Soccer legend

2. The doctor

(2 wds.)

3. Typewnter settings

4. Dyer s selection

5. Delphic priestess

6. Pear-shaped

instruments

7. Grandpa McCoy
8. Trygve Lie's

homeland abbr

9. Salk and Pepper

abbr

10. Bravery awards

11. Dutch cheese

12. Shade of blue

13. Southwestern Indian

18. Pep. for one

22. Thee* dot

Peppermint Patty's

report card

23. Proficient

24. Muslim scripture

25. Tense

26. Adamant word of

refusal

27. Picture

28. Spree

29. Slip-ons

30. Malarkey

31. Friendless one

32. Joins together

34. Outdoes

37. Cut into cubes

38. Marcel's mom
40. Violent anger

41. Subject matter

43. Country

Prejudiced

Island

47. Glass sheet

48. Bom Free lioness

49. Valid

50. Mimic

51

.

Far off prefix

52. Airport nearest

Lillehammer

53. Carried out

54. Pinafore

55. Cereal ingredient

56. Sound of exultation

46.

Th*? Mtmarhusrtts

DAILY COLLEGIAN
http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

TRAVEL
Spring Break '97 Hottest destina-

tions and coolest vacations! lowest
prices guaranteed! Organize small

group, travel free 1 Call for free info

(800)426 7710

TRAVELTIME has great dealt for

group and individual travel plans

Call Connne 587-301 1 413-781-6150

WANTED
Wanted- Tutor for AUTO CAD
Realeasel3 Will pay Call Rob at

546-0272

STUDENTS Moonlighting as

dancers/sttippers in local clubs If

interested in sharing your story for

my independent study photoessay on

"creative student employment", call

Caroline at 546-5269 for more info

Identity confidential upon request

Mattress Wanted QUEEN Call

Eugenie 545 3768

Standard Headings
Activities Miscellaneous

Announcements Motorcycles

Apartment For Personals

Rent Room For Rent

Auto For Sale Room Wanted

Employment Roommate

Entertainment Wanted

For Sale Services

Found (2 days Free) Summer Sublet

Happy Birthday To Sublet

Houses For Rent Travel

Instruction Transportation

Lost Wanted to Rent

Musicians Wanted

Personals Policy
1. All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and

the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject tcS

penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

ARIES
March 21 -April 20

Make the most of your time, don't

put off or delay things that need to

be done. Small delays could lead to

major setbacks. Keep In touch with

friends, loved ones. Money Is a

cause for concern, but things wtll

work out.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

Forget past hurts and resentments.

Stay focused on the future and

expect professional advancement.

Travel could be on the horizon, but

don't neglect chores around the

house.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

This could be the perfect time to

catch up on those little things you
have let slide. Now Is the time the

renew old friendships -one could

pay of handsomely. Inspire others

with your positive outlook. Keep

health resolutions.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Be cautious -play It safe. Now
is not the time for bravado or

recklessness. Take things slow for

best results. An older person could

be a valued adviser If needed. Heed
others' advice but don't abandon

your Instincts.

LEO
July 23-August 23

Put your Ideas down on paper, get

things in writing. It could help settle

disputes later. Treat yourself to a

special program or event but be

careful not to spend too much. Put

things In perspective and take lime

to laugh.

VIRGO
August 24-Septcmber 22

You could solve a tough problem by

asking the right question Look at It

from a new angle Intuition plays a

major role, trust your hunches. You

see things the way they are. Don't

let others fool you.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Mend fences, patch up differences.

People close to you want to help If

you will let them. Take time to get a
true picture of events, people. Don't

overlook good things in unlikely

places. Your health takes a turn for

the better

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
Focus on home and family. Get all

the Information possible before

making an Important decision. Hold
off on major purchases-a better

bargain may be available later. A
younger person could provide much
needed chuckle.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
Your leadership skills are at a high

level, and you can overcome
personal and work challenges. Put

financial concerns out of your mind,
things will work out. A person

considered a good friend may not

be trustworthy.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Putting off temporary pleasures

and sticking to business pays big

dividends. Pets and possessions

take center stage. Creativity

flourishes, artistic pursuits are

highlighted also. A partner could

help you reach new heights

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18
Romance heats up. Your Initrisis

attract other people. Don't forget

home and family He sure to set and
keep priorities or things could get

out of hand. Paperwork proves

challenging but profitable.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Stick with a project. You'll know
what to do and when to do It Once
the Job Is done. It Is time to relax.

Travel and education are Important

areas for consideration Don't get

bogged down with details.

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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Always Wanted On* of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan
Dllbert By Scott Adams

DOGBERT'5 SCHOOL FOR

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

THE SECRET TO GOOO
RELATIONSHIPS IS TO
Q>Z A HUGE.PHOW

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick

LETS
PRACTICE
THE THREE
FUNDA-
MENTALS.

8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

•LOUD
• SIMPLE.

• SrAILDf

HtY, MOW ABOUT THAT

LOW-PRESSURE SYSTEM,

HUH?!!
AGAIN, BUT
THIS TIfAE SAY

LEATHER."

^ee Life
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University* By Frank Cho

/ had a grilfriend.

I gave her two nicknames,

"Sweetie, " and "Her Imperial

Foulness.

"

She was a little moody.

She had at least one

problem. Her photo belonged in

the dictionary listed under:

"Why don't you show me

any attention, you scum?"

/ really loved her but she

never knew it. She was so busy

thinking of ways to make herself

feel rotten.

Ah it's OK.

Someday she'll wake up

and she'll say softly to herself

while her head is still on the

pillow, "Maybe it was me who

was wrong.

"

Then she'll call me up and

ask, "Don 't you owe me forty

five dollars?"

.. Trtew usue
surrc^ec Yooe
SHAMPoo WITH
WAiR HAN.
TW 'I HAteH

THAT
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Good

Duh By Maura and Micaela
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Close to Home By John McPherson
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Quote of the Day

44
When I was a kid I got

no respect. Every time

my old man wanted
sex, my mother
showed him my pic-

ture.

-Rodney Dangerfield

99

uH0 cms*

/Aj
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Today's Staff

Tara "Cruella DeVil" Connelly
Night Editor

Lisa "Belle" Oliveri

Copy Editor

Elizabeth "Cinderella" Brown
Lauren "Ariel" Kosky

Photo Technician

Marc "Snow White" Dionne
Production Supervisor

Mark "Pocahontas" McCrath
Kelvin "No Name" Torres

Production

Bad Joke of the Day

How do you make an

old lady swear?

»ODNI9„ ll»X oj Xpe| p|o jainoue jao

f%/ Recycle

^k your

hf Collegian

Today's D.C. Menu
Calf 545-2626 for information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Chick. Cutlet Sand.

Spicy Black Bean Burger

Mac and Sneeze

DINNER
1/4 Lb. Burger

Lightburger

Chicken Breast

Sandwich

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger off a Roll

Chicken Cutlet

Sandwich
Grilled Sneeze

DINNER
Closed for

Thanksgiving recess

Worcester

LUNCH
Mac and Sneeze

Rotini

Red Beans

DINNER
Closed for

Thanksgiving recess

Berkshire

LUNCH
Mac and Cheese

Rotini

In-bean Casserole

DINNER
1/4 Lb. Burger

Lightburger

Chicken Breast

Sandwich
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Sports
The Massachusetts

UMass Volleyball goes for first A-10 tourney win

Bonnie Kenny

Wrestling,

NFC East &
Turkey ball

The next time St. Louis Rams
defensive tackk D'Marco Fair and

Carolina linebacker Kevin Greene
meet, they may go at each other fist

swinging. But don't worry, there

shouldn't be any fines or injuries,

since it's all in good fun.

The two are just a growing group

of wrestling t.m^ in the National

Football League, who, according to

Alex Marvez of the Dayton Daily

\or>. have different opinions about

a itorylinc going through World
Championship Wrestling, a competi-

tor of the World Wrestling
Federation.

Other fans of the New World
Order — supposedly an upstart third

organization in WCW — include a

group of Pittsburgh Steelers defend-

ers who have begun calling them-

selves the NWO.
The association between wrestling

and football is nothing new. |ust two

years ago. Lawrence Taylor wrestled

Bam Bam Bigelow in the main event

at WreMlemania. He was accompa-
nied by a group of other NFLers.
including Ken Norton |r. and Reggie

White

lust before the last Super Bowl.

Greene, who was a Steeler at the

time, showed up at a WCW
pav-per-view match. Steve "Mongo"
McMichael joined WCW full-time.

First as an announcer and then as a

wrestler, after he retired from the

sport.

It dates back even further. Over 10

years ago. William "the

Refrigerator" Perry and a group of

other players participated in an

over the-top-rope Battle Royal at

WiLMlemania.

And the trend shows no sign of

stopping either. One of the reasons

linebacker Monty Brown signed with

the Patriots in the offseason was
because he wanted to be closer to

Stamford. Conn., home of Vince
McMahon Jr., owner of the WWF.
where Brown hopes to work after

football

Perhaps the most confusing part of

the whole thing is the cries of betray-

al bv the fans when the NFLers take

part. OK. wrestling is not a real

sport, and everyone knows it.

Nonetheless, it's a perfectly good

form of entertainment for millions of

people. It'l sad when people are

more up^et that LT is wrestling than

Turn to NFL page 5

By Steven Grant

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Minutewomcn.

with the possible addition of Lesley

Nolan, plan on taking their preseason

goal of qualifying for the postseason

one step further Friday, when they

head to Kingston. R.I. to capture

their first ever Atlantic 10

Championship.

The University of Massachusetts.

the fourth-seed of the four-team
tourney, has the unenviable but very

possible task of beating host Rhode

Island in the first round. The return

of the injured Nolan, out well over a

month with a broken foot, will be

determined this morning by the train

ci

The outside hitter was an offensive

force for the Minutewomcn before
-.he was sidelined. Her presence
would provide a spark to | team that,

quite frankly, may not be in dire need

of her services.

Though URI will be playing in

front of its home crowd. UMatl,
coached by Bonnie Kenny has a lot

going for it. too. The Minutewomcn
have won their last five matches and
IO-of-11, and the young team looks

like it may have started to gel just in

the nick of time.

The Rams are the regular season

A- 10 champs, and boasted a 17-1

conference record as of November

21, The Minutewomcn (28 K. li i

A 10) split the leuon leriei with

them, as both squads won at home

"It'l all or nothing." said freshman

K.in Hogancamp (team high four

digs/gm in A-10 play), who was
named A 10 Rookie of the Week fot-

her last weekend's performance.

"We've got nothing to lose The
whole team has a positive attitude.

We've split the season series, so any-

thing can happen."

And whatever does happen, the

winner will face the winner of

Temple and Dayton on Saturday for

the conference crown and an auto-

matic bid to the NCAA tournament.

I ,ii ly on, I thought we had a good
chance to make A- 10s, until we lost

to George Washington |Oct. 18],"

laid treshman (ill Meyers (3.6 kills.

2.7 digs/gm in A-10 play). "But after

WC beat URI, I thought we had a

good chance again. We still know we
have to work hard, and we've had a

good week of practices so far."

One plus for the program is that

senior outside hitter Dionne Nash
was named the A-10 Player of the

Week in her final regular season
week of her collegiate career. Nash
tallied 42 kills and 32 digs in matches
against Virginia Tech and GW.
Nash leads the team in kills with

4.6 kills per game to go along with

her 3.2 digs per game. She is a major

reason the Minutewomen have a shot

at winning 30 matches for the first

time since 1986.

Sophomore setter Katie Pearce

totalled 1,635 assists on the season,

and is on pace to break Cass

Anderson's all-time mark by the time

she graduates. Her consistency will

have to continue if UMass is to make
some noise in the days to come.

"Making it to the NCAA's would

be great," said Hogancamp.
"Especially because people really

didn't think that much of us early on.

But, 1 know if we play like we're

capable of playing, it'll be a good
match."

Cavaliers trounce UMass in Maui
LAHA1NA. Hawaii (AP) — Courtney Alexander

and Norman Nolan each scored 20 points as

Virginia upset No. 17 Massachusetts 75-68 last

night at the Maui Invitational.

Harold Deane added 1 3 points for the Cavaliers

(2-0). who beat South Carolina 93-70 in the

opening round Monday.
Tyrone Weeks scored 22 points for UMass

(1-1), which never led in the game and finished

without its first-year coach, lames "Bruiser" Flint,

who was ejected with 2:06 left when he got his

second technical foul.

Nolan and Alexander each had 1 2 points in the

first half as Virginia took a 34-22 lead over the

cold-shooting Minutemen. Excluding Weeks, who
went 6-for-10, the rest of the Minutemen made
only 4—of-30 shots from the field in the first half,

including 1 for- 1 1 from three-point range.

Carmelo Travieso scored 16 points for UMass.

Hands down, UMass
looks sloppy in paint

By Chris Sramm
Collegian Staff

Last night was a learning experience for both the

Massachusetts men's basketball team and its fans.

Early on in the Minutemen's 75-68 second round

loss to Virginia in the Maui Invitational, it became
dear that the University of Massachusetts has a few

bugs to get out of its system in the preseason.

While UMass lost by only seven points, the final

score was a deceptive one. as Massachusetts found

itself down by as much as 16 points during last

night's contest. However, the Minutemen had been

in that position before. In the first half of last night's

game, one might have remembered last
j
jm 'i

non-conference win over Maryland where LWlass

battled back from a 16 point defecit for the win.

Last night was a different story.

While UMass came out slow in the first half, the

Minutemen played its typically scrappy defense.

With the in- your face pressure of senior guard

Edgar Padilla leading the way in the hustle depart-

ment, at first glance it seemed to be business as

usual for the Minutemen. Add into the mix the shot

Turn to HOOP page 5
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Edgar Padilla and the Minutemen have some work to do after getting

beaten by Virginia in the Maui Invitational.

Virginia 75 Massachusetts 68

Virginia (2-0)

Nolan 10-16 0-4 20,
Alexander 6-13 6-7 20,
Metheney 0-0 0-0 0, Staples

4-11 1-2 11, Deane 3-5 6-10
13, McAndrew 0-0 0-3 0,

Ducharme 3-5 0-0 6, Robinson
1-4 3-« 5, Dersch 0-1 0-0
Totals: 27-55 16-32 75

Massachusetts (1-1)

Smfth 1-4 0-0 2, Weeks 9-1

7

4-4 22, NnrvillP 0-6 0-0 0,

Padilla 4-12 1-2 11, Travieso
6-19 0-0 16, Ketner 2-6 3-5 7,

Babul 1-10-0 2, Clarke 4-9 0-0

8, Basit 0-1 0-0 0, Kirkland 0-0
0-0 0. Totals: 27-75 8-1 1 68

Tyrone Weeks - 22 points,

1 1 rebounds.

Highlights...

Sophomore guard Charlton Clarke

came off the bench to provide a

spark, scoring 8 points and grab-

bing 3 rebounds

Former UMass star Camby
collapses during warmup
TORONTO (AP)— Toronto rookie Marcus

Camby was carried off the court on a stretcher yes-

terday night alter sustaining an apparent back injury

during warmups before the Raptors game against

the Sacramento Kings.

Camby was injured while attempting a spin move
under a basket. The 6-foot- 1 1 forward was moving

to his right when he suddenly grabbed his lower

back and fell to the floor.

He lay motionless under a basket in the Skydome
for about 25 minutes while emergency personnel

strapped him to ;i stretcher and placed him in a neck

brace for support.

The Raptors released a statement saying Camby had

been taken to the Toronto Western I loapital tot exami-

nation with "limited feeling in his right and left leg."

LaFontaine out

for the count?

Bruins get talent

Well, knock me upside the head with a half-eaten turkey

leg. If any of you pucksters read this column today. 1 will be

one happy pilgrim... Indian... politically correct entity.

Why? Because you're not supposed to be here. So. hey.

whatever:

• In the "parting is such sweet sorrow" department,

Buffalo Sabre center Pat LaFontaine will be out for the

next three months due to

the negative effects of a

concussion. This is a scary

thing. This is the fifth con-

cussion of his career, and
when this kind of physical

ailment starts to steamroll.

you can basically kiss your
jPjff

career goodbye. Once con-

cussions start to come one after another, you can not stop

it.

The other well-known Lindros brother. Brett, had to

end his hockey career prematurely due to this awful physi-

cal reoccurrence. He was no Eric, but he had the potential

to be a real solid role player for the New York Islanders.

And this condition is not just for the NHL-ers, it happens
in other contact sports as well.

The big story this season in the NFL has been with the

San Francisco 49ers' Steve Young. One of the top quarter-

backs in recent pigskin history has been consciously side-

lined due to his medical folder being filled with repeated

head injuries. Back when the N.Y. lets were decent, one of

their all-time great receivers, Al Toon had to end his

career early due to this ailment, too. But speaking about

the NFL at this point means I do digress immensely...

LaFontaine is a class player. He has been questioned over

the years by some about his street psychology (as in, one

way), having reported problems with GM |ohn Muckler,

but you can't doubt what he has accomplished on the ice.

Before his trade to Buffalo from the Islanders in 1991.

Boston had thought about acquiring him. But. oh. I think it

was about money, or more aptly said, not wanting to pay

him money. That's nothing new. GM Harry Sinden has

never been stingy. Never, (insert sarcastic tone) Down the

line, we did get Adam Oates instead, but in my opinion,

LaFontaine is a more complete player. Once again, I

digress...

This man has played for his country on many occasions,

but after looking at his non-appearance for this year's

World Cup USA Team (yes, we did win it), on the ice but

not on the bench, I began to feel his career might be on the

downswing. It is. And now with this development, I think

it might be all over but the crying.

Who cares, because none of you are reading this any-

way. So, hey, whatever.

• I think the Bruins just made one of their smarter
moves this week. For a future first round draft pick,

Boston receives from Colorado right winger Landon
Wilson, and Anders Myrvold. a defenseman. Myrvold —
Schmyrvold.

I like the other guy. Wilson has been playing for

Cornwall of the AHL. and will automatically step in to the

Bruin's lineup, as they need the help on the right wing. As
Mark Sandman of Morphine once said, "Yes. yes. yes."

Coach Steve Kasper has squeaked that he isn't satisfied

with that position of late, hence right winger Rick Tocchet
spending time on the left side of the ice.

Little did you folks know out in Valley Land, but I did

pick this guy as one of my surprise player of the year picks

in the preseason. You did not know that because it never

made the final cut. but in my opinion. Wilson will.

)ust for knowledge sake. Wilson made it to Colorado

Turn to NHL page 5

All-American Minutewomen Hockey hosts low-flying Falcons
UMass Field Hockey stars, Rothenberger & Rose honored

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Two members of the Massachusetts field hockey team

were honored with the distinction of Ail-American yes-

terday, the National Field Hockey Coaches Association

announced.

Hilary Rose. UMass' senior goalie, was chosen as a

first team All-American. while senior midfielder Kyle

Rothenberger was named as a member of the second

team.

This All-America honor was the first for Rose, who
was the backbone of the UMass defense this season. She

was previously ineligible for the award because she

hadn't played the two years at the varsity level as for-

eign players must do to become eligible.

Rose, who took last year off in order to compete
with the British national team at the Olympics in

Atlanta, was named the Atlantic 10 Player of the Year

and was named to the All-Conference team, having led

the Minutewomen to a 17-6 record. Rose's .899 save

percentage led the nation for the majority of the sea-

son.

Rothenberger was dubbed a second-team
All American for the second time in as many seasons

As the on field director of the offense and a main com-

ponent of the defense. Rothenberger was instrumental

in UMass' NCAA Tournament appearance, regular Kfl-

son Atlantic 10 title and Atlantic 10 Tournament
crown.

She finishes her collegiate career having started every

game and ranked seventh all-time on the Minutewoman
career scoring chart with 81 points. This season, she

tied for the team lead in goals (13) and second in over-

all points (31 ).

By Jormo Konsanen

Collegian Staff

Hilary Rose Kyle Rothenberger

Looking at the Massachusetts
hockey team of late, you might think

that they have a thing against author-

ity— governmental authority, that is

Yet with the Air Force Academy, it

will not he a political debate on the

ice. but a competitive one. This

Friday and Saturday night, the

Minutemen (3-7. 2-6 in Hockey
EMI i will face off with the Falcons

(4-5-1) at the William D. Mullins

Center. If you are not still full of

turkey, and can get off the couch,

game times will be at 7 p.m.

UMass made last Friday night's

representative of our national armed

forces look like turkeys, making
creamy gravy out of Army goaltender

Daryl Chamberlain in an 8 humili

ation. Seniors Gerry Cahill (4 goals.

I assist. 5 points) and Warren Norris

(4g, 7a, I I pis) bombarded the Cadet

defense, both tallying hat tricks, with

Cahill's done "natural" style, and

with only 2:34 spent on the first peri-

od clock. On the defensive

side, junior goalie Brian Regan (3.%
GAA, .867 save percentage) regis-

tered his first career shutout, holding

back the Army offense on 1 9 shots. It

has been a rough start for Regan, but

after his performance against Army,

the Connecticut native appears to be

getting back on track.

UMass' own special forces were
the tale of last weekend's two games.

The penalty kill unit held Army to an

0-for-9 effort, while a solid No. 4

Vermont squad, led by All-

Americans Martin St. Louis and Eric

Perrin. was held to 0- for-5 on the

power play.

The Minuteman power play almost

broke .500 (4-for-8), going 3-for-6

on Friday night at the Mullins Center,

and 1- for-2 at Gutterson Field

House on Sunday afternoon.

For coach |oe Mallen. his special

team play will be key as the team
moves back into Hockey East action

next weekend versus the Friars of

Providence College.

"We have worked a lot on both

[the power play and penalty kill], and
both have improved." Mallen said.

"You've got to have good special
teams to win in this game, and we
actually shut down both teams [on
penalty kill) this weekend.

"So, we're making steady strides in

both of those areas, and those are
areas you have to be good at to win
in any college hockey game."
The Falcons will be led on the

offense by a pair of seniors in
Cushing Academy's own Todd
Lafortune (9g, 2a, llpts), and Peter
Sandness (6g, 3a, 9pts). Freshman
forward Wels Grafstrom is tied with
Sandness for second in scoring, tally-

ing nine points on three goals and six

assists.

Senior goalie Pat Kielb (4.43 GAA.
.837 SV) is the weak link of the Air
Force defense, being replaced in

three of his seven starts by freshman
Aaron Rat field.

Mallen knows his team has had
recent success against the Falcons,
beating them by 4-2 and 7-1 scores

Turn to HOCKEY, page 5
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Let it snow
Lemons

The Lemonheads
headline tonight's

winter jam
multi-band test

with Superdrag and
Coldfinger. Check
out our preview
(See Arts {» Living,

page 5).

Weekend
Split

Kelly Van Huisen

and the UMass
women's basketball

team earned one of

two in weekend
action in Storrs,

Conn, (see Sports,

page 10).

WORLD

Gas leak could factor

in San Juan explosion

SAN |UAN, Puerto Rico (AP) —
Federal investigators have discovered

a big leak in a gas line near the site of

an explosion that killed at least 29
people, officials said yesterday.

It still was not clear whether that

leak caused the blast that ripped
apart a six-story commercial building

Nov. 21, officials said at a joint news
conference of the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)
and the Puerto Rican government
A coupling in the 1 1/4-inch-wide

plastic pipe, which belongs to the San

juan Cas Co., was spewing gas at a

rate of two cubic feet a second. Police

Chief Pedro Toledo told reporters.

"There may or may not be other

leaks," NTSB official Bob Barlett said.

He said workers were testing other

gas pipes that did not hold pressure,

indicating leaks.

Officials have said all along that

they suspected a gas leak, but acting

Gov Norma Burgos cautioned yester-

day that the blame could lie else-

where She said officials also are try-

ing to find out which other compa-
nies, such as construction firms, had

worked in the area and might be
responsible for the damaged pipe

For example, Barlett said investiga-

tors had found five telephone con-

duits within five feet of the leaking

pipe that did not appear on a map
given to investigators.

NATION

No solution' theorists

emerge in TWA ordeal

SMITHTOWN, N.Y. (AP) —
Another theory is beginning to

emerge in the search for what caused

the explosion of TWA Flight 800 —
the no-solution scenario.

That could frighten the public,

demoralize families of the 230 peo-

ple who died July 1 7 and leave

investigators frustrated. If no cause

is found, "we will be left hanging
forever," said Aurelie Becker of St.

Petersburg, Ha., whose teen-age

daughter, Michelle, died in the

explosion.

"It will be a cruel blow if there is

no answer," said Rita Agulla, a Red

Cross volunteer who counseled vic-

tims' families. "People need to know
so that they can go on with their

lives."

The Paris-bound Boeing 747
exploded minutes after taking off

from New York's Kennedy
International Airport. Investigators

trying to determine whether the cen-

ter fuel tank blew up because of a

mechanical problem, a missile or a

bomb have not found evidence to

prove any of the theories.

The National Transportation Safety

Board (NTSB) is beginning to sum-
marize some of its findings without

knowing what caused the center fuel

tank explosion — and is discussing

whether to simply blame the disaster

on the fuel tank without knowing
what ignited it, a source said on con-

dition of anonymity
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Survey results indicate

rise in students abroad;

stats bound ten percent
By Deb Riechmann
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Rising num-
bers of U.S. college students are
studying overseas, and many aren't

going to the traditional universities in

Europe, a survey found. They're ven-

turing farther afield, to Africa.

Australia and to the Middle East.

The number of American students

studying abroad rose 10.6 percent to

84,403 in 1994-95, continuing a 10-

year upward trend, a report released

yesterday by the New York-based
Institute of International Education

said.

Foreign student enrollment in U.S.

schools, meanwhile, rose less than 1

percent the past two years.

"As recently as a decade ago,

studying abroad was considered a

luxury," said Richard M. Krasno. the

institute's president. "1 think it's now
considered a more instrumental part

of undergraduate education."

He speculated that American stu-

dents are warming to the idea of

studying abroad because they are

being exposed to other cultures on
their own campuses. Many also rec-

ognize the importance of a second

language and international experi-

ence in competing for good jobs, he

said.

"When I went to school, they said

"Here, study French. If you even go to

France, you'll be able to order off a

menu.' Now. it's seen as a career

asset," said Wayne Decker, director

of the office of international studies

at the University of Arizona.

Amy Hofsheier. 2 1 . a student at the

University of Arizona, is off to Israel

next month to study for 5 1/2 months

at Ben Gurion University in

Beersheva. She's majoring in archaeol-

ogy and ludaic studies and hopes to

see the country and improve her lan-

guage skills.

"I think for myself it's really a

necessity." said Hofsheier. who hopes

to do archaeology work in Israel one

day. "The majority of the kids are still

going to Spain and France, but I think

interest is opening up to other
places."

Kenitra Burton, 20, a junior at

Hartwick College in Oneonta, N.Y.,

spent a month in Thailand as a fresh-

man to broaden her knowledge of the

country's language, culture and reli-

gion.

"I grew up a lot. I really matured.

It gave me a whole other perspective

on being a minority," said Burton,

who is black. "1 had braids in my hair

at the time. They were all curious and
kept asking How did you do that?'"

Suzanne Hartman, 21, a junior

majoring in business at Emory
University, is leaving in February to

study a semester in Sydney. Except

for the airfare and personal spending

money, she said it will cost about the

same to study in Australia as it would
at Emory, a private school in Atlanta

"It's a great opportunity. More
kids are doing it," Hartman said.

"Schools are starting to realize that

this is not just a trend, and they're

making it easier — like finding you
ways to talk to other students.who

have done it."

A fast-growing economic market in

China led to a 30 percent increase in

American students studying there in

1994-95. Krasno said. Costa Rica

also reported a 30 percent increase,

partly because many students recog-

nize the advantage of knowing
Spanish, he said.

He said Australia is aggressively

recruiting U.S. students. It reported a

42 percent rise in American enrollees

in 1994-95 with 3.346.

While these countries reported

large percentage increases in

American students, Britain still host-

ed the most — 19.410 students, or

23 percent of all study-abroad stu-

dents. France. Spain and Italy ranked

second, third and fourth with 7.000

to 7.900 students. Despite a rising

wave of Americans signing up for

study abroad, the 453,787 foreigners

on U.S. campuses this year is only

0.3 percent more than a year ago.

continuing a six-year trend of slow
growth.

Milosevic foes call for

countrywide protests
By Misho So vie

Associated Press

BELGRADE. Yugoslavia — Foes

of Serbian President Slobodan
Milosevic, struggling to maintain

momentum after two weeks of

protests, declared yesterday that they

would take their movement to cities

throughout the country.

Up to 100.000 people braved a

frigid mix of rain and snow to march
through the capital on the 14th day

of protests sparked by court decisions

annulling opposition victories in local

elections. Once again, they hurled

eggs and firecrackers at state TV and

the Serbian parliament building.

It was unclear how long the

demonstrations could continue to

draw crowds as large as Saturday,

when 150,000 people were on trie

streets. But the protests already have

been the largest and most sustained

ever against the Serbian leader.

Police so far have tolerated the

demonstrations, but warned in a

statement yesterday that they would
no longer allow unauthorized
protests. Protesters will bear the

responsibility for the results if they

break the law. police said.

The speaker of the Serbian parlia-

ment also said a crackdown might be

in the works against the protests,

which he called a "pro-fascist ram-

page."

"This is not discontent. This is a

struggle for power." Dragan Tomic
said in an interview with Serbian TV.
a Milosevic mouthpiece. There were
unconfirmed hints of compromise,
however:

• One independent radio station

reported that Western diplomats
were trying to mediate between
Milosevic and the opposition.

• Belgrade's independent BETA

Turn to SERBIA, page 3

Focused global effort gives

World AIDS Day fresh life

By Sue Leeman
Associated Press

In Rome, taxi drivers distributed

AIDS leaflets. Across Thailand, gas

stations offered free condoms. In

South Africa. Nobel laureate

Desmond Tutu went on TV to urge

people to practice safe sex.

World AIDS Day was marked with

renewed vigor around the world

Sunday after a U.N. agency reported

an accelerating death toll, with nearly

a quarter of the 6.4 million AIDS
deaths to date occurring in the past

year.

In 1996, 3.1 million people were

infected with HIV. the virus that

causes AIDS, bringing the total num-

ber of people with HIV or AIDS to

22.6 million. UNAIDS said.

In Asia, the site of an AIDS explo-

sion, the war on the disease got

graphic.

Activists posted photos of an ema-

ciated AIDS victim in Beijing's cen-

tral Zhongshan Park near the ancient

imperial palace, along with posters

that read. "The risks of careless sex

and lifestyle hygiene."

Health officials have warned that

more than 1 million Chinese — 10
times the estimated present number
— could be infected with HIV by

2000 if preventive measures are not

taken.

In Thailand, which has an active

sex industry, 420 gas stations distrib-

uted 3 million condoms to customers

with the warning. "Be careful of

AIDS when feeling naughty."

The health ministry and state-

owned Petroleum Authority of

Thailand sponsored the program. An
estimated 800.000 of Thailand's 60
million people have the HIV virus,

and 50.000 more have died of AIDS.
In the Philippine capital of Manila.

about 250 government officials.

activists and at least four HIV
patients joined in the I 1/4-mile

First National AIDS Walk."

In Taipei, an AIDS awareness
group displayed memorial quilt

patches to honor victims of the dis-

ease.

Turn to AIDS page 2
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Turkey Time!
Doug ana Monica Williams of Belchertown pick out a turkey for their Thanksgiving meal at a grocery

store in Amherst last Wednesday morning.

Simpson defense to try new plan

By Michael Fleeman

Associated Press

SANTA MONICA. Calif. — Fresh from a long weekend
with time to regroup and recoup, O.J. Simpson's defense

will try to counter his bruising days on the witness stand

and present an alternative story.

The plaintiffs in the wrongful death trial may finish up
this week after calling 32 witnesses — including some of

Simpson's closest buddies — to contradict his testimony.

For an emotional finale, the lawyers plan testimony from

the relatives of Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald
Goldman.
Then it's Simpson'"- turn, and his lawyers face an uphill

battle. The trial resumes tomorrow.

lurors headed into the Thanksgiving break carrying a

final image of Simpson denying yet again — during ques-

tioning by the plaintiffs' lawyers — that he stabbed Ms.

Simpson and Goldman. With a heavier burden of proof

and so much physical evidence to explain away, it is

understandable that lead defense lawyer Robert Baker

chose not to ask Simpson any "rehabilitative" questions

last week, analysts said.

"The defense needs to tell their story to the jury before

calling Mr. Simpson back to the stand." UCLA law profes-

sor Peter Arenella said. "What you're going to see in the

defense is an instant replay, in an abbreviated fashion, of

the garbage-in-garbage-out theory, combined with a more
aggressive attack on Ms. Simpson's character, to suggest

why someone other than O.J. Simpson committed the

murders."

As it did in the criminal trial, the defense will likely

promote the theory that police planted or contaminated

evidence. Expect to see more of criminalist Dennis
Fung, a favorite target of the defense for his alleged

sloppiness.

Simpson's lawyers also are expected to bring back for-

mer Detective Phil Vannatter. a brief witness in the plain-

tiffs' case, for questioning about allegedly lying on a

search warrant affidavit and for violating police policy by

carrying around a vial of Simpson's blood.

As for an explanation of why there was so much
blood evidence against Simpson, defense attorneys will

likely present testimony from Dr. Henry Lee, star

defense witness from the criminal trial. Lee is expected

to repeat his suggestion that something was wrong in

the police crime lab. Lee's power as a witness, however,

will be diminished since he will appear only on video-

tape. Forensic pathologist Dr. Michael Baden will likely

testify that the killings took longer than the plaintiffs

have suggested, and that Simpson, under the tight time

line, didn't have time to kill. A photographic expert may
be called in to denounce as a fake a photo of Simpson
wearing shoes similar to those that left bloody prints at

the scene.

The defense also will try to portray Ms. Simpson as an

emotionally unhinged woman who in her final weeks was
running with a crowd of drug abusers and prostitutes.

Her friend. Cora Fishman. may be a key witness. She
testified in a deposition that Ms. Simpson "was leading,

like, a dangerous life" and that she "was coming on to

guys."

Simpson himself will likely be a final defense witness.

Analysts expect to see a different man from the somber
witness of last week, who issued numerous denials and

made little or no attempt to explain anything.

LAUREN KOSKYVCOUECIAN.

The Voyage Home!
UMass students crowd onto a bus bound for Boston last Wednesday afternoon at the Haigis Mall.
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Monday, Dec. 2

Special event— Distinguished Visitors Program and UPC
present Public Insomnia Tour #1 — Henry Rollins at 7 p.m.

in the FAC. Admission: $4/students, $10 general public.

Lecture — Susan Clarke, a Five College Women's
Studies Community Associate from South Hadley High
School, will give a talk entitled "Mid-life Women High
School Teachers* Models of Transition for Adolescent

Students" at 4:30 p.m. in the Dickinson House Living

Room at Mount Holyoke College.

Tuesday, Nov. J

Colloquium — Leslie Bender, a Five College Women's
Studies Research Associate from the Syracuse University

College of Law, will give a colloquium entitled "Legal

Challenges to Social Injustice: How Women Can Use Tort

Law to Continue Feminist Struggle' at 7:30 p.m. in the

Dickinson House Living Room at Mount Holyoke
College.

Film — The Five College Program in Peace and World
Security Studies and the (udaic and Near East Studies

Dept. at UMass sponsor a showing of the Crown Sephira

production "If You Make It Possible: Portraits of Middle

East Peacemakers." For more information, contact Adi
Bemakat 582-5519.

Notices

Special event — UMass is participating in the global

observance of World AIDS Day which will take place

from Nov. 25 through Dec. 6. You can get HIV/AIDS
information and a red ribbon to pin on yourself or on our
"Remembrance Tree" at the Campus Center Concourse
table each day. Visit the Faces of AIDS art display and the

Five College AIDS Quilt at Earthfoods. Watch "Boys on
the Side" on HSCN. Activities will culminate with a can-

dlelight vigil on the Student Union steps at 5 p.m. on
Friday. Dec. 6 and a march to the First Congregational

Church on Main St. in Amherst for a gathering of

Remembrance and Hope. Refreshments will be served.

After that, there will be a poetry/prose reading followed

by an open mike at 8 p.m. at Claudia's Cafe. For more
information, contact Health Educational 577-5181.

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from
8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information,

call 584-8167.

Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 o.m. in room 101 Totman.

Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more
information, contact Milly De|esus at 546-1083.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies

is seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen,
Dept. of Consumer Studies. 101 Skinner Hall, University

of Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma. 01003. For more infor-

mation, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.

Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange
workshops will be held on the following date: Tues.. Dec.

3 from 5:30-7 p.m. in CC room 165-169.

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are avail-

able to help you find answers to your questions and con-

cerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health
Education Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more
info) and 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Community Room H-4
North Village; Tuesdays 6:30- 8:30 p.m. in the
International Lounge, Prince House (call 545-2299 for

more info); Wednesdays 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Community
Room. 4 1 1 Linclon. All conversations are confidential.

Literature — MOTHERTONGUE. the multilingual stu-

dent publication by the dept. of Comparative Literature, is

currently seeking submissions for the spring '97 publica-

tion. We will accept original poetry, short stories,

one-acts, international photographs and art work created

by multilingual students. Please submit a copy in English

to the Comparative Literature Dept. in 203 South
College. Rough drafts are acceptable.

Meeting — Alanon meetings are held Mondays in room
801 and Thursdays in room 802 of the Campus Center

from noon- 1 p.m.

Meeting — P.O.W.E.R., the Progressive Organization

for Women's Rights holds their weekly meetings on
Thursdays at 6 p.m. in the Student Union room 306. All

men and women are welcome.

Meeting — The Pakistan Students Association has its

weekly meetings every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center. Check for the room number at the information

desk. For further details, contact Musharraf at 546-6295.

Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus meets
every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer 201. All

anthropology undergraduate minors and majors welcome.
Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Ivrit" held every

Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right

as you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis

and other Hebrew speakers welcome.
Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student Union.

For more information, call the ARC office at 5-1925.

New Organization — W1CC (West Indian/Caribbean

Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West
Indies or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as

anyone interested in the culture. For more information,

contact Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.
New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and
your help is needed. If interested, call Jordan at 546-3548.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to 1 p.m.

in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement

of Worcester Dining Common). For more information,

call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 255-0874.
Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout, Copy and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304
Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Support Croup — Tobacco cessation support group
meets weekly on Wednesday evenings from 7-8 p.m. in

the Campus Center to help people quit smoking and
chewing tobacco. See schedule by elevators for room
number or call Steve at 577-5181 for further informa-

tion.

Talent Needed — The UMass Asian American Students

Association is looking for Asian/American hip hop. reggae

and R&B dancers for next semester's annual Asian Night

production to be held on April 1 1, 1997. Contact Geneva

at 546-27 1 4 for audition information.

Theatre — UMass Theatre guild presents the musical

The Pajama Came. Dec. 5. 6 and 7 at 8 p.m. with a mati-

nee performance on the 7 at 2 p.m. All shows are in the

Student Union Ballroom at 8 p.m. Tickets are $4/students

and senior citizens and $6 for everyone else and are avail-

able at the door and in advance at Iia Unlimited,
545-0412.

Volunteer — The Zoo in Forest Park at Springfield has

a wealth of diverse volunteer opportunities available for

persons who love animals and are committed to conserva-

tion education. For further information about the Zoo and
to be sent a volunteer application, please call (413)
733-2251.

JANUARY CLASSES
Take a course during Intersession!

You can complete a one, two, or three credit course during January.

(Most classes meet mornings 9 a.m. - Noon)

Classes Begin January 2 through January 21, 1997

Register now through Friday, December 27, 1996

• Keyboarding for Information Processing

• Introduction to Dance

• Computer Literacy

• Introduction to Internet

• English Composition I

• English Composition II

• French Skills Practice I

• Counseling Skills

• Wmter Outdoor Recreation

• Practical Nursing Pracucum

• Introduction to Professional Nursing and the Nursing

Process

• Principles of Psychology

• Contemporary Trends/Issues

• Spanish Skills Practice I

• Spanish Skills Practice II

• Oral Communications Public Speaking

• Principles of Sociology

For Registration Information Call: (413) 774-3 1 3 1 extension 272

GREEN
FIELD§ GREENFIELD

The community's college!

aids
continued from page 1

Photo exhibitions carried the message in India, which
volunteer organizations say has Asia's worst AIDS epi-

demic, with an estimated I million or more HIV cases.

Charity organizations sponsored inarches in Bombay.
More than 400 people gathered in Tokyo for the light-

ing of a 20-foot tree bearing 12,000 red ribbons, symbol
of the tight against AIDS.

Europe warned against complacency.

In central Paris, several hundred AIDS activists

marched with signs reading, "AIDS: The Epidemic Isn't

Over" and "Zero Equals the Number of AIDS Survivors."

In Rome, two taxi companies distributed AIDS infor-

mation leaflets to passengers and included similar mes-

sages on their telephone answering service. Some players

in Italy's top soccer league wore red bows on their uni-

forms.

Dozens of candles were lit at Madrid's Puerta de

Alcala monument in memory of the estimated 5.000

AIDS victims to have died in the Spanish capital since

1981.
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Ifs beginning to look a lot like Christmas...
Stores get ready for the*noHdayS in anticipation of the rush of holiday shoppers after Thanksgiving.
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Collegian Newsstand
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Roleplaying game ends tragically

Teen vampire cult forces quiet Ky. town into national notoriety

By David Roys*

Associated Press

MURRAY, Ky. — For years, this quiet college town
was perhaps best known as home of the national Boy
Scout museum. Now it is newly notorious, and its resi-

dents are increasingly afraid, with the discovery that

some of its teens belonged to a vampire cult. The news
that four area teen-agers are suspected of beating a

Florida couple to death was frightening enough. Now
prosecutors say the youths were involved in a strange

role-playing game that went much too far — from the

mutilation of animals to drinking each other's blood and
eventually to murder.

Few would discuss the case with outsiders, but the

cult was the hot topic of hushed gossip among residents.

"People are talking about it," said Greg Duncan, sip-

ping coffee at the Hungry Bear restaurant. "Some people

are afraid."

Details remain sketchy but the secretive cult known us

"The Vampire Clan" is believed to have been active in

Murray, where members were suspected of breaking into

an animal shelter and mutilating two puppies.

"The fear of the unknown is always greater than the

fear of the known," said another man at the Hungry
Bear, who refused to give his name.

Murray, a semi-rural town of about 13,000, lies in

southwestern Kentucky near the Tennessee state line.

Murray State University is there — a 8,300-student

school known for its basketball program. Now the town
is linked to three Murray teens arrested along with

another youth from nearby Mayfield. All four, along

with the daughter of the slain couple, were arrested on
Thanksgiving night in Baton Rouge, La. All are suspect-

ed ; n the Nov. 25 slayings of Richard and Naoma
Wendorf of Eustis, Fla.

Police sav Rod Ferrell met the Wendorfs 1 5-year-old

daughter. Heather, when he lived in Eustis with his

father. Ferrell, 16, moved back to Murray last year to

live with his mother.

It was Ferrell who police think broke into the animal

shelter, stomping one dog to death and pulling the legs

off another. Neighbors at the public housing complex

where he lived say they never noticed anything unusual

about him or his mother, Sondra Gibson.

Yet Gibson herself is charged with solicitation to com-

mit rape. Police say she wrote to a 14-year-old, inviting

sex and hinting she was involved in vampire-type activi-

ty-

"I longed to be near you... to become a vampire, a

part of the family immortal and truly yours forever," the

letter reads. "You will then come for me and cross me
over and I will be your bride for eternity and you my
sire."

Accused with Ferrell and Ms. Wendorf of killing the

Wendorfs are Dana Cooper, 19, of Murray, and Scott

Anderson, 16, of Mayfield. Charity Keesee, 16, of

Murray was charged with being an accessory to murder.

Extradition proceedings in Baton Rouge are to begin

today. Calloway County prosecutor David Harrington

described Cooper as a "follower, someone who wanted

to be liked. Probably easily manipulated."

A young woman stopped in a grocery store who grad-

uated from Calloway County High School with Cooper

last year said the girl craved attention.

"But this vampire stuff?" she asked, refusing to give

her name. "There was nothing that suggested that. She

was just strange."

Harrington said the youths were involved in an on-

going role-playing game, but that Ferrell had begun to

take the vampire game more seriously, scaring others

into quitting.

"The animal shelter thing was the first visible sign he

had gone beyond game-playing," Harrington said, refus-

ing to disclose more details because the accused are

minors.

COLLEGIAN NOW HIRING! !

The Collegian news department is currently

accepting applications for Associate News Editors

for spring 1997. These paid positions offer inter-

ested students extensive writing experience.
Associates typically cover the most pressing sto-

ries and issues occurring on-campus, within the

state and throughout the country.

Interested applicants should contact Michael
Elliott or Chris Conner at 545-1851, or drop by
the Collegian office to pick up a application at

1 1 3 Campus Center basement.

DAILY COLLEGIAN and ICP present:

The First Annual UMass

Spanning UMass Bands

Watch here for

band listing!

Monday
Dec. 9th

Doors Open @ 7:00

Bands Start @ 9:00

NORTHAMPTON, MA

$5 admission ($4 with this ad)

Eastern Zaire faces volcanic threat
By Chris Tomlinson

Associuted Press

RUMANGABO. Zaire — A
volcano erupted in eastern Zaire

on yesterday, spewing a plume of

ash and lava into the air about
JO miles from the border cross-

ing at Goma where Rwandan
refugees are still straggling
homeward.
A lava flow down the north-

western slope of 10,022-foot
Nyamulagira was six miles long by
evening, but there was no indica-

tion of an immediate threat to the

refugees.

The U.N. refugee agency said it

did not know whether any
refugees would be affected by the

eruption, but it is in the area

where the Kahalc and Kahindo
camps were located.

Rwandan Hutu refugees fled

from those camps more than a

month ago to escape fighting

between anti-government rebels

and Zairian troops. Hundreds of

thousands of the refugees have
since returned home, 2 1/2 years

after they fled to Zaire in fear of

retribution for a Hutu-led mas-
sacre of minority Tutsis.

The flow of refugees slowed to a

trickle yesterday, and only a few
hundred arrived at the border. Aid

workers said they believed most of

the refugees in the immediate area

have already made their way
home.

In Goma, aid workers set up a

field hospital for sick and exhaust-

ed refugees who have spent the

last five weeks fleeing through the

forest.

"The groups we're getting now
are worse and worse, and we
know the further we go into the

forest they will continue to be

worse," said Dr. Marc Gastcllu

Etchegorry, head of Doctors
Without Borders in Goma.
He said his group had treated

more than 140 cholera cases
among refugees in the last two
weeks.

A Canadian-led military relief

mission to Central Africa was
approved on Friday by 14 coun-
tries, including the United States,

to help the remaining refugees

and other people displaced in

fighting. More than 150,000
refugees are believed to be in the

forest and headed toward
Walikale, 90 miles northwest of

Goma. They may still be under
the control of Rwandan Hutu
militias.

The militias, responsible for the

1994 massacre of 500,000
Rwandan Tutsis, have been fight-

ing the rebels who seek to oust

President Mobutu Sese Seko.

The leader of the Zairian rebels.

Laurent Kabila, said Saturday that

his forces will let up to five mili-

tary men from the Canadian-led

mission into rebel areas in order

to coordinate their activities with

U.N. High Commissioner for

Refugees.

Also yesterday, an official

statement read on the Voice of

Zaire radio station said Mobutu
prolonged by 15 days the state of

emergency in eastern Kivu
region, where the rebellion has

been centered. It said the order

was signed on Nov. 25 by
Mobutu, who has been in

Switzerland for months for can-

cer treatment and is expected to

return home shortly.

Zaire also lodged a formal
protest with Uganda, saying
Ugandan soldiers had helped the

Zairian rebels take the town of

Beni on Saturday.

Joseph's Tomb reopened to students
By Jack Katzenell

Associated Press

NABLUS, West Bank — Jewish

settlers returned to a religious semi-

nary in Palestinian-controlled

Nablus yesterday for the first time

since gun battles erupted between
Israeli and Palestinian troops in

September. Palestinian police pre-

vented some of them from entering

the city.

The Israeli army had said it wasn't

safe for the students to return to the

seminary at loseph's Tomb for sev-

eral weeks after the fighting. The
army allowed them back yesterday.

Most of the students live in the

Jewish settlement of Yitzhar, outside

Nablus.

Palestinians living close to the

heavily fortified seminary compound
accused the students of planning to

turn it into a settlement by staying

there overnight, despite assurances

from the army that they would be
there only during the day.

"They don't just intend to pray
and study here," said Hani Abu-
Rabiye, who owns a carpentry shop

a few yards from the concrete wail

that surrounds the seminary and is

topped with rolls of barbed wire.

"They used to stay overnight and
they will do it again."

The reopening of the seminary
came as the Arab League, convening

in Cairo, warned that Israel will

endanger Middle East peacemaking
if it insists on expanding (ewish set-

tlements in Arab territories. In

lerusalerrf. Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu's office denounced the

warning and Syrian demands that

Arab nations to freeze relations with

Israel. "Such pressure tactics will

achieve nothing." it said in a state-

ment.

Yesterday, 17 students with the

side curls and skullcaps worn by

some Orthodox Jews arrived at

loseph's Tomb in an Israeli army
truck escorted by a Palestinian

police jeep, and carried a refrigera-

tor into the seminary.

The site is believed by many reli-

gious lews to be the burial place of

the biblical figure |oseph.

In September, Israeli and
Palestinian troops traded fire

throughout the West Bank. Six

Israeli soldiers and one Palestinian

policeman were killed at Joseph's

Tqmb and many more were wound-

ed. Dozens of Israeli soldiers were
trapped for hours inside the small

mausoleum as angry Palestinians

rioted outside. Rioters ransacked
the seminary and burned prayer

books.

Paramilitary Israeli police in full

battle gear guarded the students

inside the gate Sunday, while
Palestinian police with
Kalashnikov assault rifles stood
guard outside.

But when the truck returned to an
Israeli army base outside the city to

pick up the remaining seven stu-

dents, the Palestinian police refused

to let them enter.

A senior Palestinian officer told

the associated press that the semi-

nary violates the Israel-Palestinian

agreements.

"loseph's Tomb is a Jewish holy

place, and therefore )ews are permit-

ted to pray there," said Col.

Mahmoud Aloul. governor of

Nablus. "But setting up a seminary

and studying there is quite a differ-

ent matter."

The head of the seminary.
American-born Rabbi Yitzhak
Ginsburg, said he hoped to restore

the seminary and expand it.

Serbia
continued from page 1

news agency quoted sources close to the leadership of

Milosevic's Socialist Party as saying he was preparing to

fire some party hardliners, including the leader in the

southern city of Nis. The source, who was not identified,

said Milosevic would follow that with negotiations with

the opposition. The source was quoted as saying Milosevic

was in a "blind alley," because he could not undo the elec-

tion results, but also recognized how much they had dam-
aged him.

Opposition leader Zoran Djindjic, at a rally in Nis,

Serbia's second-largest city, told independent Index radio

that the demonstrations would spread.

"We have decided to broaden the protests to another

six or seven towns," he said. "The network of protest and

civil disobedience is taking hold... This is a test of legality,

we are defending the principle of respecting the law."

Belgrade, the capital, has long been an opposition

stronghold. But Nis was a Milosevic bastion until it angri-

ly turned against him because of the country's economic

woes.

About half Serbia's workers are unemployed, and low

wages have driven many into poverty.

The economy is suffering from the effects of mismanage-

ment, corruption and 3 1/2 years of economic sanctions

imposed because Milosevic instigated wars in Croatia and

Bosnia as the old Yugoslav federation broke up.

MOWRN ROCK
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DID YOU KNOW?
The University Health Services Offers Contact Lenses!!!

With all these great features:

•Same day fitting or replacement in many cases

•Wide variety of lenses avJhhle

•Convenient ( Campus loc jn

•Free sample start-up solutions

•Contacts mailed FREE!*
normal delivery

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
For appointments call Eye Care Services

577-5244
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Blame UM, not sex offenders
Michael Carlson is not to blame — he has already served his justice. It is the University of Massachusetts adminis-

tration that deserves to stand trial — for failing to notify housing authorities that a reginered sex offender lived in a

I niversity-owned residence hall, next to unsuspecting and innocent students.

The Sex Offenders Registry Law, enacted in the beginning of October, requires that all sex offenders register with

the police in the town where they reside in order that concerned residents and parents can be aware of convicted

rapists and other sex offenders residing in their vicinity.

Unfortunately the current law leaves a giant loophole — what about college students living on,-campus. away
from their permanent home?
While last week*s special report by Channel 40 was disturbing, the Collegian feels the true blame lies on the

Administration, who knew about Carlson's past history but failed to inform the appropriate officials.

The University must legislate their own policy concerning past sex offenders. We feel they have every right to

become members of our campus community, but should not be allowed the privilege of living in residence halls with

student* who have very little or no say in choosing their neighbors.

The Administration should be commended for giving Michael Carlson a chance to better his life, but they must
not sacrifice the safety of the University by allowing him to live among uninformed students.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Collegian Editorial Board.

Salvi: Just another victim

Mike

Burke

Thank vou Governor Weld. Obviously your stance

on getting "tough on crime" is working — the erim-

inals are dying

lohn C. Salvi III is just the latest victim of our deterio-

rating penal system in Massachusetts. Salvi. who ami
serving I asnil sentence in the Walpole state prison for

the double murder at a reproductive clinic in Brookline.m found dead in his cell on Friday — an apparent sui-

cide.

In explaining why Salvi received little to no mental

health care at the prison, officials at Walpole claimed he

arai sane, even though recent letters of his discussed

"opening a vein |of his), pouring metal fragments into

his bodv and letting them wash through his blood-
stream."

But Salvi's lack of care ihotlld come as no
surprise. Since taking office. Governor
Weld has drastically cut rehabilitation pro-

grams such as mental health care for prison-

eft. In 1994. to save taxpayers money Weld
even hired a private contractor. Correctional Medical

Services, to take over care at Bridge-water State Hospital

— the state's largest mental health hospital: the number
ol inmates cared for dropped from 350 to 280 — a 15

pel sent decrease.

This trend of cutting rehabilitation programs ha^
spread across the nation, especially since 1994. when
the House Republicans promised to get "tough on
crime." In an attempt to make prisoners a financial

asset, Arizona and Florida recently re-introduced
"chain gangs" as a form of labor for prisoners.

For 1 2 hours | dav . criminals are bound in groups of

five by metal leg shackles. They perform menial tasks

like cutting weeds and collecting trash while dressed in

uniforms bearing the words. "Chain Gang." If a prison-

er refuses to work they are chained to "the hitching
poM" and often not fed. There are no sick days or. the

chain gang.

In Arizona the state is saving more money by setting

up makeshift jails for the chain gangs by pitching army
tents surrounded by barbed wire. During the summer,
temperatures rise over 1 10 degrees, while falling below
freezing in the winter.

In an interview with the National Law Journal, a sheriff

from Arizona commented. "Why build jails when you can

put them in tents for free? I was nice enough to pump
electricity in. |lnmates| should be made to suffer, in a

humane sort of wav

But is this humane? Or does this border on the "cruel

and unusual punishment" that the Eighth Amendment
supposedly protects .Americans from — yes, even prison-

ers?

While the theory of "tough and cheap" may appeal to

the sell consumed taxpayer, we have to look back at

history to see what DM) lie ahead if we continue to cut

rehabilitation programs in favor of projects such as the

"chain gang."

In 1971, a riot in an Attica. N.Y. prison

left 59 dead. In its aftermath the New York
State Special Commission on Attica

Stressed the importance of rehabilitation

and recommended an overhaul of the penal

system. Have we already,. forgotten this

advice''

Critics of the current trend in deteriorating treatment of

prisoners largely agree that Attica is a sign of what will

some — this time all over America.

And if vou expect justice from the Supreme Court in rul-

ing again-t ^uch practices as chain gangs, think again.

According to Alvin |. Bronstein. the executive director of the

American Civil Liberties Union's National Prison Project. "It

is clear that a current majority of the ISupreme) Court lakes

I war) restrictive view of prisoner's rights. The chief justice

went out of his wa> to send a message to lower courts: Stop

interfering with prison administrators' ability to run their

prisons.' Add to that the huge number of very conservative

judges and appeals court judges appointed by Reagan and
Bush and |you have a group that is] delighted to cut back on
prisoners' right*

."

With men working under slave-like conditions,
receiving no form of rehabilitation, we must really ques-

tion the usefulness of our penal system, lohn C. Salvi III

is just one of many Americans who will die this year

because of our nation's and state's unwillingness to

treat prisoners like human beings.

Mike Burke is a Collegian columnist.

How well do you know your roommate?

Matthew

Wurtzel

When I read about the -e\

offendei on our campus. I

wo-- disturbed by his prcs-

ciisc I dun i understand how the

Univcrsil) would accept a convicted

-o. offendei when the school has

tmiibls with lape as it is. I under-

-i.md the University's call for diver-

sits in student backgrounds and
lifestyles, but this goes

loo far.

eporti

in the Cullcfiitiii and by

Spring! icld '^ News 40.

Michael Carlson raped his neigh-
bor's daughter in Boxborough.
When he was charged with the

crime, he pleaded guilty and he was
ghen a sentence of two years
imprisonment at Massachusetts
Correctional Institute in Concord.
Now he's again out on the prowl.

I understand that the recent Sex

Offenders Registry Statute was
passed with the intent to help par-

ents who live in neighborhoods
where dangerous predators may
stalk their children. Carlson report-

edly is registered with the police in

his hometown of Boxborough. but

not on campus nor in Amherst,
where he spends eight months of

the year.

If administrators knew of his his

tory, why didn't they notify the stu-

dent body that a sex offender was
among them? If I was a resident of

Leach or Northeast. I'd have want-

ed to know. If resident* in suburban
and urban neighborhoods are noti-

fied of the presence of sex offend-

ers, then officials should also
inform students on college campus-

es. Students are enti-

tled to the same rights

as those in other com-
munities outside the
walls of academia

If the student in question is inter-

ested in children, then there are

grave reasons for concern because
graduate students with families

often live on campus. Some
Resident Directors and their assis-

tants live in residence halls like

Leach with their young children.

What if the student in question
approached one of these unsuspect-

ing children?

However, not all sex offenders
prey on the very young. Every
semester we ,ee the headlines in the

Collegian about a woman who was
raped. It is sickening, and the reve-

lation of this student's presence
only makes it worse

Almost as fascinating as the
University's lack of notification is

their initial renunciation of knowing
anything about the young man's
record. On Tuesday, the Collegian

ran an article with Kay Scanlan. the

University's spokeswoman, denying
any knowledge of the situation. The
following day. the administration

changed the story and admitted it

knew everything.

In response to the News 40 story

and the articles in the Collegian, the

student no longer lives in Leach.
However, when University officials

were asked whether he still lives on
campus, they declined to answer.

The University can no lunger hide

from the problem of sex crimes. In

the past, the administration seemed
rather lax toward the problem of

rape in the residence halls and fra-

ternities. It is time for them to pull

their heads out of the sand and vig-

orously attack the problem. The
chancellor can not simply assign
another committee to examine the

problem, and wait until the students

forget: so he can simply ignore the

findings. It is obvious that policies

concerning such crimes, as well as

how these students get into the

University, are in dire need of

change.

Matthew Wurtzel is a Collegian

columnist.

ATTENTION COLUMNISTS AND STAFF!

On Tuesday, elections will be held tor many Collegian office posi-

tions, including Ed/Op editor. Please take the time to meet the

candidates on Monday night at 7 p.m. and vote consciously, if

you need more information, talk to Mark McGrath in the Collegian

office or call 545-1361.

Opinion/Editorial
The views ami opinions expressed on this pave are those of the indivit

ami do not neeessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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What a bargain}?

Joseph

Fountain

Want a deal? You can buy a President for $100,000
cash The rewards of such an investment may
include, but are not limited to. state dinners and

|obs |ust look at the people and companies who made
$100,000 contributions for the prez's Inaugural Ball in 1995
and you will see a list partly made up of employees and invi-

tees list for White House e\ents

According to an Associated Press story,

"seven companies and three individuals con-

tributed $100,000 or more." and did not ask

for the money to be returned.

The three individuals were Mrs. lames
Riydy. lohn Huang and Richard Park. They were later

repaid with an invitation to a state dinner with the president

of South Korea.

Huang later got a job in the Commerce Department and a

job in The Democratic National Committee.

Now look at who gave the most money... drum roll

please Merril Lynch. "We make money the old fashioned

way. we earn it." Or you pay off other people's debt with the

hope of getting to spend some time with the president. Of
course they also lent another $100,000 at — what? — no
interest That doesn't seem too smart. Of course we're not

talking about buying off a president, oops I didn't mean to

say that.

The other corporations were Guess Inc. (Why would a

jean companv donate money?). The Limited (a retail chain
— boy. clothes companies really like this president!),

federal Express (They ship it anywhere!), Union Pacific

Corp. (I think 1 can. I think I can.) and Panhandle Eastern

Corporation ( I have no idea).

Then of course there were the lenders who were quite

impressive. They loaned the Pre/ $100,000 Of more each

and were paid back from the sales of memorabilia from the

Ball.

The insurance companies who were awaiting a health

caie overhaul all lent $100,000. The\ were Aetna.
Metropolitan Life, Sew York Life. Beneficial.

Primerica and Blue Cross/ Blue Shield, as well

as drug manufacturers Genentech and Merck
and Companv

Clifford Hudson lent $100,000 and was
gi.cn the job ol chairman of the Securities

Investor Protection Corp., which insures tavestoti if their

brokerage house goes under.

The new White House C'hiet ol Stall Erksine Bowles abo
loaned out 100 big ones. So did he buy the job?

Occidental, who was lacing an energy department case on
price fixing, loaned $100,000 and then settled out of court

for $275 million in fines Gerald Stem, the attorney han-

dling the case for Occidental through 1992. was abo I

major fund raiser for Clinton.

Some final thoughts What are private companies
doing donating mone\ to pie^idonfial inaugurals? What
effect does this have on the rote ol the President? Do
people benefit from lint — , and it sU

. whv should the\ abo
get tax ci edits'' Mavbc the only people who should be

allowed to contribute and go to balb should be decided

by lottery or be friend- of the president. The way it

works now. no one but a select lew can go. and that is

wrong.

loseph Fountain is a Collegian stall member

Ticket system
doesn 't stink

To the editor:

How can the procedure for picking

up tickets for basketball and hockey

be annoying? All you need to do is go
get your activity card (not on pick-up
days of course) and bring that with

your student ID (with appropriate
valid sticker) to the cage on sched-

uled pick-up dates. What is so diffi-

cult about that? Sure, basketball tick-

ets sell out fast sometimes, but that's

because it's become quite popular
around here. As for hockey tickets,

there has never been a sellout and
they are always available. How can
that be annoying?

Now. let's break down Mr. Dan
Levenson's "researched" story about

the woes of the ticket system. First he

asks. "... why are we not guaranteed

tickets for hockey and basketball?"

Well squishing 17,751 undergradu-
ates into the Mullins Center, which
seats exactly 9.495 for basketball,

would be quite a fire hazard. Mr.
Levenson later states that "...there is

absolutely no reason why many more
students who want tickets to games
should not be able to get them."
Well, it's true that student seating at

the Mullins is 57 percent of the

arena, that is one of the few things

Mr. Levenson is correct on.

However, in conducting a little

research on my own, 1 found that

when compared to some other top

basketball programs, UMass looks

pretty generous. For example.
Kentucky reserves just 28.2 percent

of their arena for students. North
Carolina 29.2 percent. Indiana 22
percent and UConn just 24.8 percent.

Thirty-seven starting to look a little

better? Even more, most of these

schools make their students pay per

game or buy season tickets which
would be even more expensive. As
for waiting outside at 5 a.m. for tick-

ets, lines are not allowed to form
until 6:50 a.m. according to signs

posted on every door of the cage.

This "tradition" of waiting for tickets

in the early morning cold was started

ny students. Tell me you've never

s>?en TV coverage of students camp-

irg out overnight to get tickets at

Duke or North Carolina. If you
hiiven't, you're living under a rock.

Let's continue with Mr. Levenson's

"researched" numbers. We move to

the $561 service fee. Approximately

cne third of this fee is for athletics

(about $120). but that does not

Letters to the Editor

include tickets alone. Students pj\

this fee for access to all gyms and

other non-ticketed sporting events

(lacrosse, soccer, etc ) The rest of the

"service fee" is for things such as

"Fine Arts Council Events." I don't

know about anyone else, but I've

never been to one of those, yet I still

pay for it. I suppose if those tickets

were in high demand, Mr. Levenson

would be making up a story to bash

the Fine Arts Council, right?

It's time to stop complaining and

start supporting the ticket process at

UMass. It is probably one of the most

convenient ways of distributing tick

ets in the country. As for Dan
Levenson, if you don't have an activi

ty card, get one. It's time to suck it

up and get in line like everyone else.

Robert Bochnak
Amherst

What's with the

mascot name?
To the editor.

Two hundred and nine years ago,

a major historical event took place

in the British Colonies now known
as the United States of America.
Colonialists, who had come to

America in search of religious free-

dom and a better life, became sick

of the controlling, unfair and stub-

born behavior of their British gov-

ernment and King George III.

British behavior such as "over-ia\a

tion" and refusals to comply with

important documents such as the

"Declaration of Independence" led

to the rebellion most famously
known as the "Revolutionary War."
These respectable and courageous
men risked their lives in order to

gain freedom for their families to

come. Although the odds were
minute towards winning, they

fought for what they knew was
right. They won. We have the privi-

lege to know that many of these

hard-earned, but successful, battles

took place in this wonderful state

where we attend college,

Massachusetts. We are also aware

of the drummers that instilled spirit

into American warriors and gave

them hope in times of battle. These

courageous eight to 12-year-old

boys were known as "The
Minutemen." By the way, these boys

were labeled as men for their heroic-

behavior and seen as soldiers fight-

ing for the "American cause."

This semester. I transferred from

the University of Rochester, whose

team name used to be the

"Dandelions" (hut eventually copied

the name of Georgia Tech's
Yellowjackets). hut at least then i-

such a thing. Glancing over rite

Collegiate | sic) one day I read "The

Minutewomen have won again." I

thought to myself. "This has got to be

a joke." Regardless of what the femi-

nists want to believe, there were no
women involved in our proud coun-

try's quest for freedom. I don't care

what rights women had back then,

but we should at least respect the

people who fought for the benefits

we have todav ! As I must assume, the

women's sports teams at UMaSS were
at one time referred to as the
Minutemen. This term did not mean
these women were males but was a

symbol of our accomplished heritage.

Instead of being oversensitive to this

name, female athletes should have
been inspired by the fact that they

were named after such a brave group
ol people. Now. don't get me wrong
— women are definitely equal to

men. have the same brain capacity
and capabilities and should be
allowed to participate in the work
force, but this so-called "feminism"
is gelling way out of hand. I thought
the quest for women's rights was so

we could all enjoy the same benefits

ol lite, but not so we could put down
others. Without the original
Minutemen. "women's suffrage" may
never have begun. I'm sorry, but my
predecessors who contributed to the

fantastic life I live now have been dis-

respected, and m a proud citizen of

the United States of America. I feel a

need to stick up for them. And I con
gralulate last year's basketball team,
for their position in the Final Four
would have made our founding
fathers proud. Good job, guys.

I'm n;-t writing to complain about
Feminism I realize there are many
problem- in our country, but I also
recognize the advantageous condi-
tions | live in To all the
Republicans. Democrats,

Liberals and Conservatives out
there, love this country and never
take for granted the privileges we
do have. Remember where our
founders came from, and of course,
that they made mistakes, but it is

due to their diligence that we live as

successful!) as we do today, I think
Steven Stills put it best when he
said. "If we can't do it with a smile
on our face... if we can't do it with
love in our hearts, then children, we
ain't got no right to do it at all."

leff llim-hberg

Southwest

Candidates' night
for next semester's

board of editors

is

and editor in chief

Monday night. December 2

Elections will be held

in the business office

from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.

on Tuesday. December 3

Any staffmember may vote for Editor in Chief

Any newsroom staffmember

and members of the Business and Graphics Boards

may vote for Managing Editor and Editor in Chief

All other positions may only be voted on

by members of the desk.
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Arts & Living
Spoken word punk style at FAC
By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

There's more to Henry Rollins than meets the eye.

Or so we must think, judging from how many pies he

has his fingers in.

He has been able to move far beyond the artistic lim-

itations of his band, fittingly titled. The Rollins Band
which has entered into the American consciousness

from exposure on MTV and the Lollapalooza tour.

Aside from hilariously playing the straight man in

movies like The Chase and Heat, he has published vol-

umes of poetry under his publishing company, 2. 1 3.61

.

But spoken word? The images of the hulking, tat-

tooed mass that are shown in his band's videos and in

movies don't lend itself to our connotations of spoken

word — people who like to hang out in the Village,

"deep" musicians like Laurie A derson, or neurotic

schizoids like Spaulding Grey.

However. Rollins seems to make spoken word his

own, ignoring whatever conventions we may be coming
in with. His tirades may be described as a cross

between an unfunny stand-up comic and an angry man
simply explaining what mj«kes him tick.

"Like a lot of you, I hate. A lot. You know? But, I

hate with style and creativity. I don't hate you. 1 hate

weakness. I hate all the [s— | that weakness brings —
like racism and rape — the [s— | that keeps life from
being 100 percent fun. But I tell ya. every once and a

while you get into the petty hate trips where you can

focus your hate upon a certain person or persons, like-

cops and stuff. That's pretty universal." Rollins said on
1992'sT/if Boxed Life.

Universal? Maybe. Offensive to some, people?
Probably. But. if you can move beyond the at-times

pretentious ranting, you can find some of his shrieks

both comic and thought-provoking. And with this his

goal is reached — Rollins' spoken-word performances

seem to take shots by pointing out all the little annoy-

ing things that rip at the flesh of our souls.

Henry Rollins will be performing tonight at the
line Arts Center at 8 p.m. Tickets are available at

both Tickets Unlimited and the Fine Arts Center Box
Office.

Evita's high flying, but not so adored
COU»TlSY KAftlN THOMAS

Evan Dando brings the latest installment of the Lemonheads to Pearl Street tonight.

Dando faces burden of celebrity

By Lisa M. Oliveri

Collegion Staff

By John Hendriduon

Collegion Correspondent

Evan Dando has all too often been

written off as the Keanu Reeves of rock

— just another pretty boy who's longer

on looks than talent. Dando's knack for

writing the perfect pop song is unfortu-

nately overshadowed by his

"alterna-hunk'tag, which is a damn
shame, because he and his latest batch

of Lemonheads have once again

reached pop nirvana with their latest

Atlantic release, car button cloth.

Although the Lemonheads' current

sound can best be described as a hybrid

of bubblegum, punk and country, the

band's roots lie in Boston's hardcore

scene. Formed at the Commonwealth
School in 1986, they released their

debut EP, Laughing All The Way To
The Cleaners, that same year.

In 1987, they signed to Taang!
Records. Boston's premier punk label.

and over the next three years released

the full-length albums Hate Your
Friends, Creator and Lick. With each

LP, the Lemonheads built upon the lim-

itations of the hardcore format, soon
creating a unique style of their own.

It was one of their singles, though,

which catapulted the Lemonheads to

national attention. A rocked-up version

of Suzanne Vega's "Luka" became a

college-radio smash, and the band
soon signed to Atlantic Records. 1 990's

Lovey followed, and 1 991 's Favorite

Spanish Dishes EP gave some insight

into Dando's influences, including fel-

low Boston homebovs New Kids On
The Block.

1992 saw the release of It's A Shame
About Ray and yet another cover,

Simon And Garfunkel's "Mrs.
Robinson" - with these releases, the

band exploded The following year's

Come On Feel The Lemonheads
achieved similar success, and in 1994

Dando officially became a celebrity

when he was voted one of People maga-

zine's "50 Most Attractive People."

Throughout their decade-long
career. Dando has been the

Lemonheads' one constant member.
Some of the band's alumni include

Godstar's Nik Dalton, video director

lose Peretz and Juliana Hatfield.

The three-year hiatus which preced-

ed the release of car button cloth was

marked primarily by the inevitable

backlash to Dando's celebrity status.

Alter spending ample time hanging out

with Oasis and winding up in rehab, he-

assembled this year's version of the

band — including former Blake Baby

(ohn Strohm (now serving his third stint

as a Lemonhead) and Valley native

Murph (formerly of Dinosaur )r. ).

The Lemonheads are playing tonight

at Pearl St. in Northampton, uith

Goldfinger and Superdrag. Call the club

for more information.

MADONNA
Evito Soundtrack

Warner Bros.

The public loves to shine the spot-

light on Madonna. Perhaps the only

thing more scrutinized than her latest

film Evita was the birth of the child.

Nevertheless, the film production of

the Andrew Lloyd Webber musical is

one of the most hyped, most contro-

versial films of the year.

The first setback the film had was
losing director Oliver Stone. Then, the

Argentine government wasn't going to

let filming continue with Madonna
playing the part of Eva Peron. even

though she felt she could do the part

justice. And to make matters worse,

Webber and lyricist Tim Rice hadn't

spoken in over two years, and had to

be coaxed into writing one final song

for the film.

But Madonna was given the part of

Peron, and Spanish heartthrob
Antonio Banderas was given the part

of her lover. Che Guevara. So even

though Evita lost its star director, it

R.E.M captures their Monster tour with Road Movie
By John Hendriduon
Collegion Correspondent

R.E.M.

Rood Movie

Warner Bros.

When R.E.M. announced that they would be
touring to support their Monster LP. the anticipa-

tion and expectations were feverish. The 1990s had

seen the band make the unprecedented leap from

being cult heroes to international superstars, and
most of their new audience had never seen them
perform. Although the resulting Monster tour

taught every R.E.M. fan more than they would ever

want to know about brain hemmorhages. it was an

unqualified success. The peak of the tour was the

finale in Atlanta, and these performances were
filmed for the release of the new video Road Movie.

With Road Movie, R.E.M. manages to effectively

capture the musical and visual excitement of their

year-long trek around the globe. Consisting of 19

songs primarily taken from 1991 s Out Of Time
through this year's New Adventures In Hi-Fi, Road
Moine shows that R.E.M. have come to terms with

their superstar status after a six-year absence from

touring.

Musically, the band has never sounded better.

Augmented by guitarists Nathan December and
Scott McCaughey. the days of R.E.M. 's murky.
Byrds-csque jangle are long gone; bassist Mike
Mills and drummer Bill Berry provide a solid foun-

dation for layers of distorted guitars and keyboards.

The dynamic vocals of Michael Stipe provide the

frosting on this musical cake — effortlessly shifting

from a low growl to a perfect falsetto, the artist for-

merly known as "Mumbles" proves himself as one
of today's premier vocalists

The song selection also captures the excitement

and atmosphere of the Monster tour. From the

Stonesy raunch of "I Took Your Name" and "The
Wake-Up Bomb" to the punk sensibility of "Star
69" and the explosive "Orange Crush." R.E.M.
proves they can still rock with utter conviction.

However, it is their willingness to experiment
which provides the most fascinating moments of
the show. The stark acoustic shimmer of "Country

Feedback" is chilling, as is the feedback-laden "Let

Me In."

Director Peter Care succeeds in creating a visual

counterpart to the music itself. Rapid editing cou-

pled with shots from every conceivable angle con-

vey the excitement of the live show, as do the use

of background projections aimed above and around
the stage. Unlike Tourfilm, which documented
1989's Green tour in artsy black-and-white. Road
Movie's vivid color only adds to the dynamic of the

music itself.

However, the true star of the show is neither the

music nor the production, it is the singer. On the

Monster tour. Michael Stipe at once accepts and
lampoons his rock-star status. From his Elvis

impersonation in "Man On The Moon" to the

manic ranting of the show-closing "It's The End Of
The World As We Know It (And I Feel Fine)." he

plays the role of the consummate showman — yet it

is simultaneously impossible to ignore the irony of

his Minor Threat t-shirt. An analogy for R.E.M.'s

independent roots, they may be playing the

major-label game, but they are not compromising

themselves in the process.

Although Road Movie tends to edit out Stipe's

between- song banter with the audience, and the

song selection ignores much of the band's '80s out-

put, it in no way detracts from the power of the

musical performances contained within. Road
Movie is the ultimate souvenir for those who saw
the Monster tour live, a great substitute for those

who missed it, and above all. testimony to R.E.M.'s

talent and unwavering artistic integrity. A-
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THEFT OF MEDICAL
EXAM FOILED IH S.F.
1 7-year-old With Nonfunctioning
Gun Beaten by Students

By H. K. Iy*e and C. Bowman,
Chronicle Staff Writer,

A young masked gunman burst into

a room full of students taking a medical

exam Saturday in San Francisco and

demanded a copy of a test section but

was thwarted when several outraged

proctors and would-be doctors punched

him out. police said yesterday.

Police said the youth grabbed a green

folder at the front of the room,
disappeared into a bathroom and then

re-emerged, cursing He then confronted

a proctor, demanding the Physical

Sciences portion of the test. As the

proctor tumhled for the test section, the

youth may have neon careless with his

gun—the proctor grabbed it, and
suddenly the intruder found hirn^

iint.

The youth then apparently smacked
the proctor in the tacc I-.nraged. M
five proctors and test-takers surrounded

the suspect anil threw punches at him,

drawing blood, witnesses said. .

The San Francisco Chronicle .
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certainly had two leading stars. The
only question now was can they sing

musical theater?

The answer is, quite frankly, not

really. There is no doubt that

Madonna has the voice of a pop
superstar, but it's a struggle for her to

pull of the part of Peron. On many of

the songs, including the famous solilo-

quy "Don't Cry For Me, Argentina,"

Madonna's voice falters on any notes

higher than her alto range.

She fails to belt out any of these

often emotional songs, something
which is expected, considering the

intensity of what they are about.

Let's face it, she is no Patti

Lupone. But in all fairness, this is a

film, not Broadway. While
Madonna would falter in front of

an audience, she does sound clear

and nice on tape.

However, as a career move, score

one for Madonna. Evita is one of

the best things she has done in the

past few years, much better than

her past few solo albums.

Banderas is quite the surprise,

though. His voice is warm and sincere

and shines on such songs as, "High
Flying, Adored," his ode to Peron.

But one aspect that simply can not

be forgotten is that it is Madonna and

Banderas who are singing. Given their

superstardom, it's hard for the listener

to imagine they are really listening to

Peron and Guevara. Madonna and
Banderas lurk in the back of your
mind.

It seems as if the songs were sung

with every intent of making them into

music videos, rather than scenes from

a film. The first single, "You Must
Love Me." culminates in Peron's
falling, and Madonna does do a great

job on it.

With all the hype, one of the

most talented musical performers

got lost in the shuffle. Best known
as the Engineer in Webber's "Miss

Saigon," Jonathan Pryce adds an air

of sophistication to the production.

Would Evita be better if they

would have stuck to the original

idea of casting unknowns? Maybe
not — it's hard to say. But this will

certainly help a trend in making
musicals into films emerge. If

Madonna was cast as an Argentine

leader, it will only be a matter of

time before she tries to play Miss
Saigon's Vietnam refugee. Kim. B-

Attention
aU Arts & living staff

members. Elections are quickly
approaching for the spring
Semester. Please attend

Candidates Night
on Monday night.

Elections are being held on
Tuesday. If you have any questions
stop by the Collegian or call Mike at

545-1361.
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Minutewomen
continued from page 10

Press and USA Today\CNN polls.

Yuppie hell or not, this "soccer mom
phenomenon" is all the rage in the

Nutmeg State.

"It's one big family." said )im

Ryan, a Windsor Locks, Conn, resi-

dent and devoted Husky fan. "1 love

everything about it. The fans, the

packed house, the television, the

excitement."

Saturday's crowd of 9,324 is noth-

ing new in Storrs. Gampel Pavillion

was expanded from 8.271 seats to

10,027 seats this summer, in part to

accommodate the ticket rush for the

Lady Huskies. The men's team plays

half of its games at the Hartford
Civic Center, making the women's
team the featured attraction on cam-

pus.

"It's like this every game," said

Rene Rodriguez, a 24- year-old

UConn student who made the trip

from Hartford. "For students it's not

so bad Igetting tickets], but for the

alumni it's hard. You have to know
somebody."

Connecticut can also thank the

media for its rabid following. The
Lady Huskies will have 22 games on
television in 1996-97, including a

nationally televised CBS clash with

Tennessee |an. 5. and two games on
ESPN and ESPN2. The cornerstone

of this coverage is a package with

Connecticut Public Television, in

which CPTV will televise every home
game across the state. They also have

a radio network that stretches as far

south as Danbury.

Not too shabby for a sport strug-

gling for publicity.

"I love Kara ' /oilers," raved

lessice Charest, a 1 3-year-old hoop-

ster from Colchester. "I've been able

to follow |her career| on TV. I watch

every game. She's just great."

The Huskies are stars, and right-

fully so. Storrs has become a verita-

ble hoop factory of late, churning out

such women's hoop legends as

Rebecca Lobo and lennifer Rizotti,

now a star for the ABL's New
England Blizzard.

Wolters and Nykesha Sales look to

continue the trend. Wolters, who
dropped in 17 points and 10
rebounds in Saturday's win, is a

pre-season first team All American,

and Sales, who chipped in 16 points

and three steals was tabbed pre-sea-

son Big East Player of the Year by

the conference coaches. Add to the

mix freshman Shea Ralph, last year's

USA Today high school Player of the

Year, and you have a steamroller that

doesn't appear to be stopping any-

time soon.

Where do they get all this talent?

Our backyard.

Lobo, Wolters and senior co-cap-

tain Carla Berube all share one fact:

they're from Massachusetts. Lobo
broke records left and right at

Southwick, and Wolters did the

same in Holliston. Auriemma has

also inked schoolgirl Brianne
Stephenson, a Masconomet junior

who has been playing varsity basket-

ball since the seventh grade.

But Massachusetts coach |oanie

O'Brien is finally getting some of that

Bay State talent to play foi the

Minutewomen. Freshman Kelly Van
Huisen, who has been electrifying in

three starts, averaging over 1 5 points

a game, is from Haverhill, and two
local recruits recently signed letters

of intent to come to Amherst next

year. But with the injury to

Northampton senior guard Beth

Kuzmeski, Van Huisen was the only

Massachusetts player to see action

for the Minutewomen Saturday.

In four games at Gampel this sea-

son, two of which were exhibitions,

the Lady Huskies have drawn 33,105

fans. They're 4-0 so far. Maybe those

"soccer moms" really are onto some-

thing.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist

hoop
continued from page 1

execute our offense all that well. We
ended up with some good shots and

didn't knock them down."

Then, David said, "Not so fast, big

guy-"

Van Huisen knocked down a trey at

the 10:20 mark to cut off the UConn
run and stop a seven minute UMass
scoring drought that included six

Minutewoman turnovers.

Van Huisen's clutch three-pointer lit

a fire in the Minuiewomen's shoes as

UMass went on to outscore the

Huskies 21-16 the rest of the first half.

Senior forward Crystal Carroll

scored six points in the last 10 minutes

of the first half to help bring the

Minutewomen to within 10 points at

the buzzer, 37-27.

Carroll, who scored her 1000th

career point at UMass, had 12 points

and a team-high seven rebounds play-

ing the entire forty minutes as UMass
struggled with the size, speed and
depth of UConn 's post players all day.

Fellow senior Sabriya Mitchell had a

tough day overall, but also came up big

in the Minutewoman rally to end the

first half. The diminutive point guard

came up with four points, two assists

and a steal in the run that clearly had

the Huskies and their following fraz-

zled.

"We survived the storm and got our-

selves back into the game," O'Brien
said. "We were just fighting to survive

and do the things we do best."

The Minutewomen were never
given a chance to stay in the game as

the Huskies came out of the intermis-

sion with a 14-3 run that sealed

UMass' fate. The Minutewomen made
a few mini-runs in the second half,

keyed by the aggressive offensive play

of (aywana Bradley ( 1 2 points in 32
minutes), but UConn was just too
much.

The Connecticut Classic wasn't a

total loss for the Minutewomen, as

they emerged victorious from conso-

lation land with a 59-48 win over
UNLV in the third-place match- up
yesterday.

With the win, UMass improved its

record to 2-2 before a trip to California

to face No. 1 Stanford on Dec. 6.

Carroll led the way for the

Minutewomen with 20 points and 10

boards in 39 minutes, as O'Brien
again went with a seven-woman rota-

tion. Carroll hit 10-of-12 from the

charity stripe, dishsd out three assists

and blocked two shots in the contest

Freshman guard/forward Alison

MacFarland had a solid game off the

bench, scoring 14 points and pulling

down seven rebounds. She was
2-for-6 beyond the arc.

Attention Hoop Fans!

The Collegian's exclusive basketball preview issue will be on
newsstands Thursday, Dec. 5. Check it out for profiles, previews

and pictures.
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volleyball
continued from page 10

for the Massachusetts volleyball

program. 1 can't praise their effort

and contributions enough."

Nash was not the only
Minutewoman honored by the

A-10 coaches' post-season poll.

Freshman middle blocker (ill

Meyers was selected to the
All-Conference team, the only
freshman among the ranks, and
Kenny was voted Coach of the Year

as well.

Meyers chipped in 1 1 kills and 2

solo blocks in the loss, while lead-

ing the team with a .292 hitting

percentage. Meyers is just one of

the three freshmen players in tne

line- up for the Minutewomen,
who were consistently faced with

more experienced opposition
throughout their conference sched-

ule.

"Our freshmen played very hard,

and made adjustments, they just

made freshman mistakes," Kenny
said.

The Massachusetts players and
the opposing coaches accredit the

success of the season to the archi-

tect of the program. Kenny has
built the Minutewomen from being

literally non-existent to being a

contender for the league title.

"Bonnie Kenny has done an

basketball

excellent job with that team in the

short time that she's been there,"

Schneck said. "Starting three

freshmen and having only seven or

eight players to go to, you go to

the well only too often before the

well runs dry."

"Coach Kenny's the best coach."

Nash said. "No one else was as

deserving of the award as she is.

No one has done what she has done

here."

The team that Kenny has
brought up to the level of con-

tender will not falter in the near

future. Although graduating decid-

edly the best player in the confer-

ence, the wealth of talent from the

underclass ranks among the top in

the A-10.
The Minutewoman can look for-

ward to a promising 1997 cam-
paign, led by current juniors Lesley

Nolan and Michelle Paciorek.
Nolan saw limited action in the

closing moments of the second
game against R.I., her first

on-court appearance since drop-

ping from the line-up with a hair-

line fracture in her left foot in

October.

contlnuea from page 1

ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) — So
how much better is No. 8 Kentucky

than its opposition?

About 31 points better, judging by

its performance at the Great Alaska

Shootout.

In Saturday's championship, the

Wildcats manhandled the College of

Charleston 92-65, putting six players

in double figures to win its third

blowout in as many days.

Ron Mercer scored 22 points and

Kentucky shot 64 percent from the

field in the win over Charleston.

On Thursday they beat No. 12

Syracuse by 34, and Friday topped

Alaska Anchorage by 32, for a three-

game average margin of 31. The
Wildcats never gave the Cougars a

glimpse of hope, taking the lead for

good 2 1/2 minutes into the game.

Allen Edwards added 1 7 points and

Nazr Mohammed had six rebounds for

the defending national champions.

Charleston, which beat No. 21

Stanford to advance to the finals, got a

game-high 24 points and five rebounds

from Thaddeous Delaney. Stacy Harris

added 1 3 points.

Six Wildcats reached double figures:

H O R S
MUSIC HALL

20 Center St Northampton

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

iondav december 2 • 7 pm • SI 4

JiM CARROLL

luesday, december 3 • 1 pm

JOHN FAHEY and
THURSTON MOORE

of sonic youth • $ 1

Wednesday, december 4 • 1 pm

strangefolk
AND DAN BERN

great grooves & renegade folk • 56

thursday, december 5 • 10 pm

SCHLEIGHO&edo
ignore your finals, tome out & dante • S5

fridoy, december 6 • 1 pm

PERCY HILL
great acoustk rock • SI 2

Saturday, december 7 • 7&10 pm

MieNIELDS
greatocoustkroot«SI2

tuesday, december 10 • 7

MARSHALL
CRENSHAW

cynical qirl tockei • SM 50

thursday, december 1 2 • 7 pm

BOILED IN LEAD
celto garage world-beat • $10

thursday, december 1 2 • 7 pm

JIGGLE the HANDLE
& E.D.O.

ignore your finals come out & donee • S5

fridoy, december 1 3 • 1 pm

yeP! & SNAPPIN GOMEZ
very funky grooves • S7

MUSIC SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK

TICKETS Al th« doc Foi the Record in

Amhersl at »S Norl > Otm
oi i all 58h 8*

24-hour Concert info

4 13 584 0610

Anthony Epps had 12, and lared

Prickett. Magloire and Mohammed had

10 each.

The Cougars shot 51 percent, but

were just l-of-9 from 3-point range.

With Kentucky leading 22-20. the

Cats ripped off 12 straight points,

including seven in 28 seconds.

No. 5 Villanova 85, Tulane 70

BAYAMON. Puerto Rico (AP) —
Tim Thomas and )ason Lawson each

scored 21 points yesterday to lead No.

5 Villanova to an 85-70 victory over

Tulane and the championship of the

Puerto Rico Shootout.

The Wildcats (3-0) were the only

unbeaten team in the four-team,

round-robin tournament, while Tulane

(3-3) finished 1-2.

Lawson. who was 9-for- 1 1 from the

field and was named tournament
MVP, had 13 points in the first half as

Villanova took a 37-30 lead. The
Wildcats pulled away in the second

half by shooting 70 percent from the

field and finished 34-of-56 for the

game.

hockey
continued from page 10

career appearance, playing the final

1 0:42 and making a pair of saves.

Cahill opened the scoring 2:13 into

the game, firing a 30- foot slapper in

off the post. Dean Campanale scored

on the power play at 13:54, and
MacKinnon tallied 34 seconds later to

give UMass a 3-0 lead at the first

intermission.

UMass scored a pair of pretty goals

to take a 5-0 lead by the 12:39 mark

in the second. The first came when
Dean Campanale fed Fawcett from

behind the net, who roofed a shot

from the edge of the crease over

Kielb's blocker and into the top shelf.

Tiger Holland and Rob Bonneau exe-

cuted a perfect breakout with Air

Force in a line-change to send
MacKinnon in all alone. A reflection

of a more developed game since last

year, MacKinnon swiftly deked Kielb

on a break away, flipping a forehand

over the goalie's right pad.

After War/en Norris made it a 6-0

game on a wrister at 16:31 of the sec-

ond period, a tremendous individual

effort by lustin Kieffer made it a 6-1

game at the end of two. Fore-check-

ing shorthanded, Kieffer stole a pass

and put a beautiful back handed shot

over Regan's glove that ended up just

under the cross bar and will also

undoubtedly end up in the Falcon

year-end highlight tape.

Mike Gaffney scored 3:43 into the

third on a blistering slap shot from the

point, and Cahill scored his fourth

shorthanded goal in as many games at

1 1 :55 on a low snap shot to give

UMass an 8-1 edge.

Entering his senior season with 1

1

career goals. Cahill has seven thus far

in 1996. proving to be one of the

team's top surprises. Cahill. who has

been particularly effective killing

penalties alongside Bonneau. is tied

with Bonneau and Fawcett for the

team lead in goals. His 10 points in

just 12 games ties his career single

season high.

Dan Davies scored for the Falcons

with four minutes to play when his

power play shot deflected in off a

UMass defenseman in front of DiLeo,

but the Minutemen went on to score

two more goals for the 10-2 final.

O'Connell scored his second goal in

as many nights on the rebound of a

Dean Stork shot at 16:48 and Fawcett

struck at 19:39 to close the scoring.

Minute-man Notes: All news was
not good for UMass this

Thanksgiving weekend though as it

was learned that co- captain Tom
Perry will be out for an extended
period of time, likely into interses-

sion, with a fracture of his left

wrist... Recovering from illness.

Rich Moriarty was unable to play

this weekend but will be healthy for

this weekend's games against

Providence.
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ACTIVITIES
Woman's Long Term Therapy
Group Weekly 1 1/2 hr meetings

TuesrJay night in Amherst For info,

call (413)774-5418

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Chinese Food Kai Chi delivering

Sunday Thursday to 2am, Friday and

Saturday to 3am

All University Women invited to

Open Rush Sigma Kappa Wed Dec

4. 6 00 to 8 00pm Located behind

Hillel Call Beth at 549-1462 for

more information

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Spacious Apartment for rant Jan

1 $525. heat included 1 mile from

campus, pets negotiable 549-3620

AUTO FOR SALE

Blue Volsvagen Goll Excellent

condition born in 1990. $3000 nego

liable Call Guy 253-7243

1986 Oldsmobile Delta M- Great

car low price- $500 Call Chris 549-

0564

EMPLOYMENT

CHRISTMAS/JANUARY
BREAK

Earn $10 up to $15/stait

International firm has 80 local open-

ings 2 6 week program All majors

considered Gain business and com-

munication skills Scholarships and

summer programs possible Apply

now Begin after finals On-campus

accepting applications on Monday
and Tuesday. December 9 and 10

from 9-1 on the concourse in the

Campus Center or call (413)736-

3230

Abt Telephone Research Canter

seeks candidates for interesting

part-time telephone assignments to

collect data on a variety of research

topics Absolutely no selling

involved Computer/typing skills

required Flexible hours Monday
Friday 5pm- 11pm, Saturday 11am-
5pm, and Sunday 12pm-5pm and
5pm- 10pm Must worV a minimum of

20 hours per week Start at

$5 25/hour with paid training and

earn up to $7 00/hour Conveniently

located in the new Venture Center

with free rides on nearby bus lines

Interested candidates, please call

(413)587-1607 An equal opportunity

employer

EMPLOYMENT
Spring Break '971 Cancun.

Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida

EARN FREE TRIPS AND CASH! Call

(800)700-0790

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING -

Students needed! Entry-level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services (206) 971 3600 ext R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan. S Korea No teach-

ing background or Asian language;

required For info call (206) 971-

3570 ext J50016

FOR RENT

Caps Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

(508)477-6000

FOR SALE
Packard Ball P60 8MB RAM. 545

MB HD, monitor, multimedia,

modem, software. HP lazer Jet 4

$1600 00 546-7464

FOR SALE
Complsta 5 CD Starao System!

!

band graphic equalizer, dual tape

deck and powerful receiver $250 oi

B/0 Call Craig 546-681

1

Snowboard lor sale Burton Twin

Tip 139 with bindings $200 or best

offer Call Rose 6-5538

MISCELLANEOUS

New Metabolism Breakthrough

Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35
(800)776-9503 Doctor Approved

JAZZ BANDS
Jan Band Needed Experienced or

not, Come jam at our party Will pay

Dec 6th Call 253 6520

PERSONALS

Congrats to the new sisters of

AX: Valerie. Melissa C . Becca.

Lauren, Jane. Melissa S . Melanie

Tara. Ellen. Liz Elyse and Karla

ROOM FOR RENT
Three females seeking one non-

smoking female to share Mill Valley

apartment Jan 1-May 31 Rent

negotiable Call Jess at 253 1797

ROOM FOR RENT
2 Outgoing girls seek personfs) to

rent large bedroom in uptown apt

Great location, in great condition

Start Jan 1 Contact Tricia/LB 549

3649 ASAP

ROOMATE WANTED

Room Available 5 bedroom house

in Sunderland on bus route Call for

details 665-8229

Roommates Wanted: One or two

males to share rent at Brandywine

Apts Starts January 1st Call Bryan

5494591

SERVICES

Have you been ripped off by a

retailer' Contact the Student Legal

Services Office regarding your rights

as a consumer 922 Campus Center.

545 1995

GORILLAGRAMS Birthdays. Roses.

Balloons, etc Send the crazy gorilla

We'll go anywhere, anytime! 1

Student rates available! Call 256

0287

SERVICES
Money for Collage. Millions of

dollars unclaimed every yeai

Results guaranteed Service is free

Thousands of sources of Financial

Aid available Hurry Call (413) 538

0041 for more info

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade? In house service, call

Scream Savers 549 0083

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549 1 906

TO SUBLET
Take over our laasa 2/97 Large 2

bedroom apt 5 min from campus
$600 Call 549-8511

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK TRIPS Cancun.

Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida Best

prices, best parties. GROUP DIS-

COUNTS Space is limited For a

free brochure. CALL TODAY
(800I959-4SUN

TRAVEL
Spring Braak America's Premier
Student Travel Co! Party in Cancun
and Nassau from $299!!! Find out

how to go for free and earn extra

cash!!! Call (800I798- 1509

Spring Braak '97 Hottest destina

tions and coolest vacations! Lowest

prices guaranteed! Organize small

group, travel free! Call for free info

(800)426-7710

TRAVELTIME has great deals tor

group and individual travel plans

Call Connne 5B7-301 1 413-781-6150

WANTED
Dasparata for Bibliographic
Material Must have vigorous book

list, textbook, workbooks, and prob-

lems for Statistics 111 (School of

Continuing Education) Will pay
above $150 My phone may have
been defective in previous weeks
Therefore, please notify by mail

May Deuwson, 67 Amity Place

Amherst. MA 01002-2255 Don't

hesitate. I am correct Thank you

Wanted- Tutor for AUTO CAD
Realease13 Will pay Call Rob at

546-0272

WANTED
STUDENTS Moonlighting as

dancers/stnppers in local clubs II

interested in sharing your story lor

my independent study photoessay on

"creative student employment", call

Caroline at 546-5269 for more info

Identity confidential upon request

Mattress Wanted QUEEN Call

Eugenie 545 3768

*• THURSDAYS

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20<£ per word/day

All

others

40<£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly. We
are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

Answers to
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Classifieds

"ihey work"

Standard Headings
Activities Miscellaneous

Announcements Motorcycles

Apartment For Personals

Rent Room For Rent

Auto For Sale Room Wanted
Employment Roommate
Entertainment Wanted
For Sale Services

Found (2 days Free) Summer Sublet

Happy Birthday To Sublet

Houses For Rent Travel

Instruction Transportation

Lost Wanted to Rent

Musicians Wanted

Personals Policy
1. All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified

employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

2. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.

3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not

acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are

not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of

harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-

tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.,

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion

order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-

sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-

dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

CROSSWORD
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1

66 67
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ACROSS
1. Slink

6. Lhasa _ (dog

breed)

10. Beast's abode

14. Coat tow

15. Young deer

16. Where some work

out

17. Sociologist Durkheim

18. Magi or Musketeers.

eg
19. Harvest

20. As easy as

21

.

Night vision

23. Natives ot Oulu

24. Eat between meals

26. Falklands teuder

abbr

27. Milit temale

28. Actress B Davis

30. General Bradley

32. Buddhism

35. in a high dudgeon

38. Don't bet I

(2wds)

39. Member of an 80s

pop group (2 wds )

40. Took out

42. Wetro

44. Perjured oneseH

45. Disturbance

47. Salad ingredient

48. School course abbr

49. Props tor Soupy

Sales

50. Bealtlemama

adjective

51. DC lobbying gp
52. Singing syllable

54. the Top (Stallone

film)

58. Express gnef

61. Honesty

63. All About

64. facto

65. Cheese, in a

mousetrap

66. "Out like a lamb-

follower

68. Made a knot

89. Restless desire

70. Vulgar one's lack

71. Bessell and Mack
72. Words from Scrooge

73. Perspire

DOWN
1. Purge

2. MIA rescuer of film

3. Narratives

4. Electric

5. Asked for mercy

6. Ten Years

7. Model

8. Do the crawl

9. Artist Yoko

10. Kind of soprano

11. Hymn ender

12. Positive thinker s

phrase (2 wds)
13. Sings like Hammer
22. Also-

23 Cold, in a guessing

game
Loathed

Inventor James
Clear profit

Moor morning

feature

"The Twilight "

Layers legacies

Nays
Spin wheels

Tackroom item

Break . ("Good

luck") (2 wds.)

Garfield's stooge

Talks {
1984 film)

41. Actor Bogosian

43. NYC building

Flightless bird

Certain camera shot

Suet

Nudges

Gordon and Roman
Poet's output

Musical set in

Argentina

Rent anew

Catcher s need

Earty Ron Howard
role

car dealer

Adieu 1

Boaters

Tuckers mate

Hand informally

46

49.

50.

51.

53.

55

56

57.

58

59.

60.

61.

62.

65

67.

rf
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ARIES
March 21-April 20

Don't allow a disagreement to fester

this week. The longer It lasts, the

more the other person will gain the

advantage. An early compromise Is

best. Major purchases require extra

attention to details, or you could

miss some vital fine print.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

Now that you've checked out all

your options, go ahead and make a

decision. Your Instincts are pretty

good. Don't try to mix business and

pleasure this week, or you'll end up

feeling shortchanged In both.

GEMINI
May 22 June 21

A reluctant companion threatens

to ruin a pleasant outing. Don't

force the Issue. Instead, change

the subject and enjoy a lively

conversation. Concentrate on

domestic Issues by starting a new

family tradition.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

A simple conversation turns ugly

when egos are at stake. Steer clear

of emotional comments to keep

things from getting out of hand.

Suggest a distraction at work to

break out of a stale routine.

LEO
July 23-August 23

An emotional commitment begins

to flower, so nourish It with a

thoughtful, romantic gesture. Do
not mistake silence for assent at

work -you may need to work harder

to ferret out objections to a plan

you've made.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

A shopping spree could get out

Of burnt Hits week, so leave your

plastic at home. During a meeting

or discussion you may need to ask

more questions than usual to be

certain you understand everything.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

To feel good. It's Important to look

good, so treat yourself to a little

luxury Your charm Is running high.

so schedule activities that will take

advantage of this. You might even

consider asking for a raise, but be

graceful If It doesn't happen.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

The pressure of a deadline begins to

encroach upon your peace of mind.

Delegate the responsibility, and
you'll accomplish more than you

would have alone. Honesty is the

best policy, especially when It

comes to an Intimate relationship

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Your organizational talents shine

this week, so take on extra

responsibilities, especially If you
need to make a good Impression.

You're full of great Ideas-Just think

of a way to get the word out.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20

Don't follow suggestions blindly,

especially where large sums of

money are concerned. You need to

find the solution that's right for

you. Enjoy a leisurely outing with

an old friend.

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18

Anticipation Is your best ally as you

navigate your way through a simple

encounter. Plan ahead, and you'll

stay on top of things as the

situation suddenly becomes

complicated. A labor-saving Idea

offers more trouble than It's worth.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Avoid getting bogged down In

details, especially as the weekend
approaches. Your clear vision and
enthusiasm will be needed to

supply energy for a group

discussion.

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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Always Wanted On* of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan
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Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom

Leold ( leold@javanet.com

)

by Roger and Salem Salloom <oi 996

Usually after my friend Norm
leaves my house, I find little

notes....

"I was here, Norm."

or

"Norm was here."

....or things. He usually

leaves his famous red hat.

If he stays at my house a

long time, I find lots ofjunk.

Beeber does it, too... like

earrings or gloves.

I think Shakespeare did the

same thing....

read.

except he only left stuff to

WHO'? MY 'CAD'5' YEAH, MY
CAD WIU- *kY R5R THE
MECCMANDiSE U)WEA/ rr
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8 Years In Braces By Eric Petersen
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University* Bv Frank Cho

University 3 By Frank Cho
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'OH! DEAR LORD - WHY HAVE I BEEN

CAST INTO THIS VOID WITH NO
DISTRACTIONS TO PREVENT ME FROM
CONTEMPLATING- THE SILUVESS OF
lEXlSTENOr 7

Dilbert By Scott Adams
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,
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PUT THIS

ON TOP OF
AN AMBU-
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A WARNING

I WAS
THINKING
THE SArAE

THING
ABOUT YOU.
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Quote of the Day

it - r '

Your overconfidence is

your weakness.

-Luke Skywalker

99

Quote of the Night

I had a great idea this

morning, but I didn't

like it.

-Samuel Goldwyn

99
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Close to Home By John McPherson
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Today's D.C. Menu
Caff 343-3636 for war* information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Pucks

Turkey Tetrazzini

Philly Cheese Steak

Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Beef

Spaghetti w/ Sausage

Tofu Balls & Sauce
Quarter Pound Burger

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Pucks

Turkey Tetrazzini

DINNER
Roast Beef

Spaghetti w/ Sausage

Worcester

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Grilled Ham & Cheese

Spaghetti w/ Sauce
Hearty Latin Stew

DINNER
Roast Beef

Black Eyed Peas

Vegan Falafel Sandwich
Pastabilities

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Grilled Ham & Cheese
Spaghetti w/ Sauce

Wheatball Grinder

DINNER
Roast Beef

Shrimp )ambalaya

Black Eyed Peas

Vegan Falafel Sandwich

\



SportsWeekend
The Massachusetts

Inside this issue:

• The Massachusetts volleyball

team lost to Rhode Island in the

semifinal of the Atlantic 10
Tournament See page 1 for the

details.

• For a wrap-up of A- 10 men's
basketball action, check out paqe
10

• More major college hoop
news is at your fingertips. Page

10 has the news.

• For the AP Top 25 men's bas-

ketball poll, pick up tomorrow's

Collegian.
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UMass falls flat in Maui
,

Xavier knocks off Cincy

and Tech
K
Kouls' offGW

Minutewomen
By Fred Huribrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

The Maui Invitational was not

kind to the Massachusetts men's
basketball team.

After defeating Chaminade. a

Div. II school that plays in the

Invitational solely because it hosts

the tournament, in the opening
round, the Minutemen fell victim

to Virginia in the second round.

The downward trend contin-

ued on Wednesday, when
UMass' effort against California

fell short. The Golden Bears
downed the Minutemen 59-55.
relegating them to fourth place
in the Invitational.

Carmelo Travieso led the
Minutemen with 19 points,
while forward Tyrone Weeks
chipped in for 14. Edgar Padilla

had six points in the contest.

Padilla and Travieso recorded
four steals and one block apiece,

with point guard Padilla dishing
out six assists and Travieso hand-
ing out five.

Winston Smith was the only
other Minuteman in double fig-

ures, as he contributed 10 points.

For the past three years it has
been the custom of an Atlantic

10 school (notably UMass) to
knock off the nation's
top-ranked team.

Chalk up another yearly win for

the A- 10. and give the credit to

nd-year member Xavier.

The Musketeers gave a stellar

performance in beating No. 1

Cincinnati. 71-69.

A- 10 Player of the Week
Lenny Brown led Xavier. as he
notched 19 points, including the
game-winning 1 5-footer at the
buzzer. The 6-foot-2 guard also
pulled down four rebounds and

connected for a block.

lames Posey, a candidate for

A-10 Rookie of the Week, was the

team's second leading scorer in the

Cincy game with 14 points. 11

boards, a block and a steal.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Anyone thinking Texas Tech's
best-ever season was a fluke had
better think again.

Having lost four starters from
last year's 30-2 team that reached
the NCAA tournament's Sweet
Sixteen, the Red Raiders shot 58
percent and took control of the
game with a 15-6 run at the start

the second half in an 84-75 upset

of No. 25 George Washington on
Saturday night.

The defeat snapped a 14-game
home winning streak for the
Colonials (5-1).

Alexander Koul scored 28
points and had 1 1 rebounds to

lead George Washington, but
the 7-foot- 1 center was stymied
by Red Raider man-in-the-mid-
dle Tony Battie during the early

second-half run. Koul also had
little help from his teammates as

GW's halfcourt offense became
ragged in the second half.

Point guard Shwanta Rogers
was just 2-for-13 from the field

and finished with 1 1 points.

In other Top 25 action yester-

day. No. 2 Kansas edged San
Diego. 79-72; No. 5 Wake
Forest pounded Richmond, 80-
55; No. 5 Villanova downed
Tulane. 85-70; and Iowa State

crushed Maryland-Eastern
Shore, 82-62.

Material from the Associated

Press was used in this article.

STORRS, Conn. — Apparently,
Goliath has gotten sick and tired of
David stealing all the press when the

two combatants meet.

So, Goliath (No. 5 Connecticut)
-tuck it to David (a skeletal crew of Massachusetts
Minutewomen). 67 50 in front of 9,324 women's
basketball fans at Harry A. Gampel Pavillion on
Saturday for the first round of the Hartford Courant
Connecticut Classic

UConn advanced to the finals, while UMass was
relegated to the consolation match against
Nevada-Las Vegas.

The injury-ravaged and youthful MinutewQman
line-up fought gallantly for the better part of its forty

minutes on the national stage holding the Huskies
(4-0) to their lowest offensive output of the season.

"Thcv were pretty gutsy." UMass coach |oanie
O'Brien said. "Obviously, our numbers (seven
healthy Minutewomen) were a little short, so I

thought the kids played hard."

UMass (1-2) won the opening tip and scored the
game's first two points on a pair of Kelly Van Huisen
free throws.

The freshman point guard again played an integral

part in whatever success the Minutewomen found
Saturday, but her eight turnovers offset her five steals

and two assists. Van Huisen finished with 12 points
and five rebounds before fouling out.

Lady Huskies a model
women s hoop program

STORRS, Conn. — Usually the women's basket-
ball program at a big-time school is not on the same
level as the men's team. Less funding, smaller gyms,
no television exposure and measly crowds are the
norm for most of the lady hoop squads in America.
And then there's

Connecticut.

Our neighbors 70
miles down 1-91 have

something special going

on. Largely the province

of the Perrier and Volvo crowd. Lady Husky hoop is

a religion, and quite possibly bigger than (im
Calhoun's vaunted men's team.

Head coach Geno Auriemma's crew fills the Harry
A. Gampel Pavillion. Connecticut's on-campus
arena, on a nightly basis, and the UConn faithful are
just as vocal as any Top 25 men's crowds. The
Huskies are 57-1 since 1993 in Gampel, and cur-
rently rest at the No. 3 slot in both the Associated

Turn to MINUTEWOMEN page 7
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The Minutewomun advantage was short lived as

UConn's Nykesha Sales came up with two corneal-
tive steals and ensuing breakaway lay ups giving the

Huskies a 4-2 lead.

UMass countered with

a pair of buckets to

take the lead back at

6-4.

That's when Goliath said. "Sorry Dave, not today."
After a Massachusetts turnover. Kara Wolters. one

of the most dominating players in women's hoop.

scored her first bucket on a baby hook shot. Wolters'

first of eight field goals on the afternoon (17 point!,

10 rebounds. 5 blocks) opened the floodgates fa .i

17-0 UConn run that pushed the

score to 21 6 with just over nine

minutes into the first half.

"They came out gunnin'."
O'Brien said. "I don't know if we

were nervous, if we were scared, but we didn't really

Turn to HOOP, page 7
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Luke

Meredith

Hockey downs Air
Force during break

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

MASSACHUSETTS 4

AIR FORCE

After defeating Army 8-0 last Friday and Air Force by
10- 2 and 4-1 scores this past weekend, its safe to say that
if the United States is invaded. Amherst might be the first

town to go. The Massachusetts hockey team (5-7) has not
made too many friends in the Pentagon lately.

The two wins over the Falcons, which many fans merci-

fully stayed away from,
were tremendously lop-

sided. It is admittedly
hard for Air Force to

compete when coach
Chuck Delich is not

allowed to recruit Canadians, but the games this weekend
were like watching the lovable dimwits at Cheers bar trying
to out -practical joke Gary's Olde Towne Tavern or Sandra
Bemhard winning a beauty pageant over Jenny McCarthy.

It just is not going to happen.
UMass -teamrolled to a pair of wins this weekend over a

tremendously overmatched team. The victories were less

stunning than flipping around a radio dial today and not
hearing either "Don't Speak" by No Doubt or "Head Over
Feet" by Alanis Morissette.

Friday night. UMass charged out of the gates, scoring
thrice in the opening 1 1:31. and putting it into cruise con-
trol from there, breezing to a 4-1 victory.

Warren Norris, Gerry Cahill. Dan (uden and Keith
O'Connell tallied for UMass in Friday's contest, as the
Minutemen outshot the Falcons by a 37 18 margin, keep-
ing impressive freshman Aaron Ratfield busy in the Falcon

_ _ fMilYRfH' COLLEGIAN
Crystal Carroll led the Minutewomen in two weekend games at UConn. UMass fell to the Huskies

and beat UNLV.

Wake , Wildcats score wins
Weekend boosts WF, UK, Nova

_ , k
THANG VO . COUfGIAN

Brad Norton and the UMass hockey team beat up on the Air Force Academy this weekend
taking a pair of games from the Falcons.

RICHMOND, Va. (AP) - Alter
beating the likes of The Citadel. VMI
and Davidson. Wake Forest coach
Dave Odom challenged his team to

make a special effort against
Richmond.

Tim Duncan was listening.

The senior center scored 14 points
grabbed 18 rebounds, blocked five

shots and demoralized the Richmond
defense with his passing yesterday as

the third ranked Demon Deacons beat

the Spiders 80-55.

Duncan opened the game by reject-

ing Richmond's first shot en route to

his 13th consecutive "double-double"
and the 62nd of his career

Wake Forest (4-0) held Richmond
( 1 -2) to 34 peaent shooting from the

field, the fourth team this season to

shoot less than 40 percent against the

Demon Deacons

lerry Braswell led Wake Forest with

16 points, while Ricky Peral added 15

and Sean Allen and Loren Woods had
10 each.

Trailing 44-22 at halftime.

Richmond started the second half with
a 9-2 run. cutting the lead to 46 31

with 17:32 left, the first time the lead
was under 20 since the 4:18 mafk of
the first halt.

The Demon Deacons responded
with a 9-4 run to get the lead back to
55-35 with 14:55 left and the Spiders
never again challenged. Richmond had
some success running the break to
open the second half, but Wake Forest
quickly shut down the Spiders by
reasserting its dominance on the
boards. Wake Forest had a 50-28
rebounding advantage

Woods, a 7-foot I freshman, had
nine rebounds and four blocks. With
8:52 remaining. Duncan got the ball at

the top of the key and promptly hit a 3-

pointer, his first of the season.

No. 8 Kentucky 92, College of
Charleston 65

net

MASSACHUSETTS 10

AIR FORCE

Saturday night UMass again charged out of the gates.

scoring thrice in the
opening 14:27, but did
not relax like the night

before, powering ahead
to a 10-2 final. The 10

goals is the most UMass has scored in a game against a

Division I opponent, and the most overall since drubbing
Division III North Adams State 12- I on Feb. 22, 1994
Seven different Minutemen scored goals and 1 3 recorded

points in the onslaught. Cahill, Chris Fawcett and Steve
MacKinnon stored twice. UMass took 41 shots against
Falcon goaltender Pat Kielb, the often-lit red goal light
behind hint undoubtedly making him feel like a kielbasa.

A night after making 1 7 saves in going the distance for
the win. Brian Regan played the first 49:18 and made 16
saves m the UMass n.t Freshman Dan DiLeo made his first

Turn to BASKETBALL, page 7

Volleyball falls to Rhode Island in the A-10s
By Jeremy R. Adams
Collegian Staff

Turn to HOCKEY page 7

KINGSTON, R.I. — The season of giving may be
just beginning for much of the world, but for the
Massachusetts volleyball team, its season of giving 1 10
percent has come to an end.

Friday night at the Atlantic 10
Tournament, the Minutewomen
bowed to Rhode Island, ending an
important era in Massachusetts vol-

leyball. The first four years since the
reinstatement of the program have drawn to a close,
and the first class of the new program can take pride
in what it's worked hard to build.

"I think we overachieved all season long," UMass
coach Bonnie Kenny said. "We did as well as we could
this year Our goal was to make it here, and I couldn't

RHODE ISLAND

MASSACHUSETTS

ask them to play any harder than they did."

This season the Minutewomen played with the grit

and determination of teams believed to be far more
talented or experienced than itself, and beat many of
those teams along the way to an A-10 Tournament
berth.

"|The Minutewomenl scrapped all year
long," Rhode Island coach Bob Schneck
said. "They're without a doubt the best

defensive team in the conference
."

Schneck's team, the host and top seed
of the tournament (30 6. I9l A-I0),

was neither able nor willing to accommodate the
championship hopes of the upset minded
Massachusetts squad (28 9. 15 5 A-10). The Rams
defended their territory mercilessly on Friday night,
beating the No. 4- seeded Minutewomen in three
games, 15-13. 15-3, 15-5

"They fought right to the end." Schneck said.
"They're much more capable than they showed in the
last couple games, but the intensity was there."
The Minutewomen were led once again by their cap-

tain and 1996 A-10 Conference Plaver of the Year
Dionne Nash. Nash earned 13 kills and 10 digs in the
last match of her collegiate career The outside hitter
will graduate with a degree in communications and 12
school volleyball records, including being the first
Minutewomen to accrue both 1000 kills and 1000 digs
in her career.

"Dionne is (he epitome of what a student athlete
should stand for." Kenny said. "On and off the court
she would win that award hands down, any coach
would vote for her.

"[Nash and senior Susan Maga) have done so much

Turn to VOLLEYBALL page 7
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UMass Basketball:

no longer Top 25

Winston Smith
and the UMass
men's hoop team
dropped out of

the national rank-

ing. Check out the

latest poll (See

Sports, page 10).

Rollins fills F.A.C. with

testerone filled humor

Punk rock's leading

voice (in his eyes),

Henry Rollins

stormed onto cam-
pus last night but
left few impressions.

Check out our
review (See Arts 6t

Living, page S).

WORLD

Mother Teresa in bad condition;

showing signs of recovery

CALCUTTA. India (AP) —
Mother Teresa was in critical

condition and using an oxygen
mask yesterday, but the 86-year-

old nun showed signs of recov-

ery as she sat in a chair reading

a Bible, the hospital said.

Doctors were worried about
the condition of her kidneys and
lungs following a heart attack

and an angioplasty, but still

were optimistic that the nun
would recover enough to return

to her work of caring for the

poor.

"I am very hopeful and I am
sure Mother will survive," said

Dr. Patricia Aubanel. one of

seven doctors treating her, but

added that her kidneys were not

working well because her heart

had been malfunctioning for

several months.

The hospital switchboard was
jammed all afternoon after

rumors swept Calcutta that

Mother Teresa had died, said

Dr. Devi Shetty. chief cardiosur-

geon at the B.M. Birla Research
Center where doctors performed
an angioplasty last week to

improve blood flow to the
Roman Catholic nun's heart.

NATION

White couple gets two years

for shooting at nine-Tear old

MANNING, S.C. (AP) — A
white couple who tied a 9-year-

old black boy to a tree and fired a

shotgun past his face received a

two-year prison sentence
Monday.
The boy and his parents said

they thought the sentence hand-

ed to Benjamin and Betty Mims
was too lenient.

"I think they should have had
more, five to 1 years," said

Dwight Miller, who now is 10.

"What they did to me was
wrong." The Mimses could have

received up to 1 years for aggra-

vated assault and battery. They
were acquitted Nov. 22 on anoth-

er charge, second-degree lynch-

ing, the state's term for mob vio-

lence. They could be eligible for

parole in six to eight months,
prosecutors estimated.

Dwight said the Mimses tied

him to a tree, beat him and fired a

shotgun at him |an. 5 after accus-

ing him of stealing from a truck.

The boy, who lives across the road

in the rural New Zion community,

said he had come over to play

with the couple's 9-year-old son

and 1 3-year-old niece, but that

the children also turned on him.

The boy said that Mims and his

son Benji both fired the shotgun

past his face.
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John Carroll, 20, a Junior Astrology major, has helped clean UMass'
dirty laundry for the last eight months.

Clinton admits receiving letter;

denies its influence on policies

By Marcy Gordon
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President
Clinton acknowledged Monday that

he received a letter in 1993 from an

Indonesian tycoon whose family had

contributed to Clinton and the

Democrats, urging him to normalize

relations with Vietnam. Clinton
called it a "straightforward policy

letter."

Republicans demanded immediate

release of the three-page letter from

Mochtar Riady. Clinton pledged to

provide it to congressional investiga

tors, but did not say when.

Although White House officials

had the letter in their possession

before the Nov. 5 election, they did

not release it. Asked why. presiden-

tial spokesman Michael McCurry
told reporters. "I think we never for-

mally disputed the notion that there

was such a piece of correspondence

from Mr. Mochtar Riady. but... we
did not elect to make piecemeal dis-

closures of any correspondence...

until we had more of the record
available." McCurry confirmed a

Wall Street lournal report that

Riady s letter pressed Clinton to nor-

malize relations with Vietnam. Riady

confided that two of his company's
managers were in Vietnam scouting

investment opportunities.

Clinton suggested there was noth-

ing unusual about the letter. "It's a

letter like tens of thousands of other

letters I get of people suggesting —
every day I get. I suppose, hundreds

ever) day. suggesting what our poli-

cy ought to be in various areas." the

President said while posing for pho-

tographers with astronaut Shannon
Lucid.

Later, at a lengthy news briefing

dominated by the issue of Riady's

letter. McCurry would not say
whether it would be released this

week

Riady's family owns the Lippo
Group banking and real estate con-

glomerate based in Indonesia and
Hong Kong, which is at the center of

the controversy over foreign-linked

campaign contributions to the
Democrats.

Republican congressional investi-

gators have questioned whether the

Riadys and Lippo were given prefer-

ential treatment or allowed to influ-

ence U.S. policy toward Asia in

return for the millions their associ-

ates donated or helped raise for the

Democratic Party and Clinton.

Israeli fear for future after the

recent rise in imported workers

By Dan Perry

Associated Press

TEL AVIV. Israel — It's a balmy
fall afternoon in south Tel Aviv.

Romanian construction workers
drink cheap beer. Africans stroll

toward a basement church. Polish

laborers watch a TV broadcast
from Warsaw.
The bustling neighborhood of

Neve Sha'anan. around an aban-

doned bus station, has become a

symbol of a new wave of foreigners

sinking roots in the holy land,

much to the dismay of many
Israelis.

The foreigners bring with them a

variety of tastes, ethnicities and
religions. And in nation built on
immigration — by lews, that is —
the non- Jewish influx has prompted
proposals for a mass expulsion.

Yossi Unger, for one, is none too

happy with his new, non-)ewish
neighbors. "Look at these East
Europeans, drinking barrels of beer

and urinating on the sidewalk,"

sniffed Unger, a Neve Sha'anan res-

ident who himself immigrated from

Hungary after World War II. The
worst thing. Unger said, was for-

eigners like his Indian neighbor

establishing pre-schools for Israelis

and "educating out children in a

different culture."

The first wave of foreigners came
three years ago as contract labor-

ers. The government accepted them
as replacements for Palestinians

unable to travel to jobs in Israel

after the West Bank and Gaza Strip

were sealed off to prevent terrorist

attacks. As Israel's economy grew,

other foreigners came as tourists

and stayed illegally to work as nan-

nies and housecleaners. Now. many
are bringing their families.

By Labor Ministry estimates,

there are 300.000 foreign workers

from Eastern Europe. Asia. Africa

and South America living in Israel.

Two-thirds have overstayed visas

and are here illegally. The foreign-

ers complain of discrimination and
abuse by employers who pay low
wages and house them in rat-infest-

ed hovels, sometimes eight to a

room. Nevertheless, many see Israel

as a land of opportunity.

"In my village it is impossible to

achieve anything legally, unless you
go to work in a rich country." said

Andy Okeke, 28. who arrived two
years ago from Nigeria as a tourist

and stayed after his visa expired.

Students given on-campus vote;

limited to Southwest & Greeks
By Beth McCarthy
Collegian Staff

After 20 years, students at the University of
Massachusetts will be able to vote on campus as of Jan. 1

,

1997.

In a unani-r >us decision, the Amherst Selectboard
agreed last night to allow for voting substations in the

Hampden Dining Commons for residents of Southwest
Residential Area.

"It's been 20 years coming," said Director for Commuter
Services )oanne Levenson. who has been working toward

this goal since its beginning. "We should feel good."

"It was a long time coming," Maurice Caston, President

of the SGA agreed. "More than anything, it was a result of

a lot of hard work and the town buying into the support of

students."

The only concern that the Selectboard had was the

potential problem of getting the necessary personnel to

run these stations.

Brian McCarthy, a junior at UMass as well as a member
of precinct 10. said in response, "I can assure you this will

not be a problem."

It was also mentioned during the town meeting that the

election coordinator, chosen by the University and SGA.
will ideally handle the overseeing of staff during election

times.

According to Caston. the original proposal that was
brought to the Selectboard. which attempted to include all

UMass students in the use of these substations, was reject-

ed.

What the town has agreed on is the placement of subsa-

tions for precincts 4 and 1 0. which includes the Southwest

residential area and the fraternities and sororities of N.

Pleasant St., in the Hampden Dining Commons.
"Southwest voters actually had to cross precinct lines."

explained Caston. "In precincts 4 and 10, a majority of the

voters are students."

The permission to have these voting substations comes
with virtually no cost to the town.

The University will be responsible for providing funds

for the various costs that are involved with running polling

stations like paying the workers, buying the necessary,

equipment, moving and storing the equipment and any-

thing else that may arise.

The project will have a trial period of two yean, run-

ning from |an. 1, 1997 to Dec. 31, 1998. At the end of

these two years, the town will decide on whether to con-

tinue the project and whether it can be "extended and

expanded." depending on UMass' providing substantial

voters, poll workers and complying with federal and state

regulations.

"If they | town of Amherst | stick to the parameters they

set. then we're going to be safe." said Tirrell, who said he

was confident that UMass students will be able to meet

the requirements placed upon them. "We'd be satisfied if

120 students voted."

Hill Boss, an Amherst Selectboard member, however,

said that even though he is supportive of the v citing sta-

tions he is concerned for student turnout.

"I think anything that encourages participation in a

democratic system by students is desirable." Boss ^aid "I

have serious doubts as to if it will work, but I think it

should definitely be given a chance."

Caston said that "we're providing students with access"

and the rest is going to be up to the students

With another large election coming up in 1998, the stu-

dents will really be tested.

"If students don't vote now. when will they?" asked

Caston. "There's really no excuse for not voting now."
Efforts were made by a number of various sources

including Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Tom
Robinson, the chief of Amherst police and the UMass
Student Government Association (SGA).

World AIDS day observed at UM
Many varied activities will continue to bring attention to disease

By Daniel E. Levenson

Collegian Staff

At the University of Massachusetts

and around the world, people took time

to observe World AIDS Day this past

Sunday, according to AIDS
CARE/Hampshire County, an area orga-

nization devoted to serving people living

with AIDS.

The day created by the World Health

Organization in 1988 is an annual day

. '. celebration to draw attention to the

world-wide spread of AIDS and to gal-

vanize the coordinated efforts to fight

the disease.

According to a fact sheet provided by

the AIDS Action Committee of

Massachusetts, Inc.. "... AIDS is now
the leading cause of death of all

Americans aged 25-44. In the last year

alone, more than 50.000 Americans
have been newly diagnosed with AIDS."

In addition to the annual day of cele-

bration. AIDS CARE/Hampshire
County has organized a variety ot activi

ties that will be held locally in the next

few weeks to acknowledge the day.

remember victims of the disease and

increase general awareness of the dis-

ease's debilitating and life-shattering

effects.

On Dec. 6 at 5 p.m. there will be a

candlelight walk beginning at the

Student Union, continuing down North

Pleasant Street and onto Main Street

and will end at the First Congregational

Church in Amherst

At 6 p.m.. an event will be held at the

Church titled "Gathering of

Remembrance and Hope." The event

will include speeches made by a person

with HIV and local leaders including

Rev. Victoria Safford of the Unitarian

Society of Northampton.

The event will also include perfor-

mances by the Pioneer Valley Gay Men's

Choir, the Sappho-nics and people in

attendance will be allowed to read the

names of persons lost to AIDS, accord-

ing to the press release

AIDS Care/Hampshire County, 0M
of the organizations sponsoring the

event, which was established in 1991.

provides serenes such as case manage-

ment, support groups atvd tramp
to both peopic infected with the li!'-

virus and people living with AIDS and

their families.

According to a press release, the

group's work has benefited mote than

1 35 people since its creation.

According to the Massachusetts

Department of Public Health, the state-

has the 10th highest amount of AIDS
cases in the United States, with Boston

ranking 1 1 th among American cities

Nationally, the United States Center

for Disease Control and prevention esti-

mates that between 650.000 and

900.000 people in the United States are

infected with HIV.

THANCVO/ COLLfCIAN

Clear Opening
The clouds above the First Congregational Church of Sunderland saw a glimpse of clear sky yesterday.
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For Your Information
fYh dfe publK lervice announcements printed daily To submit an
FYI, please send a press release containing all pertinent informa-
tion, including the name and phone number or I'

ion to the Ccaeywi, c/o the Managin.

Qui day

I number ot the contact per
sing fcditor by noon the previ-

Tucsday, Nov. J

( olloquium — I oslie Bender, a Five College Women's
Studies Research Associate from the Syracuse University

College of Law. will give a colloquium entitled "l.egiil

Chullengei to Soiial Injustice llou Women Can Use Tort

Law to Continue feminist Struggle" at 7:30 p.m. in the

Dickinson House Living Room at Mount Holyoke College.

Film — The Five College Program in Peace and World
Security Studies and the ludaic and Near Fast Studies Dept.

at UMiiss sponsor a showing of the Crown Sephira produc-

tion "If You Make It Possible: Portraits of Middle East

IViicemakers." For more information, contact Adi Bemak at

582-5519.

Info Social — An info-social, sponsored by the Gay,
I eshian. Bisexual Alliance, will be held at b p.m. in Campus
Center room 803.

Meeting — Club Communication will hold a meeting at b
p.m. in Machmer W-22. Angela Santiago from Employment
Options will speak about job referral opportunities.

Wednesday, Dec. 4
Craft Fair — A Holiday Craft Fair, sponsored by the

Student Union Craft Center will be held from 9 a.m.- 4 p.m.

at the Campus Center Concourse.

Discussion — Religion and Identity Series presents a dis-

cussion on "What distinctions can be made between religion

and spirituality? How do these distinctions impact the way
in which "religious people' and 'spiritual people' relater to

each other?" at 7:30 p.m. in Butterfield main lounge. All are

invited to attend. Call 546-5 1 74.

Film — A screening of "Fires in the Mirror" will take-

place at 3:30 p.m. in the Hillel House Recreation Room.
The |ewish film class invites all to watch the film.

\hvting — The Student Health Advisory Board (SHAB)
will hold its last meeting of the semester in room 304 of

UHS from 5:30-6:30 p.m. All are invited to attend.

Poetry — The UMass Poetry Society will have its meeting

in Campus Center room 804 at 7:30 p.m. For more informa-

tion, contact Tim at 546-0562.

Thursday, Dec. 5

Performance — University Dancers will perform Thurs.

Dec. 5 through Sat. Dec. 7 at Bowker Auditorium.
Reservations may be made by calling 545-251 1. Tickets are

S7/general admission. $4/students, and $2/seniors and chil-

dren. UMass students free. Reservations are recommended.
Test Taking Workshop — A workshop, offered by the

I earning Resources Center from 3:30-5 p.m. on the 10th

Floor of the WEB. Du Bois Library. Free. Call 545-5334 to

register.

Notices

4105 Day — UMass is participating in the global obser-

vance of World AIDS Day which will take place through
Dec 6. You can get HIV/AIDS information and a red rib-

bon to pin on yourself or on our "Remembrance Tree" at the

Campus Center Concourse table each day. Visit the Faces of

AIDS art display and the Five Cdllege AIDS Quilt at

Earthfoods. Watch "Boys on the Side" on HSCN. Activities

will culminate with a candlelight vigil on the Student Union
steps at 5 p.m. on Friday. Dec. 6 and a march to the First

Congregational Church on Main St. in Amherst for a gather-

ing of Remembrance and Hope. Refreshment! will be
-erved. After that, there will be a poetry/prose reading fol-

lowed by an open mike at 8 p.m. at Claudia's Cafe. For
more information, contact Health Educational 577-5181.

.Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree from 8:30 p.m. to

midnight every Friday. People can dance to variety of music

in a smoke and alcohol-free environment. All ages welcome.
Sliding scale. For more information, call 584-8167.

Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.
Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more infor-

mation, contact Milly Delesusat 546-1083.

I mployment — The Department of Consumer Studies is

seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with refea'nees to: Dr. Sheila Mammen. Dept.

of Consumer Studies, 101 Skinner Hall, University of

Massachusetts, Amherst. Ma, 01003. For more information,

contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.

Financial aid workshops — Financial Aid Exchange-
workshops will be held on Tuesday Dec. 3 from 5:30-7 p.m.

in CC room Ib5-169.

Health — To help students and their families stay healthy

and access University Health Services more easily, members
of the Health Reach International team are available to help

you find answers to your questions and concerns: Mondays
from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health Education Dept., UHS
room 248 (call 577-5181 for more info) and 4:30-6:30
p.m. in the Community Room H-4 North Village; Tuesdays
6:30- 8:30 p.m. in the International Lounge. Prince House
(call 545-2299 for more info); Wednesdays 4:30-6:50 p.m.

in the Community Room, 411 Linclon . All conversations

arc confidential.

Meeting — Alanon meetings are held Mondays in room
801 and Thursdays in room 802 of the Campus Center from
noon-1 p.m.

Meeting — P.O.W.E.R., the Progressive Organization for

Women's Rights holds their weekly meetings on Thursdays

at 6 p.m. in the Student Union room 306. All men and
women are welcome.

Meeting — The Pakistan Students Association has its

weekly meetings every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center. Cheek for the room number at the information desk.

For further details, contact Musharraf at 546-6295.

Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus meets
every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer 201. All anthro-

pology undergraduate minors and majors welcome.

Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Ivrit" held every
Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Blue-wall Cafe. Make a right as

you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis and
other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student Union.

For more information, call the ARC office at 5-1925.

Menorah Lighting — All are welcome to attend the light-

ing of the 6-foot menorah in front of the Hillel House. 388
N. Pleasant St.. Amherst, at the following times: Thurs. Dec.

5 at 5 p.m.; Fri. Dec. 6 at 4 p.m.; Sat. Dec. 7 at 6 p.m.; Sun.

Dec. 8 time TBA; Mon. Dec. 9 at 7 p.m.; Tues. Dec. 10 at

4:30 p.m.; Wed. Dec. 1 1 at 8:30 p.m.; Thurs. Dec. 12 at 6
p.m.

Slew Organization — WICC (West Indian/Caribbean

Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West Indies

or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as anyone
interested in the culture. For more information, contact

Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and
your help is needed. If interested, call Jordan at 546-3548.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to 1 p.m.

in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement
of Worcester Dining Common). For more information, call

Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Staff Seeded — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff in

all departments. Editorial positions are available in Photo,

Layout. Copy, and Marketing departments. An assistant

copy editor and assistant sports editor are also needed.
Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304 Student

Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

^te^
®;fe P̂rofessionaC

Development 4)ay

Tomorrow
8:30am - 4:30pm

Campus Center Auditorium

You are invited to a day of workshops
designed to help graduate students

springboard into their careers.

Topics covered include:

Networking
Transferable Skills

Academe Job Searches

Non-Academe Job Searches

& Informational Tables

Attend all day or just one session...

This is a day you won't want to missl!

Call the Graduate Dean's Office at 545-5271 for more information

Sponsored by the Qraduate Dean's Office and the University Career Center
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Campus Piolice Log
Hall.Alarm — Fire Nov. 25

Dec. 1 Problems with an individual at Nov. 2b
Environmental Health & the WMUA radio station in An individual from |ohn
Services extinguished a trash the Campus Center were Adams Residence Hall report-

can fire outside of Lederlc reported. ed a laptop computer was
Research Building. Nov. 27 stolen from a lounge.

An individual refused to get Dec. 1

Annoying Behavior off a bus on Presidents Drive. An individual in Cance
Dec. 1 Residence Hall reported that

Unruly individuals were Health/Safety Hazard his jacket was stolen.

reported outside of the Nov. 27 An individual in Gorman
Campus Center. Environmental Health & Residence Hall reported that

Services responded to a report 100 CDs were stolen Irom a

Burglary/Breaking and of an alarm from the storage- room.
Entering tank area of Hasbrouck
Nov. 25 Laboratory. Vandalism
Two individuals from Coolidge Nov. 30 Nov. 25
Residence Hall reported that There was a water leak in a Construction equipment was
cash and credit cards were room in Goessman damaged at Marshall Hall.

stolen Irom their room. Laboratory. Maintenance crew Homophobic graffiti was writ-

Nov. 27 responded. ten on two posters in the
A truck cap was broken into Environmental Health & lobby of Baker Residence
on University Drive and a Services responded to a lab Hall.

compound bow was stolen alarm sounding in Paige- A vehicle in parking lot 12
from the truck bed. Laboratory. was damaged.
Nov. 29 Dec. 1 A vending machine was dam-
Staff from the Agricultural An alarm sounded in Thayer aged in Butterfield Residence
Engineering Building reported Laboratory due to rainy Hall.

that an individual entered the weather. A rock was thrown at a win-
building through a window. dow of Moore Residence Hall.

The building was checked and Larceny Two tires were stolen from a

secured. Nov. 25 vehicle in parking lot 22.

Dec. 1 An individual from Kennedy Nov. 27
A vehicle was broken into in Residence Hall reported that A window was smashed on a

parking lot 13. A CD player money was stolen from his vehicle in parking lot 1 3.

was stolen. room. Dec. 1

A walkman was reported A window was smashed on a

Disturbance stolen from Cashin Residence vehicle in parking lot 1 3.

LLEGIAN NOW HIRI
The Collegian news department is currently

excepting applications for Associate News
Editors for Spring, 1997. These paid positions

offer interested students extensive writing
experience. Associates typically cover the most
pressing stories and issues occuring on-campus,
within the state and throughout the country.
Interested applicants should contact Michael

Elliott or Chris Conner at S4S-1SS1, or drop b
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>llegian office to pick up a application
lampus Center .basements

ARE YOU COMMITTED
TO SOCIAL CHANGE?
ARE YOU A RISK TAKER
WITH THE ABILITY TO
GET THINGS DONE?

The echoing green Foundation's Public

Service Fellowship for undergraduates

may be right for you!!!

The fellowship provides up to $15,000 for one year!!

Social entrepreneurs with

ENERGY, TALENT, and COMMITMENT
are encouraged to attend our

Information Session

Wednesday, December 4th

7:00 pm

Campus Center 805-809

For more information contact the

COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAM
at 545-3368

Family survives crash while returning home
By David Kinney

Associated Press

LONG POND, Pa. — In the pouring rain and icy cold,

hundreds of rescuers scoured the Pocono Mountains,
searching through the night for a small plane that disap-
peared after the pilot said he was low on fuel.

By 4 a.m.. it was so foggy that searchers couldn't see a

few feet in front of them and the search was suspended.
They'd been so close that the family that survived the
crash heard the rescuers and shouted in vain.

Rescuers returned in daylight and found the couple and
their two small children in the wreckage, where they had
been huddling under a blanket for 1 6 hours.

"Four lucky people," said Harry Robidoux, emergency
services director for Monroe County, who amassed a

search corps of about 300 people from 1 3 fire companies
and 1 9 other police and emergency agencies.

The family had been flying home to Milford, N.J. on
Saturday after visiting relatives near Montague. Gary
Knapp, a 1 3-year veteran pilot for Continental Airlines,

was at the controls of the tiny Cherokee Archer.
His wife, Marie, and their two daughters. 5-year-old

Annie and 2-year-old Isa, filled the other three seats. They
brought children's cassettes to pass the time, a couple
bags of Sun Chips and grapefruits for snacking.

Around 5:30 p.m., he called the tower at the Lehigh
Valley International Airport, about 30 miles away. He said

he was low on fuel, just four gallons in each tank. Was
there somewhere closer he could land and gas up? Air

traffic directed him to an airport in Pocono, just a few
miles away.

He didn't make it through the fog, wind and rain.

"We're still working on why," said Bob Hancock, an
investigator with the National Transportation Safety

Board. It was unclear why the plane had so little fuel.

Trees sheared off both wings and the landing gear as

the plane crashed to the ground. It collided head-on with

a foot-thick oak tree, mangling the propeller and engine

and shattering the front windshield.

Miraculously, the passenger compartment was mostly

intact and everyone escaped without life-threatening

injuries. Knapp, 41, suffered cuts and bruises; his wife

Marie, a 35-year-old former flight attendant, had a broken

arm; one child had a minor skull fracture.

But they knew better than to leave the plane. Instead,

Knapp activated an emergency beacon, which rescue

crews and a U.S. Air Force satellite picked up. He scouted

the area, and set up a cooler to catch rainwater.

And for 16 hours, they waited for help, singing songs to

keep their minds off the cold.

Because of the weather, rescuers couldn't use aircraft,

Robidoux said. Using all-terrain vehicles and equipment
that picked up Knapp's beacon, they scoured the sur-

rounding mountains, gullies, woods and swampland grid

by grid.

Forty searchers had to be treated for exposure. Another
went to the hospital with hypothermia.

When the family was found Sunday morning, "It was
just absolute euphoria among the searchers," Robidoux
said. "You saw a lot of hard and grown firemen with tears

on their cheeks."

The rescue crews carried the family out on stretchers

through two lines of cheering firemen. The family
remained hospitalized yesterday in stable condition at the

Pocono Medical Center and declined requests for inter-

views.

But on their way out of the forest, Annie's priorities

were clear.

"All I want is to get some pizza," she kept saying.

Africa regional association seeks more U.N. candidates

By Robert H. Reid

Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS — In a blow
to Secretary-General Boutros
Boutros-Ghali, the president of

Africa's regional association is urging

Africans to submit candidates for the

top U.N. job because of U.S. opposi-

tion to the Egyptian incumbent.

The call by Cameroon President

Paul Biya, president of the
Organization of African Unity,
appeared to break a standoff that fol-

lowed the U.S. veto of Boutros-
Ghali's candidacy in the Security

Council on Nov. 19.

The OAU endorsed Boutros-Ghali

for a second, five-year term at its July

summit in Cameroon. African envoys

repeatedly have told the Security

Council that because of that endorse-

ment they could not nominate other

candidates.

In a letter sent to fellow African

heads of state, a copy of which was
obtained by The Associated Press

yesterday, Biya noted that the OAU
endorsement had failed to convince

the United States to drop its opposi-

tion to Boutros-Ghali.

Biya said council members "appear

favorable to the principle of a second

mandate for Africa" in the post. In

order keep an African in the top job,

Biya said in the letter, which was sent

Friday, that it was time for African

states to submit "other candidates"

along with Boutros-Ghali.

He urged African governments to

move quickly since a new secretary-

general must be chosen by the end of

Boutros-Ghali 's term on Dec. 31.

The United States, which has
accused Boutros-Ghali of not being

aggressive enough in pursuing
reform, cast the lone negative vote

against him in the 15-member coun-

cil.

It was unclear when the council

would meet again on the secretary-

general issue. Once additional names
have been offered, British

Ambassador )ohn Weston said he

expects council members to take
unofficial "straw votes" to winnow
out the weaker candidates.

Other diplomats said the process

could still drag on for weeks if no
strong candidates quickly emerge.

Some Africans mentioned unoffi-

cially as potential candidates are
Undersecretary-General Kofi Annan
of Ghana, head of the U.N. peace-

keeping operation; former Nigerian

Prime Minister Hamid Algabid, sec-

retary-general of the Organization of

the Islamic Conference; the Ivory

Coast's Foreign Minister Amara Essy;

Olara Otunnu, a former Ugandan
ambassador and head of the
International Peace Academy in New
York; OAU Secretary-General Salim

Salim of Tanzania; and Senegal's
Foreign Minister Moustapha Niasse.

Once the council has selected a nomi-
nee, the name goes to the full 185-

member General Assembly for ratifi-

cation. Assembly President Razali

Ismail of Malaysia wants to complete

the ratification by Dec. 17.

K!NN£TMW f> StOn COIUGIAN

Where's the snow?
Craig Hovey, 21, Geology major and vice president of the UMass Outing Club helps rent out equipment for

UMOC members.

Work fasterwith it.

Power Macintosh* 7600

132 MHZ/I6MB RAM/1 2GB/8X CD-ROM
15" (hsptav/heyboard

Now $2,558

Simplifyyour life with it.

Communicate to the world with it.

Have funwith it.

Power Macintosh* 7200
120 MHz/16MB RAM/UGB/HX CD ROM

IV dispkn/kevboard

Now $1,918

Apple' Color StyleWriter' 2500
Up * 720x360 dpi

Now $329

Get $150 backwith it.

Check out Apple's Holiday Savings.

Right now Apple Computer is it, offering a $1S0 rebate when you purchase

a Macintosh* personal computer and an Apple" printer. Fact is, your timing

couldn't be better to get your Mac* a machine that features some of the

worlds most innovative technology. And it's easier to use than anything

you'll encounter in your class schedule. So get to your campus computer

store and pick out your Mac. It'll help keep you ahead in your classes (::

at least tied). And right now, you'll come out $150 ahead on the price.

Power Macintosh* 5260 120 MHz/l6MB RAM/1.2GR/8X CD-ROM/14" built-in display/keyboard Now $1 ,559

Power Macintosh* 8500 ISO MHz/l6MB RAM/UGB/8X CD-ROM/17" display/keyboard Now $3,548

Macintosh* Pertorma' 6400CD 180 MHz/l6MB RAM/1 6GB/8X CD-ROM/15" display/keyboard Now $2,198

Apple' Color StyleWriter* 1500 Up to 720x360 dpi Now $239

.UNIVERSITY
MSTOREft

The University Store
Campus Center
Hours: M-F 9-5, Sat. 10-5

545-2619

«/9%5k Computer mt 3S reserved2 Af/W* 4*" »*». Macmmsk. feifrma. ft*rr MacmJase and VyuVrWr are rtgtstmJ trademark aj 1/flt Computer hv w* SI m rebate offer laU/mm Sneember 2 I'm. tbmu^b Januaryi n IW. u^114^ last and sub%J lornadamluy Jbi/uab/yfer rebate prm* tvmpuler andm ipi* mm** (fnldapar&hi mutt
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We'll miss you Mahar— Not!

Mark

McGrath

On this campus, few will deny that a problem exists

in the condition of various classrooms. As stu-

dents, we confront this problem face-lo-face

even day. Whether it be Bartleit. Mahar. Thompson or

any other building, most of us have had to stomach one of

the ugliest classrooms on campus.

As students, having classes in thoe specific auditoriums

and/or buildings can be very 1 disappointing. Invariably, we
clinic to wonder why. if we're paying this much money, we
arc accommodated in such shoddy surroundings. As angry

and disappointed students, we look for someone to blame.

IfimWM to take the fall on account of our unhappiness.

Sometimes, in our haste to MM judgement we create

enemies, that do not exist, which may serve to help us

accept the fact that there is no conceivable way of deal-

ing with a problem of a certain magnitude. In many
cases, we vilify a person or group of peo-

ple whose work may not seem apparent to

us Such may be the case with the condi-

tion of various classrooms on this campus
and the people who are paid to deal with

them.

Countless times. I've heard and voiced complaints about

the condition of classn>oms. While this criticism may be

successful in pointing out the problem, they do little to

help fix it. Everyone and their mom knows that there is a

problem, but how many can say they truly understand the

situation?

To get to the root of the "classroom situation" we have

to take a trip back in time — destination '60s. Because of

the Baby Boom, that decade was a time of unprecedented

growth at thi'- University and those around the country. In

f.ict 40 percent of the current UMass buildings were erect-

ed during that time period.

How. you ask. does that explain the problem we are

now facing? The answer (or should I say answers7 ), are

\er\ simple. The decade of the '60s was a different era. It

was a time when the .American economy was stable and

the general political climate lent itself to education. People

figured that because the seas were smooth, they would
remain so for the foreseeable future. And why wouldn't

they ? Nothing indicated the looming problems of funding

state universities.

As time passed and the government'- pockets got -hal-

low er and shallower, the University Administration had to

cut funding somewhere, and to avoid the unpleasantness

of cutting academic departments or .student services, they

cut down ori "maintenance and upkeep After all, the

buildings were still in pretty good shape. There was no
immediate danger.

Now we may proceed to the '90s. As many of us are

aware, money is tight, and the state government is very

ho-tile towards education, resulting in very little state

funding for the University . Add in the factors that 40 per-

cent of the buildings on campus are getting to the point

where they need serious renovations, and that govern-

ment regulations standards for buildings are becoming
higher and higher — necessitating further repairs and
additions — and we have quite a problem.

In fact, we have a "mega-problem," the magnitude of

which few can comprehend.

While we had nothing to do with the generation of the

classroom situation, we are the ones who have to deal with

it. It was "thrust upon us." That we cannot change. That's

just the way it is.

So here we are, the students of UMass, complaining

about our classrooms. When I conceived the idea for this

column. I figured I'd be ranting and raving, using anger as

a motivation for change. Instead. I decided to take my
concerns directly to the Administration. What I found

was a group of people who. like me, want to see a better

UMass. I talked at length with Bill Rose,

the associate vice chancellor for campus
services and Earl Smith, director of the

Physical Plant.

Their willingness to acknowledge and
address the problem at hand surprised me

and their vision for the future was certainly impressive

Taking time to clearly present the situation, they found a

way to make a believer out of me. I was only too happy to

hear what was already in the works.

For those of you who don't already know. Mahar
Auditorium will be shut down next semester for a "com-

plete renovation and technological modernization." Next

September, you may not recognize the place. Also, the

Phy-ical Plant is working within its budget in an ongoing

project to restore classrooms, the visible results being

Herter 227 and a number of classrooms in Machmer. Next

semester 20 classrooms and two auditoriums will be

restored. In addition, students will be greeted with 6 to 8

new computer classrooms when they return for the Fall

'97 semester.

According to Rose, "The classrooms have improved in

the last year and will be improving steadily over the next

couple of year-
"

We are facing a problem that is tough to deny, but to

say that nothing is being done to correct it would not be

doing the University justice. Had any of the student body

or the administration the ability to fix all of the eroding

classrooms with the snap of a finger, it surely would be

done. It just can and will not happen.

Even if all the classrooms were brought up to condition

for now. that says little for the future. What the

Admini-irciiion i- working on is a cycle which would keep

money coming in on a regular basis so that the classroom-

could be addre-sed in turn, dealing with some of the prob-

lems simultaneously

With the right care and patience on the students' part.

There's no reason why this problem cannot be resolved.

Mark McGrath is a Collegian columnist.

Where everybody knows your name

Tara M.K.

Connelly

Like almost everyone. I went

home this weekend to eat

turkey, laugh at my relatives

and fight with my siblings. I

also went back to hang out at that

place where everybody knows your

name and you're always glad you
came. No. not "Cheers" (I live in

Gloucester), but a place called The
Rhumbline. Now I think that every

home town has a said bar. a place

where you know certain people will

be waiting for you to come in. shout

a hearty hello and get you sloshed.

I'm in a rather unique situation in

that my hometown is

really not much of a

"hometown," simply

because I was never

integrated into the

public school sys-

tem. I met people in Gloucester
through brief acquaintances at a

few parties, through a variety of
summer jobs and maybe because
they went to the same private-

school I went to before going to

"the high school."

It i- rather a unique system in

which people will ask where you're

from and you say, "Gloucester"
which i- u-ually preceded by.

"You're whole life?" "Yes." and
then the conversation is almost
always closed with. "Oh, never
heard of you before." I smile, say.

"not surprised." and they go off to

a-k -omeone if they have ever heard

of me.
Although I missed being greeted

by yells and slaps at the door, i was
amazed by the amount of people I

did know through the aforemen-
tioned groups and through people

who were just curious as to who I

was. But. in a way. my trip to the

local bar was more of a time to

experience life in a close knit town
from an outsider's view, and it

seems that no matter where you go.

there are universal things that tie

together almost every hometown
bar.

• No matter what you did. who
you became, or how much money
you make — if you were known to

pick your nose, wet your pants, or

bully people in high school —
chance- are you are going to be
known for that until the day you
die. I caught myself doing that. I

saw a boy who used to eat Chunky
Campbell's soup in

second grade, but told

everyone that it was
dog food; ergo he was
alway- "that boy who
ate dog food."

• Image is a hard thing to break.

This sort of ties in with the fir-t.

but a lot of people see college as a

time to be different and explore dif-

ferent personas. People will basical-

ly believe the worst of you if you
don't set the record straight. How
many times have you heard about so

and -0 who used to do this and that

and "seems not to have changed."
Quite a conclusion based solely on a

glimpse across a crowded bar.

• Image is a hard thing to main-
tain. Some people bask in the glow
of pa-t lives and strive very hard to

keep up their high school image. In

fact sometimes you wonder if they
will ever stop pegging their pants,

wearing shoe string ties and wor-
shiping Molly Ringwald.

• Sonic people will -tuy the same.
Some people will never get past

high school, never go to college,

have a kid and no job and think that

everything is okay. They will have
the -atne group of friends and hang

out at all the same places. On one
hand you pity them because you
honestly wonder how they can have

such low expectations and goals.

On the other hand if they are truly

happy, can ignorance really be

bli--. or is being content a bad thing

as along as you're not settling?

The thing is that we may enjoy

hanging out with them, going to all

the old places, drinking beer in the

woods and running from the cops
— but it gets old — fast. That's

what makes visiting your hometown
cool. You think it's a nice place to

visit, but not necessarily a nice

place to stay. You can see yourself

getting sucked into it and going
nowhere.

Gloucester is a nice place. It's a

beautiful place and I miss it's

beaches, the ocean and my family.

But I can see how easy it would be

for mt to see the same people over

and over, do the same thing and see

my life come to a grinding halt.

While I miss the security to being

able to walk down the street and see

five people I know, at the same time

I like being obscure and not having

to tell everyone where I've been and

what I've been doing every five min-

utes. I like not having a label, a past

life, an image or bias that I have to

shake off.

Maybe I will end up living there

sometime down the road. But for

now I'd like to make my own name,

create my own bias and be known
for who I am and not who I was.

And come Christmas time I might
see a few more familiar faces, pull

up a stool at the bar, smile at Carla.

wink at Woody and have Norm ask

me how I've been.

Tara MK Connelly is a Collegian

columnist.
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Jurisprudence and Affirmative Action

Mike

Elliott

California's Proposition 209 may never get a

chance to prove what a misguided law it is — last

Wednesday, a federal district court judge in San

Francisco ruled against implementing the recently

passed initiative on the grounds that it may be unconstitu-

tional.

The law. which will eliminate all Affirmative Action

programs for state funded agencies, has been a consistent

source of controversy as the nation re-evaluates govern-

ment efforts to combat racism and discrimination.

The decision by ludge Thelton Henderson rekindles the

debate on federal power over state initiatives. Critics

charge that Henderson's move was unde-

mocratic because he did not take into

account the 54 percent of Califomians who
voted in favor of Prop. 209. A federal

judge, they say. has no business meddling

in the interest- of Califomians.

To claim that Henderson does not have the right to

review propositions passed by the state's voters is ludi-

crous — he evoked the same power which allows the

Supreme Court to overturn Congressional actions deemed
unconstitutional.

These critics lack a fundamental understanding of the

system of checks and balances which provides federal

courts the right to examine any law passed by a legislative

body or popular initiative. Bottom line — Prop. 209 is

invalid if it is not subjected to the same process which
affirms the con-tiiutionality of any measure.

Henderson has a solid argument on the questionable

legality of Prop. 209. The raw will make life much more
difficult for victims of discrimination — a very dangerous

precedent. In 1972. Affirmative Action was formally cre-

ated by those who were seeking positive counter-mea-
sures to racism. Now. there is no drive towards action; the

motive is complacency on the part of state agencies and

corporations. For example, the University of California,

the nation's largest university system, has every right to be

unsupportive towards those who have been historically

discriminated against.

If the supporters of Prop. 209 were really concerned

about civil rights (the proposition was deceivingly titled,

"the California Civil Rights Initiative"), they would have

improved upon already existing Affirmative Action pro-

grams. That, however, was not the intention. This propo-

sition was a conservative ploy, much like the anti- immi-

gration Prop. 187, to divide the middle class along racial

lines, rallying support behind Republican candidates.

The lesson here is to avoid being fooled.

The reality is. racism is alive and well in the United

States; not only in the minds of right-wing extremists, but

ingrained in our government, economy and social psyche.

Affirmative Action opponents, such as Supreme Court

Justice Clarence Thomas, view racism as a sporadic, indi-

vidualized occurrence, rather than a systemic, oppressive

force within society.

There is plenty of evidence in California

— and the nation, which proves contrary to

lustice Thomas.

A 1995 study by the American Civil

Liberties Union is the perfect example of

why Affirmative Action was conceived. In

Los Angeles county, where the population is two-thirds

people of color, only 5 percent of every public works dol-

lar is awarded to a contracting firm owned by a person of

color.

The study then turns its focus to the U.S. labor force.

While whites compose 45 percent of the working class,

they lay claim to a massive 95 percent of all managerial

positions.

The recent discrimination suit settled with the Texaco
Corporation along with the riots in St. Petersburg. Fla..

protesting a racist police department, go even further to

disprove the notion that the United States has become a

more berrtgn, egaMtaflnil cflUrNH' $lftce"Tfie"cla^s""oT the

Civil Rights Movement.
These are corporations and civic institutions perpetuat-

ing racism — these are not isolated acts — this is the sys-

tem.

It is a system favorable to Prop. 209 supporters (pre-

dominately white men). They have decided society would
be better off if the legacies and effects of racism remain

ignored, rather than unconvincing themselves and taking

productive, affirmative action.

ludge Henderson is. at least, not making the same mis-

take.

Michael Elliott is a Collegian columnist.

Luke

Meredith

You'll be happy to know
that the Athletic

Department is building
itself a Hall of Fame, and boy is it

beautiful. Gorgeous new red car-

pet, mahogany walls and trophy

cases, and the University of

Massachusetts emblem encased in

marble at the center of it all.

But you'll never get to see it.

Why? Because
this ravishing little

nugget is not where
any regular student

would ever be
allowed. It's in the

Mullins Center, suspiciously locat-

ed between the basketball offices

and the athletic director's office,

right behind the V.I. P. room. Oh.

it's not that hard to find, lust go

around to the other entrance, take

a left, walk through a set of glass

doors, take the elevator on your

left up to the third floor, get off

and it's on your right, lust make
sure Bob Marcum or anybody else

doesn't throw you out.

I'm sorry, but this sort of thing

flat-out ticks me off. I've woken
up before the crack of dawn count-

less times, waiting for tickets to

watch a basketball team that I fol-

low like a religion, freezing my
keister off the whole time. I've

screamed like a madman for 40
minutes during every home game.

(Except, of course, during last

year's George Washington game,

where strangely enough, I couldn't

Off Limits
get tickets. Oh well, at least all

those old people had fun in my stu-

dent seat.) I watch the "Bruiser

Flint" show every week, and when
it's over I go practice the "Two
minute drill" until I get it right.

And you're telling me I can't

even look at the Final Four trophy,

or Marcus Camby's Naismith
award? Am I not privileged?

It's not so much
that I object to hav-

ing a Hall of Fame.
Hell. I like the idea.

There's nothing
wrong with having a

place where we can honor our ath-

letic accomplishments. I love this

school, and when a team does well.

I feel proud to tell people 1 go

here. You all remember how sweet

it was to be a UMass student dur-

ing Final Four week last year. The
focus of the nation was on us, and

the Boston press had to come west

and kiss our behinds (a great feel-

ing).

My objection is this. Half the

time I go to class. I find a broken

desk or a chair with a coil sticking

out. I'd like to know if Bob
Marcum or Chancellor Scott ever

had to take a class in Mahar, and

try to write notes without a desk,

or try to take a dump in Baker or

Van Meter, where you'll usually

find either no door, no toilet paper

and showers that just don't work.

And what about Bartlett

Auditoium, where it's 200 degrees

in September and i»o degrees in

December? Or even the Textbook
Annex, which is about as efficient

and well designed as the Collegian

offices, and don't forget about
Boyden. which needs no words to

describe just how bad it is.

If it's not too much to ask. I'd

like to have classrooms I could
actually learn in, and facilities that

have been updated since the '60s.

I'd like to think that the first con-

cern of the Administration of this

public (emphasis on public)
University was it's students, but
I'm not so sure. I wonder if they're

aware that we're here to become
better educated citizens of the
Commonwealth, not just more rev-

enue for the basketball team.

Building a Hall of Fame that

isn't meant for the students is a

slap in the face to all of us. While
we deal with crappy facilities, long
lines of inefficiency and an admin-
istration that just doesn't seem to

care to much about us. they've
built themselves an air-condi-
tioned memorial.

When Lou Holtz decided to
retire from Notre Dame, he made a

speech at the last home game
thanking the students. He said that

without them, there'd be no stadi-

um, no football team, no universi-

ty

Words to live by, Mr. Marcum.
Words to live by.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian
Columnist.
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Arts & Living
Rollins entertains with anecdotes, not deep thoughts
By Jeremy Brothers

Collection Staff

HENRY ROLLINS
1996 Public Insomniac 01

Fine Aril Center Concert Hall
Dec. 2

"Uneven" might be the best term
to describe Henry Rollins'
spoken-word performance last night

at the Fine Arts Center. Rollins
came onto the stage starting without
much to say — making small talk,

joking about how difficult it is get-

ting into the F.A.C.

Unfurling his many talents like

talons into pop culture, Rollins has

been-there done that with almost
every aspect of our MTV conscious-
ness — from voice overs on ads for

Gap to volumes of his poetry.

Clocking in at over two hours,
Rollins shared insights and observa-

tions to life's many foibles — from
the frustrations of waiting in lines at

airports to simulating sex in a
recording booth with RuPaul doing

a cover of "Funkytown."

The monologue revolves around
Rollins' near-compulsive need to

keep from losing time and taking

aim at society's problems, or what
he deems to be society's problems —
violence, racism and homophobia.
Oddly enough, Rollins never seems
to consider that his rants about
blowing people away who take too

long in the airport to be violent.

Thankfully, Rollins is able to

move past his trite initial persuasive

arguments. No one needs to tell an

auditorium of UMass students that

these ills are bad. Rollins goes a few
steps further, imagining cures for

our weary world... very strange
cures. A tamer example of his solu-

tions was dyeing eggs and giving

them to gang members in Los
Angeles— red for Bloods, blue for

Crypts.

How do we solve other nation's

problems? Instead of bring various

world leaders to "grin and grope" at

the White House, only to send them
packing back to their homelands to

fling missiles at each other, Rollins

suggests that we lock the dignitaries

in a bathroom and refuse to let them
out until they "jerk" each other off.

Understanding that men bond in

unusual ways, Rollins suggests these

crackpot ideas with such enthusiasm

Henry Rollins spoke at the Fine Arts Center last night.

and humor, it's difficult not to find

him charming.

Statements bordering on the pre-

tentious come all too frequently
throughout Public Insomniac.
Hearing Henry Rollins say that

Kafka had the Great Wall of China
figured out seems like listening to

what would happen if Beavis got a

Com Lit degree.

If there is one point where
Rollins' takes a true chance with his

audience, it is when he relates his

experience visiting the city of
Auchwitz. Here he runs the risk of

alienating the audience, he stops try-

ing to be funny and a brief glimmer
of sincerity seems to come through.

KNNKtR IUTHAS / COUtGIAN

On the whole. Rollins' riffs are

amusing to say the least, but he
seems to confuse spoken word with

very angry stand- up comedy. Entire

branches of the monologue don't
seem to fit into the piece as a whole,

tangents which we assume will con-

nect back to Rollins' main theme,
but never seem to.

Avant-garde acoustic show
with Fahey & Moore tomtit

By Michael Burke
Collegian Staff

Forget all that acoustic garbage
MTV throws your way under the

hype of "Unplugged" — a double
dosage of true guitar legends, John
Fahey and Thurston Moore, take
the stage armed with acoustic gui-

tars tonight at the Iron Horse
Music Hall.

While Moore may be the "big

name," John Fahey should be the

true star of the evening.

In the 1960s Fahey started his

own record label, Takoma, in an
attempt to capture a new style of
guitar music. Fahey led an
underground movement, known as

"American Primitive"; it also
included such finger pickin'
obscurities as Leo Kittke and
Peter Lang.

The New Rolling Stone Record
Guide described Fahey 's 1959
debut album, Blind \oe Death, as

"the most famous obscure album
of recent times." Only 95 copies
of the original album remain.
Since then he has released more
than 40 albums on his own label

Tacoma as well as Vanguard.
Reprise, Warner Bros, and
Tim/Kerr.

Definitely a musician's musi-
cian, Fahey has proven to be one
of the most respected American
artists of recent times — by the

few who knew him. Byron Coley,

editor of Forced Exposure, praised

Fahey in Spin "as monumental and
singular a musical talent as any
this country has produced... his

musical inventions match those of

|ohn Coltrane and Harry Partch
for sheer transcendental American
power."

By combining such distinct
styles as classical, folk, blues and
Indian rage. Fahey has crossed
musical and cultural bounds with
a sound that has greatly influences

guitarists everywhere, including
Thurston Moore, the near-leged-
ery guitarist of Sonic Youth.
Since moving to the Pioneer

Valley recently with his wife Kim
Gordan (Sonic Youth, Free
Kitten), Moore has been very
active in the local music scene.
Throughout the summer he has
helped sponsor an experimental
jazz series in Amherst; he per-
formed at the Unitarian Church
two weeks ago.

While his ambitious solo work
has helped maintain his under-
ground credibility and given him
more artistic freedom. Moore is

best known for his work in Sonic
Youth. Over the past 15 years, the

New York outfit has risen from
the noise-filled New York
Underground to headlining status

at Lollapolloza (and
Homerpolloza).

Albums such as EVOL, Sister

and Daydream Nation remain
three of the finest, and most
important, albums of the
post-punk rock world. Their most
recent release, 1995's Washing
Machine found the band in old

form— especially on the intense

25-minute plus tune "Diamond
Sea."

While Sonic Youth's early stuff

bordered on nearly unlistenable

art-noise (on their first self-titled

EP the B-side was the A-side
played backwards), Moore's
acoustic performance tonight will

probably be easier on the ears —
Moore will perform in duo with
Phil X. Milstein.

Tonight's show is the first of a

brief four city tour that also takes

Fahey and Moore to Cambridge,
Philadelphia and New York City.

John Fahey & Thurston Moore
perform tonight at the Iron Horse
Music Hall in Northampton at 10
p.m. Tickets are $10 in advance
and $12 at the door.

for something to do? S

Visit the Collegian online at

;umass.edu/rsQ/colegi

JANUARY CLASSES
Take a course during Intersession!

You can complete a one, two, or three credit course during January.

(Most classes meet mornings 9 a.m. - Noon)
Classes Begin January 2 through January 21, 1997

Register now through Friday, December 27, 1996

Keyboarding for Information Processing

Introduction to Dance

Computer Literacy

Introduction to Internet

English Composition I

English Composition II

French Skills Practice I

Counseling Skills

Winter Outdoor Recreation

Practical Nursing Pracncum

Introduction to Professional Nursing and the Nursing

Process

Principles of Psychology

• Contemporary Trends/Issues

• Spanish Skills Practice I

• Spanish Skills Practice II

• Oral Communications: Public Speaking

• Principles of Sociology

For Registration Information Call : (413) 774-3 1

3

1 extension 272

GREEN
FIELD! GREENFIELD

The community's college!

Apple

MdaySaving?!

Macintosh Performa 6400 series, Apple Multiple Scan 14 inch Display: Apple Color StyleWriter 2500

We'll give you $150 to get your work done faster.

For a limited time, you can snag a 1150

rebate from Apple* when you purchase a

Macintosh* desktop computer with an

Apple display (if sold separately) and any

Apple printer. Just make tracks for your

campus computer store and pick up some

of the most innovative technology in

existence. Better still, using a Mac means

getting stuff done a whole lot faster.

Which should open up your schedule for

the real important things. Like sleeping.

Power Macintosh' 5400 120 MHz/l6MB RAM/16GB/8X CD-ROM/15" built-in display/keyboard Now $1,719

Power Macintosh* 7200 120 MH2/I6MB RAM/l 2GB/8X CD-ROM/IS" display/keyboard Now $1,018

Apple' Color StyleWriter' 1500 Up to 720x360 dpi Now $239

Apple' Color StyleWriter- 2500 l'p to 720x360 dpi Now $329

UNIVERSITY
STORE*

The University Store
Campus Center
Hours: M-F 9-5, Sat. 10-5
545-2519

• C l*» Apple Computer If* Apptc, the Apple logo. Matirwojh, rVrforma, and S*yH*rtter art rrgtetrrrd trademark* ol apple Computet Inc Apple mail tn nbmt
otit valid m>m November I 19% thnmjdi January 19. 1997 ,

irhilf lupptfcs bat and svb+rci lo product tvaibbtbt* To qualtrv frn rebate, printer, computer and
«K«niii* ( il monitor b told icparaiery) must be pun hated on the same invoice See partfciMttny resetter for further deiatk AH Apple product i are detlsned be
•tcenntr to individual* ««h disability For more information In the 15 only, call l-ftWtt-]))} or TDD I MOHttMH
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X-Mas specials: the peaks and the pits

By Jennifer Bowles
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES- It's a Wonderful Life turns 50
this year, but that 1946 life-affirming classic starring

|immy Stewart is just a smidgen of what's in Santa's

TV gift bag this year.

As usual, there's something in the bag for every
viewer: from the musically inclined "Mrs. Santa
Claus," to the saintly Dolly Parton in "Unlikely Angel."

to the ghoulish "The Munsters' Scary Little

Christmas."

Here is a shopping guide to program highlights on
network and cable TV:

"A Hollywood Christmas, Hosted by |ane Seymour."

Saturday. Dec. 7, STARZ! A behind-the-scenes look at

classic holiday movies over the past 60 years, including

A Christmas Carol and Home Alone.

"Teens on Faith: A Spiritual journey." Sunday. Dec.

8, CBS. Teen-agers from a wide variety of religious

backgrounds talk frankly about their faith.

"TV's All Time Funniest Holidays," Monday. Dec. 9.

Fox. Ted McGinley shows holiday-themed clips from

TV shows.

"Martha Stewart: Home for the Holidays." Tuesday.

Dec. 10, CBS. The hostess with the mostest shares ideas

for recipes, tree decorating and party planning. Michael

lordan. Dennis Franz and Miss Piggy are featured

"Christmas in Washington." Wednesday, Dec. 18,

NBC. The cast of "Jrd Rock from the Sun" host the

15th annual yuletide gala attended by President
Clinton and the first lady.

"Christmas Miracles," Sunday, Dec. 22, ABC
Celebrities fulfill the wishes of children and their fami-

lies from specially selected letters written to Santa.

"How Do You Spell God?" Sunday, Dec. 22. HBO.
Children explore some of life's universal questions,

thoughts on God and the importance of faith.

"The Magic School Bus Family Holiday Special."

Wednesday Dec. 25. PBS. Lily Tomlin and Dolly
Parton host this star-studded, animated and live-action

field trip aboard the bus. Among other things, the spe-

cial celebrates recycling, "the gift that keeps on giv-

ing."

"Walt Disney World Very Merry Christmas Parade,"

Wednesday. Dec. 25, ABC. Live from Walt Disney
World. Suzanne Somen and jerry Van Dyke host a

two-hour holiday extravaganza filled with elves, danc-
ing Christmas trees, laoWBMB, colorful floats and
marching bands

"Barbara Walters Presents The 10 Most Fascinating

People of 1996." Friday. Dec. 6. ABC. Walters spot-

lights some of the year's biggest names, including

Elizabeth Dole. Dennis Rodman, Rosie O'Donnell.
Olympic gymnast Kerri Strug and astronaut Shannon
Lucid.
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$4.99 $6.99 $8.99
MEDIUM CHEESE PIZZA

l TOPPINGS 9.99 EXTRA

UMTTWATA TIME
i

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
TOPPINGS 91.25EXTRA

I

UMTTWATA TIME

DOMINO S PIZZA
AMHERST 256-8911
OPEN TILL 4AM • O
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EXTRA LARGECHEESE
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Expires 12/30/96
NOT GOOD WITH
ANY OTHER SPECIAL

DAILY COLLEGIAN and ICP present:

The First Annual UMass

Spanning! Five / LMass Bands

Watch here for

band listing!

Monday
Dec. 9th

Doors Open @ 7:00

Bands Start <s> 9:00

NORTHAMPTON, MA

$5 admission ($4 with this ad)

Pakistan and Bulgaria offer new music
After listening to The Sabri Brothers' new record, Ya

Mustapha, you may think of religious music in a whole

new way. Hailing from Pakistan, the five brothers per-

form devotional songs in the qawwali Sufi tradition,

accompanied by several supporting vocalists and instru

mentalists. This album even finds Ray Charles contribut-

ing a little sax to the mix.

Sufiism is a meditative and mystically-oriented sect

stemming from Islam. Abandoning the

strictness sometimes found in Islamic

religious practice, the Sufis have instead

developed a highly personal and mystical

relationship with Allah. Their focus on

ecstatic worship has given rise to a num-
ber of famous Sufi poets, as well as the

popularity of qawwali, the music of

Sufiism. The Sabri Brothers are second

in popularity only to the well-known
qawwal Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, and have

had hits at the top of the Pakistani charts

for as long as five years running.

Imagine a mixture of gospel music's warmth and voicy

fullness with the entrancing instrumentation and tonality

of Indian classical music, and you're approaching the

sound of qawwali. Lyrics arc printed in both Urdu script

and English translation on the fold-out poster that

comes with the CD. so even U.S. listeners can appreciate

the stunning imagery of the poems. When the Sabri

Brothers sing "oh Breeze, please take the story of this

speck of dust to the sun up above. Kiss the floor when
you enter the divine presence, and convey my greetings."

the transcendent music communicates the message
across language boundaries.

Another CD focusing on vocal music is the epony-
mous Folk Scat, on Music of the World's new Nomad
label. Led by founder and director Kiril Ivanov Todorov.

Folk Scat works Bulgarian folk music through modern
and jazz arrangements, with sometimes interesting

results.

Le Mysterie de Voix Bulgares made Bulgarian folk

somewhat famous in the States, being the most promi-

nent group to introduce its powerful, almost dissonant

melodies to U.S. audiences. Folk Scat may be able to

build on this popularity, but I doubt they would achieve

it on their own. One need only listen to the Yale Slavic

Choir or Le Mysterie doing their versions of "Bre
Prctunko" to know what they're not getting from Folk

Scat.

I'm not sure what listeners will find coming from a

jazz perspective, however, since this CD straddles the

margin between world and jazz. Complicated vocal work
and sometimes dizzying rhythms extend

the raw folk material into areas of cool

technique. While, to my ear, this

detracts from the music's folk base,

some readers may find value in it.

At least this isn't one of those horrible

projects where a U.S. session musician

wanders off on vacation, gets into some
exotic native music and comes back
home to record a dismally overproduced
album of sonic fluff using a foreign

musical tradition as if it were a new
spice. The singers in Folk Scat . beside

Todorov, include Mariana Vlaeva, Antoanctu Krumova,
Diana Dimova and Todor Gerdjikov—all respected and

talented Bulgarian musicians, most with a folk back
ground.

Speaking of folk backgrounds, Nieolae Gutsa brings

his musical lineage and long involvement with regional

Romanian music to bear on the proudly-titled The
Greatest Living Gypsy Voice, released by French label

Auvidis Silex and distributed in the U.S. through
Harmonia Mundi. Gutsa is a renowned singer of the

much-persecuted Rom people and a frequent performer
at Gypsy weddings and christenings throughout western

Romania.
The music drives a mean rhythm even without drums,

using guitar as the main percussive instrument. Otitis 'l

voice certainly expresses ;i fiery passion, on songs rang-

ing from wild romps to aching melodies He sings in

Romanian and Romany, backed by sax, violin, keyboard,

and accordion. The CD liner notes are primarily in

French, with two sets of lyrics and a brief bio translated

into English.

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian columnist.
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Winter Intersession

January 2 - 17
spend that time earning extra credit* at UMo$s Lowell

if yov want to move anead <n your educational pro

gram, and earn college credit, enroll in UMass Lowell $

Winter Intenession This highly concentrated session is

also a great way to earn transfer credits if yov re

enrolled m another University This year, make the most

of your winter break at UMass Lowell

DAV CLASSES:
Monday - Saturday,
9am - 12noon

EVENING CLASSES:
Monday - Friday,

6 - 9pm
Saturday 1 - 4pm

Credit Courses (3 credits) available in:

• Liberal Arts • Sciences

• Mathematics • Computers
• Social Sciences • Music
• Management

Cost $l 1 5 00 per undergraduate credit

For a Winter Intersession Course Bulletin, call the

Division of Continuing Education/Office of Enrollment

Services at

(508) 934-2481.
Or just till out the coupon and mail it *o University of

Massachusetts Lowell, Office of enrollment
Servkes/OCt, One University Avenue, Lowell,

MA 01854•SHI.

UMass Lowell
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Division Of Continuing Hducutwn

We've Got
WilliWear!

Just in time for

the holidays. *

Printed shirts

& patterned vests.

Lush corduroys

& terry tops.

Willi's back
and we've got him!

J-RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN
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Olajuwon out of hospital
By Michael Graczyk
Associated Press

HOUSTON - Hakeem Olajuwon,
saying he's in good health and has a
"very good heart." left the hospital
yesterday after a visit from former
President George Bush and plans to

start working out in hopes of rejoin-

ing the Houston Rockets.
For the second time in less than

two weeks, the star center was treat-

ed for an irregular heartbeat. The
problem is not considered career-
threatening, but his return to play
was not immediately set. When
asked when he would be in the line-

up again, Olajuwon said,
"Hopefully, as soon as possible."
Olajuwon remained in Houston
while his teammates played in

Toronto last night. The Rockets said
Olajuwon is to begin workouts
today.

Olajuwon spent the night in

Methodist Hospital. He spoke before
climbing into his white Mercedes
and driving himself home. "It wasn't
painful," he said of his hospital stay.

"I'm in good health. I have a very
good heart. There's no really major

concern, it's just something I need
to learn to live with." Olajuwon. 33,
was given aspirin and the drug
Lanoxin to deal with the heartbeat
irregularity.

The problem resurfaced Saturday
night in Washington, where he
scored 34 points, his high game this

season. Houston beat the Bullets to
improve its record to 15-1, tied with
Chicago for the NBA's best mark.
His 25.8 point average is third best
in the NBA. Doctors said aspirin
would keep his blood from clotting
and the prescription medication
would keep his heart from flutter-

ing. "What it basically does is keep
it from getting fast." team physician
fames Muntz said.

"It's uncomfortable for him because
your heart is going fast but at no
point would the Rockets or any of the
doctors let him play if this was some-
thing dangerous."

Cardiologist Tony Pacifico, an
arrhythmia specialist, had waited to
see if the heart corrected itself before
bringing it into sync with a defibrilla-

tor yesterday morning. About three
hours later, Olajuwon was released.

Before departing, however.

Olajuwon received a visit from the
former president. Bush, who lives in

Houston, has a similar medical prob-
lem.

"The big guy was laying there look-

ing pretty good to me," Bush said.

Two weeks ago doctors used the

electrical shock to correct Olajuwon's
arrhythmia, or abnormal heartbeat,
after he left the Nov. 19 game against

Minnesota at halftime.

At that time, he went immediately
to Methodist Hospital, where he
remained for two days while undergo-
ing precautionary tests. He was side-

lined for a week, missing three
games. He had the same heart prob-
lem once in 1991.

It's not known why such arrhythmia
occurs. Between one percent and two
percent of all people are believed to

suffer the condition at one time,
Pacifico said.

Olajuwon had anemia during the
1994-95 season. Before the 1990-91
season, he was hospitalized with a

blood clot in his left leg, which was
dissolved by blood thinners.

"I really appreciate the concern, but
really there is no need to be con-
cerned," Olajuwon said.

Check out the Jioop preineiv tins Thursday
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THEFT OF MEDICAL
EXAM FOILED IN S.F.
17-year-old With Sonfunctioning
Gun Beaten by Students

By H. K. In and C Bowman,
Chronicle SlafT Writers

A young masked gunman burst into

a room lull of students taking a medical

exam Saturday in San Francisco and

demanded a copy ol a test section but

was thwarted when several outraged

proem and would-be doctors punched
him out. police said yesterda\

Police said Ihc youth grabbed a green

folder at the front of the room,
disappeared mio a bathroom and then

re-emerged, cursing. He then confronted

a proctor, demanding the Physical

Sciences portion of the test. As the
proctor fumbled for the test section, the

youth may have been careless with his

gun

—

the proctor grabbed it, and
suddenly the intruder found himself at

gunpoint.

The youth then apparently smacked
the proctor in the face. Enraged, at least

five proctors and test-takers surrounded

the suspect and threw punches at him.

drawing blood, witnesses said...

The San Francisco Chronicle .

Monday, August 19, 1996

You don't

need

a gun.

You just need

our course

(We've got all the released

MCATs, plus 14 more.)

KAPLAN
1-800 KAPTEST

www.kaplan.com

'TRAVEL"!
SMART!
0m Way Roundtria

LONDON
RtOMNr. SOStONoiOC

$134 $249
FROM NEW YORK

PARIS
$224 $427
ROME

$259 $489
SAN JOSE,
COSTARICA
$235 $446
Scktdulad flight!

Farat lo worldwide dostlnatloM

Earailaassai available.

Weekend surcharges may apply.

Customs-Immigration taxes apply

Fares sub|ect to change without

notice. Intl. student 1.0. cards

may be required.

RISM TRAVEL
342 Madison Ave .NY. NY 10173

212-986-8420*

800-272-9676

Bowl-less X-Mas may loom for Irish
By Nancy Armour
Associated Press

SOUTH BEND. Ind. — Lou Holtz
planned on spending the New
Year's holiday with his family,
watching football. He just didn't
plan on spending it at home.

But Holtz's last season at Notre
Dame is probably going to end
just like his first, with the Irish

missing a bowl game. Holtz
announced Nov. 19 he's resigning

at the end of the season. "We
wanted to send coach Holtz out
right, but we didn't," Notre Dame
quarterback Ron Powlus said.

Hopes for a Fiesta or Orange
Bowl bid ended when the Irish lost

to Southern California on Saturday,

dropping them to No. 18 in The
Associated Press poll. Each alliance

bowl carries an $8 million payout.

Because Notre Dame doesn't have
postseason agreements with anyone
but the alliance coalition, second-
tier bowls like the Citrus. Cotton or

Gator bowls aren't an option,
either.

"We've known from the begin-

ning that Notre Dame's involve-

ment [in a bowl] is predicated on
lis being a very highly ranked
team." said )ohn Heisler, Notre
Dame's sports information direc-

tor. "It's not like this is a surprise.

No one's changed the ground
rules." The Independence and
Copper bowls have at-large bids,

but athletic director Mike
Wadsworth turned both down
Monday. The Aloha Bowl remains
a possibility, but Notre Dame
would probably turn that down,
too.

Notre Dame has said all along
that it won't accept a bid just to
play in a bowl. The Irish want to
play in a bowl only if they can
improve their ranking. Translation:

A team ranked higher than Notre
Dame.

For example, when the Irish were
criticized tor sending an unrankea,
6-4-1 team to the Fiesta Bowl two
years ago. they justified it because
they were playing then-No. 4
Colorado. "Going to a bowl just for

the sake of going to a bowl isn't

going to do that." Wadsworth said.

"Our decision making will focus on
whether that opportunity is a sig-

nificant one for our program...
we're probably going to be more
stringent in our assessment because
we are in a transitional period."

So that leaves Notre Dame at

home, ending a run of nine-straight

Ian I bowl appearances under
Holtz. That's the longest streak in

the country, and breaking it in
Holtz's last season wasn't what the
Irish wanted.
That two of Notre Dame's three

losses came in overtime makes miss-
ing a bowl game even worse.

"If we do not play in a bowl
game. I guess the disappointment is

for the seniors." Heisler said. "It's

not hard to see how this could be a

10-1 team."

Not getting up to $8 million is

bad enough, but missing a bowl
also costs the Irish valuable prac-
tice time. Only bowl-bound teams
are allowed to practice after the
season ends under NCAA rules,
and everyone else has to wait until
tne spring.

While Notre Dame knew there-

were no guarantees when it joined

the alliance. Wadsworth said he
thinks some changes need to be
made. There has to be some crite-

ria for selecting bowl teams, but
there should be more flexibility.

Wadsworth said.

"I think it would be in the long-

term interests of college football."

he said. "I think unless there is

greater flexibility so that teams of

greater interest lean be consid-
ered]... you're going to wind up
seeing some bowls disappearing."
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Collegian Graphics:

Stuck Climbng in the trees.

Praying for Snow. Lots of if.

Collegian Graphics
9

•Free Estimates

•Lifetime Repair Warranty

•Auto Glass Replacement

•Car & Truck Rental

Join the

SMITH COLLEGE
SCHOOL FOR SOCIAL

WORK
for

INFORMATION
DAY

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1996

2:00 P.M.

WRIGHT HALL AUDITORIUM
SMITH COLLEGE CAMPUS

"^ ROUTE 9

HADLEY, MA

YEAR 'ROUND
http://www.java net/—mrburger/

North Amherst Motors
78 Sunderland Road, North Amherst, MA

549-2880
(One Mile from UMass bus route)

22 Masonic Street • Northampton
586-6336 • Open 7 Days

Presentation by faculty, administration, and

students followed by an opportunity to

address questions to the panel about the

Master of Social Work Program. Call (4 1 3)

585-7950/7960 for more information.

L_ J

UMASS, AMHERST

Earn 9 credits in Spanish !!

Complete your Language
Requirement !!

Earn credits towards a minor or a

major in Spanish !!

For more Information and Application:

Director, Salamanca Program
Spanish and Portuguese 418 Herter

Tel. (413) 545-4790/2887
Salamanca@Spanport.umass.edu

INFORMATION
MEETING

Herter 601

DECEMBER 5,

6:00 p.m.

1997 Summer Program
Salamanca, Spain

July 1- July 30

Do you have who* it takes to be a LEADER?
Looking for a great way to Improve your
resume and help pay for rising tuition?

Next Summer
Run your own business with College Pro Painters.

Develop business skills $60,000 - $100,000 business

Earn a substantial profit Last year's average manager made $10,714
Develop leadership skills hire, train and manage your own employees

create and implement an outlet marketing strategy

Build your resume Qet management experience to set yourself apart.

Be the Boss - Tired of taking orders? You call the shots now!

1-800-346-4649
We wis: be ;.. Ifee UMASS Campus Center from idJLM.

2PM. on Tuesday, December 3, 1996. Also, rhere will will
be • presentation in the 12th floor lowng* of J.QJL at
6:30 PJA. Pizza and refreshments will be served.

pEL^ACUNA-
j

This Week
O Tuesday A Wednesday -

Live Music + 10« wings after 9~

O Thursday -

lift Ticket giveaway!
$3.00 nachos after 9~

O Friday -

1 8+ DANCE PARTY W DJ PHIL

O Saturday -

10« WINGS AFTER 9~

flKCEMBER DRINK SPECIALS

$1 Drafts! + Purple Buddah Shots - $2.50! i

l .
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ACTIVITIES
Woman > Long Term Therapy
Group Weekly 1 1/2 ht meetings
Tuesday night in Amheist For into

call (4131774-5418

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Alt University Women invited to

Open Rush Sigma Kappa Wed Dec
4. 6 00 to 8 OOpm Located behind
Millet Call Beth at 549-1462 tor

more information

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Spacious Apartment for rant Jan

1 $525, heat included 1 mile horn

campus, pets negotiable 549-3620

AUTO FOR SALE
Blue Volsvagen Golf Excellent

condition, born in 1990 $3000 nego-

tiable Call Guy 253 7243

1986 Oldsmobile Delta M- Great

car low, price- $500 Call Chris 549-

0564

EMPLOYMENT

CHRISTMAS/JANUARY
BREAK

Earn $10 up to $15/start
International firm has 80 local open-
ings 2-6 week program All majors
considered Gain business and com-
munication skills Scholarships and
summer programs possible Apply
now Begin after finals Oncampus
accepting applications on Monday
and Tuesday. December 9 and 10

from 9-1 on the concourse in the

Campus Center or call (41 3)736-
3230

Abt Telephone Research Center
seeks candidates for interesting
part-time telephone assignments to

collect data on a variety of research

topics Absolutely no selling

involved Computer/typing skills

required Flexible hours Monday-
Friday 5pm- 11pm, Saturday 11am-
5pm. and Sunday 12pm-5pm and
5pm- 10pm Must work a minimum of

20 hours per week Start at

$5 25/hour with paid training and
earn up to $7 00/hour Conveniently

located in the new Venture Center
with free rides on nearby bus lines

Interested candidates, please call

1413)587-1607 An equal opportunity

employer

EMPLOYMENT
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed! Entry level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment
Services (206) 971 -3600 ext R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOVMENT
- Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan. S Korea No teach-

ing background or Asian languages

required For info call (206) 971

3570 ext J50016

FOR RENT
Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses, Falmouth area

(508)477 6000

FOR SALE
Packard Bell P60 8MB RAM. 545

MB HD. monitor, multimedia,
modem, software. HP Uzer Jet 4

$1600 00 546-7464

Complete 5 CD Stereo System! S
band graphic equalizer, dual tape
deck and powerful receiver $250 or

B/0 Call Craig 546-6811

Floppy Disks- Mad cRAZy Cheap!
.:.,,..

MISCELLANEOUS I ROOMATE WANTED
Know your rights Do you have
questions about your rights? Do you
think your civil rights have been vio

lated? find out! Contact the Student

Legal Services Office 922 Campus
Center 545- 1995

New Metabolism Breakthrough
Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35
(800)776-9503 Doctor Approved

JAZZ BANDS
Jazz Band Needed Experienced or

not, Come jam at our party Will pay

Dec 6th Call 253-6520

ROOM FOR RENT

Three females seeking one non-

smoking female to share Mill Valley

apartment Jan 1 May 31 Rent
negotiable Call Jess at 253-1797

2 Outgoing girls seek person(s) to

rent large bedroom in uptown apt

Great location, in great condition
Start Jan 1 Contact Tncia/LB 549

3649 ASAP

Two female N/S wanted to shaie

double from 1/97 to 5/97, house in

Amherst near bus $165/mo plus

heat Kim 549 7076

Room Available 5 bedroom house
in Sunderland on bus route Call for

details 665-8229

Roommates Wanted: One or two
males to share rent at Brandywine
Apts Starts January 1 st Call Bryan
549-4591

SERVICES

Don't abandon your dorm bunny!
Rabbit Rescue can help! Will find

your bunny a new home Ellen 367-

0105

GOR1LLAGRAMS Birthdays. Roses.

Balloons, etc Send the crazy gorilla

We'll go anywhere, anytime!'
Student rates available! Call 256-

0287

Money lor College. Millions of

dollars unclaimed every year
Results guaranteed Service is free

Thousands of sources of Financial

Aid available Hurry Call (413) 538-

0041 for more info

SERVICES
Computer Problems? Need an
upgrade? In house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

Pregnent? Need help? Call
Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549- 1 906

TO SUBLET
Take over our lease 7/9/ Large 2

bedroom apt 5 mm from campus
$600 Call 549-851

1

TRAVEL
Spring Break '97 Hottest destina-

tions and coolest vacations! Lowest
prices guaranteed! Organize small

group, travel free! Call for free info

(800)426-7710

I

TRAVELTIME has great deals for

riroup and individual travel plans

lallCorinne 587-3011 413-781-6150

WANTED TO RENT
2 bedroom apt for Jan 1 within 10
mm to UMass Call Amy 546-4424

WANTED
Fund-raiser* Motivated groups
needed to earn $500 00 plus promot-
ing AT&T, Discover, gas and retail

cards Since 1969 we've helped
thousands of groups raise the money
they need Call Gina at (8001592-
2121 ext 110 Free CD to qualified

callers

Desperate for Bibliographic
Material Must have vigorous book
list, textbook, workbooks, and prob-

lems for Statistics 111 (School of
Continuing Education) Will pay
above $150 My phone may have
been defective in previous weeks
Therefore, please notify by mail
May Deuwson. 67 Amity Place
Amherst, MA 01002-2255 Don't
hesitate, I am correct Thank you

Wanted- Tutor for AUTO CAD
Realease13 Will pay Call Rob at

546-0272

STUDENTS Moonlighting as
dancers/strippers in local clubs If

interested in sharing your story for

my independent study photoessay on
"creative student employment", call

Caroline at 546-5269 for more info

Identity confidential upon request

Mettres* Wented QUEEN Call

Eugenie 545-3768

Rates
$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20<t per word/day

All

others

40<£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly. We
are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.
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Classifieds

"they work"

Standard
Activities

Announcements
Apartment For

Rent

Auto For Sale

Employment
Entertainment

For Sale

Found (2 days Free)

Happy Birthday

Houses For Rent
Instruction

Lost

Musicians

Headings
Miscellaneous

Motorcycles

Personals

Room For Rent
Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted
Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Transportation

Wanted to Rent
Wanted

Personals Policy

2.

All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classified
employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.
Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first
names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for
birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full
name may be used.

3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are
not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of
harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.
7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-
tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.
number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion
order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's license and
the license riumber must be recorded on the insertion order.j
Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to-

penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-
sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-
dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
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ACROSS
1. Dale s cowboy hubby
4. Flower-power

gesture

7. Chaney of horror

films

10. It often follows

"once"

12. "Rigotetto" role

14. Monopoly for one
15. Chronicle

16. Frankincense or

myrrh

17. Amos of baseball

18. NY restaurant that's

a favonte of Woody
20. Moses burden

22. Move with difficulty

23. Allotted

24. Jeeves, to Bertie

Wooster

27. Land of

28. Fable writer

32. Remotely

33. Rotating machine

pad

34. Gaudy
35. Bird's beak

36. Like certain shirts

38. Govt agcy

39. Wore away
41. Sonja Heroes

homeland abbr

42. Dcote

43. Antitoxin

44. From Z (2 wds )

45. Contented kitten

sounds

46. Stimulates

48. Enthusiasm

49. Sign of the future

52. Maypo grain

56. Man from Muskogee
57. Drves

59. French pronoun

60. He played Shane
61. Speak publicly

62. Basketball net

holders (2 wds

)

63. Alkali

64. CIA's forerunner

65. Mountain road

DOWN
1. Thck

2. Australian gem
3. Mystical exercise

4. Competes
5. High railways

6. Revised copy
7. What procrastmalors

often are

8. Pass over

9. Criminal-catcher Eliot

11. Carpenter, at times

12. One of the Brady

boys

13. Gray's sub|

14. Gate Bridge

19. Filbed. eg
21. Ibex feature

23. Twinklings of an eye
24. Wind indicators

25. Flaming

26. Pregnancy

culmination

27. Toddler's timeout

29. 60 Minutes man
30. Playful swimmer
31. Eats chicken-style

33. Scoundrel

34. " the fields we

go '

36. Arizona city

37, Joey's nickname

40. Prepared for the

white-glove test

42. Philadelphia parader

on 1/1

44. Conductor Toscanini

45. Excavation area

47. Loosen
48. Ming Dynasty relic

49. Opinion survey

50. Slangy assent

51. Get a lift

Z2. Picks

53. Night author Wiesel

54. Donations

55. To a smaller degree

58. Pas partners

DAILY COLLEGIAN
http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

ARIES
March 21 -April 20
Strengthen your personal

connections this week with a few

thoughtful favors. You'll earn the

respect of someone who's had
doubts about you In the past. An
envious person has a difficult time

with your recent success.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21
Don't allow all your time to be

monopolized by someone who lacks

the Initiative to broaden their own
horizons. Instead, find a way to

gently brush them off. and offer

them alternatives to choose from

GEMINI
May 22-June 21
Thinking ahead-even Into

the distant future-pays off

handsomely, as your Insight Is fairly

good. Don't take undue risks,

especially when (he stakes are high.

A Job prospect that seemed remote

could be heating up.

CANCER
June 22-July 22
Catch up on your letters this week.

You could find out some Important

news from an Interesting source.

Keep It under your hat until the

appropriate time. It will make a big

Impression.

LEO
July 23-August 23
A friend saddles vou wtth a

burdensome secret Maintain their

trust, but take steps to see that

you're not taken advantage of. Try

to bolster the ego of someone who's

been having a rough time. You

could earn their undying gratitude

VIRGO
August 24-September 22
Kxpnsure to new technology

increases your value In the Job

market. Do your best to banish any
fears and take all the Instruction

you can get. You could be In line for

an Interesting proposition.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Although you're feeling prolificacy

creative, there simply aren't enough
hours In the day to complete all

your goals. Take copious notes, and
you'll be able to come back to the

less pressing projects. A friend

could surprise you with a secret

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
Keep your ears open and your
mouth shut, or you could be
caught In the middle of a violent

disagreement. Although emotions
are running high, with tact and
humor, the storm could subside as
quickly as It formed.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
Dive into the nuts and bolts at work
and you'll surprise yourself with
your productivity. Don't allow a
slick salesperson to talk you out
of your hard-earned money. Make
yourself step back and take a night
or two to sleep on any big decisions.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
A relationship could germinate
from a quick acquaintance. Follow
your Instincts, but don't mistake
loneliness for connection. Review
your major goals; some of them may
be a bit outdated.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18
Focus on tradition to add strength

to a relationship. An emphasis on
trust will foster growth as well.

You may be ready to make a

commitment. Make an effort to pay-

off any substantial debts you owe.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Clarify yourself whenever you have
a discussion this week to avoid a
mlxup. A volatile situation is ready
to ignite, so take steps to shield

yourself from the fallout. A back-up
plan might be a good Idea
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Frumpy the Clown Judd Winiclc

I'fA GOING TO ENTF.R

A PROFESSION THAT
IOILL rAAKE A HUGE
DIFFERENCE IN «*Vf

SELF-ESTEEfA.

I'LL BE A CORPORATE
TRAINER IN A
COfAPANY THAT'S

DOWNSIZING.

8 Yoars in Braces By Eric Petersen
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Loold By Roger & Salem Salloom University 1 By Frank Cho

/ think I've found a cure for

some of these infectious diseases.

Follow me closely on this.

When germs go into our

bodies they are not reading books.

They are eating.

They're eating us.

Maybe on Wednesday they

all gather 'round the liver, then on

the following Monday thay start on

the lungs

What if we offered them

someting else to eat? ....free.

We lure them out of the body

with an offer of .... let's say

hamburgers .... tiny weeny

hamburgers with infitesimally

small pickles. When they come out,

we throw 'em on the floor and step

on 'em.

I haven 't worked out all the

details yet, but I feel very good

about the basic concept.
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The Unsilont Majority By Luke Meredith

Close to Homo By John McPherson
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To help them cope, many stay-at-home moms are

turning to the new life-size T. Berry Brazelton doll.

Bastards By Matt & Greg
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Quote of the Day

u
I'm discovering the

secret of eternal happi-

ness...Through process

of elimination.

Overheard

99

Forward of the Day
This is a transcript of an actual radio conversation

between a US Naval Ship and Canadian authorities off
the coast of Newfoundland in October 1995.

US SHIP: Please divert your course OS
degrees to the south to avoid a colli-

sion.

CANADIAN REPLY: Recommend you
divert YOUR course 15 degrees to the

South to avoid a collision.

US SHIP: This is the captain of the US
Navy Ship. I say agaia divert YOUR
course.

CANADIAN REPLY: No, I say agaia
divert YOUR course!

US SHIP: THIS IS THEAIRCRAFT CARRI-
ER USS MISSOURI. WE ARE A
LARGE WARSHIP OF THE US NAVY.
PIVERT YOUR COURSE NOW!!!

CANADIAN REPLY: This is a lighthouse.

Your call.

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 345-2626 tor mor* Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Tacos

Hamburger
Hungarian Noodle Bake

Compost Special

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

Ratatouille

Krabbycake Sandwich

Hampshire

LUNCH
Tacos

Hamburger
Grilled Chicken

Sandwich

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

Worcester

LUNCH
Tacos

Ziti / Sausage Sauce
Veggie Taco

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Carbanzo Bean & Rice

Provencal

Pastabilities

Berkshire

LUNCH
Tacos

Broccoli and Cauliflour

Casserole

Veggie Taco

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

Carbanzo Bean & Rice

Provencal
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Sports
UM out of Top 25

after two defeats
With Massachusetts'^ two losses in the Maui Invitational last week,

the Minutemen have fallen out of the AP poll heading into Wednesday's
rematch with Georgetown. A look at this week's Associated Press poll:

Record Pts Prv
1. Kansas (58) 5-0 1,759 2
2. Wake Forest (12) 4-0 1.704 3
3. Utah (1) 3-0 1.572 4
4. Cincinnati 2-1 1.459 1

5. Villanova 3-0 1.442 5

6. Kentucky 3-1 1.370 8
7. Michigan 2-0 1.264 7

8. Indiana 4-0 1,206 20
9. Iowa St 2-0 1,175 9

10. Duke 3-1 1.013 6
1 1 . New Mexico 5-0 954 19
12. Clemson 4-1 869 10
13. Fresno St. 4-0 837 15
14. North Carolina 2-1 831 14
15. Arizona 2-1 756 11

1 6. Minnesota 5-0 679 24
17. UCLA 0-1 662 13

18. Texas 2-0 612 18
19. Syracuse 3-1 462 12
20. Boston College 2-0 410 23
21. Tulsa 2-1 405 22
22. Arkansas 2-1 323 16
23. Xavier, Ohio 3-0 164 .

24. Stanford 2-1 154 21
25. Virginia 3-1 151 -

Others receiving votes: Louisville 109, Texas Tech 93, George
Washington 71,Massachusetts 71, 7Providence 63, Marquette
58, Iowa 52, Georgetown 39, Temple 39. California 36, Illinois

28, Coll. of Charleston 23, Connecticut 21, Oral Roberts 20,

South Carolina 19. Washington 14. Alabama 12, UNLV 12,

Oregon 11, Rhode Island 8, Missouri 7, Penn St. 7, Evansville

5, Memphis 4, Nebraska 3, Purdue 3, Wisconsin 3, Bowling
Green 2, Mississippi St. 2, Virginia Tech 2, Georgia Tech 1,

Maryland 1 . New Mexico St. 1, New Orleans 1. Southern Cal 1

Patriots near playoff berth

By Howard Ulman
Associated Press

FOXBORO — December
couldn't have dawned much
brighter for the New England
Patriots.

On the first day of a month when
playoff berths are decided, they beat

San Diego with one of their most
dominating performances in years.

Coach Bill Parcells gave his players

the second and third days off.

On the fourth day. tomorrow, they

begin preparations for the eighth day
when they almost certainly will

clinch a playoff berth. They'll play

the New York Jets, who have foot-

ball's worst record. Not a bad start to

a month that could end with the

Patriots enjoying a first-round bye on
the final weekend. After all, they

have a 9-4 regular-season December
record in four years under Parcells.

"All of a sudden, we're not fight-

ing for the wild card." Patriots

offensive tackle Bruce Armstrong
said, "we're fighting for the division.

It's a new experience and a new
position and I think we can get used

to it."

It was a good day for the
Patriots even before Sunday
night's 45-7 win over the

Chargers, who were coming off a

28-14 win over Kansas City and. at

7-5, needed a win more than New
England. Buffalo, Pittsburgh and
Miami — all jockeying for AFC
playoff position — already had
lost.

New England, Buffalo and
Pittsburgh are 9-4, but the Patriots

have the best conference record of

the three They also lead the AFC
East with a better division record

than the Bills.

"We felt Buffalo [losing] opened
the door and let us in and we had
to win this game," special teams
star Larry Whigham said. Parcells

"said we've got to be ready and we
can't fall off against the Jets next

week. All we have to do is close

the door behind us."

If the Patriots beat the lets,

they'll finish with a 9-3 AFC
record which would give them the

edge in any tiebreaker involving

that. Every AFC team except
Denver and New England already

has four conference losses.

"You couldn't ask for more than

this." quarterback Drew Bledsoe

said after throwing four touch-

downs to four different receivers.

"To have control of your own des-

tiny is what we wanted, and now
we have it."

In their first 36 seasons, the

Patriots had just 1 1 playoff games
and only one, on the last day of

Dec. 1978, was at home. They lost

31-14 to Houston.

If they maintain their current

position, second to Denver among
the playoff contenders, they would
begin the playoffs at home on the

first weekend in lanuary.

The Patriots have rebounded
from their worst game of the sea-

son, a 34-8 loss to the Broncos,

with convincing wins over
Indianapolis (27-14) and at San
Diego.

"We played as badly as a team
can play against Denver," said cor-

nerback Otis Smith, who had one

of the Patriots four interctptions

against the Chargers. "1 think

we've made up for some of that

now."

New England led 31-7 at half-

time and scored on offense, defense

and special teams. Fumbles by

quarterback Stan Humphries and
punt returner Brian Still ended in

touchdowns by Willie McGinest
and Corwin Brown.

"I don't think I've ever been
involved in a game where every

part of the team did something to

win," Brown said.

Even the Patriots were stunned

by the extent of their domination.

"None of us could have imag-

ined this," McGinest said. "I had
no idea it would be like this," said

Chris Slade. who forced the fum-

ble McGinest returned. "But we
just made all kinds of plays."

Despite Sunday night's perfor-

mance that included six turnovers

and six sacks, the Patriots defense

has been inconsistent. But with the

big lead, it could focus on San
Diego's passing.

The Patriots overtook Denver
and Green Bay and lead the NFL
with 27.3 points per game.

And their remaining schedule —
one of the easiest among AFC play-

off contenders — includes the lets.

Dallas and the New York Giants.

December could get even better.

The more we piay together, the

better we're going to get," said

Whigham, who forced the fumble
Brown scored on. "I know you
haven't seen our best yet."

rHeads Up Hoop Fans!
• •••••••••••• ^« ••••••• <A ••••••••••

The definitive guide of the

1996-1997 men's and women's

basketball teams, The Collegian

hoop preview, comes out

Thursday, Dec. 5. Check it out for

profiles and predictions.

THANG VO'.COUEGIAN

Mauled in Maui
After two straight losses, the Massachusetts men's hoop team pre-

pare for Wednesday's rematch with Georgetown.

Bearcats set for Jayhawks

By Rick Gano
Associated Press

CHICAGO — Cincinnati's time as

No. 1 didn't last long. The Bearcats

had no sooner adjusted to the exalt-

ed position than the> were beaten by

Xavier in their second game.

Now, instead of being the nation's

top-ranked college basketball team,

the Bearcats get to play No. 1

.

They face Kansas in Wednesday'!
final game of the Great Eight, an

elite field featuring teven of last

spring's top eight finishers from the

NCAA tournament.

"I'd rather play them the last

game in March." said Cincinnati

coach Bob Huggins. whose team ll

now ranked fourth.

"Kansas is terrific. I've thought

all along they were the bed team in

the country."

The layhawks (5-0) shook off jet

lag after winning the Maui
Invitational to beat San Diego Foi

their fifth straight victory Sunday
They're off to their fast itail even

though star guard lacque Vaughn is

sidelined with a broken wrist.

Vaughn is probably out until

Coach Gene Keady isn't sure how
his team will react "You hope it

maluM m as mad as hell — if we're

competitive. If we're wimps, we'll put

our tails between our legs and
Kentucky will wear on us." he said.

Pitino isn't sure how good the

Wildcats are after winning in Alaska

behind Derek Anderson and Ron
Mercer, He said they've made
progress since an opening ioH to

Clemson
"It depends on which week you

catch me. I change my opinion. Right

now we're good offensively, but we
have to get better defensively." Pitino

said. "We're not where I expected. I

thought we'd be much better and
then I realized we lost four NBA draft

picks. | was probably expecting too

much."

In the opener Wednesday.
Georgetown faces Massachusetts.

Both teams are adjusting to life with-

out star player-.

The Hoyas are without Allen

Iverson. the Minutemen minus coach

|ohn Calipari and Marcus Camby. All

are now in the NBA.

BU Terriers start off sluggish

UNH rolls to Gov. Cup wins
It seldom pains me to be the

bearer of bad news out of Boston

University, and since someone has

to write this damn column. I'll just

have to give it a shot.

Freshman Dan LaCouture, who
had been skating strong at left wing

on the Terriers' first line, decided to

leave BU for unspecified reasons last

week He'll head off for Switzerland

for this year's World Junior

Championships (a

team BU coach lack

Parker cut him from

last year) and then

decide where to go
from there.

After signing
early at BU, the

two time Boston
Globe All- Scholastic pick has
reportedly had a strained relation-

ship with Parker since being cut

from last year's team USA squad.

A native of Natick and long an
international hockey enthusiast.

LaCouture dreamed of playing for

that team, and a lingering ill-will

towards Parker from the cut is

hardly inconceivable.

Additionally. LaCouture was not

exactly an honor roll student at

either Natick High or South
Hadley High, where he spent the

past two years while playing with

the lunior whalers. Rumors out of

the BU bunker on Babcock Street

are that the freshman's strong
early play on the ice was the
antithesis of his classroom work.

This in mind, some expect not to

see LaCouture in scarlet after the

New Year's tournament, but rather

doning the sweater of a professional

or Canadian junior team. His older

brothers Bill (Chicago) and Dave
(Detroit) each have NHL experi-

ence. LaCouture was selected early

in the second round of last summer's

NHL Entry Draft by the Islanders.

• So, how did the Terriers fare

without LaCouture this past week-

end? About as well as 1 did last

weekend celebrating my 21st birth-

day, along with much of the day
after.

Suffice to say. Parker was not

pleased with his team's perfor-

mance.

"We self destructed, I think." he

said. "We have some upperclass-

men that are not playing up to

their abilities and I think we have

to take a good, hard look at what
happened thi^ weekend.

"I'm concerned with the whole
team's demeanor. They're banging

sticks when they don't score goals

and mouthing off to the officials

when they don't like a call. It's inap-

propriate behavior, and it detracts

from the focus we need to win.

"If it continues we have to make
sure we are playing the right guys,

even if it means going to two and a

half lines. They have to play the

game correctly or they won't play." columnist.

BU already had a lack of depth

at forward, dressing seven defense

men for most games. Players like

Chris Drury and Shawn Bates are

legitimate All American candi-

dates, but the team's lower lines,

which now must see more ice time,

are nothing to write home about.

Losing one of its top guns from the

early going (six goals in 10 games)

leaves a gap up front that was
exploited by a pair

of ECAC teams.

Friday night the

proud Terriers

were shutout 2-0
by St. Lawrence at

Appleton Arena.

The Skating Saints

are a fair team,
mind you but not exactly the kind

one would expect to blank BU in

the regular season for the first time

since Feb. 24, 1984 by a team
other than Maine. Chris Terreri

was in goal for Providence that

night for crying out loud!

Twenty-four hours later, the

Terriers found themselves in

Potsdam facing Clarkson. being

slain 4-1 by the Golden Knights.

If you thought this is uncharac-

teristic, try a combined 75 Terrier

penalty minutes in the two games,

officiated by non Hockey East

refs. Saturday alone Shane
lohnson drew a fighting major,

while Drury and Mike Sylvia were

assessed 10-minute misconducts
for arguing with the officials.

Parker, as he alluded to in the

quote above, can not stand a lack

of discipline and as if a bus ride to

Beantown from the outer reaches

of upstate New York wasn't
already long enough...

BU now travels to Yale Friday

without Johnson, who's suspended

due to Saturday's fight. |ohn
Hynes. who's out until January

with a neck injury and Chris
Kelleher who suffered a severe

right knee bruise on Saturday.

The Terriers' anticipated tumble

in this week's poll is expected to

be longer than that bus ride down
the Turnpike from Stockbridge to

Boston.

• The Governor's Cup (aka the

We'll-never-be-able-to-
recruit-as-well-as-the-Boston-scho

ols-so-let's-start-our-own-
stinkin'-version-of-the-Beanpot),

and with it the new Beast of the Last

crown, now lies in Durham, N.H.

UNH ran wild in what has been

dubbed the "Northern New England

Beanpot." beating Vermont 8-6 on
its home ice and Maine 7-2 in the

final. At 11-2, UNH is ready to

assume the position of No. 2 in the

nation behind No. 1 Michigan
(15-1-1) which reassured its stran-

glehold on the top spot with it's 4-5

win over Minnesota Friday.

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian

January but coach Roy Williams
said Wmday there'l a slim possibili

ty he could be back at the end of

this month.

"The pressure we will face against

Cincinnati will tell us where we
stand." WilliaiTb said.

"I don't think No. 1 really mean--

anything. If it was the first time we've

been ranked that would be way more
significant... Moving up to No. 1 is

just another target on our back. We
haven't talked about it to the team or

as a staff at all."

The tournament begins Tuesday
night at the United Center with
Mississippi State (2-1) facing sec-

ond-ranked Wake Forest (4-0):

Purdue (2-1 ) meets travel weary and
No. 6 Kentucky (5-1 ) in the second

game.

The defending national champion
Wildcats flew to Chicago after win-

ning the Great Alaska Shootout,
arriving Monday with little sleep.

"We can't use that as an excuse,"

said Wildcats coach Rick Pitino.

On Wednesday night.

Georgetown (which took a 5-0

record into a game against Seton
Hall on Monday) faces

Massachusetts (1-2) before
Cincinnati (2-1 ) and Kansas meet.

Mississippi State made the Final

Four last spring but has five new
starters.

"I'm not sure that we're not play-

ing the role of sacrificial lamb." said

Mississippi State coach Richard
Williams. "I wish I had last year's

team. We don't."

State goes against Wake Forest

center Tim Duncan, who ll develop-

ing his perimeter game this season

in preparation for the NBA
"I wanted him to expand his game

out on the floor more defensively

than offensively. I wanted him to be

able to go out on the floor and guard

people, which I think has been a

weakness for him." said Wake coach
Dave Odom.

Purdue, the three-time defending

Big 10 champion, was upset by

Bowling Green
Shout at the Devil!
The hockey team lookl to llanie the Friars of Providence College this weekend in a home and home series.

Schoolhouse
Rock Revival

Beware the v
Scholarship Scam

HUH-HUH-HUH. THIS MONTH'S GUEST EXPERTS SUCK. HUH-HUH-HUH.
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U. VIEWS
4 U. Mail, editorial cartoons and (shocker) more poll questions.

QUICKIES
Fat-, sugar- and cholesterol- free campus anecdotes.

U. NEWS
6
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undergrad education, get your master's in a fifth year for free.
Read all about (dark U s too-good-to-be-true offer. Or find out how to slam vour professors- and get away with * And, a. always we've got Bits & Bytes, The Bu,y on campusand a girl and her dogs 1 5 Minutes of fame.

F

U. LIFE
to Home / Give Me a Break

Going home for the holidays means more than clean laundry and home-cooked meals
It means curfews, chores and family-bonding time. Are you ready to regress?

10 Class / Staying Power
Whether «', homesickness, school-sickness or just plain burn-out, some freshman won't survive
Act! rust year. Find out what schools are doing to keep the freshman spirit alive.

11 Dollars / Scholarship Scam
Take your grandpa's advice: You cant go somethin' fer nothin'. Some students are learninKthat the hard way after scholarship companies reel them in with false scholarship prom.sesDon t be the next little fish to fall hook, line and sinker.

Etc. / Big Returns on Crime Prevention
You might feel safe in that big academic bubble you've built around yourself, but campus crime
.s increasing everywhere. It's a big, bad world out there- find out what some campuses are
doing to protect their students from it.

11 There's one born
every minute.
Rage 11

COVER STORY
14 Have Change, Will Travel

Pop quiz, wise guy. How much money does it take to travel around the world'
More money than you'll ever have? WRONG! Check out our tips for cheap trips and find
out how to stretch your meager travel budget. Plus, we've got the scoop on the new hip
nappenin places to travel. Bon marche voyage!

Puts IS J&ABC

FEATURES
16 The Grade Debate

Since when does an "A" stand for average? According to some grade hounds, the meaning of anA am
< what I. used to he. Others argue that us students are just getting smarter

hind out what all the grade inflation fuss is about.

20 Back to Schoolhouse Rock
Retro-madness doesn't stop at frosted lipstick or Scooby Doo lunch boxes. Yes. that's right
Ifour favorite Saturday morning sing-along session is making a comeback. Go ahead. Put on
chose footie pajamas and rock out with the & hoolhome gang.

R + R
18 Rock

The last and latest from Blind Melon, plus Pocket Band, Our Picks and the V radio chart

19 Reel
Bollywood', last-ditch efforts to woo ( bear, phis Reel Deal and a Screen Saver on |ohn
Cleese s "equal to A Fish Called Vianda.

22 Contests
Wanna win big money? Turn to our world-famous contests page now! And find out what little
student Clinches want with U. Magazines annual Holiday Gift Wish List.

WRAP
23 Exit: Stage Dive

Getting telt-up U a concert by a stranger ,sn't that unusual. But what if that stranger ,s , hairy
350-pound security guy? Maximum rcuriry isn't an uncommon sight at most concerts these days.

GUEST EXPERTS: Beav/s and Butt-Head
Alienated, obtuse, brooding, inarticulate — these are just a few of"

the adjectives that leap to mind when contemplating our December
Guest Experts, Beavis and his longtime socialist companion
Butt-head. The iconoclastic duo have been deconstructing bourgeois
sensibilities every week on the avant-garde MTV. Following in the
tradition of I u Chun Andalou. this month the auteurs offer un-
expurgated discourse on our postmodern condition in

Beavts and Butt-Head Do America.

Hitch-tree cheap
travel plans.
Rage 14

Where we all learned
to love our grammar.
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Campus Shots

Cover Photon Mu hah Palmem, Penn Stati U,

An ad for Tide? Nope,
just boys being boys
at Jamas Madison U.

Photo r> Meusm Pauadmo,
James Madison U.



VIEWS

Miles From Home
Your music reviewers are

morons. Hire 'em. In October's

"Our Picks," it's written. "An
audiophile's dream come true, this

six-CD set rocks a jazz-lover's world

with Davis' smooth sax solos

and— " It would be news to me and

to him il Miles Davis played the

saxophone.

Paul firoum, graduate student,

V. of California, Berkeley

Thanks to Paul and thr bazilhon

other jazz loven out there who blew

the horn on our faux pas. Dan*

played the trumpet It was a big mis-

take that should have been caught,

and those responsible will be severely

tortured in ways too gruesome to be

described. —ed

Kudoe
I think your

magazine is great. It's

always nice to get it

with the school paper

and re.ld about inter-

esting things going

on at oilier campus

es. I lie October issue

had some very inter-

esting, tunny lielbils

I enjoyed at least

seven ol those

Quickies, among the

other into in the

magazine, like the

Bu//. and Bill and

Bytes and so on.

Very n*>l nufl!

Angie P.. junior,

V. ofKentucky

Politics
as Usual

The cover story

"Most Likely to

Succeed: The Clin-

ton and Dole Col-

lege Years" [Oct.

I
1
) /*! was unbeliev-

ably slanted towards

the liberals. The
article attracted my attention because I

wanted to know the facts behind their

college years, not an editorial biased

toward Democrats. The two "pull

quotes" and the Hillary/Elizabeth com

parisons are prime examples of the

obvious slant in political view. If some-

one is out to slam Republicans, do it in

an editorial, not a cover story.

Chris Wu, junior, V. of Texas, Austin

You forgot one important detail

in Bill Clintons "The Boring Staff"

box. Me helped pass the largest lax

increase in U.S. history in 1993. I

think this fact should have been

noted for a fair portrayal of him.

Remember that he can propose any-

thing he wants to get elected. It does-

n't mean he'll do it.

Sarah 1 ongenecker, freshman,

Bradley U, III

lilt S IRA HON RS. AaRCIN I AVI OK. BkK.IMM Yi H NC U.

Teed Off About TAs
Your article "The Trouble with I As

[Oct. 19961 had a vers good point Col

lege students are being taughl b) people

wnh no training n> teach. However, ii

does BO) apple |iisl H 1 As. V, h.u makes

you think ttt.it faculty memben have

been named 10 leaili: Its likely ihat

sour second grade icuhci had mote

education training ilian vour last bio

* liitnism (milcssui

\l. U". Murray, doctoral student,

New Mexico Stale I '.

As i tilth semesui junior, I li.is

t

had main I As who were |nsi as good

as the profewon. In fact, the I A foi

one ut un thcor) cJauei is a bil more

open minded than ihe profcHOI for

my oiher theory class I hi 1 A allows

us to miu' mil opinions, and he gives

us feedback.

Dartta Scales, junior, Penn Stale V.

Mixed grades tor voui siorv "
I he

Trouble With TAs." I think yout arti-

cle should he commended tor helping

to publicize the fact thai gad students

are generally not given very much lit

any) training. But the sad truth is thai

"substandard" teaching takes place just

as often, if not more often, with pro

lessors at the head ol the class as with

TAs. Instead of talking about "under-

qualified" TAs, we should be talking

about undtt trained TAs and start

rewarding excellence in teaching —
both monetarily and with tespect — as

much as in research. Then college stu-

dents would get the high-quality

teaching they deserve (and pay an arm

and a leg tor).

Hare! Barzslai, graduate student,

Cornell U.

Missing Melvln
I appreciated the somewhat sim

plified overview of black action

films ["Nothin' but an (.

Thang." Sept. 1 ')')(>). However, I

have a problem with the complete

exclusion of the work of Melvin Van

Peebles, the man who practically

invented the genre. As tor the lop

10 "Black List."

whose idea was

it to include
"Slaughter,
"tleopatra Jones

"

and "I'm donna

Gil You Sucka"}

You've got M be

kidding me! Any

list of essential

blaxploltation

films that

doesn't
include
" D o I e m i t e ,

"Sweet Sweet-

back i Baadasssss

Song." "The
Mack" or "Super-

fly" automatically

declares itscll

invalid. Do your

research next

time.

"lightning" Bob

Flossy, senior.

Southern Illinois

V., Carbondale

Are U For Real?
I he afticlc on Bill Clinton and Bob

Hole iii tfw October V ssas interesting.

cscll luljilciil ami lll.mmgli I up ills li.lt

io I . Franca Huffman and the ten ol the

I suit \s da editorial dttectot of a mag

zinc named (/ I are the ord) pubUaha

in whom I sail imagine making tins imn.il

proposal: him V is mm an optional,

alternative spelling; fee "you" in the Ran

dom House ilu i.ines, since "1 is a hip

s|vclling. and since- "IT is in keeping with

/ \ soiisulei spelling it thai MR m future

issues la, ii s sarnethingof a craz) ugfjn

lion, hut it U mull n over, I II hi mat it I

not thai a.i/s altei all I In petting of sihi

liusuuns ll'ie. C II. lu; I'd! is a sim

pie mallet and is king done ill canons

other quartets. Otherwise, I cao'i dunk ol

an\ logistical ohst.n lis I dank I

Joe little, managing director,

American Literacy Council

Serving Justice
The slciiv "lusiici I. ii All' |Nov.

I996] stated, '...judicial boards arcn t

required to provide students with the

rights afforded by due procoss....' While

private colleges and universities arcn t

required to provide due process rights

coveted bv the Constitution, public

schools are required to provide minimal

due process rights, not including the

right to counsel.

U. Polls:

Evor boon
flrod?

Aro you a
amokor?

BOO/6U-VIEV.
(6BB-4397

Holidays wit
the family:
cheers or
tears?
Ch—rm: 7»%
Tears: 22%

flohdavs with my tannic

innc cheers, because thes

greatest supporters, and the ft)

totally rocks! Anonymous

rolatad
mtory and more
poll romponmoa
on paga to.

Friends Indeed
When I fell upon free tickets to a taping of Friends, I decided to put my cynicism

about that show on the shelf and check it out

Upon arriving at the studio, blue-blazered employees corralled my fellow assis-

tant editors and me into a line of 170 people. We waited among the mini-backpack

toting, tiny-T-shirt-wearing, trendy-plastic-lunchbox crowd tor two hours.

Finally, a towering Swedish woman told us we weren't going to make it in

The blazer brigade gave us coupons to a third-rate Mexican restaurant and

shooed us away, telling us we could return later that evening to possibly see Ihe

last half ot the taping.

So we left to drown our sorrows in margaritas and torment our digestive sys-

tems lor a while. We returned to the studio only to see most ot the cast acting like

prima donnas. The knowlege that these six people were making five times my year-

ly salary in five hours twisted like a dagger in my already upset stomach.

During breaks in the action, the studio audience salivated like greedy swine

over the chance to win Friends paraphernalia like Frisbees and mirrored compacts.

Two girts in front of us used hand signals to convey their phone numbers to

Matthew Perry. Need I go on?

I know I have a bad attitude about the ordeal. It's just that no one told me life

was gonna be this way (clap-clap-clap-clap). But not all was lost. What the exper

ence revealed about "friends" is that real ones are often around the corner. We

easily bonded and eventually went to dinner with Steve and Annie— the only two

people behind us in line that day. Real friends are just everyday folks who don I

dance in fountains, start hair trends or frame their peepholes.

By Amy Holmes, Assistant Editor
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MELLOW OUT
Eastern Illinois U.

Throwing marshmallows may
not seem like a capital offense, but

the tuba players are getting pissed.

Security has been increased at East-

ern football games after tans started

throwing marshmallows into the

marching band's tubas. Several per-

petrators were caughi, stripped of

their student IDs and ejected from

the game. Now they face a $50

fine. Next time, try s'mores.

GOT MILK?
Bngham Young U.

(..low Marsha gives il up — big

time — and she really knows how
to please ho man. The threc-year-

nld Holstein is the pride and joy ot

BYU after setting the national lac

tation record last year. Glow Mar-

sha produced 5,466 gallons ol milk

in 365 days. That's 15 gallons a

day for you English majors. We
think they should rcchristcn her

Flow Glow.

TACO HALL
U. of Nebraska, Lincoln

When one classroom building

at Nebraska closed tor asbestos

removal, most of the classes were

moved to other buildings. But

five homeless classes were relegat-

ed to the local Taco Inn. The for-

mer Mexican last -food restau-

rant, which had been sitting

empty, is now serving up tests

instead of tacos, and no, there's

no drive-thru or takeout. Despite

the faint smell of retried beans,

classes are proceeding normally

until a new space can be found.

BSHJS
lin siraiions by Chad S'Irawixrman, U. tit Arizona

BURN-OUTS
U. of West Florida

College is supposed to be a place where you use your brain,

right? Somebody oughtta tell that to the student at West Florida

who accidentally

torched a cafeteria

microwave by

heating food

wrapped in alu-

minum foil. 1 cs

son No. 1: Alu-

minum foil in

microwave = no-

no. Campus police

responded to the fire

alarm but had to chase

down the flames elsewhere. Anoth-

er student brainchild carried the

micro-inferno outside to try to extin

guish it Lesson No. 2: Do not move
flaming appliances

.^ftfMtaui)

Would you like hot or mild sauce

with those credits?

ALL IN A
DAY'S WORK
Colorado State U.

Student body president Joe

Ulbtl] gets our "Above and Beyond

the (
"all of Duty"

award. This guy's

a martyr. First,

he was kid-

napped, gagged

and handcuffed

GO, CHEESERACER, GO
West Virginia U.

Freshman engineering students at West Vir-

ginia can have their design projects and eat

them, too. The 45 students were asked to build

small cars capable of cruising down an incline.

Piece of cake, you say? The cars also had to be

(gulp) edible. Students turned in everything

from a bell pepper with peppcroni wheels to a

block of cheese with Oreo cookie wheels. And
the professor was serious about the edible part

— students who couldn't stomach their pro-

jects would receive no grade. Does that mean

that engineers arc what they eat?

I

by a group of students in pantyhose

masks. He was held hostage until

he agreed to ask administrators to

allow concerts on the Student Cen-

ter plaza. Two weeks later, Urban's

head was shaved by rival U. ot (
'ol

orado, Boulder's student president

after CSU's football team lost to

CU. Urban now sports a mohawk.

( )t course, we can't tell if Urban is

crusading for truth, justice and the

American way, or if he's just an

incredible ham. F.ither way,

he's got our vote.

THE DUH FACTOR
The U.S. General Accounting

( Hfice reports that tuition at four-

year public colleges and universi-

ties increased 234 percent between

the 1980-81 and 1994-95 school

years. That's three times more

than the measly 82 percent

increase in the median household

income. Its conclusion about the

increase? "Many students and their

families have borrowed more to

finance the cost ot college." Duh.

And it took researchers to figure

that one out?

SUNNY DAYS
AT SCRANTON
U. of Scranton, Pa.

Kcrmit s commencement
address at long Island U. must

have started a trend. Another

Sesame Street veteran is serving as a

visiting professor at Scranton.

1 orctta M. Long, who played

Susan (Gordon's wife) on Sesame

Street, is teaching an undcrgrad

course on multicultural education.

She teaches the course- using old

tapes of the show. Students report-

edly sit cross-legged on the class-

room floor, cat PB&J with the

c rusts cut oft and guess which per-

son is doing their

own thing. Only

students who
take the prereq-

uisite course.

KARATE CHOPIN
U. of New Mexico

He was kung hi fighting, but not fast as lightning. A UNM student

ssas accosted in a men's restroom by a man claiming to know martial

arts. The robber, who was carrying a concealed weapon, demanded the

student's money, but was miffed to find out his victim had only $1.50.

After such a letdown, the karate kid turned in his white belt, hoping tor

a more lucrative future in piano playing. The Beethoven bandit headed

for a piano practice room in the building, where he tickled the ivory

until his arrest.

EEE£YAAAnHu ,

Fuzzy Muppet Creatures 101, are

eligible for Long's class, which is

sponsored by the number "
1
2" and

the letter "W."

FOOD FLIGHT
U. of West Florida

Don't get mad — throw condi-

ments? A West Florida student

was a tad peeved to find that her

room had been burglarized, so she

decided to vent her anger. Campus
police apprehended her after stu-

dents in the courtyard below her

window noticed it was raining

condiments. The burglary victim

was seen chucking bottles and

sugar packets from her window.

I.oonev as her actions may be, the

woman is consistent. Dorm resi-

dents saw her pouring syrup on

the stairs earlier in the day, and

her previous violent outbursts

included breaking a coffeepot over

her body.

SMALL-TIME
BACKPACK
BANDIT
U. of Georgia

A thief is leaving a northbound

trail across the U. ot Georgia's

campus lie steals unattended

backpacks, then leaves them in

place of the next ones he nabs,

carving a traceable path from south

campus to north campus buildings.

I lie thief leaves the backpacks with

all valuables — except cash —
inside. But he might want to revise

Ins not-so-lucrative stealing strate-

gy. He robbed one FA of her

change purse, which contained a

whopping 75 cents, and left her

expensive camera untouched.

IF YOU'RE PISSED,
PRESS ONE
Florida State U.

A student at Florida truly reached out and

touched someone. Frustrated by the phone reg-

istration process, the clever student hacked into

the registrar's voice mail and changed the mes-

sage. Subsequent students who called to register

for classes heard this message on the other end:

"If you're calling with questions about registra-

tion, then you probably already know that reg-

istration f—king blows. My advice to you

would be to transfer to anothet school."

IE
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Fifth-Year
Freebie
ASK COLLEGE FRESHMEN EMBARKING ON FOUR

years of higher education if they'd like to take

five and you'll get a resounding "No!" It's not

surprising, considering the cost of tuition, books, room
and board.

But iome motivated students are

saying "Yes!" to five years. It mi
dents earn their undcrgrad degrees

in tour vears at (lark l'.. Mass , 01

Lehigh I'., l'a.. they can get their

master's in a fifth — and the univer-

sities will pick up the tab.

Too good to be true? There \ I

catch. Students need I .V2S over-

all GPA to be eligible for ('lark's

program and a 3.5 tor Lehigh's.

Still, "fifth vear tor free" pro-

grams get students a master's

degree for the price ot a bache-

lor's — in less time, since gradu-

ate degrees are completed in one

year instead ot two

"We believe the incentive ol I

tuition-tree fifth year will motivate

students to eatn the necessary

grades," says Timothy Boulay,

media relations officer at ("lark.

Fifth-year Clark student 1 aura

Oriente, who s earning m\ MBA.
says it's worth it tor the savings. "1

would never have pursued a master s

it ii hadn't been tot this program
"

According to Boul.iv. siudents

am 123,000 in tuition, room .uu\

board tor the sixth yen the) WOO I

need, and $19,600 in waived

tuition tor the tilth vear Eighteen

students look the university '« otter

this vear

The value exceeds mete tuition

dollars, savs |odv Bernsieiii, .1 DUI

ter s candidate at (lark A high

school diploma used to be the most

important thing, but now you need

a master s to get most jobs."

Lehigh L\, whose

tuition also nears

$20,000, used (larks

program as a model.

Seventy-one students

eniolled in it this

school year.

Julie Farrah, a

Lehigh neuroscience

student, took the extra

vc.u to decide whai to

do with her lite.

*\ on d be crazy to

pass that up," she savs

What a bargain..

By Michele Besso, U. of

Delaware/Illustration

by J. Thurston,

Auburn U., Ala.

Reporting
For Class, Sir!
"W" "T £y AR\n Capt. Run Steele was in

^^ charge of 1 2S men in an airborne divi-

^^S% W^# sion this time last year. Now, as a grad-

uate student at Marshall U. in West Virginia, Steele takes

orders from a 20-year-old editor at the Daily Parthenon.

ming out of a command
environment, being on a subordinate

level, is a big change." Steele savs

Steele, along with Michelle Mar-

tin. Stanford Angion. Kit Massela and

Iclfrcv Dean, is going back to school

as part of an Armv re-education pro-

gram. After eight years. IS Army
dutv officers in assigned a functional

area — the five at Marshall are train-

ing to be public affairs officers —
and receive graduate training at uni-

versities across the country.

Martin savs the return to acide-

mia was a big adjustment. It's been

eight years since she graduated from

Youngstown State L ., Ohio, with a

bachelor's in communications.

"I tcel considerablv older, like a

fish out ot water, she savs. "It's

hard getting back in the niche of

being a student.

Angion doesn't tec I out ot place.

but he says school is different this

time around.

"It's a great opportunity to do
things I never got to do as an under-

grade he says. "The big difference

now is that this is my job. and I know
I'll be back in the Army soon."

lournalism professor Richard

Turner, who has had all five captains

as students, savs their Army back-

ground helps everyone involved.

"I he) are some of the very best

students. I hey upgrade the level ot

the class, promote good discussion

and come prepared."

Steele says before he came to

Marshall, he was one ot the media's

biggest criiKs

"I was alwavs complaining alsoul

the spin the media (Hits on issuer like

politics School has rcallv helped us

understand First Amendment rights

and the role thev plav in democracy.

h gave me a new perspective — the

media is not the enemy but part ot

the big picture ot society."

By Bob Hart, U. ot Southern California/

Photo by Rick Haye, Marshall ft, W Va.

A few good students...

For Kids' Sake
EVER WONDER HOW VOL' BRLAK INTO SI

biz? Just pick up the phone and call. At k

that's how it happened for California St

U., Los Angeles, senior Maria "C'ida" Goncal

who scored a deal to organize and direct a publi,

vice announcement lor UNICEF.

Ihe road to siardoin starred

as .111 assignment tor a broadcast

ing class (.oiicalves called van

ous nonprofit organization! to

volunteer her cinematography

skills ller third call led her ro

I INK I 1 a division ot the Lull

ed Nationi thai helps children all

Covet the world.

^ "I

^ believe I did

PH n," Goncshn

\ I savs "Most

k/ students
"^ would never

have a chance lo do

dus kind ot work. It was tar beyond

what my professors expected, One
said u was like graduate level work."

Alter a flurry of IcttCTS, out-

lines and "begging calls." she

gathered enough volunteer!

and equipment to impress

INK I I official] in New York

and 1 os Angeles.

Girl on film.

"I ler work is verv good

was very well-qualified.

Dominique Ransay. a UNK
development officer who gels

eral otters a dav lor volunteer
|

lects of this magnitude

t lei background didn't hi

either. (ioncalves worked as

liosi tor six vcars with the Bra

( (insulate and spent a tew weeks

a foreign correspondent fa

1996 ( Ms nipics That was ,

to catch the eye ot companies lik

Kodak and General Motors

forked over si/jble contribun.

the UNICEF project

The donations helped, but

project wasn't easy, sccofding i

(ioncalves. Despite some
|

tial sponsors falling through and

a ream ot script changes, if]

ished the 60 second spot

dramatizes some INK I I

gt.ims and solicits donations
'

l mi have to know how :

work with people, espcciallv it

thev are doing it tot free,' U>

That s easiei said then

when von have ivso davs to sh. ,

I
w members to word

and a score ol children

of whom wouldn t let go

legs to direct.

I he Iruits ot her labor .nice,

this tall on fox. ABC and Nisi

as well as OO several uulep,

and cable Ration!

By Darren Gabriel Brown, California

State U., Los Angeles/Photo by

Wayne Baldasso. CSULA

The Buz:
• The USA Group Loan Service, one ot the largest student-loan administrator-,

released a study that shows that the typical student loan borrower now accumu

lates more than $10,000 in education debt. In 1996. the average Stafford loan b.v

ance was $10,146 for undergraduate students. That average is 15 percent higher

than the 1995 balance ot $8,858.

• Kent Ahrens, the trader responsible for losing $136.7 million in college mv
ments for the Common Fund, agreed to plead guilty to one criminal charge ot v.

fraud and other civil charges. Ahrens also agreed never to work as a trader agair

and will pay $182,000 in restitution.

• College isn't just for 20- somethings anymore. A new study reports that the

number of college students who are 40 or older doubled from 1970 to 1993. In

1970, students 40 and older made up 5.5 percent of enrollment. By 1993, that num
ber had jumped to 11.2 percent or 1 .6 million 40-and-older students.

Breaking tradition
Student* use any excui
a party.

to have

CrickeHest, Southwest Texas
State U. — MMons of crickets swarm campus every

October, and students hold a festival to celebrate their arrival.

Beer Bike — Rice U., Texas — Every year

teams of students compete in a bike race after chugging as much
beer as possible. If that weren't enough, on the 13th of every

month, students run naked through campus wearing only shaving

cream for the Baker 13.

Turkey Bowling — North Idaho College
Near the end of November, students try to knock down two-liter

bottles using a frozen turkey a the bowling ball. If they get a strike,

they get to keep the tenderized turkey for ITnanluojving dinner. —«

For a Good
Class, Call...
«
if

'YOU \x I \K A SHORT SKIRT, Id's AN EASY 'A'

in Professor Smith's class." "Professor

Smith talks way too fast — perhaps to

compensate tor always being late."

Ouch! Did thai hu.tr Well, U
examples Irom the Slain Tables,

they're supposed to.

Ai die l' ot Texas, Austin, stu

dents don't rely on word of mouth

or student evaluations to spread the

word on teacher performance.

Rather, the Slam Tables are set up

on campus during registration peri-
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Slamming, U. of Texas, Austin, style.

ods to aid students in choosing
ilieir courses.

"They represent a sen coarse

meant of feedback ... but thev do

give a very direct and unfdtercd

suss ot itudem reactions," savs

astronomv professor ( raig Wheel-

er, who once found "Wheeler is

God' written on the tables.

Covered
with butcher

paper and

divided into

education sub-

jects, the tables

serve as an

a n o n v m ous
(brum for those

wishing to write

uncensored edi-

torial aboui

i heir classes.

But believe ii or

not, some pro-

lessors are less

than enthusiastic. Roderick Hart, a

professoi ol communication, s.ns he

lias several reasons lor not reading

the tables

One, I see these message, as

privileged communication among
students. Two, I don't have much
respect tor anonymous commen-
tary. And three. I'm told the Slam

Tables are horntically negative," he

savs Tot what it's worth, my col-

leagues who regularly read the

Slam Tables are the most insecure

people I know."

Communication! junior Alan

Densmorc liked the tables so much,

he launched an online version for a

class project.

This university is huge," Dens-

more says. "Maintaining a sense of

community is essential to OU1 spun

and our success

Although he says student ic.ic-

Hon has been uniformly positive,

some professors who were trounced

online didn't appreciate the tables

advancement into cyberspace.

"( me said the page was a vehicle

lor defamation. Another said the

information on the page was equiva-

lent to writing on the bathroom

wall, Densmorc s.ns

Let's hope professors don i make

their own Slam Tables

By James Hibberd Assistant Editor /

Photo by Kobbi Bisser, U. of Texas,

Arlington

Students
to the Rescue
Ir's

THURSDAi night, \nd a competeni medicai

team is working to stabilize .1 patient. No, it's not

IR. It's EMERG, the new emergency response bike

team at George Washington U.

indentsThe school has joined the ranks

ot almost ISO other universities

with siudent inn emergency med-

ical services on call to deal with any-

thing Irom splinters to seizures.

"VX'c are set up to gel to ihe

scene as quickly as possible

junior Elan Waldman. 'We can be

there with most ol the equipment

thai in ambulance has within about

i\\o minutes, whereas u can rake an

ambulance almost -II

Syracuse U. also has ,1 full-time

ambulance team, made up of about

90 student volunteers Tike most

other campus I Alls, the Syracuse

volunteers undergo intensive lilc-

suppori training and certification.

I In majority ol our volunteers

are not pre-med majors,' says Syra-

cuse senioi Kelb llirsch. 'We have

a whole slew ol diverse

involved.'

Hindi says ihat in crisis situa-

tions, it's sometimes easier tor the

student ambulance squad to get

information out ol the victims,

especially in cases involving alcohol.

I think 11 puts them at ease thai

wc re students, too, she s.ns

I he EMI group at Penn Stare 1 1.

responds to almost (,oo emergency

calls dispatched bv campus police and

the count] 91 1 system each veat

Senior Mail Tund-.-rbiirk. who is

applying to med school, says his

experience with the campus EM 1

helps keep his skills sharp.

1 he majorit) are alcohol- or

drug-related calls, bur wc do

lot ot orthopedic injuries with

spons. Funderburk says.

This week, saving
lives — next week, the
Tour de France!

Although George Washington's

EMERG program isn'i nearly as

extensive as other universities' med-

ical teams, students like sophomore-

Melissa lattc feel safer knowing the

bike team is on call.

"It s great to know [hat the city's

traffic won't halt emergeiicv rit.it

mem anymore," she savs

By Jamie Harris, George Washington

U./Photo by Dave Fintzen, George

Washington U.

Two
for One

wHEN GRADUA-
tion rolls ar-

ound, students

fret that they won't have

enough tickets for all of

their family and friends.

But the U. of California,

Davis, has a remedy and a

celebration ol ethnic diver-

sity— all in one.

African-American.
Chtcano/Latino, Filipino and

Native American students hold

gatherings .11 some California

schoeils to celebrate both heritage

and graduation. The receptions

don'l replace traditional commence-

ment — but they're open, so entire

families can go.

1 fed it s significant because there

are so lew African American -.indents

.11 Davis]," saw Leah Hoggins, .1 "96

Davis grad who helped organize the

At He.in- American celebration,

Mthough African-American stu-

dents make up only 3.7 percent ot the

Davis siudent Ixxlv. |ohn Ortiz lliu

son, retention coordinator at Davis,

says 90 percent of Us African Amen
s.in siudents .mend the cctcmoiiv

\clivuies range from gUCSt speakers

and entertainer! to a gilt exchange

I he- Native American graduate

ceremony at I 'avis lets students

know thev are moving Irom one
phase e>t lite to another, savs Steven
( 'rum. associare professor oi Native

American Studies. Rues of passage

are something Native Americans

have c a r 1 1 ecl out lor generations.

Some people dispute the value of

ethnic-specific celebrations. UC
regent Ward Conner!) led a cam
p.ugn ihat helped to pass Proposition

20°. which eliminated race- and gen-

der based policies in California. He
questions the SI 1,300 ihat Davis

allocated lor the ceremonies l.isi

Connerly told //><- California

eve are in favor eit ,ui inte-

grated society, how can we uistitv

segregated events?"

T ve-n if the I ( system yanks

funding tor eihnic celebrations, par-

ticipants sav that thev II continue

The celebrations probabl) iust

won't be as elaborate," savs Joaquin

(ialcan. staff adviser tor the Oasis

Chicarto/Latino celebration.

By Melissa Grego, Assistant Editor and

Sean Scott, U. of California, Davis

Tooting His
Own Horn

On his student evaluations, Ohio

U. finance professor Dwight Pugh

garnered such praise as "Deserves to

be a UP (university professor)-4-life"

and "The greatest! Even better than

I'd heard."

But Pugh's students didn't write the

lavish acclaims. He did.

Pugh has admitted t j falsifying his

student evaluations, which leaves

administrators in a delicate position.

Students caught cheating on exams at

Ohio U. are given an automatic "F" for

academic misconduct. But what about

professors cheating on their exams?

"I felt kind of embarrassed, con-

sidering this is a professor in my col-

lege," says senior Carrie Rundio. "And

I was shocked, because a lot of people

in my business fraternity talked highly

of him."

Particularly mysterious is why Pugh

would have falsified evaluations at all.

Evaluations are used to decide faculty

pay raises and tenure, but Pugh has

been named university professor five

times and runs a variety of businesses

outside of his teaching job.

"The evaluation process has been

corrupted by a need for the administra-

tion to have controls on faculty," says

associate journalism professor Joe

Bernt "When I was a college student,

evaluations were for students so they

could know what teachers to avoid."

Pugh says he meant his doctored

evaluations to work as a control group

to check whether the student evalua-

tion system of the College of Business

was working properly.

Since Pugh didn't violate any uni-

versity policies when he falsified the

evaluations, which ranked him as one

of the best-rated professors in the Col-

lege of Business, he will continue to

teach at the university.

Senior Keith Johns wanted to see

Ohio U. make an example of the finance

professor.

"It's ridiculous," he says. "If we

cheated, it would be a big deal. He

cheats, and he hasn't broken any

rules."

By Jessica Wehrman, Ohio U.

Jumping Jack Fest — Northern
Arizona U. — Students compete in traditional lumberjack

activities like log rolling, ax throwing, pie eating, root beer chug-

ging and human Chinese checkers.

Slope Day — Cornell U. — On the last day of

I hi the spring, about 5,000 students skip school and congre-

gate on a huge slope in the middle of campus to celebrate in the

usual student fashion.

Spree Day — Clark U., Mass. — On an unan-

nounced spring morning, fire alarms go off in every dorm at 8 a.m.

to start the festivities. Classes are canceled, and the entire cam-

pus spends the day partying.

Boar's Head Dinner — U. of
Rochester, N.V. — Medieval pageantry abounds at

this traditional holiday dinner in December. The event is inspired

by the ancient tale of a young philosophy student who warded

off a dangerous wild boar by stuffing his book of knowledge

down its throat -
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me
Alter-Net Ego
FINALLY, MKh AROUND IU1 WORLD HAV1 AN OPPORTUNITY DO

roar. But these mice aren't of the white, fuzzy variety. They're

students in chat rooms on the Internet. Three senior psychology

students at Haverford College, Pa., are studying students on the Inter-

net and finding that they're more bold and agressive than in real life.

lot ot lime OB th« Internet. Although

they're still in the earlv KSfCI of the project

.iikI won'l know the ouiLomc ot iheir ttudjr

until the spring. Wotl says they have WO
theories about the personality type ol the

frequent IRCer It COIlld eUhcf be .in intro-

vert who doesn't like facc-co-face interac-

tion, or someone who seeks co&ttani inter-

acttoo and uses the Internet when there's

no one to interact with.

Just think how Cyrano de Bergerac

could have worked a chat room.

World Wide Wake
FIRST miKl wiKl DRIVE-THRU FUNERALS. THEN TALKING III

Itones. What's next: lunerals on the Internet? Absolutely!

latest craze to hit the bereavement business is an online set

that allows mourners to pay their respects via their personal compui

'Sonic people mav be Ih-muiii B> ** idM ) fiat, bW this isn't something I intended to null

pk's tradition*," ay* Jar* Maitm, puridrw ot Simpta Knowledge Co. and cyberfunetali
1

Here's how it works: A digual camen hooked up to I

'"

online viewer*.

I'( tend* live pi>.s ot the funeral ici

Cara Kupperman. |ulic W oil and

Michcle Muno/ arc working on a research

project addressing the social implication* ot

the Internet, and they say there's a big dis

crcpaacjf between personalities on screen

and off.

"In general, an IRCer [Internet user'

seems to take on an exaggerated persona to

become the person that he/she wouldn t

otherwise be for rear ot rejection." Kupper-

man says

Kupperman describes people she has

met in what she calls "RL." or real lite as

less flirtatious than they are online, as well

as less bold.

"One of the aspects [ot the Internet] that

WC found most fascinating was the

amount of anonymity and the ability to

re-create oneself by choosing an alternate

mode of self-expression," Muno/ savs

The students have found them-

selves at the torctront ot Internet

study. "We've found nothing in

terms of past research on Internet use.

but there's tons of research going on

now, so there will be a big boom in

research in a vear or so," Wolf says.

Doug Davis, adviser for the project

and professor of psychology, says the

students arc studying the personality

differences among IRCers as a way to

figure out svhat the Internet does for

and to them.

The trio s hypothesis is that u cer-

tain tvpe of person is drawn to spend a

By Shern Eisenberg, James Madison U., Va. I

Illustration by Jeff Nelson, Moorhead

State (/., Minn.

i lybennournen ^.m

view the images.

"chat" with other

mourners and even

click on icons to

send BowtW, shiva

baskets and svmp.i

thy card*.

Id «. osgrovc,

owner ot (osgrovc

and Sons funeral

Home in New Jer-

sey, says he plans

lo otter the Cyber-

funeral serene

I Ins isn't just

another fad, like

the dtivc-up funer-

als, because it s

done with taste,"

he savs Whai il someone live* in Australia and some-

one thev know dies in the U.S.. but he can't afford to

come here? This gives people contact with friends and

family during a vers sad time."

Patricia Dixon, funeral director tor Abbes funeral

Home in Tallahassee, I la . sass she has mixed emorions

about the ivbcrtuncral.

"On one side, I sail see the c\ciiemcni." Dixon says

"But for many people, funerals have very firm tradi-

tions, and trying to broadcast something like that on

the Internet might violate their sense ot dignity

Buying the whole cybertuneral setup costs 16,500,

but it can be rented tor S2')5 per day.

Computer science major Craig I'axton. a sophomore

at the U. of Miami, predicts that cyberfuncral profit*

will go through the loot

"If people will go for cybersex. how could they turn

down a cyberfuncral?" he says.

By Adam Miller, Florida State U. I Illustration by

Seth Thompson, James Madison U., Va.

Sites for

Bits & Bytes
• Don't get mad; get into their Web site. Defendants in a Swedish hacker

case broke into the CIA's Web site and renamed it the Central Stupidity Agency.

The hackers also linked trie page to a variety of sex, music and Scandinavian

hacker sites. The modified page was left posted for a full 12 hours. This may be

the new cyberfad. A few weeks prior to the CIA scenario, anonymous hackers

altered the U.S. Department ol Justice home page to read U.S. Department of

Injustice.

• California governor Pete Wilson announced that the state will not join 10

other western states in creating a regional online college. Instead, California will

start its own virtual university. According to a spokesperson, the tentatively

named Western Governors University will continue to develop plans for the

online school.

• Lights, camera, Jennifer Aniston. . . Steven Spielberg. . . Quentin Tarantino.

These and other famous Hollywood names are on Steven Spielberg's Director's

Chair, a new CD-ROM from Knowledge Adventure that lets players create their

own blockbusters. This close encounter of the cyber kind allows you to do

everything from honing the script to choosing special effects.

• The abacus. Then the slide rule. Then the adding machine, the pocket cal-

culator ... and now: The Integrator! At Wolfram Research's new Web site

(http://www.integrals.com). a computer program called Mathematica will

crunch any calculus problem you have and spit out the solution. Next up: The

Bard! For translating those pesky Shakespeare verses.

• Network Event Theater is rolling out the red carpet at more than 33 U.S.

campuses, ft wires on-campus theaters with satellite dishes and digital-sound

systems for free and beams in the laser-disk quality premieres at no cost to stu-

dents. The company also offers screenings of pay-TV events.

Kissing the Boar's Head — Oglethorpe
U., Oa. — Based on the same tradition, every December

inductees of an honor fraternity ceremoniously smooch a real

boVshead.

Tortilla Tossing — Texas Tech U. —
Until recently, football fan* spun tortilla* on their finger*«(_

1. res Worn
Worship Page
http://www.seanet.com/Users/wt

azel/playhse.html

Today's secret word is funky Web

Site. AAAAHHHHH!

2. Cantor for Online
Addiction
http J!www.pitt.edu/- ksy/

Online help for those addicted to

the 'net. Isn't Iff* ironic?

3. The Court of Last

Resort
http://www.sandbox.nef

Judge real small-claims cases

without that annoying Doug

Llewellynn

A. Mr. Cranky Rates the
Movies
http://internet-

plaza.net/zone/mrcranky/

No movie escapes the wrath ot

this student cynic

S. Seueeville
rrttpy/www.randornhoose.com/se

ussville

Cool! Hip! Better than Cat in theCool! Hip! I

Hat nip!

I it

flung them onto the field during home games. Southwest

Conference officials curtailed the tradition this season by

penalizing the team 15 yards every time a tortilla landed on

the playing field.

Moo Poo Bingo — Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical U., Fla. — Students "buy" i

plots on a nek) where a cow roams and grazes. People watch and

wait with bated breath for the cow to do her thing. The owner of

the first pooed-on square wins.

Hot Dog Day — Alfred U., N.Y. — Students

who wish they were an Oscar Mayer wiener gather for this week-
-a ..** n! I i— Hi i *

eno sueei carnival in ine spring. ^^
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Oxygen Fluorine

15.999 18.998

Chlorine

35.453

Hydrogen Neon Argon

1.0079 $9,895 39.948

Plymouth Neon $9,895* (For starters.) We've managed to bond together all

the elements of fun—sporty looks, plenty-o-room, a 16-valve, 132 horsepower engine and

an optional AM/FM stereo with cassette or CD player. It's hotter than a Bunsen burner.

For more Information on the Plymouth Neon sedan or coupe, stop by your friendly

Plymouth dealer, call 1-800-PLYMOUTH or visit us on the Web at www.plymouthcars.com.

One clever idea after another. That's Plymouth.

•Neon Highline Sedan $12,770 nicely equipped. MSRPs include destination and $1,000 rebate, exclude tax. One mole of any gas occupies about 22.4 liters.



Staying
Power

A FEW MONTHS AGO,

Anne Upturch

wanted nothing

more than to go to college.

The 1
8-vcar-old freshman enter-

ing the U. of Nebraska. Lincoln,

dreamed of an escape from the

chains of living at home, along with

a wealth of new social and educa-

tional experiences.

But that was a few months ago.

Now Upturcfa wants i<> go hone.

"It's what 1 expected, but I guess

it's just not enough to make me want

n stay," Upmrcfc said « latc v
l'

tembct. onlv five weeks into what she

had expected n be I four -year college

career. "I 'm ready to go home."

Upturch'l attitude may seem

strange to the millions ot students at

schools nationwide, but to universi-

ty administrators, she's all too com-

mon According M a report pub-

lished in lulv by American College

Testing, about otictourth of all col-

lege freshmen do not return tor

their sophomore year.

The reasons tor dropping out arc-

many: money, grades, homesickness

Sophomore Jinx

Freshman dropout rates at four-year colleges

and universities (percentage ot enrolled freshmen

who didn't return for their sophomore year).

Source. American College Testing

11

iH¥
1988
1988
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1998

Pubffl©

295

29.3

29.6

213

28.6

213

284

28.1

28.3

286

29.0

24.0

24.3

23.8

23.6

238

2X8

23.8

24.0

24.8

25.1

25.9

or a combination ot any ot the

above. But the result is always the

same — students don't come back.

"You look at the numbers, and

the numbers say we have a prob

lem." s.ivs I.hiks Cue-sen. vice chan-

cellor for student affairs at the U. of

Nebraska, Lincoln. "It's up w us n
fix that problem.'

And that's exactly what univctsi-

tics are trying to do.

At Nebraska, a three-credit class

called University Foundation lays

down the basics for success in col-

| ege
— time management, study

skills and student involvement are

liisi a few In addition. Freshman

Learning Communities pins siu

dents in small groups who live on

the same dorm Hoof, take the same

classes and get together for study

sessions.

West Virginia U.'i Operation

Jumpstart takes freshman retention

a step further bv recruiting protcs-

sors to live in residence halls and

serve as mentors

Richard Schrciber. a professor ot

lournahsm M West Virginia, and his

wife are two ot those mentors

The whole ob|ective ot the pro-

gram is to let fteshmen know from

the beginning that the faculty is

here for them.' Schreibet says "It

makes the idea of being one out ot

thousands of students a little less

overwhelming.

Although no

program will guar-

antee that freshmen

will stay on for

another year,

Griesen says univcr-

sines shouldn't give

up on the students.

"If it's set in

their minds that

they want to leave,

then they'll leave,"

he says. "But we'd

at least like to have

them think about it

a little harder before

they do and give

them a few more

reasons to stay."
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Give Me
a Break
STRESS! D-OUT

college students

eagerly wait for

winter hreak to bring joy

to their worlds. But for

some, after living in a par-

entless, curfewless and

ruleless environment for

several months, returning

home for the holidays can

induce a different kind of

trauma — and an insa-

tiable appetite for Grand-

pa's potent eggnog.

Pt fvaata* Ml
254
25.8

253
25.3

25.2

25.1

252
25.2

25.9

267
26.9 By Jeff Randall, U of

Nebraska, Lincoln

"As much as I love going home and

spending time with my family, I think

thev sometimes forgo that I'm used to

doing what I want, when 1 want,

Brandeis U. junior Aura Twersky savs.

Twersky. who's been through

the transition from college to home

front several times, complains that

whenever she returns, the same

argument ensues.

"When 1 drive somewhere alone

at night, my parents give me a cur-

few of I 1:30 or 12," she says. "I

know they're just worried about mv

safety, but at school that's what time

we leave to go out. At school, I

don't have a mommy and daddy to

be overprotective ot me."

Students nuv also be ill at case

about going home if they face prob-

lems there Robert Betlin. ditector

of the Brandeis l\\,hological Coun-

seling Center, savs families have to

figutc out the best method ot deal

mg with each situation

"Apprehensions can come from

ical issues.' Berlin sa\s "Students need

to know the limits ot what they can

tolerate and lay those limits down

Berlin suggests that students be-

clear with their parents and that

parents in turn "show some

restraint" when interacting with

their returning tenants. "They need

to respect the boundaries of separa-

tion and privacy." he says.

Returning home makes lomrstu

dents spirits bright — those whose

parents have adjusted to the change-

in lifestyle and whose watchful eye

has grown lazy.

"I love break," says U. of Michi-

gan junior Jon Von Samek. 1 can

do whatever 1 want to at home. And

there's more time to have fun, see

my friends and party.'

That is, aftet he unloads the

dishwashet, visits Grandma, cleans

out his closet, helps his dad get the

decorations from the attic, rides

bikes with his baby sister, sets the

table for dinner, makes his bed

and... oh yeah... decks the halls

By Miriam Heller, Brandeis U., Mass./

Illustration by Jennifer Dresser,

Hofstra U., N.Y.

Continued from
U. Views, pago A.

Spending the holidays with the rami

h is Jic-ers. We've arwavs had a good

„„k DJ Menuet junior, Louisiana

State U. • Holidays wnh ihe family

arc definitely cheers. Always hasc

been, and hopchillv always will he

Matt HomoM, senior, Eastern UK-

noiS tt • Holidays with the family

are definitely cheers. As college stu-

dents, we don't get to spend a lot ot

lime with rnir families because ot

work and homework and studying

lis nice to be able to kick back and

spend time with my parents and my

sibs and just have a great time

Delana Orr, sophomore, Eastern

Michigan U. • I Minitely cheers. I

believe that the holidays are an

important time ti>r the family, rhere

aren't too many times that the family

can actually get together and be a

unit. There are so many people

ignoring each other and not paying

attention to family values So yes. I

think it's absolutely important. Any

Edgar, senior, Florida krtemabonal

U. • I hate to say tears about going

home to be with my family, bui at

my school sve have a full month off

for Christmas break, which can be a

little too long if you ask mi

Campbet, junior, Auburn U., Ah.

Scholarship
$cam

H OW MUCH ARF.

you willing to

pay for free cash?

I he quest ion doean i make

much sense-, nordothenveschol.il-

ship organizations the federal

I lade Commission is currently

prosecuting.

48-Hour Dance Marathon — **en"

State U. - For ttapaat 25 years, nearty 600 students

rock around the clock for two days to raise over $1 minion to

fight cancer.

Pig Toaatal — U. of Notre Dome — Snhhtt.

It's not sponsored by the school, but thousands of stiiderrts know

that the swim team usually ptans this grand pig roast to party and

cetebrato spring.

Potato Bowl French Fry Feed — U. ot

North Dakota - More than 2,300 pounds of spuds are

served up at «* wtaktong festhrat and tootbaa game.

Little BOO — Indiana U. — Move over, Mario Andrettt

I yaw torMe annual oka race held in April

Companies suJi as ( erect

Assistance Planning, Inc., Christo

phet I here Nwaigwe, Student

Assistance- Services. Inc., College

Assistance- Services, Inc. and Stu-

dent Aid, Inc. have gained much

notoriety in the past less months

In playing 00 students financial

strains with flyers and ads guaran-

teeing thousands ot dollars in

scholarships in exchange- for "small

processing fees."

"Generally, this area ot scams

has been growing. Vv'c know that

from consumer complaints that

have been logged with the Fraud

Information Center and with

scholarship-related Web
sites." says Heathet Hippslcy,

Project Coordinator of the

FTC's Project Scholarship

Scam — a program designed

both to stop current hoaxes and

to educate potential victims.

Sassan Masserat, a senior

at California State U.

Northridge, called

the I IX after

a group
named Aca-

d e m i c

1 nvest meni
Money took

funds direct-

ly out of his

bank account

without his per

mission and

subsequent-

ly lied about

giving him
refund.

"1 feel abused. I'm furious

But 1 am happv that the gover-

nment got involved. At least

now we have some kind of

back-up." says Masse.

at. who has tried

everything from I

barrage of certified

le-tte-ts to filing •' small

claims sun to get Ins money back,

Lynn Heller, s tenioi at U.

South Florida. Tampa, sent flO to

the llighei Education Scholarship

Program and ncvei received a

response. Ha Esther, leffrey Beller.

fought back by sending a letter to

his local postal inspector. I he mat-

ter was eventually brought to the

1 I ( \ attention.

'Tor SIU, it was a gamble- and I

lost I hope its the worst thing in

tny lite ih.it I should lose. nut 1 am

satisfied that somebody out thetc is

listening," 1 ynn Heller says

Although the assets ot the

companies are now frozen while

the trials proceed, it's noi deal

how much money the victims of

scholarship scams will receive in

restitution.

1 taud .mists usually spend the

money as fast as they can," Hippslcy

says. The- sictims will just have to

wait it out

For a fret Wd sknxivwr "I h Iwl

arship info, see http:llfastweb.com.

By Elisabeth Morse, Stanford U. I

Illustration by Judy Tsai, Harvard It.

Big Returns
On Crime
Prevention

ELLS CLANG,
lights flash and

armed security

guards are summoned. No,

you haven't won big at the

Las Vegas slots. You pressed

an emergency button in

Texas A&M U.'s fortress-

like parking garage, where

crime-fighting technology

is the name of the game.

Because college crime rates have-

been rising in the past five yeats,

schools have started betting on inven-

tive crime-prevention programs.

"There are always traditional

methods like arrest, but we are try-

ing to stay steps above by being cre-

ative," says Vanderbilt U., Tcnn.,

crime prevention officer Marlene

Hall. "I see this trend across the

country. This is a tough, lengthy

and expensive solution, but it gives

the community a lot ot benefits.

The A&M garages are equipped

with emergency stations connected

to 24-hour monitored booths.

When a student hits an alarm, cam-

eras roll, additional lights turn on

and two-way communication with

police begins

"Being proactive with preven-

tion has stalled criminal activity,"

says A&M Lt. Bert Kretzschmar.

Ihe amount of incidents has

dropped dramatically

Oakland U., Mich., and Van

derbilt also had bright

prevention ideas. Oak-

land installed the

"bnghtway" — paths lit

up like night football

games. Vanderbilt colot

coded walkways based

on degrees of safety.

Vanderbilt is also

developing personal alarm

technology to connect

students with campus

cops via a kev-chain trans-

mitter. Victims will be

able to push a button to

alert police of the crime

and send vital informa-

tion, like name and a

photograph, as well as the

location ot activation.

A U. of Tennessee

fraternity helped stu-

dents reach out and

touch someone with dis-

counted cellular phones

The phones could be

used to contact police,

and part ot the proceeds

from their sales went

toward the Rape Aggres-

sion Defense program.

Other campuses are

trying to increase aware-

ness about individual risk

• San Francisco State

U., Calif., places posters

across campus after an

incident, outlining facts

about the crime and ask-

ing for tips.

• The U. of Minnesota

uses a fax network to alert

campus offices, businesses

and police departments

statewide the minute a

crime is repotted.

. Marshall U.. W.

Va., sells bar codes to

attach to property that

might be stolen so the

ownct can be identified.

• U. of Oklahoma has a pilot

program to "brand" automobile

parts with identification numbers.

"The [branding] program has a

western flavor, because in the Old

West people branded horses and

cattle, savs Oklahoma public safety

director joe Lester. "Now we are

branding cars."

Although testing new programs

usually carries a high price tag. many

campuses say the lower crime rate is

worth it. It's certainly worth it for

U. of Montana students to get

involved in its new program I hey

get rewards for helping to solve a

campus crime. Maybe Johnny Law is

wrong: Sometimes crime does pay.

By Samantha Levine, College of

William and Mary, Va. I Illustration by

Masheka Wood, Syracuse U.

Nude Olympics — Princeton U. - Bmrr.
Nuae «JiymJ*"r," - „_, •*» to sno eoohomores run
During the first snowfall of every year, a»» «w "!«"

laps around campus in the buff.

Happy Loopy Day - U. of Kansa"~
At 1 ! 45 p m every Thursday night, students come out of their

dorms and sing "Happy Loopy Day!' to ****"*£2 a

good Friday morning. This relatively now tradition is usually

followed by a water fight

Crawfish Day - Nlcholla StataJU^.
- Stadants spend the day feasting on mora than JWOpoundso

Cajon-cooked crawdaddies. Sho' is good cookin', ah oa-nm-tee!
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Plus...

•No Downpayment
When You Purchase

•Special Easy Financi

ForGrads

ice is Yours~*.

om AnyHew >*-

CheyrolctTbeo^JtJPpntiac Vehicle

Grade for vour $400 certificate and program information, return

fhfp^sSge pXply card enclosed in this publication, or call:

GRAD

GMAC
FINANCIAL SERVICES

CHEVROLET.
PONTIAC

See your participating Chevrolet/Geo or Pontiac dealer for details. ©1996 GM Corp. All rights reserved.



Have
Will Travel

Roam if you want to on a
student budget

BY JULIE BLAIR
NoRTHU'KM FRN U., III..

Phoiosrs. Mm \\u! Palmiiri, Pens State U.

TO
STARVING STUDENTS, TAKING AN EXOTIC VACA-

tion or even a four-day road trip might seem

about as likely as being offered a six-figure salary

the day after graduation. > But the strapped-

for-cash need not be doomed to National

Geographic specials, savvy travelers say. > If you know

where to find bargains, you can flex your Greek history

minor at the Parthenon, revel in Indian art or sip frothy

margaritas on the Gulf Coast — all on money made

from hustling tables at Denny's.

Catchin' air
One of the biggest travel expenses is getting to

your destination — a cost that can be slashed by

70 percent or more if you fly as an air courier,

says Steve Lantos, editor of Travel Unlimited.

Air couriers escort packages on commercial air-

lines for shipping companies like Federal Express

and DHL when their fleets are unavailable to fly

the goods. The companies will get you a seat for

cheap in exchange for your baggage space. Most

companies require travelers to buy a round-trip

ticket and stay a specific number of days. And

packing light for courier flights is a must — you're

only allowed to take luggage that fits under your

scat or in the overhead compartments.

Elisa Busto, a freshman at Palm Beach Com-

munity College, Fla., has flown as a courier seven

times and saved thousands of dollars on air fare.

Her round-trip flights to Singapore, London,

Spain, Mexico and Peru ranged from $50 to $1 50.

"I look into being a courier every time I fly," she

says. "It's not just that it's cheaper. Sometimes, if the

airlines knows you're a courier, they treat you nicer."

One catch to courier traveling is that compan-

ions can't travel together, as shipping companies

usually reserve only one seat per trip. With plan-

ning, however, your companion can be a courier

for another company shipping the same day, or

reserve a flight tor the next day.

Flying as a courier may sound like spy novel

material, but Jennifer Basey, author o( The Air

Courier) Handbook: Travel the World On a Shoe-

string, says the business is legit.

"Everyone always jokes [that] it's drugs

WEST

3221322'
&?.

i*A

Y'

Wl
Hitchin' for a ptoco to go.

lyou're carrying]," Basey says. "Anybody interest-

ed in taking a courier has to be prepared to take-

that joke, but i! is simply not true."

The goods are mostly boring stuff— like doc-

uments — and you aren't held responsible for

delivering them or ensuring their safety. Your only

obligation is to meet a company representative at

the airport before the trip to pick up your ticket.

"The only time I was nervous was when I went

to Singapore and they

announced that bringing

drugs into the country

is punishable by

death," Busto says.

"But that's why it's good

that you never come in

contact with the package."

Globetrotting
If you're a true globe-

trotter seeking adventure

on a teeny fortune, you

can visit Big Ben, the

Sphinx and the Great

Wall of China all for one

airfare on an around-the-

world ticket.

Much like a cruise

trip, you specify a final

destination and the num-

ber of stops you would

like to make along the

way. There's just one

catch: You can only fly in

one direction.

"I can go around the

world from Los Angeles

to Bangkok to New
Delhi to Milan to Lon-

don," Lantos says. "I've

continued in the same

westward direction. The

fare costs about $ 1 , 1
00."

For those who find

planning the details of a

trip about as thrilling as

yard work, Airhitch with

Whole Earth Travel is

the way to go.
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Whole Earth buys unused seats to and from

F.uropc on commercial airlines and sells them at the

last minute. Travelers register a list of desired destina-

tions and dates to travel, and the company locates the

seat. The company only sells seats on a one-way basis, so

you have to make return flight arrangements while

you're traveling.

If you leave from an East Coast hub, like New York or

D.C., tickets are around $169 one-way. Departing from

West coast hubs, like l-os Angeles and San Francisco, tick-

ets cost around $269.

It's a great deal if you're traveling to and from major

international cities, like New York, lx>s Angeles, Paris and

Umdon. It's not such a bargain if you're trying to reach

more obscure destinations. You also have to prepay for the

ticket and be willing to fly when called.

Cheap tricks
A European vacation

probably sounds like the

hip. backpacker thing to

do right now, but think

again, says Bruce
Northam, author of The

Frugal Globetrotter. Asia,

Ijtin America and Turkey

are hot spots right now.

"I was in Europe this

summer," Northam says.

"It was jam-packed and

pricey. Save the countries

in Europe for when you're

old and feeble and have

no immunity. You'll want

to knock out India and

China while you're young

and robust."

Paying more than

$20 a night is ridiculous

on a college budget, he says. Strive to make it on $3 to

$10 instead.

Still don't think you have enough fot a quick trip?

Employing creativity can take you far, far away from exams

and dorm food, says Jamie Jensen, author of Road I rip

USA: Crosscountry Adventures on America's Two-Lane

Highways.

"Look for off-season or shoulder-season rates," Jensen says.

Now 34, Jensen became a road warrior after a six-week

hiatus from the U. of California, Berkeley, metamorphosed

into a two-year-long lifestyle.

Jensen says much of the time he survived by trading

work for lodging. He even rented hammocks for $1 a night.

"The key is to go with the flow," Jensen says. "1 ended

up sailing boats and following harvests."

"Sure,

sometimes

sleeping next

to someone's

feet, out it's

worth it"
Luke Metzger, junior,

U. of Southern
California

Hoa<t out on the highway.

On the road again
If you have a little more time to explore, hitting the

road or the rails is a cheap but slowww way to go.

Green Tortoise Tours offers an au naturel traveling

experience, and slow is the only way it moves.

The San Francisco-based company does both short and

long jaunts aboard buses that convert into bedrooms on

the move, says Steven Brophy, an employee of Green Tor-

toise and frequent Tortoise tourist. Travelers sleep during

the night drives and, during the day, cook, serve KP and

sight see together.

For a fee of $400, Green Tortoise will take your pio-

neering spirit on a nine-day expedition into the Grand

Canyon. One month in Alaska costs $1,500 — airfare

included. There are also trips to Seattle, Portland and

Yosemitc and a Northern Migration trip from Mexico to

San Francisco.

For a little more than $100, Luke Metzger took the

Tortoise to Seattle and back from Los Angeles. The U. of

Southern California junior says he'd take the weeklong

journey again in a heartbeat.

"Sure, sometimes you'll be sleeping next to someone's

feet, but it's worth it," he says. "There's just a great vibe on

the bus, and it's filled with young people and international

kids who are traveling around."

Hit the road, Jack
If you're running out of excuses to travel, try the

old standby of job-hunting. Matt Krukin and Kim

Giblin, 96 grads of the State U. of New York,

two months trav-

eling across the

United States

while interview-

ing for jobs.

For a mere

$1,800. the couple

trekked thtough

some 10 national

parks, zoomed
down the steepest

roller coasters in the

nation, appeared in

the television audi-

ence of the Dating

Game, jogged the

Golden Gate

Bridge and went

wine tasting.

To cut costs

during the trip,

they cooked on a

kerosene stove,

purchased bever-

ages in bulk and

took advantage of

national park pass-

es that give dis-

count rates at

campsites.

"When we
couldn't find a

place to sleep, we

slept in the back of

the truck," Giblin

s.ivs "We did a lot

of roughing it. The

majority of the time

l

Butt-Head
On traveling
cheaply:
BH: "We usually
Just walk."
BV: "Yeah, and
sometimes we
ride our bikes."
BH: "Oh yeah.
And sometimes
we take the bus
to school."
BV: "Sometimes
we don't even
bother going to
school."

we did a lot of hiking and things that didn't cost much."

/.dm/won-esque student travels, national or internation-

al, are pan of the learning experience, says Kevin Potchnr,

founder and manager of Degrees of Freedom Travel.

"The greatest thing is to see and experience things you

normally don't," he says. "Traveling gives you a unique

and interesting perspective on the world. The whole sense

of adventure is exciting."

And hey, with travel this cheap, you might even be able

to afford a map.

For more information on Airhitch with WhoU Earth

Travel, call 1-800-326-2OO9.

Julie Blair couldfly all the may to Chicago and back on the money she

made from writing this story

Home, Home
On The Road

Whether it's by plane, train or amphibian

bus, let's just say you've cashed in enough

cans tor transportation funds. You buy the

ticket and hit the road. You're where you

want to be, but now you're broke again.

Not to worry. The friendly folks at the

nearest youth hostel can cut you a deal.

National and international youth hostels

provide separate men's and women's dor-

mitory-style accommodations and cost a

few dollars, says Lisa Diehlmann, promo-

tions manager tor Hostelling International.

Stepharmie Taltont, a grad student at

Texas ASM College of Veterinary Medicine,

traveled Europe alone for four weeks and

stayed in hostels the whole time.

"I was always in rooms with other people,

and I was traveling by myself, so I made the

effort to meet people, " she says. "I visited

Venice with a woman from Australia and

wandered through Florence with a woman

from New Zealand."

Here's the good news about hostels:

Price tags for lodging range from $8 to $22 a

night Lockers to store belongings are avail-

able, as are single and double rooms, for a

few dollars more. If you pack your own din-

ner, you can cook in the hostel's kitchen and

keep costs down.

Here's the bad news about hostels:

Depending on the size of the hostel, you could

find yourself bunking with between 15 and

480 other travelers. Some call ft charming,

others call it seedy. It all depends on how you

view your traveling experience.

"Some are seedy, some are nice," says

Margarethe Olsson, a senior at Virginia

Tech. "ft all depends on the area and the

people running them. But some of the seedi-

er hostels are the most fun. The really nice

ones tend to be more restrictive, less friend-

ly and less open."

Olsson has toured a handful of hostels

across the United States— from Atlanta and

Savannah, 6a., to San Francisco and New

York. For a few bucks a night you get more

than just a roof over your head, she says.

Marry hostels are restored old buildings that

reek of local history.

Like the Miami Beach hostel. It was once

Al Capone's hangout but was later converted

into a hostel. One hostel in New York City pro-

vides walking tours of Harlem for travelers

who want the anti-tourist tour of the real cfty.

And a Seattle hostel was once the checkpoint

for immigrants coming to America.

The bottom line? ft you want to be pam-

pered, fed, welt-rested and dean during your

travels, avoid the hostel experience, ft might

be worth it to cough up the extra bucks for a

traditional hotel. But if you're looking for

interesting fodder for your travel diary, and

you don't mind cold showers and funky-

smelling clothes, hostels are the way to go.

For information about national and intema-

tional hostais, call (BOO) 4444111.
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Are colleges
really

pumping
up grades?

BY DANIELLE
NEWMAN
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If OV LEARNl-1) YOUR
If ABCs long ago, but

alas, they're no longer

quite what you
M. remember (and you

worried about retaining

chem formulas!). Experts

say college coursework that

used to earn a "C" grade

now pulls in grades that

look more like "B"s, leav-

ing some schools shaking

in their boots over their

reputations.

Garden of even
Author Louis Goldman's "The

Betrayal ot the Gatekeeper tirade

Inflation," in The Journal nj General

Education says the trend of giving

higher grades began in the late '60s

and early 70a. He says professors

gave students higher grades because

they were trying to keep students in

class and out of the draft.

John Cooper, a chemistry pro-

fessor at Bucknell U.. Pa., disagrees

about grade inflation's origins. He
says grade inflation occurred
because some departments in the

humanities traditionally contain
classes not required to graduate, so

they had to compete for students to

take the classes.

"[The draft excuse] is a cop-

out," Cooper says. "If you go back

and actually look at grade distribu-

tions across the country in-depth,

the sciences and engineering were

much slower to inflate grades."

If at first you don't
succeed...

Other evidence points to second

chances as the reason for a grade
boom. The student government at

Louisiana State U. has been trying

to pass a Repeat/Delete policy for

five years. The policy would allow

students to retake a class for a higher

grade. No marks would be deleted

from students' transcripts; only the

higher grade would be calculated

into the GPA.
Senior Paul

Estes, student gos

crnment president,

says he supports the

policy because of

new demands on
students, like the

higher cost of edu-

cation. Since more
students work,
study time is harder

to find.

"It should be no

problem to give stu-

dents a second
chance," Estes savs

But the faculty

senate has decided

not to vote on the

issue again. "The
major reason I

object is the devalu-

ation ol the degree,"

lay* John Collier,

president of the fat

ults senate.

Several schools

— including the

U. of California.

Berkeley, Tcnncscc's V'anderbilt

U. and New Jersey's Rutgers U.
— have adopted some torni of the

policy. At Rutgers, students ^an

repeat up to 12 credits of failed

coursework, The policy was
adopted because GPA require-

ments for graduation were raised

from a 1.8 to a 2.0.

"I spend a lot ot time speaking

to students encouraging them [to

repeat tor an 'A']. 1 don't encourage

students to get a 'C to raise their

GPA,* says Shawn Johnson, assis-

tant dean for academic standing and

readmission at Rutgers.

Dropping the bombs
Contrary to popular belief in

academia, says Cliff Adelman, a

senior research analyst with the

Department of Education, grade

inflation doesn't exist. A study he

cited in a New York Times editorial

shows that the percentage of "A"s

fell from 27.3 percent between 1972

and 1982 to 25.2 percent between

1982 and 1992.

Adelman explains GPA
increases by noting the various

ways students can drop a class

before a poor grade makes it

on a transcript.

Until the 1995-96

school vear, students at

Stanford U. could drop a class the

day of the final exam and not be

penalized. Students at Brown U.,

R.I., can still drop a class until the

last day of class. And at most state

universities, just

weeks before the

end ot the semester,

a student can with-

draw without

receiving a "W."

Adelman says

the media lead peo-

ple to believe grade

inflation exists by

focusing on Ivy

League schools,

which historically

give high grades.

"Stanford, Harvard

and Amhersr arc

glitz, and that's

what [the media]

report. That's not

reality. They're not

the average place

where American
kids uc going."

( oopet dis-

agrees. He says that

while on a yearlong

sabbatical at Cor-
nell U., he noticed

that the grade

i n fl a t i O n

there was not U flagrani as

at Bucknell.

Many colleges bear

similar stances to 1 M on

grade inflation — they see

that it exists and want to

take action.

Phil Ayres, a senior

at Yandetbilt, says that

[WO years ago, Van-

derbilt s average

grade was a "B-."

Since then he has

noticed that grad-

ing has gotten hard-

er — and he's

glad. "The aver-

age grade is

now more
like

"'A' students

today can't

begin to do

what t
stodents

could do 20

or 30rears
ago, ont the

grades keep

going up."
John Cooper,

chemistry professor,

Bucknell U., Pa.

'C It makes sense for those going

on to prolession.il school. It doesn't

look as good doing well at a school

whose average grade is a 'B-' as it

does from one with a 'C.'"

Harry Cleaver, an economics
professor at U. of Texas, Austin,

says that UT used to unofficially

record which professors were "infla-

tois' and "deflators" by tracking

average grades in classes. Being an

"inflator" counted against a profes-

sor in pursuit ot tenure or promo-
tion. "Deflators" got raises.

A history of failure
Rather than abolishing tailing

grades, as many schools have done
in the past. Stanford is adding them

M at least one old favorite. Since

Stanford abolished the "D" and the

"K" grades in 19"0, the school went

25 years without giving a tailing

grade. That ended when officials

brought back the mark of failure to

he noted as "NP," for "not passed,'

List school sear

During the 1968-69 school

year. 35 percent ot students U Stan

tord received an "A" and 1 percent

received an "I."

according to a

June 1994
article in the

Chicago Tri-

ll u n e .

T h

of "A"s had jumped to 5 1 percent

by the 1992-93 school year.

As of two years ago, Dartmouth
College, N.H., includes on its tran-

scripts — in addition to grades — the

size ot the class and the average grade

tor the class. This change came after

its overall GPA jumped from 3.06 in

1976-77 to 323 in 1993-94.

So could today's students survive

on grading scales of the past?

"'A' students today can't begin

to do what 'A' students could do 20
or 30 years ago," Cooper says "But

the grades keep going up."

Ayres disagrees. "I'd say now it's

more challenging, and it's better

than ever."

We may never know if grade

inflation is an actual phenomenon.
Maybe the only important question

is: Are you better oft now than you

were four years ago?

Danielle Seuman >pendi 10 much time in

ihe news room, the ttoe>n i have a clue

what her (iPA is

and
Butt-Head
On grade
inflation:

BH: "Uhhh...
what?"
BV: "Yeah,
really. I thought
Inflation had to
do with money."
BH: "Oh yeah.
In that case, I'd

probably go,
<Uh, give me all

your money
and, uh, an "A,"
asswipel" Huh
huh huh."
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Rating System

BY MELISSA GREGO

Tibbetts Street
"When we were playing

in a small place, by the end

of the night, people were

on tables — when we'd

play a polka or some-

thing," says Ryan McMak-

en, guitarist/ vocalist tor

Tibbetts Street.

This pack of former high

school buddies attracted an

audience by charging $1

per person at the Taco

Stand in Athens, Ga. But

their eclectic, personality-

filled shows lured fans to

bigger shows.

Tibbetts Street's CO one

seventy features complex

ballad grooves — just right

for stretching out on a

velour chaise longue— as

well as beer-chug jams.

Every bit is reminiscent of

70s rock, complete with

guitar solos, flutes, tingling

triangles, and, of course,

keyboards.

The CD is somewhat

chaotic and similar to typ-

ical college-band Grateful

Dead imitations. But Tib-

betts Street is getting

more organized. "Things

are becoming less jam-

oriented, with more

emphasis on song writ-

ing," McMaken says.

"It's friendly music —
not thrash or anger," says

keyboardist/vocalist

Mark Ross.

When band relations do

get strained, Tibbetts Street

have a sure-fire method to

settle disputes. "We wres-

tle, and whoever wins is

right," says drummer Char-

lie Whitney.

For more info, call Mark

LaClaire at East Coast

Entertainment at (800)

876-0016.

Figgy pudding

Fruitcake

Blind Melon
Nico

>OME FAMILIES HIGH-TAIL IT TO
'Olan Mills to capture the early

smiles of their first kid. They order a

million copies of the portrait and send it

off to their friends. But Shannon Hoon

got it backward — his bandmates/bud-

dies made a portrait of Blind Melon and

dedicated it to his daughter, Nico Blue.

Inside this sc rapbook-like album, tans

will find new treasures. There are Ottttakei

and never-released tracks, including (he last

two recordings of Hoon before his death

from a drug overdose. Nico displays t lie-

band s irnnu vitality — evidence of what

Blind Melon and its singei/songwriter were

and could have been.

"Letters From a Porcupine* is i message

from Hoon on guitarist Christopher I bonis

answering machine. Songs like eerie "No

Rain* [ripped-away version] Foreshadow

Hoon'i fate. Here's proof it'l not loo late to

gel to know the band tliat connected new and

old-stck- rock .«s effortlessly as it combined

hope and despair.

Tricky
Pro-Millennium

Tension

Don't call it trip-Imp

rricky hates that expression, and. from the sound of

this recotd. vou don't want to be on bis bad side.

It's rapturous to hear Martinc I opley-Bird again

on Tridcy's latest in fact, it'l hard not to want

more of her shards -of glass voice. Its her singing

that silts soul-deep, not Tricks 's. But lie's the mas-

termind of this strolling, dark record

This stuff is scary — not in the thrashing Mari-

Ivn Manson or gonna-shoot-voii G-rappct sense,

but because it"« real and raw Vou can feel Irickv s

personal madness like 36-gril sandpaper on vnui

soul < hilling, not painful.

When Tricky's la/y. garbled lyrics bubble

above the mesmerizing beats of "
I ricky Kid," he

sings. They used to call nic Tricks Kid. I lived the

lite they wish they did." That's when sou know

he's all truth.

Engine 88
Snowman

leer sit around letting

every irritation and regret

creep up on vou until you want to cream}

Okay, it's not the most cheerful svas to spend

sour time, but listening to singer I om Barnes do ii

is kind of cool At least that's what he sounds like

nig. There s so much energy on this release-

that, even on the subtlest ttacks. a sense ot solun-

ur\ desperation emerges.

Set to post-punk guitar. Barnes' brooding easi-

ly translates into robust pop retrains, I tu

Knight's bass guitar playing stands out as it

threads the imaginative tunes together with con-

sistent confidence,

Guitar-driven alterna-albumi abound these

days, but tins tccord is cleaner than most without

sacrificing aggression. I nguie SS knoss that pas-

sion doesn't have to mem dr.issn blood or broken

instruments.

RADIO, RADIO
1. Archers of Loaf, Ml the nations Airports, Alias

2. Luscious Jackson, Fever In Fever Out

Grand Royal

3. Jon Spencer Blues Explosion,

How I Got Worry, Matador

4. Cardigans, first Band on the Moon, Mercury

5. Butter 08, Butter. Grand Royal

S. Ditch Croaker, Secrets of the Mule,

In Bloom/Reprise

7. Silver Jews, The Natural Bridge, Drag City

S. Sebadoh, Harmacy, Sub Pop

8. The Wedding Present, Saturnalia,

Cooking Vinyl

10. East River Pipe, Mel, I

Chan based solely on college radio plas

tributing radio stations: WYBC, Yale U.. WRAS,
Georgia State U ; KUOM, U. of Minnesota;

KBVR, Oregon State U.i WSBU. St. Bonavemurc

.
• KP.NU, U. ol Nebraska. Lincoln; KTRU,

Rice ILi WMSV. Mississippi State U.; WRUV, U
el Vermont; WCBN. U of Michigan; WbTK, U.

of Tenncssc Knoxvillr

Get the groove on Us music page:

http://www.umagazine.com/rocks

Tony Toni Tone
House of Music

^HP^^^^^S^" "I've been looking. I

^^^^^••SK^ been searching. I've been

walking and talking." sing loin I oni lone in

Thinking of You." But they've really been writing

and producing since their I993 album SfM nf Soul.

Heuu ofMusk marks the trio's return to us own

soulful blend. I oils I oni I one's sounds, Isrics and

moods sweat, seduce, bump and sss.is togethei

tVeel) like no other group's can. whether ihes re

doing sultrs RcVB or digging into horn-bac keel

dance tracks

I one loin lone pull oil striking, stripped

down ballads, but they also succeed where hip-bop

pers often fail — in merging lots of cool sounds

funks "I eis Gei Down" is theit best compression

of s.uic-d bits of sentiment and style 1 hey get awas

with it because they're not just plain ol' hip hop

arrisrs I lies re about rap. lunk and traditional

RcVB. too rhe Tonys do it all at once... quite well

Our
Various
Artists
A Classic
Cartoon
Christmas
NickatNite

Remember

getting to stay

up late in your footie pajamas to watch

the Grinch, Frosty and Rudolph?

Whether you prefer the Muppets or good

ol' Charlie Brown, these timeless car-

toon classics are a must-have. If you

don't want this CD, your heart must be

two sizes too small.

John Pizzarelli
Let's Share Christmas
RCA

Dreaming about snuggling under the

comforter with the cooing of a sexy big

band singer? Try warming up with John

Pizzarelli. Each song captures the magic

of Christmas like it was in the good old

days, but there's nothing dusty about

this slick, young Sinatra-ite 1

Various Artists
Celtic Heartbeat Christmas
Celtic Heartbeat/Atlantic

Ethereal sounds enchant with this

seasonal collection, which highlights

centuries of beautiful folk music from

around the world. Scottish, German,

Irish and American musicians con-

tribute soothing vocal and instrumental

alternatives.

Various Artists
4 Country Christmas
Nashville/Arista

Country music stars do favorite

Christmas classics and guitar-by-the-

fire originals. Start grinning, cowboy,

because these carols remain recogniz-

able, unlike the many Christmas compi-

lations that inject overdoses of genre.

You'll smell the chestnuts roasting

before the first track is over.

R2-D2 and C-3PO
Christmas In The Stars
Rhino

For the first time on CD, this long-

out-of-print kitsch classic of beeps,

blips and Jedi jigs helps create a holi-

day that's out of this world. The best

track is "What Can You Get a Wookiee

For Christmas (When He Already Owns

a Comb)?"

Various Artists
Festival Of Light

Six Degrees/Island

You'll want more than eight days to

enjoy this musical Hanukkah celebra-

tion. Vocal and instrumental work and

tradition and modernism mix peacefully.

Didgendoo, hymn-like lyrics, tablas,

trip-hop beats and old-fashioned R&B

light up the festivities.

Various Artists
New Wave Christmas
Rhino

Can't get enough of '80s schmaltz?

This compilation should help with

tracks by XTC, Squeeze, the Pre-

tenders, David Bowie (with Bing Cros-

by), Wall of Voodoo, They Might Be

Giants and friends. Pass the synthesiz-

er and the eggnog.

It's time to wade through this sea-

son's zillion mistletoe-toting albums!

But really — the U. editors are only

trying to help.

re X
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BY CARRIE BELL

DECEMBER REMINDS FILMGOERS

of just what lengths Holly-

wood players will go to in hopes of

taking home a little gold statue

named Oscar. Courtney Love sheds

her clothes, and Madonna keeps them

on. Whoopi Goldberg stops being

bogus. Laura Dern gets fat, while

Kenneth Branagh goes mad with

method acting. Sarah Jessica Parker

even doubles down lor a nomination.

And, as the saying goes, il you can't

win with something new, recycle.

Mars Attacks!
Warner Hro.

It's ,i real nightmare before C 'Imstm.is when I mi

Burton introduce! marrjan mas Item from the Oval

( Mfice of President lack Nicholson and first lady

idenn Close to the swank 1 as Vegas strip Lots ot

A list cameos and plenty ot chint/s effects, monsters

and Inj; hair.

Ghosts Of Mississippi

Rob Reiner hopes moviegoers will stand In Ins

sure thing about the murder ot a cisil rights worker.

Racial Byron He la Bcckwith (James Woods is

brought to justice for the murder 30 sears latet by a

young district attorney (Alec Baldwin!. These fw

men are joined bs Whoopi Coldberg as the

victims widow.

Evita
Hollywood

Don't cry for this material girl turned first

lady of Argentina, Fva Peron. She spent weeks

on location next to Antonio Bandcras and

Jonathan Pryce with Andrew l.loyd Webber as a

musical backdrop. Pcron rose from poverty to

marry the president and hypnoti/e a nation

before her death at 33.

Director
Scott Hicks

sheds some
light on the

troubled lite

of pianist
David Helf-

gott, it dra-

matizes how
love tckin-

dled his lust

for life after I

retreat from

the classical

music lime-

light in his

early 20s.

1 vnn Redgrave stars as the match.

One Fine Day
J0m Century Fox

This is one hellish day for Ccorgc Clooney and

Michelle Pfciffcr to get up close and personal. The

single mom and weekend dad are brought together

for romance after a scries of mishaps. Could be just

what the doctot ordered.

Hamlet
( attic rim k

Hours (and we mean hours) of entertainment

about one of the world s first dysfunctional families.

Kenneth Branagh, who can t get Shakespeare off the

brain, assembles Bills Crystal Jack l.emmon, Julie

Christie Robin Williams. Gerard Dcpardicu and

Kate Winslct for this sordid tale of jealousy, mad-

ness and the- Oedipus complex.

The Evening Star

1 oi sure liolidas cheer go sec this sequel to

i It I tideamifM. Shirley Mac I ante reprises her

role .is Aurora Creensvav. now grandmother to three

troubled individuals, played by Juliette lewis.

George Newbern [Father Of The hruic II and

Mackenzie Astm (Iron Will).

Citizen Ruth

Newcomer Alexander Payne gives birth to a

satitic.il look at the abortion debate. Laura Dern

(JutWttt Park) is the pregnant, glue-sniffing nobody

in Middle America who becomes a media-ciietis

passu Mas be operation rescue for the careers of

Burt Reynold] and Swoomc Kurt/ (TVl Sisters).

W e s

Craven goes

out on a

limb to di

rect a scary

movie. The
catch is that

it's a spoof

of sorts in

which all ot

the victims love horror flicks but can't remember

the genre's formula to save their lives from a psy-

chopath. Drew Barrymore. Neve Campbell

(TV's Party of Five) and Courteney Cox star as

the token chesty screamers.

Night Falls on Manhattan
i'j'.lmount

Sidney
l.umet (Serpi-

io. Prince Of
the City)
directs a

movie about

cops, corrup-

tion and law-

yers. Hard to

believe, but

true. Andy Garcia portrays an idealistic policeman

turned district attorney who discovers life isn't all

roses .it the top. He faces personal letdown, profes-

sional betrayal and Richard Drcyfuss.

Rosewood

Director

John Single-

ton ttavels to

Florida, but

don't expect

.ins Mickey
Mouse cars.

Jon Voight
and V i n

g

R h a m c s

il'ulp Fiction)

lead the rescue mission svhen whites burn down

a prosperous black tossn after false accusations

ol issault are made

You'll hnd everything but the Raisinets on t/.'s

movie page: http://www.umagazine.com

The People vs. Larry Flynt
( lAumbu

W o o d y

Harrelson is

|>irn to be wild

in his role as

Hustler head

honcho and

first Amend-

ment activist

Larry Flynt.

With only sixth-grade education, he takes on an assas-

sin. Jem- Fahvell. the Supreme Caiurt and CxHjrtnes I owe.

The Substance of Fire
Miramax

Sarah lessica Parker and Timothy Mutton try to

save their father's publishing business after their

brother/firm partner gets tired of playing bs the

book. Ron Rifkin is the obstinate dad who'd rather

print a historv of Nazi crimes than a best seller.

Fierce Creatures
Someone once told

John Cleese that the hard-

est type of film to market is

an original one. His own

rule of thumb Is to never

work with animals, children

or Kevin Kline.

Of course, in the spirit

of Monty Python, he

ignored all mantras and

started writing an "equal"

to the 1988 smash, A Fish

Called Wanda.

Fierce Creatures

reassembles Wanda's cast

— Jamie Lee Curtis, Kline,

Cleese and Michael Palin

— and puts them in an

unrelated setting with new

on-screen egos.

"This is a strong come-

dy team, but they aren't

funny enough to distract

the audience's attention

away from me," Cleese

says. "Despite how difficult

they are, I thought it d be

fun to work with them

again. But I couldn't make

a sequel. They almost

never measure up to the

first one."

This time the fabulous

foursome is at a zoo

acquired in a corporate

takeover. Each has a differ-

ent idea of how the zoo

should be run to bring in

more revenue. Cleese —
who loves filming with ani-

mals, especially ring-tailed

lemurs — dedicated the

him to a personal zoo

keeper hero.

"Animals are a treat to

work with. You never know

what they're going to do, so

they keep you and your

comedy on your toes."

The Reel Deal
Just Write

Five out of five dentists from Wisconsin prefer

investing in independent films, especially since Mist

Write is the dream of a fellow cheese state native. So

when Heath McLaughlin set out to produce a film, he

called his people for financial backing and a root canal.

"It's a leap of faith for everyone involved, but it will work because it's being done

the way filmmaking should be — with integrity," McLaughlin says.

Sound too confident for a first-time producer 11 days into filming? Well, not with-

out good reason. Stars like Snerilyn Fenn, Jeremy Piven, Jo Beth Williams and Costas

Mandylor deemed the story worthwhile enough to take parts. Everything is accounted

for in the under-$1 million budget, and the industry is buzzing with early media cover-

age. A spring release is planned, although a distributor still needs to be found.

But no one seems to be worried about that on the night ot the century's last lunar

eclipse, when a gala party scene is unraveling at a Malibu mansion. The timing couldn't

be better tor a romantic comedy about a tour-bus driver (Piven, TVs Ellen) so smitten with

a starlet that he pretends to be a famous screenwriter.

"It's a very Capraesque, big-hearted movie. The main characters are the last of the

innocents," Piven says. "It's rare that movies are about the underdog. This is sort of

like my character's coming-out party."
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Retro craze
proves

knowledge
is still power

Kdillion, a senior, says watching

Schoolhouse helps him relax. "They

resonate a time when you were less

vulnerable, when you didn't

have to think about

tions and more arc answered in

Schoolhouse Rock! The Official dutile

(Hyperion, $9.95).

ITic trivia book was written by the

creators of Schoolhouse, McCaffrey cV

McCall Advertising's George Newall

and Tom Yohe. As the story goes,

BY CARRIE BELL
AsslsUM F.IHIOK

CaRHXIWI (H'KIIVi i 'I

Rhino and ABC

Pick
any Saturday

morning in the '70s

or early '80s. The
house is quiet. Beds

are empty and un-

made. Cereal is being

smacked. Do you know
where all the children are?

It's a good bet they were in front

of the TV watching one of ABC's

Schoolhouse Rock segments. And
from the looks of the new program-

ming and a rash of merchandise, the

kid in them has come out to play

once again.

College students are waxing

nostalgic over the crude anima-

tion and jazzy tunes. Humboldt
State U., Calif., senior Morgan
Sayler often comes home to the

familiar sounds.

"You'd think my roommate was

trapped in the fourth grade — stuck

at the Conjunction Junction," Sayler

says. "He watches his videos so

much, I'm learning the songs again."

The guilty-as-charged Mikel

landfills or

nuclear prolif-

eration. You wor-

ried about 'My Hero, Zero' instead.'

At the heart of the rekindled

interest are new segments airing

Saturdays this fall after a seven-year

hiatus. This set deals with the

financial woes of adulthood. I he

songwriters arc also working on a

series tackling the gruesome topic

or geography.

"The generation that grew up on

Schoolhouse Rock is taking over posi-

tions of power in the industry," says

an ABC spokesperson. "They

remember how fun they were, so

they say, 'Let's bring it back.'"

And back the educational car-

toons have come, in several forms

only possible in the decade of

marketing.

Read all about It

How many F.mmys did the scries

win? Do you know which song was

written first? Don't worry if your

mind is blank because these ques-

Ncwall

was frus-

trated because

his son could sing

along with all the Rolling Stones'

songs but couldn't memorize his mul

tiplication tables. He called in studio

musician Bob Dorough and begged

him to put the tables to music.

Dorough, who was all too

familiar with the monotony of the

tables, knew he had a challenge

ahead of him.

"I thought I was being called in

for a jingle. Imagine my surprise

when they told me what they had

in mind. They liked it so much,

they decided the songs might bene-

fit all children."

And so the educational scries was

born. As ABC became more inter-

ested, the creative team grew, and it

scrambled to think of intcrcsring

stories to teach lessons on math,

grammar, American history, science

and computers.

"People would be surprised how

much research went into the songs

before I even came up with the

music," Dorough says. "'Rufus

Xavier Sarsaparilla' (pronouns) was

the toughest to push into a pleasing

melodic form."

Music to the ears
After all the hard wotk, ABC

closed the Schoolhouse doors in

1985. (A small revival occurred with

Money Rock in 1992.) The music

tapes were stored in David McCall I

son's barn and long

forgotten until

Lava/Atlantic
Records produced

Schoolhouse Rock!

Rocks, .i tribute

album with re-

vamped versions of

the classics.

Musicians like

Skcc-lo, Better

Than Ezra and
Moby were given

free reign on which

song they wanted to

perform and how.

But for Blind
Melon there was

one obvious choice.

"When we first

started, we had videotapes of the

songs our drummer taped off 1 V.

These pieces made a big impression

on me musicallv. We were covering

'Three Is a Magic Number' tor

years," says guitarist Rogers Stevens.

"Our style fit that song well."

The covet of "Three" was the

last thing the band recorded before

the drug-related death of vocalist

Shannon HoM
"These songs are catchy, clever

pop songs that are actually hard to

play, so we were nervous. We hadn't

played it in years, but in the studio,

it all just came back," Stevens says.

It wasn't long before ABC decid-

ed to milk the pop-culture cash

cow. Representatives approached

Rhino Records and decided to

release the original music. The sub-

division. Kid Rhino, jumped at the

chance to put out a four-CD com
prehensive set in a denim-covercd,

three-ring notebook.

"Kid Rhino's goal is to release

music not just for kids, but for the

kid in us all," says vice president

Torric Dorrcll.

The show
must go on

for the past three years,

producer Nina l.ynn and direc-

tor Scott Ferguson have made the

cartoons come to lite tor more

than 100,000 fans in Schoolhouse

Rock. Live! off-Broadway.

Six Chicago rhcaters as well a

one in New York have

been converted

into 70s wonder-

lands with old TV
themes playing

"Jhese

pieces made

a big

impression

on me

musically."

overhead and Pixie Stix and Pop

Rocks filling concession stands.

"We've worked hard to be hon-

est to the material. We're not just

cashing in. Wc just fell in the mid-

dle of the retro cra/.c, but we ate

looking for a life after it as well,"

Lynn says.

Lynn says they started the show

because the songs work well with

original fans and
new ones.

"They knew
how to write a

good song, how to

take complex ideas

and break them
into jingles. You
don't get bored —
no matter how old

you arc."

Stay tuned for

possible visits to San

Francisco, Boston

and Lh Angeles.

Rogers Stevens, Blind

Melon guitarist
Melting pot

The buck docs-

n't stop there,

cither. Creative

Wondets, a software company,

designed a math CD-ROM, and

others arc in the works. Stores are

also filled with T-shirts, key

chains and plastic figurines

inspired by the show. F.nough to

make lntcrplanet Janet leave her

head in the stars.

"When I was selling T-shirts [in

Berkeley], 1 couldn't keep anything

related to that show in stock. Kids

my age just cat that stuff up." says

U. of California, Berkeley, grad stu-

dent Monica Kirby.

As for those involved in the

many ptojects, the popularity is

nothing but expected.

"Kids were so saturated by it,

I figured the tunes would last

forever. So many college kids

come up to me after a perfor-

mance and say, 'Your voice

sounds so familiar,"' says Dor-

ough. "I reply, 'Conjunction

|unction?' and they give me a

knowing look and say. What's

your function?' It's kind of like

being a rock star."

Ifthis story stems long,

n i because Cjirrie

Hell learned how to

unpack all her adjec-

tives with School-

house Rock.
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CONTESTS

4TH ANNUAL
U. CAPTURE
THE NIKE SPIRIT

Win $1,000 AND have your entry pub-

lished with a Nike national ad!

Wherever you go. climb, hike, raft,

spelunk. skydivc, parjs.nl, hang glide, bike,

jump, explore, or kick back, lake your camera

and Capture che Nike Spirit — those unfor-

gettable experiences in sports and everyda\ life.

Maybe you and your Nikes will hike to the

most awesome place on earth, climb the

biggest mountain or rock, catch big air,

bungee jump oft a bridge or rappcl (or leap

over) the tallest building on campus. Or
maybe you own the World's Oldest living

Pair of Nikes, or you can get the most pairs ot

Nikes (with the most people attached to them I

in one photo. You decide and IL'ST DO IT!

Each month, the best entry will be pub-

lished in L '. and the winners ot the month will

receive $50 cash.

The Grand Prize winner will receive

$1,000, and the winning photo will be pub-

lished with Nike's ad in the January/February

issue of U. AND every month this tall, the

best entry will be published in U. and on our

Web site (http://www.umagazine.com).

Send your entries on color print or slide him,

labeled (gently) on the back with your name,

school, address, phone number (school and per-

manent) and I bnet description ot the Nike spirit

you've captured (who, when, where, doing what,

etc.). Deadline for entries is December 16,

1996. 1 ntries cannot be returned and become

the property ot U. Magazine. There is no limit

on the number ot entries you can submit.

Mail your entries to

I). MAGAZINE
CAPTURE THE NIKE SPIRITCONTEST

I K00 Century Park Hast. Suite 820

Lot Angeles. CA 90067-1511

eric Endmlman. U. of Michigan
"Just Did It in a cap and gown

'

Chad martin, Tmxam Tmch U.
'Hangin out at Enchanted Rock

"

5TH ANNUAL
U. PHOTO
FOUR S1,000
GRAND PRIZES

Here's your chance to twin big money! / is

offering tour SI.000 cash grand prizes tor the

l>csr photo entries submitted in tour categories

Campus Life/Traditions, All Around Sports

(mud to vanity), Road Irippin' and Funniest

Sights. PI IS tor o.ich entry published in U.

during the year, we'll pay you $50.

Photos can be ot anyone or anuhing on or oft

campus, from nomi.il (whatever that is) to outra-

geous. For bet rev tits, keep the faces in focus and

the background as light as possible-

Winners ot the month will be published in

U. and on out Web site at http://www.

umagazine com The tour $1,000 Grand Prize

winning entries will be featured in I
' \ \1.iv

I
1
)

1)" issue in our fifth annual College Year in

Review special section

Send entries on color print or slide film,

labeled (gently) on the back with vour name,

school, address, phone number (school and

permanent) and into on who. when, why,

what and where the photo was taken. Include

names ot people in the photos it possible.

Entries: cannot be returned and become the

property ot If. Magazine. Deadline for
entries Is March 14, 1997.

Mail your entries to

I . MAGAZINE PHOTO CONTEST
1800 Century Park hast. Suite 820

Los Angeles. CA 90067-1511

Bryca Kunimoto,
U. Of California, aa
"Breaking down cultural barriers in Zimbabwe

Thl Ouong. U. ot South Florida
"Bird watching on a camping trip during exam

CLASSIFIEDS

EMPLOYMENT
48 National Parks are hiring now. thousands
hired using this dau. $1').')5 • $2. SO S&H CO

NPED-U. Box -US. (;,a„d Canyon, A7. 86023
(S20I 7"?'>-S300.

Peer Counselors needed ai SuperCamp, an excit-

ing academic and personal growth summer program
for teens in CA MA, II.. CO. Salaiy. room/board
Provide own transportation. Call 1-800-527-5321.

NANNY SERVICES
BOSTON NANNIES: Experience scenic, historic

New England. Excellent salary, benefits, friendship.

support Year commitment. 1-800-456-2669.

ENTERTAINMENT
l 'able descrambler kit $14. 'JS See ALL the Jun
ncls. tree Shipping tor mentioning U. Magazine
1400-7)2-1389

Holiday
Gift
Wish List

U. asked 675 college students at 25

schools what they want this holiday

season. The top five answers in the survey:

Toch Tools
1. computer 4. printer

2. CD-ROM
3

Ctomrnui

1 . cellular

2. fax machine

>. online account

Atid/o Equipment
1. CD player i,t

2. mintCD plaver 5. blank cassettes

3. headphones

rvrvidoi Equ&mant
1. camcorder ' 4-VCR
2. TV 5. blank video*

V lY/Vuico game system

Entertainment Acceaoriam
LCDs/
2. too*;

3. ma

WANTS

cordless phone
S. beeper/pager

ASSISTANT EDITORS
\\ .inn.i |( )B? Join the elite ranks of t

'

I h,

National College Magazine* assistant editors

on fellowship. II you re a graduating student-

journalist looking lor a career in writing and

editing, call or write tor an application.

Frances I lull nun. Publisher & Editor

I '. The National ('allege Magazine

1800 Century Park East, Suite 820

Los Angeles, CA 90067 1511

310/551 1381

Poruontmf Care
1. pcrfumif/colognc 4. glasses/sunglasses

2. hair care products 5. cosmetics/skincare

3- contact (

SurvlvaL
1. cash

3. backpacsr

4. car insurance

5. microwave

Photography
l.film

2. digit

3. instantj

it f*fn rrnfrrtat rp*tinr asfc_

^^1. AJBtiiLlateO'

charities

environmental 5. cancer-related

charities

3. jportsJtility vehicle

2. tj.tr- afm**AhHLmmM

Your Dreams
A real job after grw Jcvtion

Kick aunt pays yonr tuit

\bitity to read minds
A c»j- that never breaks i

Free/ample parking rrn tamptn

I mountain bike

1. erMartngbike

Vehicle rfems
1. car stereo

2. tune-op

\ car alarm

lera

3. aaotorcycle

4. scooter/moped

4. car phone

5 tires

SportM^^mmmm Oem^Lm
1. athletic allocs t. workout clothes

2. hiking boots 5. in-line skate*

3. camping gear

C/otf»es/flec«ssoricw

1. jeatfM t/coat

2. shoes 5.

3. shirts/blouses

ltMfagy|rtJv^tedOr«0 Holiday Wish

To be an extra in new Star Wars
prequels

Have someone else take my finals

Paid trip around the world
To meet Jesus and ask him a few questions

SCHOOLS USED: I . of Southern Gallic.

aJ.il alorado Stan: U.t Calif. Polytechnic Seat* II.,

am 1 itu Obiipw, William and Miry College, VAi
Nonham Arizona U.t V. of I'eras, Austin; James
M.iilisoa U.i Florida Statt r , ! „t I louston; State

< SewYoHc.BaffaW«tl. ofNebradiatU.irf
' '"WWwrrra MTlnTajni I' MkMaaats^tatr

.! I'enn Slate V.-.V. f P T~TTfrffrilll i Ken
^rucky II. i U. of Cincinnati; Xavicr fj., Ohio; U. of
~ California, Ia» Angdcii Appalachia Slate U.i U. of
California. San Dieao; II. of Maryland, College Park

f
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Double

After the glut of touchy

-

feely, pseudo-philosophical,

coffee table, look-at-what I've

got-betiind-my-toilet tx>oks.

along comes the refreshing

Satan s Little Instruction Book

by Carmine DeSena. It features

"deviiisms" to use...

On your
grandparents:
• Start off every conversation

with "Don't you remember we
talked about this?"

• Mouth words without speaking.

On your kids:
• Tell your kids you love them

as if they were your own.

• Tell each sibling the other is

your favorite

On teachers:
• At the next assembly meet-

ing, stand next to your

favorite teacher and scream,

"I told you not to touch me
like that!"

On students:
• Place short students in

the back.

On blind dates:
• Ask if they believe in love at

first sight. If they say yes,

show them your genitals.

• Tell them you give great

personality.

In department
stores:
• Fake a seizure in the crystal

department.

• Laugh at people getting

makeovers.

Remember when
concerts were fuif?

BY JAMES HIBBERD
AsslsisM hi H I OK

llHMRAIION HN |ollS GREUEL, LI. 1)1 Wlsi ONSIS

FIRM
YOU GO IHrUH (,H THE METAL DETECTOR. THEN

you empty your pockets onto the table. Any contra-

band (cigarettes, lighters, insulin, etc.) is confiscated

and not returned. Next, an eager guard pats you

down... searching... searching ("hey!") to make sure

you're not holding back.

While he's feeling you up,

you spot the sign: "Moshing,

slam dancing or stage diving

is cause for immediate

EJECTION!"

Wan a minute. This ain't Sing-

Sing. This here's the maximum securi-

ty level of 1 ollapali ici/.i

But it wasn't always this way.

Many, many years ago, young

Jccm Moree Son ol the primitive

Apollonia tribe accidentally wandered

on stage during the celebration of the

spring harvest. The clumsy Son

tripped into the red-hot camphre and

hopped around, yowling and cursing

to the beat ot the tribal drums.

To his surprise, the crowd was

delighted. Later that night, even

though Son possessed no land, had no

4C, Kevin Craven, Northern Illinois U.

survival skills and was strikingly unattractive, two village girls happily followed

him back to his cave.

Son began performing his howling and jumping show every night, and even

traveled to neighboring villages. As his popularity grew, jccm Moree Son fash-

ioned tight pants out of mw skin, shortened his name to "Son," and launched

the Son God Tour. The young tribesman who formerly couldn't be trusted to

light his own fire — let alone light anyone else's — was given more food,

clothing and women than any man could consume

Although Son died from overeating mind-altering mushrooms, many
others stepped forth to carry on the tradition. And for thousands of years,

the delighted audience, the idolized performers and the unscrupulous

tribal concert promoters all basked in the harmonious glow of rock and

roll and file.

Even in recent times, rock concerts were cause for celebration. Watching

the video from the original Woodstock is viewing some serious fun: No time

limits on the sets, free admission, beet flowing like... wine, ugly nekkid

people running around, huddled figures trying to keep warm — indis-

putable proof we hadn't lost that

primitive spirit.

But fast forward to modern rock

fests and you'll see that the only thing

remotely primitive arc the pierced

body parts — the one tribal custom

that never should've become popular

again. The sex tents in primitive times

turned into the LSD recovery tents of

Woodstock, which in turn became the

AT&T "Try a cellular phone for

FREE" tents of today. Truly a step

backward in evolutionary priorities.

So I ask you: Where is the joyous,

unfettered spirit? Where is the sense of

communal harmony? Where, for

Chrissake, arc the nekkid people?

Metal detectors, security guards

and dancing restrictions. It's

positively... barbaric.

Don 't let htm fool you: James Hibberd loves

to be searched at amwWM

WELCOME, IMtS AMP
GEMTLEMENJ ,

7b THE

STATE OF THE UMl\/ERSlTY

ADDRESS.

WELL, THE STATE OF THE
UrJtv^SlTY l\XES THE

BK3 0M6 , So X THiMH

TIL SHOfS IMSTEAO. I LIV£? ON TWf
StKOKiP FLOOR.

WE'VE
8UO0OHT,
HlrA TO
TH6,
MARTY.

play sone,.
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No lemons

in the lemonade

The Lemonheads
played at Pearl

Street Monday
night. Check out
what the Collegian

thought of the
show (see Arts fit

Living, page 8).

UMass tangles with

Hoyas in Great 8

The fvlinutemen

will start their climb

back into the Top
25 with a tough
contest against foe

Georgetown.
Check out the pre-

view (see Sports,

page 12).

WORLD

Doctors: Mother Teresa

won't recover energy

CALCUTTA, India (AP) — Mother
Teresa will recover, her doctor said

Tuesday, but the 86-year-old nun will

not regain the energy that allowed

her to travel the world serving the

poor.

A few days ago, doctors were say-

ing she could soon return to work.

But her recovery has been complicat-

ed by lung and kidney problems
linked to the poor functioning of her

heart.

Though angioplasty last week to

remove blockages in two major arter-

ies improved blood flow to her heart,

her other organs have been slow to

rebound.

"She will have to be taken care of

for a long time," said

Tarun Praharaj, one of the doctors

treating Mother Teresa at the B M.
Birla Research Center. He said she

would be hospitalized for at least two
more weeks

"At her age, with this problem, it

will be difficult to go back to the

active life she led," Praharaj told

reporters.

NATION

NY teenager killed

while roller skating

NEW YORK (AP) — A teen-ager

skater who hitched a ride to a bus

was killed when he fell under the

vehicle,

|onas Fredonis, 15, was dead on
arrival at a hospital Monday after-

noon, police Officer Cerry Varson

said

Fredonis and some friends were
"skitching," roller skating and hitch-

ing a ride on a moving vehicle, when
the accident occurred in the Bronx

borough.

"To all you kids who think skitch-

ing is fun, it's no fun when you lose a

friend," 14-year-old Bill Ortiz said.

Another skater, Ruben Ayala, 1 7,

was holding the bus' bumper when
he saw Fredonis slip

"There were sparks coming from

one of his skates because he had no

wheels and he was trying to get back

up," Ayala said.

"When he hit the ground, every-

one skitching on the back of the bus

fell over him," Ayala said. "The bus

kept going, and when we got up, I

saw blood all over |onas' face."

Police believe the bus driver didn't

know what happened, the New York

Post reported yesterday.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today

$#?

HIGH: 34

LOW: 20

Thursday Friday

lilHlffl

HIGH: 40 HIGH: 45

LOW: 25 LOW: 30

KENNETH WP SCOTT

Breast cancer-abortion

link possibly too biased

By Paul Recer

Associated Press

Study till ya drop!
Cinny Vose, 1 8, an Amherst college student, studies for her upcoming finals at the Pioneer Valley

Coffee Co.

WASHINGTON — Women should

not let feat of breast cancer influence

decisions on abortion because studies

inking the two probably are in error,

says a new study, the latest in a politi-

cally volatile dispute.

Research in the Netherlands that

showed an increased risk of breast

cancer among women who had had
induced abortions may have been
biased because many of women inac-

curately reported their abortion histo-

ry, according to a study being pub-
lished Wednesday in the lournal of

the National Cancer Institute.

The question of a link has led to

searing debate. At least five studies

have found that having an abortion

increases breast cancer risk, while

six others have found no such link-

age. Still another study found a

negative association — that abor-

tion lowered the risk of breast can-

cer.

Now a study led by Matt i A.

Rookus of the Netherlands Cancer
Institute in Amsterdam finds that one

reason for the confusion may be that

women don't always tell the truth

about their abortion history, particu-

larly if they live in an area where
abortion is less accepted.

Rookus said the problem, called

"recall bias," exists in studies where
researchers gather data by interview-

ing women about their reproductive

history and then use this data to draw
statistical conclusions.

"It is a problem that is underesti-

mated in many studies." she said, and

that could be significant since some
found only a small increased risk for

cancer among women who had had
abortions.

Rookus and her colleagues inter-

viewed 918 breast cancer patients

and a like number of healthy
women. They asked both groups
about their reproductive history —
the number of pregnancies and the

outcomes — and about their use of

oral contraceptives. The
researchers then compared the rate

of breast cancer versus the rate of

abortion.

The result showed that women
across the country were 1.9 times

more likely to have breast cancer if

they had had abortions.

However, the figure was 14 times

more likely in southeastern regions of

the Netherlands that are predomi-
nantly Roman Catholic or conserva-

tive Protestant. In less conservative

regions, the rate of breast cancer
among women who had had abor-

tions was only 1.3 times greater.

Rookus said that difference

between the regions suggested a

reporting bias among the healthy con-

trol group.

To test this, the researchers then

compared the women's responses to

questions about oral contraceptive

use with medical records that reflect

the true use of these drugs.

Rookus said the researchers found

that women in the conservative areas

were likely to underreport their use

of contraceptives.

Dr. Douglas L. Weed, a National

Cancer Institute researcher, said the

Rookus study was important because

"this is one of the first pieces of hard

evidence that recall bias is actually

present."

Many researchers, said Weed, have

been concerned about the possibility

of reporting bias in the abortion-

breast cancer studies.

"If it is true, then the results are

systematically biased." said Weed.
"They would show an increased risk

when there is none."

He said it was reasonable to use

the proven underreporting of contra-

ceptive use as a measure of underre-

porting on abortion.

Olivia Gans, an official with the

National Right to Life Committee,
said the study does a disservice to

women because it suggests there is no

connection between abortion and
breast cancer while this disconnec-

tion has not been proven.

Protesters demonstrate

against Pres. Milosevic

By Julijana Mojsilovic

Associated Press

BELGRADE. Yugoslavia —
Authorities muzzled two independent

radio stations Tuesday and lashed out

fiercely at the growing opposition to

Slobodan Milosevic, even as more
than 100.000 protesters rallied

against the Serbian president and
sharpened their demands.

Demonstrators hurled snowballs at

the state-run media buildings in the

1 5th straight day of protests against

Milosevic and his decision to annul

Nov. 1 7 local elections that appeared

to have been won by the opposition.

Police still kept their distance, but

one report said reserve police officers

were being mobilized nationwide.

Milosevic's propaganda machine,

which at first ignored the protests,

went on the offensive, dismissing the

demonstrators as terrorists, vandals

and a "handful" of desperate people.

Minutes before the protesters were

to begin their march through the cap-

ital Tuesday, independent radio sta-

tion B-92 and the student-run Radio

Index went off the air.

A government ministry statement

said B-92 had been shut down for

operating without permission. The
station, always critical of Milose\ic's

autocratic rule, had applied several

times — without success — for an

official frequency.

Authorities began jamming B-92's

signal more than a week ago.

Radio Index, which could only be

heard in central Belgrade, had its sig-

nal jammed on Tuesday.

The two stations had been the only

ones to broadcast direct reports of

the anti-government protests. Their

silencing left many Serbians depen-

dent on foreign short-wave services

for independent reporting on the

demonstrations.

"Now Serbs are under a total

media blockade." said B-92's news
director Veran Made. "Milosevic is

afraid of the truth, and he'll try to

hide it as long as possible."

The station used its own Internet

site to report the shutdown, and
Matic said workers also would print

leaflets and set up loudspeakers to

get out the news.

The station is negotiating with the

Voice of America and other interna-

tional broadcasters to carry its pro-

gramming, he said.

Opposition leaders chose to inter-

pret the action against the radio iM
tions as a victory — evidence that in

their stand-off against Milosevic, the

Serbian strongman had been the first

to blink.

"Milosevic is provoking the whole

world. He has lost his mind," opposi-

tion leader Vuk Draskovic said.

The opposition said its demands —
until now they wanted original elec-

tion results reinstated and Milosevic

ousted — will now include freedom

for the few remaining independent

media in Serbia.

State-run TV has broadcast only

brief coverage of the protests, fol-

lowed by commentaries labeling the

opposition foreign spies and enemies

of the state.

The state-controlled newspaper
Ekspres Politika accused demonstra-

tors of calling for "terrorism, arms,

bombs and rocks," while the

Vecernje Novosti accused them of

throwing Molotov cocktails.

The state-controlled news media is

prone to editing the words of opposi-

tion leaders, sometimes taking them

out of context.

"Those who haven't been at the

demonstrations and get their news
only from Serbian TV are likely to

believe it," sociologist Dragana Babic

said of the government's version of

the protests.

"And they may soon organize

themselves and move against the

demonstrators."

Milosevic spokesman Ivica Dacic

accused the opposition of "working

against Serbia and its people." He
called the protests "destructive and

violent."

Though Milosevic has threatened a

crackdown, police so far have

refrained from taking widespread

action. Police announced Monday
that more than 30 people had been

arrested for damaging property.

Police were deployed Tuesday in

parks and side streets but stayed

away from the protesters.

The independent Nasa Borba
newspaper said reserve police were

being mobilized across Serbia. The
official Serbian police force numbers

about 80,000 policemen.

Opposition leader Zoran Djindjic

said Tuesday that Milosevic has tried

to move against the demonstrators,

but that police and the army refused

to follow his orders. His claim

couldn't be verified.

Several Supreme Court judges

have lent support to the protests,

publicly distancing themselves from

court rulings annulling the local elec-

tions.

UMass alum to save the wolves
By Liz Anderson
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts alum. Rick Mclntyre. a

National Park Ranger and wolf specialist, will present a

slide lecture on wolf restoration conducted in south-

western parts of the United

States, including Yellowstone

National Park and areas as far

as |apan. The lecture will be

held tonight in room 231 of

Herter Hall at 8 p.m.

"Rick Mclntyre's lecture is

an excellent way for people to

learn about wolves." said Sara

Lupis an environmental sci-

ence major at UMass.

She added. "If more people

become informed about
wolves, then their preserva-

tion will continue to grow
strong."

The lecture will include a

one hour slide presentation in

which Mclntyre will discuss

ecological issues concerning

wolves covered in his books:

A Society of Wolves: National

Parks and the Battle of the Wolf
and War Against the Wolf:
America's Campaign to Exterminate the Wolf.

According to a press release issued by the UMass
Wildlife Society, the first third of the lecture will focus

on wolf behavior based on Mclntyre's research and

observations over the past 20 years as a national forest

ranger in Alaska, Montana and Yellowstone National

Park.

Mclntyre will use the middle third of the lecture to

examine the attitudes human beings have had towards

Rick Mc Intyre

wolves throughout the history of North America. He
will also explain the reasons and methods behind

efforts to exterminate wolves in the United States, the

press release stated.

The lecture, according to the press release, will con-

clude focusing on the reintroduction of wolves into

their native environments
throughout the United States,

especially Yellowstone.

Mclntyre has worked exten-

sively on the reintroduction of

wolves in lapan and has served

as a consultant for the Japanese

wolf reintroduction project.

A graduate from UMass,
Mclntyre received his

Bachelors in Science degree in

Forestry in 1971. He has
worked as a park ranger for 22

years in the native lands of

Yellowstone, Denali, Glacier,

Big Bend, Sequoia, Joshua Tree

and Death Valley National
Parks. He has also been a for-

est ranger in New Hampshire,

Arizona and a state park ranger

in California.

Mclntyre currently works in

Yellowstone National Park during

the summers and Big Bend
National Park during the Winters as a park wolf inter-

preter and a specialist in educating the public about the

park's wolf restoration project.

The UMass Wildlife Society is sponsoring the lec-

ture and encourages all students to attend, leam facts

about wolves and stop believing their fierce stereo-

types.

Both of Mclntyre's books will be on sale at the lec-

ture as well as Wildlife Society tee-shirts.

__--<*€.
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RICK MCINTYM

Rick Mclntyre lectures tomorrow about his new book "A Society of Wolves" which details the near extinc-

tion and reintroduction of wolves to the wild.
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Wednesday, Dec. 4
Craft Fair — A Holiday Craft Fair, sponsored by the

Student Union Craft Center will be held from 9 a.m.-4

p.m. at the Campus Center Concourse.

Discussion — Religion and Identity Series presents a dis-

cussion on what distinctions can be made between reli-

gion and spirituality? How do these distinctions impact the

way in which 'religious people' and 'spiritual people' relater

to each other?" at 7:30 p.m. in Butierfield main lounge. All

are invited to attend. Questions, call 546-51 74.

Film — A screening of Fires in the Mirror will take

place at 3:30 p.m. in the Hillel House Recreation Room
The lewish film class invites all to watch the film.

Meeting — The Student Health Advisory Board (SHAB)
will hold its last meeting of the semester in room 304 of

UHS from 5:30-6:30 p.m. All are invited to attend.

Poetry — The UMass Poetry Society will have its meet-

ing in Campus Center room 804 at 7:30 p.m. For more
information, contact Tim at 546-0562.

Thursday, Dec. 5

Performance — University Dancers will perform Thurs.

Dec 5 through Sat. Dec. 7 at Bowker Auditorium.
Reservations may be made by calling 545-251 1. Tickets are

$7/general admission. $4/students, and $2/seniors and chil-

dren. UMass students free. Reservations are recommended.

Reading — Lisa Alther will read and discuss excerpts

from her new work Five Minutes in Heaven at 7 p.m. at

Third Wave Feminist Booksellers in located in

Northampton. Admission is free.

Seminar/Lecture — A meditation and Yoga seminar/lec-

ture introducing yoga and meditation practices will hold its

final meeting in the first floor lounge of Butterfield at 8 p.m.

The event is sponsored by the UMass Ananda Yoga Club.

Test Taking Workshop — A workshop, offered by the

Learning Resources Center from 3:30-5 p.m. on the 10th

Floor of the WEB. DuBois Library. Free. Call 545-5334

to register.

Saturday, Dec. 7

Bazaar — Grace Church will hold its annual St.

Nicholas Bazaar from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Parish Hall. 16

Spring St., Amherst. For more information, call

256-6754.

Religious — A free Hanukkah party will follow the 6

p.m. menorah lighting at Hillel House, 388 N. Pleasant

St., Amherst. Donations of gifts for the needy will be

accepted and greatly appreciated.

Notices

AIDS Day — UMass is participating in the global

observance of World AIDS Day which will take place

from Nov. 25 through Dec. 6. You can get HIV/AIDS
information and a red ribbon to pin on yourself or on our

"Remembrance Tree" at the Campus Center Concourse

table each day. Visit the Faces of AIDS art display and the

Five College AIDS Quilt at Earthfoods. Watch Boys, on
the Side on HSCN. Activities will culminate with a can-

dlelight vigil on the Student Union steps at 5 p.m. on

Friday, Dec. 6 and a march to the First Congregational

Church on Main St. in Amherst for a gathering of

Remembrance and Hope. Refreshments will be served.

After that, there will be a poetry/prose reading followed

by an open mike at 8 p.m. at Claudia's Cafe. For more
information, contact Health Education at 577-5181.

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from
8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.
Ail ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information,

call 584- 8167.

Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.
Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more
information, contact Milly De|esusat 546-1083.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies

is seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen,
Depl. of Consumer Studies, 101 Skinner Hall, University

ol Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma, 01003. For more infor-

mation, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are avail-

able to help you find answers to your questions and con-

cerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health
Education Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more
info) and 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Community Room H-4
North Village: Tuesdays 6:30- 8:30 p.m. in the
International Lounge, Prince House (call 545-2299 for

more info): Wednesdays 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Community
Room, 41 1 1 melon . All conversations are confidential.

Meeting — Alanon meetings are held Mondays in room
801 and Thursdays in room 802 of the Campus Center

from noon-1 p.m.

Meeting — P.O.W.E.R., the Progressive Organization

for Women's Rights holds their weekly meetings on
Thursdays at 6 p.m. in the Student Union room 306. All

men and women are welcome.

Meeting — The Pakistan Students Association has its

weekly meetings every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center. Check for the room number at the information

desk. For further details, contact Musharraf at 546-6295.
Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus meets

every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer 201. All

anthropology undergraduate minors and majors welcome.
Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Ivrit" held every

Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right

as you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis

and other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student Union.

For more information, call the ARC office at 5-1925.

Menorah Lighting — All are welcome to attend the

lighting of the 6-foot menorah in front of the Hillel

House, 388 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, at the following

times: Thurs. Dec. 5 at 5 p.m.; Fri. Dec. 6 at 4 p.m.; Sat.

Dec. 7 at 6 p.m.; Sun Dec. 8 time TBA; Mon. Dec. 9 at 7

p.m.; Tues. Dec. 10 at 4:30 p.m.; Wed. Dec. 11 at 8:30

p.m.: Thurs. Dec. 12 at 6 p.m.

New Organization — WICC (West Indian/Caribbean

Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West
Indies or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as

anyone interested in the culture. For more information,

contact Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and
your help is needed. If interested, call lordan at 546-3548.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to 1 p.m.

in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement
of Worcester Dining Common). For more information,

call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

photo, layout, copy and marketing departments. An assis-

tant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also need-

ed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m.. 304
Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Support Croup — Tobacco cessation support group

meets weekly on Wednesday evenings from 7-8 p.m. in

the Campus Center to help people quit smoking and
chewing tobacco. See schedule by elevators for room
number or call Steve at 577-5181 for further information.

Q

Munchie
Specials

Mon - Fri

4-7PM T x_

Free Popcorn

Draft Beer

Drink Specials

& Micro Brews

ember 4, 7:30pm on ESP!^
SS

....

GEORdETOWN
Great Eieht

Weiss

basketball

11th Floor
•:• Campus Center

Mon. -Fri. 4:00
PM

- 12:30 am

Sat. 3
pm

- 12:30""
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Look Ma, no tape!
Walter Kupis, an employee of John Payer, Inc., finishes up what is to be the new SIS bank building in

downtown Amherst.

Bomb on train kills 2, injures 28
By Joseph Schuman
Associated Preu

KfNNtTHWP. SCOn

UMass 7
No. 1 Fan!

Mentos, a member of New Horizon, braves the cold to play for the people. Claiming to be UMass' No. 1

fan, he has faith that UMass basketball won't disappoint us.

PARIS — A bomb exploded on a commuter train in a

station in the heart of Paris during the evening rush hour

yesterday, killing at least two people and injuring 28.

Police said there was no immediate claim of responsibil-

ity for the blast on the edge of the city's famed Latin

Quarter. French television said the bomb was made from

a gas canister similar to those used in the 1495 wave of

bombings claimed by Algerian militants.

Officials said the explosion occurred at 6:05 p.m. at the

Port-Royal station, an underground station on the RER
regional line used by thousands of commuters in and out

of the French capital. A witness told France Info radio she-

heard a large boom and could smell something like gun-

smoke.

"There was a sort of detonation and a strong odor like-

on a firing range," she said.

A few minutes later, the wail of ambulances filled the

area around the station between the Boulevard St. Michel

and the Boulevard Montpamasse.
"There was an explosive device that was put in a sub-

way car," Prime Minister Alain |uppe told reporters.

He said officials put back into effect an emergency vigi-

lance plan activated after France was hit last year by eight

deadly subway bombings. Algerian Islamic extremists

claimed responsibility for most of those bombings involv-

ing gas canisters, packed with nails, nuts and bolts.

Interior Minister lean -Louis Debre said France was
tightening its borders as a precaution, and train stations

and airports across France were on alert.

Today's blast was close — about a half-mile — from

the worst of the bombings, a )uly 25, 1995. explosion at

the St. Michel station that killed eight people and

wounded 84. Seventy-six others were wounded in the

bombings.

Witnesses said today's scene was one of panic, ol thick

black smoke, the chilling wail of ambulances, and para-

medics frantically carrying away thrashing wounded on

stretchers.

"1 saw lots and lots of smoke and I heard a big boom,"

said a man who gave his name only as |ean-Francois.

"People were crying and in a stale of shock."

Police sealed off the neighborhood.

The first ambulances were on the scene within two min-

utes, a witness said. The wounded were rushed to a near-

by military hospital specializing in trauma victims.

Smoke could be smelted blocks away from the station.

Dozens of ambulances, fire trucks and at least 50 buses

carrying silver-helmeted riot police surrounded the sta-

tion. An anti-terrorist squad was on the scene.

An emergency medical station was set up in the lobby

where passengers purchase their tickets.

Officials said the bomb exploded on the second car of a

long commuter train as it was pulling into the station. The

train was en route to the southern Paris suburb of St.

Remy les Chevreuse. The subway car was a burned-out

hulk of wreckage, its doors blown off by the force of the

blast.

A police officer on the scene told The Associated Press

that two people were killed and 28 others were seriously

wounded, seven of them critically. About 50 other people

were slightly hurt.

Judge rules against denying marriage license

By Bruce Dunford

Associated Press

( Ol 1 1 <,I \\ NOW
egian news department is currently accepting applh

far Spring 1997. These paid positions offer interested stt

Associates typically cover the most pressing storied

within the state and throughout the country.

its heuld contact Michael Elliott or Chris Conner at 545-1851,

1

c/fli ti> pick up a application at 1 13 Campus Center basement.

HONOLULU — A state judge
Tuesday barred Hawaii from denying

marriage licenses to gay couples, a

decision certain to be appealed.

The first word of the decision by

Circuit ludge Kevin Chang came
from Kirk Cashmere, an attorney for

three gay couples who sued the state.

An appeal by the state would send

the case back to the Hawaii Supreme-

Court. It ruled in 1993 that denial of

marriage licenses to same-sex couples

amounted to gender discrimination

under the state constitution's Equal

Rights Amendment. But it sent the

case back to a lower court to give the

state a chance to show a compelling

public interest in allowing such dis-

crimination.

Copies of Chang's ruling were to

be distributed later Tuesday. Chang
"in a nutshell ruled that the sex-based

classification in the state's marriage

law is unconstitutional," Cashmere

said.

The judge said the state had not

shown any compelling state interest

to deny gay and lesbian couples the

right to marry, the attorney said.

Two gay men and two lesbian cou-

ples sued in 1991 for the right to

marry, to the dismay of some national

gay rights organizations that feared

backlash from a legal move some
considered premature.

The Hawaii case prompted
Congress to approve a law
PresidentClinton signed in

September, saying the federal govern-

ment will not recognize gay mar-

riages, and allowing states not to rec-

ognize such marriages licensed in

other states.

If the Hawaii ruling is upheld, gay-

activists would then sue to overturn

the national law, called the Defense

of Marriage Act, said David Smith,

spokesman for the Human Rights

Campaign, a gay rights group based

in Washington, D.C.

"This is a tremendous victory, but

the battle's not over. A major bridge

has been crossed, but the battle will

continue," Smith said.

Chang "made the only decision

that he could, given the evidence in

this case," said Daniel Foley, also an

attorney for the three couples who
sued when they were denied marriage

licenses in 1991

.

"This decision is not only historic,

but of vital personal consequence to

the couples who want to get mar-

ried."

Rick Eichor. the deputy state attor-

ney general who handled the state's

case, was not immediately available

for comment.
Both sides had said they would

appeal if Chang ruled against them.

The 1993 state Supreme Court
decision ordered the state to show
compelling public interest in refusing

to allow marriage between couples of

the same sex. The state then argued

during a two-week trial in September

that the welfare of Hawaii's children

was at stake.

Eichor argued that Hawaii's mar-

riage law is intended to promote the

best environment for the procreation

and rearing of children who thrive

best when raised by biological par-

ents. He also contended that legaliz-

ing same-sex marriages would open

the door to demands that the state

also license bigamy, polygamy and
consensual incestuous relationships.

The trial featured conflicting testi-

mony from a parade of expert wit-

nesses on family and child develop-

ment.

State lawmakers failed to agree

this year on either a proposed consti-

tutional amendment to ban gay mar-

riages, or domestic partnership legis-

lation giving gay and lesbian couples

many of the legal and financial' bene-

fits of married couple*. "'

University of Massachusetts Dining Services
INVITES ALL UNIVERSITY FACULTY, STAFF AND STUDENTS TO:

& Sjt

mum ID
STIONL-ArtWf i

• '«*vrt ***» *

Thursday December 5, 1996

4:00 pm - 7:00pm
at Berkshire. Hampshire. Franklin and Worcester Dining Halls
Cash Price: $7.00 per person ( if not on board plan)

Menu
Chicken Margherita

Shrimp Alfresco/Bow Tie Pasta
Pasta Shells with Tomato Basil Broth*

Garlic Mashed Potatoes
Fresh Broccoli Flowerettes

Whole Baby Carrots

Gorgonzola Garlic Bread

Praline Sauce with Vanilla Ice Cream/Frozen Yogurt

*Veg3n (Vegetarian) Entree

Drawing
Eight $25.00 Gift Certificates, compliments ofDan Yacuzzo,
owner of the I as tside Grill Restaurant In Northhamton, MA

• No Purchase Necessary •

Each Dining; Hall will have two drawings:

One for board plan members
One for non-board plan members

For additional information, Fax: 545-9673

or e-mail: d_sutherland@auxwor.aux.umass.edu

Work fasterwith it.

Power Macintosh* 76O0
132 MHz/l6MB RAM/12GB/HX CD-ROM

15 " display/keyboard

Now $2,558

Simplifyyour life with it.

Communicate to the worldwith it.

Have fun with it.

Power Macintosh* 7200
120 MHz/16MB RAM/1.2GBMX CD-ROM

15
" display/kevboard

Now $1,91 8

Apple* Color StyleWriter* 2500
Up to 720x360 dpi

Now $329

Get $150 backwith it.

Check out Apple's Holiday Savings.
Right now Apple Computer is it, offering a $150 rebate when yw purchase

a Macintosh* personal computer and an Apple* printer. Fact is, your timing

couldn't be better to get your Mac* a machine that features some of the

worlds most innovative technology. And its easier to use than anything

you'll encounter in your class schedule. So get to your campus computer

store and pick out your Mac. It'll help keep you ahead in your classes (or

at least tied). And right now, you'll come out $150 ahead on the price.

Power Macintosh" 5260 120 MHz/ldMB RAM/1.2GB/8X CD-ROM/14' buUt-in display/keyboard Now $1,559

Power Macintosh* 8500 ISO MHz/ftMB RAM/I.2GB/KX CD-ROM/17" display/keyboard Now $3,548

Macintosh' Performa* 6400CD ISO MHz/l6MB RAM/1.6GB/8X CD-ROM/15" display/keyboard Now $2,196

Apple' Color StyteWriter* 1500 Up to 720x360 dpi Now $239
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Society's not racially blind
Last month the Massachusetts

Board of Education, led by

|ohn R. Silber. unanimously
passed a resolution to require all grad-

uating 12th graders to take the

General Educational Development
(GED) test. Failing the test would not

hold them back, but the results would

allow policy-makers to see which
schools are teaching students and
which ate deficient in this respect. The
testing would provide a superficial

look at best into the

problems in public

education, which run

much deeper than

Silber and his cronies

will wish to address.

It is already quite

schools in the inner

worse shape than those in the more
affluent suburban and rural areas.

This is due primarily to the fact that

funding for public schools is propor-

tional to the taxes collected on the

property of that area. Quite often, the

urban schools are populated by a

high percentage of black and Latino

youth who suffer disproportionate

from the inferior services provided in

absolute dollars per student.

So. does racial discrimination

cause economic underdevelopment or

is it the other way around? It appears

as though the two phenomena, at

least in the United States, have devel-

oped side by side, each contributing

to the persistence of the other. After

Sam

McAfee

evident that

c i » i c > are in

slavery was legally ended, massive

migration of former slaves to north-

em cities resulted in ethnic communi-
ties which were consistently margin-

alized because of race. Black entre-

preneurs were excluded from the

credit market and effectively prevent-

ed from developing self-sustaining

economies in poor communities, and

thus lower property values. These
communities, like Roxbury. where I

am from, have historically been char-

acterized by high levels

of unemployment and.
as .i result, higher crime,

drug abuse and domes-
tic abuse rates. Even as

schools were legally seg-

regated, they were kept at unequal

levels by the system of funding.

Today there still is little develop-

ment in poor communities, resulting

in scant funds available for educa-

tion. Students who grow up in this

environment are not only disadvan-

taged by the inferior services in

urban schools, but must also cope
psychologically with all sorts of situ-

ations that suburban students only

see in Buy: 'N the Hood. In fact, life

in the ghetto can make concentrating

on school work profoundly more dif-

ficult, resulting in lower standard-

ized test scores and thus lower col-

lege acceptance rates. Given this

condition, it appears that not only

are Affirmative Action programs still

necessary, but they are far from

enough.
Conservatives are quick to blame

the victim in this case, assuming that

it is the way "those people" live that

prevents them from rising through
the social strata. Also ignored by con-

servatives like Silber is the fact that

the raw exploitation of the black,

Latino and. indeed, poor white com-
munity (to a degree) has provided the

relative privilege to which many mid-

dle class whites have become accus-

tomed.

It is counterproductive in the

struggle for equality for liberal

whites to sit around and feel guilty

for conditions created before they

were born. It is imperative, however,

for them to recognize the discrimina-

tion to which they contribute and
equally important for them to work
to refuse the privileges that come
with light skin.

Racism does not exist exclusively

in the minds of few individuals still

living in the past. It is part of the

institutional organization of our soci-

ety and is perpetuated by the actions

of individuals living in the present.

As long as we pretend that our soci-

ety is racially blind except for a few

"bad apples." we turn our back on
large sections of the body politic

who have been consistently disad-

vantaged, marginalized and
oppressed.

Sam McAfee is a Collegian colum-

nist.

The semester of my discontent

So here I am. a sophomore at the University, hat-

ing school and longing desperately for a break

For whatever reason this semester has left me
with a particularly scurrilous feeling towards my high-

er education.

I'm sick of nasty-arse food, deplorable classroom
conditions and rude fudged-up people who walk
around the campus like they have a stick up their arse.

But at least there are a few things to look forward

to. In fact, my friends and I have devised quite a few
interesting and oddly dangerous _^_^^^^^_
winter sporting activities to pass

the time.

Before 1 go into detail, however.

I must warn you. don't try any of

these at home. The descriptions

are provided solely for entertain-

ment purposes and neither I nor
the Collegian assume any respon-

sibility for any results of attempts

to perform these activities. Drugs
and/or alcohol should never be

used while engaging in these activ-

ities.

Sled Attack: This is one of the

most interesting death- defying
snow dependent activities known to man. And It'l

easy too! All you need are a few people with sleds. As
soon as one person heads down the hill follow behind
them and try to smash into their sled. It's fun for the

whole family!

Deck jumping: A lot of snow is required to perform
this wintry feat of stupidity. This is another no-brain-

er: after there is a lot of snow on the ground go out on
the deck of your house and jump off. If there is not

enough snow or the deck is too high YOU WILL GET
HURT and/or INJURED'.
Frozen Lake Firewood relay: All you need is a

frozen lake, a dura-flame log and three people. Two
people try to start a fire with the log. when it doesn't

work, another person runs over, steals the log and

" With the long range

effects of Chernobyl

uncertain, it is plausi-

ble that at some point

in the future, children

will be forced to play

with radioactive snow.

Daniel E. Levenson

runs away with it, the other two people pursue the

log-runner and attempt to take it back. The sport of

kings!

Snow Mountain Biking: OK.. OK, so 1 didn't invent

this one. but it's still fun. I may not be the Ned
Overend of Winter, but at least I'm willing to give it a

go
Why do it? Two words: No brakes!

Well, that's pretty much all the winter sports
invented in years past, but with the millennium
^^^___^^_ approaching, I can see a whole

new generation of dangerous win-

ter activities on the horizon. Step

into the time machine...

Nuclear radioactive snowball eat-

ing: With the long range effects of

Chernobyl uncertain, it is plausible

that at some point in the future,

children will be forced to play with

radioactive snow, and what could

possibly be more intelligent that eat-

ing radioactive snow. No more
watching out for yellow, dog-pro-

duced patches of snow, kiddies of

the future will have to wear lead

snow pants and carry around minia-

ture Geiger counters implanted in their necks. The child

that can eat the most radioactive snow will get to be the

"Radioactive snow-eating emperor."

Penguin Basketball: With global warming complete-

ly reversed, the new millennium will see an increase in

world- wide penguin populations. This event will

coincide with a shortage of basketballs, forcing the

NBA to start using semi- conscious flightless birds in

place of the proper equipment.

International ice football, featuring penguins:
Instead of footballs, players will use penguins to pass

and punt, bringing new meaning to the game. Since it

will be played entirely in the winter, players will have
to set them selves on fire to stay warm.

Daniel E. Levenson is a Collegian columnist.

Shyness isn't so bad

I
always used to think that being

quiet was a curse. I was intro-

duced to new people as "the sh\

one." a phrase that still makes me
cringe. What a way to make an obvi-

ously embarrassed child's face an
even deeper shade of red!

I have always hung back

in class, never really hop-

ping willingly into discus-

sions and debate. To this

day I hate speaking in large

groups, be it family, friends or com-
plete strangers. For years, I have
fought an internal battle, scolding

myself for not being more vocal. I told

myself I would be a much better per-

son if I was just a little more outgoing.

People are always handing out

advice about how to overcome that

shyness. |ust pretend you're talking

to one person, they say. fust make
yourself speak out more. |ust be

yourself, they say. OK, but... being

myself means being shy. When
friends give you advice like this, they

are only trying to help. The problem
is. they have no idea what it is like to

be shy. Unless you come by it natu-

rally, it is a hard thing to understand.

Your face turns red when called on in

class, your heart beats ten times

Lounsbury

tu-ter and you suddenly forget every-

thing you wanted to say.

Recently. I have decided that there

is nothing wrong with being shy. I am
a good person whether the whole
world knows it or just one person. I

don't need to be

"cured of my shy-

ness." It's not a

disease. It's a part

of my personality.

I do have a loud

side to me, as well as many others.

These things all come together to make
me who I am. It would be wrong to

tell myself that I need to change some-

thing that really isn't such a terrible

thing. If I become more outgoing as

the years go by. great. But it is nothing

to stress myself out about.

If everyone in the world was exact-

ly the same, where would the excite-

ment be? Try to picture a world
where everyone is outgoing and
everyone throws each and every little

idea out there. There would be too

many people trying to push their way
into the limelight for anyone to really

get anywhere. This homogeneous
world would get old. Real fast.

The world we live in requires all

types of people. We do not expect

everyone to have the same haircut,

the same clothes, the same interests.

Why should we expect them to

behave the same?
Being quiet does not equal "I have

no thoughts or feelings." Quite the

contrary. Most shy people express

themselves through channels other

than voice — writing has always been

a way for me to get some of my
thoughts out. I often get the impres-

sion that people think I have nothing

relevant to say or that I am stuck-up.

I do have things to say, I just don't

wish to say them to the whole world

all at once. I am in no way anti-social

and I do know how to have fun.

Without quiet people, who would
all of the aspiring comedians use as

their audience? Who would be happy
working in the library? And who
would everyone be attracted to if

opposites really do attract?

To all of you who are shy. don't let

them tell you it's wrong. There are

definitely worse things you could be

doing. Keep being yourself and be
proud of it. That's all you can do.

And who knows? Maybe the meek
really will inherit the earth.

Amy Lounsbury is a Collegian
columnist

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this pave are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

Battling the AIDS epidemic

Martin F.

Jones

It's been nearly 15 years since the medical community
first began warning the public about a strange and
previously unknown disease called AIDS (Acquired

Immune Deficiency Syndrome). Now believed to be

caused by a virus known as HIV (Human Immune-defi-

ciency Virus), AIDS has emerged over the years as a

major catastrophic health crisis of epic proportions.

There is currently BO known cure for the fatal disease

which to date has claimed 6.4 million lives worldwide.

More alarming is the- increased nite at which the disease is

spreading, as nearly one quarter of the deaths caused by

AIDS have occurred just within the past year.

As elusive as the cure for AIDS is the answer to its

CNH, Some conspiracy theorists have claimed that AIDS
was created in a U.S. government laboratory in Maryland,

with the goal of eliminating "undesirable elements" of our

society. There is currently no known evidence to support

such a theory, but it is a fact, however, that

biological warfare research is currently

being developed in the U.S. and in many
other countries around the world. And
while it can be disputed whether AIDS was
in fact created in a laboratory, it is much
more difficult to dispute whether or not the technology

exists to create u microbe similar to the HIV virus. The
truth of the matter is that it does.

On a global scale, the AIDS virus has posed the greatest

threat to developing nations in the Third World, with the

overwhelming majority of global AIDS cases diagnosed in

Africa and Asia. Poor living conditions, insufficient med-
ical facilities and a lack of public health education has

proved lethal to people living in those areas. It is in these

regions of the world in which AIDS has had the most dev-

astating impact on human life.

Despite statistics far to the contrary', AIDS is still com-
monly associated with gay white men. Early AIDS educa-

tion focused almost exclusively on identifying affiliations

with selected "high risk groups" which were routinely list-

ed as male homosexuals and intravenous drug users. Now
it is clear how tragically misguided were these classifica-

tions, which had a fundamental impact on the formulation

of government policy towards AIDS.
Richard Marlink. the executive director of the Harvard

AIDS institute acknowledges that the AIDS epidemic is

in all reality an epidemic of the poor and people of color.

According to Marlink. the average person infected with

AIDS is a person of color, with the infection rate among
African Americans being five times higher than among
whites (Newsweek. Dec. 2. 1996). The Centers For

Disease Control (CDC) in Atlanta stipulates that as of

|une. 1996 more than a half-million Americans have
been stricken by AIDS. Out of that number constituting

men afflicted. 237.236 are white. 143.000 are black and

79.808 are Hispanic. Among the number of women
afflicted by AIDS. 19.225 are white. 45.417 are black

and 16.805 are Hispanic.

When the same numbers are presented proportionately

as the number AIDS cases per 1 .000 population, a stark

picture is painted around who is really being the hardest

hit by the AIDS virus. As it stands, black and Hispanic

men have the highest rate of infection by the HIV virus,

with black men constituting 9.0 cases per 1 .000 popula-

tion, and Hispanic men constituting 5.6 cases per 1.000

Keep the trail dark

I
remember the lunar eclipse. I took an experienced

blonde and a charming brunette out along with Bubba.

my blanket, to go watch the eclipse. As the nearly full

moon grew dimmer and dimmer, the stars drowned out by

the strong moonlight came out. It was. in a word, beautiful.

Another benefit to going to school in Amherst is that we
are away from the heavy light pollution of Boston or New
York. I can enjoy a past-time I do not get to indulge in

enough, stargazing.

My roommate ended up dating two people I had
claimed first. One person I had only flirted with so I guess

I can't bitch on that one. However, (he second person, a

cute, thin blonde, dam it. we were making out on my bed.

and the next thing... my roommate is glowing about his

budding romance with her (it lasted a week both times).

It reaffirmed my belief in karma when my roommate
brought a tall, beautiful (and I mean beautiful), intelligent

brunette home. They totally

antagonized each other, and

now. this weekend, I am
looking forward to a won-
derful three days with the

said brunette.

Said brunette needed a break from the antics of my
roommate, so I took the above-mentioned blonde,
brought out Bubba again and we all went to go stargaz-

ing. 1 saw a shooting star! The moon was behind a front

of clouds floating in and the light behind them was
breathtaking. It was frigidly cold, however, and we did

not last long outside. Where did we all go to gaze at the

wonders of the heavens? We went to the darkest place I

know of on campus, the ever-popular "rape" trail.

The rape trail is an unpaved. unlit path connecting the

Orchard Hill and Sylvan residential areas. Instead of taking

the paved and lit path from Orchard Hill to Northeast and

then taking a right, the would be traveler would save about

five minutes by taking the direct route over this treacherous

passageway.

With concern for individuals who opt for this route, the

UMass security department patrols the trail with pairs of

supervisors. There is a call box located at the observatory

near the midway point of the trail.

Apparently, some people feel additional lighting is need-

ed to ensure the safety of those who walk on the trail. The
biggest concern is violence against women, hence the name
of the trail.

I am probably one of the biggest supporters of women's
rights. I am disgusted by violence against women or bully-

ing, the stronger acting sadistically on the weaker, of any

kind. If the trail were the only path or if the existing path

were several times longer I would support the lighting Of the

trail.

There is an existing safe, short and maintained path from

Orchard Hill and Sylvan. The rape trail is the closest dark

space on campus. I could certainly not find such ideal view-

ing conditions, say. in the Northeast quad.

Some people reading this may feel that this editorial is bal-

ancing a woman being raped against stargazing, hardly a

comparison. I do not feel that lighting the rape trail will nec-

essarily equal less violence against women. What it will do is

save those going home at night from either residence area a

few minutes walk.

In a discussion I had with someone previous to writing

this column. I was reminded that women have the right to

movement on public property anywhere and anytime, and

the women who told me this was absolutely correct.

However, this column is not claiming women should not

walk the trail, it is asking that a special and peaceful place

that I enjoy visiting not be invaded and have thai one thing

that makes it special taken away — its darkness.

Christopher Hassett is a Collegian columnist.

Christopher

Hassett

population. White men. who are most likely to be profiled

as victims of the disease, by comparison constitute 2.2

cases per 1 .000 population.

Among U.S. women the trend is strikingly similar.

White women constitute 0.2 cases per 1 .000 population

compared to 2.6 cases per 1.000 population cases fot

black women and 1 .2 cases per 1 .000 population for

Hispanic women.
So what does all of this really mean? There is a lot oj

talk that AIDS doesn't discriminate, but apparently it

does Currently, the various new treatment drugs that

extend the life of AIDS patients are too expensive and out

of reach for many afflicted in poor communities in the

U.S. and throughout the Third World. And Congress [a

still dragging its feet on providing adequate funding to

research a permanent cure for the disease. Meanwhile, a

multitude of these recently developed treatment products

are emerging into a full-scale commercial

enterprise for the pharmaceutical industry

In a May 1994 interview with Barbara

Walters, Nation of Islam leader Louis

Farrakhan went so far as to accuse the

World Health Organization of spreading

the AIDS virus throughout the Third World and poor

minority communities as part of an evil conspiracy to

exterminate people of color. Unfounded as this charge

may be, there is a compelling rationale behind it. There

is a history of Europeans using disease as a weapon
against people of color. One of the most telltale of these

genocidal campaigns was the practice of distributing

blankets contaminated with the smallpox virus to Native-

peoples living in colonial Massachusetts and across

North America (It should be noted that much of this

activity was conducted by Lord leffery Amherst, a

British military commander after whom the Town of

Amherst is named).

In commemoration of the annual Dec. I World AIDS
Day, a bonanza of AIDS awareness activities are being

showcased this week to educate the public on how to

prevent the spread of the disease and to raise money for

treatment and research. Unfortunately as the public's

perception disease shifts to poor and minority communi-
ties, support and interest in the cause may begin to

wane. A number of high profile celebrities such as Liz

Taylor. Michael lackson. opera singer lessye Norman and

Motown Records CEO Andre Harrell all have made mo-

nificant contributions towards raising money and aware-

ness towards fighting AIDS, but in the end these efforts

still fall far short of what needs to be done. The battle

against AIDS is much more than the latest cause celebre.

It is a battle for survival by the human race. Sadlv

enough, it seems that the greatest obstacle in winning

this war is our own fragmented view on the value d
human life, which turns out to be one which continues

to favor the lives of the wealthy and affluent as more
precious and worthy of preservation than those who do
not share such privileged status. Hopefully, those leading

the fight against AIDS will soon establish a more univer-

sal standard of what is considered an acceptable loss in

this epidemic, and one which doesn't comfortably write

out of existence the poor and colored peoples of the

world.

Martin F. Jones is a Collegian columnist.
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Eliza

Berkowitz

Life's riot so good

living in the dorms

I

do not appreciate being woken up at 2 a.m. b\ the

sound of a water fountain being smashed to pieces

and ripped out of a wall. I do not think it's |"
; ,ii ili.n

my R.A. was threatened by a resident simply for

doing her job. I hate waking up in the morning to bro-

ken beer bottles, chocolate pudding and cheese doodles

thrown all over the floor in my hallway. I detest the

smell of the puke that is repeatedly spewn on the men's

bathroom door across the hall from my room. I just

don't understand why I'm faced with these obstacles on

a daily basis. They are not necessary and should not be a

part of daily college life.

Listen, if you can't handle your liquor, don't drink. It's

as simple as that. Please do not use your drunkenness as

an excuse for why you broke the water fountain, yelled at

the R.A., threw your
garbage down the hailway
or puked on a door. Is it

really that necessary for

you to get piss drunk on a

Tuesday night? I don't
think so. Am I the only person who has work to do? I

still don't think so.

Don't get me wrong. I have nothing against a little

social drinking every once in a while. I just think that

problems arise when people cannot distinguish between
social drinking and a drinking problem. It seems that some
people see college as an opportunity to get hammered
every night of the week. It's not. I swear. Isn't anyone in

college to learn something? While I'm sure that there are

many people in this university who are taking full advan
tage of their education, these people are hard to find.

By living in a dorm, you agree to abide by the rules

and regulations that this University has laid down for

you. Honestly. I live in a dorm and everyone knows that

it's easy to get around most of the rules. This is why I

just can't understand people who get repeatedly written

up for stupid things.

For those of you who do get written up often. I have
three words of wisdom for you: Close your door. Isn't

that simple? Pick your loud, drunk butt up off the

couch and close your door. You'll be doing your floor-

mates and yourself a favor. They won't have to listen to

your crap and you'll be less likely to get in trouble. Got
it? Good.

Listen, if you can't respect your floor and the peo-
ple who live on it. you shouldn't be in college.
Unfortunately, they let anyone live in the dorms. There
should be some kind of interview that you have to BO
through before you get accepted into the dorm. There
is DO application to fill out. There is no test that shows
how mature you are. If you get into the University,
you're automatically guaranteed on campus housing.
In fact, you have to live on campus for two years. That
sucks. The truth is that many people aren't mature
enough to handle living on their own. They belong at

home with mommy and daddy.
I don't mean to sound bitter or bitchy. It's just that I

have as much right as the next person to fully enjoy
dorm life and I feel that there are people that are
restricting that right. These people live on practically
every floor in every dorm. You might even be one of
these people. Now. I'm not saying that drunk people
are bad people. I am saying that people who are violent,
destructive and loud when they're drunk should learn
to control themselves. Take responsibility for your
actions and grow up. You'll be doing yourself and
everyone else a favor.

Eliza Berkowitz ts a Collegian columnist
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Eighteen and life

Amy Grossberg and Brian
Peterson |r. should be look

ing forward to the rest of
their lives.

In fact, at the tender age of 18.

they should be hanging out with
friends at their respective colleges

or enjoying everything life has to

offer before getting on with the
real world.

Except for this couple, the
future now offers at best life

behind bars or at worse, the death
penalty.

Grossberg and
Peterson are guilty

of murdering their

son, just minutes
after he was born.

Murdering babies soon after

birth is not an uncommon crime.

Newsweek reports that 207 babies

less than a week old were mur-
dered in 1994.

What sets this pair apart is that

they didn't fit the profile of the

poor, young single mother acting

alone. They came from wealthy
families, were reportedly
well-adjusted and when they mur-
dered, they were together.

In fact, Grossberg and Peterson

had more options than most peo-

ple caught in this situation. They
could have opted for an abortion

early on when Grossberg discov-

ered she was pregnant or adop-
tion after the child was born.

What they didn't do and should

have done, was tell someone. If

not their parents, then someone
whom they trusted enough to con-

fide in.

Perhaps the shame of an
unwanted pregnancy prevented
the couple from telling anyone
their secret. Perhaps the attitudes

in their privileged society didn't

allow for the pregnancy.

When she left for college to

begin her freshman year at the

University of Delaware.
Grossberg was six months preg-

nant. It seems almost ludicrous

that Grossberg, who stands a little

over five feet and weighs just 100

pounds could conceal her preg-

nancy from so many people.

Especially her parents. How
could they not have noticed
their size-one daughter was
pregnant?

It is easy to speculate that

Grossberg and Peterson were
aware that their parents would
disapprove and would be disap-

pointed in them. Maybe there was
something in their home lives that

made telling risky.

Seema

Gangatirkar

Whatever their reasons,
Grossberg and Peterson kept their

silence.

And when Grossberg gave birth

in a Comfort Inn Motel in the

early morning hours of Nov.
12-13, rather than tell anyone
then or seek help, Peterson put

the 20-inch long, six pound baby

boy into a plastic bag and deposit-

ed the healthy infant in the dump
ster behind the motel.

They almost got away with it.

Grossberg col-

lapsed later that

evening in her

dorm and when
rushed to the hos-

pital, she con-
fessed she had given birth and
that her boyfriend had disposed of

the baby.

An autopsy performed on the

child revealed that he had died

from multiple skull fractures and
injury to the brain.

It was a cold and calculated

move. How Grossberg and
Peterson could simply murder
their child after he was born is

simply unthinkable.

Perhaps in a panic state, they

lacked the ability to think straight.

Maybe they didn't realize the con-

sequences of their actions. But
probably, they thought they'd get

away with murder and no one
would ever know.

The thing is, we do know now
and unfortunately, it's hard to feel

pity for Grossberg and Peterson.

The image of Grossberg com-
manding Peterson to get rid of the

child shortly after giving birth is

almost too grotesque for words.

It's probably only now that

Grossberg and Peterson have the

time to contemplate their actions

What they feel can only be specu-

lated at.

Whatever Grossberg and
Peterson felt about letting down
their families and communities
before, they know for sure that

they have disappointed and
shocked an entire nation.

And their problems are bigger

than concealing an unwanted
pregnancy.

Because the victim was under
the age of 14, Delaware will seek

the death penalty against the

teenagers.

So now instead of planning for

the future. Grossberg and
Peterson will now try to find a

way to avoid death row.

Seema Gangatirkar is a

Collegian columnist.

" HEWArTTSTO BORROWA CUP OF A/UTffASW&T .'"

Finding more than multiculturalism

Henry J.

Brier

of

It
should not take a stint as one

of these pages' associate news
editors, maintaining close con-

tact with this University's administra-

tors and trustees and other talking

heads for someone to understand and
derive how hard this University-

reams home the multicultural and
diversity mission.

Virtually every offi-

cial document
released by this insti-

tution, whether it be a

press release or a clas-

sified ad or the like, includes a dis

claimer: "The University
Massachusetts is an Affirmative
Action/ Equal Opportunity institu-

tion."

As defined by a high-ranking
UMass administrator (note: this

brass, particularly its leaders, is heav-

ily-laden with white males), the peo-

ple for whom equal opportunity is

provided are "individuals from
under-represented groups."

This clearly indicates the
University's efforts, and whether or

not one wants, the chance to diversify

and multiculturalize oneself endlessly

abounds here. However, a question

that begs an answer is how does
someone whose appearance is that of

a white male, thus not under- repre-

sented, diversify and multiculturalize

himself?

As stated, at our institution of high-

er learning, where hundreds (if not

thousands) of different facets of life's

mosaic are represented, opportunity

to work and become acquainted with

walks of life that greatly differ from
oneself abound, and one need not

look too hard to appre-

ciate this.

So. without further

adieu, the following

examples could be
some of one writer's

more pronounced experiences with
multiculturalism at UMiass.

••*

The most productive days I have
had at this University have begun
with 8 a.m. workouts, alongside hun-

dreds of different people from all dif-

ferent cultures.

For me. the gym has reaped amaz-
ingly beneficial results, while 1 have
spotted and received spotting from
people originating from all over this

world we currently inhabit.

Something about seeing excruciat-

ing facial expressions upon the faces

of people from many different coun-

tries in the Far East, the Pacific Rim,
the Middle East. Africa and South
America (to name but a few exam-
ples) indicates to me the h-.'lp and
assistance that a spotter offers during

an individual's most trying time when
they exert dire effort.

Never did it ever matter to me
while I assisted others, nor did it

ever seem to matter to others while

assisting me. what sort of ethnic,

nationalistic or religious background
one holds while a bar embellished
with iron plates threatens suffoca-

tion.

And. suffice it to say. never in the

future while assisting one during a

time of dire effort will one's back-

ground ever matter to me.
•*•

The newsroom's deafening silence

late Friday afternoon. Feb. 10. 1995
abruptly came to a sudden end when
the phone rang while I was tying up
the week's loose ends.

My original plan was to meet my sis-

ter, and then head over to Hillel House
for Shabbat services and dinner.

"Did you know there's a protest at

Franklin Dining Commons now?" a

woman's voice asked into the phone.

In response to a racist remark
uttered by an elderly dining commons
worker, students of all backgrounds,
most prominently African-American,
were protesting the University's slow

disciplinary response.

It was my responsibility, as a news
associate, to cover this event, effec-

tively negating and sacrificing the

early part of my plans for that night.

That was one of the biggest stories

I wrote, and I am proud of my com-
bined efforts in writing this story

which occurred during the semester

that Black-Jewish tensions seemed to

begin to diffuse.
•**

English being my native tongue. I

would now like to bring to consum-
mation the two additional languages I

speak reasonably well.

The benefits of being hi - lingual are

unbelievable, and they heavily over-

shadow any detriments (of which
there are none).

To anyone even remotely interested

in communication with that many
more world inhabitants, or if one
desires a way of opening the mind to

totally different ways of thinking,

study foreign languages.
***

A college education, for which I

am extremely thankful and fortunate

to have had. has great potential to

immensely benefit those who go out

of their way to maximize.

It is not one's responsibility to dic-

tate to others how to so experience,

as one great lesson about college is

learning how to make opportunity
happen.

Henry /. Brier is a Collegian colum-
nist.

Letters to the Editor

PVTA responds to complaints

To the editor:

For the past several months, the Pioneer Valley Transit

Authority has displayed paid advertisements for Pro-life

and Pro-choice groups on buses owned by it as part of a

transit advertising program. PVTA has received numerous
complaints from passengers and other persons regarding

the placing of such advertisements on PVTA-owned buses.

PVTA is authorized by statute to lease advertising space

on its buses. First Amendment rights, in general, provide

for freedom of expression without regard to subject matter.

Consequently, in this instance. PVTA has no legal right to

refuse to accept and display these types of advertisements.

In view of the foregoing. PVTA will continue to accept

paid advertisements from various organizations, including

those registered with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

as non-profit organizations, so long as such advertisements

are consistent with applicable law. The contents of these

advertisements are not intended to reflect the opinions of

the PVTA or the entities with which it contracts to provide

transit.

Michelle Goldberg
PVTA Director of Marketing

77?^ real ski scoop

To the editor:

In response to the Wednesday Nov. 23 article by Liz

Anderson on ski resorts' supposed deals, let's go over some
of the real facts. First off. half of the article was a huge plug

for Berkshire East ski area, the very same place where the

author races and is on its team. Secondly, the "market rate"

for ASC's seven mountain pass is $650; the offer of $475 is

only made through Sunday River and Sugarloaf mountains.

The Ski Club has the lowest price available at $425. Many
ski areas offer great deals on the surface, but they tend to

be window dressing for new corporate structure plans. As
college students, we can get away with some good deals for

now. but God bless those outside of our environment who
want to ski affordably. Check out the real deals offered by

clubs and shops who have been doing business with these

areas for a while first before you drop any cash. All skiers

and snowboarders want to slide for next to nothing, just be

wary of those taking advantage of the fact.

Scott Conlin and Arik Colbath

Mill Valley

Dan Aronovitz

Sylvan

Romeo speaks

To the editor:

I recently went to see the movie A Mirror Has Two Faces

with my girlfriend. Before I entered the theater, 1 under-

stood it was going to be a sappy movie, with lots of roman-

tic scenes and mushy dialogue. Although 1 do like watching

the occasional "girl" movie, none has affected me quite as

much as this one. as I sat there holding my girlfriend's

hand. I'll keep her name out of this, otherwise she'll kill me.

1 realized that she is everything I've ever wanted. Without

mentioning all her qualities that I love, it comes down to

one thing: the way my heart pounds when I see her. It's

been almost eight months and every time I see her the feel-

ings get stronger.

Although I'm terrible with expressing my feelings, she is

the first girl I can just stare at and look in her eyes and feel

so unbelievable. It doesn't take much for us to have fun.

We've done everything from laying on the beach on a rainy

day to kissing in an elementary school playground. You

know it's love when you can't leave her apartment without

kissing her 100 times and basically can't get her out of your
mind. I believe that everyone truly wants to feel this and I

get irritated when I see people getting treated so terribly.

My girlfriend has been treated so badly in the past that it

sickens me when I think of what she must have gone
through. I want nothing more than to treat her like she's a

person, a beautiful, caring, funny and unbelievable person.

Why am I writing this? It's not so all of UMass can real-

ize I have a great relationship because I'm sure no one real-

ly cares. I'm writing this so that people who are in a rela-

tionship can look in the mirror and truly ask yourself if

you're happy with your relationship. If you feel your heart

pounding, if you feel like crying every time you're with

her/him because you're so happy, that's a beautiful thing

and don't ever forget it. It is so important that we all have

relationships in which we can be happy with our partner,

still be ourselves and. most importantly, smile. If the person

you're with makes you genuinely happy, then it should be

automatic that a smile forms on your face. You know what,

right now I'm smiling!

Pete Cooksor
Amherst

Moral standards are important
too

To the editor:

I am writing in response to the two articles printed in last

week's Collegian regarding a convicted sex offender living

on campus. I am personally appalled that this individual,

now a sophomore, was admitted into this University with

the Admissions Office having full knowledge that he plead-

ed guilty to raping a girl with Down's Syndrome repeatedly

for three years. I was further shocked to discover that this

same individual had been accorded on campus housing
privileges.

The Housing Office has done a tremendous disservice to

the students of this University by allowing a convicted sex

offender to live in its residential halls alongside women who
are unaware of his past criminal activity. Although Housing
acted in accordance with University policy, it is time that

this policy be amended.
Considering that approximately 80 percent of sex offend-

ers are prone to commit subsequent acts, this policy places

the entire student populous at risk. Last year, there was a

plethora of incidents of rape involving women on campus
and this year the safety of women remains a provocative

issue.

I urthermore. although I recognize the rights of all indi-

viduals to seek higher education. I believe that those given

this opportunity should be in accordance with both high

academic and high moral standards. When I met University

President William Bulger last year at the Phi Beta Kappa
induction ceremony, he adamantly stated the need to

increase academic standards at UMass. I became excited

when he discussed the need of this University to prioritize

its goals, making academic excellence its primary objective.

How can students learn in an environment in which they

feel threatened? Moreover, how can this University attempt

to raise its academic standards for admission when it fails

to place moral provisions on those it accords acceptance? I

will call upon my elected representatives in the state legisla-

ture to expand the provisions of the Massachusetts State

Sex Offenders Registry Law (enacted Oct. 1. 1996). It is

time that this University take a pro-active stance on pro-

tecting its students, rather than waiting for more of its sm
dents to become victims.

Bill Ramsey
Amherst

A few overlooked women
To the editor:

With respect to the editorial of Nov. 26., "Where are the

prominent women?" I should like to reply to the writer,

Michelle Hillman, that the apparent lack of prominent
women may lie in the eye of the beholder. There are in

addition to Ms. Hillman's nominees of Marcellette
Williams, Deputy Chancellor: Patricia Crosson. Provost;

and Field Hockey Pam Hixon. the following women, who
by anyone's scorecard are prominent and highly regarded

on this campus: (in no particular order) Joyce Hatch.
Associate Vice Chancellor for Budget Planning; Beverly

Wood. Associate Chancellor for Campus Planning and
Space Managment; Esther Terry, Chair. Department of

Afro-American Studies; Patricia VandenBerg. Assistant

Vice Chancellor for Communications and Marketing: Lee

Edwards, Dean of the College of Humanities and Fine Arts;

Charlena Seymour. Dean of the Graduate School: Linda

Slakey. Dean of Natural Sciences and Mathematics; Susan
Pearson, Associate Cancellor: Melanie Dreher. Dean of

Nursing, now alas recruited to the University of Iowa;

Linda Seidman. Head of Special Collections at the Library;

laymie Chernoff, Director of Economic Development;
Elaine Sortino. Associate Directore of Athletics: Barbara

Bum, Associate Provost for International Studies; and Lila

Gierasch. Head of the Chemistry Department.

Other women, such as Betty Siersma, Director of the

University Gallery: Nina Scott. Professor of Spanish and
Portugese Language and Literature; Mary Spellicy of
Community Relations and Special Events: Susan
Whitborne. Professor of Psychology; Martha Smith.
Manager of Planning and Architecture. Katja
D'Errico-Hahn. Director of Student Business; Ruth Miller.

Athletic Department; loanie O'Brien. Women's Head
Basketball Coach; Nancy Garrabrants of Plant and Soil

Sciences; and Nigar Khan. Special Assistant to the Dean of

the Graduate School; contribute daily to the quality and ele-

gance of life at UMass Amherst. These are women with
whom I happen to be acquainted: I do not pretend to know
or to have mentioned all the prominent women on campus.
The University has in addition just appointed Margo Crist

the new Director of Libraries, like others not an invisible

position.

1 hope that Michelle Hillman will take time to contact or

to leam about these women. If they and others like them
are not "known," the fault does not lie with them. By com
parison with a number of other universities with which I

have been directly or indirectly associated. 1 continue to be

impressed with this University's regard for and record in

the advancement of women.
Kathleen Scott

The Chancellor's House

Analysis ofRevolution inaccu-

rate

To the editor:

For such a proud American citizen, Jeff Hirshberg
(Letters, Dec. 2) doesn't know his own country's history

too well. Those who came to America, colonists, not "colo-

nialists," were provoked not by "over-taxation." but "taxa-

tion without representation" and "a history or repeated

injuries and usurpations, all having in direct object the

establishment of an absolute tyranny over these
States. "(Declaration of Independence) Yet these freedom
loving colonists' idea of freedom was restricted only to

those who happened to agree with their notion of it. Let us

not forget that the American Revolution was also a civil

war that forced 3 percent of its population into exile and
that the Constitution adopted by this new nation enshrined

the institution of slavery. His beloved Minutemen were fully

grown militiamen, not drummer boys, so called because of

their ability to mobilize quickly. They became immortalized

back at the Battle of Lexington/Concord on April 19. 1775.

where eight died and 10 were wounded in a confrontation

with British soldiers in what was then considered a colonial

dispute, and independence was still disowned as a patriot

aim.

As for Mr. Hirschberg's assertion that "Regardless of

what the feminists want to believe, there were no women
involved in our proud country's quest for freedom." I beg

to differ. For starters, there is at least one documented case

of a woman disguising herself as a man to fight in the

Continental Army. Furthermore, action during times of war
is not restricted solely to the battlefield. Women often sin-

glehandedly maintained homes, farms and families while

their men were away fighting and if they never came back.

They were also indispensable in army camps both on the

British and American sides. To claim that no one took part

in the Revolution except white men demeans the contribu-

tion of women, blacks and Indians who fought and received

scant rewards for their labors. If he believes that the

Minutemen were the ones who allowed women's suffrage,

he ignores the efforts of women the world over to achieve

justice, a battle that continues today. If the Minutemen
were so keen on women's rights, why did the 19th
Amendment not get passed until 1920. after those tyran-

nous Brits, as well as other European nations, had given

women the vote?

Sarah fillings

Southwest

To the editor:

I feel compelled to write in response to Jeff Hirschberg's

letter to the editor which appeared in Monday's Collegian

(Dec. 2) First. I must correct his inaccurate Eurocentric his-

tory. The colonists came to America for economic advance-

ment, not to escape religious persecution. They went to

Holland for that. And these "respectable and courageous
men" who risked their lives in order to gain freedom for

their families and fight for the "American cause" are the

same white men who. along with their descendants, slaugh-

tered nearly 12 million Native Americans in their first four

hundred years on the continent and enslaved 45 million

Africans, only 1 5 million of whom survived the horrific

conditions of the Middle Passage.

Mr. Hirschberg goes on to say that. "Regardless of what
the feminists want to believe, there were no women
involved in our proud country's quest for freedom." I take

exception to this statement. The American Revolution
would have failed were it not for the contributions of
women Women have fought in every war in the history of

this country. However, this often goes unnoticed because

many of these women were forced to dress as men in order

to be allowed to enlist. And those women who weren't on
the battlefield were raising money to support the war effort,

sending food to nourish the soldiers, giving medical treat-

ment to the wounded who otherwise would have died and
contributing in countless other ways.

Our "founding fathers" are not the people who fought

for the benefits we have today. They fought in favor of

exploitation, capitalism, slavery, genocide and cultural

imperialism. Their vision of a perfect America was equality

for all white males who owned property. Women, people of

color, civil rights activists, labor union organizers, gays and
lesbians and all other social reformers fought for the bene-

fits we have today. These are the people who deserve credit

for what we have come to know as American freedoms.

And it is these people who / feel the need to stick up for.

not the dead, white male slave-holders who all too often

receive credit for building this nation.

Tina Cincotti

Northeast
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Arts & Living
Lemonheads fail to meet expectations at Pearl St.

By John Hendrickson

Collegian Correspondent

LEMONHEADS
Pearl St

Dec 2

Northampton —'Here's that cup of coffee you ordered,

Mr. Dando.

'

Odds are nobody uttered that phrase Monday night at

Pearl St. Headlining WHMP's Snow Show '96. Boston's

Lemonheads failed to live up to the hype and promise of

their latest album, car button cloth Now fronting a quar-

tet, head Lemon Evan Dando seemed to literally sleep-

walk through their performance — saying nothing, hardly

moving, and generally appearing to be in a state of chemi-

cally- induced catatonia.

Which is really too bad, because the current

Lemonheads roster could be their most accomplished yet.

From guitarist |ohn Strohm's squalls of feedback to

Murph's relentless drumming, the band, to put it bluntly,

rocked. The pleasant country twang of the Lemonheads'

recent albums has been ditched in favor of a deafening,

garage-rock roar. Bassist and Captain Lou
Albano-look-a-like (remember him from all those old

Cyndi Lauper videos, kids?) Bill Gibson's lively playing.

tasty harmonics and head-banging antics added to this

mix perfectly, yet unfortunately Dando Calrissian's lethar-

gy overshadowed the excitement generated by his band-

mates.

Not to say the entire show was a disaster, though. The

band reached pop nirvana with the opening one-two

punch of "It's All True" and current single "If I Could

Talk I'd Tell You." However, the remainder of the set was
far more inconsistent. The songs, mostly taken from car

button cloth, soon became almost indistinguishable from
one another; too many mid-paced rockers drowned out by

a murky mix of guitars.

The band shined when they escaped this formula,

though. Highlights included the morbid country standard

"Knoxville Girl," the introspective "Hospital" and the

metallic crunch of "Style* and "Secular Rockulidge."

Nevertheless, these diversions weren't enough to save the

overall performance from becoming uninspired and even-

tually boring.

A big part of the reason the Lemonheads seemed so

dull was the opening set by California's Goldfinger. The
ska- punk quartet proved to be the big hit of the evening,

whipping the crowd into a sweaty, bouncing frenzy with

their adrenaline-fueled, radio-friendly power-pop.

The fun Goldfinger was obviously having coupled with

their affection for the audience led to a truly explosive

show. The band, when not maniacally romping around
the stage themselves, were happy to share the spotlight

and microphone with their fans, at one point encouraging

one to swan-dive off of the PA system. Goofy stage antics

coupled with ace covers of songs by Joe Jackson and The
Cure fully won the crowd over, and the explosive finale of

"Here In Your Bedroom" and "She's The Bomb" left them
wrung out and wanting more.

Superdrag. though, were completely unremarkable.

Their generic appearance and cookie-cutter mall-terna-

tive rock paled in comparison to the hyperactive

Goldfinger and even the underachieving Lemonheads. At

least they had the good sense to poke fun at their aggra-

vating hit "Who Sucked Out The Feeling."

Bradbury releases

collection of stories

By Dorian Benkoil

Associated Press

KiNNtTMWP SCOTT/COUIGIAN ST«f
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Goldfinger was among the bands playing at Pearl Street on Monday night.

ft NEVER thought i'd have this much fan! a Collegian graphics

Evan Dando, lead singer for the Lemonheads, played

a disappointing set at Pearl Street Monday night.

Indian film focuses

on the empowerment
of women, human
rights & revolutions
By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

Regardless of the fact that the nation of India produces

more films per year than any other country in the world,

Indian cinema is rarely viewed in the United States. On
Thursday the Five College community will have the oppor-

tunity to witness a new film made in India about an

extremely important recent issue in the country's history.

When Women Unite is not only an accessible means for

students and faculty interested in viewing international

cinema, but also a chance to become introduced to several

controversial topics regarding political revolutions and
women's rights.

Co-Director Shabnam Virmani has established her

career as a prominent filmmaker choosing to explore the

topics of several social concerns including human rights

and women's development. A graduate of Cornell

University's Development Communications program.

When Women Unite marks her sixth feature length film.

Turn to INDIA, page 7

NEW YORK — Ray Bradbury may be the best-

known science fiction and fantasy writer alive, but

he flinches when reminded he's famous.

It's not the fame, or the money that has motivated

him to write 500 short stories, dozens of screen-

plays, help design Disney's Epcot Center and consult

for city planners. It's "love," he says. And. the best

thing about his latest book tour, he says, is the

"love" he gets from fans.

"You write so that people will like what you do,

and come up to you on the street and say. I love

you."' he said.

Bradbury's latest book. Quicker Than the Eye. is

his first collection in more than eight years and has

spurred him to take his first nationwide book tour in

64 years of writing.

The 21 stories he's written in the book paint a

whimsical, fantastic and sometimes terrifying por-

trait of memories from Bradbury's 76 years of life.

"Exchange" tells of a young man who, like Bradbury,

went back to his hometown library to visit the "friends"

he'd made in the books he borrowed, 10 at a time.

In "Another Fine Mess," two women hear ghosts

whose voices belong to Laurel and Hardy, the slap-

stick actors who enthralled Bradbury on a trip he

made to Ireland 40 years ago.

In "Dorian in Excelsus," an amorphous blob

absorbs the evils of beautiful men in a "gymnasium."

actually a sex palace that greatly upset Bradbury

when he went to see it with a friend 30 years ago.

Bradbury first gained widespread notice in 1950

with The Martian Chronicles, a series of vignettes

about rapacious Earthmen destroying the red planet.

It has sold more than 5 million copies.

He gained even wider attention from Fahrenheit

451, his book on censorship and book-burning,

when director Francois Truffaut made it into a

movie in 1966.

Since then, he's won some of the most prestigious

awards in his field, including the Hugo and Nebula,

and is the "world's greatest science fiction writer,"

he said.

He then abashedly disavowed the remark, and

said he'd been joking.

"It's the work that counts, not any reputation." he

said. "My solution to the problem is not knowing

that I'm Ray Bradbury."

Quicker Than the Eye, comes from one of its sto-

ries, about a magic show reminiscent of one that

excited Bradbury's imagination when he saw it at

age eight while growing up in Waukegan, 111.

In the book's afterword. Bradbury writes that,

"frozen with awe" for hours, he discovered what to

do with his life.

"I knew I must become a magician. That's what

happened, isn't it?" he asks. "I pretend to do one

thing, cause you to blink, and in the instant seize 20

bright silks out of a bottomless hat."

Want to see
diecrimina fion

in action?

Come to Pruddy's Tropical Bar & Grill town

meeting and see Amherst's self - appointed

vigilantes try to close another business in town

We need you to support and speak the truth about

at the Bangs Center, thursday night at 7:00 pm.

paid for by Friends of Pruddy's

DISTRIBUTION MANAGER
WANTED FOR SPRING SEMESTER

Must be available between
7:45am and 1

1

:00am
Monday through Friday

(line H the Ccllegian tc apply, < r call Ivan

Ccurtemance cr Alycia Hines at 545-35CC

W TUi: RCCT IV AH! !IT FXITTUTA IV VITHE BEST IN AOULT ENTERTAINMENT

Amateur

esday, Dec. 4 th

8:30pm
Come See The Top Female Amateurs
From New England Compete For

$500 Cash
Runner Up Prizes
Free Admission With Ad.

Interested Contestants Call 283-9275

30 Minutes from the UMass Campus: Rte. 9 cast, to Rtc. 181 south, to Rtc. 20 west for 1.5 miles

.lavs < losed Sundav* 12 pm to I ,im Boston 1U Rtc. 20 Palmer, MA i4I3) 2X3 l >2

Book reveals truth about original Superman
By Ted Anthony
Associated Press

NEW YORK — He could change
the course of mighty rivers and bend
steel in his bare hands. But, dis-

guised as actor George Reeves,
Superman — the 1950s incarnation
— proved both sad and sadly mor-
tal.

Reeves died in 1959 of a gunshot
wound to the head, a demise that

went down in Hollywood's annals as

self-inflicted. He'd been depressed at

being typecast, conventional wisdom
went. But a husband-wife investiga-

tive reporting team have dug into

old files and old jealousies and
unearthed a different story.

Hollywood Kryptonite: The
Bulldog, The Lady and The Death of
Superman, by Sam Kashner and
Nancy Schoenberger, suggests that

Reeves was the victim of Eddie and
Toni Mannix. Eddie was a hood
turned Hollywood studio enforcer;

Toni, his wife, was having an affair

with the erstwhile Man of Steel.

Along the way. the book provides

illuminating glimpses into the seamy
side of 1950s Hollywood, into what

it means to portray a hero and the

mindset that ruined many movie
actors who did TV work.

"It had always bothered me and
my friends, watching the show end-

lessly on reruns." says Kashner, 42,

who most recently co-wrote a book
on Oscar Levant with Schoenberger.

"Here was this guy, standing up to

the bad guys with hands on his hips,

bullets bouncing off his torso,"

Kashner says. "To know he was

dead and had died under a cloud

was disquieting for kids growing

up."

Employing a wonderfully over-

the-top Raymond Chandler style

("She was a handsome woman with

a brooch where her heart should

have been"), the couple has uncov-

ered enough information to make
Lois Lane proud.

"We wanted to write about a pure

product of American culture, and we
wanted to make it an homage to the

hardboiled detective genre," says

Schoenberger, 45. "But they were all

straight out of Central Casting any-

way. The characters in the story are

so wild — almost too wild to be

true."

This is gripping (melo)drama,
complete with shadowy figures,

hang-up phone calls at midnight,

mistresses, tainted evidence, a pos-

sessive mother and gunshots in the

night.

The narrative, too, is fascinating:

It unfolds in an intricate manner
while revisiting June 17, 1959, the

night of Reeves' death, several dif-

ferent times from differing perspec-

tives. The authors' ability to shift the

lens — and view the death from all

angles — lends credence to their

ultimate charge of murder.

"I really believe our conclusion,"

India
continued from page 6

The other director, Nata Duvvury has

also had a prominent career involved with

social issues in India. She is most known
for her work and leadership in creating

technology that serves safe, practical pur-

poses as opposed to contributing to

human kinds demise. Together these two
intriguing individuals have cooperated in

creating a film that will ideally serve to

open Western awareness to the conflicts

that occur in other parts of the globe.

When Women Unite is part documen-

tary and part re- enactments of the strug-

gles that occurred in the Indian state of

Andhra Pradesh in 1992. The government

attempting to exploit its citizens, sold

inexpensive alcohol to the village males.

This decision on the governments behalf,

to make money through these sales, result-

ed in the destruction of many families.

The men who had little money to begin

with, spent what they had on the alcohol

and neglected their responsibilities to their

wives and children. Another major prob-
1 lem became apparent when the alcoholism

erupted into domestic violence.

The central aim of this film demon-
strates oppressed individuals uniting

together to overthrow their exploiters.

When the village women bonded with

the hope to bring about positive change,

their struggles ended and their goal was

realized. For three years the women ral-

lied against the government's sale of

alcohol and in 1995 a prohibition was

instated in Andhra Pradesh.

When Women Unite is an ideal exam-

ple of the importance film can have in

describing the conflicts of social and his-

torical ills. By providing a means of rais-

ing knowledge and awareness, a film such

as this can both educate the public and

hopefully prevent future situations that

invoke negative actions against others.

When Women Unite is playing this

Thursday night at 6 p.m. in Thompson
102. Following the screening there will

be a discussion with the filmmakers. For

more information contact Maya at

(413)546-4571.

Schoenberger says. "You couldn't

take this to court because there are

no living witnesses and the forensic

material was so incomplete to begin

with. But we tried to make the most
compelling circumstantial case that

we could."

The B-movie characters:

-Toni Mannix, aging, elegant
glamour girl. She saw Reeves not

only as a classically handsome boy
toy but also as a man who would
give her the affection that her hus-

band wouldn't.

-Leonore Lemmon. socialite with

a wide wild streak and, apparently,

an even wider mean streak. She was
living with Reeves when he died and
resented Toni Mannix's meddlings.

Her initials were "LL" —the initials

of all the comic-book women
Superman has ever loved.

-Helen Bessolo, Reeves' control-

ling mother. She wanted to believe

her son was a big-time movie star

even as he lamented the Superman
typecasting. She refused to allow his

body to be buried until her crusade

to prove a suspicious death ran out

of gas.

-lack Larson, today a successful

producer ("Urban Cowboy," "Bright

Lights, Big City") but in those days

the young man who played jimmy
Olsen. Daily Planet boy reporter.

Larson, a good friend of both
Reeves and Toni Mannix, has said

he believes Reeves' death was sui-

cide. Though he cooperated with the

authors, he didn't sub-

scribe to many of their

conclusions. And there is

a supporting cast of

dozens — producers,
moguls and strangely tan-

gential figures who may
or may not have played

parts in the mysterious
death.

Reeves, of course, is the

main character, and he

comes across as a schizo-

phrenic — not clinically,

but as a hard-drinking,

manipulated man who
loves life dearly and also

feels consistently beaten down by it.

"He was fighting the myth. He
was fighting with Superman,"
Kashner says. "It's the Superman
imprisonment, and he was trying to

break out of it but couldn't."

But in the end, Schoenberger says,

"he may not have had the career he

wanted, but he became a mythic fig-

ure instead." They're all dead now
except for Larson, and perhaps the

truth died with them. But people are

still wary.

"When we talked to a contempo-
rary of George Reeves who was
involved in that night to some extent

or another, they would actually say

to us, Who's still living?"
Schoenberger says.

"They're out there in nursing
homes and they wanted to know
who's left and who's missing. The
specter of the Mannixes was so great

that they were at first a little hesi-

tant to talk to us."

So if you're interested, grab your

remote control, flick among the

higher cable channels and look for a

1950s shew featuring a strikingly

handsome man who's either wearing

a gray suit and mild-mannered glass-

es or tights with a big "S" on the

chest.

That's Superman — not the one
who lived on in Christopher Reeve
and Dean Cain, or the one whose
new stories come out in comic-book
form every month, but the one who
met an unhappy end, swallowed by a

cliched and unfriendly place called

Hollywood.

Maybe this new book finally

reveals the truth. Maybe it doesn't.

But it certainly is convincing. And it

certainly is fascinating.

"It was kind of a crushing notion

that none of us in the schoolyards

wanted to accept — that Superman
killed himself." Kashner says. "And
now we don't have to accept it any-

more."

Hollywood Kryptonite: The
Bulldog, the Lady and the Death of

Superman is available from St.

Martin's Press. $21.95.

Go Ahead, Card Me.

SRB

Talk about your great deal. ..the Okemo College

VIP Card. For just $25, your first lift ticket

(Mon.-Fri.) is FREE, then ski or ride for 1/2

price on weekdays and get $10 off on week- \J>
ends and holidays for the rest of the season.

Snickers, Mountain Dew and HMV Record

Stores are throwing in special deals, too! So c'mon

up to Okemo - it never felt so good to get carded.

Okemo Intoune: (802)228-4041 • 24-Hour Snow Une (8021 228-5222 «http //www okemo com
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SHOPPING FOR PRICE?

Trie umass Tfieatre Quid presets

pajatya Qajvje

A MUStcaL Comedy

Dec. 5, 6, 7, 1996
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.Saturday Mat^ee at 2pM,

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton llolvokc

584 4112 • 535 1888
SAME DAY DELIVERY

DAILY COLLEGIAN and ICP present:

The First Annual UMass

Spanning Five UMass Bands

TicKetS
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PHUDDTS PRBENTS:

DJ Oievra Internaliooal Club ft it,lit.

Some of you have heard him at Limelight in

Hllf. Some of you have heard him at Avalon in

Boflon. Some of you have heard him around
>. Now hear him in Amherst.

Watch here for

band listing!

Featuring the best club music from the USA,
Europe and around the world.

Only at l^ruddy'ai M nowhere else in the valley.
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• FOOD •TROPICAL DRINKS • FRIENDS

Monday
Dec. 9th

Doors Open @ 7:00

Bands Start @ 9:00
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$5 admission ($4 with this ad)
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$8.99
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DOMINO S PIZZA
AMHERST 256-8911
OPEN TILL 4AM •
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b
5<
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Expires 12/30/96
NOT GOOD WITH
ANY OTHER SPECIAL
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Collins sorts out his personal life

By K.ro L. Billik

Associoted Press

NEW YORK — After two tumultuous yean, which

included the breakup of his 14-year marriage to his mi
ond wife. |ill. singer Phil Collins is ready for some happi-

ness

He Iclt GttoOtet, which he had been with for 25 years,

he loll in love again and he put out an upbeat new album
— his seventh solo effort, Dance Into the Light.

Collins intended the title song to be about the people of

South Africa finding freedom after decades of oppression

and fear. But he found a more personal definition of free-

dom in it.

"It could easily be a song about me," he said in an inter-

view at Atlantic Records' New York headquarters. "(It's)

not freedom from a marriage, not freedom from this or

that, but just coming out into the light again out of having

been in the woods."

I !i». divorce made him front-page fodder for the rapa-

cious British tabloids, which hounded him throughout the

tour supporting his last record. Both Sides.

"1 did wish that 1 wasn't who I was. because if I wasn't

who I was. this wouldn't be on the front page of a news-

paper — I'd just be able lo deal with it in private," he said

of the ordeal. "I would have given up anything. Nothing

that 1 had was worth it."

On that tour, he met his 23-year-old girlfriend,

Orianne. who he's been with for 2 1/2 years. Collins left

his native England after the press fiasco; the two now live

in Switzerland. He wrote a good portion of Dance Into

the I ight on the road while holed up in hotel rooms.

"When the tabloid hell started. I was very, very happy. I

was sad at what had happened, but happy at the prospect

of my future." he said. "That is what these songs repre-

sent."

Part of his future plans include slowing down.
"Occasionally. I feel like mutinying," he said. "I still love

what I do; believe me. this album was great to make and

I'm very, very proud of it. But the thought of going on the

road for three months does not make me jump up and

down for joy like I might have done 10 years ago. live

vears ago.

"ill's) just trying to get a balance in my life that, apart

from the most recent year and a half, two years, I've never

had," he said.

He says he'd love to do an entire album of sweet, inno-

cent pop songs similar to "That's What You Said (Spirit

of "65)" and "It's in Your Eyes" on the current record.

At 45. Collins looks trim and fit. He wore jeans and a

navy silk shirt, and slightly round glasses emphasized his

roundish, expressive face. He is more sedate than his pub-

lic persona would indicate; his sense of humor pops up

more sporadically than one might expect.

He did the record without using drum machines He
had gotten a lot of flak for using them on his last few

albums, but argues that they were what that particular

material sonically needed

"Sometimes the drum machine sounds create the

atmosphere of the song," he said. "Take that away and
you may not have something very special at all. I don't

feel threatened being a drummer having a drum machine."

He also wanted to prove to himself that he could still

physically play the drums. He has a broken bone in his

wrist that cannot be repaired because the bone is dead.

His doctor couldn't guarantee that Collins would maintain

his mobility if the bone were removed.

Collins did some session work and the wrist was fine.

But to really prove to himself that he was OK, he took his

big band side project on the road after Dance Into the

Light was finished.

"(It) was a huge mountain for me to climb," he said.

"Not only was I having to play all the time, it was a differ-

ent style. We did two shows in one night in Montreux and
it was great — I didn't hurt at all."

Genesis did a charity show in England while Collins

was working on Dance Into the Light, and it was then

that he realized he had to end his creative relationship

with keyboardist Tony Banks and guitarist Mike
Rutherford.

"I felt like an actor," he said. "Out of the four or five

songs we did, I'd written the lyrics for (four). I was
singing songs which I couldn't say, 'If you don't like this,

then you don't like what I'm doing.' (It was), 'If you don't

like this. I know, but that was his idea.'

"I really enjoyed some of the time in Genesis; I enjoyed

most of it. But the older you get, you figure. I don't want

to waste my time doing anything that I can't stand up and

say. 'This is me.' I had great fun for 25 years — now I'd

like to have great fun doing something else." he said.

Some of that "something else" is working on the score

for the upcoming Disney movie Tarzan. Collins is an ani-

mation vet, having supplied the voices of the twin polar

bears Muk and Luk in the film Balto.

"I remember sitting watching cartoons with my
daughter and thinking. 'Wow, I'd like to do this,

because then my daughter can watch it and that'd be

me."' he said. "It's about songwriting, it's not about

being hip or unhip — it's writing a song that is going to

last forever."

His daughter went to see Balto not knowing about

Collins' vocal contribution.

"(She was) watching it. and suddenly these two polar

bears came on the screen and she shouted out. 'That's my
dad!" he said. "It was a fantastic moment — that's what I

always wanted her to do."

Biography chronicles traditions
Nigerian professor describes clash of cultures & ideology

By Seemo Gangolirkar

Collegian Staff

DYMPNA UGWU-OJU
What Will My Mother Say

Bonus Books, Inc.

In recent years, the subject of

lemale circumcision has been mak-

ing headlines around the world. In

What Will My Mother Say,

Dytnpna Ugwu-Oju, a woman
born and bred in Nigeria, takes on
that subject and more.

What Will My Mother Say is a

serious look at Ibo culture. The I bo

tribe is just one of several major

groups in Nigeria, so it's important

to keep in mind that Ugwu-Oju's
book is not representative of all

groups in Africa.

Ugwu-Oju starts her autobiogra-

phy with a story of her mother,

Rose, who at the age of 14 marries

a man she hardly knows. Rose
refers to her husband as "Master,"

walking two steps behind him and
never making eye contact. When
her husband dies, Rose is left with

seven children to raise on her own
and in a society where a woman is

valued for only the sons she will

give birth to.

Ugwu-Oju tells of her strong
Catholic upbringing and her natural

ability at school. Unfortunately,

Ugwu-Oju's schooling was inter-

rupted by the Nigerian-Biafran war,

a war which threatens everything her

family owns and holds dear. After

the war, Ugwu-Oju is sent to the

United States to obtain her degree.

In the U.S., Ugwu-Oju discovers

a new way of life. After spending

five years in the States and obtain-

ing a masters degree in journalism.

she returns to Nigeria to marry the

traditional Ibo man her mother has

chosen for her.

While tradition"! in her mar-

riage, Ugwu-Oju rx ^mes the lirst

woman to become a professor in

mass communications at any
Nigerian university.

Ugwu-Oju, who currently lives

with her family in California, dis-

cusses these issues with equanimi-

ty. Her writing style is conversa-

tional, as if she is saying, "This is

the way it was, this is the way it is

and this is the way it always will

be."

What Will My Mother Say is an

eloquent testament to Ugwu-Oju's
mother and other strong women. It

is also the perfect example of that

eternal conflict that occurs when
radically different cultures collide.

A
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Robin Leach celebrates American heroes on new show
By Frazier Moore
Associated Press

NEW YORK — The rich and
famous have lost their allure, lust ask

Robin Leach, who now is banking on
the virtuous and unsung. He starts

tonight on "Heroes America," a one-

hour special airing at 8 p.m. EST on
the USA cable network. It could
return as a weekly series come spring.

Leach adds, "depending on the

amount of noise the special makes."

Should make plenty. From the

thud of viewer's jaws, anyway, at the

sight of Leach forgoing "champagne
wishes and caviar dreams" in favor of

the Salt of the Earth.

Meanwhile, cover your ears as the

Zeitgeist screams through an abrupt

about-face. Greed and ostentation —
sanctified by Leach for 14 seasons on

"Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous"
— now succumb to altruism.

For the new show he pledges "a

quieter Robin Leach," but even that's

a matter of opinion. Behold the
British-born Leach at the top of the

show, the U.S. Capitol dome over his

shoulder, declaring his subjects
"taRUE-baLUE paROOF" of
America's greatness.

Not that he doesn't make a good
case for his slate of a half-dozen
"homespun heroes."

A varied and inspiring lot, they
include an 84-year-old washerwoman
who saved a quarter-million dollars,

then donated much of it to set up col-

lege scholarships. A teen beauty-

queen who, for the past three years,

has focused her energies not on run-

ways and tiaras but on feeding
Baltimore's inner-city homeless. A

former Pittsburgh Steeler who now
runs a "tough-love" retreat for trou-

bled youngsters.

"Heroes America," in short, is a

feel-good hour that dwells refreshing-

ly on people who are more than what

they own, on things money can't buy.

"So 'Heroes America' will either

work and be very, very

successful — or, at least, it will be

a beautiful epilogue," Leach said.

WHITE
FOR ARTS

Chabad House opens kosher pizza restaurant tomorrow
By Sarah Kimmel
Collegian Staff

A new restaurant is coming to

town. No. it's not the Hard Rock...

it's Chabad Rock. Located at the

Chabad House at 30 North Hadley
Road in Amherst, this eatery is pre-

pared to serve up some tasty treats.

The all kosher pizza joint is having

its grand opening Thursday at 5 p.m.

The evening will begin immediately

after sundown and the start of

Chanukah. There will be Chabad

Rock T-shirts as promotion and for

sale. Each order will come with free

chocolate Chanukah gelt and hot.

freshly baked rolls. At 8 p.m. there

will be a Chanukah celebration com-

memorating the start of the holiday.

Chabad Rock is the brain child of

Rabbi Chaim Adelman. He saw the

need for a place that serves kosher

food for the student community. He
hopes "to have place where students

can hang out and have a kosher
pizza."

The restaurant is run by the mem-

bers of the Chabad House. Director

of Programming at the Chabad
House, Yonah Blum, has tasted the

pizza several times in the process of

developing the recipe. He says that it

"just keeps getting better and better

each time."

Toppings for the pizza include
mushrooms, peppers and olives, to

name a few. The restaurant not only

has a brand new pizza oven but also

has an oven to bake Challah. This tra-

ditional Shabbat bread as well as hot

rolls will be for sale at the restaurant.

Members of the Chabad House are

anxiously awaiting the opening of

this new eatery. Rabbi Adelman feels

that there will be a great turnout on
Thursday.

For more information about the

Chabad Rock Cafe call 1415)
549-4094.

«M

AUTO S TRUCK REHTRL

North Amherst
Motors

78 Sunderland Rd
North Amhertt, MA

549-RENT

Weekend Special

Noon Friday to Monday AM • Starting at $59.95

• Cars • Mini Vans

• Trucks

• Cargo Vans

•15 Passenger Vans
• low Daily/Weekly/

Weekend Rates

• We Rent to

Qualified Drivers

21 years or Older

• Direct Billing To

Insurance Co.

(One Mile trom UMass bus route)

If you want to earn some money during your holiday vacation,

come to work for the Barnes & Noble College Division. To determine

which of the more than 20 college bookstores in Massachusetts will be

closest to where you will be spending your holidays, please call Barnes &
Noble Regional Office at (508) 934-6428.

Full and part-time jobs, immediate hires, flexible scheduling,

friendly work environment, and store discount up to 35%.
We are an equal opportunity employer.

BARNES & NOBLE COLLEGE DIVISION

^fIffJ-i ^f«
( Introducing

Collegian Classifieds

d HALF PRICE

THURSDAYS!

DON'T GO INTO
HIBERNATION ON

YOUR
WINTER
^BREAK

"1

r
Address

City

Zip

Institution Currently Attending

Winter Intersession

January 2-17
spend that time earning extra credits at UMass Lowe//

if you want to move ahead in your educational pro
gram, and earn college credit, enroll in UMass Lowe//

s

Winter Intersession This highly concentrated session is

also a great **xty to earn transfer credits if you're

enrolled m another University This year, make the most

of your winter break at UMass Lowell

DAY CLASSES:
Monday - Saturday,
9am - 12noon

EVENING CLASSES:
Monday - Friday,

6 • 9pm
Saturday 1 - 4pm

Credit Courses (3 credits) available in

• Liberal Arts • Sciences

• Mathematics • Computers
• Social Sciences • Music
• Management

Cost: $l 1 5.00 per undergroduate credit

For a Winter Intenession Course Bulletin, coll the

Division ot Continuing Education/Office of Enrollment

Services ot

(508) 934-9481.
Of iust fill out the coupon and mail it to University o4
Massachusetts Lowell. Office of Enrollment
Servkes/OCt, One University Avenue, Lowell,

MA 01 $54 788

1

UMass Lowell
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Division Of Cimtinuinj? Education

j Only For S,ude„,s

Only at the

Collegian Newsstand

10am - 2pm

On the Campus Center

Concourse

NHL
continued from page 12

Bowman and his mates went on to Hall of Fame
careers. Cherry and Cheevers (sounds like a Ben and
lerrys flavor, huh?) went on to... television careers

1 remember that game like a hazy slain that will neve
wash from the fabric of my soul. That was 1 8 years ag< . I

don't remember what I did or said yesterday. >-ut I

remember that game. In the web-like tapestry of a Boston
sports maniac mind, this episode takes up a major section
(along with the Curse of the Bambino, etc.). and is in a
way... "home." Pathetic, isn't it?

All this came back to me on Monday as I read the MM)
chapter of the Cherry-Steve Kasper battle. From his
microphone on Canadian television, the creator of the
"Rock 'Em-Sock Em" hockey videotape series has been
socking it to Kasper for benching Rick Tocchet last week.

Nothing new. Cherry has been on Kasper since his non-
appearance for the L.A. Kings due to a concussion in the
playoffs a few years back. He got on him again last year
when Kasper benched Cam Neely (ouch) and Kevin
Stevens (don't care), who both curiously do not play any-
more for the Bruins due to circumstances beyond my con-
trol, of course.

Anyway. Kasper got his chance to strike back last week-
end, saying that Cherry had his chance to coach, and that
he was called for a bench minor (i.e. too many men).

Gee, when Kasper does strike, he can hit a soft spot.
That one hurt, especially from a normally soft-spoken

man. Even I felt it.

Maybe Plaid Man should shut his mouth, because it is

true. You can't outrightly blame the coach on a referee's
call like that, but still it happened. In the end, the coach is

responsible. But Cherry won't shut up, he gets paid big
money to blab. Kasper won't regret his decision, but
defend it. During his playing days, he was one of the best
defensive forwards in the game. Ask Wayne Gretzky.

I don't know what pissed me off more: Cherry further
giving us media types a bad name by running his mouth
off, or Kasper for his choice to sit a teamer like Tocchet.

No, it was the memory of that game. I have to go
against Kasper on this one, as if that is a surprise. He-
brought it up.

•In the "you may ask yourself, 'Am I right-am I

wrong?'" department, I continue the autobiographical
tone of this column with another one of the worst experi-

ences in my life. It was last |une, and I was longing for

"real" hockey (not the proper British style) after returning
from a year- long exchange to England.

I was at home. The TV flickered before me (feels like

we've been here before), showing a Cup named after a
Lord... on a beach. ON A BEACH! I almost freakin' faint-

ed.

The reason why was the Florida Panthers had made the
Finals, and ESPN felt that the sunset gleaming off of Lord
Stanley's punch bowl would be "oh, so cute!" Bah-hum-
bug. Florida got to the ultimate goal in the NHL on an
adrenaline rush through the best of the Eastern
Conference, beating Boston, Pittsburgh and Philadelphia.

But the train stopped at Colorado, as the 'Lanche swept
them in four games

Being an Original Six-er (not Philadelphia, please!),
which basically means I'm an old-time hockey fan. I really

do not favor hockey being played where water does not
freeze. I don't want sand in my Bauers, as much as 1 don't
want sand in my shorts. The only thing I want cold on a
90 degree day is the air conditioned living room I am
parked in, and the cool, frosty treat I am guzzling.

I did not want to give the Panthers any credit.

"Fluke!" I screamed. "Fllllluuuuuukkkkkke!!!!!!!"

But my exhortations to the skies were in vain. Once
again, the hockey gods shook their golden sticks in con-
certed indignation at me. I was alone in my refusal to rec-

ognize a team from below the Mason-Dixon line.

Not anymore, the Panthers are for real. Florida
(16-3-6, 38 points) is at the top of the NHL, with no
duke called on the play. A team-wide, center-ice check-
ing philosophy has brought the Panthers success, as the
stars on the team aren't offensive in nature, but defensive.

Starting goalie |ohn Vanbiesbrouck (11-2-4. 1.75
GAA) is only three one-hundredths of a point behind
Detroit's Chris Osgood in the NHL goaltending race, and
backup Mark Fitzpatrick (5-1-2, 2.28 GAA) can start

anywhere. None of their forwards are in the Top 20 in

scoring. But anyway, the Panthers' future does not lie in

players like forwards Scott Mcllanby and Ray Sheppard.
but in a Bourque-ian defenseman like Ed lovanoski

It hurts me tu talk about warm weather-ice hockey
teams. Period. But 1 have to grow up... nah.

Jorma Kansanen is a Collegian columnist.

•Free Estimates

•Lifetime Repair Warranty

•Auto Glass Replacement

•Car & Truck Rental

North Amherst Motors
78 Sunderland Road, North Amherst, MA

549-2880
(One Mile from UMass bus route)

Kick Butts
QUIT SMOKING
Support Group
Ongoing support group every

Wednesday night starting

October 23 from 7 - 8PM
I at the UMASS Campus Canter.

Kipiim number posted H elevator.

An you thinking (bout quitting

tmokinj?

Him you quit md felt it difficult

to stay quit?

Do you want to kelp other people

qui! md stay quit?

Come to your quit imoking support

jroup.

Get profetiiooil tiviet net

counseling, peer counseling ind

proven quit tips end techniques.

FREEDOM FROM SMOKING

FREE OF CHARGE

For more information

call Steve at:

577-5181

Jointly sponsored by:

University Health Services

Health Education Division

The Family Planning Council

of Western Massachusetts

and The Massachusetts

Tubatcp Control Program

THE "U" GAME
UNDERGRADUATE LOTTERY TICKET APPLICATION

UMASS v. UCONN

DECEMBER 27, 1996

HARTFORD CIVIC CENTER
$20.00 PER TICKET

LIMIT TWO TICKETS PER UMASS UNDERGRADUATE
DEADLINE TO ENTER IS MONDAY, DECEMBER 9

NAME:

LOCAL ADDRESS:.

CITY: ST. ZIP:

LOCAL PHONE:

CHECKS PAYABLE TO: UMASS ATHLETICS
CC: VISA, MC, DISCOVER

EXP.

LOTTERY WINNERS AND LOSERS WILL BE NOTIFIED BY MAIL AFTER DECEMBER 9. RETURN
APPLICATIONS TO THE CURRY HICKS BOX OFFICE BY 5:00 PM, MON., DEC. 9. NON-WINNERS
WILL HAVE APPLICATIONS WITH PRE-PAYMENT RETURNED. A VALID UMASS STUDENTS ID

WILL BE NEEDED WITH TICKET TO ENTER THE HARTFORD CIVIC CENTER.

NFL
continued from page 12

the Patriots do lose because of this,

all the long TD passes given up after

lacksonville, Baltimore and Buffalo
were beaten are going to hurt really

badly.

The Patriots managed lo avoid that

in San Diego by continuing to play
aggressive defense, which will hope
fully boost that squad's confidence
and let them continue that level of
play through the last three games.
To put this all in a little more per-

spective, the Patriots have only ever
hosted one playoff game. On Dec.
31. 1978 they lost the AFC Divisional

Playoffs to a visiting Houston squad,
31-14.

• Only two teams have clinched a
playoff berth so far — Denver and
Green Bay — and in a possible Super
Bowl preview, they'll meet next week
on the frozen tundra of Lambeau
Field.

As good as Denver is. Green Bay

has some definite advantages here.

Besides playing at home and possibly

getting TE Mark Chmura back, they

should have more motivation.

Denver has not only just gotten
into the playoffs, but have a bye and
home field advantage throughout.
Even if they lost the next three
games, they hold the tie breakers
over the three teams that could possi-

bly tie their record (the aforemen-
tioned Patriots, Steelers and Bills).

Conventional wisdom, however, says
that Green Bay has to get home field

advantage if they want to get past
Dallas in the playoffs. After losing to

them on Monday Night Football, the

Pack (10-3) has to have a better
record than the 'Pokes (8-5). They've
got lo be hoping Denver coach Mike
Shanahan uses this game to let some
of his guys get some extra rest.

Green Bay/Denver isn't the only
possible Super Bowl preview coming

THANG WO / COLLEGIAN

Runnin' with the Devil!
That might just help the Minutemen's chances this weekend

against the Friars of Providence College.

Eamcuf^r*
This Week

\
O Tuesday & Wednesday -

Live Music 4* 1 0t wings after 9""

O Thursday -

Lift Ticket Giveaway!
$3.00 nachos after 9~

O Friday -

1 8+ DANCE PARTY W/ DJ PHIL

O Saturday -

IOC WINGS AFTER 9~

1)1 ( 1 MHI-H Mm SPECIALS

$1 Drafts! + Purple Buddah Shots - $2.50! 1
tm <r * l|i h i. tm W JL

TONIGHT

Retro Nisht
MUSIC OF (THE 70'S

Weekly Drink

s.
.
t» r

R̂ed Dog
16 oz. Drafts

.^ *07- ^

$150

1/2 Price Appetizers & Nachos
3-5 pm Wed. to Sat. 7-1 1 pm

«• » «

i

1 5 East Pleasant Street

up. There's a host ot games between
AFC and NFC contenders, some ol

which could end one side's season
before January ever rolls around.
Some of the better matchups in the

next three weeks include:

Philadelphia/Indianapolis tomorrow
night on ESPN; New England/Dallas

and San Francisco/Pittsburgh a week
from this Sunday; and
Pittsburgh/Carolina on the last week
of the season.

One of the other most important
games coming up next week
shouldn't be as good as the previous-

ly mentioned ones, but could be as

important. Atlanta (2-1 1) meets New
Orleans (2-1 1) to find out who will

likely be numbers two and three in

the April draft.

Number one, of course, is

once-again the New York |ets.

Jacob W. Michaels is a Collegian

columnist.

polo
continued from page 1

2

It doesn't seem plausible that any-

one on the team wants the national

championship more than
Staudenbaucr, a California boy who
grew up in the Mecca of water polo.

This quest for the NCAA title brings

Marc back home, back where he very

nearly stayed to play collegiate polo
at Cal- Santa Barbara.

But, one trip out to the historic Bay
State hooked the sport management
major on the Pioneer Valley.

"I came here on a recruiting trip; I

was definitely going to Santa Barbara,

I loved it, I went there on a trip. I

thought it was great," Staudenbauer
said. "And, I came out here — I just

really liked UMass, I loved the cam-
pus. Russ was great, he just con-
vinced me about the program and 1

was sold on it. It was a real lough
decision."

Two and a half years after that

tough decision, he has settled into

UMass, and into his new role on his

powerhouse water polo squad.

"Last year, I was still kind of like

the younger brother, like to Luvi
||ohn Luvianol. because we're a lot

like brothers on this team, now I feel

like the older brother. It took a little

while to get used to, but I'm liking

this role."

Commonly
Unbearable,

Dangerously
Believable,

Subsequently
Fatal,

» 1 Cause of Suicide

UNTREATED
DBHRBSSION

http://www.save.org

Want to

write

about
poetry, film, the-

ater, music,
books, travel,

food or anything
else?

Then write for
the Arts &
Living Desk.

Come down
today!

rfRAVEL]
! SMART! !

Om Way Roundtrip

LONDON
WOK KY.MM Ol DC

$134 $249
FROM NEW YORK

PARIS
$224 $427
ROME

$259 $489
SAN JOSE.
COSTARICA
$235 $446

I Scheduled flights

Ftrtt to worldwide dtillniliont

. EnrailiatsM available.

Weekend surcharges may apply.

: Customs-Immigration taxes apply

I Fares subject to change without

j notice Intl. student I cards

may be required.

M TRAVEL
342 Madison Ave , NY. NY 10173

212-986-8420'

800-272-9676
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113 Campus Center • University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ACTIVITIES
Women's Long Ttrm Therapy
Group Weekly 1 1/2 hr meetings

Tuesday night in Amherst For info.

call (4131774-5418

ANNOUNCEMENTS
All University Women invited to

Open Rush Sigma Kappa Wed Dec

4. 6 00 to 8 00pm Located behind

Hiliel Call Beth at 549-1462 for

more information

AUTO FOR SALE
87 Grend Am 4dr 52K miles,

cruise, A/C. no rust $2995 Day
545-2040 Night 549 6625

Purchasing • used car? Having

your car repaired7 Do you know your

rights? Contact the Student Legal

Services Office 922 Campus Center.

545-1995

Blue Volsvagen Golf Excellent

condition, born in 1990. $3000 nego-

tiable Call Guy 253 7243

1986 Oldsmobile Delta 88- Great

car. low price- $500 Call Chris 549-

0564

EMPLOYMENT
JOBS OVER BREAK- Work with

Sierra Club to protect wilderness

$275-$375/wk Fun atmosphere Call

Tern at 256-6434

EMPLOYMENT
SPRING BREAK '971 Cancun.
Bahamas. Jamaica, and Florida

EARN FREE TRIPS AND CASH Call

1800)700-0790

CHRISTMAS/JANUARY
BREAK

Eern $10 up to |1S/ltan
International firm has 80 local open

ings 2-6 week program All majors

considered Gain business and com
mumcation skills Scholarships and

summer programs possible Apply

now Begin after finals On campus

accepting applications on Monday
and Tuesday. December 9 and 10

from 9-1 on the Concourse in the

Campus Center or call (413)736

3230

Abt Telephone Research Center

seeks candidates tor interesting

part-time telephone assignments to

collect data on a variety of research

topics Absolutely no selling

involved Computer/typing skills

required Flexible hours Monday-
Friday 5pm- 11pm. Saturday 11am-

5pm. and Sunday 12pm 5pm and
5pm- 10pm Must work a minimum of

20 hours per week Start at

$5 25/hour with paid training and

earn up to $7 00/hour Conveniently

located in the new Venture Center

with free rides on nearby bus lines

Interested candidates, please call

(413)587 1607 An equal opportunity

employer

EMPLOYMENT
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed! Entry level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services (206) 971 3600 ext R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
• Earn up to $25$45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan, Taiwan. S Korea No teach

mg background or Asian languages

required For info call (206) 971

3570 ext J5O016

FOR RENT

Cepe Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses Falmouth area

(508)477-6000

FOR SALE
Packard Bell P60 8MB RAM 545

MB HD. monitor, multimedia.
modem, software. HP laiet Jet 4

$1600 00 546 7464

Complete 5 CD Stereo System 1 S

band graphic equalizer, dual tape
deck and powerful receiver $250 or

B/0 Call Craig 546-681

1

FOUND
Found Men's Movado Watch on

12/2 on campus Please call 546-

2501

MISCELLANEOUS ROOM FQR RENT
Rental Problems Questions about
your lease/security deposit deduc
tions? Questions about
subletting/assigning leases'
Questions about the condition of

your new house or apartment'
Contact the Student Legal Services

Office, 922 Campus Center, 545
1995

New Metabolism Breakthrough
Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35
(800)776-9503 Doctor Approved

JAZZ BANDS
Jazz Band Needed Experienced or

not. Come jam at our party Will pay

Dec 6th Call 253-6520

PERSONALS
MARK SNOW-MAN Happy
Holidays from your estranged Seven

s friends 1

ROOM FOR RENT
Looking tor female to share ? bdr

apt in Sunderland on bus route

Dates- Jan /Feb 1- Aug 31 Call

665-9056

Looking for female roommates '

share 4 bedroom apt Spring '97 on

bus route Must seel! Cheap!! Call

ASAP Ask for Laura 253-0823

Three females seeking one non-

smoking female to share Mill Valley

apartment Jan 1-May 31 Rent
negotiable Call Jess at 253-1797

2 Outgoing girts seek persons) to

rent large bedroom in uptown apt

Great location, in great condition

Start Jan 1 Contact Tncia/LB 549
3649 ASAP

ROOMATE WANTED
Three friendly females looking for

roommate to share Mill Valley Apt

$150 including heat and hot water

Call Sarah at 256-8780

Female Wanted tu share bedroom
in Pufton Village beginning Jan 1 or

ASAP Call 549-4748

Two female N/S wanted to share

double from 1/97 to 5/97, house in

Amherst near bus $165/mo plus

heat Kim 549-7076

Room Available 5 bedroom house
in Sunderland on bus route Call for

details 665 8229

Roommates Wanted: One or two
males to share rent at Brandywine

Apts Starts January 1 st Call Bryan

54S 4591

SERVICES
Oon't abandon your dorm bunny!
Rabbit Rescue can help 1 Will find

your bunny a new home Ellen 367

0105

GORILLAGRAMS Birthdays. Roses.

Balloons, etc Send the crazy gorilla

We'll go anywhere, anytime! 1

Student rates available! Call 256-

0287

Money for College. Millions of

dollars unclaimed every year
Results guaranteed Service is free

Thousands of sources of Financial

Aid available Hurry Call (413) 538
0041 for more info

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade? In house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

Pregnant? Need help' Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549- 1 906

TO SUBLET

1 bedroom apartment on bus line

Available 1/97-9/97 $550/mo or

best offer Call 665-3860

Teke over our leese 2/97 Large 2

bedroom apt 5 min from campus
$600 Call 549-8511

TRAVEL
Spring Break '97 Hottest destina-

tions and coolest vacations! Lowest
prices guaranteed' Organize small
group, travel free" Call for tree info

1800)426-7710

TRAVELTIME has greet deals fur

group and individual travel plans
Call Connne 587 3011 413-781 6150

WANTED TO RENT
2 bedroom apt for Jan 1 within 10
mm to UMass Call Amy 546-4424

WANTED
Desperate for Bibliographic
Material Must have vigorous book
list, textbook, workbooks, and prob
lems for Statistics 111 (School of

Continuing Education) Will pay
above $150 My phone may have
been defective in previous weeks
Therefore, please notify by mail

May Oeuwson, 67 Amity Place
Amherst, MA 01002-2255 Don't
hesitate, I am correct Thank you

Wanted- Tutor for AUTO CAD
Rea!ease13 Will pay Call Rob at

546 0272

WANTED
STUDENTS Moonlighting as

dancers/strippers in local clubs If

interested in sharing your story for

my independent study photoessay on

"creative student employment", call

Caroline at 546-5269 for more info

Identity confidential upon request
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Always Wanted One of These By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robotman By Jim Meddick
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^ THURSDAYS
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Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20<£ per word/day

All

others

40<£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and legibly. We
are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.
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Classifieds

"they work"

Standard Headings
Activities Miscellaneous
Announcements Motorcycles
Apartment For Personals
Rent Room For Rent
Auto For Sale Room Wanted
Employment Roommate
Entertainment Wanted
For Sale Services

Found (2 days Free) Summer Sublet
Happy Birthday To Sublet
Houses For Rent Travel

Instruction Transportation
Lost Wanted to Rent
Musicians Wanted

CROSSWORD
1 i 3 i 5

,_

1
22

1 7 8 9

1

. 11 1? 13

14 ,s „

17

25

,.

F
23

"

20

29

21

30 31 32 33

35

27 28

38 39

34

1 »
36

37

' P
40

H
43

50 ll 52 53 54

'

l 59

48 49

I
:

1
62

55

60 .,

S3 " .

ACROSS
1. Silkwood of SilkmxxJ

6. Before circle or

sweet

10. Handy witti one's

hands

14. Of a piece

1 5. Learn (of)

16. Tes!

17. Shangn-la's locale

18. Ancient Peruvian

19. Retread, eg
20. Aye'

2t. Three, m cards

23. Tidy up

25. Too bad'

26. Caron role

27. Biblical language

30. Police networks

34. Elk with twisted

horns

35. Young and O'Casey
36. Asian people var

37. Grow dim

38. Gamers
39. Temporary calm

40. After 2eta

41. Starr o1 the West
42. Pendleton Roundup.

eg.

43. Assuages

46. Break in legal

proceedings

46. The knees

47. Abundant

48. Advanced medical

student

51. Power

52. Sound like a

stepped-on puppy

55. Precious

56. Accoutrements

58. Endangered

atmosphenc layer

60. "Hi _.HiLo"

61

.

Orphan who loved

Rochester

62. Help tor ashen

cheeks

63. Colleague of Dinah

and Sarah

64. Studies

65. Madder

DOWN
1. " Bell" (Stephen

Foster song)

2. "I cannot tell

(2wds)
3. Lung protectors

4. Make do

5. Vexed

6. Moves suddenly

7. Counting out word

8. Big

9. Middle Easterners

10. Hinder

11. Depart

12. Bus rider

13. Certain Feds

22. "The and the

Cooked" (Levi-

Strauss)

24. Easter Bunny's

goodies

25 Eliza composer

26 Part of a cluster

27 Rail-Splitter, for

example

28. FiH with glee

29 Hackneyed

30 Emulates Donald

Trump'

31 , Chopin composition

32 Legends

33. Farm structures

35. Monica of tennis

38. Sought retnbution

39. Inverness lagoon

41

.

Order at Cheers

42. Church functionanes

44. Part of Europe

45. Reason to discard

hose

47. Involves m difficulties

48. Vain

49. First name in NASA
history

50. Lanky

51. Shoot

52. Swing . Lady

(Bogart film)

53. Little Sheba's creator

54. Gynf

57. Feature of a needle

59. Bronx attraction
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Personals Policy
1. All personals MUST be proofread by Co//eg/an#classified

employees before payment and acceptance of tne classified.

2. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for
birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.
3. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-

TIONS
4. Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm

room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are
not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of
harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.
7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seeK roommates, adver-
tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.
number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion
order. Non-students must provide a valid driver's licensennd
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.
Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to
penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-
sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-
dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

*

V

ARIES
March 21 -April 20
Although you have figured out

most of what's going on In a

touchy situation, there still could

be something that you've missed.

Continue to play the waiting game,

at least for the time being.

TAURUS
April 2 1-May 21
Going your own way with a friend

beats following a large herd of

people. The peace and quiet means
you might learn something very

special. Be wary of trying to share

your knowledge, though— others
may not be ready to hear it.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21
A sudden burst of insight helps

you piece together Information

that's been accumulating for

awhile. A romantic partner may be

having a rough week, so offer some

extra love & tenderness, even If

they don't seem to deserve or

appreciate it.

CANCER
June 22-July 22
Your skills at avoiding arguments

will serve you well this week,

especially at work. Confrontation

with an influential someone could

be particularly costly. Try to see

the whole picture before making a

decision.

LEO
July 23-August 23
A period of financial constraint

spurs you to discover new ways to

amuse yourself and friends. A
gathering turns into a brainstorm

session If you make an effort to

discuss your goals.

VIRGO
August 24 September 22
A good laugh reduces the tension

at a meeting or discussion. Try not

to be the Jokester yourself, though,

unless you know your audience

Intimately Plant seeds today for a

great harvest later.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
If you're feeling Impoverished,

rethink your situation. There

are always more blessings to

be counted. Rely on a trusted

companion to help you handle

a difficult situation.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
Sifting through an attic or

basement may yield exciting

treasures. Save some things for a

garage or yard sale In the spring,

and send the rest to a worthy

charity. You'll feel much richer

afterwards.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
Investing your extra money
may feel about as safe as buying

lottery tickets. Consult with a

knowledgeable older relative

and you can't go wrong. Avoid

impulsive purchases.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Planning ahead may mean being

able to see trees where others see

acorns, but this week you've got

extra Insight in that department.

Organize your thoughts before

making a request from someone
powerful.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18
Inviting your friends to a potluck

dinner could be an opportunity to

try a new dish as well as meet
someone new Make it an open
invitation, and be prepared for a

houseful.

PISCES
February 19- March 20
A demanding relationship may
require that you step back and
recharge for a time. If you are

tactful and loving, this should

present no problem. If It does,

then you need to examine the

connection more closely Is It

as healthy as you think?
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Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winkle
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BEFORE I'LL DO
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8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University3 By Frank Cho

My friend Wallace is a

mellow smart guy.

He's an African American

graduate student.

He studies audio phyics at

the university.

He thinks it's amazing

• that

...when he is standing on a

street corner and a fancy car pulls

up, even though the windows are

closed tight he can still hear all four

automatic door locks click.

He used to think he was

invisible around fancy cars.
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"You're just more affected by Novocain than

most people, Mr. Cromley. You should regain

full use of your legs in a day or two."

Social Norm By Mr. K
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j
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Today's Staff

Tara MK Connelly
Night Editor

Seema SF Gangatirkar

Copy Editor

Kenneth Kl Scott

Photo Technician

David VF Voldan
Production Supervisor

Mark WH McCrath
Tony FF Morse

Production

Today's D.C. Menu
Cmll 343.2*2* for mor* information.

Franklin

Quote of the Day

Hit me again! Please?

-Zangief

Quote of the Night

a
Don't worry. Perfection

isn't for everyone.

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken
Corned Beef

Ravioli

Vegan Ravioli

DINNER
Veal Parmesan
Turkey Divan
Veggie Pocket

Quarter Pounder

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger
Chicken Puck

Mac and Sneeze

DINNER
Veal Parmesan
Turkey Divine

Worcester

-Rolento

99

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken

Fettucinni

Ratatouille

(What is that, anyway?)

DINNER
Veal Paremesan
Tempeh Stir Fry

Pastabilities

Tri-Colored Tortellini

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken

Fettucinni

Ratatouille

(Really! What is it?)

DINNER
Veal Paremesan
Tempeh Stir Fry

Pastabilities

Tri-Colored Tortellini

v
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Freshman Mike Babul, and the UMass men's hoop team, travel to
Chicago to play Georgetown in the DirecTV Great 8.

The last time the Massachusetts
and Georgetown men's basketball

programs faced each other,
then sophomore guard Allen Iverson

hung his head dejectedly and pre-

pared to face the media during the

losing team's half of the post-game
press conference.

In the other locker room in

Atlanta's Georgia Dome, the
Minutemen cheered the victory that

sent them to the Final Four.

Fast forward to the present, and
tonight's rematch of the East
Regional final at the DirecTV Great
Eight at the United Center in Chicago
(7:30 p.m.) does not at all resemble
last March's game.
Gone from UMass is over half of

last year's starting line- up. including

the NBA's second overall draft pick.

Marcus Camby. who had 22 points

and seven rebounds in the
Georgetown game. Gone too. is

Coach of the Year |ohn Calipari.

Missing from Georgetown's
line-up is Iverson (23 points and 2

rebounds in last game), the Hoyas'
marquee player and first overall
selection at last summer's entry draft.

Also gone are Othella Harrington and
leroine Williams.

But the team's personalities are not

the only things that are different.

Neither team is currently ranked,
although both are listed in the Also
Receiving Votes category of this

week's AP Top 25 poll.

Massachusetts received 71 votes,

Georgetown 39.

The Minutemen are coming off of a

disappointing showing at the Maui
Invitational in Hawaii, where they
finished fourth after a 1 -2 showing.

After narrowly beating Division II

host Chaminade. they dropped two
straight to unranked Virginia and
California.

Georgetown, meanwhile, downed
Big East foe Seton Hall Mondav
night. 55-51

Tonight's game features a

battle-tested guard corps against a

relatively new tandem. Edgar Padilla

and Carmelo Truvicso. seemingly suf-

fering from the weight of preseason

expectations, have faltered in the

early going of the young season. By
the numbers. Travieso appeared to

have broken out of his scoring slump
during the final Maui contest, ripping

off 19 points to lead the team.

Victor Page has the burden of lead-

ing the Hoya offense this season, but

his partners in the backcourt don't

have much experience, jerry Nichols

and loseph Touomou are both
expected to see time at guard this Mfr
son.

In the frontcourt. UMass' clearcut

leader has been Tyrone Weeks. The
senior forward was a clutch per-

former for the Minutemen in the first

two games in Hawaii, scoring career

highs in each

UMass has seen several minutes
from Inus Norville. Winston Smith.

Mike Babul and Ajmal Basit

Georgetown's frontcourt is, as one
reporter put it. a public address
announcer's nightmare. With
Boubacar Aw. Ya-Ya Dia and
Godwin Owinje. the Hoyas have defi-

nite name recognition.

There will be a lot of meat at the

post, when Lari Ketner (6-foot- 10.

270) and lehidi White (6-foot-9.
270) tangle. White has the unenvi
able task of replacing Harrington's

offensive output. Ketner. meanwhile,

has the unenviable task of replacing

Camby's olfensive output.

While it should take a while for

Ketner, who sat out last year as a

Prop 48 casualty, to readjust to the

college game, he has played well in

his first action.

For the first time since the
1992-93 season, the Massachusetts
men's basketball team is without a

spot in the AP Top 25 poll.

The poll, which was released
Monday, recognized UMass as a

member of the Also Receiving Votes

fMWfliy with 71 votes.

UMass finished that 92-93 cam-

paign 24-7. 11-3 in conference, and

with an A- 10 regular season title, an

A-10 tournament title, and an

appearance in the NCAA
Tournament. The Minutemen bowed
out of the NCAAs in the second
round that year, losing to Virginia

fellow Atlantic 10 member George

Wellington also fell out of the rank-

ings and into the depths of Also
Receiving Votes with 71.

The Colonials were bumped from
their spot at No. 25, after a home loss

to Texas Tech this weekend.

In sharp contrast, A-10 member
Xavier made its season debut in the

poll, after last week's victory over

then-top ranked Cincinnati, at No.

23.

Collegian Sports Staff

Predictions

Chris Stamm
UMass 70, Georgetown 68

Casey Kane

UMass 62, Georgetown 55
1 ll.mMinI.ili ha

rreo nuraNHnK, jr.

UMass 63, Georgetown 61

Luke Meredith

UMass 64, Georgetown 57

Leigh Torbm
UMass 412, Georgetown 8

Jorma Kansanen

UMass 68, Georgetown 64

Jeremy R. Adams

Georgetown 61 , UMass 52

Jonathan M. Place

Georgetown 75, UMass 58

Cherry chastised;

Kasper counters

old coach's jabs
Glad to have you all back... damn, glad to have me

back After serving I week long suspension of ph>-kal
and emotional well being for a fighting major (the flu), I

am back ott the disabled list

For all oi >ou fellow puckheads out there, if you have

^^^^^^^^^^^ had this debilitating and

Jorma
sanen

the NHL

dreary debacle of diurnal

doldrums. 1 feel your pain.

It 'i want than a knockout
punch from one of the

Brawling Bruins. Hkc Troy
Mallctie If you doubt
that, go and ask the
Canadians' Murray Baron.

he might be able to tell you. if he is comefcm vet. that is.

Now ewtfJUM, I am still a little foggy right now. so I

am going to need your help. Click your Bauers' together

three times, and slowly chant in a hushed tone after me:
there's no place like home, there's noplace like home...

• One score minus two years Ug (1978). I was at

home (lie IA flickered before me. showing a place that

"lied the Forum: on a street named for a Saint

(Catherine); and. a man dressed in black and white stripes

had just blown his whistle

Raising his arm. he then slowly lowered it. pointing to

the bench with the men robed in Black and Gold on it.

Behind them, the coach dressed in plaid from his toes to
his teeth begins to flip out. rfil team had been called for

one of the most heinous crimes in the game: too many
men on the ice The team in the bleu, blanc el rouge then
went on a power play, scoring the winning goal ju^
onds later to win a Cup named after a Lord (Stanley).

II you don't know bv now. the losers were the Bruins.

and the winners were the Canadians in that 1978 Stanley

Cup Final The man in plaid was Don Cherry, with his

rival coach Seoiry Bowman mking the glory, and doing so
for many years to come at the expense of the Bruins.

Forever polk-a-dotted Gerry Cheevers was beaten
one un-one by the sacerdotal Guy LaFleur. The man on
the opposite end of the ice. Ken Dryden. went on to com-
plete a stellar career between the pipes for Let Habitants

Turn to NHL. page 9

Staudenbauer brings presence to UMass polo
By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

Humility is a virtue not often associated with athletes

in today's hyper-marketing world of superstars, super

contracts and super egos.

In sharp contrast. Marc Staudenbauer is a model of

humility, intelligence and athleticism, a breed of person
rarely found in the halls of a gymnasium or locker room.

Being referred to and regarded as a team player is a

phenomenon in sports that seems to have died with the

days of Bird and Magic, but Staudenbauer seems to

humbly carry on in the mode of a star who doesn't want
to be a star.

"1 want people to say that 1 was a good teammate and
a good friend, and that he'd be someone you'd want to

talk to after you're all done here, that I contributed and
helped keep the team on track." he said.

Still. Staudenbauer largely remains nameless. He toils

on a team and for a sport that is starved for attention on
the scope of basketball or football. He quietly strives to

master his craft on a team that quietly has become one
of the most dominant in the entire University of
Massachusetts athletic program.

Staudenbauer is a junior on the four-time defending
Eastern Champion UMass water polo team, which is

heading to its second straight NCAA final four appear-
ance

"For me, especially this year. | NCAAs) are so impor-
tant because it is my season." said Staudenbauer. who
broke his right thumb following through on a shot three

weeks into the season. "I played in Easterns, but I

Junior Marc Staudenbauer is a humble presence in a generation of "me" athletes.
COUKTESY MEDIA RELATIONS

wasn't back in full shape, my thumb was still hurtin'.

Right now. I feel a lot better than I did."

This is a special season for Staudenbauer, and the rest

of his mates, as last year they suffered the tragic loss of
water polo and swimming standout Greg Menton.

Menton meant so much to everyone who knew him.
and left a lasting impact on Staudenbauer.

"Greg was what UMass water polo was basically all

about: fighting hard, never giving up. He just had such a

great influence on mv career. 1 respected so much how
he worked in and out of the pool. He was such a leader
and such a motivator on this team.

"We do miss him: there's not a practice that goes by.

or a game that goes by that I don't think about him.
He's a real special part of my time at UMass."
Menton contributed in so many of the ways that

Staudenbauer does. He was a fierce competitor, a play-

er not afraid to do the dirty work. He was an all-out

water polo player, an undeniable presence in the pool,

and in large part Staudenbauer is a product of Menton's
ideals.

"Last year when we were playing Cat | -Berkley in the

first round of the NCAA tournament) and we were
down 10-6. and there were guys on the bench who
hadn't played, and Russ wanted to get into have a
chance to play." said Staudenbauer. almost anxious to

talk more of his friend. "There were 50-35 seconds left

in the game, so it would have been a miracle for us to
come back and do anything in that game.

"All of a sudden you hear Greg go. 'No! Let's stay in,

go for a two-pointer right now.' Russ kept everyone in.

That kind of showed how much fight Greg had. and
that's the kind of attitude we're going to have to have
this year."

And that never say-die attitude is evident in the way
Staudenbauer feels about going back home to California
and competing for a national championship.

"We're sick of people saying. Oh, you did so good.
- "

Staudenbauer said. "We don't want to be the team that

did so good and almost won anymore. I think it's time
for us to emerge.

"We joke around about how people get rings for
A-10 Championships and stuff, but I think we've come
to realize the way we're going to get our ring is by win-
ning the whole show, the national championship," he
said. "And everyone wants that right now."

Turn to POLO, page 9

Pats battle with Broncos, Bills and Steelers in AFC
After Dan Marino managed to win almost every major

passing record last year, and lose every game in which he
did so. he had to start wondering whether the two were
linked

We might have gotten part of the answer on
Thanksgiving, when Marcus Allen not only broke Walter
Payton's all time rushing TD record, but led his Chiefs t

victory But it wasn't just his team that should be happy at

the news the two recoids aren't linked, but the Dallas
Cowboys as well, because their future Hail of Fame run-

ning back could soon have the record.

Emmitt Smith aftet scoring three TIK js close on the

hceN ol Allen'' "hoi rowed record '"

In fact it's not incon
ceivable that the two could not only trade it back and
luiih throughout the rest ol the season, but if their timirfg

is nght. it could be traded back and forth on an hourly

• Speaking of inconceivable, alter an 2 start the

Patriots could not only win their division, but get a bye in

the first round of the playoffs. With Indianapolis giving
the Buffalo Bills their fourth loss of the season, and New
Fngland routing San Diego for their ninth win, the
Patriots move back into first place in the AFC East, by-

virtue of having a better conference
record than Buffalo. It also leaves them
tied with Pittsburgh, who lost to the
R.ivens on Sunday.

With the Pats playing the Jets, at

Dallas and at the Giants, they should go
2 I That means the Bills, playing at

Seattle, at Miami, and against Kansas
( nv. would have to win all three games
to win the division.

Perhaps the most intriguing aspect, however, is

Pittsburgh, who has tough games against the Chargers.
San I randsco, and then at Carolina, which has become

one of the hardest places to win in the NFL.
Assuming the Pats go 2-1. the Bills don't go 3-0. and

Pittsburgh can pull off the upset against either San Fran

or Carolina, that should leave all three teams tied at 1 1-5.

Which means it comes down to tie-breakers. The
Patriots already have the tie -breaker
against Buffalo by virtue of splitting

their head to head games and having a

L BW»S better division record

nICI That against I'm it should
I come down to the best won-loss record

8 Ww «
jn tne division. The Patriots are current

ly 6- 3 in the AFC. while the Steelers

are 5-4, with losses to |acksonville.

Houston. Cincinnati and Baltimore Both teams have one
more game against AFC opponents, which both should
win.

Another possible scenario, though, is that New England

could lose. Pittsburgh win and both teams still end up
with the same record. In that case it comes down to the
record against common teams. This season both teams
have played Buffalo. Miami, lacksonville. Baltimore, and
San Diego. The Pats split against the Bills and Dolphins,
and beat the lags, Ravens and Chargers, the Steelers split

against the lags and Ravens, beat the Bills and Dolphins,
and for this scenario to happen would have to beat the
Bolts.

Which brings us to the next tie-breaker: best net points
in conference games. It's bad news for the Patriots in this

case. They're currently behind the Steelers by 14 points,
and to get to this scenario it would be worse due to their
loss to the lets and the Steelers victory over San Diego.
Nonetheless, it puts Bill Parcells' decision to go for anoth-
er touchdown late in the Chargers game in perspective. If

Lighting the

menorah

Tonight marks the

start of Chanukah,
the Jewish Festival of

Lights. Look inside

today's Collegian to

learn more about
this ancient holiday

(see Arts & Living,

page 5).

Not so

Great Eight

1

1

h

mi
jl i

' ei i $
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Last night fresh-

man Ajmal Basit

notched nine
points and grabbed
1 3 boards in last

night's 58-53 loss

to Georgetown
(see Sports, page
18).

WORLD

Boutros Boutros-Ghali

suspends nomination

UNITED NATIONS (AP) — Faced

with unrelenting U.S. opposition,

U.N. Secretary-General Boutros
Boutros-Ghali suspended his can-

didacy for a second term yester-

day, opening the way for new
nominees for the top U.N. post.

Boutros-Ghali emphasized he
still remains an official candidate,

however, and supporters were said

to be urging the Egyptian diplo-

mat to stay in the race. The United

States cast the lone veto against

him in a first-round vote in the 1 5-

member Security Council on Nov.

19.

"I'm still a candidate and still

the only candidate for Africa,"

Boutros-Ghali said, adding he was
merely asking the Security Council

"not to vote again on my name
until I will present my name"
again

In Washington, White House
spokesman James Fetig welcomed
Boutros-Ghali's move, saying "that

will allow for other well-qualified

African candidates to be forwarded

to the U.N. Security Council for

consideration
"

By U.N. tradition, Africa should

get two consecutive terms for its

representative as secretary-gener-

al.

NATION

Hawain judge orders

stay on gay marriages

HONOLULU (AP) — A day after

issuing the first ruling in American
history that allows gay marriages, a

judge put the effects of his decision

on hold while the state appeals to

Hawaii's Supreme Court. The stay will

remain in effect until a ruling by the

state's highest court, which ruled in

1993 that Hawaii's ban is unconstitu-

tional unless the state could show a

compelling government interest in

preventing gay marriages

Circuit Judge Kevin Chang agreed

there would be confusion if gay cou-

ples got married and then the high

court overturned his ruling The stay

means gay couples won't be able to

marry in Hawaii for at least a year.

"We kind of expected it, but we're

not happy with it," said Joseph
Melillo, who sued along with his

partner, Pat Lagon, and two lesbian

couples.

On Tuesday, Chang said Hawaii

failed to show any compelling state

interest in denying gay couples the

right to marry. He ordered the state

to begin issuing them licenses It was

the first such ruling by a |udge in the

United States.

The dispute prompted passage of

a federal law signed by President

Clinton that says the U.S. govern-

ment will not recognize gay mar-

riages and allows states to refuse to

recognize such unions licensed in

other states In addition, 16 states

have passed laws denying recogni-

tion of gay marriages
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University Board of Trustees

votes to cut tuition by 5 percent

for the second time in two years
By Roghuram Vadarevu
Collegian Staff

For the second year in a row. the University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees voted to cut tuition lor

the UMass sy-tem by 5 percent for the upcoming
1997-98 school year, yesterday in Worcester.

"The tuition cut is a good thing. It will make UMass
more affordable for more people." said Maurice Caston,

president of the UMass Student Government Association

(SGA).

"The Board of Trustees took into account the cost of

pricing people out of a UMass education." said Caston.

"The tuition cuts will put more money in the hands of

the parents."

The 5 percent tuition cut will result in a $100 savings

for in-state residents who attend one of the five UMass
campuses located in Amherst. Boston. Dartmouth.
Lowell and Worcester.

"This is not a substantial amount of money, but it

could pay for about one semester's worth of books," said

UMass President William Bulger.

"Some students are working one or two jobs and are

struggling to make ends meet," Bulger said.

UMass campuses in Amherst and Boston will have a

net lowering of tuition to $2000 and the Dartmouth and

Lowell campuses' tuition will be lowered to $1656 and

$1700. respectively.

The decrease in the amount of tuition collected will

result in a loss of $3 million from the state legislature.

according to Sean Carter, student trustee representing

the Amherst campus.

The tuition cut was recommended by the slate's Board

of Higher Education which makes recommendations in

areas such as university admission standards and tuition

rates.

Although the tuition cut. recommended by the Board

of Higher Education, passed unanimously in the Board of

Trustees, it still has to pass a vote in the Massachusetts

State Legislature that will make it effective starting in

the Fall 1997 semester.

Recently, the Board of Higher Education, in a similar

recommendation, proposed a 5 percent tuition cut for

state and community colleges in Massachusetts.

Amidst excitement among students over the tuition

cut. many at the Amherst campus are apprehensive over

the cost of Ices

"Was tuition itself overpriced? No. But was it too

expensive overall? I'd say yes." Carter said.

He added, "tuition isn't the only issue. Fees are also a

concern.

Tees are more than 50 percent of the cost [at UMass
now]." Carter said.

"We would try to work with the chancellors, adminis-

tration and the state legislature to keep the cost of

UMass stable and have students pay their fair share," he

said.

According to Carter, the only way to maintain the cur-

rent fee levels is if Bulger holds to his recommendation

to keep fees at their current level.

Bulger made this recommendation to the chancellors

of each of the five campuses. Carter said

Some students, like Zoe Rudner. senior psychology

and women's studies major, said that there "should be an

option to waver certain fees specific to the individual" so

that students do not have to pay for what they do not

use.

Although the tuition cut is favorable to in-state resi-

dents, some students at the Amherst campus feel that

students from out of state should also be given l tuition

cut.

"I think that [the tuition cut| is great, but I think that

it is unfair that they don't give tuition cuts to

out-of-staters who pay more than in-staters." Rudner
said.

The Associated Press contributed to this article.

Radio shut-down sparks protests

By Jovano Gee
Associated Press

BELGRADE. Yugoslavia —
Protesters held their noses because

the "lies stink so much" as they

passed buildings housing state-run

media loyal to the Serbian president

today in the largest demonstration yet

against Slobodan Milosevic

About 1 50.000 demonstrators
marched through the capital to

protest the annulment of Nov. 17

elections in Belgrade and 14 of

Serbia's largest cities that the opposi-

tion appeared to win. So far mostly

peaceful, two weeks of protests have

nonetheless turned into a major polit-

ical crisis in the country and the

biggest threat to Milosevic's eight

years of rule in Serbia.

Earlier in the day, about 25.000
students carried banners of support

through downtown for an indepen-

dent radio station that was forced off

the ait by authorities for its critical

reporting. A small group organized

by an independent trade union
marched in the morning with the stu-

dents, symbolically banging empty
plates and spoons.

One worker had a paper box on his

head with a slogan critical of the pro-

Miloscvic state media: "Switch off

Serbian TV and turn on your brains.

"

In the afternoon rally, some pro-

testers pinched their noses as they

passed buildings housing state-run

TV and the Politika daily, both loyal

to Milosevic, when opposition leader

Vuk Draskovic told them to do so

"because their lies stink so much."

"We are the future of Serbia and
Milosevic is the past." another oppo-

sition leader. Zoran Djindjic. told the

rally "In another 10 to 20 days, we'll

get rid of him forever."

In the latest indication that even

some in the state are turning against

Milosevic. 90 judges demanded the

re examination of the annulment rul-

ings.

"Our goal is to protect the honor

and dignity of the court." said the

judges, in a letter published by the

weekly Telegraf. Some of the judges

signing the letter were from the court

that annulled the election results

indicating some split in the judiciary.

Several Supreme Court members
expressed criticism of the annulments

on Tuesday.

The same local court that decided

on the annulments, however, today

rejected an appeal on the vote by the

opposition coalition Zajedno.

The students warned Milosevic of

more unrest unless he rescinds the

annulments. Others have called for

his resignation.

"The decision is up to you." the

students said in an open letter to

Milosevic. "You have the power and

influence to lead our Serbia out of

this crisis with dignity."

But. the students added: "The
regime you represent has crushed our

votes. Do we have to fight for that

right in the streets?" Once the crowd
reached the Serbian presidency build-

ing, one of the students placed the

letter on its doorstep, along with a

round loaf of bread, a traditional sign

of goodwill

"Come out. Martian!" the crowd
chanted, alluding to

Milosevic's isolation from the peo-

ple.

There was no sign of Milosevic, the

Serbian leader accused of fomenting

the 3 1/2-year war in Bosnia that

ended last year. Milosevic has gener-

ally ignored the protests with the

exception of arresting some 30 peo-

ple for destroying property. But his

aides and state-run media have
sharply criticized his opponents.

Milosevic has so far refrained from

calling on police and army units to

crush the demonstrators, as he has

done in the past. But on Tuesday, he

shut down three independent radio

stations - two in Belgrade and one to

the southeast - in an attempt to

squelch any reporting on the demon-

strations.

Radio B92. the most popular of the

stations, was ordered off the air.

along with a station in Pozarevac. a

town 35 miles southeast of Belgrade.

The third station was jammed.
The United States and several allies

have criticized the annulments, talked

about reimposing economic sanctions

and warned against force to disperse

the demonstrators.

The European Union said it "notes

with dismay that the Serb authorities

seem determined to ignore calls from

the international community."

Vendors hope sales

pick up at craft fair

JENNIFER IUTRAS I COUECIAN

Laurien Santos, a senior marketing major, looked at pottery at the

Craft Fair, on the Campus Center concourse, yesterday afternoon.

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Students looking for inexpensive

gifts this holiday season should visit

the Holiday Craft Fair in the

Campus Center Concourse.

Sponsored by the Student Union
Craft Center, the fair's second day

will take place from 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

today.

Many vendors agreed that there

were browsers, but not many buy-

ers yesterday, the first day of the

fair.

"Today is going really slow," said

Chris Carner. co-owner of
Dogdaze in Palmer. "Many people

are looking today and saying they

will buy tomorrow."

Dogdaze. whose other owner.
Deb Kracht is a UMass alum mOi
"ornamental but functional art-

work."

"The picture frames and light

covers are handmade and hand
drawn, but they are also functional

as well." said Carner.

|anis Sommers of Hedgerow
Studio in Provincetown also said

her table has been receiving main
browsers.

"Many students are looking and
browsing and saying thev will DOOM
back later. Everyone is nice, but

most students seem to be dazed,

probably from too much school

work," she said.

Sommers. who is participating in

the craft fair for the first time said

she is looking forward to today's

business.

Hedgerow Studio has been sell-

ing flower landscape plaques, milk-

weed-seed suncatchers. and all nat-

ural vegetable soaps for 20 years.

According to Hedgerow studios

the flower plaques, which are hand-

crafted use a variety of dried flow-

ers, including American bamboo,
purple, yellow, white and German

status. Queen Anne's lace, straw

flowers, money plants and milk-

weed seeds.

When milkweed seeds emerge
from the pod. they are protected by

a coat of oil. This oil refracts the

sunlight, creating a rainbow. These
seeds have been placed in irides-

cent bulbs, which can be placed in

windows that receive a lot of sun.

The studio's merchandise prices

range from $5- $10. with a couple

of exceptions of the larger things

that are being sold.

Tanya loubert. from A Touch of

Glass is also participating in the

craft fair for the first time.

"It seems that many people
didn't know about the fair today, so

a lot of people said they will be

back tomorrow."

Coasters, earrings and picture

frames are among the items being

sold from A Touch of Glass.

Everything is handcrafted from
stained glass.

"Overall I am very happy with

today and I expect tomorrow to be

much better," said loubert.

One vendor familiar with the

craft fair. )oy Friedman has been
selling her hand crafted pottery for

the past ten years. Her company.
|oy Friedman Pottery is located in

Leverett.

"Business tends to get a little bet-

ter every year, but also every year is

different so it's hard to compare.
It's nice to have my work on dis-

play so people know what hand
crafted pottery is all about." she

said.

Friedman said that her morning
had been slow and hopefully busi-

ness would pick-up today.

Overall, there are 22 vendors,

including one from the Craft
Center, selling their hand made
crafts.

Turn to CRAFT, page 2
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The Ultimate game
Bill Burke, a senior psycRology major, played Frisbee on the grass

outside the Student Union yesterday.

Islamic group suspected in bombing

By Elaine Ganley

Associated Press

PARIS — Clue by clue, a shadowy network of Algerian

militants emerged yesterday as the prime suspect in a

deadly Paris subway bombing.

A gas canister. Black powder. Nails to cut flesh. All

were hallmarks of a wave of bombings last year claimed

by Algeria's Armed Islamic Group. All were present at

the scene of Tuesday's attack, which killed two people

and seriously wounded 35.

The black powder mix was the same. So was the timing

and the target: evening rush hour on a train line shuttling

thousands of suburbanites to and from Paris.

And. investigators note, despite dozens of arrests and

14 months of peace, an Algerian thought to be a ring-

leader of the 1995 bombing wave remains at large.

There has been no claim of responsibility for the bomb-
ing at the Port Royal station. But the evidence in hand

forced investigators to focus on the theory that a network

of Algerian radicals, thought to be all but decimated, hud

been reborn.

The bombing shares "great similarities" with those of

the summer of 1995. when eight people were killed and

160 were wounded. Premier Alain |uppe told lawmakers

Killed in Tuesday's attack were Lucien Devambez, a

41 -year-old Frenchman, and an unidentified Canadian
woman, French radio reported.

Rabah Kebir of the Islamic Salvation Front — Algeria's

banned opposition movement — condemned the bomb
ing yesterday night, saying it "doesn't serve the Algerian

cause
."

But judicial sources said the black powder that filled a

gas canister contained the same explosive mix as that

used in the 1995 attacks

The canister, hidden in a bag packed with nails, was
tucked under a seat in the fourth car of the train. It

exploded as the doors shut before departure.

The Port Royal station is just two stops up the line

from the site of the July 1995 bombing at St. Michel, the

first and most deadly in the wave of attacks that put

France on edge for months.

"We're scared because we know there's danger, here or

in the Metro (the subway)." said Dominique Chapuis. "1

take the Metro every day and who knows what can hap-

pen."

luppc tried to allay fears

"All means." the premier told lawmakers, will be used

to capture the criminals and protect the population from
"the blackmail of fear and violence

"

Hundreds of police and soldiers armed with assault

rifles were deployed in airports, train stations, subways
and high-risk areas from Paris to Marseille.

France closed some border crossings with Belgium,

Germany and Luxembourg, and said it was temporarily

suspending its participation in the accords that opened
borders across much of Europe.

Investigators, who kept the Port Royal station sealed

vesterday. were examining all hypotheses, including

Basque. Corsican and Moroccan connections. More than

30 Moroccans are to go on trial Monday for trying to

destabilize the North African monarchy. But Algerian

Islamic militants, who claimed responsibility for the 1995
bombings as well as the deadly Christmas 1994 hijacking

of an Air France flight, quickly surfaced as the prime sus-

pects.
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For Your Information
FYb *e pubkc jervne announcement! printed daily To submit <m
fYl, pleas* send a press release containing all pertinent informa-
tion, iixluding the name and phone number ol the contact per
son to the Ccwcaon, c/o the Managing Editor by noon the previ-

ous day

Thursday, Dec. 5
Performance — University Dancers will perform Dec. 5

through Dec. 7 at Bowker Auditorium. Reservations may
be made by calling 545-2511. Tickets are $7/general
admission. $4AtuuVnts. and $2/seniors and children.

UMass students tree Reservations are recommended.
Reading — Lisa Alther will read and discuss excerpts

from her new work Five Minutes in Heax-en at 7 p.m. at

Third Wave Feminist Booksellers in located in

Northampton. Admission is free.

Seminar/Lecture — A meditation and Yoga seminar/lec-

ture introducing yoga and meditation practices will hold its

final meeting in the 1st floor lounge of Butterfield at 8
p.m. The event is sponsored by the UMass Ananda Yoga
Club.

'lest Taking Workshop — A workshop, offered by the

Learning Resources Center from 5:30-5 p.m. on the 10th

Floor of the WEB. Du Bois Library. Free. Call 545-5354
10 register

Friday, Dec. 6
/ tetun — The Geoscience Lecture Series will present

Pierre Biscaye in a talk entitled "Panicles and Ice Cores —
What Can We Learn From the Paleoclimate from the 'Dust

on the Balance?" at 3:30 p.m. in Morrill II. room 131.

Discussion — Kate Hoffman, a traditional Reiki mas-
ter/teacher will discuss the "Reiki — Usui System of
Natural Healing." which is based on a 2500 year old

Buddhist healing technique, at 7 p.m. at Third Wave.
Admission is free.

Saturday. Dec. 7

Bazaar — Grace Church will hold its annual St.

Nicholas Bazaar from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Parish Hall, lb

Spring St., Amherst. For more information, call 256-6754.

Religious — A free Chanukah party will follow the 6
p.m. menorah lighting at Hillel House, 388 N. Pleasant St..

Amherst. Donations of gifts for the needy will be accepted

and greatly appreciated.

Notices

W/'.S Day — UMass is participating in the global obser-

vance of World AIDS Day which will take place from Nov.

25 through Dec. 6. You can get HIV/AIDS information

and a red ribbon to pin on yourself or on our
"Remembrance Tree" at the Campus Center Concourse
table each day. Visit the Faces of AIDS art display and the

Five College AIDS Quilt at Earthfoods. Watch "Boys OK
the Side" on HSCN. \cti\ities will culminate with a can-

dlelight vigil on the Student Union steps at 5 p.m. on Dec.

6 and a march to the First Congregational Church on Main
St. in Amherst for a gathering of Remembrance and Hope.
Relreshments will be served. After that, there will be a

poetry/prose reading followed by an open mike at 8 p.m.

at Claudia's Cafe. For more information, contact Health

Education at 577-5181.

Training — Applications for the Mediation Training
workshop from Ian. I 3-17 are available in Campus Center

room 823. and are due back on Dec. 6.

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from
8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call

584-8167.

Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.
Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more

information, contact Mills Defcsus at 546-1083.

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are avail-

able to help you find answers to your questions and con-

cerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health
Education Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more
info) and 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Community Room H-4
North Village; Tuesdays 6:30- 8:30 p.m. in the
International Lounge, Prince House (call 545-2299 for

more info); Wednesdays 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Community
Room. 41 1 l.inclon . All conversations are confidential.

Meeting — Alanon meetings are held Mondays in room
801 and Thursdays in room 802 of the Campus Center
from noon- 1 p.m.

Meeting — POWER, the Progressive Organization for

Women's Rights, holds their weekly meetings on
Thursdays at 6 p.m. in the Student Union room 506. All

men and women are welcome.

Meeting — The Pakistan Students Association has its

weekly meetings every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center. Check for the room number at the in f'"-mation

desk. For further details, contact Musharraf at 546-6295.
Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus meets

every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer 201. All

anthropology undergraduate minors and majors welcome.
Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Ivrit" held every

Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right as

you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis

and other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student Union.
For more information, call the ARC office at 5-1925.

Menorah Lighting — All are welcome to attend the

lighting of the 6-foot menorah in front of the Hillel House.
388 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst, at the following times: Dec.

5 at 5 p.m.; Dec. 6 at 4 p.m.; Dec. 7 at 6 p.m.; Dec. 8 time

TBA; Dec. 9 at 7 p.m.; Dec. 10 at 4:30 p.m.; Dec. 11 at

8:30 p.m.; Dec. 1 2 at 6 p.m.

New Organization — WICC (West Indian/Caribbean
Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West Indies

or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as any-

one interested in the culture. For more information, con-

tact Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.
New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and
your help is needed. If interested, call lordan at 546-3548.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to 1 p.m.
in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement
of Worcester Dining Common). For more information, call

Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo. Layout. Copy, and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304
Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Support Group — Tobacco cessation support group
meets weekly on Wednesday evenings from 7-8 p.m. in

the Campus Center to help people quit smoking and chew-
ing tobacco. See schedule by elevators for room number or
call Steve at 577-5181 for further information.
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Drop some
color on your
presentation

while helping us choose a

color copier

The Print Shop will

be testing the Xerox
Majestic Color Copier

on a trial basis until

December 19, 1996

Campus Center Print Shop
2nd floor, Campus Center
Phone: 545-0371

MON-THUR: 9 AM-8:30 PM; FRk 9 AM-5 PM

STUDENT SPEAKER
UNDEt-tORADUATE COMMENCEMENT

Is there something you would like to say before graduating?

If so, you are invited to submit a proposal for consideration as

Student Commencement Speaker.

m

Who is Eligible:

Subject Matter:

Format:

Selection Process:

Deadline:

Submit Proposals To:

Graduating Amherst campus seniors (Class of 1997).

Substance should concern higher education and be relevant

to the University and your experience(s) here.

Submit up to three word-processed or typewritten pages,

double-spaced, or the equivalent of 3-5 minutes speaking

time.

Authors' names will be deleted (by a non-voting staff

person) after which a committee of students (majority),

staff, and faculty will review the proposals. 3-5 individuals

will be invited to "audition" before the committee (in

March), after which the speaker will be selected.

Wednesday, February 12, 1997, 4:30 p.m.

Paul R. Appleby, Chair, Student Speaker Selection

Committee, 305 Whitmore (545 3464)

Campus Pivlice Log
purse containing jewelry wasAccident — Property Damage Dec. 3

Dec. 2 There was a report of some indi- stolen from the Curry Hicks Cage.

There was a two-vehicle acci- viduals harassing residents of Sean M. Miller, 18, of 57

dent on Massachusetts Avenue. Prince Residence Hall. Prospect St.. New Hartford.

One operator complained of neck Conn., reported the theft of a tail

pain. Burglary/Breaking and light cover to police, then was
There was a minor two-vehicle Entering found to have an outstanding war-

accident on Commonwealth Dec. 3 rant and was arrested.

Avenue. The cluster office was broken License plates were stolen from

A bumper was damaged on a into in Gorman Residence Hall. A a vehicle parking lot 22.

vehicle in parking lot 43. telephone was stolen.

Dec. 3 Vandalism

A parked vehicle was struck by Larceny Dec. 3

another vehicle in parking lot 49. Dec. 2 Graffiti was written on a door of

Dec. 4 Staff from McNamara Residence Kennedy Residence Hall.

There was a minor accident in Hall reported that a TV was stolen Past damage to a vehicle in

parking lot 44. from the lounge. parking lot 1 3 was reported.

Dec. 3 A vehicle in parking lot 49 was
Annoying Behavior An individual reported that her damaged.

craft
continued from page 1

Many members of the craft center are selling projects

they have been creating throughout the semester.
In order to participate in the fair, each professional

vendor had to pay $90 a table for the two day fair.

Students pay $40.

The fair serves at the Craft Center's fundraiser. The
Center receives the money that vendors have to pay for a
table.

"A big chunk of our money is coming in from the fair,"

said Marah MacRoslie, fair coordinator. "It is our only
lundraiser. but we do also gel money from the University

and the sales we take in the |register| drawer."
Craft Center materials and equipment are paid for

through register sales.

"The key is to have lower priced items. The higher

priced items will eventually sell but usually not until the

next day," said MacRoslie. a freshman.

"Students are looking for good deals because most stu-

dents do not usually have a lot of money to buy presents

with," she said.

As for the Craft Center this semester "we started off

with a slow start," she said. "Every year we have to

re-establish ourselves. There are so many new people

coming in every semester and so many people leaving

every semester. Not every one knows about us."

Membership at the Craft Center is free to all UMass
students, faculty and staff. There is a $10 charge for five-

college students per semester.

The Massachusetts Daily
Collegian works harder than a

team of oxen to bring you the most
comprehensive news department of

any New England university.

For more information, call Michael
Elliott at 545-1762, or stop by the

super-swell Collegian office at 113
Campus Center.

i i

DATE

Student Affairs Special Services

UNDERGRADUATE COMMENCEMENT
BACHELOR'S DEGREE CANDIDATES

- Preliminary Information -

The following information has been prepared to assist seniors

and their parents in planning for Undergraduate Commencement

Sunday. May 25. 1997
(May 24. 1998
May 23. 1999
May 21, 2000)

TIME/PLACE : 10:30 - 1 1:45 a.m., at McGuirk Alumni Stadium (rain or shine)

ELIGIBILITY : Seniors, who have paid the Graduating Fee. and whose degree requirements are
or will be completed in February. May. or September. 1997. are eligible to
participate. Immediately contact a member of the "Senior Staff".

Undergraduate Registrar's Office, 207 Whitmore (5-0555). if you are unsure of
your academic status or have questions in this regard 1 Only Seniors of record
as of April 1. 1997. will be listed in the Commencement Program

GENERAL :

TICKETS :

HOUSING :

STUDENT
SPEAKER :

There is no Commencement rehearsal. A brochure with general
Commencement information will be mailed to seniors and their parents in

March An update, with details about the ceremony, will be distributed with
caps & gowns (in May) and in one of the last issues of the "Collegian" in the
spring. It is very important that the brochure and subsequent information be
reviewed, and retained for further reference in May.

Included will be information about on-campus housing; Announcements; caps,
gowns. & tassels; Disability Services; Food Services; parking and shuttle
services; seating chart for seniors: suggested routing; videotape orders; when
and where to assemble: and yearbook orders

Tickets are NOT required, and there is no limit on the number of guests you
may invite. Guest seating is unreserved.

Sufficient residence hall space has been reserved the night before
Commencement to accommodate prepaid guests. Details will be in the
brochure.

Those interested m being considered lor Student Speaker are advised to watch
for ads in the "Collegian" concerning this competition. The deadline for

proposals is February 12. 1997. Contact 5-3464 for further information.

Please call the Visitors Center at 545-0306.

Congratulations to all concerned, and good luck with Finals.
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World AIDS day at UM;
number of events planned

Police arrest suspect in local pastor's murder

By Daniel E. Levenson

Collegian Stall

Beginning on Nov. 25 and ending
on Dec. 6. the University of
Massachusetts Health Education
Division will be sponsoring a series of

events to call attention to the AIDS
disease and its devastating effects, as

pan of World AIDS day.

The "Faces of AIDS" an display, as

well as the Five College AIDS Quilt,

will be displayed throughout the two
week period of the celebration, at

Earthfoods.

The Not Ready For Bedtime
Players, a theater group, will be per-

forming in the Campus Center on
Wednesday evening.

The main education and awareness

efforts of the group are shown
through tables which are set up in the

Campus Center concourse. Students

can learn about AIDS and HIV, the

disease that causes AIDS, by picking

up information at these tables.

There will also be
"condom-grams," lollipops, red rib-

bons, buttons and pins available at

the tables.

On Dec. 6 Rev. fames Munroe,
who created the "Faces of AIDS" art

project will be speaking at the begin-

ning of a candlelight vigil in front of

the Student Union steps at 5 p.m.

Later that evening, at 8 p.m. there

will be a poetry and prose reading at

Claudia's Cafe in Amherst.

UMass Health Education offers a

variety of AIDS/HIV related services

including anonymous HIV antibody

testing and peer counseling for AIDS
and other health issues.

According to the group there have

been many students involved in plan-

ning and carrying out these events.

BRIMFIELD, Mass. (AP) —
Authorities said yesterday morning
they made an arrest in the murder
of the leader of a tiny religious

order who ministered to ex-convicts

and others with troubled pasts.

Ray Feyre, a spokesman for the

Hampden County district attorney,

said the suspect was expected to be

arraigned later today in Palmer
District Court. He identified the

suspect as Ron Leftwich, 40, a fol-

lower of the ministry.

Meanwhile, at the monastery he
led, other members and friends of

the ministry were agonizing today
over the irony of their gentle
leader's slaying.

"This is a guy who wouldn't even
hurt a fly." said a member of the

order's congregation who identified

himself only as Guy. "He probably
wouldn't defend himself."

The former Catholic priest, Rev.

Martin-Henri, established his own
religious order at a monastery in

this rural town about 60 miles west

of Boston.

His body was found in a wooded
area off Dunhamtown Road at

about 10:30 a.m. Tuesday by a resi-

dent who was walking by.

The Union-News in Springfield

reported today that Leftwich, who
had lived at the monastery, was
released in 1992 from a state facili-

ty in Bridgewater for the sexually
dangerous. He had been committed
to the facility following the 1977
rape of a woman on Nantucket.
The newspaper also reported that

state police had seized a van parked
at the monastery belonging to
Strawberry Productions, a Chicopee
company that puts on puppet and
clown shows for children. Leftwich
had worked as a road manager for

Strawberry Production, the newspa-
per said.

Guy said three brothers had been
living at the monastery, which also

held weekly services for the sur-

rounding community. He said they
could not even begin to mourn
properly yesterday with investiga-

tors swarming over the property.
He said he wasn't aware of Martin-
Henri fearing violence from anyone
in recent times.

Brimfield Police Chief Donald
Norton told the Union-News of
Springfield that authorities believe

Martin-Henri was beaten to death.

Martin-Henri "took a hell of a

beating" about the head and shoul-

ders, Norton told the Telegram &
Gazette of Worcester. Norton said

authorities "took a lot of plaster

castings of footprints and tire

prints. And they had chemists tak-

ing blood samples."

Norton and state police Lt. Peter

Higgins said bloodied items found
at the Brothers of Bethany Holy
Trinity Monastery indicated Martin-

Henri was killed there and dumped
at the brookside. The items includ-

ed the bishop's glasses, found in the

driveway, Norton said.

A resident walking his dog dis-

covered the body, moment^ after

the dog discovered a black sneaker,

according to the Telegr*"- and
Gazette.

An autopsy by Hampden County
Medical Examiner Loren Mednick
was scheduled for late yesterday.

Martin-Henri, who left the
Catholic church in 1992. founded
the Brothers of Bethany religious

order in 1988. The order is affiliat-

ed with the Bethany Cares
Charismatic Catholic Church.
Police on Tuesday were releasing
few details of the 57-year-olds
death. Hampden County District

Attorney William Bennett called the

case "suspicious," and said his

office was investigating it as a

homicide.

State Police Lt. Peter Higgins
said Tuesday night. "We intend to

follow leads we have developed in

the daytime and into the night."

Martin-Henri was last seen after

an 8 p.m. service Monday. He was
reported missing after not showing
up for morning prayers at 7 a.m.

Tuesday.

He had been ordained into the

Catholic church by the Diocese of

Bridgeport, Conn., in 1985. diocese

spokesman Rev. Christopher Walsh
said. At the time. Martin-Henri's
name was Donald Bassford.
According to Walsh, Martin-Henri
was given permission by the church

to start his own religious group in

the Springfield area in 1988.

However the avowed church
"radical." who ministered to prison-

ers at the Hampden County (ail,

proved too controversial for the

Springfield diocese.

In July 1992, Bishop John
Marshall, who had just taken over
the diocese with a call for reassert-

ing family values, ordered the
monastery to disband. He said
Martin-Henri's group had failed to

establish a stable membership and
kept the diocese in the dark about
some of its activities.

Martin-Henri, a former actor and
nurse, had accepted into his monas-
tic order ex-convicts, drug addicts

and others trying to overcome per-

sonal turmoil.

Marshall ordered Martin-Henri to

return to his home diocese in

Bridgeport, Conn. At the time,
church officials said they had
allowed the community to form
only as an experiment.
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Bunmi Abdul, a sophomore pre-med major, received a condom from
|enn Brown, an undecided freshman, at the World Aids Day table in the

"Campus Center.
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Down the drain...
Some of the last of the fallen leaves were washed away by the rain yesterday.

«V*
Campus Activities at the University of Massachusetts Presents

Something Every Friday
A weekly series of FREE special Events

Comic Improv Group
Scared Scripless

Bluewall Cafe, 8:00pm

December 6, 1996

. Followed by the hit movie

"Trainspotting"
Choose Lit. Choose **> Choose • mmtm hom*

ChoOSe ctontM mturanc*, Wtun «nr and matching kiggag* ChOOS© a rutw*.

Bui wfty wouttJ anyon* want to do a Mng HM mat?

CHECK OUT
N.Y.C.S ?

BEST
IMPROV

UMASS
Student Opener
Pete's Desire

Check out

our website:

www.umass.edu/campact/events/calendar.htm

The Massachusetts

DAILY COLLEGIAN
• Founded in 1890 • Doily Since 1967

This scries is made possible by a grant from Auxiliary Services and the Vice-Chancelor for Student Affairs

iange Lanes

:W ROUTr

'ENED

Where the

Present

Meets the

Future

No
Omits
0RFWAY

GIVE YOURSELF A
PRESENT THAT WILP

LAST A LIFETIME!!!

SPRING semester CO-OPS and
INTERNSHIPS

STILL AVAILABLE!!!!

All Majors!!!

Companies such as:

Uniroyal

The Boston Globe

Fidelity Investments

Disney Magazine

Experience!

References!

Explore the World of Work!

Field Experience Office

University Career Center*Mather Building*

413-545-6265
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Don't bear Right

Bob

Dunn

I" ohn Salvi died in prison last week.

Some people cheered, some people tried, everyone

} tried to lay blame on someone besides Salvi

"It's the prison system's fault!", "It's the court's

fault!', etc. etc. I'm sorry, but Salvi is the one who
decided to strap the Zip-Loc over his head and cash his

check early; blame him.

However, what should one expect at the

culmination of a story that raised the art

of finger pointing to a new level, display-

ing a level of digital dexterity that would
make Liberate blush?

What strikes me as odd is the one group
who has been able to duck the fickle finger of fate thus

far is the one where blame ought to be laid. The
Religious Right

The Religious Right have been spreading their sancti-

monious guano across the political landscape for years

now and Salvi was the product of the hatred that they've

sown
Am I suggesting that good, honest Christians endorse

Salvi's actions? Absolutely not. I'm not talking about
good 'ol God-fearing |oe and lane lunch-box out there

who are simply looking for comfort in a scary world
where the bad guys win sometimes. I'm talking about
the pious pinheads roaming the free range carrying ver-

sions of the Bible that read 'Love thy neighbor unless..."

The Religious Right practice the religion of exclusion

inside the church of the close-minded, and Salvi took
those messages to heart and ran with them. What thev

fail to understand is that people wrote the Bible, not
God and people are sometime* petty, thoughtless boobs
with nothing better to do than promote their own agen-

das.

I believe that the heart of any organized theology must
be one of tolerance and acceptance, yet the Religious

Right insist on wasting most of their time and breath

talking about who they don't want hanging ferns in their

little clubhouse. Don't thev think if the Bible was actual-

ly the word of God, there would be no room for debate?
I think if God can create an entire universe in less than a

week, he can make sure he's not misconstrued.
Another thing that fascinates me about the Religious

Right's silence on these events is that, somehow, they're

not convinced that their message is one of hate and
intolerance in the first place, but that those messages

had nothing to do with Salvi's actions.

Remember, these are the people that just

a few years ago were convinced that Satan
himself had nothing better to do than do
back-up vocals for hair-spray metal
bands.

1 mean, think about it. how can these people honestly

convince anybody that messages of hate and despair
were not only recorded backwards onto record albums
but convinced some teenjged metal fans to bang their

heads right into the open end of a loaded shotgun and
their messages of hate and despair broadcast overtly in

any number of media have no effect? Sow the "lone nut
theory" makes sense?

"Oh those kids who killed themselves? They were
influenced by Ozzy Osboume records and hateful mes-
sages they get from television. |ohn Salvi? Oh. he's just

a nut."

|ohn Salvi committed a horrible crime. He put two
young women into early graves because he had a head
full of bad wiring and they happened to be in the wrong
place at the wrong time He was sick to begin with and it

didn't help that he put full faith in those who do nothing
but promote zealotry and hatred while posing as God's
personal spokespeople.

The Religious Right need to realize that it is not their

job to pass judgement on any of the rest of us
earth-bound mortals: it's the job of the God that they
purport to speak for. They need to sit down, shut up and
mind their own business before they convince someone
else to ring up-a tab on God's Visa card.

Bob Dunn is a Collegian columnist

Ride 'em Cowboys!

C. Taylor

Conner

Mast of us hardT) batted an

eve when we heard the

news: Leon Lett, coke
suspension

Gee. that's nice Wonder if Dick
Trickle won the Tallahasee
Redneck Derby
Ten years ago. this sort of scan-

dal might have shocked the

American public; in

1996, our first reac-

tion is to flip stations

since there were no
hookers or would-be
assassin renegade
cops involved.

Are the Dallas Cowboys really

America's team?
Their big-time wide receiver.

Michael Irvin. missed the opening
five games of the season due to his

much publicized escapade involv-

ing both hookers and would-be
assassin renegade cops. Oh. yeah.

and there were some powdered
coca leaves on the premises as

well.

Good thing Mike had himself
some slick lawyers and megastar
status on his side— how else can

vou plead no lo contendre and get

off the hook with a limp slap on
the wrist as he did? And just how
do you explain this son of t;

to the arresting officers, your wife

and your children?

It plays out like a bad episode of

Three's Company with Irvin and
the trial judge in the (ohn Ritter

and Don Knotts roles, respective-

ly. You can almost imagine the

athlete manically squealing. "Mr

Furiey. ills not what it look* like'

lanet and Chrissy ^wtre just

dressed like hookers, and I

thought this heap of dope was
flour for my cooking class!"

Eerily enough, however, the sit-

uation did resolve itself in that

unsettlingly syrupy-sweet sitcom
fashion, with Irvin's return to the

Boys being herald-

ed as the saving
grace of his team.

Does this mean,
in turn, that the

average Cowboy
fan also welcomes the return of

other philandering cokeheads to

the streets after they, unlike Irvin.

have served time?

I don't think so.

But hey. the Cowboys are
.America's team, right''

While their players are busy try-

ing to remove the white lines on
the field via nasal passages, owner
lerry (ones and coach Barry
Switzer remain out of the heat for

the most pan. Consider that Jones

has. by virtue of having more
green than The Sound of Music in

widescreen. circumnavigated the

STL's reasonable advenising lim-

its, turning Texas Stadium into a

Mecca of corporate propaganda.

This guy would sell ad space on
jock straps just on the off-chance
it might be caught on camera dur-

ing a post-game locker room
interview

Meanwhile. Jones' main man.
Switzer. violated so many rules

and regulations during his tenure

at Oklahoma that the NCAA has

debated changing the name of its

handbook to "The Barry Switzer

Book of Bad Stuff." It seems fit-

ting that trouble has followed him
to Big D. since coaches, while not

omniscient, should be held some-
what accountable for the actions

of their players, both on and off

the field.

Yet. Switzer has oft been char-

acterized as the phoenix rising

from the ashes rather than the

weasel who burned the dreams of

many young collegiate athletes

If the kitchen gets a little too

heated in Dallas, perhaps he might

consider returning to the ranks of

higher ed — not as a coach, but

rather in a 100-level ethics class.

.And this is America's team 1

What of the good guys on the

squad like Troy Aikman. Emmitt
Smith and even Deion Sanders,

the gridiron lovers who just want
to compete and carry little bag-

gage other than the requisite

wooly mammoth-sized egos and
contracts. They get caught on a

team that places more emphasis
on winning than on character: on
endorsements than on substance;

and on saving face than on purg-

ing themselves of damaging ele-

ments.

Cynicism holds that perhaps the

Dallas Cowboys do indeed person-

ify the perfect team for America:
their pop cultural appeal as hollow

as the center of Super Bowl rings.

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian

columnist.
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Looking backward

David K

Chan

I
was saving this type of column for May 1997 —
my graduation date. But 1 realize that there are

seniors who are graduating at the end of this

semester as well. So I've decided to write it now. but it

will also be continued next May.
I've always said. "I love college, and I hate school."

That line could not be truer for someone who i* >ud

denly faced with the reality of leaving college. I am
close to the end of my rope of being a

student for the last 16 years. Don't ever

forget what college was really about.

College is about...

• The time you came to freshman ori-

entation and met the people that would
be your initial friends Whether or not they're still your
friends now doesn't matter. You'll always remember
who they are.

• Walking around campus with a map on your first

week of college. Remember trying to figure out the

Fine Arts Center? Or Machmer Hall? Remember the

first time you asked somebody for directions''

• Being overwhelmed bv the large volumes of people
at Whitmore. the Textbook Annex, the dining com-
mons.

• Remember those cold mornings waiting outside
The Cage for basketball ticket*

• All the times at the dining commons when vou
grumbled about the food. You never thought vou'd eat

so much cereal in your life

• The first friends you met in your dorm and in vour
classes. Some of them are still your friends now they
became your family

• The tin\es you stayed up alljiight talking with your
friends about anything and everything. The times,

you've cried and the times you were laughing so loud
that the RA hadNo tell you to be quiet.

• All those all-nighters you had to pull for exams
and papers because you were putting them off. While
wired on caffeine you would always say that you'd
never do it again, but deep down you knew you were
kidding.

• All the times you spent trying to find yourself.

What to major in. Who to vote for. What to do with
your life Republican or Democrat? What's politically

correct?

• The times you had to assure your parents that you
knew what you were doing. Convincing them that your
major is meaningful and your friends are great people.

• The first boy or girl that you had a crush on and
hoping each day to see that person somewhere on cam-
pus. Remember looking up that person's number in the

directory

• All that money that you and your
friends put into the Amherst pizza and
calzone industry. Remember the messed
up orders and the late deliveries.

• Those hot sweaty days in early

September when you had to move in.

And again in May when you have to move out.

• The times you felt like a packed sardine while sit-

ting in class in Mahar. Thompson, and Hasbrouck. To
keep from falling asleep, you'd read all the enlightening

graffiti on the desks.

• The times you couldn't stand your roommate and
wished hurtful things upon that person

• The times you felt like a tiny fish in the sea. and
felt like your life couldn't get worse. You never felt so

lonely in your life.

• And the times when you felt like you knew even
body and life could do no wrong

• The time when you were heartbroken and just

wanted to give up.

• And the time when your hean fluttered and the
dav- were beautiful.

• The times when you thought you aced that exam.
but were later disappointed.

• And the times when you knew you failed, hut wai
later surprised.

• All the times when you shared those moments with
your friends. You felt like you knew everything about
them.

• The times when you were supposed to stay up late

studying with your friends but instead you all just

talked about your lives and your secrets

• And college is about the day when you realize that

you are leaving with more irreplaceable memories than
you'll ever have.

David A'. Chan is a Collegian columnist.

You can't live with 'em...

"A

Jeremy

Hurewitz

re you taking a class over win-

ter session. Hurewitz?" Steve

asked.

"Yeah. I have to if I want to gradu-

ate in May. What's it like up here

during winter session 7 Is anybody
around This summer was dead

"

"It's not too bad. There are more
people than in the summer but people

tend to hibernate."

"Well. I don't mind
my solitude but when I

go into town I like to

see some ladies and
some life, va know?"

"This summer there

were no girls around here." interject-

ed Phil.

"It was hunin' but as soon as the

semester started all of em flooded

back in." I said enthusiastically.

"You know what it is." said Phil

with a devilish grin. "The library is a

giant phallic symbol and women flock

here because of some kind of primal

pull."

"WHAT! 7 "

"I'm serious, man! You try to

explain why there are so many beauti-

ful women at L'Mass I mean. I fall in

love almost everyday walking around

campus. Some of the girls that walk

around here are like walking sculp-

tures, all curves and divinity..."

We all sighed pensiv ely

"If there are so many gorgeous
women here at UMass. why are the

three of us sitting here without any of

them in your stinking apartment
"

Odd silence.

Steve was grumbling about his

stomach and he got up and made his

way to the bathroom.

"I know what you mean about
walking around campus love-struck

and confused." I began. "I see all

these girls and I start wondering why
the contour of the face or the length

and shape of her legs or what pans
curve in or out can make me double
up in agony because it look- M
good."

"Its the condition of man." Phil

replied, leaning forward in my easy

chair. "The human male is one of the

most futile and sorry creatures you
can ever find. We're
all obsessed with sex

but when a woman
shares our sentiment

we ostracize her as a

slut She is put forth

in relief against women of chastity

because men are obsessed with domi-

nation and purity The virgin is one oi

the most enticing things in existence

but it's absurd because it's a one shot

deal and then its allure begin- to wear
off. Once conquered, the capricious

mind of man begins to wander. It's

the same reason why men who actu-

ally love the women that they're with

wind up cheating on them
'

"That's why prostitution should be

legalized." I ventured. "To sati-ty that

dark, festering side of mankind that

craves debasement and hedonism 1

think it would save marriages, lower

incidences of rape and. if regulated,

generally be a release valve for some
of the problems that are plaguing our

society that sex can mollify. St.

Thomas said Prostitutes are to a

kingdom what sewers are to a

palace. Very true."

"I agree with you. but Shopenhauer
said "Prostitutes are human sacrifices

on the altar of monogamy.' Won't
people claim that women are being

exploited?"

"And that is where the true irony

is. because it's the woman who is

counting her wad of cash as the dude
walks out the door with a stupid grin

on his face. The only reason people
say they're being exploited is because
society views them as fallen women
If the world's oldest profession
wasn't so demonized. that notion
would pass away into the annals of

history."

"But what about AIDS?" Phil

asked.

"Ah. now that's the real problem
isn t it? This AIDS business really

-ucks Sex in the '90s is a tough time
I talk to my uncle who got to funk
through the '70s and he just shakes
his head and feels bad for us. When 1

think about that era I feel like I got

short changed. It bums me out just

thinking about it."

"I know. I know. People just aren't

having as much sex as they did. And
when sex does happen, you're crazy
not to use a condom, and condoms
suck I mean, you're either a two
pump chump or you can't feel any-
thing. It feels completely ridiculous to

make love to someone you care about
with that plastic inhibitor over your
gherkin."

A loud rumble came from the bath-
mom and Steve came out.

"Oh man. Mexican food wrecks
me. But 1 guess that ' what I get from
eating two burritos for dinner la-t

night. What are vou guvs talking
about?"

"Women."
"Oh yeah°! Did I tell you about

this girl in my biology class? I want
hei to be the mother of mv children.
Long, dirty blond hair, green eyes:
-he's goi curves. Oh mv God!, and
the way she walks."
leremy Hurewitz is a Collegian

columnist

We want you-for the Daily Collegian!

Applications for yVssociate Ed/Op Editors and columnists for next
semester are now being accepted. Questions concerning the upcom-
ing semeter should be directed towards Mike Burke.

Film * Music • Theatre • Lifestyles • Books • Art
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Schedule ofMenorah lightings
Menorah lightings at the Jitltel House located at

its 7s/. "Pleasant Stteet In Amherst will take place at
different times each evening and are open to the public.

• Thursday, Dec Sat 5pm
• frlday. Dec. 6 at 4 pa.
• Saturday. Dec. 7 at 6 pjtt

•Sunday. Dec. 8 TBA
• Monday. Dec. 9 at 7 pm
• Tuesday. Dec. 10 at 4.30 pm.
• Wednesday. Dec. 11 TBA
• Thursday. Dec. 11 at 6 pm.
for more Information contact the Jilllel Jiouse at

S4P-17W
Tonight the Chabad Jiouse Is sponsoring a

Chanukah party for the community at 8 p.m. The

Chabad Jiouse Is located at iO .TV. Jiadley JLoad In

Amherst, for more Information call S49-4094.
There will a public menorah on display In front ofthe

community room at the Hampshire Mall. This menorah
will be lit each night ofthe holiday.

On Dec. 9 the Chabad Student Coalition and the
Chabad Jiouse at Amherst will sponsor a UMass pub
lie menorah lighting and antt-opresston rally at noon
on the Student Union lawn.

A manorah will also be lit each night of Chanukah
on the Town Common In Amherst. On Dec. 11 Xabbl
Chalm Adelman. the director of the Chabad Jiouse at
Amherst, will host a short program after the lighting

with refreshments and Information.

All ofthese events are free and open to the public.
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'Trek cast takes off to new heights

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

Patrick Stewart finally feels happy with the Star Trek:

I irst Contact. The film, which opened up Nov. 22. has not

i>nl\ made money, but it has garnered higher critical

praiM than any "Star Trek" film of late.

"Al «ith the last movie. Generations, two years ago. I

came out of the screening and within 10 minutes was talk-

ing about what elements I wanted to be emphasizing |in|

the next movie because I had very strong feelings about

what we had not given Picard to do in Generations."

Stewart said.

"I was very quickly aware of it again in this movie and

when I try to persuade people that I do have a long term

commitment to thi> scries, no matter what else is happen-

ing, it's partly because there are very few actors that have

the opportunity to make a $50 million movie and say

'Okay, next time I want to change this and this and this...'

"We may be looking at another four. five, six movies

and m> this is a little more like doing a series in a much

pander and more extended lonn. so already. I'm fascinat-

ed b) the shifts that we can bring into the next script

because we made a lot of shifts from Generations." he

said.

Brent Spiner, "The Next Generation's" Data, seems

more hesitant about the series as a franchise and his role

in it.

"The writers have been really kind to me through the

and they continue to evolve this character, which

makes it continually interesting to play." he said. "If I was

still doing what I was doing in the first season of the

series. I don't think I'd be around.

"I loved playing the scenes with Alice |Krige. the

actress who plays the Borg Queen], She was spectacular.

Fries were also the most challenging — on the page we

really didn't know if those scenes were going to work, or

even, frankly, if we'd find someone capable of playing the

role. Alice came in and just brought so much to the role

and had such a grasp of it." Spiner said.

Michael Dorn is in a more unique position. Since
Generations. Dorn has taken the character of Worf onto
the television show "Star Trek: Deep Space Nine."

"It was great coming back to work with this cast," Dorn
said. "It still is odd to be involved on a totally different

show. I was telling the guys earlier, 'there's a script wait-

ing for me at home, and you're reading through and you
go. 'It's not 'next generation.' you know... but okay...' It

is interesting. If anything, doing something like this helps

in some ways, you learn something from this."

Like Dorn, Marina Sirtts. who plays counselor Deanna
Troi. looks little like her character, though it is somewhat
surprising, as unlike with Dorn. one wouldn't think she'd

look so different. Sirtis is tanner than her cinematic alter-

ego. and has shorter hair, having always used a wig on the

show. When asked a question, she almost invariably

comes back with an immediate witty retort. Or maybe it

just sounds witty — out of character, her accent is in fuil

bloom. In this latest film, Sirtis is able to cut loose from
all of her Betazoid empath mumbo-jumbo and have some
fun — her character gets drunk doing tequila shots in the

film.

"I don't know where they came up with it. What on
Earth possessed them and gave them the idea that Deanna
Troi would be funny, because I've tried to make her funny
over the years and it had never worked: I have no clue

where it came from. I'm thinking did I get drunk one
night, did they see me drunk and think 'that's really cute,

we'll put this in the movie.".' But I'm delighted that they

came up with the idea," Sirtis said.

Now that the film has opened, what is the cast planning

on doing? Well, Burton is celebrating his thirteenth sea-

Director |onathan Frakes on the set of Star Trek: First Contact.

son as host on PBS's "Reading Rainbow."
Stewart is continuing to act on-stage and on-screen.

"I'm reviving my one-man show IDicken's A Christmas

Carol] here in Los Angeles, and then this movie came up
that I'm involved in now. Conspiracy Theory, with |ulia

Roberts and Mel Gibson. It was irresistible, there was no
possibility of me not doing this movie. And so now I'm

doing the movie and the stage play at the same lime." he

said.

Other cast members are pondering the next Star Trek

movie.

Spiner said. "Is there going to be a next movie? It's a

question of profit whether there's going to be a next

movie. All this movie-making business is a big business

and so generally the deal is that if the movie makes a prof-

it then we make another one. and if it doesn't, we don't."

"We all like the Klingons. I also think that maybe the

next movie should be about the Klingons." said Dorn,

who plays a Klingon. "The way they treated this movie, if

they did the same thing with the Klingon story, then I

think it would be just... I mean, you'd see some stuff —
special effects and stories and interactions, they're really

good with that stuff. So, hopefully the next one will be

that."

Come Be an
Arts Associate
See Jeremy Brothers at

the Collegian for details

",f

coukusy tiuon MASKS

Dr. Crusher treats Lily as Capt. Picard and Data look on.
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Dancers
take over

center stage

By Seemo Gongatirkor

Collbgian Staff

The University Dancers will present

a three night concert beginning
tonight in Bowker Auditorium at 8
p.m. There will also be performances
Friday and Saturday evenings at the
same time.

The Dancers will perform "Get on
the Ride." a piece that moves to
empower women and highlight break-

ing the gender barriers. The dance was
created by New York based choreog-

rapher Megan Brazil and her partner.

Dan Wdtner.

Brazil has made her mark on the
world of dance by choreographing
pieces that are characterized by inten-

sity, sensuality and extreme physicali-

ty. For example, in some pieces, Brazil

turns the tables and has women lifting

the men. However, Brazil choreo-
graphs in such a way that the men still

retain their strength.

Tonight's program will include a

variety of modern, jazz and
ballet-based works by choreographers

in the Live College community.

University of Massachusetts
Professor Billbob Brown choreo-
graphed a jazz piece, "Run," set to the

music of Ronny lordan. "Run" is an
energetic piece spoofing track and
fields sports.

UMass Professor Andrea Watkins'

contribution is in the form of

"Notiurno." Set to a string trio com-
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The University Dancers will perform in Bowker Auditorium Dec. 5-7 at 8 p.m.

posed by Franz Schubert of the same
name, Watkins focused on the using

of contrasts as the guiding force in

creating a piece for eight women.
Other pieces included tonight

include a ballet piece by Mount
Holyoke College faculty member and

quirky modem piece by UMass senior

Gretel Schatz.

Tonight marks the first concert

appearance of the University Dancers

Improvisation Group. Accompanied
by drummers and led by undergradu-

ate Katherine Hopper and Brown, this

group has been seen performing in

various locations around campus.
Because they arc not restricted by a

special dance floor or concert hall, ih's

ensemble has performed everywhere

from grassy knolls to concrete build-

ings in warm or cold whether.

COUKTtSY MPT C* MUSIC H DANCt

Tickets are $7 for general public. $4

for students and $2 for senior citizens.

UMass students admitted free with

valid ID. Tickets can be purchased at

the door or in advance at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office. Please call

545-2511 for ticket information.

gift

continued from page 5

This, along with the ever-increasing commer-
cialization and secularization of Christmas, has
lead to the growing "importance" of Chanukah.

In the past. Chanukah was celebrated by light-

ing the menorah, playing the drcidle and eating

latkes.

However, once the two groups — especially

children in the schools — began mixing, things

began to change.

Each year, Christian children got more and
more gifts for Christmas, the celebration of )esus'

birth. And each year, lewish children saw their

friends and peers getting all these gifts, and. like

all children, felt left out.

These children's parents, seeing how their kids

felt, of course wanted to make them feel better.

And what better way to do that then to give them
gifts of their own? And when better to give them
their own holiday?

And so it was that Chanukah. the lewish cele-

bration of a military victory' over the Greeks and a

miracle of one day's worth of oil burning for eight

days, became a gift-giving holiday.

While at first glance, it may seem like a harm-

less tradition, there is a reason some lews are get-

ting upset about the new tradition.

There is a fear that if one lewish holiday, and

the traditions surrounding it, can be changed just

because of its proximity to Christmas, how can

we be sure that the same won't happen to other

holidays or traditions?

The real answer is we can't be sure. The trade

off of being physically secure in America is the

danger of assimilation. Chanukah is just one of the

most obvious examples of what can happen when
the majority group's values and traditions are

imposed on a minority. And while the change itself

is not necessarily bad. what it indicates could be...

Jacob H Michaels is a Collegian columnist. Coming to tE^icue

le^Ti
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20 Center St Nprtliumplor

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

Ihursday, december 5 • 1 pm

SCHLEIGHO EDO
whol finah? • S5

friday, december 6 • 1 pm

PERCY HILL
S5 • great grooves • S5

Saturday, december 7 • 7&10 pm

HieNIELDS
great ocoustk rock • SI 2

tuesday, december 1 • 7 pn

MARSHALL
CRENSHAW

cynical cjir I rodei • SI 4 50

rhursday, december 1 2 • 7 pm

BOILED IN LEAD
cello-garage-world-beal • $10

thursday, december 1 2 • 1 pm

UIGGLE the HANDLE
& EDO.

feigit yet finok come out & dance • S5

friday, december 13* 10 pm

yeP! & SNAPPIN' GOMEZ
very funky gtooves • S7

Saturday, december 14 • ! pm

SPACE pussy
f TOWN'S finest goy/glom/punk • S6

monday, december 1 6 • 7 pm

THE BACON BROS.
featuring KEVIN BACON

the movie stor rocki

weds & thurs, dec. 18 & 19 • 7 pm

arloGUTHRIE

MUSIC SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK

Coming: Chris Whitley/Leon Redbone

Jorma Kaukonen s Xmas show NRBQ

TICKETS At the door, for the Record in

Amherst at the Northampton Box Office

or coll 586 8686 to charge by phone.

24-hour Concert info:

413.584.0610

Ihen dive into

ili!5uM|jrwSSS\?Tr

Life's a day at the virtual beach if you're

an AT&T long distance customer. 'Cause

we give you the first 5 hours of Internet

access free every month for a whole

year with AT&T WorldNet Service.

Or get unlimited Internet access for just

$19.95 a month*

AT&T WorldNet Service makes the

Net easy to access and easy to use.

It's updated daily and comes

complete with leading search

directories and global e-mail.

And the software is free!

This is a limited-time offer, so call now

1800 6540471, ext. 32189

per account it my tim* *oo-AT4T long Offline* customm c*n gtt unlimitid kx«ss tot $?4 95 per montti or tt>rte t^our* ol access mco month tor $4 95 Pricw ettactivf » ol 1 VtM6 Ottw torn md cortOtftoni mty JOPtv ©1996 ATJT Al right* rtwrwd

AT&T
Your True Choice

http: wwwatt.com college
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English Patient a beautiful love story

By Adam Uvine
Collagen Staff

THE ENGLISH PAHENT
directed by Anthony Minghello

with Ralph Fiennes, Willem Doloe, Kristen

Saott Thomas

Playing at M». Fanms Four Theater

The English Patient is a beautifully

crafted character study exploring the

priorities which people choose to

place on their lives. Emotionally

filled and charmingly displayed, this

intriguing epic story describes one

man"s journey through the years sur-

rounding the Second World War and

serves as a chronicle of the choices

which he has made.

Ralph Fiennes plays the title role of

Count Laszlo de Almasy, a man who
has a made his career mapping the

unknown regions of the great Sahara

desert. When he is first introduced we
know nothing of his character other

than he is severely burned and all

alone. Fiennes depicts his character

with bitter sensitivity and we eventually

realize that the desert's haunting loneli-

ness is the perfect representation of

Almasy.

The mapping expedition is joined by

a wealthy aristocratic gentleman
named Geoffry Clifton (Colin Firth)

and his beautiful new bride Katherine

(Kristen Scott Thomas). Despite their

attraction for one another, (Catherine

and Almasy try to remain distant in

order to stay safe from dangerous
desire. What eventually occurs is an

erotic and passionate love affair that

forces Almasy away from the comfort

his desert provides and towards the

harsh world of betrayal, conflict, and

war. Ultimately Almasy must compro-

mise everything he knows and under-

stands to maintain Katherine's life.

The film begins during the recent

aftermath of World War Two. When
the English Patient is found burned

and nearly dead, he is sent to Italy

where he is cared for by a young
Canadian nurse named liana t Juliette

Binoche). She believes she suffers

from a disturbing curse which results

in the death of everyone she allows

herself to become close with. The
mysterious patient who has no memo-
ry of his past serves as a one last

chance for Harm to obtain redemption

by helping him in his few remaining

days of life. She removes herself from

the world taking only her patient with

her to partially destroyed cathedral.

There Hana helps Almasy to put

together the missing pieces of his life

and saves him from the loneliness he

once knew.

The solidarity that Hana attempted is

often disturbed but always with positive

outcomes. A former ally spy (Willem
Dafoe) enters the monastery and adds a

new faction to our understanding of
Almasy. He blames him for betraying
him and his country and at this point

the film centers on explaining how this

situation came to be. Hana also finds

the affection of another stranger who is

sent to defuse the land mines that infil-

trate the scenic landscapes.

The two separate love stories com-
bine together to create an overall
intense narrative. Almasy and
Katherine's affair does receive far

more screen time than that of Hana
and her lover Kip. The reason is that

Almasy and Katherine — within the
film's narrative— are dependent upon
each other. Hana serves another ser-

vice by being the link between the
story's present day and the events that

are being told through flashbacks.

The end result is a complicated his-

torical story that although beautiful, at

times loses itself in its epic nature. The
English Patient attempts to capture so
much spirit that at times it seems too

confined within its nearly three hour
time frame. Despite the fact that one
should be familiar with the story before-

hand to ease the confusion, this is still

perhaps one of the finest performances

by each of the leading performers. This

is a film that will stay with the viewer

long after leaving the theater. B+

COURTlSYPHIl iltv

Ralph Fiennes and Kristin Scott Thomas star in The English Patient.

SORORITY

"The only thing

missing is you!
/;

Registration: Dec 9th -13th
in Campus Center Concourse
All University Women are Welcome

Pack Your Bags!
Go Skiing!

pay
Go to the Beach!
KfNr WHlLE Go Homo!

Rf GON£ ,

Need to Sublet Your Place?

USE US!

'

DAILY COLLEGIAN and ICP present:

The First Annual UMass

Spanning! (Fivel / UMass Bands

Watch here for

band listing!

Monday
Dec. 9th

Doors Open @ 7:00

Bands Start @ 9:00

NORTHAMPTON, MA

$5 admission ($4 with this ad)

iange Lanes

:W ROUTE
ENED

WE HAVE MORE
JOBS THAN GRADS
TO FILL THEM!!

U-Ti

Ui
R

IXIER
Whore the
Present

Meets the
Future?

Ht MMMI HUH It H IMMurS

RETUR
TO SChi

ZOI

DEX^DrtS

CONSUi
MARS

SO... Jump-start Your Career!!!

Tune-in and tune-up for Spring

Recruiting by attending one of

these special

©"ON CAMPUS"©
Employment Options Workshops

Thursday, December 5th

3:00 pm
Campus Center Room 803

and

Wednesday, December 11th

5:00 pm
Campus Center Room 904-908

You will get important info on:
* Campus recruiting and electronic resume referral systems.
* Accessing the Career Center's automated Job Line.

Who gets hired and what makes the difference

# Interview tips to make you stand out from the crowd

Don't delay!! Spring recruiting is

just around the corner!!

University Career Center

Mather Building

413-545-2224
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Dress in style for holiday,

but hurry to get best buys

Lauren

Lobik

Besides the bringing of lots of
gifts, the upcoming holidays are
sure to offer an abundance of par-

ties to celebrate this joyous sea-

son. The question that should be
coming to mind is what are you
going to wear?
With all the excitement this

season brings, this seems to be
the issue that is left to be dealt
with at the last minute. Don't just

put it off because soon the racks
will be empty and
last year's ensemble
is what the procras-

tinators will be
searching their clos-

ets for. Besides,
most of the major department
stores and small boutiques are
having their after Thanksgiving
day and Pre-Christmas sales now.
A bargain on the perfect party
dress or jacket and tie is just

waiting to be discovered.

While searching the mall for

the perfect look, many are to find

that this winter brings many new
and different styles from what
was seen the year before. As for

the woman who wants to look her

best at the up-coming holiday
gala, either long or short, go for a

gown with an empire waist. This

high waist band makes any body
type look slimmer by creating the

illusion of a long, lean torso.

Long gowns look best on the
taller ladies and minis flatter

those who are vertically chal-

lenged. As for the fabrics and col-

ors to look for, velvets and satins

in metallic hues of gold and silver

are sure to make a bold statement

and to turn some heads. Head to

toe accessories can also be found
to match. Strappy pumps and
dainty hair clips to hand-held
purses and flowing scarves can be

used to make the outfit complete.
For the males, don't just rely

on the same old dress shirt and
tie that you've worn for every
other formal occasion. Try some-
thing new. A great new look that

has been seen throughout the
pages of the latest male fashion

magazines contain not only a

shirt and tie, but a tailored vest.

They can be found in many differ-

ent colors and fabrics. For the

less formal occa-
sion try a knit

look, but if you're

going all out try a

stunning wool or

silk in a flashy
print. No matter what style you
prefer, a vest will make any look

unique.

What about the shirt that's
worn underneath? Well, that
needs to be something new and
different also. Instead of going
with the trusty old button down,
try a shirt with no collar or one in

a different fabric. After all. these

festivities come but once a year.

Make it a time to remember.
The big sale events are going

on now. Many of the local malls

and stores in the area are offering

great steals at discount prices.

Some buys for women can be
found as low as $50 for a com-
plete outfit. An elegant party
dress can be purchased at Filene's

for $40 and the matching shoes
can be bought for only $10. The
men will probably have to pay a

little more depending on if it's

designer brands on their minds.

Don't wait much longer
because the clothes are being
ripped from the racks faster than

you can say, "Happy Holidays."

Lauren Lobik is a Collegian
columnist.

Sittin' Around
Makin' the Paper.

Foolin' with Photoshop.

Waitin' for the First Snow.

si

Jonathan Rtid,

THE COMPLETE MEN'S STORE
HAMPSHIRE MALL, HADLEY. MA

We Specialize In Dressing Men f0K Interviews, Banquets or any
Casual Outing, with Prices to Frr ANY Budget.

When Appearance Counts, Ccktnt oaJONATHAN REID LTD.
We Pride Ourselves on Friendly , Propessional, and Courteous Service.

Bring in This AD When Purchasing any&ht or Sport Coat and
Get 20% QFF /ILL ACCESSORIES

e*p 3IS0/97

Buy 1 Suit >/ Get 1 Free

Trie UMASS THeatre QU'Ld Pr^SeNtS

Trie

pajaiwia Qaiwje

a MuScaL c°Me
<J!i

Dec. 5, 6, 7, 1996

8p|V| in tHe

^tUdeNt UN'ON 8aLLroo|V|

.Saturday MatiNee at 2pN|

"PcKetS:

$4 StUdeNtS/SeiWS

$6 general- public

Feints Mas be purcHased at

TTX UNUWtepd

Of

at tHe door

Moore duo & Fahey bring odd sounds to Iron Horse
By Daniel Bodah
Collegian Star!

THURSTON MOORE DUO / JOHN
FAHEY

Iron Horse Music Hall

Dec. 4

Last night's Iron Horse appearance

of |ohn Fahey, and Thurston Moore
with Phil Milstein, was shot through

with fascinating moments but overall

a disappointment.

Fahey has the single most bizarre

stage presence I've ever encountered.

Curiosity about this

critically-acclaimed and obscure fig-

ure was only increased by his eccen

trie mumblings, dark sunglasses, and

apparent disinterest in whether or not

he had an audience. Add to that

rumors about a $200 cab ride from

Providence to Northampton and a

very large bearded, balding and sun-

glassed man wandering town with a

guitar slung over his shoulder all day,

and as Alice said, "curioser and
curioser!

"

He began the set playing an
eight-stringed guitar made, he said,

from World War II airplane parts. It

was difficult to distinguish where his

tuning ended and performance began,

a characteristic of his playing which

persisted throughout the half-hour to

45 minute set. He then approached a

standard six-string acoustic guitar,

seemingly surprised that it was there.

At first, his playing was lackluster

and semi-coherent.

One audience member was heard

saying "sounds like me when I'm loo

stoned to play."

There's a fine line between some of

the freer forms of experimentation

and plain bad music. Fahey began

slowly working his way from the bad

side of that line onto higher ground.

What at first was a guitar-picking

version of a drunken stumble gradu-

ally developed an odd rhythmic grace

— it was really a remarkable transfor-

mation to see. Fahey might have been

a(ting as if he was alone in his living

ro»>m, futzing around on the guitar,

but i' seemed more as if he'd been

bitrr about performing in public and
gradually started enjoying it and
putting in some effort.

Thv last half of his set hinted at

why Fahey has such a good reputa-

tion. Sounding more clearly like rec-

ognizable t>lues. these few well-exe-

cuted song? w <-'rc" full of weird tonal

and rhythm'.W improvisations which

Fahey easily brought back into his

main themes I
s loo bad that as soon

as he seemed h> g<-'< ir>to playing, this

mystery man s'upped cold and left

the stage.

Moore, best tnown as lead gui-

tarist of Sonic Yt'uth. and Phil X.

Milstein proceeded V° flush a good

deal of the crowd ol" ot the Iron

Horse with their ear-spl"it' ing improv

noise work. The few wh^'d brought

their kids were the first t& lake off,

but numerous others wt re close

behind. \

Moore did everything irt c 'uding

playing his guitar. At times slowly

moving it in front of the am P''''er

from zone to zone of feedback some-

times attacking it with a driirnsl 'c k

while jerking the tremolo bar, Moore-

dredged bursts and long dro nes °f

sheer noise from the initru{3?ent-

Milstein's contributions were iik'
s|

'V

in the form of tapes, often w ' ,n

manipulated voices and other obsc ure
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Thurston Moore performed Tuesday night at the Iron Horse.
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Forget moonboats, snowshoes are here to stay
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Depressed by ihe cloud of final

papers and exams that has recently

accumulated over your head? Snap
out of it; now is a perfect time to

start preparing for a fun snowy
winter.

Don't be
fooled by
this week's
rainy warm

S^ tempera-
tures,

>. b* cause
winter is

miing back
to the
Pioneer, Valley, and by the end of
this week snow will be in the area.

Ignore Mother Nature's shoe
sucking mud puddles, (although
when walking from class to class

your feet may be sinking in mud
and not snow), and picture yourself

dancing through the Pioneer Valley

on a pair of snowshoes this winter.

With a minimum of 6 inches of
powder snowshoeing is a sensation-

al winter sport. The basic action of

the cnowshoe is called tracking,

•nd entails dragging the tail of the
shoe on the snow, while lifting its

toe ih the air. The objective of
snowshoeing is to be able to simply
lift each foot and shove it forward
with confidence that the snow will

follow precisely.

One of mankind's oldest form of
transportation, snowshoeing is

divided into three categories
including; fitness running, recre-
ational hiking and backpack moun-

taineering.
The shape
of a snow-
shoe affects

its handling

characteris-

tics and can
be classified

into four
basic styles;

bearpaw and

'^Alfresco News
with

Liz

Anderson

Yukon, beaverta
western.

The Yukon or trail snowshoe is

about 10 inches wide and from 42
to 62 inches in length. Most have a

high "toe turnup" of six to eight
inches. Traditionally. Yukon snow-
shoes perform the best in open
country and deep powder.
The beavertail ranges in size

from 9x30 inches to 20x44 inches.

Generally the beavertail is a flat

shoe and has a long tail. The flat

toe is excellent for kicking steps
over rugged steep mountainous
conditions.

Bearpaws are short and wide
with rounded tails. Sizes range
from 12x24 inches to 19x26 inch-

es. The most common bearpaw
snowshoe is 12 or 15 inches wile
and has a flat toe which nu<es
them excellent for kicking s'eps
through the snow.

First developed in the '50s, west-
ern snowshoes were modeled in
the '70s and have became "
favorite with many snowjnoei v
They are the smallest snow*hoe
and usually have a high "t e tur
nup" with a short toe section. This
unique toe is a real asst-t in soft
snow.

Western snowshoe* a re light
weight because their frames are
made with aluminum dnd a synthet-
ic decking. This hijjj;_ (ech decking
is laced or riveted ^ lrie frames.

Sizes of wester snowshoes typi-
cally range from 8x22 inches to
9x38 inches. rncir )igh| we i g ht
combines with cxce ||en , binding
and snow tract.>on to give outstanc|-

ing maneuver^bi| ity over snowing
hill sides an.i*s , eep rai | s

T*
1?"'?.' some crafty engineers

and high-lech materials you can
now -walk or j g around
""groomed forest trails where no
Nord, c or Alpine skier can go with-
out learning a series of complex
-"•"'is. A tew current popular snow-
shije and binding systems are
Tu

(

bes. Sherpa and Atlas.

Wo one knows for sure when the

rn st snowshoe was devised.
Archaeological evidence indicates
that the forerunner of today's
snowshoe was a solid slab of wood.
The earliest examples of "solid slab

snowshoes" are from Central Asia.

Snowshoes spurred the earliest

migrations from Central Asia north
into Siberia and Scandinavia.
When these aboriginal people set

out on their long trek across the

Bering Straits to North America
they did it on snowshoes.

The first Europeans who settled

in North America learned how to

hunt, trap, and explore on snow-
shoes from the Native Americans.
Snowshoeing became a very popu-
lar form of transportation among
savvy European trappers, hunters
and explores when they mapped
out North America.

Snowshoes have a wonderful his-

tory of bringing together people
from all over the world. Before the

invention of snowshoes vast
regions of the world were virtually

unreachable. This winter pull a

group of your friends together with
a pair of snowshoes and explore
the wild nature trails of Pioneer
Valley.

Liz Anderson is a Collegian
columnist.
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Jam, Jam, Jam
Percy Hill, New Hampshire's answer to Phish, will play at the Iron

Horse tonight at 1 p.m.

S4.WS6.99 $8.99
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MEDIUM CHEESE PIZZA
TOPPINGS S.99 EXTRA

LOOTWAT A TIME

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
TOPPINGS SI.25 EXTRA

DOMINO S PIZZA
AMHERST 256-8911
OPEN TILL 4AM

D
S

•^B

EXTRA LARGECHEESE
\
/ TOPPINGS 91\MEXTRA

LOUT10ATA TIME

Expires 12/30/96
NOT GOOD WITH
ANY OTHER SPECIAL

RUSSELL'S
»t LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441 ****£

Featuring, "Sarana<" $ 16.^ cse (your choice)

Busch & Busch "light"

$ll.'
9

30/pk.<ans

v " Mkro"Bonanza Continues!

Catamount- All flavors including ihe popular
"
X-MasAle!

"

Pete's - All flavors including the Imfdmous
"
Winter Brew!

"

Smuttynose • 0^ Brc^ Dog, $rookPc^Aie,& "ChockWW AJe 1

"

New Amsterdam - Amber, Ale, I.D.A. & Blk& Tan!

Middlesex - Brown Ale, Rasp. Wheat & Oatmeal Stout!

Mix/Match "two" 6/PKs ... $9^

All Beers Plus Deposit QCEN 9.00AM - 1!:00PM VISA/MASTERCARD -Delivery Available*

University of Massachusetts Dining Services
INVITES ALL UNIVERSITY FACUUy, STAFF AND STUDENTS TO:

J avim * i i«vn h\ «*nmiAMm i*

- .

Thursday December 5, 1996

4:00 pm - 7:00pm
a * B «' k * h,r «- »am P $hir *. Franklin and Worcester Dining Halls
Cash Price: $7.00 p« r parson ( if not on board plan)

Menu
Chicken Margherita

Shrimp Alfresco/Bow Tie Pasta
Pasta Shells with Tomato Basil Broth*

Garlic Mashed Potatoes
Fresh Broccoli Flowerettes

Whole Baby Carrots

Gorgonzola Garlic Bread

Praline Sauce with Vanilla Ice Cream/Frozen Yogurt

'Vegan (Vegetarian) Entree

Drawing
Eight $25.00 Gift Certificates, compliments ofDan Yacuzzo,
owner ofthe Eastside Grill Restaurant in Northampton, MA

• No Purchase Necessary •

Each Dining Hall will have two drawings:
One for board plan members

One for non-board plan members

For additional information, Fax: 545-9673
or e-mail: d_sutherland@auxwor.aux.umass.edu
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dark
continued from page 5

This cannot be achieved with the
standard Chanukah candles.

The only policy that must be
changed before the lighting of
Chanukah candles tonight is the
policy against lighting candles in

the dorm rooms. Many students in

the dorms will light candles regard-

less of Housing Services policy.

Lighting candles in the dorm rooms
leaves students open to punish-
ment. Resident Assistants can write-

up students who do not follow this

policy, lews are required to "publi-

cize the miracle" of Chanukah by
placing the menorah in the door-
way of their house or dorm room
as the case may be. They cannot
just close the doors and hope the
RAs do not notice.

The policy is being changed. A
motion was brought before the
SGA senate to change this policy

before the holiday. Sen. R.|. Lemar

brought this motion before the
Senate, and because of his concern,
the motion was passed unanimous-
ly. Housing services is currently
reviewing the changes that need to

be made to the current policy. Sen.

Lemar has made many attempts to

ascertain what is happening in

housing services. I would at this

time like to commend R.J. Lemar
for all of his effort to stop
anti-Semitism in the policies on
this campus.

One thing remains to be seen —
what will happen tonight? Will
many Jews be written up for follow-

ing their traditions, or will housing
services make a last minute decision

regarding the lighting of Chanukah
candles? What I do know is that 1

will be lighting candles on all' eight

days of Chanukah in the traditional

Jewish way.

Phil Blue is a UMass student.

The Collegain: More cracked up than your rear-view mirror

eight
continued from page 5

the year.

My friends always felt that the

one way to keep me included was to

give me Christmas presents on Dec.
25. This was done with good inten-

tion, yet it always made me feel

worse. Did I present them with
Chanukah gifts? No. Somehow I let

myself assimilate into their culture.

I received the red and green pack-

ages with a grateful smile and
wished them a Merry Christmas too.

Yeah. I had my own holiday.
Chanukah is not the Jewish
Christmas though. Over the years

the presents worked their way into

the Jewish homes. They were a way
to make us poor little Jewish kids

feel better. 1 don't say this for sym-
pathy. There really is no reason for

the gifts on Chanukah. Somehow, I

always thought that this paralleled

the two holidays.

I grew up watching Christmas
specials on television. The perfectly

happy family around a tree, singing

"Silent Night," and witnessing mira-

cles. I trimmed my best friend's tree

every year and ate her cookies. I

continued to believe that I could
celebrate both holidays. 1 know that

I could have turned the television

off or stayed at home but what

about the lights outside my window
or the music that rang through the

mall? I knew the reality — I can't

just ignore life.

So I asked my friends to get me
Chanukah presents instead. It was a

nice
1

change. I had gift swaps
instead of trying to forge a tree and
I learned the joy of winning a good
dreidle game. I see now that 1 was
lying to myself and trying to hard to

be, well, Catholic. As cliche as it

sounds, it's true. Today I'm proud
of my religion and of Chanukah. I

still adore egg nog and think that

the trees are really pretty — 1 just

don't feel the need to have one of

my own. I have learned that even
though society pulls you to one
thing, or drives you into the main-

stream, if you're a duck, you're a

duck, and if you're not, then you're

not.

For the record 1 have gotten over

the present stigma. If someone is

nice enough to get you a gift, why
complain about what the occasion

is? Finally, the gifts are a perk of

both holidays and are not necessary

to the spirit or feeling of either

Christmas or Chanukah.
Sarah Kimmel is a Collegian

columnist.

story
continued from page 5

could not be kindled. The store of

pure olive oil. used to light the

menorah, had been ransacked. The
jug of oil. sealed to attest to its

purity, had been destroyed or

defiled. An intensive search led to

the discovery of one untouched jug

of oil, still sealed and fit for its job

of bringing God's light into the

world, which is one of the symbols
of the radiant light of the menorah.
However this jug of oil contained
only one day's supply for the kin-

dling of the menorah. whilst prepa-

ration of new oil would take at

least eight days. However, the
Jewish people experienced yet

another miracle, the oil burned for

the entire eight day period until the

new supply of pure oil was estab-

lished again.

In celebration of these two mira-

cles, Jews around the world join

together to kindle the light of
Chanukah each year. However, the

message of Chanukah is a universal

one, timely and relevant to all peo-

ple in all places. The Syrians were
not, initially, bent upon the physi-

cal destruction of the Jewish peo-
ple, but on eradicating their indi-

viduality. Their desire was to bring

enlightenment, first by exposing,

but ultimately by imposing its own
culture. This inability to tolerate

difference, to respect others' prac-

tices and beliefs, is one which
plagues society to this day.

The message of Chanukah is one
of support and encouragement.
Celebrating difference and diversi-

ty is not a threat to positive self

image. Taking pride in one's self

cannot and should not invalidate

others. Freedom of religion must
be a basic building block of a free

and equal society.

Each night of Chanukah we kin-

dle one more flame to bring a

greater measure of light to the
darkness. This should be our path

to self improvement, one more
good thought, one more good
word, one more good deed. This

should be done until the world is

filled with the positive energy of

goodness that will usher in an era

of ultimate peace and harmony.
Jews call this "Moshiach," the eia

of the Messiah, and there's no time

like the present.

Yochev Adelman is the co-direc-

tor ofChabad House.
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Work Over Break
We are offering great temporary position*

your home during January
Consider All We Have to Offer:

• Starting Salary from
• Paid Training and Management

• Morning, Evening and Weekend Hours
>le Schedules • Potential for Advancement * $$$

•t? Ideal for Students #
Work 30 or mome hours dumng vmntex mcmC

District Phone #s:

Boston- (617(484-1788; North Boston- [508)657.5522;

vth Boston- (506(821-3669; Plymouth A Cape Cod- 15081933-0750;

mtwHampaNn - (603)472-8483; Maine- (207)854-0500;

j
SortngOeUOocal)- (413(737-8938;

-5455; Hartford, Conn.- (8S0I645-6573

Interviewing at UMass Campus Center

DISTRIBUTION MANAGER
WANTED FOR SPRING SEMESTER

Must be available between
7:45am and II :00am

Monday through Friday

rr%n%f Dec' 10 8:30*M-8:30~ RM. 162-75
DRY Dec 11 8:30*M-l:30rM RM. 168C

130*M-8:30PM RM. 911rl5

».. .

Ccme U the Ccllegian tc apply, cr call Ryan

Courtemance cr Alycia nines at )4)-)H (

PRIJIMWS I S YOU!

PRUDOY'S needs your support

tonight at the town meeting at the

Bang's Center at 7:00pm.

Only our customers can tell the truth

of what Pruddy's is all

about to the Zoning board.

Don't let strangers close down a

business that you support using

opinions, half truths and no facts.

BE THERE, GET INVOLVED!
>aid for by the Mends of PRUDDY'S

\

\NCCr c>rv\po$.

6RG66 ftofefcr> Tttv: tH($

RtfWOC To A MTC N\rSt\T

AFreR
I>Sa*efe/M6 THAT

b^YBANIe.

fb TaonsneR

ovee isqeoo P*o?ue Mve ALteAvf
Sf6A»ei> VP Fa*- Baybawk vto«*euNK.-

Wty HAveA/'r You? its ffaae wrm evefcv
^TUDerJTWUje ?r\<*r\6&?* 'SI6^ UP NC*V
AND 6€T"^*e€ GAiegr>M^ CRseATO'-V*
Software

,Too. CAU- » -Boo- BAY-Wr®

m Member I I Hi l> A B»*Batun u<mpmny \ 'mi Mil Web sue at www.HavHank.nini

• Banking tramactiom are free. Optional Bill Payment feature costs J.VSO pet month Mfcad lot ihe Him thtrc momhv Iree ( jleiutatOm >• >hwate oflffr through December \] or while sunpljo last
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sports briefs

continued from page 18

Playing well for UMass were

lason Greenlaw. Elk Blahul and

Chris Mule on ihe outside. The
middle was controlled by |.C.

Laven and Patrick Moreau all day

long. Pedro Fernandes played well

as a defensive specialist. Wayne
Chestna was solid on the right

side, while Michael Shippee and

Damian Gassparato handled the

selling. Chris Lu was absent on

the trip because he assisted the

women's team in its A- 10 regular

CMOS final match.

The men's club volleyball team

received a 30 lb. turkey and bever-

ages for winning, but |ohn

Madden wasn't there with his

lelestraior. The turkey was donat-

ed to lessie's House in

Northampton.

Attention Lacrosse Buffs!

• A required meeting for all

players who intend to play for the

UMass Lacrosse Club (|V-level

men) in spring semester will be

held on Dec. 13, at 4 p.m., start-

ing in the northwest stairwell at

Boyden Gym. First game is Feb.

28 on the turf at Sacred Heart

University. Please call Coach
Dietel at 545- 3815 by Dec. 12 so

that a packet can be prepared for

you to pick up at the meeting.

Bad Boy Killaz defeats Why?
Because

• The Holiday Basketball tour-

nament field increased this year to

20 teams, with each team playing

three games and the top team in

each of the four leagues going into

a single elimination tournament.

Bad Boy Killaz, last year's run-

ner-up. advanced to the finals by

overpowering Operation
Lockdown 57- 3b and Real Deal

49-45. Why? Because beat Room
307 to advance to the champi-
onship game against Bad Boy
Killaz. At the half Why? Because

held a 3-point lead. The game was

evenly matched down to the final

two seconds when Killaz inbound-

ed the ball Miciessfully under tight

pressure and ran the clock to hold

onto a 47-45 victory.

Those interested in joining the

action can enter spring basketball

and ice hockey teams now.

Steamers Victorious, Hogs
Beaten

• On the ice, 10 teams qualified

for the playoffs, with the Steamers

and the Hogs going undefeated in

league play.

As the Steamers advanced in

the tournament, the Hogs were
slaughtered as the Smocks took

over. The best-of-three was set up
with the Steamers vs. the Smocks.

In game one. the Steamers heat-

ed up and took control, to win
2-0. Even when a win looked
bleak, the Smocks would not suc-

cumb to the Steamers' foolish

ways. They evened the series with

a hard fought 5-3 win.

In the final game, the Steamers

opened up firing with
back-lo-back goals seven minutes

in. The Smocks got on the board

but the Steamers increased the

lead to 3-1 to end the first period.

The Steamers scored the final goal

of the game at 5:28 in the third

period to claim a 4-1 victory.

Sports Briefs were compiled by

Collegian staff member Jonathan
M. Place.

Moore
continued from page 10

content. Occasionally he used a huge
vibrator in unsuccessful attempts to

milk strange noises from his guitar or

niics, and sporadically added undu
lating tones from a bowed saw to the

general din.

There's a thriving underground
noise scene, which Sonic Youth has

always had some relation to. Anyone
familiar with Emil Beaulieau. CCCC.
Aube, or the better-known
Boredoms, Mark Ribot, John Zorn,
or K.K. Null, couldn't have found
Moore & Milstein's performance too

outlandish. However, they might
have found il a little boring. Noise
can be crafted into incredibly beauti-

ful or disturbing shapes, and there

wot moments of both at this show.

Unfortunately, there were more
moments of pretentious artistry than

skillful improv.

POTATO LATKES
5 medium potatoes — grated

1 egg — beaten

I onion — grated

5 TBSP— flour

I TSP ™ baking powder
salt and pepper to taste

Mix all ingredients. Heat oil in

frying pan. Using ladle, spoon in

pancakes. Fry rill brown on first

side, then turn over. When done
let drain on paper towels. Serve
with sour cream and apple sauce.

Follow with 3 prune hamen-
tashen and milk. Ending the
debate to which is better, have
hamentashen and iatkes together.

Have a happy Chanukah.
Provided by 'Coach" fane

Schwartzman.
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Thought of the Pay

Consciousness:

That
annoying
hi n** ii

ShopScotTsA

Save Lofts! *&-
*>~>tx

Corona 12 pock bottles $8.99 +oep

Keystone Light m packs $ 1 0.99 +deP .

Heineken 12 pock w*mm $9.99 +d«p

Miller Genuine Draft Regular & ught

24 12o* Bar Bottles $9.99 +dep

Natural Light & Ice 24 i2ozcan$$8.99 +d«p

^%'o^

Tele-Check for

your personal check

Southern Comfort 750 mi $7.99
Gordons Vodka 1 75 Liter $ 1 1 .99

^& Jagermeister 750ml $14.49
Cider Jack 6 packs $4.99

Seagram's Gin 1.75 liter $15.99

Open Sunday Now "Till '97"
! 02s)

Check Out Our Other Great
In Store Specials

6 University Drive
at Newmarket Center, Amherst

*-——* Untvenity Drive.

scorn

Victory Market

DONT GO INTO
HIBERNATION ON

„ YOUR
-mr* WINTERw ^BREAK

Addrest

City

State

©
Phone

Zip

institution Currently Attending

Winter Intersession

January 2-17
spend that time earning extra credits at UMass Lowell

If yov want to move ahead m your educational pro
gram, and earn college credit, enroll m UMass Lowell's

Winter Intercession mis highly concentrated session is

also o great way to earn transfer credits if you're

enrolled In another University This year, make the most

of your winter break at UMass Lowell

DAY CLASSES:
Monday - Saturday,
9am - 12noon

EVENING CLASSES:
Monday - Friday,

6 - 9pm
Saturday 1 - 4pm

Credit Courses (3 credits) available in:

• Liberal Arts • Sciences

• Mathematics • Computers
• Social Sciences • Music
• Management

Cost $l 1 5 00 per undergraduate credit

For a Winter Inlersestion Count Bulletin, call the

Division of Continuing Education/Office of Enrollment
Services at

(508) 934-9481.
Of fust fill out the coupon and mail it to University of
Moiso<riu»ff« Lowell, Office of Inrollmenl
S«rvires/DCl, One University Avenue Lowell
MA 1 8.54 288

1

UMass Lowell
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
DniMim ( >f Continuing l.ducatkm

|f NNIKR |UtRAS I C OUIGIAN

A holiday ride
Yonah Blum, director of programming at the Chabad House in Amherst, parked his Menorah-mobile in

front of the Student Union Yesterday.

SPAM
nuff -..».

One

Roundhouse

Plaza,

Northampton

(413)585-1 18S

Tatami
Room Special

. HOLIDAY REASON
15% Discount

with 6+ person party
Reservations Required

ReSGKCH emirjNCE F0H (JXnaqtADUATB

Tj M Ni t. n I ~ Tj

CDIT HAySTACK OBSeRVATORy
Undergraduate science, mathematics and engineering students are

invited to apply for summer research positions at the MIT Maystark

Observatory in Westford, MA. Research projects include radio astro-

nomical studies, atmospheric physics investigations, and hardware and

software development for data acquisition, processing and recording

systems. The positions are nominally three months in duration (June-

August) and carry a stipend of <1300-150Q/month depending on aca-

demic level and experience. Women, minorities and students with dis-

abilities are encouraged to apply. For further information and applica-

tion materials write to:

Dikcccor /Rt(J Pnognam

CD1T llauscach Ohaeavacony

Off Route «IO

(.U «ro«d. COA Olo»6-I299

Tel: (508) 692-4764

F«;t(6i7) 981-0590

cmcill lu'lcjCS nc toe on hags rath ctt

Application deadline i.s 7 IcOKuatui li)i)7.

MIT is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer f

Thursday•Friday•Saturday
Weekly

Drink Specials

Appetizer & Nachos
1/2 Price

~ New Hours ~

3-5 pm • Wed-Sat • 7-1 1 pm

ESvm Ths OoVbf 0B WJiisle

D.J

Bob Paufin

15 East Pleasant Street
Smokin9 Section

9 - 1

Advertise
in the
Daily
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All-Americans
continued from page 18

leaves a little to be questioned,
lunior keeper Sarah Moon of Rhode
Island was named over Dion, which
is a curious twist ol late. Coach |im

Rudy had recruited Moon a lew
veais back, but Dion was on top of

his list, and ready to go.

All year long, the Minutewomen's
keeper was consistently in the Top
10 ol ihe nation in goalkeeping. In

Ihe end, though, it was a matter of

sight over thought. Moon saw the

ball a lot more than Dion for a team
thai hosted, but did not compete, in

the A-10 postseason tournament.
Iverson's second team selection

was recognition well deserved for

the junior defender. This season, the

native ol Walnut Creek, Calif.,

established herself as ihe heir to the

defensive throne lor next season.

But, she also proved herself to be a

player that can come through in the

clutch.

Iverson netted the gamewinner
against Duquesne (1-0 win on Oct.

27), and contributed to both UMass
goals in their 2- 1 win over Harvard
in first round NCAA action, scoring

one and setting up the shot that led

to the winning own-goal in triple

overtime.

The remainder of the first team
side were all familiar foes for the

Minutewomen, except for |en
Hughes of Colgate, who they did not

compete against this season. The rest

of the team includes Connecticut's
Kerry Connors, Ginny Woodward
and Sara Whalen; Harvard's Emily
Stauffer and Naomi Miller; and
Dartmouth's lenna Kurowski.

THE "U" GAME
UNDERGRADUATE LOTTERY TICKET APPLICATION

UMASS v. UCONN

DECEMBER 27. 1996
HARTFORD CIVIC CENTER

$20.00 PER TICKET

LIMIT TWO TICKETS PER UMASS UNDERGRADUATE
DEADLINE TO ENTER IS MONDAY, DECEMBER 9

lOHMA KANSANIN / COUEGIAN
Senior Erin Lynch battles second team All-Northeast selection Margaret Tietjen is last month's Sweet Sixteen

match.

on Sunday DECEMBER 8TH, dontmiss ...

NAME:

LOCAL ADDRESS:

CITY: ST
LOCAL PHONE:

ZIP:

CHECKS PAYABLE TO: UMASS ATHLETICS
CC: VISA, MC, DISCOVER

EXP.

LOTTERY WINNERS AND LOSERS WILL BE NOTIFIED BY MAIL AFTER DECEMBER 9. RETURN
APPLICATIONS TO THE CURRY HICKS BOX OFFICE BY 5:00 PM, MON., DEC. 9 NON-WINNERS
WILL HAVE APPLICATIONS WITH PRE-PAYMENT RETURNED. A VALID UMASS STUDENTS ID
WILL BE NEEDED WITH TICKET TO ENTER THE HARTFORD CIVIC CENTER

UMASS VS. PROVIDENCE
GAME AT 2:OOPM: PRECAME FUN STARTS AT 12:30PM

OME FOR THE HOLIDAYS?

If you want to earn some money during your holiday vacation,

come to work for the Barnes & Noble College Division. To determine

which of the more than 20 college bookstores in Massachusetts will be -

closest to where you will be spending your holidays, please call Barnes &
Noble Regional Office at (508) 934-6428.

Full and part-time jobs, immediate hires, flexible scheduling,

friendly work environment, and store discount up to 35%.

We are an equal opportunity employer.

BARNES & NOBLE COLLEGE DIVISION

• A Skills Challenge
where you j/iowoiY your talent in

the Miillim Center during the game!

m THt CUOMO HOMO X MEM
HI-WORT SHOOTOUT* I

wAutograph
Irani UMass players alter the game!

«Face Painting for r/iri>/<yj.'

» On-lce Prize Scramble

••Ground Round Treasure Hunt

* Prize JhrOW-Out great UMamtufl!

Great Giveaways •- Me hockey uich & i Musi

W

Mkrobrews ^lILl * '

'' " >n ;'"" C "M- '

Mkrobrews
Redhook Ales $4."/six
(f SB. Porter. I PA, R\r /**ll.-

FULL REDEMPTION CENTER

Beer Specials

Altf nlion Grad *
Slwdents: <j

„ Take 10% efl

Rrgvlarly Piked Fine ^*
Mm

Ipswich
lie, DorkHc)

JS.'Vsix

Saranac S4.99A* W/case
taocktTon, Pole Ale, Amber, Coiten, WU8erry)

Sam Adams Lager S9.**/s«
Import tortln

Rolling Rock
coif hoitln

Bud
16 01 bottles

Bud Dry
12 pock cam

Corona
pa<k bottles

$13."

S2."/4-pack

Myer's Dark Rum $10."/ ;sOm'

Jameson SIS.99
/
750""

Frangelico SIS."/ 750""

Half Kec Special
Petes Summer Brew S75. 00

Micro-Brewed Beer Kegs in Stock
Wine Cooler* • Ice • Mixers Mini Kegs • Beer Glasses

Rt. 9 East College Street • 253 5 384
one mile east of

Amherst Center on Rt. 9E

Microsof F .!' ! '-i

IftmiYi f; •.. '
,

Subject ' ;v uf «i!

Sysiema Corporation.

H
5yBr/hfiii)g,

CWfHE MA1UVVWS^mm
Complete multimedia computer customized for students

Campus I Station* features:

• Powerful intH* Pentium* pr(XM»Of

Large capacity hard drive

• Plenty of memory lo run today's hottest applications

• Plug ft Play mio your campus network with a high speed modem

Desktop Systems include Microsoft* Natural* Keyboard and

Microsoft Mouse

Loaded with Microsoft software for study and fun

• M.< msoh Otlice for Windows 9s with Word. Microsoft Excel.

PowerPoint, Microsoft Access. Schedule*. Encarta 96 Encyclopedia.

Microsoft Internet A«,sisliint*

• Microsoft Windows 9s with Microsoft Internet Explorer 2.0

•Microsoft Plus'

• Games for Wind- *s 9s
• Norton Antivirus and more

Hewlett Packard Color DeskJet available

Ask about Microsoft Programmer's Dream Pack

Proc«t»Of Pentium >'-' | aj| Pentium Pentium

100 mm 133 MHl 166 MHl 200 MHl

H«rt Snv. 1MB 1.608 J10B MOB
MmKw IB* is- is- IS"

inr- 1 iini tu.r hii.mii (U 7- pMll IUTiIm
Mm SMtS titet S2299 S14SS

villi LAN cart J17OT S2099 S23S6 S2S9S

Experience Campus Z-Station.

The University Store

413-545-2619

http://www.tds.com

education@tds.com

<tll<(lt.«l rtorvitn WYC i

LD.OlIiJMI andlUIWil
2 Dance floors = Twice the FUN!

,^L -S*sJi .

jaiM'jwfflrIN XA\CA CITExT
IOTUS TURNSEOS IuKI DAKS
..itti't'i ,.\(. () t**-t" ;vi vt ,T>~ ..NCfi lour.

M-P,, , HS-'Oi *HI JO tU Mi. • tl »f I O s'l > • .:
')•;<

f;
n r Vt HM»cJ*;.IM HUV.'lltil t»B***l .1. IT. J,

- ,f^ t413l-682«898,,v,:.,,...*V«
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football
continued from page 18

Copper Bowl — Utah (8-3) vs.

Oregon (6-5). ..Did you say Utes?

Yeah, the two Utes. Utah in an upset,

and |oc Pesci wins player of the

game.

( tah 34. Oregon 6

Peach Bowl — Cleinson (7-4) vs.

LSU (8-2). .."Going to the Peach

Bowl, gonna eat a lot of peaches."

I.sl had a great year, and they'll cap

it off in the Peach Bowl by de-claw-

Advertise

in the
Daily

Collegian

Classifieds

They Work!

Same Day Service

• Billed Directly To

insurance Company
• WindUuelds

Replaced

North Amherst
Motors

A Collision Repair Center
78 Sundeitand Rd . Noun Amherjl. MA

EVERY WEDNESDAY
SPONSPORED BY ROTS PLACE
WTD. DEC. 4TM... On-E Of DEE-LITE

WED. DK- I ITM_ SPAWN, LAZBt UGHT SHOW
WIO. DEC. I mt. CEMV KIMC Or SKY LAS

EVERY THURSDAY

Ml amrTfir
ltd fcy Adam WnfM of Today1 9t. J

EVERY FRIDAY 9-2am©mil bifohi 10:00

kukm Nii.ni
MUSIC FROM THE 70s, 80 s & 90s

EVERY SATURDAY^
ALL NEW!!! We/come to...

mosteo a r DIM /ONES Jff
GIVEAWAYS. FK£t DIHMB PASSES. "*•

THE HOTTEST B. LATEST CLUB MUSIC
WIN TWO MOHTH-HUJ TO HAMKHMf fTTmU CUH

Tim mvmimmkm
fpQL *"* * * • 8:00 pm ©
TNEBmiErWBJW

Fri. Dec. 6 @ 7:30 pm (

MURPHY S LAW
FASJWAK/ACCIDEKTAl WTHAAHT SAY

Sot Doc. 7 @ 8:30 pm (jji

ttJUf AM*
idBi£:/?£E/C

Son. Dec. 8 <S>7:00 pm (_,

DOC H0PPER/HIGEL 6
Thurs Dae. 12© 7:00 pm

Fri. Dec. 13 <& 7:00 pm (SD

HATEBREED
OUMIOCK/FURY OF V/ONSL AUGHT

Fri Dec. M @ 0:00 pm (jji

siL/p /c/vor
U^L^JZJJJUl-i.'.Mil'

A..
.

»: ,r s
IIOD

Sal Dae 21 21.
ft/ir wasom »m». s»o»

Tuae Dae 31 lu
TOWA CHUBBY

Thun Jan 2 ALL AGES
onsraw

Sal Jan ii 21.
J1WV CAftBYY t THf BFAVffl BROWN BAND

ing the Tigers

LSf 57. Clemson 14

Alamo Bowl — Iowa (8-J) vs.

Texas (7-4). ..This might be a sur-

print. Texas will be here alter getting

their heads handed to them by

Nebraska, but Iowa isn't invincible.

Hell, they're not even good.

Texas 23, Iowa IS

Holiday Bowl — Wyoming (9-2)

vs. Colorado (9-2). ..This could gel

ugly quick. Wyoming does not ha\e

the talent to keep up with Colorado,

though WAC teams usually do well in

this, one the most exciting bowls. If

you like offense, watch this one.

Colorado 56. Wyoming 1

7

Sun Bowl — Michigan St. (6-5)

vs. Stanford (6-5). ..Neither one
deserves a bowl bid, but Michigan St.

is up and coming, and Stanford is

down and sliding. Sedrick Irvin is the

man for the Spartans.

Michigan St 34, Stanford 10

Independence Bowl — Auburn
(7-4) vs. Army (9-1). ..You have 10

love Army's fight, and you have to be

disappointed with the Tigers' year,

but they still have way too many
weapons. My prediction'.' Army loses.

and then invades Alabama until they

agree to change those god-awful uni-

forms.

Auburn 31. Army 7

VbI*CI9L\*

m youww

Orange Bowl — Virginia Tech
(10-1) vs. Florida (10-1). ..I'm sua

the Orange Bowl is thrilled to have

the Hokies on New 'teat's Day. Not!

liorida might win this one by 50. and
the Big East wonders quietly why
the> ever let \a. lech in the confer

ence. aiul why they keep beating then

marquee schools.

Iloridu 02, Virginia lech 21

Outback Steakhouse Bowl —
Tennessee (9-2) vs. Michigan
(9-3). ..For some reason, I crave i

steak right new, Oh well, Peyton
Manning warms up for his future sta

tus as lets steak by flame broiling the

Wolverines. And then he goes out.

and eats a bigste.ik'

lennesse,- It, Michigan 2-'

Gator Bowl — North Carolina
(9-2) vs. Miami (8-5). ..The

Hurricanes finished off a shaky Ml
son by upsetting Syracuse, but the

luck runs out when they see Tar Heel

OB Chris Keldorf slice and dice

i hem
North Carolina >.S'. Miami 2U

Cotton Bowl — Kansas St. (9-2)

vs. Washington (9-2). ..The game
nobody will watch, and rightfully SO.

The Cotton Bowl used to be a great

game, bin has fallen victim the

almighty Alliance. Hail Alliance!

Kansas St. 27. Washington 24

Citrus Bowl — Northwestern

(9-2) vs. Alabama (9-2). ..This will

be a good one. Northwestern has
Darnell Autry on its side, but the

Tide will be lighting to send Gene
Stallings oil with a win. A defensive

struggle, with Bama taking home the

fruit basket, or whatever they give

yuu in Orlando.

Alabama 13, Northwestern 10

Rose Bowl — Arizona St. (1 1-0)

vs. Ohio St. (IO-l)...By lar the most

intriguing match-up of the year. The
Buckeyes are reeling, their dream
year cut short, again, by Michigan.
Arizona St. has a shot lo win the

National Championship, but they

haven't played anybody as good as

the Buckeyes. This game conies down
to Ohio St.'s ability lo mount an
offensive attack, which they will.

Ohio St. 35. Arizona St. 31

Fiesta Bowl — BYU (12-1) vs.

Penn St. ( I 0-2). ..Another great

match-up. BYU ran roughshod over

the WAC this year, and are dying to

prove to the nation that they can do it

against | power like Penn St. |oe

Paterno's boys will put up a fight,

but the Cougars will match 1984s
national championship season with a

13-1 record The difference? No
rings in 1997.

I<)1 28, Penn St. 27

Sugar Bowl — Florida St. (11-0)

vs. Nebraska (9-1 )... What, no

Tennessee? yea, it's kind ol shocking

that the pre season ciitics were
wrong, and Florida St. is in prime

position to win the whole thing Why
will they'.' Because Scott Frost lauuoi

beat that Seminole defense, and
Warrick Dunn will run like butter,

'cause he's on a roll! (O.K.. sorry

about that one.)

Honda St 23, Nebraska 14

And with that. Florida St. becomes

th 199b National Champions. So
after all that struggle, debate and
whining, a learn that nobody seems to

know or care about (myself Included)

takes the whole thing.

Huh'.'

Pimp Daddy of the Year.. .It's like

the lleisinan, only funkier, with a lit

lie bit of soul. A lot ol people wrote

off Danny Wuerffel after the FSU
loss, but the fact remains thai

Wuerffel was the best player on the

best team in the nation this year, and
in a year when nobody stood out.

that's good enough for me
Congratulations Danny, you're the

pimp of the year. I can't afford to fly

you in for the induction ceremony, so

call me. I know some cheap
Gainseville to Amherst bus rales. I

could even get you a window seal,

buddy! I know. I know. I'm so nice,

but I've been nice my whole life. It's

just me. I guess.

Booty Schwag of the Year
Award... Here it is. the moment
you've been waiting for since this all

stalled in August. There were many
willing candidates, and it was haul 10

pick |usi one But I did, and I ihink

you'll agree that they were

schwag-erriffic.

They went 5-7. suspended I 3 play

cis lor gambling and fired I hell

coach. Who an tl

Boston College! Yes. crown the

Eagles and anoint them holy. K
oui snott) brothers to the east take

the big pri. in my life have I

seen such a pitiful display. They rep-

resented their school about as well as

0,|. Simpson has USC, and it's not

like they didn'l have any talent. Was
it coaching? Yes. Was it the players?

Yes, Was ii the gambling'' Yes I

think you can salelv say that BC BOl

only lived the schwag, the\ redefined

the genre. Props to the

Diggity Pi/zon and HcMc. co-con-

spirators in the schwag.

I promised myself I wouldn't
cry. ..That's it. Alter .i semester ol

laughs, schwag, and occasionally a

little football. It's over. We had some
fun. didn't we? Bui college football,

like the changing seasons, has left us.

and so I must leave you. I'm not real-

ly sad. because now I can sleep in on
Wednesdays, SO to hell wilh y'all any-

way!

lust kidding. I'm tearing up.

because I truly do lose you guys.

Later.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian
columnist

pifiy way
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JEWISH
_ jjVING
OMMUNITY

Hillel House/388 N. Pleasant Sc.'Amherst. MA

Rooms Available
For Information

call Guy at 549-747 I.

/f <££-*> Don't Let The
Marshall Catch You
Going Anywhere Else!

Marshall

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTO BODY

53 S.

iniiHtris iitiii iHiii'f i4fiti)(}ii\ \ triii it UP ^( >i niit*\.

Users ofSikkens paint products

Accepted by all insurance companies for collision repair

or glass repair.

256-8157 256-1385
Shop Reg #RS1212
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Georgetown
continued from page 18

the other end ol the court. A minute
and a half later. Inus Norville came
away with a block and Padilla made the
transition basket, to give UMass its Brs)

lead at 38 36.

A pair of Page free throws wilh 9 49
remaining tied the game again, and the

two teams fought it nip- and luck from
there.

Carmelo Travieso hit a transition

score, but Georgetown big man lahidi

White answered with a hook shot. Page
hit one Irom the charity slripe, putting

the Huyas up by one. but UMass came
back with a Charlton Clarke (four
points) haskel

After trading tallies lor the next live

minutes. Page, who did not score in ihe

NCAA Tournament game against
UMass. put the Hoyas up for good
50-49 with yet another free throw.

Georgetown pulled away from thai

point, with the majority of the points

coming off trips to ihe line. UMass put

three additional points on the board,

also with free throws, before the final

buzzer sounded.

Basil finished with nine points, while

Ketner had 13. Each also had 13
rebounds. Padilla connected for 1 5

points and dished out five assist-,

Travieso had nine points.

Minutemen basketball
continued from page 18

Minutemen will need 10 sec more in

the scoring department from their

rookie fcoBtcourt,

Going the other way. Kelner provid-

ed the bursts of energy UMass needed
in the second hall picking up the tSSBDO
wilh some crucial blocks leading the

Minutemen on a 12-0 run to bring
them back into the game. Freshman
Ajmal Basil (9 pis) along with senior

Carmeso Travieso each turned Ketner
blocks into points. It was Basil who
lied the game at 36 alter the

Minutemen were down bv as much as

14.

Their inexperience got the heller of

them in ihe final minutes as they
missed second chance baskets and
lailet! to take smart shots.

UMass makes its home debut in the

William D. Mullins Center on Saturday

when ii laces Wyoming at 7 p.m.

MINUTEMEN NOTES — Got your
daiebooks handy, hoop fans? While
the Minutemen face a rough schedule
this year, things won't be gelling any
easier lor the next two seasons.

Yesterday, the UMass athletic

department announced the Minutemen
has agreed lo a homeland-home series

wilh the University of Kansas begin-

Go Ahead, Card Me.

ning next season. UMass will face the

layhawks on Dec. 10 al 9:30 p.m in

the Allen lieldhouse in LawnmOB, Kan.

ihe second game will be played in the

Mullins Center in the 1998-99 season

A data has not been set for the contest

"This is a tremendous opportunity

for our program and for our fans to

have a team as rich in basketball histo-

ry as Kansas to come to the Mullins

Center." UMass athletic director Bob
Mai cum said. Marcum has seen
layhawks hoops first hand when he
was Athletic Director at Kansas from
1978-1982.

"We've always played a lough sched-

ule here at UMass and to be the best,

you have lu play the best," Flini said

"Our program al UMass has been built

on playing the top competition when-
ever we can, wherever we can lust

having Kansas on our schedule for the

next two seasons is a testament to what
we have buill here at UMass.
The two schools have met just twice

before, with Kansas holding a 2-0 lead

in competition. The layhawks captured

their first win over the Minutemen on
Nov. 26, 1993 when ihey beat UMass
86-75 in the finals of the Preseason

NIT at Madison Square Garden in New
York. Kansas' second win came on
Dec. 3 the next year when they offed

the Minulemen 81-75 in the )ohn
Wooden Classic at The Pond in

Anaheim. Calif.

OKJ^

§jTc5a».

meSSP

m
Talk about your great deal. ..the Okemo College

VIP Card. For just $25, your first lift ticket

(Mon.-Fri.) is FREE, then ski or ride for 1/2

price on weekdays and get $ 1 off on week-

ends and holidays lor the rest of the season.

Snickers, Mountain Dew and HMV Record

Stores are throwing in special deals, too! So c'mon

up to Okemo - it never felt so good to get carded.

Okymo Igfounb. 181. 3021 228 b222 •
•

continued from page 18

The center slated he "didn't find any
reason" to declare his eligibility —
apparently million dollar contracts
aren't reason enough — and he's now
started his final year in a Ute uniform.

Van Horn averaged 2 1 .4 ppg and
8.8 rpg for last year's 27-7 squad, lead-

ing the Ules to a lop-five national
ranking. Already this year, Van Horn
has helped Utah lo a No. 3 rank (and

one first-place vote), and looks lo be a

dominating force on WAC courts.

So give credit to those willing to

stick it out, and wanting to get their

degrees. It takes a lot to play top-level

college ball. It takes even more to do it

lor tour whole years.

• There have been some recent rum-
blings about the supposed end of a

rather impressive streak in the realm of
college hoop.

Before Massachusetts made its <nis

picious season debut in the Maui
Invitational, there was the possibility

that the Minutemen would have thr-

chance to knock off the No. I team in

the nation, thereby extending their

streak of such a feat to four years.

Unfortunately for UMass fans, a few
kinks were thrown into the mix: the

Minutemen failed to reach the final of

the early-season tournament; and
Kansas, the team many thought would
be the preseason No. 1, was actually

ranked No. 2.

So fellow Atlantic 10 member
Xavier took care of business, knocking

oil lop ranked Cincinnati last week, in

a down to- the-wire kind of game that

any sports fan would love

Add lo it that the win was over a

morally compromising Cincinnati pro-

gram, which Sports Illustrated did a

great cover story on last week, and il

was all the sweeter.

• Miles Simon has been suspended
from the Arizona hoop program for the

remainder of the semester lor academic
reiimuis

Simon had to compile al leasi a I H

cumulative GPA and complete al leasi

25 percent ol his major requirements

before his junior year.

Guess what? lie didn't.

• From the Why-in-the-woild

would-you-want-to-know- that

Department: Did you know that there-

is a method to preparing the Fresno
Stale coach |erry Tarkanian's towels'.'

Yup. And Tony Costa, an equipment

manager for ihe Bulldogs, is ihe man
for the job.

The process: lay out the towel; fold it

lengthwise; fold it lengthwise again;

double the towel over, making sure to

keep the edges inside; place the towel in

water just long enough to keep it moist.

Tarkanian sucks on the towels dur-

ing a game, instead of drinking water
when the games gel tense.

Don't believe me? Fresno Stale visits

the Mullins Center to face UMass on
Tuesday, so you can see for yourself.

Casey Kane is a Collegian columnist.
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ACTIVITIES
Women s Long Term Therapy
Group Weekly 1 1/2 hr meetings

Tuesday night in Amherst For info

call I413I774 5418

APARTMENT FOR SALE
Pufflon Village Large 1 bedroom

dishwashei/AC $515 Heat includ-

ed Available Jan 1 Call Helene or

Doug 549-0766

1 BDRM Puttton Apt. New carpet

paint appliances Available January

1st. $515/month Call Doug 549-

7463

2 bedroom, available now -

Spring '97 Bus route $720 Inego

liable) Heat included 545-5725

(day) 546-2216 (night)

AUTO FOR SALE
Escort '16 'uns good, new tires,

battery etc $800 o/b o 546-2398 Iv

msg

1984 Honda Accord 3-door hatch

back Very Reliable, looks Good
Asking $795 00 or best offer Call

Jon 546-6115

87 Grand Am 4dr 52K miles

cruise. A/C. no rust $2995 Day
545-2040. Night 549-6625

AUTO FOR SALE
Blue Volsvagen Goll I «cellent

condition, born in 1990 $3000 nego

liable Call Guy 253-7243

1986 Oldsmobile Delta 88- Great

car low price $500 Call Chris 549-

0564

EMPLOYMENT
JOBS OVER BREAK- Work with

Sierra Club to protect wilderness

$275 $375/w* Fun atmosphere Call

Tern at 256-6434

Abt Telephone Research Center

seeks candidates for interesting

pan-time telephone assignments to

collect data on a variety of research

topics Absolutely no selling

involved Computer/typing skills

required Flexible hours Monday-
Friday 5pm 11pm. Saturday 11am-

5pm. and Sunday 12pm-5pm and

5pm- 10pm Must work a minimum of

20 hours per week Start at

$5 25/hour with paid training and

earn up to $7 00/hour Conveniently

located in the new Venture Center

with free rides on nearby bus lines

Interested candidates, please call

1413)5871607 An equal opportunity

employer

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed' Entry-level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services (206) 971 -3600 ext R50013

EMPLOYMENT
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT

tap to $25$45/huur teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan. S Korea No teach

ing background or Asian languages

required For info call (2061 971

3570 ext J50016

FOR RENT

Cape Coal group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

1508)477-6000

FOR SALE

Apple IIGS W/Printer extra disk

drive Like new $50 549-4349

20" Color TV for sal* Brand new
$150 Paul 665-2019

Packard Ball P60 8MB RAM 545

MB HD. monitor, multimedia,

modem, software.. HP Lazer Jet 4

$1600 00 546-7464

Complete 5 CD Stereo System! 5

band graphic equalizer, dual tape

deck and powerful receiver $250 or

B/0 Call Craig 546-681

1

FOUND

Found Watch In Mahar
Auditorium Please call to identify

5-0170

FOUND
Found Men's Movedo Watch H
12/2 on campus Please call 546
2501

MISCELLANEOUS
New Metabolism Breakthrough
Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35
(800)776 9503 Doctor Approved

JAZZ BANDS
Jau Band Needed Experienced or

not. Come jam at our party Will pay

Dec 6th Call 253-6520

PERSONALS
Congratulations to the new tit-

ters of Delta Zeta: Aimee Meena
Alysa. Alyssa. Ban, Beth. Nicole,

Elana

MARK SNOW-MAN Happy
Holidays from your estranged Seven
O's friends'

ROOM FOR RENT
Spring Semester Non smoking
femaleis) to rent large room near

campus & town Call 549-3992

Looking for female to share 2 bdr

apt in Sunderland on bus route

Dates- Jan /Feb 1- Aug 31 Call

6659056

ROOM FOR RENT
Looking for female roommates in

shaie 4 bedioom apt Spring '97 on

bus route Must see!' Cheap! I Call

ASAP Ask for Laura 253-0823

Three femalet teeking one non

smoking female to share Mil! Valley

apartment Jan 1-May3l Rent
negotiable Call Jess at 253 1 797

ROOMATE WANTED

One Bedroom Available in

Puttton two bedroom apartment
Female wanted On Bus Route 549
9293

One male to there rent at

Townhoutt Aptt. for spring

semester Call 549-5993

Three friendly females looking for

roommate to share Mill Valley Apt

$150 including heat and hot water

Call Sarah at 256-8780

Female Wanted to share bedroom
in Pufton Village beginning Jan 1 or

ASAP Call 549-4748

Two female NTS wanted to share

double from 1/97 to 5/97, house in

Amherst near bus $165/mo. plus

heat Kim 549-7076

Room Available 5 bedroom house
in Sunderland on bus route Call for

details 665-8229

SERVICES
Looking for that special holiday

gift? Check out Mocha Jewelry at

http //wwwffimochaiewelry com
Fine and fancy jewelry at wholesale
prices!

Computer Consultant Available
WEB Authoring, Software &
Hardware Installs. Repairs Call 6

0853

GORILLAGRAMS Birthdays. Roses.

Balloons, etc Send the crazy gorilla

We'll go anywhere, anytime 1
!

Student rates available! Call 256
0287

Money for College. Millions of

dollars unclaimed every year
Results guaranteed Service is free

Thousands of sources of Financial

Aid available Hurry Call (413) 538-

0041 for more info

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade 7 In-house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

Pregnaat? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549- 1 906

TO SUBLET

1 bedroom apartment on bus line

Available 1/97-9/97 $550/mo or

best offer Call 665-3860

TO SUBLET
Take over our lease 2/97 Large 2

bedroom apt 5 mm from campus
$600 Call 549-8511

TRAVEL
Spring Break America s Premier
Student Travel Co! Party in Cancun
& Nassau from $299! M Find out

how to go for free & earn Extra
Cashii! Call 1-800 798 1509

SPRING BREAK TRIPS Cancun.
Bahamas, Jamaica & Florida Best

Prices Best Parties, GROUP DIS-
COUNTS. Space is limited For free

brochure CALL TODAY 1 -800-959-

4SUN

Winter Break Killington with the

UMass Ski Club Five nights lodging.

5 days skiing During Collegiate Ski

Fest $260 Call 545-3437

New Year's in Quebec City 3 5

nights in Quebec Hilton Optional

Skiing at Mont Ste Anne Starts at

$89 Call 545-3437 or 1-800-232

2415

Scuba Spring Break Dive Key
Largo. Fl tarn 2 credits' March 16-

22 Mandatory Meeting 2/28 7pm
Herter 227 Call Project Deep ® 800-

282 0977

TRAVEL
Spring Break '97 Hottest destma

il coolest vacations' Lowest

prices guaranteed! Organize small

group, travel free 1 Call for free info

(8001426-7710

TRAVELTIME has great deals for

roup and individual travel plans

all Connne 587 3011 413-781-6150

WANTED TO RENT

I

2 bedroom apt. for Jan 1 within 10

mm to UMass Call Amy 546-4424

WANTED
Desperate for Bibliographic
Material Must have vigorous book

list, textbook, workbooks, and prob

lems for Statistics 111 (School of

Continuing Education) Will pay

above $150 My phone may have

been defective in previous weeks
Therefore, please notify by mail

May Deuwson, 67 Amity Place,

Amherst, MA 01002-2255 Don't

hesitate I am correct Thank you

Wanted- Tutor for AUTO CAD
Realease13 Will pay Call Rob at

5460272

STUDENTS Moonlighting as

dancers/strippers in local clubs It

interested in sharing your stnry for

my independent study photoessay on

"creative student employment", call

Caroline at 546-5269 for more into

Identity confidential upon request

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20<£ per word/day

All

others

40<£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
~

Please write clearly and legibly. We
are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.
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Classifieds

"they work"

Standard Headings
Activities Miscellaneous
Announcements Motorcycles
Apartment For Personals
Rent Room For Rent
Auto For Sale Room Wanted
Employment Roommate
Entertainment Wanted
For Sale Services

Found (2 days Free) Summer Sublet
Happy Birthday To Sublet

Houses For Rent Travel

Instruction Transportation
Lost Wanted to Rent
Musicians Wanted

CROSSWORD
i 2 3 ' ' 6 7 8 9 . 11 12 fS

14 '5 .
17 ,. "
20 21 23

MBBHH* 25 1 H26

27 2B 29 30 1 32 33 34

35 36 37 38

39 40 "

42 "
45 46 ' 48 49

50 51 1 H52

53 54 55 56 1 -JB57 58 59 60

61 62 63 "
65 66 .
68 69 70

ACROSS M Mitch Millers 30. Hauls

instrument 32. Lover

!'
c * * ^P1^ 33- Rise and

1

5. Sing like Bing Gentleman Jim 34. Menngue maker s
10. Towel pronoun „ ^ )ood d|Scards
14. First name in gossip M Saturates 37. Model

! 5?
avef

J
h0m

t •»• Salad days 40. Nursery turnishing
«. Water (Spanish) n T , 41 Most clamorous
7. Spong. m Israel „ Floating marker

18. Ugoon surrender ^ Lists of candidates

S,? DOWN «• Mutiny members
hrankenstein

49 Watson's macro-
20. Turns aside 1. Gilbert of tennis

molecule abbr
22. Lets out of tail 2. "Once In With

51 s,lent-n^ht ruiner
24. They disappear Amy" M R|Vefboa,

onstandeea 3. Squadron M Hamlet's phrase
26. Cannon of Deathtrap 4. Coming undone, as

(2 wfc <

27. Overshadowed cloth K - (orthehome
31. Harsh and metallic 5. Embraces ,eam

-

35. Reedy 6. Rubbish' H Ouayles successor
36. Reamer 7. Incense M Mah piece
38. What person? 8. Was a girl-watcher M God bomof Chaos» -

I?** 9 Early woman M Kind of store abbr
40. Small, as eyes reporter (2 wds)

S3. John jr to Jack*
41. Toolbox item 10. Largest city in the

42. Resentment West Indies

43. River boat 11. Selves, in

44. Duroc sound psychoanalysis

45. Population count 12. Draw a line

47. Canned fish 13. Entrance exams
50. Negative profit abbr

52. Canou and Detghton 21. Stnke sharply

53 Wandenngoff 23. Bowler Anthony

57. Stocked a trap 25. Passover least

61. Geezer 27. System ot morals

62. Gallows knot 26. Routine task

64. Irish newspaper 29. Alb material

The Mcmochutem

DAILY COLLEGIAN
http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

Personals Policy

5.

All personals MUST be proofread by Co//eg/an#classit'ied
employees before payment and acceptance of the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first

names and initials are allowed. The only exceptions are for

birthday or congratulations personals, in which case the full

name may be used.
Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEP-
TIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm
room numbers as well.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not
acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are
not acceptable. Personals may not be used for the purpose of
harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.
7. The personals section is for personals only. The personals sec-

tion may NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, adver-
tise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and UMass I.D.

number of the student placing the as filled in on the insertion
order. Non-studerrts musrprovide a valid'driver's licenseand
the license number must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is subject to
penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any per-
sonal that does not meet the Collegian's standards in accor-
dance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

•

\

ARIES
March 21 -April 20
Focus on the small things

you can do that will make big

Improvements over the long run.

Home remodeling, small gestures

to loved ones, quitting smoking or

starting a sensible program of diet

or exercise could all be steps In the

right direction.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21
Stashing away a hefty nest egg

could be the first step toward

accomplishing something
wonderful. A new romantic horizon

unfolds, revealing possibilities you
may not have Imagined.

GEMINI
May 2 2-June 21
Making commitments comes easily

this week, and pays off In the form
of increased trust and Intimacy.

Extra understanding Is needed

from a friend who's hurt. The

healing process may take longer

than anticipated.

CANCER
June 22-July 22
A distant person's message
confirms a decision you made
recently. A companion has a

happy surprlse-a real celebration

may be in order. The weekend Is

good for social gatherings—you

really enjoy the role of host

LEO
July 23-August 23
Although a sweetie demands
an explanation for something

innocuous, don't condescend to

them. That would only feed their

Insecurity. Instead, calmly repeat

the story, and address the under-

lying fears that are the real culprits.

VIRGO
August 24 September 22
If you're planning an unusual
business venture, use the early

mornings this week In maximize
your productivity Networking
helps you stabilize your finances,

and may help you launch
something really spectacular.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
An "iffy" romance is well on the

way to a resolution. Pushing for a

certain outcome, one way or the

other, could prove chancy, so

exercise restraint and patience.

Donate some of your time to a

worthy charity for an energy boost.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
A good week to make a major

purchase you've been thinking of

for awhile. Spending time with a

group could be the key to putting

a new spark in your social life.

You might even develop a new
relationship.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-Dece ruber 21
A sibling may have some private

news to discuss— this would be a

great time to reach out and call

them. Pay close attention before

offering your advice— they may
Just want a willing ear.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
A person with a thrifty streak has
a lot to show you this week. Pay

close attention and then apply

what you learn. Planning ahead
will pay off In the near future.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18
A riotous amusement or gathering

means a fitting climax to a

generally exciting and happy week.

Don't try to host It. however-you'll

enjoy it much more If you don't

have to clean up afterwards.

PISCES
February 19 March 20
Shopping In an unusual place

yields exciting bargains for your

home. Avoid forcing your way
through a barrier- there could be

more to the slluatton than meets

your eye. This is a lime for walling,

not action.

For Entertainment Purposes Only

%.
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Always Wanted One of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan
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Dllbert By Scott Adams
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Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick

I'fA THE GMtt DOG0NSIIER.

TRAINERS ARE THE FIRST
TO GO. I'LL JUST HANG
&R0UND HERE UNTIL
THE NEXT BUDGET CUTS.

DO YOU /AIND IF I

SIT IN ON YOUR
STRESS- REDUCTION
CLASS?

I DON'T THINK
I'LL READ THE
CLASS EVAL-
UATION FORJAS

FROrA THIS ONE

8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

MIKE.TWe K,VS 8006UT SOME
STOPF FROM TKe HOME
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SAME.
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University' By Frank Cho Close to Homo By John McPherson

My mom and I have a

next door neighbor who does

not like the cold weather.

He says he's going to tie

a snow shovel to the roof of

his car and head due south on

the highway.

When someone asks

him, "What's that thing on

your car?" that's where he'll

settle down.

He says that there are

actually five seasons

spring, summer, fall,

winter, and

HELL

which is near the end of

February.
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Like Sands Through The Hourglass By Mucous Queen

//,i%ny>^ c mail ItIK RtMCMifXKim torn /2-t

"Mrs. Stalnaker?! Neil Haggerty. Unity National

Health Insurance. Put down the cheesecake
now, or we'll double your premium!"

Alien Crockbunnies By Darb
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-seen on bumper sticker
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By Brian Marchionni

Top 10 Things to do

before the end of the

semester

10) Drop by the University Store and get

harassed for legally purchasing Gas-X.

9) Shower me with expensive gifts.

8) Open up some of those books you bought a

few months ago.

7) Rinse, lather, repeat.

6) Hug a Whitmore employee.

5) Mentally prepare yourself for the defining

event of our generation: "Beavis and Butthead

Do America."

4) Jazz-ercise, jazz-ercise, )azz-ercise.

3) Rent one of them "Hey Vern" movies.

2) Protest the library as a phallic symbol.

1 ) Forgive me for this lame-ass list.

Today's D.C. Menu
Coll 345-2626 for MN information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Cheese Pizza

Vegan Falafel Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Margherita,

Shrimp, Pasta w/ Tom.
Basil Broth

Grilled Ham & Cheese

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Chicken
Sandwich

BBQ Beef on a Bun

DINNER
Chicken Margherita

Shrimp Alfresco

Pasta Shells/ Tom. Basil

Broth

Worcester

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Elbow Macaroni/Tomato
Meat Sauce
Lentil Chili

DINNER
Chicken Margherita

Shrimp Alfresco

Pasta Shells w/ Tomato
Basil Broth

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Pizza

Macaroni/ Meat Sauce

Lentil Chili

DINNER
Chicken Margherita

Shrimp Alfresco

Pasta Shells w/ Tomato
Basil Sauce

/
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Sports Student Ticket Pick-Up for men's basketball vs. Drexel and
Hockey vs. Princeton Is TODAY at the Curry Hicks Cage starting

at 7 a.m. Lines cannot form before 6:30 a.m. If they do, a lottery

system will be used to distribute tickets.

Toasting the top

returning seniors;

No. I jails again

Connecticut Iom

That said, now that the regular sea-

son has begun, it is a fitting time to

gi\e a small tribute to the few, the

proud — the NBA-caliber seniors who
decided to come back to school.

Tim Duncan, lacque Vaughn, and

Keith Van Horn each passed at what

would have been certain NBA careers

for one more go at the collegiate ranks.

Wake Forest's Duncan has passed on

two opportunities to jump to the pros.

Scouts say Duncan would have been

taken No. 1 over |oe Smith in the 1 MS
draft. Others say Philadelphia would

have made up for its 1993 pick of

Shawn Bradley by calling on Duncan.

But this year's most dominating cen-

ter could have been a star in another

sport, if he had so chosen. The Virgin

Islands native was an Olympic-caliber

swimmer growing up, before making

the switch to hoop.

This year will be Duncan's chance to

redeem himself for what many called a

sub-par finish last year (Wake lost to

Kentucky in the regional finals). He
averaged 19.1 points per game, 12.3

rebounds per game and 3.7 blocks per

game for the 29-5 Demon Deacons,

and — here's the scary thing — he's

only getting better.

Kansas' Vaughn's might be regret

ting his decision at the present time —
as he watches his team while in street

clothes, after tearing ligaments in his

right wrist during a Sept. 1 1 pick-up

game — but his decision to stick out

hi^ career in Lawrence could result in a

championship ring.

The point guard, who posted aver-

ages Of 10.9 ppg. 3.1 rpg and 6.5

assists per game, was touted as a defi-

nite first- rounder and a likely lottery

pick in last summer's draft. NBA
scouts said that Vaughn would have

been the third PG taken after Allen

Iverson and Stephon Marbury

.

But Vaughn decided to stay and cited

Robert Frost's "The Road Less

Travelled," without sounding foolish,

when he announced his decision. And
in about a month, he will begin his final

trip down the Road to the Final Four.

Utah's Van Horn probably had more
reason than anybody to go hardship —
the names Amy and Sabrina

Sabrina is Van Horn's one-year-old

daughter and Amy is the woman he

took vows with last August.

Turn to BASKETBALL, page 15

Hoyas take revenge on UMass
Second half

comeback falls

short for UM
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

The differences, the most distinct

of which was the outcome, were
vast last night when the

Massachusetts and Georgetown
men's basketball teams faced off.

The starting line-ups were differ-

Massachusetts

Georgetown

ent, the star players were new. even

Georgetown's uniforms were the

new 1996-97 editions. But the most

apparent difference from the last

time UMass and Georgetown
squared off (NCAA Elite Eight,

March 23) was the final score.

Riding a strong game from Victor

Page, the Hoyas defeated the

Minutemen — who played without

forward, and leading scorer, Tyrone

Weeks — 58-53 in the DirecTV
Great Eight at the United Center in

Chicago.

Massachusetts couldn't buy a bas-

ket in the opening half of the game,

hovering in single digits until over

halfway through the first frame. An
Edgar Padilla three pointer cut the

Hoyas' margin to 18-11.

Georgetown, meanwhile, broke

out to an early lead on the strength

of Boubacar Aw's inside play. Aw.
who would finish with 14 points,

had four buckets in the first seven

minutes of play.

A Georgetown basket with just

over 1:30 left produced the Hoyas'

largest lead of the half at 27-1 5. but

the Minutemen were able to connect

on several free throws to cut the

intermission damage to 29-20.

Whatever was said in the UMas^
locker room at halftime apparently

worked, at least for a while in the

second half. After allowing the

Hoyas to dump in five points after

the break, the Minutemen went on a

tear, evening the score at 36 cour-

tesy of a 12-0 run (Georgetown did

not score in just under seven min-

utes).

With 12:13 remaining in the

game. Ketner came up with a block

and Ajmal Basit converted a dunk at

Turn to GEORGETOWN, page 15

COURTESY MEDIA RELATIONS

Edgar Padilla led UMass in scoring with 15 points as the Minutemen fell

58-53 to Georgetown in the DirecTV Great Eight.

GEORGETOWN (5-0)

Ya-ya Dia 4-6 0-2 8, Aw 6-11 2-2 14, White 6-12 2-2 14, Scheffey 0-6

2 2 2, Page 5 18 10-16 20, Touomou 0-1 0-0 0, fones 0-0 0-0 0, Long 0-1

0-0 0. Watkins 0-0 0-0 0. Jackson 0-0 O-O 0. Totals 21-55 16-24 58.

MASSACHUSETTS (1-3)

Smith 0-5 1-2 1. Basit 2-9 5-6 9. Norville 0-1 0-0 0, Padilla 5-19 4-4

15. Travieso 4-10 0-0 9, Clarke 2-1 1 0-0 4. Ketner 4-10 5-8 13. Babul 1

0-0 0, Krrkland 1-2 0-0 2. Totals 18-68 15-20 53.

Halftime — Georgetown 29, Massachusetts 20.

3-pointers — Georgetown 0-2 (Scheffey 0-1, Page 0-1), Massachusetts

2-12 (Travieso 1-5, Padilla 1-6. Clarke 0-1*.

Rebounds — Georgetown 39 (Aw 9), Massachusetts 58 (Basit 13.

Ketner 13).

Assists— Georgetown 12 (Scheffey 3), Massachusetts 12 (Padilla 5).

Total fouls — Georgetown 17, Massachusetts 20. Fouled Out —
Clarke.

Attendance — Not available.

HIGHLIGHTS — The Minutemen struggled early on. shooting just 19

percent from the field in the first half while only netting four points in the

paint. In the second half, sophomore Lari Ketner got the ball rolling with

a pair of big blocks which UMass turned into points on a 12-0 run.

Massachusetts came back from a 14 point deficit to tie the game at 36 on

an Ajmal Basit jam.

Both teams

come in with

different looks

By Chris Stomm
Collegian Staff

What a difference nine months
makes
The last time Massachusetts (1-3)

met Georgetown (5-0) under the

premise of a Great Eight, the

Minutemen were dancing to a differ-

ent tune. While everyone knew that

last night's game against

Georgetown would be big, when the

last whistle blew, UMass fans were

forced to realize just how young
their squad is.

Last year when the Minutemen
faced the Hoyas. they boasted a

35-1 record, a consensus National

Player of the Year in the middle

backed up by a more than solid

frontcourt and the nation's best

backcourt. This culminated in a

86-62 romping over Georgetown
and Allen Iverson, the eventual No.

1 pick in the NBA draft.

The tide turned last night when
UMass fell 58-55 in the DirecTV
Great Eight at the United Center in

Chicago, junior Victor Page, who
was held scoreless last year against

the Minutemen. led the way for the

Hoyas with 20 points while the

Minutemen continue to struggle.

UMass started the game a step

behind as veteran big-man Tyrone

Weeks, who leads the Minutemen in

scoring, averaging 18 points and 10

rebounds, was sidelined with an

ankle injury. With Weeks out,

sophomore center Lari Ketner ( 1

3

pts) was forced to deal with contain-

ing the mountainous 6-foot-9. 290

lb. lahidi White. Take out the veter-

an experience inside, and the Hoyas

put the Minutemen's youth right in

their face offensively.

At the end of the first half. UMaM
was down 29-20 shooting a pathetic

19 percent from the field while scor-

ing just four points in the paint.

Once again, the Minutemen proved

that if they are going to live by their

guards, they are going to die by

them as well.

With senior guard Edgar Padilla

shooting just 20 percent from the

field this season, as opposed to 41

percent last year, points in the paint

are even more crucial. However.

with Weeks on the bench, the
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Results are in:

bowl predictions
,

other awards
,

final farewells

So Ohio St. lost.

So Florida Iom.

So Arizona St. could conceivably

win a national championship.

Have I been wrong all along?

Take pity on me. sweethearts, for I

know not what I do. The Buckeyes

continue to suffer from the curse of

the Maize and Blue, and the Gators

just couldn't get it done. What I do

know is that the regular season is

over, and bowl season will soon be

upon us. So strap in, because while

the kilt may be on layaway, the

Jaegermeister's gone and the dippers

don't fit, there's still the "Luke
Meredith on College Football" bowl

preview. It's like Christmas early,

isn't it?

FOOTBALL

Las Vegas Bowl — Nevada (8-3)

v. Ball St. (8-3)... I don't know a

thing about either one of these teams,

but that hasn't stopped me before.

Nevada romps in this one. because

thev have a cooler nickname.

Nevada 48, Bull St. 27

Aloha Bowl Cal (6-5) vs.

Texas Tech (7-4). ..Spend another

uncomfortable Christmas dinner at

the relatives watching Red Raider

Byron Hanspard rip the Cal defense

apart. Tech in a blowout, and hey.

cheer up. At least now. you're old

enough to drink on the holidays.

Texas Tech 42. Cal 7

Liberty Bowl — Houston (7-4) vs.

West Virginia (8-3). ..Oh my god.

somebody actually scheduled this

game. But what can you expect from

the Liberty Bowl? Sad thing is, I'll

probably watch this game.

West Virginia 28, Houston 16

Carqtiesi Bowl — Syracuse (8-3)

vs. Virginia (7-3). ..An intriguing

match-up. 'Cuse lost out on the

Orange Bowl by choking to Miami,

and Virginia is sneaks good. Actually,

make that Tiki good, as in Tiki

Barber. 'Cavs redeem a sketchy sea-

son in an upset.

Virginia 21, Syracuse 20

Turn to FOOTBALL page 14

Cahill doing more than just killing time for UM hockey UM All—Americans
By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

A month and a half ago. when preseason prog-

nostications of the Massachusetts hockey team

began to pop up in the local newspapers, coach

Joe Mallen told reporters that although his top

line of Tom Perry, Warren Norris and Rob
Bonneau would be strong, his team would need

some others to step up and score some goals.

Gerry Cahill has officially answered the prover-

bial call.

After scoring 1 1 goals over the past three

years, the senior has stepped to the forefront this

year, skating with Bonneau on the top

penalty-kill unit. and. most importantly, tallying

seven goals.

Four of those goals have come shorthanded for

the Dorchester native and Catholic Memorial
product, who has already tied his career single

season high with 10 points. Cahill scored a total

of four goals last year, and entered the year with

just one shorthanded strike.

Usually a fourth or third line skater. Cahill has

made the most out of the opportunities given him

this year, excelling not through tremendous skill

but rather through determination.

"Gerry's been a hard working kid from day one

and he's doing the simple things well." Mallen

said. "He's been taking shots in the shooting area

and not trying to beat that extra defenseman. By-

executing simple fundamentals he's been success-

ful.

"It's just a culmination of all the hard work.

He's more of a self-made player. He's worked his

way into more playing time by just doing the little

things well."

The reflection of his coach's confidence in

Cahill is his time penalty killing, a position that

requires a lot of varied skills from a hockey play-

er.

The role requires poise and experience along

with quick feet and a keen mind for anticipating

the play. When a penalty killer gets a puck he can

Mill (.AO'fOUK.IAN

Senior Gerry Cahill (foreground) has stepped up on special teams to score four short-handed goals

in the past four games.

not try anything fancy, rather get it out of the

defensive zone, attacking only in the most ideal

conditions.

Much like the combination of Dave Poulin and

Dave Reid which dominated all of the top NHL
power play units while playing in Boston around

five years ago, Cahill and Bonneau have been able

to rush the puck up ice successfully of late, while

nailing down things in their own zone.

"It's his first year killing penalties for us on a

regular basis and he's immediately found some
chemistry with Rob Bonneau," Mallen said.

"Those are two guys that have a lot of speed and

when they gain possession of the puck in the

defensive zone, and they jump to offense, they

can really create a treat right away."

"Playing with Robbie's been great," Cahill said.

"He likes to get open too, and he'll try to break

and get a goal."

The main advantage of his new role for Cahill

though is the increased ice time. After years of

sporadic shifts, Cahill now plays regularly and the

lack of extended breaks has benefited the consis-

tency of his game.

"If you're sitting on the bench for a while you

start losing focus," he said. "Knowing that you're

also going to go out and kill penalties keeps you

more in the game. You don't have time to lose

focus because you're always in the game."

Cahill burst onto the goal scoring scene, appro-

priately enough, shorthanded. With no score mid-

way through the first period of the Army game on

Nov. 22, Cahill scored a pair of shorthanded

goals off of Bonneau feeds on the same penalty.

The senior added another moments later, com-

pleting a natural hat trick in 2:34 and putting

away the Cadets early.

Of Cahill's efforts Mallen said. "That's one of

the best individual performances by any player

ever in our program."

Cahill scored three more goals this past week-

end against Air Force, two of them shorthanded.

Herein lies what is quickly becoming Cahill's

niche. Last year's Minuteman team scored seven

shorthanded goals all season. Cahill's four is only

a pair behind Bonneau's single- season record of

six.

While the cause of his sudden offense outburst

is unexplained by Cahill. his coach looks at it as

the byproduct of hard work, something he'd been

looking for, and something he, and the rest of the

UMass faithful, hopes to see continue.

"A lot of it's luck right now," Cahill said

"Everything I'm shooting's going in the net some-

how and I really can't explain it. It's pretty weird.

It's unexplainable."

"Don't stop now Gerry, keep going." Mallen

said. "We said that we were going to have to get

scoring from more people besides our so-called

lop scorers and goals by him have really helped

break a couple of games open."

By Jormo Kansonen
Collegian Staff

Snow has officially hit the Pioneer

Valley. Turkey Day has come and

gone and the winter break is on the

horizon, but for the Massachusetts

women's soccer team (16-5-1. 7-

0-1 in Atlantic 10) the press keeps

coming in.

Last week, the NSCAA released

their lineup for the Northeast Region

Ail-American Team, and the

Minutewomen garnered four selec-

tions to the best of this season's best.

Seniors Erin Lynch and Rebecca
Myers were selected to the

All-Northeast Region first team,

while juniors Erica Iverson and
Danielle Dion were given second

team honors. In a nutshell, these

selections show the cream of the

UMass crop concerning their gradu-

ating seniors, and the best of what's

around for next year's campaign.

Lynch and Myers head a stellar

departing senior class for the

Minutewomen. as the team will have

to address the loss of six starters

next year. Along with midfielders

Amy Powell, f u lie Magid. Sandy
Shimogaki and forward Tina
Lightning. UMass has now officially

ended an era where the nucleus of

this year's team has gone to the

NCAA Tournament four consecutive

times, once to the final four (1993).

with an overall record of 53-18-6.

Even though Myers missed half of

this season with a torn ACL. the

selection committee could not ignore

the impact and presence of UMass'
all-time leading goals and points

scorer. Uncharacteristically. Lynch
did not receive A- 10 Player of the

Year honors for the third year in a

row. No matter, she was there for

the Minutewomen as one fifth of

one of the best defenses in the nation

this year.

At the end of the day. omitting

keeper Dion off of the first team list

Turn to ALL-AMERICANS page 13

V-ball club takes turkey;

Bad Boy Killaz win hoop
Last Saturday, the men's club

volleyball team competed in the

Princeton Invitational. UMass
started the day off

by beating a very

experienced
Columbia team
16-14, 15-6.

After tossing

Columbia, I'Mass

squared off against

Haverford and
spiked its opponents 15-11.

15-12. That's two in a row.

The third match of the day

proved to be the toughest team

UMass has played all year. A pol-

ished Villanova team, playing

with great enthusiasm, defeated

UMass 15-2. This game served as

a wake -up call, as the 'Nova play-

ers upset UMass with its perfor-

mance. The squad answered back

with a convincing 15-5 thrashing

of its own.
The momentum from this

match carried

over the rest of

the afternoon.
UMass finished

off its bracket
with an easy
15-9, 15-2 win
over Rensselaer
Polytechnical

Institute.

The team finished 7-1 in its

respective pool. In the semis, the

Rams of West Chester went down
15-9, 15-6 setting up a rematch
with Columbia, which stunned
the host team in the other
semi finals. UMass defeated
Columbia once again 15-9. 15-7.
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UMass isn't the only team with a great
transition game.We would like to welcome
you, the members of the UMass Student
Credit Union, as you make this important
move.

Starting January 2, you'll get many NEW
BENEFITS — like a free ATM card, special
student checking, and great rates on
computer loans, just to name a few.

And if you're not a credit union member
now, make your move to the UMass Five
College Federal Credit Union today!

UMass
Five College
Federal Credit Unionte.

F
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nutemen. ^
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Page 7 • Conference preview — Atlantic 1 West capsules

Page 9 • James "Bruiser" Flint — a look at the new coach as

his career begins. m^g
Page 1 1 • The best backcourt in the nation — profiles of point

guard Edgar Padilla and shooting guard Carmelo Travieso.

Page 16 • Tyrone Weeks — a look at the senior frontcourt

leader. I
Page 19 • Chariton Clarke — the story of the sophomore

guard now healthy enough for the bigtime.

Page 20 • The 1996-97 UMass men's basketball schedule

Page 21 • The 1996-97 UMass women's basketball schedule

Page 22 • Inus Norville — a profile of the junior who adds

strength and size to the UMass line-up.

Page 23 • Lari Ketner — a look at the sophomore big man
beginning his college career

Page 25 • Mike Babul — a look at the rookie forward as he

begins to define his role.

Page 26 • Monty Mack — a profile of the freshman recruit

forced to sit out a season.
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player who returns for another season.
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an immediate contributor.

Page 30 • Winston Smith — a profile of the top-rated swing

man who is ready to roll.

Page 31 • Chris Kirkland — a look as the freshman forward
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beginning his second year.
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By Case/ Kane
Collegian Sports

The MiimteWP^ound tl

of youth when they sign

On paper, the Massachusetts men's basketball

team lost much in the time between its trip to the

Final Four and its trip to this Year's Maui Classic:

consensus player of the year Mareus Cambv and

coach of the yea* lohn Calipari both left Anthers!

for the NBA; while a graduation crunch knocked

Dana Dingle, Donta Bright, Rigo Nunez, led

Cottreil and Giddel PadiUa out of the line-up.

In actuality, however. UMass has retained a solid

nucleus and added top-notch newcomers to

ensure the Minutemen's continued success.

The two Starters UMass returns aie seniors

Edgai PadiUa and Carmclo Travieso, a guard tan-

dem touted as the nation's best backcourt. Playing

a record number of minutes last year, the two were

responsible lor a large part of the Minutemen's

scoring.

PadiUa. a b-foot-2 point guard with defensive

speed and a good range from beyond the arc. fin-

ished the season with an ».^ points per game aver-

age and a .416 shooting percentage. He dished out

a single-season UMau record 247 assies and

made a single season record 108 steals.

Travieso. an off-guard who found his niche as

the resident long-range sharpshooter hist year,

comes into the 1996-97 campaign ranked third

all-time at I Mats in the three-pointers made

(153) and attempted <412i categories. He scored

an average ol 12.6 ppg last season, including a

.403 three-point percentage.

"The guards arc the one's that are the leaders on

the floor," I lint said. "
I here's onlv so nui^h coach-

ing a coach can do from the sidelines. You have to

have somebody out there thai can transform thai

to the other player* on the court.

Sophomore Charlton Clarke, whose first season

hampered by an early -season injurv. will see

increased time oil the bench spelling Padilla and

Travieso. The injury forced Clarke to sit out 14

eame:- and he struggled to find his shooting touch

when be returned to game action. But a successful

summer ol basketball, including a Mini in Italy, has

given Clarke a renewed sense ol confidence.

Senior lyrone Weeks ictums after summertime

speculation that he would sit out a vear on a med-

ical redshin due to loot problems to lend size and

experience to the 1 Mass Irontcourt.

"I want to win a- many game- as we can. ti

go back to the Final I our. to go out and plav hard

even game." Weeks said.

Flint ha- expressed the intent to establun

UMass' posi presence this season, and Weeks is

the main man in lhal system. The sctiiot forward

cro
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recorded 5.8 ppg and t.2 rebounds per game

"[Weeks] was a leader last year. 1 le was a leader

in the locker room, made guv- come out and do

what they are supposed to." I lint said. "That's

what senior leadership is all about."

Helping Weeks in the Irontcourt will be junior

Inus Norville. Morville (2.4 ppg. 2.1 rpg) consid-

ered transferring to North Carolina-Asheville dur-

ing the summer to be closer to his I ayetteville,

\A home, but decided to return to Amherst.

Ross Burns and \nd\ MacUry, both sophomore

walk on guards, also return to add to the

Minutemen's depth.

Several newcomers will also get a chance at

big-time college basketball. Highly touted center

Lari Ketner makes his collegiate debut after sitting

out last vc.ii due to Proposition 48 requirements.

Even before he played a college game, Ketner was

being dubbed an NBA prospect.

Ketner will get relief in the form of freshman

center Ajmal Basit, who comes to I Mass via

hoop-haven St. Anthony's in lersey City, N.J.

Expected to see several minutes at the forward

position are freshmen Chris Kirkland. Mike Babul

and Winston Smith.

Rookie Guard Monty Mack will wait a year until

he dons his UMass uniform, as he will sit out this

year under Prop lb restrictions. As a partial qual-

ifier under the NCAA guidelines. Mack is allowed

to practice with the team this season.
uWe have to be very patient." Flint said. "We

have a verv vouny team and guys are going to have

to learn to pla\ at the level we play at. Our thing

is to get better even day. learn from our mistakes

and trv to build a- the season goes on."

The younger plavers do not have the luxury of

getting their feet wet by playing an early season

creampuff schedule. The Minutemen faced a

strong field ovei Thanksgiving break at the Maui

Classic and Georgetown at the Great Fight.

"We have a lough schedule," Flint said. "But I

want my guvs to learn from their mistakes and get

the opportunity to win. The pressure's not on us to

win, the pressure's on us to prepare, and when you

prepare the right wax. you'll be able to perform."

In upcoming games. I. Mass laces ferrj

Tarkanian's Fresno Mate squad; consensus presea-

son national player ol the vear Tim Duncan and

Wake forest: the perennially strong North

Carolina Tar Heels: a renewed rivalry with

Connecticut: intrastate rival Boston College: and

Maryland.

And that's non conference.

We've alvvavs played a really good schedule,

flint said. "We've always played really good teams

early."

Collegian Sports Extra
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Mike s wishes you Great Season.

If you're not lucky enough to get
tickets, come down to Mike's

and watch the game.

Drink Specials Every Week.
l6oz. Bud & Bud Lite Cups $1.

~ ESPN2 ~

WMUA 91.1. FM
7*£ STATION IN THE VALLEY FOR UMASS SPORTS COVERAGE!

Tune in to hear VVMUA's

sports staff bringing you

live coverage of UMass

Sporting Events. We're

the Atlantic 10

Conference Flagship

station for

women's basketball

and cover most men's

games as well.
{
~

WMUA's Sports broadcast*
are underwritten in part by

DAILY COl I EGIAN

Expect high-caliber and

broad sports reporting

from the first station to

broadcast Water Polo

live! Hear it only

here, on

WMUA-"Radio
you Don't hear
on the Radio!!"

ATLANTIC 1 EAST
Capsule previews of the A-10 East Division member schools

Fordham Rams
Location: Bronx, NY
Home arena: Ros»tffl Gyrn^o,sium (3 i

Coach: Nick MAarchuk *I
Career record* 286-263 (19
Last yor'srtod^4-23, 2-1'4ArlO (.

fep returnees: Sc f BBrT^Berrienfa.S
Carroll (8.4«pg,^ rpa], Jr.^ Billy

|

fep newcomers:
""

Watson, F r\T

Outlook: The

A-10 from H .

have help this yea
Lovett, and top thn

court, while Berrien an
power the frontcourt

the second semester

iay

lin

the

should

... point guard
io leod the back-

to step up to

to mix in during

»n: Kingston, K.I. _. __

arena: Keaney Gy^n||um [£fcfaiy-\
: Al Skinnervsl v/
r record:,.]^ 11 6 (eight years)

Location: Kingston, R.I

Home
Coach
Career

Lost year's record: 20-

fep returnees^ Jr G
ChodThoi^(l
PP9.87
fep newmwers
CnJtfeok:5fw orl

player Las>*vea

force to be reck_

be dominant at thewMt
Cutrino Mobley, who
Chad Thomas,
both seek time

small forward.

Rhode Island Rams

"•« Year Reynolds wirt*e c

the ori •< this year, kkJ Wheeler will

d presets c
| oblem:

"rer beifl Khirfed last year, and
Mobley's shoes, will

r
will most likely be URis
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St. Joseph's Hawks
Location: Philadelphia, Penn.
Home arena: Alumni Memorial Fieldhouse (3,200)
Coach: Phil Martelli ^e^^
Career record: 19-13 (cweyap*)
Lost year's record:,! 9-*%9?7 A-JJJ (thirdfljoce-j
fep returnees: Sr GTerrell Myers fUxS]
Rashid Bey (F«3 ppgT*1 rppi Sr~

;pg) v ^ *-
fep newcomers: t HproW Rasul,

Davis ? "^-r-icr**"
Oultook: St Joseph surprised rnafy \ ....

finish agorruf Njsbraika m (he NJ? Final Fa

consicteringVslkrtiWHowbijrJced during I...

CHsen-Arizona Incident). 8u»}fe» was last yeer^o/tcfcnow the
Hawks are looting down the barrel of the A^JLO^yj, and they
are without IffiWftr's leading scorers Reggie Townsertd and Mork
Boss. The fiWwjSrners should make on immediate impact in help-
ing a relativtefy young squad.

re

especially

Lute
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Location:

Home arena
Coach: Jai

Career rec

Last year's

fep returnees:

Carmelo Travi

52 rpg)

Ajmal Basit,

OutfeolcUi

Coach of

win the A
best backi

more rest

mic regul

bine with

Mini

Massachusetts Minutemen

Center (9,493)

st)

acta.), Sr. G
Tyroh^tyeeks (5.8

Ifmstf

ofthVi

ijipari and is smlthe consensus pick to

i nation's

bive them

Itoocode-
I to com-

_ The
wwiraf rtie mm\rtsm wefuiting dosses.

Temple Owls
Location: Philadelphia, Penn.

Home arena: MeGonigle Holl (3,900)
Coach: John Chaney
Career record: 54

"

Last year's i

fep*
Huey

npg)
fop*
Wadle

G Quincy

Sr. F

PP9-3.8

team
from

brought i

ersj. The

Philfy to pkry

Levon Alston,

play of his

shot just .389

Chaney has

,»ne"newcom-
.iller (who left

oming Clemson squad)
Cunningham.
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ATLANTIC 1 WEST
Capsule previews of the A-10 West Division member schools

Dayton Flyers
location: Dayton, Ohio
Home arena: University of Dayton Aiena ( 13,455)
Coach: Oliver Purnell _^**25
Career record: 1 23- 1 09 ( 1 1 yaors)
Lost year's record: 1 5- U, 6- 10 (fourth, place
fop returnees J| f Ryon Perrymcm (13.4 ppg 9.3 rpg) So F
Coby Turner (5.3 ppg, 2.6 rpg), Jr. G Rodney HortonT5 8 ppa
2.1 rpg) \l^£r '

fop newcomers: F/C Mori Asbton, G Darnell Hoskins, G Tony
Stanley .T^i^^B && 5
Outlook: The Flyers had to deal with more than the regular prob
lems of a seoson (mjuries. missed games) last yeor. They also had
to face the sudden death of popular and productive forward Chris

Is This year Dayton has security tn ttontcourt players
Perryman and Turner, who loota to up lost year's numbers The
perimeter pklyers ore young, but show potential

George Washington Colonials
Location: Washington, DC
Home arena: Charles E Smith Center (5,000)
Coach: Mike Jarvis

Career record: 2 14-1)6 (1 1 years)

Last year's record: 21-8, 13-3 A-10 (Ikitplace tie West)
Top returnees: Jr C Alexander Koul ( 1 4.»ppg, 7 8 rpg) So G
Shawflta Rogers

( 10.5 ppg, 4 7 rpg), So. G J J Brade (8 ppg
3 4 rpgj rLg-^— HI mmmm^Z
Top newcomers: G Kmte Smith { Patrick Ngonobc G Jackson
Poyne

Outlook: GW features another strong and young A-l bockcourt
w

, ft

Ro
?
er* *f Brode

-
ln od&iion.^ Colonials hove preseason

A- 10 Player or the Yeor Alexander Kou! at cenlei This is a mapr
factor, considering that GW is one of only two A 10 schools that
has proven players at the center position, Temple being the otherGW lost Kwame Evans and Vaughn Jones, but should rebuild
those spots with Yegor Mescheriakov and Darin Green

Collegian Sports Extra

Virginia lech Hokies
Location: Blacksburg, Va
Home arena: Cassell Coliseum (10,000)
Coach: Bill Foster

Career record: 517-309 (29 years)

Last year's record: 23-6, 1 3-3 A-10 (fust place tie West}
fop returnees: Sr F Ace Custis (13.4 ppg, 9.5 rpg),

fop newcomers: f Andre Ray, F Jesus Rodriguez. G Brendon
Dunlop ?, sVv^B
Outlook: The Hokies lost four of five starters from last year's
NCAA team, meaning Custis w,|l go it atone in Blocksburg this

year Unproven youlh could be a problem for Foster, who will

retire at the endorse season but he is more concerned about
who will play tnatoke of big men on his squad Keefe Matthews
may be the man, but then again f? night be Alvoro Tor. Either way,
Foster has got to find someone To take the defensive focus off of

Custis.

Duquesne Dukes
Location: Pittsburgh, Penn.
Home arena: A J Palumbo Center (6,200)
Coach: Scott Edgar
Career record: 88-58 (live years)

Last year's record: 9-18, 3 13 A-10 (fifth place tie West)
fop returnees: Sr G fern Pipkins (14 1 ppg 2.7 rpg), Jr. F Kevin
Price (14 7 ppg, 6 7 rpyj, j. G M»ke Jomes ( 1 4.2 ppg, 3 5 rpg)
fop newcomers: F Clifton Jones, F Rob Johnson, F Devone
Stephenson GMurkell Sneed
Outlook: ft is soid thai experience pays off If so the Dukes are in

a good position, returning oil five starters from lost year's squad,
which lost nme gomes by eight points or fewer. Pipkins, who has
already totaled over 1,000 curaer points, and James wiH team in
the backeourt; while Price Nick Bosic and Neil Mood wiR take
care of the frontcourt duties

La Salle Explorers
Location: Philadelphia, Penn
Home arena: CoreStates Spectrum (18,168)
Coach: William "Speedy" Morris
Career record: 183-119 (10 years)
Last year's record: 6-24, 3-13 A-T0 (fifth place tie West)
fop returnees: Jr G Mike G.zzi (13 4 ppg, 5 5 rpg), Jr G Shawn
Smith (8 9 ppg, 3 9 rpg), Sr. F Everett Catlm (7 4 ppg, 6 7 rpg)
fop newcomers: G Dannie Carr, F/C Travar Johnson, G Ronnie
Braxton

Outlook: The Explorers hove o solid guard tandem in Gizzi and
Smith, but the questions lie jp front. Roma irte Haywood graduated
and took the bulk of Lo Solle's scoring with him Catlm and Olof
Landgren will team in the frontcourt, but Moms s without a
proven center. Lad Ketner was supposed to fill mat spot before he
changed his mind and headed north to UMass Now it will be up
to Johnson or Jasper van Teeseling

y«

Xavier Musketeers
Location: Cincinnati, Ohio
Home arena: Cincinnati Gardens (10,100)
Coach: Skip Prosser

Career record: 53-33 (three yeais)

Last year's record: 1 3- 1 5, 8- 8 I th i rd place >

fop returnees: So G Gory Lumpkin (1 1.2 ppg, 2 7 rpg), So G/F
Darnell Williams (1 2.3 ppg, 4.3 rpg). So. G Lenny Brown (12 5
ppg, 4.1 rpg)

fop newcomers: F/C Nate Turner, F James Posey, F Torraye
Braggs

Outlook: Prosser has all rive starters bock, and he expects big
things from them all. He seems to have no problems getting
guards to his program (his current roster lists six of them), and he
has started to build a frontcourt Lumpkin will feel most of the
pressure, but he should get hc-fp from Brown and. in the front-

court, TJ Johnson. But like much of the A- 10, Xavier kicks a true
center.

Collegian Sports Extra
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By Chris Stamm
Collegian Sports

Massachusetts' men's basketball couch lames "Bruiser"
Him first had an inclination that coaching basketball was
something he wanted to do with his life when he was just a
sophomore playing ball at St. [oseph's Universitj
*Mj dad coached what the) call Uidds League in the

Sonnj Hill League [in Philadelphia], and one morning he
needed somebod) to help drive the kids to the game." Flint
recalled.

"So he calls me up at seven in the morning to get me to
ilme these kids lo the game I drove them, hut [when we go)
there

|
the other coach didn't show up. so he said. I'll coach

this team, you coach m\ team "

"Aftei the game. I was collecting the uniform- and all the
little kids were asking, 'Are you coming back nexi week''
and one little kid kept s.tsmg. tome on hack. We'd rather
have you coach than sour dad '

\iul to he honest with you,
I've had the hug from that point on."

In roughl) I I sears since that das. I lint climbed the ranks
from player to assistant coach and is noss replacing one ol
college basketball's most famous coaches.
When Minuteman coach lohn C'alipari opted to lease

l Mass to coach the NBA's Vvs |erse) Nets, the
Massachusetts administration didn't need to look past the
end ol the bench tor his replacement
v an assistant coach under Caltpari lor the past seven

sear-. Hint has been a major force in bringing the I Mass
program into the spotlight, most notabls lor his strength <i-

cruiter

In the summer ol \W>, Rinl ssas a finalist lor the coach
ing job at his a |ma mater St. Joseph's, and sshile he ssas not
hired, it ssas clear that he ssas reads to take control ol his
ossn team.

I lint got tsso chances to get his feet sset last season. When
Ml \inerican center Marcus lambs collapsed before the
tip oil at St. Bonaventure and C'alipari accompanied him to
the hospital, I lint coached the team to a hi 52 ss in. I.atci in

the season, he took the reins at home ss hen Calipari ssas

elected in a Kb 76 loss tl , George Washington
Noss i lint. 51. is the man in charge lull time and the sec-

ond youngest His. I coach, next to I BSt Carolina's |oe I Voles.
One ol the first hurdles he must overcome is comparison

ssith his predecessor V an assistant, I lint ssas a cornerstone
ol the program, helping the Minutcmcn to Use consecutive
NCAA lournamenis and an overall record ol 185-53 in

seven sears the fourth most victories in thai amount ol

lime.

While aware that mans mas its to Compare him to Coach
Cal, Flint is not concerned
"When people talk about I Mass basketball, they're going

to talk about lohn Calipari, that's (he first name that's going
if some up." I lint said. "I could be here lor 20 seats and
the) \sill still be talking about him."
With the help ol a strong freshman class. Flint js looking

lo expand upon the success he had been a pan ol during the

Calipari sears

"As head coach, I want to ssin a National Championship.''
Hint said. "I don't knoss if I'm going to do it this sear or
when I'm going to do it. Ms whole thing, especial!) ssith this

team, is to get better as the sear goes on. tts to improve as a

coach and as a teacher. I think if I can do that, then m\ team
will improve."

\s far as improvements are concerned, flint says that the

Collegian Sports Extra

general philosoph) ol the program ssill not change drastical-
I) noss that he is at the helm. There arc reasons sshs L Mass
has emerged as a basketball power OVei ihe scars, and he is

reluctant to change Ihe style ol the team he helped to build.
"We .ne going to plas the same attacking, aggressive,

rebounding, in sour face, disc on the floor type ball that
sse'se plased in the past." | lint said. "It's not like I'm com-
ing here and I'm not familiar ssith the situation

"I've been here lor eight years noss. I knos\ the ssstem and
I think it's ,, good one There mas be some things that sse'll
do differently, hut I'd sa) it's going to be about 95 percent
the same."

Ihe one aspect ol the team that ssill see some changes is

I Mass' frontcourt. With Camby's exit to the pros and the
luation of Dana Dingle and Donta Bright, there are three

empts spots in the starting line up
V- lor frontcourt veterans, onl) sixth and seventh men

seniot Tyrone Weeks and junior Inus Norville are back for
the '96 "97 campaign.

Hosseser. I lint has confidence in his rookies, and feels that
ssith time, the) ssill adjust to the college game. I hough he
doe- base the privilege ol a returning backcourt which is

touted a- 'the nation's best." I lint insists (hat the) ssill not
be forced to do it all.

"We have always said ii sou don't base post presence then
you're a baud." I lint said. "Don't think that sse are gi.ii

shoot 30 three pointers a night because sse base Carmelo
and I cigar out there. I like out stslcol plas. It'sssell balanced
and everybod) gets a chance to do their thing."

It's a isso wa) street loi his players as well.

FLINT, page 38
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All
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Included
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Hot Water
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Summer!

In Ireland

Ireland Today

learning at

UMass Boston ranges far

and wide.

In Mexico
Spanish

Language and Culture

(Also towwhousc smrro»2
1ENT TO AMHERST. UMASS ft

RSTATE91
J SCENIC HIKING TRAILS ON 28 WOODED A<

J Olympic Size Pool
J TENNIS. VOLLEYBALL . AND BASKETBALL
J Free Pobuc transportation
j 24 Hour Maintenance

On Nantucket!
Playwnting and
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CLIFFI
APAR T M E N T

and over five hundred

courses available this
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Environment

On Nantucket Island

I Marine Biology .
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University of Massachusetts Boston
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Email dce@umbsky.cc.umb.edu
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SEASONS
RTE. 9 HADLEY 584-8174

Monday - Saturday 9:00am- 1 1 :00pm ^mmf
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: \ Discover .xirpteel -mm*)**

DISCOUNT LIQUORS
BEER • WINE • KEGS • ICE • CIGARS

SAM ADAMS
1*12,: But

$18.99 . u,

IcMilOS t IT

14 Ma Im
114 49 - <•>

SEAGRAMS 7

$8.99 7$0nil

JOJE CUIRVO

$9.99 7so.

HARPOON
24 l2o* Boll

$17.99 « dip

RED WOLF

24 I2oj Bott.

$14.99 dip

CROWN ROYAL

$13.99 750ml

SARANAC
24 I2ex Bttt.

$17.99 * d«p

BUSCH ft IT

SOpli I2oj tint

$11.99 + dep

i ft B SCOTCH

$14.99 750ml

i i;i i 4.ii i

IIKAI»l»l\f,!

MOOSEHEAD
24 12.; Ball.

$15.99 6 dip

MILLER HIGH LIFE

30»k 12.7 cam

$11.99 » die

HEINEKEN

24 \lu Boll.

$18.99 t dee

BUD DRV

24 l2o; Bolt.

$9.99 dot

SOUTHERN

COMFORT

$8.49/ 750ml

VI I VOIK
HOI III \V &
(.III GIVING

NEEDS!
SCHARFFEN

BERCER

$10.99 750«

DOMAINE

CHAND0N
$11.99' 750m

10

TAITTINGER

$22.99 750ml

MARTINI ft

ROSSI

$8.49 750ml

W00DBRIDGE
Cilir.it & C»i-I>»"ii

$10.99/1.51

KENDAL JACKSON

Chardoriniy

$9.99 750ml

K0RBEI

$8.69 750ml

Tons
$4.99 750ml

GOLDSCHIACER

$14.99/ 750ml

ROUND HILL

Ciiar.et t Cairt'oMiy

$10.99/ i.5L

6LEN ELLEN

Chardoniiay

$4.49 750ml

BALIAT0RE

Sp.maflle

$4.99 750ml

BARCARDI RUM

$7.99 7S0ml

KIlllANS

24 l2o/ Bolt.

$16.99 -.dip

M.G.D. A LT

24 l2oz Bott

$9.99 d.p

CORONA
14-ttH Bolt.

$16.99 dip

MOLSON
24 l2o; Bolt

$15.99 +dip

SALE I Mil
next u:\K!

SAMBUCA
ROMANO

$15.49 750ml

10%
OiT

\i I. (if. \ it

M IIIIIWS v./ I MISS
K-K\l I lllkl I sun:

CARLO ROSSI

$6.99/ 4.0L

WATERBR00K
Chardonnay

$7.99/ 750ml

R. H. PHILLIPS

Barral Cuvie Chard.

$5.99/ 750ml

FRANZIA

$6.99 5.01 bn

COOKS

$4.49' 750ml

f.OOO LUCK TO
ititusiK
& I MASS

BASKETBALL!

JACK DANIELS

$11.99/ 750ml

DEWARS SCOTCH

$14.99' 750ml

FETZER

Barrel Sileet Chard.

$8.29/ 750ml

VICH0N

Me riot ft Chardonnay

$7.69' 750ml

CANADIAN MIST

$7.99' 750ml

COOKIES ft

CREAM

$8.29 750ml

RIUNITE WINES

$6.49/1.51

DRAGANI

Monti Pulei.de

$3.49/ 750ml

>ll UK* I IIKIS I M \s

KISIIKSTO All

I mm i In- kriipcy.ak
I :miil> A Saaii l»arr>J
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Edgar

Padilla

6-2 • 175

Sr. Guard • Too Alta, RR.

"UMass has been a

winning program since

I've been here. It means
a lot to me to come to a

program like this where

everybody's working

hard."

-Edgor Padilla

1995-96

8.9 ppg, 247 assists,

108 steals

Career

6.9 ppg, 433 assists,

184 steals

By Casey Kane &
Chris Stamm

Collegian Sports
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\i the beginning of last year's col-

lege basketball season, critics scruti-

nized the Massachusetts backcourt of

i .I- ,n Padilla and Carmeio fravieso.

Willi the loss ol proven point guard
Derek Kellogg and little help coming
ofl the bench, as then freshman
thai lion Clarke was sidelined with a

knee injur) earl) in the campaign, the

paii needed to prove itself.

In a matter ol months, the) went
from being the center of skepticism to

the center ol attention, earning the

title ol "best backcourt in t he nation"

b) media throughout the country,

Vfter leading the Massachusetts
men's basketball team to its first everV \ \ I inal Four and playing on the

Puerto Rican National Team in its

10th plaee showing in the I Wo
Vtlanta Olympics, the dynamic duo
returns to provide the nueleus of a

young I Mass squad.

You've heard all the cliches: the)

were born on the same da) on the

same island ol Puerto Rico. Now hear

what the tii captains have to -av

about Massachusetts basketball.

Edgar Padilla

I lie critics were especiall) hard on
Padilla.

When Kellogg came to I Mass, crit-

ics across the state hounded
then I Mass coach |ohn Calipari for

giving the guard a chance. Those crit-

ics went otiK slightlv easiei on
Padilla, who entered last season as a

relatively untested and therefore rela-

livel) unproven point man.

One thousand three hundred fift)

one minutes alter the NM5 % col-

basketball season started, Padilla

and his backcourtmate Travieso were
being lauded b) media nationwide as

the best guard tandem in the country.

I lie praise didn't come easily, a*

Padilla played an average ol 36.5 min-
utes pel game to earn his tf.c) points

per game scoring average.

\ltcr Clarke was sidelined with an
injury dining the season opener,
Padilla and Travieso weie left with lit-

tle on court relief. This year, with

Clarke health) to start the year,

Padilla -hcukl see more rest, which
could in turn make him more effec-

tive a thought opponents dread.

Travieso has found his niche as

I Mass' resident long range bomb
ialist, while Padilla settled into

his role o\ coordinating a calculating

defense.

But that was last veat that the (WO
searched to find and distinguish their

roles. This year, they have a greatet

task at hand — providing guidance
and leadership to the group of new-
comers involved with the UMass pro-

gram, while preparing themselves for

the relentless locus opposing teams
will surely give them.

"(Being the nation's best back
court |'s not reallv the pressure we
have right now." Padilla said. "The
pressure we have right now is to lead

these guvs. The toughest thing lor us

right now is leading these guvs and
being leaders loi these guvs because
we haven't done this before.

"With these new guvs, it's on us

whatever the) do. We have to help

them out. hut sometimes that gets

kind of tough because sometimes you
have lo get going yourself," he contin-

ued. "Nobody's going to help vou and
vou have lo be read) everyday and
help them to be read) everyday."

However, being the lop rated guard
tandem has come because oi the tan

dem's working together Padilla and
fravieso have a almost telepathic wav
of communicating, which helps

I Mass and foils the opposition.

"I just know the wav he plav-.

Padilla said. ' Iho wav he shoots, and
where he wants the hall. He knows
I'm going to gel him open, that I'm

going to get him the ball. And I just

give him the ball where he wants."
I acing the last year ol his collegiate

career. Padilla exudes pride when he
talks about his days as a Mmulenian

"I Mass has been a winning pro
gram since I've heen here. People
work hard here." he said "All mv life

I've worked hard, mv family's worked
hard.

"It means a lot to me to come lo a

program like this where everybody's
working hard and everybody's trying

to get better and everybody's trying to

woik for the same thing. You've got

to leel proud about it.

"To be surrounded with guvs and
coaches thai work hard for everything
the) have and are working hard for

whatever thev want, that's whai I

want. That's the wav I was raised and
that's the wav I grew up. I hat reallv

makes vou leel proud to be pan ol

this program."
I hat pride was also present, though

the point guard's jerse) was different,

when Padilla played lot the Puerto

Rican National team as this year's
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Olympic Games.
"h meant a lot [to play for the

national leam|." Padilla -aid. "The

national team was everything in

Puerto I\k o when I was growin

That vva- then role W hen I wax

ing up. instead ol watching ihe NB \.

I was w. lulling the national team plav

in any tournament thev went to

"loi me to have aii opportunity to

be a part ol thai team. .tnA not onlv be

pan ot ii the Olympics.

Not every athlete gets ihe opportunity

to the Olymp
It meant a loi lo Padilla to give

something hack to the island where he

got his basketball start,

"It's something unbelievable, "he

-aid. "It's haul lo describe how

Collegian Sports Extra

vou leel when you're a part ol that

team and when vou plav lor your

country. Ihe countr) where vou

learned to plav basketball, and vou

have the opportunity to give a little

back to them."

I lis lamilv mean- a lot lo Padilla.

"Mv lather, when I was growing up.

was ai ever) game I played in." Padilla

said. "I don't think jim parents] real-

lv understand what'- going on so far.

the) know that I'm playing, but thev

don't reallv understand ihe level I'm

playing at and the opportunities I may
iiave alter this.

•

|
Mv brother] believe- this more

than I Ao."

Ihe senior now stands toe-to toe

with hi- final year in maroon and

white. \s he look- simultaneous!)

back on his career and forward to his

future. Padilla ha- considered the

thought ol continuing hi- basketball

career in the NB V
"I look at | the NB \| the same wav I

looked al ihe nation. il team." Padilla

-aid. "It'- hard lor me to believe that

I'm going to have an opportunity."

That NBA career could -tart with

In- former coach. Calipari ha- stated

that in next |une's NBA Draft, he will

look lo add one ol hi- former guards

to his New ler-ev Net- roster.

"We're a package." Travieso said at

the thought ol splitting up the tandem,

Carmeio Travieso

If the senior iri- captain is one
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thing, he is a true guard. He
can puss, ho can plav

defense, and most of all, he
is UMass' loading outside
lineal.

" rrej vieso," as the
Minutemen faithful have
lovinglj dubbed him,
proved his merit last season
as he rose to prominence.
Playing almost ever) game
in its entiret) with an aver
age of >5.8 minutes per
game. Travieso tireless!)

made ihe most of his min-
utes on the floor.

Anyone who has watched
the 6 fool 2 senior from
rhayer Academ) on the
court can attest to his

marksmanship, In last

year's home game against

Temple, rravieso scored a

team high 2b points with
eight treys. tgainst
Duquesne, he lit it up for

$3 points on I I foi 1

5

three point shooting.

Alter drilling 104
three-pointers last season
setting a new Atlantic 10
record, he is well on his

waj to writing himseli into

the historj hooks. In fact,

Travieso needs just t-,8 more
treys to become I Mass'
all-time leader in thai cate-

gory.

That ma) not be eas) to

do. now that the
Travieso/Padilla backcourt
has been named the
nation's best L Mass's

sharpshooter is sure to he
the target of man) an

•sing defense, but
rravieso is not concerned.
"lust because we're

labeled as that [the best

backcourt in the nation],
people are going to come
out and If) to prove that

we're not. or that the) are
just as good as we are sup-
posed to be." Travieso said.
"

I his kind ol reminds me ol

when me and Edgar were
Marling, we were going up
against guys thai were sup-
posed to be ihe best back
courts and how hard we
had to work to heat them
"We were in their shoes

Once and now the) want to

prove themselves to us. We

JUSI have to go out and not
forget all the things that
give us this recognition and
keep working hard. It's just
a label, il \ou don't go out
and plav hard, it goes right
c Hit the window."

I here ate a lot ol things
working in Travieso's favor
that point towards another
successful season. Playing
in last summer's Olympics
with Padilla, the friends
and roommates oil (he
court cemented their
friendship even further.

" Ihe more time we spent
together on and oil the
Court, it helped us ,,s

friends .tnd as teammates."
rravieso said. "We spent a
lot ol time together since
the beginning ol last year.
And now this year, j, seems
like I've seen him everyda)
practicing on different
teams and playing. I guess
il helped us because we
> loser.

"I don't know how much
closer we can gel. but I

guess n is always going to
help us when it comes
down to playing on the
court."

Oil the court, Travieso.

along with some of his

teammates, have become a
role model lor the nation's
Hispanic community. While
his haul work and dedica-
tion pa) oil in athletics, he
feels this js something that

can be applied to life in

general.

"It's
| speaking to the

Hispanic community]
important because we are
doing something thai is

positive." Travieso said.

"We are in college and play-
ing basketball so a lot ol

kids look up lo us. \ lot ol

people m the Hispanic com
numitv look up to us

because ol what we were
able to accomplish.

"We like to go out and
talk to these people to let

them know
i hat we come

from the same background
andii ju-t took a little bit of
desire and determination lo
get to where we wanted to

go. II you work at some-

CoHegtan Sports Extra

thing, vou can do the same thing."
Travieso will have to be a role

model lor his team as well. With the
addition ol six rookie players, some
of whom will see considerable min-
utes in the Irontcourt, he and Padilla
will be the glue that holds the team
together.

"At lit st it's goitig to be a little bit

different because we have to adjust
to their style ol plav and the) will
have to adjust to our style," Travieso
said. "Hut that is what practice is lor.

that's what ihe coaches are there lor.

to restrict people's games, to tell

players what the) need to do so we
can gel together as a team

"

Regardless. Travieso thinks the
team's style ol plav is much more
important than who is on the court.
In fact, he sees shadows of past
I Mass teams similar to this year's
squad.

"We've won a lot ol games here
because of our effort and our style of

plav." he said. "Not because of who
jumps higher, who shoots better, or
who looks better. We win games the

old lashioned way, we just go out
there and tough it out."

Playing his final year in maroon
and white. Travieso is beginning to
think of life alter the last whistle
sounds. When former UMass coach
lohn Calipari joined the NBAs New
lersev Nets, he remarked that he
would be interested in signing one ol
his former guards.

"You always tiv to reach .is far as

you can go as I,,, as vou can push
yourself," he said ol plaung in the
NBA. "The NBA, that's as fat as
vou can go in basketball, that's
where evervbodv wants to plav.
Hopefully, I'll get the opportunity,
but not that main people get to
plav with that elite group of plav
CIS."

And if his dream ol playing with
the big boys doesn't come true'
"I'm a finance major and I've

always wanted to he a stock broker,
so hopefully I'll be in the monej one
wa) or the other."

Either way, the Minutemen have
struck it rich in the backcourt.

h* Carmelo

Travieso

6-2 • 1 80
Sr. Guard • Boston

"We win games the

old fashioned way, we
just go out there and
tough it out."

-Carmelo Travieso

1995-96

1 2.6 ppg, 79 assists,

49 steals

Career

7.2 ppg, 121 assists,

71 steals

Collegian Sports Extra
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TY'S TIME TO SHINE
Weeks brings experience, leadership to team

6-7 • 260
Sr. Forward

Philadelphia

"As long as Ty plays

the way he has in the

past, rebound the ball

and play great

defense, thafs show-

ing what needs to be

done by example."

-James "Bruiser" Flint

1995-96

5.8 ppg, 5.2 rpg,

1 7 blocks

Career

5.1 ppg, 5.0 rpg,

29 blocks

i«

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Sports

We've all seen the Sports Center
highlights.

It's tournament time and the cur-

rent, soon-to-be NBA superstar is

strutting his stuff after throwing
down a crowd-pleasing jam. He ver-
ages 25 points a game and he and the

rest of the world knows it.

There is something to be said about

quiet, consistent leadership and the

Massachusetts men's basketball team

has a prime example of such in senior

tri-captain Tyrone Weeks.
Throughout his last two yean on

the floor for the Minutemen. Weeks
has been a quiet leader. While play-

ing alongside one of the strongest

frontcourts in the nation last year, the

Philadelphia native proved to be one
of the NCAA's top sixth men.
This year, things have changed.

Gone is the front court duo of for-

wards Dana Dingle and Donta Bright.

With two big holes to fill and a roster

deep in rookie talent, Weeks will not

only be playing an increased role on the

court but in the locker room as well

After sitting out his first year due to

Prop 48 restrictions and battling

through injuries his sophomore and
junior seasons. the 6-foot-7,

260-pound power forward comes to

the 1996-97 campaign free from
injury.

"He worked hard this summer and
he's in great shape." Massachusetts

coach lames "Bruiser" Flint said. "We
talked a lot this summer. This is the

first year he has really been health) in

the preseason and he has actually

been able to work over the summer.
"We've just got our fingers crossed

and hope things work out for him
because he is excited about the tea-

son. This is his opportunity to go out

there and show what he can do ;is a

full-time player."

While the media focused on the

slam-dunking exploits of

Ail-American Marcus Camby and the

potent guard tandem of Edgar Padilla

and Carmelo Travieso during last

year's NCAA Tournament, Weeks bat-

tled in the shadows, putting up some
impressive numbers.

In UMass' 79-63 Sweet Sixteen win

over Arkansas last year, he led the

Minutemen with lb points and seven

boards. In the squad's 86-62 beating

of Georgetown in the Elite Eight.

Weeks led UMass with eight

rebounds in the win.

Night after night. Weeks came oil

the bench and played with the aggres-

sive intensity that IS UMass basketball

whenever his team needed him.

whether it he for eight minutes or 28
minutes

However, he often stepped onto the

court in pain, hampered by a nagging
loot injur) thai by season's end had
many writers speculating if he would
even play this year

Why.' Why would someone inflict

pain upon themselves night after

night?

"I knew that my team needed me
and that once I quit, things might not

work out for us." Weeks said. "I was
n't worried about myself. I was more
worried about the team. Once I

walked out onto the court, I blocked

all of that
|
pain | out and played hard

for everyone."
\s a senior. Weeks will be one of a

handful of veterans looked upon to

shape the attitudes ol the younger
players, yet this is not something new
to him.

"I tell | the rookies | don't ever give

up, don't ever stop playing." Weeks
explained. "When you are on the

court, play as hard as you can and it

will get better for you. Because if you
don't play hard, then you won't get

better as a player."

His coach sees him as a leader as

well.

"He was a leader last vear." flint

said. "He was a leader in the locker

room. He made guys come out and do
what they were supposed to do. As
long as Ty plays the wav he has in the

past, rebound the ball and play great

defense, that's showing what needs to

be done by example.

"If a guy gets out of hand and he

has to get on him a little bit. that's

fine too. That's what senior leader-

ship is all about. I always tell my guys
that you don't have to be vocal, you
have to lead by example, and that's

what Tyrone does."

Turn to WEEKS, page 38
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fitUJttl BRLAK SPECIALS

Great Skiing... Fabulous Price... Ambiance

MTIS: JANUARY 10 17, 1997, OR MARCH 14 21, 1997

l\ 1 1 Kl Vlvl \ |\ SWITZERLAND
Ski the fantastic Jungfrau ski region. The worlds longest
lift IShilthorn)... highest railway station Uungfraujoch). .

highest restaurant fPiz Gloria). Close-by Berne.

Switzerland; medieval capital

Trip Includes:
Round Trip on Swiss Air from Boston or JFK to Zurich

(Newark & Philly available)

6 Nights Accommodations, Breakfast & Dinner Daily
Airport Transfers. Taxes and Service

We offer Ski & Adventure Travel packages throughout the
United States, Canada. & Europe Please contact Linda

for your full color brochure.

Ski 93 Trips b Adventure Travel
P.O. Box 338, Auburn, NH 03032

Call Toll Free 1-800-845-7669 or 603-483-2933
Visit our site: http: , www.Ski93Trips.com

E-Mail: Ski93Tnps@Worldnet.att.net

Vegetarian Chili

Hot Mulled Cider

Soap & Sandwich..?

and "The Best Coffee in

the Valley"

Open
103 N. Pleasant 7 Days
Amherst a Week

Collegian Sports Extra
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MULLINS CENTER
University of Massachusetts Amherst

Proud Your Entertainment Destination

basketball
1 -<

Box Office & Event Informati
(413)545-050

Public Skating & Racquetba!
(413) 545-3990

Function Room Rentals
Group Sales, Administratis

(413)545-3001

AWARD WINNING
LOCAL SERVICE

• Full Service

Autobody
Insurance

Approved
• Full Selection of Genuine GM
Goodwrench parts.

• Mass. State Inspection Station #3243
• Fine Selection of New and Used Cars &
Trucks.

• Ask About Our FREE 18 Point

IGESmhc Ge® * Discount For Croup Leaders
* Campus Reps Can Earn a Free Trip

DICKINSON ST. • BETWEEN RT. 9 & MAIN ST.

253-3444 • PARTS LINE 253-5928 I-800-999-SKI-9

Charlton

Clarke

CoUtpan Sports Extra

6-3 • 205
So. Guard • Bronx, N.Y.

"You don't key on

me, I'll kill you. That's

the mentality I have. If

everybody's going to

slack off on me, I'm

just going to kill them

softly."

-Charlton Clarke

1995-96

1 .4 ppg, 1 6 assists,

10 steals

Career

1 .4 ppg, 1 6 assists,

1 steals

Collegian Sports Extra

SITTING PRETTY
Clarke brings depth to nations best backcourt

By Casey Kane
Collegian Sports

Mici Charlton Clarke went down
with a broken bone in his fool during
die Massachusetts men's basketball

team's season opener againsi Kentucky
lasi year, the effect ol the injur) was
two told.

The then Freshman was burdened b)

not onlj his foot, but also bj the

weight) expectations regarding his

pla)

\- niK ol the two top rated recruits

I Mass brought in that yeai (along with

Lari Ketner). Clarke was expected to

perform well, and perform earl)

\lict missing 14 games, the guard
struggled to regain his form and shool

ing touch.

But it is a new year and Clarke is pre-

pared to prove hi^ worth to those who
Jouht his abilit).

"I'm on .i warpath, I can real!) say."

Clarke said. "I feel like I have to prove
myself to everybody. Basicall) come out

and be the player I know I can he."

Clarke now has the framework I

just that.

I ast year he laid the foundation,

learning the guard game from I \1a^-'

current Martins! tandem. Edgar Padilla

and Carmelo Travieso. Even while

injured, Clarke was able to watch the

two, talk to them, preparing himsell

mentally until he was eventually able to

pla) against them, and others.

"There is no pressure [on me|."
Clarke said. "I'm in cruise control right

now. I'm at the lop ol the ship."

I his past summei Clarke was a mem-
ber ol Team \merica, an elite group ol

collegiate athletes who played a

two week tour in Italy. He was a stand-

out vu the trip, averaging 22 points 7

rebounds and 5 assist., per game.
Ihe sophomore «,h named the

team's most valuable playei alter guid-

ing the group to a 8 l record, includ-

ing a "i0 point win over the Italian

lunioi National leant.

"I went over there to gel my confi-

dence back, I lost a lot ol weight, I was
working out all thai time." Clarke said.
" \ trip like that made me gel mv confi-

dence back. I played with a lot of great

college players who have proven them
selves. For me to go down there with

them was a big thrill for me."

I hi- year, Clarke will be the man

I Mass coach lames "Bruiser" I lint will

rely on to relieve Padilla and Travieso.

\ versatile player, Clarke can either run

the point or pla) the off-guard, making
him .i valuable resource off the bench
lor I lint.

"II Edgar goes out with loul trouble

I'm at the one [position], il Carmelo
goes out with loul trouble I'm at the

two." Clarke said. "I'm there to take oil

pressure from [Edgar and Carmelo]
because everybody's going to be gun-
ning lor them this year. Basically, I'm

there to sa) I isten, those are inv two
guvs and they're on my team and that's

not going to happen.'"

Clarke is happy with his role on this

veai's team. He is slow!) making the

transition into a leadership role, while
still learning the system.

"I'm definitely comfortable with mv
role on this team." Clarke said.

"I here's no pressure. I'll come in and
get mv quiet 15. quiet 20 and eveiy-

body'll be like 'where did he come
From?'

"Nobody's expecting me to do any-

thing because I didn't do anything last

veai. Ybu don't kev on me. I'll kill \ou."

he continued. That's the mentalitv I

have. II everybody's going to slack oil

on inc. I'm just going to kill them soft-

ly"

Before UMass, Clarke was a

stand-oul al St. Raymond's in the

Bronx. There he averaged 27.6 points.

7.1 rebounds and 5.4 assists a game.
"In high school I was aggressive," he

said. "I took the ball to the basket and
shot whenever I felt comfortable.
Basically be a player. I asi year I wasn't
a player, I was anxious and fidgety. Now
I just have to s|uvv down a step, plav

like the playei that I am and have fun."

Last season at L Mass, Clarke plaved

alongside Fellow St. Raymond's alum.
Dana Dingle, (his year, Clarke's uni-

form is emblazoned with No. 5.

Dingle's old number, a tact Clarke

attributes to his summer success in the

number and a silent tribute to Dingle.

"I fell like last year ihe No. 5 gave
me bad luck." he said. "I changed it to

three because I wore it a couple ol

times when I was home, and plus

because ol Dana. Dana went to m\
high school and I fell like he didn't get

the recognition in that number like he

should have."
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Work Over Break
We are offering great temporary
taking inventories near your home

January Break.

sider All We H-av Offer :

• Starting Salary from $6.50 to $7.50
• Paid Training and Management Programs

* Morning, Evening and Weekend Hour* *

• Flexible Schedules • Potential for

Advancement • $$$ Potential •

Ideal for Students

Work 30 on more hours during wmter break.

District Phone #s:

Boston- f617]4S4-17$8; North Boston- (50S\657-SS22;

South Boston- IS0SI821-H89; Plymouth « Cape Cod- I50$}$33-0750;

Now Hampshire- 1603^72-8483; Maine- I207}8S*4500;

Worcester- [508J832-6152; Springfieldfiocalh I413I737-$93S;

Providence, RX- I50SJ336-5655; Hartford, Conn.- (860f64S-9573

RGIS INVENTORY
SPECIALISTS

fc30*"-*:30~ RM. 162-75

erSO^-lrSO*" RM 16SC
l;3CT*-8:30~ RM. 911-15

O CM P
The Off Campus Meal Plan

CURRENTLY FEATURING THESE
FINE RESTAURANTS: 3

siudL-ni doesn't mean you

have I.' eai like .iiu'

t
Newman * » I

Center ^^J-
Cafeterla

N^^;fij

DELIVERS

FOR MORH INFO:
Xs

1-888-211-6267



Inus

orville

6-8 • 225

Jr. Forward

Fayetteville, N.C.

"I'm ready to do

whatever they ask me.

I'll go in and rebound,

defend, run the court,

grab loose balls. Just

play hard and have

fun."

-Inus Norville

1995-96

2.4 ppg, 2.1 rpg,

22 blocks

Career

2.5 ppg, 2.2 rpg,

43 blocks

RISING TO THE TOP
Veteran fonxxwd adds experience to frontcourt

By Steven Grant
Collegian Sports

Marcus Camby, the last erf five team-

mates running back to the defensive

end. raises hi- Rsl in the air aftei paw-

ing hall court, lohn Calipari tUITU and

points to his -uh. airead) on the edge ol

his seat. M the next whistle. No. 50

heads into the game, and holds down

the fort until the superstar catches his

breath.

That was a frequent scenario last sea-

ion, when the Massachusetts basket

ball team was headed for the Final Foul

and it- greatest year ever.

Now Camby and Coach Cal have

headed for bigger and better things,

but Inus Norville, No. 50, still remains

I he opportunity, however big or

small, is now there fot \or\ille to

decide when he enters a game And it

he makes the most of it. he'll be the one

telling coach lames "Bruiser" I lint

when he wants out of a game.

The question is. can he be the next

man in the middle, or will the spot go

to an aspiring. hungry newcomer like

lari Ketner or Ajmal Hash?

"I don't know what exactly my role

on this team is right now. to tell >ou the

truth." said Norville. "It's like Coach

I lint said, anybody can start. So we'll

see I'm read) to do whatever the) ask

me. I'll go in and rebound, defend, run

the court, grab loose balls, lust play

hard and have tun."

That's been Notville's philosoph) to

dale, and when you're backing up the

best player in the nation, it's probably

one of the best there is. Actually, when

given quality minutes, the man his

teammates refer to as "Big Hog" has

put up quality numbers.

last season, when Camb) lot t the

Southern California game with an

injury, Norville came up with nine

points on 4 tor b shooting, eight

rebounds and three blocks in 28 min-

utes. Seven games later, when he

notched 10 points and lour boards in

27 minutes at Duquesne.

Although he seems to sh> away from

discussing the idea. Norville has at

least a chance at logging serious min-

utes on a regular basis.

"Time will tell. I can't predict," he

said. "Anything can happen. I could go

down tomorrow and break my leg or

something. Right now. I'm just hoping

this team will come together and be

successful as soon as possible."

I he Mmutemen's lone junior thinks

it's just a matter ol time.

"It's haul lo sa\ iust when." he says.

"It depends on how well we play with

each other. We're such a young team.

In a couple of weeks or so. when every

bod) learns all the plays, we'll be a

good team."

Norville feels the program didn't

skip a beat when it replaced Calipari

with Flint io teach those plays, espe-

ciall) with experienced players like

Edgai Padilla and Carmelo Travieso

easing the transition. He sees the two

coaches as different individuals but

Turn lo NORVIUE poge 38

L-TRAIN ARRIVES
Sophomore Lari Ketner has some big shoes to fill

By Leigh Torbin
Collegian Sports

22
Collegian Sports Extra

Put quite bluntly, the last guy who
played center for the Massachusetts

men's basketball team was fair!)

decent.

There will be a new lace camped

out under the basket at the William

I). Mullins Center this year though,

and while he's received hvpc in sever-

al preseason national publications.

I ai i Ketnei realizes that he is not No.

21.

"I Marcus Camby] was a different

type of player." Ketner said. "He was

a lot more versatile than me. I'm

more ol a true center, so there aren't

mam comparisons. We're different.

People will probablv expect things

out o\ me that the) would probablv

expect out of Marcus, but I'm going

io locus on what I can do."

For a year Ketner watched Irom the

sidelines, sitting out last year as a

Prop 48 Student. An example ot what

a hard worker Ketner is. though, is

that he earned a spot on the Athletic

Director's Honor Roll last year with a

CPA of over $.0.

Unlike most newcomers, he has had

a year to bond with his teammates, get

acquainted with his new surround

ings. and most ot all. get a sense ot the

grit and tenacity that delines what

lohn Calipari always referred to as

simply "I Mass basketball."

Ketnei has never played a regu-

lar season minute in \niherst. but

the 6 loot 10. 270-pound center

from Philadelphia has airead) been

billed as an NBA prospect. Camb)
proved his NBA worthiness bv domi-

nating against some of the nation's

lop centers.

In 1996-97, Ketner's first colle-

giate season will see him posting up

against Tim Duncan at Wake Forest,

Alexander Koul of George

Washington, and Temple's Marc

lackson. a preseason third team

Dickie V Rolls Roycer.

"I wanted to plav against the best

and I'm going to get my opportunity

this year." an excited Ketner said.

It isn't only on the court, but on the

sidelines where Ketner will lace chal-

lenges, lames "Bruiser" Flint will be

Collegian Sports Extra

matching wits this year against the

best in the business (Dean Smith,

lohn Thompson. Roy Williams, lerry

Tarkantan, lohn Chanev. et. al> many

of which will no doubt attempt to

pressure the rookie.

here, the year of collegiate season-

ing has helped prepare Ketner. who
knows his role on the team and what

he will need to do and what his team-

mates are capable of doing.

"I have to rebound and be a solid

low -post player," Ketner said. "I hus-

tle, dive out of bounds lor balls, and

try to be in the right place at the right

time on offense and defense. I'm here

for rebounding, defensive shot block-

ing and some scoring here and there."

Flint agrees.

"If he can come out here and

rebound the ball and play good

defense, that's all I ask." I lint said of

Ketner's place on his team. "If he can

do that, we'll be line."

Ketner exhibited his defensive

skills in the two exhibition games.

which the team played prior to press

time, while also demonstrating a

sweet little hook shot on the offensive

end of the court with great touch.

Ketnei will quickly look to emerge

from Camby's shadow and establish

himself as an equally effective, vet

different player

No writer, trainer or coach is going

to get on Ketnei about bulking up the

same way they did with Camby.

Ketner is his own center who would

just like to plav his game, and prove

himself to I Mass fans.

"I just have to come in here to plav

and show the fans what I have."

Ketner said. "The coaches and play-

ers know what I can do. now I just

have to show the school. Marcus is

gone and I have to fill in his shoes

and I'm anxious to show everybody

what I can do and get that whole

comparison thing over with."

Playing center with different styles.

Ketner might hope the on-court com-

parisons to Camby soon end. and that

he is only mentioned in Camby's

breath three years from now: when

the Media Relations staff is placing

his name besides Camby's in the

school's record book.

Lari

Ketner

6-10 • 270

So. Center

Philadelphia, PA

"If he can come out

here and rebound the

ball and play good

defense, that's all I ask.

If he can do that we'll

be fine."

-James "Bruiser" Flint

High school

Roman Catholic High

Philadelphia

24.0 ppg, 15.0 rpg,

4.6 bpg
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NATIVE SON SEEKS IDENTITY
Mass. product Mike Babul looks to contribute in first season

By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Sports

Identity.

An identity is something that oven

freshman searches foi in his first

semester on campus. Whether you are

an English major, a pre med prodigy or

a standout recruit lor the top ranked

Massachusetts men's basketball team.

you spend the early portion of your col-

lege career trying to find out exact!)

who you are

Freshman swingman Mike Babul

doesn't, b) an) means, sutler from an

identity crisis, hut lor the first time

since lie was seven years old, he won't

he known as one of the Babul twins.

Now. lie is simply b foot 6 Mike

Kabul, a true freshman with tremen-

dous athletic ability who will vie lor the

starting small forward spot on one oi

the nation's best collegiate basketball

teams.

On the other hand. Mike's (win

brother. Ion. is a true freshman with

tremendous athletic talent who will

compete lor a starting position on one

ol the nation's top collegiate basketball

teams

Identity crisis? Nah.

Ion will be toiling on the Georgia

lech hardwood lor the next lout years,

and it will be a new experience lor the

I Mass Babul not being on the Hoot

with his partner in womb.

"It was a tough adjustment, at first."

said Kabul of playing basketball with-

out brother. "It is difficult without him

because we used to help each other out.

but it hasn't been that hard because I'm

surrounded bj good players.

"Like, in high school it was just basi-

cally me and Km. and a lew other kids

Now. everybody's just so good which

makes the adjustment that much easi

er."

Kabul, alongside his brother, was a

standout at North \ttleboro High

School in eastern Mass. where he aver-

aged 20 points and eight boards during

his senior season, establishing himsell

as one ol the top 60 high school hoop-

sters in the country (as rated by

Rcidcl's Roundluill Review).

Over the summer. Kabul played with

UMass teammate Motm Mack on the

Boston entrant in the Boston Shootout,

winning the tourney lor the Hub and

Collegian Sports Extra

displaying the kind ol talent that was

headed Amherst's way.

New lersey sent a team to Boston

that included Ajinal Basil and Winston

Smith: sci. the b ball tans in Keantown

got a first hand look at what will be

going on in western Mass lor the next

tout years.

"[The Boston Shootout |
was fun,

Kabul said. "It was the second year I

played in it. so I was used to the Btmos

phere. It was good to plav in the tour-

nament with Monty. We had a gieat

team."

Kabul was on a great team this sum-

mer where he was pretty much The

Man. or at the very least one oi I he

Men. Now. he's one of five freshmen

and six newcomers tl at i Ketnei is a

Piop 4K sophomore i to join one ot the

nation's best squads. He's just one ot

the gu\s looking lor playing time.

Looking to lit in. Looking for an

identity.

"I'd like to come in and make a pret-

ty good contribution my freshman year,

score some baskets and mainly play

good defense and rebound.'' Kabul said

of his role on this year's team. " there s

a little pressure to perform [in the

home state | . a lot ot people know who

I am. I want to do good ami people

probabK expect it.

•| just want to get some time this

year, contribute and progiess every

year,"

l Mass bead man Bruiser Hint

acknowledges the fact that with Kabul

and Co.. he has a corps ot freshmen

that needs to perform.

Smce I have five [freshmen], the) re

going to have to play a large role. II mv

freshmen don't play. I've got tout guys,

so they're going to have to play." I lint

said. "They're going to have to go out

there and give it their best shot, but

they're freshmen. At times the) don't

understand the intensity level that they

have to plav with."

Therein lies the adjustment lor

Kabul, and the rest o\ his freshman

squad. It's a whole new ball game in

college, and Kabul will have to quickly

find out what kind of player he can be-

at UMass if the Minutemen are to live

up lo their vast potential in the near

future.

He knows the team's identitv. he |US1

needs to figure out his own.

Mike

Babul

6-6 • 1 90

Fr. Forward

North Attleboro

"There's a little pres-

sure to perform, a lot

of people know who I

am. I want to do a

good job, and people

probably expect it."

-Mike Babul
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LEARNING FROM THE BEST
tack to learn backcourt system while sitting out this season

By Luke Meredith
Collegian Sports

ntj Mack can still remember the
1 lime he knew he wanted to be i

luteman.

n the) heai North Carolina."

said. "I was watching the game
ith m\ friend and he asked me If I'd go

vlass it thej asked me, and I -aid

When Mike Williams hit the

bucket in the Minutemen'i
b win over North Carolina in the

Preseason \IT. he not on!) helped
1 Mass deleat the No. I team in the

moii. lie .iKo set the program up for

iture.

loi the 1997 98 season, that is.

One ol the more vaunted newcomers
mi the most recent recruiting class,

Mont) \laek will have to mi out the
' season due to academic guide-

Mack scored 810 on his S \IV
ICAA guidelines require an 820 to

"It's real disappointing, because I

came only 10 points away," Mack said.

"But practice will make me better. It I

wink hard this year, I'll be ready for

next season."

One of two Massachusetts products
in the new class (along with Mike
liabuh. Mack comes to Amherst from
South Boston High, where he averaged
1^.7 points and 7.3 rebounds his senior

year. In addition, he, along with Babul,
was named to the Rustnti Herald's

111 earn Team", and was ranked among
the top 75 recruits in America by
Reidel'i Koundball Review.

But the most impressive work Mack
has done to date occurred in June's

Boston Shootout. He scored 26 points
per game, and was named Most
Valuable Player of the Shootout while
leading Boston to the title.

The addition vi Mack brings versatil-

ity to L Mass' backcourt. He can either

play point guard or off-guard, and his

style of plav is in line with the tradition

of L Mass basketball.

"Hard and smart," said Mack of how
he likes to play. "And you have to play

with your heart."

Mack will have some pretty big shoes

to fill come next season. Carmelo
Travieso and Edgar Padilla, senior cap-

tains often touted as the "nation's best

backcourt," will be graduating, leaving

Mack, along with Charlton Clarke and
newly signed Rafael Cruz to run the

show. But as Mack watches from the

sidelines this year, he has already picked

up a lot from the senior leaders.

"I knew Carmelo from before,

because we played on the same summer
league team in Dorchester," Mack said.

"He's helped me out by telling me
where to go. how to do things. Edgar
has helped me delen-ively. because he's

one of the best defenders in the coun-
try."

Mack wav mostlv recruited by lattice

"Bruiser" I lint and |ohn Robie, under
ex-coach |ohn Calipari. Calipari left in

lune to take over the NBAs New |er-c>

Nets job. leaving I lint with the job of

SKI TM BEAST
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1 J Diverse TVais
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*m% 1 Summit Trip*. chakUft
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N L W 96/97
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Snowboard lot] Imt

i Snow Making
New Pipei lines end snowsflklno Guns
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Weekend (, Holidays $25 / Weekdays $20 / Nights $12
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ONLY $99
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Choose 1 weekday (Monday
thru Friday) PLUS get 1 night
FREE (Wed thru Friday)
htmfk Wednesday iiys mi fiiity Hiftits

Mm ItHt Ore tntot uttm m yttr Uy t m$M
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River Road
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Ski Area
413-339 6617

The Valley's Favorite Salsa, Dips & Hummus

Available at

Also Available at Stop & Shop,
Bread & Cicus and other fine stores

throughout the Valley

molding this new class t< I Mass stan-

dards.

"I felt closer to Bi uisei Ibccau

recruited me|. I plu> fot I

Cal. but his goal was to become an NBA
coach, and I wouldn't want i

from achieving his dream, just like I

wouldn't want anyone to stop mi

achieving in

One ol the first recruits to come to

I Mass since the Minutemen reached the

pinnacle of their success b) pla\ ins-- in the

Final I urn last Vpril, Mack
feel the tradition buili I

sors.

"You can I nun when )ou

step iii [the W illiatn I > Mullii

• MACK pou.
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Monty

Mack

6-2 • 185

Fr. Guard

South Boston

KICKIN' IT AT UMASS
Two-sport athlete returns to basketball court

By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Sports

\nd\ Macla) is one ol a

athletes on the

Massachusetts campus, and in the

entire world ol sports for that matter.

M.i laj '- .i walk on forward/guard

on the Minuteman basketball team.

I hal .i leat to be amazed by,

Inn v, the ^ foot 4 sec-

ond sear athlete apait from the rest

ol his peers is that he is the top

punter and placekicker for the

I Mas;, football squad as well.

\- a two sport athlete Macla) has

the abilit\ to use each sports individ-

ual intricacies and talent- and appl)

them to the other — a benefit thai

make- him particularly valuable to

both head hoop coach lames

"Bruiser" Flint and gridiron guru

Hod
' \nd\ hi inj - (hal football enthusi-

thc team." Flint said. "He
rks hard even da> in practice."

his tremendous, versatile

ibility. Macla) i- a standout

student. In the 1995 fall semester.

the Stroudsburg, Pa. native was
named to the Athletic Director's

I lonoi Roll foi having .1 1 >PA over

these aspei t- ol Maclay's

broad lilt make him a true asset to

the I Mass athletic department and

the Massachusetts campus as a

whole.

uch an asset to both the

football and basketball squads makes
ential for Maclav to be sure of

ole that he plays on each team.

Hi- the gi idiron i- fairly

straightforward and in some ways
siinilai to the role he must take on on
the hardwi

\- a punt ci /placekicker. Macla) is

a Spc 1 the better part of the

doesn't gel as much
chan mtribute as a running
hack or a linebacker would. Those
facts alone make it all the more
important that he execute when he

the chance to strut his stuff.

\\ hen the I Mass 1 liters it is

his job, adA hi- job alone, to push the

opposition's offense as far back as he

b) unleashing a might) boot.

i>n the basketball floor, hi- role is

a bit more subtle, and les- dramatic.

\- Flint mentioned he is inhcrenth

.1 hard worker, a gu) who's going to

gi\c ever) ounce ol energ) he has for

the good ol the team. He i- a bench

player who will light hard in practice.

and -weal until he run- out ol glands.

h i- the job of Macla) — and fellow

sophomore walk-on Ross Burns — to

keep the pressure on Edgar Padilla

and Carmelo Travieso in practice-.

Turn t; MACLAY page 38

Andy

Maclay

SHI *atwT^V I

6-4 • 190

So. Guard

Stroudsburg, Penn.
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FRESHMAN BIG-MAN STEPS IN
Basit brings size ami speed to fledgling Minuteman frontcourt

By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Sports

•==m51

Collegian Sports Extra

Hk' William I). Mullins Center opens
foi business Saturday lot the
Massachusetts men's basketball learn,

and a new era will begin for the

Minutemen.
I he team will noi just usher in a new

coach, lames "Bruiser" I lint, but .1 fresh-

man class considered lo be one ol the

best in the country

c me ol those freshman thai will be

looked upon to fill the considerable gap
left b) the loss ol Marcus (. amby, I >onta

Bright and Dana Dingle in the post 1-

6 foot l
* A11n.1l Basil

1 oming into tin- new era, the colle-

giate game will be imposing .11 times lor

tin.' newcomers. I he thing thai will help
Basil the mosi is not just playing the

game, but learning the game.
Before starting his basketball cduca

tion under Rint, he received his school-

ing in the game from one ol the best in

the high school ranks, Boh Hurley, Sr.

Hurtej 1- the coach ol Si Vnthony's in

|erse> City, \ I . .1 basketball super tal-

ent factory. Some ol the players that have
enine out ol this school haw been
ex Duke M;n Bobb\ Hurley, NBA guard
lettv Dehere, and anient h'ordham
standout Bill) I ovetl

For Basit, the lessons he learned from
Hurie) have already taken effect on his

collegiate 1

"Basically, I learned the game mon
than iin\ t hiniv .mil how 10 win." Basil

said "How to prepare yourself mentally,

and now when I'm here, I can undci

stand the things he has laugh) me I

that I took fot granted. In-t uhoui play-

ing, taking care ol your body, restin]

,i lot ol the mental and physical pi

tion you need for the game.
"I lie main thing i- the wa> you prat

lice, is the wa) you perform in the

So. I practice hard, so the game is easy
lli.it i- whal lie taught us. pnn ike i-

hell. hut the game i- Inn

fhai mental part ul the game is one ol

Basit 's assets.

The forward know- thai mental mi-
take-- can be corrected, bui youi phwic.pl

si/e can not he changed, II ii 1- .1 mallei

ol using speed againsl .1 bigget player, he

will blow past them for the layup. II ii i-

a mattei ol ha\ ii advantage on .1

smaller forward, he will use thai 1

the hot post position.

"I have been told that you will nevei he

the most athletic and you will never he

Collegian Sports Extra

the mosi talented, because no matter

where you go someone will lie more ath-

und taluued." Basil said. "But you
ean always play smartci than someone,
and that's whal I ti\ to Jo.

"I try to u^e that to m\ advantage, and
1! I am tallei than someone. I'll utilize

lhal and il I'm quicker, I'll utilize that

I he main thins is that I have to think,

and that i- the ko to m\ game
Basit ha- had a stellar careei up to this

poini
:

m ol the stars foi Hurley,

ane!
1

11 loi the New lersej team at

this yeai s Bo ion shootout. He averaged
16 point- and is rebounds for St

Anthony's, and il lie and fellow forward
Lari Ketner can get on such a tear foi

I Mass, visions ol Cambj dancing
around Minutemaniac head- n.v ill no
longer be an isst".' in tin- holiday season

\- the No I man fot a long time, lie

will have to get used to being the No 2

01 No. ) man foi a while, and that i- no
problem foi him.

"
I hi- year. I think I have to gel used to

L'oming oil ilu bench, and I might start

some gamer hut l don'l ' now. I'.a-

said. 'I just have to conk in. reboun*
mk\ I am tallet than iher piayci

in the \ Hi at the lout |position|, .in<\

quickci th. So.

il I do those thni .11 1 then i can help

the team win. anil that 1- what I'm eon
reined ah

Basil received a learning experience

om .1 member of th 1 s worn n's has-

ill II squad al ii \tlan;.,

Shcryl Swoopes, Hi was schooled b) the

gold medal winning forward in the facl

lhal j
t lake anyone, whether

male Ol lei \\ in 'he game ol bas

ill, 01 111.

"I just learned not to underestimate
nobody." Basil said, I thoughi thai she
was a girl, I could push her around, hut

-he is -non;' ! d'dn'l realize that those

women workout, and they ain't weak.

have lot- ol move-, and they go
haul all the tin

Earl) back problems have bothered
Basil, and the coaching stafi has wanted
to he patient due lo the strain a trip like

the Maui Invitational can do to. But

everything i- hue. and he i- raring to go
"Right now, we have to play oneol the

loughesi schedules in NCAA this year.

When we pla\ and go againsl the top

competition we'll only get better, and
lour years from now. we're siill going 10

he here.

"From all ol us. the talent that is here
ha- not full) developed yet, and theoiih

thing that can happen is that we'll gel

better." Basil said. "Right now. people

sa) lhal I Mass is going lo tail down, and
things like that, hut that is not true. We
aie young, and people ha\e to under-

stand that.

The future lor L Mass is so height

now. and people have to understand, and
look at the big picture. You are not going
lo Iind an) oilier school with live. -i\.

-veil plavers that are going to be here

three to foui years from now. No other

il 111 the top ten has that right now."

Ajmal

Basit

6-9 • 220
Fr. Center

Jersey City, N.J.
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SMITH SWINGS INTO ACTION
New Jersey native to fill void left by loss of Dingle and Bright

By Jorma Kansancn
Collegian Sports

"You uin 't got a tliinii. i) you uin 't got
thut suing " — Duke Ellington.

One of the things about ia/z music is

the intermingling of lead, bass and a

rhythm that drive* constantly, but has
subtleties that both exhilarate and stim-

ulate the cerebral cortex.

With freshman forward Winston
Smith of the Massachusetts basketball

team, this is one of the reasons he likes

Winston

Smith

6-5 • 1 95
Fr. Forward

Elizabeth, N.J.
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jazz, but also win he enjo>s playing

basketball so much.

The versatility, creativity and virtual

effortlessness of idols such as Michael
lordan. Magic lohnson and Larry Bird

BR what drives his love for the game.
Simply said, he has a thing for the

swing position.

"To me. basketball is like ia//. You
ever listen to jazz'" Smith asked with

enthusiasm. "It just flows, and when
you're in a groove, you're unstoppable.

Once you're in the zone, no one can
guard you. One da) you might be oil.

the next day you might be on lire

That's what I love about basketball,

because it has so man) mood swings."
His versatility at the small forward

spot will be key for I Mass this season

The team will look to reload after the

departures of Final Hour participants

Donta Bright. Dana Dingle, each of
whom could play almost anywhere on
the court.

"I just want to go out hard, and plav

consistent basketball." Smith said.

"Whenever coach wants me to plav. I

want to contribute.

"If he wants me to plav the two. Til

plav the two. If he wants me to plav the

three. I'll play the three, and if he wants
me to play the four, I'll play four. Its not

one basic position that I can play: I .an
plav almost any position on the floor.''

Smith is one of a continuing tradition

Of New iersey players in Minuteman
basketball. One that instant!) comes to

mind is UMass second all-time leadei

in points scored and number one
rebounder. Lou Roe. While the No. 15

hangs in the rafters of the William D.
Mullins Center. No. 20 will be carrying
the torch of the warrior-like work
ethic.

"I don't know what it is, but UMass
brings a lot to the table toi Vvv lersev

plavers," .Smith said. "Not just basket-

ball, but a great education. A lot of
people have been very friendly with us.

that's what it's all about, and that's why
black students want to come here. Its

not just because of basketball, it's edu-
cation and how people treat you."
One of his fellow Garden State-ers

on this year's squad is freshman for-

ward Ajmal Basit. They played on the
New lersev team that competed in the
Boston Shootout this year, and made a

connection with each other that even-
tually brought them both to UMass. As

with any true measure of friendship, it

is not the quantity of time the) have
spent together, but the quality

"We worked out good for that team,"
Smith said. "Me and Ajmal are good
friends, but he goes his way, and I go
mv way. That's why 1 think we keep a

strong relationship, and it's not that we
basically have to keep together all the
time. "We have some reallv good
limes, and that's good. We get together

and talk about things, and that's how
our relationship is."

With any transition in life, the switch
from the high school game to the colle-

giate level will be a tough one, but
Smith is optimistic. He admits he has
to shoot the ball more consistently, and
plav better defense, but he is working
on those aspects of his game. Travelling

will be the toughest part of the college

game to get used to. though, as road
trips across towns or counties are
rep],iced bv plane trips across time
/Ames

For Smith, the shoes of Dingle and
Bright will be tough to fill, but coach
lames "Bruiser" I lint has been telling

him to keep it to the basics.

"With Dana [Dingle] and Donta
|Bright|. they were seniors and the)
had the chance to score more.'' Smith
said. "With this team, and the small
forwards, all we have to do is play good
defense and rebound. That's all the
coach is asking from us right now. a

good hard effort.''

The versatilit) o( Smith as a player
appears will translate to the team as a

whole. With fellow freshmen Chris
Kirkland. Mike Kabul and Basit. the
ability to play more than one position

can only help the team down the line.

He compares this squad's potential to

last year's Kentucky squad, but of
course, without the instantly recogniz-
able star power.

"People are going to fear our versatil-

ity with all of our plavers. and people
will fear our press," Smith said. "We
have so many guvs coming at you now,
not just seven guys like last year, we
will be eight, nine, ten players deep. So.
a lot of people will be scared of us.

because we will keep coming at you.
and keep coming at you."

"This class brings a lot to the table,

versatility and strength. (Jive us two
years, and this program will still be on
the rise. This class is real good."

CoMegian Sports Extra

FITTING INTO THE UMASS MOLD
Preseason hustle has coaches praising Kirkland 's work ethic

By Mike Corey
Collegian Sports

After last season, the departure of
forwards Donta Bright and Dana
Dingle had the skeptics and fans think-

ing that, in \Wb the Minutemen might
be lacking the from court plavers nec-
essary for success.

Fortunately, the Minutemen have
Chris Kirkland. a 6 foot 6, 200-pound
freshman from Pittsburgh. Pa., who is a

strong candidate tor the starting spot at

small forward Along with senior
Krone Weeks. Kirkland should pro-

vide a good balance for the Minutemen
up front with his quick athletic ability,

making him a very versatile player, one
of the same caliber as Bright and
Dingle.

Kirkland shows good speed, with the

ability to take his man off the dribble to

the basket, or to pull up for the outside

jumper. He also has the ability to work
well down low in the post position, and
savs that Weeks and junior Inus
Norville have helped him get adjusted

to the UMass system.

"On the court, if I don't know where
to go they're always telling me to go
here, do this, do that, and that's really

big here with these guys," Kirkland

said.

Coming out of Sto Rox High School
in Pittsburgh. Kirkland averaged 25.4
points and 15.1 boards in his senior

year, on his *a) to earning Western
Pennsylvania Player of the Year and
Pittsburgh Post Gazette Player of the

'tear honors, As a junior. Kirkland put

down 20 points a game along with 14.7

boards while leading his team to the

Western Pennsylvania Championship.
Kirkland. who has been piavmg has

ketball since junior high, said that it

was his brother that got him started

and interested in the game of hoop
"My brother influenced me to plav

basketball." Kirkland said. "When he

was in high school I used to go to his

games and see him play, and I always
tried to be like him."

Back in the early days. Kirkland was
a guard before making the switch to

forward, even spending time at center

in high school. Highly recruited bv a

host of schools including North
Carolina. Villanova. Duquense. and
Pittsburgh, Kirkland explained why he

chose UMass.
"I like the way they play, they plav

under control, they're aggressive, the)

rebound and are big on defense."
Kirkland said. "They've got a great sys-

tem and I think I can fit in here."

So far. Kirkland has been exposed
right off the bat to the UMass style of
play and said that head coach James
"Bruiser" Flint has them practicing

hard, and that he's starting to adapt to

LAIass basketball.

"Bruiser is making us work hard, and
he makes it tough because he wants
ev civ body to be competitive and to

wink harder.'' Kirkland said "I think

that I'm getting pretty adjusted and
starting to learn how everyone plays.

Mv goal is to just play hard and help
the team to win."

After a magical season a year ago,

Kirkland will be one of the many new
freshman called upon to step in and fill

some pretty big voids left from last

vear's I Mass squad.

Once again, the Minutemen know
they have not been handed a token
schedule, and Kirkland knows the

expectations at UMass, ol himself, and
the pressure they both entail.

I think there's pressure for the
whole team, because of what they did
last year, but we just have to go out and
play hard." Kirkland said. "As for me
personally. I think I put a lot of pres-

sure on myself to go out and do good
'cause a lot of people might say. 'who is

this guy. I've never seen him play and I

don't know it he's that good."'

Kirkland will have an opportunity to

play this season and to prove his abili-

ties. Expect him to log some quality

minutes for the Minutemen. along with
many ol the newcomers stepping in for

I Mass this season. Kirkland is the kind
of plaver who with his dunks, rebounds
and steals, will look to continue to add
excitement to the UMass game. He
knows his business out on the court,

but while off it he says he is just a

relaxed kind of guv.

"I just like to go out and have fun.

and with this team these guys are fun to

be with," Kirkland said. "I don't like to

be serious all the time. I like lo hang
out, but on the court it's a time to get

serious and I think we're going to show
that this season

"
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Chris

Kirkland

6-6 • 200
Fr. Forward

Pittsburgh

"They are a great

system and I think I can

fit in here."

-Chris Kirkland

High School

Sto Rox High

Pittsburgh

25.9 ppg, 13.1 rpg
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CAMPUS CENTER HOTEL
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

We're Here to serve you...

and your guests, colleagues, family &friends.

A FULL SERVICE HOTEL
EASILY ACCESSIBLE TO ANYONE IN THE 5 COLLEGE COMMUNITY

'american |

(express

Free HBO

£££
MasterCard

Features:

•116 Modern Hotel Rooms • Several Dining

Alternatives

•Short Walk to the Mullins Center

•Special Parking Rates in the Adjoining Garage

•Special Discounted Rates

Best of luck to UMass Basketball in the upcoming season

Call Today: 549-6000 For Your Reservations
more info: http://www-unix.oit.uTnass.edu/-uvctv19

aslketlba
UVC-TV 19 proudly presents another year of cam on UVC.

Look for these basketball games on UVC-TV 19 channel 19 on HSCN.
Including pre- and post- game shows.

Nov 25 Maui Invitational: uV iss at Chaminade

Nov 26 Second Round

Nov 27 Final Round

Dec 4 Great Eight: Umass vs Georgetown

Dec 10 Fresno State

Dec 14 Wake Forest*

Jon 30 George Washington*

Feb 8 Rhode Island

Feb 25 St Joseph s

Mar 5 8 A- 10 Tournament

Mar 5 First Round Games
Mar 6 Quarterfinals

Mar 7 Semifinals

Mar 8 Championships

1:30pm
6 30pm
10 00pm
7 30pm
7 30pm
8 30pm
730pm
1 2 00pm
1 2 00pm

r* »

*no pre- C I |OJflM show

SPOORED By HDUSIRG StAViCES CABLE
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WALK-ON LOOKS TO IMPROVE
With hard work, Burns seeks to build on last year's effort

By J.R. Adams
Collegian Sports

FvervhucTv Know- I he names

rravieso and Padiila, but Ross Hums
is ;i name that lew are familiar with.

Ross is part of the depth of the

Minuteman back court.

II you take a look at the rosters ol

the top teams in the nation, you will

find a common trend: depth. I he

Massachusetts Minutemcn had that

depth last season when the) made the

run to the Final Four, and this season

the> have players like Bums, working

hard outside oi the spotlight to build

up to that point once again.

Burns walked on to the

Minuteman roster last season, and

game-in and game out. he paticntlv

waited for his chance to share the

spotlight with higher profile players.

Fot must people this would he a

difficult rule to play, hut Burns

knows that it comes with the territu

rj of being a walk on.

"I've got to work hard ever) day,

push the guards as much a^ I can in

practice and pick up the intensit)

level." Burns said.

Burns takes ihe back seat to "the

best backcourt in the country" with a

lump oi pride, alter having a high!)

successful high school career.

Before playing in the Maroon and

white. Bums took a post graduate

year at Cushing Academy.

Traditionall) a strong New I ngland

prepschool hocke) hut bed. Bums

left his mark on the hardwood.

He averaged 25 points and six

rebounds per game in prep school.

leading his team to a 20 J record and

a New England Prep School

i hampionship at Cushing \cademy.

Before playing for coach William

Wenning at Cushing, he played hall

for four years at Greenfield High

School.

In his senior year at Greenfield,

Burns, averaged 24 points, 6.5

assists, and three steals on his wav to

a Western Massachusetts state title

and an Ml Western Mass. selection.

Alter his year at Cushing. the 6-

10010 guard had a tew options open

to him as far as playing college ball

was concerned.

Where would he play? The main

Collegian Sports Extra

decision was whether to go to a Div.

II school to strut his stuff or trv to

make a name lor himself in a nation-

al Div. I power
Burns was recruited bv a number

ol Div. II schools and a lew

lower profile Div. I schools, but

chose to trv to take his game to the

next level.

"On the depth chart I'm I2|th

man | right now." Bums said, "I can't

do much about that but work hard in

the weight room on off days. I ven

On On-day$ I have to JUS) work as

hard as I can and tr\ to get extra

work in."

Burns sees the Minutemen's return

trip to the Final Four as a work in

progress.

"It was a great experience, it's

something that I definite!) want to do

again" Burns said ol last year's trip to

the Final Four. "We want to trv to

push the team as much as we can to

trv to get hack there because it was a

great trip.

"Right nuvv we're nut a Final Foul

team, but that's because we are a

young team. Bv March we mav verv

well be a Final Four team.'' be said.

"It all depends on our improvement.

of course.

Burns saw the added depth as an

advantage.

"Talent wise, we ate mute talented

than last year's team, we have mure

players than last year's team. We're

I I or 12 deep, that's vvh.it we were

not last year." he compared.

"We might take some lumps earl)

on. but come March there aren't

going to be too main teams looking

forward to playing us."

Burns saw limited action duimg

last year's championship tun. but he

gained valuable experience playing

with and against the nation's best

players in practice. Most noted was

his effort in I Mass' Blite I ight win

over Georgetown,
I le scored four hoops last season in

actual game plav. but feels that his

hard work and determination will

someda) give him a piece ol the spot-

light.

"I'm a part of a I Mass basketball

lamilv that I enjoy, I'm just happ) to

be a pan of it."

Ross

Burns

6-3 • 1 80

So. Guard

Greenfield

"We might take some

lumps early on, but

come March, there

aren't too many teams

that are looking for-

ward to playing us."

-Ross Burns

1995-96

0.4 ppg, 4 assists,

1 steal
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By Luke Meredith
Collegian Sports

Mtet setting a school record with
20 wins. an<j reaching the NCAA
tournament For the first time in
ichool history last season, the
Massachusetts women's basketball
team looks to build on last years
achievements in the 19% 1997 sea-
son.

Bui they'll have to do ii without two
ol the greatesi players in I Mass his.
lory. Octavia Thomas and Melissa
Gurile have graduated, leaving behind
a legacy the younger Minutewomen
nope to till.

"They started since then freshman
year, rhey knew whai to do. and we

34

knew whai •

1 Mass coach O'Brien
Now that we've lost thai expen
we need io leach ihe kids whai
IThomas and Gurilel I

shots, and now we'll I

thosi its."

Though I Mas? has losi i he services
ol Gurile and Thomas, don i think the
Minutew. „-,

,a |ented
lor then x-ih

lams Beth Kuzmeski an. i

(. an. 'II

Kuzmeski rein
|U

Minutewomen lim
eadii:

4b three
;

ranked sei die team
with 78. and

i In.

expectations in the
We have to keen a

md believe in each
Id Ku/ineskil

have io make sure we step ii up. relat-

leammates whai we need to

"'IK. ihe expecta-

orward horn
Iki. N.Y.. w,ll help soften the

c'«ovthi Gurile and
\ third-team

in 10 selection last season
'-< "wo i arroll

•'"d s,\ rebounds in

I l rebounds
icrtime loss ,

'"' ", ih, \i \\ tourna .
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ment.

"Now they've been thrust into the role of leaders of the
team, and now they're the ones the younger players on the
team are going to look up to and try and emulate," O'Brien
said. "But they can't change, they have to keep doing what
they re doing, and they'll be fine."
Also back to help is senior point guard Sabriya Mitchell

Ihe 5-loot-3 Newark. N.|. native led the Minutewomen in
assists in 1997, ranking fifth in the Atlantic 10 with 132
assists, and brings experience to a voung backcourt hav-
ing started 32 ol 33 games in 1995-96.
Junior Kara Tudman is expected to open the season as
the team s starting center, despite starting only three con-
tests last season. Also expected to see minutes for the
Minutewomen are sophomores laywana Bradley and
Yolanda Rayside. Rayside. a 6-foot-3 center from NewWk City, began to show Hashes of greatness late last sea-
son, averaging 12 minutes and 4 rebounds over UMass's
last 12 contests.

Bradley, who can play either guard or forward also
emerged late in the Minutewomen's NCAA season, grab-
bing lb minutes u game over the last 1 1 games of the sea-
son.

By reaching new heights in 1995, with a first-ever INLAA tournament bid. does |oanic O'Brien feel added
j

pressure to gel hack as soon as possible?
"By achieving |an NCAA bid], expectations are high." '

Brien said. "But its a good pressure. Success breeds
success, and we want everyone to know we're for real
So, yeah, there's pressure, but it's a self-induced pres-
sure."

Along to help O'Brien get back io the NCAAs are two
talented newcomers. Kelly Van Huisen, a 1995 Boston
CJlobc Dream Team" selection from the basketball factory
01 Haverhill High School, is expected to step in immedi-
ately and help out in the backcourt.

In addition. Alison MacFarland, a 5-foot-9 guard from
the ominously named Brick, N.|.. is also going to see a lot
of minutes (or the Minutewomen.

"I'm past seeing them as freshmen." O'Brien said.
"They 're way ahead of what a freshmen should be. espe-
cially defensively."

Van Huisen has shined in two early-season exhibition
games, and has been a pleasant surprise for UMass.

"I just want to do my part, stop mv player on defense,"
Van Huisen said. "I want to open it up for people like
Crystal

| Carroll | to score."
For all the success of last year's Minutewomen. they still

have yet to capture the elusive Atlantic 10 title.

"We want to go back |to the NCAAs j. but we want to go
back as champions." Kuzmeski said. "The A-10 champi-
onship comes first, and it would be nice to go to the
NCAAs as champions.'
Talking to the Minutewomen, there seems to be a com-

mon theme for this 1996-97 outfit. Playing together.
"The focus is on five playing as one." O'Brien said. "We

have to play together as a group, and do the things we need
to do to become better basketball players."
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@ the Holyoke Mall

"Where Gourmet Coffee meets the

World Wide Web"

The Home of:

• Outstanding, organic gourmet coffees

- by the cup or "buy" the pound
• Bagels baked fresh daily
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Cappuccinos

• Soups, sandwiches, pastries, cookies,

brownies & more
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• The World Wide Web on a FULL Tl
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•21" color monitors, network printers,
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By Fred Hurlbnnk, Jr.

Collegian Sports

Inevitably in this world, a poison is

defined, bj their actions.

As a major college women's basket-
ball coach, those actions are often put

under the microscope and over ana-
lyzed.

For Massachusetts coach foanie
O'Brien, her spirited and intense side-

line mannerisms exempli!) her person-
ality. However, ii is what's beneath
those actions that reallj defines the
Minutewoman coach

"I'm a prett) emotional coach, hm I

n\ to pride mysell on discipline, on
doing things for a reason, doing things
right," O'Brien said. "I think pan ol mj
job as a basketball coach is to trj to
lake advantage of the talent I have.

"Hopeful!) people see that I'm a verv

disciplined coach, and gel the most out
ol in> players. Thai's what I'm Irvine to

do."

And that's wh) she is the waj she is.

O'Brien wants nothing less than the
besi from her players, therefore the
players gel nothing less than her best.

Her intensit) is spurred on bj her
desire to continue building this team.
and reaching new heights with the

Minutewomen even season.

I rom her playing days at Perm State
and her assistant coaching tenure at

Auburn, she has brought an intense,

winning altitude to a program that did
not win a single game the year prior to
her arrival.

"I think it's in my Irish blood. I've

always been an intense player. Nobody
could ever question tin heart. m\
desire. I always gave everything I had.

ever) chance that I had." O'Brien said.

"Thai's the kind of thing I expect from
nn players,

"I don't spend a lot of time worrying
about myself. Most of my energies go
into worrying about this team, ami the

players on this team. The things we
need to do. I think since I've been here.

I've tried to do things in what I call

The Right Wav.""

"The Right Way" must be the win-
ning way because in just live years on
the I Mass sidelines O'Brien has

become the second-winningesl coach
in Minutewoman history.

Her debut campaign with the
Massachusetts program was \W\ 92,
.i year in which her team logged a 4 24
record that included a 1

4 -game losing

skitl to end the season.

O'Briens 24 losses in that season
were more losses than she suffered in

r
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all her live years i I4M 2D) at Auburn
as an assistant.

Seasons like those will tn any
coach's patience, and often make her
wonder wh) she's still in coaching, but
O'Brien's reasons for wielding the
whistle and clipboard go far beyond
wins and losses.

"I enjo) the game ol basketball.

Sometimes the \s and Os part is the
part I like the best you either have it

or you don't." said O'Brien, who has

coached the Minutewomen to 08 victo-

ries in her five-year tenure in Amherst.
"Fortunate!) for me, I've been able to

be good at the V and C)s. You know,
that's why I do it. I enjov it. I enjov

working with the kids, teaching the
kids."

Since O'Brien's first two years of
rebuilding, the team has won 5"> games
against only 55 losses, including last

vear's record breaking 20 win season
that saw the Minutewomen venture
into March Madness foi the first time
in I Mass women's hoop histor)

Her relentless pursuit ol excellence is

apparent in the wav she carries herself;

ii gives the young players an attitude to

emulate, an example to follow on the
court. On the other hand, loanie's

off-the court persona is one ol major

contrast to her fiery, temperamental.
competitive approach 10 coaching.

"I'm real!) Dr. lekvll and \lr. Hyde
because when you lake me awav from
basketball and I'm prett) shy prett)

quiet." O'Brien said. "Honest to Cod. I

real!) don't care how people perceive
me. I'm willing to be me: I'm honest.
I'm real!) stiaighi forward, lo the point.

That's me."

["hat's |oanie O'Brien.
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Flint
continued from page 9

"It's a little bit different this year,"

Iravieso said. "[Calipari] isn't around
and we have to look to another guj to

be there and lead us through the whole
•-eu-on. but we have a lot ol confidence
in Bruiser and what he can Jo. He was
a big ke\ laM year, and I'm looking for-

ward to listening to him and seeing

what he has in store for us this year."

On the whole, Flint has managed to

make a smooth transition to his spot as

the man in charge, keeping a health)

du^e ol perspective about him.

"We have to be verj patient.'' Flint

said. "We ha\e a verj voting team and
the guys are going to have to learn how
to plav at the level we plav at. Our
thing is to get better everyday, to learn

from our mistakes and trv to build as

the season goes on.

"I'm not going to sa) that we're going

to jump out ol the gate and do this and

do that. The pressure's not on u» to

win. the pressure is on us to prepare
and when vou prepare the right way,

vou'll be able to perform."

Maclay
continued from page 27

The) have to make sure the nation's

best backcourt maintains their high

level ol plav throughout the season,

without an) letdowns or -lumpv
Macla) has to work hard in practice,

lor the good ol I dear and Carmelo,
and the whole team Even though,

more often than not. he'll register in

the box -core a- a DNP C I) (Did not

plav. coach's decision) he plays an

integral part in the hku'^ ol the

l4%-47 Minutemen.
So. mavhe even more rare than his

abilitv to plav two sports or maintain
a 5.0. or do both in conjunction, is his

abilitv to give SO much to the basket-

ball team and get so little credit.

Weeks
continued from page 16

I ead bv example.

That is something Tyrone Weeks
has done throughout his entire lite.

Weeks was reeentlv profiled in a I .S.

Sewi & World Report feature on kids

that beat the odds. Growing up in

Philadelphia. Tyrone proved to be a

role model lor his younger brother

while he helped his mother overcome

a drug addiction.

"Basketball has been a big motivator

foi me." Weeks said. "I didn't know

that m\ life would go as far as it did in

basketball. That's u/hal I trv to stress

to kids growing up. Don't give up.

I \ civ thing is not perfect in life, but

lean towards something that is good

and hopeful I) it will get vou out oi the

situation vou are in."

Mack
continued from page 27

The first da) ol practice, vou come
in and people are diving lor balls,

and we had to adjust. I'rettv soon

everybody's diving for balls."

Ba) State basketball experts con-

sider the signing ol Mack, along

with Kabul, a recruiting coup. It

used to be that I Mass never got the

local schoolboy blue chippers,

Players like Patrick I wing. Rumeal
Robinson and Travis Best shunned
Amherst lor greener pastures out-

side their native state. Hut with the

success of the Minutemen in the

90s, fans are hoping that that trend

is over, and the future ol

Minuteman basketball is home-
grown.

Norville
continued from page 22

with the same goals in mind and sim-

ilar methods of achieving those goals.

"Basically, it's the same person." he

said. "They're the same in some ways
vet different in other>. The) both

wanted us to plav hard, and with a

good attitude. I guess Coach Flint

learned a lot of things from Coach
Lai. but he goes about the coaching in

his own vvav.

coach flint is a good coach. He
keeps us motivated and we're having

tun. I think he'll do the same job BS

Coach Cal. even il he doesn't have as

big a name as him. Mavhe somedav
he will."

Norville arrived at L Mas- with

Camby. when the team was Startin

receive national respect. And now
that he's been here a couple ol years,

life in college basketball isn't quite as

intimidating anymore. Whether he

and his team are taking on a St

Bonaventure or a Kansas, the prepa-

ration and mindset is the same.

"When I first came here every body
was talking about how we were going

to be playing teams like Arkansas and
North Carolina." said Norville. "Bui

then we went out and showed we
could heal those teams And now
we're just used to playing them.

"Hut when vou have a big crowd
vou always have that extra motivation

to go out there and go hard. Even
when you're getting booed it makes
vou give that extra effort. It's that

much more fun."

first on the agenda lor Norville is

winning the national championship.

If that could be attained, he'd throw
aside am personal goals he mav have.

"Once this team starts clicking,

we'll he able to compete w ith the best

ol them." he said. "And as lor me.
whatever happens happens."
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Authorized Service

All Makes & Models Servic

• Weekday, Night & Saturday

Service available

• Quick Lube Plus Program
• ASE & GM Certified Technicians
• Towing, Rental Cars & Free Estimates

Your Award
Winning
GM

Connection

Est. 1954

Oldsmobile
PONTIAC

800- 247-47
369 Federal Street • Greenfield, MA

Exit 27, Off Rt 91 to Rt 2 East
First Exit • South Rt. 5 & 10 (Federal St.)

[news: YOUR HOME FOR LIVE, LOCAL NEWS

AND UMASS BASKETBALL

LIVE ON NEWS40

December 7 Wyoming 8pm
December 12 Drexel 7pm
January 21 Rhode Island 7:30pm

February 1 Xavier 2:00pm

February 15 Maryland 1:30pm

February 20 Fordham 7:30pm

March 1 Temple 2pm
March 7 A-10 Tournament 7pm

PRE-GAME SHOWS
LIVE FROM RAFTERS

AMHERST

January 21

February 1

February 15

March 1

March 7

7pm

1:30pm

1pm

1:30pm

6:30pm

.AND REMEMBER TO WATCH THE NEWS40/UMass Couth's Show
Sunday nights at 1 1:35pm, with Mike Ratte

and Cou(h James "Bruiser" Flint, throughout the season
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bound

Come Watch the

Hinutemen on the

l<«idt< the liiidl

fowl

• Big Screen TV's
• Weekh Drink

Specials

• Draft Beer & Micro Brews
• Free Popcorn

• Munchie Specials

• Mon.-I i i. 4-7

Before, during or after the

name come to the onh full

sen ice bar on campus,

minutes from the Mullins

('enter.

1 1TH FLOOR • LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER
(413)545-3217

^ Hours

Durinethe

Academic

Semester:

l

K

Mon.-Fri. 4:00pm to 12:30am

Sat. 3:00pm- 12:30am

Fall Semester

) Sat. 5:00pm- 12:30am

Spring Semester

We will be open for

Sunday and earh on

Monday thru

Saturday for regular

in season and

I
tournament

1

tele* ised games.

JRJ etball
Or

He's still our
Prince

The Artist for-

merly known as

Prince wows fans

with his new three

CD set. Check out

the Collegian's

review (see Arts &
Living, page 6).

WORLD

Rebel violence resumes

in latest Bangui conflict

BANGUI, Central African Republic

(AP) — Rebellious soldiers fired rock-

ets at a downtown hotel yesterday

and French troops began evacuating

foreigners as fighting raged in the

streets of the capital.

Two rooms in the Sofitel Hotel

were damaged in the early-morning

attack near the French Embassy.
Presidential guards, backed by French

troops, attacked the rebels in a two-

hour firefight.

There were no reports of injuries,

but it was the worst clash since the

soldiers rose uppn Nov. 15.

The fighting raised fears of a repeat

of a May army mutiny, in which
dozens of people died when French

and African troops engaged in days of

fierce fighting with the mutineers.

This mutiny has been mild by
comparison, but both sides have

become increasingly impatient as

time goes by with no resolution in

sight.

The mutineers are demanding the

resignation of President Ange-Felix

Patasse, saying he has failed to pay

their salaries and has undermined the

army by diminishing its role and
using foreign troops to keep him in

power.

Patasse, whose 1993 election oust-

ed a military regime, has refused to

step down and is demanding that the

rebels disarm before he'll consider

their grievances.

NATION

Minister kills man, self

in Pa. crime of passion

CHADDS FORD, Pa. (AP) —
Friends remember a gentle 72-year-

old retired Presbyterian minister who
taught Sunday school, sang in the

church choir and always built the set

for the annual Christmas show.

They remember he'd been
depressed since leaving his wife. The
gun — they didn't know about that.

On Monday afternoon, the Rev.

Richard Whiteside shot one man to

death in a Delaware County home,
then pistol-whipped, choked and
shot a woman he secretly desired.

Thinking her dead, he flopped into a

chair, recited a prayer for forgiveness

and put a bullet in his own head,

police said.

Police said Whiteside was jealous

of the woman's new relationship with

the man, a high-school sweetheart.

"I want people to know what a

good friend Dick has been for most

of the folks around here," said the

Rev. William Hess, who worked with

Whiteside before the 20-year church

veteran retired in 1987.

The former minister killed Merton

Ronald Radloff, 54, of Rock Hill, S.C.

Radloff's fiancee, Sharon Devilbiss,

54, survived — the bullet just grazed

her

Whiteside first met Ms. Devilbiss

two years ago as they rehearsed for a

musical revue. He left his wife a year

ago and began renting a room in her

home.
This fall, Hess said, Whiteside

received treatment for depression.
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President requests service

of Mt. Holyoke prof for CIA
By Michael Elliott

Collegian Staff

Big Brother just got a little closer

to home — President Bill Clinton

announced today that Anthony
Lake, a professor of international

relations at Mt. Holyoke College,

will move from his current post as

national security advisor to director

of the Central Intelligence Agency

(CIA).

H e

I INews

Analysis

w
assume
t h e

helm of

t h e

scandal-plagued agency once
Clinton is re-inaugurated in

January.

For the CIA, a change in leader-

ship could not have come at a bet-

ter time. The agency's history con-

tradicts any notion that it acted in

defense of democracy — from accu-

sations of human rights abuses in

Guatemala to financing a war
against the elected government of

Nicaragua by selling crack cocaine

in Lor. Angeles. Lake's most press-

ing challenge will be to address

these controversies and then, rede-

fine the role of the CIA in the

post-Cold War world.

His colleagues in the Pioneer

Valley are somewhat optimistic

about the chances for success.

"He might shift it to be a more
open agency." said Steve Jones, a

professor of Russian and Eurasian

studies at Mt. Holyoke. "He'll

bring a good deal of knowledge
about social and economic issues

as well as questions of 'high poli-

tics.
"'

However, |ones said it was
unlikely that Lake would end tradi-

tional intelligence "gathering"

methods.

"[Lake] will not attempt to end

covert policies." he said.

Nevertheless. Mt. Holyoke facul-

ty and administrators said th-v

were proud to have such a clc

association with the nation's intel-

ligence community.
"(Lake's) colleagues and former

students here know him to be a

thoughtful scholar, an astute policy

analyst and a forceful leader with a

strong moral compass," said Mt.

Holyoke President Joanne V.

Creighton in an official statement.

"I am confident that he will contin-

ue his record of judicious service

and effective leadership."

Even considering his qualifica-

tions, adjusting to the job will not

come easily.

"One thing that [Lake] does not

have is a lot of experience running

a bureaucracy." said Eric Einhom.
professor and chair of political sci-

ence at the University of

Massachusetts.

With a budget of approximately

$28 billion a year, Einhorn said

one of Lake's greatest challenges

will be coordinating the vast array

of agencies which compose the

U.S. intelligence network — a job

he called "tremendously difficult."

In a world where national secu-

rity is increasingly being defined in

terms of economic security, as

opposed to military security.

Einhorn said Lake could move the

agency away from the clandestine

operations of the past towards a

role with more connections with

U.S. industry overseas.

Lake does bring unique special-

izations to the post — specifically

his expertise in Latin American
and African politics.

If the agency is to mold its

future as a catalyst of U.S. eco-

nomic advancement in the Third

World, a director with focus on
these regions seems to be a perfect

fit — for the CIA.

Clinton selects cabinet;

Albright makes history

v
Fill-A-Bus' ends this afternoon

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Clothing, food and toy donations

are still being accepted in the fourth

annual "Fill-A-Bus" drive which ends

at 3 p.m. today. All proceeds will

benefit the Amherst Survival Center.

The bus, which is located in front

of the Student Union, will be driven

to the Survival Center, a non-profit

organization where drive volunteers

will help unload the donations at the

end of today.

"The Center is also going to try to

have people there who are going to

benefit from our donations, but they

close at 3 p.m. so they are looking

into alternate arrangements," said

drive coordinator Kreg Espinola.

The Center is operated by two paid

staff members, and the remaining

staff are volunteers.

"The interesting thing about the

Center is that the same people who
benefit from the Center are also vol-

unteers at the Center," said Karen

Elam. coordinator of UMass'
Community Service Project, the

group sponsoring the fundraiser.

"There is a real effort to create a

community at the Center."

Vange Westcott, the Survival

Center's director, has been involved

with the Center for the past 20 years.

She started going to the Center as a

married college student with children

who needed assistance. She has been

working at the Center ever since.

"There are many college students

who come in here for food or clothes.

It's not always easy to go through col-

lege when you are on your own." she

said.

The Amherst Survival Center
opened in 1976 with the purpose of

providing a place where both families

and individuals struggling in today's

economy could come together to

share their information and frustra-

tions, thus helping them to survive.

The Center receives their resources

from Amherst community groups,

local grocers and businesses, religious

groups and individual donors.

Espinola said there were 30 to 40
students who volunteered their time

to help out with the drive. Among the

many jobs they did were to post

2.000 flyers.

Lazy Days of... December?
Students welcomed the winter sunshine yesterday afternoon outside the Campus Center

COURTNEY SMITH V COLLEGIAN

By Ron Fournier

Associated Press

"We wanted to solicit the attention

of people within a mile radius of the

bus," Espinola said.

Volunteers also helped to educate

students on campus about homeless-

ness and poverty.

Espinola commented that the

response from the UMass community

has been great so far.

"People do care and do under-

stand, the response has been wonder-

ful." he said.

"The Fill-A-Bus project is going

remarkably well. It looks like most of

the bus is full already," Elan agreed.

Elan credited two reasons for the

event's success.

"One reason is due to Kreg's

[Espinola] effort in getting the word
out." she said. "And the second rea-

sons is the University community is

really responding."

Before the drive began, Espinola

met with Westcott and Kate
Cameron, assistant director of the

Center.

"We wanted to know the basic-

needs of the Center." Espinola said.

Turn to Bus. page 2

WASHINGTON — Settling on his

second-term national security team.

President Clinton yesterday chose

U.N. ambassador Madeleine
Albright to be the first female secre-

tary of state and Republican Sen.

William Cohen to be his defense sec-

retary.

A senior White House official,

speaking on condi-

tion of anonymity,
also said Clinton
had decided to

name Tony Lake,

his national security

adviser, to be the

new CIA director.

Sandy Berger,
Lake's deputy, will

move up to the top

spot.

Clinton was
expected to

announce the choic-

es yesterday after-

noon. All the

appointments are

subject to Senate
approval.

Secretary of State Warren
Christopher and Defense Secretary

William Perry are resigning. The
decision leaves the future of CIA
director John Deutch in doubt. He
had been a candidate for defense

secretary and is still mentioned as a

possibility to replace Energy
Secretary Hazel O'Leary. Though
the appointments of Lake and
Berger amount to a second-term
reshuffling, the nominations of

Albright and Cohen are trailblazing

choices.

Albright, whose family fled the

communist takeover of

Czechoslovakia when she was 11.

would be the first woman to hold

America's senior diplomatic post.

The selection of Cohen, the retiring

Maine lawmaker, is in keeping with

Clinton's promise to include

Republicans in his administration.

Other details about the president's

new national security team:

•Albright, 59, is a naturalized

American citizen, the daughter of a

Czech diplomat whose family moved
from Czechoslovakia to the United

States when she was 1 1 . As U.N.

ambassador, she has been known as

a hawk on Bosnia intervention and

NATO expansion.

•Cohen. 46. is a Republican mod-

erate who announced earlier this

year that he was
retiring from the

Senate after three

terms. He rose to

national promi-
nence when he cast

one of the first

GOP votes to

impeach President

Nixon and later

played a leading
role in the Iran-

Contra hearings.

•Lake, 57. is a

reserved New
Englander who has

AfPHOTo eschewed the spot-
Liz Albright |i ght as Clintons

national security
' adviser. The author

of five books on foreign policy. Lake

served in the State Department in

both the Nixon and Carter adminis-

trations. Before joining the Clinton

administration, he had been teaching

international relations at Mount
Holyoke College in South Hadlcy.

Mass.. and raising 28 head of cattle

on his farm.

• Berger. 51, worked in Lake's

shadow as deputy national security

adviser but won Clinton's respect

for his consensus building and orga-

nizational abilities. Before joining

the Clinton administration, he
worked as an international trade

attorney and partner at a major
Washington law firm. Like Anthony
Lake, he worked in the Carter
administration — as deputy director

of the State Department's Policy

Planning Staff from 1977 to 1980

Scott proposes fiscal plan

at Faculty Sen. meeting

By Jonathan liberty

Collegian Staff

University administrators and fac-

ulty discussed final allocations for

the fiscal year 1997 (FY97) and
future plans for the spring semester

at the final Faculty Senate meeting

of the fall semester.

Chancellor David K. Scott pre-

sented the Report on Final

Allocations FY97 Compared with

Proposed Allocations in the

Strategic Action Plan. The report

showed a $2,066,000 increase in the

final base allocations. The FY97
original plan within Scott's Strategic-

Action Document totalled

$11,960,000 in allocations, yet

received $14,026,000 in the final

base allocations.

According to Scott, the increase

arrived from three main areas. One
million dollars came from the UMass
President's Office

"The extra million from the

President's Office is in response to

our campuses financial need." Scott

said.

Another million came from both

increased revenue from fees and
research funding.

Funding for the improvement of

classrooms received $250,000 in the

final base allocations.

A total of $821,000 will be used

for the major initiatives of the

Strategic Action Plan. Large alloca-

tions were given to Teaching.
Learning and Curricular Reform
($210,000) and Capitol Campaign
Service ($254,000).

"These final base allocations put

the University roughly in balance."

Scott said.

Scott also said that many degree

programs have been eliminated.

Since 1990, 28 have been stopped.

while only 1 1 have been created.

Scott told the Board of Trustees at

a recent meeting that eliminating

degree programs is very difficult for

the University.

Provost Patricia Crosson informed

the Faculty Senate about the Board

of Higher Education's concept paper

about the proposed Honors College.

"Our Honors Program should rep-

resent the Honors College. We will

have to bring this issue forward as

soon as possible." Crosson said.

Vice Chancellor Royster
Hedgepath updated the senate about

the state legislation matching funds

decisions. According to Hedgepath.

50 cents of state money will be given

for every dollar of private funds
raised.

"Hopefully, there will be addition-

al state allocations." he said.

President of the Graduate Student

Senate Deepika Marya said that stu-

dents were being stopped from shar-

ing information through the system

atic removing of flyers.

Marya said that flyers were being

removed from bus stops overnight,

whereas they used to be removed
weekly.

"We consider this as a move to

silence students," Marya said, later

asking the Chancellor who was
responsible for this decision.

Availability of parking spaces was

another major concern voiced at the

meeting.

Gov. Weld comments on effects of Hawaii court decision

By Glen Johnson

Associated Press

BOSTON — A Hawaii court's

decision allowing gay couples to

receive marriage licenses in that state

has given Gov. William F. Weld an

opportunity to frame his views on the

subject.

The governor, responding to ques-

tions from reporters on Wednesday,
said he would veto any Massachusetts

proposal to ban gay marriages,
although he does not yet think the

state is ready for its own law recog-

nizing them.

Weld, however, said that if

Hawaii's decision to grant the licens-

es is upheld by its own Supreme
Court. Massachusetts would have no

choice but to offer gay couples mar-

ried in Hawaii the same legal rights

and obligations it extends to straight

couples.

On Tuesday, two gay tourists from

Boston. David Dudley and Edward

Koh. went to the Hawaii Department

of Health and requested a marriage

license hours after the judge's ruling.

The couple of 10 years was denied

one by workers acting on the advice

of state attorneys. The Hawaii attor-

ney general has asked for a stay of

the judge's ruling and is expected to

appeal to the Hawaii Supreme Court.

"My position, as a matter of law as

the chief executive officer of the

state, would be that couple would be

entitled to the benefits and burdens

of married status in Massachusetts."

Weld said.

"If you don't take that view of the

law, then you take a cross country

train trip and you're married or not

married depending on wha' the

statute of the state that your train is

traveling through says." the governor

added. "A Reno (Nev.) divorce is a

lot quicker than a divorce in other

states, and we recognize Reno
divorces."

The Hawaii Supreme Court ruled

in 1993 that denial of marriage

licenses to same-sex couples amount-

ed to gender discrimination under the

state constitution's Equal Rights

Amendment.
Gay couples have been trying to

get married legally so they share

property rights and things as simple

as hospital visitation privileges

extended to family members.

The state Supreme Court sent the

case back to a lower court to give the

state a chance to show a compelling

public interest in allowing such dis

crimination.

In a two-week trial in September.

Deputy State Attorney General Rick

Eichor insisted the judge and the

state Supreme Court misread the

state constitution and the state law.

"The law does not discriminate on
the basis of sex," he said. "It makes
distinctions on the basis of sexual ori-

entation, not sex."

In his ruling Tuesday. Circuit |udge

Kevin Chang said the state failed to

show any compelling reason ui deny

the marriages.
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Friday, Dec. 6
Lecture — The Geoscience Lecture Series will present

Pierre Biscaye in a talk entitled "Particles and Ice Cores —
What Can We Learn From the Paleoclimate from the

Dust on the Balance?" at 3:50 p.m. in Morrill II. room

131.

Performance — University Dancers will perform
Thursday, Dec. 5 through Sat. Dec. 7 at Bowker
Auditorium. Reservations may be made by calling

545-251 1. Tickets are $7/general admission, $4/students,

and $2/seniors and children. UMass students free.

Reservations are recommended.

Discussion — Kate Hoffman, a traditional Reiki mas-

ter/teacher will discuss the "Reiki — Usui System of

Natural Healing," which is based on a 2500-year-old

Buddhist healing technique, at 7 p.m. at Third Wave.

Admission is free.

Saturday, Dec. 7

Bazaar — Grace Church will hold its annual St.

Nicholas Bazaar from 9 a.m. to J p.m. at Parish Hall, 16

Spring St., Amherst. For more information, call

256-6754.

Fair — The Sunderland Congregational Church will

hold its Annual Gingerbread Fair from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Religious — A free Chanukah party will follow the 6

p.m. menorah lighting at Hillel House, 388 N. Pleasant

St., Amherst. Donations of gifts for the needy will be

accepted and greatly appreciated.

Reading — Author Nancy Garden will read from and

discuss her new book, Good Moon Rising, at 3 p.m. at

Third Wave Bookstore.

Monday, Dec. 9
Lecture — The Cannabis Reform Coalition will host a

speech by the author of the critically-acclaimed "On
Drugs," Professor David Lensen, during its upcoming
general meeting at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium.

Notices

AIDS Day — UMass is participating in the global

observance of World AIDS Day which will take place

from Nov. 25 through Dec. 6. You can get HIV/AIDS
information and a red ribbon to pin on yourself or on our

"Remembrance Tree" at the Campus Center Concourse

table each day. Visit the Faces of AIDS art display and the

Five College AIDS Quilt at Earthfoods. Watch Boys on

the Side on HSCN. Activities will culminate with a can-

dlelight vigil on the Student Union steps at 5 p.m. on

Friday, Dec. 6 and a march to' the First Congregational

Church on Main St. in Amherst for a gathering of

Remembrance and Hope. Refreshments will be served.

After that, there will be a poetry/prose reading followed

by an open mike at 8 p.m. at Claudia's Cafe. For more
information, contact Health Education at 577-5181.

Training — Applications for the Mediation Training

workshop from |an. 13-17 are available in Campus
Center room 823. and are due back on Friday, Dec. 6.

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from

8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information,

call 584-8167.
Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.

Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more
information, contact Millv Delesus at 546-1083.

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily.

members of the Health Reach International team are

available to help you find answers to your questions and

concerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health

Education Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more

info) and 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Community Room H-4

North Village; Tuesdays 6:30- 8:30 p.m. in the
International Lounge. Prince House (call 545-2299 for

more info); Wednesdays 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the

Community Room, 411 Linclon . All conversations are

confidential.

Meeting — Alanon meetings are held Mondays in room
801 and Thursdays in room 802 of the Campus Center

from noon-1 p.m.

Meeting — P.O.W.E.R., the Progressive Organization

for Women's Rights holds their weekly meetings on
Thursdays at 6 p.m. in the Student Union room 306. All

men and women are welcome.

Meeting — The Pakistan Students Association has its

weekly meetings every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center. Check for the room number at the infor-

mation desk. For further details, contact Musharraf at

546-6295.

Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus meets

every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer 201. All

anthropology undergraduate minors and majors welcome.

Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan lvrit" held every

Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right

as you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis

and other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student

Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

Menorah Lighting — All are welcome to attend the

lighting of the 6-foot menorah in front of the Hillel

House, 388 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, at the following

times: Thurs. Dec. 5 at 5 p.m.; Fri. Dec. 6 at 4 p.m.; Sat.

Dec. 7 at 6 p.m.; Sun. Dec. 8 time TBA; Mon. Dec. 9 at 7

p.m.; Tues. Dec. 10 at 4:30 p.m.; Wed. Dec. 11 at 8:30

p.m.; Thurs. Dec. 12 at 6 p.m.

New Organization — WICC (West Indian/Caribbean

Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West
Indies or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as

anyone interested in the culture. For more information,

contact Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and
your help is needed. If interested, call Jordan at

546-3548.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to 1 p.m.

in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement

of Worcester Dining Common). For more information,

call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

photo, layout, copy and marketing departments. An assis-

tant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also need-

ed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304
Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Support Group — Tobacco cessation support group
meets weekly on Wednesday evenings from 7-8 p.m. in

the Campus Center to help people quit smoking and
chewing tobacco. See schedule by elevators for room
number or call Steve at 577-5181 for further information.

Talent Needed — The UMass Asian American Students

Association is looking for Asian/American hip hop, reg-

gae, and R&B dancers for next semesters annual Asian

Night production to be held on April 11, 1997. Contact

Geneva at 546-2714 for audition information.

Theatre — UMass Theatre Guild presents the musical

The Pajama Game. Dec. 5-7 at 8 p.m. with a matinee
performance on the 7th at 2 p.m. All shows are in the

Student Union Ballroom at 8 p.m. Tickets are $4/students

and senior citizens and $6 for everyone else and are avail-

able at the door and in advance at Tix Unlimited, 545-
0412.

Campus Police Log
Accident — Properly Damage
Dec. 4

A minor two-vehicle accident on
Massachusetts Avenue was report-

ed.

A vehicle in parking lot 44 was bro-

ken into; a stereo system was
stolen.

Annoying Behavior

Dec. 5

An individual in Wheeler Residence

Hall reported a possible peeping
torn outside of a window.

Assault & Battery

Dec. 5

An individual in Gorman Residence

Hall reported being assaulted.

Charges may be filed upon comple

tion of investigation.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Dec. 4

A vehicle in parking tat 44 was bro-

ken into; CDs and ski boots were

stolen.

The trunk of a vehicle in parking lot

43 was broken into; tools and tire

changing equipment was stolen.

Disturbance

Dec. 4

A fight between two individuals in

Brooks Residence

resolved bv officers.

Hall was

Hazardous Materials/ Spills

Dec 4

A small hydraulic oil spill on Hicks

Way was cleaned up.

Vandalism

Dec. 4

A vehicle in parking lot 44 was
damaged.

A bus stop bench was damaged on

Governors Drive.

Dec 5

A window was smashed on a vehi-

cle in parking lot 44.

Bus
continued from page I

"They serve a variety of people not just the homeless. The
help struggling families, immigrants and their families and

others as well."

After the amount of donations received last year,

Westcott said the Center is looking forward to receiving

this year's.

"Last year we receive plenty of donations from the

event," she said. "This year's donations will be very help-

ful as well."

Due to colder temperatures and recent welfare cuts,

Westcott said that the Center has been busy.

"There have been lots of people coming in the past few

weeks," she said. "Many of them are coming in for gro-

ceries because this allows them to get their bills paid and

stay caught up on their rent."

Although winter clothing is preferable, students can

donate any type of clothing they would like to help fill the

bus, Espinola said. Neither the toys nor clothing have to

be new.

"The good thing about this drive is that if the Survival

Center doesn't need the donations, they bring them to the

Salvation Army," Espinola said.

Although the drive ends at 3 p.m. today, Espinola

wants to remind everyone that the Survival Center takes

donations year round.

Espinola became involved in Fill-a-Bus through his

community service learning class. He said his professor

offered him the coordinating position even though he has

fulfilled his requirements.

He said he enjoys volunteering his time to the less for-

tunate whenever possible.

"I am doing this to help the less fortunate benefit espe-

cially during the holiday season," Espinola said. "There is

a myth in the Amherst community that there are no home-

less, no people starving, but there are.

"They are just not as visible as in the inner cities like

Washington DC. and Chicago. If the problem is not visi-

ble then less people feel inclined to become involved.

"The community and the University as well do a fair

share but a lot of time I think they [the homeless) are for-

gotten."

Espinola said he thinks the drive has been so successful

because it is done around the holiday season when most

people are happy and willing to share with those less for-

tunate.

"The homeless are still out there when the holidays are

not around," he said. "I think they still go unrecognized

during other parts of the year."

Espinola said he would like to see others get involved

with helping the homeless more.

"People need to get involved in community service for

longer than one to two hours in the community service

class," he said. "So many people go to a shelter for a com-

munity service class and never go back."

Elam said she would like to see the Fill-A-Bus drive get

more people involved in community service as well.

"This is a great event, but I would like to see it used as

a spring board to get the UMass community more
involved in other areas of community service as well," she

said.

Elam explained that students don't have to be involved

in a class to volunteer their time and services. She said

there are many upcoming event next semester in which

students can get involved whether it's for a day or long

term.

"Students who are interested should call our office and

we can help them find a place to volunteer at. We also

have a volunteer fair every semester, that students can get

ideas from," Elam said.

The Spring Volunteer fair is Feb. 5, and for more infor-

mation on community senice ideas call 545-3327.
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You're my hero.

Can I have your

autograph?"

Bite me. fan boy.

Collegia Sports. \\ \ \
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Work fasterwith it.

Power Macintosh* 7600

132 MHZ/16MB RAM/1 2GB/8X CD-ROM

IS " display/keyboard

Now $2,558

Simplifyyour life with it.

Communicate to the world with it.

Have fun with it.

Power Macintosh* 7200
120 MHz/l6MB RAM/I.2GB/8X CD ROM

15" display/keyboard

Now $1,91

8

Get $150 backwith it.
Apple* Color StyleWriter* 2500

Ip to 720x360 dpi

Now $329

Check out Apple's Holiday Savings.

Right now Apple Computer is it, offering a $150 rebate when you purchase

a Macintosh* personal computer and an Apple* printer. Fact is, your timing

couldn't be better to get your Mac* a machine that features some of the

world's most innovative technology. And it's easier to use than anything

you'll encounter in your class schedule. So get to your campus computer

store and pick out your Mac. It'll help keep you ahead in your classes (or

at least tied). And right now, you'll come out $150 ahead on the price. «
Pow»r Macintosh- 5260 120 MHz/i6MB RAM/liGB/8XCD-ROM/14" built-in dispby/keyboard Now $1559

Power Macintosh* 8500 ISO MHz/l6MB RAM/I 2GB/8X CD-ROM/IT' display/keyboard Now $3548

Macintosh* Performs* 6400CD 180 MHz/l6MB RAM/I6GB/8X CD-ROM/15' display/keyboard Now $2,196

Apple- Color StyleWriter- 1 500 Up to 720x360 dpi Now $239

UNIVERSITY
MSTORE&

The University Store
Campus Center
Hours: M-F 9-5, Sat. 10-5
545-2619
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Officials to shutdown reactor Russian coal mine strikers demand back pay
citing safety as main reason

By Julio Rubin

Asvxioted Pre»s

By Brigitte Greenberg
Asjociated Press

WATERFORD, Conn. —
Company officials have decided to

pull the plug on the Connecticut
Yankee nuclear power plant, the
nation's second-oldest reactor.

In a move that had been expect-

ed, the plant's board of directors

voted unanimously Wednesday to

close the Haddam Neck plant after

29 years in service. The reactor had
been licensed to operate until the

year 2007.

"We are all sorry and disappoint-

ed that the plant will not be able to

finish its license life," said Ted
Feigenbaum, chief nuclear officer

for Northeast Utilities. The plant

had been shut down since )uly

because of safety concerns.

The company hopes to move
most of the plant's 322 employees
into positions at other nuclear
plants, said )ere LaPlatney, unit

director at the plant. About 100
workers will be left there by the end

of 1997. he said.

Decommissioning the plant is

expected to take at least five years

and cost about $400 million.

Roughly half of that money has

been collected by the utility in a

special decommissioning fund.

The company will seek to recover

the balance from ratepayers over a

period of several years. Feigenbaum
stressed, however, that closing the

plant will save about $100 million

because the company can buy
power at a lower cost than it would
take to produce it at the plant.

"We determined... that it was in

the best interests of our ratepayers

and customers to discontinue opera-

tion of Haddam Neck." Feigenbaum
said.

Rates will go down for cus-

tomers, company officials said, but

by how much could not immediate-

ly be determined.

Connecticut Yankee, a 582-

megawatt plant, began commercial

operation in lanuary 1968. In

October, a company study found it

was too costly to keep operating.

The reactor has been shut down
for safety problems since |uly.

Summer inspections found that a

backup safety system might not
work properly in an emergency. In

August, even while it was shut
down, a serious nuclear accident

could have occurred, regulators

said, when the water level over the

fuel core dropped by about three

feet.

Operators failed to notice the

problem because gauges had been

disconnected.

All four of Northeast Utility's

nuclear plants in Connecticut,
including the three-unit plant at

Millstone station, are currently shut

down due to safety problems. The
company has been relying on small

generators and imported supplies to

power the state.

A separate economic analysis will

be conducted on whether it is eco-

nomically feasible to continue oper-

ating Millstone Unit 1, the oldest of

the Millstone units. Feigenbaum
said he expected Unit 1 to pass.

The announcement of the closing

of Connecticut Yankee came during

an enforcement conference with

federal regulators, who sought
answers to what it has identified as

approximately 40 apparent viola-

tions of Nuclear Regulatory
Commission standards at the plant.

The NRC could impose fines

against the utility.

The enforcement conference was
held in Waterford. The plant's own-
ers had voted on Connecticut
Yankee's fate at a separate meeting

at the company's headquarters in

Berlin.

Hubert Miller, the NRC regional

administrator, said his agency need-

ed to get to the root causes of the

problems at Connecticut Yankee
because the company owns other

plants and will be handling danger-

ous radioactive materials during

decommissioning.

)im Lieberman, director of the

NRC Office of Enforcement, said

Connecticut Yankee was an exam-

ple "of how not to run a nuclear

power plant."

The apparent violations can be

attributed to widespread problems

at every level of the operation, from

the very design basis of the plant to

the philosophy of plant managers,

said |ohn Haseltine. the company's

engineering director.

When questioned by NRC offi-

cials about whether a lack of money
caused managers to ignore the
problems. Haseltine said it was not

a question of money but more an
acceptance of "living with known
problems."

MOSCOW — Russia's prime min-

ister said yesterday he has made an

emergency transfer of $236 million to

miners protesting chronic wage
delays in the third day of a nation-

wide strike.

Prime Minister Viktor
Chernomyrdin, whose government is

under increasing pressure from a crit-

ical parliament, said the miners
should get the money soon. But he

acknowledged miners' complaints
that huge sums promised in the past

often haven't arrived.

Chernomyrdin said the latest funds

had been allocated since Tuesday.

Strike leaders were in talks with

the government, and had no immedi-

ate comment.
The miners are demanding months

of back pay and benefits, and an end

to chronic wage delays. They have
idled more than half of Russia's 240
coal mines and called on the govern-

ment to resign.

The miners' union says there arc-

up to 400,000 workers on strike,

while Rosugol, the state coal compa-
ny, put the figure at 61,000, the

Moscow Tribune reported yesterday.

In some regions, teachers, power
workers and others have joined the

strike.

"The government has not fulfilled

our demands to solve the back-pay-

ments problem," Sergei Zheltyakov, a

miners' union leader in the Siberian

region of Krasnoyarsk, told the

ITAR-Tass news agency earlier in the

day. "Therefore we no longer trust

it."

The government's debt to the coal

industry has been estimated at $270
million.

Chernomyrdin said the government
is investigating why earlier subsidies

didn't reach miners, and he lashed

out at the state coal company.
"If a company like Rosugol can't

do its job, then it should be
replaced," the prime minister said.

Rosugol's president, Yuri
Malyshev, sounded conciliatory after

a Cabinet meeting, telling reporters

that the latest government subsidy
should be enough to end the strike.

He said mining regions will get a

total of $300 million by year's end,

including credits and debt offsets

Strikes and labor protests have

become common across Russia due
to a cycle of debts that leave millions

of state workers unpaid for months.

Total wage arrears have reached
about $8 billion, the government
says.

The coal industry's troubles run

even deeper. Many inefficient mines

depend on huge government subsi-

dies, and the government plans to

shut 80 of them in the next few years.

Usually, miners' strikes have ended
when Moscow pays off at least part

of the debt.

The Communist-dominated Duma,
the lower house of parliament,
appealed to President Boris Yeltsin

today to take personal control of the

crisis, and threatened a no-confidence

vote in the government il ihe situa-

tion is not resolved soon.

What you looking at?
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Two-year-old Dilber Mamedzadeh of Amherst hangs out with one of the ducks yesterday afternoon at the campus pond.
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Campus Activities at the University of Massachusetts Presents

Something Every Friday
A weekly series of FREE special Events

Comic Improv Group
Scared Scriptless

Bluewall Cafe, 8:00pm

December 6, 1996

Followed by the hit movie

"Trainspotting"
Choose tut Choose * **> Choose a start* nom*
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But why would anyone want to do a thing !*• ViatT

CHECK OUT
N.Y.C.'S

BEST
IMPROV COMEDY!

UMASS
Student Opener
Pete's Desire

Check out

our website:

www.umass.edu/campact/events/calendar.htm
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DAILY COLLEGIAN
Nrw Fnqlond's lorgest College Doily • Founded in 1890 • Doily Since 1967

This series is made possible by a grant from Auxiliary Services and the Vice-Chancelor for Student Affairs

DAILY COLLEGIAN and ICP present:

The First Annual UMass

Spanning! Five UMass Bands

Watch here for

band listing!

Monday
Dec. 9th

Doors Open @ 7:00

Bands Start <s> 9:00

NORTHAMPTON, MA

$5 admission ($4 with this ad)
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Weld a cut above the rest

Jacob W.

Michaels

Massachusetts Governor
William F. Weld made
brave move this week when

he slid the Bay State would recognize

gay marriages performed in Hawaii.

According to the Boston Globe,

Weld views the

"Defense of Marriage

Act." passed by

Congress to allow states

to ignore gay marriages

sanctioned by other

states, as clearly "unconstitutional."

According to Weld, and many
other legal experts, the law violates

article IV. section 1 of the U.S.
Constitution, which says "Full faith

and credit shall be given in each State

to the public acts, records and judi-

cial proceedings of every other
State."

The Globe then reported that

"Weld said that his primary obliga-

tion as governor is not to adhere to

the will of Congress but to the words
of the U.S. Constitution."

It's to Weld's credit that he has

enough backbone to say out loud
what everyone else knows, despite

the fact the majority of Congress.

Democrat and Republican, voted for

the measure and the President of the

United States signed it into law.

Weld's principled stand is so far

beyond what we expect from any
politician in this day that he deserves

to be lauded, even though he is only

doing his job.

Unfortunately, other politicians

don't seem to be as principled.

Besides the obviously unconstitu-

tional Defense of Marriage Act
(DOMA). there is also the
Communications Decency Act

(CDA), passed within

the last year. The law

purports to limit

"indecent" speech on
the Internet, despite

the First Amendment,
which clearly states, "Congress shall

make no law... abridging the free-

dom of speech."

The folks who are sent year after

year to Washington don't care about

doing what they're supposed to. only

what they think the people want. And
while that is part of their job, they

can't trample over the most impor-

tant document in this country's histo-

ry

Fortunately for us, the document
that they're ignoring realized that this

situation could eventually occur and
set up a series of checks and balances

to stop it. The Supreme Court has the

ability to declare a law unconstitu-

tional, and it is almost certain that

both the DMA and the CDA will end

up there.

But even that is not a perfect situa-

tion. The judges on the Supreme
Court are not perfect.

Take the comments of State Sen.

Robert Antonioni (D- Leominster)
about what the Supreme Court might

do should the DMA end up there:

"Aside from overturning the
expressed will of the elected repre-

sentatives of the people, I'm not sure

that the U.S. Supreme Court wants
to take such a significant and perhaps

unprecedented leap in reengineering

social policy."

It's not the Supreme Court's job to

look at that though. They are simply

supposed to determine whether or

not a law contradicts the
Constitution. But. it's not that easy.

The lustices don't operate in a vacu-

um, and they aren't completely unbi-

ased.

As hard as the Supreme Court
works to do what's right, it's impor-

tant to make sure there's as little

room for error as possible.

That means making sure all politi-

cians are as responsible as Weld, and
don't blatantly ignore the Constitution.

The only way to do that is to let the

politicians know that that's what the

people want, which means letters.

So sit down and write them a let-

ter, telling them how little you appre-

ciate their attempts to ignore the

Constitution by voting for measures
like the Communications Decency
Act and the Defense of Marriage Act.

At the same time drop a not to

Weld's office letting him know that

his sense of responsibility is not only

noted, but greatly appreciated.

Jacob W. Michaels is a Collegian

columnist.

Finding equal protection in Hawaii

John

DelBarba

The Hawaii Supreme Court has stated in Baehr r.

Lewbt that couples do not have a fundamental con-

stitutional right to same-sex marriage arising out of

the right to privacy or otherwise. The court additionally

found, though, that Hawaii Revised Statutes (HRS) dis-

criminates on the basis of sex. and unless the state can
prove it has a compelling interest in doing so, this thereby

implicates the equal protection clause of article I. section 5

of the Hawaii Constitution.

This particular finding by the Hawaii Supreme Court has

created a hysteria surrounding same-sex marriage that has

simply confused and misled the public. It is a hysteria of gay
marriages coming to a town near you. The hysteria- based

confusion blinds the majority of peo-

ple by attacking an unpopular group
at the expense of individual rights.

Should we not all be protected

equally under the eyes of the law? I

should hope that regardless of per-

sonal attacks which are based on hysteria generated by
stereotypical fear, at some point someone will see through

the fog of this mess and realize the hidden attack on indi-

viduals and Hawaii's equal protection clause.

Hawaii's Constitution, in regard to equal protection, is

much more elaborate than the United States Constitution's

guarantee of equal protection. The 14th Amendment sim-

ply states that a state may not deny to any person within its

jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.

Hawaii's Constitution, by way of Article I. section 5,

states that "no person shall be denied the equal protection

of the laws, nor be denied the enjoyment of the person's

civil rights or be discriminated against in the exercise

thereof because of race, religion, sex or ancestry." Thus,
the Article explicitly states that state-sanctioned discrimi-

nation against any person in the exercise of his or her civil

rights is in clear violation of the Hawaii Constitution.

The court held that sex is a suspect category for purpos-

es of equal protection analysis under article I, section 5 of

the Hawaii Constitution and that HRS @ 572-1 is subject

to the strict scrutiny test. The court held that "(
1 ) HRS @

572-1 is presumed to be unconstitutional (2) unless
Lewin can show that (a) the statute's sex-based classifica-

tion is justified by compelling state interest and (b) the

statute is narrowly drawn to avoid unnecessary abridg-

ments of the applicant couples' constitutional rights."

The court remanded this matter for further proceed-

ings consistent with this opinion. Subsequently, on
remand the district court found that the State failed to

show any compelling interest in denying gay couples the

right to marry. Yet, one day after this finding, the judge

ordered a stay of his decision until the State can
once again appeal their case to the Hawaii
Supreme Court.

Clearly. Hawaii's Constitution prohibits dis-

crimination based on sex; clearly. Hawaii's
Constitution prohibits the denial of one's civil

rights. Moreover, the paramount principle called into

question is Hawaii's Constitutional guarantee that no per-

son shall be denied the equal protection of the laws.

My fear is what won't happen through the court system.

First, the hysteria will probably generate enough energy

that the Hawaii Legislature will create some type of legis-

lation that continues the attack on same-sex marriage.

Second, if the legislature decides not to grapple with this

political volleyball, it will surely be resolved through the

court system.

My particular problem with this approach is that some
homophobic judge, one who has a difficult time under-

standing and grasping the concept of neutrality and equal

protection as it relates to same-sex marriage, will get his

or her hands on this case and carve a Machiavellian slice

out of the reasoning, and the logic, of the Hawaii
Supreme Court.

John DelBarba is a UMass student.

Levenson unclear
To i he editor:

Columnist Daniel Levenson 's arti-

cle in the Nov. 25 issue of the Daily

Collegian ("State should pay for what
they own"), contains some points

which deserve clarification. Mr.
Levenson expresses some concern
about the about the portion of the

service fee which is used to pay for

certain facilities on the Amherst cam-
pus The following is background
information which can help set the

context for the issues raised in the

column.

Buildings of public institutions

nationwide are normally funded
through the issuance of long term
debt (bonds), federal appropriations

or through the generous support of
donors When bonds are involved,

responsibility for paying debt service

over a period of time rests either with

the state or the institution (or in

come cases a combination). State

bonds are usually paid by general or

dedicated tax or fee revenue. The
same holds true for institutionally

incurred debt In this state, the
University of Massachusetts Building

Authority was created as the vehicle

through which the University can
issue long term debt for capital pro-

Ifctl

It is also common nationally that

auxiliary enterprise facilities such as

Letters to the Editor

dormitories, dining halls, athletic

facilities and other special purpose
buildings be funded by institutions

rather than through state capital out-

lay appropriations. Campuses general-

ly meet the debt service payments for

these facilities through fees or other

dedicated revenue streams. As far

back as the 1950's. this has been the

way most of the facilities on the
Amherst Campus have been funded.

Since state finance law prohibits the

use of appropriations to pay debt ser-

vice, the only available funding source

to the campus is fee revenue, revenue

from sales and services, gifts or other

institutionally generated funds.

On the Amherst Campus. $406 of

the $722 yearly Service Fee goes to

pay the debt service for residence
halls, dining halls, campus
center/student union, stadium. Cage.

Mullins Center and the parking
garage. All of these facilities were
constructed and/or renovated in

whole or in part by the Building
Authority (or its predecessor). No
part of this portion of the fee goes to

pay any operating costs associated

with these facilities. The Knowles
Engineering Building was also con-
stricted by the Authority, but the

debt service is paid by overhead
recoveries on grants and contracts. In

much the same way that the bank
"owns" your house if it holds the

mortgage, the bondholders own these

facilities until they are fully paid off.

This would be the case even if we
ceased using or use it for a different

purpose. We are legally obligated to

meet debt service payments.

The author raises a very crucial

point in addressing the question of

the role of the state in helping sup-

port this campus and its facilities.

The overall condition of most of our
facilities is dismal, primarily as a

result of diminishing state resources

for basic maintenance, renewal and
replacement. We estimate that the

deferred maintenance liability on the

Amherst Campus is in excess of $300
million with about one third of this

amount in auxiliary facilities.

Students have been rightfully con-

cerned about the impact of state

operating budget reductions on
tuition and fees they must pay. A
more insidious situation is the grad-

ual disinvestment by the state with
respect to our facilities. We are see-

ing this by the state expecting the
campus to assume a greater responsi-

bility for construction and renovation

of non auxiliary facilities. The conse-

quences of this have the potential of
being far more onerous and
long-lived both financially and in the

quality of campus life than operating

budget reductions

Paul | Page
Vice Chancellor for

Administration and Finance

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this pave are those of the individual writers

and ilt) not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

That's a lot of money

Adam
Millington

On Tuesday, November 19. free-agent slugger
Albert Belle signed a contract with the Chicago
White Sox that made him the highest paid player

in baseball history. He agreed to ink a deal that will pay
him $55 million over the next five years.

When I heard about this. I didn't really think abgut it

very much. With players' salaries soaring beyond control

in baseball today, it seemed like just anoth-

er high-priced, disgraceful and ridiculous

contract any sports fan is used to.

However, over the recent holiday break. I

felt compelled to analyze his salary more
closely just to see what his paycheck breaks

down to during a normal season of baseball. Here's what I

came up with:

Albert Belle will earn $55 million for five years with the

Chicago White Sox. That, of course, equals $1 1 million

per season. Let's assume that Mr. Belle will play 150
games per year. Please keep in mind that the regular sea-

son is 162 games, but I am using this number because I

am taking into account a possible trip to the disabled list

or a suspension. Any sports fan who is familiar with Mr.
Belle's character understands the validity of the latter rea-

son. Based cm this 150 game season and his $j i million

annual salary, Mr. Belle will be paid over $73,000 per

game. THATS ONE GAME\
Is your tongue off the floor and back in your mouth?

Good, let's take those numbers a step further. With Mr.

Belle hitting in the third, fourth or fifth spot in the batting

order, he will more than likely get up to bat at least four

times per game. Hence. Mr. Belle will be paid over
$18,000 each time he gets up to hit. Does the floor taste

any better? Remember, he could strike out. ground out.

fly out. hit into a double play or even a triple play and so

on. But that doesn't matter; he'll still get his $18,000.

$18,000 for just getting off the bench. After seeing this.

I was thoroughly disgusted. There are hard working
Americans who work all year long to make that much
money just to survive and put food on the table to feed

their families. With one at bat. he could pay for about 75
percent of my college tuition here at UMass. In one
month, he will make more money than some, if not most,

people will earn in their lifetime. Do the math, it's not

that hard.

This recent event is not what baseball needs right now.

With attendance down, dwindling fan interest, constant

labor disagreements that were only recently resolved and

strong competition from the NBA and NFL, I cannot fore-

see Major League Baseball surviving the way it is. I am of

the opinion that the fans, who will more than likely feel

the effects of this contract in higher prices at the ballpark,

will become even more discouraged with baseball than

they already are. Not only that, this con-

tract has just paved the way for future stars

of the game to ask for as much or more
than what Belle makes because they feel

that if he can get this much, so can they.

Don't be surprised to see Ken Griffey |r.

sign a contract equal to. if not greater than. Belle's when
his time expires in Seattle.

If anything is going to suffer from this, it's baseball

itself. Small market teams like Kansas City. Montreal.

Milwaukee and Pittsburg are now at a severe disadvantage

since they probably cannot afford to match the offers big

time ballclubs like the Yankees and Red Sox can offer a

free-agent superstar like Mr. Belle. To better understand

how small these clubs are and how competition is all but

dc-stroyed. just look at the facts: the combined salaries of

Mr. Belle and teammate Frank Thomas, which is over $18
million per year, exceeds the payrolls of the Brewers,
Expos and Pirates, combined*. How can small clubs com-
pete with numbers like that?

I hope this commentary gives you a sense of the mad-
ness that is plaguing Major League Baseball. Please keep
an open mind while reflecting on this. I am not a sports

management major; I'm not a math wiz: I'm not an
expert in statistics. I'm just a regular guy who likes

sports but is becoming increasingly discouraged toward
baseball in light of the recent events. As a final note, 1

am currently taking "The Jackie Robinson Initiative"

course here at UMass. When I enrolled in it. I hoped
that by learning about baseball's importance in shaping
and influencing American society, I could regain the

enthusiasm and respect I once held for the game but

lost due to high salaries and the 1994 strike. After the

recent developments in Chicago, that enthusiasm and
respect I once held for the game are gone. I ask all you
baseball fans, do you still have enthusiasm and respect

for baseball?

Adam Millington is a UMass student.

Notes from the Campus Center basement

Jeremy

Brothers

In
the "Things which I forgot to say thanks for last

week" department...

I'm thankful that the Campus Center basement has

now become a crafts marketplace. Now we have another

reason to skip classes, staring at homely pieces of glass

and felt displayed on homemade paper for ridiculously

jacked-up prices. Next year we can only hope they rip up
the garage and put that Wal-Mart in that Chancellor Scott

has been promising for so long.

I'm thankful that the "dangerous loner" quotient has

taken a drastic turn upwards. Before long, I'll be able to

have a pale, lanky, trenchcoat-clad
Tourette's victim in every class, no longer

just as staff at the Collegian. A word to the

wise — if UMass is going to start recruiting

these upstanding young examples of stabili-

ty, then they have to keep their mainte-
nance up. One almost broke in my History 100 class a few
weeks ago. Those 10 free trips to Mental Health Services

aren't going to cut it... As fun as they are to look at. our
learning process isn't enhanced by some idiot in the cor-

ner drooling and muttering something about the impend-
ing millennium.

*•*

Y'know, no matter how many times I see that episode

of "Benson" where the Governor's staff simulates global

thermonuclear war and they simulate killing a young
Missy Gold, it still gets me a little weepy. The one thing I

still don't understand is hpw they can call "Benson" a

spin-off of "Soap" when he goes from being Mona's butler

to the Lieutenant Governor...
•**

leers to UPC. who screwed every single person attend-

ing the Rollins show Monday evening at the Fine Arts

Center by advertising the show at 8 p.m.. instead of at 7

p.m., when the show really started. Not only did they

make dozens of people miss the first hour of the show,

but they managed to piss off all the people who had tick-

ets in advance with the barrage of people stomping in a

hour late wondering "Hey. is that him speaking already?"

We won't even go into the fact that UPC never told your
beloved Collegian staff member that he could have spoken
to Rollins after the show at the press conference, or that

there ever was a press conference, for that matter.
• **

In the "Things that I should have gotten over months
ago. but for some reason, haven't" department...

Boston Magazine's ridiculously biased round-up of New
England schools, of which all five members of the Five
College consortium were included. Amidst the cutesy
illustrations was a disgusting joke making light of violence

on campus that began "How many UMass
students does it take to screw in a light

bulb?" In addition to this ridiculously-

unfunny shot was a list of some of the cam-
puses' must-take courses. Among them a

history class on baseball which had never
been taught before and was only a few weeks into the
semester. Meanwhile, our neighboring schools were pelted
with jokes about roaming "a capella" groups. (Okay, those
were a little funny...)

But when looking at the Five College system, let's

remember, without getting too snooty — it's a mis-
nomer. There are four colleges and only one university.
It's a pride thing. Don't let Boston's many bastards get
us down. If they're trying to keep the spirit of the
Brahmin alive, let them pick on Boston College.

•**

Corrections and responses to complaints about this
week's Arts & Living pages:

1. You're right. Ms. Peron and Mr. Guavera weren't
lovers, not in the traditional sense at least. But are we
really sure that Alan Parker won't rectify this situation
when Madonna and Antonio Banderas are involved? He
did direct Pink Floyd: The Wall, didn't he?

2. Sure, but isn't it really about the love of the sport?
3. |ust because he's on a stage speaking, doesn't make it

a "spoken word" performance. It also doesn't mean that
it's "art."

jerenty Brothers is a Collegian staff member.

Prospective columnists!
Start thinking about next semester.
Speak to Mike Burkefor details.
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Goldbaum heads Jewish Affairs;

office brings change to UMass
By Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian Staff

In a typical week, Larry Goldbaum will attend a seem-
ingly intolerable number of meetings in an attempt to learn

as much as possible about others groups, to foster better

relations between African-American and lewish people
and other groups on campus.

It has been nearly two years since Goldbaum was hired

as Coordinator for the Office of Jewish Affairs at the
University of Massachusetts, and he is still in the process

of building relationships with the administration and
Jewish communities.

Quick accomplishments

Goldbaum said he has found the job difficult, but is

proud of his accomplishments. Last year the Office of
lewish Affairs teamed up with the Black Student Union
and the Office of ALANA affairs to co-sponsor a speech

by Morris Dees, director of the Southern Poverty Law
Center.

"It was nice to have a speaker that united groups
instead of polarized them," Goldbaum said.

He said he hopes to work along side the Black Student

Union and ALANA Affairs to co-sponsor more speakers

and events. There are tentative plans to organize an
Eater- Passover celebration in the spring, Goldbaum said.

Goldbaum has also worked with other offices in an
attempt to establish a series of workshops educating facul-

ty and staff about the religious and cultural backgrounds
of different groups.

Try Sek, the administrative assistant for the Office of

ALANA Affairs said the two offices work together.

"We are in the process of working with the Office of

Human Relations and the Cultural Food Night in the

Spring." Sek said.

In November, the Office of Jewish Affairs coordinated a

Muslim-Jewish workshop in conjunction with the Muslim
Students Association and the Offices of Human Resources.

The workshop was attended by staff in the hopes that it

would increase their awareness of the student population.

"The workshop went great, 1 hope to organize more of

them." Goldbaum said. "People really want information,

they want to know about lewish and Muslim holidays."

Amin Amisted, from the Office of Grants and Contracts

and a Board Member of the Muslim Students Association,

said the goal of the workshop was to teach people to be
more "supportive and acceptive."

The workshop first discussed the religious significance

of Rosh Hashanna and offered a brief introduction to the

primer lunar calendar and the lunar month of fasting,

kaiuabhan, Amisted said.

Goldbaum is also working on a project with the Black

Student Union which uses theater to foster and explore

relations between different communities. Laura
Tichlar. graduate assistant to the Office of Jewish Affairs

and director of the recent performance. God of Vengeance.

is helping to create the theater outreach program. The ini-

tial meeting for the project was held last Wednesday, but

interested students can contact the Office of Jewish

Affairs.

The community reacts

Goldbaum 's most important role has been to act as a
liaison to students concerning administrative policy and

issues involving anti-Semitism.

"Having Larry Goldbaum as a liaison cut some of the

red tape with administration," said Jay Bragg, of the

AIPAC (American Israeli Public Affairs Committee).
"Before Larry, Jews weren't being represented in the

administration."

"Before, the brunt of dealing with anti-Semitism was
left in Hillel's lap and not on the administration." said Saul

Perlmutter. executive director of Hillel.

"JGoldbaum) deals with administrative policy, it is nice

to have someone there concerning Jewish issues," said

Chabad House Program Director Yonah Blum.

The candle controversy

One of the policies that Goldbaum has advocated to be

amended is the interim housing policy toward candle light-

ing. Currently, no candles are allowed to be lit in a dorm
room because of the fire hazard they may present.

Goldbaum said students have complained because it pre-

vents them from performing religious activities in privacy.

Goldbaum said the interim policy, which allows stu-

dents to light candles in designated places such as lounges,

is still not sufficient.

"None of us wants to see a fire that could damage prop-

erty and lives, "-he said.

Goldbaum said that the current policy is rarely enforced,

and that it would make more sense to have students notify

their resident directors of the exact dates they need to light

candles and take the proper safety precautions.

"We understand why students want to light candles, but

there is a risk. We want to put our finger on the correct

reasonable accommodation without creating a risk to the

larger community," said Housing Director Michael Gilbert.

Gilbert said there will be review and debate over the

next few months when a final policy will be decided on.

He said it is a difficult issue because they want to preserve

students freedom without creating fire and safety hazards.

He said that in Sept. 1995 a policy was implemented
banning all candles from the dorms, but by midsemester

the dialogue that was issued led to the creation of the cur-

rent interim policy which can be found in the Housing
Manual.

The office operation

The office of Jewish Affairs is part of Student Affairs

and is funded by the administration. Goldbaum's immedi-
ate supervision is Associate Vice Chancellor lanne Vanic,

who is responsible to Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs.

Tom Robinson. The office of ALANA affairs is funded by

the student activities fund and is responsible to M. Ricardo

Townes, the director of Campus Activities.

Perlmutter said the office was created by a Task Force

on lewish Awareness which was created in 1994. Students

complained after several anti-Semitic incidents that they

did not have adequate representation in administration.

The Task Force decided to create the Office of Jewish
Affairs for a trial three year period. After approximately

year of searching. Larry Goldbaum was hired in May of

1995.

Goldbaum brought a great deal of experience to the job

as former head of Student Activities at Hampshire College,

where he also worked informally as an advisor to lewish

Students. He was born in Denver and attended the

University of Chicago, and then attained his Masters in

Economics from UMass.

My mom's Jewish, and my dad's not

COURTBSY |IC AT HIUEI

L to R: Sophomore SOM major Todd Lieberman, sophomore interior design major Ivana Kurian, junior com-
munications major Melissa Norman, and senior BDIC major Jay Bragg have fun living at the JLC.

Jewish students living large at JLC
By Sarah J. Kimmel
Collegian Staff

There is a living community on
the border of the UMass campus of

which few students are aware. It's

not a dorm and it's not an apart-

ment. Though is located between
fraternity houses, it is not part of

the Greek community. This small

living community is located on the

second floor of the Hillel House.

The lewish Living Community
(|LC) is composed of 24 UMass
students. These young adults share

a kosher kitchen, two bathrooms, a

washer, a dryer and a lounge with

a television, all of which are locat-

ed on the same floor as their spa-

cious rooms.

The students also have access to

a library located on the first floor.

The living package includes a

Friday night Shabbat dinner and a

Sunday brunch each week. These
meal times give "everyone a chance

to sit together and relax after a

hard week." said senior economics
major Guy Chayoun. the floor's

resident assistant.

In order to live in this

one-of-a-kind community, an
interested student must submit an

application and go through an

interview process. They must show
an interest in being a significant

part of the Jewish community.
Anyone is welcome to apply to be

part of the JLC. but it is intended

to cater to the Jewish students on

campus.

The residents of the |LC are very

diverse in their interests and per-

sonalities. There is a violinist, a

member of the National Ski Team,
a blooming politician who worked
on the Clinton campaign, several

members of the Greek community
and members of many UMass orga-

nizations.

These individuals are from all

denominations of ludaism — from
the girl who keeps Shabbat every

week to the young man who is just

learning about the details of his

religion. The kosher kitchen is kept

by all of the residents, and obser-

vances are respected by everyone
on the floor.

The residents all care for the

building and share chores in order

to keep the kitchen and the bath-

rooms clean. Dishes are done by
whoever uses them, and since
everyone uses the lavatories, every-

one cleans them.

There are floor meetings every

two weeks where the group plans

programs like their upcoming ski

trip. In the past, they have had bar-

becues and late night dance par-

ties. These event shouldn't be con-

fuse with the events sponsored by
Hillel. though — the |LC is a com-
pletely separate entity from the

UMass Hillel. The JLC is not an
RSO and. therefore it plans its own
events and has more freedom to

what it wants.

The JLC is a very informal set-

ting. The residents scream at the

television as members of the
UMass basketball team run past on
the screen. Here, there are no quiet

hours, but if the noise gets too
much for someone they will quiet

down.

"Everyone is very respectful of

each other." said Melissa Norman,
a junior communications major.

The majority of the residents of

the |LC have lived in the dorms.
Zeesie Pertain is a junior political

science major who moved to the

JLC after living in Coolidge.

"The dorms were fun. but I was
looking for more of an off campus
experience. I didn't want to live in

an apartment because I wanted
more of a community." she said.

Sophomore civil engineering
major Omri Poreth moved from
Orchard Hill to the JLC.

"I moved off campus for the big-

ger room and the friendly environ-

ment here," Poreth said.

hana Kurian is a transfer ftvm
Alfred University in New York and
is a sophomore interior design
major. She said she felt it was
important to be part of "a Jewish

community." She describes the

dorm as "a large mass of people,

not a community. In a dorm no one
knows who their neighbor is

."

"The JLC offers lewish students

an alternative living situation

where they can experience lewish

culture and heritage together."

Chayoun said.

Jeremy R.

Adams

The same member of one particular

Christian organization has approached

me and questioned my faith in God and

dedication to my worship twice in the

la-t month. I never really know what to

tell him. because
when I get past the

initial reaction of

anger from his rather

belligerent violation of

my privacy. I am
rather intrigued by the offer to explore

my religious options.

The problem I have with partaking in

his study group's meetings, or even

going to church, is that I am very con-

fused about where I stand religiously.

My father was a church organist as a

second job for most of my life, which

meant that I spent a lot of time in a lot

of different churches over the course of

my childhood. My mother is Jewish. She

was born in the Netherlands, and her

parents were survivors of the

Holocaust.

People tell me I am lewish because

my half comes from my mother's side,

but I have never actually practiced

Judaism or even attended Synagogue.

My father went from gig to gig while

keeping up his first job as a professor.

My parents never seemed
very concerned what
church I went to, as long

as every Sunday I got up
earlier than 1 cared to and

made the trek to sing and
pray.

For years it was only singing and
praying, until I was finally given the

freedom to explore my own religious

beliefs. At the time, I was relieved to

have an extra morning to sleep, but

after a while I realized that it would not

hurt me to start thinking about priori-

tizing my life and trying to fit religion in

there somewhere.

I had always kept my lewish roots in

mind, especially when my friend from

summer camp told me about his

upcoming Bar Mitzvah (and the gifts he

would receive). I started thinking about

confirming my faith, only by that time I

had no real faith to confirm.

I have spent the last few years trying

to decide if there was a religion that I

am cut out for. For a while I looked into

confirmation at the United Church of

Christ congregational church that my
father played organ at. but it did not

suit me.

Two years ago I spent an entire 24
hour train ride talking about my unor-

ganized beliefs with an avid Roman
Catholic girl. This only confused me
more, because by the end of the trip she

was questioning her faith, and I was
actually starting to like what she was
telling me about being Catholic. My
interest in Catholicism subsided with

my feelings for the girl. Once again I

was searching for my faith.

I remembered my mother's love for

the Diary of Anne Frank, and I mar-

velled at some of the exciting, sad and

moving histories she told me about

Judaism. I knew that I could never be

really interested in Catholicism because

UMass contingent to join other colleges

in 1 0-day winter break journey to Israel

I do not like the politics and emphasis

on formalities rather than true emotion.

It was this need for a more accommo-
dating, feeling religion that has kept me
away from looking further into ludaism.

because of the fact that I do not have to

ward off anybody trying to get me to

accept their beliefs. I would probably

enjoy that instead I would be encour-

aged to accept and challenge my own
beliefs.

The established Jewish community on
the UMass campus is not pushy in its

"recruiting." which makes me more
interested in what it has to offer. As
someone who cannot claim to be a

practicing lew. 1 am supportive of the

Jewish community at UMass. especially

because I know it is there for me in case

I decide to explore that avenue.

I do not see myself making any dras-

tic moves right now. but when I look at

my options. I appreciate that I have the

strength to explore my own beliefs,

without the pressure of the campus reli-

gion salesmen.

(QallinQ all writers/

GJThe Jewish ^V/fairs desk is seeking

writers Jor* the rest of the Jaff and the

spring semester.

cij you're interested. Bring a sumpfc oj

your writing and come speak with

Sarah •TQmmef at the QoUcfian

Ofices, or caff 545-1361

By Sarah J. Kimmel
Collegian Staff

On Dec. 23 a group of 27 UMass students, both gradu-

ate and undergraduate, will travel across the Atlantic into

the Middle East and land in Tel Aviv, Israel. These stu-

dents will travel the country for 10 days, returning on

Ian. 2.

The cost of this trip is subsidized

by both the UMass Hillel and the

United lewish Appeal (UJA). lewish

federations donate money to the UJA
in order to aid trips like this one as

well as give funding to Israel and
other countries.

Another perk to this unique oppor-

tunity is the fact that the students

involved in this trip are given the

choice to receive academic credits in ludaic Studies for

the second semester.

The students have choice of earning from zero to three

credits by preparing journals, research papers or large

projects as a result of interest generated during the trip.

The UMass students will not be alone in visiting the

nation. Students from colleges and universities all over

America, as well as students from Israeli universities, will

join UMass in tours and discussion groups.

The weather in Israel during the trip is anticipated to

"...students have a

chance of earning... cred-

its by preparing journals,

research papers, or large

projects....

"

be cool and rainy. During a meeting held at Hillel last

night, the students had a chance to have a

question/answer session with people who had previously

visited Israel.

The students were given information about their secu-

rity, living arrangements and how Americans are looked

upon in Israel, as well as a description and itinerary of

their trip.

The trip will begin by the group

landing in Tel Aviv and taking a

three hour bus ride to the north of

the country to spend the night. The

group will take jeep rides, tour the

Golan and try out some folk danc-

ing.

On the third day they will spend

time in Jerusalem and sign the

Jerusalem 5000 scroll. On day four

the students will tour the old city of lerusalem and spend

Shabbat there.

The next few days include seeing the Dead Sea Scrolls;

visiting Yad Vashem (the Holocaust memorial museum)
and the grave of Yitzchak Rabin; going on an archeologi-

cal dig: and floating in the Dead Sea.

The students said they are very excited to be touring

their homeland. They expressed their desires to experi-

ence a taste of Israeli culture, a taste of Judaism in Israel

— and a taste of falafel.

Hillel freshmen plunge into system
First year UMass students work to better Jewish community

By Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Hillel has created a group especially

for freshman called "Hillel 2000"

designed to make UMass and the

Jewish community more accessible to

incoming freshman.

Beth Seewald. the lewish Campus
Service Core Fellow from Hillel

House, organized the group.

"First year students have a lot in

common. This is a good chance for

them to get to know other lewish stu-

dents." she said.

The group has met every

Wednesday in the Cape Cod Lounge,

drawing about 15 students each time.

There is no official president, so each

student has assumed a position and

takes an equal role in planning
events

The big event that was planned by

the group this semester is the

Chanukah Party, which will take

place at the Hillel House tomorrow
evening. Seewald said that all are

welcome to the party, which will start

with the 6 p.m. Menorah lighting.

then proceed to activities such as

dreidle games, candle making and
potato latkes.

Group member and recording
Secretary lacklyn Sobel said there

will be a toy drive in conjunction
with the party. Toys will be collected

at the party, she said.

Sobel said she is glad such a group
exists.

"I was really scared I would loose

my lewishness when I came to

UMass." she said. "I feel more com-
fortable."

First-year student Aaron Philmus

said he first heard about the group
through word of mouth. Like many-

other students, he participated in

events at the beginning of the year

which were designed to initiate the

group.

One of these events was an evening

of music at Fire and Water which
was led by Seewald.

"(Fire and Water] was a good
time." Philmus said. "This is a really

good group to have. The group is

really down to earth. It is nice to have
a group of friends that I can also be
in a group with."

He said he was unsure whether the

group would stay intact formally after

this year, but it almost positive that a

similar group will exist for next year's

freshmen.

Seewald said that this experience

may prepare some of the students to

participate on the Hillel Council in

the next few years.

(Etjanukalj
to all

from tl|e
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proclaims his Emancipation

COUKTtSY NPC HfCOKDS

The Artist formerly known as Prince releases Emancipation.

By Humphrey brown III

Collegian Staff

Love him or hate him, you have to

give props to the Artist formerly

known as Prince. The Purple One
has returned with a new album, cele-

brating his newfound liberation from

his former record label. Warner
Brothers Inc.

In 1992, Prince (pre-name
change), signed a $100 million

record deal with Warner, the biggest

recording contract in Warner's histo-

ry. Shortly after the signing, the deal

went sour and Prince found himself

battling the record label for artistic

control.

In a display of public protest,

Prince scrawled the word "slave" on

his check and proceeded to wear it at

award shows, concerts and television

talk show appearances. Then, in

1993, the man born Prince Rogers

Nelson legally changed his name to

an unpronounceable symbol. As one

can imagine, this caused a wave of

confusion among the public and
added to the mystery behind a man

whose antics were beginning to get

in the way of his music.

After a string of so-so albums, the

climax of them being The Cold
Experience, liberation finally came
to The Artist formerly known as

Prince after last July's release of

Chaos and Disorder, a rock heavy,

guitar-charged piece that many
claimed to be a throwaway album to

fulfill his record agreement.
Whatever the case may be. Chaos
and Disorder did mark the last

album done by the Artist formerly

known as Prince under the Warner
label. Five months later, with a wife

and newfound freedom, he released

a 3-CD set which, under his own
NPG label and new distributer

EMI-Capitol Music, is appropriately

titled Emancipation.

This is the album fans of the

Artist have been waiting for.

Emancipation is 37 songs strong
and is probably the most complete
album he has ever made.

Emancipation showcases the mul-

tiple talents of the Artist and that of

his band. The New Power

Generation. You would think that

with 37 cuts, there has to be a few
throw- aways. That all depends on
what you want to hear from him.
Getting Emancipation is like getting

an R&B, rock, pop, dance, funk,
soul and old school album all in one.

There are four covers on
Emancipation, including the first

single release, "Betcha By Golly
Wow." Also covered are Bonnie
Raitt's "I Can't Make You Love
Me." loan Osbourne's "One of Us"
and the Delphonics' classic "La-La-
La-Means I Love You." The Artist

does right by all of them, but if

you're tired of covers and want
some original material, he has plen-

ty-

Exploring the definition of love,

romance and relationships are
melodic cuts like "Dreamin About
You," "One Kiss At A Time,"
"Friend, Lover. Sister,

Mother/Wife." and the ballad that

makes his wife Mayte cry everytime

she hears it. "Let's Have A Baby."

Emancipation is full of songs
dealing with sex and sensuality, but

there's also a whole lot of funk.

You're guaranteed to move on such
cuts as "|am Of The Year," "Get Yo
Groove On," "Joint 2 Joint" and the

song destined to be pumping out of

the speakers of every club from
California to Boston, "Sleep
Around" — a bass-pumping, tech-

no-esque jam that could make Bob
Dole get up and pull something.

For those wanting to hear his

Royal Badness get nice with the axe,

there's plenty of guitar oriented
songs. The Artist plays nearly every

instrument on the album, including

brilliant guitar licks on "Saviour,"

"Damned If I Do" and "One Of Us."

Whatever you're looking for,

you'll find it on Emancipation, mak-
ing this a definite treat for fans look-

ing for new stuff, or old Prince fans

looking to come back to the dawn.

Emancipation lets you look pass

the public persona and pay attention

to what's really important, the
music. Listening to Emancipation is

truly hearing freedom ring. Freedom
is truly a beautiful thing.

The Collegian wants to remind you that

Spring Break is fast approaching.

Start making your plans now-

Here are a few suggestions for some...

SKI (RESTED BUTTE
THt LAST 6RUT (01ORADO SKI TOWN

4-NIGHT VACATIONS STARTING AT $599.

Depart from Bradley International Airport Sunday or Monday.

Vacations include: round trip airfare on, AnwricanAirUnes

ground transfers in Colorado and lodging in (rested Butte

1800
CALL TODAY fOR ALL IMCLUSIYE SKI PA0U6CS flftfi 1CI/I

DISCOUNTED MUlTl-OAY LlfT TICKTS ALSO AVAJLAPLE VjO-LjIU

SPRING BREAK
< A N C U N

The Spring Break Experts

Bring UMass Students

Spring Break '97! This is

our 1 1th Year.

Balloon Travel
Cancun, Key West, Jamaica,

Bahamas, S. Podre Island,

and Cruisers. Call us

Anytime. 1 -800-964-TRIP.

JAMA
B A H A M A S

29 YEARS EXPERIENCE • 400,000* SATISFIED STUDENT TRAVELERS

LOWEST PRICES . BEST HOTELS REST FLIGHTS • BIGGEST PARTIES

Complete 7 Night Air & Hotel Packages from $399!
LL <OIUOE TOUBI tPPINO BREAK PACKAOEt INCLUDE:

Sound Tnp Nor. Stop Airt»r» 'College 'ojrt ttmous VIP Pirty Pukagi FRff
' * N>gnt$ moi«i Acco-moaaKms eov«r cnarj|»«, FUSE panws FREE looa t Brinks,
• Houoo Tru> Airpon Hotel Trm$ttre EXCLUSIVE ts>»ciM •verts. OVEPStSOir. uvnngs

zzMPn® jg?is £ss>m » gjttaaag a «Kng>m® m&m zsd
<OLLE0E TOURS 800-959-4786TODAV-

Spring Break *fl
SMAMttSk s^Ssss
Wn/lcFACf CONTACT On Campus

IA/CE PlACfD FMAil l^ILil
3
;

7936
v ^ E MAIL:SURFNSAV®Javanet com
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JAMA/CA
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FAC hosts Biblical opera tomorrow
By Seemo Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

)ust in time for the holidays. New
York's Ensemble lor Early Music
(EEM) will close out the Fine Arts

Center 1996 season with an opera

version of the Biblical story of

Daniel and the Lions.

The 1 5th century opera is a litur-

gical drama that uses Gregorian
chant in Latin as its principal musi-

cal means. The show begins at 8
p.m. tomorrow night in the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall.

The churches of medieval Europe
provided the first steps in creating

the opera. During those times, bibli-

cal stories were acted out and sung
on special occasions. These produc-

tions used a blend of Gregorian
chant and simple but elegant mime
to tell the stories.

EEM maintains the rich purity of

the original productions. The
ensemble's repertoire is filled with

vibrant pieces of authentic music
and music-drama from the

counnsr new womo classics

Ensemble from the opera, Daniel and the Lions.

medieval and renaissance periods.

Using exotic and authentic instru-

ments, as well as performance tech-

niques that blend imaginative

insight with sound scholarship,

EEM is able to put together perfor-

mances that are not only sponta-

neous, but also emotionally moving.

Their version of Daniel moves
quickly and is visually entertaining.

The 70-minute show uses tenors,

baritones and counter-tenor
singers. While the setting is Biblical,

the costumes are opulently

Byzantine.

The characters are dressed in

robes of royal purple and gold and
mantles of scarlet and vermillion

while the musicians are attired in

plain muslin costumes.

The trio of musicians perform on
various medieval instruments from
old string instruments to flutes.

Also included are improvised
accompaniment on medieval bells,

which provides and eerie haunting

background to the play.

EEM is directed by Frederick
Ren/ and has earned a world class

reputation for its colorful and ener-

getic performances in the past. The
Washington Post has praised the

group's performances as "outstand-

ing" while the Las Vegas New Press

raves that "The New York
Ensemble for Early Music is one of

the finest on Earth."

The group has also recorded
Daniel and the Lions on the Fone
Lable (Allegro Imports). Those
interested in learning more about
creation of opera can read The Play

of Daniel: A Thirteenth Century
Musical Drama is available in an
edition edited by Noah Greenberg
and published by Oxford University

Press, 1959.

Tickets for Daniel and the Lions

are $27. $23 and $15. Tickets for
five College students are $5 and for

persons ages 17 & under. $10. To
order tickets or for more informa-

tion, please call the Fine Arts Center

Box Office at 545-35// or (800)

992-UMAS.

-

*«fiMm
;^|^ Complete Packages

/

r̂
fet

J From only $299

Let North America's Premier Student Travel Company

Bring YOU to the Worlds Hottest Spring Break Spots

to Enjoy the Hot Sun, White Sands and Insane Parties!!!

TRAVEL WITH THE BEST

TRAVEL WITH CLASS!!

Find out How to GO FOR FREE & Earn Extra Cash!!!

CALL 800/919-9920 -m

Play shows life at turn of century
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By Julia Casson
Collegian Correspondent

Lily Dale, written by the world-renowned and award
winning screenwriter. Horton Foote, will be presented by
the University of Massachusetts' Theater Department this
evening at the Curtain Theater. This production provides
a glimpse into the life of a turn-of-the-century Texas
lamily.

Lily Dale is the third out of nine plays in "The
Orphan's Home Cycle" series by Foote. The series depicts
the travels of a young man as he rambles across the coun-
try visiting relatives and experiencing life. He strives to
leave behind his poor and neglected childhood and to cre-
ate a decent life for himself.

Numerous characters who appeared in Foote's 1995
Pulitzer Prize award winning drama, The Young Man
from Atlanta, reappear in Lily Dale. Foote wrote over 40
plays, including two Academy Award-winning screen-
plays, To Kill a Mockingbird and Tender Mercies.

Lily Dale is set in early 20th century in Houston.
Horace Robedaux, whom the series revolves around,
returns home to his family for a visit. There he encounters

his step-father, mother and Lily Dale, his sister. Family
tensions are evident as they reunite once again.

Horace's family portrays a "typical" family of the early

1900s. His step-father's work ethic focuses on the belief

of self-sufficiency. Eighteen-year-old Lily strives to be a

pianist and a composer, despite her lack of talent, because
it is an acceptable career for a woman of that time.

Lily Dale is directed by Linda Mclnemey, a M.F.A. can-
didate in the Directing graduate program. She is the
founder of Old Deerfield Productions and directed
Overruled, a one-act play, which was performed earlier in

the fall semester.

Foote has received significant praise for his work in the-

ater. Theater critic for Dallas Morning News, |erome
Weeks describes Foote's plays as "unconcernedly unfash-

ionable, not topical, urbane or intellectual. They are, how-
ever, profoundly and humanely moral, sensitive to com-
plex questions of families and individuals."

Lily Dale will be performed Friday, Dec. 6, Sat. Dec 7
and Monday Dec.9- Sat. Dec. 14 at the Curtain Theater
at 8 p.m. In addition, a 2 p.m. matinee will be held on
Saturday, Dec. 7. Tickets are $6 for general public and
$3. 50 for students and seniors.

A scene from the play Lily Dale.

Blue Christmas with Walter, Waters
Chess makes use of many strate-

gies. The age-old record label's
(now a division of MCA) newest is

to re-release some of their most
classic rare blues albums just before
the holiday season rush. If there's

somebody you know out there who,
like Elvis, prefers a "Blue
Christmas," then keep the four new
Chess/MCA re-issues below in

mind.

The first of the bunch is actually

a re-issue of a re-issue. The Little

Walter (master harmonica player
predominant in the '50s) col-

lection Confessin' The
Blues was originally a

1974 collection of some of

the Chicago bluesman's
1952-62 singles. On many of the

15 songs here, most are done with
Little Walter Jacobs' backing band,
the Aces. The Aces were an all-star

band comprised of two guitarists

, chosen from Robert )r. Lockwood,
Luther Tucker or Louis Myers, with

master composer/bassist Willie
Dixon on bass, Otis Spann on
piano and Fred Below on drums.
Together this group produced

some of the rawest, grittiest and yet

most musically intelligent blues in

the long history of that music.
Check out the rawness of Jacobs'
playing on instrumentals like

"Rocker" and "Lights Out," and
enjoy the humorous "Temperature,"
sung by lacobs in his booming
tenor. "Up The Line" will raise the

ears of Bob Dylan devotees with the

baritone sax- jrgan hook on this

1962 song later being employed as

the hook in Dylan's Blonde On
Blonde (1966) rocker. "Obviously
Five Believers."

In the same year as Little

Walter's death. 1968. that blues-

man's former employer and side-

man Muddy Waters, went even
more electric than he had most
always been (having helped to

invent the mellow electric Chicago
blues) on Electric Mud. With a

band that could easily have
dropped acid during these sessions,

Waters, probably tripping himself,

played psychedelic versions of some
of his old standbys like "I Just Want
To Make Love To You," "Mannish

1
^rVi>
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Boy" and "Hoochie Coochie Man,"
as well as a few Dixon tunes and a

captivating talking blues straight

from the protest period, "Herbert
Harper's Free Press News."

Electric Mud was, in a way. a

thank you to all the young British

and American rockers like The
Rolling Stones, Eric Clapton and
even Dylan who employed Waters'
gutsy blues style to create the
British Invasion sound, and, in gen-
eral, the '60s blues-based rock
sound.

With Etta James' 1974 album,
Come A Little Closer, we probably
have one of the best re-issues of the

year. Recorded in a time when
James was just getting over a hard
personal time and a heroin addic-

tion, she was able to really belt out

some of the most powerful music
ever sang.

Starting off with the funky, deep
groove of "Out On The Street
Again," which has a Curtis
Mayfieid-influenced sound, the CD
from Chess/MCA is not so much
straight blues, but more a mixed
bag of blues, funk and just general

soul, in the spiritual sense of the

word. She could easily put a smile

on George Clinton's face with

You Give Me What I

Want," and then lames
makes Randy
Newman's mellow
"Let's Burn Down
The Cornfields" as

sexy as the theme of the song (a

girl wanting to have sex with a

man while watching the corn-
fields burn, basically), before
taking her broad voice through
many more powerful blues, soul

romps and romantic ballads.

Long before he was tagged by
-1 Pepsi for some TV commercials,

John Lee Hooker was playing his

laid-back blues for privileged
Bohemians and convicted felons
alike. Live At the Cafe Au Go-Co
(And Soledad Prison) (MCA) has a

wealthy portion of the guitarist's

relaxed, low, groove blues from
1966's Cafe Au Go-Go date (with

Waters as guest), featuring the boo-

gie of "One Bourbon, One Scotch,
One Beer" and the desperate rage

of mortality in "I'll Never Get Out
Of These Blues Alive." The material

from Soledad Prison features more
rocking, upbeat tunes — especially

"Boogie Everywhere I Go."
As for recent jazz releases, look

to the following addition to the

Blue Note re-issues I focused on in

the last edition of this column,

"Two Consenting Adults:" Comedy duo to perform at Hampden Theatre.
By Jamie Sinsheimer

Collegian Staff

The stand-up comedy act "Two Consenting Adults"
will appear at the University of Massachusetts Hampden
Theatre on Dec. 8 at 7 p.m. The event is sponsored by the

UMass Stonewall Center, the UMass Arts Council and
Metroline, New England's Gay and Lesbian Magazine.
The performance, pari of the monthly GLBT Cafe series,

stars comedians Linda Herskovic and Eddie Sarfaty. The
two play with such diverse topics as coming out to

Herskovic's cat's life in New York City, family and phone
sex. "Two Consenting Adults" provides a hilarious take on

life in general and contemporary gay life in particular.

The two openly gay and lesbian comedians use sources
of information from their lives and incorporate it within

their performance. They have appeared both separately
and together on college campuses, at fundraisers and at

famous New York comedy clubs such as Caroline's.
Comic Strip and Stand Up New York.

Herskovic was born and raised in the Bronx. She
describes herself as "tough skinned, offensive, defensive,

foul- mouthed, obnoxious, disrespectful, yet truly love-

able."

When asked why she does comedy Herskovic replied,

"If I wasn't doing this, I'd have to pay for therapy. I'm too

cheap." Her comedy is about exposure, putting gay issues

on the table.

She has been seen on Lifetime's "Girl's Night Out" and
Late Date with Sari, and HBO's Real Sex. Formerly of the

comedy trio No Family Values, she is now performing
with Sarfaty. She recently completed a tour of the

Southeast, including Louisiana. Alabama and Florida —
part of the not-so-liberal deep South.

Eddie Sarfaty believes that everyone should come out to

their parents — even straight people. Originally interested

in acting, he attended the Eugene O'Neill Theatre Center.

A friend suggested that Sarfaty try stand-up, since he
loved to perform but did not feel so strongly about being

someone else and playing characters, so he did, now per-

forming with Herskovic.

A winner of the "search for the funniest gay comic" by
Stand-Up New York, Sarfaty has been described as dis-

playing "a subdued bitchiness just this side of wicked" —
a review he likes.

"We've gotten great receptions from both gay and
straight audiences," Sarfaty said. The two appeal to both
lesbians and gay men in that they feel they are equal
opportunity offenders.

Tickets are available at the door. $5 for students. $5 for
the public. For information contact the Stonewall Center

at 545-4824.

on Sunday DECEMBER 8TH, don t miss

UMASS VS. PROVIDENCE
CAME AT 2:OOPM; PRECAME FUN STARTS AT 12:30PM

DON'T GO INTO
HIBERNATION ON
7 „ YOUR
~#~* WINTER* ^BREAK

tiT /

Name

Address

City

State

Phone (

Zip

) .

Institution Currently Attending

Winter Intercession

January 2 - 17
spend that time earning extra credits at UMass Lowell

If you want to move ahead in your educational pro-
gram, and earn college credit, enroll in UMass Lowell's

Winter Intercession This highly concentrated session is

also a great way to earn transfer credits if you're
enrolled in another University This year, make the most
of your winter break at UMass Lowell

DAY CLASSES:
Monday - Saturday,
9am - 12noon

EVENING CLASSES:
Monday - Friday,

6 - 9pm
Saturday 1 - 4pm

Credit Courses (3 credits} available in:

• Liberal Arts • Sciences
• Mathematics • Computers
• Social Sciences • Music
• Management

Cost: $l 15 .00 per undergraduate credit

For a Winter Intersession Course Bulletin, call the
Division of Continuing Education/Office of Enrollment
Services at

(508) 934-9481.
Or just fill out the coupon and mail if to University of
Massachusetts Lowell Offiie of Inrollmenl
Sorvitet/DCE, One University Avenue, Lowott,
MA 0185*7881

r A Skills Challenge
where you show-off your talent in

the Mullins Center during the game!

Till CllOHNl) ttOUNO * Kltim
MLfPOUT SHOOTOUTf I

Autographs
Irom Mian playen after the game!

»Face Painting for is* tidi?

» On-lcePrize Scramble

•Ground Round Treasure Hunt

-r Prize ThrOW-OlJt- great UMass stuli!

* Great Giveaways - Re hockey st/r*s & (shirts'

UMass Lowell
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Division Of Continuing Education
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water polo
continued from page 12

On the defensive side of the pool

toils the senior leadership for the

Minutemen. Co-captains Ron
Gonen and Paul Engin — who have

now both been to four straight

NCAA championships — anchor
the UMass defensive efforts.

Engin has emerged from his

back-up role (to star net- minder
•\lc\ Mujica). and has progressed
steadily all season, earning
All-Eastern honors at the Eastern

Championships.

"I'm glad I got the opportunity,

and I'm glad that things went the

way I wanted them at the end of
the year," Engin said. "I'm hoping
this year will be more rewarding
being in the final four, being my
senior year. Hopefully I'll come up
big again like I did at Easterns."

Gonen is an intelligent player
who routinely plays hard- nosed
aggressive defense, and can shut
down many of the opposition's
scoring attacks.

The Cheltenham, Pa. native takes
on much of the dirty work load,
piling up the numbers in categories

such as assists (44 — his 157

career assists are a UMass record)
and steals (46) and blocks (4).

Gonen revels in the opportunity
to play for a national champi-
onship. "When you play a sport for
this long, you play a tremendous
amount of games. Some you
remember and some you forget."
he said. "But when you play for an
NCAA championship, you never,
ever forget that game.
"So you really need to go in

there, and for every second that

you're in there make yourself
proud of what you've done."

Try to fit this wish list in the sleigh, Santa

horn
Jeremy R.

Adams
continued from page 1

2

thanks for the Minutemaniacs, my
escape from the early morning
snowball fights at the Cage. Enjoy
the games, folks — it is going to be

a long winter.

• This year's men's basketball Top
25 will see tumultuous changes is

the early going. Many people's pre-

season No. 1 pick Cincinnati has

already fallen to an unranked team.

The Bearcats were beaten on a last

second shot by regional rival Xavier.

a member of the increasingly strong

Atlantic 10 conference.

The A- 10 is also represented by
UMass. of course, and Rhode Island
who will give the Minutemen a chal-

lenge for the top spot in the east
division of the conference.

If you are looking for a sleeper
team to root for th^ season, look at

Providence in the Big East, and New
Mexico in the WAC. PC has one of
the best unknown big men in Austin
Croshere. and an above average
backcourt led by God Shammgod

(his name writes checks his skills

can cash), and lamaal Thomas.
New Mexico had a big recruiting

year before last season, picking up
some great talent from the
Albuquerque area and the south-
west. Kenny Thomas just needs
another scorer to join him on the
court for the Lobos to have "the Pit"

rocking in the Southeast quadrant of
one of my favorite cities.

Jeremy R. Adams is a Collegian
staff member.

V.O.D disk falters; Deadguy still angry
What's up boys and girls? I was originally going to

dedicate this column to trashing major labels and The
Mighty Mighty Bosstones' show, but a lot of stuff has
happened so instead of whining, here's the column
VISION OF DISORDER- S/T (Roadrunner

Records) — I love V.O.D. and live they are still one of
the best bands around, but this album sucks. It seems
ihat V.O.D. forgot that it was their combination of old
and new school with Tim's raw vocals that made them so
pedal. This album is over-produced; Tim sounds
like a cross between the guy from Alice In
Chains and the guy from 111; the packag
ing looks like a rave flyer; and ^su
Supersoul is a bad label. The music
leans to the metalish side of things, but

is still better then 99 percent of bands in

this genre. Buy their EP on SFT records or go
sec them live.

H20 — 7-inch (Orphan Records) — A good,
if somewhat silly EP. "Telephone Song" is a
great melodic hardcore song that reminds me of
old Bad Religion or Youth Brigade. You get the
cover of Minor Threat's "Salad Days." Sorry
Toby, Ian did a better job. "Bad Boys* is a
cover of the Inner Circle and Cops theme song.
It's a fun song with silly lyrics that you probably
won't understand if you don't know the band.
There's a great sing-along in that one. There's also an
instrumental on this.

DEADGUY — Screaming With The Deadguy Quintet
(\ ictory Records) — First off. Tim Singer is a much bet-
ter vocalist then Pops who sings on this EP. Deadguy
continues to sound angrier, heavier and scarier then any
other band around today. Overall this album reminds me
a lot more of Today Is The Day or Neurosis than Black
Flag, as it is a bit more technical then their last album. 1

with Adam
Plugacz

listened to this before I went to bed the other night and I

was afraid to turn the lights off.

• Hallraker just released (heir four song demo. I saw
ihem open for Weston and they rocked. They have an
energy level that borders on dangerous. They have a
fast-paced, frenetic, punk/hardcore sound that will have
you shaking your booty in no time.

• Murphy's Law are laying Pearl Street on Friday with
Fastbreak and The Lordz Of Brooklyn. If you don't know

what Murphy's Law sounds like, you should stop
watching MTV. Fastbreak continue the

Conneticut tradition of bands like

Wide Awake and others—bring your
hooded champion sweatshirt and circle

pit till you drop.

• Doc Hopper are playing on Sunday at

j$\. Pearl Street with Nigel Six, Sweet 16 and

gj^ All Fall Down. Punk fans should check this

out. Actually everyone should check this out
and support the scene and all the hardwork
Scott does.

Orange 9MM. Shift, Vision of Disorder
and Groundzcro are playing Pearl Street on
Thursday night. Come check out a wide
variety of New York's finest each doing
their own thing. 1 promise Vision Of
Disorder will be much better then their

album indicates.

Hatebreed and Fury Of V will be playing a mosh-filled
metalish extravaganza at Pearl Street next Friday night.
Tlgge guys represent the, new school in fashion and will
leave a mark on you and your ears.

Once again bands — send me your stuff to review, tell

me about upcoming basement shows, zines or whatever
— I'd love to mention it. You have a voice — use it.

Adam Dlucagz is a Collegian columnist.

All 1 want for Christinas is a lot of things.

Unfortunately, I have to cope with the fact that I am a

big boy now, and Mum and Pop are not going to accom-

modate my every whim. I will look instead to a less

accommodating, but definitely wealthier party: the world

of organized sports.

• I know I am not alone when I wish for the Minutemen
basketball team to have a great season, but just as impor-

tantly, I wish for the Boston College Eagles to do poorly.

The college has denied admission for two of |im

O'Brien's Boston-based recruits for academic reasons,

prompting a third recruit to question his commitment to

the school. This definitely puts a cramp in O'Brien's

plans, which 1 can't complain about the least bit.

Go Eagles — yeah, go straight down the drain.

• How sweet would it be if Lou Holtz all

of a sudden decided he wanted to take the

low road, and coach Massachusetts football

next season. Never mind the fact that this

is a virtually definite improbability — it

would be, as I said, sweet.

I know Lou's a compassionate man, and we do have
that sign "Play like a champion, today!" at our Warren O,
I mean Warren P. McGuirk Alumni Stadium. Although
UMass is not a likely avenue for the coach of the Fighting

Irish, I am asking Santa, and he is known for miracles,

right?

• How about a few more of those great Snickers com-
mercials. "I'm Batman!" I love it!

• Hey Santa, how about you pitch in and get the Bruins

a few goals. While you are at it, they could use a bit of

defense. Oh, you know what? A little bit of consistent

goaltending would not hurt. Congrats to my boys in black

for beating the Habs' 4-5 on Wednesday. It only took
them one measly 6-2 thrashing at the hands of those same
Canadians to get up to their speed.

• One quick pretty please for the early gift of success

for the water polo team at tonight's Final Four match. It's

growing more and more obvious that it may take a year or
two before our basketball team once again soars to those

lofty heights.

I am sure that da' boyz in da baggy shorts will achieve

greatness again before long, but for now I have to jump

on the bandwagon of the dudes with the maroon and

white plastic bags on their heads. Go UMass!
• Gosh, I wish I had a bunch of cool UMass napkins.

Those of us who have never spent an evening in the press

box at a Massachusetts revenue sporting event have to

rely on accounts such as my own that they have really cool

napkins there. The football ones look deceivingly like the

scratchy brown napkins from the D.C., only they say

(brace yourself, this is creative) "UMass Football" on

them. I hear the basketball ones are similar, only they say

"UMass Basketball" instead.

I have not actually been in one of these cool press

boxes, but we have a few specimen of these fabulous

works of art down here in the Collegian newsroom, and I

can say that I have never heard a complaint on press row
of a volleyball match, where we just use the

regular ones from the D.C., if not just our

sleeves.

• Do you hear what I hear? It's the col-

lective plight of the Massachusetts
dorm-confined: Oh, Santa... If you could

only give us ESPN in the dorms. I'm not talking about one
night stands when the hoop team is on, I mean for real!

Every night. SportsCenter. We've been a really good cam-
pus, we have not rioted since the last major ESPN sport-

ing event we saw... uh, whoops.
• I have a few friends who live in New Jersey, and lucki-

ly I have not had to cut off communication with them.

That is, they are not Nets fans.

Best wishes for Coach Calipari. I only hope that once he
gets tired of losing a lot of games he will go back to col-

lege ball and resurrect some lowly program to the Final

Four. I enjoyed watching him at work (I am just a fresh-

man, so it was mostly on ESPN, of course) last season.

but how great is he, really? It is not like he won a

National Championship or anything.

Marcus Camby seems to be progressing well up in the

Canadian tundra. At least his team has won a few games. I

like Coach Cal, and wish him all the best, but it sure
would be nice to hear him say something along the lines

of "I miss UMass basketball! I am miserable lowlife scum
for leaving! I suck!"

Jeremy R. Adams is a Collegian staff member.

Minutewomen start season at UNH
Track & field must overcome numerous injuries

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's
indoor track and field team kicks

off its 1996-97 campaign Saturday
when it takes on rivals

Northeastern University and the
University of New Hampshire on
the road at UNH.
The Minutewomen are coming

off a banner year that saw only one
blemish on their schedule, coming
at the hands of Northeastern in the

same opening day meet.

UMass' greatest challenge will

be to knock off this deep
Northeastern squad that boasts
strong performers in sprints, jumps
and throws.

To top the Huskies, UMass will

need to overcome a heaping list of
injuries to key team members.

Top sprinter and jumper Rosey
Bryan is out indefinitely with a

knee cap injury, as is Jamie
Hedgecock, the talented freshman
sprinter from Warwick, NY.
Sophomore sprinter and jumper

Melanie Bell is banged up and lost

until January. Alison Tostevin, a

promising freshman in the shotput,

will be on the shelf indefinitely.

Perhaps the most damaging loss

to the Minutewomen lineup will be
Anya Forrest, the Atlantic 10
champion in hurdles may be side-

lined for the entire season with
two fractured vertebrae.

The UMass lineup that will need
step up includes Shelanda Irish in

the long jump, Nicole Way in the

triple jump and Andrea Comeau
and Melissa Ward in the high
jump. Throwing for the
Minutewomen will be Shana

Mitchell and Stephanie Townson.
Participating in both the

55-yard dash and the 200m race

will be Irish, Raqucil Shelton and
Emma Gardner. Tossed into the

200 mix will also be freshmen
Sarah Brown and Elizabeth
Shevlin.

Running the 400m race are
Silifa Kenku, Jessica Mayerjack
and Mary Eaton. The 500m race
features Christine Kloiber and the

800m race is being run by Rebecca
Donaghue, Lisa Flood and Monica
Elmore.

The 1500m field includes
Donaghue, Christy Martin and
Kristin Donaldson. Tracy Meagher
and Sally Hirsch will run the
1000m. while the 5000m race has
Molly Dunlap. Katie Greenia and
Sharon Tillotson competing for
UMass.
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MEDIUM CHEESEPIZZA
TOPPINGS 3.99 EXTRA I I

I I
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'

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
TOPPINGSSIMEXTRA

UMTT10ATA TIME

domino's pizza
AMHERST 256-8911
OPEN TILL 4AM

$8.99
EXTRA LARGE CHEESE
TOPPINGS SIJOEXTRA

LIMITWATA TIME

Expires 12/30/96
NOT GOOD WITH
ANY OTHER SPECIAL

a
s

Tuesday,

December 10

thru

Friday,

December 13

9am-5pm
Student Union Ballroom
For more information call 549-1 7 10
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HUI CAO / COLliCIAN
Rob Bonneau and the UMass hockey team face off against Providence College this weekend in Hockey East

action.

nationally ranked BU and New
Hampshire this season, they can
have just as good a chance as the
Friars did last year.

"I watched the Hockey East
championships last year, and I had
felt that even though we did not
beat Providence last year, we were
very close to them," Mallen said.

"They had a couple of more high
profile guys, like Joe Hulbig, and
those five senior defensemen really

carried them down the stretch.

"I just think right now this league

is so competitive, and there is so
much parity between the teams that

anything can happen to anybody on
any given night. [Last season]
Providence really found a way,
played a good, solid system and
Pooley did a great job down the
stretch."

So far, the season has been an
emotional rollercoaster for UMass.
The difference between wins and
losses have literally been temporal
in nature, more specifically, judged
in the span of minutes and seconds.

In the Nov. 24 match with
then-No. 4 Vermont at Gutterson
Field House in Burlington, a 4-1
loss could have been a 2-1 nailbiter

before seniors |.C Ruid and Matt
Stelljes scored twice in the first :52

of the second period.

A little under a month ago, the

Minutemen had No. 2 New
Hampshire against the ropes, hut
sophomore |ason Krog beat junior

goalie Brian Regan top
corner-glove side just :49 into over-

time. Boston University's Matt
Wright put the game away with
2:00 left in the third period on Nov.
2. with a UMass comeback bid at

4-3 falling short in that 6-3 loss.

Two of the reasons why the
Minutemen have been close to win-
ning against the top teams in the

nation of late are seniors Gerry
Cahill and Rob Bonneau. UMass
special teams have been on a roll,

with the No. 1 penalty kill unit of

Cahill (7 goals, 3 assists) and
co-captain Bonneau (8g, 10a)
teaming up for four short-handed
goals in the last four games.
Bonneau's plus/minus rating is a

healthy plus- 10, with Cahill's at

plus-5. Simply said, their offense
has been sparked by their defense
in the past few weeks.

The Friars are not the same as

last year's championship squad,
with Hulbig moving on to the
Edmonton Oilers system and the

nucleus of their defensive corps
graduated. Those five seniors were

the reason for last year's success,

but PC does still have it's preseason

All-Hockey East selections in goalie

Dan Dennis and defenseman Hal
Gill.

Gill was selected in the 1993
NHL Entry Draft by the current
FleetCenter team, the Bruins, and
Dennis was the first PC goalie to

receive All-Hockey East honors
since now-San Jose Shark Chris
Terreri's playing days. Coupled
with the sneaky, quick offensive

threats of seniors David Green (6g,

10a), Russ Guzior (5g. 9a) and
Travis Dillabough (6g, 7a), the
Friars will still be a team to contend
with for 90 minutes.

Mallen looks forward to getting

back into conference action, and
this will be a test for how consis-

tent the Minutemen's play has
become after a stretch of action
away from Hockey East competi-
tion.

"It's a good thing to get back into

Hockey East," Mallen said.

"[Providence) is deep, talented and
they work hard. These are the sort

of games that will make or break
us. If we come out with four points

against Providence College, it will

be a big step for us in the Hockey
East standings."

**$*$$*$$*&$*$$^$$

Division ofContinuing Education

Winter Session

1997
January 2-23

- More than 100 credit courses
both day and evening

Professional development courses,
seminars, workshops

' Courses for recertifIcation points
for teachers

Register Now!
Call for a free course catalog - (413) 545-0107

e-mail: eontined@admln.ainas8.edn

Division ofContinuing Education • University ofMassachusetts Amherst
Explore our Web mite At http://mrww.nmAMm.odn/ooatiuod/

$$&$$**$*$$*$$;$;$$

hoop
continued from page 12

and the offensive focus has instead
been switched to the newcomers.

Against the Hoyas. Lari Ketner
had 1 3 points while pulling down as
many rebounds. Freshman Ajmal
Basil shot for nine points, while
keeping even with Ketner on the
boards.

The Cowboys comes to Mulllins
with a 14-point loss to Atlantic 10
member St. Joseph's at their backs,
and hungry for a win to get back on
track.

Cowboy's coach )oby Wright is no
stranger to winning, having recieved
his hoop education at the hands of
Bob Knight at Indiana.

Wyoming features three players
whose averages are in double digits.

Guard LaDrell Whitehead leads the
charge with 21 points per game,
while HL Coleman (18 ppg) and Jeff

Allen ( 1 1 ppg) add to the offense in

the frontcourt. Coleman pulls down
an average of 9.3 rebounds per
game, wityh Allen grabbing anaver-

ageof 8.3 boards.

Guards Gregg Sawyer and |eron

Roberts add depth to the Cowboy
backcourt averaging 9.7 ppg and 8.3

ppg respectively. Roberts has dished
out a team-high nine assists this sea-

son, while Sawyer follows closely
behind with eight.

Massachusetts has been outscored
this season by a 240-235 margin,
though the Minutemen hold a
133-123 scoring advantage in the
second half.

Wyoming, meanwhile, has been
outscored 227-220, while also hold-

ing an advantage in the second half.

134-119.

Tomorrow's game marks the first

meeting between the two schools.

Minuteman Notes: The University
of Massachusetts Athletic Hail of
Fame is slated to open Saturday
night with a by-invitation-only din-

ner. The Hall of Fame, located on the

third floor of the Mullins Center, will

be open to the public weekdays.

Atlantic 10 Roundup
Wednesday nights scores:

Rhode Island 86, Brown 49

Wisconsin 64, Temple 57, OT
W. Kentucky 88, Duquesne 82

Miami, Ohio 92, Dayton 72

Weekend schedule:
Friday— La Salle vs. Southern Mississippi,

Fordham at Seton Hail

Saturday — St. Bonaventure vs. Buffalo,

Coastal Carolina at Virginia Tech,

Florida at Duquesne,

Temple vs. Georgia Tech,

St. |oseph's vs. Tulsa,

Delaware State at Dayton,

La Salle at the Super Chevy Shootout

Sunday — Tulane at Temple,

UNC-Creensboro at Virginia Tech,

George Washington at Franklin National Bank Tournament

COLLEGIA*

GRAPHICS

Nothing like

a good cup of coffee!

nonon^

SCH0DI of
nmtmen
BE A BARTENDER

747-9888
SPRINGFIELD

We Deliver |—|

To UMass L-i

Chinese-American Cuisine

Restaurant & Bar

Ml. Farm* Mall. Rt. 9 Hadley • SSS-2T74

Open Sun-Thun 1211 pm
tri-SaJ 12-3 am

Enjoy
HALF PRICE
APPETIZERS

9 pm - Close • 7 Days a Week
Many Selections!

Eiample: PuPu(tw 2)

Reg. Sit 99 Now $5 99

No othef promos apply • EAT IN ONLY

It HIBAN
One

Roundhouse l'la:a,

Northampton

|4I l|585-IIH5

Tiday & Saturda)

weekly

DRINK
SPECIALS

&
Coke

$2.00 16oz

Red Dog
l6oz Drafts

$1.50

6npf (rush

$2.00

I60z

112 price

Appetizer &
Nachos

3-5 & 7-11

Fri & Sat

no com\
ntront

10PM
r\t

1 S l«rr Ptumt Smn

UMass
Student
Legal
Services
Office

FREE
confidential
professional

legal services
for UMass
students!

545- 1 995
e/w.wtm/

922 CAMPUS CENTER

Come to
Barnes & Noble at Boston University's

JOB FAIR!

and get off to a great start this winter.

If you want a fast-paced job that will
get your winter off to a great start,

ifs here at Barnes & Noble at Boston
University, Boston's best source for

books... and the best choice for

retail jobs. Find out more at our JOB
FAIR on December 11th.

You could be a sales associate - just
long enought to get us through the
winter rush and get your bank
account in shape. Get here early
enough and you could be hired on
the spot!

WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 11TH

10AM - 3PM
CAMPUS CENTER

CONCOURSE

If you want to get a closer look at us, but can't come to our
JOB FAIR, call (617) 236-7402 for more information.

Wc are an equal opportunity employer.

Barnes
AT BOSTON

fi? Noble
(UNIVERSITY
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ACTIVITIES AUTO FOR SALE
Women t Long Term Therepy 19M Honda Accord 3 -door hatch

Group Weekly 1 1/2 hr meetings back Very Reliable. Looks Good
Tuesday night in Amherst For info. Asking $795 00 or best otter Call

calN4l3|774-5418 Jon 546-61 15

ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Sitters of the Delta Zeta

Sorority would like to invite all

University women to a Holiday Rush

party on Oecembef 10 from 7-9pm

Attention All University Women
Come meet the Sisters of CHI

OMEGA Sorority at a Pre-Rush party

on Tuesday December 10 from 6 00-

8 00 Please call Michelle at 549

8859 for more information

AUTO FOR SALE
Puftton Village Large 1 bedroom.

$515 Heat includ-

ed Available Jan 1 Call Helene or

Doug 549 0766

1 BDRM Puftton Apt New carpet.

paint, appliances Available January

1st $515/month Call Doug 549-

7463

2 bedroom, available now •

Spring '97 Bus route $720 (nego-

tiable! Heat included 545-5725

16-2216 (nightl

AUTO FOR SALE

90 Honda Civic AC runs great

' 19 000 miles $2500 00 or B/0 Call

John 256- 1059 _

Escort '16 runs good, new tires,

banery. etc $800 o/b o 546-2398 Iv

msg

87 Grand Am 4dr 52K miles,

cruise. A/C. no rust $2995 Day
545-2040. Night 549-6625

Blue Volsvagen Golf Excellent

condition, born in 1990, $3000 nego-

tiable Call Guy 253-7243

EMPLOYMENT
Exceptional Summer
Opportunity— Camp Wayne. NE
PA Sports oriented Counselor/spe-

cialists for all land/water sports

including tennis. camping,

climbing/ropes, rocketry, roller hock-

ey, sailing/waterskiing. A&C drama,

video Campus Interviews Tuesday

March 11 Please call (8001737-9296

Relief Counselors needed lor

Residential Mental Health program

serving adults in Amherst Pay is

$7 00/hr This is a great job for stu-

dents needing to gain much needed

work experience in the human ser

vices field! Please call David

Mastroianni at 584-7329 or send

resume and cover letter to Amherst

Apts . 129 King St Northampton,

MA 01060 Fax is 582-4252

SPRING BREAK '971 Cancun
Bahamas Jamaica and Florida

EARN FREE TRIPS AND CASH Call

18001700-0790

Afterschool Car* in our home for

our two sons ages 9 & 5 M.T.Th

3 15-515. W 1-5 In Amherst Car

needed 253-5197 Starting 1/77

EMPLOYMENT
JOBS OVER BREAK- Work with

Sierra Club to protect wilderness

$275-$375/wk Fun atmosphere Call

Terri at 256-6434

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed' Entry level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services (206) 971 3600 ext R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan. S Korea No teach

ing background or Asian languages

required For info call (2061 971

3570 ext J50016

FOR RENT

Caps Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses Falmouth area

1508(4776000

FOR SALE

Knwood Car Sette Playar $50
Pneer Premier 100W AMP $50 Call

Joe 253-6381

Epiphone Las Paul w/hardcase
$325 or B/0 Boss Drum Machine
$300 or B/0 Call Joe 253-6381

486 Computer $300. 386= $200/
286= $100 Printer $10 Steve
14131566-3324/2

Apple IIGS W/Pnnter extra disk

drive Like new $50 549-4349

20* Color TV tor sale Brand new
$150 Paul 665-2019

FOR SALE
Complete S CD Stereo System! 5

band graphic equalizer, dual tape

deck and powerful receiver $250 or

B/0 Call Craig 546 6811

ROOM FOR RENT I ROOMATE WANTED
Room in 3 bedroom apt in

Sunderland cool housemates, good-

sired room. $216 00/month Ask for

Jennifer 665-0965 Available 1/1

8/31

FOUND
Found Watch
Auditorium PImt
5-0170

in Mahar
:all to identify

HOUSE FOR RENT

5 bedroom house near Puffers

Pond Spacious house with huge
yard Call Mike. Dan or Jackye 549

9162

MISCELLANEOUS
New Metabolism Breakthrough
lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35
(800)776-9503 Doctor Approved

JAZZ BANDS
Jan Band Needed Experienced or

not. Come jam at our party Will pay

Dec 6th Call 253-6520

PERSONALS

To the new Sisters of OZ Congrats

on initiation We knew you could do

it Love m DZ

SO LONG PAT! The Supplies
Clerks at the University Store would

like to wish Patricia Potter, our

Manager, a Happy and Fun

Retirement! Today will conclude her

32 years of service at the Store We
will miss you. Pat! With love from

your boys - Brian. Khalid, Syed.

Merlin. Jeff. Josh. Rafael. Glen and

Carlos

Spring Semester Non-smoking
femalels) to rent large room near

campus Mown Call 549-3992

Looking tor female to share 2 bdr

apt in Sunderland on bus route

Dates Jan /Feb 1 Aug 31 Call

665-9056

Looking for femele roommates '

share 4 bedroom apt Spring '97 on

bus route Must see!! Cheap! 1 Call

ASAP Ask for Laura 253-0823

Three females seeking one non

smoking female to share Mill Valley

apartment Jan 1-May 31 Rent
negotiable Call Jess at 253- 1797

ROOM WANTED
Two responsible 26 year old

undergraduate male students des-

perate for somewhere to stay over

Winter Intersession Call Ed at 546-

4818

ROOMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bed

room apt Jan 1st Free heat and
water Call 549-4089

Looking for a roommate to live in

townhouses with 3 cool chicks!

Starting January Call Jamie 549-

5767

One Bedroom Available in

Puftton two bedroom apartment
Female wanted On Bus Route 549-

9293

One male to share rant et

Townhouse Apts. tor spring

semester Call 549 5993

Three friendly females looking for

roommate to share Mill Valley Apt

$150 including heai and hot water

Call Sarah at 25b U/BU

Female Wanted to share bedroom

in Putton Village beginning Jan 1 or

ASAP Call 549 4748

Room Available 5 bedroom house

in Sunderland on bus route Call for

details 665-8229

SERVICES

Computer Consultant Available

WEB Authoring, Software &
Hardware Installs. Repairs Call 6

0853

GORILLAGRAMS Birthdays. Roses.

Balloons, etc Send the crazy gorilla

We'll go anywhere, anytime 1
!

Student rates available! Call 256-

0287

Money for Collage. Millions of

dollars unclaimed every year

Results guaranteed Service is free

Thousands of sources of Financial

Aid available Hurrv Call 1413) 538-

0041 for more info

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade' In-house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

Pregnant? Need help' Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549- 1 906

TO SUBLET
1 bedroom apartment on bus line

Available 1/97 9/97 $550/mo or

best offer Call 665-3860

Take over our laasa 2/97 Large 2

bedroom apt 5 mm from campus

$600 Call 549-851

1

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK AND ALL OTHER

TRAVEL SPECIAL RATES FOR STU-

DENTS INSIDE NJ CAU (201)533-

0300 OUTSIDE NJ CALL 1800)699

4988

Winter Break Killington with the

UMass Ski Club Five nights lodging.

5 days skiing During Collegiate Ski

Fest $260 Call 545-3437

New Veer's in Quebec City 3 5

nights in Quebec Hilton Optional

Skiing at Mont Ste Anne Starts at

$89 Call 545-3437 or 1 800-232-

2415

Scuba Spring Break Dive Key

Largo, Fl Earn 7 credits' March 16

?2 Mandatory Meeting 2/28 7pm
Hener 227 Call Project Deep ® 800

282-0977

Spring Break '97 Honest destrna

tions and coolest vacations! lowest

prices guaranteed' Organize small

group travel free! Call for free info

(800)426-7710

TRAVELTIME has great deals for

group and individual travel plans

Call Connne 587-3011 413 781-6150

WANTED TO RENT

2 bedroom apt for Jan 1 within 10

mm to UMass Call Amy 546-4424

WANTED
Desperate for Bibliographic
Material Must have vigorous book

list, textbook, workbooks, and prob

lems for Statistics 111 (School of

Continuing Education) Will pay
above $150 My phone may have

been defective in previous weeks
Therefore, please notify by mail

May Deuwson. 67 Amity Place

Amherst. MA 01002-2255 Don't

hesitate. I am correct Thank you

Rates
$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20<£ per word/day

All

others

40£ per word/day r
NO REFUNDS

Please write clearly and legibly. We
are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

Standard
Activities
Announcements
Apartment For
Rent
Auto For Sale
Employment
Entertainment
For Sale
Found (2 days Free)

Happy Birthday
Houses For Rent
Instruction
Lost.

.

Musicians

Headings
Miscellaneous
Motorcycles
Personals
Room For Rent
Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted
Services
Summer Sublet
To Sublet
Travel
Transportation
Wanted to Rent
Wanted

-'

Personals Policy
All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian classifier/ employees
before payment and acceptance of the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY first names and initials

are allowed. The only exceptions are for birthday or congratulations per-

sonals, in which case the full name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO EXCEPTIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means dorm room numbers

as well.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are not acceptable.

Personals of a vindictive or libelous nature are not acceptable. Personals

may not be used for the purpose of harassment.

Profanity may not be used in personals.

The personals section is for personals only. The personals section may
NOT be used to sell items, seek roommates, advertise meetings, cu

All personals must have the name, sigrittlire and* UMass I.D. number rj

the student placing the as filled in on the insertion order. Non-students

must provide a valid driver's license and the license number must be
recorded on the insertion order. Use of false identification or misrepresen-

tation is subject to penalties under the law.

The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit any personal that does

not meet the Collegian's standards in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
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Classifieds

"they work"

CROSSWORD
1 1 3 4 I

1

' } 1 5

1z.
n T5— 3

14 * "
17 ,. 19

20 $$jfBMU

"?- -4»J23 24 ?5 |26
|

27 28 29 §' 31 32 33 34

35 36 37

38 39 40 41

42 43 44

45 46 rrf 47

1 50 1 WSM
52 53 54 55 _" 57 58 59

R 61 62

1

63

64

1
" 66

67 68 "

ACROSS
1. Under

6. Cats feet

10. Baseball hit out

of play

14. " a Piano"

(2wde)
15. Has debts

16. Inghd's role in

Casablanca

17. Waited

18. Feigned

20. Soothsayer

21. Skeleton, for one

22. Dated

23. Misrepresents

25. Brunch or lunch

27. Elliptical

30. Egg m yung

31. Like a OeMille film

35. By hook or by .

36. Author Sillrtoe

37. Genetic initials

38. Vats

39. City (Houston

film)

40. Goldbncta

42. Ho's guitar, for short

43. Members of the pine

family

44. Eightsome

45. Take ten

47. Fury

48. Kitchen tools

49. Grade

51. On which
-
du tour*

is found

52. Held title

5$. Slicker

56. Brood

60. Geometric measures
63. That girt' who

married Phil

64. Tarzan portrayer

Lincoln

65. Wall Street "

66. Pointless

67. English money abbr

68. No its or buts

69. Cartography

collection

DOWN
1. Parts of overalls

2. Author Wiesel

3. Mineral vein

4. Disregard

5. unite

6. Leo and Pious

7. Wrong

8. Like Willie Wmkie
9. Jet-setting transport

10. Ending

11. Poet Sharon

12. Exploits

13. Do dock work

19. Clean air gp
21. Beer barrel

24. Readies a pnnting

press

25. Encircling trenches

28. i/ast age

27. Befall

28. I ruck stop''

29. Misplaces

30. Warning light

32. Babble

33. Surmise

34. Break coverings

36. Burning

40. Area above the flank

41

.

Junk-mail addressee

43. to be tied

48. Oscillation

48. Cookbook item abbr

50. Lemon refresher

51. Prepares to paint

windows

52. Poetic works

53. Droop

54. Appellative

55. Talking horse

(2wds|
57. PhD postulant's

exam
58. Arm bone

59. Little piggies

61

.

Airline letters

62. Bard's time

63. Alice star

Th«? Mm\orhusrtt\
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ARIES
March 21 -April 20
A small misunderstanding could

cause big disappointments down the

Itne. Keep things moving smoothly

and your payoff will come In the end

result. Take health precautions during

the holidays Remember to let little

annoyances pass.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

Holidays can bt a time for remember-
ing both the good and bad. Don't let

the past keep you down, keep looking

for the positive Friends and family

will provide plenty of support during

this time Let yourself look ahead, and
youll have a good time.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Don't get so caught up In others'

problems that you lose sight of your

own responsibilities Helping out Is

tine, but know when to draw the line

People will seek your advice and look

to you for guidance Stay In the

background If possible, but be willing

to stand up for your rights.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Qrctttej away from the holiday hustle

could work wonders. Even a short trip

or some time alone can be beneficial

in restoring confidence and vitality.

Take things one step at a time -going
slowly is your best way of gaming
ground now

LEO
July 23-August 23
See things realistically Don't get

taught up In trying to be perfect. Do
your best and things will work out.

Other people appreciate your efforts

and will try to help If you let them Ir

may be lime for a special treat after

flnani lal concerns are worked out

VIRGO
August 24-September 22
Refuse to be snowed by people who
don't have your best Interests at

heart. It's a good time to get straight

answers, so be sure to ask the right

questions A short break will help you
get back in action

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
The holidays offer a chance for

refreshing change Make a list, check

it twice and stick to It so you can stay

focused amid all the hustle and
bustle Step back and take a close

look al what you need to do and what

can be delegated

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
Going overboard on gifts won't pay off.

People will like you for your good

qualities. Let others take center stage,

you'll accomplish more by slaying In

the background Remember health

and diet tssues-don'l overindulge.

Moderation is crucial during this time

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Keep your eye on the bottom line.

Your natural abilities find an
appreciative audience and you're

chosen for a project which could

benefit you personally and profession

ally. Look for good things In the new
year and provide support for a friend

or family member in need

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Enjoy the sights and sounds of the

season, you'll accomplish everything

that needs to get done Catch up on
paperwork and make sure your facts

are right. Sloppy work now can come
back to haunt you later. Make time for

other people

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18
Home and family are major pieces of

the holiday puzzle Fitting everything

together takes time but will pay
dividends In good feelings. While
doing for others, remember to take
time for yourself Take a night to stay
In and catch up on your reading

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Much can be accomplished behind the
scenes. Hold your temper and let

others off the hook to gain better

negotiating position The holidays
could be stressful if you try to please
everybody Know when to let go.

For Entertainment Purposes Only
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Always Wanted On* off Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas
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Frumpy the Clown Judd Winkle

RATBEfcT. CORPORATE TRAINER

LET'S GO AROUND THE

ROOrA AND SAY lOHO

U)E ARE AND WHAT
COE HOPE TO GET
OUT OF THE CLASS.

I

I'rA THE GRIrA DOUN5IZER
I'rA HERE TO DECRUIT
THE ENTIRE TRAINING
DEPARTMENT PLUS ALL

OF THE PEOPLE CJHO

HAVE TIhE TO ATTEND
CLASSES.

J

f.Mt NiV\E is dildert.

I'rA HERE IN PLACE OF
CO ALLY COHO IS WORKING
HARD TO BUILD A

^BETTER TQfAORROGU

I'rA SOfAEBOOY

ELSE TOO.

)

8 Years In Braces By Eric Petersen

I AM \/£SY DISAPtoMTEP
WITH YOO feoVS

ijji^m i

j i :

'

IMKW
X POM'T KNOW (VOW MAHY
TIMES I'VE SAID TOO COULP
NEVEff ORPPR STUFF OPT=
TMg TV WITHOUT
OUR PERMISSION

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom

/ think it's important to

analyze your dreams.

I was dreaming ofa

hammer hitting me over and over

again on the head. I would start to

feel better when it stopped.

Then I would turn my head

at just the correct angle so that

the hammer could continue to hit

me on the head.

Then I'd pull away... for a

few minutes, then I'd put my head

right into it again.

My ex-girlfriend's father

owned a hardware store. I think

there's a connection...

but. ..I don't know what it is.

Ifyou can help me, call

i-8oo-HITME AGAIN.

and to top rr orr, YOU
buy piles or juMKitf

tttttttJI

LI5TEKJ, GOULD YOu
GIVE US A MOMEMT 7

I I0ELD TO TALK, TO
FteKE PRIVATELY.

University' By Frank Cho Close to Home By John McPherson
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"Your brakes are all set, Mrs. Heifer. However, our

insurance company requires that you wear this

protective suit throughout our 90-day warranty period.'

Social Norm By Mr. K

AiVD THE LORP
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IN A LOUD
paewiNG voice...

/ \ \ \

CAL# DOWN NORM ITi
ME GOP. I'M ANSWEWMG
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f
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YOUR PURPOSE, WORM

IS TO FINP YOWSE 1-^

A PAIR OF ARTIFICIAL

EARS AMP G-ET A JO0.

Dictator Burke By Arts Girl
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Chris Connor
Night Editor

Seema Cangatirkar
Copy Editor

Courtney Smith
Photo Technician
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Production Supervisor

Dan Bodah
Matt McCarthy

Production

Quote of the Day

66
I've been flushed from

the bathroom of your

heart.

johnny Cosh
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Today's D.C. Menu
Call 343-3626 for m»rm Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hot Jello Sandwich
Savory Jello Bake

Elbow |ello/Sauce

Lentil jello Chili

DINNER
)ello Margherita

Jello Alfresco

Pasta Shells with )ello

Basil Jello Broth

Hampton

LUNCH
Grilled Crud/Bun

Crudatouille

Hot Crud on Rye

Vegan Crud

DINNER
Crud Parmesan
Tempeh Crud Fry

Crudabilities

Tri-Colored Crud

Worcester

LUNCH
Ziti/ltalian Scrod Sauce

Scrod Tacos
Hungarian Scrod Bake

Broccoli & Scrod

DINNER
Scrod Divan

Vegetarian Scrod
Mandarin Scrod
Scrod Alfresco

Berkshire

LUNCH
Southern-Fried Pus

Hearty Pus Stew
Vegan Pus Bake

Pus Pizza

DINNER
Black-Eyed Pus

Pasta Shells with Pus

Pusloaf

Grilled Pus on Branola

V-
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UM water polo heads west to vie for national title

The Massachusetts

DAILY COLLEGIAN
Volume CVI Issue 65 New England's Largest College Daily • Founded in 1890 • Daily Since 1967 Monday, December 9, 1 996

By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

No team from the East has bvw
gOIW to the NCAA watei polo cham-

pionshipg and won more than one

^:iiiiL- Hence no eastern water polo

squad hat ever brought the NCAA
lid, hi. L over t h<- Mississippi

The one eastern team to head out

ilifornia for the tourney and
hiinj; home .1 victory will be at the

polo final tour for the seeond

straight season tonight in hopes to

hiing home more than just a first

round 01 consolation win.

Minutemen face Trojans in first round
The No. 12 Massachusetts

Minutemen will look to make more

history and cement their place as the

dominant Eastern water polo team,

as well as legitimate national power.

"What we have to do is play our

game, not be intimidated," UMass
coach Russ Yarworth said. "We
have to play hard. And to play hard,

you gotta play all out. that doesn't

just mean physically up and down
the pool. You have to be concentrat-

ing, you have to be thinking, you
have to be doing the things that art-

going to make you a successful
water polo player.

"We're admittedly the underdog,

but anything can happen. That's win
they play the games

"

In 1943. the first of four straight

NCAA tournament appearance! for

UMass. the Minutemen emerged tri

umphant over UC-San Diego. 15 13

in a second round, loser's bracket

COUMI SV MEDIA RELATIONS

Brian Stahl will be a key component if the UMass men's water polo team is to be a factor in this weekend's

NCAA Championships.

match.

The last two years, Yarworth's
charges ran up against top- seed

Cal-Berkeley in the first round, play-

ing well, but falling short in both
matches, the Minutemen won't have

to worry about the Golden Bears

this season as Cal did not manage to

make their way into the final four

field.

Instead in the first round. UMass
will swim off against top-ranked
Southern California, the No. 1 seed

in the tourney. The other first round
contest pits No. 3 nationally ranked

UCLA against No. 8 UC-Davis.
"We can play with any team in the

country. 1 sincerely believe that."

junior field player Marc
Staudenbauer said. "We have a good
shot to do something special."

To emerge, and do something spe-

cial, the Minutemen will need to

play four quarters of UMass water

polo, something they struggled to do
early in the season. They need to

maintain their emotional composure
and avoid late-game letdowns in

order to pull off any upsets.

A major factor in the

Minutemen s success will be the play

of Eastern Championship MVP
Brian Stahl.

Stahl is the cornerstone of a tal-

ented, physical and deep corps of

two-meter scorers on the UMass
squad. The sophomore from
Wyomissing, Pa. led the Minutemen
in goals scored (80 goals, 5

two-pointers) and in total points

(112). He also committed 28 fouls,

more an attribute to his lack of

maturity than his aggressiveness on

defense, but as the season has gone

on he has improved on controlling

his erratic behavior.

The club's second-leading scorer

il ilso a sophomore two- meter
sniper, Gabriel Marrero.

Marrero. in contrast to Stahl's

physical play, is more of a finesse

scorer, but he is no less effective.

1996 NCAA WATER POLO
FINAL FOUR

*da fat*. (?<t&fa>iH«t

Massachusetts Minutemen, No. 12
vs.

Southern California, No. 1

UMASS PROBABLE STARTERS:

c

A

P

T

A

1

N

S

Paul Engin
Senior Goalie

Ron Gonen
Senior Field

Marc Standenbauer

Brian Stahl

Gabriel Marrero

J.C. Limardo

Aldo Roman

Coach:

Russ Yarworth

On the season, Marrero found the

buck of the net 4b times (43 goals, 3

two-pointers).

"I like to be involved with the

team, but involved with every team-

mate." Marrero said. "I score many
goals, but my main thing is to main-

tain my team play."

The return of Staudenbauer from

an early season thumb injury is also

key to the UMass chances for an

NCAA water polo coup.

Yarworth refers to him as the

team's best all-around player. The
California native brings so many

intangibles to a young, aggressive,

anxious team, and will be a driving

force toward the national champi-
onship.

"I consider myself so lucky." said

Staudenbauer. reflecting on missing

most of the 1996 season. "When
you're down in the dumps, everyone

telling ya. 'I feel so bad for you.'

And now. to be able to look at them
and say, 'I feel bad for you, I'm

going to NCAAs again and I 'm going

to play.' It's a great feeling."

Turn to WATER POLO page 8

Minutewomen try

to duplicate major

upset at Stanford

By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

On V>\ 24 last year, the Massachusetts women's
basketball team beat then-No. 8 Stanford 65-56 at the

William D Mullins Center to start a 12-game home
unbeaten streak.

This year the Minutewomen take to the road to face

current No. 1 Stanford in the hopes of pulling off

another monumental upset, and in the process dragging

their record (2-2) over .500 for the first time this sea-

son.

L Muss U nd Stanford tip off at 10:30 p.m. (EST)
tonight at Maples Pavillion. The game will be broadcast

live on W Ml' -\ 91.1 FM starting at 10:15 p.m.

1 jsi year's top I Mass cara in the Minutewoman-
Cardinal Jash was junior forward Tez Kraft, who
knocked down a season-high 14 points in the victory.

Senn>i DO captain Beth Kuzmeski had nine points in

the upset, but both players will be in their civvies

tonight, suffering from nagging injuries that will keep

them out for at least another two weeks.

The two injured Minutewomen will heap much off

the scoring burden on to the shoulders of senior
.uptain Crystal Carroll, who leads the UMass con-

tingent with a 17.0 points per game average.

The preseason second team All-Atlantic 10 power
forward also leads the squad with seven rebound^ a

contest, und has logged a team-high 36.8 minutes in

each of the first four games

Kelly Van Huisen. a freshman from Haverhill, has

become the emotional floor leader for the

Minutewomen in the early going with her electrifying

pla\ und seemingly effortless handle of the game.

In her first four collegiate games, she is averaging

14 8 points. 4.8 rebounds and 2.8 assists. On the other

hand, she has turned the ball over an average of 6.3

times a contest, mostly a product of her aggressive

style.

She will most likely have the unenviable task of

matching up against 6-foot-2 shooting guard Kate

Sturbiid. who is widely regarded as the nation's most

talented women's basketball player.

Starbird has averaged 19.3 points per game in

Stanford's first six games, all wins, in which the

dinal hu^ outscored its opponents by a total of

448 557.

The Tacoma, Wa. native has hauled in four rebounds

and dished out five assists per game in '96. She has

alao posted a .520 shooting percentage behind the arc

1 15 for 25).

i bird is joined in the backcourt by senior point

guard lamilu Wideman, a former standout at Amherst

inal High School

Wideman mns the high-scoring show for the

Imal averaging 5.2 assists to just two turnovers

She alto pates the Stanford women with 2.7 steal"- pet

contest. Wideman is the only one of five Cardinal

Itarten who doesn't score in double figures (6.5 ppg).

i
pi sad i" the pair of Minutewomen (Carroll and

Van Huisen) who notch double figures on a nightly

The junior front court trio of forwards Vanessa
Nygaard (15 5 ppg. 8.5 rpg) and Olympia Scott (15.3

8.5 ipgl and center Naomi Mulitauaopele (13.5

ppg. 6.2 ipg) round out the powerful Stanford starling

five.

UM hoping to find answers at home
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Given the fact that their road trip to

Hawaii didn't go as well as planned,

and that Georgetown took advantage

of a revenge opportunity Wednesday
night, the members of the
Massachusetts men's basketball team
are probably glad to be back home.

UMass (1-3) begins a three-game
homestand tomorrow night against

Wyoming (1-2) at 7 p.m. at the

William D. Mullins Center.

UMass is struggling for a win. and
one against the Cowboys would pro-

vide a much needed confidence boost

heading into a week that sees the

Minutemen face No. 1 3 Fresno State

and Drexel.

With a 1-2 showing in the Maui
Invitational and a loss to the Hoyas,
Massachusetts has struggled to find

the consistent senior leadership it

needs in order to settle into a groove.

In Hawaii, forward Tyrone Weeks led

the charge in the first two games,
while shooting guard Carmelo
Travieso took over in the final Maui
contest.

With Weeks holding crutches while

watching the game against

Gerogetown, point guard Edgar
Padilla guided UMass with 1 5 points.

But the fact remains that the seniors

have been plagued by erractic play,

L£L']
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Turn to HOOP page 9
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Lari Ketner was a spark for the men's basketball team against

Georgetown Wednesday night, and will be called on to help UMass tomor-

row against Wyoming.

UMass faces Providence

in return to HE action

By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

In the valley of political correctness, there will be

nothing PC about this weekend's matchup for the

Massachusetts hockey team. Only the initials of its

adversary, that is. and you have to think that PC
Land will just not be the same.

After a three-week layoff from Hockey East com-
petition, the Minutemen (5-7, 2-6 in HE) will get

back into the holiday mix with a home-and-home
series with the Friars of Providence College.

After going 3-1 in non-conference play versus

Army. Vermont and Air Force. UMass is looking for

that kind of success against their fellow HE
brethren.

The first game of this series will be tonight (7

p.m.) at Schneider Arena on the outskirts of

Providence. Rhode Island. In a special afternoon

matinee, the teams will face off Sunday afternoon (2

p.m.) in the William D. Mullins Center.

The Friars (6-7-1. 4-3-1 in HE) are coming off of

a stellar finish to their 1995-96 campaign. Like a

knife through butter. Providence skated through
Boston College. Boston University and Maine to

hoist the postseason Hockey East championship in

the cavernous confines of the FleetCenter.

Picked seventh in last season's preseason polls. PC
came out of relative nowhere, fighting — and defeat-

ing — the powers that were in last March's playoffs.

This season, coach Paul Pooley and his squad look to

become the first Friar team in school history to cap-

ture two consecutive HE titles.

For UMass coach |oe Mullen, he can see some sim-

ilarities between PC and his own team. If the
Minutemen can improve on their close defeats to

Pats fans now have something to cheer about

Around Ike Horn
with Jeremy R Adams

The Patriots' bandwagon is rolling as fast as ever, and
for once it may be safe to jump aboard. It has been a

tough rebuilding session for New England fans since the

relatively historic 10-6 campaign in coach Bill Parcells'

second season at the Pats' helm.

Boston area sports fans have been all too eager to sing

the praises of their teams after short winning streaks or

deceivingly unimportant wins. So many time"- in the past

few years one could turn the radio dial

to a sports talk show and hear some
loudmouth praising the Pats for their

excellent play, saying that Drew Bledsoe
was the second coming for his magnifi-

cent two touchdown passes, ignoring his

three interceptions.

For the first time in probably 10 sea-

sons, the Patriots have compiled a string

of wins and top notch performances that make them
worthy of a little respect. The loss to Denver and the

shoddy performance of the Chargers this past Sunday
cannot be overlooked, but for once New England has the

personnel to capitalize on a weak opponent and rebound
Irom a hard loss

I feel confident that for once we have a top level col

lege or professional football team to take pride in here in

New England, and the timing is good since I

College obviously could not handle the pressures of ihe

spotlight

• Now on to real football (soccer people, don't you
love saying ihut'i It's a glorious thing that professional

J%f>

soccer at (or at least near) the top level is being played

on U.S. soil, but the people who organized the MLS
made the same mistakes their predecessors did in the

'70s It is a good thing that the planners tried to format

the league so more people would understand and appre-

ciate it, but they cannot ignore the fact that it is a

European-born sport, and there are teams and leagues

that have been thriving as long as the oldest baseball

club in the United States.

There are certain traditions and meth-

ods that would only benefit the MLS that

have been ignored in favor of more tradi-

tionally American systems. One that

would be especially unique in the U.S. that

has been the formula for success and com-
petition for decades in Europe and South
America is the system of relegation and

demotion.

This system involves structuring teams into divisions

and moving the best teams from one division up to the

next, as the worse clubs assume the positions in the

lower group. There is already a wealth of regional and

division two-level professional programs in the U.S. that

would only profit more from this system.

The benefits of this program include more rivalries

and competition throughout the ranks of the division.

Every team in the league has a reason to play their best

all season long.

This program does not fly for the MLS because adver-

iike it when more focus is tin fewer teams. If the

/

Boston area has just the Revolution to root for, it is easi-

er for Reebok to make money merchandising to the
entire area. Would it not be excellent to be able to go to

Springfield and root for the local third division club,

loaded with talented players dreaming of their shot at

the next level? If we were up for just a little longer drive,

we could hit Hartford to see the Division two club vying
for one of the spots in next year's MLS. 1 guess only the

lucky will ever see how exciting this is, I just hope I get

to study abroad someday...

• Three hardy Boston cheers for Valeri Kamensky the

Colorado Avalanche forward who out-cheaped the
cheap master himself, Ulf Samuelson. In a game against

the Broadway Blueshirts, Kamensky refused to take the

chippy play of Samuelson lightly and provided Cam
Neely's oldest nemesis with a hefty Thanksgiving serving
of right hand directly to his Darth Vader-masked face.

Mr. Kamensky, on behalf of the Boston sports com-
munity, I salute you for your blatant cheapness towards
one of the last pure jerks of the NHL. Thank you for

putting the goon where he belongs — that is. stretched
out on his back on the ice.

• If the student ticket distribution system is at all

faulty or inconvenient (do you like waiting in line at 6
a.m. in a blizzard and then maybe not getting the tickets

you've paid part of a fee for?), it should be changed.
It is not important how our system compares to those

at other universities. It only matters that if we do not
like it, and we should not have to deal with it. I give

Turn to HORN, page 8

The King

of gifts

From Elvis to

vibrators, the
Collegian Arts &
Living staff explores

the art of gift buy-

ing in today's spe-

cial section (see Arts

& Living, page 6).

Wyoming blows

a fuse

Sophomore cen-

ter Lari Ketner

attacked the cow-
boys with a killer

baby hookshot in an

interesting 90-72
Mullins Center win.

See Sports Weekend
for the storv.

WORLD

Rangoon Univ. protest

postpones convocation

RANGOON, Burma (AP) —
Convocation ceremonies at Rangoon
University were indefinitely post-

poned Sunday after two protests last

week drew hundreds of students to

the streets of the Burmese capital.

State radio and television

announced the cancellation of the

Dec 13 and 14 ceremonies, as well

as a rehearsal Monday. No explana-

tion was given.

Authorities early Saturday dis-

persed a mainly peaceful overnight

street protest by several hundred
university students. Some of the

more than 260 protesters detained

apparently have been released. It

was the third student demonstration

since October and the second in a

week
The protests stemmed from the

police beating of three students and
were the biggest since Burma's mili-

tary regime used troops to crush a

1 988 pro-democracy uprising.

On Sunday, students at the main
university campus were heard chanti-

ng slogans ol defiance, local residents

said. The universities are closed to out-

siders.

There had been speculation that the

government would order the capital's

universities shut down and students

sent back to their homes in the

provinces, the traditional method used

by authonties to quash protests.

NATION

Images of the Duke
spark controversy

LOS ANGELES (AP) — |ohn
Wayne — a symbol of rugged indi-

vidualism or bigotry? The Duke has

become a lightning rod for racial

and labor tensions within the Los

Angeles County Fire Department.
Dozens of posters of the Duke have

cropped up at county firehouses

since a confrontation over one
Wayne image in September, a union

official said.

Some members of the department

say the issue really reflects strife

between union and management as

well as white resentment of affirma-

tive action in the department.

"This is bigger than John Wayne,"

said Brent Burton, a member of the

Stentorians, an association of black

firefighters. "This is union-manage-
ment and race."

The Wayne feud may represent

deeper morale problems, acknowl-

edged Fire Chief P. Michael Freeman.

He said he has set up panels of fire-

fighters and brought in consultants

to deal with the issue.

Backers of the Duke, who died in

1979, consider him an icon of

American individualism — the kind of

guy who would not be pushed
around by a boss.

Some black firefighters, however,

consider him a bigot because of a

1971 Playboy magazine interview in

which he said blacks were incapable

of handling leadership roles.
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Blizzard causes UMass, town blackouts
Mullins Center, Southwest Area left in the dark

By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

Dormitories, traffic and a

University of Massachusetts men's
basketball game all fell victim to

sweeping snowfall Saturday night in

the Pioneer Valley.

Major power outages which
plagued nearby towns, campus resi-

dential areas and the Mullins Center

resulted from heavy snowfall, strong

winds and downed trees. Kmergeney

generators which failed to work prop-

erly added to problems on campus.

According to Kay Scalan, a

spokesperson for the University, the

power went out around 9:50 p.m. at

the Mullins Center with approxi-

mately seven minutes left in the

men's basketball game against

Wyoming, as well as in the

Southwest Residential Area and
other buildings on campus.

Scanlan asked Vice Chancellor for

Administration and Finance Paul

Tage why emergency lighting failed

to turn on when the power outage

hit the Mullins Center.

"The backup generator was going

on, but it was 'idling'," Scanlan said.

"The generator was not putting out

enough power to put on the lights."

After approximately 1 5 minutes in

the darkness, Mullins Center staff

told people to leave, assisting them

with flashlights.

Chief of Police |ohn Luippold said

that police officers assisted Mullins

Center staff with flashlights and that

television news crews offered their

camera lights for extra visibility.

"After helping inside the Mullins

Center, we had to shift personnel

outside to deal with people leaving,"

Luippold said.

Police officers assisted drivers

who were without traffic lights and
students who were walking back to

residence halls.

lulia Sears, a Resident Assistant

(RA) from Emerson Residence Hall

was on duty that night.

"Being in lames | Residence Hall

|

Turn to SNOW page 3

LAUREN KOSKY COLLEGIAN LAUREN KOSKV COUiCAJN

Students trek through heavy snow on their way to class Friday morning. Saturday night snowball fights led to many broken windows around

campus.

Marxist theory reevaluated;

UMass scholars teach theory

at academic conference

UMass athletes honored in new
Hall of Fame in Mullins Center
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

By Daniel Bodah
Collegian Staff

From Thursday to yesterday after-

noon, the University of

Massachusetts was host to the largest

academic conference on Marxist the-

ory in North America.

The conference consisted of over

175 panels and discussion groups, as

well as four main plenary sessions.

With over 1 .000 attendees preregis-

tered, and many
more registering

on-site, the Campus
Center was bustling

with activity

throughout the

weekend. Groups
such as the U.S.

Communist Party.

Bolshevik Tendency.

Deep Dish T.V..

Routledge Press and
the Trotskyite
Worker's Vanguard
newspaper set up
tables and distrib-

uted information in

the Campus Center's

basement.

The history of the

conference is rooted

in the early '70s

development of a

radical economics program within

the UMass graduate economics
department. With the classical eco-

nomic offerings of the department
failing to draw significant numbers
of students, the formation of this

program of Marxist and radical eco-

nomic theory helped provide a life-

line to continued existence for the

department.

Stephen Resnick, Richard Wolff,

Samuel Bowles, lames Crotty and
Herbert Gintis were scholars hired

at that time to teach the new classes.

Many of them, as well as a number
of their former students, were
prominent as organizers or speakers

during the conference's many pan-

els.

Topics of the panels ranged over

ground as diverse as Marxist critiques

of pop music ("Noisemaking:
Rethinking lacques Attali"). analysis

of the growing economic and political

power of the prison industry in the

U.S. ("Lock Down U.S.A.") and
lessons to be learned from the

Zapatista rebellion in Chiapas.
Mexico ("Postmodern Socialisms

)

and the Zapatista Struggle").

Marxism is a theory that has grown
from the 19th century writings of

Karl Marx. Marx travelled widely
throughout Europe during the

LAUREN KOSKYNCOUEGIAN

UMass Prof. Arturo Escobar

Industrial Revolution, participating in

workers' movements from Russia to

Germany to England.

In his monumental economic his-

tory Das Kapitat. Marx traced the

emergence of the capitalist economic
system from the feudal system of the

middle ages. In analyzing the

Industrial Revolution of his day.

Marx saw that the class of capitalists

who owned the factories and the

class of workers who were employed

in them would
inevitably come
into conflict.

Capitalism, as

seen by Marxist

theory, creates

enormous oppres-

sion for the
majority of peo-

ple — the work-
ers, in order to

concentrate
wealth in the

small group who
own the factories

— the capitalists.

Marx and
co-author
Frederick Engels

argued in their

1848 Communist
Manifesto that

only by a massive

uprising against the capitalists could

workers ever create a society in

which there was no oppression.

Marx made it cieai that he MM all

oppression and inequality to be
based on economic exploitation.

However, contemporary theories

which reject this approach were rep-

resented at the conference this week-

end.

Many contemporary Marxists,

especially since the collapse of the

Soviet Union and numerous Eastern

European socialist governments,
believe that race, gender and other

social roles are also important in

understanding the way that capital-

ism exploits. For example. Cornell

West, a professor of Afro-American

studies at Harvard University, spoke

Friday night on the importance of

race as a factor in capitalist exploita-

tion.

West argued that seeing the

exploitation of capitalism as having

mostly to do with economic class is

the result of the European heritage of

DKMt Marxist theorists. He claimed

that to understand the ways in which

capitalism oppresses, one cannot sim-

ply look at class — race must also be

considered.

Associate Professor of

Anthropology at UMass. Arturo

Tum to CONFERENCE page 3

For years, an athletic Hall of Fame at the University of

Massachusetts has been an idea, a concept without a

home.

Now. thanks to the generosity of George "Trigger"

Burke, a member of UMass class of 1956. that Hall of

Fame is a reality.

"The Hall of Fame is no longer a virtual Hall of Fame."

UMass Chancellor David K. Scott said at the Hall's open-

ing. "Now it is a real Hall of Fame, a tangible Hall of

Fame."

The hall, named the George "Trigger" Burke
University of Massachusetts Athletic Hall of Fame, in

honor of its key financial contributor, was created by the

Varsity "M" Club to honor the accomplishments of

UMass athletes.

"Its one thing to have played

[sports] at a university." Athletic

Director Bob Marcum said. "It's

another thing to be remembered
for it."

An invitation-only dinner

^SACNUSfny

preceding the men's basket-

ball game against Wyoming
celebrated the opening of

the facility Saturday night.

"This is a great moment
for those associated with

the athletic program, and

for those who hold
near and dear these

accomplishments."
Holyoke Community
College President

David Bartley said

speaking for UMass President William Bulger.

Senator |ohn Kerry attended the dinner as an honored

guest of Burke's.

"The training on the athletic field is the best kind,"

Kerry said, lauding the achievements of the honorees.

Located adjacent to the VIP room on the third floor of

the William D. Mullins Center, the Hall of Fame houses

the trophies earned by various athletic teams, plaques

with portraits of the inductees and a display case that

serves to capture the spirit of UMass sports. A marble

inlaid floor features the UMass emblem and column-sup-

ported arches proclaim the area as the Hall of Fame.

Beneath the main display case and the wall of plaques lies

the inscription "Through these achievements we gain tra-

dition, pride and motivation."

A plaque at the far end of the room honors Burke, a

member of the basketball team who was inducted into the

Hall of Fame in 1981 and whose basketball jersey is

retired in the Mullins Center. The plaque states that Burke

is "a man who loves this University."

When he spoke at Saturday's dinner, Burke wasted no

time confirming that.

"I'm so happy and so proud that I came to this

University," he said.

Twenty-four athletes have been inducted into the Hall

of Fame, since its inception. Seven members, or represen-

tatives thereof, were present at Saturday's opening.

In all. the 24 members, honored with portraits by artist

Neil Portnoy, are: leannine Burger, George "Trigger"

Burke. Lou Bush, George Cain. Tony Chambers. Bemie
Dallas. Fritz Ellert. lulius Erving. Kid Gore. Emory
Grayson. Dick Hoss, Greg Landry. |oe Lojko, Earl

Lorden, lustin McCarthy. Warren McGuirk. Clifton

Morey. Milt Morin. Noel Reebenacker. George Richason.

|oe Rogers. Al Skinner, lohn Stewart and Randy Thomas.

The Hall of Fame is open to the public from 8:30 a.m. -

5 p.m. weekdays.

CASEY KANtCOlltGIAN

The main display case at the new UMass Althletic Hall of Fame features old jerseys, trophies and game para-

phanelia.
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Monday, Dec. 9
Lecture — The Cannabis Reform Coalition will host a

speech by the author of the critically-acclaimed "On
Drugs," Professor David Lensen. during the coalition's

upcoming general meeting at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium.

Religious — Chabad House and the Chabad Student

Coalition will jointly sponsor a UMass public menorah
lighting at noon on the Student Union Lawn.

Tuesday, Dec. 10

Lecture — Peter Lewenberg, Executive Vice President

of Morris Alper and a UMass trustee, will give a lecture

on food Marketing principles at 4 p.m. in room 805-09 of

the Campus Center.

Performance — The Fire and Water Cafe in
v

. k rthamptOD presents Susan Scotto and her performance

art piece "Five Meditations on Barbie" at 9 p.m. For more
information, call 586-8536.

Wednesday. Dec. 1

1

Poetry Reading — Spectrum magazine is sponsoring a

poetry and prose reading in the Student Union Art

Gallery at 7:30 p.m. If you would like to read, contact

the Spectrum office at 545-2240 or 406 E Student

Union.

Notices

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from

8:30 p.m. -midnight. People can dance to variety of music

in a smoke and alcohol-free environment. All ages wel-

come. Sliding scale. For more information, call

584-8167.

Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every'

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.

Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more
information, contact Milly Delesus at 546-1083.

Employment — The Department of Consumer
Studies is seeking a candidate to fill the position of

Computer Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad

student. Please send resume with references to: Dr.

Sheila Mammen, Dept. of Consumer Studies, 101

Skinner Hall, University of Massachusetts, Amherst,

Ma. 01003. For more information, contact Dr.

Mammen at 545-2391.

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easily,

members of the Health Reach International team are

available to help you find answers to your questions and

concerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health

Education Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more

info) and from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Community Room
H-4 North Village; Tuesdays from 6:30-8:30 p.m. in the

International Lounge. Prince House (call 545-2299 for

more info); Wednesdays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the

Community Room, 411 Lincoln . All conversations are

confidential.

Meeting — Alanon meetings are held Mondays in room
801 and Thursdays in room 802 of the Campus Center

from noon-l p.m.

Meeting — P.O.W.E.R., the Progressive Organization

for Women's Rights holds their weekly meetings on

Thursdays at 6 p.m. in the Student Union room 306. All

men and women are welcome.

Meeting — The Pakistan Students Association has its

weekly meetings every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center. Check for the room number at the infor-

mation desk. For further details, contact Musharraf at

546-6295.

Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus meets

every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer 201. All

anthropology undergraduate minors and majors wel-

come.

Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Ivrit" held every

Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. All Israelis and

other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student

Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

545-1925.

Menorah Lighting — All are welcome to attend the

lighting of the 6-foot menorah in front of the Hillel

House, 388 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, at the following

limes: Mon. Dec. 9 at 7 p.m.; Tues. Dec. 10 at 4:30

p.m.; Wed. Dec. II at 8:30 p.m.; Thurs. Dec. 12 at 6

p.m.

New Organization — WICC (West Indian/Caribbean

Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West
Indies or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as

anyone interested in the culture. For more information,

contact Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

your help is needed. If interested, call Jordan at

546-3548.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to 1 p.m.

in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement

of Worcester Dining Commons). For more information,

call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout, Copy and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304

Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Support Croup — Tobacco cessation support group

meets weekly on Wednesday evenings from 7 to 8 p.m. in

the Campus Center to help people quit smoking and
chewing tobacco. See schedule next to elevators for room
number or call Steve at 577-5181 for further informa-

tion.

Talent Needed — The UMass Asian American Students

Association is looking for Asian/American hip hop, reggae

and R&B dancers for next semester's annual Asian Night

production to be held on April 1 1, 1997. Contact Geneva

at 546-2714 for audition information.

Volunteer — The Zoo in Forest Park at Springfield

has a wealth of diverse volunteer opportunities available

for people who love animals and are committed to con-

servation education. For further information about the

Zoo and a volunteer application, please call (413)

733-2251.

Depression is a serious threat
to anyone that has a brain*

»1 Cause ot Son id*'

Depression is a suppression of bran activity that can strike anyone. It can make life unbearable, UNTREATED
but it is also naadiy. medically treatable. And that s something you should always keep in mmd. £\ff>R£SS/ON

: Service message from SA\VE (Suwde AwarenessWoces ol Education) http://www.save.org
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From NYC

MR. KLEEN^ YOUNG COWBOY • LOTUS •LAU'

d

BROS. -HUSH .AARON S.

LIVE DJs SPINNIN'

jungle - house - techno - hip hob - tribal

CASH BAR! (21 + ID)
A

$6
all ages

FRIDAYDECEriBERI3mi996

Campus Center Auditorium

UMASS 7pm - 2am
Ti( kc.s available al TIX Unlimited

Student Union, 545-0412

Meet the Author

Marty DoLrow
will be signing copies of his book

GOING BIGTIME
The Spectacular Rise of UMass

Basketball

Tuesday December, 10 12pm - 2pm
Campus Center Concourse

20% OFF
Publishers Price at the University Store

A Great Gift for any UMass Fan

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTOREtt

Campus Center Hours: M - F 9 - 5

545 - 2619 SAT 10 - 5

Storm leaves Bay State in the dark
F1TCHBURG, Mass. (AP) - Phillip LeFevre lived in

Chicago so he knows a little something about wind and

weather. But the weekend storm that socked parts of the

state with a dozen or more inches of snow or soaking

rains left him shaking his head.

"I've never seen a snowstorm like this in my life." said

LeFevre, 28, of Belmont, who drove home along Route 2

in Fitchburg at the height of the storm Saturday.
"Everything was white, the trees were down everywhere,

you had to swerve to avoid them. Every stoplight I hit

wasn't working."

Two days of snow delivered a one-two punch to parts of

Massachusetts, burying some towns in over two feet of

snow and leaving more than 100.000 residents in the

dark.

The American Red Cross was working Sunday to find

shelter for families who were without power and heat.

At noon, more than 300 crews from as far away as

New Jersey were working to restore power to II 3.000

New England Electric customers, especially in the

Merrimack Valley and Central Massachusetts. Power
lines were strained by branches that sagged under the

weight of the snow that began falling shortly after 7 p.m.

Saturday.

After midnight. 36,000 Boston Edison customers were

without electricity outside of Boston, said company
spokeswoman |oAnne O'Leary. By mid-afternoon, power
was restored for all but 12,000 customers in Acton,

Wayland, Sudbury, Framingham and Ashland. O'Leary

said electricity would be returned by early evening. "Its

been a long night for a lot of people." O'Leary said. Trees

were also falling, some of them on busy highways — and

on cars. .

Downed trees caused police to close sections ot Route 3

in the northern part of the state. Many other roads,

including sections of Routes 62 and 128 were closed tem

There were no reported totalities Irom the accidents,

but several people were taken to hospitals.

In Princeton, a tree went through a driver's windshield,

but didn't seriously injure the driver, police said. A tree

also fell on a woman in Chelmsford, but didn't cause her

serious injury. "We've had trees on people, trees on cars,

trees into houses, cars into houses," said a Cbchniford

police dispatcher. "It's been crazy."

The brunt of the snow hit the north central and western

parts of the state. The National Weather Service said the

storm dumped 18 inches of new snow in Ashburnham. Ichv

ing 26 inches on the ground after the two storms. Worcester

was digging out from 14 inches of snow, while Springfield

was recovering from a mere 8 inches of accumulation.

Elizabeth Parry, 63. tried to shovel outside her

Ashburnham home but couldn't.

"I'm not going to go play in the snow, but I have a year

old Suburu that's great in the snow ," Parry said after her

driveway was plowed. "I'm going to get in my car and

drive on some of these snow laden roads. That's how I'm

going to play in the snow."
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Supreme Court to rule or. *ex predators

By Matt Truell

Associated Press

TOPEKA. Kan. — Leroy Hendricks had a way of

attracting kids. They'd gather to watch him fly his

remote-controlled airplane in a park. Sometimes, he'd

buy them illicit treats, like cigarettes and chewing tobac-

co.

At some point, he started molesting them. And he says

only his death will guarantee that he stops.

Now the 62-year-old former carnival worker is at the

center of a closely watched constitutional battle which the

U.S. Supreme Court will take up tomorrow.

The question is whether states may confine sexually vio-

lent predators after their prison terms are completed.

Kansas law allows that, if a prisoner is diagnosed with a

personality disorder or mental abnormality that makes
them a threat to sexually prey on children.

Hendricks already has spent more than half of the last

36 years in prisons or state hospitals for crimes against

children. The justices will review a ruling that struck

down Kansas' 1994 law as unconstitutional. A decision is

expected next year. Forty-five states and territories have

Hied documents supporting the Kansas appeal, including

five states with sexual predator laws: Arizona, California,

Minnesota, Washington and Wisconsin.

Hendricks began exposing himself to girls while he was

a young airman at McConnell Air Base in Wichita. He was

convicted in 1956 and fined $2.90.

His first prison term came in 1960 in Washington state,

where he spent two years behind bars for molesting two

boys. In 1963. he was convicted of molesting a 7-year-old

boy in Seattle.

After spending time at a state hospital. Hendricks

was released in 1965 — and was arrested two years

later for taking indecent liberties with an 8-year-old girl

and her 11 -year-old brother. He served five years in

prison.

Hendricks was sent back to prison in 1984 for attempt-

ing to molcal two 13-year-old boys in a Wichita electron-

ics store where he worked.

When he was released 10 years later, a prosecutor

argued that Hendricks was a sexually violent predator

and should be locked up. At his commitment trial.

Hendricks himself testified that only his death would

guarantee he would never again molest a child. A jury

sent him to the state's mental health facility in Larned.

where he is one of nine men declared sexual predators

They can be held there for treatment until doctors decide

they no longer pose a threat. Exams are conducted ui

least once a year.

Then, however, the Kansas Supreme Court said the

law violated Hendricks' due-process rights because it

allowed him to be committed without proof he is mental-

ly ill.

Attorney General Carla Stovall immediately appealed to

the U.S. Supreme Court, keeping Hendricks confined. She

expects the court to question whether Hendricks' alleged

mental abnormality merits confinement.

"The key is that the court has never ruled exactly what

you have to have for that mental condition," Stovall said

"Mr. Hendricks' 40-year history of abusing children is

much more than idiosyncratic behavior."

Stovall contends that Hendricks, who was not treated

for sexual deviance during his Kansas prison term, should

continue to receive the 30 hours of weekly therapy Larned

provides.

"We're spending almost $100,000 per predator at

Larned for their care, custody and treatment." she said.

"The average tends to be about $20,000 per inmate in the

Department of Corrections system, so it's clear we're

doing something very, very different for these predators

versus the inmates."

Hendricks' lawyer, Thomas Weilert of Wichita, said the

confinement is an "extension of his criminal sentence-

that violates constitutional protections against double

jeopardy. "It's a second prosecution for the same acts ih.n

occurred in 1984," Weilert said.
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was difficult because there was no
emergency lighting." Sears said.

"Obviously
| lames | residents were

scared, but we allowed candles to be

lit because it was so dark."

One of the concerns ol some RAs
was that with no backup generators

in the two afflicted dorms, fire

Rawlings confident in Ghanian vote
alarms would not be activated if a

candle caused a lire

Several snowball fights erupted in

Southwest, according to RAs and

police sources. Chris Cook, an RA
from Coolidge Residence Hall

reported that a window was broken

in Coolidge. but they had difficulty

CAStY KANlNCOUfGIAN

Mullins Center officials set up emergency lighting after a storm relat-

ed power outage ceased Saturday night's game.

getting police supervision because

they were busy with traffic.

Roving groups of individuals

engaging in snowball fights were

apparent to police mostly in

Southwest and Central Residential

Areas, as well as in Orchard Hill

and Sylvan Residential Areas.

"Teams of officers were dis

patched to disperse individuals

throwing snowballs," Luippold said.

Police also closed off food deliv-

ery to campus until early Sunday
morning due to dangerous roads and

problems with delivery persuns

being hit with snowballs.

Luippold said police responded to

a number of calls regarding snow-

balls being thrown at cars and win-

dows, however the exact total was

not available due to the police sta-

tion's power outage and loss of com-

puter use.

"The exact estimate of damage
done on campus will take a few days

to assess," Luippold said. Housing

Services and Auxiliary Services will

estimate the damage done on campus.

Luippold could not confirm

reports of students travelling to fra-

ternity row and off campus to throw

snowballs, but the Amherst Police

did receive calls about snowball

fights.

"Throughout the town, there were

complaints about snowballs being

thrown at cars," Michael lohnson,

an Amherst police officer who was

on duty Saturday night said.

"Downed power lines and car

accidents were our first priority."

lohnson said. "We did not have time

to handle the typical college calls.

Snowball fights are kind of minor."

Dan Backer, a member of Zeta Psi

fraternity (whose house suffered a

broken window from a snowball

fight) witnessed groups of people

walking down North Pleasant Street

throwing snowballs.

"A huge hoard of people went

past fraternity row towards Amherst

College." Backer said.

The Amherst College Police Chief

was not available for comment.

No injuries were reported, and no

arrests were made regarding snow-

ball fights, disorderly conduct or

property damage either on campus

or in Amherst Saturday night.

By Beth Duff-Brown

Associated Press

ACCRA, Ghana — President |erry Rawlings vuwed to

carry his 1 7-year-old revolution into the next century as

he voted Saturday in elections marking the first time a

government in this West African country has survived a

lull term.

The election pitted the street-smart fighter pilot who
overthrew two governments — in 1979 and 1981 —
against an Oxford-educated intellectual who vowed to

raise living standards and end corruption.

"I'm going to continue concentrating on protecting the

tree of freedom that was planted in the revolution of

'79," Rawlings said after voting beneath the palm trees

at a polling station behind his seaside residence, the

Castle.

Wearing his trademark dark aviator glasses, Rawlings

predicted he would get as much as 60 percent of the

vote.

About 9 million people were eligible to vote for the

president and all 200 seats in the National Assembly.

Results were expected Monday from some 20,000

polling stations.

Campaigning was marred by violent clashes and alle-

gations of corruption against Rawling's administration,

but there were no reports of serious problems during

voting.

"He is our man," said Rawlings supporter (effrey

Agbenowu, a civil servant who spent three hours scoot-

ing over, seat by seat, on the long line of benches leading

up to the Castle polling station. "It hasn't been easy, but

he's trying. You can't ask for more than that."

Rawlings' opponent said Ghanaians should ask for

more. |ohn Agyekum Kufuor, candidate of the opposi-

tion Great Alliance, noted that despite international

praise for Rawlings' economic reforms, inflation stands

at 57 percent and unemployment is between 20 and 30

percent. Further, he reminded voters, it took Rawlings a

decade to lift his ban on opposition parties after the

1981 coup. "Don't just read the balance books." said

Charles Adjah. an unemployed Kufuor supporter. "Come

and see the reality. We want to see better employment

for the youth; I don't want to keep relying on charity all

the time."

The voting marked the first time since independence

from Britain in 1957 that an elected Ghanaian govern-

ment had completed its term without being overthrown

at gunpoint or forced to step down. It was a rare display

of political stability in a region plagued by civil wars and

military coups.

But it also highlighted the tendency of coup leaders to

reinvent themselves as democratic leaders to remain in

power.

The presidents of neighboring Niger, Togo, Burkina

Faso, Guinea, and Gambia all seized power by force and

have remained there mostly through elections that were

either boycotted by opponents or orchestrated to virtual-

ly eliminate opposition chances.

Rawlings, 49, was a charismatic fighter pilot who first

came to power in a bloody 1979 coup, vowing to end

corruption. He allowed civilian elections — only to

attempt a second coup two years later. That attempt

failed and landed Rawlings in prison, but within days he

broke out and toppled the elected government. Rawlings

ruled over a single-party state until elections in 1992,

which he won with nearly 59 percent of the vote.

Rawlings has won praise for permitting an indepen-

dent commission to oversee the election. In most West

African countries, the ruling party organizes voting.

Serbian Supreme Court sparks protests

conference
continued from page 1

Escobar, spoke Sunday about the

struggles of black and indigenous

people in the rainforest of

Colombia. These people, he said,

arc not only challenging the eco-

nomic exploitation they suffer at the

hands of the Colombian govern-

ment, but also such problems as

environmental destruction as well

as the right of the Colombian state

to claim the territory in which they

live.

loining Escobar, Roger Burbach

of the Center for the Study of the

Americas presented perhaps the

clearest outline of new directions

which Marxism can take in present-

ing alternatives to capitalism. He

By Mark J. Porubcansky

Associated Pres<

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia— The
Serbian Supreme Court ruled

against opposition parties who say

Slobodan Milosevic robbed them of

an election victory in Belgrade, a

verdict likely to ignite even more

determined protests by thousands of

demonstrators bent on driving

Milosevic from power.

The opposition reported that eight

protesters were arrested over the

weekend, making 40 in the past

week. One of those arrested was

oadly beaten, opposition officials

said.

Even though Serbia's conflict was

deepening, it appeared that

Milosevic was more likely to be

headed for a long struggle of tactics

and politics rather than turning

police loose on demonstrators.

Radomir Lazarevic. the chief of

rejects Marx's view that an enor- the Belgrade election commission,

mous revolution is the onlv wav <°ld reporters that the Supreme

capitalism can end, and instead Court had rejected appeals that

envisions a gradual process by would have reinstated election victo-

which local alternative groups, such ries in Belgrade. The court did not

as the Zapatistas, will begin orga- give reasons for us ruling. Lazarevic

nizing non-exploitative societies said.. The Belgrade election comnm-

within the larger, international capi- tori's appeal dealt only with the

talist realm. capital city, but did not bode well

for appeals of nullifications of elec-

tions in other cities.

When the commission appealed

on Thursday, the opposition

assumed it would give Milosevic an
opportunity to defuse the daily

protests that regularly bring

100,000 people onto the streets.

They are the largest and most sus-

tained protests against Milosevic

since he came to power in 1987.

On Sunday. 100,000 people were

on the streets again. Former French

culture minister lack Lang, a mem-
ber of the European Parliament, lent

them their first significant Western

support, declaring that "The Serbs

are fighting in the name of all peo-

ples who resist dictatorship."

Lazarevic said the election com-

mission would appeal the Serbian

Supreme Court ruling to the federal

courts of Yugoslavia, the federation

of Serbia and small Montenegro.

Milosevic's opponents said the

issue was no longer who ran

Belgrade, but who ran Serbia.

"What will prevail: The people's

determination, or Milosevic's

patience?" asked Zoran Djindjic,

leader of the opposition Democratic

Party.

"This is an uprising to win democ-

racy," he told the crowd. "It's no

longer important whether he would

revoke the decisions which robbed

us of our victory."

Vuk Draskovic, another opposi-

tion leader, added: "There is just

one aim now: resignation of the

head ol state."

He said Serbs faced a simple

choice: dignity or slavery. "We are

not ready to be slaves," he said.

Kati Marton, the chairwoman of

the New York-based Committee to

Protect journalists, said she met

Milosevic on Saturday and offered

him a proposed statement pledging

to allow media to operate freely. "I

handed him that manifesto, which

he proceeded to tear up," she told

reporters Sunday.

She said she took one of the

pieces, and wrote in longhand

another statement pledging support

for freedom of the press in

Yugoslavia, which Milosevic signed.

Daily protests in Serbia's second-

largest city, Nis, also continued

Sunday. The Fonet news agency said

about 30,000 people — including

students, taxi drivers, workers and

farmers on their tractors — turned

out.

Djindjic predicted that the

protests would spread to 50 towns

and cities throughout Serbia in the

next two weeks, including towns

where Milosevic's Socialists have

power.
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U- S. Government: asleep at the wheel

Daniel E.

Levenson

The next time you open a mag-

azine or turn on the televi-

sion, don't assume what
you're seeing is objective — in fact it

may not even be the whole truth.

With the growth of giant corpora-

tions and the assimila-

tion of media outlets

into these companies,

the American public is

being presented with

increasingly question-

able sources of news.

The potential for abuse of media

power has never been so great in

recent times.

In the past, the government had set

up laws to protect the public from

business monopolies and price-fix-

ing.

If these are the basic tenets behind

this governmental safe- guard, then it

seems to me that our elected officials

are sadly lax in the enforcement of

these rules.

B> preventing private media
monopolies from controlling the air-

waves and print, the government can

also help to insure that what appears

in the media is news coverage and
not private srctor-propaganda.

It is impossible to turn on the tele-

vision or open a newspaper these

days without being informed of some
new giant corporate takeover or

merger. There is also the issue of

mega-companies whose control

extends far beyond the original

industry in which they established

themselves.

Anheiser-Busch, which until

recently owned both the St. Louis

Cardinals baseball team and a bread

making company called "Earthgrain."

gave up control of both of these oper-

ations within the last year. They are

largely an independent company,
according to company spokesman
Barry Murov. who also told me that

no larger company owns
Anheiser-Busch. and that currently

their only other enterprises besides

beer-making are the Busch Garden
and Sea World theme parks.

But the real danger does not DBOo>

sarily lie in the independent compa-
nies owning a few subsidiaries,

although that's where the roots of

mega-monopolies are planted. I think

it can actually help the economy for

companies to help create other busi-

ness enterprises, but at

some point they must
be willing to cut their

connections to the new
country in the interest

of maintaining a com-
petitive marketplace. The monolithic

mergers of industry giants are the

real threat, as they largely serve only

to undermine the quality and efficacy

of services that the public relies on.

I spoke with Kirsten Lundell. a

Human Resources assistant for CNN
(which is owned by Ted Turner, and
is now part of Time-Warner), who
explained to me the series of events

which led to the merger, and how
everything from baseball to HBO is

now owned by the same company.
Turner Broadcasting Industries

Inc., which seems to be one of the

largest and most powerful players in

the merger game, is leading the

mega-merger charge, and was itself

recently joined with Time-Warner.
Owning a multitude of television

stations, movie companies, sports

teams and entertainment interests

before merging with fellow media
giant Time-Warner industries. The
number of varied elements now
linked together is staggering.

Television stations include CNN.
TNT and TBS. The Atlanta Hawks
basketball team and the Atlanta
Braves baseball team, as well as

World Championship Wrestling,
were all part of the Turner family

before the merger with

Time-Warner
Now that the two companies have

merged, the connections between
everything from world-wide news
coverage to televised wrestling grows

even more confusing.

I think the Americans, in light of

these developments, have every right

to question the objectivity of a Time
magazine article about the Atlanta

Braves or HBO special on television

wrestling; not because Time hires

biased reporters, but consider the

economic effects that bad press could

have on a baseball team.

And in a country where the fist of

the almighty dollar regularly delivers

a knock-out punch to the American
public, it is not hard to imagine
which would win out in a battle

between the truth and money.
The United States govemntent has a

responsibility to maintain, through
law. an economically diverse environ-

ment which will guarantee the public's

right to accurate information and com-
petitively priced goods and services.

The real problem is not necessarily

with the anti-trust legislation currently

on the books, but in the American gov-

ernment's lackadaisical attitude

towards the enforcement of these laws.

The most obvious reason is that the

government, which works closely with

a variety of companies in many areas

of the private sector, could stand to

lose money or hurt their relationships

with these corporations if they do any-

thing to threaten their growth. If this is

the primary motivation behind their

apathy then that is deplorable.

Perhaps an even worse and more
troubling scenario would be the idea

that it is easier for the government to

control the media if it is all owned by

a few giant mega-companies than if

there are a lot of smaller indepen-

dently owned sources of news and
information.

Many times throughout history, an

easily controlled media has been a

valued tool used by governments to

filter information for "the good of the

public."

It is my opinion that some people

in Washington have been asleep at

the wheel long enough, and now the

tractor- trailer truck carrying the

American public's interests is about

to flv off the edge of a $1 million

cliff."

I think it's time we woke someone
up. and put on the brakes.

Daniel E. Lwenson is a Collegian

columnist.

Where is multiculturalism , Chancellor?

Deepika

Marya

Every time I hear Chancellor David K. Scott talk

he makes me smile. It is not a smile that

appears due to happiness or contentment, but

because of the absurdity of what he says.

For instance, the Chancellor's pet project for the

past few years has been the promotion of multicultur-

alism and diversity. Now I agree those are both impor-

tant words and because of that I don't take them light-

ly, nor should David Scott, because both multicultur-

alism and diversity convey hope and change for the

better.

But somehow, elusive as languages are, Scott's reg-

ular references to these ideas make me wonder if I am
missing something or is Scott missing what multicul-

turalism and diversity mean? Without going into the

dictionary meanings of the words, multiculturalism is

about inclusion, fairness and equatability.

If one recent incident on campus, the director of the

International Programs Office. Barbara Burn, wrote
explicitly in a memo that hiring or stu-

dents of color would be a controversial

matter although such students were best

qualified for the job. Students of color,

international and American, were in an
uproar — this was clear discrimination

and racism. The matter was brought up at a Faculty

Senate meeting. The Chancellor and Provost defended
the memo and chastised the President of the Graduate
Student Senate for challenging the IPO director's

commitment to international students of color. The
Chancellor, on the contrary, praised Barbara Burn's

commitment and contribution to the IPO and the

respect she has earned for her work.

It is hard to assess an administrator's contribution

over 20 to 30 years, but the memo written by Barbara
Burn is not a reflection on the volume of her contribu-

tion. We question her commitment and the commit-
ment of the Chancellor to invite non-white interna-

tional students to come to this University.

Not acknowledging that many departments heavily

rely on students from India and China for the work
they produce. And the Chancellor has disappointed

these students by supporting Barbara Burn and her

policies regarding international students!

If multiculturalism is to be taken seriously, we must
understand that inviting a group of African dancers to

come and perform before an official dinner is the

worst kind of multiculturalism that we can think of.

The ALANA students on campus are time and again

disappointed by promises not kept by the University.

The ALANA agreements of 1992 to increase
ALANA admissions to 20 percent have still not been

honored. The most recent ALANA update (Nov. 12.

1996) claims that the campus has met this goal. The
figures stated do not match with statistics provided by

the Office of Institutional Research. So, the truth of

the University's claim of honoring their word is at

stake.

Needless to say. the ALANA agreement update
states, "our goals should be tied to the demographics
of the commonwealth and nation and the proportion

of minority students attending the Amherst campus
should continue to increase as the number of college

bound minority students continues to grow." Do these

words reflect your thoughts on the issue. Chancellor

Scott? Can we take these to represent your and the

University's policy regarding ALANA admissions, and
if that is so. then can you explain why ALANA admis-

sions are still around 18 percent of the overall fresh-

men entering the school?

And of course proving how concerned the
University is regarding minority students has received

added attention every year. Have programs such as

CCEMBS and BCP got the support they need to fulfill

their roles on campus? The answer is obvious — no!

The current population at UMass Amherst is not rep-

resentative of the state or the country.

It lags behind in terms of minority rep-

resentation. It clearly seems to be turn-

ing a blind eye to the changing colors of

the United States.

Recently, a Haitian student was
wrongly accused to stealing in the University store.

The student was apprehended and searched. This inci-

dent brought to light many practices that are carrying

on at the University, perhaps with the knowledge of

senior administrators like the Chancellor. One such
practice is that the University store had employed
some students as security for the store. None of the

students selected belonged to any minority group.

This fact has been brought to light since the event.

Not once have we heard regret or an apology from the

promoters of multiculturalism. Blatant violation of

diversity demands an explanation, Mr. Chancellor!

Did you not have any knowledge of this practice?

Once you knew, why have the students not heard a

cry of utter disbelief and shame from you? Is that not

part of your multicultural agenda — to not pit one
race against another, to employ all-white security

against minority men?
This list and discussion can go on for a long time

because you have a lot of explanations to offer. If mul-
ticulturalism is not about numbers, if it is not about
getting rid of racist stereotypes against men of color,

pray, what does a multicultural agenda mean?
Is it an idea that appealed to your refined sensibili-

ties that you knew was good to float, knowing the lib-

eral mind-set. We want to know, are chocolate chips
on a cream cheese cake your idea of multiculturalism?

Is multiculturalism like an expensive perfume that

most of us have to imagine what it smells like, but
you, Mr. Chancellor, smell every morning and there-

fore are so convinced it exists?

Deepika Marya is a UMass student.
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Hexes what 'you re paying for

Mark

McGrath

How do you feel about the recipients of your fee

dollars?

In a case involving the University of Wisconsin,

a federal judge last week made a decision that could end

up affecting the academic lives of university students all

over the country in the foreseeable future.

Because mandatory activity fees there, like at UMass.
are used toward funding political and ideological student

organizations, the judge ruled that forcing students to

contribute was a violation of their First Amendment
rights. Therefore, the university will be forced to allow

students to opt out of groups they may not support.

If the decision was to be carried over to

Massachusetts, students on this campus could conceiv-

ably find their way out of parts of the Activities Fee

based on their personal opinions or even their desire to

save a few bucks.

Therefore, groups such as The Cannabis
Reform Coalition. Amnesty International.

The Radical Student Union and even the

Republican Club could very easily lack

funding or even cease to exist because of

their beliefs. While I may or may not sup-

port the efforts of these groups, their presence on this

campus is absolutely vital to the health of this

University, not only because they express different vieu

points, but because they also empower students in a

society which often works to achieve the very the oppo-
site goal.

This question is of particular interest to our
University community because in the past few weeks,

students have begun to question some of the fees which
are assessed on our semi-annual tuition bills, lees in

question include the Authority Fee. which is used to pay

off the debt service on various campus buildings and the

Athletics Fee. Other parts of the fees provide funding to

the Fine Arts Center and the PVTA.
Central to the issue of paying these fees is the ques-

tion of whether the students paying them are taking

advantage of what they are paying for. For example, if a

student never takes the bus. he may ask why he is

forced to pay the transportation fee. If all of the basket-

ball games are sold-out and the team is having a

less-than-stellar season, why should someone who is

not interested have to subsidize Tyrone Weeks'
whirlpool with an Athletics Fee?

These questions have been raised because students feel

that they are not getting their money's worth, and because

they are sick of seeing the fees increased without visible

results. A UMass education is by no means cheap, and

adding in this slew of fees only makes the situation more
difficult.

As a way of dealing with disagreeable fees, some stu-

dents have suggested making some fees waiveable, like the

MassPIRG fee which appears every semester on our

tuition bills. In such a scenario, only students paying par-

ticular fees would be allowed access to the service provid-

ed.

For example, if you wanted to take advantage of the

PVTA, you would have to pay that portion of the fee.

and only you and others who paid the fee would be able

to get on the bus. If you wanted basketball tickets, you

could pay a larger fee which would guarantee you a

chance to see the Minutemen in action at the Mullins

Center.

As in Wisconsin, each of our fees would have to be

divvied up among potential recipients,

and each student would have to check or

leave blank a box for each group on each

bill. The sheet would read like a menu,
with students as the diners and the

University serving up the main course.

Instead of helping pay for everyone's food, the student

would be responsible for only what is put on his or her

plate.

On the outside, such an option may appear attractive,

but in the end. it could never fly. Very few groups on

this campus would be able to generate the support indi-

vidually that the fee gives them in the current system.

Instead of having the numerous activities and resources

on campus that are currently provided, we would have

nothing.

Sound good? I certainly hope not. Here's why: we at

UMass are a community. Like any other healthy com-
munity, we are assessed taxes which are put toward the

general welfare of the community. There is no "I"

involved. We have appointed representatives who make
decisions regarding our invested money and who are

often criticized for putting funds where they do.

If a particular group receives a cent of your money, it

doesn't necessarily mean that you have to agree with

what that group says. All it means is that you're in favor

of a campus which offers a wide and diverse selection of

opportunities for not only yourself, but anyone who is

interested.

After all. for what reasons does a community exist if

not to take care of all its members?
Mark McGrath is a Collegian columnist.

UMass needs to bring standards up

Erik

Molitor

President Clinton and the

Democrats, as one of their

campaign promises, are work-

ing on education reforms that will

create large tax credits for families

sending their kids to college, even
vouchers for the tuition costs at com-
munity colleges. This is one of the

few liberal programs that I greatly

support. This
plan, according to the

promises, will guaran-

tee two years of higher

education to everyone

(translation: two years

of community college will be guaran-

teed universally, regardless of finan-

cial and even previous academic
problems). The reason I support this

is because I believe it will level the

playing ground in education that has

been top- heavy for so long.

I can not argue the fact that many
minority students from inner-city

schools have two strikes against them
because their schools do not receive

the same funding as white, affluent

neighborhoods (schools receive fund-

ing from property taxes — thus, run

down inner-city areas get far less

than middle class suburban areas).

I firmly believe that two years of

community college could act as a

great equalizer. My argument is that

there isn't a very big difference
between community colleges; an
inner city college like Roxbury C.C.

gets the same level of professors and
funding as affluent Andover C.C.
Therefore, students who might not be
ready for a school like UMass can

leam the basics neces-

sary for college —
algebra. English, his-

tory, science — the
basic Gen. Eds.

Now here is where the

real fight would be — improving a

university education. Standards must
be raised. I am sick and tired of being

in the same classes with students
who don't know the slope of a line,

what Manifest Destiny meant for

America or never had to read A
Catcher in the Rye. Standards at

UMass are dismal because we admit

anyone with a pulse.

We must raise these standards for

the benefit of the quality of education

here as a whole, even if it means
eliminating quotas for admissions.

We must make it so that a degree
from UMass means that you have
accomplished something truly out-

standing.

If every student came here with a

higher base of knowledge to start

from, then classes could be made
more challenging and thought pro-

voking, rather than spoon-fed repe-

tition. I know the argument that

raising SAT or high school academ-
ic requirements may preclude more
inner city students from coming to

UMass. and here is where my bot-

tom line argument comes in. If

these students attend a two-year
program at a community college

(for free under the new education
plans), then they will be better pre-

pared for more rigorous classes

here. Also, community college trans-

fers often get sophomore status, so

they would actually only be putting in

one extra year. Finally, by being bet-

ter prepared, the dropout rate for

these students (which is currently

dismal) will become much better.

I honestly believe that this compro-
mise between liberal education
reform and conservative removal of

quotas can produce a much higher
level of education that will ultimate-

ly benefit everyone.

Erik Molitor is a Collegian colum-
nist.

Write for Ed/Op nent semester. . come see Hike Burke at the Ulegmiw more info.

Editorial Policy
The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes columns, letters and cartoons from UMass

and the rest of the Five College Area.

Letters and columns must be typed and double spaced, with the writer's name, local address and phone num-
ber attached. This information is subject to verification prior to publication.

Anonymous submissions will not be printed.

The editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and columns for grammar, clarity.and length.

Any submission that is requested to be left unedited will not be considered for publication.

Submissions become the property of the Collegian and will not be returned
The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted material.

Letters should be no longer than 450 words and columns should be about TO typed lines,

Subrriiuions should be sent to the Editorial Desk, c/o Mark McGrath, 1 13 Campus Center, UMmsJMnUL
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Tickets to Rent may be the perfect for that someone special this year.

COWESY |OAN MARCUS CA*Ol ROSfCC

Forget the mall take a ride down Broadway
By Seema Gangorirkar

Collegian Staff

When the holidays roll around, SOtnetimeS find-

ing the pcilct gilt for that ^pceial someone in >our

lite can he a hit trying, especially when you take a

look at the long lino of shoppers at the mall.

So instead ol hitting the Gap for that sweater or

Media Pla\ lor a CD. pick up something a little leas

stressful, but equal in quality.

Giving a friend a pair ot ticket* to a Broadwa\

show m*J wen like the ea-\ \va\ out. but there i«

excitement in a BlOaoVaj show that i* hard to cap-

ture in anything else

\iul il your budget is tight, keep in mind that

ticket* lor the shows can Mart as low as $17 and

can go as high as $70. depending on where yon
want to -il

You ma) alao want to throw in dinner at one of

the restaurants around Times Square or an
alter-theater collee at Starbuck* or another ooffiet

hou*e. Time- Square i- home to several chain

restaurants including the Olive Garden, but also

boasts plenn of ethnic eateries. Some restaurants

oiler special before-l heater dinner packages.

II yem want to try to get tickets to a show on
Kioadway or in Boston, order ticket- early, eape-

riall) lor popular -how- like The Phantom of the

Opera or Rent These -how- -ell out fast, and good
-eat- are usual!) booked month- in advance

>, ou can also lake a chance and buy discount

tieket> on the day of the show While these tickets

tend to be on the inexpensive side, the show \ou

want to -ee may not be available or the seats are

le-s than choice.

For complete listings of theater, dance and

music, call the Theater Development Kund's \ew
York City On Stage at (212) 768-1*18. Tickets are-

available through Tetechatje or I icketmaster.

•Disnev lovers should take note of Beauty and
the Beast — the -tagc ver-ion ol the Walt Disiiev

cartoon cla— ic, Plaving at the Palace, call i2I2' 7i0-

8200. Tickets are available through Ticketma.-lcr.

'Bring in da Noise, Bring in da rank hit

Broadwav this year and is ahead;, a niajoi -ensatioil.

Sivion Glover s|;irs in this dance musieal conceived

and directed bv George C Wolfe Plaving at the

-\mh.i--ador. Tickets are available through
Telecharge.

'Cats, one of the longest running Broadway
shows, i- a musical based on IS. Eliot's cat poemt
with music by Andrew I lo\d Webber Plaving at the

Winter Garden. Ticket- are available through
Telecharge

•Tracv Nelson -tai- in a revival ol Great*, the

popular musical M in a high school in the I 950S.

lasmine Gu) replaces Nelson Ian. b Tickets available-

through Telecharge.

•One of the most moving and stirring mii-ical- ol

all time. I.es Miserables celebrate- it- 1 0th veal on

the SI Wis t- based on \ iclor Hugo's epic

novel and i> playing at the Imperial Tickets are avail-

able through Telecharge.

•MtSJ Saigon, the big London musieal hit i- a

modern reworking of Puccini - Madame Butterfly.

Miss Saigon I- plaving at the Broadwav Theater

Ticket- are available through Telecharge.

•Once I pan a Mattress Features Sarah le--ica

Parker in a revival of the Mary Rodger- musical

ha-ed on The Princess and the Pea It i- DOW in

previews and open- Dec 1^ at the Broadhur-t

Theater. Tickets are available through Telecharge.

•The 1996 Pulitzer Prize for Drama and the

1996 Tony Award for best musical. Kent, is a

musical celebration of artists and outcasts in New
York- East Village. Written by lonathan Larson.

the -how i- a trip into bohemia. No» plaving at the

Nederlander Theater. Call Ticketmaster lor tickets

Kent is also plaving a limited engagement at the

Schubert Theater in Boston. Call (800) 447-7400
for more information about the Boston run.

•Sunset Boulevard features Elaine Paige as

Norma Desmond in the Andrew I loyd Webber
musieal version of the Billy Wilder film clastic,

now playing at the Minskoff. Tickets are available

through Ticketmaster.

•The Phantom of the Opera is the lavish Andrew
I loyd Webber musieal about a deformed composer

who haunts the Paris Opera House and the young
soprano he love- It is plaving at the Majestic

Theater, rickets are available through Telecharge

•I ictor/\ ictorui marks the return of lulie Andrews

to Broadway in a stage version of her 1982 film

about a female Pans cabaret singer pretending to be

a man. Liza Minnelli replaces Andrews for four

week-. Ian. 7-Feb. 2. It is now playing at the Marquis

Theater. Tickets are available through Ticketmaster.

Credit card holders can order tickets by phone or

by calling Telecharge or Ticketmaster. Telecharge's

number is i212< 2)9-6200. Ticketmaster is (212)
-,07-4100

Both senices will provide information on specif-

ic seat locations. Telecharge and Ticketmaster also

have toll-free numbers for use /)>' theatergoers call-

ing from outside \e\c York, V'u fersey and
Connecticut lor Telecharge. call (800) 4~>2-7250;

lor Ticketmaster call iSUO) 7^-4000.

The Associated Press contributed to this article
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Happy
Holidays

from the

Daily

Collegian !

Roc/cm' round the tree

with hits from the King

Well, it's ihul time ol u\ii Bfaifl

The holida) season is upon ut

kni iust .iv BnaJ anas md tans)

wf*rther are ubiquitous with ih*

month ol December, to II Iti

inevitable soundtrack: Chriatmas

RMSSk

I ov« it or hate it. vou ain't

void it The month between
rhanksgiving and
Dec, Ji i.s the only

window of opportu-

nity lor what has

become its own
industry. However,
there is more to

Christmas music than \iul\

Griffith and Kathie I ee Gifford's

paid I\ advertisements, Hidden

out there m the dark corners ol

unir local record stores is enough

|OOd holiday music to turn any

Christmas party into a truly hap-

pening affair.

It -cents thai the heydav ol

rocUa' Christmas music peaked

about 30 years ago. Hack in the

'iUs and early '60s. everyone who
was anyone put out at least sin-

gle OT two. il not a whole album,

dedicated to the noHda) Most of

this material is now available 00 I

sleu ol reissues and compilation

albums, and here is your handy
guide to picking out the best of the

Christmas loot.

• When it comes to Christmas

rock, look no further than the

King himself for the ultimate in

cool holiday music. There are

John

Hendrickson

jU'iit J do/cn compilations avail-

able titled l bis' Christmas Album

however, make sure the one

w>u pat has both blue Christmas"

nd "Senti Claus is Hack in

fawn Otherwise, be prepared for

,i bunch Ol maudlin religious driv-

el \ ii \ album with those two
tongs, though, is definitely worth

^^___^__ the money.
• A close sec

ond to Elvis on
the holiday wish

list would have to

be producer Phil

Spector's A
Christinas Gift lor )ou Originally

releasor! m l^JoV this collection of

Standards recorded by the

Ronettes, Crystals and Darlene

Love. It features Spector's trade-

mark "Wall Of Sound" production

as well as consistently excellent

performances. The original version

of U2's "Christmas (Baby Please

Come Homer' is included here

and blows away the remake.

• Two other essential albums
favor the instrumental route, the

Ventures' Christmas Album is a

California surf guitar lest, and the

Memphis soul stew of Hooker T.

And The MC's In The Christmas

Spirit gives the holidays a swampy
feel. However, avoid The Beach
Boys' Christmas Album at all cost

—

this is the musical comparable to u

lump of coal in >. t stocking.

• ITiere are too many compilation

Turn to MUSIC, page 7
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Elvis Presley's Christmas Album
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Wacky gifts for the

holidays & more
It may come as a surprise ti ,n\ ol vou that shopping

for holiday gilts didn't atwayi come easih to me until I

pX together with a very special Friend ol mine (let's just

cafl her "Manha") who showed me hou shopping for
friends and family need not be such an effort. All that is

needed is a little creatmn and a lot of patience.

Martha's first suggestion wai thai I make I list ol all

the people of whom I'm thinking at the holiday She
started asking about relatives, both close and di-tant

Before I knew it, she had uprooted im lamih tree so lai

that I could see why I preferred to keep HOH ol those

relatives so distant.

I also had to insist to Martha that for mv beloved
Collegian stall'-males I need nol make dainty
hand made soaps with orange /est and poppy seeds
suspended in the middle, served in a deliciuus meringue
box. lined with a very elegant chamois liner. I suggested
that I simply carry a

few candy canes in my

Jeremy

Brothers

back-pack, so I could

reciprocate if any of the

yahoos in the campus
center basement decide

to give BM a card.

Martha just gave me her oh vou naughts thing you
look and smiled, her teeth ihininj .is brightly as her

exaggerated lauv pearl necklace.

We both agreed that 1 needed to get my
recently-engaged friends something that would show
how happy I was for them and how special I thought

they were. Martha thought thai adding to the \oung
couple's mercury glass collection with a grail-like chal-

ice would be the perfect gift, allowing the losers to see

each the other in the mirror like surface while thev

drank.

I ...minded Martha that drinking w (1 > what got these

people together in the first place, and it probably wasn't

the best idea to bring that fiasco up again, never allud-

ing to the fact thai tnv friends don't even have a mer-

cury glass collection.

We passed by a piercings and taltoos and tattoo par-

lor, and 1 demanded that we pull over and see what
wares thev had to offer. Well, Martha was |ust astound-

ed by the fact that nol one of the pieces the) ottered tor

piercing was an antique. 1 reminded her thai il sou were

going to have metal tearing \our llesh. wouldn't it be

better if it was "new" metal? She reluctantly agreed.

but only after lecturing me on the importance of tradi-

tion and how she hopes her daughter \le\is will contin-

ue all the charming traditions that scream good taste. I

reminded Martha that she comes from New fcmey, and
even a town called "\utlev." albeit charming, was -till

New lersey. That shut her up for a lew minutes.

I was able to arrange for my friends a verv special

Christinas gift. Separate tongue piercings thai, when
they lit the two chunks of metal together, would lock

tight, forming the two into one. I smiled and asked

Martha what she thought, and she agreed it was kind of

like thai enchanting chalice we *aw at the antique shop.

The next stop in our quest lor holiday shopping was

inevitable: the mall. There. Martha and I realized that

we weren't total opposites. Hickory farms united us in

the spirit of the season as only a HON dedicated to the

sales o\ Sat pork products can. Martha told me thai the

actually preferred to fatten her hog. slaughter it and

moke it herjelf. and proceeded it quote fude the

Obscure.

Well. Thomas Hardy had worked her into such a

fren/y. mall security had to take her awa\ to the wind

chime store to calm down. I took this as m\ cue to ditch

the queen oi good things and get everyone else I knew

gift certificates to llickorv farms Not because I like to

kill people slowly, you understand. No. because gilt cer-

tificates to bad places, as ;i rule, are tunny

Jeremy Brothers is a Collegian columnist

Books: the personal choice that lasts a lifetime
By Lisa M. Oliveri

Collegian Staff

The holidays have finally arrived, and the gift buying

is alreadv out of control. People crowd the malls hisi

looking for a parking ipaoa, and then looking for a gift.

And though a select lew already have their holiday shop-

ping finished, most are looking for that special some
thing to buy.

Well, in my opinion, one of the best gills one can buy

oi receive is a book, hooks allow lor that added pergon-

al touch — you must know a lot about a person to

choose something they would enjoy reading

Many of the major book-selling chains like Barnes &
Nobles and Media Play offer great discounts around the

holiday season, especially on bestsellers. So if you're

looking for a relatively inexpensive gift that really shows

you care, try purchasing a book.

Here are a lew of mv favorite selections:

• Hitler's Willing T.\ecutioners bv Daniel |onah

Goldhagen — For the history buff in all of us. This was

a fairly controversial book when il came out earlier this

year. Goldhagen examines the Holocaust and
anti-Semitism in Germany, but with a different
approach, he looks at the ordinary, citizen's role rather

than just the Nazi's

• Blake: A Biography by Peter Ackroyd An inter-

esting story like look at the life of William Blake. I

examines his life and times and the genesis of his mas-

terpieces — a great gift for a friend who's an English

major.

• The Golden Compass by Philip Pullman - \- a

child. I loved to read fantasy literature Remember The

Lion, the Witeh and the Wardrobe.' Tins book brings

back those memories, and this is a tale about good, evil

and Divine boundaries. It's the first in a series, so vou

have another book to huv next season,

Lord of the Dead by loin Holland I wasn't loo

COUSTOYI '!''' mhmio

fond of this the first time I read it. but many other peo- Nathaniel Hawthorne's tales make a great gift for readers.

pie seem to think it's great. It's a gothic tale with the

poet Lord Byron as the main character, but as a vam-

pire. It has kind of an interesting premise, so il vou

know someone who aspires to be one of the undead.

thev might enjoy this.

• The Law of Love by I.aura F.squivel — This is th;-

folio* up to her best sei ier Like Water for Chocolate.
It's an enchanting novel about past lives, time travel

and love Plus, the coolest thing about this book is thai

it comes with a CD of arias and Mexican love songs. —
a great gift for the romantic.

• A Wonder Book for Girls Si Boys by Nathaniel

Hawthorne — Though it's intended for young adults,

the short stories by the famous novelist will captivate

anyone. The Oxford edition includes great illustrations.

so it's fun to look at

• Undaunted Courage bv Stephen F.. Ambrose — This

is another powerful history book. It examines the epic

journey of explorers Lewis and Clark, the migrations to

the American west and also the life of Thomas (efferaon.

It really puts the reader in the minds of these interesting

people.

• The Green Mile by Stephen King — This was King's

serial novel this year, and now all six volumes are neatly

packaged in a box, perfect for wrapping. It's a great

work of fiction and takes place in a prison It's always

great to receive a book from the master of the macabre.
• The Last Don by Mario Puzo — It's the

quasi-sequel to The Godfather, the great work of litera-

ture about the Mafia. Here, the crime and corruption

takes place in New York. I. as Vegas and Hollywood.

• Les Miserable1! by Victor Hugo — The epic saga

which was turned into a fabulous musical. I can relate

myself and all of my friends to characters in this book. I

guarantee that anyone who receives this will treasure it

always, it's the best work of fiction vou'll ever read.

Armed with all of these different ideas. I'm sure any-

one will be able to find the perfect book for a gift!

The art of buying that not-so perfect sex toy for Christmas

Mark
McGrath

Tis the season to be giving... or SO corporate
America has told me.

Walking into the Hampshire Mall and tossing

monev into the pot with the student ringing the bell has

never been the same since I found out that a lot of the

bell-ringers do their deed of "charity" as a punishment

for being caught with alcohol in the hallways ol their

doims one time too many. Oh well.

This society is funny, especiallv

in its way of handling the gift-giv-

ing season. What determines what
makes a good gift?

Appropriateness? Cost.' Thought?
Severity of the crime being
redeemed? None of the above'.' Does the "perfect gift"

realh exist? And how conic Santa Claus never brought

it?

I was the last one in my grade lo figure out that Santa

doesn't exist. I remember it well II was last year. Santa

had bought me pajamas that didn't fit I was crushed.

Mother told me thai she could return them. "Santa gives

you the receipts?" I asked her. She thought it was tune

we had a talk

Did I mention how I cried'' No matter, it all makes
sense to me now I asked for things like Hungry Hungry
Hippos and got things like socks, underweai and fun
Pads It was the pits. I guess Mom liked to save up all ol

floppy holidoys!

the things she would have had to get me over the course

of the year and deliver them en masse, so as to avoid the

unpleasantness of breaking my heart. I just wish I never

fell for that trick where she told me she saw an elf peek-

ing in the window. That kept me from rebelling for a

good two decades. I guess hindsight is 20/20.

Speaking of hindsight, have you ever given a gill vou

truly regretted? A couple of vears ago. I was
determined to get my father the perfect gift, so 1

was only too pleased to find a sale on back mas-

sagert. If vou haven't seen one of these contrap-

tions, picture a massive vibrating head on the end

ol | pole long enough for one to comfortably
reach all parts of the body without contortionist

training.

Although the appropriateness ol such a gift was ques-

tioned by friends, I figured it was the perfect present.

What more could Dad want? That year I had the feeling

I was going to surpass the ugliest of ugly ties (quite an

achievement).

I ess than two weeks after Christmas, those very same
friends began laughing at me ever] time they saw me.

What, I asked, could possibly be so funny? At that

point, one of them pulled out a dirty magazine and
showed me an advertisement which displayed a picture

ol Dad's back massager and read. "Good Vibrations

Industrial Sized..." I think you get the picture.

Fnough of that story.

When it comes to family Christmases, one never

knows what he or she may end up giving out. One year.

all of my uncles and aunts decided to give up getting

presents for all of the kids and instead decided that it

would be nicer to exchange barbed comments and bodily

injuries. I'd have to say that watching Uncle |eb force

Grandpa to eat mistletoe was a hell of a lot more enjoy-

able than opening up a three pack of Hardy Boys mystet

ies or a New Kids on the Block poster. But alas, that side

of the family hasn't exactly celebrated Christmas (ot

anything else for that matter) since that night.

Regardless ol such internal suite, something keeps it

going, this season of giving. What motivates us to con-

tinue? What gain is seen in putting ourselves in a finan-

cial hole for the sake of not being outdone, throwing our

money to alcoholic college students and force feeding

relatives'' If humankind had not been blessed with the

gift of humor, this season could be extremely painful.

So take it from someone who once bought his father a

vibrator with a head the size of a big grapefruit., fret-

ting about the perfect gift may not be the greatest thing

to do. December may be the season to be giving, but

also the season to be jolly.

Marks tOoks) McGrath thinks he is a funny holiday

monkey

Work Over Break

music
continued from page 6

albums available to explore, but a

good place to start would be Rhino
Records' Christmas Classics.

Featuring Chuck Berry, lames Brown
and the Drifters, this is a nice sampler

of both holiday originals and stan-

dards. Also, anything featuring the

Marquees' "Christmas In The Congo."

Edd "Kookie" Byrnes' Vulesville." or

"Santa Came Home Drunk" hv the

Cadillac Baby Specials should be

checked out Trust inc. vou have to

hear them to believe them.

• if you're feeling swank] this sea-

son and feel like a martini or two,

your best bets would be Esquivel't

Christinas Album and Arthur
Lyman's Hawaii-tinged /;/ I

Holiday Mood. The Vince Guraldi

Trio's A Charlie Brown Christmas.

the soundtrack to the television spe-

cial of the same name, this is trulv a

holiday classic.

If you're looking for some more
recent Christmas rock, check out the

two volummes of A Very Special

Christmas (Vol. One features

Run-DMC's "Christmas In Hoffit.*)

Also, the Figgs just released a sin

gle on Easthampton's Chunk
Records with a punked up cover of

the Kinks' "Father Christmas

definitely worth a listen. Whatever Have a Cool Yule and a boss New
you buy. be sure to turn it up. spike Year.

the egg nog and strategically posi- lohn Hendrickson is a Collegian

tion yourself under the mistletoe. staff member.

THE COMPLETE MENS STORE
HAMPSH/KK tVMlf£7ML>f.f-:V. MA

We Specialize in dressing Mew for interviews, Banquets or

any Casual outing, with Prices to fit any Budget.

When appearance Counts, Count on JONATHAN REID LTD

We Pride Ourselves on ftiiENDLY , Professional, and Courteous Ser

Bring in This AD When Purchasing any Suit OR

SPORT COAT AND GET 20% OFF ALL ACCES-

Buy 1 Suit ';•: Get 1 Free

We are offering great temporary positions

your home during January I

Consider All We Have to Offer
• Starting Salary from $6.50 to $75©
• Paid Training and Management Progra »

• Morning, Evening and Weekend Hour* *

Flexible Schedules • Potential for Advancement • $$$
< Ideal for Students t?

WORK 30 OR MORE HOURS DURING WINTER BREAK.

District Phone #s:

Boston- I617I4S4-17S8: North Boston- [50^657-5522;

South Boston- fS0S}821-58S9: Plymouth A Cape Cod- [508J833-0750:

New Hampshire- [6031472-9493; Maine- [207J954-0500;
Worcester- {509)932-6152; SprtngAeldflocal)- \413\737-9939;

, RJ.- 15091336-5655; Hartford, Conn.- [9601645-6573

Interviewing at UMass Campus Center

lAd/rAirnnv Dec. 10 8:30^-8:30"" RM. 162-75
INVENTORY Dec ii aso^-iso™ rm. 168c

tCIAUSTS 1^0^-8:30"" RM. 911-15

*?fo61
JT

V

r=*HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS?

If you want to earn some money during your holiday vacation,

come to work for the Barnes & Noble College Division. To determine

which of the more than 20 college bookstores in Massachusetts will be

closest to where you will he spending your holidays, please call Barnes &
Noble Regional Office at (508) 934-6428.

Kull and part-time jobs, immediate hires, flexible scheduling. •

friendly work environment, and store discount up to 35%.

We are an equal opportunity employer.

BARNES & NOBLE COLLEGE DIVISION,

If you make back from the Holidays...

...Come write for the...

DAILY COLLEGIAN
next semester
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Pace seeks place in Heisman Trophy race

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

By Rusty Miller

Associated Press

COLUMBUS, Ohio — As the
players break the huddle and lumber
to the line of scrimmage, the quarter-

back begins sizing up the defense
and the linebackers bark out signals.

Receivers and defenders trot into
motion while a crowd of close to
100,000 roars in anticipation.

But all is quiet in Orlando Pace's

world. The Ohio State offensive
tackle tries to close out everything
except a primary thought.

"I just go out and block the guy
who's in front of me," he says.

A simple job for a complex man.
The 6-foot-6, 350-pound junior for

the No. 4 Buckeyes understands that

after eliminating all the distractions,

the confrontation is just between
him and another guy in pads.

The last one standing wins.

Almost every time, it's Pace.

"Maybe the best offensive lineman
ever to play the game." said former
Minnesota coach |im Wacker.
Wisconsin defensive end Tarek

Saleh on his approach to Pace: "Just

basically stay away. For that split

second after he gets his hands on
vou, if he gets his legs underneath
him, then he's going to body-slam
you. And then you're done."
Former Notre Dame coach Lou

Holtz: "I think Orlando Pace is one
of the best tackles in football today. I

didn't say college football. I said
football."

Pace is among the top contenders
to win the Heisman Trophy, to be
presented next weekend, although no
interior lineman has ever been select-

ed. Another Ohio State tackle, |ohn
Hicks, came the closest with a sec-
ond-place finish to Penn State's John
Cappelletti in 1973.

"It's a longshot. It's been an uphill
type of battle all year." Pace said. "If
I don't win, it's one of those things I

can get over. It's history-making just
so I can say I was in the mix." In a
way. Pace already has a piece of a
Heisman. A year ago. Pace anchored
an offensive line that helped
Heisman winner Eddie George gain
1.927 yards and score 25 touch-
downs.

"I know who I'm voting for." said

George, now a rookie star with the
Houston Oilers. "I don't think line-
men get the credit they deserve. But
if you isolate on Orlando, you'd see
...he wants to destroy his man."
Many don't believe an offensive

lineman will ever win the Heisman.
After all. the grunts up front don't
make many highlight reels — even
though Pace got substantial publicity
for throwing a block 45 yards down-
field during one game this year. They
don't handle the ball. And they're
not versatile.

"Everybody focuses on the run-
ning backs and quarterback." Pace
said.

However, Ohio State coach |ohn
Cooper said Pace meets the main
requirement.

"If the Heisman Trophy goes to
the best college football player in the
country, I don't know how in the
world you wouldn't consider a guy
like Orlando Pace," Cooper said. "I
don't know how he compares with
the other great players out there, but
he's playing his position right now as
good as anybody we've had around
here in a long time."

1 1-1 'Gators claim SEC Championship
By Pool Newberry
Associated Press

ATLANTA — A week ago, Florida
was wallowing in a bitter defeat to
Florida State. How quickly things
have changed.

The Gators awoke yesterday with a
fourth straight Southeastern
Conference championship, a rematch
with the Seminoles in the Sugar Bowl
and an unlikely opportunity to finally

claim the national championship that

has seemed their destiny ever since
coach Steve Spurrier arrived in

Gainesville.

"It's almost like it was meant to
be." kicker Matt Teague said. "We're
very fortunate to get the chance to
play Florida State again."

The Sugar Bowl appeared out of
the question when Saturday began.
Nebraska, ranked No. 3. was a 20-
point favorite to beat Texas in the Big
12 title game and earn a trip to the
Sugar Bowl to meet top-ranked
Florida State.

Florida, a 24-21 loser to the
Seminoles in the regular-season
finale, was apparently going to have
to be content with another confer-
ence championship. But before the
Gators trotted on the field at the
Georgia Dome to meet Alabama,
they watched on television while
Texas shocked the two-time defend-
ing national champion Cornhuskers.
37-27.

"I was rooting for (Texas) a little."

receiver Ike Hill^ard said. Then he
was overcome by honesty, saying.
"Well, maybe a lot."

Duly inspired, Florida (11-1) went
out and beat Alabama 45-30 — a
performance that not only secured
the Sugar Bowl bid but may have
locked up the Heisman Trophy for
Danny Wuerffel.

Throwing against a team that had
the top-ranked pass defense in the
country, Wuerffel passed for a stag-
gering 401 yards and six touch-
downs — one more than Alabama's
secondary had allowed all season.

"I'm so used to it," said Jacquez
Green, who caught an 85-yard
touchdown pass from Wuerffel dur-
ing a wild third quarter. "He stays
calm in the pocket and never gets
roused."

Wuerffel has proven the last two
weeks that he is more than just a
product of Spurrier's genius. He
might be the toughest quarterback in
the country, a fearless competitor
who's willing to sit in the pocket
until the last possible second and
take some brutal beatings from
opposing linemen.

Wuerffel was sacked six times by
Florida State and pummeled to the
turf on just about every attempted
pass. With only a week to recover,
he stood up bravely to an Alabama
team that came with the same blitz-

ing strategy used by the Seminoles.
Sacked four times, he still managed
to burn the Tide's secondary time
after time. "I've got to give all the
credit to Danny for taking all the
punishment he does and still getting
the ball off." said Reidel Anthony,
who had the best game of his career
with 11 catches for 171 yards and
three touchdowns. "He gives me
and Ike (Hilliard) and (acquez the
opportunity to make a play on the
ball."

Wuerffel remained humble when
the Heisman was mentioned. "You're
completely dependent on the players
around you," he said. "Any award I

win. I'll want to share it with my
teammates." Florida's fourth conscc
utive SEC title is one short of the
record held by Bear Bryant and
Alabama and sends the Gators into
the bowl season for the second
straight year with a chance for a
national title.

Same Oly Service

• Billed Directly To

Insurance Company
Windshields

Repieced

North Amherst
Motors

A Collision Repair Center

78 Sunderland Bd ,
Norm Amherst. MA

<©

oafs
549-2880

Come to
Barnes & Noble at Boston University's

JOB FAIR!

and get off to a great start this winter

If you want a fast-paced job that will

get your winter off to a great start,

ifs here at Barnes & Noble at Boston
University, Boston's best source for

books... and the best choice for

retail jobs. Find out more at our JOB
FAIR on December 11th.

You could be a sales associate - just

long enought to get us through the

winter rush and get your bank
account in shape. Get here early
enough and you could be hired on
the spot!

WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 11TH

10AM - 3PM
CAMPUS CENTER

CONCOURSE

If you want to get a closer look at us, but can't come to our

JOB FAIR, call (617) 236-7402 for more information.

We are an equal opportunity employer.

Barnes ffl Noble
AT BOSTON UNIVERSITY

DONT GO INTO
HIBERNATION ON

YOUR
WINTER
*BREAK

Address

City

State

I

Phone I

Zip

I .

^^H Institution Currently Attending

4M -

Winter Intercession

January 2 - 17
spend thot time earning extra credits at UMoss Lowell

ll you wont to move ahead in your educational pro
gram, and earn college credit, enroll in UMoss Lowell's

Winter Inlersession This highly concentrated session is

also a great way to earn transfer credits if you're
enrolled in another University This year make the most
ol your winter break at UMoss Lowell

DAY CLASSES:
Monday - Saturday,
9am - 12noon

EVENING CLASSES:
Monday - Friday,

6 - 9pm
Saturday 1 - 4pm

Credit Courses (3 credits) available in:

• Liberal Arts • Sciences
• Mathematics • Computers
• Social Sciences • Music
• Management

Cost: $1 1 5 00 per undergroduate credit

for a Winter Inlersemon Course Bulletin, call the
Division of Continuing Education/Office ol enrollment
Services at

(SOS) 934-9481.
Or fust fill out the coupon and mail it to University of
Massachusetts Lowell, Office of Inrollment
Servkos/DCt, One University Avenue, Lowell
MA 01854 1881

2

UMass Lowell
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Division ()f L'tmtinuing liducation

TMANC VO / COUiGIAN

Get out of the water Inus!

nig* to taceTeSte^ "*^^ (-B "^ the 8"""> COme t0^ Mulli" Center Tuesday

Christmas / January Break
HELP WANTED

$10 up to $15 to start
pply now. Openings must be filled immediately.

Begin work after finals. Gain excellent resume experience
,*nd a. possibility to secure a summer position. Opening chroug

Massachusetts as well as hundreds of locations national!

Barn $800 up to $ltSOO over break

APpl> °« in <-' CZoncourse in the Campus Center
^^ jdj |^ from C:-+'-

>-l on Monday & Tuesday '•'-

,

Dec.9th &c 10th

" vousIf unable w >p t
>l> in person, call the main line tloicsi i<> vOUl

Western Mass 413 736-3230
Central Mass 508 75 7-7900
P*ater Boston 617 449-5255
helmsford Area 508 244-5686

South. Eastern Mass He
Tfne Gape 508 230-8284

/ (SorneCTohdifiom nrXy^eSTst)^^^
Sponsored by Student F rnpj*ry~m e n

t

BASKCTAAU

UVC-TV19
Courtesy ofESPN

Channel! 9 on HSCN

Dec. 10 Fresno State 7:00pm
Dec. 14 Wake Forest* 8:30pm
Jan. 30 George Washington* 7:30pm
Feb. 8 Rhode Island 11:30am
Feb. 25 St. Joseph's 1 1 :30am

A- 10 Tournament
Mar. 5 First Round
Mar. 6 Quarterfinals
Mar. 7 Semifinals
Mar. 8 Championships
* no pre- and post-game shows

MASS
PDATE

Anchor Auditions
December 12

5pm-11pm
All are welcome to

audition for an anchor
position on our weekly

news show.
For appointment

call 545- 1336.

http://www-unix.oit.umass.edu/~uvctvl9

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

MMMcKjtetu 90, Wyoming 75
WYOMING (1-3)

Cotenum 5-11 1-1 B, Allen 1-3
5-6 7, H«l»m J-5 1-4 7, Whitehead
5-15 13-14 25, Sawyer 0-1 0-0
Ragia 4-5 1-2 10, Robert* 3-1 J 4-5
10, Rreoch 0-10-00

MASSACHUSETTS (2-3)
Babul 1-3 1-1 3. Basil 4-5 3-6

11, Ketner 7-13 1-6.15, Padilla
7-10 2-2 18, Travleso 6-13 0-0 14
Clarke 5-11 12- 16 22, Burn* 0-0
0-0 0, Maclay 0-0 0-0 0, Smith 0-4
1-2 I. Kirkland 1-1 0-0 2. Norvillc
1-12-4 4

Halftime — Wyoming 39,
Massachusetts 36
3-pointer» — Wyoming 5

(Coieman 2, Whitehead 2),
Massachusetts 4 (Padilla 2, Travieso
2)

Rebound* — Wyoming 40
(Coleman 14). Massachusetts 35
(Kirkland 5)

Assists — Wyoming 7 (Whitehead
4). Massachusetts 19 (Padilla 8)
Total Fouls — Wyoming 29,

Massachusetts 26
Fouled Out — Allen, Sawyer,

Babul, Travieso

Attendance — 9.493

HIGHLIGHTS — With 7:32
remaining in the game, the William
D. Muilins Center lost power, forcing

the to be finished up yesterday after

noon. Charlton Clarke led the way
for the Minuteroen with 25 points,

shooting 12-16 from the line. Four
other UMass player* scored in double
digit* (.Edgar Padilla 18, Lari Ketner
15, Carmdo Travioo 14, and Ajmal
Ba*it 1 1). LaJDrell Whitehead carried

the Cowboy* with 25 points.
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hockey

continued from pogel2

into the second half, Basil sent the

Muilins crowd on its feet with a mas-
sive jam, bringing momentum to his

floor that remained for the next two
days. The 6-foot- 9 center from Jersey

City, N.|. was an emotional leader, fir-

ing up teammates and fans alike.

But with 732 left in the game, the

'Noreaster which raged outside left

fans waiting in the dark for 20 minutes
before it was announced the game
would be continued on Sunday.

When the game continued yesterday,

it was much of the same for the

Minutemen. Tough offense, tough
defense that pushed the lead to as
much as 20 points. The five turnovers

were a season low. and the .525 field

goal percentage and 19 assists were a

season high.

Sunday brought a lot of the same for

Flint as well.

"[I'm wearing] the same suit, same
shirt, same socks, same tie. every-
thing," Flint said in the post-game
press conference. "Except my under-
wear, my wife made me change that."

success UMass
continued from page 1
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you guessed it, the lights went out.

For 20 minutes FleetCenter workers
toiled in the darkness before the lights

came on again. And when they did
come on, that UMass (or former
UMass in this case)— suspended game
magic worked again, and the Nets
pounded out a 110- 108
come-from-behind win in overtime.

Go figure. It worked again.

There are some things in this world
that are inexplicable. This
suspended-game winning formula is

one of them.

But now the Minutemen are faced
with a challenge. The sit-in protest
thing has been used. The wet snow on
the power lines is an old story. The
challenge is to come up with some-
thing new, something creative, some-
thing that will — dare I say — stop the
show.

What will they think of next?

Casey Kane is a Collegian colum-
nist.

polo
continued from poge 12

prise in a rough trip to the Golden
State. Rayside racked up eight
points and five rebounds in 26 min-
utes of work.

Crystal Carroll netted six points
and as many rebounds, and senior
guard Sabriya Mitchell chipped in

with seven points and four
rebounds.

With the loss, the Minutewomen
fall to 2-3 on the young season, but
the rough part of their schedule is

over.

The Minutewomen return to
action tonight when they travel to
Worcester to take on Holy Cross.
Then they enjoy a two-game homes-
tand before Christmas with games
against Kent Wednesday and
Hartford, on Dec. 22.

UMass starts conference play at

the Muilins Center on Jan. 4 when
Rhode Island visits Amherst, for
the first Atlantic 10 matchup of the
year.

continued from page 1
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golden

face three Friai players alone. Wrestling into position in
the middle of the slot, the senior co-captain unleashed a
wrist shot that beat Dennis, an All-Hockey East presea-
son selection, stick-side at the 16:54 mark to account
for the final margin of victory.

Regan held down the fort for UMass in the third,
making 10 stops, with the biggest at the 14:15 mark!
Freshman Nick Lent got behind the Minuteman defense,
snapping off a wrist shot that Regan gloved with appar-
ent ease. In the end. shots on goal were the same, but
Regan came out with the win over the Hobey Baker
Award candidate.

"We got a great performance from Rob Bonneau and
Warren Norris, and we got solid goaltending when we
needed it from Brian Regan in the third period." Mallcn
said. "1 just felt we were in the game the whole way
despite getting behind 3-1. Not so much territorially.

but whether our offensive players can play better than
their defensive players in our offensive zone."

Minuteman Notes: Coach |oe Mallen was given a

three- year extension to his current contract last week,
keeping him behind the UMass bench until the next cen-
tury. The extension now gives Mallen an $87,500 base
salary, with incentives that could reach a maximum of
$30,000 per year. In his fourth season as head coach of
the Minuteman hockey program. Mallen has guided
UMass to postseason Hockey East competition in each
season the team has been in the conference.

Due to Saturday night's blackout at the Minuteman
basketball game with Wyoming, Sunday's game versus
Providence was pushed back to a 4:00 p.m. No results
were available as of press time, look for a game story in

Tuesday's Collegian.

O^ O^ Q t\ -C^

The day tliat we
don't have extra

you come
for the

day that
and write

continued from page 1
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stitious you happen to be.

The average Joe might credit
inspired efforts by seniors Norris and
Rob Bonneau (who each had two
goals) for a thrilling NESN-televised
come-from-behind 5-3 UMass win.
On the other hand, someone, who
will only park in an even numbered
space between 200 and 214 but
preferably 208 in the campus center's

lower parking level before typing a

Collegian story, will look at the more
superstitious side of Friday's win.

Regardless, the game was pivotal

for the Minutemen. With the eyes of
New England upon them in large
numbers due to the snow storm that

enveloped the Boston area Friday,
UMass played superb hockey.

The Minutemen fell behind early,

giving up a goal 1:02 into the game,
and spotting PC a 3-1 lead by the
3:28 mark of the second with some
sloppy defensive work in front of
Brian Regan.

Facing the defending Hockey East

Champions and the league's best
goaltender in Dan Dennis on the
road, it would have been easier for

the less-experienced Minutemen to

simply call it quits.

The Berkshires were covered with
snow and so was the Turnpike from
Stockbridge to Boston, setting the

stage for UMass to roll over and die,

but showing lots of heart, the
Minutemen did nothing of the sort.

Instead, Norris took his new gold-

en stick and rifled home a shorthand-

ed goal off Dennis' blocker 1:57 after

PC went up 3-1. UMass kept getting

pressure through PC's vaunted neu-
tral zone defense and scored four
unanswered goals, rolling to victory.

UMass did it all right Friday night.

The Minutemen killed all five PC
power plays, and have now killed 29
of their last 31 short handed situa-

tions.

Norris' golden stick won 27-of-38
face-offs Friday night, a tremendous
ratio.

UMass had won four of its last five

overall, but just two ol eight this year

against Hockey East foes. The
Minutemen had tied, but had never
beaten team on NESN, a jinx that

the team was well aware of.

Something had to change for UMass
to continue to take the proverbial
next step in league play like it had for

the past two weeks in non conference
action.

The Minutemen played like a team
reborn Friday night, and new
sweaters and a golden stick in the

hands of Norris only helped in the
end.

continued from page 12

Sophomore Gabriel Marrero (sec-

ond team) netted a pair of scores on
the evening, while fellow second-year
star Brian Stahl (first team) equalled
Marrero's output with a two- pointer

that actually had the Minutemen ahead
early in the first period.

|uan Carlos Limardo, a junior, had a

goal and an assist in the effort while

first-team All-conference performer
Aldo Roman contributed a goal, and as

always stood out on the defensive end.

Roman, a sophomore transfer from
the University of Puerto Rico, has qui-

etly become one pf Yarworth's most
reliable players this season. He is

UMass' fifth-leading scorer with 52
points, and is second on the team in

steals to senior co-captain Ron Gonen,
recording 39 thefts on the year.

In a homecoming of sorts, junior
field player Marc Staudenbauer — a
native of San Clemente, Calif. —
pitched in an assist for the Minutemen.
Staudenbauer's appearance in the
NCAA tournament was the culmina-
tion of his season- long comeback
from a severely broken thumb, an
injury he suffered in the third week of
the campaign.

Also placing their mark on the scor-

ing sheet were freshmen standouts
Rich Slingluff and Timmy Troupis,
both of whom registered an assist

against the Trojans. Slingluff has had a

solid impact on the UMass water polo
program in his first year. The
Annapolis. Md. native was the third-

leading scorer for the Minutemen, tal-

lying 30 goals this season.

sports - sports - sports - sports

COMPUTER
FAIR

MULLINS
CENTER
DEC 14

lOArMOOPM

Tri-State Fairs:

Original Area Shows

since 1987

Buy at wholesale prices directly at the show from nearly

50 independent competing companies under one roof.

From full systems to shareware, it's all here

Located on the campus of UMass.

Rte 9 onto Rte 116N at Staples

taking first exit, turn right

This is a discount ticket. General

admission is $7.00 each. Clip or

photocopy this ad and save $2.00 ea-

Student I.D. only $2 ea admission

Our dealers feature the IBM/PC

marketplace. Join us four times a year.

Kids under 10 free with parent

Don't over

sleep, one day

show only!

,
ONE MONTH FREE INTERNET AT THIS SHOW FROM TIAC

«wihiiwm

SHOPPING FOR PRICE?

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton Holvoke

584-4112* 535-1888
SAME DAY DELIVERY

ma
Jim A Gabe

Guys&Gak
Clipper Cuts

layer Cuts

faKX Cuts

floi Tops

Kid Cuts

Fades

Appointment

NoiNKCtuarv

The Right Mace to Be!
Barbers Everyday

Unisex Hair Styling

mJrjersi

arbers

Tel. 253-1722
40 Main Street, Amherst. MA
(New to Newbury Comics)

Tom A Terri

Hours: Mon - Fri

8 -5:15pm

Sat 8 - 2:45pm

Proprietors:

Jim Reed and
fern Loncrini

AVlivxur
csstow

'• *•>$. Aerobic

Cert ific cition
548-8807

<7\<;i .in*:/ C.E.C.'S)
1 01 r:<

Tuesday,

December 10

thru

Friday,

December 13

9am-5pm
Student Union Ballroom

Foe-more information call 549-I7IO

One-Stop Shopping
Extravaganza!

with over 40 vendors

Coming
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ANNOUNCEMENTS I AUTO FOR SALE
CHINESE FOOD Kai Chi delivering

Sunday-Thursday to 2am, Fuday and

Saturday to 3am

The Advertisement in University

ef Massachusetts Student

Directory tor CVS has an incor-

rect phone number The phone

number should read 756-8620 Due

to an error, the incorrect phone num-

ber was printed We apologue lor

any inconvenience this has caused

This is a statement from University

Directories, the publisher of the

UMass Campus Directory, and CVS

Pharmacy

The Sisters of the Delta Zeta

Sorority would like to invite all

University women to a Holiday Rush

party on December 10 from 7-9pm

Attention All University Women
Come meet the Sisters of CHI

OMEGA Sorority at a Pre-Rush party

on Tuesday, December 1 from 6 00

8 00 Please call Michelle at 549

8859 for more information

APARTMENT FOR SALE

Nice 1 Bedroom Apartment in

Sunderland All utilities included

Great for couples' $540/month

665-8127 Leave Message Jan 1st

Take Over Our Leese 1/97 2

Bdrm apt Downtown Amherst call

Mat! or Sean 753-6605

Puttton Village Large 1 bedroom,

dishwasher /AC. $515 Heat mclud

ed Available Jan 1 Can Helene or

Doug 549-0766

1 BDRM Puttton Apt New carpet.

pamt. appliances Available January

1st. $515/month Call Doug 549-

7463

2 bedroom, available now •

Spring '97 Bus route $720 (nego

liable) Heat included 545 5725

(dayl 546-221 6 (night)

1986 Chevy Celeb Wagon Auto

black 140k, runs well, needs noth

ingi Call Kyle 256-2325 $500 firm

Chevy Celebrity Wagon
Dependable $S00orB/o Call 549

9162

1912 Toyota Supra Good condi-

tion, AT/PW/PD/PS/AM/FM Cass

.

Call 54b 0657 or 413-624 3982

Vision Quest Van Hightop 1985

Dodge 350 solo camper, good condi-

tion, well maintained $1.995 508

544 5874

1990 Honda CRX SI Red. 16 valve.

average mileage, new exhaust &
brakes, front end mask, driving

lights. AC. new tires, filter charger,

moonroof. alloys, stereo/tape

$5,500 or 670 Call Derek at 549

9266

'90 Honda Civic AC. runs great

119 000 miles $2500 00 or 670 Call

John 256 1 059

Escort 86 runs good. 2 new tires,

battery, etc $800 o/b o 546 2398 Iv

msg

1984 Honda Accord 3-door hatch

back Very Reliable, Looks Good
Asking $795 00 or best offer Call

Jon 546 61 15

'87 Grand Am 4dr 52K miles,

cruise. A/C. no rust $2995 Day
545-7040. Night 549-6625

Blue Volsvagen Golf Excellent

condition, born in 1990. $3000 nego-

tiable Call Guy 753-7743

EMPLOYMENT

Clerk's and Shipper-Receivers

Needed from late December to late

January Flexible schedules $5 75

hour Babson College Bookstore

Wellesley. MA 617 739-4375 Dave

EMPLOYMENT
Exceptional Summer
Opportunity Camp Wayne. NE PA.

Sports oriented

Counselor/Specialists for all

land/water sports inc tennis, camp-

ing, climbing/ropes, rxketry. roller

hockey, sailmg/waterskiing. A&C.
drama, video Campus Interviews

Tuesday March 1 1 Please call 800-

737 9296

Ski and Save Live in country inn

(Southern Vermont) Salary plus

room/board Wait tables, cleaning

dishes, prep etc December to April

Call 802-874-4140 after 12/13 Send

resume now to Three Mountain Inn,

P Box 180. Jamaica. VT 05343

Interviewing 12/15

CHRISTMAS/JANUARY
BREAK

EARN $10 UP TO S1S/START
International firm has 80 local open-

ings 2-6 week program All maiors

considered Gam business and com-

munication skills Scholarships &
Summer positions possible Apply

now Begin after finals On campus

accepting applications on Monday&
Tuesday December 9&10 from 9-1

on the Concourse in the Campus
Center or call 413-736-3230

WINTERSESSION JOBS TELE
FUNO IS HIRING $5 50/hour fan-

tastic bonuses PM hours All shifts

available Gain computer skills

Apply today Memorial Hall base-

ment 545-3509

Relief Counselors needed for

Residential Mental Health program

serving adults in Amherst Pay is

$7 00/hr This is a great |ob for stu-

dents needing to gam much needed

work experience in the human ser-

vices field 1 Please call David

Mastroianni at 584-7329 or send

resume and cover letter to Amheist

Apts . 129 King St Northampton.

MA 01060 Fax is 582-4757

EMPLOYMENT
Afterschool Care in our home for

our two sons ages 9 & 5 M.T.Th

3 15-515. W 1-5 In Amherst Car

needed 753-5197 Starting 1/27

JOBS OVER BREAK- Work with

Sierra Club to protect wilderness

$775-$375/wk Fun atmosphere Call

Tern at 756 6434

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed 1 Entry-level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services (7061 971 3600 ext R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPL0VMENT
- Earn up to $75-$45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan. S Korea No teach

mg background or Asian languages

required For info call 1706)971

3570 ext J50016

FOR RENT

Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

(508)4776000

FOR SALE

MAC Plus, excellent condition

Lots of software $700 John 6

6359

12 Inch MTX Speakers Mounted
m sub box $100 or b/o 549-9162

Skis For Sale Rossignol 4s skis

205cm Nordica 967 boots size 12

GE2E 70 bindings Skied on 3 sea

sons Great shape All lor $250 or

B/0 Call Brian @ 665-9005

Knwood Car Sette Pleyer $50

Pneer Premier 100W AMP $50 Call

Joe 253 6381

Epiphone Les Paul w/hardcase

$325 or B/0 Boss Drum Machine
$300 or B/0 Call Joe 253-6381

FOR SALE
486 Computer $300. 386 $200/
286= $100 Printer $10 Steve
(413)566 3324 #2

Apple IIGS W/Printer extra disk

drive Like new $50 549 4349

20" Color TV for sale Brand new
$150 Paul 665-2019

MISCELLANEOUS
Rental Problems Questions about

your lease/security deposit deduc-

tions 1 Questions about

subletting/assigning leases 7

Questions about the condition of

your new house or apartment'

Contact the Student Legal Services

Office. 922 Campus Center. 545-

1995

New Metabolism Breakthrough

Lose 5 100 lbs Guaranteed $35
(800)776-9503 Doctor Approved

PERSONALS
SO LONG PAT! The Supplies

Clerks at the University Store would

like to wish Patricia Potter, our

Manager, a Happy and Fun

Retirement 1 Today will conclude her

32 years of service at the Store We
will miss you. Pat 1 With love from

your boys - Brian. Khalid. Syed.

Merlin. Jeff. Josh. Rafael. Glen and

Carlos

ROOM FOR RENT

1 Bedroom available as of 1/97, 3

bedroom apartment m Puftton $275

per month including heat/hot water

On bus route (male or female) Call

Amy 9 548-7082

Apt in Boulders. 2 bedroom My
roommate and I are moving and

wed like to find one or two people

who will sublet our room for Spring

Semester only Call for more details

756 5496 ask for Juan

ROOM FOR RENT I ROOMATE WANTED
Room in 3 bedroom apt in

Sunderland- cool housemates, good-

sized room. $21600/month Ask lor

Jennifer 665 0965 Available 1/1

8/31

Spring Semester Nonsmoking
lemale(s) to rent large room near

campus & town Call 549-3997

Three females seeking one non

smoking female to share Mill Valley

apartment Jan 1 May 31 Rent
negotiable Call Jess at 753-1797

ROOM WANTED

Two responsible 76 year old

undergraduate male students des-

perate for somewhere to stay over

Winter Intersession Call Ed at 546
4818

ROOMATE WANTED
Housemate Needed for a large

bedroom in a two bedroom apart

ment on bus route Call 753-4973

House in Northempton On bus
route $700/per month Live with 4

others Call Colin 585-1079

Roommate Wanted Northampton
$317 util/own bath N/S 584-

5143

Roommate Wanted 2 BDR Apt
Sunderland Spring 97 Jan rent

free Call Becca at 665 8389

Male & Female Couple living on

campus looking to switch room with

M/F so both couples can live togeth

er If interested call 546-6137 Ask

for Ben

Roommate to share two bedroom
apartment on Hobart Lane
Available January 15 $375 per

month Utilities not included Call

549 5538 Ben or Jason

One bedroom available in two bed
room apt Jan 1st Free heat and
water Call 549-4089

Looking for a roommate to live in

townhouses with 3 cool chicks'

Starting January Call Jamie 549
5767

One Bedroom Available in

Puftton two bedroom apartment
Female wanted On Bus Route 549

9293

One male to share rent at

Townhouse Apts. for spring

semester Call 549 5993

Three friendly females looking for

roommate to share Mill Valley Apt

$150 including heat and hot water

Call Sarah at 256-8780

SERVICES

Computer Consultant Available

WEB Authoring. Software &
Hardware Installs. Repairs Call 6

0853

Money for College. Millions of

dollars unclaimed every year

Results guaranteed Service is free

Thousands of sources of Financial

Aid available Hurry Call (413) 538-

0041 for more info

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade 7 In-house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

Pregnant? Need help7 Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549 1 906

WANTED
Spring Break Trips Cancun,

Bahamas. Jamaica & Florida Best

prices, best parties, group discounts

Space is limited, for free brochure

Call today 1 800-959 4SUN

Spring Break America's Premier

Student Travel Co ' Party in Cancun

& Nassau Irom $299" Find out how
to go for free & earn extra cash 1 'Call

1-800 798 1509

Winter Break Killington with the

UMass Ski Club Five nights lodging.

5 days skiing During Collegiate Ski

fest $260 Call 545-3437

New Year's in Quebec City 3 5

nights in Quebec Hilton Optional

Skiing at Mont Ste Anne Starts at

$89 Call 545 3437 or t -800-232

-

2415

Scuba Spring Break Dive Key

Largo. Fl Earn 2 credits' March 16-

22 Mandatory Meeting 2/28 7pm
Herter 227 Call Project Deep © 800-

2820977

Spring Break '97 Hottest destina

tions and coolest vacations' Lowest

prices guaranteed' Organize small

group, travel free' Call for free info

(800)426-7710

TRAVELT1ME has great deals tor

roup and individual travel plans

II Connne 587-3011 413-781-6150B

TRAVEL

Europe $155. Caribb /Mexico $189

R/T Worldwide Destinations

Airhitch Tm 800-326 2009
airhitch@netcom com or www iai-

com fr/aimitch

Personals Policy
All pef&onjlt MUST be proofread by Coifagtan

c Iwtted employ**?* behxe payment: and accep-

tance oi the c Unified

Last name* MAY NOT be used m persona'*

ONLY first names and initial* are allowed The

only except**** are tor btnhday or congratulations

personals, m which case the tull name may be

used

Phone numben are not allowed m personal*. NO
DCVTIONS
Vtdresses art not allowed in personal* this means

dorm room number* as well.

Personal* ot a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable Personal* of a vindictive or

Wbetous nMufe are not acceptable Personal* ma>

not be used tor the purpose of harassment.

Profanity may not be use** <n persona**

The personal* section it tor personal* only The

personals section may NOT be used lo sell items.

seek foommates advertise meeting*, etc.

All personals must have the name, signature, and

UMass ID number of the student placing the as

filled m on the insertion order. Ncm-*tudents must

provide a valid driver's license and the license

number must be recorded on the insertion order

Use oi false identification or misrepresentation is

subfect to penalties under the law

The CoV*egian reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the CollegWs
standards m accordance with the statutes oi the

Cchmmonwealth o* Massachusetts

Standard

Activities

Announcements
Apartment For

Rent
Auto For Sale

Employment
Entertainment
For Sale

FOUnd (2 days Free)

Happy Birthday

Houses For

Rent
Instruction

Lost

Musicians
Miscellaneous

Headings

Motorcycles
Personals

Room For

Rent
Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted

Services

Summer
Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Transportation

Wanted to

Rent
Wanted

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20tt per word/day

All

others

40<£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and leg-

ibly. We are not responsible

for errors resulting from
illegible handwriting or

type-
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ACROSS
1. Home oi the Hear

8. Marquis de
10. Bryan defeats'

14. Dolt

15. Blind as (2wds)

1«. Ever Need Is

Vou
-
(2wds.)

17. The "Velvet Fog"

18. Kind ot pie

20. Urban trams

21. Silent performer

23. TaKe care ot (2 wds

)

24. Thin

25. Big Mama
27. Deep cold spell

30. Colonize again

34. Broth server

35. Pouts

36. Cloth soap
37. Porcine sound

38. Testaments

39. Early video game
40. Country south of

Can
41. Deans Rebel

Without A Cause

costar

42. Armistice

43. Closed again

45. Compatible

48. See

47. Touchstone

48. Ladle's baby brother

51. Twist

52. Curly and Larry's pal

55. Yen

58. Checking out

80. Ending lor maior or

Bachelor

61. Winnie the

62. Desert plant

63. L*e horses after the

larner's visit

64. Pound hound

65. Alacrity

DOWN
1. Small amount

2. Adored one

3. Tells the world

4. Pop's male

5. Eschew a standard

deduction

6. "What Makes
Run?"

7. Lover of an Irish

Rose
8. OB Marino

9. Listabbr

10. Most docile

11. Sheltered, at sea

12. Motorist's trouble

13. One of the Jacksons

19. Some curves

22. Rage

24. The Lennons' mentor

25. Viola's km
26. Questions

27. Miller's yield

28. Elevate

29. Best et a)

30. Made parallel lines

31. Speckled fish

32. Camelotprop

33. Urged (on)

35. Vigor

38. Stratagem

39. Decorous

41. 1B96 Havana harbor

casualty

42. Bowling feats

44. Called form

45. Henry Vlll's greatest

desire

47. In the SMI ot the

48. Misses

49. Lane's kin

50. Toward

51. Half-fiitch. tor one

52. Lab creatures

53. Not repeatedly

54. Yipes 1

56. Record letters

57. Chit letters

59. Slangy affirmative

f

ARIES
March 21- April 20
A Rreal Umf to plan entertainment

or a dinner—your energies will

find fi «us as a host or hostess.

Cultivate goodwill at work-
turbulent times may be afoot.

TAURUS
April 21 -May 21
If you're feeling bored, check

out a new opportunity where your

experience may be valued more

highly Deepening a personal

commitment may also renew your

affection for another person.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21
Planning an excursion provides a

welcome respite from a frantic

week at work. The pressure will

ease when you learn to better

delegate authority Take the first

step to bridge a gap between

yourself and an estranged friend.

CANCER
June 22-July 22
The covert approach to office

politks may disturb you a lot. but

this week It's Imperative to remain

on the sidelines, at least until

you're sure which way the wind Is

blowing A weekend adventure

provides fodder for contemplation.

LEO
July 23-August 23
A romantic attachment flourishes

when you make an effort to

appreciate your partner's mind as

well as other things. A special treat

you plan for your sweetie Is much
appreciated.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22
A new venture you begin Is

productive from the start, as king

as yon permit II to develop accord

ing to Its particular bent. Don't be

upset if the reality differs from the

theory, as king as It still works

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Any extra tune you can spend
listening pays off handsomely Not

only could you make a new friend,

but the information and experience

you gather could be Invaluable as

you head Into a new and different

situation.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
What seems like a boring week
presents some unique opportun

lues for growth Give aid to some
one In need who doesn't expect li-

no act of kindness is ever wasted

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
As a business deal develops. It

may seem as If one of the parties

involved Is being deliberately

obtuse Take the extra time to

explain: the goodwill you cultivate

will pay off one way or another

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
A journey you've begun enters a

new phase as you pass a landmark
along the way. Celebrate with a
trusted friend Keep your eyes on a

central objective In order in BMW
being distracted as the week
progresses.

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18
If there's something you want more
than anything, this is a good week
to sit down and formulate a plan

forgetting it Trust a friend to

advise you then slick to your

plan JTOUf v;'ul mold be closer

than you think it Is!

PISCES
February 19-March 20
It may be time to sever a

relationship that isn't working.

While distance can be painful at

first, it may be the best path

toward a new freedom and

happiness. Trust your Inner voice.

For Entertainment Purposes Only

\,

J*

Basketball
on UVC-TV1

9

DEC. 10 FRESNO STATE 7PM
DEC. 14 WAKE FOREST 830PM

(NO PRE- AND POST- GAME SHOWS)

Courtesy of

'I I

HSCN Bulletin

Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming
TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

S7

31

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

BET

BET on Jazz

Laser Video

The Learning

Channel

Comedy Central

Popcorn Channel

Satellite

Programming

t<l you, iKfi<xtt

6<f (/out

DAILY COLLEGIAN

MONDAY EVENING

WEDH O
WFSB Q
WBZ O
WCVB O
WLVIO
WHDH O
WTIC

WWLP
o

WGBY CD
WGGB IB
WSBK «B
WTBS ®
A&E
CNN

CD

COM
CSPAN
DISC"

CD
W

ESPN CO
LIFE

MTV
NICK

SCIFI

CD
€9
CD

JkP_
TNT

ffl

JLSA_
VH1 CD
HBO
MAX
SHOW

6:00
C. Sanditgo

NfWI .!L

TVData

6:30
Bualnaai Rpt

CBS

NawaX
Fresh Prince

Simpsons T

Krafts Creature

News ?

ABC Wld Newt

Buz!

NBC News

RoaeanneS

NBC New.

Business Rpt

ABC Wld News

Beverly Hills. 90210 (In Stereo)

Family Matter! Family Metiers

Quincy "Si^oke Screen

"

WorldView a

A-Lut (R) I IDfttm On
(4.00) Public Policy Contarence

Go for it
1 p

UrjClose

Supermarket

Ran a Stimpy

7:00 7:30
Newshour Wrth Jim Lehrer I
Inside Edition

CBS Newt

Inside Edition

Am Journal

Enl Tonight

Chronicle f

Star Trek: The Next Generation

Wheel-Fortune

Home Improve.

Wheel-Fortune |Jeopardy! "S.

Jeopardy! 'tf National Geographic: Puma

Seinfeld ft

Newshour Wrth Jim Lehrer V
Seinfeld K
Seinfeld «

Home Videos

Ent, Tonight

Mad About You

Home Videos

Equalizer 'Heart ol Just Ifjar

Moneyltne£

Daily Show (R) |TV Nation

Crossfire «

Public Policy Conference

Sportacerrter

Beyond 2000

Debt

Beavit-Butthd

Furniture to Go IHome Pro (R

Tiny Toon Adv. I Tiny Toon Adv.

Odyssey (R) I |»d-Fl Trader
~

In the Heat of the Night I
Renegade "Rio Reno (In Stereo)

Video Break

(5.16)« "S<nglM'(1992) X |compoeerl^ Specials (In Slerec

i> '/> "Fotksl" (1992, Comedy) Tom Setec*. (In Stereo) 'PG- 1
3' 3E

Hope a Gloria Designing

Idiot Savants

Doug J.

Ne tt Step
''

Ri

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30

DECEMBER 9, 1996

Great Performances "Les Miserables m Concert' (In Stereo)

Cosby (R)

X

Ink k SJHJi

Cosby (R) X |lnk (in Stereo) Murphy Brown jCybill «

Dangerous Minds Evolution'' X
7th Heaven (R) (In Stereo) X

Melrose Place (in Stereo) X

Murphy Brown Cybill « Chicago Hope (In Stereo) X
Chicago Hope (In Stereo) X |Newt

11:00 I 11:30
Symphony for the Spire

News R

NFL Football Kansas City Chiefs at Oakland Raiders (In Stereo Livel X

Late Show X
Lafe Show X

Savannah (In Stereo) X J
'lying Eyes" (1996, Suspense) Casstdy Rae, Vincent Irgany.ac

TV't Funnieet Holidays 'News

National Geographic: Puma ['tying Cyes* (1996, Suspense) Caaskty Rag, Vincent Irgarry X
Members Choice

Extra X
News

Murphy Brown

Hollywood

T^nighJ^Show

Babylon 5 X
Tonight Show

Dangerous Minds "Evolution" X NFL Football: Kansas City Chiefs at Oakland Raiders (In Stereo Live) X
Charlie Rose i,ln Stereo)

In the House « |Malcolm-Eddie ^oode Belv [Sparks IR) X JNewsin

for Your Eyes Only" (1981, Adventure) Roger Moore. Carole Bouquet

Martin s

Biography: Samson and Delilah [Poirot The Veiled Lady"

Prime News « [Inside Pontics jLarry King Live I

»^% ,

VontyP^a¥icfifoHay6rar(1975^ |A-Lit1(R)X

Prime Time Public Affairs

Miss Marpta Nemesis"

World Today X

NFL Prime Monda'

Wild Discovery: Black Bear Seeking the Real Jesse James | Fangs! (R)

Singled Qui

Twilight Zone X
Rugrata

'

Hometime R) |Hometlme (R)

In the Heal of the Night «

Highlander: The Series X
Am Bandstand |

Artist Formerly

SOOj "Johnny tClyito"(\m,M*ntvr») John White X

Gymnastics Rock n Roll Challenge

Prime Time (In Stereo)

Hey Arnold! [Happy Days I Love Lucy « [Munslers

Forever Knight "Jane Doe" (R)

Wondr-Weathr

Mad About You
| Real TV X

*+* "Live and Let Die"

Law 4 Order Seed" X
'973)

Sports Tonight Moneyflne(R)

Daily Show TV Nation

Prime Time Public Affairs i'

Next Step (R) [Beyond 2000

i
y

"4 0r»e>i»my^^(>rttrma»
,

'(1996,r>ama) Shelley Long X \**"> Tbow"(1995.Drarna) Susan Lucci.faran Noah SmWi

Cheerleadmg Sportscenter

Road Rules

M T Moore

TBA

Rhoda

«« "ChlkTs Pity 2" ( 1 990, Horror) Alex Vincent, Jenny Agutter

WCW Monday NHro (Live) X
Pharaohs and Klngs^QuesI

WWF: Monday Night Raw
Prince

Survival in the Sky [R]

Thunder in Paradise (In Stereo)

Idiot Savants

Taxi X
Twi light Zone X

Singled Out

OrJdCougte]^

Wondr Weathr |Paleoworld (R)'

WCW Monday NHro^ (HIJ_

ince [Artist of- Year Fashion TV |RuPaul(R)

* "Thnaa Wanes" (1995, Drama) Patrick Swayia. (In Stereo) VG
.*. "|\J,«- ii^n**,*" / trVMl rnmA<4i.\ Ui.rii /^Mnf 'Df"}_1T'W

* 1T>rahg to /vTWiiM"(1988, Comedy) Eddie Murphy, Arsenio Han. (In Stereo
) a [Sjlji^Sjalkinpa

Fashion TV [RuPsul (Ft)
I
Party Machine [Am. Bandstand Legends ;Ri

Comic Relief's 10th

"rVine Months" (1995, Comedy) Hugh Gram. fG-13' 3B

«« "The Road Wiers*(l995) Christopher Lambert | Bedtime (R.i

«V> "BooV CtwT (1996) Brtgitte Nielsen. 'R

\*'i "Malicious" (1995) 'R'x'

Tritical Choices" (1996, Drama) Lisa Repo-Martel

'QoodFtlias'X

Legends-Fell"
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Always Wanted On* ef These By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robotman By Jim Meddiclc

Tfcll Mfc.CR N\0KTAWUt,WUW IS IT TMrM
WNWS A MN Mfc YOU INTO 1W£ JOHSU&,
SO FAR FPOfA FArYUlY AWOFweMOSV. . ^~
SURF-tY fT IS WORt-THAN SClEfJTIHC /
CURIOSITY... -*^=^

\Nfclt,MATAfnK: ( TWeRt IS iM Wc
A LONGING TO CAST Off TH£
COMPtCXl7 IfS OF CIVIll-ZATiOfJ

ANV RETURN TO A SIMPLE*

,

MORE UARMONIOOS WAV Of...

NvDKTY,! 1UMCIMB
VISA CARD ACCOUNT &VlY

;

MSGAiNIHGOMOS

WS.TBR,
tfATAN\fte

FASTER'
J

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

UOU) U)A6 preschool
TODM PLNNW ? OQrAEBOW T&IL

HOO^OMETWIMG
7??

Dilbert By Scott Adams

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winkle

CATBEPT, EVIL H.R. DIRECTOR

THE rAANDATORY UNPAID

OVERTIME IS [MORAL.
ITS DESTROYING THE

OUALITY OF W LIFE.

J

ALICE, ALICE, ALICE...

COMPANIES ARE
DESIGNED TO fAAUttlZE

STOCKHOLDER VALUE,

NOT EMPLOYEE
HAPPINESS.

NSAYBE THE HEAD OF

HOfAAN RESOURCES

SHOULD BE A
HUfAAN

.

\

^PRIVATELY I REFER

TO MYSELF AS THE

DIRECTOR OF DIS-

GRUNTLED CAT TOYS

vlJ- -**3

>3n 111

y, |j»...... -!
V /

EVERY Y£A1? FCf? E'6HT
NI&HTS.MY FAMILY "

CELEBRATES HAUOKKAH

EACH tsll&WT, vie LI&HT A
candle on the menor/vi
Play with a pcavple amp
EXCHAN&e PGESEMfS

8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen
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AMD YGO'R£
NOT 6.VE.K
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University2 By Frank Cho

/ spend a lot of time quietly

watching my girlfriend and her

friends do stuff .... normal ordinary

things.

I don't think we see life the

same.

I think men and women are

living together .... but in two

separate parallel realities ....

We don't see anything the

same.... nothing.... is the same.

Maybe trees...

everything else has different

meanings for us.... only trees....

maybe swimming pools that's

it trees and swimming pools....

Pasta,.... yeah, pasta, trees

and swimming pools

nothing else....

> -.
v\

1

>cxY nwr, Utmn And

do you /->?/r/.

OP.

WHAT'

,:j whe«e

Leedee By Mike Rybicki
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REftuy Fast.
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Result .n
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Close te Heme By John McPherson
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Alien Crackbunnles By Darb
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Quote of the Day

•»
Do not call up that

which ye cannot put

down.

-Howard Lovecraft

99

Quote of the Night

Forget what they told

you, forget what it

means...

-Mary Fahl

99

Dining Commons Mono
M*nu unavailable.

Pleas* raffar to this guide
to holp you decide where to eat.

j First, go get some dice jp'J^v- -<

(6 sided, preferably). «k^ -^tft^r

2 Find one you like, -•-•*

and roll it.

Ifyou roll:

Co to Franklin D.C for dinner.

Co to Berkshire D.C. for dinner.

Co to Hampshire D.C. for dinner.

Co to Worcester D.C. for dinner.

Get Pizza for dinner!

Roll again.

S
»,
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tosWe this Issue:

• The men's basketball team

won a two-part home-opener • The UMmw hockey team

against Wyoming yesterday and captured a huge Hookey Bast

today in the WBKam I) Mullins win over Providence on the road

(Renter. See page 12 for the story. Friday. See page 12 for the

scoop.

• The woman's basketball

team was crushed by No. 1 • The Massachusetts men's

Stanford on the road this week- water polo team lost 21-6 to

end. See page 12 for the story. I ISC in the NCAA Semifinals.
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Wyoming left in the dark at UMass home victory
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

MASSACHUSETTS 90

When MMWchuMtti bmi'i basket-

bull coach lames "Bruiser" Hint tod

the Minutemen arrived at the William

D. Mullins Comer for Saturday night's

pme he had one thing in mind: to pick

up a

home
win h\

shoot-

ing the

lights out of Wyoming.
1 ittle did he know

With 7:52 remaining in the game.

the Minutemen (2->> found themtdvei

•itting pretty on top of a 69-53 lead

over the Cowboys. After last week's

tough 58-55 loss to Georgetown.
I Man teemed to be minute- twa)
irom notching its BnM win oxer a Div. I

opponent this \eai

\ller Charlton Clarke took it to the

hoop oil an Kdgar Padillia steal and
«.i- fouled, the \lullin> Center laded to

black.

It would lake two days lor the

Minutemen to finally put a 90--72 win

over Wyoming (1-3) into the books

"I wa- like. man. I'm up 14 and
finally may be able to get one M\
team- playing well and the light's go

out on me." flint said. "I ean't win for

losing."

While relatively few of the

Minuteman faithful eame out tot the

game, those who did had much to

chew about.

From sophomore center l.ari

Ketner - grab on the opening tip.

I Mam came nil of the block- with a

7 run -ticking it to Wyoming in-ide

With big-man Tyrone Weeks -ide-

lined with an ankle injury. Ketner came
up big with 18 points, four board- and

a lethal baby hook shot that sent the

Cowboy- reeling Week- i- currently

li-ted as day-to-day and hope- to BflK-

tice before Tuesday's game against No.

I S I re-no State.

Going the other way. Ketner swatted

a Wyoming shot with 4:32 to go in the

first frame, but with the shot clock

winding down, the Cowboys' LaDrell

Whitehead (2 5p, 13 14 from the line!

went inside drawing a Clarke foul.

Knocking down both free throws.

Whitehead knotted the game at 32.

With 2:38 on the clock. HL
Coleman drained a three- pointer to

give Wyoming it- first lead of the game.

propelling the Cowboys to a 59-3€
lead m the half

\ttcr knotting it again at 39 on a

Carmelo Travieso (14p. 5 assi-t-, 3

boards) trey, the UMass offense heated

up and the Minuteman ran away with

the lead.

Sort of.

The ollen-ive pu-h WM sparked by a

Ici-iv Clarke who drove the lane time

and again, knocking down the two or

going to the line with -uccess. Clarke

lead I Mas- in scoring with 22 points

and an incredible 12-16 from the char-

ily stripe.

"I'm happy for him, because I've

been on him." Flint said. "He plays,

sometimes in spurts. Fie plays hard

sometimes, sometimes he doesn't.

Sometimes he walks up the court,

-ometimes he -print-."

"He took the ball to the hole strong,

he shot 16 foul shots and I told him
that- hi- game. Get to the line, get

people in the lane, shoot shon 13-16

foot shots, that's your game, not a

three-point bomber." he said.

\- lor fellow guards Fdgar Padilla

ll8p. 8a) and TravietO, the two were

back tn -vnch -preadingout the passing

with five Minutemen scoring in double

digit-.

One of the prime targets in the paint

w;i- Ite-hnian Ajmal Basit. Seconds

Turn to HOOP page 9

CASEV KAMI COILECIAN

The Minutemen wrapped up Saturday's game with Wyoming yesterday

in an empty Mullins Center.

UMass hockey rallies to ice Friars in Providence, 5-3

By Jorma Kansanen
Collegion Staff

PROVIDENCE. K.I. — The snow this weekend
might have kept you in the house, but for the

Mtiiachatettl hocke) team, hitting the road was

the best thing to

happen for them
thi- season in

Hockev East vompe-
tition.

Friday night

MASSACHUSETTS 5

before a -parse crowd at Schneider Arena, the

Minutemen (6-7. 3-6 in HE) rallied from a 3-1

deficit with lour unanswered goal-, beating the

Friar- (6-8-1, 4-4-1 in HE), 3-3. Not only wa-

thi- win over Providence College important for

I Ma-- in the HF. standing-, it w;i- al-o their first

road win of the season. Fed hv the goal produc-

tion of the first and -econd -tar- of the game,
senior forwards Rob Bonneau and Warren
Norris. who each scored two goals, the

Minutemen came back on the road.

"It was a great road win. and not only a great

road win. a great Hockey 1 -a-t win." coach Joe

Mallen said. "Being down 3-1 at Providence, and
coming back to beat them by two. I think it was a

gul-v effort by all of our guv-
"

At the 3:28 mark of the second period. Friar

forward David Green put PC up 3-1. beating

junior goalie Brian Regan from assists by Russ

Guzior and Fernando Pisani. UMass has had to

lace deficits in the recent past against other HE
opponents like Boston University, New
Hampshire and Merrimack, but the road factor

-eemed to weigh against them in this conte-t.

At home, the Minutemen comeback bids have

been fortuitous, forcing one game into overtime

(UNH) and getting a win in their last HE home
game (Merrimack). On the road, though, ques-

tions abound. UMass has had trouble on smaller

ice surfaces, like Walter Brown Arena. Tully

Forum and the Volpe Complex.
Those questions were quickly answered, and

UMass did not let down after Green's goal, slow-

ly taking over the play for the rest of the second

period. At the 5:25 mark, the Minuteman penalty

kill came through once again for them. With
UMass' fifth short-handed goal in five games,
Norris was nicely set up by Bonneau from behind

MUIC.AO MM KUAN

The UMass hockey team came from behind to beat the Friars 5-3 in Providence.

Friar goalie Dan Dennis' net. burying the puck to

make the game 3-2.

Senior Gerry Cahill kept up his torrid scoring

pace of late, stick- faking Dennis out of his goalie

pads, beating him through the live-hole to tie the

game up. lunior defenseman Brad Norton as-i-t-

ed on the goal (two as-i-t- on the night), walking

into the right of Dennis from the blueline to set

up the score.

The emptiness of Schneider Arena matched the

lack of effort of the Friars in the third period,

and UMass took advantage. Bonneau -cored his

ninth and tenth goals of the season in the third to

put the game away. Sophomore Steve MacKinnon
kept a loose puck in play in the Friars' zone, with

Bonneau tucking the puck past Dennis at the

5:53 mark of the third. The goal-of-the-game
occurred a little over 1 1 minutes later, with

Bonneau going one-on-one against the Friar

defense.

A broken play through center ice set up the

score that put UMass up for good, with Cahill

and MacKinnon colliding to leave Bonneau to

Turn to HOCKEY, page 9

UMass makes changes;

Golden stick beats PC
By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

PROVIDENCE. R.I. — Hockey players are rivaled

only by baseball players in terms of superstitions.

Even if you have never been in a hockey locker room
from b-year-old mites on up to the NHI. to see the

peculiar manner in which these people put on their

equipment, just watch players bless their goaltender

before the start of a period for a rough idea.

Players come on the ice in certain orders, u-c a Cflf

tain kind of tape or make sure that a certain pad

touches a puck before it is put on. and these things

change less than William Shatner's hair piece.

With this in mind, seeing Warren Norris takes

warm-ups at Providence College's Schneider Arena
Friday night sent chills down the old spine. Not only

was the team wearing brand new sweaters, with it-

longest winning streak of the year on the line, but

had the audacity to use a new stick

Norris took to the pint-sized PC ice wielding a

bright, shiny new Faston aluminum Pro Gold 100. as

opposed to his usual renegade Koho Revolution, with

the blade spray- painted jet black from heel lo toe.

matching the shaft.

"That was a little thought in the back of my mind
going into the game; -omething a little new lo change-

things up," Norris said. "I guess it's a little supersti-

tion-."

The itiinulc changes by the good folks in the hockey

equipment room led to bigger and heller changes

I riday night, the correlation depending on how super-

Turn to GOLDEN, page 9

UMass finds "continued" success

If the Ma—achusctts men's basket-

ball team is small, it will find new and

creative ways to slop play in upcoming

hoop games.

It's a winning strategy.

With this weekend's, and I mean
this weekend's. 90-72 win over

Wyoming, the Minutemen proved that

they can laugh in the face of adversity,

and triumph despite it.

"Do I get two wins for this one?"

UMass coach lames "Bruiser" Flint

jokingly asked after the game.

At 9:45 p.m. with 7:32 remaining in

the game and Charlton Clarke going to

the line to shoot a pair of free throws,

the house lights went down on the

evening's -how.

The houselights, the spotlights,

every single light in the building went

out.

"I'm like, man I'm up 14 and Finally

may be able to get one with the team

playing well and the lights go out on

me. I can't win for losing." Flint said.

So, the Minutemen and the

Cowboys resumed play yesterday alter

noon, with 7:32 remaining in the game
and Clarke on the line shooting two.

although the tan- in the stands didn't

nearly resemble the prior night's atten-

dance figures.

But before Clarke got the chance to

shoot. Wyoming coach loby Wright

added another 20 seconds of waiting

into the mix by calling a quick
lime out.

"1 wasn't expecting it. I didn't think

thev were going to do it." Clarke said

about the time-out. "I thought I got

iced enough. It's cold outside. You
conic here and thev try to ice me again.

I've been iced for 24 hours and I come
here and get iced again."

Clarke hit both of his free throws on

his way to a career- high 22 points and

UMass dominated from then on out.

never allowing Wyoming closer than

14 points of its lead. The Minutemen -

five turnovers were a season low. Their

19 a-si-ts and .525 field goal percent-

age were a season high.

"It wasn't that hard," l.ari Ketner

said about adjusting to the set bask.

This method of play—a— little.

stop-for-awhile has been an albeit

strange benchmark for UMass success.

Consider the men's hoop game
against Rutgers two years ago.

On Feb. 7. 1995 a black female stu-

dent at Rutgers sat at the center jump
circle of Louis Brown Arena a short

time before the second half of the

Rutgers-UMass game was to begin in

order to protest remarks made by

Rutgers' President Francis Lawrence.

That student started what turned

into an over 1 50 person sit-in, which
postponed the game's second half until

March 5.

When the game was resumed in

March, it wasn't even played at

Rutgers, instead at the Palestra in

Philadelphia.

But the Minutemen. after probably

the longest halftime ever, came out fir-

ing, playing excellent bull en route to a

77-62 victory.

If it worked then, why not in the

future?

Consider what happened at Friday

night's Celtics game. Willi the Nets,

and former I Mas- coach lohn Calipari

visiting. Boston jumped at the chance

for a win. The two hapless squads

fought it out at the FlectCcntcr before.

Turn to SUCCESS page 9

USC topples UM,
Trojans win 21-6
By Fred Huribrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

For one quarter of the NCAA
men's water polo championship first

round match between No. 12

\la--achu-ett- and No. I Southern

MASSACHUSETTS 6

California, the two clubs played

evenly.

Unfortunately for UMass. the

Trojans stormed out of their horse,

and mercilessly drubbed the unsus-

pecting Minutemen in the last three

quarters, going away winning, 21-6

at Canyonview Pool in La lolla. Calif.

"We proved that we could play

with them for a quarter," UMass
coach Russ Yarworth said. "But, we
lost our concentration: we tried to do
too much too soon. Now we need to

relocus and look at trying to win the

third-place game."

The Trojans will face the winner of

the UCLA-UC- Davis semifinal

match-up to decide the national

championship, while the Minutemen
will plav for third place against the

UCLA-UC-Davis loser.

Southern Cal used the second and

third quarters to send a message to

their second round opponent,
outsorting UMass 12-0 in the middle

14 minutes. Senior goalie Paul Kngin

and his freshman back-up Richard

Huntley rathet literally had their

hands tied in front of the

Massachusetts net.

Fngin made the start and stopped

seven Trojan tries while Huntley
managed two saves in relief.

The Minutemen's phenomenal
depth at the two-meter position

shone through the cloud of domina-

tion draped over them by the power-

ful USC squad.

Three of UMass' four starting hole

men were named earlier in the week
to the Eastern Water Polo
A—ociation All-Conference team.

Turn to POLO page 9

UM falls prey to Cardinal

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

Revenge is a dish best served
cold.

One year after beating then No.

8

Stanford 65-56 in the William D.

Mullins Center, the Massachusetts
women's basketball team headed

west
for a

STANFORD 100

MASSACHUSETTS 47

rematch Friday night, and found out

that the Cardinal, now ranked No. 1

in the country, remembered exactly

what had happened in Amherst.

Powered by junior forward
Olympia Scott's 26 points and 12

rebounds, the Cardinal spanked the

Minutewomen 100-47 in front of

4,519 at the Maples Pavilion in

Stanford, Calif.

Ail-American Kate Starbird
added 17 points as Stanford
improved to 7-0 to hold on to their

No. I ranking.

UMass was never really in this

one. Shooting just 30 percent in the

first half, the Minutewomen fell

behind 48-18 by intermission.

The Minutewomen couldn't really

get much going against a strong
Cardinal defense, hitting on only
two of seven attempts behind the
three-point line.

Stanford also enjoyed a huge
advantage on the boards. The
Cardinal oul-rebounded the
Minutewomen 51-28. including a

whopping 22-11 advantage on the
offensive end.

Though freshman sensation Kelly
Van Huisen led the Minutewomen
in points with 10. she was not
immune lo problems that plagued
UMass all night. Van Huisen had
eight of the Minutewomen's 22
turnovers, and the 5 foot-8 guard
could only rack up one assist.

Sophomore center Yolanda
Raysidc proved to be a pleasant sur-

Turn to UMASS. page 9
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Hide your towels!

Fresno St. head
coach (erry Tarkanian

and his T 3th ranked

Buldogs square off \Mth

the UMass men's hoop

team tonight at 7:30 in

a nationally televised

matchup. For the scoop.

See Sports (Page 12).

Cartoons redux?

Best otThe
A d r d m a n

Animation pleases

as it plays the
Pleasant St.

Theatre this week.

Check out our
review (See Arts k
Living, page 6).

WORLD

Perry warns China

of trade with Iran

WASHINGTON (AP) — Defense
Secretary William Perry told China's

defense minister yesterday that

weapons sales to Iran could backfire

on the Asian giant. Gen. Chi Haotian

said he would "consider the point"

but maintained reports of the sales

had been exaggerated. The Chinese

also consented in principle to allow-

ing U.S. warships to continue mak-
ing port visits in Hong Kong after

July 1997, when China regains sov-

ereignty over the colony, according

to a senior defense official who
briefed reporters on condition of

anonymity.

Perry's warning on Iranian rela-

tions came as Perry and Chi, as part

of a series of increased U.S.-China

contacts, agreed to continue high

level military meetings.

The Chinese general met briefly

at the White House with President

Clinton at the start of a U.S. visit

that will include trips to U.S. Pacific

Command headquarters in Hawaii

and other military installations.

Clinton told the defense minister

"he views our engagement with
China as a way to further our coop-

eration where we can... and to

address our differences were they

exist, such as human rights," White
House spokesman David Johnson
said.

He said there was no substantive

discussion of human nghts or other

contentious matters such as Taiwan
or the reported weapons sales to

Pakistan or Iran.

NATION

CIA director plans

to leave post early

WASHINGTON (AP) — CIA
Director John Deutch, passed over

in President Clinton's search for a

new defense secretary, plans to quit

as intelligence chief in the next
week or two, an administration offi-

cial said yesterday.

The official, who spoke on condi-

tion he not be identified, said

Deutch would turn over his duties

to his top deputy, George Tenet,

until a successor is confirmed by the

Senate. Clinton said last Thursday
he was nominating his national

security adviser, Anthony Lake, to

head the CIA in his second term.

Lake is not likely to be confirmed

by the Senate before late lanuary.

Indeed, Sen. Aden Specter, chair-

man of the Senate Intelligence

Committee, said yesterday he
believed Lake "could have a real

problem" winning confirmation
because of his role in decisions on
the secret arming of Bosnia's

Muslims.

Specter, R-Pa., who will rotate off

the intelligence panel in January,

said committee members would
have tough questions for Lake on his

role in the 1994 decision to tacitly

assent to Iranian arms shipments to

Bosnia.

Some other prominent lawmakers

have predicted Clinton's new
national security team, including

Lake, will have a relatively easy time

getting confirmed.
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Snowball fight breaks out at AC;
Alleged attackers from UMass
By Beth McCarthy

and Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

KENNtTH W t> SCOTTxaXlEGIAN

Majestic Metawampe
Metawampe. a legendary spirit, stands strong in the face of the

up-and-coming winter.

The snowstorm that caused power
outages on the University of

Massachusetts campus and surround-

ing towns resulted in a series of vio-

lent and destructive snowball fights

by an alleged mob of UMass students

on the Amherst College Campus.
The "snowy attack" prompted a

special edition publication of the

Amherst Student, the Amherst College

newspaper.

"He told me he felt like he was dri-

ving into hell." said Vivienne Wan, a

junior at Amherst College, of her

friend's description of the scene he

saw through his car window.

According 'o the Amherst Student.

an alleged group of 100-200 UMass
students arrived on campus around

midnight, yelling profanities directed

towards Amherst students and throw-

ing snowballs at buildings and break-

ing windows. Pratt, lames and Stems

Residence Halls seemed to be target-

ed, according to the paper.

An Amherst student and resident of

lames Hall told the Collegian that she

only witnessed 10-20 of the 100-200

UMass students actually throwing
snowballs.

It was estimated by several UMass
students that over 500 were involved

in snowball fights across campus —
with -a smaller procession which trav-

elled down fraternity row and headed

towards Amherst College.

Mike, a junior psychology major at

UMass who did not want to give his

last name, said that it started out as a

fun snow event, but became crazed

when Amherst College students did

not respond.

"Everybody was wound up and
wanted to get into a snowball fight

with Amherst College, but no one
came out," explained Mike. "When
they didn't respond, that's when it

started to get a little out of hand."

Vince Elizarde, a sophomore Civil

Engineering major who also partici-

pated in the snowball fights, agreed

that their intentions were not mali-

cious, but the mood of the crowd
became more rambunctious once "the

groups of people got big enough
where everyone felt they could do
anything and get away with it."

Elizarde believes that the snowball

fights were incited by the power out-

age on the UMass campus.

"If power didn't go out, I would
never have thought of going out and I

think most of the kids there wouldn't

have either," said Elizarde.

The Amherst Student, however,
said that the event followed an alleged

first snowfall "tradition" of UMass
snowball fights travelling to Amherst

College. The paper cited a similar

occurrence from November 1986.

According to Jenny Vosacek, a

freshman at Amherst College who fell

victim to, as well as witnessed, much
of Saturday night's fiasco, UMass stu-

dents "were screaming, 'UMass,
UMass. UMass— come out dorks'."

"I got hit in the head by a snow ball

that came through my window and it

could easily have had glass in it," said

Vosacek. "If someone had gone out-

side I'm sure it would not have been

pretty."

Mike confirmed how out of control

the situation got when "approximately

10 kids flipped a [parked] car over."

"Everyone was screaming and
yelling and throwing snowballs, and it

was so confusing you didn't really

know what was going on," said Mike.

According to Mike, he left after

police cars with lights flashing came

to break up the mass of University

students concentrated outside of the

freshman quad area of Amherst
College.

The Amherst Student reported that

the Amherst College Vice-President

of the Student Government
Organization, Paul Riieckoff. said that

"Amherst security was standing on
either side of the mob, watching."

According to Officer Michael
Johnson, of the Amherst Police

Department, "there were no arrests

made for throwing snowballs or disor-

derly conduct."

"I don't know if you've driven

through town at all, but this place

looks like a war zone," said lohnson

on Sunday, describing the scene that

awaited the town after heavy snow
caused major destruction the day
before.

"Downed power lines and car acci-

dents were our first priority," Johnson

added. "We did not have time to han-

dle the typical college calls. Snowball

fights were kind of minor."

UMass Chief of Police John
Luippold said on Sunday that teams

of police officers were sent to

Southwest and Central Residence
Areas at UMass to disperse "roving

bands of individuals throwing snow-

balls."

"Once they were dispersed, they'd

move to another location." Luippold

said.

Areas hit hardest on campus by

snowball fights were the Southwest

and Central Areas. In Southwest, a

large window in Hampden Dining hall

was smashed.

According to Tlie Amherst Student.

the Amherst College Security

"declined to offer any comment on the

extent of the damages" at the school.

The Amherst College Chief of

Police was not available for com-
ment.

Harding examines male feminists
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Student collectives bring life to campus
By Laura Forster

Collegian Staff

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Correspondent

Students rush into Campus Design

& Copy, searching for the perfect

flyer for their band's performance

next weekend or an impressive-look-

ing resume. Above the hum of

copiers, employees hurry to get their

orders out on time, while others are

busy creating graphics.

Campus Design & Copy is one of

eight student-run businesses on the

University of Massachusetts campus.

These non-profit businesses are run

on the collective model. In this

model, all decisions are made togeth-

er, with each employee having an

equal say in the final decision. There

are no specific managerial positions,

instead everyone on staff is expected

to contribute to running the busi-

ness

Several student employees from

businesses such as Campus Design &
Copy, The UMass Bike Co-Op.
People's Market. Earthfoods Cafe,

Sweets-N-More. The Sylvan Snack

Bar, Tickets Unlimited and the

Greenough Snack Bar agree that the

collective format has changed their

jobs from being routine to extraordi-

nary.

Many of the student employees

choose to work at the collectives for

work experience, which they hope

will aid them in their future profes-

sions, while others just need to earn

money.

Mike Nolan, of Campus Design &
Copy, said. "This job is something

that you are a part of. It's part of my
life and my academic career. I get

just as much from here as from my
academic classes, if not more."

Co-worker Maydad Cohen added.

"My favorite part is that I can say I

own the business. I help play a part

in everything that goes on here."

In addition to providing over 160

student jobs, the students, working
with the Program Coordinator of the

Center for Student Business (CSB)
Katja Hahn d'Errico, strive to meet

their goals of providing the campus
with a useful service, teaching

co-curricular skills that students can

employ after graduation and teaching

respect for diversity.

"The best part is the education, all

the different facets — learning how
to cook, how to deal with people in a

managerial aspect, and taking on
responsibility." said Aaron Corso, of

Earthfoods.

Maegen Selzner, of Tickets

Unlimited, agreed that working at a

collective has been an education in

itself.

"The stuff that 1 have learned from

Turn to CO-OP. page 3

Sandra Harding. Professor and Director of the UCLA
Center for the Study of Women lectured last Thursday in

conjunction with a new graduate minor in Women's
Studies now offered at the University of Massachusetts.

Internationally known. Harding is currently at work on

a her latest book entitled. Is Science Multicultural?

Harding's lecture, entitled. "Men, Women and

Epistemology," addressed how various feminist groups

view men's involvement within their movement.

Harding began her lecture explaining that even though

she introduces men as activists in feminism, "it is not a

reason to not hire women."
"History has already produced male feminist thinkers

[i.e. Marx. Engels], but if their gender wasn't known to us

then perhaps they would be considered feminists." said

Harding.

Harding briefly highlighted the various standpoints of

liberal. Marxist, social, and radical feminists on male

involvement in feminist thought.

She explained that liberal and Marxist feminist groups

insist gender does not matter, while social and radical fem-

inists claim that men make distinctive contributions to

feminist though;.

The socialist feminists, she explained, take the stand-

point that, "it cannot be assumed that because men have

no experience in women's positions, they can not relate to,

or understand feminist thought."

Harding continued by saying that just as patriarchy has

been a conditioned thinking in society, feminist thought

must work in the same way.

"Socialist feminists believe women need to be central to

feminist thought, but if not supported by various other

thinkers, their movement will die," said Harding.

According to Harding, radical feminists feel men have

an ability for feminist thought. Insisting that the issue is

not about being male but about being masculine, which

prevents an understanding of feminist thought.

Harding also addressed critics who say that, "men are

left in phobic spaces because if they are sympathetic to

women's needs, they are labelled queer, often leaving them

to hate women."

Turn to HARDING, page 3

Hoffa win may raise questions for labor

By Kevin Galvin

Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) — The pos-

sibility that labor legend Jimmy
Hoffa's son could win a bitterly

fought campaign for the presidency

of the Teamsters is raising questions

for a rejuvenated labor movement
and the new leadership of the AFL-
ClO.

A federally appointed election offi-

cer was to begin tallying mail-in bal-

lots today to determine who will lead

the

1.4-million-member union for

the next five years. Both sides

say the race is too close to call.

The battle between incumbent Ron
Carey and Michigan attorney James

Hoffa, the son of the Teamsters
leader who disappeared in 1975. has

split the union and raised the ques-

tion of what a Hoffa victory would
mean to labor.

Carey's reforms reflect changes
under way in many unions, and his

support was key to John Sweeney's

insurgent campaign for the AFL-CIO
presidency last year.

Nevertheless, labor leaders say

other unions will respect the choice

Turn to HOFFA page 3
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Smoke on the water...
The campus shakes off the nite cold and steams in the morning sun.

U.N. allows Iraq to export oil;

Celebrants rejoice in Baghdad
By Robert H. Reid

Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS —The United

Nations gave Iraq the go-ahead yes-

terday to resume oil exports for the

first time since 1 990 to buy food and

medicine for Iraqis suffering the

effects of international sanctions.

In Iraq, people rejoiced when state

media announced the deal last night.

In Baghdad's poor neighborhoods,

large crowds danced in the streets

and shouted slogans in support of

President Saddam Hussein.

Overjoyed celebrants fired guns into

the air, prompting government warn-

ings for them to stop shooting or face

arrest. International sanctions have
prohibited Iraq from exporting oil

since Saddam invaded Kuwait in

1 990, triggering the Persian Gulf War.

The United Nations agreed to allow

limited oil exports to alleviate the

misery of the Iraqi people. U.N. agen-

cies estimate that about 1 80,000 Iraqi

children under age five suffer from
malnutrition because of the embargo.

"This is a victory for the poorest of

the poor of Iraq, for the women and

children." U.N. Secretary-General

Boutros Boutros-Ghali said.

U.N. officials said Iraq was free to

begin limited exports today at 12:01

a.m. EST. Iraq's U.N. ambassador.

Nizar Hamdoon. said he expected oil

to begin flowing within a couple of

days. Iraq will be allowed to sell up to

$2 billion worth of oil for the first sj\

months under strict international

supervision. Some 250 companies
have expressed an interest in bidding

for the oil contracts, and the U.S.

Treasury Department has cleared

American firms to take part.

Two-thirds of the revenues will go

for food and medicine. The rest will

provide compensation to Gulf War
victims and pay for U.N. monitorir"

of Iraqi weapons systems

"We see this as a humanitaria

issue, as a way for Saddam Hussei

to. however begrudgingly. meet h

commitments to the internationi

community to provide for his ow
civilian population." White Hot!*
spokesman Mike McCurry s.iul

In New York. Iraqi officials saic

the increase was needed to compen-

sate for the rise in food.
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Tuesday, Dec. 10

Lecture — Peter Lewenberg, Executive Vice President

of Morris Alper and a UMass trustee, will give a lecture

on food Marketing principals at 4 p.m. in room 805-09 of

the Campus Center.

Performance — The Fire and Water Cafe in

Northampton presents Susan Scotto and her performance

art piece "Five Meditations on Barbie" at 9 p.m. For more

information, call 586-3356.

Wednesday. Dec. 1

1

Comedy — The comeay improv UstHi>e Miction
Improvable will perform at 8 p.m. in the Field classroom

in Orchard Hill. "Meanwhile...", an all female a capella

group will open.

Poetry Reading — Spectrum magazine is sponsoring a

poetry and prose reading in the Student Union Art

Gallery at 7:30 p.m. If you would like to read, contact

the Spectrum office at 545-2240 or 406 E Student
Union.

Thursday, Dec. 12

Lecture — Dr. Vera Whisman, a professor of Sociology

and Women's Studies at Hobart and William Smith
Colleges and author of Queer by Choice, will present a

lecture titled "The Question of Choice" at 12:30 p.m. in

Campus Center room 803. This is part of the GLBT
Studies Lecture Series and is co-sponsored by the

Stonewall Center. GLB GSO, Women's Studies, and the

Chancellor's Task Force on GLBT Matters. For more
information, please contact the UMass Stonewall Center

at 545-4824.

Meeting — GEO Membership meeting from 5-7 p.m.

in Campus Center room 804. This meeting is to decide

how the union should respond to the Administrations

Contract Proposals regarding Affirmative Action and
Child Care.

Notices

Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from

8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment.

All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information,

call 584-8167.
Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.

Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more
information, contact Milly Delesus at 546-1083.

Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies

is seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume with references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen,
Dept. of Consumer Studies. 101 Skinner Hall, University

of Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma, 01003. For more infor-

mation, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more
easily, members of the Health Reach International

team are available to help you find answers to your

questions and concerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30
p.m. in the Health Education Dept., UHS room 248
(call 577-5181 for more info) and 4:30-6:30 p.m.

in the Community Room H-4 North Village:

Tuesdays 6:30- 8:30 p.m. in the International
Lounge. Prince House (call 545-2299 for more
info); Wednesdays 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the
Community Room. 411 Linclon . All conversations
are confidential.

Meeting — Alanon meetings are held Mondays in room
801 and Thursdays in room 802 of the Campus Center

from noon- 1 p.m.

Meeting — P.O.W.E.R.. the Progressive
Organization for Women's Rights holds their week-

ly meetings on Thursdays at 6 p.m. in the Student
Union room 306. All men and women are welcome.
Meeting — The Pakistan Students Association has its

weekly meetings every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center. Check for the room number at the infor-

mation desk. For further details, contact Musharraf at

546-6295.

Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus meets

every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer 201. All

anthropology undergraduate minors and majors welcome.

Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan lvrit" held every
V.'cdr.cr-day at 3 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right

as you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis

and other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student

Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

Menorah Lighting — All are welcome to attend the

lighting of the 6-foot menorah in front of the Hillel

House, 388 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, at the following

limes: Tues. Dec. 10 at 4:30 p.m.; Wed. Dec. 1 1 at 8:30

p.m.; Thurs. Dec. 12 at 6 p.m.

New Organization — W1CC (West
Indian/Caribbean Coalition) meets every Sunday
evening at 7 p.m. irftthe Campus Center Coffee Shop.

Anyone from the West Indies or the Caribbean is

encouraged to attend, as well as anyone interested in

the culture. For more information, contact Tony at

546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.

New Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and

your help is needed. If interested, call Jordan ar
546-3548.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to 1

p.m. in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the

basement of Worcester Dining Common). For more
information, call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at

253-0874.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo, Layout. Copy, and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304

Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Submissions Request — Spectrum Magazine is looking

for submissions of poetry, prose, artwork, and photos.

Submissions can be turned in to the Spectrum office,

406E Student Union. The final deadline for all submis-

sions is Feb. 12, 1997. Anyone interested in knowing
more about the Spectrum can call the office at

545-2240.

Support Group — Tobacco cessation support group

meets weekly on Wednesday evenings from 7-8 p.m. in

the Campus Center to help people quit smoking and
chewing tobacco. See schedule by elevators for room
number or call Steve at 577-5181 for further informa-

tion.

Talent Needed — The UMass Asian American
Students Association is looking for Asian/American hip

hop, reggae, and R&B dancers for next semesters annu-

al Asian Night production to be held on April 11,

1997. Contact Geneva at 546-2714 for audition infor-

mation.

Volunteer — The Zoo in Forest Park at Springfield has

a wealth of diverse volunteer opportunities available for

persons who love animals and are committed to conserva-

tion education. For further information about the Zoo and
to be sent a volunteer application, please call (413)
733-2251.
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Trippy Tuesday
A student rides the esclator in the Campus Center yesterday afternoon captured in slow motion.
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fix Unlimited is one of the many student co-op on campus located in the Student Union.

co-op
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Winter Session
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Tix (Unlimited) is so major. I feel like

if I graduated and wanted to open my
own business, I could do it," said

Selzner, "Working here teaches you

so much. It's one of the best things I

have done here at UMass."

The student businesses provide a

wide array of services to the UMass
community located conveniently on

campus, ranging from low cost vege-

tarian meals to bike tune-ups and

graphics design. However, many stu-

dent employees feel thai they are

overlooked by the majority of the

campus community.

"A lot of people don't even know that

we exist on campus, yet we have some

of the best prices in town," said |ohn

Mailloux of the UMass Bike Co-Op.
This sentiment was echoed by Jeff

Murphy of Sweets-N- More who said,

"No matter how much advertising we
do. some people still come down and

are surprised that we're here."

The lack of business from students

is becoming a real problem for the

co-ops, particularly for

Sweets-N-More, which will be

forced to close its doors if it can not

Fiscally break even this year.

Earthfoods is experiencing similar

customer shortages. They now serve

200-250 less people each day than

they did two years ago.

"We're not happy about our
shrinking customer base. It's a daunt-

ing problem," said Corso.

To combat the lack customers,
many of ihe businesses are starting

advertising campaigns and are offer-

ing new services. For example, the

Bike Co-Op will be serving as a

pick-up and drop-off site for ski and

snowboard tunings, while Campus
Design and Copy is looking to add
color copying to their list of services.

Many students who work in these

Co-Ops have expressed hope that

these techniques will boost their sales

and allow their collective businesses

to continue offering services to ihe

UMass community as well as provide

a unique educational experience to

their employees.

Hoffa
continued from page 1

of the Teamsters members. The AFL-
CIO is barred from meddling in its

affiliates' affairs and federation offi-

cials discount reports that a Hoffa

victory would force Sweeney to con-

sider kicking the Teamsters out of

the federation.

"The skepticism of many people

has to do with who's backing him,"

loshua Freeman, a Columbia
University professor who studies

labor, said of Hoffa. "He seems to

represent a vehicle for some of the

old guard leadership on I ha regional

and local level to reas^eti them

selves."

But while the name Hoffa
recalls corruption for some, in

the minds of many Teamsters it

is also inseparable from labor's

golden days, when the union was
a strong social force and its rank-

and-file enjoyed good wages.

"Some of his support comes
from frustration with the inabili-

ty of Carey, and the Teamsters
and the AFL-CIO to restore the
level of influence they once had."
Freeman said.
" To avoid federal racketeering

charges, the Teamsters in 1989
signed a consent decree that estab-

lished an independent review board

to investigate wrongdoing by union

officials.

The deal also provided the first

direct elections of union officers,

which Carey's slate won against the

wishes of the Teamsters hierarchy.

Working with regulators, Carey
has placed 66 locals in trusteeship

and suspended officers suspected of

corruption. Carey say* Holla'* sup-

porters are hurt most by juch
reforms.

Details on some the student-run businesses at UMass.
For more information on these and other student-run

businesses at UMass, contact the Center for Student

Business at 5-2525.

Earthfoods
Location: Commonwealth Room of the Student

Union

Services: Low-cost vegetarian and vegan lunches

Quotation: "We offer really good, really cheap
food. It's especially important for smaller communi-
ties like vegans. Since we're non-profit, all the money
is going to the students. We're working for the stu-

dents. We do donations. We're interested in feed-

back," said \aron Corso, a worker at Earthfood's.

UMass Bicycle Co-Op
Location: First floor of the Student Union
Services: tune-ups for $20, part ordering and instil-

lation, trail awareness, BMX and free style bike sales

by order, and bike repairs.

Quotation: "We're a low cost alternative to going

into town to larger bike shops," said Brandon Gillard,

a worker at the Bike Co-Op.

Tickets Unlimited
Location: 3 1 7 Student Union
Services: Sells tickets for all RSO events, at well as

all Pearl Street shows.

Quotation: "We're working on getting Iron Horse
tickets, but we don't have them yet. Hopefully we'll

pick up Iron Horse by the end of this semester or next

semester," said Maegan A. Selzner, a worker at

Tickets Unlimited.

Campus Design & Copy
Location: 403 Student Union

Services: Walk-in self serve copiers, graphic

design, transparencies, resumes, table tents, binding,

course packets, class notes, graphic design, computer

use, fax service and high speed copying for larger

jobs.

Quotation: "We have really low prices, the same as

or lower than our competition. We're not here to

make lots of money. We want to be competitive.

When you patronize us, you're supporting
student-run business," said Mike Nolan, a worker at

Campus Design & Copy.

Sweets-N-More
Location: first floor of Field Dormitory, in Orchard

Hill

Services: Snacks and candy such as ice cream sun-

daes, brownies, cookies, milkshakes, nachos, grilled

cheese, bagels, rice krispy treats, sodas, coffee, hot

chocolate and chips.

Quotation: "This year is a really critical year for us,

because if we don't do well, they're going to shut us

down. But things seem to be going better, so we may
be able to save ourselves," said Jeff Murphy, a worker

at Sweets-N- More. .

— Tamar Carroll

FBI asks public

to help locate the

Olympic bomber
By Russ Bynum
Associated Press

ATLANTA — Stumped in its investigation of the

deadly Olympic park bombing, the FBI yesterday asked

the public for help in identifying the voice of the man
who called to warn police of the bomb just before it went

off.

The FBI offered a reward of up to $500,000 for infor-

mation leading to the arrest and conviction of the bomber
or bombers, Deputy Director Weldon Kennedy said.

"We've made a lot of progress in this investigation,

but we still continue to seek the public's assistance."

he said. Meanwhile, NBC reached a settlement yes-

terday with lawyers for security guard Richard Jewell,

who for three months was considered a suspect in

the bombing, over comments made on the air by
news anchor Tom Brokaw. Details were not released.

At the FBI news conference, investigators also dis-

played a replica of the knapsack that contained the

bomb, and asked for witnesses or photographs taken

in the park shortly before the )uly 27 attack that

might help identify the person who carried it. "We
firmly believe somewhere, someone has a photo-

graph" of the bomb being carried into the park,

Kennedy said.

Kennedy played a recording of the 91 1 call

received by Atlanta police about 22 minutes before

the bomb exploded.

"There is a bomb in Centennial Park. You have 30
minutes," a man said slowly and calmly during the

1 3-second call.

A transcript of the call was released shortly after

the bombing but the audio tape was withheld until

today.

"If anyone believes they recognize the voice of the

person... please call," Kennedy said.

Kennedy announced a toll-free telephone number
— 1-888-324-9797 — for the public to call with tips.

The bomb exploded during an early morning concert in

Olympic Centennial Park. One person was killed and more

than 100 were injured. A cameraman rushing to the scene

died of a heart attack. Kennedy said the bomb was heavy —
more than 40 pounds — and was carried in a green. Army-

style knapsack, which was left beneath a bench next to a

sound tower in the park.

Because someone nudged the pack, causing it to

fall on its back, the explosion went straight up, he

said. Had the force of the blast gone outward along

the ground, it would have caused many more casual-

ties, Kennedy said.

"We would have seen a higher number of casual-

ties, and many, many more people injured or killed

than what we had."

Harding
continued from page 1

During the question and answer period, Harding was

asked whether she had developed a model which cap-

tures the various perspectives involved in the feminist

movement. Harding replied that these various perspec-

tives already exist.

Harding said that she agrees with post-structional-

ists who, "disregard the truth because often discussion

is closed off when theories in science are adopted.

This is one disadvantage of science, as enough faulty

theories have pointed out in the past."

The Best of the

Internet
Sports Fans

Broadcast

>N"«re/ess?Y

Russell Williamson uses it to

monitor the Bulls game on a

wirelessly updated multimedia

scoreboard, tucked away in

the corner of his screen

while he works on his

Visual C++ project.

*^"1
the Home

At School

K i

Rick Spencer uses it

to be alerted instantly

when he has new E-Mail.

With only five pages
done on his term paper,

he has no time to fight

the busy signal while

dialing into the University

mail server.

CyberJu
janet Ryan uses it to

know instantly when
she gets new E-Mail

from her daughter

at college, without

constantly going
on-line to check.

Small
Ken Murphy uses it to

keep track of breaking

news that impacts his

business. He doesn't

have a mondo T1 phone
connection, but he does

have AirMedia Live ".

Telecomm
Jeff Simons uses it

for instant response

to corporate E-Mail.

He wirelessly listens to

broadcasts from the

corporate Intranet,

even while working

from home.

HoWwillYoUuse
AirMedia Live ?

Rebecca "flygirl" Mills

uses it as her doorbell

from Cyberspace. Her
cyberfriends ring her

wirelessly from the

web to announce chats,

game challenges and
Internet phone calls,

even when her

modem is not

connected.

nd ws 95

Here is how you get

AirMedia Live

fattest

Thia Gift

Se«so„/ .

Buy a NewsCatcher

HcAVS

t I
i . I . Ai low a*

v$fam\.' IB"

iMCWSCatCtier is the first wireless receiver for the

AirMedia Live Internet Broadcast Network, delivering the

latest breaking news, weather, sports scores, stock quotes

and E-Mail alerts, to your PC even when your modem is not

connected. NewsCatcher" plugs into your serial port and

captures the wireless broadcasts of the AirMedia Live Internet

Broadcast Network, feeding the information directly to your

Windows' 95 desktop PC even while other applications are

running. With AirMedia Live " and NewsCatcher ", y6u can

disconnect and stay informed.

* Special Limited Time Offer *

Buy a NewsCatcher and receive 3 months of free

Premiere Serviceand a free T Shirt with registration!

Of)..M lamiarr »1 Xftl

Visit www.airmedia.com
or call 1 800 AirMedia

for details.

Available at these and other fine stores:

CompUSA Elek Tek MediaPlay

Computer City Fry's Electronics MicroCenter

ComputerWorld Incredible Universe OfficeMax

Creative Computers J&R The Good Guys

Egghead Software

AirMedia Live
Internet Broadcast Network

C1**tl* Mathtn* "H A* Bsqnn Irwwri A«M*<*» tnr)MM*M Hv» «rt> n adrmarti >* f. M**ma tnt ** utfifr pf-nt^n n*tie*j *r* r-wtrmart. i I twutaxiuiOT Oftfn and mw» wfaeni to (twnj* <wthnut not** ffwtot m « njH-xiN *»"* «W» "magiw and Th« **«» Marts**. Any un*utN>ru«4<*f*orfui1u" | pnihexed *<»*. 001 I20«N
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ZooMass revisited

Thi- past weekend, several University of Massachusetts students found new ways to make themselves and the rest

of the University community look very bad.

While snowstorms have always produced the typical snowball fight. Saturday night's events escalated to extreme
measures. Reports of violence center around large groups of students causing damage to fraternity row, the town

of Amherst and Amherst College.

How can we change the University's ZooMass reputation in the surrounding community when we re-enact scenes
straight out of Animal House

While we see no problem with having a good time as the semester winds down, we find the outbreak in violence and
vandalism disturbing.

r\i was the case last semester alter the basketball team's loss in the Final Four, the events of Saturday night pivvide a
perfect example of how excited students can get out of hand. Before such events transpire again we urge the student body
in consider what il means to be a student at this University.

Does it mean getting a quality education and developing into a functional part of a healthy society, or proving that glass

breuks and people bleed.

Because of the numbers of students on this campus, there is little the police and security can do to head off such situa-

tions, The choke u> to how to act will inevitably fall to the students.

Administration in the dark

After Saturday night's melee on-campus, we seriously question the Administration's preparedness for an emer-
gency' event such as a power outage.

All over campus electrical generators failed, causing complete darkness not only in some residence halls but
also ai the William D. Mullins Center and Student Union. While students are to blame far their violent and juvenile
actions, the University i* guilty for creating these potentially life- threatening situations.

At the Mullins Center, the power shut off midway through the UMass-Wyoming game leaving thousands of fans search-
ing lor the evils without the assistance of emergency lights. Imagine the terror for young children or deaf fans.

In Southwest, rwv dormitories. Thoreau and lames, lost complete power leaving hundreds of students in danger.
Why wasn't the University ready for this power failure? What good are emergency lights if they don't even work when

needed'' If the lights fail in one of our newest, most expensive rjuikhngs, what can we expect in our older, more run-down
facilities''

The campus has faced enough problems with safety over the last few years. If women feel unsafe in areas of the campus
u ith lights, imagine the fear when all of the lights went out. The Administration must strive to protect the students under
even the most extreme circumstances.

We feel the University must take proper precautions including but not limited to testing all emergency lights and genera
tors, especially in the residence halls and other areas where large amounts of students congregate. Hopefully the
Administration will wake up and rum its lights on, afterall if Motel 6 can do it. why can't UMass?

( listened editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Editorial board.

The snowball syndrome

C. Taylor

Conner

The offspring of the lem-
mings have surfaced — and
they're living on campus, as

evidenced by last Saturday's melee.

Surely you 've heard or read that

famous children's story about lem-
mings. The one where the herd blindly

decides in follow the rest

of the herd off the cliff,

failing to heed the misgiv-

ings of the sole individ-

ual minded lemming.

put in terms at

which we've all cringed at one time or

another, it is the maternal standby. "If

[friend's name) jumped off the (local

bridge), would you do that, [your
name|?"

One of the greatest abilities we evo-

lution privileged apes have is the
power to rationalize, a gift which many
chose to eschew in favor of mob men-
tality this past weekend.

1 ve never quite understood how
these things escalate to such preposter-

ous levels, how 10 kids throwing
snowballs turns into 500 robots
wreaking havoc. Its not as if there

were some worthy cause to protest —
«d of that size becomes a sea of

well founded support in that situation.

Ironically. I suppose, the UMass
lemmings were supporting a cause of
their own — the right to remain the

public school version of the fabled

Dartmouth Animal House environ-
ment

Trouble is. we are in fact a public
school that doesn't receive enough
money from the state or fabulously

wealthy alumni as it is. Most legislators

do not enthusiastically recognize the

University as the flagship institution of

Massachusetts, and even Dartmouth
finally disciplined their legendary fra-

ternities

If students are content to take a leak

on the thin ice we tread with potential

donors or grant-givers, then let them
fall through the

inevitable cracks, one is

tempted to believe.

Of course, the reality

of the deal is thai unlike

private schools or better

funded public schools like Michigan or

Virginia, we can't afford to have these

blemishes on our record. Our base of

advocates simply isn't that influential.

And on the topic of influence, are

the same students who pelted a

woman with snowballs while shoveling

snow into her car supposed to repre-

sent our best and brightest? How
about the fine young men and women
who broke fraternity house windows?
Or maybe the upstanding citizens who
overturned cars at Amherst College?

I have a good friend, a freshman at

.Amherst who attended the same pri-

vate school as I did back home.
Currently. I'm embarrassed to call him
because we. the UMass proud, have
probably just reinforced every snob-
bish, elitist principle about public
schools in the minds of Amherst stu-

dents

To us. 500 students is a mid-sized

dormitory: to Amherst students, that's

a good chunk of their total enrollment.

While we must have looked like the

extras from Braveheart. our crusade
was far less noble.

More upsetting is the fact that I

have friends and colleagues who aren't

offended by the lunk-headed actions,

or. worse, even found them amusing.

These attitudes suggest passive accep-

tance or just indifferent complacency
— 1 know more people have corny,

outdated school spirit besides me.

So what's next? The Hampden
Munchie Store runs out of Antonio's
slices, so we tear down the whole
joint, leaving only a busted "Galaga"
machine and a stale danish behind?
Perhaps the loss of campus cable for

five minutes will give us sufficient

cause to rip the actual wires out the

dorm walls and the earth below in

the heat of disgust. What will we do
when our Top of the Campus wait-

ress informs us that the place is out
of potato skins? Why. destroy every-

thing, ye Natty Light brethren!

Alas, that same old-fashioned
Gipperish spirit still leads me to

believe I'd still stick up for the Maroon
and White for the same reason I'd

attack some of the school's inadequa-

cies — because I care deeply about
that which I'm associated.

Accordingly. I still hope we all stand

behind a University whose quality and
reputation continue to improve on the

whole. Yet I know there are both cur-

rent and former students out there

who know that the time for such B.S.

as went down on Saturday has past.

Sadly but certainly, the beloved zoo
must be closed if UMass is to remain

competitive in the college market, as

we literally cannot afford to let the

lemmings rule.

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian
columnist.

Letters to the Editor

Save the posters

he editor:

Since 1 82 1 . with the founding of it's namesake college.

Amherst has been a college town, and postering in its down-
town spaces has been one of its many non-academic
aspects. Old photographs from the Special Collections,

farm Library, show that postering goes back at least 125
and landlords and merchants would provide poster

space in their windows, on storefronts and on bulletin

boards placed on buildings

Now. with Amherst as the host community for the flag-

ship campus of the slate university as well as two high-cost

colleges, and now with easily available copying processes,

postering has mushroomed and become a bit frenetic. Many
people find the flurry of posters in downtown Amherst to

be appealing, like the plethora of free buses, yet another

tymbol of the vitality of Western Massachusetts' premier
ct illegc town, others se it as clutter.

taring is now under attack in downtown Amherst, as

teamted in the Advocate. Union News and Daily Gazette
with the imminent installation of a first "way-finding" kiosk

at 4 Main St. that has ,'ibout 12.5 square feet of effective

postering space. Combined with this new kiosk will be a

Sekxtboard imposed geographic ban on all other posters

within its immediate vicinity. This will effectively wipe out

Ifae larger green utility box on the adjacent comer as well as

utility poles as poster sites, so some people see the kiosk as

an amputation of postering possibilities — a chopping off of

one hand of the Amherst taxpayer who put up one half of

the funding of the $5,000 kiosk. More kiosks are planned
through a S-year funding plan, and each one will have its

own geographic ban or no-poster zone.

This concerns students financially, though few students

own businesses or houses in town and therefore don't pay
taxes. Funding of the kiosks will affect students' pocket
books. A lot of the town's tax revenue comes indirectly

from the 54,000 full and part time students who pay the

high prices to the merchants and the exorbitant rents to

landlords, so when the town spends more, students auto-

matically will get charged more at the cash registers and
through each month's rent.

If you can't easily find out about non-academic activities

and events, what are you supposed to do: just drink? So
now doesn't it seem about time to "rise up and resist" the

tax gougers and poster police?

A coalition is being formed to resist the over-control of

postering and to advocate for the acceptance, fostering and
possible expansion of postering. This pro poster Coalition

will have an open meeting tonight at 7:50 p.m. in the Pole

Room of the Bangs Community Center in downtown
Amherst. Students and representative of students groups
especially are invited because anti-poster efforts seem based
on an anti-student sentiment.

|ohn Furbish

Amherst

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and ao not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

Scenes from a riot:

A first-hand, account of the dark night
Editor's note: The following is a participant 's account
of the riots df Saturday night in his own words.

Mayhem, a word that has only found a home in the
most insane of situations, made a guest appearance at

the University of Massachusetts on Saturday night.
Snow had been falling for about 12 hours straight and
there was a foot of accumulated snow on the ground.
In all aspects, the night was looking to be a "stay in

the dorm and watch a movie night." Alcohol, beer
balls, drink mixes were all purchased and in my case, a

movie rented, The Craft. Everyone convened back to

the comfort of their dorms and dressed accordingly as

the snow continued falling outside and the movie-
began.

Not 10 minutes into the movie, with my two friends,

the power went off and then on again. This occurred
after several warning signs of flickering lights and
skies lighting up green from transformers exploding on
power lines. There was pitch darkness and startled, I

went to the door and checked the hallway, which was
also black. I screamed in to the hall just to be an idiot

and not long after that, everyone else also emerged
from their rooms. It was confusion in the beginning,
but it didn't take long for the owners of candles to

light them all.

The Mullins Center was hosting the
UMass-Wyoming bas-

ketball game and the

power was indeed out
there too. It must have
been scary over there
but it wasn't my concern
as my situation was
more important.

Talks of snowball
fights were abundant
well before the power
outage and as I looked
to my two friends, we
realized that it was very

possible right now. We
got dressed in our "snow
warfare clothes" and
marched down the stairs

and out of the building.

The entire second floor

was outside already and
we were all just standing

around when we saw
another group of people
standing outside James Residence Hall.

"Let's rush'em" was the cry, as we all picked up
snow and mounted an all out attack. They were easily

subdued and then joined us. I took some snow up the

back entrance of the dining commons and threw it into

the now merged crowd and was answered with hun-
dreds of snowballs pelting the wall behind me. We
were done for and out of snow so we came down and
surrendered.

A couple of girls who were sitting in the room with
candles lit began yelling at us and we all hit their win
dow so many times there was more snow than brick

and glass exposed. Interest died there and we decided
to move.
The now doubled group went to the horseshoe and

met a group form Moore and we launched another
Braveheart style attack, yelling and cheering as we
charged. There were several people in the Moore
smoking lounge, which has a balcony, and they came
out and taunted us. "Emerson sucks." they were saying
and it took no time before the attack was focused on
their sliding door.

One guy climbed up a parked red car and stood on
the roof. He fired a snowball into the open door and
from the imbalance of throwing, his legs came out
from under him and he fell four feet to the ground
with a painful thump. It was the funniest thing I had
ever seen.

Several girls and a couple of guys were standing
behind us and threw a couple of snowballs into our
mob. The attention was on the lounge, so no one cared
but I did notice them and when one of the snowballs
hit me I gathered up a weapon of retaliation. I lofted

the hard packed snowball into the air toward the stu-

pid girl that hit me, and it landed square on her fore-

head. She fell to the ground crying and grabbing her
head. That's what stupid girls get for being stupid.

Our attention span was dying when we saw a group
of people and heard a lot of yelling by the towers, we
all made for them. Our battle cry went out as we
passed a pair of policemen by the Munchy Store and
we entered another war with a group from |A and
some other neighboring dorms. After a while of
exchanging snowballs and a ton of vulgar language, a

plow came through the center or our now quadrupled
group.

"Hit the plow," everyone said and the innocent iruck
was bombarded with tiny packed projectiles of snow.
The thumps and cracks made upon impact made me
laugh and seeing the truck start up to get out of ther

was also funny. We all stood there for a while wonder-
ing what to do next. There were cries of people wanti-
ng to avenge the snowball fight of last year (after a

Phish concert, a mob from Central came to Southwest
and yelled "Southwest sucks." This spurned an all out
attack of the stupid people from Central. No one liked

them because Central is a shelter for all the crazies on
campus. From mental cases to freaks, to Phish fans,

Central houses them all and they had the nerve to

come here to Southwest, the home of all the athletes,

party animals and drunks; They truly were idiots and
paid dearly for their ambition.) Then, a group from the

Washington/Coolidge area emerged from around
Coolidge.

They yelled at us and it took no time before they
were greeted with an onslaught of over 200 students,

but we thwarted their hopes of winning any snowball
fight. Then, as all the other groups had done, they
joined us.

There were some cries from the dorm rooms in

Coolidge and Washington and they were met with a

shower of snowballs and the breaking of the first win-
dow, one which was to some dumb ass kid's dorm, and
deservingly so because he was yelling at us. "Jim" and
"lay" were extremely good at throwing snow and hit

almost any target they wanted. "|im" threw a little

harder though and was lefty.

My friends and I went back to my dorm and got a

long string of blackcats and exited out the fire door.
We put them in a trash can and lit them. Everyone
went crazy with the repetitive popping sounds and
repetitive uzi sounds emitted from the innocent look-
ing trash can we put them in.

Some students were trying to break the Hampshire
Dining Commons windows with snowballs, but as hard
as the snowballs hit, no windows broke. One guy in a

"The horde made it to the
beginning of Amherst College
and we all formed up about a
small rock. One student mount-
ed the rock and yelled: "We
have to take Amherst College,
they are the ones that are keep-
ing us down in the world. Kill all

the geeks!" Everyone's rage
modified and we all ran for the

first dorm. Every window that
had a light on had all its panes
broken.

strange looking hat had the crown for the hardest hit

ting snow as he had the arm of an a mature left handed

pitcher backing his throws, he told me.

A while later, the decision was made for an assault

on Central and a mass of close 100 people made their

way out of Southwest. We got rid of all the skeptics

and wusses that were outside just to watch and took

all the true warriors to Central. I couldn't find my
friends as we marched down the street toward Central.

Several cars passed by and we took them to be moving
targets and pelted them. There was a respect for nicer

cars though; when a Porsche passed through it was
allowed passage without a beating. A truck had a win-

dow broken and one car opened its door only to be

greeled by hundreds of snowballs.

As we marched on, we passed between the fraterni-

ties Phi Sig and Theta Chi. The Phi Sig group was out

and yelled to us. I don't think anyone knew what they

said but we took their yelling to be provocative and it

inspired an attack. We hit every window in th» place,

and even had a few individuals brave enough to open
the door and chuck snowballs inside.

Our attention was turned to Central, which was a

lew hundred yards away and we rushed them. We then

realized we were outmanned as Northeast and Orchard
Hill had come to the aid of Central and stopped us in

our tracks. One of the Central students cried out,

"Let's join and go get
Amherst College."
Everyone roared of
approval and the now
500-man army made its

way down North
Pleasant. On the way. we
hit everything with snow-
balls: busses, cars and
buildings.

We were in the middle
of Frat row and the first

frat was Pike. "Mess up
Pike" we yelled, only
with some profanity sub-

stituted for mess, as

everyone launched snow
at the house. Shattering

glass and cheers of
unbridled hysteria
echoed through the night

as everyone attacked. A
group across the street

yelled "Dorm rats suck."

house. I couldn't believe

We attacked their house

and ran back into their frat

the stupidity of those guys,

and broke every window in sight.

One car. a white cavalier, after being hit by snow
balls, stopped in the middle of the crowd and a fat

lady emerged. "Who wants some" she yelled. Everyone
cheered and pegged her with snow. She tried to get

back in her car, but a large black guy grabbed the door
before she could close it and hit her with snow at point
blank range. He hit her again with snow he got from
the street, then slammed the door, as she had the car

floored but went nowhere because of the icy street.

Moving on. we passed several other frats and hii

them with snow, and broke their windows also. The
horde moved into the center of the town of Amherst
and all the local businesses and people stood in awe of
what they saw: 500 crazed college students heading off

to war. Still hitting every semi decent car to cheap
cars, we all launched obscenities into the sky. which
still bore the green flashes of exploding transformers.
A red limmy stopped after being hit by snowballs

anda+ie driver got out and cussed at us. He was really

upset about his mid '80s truck being hit by tight
packed snow flying at about 50 miles an hour. He
threw it into four wheel drive and gunned it for the
crowd. His truck was fishtailing as he moved, but he
sustained a steady 15 miles an hour or about. The
truck made it through the crowd without hitting any-
one and he left. The guy was obviously high on some-
thing or in a really pissy mood.
The horde made it to the beginning of Amherst

Tollege and we all formed up about a small rock. One
student mounted the rock and yelled: "We have to take
Amherst College, they are the ones that are keeping us
down in the world. Kill all the geeks!" Everyone's rage
modified and we all ran for the first dorm. Every win-
dow that had a light on had all its panes broken.
A security guard from the dorm, a white guy about

six- feet tall and wearing a trench coat, came out of
the door and screamed at us. We all hit him with
snow, but it didn't even phase him. He wanted to fight
but no one was brave enough to step forward. Then a
small party made for the door, and one them opened
it. Everyone launched snow through the doorway and
the guard burst out, chasing the kid who opened the
door. The chase went for a 100 yards through the foot
deep snow and into a field across the street from the
dorm. The guard looked like he was going to destroy
the kid but didn't. He just scared the shit out of him.
The mob moved to the main of Amherst College

where the cheer began "Let's go UMass, let's go
UMass." and it was extremely loud. We all yelled our
now familiar yells of attack and charged a grouping of
dorms. Breaking all the windows of dorms with their
lights on. Several Amherst students stood in the mid-
dle of their dorms in terror of the onslaught. Windows
shattering and horrible yells in front of their faces. The
destruction of their security within your dorm. It was
all gone as we proceeded to take Amherst and kill all
the geeks.

Three Amherst students, who had composed a
five-foot- high snowman had to flee as the mass
took the field they were on and sent their expression
of winter joy to oblivion. They were geeks so they
had to pay. Minutes later, the police showed up with
their lights on and a grouping of about six cars
entered from all directions. Amherst police and
UMass police combined were there and taking as
many people as they could. I fled to a bush and hid
with a friend of mine I had met in class. We hid for a
solid five minutes while we watched several
UMassers get nabbed.

I decided that walking away would be best because
if we were spotted in the bush, we were certain guilty.
On the way out. we were confronted by a pair of cops
and questioned. Our slow pace and claims of being
Amherst students deterred them from taking us down-
town for further questioning and we got out there as
fast as our inconspicuous pace would take us.

Arriving back in the dorm about an half hour late to
only see the aftermath of fun gone bad was my wel-
coming. I retired to my room and fell asleep after
hanging my thoroughly drenched clothes and taking a
warm shower.

The student's name has been withheld for safety

reasons
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Multicultural Affairs
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Imperial rivalry in the Rwandan crisis
Ihis is the second part in a two pan

series on the recent human catastrophe

in Rwanda. The first part described how
the conflict between the Hutus and the

Tutsi was primarily the creation ofa sys-

tematic attempt on the part of the colo-

nial powers Germany and Belgium to

"divide and rule" the population of
Rwanda. This piece will focus on the

invohvment ofthe western powers during

and after the 1994 genocide in Rwanda
and the subsequent exodus ofox'er halfa

million people to Zaire.

A small central African republic, the

size of Maryland, Rwanda is yet another

Third World nation state whose indepen-

dence and sovereignty, even after decolo-

nization, has been system-

atically undermined by the

relentless and devilish

manipulations of the west-

em imperial powers.

Shyamala

Ivatury

What Motivates French and U.S.

Meddling

While Rwanda on its own may not

have been considered of vital strategic

importance by the western powers, it has

nonetheless become a site of contestation

in imperial rivalry for control of the cen-

tral African region. The rivals, France and

the United States, are vying for influence

in Rwanda.

A relatively weak power since the sec-

ond world war, France has traditionally

sought to use its neo-colonial hegemony

in Africa, especially Central Africa, to

assert influence at the global level. While

it is true that France has business and

other material interests in Africa, what is

of greater concern to the French is their

continued self- perception as paternal,

macho colonialists. Thus, Rwanda is

important for the French national "amour

propre." France's dependence on its role

in Africa as its sole claim to "international

player status" was confessed in President

Francios Mitterand's observation that

"Without Africa, France is nothing."

Consequently, the French jealously guard

their "sphere of influence" in Africa

against all rivals, including their so-called

allies such as the United States.

During the cold war, the United States

was happy to allow the French and local

pro-Western puppets such as Mobutu of

Zaire to ensure that Soviet influence was

kept out of Central Africa. An impor-

tance exception to this policy was the

CIA- directed assassination of Patrice

Lumumba, who led the anti- colonial

struggle in Zaire. But, for the most part,

the United States was
content to let the more
experienced French han-

dle the imperial dirty

work in Central Africa.

Since the end of the

cold war, one of the greatest threats to

American global hegemony has been the

rise of the Islamist movement. While this

movement takes distinct forms in various

countries, Islamist groups are united in

the goals of freeing the Middle East from

the shackles of U.S. colonialism, gaining

control of their vast oil resources, and

creating more egalitarian societies. This

liberation movement includes opposition-

al groups such as Hamas in Palestine,

Hisballah in Lebanon. Islamic [ihad in the

Gulf states. FTS in Algeria and the Islamic

Brotherhood in Egypt, all of which seek

to change the nature of their respective

states. In some countries, principally Iran

and Sudan. Islamists lead revolutionary

anti-western governments.

Because domination of the Middle

East is the central focus of U.S. global

strategy and "national interest," the

Islamist movements and governments are
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considered an extreme treat to the United

States. One of the biggest fears of the

State Department and other policy mak-

ers is the emergence of an Anti-American

block of states in the Middle East. As a

result, the Islamists, in particular Iran and

Sudan, are being viciously hounded and

targeted by the United States. They have

been falsely labelled as terrorist states and

subjected to ruthless economic warfare.

Sudan, the weaKer of the two, is partic-

ularly vulnerabk- and faces a US-funded

insurrection in the South. The United

States has armed and funded Sudan's

Southern neighbors including Eritriea,

Ethiopia and Uganda, urging them to

attack Sudan. In addition, the United

States has made Sudan an international

pariah accusing it of every kind of

immorality ranging from international

terrorism to government sponsored slav-

ery.

It is in the course of this policy to

demonize and overthrow Islamist Sudan

that Washington's interest in Central and

Eastern Africa has greatly increased in

recent years. The United States wants to

nurture an anti-Sudan block in the

region, thereby hoping to destabilize and

attack Sudan from its Southern borders.

It is in this context that influence in

Rwanda has become very important for

the United States. Furthermore, the U.S.

policy against Islamism is what pits U.S.

interests in Rwanda against the French.

The Politics of Ethnicity in Rwanda
By the fifties, in Rwanda the artificial

ethnic categories created by the European

colonizers permeated all political dis-

course in Rwanda, including many
aspects of the de- colonization struggle.

The Hutu majority resented the Tutsi

who had been propped up as "superior"

by the Belgian colonizers. Consequently,

in the fifties there was an unleashing of

Hutu anger against the Tutsi. The Tutsi

were identified as "Ethiopian invaders"

and oppressors. The extent of the hatred

against the Tutsi was reflected in the

"Hutu Manifesto" published in 1957,

which calls for the expulsion of the Tutsi,

along with the Belgians, from Rwanda.

This extremely racist document urges

Hutus to "stop having mercy on the

Tutsi." who are accused of all manner of

immorality and criminality.

Hoping to exploit this resentment, the

Belgian authorities cynically shifted their

policies to favor the Hutu, under the

guise of promoting the democratic princi-

ple of majority rule. The new group of

Flemish missionaries in particular sympa-

thized with the Hutu and fed their resent-

ment. In the late fifties, the slaughter of

thousands of Tutsi was presided over by

onlooking Belgian troops. Large numbers

of Tutsi fled Rwanda to Uganda and

other neighboring countries.

In 1962. Rwanda gained indepen-

dence. The colonizers gave power to

Gregoire Kayibanda. leader and founder

of the Hutu supremacy party, the Prame

Hutu. In 1975, he was overthrown by

another Hutu extremist, Juvenal

Habyarimana. President Habyarimana. a

corrupt and sleazy dictator, was close ally

of new hegemonic power in all of Central

Africa, the French.

In 1975. France and Rwanda signed

an agreement in which the French

promised military assistance. Also, the

French provided monetary aid to

Rwanda, and by 1995 Rwanda was

receiving over $10 million a year from

France. Thus Rwanda had become
another French outpost in Central Africa.

The French continued to fund and sup
port Habyarimana and his regime in spite

of its appalling record of Hutu extremism

and human rights abuses.

President Habyarimana pretended to

espouse policies of "ethnic balance." but,

like most Rwandan politicians, his use of

the "ethnic card" as a means of gaining

power and legitimacy only served to con-

tinuously escalate ethnic tensions and

hostility. His government was dominated

by Hutu extremists who refused to deal

with the question of the return of the

Tutsi refugees who had fled to Uganda

during the massacres of the fifties.

Furthermore, the government trained

Hutu death squads, the Interahamwe. in

the hope of ridding the country of all

Tutsi at some future date.

This, along with the economic decline

of Rwanda, led to the formation of the

Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPR in 1988.

The RPF was formed by exiled Tutsi and

dissident Hutu living in Uganda.
Supported by Ugandan President

Museveni, the RPF declared war against

Habyarimana and his government. For a

number of years the country was plunged

into civil war. Although it is a multi-eth-

ruc party, the RPF's attack was perceived

as attempting to return the Tutsi to

power, and united many Hutu behind

Habyarimana. The dictator initiated a

series of revenge attacks against Tutsi and

dissident Hutu. For example in 1991,

over 1 ,200 Tutsi were killed by Hutu
militia funded by his government

Cease-fire was declared in 1995
between the RPF, Habyarimana's govern-

ment, and other civil oppositional groups,

and the Arusha Accords were signed in

Dar-es- Salaam in Tanzania. The Arusha

Accords called for the formation of a

multi-party political system, power sharing,

an independent judiciary, respect for

human rights and the incorporation of the

RPF in to the Rwandan Army. The
Accords were negotiated with the support

of many African governments and were to

be implemented under the auspices of the

United Nations Assistance Mission to

Rwanda (UNAMIR).

Habyarimana and his extremist Hutu
government refused to implement the

Arusha Accords. The UNAMIR was both

unwilling and unable to coerce

Habyarimana into implementing the

Accords. While the African participants of

the Arusha Accords and the UN Secretary

General Boutros Boutros-Ghali were

eager to deploy troops in Rwanda, the

United States and France castrated

UNAMIR. The United States under the

guise of fiscal austerity reduced its financial

and material support for UNAMIR. The

French who continued to support

Habyarimana were reluctant to mobilize

UNAMIR in the implementation of the

Arusha Accords. It was a much downsized

UNAMIR that finally reach Kigali in late

1995.

In the middle of 1994. the Security

Council was to review the progress of the

Arusha Accords. While most African

nations demanded the speedy implemen-

tation of the Arusha Accords, the United

States continued to maintain its "disinter-

est" in Rwanda and UNAMIR. The
French, of course, continued their

attempt to undermine the Arusha
Accords and UNAMIR mandate. En

Rethinking "Rethinking Marxism"

Lisa

Chiu

In Econ 505. Marxian Economics, with Professor

Rick Wolff, I learned the basics of Marxist theory,

which I found enlightening and inspiring. We were

also introduced to Wolffs theories of "overdeter-

mination."

Imagine my excitement at the opportunity to

attend the Rethinking Marxism conference, orga-

nized in part by Dr. Wolff, held last week here at

UMass. I wanteti to understand what exactly it

means to critically rethink Marxism.

As a Chinese American, I am particularly interested

in developments concerning China, and

especially the innovations in communist

governance being developed there.

Imagine my surprise when I found only

one 15 minute presentation dealing with

China, and even then, although excellent,

it mainly discussed issues involving the Chinese cul-

tural diaspora and Hong Kong.

China is actually working on creative ways to

adapt traditional Marxist models to emerging glob-

al market conditions. It not only puts a Chinese

face to traditional Marxism, it is trying to find solu-

tions to complex and hard- to-predict emergent

international circumstances, solutions that are

thoroughly Chinese and Marxist at the same time.

China is finding ways to make a communist society

function in the most populous country on earth,

and in a climate of international conditions unfa-

vorable to Marxist ideals.

It must be doing something important if 1 .4 bil-

lion people, literally one out of Five people on this

earth, are able to wake up each morning living and

thriving in a Marxist society. Clearly anyone who
disregards this fact and insists that Marxism as a

form of government died with the collapse of the

Soviet Union is being profoundly Eurocentric.

What is one to make of a discussion of "Rethinking

Marxism" that completely ignores the contempo-

rary Chinese experiment with Marxism that has

produced one of the world's fastest growing

economies?

It is even more extraordinary that a conference

which included 1 75 panels and over 500 partici-

pants, called "the largest Marxist conference in

North America." would include such incredible

blind spots. One would assume it would include a

discussion of the existing governments of this

world which attempt to implement Marxist ideolo-

gy. But. at our rethinking extravaganza, not only

China was ignored: Cuba was addressed in only

one panel discussion, and no mention was made at

all of North Korea or Vietnam.

Rethinking Marxism is actively taking place in

China and some of these other countries, but was

in precious short supply at the Marxism conference

which rolled through town last week. Spouting

overly academic and high (allium jargon,

these dressed-for-success Bohemians
who populated the Campus Center, main-

ly succeeded in demonstrating why the

left in the United States is so fragmented,

marginal and inconsequential. The entire

event reeked of hypocracy and posturing, a cross

between the Cannes Film Festival, where the insid-

ers gather to see and be seen, and a sort of academ-

ic jobs fair and pick-up bar combined.

Why were the efforts of the existing Marxist gov-

ernments to rethink Marxism absent from the con-

sideration of these distinguished scholars? While

the question is complex, perhaps even "overdeter-

mined," there are no doubt a number of identifi-

able factors. First of all, there is an undeniable cul-

tural gap between these Western intellectuals and

China. How many of them know Mandarin, and

can therefore follow Chinese debates and dis-

course? How many understand the history, culture,

economic conditions, social structures, or anything

else about China?

Russia, the supposed seat of genuine Marxism.

was always infinitely more accessible at the cultural

level to Western academics.

Furthermore, the question of racism must be con-

fronted. Many Western leftists constructed their

Marxism around the Soviet model, either by support-

ing and identifying with it, or in opposition to it.

Either way, the Soviet experience was the refercnev

point. This can hardly be said of almost any Western

leftists today regarding China, in spite of the fact that

it is the world's largest country, has one of the most

dynamic and growing economies, is an emergent
superpower, and remains firmly committed to main

taining a Marxist government.

The excuse sometimes given that Western leftists'

indifference to Chinese Marxism is based on a dis-

approval of the ongoing reforms cannot be satisfac-

tory. The Soviet Union had many approaches to the

question of economic structure from Lenin on. At

the very least, these current Chinese reforms are

clearly an exercise in rethinking without giving up

the basic aims and goals of Marxism. And the fact is

that the Chinese model was completely ignored, not

criticized or condemned, at the conference.

It is almost impossible to escape the conclusion

that most Western Marxists, including the organizers

and most of the participants in last week's conference,

are incapable or unwilling to look to strong, indepen-

dent Asian nations for political leadership or as an

important reference point that needs to be addressed.

Even those Western leftists who claim to be "Maoist"

are guilty of this inability, since they invariably claim

that Chinese Communism was overthrown by a "fas-

cist coup" in the late 1970's after Mao's death.

Finally. Western Marxists and, especially acade-

mic leftists, have become so phobic about power
and authority that they are virtually incapable of

supporting any revolutionary government, especial-

ly in the Third World. By all appearances, the

politician most likely to enjoy widespread support

at the Rethinking conference would be none other

than Bill Clinton. Failed uprisings by lightly armed
peasants, such as the Zapatista rebels, are

non-threatening enough to be embraced, especially

as they never held power. But the successful

Marxists of the Chinese government, for example,

look considerably less cuddly, and fail to inspire

the Peace Corps paternalism that warms the

Western leftist heart.

Clearly, the reasons for the blindness of the

Rethinking Marxism conference to the Chinese

experience include Eurocentrism. racism and an

aversion to power and authority in the hands of

Third World people. But that's OK. considering

that the Rethinking Marxism conference organizers

and participants are highly unlikely to ever have

any influence on political events in China.

Or, for that matter, the United States.

Lisa Chiu if a Collegian Columnist
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Map of Rwanda and Burundi

route to Kigali from the Security Council

meeting, Habyarimana's plane was shot

down by his own Presidential guards.

President Cyprien Ntariyamira of

Burundi was also killed in the crash.

Many have speculated that the Hum
extremists he had promoted began to fear

that Habyarimana might be forced to

implement the peace agreement he had

signed, and decided that he had to be elimi-

nated. Habyarimana's patron's, the French

have also been implicated in his death

The country plunged into a crisis as

the RPF began their offensive to take

over the national government, while the

Interahamwe and other Hutu Militia

began a bloody rampage against the

Tutsi. In less than a month, over

500,000 Tutsi were brutally murdered

by the French-funded Hum extremists.

The French and Belgians evacuated their

own nationals while the Security

Council, under the direction of the

United States, further reduced the size

of UNAMIR.
It was not long before the RPF seized

power in Kigali. In the meantime, the

French scurried to protect the leaders of

the Interahamwe by offering them safe

haven in Zaire and France. By portray-

ing the RPF as a Tutsi dominated
revenge seeking group, the Hutu militia

sought to spirit the bulk of its fighters

across the border to Zaire under cover

of a sea of Hum refugees. The refugees

camps served as a base for the

Interahawme to re-group and re-arm

under the auspices of the French and

Mobutu. These extremists continue to

organize in the border regions, hoping

to one day take over Rwanda for them-

selves and their French sponsors.

A few months ago. as an ailing

Mobutu was convalescing in Switzerland.

Zairian Tutsi rebels closely linked to the

RPF seized control of much of the border

region and strongly encouraged the Hutu

refugees to return to Rwanda. The RPF
and the rebels are strongly supported by

an emergent pro-US block of states in

Central and Eastern Africa, particularly

Uganda. It appears that the RPF has very

warm relations with the United States

and its allies such as the United Kingdom
and Israel.

Rwanda serves as a object lesson in

demonstrating devastating effects of

imperial rivalry on small Third world

countries. The bitterness is such that

Newsweek recently wrote "Welcome to

Rwanda, just about the best friend

Washington has in Africa these day— so

good a friend that French diplomats mut-

ter darkly about a plot to create an

Anglophone empire stretching from

Cape Town to Cairo." Of course it is the

refugees, massacre victims, and ordinary

people of Africa who will pay the price

for this rivalry.

The newfound American influence in

Rwanda bears all the hallmarks of earli-

er malevolent colonial interventions. In

a chilling remark, a senior Clinton

administration official said "These

[TutsiJ are the Israelis of Africa." In

this remark it is impossible not to hear

in this echoes of the racist Belgian

describing the Tutsi as "Europeans
under a black skin," thereby sowing the

seeds of ethnic hatred and distrust

among Africans that has erupted with

such ferocity in Rwanda.

Shyamala Ivatury is a Collegian

Columnist

Editor's Note
"Black brothers and sisters, stop using the language minority. Never

again should you use that in reference to yourself. You are only a minority

if you limit yourself to America. But when you see yourself as an interna-

tional people, then you out number the oppressor 1 1 to one. You are the

majority people on this earth, and you ought to start acting like the majori-

ty."

— Louis Farrakhan

So this Is it, the very last page of the Multicultural Affairs Desk. This

semester we have attempted and succeeded in delving into controversial

and much talked about issues. Our purpose has always remained the same,

to bring to the pubhc points of view which have historically been under-

represented. This witf also park my fast page as Editor of the Multicultural

Affairs desk HopefuBy, I wui be oquaBy successful in my new position as

Developing Nations Editor. We have always maintained that issues of

injustice are universal and should be addressed in afl forums. The coloniz-

er abroad speaks tike smite language as the colonizer within the United

States.

As we bring this semester to a dose, it is of vital importance to remem-
ber that the need for struggle now is as urgent as ever. We need to remem-
ber why we are here, and what we are fighting (or. As we are winding

down and finals are almost underway . we must continue to work to end

injustice everywhere. I leave you with a few words of wisdom to ponder.

ImGkk

* a •

"Let*s get ben. Let's atop fightssf each other. And if they say things

about me, don't be*m ft... queitfeft me, and then if I'm wrong, I'm your

brother, you correct me. Bet don't go along with the enemy, who you

know' wants to separate ism from you, so that they can destroy me. And
then, 50 years from new. thayU say, ypu know that guy Farrakhan. he was
an alt right guy. Let's name an sUey after him.

1*

•
.

'— Louts Farrakhan

*I am a human being, and 1 am sot justm AmiCrioan citizen. I am a world

dtrmn. You cant bmrt me to the cormnental linked States of America. I'm

not fust you, you dfctn't take me from jia*you. You brought me from Africa.

W%shouldn\lbscrjreervariwttwb«you
— Louis Farrakhan

Them Met Cong ain't never called me a nigger.'

— Muhammed Alt
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Arts & Living
Lily Dale finds family;

Teri Parker a delight

By Julia Casson
Collegian Correspondent

ULY DALE
Dec. 6

Curtain Theater

The small turn-out for this

weekend's performance of Lily

Dale can only be blamed on the
inclement weather, as the play,

performed by the Univeristy of
Massachusetts Theater
Department, proved to be a

touching tum-of-the-century
drama focusing on family ten-

sions.

Directed by Linda Mclnerney.
the main plot of the production
combined the talents of |ohn
Kelley, Teri Parker, Sian Cox,
Bill Lawren and Maxwell Mount.
The story, written by Horton

Footc, revolves around 19-
year-old Horace Robedaux as he
conies back to his family and
hometown. His visit of one day
develops to a two-week visit as

he falls desperately ill. Much to

his dismay, he finds that he
doesn't belong and that he is no
longer welcome in his house. His
step-father scorns his laziness

and his loving but timid mother
must follow her husband's
orders to have Horace leave.

A true joy to watch was Lily

Dale Robedaux. played by Teri

Parker. Her character offered a

bit of relief to the tension felt

between the family. Lily Dale's

true passion in life is to play and

compose music for the piano.

Although she lacks in talent, she

certainly makes up for it with

her enthusiasm. Lily Dale's
wide-eyed innocence and con-

stant chattering makes it seem
that, at first, she is oblivious to

the problems that are plaguing

her family. They do. however,
prove to be a distressing factor

in her life, as she loves both her

brother and her step-father very

dearly.

Lily Dale is the third in "The
Orphan's Home Cycle" written

by Foote. He captures the

essence of a troubled family with

strongly developed characters

and a moving plot. This play

proves to be, as theater critic

Jerome Weeks stated, "sensitive

to complex questions of families

and individuals."

Lily Dale will continue to run

at the Curtain Theater until Dec.

14. Shows are at 8 p.m. Tickets

are $b general public: $3.50 stu-

dents and seniors. Call the FAC
Box Office at 545- 251 1 for
more information.

"Miracle" visits the Valley

By Bradley Skaught
Collegian Staff

Back in 1982, when his debut
album came out. Marshall
Crenshaw was a rare bird — an
artist who remembered the beauty

of a memorable melody and the
power of intelligent, moving pro-

duction. He was a songwriter and
guitarist of startling clarity, a

singer of great depth and a per-

former with razor sharp wit and an
ear for a great cover. Little has
changed over the past 14 years —
his latest album. Miracle of
Science, is his best in many years,

and he is still a rare bird.

Rare or not. Crenshaw will be
landing tonight at the Iron Horse
in Northampton. Fans who have
seen him before will, no doubt, be
lined up well ahead of time, and
they are an eclectic bunch.
Crensahw's music encompasses

a wide variety of styles and influ-

ences. Miracle of Science is. in

fact, a perfect way to hear the
genre hopping in action.

There arc country songs, a surf

instrumental, a cover of "The In

Crowd." and even a Grant Hart
song.

The common ground is where
Crenshaw resides — never sound-
ing forced or anything less than

100 percent sincere. He turns the

songs into his own. never slipping

into the mindless novelty of cover

songs that many artists do. His
version of Harry Nillson's "Don't
Forget Me" on the For the Love of
Harry: Everybody Sings Nillson
tribute is a perfect example of
Crenshaw's ability to get inside a

song, and bring new life to it.

Crenshaw is going be remem-
bered as far more than a clever

interpretive singer, however.
Crenshaw's own pen is as sharp as

any of pop's best tunesmiths. and
there is no question that tonight's

show will be as much a showcase
for his startlingly insightful song-

writing as his guitar playing.

Many of the highlights on
Science are Crenshaw originals, in

fact, and his grasp of pop tradi-

tion, combined with his seamless

mixing of styles, makes it hard to

tell the classic '60s cover from the

soon-to-be-classic '90s original.

Throw in Crenshaw's beautiful

voice and fluid guitar playing and
there's little doubt that

Crenshaw's set at the Iron Horse
will be an impressive display of

pop at its best.

Marshall Crenshaw will perform

at the Iron Horse tonight at 7 p.m.

Call the club at 584-0610 for more
information.

Wallace and Cromit get the job done in "A Close Shave.'

Animation's a neat treat

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

A+ Collegian A+
Graphics

WALLACE AND GKOMfT: THE BEST Of
AARDMAN ANIMATION

Written, Directed and Animated by Nick

Pork

Ploying at The Pleasant St. Theatre

In the wake of last year's Toy Story,

it is refreshing to see the form of anima-

tion known as "claymation" (come
on... you must remember those

"California Raisins") being used as

innovatively and entertainingly as it is

in this latest compilation from
Academy Award-winning animator
Nick Parks.

It seems all too fitting that the

"Wallace and Gromit" cartoon, the

most widely known feature to be
released from the British Aardman stu-

dio and the highlight of the festival, is

claymation. "A Close Shave" hilariously

warns of the dangers of technology,

seeming like a slap in the over- stylized

Toy Story \ face.

Like it's predecessors, "A Close
Shave" reunites daft

inventor-cum-cheese-fetishist Wallace

and his deft dog, Gromit. this time to

battle an mechanical dog with malevo-

lent machinations. Park's highlight here

is an adorable lone sheep that keeps

appearing in the strangest places.

Parks also contributes a short piece

to the festival. "Creature Comforts."

The cartoon features zoo animals being

interviewed about their environs. It suc-

ceeds in how strangely fitting the

humans being interviewed connect with

the animated animals. Although not as

visually stirring as the longer "Wallace

and Gromit" piece, it's still cute.

But cute is far from how some of the

other pieces can be described. Recalling

some of the tamer pieces of Spike and
Mike's Animation Festival, features like

"Idem" and the "Rex the Hunt" series

offer strangely arresting shorter concept

pieces. Rex introduces us to his special

guest star, a dinosaur, only to have him

hit by a stray bullet a few moments
later — in order to explain how
dinosaurs became extinct. Idiosyncratic

humor in these pieces makes up for

both the short lengths and sometimes

trite animation.

One of the greatest surprises, and
sure-fire signs that these are in fact the

British we're dealing with, is the dia-

logue- less "Wat's Pig." in which a

human child is rescued in the darkest of

nights by — you guessed it, a pig. A
strange medieval piece with grand liter-

ary allusions, "Wat's Pig" sticks out as

one of the biggest winners in this

best-of collection.

Mingus
, Morgan alive again

on multi-disc collections

For the final "|azz/Blues
Weekly" of Fall '96. I shall focus
on a couple of multi-disc jazz
releases that are of great impor-
tance in this year's re-issue spec-
trum.

• It looks like Blue Note did
some deep digging into the caves
of their archives to excavate some
12 songs from a three night run
of Lee Morgan's quintet at the
infamous Lighthouse Club in

Hermosa Beach. Calif. Live At
The Lighthouse collects, on three
discs, the original four songs off

the 1970 release of the same title

("Beehive," "Absolutions."
"Nommo" and "Neophilia"), with
eight tracks previously unre-
leased.

The lineup for the two week
run at

Lighthouse in

luly of 1970
(the
tracks

here
were
a I I

recorded over
four sets each
day between
July 10-12)
consisted of
Morgan switch-

ing between
trumpet and
flugelhorn,
Bennie Maupin on tenor sax, bass

clarinet and flute, Harold Mabern
on piano, lymie Merritt on bass

and the incendiary Mickey Roker
on drums.
The songs from the original

album welcome the unreleased
tracks with open arms, creating a

well-rounded album. "Beehive,"
is simply steaming, with the first

of many solos by Maupin that

will easily cause gooseflesh to the

listener, lymie Merritt commands
his own composition, "Abso-
lutions." with some melodic bass

runs. "Nommo" presents some
soloing without accompaniment
at different times by Maupin,
Mabern and Morgan (on flugel-

horn here) with Roker and
Merritt ripping right along. The
mellow "Neophilia" presents horn
harmonies by Morgan and
Maupin (employing the darkly
crooning bass clarinet for mood).
The unreleased songs, however

well they work with the original

four, sometimes surpass them.
"Speedball" features a typically

thunderous guest spot by
then-Miles-Davis- drummer lack

Delohnette. "Peyote" is in a nice,

minor key with Morgan on flugel-

horn again. Harold Mabern's
piece. "I Remember Britt." with

its light bossa-nova feel.

Maupin's flute playing and pretty

melodies is easily the best of the

set.

All these songs above are from
the first two discs. On the third

disc, "The Sidewinder." is

Morgan's signature piece and he

handles it nicely, but "Aon," is

just one more song that shows
the band's soloing prowess, but

with no great, resounding themes

that the first two discs have. I

must hand it to Mr. Maupin for

his short, but very affectionate,

memoir of Morgan (murdered in

1972) in the liner notes.

• When Charles Mingus came
back to the public after a long

break in 1972, with not only a

new album, Let My Children
Hear Music (Columbia/Legacy),
but also a high- selling autobiog-

raphy. Beneath The Underdog
(Penguin Publishers), he decided

to also stage a truly public
appearance at Philharmonic Hall

(now Avery Fisher Hall) in New
York.

He wanted to have an all-star

big band, and he got just that.

"Cool jazz" pioneers Lee Konitz

(alto sax) and Gerry Mulligan
(baritone sax; he

passed away
earlykpjC^K^D BTOi

*ti
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XT'
19 9 6)
showed up.

as well as

tenor
sax-manGene
A m m o n s .

Milt Hinton
played a sec-

ond bass (supposedly Mingus.
after such a long break, wasn't so

confident of his bass prowess,
and he also wanted to focus more
on the directions of his composi-
tions in concert). Honey Gordon
sang a few of Mingus' vocal
pieces. Sy lohnson and Teo
Macero arranged and Macero
conducted the band. Bill Cosby
was the M.C. for the evening.

The recorded result of this

Feb. 4, 1972 show was Charles
Mingus and Friends In Concert
(Columbia/Legacy), newly
re-released with extensive (and

apologetic) liner notes by Sy
lohnson among others. It is a

two-disc package with many pre-

viously unreleased songs. Most of

the songs on this package are very

booming, massive pieces with
majestic soloing all around. All

the compositions are by Mingus.
"Portrait." is the best vocal song
on the album, overshadowing
"Eclipse." The suite "Little Royal

Suite," written for Roy Eldridge

with the focused trumpet parts

played by then-18-ycar-old |on

Faddis. Faddis' playing is com-
mendable and the suite is

well-written, but sounds frayed at

times. A good addition, though,
to any Mingus lover's collection.

• I'd like to take a few words
here to thank For The Record in

Amherst for its info on new
releases throughout the semester,

and the record labels for its coop-
eration in helping to get this col-

umn going. And to you. my read-

ers, I love you all. Merry
Christmas, end Happy New Year
and Break!

Joshua Boyd is a Collegian
columnist.
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Winter Intersession

January 2-17
spend that time earning extra credits at UMass Lowell

if you want to move ahead m your educational pro

gram, and earn college credit, enroll m UMass Lowell's

Winter Intersession This highly concentrated session is

also a great way to earn transfer credits if you're

enrolled in another University This year make the most

of your winter break at UMass Lowell

DAY CLASSES:
Monday - Saturday,
9am - 12noon

EVENING CLASSES:
Monday - Friday,

6 - 9pm
Saturday 1 - 4pm

Credit Courses (3 credits) available in

• Liberal Arts • Sciences

• Mathematics • Computers
• Social Sciences • Music

• Management

Cost: $1 15.00 per undergraduate credit

for a Winter Intersession Course Bulletin, call the

Division of Continuing Education/Office of Enrollment

Services at

(S08) 934-9481.
Or /ml fill out me coupon and moil it to University of

Massachusetts Lowell, Office of enrollment

Sorvicas/DCt, One University Avenue, Lowell,

MA 01854-3881.

UMass Lowell
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
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A guide to great holiday goodies:
From cookies to drinks and even a special surprise
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Punk legends the Descendants come back

Jorma

Kansanen

Aah, the smells of the holiday season
When you're at home. If, Mom, or for those oh-so-

enl.ghtened lam.hes, Dad strapping on the apron: dol-
ing out epicurean delights, with your watering gobs
anx.ously awa.t.ng to inhale them all in a matter of
seconds. When you're at school, it's putting an old
Connecucut sweater (you know, the best one to spill
stuff on), and calling the fire department saying the
oven fire is under control.

Just let me say one thing: food is good. I like food
Cooking and eating is especially good during a season
when holiday merry-making is the thing to do. My
spirit revels during this time of the year, and one of
the things I like to do in showing this is cook All I

know is that I like food.

You can give flowers during the holi-
days, or a gift certificate to Newbury
Comics or something, but food and
drink is eternal. Being a chef, I give the
gift of food as much as possible.
Needless to say, people dig it.

In the spirit of the season, I will now give you some
of my culinary picks for the holidays. Do what you will
with them, and I hope the season is full of food, drink
and fantastic conversation and companionship. Going
with our Valley's multiethnic culture — Cheers' Feliz
Navidad! Hyvaa loulua! Merry Christmas! Happv
Chanukah!...and don't get mad if I forgot about you!

"

• My first recipe is easy. Any fool, or Republican,
can do this one. It is like a candy bar sort of thing, and
you will need milk with this one. Not for cooking, but
after — when you've scoffed these down in handfuls.

lorma's Surprise (9 by 13 inch pan: preheat oven to
350 degrees) — 1 stick butter. 1 cup graham cracker
crumbs, small package butterscotch chips, small pack-
age of chocolate chips. 1 cup shredded coconut, 1/2
cup walnuts/almonds, etc., 1 can condensed milk.

1) Melt butter in small pan, and mix in graham
cracker crumbs. Press mixture on to bottom of pan.

2) Put layers in any order you desire (for example):
nuts, then butterscotch chips, shredded coconut and
chocolate chips on top.

3) Pour condensed milk on top, spreading it evenly
over the entire mixture with rubber spatula, knife, etc.

4) Bake for 30 minutes.

• Going with the sweets thing, you can't have a holi-
day season without cookies. I will not give you my
Chocolate Chip-Macadamia Nut recipe. No. you can't
make me. Maybe. ..for money. But instead. I'll give you
another one of my favorites, and you'll need milk for
this one, too.

Double Chocolate Cookies (cookie sheet: preheat
oven to 350 degrees) — 2 sticks butter/margarine soft-
ened. 1 1/2 cups sugar. 2 eggs, 2 teaspoons vanilla
extract. 2 cups all- purpose flour. 2/3 cup cocoa. 5/4
tsp. baking soda. 1/4 tsp. salt. 2 cups (12 oz. of choc,
chips), 1/2 cup chopped nuts.

1

)

In large mixer bowl, beat butter, sugar, eggs and
vanilla until light and fluffy.

2) Stir together flour, cocoa, baking soda and salt.

Add to butter mixture. Stir in choc, chips and nuts.

By Adam Dlugacz
Collegian Staff

3) Drop by rounded tablespoonfuls onto ungreased
cookie sheet. Bake 8 to 10 minutes, or until set. Cool.

• Talking about food, you need something to wash it

down with. Drinking is great during the holiday sea-
son, as if you need any other reason. But of course,
when it's done in moderation (for anyone who knows
me, that's as PC as I get). In this vein of culinary
endeavor, here are some of the Collegian picks for
drinks, cocktails, etc. lor the season:

Luke Meredith (Assoc. Sports Editor, and the
Schwag- meister himself) — Pete's Wicked Winter
Brew. The best bet to warm your toesies, if you can
afford it. If not, Busch Light or a few shots of
laegermeister will put you through the holiday season.

lacob W. Michaels (Editor In Chief) — Nothing can
beat the chill outside better than the
combination of hot chocolate arid pep-
permint schnapps inside.

Mark McGrath (Ed/Op Editor) —
Samuel Adams Old Fezziwig Ale. Dark
brewed with a happy touch of nutmeg

and cinnamon. This ale will satisfy the heartiest and
most discriminating of Christmas beer cravings.

Alycia Hines (Busy Business Manager) — Samuel
Adams Winter Lager. Can't be beaf! It makes you for-
get how cold it is outside. A nice holiday blend wine'
also brings about the holiday spirit... it has like cinna-
mon in it, or something. (You go, girl! — jK)
Chris Stamm (Underaged Sports Editor) — Ah yes,

the joy of being underage for the holidays. While all of
your friends are spreading holiday cheer, all of us
under 21-ers are forced to deal with hot cocoa with
whipped cream and eggnog of the undoctored variety.
Next year... next year.

Leigh Torbin (Collegian hockey guru and soccer
sicko) — Daahhrr-kkk Beee-rrrr!! (i.e. "dark beer." to
all of you Rudinho fans). As long as it's darker than a
Pepsi, more specifically. I'll go with McGrath's selec-
tion.

And now for yours truly. I have a couple of delicious
ditties to warm the soul, and fog the mind. For an
after dinner drink, try a little Grand Mariner with your
tea or coflee. If it's a hopsy. maltsy and barley texture
you desire, anything from the Berkshire Brewery will

do. But for an all- out buzz. I go back to my
Scandinavian roots.

Glug. No not the thing you do when you drink, but
the drink itself. Glug. I don't know exactly how to
make it. but it is good. Last year when I was in
England, some of my Norwegian and Finnish friends
and I hooked up. and some of the girls made this
drink. It has wine, some other liquor, spices like cin-
namon and nutmeg, raisins, almonds, while slowly
warmed to a not-too-hot-you-can't swallow-it-down-
in-gulps temperature.

All I remember is that I had a couple of them, and
I felt like doing naked backflips in the snow. I don't
know if that's just a thing Scandinavians do in the
winter, but it was a good buzz anyway. Find a north-
ern European and accost them for the recipe.
iorma Kansanen is a Collegian columnist.

THE DESCENDANTS
The Middle East, Cambridge

Dec 6

Lupo's Heartbreak Hotel, Providence

Dec. 7

CAMBRIDGE — As the bodies swirled together and
the ceilings dripped nearly everyone who was at
Thursday night's show at the Middle East or Friday
night's show at Lupo's had a smile on their face. How
could you not? It was The Descendants. The show
wasn't about attitudes, old school or new school, or lash-
ion... none of that mattered because the Descendants
were about to play.

The Descendants are and always will be the essence of
punk in its purest form. Remember the first time you
heard The Descendants and it felt like everything up to
that point and everything after that would be obsolete'.'

Remember that overwhelming blissfulness in knowing
that Milo had written a song describing your exact feel-

ings? Thursday and Friday nights, a lucky few got to
experience that live.

Of course. The Descendants had been broken up for

10 years and even though Bill Stevenson and Stephen
Egerton were in all one couldn't help but be a little bit

nervous before the show. Stevenson and Egerton were
well into their 30s and Mifo hadn't performed in years.
On top of that, there were even kids at the show who
were there because they thought the Descendants were a
neat "new" band on Epitath. Well, as soon as they busied
into "Descendants" all doubts were erased, if you didn't
have a smile on your face you missed the point.

In a little under an hour-and-a-half. they played 31
HlMterpiecei of punk perfection including "Hope."
"Bikeage," "I Don't Want To Grow Up." "Pervert." "I

Like Food" and "Clean Sheets." as well as newer ones
like "Everything Sucks Today" and "I'm The One." They
were all played with vitality and frenetic energy that
reminded you why you got into punk in the first place.

While The Sex Pistols needed full stadiums and Green
Day needed major labels and Rancid needed MTV, The
Descendants simply gave you themselves — and for an
hour and a half they were the perfect band that they'll
always be. The Descendants reminded the crowd that
they didn't get into punk because it was the "cool" thing
to do but because it was a feeling that meant more then
anything else in this world. Years from now, people who
were in attendance Thursday and Friday nights will be
able to look back, smile to themselves and say "I saw the
Descendants. Now my life is complete."

Chantings bring Middle Ages back
By Seema Gangatikar
Collegian Staff

DANIEL AND THE LIONS
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Dec. 7

Twelfth century liturgical drama came to life at the
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall Saturday night. The New
York Ensemble For Early Music (EEM) presented
Daniel And The Lions, a medieval play complete with
colorful costumes and authentic instruments.

The show began with a ten minute instrumental pre-

lude, as the trio of musicians (Wayne Hankin. Karen
Hansen and Christa Patton) demonstrated on a variety

of instruments. Instruments featured including the
shawm, dulcimer, rebec, tromba marina, bagpipes and
the harp.

The play then began with the ceremonial entrance of
Belshazzar (Paul Shipper), preceded by his court singing
the story of the lewish prophet. Daniel. While the court
sings the praises of Belshazzar and his father, the words
"mene." "thekel" and "phares" appeared on the wall in

the background.

Frightened, the court is unable to interpret the sym-
bols and the Queen (Marshall Coid) persuades
Belshazzar to summon Daniel to unravel the meaning of
the phrases. Daniel forsees the loss of Belshazzar's king-
dom and refuses to accept any reward for deciphering
the symbols.

Soon after. Darius invades the kingdom and
Belshazzar is killed. After hearing of Daniel's extraordi-
nary abilities as a prophet. Darius appoints Daniel as
regent. But the king's advisers grow jealous and they
convince Darius to write a law forbidding the worship
of any God other than Darius himself.

The courtiers catch Daniel worshipping another God
and the king is forced to throw Daniel into the den of
lions. An angel appears and keeps the lions away.
Darius enters the den later and is overjoyed to find
Daniel still alive and immediately orders the courtiers to
be thrown into the pit instead.

The ensemble did a good job of reviving an medieval
play. Sung entirely in Latin Gregorian chant, sometimes
it was hard to follow the action, but otherwise the
ensemble was outstanding.
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III* Eye Care

Services

We have a comprehensive

contact lens program.

Emergency eye rare delivered af

I lis. is a covered benefit if you are

a student plan member.

"Savings on eyeglasses from participating^

opticians are available if you

are a student and have a complete

optometry examination at UHS.

A groat place lo get contact lenses)

On-site contact lens specialist.

Free sample start-up

contact lens solutions.

Contact lenses can be mailed directly to

you; tree postage lor normal delivery.

Same day replacement of contact

lenses, in many cases, due lo our

large in-honse inventory.

"We take great pride in being able to fit

many people who have had difficulty in

the past wearing contact lenses.

Convenient hours and location.

HALL96
Today

thru-

Friday

December 13

9am-5pm
Student Union

Ballroom

One-Stop Shopping

J a Extravaganza!

I 2p With over 40 vendors

HERE
For more information call 549-1 7 1

Meet the Author

Marty Dobrow
will be signing copies of his

book

GOING BIGTIME
The Spectacular Rise of UMass Basketball

Tuesday December, 10 12pm - 2pm
Campus Center Concourse

20% OFF
Publishers Price at the University Store

A Great Gift for any UMass Fan

&ST(DReV CamPus Center Hours: M-F9-5
545 - 2619 SAT 10 - 5

For appointments or questions,

Call 577-5244 uhs
Patient feedback of those

who have used the UHS
Eye Care Program over

twenty years has been

consistently excellent.

"I inviteyou to use the

Eye Services at UHS.

"

Frederick H. Bloom. O.D.

Director, Eye Care Program

1997

OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE

ACADEMIC ADVISER

Submit nominations in writing

by Monday. December 16. 1996 to:

l.u Butler, Chair

Outstanding Undergraduate Academic Adviser Selection Committee
Division of Continuing Education, 614 Goodell Building, Campus

COMPUTER
FAIR

Tri-State Fairs:

Original Area Shows
since 1987

Buy at wholesale prices directly at the show from nearly

50 independent competing companies under one roof.

From full systems to shareware, it's all here

Located on the campus of UMass.

Rte 9 onto Rte 1 1 6N at Staples

taking first exit, turn rightMULLINS
CENTER
DEC 14

I0AM400PM

This is a discount ticket. General

admission is $7.00 each. Clip or

photocopy this ad and save S2.00 ea-

Student I.D. only $2 ea admission

Our dealers feature the IBM/PC

marketplace. Join us four times a year.

Kids under 10 free with parent

Don't over

sleep, one day

show only!

ONE MONTH FREE INTERNET AT THIS SHOW FROM TIAC
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Patriots taking it one game at a time

By Howard Ulman
Associated Press

FOXBORO, Mass. - The New
England Patriots have won seven

of eight games. They lead the
NFL in scoring; are in the play-

offs and could get a first-round

bye. But they still have problems.
Nothing major. It's just that with
the improved quality of post-sea-

son opponents, minor mistakes
could become costly. Shawn
Jefferson dropped a pass in the
end zone Sunday. The Patriots
missed another touchdown when
Terry Glenn got only one foot
inbounds when he had room for

both. And what about the New
York Jets third-and- 1 5 comple-
tion for 20 yards in the Patriots
34-10 victory that clinched the
playoff berth?

The team's improving a little bit as

we go and that's important," Patriots

coach Bill Parcells said yesterday, but

we weren't precise in some areas. We
were a little inconsistent throwing the

ball.

Our protection was OK, but we
had a little subtle pressure here and
there," he added. "We didn't tackle

well enough in a couple of cases.
Our kickoff coverage was pretty
good, but it should have been bet-

ter."

Overall, he was pleased with the

third consecutive game in which the

Patriots (10-4) never trailed. He said

the defense against both the pass and
run improved and the work of
punter Tom Tupa and placekicker
Adam Vinatieri gave him "peace of

mind."

The win kept the Patriots in second
place in the AFC playoff race, but

Parcells is intolerant of mistakes,
especially with a game at defending
champion Dallas next Sunday. The
Patriots can clinch the division title

with one victory, and a bye and a sec-

ond-round home game with two
wins.

One of the biggest problems is the

loss of fullback Sam Gash, who may
miss the rest of the season and play-

offs with damaged left knee ligaments

that couiu require surgery.

"It looks like this is going to be a

little more serious than I first

thought," Parcells said. "I'm antici-

pating that he'll be out for the sea-

son."

Gash, injured in the third quar-
ter Sunday, is an outstanding
blocker and receiver, "one of
your core guys," Parcells said.

But the Patriots may not lose
much by substituting Keith Byars,

a fullback tight end-H Back who
they picked up after Miami
released him seven weeks into the

season. He is 33 but thinks he
can handle an increased work-
load.

"If they need me to do that.

it's no problem. I'm used to
playing that much anyway,"
Byars said. "You don't have to
worry about a guy like me. I'll

stay ready."

Some good also may come out of

Jefferson's dropped pass. "I turned
my head and it fell right out. I

should know better," he said. "I

got too lax. It's a humbling experi-

ence for me. Things have been
going pretty much my way this

whole season and I'm glad it hap-
pened.

"It brought me back down to earth

with the playoffs coming up. I hate
that it happened, but it's a good les-

son."

The Patriots faced another problem
Sunday — a slippery field after a cou-
ple of days of rain and snow.

"I'm not on the buildings and
grounds" crew, Parcells said. "At 9
o'clock (Sunday] morning I thought
it was impossible, but it wasn't. They
did as good a job as they could" get-

ting the field ready.

Parcells also had a personal prob-

lem after the game. He couldn't
sleep.

He said he went to bed at 10 p.m.

and woke up about three hours later

thinking about what he has to do to

help keep the Patriots on a roll going

into the playoffs.

"I'm tired right now," Parcells said

at midday yesterday, "but I'd rather

have that problem."

WAC shafted by bowl alliance

Off and Running

THANCVO 1 COUICIAN

After sweeping Providence over the weekend, the Massachusetts hockey team hopes to keep it going
when they play Dartmouth and Princeton this weekend.

(AP) — Notre Dame and
Wyoming aren't going to bowls,
even though they wanted to.

Brigliam Young and Nebraska are

going to bowls, but not the ones
they wanted to. And Florida and
Florida State are going to THE
bowl, but they're not the teams the

fans waited.

Except those from Florida, of
course.

It seems like it wasn't until the

bowl picture got really settled that it

got confusing.

"I'm terribly disappointed for

Wyoming, especially the student-ath-

letes, coaches and fans," WAC com-
missioner Karl Benson said. "They
were certainly deserving of a bowl
game."

At least Notre Dame. 8-3 and
ranked 18th in the final AP poll,

reluctantly chose not to go after los-

ing to Southern Cal and failing to

qualify for one of the biggies. They'll

stay home for the first time since

1986.

"At Notre Dame, we expect the

best and we deserve the best." offen-

sive guard Mike Rosenthal said,

speaking for the majority of his team-

mates. "The team agreed that if there

wasn't a top bowl, there shouldn't be

any bowl."

Wyoming finished 1 0-2 and ranked

22nd. but it lost the WAC title to

BYU 28-25 in overtime on Saturday
and didn't get a bid. The Cowboys
would have gone just about any-

where, if asked.

"It's no longer for the kids."
Wyoming Athletic Director Lee
Moon said, admitting that

Wyoming's problem was it only had
3.500 fans it could send to a bowl
game. And it's a travesty that a team
gets excluded simply "because you
can't generate a large fan base," he

said.

At the same time. BYU had to

settle for a lesser bowl, a matchup
with Kansas State in the non-
alliance Cotton Bowl, despite a 13-

I season and No. 5 national rank-

ing.

Four of the alliance teams —
Texas, Nebraska, Virginia Tech and
Penn State — are ranked lower than

BYU. BYU and the WAC were so
upset they still are considering legal

action.

"At this juncture a decision
has not been made whether to

file any type oi claim." the WAC
commissioner said. "We believe
it's more important over the
course of the next month to
focus on the success of BYU and

Utah in their bowl games and let

our bowl partners conduct
games without a cloud of con-
troversy. As a result, we will

delay the possibility of any legal

action."

Another WAC team, Utah, is

in the low-profile Copper Bowl.
At least No. 6 Nebraska
remained in a bowl alliance
game, matched against No. 10
Virginia Tech in the Orange
Bowl, although a loss to Texas in

the Big 12 championship game
cost the Cornhuskers a shot at a
third straight national champi-
onship.

For many, Florida-Florida State is

just a rerun, and, with No. 2
Arizona State going against No. 4
Ohio State in the Rose Bowl, it

might not even be for a nationa 1

title.

In the game of the century two
weeks ago, Florida State beat then-

No. 1 Florida 24-21 in a real nail-

biter.

"You would think that if you beat

No. 1 during the regular season you
wouldn't have to beat them twice,"

Florida State coach Bobby Bowden
said.

Of course. Bowden's team is No. 1

,

for now.
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Buy Tommorrow for Friday
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,10am-2pm on the Concourse,
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Tuesday, December 10 at 6:30pm
Campus Center Rm. 163

If you want to earn some money during your holiday vacation,

come to work for the Barnes & Noble College Division. To determine

which of the more than 20 college bookstores in Massachusetts will be

closest to where you will be spending your holidays, please call Barnes &
Noble Regional Office at (508) 934-6428.

Full and part-time jobs, immediate hires, flexible scheduling,

friendly work environment, and store discount up to 35%.
We are an equal opportunity employer.

BARNES & NOBLE COLLEGE DIVISION
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Colorado College slipping, UM hockey rising
a
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But what would be the answer to
the answer man?
When you talk about 1995-% final

lour participant Colorado College,
questions abound con-

cerning their rebound
(ooh, bad word for all

of you Tigers fans)
from a 5-2 champi-
onship loss to
Michigan. Wolverine
forward Brendan
Morrison netted the

game-winner 3:35 into overtime off a
rebound of a Bill Muckalt shot, leav-

ing Tiger goalie Ryan Bach on his

back in dismay on Cincinnati's
Riverfront Coliseum ice surface.

Spinnin' that curious sense of my
own, let's take a look at how a team
like Colorado College could bounce-
back from such a harrowing defeat.
More than having women's basket-
ball players who have last names sim-
ilar to my home country (i.e. Finn,
man, Finn), the CC issue intrigues
me. Can I answer? Yes I can...

The question coming into this sea-

son for CC was with their forward sit-

uation. Forty-four percent of the Tiger
offense was lost to graduation coming
into the '96-97 campaign. Forwards
Peter Geronazzo. |ay McNeill. Chad
Remackel and Colin Schmidt, who
combined for 98 goals last year on an
overall average of 5.36 goals a game,
donned their caps and gowns, leaving

the front line torn and frayed.

But what wins championships? Yes,
delense, K-Mart shoppers, and coming
into the season, coach Don Lucia had
some good alternatives, but so far. no
concrete answers. Super soph Scott
Swanson and senior Eric Rud are no
strangers to defensive accolades, with
Rud being named Western College

Hockey Association Defensive Player
of the Year last season and Swanson
making the WCHA All- Rookie team.
Goalie |udd Lambert was stellar in

goal last year (16-1-2,

2.14 GAA), but so far

has been more of a
sieve than a star (3.26
GAA, .876 save per-

centage), and isn't

even in the top five in

the WCHA goaltend-
ing standings.

So, in the end. what has brought
them to a 8-5-1 record, a No. 6 rank-
ing in the nation, and second spot in the
WCHA just behind No. 7 North Dakota
( 1 1-4-1 )? (I sense a knee- jerk) And, it

is true — offense, baby, offense.

The Tiger offense is only averaging
less than a goal per game compared
to last year (4.57), with '95-96
WCHA Rookie of the Year Brian
Swanson leading the team in scoring.

But the jury is still out on CC.well,
actually, hung. The season has been
an effort in one-step-above- medioc-
rity, and they are just keeping in the
national and conference race.

Series splits with No. 4 Minnesota,
Northern Michigan, St. Cloud State,

Alaska-Anchorage, and a loss and a
tie in last weekend's series with
North Dakota are keeping them in

pace. But forget about that series

sweeps over Wisconsin and Denver
University (which to any Tiger fan is

worth a season in itself) have kept
them above .500.

CC came up big against DU at Cadet
Ice Arena, which at this time they unfor-

tunately have to share with Air Force.

The arena almost went "oh so quiet"

after two assists by Anders Bjork to help

put DU up 2-0 early. Mentioning
rebounding, they came back with three

unanswered goals, and the rest is recent

Colorado hockey rivalry history.

That's what this young team must do
(seven freshman forwards), and contin-

ue to rebound like this because they're

going to take their lumps, but Lambert
must find his '95-96 touch. They will

need their defense on Dec. 27th, as a

rematch of last season's NCAA semifi-

nal with No. 9 Vermont will occur at

the Badger Showdown in Milwaukee.

The Catamount's "French
Connection," Ail-Americans Martin
Si. Louis and Eric Perrin, will look

for a late Christmas present: which
is, revenge of CC's controversial 4-3

semifinal win in second overtime.
Remackel took advantage of a classic

non-call, collecting McNeill's hand
pass and banking his goal off of
UVM's goalie Tim Thomas.
Hopefully for the Tiger faithful,

they will get their eventual revenge on
Michigan in the NCAA tournament,
since they're not scheduled to meet in

the regular season. But first things

first, the fur will fly between the
Catamounts and the Tigers in 17 days

at the Bradley Center, and the CC
question will be answered on the ice.

• I don't know what is worse — hav-

ing no fans show up for a home game,
or having idiot fans show up for a home
game. Last Friday night's game between

UMass and Providence College at

Schneider Arena was a case in both
aspects of my last prognostication.

Granted, the region had a little snow
over the weekend, and the game was
televised on NESN, but Schneider was
empty. Anyway, it was my first time

travelling to Schneider Arena, and 1 was
more than impressed with the facility.

It has a dose of a pre-renovated
Alfond Arena, Maine's home ice sur-

face, with a low ceiling that would more

than aid in high decibel noise level — if

fans show up for the game, that is. The
seats start at the top of the boards. KM
the bottom, so a perfect view of the ice

is had by all who should be in atten-

dance. Consequently, the fans are on
top of the whole game: the players, the

coaches, the action. Needless to say, the

media facilities are also fantastic, for all

of the reasons above. But. .

.

Nobody to take advantage of these

facets were there to take advantage of
them, and not just last Friday night,

but historically. Hey. we don't fill the
Mullins Center yet, but that is more
because of a basketball-centric mind-
set. We put 3,000 in the seats, which
would fill Schneider on a nightly
basis, and we have only been in the
HE for three seasons.

I just have one thing to say: PC are

the defending Hockey East champions.
1 can almost guarantee that when
UMass gets to that level of success,
you will see close to Minnesota type of
-numbers for every game (i.e. their
opening series versus Colorado College
averaged over 9.000 per game).
On the other hand, the fans that were

there were idiots. No hockey knowledge
to speak of at all. After four unan-
swered goals on the Friars' head sieve

Dan Dennis, who is a Hobey Baker
Award candidate and All-Hockey East

preseason selection, to make the game
5-3, the fans were chanting to UMass
goalie Brian Regan. "Regan.
Regan. ..you suck!" Hm. 1 don't think
so. Meantime, I sat on media row. mak-
ing my fingers into the sign of an "L"
(i.e. loooo-sssser). smacking it to my
lore-head, while whispering to my ver-

bose Collegian cohort Leigh Torbin,
"Scoreboard, scoreboard."

lorma Kansanen is a Collegian
columnist.
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the Valley, piling up considerable num-
bers in the dirty-work categories like

quarters played, steals and assists, and
he does his job willingly for the good of
the team.

From Poolside... The UMass record

sheets have felt a tremendous amount
of impact this season, mostly thanks to

Brian Stahl. His 96 goals mark the
fourth highest single- season total in

team history, putting his freshman year

output in fifth place. Stahl's 1 18 points

in '96 place him fifth on the single sea

son chart. He is already the career
leader in two-point goals with 17 and
has moved up to fourth place on the

all-time goals scored list (181) just

seven behind Jon Miller. Stahl also

checks in at No. 4 in career points

already with 256, ten behind Miller.

debrow
continued from page 1

2

While the book focuses mainly
on the achievements and the suc-
cess of recent years, it does recall

the earlier days of hoop success at

UMass. Stories of coach lack
Leaman, Julius Erving, Rick Pitino

and Alex Eldridge lay the founda-
tion for what became one of the
most remarkable turnarounds col-

lege basketball has ever seen.

There is much discussion in the
book about Calipari's job in

rebuilding the UMass program,
bringing the team rated the 259th
of 267 Division I teams to the top
spot in the AP poll. Dobrow focus-

es considerably on the 1994-95

season and extensively on last

year's Final Four season.

In addition to the game details

and the history of the program,
there arc personal profiles on the

players on last year's team.

"John Calipari may have gone,
but Marty Dobrow's vivid history

of Minuteman basketball — from
ZooMass to UMass, from Dr. |

and Slick Rick to today — will be
sure to keep the success story alive

for every true Massachusetts fan."

Newsweek columnist and six-time

national Sportswriter of the Year
Frank DeFord said about the
book.

philly
continued from page 12

also to help us start to solidify our
picks for the Atlantic 10 team, who
we're going to take."

The final scores for the meet were
UMass in first with (804.5), host La
Salle (691), Fordham (566.50),
Drexel (437.5), Bloomsburg (264),
Rider (259), West Chester (243), and

Howard finished in last with (180.50).

This time of the year is critical for the

swimming and diving team. The next

meet isn't until January 4 in Puerto Rico
for the San Juan Invitational. So it's up
to the swimmers themselves to stay in

shape during finals week and winter
break.

Tark spells trouble Sox sign Saberhagen
Fernandez signs

Casey

Kane

Somehow you knew that when
Jerry Tarkanian threw in the towel at

UNLV, he would end up in the col-

lege basketball coaching ring again.

He has. and he's coming to town
tonight.

Tarkanian, the current coach at

Fresno State and the former coach at

UNLV, is a member of that rather dis-

tinct fraternity of

coaches whose careers

have been surrounded

by controversy. He
has. however, the

dubious distinction of

being the dirtiest, sketchiest, most-con-
troversial coach in NCAA history.

Case in point: Tark the Shark has
been involved in more high-profile
NC*A investigations than anyone.
Scandal has shrouded the Uncle
Fester look-alike like fog around the

Golden Gate Bridge or the pappa-
razzi around Madonna.

In 1986. controversy surrounded the

UNLV program when Tark recruited

New York City standout Lloyd Daniels.

After floundering through four high

schools in as many years and never
graduating, Daniels ended up on the
Las Vegas strip— in a crackhouse!

Daniels later pleaded guilty to buy-
ing crack in a Las Vegas sting opera-
tion, shortly after arriving on campus.

In 1991, Tarkanian fought the
NCAA all the way to the U.S.
Supreme Court so that he and his

team would be allowed to defend
their National Title (they were
allowed into the NCAA Tournament
but did not defend their title, falling

to Duke in the national semifinals).

Then, in 1992, lightning struck.

And the Runnin' Rebels fell apart.

On Jan. 24 of that year, a UNLV
player was accused of throwing food
at a clerk at the drive-thru of a local

lack in the Box restaurant. Hours
after the incident, Runnin' Rebel for-

ward JR. Reid was arrested and the

unregistered 1991 Ford Explorer he
was driving was impounded.
To make matters worse for the

Shark, three of his players were pho-
tographed in a hot tub with convicted

fixer Richard "The Fixer" Perry. The
picture ran in the Las Vegas Rexiew-
lournal and criticism about the
UNLV program abounded.

Illicit preseason practices, a deer
violation of NCAA rules, were held
under the guise of classes.

As a result, the Shark, who had said

that it would take "an incredible offer"

from an NBA team to lure him away
from bright lights of Vegas, headed
toward the Rio Grande to coach the
San Antonio Spurs in the spring.

By November of 1992.

UNLV had spent
upwards of $600,000 on
legal fees and had dealt

with 1 5 separate lawyers.

But the people loved
Tark because he won. Thousands of his

supporters heaped criticism on UNLV
['resident Robert, Maxson lor his way of
dealing witn Tarkanian.

He flashed a smile and winked at

the cameras while his teams posted
the numbers to keep the fans happy.
His teams, once described by a
sportswriter as "fabulously flashy and
gloriously skilled" were winners —
and isn't that what really mattered?

Unfortunately, it's not all that mat-
ters.

There is an extreme cost to winning.

Sometimes it is the sacrifice of time and the

pay-off of grueling practices, but more
often with Tark's program, the cost seemed
to be the precious innocence of UNLV's
players. And when lives are adversely

affected those wins are cheapened.

Tarkanian, who earned his nickname
at UNLV because visiting teams referred

to the Vegas court as a shark's tank
where the Rebels chewed up opponents,

built his City of Lights dynasty with the

shady practice of importing junior col-

lege players or traasfers from other insti

tutions. Now at Fresno State he is doing
the same. In 1991. eight of his 14 play-

ers were transfers or juco players. This

year's roster sports six (of 16).

Problems like those he faced at

Vegas have also followed him to
California. Among other things,
Tarkanian was accused of watching
his team practice at a local health
club before NCAA rules allow.

But the towel-waving coach has
the highest winning percentage in

collegiate history. The coach who has
never had a losing season is winning

at Fresno State — and isn't that what
really matters?

Casey Kane is a Collegian columnist.

BOSTON (AP) — The Red Sox
signed two-time Cy Young Award
winner Brett Saberhagen, who is

recovering from shoulder surgery,

to a minor league contract yester-

day.

Saberhagen. 32. will get a

$500,000 signing bonus and anoth-
er $600,000 if he makes the active

roster. The deal includes provi-
sions for a major league contract
and a club option for the 1998 sea-

son.

"He's a top quality pitcher. We've
got a chance for a significant contri-

bution from Saberhagen. He's a

potential Cy Young winner."
General Manager Dan Duquette
said.

Saberhagen, who missed the
entire 1996 season for Colorado
because of shoulder trouble, has
agreed to a contract full of perfor-

mance incentives based on the num-
ber of starts he makes, agent Jeff

Bonis said.

The Red Sox are still trying to re-

sign Clemens. The free agent also is

being pursued by the New York
Yankees. Cleveland and Texas.
"That's not related to our negotia-
tions with Roger Clemens," Duquette
said.

Duquette said he expects some
movement this week in the negotia-

tions with Clemens, a three-time Cy
Young Award winner who filed for

free agency after spending his I 3-year

career with the Red Sox.

"I would think that is going to

move along in the next week."
Duquette said." Everybody's
waltzing, they've got their part-

ners.

Saberhagen was one of base-
ball's premier pitchers in the
1980s, winning the Cy Young
Award with the Kansas City Royals
in 1985 and 1989. But injuries
have limited him to no more than
25 regular-season starts since 1991
in stints with the New York Mets
and Colorado.

Saberhagen. sent by the Mets to

Colorado right before the trading
deadline in 1995. is coming off a

three-year contract worth about
$14.4 million. The Rockies recent-

ly declined an option on
Saberhagen for $5 million in
1997.

By not officially signing
Saberhagen before Dec. 8. the Red
Sox did not have to clear a roster spot

for him in time for Monday's major
league draft. The agreement with the

Red Sox was worked out this week-
end — during which Saberhagen was
married.

Saberhagen pitched for the wild-
card Rockies, in the 1 995 NL playoffs,

and had arthroscopic surgery on his

shoulder after the season.

Saberhagen was still bothered by
shoulder pain this year in spring
training. When the problem did not

go away early in the season, he
underwent major surgery on his
rotator cuff in May. By the end of
the season, Saberhagen was able to

throw, albeit not nearly at full

speed.

Saberhagen was MVP of the 1985
World Series for the Royals. He is

141-100 with a 3.26 ERA in a major
league career that began in 1984.
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By Ronald Blum
Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP) - Showing
how much free agency can be worth.

Alex Fernandez got a $35 million,

five-year contract from the Florida
Marlins yesterday.

Less than 48 hours after he
became a free agent. Fernandez
agreed to a deal that makes him
baseball's second-highest paid pitch-

er behind Atlanta's John Smoltz,
who will average $7.75 million under
his four-year contract with the
Braves. In terms of total dollars.
Fernandez' package is the most for a

pitcher." It's a very exciting, emo-
tional day, said Fernandez, a Miami
native. It's a great feeling to know
you'll be sleeping in your own house
and be with your wife and kids every
day".

On a busy day in the free agent
market, catcher Benito Santiago
agreed to a $6.5 million, two-year
contract with Toronto; left-hander
Terry Mulholland agreed to a $2.3
million, one-year deal with the
Chicago Cubs, and right-hander Bret

Saberhagen agreed to a minor-league
contract with Boston that could pay
him up to $3.5 million if he makes 25
starts and pitches 200 innings in the

major leagues.

In a late deal Sunday night, third

baseman Todd Zeile agreed to a $3.5
million, three-year contract with the

Los Angeles Dodgers. Fernandez, who
gets $5 million in each of the next five

seasons, became a free agent Saturday
when players received credit for ser-

vice time during the 1994-95 strike.

Florida is said to be pursuing two
other players in that group: outfielder

Moises Alou and reliever Mel Rojas.

"Any time you can sign a quality
player from the local community,
that's important, Marlins general
manager Dave Dombrowski said.

And he> only 27. He'll pitch here
in his prime, and he can get bet-

ter."

Fernandez, who jumped to seventh

on the overall list by average salary,

was 16-10 last season with a 5.45
ERA. and is 57-34 with a 5.52 ERA
over the past four seasons for the
Chicago White Sox. His agent. Scott

Boras, said two teams were willing to

pay more than $40 million over five

sc-iisons.

"The money was overwhelming
somewhere else. Fernandez said. It

wasn't an easy decision. It all comes
down to being at home."

Santiago hit .264 with 85 RBJs
last season at Philadelphia and set

career highs with 30 homers. 7 1

runs scored and 49 walks. He gets a

$1 million signing bonus. $2 million
in 1997 and $3.5 million in 1998.
The Blue Jays have an option for
1999 at $3.5 million. It would
become guaranteed if he has 500
plate appearances in 1998 and
1.000 during the 1997 and 1998
season.

"I worked hard in spring training

last year and it paid off, Santiago
said. 1 had a pretty good year. I

believe I can do it again."

Mulholland. who will be 54 next
season, gets a $300,000 signing
bonus and $2 million base salary

from the Cubs and can earn
$400,000 more in bonuses if he-

makes 33 starts or pitches 215
innings.

He has never been more than three-

games over .500 in any season, going
8-7 with a 4.66 ERA last season for

Philadelphia and 5-4 with a 4.67
ERA for Seattle.

Zeile, 31. hit .263 with a career-

high 25 homers and 99 RBIs in 163
games with Philadelphia and
Baltimore last season.

The Los Angeles native, who
played with Dodgers first baseman
Eric Karros at UCLA, gets $3.1 mil-

lion in 1997 and $3.2 million each of
the following two seasons.

"It feels like I've spent 10 years in

professional baseball trying to
become a Dodger, Zeile said. It's the
culmination of a lot of work, it's the
fulfillment of a dream."
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MR. KLEEN* YOUNG

COWBOY • LOTUS • LAU '

d

BROS. • HUSH* AARON S.

LIVE DJs SPINNIN"
jungle - house - techno - hip hop - tribal

CASH BAR! (21 + ID)

$6
all ages

FRIDAYDEOnBERI3lt\l996

Campus Center Auditorium

UMASS 7pm - 2am
Ticket ovaHabfc at TIX Unlimited

Student Union. 545-0412

Come to
Barnes & Noble at Boston University's

JOB FAIR!

and get off to a great start this winter...

SCH0DI of

nmcnicn
BE A BARTENDER

747-9888
SPRINGFIELD

^'l O 1 1 1
The day that we
don't have extra

space is the day that
you come and write

i . for the Collegian

t

WL 343-3300

If you want a fast-paced job that will

get your winter off to a great start,

it's here at Barnes & Noble at Boston
University, Boston's best source for

books... and me best choice for

retail jobs. Find out more at our JOB
FAIR on December 11th.

You could be a sales associate - just

long enoucjht to get us through the

winter rush and get your bank
account in shape. Get here early

enough and you could be hired on
the spot!

*3k ; '

WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 1 1TH

10AM - 3PM
CAMPUS CENTER

CONCOURSE

If you want to get B closer look at us, but can't come r*> our

JOB FAIR, call (61 7) 2 36-7402 for more information.

We are an equal opportunity employer.

Barnes ffl Noble
(UNIVERSITYAT BOSTON UNIVERSITY

•Free Estimates

•Lifetime Repair Warranty

•Auto Glass Replacement

•Car & Truck Rental

North Amherst Motors
78 Sunderland Road, North Amherst, MA

549-2880
(0n« MM from UMast bus route)
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ANNOUNCEMENTS APARTMENT FOR RENT AUTO FOR SALE
Mixad DJ Tapts- ZED music. NYC
House. Hip Hop. Reggae, Disco.

Techno. Latino On sale® mini -mall

96 Student Union Ballroom. Tues
Fn\

The Advertisement in University

ol Massachusetts Student
Directory (or CVS His an incor-

rect phone number. The phone
number should read 256-8820 Due

to an error, the incorrect phone num-

ber was printed We apologue lor

any inconvenience this has caused
This is a statement from University

Directories, the publisher of the

UMass Campus Directory, and CVS
Pharmacy

The Sisters ol the Delta Zeta
Sorority would like to invite all

University women to a Holiday Rush

party on December 10 from 7-9pm

Attention All University Women
Come meet the Sisters of CHI

OMEGA Soronty at a Pie-Rush paity

on Tuesday. December 10 from 6 00

8 00 Please call Michelle at 549-

8859 tor more information

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Take over lease for 2 BDR Apt m
Boulders Call 253-3780 ____
Take over ovr Puffton lease 2 bed-

room heat/hot water included
$S25/montfi Call 549-7273

Nice 1 Bedroom apartment in

Sunderland All utilities included

Great for couples 1 $540/month
665 8127 Leave Message Jan 1st

Take Over Our Lease 1/97 2

Bdrm apt Downtown Amherst Call

Matt oi Sean 253-66TJ5

Puffton Village Large 1 bedroom.
dishwasher /AC. $515 Heat includ-

ed Available dan 1 Call Helene or

Doug 549-0766

1 BDRM Puffton Aft New carpet.

paint, appliances Available January

1st. $515/month Call Doug 549
7463

AUTO FOR SALE
19B9 VW Fox 89K miles. A/C. excel-

lent condition. $3300 or B/0 Call

256-1588

Purchasing used car? Having

your car repaired7 Do you know your

rights7 Contact the Student Legal

Services Office. 922 Campus Center.

545-1995

19K Chevy Celeb. Wagon Auto,

black. 140k. runs well, needs noth-

ing' Call Kyle 256 2325 J500 firm

1982 Toyota Supra Good condi-

tion. AT/PW/PO/PS/AM/FM Cass
Call 5460657 or 413-624-3982

Vision Quest Van Hightop 1985

Dodge 350 solo camper good condi

don. well maintained $1 .995
1508)5445874

1990 Honda CRX SI Red. 16 valve,

average mileage, new exhaust &
brakes, front end mask, driving

lights. AC, new tires, filter charger,

moonroof. alloys, stereo/tape

$5 500 or B/0 Call Derek at 549
9266

'90 Honda Civic AC. runs great

H9.000 miles $2500 00 or B/0 Call

John 256-1059

Escort IS runs good. 2 new tires

battery, etc $800 o/b o 546-2398 Iv

msg.

1914 Honda Accord 3-door hatch-

back Very Reliable. Looks Good
Asking $795 00 or best offer Call

Jon 5465115

'17 Grand Am 4dr 52K miles,

cruise. A/C. no rust $2995 Day
545-2040. Night 549-6625

Blue Volsvagen Golf Excellent

condition, born in 1990, $3000 nego-

tiable. Call Guy 253 7243

EMPLOYMENT
Drivers Wanted Apply in person at

Pinocchios, 30 Boltwood Walk

Clerk's and Shipper-Receivers
Needed from late December to late

January Flexible schedules
$5 25/hour Babson College
Bookstore. Weliesley. MA 617-239-

43Z5 Qaxe

CHRISTMAS/JANUARY
BREAK

EARN S10 UP TO S15/START.
International firm has 80 local open-
ings 2-6 week program All majors
considered Gain business and com-
munication skills Scholarships &
Summer positions possible Apply

now Begin after finals 0n-campus
accepting applications on Monday &
Tuesday. December 9&10 from 9-1

on the Concourse in the Campus
Center or call 413-736-3230

WINTERSf SSION JOBS TELE-
FUND IS HIRING $5 50/huji 1 fan

tastic bonuses PM hours All shifts

available Gain computer skills

Apply today Memorial Hall base-
ment 5453509

Relief Counselors needed for

Residential Mental Health program
serving adults in Amherst Pay is

$7 00/hf This is a great |0b for stu-

dents needing to gain much needed
work experience in the human ser-

vices field 1 Please call David
Mastrgjanni at 584-7329 or send
resume and cover letter to Amherst
Apts . 129 King St Northampton
MA 01060 Fax is 582-4252

Afterschool Care m our home for

our two sons ages 9 & 5 M.T.Th
315-515. W 1-5 In Amherst Car

needed 253-5197 Starting 1/27

EMPLOYMENT
JOBS OVER BREAK- Work with
Sierra Club to protect wilderness

$275$375/wk Fun atmosphere Call

Tern at 256-6434

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed' Entry-level &
career positions available
Worldwide Call Resort Employment
Services 12061 971 3600 ext R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to $25 $45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan. S Korea No teach
mg background or Asian languages
required For info call (206) 971

3570 ext J5O016

FOR RENT
Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses Falmouth area

1508)477-6000

FOR SALE

Leather Jacket- black, classic

motorcycle, insulated, very high

Quality, mens medium. $140 585
8146

Unique X-mas Gift! Name an actu-

al star for someone 1 $33 The Star

Directory (800)663-6927 ext C2
Visa/MC Framing and Overnight
delivery available

12 Inch MTX Speakers Mounted
m sub box $100 or B/0 549-9162

Skis For Sale Rossignol 4s skis

205cm Nordica 967 boots size 1

2

GEZE 70 bindings Skied on 3 sea-

sons Great shape All for $250 or

B/0 Call Brian ® 665-9005

Knwood Car Sett* Player $50
Pneer Premier 100W AMP $50 Call

Joe 253-6381

Epiphone Les Paul w/hardcase
$325 or B/0 Boss Orum Machine
$300 or B/0 Call Joe 253-6381

FOR SALE
486 Computer $300. 386-

286 $100 Punter $10
1413)566 3324 #2

ROOM FOR RENT I ROOMATE WANTED
$200/
Steve

Lost Black Wallet and Kay
Contains NYS License. UMass 10

and BayBank card Lost on 12/7
around Brandywine #12 in parking

lot If found please, please call

Megan at 6 0653

MISCELLANEOUS

New Metabolism Breakthrough
Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35
(800)776-9503 Doctor Approved

PERSONALS

Congratulations Sarah Cook tor a

wonderful performance 1 Your line

was the best 1 Love Always. 2nd
floor Gorman Girls- Kristy. Sasha,

ind Wendy

TO THE 4th FLOOR MACKIMMIE:
Happy Holidays' Good

luck on finals and hope y'all have a

yieat winter break' Your 410
friends.

Megan and Angela

ROOM FOR RENT
One bedroom available in 2 bed
room apt Jan 1st Free heat and
water Call 549 4089

1 bedroom m a three S245/month
including utilities Available now
Adam 256-4793

1 Bedroom available as of 1/97. 3
bedroom apartment in Puffton $275
per month including heat/hot water

On bus route (male 01 female) Call

Amy® 548 7082

Apt in Boulders. 2-bedroom My
roommate and I are moving and
we'd like to find one or two people
who will sublet our room for Spring

Semester only Call for mote details

2565496 Ask for Juan

Room in 3 badroom apt in

Sunderland cool housemates, good
sized room. $21600/month Ask tor

Jennifer 6650965 Available 1/1-

8/31

Spring Semester Non-smoking
female(s) to rent large room near

campus & town Call 549-3992

Three females seeking one non-

smoking female to share Mill Valley

apartment Jan 1 -May 31 Rent
negotiable Call Jess at 253-1797

ROOM WANTED

Two responsible 26 year old

undergraduate male students des
perate for somewhere to stay over

Winter Intersession Call Ed at 546
4818

ROOMATE WANTED
Easy-going, friendly Coed Apt
looking for a similar person to fill a
single room Free heat and water
Jan 1st Call Jim 549-1081

2 rooms in three bedroom apt
$267 per month Call 549-891 7 On
bus route Available Jan 1

Housemate Needed for a large

bedroom in a two bedroom apart-

ment on bus route Ca|IK3-4973

House in Northampton On bus
route $200/per montn Live with 4

others Call Colin 585-1029

Roommate Wanted Northampton
$312 util/own bath N/S 584
5143

Roommate Wanted 2 BDR Apt 1

Sunderland Spring '97 Jan rent

free Call Becca at 665-8389

Male & Female Couple living on

campus looking to switch room with

M/F so both couples can live togeth-

er If interested call 546-6137 Ask
for Ben

Roommate to share two bedroom
apartment on Hobart Lane
Available January 1 5 $375 per
month Utilities not included Call

5495538 Ben or Jason

One bedroom available in two bed-
room apt Jan 1st Fiee heat and
water Call 549-4089_

Looking for a roommate to live in

townhouses with 3 cool chicks'
Starting January Call Jamie 549
5767

One Bedroom Available in

Puffton two bedroom apartment
Female wanted On Bus Route 549-

9293

SERVICES
Don't abandon your dorm bunny"
Rabbit Rescue can help" Will find

your bunny a new home Ellen 367-

0105

Computer Consultant Available
WE8 Authoring. Software 81

Hardware Installs. Repairs Call 6
0853

Money for College. Millions of

dollars unclaimed every year
Results guaranteed Service is free

Thousands of sources of Financial

Aid available Hurry Call (413) 538-

0041 tor more info.

Computer Problems? Need an
upgrade 7 In-house service, call

Scream Savers 549-0083

Pregnant? Need help 7 Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 5491906

TO SUBLET
Rent our house over Winter Break

In Hadley on the bus route $15000
per person Call 582-0711

TRAVEL
Caribbean/Mexico $189 Hi

Europe $169 0W If you can beat
these prices, start your own damn
airline Air-Tech 587 000

1

Northampton

Europe $155. Canbb /Mexico $1 89
R/T Worldwide Destinations
Airhitch Tm 800-326 2009
airhitch@netcom com or www isi

com fr/airhitch

Winter Break Killington with the

UMass Ski Club Five nights lodging

5 days skiing During Collegiate Ski

Fest $260 Call 545 3437

New Year's in Quebec City 35
nights in Quebec Hilton Optional
Skiing at Mont Ste Anne Starts at

$89 Call 545 3437 or 1-800-232
24

'5

Scuba Spring Break Dive Key
Largo. Fl Earn 2 credits' March 16

22 Mandatory Meeting 2/28 7pm
Herter 227 Call Protect Deep 9 800
2820977

Spring Break "97 Hottest destma
tions and coolest vacations' Lowesi

prices guaranteed' Organize small

group, travel free' Call for free info

(800)426 7710

TRAVELT1ME has great deals for

group and individual travel plans

Call Connne 587-3011. (413)781

6150

WANTED
Need a ride to Orlando. Florida on

January 47 Call Brandy 665-0353

Personals Policy
All pertonal 4 MUST be fKOO''f?*<J by Coilegtjn

cUitifted employee* before payment and accep-

tance oi the classified

latt names MAY NOT be used in personals

ONLY iif-,1 names and initials are allowed The
"H> exceptions are to* birthday or ccmgratulaiions

personals, m which case the lull name may be
used

Phone numbers are not allowed m personals NO
t\OPTtONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals this means
dorm room numbers as well.

Personals 0* a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable Personals of a vindictive or

Itbetous nature are not acceptable Personals mav
not be u*e#torthe purpose oi harassment

P'ljJaniry may not be used <n personals.

The personals section k) tor personals onlv The

personals section may NOT be used to sell items,

seek roommates, advertise meetings, efc.

All personals must have the name, signature, and
UMass 1 D number of the student placing the as

rilled m on the insertion order Non^tudents must
provide a valid driver s license and the licence

number must be recorded on the insertion order

Use oi false identification or misrepresentation is

subject to penalties under the law

The Co"egian reserves the right to refuse or to edit

) personal that does not meet the CotVgian s

standards M accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwt jlth of Massachusetts

Standard
Activities

Announcements
Apartment For
Rent

Auto For Sale

Employment
Entertainment
For Sale
FOUnd (2 days Free)

Happy Birthday

Houses For
Rent

Instruction

Lost

Musicians
Miscellaneous

Headings
Motorcycles
Personals
Room For
Rent

Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted

Services

Summer
Sublet

To Sublet
Travel

Transportation
Wanted to
Rent

Wanted

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20£ per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not respon-
sible for errors resulting

from illegible handwriting
or type.

Answers to

Yesterday's Puzzle
M l A M 1

1

s A D E

1 !
A F T

I D 1 T A B A T A L L 1

T R M E M 1 N C E M E A T

E L II • M JLte&JIs E E T O

1 1 R yK A S 1
F R E E Z II E S E Tpn L E

L A D L ||s u L K || A G
1 N I 1 L L s||p N G

u S ~aJI" 1 N E oil T R U C E

R E 8 |E A L E d| U 1 T E D

1 1 E II O R "1
S P O [rTp^ 1 N kHm E

H A N K eT 1 N G

1
E Y 1 N G

E T T E P O H v U C C A

S H O D M U T 3 P E E D

OH
CROSSWORD

I I

IT

ACROSS
1. Dancer Kaye

S. Fatnom without

sonar

10. calls

14. PrsjiKice

15. Corrosive suostance

16. Confederate Root

17. Came down to eartri

18. Garfco or Borg

19. Actress May
Wong

20. Muzzles

22. Actress Winger et al

24. TIC providers

25. The Four Seasons
actor

26. The Sun Rises

28. Three, m Roma
29 Be indiscreet

Slugger's stat

Ban or tree

Quit

Most honorable

Earp's wear

Chita's "Spider

Woman" role

42. Away from home
43. "

.
.

how you

play the game"
44. Cab
45. Use a cotton ball

46. Belonging to us

48. Participate in a

gablest

50. Big Bird's network

51. Spring or fall

54. Thorny bushes

57. Mortal enemies

58. Tomato mixture

80. Doctors' charges

62. He created Perry

and Delia

63. Fowtes' The

Tower

64. T«

65. Flat hill

66. Obligations

67. we torgeT

DOWN
1. Lakers' league abbr

2. Lubricates

Weather prediction

Actress Mary et al.

Telemarketers, eg
Enactments.

Shosnonean

8. Buttm

9. AKC division

" Prudence"

1 Beatles 1

Forearm bone

11 Perfect ones

13. Positive vote

21. Spanish pronoun

23. Tower of

25. Prepare tor battle

26. Around

27. DeL/llo's JfK story

10.

11

28. "King (Steve

Martin song)

30. The (Spanish)

31. In motion

32. Harvard

33. Genetic initials

34. Govt, penal-pushing

agcy

35. Foldaway furniture

36. MDs
38. and bagels

39. Sevareid and

Clapton

40. Center ot commerce
42. Feed-bag tidbit

45. Budapest's nver

46. Oriental sash

47. Pragmatic

49. Expected

50. Victims

51. Miffed

52. Lampreys

53. At a loss

54. Like [toy Gillespie's

horn

55. Cory or Clair

58. Hardens

57. Opposite ol masc
59. He and Sally played

theSuves

61. Drunkard

\

ARIES
March 21- April 20
Setting lofty goals ensures that

you'll make great achievements.
Plan a course of higher education
to further a career goal. Focusing
your eyes on the prize make*

,

jjilngs happen more qulcldyv ^ %^

TAURUS
April 21 -May 21
A vacation could provide an
opportunity to develop a new
talent Don't be afraid to ask for

Input from others If you're not

sure what something means.
Ambition In the workplace leads

to rewards.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21
A good friend helps you achieve

a goal that seemed Impossible

before. Thank them In a special

way If you're planning to try

something new. make sure you
have all the paperwork In order

before consulting a professional

CANCER
June 22-Jnly 22
Rehearsing your plans in

advance helps you make a strong

presentation. You'll reap the

rewards later—meanwhile. Just

bask In the approval. Spending
quiet time ensures your batteries

will be recharged.

LEO
July 23-Augtut 23
A promising romance could

continue to go your way. with the

proper care and attention. Don't

hesitate, or you could break your
momentum. An active weekend
provides ample opportunity to

socialize.

VIRGO
August 24- September 22
Early In the week, try to get

preparations out of the way for a

holiday event. A testy sweetheart

may be feeling neglected. Patience

and TLC will ease the situation.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Planning for a major purchase

could be monopolizing your

attention—be sure not to Ignore

other areas. It's critical to maintain

it>ilar«(;*llurou(jhQut your h't

especially now.

sco&o
October 24-November 22
Changes that have been happening

at breakneck speed probably seem
normal to you. Spend rime with

someone dear to you. to revttallzr

and refresh yourself. A passionate

Interlude Is its own reward.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
Asking for guidance from a wise

[lerson could be the step that

alters your outlook In the long run.

so don't be afraid to seek help.

Open your mind to new
possibilities, and you could

experience an epiphany.

CAPRICORN
December 22-Januarv 20
Pay close attention to your

hunches—they could be valuable

sources of Information on what to

do next. You'll learn more (nun

watching a person do something

than you will from their

explanations, so pay attention.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18
A frazzled feeling may mean thai

you're experiencing holiday

overload. Try to find a quiet

corner— then, don't |iennlt anyone

or anything to disturb you for a

reasonable amount of time.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Taking can- to watch your vitamins

and get enough sleep will help you -

stay In the holiday spirit and keep

you healthy Visiting with
1

friends proves to be more fun & less

expensive than elaborate plans. J

c
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M on UVC-TV19Basketball

DEC. 10 FRESNO STATE 7PM
DEC. 14 WAKE FOREST 8:30PM

(NO PRE- AND POST- GAME SHOWS)

Courtesy of

l-TII

10

II

ia
la
ia
IT
IBW

HSCN Bulletin

Board
CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie

Channel
UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming
TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

aa cnn
M* CNN/Headline

News
as BET

aa BET on Jazz

87 Laser Video
MM The Learning

Channel

aa Comedy Central

31 Popcorn Channel
3B Satellite

Programming

http://www-

unix.0it.uma88.edu

/~uvctv19

^Jpi^4

TUESDAY EVENING

WEDH Q
WFSB Q
WBZ «
WCVBO
WLVI Q
WHDH Q
WTIC O
WWLP Q
WGBYJD
WGGB <D
WSBK Q)
WTBS m
1M
CNN
COM
CSPAN CD

6:00
C. Sandiego

News i'

TVData

6:30
Buainaaa Rpt.

CBS News

I

Fresh Prince

News

Simpsons X
News

Kratts Creature

News B

ABC Wd News

Biu

NBC News

Roseanne 8

NBC News

Buainaaa RpT
ABC Wld News

Beve rly Hills . 90210 I

Family Mattars
|
Family Matters

Quincy The Shadow of Death"

WorWView K
List B I -Dream On

DISC g)
[
Go lor It'

ESPN m Up Cloaa

LIFE ffl
[
Supermarket

4 00) Public Policy Confaranca

MTV g) I Rent Stimpy_

NICK ffiiCJariMaJjrgl

7:00 7:30
Newshour With Jim Lehrer

Inside Edition

CBS News

Inside Edition

Am.Journal

Ent. Tonight

Chronicle «

Star Trek: The Next Generation

Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! T
Home Improve Seinfeld v

Wheel-Fortune [Jeopardy! «

Newshour With Jim Lehrer «

Seinfeld «

Seinfeld I
Home Videos

Ent. Tonight

Mad About You

Home Videos

Equalizer The Cape

Moneyline tr

Daily Show
'"

RT

Crossfire «

TVNaHen

Public Policy Conference

Sporlscenter

BeyondKWO

Debt

Road Rules (R

Hope a Gloria

Idiot Savanti

Tiny Toon Adv.

SCIFI IP I Mann a Machine "Dating Game"

TLC 6PJ Furniture to Go
I
Home Pro (R)

©Tin the Heat of the Night 1.TNT
USA
VW CD I

Video Break

©{Renegade Love Hurls tt

HBO
MAX

I SHOW

ffi

Doug g

Nert Step (R)

8:00 8:30
Klondike a Snow

Martha Stewart-Holidays

Martha Slewarl-HoTidays

Roseanne _B [Ufa's Work I

9:00 9:30 10:00
DECEMBER 10.

1

996

Nature (In Stereo) X
Xhristmu In My Hometown" ( 1996, Drama) Melissa GJbart. Ill

Vhristmas in Mf Hometown" [\9S6, Drama) Melissa Gilbert HI

10:30 I 11:00 11:30
In the Wild (In Stereo) 31

Home Improve [Spin City (R) X
»* "A Christmas Story" (t 983, Corrtady) Peter Biltingsley

Mad About You [Something Sc |Frasier H [Caroline

'Saved by tha UonT ( 1 996, Drama) Eric Roberts. (In Stareo) IILight'

<jjSoMad AboutYoulSomething So [Fraaier 8
|
Caroline

Spontaneous Healinj (

HOMMM I

Moesha (Ri 1:

Lite's Work I Home Improve |Sptn City (R) ,H:

Homeboy-Spce Burning Zona "Arms ol Fire" H"

NYPD Blue (In Stereo) (PA) X
News

Dateline (In Stereo) 1

Dateline In Stereo) X

News X

News .K

Eitra I

Murphy Brown Deep_Sj>ace9

Mannheim Steamroller Chrislmaa Concert

NYPD Blue (In Stereo) (PA) X

*** Viamonds Aib Forever"[my AdVanture) Sean Connery,M St John

Biography EuWarjVIII The Traitor King" (R)

Prime News ^ [Inaida Politics

Dana Carvey: Critics Choice

Prime Time Public Affairs

Larry King Uva X
TompklnaSq. |Lounga LfiT

Martin tt:

News «

Mad About You
«**

Late Show S.

Late Show R

N^ghtlinejt^

Hollywood

Tonight_Show

Tonight Show
Charlie Rose

Nightline '"

Real TV

'77ML<yt>>3aayj)rjnts"(1967J Timothy Dalton

Sherlock Holmes Mysteries Law a Order Nighi and F S3 ff

World Today fr

Praam On |A-Llat (R) ff

Wild Discovery "Kodiak" (R) |Myetery Unl«r
College Basketball Fresno Stale at MassachusetU (Uvt)

Singled Out

Rugrats «

Twilight Zona I
Hometlme (R)

JnJ|»Haat_of_tha_Night_

Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo) Wis,

World-Wond |Fangs!

Beavis-Butthd

Secret ol Alex Happy Days
" "The Champion" (In Stereo) X

Prime Time (In Slereo
)

[College Basketball Indiana al DePaul (Live)

Virginia, Than 1st Sana Quit" (1991) Richard Thomas.

Sports Tonight

DailyShow_

Moneytine (R)

TV Nation

Prime Time Public Atlaira (R)

NertStepjR!

I Love Lucy t [Munaters

Buukill

M T Moore

T8A

Rhodn

*'/i
l

CWiP<ay3"(1991, Horror) JurrfoVVhalln^tTay Reeves

Highlander The Series «

Vm'toOne n [Playing Favorites

Myth America |Amazing Amer [Pharaohs and Kings: Quest [Survival in the Sky P

NBA Basketball Houston Rockets al Minnesota Timberwotves (Live) X
Murder

, She Wrote (In Stereo) X

"Forever Young" (1992. Fantasy) Mel Gibson PG IC

Artist ofYear

;4:30) ]**%"& MytlindMt. Hyde" {im]'PQ-nX
Educatrig Rita" Q9B3, Comedy) Michael Came PG'

1 any
I

|lnai

Boxing Jose Victor Burgos vs Michael Carbajal (Live) X
Playing Favorites (R) |VHltoOrta [Am. Bandstand

***"> "Hoar (1995, Drama) Al Padno, Hobart Da NVo. (m StKioCffH*nro, tin;

* "Pprtr»i?«of'aKi«trr
J
(1WjJerirtl»rOr>y.

,

NR' \*t htmptrm" (\9K, Drama) Krn Datar.eVK
4*' , *Cfra*/-!i if**, tt u\*A* n.A « ru . linnet In r-i .- »__.....- "Tk-i in j.nAA L.k.,.- n**'i "Sketch Artm tl Hands That See" ( 1995) |Rogar Corman Preeenta "The Unspeakable'' (R)

Martha Stewart

Idiot Savants

Ta«i I

Be^ondJOOO

Sportscenter

Unsolved Myst

Twilight Zone H

Singled Qui

Odd Couple 8

Myth America [Airmlng Amer"
WW* tha NBA > "Two Mutes lor Slater Strt*

Silk Stalkinga "Cadillac Jack" B
Legends" R

The Chain ' >•• u a

Trinkets and Beads (In Stereoy

Women [Compromising
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Always WanUd On* of Thos* By A. Morse & S. Dumas

t h«rev

p
OC- -SVie'S <04°rTi<\q
_jfor 3elW -K.

*
TK. call.

Robotman By Jim Meddiclc

CovM ge-f her hrr*

&t
ft>//«\r+<»ia/oo

<V b«+.

^vJKa-r"^ yU berf?

Iwve K»s ....

)

ROY//
Vou're Q£AO{

@>{Tj

lW.0ANEJaA».MOKTAHVJE.-.
\mtH I HEtVRPYOV) DISC0VER6P
(LlOOL-USE IH CWI(y\PS, I VJAP .

k
TO CONTACTW-j4£^/

vouoesEPVEO cmMPS lickihg
rTTICKS, WEN STICKING THEM IN-

TO TEftN\ITE H0LE6 TO EXTRACT
INSECTS...WEU , 1 HAVE. A THEORV
TO TEST...(\NT> IF IT'S CORRECT,
?T»CK-UCKING
IS -MST TVIE

TIP Cp TH£
ICEBERG'*

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

PON'T W0RPV IF THEY WNT PMT 0r4 THE
SAFETY eo06LE.S SOON , I'M PULL»N6
^TWt P106 ON TWE WEEP WHACKER..

ffiwjf**
1

Dilbert By Scott Adams

W>W,r*DRNA...plD

PUH51C60R L "£-<

pumo ujlcny ^\
WO THAT ( ADGO^T )

/KALi?L\,/VVWtt.^a)
f *3tv\oaDi£.TME
UKatSOURCWKftTUA'

k
^u>*>UTr£R

Frumpy tha Clown Judd Winick

DOGBEAT THE. CONSULTANT

LET rAE 00 THE TALKING

WHEiM LOE nEET CJITH

YOUR. BOSS.

) ^
l*4j

x M\
n

A5 YOO KNO60, ANY IDEA 1

FROfA THE POINTY-HAIPsED

LOONDER IS Cr\UD, BUT
LOHEN YOU AOO rAY

ABILITY, WHAT 00 YOU

CRUOABILirm

AND GOOD
LOOKS TOO!

8 Yoars in Braces By Eric Petersen

TWEY are Swameless.Bot X
PO LOVE THE CJOCKIN& UP
FDR HANOKK.AH PRESENTS

P

r-{^m^^
r̂

GU£>. I LOiAWT Mf iMOfOeY

TH£ &.tTl£^ StiU_ Fuuu
HCLO -PO ^TJ<J AJUCU.1 /r<> nXJT

6CC© IP VOO DrPAJ'T oie M>V7

BEv^USa IT'S S.T.'t-J-. r*C?Z&->

(10 THS. BQTTt-£ '

lt3£rrirUt.T AT7

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University* By Frank Cho

Boy, have I had some bad luck

with girls.

The night before my very first

date, the girl called me to say her

cat got sick and had to be put to

sleep the next day. So, she

canceled because she wanted to

spend time with it on it's last day.

She wanted to pet it and hold it. I

told her I'd come over and we

could both pet her kitty.

She said no. Some people

simply won't let you into their

lives, or their kitty's. Boy, does

that hurt.

kMMMM 1**1 TKC
HMD MtloMC
CMeC.l_A.TC IC*

C*WM CoutD Yto
Rud To THE STc*€

ee
\

Close to Home By John McPherson

1 iwl 7S7B? RtNCMWm com

S>^

/Icffie&vr C IMS JSflfl McffwrwvO* t* Unwaxui Ptws Syrociat 12-10

"To help you better understand this good

cholesterol/bad cholesterol thing, Nurse Bowman and

Nnf) Strickling are going to do a little skit for you."

Blrkenstock By Burke & Stock

yang ,i hooc to LOhcj ,
S»n

~> /> "rSf^iU/SCl tMtd

Alion Crackbunnies By Darb

r p, STR^ /V G£ CLL * U ^XXT
~~

CA '^ VAf0SiiweA%. LC4t>s|

OvR U.B^C TO SEEK OV

gJ^OA, --'^RRy. XT '5/

^o £-A^TH .4/vD Stvcxv^

foT
*£ep

s > ^5r

o

\A LOA/& I50J-/4TFD Ts.I^C^i
Tc OA/E'S M

X LIk£" ej&EV TTS
TO -lc A,V ,\ CT LT£ Yov .,

orH/^P- Btzc r«£-3s cm - *J I

ifiVE/iy, SC TrjR\ A FV-.

STICK "EM Ct'T, E/E.v
WHITE BC V

'S GcTfA SHtVTa,
B4BV Q,cr B - . w '

Today's Staff

Mike Burke
Night Editor

Mark McCrath
Copy Editor

Kenneth W.P. Scott

Photo Technician

Brian Inocencio
Production Supervisor

Roberto Snow
Thang Vo
Production

Quote of the Day

u
Wherever you go,

there you are.

-Buckaroo Banzai

99

Recycle

your

Collegian

Dining Commons Menu
Menu unavailable.

Please refer to this guide
to help you decide where to eat.

j First, go get some dice 2^ Z^J** TS
(6 sided, preferably). -4'flfrr:

2 Find one you like,

and roll it.

If you roll:

Co to Franklin D.C.for dinner.

Co to Berkshire D.C. for dinner.

•1 Co to Hampshire D.C. for dinner.

Co to Worcester D.C.^fof dinner.

Get Pizza for dinner!

• • Roll again.
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Sports
The Massachusetts

Minutewomen defeat Holy Cross 58-57

By Fred HuHbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

WORCESTER — The mark of a

giKxi team b its ability 10 fun.) a way to

win.

It took all 40 minutes lust night M the

H.ut Center in Worcester, but the

MutacbuMttl women's basketball

team (3-3) edged the Holy Cross
Crusaders 58-57 on the strength of a

Sabriya Mitchell baseline 3-pointer

with foui ticks on the clock.

"I got the ball and mv first thought

was I should get it to Crystal [Carroll],"

Mitchell said "Then I thought I should

penetrate, but then there 'd be four of us

standing there [ in the paint]. So I was

like. I just gotta shoot it. and I gotta

make it
."

The senior point guard was 0-4

beyond the arc in the 39:56 prior to her

game winner. She finished the game
with 10 points and six assists, commit-

ting just two turnovers

Her second turnover could have

prawn costK

With 42 ncoadi left in the contest.

Mitchell grabbed a loose ball and saw

lav w ana Bradley breaking free

up court. Her long pass sailed into the

seats, giving the ball back to the

Crusaden, who at the time held a

57-55 lead.

Alison MacFarland fouled Holy

Cross forward Amy O'Brien on the

ensuing inbounds pass. O'Brien went to

the line for a one-and-one situation

that could hu\e put the game out of

reach, but she missed her first attempt,

setting the Mage for Mitchell's heroic

"I told (the team | before we started

that if we don't match their intensity

we'll be in for a long night." UMass
coach loanie O'Brien said. "I think we
matched their intensity. 1 think we got

ourselves little tired at certain points

in the game, but we fought it off and
we got Sabriya to step up and hit a big

shot."

Mitchell's big shot negated the gutsy

performance by Holy Cross (5-2).

which was coming off a big win over

intrastate rival Boston College.

The Crusaders took a 31-29 lead

into the locker room at halftime thanks

to a Veronica lutras fall away ba.seline

jumper with the clock winding down in

the first half.

Holy Cross was led by lutras, the first

Crusader reserve off coach Bill

Gibbons' bench. The freshman guard

netted 15 points on 5-7 shooting (3-4

on 3-pointers) and dished out three

assists in an impressive 3 1 minute effort

off the pine.

Senior co-captain Kathy Courtney tal-

lied 1 5 points on the night for Holy
Cross, scoring 1 1 points at the charity

stripe. She also pulled down a team-high

1 3 boards and blocked six UMass shots

in the losing Crusader cause.

The Minutewomen's main threat in

the post, Carroll, led the UMass attack

with a game-high 21 points and 14

rebounds. Carroll's 14 boards ties her

career high.

Carroll was very active on the defen-

sive end. blocking five Holy Cross shots

and holding Courtney — who had been

averaging 18.5 points per game — to

2-10 shooting faun the field.

Freshman point guard Kelly Van
Huisen again played a crucial role in the

UMass itlTTOM The Haverhill native

scored seven points and assisted on
seven buckets in 38 minutes on the

Hart Center hardwood. She also came
up with four thefts on the evening.

Van Huisen was just 3-10 from the

field, but came up with a huge bucket

to tie the game at 5 1 late in the second

half.

With 4:30 remaining, after two free

throws by Courtney. Van Huisen drove

baseline, drew contact from O'Brien

and got an off-balance lavup to drop.

She finished the three- point play, shift-

ing momentum back to the

Minutewomen.

Sophomore forward Yolanda
Rav-ide pitched in four points and
hauled down eight rebounds in 23 min-

utes off the bench.

UMass thumps PC;
hockey team rolling
By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts hockey team,

winner of six 01 its lust seven, has

the best record of any major UMass
winter team on the heels of its sec-

ond consecutive come-from-behind

win against defending Hockey East

Champion Providence.

Showing signs of self-confidence,

the special teams are starting to

come around as UMass has killed 3

1

of ill last 35 shorthanded situations.

In years paat I Mass has often been

able to play even with tough league

competition when skating full

strength, but had fallen apart on spe-

cial teams, rata which require more
discipline and experience.

The revitalized hockey team gave

its home Cans an in- person taste of

it- new-found dominance late

Sunday afternoon amidst the Sport

Management department's Hockey
Day in the Valley promotion.

Down a goal with six minutes
to play, the Minutemen pumped
in a trio of goals, a pair by Steve

MacKinnon and an empty netter

by Tiger Holland for a 3-1 win.

evening the team's record at 7-7

on the year.

"We've got a couple of wins now
and we're starting to build on
them." MacKinnon said.

"Everyone's playing with a lot of

confidence and it's starting to build

from the wins that we're getting."

For 49 minutes the game
remained scoreless, although not

not without having some great

-coring bids stymied by Brian

Regan and PC netminder Dan
Dennis. Providence's strong
defense served as its backbone in

it- monumentous march to the

Hockey East title last march at the

FleetCenter.

The Friars Finally broke through

for the opening goal of the game.
9:07 into the third when defense-

man lohn Touhy snuck in front of

the UMass net and roofed a

15 loot wrist shot over Regan's

blocker and into the top shelf.

Teams on a streak Find that the

bounces just go their way and
things just fall into their lap. Such

was the case with each strike as

UMass assumed the lead late in

regulation.

The stingy Providence defense

withstood the UMass attack, but

MacKinnon finally broke through,

inadvertently tying the game at

the 14:00 mark. MacKinnon, at

the edge of the face off circle to

Dennis' right, tried to slip a pass

across the crease to a cutting

Warren Norris. headed for the far

post. MacKinnon's pass deflected

off Dennis' skate and in the net to

tie the game at 1-1.

Further proof that someone
abov-e is watching over the

Minutemen came at the 16:44

mark when UMass took the lead

for good.

"A lot of goals [like these] just

come from hard work,"
MacKinnon said. "Warren. Robbie

and myself have been working
hard down low and even the

defensemen have gotten into the

play down low. When you're work-

ing hard you get those bounces.

Last year we weren't working as

hard and we weren't getting those

bounces. These close games now
were working hard and the puck's

popping out for us and we're tak-

ing care of the chances we get."

Rob Bonneau dumped the puck
into the Friar zone to Dennis' left.

The All-Hockey East goalie came
out of his cage to play it. but the

puck caromed awkwardly off the

boards, and ricocheted directly to

the slot and a wide open
MacKinnon, who fired the

game-winner into an open net.

PC pulled Dennis in favor of an

extra skater, but Holland put the

final nail in PC's coffin with a

1 50-foot empty net goal, fired from

well back in his own defensive

zone. The goal, Holland's second of

the year, touched off a raucous cel-

ebration from what is suddenly one

of the hottest teams in America.

Minuteman Notes: The big guy

upstairs has noticed the improve-

ment in the UMass program as it

continues to literally build from
the ground up. Coach Joe Mallen

received a three-year contract

extension from Athletic Director

Attention hoop fans!

You can hear all the home women's basket-

ball games, and selected road contests, on
WMUA 91.1 FM. the flagship station for

UMass women's basketball.
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The Massachusetts women's basketball team squeaked one out on the

road last night, edging out Holy Cross 58-57.

UM water polo loses consolation;

Falls to UC-Davis 1 1-8 in Final 4

By Fred HuHbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

There was no consolation for the

Maaaachueettl men's water polo team

at the NCAA championships this week-

end.

In the consolation, third-place match

of the NCAA water polo final four, the

No. 12 Minutemen fell behind UC-
Davis. 3-0. in the first period and never

recovered, falling to the 8th-ranked

team in the country, 1 1-8.

UMass finishes fourth for the second

consecutive reason, after having won its

fourth straight Eastern Championship
and earning its fourth straight NCAA
playoff berth.

"UMass will make a strong commit-

ment to be back at NCAAs next sea-

son." said Massachusetts coach Russ

Yarworth whose Minutemen compiled

a 22-9 record on the season. "Davis

had a great season and played fantastic.

It is really a great experience for both

teams to be here."

The three-goal hole that the

Minutemen dug for themselves proved

to be an insurmountable deficit, despite

the Herculean efforts of sophomore
Brian Stahl. The club's top scorer net-

ted five points on three goals and a

two-pointer in the match as UMass
played well in the final three quarters.

"In the first quarter, they jumped out

to an early lead and put us in a tough

po-ition for the rest of the game."
Yarworth said. "I don't think we were

really quite ready."

Senior goalie Paul Engin played well

in front of the Minuteman cage, stop-

ping 12 Davis attempts, including just

one goal in the third period.

Engin's co-captain and fellow senior,

Ron Gonen. also had a solid game for

the Minutemen. assisting on two
man-up goals for UMass. and playing

his usual tenacious defense in hi- final

NCAA appearance.

In their four varsity seasons of

UMass water polo. Engin and Gonen
have won four Eastern Championships,

and have been to four straight NCAA
tournaments, including the two final

fours, a rash of success that few colle-

giate athletes get the opportunity to

scratch.

Engin's career didn't hit its pinnacle

until this season when he finally

emerged from the shadows of
All-Eastern performer and 1995 honor-

able mention Ail-American Alex
Mujica.

In his first year as a starter. Engin

played 84.5 quarters in the UMass net.

a mark that leave- him third on the

all-time single -euson list: he recorded

a career-high 191 saves and a .523 save

percentage while racking up an 8.24

goal- against average.

Engin. whose brother Tasan was an

Ail-American at UMass. finishes off his

tenure in the pool third in career quar-

ters played (in goal), third in saves and

third in save percentage, a category in

which he held the top spot after last

season.

Gonen has also left a considerable

mark on the water polo record book at

UMass. He leaves the program as the

Minutemen's all time leader in quarters

played (446) and as-iMs (159). The
Cheltenham; Pa. native is second in

career steals with 169 and fifth in

all-time poipts at UMass (231). Gonen
is in the top 10 in three other career

categories for the Minutemen.

Gonen has been a leader for the

Minutemen for most of his duration in

Turn to WATER POLO, page 9

Dobrow to campus
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Marty Dobrow. author of Going
Bigtime: The Spectacular Rise of
UMass Basketball, will be on the

Campus Center Concourse today

lo -ign copies of his book from
12-2 p.m.

A staff member at the Daily
Hampshire Gazette. Dobrow has

covered the Massachusetts men's
basketball team for the past five

MeaOM, and has been the recipient

of various honors for his work. In

1995. the Associated Press named
him the best columnist for papers

with circulation under 50.000. In

1993 he was acknowledged in The
Best of American Sports Writing.

an annual compilation of the
year'- best sports articles.

Going Bigtww. which Dobrow has

worked on for the past two years,

locuses on UMass' ascent lo national

prominence during |ohn Calipari's

tenure as coach, while also examin-

ing the younger days of the program.

The book, published by
Summerset Press, is on sale at the

University Store for a list price of

$23.95.

Marcy Schwatrz. who coordinat-

ed the booksigning for the

University Store, said that the book

has sold well.

"It's been selling pretty well."

she said. "It talks about the team

from all the way back up till last

year, and it's got a lot of pictures

to catch people's eye.

"People really seem to like it

when they pick it up and look at it.

I think it would make a great gift."

Dobrow signed copies of his

book at the William D Mullins

Center before the men's basketball

game against Wyoming.

Turn to DOBROW page 9

Fresno St. comes to town
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

On Saturday night the William

D. Mullins Center was dark.

Tonight it will be shady.

At 7:30 p.m. the

towel-chomping madness of

lerry Tarkanian (a.k.a. "The
Shark") and his No. 14 Fresno
State Bulldogs (5-1) will mix it

up with the 2-3 Massachusetts

Minutemen,
Tarkanian. who for many repre-

sents all that is corrupt in college

athletics, formerly coached at the

University of Nevada, Los Vegas
from 1972 until he was fired for

committing a slew of NCAA viola-

tions in 1992.

Tarkanian has brought his win-

ning ways with him to Fresno
since taking the reigns last April.

Last year, he led the 'Dogs to a

22-11 mark building a loyal fan

following along the way. The Tark
attack has swept Fresno as they

have sold out the 10,182 seat

Selland Arena for the entire sea-

son.

What's there to cheer about?

Depth. With the exception of

lames Gray, the Bulldogs return

every starting player from last

year's squad.

"lerry Tarkanian's teams
always play hard,"
Massachusetts head coach lames
"Bruiser" Flint said. "They pres-

sure you defensively and they

always have guys that can break

you down and get to the bas-

ket."

The Dog's attack is headed by

5-foot-10 guard Dominick
Young. Last season. Young led

the nation in three-pointers per

game (4.1), in addition to lead-

ing the Western Athletic
Conference in assists (6.6) and
steals (2.6) to this year's 17.9
points per game.

However, Young is not the only

scoring threat the Bulldogs boast

as four other players have led the

team in scoring. Kendric Brooks
(twice), sophomore Terrance
Roberson, junior Daymond
Forney and sophomore Chris
Hen-en.

Yes, that same home-grown
Chris Herren who was the subject

of an intense recruiting battle two
years ago coming out of Durfee
High in Fall River, where he
earned Eastern Mass. Div. I

Player of the Year honors. After

eventually signing with Boston
College. Herren suffered a sea-

son- ending wrist injury and only

played in one game the entire sea-

son. Last season Herren trans-

ferred to Fresno and sat out the

year.

"He's a good player, we recruit-

ed him hard," Flint said. "They
say he's got himself together. He's

been playing really hard, scoring

some points. He knows this is it

for him, he doesn't have any other

chances after this. He's on a mis-

sion."

While the Bulldogs are com-
ing off a 87-75 road loss to

Oregon, the Minutemen look to

build on last Saturday- Sunday's
90-72 home win over Wyoming.
As of Sunday, power forward
Tyrone Weeks was considered
day to day with an ankle injury,

yet hoped to practice before
tonight's game.

For more on Tarkanian. see
related story on page 9.

-

ss y>5. Fresno

Clarke Doml

On The Air:

[/UVC19 RADIO: 99.3 WHM£
Marc Vanderrafcer
lack Leaman

UMass wins Philly invite

By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's swimming

and diving team finished first at the

Philadelphia Invitational this past week-

end. Over the two day period. UMass
swam better than La Salle. Fordham.

Drexel. Bloomsburg, Rider, West
Chester, and Howard. The underclass-

men took control for the Minutemen
when the upperclassmen couldn't.

"I thought the meet went really well.

They swam a lot faster than we thought

they would at this part of the season."

said Assistant coach Ben McBride, who
took the helm this weekend for Coach

Yarworth. who was out gallivanting in

San Diego with his Final Four-finishing

water polo team.

Sophomore Brian Wisniewski
recorded his second meet record in as

many days to lead UMass to victory.

He finished first in the 200 IM at a

time of 1:55.61 on Friday, a personal

best time which ranks fifth on the

UMass all-time charts. On Saturday,

he swam for first in the 100 back at

52.08, a season-best time.

Other top swimmers for UMass
this weekend were freshman Henry
Turner, sophomore Dave Koritkoski.

junior Matt Turner, and sophomore
B.|. Brannon.

Henry Turner finished second in the

50 free behind Howard's Daniel
Ricketts at 2 1 .40. He also captured first

in the 100 free at 47.65. Koritkoski

took second in the 100 back at 52.34,

and also finished first in the 200 free at

1:44.48. Matt Turner finished third

behind Kortikoski and Wisniewski in

the 100 back at a time of 54.22. B.|.

Brannon took second in the 500 free at

4:44.39. but took the first prize in the

1650 free at a time of 16:27.87.

Apart from the top finishers.

McBride was pleased by some of the

performancei from other swimmers.
"Kerry Hueston swam well. He's

been off for about a year and a half.

His limes were all around personal
bests We really didn't expect that."

McBride said.

Hueston finished fourth in the 50
free at 21.82 and third in the 100
free at a time of 47.98. right on the

flippers of Mike Fortman of Drexel.

who touched the wall at 47.75.

"Davin Reich swam really well for

this time of the season. His times are

starting to come along." McBride
continued. "Brian Grimes, another
freshman, got a couple personal
bests or right around there."

Grimes finished third in the 500
free at 4:44.57, third in the 1650
free at 16:35.13, just behind team-
mate B.|. Brannon, and sixth in the

400 IM at 4:16.73. In diving,

Ed Hefferon finished eighth in the 1

meter event and sixth for the 3 M.
Derrick Demaio finished tenth for

the the 1 M, and ninth for the 3 M.
The relay teams took almost every

event. The A' squad took first in the

200 R free at 1:25.81. first in the

400 R- free at 3:09.45, first in the

400 R-medley 3:31.96. first in the

200 R-medley at 1:37.18 and second
in the 800 R-free at 7:08.63. The B'

squad took third in the 400 R-med-
ley at 3:36.40. fifth in the 200
R-medley at 1:39.05 and just fin-

ished behind the 'A' squad for sec-

ond in the 200 R-free at 1 :26.87.

According to McBride. some of the

swimmers did not finish as well as

expected.

"Mainly the upperclassmen. proba-
bly some of the ones who weren't on
where they wanted to be. It was the

freshmen who did the job." McBride
added.

"Everyone stepped up pretty much,
took control of the meet and ran away
with it," McBride said, "We really

didn't fully rest for this meet. We only

rested for about a week, week and a

half. It wasn't a trials finals format, it

was only a three sessions. It was kind

of a warm-up to see where we were,

to see how the team was progressing,

what kind of times they can do, and

Turn to PHIUY. page 9
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Playing that oh so

funky music

Turn to today's
Collegian to find out

what our music crit-

ics have to say
about Bush, Mobb
Deep and other
groups (see Arts k
Living, page 6).

The Shark's team
swallows UMass

Freshman pivot

man Ajmal Basit's

intensity wasn't
enough to keep the

Minutemen from
being collared by
the Bulldogs (see

Sports page 1 2).

WORLD

Saddam briefly

switches on oil flow

KIRKUK, Iraq (AP) — Saddam
Hussein was showered with
flowers after making a surprise

appearance at a pumping sta-

tion yesterday to open the
pipeline carrying the first Iraqi

oil exports since the Persian Gulf

War.

But 29,000 barrels later, Iraq

stopped pumping oil to Turkey

because it jumped the gun
before the United Nations for-

mally approved any contracts for

delivery of oil, U.N. officials said.

Under a closely monitored U.N.

deal, Iraq will be allowed to sell

$2 billion worth of oil over an ini-

tial 180-day period.

The revenues will be used to

compensate war victims, pay for

U.N. weapons monitoring and
provide badly needed commodi-
ties for an economy battered by
trade sanctions imposed after

Iraq invaded Kuwait in 1990.

The oil-for-food deal was her-

alded as a great victory in Iraq,

even though Saddam for months
had rejected the U.N. monitor-

ing as an affront to the country's

sovereignty.

Onlookers welcomed Saddam
with flowers and cheers before he

pushed the button to begin the

oil.

NATION

Sailors charged in

Nov. night gang rape

GROTON, Conn. (AP) —
Three sailors stationed at a sub-

marine base are accused of ply-

ing a 16-year-old girl with liquor

and sexually assaulting her on
Thanksgiving night at a motel

run by the Navy.

Lionel A. Benjamin, 19, and
Raymond |ohnson, 1 7, were
arrested Monday on charges
they raped the girl after a night

of dancing and drinking. A third

sailor, Luis C. |ones, 20, was
charged with a lesser count of

sexual assault and attempted
sexual assault.

They were jailed on $100,000
bail each and could get up to 20
years in prison.

A fourth sailor, Greg Watkins,

told police he was in the room but

did not take part in the attack. He

backed up most of the girl's story,

according to court papers.

Watkins has not been charged.

The girl, a lOth-grade stu-

dent, told police she met the

sailors at the restaurant where
she works as a waitress. The
sailors, whos hometowns were
not released, are newly enlisted

at the Naval Submarine School

in Groton.
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Chancellor apologizes

for snowball fiascos
By Beth McCarthy
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts
Chancellor David K. Scott issued a

statement yesterday apologizing to

President Tom Cercty of Amherst
College for the considerable damage
done by a group of alleged UMass
students engaged in throwing snow-

balls.

"On behalf of the institution, I

apologize to Amherst College

President Tom Cerety, and to all the

faculty, stall and students at Amherst

College, and I want to state firmly

that this kind of random violence has

no place on campus." Scott said. "I

have assured President Gerety that if

we find that the perpetrators of the

damage at Amherst College were
UMass students, these students will

be subject to full disciplinary action,

as they will be for the behavior on
this campus."

According to The Amherst Student,

the Amherst College newspaper, their

security has yet to establish the full

amount of damage done to the cam-

pus, but several Amherst students

estimate that a considerable amount
of windows were smashed in addition

to a vacated car being flipped.

Scott said in a press release that

he, "deeply regrets the participation

of our students." if it is found that

UMass students were actually

involved in damaging Amherst
College's property.

"As Chancellor of the University of

Massachusetts. I am shocked that any

member of this community would
engage in any type of activity that

might caus physical harm or result

in the destruction of property or in

stealing or the looting of stores,"

Scott said.

According to Scott, "The
University's Code of Student Conduct

extends to the four colleges in the

Five College consortium, so a stu-

dent's action at any of the four col-

leges will be treated as if it occurred

at UMass, with all of the possible

sanctions."

There are no reported serious

injuries due to the snowball fight, but

freshman |enny Vosacek of Amherst

College said that the snowball which

smashed through her window and
struck her in the head could "easily

have had glass in it."

Scott said that as a result of previ-

ous snowball fights "people have sus-

tained serious injuries, including per-

manent brain damage and serious eye

injuries, because stones were embed-
ded in the snowballs."

According to Officer Michael
lohnson of the Amherst Police

Department, the destructive activities

of students occurred in the midst of a

severe snow storm that had police

staff overwhelmed with power failure

situations and vehicular accidents.

Scott said that UMass faculty were

also busy attempting to keep the

University running smoothly during

the snow storm and the behavior of

UMass students hit during a particu-

larly trying time.

"The incidents were particularly

dismaying during a weekend of

severe and destructive weather condi-

tions in which staff at the University.

the colleges, and the towns were
overextended in trying to maintain

the health and safety of people, of

animals and equipment," Scott said.

"It is incomprehensible that our own
students through their thoughtless

actions could add to the burdens."

Scott said, "We urge our students

not to participate in these kinds of

activity, to act at all times with con-

sideration for others, and to make the

winter season a fun and enjoyable

time."

IBM workers win in suit
NEW YORK (AP) - Computer

maker Digital Equipment Co. was
ordered to pay nearly $t> million to

three women who suffered disabling

arm and wrist injuries they blamed
on their keyboards.

"This is the first one of these cases

to succeed.' -aid Steven Philips, who
represented the plaintiffs. "We've set-

tled cases before, and we've tried

cases that have lost. Defendants
always win in the early going. This is

the moment where it turns around."

Patricia Ceressy. a secretary at the

Port Authority ol New York and New
lersey. won nearly $5.4 million; Mil

lackson, a legal secretary, was award-

ed $306,000 and lanet Rotolo. a hos-

pital billing clerk, was awarded
$278,000.

The women worked on keyboards

that Digital knew could result in

carpal tunnel syndrome and other

repetitive Street injuries. Philips said.

The verdict, the first of its kind,

was returned last week in federal

court in Brooklyn.

Digital, based in Maynard. Mass.,

said it would appeal if the judge
doesn't agree to -et aside the jury

awards, arguing that the verdict was
"inconsistent with relevant scientific

knowledge, the evidence, and with

the law."

In a statement. Digital also said

there was "no scientific evidence that

keyboards cause" such disorders and

that its products "are safe and con-

form to all applicable industry stan-

dards."

Despite a rising number of com-
plaints from office workers, no com-

puter maker has ever been ordered to

pay damages for injuries blamed on
keyboard design.

Philips said Digital had been cited

by the Federal Occupational Safety

and Health Administration for similar

injuries among its own workers in

1989.

"Digital put in a terrific program
for its own workers and managed to

reduce the incidence of this at

Digital eightfold, but they didn't

bother to tell their customers,"
Philips said. "Not only did they know
people were getting hurt, they knew
how to fix the problem and they kept

quiet so they could sell their equip-

ment."

Digital lawyer Kenneth King would
not comment on the verdict. Philips

said Geressy, 50. the most severely

injured, has undergone four opera-

tions since her injuries became severe

in 1991 , and now "her arms are with-

ered."

Carpal tunnel syndrome is an
inflammation of tissue covering
nerves in the wrist. When that

sheath, or "tunnel," becomes
inflamed, it can press on nerves,

causing problems ranging from sore-

ness to inability to use the hands.

lackson. 42, now of Wilkes-Barre,

Pa., suffered from cubital tunnel syn-

drome, a similar affliction of the

nerves in the elbow that is not treat-

able surgically, Philips said.

In October, a jury in Kansas City,

Mo., said IBM was not responsible

for a former Blue Cross and Blue

Shield worker's disabling arm and

shoulder pain.

Emily is hit by the storm

HIZAMTH MOWN OXLEGIAN

Part of a tree and branches have fallen because of the storm over the weekend which hit the Emily

Dickenson house sign.

Mandela signs new constitution;

date, site have historical context
By Tom Cohen
Associated Press

SHARPEVILLE. South Africa — With the stroke of a

pen. President Nelson Mandela signed South Africa's new
constitution into law yesterday. Then he hoisted it over his

head, to the cheers of 4.000 people at a ramshackle soccer

stadium.

The 1 50-page charter was the cumulation of more than

six years of negotiations between white and black leaders

on the shape and ideology of post-apartheid South Africa.

"By our presence here today, we solemnly honor the

pledge we made to ourselves and to the world, that South

Africa shall redeem herself and thereby widen the fron-

tiers of human freedom." Mandela said.

"As we close a chapter of exclusion and a chapter of

heroic struggle, we reaffirm our determination to build a

society of which each of us can be proud as South
Africans, as Africans and as citizens of the world."

The signing date — yesterday — and the place —
Sharpeville. a black township south of lohannesburg —
were not accidental.

Yesterday was International Human Rights Day. and

the constitution represented South Africa's commitment
to equal rights after decades of the injustice of

apartheid.

Sharpeville was where police gunned down 69 black

protesters in a I960 massacre that galvanized the anti-

apartheid movement. The township also is part of

Vereeniging city, where the treaty ending the Anglo-

Boer war was signed in 1902 to set up the present-day

borders of South Africa.

The constitution, written in two years by an elected

Constitutional Assembly, is one of the most liberal in the

world.

It is based on an interim document that took effect with

the nation's first all-race election in 1994. won by

Mandela's African National Congress, and includes a Bill

of Rights

"We are making a clear break with the past — a break

with pain, a break with betrayal." said Cyril Ramaphosa.

the African National Congress leader who headed the

Constitutional Assembly "We have I constitution we can

be proud of. It is our task to make it work."

Under the charter. South African have the right to ade-

quate housing, food, uater. education and health care —
all of which were mostly denied the black majority in the

apartheid era.

It also bans discrimination on the basis of race, gender,

sexual orientation, age. pregnancy or marital status

During the hour-long ceremony under a blazing sun.

Mandela urged unity and tolerance in South Africa, say-

ing that making the constitution succeed would honor

those who died in the struggle for democracy.

"Above all. let us work together in striving to banish

homelessness. illiteracy, hunger and disease." he said. "Let

us join hands fqr peace and pcotpetit) ."

Prior to the signing ceremony, Mandela visited the field

where the I960 massacre occurred and unveiled a memor-
ial of stone- coveted with a South African flag. Survivors

of the shootings recalled the horror when police opened

tire.

1 was running, tailing on corpses. My clothes were torn

and I was covered with blood." Charles Mkwanazi. 68,

told the South African Press Association.

At the soccer stadium, police and soldiers maintained

tight security, and crowd- patted slowly through metal

detector-.

Barbed-wire fencing layered the walls and entrances.

A carnival atmosphere prevailed, with jazz great

Hugh Masekela performing and later dancing with

Mandela on stage. Six military helicopters drew cheers

and ululations when they Hew over, trailing South
African flags.

While most major parlies in South Africa support the

document, the Zulu nationalist lnkatha Freedom Party

boycotted the assembly that drafted it. But lnkatha.

which tear- losing power to the ANC in its stronghold of

the traditional Zulu homeland, has said it will abide by

the new constitution.

Just between friends...

U.IMMTH MOWN I lOUK.IAN

Public art by a UMass landscape architecture student gets weathered in by the snow on Main Street in

Amhesst.

China warned not to tamper
By Marcus Eliason

Associated Press

HONG KONG — A free society need-

all the news it can get. even if it's false,

the U.S. consul in Hong Kong said yester-

day in a veiled warning to China not to

tamper with Hong Kong's media free-

doms.

Richard Boucher, a former State

Department spokesman, said he knew
from experience of many rumors about

coups or ailing leaders that had made
financial markets fluctuate.

"In many cases, it wasn't until these

stories appeared in the media that they

could be shown to be false." he said in a

speech to journalists.

He was apparently referring to a recent

interview in which Chinese Foreign
Minister Qian Qichen said that onct
Hong Kong returns to Chinese sovereign

tv on luly I. the media "cm put forward

criticism, but not rumors or lies
"

Boucher did not address Oian's remark

directly, but said that on media freedom,

"the Chinese have recently MM many
mixed signals

An information-based economy like

Hong Kong "needs Information, whatever

can be had. whether the information Is

true or. frankly, whether it's not true." he

said.

For instance, he cited the stories that

circulated on the Internet claiming that

the |ul> I 7 crash of TWA (light 800 was

cau-ed by a U.S. mi— ile.

"It wasn't until they appeared in the

media thai thev were thoroughly discred-

ited." he said.

In his speech, and answering questions,

Boucher reminded China of its formal

undertakings to safeguard Hong Kong's

civil liberties,

He said China had made a "sweeping,

I vital and an unrestricted pledge" to

preserve freedom of assembly, speech.

travel, movement, religion and academic

research, as well as the freedom to strike.

He mentioned its promise to uphold the

i vile ol law. and Hong Kong's separate.

British-Structured legal code that "tops

the list ol reasons win American firms

are here in Hong kong."

I S companies emplov almost 10 per-

cent of Hong Kong's work force and have

almost $14 billion invested here, he said.

\-ked what Washington could do if

China reneged on us promises. Boucher

implied it was up to Hong Kong's people.

rathei than ihc outside world, to protect

their interests
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Comedy — The comedy improv troupe. Mission
Improvable, will perform at 8 p.m. in the Field classroom

in Orchard Hill. "Meanwhile...", an all female a capella

group will open.

Meeting — The last meeting of the Biracial/Multiracial

Students Association will be held at 7 p.m. in the Cape
Cod Lounge in the Student Union. Call 546-3548 for

more information.

Memorial Serxice — There will be a memorial service

for Denyel Faulk at 5 p.m. in Memorial Hall.

Poetry Reading — Spectrum magazine is sponsoring a

poetry and prose reading in the Student Union Art Gallery

at 7:30 p.m. If you would like to read, contact the

Spectrum office at 545-2240 or 406 E Student Union.

Seminar — The Neuroscience and Behavior Program is

sponsoring a seminar on "Mechanics of Sexual
Differentiation in the Rat Brain" by Dr. Margaret
McCarthy in room 3 1 9 of Morrill 1 1 at 4 p.m.

Thursday, Dec. 12

Lecture — Dr. Vera Whisman, a professor of Sociology

and Women's Studies at Hobart and William Smith
Colleges and author of Queer by Choice, will present a

lecture titled "The Question of Choice" at 12:30 p.m. in

Campus Center room 803. This is part of the GLBT
Studies Lecture Series and is co-sponsored by the

Stonewall Center, GLB GSO, Women's Studies, and the

Chancellor's Task Force on GLBT Matters. For more
information, please contact the UMass Stonewall Center

at 545-*824.

Meeting — GEO Membership meeting from 5-7 p.m.

in Campus Center room 804. This meeting is to decide

how the union should respond to the Administrations
Contract Proposals regarding Affirmative Action and
Child Care.

Seminar — The Neuroscience and Behavior ProgTam is

sponsoring a seminar by Dr. Laura Lubbers on "Gonadal
Steroid Control of the Male Reproductive Endocrine
Axis" at 12:15 p.m. in 52 IB Tobin Hall.

Notices

Financial Aid — Financial Aid Services would like to

remind students to file their '97-'98 Free Application For

Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) or renewal FAFSA by Feb.

I 5. This is to ensure that your application will be received

by the processing center by the UMass March 1 deadline.

If you do not receive a renewal form, please fill out an
original form available at the following locations: Fin. Aid

Services- 255 Whitmore; United Asia Learning Resource

Center- Knowlton; New Africa House: Division of

Continuing Ed- Goodell Bldg.; Bilingual Collegiate

Program-Wilder Hall.

Information — The UMass Pagan Students will be

holding an informational table in the Campus Center
Concourse from Wed. Dec. 1 1 through Fri. Dec 1 3. For

more information, contact Melissa at 546-0476.
Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from
8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

Variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environment
All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more information, call

584-8167.
Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are every

Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101 Totman.
Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For more
information, contact Milly Dejesus at 546-1083.
Employment — The Department of Consumer Studies

is seeking a candidate to fill the position of Computer
Coordinator The applicant must be a grad student. Please

send resume ith references to: Dr. Sheila Mammen.

Dept of Consumer Studies. 101 Skinner thill, Univcrsitv

of Massachusetts. Amherst, Ma. 01003. For more inlor

malion, contact Dr. Mammen at 545-2391.

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more easils.

members of the Health Reach International team are avail-

able to help you find answers to your questions and con-

cerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health
Education Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for more-

info) and 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Community Room II -t

North Village; Tuesdays 6:30- 8:30 D.m. in the
International Lounge. Prince House (call 545-2299 for

more info); Wednesdays 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Community
Room, 41 1 Linclon . All conversations are confidential.

Meeting — Alanon meetings are held Mondays in room
801 and Thursdays in room 802 of the Campus Center
from noon- 1 p.m.

Meeting — P.O.W.E.R.. the Progressive Organization
for Women's Rights holds their weekly meetings on
Thursdays at 6 p.m. in the Student Union room 306. All

men and women are welcome.

Meeting — The Pakistan Students Association has its

weekl) meetings every Tuesday at 7:30 p. in. in the Campus
Center. Check for the room number at the information
desk For further details, contact Musharraf at 546-6295.

Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus meets
every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer 201. All

anthropology undergraduate minors and majors welcome.
Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Ivrit" held every

Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right

as you enter and look for the sign on the table. All Israelis

and other Hebrew speakers welcome.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student
Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

Menoruh Lighting — All are welcome to attend the

lighting of the 6-foot menorah in front of the Hillel

House. 388 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, at the following

times: Tues. Dec. 10 at 4:30 p.m.; Wed. Dec. 1 1 at 8:30

p.m.; Thurs. Dec. 12 at 6 p.m.

New Organization — W1CC (West Indian/Caribbean
Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West
Indies or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well as

anyone interested in the culture. For more information,

contact Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.
Vu Organization — Attention Biracial and Multiracial

Students on campus. A new organization is forming and
your help is needed. If interested, call lordan at 546-5548.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the

Amhecst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to 1 p.m.

in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the basement
of Worcester Dining Common). For more information,
call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at 253-0874.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs staff

in all departments. Editorial positions are available in

Photo. Layout. Copy, and Marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also

needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 304
Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Submissions Request — Spectrum Magazine is looking
for submissions of poetry, prose, artwork, and photos.
Submissions can be turned in to the Spectrum office.

406E Student Union. The final deadline for all submis-
sions is Feb. 12. 1997. Anyone interested in knowing
more about the Spectrum can call the office at

545-2240.

Campus Police 1log
Accident — Prupcm Damage The front grille of a vehicle in parking lot 49 was

Dec. 5 stolen.

There was a two-vehicle accident on Commonwealth A vehicle in parking lot 44 was broken into and an

Avenue. No injuries were reported. equalizer was stolen.

Animal Complaint Health/Safety Hazard

Dec 6 Dec. b

A lost dog was returned to its owner in lames A trash can fire on North Pleasant Street was extin-

Residence Hall. guished by the Amherst Fire Department.

Annoving Behavior Larceny

Dec 6 Dec. 5

Individuals using laser guns from windows in A bird feeder and a sign were stolen from the

Webster Residence Hails were issued warnings. Chancellor's Residence on Chancellors' Drive.

There was a false 91 1 call from Patterson Residence An individual reported that her purse was stolen from

Hall. her vehicle which was parked in parking lot 33.

Dec. 9 Dec 9

There was a dispute between roommates in Cashin There was a report of fraudulent use of a credit card

Residence Hall. from Knowles Engineering Building.

Dei- 10 An individual in Washington Residence Hall reported

An individual in Kennedy Residence Hall reported that a check was stolen.

receiving threatening calls. A bicycle was stolen from Baker Residence Hall.

A tire was stolen from a vehicle in parking lot 22.

Annoying Telephone Calls

Dec 5 Noise Complaint

A series of annoying telephone calls were reported Dec. 9

Irom Eastman 1 .ane. There was a compla'ii of fireworks on the Southwest

Residential Area Mall.

Assault & Battery

Dec. 6 Suspicious Person/Activity

An individual in Buttcrficld Residence Hall was alleged- Dec. b
ly assaulted and sprayed with a fire extinguisher. An inves Bryan S. Weinberg, 21. of 20 Corners Rd.. Congers.

tigation is underway to determine possible charges. N.Y., was arrested on Authority Way for malicious

destruction of property in excess of $250, disorderly

Burglary/Breaking and Entering conduct, resisting a police officer making a lawful arrest

Dec. 5 and possession of a Class D substance.

Need a Job?
The Collegian News Department is curreijlJ^ accepting applications for
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Associate News Editors. These

experience

offer substantial writing

ly cover:

• politics of higher e<I

• student activism
• state politics

• student gove
• University polio;

• police and public
• Town of Amherst, H
• court proceedings
• health and environment
• science and technology
Interested students should call Laura^tock, Michael Elliott or Chris Conner at 545-1851, or stop by the

Collegian office in 1 1 3 Campus Center (basement I.

The Collegian is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Work fasterwith it.

Power Macintosh* 7600
132 MHz/l6MB RAM/I 2GB/8X CD-ROM

IS dtsptav/kexboard

Now $2,558

Simplifyyour life with it.
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A Menorah and Christmas tree are lit for display at the Amherst Commons through the season.
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Communicate to the world with it.

Have fun with it.

Power Macintosh* 7200
00 MHz/1MB RAM/ 1 2CB/HX CD ROM

15" <k<pla\/ke\board

Now $1,91

8

Apple* Color StyleWnter* 2500
I ['to ~20x]<><l dpi

Now $329

Get $150 backwith it.

Check out Apple's Holiday Savings.
Right now Apple Computer is it. offering a $150 rebate when you purchase

a Macintosh" personal computer and an Apple' printer. Fact is, your timing

couldn't be better to get your Mac," a machine that features some of the

world's most innovative technology. And it's easier to use than anything

you'll encounter in your class schedule. So get to your campus computer

store and pick out your Mac It'll help keep you ahead in your classes (or

at least tied) And right now, you II come out $150 ahead on the price.
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Apple -

Color StyleWnter- 1500 Up to 720x360 dpi Now $239

UNIVERSITY
MSTORE&

The University Store
Campus Center
Hours: M-F 9-5, Sat. 10-5
545-2619
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Division ofContinuing Education

Winter Session

1997
January 2-23

- More than lOO credit courses

both day and evening

- Professional development courses,
seminars, workshops

- Courses for recodification points
for teachers

Register Now!
Call for a free course catalog - (413) 645-0107

e-mail: contined(" admin.umass.edu

Division ofContinuing Education University of Massachusetts Amherst

Explore our Web mite At http://wyr1r.nma.88.0dn/coatlu0d

ASC: airports still not secure enough
By Randolph E. Schmid
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — America has
taken airport security loo lightly and
now must develop a system that

works quickly and efficiently, an avi-

ation security consultant (ASC) told

an industry conference yesterday.

"We have not declared war on
terrorism as the Europeans have."
lee Grodzins told the Global
Aviation Safety and Security
Summit. "A system that secures us

against past acts may not secure us
at all against future acts." warned
Grodzins. vice president of
American Science and Engineering
Inc.. which develops advanced tech-

nology for security, and a professor

at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.

He urged toughening airplanes
and their cargo containers against
explosives and improving technolo-

gy to detect explosives and scan pas-

sengers, luggage and cargo.

Security concerns have been
heightened since the July explosion
of TWA Flight 800. killing 230 peo-

ple off New York's Long Island. The
cause remains under investigation,

but the blast has prompted lighter

airport security and has drawn con-

gressional and White House alien

lion.

Grodzins spoke during a daylong
meeting organized by Aviation
Week & Space Technology maga-
zine that also heard a top air safely

expert urge development of a sin

gle standard of flight safety world-
wide.

While the developing nations
have just 16 percent of commercial
air traffic they account for 70 per-

cent of accidents. Stuart Matthews
of the Flight Safety Foundation
said.

"We must strive for one level of

safety worldwide and it's the less

developed nations that need the
help," said Matthews, chairman of

the airline-sponsored safety founda-
tion.

He told the conference thai
human error is the biggest single

factor in airplane accidents.

"It's a fundamental facet of the

human species, people make mis-
takes," Matthews said. "Fatigue is

one obvious reason why people
make mistakes. They forget, they
become confused, they misunder-
stand and take the wrong
actions."

That prompted a discussion of
proposals for airlines to share opera-

tions data with the government and
salety Consultant! to detect minor
mistakes and correct them before an

accident occurs.

|ohn Kern, vice president of
Northwest Airlines, noted that the

current system, which can include

penalties for errors, discourages the

reporting of such incidents when
they do not lead to an accident.

He said the industry and govern-

ment need lo find a way to cooper-

ate so that errors can lead lo

improved training or other changes.

Other industry speakers also

expressed concerns that informa-

tion might be released and be mis

understood by the public, causing

unnecessary concerns.

"I frankly don't think the way to

deal with it is to hide the data,"

responded Anthony Broderick, for-

merly a top Federal Aviation
Administration official and now an
aviation consultant. He suggested
finding a way to include an analysis

of any information thai is made pub-
lic.

Broderick noted that public con-
cern about flight safety has grown
as a result of several dramatic-
crashes in the last few years and
this must be taken into considera-
tion by managers and regulators.

Nobel Prizes awarded in Oslo, Norway
By Doug Mellgren

Associated Press

OSLO. Norway — A Roman Catholic bishop and an
exiled activist who oppose Indonesia's occupation of
East Timor accepted the Nobel Peace Prize yesterday
and praised the committee for bringing attention to the

2 1 -year-old "forgotten conflict." Bishop Carlos Filipe

Ximenes Belo. 48, and lose Ramos Horia, 51. shared the

honor in a ceremony that was boycotted by Indonesian
representatives.

Ramos Horta offered his "deepest appreciation" to the

committee members for "your generosity in thinking of

the wretched of the Earth and your courage in standing

up to the might of states."

Indonesian troops seized East Timor in 1975, and
forcibly annexed it the next year. In announcing the

Peace Prize on Oct. 11. the Nobel committee blamed
Indonesia for widespread death, terror and persecution

during its occupation of the former Portuguese colony of

720,000 people.

Indonesia says it invaded East Timor to prevent chaos
after Portuguese forces abandoned the island during a

civil war. The government has denounced Ramos Horta.
a lormer leftist guerrilla, as a traitor, and accused him of

"unspeakable atrocities." The government has avoided

criticizing Belo. but has complained that he was abusing
his position by making political comments.

Yesterday. Indonesia denied it had warned Bishop
Belo not to criticize the government when accepting the

Nobel Prize. Speaking in Indonesia. Foreign Minister Ali

Alatas said Belo's appeal for talks were appropriate to

his role as a spiritual leader.

Both laureates urged Indonesia to release political

prisoners, and open talks on the future of East Timor.
"I say stop bloodshed. And I add. stop oppression.

Stop violence. Stop conflict. Let us sit down around a

table and understand each other," said Belo, clad in

black and magenta clerical robes.

"I firmly believe that I am here essentially as the voice
of the voiceless people of East Timor," he said. "And
what the people want is peace. An end lo violence and
the respect for their human rights."

Ramos Horta called Belo "the real winner" of the
prize as "ihe embodiment of the East Timorese people's

resilience, moral rectitude, dignity and identity and its

long quest for peace and freedom."

Each Nobel Prize carries a $1.12 million cash award.
The other prizes were presented in Stockholm. Sweden,
yesterday — the I00t!i anniversary of the death of the

prizes' benefactor. Alfred Nobel, the Swede who invent-

ed dynamite.

Polish poet Wislawa Szymborska. celebrated for her
"beautiful, deep and subtle poetry," accepted the Nobel
Prize in literature. David Lee and Robert Richardson,
both of Cornell University, and Douglas Oshcroff of
Stanford University, shared the Nobel Prize in physics

for their discovery of superfluidity in helium-3.

Peter Doherty. an Australian now working in

Memphis. Tenn., and Rolf Zinkernagel of Switzerland
received the prize in medicine for pioneering work on
the body's immune system.

Harold Kroto of Britain's University of Sussex and
Richard Smalley of Houston's Rice University shared the

chemistry prize for discovering carbon atoms bound in

i he shape of soccer balls.
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Dissidence and punishment in the U.S.A.

Daniel

Bodah

We're probably all familiar with stories of journal-

ists and dissidents disappearing or being impris-

oned. From Guatemala, China. Indonesia.

Argentina. Mexico and Nigeria we read or watch the news

of political repression. Most recently, we have heard how
Serbian ruler Slobodan Milosevic ordered the dissident

radio stations of Belgrade shut down — during a period of

massive street protests against his administration's cynical

refusal to accept defeat in the recent election. Today we
can read that plainclothes police in Belgrade have been

arresting and beating selected leaders and organizers of

the protest*

We talk about the need for democracy

in other countries, and often back that

talk up with action — economic sanc-

tions against Serbia, military interven-

tion in Haiti, weapons and training for

Contra rebels. When we think of politi-

cal oppression, it's something that happens somewhere
else. The United States is thought of as an exporter of

democracy. We never question whether the United States

itself may practice illegal violations of the civil and human
rights of its own dissidents.

At least two prominent arrests have been interpreted as

exactly this sort of move by our government. Leonard

Peltier and Mumia Abu lama! are both U.S. dissidents

whose trials show numerous irregularities. Huge protest

movements have developed around each of them, making
the claim that the charges they are accused of have been

trumped up.

Peltier was a member of AIM. a Native American group

which struggles against government-sponsored or aided

suppression of our indigenous populations. He was con-

victed for the shooting of an FBI agent on a reservation,

but advocates for his release point out that the physical

evidence and the reconstruction of the crime which came
up at his trial are inconsistent and inconclusive.

Mumia Abu lamal was a news commentator who
worked for WDAS radio in Philadelphia. A community
activist and outspoken critic of the city, lamal was also a

proponent of the Philadelphia MOVE group (more about

them later).

lamal is now on death row. awaiting execution (or

release.) for the alleged killing of a police officer. Yet

numerous witnesses who saw another person shoot the

cop have been ignored, and evidence has had a tendency

to come up "missing."

MOVE is an African-American political and social

organization who live communally in houses owned by

th( j,iv;up. There have been numerous problems between
MOVE and their neighbors over the years, but the

response of the city to a situation which arose in 1985
continues to stun with its implausibility. The Philadelphia

police claim to have been acting in response to communi-
ty noise and safety complaints about a certain MOVE
house, but for some reason they chose to act in the dead
of night. A shootout occurred around 4 a.m.. followed by

hours of tense standoff. Finally the city broke the impasse
— by dropping a bomb on the house! In the

aftermath of the bombing, an entire city block

burned to the ground. Needless to say, many
MOVE members lost their lives without bene-

fit of trial.

All of these situations show political sup-

pression as a motivation, whether explicit or implicit.

Neither individual state governments nor the United

States government has moved to investigate or correct any

human rights abuses thai have occurred in these cases.

These are just a few well-known incidents of poten-

tial political suppression in "the land of the free."

There are numerous others, from the violent police

attacks on the New York squatting movement, to alle-

gations indicating the possible existence of special

lockdown units in our prisons, used specifically to iso-

late political prisoners from the general prison popula-

tion. Deep Dish T.V. has produced a series of exposes

on the prison industry {Lock Down U.S.A.) indicating

an underlying political and economic motivation
behind this country's highest-in-the-world incarcera-

tion rate.

The New York City-based Committee to Protect

lournalists has documented the killings of a number of

journalists on our home soil. All have been emigrants

writing for U.S. papers publishing in languages other than

English. Five were Vietnamese, killed in sites from
Virginia »o California, three Haitian radio journalists in

Miami and one a Chinese writer in San Francisco.

Whether these killings have a political connection is not

currently clear, but they warrant investigation and most

certainly bring the question of the suppression of free

speech home.
Daniel Bodah is a Collegian columnist.

Shalom , UMass

"H
enry. do you want a ride home?" asked a

friend from his car last week while I, unbe-

knownst to him. was about 10 footsteps

from my front yard.

One evening a couple of years ago I bumped into

him at the then, Tower Library. He was anguishing
over his studies, yet he still extracted the positive qual-

ity from grinding and enriching the organ between his

ears.

"If you ever want your brain to work to its outer lim-

its," he said that night, "take a class about economic
theory."

Needless to say, I took the lift home.

Henry J.

Brier

Without question, my most memo-
rable news story happened on Tuesday
night. Apr. 18. J995.

Robert M. Schapiro, a 49-year old

graduate student who I never knew,
was pronounced dead at approximately 9 p.m. after

having collapsed seconds after the completion of his

speech for treasurer of the Graduate Student Senate

(GSS).

Schapiro. whose funeral service was at Congregation

B'nai Israel in Northampton, died of cardiac arrest.

Throughout graduate student circles it was
well-known that he. the challenger, had a weak heart,

according to several witnesses passing in and out of

Campus Center room 1 74, where unsuccessful resusci-

tation attempts took place.

Several witnesses alleged that while Schapiro spoke,

the incumbent treasurer's blatant intimidation was so

overt that Schapiro's voice was shakingly unstable.

I was not there during the speech. But, afterward, I

certainly was there gathering news and observing the

surroundings while paramedics worked on the fallen

man.

And never will I forget the disturbingly complacent

grin that I saw emerge upon the face of the 1994-1995
GSS treasurer, as he relaxedly leaned against the wall

facing room 1 74.

I know what I saw. and I have seen what I now
know.

»•*

In my opinion, exploration of the intellect's dynamic
capability (meaning the outer bounds, furthest extremi-

ties and hidden depths) is possible by taking a philo-

sophical history course.

Study of the past (provided, of course, if it is factu-

ally- accurate) should never be devalued or underesti-

mated.

That which has happened in history should surprise

no one when it happens again because what has

occurred has been approved by the historical text.

Perhaps this is a pessimistic view, but this perspec-

tive can also rightfully be considered realistic.

Thus, the study of history is philosophical realism.
...

There exists but one singular reason why the eastern

Mediterranean peace process is so rabidly condemned
on this campus. This two-plus millennia of "rationale"

are no quiet secret locked away in some remote trea-

sury, thus, should not be a surprise.

"They may as well just write 'I hate lews!'" my friend,

who is not lewish. said in his car outside my house.

He was referring to the caustic vitriol and revisionist

history masquerading as fact regarding Israel that con-

sistently appears throughout the pages of many differ-

ent campus-wide publications.

The highest-ranking mass communicator on this

campus once called such printed material "junk."

Such continuously excessive and disproportionate

hatred has far surpassed any political threshold, as it

festers and thrives within the religious and personal

realm.

Period. Paragraph.
•*•

The peace process entails an exchange of United
Nations- partitioned land for security. This land (and

so much more that has already been traded) was
pre-emptively captured by the General Yitzhak
Rabin-led campaign commonly known as the Six Day
War in |une 1967.

Six days. One-hundred forty-four hours.

Such efficient defense is why Rabin's

assassination, in November 1995. was so

sickeningly celebrated by some.

A key aspect to remember and serious-

ly consider is that although Rabin's politi-

cal presence and leadership may have
ceased, his legacy certainly perseveres.

To many, the late general now serves as a standard,

so perfectly exemplifying how strong the military he

helped create and lead presently is and will continue to

be. as it is significantly stronger now than it ever was
before.

Make no mistake.

Why else would and how else could such a country

even consider something as risky as a peace process?
•a*

Now, to give credit where it's due: To SR, SM and
PS. the three of you were my first UMass pals from
Brown: ES. MT, PC and ON. the three of you are sweet

as an apple. Officer NL, 1 thoroughly enjoyed dis-

cussing "the skinny" on UMass politics with you. and
keep an eye on your postage.

To the blooming braggart aspiring to become a trust-

worthy, genuine, kind and sincere politician, surely you

are absolutely well on your way. Yes, you will definite-

ly do just fine.

As hard as I looked and as patient as I was, liana. I

never found the submissions that you repeatedly

assured me you'd write, after that day you hysterically

shrieked at the top of your lungs while we listened in

the newsroom. And. no, I don't buy that bit about how
you're "not a good writer."

Go. OP. You and your entirely pleasant manner
deserve nothing other than the life's best. The same
applies to you, SK. I find it amazing. NM. how our ide-

ology and history is so very parallel, and I truly enjoyed

speaking with you. DB. AB. KW and FW. to me you
four represent toward whom I aspire. Can't thank you
each enough.

Lastly, and by no means least, to |WM, working and
writing with you was a pleasure. Thank you for helping

me start and finish.
•*.

Hark, now hear the sailors cry.

Smell the sea and feel the sky.

Let your soul and spirit fly into the mystic.

—Van Morrison
*••

So. to everyone meaningful who I've neglected to

remember, thanks a lot. Believe you me. I've learned

quite a bit and I'm now prepared to find out more.
Remember: in the grand context of life. 10 footsteps

is merely a fond memory of life's path as wc each blaze

trails and explore separate ways.

Shalom. UMass.
Henry /. Brier was. at one lime which like every

other will become a remnant of the long-forgotten
past, a Collegian columnist.
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Gun control numbers don't add up

John

Wilkinson

OK, I've been waiting to write

about this for quite a while.

It's a topic that I've been inter-

ested in for several years now, and
I've finally got my chance to mouth-
off about it. The topic, which I expect

to stir a bit of heated debate on this

liberal. East-coast campus, is that of

gun control.

Now, before I get to telling you that

"assault weapons" are overrated, that

"cop-killer" bullets never existed and
that even if we could magically elimi-

nate handguns from our streets the

homicide rate would skyrocket, let me
tell you a little about myself. I'm not

what you might think. I was born here

in the Northeast —
New York to be

precise. I didn't

have guns in my
house when 1 was
growing up. I don't

(and never did) hunt. My parents

weren't (and still aren't) NRA mem-
bers and they didn't encourage me to

believe that gun control was wrong.

None of that changes the fact, how-
ever, that the gun control proposals

I've seen so far make little, if any,

sense at all and that some of them are

prescriptions for disaster. But I'm not

here to argue moralistically or politi-

co-legally about gun control and the

Second Amendment. You see. I'm a

physics major, and I love numbers and

equations so I thought I'd show you

some that might illuminate the gun
control debate for you.

First of all. the most striking thing I

learned about guns when I first started

reading about them four years ago is

that they are used at least as often for

self-defense as for criminal purposes,

about 600.000 times per year. (The

number of self-defense uses may be as

high as 800,000.) For those who
doubt this conclusion, I .tdvise you to

go to the library and check out any of

the books written by criminologists on

gun control.

A particularly well-balanced source

is Point Blank, by Florida State crimi-

nologist Gary Kleck — a liberal

Democrat and ACLU member.

(Unfortunately, the UMass library

doesn't have his book, so you'll have to

go to the Amherst College library to get

it.)

Those who are tempted to wimp
out and try reading Time. Nwsweek.
or just about any newspaper (except

of course, this one) for gun statistics.

be warned: those sources

are every bit as biased and

inaccurate as Guns &
Ammo.
How about so-called

"assault weapons,

'

though? Aren't those particularly dan-

gerous and susceptible to criminal

misuse? Well, "assault weapons" are

not machine guns, they aren't nearly

as lethal as the typical deer rifle and

very few criminals actually use them

(less than one-percent according to

the ATF). The few high-profile cases

that have involved "assault weapons,"

like the Stockholm school tragedy,

could have been much worse if

"assault weapons" were not used. In

the Stockholm case, nearly 90 percent

of the 50-odd victims survived. If a

typical hunting weapon had been used

instead, more than half of the children

and adults would have died.

OK. what about armor-piercing,

"cop-killer bullets?" Well, would it

surprise you to learn that, according

to the FBI. no police officer has ever

been killed by a "cop-killer" bullet?

Every officer that has ever been killed

while wearing a bullet-proof vest has

been shot in an extremity where the

vest offers no protection, or in the

head, or in a weak spot where the vest

panels are joined. No armor-piercing

bullet has ever penetrated a vest and

wounded or killed a police officer.

Well, what about banning hand-

guns that are used most often in

crimes? Sounds like a good idea if you

think that it will actually prevent crim-

inals from obtaining one of the 65 mil-

lion handguns currently in circulation

and that criminals will go unarmed if

handguns are unavailable

Unfortunately, handgun prohibition

isn't likely to do much more than dis-

arm the law abiding citizens of the

more than 30 states that allow the

concealed carrying of handguns. (The

most recent and comprehensive study,

done at the University of Chicago,

found that rates of homicide, rape and

assault in these states decreased after

the number of concealed carry permit

holders went up.)

And even if criminals can't get

handguns, as many as three-quarters

of them are inclined to "upgrade" to

"sawed-off" shotguns, according to a

study by the National Institute of

lustice. Ironically, because shotguns

are many times more lethal than hand-

guns, even an effective handgun prohi-

bition campaign could more than dou-

ble the homicide rate.

Conservative politicians often

emphasize their "tough on crime" atti-

tude to deflect attention away from

the tough decisions regarding the root

socioeconomic causes of crime.

Liberal politicians use gun control in

much the same way. It's time we all

woke up and let them know we aren't

blinded by the smoke screen anymore.

lohn Wilkinson is a UMass student.

Battling the mind-forgd manacles

A large crowd of tourists gathers on a warm mid-sum-

mer day by the water in Battery Park, NY. The line

that forms for the Liberty Island/Ellis Island Ferry is

like a gateway into our country's past and its most profound

aspirations.

A large group of stationary people is a prefect venue for

New York's finest street performers, who strut their stuff

with fierce enjoyment in the hopes of collecting some spare

dollars and cents. A myriad of acts were performing on this

day — jugglers, acrobats, but the one that swayed the crowd

the most was a young Haitian poet who proclaimed "why do

I need money when I speak in rhythms and be happy?"

This is a wonderful sentiment, but why is a man of verse

who speaks with words of wisdom and harmony reduced to

the prominence of begging for change? Other than writers

at academic institutions, (and song lyrics)

where is the prominence of poetry?

What happened to the days when artists

. like William Wordswoth, inspired by the

events of the French Revolution, sparked a

revolution in the way people thought and per-

ceived the world? My question is. what role does poetry,

and especially the sentiments of Romantic poetry, play in

our society and how can one maintain a romantic outlook

on life in the inner cities, business world and superhighway

of information.

My own definition of Romanticism as established by the

six major romantic poets (Blake, Wordsworth, Coleridge,

Byron, Keats. Shelley) if this: the development of primal

sympathy and kindness towards other human beings and a

heightened struggle to live life to the fullest in a mechanized

and oftentimes bleak society. Romanticism and real life are

not completely separate, although they may appear to be.

The urban landscape, which the Romantic poets critique is

plagued with so many problems that survival is given more
importance than the praise of human potential and apprecia-

tion of the natural world.

Take the place of my origin. Queens, where the slumber

of everyday life combined with young people's rampant dis-

connection from the political middle class homeowner
leaves little room to praise life and treat it as a blessing. To
quote the taxi driver in an Eddie Murphy film Coming to

America "If there is one thing that Queens has, it's common
parts." Yet that same movie represents the best qualities of

city life which the romantic poets would extoll, the vivid

interaction between people and groups of people from all

Bryan

Schwartzman

around the globe.

The problem is that the city is such an all-encompassing

place that it is often difficult to see past that and develop

goals beyond what is visible on the streets and apparent in

everyday life. Over 200 years ago, William Blake prophesied

the oppressive aspect of city life when he wrote "In every cry

of every man. In every' infant's cry of fear, In every voice, in

every ban. The mind-forg'd manacles I hear." When an indi-

vidual's mind is bound by its society it is much easier to

desire to be something small rather than something great.

In his book Makes Me Wanna Holler journalist Nathan

McCall compared the game of chess with life, saying that

most people believe they are chasing kings when they are

really going after pawns. In prison, when he realized that his

life as a drug dealer was simply chasing a pawn he turned

his life around and made it all the way to

the Washington Post.

It upsets me when at a University,

Romantisim is taught from an elitist and

overly scholarly approach. When this

happens, Romantisim becomes the heady

and philosophical writings of dead writers who lived long

ago and bears no relevance to today. The lofty ideals of

Romantic poetry must be grounded with understanding of

modem street life in order to be a useful reference point for

people. William Blake once wrote "to particularize is the

alone distinction of merit."

Romantic poetry has been taught from Harvard to a south

Bronx high school just across the street from housing pro-

jects. There have been teachers in the Bronx who had sec-

ond and third generation welfare students glued to their

seats with poems such as "The Rime of the Ancient

Mariner."

An evocative and caring teacher can relate the themes of

great poetry to the lives of students and memorize them into

coming to class. Someone once told me that no matter how
much support an individual has in the home and in their

school, it only accounts for 30 percent of their conscious-

ness and the street makes up an overwhelming 70 percent of

someone's awareness. With this in mind, if someone can

acquire a touch of Romanticism and carry it with them onto

the street, into the business world, or even into public office,

then as Wordsworth says "the Mind of Man can become a

thousand times more beautiful than the world in which he

inhabits."

Bryan Schwartzman is a Collegian columnist.

Live and let live

Andrew

Trodden

I
was once convicted of a crime. It

wasn't a terrible crime mind you

but nonetheless a conviction scars

my otherwise impeccable record. I

was convicted of trespassing, (a.k.a.

sledding on a golf course after clos-

ing). I served no time for this crime

but was issued a rather brutal fine of

$135... for sledding.

My point behind bringing up my
"sledding conviction"

is that I've been won-
dering how long it will

be before my criminal

record will be required

by law to precede me
no matter where I go. Certainly, there

are those out there who would like to

know if there is a trespasser in their

company.

Now there's Michael Carlson, the

convicted rapist and sex offender.

Sure he did the crime, but he also did

his time and has been in the process

of trying to make something of his

life. But that process just got quite a

bit harder for him as the recent

release of his prior record all but

issued him the death sentence the

courts decidedly waived.

Imagine one day he has all these

friends and the next day they find out

he's a convicted rapist, not to mention

his teachers find out as well. I can

only imagine that it would be kind of

hard to restrain your personal bias

against someone like that. Maybe
Carlson had a girlfriend before this

bomb was dropped on campus.

Imagine the nightmares she'd be hav-

ing after hearing that.

I thought the idea behind imprison-

ing criminals was to reform them so

they didn't get out and do the crime

again. But by throwing on top of that

this insult to injury I think we may be
saying the penal system doesn't work,

which isn't to say that it does work. But

I figure this country's political correct-

ness is so good at cover-

ing up the real truth we
ought to at least be able

to make the people
believe that our prisons

are working well.

If not, why don't we just scare the

hell out of everyone? If we are going

to do this release of prior records, why
not go all the way with it? Let's

release the names and addresses of

every person that ever committed any

sort of crime ever. That way you'll

know if you've got a trespasser in your

town or a guy who broke into a house

75 years ago, because you never know
when he might relapse.

With that system, if a similar crime

happens in a neighborhood, police

will know where to start looking... so

will the lynch mobs. Which is exactly

the situation that Mr. Carlson finds

himself in right now. Suppose a rape

were to take place, maybe in the area

of his residence. I guarantee that he

could have gone home for that week-

end and people would still point the

finger at him. Some justice that is. It's

like we are living in a large-scale ver-

sion of kindergarten and all we like to

do is tease people while we point at

them... nah nah nah nah naaa.

Michael is a rapist, nah nah nah naaa.

Is this really what we've come to?

Please say it isn't.

Take a look at how ass backwards
we've got our society. We treat alco-

holics and addicts and gamblers etc. as

if they were diseased, we even call it a

disease. These people who are doing

most of the damage to themselves are

receiving the treatment. While we sit

by allowing the truly sick people to

rape and murder, pillage and plunder

our society, then after that, we make
fun of them for doing it.

To hell with that if any of my tax

dollars are going to help any of these

people. I want it helping the whackos
out there that one day may just crack

and end up in the bell tower with a

high powered rifle shooting innocent
people. Let those addicts slowly kill

themselves, that's their choice.

In a nutshell, allow these people
who have paid for their mistakes to

attempt to lead a normal life. There
are those out there, believe it or not,

that do repent for their actions and do
not commit that act again. Why do we
deem it necessary to crucify these peo-

ple when we should help them to

escape from their past, so that it will

not surface again.

Problems are only as big as you
think they are. Remember that.
Andrew Trodden is a Collegian

columnist.
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A season of extremes

Mark

McGrath

It's
funny how we look at our world.
December is upon us and with it comes the holiday

season I en mam. h is | nine of joy and happiness, a
time to lee brail) and friends, u lime to mark the passing
of another year, a time to look back on (he years gone by
and to look forward to many more.
Sometimes, when this time of year

comes around, we uie so busy making
our own plans that we forget to look
around and see that our happiness isn't

shared by everyone. For many, this
world isn't a happy place, even if it is the
holiday season. When I say this. I am by no means trying

to put a damper on the good ole' holiday spirit, I am
merely stating that this spirit isn't like a blanket and
therefore can't cover our entire society.

I'm not going to talk about the homeless and suffering.

We hear enough about ihem. If we haven't taken action

for them by now. it's hard to believe we ever will. I'm
speaking more of people who look and act like us. You
know the average |oe.

loe may have worked in a factory for his entire life, just

barely gelling by with his family. Maybe loe's employer
decided to pack up his whole corporation and move it to

Mexico, where he can pay someone to do loe's work for a

quarter of what he paid loe. Maybe |oe is 35 years old,

and having worked there his entire adult life had devel-

oped no other skills. Perhaps |oe is fighting it out with

his former co-workers for the few minimum-wage jobs

remaining ai their local Wal-Mart. |oe might be able to

collect for a few more months, but he has no idea how to

deal with the future. We wish vou a merry Christmas.

foe.

How about Mary. She's stuck in the closet because the

world is hostile to people who may not necessarily fit its

definition of regular. Instead of being free in her life, she

has to put on an act, attempting to avoid being disowned
In her family, tossed aside by her friends and stigmatized

by society. There are things about people that you just

cannot change, things that they couldn't avoid even if they

wanted to. Things that are so scary that these people are

forced on the edge even '^ a >
0>

- Atit lives. Deck the

Halls. Mary.

What about Dave? He and his family are preparing for

what is assumed will be his mother'*
1

last Christmas, due

10 her inoperable and malignant cancer. How
will he feel, giving his mom a present he

knows full well she will never have the oppor-

tunity to use? How will he come to grips with

the fact that no one wants to talk about what

will happen because they want the holiday to

happen as it always has? How can he celebrate when he

knows it will never be the same again? Silent night, Dave.

When heading into the holiday season, a time of giving,

you never know if you'll run into an average loe, Mary or

Dave. They're regular people, just like you and me. and
thev 'II be attempting to hide whatever it is that is tearing

(heir sanity to shreds. |ust because our society goes to

great lengths trying to prove that we've reached the most

wonderful time of the year doesn't mean that it is for

everyone.

If you weren't aware, suicide rates skyrocket during the

holiday season. Perhaps the majority of our society is so

busy finding the right colored wrapping paper or

last-minute gift that we neglect to pay attention when
people need help. Believe me, it's not difficult to listen to

someone's story and accept them for what they are, to

give them a shoulder to cry on. The holiday season is a

lime of extremes: for every person who runs through the

streets with a smile and a candy cane there is someone
who may need someone to talk to... perhaps more then

than ever.

As members of this society, it is important that we
show compassion towards everyone because you never

know what they may be carrying around with them and
how much it can hurl for you to try and convince them

that there is something to be merry about.

Mark McGrath is a Collegian columnist.

How to make your break

Luke

Meredith

Break out the sweatpants and
Dads bottle of Wild Turkey,

kids. It's wintersession lime!

Vet, winter break will be here

before you know it. and for many of

>ou, (except me, I live off-campus,

hah!) that means five weeks at

home with the parental units. It's a

vetj depressing thought, and so, as

I veteran of many
suckv winter breaks. I

figured I'd pass along

I few helpful hints to

get you through the

month of lanuary
without going loco.

P.S. Say. "Hi." to Mom for me.
will \a?

Five Words— "9-0-2-1-0"...

At the rate that they show reruns,

I will guarantee you that you will be

able to watch Beverly Hills' finest at

least three times a day. So take

advantage of the situation. Use this

lime to gel re-acquainted with the

crew. For instance, who ha> David

slept with'.' Who has Brandon slept

with? How many times has Steve

cheated in school? How many limes

have Pumpkin Boy and Donna bro-

ken up? Who hasn't Kelly slept

with? These are questions thai need

answering. I'll even get you started

by giving you one. Kelly has slept

with everybody, except me.

Eat...

Seriously, the food is good, the

food is free and the food gets

replenished when you eat it. How
much sweeter can life get?

Practice lines to dish out to old

high school friends...

Come on, we all have friends from

home who never left home, and it's

really hard to know what to sa\

But's that why I'm here. guys. These

little nuggets will get sou through.

Say'em with me now. "Ah, that's

cool." "Yeah, I heard he's a pothead

now." "How's the

IROC running?"
"You still work at the

mall?" "How's (insert

local community col-

lege here)?" I'm

telling you. they're words to live by

if you're ever caught at a junior year

metal shop reunion.

Paint your living room in maroon
and white...

That'll keep the break lively.

Think of it. You just can't wait until

Mom and Dad (Did you say hi to

Mom for me?) leave for work s U

you can head down to True Value,

pick up some common house paint

and do your school proud. Then,

when you're done, you can shave

your head, paste up pictures of lohn

Calipari all over the wet paint, grab

Daddy's shotgun and explain to

them, calmly and rationally, that

you just need the Buick for a tew

days so you can drive to Kansas City

and "persuade" the NCAA to put

the basketball team back at No 1

.

I'm sure they'd take your attack

with patience and understanding,

and hey. there's nothing like a road

trip to break up the monotony.

right?

Eat...

I'm telling you, it's free. Eat up!

Ask your parents about the

•60s...

Guys, they'll love you for it. Mom
will start to talk about Woodstock
("1 was stuck in traffic in Utica." is

a common response), and pretty

soon you'll be sucked in by tales of

acid trips, rallies and Buffalo

Springfield bootlegs from the same
people that think that R.E.M. is the

new accounting firm down the

street. And when you inform them
that \ou too like lanis loplin, be

ready for a bond that will last a life-

lime, especially when you call in

March with the classic. "I don't

know why that check bounced!"

Count the days until the start of

spring...

It's 130 days and counting, kids.

Dream of the warm weather, the

girls, the Saturday afternoon parties,

opening day, the birds chirping.

Saturday allernoon putties, the

short skins, the Saturday afternoon

parties...

Did I mention the Saturday after-

noon parties?

Eat...

Alright, put down the drumstick.

I don't care how free it is. at a cer-

tain point you have to say "no mas."

fatly.

Hey. I'm just kidding. No serious-

ly, you look good.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian
columnist.

Entering the new millennium

Martin F.

Jones

The year 2000. once a futuristic dream explored

only in science fiction, is now nearly upon us. As
of today. Dec. 11. 1996. there are exactly 1.115

days remaining before this hugely important poini in the

earth's history. While there are many people who are

expecting the new millennium to mean a huge New
Year's Eve party and a new calendar, in reality, the new
millennium will mark a dramatic departure from our

current way of life in ways that will fundamentally trans-

form the world in which we live. It will also mark the

beginning of an entirely new and unprecedented age of

global consciousness and cooperation, as well as an

entirely new way of understanding the laws of nature,

the mysteries of the universe, our relationship with God
and a new definition of life.

Living on the Cusp of Time

The year 2000 is significant most of all to Christians

as it is based upon the year of the birth of Christ

approximately 4 B.C. This creates a perception thai his-

tory began with the birth of Christ, despite the fact that

human civilizations have flourished on

earth for many thousands of years before

then. However, it is also popularly

believed by astrologers that the New Age

officially begins in the year 2000. It is at

this point that the world will enter "The

Aquarian Age." a new period of enlightenment symbol-

ized by the water bearer as spiritual master. Aquarius

imparts impersonal and oceanic consciousness to

cleanse and purify the dramas of humanity. With the

current cycle of Pisces reaching its final stages, this pass-

ing of an astrological age is akin to the final moments of

a dying man. lust before the slide from life, the

deceased- to-be often experiences what appears to be a

miraculous recovery. In the same way. many of the

strongest influences of a dying age enjoy a final flare-up

before expiring. This would mean that the wave funda-

mentalism in Christianity, ludaism. Hi.tduism and Islam,

as well as the sudden upsurge of nationalistic and ethnic

favor we see today, do not denote a renaissance of old

values but presage their final demise within the span of

a few decades.

Entropy, the law of nature that says all things must

lose momentum and stop, is not the monopoly of

physics. The followers of Lord Buddha believe that even

the evolution of truth — The Dharma — must wind

down and die. Gautama Siddhartha, whose enlighten-

ment sparked the creation of Buddhism, taught his disci-

ples that the quest for truth is like a wheel that requires

a fresh push from a new Enlightened One every 25 cen-

turies. This 2,500 year period is scheduled to reach a

dramatic conclusion by the year 2000.

The End of this World
We are indeed living in the last days. History will

soon show the later 20th century, and more specifically,

the late 1990s, to be the most turbulent and revolution-

ary period in the history of the world. From the Atomic

Age to the 1969 Lunar Landing, the world is being

transformed at a faster rate that at any time before. The
invention of the television is perhaps the most profound

development in the history of civilization, as it began the

process of establishing a new collective experience

through sight and sound in which the world community
would become evermore deeply connected. The develop-

ment of the computer has also greatly increased the

speed and magnitude b> which the human intellect has

been able to employ itsclt

But there are also great dangers that lie in waiting.

Nuclear weapons are still a real threat to the world, and

military weapons procurement continues at an unprece-

dented rate. Nationalism and religious fundamentalism

today pose the greatest threat to world peace and securi-

ty, as exemplified by the recent ongoing conflicts in the

former Yugoslavia. Russia and Israel. One doomsday
scenario which was recounted in the movie Crimson
Tide referred to the prospect of a Russian ultranational-

ist coming to power and bringing the

world to the brink of a nuclear war. As
it stands. Russia still has a huge nuclear

arsenal of nearly 30,000 weapons with

advanced delivery systems which put

them in striking range of every major

city on the earth.

The Bridge to Utopia

There will always remain the eternal hope that in the

end humanity will survive its greatest adversary: itself.

Nuclear disarmament, and increased environmental pro-

tection are absolutely essential to secure our survival for

another 1,000 years and beyond. As the world increas-

ingly adopts more globalized economic and political sys-

tems, there lies in waiting great future opportunities to

wipe out war. famine, disease and poverty forever. What
will be needed is for all the nations of the world to

defeat age-old divisions and commit themselves to work
cooperatively for the common good of the entire planet.

Global wealth and development will have to be more
equitably distributed among all six of the world's popu-

lated continents, while open immigration between them

can help realize a new multicultural meritocracy which

affirms and promotes fully the collective history and cul-

tures all of the earth's diverse and varied peoples.

Together, these goals represent grand challenges which

have defied humanity for many generations, but we
should not feel overwhelmed by them. Rather we should

allow ourselves of the supreme optimism that our gener-

ation has before it an historic opportunity and duty to

succeed to all of these ends as the world takes that great

historic leap forward into a new age of enlightenment,

prosperity and cooperation, while continuing its eternal

evolutionary quest towards reaching the infinite capacity

of the human potential.

Martin h Jones is a Collegian columnist.
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FINALLV SOME NEWS BESIDES O.J. /"

UMass needs to grow up

You know, I thought I left high

school behind thtee years ago.

There are times when I lis-

ten to the way people la|k and act, and

I just wonder if they are ever going to

grow up.

You know the people I'm describ-

ing. I'm guessing the majority of the

time these people are lovely and won-

derful examples, con-

tributing to the well

being of the University

It's just every now
and then this vortex of

weirdness envelopes the

University of Massachusetts as a whole

and people feel the need to go out on a

rampage and basically seem to devolve

into hormonally and adrcnalinally

charged monsters.

What's the deal with this snow ball

riot? Was it reallv necessary to go and

break windows in Southwest, Fiat Row
and Amherst College? People involved

could claim that it was all good spirited

fun and all. but the cry of. "Kill the

geeks'' pretty much knocks that idea

out of the water. And besides, it makes

you wonder how much of our tuition

dollars will go to repair the unnecessary

damage to the buildings

Then there is the bubble gum issue

Is it really so impossible to find a trash

can on this campus or in any of the

classrooms that people feel an irre-

sistible urge to stick clumps of purple

synthetic rubbery chewed up wad- ol

gum on the backsides of chairs, desks

and anywhere else my fool or elbow

Seema

Gangatirkar

will land?

Along with the gum. in any class-

room, you'll find that students have

left empty bags of potato chips, candy

bar wrappers and soda cans in the

aisles. Evidently the walk to the trash

can or recycling bin was way too diffi-

cult for these individuals. Or maybe
they thought they were ai home, where

their mothers proba-

bly follow them
around with a broom
and a vacuum.
\\ hatever the reason,

students w ho leave

their trash in classrooms obviouslv

have little respect for their fellow class-

mates or for the janitorial staff.

There are other things that show
obvious disrespect for fellow students

and faculty. For example, there is the

vandalism of the candy machines by

some sugar starved, money hungry

candy toting maniac or the idiot who
feels the need to break the glass on the

Campus Center doors every now and
then. It's no wonder it's hard to get

things fixed around here What's the

point if no one care- enough to take

care of things?

It's the lack of respect on this cam-

pus thai drives me absolutely nuts.

You only have lo listen lo some of the

conversations on this campus to realize

that some people here haven't matured

enough to be awake past 9 p.m.

Bui ihen \ou put MM beer cans in

the hands of these immature twerps

and vou have a full blown riot over, of

all things, snow.

lust to put the riots in perspective,

consider that Mahatma Gandhi and
Martin Luther King |r.. had much
more to complain about, yet they man-

aged to precipitate change less violent-

ly than the hoodlums who marched on

Amherst College Saturday night.

Rioting because UMass lost power
or because they lost a basketball game
isn't a worthy cause. It's disrespectful

of people, not to mention dangerous.

It makes me wonder if being polite

to people or respecting personal prop-

erty and space isn't in style anymore.

It's really sad when something like

the Saturday riots occurs or when
prospective students visit this campus
and see dirty classrooms. What
impression does UMass convey to the

MM of the world?

If we hope to be taken seriously, we
have to act seriously. And this state-

ment should not in any way. be taken

as a ban on fun. Rather, there ought to

be a measure of personal responsibility

taken as well as respect for other peo-

ple and surroundings.

So when you leave the campus for

the holidays, remember where you go

to school and understand that you
have a certain obligation to maintain a

modicum of dignity so you don't drag

I Man down into the mud.
After all this University is what you

make of it.

Have a happy and safe holiday.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian

columnist.

More than a good weekend

Christopher

Hassett

f I

I
like to think of myself as a pretty decent editorialist. I

like to keep every editorial lo one point each trace

tnulti- point editorials are not all that difficult to

write and people usually just start talking about how great

or awful their weekends were. But since this is my last

editorial of the year. I need to get everything I want to sav

in right now.

•We have discovered as of late a sex offender living in

one of the dorms of this campus. So far. his name has

been printed, he has been on television and he has

become the personification of naughtiness

here at UMass with the administration sul-

lying themselves as well for not warning us

of his predatory presence. I have another

suggestion to add to the fray. How about

we leave the guy alone?

He made a mistake, an awful mistake, a horrendous

mistake. He served the punishment society doled oul tor

him and now he is trying to go to college to better his life

and put his past behind him. I don't think we should give

him a yellow passport to nail to his door or a scarlet letter

to tell everyone what he did in the past. His past is his

business, that of the police and the unfortunate young
lady unlucky enough to be his acquaintance so long ago.

You don't have to be his best friend, but please leave the

guy alone.

•Has anyone noticed how screwed up the Housing
Services Cable Network movie channel has been lately.

We had one day of no volume on Independence Day and

then some odd bar graph displaying how far into the

movie we are. Hey guys — wake up!

•Breaking windows with snowballs? While I don't

exactly agree with some of the reports thai make us sound

like Beruit. will it ever be possible to have a student body

mature enough not to cause random acts of violence?

Snowball vandalism — we can do better.

•The IX*veloping Nations page has written some pretty

potent stuff. While I read this and don't exactly buy it all.

it is the one and only place I see pro-Palestinian news. I

mean that anywhere, any time. I look on CNN, it's all

mat) Arabs and poor, oppressed lews. I look on network

news and mainstream newspapers, ditto. As I have said

earlier this semester. I love lewish culture, my romantic

relationships with lews have always been the funnest. and

if I could be a Christian lew I think I

would. However, although I may not agree

with what the Developing Nations page has

to say I will defend to the death their right

to say it.

I can see how it would be a point of

view. They say this many people got killed and they

caused it and everyone else says this many people got

killed and they caused it. We all know different people

see things in different ways (my ex- lovers certainly have

revisionist memories of our relationships) so it is not like

people are printing lies — they are printing points of view

and the Collegian should be proud that amidst all the con-

troversy surrounding it. we have kept professional and

protected free speech.

•Lastly. I had such a great weekend! 1 went to a party

at lav s place in Boston (close friend) got a phone number

of a cute brunette, spilt red wine (my fourth glass) on
another brunette, did my holiday shopping and look for-

ward to New Years Eve with my friends. A perfect week-

end — I think that's worth six lines.

From the Campus Center basement, that's the way it is

UMass. F.njoy your vacation and goodnight.

Christopher Hassett is a Collegian columnist.

Spreading some joy

Lounsbury

There is nothing more exciting

during the Christmas leaaofl

than walking into a store and

having the perfect gift jump out at

you. The pink flamingo slippers that

you know will make your best friend's

year or the bird-call record that you're

sure is what your dad needs but never

really knew it. The new knitting

machine for your grandmother that

you love so much you convince her to

open two days early.

It's the anticipated

reaction that is your
gift in return. No mat-

ter how much you love

a gift you receive dur-

ing the holidays, the feeling can never

be matched to the one elicited when
you give a loved one the perfect pre-

sent.

So what do I do this vear? I am a

poor college student with barely

enough money to pa> my never-end-

ing phone bill. How can I afford to

buy my friends and family the gills

they deserve? I can't.

Many of us are suddenly finding

ourselves in this situation. A seeming-

ly endless list of people in need of gifts

in one hand and I less than-promis-

ing bank statement in the other. I

decided lo make most ol m> gilts mil

year, but I felt 1 should be doing more.

I began to get depressed about the sit-

uation. Then I really started to think

about it.

I thought about what Christmas

means and about thai little drummer
boy. How do you follow an act like

the Three Wise Men'.' All this boy had

to offer the newborn king was his

music. But that was the most wonder-

ful gift of all. because it was from his

heart. I have realized that this is mv
vear to be that drummer bov.

Unfortunately. I can't play the

drums. Bui what I can

do is find a special gift

inside of me to share

with others. I can
donate my time to help

a family member in

need. I can try to be more patient and
more generous I can just be there to

talk when a friend needs me.

Christinas is not about counting
how mail) presents you receive. It's

not even about counting how many
presents you give The spirit of

Christmas is not conveyed through the

fanciest light display or (he largest

tree. Christmas is not enjoyed the

most by the wealthy or the least by the

poor. The spirit of Christmas is not

seen in the eves ol the cashier taking

your money at the mall.

Christmas is about peace and har-

mony, about everyone giving each
other a hand. The spirit of Christmas

is conveyed through the winds of the

minister who reminds us of the birth

of Christ. It is conveyed through the

numerous charity drives organized

throughout the season. Christmas is

enjoyed the most by those who have

learned to care.

It is enjoyed by those who realize

thev can be happy without the materi-

alism. It is enjoyed by those who are

generous in heart and spirit. The spirit

of Christmas is seen in the eyes of the

woman who has taken time each day

to read to children in a local shelter.

I am not willing to let a lack of

funds ruin my holiday spirit. There are

many holiday activities I can enjoy

free of charge. 1 can attend a few

church services leading up to

Christmas day. 1 can find a local out-

door holiday concert and enjoy the

caroling. I could even go caroling

myself. I can read a Christmas book or

watch a Christmas movie on TV. 1 can

tell stories to the children I babysit

and watch their excitement grow as

thev talk eagerly about Santa's arrival.

1 intend to make the most of this

Christmas, my favorite time of year.

Mv empty piggy bank will never have

the power to spoil my Christmas
cheer. I'll never let money give me a

headache during the holidays again.

Now, I just need to figure out where

I'm going to come up with $10 to mail

all those Christmas cards...

Amy Lounsbury is a Collegian

columnist.
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Arts & Living
Mobb Deep lyrically airtight, Turrentine average
Hip-hop band teeters on edge of perfection while Bush does well as alternative copy-cat barui

MOW DSP
Hell on Earth

Loud Records

There is a certain claustrophobic, terrifying beauty in

Mobb Deep's music The beats are hard and sparse, with
hypnotic strings and haunting samples bubbling up under
the crackle of record static and stuttering bass. Their last

album. The Infamous, seemed the epitome of their craft — it

was a near flawless collection of urban nightmares and hazy
street scenarios, and it featured some of the best
non-RZA production in hip-hop. It's hard to

believe, but the Mobb has actually done them-
selves better with Hell on Eanh.

There isn't much stylistically new on
Hell, but as soon as the opening track.

"Animal Instinct." begins, it's obvious that

thea- is a new urgency and depth at work.
"Crime pays, but for how long? "Til you

reach your downfall." Much of this album
is the sound of teetering on the edge — watch-

ing your back and feeling the net close in. For every

street boast and promise there is retribution and paranoia
The Mobb paints a brutal picture of their project home,
crawling their way out but paying a heavy price for the tick-

et. Lyrically, the Mobb have never been so airtight and,
though they hardly need any help, they recruit Method Man,
Raekwon. Nas and Big Noyd to help out, giving the album
an over-the-top lyrical intensity.

Hell on Earth is not for the PC or the faint of heart.

Tracks like "Bloodsport" and "Nighttime Vultures" are
swirling, bullet ridden tales, frightening as much for the bru-
tal honesty as the deadpan cool of the delivery. By the time
the album closes, the listener feels like they've been taken on
a horrific madhouse ride, and the final two songs, the
breathtaking "Still Shining" and the ominous "Apostle's
Warning," create a kind of chilling last call — a final clarify-

ing declaration that makes Hell on Eanh one of the most
powerful hip hop albums of the decade so far. A (Bradley
Skaught

)

BAi EVANS TWO
The Artistt Choke: Highlighli From Turn Out The Stars"

Warner Bros.

Just before his death on Sept. 15. 1980. Bill Evans had
plans to release a double-album set of what was to be his
last live run at the New York jazz-club The Village
Vanguard in |une of that year. This single disc has what that
double-album set would have had, as the nine songs on here
are what Evans wanted to release.

This set complements the full six CD set that Warner
Bros, released this fall, featuring all the music from the
Vanguard run with Evans on piano, the young Marc
lohnson on bass and |oe LaBarbera on drums. Evans loved
this trio almost as much as his famous trio of the late '50s
which featured Scott LaFaro on bass and Paul Motian on
drums.

All the songs on this disc are piano-centered and they
pretty much all start off with a solo theme by Evans. When
the band plays together, Iflce on the opener "Bill's Hit
Tune." they have a real fluid, boiling chemistry going on.
especially with the versatile bassist Johnson, who gets
much attention all through the disc. "Nardis," by Miles

Prodigy on the left and Havoc make up Mobb Deep.

Davis, is an excerpt of a longer version on the box set with
the excerpt here presenting a solo spot by Evans. Paul
Simon's "I Do It For Your Love," is a well-adapted ballad.
However, repetition gives this collection a bit of a handicap
B (Joshua Boyd)

STANLEY TURREbmNE
The Spoiler

Blue Note

On this re-issue of Turrentine's 1966. the second of
four projects Turrentine was working on with
arranger-pianist- composer Duke Pearson (.Rough n
Tumble, from the same year, was another). Turrentine
uses a large-ensemble and the arrangements most all work
out quite successfully.

Songs like Pearson's "The Magilla." and the newly added
bonus track. Max Roach's "Lonesome Lover." feature the
ensemble working at its best. "When The Sun Comes Out."
and "Maybe September" both lag a little, but are spread out
enough on the disc so that "La Fiesta," a Latin tune, with great
percuvsion by Mickey Roker and (oseph Rivera, and "Sunny."
a tender pop tune of the day. with sweet flute by James
SpauIdTng. are able to bridge two weaker spots with a strong
foundation. A good date though (Sept. 22. 1966) with McCoy
Tyner, Pepper Adams and Blue Mitchell also all turning out
commendable performances. B- (|.B.)

COUKTtSV VIOUTO« MANAGEMM

BUSH
Razorblode Suitcase

lnterscope\Traumo Records

Bush has taken a lot of flack for it's lack of indie- credibility.
Cntics dismiss them as bubble-gum grunge, teenv-bopper fluff

and Nirvana wanna-be's. insisting that most of their debut
album, Sixteen Stone's sales are because singer Gavin Rossdale
is, as my sister says, "so hot."

If you hated the first album, you'll hate Razorhlaae Suitcase
Rossdale's unmotivated stoner lyrics are onlv intensified this time-

out. Much of the album, particularly "Insect Kin" and "A
Tendency to Start Fires." sounds like the work of a Nirvana cover
band, a product of the Bush's collaboration with former Nirvana
producer Steve Albini, and will only add fud to critics' fire.But

Ranrblade Suitcase is still a great listen. You have to give props
to Bush for doing what they do best, which is combining Neil
Young style feedback with Rossdale's angst- ridden Gen-X voice.
Bush may be a copy-cat, but they still copy better than anvone
dse in the lower rungs of alternative rock, a wasteland featuring
the likes of Sponge and Candlebox. The album's first single.
"Swallowed." is as sweet as angry '90s rock can get. and "Greedy
Fry." which just hit radio., could be their bes| effon to date. So
leave Bush alone. If Nirvana captured the essence of the depressed
junkie scene, consider Bush, kings of the hard rocfc stoner scene
and sorters aren't big on change. And what's so wrong with that?
If it ain't broke, don't fix it. B- (Luke Meredith)

Tibetan, Chilean

musical releases
Xenophile Records has released yet another

excellent album: Arriesgare La Piel, from the

Chilean band that made the sound of Andean pan
pipes famous. Inti-lllimani. On this album, how
ever, the band has developed a different sound,

much more rhythmic and centered around the

guitar.

Spelled out in the extensive liner notes, a string

ol songs with brilliant lyrics fills this disc. The
sultry "Medianoche (Midnight)" leads off with its

insomniac
sadness and
poetry: "Ven a

beber conmi-

go en doce
copas / Doce
campanas esta

medianoche /

Escucharas el

bronce cong- —w—wjjw*
Icado / ^^P^ ^^Ev
Tanendo nue-.

stro adios en doce copas (Come, drink with me
from 12 glasses / Twelve bell tolls this midnight /

You will hear the frozen brass sound / Our
farewell with 12 voices.)"

Other songs ("El hacha," "Cumpleanos 80 de
Nicanor." "El negro Bembon") have the distinc-

tive combination of sensual poetry, wild images
and forceful political concern that many Latin

American artists (Frida Kahlo. Pablo Neruda) are

known for. The disc's last piece, "Canto de las

estrellas (Song for the Stars)" is a recording of a

purification ritual performed in a former Chilean
concentration camp, with verses improvised from
the poet Moises Chaparro.

It isn't only great lyrics you'll find here — the
music is equally beautiful, ranging from the
somber joy of "Kalimba* to the emotional delica-

cy of the title track. This is an album well worth
hearing.

Something inspiring of much less enthusiasm,
Alan Stivell's new album Brian Boru has recently

come across the desk. Stivell has been getting a
lot of critical applause, but I must disagree. His
diverse interest in a broad range of Celtic tradi-

tions is appealing, and there is nothing innately
wrong with integrating electric guitar and rock 'n'

roll into old Irish or Brythonic folk tunes. What
makes this album fail for me is the half
glam-rock, half new age tendencies it exhibits.

It's true, there are places on the album where
Stivell rocks out, and places where the music is

interesting. His mixture of rock with traditional
music brings up some fascinating possibilities. It's

just sad that the rock he plays could be pure con-
centrated extract of VH-I. Yuck.
Albums by Tibetan Buddhist monks have been
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Ceurtemance cr Alycia Hnes at 54J-35CC
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MEDIUM CHEESE PIZZA
TOPPINGS 9.99 EXTRA

LOOTWATA TIME

$4.99 $6.99 $8.99
LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
TOPPINGS Si.25EXTRA

LIMITWATA TIME
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DOMINO 9 PIZZA
AMHERST 256-8911
OPEN TILL 4AM • o
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EXTRA LARGECHEESE
TOPPINGS 91JSOEXTRA

LIMITWATA TIME

Expires 12/30/96
NOT GOOD WITH
ANY OTHER SPECIAL

Roberts, Tweed excel in documentary
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By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

SYNTHETIC PLEASURES
Directed by lara Lee

Playing at Pleasant Street Theater

Please do not get the wrong idea
of this film from its quirky title.

This is no made in Canada and
straight to video thriller starring
Shannon Tweed and Eric Roberts.
On the contrary. Synthetic
Pleasures is a visually oriented
documentary that combines the
structure of Strange Days with the
morality of "Star Trek. " The end
result is an innocent but bizarre
look at the artificial realities
which modern science has created
for our decaying natural world.
The film places a tremendous

emphasis on how intricate our
synthetic pleasures are in our lives
and presents it in a completely
matter of fact way. At one point,
some generation-X type intellectu-
al claims, "the electricity goes off
and you realize you're not living in

paradise, you're living in hell."
Although this statement may come
across as quite bold, this is the
documentary's primary focus to
examine this particular phenome-

na. It achieves this goal in a com-
pletely original and intriguing way
by refraining from persuasion, but
yet leaving it impossible for the
viewer to not render some form of
opinion about this cybergenetic
age.

The technology is presented
more like amusement rides than
threatening devises which both
reinvent and alter the natural
world. We arc taken to Japan's
Ocean Dome to watch its visitors

tan themselves under an artificial

sun and swim within an artificial

sea. The question arises: is this
harmful or negative to our individ-

ual lives or society in general?
One would most likely respond
with an answer of "no." The film
then changes perspective to
explore the question from a differ-

ent point of view. What if we have
destroyed our natural earth to
such a degree that repairs seem far

too much of an effort? Instead of

creating technology to fix our
human controlled disasters, we
rather choose to lose ourselves in

fake, manipulated carbon copies
of the real thing.

Synthetic Pleasures at times
loses itself in the contrast of tech-
nology vs. God. A French perfor-

mance artist claims she is playing

the role of creator by having plas-

tic surgery alter her natural
appearance (she wants to look like

the Mona Lisa). New York raver

club kids also believe their tattoos

and piercings are more than free

expression, but the individual tak-

ing control of their environment.
Smart drinks, cybersex and
tourism are just few of the "tech-

nological" advances we are sub-
jected to, all without any blunt
criticisms of their relevances to

society, especially as we approach
a new millennium.

At times the computer animation
is so dazzling that it is easy for the

viewer to become indulged to the

point where the background voiced
commentary seems annoying. Set

to computer controlled rave style

music and fast paced editing,
Synthetic Pleasures is as entertain-

ing to watch as it is interesting to

analyze. Although by the end you
feel a bit disappointed with the
film's message, because it really

isn't saying anything we haven't
heard before. Yet, this is the far-

thest thing from your usual dry
documentary and to experience it

for solely its kinetic visual ele-

ments will not be disappointing. B

Theater guild's Pajama Game no sleeper

By Lisa M. Oliveri

Collegian Staff

THE PAJAMA CAME
Student Union Ballroom

Dec 6

"Only 10 years from today..."

These words were sung by the cast of The Pajama
Game as they pondered what they could buy with the

seven and a half-cent raise they were fighting for

Well, 10 years from today, members of the University

of Massachusetts Theater Guild will have fond memo-
ries to look back on as they put on a great perfor-

mance last Friday evening.

The Pajama Game is a musical comedy about love

and work. It centers on a group of factory workers
who are vying for a raise, and when they are rebuffed,

wreak havoc on the pajama industry by shoddily
sewing on buttons. Intermingled are budding
romances and jealous partners.

Though the set was somewhat lacking, the UMass
Theater Guild pulled off the performance without a

hitch. The Pajama Game had great singing and even bet-

ter acting, and combined with the innovative choreogra-

phy of Nicky Pajer, culminated in a enjoyable evening.

Each one of the cast showed great effort and they all

appeared as if they were having the time of their life.

Notable performances were given by two of the

leads, Babe (Jessica Inserra) and Sid (David (oseph,

who you may remember from last year's Chess). They
were stunning belting out the duet "There once was a

man (who loved a woman)," and Joseph was very con-

vincing in his courtship of Inserra.

But they were not the only ones who shined — Pop
(Jason Czernich), Gladys (Michelle Ouellette) and
Poopsie (Denise Baron) all gave wonderful perfor-

mances, as did the rest of the cast.

Undoubtedly, the show was stolen by the fantastic,

comedic Hines (Tim Fisk). From his snazzy duet' of

"Picture This," to his devotion to his boss, Fisk main-

tained a high level of energy and not once failed to

make the audience laugh.

It's nice to see a student production where all of

the cast is talented and devoted, and The Pajama
Game is one of the best this semester.

Madonna more suited to Evita
Singer shares many similarities with Argentina's Eva Peron

By Michael Warren
Associated Press

NEW YORK - They share an
impressive resume: blondes with
ambition, legendary populists,
shocking performance artists.

They are women who began
with nothing and transformed
themselves into living icons,
revered and hated by millions.

Countless others with drive,
smarts, fashion sense and perox-
ide have carved out leading roles

in macho societies. But Madonna
believes she is uniquely suited for

the starring role in Alan Parker's
film version of the Andrew Lloyd
Webber musical Evita.

"Only I could understand her
passion and her pain," Madonna
wrote in an eight-page letter to
Parker, begging to play Eva
Peron. the remarkable wife and
tireless campaigner for Argentine
Gen. |uan Peron.

Others doubt whether
Madonna's talents are up to the
task of adapting Lloyd Webber's
musical, a phenomenal worldwide
hit that made more than $1 bil-

lion exploiting myths about the

radio actress-turned-first lady.

And many Argentines old
enough to remember Evita are
livid that the former pop-tart
with a crucifix fetish is portray-

ing their martyred mother figure,

who is still revered 44 years after

her death from uterine cancer.

Still, with some brown contact

lenses and a painful mouthpiece

to hide the gap in Madonna's
teeth, the physical resemblance is

striking, and the facts about their

lives do offer some fascinating

parallels.

Both grew up in the sticks.

Evita, the youngest of five out-
of-wedlock children in the vil-

lage of Los Toldos. lost her
father when she was seven.
Madonna, one of eight kids in

Bay City. Mich., was five when
she lost her mother.
Both desperately wanted to

escape to the big city. Evita was
15 when she arrived in Buenos
Aires in 1935, alone and with no
money, hoping to be like Norma
Shearer, the 1930s film star.

A 17-year-old Madonna, also

alone, arrived in New York City

in the 1970s with dreams of
being a dancer. She was forced to

pose nude and eat out of garbage
cans to get by.

Argentina in the 1940s was
extremely conservative and
offered very few public roles for

women, while nowadays in the

United States, almost anything
goes. Still, both became scape-
goats for female sexuality as they

challenged the cultural hierar-

chy.

Actually, both women were
less interested in sex than
power — wearing spikes and
leather or nothing at all,

Madonna has shown her
wannabes that they can be in

control. She even had her baby
Lourdes. born Oct. 14. on her

own terms, with little talk of

romance, let alone marriage to

the father, a bicycle-racer she

plucked oui of Central Park
named Carlos Leon.

Likewise, the marriage of Eva
and |uan Peron was more like a

business partnership — their pri-

vate letters were full of politics,

and she paid little attention to

her body, failing to get a checkup
before her cancer became termi-

nal.

Something else — an ability to

connect with the needs and
dreams of ordinary people —
made fans adore both women.

Cast members reported death
threats, and Evita's sisters

deplored Madonna's "blasphe-
mous attitude."

Madonna tried to smooth
things out by avoiding her cus-

tomary raunchy talk and promis-
ing to be more respectful to

Evita's memory than the musical
was. In the end, she was allowed
to sing "Don't Cry for Me
Argentina" to 4,000 cheering
extras from the Casa Rosada's
famous balcony.

Tomas Eloy Martinez, who
collected the general's memoirs
and recently wrote Santa Evita,

a novel about the bizarre after-

life of Evita's embalmed corpse.

says "Madonna is an entertainer
— her glory is the glory of the

moment. And Evita is a political

woman who transformed her
country and her gender. Her
glory is more durable."

music
continued from page 6

a growing industry since the '80s.

They're even on tour, collecting
money for the Dalai Lama's govern-

ment-in-exile and performing tradi-

tions such as the Yak Dance and styl-

ized monk-master argumentation to

standing-room only audiences. The
whole thing is a bit surreal, which
perhaps isn't entirely out of line with

Buddhist teaching.

Buddhist chant, with its profound-

ly deep, peaceful voicings comple-
mented by surprising bursts of cym-
bals and rough horns is the focus of

the new Tibet: the Heart of Dharma
compilation, on ellipsis arts...

Records. It's a little disappointing
that ellipsis chose to put out a record

of Buddhist chant, since so many are

already available. This record compa-
ny's products are so consistently

excellent that I wish they'd given

attention elsewhere.

But whatever ellipsis touches turns

to gold, and this record is no excep-

tion. You can't beat getting a small

hardcover book full of brilliant color

photos and extensive, accessible linei

notes along with a high-quality
recording of authentic traditional

music.

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian
columnist.
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From NYC

MR. KLEEN^ YOUNG

COWBOY • LOTUS • LAU '
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BROS. • HUSH »AARON S.

LIVE DJs SPINNIN'

jungle - house - techno - hip hop - tribal

CASH BAR! (21 + ID)

$6
all agefe

FRIDAY DECEMBER I3lt\ I996

Campus Center Auditorium

UI1ASS 7pm - 2am
Tictorls available at TIX Unlimited

Student Union, 545-04 1

2
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Go Ahead, Card Me.

Talk about your great deal. ..the Okemo College

VIP Card. For just $25, your first lift ticket /^-^- ,,

(Mon.-Fri.) is FREE, then ski or ride for 1/2 ^-6|/V*J^
price on weekdays and get $10 off on week- ^ J* s^Jrfi^

ends and holidays for the rest of the season. \

Snickers, Mountain Dew and HMV Record

Stores are throwing in special deals, too! So c'mon

up to Okemo - it never felt so good to get carded.

Okemo IntoUne 1802) 228-4041 • 24-Hour Snow line (802) 228-5222* http://www okitno com

iss nisi S | I') Ski or Rule r

Come to

Barnes & Noble at Boston University's

JOB FAIR!

and get off to a great start this winter...

If you want a fast-paced job that will

get your winter off to a great start,

ifs here at Barnes & Noble at Boston

University, Boston's best source for

books... and the best choice for

retail jobs. Find out more at our JOB
FAIR on December 1 1 rh.

You could be a sales associate - just

long enought to get us through the

winter rush and get your bank
account in shape. Get here early

enough and you could be hired on
the spot!

SP+Zfr
4

WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 11TH

10AM - 3PM
CAMPUS CENTER

CONCOURSE

If you want to get a closer look at us, but can't come CO our

JOB FAIR, call (617) 236-7402 for more information.

We are an equal opportunity employer.

Barnes f<$ Noble
icnTAT BOSTON UNIVERSITY

Buy at wholesale prices directly at the show from nearly

50 independent competing companies under one roof.

From full systems to shareware, it's all here

Located on the campus of UMass.

Rte 9 onto Rte 116N at Staples

taking first exit, turn right

COMPUTER
FAIR

MULLINS
CENTER
DEC 14

10AM400PM

Tri-State Fairs:

Original Area Shows

since 1987

This is a discount ticket. General

admission is $7.00 each. Clip or

photocopy this ad and save $2.00 ea-

Student I.D. only $2 ea admission

Our dealers feature the IBM/PC

marketplace. Join us four times a year.

Kids under 10 free with parent

Don't over

sleep, one day

show only!

ONE MONTH FREE INTERNET Al THIS SHOW FROM TIAC

HnlK).v|«t,,«)>.,r,. !.'<' '»,
I I >

I
i

fcl*M

...If nt •urn. it ch» < Ikrni.. Mini Mmini-iu"

Tk. (men nt iIk I .Apr < .id ind Vi«.r. !"»• in.<udr \rTmnM M >J" IK
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GEO Membership Meeting

December 12th 5 pm -7pm
Campus Center 804

mis meeting is ts deride hew the nnlen should respond to

the Administration's Contract Proposals regarding:

Affirmative Action

Child Care

Your Presence and Your Voice will

help set the direction the union will

take on these Important Issues.

If you have questions or suggestion for the agenda, please stop by

the GEO Office -- Room 201 in the Student Union Building.

Or call 545-5317

For More Information. Check out the GEO Home Page

http://www-unix.oit.umass.edu/~geo

\ _
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Dunlap
continued from page 12

work harder. I try to lead by
example," Dunlap said.

Dunlap also thinks that a key

roponsibility of the captain posi-

tion i» 10 relax the team before big

meets.

"Sometimes the pressure can

fU lo Mime girls, and I try to

be i he one who tells a joke to

MM the tension." Dunlap said.

"I'm one of the only people
who's there everyday in prac-

tice, and I'd like people to

know that I'm there for them.

It's one of the perks of the job

that 1 have no problem accept-

ing."

Molly Dunlap is staying at

UMass for a fifth year to pursue

her degree in Education and
Sports Management. She hopes

that there is a future for her as a

track or cross country coach,

but knows no matter what hap-

pens, she will always keep a

place in her heart for the sport.

Though she may never be a

champion in the UMass record

books, she has already won the

praise of her peers, and this

reporter.

Atlantic 10

Men's

basketball

Round—up
Monday night

Temple 67
Tulane 49

Virginia Tech 66
N.C.-Greensboro 50

Maryland 74

Geo. Washington 68

Last night
(16) Fresno St. 102

UMass 81

(19)Xavier94
Long Island 86

La Salle 75
American 59

CoppinSt. 91

Duquesne 57

Rhode Island 96
Providence 79

•bold
indicates A-l team

BOfTOO^

SCHODl of

nmcnicn
BE A BARTENDER

747-9888
SPRINGFIELD

Kick: Butts
QUIT SMOKING
Support Group
Ongoing support group every

Wednesday night starting

October 23 from 7 - 8PM
at the UMASS Campus Center.
RiHim number posted Ji clcvjior

Art you thiakisa ikeut quitting

smoltini?

Hive you quit tai
1

fell it difficult

to itay quil?

De you treat to kelp ether people

quit end tley quit?

Come to your quit tmakixa euppert

qreip.

Get professional ediriee mi

counseling, peer ceueteliej e«et

proven quit tipt nel teekeiqiei.

FREEDOM FROM SMOKING

FREE OF CHARGE

For more information

call Steve at:

577-5181

Jointly tponiorrd by:

Univrrvty Health Swvtew*

Health Education Dtvirion

Th* Family Planning Council

of Western Maaaachuatttt

and Tin Mmmi hi aw Mi

Control Program

Minutewomen knock off Huskies
L/M women's cross country takes eight events in win

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

For the first time in school histo-

ry, the Massachusetts women's
indoor track and field team
knocked off its long- time rival

Northeastern University in a

tri-meet at Durham. New
Hampshire Saturday.

In a stunning display of events,

the Minutewomen stole eight
events en route to a convincing
7 3-60 win over the Huskies. The
Wildcats of New Hampshire fin-

ished a distant third with 37
points.

"For the past couple of years

we've been closing the gap
between Northeastern and us."

coach |ulie LaFreniere said. "Now
I think our program has pulled

slightly ahead of theirs."

UMass' attack was commanded
by junior Rebecca Donaghue who
took home first-place finishes in

both the 1500m and 800m
events.

Other Minutewomen who won
their respective events included
junior Shana Mitchell who sci a

personal record in the 20-pound
weight division with a

48-foot-4. 5-inch toss.

Stephanie Townson also
achieved a personal record while
winning the shot put competition
with a 4 1 -foot- 5-inch heave.

Sophomore Shelanda Irish won
the 200m race at 26.4 seconds,
and senior Katie Greenia earned
first-place honors in the 3000m
with a time of 10:38.

In addition to the outstanding

performances of the upper class-

men. LaFreniere was simply
amazed by the emergence of her
phenomenal freshman class.

"Our freshmen had a surprising-

ly smooth transition into college

competition," LaFreniere said. "It

caught us a little off guard."
Andrea Comeau set a school

record with her 5-foot-8-inch per-

formance in the high jump.
Nicole Way won the triple jump

with a 36-foot- 1 -inch leap.

And freshmen Melissa Ward and
Mary Eaton were key members of

the 4x400m group that took
first-place.

"Our kids were just a little more
hungrier than Northeastern's
kids," LaFreniere said. "From the
look of things, this could be a fun

season."

Hill bucked as San Antonio head coach

By Kelley Shannon
Associated Press

SAN ANTONIO — The San Antonio Spurs, reeling

from a 3-15 start, fired coach Bob Hill on yesterday.

the same day David Robinson was to join the lineup

for the first time this season.

Spurs general manager Gregg Popovich replaces Hill

and was to make his first appearance as an NBA head
coach last night at Phoenix, where Robinson was
expected to play against the Suns. Hill was fired despite

having led San Antonio to 121 victories the last two
seasons. But with Robinson out with a sore back, the

Spurs started 2-10. the worst start in franchise history.

Even without Robinson, though, team president

lack Diller said he thought the team's performance
should be better than it has been
"We have perceived over some period of time now

that the team has not been playing anywhere near as

competitively as it should." Diller said. "We had
dropped to a point where it was unacceptable."

Diller said Popovich. who served as the top assis-

tant with Golden State for two seasons, will serve as

Hill's permanent — not interim — replacement and
will retain the general manager's job.

"At this point I thought a change in direction was
necessary," said Popovich. who was an assistant Spurs

coach from 1988-92. "The decision wasn't made in a

knee-jerk way. It was made with a lot of thought and a

lot of counsel and a lot of heartache."

Popovich acknowledged in a telephone interview

that Hill's ouster and his stepping in as coach the day
Robinson was set to return "looks quite self-serving."

But Popovich said a change was needed.

"It's better sooner than later," he said. "We'll

have more time to do what we need to do with this

particular group of guys. To wait just for (public rela-

tions) reasons or for a so-called better time just

doesn't make sense as far as the good of the team is

concerned."

The Spurs have been plagued by other injuries, too.

Chuck Person has been out all season with a back
problem, Charles Smith has missed games because of
inflammation in his right knee, and other players have
been struggling with assorted minor injuries.

On Monday, Hill had said the team's mental state

was not good. "We've been playing shorthanded and
that gets a little old. It wears you down," Hill was
quoted as saying in yesterday's San Antonio Express-
News.

Hill's dismissal followed a loss last weekend to the

Vancouver Grizzlies — the only team in the league
with a record worse than San Antonio s.

Despite the Spurs' regular-season success under Hill

the last two seasons, the team never excelled in the

postseason.

He led the Spurs to a league-best 62-20 record in

1994-95, his first season in San Antonio, but they lost

to eventual champion Houston in the Western
Conference finals. Last season, they won 59 games
only to.lose to Utah in the conference semifinals.

Diller said Spurs executives were disappointed with
the team's playoff performance last season.

Hill came to the Spurs in August 1994 from the

Orlando Magic, where he was an assistant coach. He
had been the coach of the New York Knicks in 1986-

87 and the Indiana Pacers from 1990-1993. Hill's dis-

missal is the third NBA coaching change this season,

following the resignations of Bernie Bickerstaff in

Denver and Cotton Fitzsimmons in Phoenix.

UMass women's swim
storms away with win
By Chris Krein

Collegian Staff

The storm that ripped across

the East Coast this weekend
might have originated in

Philadelphia judging from the

Massachusetts women's swim-
ming and diving performance
last Friday and Saturday.
The team traveled to the

Keystone State for the
Philadelphia Invitational and
annihilated the competition in

the nine-school meet. The only
squad that was even remotely
close was host school. LaSalle
University. Still. the
Minutewomen outscored them
by a phenomenal 197 points.

The Minutewomen scored
902 points for first place. They
were followed by LaSalle (705).
Bloomsburg (456). West
Chester (391). Fordham (267).
St. Francis (243). Rider (228).
Drexel (185) and Howard
(148).

UMass brought in a 3-2 dual

meet record, but the team clear-

ly thrives in the invitational for-

mat. This bodes well for the
squad considering that their

next two meets are Christmas
break invitationals in San |uan,

Puerto Rico and a January
10-11 showdown in Rhode
Island.

The team's tremendous depth
was evident in Philadelphia and
they were especially boosted by
strong performances by the
freshman and sophomores.
Freshman Lia Lansky contin-

ued her string of strong perfor-
mances winning the 200 My in a

time of 2:09.99. Fellow
first-year swimmer, Andrea
Spencer, garnered three top
three finishes over the two-day
meet. She placed second in the

100 fly with a 1:00.30. second in

the 200 l.M. touching at 2:1 1.82

and a 55.03 in the 100 free,

good enough for third place.

The sophomores were paced
by Jill Carroll and Shana
Strolhers. Carroll outdistanced

the pack to take home the victo-

ry in the 50 free in 25.24.
Strothers, a Pennsylvania native

from Scllersville, placed second
in the 400 l.M. with a

respectable 4:40.85.

Senior Jessica Farley compli-
mented the youth explosion
with a solid meet. She was vic-

torious in the 2O0 l.M. on
Friday with a season best
2:11.70. She came back on
Saturday to capture the 100
free title in 54.49 and place sec-

ond in the 200 free in 1:56.52.

The most interesting stories

from the weekend might have
been in the junior class however.
Karen Sonnwald showed that

she is completely back from a

foot injury that kw'pt her out of

the water earlier this season.
She finished second in the 1650
free with a 17:43.59 and came
back to earn points in the 500
free, placing third with a time
of 5:09.37.

The biggest performance
though came from diving sensa-

tion, Angelique Rodriguez, who
continues to eradicate her own
records and set the standard
higher with each meet. She
shattered not only a pair of
UMass records, but meet
records as well. Rodriguez easi-

ly took the one-meter title (10
attempts) with a 409.75. 21
points higher than her previous

best mark. Her 438.20 in the

three-meter (10 attempts)
broke the old mark set in
1990-91 by Allison White.

Rodriguez, who hails from.
Guaynabo, Puerto Rico, will be
looking for an equally stellar

performance on January 4. the

date of the team's next meet. It

will mark her homecoming, as

the team will look to continue
its momentum in its first 1997
meet, the San Juan Invitational.

—
COLLEGIAN SPORTS

bringing it to you every day
mmmm

SHOPPING FOR PRICE?

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton / llolyokc
584 4112 • 535 1888

SAME 13A.Y DELIVERY

•Free Estimates

•Lifetime Repair Warranty

•Auto Glass Replacement

•Car & Truck Rental

North Amherst Motors
78 Sunderland Road, North Amherst, MA

549-2880

7pm, Dec. 13" at the MULLINS CENTER
University of Massachusetts Amherst

fjpV,

Hockey

Princeton
Hockey

BSF*

Pick up your tickets at:

Curry Hicks Cage
'TIX' in the
Student Union

v
B3T

m Hockey Table in the
Campus Center

r At the Game

Be a Part of the Action

DONT GO INTO
HIBERNATION ON

YOUR
WINTER
^BREAK

Winter Intercession

January 2-17
spend that time earning extra credits at UMass Lowell

If you want to move ahead in your educational pro-

gram, and earn college credit, enroll in UMass Lowell's

Winter Intersession mis highly concentrated session is

also a great way to earn transfer credits if you're

enrolled in another University This year, make the most

of your winter break at UMass Lowell

DAY CLASSESt
Monday - Saturday,
9am - 1*2noon

EVENING CLASSES:
Monday - Friday,

6 • 9pm
Saturday 1 - 4pm

Credit Courses (3 credits) available in:

• Liberal Arts • Sciences
• Mathematics • Computers
• Social Sciences • Music
• Management

Cost: $l 15.00 per undergraduate credit

For a Winter Intersession Count Bulletin, call the

Division of Continuing Education/Office of Enrollment

Service* at.

(508) 934-9481.
Or just fill out the coupon and mail it to University of
Massaihusetls Lowell, Office of fnrollmenl
Services/DCl One University Avenue
MA 0IBS4 28BI.

UMass Lowell
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Dii'uion Of Continuing Education
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Minutemen
continued from page 12

chance shots.

"I don't think I've ever played
against a team that offensive
rebounded against us as well as they
did," Fresno State coach )erry
Tarkanian said. "The only thing that

kept them in the game was they
were getting the second and third
shot on us."

While Ketner and Basit played
hard last night, it is still too early
for them to carry the team.

"I can't ask any more of Aj and
Lari," Flint said, "they gave me 34
(points) and 18 [rebounds), you
can't ask for two guys that have
only played six games to carry the
team."

Strong post presence isn't worth
squat without consistent defense.
Case in point — Bull Dogs guard
Chris Herren, who abused UMass
for 25 points.

lust minutes into the game,
Fresno forward Daymond Forney
clinked a free throw off the rim, yet

the 'Dogs managed to kick it back
out to Herren for the trey and an
early 3-0 lead. .

The Minutemen were just
out-hustled. Letting a sharp- shoot-
ing guard, hot to impress the home-
town crowd like Herren slip

through the cracks and laying off
the defensive boards doesn't win
ball games.

"The guys weren't ready to play
from the tip," Flint said. "I

learned something today, you have
to go with the dudes that want to
work hard every day. If you are
going to go down, you are going
to go down that way, but those

guys will help you win some
games."

After Thursday's home game
against Drexel, the Minutemen head
south to face No. 2 Wake Forest a

week before mixing it up with No.
1 1 North Carolina at the
Meadowlands.

Let's just hope Flint can find

"those guys" soon.

hoop
continued from page 12

swered points to record a

Mullins Center record for points

scored by an opponent with 102.

The previous high had been
George Washington's 86 points

in last year's 86-76 loss.

"If we're going to take L's at

least we're going to give an hon-
est effort every night." Flint said.

"If a guy's not ready to play, he
doesn't deserve to be out there.

That's the bottom line."

Ketner and Basit proved to be
bright spots on the evening for

the Minutemen, as they led the

team with 18 and 16 points
respectively. Ketner pulled down
12 rebounds, while Basit and
lnus Norville had six apiece.

Three other Minutemen were
in double figures. Edgar Padilla

finished with 10 points and five

assists, Carmelo Travieso had
1 3 points and three assists and
Charlton Clarke came away
with 12 points and four
rebounds.

The Minutemen play again
tomorrow night when they host

Drexel at 7 p.m.

NFL

9* - COUtGIAN FILE

Senior point guard, Edgar Padilla struggled to control the
embattled UMass offense.

NHL
continued from page 1
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weeks as he sits out with a torn MCL. suffered on his
first shift after scoring the game-winning goal midway
through the third period.

Koivu is by light years the best thing the Canadiens
have going for them, and without the league's
third-leading scorer (38 points), and his offensive cre-

ativity and scoring skill, the Hab offense disolves.

The bleue, blanc et rouge was further stung earlier in

the game when Marc Bureau was lost for three months
with both a torn MCL and a torn ACL.
Three other Habs were hurt in the game, but none

will miss extended periods of time. They were dancing
in the streets of Austin Saturday, but for once, Rue St.

Catherine looked nothing like Sixth Street.

• The Kids are Alright:

|ust when you thought it was safe to return to the
Kiel Center, Mike Keenan and Brett Hull are at it

again. After calling a truce in their long-running feud
over the summer, the NHL's all-time leader in wel-
comes worn out is back chewing out his All-World
winger.

Hull was a healthy scratch Friday night in Denver
against the defending Stanley Cup champion
Avalanche. With some solid young players turning the

corner for him, Keenan was able to sit the Golden
Brett.

Rookie Jim Campbell out of Westboro leads the

NHL with five game-winning goals and Harry York
has impressed, racking up 17 points a year removed
from the ECHL.

So, a year after causing controversy by stripping
Hull of his captaincy, Keenan is back to benching him
in a feud that rages on forever like Spaceball 1 flying

across the screen in the pawning to Spaceballs.

If one goes though, look foril lo be Hull, despite it

representing the apocalypse in terms of ticket sales.

Keenan, meanwhile is sitting on top of a guaranteed
contract through 2001 that still owes him $1 1 million,

an awful lot of money to pay a fired coach for a small

market team.

St. Louis might join Philadelphia, Chicago and New
York as places that have learned to despise Keenan,
rolling up their initial welcoming red carpets, but
singing the blues or not, it is in Missouri where he'll

stay until the magical year by when Stanley Kubrick
thought we'd have sent a man to (upiter.

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian columnist.

Price

Minutewomen host Kent State
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

Home sweet home.

After four games on the road, and a hard-earned 2-2
record to show for it, the Massachusetts women's basket-

ball team returns home tonight for a date with the Kent
Golden Flashes at 7:00 in the William D. Mullins Center.

After being spanked by the Stanford Cardinal last Friday

night, the Minutewomen redeemed themselves Monday
night with a 58-57 nail-biting win over Holy Cross.
Freshman sensation Kelly Van Huisen hit an off-balance

layup and ensuing foul shot to tie the game late in the sec-

ond half, and senior Sabriya Mitchell banged home a

three-pointer with four seconds on the clock for the win.

The win improved UMass to 3-3.

Van Huisen has been the spark all season long for the

Minutewomen. The Haverhill product has stepped in

admirably in place of the injured Beth Kuzmeski, averag-

ing 14 points a game in her first six games as a collegian.

Senior forward Crystal Carroll, a 1995-1996 All

Atlantic-10 selection, has picked up where she left off in

last year's NCAA season, bagging 17 points and seven
boards so far in the young season.

Kent comes to Amherst tired. Tonight's game is the last

of a six-game road trip, and the Golden Flashes sputter

into the Mullins Center at 1-4. They feature a balanced
attack, led by 6-foot junior forward Carrie Templin.
Templin averages 1 1 points and seven rebounds a contest,

and is helped out in the Kent frontcourt by behemoth
6-foot^4 center Melanie Henschke, who chips in with 1

1

points and six rebounds a contest. Their backcourt is expe-

rienced, with senior B..| Goldman Smith and junior Ashley
Bland combining for 19 points a game.
Old UMass alumni will notice a familiar face running

the Golden Flash attack. Kent head coach Bob Lindsay is a

1976 graduate of Massachusetts, and will be facing his old

school for the first time. Ironically, Lindsay made his mark
on the UMass campus not in the Curry Hicks Cage for lack

Leaman's basketball squad, but rather as a four-year let-

terwinner for the lacrosse team. He hasn't done too badly
for an old lacrosse player. Lindsay is the winningest coach
in Kent history, racking up a 122-84 record in eight sea-

sons with the Golden Flashes. Last season, the UMass
alum won MAC Coach of the Year honors after leading

Kent to the conference title.

Tonight's game will be the last game for the

Minutewomen before finals. UMass returns to action Dec.
22 when the Hartford Hawks come lo the Mullins Center.
The Wagner Christmas Tournament, featuring games with
Wagner and either New Hampshire or Colgate, j.s on the
Minutewomen's schedule for Dec. 28 and 29.

THANG V«0 / COUtGIAN

Leading scorer. Crystal Carroll leads the 3-3
Minutewomen into a tussle with Kent tonight at the Mullins

Center.

continued from page 12

People like Oakland's defensive lineman Chester
McGlockton, who is running a guns-for-tickets
program. McGlockton, along with several team-
mates, is offering two tickets to an Oakland game
for anyone turning in his/her handguns.
The saddest thing, though, is how much these

people are overshadowed by the negative media
attention given to people like Michael Irvin and
now Leon Lett. It's easy to see how it happens,
since those giving to charities are far too often
shy about it, or don't want to seem self-serving,
but they can't be overlooked.

• The NFL will lose one of its most charismatic
members at the end of the season. After years of
work, Mason "Red" Cashion is planning to retire.

Cashion became a fan favorite with his signa-
ture drawled "first down" calls, but he is also one
of the best referees in the game.
Cashion's team of refs not only makes good

calls, but they do so without the lengthy confer-
ences other refs repeatedly have.
While Cashion should be commended for leav-

ing before his great ability gets impaired with age,
the NFL will have a difficult time replacing him.

• The Patriots' post-season plans took a possi-
ble turn for the worse this week when they,
despite clinching a playoff berth, possibly lost

Sam Gash for the rest of the season to a knee
injury.

One of the best lead blockers in the league.
Gash has helped Curtis Martin get over 1,000
yards rushing in his first two seasons. Last year.
Gash's fullback prowess earned him a spot as a

Pro Bowl alternate.

This year, the Patriots' "unsung hero" began
shaking loose the one knock against him — that
he can't catch the ball. He caught 33 passes for
276 yards before his injury. With his newfound
ability. Gash should get a trip to Hawaii at the
end of the year along with his more heralded
teammates — Drew Bledsoe. Ben Coates, Bruce
Armstrong and Martin.
The injury makes even more important the

mid-season pick-up of TE/FB Keith Byars. Byars
has added a lot of maturity to a young Patriots
team and his role will become even larger now.

He'll be sharing time with rookie Marrio Gricr,
a sixth- round choice out of
Tennessee-Chattanooga. Grier has been impres-
sive in his limited playing time, earning his first

NFL TD against the Je's on Sunday.
• Being that this is my last column of the semes-

ter, it's time to make my final picks of the year.

And as much as my heart wants to say the Patriots

will win the Super Bowl, my head says differently.

The six challengers for the NFC title will almost
certainly be Green Bay, Carolina. San Francisco,
Dallas. Philadelphia and Washington.
Look for the Eagles' and Redskins' current

problems to continue in the playoffs with
first-round losses to the Cowboys and 49ers.
Look for those teams to head into either the
Panther's or Pack's home field, and like everyone
else who's gone there this year, to leave the
losers. Then, on the frozen tundra of Lambeau
Field the storied Packers should beat the upstart
Panthers for another trip to the Super Bowl.
On the other side, look for Denver, New

England, Pittsburgh. Buffalo. Kansas City and
Indianapolis to vie for the chance to break the
NFC's Super Bowl streak.

The Steelers should take care of Indy again, sit-

ting up a great game with New England in

Foxboro. The Chiefs will avenge their 1993 AFC
Championship game loss to the Bills for the honor
of losing to Denver again.

Denver will continue to roll in Mile-High,
whether they face the Steelers or Patriots, and
|ohn Elway will get one last chance to redeem the

quarterback class of '83.

And, disregarding last week's pummeling of the

Broncos by Green Bay. he will finally get the job
done, earning a ring and making number 13
unlucky for the NFC.
lacob W. Michaels is a Collegian columnist.
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practice, but he helps me because
he's so talented."

Helping out captains Ron
Tauro and Christian Abbot and
coach Ken O'Brien in the leader-

ship department is also on Price's

agenda. No longer an underclass-

man, he's jumped at the chance
to take on the responsibility of

helping others.

"I'd like to help out the cap-

tains." he said. "I want to make
sure the underclassmen have a

positive attitude, and keep every-

body intact.

"And I'm just hoping the team

can win the Atlantic 10 confer-

ence, and finish in the top five in

New England."
And his personal goals for this

year?

"I'd like to finish in the top
five in New England in the 200m,
and get down to at least the 6.40s

in the 55m. And hopefully, our
relay squad can get into the
3:irs."

All of those things could and
should be realized. And he'll be
shooting for them every week,
regardless of who his "next con-

testant" is.

COLLEGIAN SPORTSj|

STAFF PREDICT. j

1

uMa|BHj
Fred Hurtbrinklr. 70 m $5&~

= '* is.' Ml

Luke Meredith 70 1 4

Chris Stamm 80 50!

fWiVE
AUTO 8 TRUCK RENTAL

North Amherst
Motors

78 Sunderland Rd

North Amherst. MA

549-RENT

Weekend Special

Noon Friday to Monday AM - Starting at $59.95

• Cars • Mini Vans

•Trucks

• Cargo Vans

• 1 5 Passenger Vans
• Low Daily/Weekly;

Weekend Rates

• We Rent to

Qualified Drivers

21 years or Older

• Direct Billing To

Insurance Co.

(One M)e from UMass bus route)

rfRAVEL";
! SMART! ;

Om Way Rovndtrli

LONDON
RUM NT. IOST0II or DC

$134 $249
FROM NEW YORK

PARIS
$224 $427
ROME

$259 $489
SAN JOSE,
COSTARICA
$235 $446

»*&
ROUTE 9

HADLEY, MA

YEAR 'ROUND
http/Awww JavanetZ-mrburger/

I

I

I Scheduled flights. I

| Fans to worldwide destlnallons I

, Earalleaiset atrallakle.

I Weekend surcharges may apply. I

I
Customs-Immigration taxes apply

J
I Fares subject to change without I

| notice. Int'l. student 1.0. cards |

may be required.

RISM TRAVEL
342 Madison Ave NY. NY 10173

212-986-8420*

800-272-9676

MALL
96

Today

thru-

Friday

December 13

9am-5pm
Student Union

Ballroom

One-Stop Shopping

Extravaganza!

With over 40 vendorsis
HERE

For more information call 549-1 7 1
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ANNOUNCEMENTS I AUTO FOR SALE
All University Worn** are invited

to attend Alpha Chi Omega Open
Rush Holiday Party Thuts 12/12

from 6 8pm Call Sam © 549 8459

•of more info
.

Mixed DJ Tap**- ZED music. NYC
House. Hip Hop Reggae. Disco.

Techno. Latino On sale ® mini mall

96 Student Union Ballroom. Tues -

Fri

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Tike over lees* lor 2 BDR Apt in

Boulders Call 253-3780

Nice 1 Bedroom apartment in

Sunderland All utilities included

Great lor couples 1 $540/month

665-8127 Leave Message Jan 1st

Puttlon Village Large 1 bedroom.

dishvwsner/AC. $515 Heat includ-

ed Available Jan 1 Call Helene or

Doug 549-0766

AUTO FOR SALE

'82 Chevy Cavalier St Good condi-

tion. $500 534-5827

1989 VW Fox 89K miles. A/C. excel-

lent condition. $3300 or B/0 Call

256-1588

1986 Chevy Celeb. Wagon Auto,

black 140k runs well, needs noth-

ing i Call Kyle 256-2325 $500 firm

1982 Toyota Sepra Good condi-

tion. AT/PW/P0/PS/AM/FM Cass

Call 546-0657 or 413-624 3982^

Vision Quest Van Hightop 1985

Dodge 350 solo camper, good condi-

tion well maintained $1,995

(50815445874

1990 Honda CRX SI Red. 16 valve,

average mileage. 'ie«v exhaust &
brakes, front end mask, driving

lights. AC. new tires, filter charger,

moonroof. alloys, stereo/tape

$5,500 or B/0 Call Oerek at 549-

9266

'90 Honda Civic AC. runs great

119 000 miles $2500 00 or B/0 Call

John256J059

Escort 'M runs good. 2 new tires.

battery, etc $800 o/b o 546-2398 Iv

msg

EMPLOYMENT
Exceptional Summer
Opportunity- Camp Wayne. NE PA

Sports oriented

Counselor/Specialists for all

land/water sports including tennis,

camping, climbing/ropes, rocketry,

roller hockey, saflmg/waterskiing.

A&C. drama, video Campus
Interviews Tuesday. March 11

Please call (800)737-9296

Ski and Save Live in country inn

(Southern Vermont) Salary plus

room/board Wait tables, cleaning,

dishes, prep, etc December to April

Call (802)874-4140 after 12/13 Send

resume to Three Mountain Inn. P0
Box 180. Jamaica. VT 05343
Interviewing 12/15-22.

SPRING BREAK 97! Cancun.

Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida

EARN FREE TRIPS AND CASH Call

(800)700 0790

Drivers Wanted Apply in person at

Pirwcchio s. 30 Boltwood Walk

Clerk's and Skipper-Receivers
Needed from late December to late

January Flexible schedules

$5 25/hour Babson College

Bookstore. Wellesley. MA 617-239-

4375 Dave

EMPLOYMENT

CHRISTMAS/JANUARY
BREAK

EARN $10 UP TO SIS/START.
International firm has 80 local open

ings 2-6 week program All ma/ors

considered Gam business and com-

munication skills Scholarships &
Summer positions possible Apply

now Begin after finals On-campus

accepting applications on Monday &
Tuesday. December 9&10 from 9-1

on the Concourse in the Campus
Center or call 413 736 3230

WINTERSESSION JOBS TELE-

FUND IS HIRING $5 50/hour fan

tastic bonuses PM hours All shifts

available Gain computer skills

Apply today Memorial Hall base-

ment 545-3509

Atterschool Care in our home for

our two sons ages 9 & 5 M.T.Th

3 15-515. W 1-5 In Amherst Car

needed 253-5197 Starting 1/27

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Students needed 1 Entry-level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services 1206) 971-3600 ext R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
• Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan. S Korea No teach

mg background or Asian languages

required For info call (2061 971

3570 ext J50016

FOR SALE
Leather Jacket- black, classic

motorcycle, insulated, very high

quality, men's medium, $140 585

8146

Unique X-mas Gift! Name an actu

al star for someone 1 $33 The Star

Directory (800)663 6927 ext C2
Visa/MC Framing and Overnight

delivery available. _

12 Inch MTX Speakers Mounted

in sub box $'00 018/0 549J 162

Skis For Sale Rossignol 4s skis

205cm Nordica 967 boots sue 12

GEZE 70 bindings Skied on 3 sea

sons Great shape All for $250 or

B/0 Call Brian ® 665 9005

Knwood Car Sette Player $50.

Pneer Premier 100W AMP $50 Call

Joe 253-6381

Epiphone Les Peul w/hardcase

$325 or B/0 Boss Drum Machine

$300 or B/0 Call Joe 253-6381

MISCELLANEOUS I ROOMATE WANTED I I ROOMATE WANTED

486 Computer $300. 386- $200/
286- $100 Printer $10 Steve

(413)566-3324/2

ss ID

FOR RENT

Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses, Falmouth area

(508)477-6000

FOR SALE

E.MT Bike Brigeston* 18"

Shimano LX Trange GS Suspension.

$200 or B/0 534-5827

Lost Bleck Wallet and
Contains NYS License, UMass I

and BayBank card Lost on 12/7

around Brandywine #12 in parking

lot If found please, please call

Megan at 6-0653

MISCELLANEOUS

Know your rights Do you have

questions about your rights? Do you

think your civil rights have been vio-

lated' Find out 1 Contact the Student

Legal Services Office. 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995

New Metabolism Broekthrough

Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35
(800)776-9503 Doctor Approved

PERSONALS
Congratulations Sarak Cook for a

wonderful performance 1 Your line

was the best! Love Always. 2nd
floor Gorman Girls- Knsty. Sasha.

Felicia and Wendy

ROOM FOR RENT
Room for rent on bus line in 5 bed-

room house off Main St Call 253-

9727 for info

Beginning Jan 1 $200/month
Good location in Northampton
Please call for more details 584-

3986

One bedroom available in 2 bed-

room apt Jan 1st Free heat and

water Ca ll 549-4089

1 Bedroom available as of 1/97. 3

bedroom apartment in Puffton $275

per month including heat/hot water

On bus route (male or female) Call

Amy ® 548 7082

Room in 3 bedroom apt in

Sunderland- cool housemates, good-

sued room. $216 00/month Ask for

Jennifer 6650965 Available 1/1-

8/31

Spring Semester Nonsmoking
female(s) to rent large room near

campus & town Call 549 3992

Three females seeking one non-

smoking female to share Mill Valley

apartment Jan l May 31 Rent

negotiable Call Jess al 253-1 797

Amherst 2 bedroom apt Available

Jan 1, $277 00 Smoker OK. wash-
er/dryer 253 4766

2 Femeles looking lor 12 people

to share 3 bedroom Puf'ton Starts

Feb 1 Call 549-7123

Looking lor female roommates to

rent summer house at New Jersey

Shore Call Sue at 546 0407

Easy-going, friendly Coed Apt

looking for a similar person to fill a

single room Free heat and water

Jan 1st Call Jim 549-1081

2 rooms in three bedroom apt

$267 per month Call 549-8917 On
bus route Available Jan. 1

Housemate Needed lor a large

bedroom in a two bedroom apart-

ment on bus route Call 253-4973

House in Northampton On bus

route $200/per month Live with 4

others Call Colin 585-1029

Roommate Wanted Northampton
$312 * util/ownbath N/S 584

5143

Roommate Wented 2 BDR Apt m
Sunderland Spring 97 Jan rent

free Call Becca at 665-8389

Male & Female Couple living on

campus looking to switch room with

M/F so both couples can live togeth-

er II interested call 546-6137 Ask

for Ben

Roommate to share two bedroom
apartment on Hobart Lane
Available January 15 $375 per

month Utilities not included Call

549-5538 Ben or Jason

One bedroom available in two bed

room apt Jan 1st Free heat and

water Call 549-4089

One Bedroom Available in

Puffton two bedroom apartment

Female wanted On Bus Route 549

9293

SERVICES
Don't abandon your dorm bunny 11

Rabbit Rescue can help" Will find

your bunny a new home Ellen 367

0105

Computer Consultant Available

WEB Authoring. Software &
Hardware Installs. Repairs Call 6

0853

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade? Inhouse service, call

Scream Savers 549 0083

Pregnent? Need help7 Call

Birthright of Amherst area for tree

testing and assistance 549 1 906

TO SUBLET

Rent our house over Winter Break

In Hadley on the bus route $15000
per person Call 582-0711

TRAVEL
Winter Breek Killington with the

UMass Ski Club Five nights lodging,

5 days skiing During Collegiate Ski

Fesl $260 Call 545 3437

New Year's in Quebec City 3 5

nights in Quebec Hilton Optional

Skiing at Mont Ste Anne Starts at

$89 Call 545 3437 or 1-800-232

2415

Scuba Spring Breek Dive Key

Largo. Fl Earn 'credits! March 16

22 Mandatory Meeting 2/28 7pm
Herter 227 Call Project Deep ® 800-

282-0977

Spring Break '97 Hottest destina-

tions and coolest vacations! Lowest

prices guaranteed 1 Organize small

group, travel free 1 Call for free info

(800)426 7710

TRAVELT1ME has greet deals lor

group and individual travel plans

Call Connne 587-3011, (413)781

6150

WANTED
Need a ride to Orlando. Florida on

January 4? Call Brandy 665 0353

TRAVEL

Caribbean/Mexico $189 RT

Europe $169 OW If you can beat

these prices, start your own damn
airline Air-Tech 587 0001

Northampton

Europe $155. Caribb /Mexico $189

R/T Worldwide Destinations

Airhitch Tm 800-326-2009
airhitch®netcom com or www i si -

com fr/airhitch

Personals Policy
Alt personals MUST be proofread by
Collegian classified employees bekye pay-

ment and acceptance oi the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in person-

als. ONLY first names and initials are

allowed. The only exceptions are tor birth-

day or congratulations personals, in which
case the lull name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in person-

als. NO EXCEPTIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals,

this means dorm room numbers as well.

Personals oi a threatening or derogatory

nature are not acceptable. Personals oi a

vindictive or libelous nature are not

acceptable Personals may not be used ior

the purpose of harassment.

>. Proianity may not be used in personals

f. The personals section is ior personals only.

The personals section may NOT be used to

sell items, seek roommates, advertise meet-
ings, etc.

1. All personals must have the name, signa-

ture, and UMass ID. number oi the student

placing the as filled >n on the insertion

order Non-students musl provide a valid

driver's license and the license number
must be recorded on the insertion order.

Use oi lalse identification or misrepresenta-

tion is subject to penalties under the law.

I The Collegian reserves the right to reiuse or

to edn any personal thai does not meet the

Collegian's standards in accordance with

the statutes of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

Standard
Activities

AnrKxincements

Apartment For

Rent
Auto For Sale

Employment
Entertainment

For Sale

Found 12.1..V.. ir.-,-

Happy Birthday

Houses For

Rent

Instruction

Lost

Musicians

Miscellaneous

Headings
Motorcycles

Personals

Room For

Rent

Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted

Services

Summer
Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Transportation

Wanted to

Rent

Wanted

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40 <£ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not respon-

sible for errors resulting

from illegible handwriting
or type.
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ACROSS
1. Livestock pen

5. Woody serves him

beer

9. Human
14. For eternity

15. CSN4Y song done in

one take

16. Proprietor

17. Otm or Home
18. plea(2wds)

19. Cohort of Clint and

Waykm
20. Gain

22. Casual attempt

24. Bridge expert

Cufcertson

25. Escorted sojourn

27. Thick piece

29. Allstate, e.g.

32. King Hussein's

language

38. One or more

preceder

37. "Medusa and the

39. Bagpipe sound

40. Jewels

42. Island seen Irom the

Battery

44. Monoski

45. Certain berth

47. Tuna and patty

49. Mount Hood's st.

50. Of cultural minorities

52. Like the hour before

the dawn
54. Hop !(2wds)
56. Novelist James
57. Type of cup or table

60. Cutting

62. African By

68. "Good Times-

actress

68. High ranking

70. Like an affluent

seftora

71. Come onstage

72. Bluff

73. Annoying insect

74. Curved letters

75. Actor Randall

76. Candied dish

DOWN
1. Shrill cry

2. Affirm

3. University of Nevada

city

4. Sketches

5. Evening song

6. Exclamation of

surprise

7. Tatters

8. Castle delenses

9. Fusillade

10. Mother sheep

11. Regarding (2 wds.)

12. Actress Gwyn

13. Flannel colour

21. Chits

23. Montgomery's state

abbr

26. Domain

28. View from the cooler

29. Unskilled

30. Graceful maiden

31. Angered

33. Texans' ties

34. Like some gases

35. Formally surrender

36. Shivering lit

38. Pale purple

41. "Heaven Must Have

You"

43. Tactics

46. Uproar causers

48. Items tor mountain

travel

51. US spook agcy.

53. Vim and vigor

55. Parcel

57. The Hanging

(Gary Cooper film)

58. Long time periods

59. Heights, abbr.

61. El
,
California

63. "Pnvate Dancer"

singer Turner

64. Sting

85. Beanery iare

67. Jamie Curtis

69. Bert Bobbsey's sister

^

ARIES
March 21 -April 20

You're In for a good week Old

friendships blwunm again, new ones

lake nmi. Prodi potential Is there but

take care not to overextend yourself.

Overdoing it personally or profession

ally could barkflre. causing a new set

Of problrm-

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

Watch Investments closely. Keep an

rye on the details A potential ally Is

waiting In the wings lor the proper

moment. Don't Ignore exercise and

diet. Small changes now could pay

big dividends.

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Play the waiting game [ion't gel

caught up In the crowd. Study

situations before acUng. What Is In

the background will gradually become

clear. Take time for romance with

your partner. Your domestic situation

may require Immediate attention.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Make time for yourself, but be careful

A little extravagance could cost more

than anticipated Keep your work and

play In perspective. Finish what needs

to be done before taking time off for

yourself. Share your concerns with

your mate, fle/she can provide a fresh

perspective.

LEO
July 23- August 23
Sik k IB a routine. Set priori t Irs

and sik k with thrin. Don't be

ovrrwhHrnrd by the pressure of

conflicting duties and drsirrs. Your

natural abilities shine through if

you're In front of an audience. Catch

up on your reading.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

You're on a roll—get your thoughts

and Ideas down on paper so you won't

forget. Education matters require

attention. Don't get caught up In llttle

things. try to see the bigger picture.

Working hard and slaying focused Is

the key to success.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Let others take the lead. Walt and

watch for the proper moment to make
your move. Don't try to always be

right. Letting others come out ahead

now could pay off later A domestic

situation will Improve If it Is given

lime. Avoid scattering your forces.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

Take lime to reflect on past

performance. See your strengths and

weaknesses realistically. Try to slay

positive and upbeat Keep health

resolutions— proper rest, dlel are

essential now. Avoid extremes—the
middle-of-the-road course is best.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Hit projects hard now for best results.

Don't let work pile up—keep on top of

I! anH youll get ahead. Chances for

travel, romance are highlighted The

right question at the right Ume could

lead to a surprising answer

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20

Avoid unnecessary expenditures: now

Is the time to watch your pennies

closely What seems to be a bargain

could prove rosuy In the long run.

Look, listen, stay on the sidelines. It

may be hard, but this Is not the right

time to make a move.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

Tie up loose ends. Including romantic

entanglements Your partner is willing

to help tf you allow It. The situation

may not change -you may have to

decide If you ran live with It or be

better off without It A unique soune

can provide funds for special project.

PISCES
February 19- March 20
Look on the bright side, things could

be worse. Help a family member with

a problem Comfort when you can.

Increased activities and demands
require a healthy outlook Proper rest

and diet are essential. A partner's

support Is needed for a special project

to be successful. k>
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Daily Listings sponsored by:" on UVC-TV1

9

DEC. 14 WAKE FOREST 8:30PM
(NO PRE- AND POST- GAME SHOWS]

Courtesy of

Basketball
ITII

3 HSCN Bulletin

Board

3 CBS/3 Hartford

a CBS/4 Boston

B ABC/5 Boston

B PBS/57 Springfield

7 HSCN Movie

Channel

B UPN/20 Hartford

B Weather Channel

10 NBC/30 New
Britain

11 Fox/61 Hartford

18 PBS/24 Hartford

ia WOCH&HSCN
14 UMATV
IT HSCN Programming

IB TV-19
BO ABC/40 Springfield

aa NBC/22 Springfield

aa cnn
84 CNN/Headline

News
as BET

aB BET on Jazz

B7 Laser Video

aB The Learning

Channel

aa Comedy Central

31 Popcorn Channel

aa Satellite

Programming

http://www-

unlx.oit.umas8.edu

/~uvctv19

«»u^i

WEDNESDAY EVENING TVData

WEDH O
WFSB O

C. Ssndiego

News f

WBZ O
wcvb e News?

WLVI O
WHDH O
WTIC O
WWLP O
WGBY CD
WGGB ©
WSBK CD
WTBS m
A&E ffi

CNN ©
COM
CSPAN
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV fl
NICK

SCIFI

TNT ©
USA
VH1 ©

6:00 6:30
Business Rpt Newshour With Jim Lehrer «

CBS News Inside Edition

CBS News

Fresh Prince

Newt

Simpsons X
News

Krafts Creature

Newt «

ABC Wld Newt Inside Edition

Bm(
NBC Wheel-Fortune

Roteanne *

NBC Newt

Bunnen Rpt.

ABC Wld Newt

Beverly Hills 90210 3_
Family Matteri | Family Mettert

Quincy 'Stolen Teart"

WorldView S

A-LitUR K Dream On

1 00; Public Policy Conference

Go for It' H

UpClof
Supermarket

Rent Stimpy

Ciaritsa E«pl

Sportteenier

7:00 7:30

Am.Journal

Ent. Tonight

Chronicle I

NannyJ

Nanny f!

Star Trek: The Next Generation

Home Improve.

Wheel-Fortune

Jeopardy' «

Seinfeld «

Jeopardy! K
Newthour With Jim Lehrer K

Seinfeld ft

Seinfeld k

Home Videot

Ent Tonight

Mad About You

Home Videot

Equa lizer Race Traitors"

Moneyline X
Daily Show JRj

Crossfire TC

TV Nation

Public Policy Conlerence

Cybertife-Buyer't Guide

8:00
Heroines-Sky

Grace Under

Sitter. Sitter

Wingt if

8:30 9:00 9:30
American Experience "Amelia Earhart" (In Stereo)

Pearl s

Pearl .f

Towniet (R) l
-

.

Pinky t Brain

Newtradio X
Beverly Hillt. 90210 (In Stereo)

Wingt U | Newtradio «

Kathie Lee-Chrittmas

Kathie Lee-Christmas

Drew Carey i

Wayant Bros

Newtradio «

Ellen (R) JT

Jamie Foix X
Men-Bedly

Party of Five (In Stereo) X
Newtradio n

Ctetar t Writer! (In Stereo) X
Grace Under ITowniei (R) Jt

Extreme Blue (In Stereo) X
Drew Carey X

Men-Badly

10:00 10:30

DECEMBER 11, 1996

Heroines of the Sky jR

Candid Camera's 50th Holiday

Candid Camera't 50th Holiday

Primetime Live I

Law a Order "Atonement" (R) X.

News

Law j Order "Atonement" (R) X
Peter, Paul and Mary Holiday Concert (In Stereo)

11:00
Keep Em Flyini

News «

Newt «

Extra

Murphy Brown
News

Ellen ffijll

Star Trek: Voyager (In Stereo) X.

Primetime Live X Newt,?.

News

NBA Basketball Miami Heal at Philadelphia '6ers i,L<ve K

Martin I Mad About You

11:30

Late Show X
Late Show X
Nightline «

Hollywood

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Rose

Nightline X
Real TV I

Biography
"
Gary Gilmore

Prime News S

Absolutely

Inside Politics

Trtcey Ullman

American Justice (R)

Larry King Live X
Tick S IDr. KatiPro.

20^Century_

»*'.; "MoonrakeT (1979) Roger Moore

American Edge "Frontiers'

Hollywood Hockey Cup

Prime Time Public Affairs

Debt

TBA

Mann ( Machine

Tiny Toon Adv

TLC flP Furnrture to Go |Home Pro (R)

i the Heat ol the Night X
Renegade "Hog Calls" X
Video Break

Hope a Gloria

Idiot Savants

Doug ti

Wild Discovery "Forest ol Fear" | Discover Magazine R
,

[Fangs! "Queen of the Beasts"

Law * Order "Rage" If.

Sports Tonight

Daily Show
Moneyline (R)

TV Nation

Prime Time Public Affairs (R)

College Basketball Michigan at SI John's (Live)

Designing

Singled Out

Rugrstt Xi
-1

Twilight Zone "The Bard""I

Hometlme (R; |Hometlme(Rj SeaTsk |Ultrascience

In the Heat of the Night X
Highlander: The Series

T

7nale

Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo)

Int Unplugged

Hey Arnold

George M.

V "The Wildcats'

Happy Days

:ln Stterso) 1

College Basketball George Washington al Kansas. (Live)

Next Step (R)

A Different WrKrrycViriit7iM"(1996, Drama) i

Unplugged \r Slereoj

I Love Lucy if MunttertHEll
* "Demonic 7oy»"(1992, Horror) Tracy Scoggjns (In Stereo)

Real World X.

M.T Moore

IBeavitButthd

RhodT

Pharaoht and Kingt Quetl
,
JS_u^yj^sjjnJhe_Skyj

Martha Stewart

Beyond 2000

Sportscenter

Unsolved Myst

Idiot Savants _ Singled Out

Taxi X "Tpdd Couple X
Twilight Zone "The Bard" 31

[Odi

The!

VH1 to One (Rj ]Video Collection

»«^ "Payi of Thunder" (1990, Drama) Tom Cruaa. 'PQ-iy »

'Samson and 0»<ilari-(1996.brama)(Par1?ol2)EricThal.

***«i "Die Haro"(198a, Suspense) Bruce WMis, Bomle Bedelia. (In Stereo)W
ArchTvet [»- Track Flash. |Big'»0i |Am. Bandstand I Legends 1

1

SeaTek (R) |Ultrssclence

««* "Hef (1994. Drama) Jodie Fostor (In Slereo) PG-13" X
"Melropofittn*(l990, Comedy-Otama) Ca"Wn Farina 'PQ-ty

Murder, She Wrote
"
Ever After"

[Artist ol-Year

vH "Under Siege 2: Dark r»rrtory"(1995) "R"

«

Se/naon andDeSth" (1 996, Drama) (Part 2 of 2j Eric Thai

* WsAltve III: Island ol tie Alive"(1W) RiK

««* "White You Were Sr«*p*ig"(1995) PG
1 X

]Silk_Stalkinga

High Life X [«+« "To Die For"(1995) 'FV XMy-Americant
|
Larry Sandert

'**V "Bed Dors (1995, Drama) Martin Lawrence, (in Stereo) 'ffat

st-'i "Speacfites5"(1994, Comedy) Michael Koalon, 'PG-13'

Total EcHps*

'Silver Strand"
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Always Wanted One of These By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robetman By Jim Meddick

TMrtfcs •for Cor*ino. ft»u

toill be ct/irved.

> lookma
Ward -To i****1

Set+eer.

t\*^: Uf i*jt<f jOj-r qUor
to *>*eT. ' j

fVflwng arrived <3f Pr Ja/ie's pr/rmrre-

nesearch amp, I a* mfr impressed
by Vr JafMJ'S intelligence , chirm dr-id,

I might add, physicdl beauty

Why d WWW) of H«r
considerable appeal would

dwse d hfe so removed
from the company ofmen
remains a mystery (fe-haps,

wi#i time, the answer wl\
become: deaf ^k*i*0 u

A -vinim scimtiit

Pc HtiAUAlvK.anMd.
t±fa# -hs f&serjce

Vk *1dim a.M

,rK

'$D,DOC,V'Ya)THmMtt
iSCTr'sK/wvMOrVrt-tys
"MAKING IT" TO*10f?(?OW

7

r^
Ol

Alien Crackbunnles By Darb Dilbert By Scott Adams

awwuucxifr

WUR. FIR5T OrUFT

(O/VS EORINJG, SO
I A00E0 A BUNCH
OF EH.CLAJAATION

POINTS.

00OCO/ THOSE EXCIMAA-

TION POTNTS MAKE
THIS TECHNICAL
DOCUMENT COMEALIVC'

THIS niGHT)

BE. THAT
SARCASM
THING I

K£EP HEAR-^

ING ABOUT."

TrA IN the

PRESENCE OF

GENIUS' I

BEG YOU TO

FATHER f*Vf

CHILDREN

!

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick 8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

NOT YET, BUT NOW HE'S
t
r

GOTABlfc INCENTIVE, 0«!r

want some hclpF
PhONfe-rueSE? r—

7^ AfS Vtxj -ReflCfV PC*
<*x~^»cl£ uee& op i

\ faM C-i«L5' R-oRiMT Ant> voo cam ice o«j rue. v^TeutE
?ic-R*E. THI3 H <-<»€. OS** f=HotOT lOircM
^5££rM5 Tb te.Fc.Lj.or^iAjc-, a small.,

~~\ZJ~Litz. CH£i/f 3m7h Lj*£r£)
.

CCM^-i Tr-*^

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University' By Frank Cho Close to Home By John McPherson

ti

Remember my friend Wallace,

the black African American?

Well, he finally graduated

from the university with a masters

degree pretty cool.

But he says some remarkable

things are happening since he's

got a job.

Some guys at work are

already angry at him because he

told them he doesn't know how to

play basketball so he can't play

on the office team.

The same thing happened irt a

high school jazz band. That time

he gave in... he just stood there

on stage holding a saxophone.

They told him,

"Just hold it, Wallace!"

So, he held it.

He's been holding it ever

since.

4nD T*An waci it Ml
ITT(Soot>.<<>
owmyco rryGooZ>'

\

*0

UN of| The CXowR i J TcmSC

AS THE Fi»4»l5ec-4W Tick

CV £€/*! SACKS <fr To
Kick thc Fieu> Goal tb
M

The Social Norm By Mr. K

HEt IAEUE* + &ENE> Bu

how are va . there 'i

SOMETHING I WANTED
To ItU Y0\). pip iov
Know

IS NOT ouu the
CL0£IW(r OF THE

SEAE5TER

IT '3 ALSO

ni1
Destrô

DIE.1

<>RAWFATHER

THAT this WEEK/ Jechnplog^ WgeH |

U\fiH

C *9K j<w> UcPn«'ic- : v Qt \M+*nm P»m Ss*v]cw t-mjil 7S702 22KWCom»ui«rrt com

Mfof&y 12-11

"Oh yeah. I meant to tell you about that.

The icemaker is screwed up."

The Way Life Is By M.K.

VcAml %V$* fiurrry

t'CM'C/tfOt' Til'/V'it *UJfS
iS /a/ DtrA///)^. tte deffsers

re 6€cjei/6 Bu5ti /s

" bcory"'SOitiAh."

My mawd «jico 6" t&vses
to tieueve ms ticusewt-re

"sLlW)" it fflj 5CUL
rt*T£- 8JJ* 7l»ie OctS/H

/9/njJ Mb ?
l

riy comics A#t

ftiC C^LY T*"^1"
1

^ THE CMCLitW

fri* Merry
JQivtLfUL 7/rWft.

The Unsilent Majority By Luke Meredith

Quote of the Day

MA, MeWL.w w Did ya ever hear

the one about the guy
who couldn't afford a

personalized license

plate so he changed

his name to J3L2044.

-Margie
in Fargo

FareU/ett from the

Fall 96* Tuesday Creu!
Tara "THE elf" Connelly & Night Editor

Lisa "the lusty elf" Oliveri * Copy Editor

Elizabeth "the snappy elf" Brown $ Photo Tech.

Marc "the ?!#?!* elf" Dionne # Prod. Supervisor

Mark "the vibrating elf" McCrath W Production

Kelvin "the 2-cool elf" Torres t- Production

rr
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By Casey Kane
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The towel never came out from under the
bench.

Fresno State men's basketball coach )erry

Farkaiiian. who is famous for his

crucial-moment towel chomping, never moved
for the towel and looked com- «^^^^^__
pletel) relaxed as his Bulldogs

ran away with a win over the

M.i-sachusetts Minutemen
102-81.

"We played like shit," UMass coach lames
"Bruiser" Flint said. "What 1 want to say I can't

really say because you might print it. Guys didn't

conic to play, guys aren't focused."

Pretno State was sparked by Fall River native

Chris Herren. who scored a game-high 25 points

in front of his family and friends.

"I'm just happy to be home, happy to have a

great game and happy that we won," Herren

Fresno State 102

Massachusetts 81

said.

Herren ran roughshod over the Minuteman
defense, dishing out five assists and coming away
with three steals on the night.

UMass had its only lead in the game when
Ajmal Basit made a lay-up 2:25 into the game to

put the Minutemen (2- 4) up b-4. Fresno State
(b-1 ) responded with an 1

1 -point run that start-

ed with a Dominick Young
3-pointer.

UMass closed the gap to three,

18-21, with 12:28 remaining in

the first half when a Tyrone Weeks
jumper. Weeks, who did not play against
Georgetown and Wyoming because of a sprained

ankle, saw only 10 minutes of action, all in the

first half.

"He gave me all he could, he told me at half-

time that he was really hurting," Flint said.

Basit drained a bucket with 8:55 left in the
first half to chip away at the Fresno State lead.

He followed with four consecutive free throws

off a pair of Rashaan Smith fouls to put UMass
within one at 50 2 L).

After a television timeout broke the

Minuteman momentum, the Bulldogs went on a

tear, ripping off 22 points to UMass' 15 to close

the half.

The second half produced more of the same
for the Bulldogs, who saw their lead increased to

as high as 15 five separate times in the second
half alone, before running away in the closing

seconds of the game.
UMass was able to cut the Fresno State advan-

tage to nine points three times, all three times

keyed by the play of the guards.

"We had opportunities to get back in the

game," Flint said. "We were down seven, nine,

three and all we needed to do was make a good
stop or come up with a good play or maybe get

to the line. But we're not doing that."

Fresno State capped the game with six unan-

Turn to HOOP, page 9

Ketner and Basit lead offense

Minutemen forget about defense

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

Prop 48 sophomore. Lari Ketner led the Minutemen with 18 point- .is

L Mass lost badlv to Fresno Slate. 102-81.

"To be honest with you, and
excuse me ladies, but we played like

shit." Massachusetts men's basket-

ball coach lames "Bruiser" Flint said

of his team's 102-81 loss to No. 16
Fresno State (6-1) last night in the

Mullins Center.

While no one in the Happy Valley

would argue with that assessment,

as inconsistency and sloppy defense

destroyed the Minutemen (2-4),

there were two bright spots on the

floor. When the veterans that usual-

ly carry the team fell flat on their

faces, sophomore Lari Ketner and

freshman Ajmal Basit provided
UMass' only offensive spark.

Ketner led the way with a dou-
ble-double (18 points and 12
boards) while Basit was close
behind chipping in 16 points of his

own. Though Massachusetts was
atrocious from outside, shooting a

miserable 2-for-15 from 5-point
land, the Minutemen 's saving grace

came from the inside.

They didn't knock down just the

easy one's either, as time after time

they hammered away at the offen-

sive glass. Of the team's 56 points

in the paint, 25 came on second

Turn to MINUTEMEN page 9

Fresno State 102, Massachuetts 81

HMNO HATE (8-1)

Forney 4-10 1-4 9, Roberson 5-12

2-2 14, R.Smith 4-7 1-2 9, Young 5-

12 4-4 13, Herren 9-14 4-5 25,

Terdenge 1-1 4-4 6, Rines 0-0 0-0 0,

Meyers 1-1 0-0 2, Stanley 1-4 6-6 8,

McCulloch 3-4 3-4 9, Brooks 2-6 2-2

7. Totals 33-71 27-33 102.

MASSACHUSETTS (24)

Babul 2-4 0-0 4, Basit 6-9 4-5 1 6, rltjhMfjllt8...

Ketner 7-15 4-6 18, Padilla 3-10 4-4

10, Travieso 4-18 3-3 13, Clarke 4-14

4-7 12, Burns 0-1 0-0 0, Maclay 0-1

0-0 0, W Smith 1-3 1-1 3, Kirkland 1-4

1-2 3, Weeks 1-6 0-0 2, Norville 0-1

0-0 0. Totals 29-86 21 -28 81.

Halftime-Fresno State 52,

Massachusetts 42. Attendance 9,493

Lari Ketner - 18 points, 12
rebounds, 3 blocks, 2 steals

Freshman forward Ajmal Basit

scored a career-high 16 points and

hauled in 6 rebounds in the losing

effort. Massachusetts native Chris

Herren had a career-high 25 points for

Fresno State.

Great One going;

former Blues bro.,

Hull sitting bench
I'm beat.

The unyielding pace of Media Relations, various ill-

neucs that have befelled me lately along with this

crummy job, oh yeah and classes too, have reduced
me to a veritable lumbering, dazed and confused zom-
bie.

Mellow and apathetic by nature, those feelings ire

burgeoning within my shrivelling body. I need head-
line- for these notes though, so since I don't really

care: let there be songs

to fill the air. ( Hey.
there's one already).

• Oh. but I was so

much older then; I'm
younger than that now:

Lnlike O.I., I'm guilty

as charged.

Both yours truly, and
m\ verbose co-writer lorma Kansanen. felt that the

Great One wasn't quite over the hill, but was at least

approaching its crest

Wayne Gretzky wa> a \eritable no-show at the

World Cup this summer, struggling across the ice at

the Molson Centre, while Team USA blew past him
and his mates en route to a monumental victory.

Buried beneath unrelenting American checking.
Wayne was being prepared by Adam "Grateful*
Dcadmarsh and his mates for a proverbial sticking of
the fork.

Gretzky was done — well done.

So, please excuse me while I wipe the egg off of my
lace as I glance at today's Mil tcOTing leaders and
see the Blueshirt 'i latest big name free agent sitting

atop the list with 40 points.

After being shutout in his New York debut, a 4-4
tie at the FleetCenter. he tallied a point in each ol hit

next 15 games, the longest such streak in the NHL
this year. Don't look now in terms of streaks either

but.the Wayne-gers are 6-0-1 in their last seven.

Hopefully, pointing that out jinxed them for

tonight's game against the Islanders. It isn't that I

mind being wrong. I usually am. but I do mind the

thought of the Rangers taking it all this vear.

I'll admit, Boston interests be damned, that 1 rooted

for the 1994 Blueshirt team that broke the 54-year
Stanley Cup curse. I was ecstatic to sec Mark Messier
save the franchise for one simple reason. If the team
that plays in a building that is neither actually in

Madison Square or on Madison Avenue, nor is square

itself, can win it all. it conclusively proved that there

is indeed hope for the Red Sox.

After taking some time to get reacquainted with the

New York chapter of the Oiler alumni association,

Gretz is clicking, racking up eight points in his lasl

three games, including a home-and-home sweep of

Toronto.

Still though I'm not willing to forgo my prognosti-

cation. Today's Dec. 11 and after the remaining 51

games this season and two months of grueling play-

oils. I wouldn't expect Gretzky and hi>- team to hold

up and stave off injury any more than I expect to set

the Holy Grail of hockey being passed in a giant

conga line down 33rd Street.

• Bullet With(om) Butterfly Wings:
The hardest working man in show biz Saturdav

night was not lames Brown, the Godfather of soul. It

wasn't even Texas quarterback lames Brown although
he does get a big tip of the cap, even in an NHL col

umn. foi crushing the Ex- Conhuskers' national
championship chances. (Hey, Luke has the week off

and someone has to take some shots)

No. even the unrelenting Mullins Center staff had
nothing on the trainer for the Montreal Canadien- In

a bruising original six matchup in Chicago, five I lab-

went down, two of them for the count, including the

one quickly becoming the franchi

Saku Koivu. the "New Finnish Flash" will only be

Hashing a shiny new knee brace for the next eight

Turn to NHl page 9

Junior runner Price back on track
Sprinter returns to form after nagging inj ury

By Steven Grant
Collegian Staff

COURTESY MMXA RELATIONS

\fttr an injury-riddled season last year. Scott Price

is hack on track.

It took a couple of years, but finally, the Price is

right.

Scott Price that is, the junior sprinter who is

finally fully healthy and hoping — actually, expect-

ing — that this will be the year he comes into his

own as a member of the Massachusetts track and
field team.

A pulled right hamstring and the mental anguish
that accompanied his ailment have thus far pre-

vented the Wakefield, Mass. native from perform-
ing at the level he was used to in his high school
days. But that is all in the past, as Price will tell

you, and ail his attention is focused on this season,

which marks a new beginning in his collegiate
career.

"I'm psyched," said Price. "I'm done with all of
the negative mental and psychological aspects that

remain long after the injury itself heals. You can't

live in the past. I've been thinking about this

upcoming season a lot. I'm just ready to go."

Price's time at UMass was going smoothly until

last November, when he felt a sharp "explosion" of
pain under his thigh during a sprint in practice. He
finished his freshman season sixth in New England
in the 200 meter dash. His 4x100m relay team had
qualified him for the IC4A's, a meet involving the

sport's best athletes in the eastern half of the
United States. He was physically unable to com-
pete during most indoors, and was mentally ham-
pered for most of the outdoor season.

"After I was injured, I just didn't.have that

desire to run." he said. "But now that I know I can
achieve the goals I'm capable of achieving, the

competitive drive is there. My love for track is

back."

And so is Price.

Interestingly enough, his resume has a faster

time (21.3 sec.) in the outdoor 200m dash than the

UMass school record (21.8). Price accomplished
the feat, a W.H.S. record, as a senior. And it is

such examples of his potential that added to the

frustration of his friends, his team and most
importantly, and most noticeably, himself.

But many took notice on Saturday, when The
Price of Old showed up at Boston University for a

preparatory meet with teams like BU. Providence.

Yale and UNH. He managed 6.58 and a 6.60 times

in the 55m dash. 22.24 in the 200 and a 49.0 time
in his leg of the 4x400m. all personal collegiate

bests.
"1 think Scott is finally back to his old self,"

relay teammate Dave Cahill said. "He's always
been one of the hardest workers on the team, and
now we'll all be seeing the results. And his work
ethic motivates us (himself and relay teammates
Tom Toye and Neil Concepcion). it gets the rest of

us to work harder."

"I still haven't reached my high school poten-
tial." admits Price, who by the way was recruited

unsuccessfully to play football at UMass — he
wanted to focus on track alone. "Again. I'm excit-

ed for this year. We have a strong relay team, with
Tom. Dave and Neil.

"Tom and I train together, and we train hard,"
he said. "We kill each other in practice. But we
both have the same purpose, to do well and help
the team. We're always fending each other off in

Turn to PRICE, page 9

XC Walk-on Dunlap leaves mark
Senior captain provides a leader

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

On a spring morning in 1995.

Massachusetts women's track coach
lulic l.al reniere received a call from
Molly Dunlap. a decent long-distance

runner trom Hingham High School.

Dunlap was graduating in a few
months and looking to pursue her

dream of competing at the college

level LaFrenicrc was mildly impressed

with her times and told her she would

have to walk-on to the team.

1 but yean and a handful of scholar-

ship rannen later. Mollv Dunlap is a

rock in the Minute-women lineup. Her
success, though, did not come
overnight.

"In high school I was a big fish in a

small pond." Dunlap recalled. "But I

knew that when I got out here I'd be in

the back ol the pack, and have to work
a little harder than cvervoiie else."

In hei Ircshman year, Dunlap
pushed henett very hard on and off the

track, vet struggled to balance her

immense workload.

"I Would Stud) all ol the time but I

just wasn't getting the grades I should

have been getting," Dunlap said. "I

knew I would turn it around eventual-

Iv. but ii was a tough tune lor me to get

through."

I Hmlap'l patience dramatically paid

oil when she received a 4.0 GPA altet

her spring semester last year.

After two years of extensive training,

Dunlap began to emerge as a key con-

tributor going into her junior year.

"I felt a lot more confident about my
running junior year, but I still felt that I

had to push myself extremely hard,"

Dunlap said. "I don't have the natural

talent that a Rebecca Donaghue has, so

I know I have to consistently work
hard to see results."

Dunlap's die-hard work ethic has

brought her game to the next level this

year, as she consistently performed
among UMass' top five finishers

throughout the cross country season.

Though it appears her success has

made life easier, Dunlap knows that

her commitment to the program,
alongside a part-time job and loads of

schoolwork leaves little time for social-

izing.

"I've been running everyday for eight

years now. Running is my life and I

love it," Dunlap said. "Sometimes it is

hard when I can't go out on a Friday

night before a Saturday meet, and I

always have to watch what I'm eating,

and manage my time well, but I don't

have any regrets. No matter what I'm

doing. I'd rather be running.''

When it comes down to her place on
the team. Dunlap realizes that she isn't

the star runner, and that her true team
value rests in her ability to be an effec-

tive captain and leader.

Rozelle dies at 70;

Cashion will retire

Before we begin this column it seems fitting to

observe a moment of silence.

The National Football League lost one of the most
important people in its history last Friday. Pete
Rozelle, who served as commissioner from 1960 to

1989, died of brain cancer at the age of 70.

Rozelle had already retired by the time I became
seriously interested in football, but it's very possible
that without him, I, and many others, would never
have become interest- - j

Jacm W. Michaels

Molly Dunlap

"Being a captain in high school is a

lot different than being a captain in col-

lege," Dunlap said. "You really have to

look out for the other people on the

team. You have to try not to be a moth-

er or a coach to them, but a friend they

can turn to when they have problems."

"Julie [LaFrenierel is an unbelievable

coach, and I love running for her,"

Dunlap said. "She always taught us to

come to her whenever we had prob-

lems. She would say 'is our relationship

based on lies?' It was a good way to

make us feel guilty for keeping some-

thing from her."

Dunlap hopes her work habits and
positive attitude can rub off on some of

the younger athletes.

"I'd like to think that I make people

Turn to Dunlap. page 8

my
ed at all.

Rozelle took con-
trol of a 1 2-team
league and helped it

grow to 20 teams
(now 50) with mil-

lion-dollar television

contracts. He created

Monday Night Football. He created one of the
most-watched events every year, the Super Bowl,
before merging the NFL with its then-rival American
Football League.

• One of the first reactions I had when I heard
about Rozelle's death, and the cause, was that the
NFL should set up a fund in Rozelle's name for
researching cancer. It seemed a fitting tribute.

It also made me think of how much the NFL does
actually do in terms of charity. It Isn't just support-
ing programs like the United Way or giving fines for
fights to various charities. So many of the players
contribute time and money with little or no recogni-
tion.

People like Patriots guard William Roberts who
gives money to help research sickle-cell anemia.

Turn to NFL. page 9

Roses are red

and so is Rosie

Rovie O'Donnell
saves daytime tele-

vision trom itself.

Find out why she is

the Collegian'%

artist of the year
(See Arts & Living,

page 5).

Two points

too little

Last night,
Alison Mactarland
and the
Massachusetts
women's basket-
ball team lost to

Kent State by two
points (See Sports,

page 16).

WORLD

U.N. may fire lawyers

if USA doesn't pay

THE HAGUE, Netherlands (AP) —
U.N. officials may lire 16 American
lawyers on loan to the Yugoslav war
crimes tribunal because Washington
refuses to pay some of their costs.

The funding dispute between the

United Nations and Washington
could rob the U.N. court of some of

its top attorneys if it is not resolved

before next Wednesday.
Negotiations are planned In die

United States in coming days to try

to prevent the mass dismissal, court

spokesman Christian Chartier said

yesterday.

The lawyers are employed by the

United States but have been second-

ed to the tribunal Under U.N regu-

lations, countries donating staff to

the world organization have to pay
their salaries plus other administrative

costs.

The administrative costs — 1 i per-

cent of the salary the lawyers would
earn if employed by the U.N. —
cover such things as stationery,

health insurance and travel costs.

Washington has refused to pay the

costs, which amount to less than
$500,000 in the two years since the

lawyers arrived in The Hague,
Chartier said.

NATION

Harkin urges parents

not to buy certain toys

WASHINGTON (AP) — As
Americans watch their children
unwrap gifts this holiday season,

they should think of the youngsters

who probably made them for pen-

nies a day in foreign countries, Iowa

Sen. Tom Harkin said yesterday.

He and consumer advocate Ralph

Nader asked parents to avoid buying

toys and other gifts that could have

been made in countries with wide-

spread abusive child labor.

"It's ironic that when consumers
buy a can of tuna fish, they know if

dolphins are protected, but when
they buy their holiday gifts, they

don't know if children are protect-

ed," Harkin, a Democrat, said.

"In this country, child labor is ille-

gal," Nader said. "But child labor

abroad can produce items like car-

pets and sell them legally in this

country."

Harkin advised shoppers to:

• Look for a "Made in the USA"
label. While such a label does not

guarantee a product wasn't made
through "child exploitation or other

labor abuses," he said, child labor is

largely a problem with foreign-made

goods.
. • Ask retailers what steps they're

taking to stock products that are not

made by children and urge them to

carry products that are certified

"child labor free."

• Contact manufacturers directly

and the celebrities who endorse their

products to ask what they're doing

to ensure their products were not

made with child labor.
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Mr. Clean Labor history book distributed
Work to be distributed to all public libraries in Massachusetts

By Victoria Groves
Collegian Correspondent

JlWIHK II IK VV I III I I i.l vs

Robin Smollen, from the UMass Landscape Services, helps to clean up

the mess, left by this weekend's storm, in front of Memorial Hall.

The Massachusetts state legislature announced recently

that ,i Commonwealth of Toil, a book on the history of

Massachusetts workers and labor unions will be distrib-

uted to every Massachusetts public library — culminating

a project initiated by University of Massachusetts profes-

sors and researchers.

The book was written by Tom luravich, associate pro-

fessor at UMass Amherst and research director at the

Labor Relations and Research Center; William F.

I lartlord. an independent scholar and author; and lames

R. Green, professor of history at UMass Boston.

A team of UMass historians at the Labor Relations and

Reward) Center assisted with the book, which was pub-

lished by the University of Massachusetts Press.

Thomas F. Birmingham, the president of the

MaSMChuaettl State Senate, conceived the initiative to

ensure that each public library had access to this compre-
hensive study.

House Speaker Thomas M. Finneran, and Governor
William F. Weld have announced their support of the

incisure.

Approximately 532 books have already been sent to

secondary school libraries and 385 to public libraries.

Along with the books. Chancellor David K. Scott includ-

ed a letter that says "the volume provides well-illustrated

survey of the history of working people in Massachusetts.

It wa- written in a style that should be accessible to high

school and junior high school students, as well as to col-

lege students and general readers."

University of Massachusetts Press director Bruce
Wilcox said that the book creates "a readable, accessible

book... based on solid scholarship, but intended for a

broader audience."

Commonwealth of Toil details the 200-year history of

labor struggles in Massachusetts and how they preceded

the movements that would later occur all over the United

States. Beginning with the first industrial workers in the

nation — the Lowell "mill girls," and including events

from the 1825 strike of Boston carpenters, the book pro-

vides "a valuable perspective on the development of the

American labor movement," Wilcox said.

Thus far. the book has received favorable reviews in

the Boston Globe and the Daily Hampshire Gazette and
is already in its second printing. A local branch of the

United Steel Workers of America bought over 600 copies

for its members.
The University of Massachusetts Press has received

dozens of letters from secondary schools and libraries

thanking them for the book.

"Through reading your book, we will be granted the

opportunity to enhance our understanding of the heritage

that shaped the state we call home," read a note signed

by the students and faculty of Chatham lunior Senior

High School.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy also sent a note of thanks',

writing. "I'm delighted to know that it will be in every

public school and library in the Commonwealth, where
I'm sure it will be an education and inspiration to all who
see it."

Interim Dean of Nursing appointed

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Associate professor of nursing Brenda Millette has been

appointed as the interim dean of the School of Nursing at

the University of Massachusetts effective |an. 26, 1997. by

Provost Patricia Crosson.

Millette will be replacing present dean Melanie Dreher.

who is leaving UMass for the same position at the

L nivcrsity of Iowa.

"I am extraordinarily pleased that the provost has cho-

sen Brenda Millette as the interim dean. Under her leader-

ship. 1 know that the school will succeed in attracting just

the right dean to take the school into the next millenni-

um. " said Dreher said in a press release.

Millette was one of the principal founders of the

I Mas> Simmons School Health Institute, a professional

education program for school nurses which has received

il grants from the Massachusetts Department of

Public Health.

I .mi very pleased to be able to work with this out-

standing faculty and staff, to continue the progress made
for the School of Nursing under dean Dreher's direction."

Millette said.

Millette. who has been a member of the UMass nursing

program since 1981. received her bachelor's degree in

maternal-child health nursing from the University of

Connecticut's nursing program.

She earned her education doctorate from the UMass
division of educational policy, research and administration

in the School of Education.

"We are in a vital position to contribute to the provision

of excellent health care for the commonwealth and the

nation," she said. "The School of Nursing continues to be

dedicated to excellence in nursing education and to

expand the base of knowledge in our field. 1 am happy to

be part of this procc-

Millette is also a co-founder of a five-year federal grant

program to establish a school-based health clinic at

Putnam Vocational High School in Springfield.

A national search is currently underway for a perma-

nent replacement for Dreher.

Israel rounds up illegal foreign workers Survey assesses Jewish life;

in tent camps despite internal protest issues found with programs

By Dan Perry

Associated Press

RAMLE. Israel — Israel has begun rounding up illegal for-

eign workers in a tent prison camp enclosed by barbed wire

to await deportation.

Israeli newspapers ran front-page pictures of inmates star-

ing through a barbed wire fence at the compound at Ayalon

Prison in Ramie. 1 5 miles east of Tel Aviv.

Although access was denied to reporters yesterday, the

nine khaki and green tents, surrounded by the fence and

guard watchtowers. were visible from the roof of a tall indus-

trial building overlooking the prison walls. The inmates sul-

lenly milled around, tome shirtless in 55-degree weather.

Labor Minister Eli Yishai first proposed rounding up unau-

thorized workers into camps last month, but the idea initially

drew protest from Israelis for whom it conjured up images of

the Holocaust.

The move reflects Israel's growing frustration with the

unwanted influx of foreign workers.

The government estimates that there are 300.000 foreign

workers from Eastern Europe. Asia. Africa and South
America in Israel, two-thirds of whom have overstayed visas

and are here illegally. The first arrivals three years ago were

contract laborers replacing Palestinians kept from their jobs

alter Israel began sealing off the West Bank and Gaza Strip in

the wake of terrorist attacks.

As Israel's economy grew, other foreigners arrived as

tourist- and stayed illegally to work as nannies and house-

cleaners. Nov many are bringing their families, and some
neighborhoods have been virtually taken over by the foreign-

er-.

Interior Ministry spokesman Tova Elinson said Israel has

issued 1,850 deportation orders this year and the number is

rising. Most orders were fin citizens of former communist
countries, the majority ol them Romanians. Officials have

argued that the deportations were being held up because

there was no place to put the workers after they were caught.

Prison Authority spokesman Moshe Maloul told the

Associated Preai that the jail camp, established 10 days ago,

was a "great totution* and it was "reasonable to assume" use

of such facilities would be expanded.

So far. he said, 7b foreigners have been locked up at the

one-acre compound inside the maximum-security prison.

Many foreign workers have charged that Israel is treating

them unfairly.

Radu Ion. a 37-year-old construction worker from Craiova.

Romania, complained that his employer rarely paid the for-

eign contract workers in full or on time.

"\V e are treated like slaves." said Ion. who was interviewed

recently in Tel Aviv

.

"The whole system is illegal and inhuman," said Hannah
Zohar. who heads labor lobby called "A Hand for the

Worker."

She said that many contract workers are authorized to

work only For one employer, and their visas become invalid

even if they leave that employer for a valid reason — like

unpaid salaries.

By Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian Staff

The results from a recent Project

Pulse Survey regarding lewish life on
campus revealed that students are

relatively aware and satisfied with

the programming offered on cam-
pus, but raised questions about its

quality and how more students can

become involved in the lewish

Community.
The survey was jointly facilitated

by the Hillel Board of Directors and
the Office of Student Affairs, who
conducted it. The questions referred

to many aspects of programming
administered by the Hillel and
Chabad Houses, and raised issues as

to whether they were too religious,

political, or socially oriented.

Last Tuesday, a joint Program
Task Force Committee of Jewish
community members met to asses

the results of the survey. The com-
mittee combined faculty, staff, alum-

ni, and students and discussed the

results ol the survey in terms of how
lewish Life and Hillel Programming
can be improved on campus.

David Wilensky. a UMass alum
and member of the Hillel Board of

directors said, "the purpose of the

survey and of the meeting is to

aaaaaa the programatic needs of the

lewish Community."
The three central questions raised

at the meeting were: is Hillel doing

an adequate job in meeting the
needs of participating students, does

Hillel need to expand its publicity

and attract more students and how
can Hillel overcome some negative

perceptions of it to better serve the

community?
lamie Resnick. second term Hillel

president said, "we need to launch a

whole new public relations cam-
paign."

Other students that were present

responded by saying that Hillel as

"too cliquey" and politically conserv-

Turn to SURVEY, page 2

Cities are cracking down on the homeless

WASHINGTON (AP) — Cities are becoming harsher

toward homeless people, according to a report yestei

day by an advocacy group that found increases in the

number of municipalities that ban panhandling and
sleeping in parks.

"These ordinances are inhumane." said Maria
Foscarinis, executive director of the National Law
Center on Homelessncss and Poverty, a homeless advo-

cacy group that focuied its latest report on the 50

largest cities

"l!\ penalizing people for innocent, necessary, life-

sustaining conduct, cities are essentially punishing peo-

ple simply for being homeless." she said.

The center- analysis found that about 75 percent of

the cities have laws against panhandling, up from 62
percent in the center- 19^)4 survey. Fifteen cities have

pMiad new laws in the last four years, the report said.

The survey also found that:

• Thirty-eight percent of cities began crackdowns cm

homeless people in the past several years.

• More than half recently conducted police sweeps to

round them up.

• Half of the cities lorbid sleeping or camping in

some or all public places

At the MUM time, virtually every city has more home

les- people than emergency shelter and transitional

housing spaces, the report said.

The federal Department of Housing and Urban
Development estimates that as many as 600.000 people

are homeless across the country on any given night.

Some argue that the restrictions on the homeless are

a step in the right direction for cities concerned about

image and the quality of life they offer residents.

"No city, regardless of numbers [of homeless],
should have to sacrifice its public places." said Rob
Teir. general counsel for the Washington-based
American Alliance for Rights and Responsibilities, a

conservative organization that helps cities draft these

law I,

"Most of the communities acting this way are acting

with their heads, nut their hearts." he added. "It's not

unconstitutional for a community to decide that its

park is going to he open and accessible to all."

The center labeled five cities — Atlanta. Dallas. New
York, San Diego and San Francisco — as having the

"meanest streets."

Atlanta Mayor Bill Campbell opposes city laws that

make it a crime to "camp" in public places or panhan-

dle aggressively, said spokesman Nick Gold. The laws

took effect without Campbell's signature. Gold said.
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A special talent...
Eric Schwartz, a.k.a. The Magic Rice Guy, writes people's names on

pieces of rice in the mini mall in the Student Union Ballroom.
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For Your Information
Thursday, Dec. 12

Cancelled — The Dr. Vera Whisman lecture sched-
uled for 12:50 p.m. in Campus Center room 805 has
been cancelled.

Meeting — GEO Membership meeting from 5-7 p.m.
in Campus Center room 804. This meeting is to decide
how the union should respond to the Administration's
Contract Proposals regarding Affirmative Action and
Child Care.

Sale — "Keramos," an annual ceramic and art sale,

will take place from 5-7 p.m. in the Ceramics Dept. of
Munson Annex.

Seminar — The Neuroscience and Behavior
Program is sponsoring a seminar by Dr. Laura
Lubbers on "Gonadal Steroid Control of the Male
Reproductive Endocrine Axis" at 12:15 p.m. in 521B
Tobin Hall.

Friday, Dec. 13

Concert — The Doo-Wop Shop will be having a free

concert at the Bezanson Recital Hall in the FAC at 8
p,m. Opening will be the female a capella group
Meanwhile. Bring an umbrella.

Religious Services — The last services of the
semester will be held at 6 p.m. at Hillel House. Dinner
will follow at 7:15 p.m. in the Hillel Kosher Dining
Room.
Sale — "Keramos." an annual ceramic and art sale,

will take place from 10 a.m.-6 p.m. in the Ceramics
Dept. in Munson Annex.

Notices
Financial Aid — Financial Aid Services would like to

remind students to file their "97-'98 Free Application
For Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) or renewal FAFSA
by Feb. 15. This is to ensure that your application will

be received by the processing center by the UMass
March 1 deadline. If you do not receive a renewal
form, please fill out an original form available at the
following locations: Fin. Aid Services — 255
Whitmore; United Asia Learning Resource Center —
Knowlton; New Africa House; Division of Continuing
Ed. — Goodell Bldg., Bilingual Collegiate Program —
Wilder Hall.

Information — The UMass Pagan Students will be
holding an informational table in the Campus Center
Concourse from Wed. Dec. 1 1 through Fri. Dec 15. For
more information, contact Melissa at 546-0476.
Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from
8:50 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to
variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environ-
ment. All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more infor-

mation, call 584-8167.
Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are

every Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101
Totman. Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome.
For more information, contact Milly Delesus at
546-1085.

Health — To help students and their families stay
healthy and access University Health Services more eas-
ily, members of the Health Reach International team are
available to help you find answers to your questions and
concerns: Mondays from 4:50-6:50 p.m. in the Health
Education Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for
more info) and 4:50-6:50 p.m. in the Community Room
H-4 North Village; Tuesdays 6:50- 8:30 p.m. in the
International Lounge, Prince House (call 545-2299 for

more info); Wednesdays 4:50-6:50 p.m. in the
Community Room. 411 Linclon. All conversations are
confidential.

Meeting — Alanon meetings are held Mendays in
room 801 and Thursdays in room 802 of the Campus
Center from noon-1 p.m.

Meeting — P.O.W.E.R., the Progressive Organization

FYh *rt pubkc icrvkt announccmenu ponied daily To submit an
FYt. please send a press release containing a* pertinent informa-
tion, including the name and phone number ot the contact per-
son to the Cofcuun, c/o the Managing Editor by noon the previ-

ous day

for Women's Rights, holds their weekly meetings on
Thursdays at 6 p.m. in the Student Union room 506. All

men and women are welcome.
Meeting — The Pakistan Students Association has its

weekly meetings every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Campus Center. Check for the room number at the
information desk. For further details, contact Musharraf
at 546-6295.

Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus
meets every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer 201.
All anthropology undergraduate minors and majors wel-
come.

Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Ivrit" held every
Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right

as you enter and look for the sign on the table. All

Israelis and other Hebrew speakers welcome.
Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 506 of the Student
Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

Menorah Lighting — All are welcome to attend the
lighting of the 6-foot menorah in front of the Hillel

House, 588 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, at the following
times: Tues. Dec. 10 at 4:50 p.m.; Wed. Dec. 1 1 at 8:50
p.m.; Thurs. Dec. 12 at 6 p.m.

New Organization — WICC (West
Indian/Caribbean Coalition) meets every Sunday
evening at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center Coffee Shop.
Anyone from the West Indies or the Caribbean is

encouraged to attend, as well as anyone interested in

the culture. For more information, contact Tony at

546-6487 or Nizam at 546-5967.
New Organization — Attention Biracial and

Multiracial Students on campus. A new organization is

forming and your help is needed. If interested, call

lordan at 546-5548.
Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the

University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the
Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to 1

p.m. in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the

basement of Worcester Dining Common). For more
information, call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at

255-0874.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs
staff in all departments. Editorial positions are avail-

able in Photo, Layout, Copy, and Marketing depart-
ments. An assistant copy editor and assistant sports
editor are also needed. Meetings are held on
Wednesdays at 7 p.m., 504 Student Union, or call

545-0848 if interested.

. Submissions Request — Spectrum Magazine is look-
ing for submissions of poetry, prose, artwork, and pho-
tos. Submissions can be turned in to the Spectrum
office. 406E Student Union. The final deadline for all

submissions is Feb. 12, 1997. Anyone interested in

knowing more about the Spectrum can call the office at

545-2240.

Support Croup — Tobacco cessation support group
meets weekly on Wednesday evenings from 7-8 p.m. in

the Campus Center to help people quit smeking and
chewing tobacco. See schedule by elevators for room
number or call Steve at 577-5181 for further informa-
tion.

Talent Needed — The UMass Asian American
Students Association is looking for Asian/American hip
hop, reggae, and R&B dancers for next semesters annu-
al Asian Night production to be held on April 11,
1997. Contact Geneva at 546-2714 for audition infor-

mation.

Volunteer — The Zoo in Forest Park at Springfield
has a wealth of diverse volunteer opportunities available
for persons who love animals and are committed to con-
servation education. For further information about the
Zoo and to be sent a volunteer application, please call

(415) 755-2251.
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Talk about your great deal. ..the Okemo College

VIP Card. For just $25, your first lift ticket

(Mon.-Fri.) is FREE, then ski or ride for 1/2

price on weekdays and get $10 off on week-

ends and holidays for the rest of the season.

Snickers, Mountain Dew and HMV Record

Stores are throwing in special deals, too! So c'mon

up to Okemo - it never felt so good to get carded.

Okemo Intoune 1802) 228-4041 • 24-Hour Snow Une: (8021 228-5222 • hup //www okamo.com
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survey
continued from poge I

alive. However, according to the survey, less than 10

percent of those polled agreed strongly with these

assumptions.

The survey asked similar questions about the Chabad
House and judaic Studies Program, and Jewish fraterni-

ties and sororities. The responses 10 these questions var-

ied somewhat from the Hillel question.

Later in the meeting, Resniek said that some lewish

students will be reluctant to be become active in the

lewish Community for a variety of reasons and it is dilli

cult to target these students when planning programs

The Program Task Force Committee will continue to

mcel snd design more specific questions lor a survey thai

is to be administered next semester, said Wilensky.

These questions will ask students specifically what type

of programs and activities they would enjoy.

The next survey should delve deeper into issues i>|

Jewish life on campus, and will lead to more accommo-

dation politically, socially, and religiously for lewish stu-

dents on campus

Copies of the survey can be attained at the Hillel

House

The Collegian News Department is currently accepting applications for

Associate News Editors. These paid positions offer substantial writing expe

rience. News Associates typically cover:

• politics of higher education

• student activism

• state politics

• student government and Registered Student Organizations

• university policy and administration

• police and public safety

Town of Amherst, Hadley, Northampton, etc.

court proceedings

health and environment

science and technology

Interested students should call Laura Stock, Michael Elliott or Chris

Conner at 545-1851, or stop by the Collegian office in 1 13 Campus Center

(basement).

The Collegian is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Apology
The Collegian apologizes for the content of yesterday's editorial/opinion piece entitled "Shalom, UMass,

written by Henry f. Brier. The editorial implies that the 1994-1995 Graduate Student Senate Treasurer
knew about the late Robert M. Schapiro's weak heart condition, incited him to cardiac arrest and held a
"complacent grin* while Schapiro was being taken to the hospital.

In actuality, the 1994-1995 Graduate Student Senate Treasurer, who was female, not male as Brier's col
umn states, was not present at this meeting, nor did anyone present know of Schapiro's heart condition.
As noted on the Opinion/Editorial page, the views and opinions expressed on the page are those of indi

vidual writers and do not necessarily represent the views in the Collegian.
The Collegian regrets the error.

Have a nice break!
So long, farewell, to you and you and you... from the Wednesday night crew,

bringing you the biggest, artsiest, livingest paper every week.

~*

JACKIE CHAN FIGHTS FOR AMERICA
IN HIS BIGGEST ACTION FILM EVER.

—
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CPI change may hurt the poor
Calls for bipartisan group to look at the recommended changes

By Alan From

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Poor and older

Americans would be hit hard if the

government's inflation gauge were
ratcheted downward, due chiefly to

their heavy reliance on Social Security,

federal pensions and other annually

adjusted benefits.

Last week, a Senate advisory panel

said the Consumer Price Index over-

states inflation by 1 . 1 percent and
should be replaced by a more accurate

measure. The proposal would reduce

budget deficits by $691 billion over a

decade by reining in cost-of-living

increases for many federal benefits, the

earned income tax credit for the work-

ing poor, and the personal exemption

and standard deduction that most tax-

payers use.

A little-noticed analysis the nonpar-

tisan Congressional Budget Office con-

ducted of a similar plan in 1995 illus-

trates its consequences. The budget

office said Americans earning $30,000

annually or less would bear 34.9 per-

cent of its costs, even though they earn

roughly 16.5 percent of the nation's

income.

Inversely, people making $100,000

or more — accounting for 3 1 .9 per-

cent of the country's income — would

pay just 16.9 percent of the pricetag of

changing the CPI calculation. CBO
said.

It also analyzed the plan another

way, comparing different income
groups' average earnings before and

after the proposed inflation change.

Measured this way, lower-income
Americans would lose a larger share of

their projected income to both lower

benefit payments and higher taxes than

those better off.

The CBO study assumed the

Consumer Price Index would be

reduced by 0.5 percent.

The statistics reflect that there are

more low-income than high-income

Americans. Also, poorer people tend

to get a greater portion of their

incomes from inflation-adjusted feder-

al benefit payments like Social Security

and retirement and veterans' pensions.

One affected program. Supplemental

Security Income, is paid only to low-

income elderly and disabled people.

On the tax side, the consequences of

the change are more complicated.

As a group, the well-off would bear

a heavier burden than the poor if there

were smaller annual inflation increases

for income-tax brackets, the personal

exemption and standard deduction.

That is because most poor people owe
little or no taxes, while higher earning

people generally pay much more.

On the other hand, low-eaming tax-

payers as individuals would lose a

greater portion of their incomes than

the wealthy if the personal exemption

and standard deduction grew more
slowly. That is because each extra dol-

lar a low-income person pays is a

greater proportion of their earnings

than each extra dollar a better-off per-

son pays.

Scant mention was made last week
about how the proposal's burden
would be shared, although some liber-

al groups hammered at that point. Sen.

'Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.) warned
against "an unfair back-door benefit

cut that hurts senior citizens and work-

ing Americans."

White House officials and many
lawmakers of both parties, eyeing bal-

anced-budget talks next year and a

long-range effort to keep Social

Security solvent, called for a bipartisan

look at the commission's recommenda-

tions.

Both sides are tempted by the sav-

ings the plan would produce, but leery

of unilaterally embracing a proposal

that would reduce projected retirement

and veterans benefits and raise taxes

for tens of millions of Americans.

"Inaccurate government statistics,

particularly one as important as the

CPI, are unacceptable," said Senate

Finance Committee Chairman William

Roth (R-Del.) who helped appoint the

commission.

Most critics, such as House Minority

Leader Dick Gephardt (D-Mo.) argued

that any adjustments should be made
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics,

which believes a smaller adjustment

and further study are probably needed.

The AFL-CIO, the American
Association of Retired Persons and
others are already gearing up against

the proposal, complicating its already

politically sensitive prospects.

"This is about whether we are going

to say to tens of millions of Americans

on the cusp of the poverty line, "We're

going to reduce your income for the

next 10 years." said AFL-CIO public

policy director David Smith.

Clinton begins by balancing budget

IENNIUR IUIRAS / COUIGIAN

Music man...
Russ Baker, an undecided continuing education student, played his guitar outside the Student Union yes-

terday afternoon.

By Robert Burns

Associated Press

DONT GO INTO
HIBERNATION ON

-WINTER
^BREAK

Name

Address

City

State

Phone i

.Zip

f-3 Institution Currently Attending

Winter Intersession

January 2 - 17
spend that time earning extra credits at UMass Lowell

if you wont to move ahead in your educational pro

gran., and earn college credit, enroll in UMass Lowell's

Winter Intersession This highly concentrated session is

also a great way to earn transfer credits if you're

enrolled m another University This year, make the most

of your wmtet. break at UMass Lowell

DAY CLASSES:
Monday - Saturday,

9am - 12noon

EVENING CLASSES:
Monday - Friday,

6 - 9pm
Saturday 1 - 4pm

Credit Courses (3 credits) available in:

• Liberal Arts • Sciences

• Mathematics • Computers
• Social Sciences • Music

• Management

Cost: $l l 5.00 per undergraduate credit

For a Winter Intersession Course Bulletin, call Ihe

Division of Continuing Education/Office of Enrollment

Services at

(508) 934-9481.
Or fust fill out the coupon and mail it to University of

Massachusetts Lowell Office of Enrollment

Services OCC One University Avenue, Lowell

MA 01854-2881.

WASHINGTON — In his first political speech since his re-

election. President Clinton today outlined second-term policy

priorities he said reflect Americans' desire for bipartisan coop-

eration.

"The public wants us to work together, and our progress

demands that we work together." Clinton told a Democratic

Leadership Council policy forum.

At the top of his agenda for 1997, the president said, is

forging an agreement with the Republican-led Congress on

balancing the budget while reforming Medicaid and Medicare.

Other top priorities are improving public education, finding

work for welfare recipients, fighting "gangs and guns" on the

streets, expanding the Family and Medical Leave Act and

enacting campaign finance reform laws. Clinton said.

"While the era of big government is over, the era of big

challenges is not," he told the centrist Democratic group

which he helped create in 1985.

"To make this democracy work we must create a vital cen-

ter that is a place of action." he said. Most Americans want

not only a government that is smaller and less intrusive but

'-

•

also one that is more effective and efficient, the president said.

He said the underlying goal of his legislative priorities

would be to create a "national community of purpose [to]

help communities help themselves."

Clinton recalled his speech to the Democratic Leadership

Council a year ago when a budget fight with the Republican-

led Congress led to a shutdown of the federal government.

"That day. 1 said the great question before us was can the

center hold? Well, today the clamor of political conflict has

subsided, a new landscape is taking shape. The answer is

clear: the center can hold, the center has held, and the

American people are demanding that it continue to do so,"

Clinton said.

Clinton's victory over Republican Bob Dole was widely

attributed to his move to the political center after the 1994

midterm elections and his advocacy of welfare reform, deficit

reduction and modest government initiatives in the area of

targeted tax cuts and incremental health care reform.

"We have clearly created a new center," he said. "Not the

lukewarm midpoint between overheated liberalism and chilly

conservatism, but instead a place where throughout our histo-

ry people of goodwill have tried to forge new approaches to

new challenges."
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In denial

The Logos are that bad. .

.

TaraMK

Connelly

There are many things in life that I wish I could do
over again and I guess when it come- to college
— that would be one of them. Now us I end my

four years and one semester at this fine learning institu-

tion. I am no closer to having a clue then when I arrived
here in 1192. In fact, if the truth be known. I think I

had more of a clue way back then.

There are things I regret, things I remember with
great fondness and things I just shake mj head at and
ask, 'why'" In a perfect world. I suppose 1 would have
no regrets and see my mistakes as learning experiences
created solely to better myself.

However, we all know that a perfect
world exists only in Dr. Seuss' hook-
where no one is discriminated against.
everyone is willing to try green egg- and
ham, and your heart has the ubilitv to
grow despite a suck) Christmas.

I think the first thing I would have done was lake
major advantage of TAs. office hour- and extra help ses-
sions. I wish I had spent more time trying to absorb
knowledge than creating a social life.

It's not that 1 slacked or that I'm extraordinarily
lucky tor popular for that matter), but sometime- I ui-h
I pushed a pencil instead of coasting along on my
God-given talent.

The second thing I would have done was take a
semester abroad in France, therefore ensuring my ability
to pass the goddamn language requirement I realize
that you need to be immersed in a language to learn it.

But, I can't help but picture myself spending a \eai m
Paris getting awfully good at pointing, holding up my
fingers and acting like a mime. Does that qualifv as sign
language in France'.'

Thirdly. I would have gotten a real job. one that made
money over the summers. I would have thrown awaj all

those enticing and evil credit card applications and just
said "No." I would have spent summers working to
accumulate some son ol savings instead of spending it

on stuff, liquor, clothes, hanging out at the beach.
watching surfers, surfing... who am I kidding? I totallv
would have blown all my summers on hanging out; it

was the best part of college. .

But good things have happened Despite nn many.
many, many protests again-i am ivpe of physical activi-
ties, I have been rather drawn to my athletic side. Some
of it has to do with my frequent interest in the Women's
Sports & Fitness magazine, some of it ha- to do with my
boyfriend's need to reach athletic perfectionism {sonic
not all. dear, just some) and a lot of it has to do with
my own piece of mind.
When I was younger I seemed to have been a bound-

less bouncing bundle of energy. I could swim for hours
in 40 degree ocean water, run forever during bout- of
"war." and would protest mightily when being
snubbed during a soccer game. I would proudly dis-
play battle scars, scraped knees and oozing scratches.
My metabolism was miraculous. I was up for anything.
And now...

And now I'm almost 23 years old and feel like I'm 60.
I get up in the morning complaining about mv back. I

get winded when I have to run for the bus (hell, I get
winded when I have to walk to the bus). I throw "like a
girl" and I punch even worse.

For some reason I give the illusion of a fit and toned
body held up by gravity and people's poor eyesight.
Sucking in my stomach has become an art. I can no
longer scarf down three hamburgers, two fries and a
shake from McDonald's (well actually I can. but now I

feel guilty).

Victor (yeah, his name is Victor) can't believe that I

have lasted as long as I have. Recently accompanying
me to a routine check-up, he veiled at the nurse.
"\\ hat! That can't be right, how can her blood pressure

low!? That is impossible! She eats fast food, salt,

candy bars! She's a me-- "

And the same was to be said for my cholesterol level,
mv weight and other assorted lab tests which I BSSUTC
vou that u>u do not need to know about or care for that
matter.

So yeah. I'm trying to live up to my body. I trv not to
eat salt or lots of fattening food (I fail a lot of the times,
but I'm trvingl. I get on a -tationary bike (key word.

stationary), and I hate the bike when I

get off it 40-odd minutes later, but lor

the first time in a long time I feel like I've

done something productive. Sometime- I

go to free swim. I'm the one that takes
I 5 min. to lower my body into the pool.

20 more to kick across, live more to rest on the oppo-
site end and an indeterminable amount to venture back.
It's okay though: I'm "having fun."

Another interesting venture included going to the
Boyden weight room when I attempt to lift, push and
pull at barbells and other weights only to kill myiell
laughing. 1 know I don't belong there, everyone who's
watching me knows I don't belong there, and I feel real-
K stupid sitting in front of a mirror watching myself gri-

mace and sweat while trying to do flies with 5 lb.

weights. Pathetic. y«S, but the next time tomeonc BSKJ
me ill lilt I can -av. "yes" and not merely be referring
to ., fork laden with luscious cheesecake and strawber-
ries.

Now I ma) never be fit enough for a triathalon,
decathlon or an) "Ion" at all. I may never run a
marathon, be on a national team or haunted bv am
tvpe of scouts (including "girl scouts" although I might.
considering how vummv their Samoas are). But for
now I will be content with the few pounds I shed, the
few inches I lose and the small amount of muscle I

amass.

And if I leave this University with one thing, it will be
with stronger hands from typing out editorials, sharper
eyes from staring at a terminal and a sharper tongue for
dealing with idiots that ask about the horoscope. I bid
vou all adieu for a wonderful lour and a half vears and
if you ever -ee me jogging — please, please offer me a
ride home.

College truly is what your make of it and, unlike high
school, vou don't have anyone to kick your ass. You
have yourself and whatever ^roup of support you can
-lounge up.

The "real world" is like a bitch slap to someone who
won't shut up about their nail polish. Suddenly pastel
blue or Inca gold seems immaterial to being able to pay
rem and buy food. Somehow being able to funnel and
burp on cue isn't quite as "useful" as a decent CPA and
Lotus 1-2-3.

But more importantly, you want to be able to look
back at your generation and say. "sure we may seem to
be a bunch of apathetic, pot smoking, beer swilling
fashion hogs — but damn we knew how to party!" —
just making sure you were paying attention.

Seriously, vou want what Hemingway. Monet,
Beethoven. Einstein and Armstrong had and will ahrayi
have: a lasting impression on a planet we squander our
time so heedlessly on until we become part of its top
soil. Or maybe you're content with being written down
as the owner of the largest "Beevis and Butthead" video
collection — it's all up to you.
Tara MK Connelly is a Collegian columnist and

damn proud of it.

Bob

Dunn

Well, it's gearing up for plavoll time SfaUt SO
get set to kick back on Sundav and watch
your favorite team- lace oil Maybe you're

big Kansas ( us t hjefl tan or perhaps vou prefer to set

tie in and watch the Washington Redskins tear up the
gridiron.

Maybe you don't anjoy football all that much Well.
baseball season is ju-t | few month- away. It'll be time
to break out the 'ole mitt and root top those Cleveland
Indian- oi even led Turner's pocket ca-h
generating Atlanta BtsWH

Does anyone else see I problem here.'

I'm usually the first one to give up mv
-eat on the Politicallv ( otrect bandwagon.
but this time I think I in going to be sitting

put.

1-airly often a flap about sports mascots will flare up
and most of tliem are usuallv prettv flims) and larger) B
waste of time and breath. The team- mentioned sl

though, have moved beyond simply adopting a mascot
or logo that's "too male" or "too aggressive' oi "too
while" and gone into the realm ot complete!) in-tilling

an entire race of people.

I don't think that It's beyond the grasp ot anyone's
-cn-ihilitie- to realize that on their beat da) Native
Americans in this country have been dealt a brutal hand
ot cards. Fver since Europeans began colonizing this
country. Native Americans have been Rlbjecl to rystem
atic slaughter of both their culture and then people. Do
we real!) need to add insult to injury by dangling
grotesque caricatures and slurs in front of them under
the guise of professional sports logos''

Maybe you're sitting out there, reading thi- and
thinking to yourself, "Well, come on. Those team
names really aren't tAktJ bad." O.K.. that being the case
lets take a look at some other potential team name-
using the same guidelines as above and see if these are
found offensive

I he Atlanta DbVJM ' n»] l lev eland Micks? Maybe we

Could Start up a Detroit PrOgS franchise, mavbe the)

could lace oil against the Toronto KrauM

Do you begin lo -ec the ptoblem here''

\-k the franchises about it and they'll crj povert)

and Inconvenience. "Well have to retool all the met

chandise, change all the logos blah. blah, blah." I'm

sorry, I understand that professional sports ate busi

nesse- and as such they need to put financial concern-

on the table, but I'm sine that the

-eii respect oi an entire race of people

should come iii at a point significant!)

above the bottom line.

Hie biggest hypocrite in this entire

fiasco i- Ted Turner, himself. Turner

owns the Braves and not only husn't done anything

about changing the team logo (he's the owner. I'm sure

he could il he wanted to) but he al-o until lecenth even

participated in the even more offensive "tomahawk

chop." Tumer'i response to all of thi- was to -imply not

"chop" during Braves games and to suddenly develop

-oine tort ol world consciousness and begin producing

movies for his television stations featuring sympathetic

views ol Native Americans throughout histon

The sickest thing about these films is the absolute

transparenc) ol I Ul net's plov Does he honestly think

that he can distance himself from his actions in the

stands and liis inaction in the Brave's boardroom by

luddenl) making movies'.'

"See. I'm a nice guv. I like Native Americans. Some
of im best movies feature Native Americans." Give me
a break.

In an age where we pretend lo be so enlightened and
break our aims patting ourselves on our backs for being

SO sensitive to the plight- of others, let's stop talking

about it and give Native Americans back at least one
thing we took front them Their sell respect.

Wo/) Darin is it Collegian columnist.

Power struggle

Commercialism shafts the holiday.

C. Taylor

Conner

I
returned to consciousne-s-
from my turkey-induced
coma to find myself the

Gulliver of the holiday set. tied

down in tinsel and wrapped in rib-

bon.

It had been perhaps a half an
hour since we. the Conner family,

had finished eating Thanksgiving
dinner, and already there was a

wreath-shaped noose around mv
neck, ready to
choke me into

Christmas submis-
sion.

The yearly ordeal

had arrived.

A few days later. I was talking to
a friend back in Amherst, He
brought up an interesting point —
the holiday we'd just celebrated
was the last remaining major
American holiday reasonably
untouched by Madison Avenue.

It was sadly true. To run down
the list is to find nothing but a cav-

alcade of grossly opportuni-tic
marketing ploys ingrained into our
collective psyche over time to beat
us down and suck us in.

The evidence is striking:

• A history text we read in high
school noted that business wizards
circa 1920 had created both
Mother's and Father's Day to boost
greeting card, flower and gifi

A brilliant concept, save for the
fact that the parents of younger
children get the shaft — right on
— by having to endure a -one- .,1

eerily Dali-esque potholders,
doilies and cozies through the
entire elementary school level

Maybe these were appreciated
before parents learned that fetuses
in their second trimester working
in Kathie Lee's sweatshops could
make 5.000 perfect two-tone poly-
ester jumpsuits in the time it took
their kid to make a felt

whatever-the-hell-it's-supposed-t

o-be that reads. "I

Lov yu. mOom —
Itissee!"

• Correct me if the

following doesn't
sound like an outtakc

from the Beatles' ill fated Manual
\lvster\ Tour film: a rabbit with
pastel fur prances about carrying a
basket full of multicolored
poached eggs, gleefully hiding
these products, which appeal to
have fallen out of the shaft —
damn right! — of Chernobyl's
finest chicken.

lesus would turn over in his
grave Irony intended.

• Valentine's Day. Not only are
we forced to endure more pink
fluff than a homophobie filmmak-
er's vision of San Francisco, but
we all know that those with and
without significant others must
suffer through thi- |,1UX
cuddle

CovptM are placed in the pre-
carious position Of having to
expertly and wholly communicate
through material means the true-

depth of their love in one annual

fell swoop.

To put this in perspective, imag-
ine if the one criterion for proving
Michael lordan is the greatest
bailer of all time were his Feb. 14
stats. What if they just happened
to suck that day? What a moth-
erf... — shut your mouth! — I'm
just talking about a shaft.

And people wonder why so
many lovers call it quits shortly
before or after Feb. 14 — I'd

almost rather be single

• Take all the non-Irish people
who celebrate St. Patrick's Day
with ungodly amounts of special
sauce and divide it by the number
of people within that same group
who actually know the history of
the holiday.

Wow, the numerator becomes
the answer — basic arithmetic was
never so easy!

• Martin Luther King Day is...

well. I guess there's no marketing
tie-in or Shaft reference here. But
both MLK and Richard Roundtree
are black icons.

Okay, (hat was a stretch.

• And. finally, although t he-

premise of an elf-employing, obese
white guy in cherry red.
white-trimmed duds shimmying
his way down a sooty black shall

— can you dig it? — is slightly less

ridiculous an image than Demi
Moore as I le-ter Prynne. at least

there were people bearing gifts on
the titst KMaes
C Taylor CotltUT is a Collegian

columnist

Has anyone out there evci been

without light? Light, that is.

other than the sun'.' Have vou
ever tripped over things in your house-

that you knew were there, but
couldn't see because it was really

dark? Ever try to read in the dark?
Change your clothes'.' Eat? Well, all

ot the above things become a lot

tougher witheiut at least a lit-

tle bit ol light.

But. being without electric

light isn't reallv so bad. now.
is it'.' People own flashlights,

candles, other means of pro-

viding light. How bad can a power
outage be if you have enough in-

dies'.' Okav. so vou don't have TV lor

a little while. No big joss Read a

book bv candlelight.

Now. imagine this: > ou're -itting in

this candlelight, getting drunk, or
reading, or singing, when vou notice-

that hey. it's -tailing to get colder
Then you realize that the way in

which vour house is kept warm in the

winter is by electric heat. For the
same reason that your lights are off.

your heat is off. You start to get very

cold and uncomfortable. You pile on
clothes, but to no avail. The cold has
crept into your soul.

So. the only way to cure that
deep-down cold feeling is with a nice

cup of hot chocolate, or coffee, or
something along those lines. Bu,t

before you realize that your
microwave or oven range wouldn't
work anyway, you try to fill up a pot
with some crisp, fresh tap water. But
guess what? Guess what you don't
have? Water, the giver of life, the
most essential chemical compound
known to human existence, the main
ingredient in a cup of coffee — not
available!

So. naturally, you're pissed. So you
throw some gear on. strap up your
boots, and brave the snowy blizzard

Evan

Young

that has thus fat ruined vour evening.

You go out to tout car, planning to

drive to someone'l house who hasn't

lost everything. Bui wait, ye,u just

remembered — your car doesn't work
any more because when ye,u were dri-

ving in the -now you -lid inte> an
embankment and ruined it' You -an

barel) go forward, let alone steer.

Vour car i- now
a big piece of

metal e rap -it-

ting in (he dri-

vcwav

So s oti jjo

Ml inside, arum, bqt figure,; hey —
how kmg eouhl rt possibly take to get

the powa working again'.' Vou live in

western Massachusetts, the Pioneer
valley, the place where -now in the
winter i- as natural a part of life a- a

blue sky in the afternoon. People-
around here kneiw how te> handle-
things like this. They are prepared to
fix those problems that | -now tall cre-

ate-, and fix than quickly, right?

NO! Vou have NOTHING, and the
wonderful, on-the-ball Western
Massachusetts Electric Company, the
same company that you have been
pumping hundreds of dollars at everv
year, the company that should be able
to afford to fix the sun it it ever went
out. can't get vour powet hack Not
that night, nope. But surely they'll
turn it on by the next morning, right'.'

No. not by morning. Next afternoon?
Night? The morning after that? \\ hat
are they, a bunch of absolutely incom-
petent unprepared fools'.' That's
impossible!

Nobod) can go for two days and
nights without power, heat, ot w.iki
right'.' What is this. Greenland?
Should I clear a plot in the backyard
to make roenn lor a spit to roast the
\enison I hunted with tm bare bands'-
Maybe Western Massachusetts
Electric, in lieu of electricity, cciuld at

least bung a COUpfe of chunks ol flint

and a lew logs u \ cr \q oui house a- a

t nolida) good will. Maybe the)

could btitij; ovet one of those patent-

ed Chanukah-brand Miracle Oil
I amps

?>kav. s,, maybe I have taken a lew

things for granted I'm used to having

a car. I pay all my car bills. I pa) to

have il lived, lor all mv gas. I checl
the oil all the lime. I use it for work to

deliver calzones to earn money lo

keep it running. I take it lor grant!
that it will start everv time I turn the

kev in the iwiitie'ti. I lake it foi grant
ed ih.it I wtll be able to drive dow-i
the road to the store to gel seme fot

Well, now my ear is gone. Totaled
during a delivery lo Delta Chi (nn
thanks go out to Tim Sswvlgne, fot

letting me use his phone). But my cat

is something under my control, and
while I de, lake it for granted, when I

lose n I realize it's my fault.

But what happens when a storm
lut- and the eleetrieitv de>csn't work '

It's beyond your control. It suck-
it makes \ou realize how much vou
take tor given. But isn't that the wa\
life is? Vou only realize that you arc-

taking things for granted once thev

are taken away. Little dumb things
like lights for dark places. Big dumb
things like heat at night. I have paper!
to do this week, but they ate all

trapped on a computet that won'l
turn on. I have, ridiculously enough.
Massachusetts jurj dutv to try to get

inv-ell toon Wedne-dav morning. I'm
not even from tin- state thank god
— and don't pay in-state tuition tee-

but they can use me to decide the fate

of their criminal suspects. When they

can't get my power fixed. Well, unless
the accused can turn my power on. be-

get- a big lal guilty verdict from me
Somebody ha- to pay.

Evan Voting it a Collegian colum-
nist

God bless America

Miranda

Pirnell

This column is dedicated lo Claire and Claire, in
no specific order

I'll be back in the land Down Under in twelve
days In less than two weeks I'll be watching cricket,
drinking beer, hitting the beach and enjoying a true
Australian Christmas. I can hardly wail.
With the end of Ihe semester drawing perilously-

close, everyone's mind seems. to be turning to thoughts
of home. Maybe it's because we're all sick of talking
about the snow, or that we're trying to avoid thinking
about those impending exams, but it

seems that every second person you meet
asks you if you are looking forward to
going home. As an international student
it's even WOTS*. There appears to be some
unwritten rule that people cannot strike
up a conversation without asking how you feel about
going home.
Now this shouldn't reallv be a problem for me. After

all it Is laulv obvious that I'm counting the davs until
my Oanlas plane lands at Charles Kingsford Smith
Airpon in Sydney. I can already feel (he tears, which
well up every time I fly in over the Harbour Bridge and
Opera House, forming in the corners of my eyes. It is a
feeling that anyone who's ever spent anytime awa)
from home should be able to understand Yet often
when I tell people how much I want to go home, they
are shocked and amazed Some have even accused me
of insulting them or being ungrateful

Believe me when I say that this is the last thing I

would ever want to do. When I kit home lo come-
here, people warned me that I would change. They
didn't really have a reason ,,, an explanation fot tin-.

they just said it. "You'll change. Miranda." they whis-
pered waving me off, as though il was the last rime I

would ever see them. I had no idea what it all meant

but I was sure it couldn't be as bad as thev were mak
ing it seem
So I arrived and threw myself into UMass life wait-

ing tor the day to come. Each morning I would rigor-
ously investigate ,m person, un-ure of what I was look-
ing lor but assuming that I would know it if I found it.

When I spoke to friends back home they asked me how
I was going and I took to reply, ng. "still no change."
and they would mutter praise and approval down the
phone line.

It is only now that I sit here, desper-
ate for a warm beer and a cold meat pic
like only the Sydney Cricket Ground
can deliver, thai I realise I have
e hanged.

A native of the original nation of
knockers and the home ot th, 'tall poppj syndrome.' I

have come to know what people sitting at home, whin-
ing about the economy and moaning about taxation.
cannot possibly hope to understand. I've learnt to love
my country.

And for this I have only the United States of America
to hank By welcoming me to your nation and your
way d life, you allowed me to turn mv gate inward tomy hoine- countr) and look upon it with fresh and
obfec ive vision. Ai l had always secretl] hoped and
expected, I liked what I saw.

But just because I am excited about going home
"\™"! m *lvpyu,hc\c^nzhcrc:. I'm not.How could I be' The USA has taugh, me jus. how

much hue mv country and to, (hit I will be ever
P-teful So ,1 vou will allow me just one more moment
Of sel indulgence to utter those words I have been

s;:;;;;.;:^o
' Hlhl" s

'w,i, - i '''' ii|
-

|i --ouaii,n

" !r>"«l«>'<rncU is a Collegian columnist
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A LOOK BACK AT 1996
lanuury

• Madonna. 37. Starts oil he, new year testifying against

stalket Robert Dewe) Hoskinson Ian. 3

• George Burns marks his looih birthday on Ian. 20
• Millionaire |olm I DuPont, 57, murders Olympic

freestyle wrestler, DaveSchurtx, 37.

• Michelle Kw-an becomes the youngest ladies national

figure skating champion since Pegg) Fleming In v-)M.

• Kent, a musieal eoikeived. written and Composed by

kmathan l arson, opens oil Broadway on |an. 25 to rave-

reviews

February
• I MS Marie l',e-lcv end- her marriage te> Mieliael

lackson.

• Elizabeth Tayloi files for divorce from hubby number

-even. Larry lortensky. after s2 months of inaiiiayc Sav-

she has no intention to look for an eighth husband.

• Prince-- Dktna agrees lo diwuce I'ruiee V hailc-

• figure skatei l.katerin,, Gordeeva letuins to the ice

for the tiist tune alter die death of her husband and part

ner. Sergei Grinkov

March
• In one of the worsi mass murders in British modern

history, gunman Thomas Watt Hamilton. 4V opens lire

on school children at the Dublane Primary School in

Dublane. Scotland, on March 13. Sixteen children

between the ages of five and six and their teacher

Gweune Mayo,, are killed.

• In their second trial for murder. I vie and I iik

Turn to LOOK BACK page

.*'!•* level viewers from rerun hetl
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Spring Semester 1996

R0S1E O'DONNEll
How B>oste£M&ed talk television
She loves

Cruise - but
Funny and
waves of d<
revamp talk'
it. And while
their colk
O'Donnell
did exactly
vented the talk i

When the
dian decided to

own talk shi
was already
with the liki
Lake, Jenny
and Sally Jt
Add to that
comers, Cai
Tempest, and
reallv seem to .

landish topics
for Rosie.

But O'DonneH
ent ideas.
She had no 11

stooping to
her competiti
would be bo

'

Jenny Jones'
secret crushes. .

instead, tkti
dubbed the
a parade of
their shows/
selves. Ail tke
different

phere that
members to feel ci

Typically, when she comes out she greets
the audience and does a monologue describ-
ing what she did the night before. Then she
introduces the guests and chats with them
for about 15 minutes. Later in the show, a
musical guest or band performs.
Every now and then, O'Donnell places a gift

asdience member's seat. Gifts

from copies of Toy Story to

i addition, O'Donnell
Christmas ornaments

by children. When
ornaments come in,

shows them on the air

then hangs them on
"*

tie tree.

only does O'Donnell
to make talk more
able and enter
she also mixes in

with her show.
biy the funniest -

- moments are

she talks about the

of her dreams, Tom
e. Mind you, Rosie
t want Cruise to do

king but be in her
and mow the lawn.

Cruise's wife has
tag to worry about,
rdtng to O'Donnell.
tag up two fingers,

te says "Nicole
men] and 1 are like
»

Cruise on her show
Tuesday, when he

Ids new movie, Jerry
was equal to 0'Donnell's

and presented ner with a bouquet
i flowers,

Perhaps the best thing about Rosie
O'Donnell is not just that she is nice - it's

more that she is a genuinely nice and caring

fierson who has subtly revolutionized day
ime television in a profound way. To be
blunt, O'Donnell saved talk television from
itself, turning it into a positive force. It's for

that reason the Collegian Arts & Living staff

picked Rosie O'Donnell as Artist of the Year.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian colum
ML
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The death of rock V roll

1996: where has the now sound gone?

-THE YEAR IN MUSIC-
Collegian music staff explores the best records of 1996

Mike
Burke

Maybe ruck 'n' roll it finally dead.

In the 40 years since BILL HALEY
AND HIS COMETS broke onto to

the music scene, few periods of

musk have been as stagnant as the

post-Nirvana alternative rock world.

This alternative rock movement
has nearly suffocated — of the 'big'

albums of the year, perhaps BECK'S
Odelay wilt be the only one that

won't be found in every used CD
store getting old next to copies of

Jesus Jones and Poison.

Do you really think

anyone will listen to

HOOTIE A THE
BLOWFISH in

2006? In fact, did
anyone really listen to

Hootie in 1996?
From record sales it

looks like the answer may be no, or

at least not many.

Perhaps Hootie's dismal record

sales (as well as Sheryl Crow's, Pearl

Jam's, Nirvana's...) shows that

America is waking up from this

alternative rock nightmare realizing

that BUSH has much more in com-
mon with CINDERELLA than
artists like TRICKY or THE
ROOTS or TORTOISE who are

making new music.

Oh, but my critics may bitch and
whine, while hollering "look at

Alanis.* I looked at ALANIS and
shut my eyes. Hopefully when I

open up them, she will be gone. The
only rational explanation for Alanis

selling 13 million albums is the
dumbing down of America. Just

look at the facts. She releases two
albums in Canada. What does she

get comparisons to DEBBIE
GIBSON and TIFFANY. She
releases an album in the states and
[cue for explosions and fireworks]

she outsells every female artist ever.

Something is wrong here! Are we
ready that stupid? Before you go
write off a letter to the editors, give

this column five years and then read

(and weep).

In this age of post-Nirvana, no
rock artist has stood up with such a

strong and unique voice as Beck. He
may well be the last rock 'n' roll

singer alive (at least according to the

mainstream media... yes, I know
about STEREOLAB, Tortoise.

Tricky, UNWOUND, WEDDING
PRESENT but MTV doesn't want
you to know— not yet). By combin-

ing elements of ruck, folk, country,

hip-hop. ijaza and Jots of other
wacky sounds. Beck has created the

sound of the '90s.

But while rock 'n' roll may be
dead, or at least on its death bed.

the same can not be said about the

hip-hop world which survived a

rollercoaster year. In many ways
1996 marks a pivotal point in the

evolution of hip-hop. THE
FUGEES, an extremely talented and
perhaps over-exposed band, hit the

Top 40 chart with a bang, ruling the

summer airwaves. Even with cries of

sell-outs, the Fugee's The Score can

not be ignored.

The Score also set a trend away
from the gangsta rap scene which
suffered a horrific blow with the

death of TUPAC SHAKUR. His
death not only marks the passing of

a top-notch musician, but possibly

the end of gangsta-rap as we know
it. With the CEO of Death Row
records under FBI watch, one must

question how much
longer the genre can
last before
self-destnicling.

On a mellower
note, THE ROOTS,
DE LA SOUL and
TRIBE CALLED

QUEST re-established themselves

at the top of the industry with fan-

tastic albums.

While 1996 may have been the

year of hip-hop, artists like Tricky

and MATTHEW SH1PP continued

reshaping their musical worlds. Jazz

fans mav remember Shipp's fabu-

lous show with WILLIAM PARK-
ER in the Augusta Savage Gallery.

The duo honestly took jazz, and
musk in general, to a new level.

The Amherst area has been recep-

tive, and even a Mecca, for this

experimental, cutting edge jazz.

Anyone who questioas the future of

music should get out of Newbury
Comic's top 20 bin and take a peak

into the Conway New Music series.

While it is comforting to see

artists continue to break down musi-

cal barriers and precedents, this

stagnation of the rock scene leaves

fans wondering: what is next?

Even at close examination of the

underground rock scene, there is not

great hope. While there may be
great bands still floundering in clubs

across America, where is the new
sound. Or the now sound?

Even in the underground, the now
sound seems fixated on the past.

And only the artists like Stereolab

who borrow heavily from the past

with plenty of gimmicks and quirks,

have been able to find their own
sound.

Loosely related to Stereolab is the

space-rock scene linked directly to

artists like Tortoise. Trans-Am and
Fuxa. Their pretentious music, whik
enjoyable, is basically an updated
version of prog rock.

Pretentious attitudes flood the

space rock scene, but nearly on the

level of the noise scene. Need an
example? lapanese noise magician
Merzbrow plans to release a 50 CD
set! The noise scene is like your
average graduate student: they may
have a kt to say, but they never shut

up.

Unlike me.

Michael Burke is a Collegian
columnist.

The Collegian music staff looks back at 1996 ]

picking their favorite albums as well as the biggest i

disappointment and best live show.

Mike Burke (Arts & Living Editor):

I.) BECK Odelay — No white artist since the

BCMtk Boys has captured the innovative essence of

hip-hop like Beck. But on Odelay. Beck covers far

more ground, dipping into country, folk, blues,

rock, jazz and just about everything else. Beck may
be the only artist that really matters anymore.

2.) STEREOLAB Emperor Tomato Ketchup —
England's quirkiest reached a new plateau on this

amazing collection combining the best of yester-

day's avant-garde with the ground-breaking work
of bands like Tortoise. Space rock never sounded

H tun.

3.) HEAVENLY Operation Heavenly & TAL-
LULAH GOSH S/T — For the last 10 years,
Amelia Fletcher has been the queen of indie pop.
These two albums find her at her dandiest.

4.) THE FUGEES The Score — For once Top 40
radio programmers had (heir head on straight.

5.) IIMMIE DALE GILMORE Braver New
World Country's finest singer released this

absolutely steering album which still leaves
goose-bumps everytime I hear him. In concert he
was even better.

Biggest Disappointment — KIM New
Adventures in Hi-Fi — After releasing such gems
as Murmur and Automatic For the People. I have
set high expectations and this just didn't cut it.

Best live experience — seeing the world's great-

est live band, the WEDDING PRESENT, three

times.

Lisa M. Oliveri (Arts & Living Associate Editor):

I.) CELINE DION Falling Into You — She is

the Diva. I am in the process of trying to acquire all

of her albums, and thus far. I haven't gotten very

far. Finding really early Celine (the French stuff) is

tres diftcile. But, anyhow, this gets my number one
vote for CD of the year because it's one of her best

to date.

2.) BUSH Razorblade Suitcase— Yup, call me
crazy, but I actually like Bush, and no, not just

becajse Gavin Rossdale is "so hot." Well, that is

the reason, but who the hell cares, this is my top 5.

3.) NOA Calling — This is the debut album by

this fabulous Israeli singer, Noa. 1 hope more peo-

ple will take the opportunity to give her a chance. 1

almost never give CDs an "A," but this one I did.

It's really fantastic. Trust me. Check this one out.

4.) TORI AMOS Boys for Pele — Even if this

album isn't her best, it makes my top 5 just

because Tori is so great. 1 don't think Tori could

possibly produce anything less than stunning, so

while it lacks the charisma of Under the Pink, it's

still better than most of the crap that was released

this year.

5.) EVITA Complete Motion Picture Soundtrack
— Well, if Entertainment Weekly, the end-all

authority on music says its a good album, it must
be. But what do I know? I've never taken three

years of vocal lessons, or anything.

Biggest Disappointment: I really love TORI
AMOS — in fact, she is probably one of my
favorite- artists vf all time. And 1 put Boys for Pile

on my list because it's one of the better albums this

year. But I was very disappointed with it because I

expected so much more, especially after her past

two albums.

Best Live Experience: Hands down, the best

show for me was MELISSA ETHERIDGE at the

Mullins Center. She played for over two hours, and
her music is just so much more enthralling live.

Bradley Skaught (Arts & Living Staff):

I.) JIMMIE DALE GILMORE Braver Newer
World — Exactly everything that country music, or

COUKTJSY ANTON CO««l|N

R.E.M. returns to the top (yet again) with their latest album, New Adventures in Hi-Fi.

any music for that matter, should be. Adventurous,

passionate, imaginative and beautiful. Truly brave,

and most definitely new.

2.) THE LOUD FAMILY Interbabe Concern —
Scott Miller's dark, complex power pop master-

piece. The most tragically ignored band around
makes good with this breathtaking album.

3.) JOE HENRY Trampoline — Henry marries

his bittersweet lyrics and dusty country to atmos-

pheric funk. The result is an impossible to catego-

rize journey through Henry's wonderfully twisted

world.

4.) GO SAILOR S/T — Rose Melberg's voice is

so unabashedly sweet, and her songwriting so infal-

libly catchy, that almost any Melberg related pro-

ject is bound for greatness. Listen carefully to the

lyrics, though, because there's a whole lot more to

Melberg than sweetness and bubblegum hooks.

5.) R.E.M. New Adventures in Hi-Fi — The
most consistently brilliant band in pop comes
through again with one of their best and the

promise of lots more to come.
Bigg«st disappointment: DONOvXN Sutras —

He traded hippy-dippy psychedelic fun for

over-earnest spiritual reflection, yawn.

Best live show: JIMMIE DALE GILMORE at

the Iron Horse Music Hall — Somehow he man-
aged to translate the promise of Braver Newer
World into an intense and moving live show. A rare

chance to see one of the greatest country musicians

of all time.

Adam Dlugacz (Arts & Living Staff):

I.) DE LA SOUL Stakes Is High — This album

easily surpasses any hip-hop album released this

year and might be one of the all-time best. Yet

what really makes this album so special is the cre-

ativity and intelligence that no group from any

genre has displayed this year.

2.) H2O S/T — Anyone who knows me probably

could have guessed this would be up here. What
you have here is a bunch of great guys bringing

back the old-school flavor and showing how hard-

core should be: fun and fast.

3.) SENSEFIELD Buildings — The most beauti-

ful album of the year. |ohn Bunch's voice is magnif-

icent and he is aptly backed by some of the most
innovative musicians to produce a great album.

4.) DESCENDENTS Everything Sucks — It's

the Descendents. need I say more?

5.) AVAIL Friday 4PM — A great hardcore
album that will make you sing along and think at

the same time. If you don't like these gu>v. chances

are you're listening to too much Slayer.

Biggest Disappointment The Sex PistoU,

Circle (erkk The Misfits, ind a ton of other bands

getting back together. With the exception of The
Descendents a ton of punk bands got back together

and all of them sucked. Not only did they do it to

make money and rip off all the people who still

support the scene, none of them even did a good

job or re- create the vitality that made them so spe-

cial in the first place — pathetic.

Best live experience — Doc Hopper, Deadguy.

Weston and The Marshes in the basement of

Butterfield. Without any super big names on the

bill and with each band playing their own style the

Turn to BEST page 7
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turnout at this show was surprising. What made it

even better was the fact that everyone there
danced, sang along, and had a good time.

Joshua Boyd (Arts & Living Staff):

I.) COWBOY JUNKIES Lay It Down -
Strong, strong album by a band that floundered for

a little while in the late 'oOs-early '90s, but has lots

of energy back, with a totally different sound from
Trinity Sessions.

2.1 |ERRY GARCIA & DAVID GRISMAN
Shady Grove — Great acoustic music by two of the

genre's masters, all unreleased from guerilla

recording sessions in early '90s.

3.) IOSIILA REDMAN Freedom In The Groove
— A jazz ride with a few twists and turns, as well

as straightaways where the listener can just coast.

4.) DAVE MATTHEWS BAND Crash —
(azzier than Under The Table and Dreaming, but

more great songwriting and performance in here.

5.) SIXTEEN HORSEPOWER Sackcloth &
Ashes — A great new band that I hope will stick

around for a while. Great diversity with howling
gospel vocals, banjo, slide guitars, and a great

Deep-South haunting feel to it.

Disappointment — BLACK CROWES at the

Mullins Center: mid-tempo boring song after

mid-tempo boring song with one or two
crowd-pleasing old hits, lust not happening, guys.

Best live experience — MEDESKI, MARTIN
AND WOOD at the Northampton Center For The
Arts, Sept. 27. Great danceable jazz/funk/soul

hybrid. A barrage of sonic cosmos.

|ohn Hendrickson (Arts & Living Staff):

1.) R.E.M. New Adventures In Hi-Fi — Not

only my pick for album of the year, but also the

best R.E.M. record since Life's Rich Pageant. From
the glam-rock of "Wake Up Bomb" to the county

twang of "Electrolite," R.E.M. proves yet again

why they are the greatest band in the world.

2.) SEX PISTOLS Filthy Lucre Live — If

1991 was "the year punk broke," 1996 was "the

year punk was broke and toured because they

needed the money." Eighteen years after breaking

up, the Sex Pistols reformed (with original bassist

Glen Matlock on board), reminded everyone why
they changed music forever, and made no secret

that they wanted to be paid accordingly. Steve

(ones is still a guitar god and lohnny Rotten,

though "fat and forty," is still as much of a snide

bastard as he was 20 years ago.

3.) THE MISFITS Box Set — Finally, after

dwelling in obscurity for years, the Misfits got

some much-delayed recognition. Everything except

for 1982's Walk Among Us LP is included here,

and most of it has been out of print for the last 1

5

years. New Jersey's homegrown fiends wrote the

book on horror-punk so well that nobody else even

tried it. However, avoid the Glenn Danzig-less

reunion tour at all costs; he was the best thing

about the band to begin with.

4.) DESCENDENTS Everything Sucks — More
songs about coffee and girls. The Descendents are

back with a reunion album better than most of

their original work.

5.) THE FIGGS Banda Macho — Ithaca,

N.Y.'s Figgs picked up where Too Much |oy left off

— snotty, suburban white boys bitching about girls

and how they can't get any. The pop-punk album
of the year, hands down.

Biggest Disappointment — The new SOCIAL
DISTORTION album, White Light. White Heat.

White Trash, took four years to make — and it

sounds exactly like their last two. Sorry, guys, but

you're starting to get a bit boring.

Best live experience — DESCENDENTS at

Lupo's Heartbreak Hotel in Providence.

Dan Bodah (Arts & Living Staff):

I) VARIOUS ARTISTS Shadow Music of Java
— This is the first-ever CD release of music from

the famous Javanese shadow puppet dramas.
Enormously abridged for the CD, these perfor-

mances last a whole night, and consist of Hindu
myths enacted with gorgeous leather puppets to the

accompaniment of a music that's almost narcotical-

ly relaxing and pleasant. The musicians play a soft

style of gamelan music, and the singers recite the

characters' lines in voices as delicate and airy as

flutes. To augment your listening experience, read

Antonin Artaud's essay on [avanese ritual first.

Wow.
2) MICHAEL GIRA Drainland — Gira, lead

singer of the notorious band, the Swans, is irre-

pressible. This latest work combines his

always-brutal lyrics, the soft, almost lullaby-like

music of recent Swans albums, and unforgettably

psychotic musical environments. Warning: this

album is known to mentally disturb otherwise

healthy Collegian night editors.

3) INTI-ILLIMANI Arriesgare La Pie! — This

politically-active, poetic band from Chile has made
another must-have album. Perfect music for simu-

lating a summer night during December in

Massachusetts.

4) songs.ohia Passion 7" — New Drag City act

songs:ohia promises to make twangy ukulele
folk/country all the rage with memorable, and
hummable, songs.

5) FLYING SAUCER ATTACK Further —
Psychedelia for the noise generation, FSA plays res-

onant acoustic songs, at times burying them in

overwhelming waves of distortion and feedback.

Somehow they manage to make the jagged and the

ethereal meld into an ecstatic whole.

Biggest Disappointment — The new Luaka Bop
label releases. After such gems as Dance. Raja,

Dance, 1 expected more from this label. Their new
albums just don't live up.

Best Live Experience — SWANS at the Fantasy

Niteclub in Cleveland. Swans performances are no
longer experiments in unadulterated brutality and
negation, as they used to be. But they still do a

show with profound physicality. Gira's voice was
almost subsonic in depth; (arboe, now a practicing

Buddhist, combined breath meditation and
singing. But best of all were the repetitious instru-

mental fugues in which Gira, with the new drum-
mer and bassist, packaged all the formerly sprawl-

ing anguish of early Swans into fierce, tight

rhythm.
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Menendez are convicted of murder-

ing their parents, Kitty and lose

Menendez.
• Nelson Mandela, 77, files for

divorce from his wife, Winnie, age

61.

• Susan Sarandon is named Best

Actress for her role in Dead Man
Walking. Nicholas Cage takes Best

Actor honors for Leaving Las
Vegas.

• Lee Teng-hui is elected presi-

dent of Taiwan in the island
nation's first popular election.

April

• Theodore |ohn Kaczynski, 53,

is taken into custody by the FBI

under suspicion that he may be the

Unabomber.
• Martin Bryant, 28, killed 25

men, women and children and
injured 18 others in Tasmania.
Australia.

• (onathan Larson wins posthu-

mous Pulitzer for Drama for Rent.
• Sister Diana Ortiz begins a

protest vigil in Washington D.C. in

an attempt to get the Pentagon to

release all information on human
rights violations committed during

the 35-year-long Guatemala Civil

War.
• Nadia Commaneci, 34. who

won a gold medal in gymnastics 20
years ago, marries United States

Olympic gold medalist, Bart

Conner, 38. Conner, who won his

medal in 1984, and Commaneci
ties the knot in Commaneci's
native Romania.

• lessica Dubroff, age seven, dies

in a failed attempt to become the

youngest pilot to fly across the

country. Her father, Lloyd, and
instructor |oe Reid also die in the

April 1 1 crash.

• The Duke and Duchess of

York separate after nine years of

marriage.
• Sotheby's auctions off Jackie

Onassis' possessions. A piano val-

ued between $3,000-5.000 sold for

$167,500.
• Tonya Harding and Michael

Smith announce plans to divorce.

• Bill Gates. 40. and his wife,

Melinda French Gates, 31, wel-

come their daughter, lennifer

Katharine, on April 26.

May
• Valujet Flight 592 plunges into

the Florida Everglades, killing 105

passengers and five crew members
on May 1 1

.

• O.J. Simpson makes a trip to

F.ngland and lectures 900 students

at Oxford.
• Julie Andrews, 60, declines her

Tony nomination for Best Actress

in a musical on grounds that no
one else from Victor/Victoria
received any nominations.

• Kathie Lee Gifford draws fire

when it is discovered that sweat-

shops were used to manufacture
her line of blouses for Wal-Mart.

Later, Gifford's husband. Frank,

passes out checks, paying workers

who hadn't been paid in months.

• Ten-year-old Alexandra
Nechita wins praise for her Picasso

inspired paintings, along with
mucho bucks.

June
• Princess Diana pays a visit to

Chicago, visiting hospitals, raising

money for charities and dances the

Turn to LOOK BACK, page 1
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ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

ftursday, december 1 2 • 7 pm

BOILED IN LEAD
cello garage world beat • $10

rhursday, december 1 2 • 10 pm

JIGGLE the HANDLE
& LETTUCE

fergit yei hnok com* out & donee • S5

friday, december 1 3 • 1 pm

yeP! & SNAPPIN' GOMEZ
very funky grooves • $7

Saturday, december 14 • 10 pm

SPACE pussy
f TOWN s finest goy/glom/tiomv«tite R&R • S6

sunday, december 1 5 • 7 pm

LEON redbone
the great omerKon eaentric • SI

8

monday december 1 6 • 7 pm

THE BACON BROS.
feoturing KEVIN BACON

ihe movie star rocks

ruesday december 1 7 • 7 pm

CHRISWHITLEY,.
(ake opens »S10

weds & thurs, dec. 18 & 19 • 7 pm

arlo GUTHRIE

Saturday, december 21 • 7 pm

jorma KAUKONEN's
CHRISTMAS SHOW

with Michael Folrrjrono & Peter Sears • SI 4 50

MUSIC SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK

Celebrate SIX NIGHTS Of FIRST NIGHT:

December 26-31:

NRBQ, Livingston Taylor, Clean livmg,

Acoustic Junction,

NEW YEAR w Urther Guitar Jr. Johnson

TICKETS At Ihe door, For the Record in

Amherst, at the Northampton Box Office

or call 586-8686 to chargs by phone.

24-hour Concert info:

413.584.0610

-The Year in Movies-
The best films of 1996... so far
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By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

li Mem >lightls futile to make a
tup-ton list when a significant num-
ber of films that I44t> will be
remembered for hasen'i even opened
up yet. I'm thinking specifically of
those mounds of hype — Parker's
1

1 ltd with Madonna. Forman's The
People versus Larry Flynt with
Woody Hartelson and Courtney
Love and Branagh's Hamlet with
what seems to be almost everyone
under God's green earth.

Making lists, however, seems to be
what looking at a sear in review is all

about — and I've never really been
one to break with tradition. So.
keeping in mind the plethora of fine

films which will be released in the
coming dsyi (I, tor example, am veiv

excited for Mars Attacks' . . ) these

arc the top 10 films of 199b.

I • Fargo
It's unusual that a film released so

early in the year can still remain on
one's mind for so long. But. then
acain... these are the Coens we're
talking about here — unusual is their

forte. Once you move past the
Minnesotan accents lin other words.

stop laughing, i sou can find a com-
pletely engrossing film that delivers

some performances of a life- time.

Both William H MftCJ ("I R") and
Frances McDormand {Short Cuts)
deserve not only to be recognized by
the academy for their performances,
but to win out-right. McDormand's
characterization is really the
high-point of the film — not once do
sve ever feel like her Marge is an
idiot or something to be laughed at

because she exudes an innocence
combined with intelligence that you
can see all over her face.

2. Big Night

If "food movies" can be considered
a trend in the cinema for the past
few seasons, then it should stop — it

will be too hard for any future film

to match Big Night. Stanley Tucci
and Campbell Scott have created a

small film that is so lovingly done,
that almost every shot is as much a
work of art as the dishes that the
characters create. Boasting one of
the most competent casts this year,

the film features stellar performances
by Tucci. Tony Shaloub (of "Wings"
fame.) Minnie Driver, Isabella
Rosellini and Ian Holm. Especially

memorable is Shaloub as I'rimo. the

older brother who feds alienated as

a recent immigrant to America.

5. Trainspotting

Smack hasn't had a soundtrack
this good since the 60s. Danny
Boyle's loud, sarcastic, and rocking
love-letter to life is a slap in the face

to both recovering drug addicts and
Fecal freaks everywhere. However
"cool" the film becomes, the fact of

the matter is that it is not. has never
been, and will never be a pro-drug
movie (arresting images of animated
dead babies and starving kittens will

ensure it.) Boyle's first major release.

Shallow Grave, is just as captivating,

carrying similar themes of trust and
friendship, but its noisier attitude is

what makes Trainspotting so much
fun to watch.

4. Bound
The cheap thrills and explicit les-

bian sex scenes that make up this
first release from the Wachowski
brothers' first release would make
Alfred Hitchcock blush, but it could
possibly be one of the best thrillers

of the decade. From the opening
sequence, we get the feeling that

were watching the story through a

fun-house mirror. Thankfully, the
film remains unapologetic in
regards to both its love of the
lemale figure and mob cliches. In

regards to performances, no matter
how good Gina Gershon
[Showgirls) is as the butch, and
squeaky lennifer Tilly (Bullets over
Broadway) as the lemme, both arc-

over shadowed by |oe Pantoliano
(The Fugitive) tearing up every
scene as the mob goodfella.

5. Flirting With Disaster

Anyone who saw Spanking the
Monkey, the first release by
Amherst Alum David O. Russell.
might have been turned off by his

subject matter (a black-comedy
about incest) but no one could deny
his talent for comedy. Flirting, his

sophomore release, is a bigger,
brasher film — with a larger and
more talented cast starring Ben
Stiller as a new father who feels he-

needs to find his real parents before
he can give his newborn son a

name. Also featured are Patricia

Arquette as his wife. Mary Tyler
Moore and George Segal as his
adoptive stereotypical neurotic
Jewish parents and Lily Tomlin and
Alan Alda as his biological ones.

The standout comes
from Tea Leone
(from "The Naked
Truth." which was
recently revived as
a mid-season
replacement for
NBC) as the se.xua

ly insecure inept
social worker who
tries to help Stiller

find his parents.

o. Sleepers

A powerhouse
CSS) heads the front

ol Barry Lcvenson's
drama of rape an<

revenge that sue
cessfully spans
decade. Four young
boys are sent up the
river lor accidental

ly killing a man. and
scars later they extract justice from
their vicious tormentors. As the nar-

rator. |ason Patric navigates himself
a comeback, even though the scenes
that he actually appears in aren't
nearly as gripping as those set in his

character's south. Highlights and
performances for the Academj lo

watch for come with Roben DeNiro
as the boy's local priest and Dustin
Hoffman as the alcoholic prosecuting
attorney.

7. Get (hi The Bus
Spike Lee's low-budget film cap-

turing the trek of a group of men to

Washington D.C. might seem slight-

ly contrived at first, but it's the con-
trasts that Lee creates between the
many different characters that
makes it so interesting. Never afraid

to tackle issues. Lee questions the
march itself as an effective tool in

this effort which proves to be his

most solid effort since Malcolm V.

Andre Braugher ("Homicide")
stands out ol all the passengers as an
obnoxious out-of-work actor who is

looking to become "the next
Denzel." Congratulations, you're on
your way.

8. The Fnglish Patient

Who cares if some of the dialogue-

sounds like a bunch of rejected lines

from a Harlequin romance novel?
Some of the most lush visuals of the

year come from Anthony
Minghella's adaptation of Michael
Ondaatje's World War II novel
Classic themes of love and fidelity

are breathed new life through Ralph

mi r"Moio

Trainspotting has secured itself a spot in the top ten movies of the year.

Fiennes' (Schindler's List) retelling

of his love affair while on a

map-making expedition in Northern

Africa at the onset ol WWII Willcm

Dafoe's (Platoon) portrayal of

Carrasagio seems like one of the few

things that get's lost in the transla-

tion — at times he seems like he's

only there to hear the story as the

film nearly neglects his own charac-

ter's baggage.

9. The Pallbearer

One of the most under-rated films

this sear. The Pallbearer also func-

tions as "the other" Gwencth
Paltrow film. An absurdist revision

of The Graduate? A hypothetical

exercise in Freudian thought? It's

heard to compare this completely
unique tale of an unaggressive loser's

troubles as he gets picked to be the

pallbearer for a man he went to high
school with — the catch? He can't

remember the guy. Fortunately, the

movie moves beyond that one-joke
plot to find our hero caught in an
affair with the dead guy's mother
while lusting after Paltrow. the "girl

who got away" in high school. Oh
yeah, that David Schwimmer guy
from "Friends" is in it. too...

1 0. Swingers

Independent films come and go.
but there's something
completely charming
about this homage to

L.A., cocktails, and a way of life

that's gone the way of the Rat Pad.

East Coast sensibilities constant!)

contrast with the film's California

ens irons. It's this kind of static thai

director Doug Liman seems to he-

striving for. lining the film with the

hip jargon that the characters speak

to each other The film should be-

especially proud of its ability to cap

lure realistic conversations between

men trying to pick up women at par

ties.

Now, rather than try to come up

with a list of I99b's stinkers, not for

lack of them mind you, I'm just

going to point out one. My nomina-
tion for the worst movie of the

year...

The Island of Dr. Moreau
Maybe someone caught wind of

the literary adaptation breeze that

was blowing through Hollywood.
Maybe someone thought it would be

a good idea to see Marlon Brando
looking like a fat "Casper, the friend

ly ghost." Maybe someone forgot to

try to have the movie make tense
after they finished the spectacular

opening credits sequence. Maybe I

should have gotten my money back
for wasting over two hours of my life

— a feeling I haven't had in a long

time... since Wyatt Earp, actually.
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-THE YEAR IN MOVIES-
Dead Man highlights a dead year

Adam
Lcvint

Although this year has surely not

been one of Hollywood's better dis

plays of the fine art of cinema, there-

were some notable surprises. As the

last round of movies for the year arc-

now invading both arthouses and
multi-plexes, the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences is

debating what will receive nomina-
tions. As 199b closely

draws nearer to an
end, lets take one last

look back to t he-

movies which shaped
this year. In my oh-so
humble opinion, 1

have listed my person-

al top 10 favorite flicks and five

which made me cringe.

\. DEAD MAN
Director )im larmusch, for the

first time in his career, leaves his

image of the bored and decaying
urban city and takes us back in time

to the old frontier. Dead Man is a

poetically disturbing western based
on the writings of William Blake
The film stars lohnny Depp as a lost

soul in an unfamiliar world, who
happens to share the same name SI

the legendary British poet. When
Blake finds himself a wanted man by
both the local authorities and a

group of bounty hunters, he finds

companionship with an outcast

Native American who chooses to go

by the name Nobody. At times hilar-

ious and at others quite dramatic,

this is one of the most intriguing

films of the decade.

2. STAR TREK: FIRST CONTACT
Since Star Trek creator and exec-

utive producer Gene Roddenbuty
died a few years back, it seemed his

brilliant prophesies of the future-

were doomed lo passionless fran-

chise politics. First Contact came
around just in time to save
Roddenbury's dream from all-new

boring Voyager episodes and more
space station soap operas. It seems

new producer Rick Berman did

exactly what Roddenbury must have-

done for Star Trek 2. After a previ

ous bomb they went back and
watched every episode of the series

over again and made a movie from

there. Part 8 is as exciting as The
Wrath of Kahn and very similar in a

lot of ways. This time defending
earth from the Borg, Picard and
company never looked so cool. The
film's only flaw was the absence of

Q, because, after all, he did intro-

duce the crew to the Borg in the first

place.

3. LONE STAR
lohn Sayles has had quite an inter-

esting career as a filmmaker. Since
his early days as a screenwriter for
B- grade horror flicks like Alligator

to more recent Academy award con-
tenders such as Passion Fish. Sayles
has become one of the- kings of the

independent film world lone Stur is

no exception to Sayles' greatness It

is a sensitive and endearing story

about the characters

that make up three

generations of a small

boarder Texas town.
The film serves as a

description of the tri-

angle of prejudice-

between the blacks,
whites, and Hispanics lhat live

there. Lone Star, however, has even
more to offer and its story's primary

focus is really about lathers and
sons. The narrative follows the new
sheriff as he struggles to understand
that his father's beloved memory
may not be as wonderful as the town
remembers. Despite a disturbing
ending, Lone Star is the most
thought provoking story of the year.

4. FARGO
I"argo is as equally intense and

quirky as all the Cohen Brother's

films to date, and although it may
not compare in greatness to Miller's

Crossing, it still is one of the best

movies of the year. Insane humor is

brilliantly intertwined within a com-
plicated context to create the most
absurd murder mystery in quite-

some time. The over dramatized
accents mas get on sour nerves after

awhile, but the excellent perfot

ounces by Francis McDormand and
Steve Buscetnl will more than make-

up for it.

i.SLCKITS AND LIES
Secrets and Lies has already won

the Cannes festival with Hying colors

and soon we will see how well it

does at the Academys. Far more tra-

ditional of Leigh's usual work than

his last film Naked. Secrets and Lies

is a close up look into the miserable-

lives of a London working class fam-

ily. Filled with excellent dialogue

and sympathetic characters, this is

one film that actually displays the

family unit as an imperfect system,

but contains enough optimism to

express there is hope for improve-

ment.

6. / SHOT ANDY WARHOL
This fact based account of the

attempted murder of pop icon Andy
Warhol and the life of his hopeful

assassin u one ol the most intclli-

tvju-eoraedies lo be seen in a long

while. Lili Taylor soars as the emo-
tionally unstable feminist. Valerie

Solonis. When Warhol refuses to

publish her play, she decides to seek

retribution. This fast paced eccentric-

biography lakes us right into the

heart of the '60s pop-art movement.

7. ////. IRIGHTENERS
After the success of the seriously

dramatic Heavenly Creatures, Peter

laekson has decided to return to his

reKits as an exploitive horror direc-

tor. Filmed in the beautiful hills of

New Zealand (because (ackson
refuses to leave his island) The
Frighteners stars Michael |. Fox as a

wannabe ghostbuster, who finds

himself mixed up in a rather deadly

predicament. This bizarre dark com-
edy is at times terrifying, but is

careful not to take itself too serious-

ly. The end result is some of the best

special effects of the year and a fas-

cinating and completely original

story that never stops lor a second.

8. LAST MAN STANDING
Suckers for violent excitement.

which steers far away from cheezi-

ness, will love this western adven-

ture starring Bruce Willis. Based on
the film Yojimbo by the great

(apanese director Akira Kurosawa,
Lust Man Standing is the familiar

story of the lone hero fighting more
for personal gain than justice.

Excellent choreographed fight

scenes and a strong supporting role

by Christopher Walken, make this

one of the best new school westerns.

9. MAN WITH A PLAN
Whoever thought documentaries

have to be fact-based and dull, have-

to see this brilliant political satire,

following the campaign trail of an

elderly Vermont native named Fred

Tuttlc, Man With a Plan is a hilari-

ous mockery of modern day
American politics in action.

10. BOUND
Bound excels as an exciting new

age noirish thriller. Its slick exterior

helps to break the confines of

male-oriented buddy films. Gina
Gershin and lennifer Tilly are two
very different women from opposing

Turn to FILMS, page 1
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Beavis & Butt-head do the big screen
BEAVIS AND BUTT-HEAD DO AMERICA

Directed by Mike Judge

With the voices of Mike Judge, Bruce

Willis, Demi Moore
Opens Dec 20

Wilh their first foray onto the big

tcreen, America's dumbest duo tack-

le the open road in search of their

stolen TV — the lifeblood of MTV's
most idiotic videos. This is the impe-

tus for the plot, and interestingly, it is

what makes the movie watchable.

I should explain myself — I don't

like "Beavis and Butt- Head." I

mean, 1 don't like the television

show. What I do find redemptive

about Beavis and Butt-Head do
America is that now I can finally pin

down exactly why I don't like them.

The problem with the show, origi-

nallv based on short pieces of anima-

tion b> Mike ludge (who also does

the voices of the intellectually chal-

lenged pair), is one that comes with

its presence on MTV — for every

minorlv amusing thing that happens,

there's a music video that follows it

and for three-and-a-half minutes

you're assaulted with a barrage of

"Huh-Huh's" and comments that by

now are as trite as the latest Stallone

movie which opened last weekend.

Wilh the abduction of their televi

sion in the feature film. Beavis and

Butt-Head thankfully have less to do
without videos to critique. The film

does compensate by adding a few

musical sequences that prove to be

extremely amusing. One in particular

— a parody of '70s cop show theme

songs like "Starsky and Hutch* and

"Charlie's Angels" features the

eponymous wackos camping it up in

"bell-bottom" pants and "afro"

hair-dos.

ludge also steps aside from his typ-

ical animation style for a sequence
done by Rob Zombie, of White
Zombie. The scene seems closely

related to an animated version of the

cartoons that Zombie has con-
tributed for his band's album covers.

In the midst of their quest to get a

new TV and lose their virginity,

Beavis and Butt-Head unbeknow-
ingstly stumble upon an international

plot to smuggle a secret bio-chemical

toxin across the country. If there is a

place where judge's "rough* anima-

tion truly works, it comes in this Him
with the introduction of the sly vil-

lainess who tricks Beavis and Butt-

Head into carrying her special "pack-

age" to Washington D.C.

The voice of the villainess and her

nefarious husband are voiced by
Demi Moore and Bruce Willis, which
seems like an especially raunchy
throwback, since one of Moore's last

projects was the voice of Lsmerelda

in The Hunchback of Notre Dame
and Willis lent his vocal talents to

God-only- knows how many of those

Look Who's Talking pictures.

It becomes a fun and distracting

game for the audience, listening to

the voices that fill

out the supporting
cast. Robert Stack is

an especially funny
addition as the law-
enforcement agent
bent on capturing
Beavis and
Butt-Head, convinced that they are

conspiring with the bio-chem
weapon.

Little does he know how stupid
they really are. Fortunately, we do,

and those who enjoy the television

series will indubitably relish in the

big-screen translation. Those who
know better will stay away because
once you move beyond the fact that

the videos are missing, it becomes
apparent that there's still not a trea-

sure to be found, just a few base
pleasures. C-

Courting the man behind the scenes

Jtrcmy
Brothers

Mike fudge does not look like what

you might expect from the man who
created "Beavis and Butt-Head." His

balding hair is closely cropped, and
instead of a rock t-shirt, he sports a neat

button-down shirt that even lucks into

his jeans. Freshly shined Doc Martins

replace any notion of grubby sneakers

that might come into your mind.

Then he speaks.

His voice, which
closely echoes the

character of Butt-
Head, is disarming.

One would not expect

it coming from this

seemingly upstanding

man. It reminds us too

much of one-half of those chaos-induc-

ing malcontents ludge created so long

ago for "Spike and Mike's Sick and
Twisted Animation Festival."

"I had done a few cartoons before

IBeavis and Butt-Head,] just trying to

break into something — comedy or
writing or something. I was kind of

thinking that Terry Gilliam did these

shorts for Monty Python — I was going

to try to lake that angle and try to get

on a show. But there's something funny

about animation. People spend so much
time on it, you lead the tracks, you find

where every word lays down... It just

takes forever. I thought it would be

kind of funny to have it service two

dumb guys going 'huh-huh...'" ludge

says.

But that was years ago, long before

MTV got wind of them and made them

a staple of the cable TV channel, and

also pop icons. What's the secret to

their endurance?

"I'd like to thing that it's just a good

show, and that's the reason why it's

lasted for so long, people like the char-

acters," Judge said. "I remember at the

beginning, people were saying these

guys are just one-note characters, how

are you going to get 65 episodes out of

that? There was a lot of talk that

maybe we ought to make them

smarter, and I was pretty adamant

against that. I kept saying look at the

Three Stooges, they worked for years

and years. So, maybe it's just like an

Abbot and Costello thing."

But that was years ago, and now peo-

ple are questioning if this movie is com-

ing too late. Have Beavis and Butt-head

peaked?

"I kind of think that the characters

are maybe a little bit more developed in

the film. Of course, when you say

developed, I mean... that might not be

the right word. But the idea was 10

make the movie stand alone for some

one who's never seen the show, like

they could just watch it and get the

idea, because there's a huge audience

out there that doesn't get cable." lie

said.

Alter so many seasons til those two,

why would audiences want to see

something that they can get from

watching that- episodes?

"The movie is going to be a diflerent

experience. It looks a lot better that the

show. It's bigger, y'know... It's a movie

— uninterrupted — and it's a bigger

story. It just looks better, better sound,"

he said.

"My dream had always been to write

a movie, I just never thought it would

be for this. If I could do some more

things with them before I linish... I

guess I'd like to see them go to Europe.

I don't know if I'd ever like to see ihein

score. That would be like Charlie

Brown and Lucy with the foot ha II. She

always pulls it away at the last minute

If he ever got a piece of that football.

it 'd be the end of Charlie Brown.
Maybe when it's time to slop all ol this.

then that might happen," ludge said.

ludge smiles, "There might be a

sequel..."
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Creator Mike Judge is fulfilling a dream by taking his animated icons to the silver screen.
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nights away.

• Robert Downey |r. is arrested
for speeding and drug possession.

• The bikini turns 50 years old.

My
• Lyle Menendez, 28. and his

brother. Erik, age 25. are senceneed
to two consecutive life sentences
without parole on July 2.

• Newsweek columnist |oc Klein
admits to being "Anonymous." the
author of the best-selling Primary
Colors.

• TWA Flight 800 explodes mys-
teriously shortly after take-off. Two
hundred and twenty-nine people are
killed in the accident.

• Kerri Strug performs her
famous vault. The women's gymnas-
tics team walks away with the covet-

ed gold medal, beating out the
Russians. Chinese and Romanians.

• Olympic festivities are interrupt-

ed by a bombing at Olympic Park on
|uly 2b. Alice Hawthorne, 44, is

killed and hundreds of others are
injured. Security guard, Richard
Jewell. 33. is the primary suspect.

• Dr. Jack Kevorkian helps
Rebecca Lou Badger, 39, commit
suicide.

August
• Richard Allen Davis receives the

death penalty verdict for the murder
of Polly Klass.

• On Aug. 10, Bob Dole picks

lack Kemp as his running mate.

• Grady Carter, 66, and his wife.

Millie. 52. receive $750,000 in their

lawsuit against the tobacco industry.

• Binti |ua wins hero of the year

award after the West African gorilla

saved a three year-old boy when he
fell into the gorillas' cage at the

Brookfield Zoo in Brookfield. III.

• Princess Stephanie of Monaco
files for divorce from husband,
Daniel Ducruet, after pictures of
him cavorting with a topless model
are published in a magazine.

• Dick Morris resigns from the

Clinton campaign after prostitute

Sherry Rowlands reveals their affair.

September
• |ohn F. Kennedy |r., marries

Carolyn Bissette on Sept. 19 at the

First African Baptist Church on
Cumberland Island.

• Kelsey Grammer checks into

rehab. His hit television series,

"Frasier," is currently on hiatus
pending his recovery.

• Commissioner Thomas Schulte
of family court in Orange County
refuses O.J. Simpson's request for

preliminary custody of his two chil-

dren, Sydney and Justin. The chil-

dren currently live with their grand-
parents, the Browns.

October
• The trial of Jonathan Schmitz,

26, begins for the March '95 slaying

of Scott Amedure, 23. Schmitz and
Amedure were both guests on the

"|enny [ones Show" about secret

crushes. Schmitz was so embar-
rassed by Amedure's revelation that

Schmitz shot Amedure.
• Mandy Allwood, 32, miscarries

her last five fetuses. She was origi-

nally pregnant with eight fetuses and
was offered $487,000 by the
London tabloid, News of the World,

if she succeeded in delivering all

eight babies.

• Pope John Paul II, 76, under-
goes appendectomy in Rome.

• Madonna gives birth to baby
girl, Lourdes Maria. The father is

Madonna's boyfriend. Carlos Leon.
• The O.J. Simpson wrongful

death civil law suit begins, fudge
Hiroshi Fujisaki presides.

• Tennis player Gabriela Sabatini,

26, retires from tennis. She defeated

Steffi Graff in 1990 to take the U.S.

Open title.

• Princess Diana is dropped from
the list of royal family members
included in a prayer recited by mem-
bers of parliament before the begin-

ning of every session.

• Separate trials are granted to

Oklahoma City bombing suspects,

Timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols

by U.S. District Court Judge Richard
Matsch.

November
• Prof. Anita Hill resigns from the

Oklahoma University Law School.
• The San lose Mercury News

breaks story about Contra- cocaine
drug connection.

• O.J. Simpson takes the stand
and denies murdering Nicole
Simpson and Ron Goldman. He al$o

denies allegations of abuse and
instead suggests that Nicole abused
him.

• Amy Grossberg and Brian
Peterson Jr., both 18, confess to the

murder of their infant son on Nov.
13.

Turn to LOOK BACK, page 13

films
continued from page 9

walks of life. When they team up
together to rip off Tilly's abusive
mob boyfriend, the excitement takes

on new heights of stylistic intrigue.

Now for the five most disappoint-

ing movies of the year!

I. THE LONG KISS GOOD
NIGHT
Another boring, rehashed action

film with few redeeming values.
Geena Davis plays a ridiculous role

as a small town school teacher
turned secret agent (could we be
anymore cliche?). Director Renny
Harlin did nothing more than
remake all his other box-office duds
and for some reason some movie
executive gave him more money to

do it.

2. STRIPTEASE
I don't care how good the book

was! Demi Moore got paid enough
money to save the economies of at

least four third world countries, all

for this awful film. 1 would have
expected more from the director of
The Freshman, but then again
maybe the movie would have been
better if wasn't trying to be
Showgirls with a conscience.

3. MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE

Its unfortunate that Brian l)c

Palma's first bad film has to be his

biggest hit, but I guess these things

happen in Hollywood. I'll try not to

be too judgmental of the director

and place the blame rather on pro-

ducer/star Tom Cruise. First of all,

this confusing action flick is not

nearly as clever as some people liked

to believe. On the contrary. Mission:

Impossible is all about watching
Cruise perform death defying stunts

and look like a dork doing it.

4. THE NUTTY PROFESSOR
Remember when Eddie Murphy

was the funniest man in America?
His latest (lop. despite some enter-

taining special effects, relies on fart

jokes and other forms of pre-juve-

nile humor for laughs. Perhaps one
of the least memorable films of the

year.

5. DRACULA: DEAD AND LOV
ING IT
As if Francis Coppola's version

wasn't disappointing enough, leave

it to Mel Brooks to try to cash in on
another stale spoof. This is his failed

attempt to poke fun at the gothic
darkness of the vampire legacy.

Adam Lexine is a Collegiusn Staff

member.

R.E.M. highlights a solid year in the world ofpop
Despite all the signs that suggest-

ed otherwise, pop music is alive and
well in 1996. In fact, 1996 dished
out some of the best pure pop to hit

the record stores in decades, with

strong new albums by both estab-

lished artists and exciting newcom-
ers. Most surprising, perhaps, is that

some of the better

pop albums out this

year are major label

albums, one of the

few signs of life trick- .

ling down from the

corporate monsters.

Speaking of mon-
sters. R.E.M. inked an $80 million

record deal and cut loose with New
Adventures in Hi-Fi, an album that
finds the Athens, Ga., quartet still

at the height of their creative pow-
ers. Details of their contract maybe
be something of a mystery, but
rumor has it that some of the small

print landed cult hero Robyn
Hitchcock a Warner Bros, contract,

resulting in Moss Elixir (and its

companion Mossy Liquor.)

Moss Elixir is a solid turnout
from Hitchcock— one of his more
consistently satisfying albums
despite the absence of former back-
ing band The Egyptians. Hitchock
fans will also be excited to know
that Filmmaker Jonathan Demme is

following Hitchock around on his

latest tour, capturing performances
for a release sometime next year.

Bradley
Skaught

There was some bad news. too.

however for some major label

artists. Power Pop heroes The
Posies got dropped from Geffen
with their latest album, Amazing
Disgrace, and the rest of their cata-

log on its way to the cut out bins.

Latest word has The Posies "on hia-

tus"— truly an
unfortunate devel-

opment. Former
Replacement Paul

Westerberg has yet

to be dropped
from his label, but

after the terribly

disappointing Eventually one has to

wonder if it's just a matter of time.

Luckily, the rest of the
Ex-Replacements came shining
through in "96. with drummer Chris

Mars leading the pack. His latest,

Anonymous Botch, finds Mars still

riding the DIY train, but with an
increasingly psychedelic vibe
wrapped around his typically amaz-
ing power pop. Guitarist Slim
Dunlap delivered his sophomore
effort, and Tommy Stinson unveiled

his new combo, Perfect. All three-

ran circles around Westerberg, but

Mars is the one to watch — time to

quit with the drummer jokes.

It was a surprisingly good year for

debuts as well. At the top of the
heap is upstart Brendan Benson
whose Virgin Records debut. One
Mississippi, is a wonderful collec-

tion of gloriously sloppy pop —
snappy, infectious, and witty.

Fountains of Wayne, too, have
drenched their debut in sugary
sweet hooks, making their debut a

shamelessly bubblegum fuzz pop
treasure. Another youngster to keep
an eye on is Daniel Tashian.
Rootsier, and given the studio
sophistication of producer T-Bone
Burnett. Tashian's debut, Sweetie, is

a beautiful, atmospheric album full

of imaginative guitar work and
mature beyond his years songwrit-

ing.

So far a quick trip to the local

chain store will unearth any one of

these gems, but you might have to

dig a little further to find some of
the year's best. Chris Von
Sneidern's GO.' is probably best
purchased through his record com-
pany, Mod Lang, but it's the worth
the hunt. Von Sneidern plays it

straight with tasteful, understated
arrangements giving full reign to his

three minute masterpieces. Von
Sneidern can also be found on the

latest |ohn Wesley Harding album.
New Deal, which finds Harding
stripping down the arrangements
and making the best of his melodic
gifts (the two arc on tour as well —
definitely worth checking out.)

P. Hux's Deluxe is a similar trip

through '60s pop territory with
ringing guitars and shimmering har-

monies framing a nearly flawless
collection of songs from this under-

FlauorBoy Productions presents FlauorBoy Productions
pruudliAp5ents:

RBSDLUTB
FRSHIOII
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-•l Ho*-«t» or souirt Exit is. turn l«»t*
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This year, millions will file their

tax returns by phone — using

TeleFile, a free service from the

IRS. The call is easy and refunds

are fast. Check your mail for a

TeleFile booklet.

s Department of the Treasury

Internal Revenue Service

Mtp://«fww.iri.nftriit.]iv

•TeleFile
It's free. It's fiit. It works.

ground hero.

One woman band, The
Astropuppees, makes a glorious
noise, too, on You Win The Bride, a

DIY pop treasure that seems des-

tined for cut-out greatness.

Indie-pop queen Rose Melberg
pulls the opposite move of John
Welsey harding by stripping back
up to a three piece after the whis-

pery glory of The Softies. Go
Sailor's debut is chock full of
Melberg's stunning vocals and over-

whelming sweetness — an adorable

slice of songwriting magic that you
can dance to.

A little easier to find, perhaps,
but no less obscure is the latest

album by The Loud Family,
Interbabe Concern. Frontman Scott

Miller is probably the best song-
writer around today and public
ignorance of his genius is a musical
tragedy. Anyone who's willing to

push the limits of power pop and
get inside some of the most exciting

and rewarding music around should
check out Interbabe Concern — a

beautifully challenging masterpiece.

Bradley Skaught is a Collegian
collumnist.

THE FINEST SINCE 1 976

Handmade diamond engagement rings &
featuring ideal cut

Lazare Diamonds®
Setting the standardfor ...BRILLIANCE"

Gifts from glass to gold.

silverscape designs
GOLDSMITHS 'gi'GEM GALLERY

One King St., Northampton 584-3324
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

$4.99 $&99 $8.99 ]
MEDIUM CHEESE PfZZA

' TOPPMGS 9.99 EXTRA

LIMITWATA TIME
i.

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
TOPPINGS 91*5EXTRA

LOUTMOATA TIME

i EXTRA LARGECHEESE
> TOPPINGS 91JOEXTRA
i

i
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DOMINO'S PIZZA
AMHERST 256-8911
OPEN TILL 4AM

UMTTWATA TIME

Expires 12/30/96
NOT GOOD WITH
ANY OTHER SPECIAL

AMPSHIRE
FITNESS
CLUB

Area's

Most Complete
Club • 256-6446
90 Gatehouse Road
"Off Rt. 9 2 miles East of Town Center"

•PVTA bus route to Rolling Green • pool •

• aerobics • aqua-aerobics • steps • nautilus •

• racquetball • free weights • Jacuzzi •

• sauna • massage • bikes •

• indoor tennis & basketball •

• rowers • treadmills •

Join now for
our 1 5 week
Semester

Special (SI 59)
fa get a free
HFC T-Shirt!
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MacFarland
continued from page 16

tect

With just over six minutes to play

and the Minutewomen trailing 45-45,

MacFarland hit a triple to give the

Minutewomen yet another slim advan-

tage.

MacFarland's heroics were far from

over With 5:58 left to play, she took a

feed underneath the bucket from Van
IIuim'h, drew contact and made a

lay-up giving the Minutewomen a

48-47 lead before her free throw
attempt.

Then, youth and inexperience

checked back into the zone
MacFarland had found in the second

half. She missed the free throw and
Kent won the scrum for the loose ball.

On the break, Billie lean

Smith-Goldman converted a three-

point play after scoring on a twisting

off-balance lay-up to give the Golden

Flashes a 50-48 lead.

Three possessions later, with 50 sec-

onds, and a 51-49 UMass deficit,

showing on the scoreboard, the

Minutewomen had a chance to tie the

game or go ahead on a three-pointer.

But a MacFarland turnover negated

any chance the Minutewomen had to

come away with a win.

The young freshman, obviously tired

and frustrated with the outcome,
showed maturity beyond her experi-

ence in responding to the game.

"I'd rather score two points and win

than score 17 points and lose." she

said.

When she puts it all together, Mac-

will be a keeper.

Drexel

Atlantic 10 Men's Basketball Round
This Weekend..

...SaturdayLast Night In A-10

Men's Hoop

Dayton 67
Louisville 80

St. Bonnaventurt 89
Morgan State 54

Temple at Tulsa

Drexel at LaSalle

Georgia at Virginia Tech
Illinois at DuQuesne

...Sunday

Wisconsin at St, Bonnaventure

Hofsta at Xavier

continued from page 16

where the court is, no matter who is

out there, no matter the temperature

or the time. Players play, no matter

what."

Drexel (5-1) comes into its

first-ever meeting with UMass on the

heels of a three-game winning streak

that saw the Dragons beat up on
not-quite-powerhouses Monmouth,
New Hampshire and Maine.

Four Drexel players average in dou-

ble digits in scoring. |eff Myers paces

the pack with 15.2 ppg and Chuck
Guittar and Mike DeRocckis have

each chipped in with 14.2 ppg.
DeRocckis has twice been the high

scorer for the Dragons this season and

Guittar has twice been the leading

assist man. Freshman |oe Linderman

has stood atop the rebounding chart

three times this season.

While Flint is preparing for the

Dragons, he is focusing on his team.

Tonight he will see who wants to be

out on the floor.

"I talked to my team about that and

I was like, what do you want me to

be?" Flint asked. "You want me to be

an asshole, or you want me to be a

guy that coaches you? That's the bot-

tom line. 1 guess when you become an

asshole sometimes you get what you
want. So I guess I'm going to have to

go back to being an asshole."

Don't stick that in your mouth!!!

Stick in the Daily Collegian Classifieds instead.

Collegian Classifieds, they work!

basketball
continued from poge 16

MacFarland had her best game to

date in a UMass uniform, scoring 1

7

points.

"My shot was on today, but I'd

rather score two points and win than

17 points and lose." MacFarland said.

O'Brien was blunt at the

post-game press conference.

"It's time to put up or shut up,"

swimming

O'Brien said. "Everybody had a

chance to make a play and change the

outcome of the game and nobody did

it, especially in the last five minutes,

and that's very disappointing."

Carroll led all UMass players with

19 points and seven rebounds, and
Mitchell added six points and six

assists.

continued from page 16

the year," Wisniewski said.

"I'd like to make the NCAA finals,

the NCAA meet." he said.

The problem coming up for

Yarworth and the rest of the UMass
swimming and diving team is the 25
days from now until the next meet, in

Puerto Rico. Finals are coming up,
and then winter break. It will be

tough for everyone to stay focused
and prepared come |an. 4.

"I just have to keep my goals in

sight, that's the only way you can do
it," Wisniewski said.

Look for Brian Wisniewski to guide

UMass to a repeating A- 10 victory, as

well as reaching his other goal by
going to the NCAA finals.
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Campus Center
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Be a Part of the Action
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Go Skiing!
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Need to Sublet Your Place?
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W F C R
Public Radio for Weilarn New England

Radio Board Operator

for WFCR
(Departmental Assistant)

Operate broadcast equipment for WFCR at another site in Amherst. Hours available, 10 am - 6 pm
Monday - Friday. Some radio board operator experience; excellent reliability; ability to follow
station policies and procedures. Transportation needed. Hourly rate $6.00, no benefits. Some

training for qualified applicants. Complete application and resume and three references by
February 16, 1997 to search 532, Employment Office, 167 Whitmorc, University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003-8170. The University is an Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity Employer.

memories
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volleyball and the ball came bouncing
my way and I got to touch it. But
this, this is different...

Old-timer's league

(ornia Kansanen — Oh, woe is

me... where shall I start? These
things are so hard, especially for us
idiot sports reporters who supposedly
have the feelings of Bob Dole on
Quaaludes, but I'll suck it up. One
thing that almost brought a "tear to

me aye, laddy" was the retirement of
the Boston Bruins' Cam Neely. In the

timeline of the last 50 years in Boston
sports, this man will be remembered
just for his sheer physical presence on
the ice, irregardless of his silky
smooth scoring touch. He will be
missed as much as Larry Bird to me.
But there's something else...

Looking at an extremely dejected
Rebecca Myers on the bench, for the

rest of her career, in the
Minutewomen's first loss of the sea-

son against Dartmouth was hard. She
was a gamer, and having her career
end in some place called La Salle

sucked big-time, for all involved. But

what almost brought on the flood
was on a soccer pitch in the middle of

nowhere; otherwise known as
Kingston. R.I.

Having to watch Dayton hoist our
A- 10 trophy after their 3-2 win was
one thing, but watching UMass' reac-

tion to it was a totally different taco.

It was awful. It was beyond awful. It

was heinously awful. I wanted to slit

my throat. Seeing a majority of this

team, and also the UMass contingent

present, on the verge of tears, was
awful. /W/u/.

Damn... Danielle, would you get

me a tissue?

Leigh Torbin — I've seen bigger

wins but I had never seen a more
memorable moment than Rachel
LeDuc scoring wilh 1 .4 seconds left

in double overtime in the NCAAs
until now. There are certain moments
you take and carry with you for the

rest of your life, ones that even a full

frontal lobotomy could never fully

exhume from my cluttered mind.
While they have yet to provide one of

those top wins, the Reds have now
given me each of my top two
moments.

Triple overtime in the NCAAs in

my own backyard, Harvard's Ohiri
Field, as thrilling a match that has

ever been played, starring Danielle
Dion asTeter Schmeichel in the
UMass goal, is literally unforgettable.

My heart stopped on several
instances, resuscitated only by the

euphoria of (gasp) an own goal
served off the foot of someone plenty

familiar with Andres Escobar to top

it off.

I feel like I could just keel over and

die now, 'been sick for two weeks
straighl, but that feeling of being lost

on the field just looking for people to

hug, has really kept me from becom-
ing too bogged down on my death
bed. That, and the six fine seniors (to

whom I'll offer a tip of the ever-pre-

sent cap in case I don't live to see the

Year in Sports issue in May) who
made this the most enjoyable beat

I've ever covered. Made out the 1997
Softball quick facts in MedRel the

other day and it was genuinely
painful writing any name besides
Amy Powell's beside the number I 1

on the roster. I don't look forward at

all doing the same this summer with

2. 7. 8. 11. 13 and 14. If 1 currently

feel like I've been tied to the whip-
ping post, I'll feel like I've been
Lynched then.

Pawtucket Red Sox (Triple A)
Fred Hurlbrink, |r. — Here are a

plethora of memories that, though
they won't make me misty, will

remain in my jumbled heap of miscel-

laneous sports knowledge that I call a

brain, just because.

Here goes — Learning what a

"Booty Schwag" is; covering my first

men's hoop game, for two reasons:

"Hey No. 21!" and the "Go Fred"
cheer from selected members of the

Hoop Band; Boyden Bowl; Scarfoe's

Packie somewhere in crusty

Season's greetings!

IfNNIKB lUTBAS / COLUCIAN

The Collegian sports staff hopes you enjoy winter break, (l-r) Jorma Kansanen, Fred Hurlbrink, Jr., Casey
1 Kane, Luke Meredith, |on Place, Leigh Torbin and Chris Stamm (seated).

-aC

Connecticut; UMass 39. UConn 38;

Roger striking out 20; yeah, I know
they were Tigers, but come on — 20!

(Clemens' departure would be an
unmitigated disaster of nearly apoca-

lyptic proportions for Red Sox fans,

especially if he dons the pinstripes);

Water polo media day; leaving the

Collegian at 4 a.m., and being back at

9:30; Bagelball with Isaiah and Candy
cane; working 30 hours a week and
getting paid for five; working with
Stamm, Casey and Luke, the best
Sports editorial staff ever assembled;
spending time with the wily, witty

and wacky Collegian sports staffers

who deserve a lot more respect than
they get, and molding the young
sports writing minds of Isaiah, Place

and Corey as they plot to overthrow
me someday.

Luke Meredith — It's been a fun
ride this semester. My most misty lit-

tle memory is driving from the hotel

to Villanova Stadium way back in

September to cover my first college

football game. We were lost, and
everyone in the car was yelling at

each other, and I was getting really

annoyed until I realized what I'd be
doing that day. For a kid who has
loved college football my whole life,

you can't imagine how awesome that

was. Best memory — watching the

Minutemen come back from disaster

against UConn and save their season,

and seeing an embattled Coach
Hodges as happy as a man can be. If

you've ever played sports, you knew
how special that comeback was to

those kids.

Seeing Mike Corey at a party on
Hobart, hammered, brought a tear to

my eye, as did seeing half the paper
at my house for a little part-hey a few
weeks back. "Which housemate is she

dating?" Coming to grips with past

mistakes involving Dartmouth
women's soccer players; "hey, it was
just a summer thing!" Doing a men's
hoop game was sweet; having people

call me the "Booty Schwag Man" is

strange and cool at the same time
(Am I the only one utterly sick of the

Booty Schwag?); battles with
Hurlbrink. and pretty much everyone
else, (what Hall of Fame editorial?).

Thanks to all the Collegian staff

who were patient when I didn't have

a clue about layout, (Casey, Stamm,
Tara and Lisa) and everyone who
said you read me all the time, 'cause

it really does mean a lot.

Boston Red Sox (The Show)
Casey Kane — Seeing the field

hockey team win the A- 10
Tournament; walking out onto Press

Row for Midnight Madness; the
UMass football team's comeback win
over UConn; playing makeshift field

hockey in the office with the Mayor;

Torbin on his 21st; and (this one goes

(Ka^.
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all the way back to the summer,
but...) getting a one-on-one inter-

view with Rick Pitino at the NBA
Draft all rank as past semester
favorites.

Seeing the men's hoop team fall to

Fresno State; seeing Bruiser after that

same loss; finding out Stamm and I

couldn't go to Hawaii; and finding

out the field hockey team lost to

Northeastern in the NCAAs are all on
the flip side of the coin.

One hectic semester after taking

over the reigns of the sports desk
(alongside the one and only Chris
Stamm) and I love this job more than

ever. To Jeremy "I got my philoso-

phy" Adams, |on "I want a golf col-

umn" Place, C.P. "the #&% Michigan
fan" Goodman and Chris "the
Kreindog" Krein; keep it up, you guys
have caught on fast, but we expect

more features next semester. To the

Flying Finn, Mike Corey, Little Rock,

Blip Chop or whatever the hell your

name is, and Nam; thanks for every-

thing this semester, but we need fea-

tures from you guys too (not you,

|orma!). Torbin write! Luke, you are

the Pimp Daddy, and worth any trou-

ble you cause. Mr. Mayor, couldn't

have done this without you. You and
I started together, we'll finish togeth-

er, cen if it is in the next century.

Stamm, one semester down, bring on
the next one. We've done a damn
good job, and we should have gone to

Hawaii.

Finally, thanks to our Business and
Graphics departments for putting up
with us. Thanks to UMass Media
Relations and the Athletic

Department for. well... everything.

Chris Stamm — Here we go, run-

ning the anchor leg (I know, it

doesn't fit in with the whole baseball

motif, but what can 1 say, I was never

any good on the diamond anyway).

What made me misty: Getting pum-
melled by Fresno State and learning

I . Jerry Tarkanian is WAY too short

to be a hoop coach and 2. Chris
Herren is a missing member of House
of Pain (Bust a nut inside your eye);

watching Little Rock interview a cer-

tain athlete while said athlete diddled

with his nether regions; swatting bees

in the luxurious press box at Garber
with the Kreindog; spending hours
on end with the gang down in the

basement putting together the hoop
preview magazine (sleep? what's
that?); getting called out HARD-
CORE in front of the Mayor, the

Pimp Daddy, and Casey late one
stressful night; getting to know Mr.

Webster and Mr. Roget on a first

name basis on nights trying to edit

Leigh and lorma's stories; becoming
familiar with almost every song lyric

ever written editing Torma and
Jorbin's stories ("It's not so much
that I really like the dead — I went

to prep school"); Best of all, getting

to know all the new guys: Isaiah,

Corey Goodman (and their corre-

sponding initials), the Krein Dog, and
Placeness solid first efforts, only
more greatness to come (Golf col-

umn?). To the vets — Mike Corey,

LT. and Jorma, way to step up and
lead the charge. You guys busted
your butts, especially early on when
we were in transition. The Mayor —
Ducking the charge with you, bro.

(Are we a package deal?) What can I

say? Your level headed collectcdness

has been much appreciated. The
Pimp D.-ni:iy — MVC represent,
Lunches at iiie hatch, pushing the

envelope with the Schwag and bring-

ing life to da place, (I gots your
back). My partner in crime — Case,

one thing to say: Solid. One down
and one to go. needless to say I'm

looking forward to it.

look back
continued from page 1

1

December
• Madeline Albright secures nomi-

nation as secretary of state.

• Michael Jackson marries the

mother of his child, Debbie Rowe, in

Australia.

...and a look at some of the people

who left us this year.

• Rep. Barbara Jordan, the first

African-American woman elected to

the House of Representatives since

Reconstruction, died on Jan. 17. She

was 59.

• Jonathan Larson, 35,

composer/author of Rent, died on

Jan. 25.

• Gene Kelly, 83, dancer and
movie star, died on Feb. 2

• Adurey Meadows. 69. who

played Alice Kramden on the

"Honeymooners," died on Feb. 3

• McLean Stevenson, 66, died on
Feb. 15. He played Lt. Herrry Blake

on"M.A.S.H."
• Tommy Rettig. 54, who played

Jeff Miller on "Lassie." died on Feb.

15.

• Comedian George Burns, 100,

died on March 9.

• The First Lady of Jazz, Ella

Fitzgerald, 79, died in |une.

• Tupac Shakur. 25, died of

injuries sustained in a shooting. The
rapper died on Friday, Sept. 13.

• Spiro Agnew, former vice-presi-

dent, died at the age of 77 on Sept.

21.

TV Comedy Writing
and Acting

January 2-24, 1997

Join comedian Steve Sweeney in exploring the genre •

of situation comedy from both sides of the camera. \

Sponsored by the UMass Boston Theatre Arts \

Department.
E«

To learn more, cal

617 287-7915

k
UMass Boston
Division of Continuing Education.

EXPERT AUTO BODY REPAIRS,

AUTO PAINTING and
GLASS REPLACEMENT

<? IS

• OVEN BAKES URETHANE FINISHES' ©It -
>rioo f ,.

• F«E ESTIMATES & CLAIMS ASSISTANCE ..«sinf

. INSURANCE -PPROVEO G.ASS REPLACEMENT

• PROFESSIONAL UNIB00Y REPAIR AND FRAME STRAIGHTENING

256-8157 256-1385
53 Sout* Prospect S'-eet, Amr^rst. Massachusetts
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ANNOUNCEMENTS I AUTO FOR SALE

Chinese Food Kai Chi delivering

Sunday-Thursday to 2am, Friday and

Saturday to 3am

12 Chovy Civilior St Good condi

lion. $500 534 5827

All University Worn** are invited

to attend Alpha Chi Omega Open
Rush Holiday Party Thurs 12/12

(torn 6-8pm Call Sam © 549-8459

for more info

Mixed DJ Top**- ZED music NYC
House. Hip Hop. Reggae Disco,

Techno. Latino On sale © mini mall

96 Student Union Ballroom. Tues -

Fn

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Holp Toko Over My Lono
Starting Jan or Feb One Bdrm ®
Brandywine $585 includes utilities,

spacious room Close to campus
Call Mane © 549-1537

Toko over lease for 2 BDR Apt in

Boulders Call 253-3780

AUTO FOR SALE

Puftton Village Large 1 bedroom,

dishwasher /AC. $515 Heat includ-

ed Available Jan 1 Call Helene or

Doug 5490766

1 BDRM Putfton Apt New carpet.

paint, appliances Available January

1st. $515/month Call Doug 549-746

AUTO FOR SALE

NEED TO SELL
Eagle Conquest TSI 1987 turbo.

5spd .
pwr wind, leather, auto

Climate. AM/FM cass with EQ
alloys. 97Krms $2.000 060 546
4779 Lve Msg for Ben

1987 Mazda Automatic Sedan
99K. excellent condition 256-1743 or

503-897-1954

19*9 VW Fox 89K miles. A/C. excel-

lent condition. $3300 or B/0 Call

256 1588

1912 Toyota Supra Good condi-

tion, AT/PW/PD/PS/AM/FM Cass
Call 546-0657 or 413-624-3982

90 Honda Civic AC. runs great

119.000 miles $2500 00 or B/0 Call

John 256-1058

Escort 'K runs good. 2 new tires.

battery, etc $800 o/b o 546-2398 iv

msg

EMPLOYMENT
January Job- Small Northampton

design/publishing firm looking for

P/T data entry for January MAC
based Ca ll 584 6804

Exceptional Summer
Opportunity- Camp Wayne. NE PA
Sports oriented

Counselor/Specialists for all

land/water sports including tennis,

camping, climbing/ropes, rocketry,

roller hockey, sailing/waterskung.

A&C. drama, video Campus
Interviews Tuesday. March 1

1

Please tall (800)737-9296

Drivers Wanted Apply in person at

Pinocchio's. 30 Boltwood Walk

Clerk's and Shipper-Receivers
Needed from late December to late

January Flexible schedules
$5 25/hour Babson College
Bookstore. Wellesley. MA 617-239-

4375 Dave

EMPLOYMENT
WINTERSESSION JOBS TELE-
FUND IS HIRING $5 50/hour fan

lasnc bonuses PM hours All shifts

available Gam computer skills

Apply today Memorial Hall base
mem 545-3509

Arterschool Cere in our home for

our two sons ages 9 & 5 M.T.Th
3 15-5 15. W 1 5 In Amherst Car

needed 253-5197 Starting 1/27

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING -

Students needed 1 Entry-level &
career positions available
Worldwide Call Resort Employment
Services (206) 971 3600 ext R50013

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan. S Korea No teach-

ing background or Asian languages
required For info call (206) 971

3570 ext J50016

FOR RENT
Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area
(508)477-6000

FOR SALE
Big Color TV. Small Fridge 549
1485

TREK 800 Mtn. Bike Bought
$425 00. Sell $200 00 Call Steve 6
1QOC

BIG BED FOR SALE! Moving off

campus' Need a bed7 Box spring,

mattress included Like new Call

Jason 549 4832

Table & lour chairs, wood $75.

large metal desk $50. typing table

$25. wooden washstand $20. chest

of drawers $.5. 549-5052

FOR SALE

MT Bike Bngestone 18' Shimano
LX Trange GS Suspension. $200 or

B/0 534 5827

Leather Jacket- black, classic
motorcycle, insulated, very high
quality, men's medium. $140 585
8146

Unique X-tnas Gift! Name an actu-

al star for someone! $33 The Star

Directory (8001663-6927 ext C2
Visa/MC Framing and Overnight
delivery available

12 Inch MTX Speakers Mounted
in sub box $100 or B/0 549 9162

Skis For Sale Rossignol 4s skis

205cm Nordica 967 boots si/e 12
GEZE 70 bindings Skied on 3 sea-
sons Great shape All for $250 or

8/0 Call Brian ® 665 9005

486 Computer $300 386= $200/
286- $100 Printer $10 Steve

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
(413)566 3324 #2

LUKE GOLDSTEIN: Happy 21st
Birthday 1 Get ready for lots of fun 1

Lots of Love. Schmeopie
Lost Diamond Ring 12/11 Huge
Reward Boyden Parking Lot Call

5845149

Lost Black Wallet and Key
Contains NYS License. UMass ID

and BayBank card Lost on 12/7
around Brandywine #12 in parking

lot If found please, please call

Megan at 6 0653

MISCELLANEOUS ROOM FOR RENT | ROOMATE WANTED
New Metabolism Breakthrough
Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35
(800)776 9503 Doctor Approved

PERSONALS
Melissa P. I have a good feeling

about this You amaze me T

Jill and Attia Good luck on finals

We love you!

To My Bluewall Family, My sis

ters. and my twins Thank you
everyone for being so wonderful
You have listened, cried and laughed
with me I know everyone won t be
here when I come back so I wanted
to tell you that I've spent some of my
best times with you. my best friends

So enjoy the holidays and next
semester I'll see you in 6 mos
ALOHAi Diva K-Blackball EMS

)

ROOM FOR RENT
1 bedroom available in 4 bedroom
apt in Sunderland at Squire Village

J>n l $180 Call Leslie 665-6742

1 bedroom in a three $245/month
including utilities Available now
Adam 256-4793

Room lor rent on bus line in 5 bed-

room house off Main St Call 253
9727 for info

Beginning Jan 1 $200/month
Good location in Northampton
Please call lor more details 584-

3986

One bedroom available in 2 bed-
room apt Jan 1st Free heat and
water Call 549 4089

1 Bedroom available as of 1/97 3

bedroom apartment in Putfton $275
per month including heat/hot water
On bus route (male or female) Call

Amy ©548-7082

Three females seeking one non

smoking female to share Mill Valley

apartment Jan 1 -May 31 Rent

negotiable Call Jess at 253 1797

ROOMATE WANTED
Looking for female roommates to

rent summer house at New Jersey

shore Call Sue ai 546-0407

Female Wanted to share bedroom

in renovated Pufton Apt beginning

Jan 1 or ASAP Call 413-527-7711

or 549-4746

Master bedroom available in Mill

Valley Has own bathroom and

entrance Need roomate(s) ASAP
For more info call 253-6606

Spring sublet Great price. Jan rent

free Becca 665-8389

Apartment to share with female

qrad or 21 plus in Mill Valley 1

Bdrm. 1 Bathroom, washer, dryer

Everything included, $350 a month

Share house in Amherst non-

smoking female grad preferred.

$335 inclusive, start 1/15 549-8622_

Amherst 2 bedroom apt Available

Jan 1. $277 00 Smoker OK. wash-
er/dryer 253:4766

2 Femeles looking for 1 -2 people

to share 3 bedroom Puffton Starts

Feb 1 Call 549 7123

2 rooms in three bedroom apt

$267 per month Call 549-891 7 On
bus^oute Available Jan. 1

Housemate Needed for a large

bedroom in a two bedroom apart-

ment on bus route Call 253-4973

Roommate Wanted Northampton
$312 + util/own bath N/S 584
5143

Male & Female Couple living on

campus looking to switch room with

M/F so both couples can live logeth

er If interested call 546-6137 Ask

for Ben

Roommate to share two bedroom

apartment on Hobart Lane

Available January 15 $375 per

month Utilities not included Call

549-5538 Ben or Jason

One bedroom available in two bed-

room apt Jan 1st Free heat and

water Call 549-4089

One Bedroom Available in

Putfton two bedroom apartment

Female wanted On Bus Route 549

9293

SERVICES

Have you been ripped off by a

retailer' Contact the Student Legal

Services Office regarding your rights

as a consumer 922 Campus Center,

5451995

Computer Problems? Need an

upgrade' In-house service, call

Scream Savers 5490083

Pregnent? Need help7 Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

TRAVEL
Caribbean/Mexico $189 RT
Europe $169 0W If you can beat
these prices, start your own damn
airline Air-Tech 587-0001
Nor lhampton

Europe $155, Caribb /Mexico $189
R/T Worldwide Destinations
Airhitch Tm 800-326-2009
airhitch®netcom com or www isi-

com fr /airhitch

Winter Breek Killington with the

UMass Ski Club Five nights lodging.

5 days skiing During Collegiate Ski

Fest $260 Call 545-3437

New Veer's in Quebec City 3 5
nights in Quebec Hilton Optional
Skiing at Mont Ste Anne Starts at

$89 Call 545 3437 or 1 800 232
2415

Scuba Spring Break Dive Key
Largo. Fl Earn 2 credits 1 March 16

22 Mandatory Meeting 2/28 7pm
Herter 227 Call Protect Deep © 800-

282 0977

Spring Break "97 Hottest destina

tions and coolest vacations 1 Lowest
prices guaranteed' Organize small

group, navel free 1 Call for free info

(800)426 7710

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK AND ALL OTHER
TRAVEL SPECIAL RATES FOR STU
DENTS INSIDE NJ CALL 201-533

0300. OUTSIDE NJ CALL 1 -800-699-

4988

Spring Break Trips Cancun.
Bahamas. Jamaica & Florida Best

prices, best parties. Group
Discounts Space is limited For

free brochure Call Today 1-800-

9594SUN

WANTED

Need a ride to Orlando. Florida on
January 4' Call Brandy 665 0353

Personals Policy
All pe'sunjls MUST be proofread by
Collegun dawned employee* before pay-
ment and acceptance ot the classified.

Last names MAY NOT be used in person-
als. ONLY tirsi names and initials are
allowed. The only exceptions are ior binh-
day or congratulations personals, in which
case the lull name may be used.
Phone numbers are not allowed tn person-

« jls NO EXCEPTIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals,
this means dorm room numbers as well.

Personals or a threatening or derogatory
nature are not acceptable. Personals oi a
vindictive or libelous nature are not
acceptable. Personals may not be used lor

the purpose oi harassment.

I Pjoianity may not be used In personals.

1 'r.^My secuoo is lor peeuna.lt only.
Ther^TsonaTs section may NOTTI'uied to
sell items, seek roommates, advertise meet-
ings, eic

Am personals musr have the name, signa-
ture, and UMass ID number of the student
placing the as tilled in on the insertion
order. Non-students must provide a valid
driver's license and the license number
must be recorded on the insertion order
Use of raise identification or misrepresenta-
tion is sub/ect to penalties under the law.
The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or
to edit any personal that does not meet the
Collegun'i standards in accordance with
the statutes oi the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

Standard
Activities

Announcements

Apartment For

Rent

Auto For Sale

Employment
Entertainment

For Sale

Found (2 days Free)

Happy Birthday

Houses For

Rent

Instruction

Lost

Musicians

Miscellaneous

Headings
Motorcycles

Personals

Room For

Rent

Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted

Services

Summer
Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Transportation

Wanted to

Rent

Wanted

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40<t per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not respon-
sible for errors resulting

from illegible handwriting
or type.
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59 60
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ACROSS
1. Persistent cough
5. and gown
8. Tree fluids

12. "Courtly" Arthur

13. Bikini or Tarawa

15. Gray's subject labor

)

16. Beatles song

17. Oil-bearing rock

18. Bikini Work)

(1965 tilm) (2 wds)
19. Irreconcilable

differences

22. Poetic lime of day
23. Asner and Begley

24. Boston hill

28. Toledo's state

30. Rets kin

33. Plant a new crop

34. Entreaty

35. Canadian Indian

36. Author Knight

37. Black-eyed

38. Wantin'look

39. Verdi's pnncess

40. Type ol school, tor

short

41. be in the arms ol

Morpheus

42. Actress Wallace

Stone

43. Char

44. Cool one's

sunglasses

45. Strange norm

46. Payable now

47. Medium's lorte

56. "...bailed in

(2 wds)
57. Greek goddess of

wealth

58. • My Own" (Frost)

5». Stone

60. Forty-

61. Tug's burden

62. Signs

63. Fuel

64. Mauls

DOWN
1. SpyMata
2. Straight arrow

(2 wds.)

3. Elegant

4. Lotto's kin

5. Cover with paint

6. Desire

(Stanwyck film)

(2 wds.)

7. Common
8. Emulates Dennis

Conner

9. Person in opposition

10. Tense start

11. Court order

13. Trembling tree

14. 'Younger

Springtime"

20. Angora's sound

21. Bride's vow (2 wds.)

24. Dagwood dividers

25. Frightening

26 Under-the-oreath

comment
27. The -Cola Kid

(1985 film)

28. Ote ol vaudeville

29. It takes a o'

Irvm'..."

30. Encouraged

31. Confused fight

32. Chick sounds
34. Sound ol

contentment

35. Dnnk flavor

37. Jilting

41. NL sports locale

43. Rod
44. Less dubious

45. Steals a glance

46. Frank Herbert novel

47. Madras wear

48. "Once a

midnight dreary"

49. Eat without gusto

50. Lakme highlight

51. Addition column

52. Speech therapist's

concern

53. MancoCapac's
empire

54. Put in storage

55. Cuts the grass

March 21 -April 20
Enjoy a week filled with holiday

cheer and try to relax—stress will

prevent you from making the most

of a family gathering. Ignore a

busybody's cruel remarks If you

possibly can.

May 21
Practice tact throughout this

holiday week. In the Interest of

family harmony. Someone close

to you Is feeling the effects of a

difficult season. Try to help. If you

can.

May 2 2-June 21
Exciting holiday gatherings may
lake most of your time, but try

to make contact with someone

distant who may be In need of a

little attention. You'll be glad you

did.

June 22-July 22
A bold move earns you respect

from an unexpected quarter.

Follow it up with some solid

background, and you could really

make a big Impression on someone
whose opinion really counts. Don't

be afraid of a backbiter at work.

*K

u

ly 23-August 23
Someone who's bothering you may
be doing so as a result of a deep

Insecurity. Try to defuse any

Impression of competition between

you. and see If that doesn't alter

the chemistry.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22
It's possible this week to alter

someone's opinion of you. It could

go either way. so be sure to put on

a happy face. Holiday gatherings

are a source of pleasure and

excitement for you and your

family.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Someone who shares your

Interests In most areas could be

the other half of a holiday romance
for you. Don't be afraid to put out

feelers to see where their Interests

lie.

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
Changes at work could be causing

you to worry. Gel as much
Information as you can. It will ease

your mind to know what's really

happening. If your stress level

continues to rise, confide in an

Intimate associate for some sound

advice.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
Don't neglect last-minute chores

In your holiday excitement. A list

will help you organize your time.

Institute a new family tradition, to

make this holiday a memorable

one.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Fulfilling a promise, even If It's

difficult. Is a big part of making

this holiday go smoothly for you. If

you've forgotten something, or are

feeling overwhelmed, ask for help.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18
Professionalism Is the key

throughout a tense office situation.

Spreading (or starting!) gossip

could really hurt your reputation,

reduce your effectiveness, and hurt

someone's feelings, so don't

indulge.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Pay close attention to holiday

finances. You may be tempted to

spend more than you had planned,

but you will regret It later If you do.

Plan travel carefully, and allow for

potential bad weather. If that's a

factor. k>

c

t>>
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

Basketball

r%H W T\Zf^'-.
rTt\71 O DEC - 14 WAKE FOREST 8:30PM Courtesy of

VFEX %U V \^J JL \ M JT (NO PRE- AND POST- CAME SHOWS) £Sf—*7

0\

u
X

II

13
14
17

HSCN Bulletin

Board
CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie

Channel
UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming
TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

13 CNN
14 CNN/Headline

News
IB BET

! BET on Jazz
\"7 Laser Video
IB The Learning

Channel

Comedy Central

31 Popcorn Channel

38 Satellite

Programming

http://www-

unix.oit.uma88.edu

THURSDAY EVENING

WEDH O
WFSBO
WBZ
WCV8 O

/~uvctv19

!&

wlvi o
WHDH Q
WTIC Q

6:00 6:30
C. Sandiego I Business Rpt
News I CBS News

News

News I

Fresh Prince

WWLP O
WGBY eD
WGGB <B
WSBK m
WTBS ffi

J\IE ©
CNN CB
COM CD
CSPAN CP
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV

M
ID
CD
ai

NjCK ©
SCIFI €9

TNT CO
USA
VH1

HBO ©
MAX ®
SHOW ©

Simpsons X

Krafts Creature

News S

ABC Wld News
Bm>
NBC News

Roseanne X
NBC

Business Rpt.

ABC Wld News
Beverly Hills. 90210 (in Stereo;

Family Matters
|
Family Mailers

Quincy To Clear the Air'

WorldViaw X
A-Usl'fl)I

| Dream On
(4 00) Public Policy Confertnca

Go lor It! !P

Up Close

Supermarket

Ran a Stimpy

Clarissa Expl

Sport-.center

TVData

7:00 7:30
Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Inside Edition I Am,Journal

CBS News
I
Ent Tonight

-

Inside Edition Chronicle «

Star Trek: The Next Generation

Wheel-Fortune

Home Improve

Wheel-Fortune

Jeopardy! X
Seinfeld «

Jeopardy'
"

Newshour With Jim Lehrer «

8:00 8:30 9:00
Jean Houston: The Possible Human
Diagnosis Murder (In Stereo) X
Diagnosis Murder (In Stereo) X
High Incident Christmas Blues"

9:30 I 10:00 | 10:30
DECEMBER 12, 1996

Moloney (In Stereo) X
Speaking With four Angels: A Guide

Moloney (In Stereo) X
Murder One "Chapter Eight 1.

**"; "Santa Cto/s"(1986, Fantasy) Dudley Moore, (M Stereo) JE

Friends K

Martin (R) X
Friends E

Single Guy? SeinWd (R) X [Sudden-Susan

Living Single

Single Guy X TSainWd (R) X
New York Undercover (Ri X

College Basketball Drexel at Massachusetts (Live)

Woof! Wool! Uncle Matty's Dog Training

Seinfeld 1

Home Videos

Mad About You

Home Videos

Equalizer "Suicide Squad

Monayline S,

Daily Show (Rj

Crossfire t

TV Nation

Public Policy Conference

Beyond 2000

Debt

Sports (R)

Hope t Gloria [Designing

Tiny Toon Adv.

Mann a Machine "Torch Song"

TLC © Furniture to Go |Home Pro (B)

|n the Heat of the Night «

Renegade

Video Break

(5:30) *t"t 'first Xn)flrir'(1995, Adventure) Sean Connery. 'PtH?

Idiot Savants

DougJ

Twilight Zone

Hometime (R)

Next Step (R)

Sudden-Susan

48 Hour* (In Stereo) X
4« Hours (In Stereo) X
Turning Poinl X
News

ER (In Stereo) X
News

Klondike i Snow

ER (In Stereo) X

11:00
This Old House

News tr

I
Extra X

Murphy Brown

TBA

*** "One Magic Christmas" (Mi, Fantasy) Mary Steenburgen.

"Offopussy"( 1983, Adventure) Roger Moore, Maud Adams"

Turning Point X
World ol National Geographic

News TMartin ,R

Biography: Mane Antoinette

Prime News X |lnside Politics

Ancient Mysteries (R)

Larry King Live »

**Vi XarbwCopy"{m\,Come<^)QaojgaSiakl
Prime Time Public Affairs

Mysteries ol the Bible

World Today

Praam On |A-Llat(R)X~

NFL Pro Bowl Selection (Live

Wild Discovery U--. P-, JMov.e Megic [Next Slep I- [Time Traveler

Singled Out

Rugrets^

Tales- Derkside

Hometime (R)

In the Heat oUhe Night r

Unsolved Mysteries (In Slereoj

Prime Time (In Stereo)

Secret ol Alex [Happy Pays

College Football Awards (Live)
'* "Almmyt fkmami

V "The Littlest Dragon" (R) X

PW (In Stereo) X I Highlander: The aertaa "Finale

VH1 to'Ona iRilDuets "Melissa Ethendge" (l

Medical Detect [Trauma-ER

How Grirch Stole Christmas

Murder. She" Wrote (In Stereo) X

* Xasl oftha Dogman "(I99S, Adventure) Tom Berenger 'PG'

I

««% "Heck'i Way Hom«-(i995, Adventure) Michael Ritey. 'Q' 11

** "

Artist of- Year

Yo! (In Stereo)

TNFL'a Greataat

pgrflova you"(l990, Drama) Patty Duke.

I Love Lucy X [Munstere [M.T. Moore

t "DoHmann. the Demonic Toys (1993)

Rhode

Teles-Darkaide

Hist. Mysteries [Hist. Myeteries

Flintttones Christmas (R)

Survival in the Sky (R)

News «

Mad About You

11:30
Furniture-Mend

Late Show

Late Show K.

Nightline X
Hollywood

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Rose

Nightline X
Real TV I

*** "Thunoerbair (196S)

Law a Order Helples s" ff.

Sports lllua. IMoneylineT
Daily Show TV Nation

Prima Time Public Affairs (R)

Nejrt Step(R)
|
Beyond 2000

"

Sportscenler »

Martha Stewart

[dipt Savants Singled Out

TaxiX

Twilight Zone

Medical Detect

Unsolved Myst

OddjCourjIe 8

Tales-Darkside

Trauma-ER

Figure Skating Skating Romance II X
Preacher Party |

Beetles"Today" fPhiiColline Live

« The Greatest Story Ever Told" (1965, Drama) Max Von Sydow

"8usriwtai*tKr (1995) Daniel Stew. 'PG-ia' X \* "Soldier Boyi" (199S) Michael Dudikotl. 'NR' IB

*»« "Onving Miss Daisy" (1989) Jessica Tandy (In Stereo) 'PG X
««* 'iiO*fl9nfy8"(1995, Adventure) Pierce Brosnan. frG-13' X

SilkStalklnga "Pulp Addiction"

Legends (Ri

Inside the NFL ;lnStereoi it

* "The Hoed KMttt" (1995) Chrwtophet Lambert.
I 'Tanoo i CaifrI. * -— .. | L..tfV M WH>H

Full Frontal \jv, "CcJoUKoed" (1995) fr iff
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Always Wanted On* of Those By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robotman By Jim Meddick

CX clean ««>«/ f(*cJ-

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

I'fA FLATTERED. BUT

I CANT DATE YOU
BECAU5E CJE'RE

DIFFERENT RELIGIONS.

^i

I'fA FLE-XIBLL.^

I'D CHANGE ttY

RELIGION TO

GET A DATE.

IT WOULDN'T
WORK IN THIS

CASE.
V

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winkle

DID "fOU KNOW THERE'S

A COHOLE RELIGION

BASED ON
NOT DATING AjhERE DO YOU

I THINK I GO
EVERY SUNDAY?;

H
anykkoh comes tot once
m a vet|r |

MAMA NEEDS A NEW PAIR,
OP PCX MARTIMS'

far
—

he ce'ebrtrtion of light
r

U1U1 0£me6 Qrtf chetr
UhenUte i4t>le family G$

wilt finally be near n And Sifts from oil oFL ;

'those vcuhoid dear
|

A Headless Horseman Christmas By Eric Petersen

H^EABa^:ftc«sGfimi»f^TnA5-

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University By Frank Cho Close to Home By John McPherson

Leold's Second Personal Ad

Ldoking for someone who has

absolutely no sense of their own
personal worth. Would be willing

to relocate away from friends and

'family, refuses to see a

psychotherapist under any

circumstances, has a family

history of physical infirmity and

has already suffered from post

traumatic stress disorder at least

once,

for picnics. 587-3453

s J

*"" s-~ J

Ut oU TltEe UP AUZAV
SuTrtK J\j*r „

*Mn0*r
if** hiho Mentmnn/Oitl by Urw*^ Pr«i Synacj*

Generation X By Chris Lehman

if works in the
SAME WJeYAS A
NrCoTFiME PATCH.

IT* 6R£AT FoR

EXAM-CKAMM-te

But rr'5 twice

AS POTENT AS A
*J0LT*Cc*A.

So DON'T OVER-tO
IT, UKE MY
HUSBAND PID.

iik. nit

"Andy! Start rewrapping 'em now!

Mom and Dad just pulled in the driveway!"

See Tea Sea By C. T. C.

Alien Crackbunnies By Darb

HELLO, Yet HMS^ZAChL- IZS-rffS? J..*! Clt ,-,-- rri~
. — O -~^i ..v. e* 1 r* I., j- Ukrr **. t . r -f

-~ ^
' -

x J
/A ¥ulu VavyWAx So leave A Message--r

~

AX-X) I'LL CALL ;/r: i^Ck E e EP/fcrt) (rrnnrrr-

Today's Staff

Jacob W. Michaels
Night Editor

Lisa Chiu
Copy Editor

Jennifer Jutras

Photo Technician

Josh Sylvester

Production Supervisor

Joylyn Lombard
Jack Myers
Production

R^S^atA^
H/fRve/,

YOUR B^CTHrl

m'M ON £AKTr\ AhV Y* CcrtZA/GCV£RTC

V^B YCORBATHkOcM X VE T^XtTD ASK1.V3 AJaWDl__
zorC'VE. Bl-t svexyca/E Tusr k././s a^ay. Gotta gc, latsx T)

Quote of the Day

a
Always do what
your Rice Krispies

tell you to do.

-post script

»

Quote of the Day

u
When I was a kid, I

used to think the

Celtics' Leprechaun

lived in my walls.

-Overheard

»

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 343-3636 tor memr* fa

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken drenched in fine

burgundy sauce with a

variety of garden vegeta-

bles.

DINNER
Lightly grilled swordfish

with a touch of butter,

parsley, rosemary, sage,

and thyme.

Hampshire

LUNCH
2 lb. fresh Maine lobster.

Choose your own and

watch it boil alive.

DINNER
Chilled monkey brains

flavored with a variety

of tropical fruits.

Worcester

LUNCH
Spotted dick, bangers

and mash, rashers, doner

xabobs finished off with

fried brie.

DINNER
Human liver with fava

beans and a fine chianti.

(Must be over 21, don't drink

and driv*)*

Berkshire

LUNCH
Alcoholic special: stemo,

or your choice from a vari-

ety of cheap liquor. (Must be

over 21, don't drink and drive)*

DINNER
Fried goat and chicken

pot pie (goat well used).

'(anyone under 2 1 must starve)

'
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Sports
Minutewomen lose second straight at home, 53-5

1

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

I .iv i yeat the Massachusetts women's basketball team
went I- .ii hone.

This year, the) 're 2

Two Free throwi h\ Kent guard
Dawn Zennan pushed ,i ^i 4^ lead to

.i i. 'in poini edge with 1 5 seconds on

the clock, and thai was enough to powei the Kent Golden
Flathei past the Minutewomen S3 it but night at the

William D. Mullins Center.

LM.i" freshman Forward Mi^v'n MacFarland hit a

Massachusetts

Kent

jumper as lime expired, but it wasn't enough to stop the

Minutewomen from tailing to 3-4 on the season.

"It's niee to come here and win one." Kent head eoaeh
Bob Lindaa) Mid. "This is a tough plaee to play. They

don't get beat at home too much."
Kent and UMass swapped leads

For most of the second half, and
when forward Crystal Carroll was
fouled with 59 seconds left. Kent

put her on the line holding a tenuous 50- 48 lead. Carroll

made the first free throw, pushing the Minutewomen to

within one. but she missed the second, and Kent regained

possession, Zennan made one of two free throws after an

ensuing MacFarland foul, putting Kent back up by two,
51-49. MacFarland turned the ball over on the next

UMass nrmnaslm. on a pass that hit a Kent player's loot,

giving the Golden Flash the ball back and lorcing senior

guard Sabriya Mitchell to foul Zennan.
"I honestly thought the ball was kicked: why they didn't

call it I don't know," said loanie O'Brien, UMass head
coach, of the controversial non-call on MaeFarland's p.iss

that brought the 754 in attendance to its feet. "There were
a lot of things that happened tonight that seemed to go
unnoticed by the people out there 1 the officials|."

The Golden Flash freshman's two tree throws sealed it.

ending Kent's six-game road swing on a winning note.

Kent improves to 2-4 with the win.

"It's pretty simple." O'Brien said. "Lay-ups and free

throws... and we didn't do either of them. Crystal

|Carroll| and Alison |MacFarland| shot the ball pretty

well, but nobody else. We played tired, we didn't suck it

up when we needed to. You can't play with two plaui |."

A 28-25 Golden Flash lead became a 35-25 Kent
advantage with lb:51 left in the second half, powered by

six straight points by Carrie Templin, leaving her with 22

at that point. Templin finished with 24 points, but she

would pick up her third Foul three minutes into the second

halt, and the Minutewomen would exploit her absence.

The) broke oil a 17-5 run. tinalK taking their first lead

since the 15:21 mark of the first hall on a Crystal Carroll

perimeter jumpshot. putting them up 4.1 40 with 9:54 in

the contest two three pointers b) Kelt) Van hiuisen, hat

only baskets on the night, highlighted the run.

"She |Van Huisenl is a \cr\ talented player, and we
needed to control her ollcnse." Lindsa) said of the

Haverhill. Mass., freshman, who was just named A 10

rookie of the week. "We had to go box-and-one on her

just to tr\ to take her out of the game, break the flow.

She's going to be ;: heck c' a pi ivci ir. the Atlantic -10."

The Minutewomen trailed tor most ol '.he first half.

Kent built up an earls 18-11 lead on the shoulders ol

Templin. who had lb of the Golden flashes 21 points

But the Minutewomen chipped away, and a MacFarland
three pointer, one of three treyi for the freshman, brought

UMass to within three at 2o 23 with 2:42 left in the hall.

Turn to BASKETBALL page 12

MacFarland hits career-high
By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

THANC VO / COUECIAN

A profile in youth.

Freshman guard/forward Alison

MacFarland was a main contributor

for the Massachusetts women's bas-

ketball teant last night, but her
career-high 17 points were not

enough to pull the Minutewomen
over the hump in a disappointing

home loss to Kent.

MacFarland. a burgeoning
long-range threat, came off the

bench to hit three treys (two in the

major second half rally ) in the con-

test, taking advantage of a Golden
Flash defense that was keying on
Freshman sensation Kelly Van
Huisen and daring MacFarland to

take the open three-pointer.

"| MacFarland] hadn't shot the

ball as well as she shot it tonight, up
until this point. We were going to

give her some open shots." Kent
coach Bob Lindsay said. "She

Freshman guard Kelly Van Huisen was shut down by a tough Kent State defense last night as UMass fell 53-51

.

knocked them down, that's a credit

to her."

The Brick. N.|., native had thrown

up 27 attempts from downtown,
connecting on just eight ta mediocre,

at best. .2% shot percentage) before

last night's solid 3-for-7 showing.

Overall, prior to the clash with the

Golden Flashes, she was shooting a

dismal 25 percent from the Boor and
was averaging nearly three turnovers

per game.

MacFarland has thus far been able

to show merely sporadic signs ol

confidence in her game while con-

stantly getting an earful from cmpai
sioned coach loanie O'Brien.

Even tonight, without having a

Kent defender within five feet of her

for most of the first half, she WSI
reluctant to put up the open hooper.

It seemed that her reluctance to

shoot has translated into total appre-

hension on her part, and fear to

make a mistake

That is, until tonight. In particu-

lar, the second half.

MacFarland was the onlj
Minutcwoman to tally double figures

in the second half: for that matter,

she was the onh plaver in either uni-

form to notch 10 points in the latter

20 minutes of action.

"Crystal
I
Carroll

| and Alison shot

(he ball pretty well, but nobody else

played." O'Brien said. "Crystal got

double- and triple teamed all night

and the only one to step up and
make pla\s was Alison."

And make plays she did. Big plays.

In a huge momentum swing that

eventually knotted the game at 3b.

Van Huisen drilled a three ball to

pull the Minutewomen within three.

Carroll followed that with a clean

block on the next Kent possession,

and on the UMass break.
MacFarland nailed a ipot-up trey

that started the back and-forth
action for the duration of the con-

Turn to MACFARLAND. page 12

'Newski swimming his way to the top Against Drexel, Flint looking for players

By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

It'l five minutes ol six, die swim-
mers ate cooling down and slowing
their paces considerably, and coach
Ru-s Varworth veils to one ol the

swimmers that he has an interview in

five minutes. With a halt embarrassed
grin, seeing the reporter, (he swimmer
nod- his head. After hearing a tew

wis,: cracks from his teammates and a

loud, stretched "Newski!" sheer From
one ot his coaches, he Finishes his

remaining laps.

Brian Wisniewski i* swiftly, becom-
ing one of the best swimmers in

Massachusetts history. Not only did

the speedv sophomore make a lasting

impression at the Philadelphia
Invitational la*t weekend, b\ breaking

some ot this year's best limes in the

200 IM and 100 backsiroke. but he
has earned the respect of his coaches
tor his ability and work ethic.

"He is one of the most aesthetically,

appealing swimmers on the team He
swims smooth I wish I could train

everyone to swim like him.'' said
Varworth. the Massachusetts rwim-
ming and diving head coach. "He's

come a long way in two years. He has

a great work ethic. II he keeps Up his

work ethic, he'll go down as one ol

the best swimmers in UMasj history,

which he already ie."

Wisnicwski is a 6-foot-2 Freestyle

and backstroke swimmer
Edison, N.J. I est year, a- a Freshman,

he made an immediate impression on
the dub Sot only did he finish lir--i in

three events and place second in five,

but he managed to set a -chool record

lor the 100 back-troke last year dur-

ing the Atlantic 10 Championship, at

a Finishing time of 50.85.

anyone, be it a student or an
athlete, the transition from high
school to college takes some getting

used to W isniewski has handled it

extremely well, and enjoys the fact

that he feels he is not only helping
himsell but helping a championship
organization ,i» well.

"A( the collegiate level, there is

more ot a team emphasis, as before,

on the L.S.S team and back in high

school, it's more individual, you
know, get your own times fast,"

. A-ki said.

I oi I Mass, Wisnicwski doesn't
have to worry about getting his times

last, because they already are. On top

ol the Khod record time in the 100

backstroke that he holds, he also
ranks second on the LMass all-time

chart in the 200 backstroke (1:51.56).

seventh in the 500 free 14:58.86). and
was pan ol the school-record-setting

400 medley relay team last year dur-

ing the A-10 Championship
i5:24. 55).

\part from the praise he has gotten

about his technique from his coaches.

Brian does have an opinion on his

own performance.

If I have to do something, for the

nme I can pull through and do
it. but I also sometime- wuss out. and
make up excuses, and don't do it."

Wisniewski said,

Having a year of experience on the

team, now Wisniewski only has to

concentrate on getting the job done.

"I leel that I'm more a part of the

team now that I am a sophomore.

When as a freshman, I was trying to

prove that I could be a part of it, and
I wanted to be a part of it. Now that

I'm a sophomore. I'm in the groove."

Wisniewski said.

Since receiving the A-10
Championship last year with his team.

Wisniewski has his sights set on a

repeat.

"I just want to help our team make
the \-IO title again, and if I achieve

somewhat a goal above that, it's all

the better." W isniewski said.

The aquatics program at UMass has

been extremely Successful over the

past few seasons. With water polo
making the final four tournament two
yean in a row. and the swimming and
diving team winning the A-10
Championship last year, the waters

are not as choppy as they would be

for a team in the cellar.

"I like it [the atmospherel a lot. It's

relaxed, but you know you have to do
what you have to do. There's not too

much stress, but everyone knows
what you have to do." Wisniewski
said.

"He works hard. Once he gets in

the pool," assistant coach Ben
McBride said, "it usually takes him
about two months to get motivated to

swim."

This last weekend in Philadelphia

answered any concerns McBride
might have had about Wisniewski's
competitive nature.

"What I did this weekend was real-

ly positive for me. It's boosted my
attitude and my motivation, and that

will just carry me through the rest of

Turn to SWIMMING page 12

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

There might be some surprises in

the starting line-up when the

Massachusetts and Dre.xel men's bas-

ketball teams tip off tonight at 7 p.m.

at the William D. Mullins Center.

After Tuesday night's performance
against Fresno State. Minuteman
coach lames "Bruiser" Flint was pre-

pared to re- evaluate the work ethic

of his team.

"You have to come focused every

day," Flint said. "We'll get the guys

out there who come to practice every

day and work hard. If a guy's not

ready to play, he doesn't deserve to be

out there. That's the bottom line.

I learned something, that. Bru, you

go with the dudes that want to work
hard every day. And if you're going to

go down, you're going to go down
that way. but those guys will help you
win some games," he said.

So there may be a new look to the

line-up. One thing that is expected to

remain unchanged is the frontcourt

tandem of Lari Ketner and Ajmal
Basil. The underclassman duo posted

the top two point totals for the

Minutemen against Fresno, with 18

and 16 points respectively. The two-

some also dominated on the glass for

the Minutemen — Ketner alone
pulled down 12 rebounds.

Together the pair has gotten the job

done. Since Basit moved into a start-

ing position three games ago, he has

averaged 12 points per game and 7.7

rebounds per game. In those same
three games Ketner has recorded 15.5

ppg and 9.7 rpg in addition to block-

ing 1 1 shots.

"W hat can you say about Lari and

Ajmal?" Flint said. "But I can't ask

those two to come and carry my
team."

In the backcourt. sophomore
Charlton Clarke has surged lately,

scoring a career-high 22 points

against Wyonjing. Against Wyoming.

Clarke contributed 12 points and lour

rebounds.

But it is not the play ot these ath-

letes that concerns Flint, but the alti-

tude of his other players.

"Players play, no mallei who's on

the court." Flint said. "No matter

Turnt DREXEL page i 2

MUI CAO / COlLfGIAN

Lari Ketner and the Minutemen look to redeem themselves after

Tuesday's 102-81 loss against Drexel tonight.

Sports staff shares misty-eyed memories of the semester past
This is a true StOT) about 14 people picked to live/work

in a basement. Find oul what happens when the) ItOS
getting Stories and start getting misty.

Lowell Spinners (Single A)
Jeremy Adams iwas three weeks before Christmas

and late in the da\. we writers were wishing we'd some-

thing to say Wed bitched about this, and raved about
that, not a readci would Sth it we knew nothing 'bout

that. So I red with a bafel and I with a plank, invented u

winter sport ti I ildrums away, like Naismith
once chartered that game loi the tall, we .ire the ones
who've now made Bagelball In the newsroom the baked

: all Hew through the ah we rwttng with the might
•I a Chicago Bear C > i I computers and desk- bounced
the bagel so stale, til grump) old Connet was afraid to

get nailed. We scrambled all round the ik

see. where the pieces had llown ol the bagel liom the
l)> With crumpled up pieces ot bread Mult in

the "tappity lap" lin-h ol computet keys settled over the

land

fhanks to in\ surrogate IjiiiiiIv in the dank cornel ol

the newsroom, especial]) lied forma, and da boyi Foi

putting me in m\ place when I got carried BWBy. Fhanks

to Place toi giving me all those bruiset .Hid l,u ci, it ions at

that hockey game, hi it I rvei give you I

Casey, "we can be happy underground." Thanks to

Stamen lor giving an unknown freshman a chance at an
important volleyball article. Thanks to Grant for cutting

and/or combing his hair.

lonathan M. Place — Schwag, Walt Whitman,
laegermeister, Keyser Soze, classic '80s tunes, middle
initials, first initials, and just a little slice of love. Where
would one find such a potluck supper? No, not a movie
Festival or drum circle up in Central, or even on the

bathroom stall doors in Baker, but in the lovable corner

of Collegian, known as Sports.

El Torbino. the fabulous Finnish fly boy, the pimp
daddy. Fred, Isaiah Adams, "Little Rock" Grant, and the

Kiemdog. led by Casey and Chris. These are the poets,

the glue that is the high of the Collegian. Their words
slip down from their brain to their fingertips onto the

keyboard like a gumball machine. With wisdopi and wit.

the) create a world far beyond the imagination of any

mortal man fhese poets in grunge clothing. How they

toil with our minds Don't forget Fred Hurlbrink |r. who
masters the art of water polo and baseball, and Mike
Swing Kid" Corey, who manages to dedicate his time to

Ml \ ami the Collegian. What men!
I'm just proud to be a part of it. Now maybe after

kissing their asa, I'll get m) golf column. ITtat's what I'm

ualK i. tying about. Unfortunately, that will never hap-

pen. Sob!

Trenton Thunder (Double A)
Mike Nam — I'll never forget lorma's impassioned

speech at the winter staff party telling us how much he
truly loves the sport of hockey; Stamm taking me aside

when I was constantly MIA and asking me if I really

wanted to do this... and I found that I did; the women's
tennis team's success this season (I always seemed to

make the rained out matches); and Casey for being the

bundle of energy she is.

Finally, as a lonely figure of a Yankee fan on staff. I'll

never forget the World Series and Fred's columns. In the

end, I was the one going to a parade (oh, I'll certainly

never forget that).

Notice I didn't mention 'booty schwag.'

Mike Corey - I always have a tough time with these

things. It's so tough to squeeze in all the great times and
memories from this semester and do justice to everyone
that has made it fun.

I must start off though with saying that covering the

football team with Luke Meredith was definitely a blast

this past fall, and jumping down into the stands in the

last game of the year, to watch their 20-point
tome troiu-behind win was spectacular. The road trips

were always a blast, and listening to opposing team's

media ask dumb questions always gave us something to

harp about on the way home. It was sweet. Mr. "Booty
Schwag."

It was always good to hang out with the staff, and just

talk sports, especiallv since I don't get any coverage of

them from our cable in the dorms. The parties with the

crew were fun. hanging out at Luke's, and the end of the

semester bash uptown.

Campus center basement has always been a second
home, both with the Collegian, and WML A. Spending
more time writing articles than doing homework was a

trend for me. but it doesn't nearly compare to the
amount of time all the rest of the stall puts down here in

our little corner of ( olleginn Sports

I can always count on coming down here and getting a

high-five from forma, one ot the most dedicated mem-
bers we have, and lot our editors Chris and Casey —
keep up the good work fhanks to all Sports stall gurus,
new and old, for making it tun. and here's looking for-

ward to a great time again in the spring.

Steven "Crazy LegsVl.hile Roek"/"Blip Chop"
Grant By far my favorite moment ot the semester is

now. writing my misty-eyed memory Lord. I... I just

can't explain it. Sure there was the time I was covering

Turn to MEMORIES, page 13
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Minutemen
slay Dragons

Inus Norville

sparked the
Massachusetts
men's basketball
team to a home
win over Drexel last

night, 69-48 (see
Sports, page 1 2).

Deck the Hall:

Death Row
records recently put

out a Christmas
album highlighting

many top artists.

Check out what the

Collegian thinks
about this CD (see

Arts & Living, page

5)

WORLD

Saddam Hussein's son

injured in ambush

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Saddam
Hussein's eldest son, sometimes
described as his heir apparent, was
slightly wounded yesterday when
attackers ambushed his car.

Odai Hussein was rushed to a

hospital where he was reported in

stable condition, Youth TV reported.

The station, which is owned by
Odai, interrupted its programming
to announce that he was attacked

while driving in the upscale al-

Mansour district of Baghdad.
"He was the target of a cowardly

attack which led to a light wound,"
the television reported.

It was at least the third assassina-

tion attempt against the 32-year-old

Odai, who heads Iraq's trade and
information ministries and is consid-

ered one of Iraq's most powerful
figures.

He has been involved in several

violent personal incidents, and
reportedly had been targeted for

revenge following a dispute with in-

laws late last year In 1988, he was
temporarily forced into exile in

Switzerland after he bludgeoned to

death his father's favorite servant.

Last year, Odai shot one of

Saddam's half-brothers in the leg

during a family quarrel.

NATION

Disney's Ovitz quits;

can't work with Eisner

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Hollywood
power broker Michael Ovitz quit

yesterday as Walt Disney Co.'s No 2

executive after trying for a year to

share power with Michael Eisner, a

friend for 25 years who never
worked out as his boss.

He is the latest top Disney execu-

tive to leave in recent years after

chafing under Eisner's apparent
unwillingness to cede control.

"It is important to recognize
when something is not working,"
Ovitz said in a statement released by

Disney.

Ovitz officially departs Jan. 31.

Disney said there were no plans to

replace him, potentially reopening a

debate about the company's future

if Eisner, who has had quadruple
heart bypass surgery, should devel-

op serious health problems.
Company officials say Eisner, 54, is

in good shape.

Eisner has run Disney since 1984,

building on its theme park and fami-

ly-movie base to create a power-
house in film and TV production,

home video, broadcasting, sports

and consumer products. All the

world, it seems, loves the Magic
Kingdom, the Lion King, Snow
White, Pocahontas, Cruella DeVil

and the 101 Dalmatians she covets.

And after acquiring Capital

Cities/ABC, including the ABC and
ESPN networks, Disney is second in

size only to Time Warner Inc. among
entertainment companies.
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Marya, Dale discuss racism issue
QSS president Marya challenges Dale to carry out promises

COURTNtV SMITHVCOLlfCIAN

Student Government Association representative Lia Wong and Graduate Student Senate President Deepika Marya
addressed campus racism concerns with Business and Facility Services Director Elizabeth Dale yesterday evening at the

campus center.

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

Racism continued to be a subversive and fundamental

issue at a University of Massachusetts meeting between

student leaders and members of the Campus Center
Administration, organized by Graduate
Student Senate (GSS) President Deepika
Marya and Student Government Association

(SGA) member Lia Wong.
Marya cited several reasons for yesterday's

meeting, including student concern of not

seeing signs of development of what was promised at an

Oct. 25 meeting and communication problems between

Elizabeth Dale. Director of Business and Facilities

Services, and Asian. Latino. African and Native American

News

Analysis

(ALANA) student leaders (namely Marya).

"We feel that there has been a breech of faith between

Dale and the Student Government." Marya said. "We gave

her a chance to show that she is not just going to another

white administrator."

Dales' supervisor. Director of Auxilliary Services

Ashoke Ganguli responded. "I know
racism exists and all that, but the problem

that needs to be changed is the gover-

nance of the whole complex [Campus
Center-Student Union]."

Marya returned the focus of the conver-

sation back to the fact that she did not receive a letter

from Dale, which she was promised by Dale.

Dale responded to Marya's allegations, saying, "The
oversight [involving

Turn to Racism, page 3

SGA, Chancellor review

Sex Offender Registry

By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

The Student Government
Association (SGA) undergaduate
Senate recently confronted the

issue of sex offenders living on the

University of Massachusetts cam-
pus with a new motion calling for

University police and the town of

Amherst police to register all

UMass students who are convicted

sex offenders.

The controversial

issue came to the

attention of the UMass
community and its offi-

cials on Nov. 25. when
Channel 40 News in

Springfield began a series on a con-

victed sex offender found living in

a residence hall on the UMass cam-

News

Analysis

pus.

However, once the initial reac-

tion to this incident died down, the

real issue behind the story

emerged: how should sex offenders

attending the University be
required to register, as per the

Massachusetts Sex Offenders Law,

Ch.6. Sect. 178C?
SGA Senator Bill Ramsey

(Commuter Area), drafted the

motion (which was vetoed
Wednesday night by SGA President

Maurice Caston-Powe. and will

require a two- thirds majority

Senate vote to be overturned)
regarding the Sex Offender's
Registry which SGA discussed on
Dec. 4.

According to Stacey Shackford.

SGA Senator (Central - at large

and chair of the Women's Issues

committee), who revised the

now-vetoed motion, about 40-50
SGA members were present at the

meeting where it was passed after

several amendments.
"The main opposition to the bill

was people who were opposed to

warning about sex offenders/
Shackford said.

The final draft, which Ranges
and Shackford presented to

Chancellor David K. Scott and Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Tom
Robinson in a meeting last Friday,

contained proposed acts such as

"...convicted sex offenders, in addi-

tion to registering with the city of

Amherst as is

mandated by law.

also be mandated
to register with

the UMass cam-
pus police in

order to enable students increased

access to information about lex

offenders on campus."

According to UMass Chief of

Police )ohn Luippold. the law does

not currently mandate that students

who are convicted sex offenders

register with the UMass police.

since it is not considered a local

police station.

"In a training session that all

police departments had during the

summer, which we attended, the

Criminal History Systems Board
indicated that the specific statute

did not include campus safety, col-

lege police departments or stale

police." Luippold said.

In fact, current interpretations of

the law. which are being reviewed

by the state's Attorney General, are

such that unless a student is origi-

nally from the town of Amherst, he

or she is not required to register

with Amherst Police.

Concerned students, however, do
have access to Registry informa-

tion, despite the fact that indiwdu

Turn to SGA page 3

UMass hosts

for new state

By Joseph Fountain

Collegian Staff

State Representative Paul Frost

(R-Auburn), a University of
Massachusetts alumnus and other

newly elected state legislators gath-

ered at UMass over the past few days

to participate in a University-run ori-

entation session. In all. 32 represen-

tatives took part in the event.

"The level of participation has

been excellent," said Arthur Benard.

assistant to the president of UMass.
The first day of seminars discussed

press relations and workforce devel-

opment in their offices. The day
ended when Chancellor David K.

Scott hosted a dinner at his home
later that night.

On the second day, the seminars

dealt with federal legislation and its

affect on Massachusetts, directions

in telecommunications industry,

leadership skills and a mock legisla-

tive session concerning the death
penalty.

According to Representative
Thomas O'Brien (D-12th Plymouth
District), the seminars "take us out

of our normal habitats to really focus

orientation

legislators

on our work. 1 love it here. I was
here two years ago and seems like

they have everything except and air-

port. It's like a small city."

Today, the seminars conclude with

discussions on ethics in the legisla-

ture and how to work with the lead-

ership already in the State House.
The seminar will end after lunch
with closing remarks given by
Representatives (ohn Rogers (D-
Norwood) 12th Norfolk District and
Nancy Flavin (D- Easthampton).

"It's given me a lot of good insight

into the type of work I'll be doing."

Frost said.

"I am very happy to be back. The
basketball team was very good when
1 was here. I never went to any
games because I couldn't get tickets

but I always watched them on T.V.,

tonight is the first game I am going

to," Frost added.

He went on to say, "If you were
going to show anyone the University

system you would show them here

first. I am really proud of this

University.

"I lived in J.Q.A. for two years and

Coolidge for two years. It's good to

be back." Frost said.

New events office opens in CC;
Office to make organization easier

By Beth McCarthy
Collegian Staff

While the Campus Center con-
course was buzzing with pre- holi-

day activity yesterday, a small group
of about 25 were gathered upstairs

on the eighth floor for the ribbon

cutting of the new Events Office.

The new Events Office, now in

room 819 of the Campus Center,

will consolidate the offices of con-

ference sales, catering services and
scheduling in an effort to "serve

people better." said Matthew Auger,

chair of the Campus Center/Student

Union Commission.

According to Auger, these three

offices had previously been scattered

around the Campus Center in differ-

ent locations.

lane Podlesny. the scheduling
coordinator, said that their office

used to be located on the second
floor of the Campus Center.

"That was a storage area,"

Podlesny said. "It wasn't even sup-

posed to be an office space."

The conference office moved from
the ninth floor while the catering

office just had to scoot down the

hall.

"It's one stop shopping for our
customers and students." said

Meredith Schmidt, the associate

director who was at the center of

organizing the opening of the Event

Office.

Ashoke Ganguli. the director of

Auxiliary Services who was also

heavily involved in the new office,

said that this has been nearly a year

long project that was recommended
by "a team of users, students and
staff" last spring.

According to Ganguli. the money
to finance this new office came out

of their budget.

"We had set aside some money for

this project when we had decided to

go ahead with the project." Ganguli

said.

To cut costs. Schmidt said that

she and the crew that had been
assigned to organize the consolida-

tion had ventured out to visit dis-

count furniture stores.

Amy Arruda. a junior HRTA
major who's also the caterer's assis-

tant, said that she was very happy

with the results.

"I think it's great." Arruda said.

"The office is really great looking."

Auger said that the Campus
Center administration has been
attempting to consolidate space and

staff to allow for a more efficient

environment.

Those who had worked on the

second floor in the scheduling office

were extremely pleased to be able to

look out a window.
Paul Paige, the Vice Chancellor of

Administration and Finance, said in

a speech before the cutting of the

red ribbon that the Events Office

will enhance the "quality of service

we provide" and make it easier for

people to organize events on this

campus.

The only setback that Podlesny
said she noticed was that "it doesn't

seem like we've been getting as

many people coming in."

"It could be the time of the year

with everyone on winter break."

Podlesny said. "We still have the

same amount of business over the

phone but just less customers walk-

ing in."

Saudi pilot spots green flare

By Pat Milton

Associated Press

EAST HAMPTON. N.Y. — A
Saudi Arabian Airlines pilot flying in

the area where TWA Flight 800
exploded reported seeing "a green

flare" in the sky early yesterday that

authorities could not immediately
identify.

"There was no initial report of

them feeling the plane was in any
jeopardy or them taking any evasive

action," said Federal Aviation
Administration spokesman Bob
Ropelewski.

"They reported what they
described as a green flare." he said.

"I'm interpreting it as they saw a sin-

gle beam or point of light bright

enough to attract their attention."

The FBI is investigating the report,

but Ropelewski noted that a similar

siting last month was chalked up to

be a natural phenomenon.

The Boeing 747 en route from
Riyadh to Kennedy International

Airport was at 12.000 feet yesterday

when it spotted the flare about 1

5

miles southwest of the Long Island

town of East Hampton, Ropelewski
said.

East Hampton is about 30 miles

east of Center Moriches, the point of

land closest to where TWA Flight

800 went down |uly 17.

Ropelewski said he didn't know
how far the light was from the plane,

which landed at Kennedy 20 minutes

later before continuing to Dulles

Airport near Washington, where a

report was filed with the FAA.

A call to Saudi Arabian Airlines

was not returned.

Numerous people along the shore-

line of Long Island reported seeing a

streak of light in the sky about the

time Flight 800 exploded. At the

time, the TWA jet was rising above

13.000 feet. Seconds later. Flight 800

smashed into the ocean in fiery

pieces. All 230 aboard were killed.

The cause of the TWA explosion

remains a mystery. The FBI and the

National Transportation Safety Board

are still investigating three theories: a

missile, a bomb and mechanical fail-

ure.

Ropelewski said the FBI has taken

over the investigation of the sighting

by the Saudi Arabian Airlines crew.

He compared it to the report last

month by a Pakistani International

Airline jet pilot who said he saw a

light streak across the path of his

plane shortly after he left Kennedy

MX'HTNfS SMITH .COtlFGlAN

CCSU chair Matt Auger and vice chancellor of Administration and Finance Paul Page cut the ribbon to welcome

the new events office in campus center room 819.
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Concert — The Doo-Wop Shop will hold a free con-
cert at the Ikzanson Recital Hall in the FAC at 8 p.m.
Opening will be the female a capella group, Meanwhile.
Bring an umbrella.

Religious Services — The last services of the semes-
ter will be held at b p.m. at Hillel House. Dinner will

follow at 7:15 p.m. in the Hillel Kosher Dining Room.
Sale — "Keramos," an annual ceramic and art sale,

will take place from 10 a.m. -6 p.m. in the Ceramics
Dept. in Munson Annex.

Speaker — The UMass Dept. of Philosophy presents

Ruth Garrett Milikan from UConn. who will speak on
"Images of Identity" in room 212 Bartlett Hall.

Notices

Financial Aid — Financial Aid Services would like to

remind students to file their "97-'98 Free Application

For Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) or renewal FAFSA by

Feb. 15. This is to ensure that your application will be

received by the processing center by the UMass March 1

deadline. If you do not receive a renewal form, please

fill out an original form available at the following loca-

tions: Fin. Aid Services- 255 Whitmore; United Asia
Learning Resource Center- Knowlton; New Africa
House; Division of Continuing Ed.- Goodell Bldg.;

Bilingual Collegiate Program-Wilder Hall.

Information — The UMass Pagan Students will be

holding an informational table in the Campus Center
Concourse from Wed. Dec. 1 1 through Fri. Dec 13. For
more information, contact Melissa at 546-0476.
Dance — The Northeast School of Dance Studio in

Northampton will hold a dance spree every Friday from
8:30 p.m. to midnight every Friday. People can dance to

variety of music in a smoke and alcohol-free environ-

ment. All ages welcome. Sliding scale. For more infor-

mation, call 584-8167.
Dancing — UMass Ballroom Dance meetings are

every Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in room 101

Totman. Come learn to dance, newcomers welcome. For
more information, contact Milly Delesus at 546-1083.
Employment — The Department of Consumer

Studies is seeking a candidate to fill the position of

Computer Coordinator. The applicant must be a grad
student. Please send resume with references to: Dr.

Sheila Mammen, Dept. of Consumer Studies, 101
Skinner Hall, University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
Ma, 01003. For more information, contact Dr.
Mammen at 545-2391.

Health — To help students and their families stay

healthy and access University Health Services more eas-

ily, members of the Health Reach International team are

available to help you find answers to your questions and
concerns: Mondays from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Health
Education Dept.. UHS room 248 (call 577-5181 for

more info) and 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Community Room
H-4 North Village; Tuesdays 6:30- 8:30 p.m. in the

International Lounge. Prince House (call 545-2299 for

more info); Wednesdays 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the
Community Room, 411 Linclon. All conversations are

confidential.

Meeting — Alanon meetings are held Mondays in

room 801 and Thursdays in room 802 of the Campus
Center from noon-1 p.m.

Meeting — P.O.W.E.R.. the Progressive Organization
for Women's Rights holds their weekly meetings on

Thursdays at 6 p.m. in the Student Union room 306. All

men and women are welcome.
Meeting — The Pakistan Students Association has its

weekly meetings every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Campus Center. Check for the room number at the
information desk. For further details, contact Musharraf
at 546-6295.
Meeting — Anthropology Undergraduate Caucus

meets every Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Machmer 201.
All anthropology undergraduate minors and majors wel-
come.

Meeting — Weekly "Schulchan Ivrit" held every
Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe. Make a right
as you enter and look for the sign on the table. All
Israelis and other Hebrew speakers welcome.
Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition meetings are

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 306 of the Student
Union. For more information, call the ARC office at

5-1925.

New Organization — WICC (West Indian/Caribbean
Coalition) meets every Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the
Campus Center Coffee Shop. Anyone from the West
Indies or the Caribbean is encouraged to attend, as well
as anyone interested in the culture. For more informa-
tion, contact Tony at 546-6487 or Nizam at 546-3967.
New Organization — Attention Biracial and

Multiracial Students on campus. A new organization is

forming and your help is needed. If interested, call

lordan at 546-3548.

Religious — The Muslim Student Association at the
University of Massachusetts invites all Muslims in the
Amherst area to weekly Friday prayer from noon to I

p.m. in the United Asia Cultural Center Room (in the
basement of Worcester Dining Common). For more
information, call Utama at 256-8482 or Laili at
253-0874.

Staff Needed — The UMass Index yearbook needs
staff in all departments. Editorial positions are available
in Photo, layout, copy and marketing departments. An
assistant copy editor and assistant sports editor are also
needed. Meetings are held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m.,
304 Student Union, or call 545-0848 if interested.

Submissions Request — Spectrum Magazine is look-
ing for submissions of poetry, prose, artwork and pho-
tos. Submissions can be turned in to the Spectrum
office, 406E Student Union. The final deadline for all

submissions is Feb. 12, 1997. Anyone interested in

knowing more about the Spectrum can call the office at

545-2240.

Support Group — Tobacco cessation support group
meets weekly on Wednesday evenings from 7-8 p.m. in

the Campus Center to help people quit smoking and
chewing tobacco. See schedule by elevators for room
number or call Steve at 577-5181 for further informa-
tion.

Talent Needed — The UMass Asian American
Students Association is looking for Asian/American hip
hop, reggae, and R&B dancers for next semesters annu-
al Asian Night production to be held on April 1 1, 1997.
Contact Geneva at 546-2714 for audition information.

Volunteer — The Zoo in Forest Park at Springfield
has a wealth of diverse volunteer opportunities available
for persons who love animals and are committed to con-
servation education. For further information about the
Zoo and to be sent a volunteer application, please call

(413) 735-2251.

Campus Pivlice Log
wallets and a coin purse wereAnimal Complaint

Dec. 11 Drug Law Offenses stolen from a display table in the

A horse was reported loose on Dec. 10 Campus Center.

Massachusetts Avenue. The ani- The odor of marijuana was A radio was stolen from a vehi-

mal was caught and returned to reported in )ohn Quincy Adams cle in parking lot 44.

its owner. Residence Hall. An individual reported that an

The odor of marijuana was art sculpture was stolen from the

Annoying Behavior reported in Washington Residence lawn area at the Art Foundry.

Dec 11 Hall. A vacuum was reported stolen

An individual reported snow- The odor of marijuana was from Tobin Hall.

balls being thrown at windows in reported in |ohn Quincy Adams Lost/Found Property

Moore Residence Hall. Residence Hall. Dec. 10
The odor of marijuana was An individual reported that they

Assist Agency reported in Cashin Residence lost their keys in Hasbrouck.

Dec. 10 Hall.

UMass police assisted Vermont Vandalism
Stale Police in contacting an Family Offenses, Domestics Dec. 10
alleged rape victim in Vermont. Dec. 11 A vending machine was broken
The case is under investigation. Joel M. Decosta, 19, of 9 into at Brown Residence Hall.

Dec. 11 Parlowtown Rd., Marion, arrested Dec. 11
There was a false 911 call from on Clark Hill Rd. for domestic A window was smashed on a

Coolidge Residence Hall. assult and battery. vehicle in parking lot 22.

Burglary/Breaking and Larceny Warrant Service
Entering Dec. 10 Dec. 11

Dec. 10 A radio was stolen from a vehi- Leah D. Mastromatteo, 21, of 5

An individual reported that her cle in the Campus Center Garage. Ruby Ave., Marblehead, MA was
purse was stolen from her vehicle Dec. 1

1

arrested on Fearing Street on a

parked on Stadium Drive. An individual reported that two warrant
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Racism
continued from page 1

the absence of the letter) was certainly not deliberate.

I did not mean to exclude you from the process."

Wong, who served as a mediator at the meeting,

said, "How do we go about amending the breech ol

communication so we do not have to have another
emergency meeting like this?"

It was agreed thai communication would be done-

through e-mail in the future to ensure that all mem-
bers at all of the meetings were informed.

Dale then gave then an update of the Campus
Center\Student Union Security Initiatives which
include: Research Security practices at other col-

lege\university stores; deterrence rather than appre-

licnMon; review of the Student judiciary Process for

the University Store; Hiring a Security Consultant to

• Investigate Electronic Security Measures; conducting
diversity training for Campus CenteAStudent Union

employees; Collect data and prepare a report on Staff

Diversity for CC\SU Complex; Target Senior Level

Professional Position at the University Store; and
increasing the number of students of color employed
at the campus center.

"I feel that the quality of the work that has been

done is 100 percent," Dale said. "I have initiated all

of these steps.

"We have started to lay some major changes in the

building," Dale said. "We have done a tremendous
amount in a short period of time."

"In 13 years here at the University, 1 have never

seen an administration move as fast as Dale," said

Sid IerreiraofCCEBMS.
Another major concern for Marya was the fact that

all of the initiatives had deadlines except for.

"Increase number of students of color employed at

the Campus Center," which the timeline noted ASAP
[as soon as possible|.

"If you [Dale] are serious, then there would be a

deadline," Marya said. "You have made no commit-

ment. How seriously do you want us to take you?"
Dale responded saying that the problem was one of

semantics. "1 believed that ASAP denotes a top priori-

ty-"

It was agreed that a deadline would be set at an

upcoming meeting for around mid to late February.

"I still don't know what I can believe and how

much confidence I can have," Marya said.

According to Marya, statistics which Dale pub-

lished about the percentages of the ALANA work-

force in the CC/SU were incorrect.

The statistics came from the University Human
Resources Department which gave a list of employees

to every CC/SU manager, the managers then identi-

fied their employees ethnicities.

Marya claimed that this was not the case. She went

to two places in the CC\SU and asked about the num-
ber of ALANA students who worked at these jobs.

The information which she collected conflicted with

the statistics.

"You are throwing these figures out that are guess

work." Marya told Dale. "And these figures are

fudged."

It was agreed that Marya and persons of her choice

will begin working with Dale and another CC\SU
administrator in the next collection of the statistics in

February.

The meeting ended with Marya saying that she still

did not know what to believe. Dale left the meeting

saying that the best way to solve this problem is to get

together and form better methods | security and hir-

ing) for the future.

The meeting lasted for about an hour and a half. In

those 90 minutes, it was only decided that people

would meet at other times to discuss the issues.

Even though the tension was high, no action took

place, nothing changed. The players simply stated and

restated their view points.

Ganguli, said, "Civility is a basic fundamental. We
can agree to disagree, but in a civil way, and I am
talking as a person of color."

Yet, at this meeting, "civility" only led to banter,

which ultimately led to stagnation.

Apathy is not the problem here, instead it is the

method of action which ALANA students are using as

a vehicle towards change. This "civility" which
Ganguli spoke of has lead ALANA students nowhere,

especially at this University.

The most effective action taken at UMass has been

direct action, including the takeovers of 1986, 1992

and 1996. Students need to realize that if they want

change, they need to take direct action.

SGA
continued from page 1

als who are convicted sex offenders are currently required

to register in their hometown and not neccessarily where
they currently reside.

"Individuals on campus have access to the Sex
Offender Registry either through the UMass Police

Department or through the Amherst Police Department

to determine whether or not someone in their living area

is registered," Luippold said.

The process entails filling out a two-page form about

the individual in question and sending it to the Criminal

History Systems Board in Boston. According to Luippold,

the form can be filled out and mailed privately or with

the assistance of the police.

Access to information for the well-being of the public-

was the issue behind the Sex Offender Registry Act, also

called "Meghan's Law." However, there is a statement

printed on the Registry form warning that information

issued about sex offenders not be used to illegally dis-

criminate or harrass an offender.

Since current interpretations of the law do not include

provisions for college campuses, it would appear that the

University is in a tough position — but 'his issue- has

received, and is receiving, much attention both in Boston

and on campus.

In fact, according to Shackford, during the meeting

with Scott and Robinson, the Chancellor said he plans to

look at the University's options and issue a response

soon.

Shackford said that Scott and Robinson told them that

if a type of registry were to be devised on campus, that

"they would think about letting us |SGA| in on it."

Administratively, the process may be a bit slow, but

students' hands are not tied. Information about the reg-

istry is within reach. Individuals who wish to enact

change should not only look to University officials, but to

the office of the Attorney General in Boston. Only they

can make amendments to the law to define where a

University student is considered to be a resident — the

address on their driver's license or the address on their

college I.D.

The Collegian News Department is currently accepting applicatons for Associate

News Editors. These paid positions offer substantial writing experience. News
Associates typically cover:

• politics of higher education

• student activism

• state politics

• student government and Registered Student Organizations

• university policy and adminstration

• police and public saftey

• Town of Amherst, Hadley, Northampton, etc.

• court procedings

• health and environment

• science and technology

Interested students should call Laura Stock at 545-1851 or stop by the Collegian

office in 1 1 3 Campus Center (basement).

The Collegian is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Read the Mass Daily Collegian and everybody will see you as a-oh, wait This is the last

issue. I guess you won't be able to read it until February, right? Oh, well. Never mind.
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Sexism lives

Michelle

Hillman

It
loemi Idli in Ml) thai Amherst may be inundated

with harattert, ten offenders and rapists. Although

\mherst may be no different from any other college

town or campus, the number of publicized events that

hive occurred on this campus and in this area should

prompt local officials, administrators and the community

to respond to these issues with immediate action and

Mvere penalties.

Mon, lex offenders, invisible rapists living side by side

with women are practically handed oppor-

tunities to act on their desires. How can I

••ay things like this'' Since I have attended

this University, there has been a rape march
against fraternities the institution fostered
by "brothers,* and several situations where

rape has occurred, including Orchard Hill. Southwest. Pi

Kappa Alpha and Sigma Epsilon. These are only a few

incidents in which women had the courage to speak
against their assailants — who knows how many other

cases have gone unreported?

From the time these incidents occurred, the University

has taken no direct action to improve safety on campus.

Several projects are "in the works." but what does that

say to women? Your safety is important, but not at the

moment. There have been no new help phones, added
escort vans or walking escorts. Also, there are plenty of

resources to utilize after a woman has been raped or

harassed, but there are no existing preventive measures

that the University has pursued rigorously such as

increased lighting in dark areas of campus. Only this

semester was there a proposal that passed in the SGA to

light the "rape trail."

The problem of women's safety extends beyond the

University because women realize if they waited for

administrators to take measures to protect them, they

would be waiting (and have been waiting) a long time.

The next available resource would be the police, our
friends, our protectors — right? Wrong. The police are

just as sexist and apathetic as the administration.

This entire semester I have had the privilege of living

above an apartment that has a speaker the length of a full

living room wall, feeling the floor vibrate beneath my feet.

dose) doors rattling and coffee table shaking. The parties

involved refused to lower their stereo every night at 2

a.m. or 3 a.m. on Sunday. Monday and Tuesday nights

after my roommates or I had politely asked them. At first

these beer- guzzling, super senior meat-heads simply

responded by saying something to the extend of "why
don't you come down and listen to the stereo with us and
then it won't bother you?"

The next measure was to report them to the manager of

the building, and when that didn't work, the police. After

several forms of harassment from these people I can only

refer to as scum, including vandalism and
verbal assault, it was time to contact the

authorities. It only makes sense that when
parties or victims make complaints that

they be kept confidential. Apparently, the

officers who responded to our complaint

felt the need to tell our lovely neighbors that we had
called, which only further fueled them.

Finally, after one of these "guys" confronted us, he

assured us it was a waste of our time to contact the

police because they are the biggest joke in our society

and. coincidentally. the guys are friends with the offi-

cers who responded to the call. This is not the end. My
roommate then contacted the Amherst Police

Department in utter rage that our safety was not pro-

tected but put in danger, and the sergeant responded
not by saying that it was unfortunate that something
like this had to occur, but in utter denial of the inci-

dent. He stated something to the fact that "his officers"

would never do something like that. Although I was not

talking to him at the time. I could sense my roommate's
frustration at his targeting us as the problem of the situ

ation. I began talking in the background and my room-

mate instructed me that the Sgt. said to tell the girl in

the room to "shut her mouth."
Although this situation does not at all equivalent to

rape or sexual assault, it confirms the existence of "old

school" views of women from the very institutions that

are trying to protect them and their rights. Sexual harass-

ment, abuse and rape are some of the biggest problems

that exist on this campus. I am left to wonder whether, if

men were put in constant danger each and every day on

this campus as women are. fluorescent "safety" notecards

circulated to residential areas would be satisfactory.

Michelle Hillman is a Collegian columnist.

Notes from the Campus Center Basement

Q notion of the Week: What do stupid boys get for

being stupid?

The WEB. Du Bois Library is still erect.
**«

lack Kemp is still alive.
»**

If \nu play with gerbils over winter break please be

careful. Matches plus gerbils equals broken noses on fire.

How about that basketball team? They
might be the only team that does better

with the lights out.
Mike

Burke
Date rape during a black-out must be

really easy. The frats must have loved it.

The basketball team aren't the only ones who can score

when the lights go down.
•••

Billy Bulger, it was nice to know you — are you still going

to \iMt our campus now that our basketball team sucks?
••*

And now for a few holiday gifts for some of our favorite

campus celebrities and other notables. Apologies for for-

getting you:

For you Billy Boy Bulger: I will buy you a road map of

western Massachusetts

Bruiser Hint: a how-to guide on coaching basketball.

UMass Basketball: early reservations for Motel 6 for the

N.I.T. Tournament.

Frat Row: Flashlights for the next black-out. Without
the lights-on who knows what (or who) you are doing.

Dining Commons: a replacement to their outdated
guide to cooking Grade D meat. I heard Alpo has a tasty

cookbook.

Chancellor David K. Scott: a bottle of bubbly and a

tape recorder to catch all those wonderfully catchy sound

bites.

Amherst College: a big apology from the "UMass mob"
to all the "geeks." We don't all want you killed.

President Clinton: a clue.

Governor Weld: a designated driver.

Beavis & Butthead: Patricia McKinnon & Andrea
Dworkin

Rethinking Marxist panelists: a very long

moment of silence.

Doctress Neutopia: an email connection

to God so she can complain directly to the Man.

Spike Lee: a screenplay for Hit By the Bus: The Story of
a Millennial Prophet.

Michael Carlson: a new name.

Tom Cruise: a mission to produce a good movie — that

might be impossible.

Alternative rock fans everywhere: a life.

Pearl |am: a giant bowl of jelly to drown in.

The Hemp Lady: reservations in Butterfield Residence

Hall.

McDonald's: a thank you note for leaving town.

Pizza Hut: a note hoping you're next.

Mahar Hall: new seats. Is that too much to ask for?

Well let's hope some of these semi-celebrities have better

luck in 1997 tlian 1996. If the UMass basketball team gets any

worse we are in for a very long semester. Happy new year.

Mike Burke is a Collegian columnist.

Letters to the Editor

Mea Culpa
To the editor:

On Oct. 22. 1996. the Daily
1 illcgian printed within the

"Campus Police Log." information

regarding a motor vehicle accident

that occurred on campus. The next

day. having become aware that the

individual named as having received

a motor vehicle citation was not cor-

rect, the Collegian printed a retrac-

tion with the correct information.

However, recently, an editorial

appeared in the newspaper criticiz-

ing the Collegian for their error in

printing this information.
\s a result. 1 would like to reitci

ate that the information the

( ullvgian received from the Public

Safety Daily Log was correct as

printed by the newspaper.
However, the misidentification of

the person receiving the citation

v.. i- an emu in the Public Safety

Daily Log.

I would like to apologize to you
and the staff of the newspaper for

this misprint as well as to the per-

son misidentified. We recognize the

importance of issuing timely police

logs and the need to insure such
information is accurate.

Chief |ohn Luippold

Public Safety

Article shouldn't

have been printed
To the editor:

Each day I read the Collegian to

catch up on UMass news and to

read the opinions of people on cer-

tain recent events. On Tuesday, I

read an account of a rather infa-

mous night, Saturday. Dec. 7. As I

read the account. I was disturbed

by the student's pleasure in wreak-

ing havoc and the joy he took in

watching the "stupid girl cry." But,

what disturbed me more than that

was that the Collegian would print

this. I was hard-pressed to find any

bit of news worthiness or literary

value in the story. By printing the

piece, you were giving more fame
to a group of individuals who
sought to hurt other people and
damage our campus. In fact, the

student who wrote the article,

whom I know, was so proud that

he taped the article to his door.

Basically, by printing this story you
did nothing but hurt the

University's reputation and give an
open forum to a group of imma-
ture, riotous students. Maybe next

time an event such as this one takes

place, you'll realize the stupidity of

the individuals and not give them
the chance to show it by writing

about it in our paper.

William Getty

Southwest

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

Don't let this upset you too much

Nicole

Cournoyer

All right. As you know, it's the last day of dum,
winter break is just around the corner and the hoi

iday season is upon us. This is a cheery time of

year for most, and I hate to put a damper on that

once-a-year joy rosying your cheeks, but I'm going to

anyway.

So, what's on my mind? Love, of course.

To put it bluntly, I don't believe there is such a thing as

love. Depressed yet? Wait, there's more.

See. the surprising thing is. I am not a hopelessly

depressed person who wears black all the

time, has no social life and is always one
step away of blowing her head off. I don't

go around mumbling under my breath,

"There is no such thing as love. There is no
such thing as love." This realization didn't

come to me in my ordinary, everyday thoughts. It came in

one of those philosophical, introspective moments that

always complicate life.

I simply think that the type of love you see in movies or

hear people talk about cannot possibly happen. There is

so much psychology involved in people's attraction

toward each other. A lot of "love" is a result of selfish-

ness, co- dependence and other non-idealistic, depressing

factors. 1 think that true intimacy is elusive, that romantic

feelings eventually fizzle out and that any sort of powerful

love-like emotion is impossible to truly achieve — at least

for me. When you get down to the nitty-gritty and pick

apart the idea of "love," it somehow disintegrates and
you're left with nothing to hold on to.

In truth, you can probably say this about any abstract

notion, especially emotions. What is emotion after all?

Have you ever really concentrated on fully experiencing

an emotion as you're feeling it? Have you ever tried to

pick it apart, examine what makes it what it is? When I

do this, I lose it somehow. Perhaps I'm trying to apply

logic to an arena where it doesn't belong. Perhaps you
cannot look objectively at something that is. by defini-

tion, subjective.

For whatever reason, when I think this way. there no
longer seems to be anything there to examine, and I'm

left with an emptiness I fear is my core. There is no real

emotion then. I feel like I'm in some kind of "Twilight

Zone" limbo where what I used to think was reality

hovers somewhere on the periphery of my vision, just

out of my reach. So, if all that I was experiencing was
imagination, rationalization, mirrors and shadows, a

delusion, the product of a lonely intellect, then what the

hell is real? This hollow shell? Why can't I feel any-

thing? Have I stepped outside of myself? Have I gone

too far?

Maybe the world of self-delusion is the only reality we
have. Emotion is what makes us human, separates us

from fish and lizards. By stepping out of the sphere of

emotional experience, we may be denying our essence.

Obviously, if we were to remain in this state of mind,

removed from ourselves, feeling absolutely nothing, we
would not be able to function properly.

It's like if you pondered whether or not

everything around you, including your
body, existed. You would inevitably come
to the conclusion that you could not prove

the existence of a single thing outside of

your own consciousness. If you decided you wouldn't

believe in anything you couldn't prove existed, you
would cease to work, play, move, eat or do anything but

think because anything else would be interaction with

the un-real. You would cease to be a part of the world

and wither away, trapped in your own self-centered con-

sciousness

Likewise, just because, when you're deep in philo-

sophical thought, you discover you cannot feel anything

because emotions are too intangible to be given cre-

dence, doesn't mean that you can live your life that way.

If all this is true, life hardly seems worth living. Instead,

you've got to pull yourself out of this state of mind and
let your emotions come without disruption, without sub-

jection to your philosophical or psychological micro-

scope.

So. to get back to love, let me try to make my thoughts

on it clear and concise. I have never been in love. I don't

think I ever will be. or, if I am. I don't think it will last

for any extended period of time. But. I know I am also

the type of person who thinks too much and too deeply

into things and comes up with — yeah, you guessed it —
nothing. The prospect that nothingness is all that really

exists scares the hell out of me. Presumably, like with all

bad moods, I'll eventually get tired of feeling this way
and pull myself out of it. I'll get tired of doubting, of

thinking that all this is just a sham, a big deception.

Eventually, if I let myself believe that love is possible

and that I am capable of it, maybe, just maybe, it'll hap-

pen. But until then... Skeptic is my middle name.
Nicole Cournoyer is a Collegian columnist.

The true meaning of Christmas

Humphrey

brown III

Here it is. The one column
you've all been waiting for

since Thanksgiving. It's the

good ol' "True Meaning Of
Christmas" column. And it's being

brought to you by someone who once

didn't understand what the true

meaning of Christmas really was.

We all start out on the same track.

You're 9-years-old, it's Christmas

Eve and your mother
has told you that if you

don't get to sleep,

Santa will skip over
your house and you
won't get any presents.

So, you run to bed extra early.

You made sure you set out the

cookies and milk for jolly Old Saint

Nick and are now lying in your bed.

staring at the ceiling. Of course,
you're too excited to sleep so a mil-

lion and one thoughts course through

your brain.

You think of what you had asked

the funny smelling Santa in the mall

for and how many big gifts you saw
under the tree. You think about how
many times you told Mom. syllable by

syllable, the name of the newest
Transformer or the latest Barbie fash-

ion.

Finally, as you're thoughts begin to

get more and more distorted, you fall

asleep and have dreams of sugar

plum fairies and pixie dust.

You forgot to tell God goodnight.

With a burst of adrenaline (at 4

a.m.). you jump out of your bed and

rush to look under the tree. Amazed
are your eyes as you see the soft glow

of the Christmas tree lights on all the

nicely wrapped gifts.

"Dad. is it okay to open the pre-

sents?" you ask your sleeping father

who grunts an. "I don't care," and
makes you the happiest kid on the

block. You know what comes next.

By the end of the day. you've eaten

till you can't eat ajivmore and
you're room has become cluttered

with new toys.

Christmas has been
good to you.

It's 10 years later

and you've reached
the age where the

excitement you had when you were
younger has faded, due to harsh reali-

ties.

Someone told you there is no
Santa. You notice that Christmas
sales start in October. Since you've

started watching the news, you find

that in certain parts of the world and
even the United States, people are

still hungry and kids still die on
Christmas day.

You get depressed. You feel guilty

and you start to feel like you've kind

of been missing out on the true

meaning of Christmas.

Now comes the time of redemp-
tion. You begin to act a little nicer.

You tell God goodnight before you
hit the sack. You call all the relatives

you haven't been in contact with in a

while and you tell them how much
you love them. You feel good.
You've even started to put change in

the little Salvation Army buckets that

you pass on the street. You've dis-

covered the true meaning of
Christmas and you're eyes are all a

glow once again.

It's now February. You've gotten

bocfe in to the daily grind and life has

you stressed once again. You've got-

ten too busy to stop and put money
in the buckets. You don't have the

time to call your crazy relatives.

You're overworked and have bills to

pay. On the rare occasions that your

head hits the pillow at a decent hour,

you're out like a light.

Once again, you've forgotten to tell

God goodnight.

What's really happened? For about

a month, you were a little nicer, a lit-

tle more generous and a little closer

to God. Now. it isn't Christmas any-

more and you've forgotten what the

guilt felt like.

In all reality, you really never
grasped the true meaning of
Christmas. You've only made a

mockery of it. Christmas was nothing

more to you than an excuse to do
good things. Now that it's past, you
no longer have that excuse. You
never had a clue.

I'm only going to say this once, for

the cheap seats:

Christmas is not just a holiday!

It's a way of life!

If we continue to pimp Christmas

the way we do, our level of decency

and humanity will continue to plum-

met. It's as simple as that. No long

speech. No tears. Have a very Merry-

Christmas and God Bless.

Humphrey brown III is a Collegian

columnist.

The joys of holiday shopping

Is
it just me, or do most mall-goers check their brains

at the double glass doors before they enter the Halls

of Shopping Hell?

If you've ever been to the cultural wasteland that is

your local corner mall, you know that it isn't just me.

Even now, in the season of good tidings and joy. a time

of giving and sharing, the mall is crawling with little

12-year old gangstas packin' their egg nog-filled Super
Soakers waylaying behind a giant Tickle

Me Elmo display waiting for the instant

you come around the corner to bust a cup
in yo' face,

Then there is the mom who has her

newborn twins in the 2000 model
duplex stroller in front of her, a two-year old in the

baby backpack, and her four and five year olds run-

ning around the already cluttered mall pretending

they're airplanes, more emulating Flight 800 than an

F-16. Her husband trails 20 yards behind carrying the

47 different bags that are necessary for proper care of

their pride and joys. As proud papa trips over a

dropped bottle, the two aircraft head for Victoria's

Secret, mommy freaks out. and all three of her pre-

cious little bundles of joy start whaling as if Oscar
just kicked Big Bird in the teeth.

She's freaking out because there are no Tickle Me Elmos
left, not because she's lost two kids and her dearly beloved

is being trampled by the stampeding herd of desperate

(and suddenly possessed) parents headed for KayBee look-

ing for a Tickle Me Elmo. Little does anyone know.

And then... yeah, there's more. And then there are the

Mallrats. No. not Brodie and Silent Bob. they're cool.

They are harmless wastes of space, rather than the felo-

nious delinquents that frequent the Taco Bell, and terror-

ize the Food Court.

The real Mallrats walk in files of eight across the corri-

dor, creating a back-up in mall traffic, and then when
they finally decide to stop off in the bathroom and roll a

fatty or seven for the fifth time that morning, the throngs

Fred

Hurlbrink, Jr,

of shoppers that built up in their wake bursts like a

13-year old's first zit throughout the mall, gushing into

every toy store, software store, pet store, lingerie store,

record store, drug store, shoe store, book store... you get

the picture.

Then, the reefer-reeking 'Rats come stumbling into the

Gap. where you're looking for anything that you can buy
for under $50. The dumb-looking one... no. the

dumb-looking one with the eyebrow ring...

no. the dumb-looking one with the eye-
brow ring, tongue ring and tattoo on his

forehead, no the other one. yeah... he starts

hitting on the blonde in the front of the
store. You get repulsed when he proceeds

to feel her up. because she's a mannequin.
Then, after the first dumb-looking one tries on 54

pairs of Gap boxers, the Rats leave the store, and you set-

tle on a plain white Gap T-shirt that you have to put on
your credit card.

The final, and maybe biggest annoyance of going to the
mall, are the Mallmice: the teenage girls that seem to flock
to any window that says Visa, Mastercard and American
Express accepted here.

These little girls are similar to their male counterparts
in that they generally travel in large packs with nearly 20
members to a group. They too, migrate to their respective
restrooms together, but rarely to toke up. Mostly the
young ladies spend eons in front of the wall mirror redo-
ing their make up and bathing in cheap imitation perfume
so they can locate each other if one gets dropped from the
pack.

When they finally emerge from the bathroom, the little

women move slower than a three-legged sloth with a
limp, and giggle incessantly about topics as important as
the weather in Uruguay next Tuesday.

Finally, there are people like me who are just there to
shop, and break the escalator, making everyone use the
stairs

Fred Hurlbrink. ]r. is a Collegian columnist.

Arts & Living
Death Row Brings Christmas to the Ghetto
By Humphrey brown III

Collegian Staff

Are you ready for a little holiday cheer? If you
are, then let me tell about the newest Christmas
album on the block. That's right, all you G's and
playas, it's Christmas On Death Row and it's in

stores now.

No, this in not a joke. The same label that
brought you such classics as Doggy Style, Murder
Was The Case and The Chronic, has put out a
Christmas album. It was a shock to everyone, but
don't sleep. This album does have its moments.
With all the controversy surrounding Death

Row, the last few months, you'd wonder how they
could, of all things, release a Christmas album.
Apparently, the departure of Dr. Dre, imprison-
ment of CEO Suge Knight and death of the biggest

selling Death Row artist of all time. Tupac Shakur,
just wasn't enough to stop the Row from spreading
a little holiday cheer.

If you just listened to the first cut and judged the
album solely on it, you would return the CD from
whence it came. "Santa Clause Goes Straight to the

Ghetto" is probably the worst rap cut on the whole
album, even though, it was done by the biggest
name on Death Row, Snoop Doggy Dog. The song
has good intentions like a lot of the songs on the

album, but the production is weak and repetitive.

Luckily for this album, the track immediately fol-

lowing "Santa Goes Straight to the Ghetto" is

"Christmas Song," sung by the savior of this

album, smooth, soul singer, Danny Boy.

Were it not for Danny Boy. you would definitely

have to think twice about even pulling this album

out during the holidays. His cover of "Christmas

Song" is definitely the best of the six traditional

Christmas songs covered on the album and is prob-

ably the best cut, period. Danny Boy also shines on
"Peaceful Christmas" and "This Christmas." All

three cuts let Danny Boy blow (and he can blow)

and each song individually captures the Christmas

spirit of togetherness and family.

"Silent Night," "White Christmas" and "Have
Yourself a Merry Little Christmas" are good
enough to play on Christmas morning.
Unfortunately, they should have left "Silver Bells,"

"O Holy Night" and "Frosty the Snowman" alone.

Christmas isn't quite ready for Death Row rap.

The only bright spot for rap on this album comes
from the track "I Wish," produced by Dat Nigga

Daz and performed by The Dogg Pound (Daz and

Kurupt "The Kingpin"). "I Wish" captures
Christmas, according to The Dogg Pound, while

still maintaining The Dogg Pound style and sound.

If you're looking for rap, this is as good as it gets.

"Be Thankful," performed by Nate Dogg, comes
close but falls short in comparison to his Death
Row, partner in song, Danny Boy. Other close, but

no mistletoes include, "On This Glorious Day" by

816, "Christmas Everyday" by Guess and "Party

A.L.P. program provides

edidcationalstiddent interships

HtUJ

-%Ky i-sf-^xrwr

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff
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COURTESY DEATH ROW RECORDS
A Christmas album uniting many of rap's top artists

For Da Homies" by Sean Barney Thomas, featuring

|. Flex. These cuts mean well, but just miss the

mark.

Everyone loves Christmas. And it's good to see,

if not good to hear, that saying holds true, even on

Death Row. Happy Holidays, everyone.

Although pre-registration is offi-

cially finished, students are still

thinking about their schedules next

semester, and more and more stu-

derts are looking away from campus
to get more than simply credits.

"Experience" is becoming key to find-

ing work in the dreaded world after

college.

Students don't need to worry,
though — there are plenty of ways
one can gain practical work experi-

ence during the school year.

Remember, internships don't have to

be far away, nor do they have to suck

your summers away. In fact, the
Pioneer Valley has some creative

opportunities for UMass students.

Eric Sutton, a senior majoring in

Spanish with a minor in Latin
American relations, is finishing his

internship with one of the Hampshire
Educational Collaborative's
Alternative Learning Programs,
(A.L.P.) Sutton spends about 16

hours a week working with the pro

gram's special needs students.

"I was working a lot of times

one-on-one with students, guiding

them through the classes. Helping

them with whatever they needed, fol

lowing lesson plans /or the days. I

hadn't thought of being a teacher, but

when I got there and met some of the

Spanish students. I was able to break

down some of the lessons in

Spanish," Sutton wid.

"The interns a/e an integral part of

the program. We rely on them to help

out, but it's reilly a pleasure to have

UMass studen/s participate," said Ted
McCarthy, the head teacher of the

Transition' Alternative Learning
Program ' (T.A.L.P. 5).

Studeits who intern with the
A.L.P. pugrams are eligible for up to

6 credi». not only lightening up their

cours'oad. but giving them the
oppo<unity to connect with local

youth-

",part from the classwork, I think

I w< able to give a lot of direction to

Turn to Program, pageo

Dre Brings Rap and R&B Together in The Aftermath

By Humphrey brown III

Collegian Staff

When 10 year rap veteran. Dr.
Dre left Death Row Records this

year, everyone thought he was crazy.

Death Row was peaking. With the

late Tupac Shakur's All Eyez On Me
reaching the quintuple platinum
mark and Snoop Doggy Dog's new
album, The Dogg Father, on the way.

it seemed as if everything was bright

and rosy in sunny California.

Little did we know that the man
who founded Death Row Records
with Suge Knight in 1992 wasn't

feeling all too happy with what was
going down. Rumors circulated that

Dre and Knight were having creative

differences on the direction Death
Row was going.

Other rumors said that Tupac had
a major problem with Dr. Dre dur-

ing Snoop Dog's murder trial, which
Dre conveniently stayed comment-
less on, and it was Tupac that had
Dre forced out of Death Row.

To hear Dre tell it. it was all sim-

ply a matter of growing up.

"It took about five months for me
to realize this, five months when I

happened to be by myself in jail

when I really had time to think about
what was really important to me.
Before then, I just reacted, you
know," Dre said in a press release

statement.

'I realized it was time to just

re-route my entire fuckin' life. I got

married and made a lot of changes in

the direction 1 was headed. I decided

to start my own company and try

something new and different."

Whatever the reasons, Dr. Dre did

leave the beloved Death Row and
found his own new label. Aftermath

Entertainment. Now Dre has a new
compilation album, The Aftermath,

and is making moves towards prov-

ing that Dre is still the man with the

master plan.

The strength of this album comes
from its versatility. There are eight

rap artists and seven R&B movers on
this album, making this the most
musically diverse piece Dre has ever

done.

Co-producing The Aftermath with
Dre are Flossy P. Glove, Stu-B-Doo
and BUD'DA. This album brings
together East and West coast artists

to do what both Coasts claim to do
best, make music.

m

Got 10 minutes?

file your taxes.

This year, millions will file their tax

returns by phone— using TeleFile, a

free service from the

IRS. The call is easy

.j^Bl hj:. and refunds are fast.

Check your mail for

a TeleFile booklet.

Department of the Treasury

Internal Revenue Service

http://w*w.iri.iiitrMt.|i>v

hiTeleFile
It's fret. It's fist. It works.

DONT GO INTO
HIBERNATION ON

YOUR
WINTER
-BREAK

Name

Address

City

Slit. Zip

Phone (

Institution Currently Attending

Winter Intercession

January 2 - 17
spend that time comma extra credits at UMo$$ Lowell

If you want to move ahead in your educational pro

gram, and earn college credit, enroll in UMass Lowell's

Winter Intercession This highly concentrated session is

also o great way to earn transfer credits if you're

enrolled in another Universi*y Tnis year, make the most

of your winter break ot UMass Lowell

DAY CLASSES:
Monday - Saturday,
9am - 12noon

EVENING CLASSES:
Monday - Friday,

6 • 9pm
Saturday 1 - 4pm

Credit Courses (3 credits) available in:

• Libera! Arts • Sciences

• Mathematics • Computers
• Social Sciences • Music
• Management

Cost: $l 15.00 per undergraduate credit

For a Wintar Intersession Course Bulletin, call the

Diviiion ot Continuing Education/Office of Enrollment

Services ot

(508) 934-9481.
Or fust fill out the coupon and moil it to University of

Massachusetts Lowell Office of tnrollment
Servicet/DCt On* University Avenue, LovteH,

MA •••,854-2881.

2

UMass Lowell
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Division Of Continuing Education

The first single release from The
Aftermath, "East Coast/West Coast
Killas," is definitely the best rap
track on the album. Combining four

of the best rappers on the block
(RBX. KRS-1. NAS and B-REAL)
under the common name of Group
Therapy, "East Coast/West Coast
Killas" puts the beef in the fridge and
gets to some real hip hop.

Other prime rap cuts are "Blunt

Time" by RBX, "Been There Done
That" by Dr. Dre and the surprise hit

of the album (as far as rappers go)

"L.A.W." by previously unsigned
Brooklyn native. Sharicf.

Sharief was featured in The Source
magazine recently as an unsigned
"diamond in the rough." Now,
Sharief is signed and working on his

debut album. Falling off on the rap

tip are veteran rapper King-T, new-
comer Nowl and old schooler
Mel -Man.

loir) to Pee pageo

iteming may be just right for you!

From NYC ^ rx"- :n\>
;

MR. KLEEN-Y0U1N* COWBOY • LOTUS -LAU ' d

BROS. JUSH« AARON S.

LIV DJs SPINNIN'

jungle - houf - techno - hip hop - tribal

CAH BAR! (21 + ID)

$6
all ages

fRIDAYDEanBERI31t\l996

Campus Center Auditorium

UMASS 7pm - 2en\
Tickets available at TIX Unlimited

Student Union, 545-0412

S

$4/9 W.99 $8.»
MEDIUM
TOPPINGS

UMMTWAi

PtZZA
EXTRA

TIME

LAmG£ CHEESE PtZZA
TOPPINGS $1*5 EXTRA

UMTTWATA TIME

EXTRA LARGE CHEESE
TOPPINGS SISO EXTRA

UMTTWATA TIME
i

DON* s PHZA
AMH*ST 256-8911
OPEjrtLL 4AM

i

Expires 12/30/96
NOT GOOD WITH
ANY OTHER SPECIAL
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New book explores lesbian correspondence
By Lisa M. Oliveri

Collegian Staff

KAYTVKNER
Between Us: A Legacy of Leibian Love letter$

Chronicle Books

Letters are as meaningful to our society as much
today as they have been in the past. Sometimes let-

ters are the only way one can express innermost
thoughts and feelings. Words are often the most
powerful form of communication, and through let-

ter-writing, some of our most prominent authors
such as Virginia Woolf, Gertrude Stein and
Radciyffe Hall show different sides to .heir person-
alities. Without letters, an integral pan of commu-
nication falls apart.

Kay Turner explores different facets of letter

writing in her new book, Between Us: A Legacy of
Lesbian Love Letters.

It's hard to not get enraptured in this book —
the way it's presented draws the reader in, at first

for the colorful packaging and then by its content.

The letters included in this collection are both sad

and loving, hurful and frolicking.

Much like Leslea Newman's My Lover is a
Woman — a collection of poetry by and about les-

bians — Turner nas compiled a assortment of let-

ters, poems and anecdotes written by women to

their lovers. Including both break-up letters and

declarations of love, Turner present | lesbianism in

not only a social and sexual context, but also with a

historical perspective. Letters from famous women
such as Emily Dickinson mesh wonderfully with

the contributions from ordinary women, giving this

book a sensual, yet comforting feel.

One of the most striking letters was written by
Dickinson to Susan Gilbert, a women to whom she

remained devoted, even after her marriage to

Dickinson's brother. She pines for her with such
eloquent words as, "I think of love, and you, and
my heart grows lull and warm, and my breath

stands still. The sun doesn't shine at all, but I can
feci a sunshine stealing into my soul and making it

all summer, and every thorn, a rose."

But not all of the letters are so sweet, some uti-

lize very brash and abrasive language. Tatiana

writes to Gloria: "I believed in our dreams of shar-

ing a life together. Feeling tiny in my king-sized

bed, I made a space that waited for you, I wore
your ugly knotted gold earring like a irophy. I

HATE YOU FOR MAKING ME LOSE FAITH IN

LOVE."
The letters encompass may different styles and

textures of writing. Often the letters are very cryp-

tic, and many of the writers use metaphors for their

love for one another; perhaps in part because they

were afraid of admitting or having their sexuality

discovered.

Interspersed throughout the book are pictures.

drawings and paintings, as well as original artwork
by Turner and Sheri Tornatore.

This feature adds an originality that isn't present

in many conventional books. It shows an even
more personal side to the authors, and accentuates

the already poignant words. Much of the artwork is

quirky and loving, and some is very serious, but all

of it completes the ornate packaging.

One of the more creative pictures accompanies a

1976 letter to Beth Levine, written by Debbie
Friedman, and includes them both. What makes
this interesting is the way the two have meshed a

modern day picture of themselves with Gustavc
Courbet's painting Women Asleep, creating an
innovative collage.

Whether lesbian or not. these letters are both tit-

illating and exciting to read. They demonstrate pas-

sion and love with such grace, bringing to life many
of these women's emotions and fantasies. With the

drawings and pictures, it is easy to envision one of

the writer's actually composing her letter, and the

personal nature of the writing really adds a nice

touch. One gains a deep understanding of the writ-

ers upon completion.

Between Us: A Legacy of Lesbian Love Letters is

a unique book that should not go unnoticed.
Turner's two years of research has clearly paid off.

For pleasure reading on a cold night by the fire-

place with your special someone, Between Us is a

great choice.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

A collection of lesbian love letters
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the students there. I could relate to a

lot of the students. I was definitely

there as a role model," Sutton said.

Aside from needing the intern's

assistance for day-to-day activities,

the A.L.P. programs often loo^ to the

interns for future staff — a re%l plus

for those students who are consider-

ing staying in the area after gradua-

tion, but have no definite job plaig.

"I think I realized that teaching is

not an easy job, and in order for the

students to learn, you have to He

patient. You also have to be disci-

plined. This internship definitely

helped me with that. After spending

a couple of hours with these students

you're on their level, when you do get

there, you realize that what you say

in this classroom, the guidance that

you give them, can set the pace in

their lives, they get to see what you're

saying, they might even see the

importance of an education," Sutton

said.

"Interns are able to teach the stu-

dents in a one-to-one setting. They
really get a feel for what it is like to

teach in a classroom and help stu-

dents in their academic work. The
interns bring a new perspective to the

classroom and the students Find that

refreshing." McCarthy said.

"If you're planning on pursuing a

career in education, then you should

definitely think about taking advan-

tage of the A.L.P. programs, it's

hands-on experience that gives you a

sense of what to expect when you
teach in a real school," Sutton added.

For more information on intern-

ships in the Valley next semester, call

the Mather Career Center at
545-6265. T.ALP. 3 is also looking

for interns — call Ted McCarthy at

549-2822.

Dre
continued from poge 5

The R&B cuts range from repeti-

tive to hit makers. The definite
stand outs are newcomers Kim
Summerson and |heryl Lockhart.

Summerson is lovely on
"Choices," a soulful cut that sam-
ples the Isaac Hayes classic, "The
Look of Love." Summerson does it

justice and represents nicely.

(heryl Lockhart will, no doubt,
bring a lot of record sales to
Aftermath Entertainment. His voice

is nice and his song writing is fresh.

He comes off great on the cut "Do 4

Love." Expect to see a lot more
from him soon.

The female group. Hands On,
represents on the harmony tip. You
would think that with all the female

singing groups that are out
now-a-days, there wouldn't be any
room for any more, but Hands On
is surprisingly nice. The trio has a

ftesh combination of street charm,
class and romance. They have an
old school R&B sound laid over hip

hop tracks.

Never heard that one before, I

know, but these ladies are actually

good. "Got Me Open," their contri-

bution to the album, will have you
wanting to hear more from this sul-

try trio.

RC, aka Ruben Cruz, is an L.A.
native that has been making a name
for himself on the West Coast. He's
the only artist that appears twice on
the album. On "Sexy Dance." RC is

bringing hard on the sexual tip. This
is the better of the two. On the sec-

ond cut, "Fame," you wouldn't even
believe it was the same guy. "Fame"
is a poor take on the David Bowie
classic by the same name. Don't ask
why.

All in all. The Aftermath reasserts

that Dr. Dre is still the best record

producer on the West Coast and
may be, pound for pound, the best

in the business — period. Such a

claim is definitely debatable, but

you can't deny the facts. Dre has
probably developed more hip-hop
artist than any other producer in

history. If you count the record
sales of all the albums Dre has pro-

duced and' had a hand in (i.e. The
Chronic. Doggie Style, etc.) those
sales add up to about 20 million

copies. Damn the doctor; just call

him "the man."

/«

Learning the art of layering
Drink a lot and learn how to layer before lacing up

your ice skates, hitting the ski slopes or taking a trek
across campus. The art of layering clothing and drinking
the right amount of fluids are vital winter strategies
against the nordic winds that whip through the
University of Massachusetts campus.

Don't let sunny winter days fool' you. the weather is
still frightful and can be very harmful to your health
New England winters are known for their severity and
many often become victims to extreme temperature vari-
ations and fierce wind speed.

The combinations of wind
and low temperatures pro-
duces what is known as "wind
chill." The effect of wind chill

should not be taken lightly

and can be life threatening. A
temperature of degrees
Fahrenheit and a 15 mph.
wind speed can cause the skin

to freeze in a matter of min-

Alfresco News
with

Liz

Anderson

utes. If clothing is wet. the negative effect of wind and
temperature can be greater.

Layering is the art of wearing non-cotton clothing
which does not hold moisture and can be adapted to
change in the weather and level of activity. A typical lay
creel clothing system consists of a layer of long under-
wear which transports moisture away' from the skin, an
insulating layer of synthetic pile or wool and an exterior
layer ol an insulated wind/water proof parka/ski jacket.

Polypropylene is a very popular synthetic pile and is

found in long underwear, turtle necks, socks, gloves and
tee-shirts. Polypropylene provides the body excellent
insulation — it's not itchy or allergenic and efficiently
winks sweat away.

When layering, clothing should not be skin tight.
Loose garments maintain a layer of insulating air
between the clothes and the skin. Clothing that is tight
against the skin may be warm, but once it is wet. the
fabric will wick the heat away.

Wearing a hat that completely covers the top of your
head is crucial to protect your body from heat loss. Dry
and warm socks, mitts or gloves are vital in order to pro-

tect your hands and feet from frost bite. Once again, the

most efficient way to protect your head, hands and feet

is with polypropylene fabric.

h is also very important to maintain your energy
before going out into the cold with fluids and foods that

are high in calories. Winter activity significantly increase

the body's need for caloric and fluid intake, however the

cold often diminishes the body's desire to eat or drink. If

you plan to participate in any
strenuous winter activities, be

sure to consume at least 5000
calories and four quarts of

water during the day of the

activity.

Frost bite and hypothermia
are two silent but dangerous
conditions that can occur if

you are not properly dressed or

low in energy. Hypothermia happens when your body's

core temperature drops and is unable to warm itself

again.

This condition can be avoided if you stay warm and
dry, drink plenty of fluids and don't get unduly fatigued.

Symptoms of hypothermia include shivering, slurred

speech, loss of coordination, confusion, apathy and irra-

tional behavior.

Frost bite is the actual freezing of the skin and under-

lying tissue. It appears in white waxy blotches and the

skin feels firm to touch. Immediate treatment of frost

bite is imperative. Rewarm the affected area with a

warm hand. Do not rub the frost bite because it leads to

serious tissue damage.
Don't chance getting hypothermia, frostbite or the flu

during the most important week of the semester. When
you go outside dress accordingly and protect yourself

from Mother Nature's winter elements.

Liz Anderson is a Collegian columnist.

Oscar buzz points out hopefuls for honor

By Lynn Elber

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Picture-

Madonna striking this pose: graceful-

ly accepting the best actress Oscar
for Evita come March.

The prospect may be enough to

send the pop icon's fans into a fren-

zy, but they're best advised to

restrain their enthusiasm.

While Madonna is getting a mod-
est share of Oscar buzz, she's got

serious competition.

A host of critically acclaimed films,

many featuring juicy performances
from veteran actresses, are vying for

Academy Award nominations. Ballots

go out )an. 8, with the nominations

to be announced Feb. 1 1

.

Academy voters have a rich field to

consider, including likely best-picture

contender! Shine, The English
Patient and The Crucible.

Here, culled from rampant indus-

try speculation, is a list of leading

contenders and less-certain hopefuls

for nominations in top categories:

BEST PICTURE.
Breaking the Waves, The Crucible.

The English

Patient. The People vs. Larry Flynt.

Shine.

Hopefuls: Big Night. Evita. Fargo.

Ghosts of
Mississippi, Jerry Maguire. Lone

Star, William

Shakespeare's Romeo & Juliet,

Secrets and Lies,

Trainspotting.

BEST ACTOR:
Daniel Day-Lewis, The Crucible:

Ralph Fiennes, The English Patient,

Liam Neeson. Michael Collins: Ron
Rifkin, Substance of Fire; Geoffrey
Rush, Shine.

BEST ACTRESS:
Frances McDormand, Fargo;

Debbie Reynolds, Mother; Winona
Ryder. The Crucible; Gena Rowlands,

Unhook the Stars; Kristin Scott
Thomas, The English Patient.

hoop
continued from page 12

after Christmas when they hop the

ferry to enter the Wagner
Christmas Tournament on Dec.
28-29 on Staten Island in New
York. UMass will face the host

Wagner Seahawks in the first

round, while Colgate will tip-off

with New Hampshire in the other

bracket.

The New Year brings on the

Atlantic 10 schedule for the
Minutewomen as they host Rhode
Island on |an. 4 to open the confer-

ence slate. UMass finished second
to the Lady Rams in the A-10 East

last season. Senior forward Tasha
King leads the Rhody contingent
after recording 1 7.4 ppg last sea-

son.

After another couple of days off.

the Minutewomen will take to the

road to run with the A-10's other

Rams, Fordham, and then they
travel to rustic Olean, N.Y. to take

on an equally lowly St.

Bonaventure team.

On |an. 1 6, the La Salle women
will be exploring the Pioneer
Valley as the Minutewomen enjoy

an extended one- game homes-
land. The Explorers had an excel-

lent season last year in the A-10
West, finishing second in the
league.

The Minutewomen take to the

road twice more over the educa-
tional intermission. They will head
to Pittsburgh to take on the Lady
Dukes of Duquesne on |an. 18.

and then down to Kingston, R.I. to

go against the Lady Rams on |an.

21.

UMass concludes its break with

a two-game homestand against

teams at opposite ends of the
women's hoop spectrum. They
host powerful St. loseph's on |an.

23. and then the anemic Temple
Owls on Jan. 25 before the UMass
community reconvenes on Jan. 28.
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was the team's handling of it, and how
the Minutemen would use lhai experi-

ence to their advantage.

"Well, even though we went 1-6 in

the first seven games, and knowing
the type of competition we played. I

really wasn't discouraged," Mallen
said. "I thought we could have a great

season, because we had a good team.

"In these last seven games, we have
proved that thinking correct, but I still

think we have a long way to go, and a

lot to improve on. There's a saying
that you can't get loo high with the

highs, and too low with the lows, it's a

long year."

Princeton has had a nice start to the

season, with its 7-2-2 overall record
and 6-2-1 record in the ECAC, a tes

lament to that fact. The Tiger offense

has been led by Scott Bertoli, topping
their scoring leaders with 14 points (6
goals, 8 assists), (ason Given and lean
Verdon are right behind him, tallying

nine points apiece. Goaltenders
Erasmo Saltarelli and Nick Rankin
have been spent equal time in net. but

Rankin has had the success of the two
with a 4-1 record, with a 2.25 GAA
and a .928 save percentage.

Dartmouth (4-3, 2-3 in ECAC) has
only played seven games this season,

but one of its wins was its biggest in

recent school history. Last Nov. 22.
the Big Green beat up on No. 10
Vermont big-time, defeating the
Catamounts by a 4-1 score at home.
Forward David Whitworth led the
team with two goals in that game, and
also leads the team in scoring with
nine points (4g, 5a). Freshman (ason

Wong has stepped into the net
admirably in his first season, posting a

3-1 record on a 2.46 GAA and a .904
save percentage.

"The thing that concerns me is for

us to play with the same intensity we
played against Providence against
Princeton and Dartmouth." Mallen
said. "If we can play with the level of

intensity, we can play against any-
body. •

"One of the things is with their for-

wards, and with both teams, their for-

wards are very fast. We need to slow

their forwards down, and work
against their defense and get some
good scoring opportunities. It seems
like right now, though, the difference

is about containment."

The forwards for UMass have
stepped up to another level, with Rob
Bonneau (9g, 13a. 22pts) and Warren
Norris (8g, 10a. 18pts) atop the scor-

ing list. Sophomore Steve MacKinnon
has enjoyed his promotion to the lirst

line with Bonneau and Norris seven

games ago. racking up 1 1 points (5g.

6a) in that span. But this week, the

forward of note for the Minutemen
has been one who has not spent a

minute on ice for the team this.season.

Tim Lovell, a transfer from the

University of Maine, has been official-

ly redshirted for the 1996-97 season.

Along with former Black Bears Jeff

Tory and Blair Allison, Lovell left the

Maine after the NCAA placed postsea-

son sanctions from its investigation of

coach Shawn Walsh and his program.

Last year for the Black Bears, Lovell

was a preseason and postseason
All-Hockey East selection, and a

member of the U.S. Select team with

fellow Minuteman Brad Norton that

played in the Tampere Cup in Finland.

In a 115 game collegiate career, l.ovell

has amassed 108 points, 51 of them as

goals.

Due to NCAA regulations concern-

ing iransfers and academic credits, he
could have donned a UMass jersey

after the 1st of January. But, he would
have only been allowed to play the

second half of this season.

With Lovell's decision, he can now
join the team next season for the full

campaign. This will be a more than
adequate resource for the Minutemen
to rely on, because they will lose two
of their top forwards in Bonneau and
Norris to graduation.

For Lovell, it all came down to two
things with his decision, school and
the game.

"It was a tough decision for me. but
I think I've made the right one."
Lovell said. "Playing next season will

give me a chance to complete my
degree, which has always been one of
my primary goals."

Mallen would have been more than
happy with either choice Lovell made,
but this choice will only help both the

team and the star transfer in the end.

"The key is that I think he enjoys
what's going on here, and sees that

the program, is moving forward,"
Mallen said. "I think it's in his best

interest to pursue the academic side,

and get a degree here, as well as help
our program move forward. Right
now. it would be great for him to

come on board and help us out with
the positive momentum we have.

"But in the long run, the best thing for

Tim I.ovell and UMass is to have him
play one full year, as opposed to a half

a year. Next year, there's no doubt in

my mind that he would be a preseason
All-Hockey East favorite, All-
American candidate and even to the

extent where if he had a good year, he
would be in the hunt as a Hobey
Baker candidate."

Minuteman Notes: With his three

assists in last weekend's games against

Providence, Bonneau (76 career
assists) has now surpassed Pat

Keenan's career assist mark of 75...

senior co-captain Tom Perry is expect-

ed back in the UMass lineup on Ian. 6
versus Boston College. Perry has
missed the last four games with a bro-

ken left wrist... junior defenseman
Mike Gaffney has been on a hot streak

himself in the last seven games. The
St. John's (Shrewsbury) product has
tallied nine points (3g. 6a) in that

time, after 1 1 points in his first two
seasons... after this weekend's games
with Princeton and Dartmouth, and
the RPI Invitational on Dec. 27-28.
UMass will move back into it's HE
schedule for Wintersession. The
Minutemen will see their first action

against the Eagles of Boston College

(Jan. 6 and Jan. 24) and the Huskies

of Northeastern (Jan. 17. 18 and 25).

The HE rubber game against

Providence on |an. 1 Ith. Only the Ian.

1 7th game versus Northeastern will be

at the Mullins Center, with the Ian. 14

game versus ECAC opponent Yale

also being played at home... at 4-6 in

the HE. UMass now stands in sixth

place, one point out of a tie for fourth

place.

UMass
Student
Legal
Services
Office

FREE
confidential
professional

legal services
for UMass
students!

545- 1 995
CAUTWM'

922 CAMPUS CENTER

COMPUTER
Tri-State Fairs:

Original Area Shows

since 1987

Buy at wholesale prices directly at the show from nearly

50 independent competing companies under one roof.

From full systems to shareware, it's all hereFAIR

MULLINS
CENTER
DEC 14

10AM400PM

Located on the campus of UMass.

Rte 9 onto Rte 116N at Staples

taking first exit, turn right

This is a discount ticket. General

admission is $7.00 each. Clip or

photocopy this ad and save S2.00 ea-

Student I.D. only $2 ea admission

Our dealers feature the IBM/PC

marketplace. Join us four times a year.

Kids under 10 free with parent

Don't over

sleep, one day

show only!

ONE MONTH FREE INTERNET ATIS SHOW FROM TIAC

: /wr nc mbt am> MGcetn,

'.rvuMtuwurC
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horn
continued from page 1
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in Reggie Freeman and Kris Clack.

Nobody thinks of the Horns us a basketball school because
they're so good at football (oral least they used to be), but watch
out. Texas will be nasty come tournament time.

• You can't guard me, the Secret Service couldn't guard me!
(Once again, I apologize)

• I realize he's a punk, he talks too much, he shoots too much,
and his concept of an "assist" is to make a pass at the Sixers bull

girls, but I have to give it up for Allen Ivcrson

rk brings instant excitement to the league. Seriously, il you
have to watch the Sixers play, who else you gonna watch'.' Ik-

brings an aura to the court that makes you watch him. just 10 see

what he'll do next. A sick cross-over, an endless amount of speed
and a complete and utter lack of respect for his elders is some-
thing to admire. So, Allen, you are the man. Go on with your bad
self!

• NFL? I still like Green Bay to go all the way. Why? Because
they learned last year about how to win in the playoffs, and with

the Cowboys coming to Lambeau this time out, (and they will.

mark my words) the G-men will be ready to make that final pi>sh

from almost to champs.
My pick in the AFC? Does it really matter? I just hope the

Broncos choke before they get to the Super Bowl so my boy John
Elway doesn't have to lose again.

• Hey Tyra. you left your toothbrush at my house (I just can't

help it).

• Hey, what's the deal with the Sacramento Kings? You're
good, you're bad, you're good, you're bad. pick a level of play

and stick with it!

• You know, kids, BYU got screwed by the bowl alliance I

mean screwed. They deserve to be in the Fiesta Bowl, not Penn
St. Thtry deserve to be in the Orange Bowl, not Nebraska. Since

when were two losses better than one?
• Hey. the Mets raised ticket prices for 1997. That makes

sense. I mean, a crappy team should have crappy prices, right? It

really doesn't matter, though, because it's just New York, and we
all know the whole city's crap, right? I really hope George
Steinbrenner dies this holiday season.

Okay, that was a bit much.
• P.S. You can't be having anymore pool parties. You can have

regular parties, but look at this, the filter's messed up... Yeah lit-

tle Penny!

Luke Meredith is a Collegian columnist.

Santa: sport me some wishes!

Jonathan M.

Place

Merry Christmas
from the Collegian Sports Desk!!!

chusetts 69, Drexel 48
MASSAC IH sETTS(3-4)

Bahul 2-3 0-2 4. Basit 3-6 2-3 8. Kctntr 5-9 3-4 13,

Clarke 5-10 7-8 17, Travieso 4-13 2-4 11, Burns 0-0 0-0

0, Pad.lla 3-9 1-2 9, Maclay 0-12-2 2, Smith 0-4 0-0 0,

Kirkland 1-10-0 2, Norville 1-4 1-2 3 Totals 24-60 18-

DREXELO-2)
Myers 5-16 0-0 12. Guittar 2-8 4-5 9, Lmderman 5-11

1-711, Coursey 2-63-68, DtRocckis 1-116-68. Gaffney

0-0 0-0 0, Neisler 0-2 0-0 0, Dearborn 0-1 0-0 0, Frey 0-0

0-0 O.Yoder 0-0 0-00 Totals 15-55 14-24 48

Halrtime — Massachusetts 27, Drexel 21

3-Point goals — Massachusetts 3-10 (Travieso 1-4,

Pad.lla 2-4. Clarke 0-2), Drexel 4-24 (Myers 2-8, Guittar

l-6.G>ursry 1-2, DeRocckis0-7, Dearborn 0-1)

Fouled out — Drexel (Linderman)

Rebounds — Massachusetts 52 (Basit 11), Drexel 37

(Myers. Linderman, DeRoccku6)

Artendance — 9.493

Player of the Came

Charlton Clarke

1 7 point

7-8 free throws

The time has come for my
hisi ever annual
"Christmas List and New
Year Resolutions "

It hai
taken me a long time to

conjure up the spirits to

guide me along my way in

choosing this year's worthy
recipients

The Christmas List

Tor Christmas, let's be as

selfish as we possibly can.

I'm going to

go out on a

limb, and
ask ol' Kris

Krtngle to

make the
I K is-impersonating New
England Patriots strong
enough to carry their season

to |an. 26.

All the big guy has to do
is make it so that Drew
Bledsoe losses no intercep-

tions and Curtis Martin
runs over 100 yards in each

game for the rest of the sea-

son. Don't tell me he can't

do it. If he can fit his over-

flowing ass down a chim-
ney, he sure enough can fit

a slim, toned Curtis Martin
between the tackles.

And even though he's

hurt, make it so that Sam
Gash gets voted into the Pro

Kowl as starting fullback.

He deserves it.

• All right, that's two
down. Next off, let's get off

the grid iron, and step onto
the ice rink. How about 20
games without a loss for the

Boston Bruins. Hey, I'll

throw in some extra cookies

for you, Santa.

I'll even give Rudy a

whole bag of carrots, and a

copy of PlayDeer to share

with the rest of the rein-

deer. They don't have to

win every game, give them a

lie, give them a few, just

don't let a number fall in

column two.

For a finishing touch, pu'

a little extra spit on the

snowball, to make it so thai

the B's don't make it to the

playoffs. Have their record

halt right at the number
nine spot, at the end of the

regular season. Sorry boys,

that may be the only way

that Kasper will get fired,

and that drunk. Harry
Sinden will re.ili/e some
thing is wrong with the

Bruins organization that he

has constructed.

• Finally, (and this should

really piss the sports staff

off) I would like you to

whisper into the ears of the

sports editors. Casey Kane,

and Chris Stamm. while
they're drain-

ing of sug-

arplums dur-
ing the winter
break, to allow

me to get my
golf column.

It may pain them to let

me have it, but for reasons

they will not understand or

will ever fathom, (hey will

allow me lo write about
Tiger Woods, and the rest

of the PGA gang. Both of

them will go home at night

and cry themselves to sleep

about caving in, but a weird

sensation, as if they have
done something for the

good of humanity, will

come over their bodies. And
that will be thanks to you.

Claus, because you can do
things like that.

Now for the New Year
Resolutions

Here are lour resolutions

for 1997, in regards to

Collegian sports.

1. I promise for ihe good
of the Collegian, and to save

Luke Meredith's eyes, to

stop using the word 'as' in

every paragraph I write as

long as... oops!

2. I will try to make the

community of UMass under-

stand the importance of

men's swimming and div-

ing. From columns, features

and game stories. I will cre-

ate something quite new
and special that people,
other than the ones wearing

the Speedos, can enjoy.

3. 1 promise, and I mean
this, to wipe the world clean

of the New York Yankees
organization. The Red Sox
will prevail, and the pin-

stripe wonders will find

themselves in the basement.

Long live Fred Hulbrink. |r.

He is truly the Mayor! He'll

kick Mayor Giuliaui'l butt

any day.

4. And finally, (thank
Cod) I promise to start an

NBA column for the sports

department. Even though it

pains me to say it, 1 will

watch and read up on those

parquee-running freaks,
making over $100 million.

That way. all the shiny,

happy people on campus
who enjoy hoop will 'ove

inc. even though I will tear

apart their favorite sport in

the general public's eye.

Hey! At least there will be a

column.

So that's that. We needed
to fill space, and I came up
with the first annual
"Jonathan M. Place's
Christmas List and New
Year Resolutions." Know
what I mean. Nudge!.
Nudge!
Good luck to the Patriots.

I know they will make us

proud. Isn't it ironic that

the one year the Patriots
have a chance to make a run

for the big show, that the

rest of our Boston sports
suck.

Well, the Red Sox don't

luck, but they have a lot of

work to do before they have

a chance at their own big

show. I don't believe I need
to address the Celtics.

And as far as my boyz
skating in FleetCenter, I'm

behind you all the way. even
though you are just a bunch
of goons. Keep up the

defense, and pray Harry
Sinden gets his head
smashed by one of the many
whiskey bottles stashed in

the bottom right hand draw-
er of his desk.

Whatever the hell I've

been talking about, enjoy
your eggnog, whatever
might be added to it. don't

sneak a peek at your pre-

sents, give lovin' to every-

one you know and care
about, because 1996 was a

grand year.

Season's Greeting; from
the golf man.
lonathan M. Place is a

Collegian staff member.
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Chris

Stamm

Fair-weather fans

damper UMass spirit

Last week, the William D. Mullins Center was MM
into darkness because of snow.
This week, the Mullins Center forecast calls for

increasing fair-weather fans

While on paper the attendance of last night's men's
basketball game against Drexel was potted as a sell-out

9,439, the only sell-outs were the students
As a junior, 1 have been to every home hoop eame

while classes are in session with the exception of last

year's game against UNC- Wilmington (nough said) and
last night's crowd was the worst I've ever seen

Last season, everywhere you went you could hear siu

dents complaining about the number of MM Itudenrj in

the Mullins Center. Where are you guys now?
While, with 10 minutes before lip off there were still

front row scats to be had on
the student's side of the
arena, the "other side" was
packed from top to bottom.
The endzones? The only
maroon I saw came from all

the empty cushioned seat backs.

Since its opening in 1993, the opponents from around
the nation have dreaded playing in Mullins.

The fans are usually loud, usually teleniless, and usu-

ally packed from floor to ceiling. Anyone who has been
to a Temple or George Washington game knows how
loud and chaotic the place can be. Last night, and for the

past two home games, things have been different.

Here's an indicator of how lack-luster last night's

crowd was.

In the post game press conference. Drexel coach Bill

Herrion remarked, "If there was ever a lime Drexel
University could beat UMass [ last night | was the night.

It wasn't a full house, 1 came out and said, this is great.

4,000 people. I like this."

Hello! This game was in our back yard! Do we really

want opposing coaches to tike playing in Mullins?

Granted the Minutemen have taken their lumps early,

and may even be a little ugly at times, but what do you
expect?

With the exception of Tyrone Weeks, who is sidelined

with an ankle injury, the squad's frontcourt is gone.
While their replacements are a talented and hard-work-
ing squad, they have only played seven games together.

To their credit, those fans in attendance last night were
into the game and got to see some solid basketball!
Where was everybody else?

I know that finals are approaching, but there are some;

things that are important to a university, school spirit is

one of them. In the past. UMass has had to fight to pulf

the spotlight from the large number of schools in BoMoni
and the men's basketball team has led the way in gaining'

recognition for our school.

Our school lacks tradition as it is, we do not warn to

blow off what little of it we have. Besides, the coaches
and players work too hard for that.

It is one thing to come and scream your brains out
when your team is No. 1 and bound for the Final Four. I

think it's a pretty sad commentary when those same Eini
were nowhere to be found the night UMass' Final Fout
banner was unveiled.

Chris Stamm is a Collegian columnist.
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Duncan and Co. lasi u.u . 64^t6.
lor UMass (3 4) Wake poses a formidable challenge

The Minutemen are without All America center Marcus
Camby. a cog in the line-up that dominated the Demon
Deacons lasi yeai. and UMass has ttnjfgled out of the
gaies in coach lames "Bruiser" Flint's first season.

While Duncan toils in the spotlight, he is not by any
measure the sole offensive threat the Demon Deacons
have A talented crop of upperclassmen lead Wake, as
seniors Allen and Ricky Peral and juniors Tony Rutland.
Steven Goobby and )erry Braswell all lend a hand.

Rutland is a major factor in what success this year's

Wake leam will have. Last year he led the Deacons in

sie.ils end assists and was second in scoring, but the
guard lore his ACL in last year's ACC Championship
against Georgia Tech and had to have reconstructive-
surgery this spring.

After a tough battle with the Deacons. UMass gets a

break right? Of course not. On Dec. 20, the Minutemen
travel to to the Meadowlands where they will face nation
ally-ranked North Carolina in the |immy V. Classic.

Two days after the Minutemen mix it in the
Meadowlands. they'll face the Tar Heels' little brothers
UNC-Wilmington. This game is the second contest
between the two schools that was arranged by former
UMass coach )ohn Calipari.

New England hoop fans finally get what they wanted

for Chrisimas on Dec. 27, when the Minutemen lace the

Huskies ol Connecticut in the Harlford Civic Center lor

the inaugural "U" Game
The Minutemen return hunie alter the New Year, to

host Davidson on |an. 2, as a prelude to the Atlantic 10

( oiilerence schedule.

The A-10 season starts with visit Irom St. loe's on
|an. 5 at 2 p.m. UMass coach lames "Bruiser" Flint and
UMass assistant Geoff Arnold's alma mater look UMass
to overtime twice last season, before falling victim to the

Minutemen both times.

After St. lues, the Minutemen visit Philly on |an. 8,

where they will square oil against La Salle in the

CoreStates Spectrum.

Ace Custis and Virginia Tech come calling on |an. 12,

in what will be Hokie coach Bill I osier's first and last

visit to the Mullins Center (luster will retire at season's

end).

The Minutemen travel to Olean, N.Y., the site of

Marcus Camby's collapse last year, to face off with St.

Bonaventure on |an. 14.

The second installment ol the Commonwealth Classic

will see UMass mix it up with intrastate rival Boston
College at FleetCenter on |an. 18.

On |an. 21. last year's A-K) Rookie ol the Year
Antonio Reynolds brings his Rhode Island team into the

Mullins Center.

UMass' last Wintersession tilt sees the Minutemen
travel to Philly lo face long-time rival Temple in

McGonigle Hall on |an. 25.

Minutemen
continued from page 12

But before Basil could start on
his offensive output, he faced a

spell on the bench.

With 17:40 left in the first half

Basit was charged with a techni-

cal foul and he didn't sub back in

until there were just over four
minutes left before halftime.

"1 had to sit out for a long, long

time." Basit said. "Sometimes I

play with too much emotion and I

get carried away, that's what they

told me in high school.

"But ain't nobody else going to

help me play well but me, so I

just have to go out there and play

as hard as I can play."

While UMass did receive ener-

getic play from its starters, lnus

Norvitle'l appearance on the floor

off the bench sparked the
Minutemen in the first half.

The junior big man did his

work under the glass for UMass,
as he grabbed seven rebounds,
four on the offensive end.
Hustling at both ends of the
court, he also added three points

to the UMass cause.

"One person who I thought
came in and turned the tempo of

the game around was lnus
Norville.

He had a couple blocks, he got

some rebounds and he got us

going there when we were down
early.'' I lint said.

With 1:41 remaining in the liisi

half. Norville grabbed the ball

under the basket, and put up two
tries before finally coming away
with an off-kilter basket to put
UMass up by three. 24-21.

Flint also got players in the
form of his senior guard tandem
Alter not starting point guard
Edgar Padilla, both halves of the

duo stepped up. as Travieso fired

off 1 I points and Padilla nine.

Padilla also dished out eight
assists and Travieso had three
thefts.

The highlight, at least for many
of the lans, was the pair's play

early in the second half.

|ust 58 seconds into the second

fran I hit a 3-pointer to

increase UMas^' lead to eight

points. 32-24.

A minute and a hall laler

Padilla hit his lirst three ol the

night, and followed with his sec

ond 30 seconds later

"I thought | Padilla | had a great

game today," Flint said. "He
didn't start because the coach
didn't want him to."

Padilla did not play much of
l tie- second hall, alter tailing to

the door with a contusion to ihe

lower right leg with 11:24
remaining in the game.
"He said it's OK," Flint laid

about Padilla's injury. "He said he

got bent over underneath the bac-

ket and I guess the guy fell down
on him."

Several other freshman also

contributed to the UMass win.
Mike Babul, who got the start,

had a pair of blocks and four
points. Winston Smith pulled
down seven rebounds and Chris

Kirk Iand had five boards.

basketball
WiNYEiiSKSSiOli OPPONENTS Ip'^1^5^

Ice Forest

e Joel Coliseum

er 14 • 8:30pm

Carolina

lowlands
er 20 • 9pm

Imington

oliseum

er 22 • 3:30pm

CoreStates $
January

Virginia

Mullins

January

St Bonau
ReilfyCei

January 14

necticut

d Civic Center

ber 27 • 7pm

avidson

lins Center

iiary 2 • 6pm

oseph's

llins Center

ary 5 • 2pm

Boston

FleetCe

January 1

Rhode Is

Mullins €
January 21 •

Te

McGonigle
January 25 *

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS PRESENTS

A WEEKLY PROGRAM SERIES:

SOMETHING EVERY FRI1><\\
FEATURING STAND UP COMEDIAN

R.OCK REUBEN
BLUEWALL CAFE
December 13, 1996 - 8:00 pm

'A TIME TO KILL" Immediately Follmving

Rock Reuben
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A GRIPPING STORY
\m»i iM\\i»i\i; c\m iii<,m,\ t M\tii,K.l)i>m\iv

For more information check out our website:

http://www.umass.edu/campact/events/calendarhtrnl
mmi j

This series is made possible by a grant from Auxiliary Services,

the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, and

r<
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register to win
2 Free Teddy Bears

24" "BIGFOOT" Bears
Will be given Away to Two

Lucky Winners.
CAMPUS CENTER ^.UNIVERSITY hours M I 9am-5Pm

545-2619 M&STORE ft Saticwspm

ENTRIES CLOSE TUESDAY DECEMBER 17

ETSITri^V FORM
ENTRIES CLOSE TUESDAY DECEMBER 17 • DRAWING WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 18

NAME LOCAL PHONE
LOCAL ADDRESS.

HOME ADDRESS
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ANNOUNCEMENTS I AUTO FOR SALE

House. Hip Hop. Reggae. Disco.

Techno. Latino On sale © mini-mail

96 Student Union Ballroom. Tues

Fn

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Help Take Over My Least
Starting Jan or Feb One Bdrm @
Btandywine $585 includes utilities,

spacious room Close to campus
Call Mane© 549- 1 537

Take over least for 2 Bdr Apt in

Bouldeis Call 253-3780

Pultton Village Large 1 bedicdm.

disnwashet/AC $515 Heat includ-

ed Available Jan 1 Call Helene or

Doug 549-0766_

1 BDRM Pultton Apt New carpet

paint, appliances Available January

hi $515/month Call Doug 549-

7463

AUTO FOR SALE

Chevy Caprice '85 190K miles.

$400 or best oiler Call 549 5863

(Nils!

Mazda 323 Sedan 86 138K miles,

lust inspected, winterprool $1300 or

670 Call 549-8B52

NEED TO SELL
Eagle Conquest TSI 1987. turbo.

5spd .
pwr wind, leather, auto

Climate. AM/FM cass with EQ,

alloys. 97Kmis $2,000 B 546

4779 Lve Msg lor Ben

1987 Mazda Automatic Sedan
99K. excellent condition 256-1743 or

603-897-1954

82 Chevy Cavalier St Good condi-

tion.$500 534-5827

1989 VW Fox 89K miles. A/C. excel-

lent condition. $3300 or B/0 Call

256-1588

1982 Toyota Supra Good condi-

tion. AT/PW/PD/PS/AM/FM Cass

Call 546-0657 or 41 3-624-3982

90 Honda Civic AC. runs great

119 000 miles $2500 00 or B/0 Call

John 256 1059

Escort 'M runs good. 2 new tires,

battery, etc $800 o/b o 546 2398 Iv

msg

EMPLOYMENT

Ski and Savt Live in country inn

(Southern Vermont) Salary plus

room/board Wait tables, cleaning,

dishes, prep, etc December to April

Call (8021874-4140 alter 12/13 Send

resume now to Three Mountain Inn.

P0 Box 180. Jamaica. VT 05343
Interviewing 12/15-22

January Job- Small Northampton

design/publishing firm looking lor

P,T data entry for January MAC
based. Call 584-6804

Drivtrs Wanttd Apply in person at

Pinocchio s. 30 Boltwood WaU

Clerk's and Shipper-Receivers
Needed from late December to late

January Flexible schedules

$5 25/hour Babson College

Bookstore. Wellesley. MA 617-239-

4375 Dave

WINTERSESSION JOBS TELE-
FUND IS HIRING $5 50/hour fan

tastic bonuses PM hours All shifts

available Gain computer skills

Apply today Memorial Hall base-

ment 545-3509

Attarsckool Cart in our home lor

our two sons ages 9 & 5 M.T.Th

3 15-515. W 1-5 In Amherst Cat

needed 253-5197 Starting 1/27

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING -

Students needed 1 Entry-level &
career positions available

Worldwide Call Resort Employment

Services (206) 971 -3600 ext R500<3

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching

basic conversational English in

Japan. Taiwan. S Korea No teach-

ing background or Asian languages

required For into call (206)971-

3570 ext J50016

FOR RENT
Cap* Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

(508)477 6000

FOR SALE

MUST SELL! Futon, desk, dining

table, side table, dressers Call 534

9177

Sailing Kitchen Utensils. 2 All ter-

rain bikes, furniture Call 549-8852

Big Color TV. Small Fridgt. 549

1485

TREK 800 Mtn. Bikt Bought
$425 00. Sell $20000 Call Steve 6

1996

BIG BED FOR SALE) Moving off

campus7 Need a bed7 Box spring,

mattress included Like new Call

Jason 549-4832

Table & lour chairs, wood $75.

large metal desk $50. typing table

$25, wooden washstand $20. chest

of drawers $15. 549-5052

MT Bikt Brigestona 18" Shimano

LX Trange GS Suspension. $200 or

B/0 534-5827

Leather Jacktt- black, classic

motorcycle, insulated, very high

quality, men's medium. $140 585

8146

Unique X-mas Gift! Name an actu-

al star for someone! $33 The Star

Directory (800)663-6927 ext C2
Visa/MC Framing and Overnight

delivery available

486 Computer $300

286= $100 Printer

(413)566-3324 #2

386=

$10
$200/

Steve

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
E Blunt Happy 21st- FINALLY!' I

hope you're ready- it's time for pay-

back I hope you're ready! Love.

SASS

Happy 21st Birthday Regina
Wolfrty Love. Andrew XX00

Lost Diamond Ring 12/11 Huge
Reward Boyden Parking Lot Call

584-5149

MISCELLANEOUS

New Metabolism Breakthrough

Lose 5-100 lbs Guaranteed $35
(800)776 9503 Doctor Approved

May the Sacred Heart of Jesus Be

Adored. Glorified. Loved and
Preserved. Now and Forever Sacred

Heart of Jesus. Pray for us St

Jude. worker of Miracles. Pray For

us. St Jude. Helper of the Hopeless.

Pray for Us Thank You MM

PERSONALS

Tony (S). I want to say I am very

proud of you for putting so much
effort into this semester 1

1 also want

to wish you a very Merry Christmas

and all the best the New Year has to

offer I love you very much and look

forward to spending many more
happy holidays with you All My
Love. Jenny |P) P S Good luck on

your finals 11 (I'll send you my lucky

vibes again 1

)

STEVEN HILL. Well it "looks like

we made it" Congratulations on

graduation 1 You are the "Ideal" man
and I'm so proud of you Through

thick and thin you've always been
my best friend and I thank you for all

the memories I love you. Julie

Aunties Alycia, Jen and Amy:
Thank you very much for taking of

us 1 We love you even though you

corrupted our little minds Daddy
says when he gets a |ob he'll take

you out to dinner (or putting up with

us 1 Love. Kitty and Elmo

TO ALL COLLEGIAN STAFF. Thank

you for making my time at UMass
one of the best experiences ol my
life Good luck in everything you do

next semester and in the years to

come 1 Sixerely. Pete Servais

Alyc-dog. Thanks for being a friend

and confidant Thanks for helping me
with all the stresses of my sordid

life Good luck with life and with the

E-dog We have to make one more

business meeting before I go 1 Pete

PERSONALS
AD REPS! Maybe you'll finally read

a note from me Thanks for being the

ultimate-kick butt take ads sales

team You guys made me proud to

work at The Collegian GOOD LUCK'

Pete Servais

Eliza.

Life is a box ol Ronzoni,

Let's Disco Bowl in its starchy

splendor

You make me conscious of my
breathing

I'll be Ringo

Won't you be my Edie7

Luke

To Tha Sisters of Sigma Sigma
Sigma. You ladies are the best 1

I'll

miss you 1 Sigma Love. JenW

Jen, Matty. Shiang. Rob & Lisa,

Kenny, Jim, Matt and Lucy and all

!hc other S0M MBA's, Good luck on

finals 1 Congratulations to those of

you who are graduating (Shiang) 1

Looking forward to tonight and MLK
Weekend 1 Happy Holidays too 1 Pete

&

Melissa P. I have a good feeling

about this You amaze me. T

To My Bluewall Family, My sis-

ters, and my twins Thank you
everyone for being so wonderful

You have listened, cried and laughed

with me I know everyone won t be

here when I come back su I wanted

to tell you that I've spent some of my
best times with you, my best friends

So enjoy the holidays and next

semester I'll see you in 6 mos
ALOHAi Diva K Blackball EMS )

ROOM FOR RENT
Available for Spring Samestar
only $170/month plus all utilities

Rt 9, Belchertown Call Amy 323-

1153

Room available in four bedroom
house in Belchertown $275t/month

Washer/garage, on bus route Call

3237670

Female Wanted to share bedroom
in Puffton Starts Jan 1 Call 549
4374

ROOM FOR RENT I ROOMATE WANTED
1 bedroom available m 4 bedroom

apt in Sunderland at Squire Village

Jan 1 $180 Call Leslie 665-6742

1 bedroom in a three $245/month

including utilities Available now
Adam 256-4793

Room for rant on bus line in 5 bed-

room house off Mam St Call 253
9727 for into.

Beginning Jan 1 $200/month
Good location in Northampton
Please call for more details 584-

3986

1 Bedroom available as of 1/97. 3

bedroom apartment in Puflton $275
per month including heat/hot water

On bus route (male or female) Call

Amy® 548-7082

Three females seeking one nun

smoking female to share Mill Valley

apartment Jan l May 31 Rent
negotiable Call Jess at 253- 1 797

ROOMATE WANTED
One bedroom in a three bedroom

South Amherst apt Call 256 8035

GREAT HOUSE! One bedroom
available in four bedroom house. 2

baths and more 1 If you want to share

the room w/a friend, fine 1 3 1/2

miles from UMass 1 Call 549-9162.

ask for MikeP

Room in a 4 bedroom apt On the

bus route 2 baths, utilities included

CHEAP i Call ASAP 253-0823

Looking for lemala roommates to

rent summer house at New Jersey

shore Call Sue at 546-0407

Femala Wanted to share bedroom

m renovated Pufton Apt beginning

Jan 1 or ASAP Call 413-527-7711

or 549-4748

Master bedroom
available in Mill

Valley Has own
bathroom and
entrance Need roo-

mate(s) ASAP For more mfo call

253 6606

Spring sublet Great price, Jan rent

free Becca 665-8389

Apartment to share with female

grad or 21 plus in Mill Valley 1

Bdr m. 1 Bathroom, washer, dryer

Everything included. $350 a month

Share house in Amherst non-

smoking female, grad preferred.

$335 inclusive, start 1/15 549 8622

Amherst 2 bedroom apt Available

Jan 1. $277 00 Smoker OK. wash
er/dryer 253-4766

2 Females looking for 1 2 people

to share 3 bedroom Puffton Starts

Feb 1 Call 549-7123

2 rooms in three bedroom apt

$267 per month Call 549 8917 On
bus route Available Jan. 1

Housemate Needed for a large

bedroom in a two bedroom apart

ment on bus route Call 253-4973

Roommate Wanted Northampton
$312 util/own bath N/S 584-

5143

Mala & Female Couple living on

campus looking to switch room with

M/F so both couples can live togeth-

er II interested call 546-61 37 Ask

for Ben

Roommate to share two bedroom
apartment on Hobart Lane
Available January 15 $375 per

month Utilities not included Call

549 5538 Ben or Jason

One bedroom available in two bed-

room apt Jan 1st Free heat and

water Call 549-4089

One Bedroom Available ia

Puflton two bedroom apartment

Female wanted On Bus Route 549-

9293

SERVICES

Computer Probltms? Need an

upgrade? In-house service, call

Scream Savers 549 0083

SERVICES
Pregnant? Need help 7 Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549 1906

TRAVEL

SPRING BRCAK TRIPS Cancun.

Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida Best

prices, Best parties and GROUP DIS

COUNTS Space is limited For a free

brochure, call today (800)959 4Sun

Caribbean/Mexico $189 RT

Europe $169 0W If you can beat

these prices, start your own damn

airline Air-Tech 587 0C01

Northampton

Europe $155, Caribb /Mexico $189

R/T Worldwide Destinations

Airhitch Tm 800 326-2009

airhitch®netcom com or www i si -

com fr /airhitch

Winter Break Killington with the

UMass Ski Club Five nights lodging

5 days skiing During Collegiate Ski

Fest $260 Call 545-3437

New Year's in Quebec City 3 5

nights in Quebec Hilton Optional

Skiing at Mont Ste Anne Starts at

$89 Call 545-3437 or 1-800-232

2415

WANTED
Need a ride to Orlando. Florida on

January 47 Call Brandy 665 0353

The Collegian

Classifieds Crew
wishes Renee,

this semester's

graduating Classifieds

Manager, the best of

luck in the future.

Personals Policy
AJI pergonals MUST be proofread by Collegian

classified employees before payment and accep-

tance o» (be clashed
last names MAY NOT be used m personals.

ONlY nrst names and initials are allowed. The
only exceptions are for birthday or congratulations

personals, m which case the full name may be
used
Phone numbers are not allowed m personals. NO
rACfPTONS
Addressees are not allowed in personals, this means
ritrfro room numbers as well

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable. Personals d* a vwwflctivt- or
libelous nature are not acceptable Personals may
not be used for the purpose of harassment
Profanity may not be used m personals

The personals section is lor personals only. The

i

personals section may NOT be used to sell items,

seek roommates, advertise meetings, etc.

All personals must have the name, signature, and
UMass I.D. number of the student placing the as

filled m on the insertion order Non students must
provide a valid driver's license and the license

number must be recorded on (he insertion order.

Use of false identification or misrepresentation is

subtext to penalties under (he law

The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the CoHegWi
standards m accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Standard
Activities
AjirK)uncernents

Apartment For
Rent

Auto For Sale
Employment
Entertainment*
For Sale
FOUnd (2 days Free)

Happy Birthday
Houses For
Rent

Instruction
Lost
Musicians
Miscellaneous

Headings
Motorcycles
Personals
Room For
Rent

Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted

Services
Summer
Sublet

To Sublet
Travel
Transportation
Wanted to
Rent

Wanted

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40tf per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not respon-
sible for errors resulting

from illegible handwriting
or type.
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CROSSWORD
2 3 ' 5 6 7 8 '

:

11 n 13

14 ' 5 ,6

17 18 ,9

20 21 M 23

.. M
1=5

25

26 1 27 28 | z
* 57^ 3o

34 M r
37 38 39 *
41 42 43 1
45 46

48 49

52 53 55 57

58

1

59 60

1

6,

62 63 ^
66 c 87

ACROSS 51. More precipitous 28 Relieve

54. Boring, informally 29. Hulabatoo
1. Galvanising metal

58. Rocky peak 31. Sports oMcial
5. Hindu religious

St. Irked 32. ol Mantes
leacfter

61. Ark skipper 33. Fissures
10. Blood or driving

62. Distinctive quality 35. Dancer Chansse
14. <al (torn or

63. Circumvent 36. Bed and-breaktast
baseball)

64. with the Wrtd spot
15. Ruth's successor

65. Gong 38. The Hare and the
16. New Haven

66. Title ,oie lor Dustn Tortoise author
university

17. Prevaricator
67. Flower part 39. Be under the

18. Slencn
42. illicit

It. Golfing teachers

W. Minimally (2 wot.) DOWN 44. Proverbs

46. Endeavor
22. Fights back 1. J accuse author

24. English cathedral city 2 Acronym unit (abbr.) 49. Wild
25. Foolish birds 3. Actress Patricia

50. Pop
51. Stnke replacement2t. Didntemst 4. Lists

£w- oTroAJBOr 5. Lippy
52. Factual

30. Complete 6. Scottish mventw
53. Justice Warren

34. Belty dancer's assets 7. Jackie's second

35. AFL- 6. Actress Mantyn

36. Sheltered

37. Language sulfa

9 Readied me presses

10. Predecessors ol
57. Attention getter

60. Cambodia's No*
38. Alias Shrugged word processors

author (2 wds.) 11. Dumbo's were |umbo

40. Tune dwson (abbr.) 12. Vacancy

41. Related 13. Guarding (1994

43. Attain through eflort comedy!

44. Hasidtm, eg 21. High, m muse
45. Spins the beans 23. Healthy

46. volatile 25. Room's entrance

47. Humble pies 26. Cradling

48. Eialted fThomasHart

50. Labor or birth Benton)

1 i"*-' 27. Passage

ARIES
March 21 April 20

Slay flexlbtr. pirns may chanat but

, situation* will work out. Small

setback sow could lead to btjjjger and

better things Watch out for your

Interests. A friend may not be as big

an ally as you thought and could be

holding an old grudge.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

Take It easy and (rust your Instincts

Take an honest look at your strengths

and weaknesses before starting a

long term project An unexpected

source offers reaaaurance and advice.

Br receptive but don't get caught up
In elaborate schemes

GEMINI
May 2 2-June 21

Stay on the sidelines and watch Now
Is a time for caution, not daring

Adding your opinion to a volatile

situation could bring matters to a
head. Cool off and stay focused on

task at hand. Trying to split your

forces In too many directions will

cause problems

CANCER
June 22-Juiy 22

Family relationships need some

attention Don't overlook others'

problems and concerna—they could

turn out to be very Important. Take a

break with friends soon. It will refresh

you and provide an alternative outlook

that could pay benefits.

LEO
July 23-August 23

Use your Imagination to see all the

possibilities. Support and solutions

will come from the moat unlikely

places. Be alert to changes profession

ally and personally New groupings

and alliances are forming, and you

don't want to be caught off-guard

VIRGO
August 24- September 22
Think big thoughts, dream big

dreams Be original and creative

People you were unsure of will now
enthusiastically support you and your

Ideas. With ail the success surround

Ing you. staying humble will pay off

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Take step* to safeguard health and

property, but donl go overboard Try

to go with the flow of event*—you'll be

happier and get more accomplished

Forgive past slights and keep things

In perspective—not all problems are

major problems.

SCORPIO
October 24- November 22

You have paaaed through a trying

time and come out ahead Bypassing

obstacles will work better now than

taking them head on Donl be bullied

by an old friend; stand up for what

you know Is right, and people will

nock to your side.

SAGITTARIUS
Norember 23-December 21

Keep forging ahead toward a long

range goal. You 11 see progress and

what you thought was beyond reach

comes Into view. Brief break now gives

you strength to keep moving forward

A series of small advances moves you

closer to your objective.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
The pressure is on but you can

handle It Enlist support from a

friend or relative Enthusiasm about

a project or plan will get you even

more backing. Make a list of what has

to be done, donl rely on memory
alone. Catch up on your reading.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

Finish one project before starting

another. Take comfori In routine

activities. Everyday tasks help you

wind down and see clearer picture of

situations people Now Is the time to

take a well deserved rest. Take time

for yourself and put your feet up

PISCES
February 19- March 20
Make sure others are pulling their

share of the load. Don't take all the

pressures and problems on yourself.

Have your facts In order before

confronting an opponent Walt out

a storm of activity Be patient and

remember time la on your side.

X

•
Daily Listings sponsored by:! on UVC-TV1

9

DEC. 14 WAKE FOREST 8:30PM
(NO PRE- AND POST- GAME SHOWS]

Courtesy of

Basketball
cam

HSCN Bulletin

Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

2 3 CNN
2 4 CNN/Headline

News
2 5 BET

2 6 BET on Jazz

2 7 Laser Video

2 8 The Learning

Channel

3 Comedy Central

3 1 Popcorn Channel

3 2 Satellite

Programming

http://www-

unix.oit.umass.edu

/-uvctvIS

TesT

FRIDAY EVENING TVData DECEMBER 13, 1996

WEDH
WFSB o
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI

o
o

WHDH O
wnc O
wwlp o
WGBY SD
WGGB
WSBK CE>

WTBS W
A4E
CNN
COM
CSPAN CP
DISC

ESPN «D
LIFE <B
MTV
NICK

SCIFI

CD
©
©

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 I 10:00 i 10:30 11:00 11:30
C. Sandiego

News I

Business Rpt.

CBS

Newt I

Fresh Prince

News

Simpsons R

News

Kratls Creature

News I

ABC Wld News

Bzzz!

NBC News

Roseanne n

NBC

Business Rpt.

ABC Wld News

Beverly Hills, 90210 <in Stereo)

Family Matters Family Matters

Quincy ir-
, ih« Murdering Minrj

WorldView I

Go lor HI (R)

Up Close Sporlsoanlar

Newshour With Jim Lehrer 8

Inside Edition

CBS News

Am.Journe!

Inside Edition jChronicie H

Star Trek: The Nert Generation

Jeopardy 1
'•'

Ent Tonight DayVt World

Family Matters

Wheel-Fortune

Home Improve.

Wheel-Fortune

Seinfeld I
jeopardy! ff

Newahour With Jim Lehrer k

Songs of the Season

Seinfeld «

Home Videos

Wash Week

Dave s World

Wall St Week

Raymond

Raymond

Spontaneous Healing (In Stereo)

forcw of Nature II (In Stereo) £
Forces ol Nature II (In Slereo) 3E

Boy Mts. World iSabrina-Witch Clueless B

«<* "Miracle on 3*tti Strwf* (1947, Gornecly) Maureen OHara.

Unsolved Mysteries 'In Stereo; Dateline (In Slereo) I
Crypt Tales {Crypi Tales

Unsolved Mysteries (In Slereo)

Millennium "Pilot" (R) &

Three Sopranos (In Stereo)

Dateline (In Slereo) B

Fsmily Matters |Boy Mts. World [Sabrina-Witch | Clueless B

NBA Basketball Boston Celtics at Indiana Pacers (Live)

Nash Bridges (In Slereo) S
Nash Bridges (in Stereo)!

20/20 X

Homicide: Life on the Street I

Homicide: Life on the Street X

McLaughlir

Extra X

Murphy Brown

Atlanta Symphony Gospel Christmas (In Stereo)

20/20 8

Home Videos

Equalizer 'Endgame

Morteylirine 8 Crossfire X

*• "OoKBnger"^^, Adventure) Sean Conoory, Gen Frobe

Abbott and Costello-Bio !««** "Snan '5 Song"(1971. Drama) James Caan

Prime News X
A-List(R)I IDftamOn Billy Crystal: Midnight Train to Moscow (Rj

(4-00) Public Policy Corrlewnca Public Policy Conference

Beyond 2000

Supermarket JDebt

Ren 6 Stimpy
[

Real World X IdiotSavants

Clarissa Etpl, |Tiny Toon Adv.

Mann 4 Machine

TLC a
TNT FD
USA © Renegade (<;<•'- Ir '

;

VW © |Top 10 Video Countdown

Furniture to Go |Home Pro (R)

% the Heat of the Night X

HBO ©
MAX 6B
SHOW @

(5 15) ««» "C(us<M4"(199S)B

Hope* Gloria

Doug 8

Plan of Attack

Hometime (R>

Next Slap (R)

Hetsman Prev

Designing

Singled Out

Rugrsts *

SF Vortei «

In the Heat of the Night 8

Highlander: The Series 8

Hometime (R) Quest

VH1 to One (RTTStorytelktrs (Rj

Prime Time Public Affairs

Inside P olitics |
Larry King Live X

Dennis MiHer Black A White (R) |Tim Allan: Man

Martin X
News ]
Mad About You

People-Here

Late Show X
Late Show X
NighMine X
Hollywood

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

(Off Air)

Nightline 8

Real TV I
*»H T7w Man mthe Golden Gun"(1974)

Am Justice

Worl d Today

Dennis Millar: They Shoot

Wild Discovery 'Lion Queen" |lnvention |Bsyond2000 |Wings "Steel Raw" (R)

UpCloseJ __JNHL
Intimate Portrait "Women

Musk Videos (In Slereo)

Hockey: Chicago Biacfcnawks at Si Louis Blues (Live) X
nen Spies |««'A "Home lor r^rts(mat°(1990,Cc<Tiedy-f>»m»)Mickevric<xte7

Law 4 Order s

Sports lllus

Allen Rewires |Tim Alien: Men
Prime Time PubHc Affairs (Rj~

Moneyline X

Next Step (R)

Kabtaml |HappyPays I Love Lucy X IMunsters

Sightings (In Slereo) X
[World War I

Friday the 13th: The Series

Surviving Waco (R)

Beavis-Butt

M T Moore

Sports (R)

Rhoda

Friday the 13th: The Series

Down in Flames (R)

NBA Basketball Golden State Warriors al Cleveland Cavillers (live) X [Inside the NBA

Renegade "Father's Day" X |
«-«Vi XlyinWinier"0W, Drama) Natalie Cole (In Stereo)H

TArtist ol-Year

Inside the NFL (Rj (In Slereo) X
**'j "Star Trek Generations" (1994) Patrick Stewart 'PG

TX
««« *C'usoe"'(1988, Drama) Aidan Ounn, Ade Sapara. 'PG-lF

**'/> "Streets ol fire (1984, Drama) Michael Pare, Diane Lane"

Martha Stewart

Idiot Savants

Taxi «

Beyond 2000

Sportscenter

Unsolved Myst

Singled Out

Odd Couple X
Friday the 13th: The Series

Quest (R) [World War I

**+ "The Lost Boyi'^W)
Big Easy "Snake Dance" (R) X

>jph6r«rt.'PG-13'a

,, i ' (i995T0ranM)Jonrty Lee Miller (In Stereo) 'PO-UKIeH ,MM» npy
~~o "Nick ol Time- (1 995) Johnny Depp. 'R'X [ "Nine Months" (I'm) W

Leg*ndsfRi

*** "Ouc)osui»" (MM, Drama) Michael Dougk». (In Stereo) W M | '^£x" (1996^ Suspense) Yancy Butler <ln Stereo) 'NFVjC

Erotic Confessions (In Stereo)

996, Drama) Gary Daniels 'R' iBedtime (R)
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Always Wanted One of These By A. Morse & S. Dumas Robotman By Jim Meddick

An«l for all
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MO 1 lEMNEO HOW A
SlN\Pl£ BROW LEAf CAM
BE USED FOR A VAR1E.TY
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APPLICATIONS f

Drabble By Kevin Fagan
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Dilbert By Scott Adams

UL ttUST CHANGE OUR

C0LTURE OFCYNICISn
ANO NEGATIVISM.

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winkle

^OU TWO COIlt BE THE
"HAPPINESS COfArAITTEE."

COME OP 60ITH SOME
IDEAS TO IMPROVE

MORALE.

50 FAR WE'VE GOT: 1)

RAISES, A) SLAP -THE

-

BOSS DAY AND 3) NUDE
FRIDAYS.

I FEEL MY
CNICISM
MELTING ACJAY

ALREADY.

8 Years In Braces By Eric Petersen

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University* By Frank Cho Close to Home By John McPherson

I finally got a job... a paper

route, but each week I end up

owing the paper $3.48.

I've got some senior citizens

on my route. They're so nice to

me. America loves it's paper boys

and girls.

When the front page news

was bad I used to cut out the

articles so it didn't upset & shock

my customers. But that took too

much time.

So, nowadays, I just deliver

the paper a day late.

Nice guy, hehl

Life is good.

yO\). YouFtTreE
PC op 7»MT JNowWLL

I Klirjti WHAT Voo «E UP
To trCt^ THAT JnowBALL '

I'M J6T C«N^A
urtTn, Vou TjRop youRT.

UMi'No you RCST'

"O
U<l- Yoo MitffD Yoo
U>S6R "youTHlTovJ
Dice B»» P»u: WITH
Hir B<*i ACM '

\

Social Norm By Mr. K

wst destroy all

Technology
;

with am miph1

SAUSAGE!

CAN'T A\Kis with.

ME, I'aa A HUMAN
j

Being -- flesh i

FLORENCE.
VETERINARY CENTER

*/tfffa&**r CM J si—1 12-13

"How long ago did she develop this

appetite tor throw rugs?"

Ledee By Mike Rybicki

P Ow THE rw£lf//r O-l. OF a
Omsma m/ E>-\o;,E Game t

**Tos Cwy^k
fiNms f;gB',N6

;tE Plftwr.NtS
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_£_

S ;n«ate iTor ^
7 LOPE 2 LEAVING

f & CIVIL SUITS...
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"3 RACE LAUDS
<a Biooby Giove*
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Happy Holidays

from the Thursday

night staff.

We're out of here!

Alien Crackbunnies By Darb

<

Today's Staff

\|j|' Laura "Lolo" Stock
* Night Editor

"Seemstress" Cangatirkar

Cofjy Editor

Courtney "Goin' to Cali" Smith
Photo Technician

Christopher "Adios" Brown
Production Supervisor

Matt "Grinch" McCarthy
Dan "AWOL" Bodah

froduction

Kr^

Quote of the Day

u
I took it easy today. I

just pretty much layed

around in my under-

wear ali day. Got
kicked out of quite a

few places, though.

-Earl
from Max Cannon's RedMeat

99

Collegian Graphics

Joke of the

sill

Q: Why didn't

Mississippi wear
Missouri's New
Jersey?

M»wtv 'ot(vpj iy

Dining Commons Menu
M»nu unavailable.

laai* r«lar t* Mils guid»
la nala yau dacla* whara to sat.

1 Fifst, go get som« di.« jp"™J*c- 3
(6 sided, preferably). ^T\f^

2 Find one you like.
'

and roll >t

If you roll:

Co to franklin DC for dinner

*| Co to Berkshire DC for dinner

I

#
«| Co to Hampshire D C. for dinner

p •] Co to Worcester DC. tor d*>ner

Cet Piua for dinner!

Roll again.

li

"
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Men's hoop pulls away and leaves Drexel draggin'

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

Lari Ketner was a force inside for UMass last night, in the Minutemen's 69-48 win over Drexel.

Big names line men's hoop schedule

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

On May 8. when Tim Duncan finally made up his mind
to buck the trend and stay at Wake Forest for his senior

year, there was no happier group than his teammates and
coaches.

"It was like hearing someone you loved made it

through surgery." Demon Deacons senior Sean Allen told

Spurts Illustrated.

Now. Duncan is on a minion — to win a national title.

But before Duncan and the Deacs can travel to

Indianaoplis' RCA Dome, they must first make it through

the regular season.

Next on the regular season menu for Wake is a

rematch with Massachusetts, a team that shut down

Turn to PREVIEW, page 9

After allowing No. 16 Fresno
State to score 102 points in the

William D. Mullins Center Tuesday

night, the Massachusetts men's bas-

ketball team held Drexel (4-2) to

fewer than 50 in last night's 69-48
win.

With senior guard
Edgar Padilla on the

bench at the start of

the game (he had 56
consecutive starts

excluding senior nights before last

night) the Minutemen (3-4) came,

out sluggish. Meanwhile, the

Dragons were on fire scorching
UMass with a 14-4 lead 8:26 into

the first frame. Drexel held UMass
to just two points in the first eight

minutes of play.

For the Dragons, forward |eff

Myers knocked in 12 points to lead

the squad, while guard Bryant

County added 1 1 of his own.
"We just weren't aggressive,"

Massachusetts coach lames
"Bruiser" Flint said, "They double

teamed us, we didn't react well and

took some bad shots. Drexel made
some baskets on us."

With 2:42 remaining in the half,

the Minutemen attacked Drexel with

an 18-2 run which was capped off

by a Carmelo Travieso jumper to

give UMass its first lead of the game
20- 18.

After Tuesday's loss.

Massachusetts coach lames
"Bruiser" Flint said tonight he would

be looking for players that could

come out and play with intensity. He
found such a player in junior Inus

Norville (five rebounds, two points,

one block) who pounded the glass.

dove for lose balls, and knocked
down one of his most memorable
buckets with 1:41 to go in the first.

After missing a second-chance
shot, Norville drove the lane and
while falling out of bounds tossed

back a no-look, over the shoulder

ball off the glass putting UMass
back 24- 21.

"I'll tell you one person who came
in and turned the tempo of the game
around, that was Inus Norville,"

Flint sRid. "He got a couple blocks,

he got some rebounds and he got us

going when we were down early."

Another emotional leader for the

Minutemen came from freshman
forward Ajmal Basit. While Basit's

enthusiasm got him in a little hot

water when he drew a technical foul

just over three minutes into the

game, he led UMass in board crash-

ing, pulling down 1 1 rebounds.

Massachusetts 69

Drexel

In the final seconds of the hall,

sophomore Charlton Clarke drove

the lime for two on I set play from

Padilla sending the Minutemen into

the locker room with a 27-21

advantage. This was the first time

(J Mass held the lead at the half since

its win over Chaminade in the Maui

Invitational.

UMass lit it up in

the second half, open-

ing it up with a 15-0

run after Drexel's |eff

Myers knocked down
a 3- pointer 1 5 sec

onds in.

Padilla. who has struggled with

shooting outside the arc making just

three of his last 2,5. knocked down a

pair of three-baNs in 35 seconds.

The second came when Travieso

penetrated inside., dishing it in

mid-air to Padilla who sunk the

trey, giving UMass a 42-24 lead.

With 11:24 remaining in the

game. Padilla went down and suf-

fered a contusion to his lower leg

when a Drexel player fell on him

under the basket

From then on the Dragons could

not narrow the lead any closer then

10 as the Minutemen coasted on to

win.

Once again, despite the fact that

Tyrone Weeks is still benched with

an ankle injury, it was UMass'
impressive inside game that pro-

pelled them to victory, out-scoring

Drexel 40-27 in the paint. With
slashing penetration, Clarke led the

squad with 17 points, while Ketner

knocked down 1 3 points of his own.

"That's all I ask from my team,

play hard and play with some inten-

sity." Flint said. "If we do, we have

an opportunity to win. That's all we
want to do right now. We're young,

we're inexperienced but we can
make up for that by playing hard

and playing with intensity. The other

stuff comes with experience and
playing together."

On Saturday. UMass travels south

to face No. 2 Wake Forest. For a

complete look at Wintersession com-

petition, see page nine.

Flint's players step up

to power UMass to win

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

After Tuesday night's loss to

Fresno State, Massachusetts
men's basketball coach lames
"Bruiser" Flint said that he was
looking for players.

"Players play, no matter what."

Flint said.

Last night against Drexel
(3-2). especially in the second

half. Flint had players.

Those players, who had trailed

the Dragons by as many as 12 in

the first half, came out firing

after intermission to run away
with a 69-48 UMass (3-4) win
at the William D. Mullins
Center.

"I found a few." Flint said

when asked if he had found any

players. "I thought we played

great defensively, and I thought

we played with a little more
intensity than in the last game."

That intensity came in the

form of a pair that has been the

centerpiece of the Minuteman
line-up — Ajmal Basit and Lari

Ketner — and a surging Charlton

Clarke.

Clarke led the scoring charge

for UMass with a game-high 17

points, while Ketner and Basit

did work on the boards and with

blocks. Ketner recorded 13

points and five blocks, while
Basit chipped in for eight points

and a game-high I 1 rebounds
and came away with three blocks

of his own.
"|Charlton| had a good game

tonight." Flint said.

The Ketner-Basit frontcourt

produced its share of

SportsCenter worthy highlights.

Two minutes into the first half,

the two combined to block a

Drexel shot, with Ketner adding

another stop before being
charged with a foul. With 12:33

left in the second half. Ketner
got the crowd into the game with

a rim-grabbing dunk. With 3:48

remaining in the game. Basit, dis-

agreeing with a call, bounced the

ball hard off the floor, before

flashing a innocent smile to the

ref.

Turn to MINUTEMEN, page °

Mullins crowds

need to get going

Ahh... the last paper of the year, and finally, an

Around the Horn for me. With finals starting

tomorrow, I really don't have time for this, but

what the hell. It's not like I've done any work this

semester anyway. Why start now?!?!
Hey. did anybod" else think that the crowd at

the Mullins Center has llat-out sucked these past

three games? 1 realize we're going through some
rough times, but the point of a fan is to stand

behind your team, not bail out at the first sign of

struggle.

Bruiser has been ripped apart in the early

going, and undeservedly so. You have to realize

that when Coach Cal skipped town because it got

too hot for him (I

hope the Nets go
4-78. by the way)

he left Bruiser with

five freshman, a

Prop 48 sopho-
more, and a sched-

ule that would
make even Pat

Riley cringe. Stick up for your team, kids It

doesn't matter if you loved them when they made
the Final Four if you can't love them now

• Have you heard the good news, kids? Yeah,

the Sox are gonna win the World Series next year,

now that they've signed Bret Saberhagen to a

minor-league contract this week.

Relax. I was being sarcastic. Saberhagen has

been about as healthy as Katherine Hepburn the

past five seasons, which made him a must sign for

Dan Duquette.

Question: who's next for the Dalton Dunce?
Dave Steib? Joe Magrane?

I have serious problems with Duquette. First of

all, he fire'- Kevin Kennedy because he didn't like

him. and hires Jimy Williams to replace him.

Williams last managed the St. Louis Browns. I

believe. Second, he seems to have no concept of

how much we need Roger Clemens back. Even if

Roger isn't what he used to be. I still want him to

finish his career in Boston Is that M wrong?
• I know my spot, fool! (Sorry, but I can't help

it i

• I'm gonna let you in on a secret Texas is my
college hoop sleeper of the year. Why? They're in

a real conference now. the Big 12, and they have

two if the most underrated players in the country

Around the Horn

Lovell-less hockey prepares for winter break

Turn to HORN, page 8

By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

HUIGAO/COU K.IAN

The UMass hockey team faces a pair of Ivy Leaguers to start its Wintersession slate.

As of late, seven has been a lucky number for the

Massachusetts hockey team. Last weekend's home
and home series sweep of Providence College

capped a seven game string where UMass (7-7, 4-6

in Hockey East) went 6-1. and with those wins over

the Friars, got back into the HE race.

But at the beginning of the season, seven was the

Minutemen's unlucky number, and 1 1-6 record to

start the season dug an early hole.

This weekend, UMass will finish its schedule

before the start of the holiday season with a duo of

games against ECAC opponents. Tonight at the

William D. Mullins Center (7 p.m.). the Minutemen
will faceoff with the Ttgers of Princeton, and tomor-

row at Thompson Arena in Hanover, N.H. (7 p.m.).

the Big Green of Dartmouth will host the maroon
and white.

Wins over these two teams will be key to keep the

momentum UMass has developed over the last

seven games, and into the RP1 Invitational held the

27th-28th of this month.

Coach |oe Mallen knew the first seven games
would be a tough go. with No. 2 New Hampshire
and No. 4 Boston University as opponents. The key

Turn to HOCKEY, page 7

Full schedule on tap for UMass teams

By Jeremy Adams
Collegian Staff

The women's gymnastics team
tops a list of Massachusetts squads

in action during Wintersession
Coach Dave Kuzara's teams' first

meets ire on the road against

George Washington and Penn State.

on |an. 10 and 18. respectively. The
meet with Penn Stale is a tri meet
with New Hampshire as well.

The Minutewomen's first home
meet will be on Ian 25 at 6 p.m. tn

the William D. Mullins Center
against Michigan — the first time

gymnastics will be in the ai

* Men's gymnastics

Massachusetts men's gymnastics

hat iiln.idv started its season, hosi

ing and winning the UMass Open mi

Dec. 7 The Minutemen's next meet
is the West Point Open on |an. 10

and 1 1. They conttlMM Ofl \h

in a dual meet with Navy on (an. 24.

• Men's and women's skiing

Bill MacConneli's teams starts

their down-hill crusade with their

lone home meet, the UMass
Tournament, at Charlemont on |an.

18 aid 19.

The teams next trade the comfy
slopes of the Berkshires for jhe

imposing White Mountains at

Plymouth State and Waterville

Valley. NIL on |an 25-26.

• Men's and women's swimming
and diving

In the grand tradition of the

nmtrpok) team, which is comprised

OJ .i small portion of the men's swim
team's rosier, the UMass swimmers
seek out warmer climates this

Wintersession The Minutemen and

women take part in the San |uan

Invitational on fan. 4. before contin

uing their conference schedule at the

Rhode Island Open in Kingston. R.I.

(not Jamaica). |an. 10-11.

The Massachusetts squads host

Dartmouth on |an. 19, and New
Hampshire on |an. 25. All home
meets are held at Joseph R. Rogers.

|r. Pool in Boyden Gymnasium.
• Men's and Women's indoor

track and Held

The track and field teams next

compete in the New England
Challenge Cup tournament.
Women's trials are on |an. 10 in

Orono. M.E., with finals on (an. 18

at Hanover, N.H. Men's trials are

(an. II at Orono, M.E., finals are

Jan 17 at Providence, R.I

The men continue with a tri-meet

at New Hampshire with Holy Cross

on (an. 25. and the women compete

in the West Point Invitational on the

same day.

Massachusetts has no home meets

in either men's or women's indoor

track and Field

Minutewomen have full

slate for wintersession

By Fred HuHbnnk, Jr

Collegian Staff

If the lights stay on in the William D. Mullins Center,

the Massachusetts women's basketball team will have a

heaping helping of hoop opponents during its so-called

winter break.

The Minutewomen's first tilt after finals will take place-

on Dec. 22 at home against the Hartford Hawks. The
Minutewomen will be looking to climb back up to the ,500

mark after dropping a disappointing home contest to the

Golden Flashes of Kent.

The nearby Hawks are coming off a 15-13 showing last

season, and they return four starters from last year's

squad. Their top scorer is senior forward Heather
Weindorfer who notched 17.8 points per game in

1995%.
The Minutewomen are back in action just three days

Turn to HOOP, page 7
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Diversity 102

Check out the

>nd semester's

special section

dedicated to and
created jointlv In

The Collegian s

Diversity desks
(see page- I 9).

A Month of

Minutemen Madness

Catch up on all

of the UMass sports

action from winters-

ession, Including
game reviews of

men's and women's
basketball and
hockey, as well as

NFL, NHL and NBA
wrap-ups (see

Sports, Section B).

"A long time ago in a
galaxy far, far away...'*

The rerelea.se of

Lucas' Star Wan
trilogy has the
Arts/Living section

jumping Check
out our coverage
of the event, (see

Arts & Living,
Section A)

& Living page 1-A

Editorial page 4

News page 3

.page 1-B

Felons to face screening process

for housing, according to policy
By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

created a new policy last month
which could restrict access to

on-campus housing for students who
have been convicted of a felony

.

lo-Anne Vanin. dean of students

and associate vice chancellor for stu-

dent affairs, issued a statement on

Dec. 25. 1996 outlining the policy,

which will be 'implemented in

March.

"We have decided to expand our

housing application form to add a

question asking if the applicant has

ever been convicted of a felony," the

statement read. "Applicant who
answer yes' will be sent a question-

naire requesting further inform.*

tion.

"Housing staff and staff from the

dean of students office will review the

questionnaire prior to making a hous-

ing decision."

lecisiun will be nude
on a ca*e bj -is. Academic
admiuion to the University will nut

be affected by this pon> *

Should a student's past felony con-

viction he discovered subsequent to a

negative response. \ anin said the

I nivetsitv would take judicial action,

a- ptoviding false information on an

application would be a violation of

the Code of Student I 'onduct.

Refusal to answer the new question

will not be permitted. \ anin said.

Concern over lack of SGA input in

decision-making

The decision tC create this policy,

made largely in response to the dis-

QDVaq of a convicted rapist living on
campus last semester, resulted from a

series of discussion involving

Chancellor David K. Scott. Vue
Chancellor for Student Affairs Tom
Kohinson. \ anin. Housing Services

and legal council for the University.

As with all University policies.

Vanin said the final approval was
made b) the Chancellor, who felt

thai the best
,

.minuter such

a policy was through Housing
Servi,

Members of the Student
Government Association (SGA) were

not consulted in the decision process

David Nunez, a senior history

major and Housing Assignment office

employee, is opposed to the lack of

student contribution to the new poli-

cy.

Nunez feels that by adding the

criminal history question to the hous-

ing application, administrators are

making a "fundamental change" in

the Housing Contract — a document
which undergoes approval from the

SGA's Board of Trustees.

"It should go before the Board of

Trustees1 since it applies to the

Housing Contract." Nunez said. "The
administration is trying to slip it by

us ... The Chancellor is not God."
"Trustee documents can only be

changed by the Board of Trustees,

and there appears to be changes."

said Sean Carter. SGA trustee

Vanin, however, stated that the

new policy is a "University policy, not

a Housing policy." and therefore

would not apply to the Housing
Contract.

"
I don't think it wa- necessary to

get student review on this." Vanin
said.

Vanin felt that the administration

"received student communication
through the newspaper last semes-

ter... where the pros and cons of the

issue were dealt with
"

SGA [Resident Maurice Canton
Powe said that he understands the

importance of the situation and
believes something should be done,

but the think-, issue should be "put

aside until we |SGA| can address it

firmlv

"It is issue that Channel 40
brought to light and the campus
reacted to it." Caston Powe said,

regarding the television news broad-

cast in November 1996 which
tevealed that a convicted se\ offender

was living in a residence hall. "But

there has been no discussion with -tu-

dents. just an administrative
respon

Both Caston Powe and Carter said

that the new policy was not on the

agenda of the academic arid student

affairs meeting last Wednesday.

Student safety a priority for adminis-

trators

Sex offender act clarified

By Laura Stock

Colsatan Staff

Questions teft unanswered last

semester regarding the application of

the Massachusetts Sex Offender
try Act to the University of

P ice Department
have been resolved by the state's

Attorney General.

UMass Chief of Police lohn

I uippold said that the interpretation

his department was working under

last stntcattii (thrt they were not con-

sidered a local police department, and

therefore not responsible for register-

ing UMass Ptudents who are convict-

ion) was upheld by theed

Attorney

The I

mal po!

Oensaeft

Arrived an infor

: the Attorney

ice regarding ".he inter-

pretation of die law as denned by the

ouncil for the Sex Offender

and Criminal History
is Board." 1 uippold said.

"They responded with the decision

that tf -lice Department

red a local police

department but did believe sex

offenders living on campus should

register with their local municipality,

which would be the Amherst P

Department." he added.

Massachusetts state law requires

that all convicted iex offenders regis-

ter with the Criminal History Systems

Board through the:.- local police sta-

tions. Information compiled by the

Board is pubhc and available to peo-

ple who are concerned that a sex

offender may reside or work in their

community.

The dispute over where convicted

sex offenders who are UMass stu-

dents should be required to legtstei

arose in November 1996 when
Channel 40 News m Springfield aired

a three-pan scne-s about a convicted

sex offender who was found to be liv-

ing in a UMass residence hall.

Channel 40 obtained an opinion

from the iegal council for the Sex
Offender Registry, alleging that

UMass police were responsible for

registering sex offenders,

I uippold. however, was told in

August 1996 that the UMass police

were not responsible. In fact, until

that point the law did not specify

whether or not students required to

Turn to OFFENDER, page 3

PVTA adds express route
Neu> service connects Northampton & UMass

By Christina Poletto

Collegian Staff

The Pioneer V alley Transit Authority

(PVTA) introduced a new express bus

service yesterday for students and area

commuters that will travel directly to

and from Northampton to the Haigus

Mall on the University of
Massachusetts campus.

Known as the "Minuteman
Express," the new PVTA service is

designed to alleviate time consuming
delavs that frequently oc*ur as a result

of the high traffic area on Route 9.

The bus service will consist of 14

consecutive round trips from 7-10 a.m.

and 2-6 p.m. Monday through Friday

while school is in session.

According to Michele Goldberg,
director of marketing and public rela-

tions for the PVTA, the Route 705
Northampton/Amherst bus which cur-

rently operates along this same route,

making frequent stops, will continue to

throughout the course of the

semester, but will undergo a small

reduction in the number of total trips

in order to accommodate for the new
express route.

"The express service was designed to

take the majority of passengers off of

the Route 705 bus." Goldberg said.

"We realized that with the traffic and

the stops at Haigus Mall and Amherst

center, we were running habitually late,

and PVTA riders couldn't rely on the

provided schedule.

"With this new express service, we
should still be able to run on time, even

with traffic."

The results from a Pioneer Valley

Commission survey revealed that more
than 60 percent of passengers who use

Route 705 just travel to Northampton

Center and back. Thus, this new bus

service will not stop in Hadley on its

way to and from Northampton.

Additionally, the current route of the

local 705 service will be slightly

altered. Rather than traveling in a cir-

cular route, the new course will consist

of the bus traveling more directly from

Northampton to Haigus Mall to

Amherst Center hack to Haigus Mall,

and returning again to Northampton.

"The decision was made after care-

ful consideration of the needs of our

students and future students." Vanin

said. "Housing Services staff believe

that individuals who have been con-

victed of violent crimes against peo-

ple or property, but who are still eli-

gible to attend the University. tuuM
pose a threat to the security of the

residence hall community if they are

allowed to live on campus."

Felonies, convictions of which tend

to carry state imprisonment senlences

or fines, include but are not limited

to: violent crimes against individuals

(domestic assault, rape, assault and
battery, murder); violent crimes
against property (arson, malicious

destruction or larceny of property

over $500): distribution of illegal

substances: and possession of altered

motor vehicle licenses.

Vanin said that "because freshmen

and sophomores are required to live

on campus, but often do not have
complete control to select either their

lesidence hall or their roommate and
must relv on the University tor appro-

priate controls, we thought it best for

all concerned to have individuals live

off campus who have been convicted

of violent felonies of physical harm to

persons and/or property
."

"People may have made mistakes,

they're young," Nunez said. "If vou

were punished, convicted and did

time, you should be allowed to attend

the University and take advantage of

all facilities on campus.
"It's a violation of students' rights.

and all students have the right to pri-

vacy."

"I don't think it'* discriminating."

Vanin said. "We're not denying am-
one a Iniver-itv education. On-cam
pus residence is a valuable piece ot

the University experience, but as

long as we are not denviig eu.

tion. then we are not i iclating anv

one's rights."

Students denied housing because

of a prior conviction will not be

restricted from any campu- activities

other than residence. \ anin said.

ve ve ttUsK a

balance between creating a -ale envi

ronment for students and not denving

people who have paid their debt to

MCMfJ an education." Vanin said

Complaint filed

against alleged

UMass rapist

l niver-itv of Massachusetts police

filed a complaint last month against s.

Universitv student for committing an

alleged acquaintance rape again-t

another student in a Southwest
Residential Area residence hall in

October 1996.

According to police sources, a

female UMass student reported on

Dec 5. 1996 that Nathaniel Atkins

18. of 279 Auburndale Ave..

Auburndale. allegedly raped her

Following a police investigation, a

complaint was filed against Atkins

"In lieu of an arrest we filed a com-

plaint against the individual." said

John I.uippold. I Ma*- chict ol police

"He was arraigned on Ian. 9 and told

to appear in court lot a pre trial son

ference."

Atkins was arraigned on charges of

rape and lewdness in Northampton
District Court. He was released on

probationary conditions until the

pre-trial conference set for Feb. 6.

— Leigh Faulkner

Campus credit union closes;

Five College FCL7 merger

offers students new services

MNNITMWf SCOTT ! COUtCMN

The Five College Credit Union will handle all of the UMass Credit Union

members as a result of a merger.

By Laura Stock

Callegion Staff

The I nlversit) of Mas*
J Credit L SjioO has merged with

the Five College Federal Ctedit L nion.

resulting in the closure ol the on-canl-

pus location in the Student Union
Building and the loss of volunteer

employment opportunities for UMass
students.

Though the process has been ongo-

ing for several months, the mergei

became olfietal vesterdav. The I Mas*

Credit I nion closed permanently on

Ian 22 for computer conversion

As a result ol the merger, all L Mass

accounts will now be handled by the

Five College Credit Union Before -tu

dents can utilize the new services, thev

mu-t go to the Five College Credit

I nion at 9 Universitv Drive in the

\ ictorv Supermarket Plaza and receive

new account numbers.

President and CEO of the Five-

College Credit Union Katharine
Hutchinson explained how the merger

arose.

"We started discussions with stu-

dents during the summer about how
ukl help provide additional -ei

' Hutchinson said.

Melissa Tong. a senior finance

major and president ol the I Mass
Credit L nion. said "Our Board of

r>irectors spoke with the live College-

Board of Dirccu-s, who gave us the

proposal of a merger."

Both Tong and Hutchinson scid that

before the merger could occur, it had

to pass a vote hv both credit unions'

board ol directors and by the members
of the I Via-- v redit I nion.

The merger passed when the major -

itv ol members who replied to the bal-

lot, which they should have received

h\ mail, voted affirmatively

\ meeting was also held for mem-
bers opposed to the merger to

their opinions, but. according to

Hutchinson, "the turnout was low."

The Five College Credit Union will

handle checking accounts the same
way as the UMass Credit Union.
Passbooks for savings accounts will be

convened into a statement of savings.

Any student with an outstanding loan

who has received a bill in the past will

receive a bill for the month of lanuary

.

but in February loan payment will

convert to a coupon book system.

Auto deduction loans will remain the

same.

New services offered by the Five

College Credit Union, such as the

Automated Teller Service with free

AIM cards and the Member Audio
Teller — a telephone automated sys-

tem to review account information,

transfer balances and balance check-

KhA- — are the reason Hutchinson
leels ihe merger will be beneficial to

UMass students

"ATMs are only part of it,"

Hutchinson -aid "We will be able to

provide electronic access through the

Internet and our homepage."

Hutchinson said plans are also

underway for members to conduct

banking online from their homes in

1998.

"Because of our size, we can also

issue Visa cards and conduct more
lending lor student loans, computer
loan- and car loans." Hutchinson said,

n though the I ive College Credit

can provide more updated ser-

vices lor members, students have

Tom to CREDIT UNION page 3

KENNITH w f SCOn COCLEGMN

Always in bloom
No matter what the weather is outside, the Lyman Plant House at Smith College always has flowers in

bloom, like this Cymbidium Traceyanum from India.
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For Your Information
FYls ait puUK service announcements pnnted daily To submit an
FYI, please send a press release containing all pertinent inlorma
tKMi, HKludmq the name and phone number ot

Manaqu
no the nam*

son to the tiweown, c/o the

uui Jay.

number ot the contact per-

anaging editor by noon the previ-

Tuesday, |an. 28
Religious — A Talmud class on lewish oral law will be

held at the Chabad House at 8 p.m. The class is free and
open to the public.

Wednesday. |an. 2S
Music — The hive College I.earning in Retirement

Program will sponsor Nigel Coxe on Masterpiece* of

Piano Literature at Amherst College's Buckle) Recital

Hall from 10 a.m.-noon. The program is tree and open to

the public.

Religious — To celebrate the Yarhtzeit ot Rebbetzin

Chaya Mushka Schneenott, I special one-time class lor

married couples will be held at the Chabad House at 8

p.m. It is free and open to the public.

Friday, |an 51

Religious — A Welcome Back Shabbat will be held at

the Chabad House at b p.m. A meal will follow the scr-

\ lee

Wednesday. Feb. 5

Meeting — The I Mass Poetry Society will hold its first

meeting of the semester at 7 p.m. in room 917 of the

Campus Center New members are always welcome. For

more information, call Tim at M6-0962.
Meeting — Have you ever done theater or always want-

ed to? If so. then the UMass Theater Guild wants \ou'

Come to our first meeting of the semester at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center. Many artistic positions are available for

the spring shows, hume and Heidi Chronicles. Audition

information will be available. Call the UMTG office at

545-04 1 5 or Tara 54t>-2104 for more information.

Sunday. Feb. 9
Concert — Toceapsody, RagTmHt. Suite and Variations.

music for solo and four-hand piano will be held at in

Buckley Recital Hall at Amherst College at 1 p.m. Dana
Muller (Amherst College music faculty) and Gary
Steigerwalt (Mount Holyoke College music faculty).

pianists: music of Franz Shubert. Maurice Ravel. Lewis

Spratlan (Amherst College music faculty). Helen
Hopekirk to be featured

Notice*

\itronomy — The Amherst Area Amateur Astronomers

Association will hold free public planetarium shows at -t

p.m. every Saturday in February at Amherst College

Basset t Planetarium. Appropriate for all ages. Dates: Feb.

1. 8. 15. 22. For information, call Tom Whitnev at

256-6234
Community — The Hampshire Coumv Women, infant

and Children (WIC) Program has opened a new offici

serving the greater Amherst area, on 150 Fearing St..

Amherst Hampshire County WIC is a supplemental food

and nutrition program serving eligible pregnant, breast

feeding and postpartum women and their infants and chil-

dren under age 5. For more information, call

(415)584-3591

Dance — Cajun Dancing and Appalachian clogging

beginner lessons will be offered on Sunday evenings from
6- 7 p.m. at 132 Elm St.. Westfield. Partners are not

needed and all ages are welcome No prior dance experi-

ence is necessary. Classes are instructed hv Maple Run.

and non- profit dance group that performs at fairs and
community functions. For more information, contact |o

Samclli at "(4 1 3)746-9067
Film — The interdepartmental program in film studies

Is offering its fourth annual Multicultural Film Festival:

"Emigres, Exiles and Sojourners in Contemporary
Cinema" this spring. Screenings and discussions with
directors and faculty will be held on Wednesday evenings,

231 Herter Hall at UMass and Stirn Auditorium at

Amheist College, at 7 p.m. The first event will be When
Mother Cornes Home for Christmas, a documentary by

Nilita Vachani (Sri Lanka/Greece. 1995) on Feb. 25. For
a full schedule, watch for brochures and posters at the

beginning of February, or check out our webpage:
www.umass.edu/tilni.

Film studies — Interested in earning a certificate in film

studies? Take 18 credits fn film and video courses and
receive a film studies certificate (equivalent to a minor).

Sign up at the beginning of the spring semester in the

interdepartmental program in film studies office. 101

South College. Call 545-3659 or see webpage:
www.umass.edu/film for more information.

Language — Casa Latina. the Center for Community
Education and Culture, will conduct an 8-week
Functional Spanish course, beginning February 18 at 7

p.m. in Northampton. Tuition is $260. Students will be

divided into three small groups: beginners, intermediate

and advanced. Classes will be taught by experienced lan-

guage instructors who are also native Spanish speakers.

I or more information, contact lanet Gonzalez at

586-1569
Outdoor program — Women Exploring the Outdoors

will be conducting a series of outdoor adventure programs

far women who are survivors of abuse. The focus of (hey-

day trips is to provide a comfortable environment within

which women can increase their self-confidence, establish

safe boundaries and experience their strength in the com-
pany of other survivors. All ages, abilities and levels of

experience are welcome. Programs scheduled are:

Snowshoeing on Sunday. |an. 26. 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m..

cost $25: A Day Hike in the Pioneer Valley on Sunday.

April 13. 8:30 a in 430 p.m.. cost $20: and Low and
High Ropes Course on Sunday. May 4. 830 a.m.-4:30

p.m.. cost $50. The cost for all three programs is $85. For

more information, contact Adventures Unlimited at

(413)774-3131 ext 293.

Special Olympus — The North Valley Area Special

Olympics is actively lectins, special athletes for its spring

~|hiii- team-. Athlete- interested in candlepin bowling or

basketball should contact the area office at

1413)584-9377. There are roster positions available for

special athletes ages seven and up. Newcomers are strong-

ly encouraged to join, and parents are invited to call with

any quest ions

Support group A Women in Relationships Therapy
Group, an ongoing therapy and support group for women
who want to improve difficult relationships with friends,

parents, children and colleagues, lovers or partners, led by

Rebecca Reid, will meet Mondays from 7:30-9 p.m. in

Amherst. Sliding scale fee. For information call

255-5494
\olunteer work — The Family & Youth Mediation

Program of the Center for Human Development (CUD) is

offering a 36 hour training for volunteer community medi-

ators. The only co-t to those accepted for training is a

commitment to mediate a minimum of one case per

month for one year lor the program. Training will run sev-

eral week nights and two consecutive weekend- -tarting

April 7. Those interested should contact Kalhy Hall or

Andrea Raphael at i4 1 3)755-6624 for an application as

soon a- |><i-sible Deadline lor application is February 15.

Campus Police Log
Accident — Leaving the Scene
Dec. 31

The operator of a motor vehicle was located

and cited on Governors Drive alter striking a

parked vehicle in parking lot 31.

fan. 5

Minor damage occurred to a vehicle in

parking lot 67 on Mullins Way.

Accident — Property Damage
Ian. 9

An individual reported dents in his vehicle

which occurred in parking lot 12 on Forestry

Way.
Ian. 10
A vehicle slid into a curb on North Pleasant

Street. The Amherst Police Department was
notified.

Annoying Behavior
Dec. 5/

The owner of a parked vehicle with its horn
stuck in at Lincoln Apartments was notified.

Assault & Battery

Ian. 13

An individual reported being punched by an
unknown individual during a pickup basket

ball game at Boyden Gymnasium.

Assist Agency
Ian. 15

Amherst police were notified of a three
vehicle accident on Massachusetts Avenue.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering
Ian. 4

An entry was made into a room in Prince

Residence Hall. Nothing was reported stolen.

fan. 8
There was a report of an individual

attempting to enter Butterfield Residence
Hall through a front window.

Disorderly Conduct
Ian. 1>

There was a repoxt of a fight involving two
individuals on a basketball court in Boyden
Gymnasium, who then left the area.

Family Offenses, Domestics
Ian. 3

A verbal argument was reported from
Lincoln Apartments.

Health/Safety Hazard
Ian. 18
The odor of oil discovered in the main

lobby in Whitmore Administration Building

was reported to Environmental Health &
Services.

fan. 20
A minor gas leak in Goessmann Laboratory

was reported to Environmental Health &
Services.

Larceny

Dec. 2b
A bicycle was stolen from Lincoln

Apartments.

Dec. 27
A report of two jackets being stolen from

lockers was made from the Mullins Center.

Ian. 1

A bicycle was stolen from Holdsworth Hall.

Ian. 2
Staff from the Mullins Center reported that

a sign was stolen. After a follow-up investi-

gation, the sign was recovered at a private

residence.

Ian. 7

An individual in lames Residence Hall

reported unauthorized use of her credit card.

Ian. 9

An individual reported that her purse was
stolen from the Campus Center Coffee Shop.

Ian. 14

A laptop computer was reported missing

from Goodell Building.

Ian. lb

A staff member from the second floor of

the Whitmore Administration Building
reported personal items had been stolen out

of his desk

Traffic Stop
Inn 14

Patrick H. Brown. 28. of 250 lackson St..

Northampton. was stopped on
Commonwealth Avenue and arrested for dri-

ving with a suspended license.

A juvenile was stopped on East Pleasant

Street and arrested for driving outside of

marked lanes, operation of a motor vehicle in

violation of a license restriction, person
under 21 possession/transport of liquor, pos-

session ot a ClMl D substance and operation

under the influence of liquor. The passenger

of the vehicle was taken into protective cus-

tody.

Vandalism
Ian. 8
A windshield was smashed on a vehicle in

parking lot I 3 on Authority Way.
Ian. /5

A car was reportedly vandalized on Fearing

Street.

Chad out th* Cdkgn's fash graphically enhanced websitt it www.unasttdii/m/eolMiii.

Spott Computer, Inc

We are SPOTT COMPUTERS, a local computer

company making and servicing computers for

the greater Amherst community.

CUSTOM CONFIGURATIONS
* Built to order*

SYSTEM UPGRADE
'Hardware- Software'
*Parts & Accessories*

REPAIR

'Trouble Shooting*

•Fix-It*

OUR BASIC SYSTEM INCLUDES THE

HARDWARE NEEDED TO EXPLORE

THE INTERNET AND ACCESS THE •

EVER EXPANDING GALAXY OF

CD-ROM

MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM
-586 133 MHZ

-

- 256 Pipeline Burst Cache -

~ 16 MB EDO RAM

-

- ox CD ROM -

~ 850 MB Hard Drive -

- 5 Slots mid Tower ~

-16 Bit Sound Card ~

-14.4 inter/voice Faxmodem

- 104 keyboard -

- 14" SVGA MONITOR -

- 60 Watt Speakers -

~ MOUSE

-

$1,250.00

When your mail order computer breaks, who is going to fix it?

You can order a computer from one of those fancy mail order joints somewhere in

the Mid-West with the 800 number and order takers with the names like "Kyle"

OK. so your name is Kyle: come prove it to us and we'll give you 5* off any system

you purchase from Spott

When your computer arrives with a part missing, or the monitor is broken, you

can package it all up and ship it back and wait for it to be replaced.... and

wait and wait

Or you can see us and customize the system best suited for your needs and pocket-

book quickly— and servicing or upgrades can get done immediately!

See Spot Run
§POTT COMPUTER,

IMC.

19 Pray Streef

Amherst, MA 01004

/w.
Call u* at

349-67B0
~^*4 \

&2S2&&-

r*SS A"

Cash
FOR

YOUR

Textbook Buyback will be at

The University Store

Campus Center

Monday through Friday

January 27 -January 3

1

9AM to 5 PM

Monday and Tuesday

February 1 - February 2

9AM to 5 PM

Old Chapel restoration planned UMass introduces interim ID cards
Ail students will receive new campus-wide cards in the fall

Experts estimate the Old Chapel will require J1 million worth ot repairs.

By Christina Poletto

Collegian Staff

The University ot MatsactMiMttt il

current l> formulating plans to repair

and restore the historic Old Chapel
clock lower that has overlooked the

Amherst campus for over luo vean .it

an estimated cost ol SI million.

What Ix-gan as a preparatory lines

tigation for the replacement of the

Em of the tower clock turned into

more comprehensive examination fol-

lowing datfiOMBfl ot structural Back)
Further reports have shown that addi-

tional structural problem* exist in the

surrounding area ol the belfry and the

spire.

"The clock tower was la*t re point-

ed in 1941. and minor repair", have

been made o\er time." said lames
Cahill. director ol facilities Planning

at UMass in a pre* 1
- Ifjtaaaa,

"This t\pe ol siruciural deteriora-

tion however, is noi easily detected."

Cahill said. "It can onlv be daw
by a careful, thorough investigation

What we thought was localized deteri-

oration kept getting MM and

d> we moved furl he t up the >pue
"

v cording to CahttTi press state-

ment, the problem which wa> lound

in the MM iron tr.imcuoik ih.it saj)

port- the towel II I hMMMrMc Ol old.

Victorian edifice* Deterioration prob-

lems ol this framework can be attrib-

uted to the yean of barsh Irraim—

I

the chapel has withstood and the

watei penetration and "freeze/thaw"

effect that's expected of Sew
I ngland 'l seasonal changes

"This has resulted in the movement
of the inner and outer masonry layers

of the tower, causing clacking and dis-

placement of the structure." Cahill

-aid

Preparation* for the stabilization ol

the lower began immediately once
siruciural complications weie discov-

ered.

V( cording to the press re!

bands will be placed at intervals

around the structure, and encased in

nelting to keep the tower and the

stonewoik intact Installed already is a

tence in the area aiound the tower

\ short term stabilization, begin-

ning with the encasing, will give the

Lniversitv opportunity to prepare
more detailed plans K>r the compre-
hensive restoration these short term

stabilization naawM that have been

taken are expected to cost under
$20.0110.

rdtng to Cahill. stabilization

funding is available in the facilities

Planning budget, but RMSCai ol addi-

tional funding for the complete
revamping of the tower are uncertain

al this point. /
Bccaam ol the physical importance

and the Matorical value ol the Old
Cttapal to the \mheis| ,ind Pioiieet

Valley populace, additional funding is

hoped u» be acquncd Iron) other
«ourc«*

KNNEIMWP VCOrT COLLEGIAN

The project would most likely

require the complete dismantling of

the tower from the belfry all the way
upwards to the spire. It will then be

rebuilt stone by stone 1 -timales have

predicted the cost of repairs to tall

slightly below $1 million.

Although the remaining -lonework

ol the Old Chapel could advantage
from | few sacondarj repairs, it

presently remains siructurally intact.

ling to the pnM release

The Old Chapel has a history that

dates hack over 100 vears Iriis chron-

icle began in 1884 when the verv lirsi

cornerstone ol the building was offi-

cial!) placed, for years this granite

and brownstone structure served as

the library and chapel for the

Massachusetts Agricultural College,

now the University

In 1842. the lower was adorned
with a tower clock and bell. The
10- bell chime was affixed in ]W.
For numerous vears. the building

h.is sCrved (he UMass- campus as a

library as well as a location for lec-

tuies and military drills. In more
receni times though. Continuing
Education's Perlomiing Arts division,

the UMass Music Department and the

Minuteman Marching Band have
resided with-n Old Chapel s walls.

There is ao .omment yet as to

wheihei the Marching Band or

Continuing Education Departments
will be re lucitcd during Chapel

TOTAL FITNESS: without wafting in line!
"Big enough to own the best equipment but small enough to know your name

5.J
FREE WEIGHTS

\m
irn arr
KEISER

Sunday
Mon. Wed, Fri

Tu.Th

Saturday

11:00 a.m.

5:30 p.m.

9:00 a.m.

4:15 p.m.

5:30 p.m.

9:00 a.m.

10.15pm

HOURS

Sunday 11-3

Mon. Wed 7-7

Tu. Th 9-9

Friday 7-7

Saturday S-5 j.

RATES

CYBEX

1 month $49
1 3 months $129
1
6 months $229
12 months $389

student special

4 months $139

Mn-iria'atfi
ATHlfTIC

256-0080

Welcome Back College Students!

Aubuchon Hardware welcomes you with

all your dorm and apartment needs:

/Outlet Stops & Surge Protectors

•Desk Lamps

s/Smoll Applicn I ans

•Padlocks

•Key Co|

•Picture Hai

•Mounting Putty

•Tapes from Scotch to Duct

•Shelving

•Tools

•Automotive Supplies

•Bike Locks

•Door Mirrors
,

•Self Adhesive Hooks

i^*2*^
Aubuchon Hardware
452 Russell Street

Hadley, MA 01035
(413)256-3000

next to stop and shop

Call for our open early - open late hours

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Students who are issued picture IDs during the spring

semester at the University of Massachusetts will be

among the first group of students to receive the new ID

cards produced by the AT&T All Campus Curd System.
The "interim" card will include the student's picture,

nnnie. student identification number, a campus scene. R

library barcode and the words "Valid thru Aug. 1997."

Campus departments should accept the interim ID ,is

long as they are validated with the correct semesiei stick-

er.

I.inda Overing. the

Campus Card manager,

explained that even stu-

dents who receive new
IDs this semester will

receive new IDs again

in September.

"It's important to

note that these are
interim IDs." Overing
said. "Our goal is to

move towards perma-
nent IDs in the fall."

According to

Overing. the purpose ol

delaying the distribution

of the permanent IDs U
the entire student body until September is that it "allows

us to coordinate the implementation of a more secure

numbering system for ihe card and to install electronic

readers
"

The interim IDs will operate the same as present

UMass IDs

"The new IDs are being manufactured on rawiptl with

the new equipment purchased with the AT&1 system.'

Overing said

The picture on the ID will be taken with the System's

new DataCaid Digital Camera. An achtanusf* to having a

digitized photo, according to Overing, is that the comput-
red photos can be used as an i'j-i leplaccment lor

lost siudent IDs

Photographs ol individuals who have then photo taken

now for new ID cards are being stored, and the same pic-

ture will be used on the permanent card the) receive in

the fall.

"During the spring semester, we will be announcing

JENNIFER STU
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options lor people to get pictures taken for the new IDs

which we will be issuing in the fall." Overing said.

I ac ult\ and stall re carding will begin in February.

In the fall semester, students will not be charged for

the new ID cards.

The current replacement fee. however, for a lost card

will remain SI 5.

One of the major dillcicnces between the interim card

and the cards that will be issued in the fall is the interim

ID still requires a valid spring semester sticker.

"Ihe permanent card will have more capabilities,"

Overing said. "It will function the same as now, but stu-

dents will no longer need validation stickers each semes-

ter. Dining hall employees

.and administrators will

be able to validate the

status of students.

"These |electronic|

readers will be able to

validate the status of a

card holder, eliminating

stickers on the new ID
card."

The long term goal of

having the new cards is

to be able to use them
all over campus
from stores to the new
library barcode.

"We are very happy to

hajva the hat coda embedded on the new IDs," said Betty

Brace, head of circulation and access services at the

W I..B. DuBois librarx said.

Brace explained that by having the barcodes embedded
in the ID means stickers will not be destroyed or wear
oil the students ID's. The UMass library system as well as

the other four colleges all depend on the bar codes."

Brace said that there will no problems when students

receive their new bar codes because the barcodes are list-

ed under the students' accounts.

h student could ha\e 40 ditlerenl bar codes and
there would still be no confusion,' Brace said.

According to D\eiing. the All Campus Card system.

which will be up and running in September, will also

allow students and siall the option of opening a debit

account with the card to allow the purchasing of items

from campus retail, lood and vending operations.

"We have alreadv contacted retail outlets on campus to

participate." Overing said.

Hi-tech UMass professor awarded grant

By Tonrar Carroll

Collegian Staff

University ol Massachusetts chemi-

cal engineering professor Michael

Tsapatsis has been named a recent

recipient ol | live vear S500.0U0
Packard fellowship which will allow

him to continue his work and explore

new directions in the area of Crystal

growth.

"This award is re.ilK a nice gilt,

since it's the only grant I have in

which I am relatively free to do new
things." said Tsapatsis

Now in hi* third veai at I Mass.

Tspatsh has hcc-ii working on syndic

Sizing films of molecular sieves

These molecular sieves consist ul

molecules sUch as aluminum silicates

whose crystalline structure allows

them to act as filters j n selecting

arfaans and other molecules fei

reactions.

this abilin to selective)] teg

molecules makes molecular sieves

valuable in a variety ol applications,

including the petrochemical, electron-

ic and optical mduslr

Previously, moleciilai sieves have

vailahlc only in powder form,

Tspatsjs and hi group are

the Rng to produce molecular sieves

as films, a more useful format for

industrial applications

"The problem is getting the mole-

cules propel I) aligned, to eliminate

gram barriers." explained Tspatsis.

"Our research has come a long way
since we first began, but it will be

many peejn bclore the technique is

pci tec ted However, we are already at

a level where companies are becom-

ing interested, and we may be able to

have applications in a couple of

These applications would allow

Turn to SCANT, page 13
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Outdoor garb

from North

Face, Columbia

and Carhartt

Rest well after selecting from over 100

different sleeping bags, and over 50

foam pads and air mats.

Choose from

Hundreds of

Fannypacks,

Daypacks,

Internal. External

and Travel Packs

on display.

Visit our second floor

display . Over 30 full size

tents on display year round.

Come in and help us

welcome the 1997 new

models as they arrive.

We have thou-

sands of camp-

ing gadgets to

make your next

camping trip

more fun

!

A BLOCK SOUTH OF MAIN STREET, OFF PLEASANT ST., ON
PEARL St., NORTHAMPTON, Phone 584-4895,

Hours: Weekdays 9-5:30, Thurs.til 8:30, Sat.9-5:30

John Hardy... inspired by

;iiiri«'iit technique*, rreatett

the Jawan watch of aolid

sterling . Starting $695

available at...

SUTTER'S
'•mi JcvfilM Tow OvK» A OvAatrtsi Cfsr uar

*».> hteasa S<*ee< NostH«MsreM ma «i}«Ni4?o

a watch?
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Deception needed to fight deception

Mark

McGrath

If you've ever heard of the Food
I ion Supermarket chain, it's

probably because of a report

broadcast a few years ago on the

weekly ABC news program
"PrimeTime Live." In an investigative

report. "PrimeTime Live" revealed to

the .American public some very unsani-

tary and deceptive practices employed

by the company — including inci-

dences of tampering with expiration

dates and repackaging unsold and
expired meat.

Because of the

expose, the company
lost up to $2.5 billion

in sales and decreased

stock value. The fact

that Food l.ion decided to sue ABC
and the show's producers came as no
surprise, but the nature of the suit

and some of the preliminary results

have sent Shockwaves through the

journalistic world. The suit involves

not the content of the story, but the

methods used in breaking it. and thus

far Food Lion has come out on top.

Having journalists go undercover as

food handlers at the company and
using hidden cameras to catch wrong-

doings on tape was apparently going

too far to get a story, because ABC and
the producers of "PrimeTime Live"

have been sued for fraud, trespassing

and deceptive trade practices, among
other things, none of which include

libel. In a prelim-nan decision, a feder-

al jury in Greensboro. N.C. has ruled

in favor of the supermarket chain.

And so may end an era.

While there are now enough inves

ngative news programs to annoy just

about every television viewer in the

country : enough to rum public opinion

against their entire genre: and enough
that rely on sensationalism and deceit

to pull viewers in. they do perform a

necessary function in our society —
they keep an eye out for the people.

They make tapes of daycare work-

ers hitting babies. They show the pub-

lic how employees in fast food chains

don't wash their hands. They make
the public aware when automobile
and aircraft manufacturers take short-

cuts in the name of cutting costs at the

cost of public safety. And every once
in a while, they hit a story on the head,

providing a priceless service to the

public who may or may not even
watch them.

Everyone who is taking part in a

shady activity has
something to fear, and
their behavior ll

undoubtedly modified
by the presence of

these watchdogs. No
entity, public or private, can afford

the negative press that comes with
such an expose, especially if they
have something to hide. Food l.ion

had something to hide.

While the methods used in expo*

ing Food Lion were indeed deceptive,

and intentionally so, the ends certain-

ly justified the means. Had
"PrimeTime Live" announced the vis-

its, they would have been refused
admission or would have been greet-

ed with a perfect operation. Acts of

shadiness are rarely done in public

and hardly ever in front of a camera.

Thus, deception is needed to counter

deception in the battle for the truth.

In cases where the welfare of the

American people is concerned, the

truth needs to be discovered, lust

because a crime against the public-

may occur behind closed doors does

not make it excusable. If the proper
governmental authorities (FDA.
Boards of Health) are unable to prop-

erly protect the people they serve, as

seems to be the case here, someone
must

Much of the trouble with federal

regulation of public satetv issues lies

in the fact that the government itself

is a highly corrupt institution and has

Oh no! Another Jackie O!
Last Monday. William lefferson Clinton took the

oath of office for the second time B\ his side, of

course, was his wife. Hillarv Rodham Clinton,

pretty in pink.

If you checked out any of the coverage of the
Inaugural festivities, you may have noticed that Mrs.
Clinton's ensemble for the day garnered almost as much
attention as the President's oath taking

The outfit, consisting of a pink wool suit and match-
ing overcoat, was designed by Oscar de la Renta. It was
simple, pretty and. most importantly,
feminine.

Despite the strides women have made
in society, we are still kept down, still

berated into maintaining our feminine
side. Mrs. Clinton exemplifies this philos

ophy clearly

When she first entered the White House four years

ago. she was harshly criticized for her severe,
business-like suit Perhaps, at the time. Mrs. Clinton
hadn't quite acquired the "taste" or "elegance" necessary

for the First Lady of the United States But unlike previ-

ous First Ladies. Mrs Clinton came with a strong sense

of individuality

Mrs. Clinton never had the intention of being merely

window-dressing to her husband's success. Instead,

when she appeared at the Inaugural four years ago, she

projected the image of a confident and strong woman.
The press disregarded her intellectual and leadership

abilities and instead focused on the checked suit and
bowler hat. Mrs. Clinton had been properly chastised,

and this year she did not make the same mistake.

"What a difference between four years ago and today.

Her growth process is really quite remarkable." said

Stanley Herman, president of the Council of Fashion
Designers of America in New York.

Makes you wonder what Herman was referring to.

Was it that Mrs. Clinton finally managed to put together

an outfit that the country approves of? That this woman
who was the first commencement speaker at Wellesley

College in 1969 and earned a law degree from Yale is

Seema

Gangatirkar

nothing but a clothes- horse? Or that after four years

and countless controversies in the White House, the

most Mrs. Clinton can claim is "growth" in her
wardrobe?

The truth is, a woman's worth is not necessarily

judged by her brain, efficiency or capabilities. Rather,

how a woman dresses is much more important than a

stellar education

Probably what is most disturbing is that very few peo-

ple give Mrs. Clinton credit for her intelligence or the

fact that she succeeded in a male-domi-
nated profession, namely law.

Instead she is reduced to a level that

makes her little more than a walking
fashion plate, similar to the role occupied
by Princess Diana.

Mrs. Clinton's real "growth" experience was not that

she learned how to dress better or how to wear her hair

or even how to carry herself more elegantly.

Rather she took a gigantic step backward, and in the

process took a whole generation of women with her.

And the blame doesn't belong to Mrs. Clinton. The
press clobbered her into submission, crucit ing her in

the media. Along the way Mrs. Clinton stopped being
who she was and started acting the way the American
public wants a First Lady to act.

You might as well advertise for a First l.ady, saying

that no career women allowed, only fashion models
need apply.

So you haven't heard much out of Hillary Rodham
Clinton lately. She now stands a respectful distance

behind her husband, the President, and beams proudly
as he takes his oath. She could have had a lot to say —
and some may say that she's said enough already. So she
says nothing at all.

But the truth is. America isn't ready for an indepen-

dent First Lady. What people want is another lackie

Kennedy, someone who is pretty and charming, but

utterly without her own ambition.

We've come a long way. baby, but not far enough.
Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian columnist.

Missing: the

Declaration of
Independence

To the Editor:

It is easy to gaze at the

groundswell of urban problems
today — unemployment, drug
addiction, violence — as symptoms
of moral decline among many peo-

ple. And while no one is absolved

from responsibility for his or her

life, what about the responsibilities

of government towards all its citi-

zens? Has our government forgot-

ten the pledge enshrined within the

Declaration of Independence that

everyone has a right to life, liberty

and the pursuit of happiness?

Letters to the Editor

As such, one of the most glaring,

albeit underpublicized. failings of

the elected officials in the Capitol

is their lack of any real urban poli-

cy. Many will cite the fiscal prob-

lems in this country as barring any
wholesale move to make our cities

more habitable. But we are a

wealthy nation; where did the
money go?
Those lamenting the state of the

government's finances generally
fail to point out the military budget

is wastefully bloated or claim the

public opts for national security

over cuts. But 59 percent of those

questioned in 1992 called for a 50
percent reduction in military
expenditures by 1997. The $70 bil

lion savings could fuel a massive
urban recovery project and make

the U.S. a shining model.
Regarding those living on the

margins — the homeless, the
underemployed, the untrained —
some will argue that they are not
government's burden. Yet a 1994
New York Times' poll showed most
Americans want government to

"take responsibility for the poor."

Those harping about the public's

weariness about helping seldom
mention that 84 percent want a

surtax on millionaires. The public

has a right to be weary when the

government, the corporations and
the well-off shred the social con-
tract. But we still need to speak up
and demand changes.

R. |ay Allain

Springfield

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this paee are those of the individual writers

and ao not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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been known to employ similar prac-

tices in pulling the wool over the

public's eyes. To put the good of the

public in Washington's hands is. in

many cases, to give a fox charge of

the chicken coop.

Our founding fathers saw the prob-

lem.- that come with limiting the free-

dom of the press, so they guarded it in

the Bill of Rights. A free and indepen-

dent press helps to protect people from
both the government and establish-

ments like Food Lion, which claims

that its right to privacy outweighs the

public's right to know.

Yes, there is something to be said

for privacy. F.veryone deserves privacy

in their own personal lives. But that

right is forfeited when a person or

company begins to provide a service

for a public consisting of people who
themselves are not allowed to know
what happens behind the scenes.

Even when shaking our heads in dis-

gust at pseudo-news sources like

"Hard Copy." "A Current Affair" and
trashy 'publications like the National

Enquirer, we must remember that they

are but a broken arm of the press, and
that inhibiting them or any other part

of the greater body affects even hnih

of the American press. One day. the

courts may so govern aspects of the

press that it may be said there is no
more freedom.

Very quietly. American citizens may
have begun to lose one of the forces

working for their own good.
Investigative journalism, while many
see it as invasive and sensationalist,

does have a place in our lives. If com-
mon people are being cheated or taken

advantage of,- if they are being fed lies

bv corporate America or the govern-

ment, odds are that there will be a

reporter there to break the story. . . that

is unless that reporter is prevented
from doing his or her job.

Mark McGrath is a Collegian
columnist

Corned beef rehash for the New Year

C. Taylor

Conner

Quit smoking. Lose weight. Toss out Spin Doctors
disc.

These are a few of the most common New
Year's resolutions to which people commit. And

mine, you ask?

Why, to keep up a string of fresh and original humor
columns... by writing a complete rehash of last year's

"Wish List."

Enjoy, folks. And for Cod's sake, dispose of ihe now
chunky egg nog in the back of your fridge, you slob.

• Michael Jackson's vitiligo advances to its final and
most terrifying stage when the singer's skin becomes
wholly translucent. Fans are mortified at 1997 photos in

several tabloids in which the bare-chested entertainer's

major organs are fully revealed as a result of the progress-

ing disease

In addition, the lackson child becomes
the youngest psychiatric patient in history

as its bi-racial complex — a white mother
and see-through father — defies all

known boundaries of modern psychother-

apy.

• The entire Middle East peace process comes to a

merry close when, upon a visit to the region. Tom Cruise

manages to convert everyone — be they lewish. Muslim.

Coptic Christian or other — to Scientology. Within
months, the vast, newly pacifist land is dubbed El

Ronhubbard. which is loosely translated as "our god. the

ex-hack sci-fi writer."

However, a new conflict develops when, as in America,
only the wealthy can afford to "ascend" to the higher

steps of consciousness, which notoriously cost a tad more
per level. Accordingly, the limmv Carter of Scientologist

negotiators. |ohn Travolta, is later sent in to alleviate ten-

sion.

• Upon his release from jail. Death Row Records head
Suge Knight emphatically demands that all ot hi- atn-t-

cease their present styles and delve into his new genre,

dubbed by the media "prison rap."

The constant references to soap, showers and some guy
named Bubba — ones Knight insists must be included —
alienate many of the label's current performers, most of
whom sneak out Death Row's back dc>or. No pun intend-

ed.

• Frustrated by sagging ratings and an increasingly

nasty cynical attitude. David Letterman finally loses his

marbles, opting for a series of outlandish stunts to boost

hi- -lock. Bits such as "Syphilitic Boy" a.id "Stupid

Corpse Tricks" fail to amuse most as a deeply bewildered

and frightened CBS abruptly pulls the plug on their

multi-million dollar man.
Toward the end of the year. Dave rebounds big time,

landing the hosting job on a long-running late-night

show on the network which spurned him years ago. Yes.

Dave becomes the head honcho on "Friday Night

Videos."

• The Bible is finally outsold worldwide — in the

United States alone — as Stephen King releases his latest

work, a serialized novel which extends well past the turn

of the century. A new "chapter," each of which is com-

prised of one page of text containing one word in really

large print, is released each day. thus forcing loyal fans to

make at least 567 purchases before they

even learn the protagonist's first name.
Meanwhile, the prolific King finds time

to write, publish and sell the film rights to

55 other books, all of which are made into

atrocious movies starring a cavalcade of

actors who either needed the coke money or never had a

shot in hell of making it anyway.
• Chelsea Clinton drops out of college within her first

month of attendance following repeated annoying behav-

ior by the Secret Service agents assigned her. Among the

disturbances are the snipers hiding in her freshman writ-

ing auditorium, the random cavity searches performed on
her roommate and. anytime before the First Daughter
gets busy with a gentleman caller, the patting down of all

rigid objects on the poor kid.

In a Patti Davis-like act of rebellion, the enraged only

child poses nude for Playboy, causing many faithful read-

ers to appreciate the Sandra Bernhard spread. Chelsea's

dad cancels his subscription as well, but remains a dedi-

cated Larry Flynt man.
• Signs of Aerosmith's renewed drug use begin to

become apparent when the smack-hazed supergroup
accidentally rerecords all of 7'ovs in the Attic in their lat-

e-si sessions h is later revealed that Steve Tyler mistaken-

ly slept with daughter Liv. but cleverly told her he was
Todd Rundgren.

The final tip-off is the press conference where Tyler

announces the band's plans to hook up with Kurtis Blow
and the Fat Boys for remakes of "Dream On" and "Mama
Kin." respectively.

C Taylor Conner is a Collegian columnist.

The shining path to freedom
<(B

rolhers and sisters of
Peru, we are. heading
towards peace with social

justice and for freedom of
the press, for freedom for all the polit-

ical prisoners . . Tupac Amaru is free-

dom!"
— MRTA Communique #5 1/8/97

For the last month, the internation-

al media has fixated its closed eyes on
the Peruvian city of Lima, where the

revolutionary group Movemiento
Revolucionario de Tupac Amaru
(MRTA) took hostage of 400 interna-

tional dignitaries inside the lapanese

embassy.

The surprise attack should come as

no shock upon examination of
Peruvian president

Alberto Fujimori's

policies that have
crushed opposition
groups while babying

foreign investment —
at the cost of personal freedom and
civil liberties of the massive poor class

in Peru.

Fujimori has successfully lowered
inflation from its 1990 high of 7650
percent to the current level of ten per-

cent. Two years ago the Gross
Domestic Product led the internation-

al community at a whopping I 5 per-

cent.

These numbers excited foreign
investors who rushed into Lima;
unfortunately no one looked out for

the state of the Peruvian poor.

Mike

Burke

Currently half of Peru's 24 million

population is in poverty; 85 percent of

workers do not work full time: and 95

percent of school-aged children do
not have textbooks. The foreign

money spreads no further than
Fujimori's pocketbook. Since Fujimori

took power, poverty has increased

from 46 percent to 49 percent.

But Fujimori's neo-liberal policies

have delighted the lapanese and
Americans investors, as well as the

minuscule Peruvian upper class, while

angering the revolutionary MRTA
who sight the end of neo-liberalism as

one of their two main goals.

The MRTA also demands the gov-

ernment to free MRTA political pns

oners. In an effort to

halt terrorism of both

the MRTA and the
Shining Path, a Maoist

revolutionary group.
Fujimori has taken over

9.000 political prisoners.

To weaken the power of the press.

Fujimori imprisoned or killed most
anti-govemment journalists. Currently

70 such "radicals" are imprisoned; not

all journalists have been so lucky —
one 22-year-old journalist. Melissa

Alfaro. died due to a letter bomb sent

by a government intelligence agenc \

Fujimori, in an act that would
please Newt Gingrich, vastly expand-

ed the Peruvian prison system —
building new jails specifically designed

to both physically and psychologically

destroy prisoners.

Two prisons, Callao and Yanamayo.
stand out for their severe harshness.

Callao. located on a Lima navy
base, holds prisoners in tiny cells 24

feet underground. The cells offer no
natural light, heat, or contact with the

real world. Fujimori once described

Callao as a "prison tomb... the place

where
( prisoners) rot and only come

out when they are dead."

Yanamayo. built at an elevation of

1 1.000 feet in the Andes Mountains,

offers an even harsher reality. Without
heat or windows, prisoners suffer in

sub-freezing temperatures with noth-

ing more than a small blanket Pairs of

prisoners share cells barely large

enough for one.

All prisoners at Callao. Yanamayo
and other prisons spend their first year

in complete isolation in their cell; after

this initial period, prisoners are grant

ed 50 minutes outside their cell per

day. Only family members are allowed

visitation rights. No radios, magazines
or newspapers arc permitted either.

With the majority of the group in

prison. Fujimori's anti- terrorism poli-

cies have taken their hold on the

MRTA. If nothing else, the Dec. 17

seize will open eyes to Fujimori's reign

of injustice and possibly revive the

revolutionary, anti- government fee 1 -

ings that are needed for Peru to

become truly free.

Mike Burke is a Collegian colum-
nist.

Welcome back! We are currently looking for new
columnists for the Ed / Op page, especially if you
are well versed in current events both nationally

and internationally. We do want to hear your opin
ion as do the 1 7,000 other daily readers of the

Collegian. If interested, please come down and
talk with Mike Burke.

Letters to the Editor are also encouraged and can
be mailed to: Letters to the Editor/ 1 1 3 Campus
Center - UMass / Amherst, MA 01003.
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Funding and Ebonics: not new ideas;
Insight into larger historical educational problems

By Roghuram Vadarevu
Collegian Staff

In 1992. the Asian, Latino, African- American and
Native- American (AI.ANA) community at the University
of Massachuseiis had ;i reason to celebrate: they success
fully waged a protest that would force a University admin-
istration commitment to improving the climate for
ALANA students.

The adininistiaiion made commitments in response to
student demands for. among other things, the number of
faculty of color; the number of students of color; and the
rate of retention for students of color.

More than four years later, the administration has fallen

well short of their commitments. The administration will

say thev have made substantial progress, while many stu-

dents disagree. One, of the main,
concerns among students of color is

that of retention.

According to the Office of
Institutional Research and Planning (OIRP), the percent-

age of entering ALANA freshmen in Fall 1995 who were
not retained from their first year to their second in Fall

1996. was 24 percent; 22 percent of white students were
not retained. Can this figure be accurate considering the

lack of funding given to many ALANA academic and sup
port services?

Upon lurther scrutiny of the percentages, one will come-

to a startling realization. The 22 percent of white students

who were not retained is not an accurate number because
it includes those students who did not designate an eth-

nicity or chose to designate "other." These students now
called, non- reporting students, were added to the reten-

tion rate of the non-ALANA students

What advantage can this have lor the administration?
Now they do not have am reason to increase funding lor

ALANA support services because the retention rates

among whites and students of color are seemingly equal.

Howeter. many ALANA advisor* and students contend
that they are short staffed and under-funded. Under these

conditions, it is no wonder why retention rates among sm
dent of color are lower than those of their white counter-

pans

In a special report on advising conducted bv the
Collegian last semester. Al ANA students were shown to

be dissatisfied with the quality ol advising and representa

tion on campus Thev singled out funding as a ke\ issue in

improving retention among students ol color

Specifically programs such as the Committee tor the

Collegiate tducation of Black and other Minority

News Analysis

Students (CCEBMS), Bilingual Collegiate Program (BCP)
and United Asia Learning Resource Center (UALRC)
have been neglected by the administration, according to

many ALANA students.

"If this school can have money for teams like hockey,
water polo, lacrosse, and horseback riding, than they can
invest more money in really leveling our 'playing field',"

said Student Government Association (SGA) ALANA
Caucus Sen. Laura Lopez in the Collegian report. "When
I
we are | talking about these sports teams the money is

considered an 'investment,' but when our cultural support
centers ask for more funding, the money is considered a

'hand-out'."

Many of the AI.ANA students are echoing Lopez's sen-

timents and are faced with limited access to programs that

could increase retention while having to deal with the

usual problems of financial aid. The
problem of funding for the ALANA
academic support programs is not a

new one and has been a staple of the

American education system.

All across the country, the dominant issues in inner

cities and areas where people of color and low-income
wage earners reside is that of funding to deal with the

dilapidated school buildings and outdated books and
learning materials. Consequently, many educators around
the country have been forced to come up with creative

solutions to help their children deal with a system that has

consistently denied them equal access to education. -

Ebonics in Oakland: temporary relief, not a new idea

A recent example of this are the efforts made by the

Oakland Unified School District (OUSDl in December
1996. Facing the same funding problems as many urban

centen in the country, the OUSD unanimously approved
a comprehensive plan that mandated the creation of
instructional strategies that would utilize Ebonics, or
"black Knglish." as a tool to "ensure that every child has

the opportunity to achieve |standard| English language

proficiency." according the OUSD report.

\c cording to proponents of the initiative, it was enact-

ed to counter the disturbing trend in the OUSD. of low

academic performance among African-American students

who constitute 55 percent of the 51,706 total student

population.. A study conducted by the school board
found:

• 71 percent of African-American students are enrolled

in special education classes

Turn to EBONICS, poge 7

The complexity of Israel
One traveler's account of the Middle East

_r,
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The Western Wall and the Dome of the Rock

MHUH SCHWaJlTTMAM COUfGIAN

By Brian Schwortzmon
Collegian Staff

IFRUSALEM - There are few
simple answers to the complex siiu.i

tions that exist in the Nation of

Israel. This was the discovery I made
while participating 'on a United
lewish Appeal (U|A) mission to

Israel this wintcrscssion along with

550 students from across the United

States

As an American lew. the trip was a

unique opportunity to rediscover the

riH>ts. history and beliefs behind my
religion. As an American journalist,

the trip provided access to one of the

world's most tense areas, where
opinions, especially within the lewish

community, are as diverse as the peo-

ple who live there.

The religious, political and social

overtones of the trip, in addition to

speakers such as the Prime Minister

of Israel and the Mayor of lerusalem.

at times proved to be quite over-

whelming.

One day of the trip was focused on

the relations between Israeli lews and

Israeli Arabs at the Seminar Center

in Givat Haviva. The center, located

several miles front the West Bank, is

one of the few places in the country

which serve as a place of open dia-

logue between lews and Arabs.

One organizer of the center, a left

wing lewish woman in her mid-'60s.

joined us on the bus heading towards

the Israeli Arab village of Kfar-Ara. a

few miles away. The bus drove along

a main road through a flat part of the

country with farmland intermittently

interrupted by rocky hills.

As the bus signaled to make a right

turn our guide from the center said,

"most lews would never stray from

this main road." since many lews

chodse not to frequent the Arab vil-

lage.

As opposed to Palestinians who
live in Occupied Territories,

Israeli-Arabs are full citizens of

Israel who maintain voting rights and

the ability to hold public office.

However Israeli-Arabs are not per-

mitted to serve in the military
because it could create a situation

where they would be forced to tight

Arabs from neighboring countries,

with whom thev share cultural and
religious ties

Since the Armv is sUt h an impor-

tant part of Israeli life, by not serving

Arabs are often at a disadvan-

tage socially and economically.

The non -lewish population of the

state of Israel represents approxi-
mated I 9 percent of the country's

1,460.000 people, according to the

Central Bureau of Statistics

Ihe majority of the non-|ewish
population is Moslem, but there are

Christian Araks, Armenians. Drafte,

Bedouins and other groups In addi-

tion to Hebrew, Arabic is also an
ollicial language of the state.

Despite foreign perception, there-

have been a mere handful of ci

rMlwifl acts by Israeli-Arabs since

the formation Of the state in 1948
According 10 \ letter Irom Israel.

a pamphlet published by the Israel

Information Center in lerusalem.
"The participation of the minorities

in the country's democratic processes

attests to their civic affiliation.

However, the development of normal
relations between lewish and Arab
citizens of Israel has been hindered
by differences in language and
lifestyles as well as by the
decades long conflict between Israel

and the Arab states, whose popula-

tions have Wong ethnic, cultural and
family ties with Arab citizens of
Israel. The two populations live side

by side, with contacts on economic,
municipal and political levels, but
with almost no social interaction."

The tour bus had difficulty making
it through the narrow streets of
Kfar-Ara. The houses in the village

were distinct, being predominantly
square shaped and having little vege-
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Qive peace a chance
Shortly after finals. I had the

opportunity to visit Israel. While
there. I met Israelis, and a subject

often broached was the peace
process. Most Israelis I spoke with,

believed that the process should con-

tinue. I heard lectures about the

importance of the peace process from

both conservatives and liberals. I even

heard the opinions of a few Israeli

Arabs as well

Over a month ago Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and
Palestinian Authority Leader Yasser

Arafat reopened the peace talks that

the late Yitzhak Rabin began almost

five years ago. The talks between
Netanyahu and Arafat culminated in

the recent

Israeli
Defense
Force pull

out of

most of

— Hebron,
the last West Bank cilv under Israeli

control.

The American press greeted this

inevitable pull out as something com-
pletely unexpected and out of charac-

ter for Israel's new prime minister.

Ihe American press practically vili-

tied Netanyahu when the people of

Israel elected him in May. They
declared it was the end of the peace

-s because Netanyahu is more
hawkish than former Prime Minister

Shimon Peres. However, despite
Netanyahu's election, the process
never ended. When elected, he never

said it would end. but the American
press basically ignored this.

Since Israelis seem to want peace,

it is no wonder that the process
resumed this month with their with-

drawal from Hebron. The Middle
Fast continues to move closer to

hut hurdles remain. One such

hurdle is lerusalem. The Palestinians

now are laying claim to the holiest

cit\ to lews. Christians and Muslims
However, the future of lerusalem is

one of a myriad of smaller problems

when compared to the big picture.

The sentiment that Israel has no right

to exist, continues amongst many
Israeli Arabs and Palestinians

While in Israel. I and about 15

other students primarily from UMass
visited the home of a young Arab
Israeli woman while the rest of our
group visited another home. She was
about the same age as most of us. and
she recently concluded studying at a

university for a while. Now she teach-

es I nglish at the local equivalent to a

junior high school.

We spoke for over an hour while

her mother who was extremely hos-

pitable offered us drinks and snacks.

We asked her about her life in Israel

as an Arab, and she asked us about

our lives here in the United States.

We asked her why she dressed in

modem Western clothes wfiile other

Arab women wore traditional cloth-

UMass begins fifth year of stalling. .

By Lisa Chiu & Christine Soh
Collegian Staff

In the past five years, we've seen

both the election and re- election of

President Clinton, the end of

apartheid in South Africa, five super

bowls and two Olympic games. But

at UMass, life for the administration

is still business as usual...

Frau Burn still heads the
International Programs Office, Grant
Ingle still complains about the alien-

ated white victims of multicultural-

ism. Tom Robinson continues to

spout gibberish when asked about
the ALANA agreements, and of
course Chancellor David K Scott

still hides behind the petticoats.

Thfs isn't the first time the
Collegian has reported oh the 1992
ALANA Agreements, and until the

promised agreements are fulfilled, it

will definitely not be the last.

Last fall, the Chancellor, in an
attempt to duck the rotten vegetables

and flying pies, ordered his hench-
people to dust off their copies of the

ALANA Agreements and produce
the semi-annual distortions of the

progress on its implementation. On
cue this past November, the king of

doublespeak, the \ ice C hancellor for

Student Affairs, Tom Robinson,
released a disingenuous report.

As you may recall, five years ago.

following a series of racist events

and AI.ANA student unrc-si. several

Al ANA students staged a massive
take over of Memorial Hall, to

protest the lack of administrative

concern for the racial issues which
erupted across campus. They also

piesented a list of seven demands to

the I Mass administration (see side

bar. page 9).

The result of these demands and
Al ANA takeover was a paranoid call

to the Massachusetts Department of

lustice h> the UMass administration

led bv then Chancellor O'Brien and
Ihe current Vice Chancellor
Robinson.

Tired and emotional, the student

leaders of the protests were bamboo-
zled into a series of meetings and
discussions with the administration.

A few weeks later, the Al ANN
agreement — a legally binding con
tract — was signed bv the students,

administration and representatives of

the state.

The real life of
Medger Evers
By Christine Soh
Calegun Staff

Turn to PEACE, page 6

"We condemn other countries that

deny freedom of the butlot. Ibutl we
here in Mississippi, in the so called

American way of life, are denied the

rigftl to sore.
"

— Medfar Evers

Growing up in Decatur. Miss

Medgar Even and his brother Charles

were practically inseparable

Though their personalities were dif-

ferent, living in the extremely segregat-

ed Mississippi Delta caused Ihem to

appreciate each other so much that

even when Medgar broke their child

hood vow to never marry, an action

that Charles refilled as betrayal, their

bond would still not he broken.

The people of Mississippi learned

the ways of segregation by instinct. But

for the Fvcrs'. it was the lynching of a

childhood friend that would shape
their understanding of the world and
an experience abroad during World
War II thai would fortify their disgust

of segregation, its causes and its ramifi

cations.

Medgar studied business admimstra-

tion at Alcorn Agricultural and
Mechanical College, the main state col-

lege for black students in Mississippi.

His activities theie caused him to be

listed in a national publication Who's
Who Among Students in Ami
Colleges and Vnnmiries in the 1950s

It was during this time thai he met his

to-be Myrlie Beasley. from
\ icksburg. Mats.

In the sweltering summer of 1 952.

Myrlie and Medgar moved to Mound
Bayou. Miss. He was to take a position

in an insurance company that was
owned and operated by a black man.
Mound Bayou was the only town in

Mississippi to be founded, settled, and

governed by Heel I

According to Marynnnc Vollcrs in

Ghosts ,',' ktinlmippi. Mound Bayou
was "a dull town, self-conscious and
staid."

Medgar was completely absorbed in

it He had become acquainted with a

man named Dr. Howard who had
founded the Delia-based Regional

Council of Negro Leadership, a sort of

grassroots NAACP. There was also a

Mound Bayou chapter of the NAACP
which Medgar joined, in addition to

the Regional Council in which he met
many other veterans and activists who
would be his allies ft the rest ol his

life.

In January 1954. Evers applied to

the University of Mississippi Law
School with Thurgood Marshall acting
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Students garner support at the Franklin Dining Commons Protest held
during the 1995 Spring semester.

Ihe agreement promised to

increase \l ANA freshman student

enrollment lo 20 percent, hire more
lacultv of color and increase ihe

retention ol \l ANA students. Ihe

administration created a new \

of the underfunded Lpward Bound
program in an attempt to attract

\1 \N \ Miicicnts Irom cities and
towns in \la-s,icliusetis The agree-

ment also called for the establish

ment of an administration funded
Office o! Al \N\ Allans Still todav

this office continues to be funded by

student monies.

While the goals of ihe agreement

are laudable, the original student

demands were far more ambitious

I nfortunately . they have been
w.uered down to the well known ver-

sion of todav for example, the

changes from the original demands
to the new ones include a demund ha

achieve "a minimum of 50 percent

minoritv representation" at the dif-

ferent levels ot the Lhaivorsit)

Instead. L Mass administrators sue

cesslully bargained down this num-
ber lo a new goal of 20 percent
Al ANA cntolliiienl in the freshman
J.l-s.

According to the latest propagan-

da, the November I99e> ti]

released b\ the administration, the

percentage of Al \N \ students m
the overall student body is 16.5 per-

cent and for the freshman class, it is

20.7 peiccni >,es. the adnunisiration

aduallv claims that they've finally

reached the goals.

Hut according to the Offil

Institutional Research and Planning,

another administrative office on
campus which compiles all the st^ns

tics at the Amherst campus, the over-
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Film haunted by ghosts of

American consciousness
By Christine Soh
Collegson Staff

»*OS73 0FA«SS«SWr
Dieected by Rob Reiner

wttfr Alec Baldwin, Whoopi Goldberg.

James Woods
Ptaying at Mountain Forms Four Theaters

WlmUkdUt^mrBmnf
for decades the answer to this ques-

tion remained unanswered due to two

consecutive mistrials against Bvron de

la Beckwith.

Beckwith was the chief suspect in

the slaying of F.vers. Mississippi's chief

representative of the NAACP — a

man noted for exceptional courage in

an environment hostile towards
change.

Though all of the evidence pointed

to Iveckwith. a known member ot vari-

ous white «uprcmac\ organisations, he

would not be found guilty by a

Mississippi jun until >0 wars alter the

assassination ol fvcrs and vears after

a succe-stul civil lights movement
would make its wav ihrough this

Southern state

The film d'/r.' >issi/>r>i is

about the third trial which convicts

Beckwith and finallv brings nisticc to

what was miJ to be the most
immutable and uncompromising of

governments ol the Southern M
It is a revealing si,,r\ ol the interna-

tionally talked about trial, uncovering

many of Mis-issjppj'< ghosts, who
manifest themselves as racist and neg-

ative reactions to Assistant District

Attorney Bobby Del-aughter's investi-

gations which eventuallv would lead

lo the reopening of the trial against

Beckwith The ghosts of racism seem
to he alive and well in Mississippi.

The film is accurate in its retelling

of this long awaited incrimination but.

unlike the book by Maryanne Vollers

which the film is based on. Ghost', a/

Mississippi, it passes over the actual

life of Medgar Evers and instead

become* as much a tribute to Attorney

IVI aughier and the liberal white posi-

tion on civil rights, as it is a tribute lo

the virtually unknown and abstract

image of Civil Rights leader. Fvers.

Perhaps there is a significance to

this locus aside from Hollywood lime

limits uhe film was already approxi-

mately two and a half hou-

By not focusing on the life of

Medgar (vers the movie instead, solid-

ifies the progress of America's white

loUfTKSI It showed how this

consciousness has evolved into one
more tolerant of non while cultures

and conversely more judgmental of

white supremacist beliefs \nd like

mosi ol Hollywood these davs, the

"details" of history are left to the

schools, which in turn lend to mvthol

ogi/e the more bitter sides (o our past

Take, for example the legacv of Dr
Martin I uther King, who has been
reduced to memories ,.| sunJing al a

podium at the March On Washington,

"celebrating" Martin I uther King dav.

and the words "I Have a Dream."

Turn to ©HOST page 9

If you lead, they will follow
On the eve of Black rfUtOt)

Month. African-Americans and
seemingly all people of color have

yet to overcome the vicious cycle of

injustice and racism that seems to

never end.

The beginning of 1997 brought
with il little optimism as people of

color, particularly black and I.anno
are forced
to deal with

new: welt. He-

reform, a

Humphrey BROWN III

lessei ol two evils, but we like him
anvwavi no one is «ure if he's going

to do right by us or toss our con
cerns to the back burner, like so
man presidents before him.

The feeling throughout this

nation, among black people, is that

of division. We are a nation divided

without a sure leader to help lake us

to the next
level. No
one has yet

to stand
rebirth in ihe frequency of hale
crimes and decreasing job opportu-

nities despite an increase in mini-

mum wage.

The controversy and media hype
surrounding Fbonics has many pec

pie in the community feeling more
alienated than ever. People aren't

sure what to think. And now. that

we've helped put President Clinton

back in office for a second term la

and pick up the torch left by Martin
Luther King, |r., Malcolm X or any
other of the great leaders of yester-

cl.IV

Many felt that Louis Farrakhan
was the one to lead us out of the

darkness, particularly after the suc-

cessful the Million Man March, but

with all of his issues overseas in

other countries, those of us here are

Turn to LEAD page 8
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Hebron protocol consolidates occupation of West Bank
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Located in the center of the Uoi
Bank, the I'ulestinian cit\ ol

Al klialil remains a local point of the

Israeli- Palestinian conflict. One of

the largest and most important West
Bank cities. Al-Khalil has been
inhabited by Palestinians for thou-

sands of \ears and has a population

of over 160.000.

Also known a> Hebron, this

Palestinian city was occupied by

Israel during the war of 19b7, at a

time when Al-Khalil was entirely

inhabited by Palestinians. Many
lewi-h people consider Hebron an
important holy site, second only to

lerutalera. The future of this

I'.ilcMiniun city arouses deep pa

in the minds ol man) Zionists. Since

I9b7. there has

been a systein-

atic effort to

take-over the

city, populate it

with Zionist M
tam, and incor-

Shyamala IVATURY

& Hussein IBISH

porate it into

lirael. Hence the presence of 400
heavily armed Zionist settlers in

Al-Khalil's center, backed up by

thousands of Israeli troops

Over the years Al-Khalil has regu-

larl\ caught the attention of the west

em media as the provocative pres-

ence of the settler- BM created dis-

turbances in the city, most notably a

number of lliainnm committed by

Zionist settler zealots.

The Israeli agreement to transfer

authority in all of Al- Khalil to the

I'jlestmc Notional Authoiity iPNA)
was an hiportant aspect of the origi-

nal Oslo Accords o\ 1991, But both

the I abor and l.ikud governments
refused to honor this agreement,
which had supposedly been guaran-

teed b> the United States, to with-

draw all Israeli troops from Al-Khalil

h\ March l»Wt>.

When Benjamin Netanyahu came
to power in lune 1^96. he unilateral-

ly insisted on a complete renegotia-

tion of all tenns of the Hebron prou
sions of the Oak) VcooadM

The previous I aboi government s

argument in favor of the Oslo rede-

ployment-- had been that it was more
efficient tot land to govern the W - M
Bank cities "from the outside" by

controlling the countryside and the

highways, while leaving city policing

to a PSA police torse

Netanyahu's Likud party, on the

other hand, holds that, on grounds ol

national morale and religious con-

Come, keeping complete control ol

Vt est Bank cities such as Hebron is

vital to Israel Zionists have generallv

claimed poeeeilJOB ol Palestine on
the supposition that modern lews arc

the descendants of the biblical

Hebrews Hence the Zionist ideology

in many cases tends to Kk.u> on areas

deemed to have had great historical

and religious importance during bib

iical times, including lerusalem and
Hebron. Informed bv this "national

morale" ideology. Netanyahu insisted

on the renegotiation of the Hebron
provision- ol the Oak accord, with a

npecifk view to keeping Israeli

trol of the holy sites, such as the

"Tomb of the Patriarchs

This resulted in the recently rene-

gotiated and re-signed "Protocol

Concerning the Redeployment in

Hebron." The process of renegotia-

tfon was deliberatelv designed to

humiliate Mr. Yasser Arafat and the

PN V and real firms the nature of the

Israeli-Palestinian relationship as

that of oppressor and oppressed It

also served to vet again demonstrate

the worthlessness of lnited Slates

"guarantees." especially for

Palestinians. The new Protocol
extends the radical failure of the Oslo

Peace Process insofai as it fails to

address the real causes of the con

Met: expanding Israeli colonialism

and the continuous denial of
Palestinian human and national

rights.

Zionist Logic and the Hebron
Protocol

The Protocol on Hebron is

emblematic of the racist logic of

Zionism and the unchanged nature of

the relationship between Palestinians

and Israelis throughout this century.

It once again demonstrates the rel-

ative value of rights that Zionism
assigns to

Israelis and
Palestinians.

The 160.000

indigenous
Palestinian
inhabitants

of Hebron
are. under the accord, to be allow a

measure of local autonomy in 80 per-

cent of the city. On the other hand,

the 400-odd heavily armed Zionist

settlers, many from New York City,

are granted control of 20 percent of

the city, including the main market

and economic center, the city center,

and the important religious sites, holy

to both Muslims and lews. The
armed settler's control of the citv

center is to be backed up by thou-

sands of even more heavily armed
Israeli troops.

This supremacist calculus, where
the illegitimate and illegal activities

of 400 Zionist interlopers take

extreme precedence over the rights of

an overwhelming majority of local

Arab inhabitants, is entirely coiim--

tent with the historical pattern of

Zionist logic.

Among the more notorious
antecedents of the Hebron Protocol

in this regard is the HI 9 Balfour

Declaration. In it the CH percent
Palestinian majority was dismissed as

"existing non-lewish populations in

Palestine." with their national rights

utter!) disregarded in favor of the

wishes of a tiny Zionist minontv I he

same logic applied in 1 948 with the

establishment ol the State of Israel,

where the small 25 percent lewish

nrnorily declared Palestine to be a

"lewish State." expelling most of the

Palestinian majority to other Arab
states or the West Bank and Gaza.

This logic ifl conquest and dis

placement also informed the seizure

Of the West Bank and Gaza in 1967.

Israel immediately annexed I asi

lerusalem. thereby cutting ofl

lerusalem Irom the rest of the West
Bank, of which it had been the cul

tural and economic heart The gov

ernment then instituted an aggressive

program to "ludaize" the city by seiz-

ing Palestinian land and property and
bringing in thousand- ot 1 uropean
settlers. It need hardly be added that

all settlement and annexation of

is-Lupied territories is stnuly illegal

under international law.

Settlements and Permanent
Occupation a

In the Watt Bank and Gaza, the

Israeli government began a systemat-

ic program to create Zionist settle

ments in order to consolidate their

control of the regions. Settlements

such as Ma'aleh Adumim and Ariel

posed as suburbs of major cities such

I Aviv and lerusalem. and
Israelis were enticed to move there by

extremely generous government -ub

sidies. In many cases these lush green

Israeli enclaves enjoyed swimming
pools and heavily irrigated lawns

while the surrounding Palestinian

population remained without suffi-

cient drinking water. These settle

ments are connected to Israeli cities

and each other by a network of

lewish--only highways, policed by the

Israeli army. Together, the settle-

ments and highways serve to cuive

up all contiguous Palestinian territo-

ries inihe West Bank and Gaza.

Guided by the logic of Zionism.

the purpose of this highway and set-

tlement activity over the past 25
years has been to consolidate perma-

nent Israeli occupation of the territo-

rial and ensure that any process such

as the Oslo Accords could not lead to

the creation of a Palestinian state. As

I result, the Oslo process cannot
address the issue of Palestinian con-

trol over any large contiguous areas

which could ultimately serve as the

basis for I Palestinian state.

On the contrary, these arrange-

ments provide only for limited PNA
autonomy in some city centers, with

Israeli troops retaining control of vir-

tually the entire region. In fact the

reality is that rather than slowing

their colonial policies, since the start

of the Oslo process in 1992 Israel has

actually increased the number of set

tiers in the West Bank from 120.000

to 160.000. a 50 percent increase

Under the logic of Zionism, the

Palestinians continue to suffer under

brutal occupation and martial law.

while Israeli settlers in the West Bank
and Gaza live under Israeli civil law.

a systematic policy of apartheid.

One of the greatest examples ol

supremacist logic at work in the West

Bank and Gaza is the issue of public-

lands. Under Israeli apartheid laws.

"publicly owned land" can be sold or

leased only to those officially deemed
"lewish" by the Israeli state Over 70

percent of the land in the West Bank
is designated "publicly owned land"

since it has been seized bv Israel.

Therefore the over one million

Palestinians ot the West Bank can. bv

law. never make use of 70 percent of

their land, which is reserved for the

160.000 settlers. These, and so many
other crucial, ba-K issues are not

addressed bv the Oslo BROOM
Thus the "Protocol concerning

redeployment in Hebron" is a pcrtcct

example of the phoney "peace
process" at work, a facade designed

to provide a cloak of legitimacy
whereby Israeli colonialism can con-

tinue to sonsolidatc control over the

West Bank and Gaza. In the mean
time, in Al-Khalil. the human rights

of the 160,000 indigenous
Palestinians continue to be sacrificed

in the name of the fanatical religious

ambitions ol the 400 Israeli -ettlci*

Origins of the Hebron Settlement

On April 12. 1968. shortly after

the Israeli conquest of the West
Bank. Rabbi Moshe I evinger led a

group of 52 lewish families into the

Park Hotel in downtown Hebron
seeking to take over the city IMi ini-

tial move to eolonize the center of

Hebron was in direct defiance of

even Israeli government laws and
policies One month later, however,

the Israeli government agreed to help

the extremists to remain in Hebron
and, in 1970. founded the Kirv.it

Arba settlement on hills overlooking

the city.

The settlers project of seizing con-

I the city center remained on
hold until 1979 when, at 5 a.m..

I evinger's wife Miriam led a small

group of women from Kiryat Arba to

a sit in | defunct hospital in the cen-

ter of Hebron. The occupiers of the

building weie defended from out-

raged locals hv Israeli soldiers and in

die subsequent weeks I settler coin

munity was established in surround-

ing buildings. The occupation provid-

ed the Israeli government an MCUK
to insert an "Israeli presence" in

Hebron through the settlers. I .evinger

and his wife, along with many of

their followers, are from New York
City in the United States.

The Settlers' Supremacist
Ideology

These New Yorkers are the leader-

of the Gush I niunim (Block of the

Faithful), an extreme religious

/lonist organization whose aim is to

rid Hebron, and ail of Palestine, of its

Arab inhabitants. Gush I iimnini is a

Messianic group whose ideology has

been described by Dr. Israel Sh.iluik

as .i-suining "the imminence of the

coming of the Messiah, when the

Zionist shooting spree, this time by

an on- duty Israeli soldier. Noam
Friedman, In an interview with Israeli

television, an unrepentant and
unapologetic Friedman s«>d that all

Palestinians, women and children

included, are "not innocent. They
hate the lews."

In 1994. another Hebron settler

and extremist from New York.

Baruch Goldstein, gunned down
dozens of worshippers as they prayed

at the Ibrahimi mosque in the "Tomb
of the Patriarchs" in Hebron.
Goldstein was hailed as brave hero

by the Hebron and Kiryat Arba set-

tlers, and his grave has become I

shrine for such extremists. At his

funeral it was said by a supportive

rabbi that 1000 Arabs were not

worth one of Goldstein's fingernail-

'ITic Gush I niunim ideology holds

these individual- Nameless for their

murderous crimes. Rabbi Israel Ariel

states, for example, that "a lew who
kills a non lew is exempt Irom

human judgement, and has not vio-

COUDTlSr ASSOCIATED MISS

A convoy of trucks carrying mobile homes to a lewish West Bank settle-

ment rolls past a Palestinian village in the West Bank.

lew-, aided by God. will triumph
over the Gentile- .

" According to

Gush K.munim leader Rabbi Shlomo
\viner. because of the "eternal

uniqueness" of the lewish people,

"while God requires other normal
nations to abide bv abstract oofkn of

'justice and righteousne-s, such laws

do not apply to lews

Given their supremacist ideology,

it is not surprising that the Hebron
letlllll have been prone to extreme

level- ol brutality and violence

against Palestinian* In I9K8 Rabbi

I evinger himsell went on a shooting

rampage in Hebron center when
led up Palestinian vouth- stoned his

car The Rabbi ran through the sen

tral market screaming "you au .ill

dogs." and shooting indisetimmately

at the unarmed civilians around him.

murdering a Palestinian -hoe store

owner He 0JM sentenced bv Israeli

courts to a mere live months in

prison lor this murder and served

only three In a ptovm..ition typical of

the attitude and behavior of the

Hebron settlers. I evinger. was hailed

as a hero and carried to prison

through the street- of central Hebron
on the shoulders of his gun totting

follow et-

In 1996. this same central market

wa- the -He ot another indiscriminate

lated the prohibition of murder " Or

Shahak note- that "the Gu-h
Lmunim rabbis have indeed reiteijt

ed that lews uho kill \rahs should he

free from all punishment ."

In fact, the Gu-h I niunim leader

ship lounded a terrorist organization

in the early 1980s dedicated lo

attacking Palestinians civilians and

eleded officiate Moreover, they

attempted to blow up the Dome ol

the Rock Mosque in |vru«alem.

According to a report by Daniel

Ben-Simon in the well known Israeli

newspaper Davar. the Cu-h I niunim

plotters hoped to provoke a world

war bv enraging hundred- of millions

ol Muslims throughout the world. It

was hoped that war on nsoh a scale-

would rid the world ol Muslims and

pave the way towards the coming of

the Messiah.

Rabbi Kliezar Waldman. former

Knesset member and directa of main

yeshiva at Kinat Arba has stated that

"by fighting the Arabs. Israel carries

out its divine mission to serve as the

heart of the world." and has refetred

to Arab hostilrtv to Zionism a- result

ing from a desire "to fulfill their col-

lective death wish "
It i- tfatM mur-

derou- fanatical raci-t- whose inter-

est- the l-raeli and I nited Stale

emments protect and promote at the

expense of the indigenous

Palestinians inhabitants of Hebron.

Gush I niunim. unlike Meir

Kahane's Kach group, is not outside

the mainstream of Israeli politics.

Since its inception. Gush Kmunim
has enjoyed the support of many
important Israeli politicians both in

Labor and Likud. According to Dr.

Shahak. "Gush Emunirh's leaders

enjoy Rabin's friendship and strong

influence in wide circles of the Israeli

and diaspora Jewish circles." Labor

leaders such David Ben- Gurion,

Yigal Allon and Yitzhak Rabin sup-

ported the settlement efforts of Gush

Kmunim and Labor governments

plaved I crucial role in the creation

and expansion of the settlements.

However Gush Kmunim is closer to

l.ikud and, at present, parties closely

linked to it are heavily represented in

the current Netanyahu cabinet.

Gush Kmunim activities depend

upon material support from the

United States. Their fund raising

organization. The Hebron Fund. Inc.,

was incorporated in New York City

in 1982 as a "charitable, tax-exempt

foundation" dedicated to turning "the

center of Hebton into a lewish city
"

I'he fund receives generous contribu-

tions from a number of extremely

wealthy North Americans such as Dr.

Irving Moskowitz. and the

Reichmann brothers, real estate mag-

nets worth more than $9 billion. It is

extraordinary that this kind of hate-

ful organization receives such wide

spread support, and is allowed to

provide a tax shelter for wealthy B0O-

ple whose "generous donations" will

be- paid for by ordinary citizen-

It i- a particular irony that the peo-

ple of one of the poorest and nio-t

oppressed cities in the world. Hebron,

should be assaulted in this manner by

settlers and their backers from the

one of the world's wealthiest and
most powerful cities. New York City.

As Mmani I evinger told a New York

fundraising meeting of The Hebron
Fund. Inc., "I grew up in the East

Bronx and I was a verv frightened

lewish child. And I see my children —
thev way they walk around Hebron,

40 ot 50 lamilies in a city of 70.000

Arabs, and not so friendly Arabs at

that — and they walk around as if

thev own the market."

Despite the hoopla, lies, and pre-j

tense- the Hebron Protocol in no wajj

remove- the specter ot Zionist cofoj

ni/ation from the streets of A! Khalil!

I'he Protocol, like the rest of the Oslo
1

piocess. cannot achieve its stated aim

of creating a peaceful settlement of

the Israeli-Palestinian conflict

because it does not address the basic

issues that cause the conflict and fails

entirely to provide Palestinians with

the basic human and national rights

of which they have been for so long
,

deprived Furthermore, as rhe Hebron

Protocol starkly demonstrates, there

is no new relationship between
l-raelis and Palestinians in tftis "era of

peace." but rather a continuation and

refinement of the traditional oppres-

sive interaction between colonizer

and colonized.

Israeli society continues to be guid-

ed bv a deeply racist ideology. The
Gush Kmunim Hebron settlers are on

extreme but integral part of the

Israeli body politic. And until the

Israelis can come to understand that

Palestinians arc human beings with

the same rights as anyone else, there

can be no peace in Hebron, in

Palestine, or the Middle East In gen-

eral

Shvamala Ivatury and Hussein

MM aw Collegian columnists.

Peace
continued from page 5

ing. She explained that when she marries, then

she will al-o dre-s traditionally She added that

-he is still young, so she should enjoy her youth.

Someone noted her computer, and asked her

whether she knew about the Internet She smiled

and told us she was going to finally get the

opportunity to log on later in the week. We com-
pared the experiences of being a minority in the

Lnited States with that of one in Israel.

The discussion of living as a minority ultimate-

ly led to broaching the subject about the peace

process. We all had questions on the subject, but

many seemed apprehensive about asking. So
when the fust person asked about her feelings on
the prospect of peace and possibly a Palestinian

homeland in the West Bank and Gaza, an
avalanche of question- ensued from uc

However, every answer led to another ques-

tion The first question was "how do you feel

about the negotiation-'" She told us she felt good

about it Next someone asked "how do you feel

about the possibility of a Palestinian nation in the

West Bank " Again she responded positively to

the question, and told us she would love to see

that day Since she told us she considers herself a

Palestinian even though she has Israeli citizen

ship, another student asked "would you move
there?" She said. "no. this is my home." Finally. I

asked "if you won't move there, then do you
think the establishment of a Palestinian nation

will solve all the problems'*" She candidly and
-imply responded, "no."

At that point, out tour guide appeared and told

us we were running late, and the other buses had

already departed for lerusalem. I left with unan-

swered questions, and the one that continues to

bum in my head wa- "what would it take to bring

a lasting peace'" I assume she probably did not

know the answer, or the answer is the same one
that has plagued Israel since its birth in 1948

During the hour, we realized we had some-

things in common, but we were also dramatically

different. To this day I continue to hope that lews

and Arabs can finally make peace. However, the

answer to the above question remains illusive,

therefore so does peace.

Matthew Wurtzel is a Collegian columnist

Account
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latum The village i- densely populated with

nearly 10.000 inhabitants spread throughout

several acres In view of the bus were five or

six young teena>

The bus had great difficulty pulling in front

of the house but managed to park. The group
was led into a house with delicate fumi-h
ings. Several children can be heard laughing

from somewhere in the house when a man
appears and says we are in the home of his

brother.

"Mv house is my brothers house, and his

tiou-e i- mv hou-e." he said.-

His name i- Afed Aled. and he teaches at

and runs a local school for Arab children lh-

-on. probably no more than four or five

enters the room with a large ball.

Aled began to answer que-tion- on a broad

range of topic- such as personal identity, the

curriculum of hi- -chool. the customs in his

village and his feelings towards the Israeli

and American government-

Aled identified himself first as an Arab.

second as a Moslem, third as a Palestinian,

and fourth as an Israeli. Though debate and
opinions vary, as much as they do within the

lewish community. Aled said the general con-

sensus among Israeli Arabs is that they sup-

port the idea of an independent Palestinian

state but would not be willing to move there.

Aled said that he feels loyalty towards the

state of Israel and has often felt proud to see

the Israeli flag, even though its references

clearly pertain directly to lews. However he

feels Israeli Arabs are under-represented in

Knes-et (Israel's I nicumeral Parliament) and
feels a bit of disillusionment toward the new
Likud government.

He told of how there is a lack of resources

lor schools, housing, and the building of
toads in Arab villages. Aled said that there

are currently 20,000 houses built in Arab vil-

lages which have not yet received power.

"The situation is very complex because

there is always a struggle for the government
in letting |the Arab villages | maintain auton-

omy and making sure they have adequate

resources. " said Giora Kidoon. | I Al tour

guide and geological researchet

Kidoon said that the government cannot

ptovide electricity to a home unless the build

ing plans have been approved by the munici

pality. In most instances if a hoMCC is built

without prior approval it will be torn down.

but because of the delicate political situation

in the country the municipalities will taulv

tear down a house in an Arab village but not

will they will connect it to power

Aled stressed that needs are universal for

all human beings. "People are people, thev

want the same things, a family, a house." he

said.

Aled said that Islam is still a vital pari of

village life He said that his students know
the Torah and the Talmud as well as lewish

student- of the same age. and he wished the

Hebrew schools taught as much respect for

the Koran as the Arabic schools do for the

Torah.

The meeting became tense when topics

switched to the Gulf War and American
involvement in the war.

"When Scud missiles began landing in

Israel the first thing I thought about, was the

safety of my family. Then, honestly I have to

say I was a little happy. I thought that

Sadaam Hussein was finally doing to the lews

what they had been doing to the Arabs.

"Then I thought, this conflict is between

Iraq and Kuwait. Israel was not involved,

why are they being attacked? Mv feelings

became very mixed."

He further said. "I also wondered why
America had to interfere, why could not the

neighboring Arab states be left to handle the

situation. Power, not morality, makes
America policeman and peacemaker."

Finally he urged, "we fight about nothing

and for nothing, we must exist in peace

He was very honest about the way he felt

towards the Scud Missiles, and if I was Arab

I might feel the same way. However. I felt he-

was much too diplomatic, most people
believe in peace and coexistence, the question

is how?
Ai the end of the meeting I approached

Aled and expressed my gratitude lot having

guests in his home I paraphrased some-

thing I believe was said bv Ihomas Merlon

that seemed appropriate for the occasion.

"the only wars that should be fought are

those within the human heart, as it tries to

overcome its own doubts and fears."

Not fully knowing what I had just babbled.

Aled said to me. "I wish moie people fell the

wav we do." We shook hands and then

embraced, it was not an embrace of toler-

ance, but of genuine warmth.

I 'spite differences in icligion and political

views, we were able to share a moment of

friendship in an area of the world that places

us on opposing sides If reasonable good pco

pie disagree, there is always hope lor com
promise, il is the exaggerated reality of

fanaticism that creates so much trouble in

ihi- area of the world

Throughout the trip, and since I have

returned, many people have told me. "we can

never trust the Arabs." and "there can never

be peace "
I just hope that myself and my

peers never take on this attitude.

During a walking tour of the old citv of

lerusalem students were able to shop in the

Arab market. The old walled city of

kiusalem which was under the control of

Ionian from 1948- 1967. is now under the

control of the Israeli government; it is still

divided into quarters: Muslim. Christian.

Armenian and Jewish.

Palestinians living in the old citv have been

i iun the option to claim Israeli citizenship,

but many have not. preferring to identify

themselves as Palestinians instead of Israeli-

lerusalem contains holy sights for three major

world religions, so it is no wonder the late of

lerusalem has been a source of conflict and

the question over the final status of lerusalem

is a major obstacle towards peace.

The old city is constructed entirely in lime-

stone and is sfill made up of the same naimw

streets that lesus walked down. The outer

MOM of the Arab market are attractive spots

lot tourists searching for gifts, necklaces,

jewelry. I shuts, carvings and rugs. I told

several of the Arab shopkeepers that our

group was going to be addressed by Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu and asked if

they had one question to ask him. what
*ould it be? Some of the responses I got

were:

'Why is he ignoring the Oslo accords?"

'Win does he not give back the Golan
Heights'"

"Vni're going to meet with Netanyahu. I'll

introduce you to Arafat. He is a good person^'

he will have lunch with you."

Is he treating'" I responded.

He then responded. "Get out of my slot

and I was thrown out of a place of business,',

lot the first time in Israel.

The question of whether or not to returrf!

the Golan Heights to Syria is one of the mosl

piessmg issues in Israel today, splitting th«

public opinion of the lewish population.

We were privileged to take a bus and jeer,

tour ol these strategic mountains which over .'

look a flat valley where many Kibutzcs are

I'he Golan Heights were captured from Syrii
j

in the 1Mb 7 Six Day War. prior to which th< I

Syrian army was accused of shooting al'

Israelis on the farmland below.

Many Israelis fear that if Syria regains theij

Golan Heights in a gesture of peace, the;

Syrian army will once again abuse the strate-i

gic piece of land by returning to theirj

pie 1967 practices

In 1981. in a move unrecognized by Syria/}

the United States, and the United Nations,,

Isiael annexed the Golan Heights. Many re-i-,

dents of the Golan Heights area still pledg

loyalty to the Syrian government.
I he jeep tour took us to an abandoned

Syrian bunker Our driver, who was a eareetj

soldier and had lost a son to war. believed

Israel should return the land in exchange
peace accords.

Standard English

vs. African-

American
language system:

A comparison
The African-American Ian

guage system, or Ebonics, (hare
many features, but have many
small differences. According to
many linguists, the subtle differ-

ences can be traced back to slave
times. During the slave times, the
slaves were forbidden to speak
their native languages from the
Niger- Congo region of Africa.
In order to communicate, the
slaves adopted words from the
English vocabulary. They used
these words according to the
grammar of their native lan-
guages, not according to stan-
dard English grammar.
According to many linguists, the
speech patterns of
African-Americans are similar to
the languages of West Africa

Standard English

• The "th" sound is regularly used
at the beginning of words,
as in "they" and "then."
• The past tense of the verb "to
be:"

Singular Plural
I was we were

Ebonics

you were
he was

you were
they were

• Two negatives in a sentence
make a positive statement:

"It isn't likely that there won't be
any rain" means that it probably
will rain.

African-American Language
System

•At the beginning of words, the

"th" sound is pronounced as "d".

The th sound does not exist in

many West African languages, so

"they" becomes "dey." and
"then" becomes "den."
• The past tense of the verb "to

be"
Singular Plural

I was we was
you was
he was

you was
thev was

• The more negatives in a sen-

tence, the more negative the sen-

tence becomes
"Nobody don't have no excuse"
means everyone is without an
excuse.

Source: The Language
Development Program for
African- American Student*. Lo%
Angeles Lnilied School Distrtct

continued from page 5

• 74 percent of the students
retained are African-American.

• 71 percent of African-American
males attended school on a regu-

lar basis.

• 19 percent of 12th grade
African-American students did

not graduate.

• 80 percent of those suspended
form school were African-

American.

• And Finally, the most unsettling

statistic was the 1.80 average
GPA of African-American students,

which represented the lowest GPA
in the district.

To many college students, the last

statistic would spell academic dis-

missal, but should we dismiss the

horrendous academic performance in

the district or should we work to

develop programs to rectify the prob-
lems? Accolades should go to the

OUSD for the reinstitution of a

leaching technique, developed in the

'70s. to help their students adjust and
speak what many in the inner cities

call the "cash language." or standard

English. To speak it is to be able to

gain access to higher education and
jobs.

The OUSD program is trying to

help its black students by any means
necessary, but unfortunately the
media and many of the country's
leaders have mischaracterized the
issue

They described the initiative as a

struggle between African-Americans
and Spanish-speaking students for

funding. Others characterized it as a

ploy by the OUSD to position them-
selves to be eligible for federal bilin-

gual education funds. Still other
insisted that the district would start

teaching Ebonics as a language. The
last one is the most outrageous and
hardest to believe.

Upon hearing the OUSD initiative,

t S. Secretary of Education. Richard
W Riley quickly dismissed the hopes
ol increased funding. Many leaders

around the country, including lesse

lackaon and Maya Angelou.
denounced the initiative calling it a

legitimization of poor English and
insisted that a teaching of Ebonics
would further lower academic stan-

dards among African-Americans

"On all sides of the issue, public-

figures have made statements that are

very linguistically uninformed." Walt
Wolfram said in a recent Washington
l\ist article.

Wolfram, an English professor at

North Carolina State University, said

that the whole point of the program
in Oakland, "is to get children from
the language they have been using to

standard American language. It is not

to keep them using the same lan-

guage."

So why not? What is the problem
with helping black children to suc-

ceed in today's society? When we

were all growing up. wasn't it our
parents who said that they would do
anything to help us succeed in soci-

ety? An understanding of this

method would help us far more than
what has been aired or printed in the

media.

It is sale to say that effective com-
munication is crucial to upward eco-

nomic mobility in this society. Before

the Ebonics debate surfaced and
gained national attention, there were
already many programs around the

country being employed to improve
reading skills among African-
Americans.

Even in Oakland, the Ebonics pro-

gram is currently being run in some
of the city's most troubled public
schools. Approximately 3.000
African-American students partici-

pate in the program which teaches

standard formal English by recogniz-

ing and using "black English
."

According to the Post article, the

program runs on $200,000 a year
which originate from funds designat-

ed for children of low-income fami-

lies The program entails training

teachers and developing new class-

rooms techniques to employ Ebonics

to teach English.

"There is always a lot of conflict

and confusion when this idea comes
up." Yvonne Ewell said in the Post

article.

"Some black folks might be
embarrassed by this, and some white

folks might be angry," said Ewell. a

school board member in Dallas who
coordinated a program similar to

that of the Oakland initiative, "but

no matter what we call it — Ebonics,

a dialect, a language — what we
know for sure is that the speaking
and reading skills of many black chil-

dren are sill atrocious, it hurts them
terribly in school, and we have to do
much more to help them."

William Labov. a professor of lin-

guistics at the University of
Pennsylvania who has studied
Ebonics said, in the Post article, "it's

such a politically loaded situation.

But it's something we really ought to

confront. It would be wrong to think

any Ebonics program is going to

have a tremendous effect on all t he-

problems these students have, but if

something has any chance of pawn-
ing even some of them, it's worth
trying and studying."

Funding, funding, and more fund-

ing: Inequality and lower perfor-

mance
For years there have been outcries

from the inner city for help to

improve the public school systems.

And for veats they have been heard

and ignored. As an example, in

December 1996 the Education Trust,

a Washington-based non-profit
organization, issued a report on the

state of education in America It con-

THEWORLDAWAITSYOU
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eluded, in its study of all 50 slates.

that the educational achievement
chasm between whites and people of

color has been widening.

"The fact that progWOI in minority

achievement has stopped at a time

when minorities comprise a growing
portion of the student population
should sound a wake-up call to the

whole country." the report said.

According to the study. Education
Watch: The 199b Education Irusi

Stale and National Data Hook.
African American. Latino and Native-

American students performed well

below their white counterparts,

Wait a minute, what is this My-
ing? Does this mean that those who
bought into Charles Murray \ Bell

Curve theory now have evidence to

support their argument of whites
being genetically >uperior'.' The
answer, like the Hertz commercials,
is not exactly, or of course not!

The Education Trusts' report con-

cluded that children from disadvan

taged communities are lighting an
uphill battle to get an equal educa-

tion. The report said. "In tact, we
have constructed an educational ^s
tcm so full of Inequalities that it

actually exacerbates the challenge- of

race and poverty, rather than omelio
rates them."

The study found that 42 percent of

math classo with at least iu percent

students of color had teachers who
majored in math in college. That's

equality for you.

Fifty-nine percent of teacher> in

school having 50 percent of Ottdentl

coming from low-income lamilies,

many in the inner city. 10) that they

do not have sufficient hook- rj mate-

rials. Whereas, only lb percent of

teachers from more affluent school

had shortages of materials, the -tudv

said.

Also, the study found that

low-income and people of coioi on
taught a low-level curriculum with

low standards lor academic pcrloi

mance. Considering the insufficient

teaching materials provided to mo-i

daOOroOOM in citioa like New York
and Oakland, it is easy to notice that

there i- a dired relation-hip between
the lack of material- and poor acade-

mic performance

If only children in low-income
aica- had accc-- to ihc computers,
large libraries and qualified teachers

that children in the suburb- have
.iccc-- to. maybe then thev would be

"competing on a level plavmy held."

ludging from America- "progress" in

equalizing education, it i- obvious

that the country ha- not made a real

commitment to the education

of it- re-idents iu-t it- while resi-

dents.

The studv al-o lound that black

students wete completing high school

at "roughly" the same rale a- white*.

According to the studv. )<> percent of

African-American students received

a high school diploma or a G.E.D. by

age 24 fiv age 24 — more than six

vc.n- aftei most high school students

stait applying to college. So most
African-American students are six

years behind in their education in this

country Level playing field? A statis

tic thai i- more unsettling is that of

Latino students who receive their

diploma at a rate of 60 percent.

The study found that 60 percent of

whites attend college and of those.

25 receive their bachelor's degree— while only 40 percent of blacks

attend college. Twelve percent of

blacks earn bachelor degrees by age

50. the study found. For Latinos,

only 10 percent earn their bachelor's

degree by age 50. How can 10 per-

cent of Latinos who earned their

bachelor's degree lead and represent

a group that is. as some argue, the

fastest growing group in the coun-
try?

fhe so-called efforts by the educa-

tion pre-iclents George Bush and Bill

Clinton, who is now peddling his

education tax cut proposal, have not

made much of an impact on educa-

tional opportunities of people of

color and low-income earners
because they have consistently
ignored their situation in this coun-
try

Dc-pile the fact that the last eight

years of ihe country were led by pres-

idents who declared their commit-
ment to improving education, the

nation is still mired by ever- declin-

ing academic standards. What does

thai say about our country? Maybe an

accurate description of our nation
would be to say that those who have
money have access to education and

possess enormous political power.
Sorry, but this is the American Way
and has been since the inception of

the United States. The only way that

the standards of education can be

improved both in Oakland. I. Mass

and across the country, is if institu-

tions and people commit the funds to

make it so.

Is this an education system
attempting to assimili'te the huddled
masses of immigrants pouring into

this country who envision a piece of

the American pie? When larger and
larger numbers of immigrants
entered the gates at Ellis Island, the

residents of the United States did not

want to accept them. Openly they

called for assimilation through the

nation's education system, but pri-

vately were unwilling to open the hal-

lowed gates of higher education to

immigrants.

Cleverly, the education system was
used to funnel the unwanted immi-
grants and residents of the country

into low wage jobs in the service sec-

tor like the maids, cooks and railroad

workers. Today, this trend is alive

and well. Many in the inner city are

denied equal access to education.
Consequently, they ended up unem-
ployed and uneducated, unable to

move out of the ghettoes and unable

to help their children from drowning
in the pain and struggle of inner city

life.

What can be done? The answer is

in the hearts of every single human
being. Especially, the hearts of those

who have been historically denied
this reality. What would you (you
know who you are) do if the situation

were reversed? Would you develop
"Ivomics?"

Come
Write for

Diversity
contact Lisa Chiu
at the Collegian
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Center
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Attention

1998 Graduates!
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TOLL FREE
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Lead Account
continued from page 5

wondering if the Minister is a little

too concerned with mailers else-

where to take the reigns and reall>

make a difference in the U.S.

The Reverend lesse laekson prob-

ably had the most potential out of

all of our current leaders to stand as

our new champion. During the '80s.

|WM laekson's popularity reached a

lever pitch, but soon declined after

his failed run at the Presidenc> of

the United States, laekson has
spurts of true insight to the prob-

lems facing our people today, but

many feel that Dr. King left too

soon for laekson (who was a stu-

dent of Dr. King) to truly get all

that he needed from, arguably, the

most Influential black leader we've

ever known.
The question of leadership is

probably the most important issue-

facing us now. Despite all the

things that are done to us by forces

Who oppose our existence, without

a leader to unify and organize, we
will never get to where we need to

be. We can not win over the

oppressor if we all are not acting on
one accord.

Throughout African-American
history, we have had great leaders

to express the concerns of the peo-

ple to be free of those who would
dare to keep us down.
Marcus Garvey wanted to get

back to Africa. WEB. DuBois
asked his black sisters and brothers

to embrace intellectualism. Kuame
Ture (fomierK Stokely Carmichael)

lives by the very definition of Black

Power; the same words he screamed

from his Alabama jail cell that gave

new definition to the Civil Rights

Movement.
How can we forget the unmoving

determination of Bobby Seale and
Hue> P. Newton — two men who
couldn't stand to see the police bru-

talize their people any longer? In

I9b7. the\ formed the Black
Panther Part> lor Self Defense and
within three \cars had members
from California to NewYork. The
leadership of Newton and Seale

helped to mobilize Panther sites all

over the country and give power
back to the people.

No doubt that our most unsung
hero, even today, is the late

Malcolm X. Not since his passing

have we ever seen a more deter-

mined and driven leader. Malcolm
X embodied everything that we

needed in a black leader, today. He
stood tall and his presence was
always felt. He was not afraid to

speak his mind and wasn't too bi|

to admit his faults. He was truly I

people's champion and loved his

people with all his heart, which is

why he fought so hard.

Those who oppose such determi-

nation on behalf of our people
would have us believe that Malcolm
advocated violence and hatred to

solve the problems plaguing this

nation, but we know that DM to be

Hue. Malcolm was never given the

chance to really put his best loot

forward in the light for equality. He
was killed before he was even able

to start the collaborative effort with

other Civil Rights leader--, such as

Dr. King; Malcolm was not able to

do this under the wings of Elijah

Muhammad and his Nation of
Islam. It is probably due to this

nation's fixation with the negative

that we will never fully realize the

kind of leader we had in Malcolm
X
A leader is not a dictator. A

leader is not a politician. A leader is

someone who hears the cries of his

people and does everything in his

power to answer them. A leader

believes in personal sacrifice and
doesn't quit or get quiet when
things get difficult, leadership calls

for intelligence, logic and under-
standing.

These are the traits of people that

we need today. When will those

leaders make them>elves known?
Do they even know that they're
leaders? The next Martin Luther
King. |r. may still be in grade
school. The next Malcolm X mav
still be getting his degree. Or
mav be. our next great leaders aren't

in school at all. Thev mav he in

your neighborhood, waiting to be

given a chance to speak their

minds. You can never tell, but time

will

It would be great if we didn't

n.eJ someone to lead us; to think

that we could lead ourselves and
still understand the truth and MC
ouiseUes in our rightful plat

kings and queens of this earth —
this would be incredible. Maybe one
day we'll be strong enough to lol

low the one thing that leads us all

— our own minds

Humphrey brown III

Collegian columnist.

continued from page 6

It was in the Renaissance Hotel in

Icrusalem where we heard Prime
Minister Netanyahu speuk. Alter his

lecture we were only allowed three

questions Me was a lieiv and witty

speaker. He described the first luill ol

the 20th century as a pivotal time lor

the lewish people in which there was

a race between worldwide
Anti-Semitism and Worldwide
Zionism, and Anti-Semitism nearly

won He boasted that Israel, once
predicted by American analysts to

collapse within six months, has
achieved the per-capita income of

Western Europe. He also invited the

audience, American college students,

to resettle and live their lives in the

state. When he spoke about the

impending Hebron deal he greatly

exaggerated the number of lewish

settlers in Hebron at 20 percent,

when there are 500 lewish settlers

compared to 135.000 Palestinians.

When listening to such a com-
pelling speaker it is difficult to dis-

cern where the inspirational, univer-

sal message ends and the political

rhetoric begins.

Following the Prime Minister's

speech, we visited Touro College in

lerusalem to meet with Ethiopian stu-

dents who are attempting to be the

first Ethiopians in Israel to graduate

with management degrees. We had

the opportunity to meet with three

students with the help of a Hebrew

interpreter who was an instructor at

the school.

Nearly the entire Jewish population

of Ethiopia, about 50,000 people

were airlifted to Israel in 1981 and

1984. lews have been believed to

have been in Ethiopia since the time

of King Solomon, so the form of

ludaism they practiced was slightly

different from modern day ludaism

practiced in Israel. Besides the reli-

One time for the mind

Allana E. T0DMAN

\\ Itfa hair in shiny locks, hanging

down past her shoulders, and
cowry shells accentuating her hair,

the high cheek bones and broad
nose were natural features she pos-

sessed that gave her a strong and
assertive presence. Bronze
bracelets with intricate curves and
detailed lines were coupled with

hand made jewelry that she wore as

a necklace and hair piece. This sis

ter was very

in tune with
herself, and
nature.

Being here

at UMass. for almost four seueeeere,

I have been able to interact with

many women of color who have had
experiences in their lives that they

have been able to share with me
about.

Reading what Sister Souljah, Bell

hooks and 'Vngcla Davis had to say

about how we. as black women have

internalized Eurocentric ideas when
it amies to black love (i.e. our
appearance and ideas about our

mee) nj eves were open to main
things

I began to ask questions. Do I

need to have long straightened hair

to fed beautiful ? Do I need to have

natural hair to prove that I have bro-

ken all ties front Eurocentric values'*

I mean that as a womanM I

am too analytical about men? Is

there a real diffeience between femi-

nists and vvomanists''

As you can see. 1 began to ques

tion my identity and theories.

Over the summer, I cut all of my

hair off and went naturai. The more
people disliked it, the more I liked it.

To think that my own brothers and
sisters would not like me because my
hair was real short and kinky gave

me a reason to keep it.

Cutting my hair was definitely a

right of passage that allowed me to

begin to come to grips with the way I

viewed myself as a black woman.
When I spoke to one of my friends

over
t h e

internet about how I cut my hair and

went natural, he replied to me by

saying. "Men like to run their fingers

through women's hair, not have their

fingers get caught in it. trying to get

their fingers out."

At first I said to myself that this

guy could be right. Who would want

me if 1 had this look that was too

ethnic? I also said to myself that I

wouldn't be a complete womanist. il

I had straightened hair. I toiled with

myself for some time until I gained

the conviction that my standard of

beauty would be just that: a standard

that I would create for myself.

Whether I choose to have
straight, kinky, natural, texturized.

permed, dyed, twisted, braided,

weaved. or locked hair. I decided I

would not let how beautiful I see

myself be based on how other people

may react

Since that time in my life, I have

been able to read other books by

RA.D.
A Self Defense Course for

Women
The RAD instructors, wish to extend to you an invitation in mm
ing us for this intensive 12 hour program. The class focuses on
options, awareness, prevention, risk reduction, and physical

defense moves.

If you would like to join us remember the following:

•12 hour commitment (must attend full course)

•$25.00 fee

•16 students per class maximum (first come.

first serve basis)

•class dates: 2/10. 2/12, 2/17. 2/19; 6:30 - 9:30

If you would like to join us. there will be an open
registration at Dickinson Hall Lobby: February 5 & 6; 1 l.:$u-

1 ..W each day. For registration you will need your $25.(K) fee

and your current UMass student and/or staff I.D. Sorry, no
phone-ins and no waiting.

HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!

*ti$®m AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE MSG

M VNDARIN & SZECHUAN
( I ISINK

HOMI sni t- OO0UNO.H
1st Ol REARM
ORGANIC \l n l.KOWN

PRODUCE DURING LOCAL
GROWING SEASON.

• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
• FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
• OPEN 7 DAYS.

253-7835 • 253-2813 • 62 Main Street, Amherst

people like Aliona L. Gibson and

Maya Angelou, who have helped in

providing the nourishment and
encouragement for Women of Color

to feel proud of their bodies and

their self image.

The decision to break away from

calling myself a feminist was decided

after I realized that, within the gen-

eral arena of all women, there were

issues that, as a black women, 1 felt

were not being addressed.

While many feminists spend time-

talking about getting equality in

wages, many black womanists are

discussing the problems that they

have, not even being able to get jobs,

let alone equal wages.

Black women are forced to live

w ith the fact that many of our black

men are in prison or uneducated.

Often times, in a black household,

the woman is the only bread winner

in the family. Due to years of self

hatred, lack of education and limited

resources, brothers often feel that

they need to succumb to drugs and

alcohol. This has had an effect and

put an extra burden on our black

women.
This is not to say there are no

prominent black men making a dif-

ference in the educational and politi-

cal arena's in our society

It's just that it is important to

understand that whether it's our
cousins, brothers, uncles or
nephews, we as their sisters, nieces

and aunts, deal with what happens
to our black men economically, polit-

ically and socially.

Coming to this realization, I

take Kaplan
and get into the

right school,

M
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gious differences, Ethiopian lews

have had to adjust to language and

racial barriers, as well as from adapt-

ing from an agricultural society to

and industrialized nation.

The students said they had experi-

enced some racial tensions but had

not experienced overt racial discrimi-

nation. Though they missed little

from Ethiopia, the students were hav-

ing difficulty adjusting to living in the

country. All of the students fled

Ethiopia to Sudan and then to Israel

in 1984, where they said living condi-

tions were horrible. The students are

trying to integrate into society while

still maintaining their culture and
particular form of ludaism.

What 1 have written is just a taste

of what was experienced, and was
just a rushed sample of the country

we were visiting. The trip served as a

window to different possibilities and
opportunities. I marveled at all that

was out there waiting to be experi-

enced.

It was about the possibility to

maintain an individual identity while

being part of a group as a member of

the lewish community. It was about

the possibility of living one's life with

the hope of peace, what ever corner

of the globe one may reside in, and
trying to reach an understanding with

those who we may have differences

with. The trip revealed that the world

can be both a wonderful and a horri-

ble place, the only constant being the

complexity of it all.

understand that the fight for all

women of color is an ongoing one.

The more interaction and positive

influences that are present will only

help to enable growth and better

forms of communication for all

women.
As a womanist, I have realized that

it is my responsibility to help uplift

and inspire other women of color to

come together. Whether through art

forms of vocal expression, writing or

singing, these are ways to channel

inspiration and motivation to all

women.
As I continue my undergrad years

here at UMass, I'm sure that there's a

lot more learning to do. but for now I

will continue this journey of seeking

out the individual that God wanted
me to be as a beautiful black woman.
Allana E. Todman is a Collegian

columnist.

"Don't go blaming the

movies... movies don't

make psycho killers

crazy, movies Just

mske pstcho killers

more creative."
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continued from page 5

What is ignored almost complete^
is his war on poverty - tying blacks

togethe. with pooi white*, his criti-

cisms against the is. government,
and the radical thought! thi.it he do-
cjuentK profeeaed during the ki-t three

yean of his life.

lust ;in Kiiif! has been muted l>\

time and misinterpretation io will be

the legac) ol the Civil Rights

Movement, rhe spotlight ol historj

hai ahead) dimmed its light on the

presence ol Medgai I vera.

A first step in the Journey of knowledge
Despite this criticism, the lilm

deserves praise lor how it starkly por-

trayed the tenor created by the iegre-

gationistS in the past Hut more impor-

tantly, it showed the continued racism

which still exists now, onlv more sub-

Rob Reiner's Ghosts of Mississippi,

proved to be not nd) historical!) tat.

isfying, but also an optimistic film

about one more triumph in the Civil

Rights Movement, even though it was

a victor) delayed b) X) years. B

There's an old proverb that says you

can't know where your going until you

know where you've been. I. for the

iiiom part, tend to believe that proverb.

I know where I've been. I know that

some of the things I've done in the past

aren't the things I would do now. As

time went on. I learned not to make
the MBK mistakes and what direction I

needed to go to make things better (or

myself. I've learned from both my mis

takes and my triumphs and have

walked away with a greater under-

standing of myself.

We, as individuals and as a unified

people, have to be aware of our past in

order to

get a better

grip on the

p t e I e n t

Humphrey BROWN III

sure that you have a good understand-

ing of not only yout own past, but that

of your people; which brings me to the

CIUX of this column.

Keb. I.

1997 will

mark the

beginning

and the

future. No one wants to make the same

mistakes over and over. That isn't logi-

cal or intelligent. Intelligence is making

Stalling
continued from page 5

all percentage ol \l \\A students is

It perCCM and that ol the lreshinen

class is 18.89 percent.

Hie discrepancy in these figm

body count of approximate!) ^0 stu-

dents, indicates that the Chancellor,

Robinson and the administration
prefer to cook the books rathei than

le-s up to their failure* Their will-

ingness to fudge numbers to make
students believe that UMasS has

reached its goal is particular!) repre-

hensible coining from teachers ,mJ

educators. How can they hope to

serve as role models and set a good
example when they can't even tell

the truth? Or is truth a quality that

has been Forsaken bv our community
ol eminent scholars and educators?

Hie agreement calls lor a 20 per-

cent minority freshmen rate to have

been established bv the fall ol 1995.

The administration, while pretending

to have fulfilled the agreements,
seems not in the least bit ashamed or

embarrassed thai the goal was

Evers
continued from page 5

as his attorney.

Though eight southern states had

BOOSSSsM blacks at the universitv level,

aikl legal trends were ninning in the

direction of the desegregation of

schools. Mississippi was "different"

and showed signs that it would not

yield an inch Even the landmark
AwuM r. Hoard of Education decision

would not alter the statu

Mississippi's segregationists

By the etui ol 1954. Mcdgar accept

ed the paid | osition of the firM field

secretarv o. the NAACf for

-sippi. The battle tor School

desegregation was becoming even
more heated in the Magnolui state a-

blacks who spoke out in favor of

desegregation. Of the vote, or even eco

nomic independence were ojufcid) qui

eted bv the White Qtfsen's Council or

Ku Kluv Man
"The killings and beatings and

financial ruinations d 1955 had the

desired chilling ellect on the black pe»
ple ol Mississippi McinN-rship in the

NAACP in Mississippi had dropped

faun 4,6W to 1 ,716. Soon it was prac-

tically and underground organiza-

tion .. There was little tor Mcdgar

to do but trv to stay alive and

hold on to as much ol tlu NA U

T

membership as he uxjld " \ ollei

It was in fantssr) I95ii th.il 1 vers

linallv met Martin I uther King and

later was invited Io the Southern

Christian leadership iJoulerena: -

^esBSMSSjian in New Orleans. He was

J stuvtary of the SC I C but

was ordered so a»gn bv Ro\ Wilkuts

oftheVW
In eark 19W the Mississippi IcgUs

ture passed a bill to authorize an it

ligation of the \ VU V I ^ers said that

he wckomed the probe.

"In fact, we'd gkwt at the opportuni

condemn other

sountries thai deny freedom of the hal-

k4. |but| we here in Mississippi, in the

so called American wa\ of lit

denied the right SO

By the time the Freedom Rkk

CORE tthe Congress Of Racial

1 quality* had started tlieir interstate

travel in 1961. Even was becoming a

civil lights cek-britv. In lanuary of that

year, Evan started to work with lames

Meredith, the fksj black man SO attend

the flagship of the Mississippi universi-

ties It took more than 18 months of

court battles to finally admit Meredith

to the Universit) ol Mississippi at

Oxford. But attendance by Meredith

would oillv come after heavy opposi-

tion : itjonists, the assistance

ol President Kennedy and a riot that

left several dead and many injured.

Throughout his career with the

NAACP, Evers was tireless in recruit-

ing for its cause and literally risked his

lite ilaih lot |\jssible new recruits and

to gather field information. In Hebruary

1962. Evers set up an alliance called

The Council ol Federated
ii/aiions iCOfO) to coordinate

all local, -tale and national civil rights

organi/atkm.s operating in Mississippi.

In the last n mulis ol his life. Evers

and his family were increasingly threat

ened as each day progressed. Mcdgar

involved in more demonstratkins

and was an organizer of the Capital

boycott in laekson. But without

the funds of the NAACP. the Move-

ment could rot continue.

The motning alter the death of

however, the Capital

Street boycott or the |a

tjJIvno] 1 **•» s*\ ivedj ¥*n|

laekson and were tmntoduitclv arrest-

ed Two-hundred sltsdMsa inarched

from the Masunu leinple and were

mel head-on with 100 police.

rs's assassination was covered

on every wire service, on television, in

weekly magazines and in every major

newspaper. Per order of the NAACP.
as buried in Arlington

Cemetery with approximately 25.000

pic coming to view the burial.

Thousands same tnm lar and wide to

laekson to pav respects to the slain

I Rights leader

reached a whole veai late. So much
lor the Chancellor and his crew com-

pleting their assignments on time.

Perhaps a year here or there does not

mean very much to administrators

who make upwards of $108,000 a

year as Vice Chancellor Robinson
does.

Also stated in the legally binding

1992 agreements is that, "the

achievement of the 20 percent goal

for freshmen will lead to the 20 per-

cent goal ol the total undergraduate

student bodv onlv il the serious attri-

tion problem can be solved."

So now. because we haven't ful-

filled the percentage of Al AN \

Ireshmen. we cannot then fulfill the

percentage of total undergraduates''

And even il that were the case, the

total percentage of undergraduate

ALANA students could not be guar-

anteed to stay the same until the

retention of ALANA students is ade

quale I v addressed

The efforts made lor retention

include a motion passed in the lacul

rj senate, a I earning Center for all

students, and the highly administra-

tive and bureaucracy riddled "enroll-

ment management initiative designed

to address recruitment planning and

retention on rsfflfw in a comprehen-

sive wav

And so. the endless siicle contin-

ues.

Robinson's update on the Al ANA
agreements last fall goes on to s iiv

that. "Our goal should be tied to the

demographics ot the Commonwealth
and nation and the proportion ol

ininoritv students attending the

Amherst campus should sonnnue to

increase j- the number of college

bound minoritv students continues to

grow."

A- lar as the Collegian is awaie
ihis statement is nowhere in the

1992 agreements

Wh\ is the administration adding

cop out statements, making it appear

as though it were official, to an

update of a document which never

contained these words'' More lies

And whv should we as an institu-

tion of higher learning accept that we
'.should be "tied to the demographics

of the Commonwealth and nation?"

Shouldn't we strive to be better than

our racist state and national stan-

dards?

A second issue which the adminis

tratioii tails to address is that of the

establishment of an ALANA affairs

oHkc The 1992 agreements say, "In

the short run. we will treat the Office

of Third World Affairs as the OAA
and will add a teaching Assistant to

help its work The Vice Chancellor

lor Student Affairs will assemble a

Task Force of well-respected stu-

used CDs
and

imports
bought

sold
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dents and non-students to propose in

I lew weeks a long -run organization

for the OAA..."
The November 1 996 update

reports a fulfilled promise of funding

for a graduate assistant. However,
the establishment of an administra-

tion-funded "differenf/additional

agency/office for ALANA matters"

has not happened.

Though it is important to note that

the one reason mentioned explaining

whv these were never held was, of

course "student preference." Blaming

the students is always another alter-

native to admitting administration

wrongs.

The blaming of ALANA students

for the unfulfillments of the 1992
\l \NA Agreements is not limited to

OAA matters.

The seventh demand requested

that the Columbus Day holiday be

replaced on the academic calendar

for the University to conduct a

teach-in on this day.

Y\ h> would we as a humane and

decent of people want to honor
Christopher Columbus, a man who
enslaved and help annihilate the

native people of the Americas? Given

the heroism of many more deserving

Americans, who have actually con-

tributed to this society, dedicating

Oct. 1 2 to a I 5th Century conquista-

dor is a mockery of ALANA strug

gles against racism and inequality.

A year after the signing of the

agreements, the University adminis-

tration did conduct a teach-in relat-

ed to Columbus Day. In recent years

no such teach-ins have been held.

Nonetheless, the 1996 update
blames the lack of enthusiasm on
part of the campus community for

not continuing with the teach-ins.

Furthermore, thev blame student

SbssssjhMM bodies such as Graduate

Student Senate. Student
Government Association and the

Native American community for the

administration's failure to live up to

this agreement. The truth is that

the actual lault lies with well-known

and vocal critics of multiculturalism

such as Grant Ingle, who ironically

was the administrator assigned to

implement this aspect of the agree-

ment. Meanwhile the number ol

Native American students remains

below one percent here at UMass
and their cultural center is woefully

under-funded

The administration has failed mis

erably in addressing the critical

issues facing students ol color al

UMass. preferring instead to lie.

cheat and misinform the campus
community.

Lisa Chiu and Christine Soh are

Collegian columnists.

of Black

History Month. And once again, we
will be bombarded with McDonald's

salute commercials and Coca-Cola ads

that feature even more young
African-Americans than usual. For one

brief month (the shortest and coldest

month of the year) we'll remember Dr.

King and feel good about being black.

In a way. Black Histoiv Month is a

lot like Christmas or Thanksgiving.

During those holidays, everyone has a

reason to be a little nicer and kinder

In February, it MCrtM as il evcrvoiic has

a reason to read up on Malcolm \ or

watch "Roots" on TNT. And just like

Christinas, once it's over, we all go

back to the just living our lives, nevei

realizing how many great things

African-Americans have done lor this

country. You can't get it all in one

month.

Think about the words: Black

History. IXies anyone realize the signif-

icance of those words? When seimeone

is talking of Black Histoiv. thev re talk-

ing about American Histoiv

African-Americans have just as much
if not more to do with the actual build-

ing of this country than white

Americans, but we tend not to see it

that way. When you look at American

history, true American histeiry. vou will

find that African- Americans played a

greater role in the shaping of this eoun

try than picking cotton and tendin' to

the fields. Vet. its teems as il it's those

fields and those fields alone, that

everyone seems te> remember. If we

onlv remember the fields, there is no

model to follow for going beyond those

fields. Ifiis leaves main of us with the

same kind of cotton picking, slave

mcntalitv that creeps it's wav into our

verv existence and dictates our

thoughts and actions

Taking a good, hard look at Black

Histoiv showi that we did a lol more

than s'nif hvmnals until we got to sit al

the fronl ol a bus going nowhere.

I earning about the amazing accom-

plishments ot Hucv P. Newton. W.F.B.

DuBois. Malcolm X and Kwame Ture

should not be used for idle trivia.

Educating ourselves on the achieve-

ments made bv these and other great,

black leaders should be used to inspire

and motivate us to continue on with

the struggle lor excellence and equali-

IV

Black Histoiv Month is the perfect

window to begin the jouniev of knowl-

edge. There will be a wealth of oppor-

tunities available to obtain all kind ol

inlonnation on hundreds ot prominent

African Americans, hut the journev

can't end in March \V c have to contin-

ue to Icam and not use Black History

Month as an excuse to reach a comfort

level of understanding It's time to go

deeper than the BFT one hour special.

II we ever want to icallv make strides

four ourselves as a nation, we have to

learn to see past what some hisioiv

books have conditioned us to Ivlieve

Black History didn't end with the

assassination of Martin Luther King.

|r. There is so much more to us than

that. You can use Black Histoiv Month

to begin your discovery of all our mam
achievements, but don't stop when
lebiuarv ends Realize that vou've

barelv ss latched the surface 10 a deep

heritage that spans over 400 v..

Humphrey hruwn III is a Collegian

columnist

MEMORANDUM OF DEMANDS
IdUj/rs nute Thefe&Mwg it Ike .nguuil *rr ol

dtmanh gtvtn to Pmidtm Hooker in rsNi

which ratuM in the AIANA Agmments

Pi —Wild b\ ALANA S;uil>ni.< u> President

HxAct im Oct. I V 1992

1 The l MusacfauselM will «el it*

goal io achieve a minimum ol M ptrvent nrinuri-

ry repraaeniation un cadi U the kaowfcaj InroV

student, sunt. polk*, tasuhv and adfianiaranvi-

start by the In- .:h * "> percent intte

menial tncrcaae on each kvd per year I

with sprit* I
'

la prevent toLenijm and to help in the

IsiaSBent and maimer,:.

favident of the Urevvriity. The I miser

conduct a watch Modem nipmanusho no be

n»n*\; ' will 5ii oa trie .watch cunmiiiee and will

have >0 pctvam voting power.

rata at lean n*o recruiters

7. The Lwvenitv of MtMatchuKfl. wfl pick-tip

AW COM of the orif

Bund program, with its most recent «afl for

ItVL next three years In Mav uf l»sfy a ne*

MM proposal will he suhmittrd and ih,

. ii he held auxmrnable. if the 10U
punts tut the ptupoaal are not achieved

I The Unrrerttry ant' restore ihc hsll KtiGatkm

power of the I egjal Scrs-k.es c entn 1 1«wuih the

aaartari of usks

,nh cat

4 The Lnivvrsity will fund ihr Al SNA attain

• ftcsacanaaovo will he allowed it., alt on any

.itimntev and wilt have V)

• lti|iii aanatjiu wta be allowed k> sit on any

arautacni review cnmroittM and will

• RrreessBJtari*** w# be attuaad M str oa oar-

-vjluiT! ,,-. -, -s '„':• -olh n 1 BJSSVSI BSaVjJ

pOWtT
• The Unrserwry wW be rtaaoaafbk to inform the

VLAN \ affair* propam of all the above oom-

nutteej on canpu< wvM in adxance.

I ITm AIANA seats reptcstsa 50 percent of iota!

voting power of any of the abuts: jmnara.es i

he i-staohshad to support the

r^sanWp. and wiR ttecosay a

CJiiCTWv (SilsH*! Ml.rl. tl\ «11

tws»/Tarn suTJ aggaal ol pro

Anev* pi

rrsipH--

6 The I nist-nut) Mir*

teflowfhtp review con

to intrude Minority grmkunt students havaa; SO

pcromt voting power and will

All ntcorsdng ragaorsty gwduiir sraaaala

who are pcnaaaenl rcntttmts of Saw United

State* trad he ousraruteJ lor rht> Wrsaneol anas-

tance until the goal of VM minority gnduMe MB-

dents has been met

7. The University wilt replace on the acatlensfc

calendar, the Cohanfaw Pay holiday, with the

Cclarahia Day c .enirttnoraore leeh In The

Lrarcrsan wsji sponsor die areata! teach in on

this N>WL.S '

Mental Health Groups Spring 1997
MONDAY TIT^DAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

Mindfulness-
based Stress

Management
Qroup — Learn to

live fully in the present

moment. Mindfulness

meditation will be used

as the foundation for

all stress management

exercises.

This group is approori

ate for both genetol

stress management as

well as for assistance

in managing stress

related medical disor-

ders. Group runs for 8

weeks,

Mondays,

3:30 5:30 p.m.

Self-Discovery

Qroubs — Lewn

to develop better social

skills; improve reio

tionships; become

more assertive;

improve connections

with others; feel more

in control of your life;

and cope with sadness,

lonlmess or isolation

by talking with others

who share your con

cents These groups

run for 10 weeks.

Group I Tufsdays,

3 30 5 00pm

Self-Discovery

Qroups — leorn

to develop better social

skills, improve rela-

tionships; become

more assertive;

improve connections

with others; feel more

in control of your life:

and cope with sadness

lonlmess, or isolation

by talking with others

who share your con-

cerns. These groups

run for lOwteks.

Group II - Wednesdays

3 - 4:3*p.m.

Niruw Adultos
de Familias
DisfuncitmaUy
— This is a therapy

group for individuals

who would like to

understand how their

upbringing continues

to influence relation

ships in the present.

Issues such as expfor

ing/expressing feel

ings. developing self

esteem and Woking

dysfunctional patterns

are central. Group is

held in Spanish Group

runs for 8 weeks,

Wednesdays,

3:30 5:00 p.m.

Men's Qrtmp -

If you ore a man who

has difficulty with self

confidence friendships,

romantic relationships

or expressing anger

you re not tnm. This

weekly discussion

group con help you

understand ond over

come these problems

os group members talk

with and learn from

each other. The group

is co-led by a man and

woman and runs for 8

10 weeks,

Thursdays,

4:00 5:00 p.m

For more mtoriTtiition, ot DO mop up tor hi

interview, please call the Mental Health Division oi University Health Semon
,it 545-2337 ot atop by 127 Hills North. M - F, feOOun. - 5 p.m.

All groups require a pre-^rottp interview

v, pi

HEALTHY COICES! SUPER VALUES!

$6.99 LUNCH BUFFET
MONDAY - FRIDAY

$8.99 DINNER BUFFET
MONDAY - WEDNESDAY

$12.99 BRUNCH BUFFET
EVERY SUNDAY 10:30 - 1 :30 P.M.

Hit

DEPOT
1896-1 996<%3P

At The Old Union Station

125A Pleasant Street. Downtown Northampton

41 3-586-5 JM»

IMKR(il\(V
1

Ml DK M.

TRAINING

• B\ Hum.in Svi i ia"s

h littm Is. Ilk

• I'llll lllllC I IS

• Classes Si, hi 1 in.

|W7

• Call I Mass.C MllllUI

luliicalinii al 5 IS |)-|

i
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Local businesses suffer without student population m Credit Union

By Christina Poletto

Collegian Staff

According to I general consensu- among MM business

M -indent- at th( I imci-ity of Mtillfhmf 111 WW! lOft-

l\ iiiNm.i1 during the wintctse— ion

With the decrease in business, substantial for some

OompantM, mam MM residents and store owners found

that without the student population here, the

"college -town" type of atmospheie is lacking.

Food For Thought Books, locuted in Amherst Center,

found that business substantial!) dropped off once the

students left for semester break.

"Most of our business is trade collective.

worker-owned." -aid lenn\ Robertson, manager of Food

For Thought "We ha\e such a specific locus ol felling

hook- once the -tudent- are gone, things turn bad in

terms of business
"

In conjunction with the UMass Stonewall Center. Food

lot Thought Boob will be hosting poeti) leadings in the

upcoming months As for now. the store is re-stocking

their shelves in preparation for the textbook rush

I'he Mercantile, one of the area's oldest businesses, has

come to expect the less chaotic atmosphere of these holi-

day months

"We've been here 2t years now. so it's anticipated and

planned that less business will occur over the break."

said Adrun W ilkins. manager ol the novelty shop.

\ graduate of L'Mass himself. W ilkins said that the

only drawback tor his business w.is the reduction of

last-minute holiday shoppers Because the students left

town earlier Ijsi semester, the Mercantile experienced

business that was slower than usual.

We're always delighted to see the students come back

because our products are highly student-oriented.''

\\ ilkins said. "We've taken this break to re order
clothes and tapestries .is well as jewelry and other

items
"

I 0| al bars have also witnessed a considerable decrease

in the amount ol business coming through their doors. In

addition to the long lines that did not pervade the

Amherst streets ever) Thursda). I ridav and Saturday

nights, aiea bars and restaurants have seen a change in

the clientele that patronize their establishments.

There*! definitely been a drop off in the amount of

college customers, but lately theic's been a fair mix of

older, more professional customers.' said lason Rife, a

Ratters spoils bar employee "Although there have been

busier and better times, some ot the employees find it

nice to have a break Irotn the big crowds."

One employ ec from Delano's in downtown Amherst
Commented along the same lines, saving "It's a nice

break."

I ike the other Amherst establishments. Raften and
Delano's ate gearing up for the awaited return of UMuss
and other Five College students

According to the constant deni/ens of Rao's coffee

shop, the change in the type of customer is also evident.

"Once the majotity of college kids left. Rao's got quite a

hit more business from ,m older crowd," said Leah Tyler,

a v .-ckly customer at the cafe.

It was a nice change from seeing the same laces. u>

meeting people from an older, more mature group." Tyler

said. "Still, it will be nice to see the students come back."

Antonio's Pizza shop. too. has seen a change in the

quantilv of business during the wintei session. "There's

never a line anymore," commented Fd Fong, a UMass
student and Amherst resident "I still see a lot of the

same people when I go in there, just less of a crowd. It's

great when you're hungry — there's no wait."

continued from page 1

UNNfTMWP SCOTT," COUtCUN

With the students home on break, local businesses faced decreased revenue

visit theUNIVERSITY STORE for:

•School and Dorm Supplies

•Books and Magazines
•Imprinted Clothing and Gifts

•Art Supplies, Computers and Accessories

•Candy, Cards and Gifts

Watch
for Weekly

in Store Specials-
Special Pricing of
Selected Items

Open Extra Hours for your Convenience:

Tuesday January 28

Wednesday January 29

Thursday January 30

Friday January 31

Saturday February 1

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE&

9am - 5pm
9am - 7pm
9am - 7pm
9am - 5pm
10am - 5pm

Campus Center

545^2619

KINNITHWP SCOTT/ COL1SGIAN

Volunteer UMass Credit Union tellers like Larry Chan, a senior accounting major, will lose their jobs due to the

merger.

mfawd feelings because of the loss ot

the convenient campus branch.

"It's one of those mixed things,"

said Kimberly Brown, a senior hi-tor\

and political science major, "Its

inconvenient to earn CMOI and now I

won't ever have to go to the ncv

because of ATM transactions... I'm

somv lo see it leaving such a conve-

nient location, but they are actually

making it more convenient."

loshua Cane, a senior BDIC major,

disagi

"I think it's horrible because it is

such a convenient location." Cane said

of the LMass branch. "I don't think

there is even a convenient bus to the

new one Plus business majors who
work heie loK experience. I think it is

quite I loss,"

Tong. who started as a teller three

veais ago, said she will no longer be

president of the UMass Credit Union.

"All of us will lose our jobs. We will

no longer be able to work with daily

operations, though there may be

internships at the new location," Tong
said.

I ong feels that the merger will be

most detrimental to first or

second-year student volunteers who
just started as tellers because they will

not be able to work their way up to

positions on the board of directors.

We are trying to set up a Student

Credit Union Club for students inter-

ested in the business," Tong said.

The Five College Credit Union cur-

rently employs only one student

intern, but Hutchinson said they are

working on creating more opportuni-

ties for students to get credit union

work experience in banking and mar-

keting.

Fric Bruinooge, a graduate student

and an employee at Commuter
Services, has had a credit union

account for four years and is upset

with the merger.

"The students lose." Bruinooge said.

"We lose the convenient location, we

lose the RSO [Registered Student

Organization!."

Hutchinson said they are looking

for an on-campus location, but cannot

be in the Student Union because they

are not a student-run organization.

Winners of student employees of the year announced
By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

live University of Massachusetts -tu

dents have been named I sWt> ^7

Gerald I Scaplon Student I inplovcc-

of the N eat - an award based on nom-
inations from their employers lor out-

standing performance in their campus
jobs.

The winning students, I rant/

Bien Aime. |r. from the Dean of

Students Office: |ohn Bitetti from
Campus Distribution; Keitra Fergus

from Housing Services; Fori Cordon
from the Physical Plant; and Todd
Zaniewski from Human Resources,

were ohOtH horn the >i nominations

received

Lucille I eli. assistant directoi ol

Financial Aid and Student
Employment Offica WUWMnatOT. said

that the criteria lot award recipients

includes "regular attendance, high

dependency, ability to work without

constant supervision and original con-

tributions to their job
"

The winners will be honored at a cel-

ebiation on Feb 15. Fast year's win

iid the selection committee will

be in attendance when the 1496-97
honorees receive their awards.

lulie Nelson, a member of the selec-

tion committee from Housing Services.

has been involved with this award pro-

gram for the past three years.

"Oftentimes the ones who win are

students who have worked in the same

.iiea lor four years," Nelson said.

"There's an attachment betwe. n the

employer and the employee that is real-

Iv heartwarming

"The wonderful thing about being on

thi- committee is to set the number of

wonderful things students are doing on
rhis oaaapan that are really over and

abote what is required of their job."

Other criteria which make nominees

stand out include character traits, cre-

ative ideas, ethics, beliefs and dedica-

tion, according to committee member

Lawrence Holmes, deputy chief of

Security for the UMass Public Safety

Department, which employs between

400 and 500 students,

"I've been here for 2b years and this

is one of the nicer experiences that I've

had." Holmes said. "I welcomed the

opportunity when they asked me to

participate |in the selection process |."

The award was established during

the l-)87-#8 academic year in memory
of Gerald F. Scanlon, who was
employed al the Financial Aid Office.

"It was named in his honor because

of his work and dedication to all stu

dents while working in the Financial

Aid Office." I^eli said.

"I Scanlon | was an outstanding indi-

vidual who liked his job. He was lair.

did an outstanding job and was always

willing to help." Holmes said.

Don't be stuck

in the kitchen

while the world

passes you by.

cias*e' caf©'

eBScuna
i i

i

nifi
> 's

AMHFRST CHINFSF. FOOD ggmnsp
PASTA E BflSTfl

^J-^- DELIVERS
'^l^var,
t-

FOR MORE INFO: CUTTTS ^
1-888-211-6267

^QAf/
(

SPORTS MR
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Newman
Center
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40%
cowhide

T
8%

bubble gum

14%
rubber

cocker spaniel

residue

1 800-COLLECT
Wo

®

SAVINGS

Dial l-800-COLLECT and save up to 44%.

'fit liii-liitnci tills. limit litil II I 3-anili till ninlir lulu iilmliti tall.
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NEBHE praises UM environmental science program
By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

The environmental science pro-

gram at the University of

Massachusetts has recent!) ben rec-

ognized U MM Of eight outstanding

environmental education programs in

V'u Engltnd.

Faculty and students alike were

excited by the New Kngland Board of

Higher Education's "I^Wri Revjeu q|

Environmental Education u Colleges

and Universities In New Kngland,"

which rated I \l.iss, along with the

Univenit) oi Connecticut. Urmersin

ol Vermont, Brown Urmersin. Tufts

University, Williams College,

Dartmouth College and Middlebury

College. .is excellent.

These weie the only eight institu-

tions tO receive this rating out of the

10 > institutions in New Kngland that

otter program- in environmental edu-

cation.

"I'm delighted that they got it

right." >aid resource economics
Professor Clexe Willis. "All the good

publicity we can get is welcome."

Guj l ansa, director of the envi-

ronmental science program at

UMass, said that the report, which
was based on questionnaire* filled

out In the director of the environ-

mental education program at each

institution, "acknowledges the hard
work and dedication of the faculty

that are contributing to the pro-

gram."

"It's delinitely confidence-building

to know that you're in a program
that's doing really good work and that

I- picpaung its students." -aid environ-

mental science major Briana Brown.

The environmental science pro-

gram is an undergraduate, interdisci

plinary program drawing faculty from
eight departments and two colleges.

'"This is a truly interdisciplinary

program. A lot of our classes SK
lean taught with (acuity from three-

departments." Willis -aid.

Students in the program take a

-cries of core classes which cover

environmental policy, biology, toxi-

cology and chemistry, as well as cal-

culus and statistics. They then choose

a concentration in biology, health.

toxicology and chemistry, environ-

mental policy or integrated pest man-
agement.

I.anza said that this curriculum
prepares the students to solve com
plex environmental problems. After

graduation, students may work for

government agencies drafting envi-

ronmental legislation and programs;

for private industry in the au-.i o!

health and safety compliance; or for

toxic waste prevention, or in biologi-

cal or ecological research

The program, which has 350-400
majors, has experienced tremendous
growth in the past three scare I.anza

attributes the success ol the program
to "the demand and need for quality

interdisciplinary education, the

strong financial and moral -up'port

from the I Mass administration.,

including Chancellor Scott. Provoaj
Crosson and Dean Melgesen. and a

dedicated steering committee."

The environmental science pro-

gram is currently in the process >.t

developing plans for new graduate
programs in the environment and a

center for the environment.

"Tile center would compliment and

enrich our teaching and ability to

solve environmental problems with

OUtreach and research." Willis said

"It would house the graduate pro-

grams, tie the other colleges and fac-

ulty together in a more cohesive pro-

gram, and serve as a place for the

public to come and get help on edu-

cational and environmental prob-

lems
"

The New Kngland Board of Higher

Education also reported that New
Kngland is an "ideal" location for

environmental education programs,

due to the financial commitment of

the region to the environment.

"There's a real financial commit-
ment in New England to preserve and
use their resources wisely.' Lanza
said. "It's clear to the general public

now that we need sustainable envi-

ronment! to have sustainable
economies. We prepare people to

contribute in that area."

UMass' nationally recognized recycling program expands
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Over the past few months, the

Office of Waste Management
(OWMi has expanded their recy-

cling program by finding wa\- lo

recycle some new materials.

The program, which now -cue-
as a model to the rest of the nation.

is the largest program at any

American university

I wo new materials that the OW'M
started recycling thi- pa-t -ummer
are Laser tone cartridges and com
putei di-k-

Over 16 million used toner car

tridges are dumped into IS. land-

fill- ever) fear. However, the OW M
has developed two ideas to recycle

these cartrkbji

In coordination with the

Procurement office and many
departments on campus, a new pilot

program has been developed to

allow Duality Image, a Boston
based vendor, to pick up empty
toner cartridges and refill them as

well as replace any worn part- If

the pilot program is successful, it

will be implemented as a

campus-wide program over the
summer of 1^97.

Otherwise, cartridge- that can not

be refilled or fixed can be mailed to

the OWM to be recycled.

Another new «i\-month pilot pro-

gram from OWM involved recycling

used magnetic data material-, -uch

BS J.5* and 5.25" disks of all memo-
r\ densities CD-ROM- \ tta and

audio c.i-settes and others. Disks

are -cut to vendors where they are

erased, reformatted, relabeled and
repacked for sale. CD-ROMs are

shredded and recycled.

I a-i March, a food and yard com-
po-i pilot program was designed to

reduce the amount of solid waste in

thejandfills. The pilot ran until |une

30. l»Wt> and three dining facilities

participated in the program:
Worcester Dining Commons. The
Faculty Club and

%
Butterfield

Snackbar; People's Market.
Karthl'oods and the Campus Center

later joined the pilot. The food ser-

vice staff for each facility separated

prop lood waste and it was com
posted in Amherst by Scott Leonard
ol Leonard Farm.

During the four -month program.
over live ton- of food waste along

with 98 tons of animal bedding
were composted, saving the

University $300 in avoided landfill

disposal tec-

Due to this program's success,

the compost project was expanded
in September 1 94o to include all

dining facilities The OWM will use

an in-vessel composting unit which
wa- purchased through a grant pro-

vided by the Department of
Knvironmental Protection. The unit

is a self-contained, continuous
feeding composting system.

I Ma-- will be the fir-t pilot -ite

in New Kngland to te-t this in-ves-

-el technology I he OW M estimates

that the unit will save compo-t
more that 20 ton- per week of con-

sumer foods waste from the land-

fill.

Without this composting unit,

about blOO tons of waste is gener-

ated on this campus each year —
900 tons of that is food waste. In

addition to increasing the
University's recycling rate by 10
percent to 15 percent, composting
also has many other advantages,
such as reducing landfill disposal

requirement- and reducing the solid

waste loading and stress on UMass'
sewer system

lessica Ragotte. an environmental

science major -aid that besides the

obvious advantage of savinf trees,

recycling als,o helps by "helping
UMass save money by lowering
landfill fees."

Be-klc- these new materials that

are now being recycled, there is

also the ongoing recycling program
throughout the University's dormi
toriss and academic building-

Every residence hall has three

well-labeled containers — blue tor

mixed papers, red for bottles and
cans and brown for cardboard
boxes. In addition to these three

containers, the academic buildings

also have a green container for

white and colored office paper.

However these are not the only

materials that can be recycled.
Other materials such as scrap
metal, batteries, tires, waste oil.

leaf and yard wast, wood and elec-

tronic equipment can be recycled as

well bv contacting the OWM for a

pick up lime

Despite these containers and
notice- being posted through the

buildings. Ragotte. a senior, said

"so main -tudents on this program

AMPSHIRE
S, FITNESS
Tk CLUB

Area, ^
Most Complete
Club • 256-6446
90 Gatehouse Road
"Off Rt. 9 2 miles East of Town Center"

• PVTA bus route to Rolling Green • pool •

• aerobics • aqua-aerobics • steps • nautilus •

• racquetball • free weights • Jacuzzi •

• sauna • massage • bikes •

• indoor tennis & basketball •

•rowers • treadmills •

Campus Activities at the University of Massachusetts presents

"Something Every Friday yj

For more information check our website:

http://www.umass.edu/campact/events/sef.htm

This series is made possible by a grant from

UMASS Auxiliary Services, the Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the Daily

A Touch of

Reality
This three-person group uses poetry

to express important issues like

AIDs; gang violence; and day-to-

day reality. This powerful trio has

opened for the Fugees. the Lost

Boys, and the Last Poets.

Bluewall Cafe

February 7, 1997

8:00pm

Free

don't even know about the recy-

cling programs on campus... The
program exists everywhere on cam-
pus in the dorms and in academic
buildings."

The OWM was created b\ the

Physical Plant in 1989 Alter a lew

pearl into the program, the OWM
decided that the University needed
a centralized processing and trans-

fer facility for recyclables. The
Intermediate Processing Facility

was constructed and now adds to

the programs BSSMS
The IPF features seven indoor

and three outdoor roll ofl contain-

er bays, a 70-foot long. 155-ton
capacity digital load cell truck.

1 5.000 square foot indoor process-

ing and storage areas, plastic gran-

ulating equipment, sorting and
materials handling conveyors and
an electronic demanufacturing -\-

•tem.

In addition, the IPF also serve- a-

a regional recyclable processing
facility, accepting materials trom
numerous towns, small businesses

and schools. This part of the pro-

gram helps to promote economic
development as well as a sense of

community.
Ragotte said that there is more

than one way for student- to

become involved with recycling.

"Besides making sure to recycle
things that should be. another way
to help recycle i- by not throwing

trash into the recyclable contain-

ers." she said.

For more information on the
ling programs at I Man call

Oil W at 5-/5-06/.S

Grants strengthen LDSS
By Mark McGrarh
Collegian Staff

The Learning Disabilities Support

Service- il.DSS) at the University of

Massachusetts recently received two
grants geared toward improving the

quality of education for students

with learning disabilities

Hie first, a $1200 grant from the

Center for Teaching at UMas-, i-

being used to develop what LDSS
Projects Coordinator Kregg
Strehorn calls a "universal structur-

al design for education."

According to Strehorn. the con

cept is to make classrooms friend-

lier for learning-disabled student-

The project is currently being

worked out in focus groups with the

help of faculty members from across

the University who have been nomi-

nated as Faculty Friends by learning

disabled students.

In these* locus groups, the faculty

iUU learned that their ideas are not

completely, original. Many people

have been working on similar ideas

within their own departments, but

have never organized with others

who have similar goals. This

grant -funded project gives them an

opportunity to make progress
together.

According to Strehorn. "The pro-

icc t ha- been raaBj good so far."

The second grant. $1425 from
the chancellor's Council on Civilitv.

will be used toward effort- ol

LDSS' Peer Mentoring Network, a

student-run group working for di-

abilitie- support, advocacv and edu-

cation.

The network was started by grad-

uate student Susan Pliner of the

S<.H.ial lu-lice I ducat ion Program as

a way ol reaching out lo the UMass

and surrounding communities.

I heir work consist- ot outreach and

discussion panels on the UMass
campus and in area high schools,

LDSS itsell was founded in 1986

to help students with physical, psy-

chiatric and learning disabilities.

Funded by the University, the group

works with the Center for

Counseling and Academic
Development.

"The center is run on the case

management model." Strehorn

explained.

In that model, eight trained grad

uate students work out of the office

,i- case managers. Their duties

include dealing with individual stu-

dent- on a caas bv ca-c basis, help-

ing students to understand their di--

abilities and acting as liaisons

between the -tudents and the

l mversHy.

Also uttered SSI academic accom-

modations such as test procloring

sessions for students who need

extra lime lo finish cvains, and
note-taking service- toi those who
need it.

Over 600 students on campus
have documented learning disabili-

ties and are eligible lor I DSS -ei

vice-, hut Strehorn feels that this

number is not ace in ate

"There arc mole on s.mipus. but

the) don't know their learning dis-

abilities are real thing-." Strehorn

-aid. "I he center oiler- testing at a

greatly reduced rale."

The center is located within the

center for Coundtinsj and Kcadetnk

Development at the Berkshire

House in the Southwest Residential

\ic.i. and i- open on weekdav- Iroin

8 a.m. to 5 p m

MNNt »*' scon ( OUICJUN

The UMass Office of Waste Management, one of the leading programs
in the country, is developing new methods for recycling campus waste.

«^=t.

Throughout your college years,

make A.J Hastings your
headquarters for

SCHOOL
^SUPPLIES
Count on us for everything
from your first freshman

I

notebook to your final thesis

paper, plus all those years
of pens, pencils, paper

clips, typewriter ribbons

etc. in-between 1

7^
4

# SPECIAL # •
Bring us your used Hewlett-

Packard Ink Jet cartridge

#51626A,51629A,cx51633A

and we will grve you $1.50 off

the price of a new one

A-THastingsJnc.—— •*#— Newwdealer and Stotfcuter-n—w^— '

"Conveniently located in the center ofAmherst"

45 South Pleasant Street • (413) 253-2840

Open: Mon. - Sat 5 am - 9 pm, Sundays 5 am - 5 pm

Mi'WIlHslti-M
Wi/ri<>ii/ Watting In Ijiw

STUDENT SPECIAL

[AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB
Rt* tie

So. Amharat • 256 OOSO

TOUR LEADERS

WANTED!!
f Tom An • 20 yn aid • Eaparwncad

WorVmf Wtfi fawn • tax •* Outdoor*

HbjMQ, jvwmf sbmtsq ooo much nofw

for mora wtoowolwm pwow col 9M S1S4690

or tond yow twM lo:

Wnkootl ComnotKoo,

1 54 tost totfon Poit «d

MomorowtV NY I0S43 "O C.!

Fan: 914 S3S-079S

UMass
Division of
Continuing
Education

Tons of credit undergrad

courses — in the evening!

Nearly 100 noncredit

workshops — affordable,

fun, practical, including

' Biiilciiiliini.

•GMAT.GRE.LSAn

For a f- a course catalog, call 41 3-545-0107 or e-mail

contined@admin.umass.edu

Explore our web site and see how we can help you -

http://www.umass.edu/contined/

• Pholoqitiptiv.

•ESI.

Division of Continuing Education
University ofMassachusetts Amherst

providing access to adult, nontrodltlonal education for over 25 years

and CHOCOLATE

I *
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industry, especially petrochemical
companies, to use new processes
which are cleaner and more energy
efficient. By eliminating ihe produc-
tion of many waste products, the mol-

ecular sieves will cut down on pollu-

tants produced.

The molecular sieves will also
reduce the number of steps in

processes, resulting in great savings In

capital and equipment. Tspatsis esti-

mates that the molecular sieves could
make a difference of several million

dollars in one plant alone.

Six graduate students and two post

doctoral candidates work with
Tspatsis. who also collaborates with
scientists and researchers from all

over the country.

"Our undergraduates are luckv.

because our faculty can give them a

knowledge of where the future is in

our field." Tspatsis said. "Several
undergraduates are also working with

me on honors rhasis and independent

prefects. Tbs) can onl\ gain this kind

of experience at a school where pen
pie are doing research."

I spatsis is one of an elite group of

scientists to be selected to receive the

grant front the David and I ucile

Packard Foundation, which recog-

ni/es 20 oulsianding young faculty

members each year

His work is also supported by the

National Science foundation, the

Petroleum Research Fund, the

National Environmental Technology
Institute, the U.S. Air Force and >e\

eral private companies

Writing workshop at UMass teaches area children
By Christina Polerto

Collegian Staff

Offender

The Western Massachusetts
Writing Project (WMWP) and the

University of Massachusetts hosted

a writing workshop for local gram-
mar school children which featured

English professor Paul Mariani as

keynote speaker on lanuary 18.

Over 150 children attended the

90-minute workshop, which was
funded by a grant from the

Massachusetts Department of
Education. The workshops were
designed to teach children the basics

of writing in four separate areas:

prose, science fiction/fantasy, poetry

and non-fiction prose.

"The mission of this organiza-

tion," said UMass English professor

Charles Moran, "is to support writ-

ing and the teaching of writing in

western Massachusetts."

Moran is co-director of the

UMass-based project alongside
Patricia Hunter of the Springfield

Public Schools, Diana F. Callahan of

the Easthampton Public Schools and
Bruce M. Penniman of the Amherst
Regional Schools.

Before the workshops began, pro-

tcs-m Mariani addressed the young
s-tudents. Mariani. who has written

numerous biographies and books of

poetrv. then proceeded to read vari-

ous selections and excerpts of his

work to the audience.

Mariani's latest book. The Great

Wheel, is a compilation of his

"memories transformed into a work

of art." His first p^em entitled

"Horses" magnified an image that

occurred over 40 years ago.

Working from memory alone, he re-

created an incident involving the

robbery of a farmer by two adoles-

cent boys.

"The author of this poem can still

feel the deep, penetrating glare of

the horse's brown eyes," Mariani
said.

Other works were also very well

received by the audience, including

a prose piece written by Mariani's

son, Mark. This stdry was more ado-

lescent oriented, as the. selection

summarized an odd encounter
between a man and the turtle he was
trying to rescue. .

The last poem Mariani read, enti-

tled "Voyager." was recently re-cre-

ated into a musical piece. It

described the desperation felt by a

son upon the death of his mother.

"It's a piece about unfinished
business" said Mariani. as he

recalled memories about the intangi-

ble relationship.

Mariani stressed the need for

keeping writing alive and encour-

aged the students to be persistent

with their writing.

"Start out by writing for one
hour a day. even half an hour a

day." Mariani suggested.

Following the opening assembly,

the students were assigned to their

various workshops, located in

Bartlett Hall.

Under the guidance of WMWP
teacher-consultants, the children

were taught the essentials of the var-

ious writing genres. After lunch, the

students were given a chance to edit

and critique each other's work.

Some of the writing pieces the

children completed in these work-

shops may possibly appear in one of

four upcoming compilations of stu-

dent writing. These anthologies not

only provide students with the

chance to publish their work, but

also allows them to view the work of

other students. All of the antholo-

gies are edited by a panel of student

editors

The WMWP was established in

1992 as the local site of the National

Writing Project, a nationwide pro-

gram which strives to improve stu-

dent writing abilities by focusing on
the advancement of the teaching and
learning of writing in the nation's

school

-

In a si mi I jar manner to the

National Writing Project, the

WMWP aspires to achieve these

goals primarily by providing profes-

sional development programs for

classroom teachers.

Functioning on a "teachers-teach-

ing-teaehers" model, this program

begins with writing teachers attend-

ing an Invitational Summer Institute

at the University. From there.

WMWP provides workshops for oth-

ers teachers in area schools.

continued from page 1

PSSjBStJ should do su with the munici-

pals in their hometown, or with the

municipality in the town where the

Universitv is located.

According to l.uippold. the Attorney

General's recent decision also named
the Massachusetts State Police Agency
responsible for enforcement of this

law.

After the state's interpretation was

announced, the legal council which
Channel 40 originally contacted
revised their interpretation to include

the same content as the one issued by

the Attorney General.

03LEW W ,ohcl or o: hep :

-

RE RESOLRItS

29Advice Triage Nurse & Urgent Care Clinic, University Health Servi£

For medical situations and questions requiring same-day attention. 24-Hours

Employee Assistance Program (EAP), 35 University Health Services 545-0350
Assessment, referrals for treatment, self-help groups and follow-up for employees concerning * ,.' I

their own or a family member's or colleague's substance abuse problem Weekdays 8:30-1 2:00, 1 :00-5:00

Medical Clinic Appointments, University Health Services 577-5101 .

For students and UHS Kaiser Permanente members concerning medical situations and
substance abuse questions Weekdays 8:00-5:00

Mental Health Services. 127 Hills North 545-2337
^

Counseling, groups, 24-hour emergency coverage for students and UHS Kaiser

Permanente members Appointments strongly encouraged Weekdays 8 00-5.00

Urgent Care Clinic at Hills North, Weekdays (545-2337):

1 :00-2:30 when semester classes are in session.

1 00-2:00 during Winter Session and Summer

24-Hour Emergency services through the UHS Urgent Care qlinic (577-5000)

hi

1

r^

*

In a life threatening situation, call 91 1 or your local
emergency number for the police or an ambulance to transport
you directly to the nearest hospital. (Cooley-Dickinson Hospital is closest to Amherst

)

I

UMass
Student
legal
Services
Office

FREE
confidential
professional

legal services
for UMass
students!

545-1995

CAU WD/W/
922 CAMPUS CENTER

We don't pretend to be
Futon Experts. We Are.

Since 1988 handmade futons at hardwood frames.

FLY BY NIGHT
Fantastic futons. Fantastic prices.

http fmpirfm.»l I com / flybynighf 1-800-927-1464

21 State street Northampton 413 586 -1464

vv //

Tanning & Nails Special

Buy 32 sessions get 1

week free

or

Buy 1 4 sessions get _-.|-

1 12 off a Full Set of Uc

Acrylic Nails Call for an appointment

.
"- ^f<- _ 5844700

Newest tanning bulbs in

the Area
Expires 2-29-97

We TAN at HiTech Tanning Not Burn!!!

-TA^loR Shop
Things Not Fitting

The Way

They Should?

Take Them In...

To Arif's

34 Pleasant Street,

Northampton

584-9362

Indoor Oici^UAlk OaI*.

*>Acks, ot, cloivw.s. I rtbL.5. of sUo^-v

ws>*wh, of u=.w*Jru Lots wwor fc

{rOH/i OrUfc-r t-i.K\A\Ai\ •'rror^.s.

-All rUto Muitsoivife ojkc\oot

/

ll/t<4oors>.
4 rVtrA4 r \|

miriimiimmimmamnitM

t£3& Herrell's Ice Cream
Thornes Marketplace

Old South St. Entrance

Northampton 586-9700

Made freshen the

premise*-

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a

THE BOLTWOOD PROJECT™
A Student/Comminity Service Learning Program*

Can RSO and Dcfd of Ijukhcapr \rchilcclurc A Regional Planning sponsored program)

You Can Earn 1-2 Credits

Recruitment Nights

(Attend one session - Required

for <>// Applicants!!!)

SPRING SEMESTER '97

6:30 PM
(Note: Prompt SSaVH^g lime)

• Feb 3 Mon Campus Center And or

• Feb 4 Tues. CC Room 163 or

• Feb 5 Wed. Campus Center Aud.

Assignment notification,

Feb Mh (Thurs )

at Boltwixxi table on C ampus

Center Concourse.

Volunteer while earning credit

Come and I tarn How 1 "

Your life will NEVER
be the same!

Early Bird Dinners

^ d? H Q C Includes soup &" salad

Sun. -Thurs. 5-7 p.m.
per person r

Sunday Brunch ^
u d> -t 'j QC All you can cat

t^ 11 a.m. "iv

*tiT*U*A

2:30 p.m.

Reservations Accepted Walk-ins Welcome

i"f\ it
"* ^"ttec St-* Northampton

"ll\ 584-1197 Free Parking

4
•i

i
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LIQU0R9
OPEN: Mon.- Sat.

9a.m. -1 1p.m.

JeJ: 549-2692.

hop Scott's

& Save Lotts!

•

i|k-

liller Genuine Draft hm»

Bud Ice (REG & light) 30-packs

Devil Mountain (all FwvoK)6-packs

Red Dog & Ice House 12-pack bottles

MagiC Hat (ALL fLAVOBS) 6-pOCkS

Bud, Bud Light, Bud Ice 1/2 Kegs

$9.99+<iep.

$ 15.99+dep.

$ 4.99 +dep.

$ 6.99 dep.

$ 5.99 idep.

$ 39.99 +deP .

COOL
DESIGN
HERE

Screen Printed T-Shirts

On 100% Cotton!

ff/anu L^olori to L^hoose ^ftrom.

I

PRINtrHACK
APPAREL UNLIMITED

322 Russell Street • Hadley, Mass.

Includes: 1 side 1 color. Ex. 4.31.97 Ca/f Joday

STAR WITH

J®

Boones Wines (aii FiAvoK)750mi

Sutter Home Chardonnay 750mi

Ruinite Varietals im\

Cider Jack 6 packs

Jagermeister 750mi

Jose Cuervo Tequilla 750ml

Zhenka Vodka 1.75 1

Kahlua Liqeur 750ml

Chi Chi Mudslides 1.75 1

Midori Melon Liqeur 750ml

Aftershock & Avalanche 750ml

MalibuCoConut Rum 750ml

5fof $10.00

$4.99

$4.49

$4.99

$ 14.49

$ 10.99

$8.99

$ 13.49

$9.99

$ 13.99

$ 14.49

$8.99

Career Networking

Travel Opportunik

Shadow Programs

Potential Scolarships

For more information, contact

Ann Thompson at 545-2317

Sc*m liquors
6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst

^

Tele-Check for

your personal

check

VISA'

n( Alumi
\Stadii

University Drive

SCOTTS

Victory Market

Now students can gain access to their own
information via the World Wide Web!

• Your Grades

• Your Schedule

• Your Current Semester Bill

• Your Financial Aid Information

WISE uses secure communications to

protect your privacy and is available at:

http://wise.umassp.edu

Web Information Systems for Everyone

Levine

The history of the trilogy- so far-
"A long time ago in

away...*

a galaxy far. far

Hendrkkson

Well, it may have not been in a galaxy

far. far away, but it was a long time ago.

1997 marks the twentieth anniversary of

Star Wars' That's right — Star Wars, the

movie that became a cultural force which

dominated the childhood of an entire gen-

eration of boys, is 20 years old. To com-
memorate two decades of Darth Vader
and droids,

series cre-

ator George
Lucas is set

to re-release

Star Wars
and its two
sequels. The
hmptre Strikes Back and Return Of The
led,

However, Lucas is giving movie audi-

ences in 1997 far more bang for their

buck than 20 years ago. The Star Wars
trilogy has been given a complete over-

haul From a restored Film negative and
soundtrack to the addition of new crea-

tures and scenes which didn't make the

original cut. the revamped series now
achieves what schedules and technological

and financial constraints wouldn't allow in

the original Films.

Shortly after Star Wars was released.

Lucas felt that he'd only achieved about

60 percent of his vision on the screen The
advent of computer graphics, though, has

enabled him to complete the movie as

originally intended. Industrial Light &
Magic, the video graphics company owned
by Lucas, has redone over 90 percent of

the trilogy's special effects. So now the

formerly stiff and slow-paced battle

scenes between X-Wings and TIE Fighters

will be more fluid and chaotic; the streets

of Mos Eisely spaceport will be filled with

even more scum and villainy: Han Solo

will now bump into an entire squad of

computer-generated Stormtroopers; Luke
Skywalker's Landspeeder will actually

seem like it is floating; and the Death
Star's explosion will look like more than a

glorified firecracker.

However, the most eagerly anticipated

aspect of the updated Star Wars trilogy are

the new scenes, both those left on the cut-

ting-room floor and entirely new ones cre-

ated with the help of computers. Star

Wars contains the most added footage,

with Empire coming in a close second and

ledi featuring new opening and final shots.

Footage which has become almost mythi-

cal to die-hard Star Wars geeks (you

know, the

ones who
refer to Star

Wars as "ANew
Hope") will

finally be

seen,
including Stormtroopers riding around on
reptilian Dewbacks and. yes, the legendary

confrontation between Han Solo and
iabba the Mutt in Docking Bay 94.

The Han/|abba scene is the best exam-
ple of the technological innovation pio-

neered by Industrial Light A Magic. In his

original form. (abba was an
English-speaking fat guy. Lucas, knowing
that the character would pop up again in

ledi. decided not to obligate himself to

such an ordinary-looking villain and
scrapped the footage. However, the use of

computers has enabled the original (abba

to be seamlessly replaced by his more
familiar later incarnation. Incidentally, it is

rumored that another character

seen in the two sequels has a

cameo appearance here.

Some of the added footage in the

soon to be re-released The Empire
Strikes Back and Return Of The
ledi include a sub-plot about
Wampas (remember the big white

thing that attacked Luke out in the

snow?) invading the Rebel base on
Hoth. a scene showing Luke build

ing his new light saber in Ben
Kenobi's old pad. and the some-
what disturbing prospect of a

Turn to TRN.OGY. page 2-A

Every decade our world is faced with new cultural phenome-
non that usually fade away in time. Rarely, a new event occurs

that transcends normal nostalgia and safely remains eternal —
the legend of Star Wars is one such event. Although it has been

twenty years since its original

release, the film is still one of

the crowning achievements in

motion picture history. What
is it about creator George
Lucas' spectacular
science-fiction trilogy that

has continuously entertained

audiences on a global scale

for two decades? Star Wars is more popular than ever now. and
its upcoming re-release is the most anticipated film of 1997.

I was only three years old when the first Star Wars film hit

theaters in 1977. Still, I could never begin to deny the impact

Star Wars had on my life. I remember seeing the first film with

my family during a special re release before Empire Strikes

Back came out. To explain the way I felt with such trivial words
as "awestruck" would be an insulting understatement. At the

risk of sounding too patheticly overdramatic. I can honestly say

that words could not do justice in retelling my excitement. I

experienced an emotional surge of bewilderment that overtook

me as I sat wide-eyed watching images that I knew would stay

with me for years to come.

There was more to Star Wars, however, than just timeless

special effects. One reason why the trilogy is so popular is that

it has so much to offer and every viewing can be an entirely

unique experience. When I was younger, all I could really identi-

fy with was the intensity of the characters and their amazing sit-

uations. What young boy wouldn't want to be like Luke
Skywalker, flying through space to battle evil and save the beau-

tiful princess from the wretched claws of Darth Vader? My day-

dreams in elementary school would consist of soaring through

space on the Millennium Falcon as Han Solo with co-pilot

Chewbacca. finding adventure every direction I turned. After

all, Solo had always been my hero with his dashing appearance

and "I don't care about anything but me and money" attitude.

The one comforting aspect of admitting this former part of

my personal history is that I know I was not alone. Every young
boy in my age bracket felt the same as I did, and now we can

compare stories of who had the most action figures and who
can best quote the lines of the movies. Every true fan even has

their own favorite quote, mine being Luke in bis most wbiny of

voices taying. "with the blast shield down. I can't see anything!"

As I have grown older. I have begun to see Star Wars through

different eyes. It is no longer the amazing pace odyssey it once
was. especially with lesser films with better effects now being

produced in rapid numbers. Star Wars however, is quite differ-

ent from its cheap impostors for reasons that only with age I

could come to realize. Star Wars is a romantic fantasy that con-

tains complicated and flawed characters, making them easier to

identify with than your average big name action heroes. We the

viewers can have serious compassion for the characters and
their cause, positioning ourselves on a more intimate level than

we ever could with any other adventure oriented film.

Young filmmaker George Lucas was inspired by the great

Turn to HTSTOfrY page 2-A

Merchandising a must
for Star Wan Junkies

For a number of months now. fans

of the classic Star Wars trilogy have

been waiting with breatrT.es* anticipa-

tion for the re-release of George
Lucas new treatment of the movies.

However, the Star Wars Special
Edition (SWSE) arrives for the twenti-

eth anniversary of the

film under the glare of

power-driven media
hype and merchandis-

ing beyond compare as

well.

Many can remember
the days of the original

blitz of Star Wars merchandise that

Lucas shrewdly kept control of. even

though his movie was then considered

a high risk venture The toys and other

items became a part of American life

and thus a money-making bonanza.

The good Luke Skywalker and his

comrades battling the evil Darth
Vader on a package of Micro
Machines is the stuff dreams are made
of — and it sells.

The home shopping channel QVC
holds entire collectible show* that are

only equaled by sports and Star Trek

items. The books, such as Tintoth)

Zahn's trilogy and the recent Shadows

of the Empire, continue to hit the best-

sellers lists. Older collectibles, such as

the action figures in their

original packaging, can
be auctioned for hun-
dreds to thousands of
dollars.

The question still

remains, however —
why?
The movie represent*

something impossibly
innocent in a world that

has become dangerously

cynical. The toys, the

lunchboxes. the comic
books and even the food

Michael J.

TM

products with the movie's name
attached become a physical symbol of

that innocence.

My ex-boss, now in his thirties and
recently married, went out immediate-

ly to purchase the new Boba Fett

action figure during work hours. On a

whim, a good
friend of mine
who is 20 decid-

ed to buy the tril-

ogy CD pack on
QVC with his

mother's credit

card.

I myself fell into the marketing blitz

by buying the immensely popular THX
remastered video set when it first

arrived for the low price of $31 99
plus tax. There was also the Tales of
the ledi graphic novel I bought at a

COariC book store, and the Dark Forces

CD-ROM game for the PC
All significant purchases for a per-

son on a budget.

But the reason we buy into the Star

Wars world is simple It makes us feel

good. The world atound us littered

with the decay of culture and promise.

People inundated by scandal, violence,

controversy and hatred. The fantasy

world of Han Solo makes sense in its

stark contrasts of good and evil.

Vader is evil. Skywalker is good and
Lando is...? Well, he seems evil then

becomes good, but it all works out in

the end. Simplicity at its finest.

So. that is what makes it easy to

understand why the Star Wars phe-

nomenon can still outcompete the

bloated movie merchandising market

It is simplicity, not the uncontrolled

budget of Waferworld, where the only

thing that matched the expenditure of

the film was Kevin Costner's ego. It is

not the computer animated,
glossed-over furassic Park, which

Turn to JUNKEI. page 2-A

Video same a travesty (or purl

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

shadows of the empire
LucasArt* Entertainment

Nintendo 64

After three films, we have come to appreciate

the Star Wars trilogy as legendary — memorized
lines of dialogue and cultural references from
the films coming out of the mouth of the leader

of the free world. But what happens when some-
one tampers with a legend? The question arises

when we look at the 64-bit video game from
LucasArts entitled "Shadows of the Empire."

It's an adventure game that introduces a new
character to the already established Star Wars
lore.

Dash Render is the new character, an old

smuggling friend of Han Solo's whom the video

game follows. "Character" might actually be too

generous a term for a video game, but since the

game has Dash mingling with already established

characters in the Rebel camp at the beginning of

The Empire Strikes Back, what the heck...

Dash is placed in several situations that seem
strangely familiar to fans of the Star Wars trilo-

gy. He turns various force fields off so the

rebels can escape, fights the AT-ATs alongside

Luke and the rebels on Hoth and meets up and
battles with two of the trilogy's infamous boun-

ty hunters — IG-88 and Boba Fett. The differ-

ent levels see Dash guiding Lucas' established

characters (mostly Luke — goodness knows
what good being a ledi is when you can't do
anything) to what we know are their fates from
the films.

"Shadows of the Empire" tries to tell how the

events that we know from the film came to be by

making this Dash character (who is, with his

Millennium Falcon-like ship and his cocky dia-

logue, a blatant Han Solo rip off) save the day

by performing his sideline bits. A sort of

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead video

game for the Star Wars set.

As good as the game is technologically (the

3-D technology that's by no means ground-
breaking is still pretty neat, after all), the very

premise of the game seems to smack of frustrat-

ing revisionism. B

Layout and Design by Josh Sylvester " Photos and Logos courtesy Lucasfilrn Ltd & 20^ Century Fox
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History
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Japanese director Akira Kurosawa's

film The Hidden Fortress, which told

the story of two samurai and a young

princess on an epic adventure. From
this blueprint. Lucas created his own
epic, substituting ancient japan for a

"time long ago in a galaxy far far

away." Realizing that his story was
far too complicated for only one
film, Lucas decided to write the

treatments for nine chapters of his

Star Wars saga, but then made only

parts four through six into films.

Currently in pre-production are

the first three parts which will

explain the history of Ben Kenobi,

Darth Vader and Yoda.

There is no doubt that the upcom-
ing prequels will contribute to a

stunning conclusion of this century,

and the entire saga will be respected

for its contributions to film history.

Yet. the question is still apparent on

why Star Wars is so important. The
first film in the trilogy. A New Hope.

introduces us to the primary charac-

ters of Luke Skywalker. Han Solo.

Princess Leia Organa. and Darth
Vader. By the finale of the last film.

Return of the ledi. we have wit-

nessed each of the principle leads

overcome tremendous spiritual cir-

cumstances, resulting in a state of

redemption. Who will forget one of

the last scenes in ledi when Vader
pleads with his son Luke to take of

his helmet so that he may look at

him with his own eyes? At this point

we see the careful transition from

monster to father with enough real

ism to perhaps allow us to under-

stand our own parents with more
dignity and maturity.

Star Wars also serves as criticism

of political tyranny and the ideal of

spirituality. The concept of the

rebels struggles for freedom against

the Imperial Empire can be a

metaphor for any revolution. The
passionate battle for freedom that

Star Wars illustrates elevates it to

the genre of serious drama opposed

to merely a sci-fi soap opera.
Yoda's insights on the Force also

add an intriguing flair of optimism

to the story's structure. Quotes
such as. "No... try not. Do or do
not; there is no try," are an inspira-

tion to even the most dignified

slacker.

All in all. Star Wars could not be

complete without its secondary
details, which may be the true reason

that this phenomenon is so leg-

endary. What really makes this trilo-

gy so wonderfully unique is the sup-

porting roles of R2-D2 and C1PO,
the lovable Ewoks, the bar scene at

Mos Eisely, and countless epic bat-

tles on every planet from Tattoine to

Hoth and even deep space. Star

Wars is an international tradition

that goes beyond the confines of

being just great movies but rather a

reminder of how far the human
imagination can reach.

Adam Levine is a Collegian
columnist.

COUtTIS* lUCASfllM LTD

Imperial AT-AT'» attack the rebels on Hoifi in The Empire Strikes Back

Junkies
continued from page 1 -A

offered little more than ideas for a

new theme park ride. And it is not

the overwhelming special effects and

star power of the mega- successful

Independence Day that stormed
through the cinema not with a mes-

sage of actual innocence, but rather

a naive. Reaganistic form of patrio-

tism

Lucas' films escape any form of

politics, of problems, of the now.

They are timeless, from the ancient

battle between good and evil, to the

encompassing spiritualism of the

Force

There is no Whitewater on
Dagoba. Admiral Ackbar would not

be found guilty of any ethics breach

and |edi masters would not ask you

for money to help perpetuate their

congregation.

However, the outside world will

try to inject controversy into any-

thing Some are upset by George
Lucas' gumption in actually altering

the most compelling pop-culture
phenomenon of all times. Some can

not understand why he would digi-

tally add to his movies by way of

inrrest Gump technology.

Yet. with the aplomb of true lover

of hi.< art form, Lucas states his need

to improve upon a rushed product

that he had never considered fin-

ished.

For most, it does not matter what

the reason Lucas "fixed" his work is.

A friend of mine wept when the trail-

er for the Special Edition came on

before a movie. The television com-

mercials show young children who
never had the opportunity to see it

on the big screen, a whole new gen-

eration of consumers for the toy

companies excited 0¥H the prospect

of seeing the special edition

And this only the beginning The
prequels to the trilogy are still to

come, and they tantalizingly tell the

public that George Lucas will be

directing for the first time since Star

Wars 20 years ago.

It will not be long before the

prc-evil Anakin Skywalker figures

will be in the stores, along with the

members of the old Republic and a

younger Emperor.

Star Wars: Special Edition will

be on laser disc (something I pre-

dict everyone will have by the time

the prequels are done early into the

next millennium), and Lucas will be

getting down to rolling the mer-
chandising machine along so that

an intergenerational group of fans

born toward the tail end of the

20th century can continue to enjoy

the most enduring modern fairy

tale.

So. the lines should be long come
Ian. If, 1997. when we get to see

the story once more, and afterwards,

the audience can go home, play with

their Shadows of the Empire Boba
Fett figures, and place the change

from the theater into their talking

Darth Vader bank
Whether they are eight or

forty-eight years old.

Michael J Nam is a Collegian
columnist

Campus Activities at the University of Massachusetts presents

"Something Every Friday»

For more information check our website:

http://www.umass.edu/campact/events/sef.htm

This series is made possible by a grant from

UMASS Auxiliary Services, the Vice-

Chancellor for Srudent Affairs, and the Daily

Collegian.

A Touch of

Reality
This three-person group uses poetry

to express important issues like

AIDs; gang violence; and day-to-

day reality. This powerful trio has

opened for the Fugees, the Lost

Boys, and the Last Poets.

Bluewall Cafe

February 7, 1997

8:00pm

Free

Ladysmith Black Mambazo

February 14, 1997
8pm

Amherst College

Alumni Gymnasium

$12 public / $8 with

Amherst College ID

Call 542-5773 for info. Tix available in Room 103

of Campus center or by phone at 860-422-0000.

Trilogy
continued from page 1 -A

fully-animated, walking Yoda.

It is the last shot of ledi. though,

which is the most intriguing of the

new additions. An Imperial city

named Coruscant is seen; supposed-

ly, Coruscant will be one of the pri-

mary locales featured in the next

three installments of the proposed

nine-part Star Wars saga.

Yes, it has been confirmed,
George Lucas has written and will

be making the three "prequels" to

the Star Wars trilogy. Dealing with

the fall of the |edi Knights and the

rise of Darth Vader and the Empire.

Episode One (Star Wars. Empire.

and ledi were episodes four through

six) is set to begin filming this fall,

with a projected release date of

1999. Lucas has even admitted that

part of his motivation for redoing

the existing films was to simply test

out the availuble special-effects

technology and get a feel for what

his parameters will be for the first

,
three episodes.

Fascination with the Star Wars
universe has not really waned in the

fourteen years since Jedi's release. A
slew of novels inspired the three

films have consistently been best-

sellers, action figures and toy ships

are still being manufactured, and

1995s digitally remastered video

edition of the Star Wars trilogy has

sold 30 million copies worldwide.

It is a safe assumption that the

accompanying marketing blitz to the

Star Wars re-releases will ensure

that a whole new generation of kids

with overactive imaginations will

become obsessed with the war
between the Rebellion and the

Empire. However, don't let the kids

have all the fun. Go to the theater,

relive the cinematic experience of a

lifetime, and May The Force Be

With You.

Star Wars opens Ian. Zl. The
Empire Strikes Back opens Feb. 21.

and Return Of The ledi opens on

March 7.

John Hendrickson is a Collegian

columnist.
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Crichton's latest soars with suspense
In wake of TWA 800 crash. Airframe explores disaster issues

By Mark McGratf.

Collegian Staff

cowrresY iucajwm itd

Now you didn't see him, now you do!
As seen here, there are many minor differences between the original version and the newer; many added

beasts, and many of the scenes that were originally cut were left on the reel for our viewing pleasure this time

around.

AIRFRAME
By Michael Crichton

Alfred A. Knopf

Ask a Michael Crichton reader
what to expect from one of his novels

and they'd probably tell you to brace

yourself for a fictional feast of techni-

cal knowledge and a hearty helping of

old-fashioned suspense. In his latest

novel, Airframe, Crichton successfully

sticks to his established formula,
which has provided a number of best-

sellers such as The Andromeda Strain

and Jurassic Park.

Once again, the author/"ER" cre-

ator has brought a seemingly incom-

prehensible and inaccessible world to

the common person. Tapping on soci-

ety's general apprehension regarding

airline safety, Crichton follows the

week-long adventures of Casey
Singleton, a mid-level executive at

Norton Aircraft, who has been given

the unenviable task of making sense

of a fatal and disturbingly unex-
plained mid-air incident.

In the process, Crichton paints a

vivid picture of the forces at work in

the airline industry. Through the

investigation, Singleton races against

the clock trying, in an attempt to pre-

serve a multi- billion dollar compa-
ny-saving deal with the Chinese, to

prove that the incident was not due to

a design flaw. Her job becomes more

difficult with the arrival of a team of

television journalists hoping to play

on the fears of the public to boost rat-

ings, even if that means distorting the

story and destroying the stellar repu-

tation of her company.

Set against subplots involving inter-

national commerce and union con-

cerns, Airframe confronts many of the

issues -currently on the minds of

Americans. We are part of a scared

society, and even if that fear is not on

account of the airline industry, it is

reflected in our attitude toward trade

agreements and American jobs mov-

ing overseas.

While some will undoubtedly criti-

cize Crichton's reliance on his afore-

mentioned formula, Airframe proves

that given a topic that is on the pub-

lic's mind, an intriguing plot can take

many subtle rums, creating a context

for continued discussion on the finer

aspects of the issue at the hand.

Crichton began writing Airframe

before TWAs ill-fated Flight 800,

but he has undoubtedly received

added attention for the novel in the

wake of the accident which shocked

the entire country just a few months

ago. The tragic crash has also

inevitably lent an unexpected hand in

making the novel that much more
suspenseful.

Crichton is to be commended tor

his use of a particularly strong female

protagonist in the novel. A divorced

mother of one, Singleton represents

much of what is missing in contempo-

rary fiction. She is smart, ambitious

and willing to put her life and career

on the line to reach the bottom of a

sticky situation.

While Airframe will not go down as

one of the classics of contemporary

literature, it achieves its goal as an

eye- opening thriller, hitting home
with- a particularly receptive and curi-

ous American public.

Given the fact that Crichton's five

latest works of fiction have either

been adapted for the big screen

(Congo, Jurassic Park, Rising Sun.

Disclosure) or are in the process

(Sphere, The Lost World), one can

safely assume that Airframe will fol-

low.

While the novel will produce a

good screenplay, no director will be

able to deal with all of the issues gen-

erated — there aie just too many.
Instead of dealing in depth with the

issues facing the airplane industry,

moviegoers will most likely see a clip-

ping of the most exciting scenes. If

you're interested in the suspense, you

may want to wait for the movie. But if

you want to explore the issues and to

give yourself some background on a

crisis of our time, Airframe will allow

you to do that, and will make the

process at the very least enjoyable. B-

CCHJUTISY OAVK) M MO«

Rose McCowan looks on as Neve Campbell is threatened.

Craven skewers horror genre in a delicious satire

By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION

NOW AVAILABLE
Attention all Undergraduate Students

affiliated with:

CCEBMS UALRC BCP MEP DIMES

Are you providing some service to your UMASS of hometown

community that demonstrates leadership, caring or initiative?

or

Do you have a special talent, gift or skill?

and

Do your grades reflect positive academic achievement?

if so,

You may qualify for a scholarship for the academic year 1997-

1998. Inquire or pick up application at:

BCP, Wilder Hall, 545-1987

CCEBMS, New Africa House, 545-0031

UALRC, Know I ton Building, 545-1844

Enrollment Services, 208 Whitmore, 545-0428

MEP, Marston Hall, 545-2030

DIMES, School of Management Building, 545-5618

All completed application's must be submitted by March 3, 1997!

Come Write For

Arts & Living!
Contact Jeremy Brothers

downstairs at the Collegian

SCREAM
Directed by Wes Craven

with Neve Cambell, David Arquetle, Courtney Cox
Playing at Mt Farms Theater

Si nam appears on the surface as a traditionally cliched

suspense thriller. Both the characters and narrative struc-

ture seem to fall into the genre of a formula Hollywood

horror film. Yet, Scream is really none of these things, but

rather a brilliant mockery of teenage slasher flicks It is

written to serve not onl> as a satire of the genre, but to

delight the fans that love it.

Director Wes Craven has made a career of original hor-

riented films such as The Serpent and the Rainbow

and Nightmare on Elm Street. Now. Craven has decided

to make the transition to serious drama, but he is not leav-

ing his roots without a great send-off. Scream is an appro-

priate finale for Craven because of its cynical approach to

the style that made him famous.

The first 1 5 minutes of Scream explode on the screen,

offering the most frightening scene to be filmed in years.

Why this is so has nothing to do with the circumstance A
young beautiful teenager named Casey (Drew Barryniore)

is all alone in a large house, where she receives a phone

call which threatens her life. Of course, she believes at

fiiM that her boyfriend playing a trick on her, until she

realizes this is no joke. This scene seems to stray far from

originality with a stereotypiaal character and situation.

What Craven is really transcending is exactly how silly the

t-ircumstance is by forcing Casey to take a test on how
well she really knows her horror films.

The rest of the film follows the same format, always

reminding viewers that they are watching a movie. At one

point a character says to another "you're acting like you're

in a Wes Carpenter movie " It's the result of these blunt

statements that allow Scream to serve foremost as a cri-

tique of the genre. Scream is more of an analytical study

of the context of horror, allowing it to be prime material

for anyone interested in film theory and history. Yet, the

story is a collection of every traditional slasher film from

Psycho, to Halloween, but you could never compare it to

either

The film follows the quintessential horror film character

named Sidney (played by Neve Campbell). She is the quiet

one in class, forever daydreaming about a more romantic

world. Deeply in love with her boyfriend Billy (Skeet

I Inch). Sidney is reluctant to sleep with him as a result of

her fear of sex which began after her mother was raped

and murdered. After other people in her school, including

the principal played by Henry Winkler, are slaughtered by

the masked assassin, Casey's friends think it's a great time

for partying and practical jokes. Casey constantly finds

herself in danger from the teller who she at first believes

to be her boyfriend. Later, she seeks the help of her for-

mer nemesis Gale Weathers (Courtney Cox), a television

reporter who covered the story of her mother's murder,

and police deputy Dewey (David Arquette). who is the

older brother of her best friend.

The plot contains brilliant twists that successfully repre-

sent the paranoia the town faces. No character is safe

from accusation, and until the very end of the film, every

member of the audience will be entertained and undeni-

ably surprised. Right up to the shocking conclusion we are

confronted with characters explaining the structure of the

horror film and performing it almost exactly. One exam-

ple is a character who details the proper rules one must

abide by in order to successfully survive a horror film.

Even Craven's cast pokes fun at the silliness of the slasher

movie and its fascination with the junior high mall crowd.

Scream is a fine satire because it can be enjoyed on sev-

'eral levels. Craven's work can be appreciated for its sus-

pense and intrigue, as well as its primary focus on having

a good laugh about how stale horror has become. B+
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EVERY FRIDAY

KUKi MmIII
MUSIC FROM THE 70 $ 80 s & 90 s

10:00-2:00' 21 +
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EVERY SATURDAY 6 00 -10,00

TEEN NIGHT ages 15-19

EVERY SATURDAY wm+m 21 +

PARTY HOSTED BY

ALSO SPECIAL DANCE CLUB EVENTS, SUCH AS:

EQUINOX PRODUCTIONS & WTCC PRESENT
F*l. JAN 28
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•EARTH CRISIS, 1/89, ALL AGES
•FAT BAG, 1/30, 18 +

•THE MACHINE, 1/31, 18 +

• HftO, ft/1, ALL AGES
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ON THE WEB! • http://VIRTUAL-VAUEY.COM/PEARL-STREET/ ^
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Beat the winter blues with bushels of local activities
Monday. Jan. 27

Instruction Registration

The "Unlock Your Talent" M*Jm
kjckl off with the spring registration

for the Performing Arts Division at

UMass in Bartiett 73. Registration

for the private and group instruction

in theater, music and dance and con-

tinues until Feb. 7. For tuition costs

and more information call 545-0519.

Thursday. |an. 30

Concert

A piano partv will he held to cele-

brate the new Steinway Grand Piano

along with Schubert's birthday at 8

p.m. in the Bezanson Recital Hafl.

Non-akoholic champagne will be

served. Admission is $4 for students

with a valid I.D.

Friday. Ian 31

Art Gallery

The University Galler> will have

an opening reception from 5-7 p.m.

for the spring exhibition featuring

"Something Else To See
Improvisational Bordering Styles in

African-American Quilts." "What's

Trump?: Trump Indicators from the

Collection of loan Schepps" and
"Marty Hermansader: Photographs

Dreaming " These exhibits will run

until March 14 The L'niver»it\

Gallery is located on the lower level

of the Fine Arts Center. AdmN-ion is

free.

Dramatic Reading

Smith College MFA candidate

Aaron Petrovich will read from his

thcM- "Some Variations on a Family

Theme" at 730 p.m. This reading is

part of the Smith College Theatre

Department's "New Play Reading

Series." Admission is free. For more
information call 585-3220.

• Concert

The Real Group, a Swedish a

capella quintet, will kick off the

nampton Arts Council's Wide
World of A Capella" festival in The
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall at 8

p.m. Tickets are $5 for student with

a valid ID Visit the Fine Arts

Center Box Office for tickets 01 call

545-2511

Saturday. Feb. I

Workshop Series

|eff Lord, fencing coach for Smith

and Hampshire Colleges, will hold a

stage combat workshop in the

Green Room of the Mcndenhall
Center at Smith College in

Northampton. Lord has choreo-
graphed fight scenes for high

school, college and professional the-

aters, and his workshop will include

the topics of unarmed combat and

the use of the small sword, quarter

staff, rapier and dagger. Subsequent

workshops will be held on Feb. 8

and I 5 and March I . The workshop

a free, but advanced registration is

required. Call |eff Lord at 549-1 159

for more information and to sign-

up.

Concert

• The Holmes Brothers will perform

their "deeply spiritual blend of soul-

shouting rhythm and blues and
prayer-meeting gospel music" at the

Iron Horse in Northampton at 7 p.m.

Tickets are $10. Call 586-8686 or

vi-it the Northampton Box Office for

tickets

Monday. Feb. 3

Concert

Branford Marsalis performs from

hi> new release "The Dark Keys" at

the Iron Horse in Northampton at 7

and 10 p m. Tickets are $25. A limit-

ed number of student tickets are

available in advance and a valid stu-

dent I.D. must be presented at the

door.

Art Gallery

A new exhibit. "The Hands of One
Man," featuring the wood carvings of

Elton Braitwaite. will open at the

Augusta Savage Gallery in the New
Africa House. Admission is free.

Tuesday, Feb. 4
Concert

The US. Continental Army
Woodwind Quintet will have a free

performance at Bezanson Recital

Hall at 11:15 am Works will

include Grangier. Arnold. Klughart

and Farkas. Admission is free.

Thursday. Feb. 6

llnater

"Having Our Say: The Delaney
Sisters hr*t 100 Years" will be pre

-ented as part of the Fine Arts
Center Series at 8 p.m. in the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall. Admi^un
is $5 for students with a valid stu-

dent I.D.

Reading
Nina Revoyr will read from her

new novel. "Necessary Hunger," at 7

p.m. at Food For Thought Books in

Amherst. Following the reading there

will be a question-and-answer peri

od, as well as an opportunity for

Revoyr to sign copies of her books.

Food For Thought Books is located

on North Pleasant St. in Amherst.

Admission is free.

Friday. Feb. 7

Recital

Austin Keller and lanice Button

Shafer will perform the violin and

piano sonatas by Brahms, nos. 1-3 at

the Bezanson Recital Hall at 8 p.m.

Admission is $2.50 for students with

a valid I.D

Saturday. Feb. 8

Bookreading

UMass professor lay Neugeboren
will read and sign copies of his new

book. "Imagining Robert." at 2 p.m.

at the leffrey Amherst Bookshop,
located at 55 South Pleasant St. in

Amherst. Admission is free.

Sunday. Feb. 9
C oncert

A faculty showcase featuring

Kevin Collins. Abdul Baki. Sudie
Marcuse-Blatz. Laura Jenkins

Maureen Burford. Beth Parker. Dan
Peterson and Grace Wright with the

Baki Reggae Ensemble will perform

classical and jazz performances at 3

p.m. in the Bezanson Recital Hall at

UMass. Admission is free, but dona-

tions are appreciated.

Monday, Feb. 10

Art Gallery

A group exhibition of photography

by Greenfield Community College

students will open at Wheeler
Gallery on the first floor of the

Wheeler Dormitory. An opening
reception will be held from 5-7 p.m.

Admission is free.

Friday. Feb. 14

Gallery Talk

Diana Wolfe Larkin. curator of

"The Lure of the Nile: Images a|

Ancient Egypt" exhibit at the Mt.

Holyoke College Art Museum, will

present an introduction to the exhi-

bition at 12:30 p.m. Admission is

free.

Tuesday. Feb. 18

Concert

The student chamber music show-

case will feature brass, string, vocal,

wind and jazz ensembles with E.

Wayne Abercrombie as coordinator

at 8 p.m. in Bezanson Recital Hall.

Admission is $2.50 for students with

a valid I.D.

Thursday. Feb. 20
Lecture

Lanny Bell will present a lecture

"Nineteenth-Century Artists and
Photographers in Egypt; Their Role

in the Documentation and Slav age of

the Ancient Monuments" in the Mt.

Holyoke College Art Museum. An
opening reception will follow.

Admission is free.

Friday. Feb. 21

Gallery Talk

Paul Scotto. associate professor of

Russian Studies at Mt. Holyoke. will

present a lecture entitled

"Egyptomania in Pushkin's
Petersburg" at 12:30 p.m in the Mt.

Holyoke College Art Museum.
Admission is free.

Concert

Legend Bo Diddley brings his

trademark square-box guitar to the

Iron Horse for two performances jt

7 and 10 p.m. Tickets are $20.

Tuesday, Feb. 25

Recital

A faculty recital consisting featur-

ing Salvatore Macchia on contrabass

will exhibit new music for said

instrument including "A Fable" and
"Three Improvisational Pieces" at 8

p.m. in Bezanson Recital Hall.

Admission is $2.50 for students with

a valid I.D.

Thursday, Feb. 27

Impruv
lulie Waggoner joins The

Sleeveless Theatre for an evening of

comedy and improv at the Iron

Horse in Northampton at 7 p.m.

Tickets are $7.
—Cultural Calendar compiled by

Jeremy Brothers
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They always have their say: The Delany Sisters at the FAC.

Excited for tHe new semester? Well get excited for the Collegian's new
and improved web page. Version 2 released NOW! At tHe same address:

www.umas9.edu/rso/eolegian

COUnXSY BCHAIID fOUMAN

Tom Sizemore and Penelope Ann Miller must not realize they look

ridiculous.

Be very afraid of The Relic

ly Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

THE RELIC

Directed by Peter Hyoms
with Penelope Ann Miller, Tom

Sizemore, Linda Hunt
Playing at Hampshire Six Theaters

The Relic is an example of
Hollywood's contempt for its audi-

ence, allowing us to think that

there must have been something
we did wrong for the filmmakers
to inflict this kind of punishment
upon us.

The story, however much it ma>
seem a string of cliches, focuses

around a "monster of evolution"

which terrorizes a group of people

in a Chicago museum in which
they become trapped (kind of like

Aliens, actually.) The people
trapped in the museum include the

police, a few academics and some-

important local politicians. On the

whole, some of them are the mu»i

unlikable caricatures of thara^-ter^

to grace the vcreen in recent mem-

ory — unlikable enough for us to

start rooting for the monster to kill

these idiots off.

The performers in The Relic are

a likely start when we look for

people to blame, two of whom are

actors who have always been
hyped by someone as being on the

verge of being the "next big thing:"

Tom Sizemore and Penelope Ann
Miller. Sizemore may have always

strived to be the working man's
Michael Madsen. but painful per

formani.es such a* those in "Wyatt

Earp" and "Passenger 57" out-

weigh whatever good he might
have added to "Devil in a Blue

Dress" and "True Romance" —
after all. aren't they all the same
role?

Contrasted to Sizemore Miller

seems to have never been an met
to any film she's been featured in,

and might also be further proof

that the executives in Hollywood
are not the health nuts they are

rumored to be — they are in fact

Turn tc RELIC page 6

Cronkite & his autobiography are both national treasures

By Mark McGrath
Collegian Staff

WAITER CRONKITE
A Reporter's Life

Alfred A. Knopf

Over the past century, few public

figures have touched the lives of

more people than Walter Cronkite.

For the news- watching public,

Cronkite has been a fixture for six

decades. His career dates back to the

time before television through the

present day. Now retired at the age of

80. he has produced the work of his

life... literally.

His autobiography, A Reporter's

Life, hit the bookshelves around
Christmas, and has been at the top of

the New York Times Bestseller List

ever since. In it. he reviews the

course his life has taken, from his

Missouri birth to his press duty dur-

ing the Second World War, from his

tenure as a correspondent in Stalinist

'W to almost every living room
in America. If it happened in the lat-

ter part of the 20th Century, odds are

that Cronkite was there to report on

it.

While many see Cronkite's career

beginning with the explosion of tele-

vision, it began before that. He dates

it back to his childhood, when he

rode his bicycle around Kansas City

spreading the news of President
Harding's death. Later performing
the role a newspaperman and as a

radio personality. Cronkite has been

a journalist at just about every level.

From his early days in radio come
some of his most interesting anec-

dotes, such as the one-man news
operation in which he even had to

refine his ncting so that he could per-

form the duty of a pitch-man in the

advertisements.

As a sports broadcaster, he used to

do play-by-play from a radio studio,

generating an imaginary picture

based on a crude Morse code mes-

sage system. One day when the wire

went down, he was forced to broad-

cast an entire quarter without a clue

as to what was going on. Such exer-

cises in improvisation helped to build

his character and prepare him for a

career in which nothing could be

taken for granted.

Through the war. Cronkite hopped

around Hurope covering the war for

the United Press, rubbing elbows
with the great Edward Murrow.
Finest Hemingway and King George

of England

.

From there he tinned to the

U.S.S.R.. where he covered the coun-

try that Winston Churchill referred to

as "a riddle wrapped inside a mystery

inside an enigma." After two years

there, he headed back to the United

States for a more domestic, but no
less interesting, life as a father and as

a newsman with CBS.
Upon his return, he spent time in

Washington covering the Korean
War nightly on television for the new
CBS affiliate there. So began the

most significant stretch of Cronkite's

career. For once he found his way
onto the television screen, there was
no stopping him.

What Cronkite brought to the table

was more than just his on-air charis-

ma. He was thoughtful and ethical in

his pursuit of journalism and sensi-

tive to the dilemmas brought about

by the evolution of the new medium.
"A news reporter's duty can some-

times be difficult. It is not easy to

approach someone in distress to seek

answers to the questions that need

asking. It was never a problem that

bothered the public until television

came along." he writes.

Perhaps his most difficult and
defining moment came with the

assassination of John F. Kennedy.
Cronkite will forever be linked with

that fateful day. and it will never

escape him. In his recollection.

Cronkite comments on how newspeo-

ple are like doctors and nurses in the

midst of a tragedy, and that their pro-

fessional drive takes precedence over

emotion.

Even so, that newsperson could

not battle the tears at the comers of

his eyes and could barely overcome
the lump growing in his throat as he

pronounced the words, "President

Kennedy died at 1 p.m. Central
Standard Time — a half hour ago."

For many, that moment has become
frozen in time, as has the image of

the teary anchorman delivering the

news.

From then on, Cronkite shared a

bond with the American people. If

something important was going on.

he was there to describe it for them.

Whether it was the triumph of land-

ing on the moon or the aberration

called Watergate, he covered it.

Even the first formal
Israeli-Egyptian peace agreement was

brought about to a certain degree by

Cronkite. The meeting of Anwar
Sadat and Menachem Begin came
about as a result of separate inter-

views with them on the "Evening
News."

Sadly, this book marks not only the

end of a career, but the end of an era.

With rise of the Internet and new
information technology, the nightly

news has already begun to take a

back seat to more accessible sources

Cronkite is more than willing to

COURTESY AlHUD A KNOK

Walter Cronkite's autobiography covers his six decades as a reporter.

acknowledge that his career is and
will continue to go through amazing
changes.

But with the changing times come
new challenges, and Cronkite is will-

ing to otter his insights "There is

going to be social and political and
economic evolution, which will

explode with such suddenness as to

have the character of revolution," he

writes

"The revolutionary forces are

already at work today, and they have

humankind's dreams on their side

We don't want to be on the other

side. It is up to us to assume leader-

ship of that revolution, to channel it

in a direction that will ensure free-

dom s future
"

"Snow/lakes are one ofnature's mostfragile things,

but just look what they can do when they stick together.

"

-Vesta M. Kelly

Sorority Rush '97
*

February 1st - 6th

IjiM^T

Information session - Wednesday, January 29th

6:30 -8:30 in Campus Center.

Registration: This week in Campus Center Concourse

All University Women Welcome

V

Mm

And H he signs off. the voice and

the face of the 20th century — the

man for whom the term "anchorman"

was coined. Although today's stu-

dents may have missed out on
Cronkite's heyday, that doesn't mean
that they should remain ignorant of

his work. Cronkite's life is American

history. Loaded with insightful anec

dotes, his book reads like an insider's

guide to the last six decades.

The NIK) d the world may be told

through the lives of its must colorful

people, and Walter Cronkite is no

exception. He was awarded the

Presidential Medal of Freedom by

limmy Carter in 1981. and may truly

be considered a national treasure.

The same can be said of his book. A

EQUINOX PRODUCTIONS TCC (90.7FM) INVITE YOU TO

U.S. CLUB TOUR '97
#

cS*#rday, February 8, 1997

Pelirl Street Night Club, Northampton, J

Sponsored by

THE UMASS DAILY COLLEGIAN
New England's Largest College Newspaper.

IB>

'l .S. ( LIB TOl R is New. Exciting «\

Explosive. The music is electrifying.

SI VI IS is phenomenal!" »

-Peter Roth

Washington Square News

18 to p«»rt\ 2 1 to drink

• Doors Open l>:^0 p.m.

• Music by JUSTIN TIME
from NYC's The Tunnel,

Polladeum & Club Expo

• Tickets $ 1 at the door

• For more information call

41V584-7771

Guest Host TIM STYLES,
one of the most popular

entertainers in the United

States and abroad. STYLES
has appeared on MTW
INSIDE EDITION (NBC),

RICK1 LAKE and ROLON-
DA among others.

I .v v. I I H KH'R is ,t i-op\ right o( Equinox Prodin
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New music offers an alternative
THE CRUMBS
The Crumbs

Lookout! Records

Many of Lookout's new acts, although not exactly

punk rock, are still quite impressive — and there is eer-

taintly nothing wrong with broadining one's horizons

with musical diversity.

The Crumbs came along just in time to give punk fans

something new to really sink their teeth into. They are

fast. loud, crude and directly to the point, which is exact-

ly the way they should be. Although their sound is com-

pletely reminiscent of such bands as The Clash on
through Social Distortion and Rancid, it has become
too cliche to judge punk bands on originality,

as opposed to how well they can pull off

the image.

The album contains a nice blend of

early 't>Os rock, rockibilly. and old

ichool influenced British punk. The
Crumbs' lyrics, like most new school

bands, are geared to broken hearts

and teen angst. and imitate the cries

of our "tortured with lonliness" gener

ation. The first song, entitled "All

Style." rami up their attitude strsight at th<

beginning of the album — "You don't wanna
be like the other kids/ Hangin round downtown/ No
matter what they do, your parents cant keep you tied

down." Through some bittersweet ballads like "Long

Distance Love" (which anyone who has been in the situa-

tion can surely find peace of mind in) and the eerie but

familiar "Come Home." the band even explore their more
live side

All in all. The Crumbs offer nothing all that new
except well-defined punk rock and an attitude to coin-

cide along with it If you are searching for new surprises

and conventions, then don't look here! If you just want

to latan to KMM quality punk in the true essence of the

word, than please check out The Crumbs. B+ (Adam
I e\ine)

KUIA SHAKER
K

Columbia

Kula Shaker is Britain's latest export across the

Atlantic. Hyped as the "Next Big Thing" after the

American success of bands such as Oasis and Radiohead,

their debut album k lives up to the high standards and

expectations set by their fellow countrymen, while simul-

taneously carving out a niche of their own in the land

scape of '90s British rock.

Named after an ancient Hindu figurehead, Kula Shaker

draws its sound from influences as diverse as the Stone

Roses. Deep Purple and. most obviously, the Beatles' Sgt.

Pepper-era Indian phase. From K's opening cut, "Hey
Dude," to the epic closer, "Hollow Man (Parts I & 2),"

the '60s feel is obvious; wah-wah guitar and swirling

organ dominate the album. However, it is the

strength of the songs themselves which prevent

the band from sounding like a bunch of retro

hacks

Singer/guitarist/songwriter Crispin Mills

blends dippy Indian mysticism, biting sar-

casm and hook-filled choruses to achieve

usually successful though occasionally

silly results. Although the concise, intel-

ligent rock of "Hey Dude," "Smart
Dogs" and "Into The Deep" is tempered

with the meandering "Govinda" and pre-

tentious "Temple Of Everlasting Light." /V's

highs far outweigh its lows.

With "Grateful When You're Dead/|erry Was
There." Mills slams the weekend-hippie culture of

America's suburban youth with hilarious results. A "pic-

nic in the rain" becomes an out-of-body experience with

the late Mr. Garcia — "I seen him man/Looked me right

in the face/ Oh I'm telling you man/ lerry was there."

"Tattva." K's centerpiece and standout track, pulls off

the seemingly impossible task of making the chorus of

"Tattva. acintya bheda bheda Tattva" sound completely

appropriate and. well, cool as hell. With layers of distort-

ed guitars and a mellotron thrown in for good measure.

"Tattva" has managed to become one of the most unique

modern rock radio hits of the last year.

K is by no means a great album but. compared to the

current batch of lousy artists like Bush and Marilyn

Manson dominating the airwaves, it often seems like it is

Hopefully. Kula Shaker will rein in their more pretentious

tendencies for their sophonune release. If they do, look

out — this band is gonna be huge. B- t|ohn Hendrickson)

Relic
continued from page 5

rinodM smack M a regular h.isi-

V Dr Margo Green, she pla\^ an

academic who struggle* living to

find funding for her "evolutionary

biology" research Only Miller

sould make the already petty

world of academia even more
annoying, as she pouts when a

neighboring colleague (Chi Muoi
.ompetes for the gram dfct'l

M her sights on.

Linda Hunt at one time actually

seemed to be respected as an
actress as her Academy Award
*hows (granted, it was for playing

a man in TThe Year of Living
Dangerously." but who's looking)

But now she just looks and sounds
sieepy. like a munchkin gone sjn

isterly awry as she takes her turn

shouting and pouting because the!

monster that has been decapitat

ing people throughout her muse
um will ruin the gallery opening —
*hc's as suspiciously motivated as

the mayor in laws.

I he Relic must not go unnoticed

in the realm of miserable movies I

suggest that it mark the beginning

of an era where we as an audience

start demanding those precious

hours of our lives back from
Hollywood studios that have been
wasted on such garbage. F

We're the

STARS
around here...;

Is there any hope for us in 1 997?

Chris

Conner

It's barely a month into 1497 and

boredom has already set in.

Oscar season is officially over, giv-

ing way to the studio equivalent of

mid-season replacements (i.e. The
Relic. Beverly Hills Ninja. etc.).

Major musical acts tend to release

albums in the summer or fall, a trend

which currently has

forced both D|s
and V|s alike to

play either Bush's

"Swallowed" or
Blackstreet's "No
Diggity" no less

that 7,945 times a

day. And there still exists a gaping

dichotomy between quality television

programming ("Seinfeld," "NYPD
Blue) and quality toilet paper sloppily

disguised as palatable content

("Family Matters." "Walker: Texas

Ranger"!.

Yet in these glum times, there are

already several noteworthy films,

albums and TV shows yet to come
this year which have piqued the inter-

est of entertainment hounds. Industry

hype, not Fido. can be a person's best

friend in the hopelessly languid open-

ing month of a new year.

Sad but true, huh? Listed below

are seven major events almost certain

to be the talk of Everytown. U.S.A. in

97:

• |eff Goldblum looks to continue

his lucky streak of starring in

mega-blockbusters when The Lost

World arrives on screens this sum-

mer, but the lurassic Park sequel isn't

even the mewt expensive film the stu

dios are launching dumg the lucrative

iALJ- COUSUSY MIOCIATtD >

Paul Simon

season. Ratlici. lliat honor belongs to

a James Cameron project Titanic

While the director's name may be

synonymous with grand slams

(Terminator 2. True Lies) in the

minds of most folks, there are two

things we should all remember before

the film with the alleged record-high

$180 million price

lag opens: a) even

(he best action film

directors stumble

occasionally
(Richard Donner's

botched Assassins.

|ohn McTiernun's

miserable Last Action Hero) and b)

Cameron's box office track record

with the aquatically-oriented

(Pirahna 2. The Abyss) is not some-

thing about which you'd brag to

mom.
If Cameron fails in his quest.

maybe he, Tim Burton and Renny

Harlin can form one of IhoM
Hollywood support groups — The

Michael Cimino Center.

• For the past two years. Chris

Rock has been the funniest puppet in

the national spotlight since Dan
Quayle, and now one of the country's

sharpest comics finally gets his big

shot — a slot on HBO. the cable net-

work already home to two of the wit-

tiest programs on television (Dennis

Miller Live and The Larry Sanders

Show). If hi- -how stealing election

coverage on Politically Correct is any

indication, Rock's edgy, screeching

style should fit in just fine to create

what will hopefully be one damn
funny triumvirate

The voice of "L'il Penny" also

stands to become the first "Saturday

Night Live"-spawned
African -American funnyman to torge

a successful endeavor outside of NBC
walls -ince the newly humble Eddie

Murphy.
• "Get in the Ring (Part One):" As

if last's year's dueling disaster

(Twister and hide/fende/ice Day) and

alien (ID and Mars Attacks') Hick-

weren't enough, trailers for both vol-

cano-themed adventures are now
duking it out at the local cineplcv

In this comer is Dante's Peak tea

turing Mars Attacks survivor Plant
Bro-nan and Linda Hamilton, who
may have had to resort to Beuut\ and

the Beast reunion T\ movie- had this

project not come along And in this

corner is the none loo creatively

titled Volcano, starring Tommy Lee

lories, who has apparently opted not

to become the American Michael

Caine by committing to every single

script offered him.

• Tom and Nicole do Kubrick in

Eyei Wide Shut, the auteur's first

liim in nine yeaiv At first glance, this

concept registers as roughly akin to

the reaction most people had either

when Keanu Reeves was selected to

play an action hero in Speed (good

idea) or when the erstwhile Dogstar

bassist was selected to play a nuclear

physicist in Chain Reaction (bad

idea).

You're tempted — nay. almost

obliged — to ask what the legendary

director's; major malfunction is. But

then you remember the- guy was able

to give Matthew Modine a pulse in

hi- last opus, lull Metal jacket. This

i-. of course, a feat only Alan Parker

and Robert Altman have accom
plished in the past.

• "Get in the Ring (Part Two):'

The sun set early for Prom Dusk Til

Dawn, as well as The Island of Dr.

Moreau. which sank with a whisper.

One Pine Day proved to be anything

but with audiences, while The Ghost

and the Darkness failed to scare up
enough ticket -ales to put it into the

black.

In Clooney vs. Kilmer. Batman pre-

sent vs. Batman past. Batman and
Robin vs. The Saint, we have a bout

between two guys whose combined
last four box office totals couldn't

cover the cost of Titantic. Smart
money says the smirking,

pepper-maned dtrctor wins this one
— but only because the American
public would shell out $7 a pop to

see George C. Scott as the Caped

Turn to HOPE, page 10

COLMTtSV ASSOCIATID PHIVV

Tom Cruise

(heck out the Collegian's fresh graphically enhanced website at: www.unass.edu/rso/colc9ian

Not everyone's

an artist in the

kitchen.
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Corporate creeps beware

!

Michael Moore is back

By Mark McGrath
Collegian Staff

COCWTESr COtUMWA PICTURES

Woody Harrelson and Courtney Love shine through the sleaze in The People vs. Larry Flynt.

Forman sends us a little love with the sleaze
By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

THE PEOPLE VS. LARRY FLYNT
Directed by Milos Forman

with Woody Harrelson, Courtney

§> Love, Edward Norton

Playing at Hampshire Six Theater

The People is Larry Flynt is the

story of one man's struggle for free-

dom of expression. He must battle

powerful, bureaucratic leaders who
are willing to do anything to silence

him and control the personal values

and morals he believes in.

This story is far less inspiring than

it may sound because Larry FTynt is

no hero. The values and morals he

clings so strongly to are that men
and women have the right to be
entertained by pornography if they

so wish. Larry Flynt 's struggle is to

be the one to best provide it for

them.

Two-time Academy Award winner

Milos Forman's latest film is a dis-

turbing portrayal of Larry Flynt's

emotional rise and fall as founder of

Hustler magazine. The story begins

deep in the poverty-stricken woods
of the Appalachian Mountains,
where a young Larry Flynt (Woody
Harrelson) and his brother. |immy
(Brett Harrelson). sell moonshine to

the local drunks The narrative

jumps ahead nearly 15 years when
the brothers are co-owners of a

dingy Cincinatti strip club. Larry

finds the idea to boost attendance by

publicizing through a news letter fea-

turing nude photos of the club's

strippers. After investing all his

money in the pamphlet, the first

issue of Hustler magazine was creat-

ed. What would eventually happen is

the growth of an American entrepre-

neur who would face more contro-

versy than any other publisher in his-

tory.

Through his shaky love affair and

untraditional marriage to one of the

club's strippers named Althea

(Courtney Love). Flynt's personal

life is best explored. At times abusive

and at others deeply supportive.

Flynt can best be described as a sin-

cere pervert. The film examine- the

couples' sexual escapades and their

battle against drug abuse in descrip-

tive detail. The fact that these two

character*, despite their bizarre per-

sonas. are so deeply in love with one

another adds a refreshing quality la

an otherwise strange narrative.

The film begins to take form when
Flynt decides to publish ridiculous

slander against Rev. |err> Pahrell

Accusing him of incest. Falwell takes

legal action against the Hustler

empire in a suit that escalates ail the

way to the Supreme Court Here is

where Forman recreates a famous
law case and challenges the viewer to

contemplate their own view on what

the First Amendment truly means.

The obnoxious Flynt, who served

numerous nights in jail for contempt

of court, now had a chance to defend

the content of his magazine at the

nation's highest law. His argument

was that if you don't like Hustler

magazine, then don't read it.

Larry Flynt is essentially a charac-

ter *tudy of an entirely unique man
The point where it all works best is

during his bricl spiritual awakening

as a born^again Christian. What
makes this aspect of the narrati

intriguing is that we witness Flynt's

struggle for redemption, which neat

ly destroys his relationship with

Althea. After his religious rebirth is

not what it *eems to be. Flynt return*

to Hustler yelling "The pervert i*

back!" During this specific scene we
can finally relate to Flynt as a real

human being, confused and di

fied with the life he has chosen

Relative newcomer Edward
Norton (Primal Fear) plays Flynt *

attorney. Alan lsaacman. who serve*

a* the film's only stability, lsaacman

is so normal that he indeed saves the

film from going too far over the

edge. He admits to not agreeing with

Flynt's occupation, but will defend

freedom of speech regardless of the

|—|<ampden 0-< vv heeler (galleries: opr ' ng '997

I—lampden : Located in Hampden Commons. Southwest. Hours: Mon - Fri, 3 - 7pm & Sun 2 - 5*

FEBRUARY 6-28

TEXTILES & TECHNIQUES:
AFRICAN AND INDONESIAN CLOTH

Curated by Dr. SUSAN MICHELMAN
Department of Consumer Studies, UMass Amherst

Opening Reception Feb 6, 5 • 7pm, Live musical performance of original

compositions on the West African balaphon and African & Caribbean drumming.
Reception features designs by students of Femi Richards.

Professor, * Department of Afro-American studies

Pre-reception talk, 4 - 5pm. Southsidc Room near the gallery:

"Equatorial Elegance: Bead Trade Between Venice and West Africa" by

Dr. Joanne Richer. Regents Professor, University of Minnesota

MARCH 26-APRIL 17

Series Begins: WOMEN ARTISTS / MASSACHUSETTS EDUCATORS

ROSEANNE RETZ
University of Massachusetts Amherst

LIZA FOLMAN
Art Institute of Boston

Exhibition of Prints

Opening Reception March 26. 5 - 7pm

MAY 48
STEPHEN NICCOLLS: mfa thesis exhibition

\yyiieeler : Located in Wheeler Dorm Lobby. Central. Hours: Mon - Thurs, 4 - 8pm & Sun 2 - 5*

FEBRUARY 10-27

RECENT IMAGES
PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION BY

GREENFIELD COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENTS
Opening Reception Feb 10, 5 - 7pm

MARCH 3-8

GRAF ART
A group ihow of graffiti art.

Opening March 3. 4-8pm

APRIL 1-18

UMASS EXCHANGE EXHIBITION: AMHERST / DARTMOUTH
Amherst students will exhibit at "GALLERY 244" in New Bedford. Dartmouth students will exhibit here.

AFRII, and MAY
BFA THESIS EXHIBITIONS

*Gallery hours are during scheduled exhibitions only, closed for University holidays and snow days.

- ALL EVENTS ARE FREE & OPEN TO THE PUBLIC. 545 - 0680.

Programs of the FINE ARTS CENTER, sponsored in part by the UMASS ARTS COUNCIL
and the UMASS CULTURAL ENRICHMENT FUND.

circumstance. The chemistry
between lsaacman and Flynt is bril-

liant and together their characters'

extremes balance each other allowing

the film to be more recognizable as a

seriou* drama.

The film's major flaw is its pace

which at times appears inconsistent.

The entire first 45 minutes of the

film moves hi quickly, it seems awk-

ward. Where the editing fails.

Forman's camera makes up for it.

The film captures the spirit of the

'70s with the use of bright colors,

but vet the picture quality has a

seedy appearance which successfully

matches Flynt's persona.

Written by Ed Wood authors Scott

Alexander and Larry Karaszew*ki.

and produced by Oliver Stone. Larry

Flynt does not quite match some of

Forman's previous achievements.

Yet. the director of Amadeus and

One Flew Ocer the Cuckoo 't \< :

lu* created an entertaining, it noth

ing else social drama. The main
problenr is that the film never reallv

reaches its fullest potential and never

r calls decide* if it* a biography 01 a

courtroom drama. Unlike his other

films, no one will be deeply nioveil

by Forman's latest Yet The People

vs. Larry Flynt does have a certain

charm due to the strong pertot

m..nccs of its cast and its brilliant

cinematography. B

MICHAEL MOORE
Downsize This!

Crown Publishers

Michael Moore is back, and this

time he's taking no prisoners.

Yes, the creator of "TV Nation"

and the highest grossing docu-

mentary of all time, Roger & Me.

has taken his war on the estab-

lishment to bookstores across

America.

Like he always has, Moore
appeals to the commoner in all of

us as he rips his way through
business, politics and the media,

making straightforward points

through somewhat bizarre means,

leaving readers in stitches and his

targets in crumbled remains. Call

him begrudged. Call him hilari-

ous. But don't you dare call him
powerless.

Downsize This! is a series of

essays in which Moore works to

expose the forces of evil in our

eroding society through unortho-

dox means, those forces of evil

being represented by the rich and

famous — or whoever else has

taken freedom away from the

overworked and underpaid work-

ers in our society. In the process,

he takes on the aura of a comedi-

an who actually knows what he's

talking about.

He quickly and quietly sets a

tone for the book on the very first

page. On it are two almost identi-

cal photos of gutted buildings,

one of the bombed Federal
Building in Oklahoma City, the

other of an eroding building in

Flint. Mich
As described in Roger & Me.

Flint has fallen from one of the

best place-, to live to the absolute

worst since General Motors start-

ed shutting down its factories

there and shipping them off to

Mexico. Under the heading,
"What is terrorism?," the photos

serve as a reminder that just

because there is no large explo-

sion or spilled blood doesn't mean
that other types of terrorism (cor-

porate?) can't exist.

Throughout the book, we are

faced with dozens of other pre-

sent-day dilemmas, many of

which serve to entertain and
enlighten a largely ignorant pub-

lic.

If there is a group in this coun-

try which has been unfairly

maligned by the press or the pow-

ers that be — immigrants, welfare

mothers, O.J. Simpson or other-

wise — you can find an argument

in their favor within this book.

Whether producing Corporate

Crook trading cards or suggesting

the Unites States be renamed
"The Big One" or "Hard Rock
America," Moore repeatedly
knocks his points home. And he's

entertaining too.

The greatest flaw of this book is

that it is too funny. Perhaps funny

enough to be dismissed after a

few laughs. While he uses his flair

for the ridiculous extremely well,

readers may easily lose Moore's
purpose for writing this book. He
wants change, and he wants it

now.
If there is a revolution looming,

Moore may just be at the helm. A
man of principle and unending
enthusiasm, his audiences know
that he is a straight shooter.

Moore might want to harness

his creative energy and focus
more on specific issues instead of

spreading himself too thin, as

may be the case with this book.

If he can produce more work like

Roger & Me. Moore could
become one of the country's fore

most advocates of people's
rights.

All of this from a man whose
claim to fame is that he's been an

answer on both "leopardy" and
"Wheel of Fortune.* Michael
Moore is truly one of the common
people — and he's proud of it. B
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SPRING BREAK
'AMAIC

7 Nights - Includes: Airfsre-Hotel

• Traofers-Psi-ty Pack

$449* Per Person from Boston

$429* Per Person from Newark

CANCUN
7 Nights - Includes: Airfare*Hotel

•Tranfers-Party Pack

$479* from Boston:$459* from Newark
$449* from Bradley Field

•per person, quad;taxes addhional^ubject to availability

CARR®LL TRAVEL 5 CowlesLane^mherst
256-8931

New WORLD
Theate

Spring Season

1$7

Fabruaty!

kVwA-ti
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World vocals are a treat
New music from Tibet and Madagascar

The sound of the humafi voice is

universal. An ambitious three-CD
set, "Voices of the World — An
Anthology of Vocal Expression." sets

out to document this, along the way
touching on a wide range of the

world's vocal styles.

French label CDM culled the

material for this lengthy project from

the extensive ethnomusicological col-

lections of the Musee de l'Homme.
The CDs come packaged inside the

covers of a nearly 200-page long

hardbound book (about the size of a

standard double CD jewel case)

which presents technical informa-

tions about the recordings in both

French and English translation.

The material on these discs is

organized by style. The first two CDs
focus on "techniques."

from calls, cries and
clamors, to imitation of

instruments, colors and

timbres. The third CD
deals with polyphony
— drones, echoes and
overlapping, and coun-

terpoint, among other

types.

The ethnological per-

spective of the compil-

ers turns out to be more of an annoy-

ance than a blessing. The amount of

information in the book is almost

overwhelming. While that in itself is

a good thing, it's too bad that the

writers limited themselves to an

audience already "in the know." If

you haven't studied the details of

musical theory — a subject many
music majors have been known to

flunk — a lot of the material may fly

right over your head. The sad result

is that the book is pretty useless. It's

a shame that the writing doesn't

focus on the people who sing the

nuiMk.

Although occasionally hampered
by poor-quality recordings, there

are stunning pieces on these CDs.
Excerpts from a titual of the origins

of the world sung by Paraguayan
members of the Zamuco language

family lean on a fascinating struc-

ture of opposed silences and bursts

of loud voice, drawn-out moans and

choppy barks. solo and group cries.

A mourning song from Georgia (the

Eastern European country, not the

state) could perhaps even draw tears

from a vacuum cleaner with its

heady drones and well-controlled

sheets of dissonance. The list could

go on — there are close to a hun-

II.1VEY JOAXS
LOCKER

Vintage Clothing

•Buy 2 Items Get 2nd

HALF PRICE!

•Buy 3 D Items Gel 3rd

FREE!

273 Pleasant St Northampton

587 0176

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS!

SKI CRESTED BUTTE, CO.

URCRTIONS STARTING

RT $549
Depart fn >m Bradley

International Airport

Sunday or Monday.

Vac tt ii >ns include:

round trip airfare on

AmericanAirline*
gnmnd transfers in

Colorado and 4 nights

lodging in Crested Butte.

1-BOO-998-25KI
CaM teday. far eM

lecteatwe ttd

aackafat. Mttawntad

multi *a« Nft ticket!

•Ita eeelleaie

iTRAVEL]
: SMART! :

FROM HEW YQM

LONDON
$130 $245

$202 $379

RON*
I $235 $438 I

$277 $5W
| IiMiM mat*. |
I farei la warMwMt IaattaaVJaai. i

fimiaaaaa*mutate.

• Weekend turdwraai mayHk
J
Cwto/ni inanajrtUon tarea tepry .

I raraa iiajpct to ceaeea wMhout I

|
notice am. ateaant L0. earth

may be required

RISM TRAVt L

21? tfHIi It
; mi ;>,; Gb7f.

dred pieces on these CDs, most wor-

thy of note. This vocal music senso-

rium works strongly toward over-

coming the documentation's failings.

C.

Tibet: The Heart of Dharma finds

the ellipsis arts... label in its usual

fine form. Like the Voices of the

World collection, this release also

comes in a small hardcover book.

The packages ellipsis puts out are

always lovely and informative. This

one is filled with a variety of

Buddhist poems, historical writing, a

piece by the Dalai Lama and lush

color photos that work well to

express an obvious love for the

music and culture of Tibetan
Buddhism.

For a long time now, this religion

has been under
attack by the

Chinese govern-
ment, who have
closed down many
monasteries. In

looking for a base

of support abroad,

the Tibetan
Buddhist communi-
ty's psalms and
chants have been

getting a lot of exposure in the West
for the past few years. By now, a

number of us are familiar with their

incredibly deep, drawn-out sound
punctuated by bursts of cymbal and

trumpet.

This CD presents the devotional

singing of the Drepung and
Khampagar Monasteries' monks in

clear, lively recordings. While this

isn't music for a social occasion,

these pieces are relaxing and ener-

gizing if one gives them the atten-

tion they deserve. Since they are

sacred religious songs, several with

the explicit purpose of awakening
inner consciousness and blessing

both the singers and the listeners,

expect great things from this pro-

found music. You won't be disap-

pointed. B.

Tarika puts out a sultry dose of

groovy, uplifting Madagascar pop
with their new Xenophile Record"

release, Son Egal. The title is a play

on words, referring to both the

Malagasy term for the Senegalese,

and the French for "equal sound."

Lyrically probing the sensitive topics

of Madagascar's colonial past and
the anti-Senegalese sentiment pro-

duced by past French use of

Senegalese troops on the island.

cou«ns» kino rm.i ucoatn

Tarika's new album San Egal brings the hopt sounds of Madagascar to drive off your winter chill

Tarika's leader Hanitra seek* to heal

old wounds and direct anger at

appropriate targets

Along the way. the band can't help

but wrap these political messages in

wildly enjoyable music. Upbeat, joy-

ous and haunting, the music is pure

exuberant pop. Using updated tradi-

tional instruments such as valiha and

kabosy. as well as bass and guitar.

Tarika makes dance music with a

head as well as a heart. A-
Smithsonian Folkways Records

just can't seem to stay away from

epic projects. Most recently, they

released 19%'s three new additions

to their extensive Music of Indonesia

sciies. bringing the number of

albums up to 12!

Fortunately, Indonesia has the vast

variety of music to easily support

-uch a massive undertaking. The
world's fourth largest country,

stretching roughly as wide as the

United Stales. Indonesia is home to

around 300 different ethnic groups

and a plethora of musical expres-

sions

The present CDs explore celebra-

tory and church music from Biak

Island in the east. Melayu mu-u
from Sumatra and surrounding

islands, and gong and vocal mu-k
from Sumatra. Accompanied by liner

notes which are both extensive and
readable, there is enough material

here alone to sink your teeth into.

Although you may not shake your

dancing legs to these disc* . you could

And yourself intoxicated by their rich

sounds. Whether it be the Middle
Eastern tinged Muslim music of the

Melayu, or the singing of famous
Sumatran eccentric To'et. there is a

world of delicious Indonesian musu
here to taste. B.

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian Staff

member.

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

January 30 & 31.7*10 am. $27.50 ooY

TALES FKOM THE HUDSON faakirini

MICKAfl HICKII, PAT MITHINT

JACK D.J0HNITTI, PAVI H0U

LAND, J0IY CALDilAZIO

Saturday, february 1 • 7 pm

HOLMES brothers
$10 • rocking blurs!!

Saturday, february 1 • 10 pm

moonboot LOVER
great groove • SS

rrtonday february 3 •

BRANFORD
MARSALIS trio

Wednesday, february 5 • 7 pm

BUCKWHEAT ZYDECO
|

zydeco dance floor* 1 1
• $15

mursday, february 6 • 10 pm

lettuce
& VIPER HOUSE
heavy grooves from hompshve • SS

friday

CHUCKLEHEAD

Saturday, february 8 * 10 pm

JAZZ MANDOLIN
project

ocoustk enprovs outto this world • S4

friday, february 21 •7&10pm

BO DIDDLEY
bo know $20

MUSK SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK

Con.ng Sovoy Brr*n CHfii Sm.rhef

Made 1, " Peyrou* Pon:ho Sanchez

TICKFS At

o' coll 586 ibit

24-hour Cone

413 584 0610

Maher takes late night to a new level

Stavjinq up way too late

Mark
McGrath

Who's better? Jay or Dave? Or
Conan? Or Bill? It's getting pretty

crowded over there after the 1 1

o'clock news. As a night owl, 1 have
become acquainted with some of the

best of late night

television, and due

to a number of

(acton, I've had a

difficult time

deciding where to

leave the dial.

With the intro-

duction of Bill

Maher and his

"Politically Incorrect," the quality of

late night programming received an
instant shot in the arm. Now, each of

the three major networks has a viable

contender in that time period.

What is it about "Politically

Incorrect" that has made it an instant

success on ABC? Foi starters, it did

its fine tuning over on Comedy
Central. where_ it achieved a large

enough following to warrant ABC's
interest.

Despite a reasonably funny mono-
logue by Maher. the true value of

"Politically Incorrect" can be attrib-

uted to two factors — the guests and

the discussions generated amongst
them
The guest panel typically consists

of a cross- section of the political and

entertainment worlds, most often

guests with clashing philosophies.

The topics discussed are taken

directly from current newspapers,

and are usually controversial enough

to generate some interesting, funny

and sometimes
heated discussions

amongst the par-

ticipants.

The end result

is pure informa-

tive entertain-

ment. Politically

ignorant viewers

may watch for the

laughs and end up with their own
opinions on current issues such as

Ebonics and the Paula |ones contro-

versy. Stuffy political types may
watch for the issues and end up
laughing (a change in their routine).

In the process, all may be surprised

by what comes out of the mouths of

their favorite public figures. On tHe

first show of the season, Coolio was

one of the participants, and many
were pleasantly surprised with his

eloquence. Other times, guests are

shown for the true donkeys that they

teally are.

Picture if you will, the aforemen-

tioned Coolio and ultra conservative

G. Gordon Liddy discussing Ebonics,

the use of "black English to teach in

public schools in California. Picture

Coolio soundly defeating a man

whose job it is to yap all day long

about such issues.

Late night television audiences

may rejoice, now that "Politically

Incorrect" has taken over the

post-"Nightline" slot on ABC.
Because this wildly-entertaining

half-hour airs a little after midnight,

viewers may now enjoy a feast of

uninterrupted comedy each night

before hitting the sack.

When I say "feast," I'm talking

about an appetizer of )ay or Dave's

monologue (your choice). Top Ten,

Headlines and funny skits or whatev-

er else they happen to come up with

before the guests arrive.

The entree consists of a wild half

hour of "Politically Incorrect." fol-

lowed by a dessert of Conan O'Brien,

who has quickly risen through the

ranks to become one of the funniest

men on TV.

If you haven't seen Conan's show

lately, you don't know what you're

missing. After a horrendous begin-

ning, O'Brien has picked up the

pieces and constructed a program
charming and funny enough to be

compared with the other late night

giants

With such an arrangement, there

can be no losers. Late night television

has never been better.

Mark McGrath is a Collegian

columnist.
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Renee Zellweger and Tom Cruise shine in ferry Maguire.

Crowe, Cruise score big in film
By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Skiff

JERRY MAGUIRE
Directed by Cameron Crowe

wtrn Tom Cruise, Cuba Gooding Jr., Renee Zellweger

Playing at Hampshire Six Theatres

Writer/director Cameron Crowe has once again deliv-

ered a film that warms the entire audience without

making anyone feel too manipulated. Honing hi* talent-

ed ear for dialogue through MM like \n \n\thmg and

Singles. Crowe has finally produced a movie for adults

that thankfully doesn't take itself too mtaMa)

Cruise plays the epommou- ^pott- agent who »eems

to be living the perfect life at the top til his profession.

surrounded by friends and engaged to the aggressive

over-achiever Avery Bishop (played with admirable

humor by Kelly Preston >. The two look so serene and

plastic at the beginning of the film, like a short ad for

Scientology, that it's a real shame when we see lcn\ 'i

life fall apart before out M after he writes u populist

manifesto entitled "The Things We Think And L>

Say: The Future of Our Busiiu

Comfort comes to our hero when he is fired and one

of the accountants at his firm decides to join his flight.

inspired by the sentiment that stirred him to write what

Cruise's character keeps referring to as a "mission state-

ment." As Maguire's new partner Dorothy Boyd, Renee

Zellweger shines in a career-making role. Dorothy tries

balancing raising a son (played by quite possibly the

biggest scenestealer of the decade, six-year-old

lotiathan Lipnicki) and running terry's office while

uorking through the crush she's developed on him.

What is truly remarkable about the film is that for

perhaps the first time ever. Cruise doesn't smother the

other actors in the film, perhaps because these

Zellweger and Lipnicki are relative newcomers who we
just can't take our eyes oil

Crowe avoids letting Icrry Maguire sink into a puddle

.1 sweet drivel between Zellweger and Cruise by devel-

oping the relationship between Maguire and his only

client. Rod Tidwell (in a spirit-filled, joyous perfor-

mance h> Cuba Gooding. |r » The two men bicker back

and forth like an old married couple and the true

tear-jerking scenes don't come with any turmoil

between Dorothy and Maguire. but seeing Rod's career

take off and ferry's life vindicated

Gooding's performance is |ust one of the delightful

minor roles jn the film. In addition to Preston's \ampish

come ons and Lipnicki's non-sequiturs — "The human
head weighs eight pounds .

" — Bonnie Hunt rounds

out the riotous cast, one funny enough to make you for-

get it's a Tom Cruise movie. A-

r
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Broad strokes paint new FAC season

By Seema Gangcrtirkar

Collegian Staff

The Fine Arts Center '*Jfe-97 season returns starting

Ian. 31 with an a capella group. Other highlights of the

upcoming isssoa include the Tony-award nominated
Haying Our Say: The Ihlany Sisters ' Hirst 100 Years.

The season opens on |an. 31 with the Swedish a

capella quintet. The Real Group. The group takes the

Concert Hall stage to present a repertoire containing a

broad selection of jazz, rock and even Latin American
tunes.

Ihning Our Say is based on the book of the same
name by Bessie and Sadie Delany. The Delany liMn,
ages 101 and 103. tell of a rich family history from

Pl>s! slavery days in the South to Harlem in the '20s.

stretching all the way to present day Westchester. The
show will be presented in the Concert Hall on Feb. 6.

One of the country's most exciting dance companies,

Doug Varone and Company, will perform on Feb. 1 3 in

Bowker Auditorium.' Known for their powerful perfor-

mances and individual styles. Doug Varone and
Company has emerged as an innovative force in

American dance

The FAC welcomes the Minnesota Orchestra on Feb.

14, with conductor Eiji Oue and pianist Peter Serkin.

The program will include Dominick Argento's
"Valentino" Dances, followed by Mozart's Piano
Concert No. 21 in C Major. K 467 and Tchaikovsky's

Symphony No. 4.

The Onyx Theater Company, the first American deaf

theater company devoted to actors of color, will present

their award-winning play. A Laying Of Hands, on Feb.

22.

Experience Nashville on Feb. 23, when the Tennessee

Dance Theatre, with special musical guests Riders in the

Sky and fiddler Mark O'Conner, will perform in the

Conceit Hall The Tennessee Dance Theatre celebrates

the life, music, folk arts and literature of the South

through music and dance.

The Billy Taylor Trio, along with guest artists The

Sheila lordan and Steve Kuhn Duo. closes out the FAC's

February schedule for a special concert, to benefit the

University's Fletcher Henderson Scholarship Fund, on

Feb. 26.

Also, be sure to check out the art galleries around the

Five College area for student/faculty art work, as well as

gallery talks and performances.

Hey you> turn your mac & cheese into a feast!

Jorma
Kansancn

Recent books to prolong your break
By Seema Gangcrtirkar

Collegian Staff

DANBlf STEEL

Delocorte Press

Meet Sarah, the angst- ridden and

hopelessly depressing heroine of

Danielle Steel's Jewels. Perpetually

pouty. Sarah comes from the upper

crust of New York families and is de\

astated beyond comprehension when
her first marriage to a worthless lout

ends in divorce.

Only in one of Sled's novels will the

heroine lock herself up in isolation for

a year mourning the demise of a mar-

riage to a drunken cheater. In despera-

tion. Sarah's parents whisk her ow to

Europe, hoping to raise her flagging

spirit.* and also with the hidden motive

that Sarah might meet another gentle-

man, worthy enough to be her hus-

band.

Well, it so happens that at an

English lea party. Sarah meets an older

man, William. Duke of Whitfield. After

a whirlwind two week romance. the>

declare their undying love for each

other. They marry and buy an ord

chateau in France, because apparently

U ilium Ki- .i ion of money to throw

around and whatever Sarah wants, she

gets. This isn't a bad deal, but in the

worid of Danielle Steel, the author has

managed to equate marital bliss with

material items .After a while, no matter

how sparkling the gems or how luxun

ous the furs, the whole concept of del-

uging your beloved with gifts becomes

redundant and loses its meaning.

World War II breaks out and
William leaves to fight. Alone in her

chateau with her infant son and anoth-

er baby on the way. Sarah finds herself

dtoptoifd when Nazi soldiers move in

Sarah develops a cosy relationship with

loachim. the commander of the sol-

diers, and even allows herself to fail in

love with the fellow, over the objec-

tions of her friend and helper.

Emmanuel le

When William is declared missing in

action. Sarah persists in believing that

he's alive and her loyalty is rewarded

when William returns to her. beaten

and battered, but still alive. After the

war. the Whitfields begin buying jewels

from impoverished lews who want the

noon to look for their families. The
Whitfields' jewel collection grows and

soon they open a store, which of

course, enjoys tremendous success.

If there was ever a stereotypical

Danielle Steel novel, this is it There is

little plot and constant repetition

begins to wear on the nerves. It's

almost as if Steel rewrites the same
novel over and over, using exact

expressions and stvle.

In addition, whatever the characters

have io say to each other is hopelessly

boring and it's easy to get the feeling

that Steel hasn't a clue about the real

world, when she discusses Chanel and

marvelous jewelry that sell for upwards

of a million dollars. But then again,

maybe an escape from the real world is

exactly what Steel is aiming for. And in

that respect, where her writing fails.

Steel's escapade succeeds. C-

KOBEHTK. MASSE
The Romanovs. The Final Chapter

Random House

On the night of |uly 16. 1918.
Nicholas II. last Tsar and Autocrat of

Russia, and his family, disappeared

into history For over 70 years, the fate

of Nicholas, his wife Alexandra and

their five children remained unknown.

The popular opinion of the time was

that the entire family had been mur-

dered in the basement of the Ipatiev

House in Ekaterinburg, a Siberian

town. But there was never enough evi-

dence, physical or otherwise, to prove

what had actually happened to the

Romanovs.
When it comes to laying one of the

great mysteries of the 20th Century to

rest, there is no one more qualified for

the job than Robert K. Massie. Massie

wrote the definitive English work on

the last Tsar and his family in \icholas

and Alexandra. At that time. Massie

agreed with investigators' conclusions

that the bodies of the Romanovs, along

with four of their servants, had been

completely destroyed, leaving nothing

r
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Tom Jono« and Harvoy Schmidt's THE FANTASTICKS

ft Arthur Koplt's

OH DAD, POOR DAD, MAMA'S HUNG YOU IN

THE CLOSET AND I'M FEELIH' SO SAD

but a handful of corset stays, some jew-

elry and the skeleton of a dog behind.

In his new book. Massie admits his

mistake and clears up the mystery.

The bodies of nine individuals were

excavated in early 1991 outside of

Ekaterinburg. The actual discovery of

the bones had occurred 1 5 years before

by two Russian men. intent on proving

that the Romanovs have been brutally

massacred by the Bolsheviks. But the

political climate of the time did not

allow for the discovery to be made pub-

lic, and the two men, Alexander
Avdonin and Geli Ryabov. removed

three skulls from the mass grave and

agreed to keep quiet until the time was

right. After the fall of the communist

government. Avdonin and Ryabov
made public the discovery. Excavation

of the grave began in 1991

.

Nine skeletons were removed from

the grave and according to evidence.

1 1 people had been murdered in the

basement of the Ipatiev House. Massie

details the lengthy procedures taken by

scientists — Russian. English and
American — to determine the identity

of the skeletons Missing from the

grave was the tsarvich. Alexis, and one

of his sisters, either Maria or Anastasia

M.issje also takes the investigation

one step further. When knowledge that

one of the missing bodies may be that

of Grand Duchess Anastasia. the sur-

viving Romanov family members found

themselves wondering if the cryptic

Anna Anderson was indeed the Tsar's

daughter. Using DNA testing, the iden-

tity of Anna Anderson is firmrv estab-

lished.

W^ile Massie cite* many of the

sources for his present book that were

used for his previous tome on the same

subject, he also relieves heavily on new
interviews. The book contains hun-

dreds of interviews with scientists, sur

viving Romanovs and others close to

the murders. Massie's thoroughness in

his research makes this an exceptional-

ly well-documented book. The details

are many, but Massie leaves no SSflM

unturned, and while there will always

be questions. Massie has done an excel-

lent job of laying to rest the rumors and

mysteries B

So, what do you want for nothing?

No. not a rubber biscuit, but...

macaroni and cheese, please.

Yes, I shall confront the dish of

dishes for the money- strapped col-

lege student: the not-so-cheesy,
neo-pasteurized, powderific sensa-

tion that costs next to nothing to

make, yet has that

certain dash of

panache to get you

through the night

without keeling

over from hunger
pains.

Directions to

your favorite, and cheapest, edition

of the powdered form of macaroni
and cheese are on the box. Like,

duh? But 1 am here to spruce up that

concoction of concoctions for you,

because that was my job. and thanks

to any higher power. I do not do it

for a professional living anymore. But

for all of my goombas out there...

anything for you, my friends, any-

thing.

• From the "it doesn't make Luke
puke" file, try adding some cut up
hot dogs to the boiling water with the

noodles. In one shot, you get your
meat and pasta in the same dish. But

if the nutrition information label is

your favorite read while you cook. I

do not recommend it. If your bank
account statement is your favorite

read before you eat. then this is your

stomach filler.

• If you are in the "1 am a vegetari-

an until the cows come home" cate-

gory, cut up some broccoli florets

and add that to the boiling water
with your noodles. Aah, good, lust

cut your broccoli about an inch lrom

the crown and boil away. If you want

to keep those wonderful minerals and

vitamins in your veggies, use a steam-

er in another pan instead.

Other choices: fresh baby
carrots/cauliflower, or those wonder-

ful bags of frozen vegetable mixes

you can find in your local green gro-

cer.

• In the "I'm only three years old"

arena is the simplest to make out of

all these choices. For all you seafood

lovers out there, drain a can of tuna,

and add it with the butter, milk and

cheese sauce when you mix it up.

Simple. Yes, it is a different twist.

and it is also another healthy filler

item

• All these options are fine and

dandy, but the key to this whole

process of putting a new look to an

old-time favorite is in the saucier

realm. No pasta dish is a pasta dish

without the sauce. The sauce makes

the dish, flat out.

So. what you can do to put some

flavor in your not-so- savory pow-
der-like cheese
mix is easy: add
more cheese. What
you do is when you

put the drained
noodles back into

the saucepan, do
not put the pow-

dered cheese sauce in with the butter

and milk. Mix in the butter and milk

first, over very low heat, but the key

is to add a little more milk than the

recipe prescribes (maybe a 1/4 to 1/2

cup).

Then, add the cheese sauce mix
with a generous helping of grated

Parmesan/Romano cheese, and the

sauce takes a whole new flavor. Mix

well, and what the extra milk does is

help soak up the extra cheese, and

makes the sauce more creamy. Yum,
yum, yum. Hey. 1 go with the popular

consensus, and my nieces can not be

wrong.

Suggested Drink — Since we are

talking budget stretching here: water.

No, no. no. But going with that frame

of mind, go with Natty Light or Piels

and really mess up your inner bowels

for good.

• The Finnish kitchen has a verita-

ble potpourri of influences, but none

of them are ever named because of

legal ramifications. It's almost like

Cheers, where everybody knows your

name until the credit for something

comes around, and then you run to

the patent office.

But, in the cheesy vein of this col-

umn. I invite a guest star beyond
compare to this space of culinary

spaces: Mama Annie Mac. A
long-time fan of the epicurean eccen-

tricities of the Finnish Phenom. she

now gives up one of her long- time

favorites for the delight of all your

watering gobs. Believe me, from the

experienoe of devouring, you're going

to want to clip this one out:

Mama Annie Mac's Homemade
Macaroni and Cheese (2 1/2 quart

casserole dish; preheat oven to ^75

degrees) — 2 tablespoons butter. 1/4

cup flour. 2 1/2 cups milk. 2 1/2

cups grated cbeddar cheese, 1/2 tea-

spoon salt, 2 cups of cooked and
drained elbow macaroni,
fresh/canned breadcrumbs to your

own desired amount.

1) Melt butter over medium low

heat in a medium sized saucepan,

then gradually add all of the flour,

mixing with a wire whisk

2) In a large saucepan, start to boil

the water for the macaroni, and cook

elbows for 6-8 minutes or until done.

Drain and leave in colander.

3) Raise heat to medium, and add

milk to flour and butter mixture.

Warning Will Robinson! — Make
sure you do not burn this! Heat the

mixture slowly, not to the boiling

point, while stirring the mixture con-

stantly. If you want to, and you have

the time, leave the temperature on

the stove at medium low heat, and go

on from there.

4) Gradually add only two cups of

the grated cheddar cheese, stirring

constantly with the whisk until the

cheese sauce is relatively smooth and

creamy, and take off the heat.

.

5) Add the macaroni to the casse-

role dish, and then pour the cheese

sauce over and mix well. Sprinkle the

remaining 1/2 cup of cheese over the

top. then cover the entire casserole

with a layer of breadcrumbs.

Options: Add some cubed ham or

crumbled bacon with the cheese

Without Waiting In Line
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Crusader.

One seriously doubts they'd pay the

same cash to see Val Bertinelli replace

Kilmer in his project.

• Rumor has it that Paul Simon's

five-year recording lay- off may come
to a close by mid-year. Having colored

his last two efforts with the sounds of

South Africa and South America,
respectively, you can't help but to pon-

der where Simon will culturally ven-

ture this time. And with perfectly hor-

rid new singles from Live. U2 and
Silverchair atonally ringing in the new
year, summer can't come quickly

enough.

For the sake of sanity, however, let's

just hope Paul'? lyrics haven't been
influenced too much by wife Edie

Brickell's irritatingly spacey dippiness

• No Ewoks are decapitated Han
Solo doesn't refer to Chewbacca as

E&V '»"»ws
HBdZroCffiLL

www.taheaor«ast

O-95-BRI
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"that f—ing Wookic." Princess Leia

doesn't get nasty and show off the

royal goods. And Will Smith does not

star as cocksure Lando. Can the Star

Wars trilogy appeal to '90s audiences

in the wake of Independence Day"'

George Lucas is betting on it — and

it's a safe gamble at that. Millions of

fans are already salivating over the

hype surrounding the nearly

four-and-a-half minutes of new
footage added to the 1977 master-

piece. In fact, Spielberg's contempo-

rary intends to use the profits from the

lanuary, February and March releases

to finance new Star Wars films, a

long-awaited endeavor. Especially

since Lucas has directed as many films

as Alfred Hitchcock in the last 20
years— zero.

Chris Conner is a Collegian colum

rest.
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Amherst
Laundromat

») 326 College St. Rt. 9

Amherst, MA
253-5072

• Open 7 days a week 8 a.m. -9 p.m.

• Drop off Service & Self Service

You Can

UNLOCK YOUR TALENT

at the Performing Arts Division

UMass Arts Council discounts for UMass students

MUSIC ' THEATER * DANCE * INSTRUCTION

REGISTRATION JANUARY 27 • FEBRUARY 7

PAD OFFICE * 73 BARTLETT HALL • 545-0519

Calvin Klein Lingerie

Fret People

Dollhouse

Betsey Johnson

Pfl Company

Bulldog

NC Low

Downstairs at Thornes
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"It's not unusual..." Or is it? Tom (ones saves both Anette Bening and the day in Mors Attacks!

Winter movie releases still linger around the are and our hearts
MAKS ATTACKS!

Ever since the release of Star Wars, science fiction movie-.

have become increasingly obsessed with big-budget special

effects and plots loaded with political imagery and humani-ik

commentary. The days of the cheesy, blow- em- all-to-hell

destruction of the B-movies popular in the Cold War era of

the '50s and '60s seemed long gone, especially when com

pared to such "love the alien" message pictures as Close

Encounters Of The Third Kind and E.T Thankfully, mutin-

ously warped filmmaker Tim Burton has decided to pay trib-

ute to the genre with the morally bankrupt and incredibly

enjoyable Mars Attacks!

To those who haven't seen the movie, one of the most com-

mon misunderstandings about Mars Attacks! is that it ||

another patriotic call-to-arms like this summer's blockbuster

Independence Day. Fortunately, that's not the case. Rag-

wavers (as well as pacifists) are ridiculed and usually die in a

most undignified way. The hero here isn't the Fresh Prince;

it's Tom |ones. Tom "What's New. Pussycat" Jones. Nuff

said.

Producer/director Burton has assembled top-notch, star-

studded ensemble cast, ranging from lack Nicholson and

Glenn Close to Martin Short and Michael I Fox. The sense of

fun the acton are having wallowing in the absurdities of the

film is contagious. Nicholson, in a double role, is typically

shifty as the president and completely over the top as a sleazy

Vegas real estate developer. Annette Benning's New Age guru

and Pierce Brosnan's pompous, pipe-smoking scientist also

-land out. as do Lukas Haas' stoner Richie and Rod Steiger's

hawkish General Decker.

However, the real stars of Mars Attacks! are the Martians

themselves Billed as the "Little Green Men from the Angry

Red Planet." the Martians are nasty little bastards. Gleefully

killing everyone in their path with their ray-guns (as well as

setting cows on fire and performing previously unimaginable

experiments on a Chihuahua), the big-brained, bug-eyed

fiends resemble in both looks and behavior none other than

that other large skulled, demonic terrorist of the holiday

movie season. Beavis.

Mars Attaiks' Ls based on a short-lived series of Topps col-

lectors cards from the early 1960s. Tim Burton also pays

homage to the era with nods to the cocky aliens as well as the

production values and continuity errors of Ed Wood's Plan 9

From Outer Space (widely regarded as the worst movie ever

made). However, the freedom Burton has with an $80 million

budget enables him to make a high budget film about a

low-brow concept. The Martian spaceships still resemble fry-

ing saucers, but now they are done with computer graphics,

not hub-caps and string: the climactic battle takes place on

the Las Vegas strip, further accentuating the celebration of

American trash-culture: and the ultimate tool of victory it so

preposterously absurd it must be seen to be believed.

Simply dismissing Mars Attacks! as a spoof of the sci-fi

genre is unfair, though From Burton's flair behind the camera

tp the cast's spirited performance and Danny Elfman's eerie

score, this is more than a Martian Naked Gun. This is a faith-

ful and remarkably well cialted tribute to a chapter of cine-

matic history and should be appreciated as such. Put in that

context, Mars Attacks' is both a very funny black comedy and

a celebration of American popular culture. A- (|ohn

Hendrickson)

MY FEUOW AMERICANS

The story behind My Fellow Americans is quite clever. Two

ex-presidents from opposing parties must unite in order to

solve the mystery behind the corrupt incumbent. This premise

contains the ability to create some brilliant and intelligent

political humor. The humor however. reall> isn't that funny

for the most part. The best lines from the movie were shown

in the commercials and what is left over is slightly above bor-

ing.

The representations of real political figure heads are the

best thing the film has to offer, lack Lemmon and lames

Gamer nicely recreate the stereotypes associated with then

party. Together they engage on a road trip to prove their inno-

cence after being framed with the current president played by

Dan Akroyd. Lemmon and Gamer try to fuel the story by

playing off each other's wit with little success. The small role

by lohn Heard playing an absent minded Dan Quayle style

vice president is the best thing the film has to offer. D (Adam

Levine)

TREES LOUNGE

Independent film veteran Steve Buscemi has written, direct-

ed, and stars in an incredibly entertaining character study

about a 3 1 year old kser.

Buscemi plays Tommy, a nice guy who has never had an

ounce of luck in his life He spends his nights as a barfly in

Trees Lounge and feebly attempts to find work during the

day. He lost his pregnant girlfriend to his former best friend

who he once also worked for. After his uncle dies. Tommy

takes over the ice cream truck his uncle once drove. He finds

companionship with a 1 7 year old and slowly loses all faith in

his existence and dignity.

Buscemi has created a sincere and personal story which

illustrates the choices we make and the situations we just fall

into With several subplots, each as well constructed as the

primary one. we witness an honest look at the working class

of a small California city. Filled with clever wit and sharp dia-

logue. Trees Lounge proves Buscemi to be one of the best

character-actors of our generation. B* (Adam Levine)
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No one clear winner at Golden Globes
By Bob Thomas
Associated Press

BEVERLY HILLS — Bring on the

Oscars. Hollywood found out what the

foreign press think* is the best of 1 996

cinema with the Golden Globe awards

two weeks ago, as the Hollywood
Foreign Press Association feted dramas

with a definite foreign tone.

The English Patient was honored as

best picture, England's Brenda Blethyn

as top actress for Secrets & Lies and

Australia's Geoffrey Rush for Shine

Evita. the musical chronicling the

life of legendary Argentine political fig-

ure Eva Peron. was a triple winner —
taking honors for best musical or com-

edy movie, best musical-comedy

MM for Madonna and best original

song, You Must Low Me.

"I have been so incredibly blessed in

this past year." Madonna, who had her

first baby last year, said in accepting her

Golden Globe. "Making this picture has

been a great experience artistically and

spiritually. I will never forget it."

No movie swept the awards, which

launch Hollywood's movie awards sea-

son and often presage the Academy
Awards. The dark comedy Fargo.

which has won a trophy case full of

critics' awards in recent weeks, went

home empty-handed.

After years of struggling for respect

because of claims of voting corruption,

the Hollywood Foreign Press

Association finally achieved a degree

of respectability last year with a prime-

time TV broadcast.

Golden Globes were also bestowed

on The People vs. Larry Flynt, with

awards to director Milos Forman and
writers Scott Alexander and Larry

Karaszewski.

In the television categories. The X-
Files" was voted top TV drama and its

stars. David Duchovny and Gillian

Anderson, won top TV dramatic actor

honors.

NBCTV's "3rd Rock From the Sun"
won for top TV musical or comedy
series and its star, John Lithgow, won

, for best actor in that category. Helen

Hunt of "Mad About You" was the top

TV comedy actress. Tom Cruise, the

sports agent of Jerry Maguire, was the

musical-comedy actor winner.

Ms. Blethyn, who plays the mother

of a black daughter she never knew in

Secrets & Lies, was virtually unknown
to American audiences before the

movie's release.

"I'm so happy to be in the building

much less standing up here," she said

in accepting her award.

Rush, who played the mentally trou-

bled piano virtuoso of Shine, was a

hugely popular winner with the stellar

Beverly Hilton Hotel audience, which

gave him an unusual standing ovation.

"I'm very proud to be part of a film

that has taken such a vulnerable, pecu-

liar and very human character and

placed him at the heart of a film."

Rush said.

Forman was picked best motion pic-

ture director for 77»* People vs. Larry

Flynt. Mel Gibson, last year's director

winner for Braveheart. handed Forman

the trophy.

Veteran actress Lauren Bacall, who
played the possessive mother of Barbra

Streisand in The Mirror Has Two

Faces, and Edward Norton, the sus-

pected killer in Primal Fear, won
movie supporting actor trophies.

"I'm in a state of shock. This is the

first time I've been nominated for an

award in any role," Bacall said. The
72-year-old actress concluded her

acceptance by saying, "It's taken a long

time to get here and I'm not giving it

[the Golden Globe] back."

The Golden Globe for best foreign

language film went to the Czech
Republic's Kotya.

HBO's Rasputin won the top TV
miniseries or movie award as well as

top actor for Alan Rickman and sup-

porting actor for Ian McKellen.

Helen Mirren won the top actress

Golden Globe in a miniseries or movie

for Showtime's Losing Chase and Kathy

B^tes won the supporting actress trophy

in that category for The Late Shift.

One Golden Globe was announced

before Sunday's ceremony: Dustin

Hoffman, the Cecil B. DeMille award

for service to the cinema. Cruise

offered a tribute to him during the

show.

sworo couansv
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The English Patient starring Ralph Fiennes, won a golden globe for best drama motion picture of 1996.

JuSt in CaSe

you decide to buy

the books

this Semester.

VISA

It's every
v^here

you want to he:

BEVERLY HILLS — The complete list of winners for the !

Hollywood Foreign Press Association's 54th annual Golden
j

Globe Awards presented on Jan. 19.

motion v\crue.ee>
DRAMA: The English Patient.

MUSICAL or COMEDY: Evita.

ACTRESS DRAMA: Brenda Blethyn for Secrets & Lies.

ACTOR DRAMA: Geoffrey Rush for Shine.

ACTRESS MUSICAL OR COMEDY: Madonna for Evita.

ACTOR MUSICAL OR COMEDY: Tom Cruise for ferry

Maguire.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM: Kolya, Czech Republic.

SUPPORTING ACTRESS DRAMA, MUSICAL OR
COMEDY:' Lauren Bacall for The Mirror Has Two Faces.

SUPPORTING ACTOR DRAMA, MUSICAL OR COM-
EDY: Edward Norton for Primal Fear.

DIRECTOR: Milos Forman for The People vs. Larry Flynt.

SCREENPLAY: The People vs. Larry Flynt, Scott

Alexander and Larry Karaszewski.

ORIGINAL SCORE: The English Patient, Gabriel Yared.

ORIGINAL SONG: "You Must Love Me" from Evita.

TSLev\e\oN
DRAMA SERIES: The X-FUes."

MUSICAL OR COMEDY SERIES: "3rd Rock From the

Sun."

ACTRESS DRAMA: Gillian Anderson for "The X-Files.
E

ACTOR DRAMA: David Duchovny for "The X-Files."

ACTRESS MUSICAL OR COMEDY: Helen Hunt for

"Mad About You."

ACTOR MUSICAL OR COMEDY: John Lithgow for "3rd

Rock From the Sun."

MINI SERIES OR MOVIE MADE FOR TELEVISION:
Rasputin.

ACTRESS MINISERIES OR MOVIE MADE FOR
TELEVISION: Helen Mirren for Losing Chase.

ACTOR MINI-SERIES OR MOVIE MADE FOR TELE-
VISION: Alan Rickman for Rasputin.

SUPPORTING ACTRESS SERIES. MINI-SERIES OR
MOTION PICTURE MADE FOR TELEVISION: Kathy
Bates for The Late Shift.

SUPPORTING ACTOR SERIES. MINI-SERIES OR
MOTION PICTURE MADE FOR TELEVISION: Ian

McKellen for Rasputin.

comrrtsYA,?.
I
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THE FINE ARTS (ENTER SERIES

oHot a PapptiUa

THE REAL GROUP
Direct from SwcoVn on their first US tour,

das glorious a capped vocal quintet per •

form Ka Baiif -<o-ptatits-tO"'ijcarfi Doys

repertoire wrtti a Scandinavian pamon lor

American jazz Winner of two A
Cappella Society of America Awards tad

the acclaim of fans around the world.

"Absolutely irresistible.

"

— Jon Hendndts

FRIDAY,JANUARY 31, 1PM, FAC CONCERT HALL
PmmfrtD wrrw rue Gtxeaous supaoarr or- Easthamptow Savings Bank ano WKNX
100 9FM
7m mm* *+*»** mm* msM mm mmlmW at http://WWW.AJ.GONET.SE/ *RG

oHeahtwanminq JheaiaA

Having Our Say

The triple Tony-oorniiuted play celebrates

the live* of Sadie and Bessie Delany. two cen

tenanan sisters who havr witnessed two

world wars, the rise ofJim Crowe laws, the

e, the Clarence Thomas

Join them in their home

as they bake: ham, stuff a chicken and mm
the ingredients for a delightful evening of

stories and sage advice.

"The moil provocative and entertaining famiK

play in a long time.

"

- Vincent Canby, The Sew York rimes

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 8PM, FAC CONCERT HALL
MHNTEO WITH THI GOF ROUS SUWOaT OF PfOPl FS BANK AND WOCB-TV 40

9m mm* *+mmn mmt mmt mm msmtm mt MTTP//HAV1NGCXJRSAV-THEPIAV.COM

Jiab and J-IjoaA

The Minnesota Orchestra

Em Oin, Musk Director

Prrrj sown, Piano

One of America's finest orchestras and moat

renowned soloists present Argento's "Valentino

Dances," followed by Mozart's Piano Concerto

No. 21 m C major and Tchaikovsky's Symphony
No 4. A heavenly way to celebrate Valentine's Day!

".
. an adroit balance ofpamon and polish. " - Detroit News

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14, «PM, FAC CONCERT HALL
PFtfStNTtD WITH TM*. G04FRCXJS SUPPORT Of- F«ST MASSACHUSFTT5 BANK AND WFCR 88 5 FM
9m mam m+mttmm mmst mmt mm mttut* at http://MNORCH.ORG

The falter Series WinterWarmers -j*,-H£Sc\JBJ5
fo« nans m ihwmutk* cau 545-251 1 ot i-soo-w-umas Cent R

CUIIIHI III IHYTHHS OF lift
tiNivrAsrrvc*
MA! IA4 IHlSFTt*
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JAN 30* @ GW
7:30 P.M

JAN 29* • VA TECH

7:30 P.M.

JAN 31 st @URI

1:00 P.M.

JAN 31 st • MERRIMACK

7:30 P.M.

FEB P* RUTGERS
T.B.A.

FEB 1
st XAVIER
7:30 P.M.

Minutemen crush Eagles in Commonwealth Classic
Massachusetts captures

biggest win of season
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — As the bat

tie between
public and
private rages

OB in the

second t I

the four-game
Commonwealth Classic

-enev the record standi as

follow*: Good Guys 2,

upper CaaaW, elitist trash 0.

While the game was jum
.1- exciting as last year's

Massachusetts 90

Boston College 78

65-57 UMass win, the

ROlM ul Mas>achusetts and

Boston College were
revelled this time around.

Last year,

i h e

Minutemen
were the

No. 3

unbeaten national power-

house, while the Eagles

played the part of

unrunked underdog.

This war UMass entered

the FleetCenter with a 7-9

Turn to GAME, page 10-B

Padilla driving force

in upset over Eagles
BOSTON — I'm going

10 name nn fitst born MM
kdgar

Ok.iv I max be getting

taught up in the moment.
but I think that is a reason-

able trade oft

watching

t h I

achusetts

men's basket

ball team
humiliate the H

College Eaglet 90 7* in

the Commonwealth

ir, as in Padilla. was
a driving force behind that

upheaval of the

holier-than-thou.

CASEY

ranked -higher- than-thou
rivals to our eaM

Don't get me wrong. I'm

not discounting the contri-

butions of the other UMass
players The guard play of

Charlton
Clarke and
C a r m e I o
Travieso was
solid. The
inside work of

the UMass big men took
care ol K*l poM play. But

there was something
almost magical about
watching Padilla play.

So much of what Padilla

Turn to FORCE page 10-B

UM's Clarke denies

scandal involvement
By Casey Kane
Colagion StorT

Senior guard Edgar Padilla led a resurrected UMass squad with 24 points in a 90 78 win over Boston College

Hockey sweeps Northeastern, goes 4-5 over break

Current University of
Massachusetts guard
Charlton Clarke was men-
tioned in published reports

in December that staled

Hartford agent Wesley
arranged fof

j

tutc* li'i lotmer UMass
star Marcus Camby and his

friends

The Boston Globe
reported that Spears
arranged for an e\»'iK

dancer from Springfield to

come to Camby 's dorm
room and have sex with

Camby. Clarke and another

of Camby 's friends.

The reports were
released prior to UMass'

Turn to CAMBY page 1 1-B

By Jorma Kansanen
& Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

Massachusetts 5. Northeastern 4 (OT)

Ian. IS at Matthews Arena

The Minutemen completed a home -and-home sweep of

the Huntington Hounds in rousing fashion Saturday night

at Matthews Arena after a Friday night win in Amherst

night. Steve MacKinnon got UMass on the board first

with a power play goal 9:18 into the game, but

Northeastern struck back just 10 seconds later with the

first of three unanswered, lust when things looked like

they could get ugly, MacKinnon wrestled the momentum
from coach Bruce Crowder's team with a goal that

brought UMass to within 5- 2 after two. Maine transfer

Brad Mahoney's goal 32 seconds into the third was anted
by Warren Norris netting a pair of goals in the third peri-

od, the second coming with 1:27 to play, sending the

game to overtime. Rob Bonneau put the exclamation

point on a rousing comeback by scoring with 17 seconds

Turn to HOCKEY page 6 B

P«MA KANSANEN CCX I EUAN

The Massachusetts hockey team's intersession action was highlighted with a two-game sweep over

Northeastern.

Women win seven over break
By Luke Meredith

CoWeQKjn Sports

It's been quite an intersession for

the Minutewomen.

The UMass women's basketball > aM ^^m\\\\\\
team limped into the winter break Wi A ^^H
with a 3-4 record, reeling from a

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa^a^.^
1 m ^^sx

'

home loss to Kent on Dec. 1 1 and
still without the services of injured aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaB B .jfl

senior co captain Beth Kuzmeski

But with a healths' Kuzmeski and a

little bit of luck, the Minutewomen
broke off a seven game win streak.

and now find themselves atop the aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaVlaaaaaaaaaaaP^ LW V ™
Atlantic- 10 standings with a 4 pjaa. aaj| sssj

conference mark and a 10-4 overall

record. Here's a look back at the \\\mn\\^^*%nT *^ ^^^^ ^T^l
Minutewomen's winter break, their ^f at^Lr

"" '^ -^aaaaal

most successful in UMass head coach

loanie O'Brien's seven year tenure.

UMass 65. LaSalle 37 PvBft ^Hfan. lb at the William D. MulUM
Center

The Minutewomen turned a game st mT^ K ' V \aaaT^^aP<aaaaaaaaaaaaaal

that was supposed to be a clash of Li ' J k J ' # \ Maal^H
conference leaders into a blowout.

Crystal Carroll went 9 for 1 1 from

the field for 19 points, and Alison

Macfarland added 1 1 points for K* 1 * Jkl
UMass, who made a loud statement

to the rest of the conference with the

win. II | WJkThe Minutewomen held the Explorers \\W ^m i \\\\\\m aA HiVll
to 1 1 points in the first hall, building aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa' aaaaaaaaaVaV ^^ssaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaV ^aaaaaa! VaaaaaaaaaaW ^aaH

a nine point lead bv halftime. UMass
extended its lead to 18. 40 22. with mk II 1
waltzed to the lopsided win. Lucia iohma kansanen couecjan

Madajova had five points and three

Freshman Kelly Van Huisen helped the Minutewomen cin<"h seven

Turn to WOMEN'S HOOP, page 6-B games over winter break.
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Men's hoop starts slow against an ACC pair,
Massachusetts 90, Boston College 78

Ian. 18 at the FleetCenter

Boston College ( 12-3)

Granger 5-10 3-6 15. Abrams 4-10

8-10 16, Curley 2-5 0- 4, Penn

6-12 2-4 18, Woodward 2-9 0-0 5,

Thomas 2-4 0-3 4. Bedard l^t 0-0

2, lourdon 4-8 3-5 12. Maglos 0-0

0-0 0. Bosworth 0-10-0 0. Fox 1-2

0-0 2, Foster 0-0 0-0 0.

Christianson 0-0 0-0 0. Totals —
27-65 16-28 78.

Massachusetts (8-9)

Clarke 7-12 7-8 23. Weeks 6-9 3-4

15, Ketner 4-8 2-2 10. Padilla 7-12

4-4 24. Travieso 2-9 2-4 8. Burns

0-0 0-0 0, Maclay 0-0 0-0 0, Smith

0-0 1-2 1. Babul 0-0 0-0 0. Basit

3_7 3-4 9, Nomlle 0-0 0-0 0.

Totals 29-57 22-28 90.

Halftime — Massachusetts 40-31.

3-point Field Goals — Boston

College 8 (Penn 4). Massachusetts

10 (Padilla 61 Rebounds — Boston

College 40 (Abrams 9. lourdon 9),

Massachusetts 36 (Weeks 8). Assists

— Boston College 14 (Woodward 7).

Massachusetts 19 (Padilla 7). Blocks

— Boston College 0. Massachusetts

9 (Ketner 4) Totals Fouls — Boston

College 21, Massachusetts 22. Foul

Outs — Weeks. Ketner. Norville

Attendance— 15.215.

Massachusetts 63, St. Bonaventure

59
Ian. 14 at the Reily Center

Massachusetts (7-9, 2-2)

Travieso 7-12 3-4 18, Weeks 6-11

7-7 19, Ketner 2-4 8-1 1 12.

Charlton Carke 2-5 0-0 4. Padilla

1-3 2-2 4. Smith 0-2 2-2 2. Babul

0-0 0-1 0. Basit 1-2 2-3 4. Totals

19-39 23-30 63

St. Bonaventure (?-?. ?-?)

Palmer 9-15 11-14 29. Durham 0-0

2-2 2. Blackwell 1-7 0-2 2. Winn
2-10 0-2 -4, McNeil 5-13 1-2 13.

Capers 0-10-0 0, Cyrus 0-1 0-0 0,

McFarland 2-8 4-5 9. Singleton 0-1

0-0 0, Lumsdon 0-3 0-0 0. Totals

19-59 18-25 59.

Halftime — Massachusetts 29-22.

3-point Field Goals —
Massachusetts 2 (Travieso. Padilla),

St. Bonaventure 3 (McNeill 2).

Rebounds — Massachusetts 39
(Weeks 14). St. Bonaventure 29
(Palmer 7) Assists — Massachusetts

11 (Padilla 9), St. Bonaventure 4

(McNeill 2). Blocks
Massachusetts 5 (Ketner 2, Weeks
2). St. Bonaventure 3 (Durham 2).

Total Fouls — Massachusetts 22, St.

Bonaventure 22. Foul Outs —
McFarland. Attendance — 6.000.

MU CAO / COUfClAM

Tyrone Weeks covers his man.

Virginia Tech 63, Massachusetts 47

Ian. 12 at the William D. Mullins

Center

Virginia Tech (7-6, 2-2)

Custis 6-150-1 16. Browne 4-5 0-0

8. Matthews 5-10 3-6 13. j. Jackson

1-5 0-0 6, Manns 3-6 0-0 6, D.

lackson 4-7 2-3 12. Guillory 0-1

0-0 0, Ray 0-2 0-0 0. Wheeler 2-2

1-2 5. Tor 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 25-35

6-1263.

Massachusetts (6-9, 1-2)

Smith 1-4 0-0 2. Weeks 4-5 0-1 8.

Ketner 9-12 0-0 18, Clarke 2-6 0-0

4. Travieso 4-16 0-0 10. Padilla 1-7

0-0 3, Kirkland 1-2 0-0 2. Babul

0-0 0-0 0. Basit 0-3 0-0 0. Norville

0-10-0 0. Totals 22-56 0-1 47.

Halftime — Virginia Tech 29-21.

3-point Field Goals — Virginia Tech

7 (Custis 4). Massachusetts 3

(Travieso 2). Rebounds — Virginia

Tech 30 (Custis 10). Massachusetts

34 (Ketner 7). Assists — Virginia

Tech 17 (Custis 5, Manns 5),

Massachusetts 14 (Smith 3, Clarke

3, Travieso 3). Blocks — Virginia

Tech 1 (|. lackson), Massachusetts 4

(Weeks 2). Total Fouls — Virginia

Tech 9, Massachusetts 12.

Attendance — 9,493 (2,675 no
shows).

Massachusetts 56, La Salle 50

Ian. 8 at the CoreStates Spectrum

Massachusetts (6-8. 1-1)

Babul 0-0 0-0 0. Weeks 6-120-1
12. Ketner 3-6 3-6 9. Clarke 2-12

1-2 5. Travieso 4-14 0-0 11. Padilla

0-3 2-3 2. Smith 1-2 0-0 2.

Kirkland 2-3 1-3 5, Basit 1-1 2-2 4.

Norville 1-2 4-6 6. Totals 20-55
13-23 56.

La Salle (5-5. 0-1)

Gizzi 2-13 6-7 10. Catlin 0-2 2-2 2,

lohnson 1-3 4-6- 6. Carr 6-23
11-16 26. Smith 0-5 0-0 0.

Landgren 0-4 2-2 2, Melchionni 1-1

0-0 2, van Teeseling 1-1 0-0 2.

Totals 11-57 25-33 50.

Halftime — Massachusetts 27-23.

3-point Field Goals —
Massachusetts 3 (Travieso 3). La

Salle 3 (Carr 3). Rebounds —
Massachusetts 55 (Travieso 12), La

Salle 35 (Gizzi 6, Carr 6). Assists —
Massachusetts 13 (Travieso 7). La

Salle 5 (Gizzi 2) Blocks —
Massachusetts 6 (Travieso 2). La

Salle 3 (lohnson 2). Total Fouls —
Massachusetts 23 (Technical

Foul-Basit. Intentional

Foul-Padilla). La Salle 22.

Attendance — 2.551.
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but Minutemen back on track after BC win

Mm cao ccxtiCwN

In a point guard battle between Edgar Padilla and Rhode Island's Tyson Wheeler, UMass came out on top,

64-60.

Welcome Back to Mike's

A Unique Bar With Great

Prices Food & Fun

HLMCAO COUtGMN

Charlton Clarke penetrated the Eagle's defense for 23 points in the Minutemen's second Commonwealth

Classic win.

St. |oseph\ 72. Massachusetts 68

Ian 5 at the William D. Mullins

Center

St. Joseph's (6-3)

Simmonds 3-4 2-4 10. Domani 2-4

2-2 6, Petrovic 4-6 5-8 1 3. Bey 2-9

4-4 8. Davis 5-12 0-0 14, Myers

4-11 0-0 10, Brown 0-0 0-0 0,

Rasul 1-2 4-4 6, Haskins 2-2 1-35.

Totals 25-50 18-25 72.

Massachusetts (5-8, 0-1)

Babul 1-2 0-0 2, Weeks 8-16 3-4

19. Ketner 3-5 0-0 6. Clarke 1-4

2-4 5. Travieso 9-19 0-2 23, Padilla

3-6 0-0 7. Smith 1-2 0-0 2,

Kirkland 0-1 0-0 0, Norville 14
2-3 4. Totals 27-59 7-13 68.

Halftime — Massachusetts 39-34.

3-point Field Goals — St. Joseph's 8

(Davis 4). Massachusetts 7 (Travic-o

5). Rebounds — St. Joseph's 37

(Du\is 8. Huskins 8). Massachusetts

32 (Weeks 12). Assists — St.

loseph's 14 (Bey 5). Massachuscii-

20 (Clarke 6). Blocks — St. Joseph's

0. Massachusetts 2 (Weeks, Ketner).

Total Fouls — St loseph's 17.

Massachusetts 20. Foul Outs —
Ketner. Attendance — 9.493 (2.686

no shows).

Massachusetts 77. Davidson 64

Ian 2 at the William D. Mullins

Center

Davidson ( 5 5

1

Ewodo 4-9 4-6 12. Kosmalski 5-1

1

4-11 15. Holmea 2-9 1-2 5,

Donnelly 5-1 1 2-2 14. Ton 2-3 0-0

5, Armstrong 0-10-0 0, Bums 0-0

0-0 0. Halbauer 3-3 11 9. Marshall

0-4 4-4 4 Totals 21 51 16-26 64.

Massachusetts (5 7)

Babul 0-2 0-0 0, Basit 2-5 0-0 4.

Ketner 5-7 3-5 13. Clarke 3-9 2-2

10. Travieso 11-18 2-2 28. Smith

1 2 2-4 4, Kirkland 0-1 0-0 0,

Weeks 6-9 0-0 12. Norville 3-4 0-0

6. Totals 51-57 9-13 77.

Halftime — Massachusetts 39-28.

3-point Field Goals — Davidson 6

(Donnellv 2. Halbauer 2).

Massachusetts 6 (Travieso 4).

Rebounds — Davidson 29
(Kosmalski 8). Massachusetts 33

(Weeks 7). Assists — Davidson 11

(Ton 4). Massachusetts 19 (Clarke

7). Blocks — Davidson 0.

Massachusetts 8 (Ketner 4). Total

Fouls — Davidson 16,

Massachusetts 19 Attendance —
9.495
Connecticut 64, Massachusetts 61

/ k i 27 at the Hartford CfitC Center

Mik 9

e s Westesitview
Mike's Westview Welcomes Back Our Students

with our great spring Beer Bargains 16 oz.

Natural Lite $1.00

Bud Lite $1.50

Bud $1.50

Bud Ice $1.00

Also, our Cocktail of the Week $1.50

Thursday Raffle

Night

> Mike's Mad Money

T-Shirts & other Prizes

The North Face

Mountain Jacket, the

most technical

GORETEX jacket in the

world. Full technical

hood, pit zips, powder

skirt, zip in liners, and

much more. Plus a full

lifetime warranty!

Reg $375

SALE!
$309.95

North Face
Mountain
Jacket

dliHWILDWATER
HI30UTFITTERS

451 RUSSELL ST

(ROUTE 9)

HADLEY,MA 01035

(413)253-5500

20 Elliot ST

BRATTLEBORO,

VT 05301

(802)254-4133

Massachusetts (4-7)

Babul 1-2 1-2 3. Basit 3-7 0-0 6,

Ketner 3-11 0-1 6. Clarke 5-9 4-4

15, Travieso 3-19 3-4 11, Padilla

0-0 0-0 0, Smith 1-10-2 2, Weeks
4-6 2-5 10. Norville 4-7 0-0 8.

Totals 24-62 10-18 61.

Connecticut (7-2)

King 5-1 1 5-8 15. Hamilton 3-6 5-6

II, Voskuhl 1-2 0-0 2, (ones 6-11,

1-2 17. Moore 0-2 1-21, Klaiber

0-0 0-0 0, Freeman 3-5, 6-8 12,

Carson 2-5 0-1 4, Hardnett 1-10-0

2. Totals 21-43 18-27 64.

Halftime — Connecticut 40-31.

3-point Field Goals —
Massachusetts 3 (Travieso 2,

Clarke), Connecticut 4 (|ones 4).

Rebounds — Massachusetts 34

(Norville 10), Connecticut 34 (King

10). Assists — Massachusetts 11.

Connecticut 14. Blocks —
Massachusetts 5 (Ketner 3. Weekv
Smith). Connecticut 2 (King. |ones).

Total Fouls — Massachusetts 22.

Connecticut 16 Attendance — 14,

389.

Massachusetts 47,
Carolina-Wilmington 46

Dec. 22 at Trask Coliseum

North

Massachusetts (4-6)

Babul 0-0 2-4 2. Basit 0-5 1-21.

Ketner 3-4 0-0 6. Clarke 3-110-0

6, Travieso 6-15 6-8 21, Smith 1-2

0-0 2. Kirkland 0-0 0-0 0, Weeks
3-6 0-0 6. Norville 1-2 1-4 3.

Totals 17-43 10-18 47.

UNC-Wilmington(3-6)
Bvington 2-9 0-0 6. Mayew 4-7 0-0

8. Kojenets 0-4 2-2 2. Donlon 3-7

3-4 10. Franklin 3-4 0-0 6.

Simmons 3-7 2-2 8. Spencer 3-12

0-1 6. Avent 0-0 0-0 0. Gibbs 0-0

0-0 0. Ebong 0-0 0-0 0. Totals

18-50 7-9 46.

Halftime — Massachusetts 23-20.

3-point Field Goals —
Massachusetts 3 (Travieso 3),

UNC-Wilmington 3 (Byington 2).

Rebounds — Massachusetts 30
(Norville 7). UNC- Wilmington 34

(Simmons 7). Assists —
Massachusetts 7 (Clarke 7).

UNC-Wilmington 7 (Byington 2,

Donlon 2. Franklin 2) Blocks —
Massachusetts 4 (Ketner 2. Norville

2). UNC-Wilmington 2 (Simmons.

Spencer) Total Fouls —
Massachusetts 16.

UNC-Wilmington 20 Attendance
— 2,543

North Carolina 83. Massachusetts 69

30 dt the \Uadowlands

Massachusetts (3-6)

Babul 1-3 4-6 6. Basit 1-3 3-6 5.

Ketner 2-4 0-0 4. Clarke 8-17 3-4

20. Smith 0-10-0 0, Padilla 0-0 0-0

0, Kirkland 0-2 1-2 1. Travieso

4-21 0-0 11, Weeks 5-15 1-1 II.

Norville 5-6 1-3 11. Totals 26-72

13-22 69.

North Carolina (8-1)

Okulaja 3-7 3-5 9, Jamison 8-14 5-5

21, Zwikker 8-14 1-2 17, Williams

4-8 2-2 12, Carter 2-5 6-7 10,

Ndiaye 1-1 0-0 2. Cota 0-4 10-14

10. Sullivan 0-10-0 0, Newby 0-1

0-0 0. Tyndall 0-0 0-0 0, McNaity

0-0 0-2 0, Frederick 0-1 0-0 0.

Etimov 1-1 0-1 2. Totals 27-57

27-38 83.

Halftime — North Carolina 44-29.

3-point Field Goals —
Massachusetts 4 (Travieso 3, Clarke)

North Carolina 2 (Williams).

Rebounds — Massachusetts 47

(Weeks 10). North Carolina 40
(Okulaja 9). Assists

Massachusetts 9 (Clarke 3. Weeks

3), North Carolina 17 (Cota 7).

Blocks — Massachusetts 4 (Basit.

Ketner. Travieso. Norville). North

Carolina 11 (Zwikker 5). Total

Fouls — Massachusetts 26, North

Carolina 19. Foul Outs —
Massachusetts 1 (Basit). North
Carolina 0. Attendance — 13.812.

Wake Forest 71, Massachusetts 47

Dec. 14 at loel Coliseum

Massachusetts (5—5)

Babul 3-7 0-1 6. Ketner 1-7 0-0 2.

Baa* 4-9 1-2 9. Smith 5-8 0-0 10.

Clarke 2-10 2-2 7. Kirkland 1-3 0-0

2, Norville 3-6 0-0 6, Burns 0-2 1-2

1. Travieso 2-7 0-0 4. Maclay 0-1

0-0 Totals 2 1 -60 4-7 47.

Wake Forest (7-0)

Peral 2-2 5-7 11. Allen 2-5 2-2 6.

Duncan 4-9 9-11 17. Rutland 5-8

0-0 14. Braswell 2-5 4-4 9. Woods
2-2 6-8 10. Amonett 0-2 2-2 2.

Goolsby 0-6 0-0 0. West 1-10-2 2.

Scott 0-2 0-0 0. Fuller 0-1 0-0 0.

Herbst 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 18-43

28-36 7

1

Halftime — Wake Forest 35-20.

3-point Field Goals —
Massachusetts 1 (Clarke). Wake
Forest 7 (Rutland 4). Rebounds —
Massachusetts 38 (Babul 9). Wake
Forest 34 (Duncan 12). Assists —
Massachusetts 8 (Clarke 3). Wake
Forest 9 (Braswell 3). Blocks —
Massachusetts 3 (Basit. Norville.

Travieso). Wake Forest 10 (Woods
5). Total Fouls — Massachusetts 26.

Wake Forest 15 Foul Outs —
Ketner. Basit. Norwlle Attendance

— 14,111.

1$
,'

'

The Welcome Back to School

and Get-Ready-To-Fit-lnto-Your-

Bathing-Suit-For-Spring-Break

BODY SHOP

MEMBERSHIP SPECIAL

BRING THIS DISCOUNT TICKET
to any of the FIVE BODY SHOP locations

(Totman Gym 8, Boyden Gym 17, Washington Tower 19,

Webster/Hilltop or Gorman/Crossan)

with this coupon and pay only...

S55 FOR A FULL SPRING SEMESTER MEMBERSHIP
That's $5 off our regular $60 price

to work every muscle

in your body with:

POWERLINE* Weight Training

Machines
LifeFITNESS* Stairclimbers &

Stationary Bikes

CONCEPT II* Rowing Machines
NORDICTRACK*Ski Machines

LANDICE* Treadmills
and Free Weights

Body Shop Fitness Center

DISCOUNT

$5.00 OFF 1997 Spring Semester Membership

This Limited Offer Expires 2/2/97
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Minutemen fall to St. Joe's, VT in Mullins Center
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Start

HUI CAO / COUfGIAN

While classes were out, Lari Ketner was a powerful and consistent pres-

ence in the paint for the Minutemen.

The Massachusetts men's basket-

ball team slowly gained momentum
over the winter break, stringing

together its first baek-to-back wins

in the middle of January. The past

month saw UMass continue its

intrastate rivalry with Boston
College as coach lames "Bruiser"

Flint and company captured the

school's second Commonwealth
Classic title. The Minutemen were

busy rekindling a rivalry with

Connecticut in the first annual "U
Game," and made a return trip to

the Jimmy V Classic, where they

mixed it up with Antawn lamison

and North Carolina. In addition.

UMass went 1-2 in the William D.

Mullins Center as of games played

before press time.

The following is a recap of all the

winter break men's hoop action.

(See related stories on the

Commonwealth Classic and The
U-Game).

Massachusetts 63, St. Bonaventurc
59

Despite a 29-point output from
Rashaan Palmer, the Minutemen
held of a surging Bonnie team to

capture a win at the Reilly Center.

UMass was paced by three players

in double figures, as Tyrone Weeks
posted 19. Carmelo Travieso had 18

and Lari Ketner came away with 12.

Weeks was also in double figures in

rebounding with a career high 14

boards.

St. Bonaventure. which had
already beaten the preseason
favorite in the Atlantic 10 West.

George Washington, was able to

The Super Bowl
is over, put away
the chips and
get some real

food!

cia**e' cafe'

ELWACUNA
pei2pjDT'§

AMHERST CHINESE FOOD

W f!\ Ml X CAN UNA

fCS /yfafyaks

•SUBWAY-

PflSTfl E BflSTfl

fJmS fpkttst

DELIVERS

FOR MORE INFO: WS^^Oj,
1-888-211-6267 W

D( Lnno§

SPORTS MR
&ttSTRtlW*T

Newman
Center

Cafeteria

d ange /•
sandwich shops

chip away at UMass' lead, which
was as large as 14 in the first half.

The Minutemen secured a 2*1-22

lead at the half.

In the second half the Bonnies
surged, cutting the lead down to

within two with less than two min-

utes to play. UMass hung tight with

a pair of big buckets by Travieso and
iced the win with big jam. Ketner
added 12 points in the win. while

Travieso added 18 points and 8

boards. For St. Bonaventure, Palmer

anchored the squad with 29 points

and seven boards. The UMass
defense held the Bonnies to just

19-of-59 shooting for 32.2 percent.

Virginia Tech 63, Massachusetts 47
When the Hokies came to town,

the Minutemen looked to capture

their first back to back win of the

season. Instead, they fell to Virginia

Tech in what was the club's lowest

scoring loss at home since a 49-43
routing by St. Bonaventure in 1986.

UMass owned a one point lead

with 9:50 to go in the first half on a

Ketner jumper; yet that was the last

time the Minutemen would have the

lead the rest of the way. In the sec-

ond half UMass came within six

points of the Hokies. but they

couldn't bring it any closer.

The sharp shooting Ace Custis led

the game in scoring with 16 points

on 4-4 3-point shooting. For
UMass, Ketner led the way with 18

points of his own.

Massachusetts 56. La Salle 50
The Explorers jumped out to an

early 20-14 lead with 7:39 to play in

the first frame. While the

Minuteman offense was able to

muster an 8-0 run, putting them up
27-23 at the half, it was the UMass

defense that cinched the win

Defensively, the Minutemen held

La Salle to just 1 1 field goals, shoot-

ing just 19.3 percent from the field

— the all- time lowest shooting per-

centage in Atlantic 10 history. Down
43-40, the UMass offense regained

its feet on a Travieso three-pointer

followed by a Chris Kirkland hoop
and freethrow that put the

Minutemen up by three.

As UMass rolled on to win,

Travieso tallied his first career dou-

ble-double with 10 points and a

game-high 12 boards in addition to

tying a career high with 7 assists.

Weeks earned his fifth double-dou-

ble of the season with 12 points and

10 boards, playing in just 10 games.

Despite shooting 6-28 from the

field, La Salle's Donnie Carr tallied

26 points in the losing effort.

St. Joseph's 72, Massachusetts 68
Flint and assistant coach Geoff

Arnold could not pull off a win
against their alma mater when the

Hawks came to the Mullins Center.

The Minutemen were without the

services of freshman Ajmal Basit.

who served a one game suspension

for breaking an unspecified team
rule.

UMass grabbed the opening tip

and Charlton Clarke sent a ball

inside to Ketner who slammed in

the first points of the game. After

tying the game at four just over two
minutes into the game, St. Joe's

took control, taking a seven point

lead with 11:19 remaining in the

half on a Robert Haskins jumper.

The Hawks attack came on the

wings of Arthur "Yah" Davis's
tremendous outside shooting. Davis

was 3-3 outside the arc in the first

half and went on to score I 3 points

in the contest.

Travieso knocked down a 3-point

er with 7:28 to go in the half to

reclaim the lead 26-25. UMass held

the lead for the remainder of the

first frame to go into the locker

room with a 39-34 advantage.

It came down to the wire the sec-

ond half as both squads exchanged

lead. With :45 to go, the score was

tied at 68 when St. |oe's Nemanja
Petrovic sunk a free throw. Clarke

fouled Robert Haskins who went
1-2 from the line to give the Hawks
a one point advantage 69-68. With

:27 left on the clock, Travieso had a

chance to take the lead when he was

fouled by Dmitri Domani, but he

missed both shots on the line. St.

loe's Rashid Bey hit both his shots

from the line with :21 seconds left.

UMass still had a chance at the

win as they set up a 3- point play

during a St. Joe's timeout. However,

Travieso couldn't get open on the

triple screen and Padilla was forced

to take a rushed outside shot that

missed the rim and sealed the

Hawks' win.

Massachusetts 77, Davidson 64

Travieso led the way in this one

with a season-high 28 points as

UMass shot a season best 54.4 per-

cent from the floor. The Minutemen
took an early 1 3-6 lead on a Clarke

(10 pts, 7 assists) 3 pointer at

14:21. Davidson attacked with a

12-3 run of its own. taking a 18-16

lead on a Mark Donnelly 3-pointer

with 9:02 to go in the half. The
Minutemen and Wildcats swapped
leads four more time throughout the

game until Weeks (12 pts. 7 assists.

6 rebs) sunk a jumper with 4:26

remaining in the half. UMass held

Turn to CAPSUUES page 5-B

The Massacheuette basketball and

hockey teams weren't the only athletes

in action over winter break.

Check out tomorrow's Collegian for a

complete wrap-up of UMass' non-rev-

enue sports.

• Men's and women's indoor track and

field

• Men's and women's swimming and diving

• Men's and women's gymnastics

7pm, Dec. 13
th

at the
^^ron^^
MULLINS CENTER

«&\ HOC**.
UnivcsHy o» Massachusetts Amherst

IV1ERRI.V1AC
Hockey

Pick up your tickets at:

«* Curry Hicks Cage
** 'TIX' In the

Student Union

«* Hockey Table In the
Campus Canter

«* At the Gama

Be a Part of the Action
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AWARD WINNING LOCAL SERVICE

•Full Service Autobody
Insurance Approved
•Full Selection of genuine _g

GM Goodwrench parts
•Mass. State Inspection
Station #3243

•Fine selection of new and used cars & trucks.

•Ask about our FREE 18 point maintenance check

.94
CHEVROLET

DICKINSON ST •BETWEEN RT 9 & MAIN ST «253 3444 •PARTS LINE 253 5928

January WHITE SALE

Has been EXTENDED!

20% OFF all TANNING

Packages Thru Feb. 8th

Regency Hairstylists

253-9526
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capsules
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With Rhode Island and Temple behind them, and George Washington and Xavier on the slate, UMass is in the

thick of its A- 10 schedule.

continued from page 4-B

the lead the rest of the way.

Travieso lit up Davidson for 20 of his 28 points as the

Minutemen stretched their lead to as many as 18. The
Wildcats cut the lead to seven with a run late in the

game, but UMass sparked an 11-6 run to close the

game. Lari Ketner tallied 13 points and 4 blocks in the

win.

Massachusetts 47, UNC- Wilmington 46
The Minutemen came from behind at the Trask

Coliseum to beat the Seahawks, 47-46. Travieso
knocked down a game-high 21 points, punctuated by

five points in the final 25 seconds. UMass held the lead

through most of the game until the Seahawks took the

lead on consecutive baskets with 33 seconds remaining

in the game. Down by four, Travieso sunk a 3-pointer

cutting the UNC-W lead to a point, 46-45. After

regaining possession, Travieso was fouled driving the

basket and sunk both free throws to give UMass a

47-46 lead with nine seconds remaining. As the

Seahawks attempted a final shot, Inus Norville (3 pts, 7

boards, 2 blocks, 2 steals) stole the ball, sealing the

win. Clarke played the entire 40 minutes for the third

consecutive game to finish with 6 points and a career

high 7 assists. For UNC- W, Billy Donlon led the way
with 10 points.

No. 12 North Carolina 83, Massachusetts 69
Clarke was the high-man for the Minutemen with 20

points as the Tar Heels bumped off UMass with ease in

the Jimmy V. Classic. UNC opened up the game with a

10-1 run, which they extended to as much as 20 points

in the final minute play as they led from buzzer to

buzzer. Antawn lamison led the Tar Heels with 21

points and five boards, while big man Serge Zwikker
chipped in 1 7 points and five blocks in the win.

On the UMass side of the ball, an ailing Travieso took

to the court, still feeling the strain of back spasms.

Despite playing in pain, Travieso knocked down 1

1

points, as did Norville, while Weeks added a

double-double with 1 1 points and 10 rebounds.

UNNETH WP SCOTT / COUIGIAN

|unior Inus Norville played well against home-state
Tobacco Road foes with a career-high 1 1 points

against UNC

La Cucina di

FREE DELIVERY • 256-fllO

PIZZA • CALZ0NES • SUBS • SALADS
• WINGS • PASTA • ENTREES

BEST DELIVERY

IN TOWN
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30 Boltwood Walk. Amherst. MA

Study Physical Therapy Abroad!

Are you interested in becoming a Physical Therapist? Does studying abroad

appeal to you? If the answer is yes, the International Network of Specialized

Therapy Education Programs (INSTEP) will interest you. IN-STEP is a

unique opportunity for you to earn a Bachelor degree in physical therapy at one

of four physical therapy schools in the Netherlands The application deadline

for programs beginning in August 1997 is March II, 1997.

An Information session and interviews will be held

in Boston on February 15-16.

If you plan to attend an information session

would like more information, including

applicaimn inaten.ilv contact

INSTEP stall at I -KO0- 242-8877.

Int rim
Therapy S fry ices

4VM)DuhmeRoad.
Madeira Beach. FL 33708.

V fromm c4* m*
BIG GUY 3

Check out our 2nd location on Rt.

116 next to Frontier Pizza, across

from Cliffside Apts. 665-5030.

Great Microbrew selection.

Beers from all around the world.

We're stiU BIG
on friendly

service. We have a full

stock of Liquor, Beer & Wine.

Also still located in North

Amherst next to Superior Pizza

549-3555.

LOOKING FOR A CHALLENGE
THIS SUMMER...?

IF YOU ARE, STOP BY AND SEE CAPT PETERS
AND GYSGT THOMPSON ON FEBRUARY 6TH,
STUDENT UNION CONCOURSE 10:00 - 2:00

SPACES AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER TRAINING!

1-800-255-8762

|HMMH

'RIB w wmw
TTTT

41 BOLTWOOD WALK • AMHtRST

Munchie Specials - Every Week!

Mondays
Tuesdays
Wednesdays
Thursdays
Friday

after It

after 1«

||C Mozz. Sticks

§5C Wings
nal Nachos
ger Tacos

Spicy Fries

Drink Specials Through Feb. 28
Blue Kamikaze Shots - $2.25

70oz Bud light Pitchers - $5.75

We Accept fill Major Credit Cards!

Member O.C.M.R - Call Delivery Express for

Takeout

Open 7 days/week 11:30 am - 1am
Fall menu all day/all night

253-4040
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Hockey
continued from page 1 -B

left in the extra session, lifting the

Minutemen to a sweep, and handing

the team two crucial points in the

standings.

Massachusetts 4, Northeastern 3

Ian. 17 at the William D Mullins

( enter

After an unusual midweek game
against Yale. quaHJQIU | entered on
whether the Minutemen could
bounce back in a game they needed

to win. The rest of the schedule is all

HE for UMass, and a

homeland-home sweep of the lowly,

but extremely well coached Huskies,

was a must in the race for a home
playoff spot. Even Crowder's
ex-NHL team, the Bruins, have
played better than his team in the

first year of his tenure. UMass led

after the first period, but came out

with a lackluster effort in the second,

when junior goalie Brian Regan only

made two saves on five shots. But

with one of the most remarkable
third period displays this year, when
Chris Fawcett and Norris scored only

MM seconds apart, the Minutemen
came out with another come-from-
behind victory in this key contest.

Massachusetts 7, Yale 4

Ian. 14 at the William D. Mullins

Center

Contrary to the overall HE record

against ECAC teams this season
1 1 5-28-2). the Minutemen were able

to jump that statistical hurdle and
get the come-from-behind win.

UMass was down 3-1 to the Ivy

Leaguers five minutes into the sec-

ond period, but then scored six out

of the next se\en goals to pull away
for the victory. Co-captains Bonneau
( 1 goal. I assist) and Tom Perry (2g)

led by example, with junior forward

Fawcett continuing his career year

with two assists. Another stat hurdle

the team has had to overcome is

shots allowed With thirty on goal, it

is the barrier between wins and loss-

es. Is this leading somewhere? Yes,

because Moriarty got the win by only

having to make 16 saves on the

night.

Providence 3, Massachusetts 1

Ian. 1 1 at Schneider Arena

After a home-a.'id-home
December sweep of the defending

HE champs, a pride-filled Friar team

was determined to send a message to

the league's youthful up-and-comers.

PC, thanks to coach Paul Pooley, is as

disciplined a team as one can find in

all of college hockey, and played its

classic trapping style to run all over

the Minutemen at Schneider Arena.

Providence held UMass to just 20
shots in the game, which it dominat-

ed from wire-to-wire. The lone

UMass goal came with just seven

minutes to play and defeat a foregone

conclusion, but was a hard-nosed
tally nonetheless, ludd Smith scored

his first goal of the year when he

fought off a Friar defenseman to

chop a Perry feed top corner past

All- Hockey East goalie Dan Dennis,

foiling a shutout bid.

Boston College 3, Massachusetts 4

Ian. 6 at Kelley Rink
Even though UMass had its first

HE postseason win (5-4 on Mar. 7,

1995) at the Conte Forum two years

ago. Kelley Rink has not been a kind

place. The newest installment of the

hockey program only has a 1-3

record there, as of press time, and it

was the same for this game. The
return to HE action did not bring the

success of their previous home-and-
home sweep of Providence, with the

Minutemen taking a tough 5-4 loss

on the chin. Spotted another early

lead from a BC own goal. UMass
traded penalties and goals with the

Eagles for a 3-3 tie after two periods.

Rensselaer Holiday Hockey

Tournament (Troy, N.Y.)

Massachusetts 5, Bowling Green 4
Dec. 28 at Houston Field House

It has been said many times before,

but truthfully, there is no real conso-

lation in a consolation game. Simply
said, it is either third/fourth place in

the tourney for the winner, and the

only real thing at stake is team pride.

The Minutemen put their faith in the

team colors, and were powered by
five different goal scorers, and u

three-goal second period, for a close

5-4 win over their CCHA opponent.

Granted, they faced BGSU's sopho-

more goalie )ason Piwko. who had
not faced a shot this season, but a

win is a win, especially after a

three-game losing streak.

Rensselaer Holiday Hockey
Tournament (Troy. N.Y.)

RPI 9, Massachusetts 5

Dec. 27 at Houston Field House
Playing in its first major in-season

tournament, UMass faced an RPI
team that has only lost once in the

'90s in its own tournament. Houston
Field House in Troy, N.Y. is built out

of a converted airplane hangar and
the Engineers' Eric Healey took flight

in this game, netting his second
career Texas-hat trick in a 9-5
barn-burning RPI win. Six power
play goals were tallied in a wild
affair, which saw MacKinnon and
Fawcett score a pair of goals, while

freshman |eff Blanchard netted the

first of his career.

Dartmouth 6, Massachusetts 5

Dec. 14 at Thompson Arena
The Minutemen could not take

advantage of sophomore forward
MacKinnon's score 16 seconds into

the contest, losing their second con-

secutive game to a ECAC opponent
this season. Thompson Arena has

been a tough place to play this year,

as No. 8 Vermont found out in a loss

earlier this season, and the same case

STUDENT TICKET
PICK-UP SCHEDULE

(SPRING 1997 SEMESTER)

DATE OF PICK-UP SPORT

Thu, Jan 30, 1997

Thu, Feb 6, 1997

Hockey

Hockey
Men's B-Ball

Men's B-Ball

Hockey
Hockey
Men's B-Ball

Thu, Feb 13, 1997 Hockey

Men's B-Ball

DATE OF GAME/OPPONENT

1/31 v. Merrimack

2/7 v. Boston University

2/1 v. Xavier

2/6 v. Duquesne

2/14 v. Maine

2/15 v. Maine

2/11 v. St. Bonaventure

2/22 v. Boston College

2/ 20 v. Fordham

Thu, Feb 27, 1997 Men's B-Ball 3/ 1 v. Temple

"Students must present activity card and valid undergrad I.D. (Spring

1997 validation sticker) to pick up tickets.
^

*Activity cards will not be distributed on ticket pick-up days.

*Pick-up is in the Curry Hicks Cage lobby beginning at 7am on dates

listed above.

was apparent for UMass. A 2-1 lead

after the first period was lost in u

four goal second period by the Big

Green, and the Minutemen could not

recover. Leading scorers for UMass
in the game were senior linemates

Bonneau (lg-5a) and Norris
(2g-2a). both tallying four points,

with senior goalie Moriarty stopping

36 shots.

Princeton 7, Massachusetts 2 -

Dec H at the William D. Mullins

( 'enter

The UMass faithful who skipped

this pre-exam Friday nighter to study

or do otherwise missed little besides

the triumphant return of Mark
Dennehy to Amherst and a surprising

Tiger team. Princeton wore some

hideous orange uniforms for the

game which had an equally nasty

aftertaste. Tiger Holland got UMass
on the board with just seven seconds

left in the first, but Princeton scored

four in the second to go up 4-1 and

take charge. Norris would score the

other UMass goal of the night, during

a penalty filled third period, when 22

infractions made the benches short.

Mm GAO COUIGUN

Senior co-captain Rob Bonneau tallied a goal and two assists in a 5-4 OT win over Northeastern.

Over 25 Aerobic Classes with Certified Instructors

The Newest Facilities...

The Best Value...

Totally Convenient

\W
2 months

$75!

// t^ AdultFitness
Located

M

4 months

$129!

317 Russell St. (Rt.9) Hadley, MA
586-0633

Basketball & Volleyball Court Open Court Time

Names and numbers for intersession hockey action
UMass 5, Northeastern 4 (OT)
Ian. 21 at Matthews Arena

UMass 112 1-5
Northeastern 2 1 10-4

First Period: UM, MacKinnon
(Gaffney, Norris) PPG 9:18; NU,
Newson (Kaminski. Campbell)
9:28; NU, Kearns (unassisted) PPG
15:32.

Second Period: NU, Mahoney (Klyn)
11:00; UM, MacKinnon (Cahill,
Bonneau) 1 1 :46.

Third Period: NU, Mahoney
(Schuhwerk) 0:32; UM, Norris
(Bonneau. Fawcett) 9:12; UM,
Norris (Norton, Bonneau) PPG
18:33.

Overtime: UM, Bonneau (Perry.

Norris) 4:43.

Shots on goal: UM. 49 (22-16-7-4);
NU, 40 (12-17-10-1).
Saves: UM, Regan 36 (10-16-9-1);
NU, Robitaille 44 (21- 15-5-3).

Penalties: UM, 5 for 10 min:; NU, 5

for 10 min.

Power plays: UM, 2/3; NU. 1/3.

Attn: 1,175.

UMass 4, Northeastern 3

Ian. 17 at the William D. Mullins
Center

Northeastern 3 0-3
UMass 112-4

First Period: UM, Gaffney
(Bonneau) SHG 8:58.

Two wins a world apart
If you ever get the chance to go to

Troy. N.Y., take it from me, pass it

by...

Being a beat reporter for a major
revenue sport, travelling on the road
to follow the team you cover is a

necessity. Granted, it was interses-

sion. and I was not really required

by the Collegian to go to Troy to

cover the Minuteman hockey team's

first major holiday
tournament in school

history, but I was writ-

ing for another local

paper so I could have

the opportunity to see

it. RPI has a more than respectable

hockey history, with players like

Boston Bruin Adam Oatet.
ex-Bruin and current Washington
Capital |oe luneau and Tampa Bay
Lightning goalie Daren Puppa now
playing in the NHL ranks. Needless

to say. if you're a fan of old hockey
barns, the Houston Field House is

one of the best in the East, if not the

country.

So. on Dec. 28. 1996. I gassed up
my sister's Hyundai, because my '83

Olds Toronado is a piece of junk,

and took to the highway. I had
missed UMass' first round loss to

the home-ice Engineers, so the only

consolation for me was the consola-

tion game against their CCHA
opponent, Bowling Green. Going
north on 1-787, my spirits were up
for the contest, even for a consola-

tion game — but, oh my Lord, not

for long.

As I drove over the Hudson River

on the Collar City Bridge, my own
collar tightened
around my neck as I

caught my first sight

of downtown Troy.

Whatever resurgence

the capital of New
York (Albany, for all you non-geog-

raphy majors) has had over the last

decade has not touched Troy, which
is only six miles away. Boarded up
buildings and an ambience that

would make a 19th Century
Londoner like Charles Dickens
cringe was what welcomed me.

And after a 5-4 win. under a roof

that sheltered me from any sight of

the city, we as a collective unit got

the hell out of Dodge Take it from
me. pass Troy by; even the Trojan

Horse would not want to sneak into

this city.

Turn to WORLD, page 9

1 European style cafe

1 Live Music Nightly

Hot Authentic mini menu

includes: Falafel

Babaganouch. Hummus
Gourmet coffee

This ad worth 1/2 price

for any hot drinks
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THEFT OF MEDICAL
EXAM FOILED IK S.F.
I 7-year-old With Nonfunctioning
Gun Beaten by Students

By H. K. Lee and C. Bowman,
Chronicle Staff Writer.

A young masked gunman burst into

a room full of students taking a medical

exam Saturday in San Francisco and

demanded a copy of a test section but

was thwarted when several outraged

proctors and would-be doctors punched

him out. police said yesterday.

Police said the youth grabbed a green

folder at the front of the room,

disappeared into a bathroom and then

re-emerged, cursing. He then confronted

a proctor, demanding the Physical

Sciences portion of the (est. As the

proctor fumbled for the test section, the

youth may have been careless with his

gun—the proctor grabbed it, and
suddenly the intruder found himself at

gunpoint.

The youth then apparently smacked

the proctor in the face Enraged, at least

five proctors and test-takers surrounded

the suspect and threw punches at him,

drawing blood, witnesses said...

The San Francisco Chronicle.

Monday, August 19, 1996
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KAPLANJ
1 -800-KAP-TES1

www.kaptan.com
!

Second Period: NU. Kaminski
(Campbell) 10:28; NU. Mahoney
(unassisted) 13:24; UM, Norris
(Norton. Bonneau) 15:12; NU.
Campbell (Newson) SHG 18:35.

Third Period: UM. Fawcett
(Gaffney) 4x4 2:16; UM. Norris
(Bonneau) 4x4 2:23.

Shots on goal: NU, 24 (8-5-11);
UM, 26 (8-9-9).

Saves: NU, Robitaille 22 (7-8-7);

UM, Regan 21 (8-2-11).

Penalties: NU, 3 for 6 min.; UM, 5

for 10 min.

Power plays: NU. 0/4; UM. 0/2.

Attn: 3.264.

UMass 7, Yale 4
Ian. 14 at the William D. Mullins

Center

Yale 12 1-4
UMass 12 4-7

First Period: Y. Magnant
(McCullough, Chyz) PPG 10:30:

UM, Perry (O'Connor, Fawcett)
PPG 13:51.

Second Period: Y. Silvennoinen
(Shea. Rabjohns) 4x4 5:41; Y.
Cumming (Shea) SHG 5:35; UM.
Perry (Blanchard. O'Connor) 8:37:

UM, Smith (Gaffney. Fitzgerald)

14:26.

Third Period: UM. Bonneau (unas-

sisted) 0:26; Y. Rabjohns (Shea.

Cumming) 6:54: UM. Norris
(Fawcett. Bonneau) 7:17: UM.
Cahill (Fawcett) 17:15; UM,
MacKinnon (unassisted) 18:49.

Shots on goal: Y. 20 (8-7-5); UM,
37 (12-11-14).

Saves: Y, Choquette 30 (11-9-10);

UM. Moriarty 16(7-5-4).
Penalties: Y. 8 for 16 min.; UM. 10

for 20 min.

Power plays: Y. 1/7; UM. 1/5.

Attn: 2.007.

Providence 5, UMass I

|an. 11 at Schneider Arena

UMiissOO 1 - 1

Providence 2 2 1-5

First Period: PC, Dillabough
(Guzior, Stadey) 7:50; PC, Mader
(Sheehan. Sinerate) 14:48.

Second Period: PC. Dean
(Sheppard) 2:08; PC. MacNevin
(Dean, Keefe) 5x3 PPG 18:23.

Third Period: PC, Keefe (Guzior,
Brannare) 4:35; UM. Smith (Perry)

13:17.

Shots on goal: UM. 20 (6-8-6): PC.
30(12-11-7).
Saves: UM. Regan 25 (10-9-6): PC.

Dennis 19 (6-8-5).

Penalties: UM, 7 for 14 min.; PC, 9
for 18 min.

Power plays: UM. 0/5; PC, 1/3.

Attn: 963.

Boston College 5. UMass 4
1/6/97. Kelley Rink; Chestnut Hill.

Mass.

UMass 12 1-4
BC 1 2 2 - 5

First Period: UM. O'Connor (Norris)

0:22. BC, Hutchins (Farkas.
Hemmenway) PPG 16:12.

Second Period: BC. Bellefeuille

(Buckley, Farkas) 4x4 9:42; UM,
Blanchard (Regan) 4x4 11:56; BC.
Carlson (Farkas. O'Leary) 15:27;

UM. Gaffney (Norton. Norris) PPG
17:55.

Third Period: BC. Callahan
(Caufield) 5:53; BC. Reasoner
(Mottau. Callahan) PPG 9:21: UM.
Fawcett (Gaffney. Wright) PPG
15.50.

Shots on goal: UM, 24 (4-11-9);
BC. 37 (16-11-10)

PAinutemaniacs
Yoi \m

illS Ml MIN- (

>\n n 25.00

Tom i i mm wr ocac 500

/Vtinutemaniac Burcnrs:

* Advance Ticket Pk m f

* JVtinutemaniac T-Shkt

* Game Receptions

* "The Maniac" Newsuttu

* Membusmip Caid

Ijgpirit^aus
LIQUOR STORE

You have to see it to believe it

Over 500 Beers
Over 50 Single Malt Scotches
Many Small Batch Bourbons

80 Belgian Ales
Glassware, Homebrew Supplies

State of the Art Humidor from Vilgilant

with Large Selection of Cigars

More than 500 Fine Wines
from Around the World

Micro-Brewed Beer Kegs in Stock
Weekly Specials

Discover, Visa, Mastercard Accepted

Open 9am - I lpm
Rt. 9/ 558 College Street (415) 255-5584

Take 1-91 to exit I9/Rt. 9 East

Spirit Haus is I mile East of Amherst. Mass.

Saves: UM, Regan 32 (15-9-8); BC.
Taylor 20 (3-9-8).

Penalties: UM, 14 for 28 min.; BC.
1 3 for 26 min.

Power plays: UM, 2/7; BC 2/6.

Attn: 2,374.

UMass 5, Bowling Green 4
Dec. 28 at Houston Field House

Bowling Green 112-4
UMass 3 2-5

First Period: BG, Johnson (Kelmen,
Edinger) 5:49.

Second Period: UM. Blanchard
(unassisted) 2:36; UM. MacKinnon
(Bonneau. Norris) 6:34; BG, Eldred

(Holzinger. Armbruster) 15:02;
UM. luden (Fawcett) PPG 18:56.

Third Period: BG. lohnson (Adams)
2:05: UM, Cahill (unassisted) 6:23;

UM, O'Connor (Norton,
MacKinnon) PPG 17:05: BG,
Ratchuk (Faulkner) PPG 19:52.

Shots on goal: BG. 36 (14-9-13):

UM. 23(4-8-11).
Saves: BG; Piwko 18 (4-5-9); UM.
Regan (29:51) 16 (13- 3-0).
Moriarty (30:09) 16 (0-5-1 1 ).

Penalties: BG. 11 for 30 min.; UM.
12 for 32 min.

Power plays: BG. 1/7; UM. 2/6.

Attn: 1.953.

RPI 9. UMass 5

Dec. 27 at Houston Field House

UMass 2 3-5
RPI 1 5 3 - 9

First period: RPI. Healey (St.

Hillaire. Garver) 19:38.

Second period: RPI. Healey (Garver)

3:03; RPI. Riva (Battaglia.

Gardiner) PPG 4:35; UM. Fawcett

(luden. Campanale) PPG 6:56: RPI.

Battaglia (Gardiner. Tapper) PPG
9:24: RPI. Tapper (Gardiner.

Battaglia) PPG 11:46: RPI. Healey

(St. Hillaire. Garver) 15:00: UM,
Blanchard (unassisted) 16:27.

Third period: RPI, Healey (Pothier.

Garver) 5x3 PPG 8:18; UM.
MacKinnon (Hurley, luden) 10:20;

UM, MacKinnon (Blanchard, luden)

10:40; RPI, Riva (Healey. garver)

14:37; RPI. Brownlee (Riva) 17:14;

UM. Fawcett (Sell. Wright) PPG
19:05.

Shots on goal: UM, 37 (10-13-14);

RPI. 36(9-13-14).
Saves: UM, Regan 27 (8-8-11);

RPI. Prekaski 32 (10-1 1- 1 1).

Penalties: UM, 10 for 36 min.: RPI

7 for 14 min.

Power plays: UM, 2/6; RPI. 4/7.

Attn: 3.356.

Dartmouth 6, UMass 5

Dec. 14 at Thompson Arena

First period: UM, MacKinnon
(Norris, Bonneau) :I6; UM,
Bonneau (Norris, Gaffney) PPG
13:17; Dartmouth. Kelleher
(Sturgis. Dumas) 16:36.

Second Period: Dartmouth.
Wercinski (Chaytors. Buckley) 1:17;

Dartmouth. Chaytors (Buckley.
Cretter) 4:12; UM. Kennedy
(Bonneau. luden) 5:33; Dartmouth.
Sturgis (Kelleher. Dumas) 12:47;

Dartmouth. Fleming (Giedt.
Wilgosh) 18:28

Third period: UM. Norris (Bonneau)
3:31: Dartmouth. Peach (Poulton.

Chaytors) 8:04; UM. Norris (|uden)

Turn to HOCKEY ACTION page 9
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-Seme Day Service
1

Cert** \ •eutod Directly To
^n^ncar1 & \ Insurance Company
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-

J 'Windshield* Replaced

North Amherst
Motors

Collision Repair Center
78 Sunderland Roed. North Amhervt. MA

549-2880
(One MM* From

UMm* on But Rout* i

TOTAL FITNESS
WITHOUT WAITING IN UNE

*iC8 Bear-o»iw ~*or«^

STUDENT SPECIAL
4 MONTHS

KEISER • NAUTILUS • CYBEX
gSTAJRMASTERS • LIFECYCLES

TREADMILLS • V R BIKE
LIFEROWER • GAUNTLET

CRAV1TON

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB
Hie 1 16 So. Amheret

256-O080

BOITOfl

rrff(€<«(fMf««(ff<«fff(ff<ff<

SCH0DI of
nmemen

You can be a Bartender

if you are 1 8 years old.

• National placement assistance

• Only licensed school in Western Mass.
• Evening and Saturday classes

Call in Springfield

747-9888

ingot

17 Montague Rd.. Amherst•Free Delivery 7 days

549-0626
'

11:30am -2am

N C

IZZERJA
<&

j
FREE SODA

w/ any large

i grinder or dinner

Wednesday Special

Calzones $3.25
Superior Otters Hot/Cold

Grinders, Steak Grinders,

Salads, Dinners, and
much more.

Call: 549-0626

! $1.65 OFF
Any Large Pizza

$2.25 OFF
Large 2 Item Pizza

! $2.00 OFF
|
Large 1 Item Pizza

i

;
$1.65 OFF
Any Large Pizza

i

i

i

i

i

, _| one coupon per order • coupon cannot be combined with other offers

4 Free Cans
of Coke

w/ Any Large Pizza

$1.65 OFF
Any Large Pizza

+
$2.00 OFF

Large 1 Item Pizza

$1.65 OFF
Any Large Pizza

\

GREAT SKIING IS NOT FAR AWAY...
Student Specials (w/Valid ID)
M - F- 8:30 AM - 5 PM - (Reg. $ 24)-$20 00

M - F 1 pm - 5pm (Reg. $20) $13 00

Sun, Mon, Tues 7pm-llpm only 10 00

\

TEL 413-443-4752

HTTP://WWW.SKIBROM.COM

\

PANDA EAST
CHINESE RESTAURANT

&
SUSHI BAR

..We bring Chinatown to you"

&8EST CHINESE RESTAURANT IN THE VALLE\!^
SINCE 1927

lilrtCtt SPEG1A1S
STARTING AT

$3.95

fUU KETM
For Sushi, Sashimi
and teriyaki is

AVAILABLE
AMHERST: 103 N. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST, MA 01002

TELEPHONE: (413) 256-8923 / 256-8924 FAX: 253-1 173

WE DELIVER THRU DELIVERY EXPRESS: 549-0077

CLASS Jravel
#f IN FUN

SPRING BREAK
1997

camcim $ s$m$$my>
Complete packages From Only $299!H

let North America's Premier Student Travel Company bring YOU to the world's

Hottest Spring Break Spots to enjoy the Hot Sun, White Sands and insane

Parties!!!

TRAVEL WITH THE BEST, TRAVEL WITH CLASS!

FIND OUT HOW TO Go FOR FREE & EARN EXTRA CASH!

CALL 1-800-919-9920
X*7
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Women 's Hoop
continued from page 1-B

rebounds for the Minutewomen. whn went to 4-0 in

A- 10 play.

UMass 68, St. Bonaventure 65

Ian. I 1 at the Reilly Center

The Minutewomen juggernaut rolled into Olean.

N.Y. with a five-game win streak, and thanks to

another stellar performance by Carroll, rolled out

with their sixth straight win. Carroll scored 22 points

and snagged eight rebounds for UMass. and Kelly

Van Huisen added 15 points ;is the Minutewomen
improved to 3 in A 10 play.

The Bonnies led 31-26 at the break, but the

Minutewomen took a 39 38 lead with 14:55 left on I

Van Huisen jumper. St. Bonaventure cut a 66-63

deficit to one on e layup with : 1 1 remaining, but Van
Huisen quickly put the game out of reach with a

layup of her own three seconds later. The win tied

O'Brien's longest ever win sneak at UMass.

UMass 51. Fordhain 4to

Jan. 9 at Rose Hill Gymnasium
Sophomore center Yolanda Rayside exploded in

her homecoming, as the New S'ork City native

dropped a career high 12 points and 10 rebounds to

lead the Minutewomen past the Ruins in a crucial

conference tilt. UMass upped its mark to 8-4 with

the win. and 2-0 in the A- 10.

The Minutewomen raced out to a 51-16 lead

behind 1 1 points from senior guard Sabriya Mitchell,

who ended with a career high 14 for the game.

Fordham cut the lead to 31-23 by halftime. and tied

the game at 42 with a 14-2 run early in the second

half. UMass outscored the Rams 4 4 late in the sec-

ond half to secure the win.

UMass 66, Rhode Island 56

Ian. 4 at the William D. Mullins Center

The Minutewomen opened A- 10 play with their

fourth straight victory, jumping ahead of the Rams
with a 19-5 run late in the first half and cruising

from there. Carroll continued on her blistering scor-

ing pace, leading the Minutewomen with 24 points,

and garnering A- 10 Player of the Week honors for

her efforts. Sophomore laywana Bradley put up 10

points and five assists for UMass, who improved to

10-4 with the win.

"People around Crystal [Carroll] have stepped it

up and started scoring more so they can't double and

triple team her," O'Brien said. "I don't care how
good you are, if you have three people on you it's

pretty tough to get it up there, so I think everyone

else around her stepping it up has really helped her."

Rhode Island Ail-American candidate Tasha King,

in her first game back from injury, scored 16 points

and pulled down nine rebounds for the Rams.

UMass 60. New Hampshire 52

Dec. 29 at Frederic Sutter Gymnasium
The Minutewomen had a little easier time of it in

the championship game of the Wagner Christmas

Tournament against the Wildcats. Led by tourna-

ment MVP Carroll's 27 points, UMass breezed by

UNH to take their first ever regular season tourna-

ment title, and improve to 6-4 on the year.

The Minutewomen, paced by 17 first-half points

by Carroll, took a 33-23 lead into the locker room,

and extended the lead to 16, 42-26. with 15:37 left

in the second half. Van Huisen scored 10 points and

dished out six assists in the second half, and joined

Carroll on the All-Tournament team.

UMass 70. Wagner 67
Dec. 28 at Frederic Sutter Gymnasium

In the opening game of the Wagner Christmas

Tourney the Minutewomen stunned the host

Seahawks on a 30-foot desperation three pointer by

Van Huisen with :00.2 seconds left in overtime. The

win brought the Minutewomen over the .500 mark

for the first time in the 1996-97 season, and sent

them to the championship game against New
Hampshire the next night For her efforts in the

Hartford and Wagner games. Van Huisen was named

both A- 10 Player and Rookie of the Week

Wagner jumped out to a 39-32 halftime lead, but

the Minutewomen grabbed a 61 59 lead with 19.7

left in regualtion on two free throws by Van Huisen

Wagner tied up the game on a Nia Ryan layup with

8.5 left, sending the game into overtime Van Huisen

scored all nine UMass points in the final stanza.

including the game winner. Kuzmeski made her

return from injury a memorable one. bagging five-

three pointers on five tries, ringing up 1 5 points.

Carroll led the Minutewomen with 1 9 points.

UMass 74, Hartford 59

Dec. 22 at the William D Mullins Center

The Minutewomen reached the .500 mark with

their first home win of the year over non-conference

foe Hartford. Freshman sensation Van Huisen led the

way for UMass with 20 points and a career-high nine-

assists, and fellow frosh MacFarland chipped in with

19 points. With 11 days off after the home loss u ,

Kent on Dec. 1 1, the Minutewomen exploded out of

the gates against the Hawks. UMass led by as many

as 21 in the first half, and took a comfortable 43-25

lead into the lockeroom. The Minutewomen pushed

their edge to 22 early in the second half and cruised

to the 15 point win. Carroll added 14 points, and

senior guard Mitchell tied a career best with five

steals.

Minutewomen reel off seven straight over intersession

Massachusetts 65, La Salle 37

Ian. lb at the William D. Mullint

Center

LaSalle(ll-3. 5 1)

McBreen 2-11 1-2 5. Donahue I 9

7-10 9. Rinke 1-4 0-0 2. Wolfe 2-5

0-0 4. Gallagher 1-10-0 3. Newhard
2-3 2-2 6. Haynes 2-6 0-0 6. Weiss

0-4 0-0 0. lewett 1-2 0-0 0. Coddeiv

0-0 0-0 0. Totals 12^»5 10-14 37

Massachusetts 1 10-4, 4-0)

Kuzmeski 3-4 2-2 9. Carroll 9 1 1

1-1 19. Rayside 1-5 0-0 2. Mitchell

1-5 3-3 4. Van Huisen 4-8 0-0 9.

Madajova 2-4 1-15. Tudman 2-5

1-2 5. Bradley 0-1 12 1.

MacFarland 5- 10 1-1 11. Totals

27-53 9-1165

Halftime — Massachusetts 20-11.

J-Point Field Goals — La Salle 3

(Haynes 2). Massachusetts 2

(Kuzmeski. Van Huisen).

r*ANG VO ( COU.ICMN

It's got to be the shoes.

Down the TmVm
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M0PFRN ROCK

The
Sound
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basketball
NEXTGAME: Jan30 at George Washington

Pregame Show 7:05 pm. Game Time 730

Rebounding — La Salle 23 (Donahue
6). Massachusetts 38 (Tudman 6).

Assists — La Salle 10 (Donahue 3).

M.i-sachusetts 17 (Mitchell 4) Blocks

— La Salle 1 (lewett). Massachusetts

2 (Carroll. Tudman). Attendance —
1.079.

Massachusetts 68. St. Bonaventure 65

Ian 1 1. 1997 at the Reilly Center-

Massachusetts (9-4)

Carroll 8-15 6-6 22. Van Huisen
6-18 2-3 15. Rayside 1-4 0-0 2.

Kuzmeski 5 9 0-0 9. Mitchell 2-4

0-2 5. Tudman 5^» 0-0 6. Bradley

0-1 1-21. MacFarland 3-5 0-0 8.

St. Bonaventure

Waltman 8-13 0-1 23. Matthews 2-7

3-4 7. Petrak 4-5 0-3 8. Lukenda
2-6 2-2 8. Sober 2-4 1-2 5. Brown
1-1 0-0 2. Pawling 3-10 1-3 8.

Vancol-3 2-2 4.

Halftime — St. Bonaventure 31-26.

3 -point Field Coals — Massachusetts

7 (Kuzmeski 3). St. Bonaventure 3

(Lukenda 2). Rebounds —
Massachusetts 34 (Rayside 11). St.

Bonaventure 34 (Matthews 9). Assists

— Massachusetts 16 (Mitchell 6). St.

Bonaventure 15 (Matthews 5) Blocks

— Massachusetts 4 (Carroll 3), St.

Bonaventure 3 (Vanco 2). Attendance
— 223.

Massachusetts 51 . Fordham 46

Ian 9 at Rose Hill Gymnasium

M.i-sj^husetts (8-4)

Carroll 3-10 0-0 6. Van Huisen 2-10

4-5 8. Rayside 6-9 0- 1 12.

Kuzmeski 2-8 0-0 6. Mitchell 6-10
0-1 14, Tudman 2- 3 0-3 4. Bradley

0-1 1-2 1. MacFarland 0-10-0 0.

Totals 21-32 5-12 51.

Fordham
Lambert 1-3 2-2 4, MacGuire 3-8

0-0 8. Cook 9-120-1 18. McCabe
2-3 1-3 5. Hauber 3-8 0-0 7. Garvt)

1-6 0-0 2. Byrnes 0-2 2-2 2 Totals

19-42 5-8 46

Halftime — Massachusetts 31-23

3-point Field Coals — MMMdMBMi
4 (Kuzmeski. Mitchell 2). Fordham I

(MacGuire 2). Rebounds —
Massachusetts 52 (Rayside 10).

Fordham 29 (MacGuire 1 1) Assists

— Massachusetts 13 (Van Huisen 4i

Fordham 14 (McCabe 6) Blocks —
Massachusetts 4 (Carroll 2). Foidh.mi

3 (MacGuire 2) Attendance — NA.

Massachusetts 66. Rhode Island 56

Ian. 4 at the William I) Mullins

Center

Turn to MINUTEWOMEN page 9

I ALPINE MODEL 7820

$29995

Detachable Front Panel

FM/AM CD Player. Built in 25w x 4 Amp,

New Regulated 1 Bit DAC, MaxTune Tuner,

DP-H Mechanism

(LONG RADIO)
MOBILE ELECTRONIC SPECIALIST

TDM-7543 RADIO/CASSETTE PLAYER
CASETTE
PLAYER
SCC II Head
Metal Selector

Repeat

Music Scan

GENERAL TUNER
Control Center Multipath Hunter

Electronic Volume Direct Access Preset

Control Preset Address Auto Memory

Detachable 24 Preset Stations

Trim Plate (12 FM, 6 AM. 6 DAP)
$259

95

30 Russell St. Rt 9 Hadley MA 01035

Classes Start

February 5,6,7 & 8!

SKI FOR
CREDIT?!

Sign-tips 1/28 & 1/29 at

;/ y Furcolo Hall, Room 16
' Register: Alpine Skiing I or II

Skiingfor all abilities

4 weekly lessons & lifts: $85
Skis, boots, poles rental add $40

Call GPE Office, 545-2338

for more information
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On the other side of the spectrum.
I had a chance to see a game in
another wonderful hockey barn this

intersession, Matthews Arena, when
UMass faced off with Northeastern
after the more-than-euphoric basket-
ball win over Boston College.
Granted. I was in more than a good
mood befote this game, and not sole-

ly because I found Boddington's on
tap at McGann's in the North End,
but my spirits lifted even more when
I got to the confines of Matthews.
And it was not just the fact that the
Christian Science Church is across
the street, or even historic Symphony
Hall, but rather it was the overall
atmosphere.

You see, Boston isn't a city, it's a
town, and it felt like it.

In this sphere of apolitical uncon-
sciousness, the newspaper business
(especially sports), we talk an awful
lot about the numbers of the game.
But the differences between two 5-4
wins could not have been more appar-
ent than these two games this interses-

sion. The first was a 5-4 win in a pot-

hole of a city, for third place in a tour
nament; while the second was a 5-4
win in overtime on a goal with : 1 7 left

by co- captain Rob Bonneau, for
home playoff game positioning in the

HE standings.

Aahh... what a difference a month
makes.

lorma Kansanen is a Collegian
columnist.

UMass hockey growing into its home ice
For the University of Massachusetts hockey

team the past two years, home hasn't always
been the happiest of places. The near-Olympic
sized ice surface at the William D. Mullins
Center engulfed the young Minutemen, giving
their often more skilled opposition room to

maneuver which UMass just couldn't cover.
Often the league's top facility proved to be
home ice dis-advantage during
games.

Now the tide has turned as the
Minutemen have proven to be the
masters of Mullins this season,
posting an 8-4 mark at home after

posting a 7-21-6 mark over the past two sea-

sons. The program's turnaround this year
reflects the added breadth of poise and experi-
ence the Minutemen have gained while taking
some lumps the past two seasons.

Now UMass can legitimately talk about doing
well in Hockey East playoffs, perhaps even find-

ing its way to the FleetCenter in March for the

semifinals. The possibility of hosting playoff
games is not out of the question.

UMass has five home games to play. Friday
against Merrimack will likely prove to be the
easiest of the bunch, as the cream of the Hockey
East crop will venture to Amherst in February.
The Minutemen will be given their opportunity
to prove themselves worthy of a semifinal bid

by facing the best this league has to offer on its

home ice.

League-leading Boston University awaits the
UMass faithful on Feb. 7. followed by Maine on
Feb. 14-15 and Boston College on Feb. 22. All

are respected national powers on the ice, and

Minutemen legitimacy throughout the league
and on the national scene.

A further encouraging sight for the
Minutemen came after they were abysmal in a

5-1 loss at Providence fan. 1 1. Back at Mullins,

they took a pair of rousing decisions over Yale
and Northeastern, getting the team back on
track after a sub- par performance. UMass car-

ried the momentum to the hal-

lowed hockey barn on the corner of
Mass. Ave. and St. Botolph Street

in Boston's Back Bay and expended
upon it with a come-from-behind
5-4 overtime win that pulled the

team still closer to its goal of hosting playoff
games.

The changes are apparent in several aspects
of the Minutemen's game.
The Minutemen skate far better now as a

team than two years ago, the added mobility a

critical factor in covering the extra ice.

UMass has drastically reduced its penalty
minutes, those for extra-curricular activity in

particular. The Minutemen up to press time
have not received a misconduct penalty this cal-

endar year, despite a pair of rough contests with
the Huskies. UMass has shown the poise of
experience in staying out of the box recently.

At last. UMass has a legitimate top line, the

dominating effects of which were stunning
against Northeastern. Rob Bonneau and Warren
Norris team up with Steve MacKinnon (the
team's most improved player from last year
when he platooned on the fourth line) to form a

formidable trio.

Either Bonneau or Norris should have been
victories over them can give the young named the league's Player of the Week on Jan.

20 after leading the team to three wins. Norris
had five goals, including a game- winner and a

game-tier with 1:27 to play along with two
assists. Bonneau had two goals and seven assists

during the three games, while MacKinnon
chipped in three goals of his own. The differ-

ence between the Huskies top line and their

UMass counterparts was apparent and proved
to be the difference in a pair of close games.

For the first time ever, each of UMass' inters-

ession games drew over 2.000 fans and signifi-

cant numbers of UMass fans showed up at

recent games in Boston to root on the surging
side.

But, despite showing flashes of brilliance, the
team has proved nothing as of yet. The
Minutemen have shown flashes of skill, but it

will be the month of February and the games at

the Mullins Center in particular that will con-
clusively prove whether or not this team has
already made the proverbial step to the next
level.

If this team wants to be playing its Hockey
East quarterfinal series on home ice, it must
shine now on that expanded surface. BU always
proves pesky for the Minutemen, but a
less-bonded UMass team skated stride-for-
stride with the Terriers in their last meeting at

Mullins on Nov. 2. The Black Bears are always
feisty, particularly now that there will be no
NCAAs for the team. As for Boston College,
while Friday's result is too late for this edition,

the Minutemen played evenly on Kelley Rink ice

earlier in January.

If the team can master these challenges, it

might get to sleep in its own beds March 6-8.

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian columnist.

NHL

FirstService" 1997

FRANCHISE CORPORATION
Summer Job Fair

Five Companies, Five Thousand Jobs Nationwide.

CtfiO rTOrQtttten

College ProA

Sidea NUTAMAWN
twMfj mPWf UW1 tsR

WHY? To get the best Summer Job! • WHEN? This Thursday, January 29
WHERE? Room 802 in the Campus Center. • WHAT TIME? Hourly

Presentations from 11am to 7pm.

For more information call 1-800-346-4649.

Attention sports
staff members:

It's time to set back to the
grind, but before everything
gets hectic there will be a
mandatory sport staff meet-
ing. The meeting will be at
the end of the second week
of classes in the Collegian
offices. Watch the sports
page for the exact date and
time* If there are any ques-
tions, call Casey or Chris at
545-071 9.
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its last seven at Marine Midland
Arena at press time. The numbers
might not be there, but wins are,

and Hasek is currently (as of fan.

21) the NHL's top goalie.

• Thinking of gutsy Ail-Star
game performances, was Hockey
East referee Steve McBride (aka
"Steve McBlind") handing out the

MVP trophy? Two players shined
and a terrible arbitrator performed
a miscarriage of justice. Mark
Recchi netted a hat trick, as did

Owen Nolan playing on his home
ice. The perfect PR for the NHL
with a hometown hero in a

non-hockey state be damned;
Recchi got it.

Give Recchi some credit though,

spreading some of his ex- city's

supposed brotherly love, in a sud-

denly rabid shark tank. Recchi
knows his place now in hockey lore,

saying afterwards something to the

effect of "Yup, they're going to be
booing me forever in this place
now."

• So rookie Patrick Lalime's
something like 5.000-0 between the

Steel City's pipes. Remember
Blaine Lather' Tommi
Sodcrstrom? November's
first-place Hartford Whalers?
Jennifer Capriati? Milli Vanilli?
The Nelson Twins? Hootic? Ross
Perot's 1992 Presidential cam-
paign?

lust because something starts
well, doesn't mean it ends well,
although he does score points for

telling SI that his favorite movie's
Slap Shot. Playing behind a team
full of Ned Bradens (and Darius
"Mike Milbury's an idiot for letting

him go" Kasparitis), he's got no
pressure in the world. He can give

up seven in the first period and
Mario and (aromir can still find a

way to win the thing.

• To paraphrase Cracker's "Teen
Angst," with rumored expansion on
my mind, "What the NHL needs
now is a team in Nashville like I

need a hole in my head."
• lorma 's now looking over my

shoulder, insisting that I talk about
how my preseason picks (Dallas in

particular) are kicking some major
hiney. I have no ego. but in cases
like this I suppose I should say
"yeah. I told you so." But. I won't.

This space is better served taking
one last shot at my beloved team,
who's sweater I wear and colors I

bleed. The B's are at least commu-
nity minded and will host their
annual wives carnival on Feb. 9 at

the FleetCenter. It's a great chance
to raise some money, for kids to

meet their heros, and this year, for

Harry Sinden to scout some poten-
tial players for the rest of the sea-

son.

forma Kansanen and Leigh
Torbin are Collegian columnists.

Hockey Action
continued from page 7-B

SHG 1927

Saves: UM. Moriarty 36 (8-6-12):
Dartmouth. Wong 14 (5-2-7).

Penalties: UM. 12 for 27 min..
Dartmouth 6 for 12 min.

Power plays: UM. 5/10: Dartmouth
1/5.

Attn: 1.684.

Princeton 7. UMass 2
Pec. H at the William D. Mullins
Center

First period: UM. Holland (Norris.

Bonneau) 19:55.

Second period: P. Ranaldi (Apps.
Brush) 31: P. Ranaldi (Brush)
5:59; P. O'Conor. (Masters) 8:57;
P. Pelle (Halpern. Given) PPG
1158.
Third period: UM. Norris (Gaffney)
PPG 152; P. Horst (Sheehan) 6:26;
P. Halpern (Randali) 16:57; P.

Horst (Pelle. Barber) 18:14.

Saves: UM. Regan 55 (10-9-16); P.

Salterelli 4 (4-0-0). Rankin 7

(0-7-0). Bradley 9 (0-0-9).

Penalties: UM. 16/40: P, 1 1/22.

Powct plays: UM. 1/5: P. 5/8.

Attn: 5.027.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.

Excitement and adventure
is the course description,

and Army ROTC is the
name. It's the one college

elective that buildsyour self-

confidence, develops
your leadership poten-

tial and helps you take on
the challenge of command.

There's no obligation

until your junior year, and
that means there's no
reason not to try it out

right now.

Minutewomen

^63

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

For details, visit the Aimy ROTC Building or call

545-2321/2322
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Rhode Island (2-8)

Gray 4-15 2-2 11. King 5-15 4-4
16. Blakemore 1-5 O-O 2. Hvizdak
2-7 1-2 6. Cocchiola 5-10 8-B 19.

Steele 0-0 2-2 2. Strike 0-0 0-0 0.

Totals 17-46 17-18 56.

Massachusetts (7-4)

Carroll 12-17 0-0 24. MacFarland
0-2 0-00. Ravside 2-5 2-4 6,

Mitchell 5-5 2-2 8. Van Huisen 1-8

5-4 5. Kuzmeski 4-1 I 0-1 9.

Tudman 2-5 0-0 4. Bradley 5-8 0-0
10. Totals 29-59 7-1 1 66.

Halftime — Massachusetts 54-25.

5-Point Field Goals — Rhode
Island 5 (King 2). Massachusetts I

(Kuzmeski). Rebounds — Rhode
Island 28 (King 9). Massachusetts

55 (Rayside 9). Assists — Rhode
Island 10 (Hvizdak 3).

Massachusetts 20 (Van Huisen 7).

Blocks — Rhode Island I

(Hvizdak). Massachusetts I

(Tudman). Total Fouls — Rhode
Island 16. Massachusetts 15.

Attendance— 1.159.

Massachusetts 60. New Hampshire
52
Dec. 29 at Stolen Island, N. Y.

Massachusetts (6-4)

Rayside 1-4 0-0 2. MacFarland 1-6

0-0 5. Carroll 11-18 5- 6 27. Van
Huisen 4-5 1-2 10. Mitchell 2-5
0-1 6. Madajova 1-5 0-0 2.

Tudman 0-0 0-0 0. Kuzmeski 5-7
0-0 8. Bradley 1-6 0-0 2.

New Hampshire (4-5)

Caldwell 5-9 2-7 8. Danker 4-16
8-10 17. Brandell 3-4 2-4 8.

Schubert 2-9 2-2 7. Karl 3-12 1-2

8. Camuda 0-0 4-6 4.

Halftime — UMass 55-25. 3-point
Field Goals — Massachusetts 6
(Kuzmeski 2). New Hampshire 3

(Danker 2). Rebounds —
Massachusetts 41 (Rayside 9). New
Hampshire 35 (Caldwell 17). Assists

— Massachusetts 14 (Van Huisen
6). New Hampshire 7 (Danker 2).

Blocks — Massachusetts 4
(Carroll. Madajova 2). New
Hampshire 3 (Caldwell 3).

Attendance— 144.

Massachusetts 74. Hartford 59
Dec 22 at the William D Mullins
Center

Hartford (3-4)

Stolle 2-16 1-2 6. Weindorfer 1-8
10-13 12. Murphy 6-8 6-6 18.

Gronbeck 1-2 0-0 3. Dilulia 1-1

1-2 5. Randa 0-1 0-0 0. Houston
4-5 2-5 10, Ivnik 2-5 2-2 7. Totals

17-46 22-28 59.

Massachusetts (4-4)

Carroll 7-12 0-0 14. MacFarland
6-14 5-4 19. Rayside 1-4 0-3 2.

Mitchell 2-5 5-4 8. Van Huisen
6-12 7-8 20. Madajova 0-3 0-0 0.

Tudman 2-4 2-2 6. Bradley 2-9 1-2

5. Totals 26-65 17-25 74.

Halftime — Massachusetts 45-25.
5-point Field Goals — Hartford 5
(Stolle. Gronbeck. Ivnik).

Massachusetts 5 (MacFarland 5).

Rebounds — Hartford 37
(Weindorfer 1 1 ), Massachusetts 35
(Rayside 6) Assists — Hartford 12

(Dilulia 3). Massachusetts 16 (Van
Huisen 9). Blocks — Hartford 5
(Stolle 2), Massachusetts 4 (Carroll

2, Tudman 2). Attendance— 750.
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UConn escapes battle for border at buzzer Game

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

HATRFORD. Conn. — While the

renewed rivalry between the

Mauechutetti and
Connecticut men's
basketball teams
lacked the marquee
billing that the

game's promoters had originally

anticipated, the actual game was bet-

ter than anyone could have expected.

The U-Game they called it. The
Battle for the Border. UMass versus

UConn — a classic college rivalry

that went down to the wire, with

UConn escaping with the first install-

ment 64-61 only after Carmelo
TraviesiA last ditch effort to tie the

game rattled in and out of the hoop.

With 10 seconds remaining in the

game, the Minutemen were down by

Connecticut

Massachusetts 61

only two. but when Inus Norville

fouled out. UConn put another point

on the board and forced UMass. and
ultimately Travieso, to u> the trey.

The Huskies (then 7 2) entered

the game riding a

four- game win
streak, while the

Minutemen (then
4-7) were struggling

to put together a consistent offense.

UMass was plagued with injuries,

causing senior playmaker Edgar
Padilla to sit out and senior big man
Tyrone Weeks to see only 10 min
utes.

But the Minutemen came out gun-

ning, ripping off eight unanswered to

grab a 8-1 lead. Yet UConn steadiK

chipped away, finally closing the gap
at 14-14 on a Kevin Freeman basket

with 12:26 remaining in the liist

half.

Force
continued from page 1 -B

did in that game made watching him

so special: The way he drained
5-point shot after 5- point shot, the

deftly calculated timing on his three

-teals, his un-eltish contribution to

his teammates' games in the form of

seven assi-t-

But what make- the senior point

guard's line score so distinct is the

completeness of it. His game-high
and career high 24 points came on

7-foi 12 shooting, including 6-for-8

from behind the arc. He was a per-

tect 4 loi 4 from the free throw line.

He pulled down three rebounds, all

defensive, dished out seven assist-

and came away with three thefts in

just under 50 minutes. All this with

only three fouls and two tumoxer-

Padilla's start against the Eagles

came after a start at St. Bonaventure

that saw him chip in only four point-

in 30 minutes of work fie helped out

with a season-high nine assists, but

coupled it with eight turnovers and

four fouls

While the numbers against the

Bonnies were nothing to write home
about, it was Padilla- first start after

a lower leg contusion had relegated

him to the UMass bench, often for a

game's entirety. Padilla had played

sparingly coming back from the

injury, increasing his minutes as he

increased his leg strength.

So when No. 12 was introduced to

the crowd, the fans were cautiously

optimistic, hoping for a return to

form for the guard.

Padilla did not disappoint

Only 3:30 into the game Padilla

made hi- fir-l basket, giving UMass a

6-2 lead With 12:59 remaining in

the first half, the point guard opened
the Minuteman perimeter game, nail-

ing the team s dr-t 3-pointer lust

under four minutes later he added
another long distance shot to push

UMass to 25 16 With a pair from
the line added to his total. Padilla

went to the locker room in double
digits

A second half surge by Boston
College, which brought the UMass
lead as low as lour points in the first

two minute- alter intermission, did

nothing to cool Padilla's hot hand.

The senior was perfect from 3 point

range in the second half.

In one three and a halt minute

run. UMass bombed the Eagle- wiih

a 9-2 run that started with a Padilla

3-pointer and was bolstered by
another trey minutes later.

With 3:33 left in the game Padilla

connected on his final

behind -the-arc shot of the night, giv-

ing the Minutemen an II -point

advantage. From there UMass
cruised.

"The maturity and experience ofl

their guards realK paid dividend- lot

thctn this afternoon.' BC COtdl lim

O'Brien said. "When it counted thev

stepped up and made some big

-hoi-

The fact that this win MM again-l

such a bitter foe made Padilla's play

all that much more enjoyable to

watch. His pull-up trev- came amid
the crossed fingers and delirious

cheers of UMa-s tan- and the anxious

"Defense" mantra of the maroon and

gold faithful.

"That was just the way the game
MM today." Padilla -did "1 was open

and 1 was hitting shots, so I just kept

shooting."

His relentless and ferocious

defense produced looks of approval

and. from those there to see BC. dis

belief Each Padilla point or pla> pro

duced an even more euphoric out-

hur-t than the one before for those

sitting on the Massachusetts side of

the Lourt.

"Padilla make- a tremendous dif-

ference," O'Brie-) jid

In this far-from-perfect -i

Padilla did all he could to give the

Minuteman fans so much to cheer

about.

Casey Kane k a Collegian colum-

nist

Don't Let The
Marshall Catch You
Going Anywhere Else!

Marshall

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTO BODY

S3 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center
• Imports and other unibody vehicles are our speciality.

• Users ofSikkens paint products

• Accepted hy all insurance companies for collision repair

or glass repair.

256-8157 256-1385
Shop Reg #RS1212

!! AEROBICS !!

FIEX

FITNESS CENTER

175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE, AMHERST, MA • 253-3539

!! TREADMILLS !!

The Huskies then played the role

of aggressor, keeping the Minutemen
at bay as they pulled ahead by as

many as 13, leading 32-19 with 4:02

left in the half. The Minutemen bare-

ly closed the gap after a pair of

Charlton Clarke free throws made it

38-31 UConn, but an arguably bad

call against UMass' Winston Smith

with :00.5 remaining allowed Husky
Richard Hamilton to give- UConn a

40-31 half time advantage.

Any edge those free throws gave

UConn carried over into the first

part of the second half. The teams

traded baskets, but the Huskies
never allowed UMass to cut the mar-

gin to single digits until a Travieso

3-pointer sliced UConn's lead to

nine. 51-43 with 14:44 remaining.

Norville followed with a basket of

his own and the Huskies held only a

six-point advantage.

It was more of the same for the

next several minutes, and both teams
took multiple trips to the charity

stripe down the stretch. Over the

course of the last seven minutes of

the game the Huskies scored only
five points — all at the free throw
line.

For UMass the charity stripe was
not as charitable. In the game's wan-
ing minutes only Tyrone Weeks was
able to connect at the line (once).

Weeks was also big for the
Minutemen from the field in those

final minutes, scoring three field

goals to cut the UMass deficit.

But it was Raashmel lones' free

throw after Norville's fifth foul that

set the stage for Travieso attempted
heroics. With only two ticks on the

clock, Travieso let go with a try from
downtown, but the shot rimmed out

allowing UConn to escape.

UMass and UConn give

fans a rivalry-filled game
By Chru Stamm
Cdlegwo Staff

HARTFORD, Conn. — For years.

New England college hoop fans plead-

ed lor a Massachusetts-Connecticut

match- up. What would happen if

NCAA stars with names like Cahpari.

Camby. Bright and Dingle mixed it up

with the likes of Calhoun. Allen,

Sheftei and Marshall? It had all the

makings of a marketing masterpiece

— two top-ranked teams in a "battle

for the border."

This year, the dreams of college

hoopsters came true, as the first of

four neutral site "U-Games" was held

in the Hartford Civic Center.

However, in the days leading up to the

game, the media and fans alike

seemed to think that the contest was

and climactic. Both teams had lost

their share of big names, and neither

were nationally ranked on game day.

Those who were at the Crvfc Center

on Dec. 27 know how wrong the pes-

simists were.

The roof came down the last time

the Minutemen met the Huskies in the

Civic Center on lanuary 27, 1978. col-

lapsing due to heavy snow fall six

hours after UConn beat UMass
56-49. Almost 20 years later, the

match-up nearly blew the bd off the

place again.

In a game that was fought to the

bitter end. waves of blue and maroon

surged with each twist of the game.
With 8: 14 remaining in the game. Lari

Ketner and Winston Smith swatted a

pair of UConn shots that were collect

ed by Charlton Clarke and finished off

on a Ketner jumper cutting the Husky

lead to five. 57-52. As if the energy

on the court radiated out to the

crowd, the UMass fans that filled half

the arena rose to their feet with enthu-

siasm that rivaled the most heated

tournament atmosphere.

It went both ways.

For the last 10 minutes of the

game, the arena was on its feet. With
both schools bands playing simulta-

neously, it didn't matter that neither

team was in the top 10. It didn't mat
ter that some of last year's players

were off to the NBA. What mattered

was the 40 minutes of intense basket-

ball that took place on the floor. *

"I heard from all of you (the medial

that it's a good idea to play this

game,* UConn coach |im Calhoun
said. "Somebody forgot to tell these

kids about the rivalry. The fans got

more of their share of excitement.

This was more of a tournament
atmosphere."

UMass coach lames "Bruiser" Flint

agreed.

"You couldn't have asked for a bet-

ter game than the game we had
tonight." Flint said. "I don't care if

there wasn't Camby or Allen or

Sheffer out there. It was a heck of a

game."

With all the hype and hoopla that

comes along with college hoops these

days, it's often hard to tell the forest

from the trees. Sometimes the com-
mercials and the T-shirts get in the

way of wha. really takes place on the

court. This time around, the game
lived up to its billing, as everyone
whose heart stopped when Carmelo
Travieso heaved up that last second

3—pointer can attest.

continued from page 1 -B

record, unable to pull together two
consecutive wins all season. No. 19

Boston College, on the other hand,

was off to its best start since
1980-81.

The Minutemen came out red hot

with a 10-4 run. Their stingy defense

allowed BC senior forward Danya
Abrams to tally two buckets, the only

Eagle to score in the first five min-

utes of play. With 1 3 minutes to go

in the first frame, senior guard Edgar

Padilla knocked down his first of six

3- pointers to give UMass a 17-9

lead.

Padilla. who has struggled with

injuries throughout this season, was
the driving force in UMass' game
plan with 24 points on 7-for-12
shooting (6-for-8 outside the arc)

and seven assists.

"Padilla makes a tremendous dif-

ference (in the way UMass plays],"

said BC coach |im O'Brien. They
were hungry and very, very aggres-

sive."

Padilla's hunger impacted his team
mates as well. Charlton Clarke's 23

points marked the first time this sea

son the Minutemen had two players

score 20-plus points.

The Eagles were not picked out of

the sky easily. On the weight of the

consistent Abrams (3-for-3 from the

field. 4- for-4 from the line in the

first half). BC took off on a 9-2 run

of it- own. whittling down a 10-point

28-18 UMass lead to a three point

margin (30-27) with 4:35 to go in

the half. Boston College center
Mickey Curley drained a jumper with

1:39 to go. cutting UMass' lead to

three points (34-31). but that was
the closest BC would come the rest of

the way. A pair of jumpers by Ajmal
K.i~it and Clarke in the final minute

gave the Minutemen a 40-31 lead at

the half.

In the second half, the Minutemen
extended their lead by as much as 16,

but the Eagles never managed to

close the gap.

Again. Padilla was the great equal

izer, shooting 4-for-4 outside the an
in the second half. With 13:55 to go

in the game. BC brought it to within

four, 50-46. The Minutemen opened

up a shooting frenzy with back to

back 3-pointers by Padilla. with one-

more for good measure by Carmelo

Travieso (8 pts, 3 assists), extending

the lead to 59-48.

"We just couldn't get over the

hump." O'Brien said "It seemed like

each time we had a chance to get

back in it, they would hit three

three's in a row when it counted."

One of the reasons UMass held the

lead from wire to wire was due to the

coach lames "Bruiser" Flint's man
agement of the big men. Flint rotated

center l.ari Ketner, and forwards

Tyrone Weeks (15 pts, 8 rebounds).

Inus Norville and Basil, in order to

bang the boards, harass Abrams (16

pts. 9 boards) and spread out fouls.

"They did a good job rotating their

four big kids and using up then

fouls." O'Brien said "A lot of then

big bodies were experienced and they

could rotate them on Danya
"

This wa-. conalstMtt with UMass'
overall three guaid lystm with

Padilla. Travieso. and Clarke all get-

ting the start, in addition to Ketnei

and Wcekv
"We wanted to penetrate and get

each other shots." Flint said. \\ e

wanted to get into the gap- of their

zone [defame]

The result was | complete
inside outside game, something
UMass had not seen in a while

The Minutemen were on top of

their game defensively M well, ^wai

ting nine BC shots, while the I

failed to register a single blocked

shot. Adding insult to injurx the

Eagle's two marquee players. SJbrSSM

and Salem High product Scoonie
Penn. combined for 12 of BC- I S

turnover-
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year after it was announced the team

was moving. He was also hated in

Cleveland. He should have a lot less

problems here than he did there

because there will be no Hemic Kosar

for him to cut. and he won't be in

charge of drafting. (Remember his

panicked trade to the 49ers after the

lets took Kyle Brady two years ago?)

Carroll may be slightly better at

coaching, but Belichick has tru-

edvantage of knowing the players,

knowing the system and possibly

being able to keep some of the other

coaches from leaving. At the same
time, his ties to Parcells could work
against him.

While neither of them is as good a

coach as Parcells. cither of them with

Bobby Gricr in charge of drafting is

better than Parcells wuh total control

again

Parcells did a horrible job as General

Manager. Who can fotSJM -u-h

as Myron Guyton. |eff Dellenbach

Tim Roberts "The Other" Reggie
White and Will Moore'' Thi- i- the

same guy who wanted to pick Ccdric

loncs. who isn't starting for the Giant-

over Terry Glenn, who caught more
pa-se- than any other rookie evei

Sure, the Patriot- defensive line could

use some help, hut these guy- are obvi

ously good enough to get them to a

Super Bowl, something thai ( "iildn't

be said for Moore.

/jtor) W McJeaWi u a Cottepan
columnist

They're Back!!!

UMass Students Show Your Colors

It's the long-awaited return of Umass stars Coach John Calipari and Center Marcus

Camby. Help welcome them back to Massachusetts as they take on the young

exciting Boston Celtics at the FleetCenter.

•:• Check out Coach Col's Nets take on the C's:

Sunday, March 23 vs. New Jersey 3p.m.

•> Don't miss Raptor Marcus Camby s pro debut at

the FleetCenter: Sunday, April 20 vs. Toronto 1 p.m.

Special Benefits for groups of 20 or more include:

•> A welcome on the Jumbotron scoreboard.

A visit to your section by the Parquet Patrol.

Tickets start at just $10.

For more information, call Paul at the BOSTON CELTICS Office

at (617) 854-8079.

Please be sure to mention this ad.

UConn under fire, Earl on the move, Buffs on the rise
The flotsam and jetsam of this

summer's controversy surrounding
the Massachusetts men's basketball
team has resurfaced down river at

Connecticut.

The illustrious program at UConn
has given the NCAA a preliminary
report after rumors surfaced last
week about two players receiving
improper gifts.

Published reports have stated that
senior starting center Kirk King and
sophomore starting point guard
Ricky Moore accepted plane tickets
from outside sources in 1995.

Moore's mother. Dorothy, told The-
Augusta Chronicle that her son
accepted a plane ticket from Hartford
to Augusta before his first fall prac-
tice in 1995. She also stated that
Moore learned after he took the trip

that the ticket came from an agent,
reportedly an unidentified friend of
former Connecticut star Ray Allen.

Allen has denied any involvement
in the scandal, as well as having any
improper contacts outside the univer-
sity while at UConn. The university
has not substantiated any claims of
agent involvement.

Connecticut coach Jim Calhoun
has suspended King and Moore
indefinitely.

• There's no place like... Kansas?
After only half a season playing for

outgoing (tenure-wise, not personali-

ty-wise) coach Dale Brown at

Louisiana State. Lester Earl clicked
his heels together three times, wished
as hard as he could, and chanted,
"There's no place like Lawrence,
there's no place like Lawrence."
Lo and behold, the 6-foot-9 Earl,

NBA

who was a Parade All- American for-

ward at Glen Oaks High in Baton
Rouge, is now in classes and waiting
to play at Kansas, after abruptly leav-

ing LSU over break.

The Associated Press quoted Earl
earlier in the month saying that he
never wanted to attend LSU, doing
so only because of family pressures.

"Kansas is where I wanted to go in

the first place," Earl said. "It was not
my own decision to go to LSU in the
first place. My family and everyone
around me encouraged me to go
there."

Earl was the Tiger's No. 2 scorer

and No. 3 rebounder before being
dismissed from the team Jan. 4 for

violating unspecified team rules.

• An end was put to a rather illus-

trious streak over winter break, as

Rutgers-Camden finally won a game.
Rutgers-Camden beat Bloomfield

College 77-72 to earn the school's

first win since |an. 18, 1992. The los-

ing streak had run a record span of
1 17 games, giving the Division III

school a streak 70 games longer than

the second longest streak on any level

of college basketball.

Rutgers-Camden was not the only

school involved in a streak-snapping

this break.

Wisconsin beat Indiana 71-58,
snapping a 3 1 -game losing streak the

Badgers had against the Hoosiers that

dated back to |an. 5. 1980.

Chicago State beat Central
Connecticut State 101-86. ending
Chicago's 23-game losing streak,

then the longest in Div. I. Chicago
State's win gives the nation's longest

Div. I losing streak to Lehigh, whose

streak is 1 6 games, 1 3 this season.

Akron beat Toledo 80-75 to snap a

19-game Mid- American Conference
losing streak that included an 0-18
record last season.

Colorado beat Missouri 87-78 to

end a 25-game losing streak at

Missou. The last Buffalo victory in

Columbia was on (an. 15, 1973.
• Colorado's wintersession distinc-

tion does not end with jusi a win
over Missouri. The Buffs added to

their record a win at Texas Tech,
snapping the Red Raiders' home win
streak. Led by Chauncey Billups. one
of the most underrated guards this

year, and his last second shot.
Colorado beat one of the most over-

rated teams this year. They then beat

Iowa State, possibly the most overrat-

ed team in the polls.

Colorado also entered the AP Top
25 poll last week for the first time in

28 years, and it may be an omen. The
last time the Buffs were in the poll,

1968-69, was the last time they won
the then-Big Eight and were in the

NCAA Tournament.

This year Colorado must face a
strong Kansas team on the path to a

Big 12 ring, but the team has already

proven itself capable of upsets.

• Embattled Virginia guard Harold
Deane was acquitted of resisting

arrest after the judge he faced said he
was impressed with Deane's charac-

ter witnesses.

Deane was originally arrested April

1 3 of last year outside of Frye's
Spring Beach Club, where a fundrais-

er for the Advancement of
African-American Studies was being
held. Deane. an invited guest to the

event, was forced to wait outside due
to overcrowding and eventually
arrested and charged with trespassing

and resisting arrest.

He was convicted of the misde-
meanors and sentenced to two
30-day suspended sentences. The
trespassing charge was dismissed
upon appeal to circuit court in

December, and circuit court ludge
John R. Cullen dropped the resisting

arrest charges after a basketball
coach, a minister and two teachers
spoke on Deane's behalf.

• In perhaps the most outrageous
display of Tm-full-of- myseir dis-

ease, Geno Carlisle announced that

he was an idiot this month (he's been
an idiot all along, but just announced
it this month).

The 6-foot-4 guard has decided to

transfer from Northwestern to
California.

Carlisle was last year's leading
scorer in the Big 10, averaging 19.7

points per game, but the praise
heaped upon him has made him silly.

The Associated Press released this

blurb about Carlisle:

"It may sound cocky, but the only
player in Chicago who is better than
me is Michael Jordan.'

"Scottie Pippen was unavailable
for comment.

"

Casey Kane is a Collegian colum-
nist.

notebook
continued from page 1 -B

game against North Carolina in the

Jimmy V. Classic at the
Meadowlands. At the game Clarke
issued a statement regarding the sit-

uation.

"Marcus Camby and his friends

never introduced Wesley Spears to

me as an agent. He was always just

'Wes,' one of Marcus' boys from
Hartford. I did not know his full

name or his intent to be an agent
until I saw his picture on ESPN yes-

terday. I did not have a lot of con-
tact with Wes and only knew him to

say, Hi. How's it going?'

"As far as the reports of me and
the girl in Marcus' room, I never
had sexual intercourse with her and
no one said about her being a pros-

titute or anything like that. Marcus
told me she was just a friend he
went to school with in Hartford."

Two Minuteman players faced
suspensions over the course of the
winter break.

Freshman forward Ajmal Basit

did not play in UMass' Jan. 5 game
against St. Joseph's at the William
D. Mullins Center because he vio-

lated unspecified team rules.

Freshman forward Chris
Kirkland sat out the Minutemen's

game against Boston College on Jan.

18 at the FleetCenter for the same
reason.

Carmelo Travieso became the
35th player in UMass history to

reach the 900 point mark in his

career, after scoring 11 at La Salle

on Jan. 15. On Jan. 8. Travieso
recorded a season-high 28 points

against Davidson.

TOTAL FITNESS:

continued from page 1

2

power forward and he's not quick
enough to play small forward. So
he languishes in a league that
doesn't need 6-foot-7 forwards
who can't stick a 15-foot jump
shot off the dribble, but that
doesn't mean he's forgotten. We
still love you. Lou. and keep hope
alive, baby.

Maybe you're the knucklehead.
buddy...

Karl Malone recently made
remarks about the young players
in the league being knuckleheads.
Little does Karl know that not
only are the younger players not

knuckleheads. they're better than
he is.

Ray Allen is slowly becoming
one of the most underrated play-

ers in the league. Stephon
Marbury is making quite a name

for himself in Minnesota, and
Allen Iverson is far and away the

best player in Philadelphia. The
beauty of the NBA is i's ability to

infuse young, fresh talent every
few years, and this crop is young,
and it's fresh.

So Karl, my advice to you is

this. If you don't understand the

young players, it's because they

possess an energy you've never
had. and a flair that the league
will always need. Back off
Mailman, because the NBA needs
more Iversons and less Malones.
You dig?

Waiting one year to Wiz...

You may not be hearing about
them, but the Washington Bullets

will make noise come playoff
time. Why? A superstar in |uwan
Howard and almost superstar in

Chris Webber, and a solid, solid

point guard in Rod Strickland.
They're finding their way now,
and come next season, when they
move into a new arena in down-
town Washington and become the

Wizards, they should be ready to

reach the next plateau. If the
Bullets/Wizards do make a run at

the top of the NBA hierarchy, it

may well coincide with the down-
fall of the Western Conference.
Houston will be a lottery team in

five years, the Lakers are severely

overrated, and nobody else out
west has young talent to nurture.

P.S. kids. Just got my Bryant
"Big Country" Reeves Grizzlies

jersey in the mail, and I love the
fit. Makes me want to scream. 20
wins! 20 wins! Go Griz. go.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian
columnist.
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The Northwestern Mutual Life internship was recently named
one of the Top Ten Internships in America.
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Kate Kane/ The Steffen Agency
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CAMPUS GEAR. 255 TRIANGLE ST.. AMHERST 549-0944
Between Dairy Mart & Northampton Co- Op Bank
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It'll be Bulls-Rockets this spring
There are only two teams that

count in the NBA in IWb 97.

You can crj till you want about

the Heat, the Sonici. the Knicks

;r.e with even

casual . Urn st ard I -emi intelli-

gent sports mind would have to

agree that the

only two teams
that will matter
come )une are

the Bulls and the

Rocket-

This made last

week's game
between the two
something to

watch in an otherwise mundane
early season NBA. But 1 know
you're like. "Luke, sweetie, why
are Houston and Chicago the two

best teams?" Well, if you relax

and play nice. I'll tell you

The Rockets have a very, vers

solid team By acquiring Charles

Barkley. the Rockets brought
themselves from Western con-

tender to Western favorite

Despite the fact that their

youngest player was born during

the Kennedy administration.

Houston is the type ol team that

would win the NBA title in mo-i

years, but the late 'Ml are not

like most yean

COLLEGE*-

BASKETBA:^1

Why?
Because of the Bulls, the great-

est team we've ever seen. From
lordan to Pippen to Rodman
(when he's not kicking camera-
men), the Bulls are special. But so

are the Rockets. They know the

next two years

are probably
the last two
years of great-

nc-s for their

major players,

and you have to

believe that

they'll play like

that.

The Bulls? Well, they're old

too. and they know that last year

was their defining moment. They
know that no matter what they

do, they'll never match
1995 lWb. with the 72 wins and

II, so look for a slippage. Will

the Rockets dethrone them? 1

doubt it, but you'll have to wait

and see.

We want Tim, we want Tim...

If you're like me. you used to

like the Celtics. But with the lat-

est C'l administration, players

like David Wesley and Rick Fox

are allowed to actually start for

our team. But do not be

depressed by that fact, because if

they keep playing like they are

playing, they will have a really

good chance to get Tim Duncan.

and thus be decent again.

I truly believe that Duncan will

bring 25 wins a year to the Hub.

which is enough to bring the love

back to the FleetCenter. Also

keep in mind that the C's have

Dallas' first round pick, which
may afford them the opportunity

to draft two future stars in |une.

Given the current state of Boston

hoop, this is all we have to hope

for. which is pretty sad. But hey.

don't let it get you down. kids.

Larry Bird is not coming back,

and we just have to deal with it

You're still the man...

It's disheartening to see the

original pimp daddy, and the best

player that this campus has ever

seen, Lou Roe. on the taxi squad

with the Golden State Warriors.

Lou doesn't play much, and when
he does, he's not the same player

he was here in Amherst. From the

start of his career, he's been out

of shape, and he's never been able

to find a position in the NBA.
because he's too -.mall to play

Turn to NM page 1 1 -B

Around the NHL, who's hot and who's not

Who's in, who's curt among NFL coaches
Here a coach, there a coach, everywheic a coach, coach.

These day- it's harder to figure out which coach goes

with which team than it i- to figure out the criminal

record*- of the Dallas Cowboys The headmen have been

switching teams taster than vou un -,.\ Pio

Sagspotutek over the previous year.

So far. 10 teams will Mart H91 under someone other

than who they started l<Wt» with and there could be more

coming. A brief reminder of who's on

first and what's on second las of pro-,

time)...

• Cincinnati Dave Shula out. Bruce

Coilei in

• New Orleans: |im Mora out. Rick

Venturi out No one in until Tom
Benson make- sure they'll work week

end-
• San RraacaMO George Scifcrt out.

Steve Mariucci in

• New York Giants Dan Reeves out |im Fas»el in.

• Atlanta June Jones run (and gun) out of town. Reeve-

in.

• San Diego: Bobby Ross out Kevin "Punching Bag"

Gilbride in

Detroit Wayne Fontes finally out. Ro— in

St Loui- Rich Brooks out. Ro- and Gilbride in other

places. Dkk Vermeil from way out coming in.

kan-.i- City Marty Schottenhcimer in deeper l|u-t -ec

ing if vou were -till paving attention I

Oakland Mike White out. no info on anyone coming in.

New York let" Rich Kotite iust plain out And could it

be Bill Parcells coming in?

There are so many rumors about Parcells' imminent

departure (which could have been made by the time this

column hits the presses) that the lets are going to be lucky

not to be accused of tampering. And who knows what it

will cost them? Some rumors say absolutely nothing

beside- Parcells' salary, some say money and some say

draft picks (Wouldn't it be great for the Patriots to get the

number one pick after going to the Super

Bowl? As long as they pay attention to

local sports lore and test their pick for

cocaine first, it would be a dream come
true.)

Due to his rift with owner Bob Kraft

who won't give him complete control

back. Parcells is probably leaving. The

lets are a perfect fit for him as they're

located near his hometown, will give him

complete control and have more talent on their team than

their record indicates.

Replacing him would probably be San Francisco defen-

-iv e coordinator Pete Carroll or current Patriots assistant

head coach Bill Bclichick Both have had one head coach-

ing stint before. CatToll went 8-8 with the let- three years

ago and was only fired because the lets are completely

incompetent and apparently thought Kotite was a better

choice.

Bclichick led the Cleveland Browns to the second round

of the playoff- in 1^4. but had a miserable season last

Turn to Nft. page 10-B

Setting the Standard for Apartment

Living

THE
BOULDERS

X Large 2 Bedroom Apartments
• New Appliances*
• New Counters I Cabinets*

• New Carpets I Tile*

* Selected Units

X State of the Art Exercise Facility

• Stairmaster • Lifecycle • Nautilus

I Free Heat & Hot Water

I Professional Maintenance Staff on Site

I Central Mailbox Facility

I Limited Access Entry System

I 5 College Bus Stop on Property

I Rent Starting At $695

Call About Our Specials*

(subject to availability)

256-8534

The All Star break has come and

gone. Ray Bourque has once again

won the accuracy shooting contest

in the skills competition and the

last half of the sea-on is now before

us. Preseason prognostications

now face the harsh

reality of midsca
son playoff posi-

tioning in each
conference. Break

out your lunch
pails, boys, it's

time to see who
did the work in the

preseason — and
there are pink slips

for those columnist- who failed

miserably.

lornui KOMMMMM — Thumbs up

to Phillv (I Itid Paul Coffey would

go in the Fryers!), thumbs down to

Montreal and Boston, but they still

do have a chance. Both of HI can

take credit for Dallas, but the

Maple 1 cats? Not good. I can. and

can not. believe that Toronto's
Doug Gilmour is on the trading

block. He will be a wonderful addi-

tion to any learn, hands down. But

more specifically, here arc a couple

of little dandies I came up with for

all ol vou puckskT-:
• I am still reeling from the loss

of mutt Sinimtilaisteri puiku ttian-

lation: my Finnish boy). Saku
Koivu. from the Canadiens la-t

year, but not with what it has done

to the team. Losing Koivu to a knee

injury has affected Lei Habitants

more than they would like, and
their record has shown it.

They are on the bubble Even an

MVP performance from linemate

Mark Recchi at the All-Star game
can not solve their problems, and
they will need Koivu in the lineup

to keep my prediction for their spot

in the playoff- alive.

On, I thought goalie |ocelyn

Thibault wa- supposed to be good.

What- up with thai?

•The los- of All-World Paul
Kariya hurt the Mighty Duck- in

the early -ca-on. and thOM
ok M enlightened hockey fan- in

sunny -outhern California were
looking for coach Ron Wilson's

head on a platter.

I have iwo words for those fans

— shut up.

All of us real hockev tans in the

Bo-ton area got to deal with having

Steve Kasper H a coach with a

Hall of Famer like Pat Burns wait

ing in the wings to really rebuild

the Brum- Wilson i- a great coa-h.

and led the USA squad to the next

be-t thing to the Stanley Cup last

summer: the World Cup.

I talked to a certain local Div. I

hockej coach two months ago

about this situation, and in his

mora than straightforward fashion,

he said the criticism of a quality

coach like Wilson was a crock ol

you-know-what. He liked the

Ducks as a team — especially

Teemu Selanne
With the reemer-

gence ol Kariya

in the lineup,

coming off of his

first NHL career

hat trick against

Buffalo's
Dominik "The
D o m i n a t o r

"

Hasek. they will

. 1496 wish conic

' JORMA KANSANEIM

/ & LEIGH TORBIN

ON THE

iML
make my Oct.

true.

Leigh Torbin — I had plenty of

tree time over intersession, between

occasional Time-Outs, to reflect on

the sad state of affairs that is the

Boston Bruins. An organization that

has lost the desire to do anything

but sell 14.000 tickets a night and

stink out the joint like Al Bundy
breaking wind. My question

though: whatever happened to

Memorial Cup hero Cameron
Mann? Is 14 too young for a

"where are they now" segment?
• Now that lornia has made me

look back at preseason pick- I

guess I have to rescind the Eddie

the Eagle for Ve/ina pick and admit

that Martin Brodeur is at least clos-

er to line. But let's now talk about

the Dominator. and I don't mean

today's special with two toppings at

Domino's ol Hadley Nothing's top-

ping Dominik Hasek these days

No, the numbers don't match up

with many of his counterparts, but

they are posted behind a defense

which could be paid the ultimate

compliment by being called either

porous or abysmal. A team utterly

devoid of talent, and crippled by

the loss of its captain and best

-kaier. Pat LaFontaine. can almost

-tart printing playoff tickets with

their snuzzy new unis. all because

of their goalie

Without a bona fide offensive

threat, although Brian Holzinger

plays more like one every day,

teams can relax defensively against

the Sabres and rev up their offense

to Rusty Wallace levels.

Stupid-looking Cooper 2000 hel-

met and all. Ha-ck wa- a rare

defensive story at the All-Slar

game, stopping 20 of 21 shots

against him. and immediately

turned that roll with a gutsy effort

in a 2-1 win over Chicago l.i-i

Monday. Buffalo was unbeaten in

Turn to NHL page 10
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Call 1-800-42-KUMBA
to book Spring Break vacations

for as low as $79*
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o£S Admission

Good through April 30. 1997 PLU )487C/3*88A

Hotter Than Ever!

Daytona Beach's Spring Break '97 will be the

best on the planet With everything from free

concerts to a gigantic job fair, you can count

on Daytona Beach delivering.

What can you expect to find at Spring Break

in Daytona Beach? The first thing you will see

is a wall of people. So, you will have a few

thousand students to keep you from getting

lonely. While there is a neverending list of

things to do, the beach rules while the sun is

up. The beach is nearly thirty miles long and

over 500 feet wide. It is perfect for volleyball,

Frisbee, bicycling, motor scooters or cruising.

Students who drive to Daytona Beach are

surprised to find you can drive on most

stretches of the beach

The beach is also dotted with companies who
offer entertainment, product samples and

other freebies. On March 20 and 21 . the third

annual Daytona Beach Sprinjtftiirgal^areer

Fair will be held at the Holidjy Inn SuoSpree

It's free and you can literal^come rirfht off the

beach, fill out a mini-resume form ana inter-

view with dozens of employers for jobs and

internships.

Other Spring Break events scheduled are the

Sports Illustrated Spring Break Beach Club

'97 and Gatorade's Spnng Break Village.

When the sun goes down, Daytona Beach's

night clubs draw huge crowds. There are

about a dozen clubs and sports bars that

have special Spring Break promotions.

For more information on Spring Break events

or accommodations at Daytona Beach,

check out http://www.daytonabreak.

on the World Wide Web.
reak.comi
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Last year, MTV searched for the best place to

spend Spring Break and found it at Panama

City Beach, Florida. So did more than half a

million college students.

With 27 miles of America's most beautiful

beaches and more Breakers than any other

destination, Panama City Beach is the world's

biggest party waiting to happen, ghat's fore,

it's the perfect road trip PCB ^the shortest
^

drive distance in Florida fromJiostjHS of ^
the United States. «*> <C

PCB's emerald green

waters and spectacular

sand beaches are

unmatched
anywhere. . and they're

free to all Breakers with

a towel and the need

for a perfect tan! In fact,

no matter where you go in PCB, you'll find

great value on a tight budget. There's a wide

variety of cool (and inexpensive) activities,

such as beach volleyball, wind surfing and

para-sailing. Check out the

numerous free activities

sponsored by hotels such as

the Holiday Inn SunSpree,

Ramada, Days Inn and the

Boardwalk Beach Resort.

Whether you're working on

your tan or checking out the

mobile scenery, you'll never

get bored on this beach.

When the sun goes down,

PCB gets even hotter. Two
of the largest nightclubs in

the world -Spinnaker and

Club La Vela -are located

here and scores of smaller

clubs line the beach. Music

ranges from classic rock to

acid grunge and techno-

jungle to country. Name the kind of music

you like and you'll find it in PCB.

You'll also discover food for all tastes and

budgets in PCB. Whether you crave a huge

seafood buffet or a submarine sandwich, you

I

can stay within your budget and eat in your

bathing suit. All restaurants honor the

beach's mandatory dress code, casual.

One of the best things about Spring Break in

Panama City Beach is -believe it or

not-the police. You can

party on the beach and

the local cops are

really cool. In fact, they

are so cool here, some
cops actually have been

seen welcoming stu-

dents. (Hard to

imagine...but it has

happened. It means that

the city really wants

Breakers to come and

have fun.)

So why sit »n front of the

tube and watch it happen,

when you can be part of the tun? There

are 18,000 hotel rooms, but they are filling

fast. Call 1 -800-PCBEACH or cruise the

Panama City Beach Web site at

http://wvvw.travelfile.com/get7pcbeach

to find out more.

/few O.^.

We know what subjects really interest students:

27 miles of white sand beaches, crystal-clear

waters, hot night life, cool parties, great fishing,

tennis, golf, volleyball, tasty food, and affordable

accommodations You'll find them all here on

Panama City Beach, Florida Which puts us at the

head of the class for Spring Break destinations

for a free Spnng Break Giade, call UOO-KMACH

or write to Panama City Beach Convention and

Visitors Bureau, PO Box 9473, Panama Crty Beach,

R. 32417

Panama City Beach

7%
• • i • «

800 PCBEACI

,*^
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Your Party Package
includes all this stuff:

• Gulf front accommodations •

• Next door to the Super Clubs •

• Witd activities, FREE entertainment

• Pootside giveaways, FREE Passes •
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Get A Great 3eacr\ Attitude At

€* i

9900 5. TFiomaa Drhe

Rinam* City 0e»ch,

FlofUa 32406
Reservations:

1-dOO-fi74-6667

orfw:904-233-d471

Grc«f R«fes
iffrtiwj »t

center of aii the fvn

Furnished Kitchenettes
p«fjo overtaking the avif

c?we TV Beochside Motel
10710 Wa&i Highway 9fi

Panama City Beach. Flortefa 32407

d^ I VI (90*1 234-3997
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A/atr/ on PanamaCn^fttch rules'. Right next door to Harpoon Harry's and
Hooter's, and dangerously close to Spinnaker and Club La Vela, and all the

best restaurants and shops. Chateau is really the #/ choicefor your break'.

From just SI49 a week There are other deals toofor 4, 5, &6 night packages.

Just call usfor details, or visit our web site: chateau-motelcom.

tStrtm night ftkift K—m trith J ktdi Hdird .* quid ntufdicy Stmt rtttrulttm dffly Our pjrkimf /xu ftr ntm

1-800-874-8826 www. chateau-motel, com
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SANDPIT
BEACON

tA-ya PERWEEK
*KR PERSON!

'tg^^

2 OUTDOOR POOLS
1 INDOOR POOL

HUCE BEACH FRONT HOT TUB'
VOLLEYBALL SAILBOATS JIT

SKIS

HOAAE Of THE WORLDS-
LONGEST KEG PARTY

PARASAILS RESTAURANT
TIKI BAR BEACH PARTIES

ENTERTAINMENT
SUITES UPT0 10 PEOPLE

KITCHENETTES W/MICROWAVES
DISCOUNTS TO AREA CLUBS

AND ATTRACTIONS'

CAU FOR PFTAUS

CALL 1-800 874-8828

FOR FREE INFO!
WWW SANDPIPf RBEACON COM

Go International!

Cancun is the most popular international

Spring Break destination. This year, a

record number of Spring Breakers are

expected to hit the beaches. There is

never a dull moment in Cancun, whether

under the water or inside one of its siz-

zling mega-nightclubs. You can always find

something fun to do in Cancun.

Be a Beach Bum

Cancun's beaches are famous for their

powdery white sand and the calm waters

of Bahia de Mujeres. On the eastern

shore, the playful Caribbean Sea also

offers extraordinary beaches. It's a long

trek for a beach bum to see all of

Cancun's beaches. Try it!

\Ja
STUDENT EXPRESS. INC
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HURRY* LIMITED OFFER!
SPACE SELLING FAST

1.88B.787.3787
FREE eaxlasts, I unches and Dinners.
FREE Cover Charges and Express entry.

f FREE UM, .i i l',,i up.

FREE Mexico Pub Crawls.
FREE I Shirt
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www.studentexppess.com H

Ruin Your

Day

Chichen Itza,

Tulu and Coba
are just a few

archeological

ruins that make
great day trips

while in

Cancun. Visit

the Temple of

the Jaguars and

the Cenote or

Sacred Well,

which was the

main location of

Mayan sad0
fices of virgfoM

and children.

There are

numerous tour

operators in

Cancun that

can take care of

all the arrange-

ments.

Shop! Shop! Shop! Drop!

You can literally shop till you drop in

Cancun. There are numerous plazas,

shopping centers and open markets in

Cancun-Flamingo Plaza, Kukulkan

Plaza, Plaza Lagunas, Plaza Caracol's,

and Ki-Huic Market. You can always find

great deals on Mexican crafts, silver,

sportswear and even designer clothing.

Do Something Different

Experience a bull fight. They

occur every Wednesday
afternoon at 3:30 p.m. in

Cancun. You can enter the

bull ring and view many other

Mexican traditions.

Whatever you like to do, you can find it

in Cancun.

For more information on Cancun and

accommodations, call the Caribbean

Jburism Organization at 212-682-0435.
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South Padre is the center of the party uni-

verse during Spring Break '97. And, if that's

not enough, you can salsa on down to Mexico

for a spicy taste of night life south of the

border. South Padre Spring Break * as hot as

it gets! ^B

Mega-fun, mini-bucks
This year, the annual Spring Break party wilr?

be better than ever. More than 1 25,000 book \

weary, but cost conscious, college students

will make the southern migration to the sunny

beaches of the always popular and value-

packed South Padre Island.

Hotels, condos,

motels and restaurants in South Padre Island

pride themselves on their reasonable rates.

(See the following page for hot spots to

crash.Pj

There will also be will be lots of activities

—

volleyball championships, Hoops for Hope
basketball tournament, sand castle competi-

tions and loads of free promos, such as T-

shirts, sunglasses, hats and cold drinks.

South Padre even has a free trolley system-

"the Wave '-to get you around the island. You

won't need to take out another student loan

to have a good time here.

Two -nation vacation

Don't forget South Padre's

only 25 miles from Mexico.

Spring Break visitors will

enjoy the colorful amb*

ance of nearby

Matamoros. Along with

bright serapes. silver

jewelry, leather goods

and hand-woven blan-

kets, Matamoros

features some of the

hottest fajitas and

coldest drinks along the border.

Customs is pretty laid back and proof of

citizenship in the form of a driver's license

normally suffices. Driving across the border

into Mexico is legal, but be sure to carry proof

of insurance in your car. If you get into a

fender bender in Mexico, you are "guilty until

proven innocent" under Mexican law. Due to

recent changes in Mexican law, "mordida" (a

bribe) is not recommended, so just go with

the flow and be careful.

Gateway to South Padre Island

Harlingen's Valley International Airport offers

the most convenient way to get to South

Padre Island. American, Continental, South-

west and _

Conquest

Airlines all

service

Hariingen.

So, fly and

spend your

time on

the beach,

not in the car

Check us out on the Net

Surf South Padre Island's World Wide Web
site (http://www.sopadre.com) and check out

this year's Spring Break action. With hot shots

and cool contests, it's your link to the never

ending fun. You could also win a trip for two to

South Padre Island. In fact, lots of grqat stuff

is given away every week. Or, call

toll-free 1-800-SO-PADRE for

more information. t

SPRING BREAK
800 SOPAD

SURF THE NET I&|
FIND AZTEC TEX ON THE WEB
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Breakers that Know How to Break...

Break at the Best... Let's Party!!!
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Take A Break. ..It's Spring Break!

Blast Off for the Holidays at the

"Best" Beachside Inn.

motAo^:

if

Radisson.

Spring Break &
Coca-Cola

Party
Headquarters

| Located on ton acres

beachfront
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SUM
Trying to decide where to go for Spring

Break? Go surfing. ..on the net.

Many of the most popular

Spring Break desti-

nations have mul-

tiple pages on a

variety of Web
sites. (Info is

literally like

everywhere!)

The sites list

information

on the

region,

activities,

tourist

attractions,

local

hotels and

nightclubs.

There are

also Spring ^
Break Web |
sites that are not

destination specific,

such as http://

www.springbreak.com/. Many sites

also throw in juicy beach pictures to

entice you to come to their sunny

location.

Each January, destinations start listing

their local Spring Break events, such

as what concerts are happening,

which corporate sponsors are ^
coming and where you can find

the traditional beach beauty

contests. Don't worry if you're searching

Ka

THIS!
for wet T-shirt contests, you can find

them on the Web. too. Below is a list of

web sites for popular Spring Break

locations. Surf at your

leisure...remember this list is only a

start...

Cancun
http://www.cancun.com/

http://www.studentexpress.com

http://www.iminet.com/mexico/

cancun.html

Daytona Beach
http://www.localdaytona.com

http://www.daytonabreak.com

http://

www.daytonachamber.com

f Florida

http://florida.com/fl_fact.htm

http://www.goflorida.com/

http://orchid-isle.com/fl/flcounty.htm

Fort Lauderdale
http://www.co.broward.fl.us/

sunny.htm

http ://q.paradise.net/online/

http://www.ftlauderdale.com

Panama City Beach
http://interoz.com/springbreak/

http://www.travelfile.com/get7pcbeach

http://pc.gulfnet.com/baycounty.htm

South Padre Island
http://www.sopadre.com

http://www.io.com/~iaa/spimain.htm

http://www.studentexpress.com
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A Smashing

Evening

Then dive into free Internet aceess with ARST WorldNefService*
Thisisa limited-time oiler, so call now: 1 800 654-0471, ext..\2189
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With "alternative"

rock on its death-
bed, the Smashing
Pumpkins proved
last night at the
Mullins that they
deserve to live on
(See Arts & Living,

P 5).

Hokie

Polcie

m
Crystal Carroll

and the women's
basketball team
face Virginia Tech
on the road tonight

in Atlantic 10
action (see Sports,

page 10).

WORLD

U.S. to aid post-

Castro Cuba?

WASHINGTON (AP) — Cuba
can expect considerable financial

assistance from the United States

and other members of the inter-

national community after

President Fidel Castro is no
longer in power, according to a

Clinton administration report

due out today.

The administration was
required to present the report,

titled "Support for a Democratic

Transition in Cuba," by last year's

Helms-Burton Act; which impos-

es U.S. sanctions on foreign com-
panies operating in Cuba with

assets of U.S. citizens seized by

the communist government.
The Washington Post and The

Miami Herald reported in yester-

-day's editions that the report

estimates the first six years of

post-Castro transition would cost

between $4 billion and S8 bil-

lion, with the "predominant"
share coming from the United

States.

The report was drafted by the

Agency for International

Development, with assistance

from other agencies.

NATION

Clinton proposes more
assistance tor students

WASHINGTON (AP) — Poorer

students would get more help

with their college expenses
under a Clinton administration

education budget proposal.

The plan calls for expanding
Pell grants and increasing fund-

ing from the current $2,700 per

student per year to $3,000, con-

gressional and administration
sources said Monday. The
money to pay for the proposal

would be raised by shifting funds

from a tuition tax credit plan the

administration had proposed
earlier.

Critics, including some House
Republicans, had said the tax

plan would benefit middle-
income families at the expense
of poorer ones.

President Clinton was to dis-

cuss the proposal at news con-

ference today
The plan is part of a larger

budget proposal for fiscal 1998
that would raise federal educa-

tion spending to $29 billion, up
from $26 3 billion this year.

The Pell grant plan modifies a

proposal to make college tuition

more affordable by offering fam-

ilies tax credits of up to $1,500 a

year for the first two years of col-

lege. Clinton had dubbed the

credits "HOPE Scholarships."
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Grades, schedules, financial aid

now listed on WISE web page
By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

Using Web Information Systems for

Everyone (WISE), University of

Massachusetts at Amherst and Boston

students can now access their sched-

ules, grades, financial aid awards and

bills using desktop computers.

"We want to make it easy for stu-

dents to access all the services they get

(at Whitmore) without having to come
in and wait in line," saiH R. Flak

Dinenno. a University Information

Systems employee who works on the

WISh project.

A combined project of the

University Information Systems and

the Office of the Amherst
Undergraduate Registrar, WISH uti-

lizes software developed at the

University of Delaware to allow stu-

dents to obtain information from
Whitmore's IBM 3090 Mainframe
using the World Wide Web and either

Netscape version 2.0 or above or

Microsoft's Internet Explorer.

Students can get to WISH through

the UMass" home page
(www.umass.edu) by selecting student

information, through the registrar's

office home page (www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu). or at

http://wise.umassp.edu.

The students need their UMass
Personal Identification Number (PIN)

to access their grades and other infor-

mation.

"Some students were concerned
about privacy, but without your PIN
you can't get your grades, so the sys-

tem is very secure," said Abdi Ali. an

undergraduate student running the

WISE demonstration in the Whitmore
lobby this week.

In addition, all the transmissions

from the students' computers to the

SUN Sparc 5 server are encrypted

with Secure Sockets Layer Encryption

to prevent anyone from obtaining stu-

dents' records over the World Wide
Web.

"It's the best encryption in the

industry right now," said University

Information Systems Technical

Support Analyst Howell Lee.

"We've taken all the reasonable pre-

cautions," added lames A. Conz. an

employee of the UMass President's

Office

Last semester, only students' sched-

ules and addresses were available on

WISE. According to Conz, grades,

financial aid and billing information

are not the last services to be added.

"In the future, more and more
applications are being developed for

WISE," Conz said. "The possibilities

are endless."

Some applications UMass students

may see in the future include informa-

tion on forms needed from them by

the Financial Aid Office, the ability to

pay UMass bills over the Internet with

credit cards. ta,x information for

UMass employees, changes of address,

room* requests, transcripts with degree

audits, some kind of on-line registra-

tion and information on credits for

transfer classes.

"Overall, I think people are really

interested and excited about it because

it's very easy to access," said Ali, who
estimated about 50 students had trieu

WISE yesterday at the demonstration

computers in the Whitmore lobby.

Conz said there were over 4,000

accesses to WISE yesterday alone. "I

definitely wish we had this when I was

a student," he said.

Ethics questions for Clinton nominees
By John King

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Republicans are pressing Cabinet

nominees Rodney Slater and Alexis Herman about their

involvement in President Clinton's re-election campaign
while also working for the government.

They see potential for a confirmation fight in Herman's

case in the wake of fresh disclosures about her work on
White House political activities, a top Senate COP lead-

ership aide said Monday. The Senate Labor and Human
Resources Committee has not scheduled a confirmation

hearing lor Herman, the nominee to be labor secretary.

While the White House voiced fresh support for her on

Monday, two friends with senior administration jobs

described her as nervous about her confirmation
prospects.

In contrast. Slater, Clinton's pick for transportation

secretary, is to appear today before the Senate
Commerce. Science and Transportation Committee, and

his confirmation was described by several Republican

aides as all but assured.

However, committee aides have alerted Slater to be

ready for questions about his work for Clinton's presiden-

tial campaigns and also perhaps his role in generating

black voter turnout in Clinton's campaigns for Arkansas

governor. He is the federal highway administrator.

Meanwhile. Rep. Dan Burton tR-Ind i asked Clinton

Pumpkinmania
Bonafide rock star Billy Corgan led the Smashing Pumpkins through

an eventful evening at the Mullins Center (See full review, page 5).

Turn to NOMINEES page 2

In days since re-election
,

Rep. Olver busy with sub-

committees , awards }
bets

Halogen lamps pose dorm room danger

By Mark McGfoth
Collegian Staff

By Mark McGrath
Collegian Staff

In last November's elections. Rep.

lohn Olver (D-Mass.). propelled by

the University of Massachusetts and

Amherst communities, held on to

defeat challenger lane Swift

(R-North Adams), retaining his seat

in the U.S. House of

Representatives.

In the short period of time since

the election. Olver has continued
with the type of work that has

helped to establish his popularity in

western Massachusetts

Keeping U.S. currency

American
The most visible of

Olver's efforts in

lanuary was his crusade

to preserve the integrity

of American currency
and in the process to

save Crane & Co.. the

Massachusetts based
paper producer who has

been manufacturing and
supplying U.S. currency

paper for the past 100
years.

The Treasury
Department i» attempt-

ing to subsidize foreign competition

in the U.S. Currency Department.

According to a press release, the

plan would include buying equip-

ment from foreign companies, pro-

viding them with payment up front.

guaranteeing a long term contract

and relaxing the standards for cur-

rency paper.

Olver is concerned no' only with

the business that would be lost in

Massachusetts, but with the quality

of paper that would be produced by

foreign competitors. In addition, a

precedent could be set with the shift

away from American producers and
toward competing markets.

"It is unconscionable that the fed-

eral government might circumvent

the law in an attempt to offer a spe-

cial deal to a foreign company,"
Olver said in a press release. "The
law is clear. There cannot be a for-

eign-owned U.S.-based supplier of

currency paper if there is an
American-owned, U.S. -based sup-

plier available."

Olver's intervening steps have
included meetings with Larry Rolfus.

the director of the Bureau of

Engraving and Printing, and
Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin, as

well as sessions with the workers at

COUICJAN mi *MOTO

John Olver

Crane & Co. in Dalton.

In a letter to Rolfus. Olver
expressed concerns regarding the

security of American currency if it

were to be given to the foreign com-
petitor, citing the fact that their sam-

ples are not required to meet the

current specifications. Olver main-

tains that sub-standard samples
could mean that final product mav
not measure up.

In addition. Olver is considering

sponsoring new legislation that

would make it harder for foreign

companies to become involved if) the

U.S. currency market.

House
Appropriations

Committee
In December, Olver-

was named a member
of the most powerful
committee in the

House, the

Appropriations
Committee for the

105th Congress.
Sitting on the commit-

tee, his role will be to

help establish spending

priorities for the 13

subcommittees, which
range from Agriculture

Health and Human
Resources and Education.

Additionally, Olver will sit on two
of those subcommittees, the

Transportation and Military

Construction Subcommittees.

As a member of the

Transportation subcommittee, he is

in a position where he will be able to

secure public funds for transporta-

tion projects in Massachusetts and
will help dictate the direction of fed-

erally funded highway projects over

the coming years.

"As a member of the

Transportation Subcommittee, I will

be in an important role as the advo-

cate for transportation projects for the

First District," Olver said. "Through

my position, I intend to ensure that

Western and Central Massachusetts

receive their fair share when it comes

to transportation dollars."

The Military Construction
Subcommittee deals with military

housing and facilities worldwide
OlveT said that he will make sure all

of our military personnel will be

properly housed.

"As the defenders of our nation,

our servicemen and women deserve

quality facilities," Olver said.

Turn to CXVIR. page 3

The University of Massachusetts Oflice oj

I nvironmental Health and Safety has begun a campaign

to educate students on the potential dangers associated

with the use of halogen lamps.

According to David I. Beaudin, the Universiu I

Prevention officer, the campaign will include public edu-

cation programs and the distribution of posters and
brochures throughout residence halls.

Halogen lamps have become popular in college donni

tones because of their simple design and space saving

construction, as well as the high amount* of light thev

produce.

The potential for danger was realized by the L Ma»«

community last semester when the first halogen

lamp-related fire on campus was reported in Coolidge

Residence Hall. The incident occurred when a po-tcr

came too close to the top of the lamp.

"|The concern) has been out there for awhile, but the

price of the lamps has come down," Beaudin said, explain

ing why the dangers of the lamps are only now heiin

with. "They are economical for students who want to add

something to their room."

According to Ed Mientka, Campus Safety and I ire

Prevention Services manager, the lamps can heat up to

1200 degrees— hot enough to set paper ablaze within a

matter of seconds.

The dangers of halogen lamps in dormitorv n

include, but are not limned to. hanging posters and tapes-

tries, blowing curtains and drying clothes. Due to space

limitations in the rooms, these dangers occur with a

greater frequcn.

Asked whether Environmental Health and Safety would

attempt to impose a residence hall ban on halogen lamps

similar to the ones on candle* and incense. Beaudin said

thai it would not be ncce*-

"Thev are one of those things that can be used safely."

Beaudin said. "They re nice lamps This is more of an edu-

cational campaign."

lohn Kinchla. senior plant and -oil etabSM major,

mM that he was aware that halogen lamps posed a danger

and remarked. "One time I noticed |a halogen lamp]

cooking a bug on top
"

Glenna Dyffy. a freshman women's studies major, it

glad to own and use a halogen lamp in her room.

"The lighting in the room sucks, the lamp* are cheap

and thev light up the whole room." Duffy said "They're

like I 2 bucks Arid they don't take up that much room
"

Michelle Medico, a freshman Italian major from
Orchard Hill, noted the prevalence of halogen lamps on

her floor

"There * like six people that have them." Medico said.

To use halogen lamps safclv. I nvironmental Health and

Safety recommend* keeping them out of areas in which

thev could be easilv knocked over, keeping them at least

It* inches from walls and away from curtains and bunk

beds, and keeping the power as low as possible and -hut-

ting the lamps off when leaving the room

to Labor.

ANG VO CCXKGIAN

Stormy Mess
Monday night's storm brought a slippery mess to the pioneer valley, causing delays for many on the first

day of classes.
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Wednesday, Jan. 29

Music — The Five College Learning in Retirement

Program will sponsor Nigel Coxe on Masterpeices of

Piano Literature at Amherst College's Buckley Recital

Hall from 10 a.m.-noon. The program is free and open to

the public.

Meeting — Amnesty International will hold a General

Meeting in 91 1 Campus Center at 7 p.m.

Meeting — Athletes in Action will hold a weekly meet-

ing at 9 p.m. in the fifth floor lounge of Washington

Residence Hall.

Religious — To celebrate the Yarhtzeit of Rebbetzin

Chaya Mushka Schneerson, a special one-time class for

married couples will be held at the Chabad House at 8

p.m. It is free and open to the public.

Friday. |an. 31

Religious — A Welcome Back Shabbat will be held at

the Chabad House at 6 p.m. A meal will follow the ser-

vice.

Meeting — The Alliance Christian Fellowship will hold

its weekly Time Out Fellowship meeting at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center. This week, Worship and speaker Rev.

Dave Berman on the Refreshing Life.

Monday, Feb. 3

Auditions — The University Chorale needs a few good

men (particularly basses), and women too. Auditions will

be held from 3-5 p.m. or by arrangement. Call 545-4313

for more information.

Tuesday, Feb. 4

Meeting — The Ski Club will hold its first general

meeting of the semester at 7 p.m. in Earthfoods.

Members can get deals on tuning, waxing and lift passes

for $30. For more info, call 545-3437.

Wednesday, Feb. 5

Community Ser\>ice — The UMass Community Service

Program is sponsoring its annual Spring Volunteer Fair

today from 1 1 a.m. - I p.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium. Over 40 local service agencies will be on

hand to discuss opportunities to volunteer or participate

in internships. Any questions, call 545-3327.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry Society will hold its first

meeting of the semester at 7 p.m. in room 917 of the

Campus Center. New members are always welcome. For

more information, call Tim at 546-0562.

Meeting — Have you ever done theatre or always want-

ed to? If so. then the UMass Theatre Guild wants you!

Come to our first meeting of the semester at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center. Many artistic positions are available for

the spring shows. Fame and Heidi Chronicles. Audition

information will be available. Call the UMTG office at

545-04 1 5 or Tare 546-2 1 04 for more information.

Notices

Orientation — Orientation tours for the W.E.B.
DuBois Library will be held on Ian 29-31 and Feb. 3-7.*

The tours will leave from the Entrance lobby at 10:30

a.m. and 2:30 p.m. daily. We encourage you to come,
visit and get to know the library.

Internships — Internships are available working on
Earth Day, Hunger, Recycling and Clean Air. Call

Melanie at MassPIRG. 545-0199 or stop by the office at

423-A Student Union Building.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

in south Amhers: will provide rides to church. Pick up is

at 9:40 a.m. on campus. Call Mark at 253-0361 for more
information.

Support group — Overeaters Anonymous, a group of

individuals who share an addiction to food and suffer

from compulsive eating and other eating disorders, will

hold weekly meetings on Saturdays at 10 a.m. in the

Campus Center. The only requirement for membership is

the desire to stop eating. There are no dues or fees.

Donations arc strictly voluntary. For more info, call

(617)641-2303.

Astronomy — The Amherst Area Amateur
Astronomers Association will hold free public planetari-

um shows at 4 p.m. every Saturday in February at

Amherst College Bassett Planetarium. Appropriate for all

ages. Dates: Feb. 1,8, 15, 22. For information, call Tom
Whitney at 256-6234.

Community — The Hampshire County Women, Infant

and Children (WIC) Program has opened a new office

serving the greater Amherst area, on 150 Fearing St.,

Amherst. Hampshire County WIC is a supplemental food

and nutrition program serving eligible pregnant, breast-

feeding and postpartum women and their infants and

children under age 5. For more information, call

(413)584-3591.

Dance — Cajun Dancing and Appalachian clogging

beginner lessons will be offered on Sunday evenings from

6- 7 p.m. at 132 Elm St.. Westfield. Partners are not

needed and all ages are welcome. No prior dance experi-

ence is necessary. Classes are instructed by Maple Run.

and non- profit dance group that performs at fairs and

community functions. For more information, contact |o

Sarnelli at (413)746-9067.
Film — The interdepartmental program in film studies

is offering its fourth annual Multicultural Film Festival:

"Emigres, Exiles and Sojourners in Contemporary
Cinema" this spring. Screenings and discussions with

directors and faculty will be held on Wednesday evenings.

231 Herter Hall at UMass and Stirn Auditorium at

Amherst College, at 7 p.m. The first event will be When
Mother Comes Home for Christmas, a documentary by

Nilita Vachani (Sri Lanka/Greece, 1995) on Feb. 25. For

a full schedule, watch for brochures and posters at the

beginning of February, or check out our webpage:
www.umass.edu/film.

Film studies — Interested in earning a certificate in

film studies? Take 18 credits in film and video courses

and receive a film studies certificate (equivalent to a

minor). Sign up at the beginning of the spring semester in

the interdepartmental program in film studies office, 101

South College. Call 545-3659 or see webpage:
www.umass.edu/film for more information.

Language — Casa Latina. the Center for Community
Education and Culture, will conduct an 8-week
Functional Spanish course, beginning February 18 at 7

p.m. in Northampton. Tuition is $260. Students will be

divided into three small groups: beginners, intermediate

and advanced. Classes will be taught by experienced lan-

guage instructors who are also native Spanish speakers.

For more information, contact lanet Gonzalez at

586-1569.

Outdoor program — Women Exploring the Outdoors
will be conducting a series of outdoor adventure pro-

grams for women who are survivors of abuse. The focus

of these day trips is to provide a comfortable environment

within which women can increase their self-confidence,

establish safe boundaries and experience their strength in

the company of other survivors. All ages, abilities and lev-

els of experience are welcome. Programs scheduled are:

Snowshoeing on Sunday. |an. 26. 8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m.,

cost $25: A Day Hike in the Pioneer Valley on Sunday.

April 13. 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.. cost $20; and Low and
High Ropes Course on Sunday. May 4. 8:30 a.m.-4:30

p.m., cost $50. The cost for all three programs is $85.

"Snowflakes are one of nature's most fragile things,

but just look what they can do when they stick together."

-Vesta M. Kelly

Sorority Rush

'97

February 1 st - 6th

Information session - Wednesday,

January 29th

6:30 -8:30 in Campus Center.

Registration: This week in

Campus Center Concourse

All University Women Welcome

Campus Police Log
Annoying Behavior

Ian. 27
Housing Staff at Mary Lyon Residence Hall report-

ed threatening behavior by a resident.

I

Burglary/ Breaking and Entering

Ian. 21

A door was found pried open in Washington
Residence Hall. Nothing was reported stolen from

the room.

Health/Safety Hazard

Ian. 21

There was a report from Dickinson Residence Hall

that a water pressure valve was leaking. The Physical

Plant was notified.

Ian. 23
A propane tank on a fork lift was reported leaking.

Environmental Health and Services was notified.

The odor of gas was reported coming from the

Campus Center Building. Environmental Health and

Services was notified.

Larceny

Ian. 22
An individual reported a stolen wallet from

Memorial Hall.

Ian. 23
An air bag was stolen from a vehicle in parking lot

79.

An individual from Baker Hall was reported to

have stolen items from a vending machine.

Motor Vehicle Theft

Ian. 27
A vehicle that was reported stolen from North

Village was recovered in Boston.

Vandalism

fan. 27
A resident's room door was vandalized in Grayson

Residence Hall.

Windows were smashed in a vehicle parked in

parking lot 33 on University Drive.

nominees
continued from page 1

on Monday to keep White House counsel Bruce Lindsey

from being allowed to collect fund-raising documents for

congressional investigators because he participated in a

meeting that is part of the inquiry.

"I would have preferred to resolve this matter without

the necessity of requesting your assistance," Burton,

chairman of the House Government Reform and
Oversight Committee, said in a letter to the president.

"However. I believe it is important that potential con-

flicts of interest are avoided at the outset."

White House special counsel Lanny Davis had no
immediate comment on Burton's request. Before he left

the administration recently, former presidential counsel

lack Quinn told Burton he did not believe Lindsey had a

conflict of interest and should not be removed from doc-

ument collecting.

The White House supplied a stack of documents last

week about Herman's political activities while serving as

director of the White House public liaison office, and

committee Republicans are likely to submit written ques-

tions to her before settling on any hearing timetable.

Among the areas of GOP interest are Herman's rela-

tionship with |ohn Huang, a former Commerce
Department official and Democratic fund-raiser at the

center of investigations about questionable campaign
contributions from non-citizens and companies with for-

eign interests.

Also, Republicans are eager to explore Herman's role

in arranging coffees and other receptions at which cam-

paign contributors and potential supporters were invited

into the White House to meet with Clinton.

At one such meeting, disclosed by the White House

last week, banking industry leaders were given extraordi-

nary access to Clinton. Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin

and the government's top banking regulator. Comptroller

of the Currency Eugene Ludwig, who said he would not

have attended had he known the event was organized by

the Democratic National Committee.

Several GOP sources said Herman probably would

receive a detailed written questionnaire about her politi-

cal activities before any confirmation timetable is consid-

ered.

"Everything depends on how long the review of this

new material takes," said |oe Karpinski. a spokesman for

the committee chairman. GOP Sen. lames leffords of

Vermont.

"The president has strong support for the excellent

nominee he's put forward for secretary of labor." White

House press secretary Mike McCurry said Monday when

asked about the nomination. Herman and Slater coau-

thored a strategy for winning black voters that, among
other things, urged Clinton to court community leaders

and activists by inviting them to White House receptions

and events. Both Herman and Slater are black.

CoTTi
Hy hsled TheThe place and time for the UMass hockey game vs. Merrimack College w

game takes place at 7 pun. at UMass.

The time for the UMass uteri's basketball game was incorrectly listed. The game starts at 2 p.m

The date for the US dub Tour '97 at Pearl Street was incorrectly printed. The event takes place on
Saturday. Feb. 22.

The Collegian regrets thesf errors.

Local Institute gets grants to continue studies
Olver

By Tomar Carroll

Collegian Staff

The Institute for Science and
Interdisciplinary Studies (ISIS) in

Amherst has recently been awarded
two grants to continue their work
with Multiple Chemical Sensitivity

(MCS) disorder.

Karen Sutherland, director of ISIS'

MCS Initiative, said "ISIS has been
working to help MCS victims and
increase understanding of this devas-

tating but little-known condition for

four years. We are very encouraged by

this local recognition of their plight."

Multiple Chemical Sensitivity is a

chronic, multi-symptom disorder in

which people who have been exposed

to toxic chemicals develop sensitivities

to common everyday chemicals such

as exhausts, pesticides, fragrances and
cleaning products.

MCS sufferers may experience
headaches, thinking disorders, asth-

ma, fatigue, gastro-intestinal disor-

ders, emotional volatility and body
aches and pains as a result of very

low-level exposure to these common
chemicals.

These severe reactions to the chem-

icals often restrict the lives of MCS
sufferers. In severe cases, the MCS
sufferer may be constricted to their

house and unable to visit with family

and friends who carry these chemicals

on them.

"In every single way you can think

of, it effects your life. I am unable to

go places and cut off from family and

friends," said Sutherland, who was

diagnosed with MCS in 1991. "I can't

work in a normal building, I have to

watch my diet, and make my home
safe."

There is currently no cure for MCS
sufferers, although a program of

avoidance of chemicals and supple-

mentation to restore normal body
functions can ease symptoms and help

patients lead more normal lives.

"That's why education is so impor-

tant," said Sutherland.

Sutherland also stressed the

increasing prevalence of the disorder,

citing a recent study that reported that

7 percent of the general population in

California had fully developed MCS.
The first grant ISIS received is from

the Environmental Protection Agency

under its Environmental Justice

Program and will be used for public

and professional education about

MCS in Hampden and Hampshire
counties.

Sutherland and the MCS Initiative

have outlined four target areas: pre-

vention of MCS in the schools, finding

safe housing for people with MCS.
education of health professionals,

including school nurses and psycholo-

gists and education of the public.

ISIS has also been awarded a

$6,000 grant from the Community
Foundation of Western
Massachusetts. This grant will be used

to develop a research center which

will house information on MCS and

bring MCS sufferers together with

researchers, health professionals, ser-

vice agencies and other citizens to

explore new ways of prevention and

treatment of MCS.
ISIS, which is located on the cam-

pus of Hampshire College, is an inde-

pendent science institute. In addition

to writing books and magazine arti-

cles, ISIS staff conduct a series of

educational seminars on how science

relates to society and how science can

be better and more helpful to people.

The most recent seminar was held

|an. 23 at the University ' of

Massachusetts Campus Center and

featured Chancellor David K. Scott.

ISIS is currently involved with sev-

eral other projects, including the

clean-up of toxic waste at the

Westover Air Fofbe Base in Chicopee,

work with the Secoya of rainforest

Ecuador to cope with oil development

and research into quantum teleporta-

tion and human genomes.

"ISIS is a very good place to work

on ways to make science better." said

ISIS Director Herbert Bernstein.

"We're both a think tank and an

action tank. That's what's so good

about it."

For more information on the MCS
Initiative, including wlunteer oppor-

tunities, call (413) 536-8059.

continued from page 1

The Appropriations Committee is

nothing new for Olver, who served

on the Foreign Operations and the

Treasury, Postal Services

Subcommittees during the 103rd

Congress.

Starting the home fires

With the coldest of colds starting

to inflict many regions of the United

States, Olver joined a bipartisan

coalition in signing a letter urging

President Clinton to release $420
million in emergency contingency

Low-Income Heating Assistance

Program (LIHEAP) funds.

With the costs of energy skyrock-

eting, many families will be having a

difficult time keeping themselves

warm this winter, which has been

especially cold in many areas of the

country.

The money contained in the

LIHEAP fund is allocated for use in

these circumstances, and consists of

the $300 million appropriated for

this year and $120 million rolled

over from the previous year. It can

be freed up at the President's discre-

tion and must be used for the pur-

pose for which it was intended.

The letter, signed by 149 members

of Congress, thanks Clinton for free-

ing $180 million last year and urges

him to use the fund again this year,

citing statistics which indicate the

level to which low-income families

are being strained.

"With the cost of heating oil

rapidly rising in New England, it is

essential that we ensure that families

are not forced to choose between

heat and food this winter." Olver

urged.

|ohn -The Deficit Hawk" Olver

In mid-lanuary, Olver received

some recognition for his

deficit-reducing work during second

session of the 104th Congress. Along

with Rep. Richard Neal

(D-Springfield), Olver was recog-

nized by the Concord Coalition, a

non- partisan grassroots organiza-

tion that advocates deficit reduction,

a balanced budget, and fiscal respon-

sibility.

"The Concord Coalition is one of

the most respected organizations in

the nation," Olver said in a press

release. "This recognition is a clear

sign that I am making the right

choices in my quest to balance the

federal budget."

The recognition came in the form

of the 1996 Deficit Hawk Award
and his naming to the organization's

Honor Roll, both of which reflect

the congressman's earnest desire to

restore a financial balance in the

country. Acknowledging that

Congress has to make many tough

decisions, Olver says he is proud "to

be helping to put our nation on the

right fiscal path."

Squeezing the cheese

Proving that he has not lost touch

witn the citizens he represents,

Olver showed his support for the

Super Bowl- bound New England

Patriots by engaging in a friendly

wager with his friends in the

Wisconsin delegation.

Taking part in a tradition that has

become common in championship

qualifying areas. Olver and his fel-

low Massachusetts representatives

staked some of the state's tastiest

treats on the local team.

If the Patriots had won, Olver and

friends would have been eating fine

cheese and bratwurst for dinner this

week. However, since they lost. the.

Wisconsin representatives are enjoy-*

ing regional delicacies such as clam

chowder. Mill City Beer. Indian pud-

ding. Cape Cod potato chips. Boston

creme pies, Portuguese soup and

Harbor Suites chocolates, along with

Olver's contribution, apple cider

doughnuts.

The Collegian News
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Annual Annex Experience
juan Concepcion, a |unior Biology major, working at the Textbook Annex to help students find the right books.

...always has room for new writers interested in

reporting on various topics of interest to [/Mass

students. Come to our office in the Campus
Center basement, or call Laura Stock. News

Editor, at 545-1762 and contribute to our news
coverage.

<L£J£&>.
The Textbook Annex will

be open

emfi nou&
for your Shopping

Convenience

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

January 28

January 29

January 30

January 31

February 1

9AM - 8PM
9AM - 8PM
9AM - 8PM
9AM - 6PM
11AM -4PM

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY
Mindfulness'
based Stress

Management
Qroup — Leom

to live fury in nSe pee

Monday-Friday February 3-7 9AM-6PM

non mI be used <r> the

iru n/intinrt ir\t nH

stress monooement

exercises.

Thisjfoop is oppropri

ate for both genera

stress rrKinojement os

wee as for assistance

in monoging stress

related mecficol drsor

dors. Group runs for

o weeks.

Mondays,

3:30 5:30 p.m.

Self-Discovery

Qroubs — Leom

to develop better social

skills; improve relo-

horrships; become

more assertive

improve connections

with others; feel more

in control of your Me;

ami cope with sadness,

ionbness, or isolation

by talcing with others

who share your con-

cerns. These groups

run for 10 weeks.

Group I Tuesdays,

3:30 5 00 p.m.

Self-Discovery

Qroubs — learn

to develop better

social skits; improve

relationships; become

more assertive;

improve connections

with others; reel more

in control of your life

and cope with sadness,

Ionbness, or isolation

by talking with others

who share your con-

cerns. These groups

run for 10 weeks.

Group II-

Wednesdays,

3 4:30 p.m.

Shuts Adult os

de Famdias
Disfuncionales— This is a therapy

group for mdhriduoB

who would ike to

understand how their

upbringing continues

to influence relation-

ships in the present.

Issues such as explor-

ing/expressing feel

mgs, developing sen

esteem ond breaking

dysfunctional patterns

ore central. Group is

held in Spanish.

Group runs for 8

weeks,

Wednesdays,

3:30 5:00 p.m.

IHIRSDAY
Men's Qroup -

If you ore a man who

has difficulty with seff

confidence, friendships,

romantic relationships,

or expressing onger

you're not atone. This

weekly discussion

group con help you

understand and over

come these problems

os group members talk

wrtn and learn horn

each other. The group

is co-led by a man and

woman and runs for 8

10 weeks

Thursdays,

4.00 5:00 p.m

All groups require a pre-group interview. For more information, or to sign up for an

interview, please call the Mental Health Division of University Health Services

H 545-2337 or stop hy 127 Hills North, M - F, 8:00 a.m. - 5 p.m.

UMass
Division of
Continuing
Education

Tons of credit undergrad

courses — in the evening!

Nearly lOOnoncredit

workshops affordable,

fun, practic.il, including

• Bartending.

•GMAT.GRE.IM&

MCAT Preparation.

For a free course catalog, call 41 3-545-0107 or e-mail

contined@admin.umass.edu

Explore our web site and see how we can help you -

http://www.umass.edu/contined/

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts Amherst

providing access to adult, nontradHlonal education for over 25 yeors

and ( HOCOLATE !

Pizza
O Come and See the MEW College Flxza

O Featuring new largar '18 Fizz**

O New L*rg*r 16 Sub* mad* with

French Br***' baked dally

O Op*n for lunch everyday.

O Your satisfaction I* guaranteed -

Your money mack on food replacement If

you are not fully satisfied.

O We promise f**t delivery to our
delivery *r**a In Amherst A Hadley.

O Come see 99 3 WHHP broadcast live

from 2-4 pm F*b. 2 -

Pl*nty of FREE GIVEAWAYS

I 50 Fearing St. Amherst
349-6098 or 549-6073

- Across from Southwest
goods & we're proud of our product.
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Overseeing the overseers

Daniel

Bodah

Occasionally an odor of corruption floats out from
behind the brightly-lit facade presented by our social

authorities and "pillars of the community
"

The authorities, however, seem less cOOCWmd that the

scent will ruin their game than a couple of rtOMli smok-

ing- up on the path behind school at MM \nd alter all.

what do they really have to fear? One or two individuals

may have to take the fall if things get really hot. but the

institutions remain, unchanged and secure.

The Standing Committee on Law Enforcement and
Development (SCOLED) is aiming for some real changes

in the way law enforcement corruption is dealt with in

Connecticut. SCOLED has presented a bill

at a hearing for the Connecticut

Legislature which, if passed, would create

a statewide Civilian Law Enforcement
Oversight Board. Introduced by

Republicans, the bill has received biparti-

san support.

Civilian oversight of police is not a radical idea. Most

of the other English-speaking populations in the world

have recourse to well-established Civilian Boards should

they complain of abuses of power by the police. The idea

is M sensible and important as any limitation of conflict

of interest.

What could be a bigger conflict of interest than allow-

ing those accused of a crime to conduct their own investi-

gation and hand down their own disciplinary actions'.'

That is how allegations of departmental corruption at

police departments are now handled in the United States.

The Civilian Oversight proposal SCOLED advances

has several features intended to provide honest-to-good-

ness impartial investigations into cases of alleged police

misconduct. The bill would create an Oversight Board
consisting of elected commissioners from each county in

Connecticut

Working groups consisting of two of these commission

ers. with a Staff Counsel, would carry out any investiga-

tions and then present recommendations to the Eull

Board for a final decision. No commissioner would work
on a case involving their home county, to avoid conflict of

interest. The Board could seek, and enforce subpoenas,

and its remedies could include job termination for offi-

cers found to have failed in the proper performance oi

their dutiaa.

There's been a lot of attention given

years to instances that prove the existence of police mis

conduct. It makes for great news, and that's educated a

lot of Americans who wont ever be on the receiving end

of an illegal baton blow that there is sometimes some-

thing awful- smelling behind the smiling blue facade of

police respectability. The middle class in the United
States is ready now for reasonable oversight of cops. The
lower classes, who've always been heavily brutalized by

the authorities, will certainly welcome any reprieve. There

are some, however, who have been objecting strenuously

to the SCOLED bill — and their objections are violent.

Mr. Ritt Goldstein, chairman and founder of SCOLED,
is finding out that challenges to the political power of the

police have a price. Goldstein claims that

he has been the subject of two assassina-

tion attempts as well as daily attacks with

toxic chemicals. According to Goldstein,

blame lies with several area police depart-

ments. Goldstein has observed police cruis-

ers spraying chemicals on his car. He has documents from

the Health Department and a private lab showing that his

home and car contain strangely high levels of toxins.

The assassination attempts claimed by Goldstein
include an incident in which his rear window was shot

out while he was in his parked car, and an incident in

which his tire blew out and was found to show signs of

deliberate cutting. What is going on here? Terrorism,

plain and simple, right here in the land of the free.

Among the items presented at the SCOLED legislative

hearing was a well-documented incident in which two
cops tried to put out a $10,000 murder contract on an

Ctivitt. Obviously, some cops in Connecticut take

attempts at making them reasonably accountable very

seriously. Perhaps d little too seriously. In the end,

though, these actions only further prove the importance

and necessity of civilian oversight of law enforcement.

The events surrounding the SCOLED bill, including

the ongoing campaign of terror against Goldstein, are

particularly important to watch because ground is being

broken in Connecticut that could eventually establish a

new national standard of civilian investigation into mis-

conduct by the authorities. The attacks on Goldstein

reveal how urgent these types of laws are. As a group
including citizens o! numerous states and other countries,

we UMau students should take this opportunity to learn

from the events in Connecticut and apply th-

at he 1

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian columnist

Stupid is as stupid does

Luke

Meredith

I was watching SportsCenter last

week when I saw Dennis Rodman
kick a cameraman in the groin in the

middle of a basketball game.
Knowing that the NBA was going to

suspend him for a long, long time,

and knowing that he's done things

like this before. I commented to my
housemates that I thought Rodman
was the stupidest man alive

My housemates thought about this

for a minute, and then said. "No.

Luke, we think you might be the stu-

pidest person alive
"

"How, do you fig-

ure that." I said.

"Everything you
do is stupid."

"Like what?"

This was probably

not the best thing to say. because
thev ve known me for a long time.

"Remember the time you got an

stoned that you decided to dance
like a leprechaun on the grass out-

side of Baker with nothing but

loafers on and broke your ankle?"

"Yeah."

"That was pretty stupid."

I'm pretty sure Rodman gets

stoned, but no broken ankles so far.

Okay, chalk one up for Dennis.

"Or what about the time m
skipped your term paper for Public

Health because it was Halloween,
and went out instead, and ended up
with a C/D in the easiest class on
campus. Remember that?"

"Yeah."

"That wasn't too bright."

I have to imagine that even
Dennis Rodman could get at least a

C in Public Health Rebound.
Rodman.
"Remember that time .you booked

up with that girl and left a message
on her machine the next day calling

her the wrong name?"
••.yeah."

too good there, schwag boy."

If you saw Rodman's TV show,

you know he doesn't have to remem-
ber women's names because appar-

ently thev flock to him in droves.

her one for the Worm.
"\nd what about the time vou

drank almost a whole
bottle of vodka and
passed out at 1:30, onlv

to resurface three

hours later throwing
piles of junk mail down

the hall yelling. 'You want vour

mail, damn it?! Take it. take it all!'"

"Oh veah ." My firing from the

dorm mailroom the next week
wasn't really a big surprise.

t

"How about when you called

na St. quarterback lake
Plummer "|im' in one of your
columns He almost won the

Heisman. you know
'

"Whatever Its pjaj |jke he'll ever

read it."

Schwag csque. Luke

"There was the time vou cooked a

whole box of ziti with only half a

pan of water. Remember'' The water

evaporated and the pasta stuck to

the pan. and you had to order
Dominos — again."

They called me "idiot-boy" for a

month after that one.

"How about when you went to

Spring Carnival up at Plymouth
State and you wore your sandals and

nothing else. Recall how cold it got.

chief"

I think Rodman gets free shoes

from Nike like every day Alright,

four for Dennis, none for me.

"You officially renounced your

status as a Patriots fan last season,

didn't you?"

"Yes."

"Not a very sharp decision, huh?"

"I guess not."

I started to see their point Maybe
Rodman wasn't so dumb after all.

Maybe I am the dumbest person
alive. I mean, my housemates made
a valid argument. My mistakes over

the past few years have been many,

which I suppose has a lot to do with

ni\ complete lavk oi common sense.

'Remember Spring Concert 1999?

You got tanked up and decided to go

crowd surfing during Blues Traveler,

and got dropped on your head Mm
call, pimp daddy."

I had had enough.

"Alright, alright. We've estab-

lished m\ stupidity. Can we move
on?"

"One last memory, and we'll he

done Remember that girl from
South East St.? Oh my goodness!"

"That was you, Romeo!" I said.

"Oh yeah."

I think I owe you an apology. Vlr

Rodman. Maybe my housemates and

I aren't as bright as we thought we
were. Stupid is as stupid does. I

guess.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian
columnist

Welcome
We currently have space for new columnists. If you are interested

in writing for the Ed/Op page, please attend an introductory meet-
ing on either Thursday Jan. 30 at 6 p.m. or Monday Feb. 3 at 7

p.m. Come prepared with a sample column. Returning writers must
attend one of these meetings as well. Ifyou have any foestions or
problems please come down to the Collegian office and talk with

Mike Burke, or call 545-1491.

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this paee are those of the individual writers

and ao not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

Whose country is this anyway?

Mark

McGrath

Last November, students all over

this campus, myself included,
seized the moment so that our
voices might be heard. We trudged

down to the Bangs Center, the

Immanuel Lutheran Church and
various other spots around
Amherst to perform what has been

called our "civic duty." We voted.

Yes, our votes were counted,
and the candidates who got the

most of them are

now sitting in

their offices dic-

tating how our
lives are going to

be for the next

couple of years. But in light of

recent revelations about the cam-
paign .financing business, one has

to wonder how our voices will

actually be heard now that the

election has gone away.

The Sew York Times recently

ran a story about Republican sea-

son ticket holders heavy cam-
paign contributors who are given

special access to politicians in

W ashington based on the fact that

they have donated at least

$250,000 to the National
Committee.

What, you may ask. are the

rewards an individual or corpora-

tion can receive for throwing
around such large amounts ,,f

money? Season ticket holders
received meetings with House and

Senate committee chairmen, lunch

with Republican Presidential

Nominee Bob Dole and House
Speaker Newt Gingrich and sup

port personnel in Washington to

help with party related requests. In

other words, they have purchased
spesial access to our government.

Current laws forbid individual

donations over a certain amount,
but leave giant loopholes in which

corporations and "committees" can

donate unlimited amounts of

money to the National Committees,

which in turn can pass the money
on to particular candidates.

Once again, the people of this

otue great country are being
forced to bear witness as their gov-

ernment buckles under the pres-

sure of Corporate America and the

money it possess.-*

It should come as no surprise

that five of the leading contribu-

tors and season ticket holder

Ihe Philip Morris Co., RIR
Nabisco. Brown/Williamson. US

Tobacco and the Tobacco Institute

The grandaddy of them all. Philip

Morris, donated $2.5 million to

politicians across the spectrum.

I've often wondered why a coun-

try of the people, for the people

and by the people would allow cer-

tain corporations to poison the

people, addict the people and kill

the people with their products. The
answer is evident.

One corporate exec-

utive admitted that his

company donated in

excess of $300,000
(more than seven
times the average

worker's salary) because he had to

keep up with his competitors, who
had given similar amounts.
Otherwise, his voice would not

have been heard. He agreed that

the system was despicable, but
couldn't offer a solution

While that story highlights the

Republican end of the spectrum,

shadv donations are hardlv limited

to the GOP
lust look at President Clinton

and the trouble he and fundraiser

lohn Huang have run into with
Asian and Asian- American cam-
paign donors. The Democrats have

already returned over $1.5 million

in donations because the sources

are of a questionable nature.

Among the donors are lohn Lee.

a Korean businessman who owns a

company which produces outdoor
elcstronic display boards.
Apparently, Lee was looking for an

American partner, and he figured

Clinton had a little power to throw-

around. A quarter of a million isn't

such a high price when the deal

will make millions. According to

I M*| company, he wasn't looking

for favors, but a backup musician.

Clinton plays sax. and the

piano-playing Lee figured it would
be fun to have the president belt

out a few tunes with him. Yep. I

believe ft' Mr Lee.

Other Clinton donors have given

monev with interests in opening up
the American markets to their POT
porations and gaining American
backing for business enterprises.

Many of the donations currently

under investigation were illegally

received from sources outside the

United States

It s bad enough that our govern-

ment has a price, but knowing that

people who don't and never have

lived here have more power over

the actions of the United States

President than American citizens

makes my stomach turn.

In the days of old. city bosses

would buy votes in order to win

elections. Since then, the corrupt

have found that buying public offi-

cials is a much more economical

and reliable method of operating.

Cut out the middle man. Politicians

win. corporations win. foreign

investors win. people lose. Rich get

richer, poor get poorer. Politicians

don't care— they've already won.

But the people of the United
States need not worry. They rocked

the vote. They made a difference.

They put in office a cast of charac-

ters over whom they, have little or

no control. There's so much money
floating around Washington that

you or I would have to be stupid to

believe that our vote carries any
amount of influence in comparison

with these corporations.

Last I remember, we the people

were taking part in a democracy, a

government exercised by its peo-

ple. Apparently the President and
House Speaker don't believe in

democracv L ntortunately, the

road to reform goes directly

through them. Clinton has pro-

posed limiting contributions from
any individual or corporation to

$100,000. but the Republicans
have strongly opposed such a plan.

Even if the Republicans would
assept. the problem would not go
away. The only answer is to take

the money out of politics, to use

tax money to finance limited cam-
paigns, in which viable candidates

receive equal access to the

American people, who in turn
could judge those candidates based

on their convictions and their abili-

tv to act as an arm the people they

represent.

Our vote may have meant noth-

ing last election, but we must not

allow the same to be said in two or

four years. Support candidates and
political action groups in favor ot

overhauling the election system. If

the American people are to take

their country back, someone's
going to have to break Corporate
America's hold on the government.
And judging by Washington's
unwillingness to adapt, it's going
to have to be the voters.

Mark McGrath is a Collegian
columnist

Letters to the Editor

A call to help save the air

To the Editor:

Recently. I attended hearings in Boston regarding the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) proposal tighten-

ing health standards for smog and small soot particles.

With 60.000 residents (including over 1.100 from
Massachusetts) dying every year due to air pollution, I was
elated to discover that we could finally do something to

clean up the air we breathe

.

However, this legalization will undoubtedly stall or

emerge hopelessly diluted if it is not backed by the citi-

zens that it aims to protect. The coal and oil industries,

electric utilities, the chemical industry and the auto indus-

try are mounting a major campaign against these life sav-

ing clean air rules. Their arguments against the
health-based standards exaggerate their costs and ignore

the cost to society in lives lost, health care costs and
absenteeism at work and school.

Now is not the time for apathy. I urge students to take

the advice of the medical community. Write or call your
senator and representative to voice your concern about
this critical issue. We cannot afford to wait any longer.

Kelcey Morange
. MASSPIRG

Field

COLLEGIAN UTTERS POLICY
Letters to the Editors are encouraged. They can be mailed to:

Letters to the Editor, The Dally Collegia*, 113 Campus Center,

UMass, Amherst, MA §1003.

All letters mutt be typed and accompanied with a name, phone number

and address for confirmation reaons.

Letters may also be faxed to 413-545-1592.

Arts & Living
Corgan leads

Pumpkins
into Mullins
By Mike Burke
Collegian Staff

SMASHING PUMPKINS
William D. Mullins Center

|an. 28

Amazingly, the Smashing Pumpkins weren't

one of the many casualties in the alternative rock

world of 1996 — but their survival certainly

didn't rest on their live show.

Unlike their highly orchestrated and often beau-

tiful studio albums, the Smashing Pumpkins
maintain a far harsher and intense sound in con-

cert — often losing the band's knack for delicate

and intricate songwriting.

Yet even with this major fault, the Smashing
Pumpkins remain one of the few "alternative"

rock acts who matter and last night the band
proved their worth — even if it wasn't beautiful.

Opening up with the title track from their 1995

double-CD Mellon Collie and the Infinite

Sadness, the band eased their way onto the stage.

The Elton lohn influenced piano track marked
one of the rare moments where the Pumpkins del-

icate side leaked out amidst the blinding strobe

lights.

With thousands of teenage girls screaming, like

a scene straight out of Beatlcmania. the band hit

stride with their hit single "Tonight, Tonight."

Lead singer and guitarist, Billy Corgan ended the

song with a brief, "We love you," going out to the

packed arena sending much of the Mullins Center

into a pubescent Pumpkinmania.

Dressed in his trademark outfit: long sleeve

black t-shirt reading "Zero" and shiny metallic

pants. Corgan appeared dwarfed in front of the

60 foot space age tower covered with stage lights.

But his larger-than-life rock star image was in

full effect as he pulled off all the classic moves of

a rock-and-roll legend — including the small talk

stage banter. Guitarist lames Iha often chimed in

while bassist D'arcy remained in her bandmates

shadows.

At limes Corgan's antics were excessive, but the

Pumpkins have never been known for their frugal-

ity; the band recently released a five CD box set,

entitled The Aeroplane Flies High set collecting

various singles and B-sides from Mellon Collie.

Last night's show marked the seventh New
England date in the Pumpkins seven month world

tour, and for many fans the novelty had worn off.

For the most part, last night's set list mirrored

that of their November show in Hartford, Conn.

One welcomed addition, "Rhinoceros." from the

band's debut album Gish. highlighted the early

portion of the show.

As expected, the band cruised through most of

Academy of Music hosts

NY Urban Bush Women
By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

THANC VO \ COUIGIAN

Smashing Pumpkins bassist D'arcy helped bring Pumpkinmania to the Mullins Center last night.

their made- for-MTV hit singles including

Siamese Dream's "Disarm" and "Cherub Rock"

and Mellon Collie'i "Zero" and "33," which

Corgan pointed out recently reached number one

in the charts in South Africa. Unfortunately the

band only played the three aforementioned tracks

from their stunning first two albums. Gish and

Siamese Dream.
For the first of three encores, the band opened

with "1979," which has been nominated for the

Record of the Year Grammy; the Pumpkins also

scored six more nominations. With the help of

|immy Frog (of the Frogs) Corgan sang an enjoy-

able, though lackadaisical, version of the hit song,

limmy Frog, dressed all in green — like a frog —
stumbled around the stage like he did in Hartford.

For the most part, last night's show offered lit-

tle new for Pumpkins fans, but at least they kept

their fans' interest — which most of the band's

peers in the "alternative" rock can not claim.

Ironically. Corgan left the stage after the third

encore with both fingers in his ears blocking out

the droning generic feedback filling the Mullins

Center. After three lackluster encores, even

Corgan knew enough was enough.

It is safe to say the Pumpkins will never be

hailed as, "The Greatest Live Band in the World,"

or anything close, but Corgan and company do

shine in the studio, where they have produced

three of the only records that will outlast this

debacle known as "alternative" rock.

If the world was just. Fountains of Wayne, the

opening band, simply would not exist. Here is a

band that hasn't quite grasped the concept of

"overkill." As the old saying goes: if you have

heard one song you've heard them all.

Attempting to recapture the greatness of pop leg-

ends like Brian Wilson and Ray Davies.

Fountains drowned in their own lack of originali-

ty-

Why was such a band opening for the

Pumpkins? Simple. The band, led by Chris

Collingwood and Adam Schlesinger, released

their self-titled debut album on Scratchie

Records, owned by Iha and D'arcy.

Schlesinger may be best known for penning the

hit title track to the Tom Hanks' film. That Thing

You Do — and if last night was any indication.

Schlesinger is bound for one- hit-wonder fame.

The Northampton Arts Council

is back at it again. This winter,

they're heating up our weekends
with their "Four Sundays in

February" series at the Academy of

Music in Northampton, co-spon-

sored with Smith College and
Community Health Plan.

The first performance of the

series, the Urban Bush Women's
"From Harlem to Hamp '97: An
Expanded Vision," can be seen on

Feb. 2. at 2 p.m.

A resident company of the

Harlem School of the Arts since

1984, the Urban Bush Women's
performance combines dance, the-

ater and musical works rooted in

the folklore and spiritual traditions

of African-Americans.

"From Harlem to Hamp '9.': An
Expanded Vision" is a special bene-

fit for the Harlem School of the

Arts' new satellite school which is

scheduled to open at the Williston

Northampton School in

Easthampton this summer.

In addition to the Urban Bush

Women, the first installation of the

"Four Sundays in February" series

presents the Harlem School of the

Arts Renaissance II Dance
Company and Movement Ensemble

from Northampton.

With their upcoming perfor-

mance, the Renaissance II Dance
Company will mark their third

straight year in the "Four Sundays

in February" series. Their perfor-

mance this year has been choreo-

graphed by the Roots of Brazil,

another resident dance company of

the Harlem School of the Arts.

Four Saturdays in February: The
Urban Bush Women, will perform

one show at 2 p.m. at the

Academy of Music in

Northampton. Tickets are $15 &
$10 and are available at the

Northampton Box Office in

Thornes Marketplace. 58b-868b.
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Hats off to NU's Crowder Uguards hockey

Fish-heads. Chowder-heads...
Crowder-heads.

If you go to Quincy Market and the

North End in Boston, you'll be able to

find the first two phenomenons on

almost every street comer and restau-

rant. If you take the E train on the

Green line from
North Station,

you'll find the last

phenomenon right

off the Symphony
stop in the Back
Bay, near the cor-

ner of Mass. Ave
and Huntington.

Bruce Crowder
is in his first year as coach of

one-fourth of the Beanpot register, the

Huskies of Northeastern University,

but his team is not yet a palatable sen-

sation. Being a classic old hockey bam,

Matthews Arena has history on its

side, and so does the program (instat-

ed in 1953). but Crowder's Husky his-

tory has only begun. After last week-

end's 4-0 win over UMass at home,

the record for the Huskies stood at

6-17-2, with only two of those wins in

Hockey East conference action.

As a former Boston Bruin, where he

teamed up with his brother Keith in

the early 80s. and ex-UMass-Lowell

head coach, where he received New
England. Hockey East and National

Coach of the Year honors last season.

character is not in question with

Crowder But his young team has had

to learn his kind of character the hard

way this year— and replacing UMass

and Merrimack as the doormat team in

one of the top leagues in the country.

After two consecutive losses to the

Minutemen over intersession. where

UMass came back from second period

deficits, the frustration showed on

Crowder\ tjee He has been put in an

unenviable situation from the start of

the season — dealing with a corps of

players that he did not recruit, or even

know specifically beyond the stand-

point of an outsider.

Its frustrating to a certain point,"

Crowder said, after his team's 4-3 loss

on |an. 17 to UMass at the Mullins

Center. •Eventually, the kids got to

wake up. do it themselves and learn to

tackle the third period. A loss is a low

by cither one goal or a hundred."

"It was tough at the start of this

year, because the players didn't know

the coach, and the coach didn't know

the players It look up to the first 12

games of the season for us to get used

to each other, and this is not like the

pros, with a lot of exhibition games

before the season."

Crowder is more than a great coach,

he is a great guy. Hell be the first one

with a joke in the press room, and as I

found out at HE Media day. he'll

attack a buffet line with the fervor of

his NHL days (i.e. elbows up). The

Husky coach revived the Lowel'

Riverhawk program, taking them to

the tournament twice in his five-year

tenure, so UMass coach |oc Mallen

knows Crowder can get the job done.

The key is that they are a better

team than their record shows, and have

been in a lot of one goal games." Mallen

said. "They'll get over the hump, and

JORMA KANSANEN

1NHL

win some of those games in the second

half. [Crowder) has had a bt of holes to

fill, but he has a lot of young guys com-

ing in, so they'll be alright."

Truthfully. Mallen exactly knows

what Crowder is going through. Three

years ago, Mallen had to start his own
program from
scratch with a tough

conference schedule.

Motivation is key for

a team on the outside

looking in on suc-

cess, and the Huskies

still have a HE play-

off spot to shoot for

since Maine is ineligi-

ble for postseason competition (due to

a minor paperwork mishap by coach

Shawn Walsh).

But Mallen also brought up the fact

that, being a college hockey team in

Boston, Northeastern has one of the

ultimate, palatable motivations of all

— the Beanpot.

"There's two things, the first is no

i matter what, as long as Maine is inel-

igible, [Northeastern] will make the

playoffs," Mallen said. "They also have

the Beanpot coming up, and that's a

big, big hype thing for all the teams in

the Beanpot, and so they have some-

thing else to play for."

"So. they still have something to shoot

for. and they are not going to lay down
and die. Actually, it is the same motiva-

tion I had to use in our first year. We
will still make the playoffs, and that is

enough to keep them focused."

"It makes it a ott easier as the season

goes on. for example, if they're only

going to take eight teams, and you're in

ninth, all of the sudden you can lose guys

quick. But right now. they can do both."

lorma Kansanen is a Collegian

columnist
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the Owls.

The senior guard combo of

Edgar Padilla (20 pts.) and
Carmelo Travieso (28 pts.) each
knocked down six threes, while

sophomore Charlton Clarke tallied

three. The win over Temple (9-6,

3-3) marks the Minutemen's
fourth consecutive win with a

three guard line up.

In the first half, Padilla set the

pace early, nailing his first four

consecutive attempts from 3-point

land while the Owls held the

advantage 16-12.

In the second half, each of the

three guards notched big treys that

killed Temple's momentum.
Clarke, who early in the season

joked about his outside shooting,

went 3-for-3 from behind the arc.

In fact, Clarke just didn't miss at

all going 4-for-4 from the line and

5-for-5 from the field tallying 17

points.

The UMass defense, most
notably Inus Norville, did a good

job equalizing Temple big-man
Marc Jackson (13 pts., 8 rebs) and

held freshman point guard |uan

"Pepe" Sanchez scoreless in the

first frame, while Tyrone Weeks
crashed his hometown boards with

a career-high 16 rebounds.

While the Minutemen found suc-

cess in its outside shooting, that

was not coach lames "Bruiser"

Flint's game plan.

"The game plan was to dribble,

penetrate and take the open shots."

Clarke said.

Padilla's thoughts were the

same. "Coming in, we didn't want

to shoot many threes. That's what

they want us to do. and if we miss

them, then we are playing their

game."
Though UMass did not see much

offensive output from its post

players, as Ketner scored three

points and Weeks six, that does

not mean the Minuteman game
plan has changed. Since day one at

the helm, Flint has always said

that a team without post presence

is a fraud. Even with the success

of the three guard attack, which

has led UMass on a 4-0 win
streak, Flint's mentality has not

changed.

"We're not going to start shoot-

ing threes [all the time).' Flint

said. "Temple plays the zone,

that's going to give you certain

things. The threes that we did

shoot were open. I said don't get

happy out there, if they start run-

ning at you, pump fake and find

somebody else. We did the same
thing in the B.C. game."

Temple coach |ohn Chaney saw

the UMass guards as the straw that

broke the camel's back, even
though he felt his camels did not

use their heads. At times, the

b-foot-10. 270 pound Jackson

found himself shooting from out-

side. Terry Mills, he is not.

"I think we played with too

much emotion," Chaney said. "It

is fine for football teams to play

with emotion. In basketball, it is

the worst thing. Really, they

[UMass) have some leadership

and poise. Our team had a chance

if they played with their heads.

Mass has never lost a step. When
the guards are playing well, any-

body can have a problem with

them."

continued from page 12

UMass netminder Brian Regan
while he dropped into his custom-

ary butterfly position.

The Minutemen wasted little time

in retaliating, this time victimizing

Reasoner. As the sophomore
manned the point of an

umbrella-styled power play. Rob

Bonneau stole the puck right off his

stick and. without an Eagle within

40 feet, converted on a clean break

away 4:37 into the game. Bonneau

completed the goal with a brilliant

deke. sneaking the puck past a

befuddled Greg Taylor's left side

while continuing to fake to the

right.

BC's Tony Hutchins tallied on a

power play rebound at 1:14 of the

third, followed by a blistering Chris

Masters top shelf slap shot at 9:41

that put the Eagles up 3-1.

The Minutemen cut their deficit

to 3-2 when Nathan Sell redirected

a low Mike Gaffney slap shot past a

heavily screened Taylor, but the

rally would eventually fall short.

The Minutemen were outshot

37-26 in the affair, and only a

tremendous performance from

Regan, which earned him the

games No. 2 star, prevented the

Eagles from flying away with it.

Entering Saturday's game, the

Huskies were on the heels of a nar-

row home-and-home sweep by

UMass two weeks ago and an ugly

7-2 home loss to Maine the previ-

ous evening. A pride-filled team

was not about to be swept in a sea-

son series by UMass and looked to

gain steam heading into Monday's

Beanpot matchup with BC.

No one who bore witness to

Saturday's game at Northeastern

will deny that referee Drew Taylor

was whistle happy. Husky, and for-

mer Boston Bruin, public address

announcer )oel Perlmutter earned

his pay as Taylor called just about

everything from the get-go.

The game never developed a flow

while the teams alternated between

power play, shorthanded and
4_on-4 situations and seldom skat-

ed at full strength. For only 20:10,

just a third of the 60 minute game,

were the teams allowed to skate five

aside.

"There was no flow to the game
whatsoever," Mallen said. "You
couldn't get regular lines over [the

boards) and it was a very slowed

down game."
The Huntington Hounds took

advantage of the jumbled flow,

killing all eight of their shorthanded

situations, including a trio of

UMass 5-on-3 advantages. Coach

Bruce Crowder's team, meanwhile,

converted twice on the power play

and once while shorthanded. help-

ing promising freshman Marc
Robitaille to his first Hockey East

shutout. •..

The game's lone full strength goal

came on a UMass defensive break-

down when a failed breakout pass

went right to Roger Holeczy.

Holcczy had an easy goal but wrung

his shot off the post. Todd Barclay

converted on his open net chance

though, sending Holeczy's rebound

home for a 1-0 Husky lead 15:40

into the game.

Erik Kaminski tallied twice in the

second for Northeastern and

Barclay added his second of the

night late in the third to close off

the scoring.
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UMass' win over its longtime
conference foe was highlighted by
a school record 15 3-point field

goals, as the Minutemen used
their perimeter game to negate the

Owls' zone defense.

Temple (9-6, 3-3 Atlantic 10)

shot out to a quick 6-0 lead, but
point guard Edgar Padilla kept
UMass (10-9, 4-2) in the game by
hitting the first four Minuteman
shots, all threes. With 14:46
remaining in the first half,

Temple's lead was only two points

as the score stood Temple 14,
Padilla 12.

The Minutemen took their first

lead (17-16) with just over 13
minutes remaining in the first as

Tyrone Weeks dumped in the first

UMass frontcourt basket. Weeks
would finish the game with only

six points but also with a career

high 16 rebounds.

After Weeks' basket, Temple
would not lead again, and UMass
pulled away by as many as 16
points. With 8:25 left Travieso
gave UMass a 12-point lead with

a trey from the right corner. After

a Weeks jumper was cancelled

out by a Lamont Barnes tip-in.

Charlton Clarke drained his third

3- pointer of the afternoon, giv-

ing the Minutemen a 15-point

edge and the sophomore guard a

career high for 3-point field goals

made.

UMass' 16-point lead (41-25)

came on an Ajmal Basil lay up
with 2:43 remaining before inter-

mission. But the advantage was
cut to 1 1 after Barnes put in a

lay-up of his own and Julian

Dunkley connected on a

long-range siiot.

The halftime break did nothing

to slow UMass' pace. The touch

that produced a 58.8 3-point

shooting percentage (10- of-17)

in the first half translated into a

62.5 percentage (5- of-8) in the

second.

Carmelo Travieso, who
matched his season high-point

performance with 28, restored

UMass' 16-point cushion when he

took a Clarke assist, one of

Clarke's career high 12 on the

day, and struck nothing but net

from beyond the arc.

The Minuteman lead hovered in

the mid-teens for most of the sec-

ond half until Travieso hit from

downtown again at 7:17 to peak

the edge at 1 7.

The Owls kicked into gear with

just over five minutes remaining

in regulation, chipping away at

their deficit by forcing the

Minutemen into committing
fouls.

To the McGonigle Hall faithful,

who gathered to watch the last

UMass-Temple game in the arena

(The Apollo at Temple is slated to

open next season), the Owls
appeared to have found a chink in

the Minuteman armor.

With 3:31 remaining in the

game Pepe Sanchez's flair for the

dramatic equalled Padilla's fifth

foul. With the floor leader off the

court, the Owls twice brought the

UMass lead to eight, but that was

as close as the Minutemen would

allow.

"Mass never lost a step,"

Temple coach )ohn Chaney said.

"When the guards are playing

well, everyone will have a problem

with them."
* • •

Before the Minutemen's trip to

Philadelphia, they had to face

Atlantic 10 up-and-comer Rhode
Island. The Rams jumped out to an

early lead, pulling ahead of UMass
by as many as 12. 20-8, with

10:42 remaining in the first half.

Keyed by their frontcourt, the

Minutemen fought back to lock

things up at halftime at 28 apiece.

When Chad Thomas hit a

lay-up with. 13:24 left in the

game, Rhody had its biggest lead

of the second half at 40- 37.

Clarke and Inus Norville answered

for UMass, and gave the

Minutemen a lead they would not

relinquish.

All five were in double figures

for UMass, as Lari Ketner led his

teammates with 13. URI's Tyson

Wheeler led all scorers with 16

points.

Owls
continued from page 12

coolers, and hot dog steamers, and

there you have it, a great place for a

press conference. But that is what

made this place so great.

UMass had an amazing game last

weekend, yet the Temple fans didn't

settle down for a second.
Reminiscent of the final Rage in the

Cage, the floor seemed to shake
with the home crowd's enthusiasm,

even when they were down by 12.

Students and North Philly locals

crowded together on the same
bleachers, heckling and jeering with

the best of them, even though
Padilla and Carmelo Travieso didn't

give them much to cheer about.

There was a definite family atmos-

phere as cheerleaders tossed cherry

and white Temple T-shirts into the

crowd. The public address announc-

er, clearly a "homie" pumped the

crowd up counting down to tip off

and read halftime point totals and

shooting percentages during the

break. They even had a guy on a

unicycle perform a juggling routine

at half time! Hardly characteristic of

a "professional" program, but those

are the types of things that get peo-

ple going.

The new $85 million facility

boasts an increased capacity of

10.200 for hoop games, a parking

garage, retail stores and an adjacent

recreation/community center com-

plete with racquet ball courts and a

three-lane 280-meter indoor jog-
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from Maureen Costello and a 12-6

run to end the game to squeak out a

road win.

The road doesn't get any easier for

the Minutewomen. After tonight's

game at Virginia Tech. who currently

languish in last place in the A- 10 at

1-7 and 6-13 overall, UMass returns

home for its biggest game of the year

on Sunday. Conference juggernaut

George Washington comes to town,

sporting a perfect 8-0 conference

mark, a 1 3-4 overall record and a 10

game win streak. The game is also big

in terms of the UMass program,
because it's being broadcast national-

ly on ESPN2. It's the first game ever

nationally broadcast from the Mullins

Center for the Minutewomen.
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Is bigger always better?

When I was in McGonigle last

weekend, listening to Temple's wise

old owl Chancy pontificating about

the sport he loves in a dark and
dusty gym, I thought, "This is how it

is supposed to be." Temple is not a

national powerhouse in the way that

Duke, Carolina, or Kentucky is.

However, it is still a widely recog-

nized hoop program, and for years,

it has carried on a tradition that has

produced NBA stars such as Mark
Macon, Eddie (ones, and Aaron
McKie. They all came out of the

same tiny gym.

In an NCAA climate where shoe

deals. ESPN, and hard core mer-

chandizing have made college hoops

a "minor league NBA." the

old-time, win-one -for-the-gipper

feel was alive and well at Temple.

There were no Armani suits or raz-

zle dazzle attractions that drew
attention away from the court. I

know they are "the enemy," we
played them on ESPN's rival week
for Pete's sake, but even someone
who bleeds Maroon and White like

me had to respect the school's sense

of history.

People stayed until the final

buzzer for one reason, and one rea-

son only. They loved their team, and
more importantly, their tradition.

Chris Stamm is a Collegian
columnist.
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Men's swim sinks UConn
Jonathan M. Ptoce

Collegian Staff

The rivalry between the University

of Massachusetts and the University

of Connecticut does not stop with

women's soccer, football, or basket-

ball. In fact, the rivalry is just as

strong for the UMass men's swim-

ming and diving team.

UConn may not always be the best

opponent, but they are also never the

worst, and no matter what the rank-

ings are. this clash between both

state school powerhouses always

promises an interesting result.

This past Sunday was no exoeption

when the Minutemen traveled down
to the home of the Huskies to keep

the tradition alive.

"The man of the meet was D.K.

[Dave Koritkowski]," head coach
Russ Yarworth said. "He started off

the meet by swimming a strong first

leg in the 400 medley relay."

Koritkowski's time was an impres-

sive 51.72. leading UMass to first

place with an overall finishing time

of 3:51.58. He also swam strong in

the 200 backsroke, finishing first

with a time of 1 :54.27.

Out of the I 3 events. UMass fin-

ished first in six. and second in five.

With the score 113-113 and only one

race to go, the UMass 400 free relay

team got revved up for victory. On
that team were juniors Matt Davey.

Kerry Hueston and Sean Anderson

and freshman Henry Turner. Their

finishing time was a season best of

3:08.21. and that was plenty to ice

the victory for the Minutemen. The
final score was UMass 126. UConn
117.

"I couldn't ask for more."
Yarworth said, "All the eggs are in

the right basket."

Leading up to the UConn meet
were several other notable tourneys.

Back on Ian. 1 1. the Minutemen
walked away with a double victory,

scoring higher than La Salle and
Rhode Island at the Rhode Island

Invitational in Kingston. Rl

(353-317-241).

Sophomore Brian Wisniewski
managed to lap in a couple of sec-

ond-place finishes in the 200 back-

stroke ( 1 55.68) and in the 200 indi-

vidual medley (1:57.50).

UMass finished first three times

during the invite. The 200 free relay

team took first over URI at a finish-

ing time of 1:26.74. they finished

first over La Salle in the 400 free

• ela> at 3:12.25. and once again the

relay team took first over URI in the

400 medley at 335. 18.

The next day UMass clamped
down on Providence ( 163- 73). tak-

ing first-place in II of 13 events.

Freshman Bryan Grimes won a pair

of long distance events in the 800

and 400 freestyle eventi al finishing

limes of 8:41.52 and 4:15.58.

Anderson, Davey, and Turner took

first, second, and third in the 50 free.

Other notable lirst-place finishers

were Wisniewski in the 200 Irce,

Matt Getty in the 200 individual

medley, Geoff Gear in the 200 but-

terfly. Koritkoski in ihe 200 back.

Davey in the 100 free, and Church

and Hefferon took the two diving

events.

Unfortunately. Yarworth's egg

basket crumbled and all the eggs fell

in the water against Dartmouth in a

disappointing loss on )an. 19 (155.5

to 145.5).

"It was the worst meet of the

year." Yarworth said.

But the eggs didn't crack when
they hit the bottom of the pool, and

they were all retrieved by the time

UMass had to host the University of

New Hampshire on |an. 25.

Ed Hefferon not only led his team

to a 174-68 drowning of the

Wildcats, but he dove onto the

all-time 3-meter diving charts by

scoring 278.25 on Saturday.

Hefferon wasn't the onlv one to

get season best scores. Wisniewski

swam to fifth on the 500 free top

times chart for 1996-97 at 4:56.71

and Grimes got second on the 1000

free lop times chart at 9:49.24.

Other winners were Koritkoski in

the 200 free at 1:44.91. Hillv Hunter

in the 200 1M. in a personal-best

time of 1 :59.53. and Andeisun in the

50 free, in a I and
personal season nest time of 21.45.

Also swimming to victory were

Gear in the 200 fl\. in a L^
sons-best time of 1:58.41 Dim in

the 100 free at 47.80. Koritkoski in

the 200 back, in a season best time

of 1:56.41 and Cemil Atay in the 200

breast (2:18.25).

That all preceded the rival splash-

ing against UConn. and Yarworth

was left with little to complain about

after what his team accomplished

during the winter session.

"I can't be mad about Dartmouth

after what they did this paM week

end." Yarworth said. "I think now
we're ready for the AtUiniic 10

Championships."
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Telemarketer Taleel Search II

you have enthusiasm, integrity and

outstanding customer service talent,

you could be our star performer!! 1

Mr Tuxx is searching for talented

people to join our telemarketing

ream Mr Tuxx acknowledges and

rewards outstanding performances

with competitive wages, flexible

scheduling and all the training you'll

need to be successful 1 Call Adrian at

1413)253-5286 to arrange for your

personal interview

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Three Bedroom Apartment on bus

route $585 OO/'montfi First and last

month required Call (413)863-8413

EMPLOYMENT
Cruise liae Entry level onboard
positions available Benefits

Summer or year round (612)643-

4333

EMPLOYMENT
Cruise and Lane' Tew Employment

work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid! For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (800)276-4948 ext C50017

(We are a Research and Publishing

Col

Outside Jobs Now hiring National

Parks. Beach Resorts. Ranches.

Rafting. CD's benefits and Bonuses 1

Nationwide openings Call (919)918

7767 ext R180 Eastern

Europe/Asian |obs- Live m Prague

Budapest. Tokyo, etc Teaching sim

pie conversational English No lan-

guages/teaching exp required

(919)91 8-7767 ext W180

Child Care Northampton area

Thurs 2 30 pm -8 30 pm Car neces-

sary S6.00/hr Joan 584-8066

Child Care 17 month old Light

housekeeping. 2-3 mornings a week

Nancy 253-5183

EMPLOYMENT
Exceptional Summer
Opportunity- Camp Wayne. NE PA
Sports oriented

Counselor/Specialists for all

land/water sports inc terms, camp-

ing, climbing/ropes, rocketry, roller

hockey, saifing/watersknng, A&C.
drama, video Campus Interviews

Tuesday. March 11 Please call

(800)737 9296

English Teachers Needed
Abroedl Teach Conversational

English in Prague. Budapest, or

Krahow No teaching certificate or

European languages required

Inexpensive room and board plus

other benefits For details call

(206)97 1-3680 ext. K50011

Personal Care Attendent
Evenings, overnights and weekend
mornings $7 85 per hour Call 546-

0666

FOR RENT
Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

(508)477 6000

Sugarloal Estates- Ultra modern

two bedroom apartments Free

heat/hot water New kitchens,

baihs. carpeting, washers/dryers

and more! On bus-line Minutes to

Amherst Great specials' Call 665-

3856

Fridge Reetals 253 9742 Free

Delivery

FOR SALE

4K New Laptop $585. VGA Color

Monitor $175. IDE Hard Drive $110

Steve 566 3324-2

PERSONALS
Camera: Pentax ME Super,

w/Quantaray 49 mm Lens, plus

Pentax A Zoom Lens. 14. 70-210

mm. plus mm. plus Zykkor flash

3750. with case, ex cond Asking

$325orJO Rick 54&9S11

For Sale Electric guitar Peavey
black Strat copy, excellent condition

Sean 546-5734

MISCELLANEOUS

Start your own fraternity VETA
BETA TAU is looking for men to start

a new chapter If you are interested

in academic success, a chance to

network and an opportunity to make
friends in a non-pledging brother

hood. E-mail ZBTOIBT National

ORG or call Brett Hrbeck at (317)334

1898

MISCELLANEOUS
Fundraiser- Motivated groups

needed to earn $500+ promoting

AT&T. Discover, gas and retail cards

Since 1969. we've helped thousands

of groups raise the money they need

Call Gina at (800)592-2121 ext 110

Free CO to qualified callers

ROOM FOR RENT

Room in a 2 bedroom ept.

Sublease $310 utilities Call 253-

4824 On bus line.

Take over my leese One bedroom

in a vacant two bedroom apartment

$300/month plus utilities Call Jen

« 256 6034

TRAVEL
Europe $155. Canbb /Mexico $189
R/T Worldwide Destinations
Airhitch Tm (800)326 2009
airhitchOnetcom com or www isi-

com fr/airlntch

Pompano Beach. Florida March 8-

15. sleeps two, $650/week
(413)786 7133 Partial kitchen.

Spring Breek 17 It's heaven Wake
and Bake in the hottest destinations-

free parties 1 *! Organize group and
travel Free lowest price guarantee

From $99 (800)426-7710 www sun

splashfours com

TRAVEL
Spring Break Party in Oaytona or

Panama City The largest Spring

Break destinations . excellent beach-

front hotels Students wanted to pro-

mote, earn free trip and cash $$$'

Book ten friends and go FREE 1

Packages from $99 00 Info/book

(800)599-5808

Personals Policy
Alt pmofttU MUST bt proc*e*d by Collegun
c Lm<f««J rftxMoyvet brton* piywtw and actep
unr? o* ftV cUtwAed
1**1 «**» MAY NOT be used tn personal*

I ftai n*n*rt and initial* *ve allowed The

on*v evepttorm art to* bnrfhdjy or congrafcilafrom

pertoru's »n wh-rh case the full rujme mjry bt
uitd
Phone nornfarr\ mt not *Howed « persona* NO
ExctrnoNi
Addrewr* art no* <Homad to ptno*WJ*%. <*» mmm
„.'-•<« *i <_.-*•> i\ **r»>l!

ftmonjH or a +*mmnr*t at rtrtx^p*o»> nature are

no* acceptable Pt*»onaU of a vindictive or
Nbt-kmn namrr jn not acceptable rVionatt may
nor bt used tor The purpott or havaurntnt.
(hro4an«ty ma* not be used >n penonaH
Tht pervonaU section « tor pervknars onl» The

...u ^t r-vn ma> NOT be u***d to tell nerm,
*ee» root**i**atpv acKefhie n*ec4H*|n. ejrjc.

Ail persona** must have rh* namt, utnature. and
nMjtt I D number oi *V tauden* placing the at
hl*Vd «nor)bV *n»tf*on order Non-faudents mu*t
provide a valid dnver't Ucenvt and the l«e*»*e

r*umbe* *"*uti bt tcorvjid on fhe iissenton order.

U» of taHt tdeniMV abon or n*n*tpfi w ntataon n
subtect to penthhei under the law
lht rati*gvo nntrvtt fte riftM 10 refute or to edit

any penonal fiat atom not meet the Cofletsan i

tiandarch »n accordance with the tutu***, of tht

t oinwionvatarin o* MawactHnem

Standard
Activities
Announcements
Apartment For
Rent

Auto For Sale
Employment
Entertainment
For Sale
FOUnd (2 days Free)

Happy Birthday
Houses For
Rent

Instruction
Lost
Musicians
Miscellaneous

Headings
Motorcycles
Personals
Room For
Rent

Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted

Services
Summer
Sublet

To Sublet
Travel
Transportation
Wanted to
Rent

Wanted

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20^ per word/day

All others

40^ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not respon-
sible for errors resulting

from illegible handwriting
or type.
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HSCN Bulletin

Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie
Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

B3CNN
Br* CNN/Headline

News
aa bet

aa BET on Jazz7 Laser Video

aa The Learning

Channel

3D Comedy Central

31 Popcorn Channel

aa Satellite

Programming

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WE0H
YVFSB

WBZ
WCVB
"WlvT
WHDH
W7XX
vwrr

WTrC"
WWLP
YVGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
"USA"

HBO
MAX
SHOW

Simpeons if

1

6:00
Creatures

New* I

6:30
Business Apt

CBS

NewaX
Full Houae X

Freth Prince

Creatures

NewiX

ABC New*

Fresh Prince

NBC News

Martin X
NBC New*

Roseanne X
NBC New*

Buaineae RpT

ABT
HWs,»0210(lna«iBO)

Famity Metier* [Family Matter*

Ouincy

WorldView X
Tick!

Beyond WO
Up Close

Supermarket

Ren 1 Sllmpy
Clarissa fJtpT

TwiHght Zone"

Furniiurr

Dream On

Nerl Step (R)

SporHcenier

BebT
Cluelesa-MTV

Tiny Toon

Darkaide

Renovetlon

In the Maa of Ins Night X
Reneoad* "South o< W" I

7:00 7:30
Newthour Whti Jim Lehrer X
Barrier* at Work

CBS New*

tnsid* Edition
'

Chronicle X
Ent Ton.ght

Star Trek: Neil Ganer

Wheat- Fortune

judge JudyX
Enl Ton!

Home Imp.

Wheat-Fortune
[
Jeopardy! X

Jeoperdyl X
Real TV X
Hard Copy X
Seinfeld X

Newthour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld X
ftalnialrl "T

HOfTrV VkWOS

Ent Tontofit

"

C - Campus

8:00
New Explorer*

Nanny X
Nanny X
Grace Under

Sicker, Skner

Freeier (R) X

8:30
ki Stereo) l"

Pearl X
Coach (R)X

Nick Freno

Chicago Son*

Sentinel "The Rig (In Sleteo)

Fra*ier(R X |Chlcago5orM

Beverly Hthj, 90210 -race-Off

rraeier(R)X |Chicaao SonT

New Ekplorer* w Slereo) X
Grace Under Coach (I

9:00 9:30
World of National Geographic

Coeet to Coaot (m Stereo) X
Coeel to Coesl (In Slereo) X
Drew Carey X|EHen(R)X
Wayan* Bros

NewsradioX

Star Trek V

Jamie Fori X
Men-Bedl/

Newsradio X
"Cod* Xoyaaer'Cod*

1 JMen-BedlY

Perty of Five (In Slereo) X
tseweredioX IMen-Badly

Greet Performance*

NBA Basketbell Boston Celtict el Miami Heat. "(Lrre

Drew Carey X | Ellen (R) X

Home Video*

Equaliier "High Peilormance

MoneyJineX

DellyShowW

Croeefir* X
TV Notion

WJnoa_

College

Hope*

Basketball

Gloria ID*:

NBA Beaketbell Lo* Angeles Laker* *l San Anlomo Spurs (L

Biography: Barrows lAmericen Juttic* "EyewitrK

ive)X

10:00 I 10:30
Greet Pertorasance*

JANUARY 29, 1997
11:00 I 11:30

Orteono "Hipck" (In Stereo) X"
Orleene "HJack

-
(In Stereo) X

PrlmetJme Uve I

(m Stereo) X
TUPD"

Pelellta (In Stereojx

Coach X
Detellne (In Stereo) it

Orpheus in the Real Wood

Primethne Uve X
Martin X
Inede-NBA

Prime Newe X I Inside Politic* Larry King Uvt I
eyewitness"

t**"QmMUve-VMXom^ <^Rttiw,D<xH<xe\to

Wild Diecovery: Seal*

Singled Out Idiot Savant*

DougX |Ruorat*"X

Prcwif^ricealConneclicul (L^e
1

Designing

Time Trex "Tha Crash

Hometlme (R) IHometime (R)

In the Heat of the Night X
/ » 'i-- ••

* aW "Oung Ho" ( 1 986, Comedy) Michael Ketlon. P0- 13' OB

(5:30)a»ayi "TtieHurti lor fiedQctob«i" ()990) Sean Connery"

* •Canadian Btcon" ( 1 995, Comedy) Alan Aide. 'PQ' OB

Prim* Time

Hey Arnold!

Discover Magazine (R)

20th Century (R)

World Today

Patrol Joker* |PreemOrT

Firepower 2000: Navy

College Batketball North Carokna al Duke (Live;

Uneohred arpterie* (In Slereo) m* 'Indcmtt Tht Mc*ej/tri rrisT(1995) Jiniet VroodT

Football Rock N Jock Super Bowl (In Slereo
)

HapjyJDey*

Tekwar "Stay ol Execution" X
I Lot* LucyX |Mun«ler*

SeaTek

Forever Kntghl "Father Figure"

Poptcience
"
Wonder* of the Eaat (R)

t* "Brokm TnisT (1995. Suspense) Tom SellecX

Murder, She Wrote X 1Member ol the w\

Reel World X Intel World X
M.T. Moore Rhode

Sightings (In Stereo) X
Non-Lethal Weapons

'Us) Stand it Saber Riyr" (1997, Western) Tom Settee*.

Going Place* X
New* X Lata Show X

I Late Show X
w [Nigtitlifio X

Jenny Jone* (In Stereo) X

H. Patrol

Tonight Show

ITVX
Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Hot* (In Slereo)

New*X [NlgrailneX

I Abo. You Real TV X
lath of the Chempion* (R) X

Law > Order X
Sport* lllue [Moneylme X~
Daily Show TV Nation

Wild Diacovery: Seals

SportKenter

pvenr^

nterX

Uvlng

Singled Out

TainX

Idiot Savant*

Odd Couple X
TkaeTrax'-Th* Crash" (R)

SeaTek

n)tomSel

Pop Science

997, Dfsma) ABre Woodard X
ttVi •Vktvoaity" [\99b, Science Ficlon) rjefaeiWashinoic

Vi 'Phantasm III. Lord ol the 0$a<r ( 1 994) 'ff | « * "The CnsslnaGw

»«»Vi "P)»Shawshank Redemption (1994, Diama) Tim Robbln* rfJB

lLarry Sandert ITrecey Tskes I 'Wemra; flamy' (1 997) 'NRX
OuarO*(1996, Drama) Jack NicJioiior). •fj' X {•NotodyLV

Silk Slalking* Te Spint

lean Wi»r*(1!>95)MarySl99nburoen][B"
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Frumpy the Clown Judd Wmkk Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

DAO.DOSOOhiOTlCe 400 RrSKlGWT... \
Ar4066Rlr4& cjl,
uXX)LO'\£ ^\K

DUlkA'^-1

(J.

Dilbort By Scott Adams

NO R00IA5?? IF THE
POPE SHOWED UP, LOOULD

XOU HAVE K t\OOn FOR
Hlt^

Bruno By C. Baldwin

OKAY, THEN GIVE
/AE HIS ROOtt!

LET'S SEEV0U^\
SQUIRtt OUTOFJ
THAT LOGIC,

LOEASEL-GIRL.

Dilbort By Scott Adams

THE BUSINESS-TRAVELER U3HEN I BOUGHT
THIS SUIT, IT

SAID
V
U)RINKLE-

FREE" ON THE
WRAPPER.

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University2 By Frank Cho

My girlfriend and I broke up,

but this time I felt sure that I

would always be alone...

and I would never again h e

someone in my life.

I told my dad.

He said, "Don't feet bad. Take

comfoit.

Being alone can be a

lovely peaceful gift to yourself.

Also, as many people have

done before you

you can spend a portion ofyour

life working for others and within

yourself to cultivate mercy, hope,

truth, becity, and daylight."

I asked him if there was

anything of his I could break.

He brought me his favorite

tobacco smoking pipe. I said,

"Thanks dad."

Life is good.

rill l< M I < IWINI. < r .Ml.

11BIP < ONTAINt MATUttE
MSIII IS AMIt

(.hat-iik ian«.i a< .i

VIIwr* iiivtniim is

«. !< >•»« .1 » M 'VIM I .

i

MMJ T>fc*>l IT J OcP *J
HeU, T«Dny 1 OJUD rUkTA-y

UOc My F«»i*>4 Beet

\ I ftui. v* -t-My.

nt cot© »r a
WlTtM'r T\l

nivor»ity* By Fran!

THANK TOO.
can atzss amiiha.
ani i ian srt r i it

Close te Heme By John McPherson

MAYFLOWER

l/FE INSURANCE

"According to our background check
you missed seven days of kindergarten due to

illness. That puts you in our high-risk category."

Non-Soquitur By Wiley

Mf YvV TO
TELL YOLTRE
EVEM /VtGQE
OUT OF IT

TitAM VOll
TMOUG*-fT...

Non-Se«iuitur By Wiley

Today's Staff

Mark "Marty Moore" McCrath
Night Editor

Jacob "Larry Whigham" Michaels

Copy Editor

Thang "Corwin Brown" Vo
Photo Technician

Marc "Mike Sweatman" Dionne
Production Supervisor

Mark "Dave Meggett" Hohengasser
Dan "Tedy Bruschi" Bodah

Matthew "Tom Tupa" McCarthy
Production

Quote of the Day

DAN'S TANTASY

Colli '}\, in Gr.iphlCS W.il.m l« ilrc.mi

sasi assssssassi I aast '

Oh; rip bff city!

-Prol f. Tager,

on hearing the cost of

his assigned readings

99

Colegian Graapliics

Joke of the

Q: What do you
call a sleepwalking

n\m?

0l\Ol&VQ ,UUUFOa V V

Today's D.C. Menu
545- 3o 3o rWr asar* tmUrmmtt—a.

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Puck

Macaroni 6 Cheese
Black Bean Burger

DINNER
Cheese Lasagna

Chicken Puck

Roast Beef

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburgers
Chicken Puck
Grilled Cheese

DINNER
Baked Ziti

Roast Beef

Worcester

LUNCH
Macaroni & Cheese
Tri Bean Casserole

Rotini w/ Sausage Sauce

or Tomato Sauce

DINNER
Baked Ziti

Roast Beef

Pastabilities

Caponata w/Pocket

Berkshire

LUNCH
Macaroni & Cheese
Tri Bean Casserole

Rotini

DINNER
Roast Beef Pastabilities

Chicken Wings
Mushroom & Walnut

Ravioli
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UMass downs Temple and Rhody
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA — The formula seems to work
for the Massachusetts men's basketball team:

Saturday game, national television exposure, big rival-

ry.

A week alter humili-

ating intrastate rival

Boston College in a

CBS contest, the

Minutemen continued

op their warpath with

a 78-tob victory at Temple to kick oil FSPN's Rivalry

Week
"1 thought we did a great job executing our game

plan." I Mas- coach lames "Bruiser" Flint said. "We
did the same thing in the BC game, same type ol game
plan, same type of matchup, same type of /.one

"

Massachusetts 78

Temple

Turn to HOOP page 7

UMass guards key to success
,

make cheesesteak out of Temple

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA — North Carolina did not get

to see it. Neither did Wake Forest or Connecticut

But last Saturday, the Owls of Temple saw just

how potent Massachusetts' three guard offense

can be.

In what was the last time UMass faced Temple
in historic (and to opposing schools, horrilui

SUOonigle Hall, the Minutemen ran away with a

78-66 win. However, the game was historic for

another reason. With a total of IS 3-pointers

made. UMass ( 10-9. 4-2 Atlantic 10) set a school

record for treys in a game. The previous mark of

13 3-pointers was set in 1987, ironically, against

Turn to GUARDS, page 6

MU GAO COUIGUN

The men's basketball team downed Temple in the last Minuteman-Owl matchup in

McGonigle Hall.

Owl's old barn symbol of hoop history
The first six minutes of last

weekend's men's basketball game
asainst Temple was a shooting
frenzy. Senior point

guard Fdgar Padilla

knocked down his

first three 3-pointers

attempted, and with

14.42 on the clock
drained his fourth — la a flurry of

cuiculls and boos''

Ah yes. welcome to Temple
University's not-so-friendlv

McGoaigb Hall.

While the Minutemen set a

record for 3- pointers in a game,

they also ushered in the end of an

era as last week-
end's game marked
the last time the two

rivals would meet in

McGonigle. Come
next December, the

new Apollo of Temple will be the

home of the Owls So what's the

big deal?

Fntcring the old Philly gym is

like walking back in time When

CHRIS

STAMM

you walk into McGonigle. you
don't see neon signs selling you

tea cream or modern concession

stands with television monitors

where \ou can watch the game
while you buy a few dogs. Instead.

vou tee portraits ot Temple's Hall

ol lame honorees and a tinv.

3.900 capacity bleacher lined bas-

ketball court

On the Temple bench, the

empty chair next to coach lohn

Chancy remained empty, except

lor a -mall shamrock stuck to the

front in memory of 23 year assis-

tant lim Maloney who died of a

heart attack last May. The empty

seat a testament to the proud tra-

dition of Temple basketball.

Creature comforts in

McGonigle are few, as the gym is

so small, the press has to watch
the game from atop an endzone
concourse looking down from
backboard level and radio broad-

casters hang from a precarious

Turn to OWl'S page 7

Boston College, Northeastern drop hockey in the Hub
By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

The UMass hockey team fell to BC and NU last week.

• i»M* lANSANtN I COllll l«N

BOSTON — The Hub
was in a festive mood the

weekend before the Super
Bowl. The Prudential
building was illuminated

with "Go Pals" and
throughout the contorted

dt) streets

grown men
and women
decked out
in red, white

and blue greeted each
other with echoes of
"lambalaya."

While the team 35 miles

south of Beantown
couldn't
quite pull

off its upset

victory, the

Hub's col-

lege hockey team
the flow as both Boston
College and Northeastern
posted tough wins over
Massachusetts this week-
end

In a scrappy contest the

Eagles downed the

Minutemen 3- 2 on Kelley

Northeastern

Massachusetts

Rink at Conte Forum
Friday night, preceding a

4-0 win by the HmUh M
Saturday night at venera-

ble Matthews Arena,

"We're disappointed,
upset, aggravated, whatev-

er word you want to say

about coming out of

Boston and not getting a

point."
coach |oc

Mallen said

after the

Boston College

Massachusetts

did feel

Northeastern game. "We're

going to have nights like

this. It wasn't one of our

best efforts at all and we
have to look forward to

next week-
end."

Before
many of the

impressive
4.686 found their seats.

BC immediately took the

lead in Friday's affair,

compliments of Deerfield

Academy product Marty
Reasoner streaking down
the left wing and feather-

ing a wrist shot 5-hole on

Turn to HOCKEY, page 6

Women's gym falls in record setting meet vs. Michigan
Jeremy R. Adams
Collegian Stan

Nationally ranked Michigan edged
Massachusetts in women's gymnas-
tic- action on Saturday at the

William D. Mullins Center, but it

was the record setting Minutewomen
performances
and Mullins
Center crowd
that made it an
event that

Massachusetts coach Dave Kuzara
called unbelievable

Despite falling to the No. I I

Wolverines 195.000 to 193.700. it

was a banner day for the
Minutewoman gymnastics program.
School records fell throughout the

meet, from a 2,435 attendance
record to individual and team scores

across the board.

"Michigan is a team that could win
the National Championship this

year." Kuzara said "We gave them a

Michigin 195.000

Massachusetts 193.700

run. We did everything we could in

this eompetition."

Freshman Mandy Mosby was the

top Massachusetts all- arounder in

the meet, putting up a 38.8

which was the third best mark over-

all. Mosby scored a 9 9 personal best

in a clutch floor performance, keep-

ing the score

in the
meet's final rota-

tionThe
Minutewomen had a strong start.

setting a team record on the vault at

48.675. Michelle LoPresti set a per-

sonal record at 9.775 and Dcnise
lohnson scored a 9.8 to lead

liusetts on the vault

LoPresti competed in just two
events, setting personal best score-

in both the vault and the bars

(9.675). and earned the praise ol

Kuzara for her efforts despite sitting

out a week of practice because of
bask problems.

"She's not one of my stars and not

one of my seniors. It was a .real gut

check performance." Kuzara said.

Kuzara's one disappointment in

the meet was pertaining to the
Minutewomen 's beam scores.

"I felt the judges were judging
very tough on the beam. They have
a right to do that and I have a right

to be unhappy about it." Kuzara
said.

Mosby scored a team-high 9.7 on
the beam. Anita Sanyal and Betsy

Collucci each scored 9.625. which is

a personal best for Collucci. to lead

the Minutewomen.
Massachusetts team records also

fell on the uneven bars (48.275),

floor exercise (48.9). and overall

score. Perennial Big 10 gymnastics

powerhouse Michigan matched
Massachusetts' uneven bars score,

and needed a season-best team over-

all performance to top the other
three events.

"It was a very well put-on compe-

tition." Michigan coach Beverly
Plocki said "Hopefully this will do a

lot for the [Massachusetts! pro-

gram."

"I think that with continued sup-

port this program could be one of

the nation's finest." Plocki added.

The support was there for the

Minutewomen against Michigan. The
record crowd was a good omen for

Massachusetts gymnastics, hosting a

meet in the Mullins Center for the

first time.

"I think being in the Mullins
Center and having so much crowd
support definitely helps because it is

so intimidating," senior co-captain

Tara Swartz said

"This event was unbelievable,"

Kuzara said. "It was a great crowd.

It's overwhelming what happened
today."

The Minutewomen take a two
week lay-off. then host Rhode Island

and Yale at I p.m. on Feb. 9 at the

Boyden Gym.

— The University o</ Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Women's hoop hits road,

face V-Tech away tonight

By Jeremy Adams
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's basket-

ball team hits the road for a t nid-week

Atlantic 10 match-up with Virginia

Tech tonight. The Minutewomen, 6-2 in

the A- 10. face, a rebuilding Hokie squad

which has accrued the worst record in

the conference, joining Xfivier in the

basement with a 1 - 7 confert nee tally.

Virginia Tech recently dropped a

84-67 decision to Duquesne in

Pittsburgh, and are headed in the oppo-

site direction from UMass. The
Minutewomen have won iight of their

last 10 and are 3-1 on th«: road in con-

ference play. The Hokies 'lave lost their

last two meetings with UMass, for a

1-2 all-time series record between the

schools. '

Virginia Tech is led by point guard

Renee Maitland. The 5-7 junior aver-

ages 2.3 steals and six rebounds per

game, and shoots 37 percent from
downtown.

Maitland averages l.'i 3-pointers per

game, ranking ninth in the A- 10. and is

joined by the conference's ninth best

scorer, Kim Seaver fU I ficshman.

Seaver is averaging a Imost 1 5 points

per game, leading the Hokie attack

from her spot on the low post. Senior

guard Sherry Banks rounds out

Virginia Tech's attac k with a 1 2 point

scoring average.

The Minutewomen will try to

counter Mail land's abilities with those

of center Crystal Carroll and guard
Kellv \ an Huisen. Carroll averages 7

boards per game r.nd \ an Huisen leads

the A- 10 with ?>3 percent shooting

from behind the arc.

Massus husetts is coming of an impor-

tant 61-45 win against rival Temple,

and has a considerable obstacle ahead,

in the form of a Feb. 2 meeting with

defending conference champion George

Washington at the William D. Mullins

Center. The Colonials face 2-6 Rhode

Island tonight in Washington.

The Colonials were the unanimous

A- 10 coaches selection to win the con-

ference, and have answered the call

with their 8-0 A- 10 record. George
Washington hosts 3-4 St. Bonaventure

on Feb. 4, so the Minutewomen appear

to be the only team on their docket

with a legitimate chance to knock them

off of their pedestal in the near future.

Sabriya Mitchell and Beth Kuzmeski

join Van Huisen in the productive

UMass backcourt. Mitchell led the

Minutewomen with 1 1 points in the

very guard -oriented, fast-paced win

over Temple. Kuzmeski and Van
Huisen combined for just 9 points in

the game, but also totalled 8 assists

Undefeated in conference and 1 3-4

overall. George Washington is a partic-

ularly imposing opponent at this part of

the season. Tajama Abraham and
Noelia Gomez were named A- 10

Conference Player and Rookie of the

Week, respectively. The two led the

Colonials to their 1 0th straight overall

win. extending their home winning
streak to 27 straight games.

The Charles E. Smith Center in

\\ a-hington, D.C. has been most hos-

pitable to the Colonials since the

1994-95 season. The streak includes

21 straight A 10 victories

UMass and GW face-off in a nation-

ally televised contest, live from the

Mullins Center on Feb. 2. ESPN2 will

broadcast through the A- 10 broadcast-

ing network

Women s hoop stuns Temple
By Luke Mered rth

ColUgion Staff

After a gut-wrenching 50-48
home loss to conference rival St.

loesph's in Ian. 23, the

Massachusetts women's basketball

team needed a big win over Temple
on Saturday to keep
pace with the A-10's
elite and gel back to

their winning M
Bouncing back in

convincing fashion.

I Mass spanked the Owls bl-45. to

up their overall record to 12-6. and
6-2 in i he Atlantic-10. The
Minutewomen now sit in second
place in the A-10's Last Division.

one game ochind 7-1 St. I>

UMass never trailed in their win
over Temple, jumping out to a 12-3

lead seven minutes into the contest.

The Owl . cut the lead to four. 16-12.

but the Minutewomen reeled off a

16-6 run to end the first half UMass
took a 32-18 lead into half time, and
stretch«.-d the advantage to 21 earlv in

the set ond half Crystal Carroll, still

nursing a sore ankle she injured in

the St . loe's game and catching up on
some long- needed rest, sat out inosi

of the second half but still posted

eight points and four rebounds in 21

minutes. Senior guard Sabriya
Miti hell, plaving perhaps one of her

hesi games in a I Mass uniform,
scored II points, grabbed five

rebounds and dished out four assists.

1 rt -hman Alison MacFarland stored

10 points, laywana Bradlev added

Massachusetts 61

Temple -

nine and steadily improving sopho-

more center Yolanda Ray side

chipped in with eight points and
seven rebounds

"Today was a day when we
couldn't spend too much time worry-

ing about Temple." MlliachlHCttl
head coach loanic O'Brien said. Ave

had to worry about
taking care of our-

selves at both ends of

the floor. We got a lot

of kids a lot of min-

utes. Crystal Carroll

had probably her lowest minute out-

put of the year, which is probably

good considering we're coming off

our toughest stretch of the season."

Saturday's clash with Temple wjs

the fifth game in nine days for the

Minutewomen. UMass was blown
out on Ian. 18th 85-58 at Duquc»nc.
but came back to top Rhode Island in

overtime. 81-74 three nights later,

led by Beth ku/me-ki's 21 points.

Last week's loss to St loe's was
tough to swallow. The Hawks came
into the game tied with UMass for

first place in the A-IO's Fast Division

at 5 I . and now sit at 7-1 in the con-

ference, one game ahead of the

Minutewomen. UMass took a six

point lead. 29-23. into the locker

room but lost steam when Crystal

Carroll rolled her ankle early in the

second half. Carroll continued to

pl.iv hut hit only one of eight shot-- in

the second half, and the Hawks
would use 12 second-half points

Turn to WOMEN'S HOOP page 7
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Beth Kuzmeski and the Minutewomen travel to Virginia Tech to face the
Hokies tonight.
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Enter

the idiot

Chris Farley is

joined by Nicolette

Sheridan in the

new comedy
Beit'/Vy Hills Ninja.

Check out our
review (See Arts &
Living, page 5).

This time

ifs wor
Edgar Padilla

and the
Massachusetts
men's basketball

team faces con-
ference foeGeorge
Washington
tonight at 7:30
p.m. at the Charles E. Smith
Center (see Sports, page 1 2).

WORLD

Financial problems

cause Albanian unrest

TIRANA. Albania (AP) — The
poorest Albanians will get immedi-

ate cash payments from the frozen

assets of failing get-rich-quick

tdwoMt, the country's president

said yesterday, attempting to allay

investors' fears that their savings are

gone.

The rest will receive statement

accounts proving they put money
into the pyramid schemes, said

President Sali Berisha. The schemes

were declared illegal and were
frozen earlier this month after

unrest sparked by their failure to

pay out.

It was unclear how many people

would be reimbursed in cash, open-

ing the way for more confusion and
potential rioting from investors who
fear their money could be lost for

good

Pro-government newspapers were

to publish a list of those receiving

cash payments today.

Meanwhile, political feuding
linked to the failed investment
schemes intensified yesterday, with

the opposition Socialist Party claim-

ing several of its members had been

arrested in the provincial towns of

Korea. Lushnja and Vlora — all

scenes of unrest over the past week.

The Interior Ministry would not

confirm the arrests, but during his

news conference yesterday. Berisha

said police had identified the master-

minds of the riots as local Socialist

Party leaders. Berisha alto accused

former members of the communist-

era Sigurimi secret police and securi-

ty forces of instigating the unrest.

NATION

Methuen resident

found dead in dorm

LINCOLN. Neb. (AP) — A
hoi) of a student from
Methuen. Mass., was found in

Mi dorm room after reports of

a loul odor: police estimated he

had been dead two or three
d.l\v

Paul |. Wolfendale, 28. was
found Monday night hanged by

a belt. The medical examiner
ruled it an accident, said

University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Police Chief Ken Cauble. who
declined to elaborate.

A criminal justice major.
Wolfendale was a senior living

alone at Gather Hall, which is

reserved for upperclassmen and

consists mostly of single-occu-

pancy rooms.

A dormitory supervisor dis-

covered Wolfendale's body
while investigating several

reports of a foul odor from the

dormitory's fourth floor.
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Students pleased with

earlier excess checks
By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

This semester marks the first time

that the University of Massachusetts

Bursar's Office has made excess
checks available to students before

the first day of classes.

University students eligible to

receive excess checks can pick them
up in Room 161 B. located in the

basement of Whitmore
Administration Building, from 9

a.m.-4 p.m. this week.

"I feel great about [receiving his

excess check early |. I'm going to pay

off Christmas and my winter break,"

said student Michael Singleton, a

senior majoring in human nutrition.

Bursar Dan Maguffin said that hav-

ing an offsite location and additional

staff from the Financial Aid and
Admissions Offices are what made
the early dispersal possible this semes-

ter.

"Simply, we've arranged to disperse

the excess checks before the first day

of classes. That's much earlier than

the past couple of years," Maguffin

said. "The reason we couldn't do it

before was difficulty in coordination

and lack of space upstairs in

Whitmore due to the hundreds of stu-

dents paying their bills late."

The majority of the over 5,000
excess checks given out each semester

are financial aid allowances for living

expenses and books. Most of the

checks average between
$2,0OO-$4,OO0.

So far, several thousand students

have picked up their checks. Maguffin

felt that the majority of the students

appreciated getting them early this

semester.

"They are pleasantly surprised and
very happy to walk out of here with

their money before the first day of

classes and before the first day of the

month to pay their rent," he said.

Senior anthropology major Victoria

Bamond agreed with Maguffin. "It's

much quicker this semester." she said.

"It's great because we have to pay for

books and stuff like that."

Maguffin is unsure if this early dis-

persal will occur again in the fall.

"The jury is still out on that."

Maguffin said. "I would like it to hap-

pen because I think it's a great service

to the students and I think they appre-

ciate it. Whether we can do that for

the fall semester. I'm not sure.

"There's a lot more volume and
mail in the fall, and students have just

gotten their financial aid awards. I

can't make any promise other than

that I'll try." he said.

Students who do not pick up their

checks this week at the special loca-

tion should get them upstairs at the

tellers' booths in Whitmore.

Knn*(* icmus comgun
This semester, students will not have to wait in the long lines at the Bursar's office to get their excess checks.

Second bombing suspect misidentified

By Steven K. Paulson

Associated Press

DENVER — The man in the wide

ly distributed sketch of lohn Doe
No. 2 in the Oklahoma City bomb-
ing has been positively identified as

an Army private who had no role in

the attack, the lustice Department
said yesterday.

In a brief filed yesterday in I S

District Court in Denver, prosecu-

tors said Pvt. Todd Bunting rented a

truck at a lunction City. Kan., body
shop the day after suspect Timothy
McVeigh rented the truck believed

to have been used in the bombing.

A mechanic at the body shop is

"confident he had Todd Bunting in

mind when he provided the descrip-

tiofcfor the lohn Doe 2 composite."

according to the government's brief.

Prosecutors say they still are look-

ing for another person who may
have been with McVeigh when he

rented the truck.

The mechanic, Tom Kessinger,

identified McVeigh as John Doe No.

1 . the man who identified himself as

"Robert Kling" when he rented the

truck. Kessinger was the only wit-

ness to describe "Kling" and lohn
Doe No 2.

In their brief, prosecutors said

Kessinger is now prepared to testify

that his description af lohn Doe No
2 was wrong, that he confused him
with Bunting.

In establishing Bunting's identity.

prosecutors said they relied on
Kessinger's description of a tattoo

visible below his sleeve, and a base-

ball cap featuring a zigzag pattern in

the front. Some witnesses have said

they saw the man described in the

sketch of |ohn Doe No. 2 in

Oklahoma City shortly before the

bombing, but investigators say
they're mistaken.

Prosecutors said Kessinger

remains sure that McVeigh is

"Kling" and that two other mHun
who rented the truck to "kling" are

sure another man was with him.

Stephen lones. attorney for

MeXeigh. offered the mistake in

identifying lohn I
> V ] .

deriee thai evevvimcss identifications

should be thrown out. including the

identification ol McVeigh,

lOMt is asking for a hearing to

suppress the identifications ,i

dene*. In their brief, prosecutors

opposed a hearing, saying witness

identifications should be challenged

at trial.

McVeigh and codefendant Terry

Nichols could face the death penalty

if convicted on federal conspiracy

and murder charges in the bombing,

which killed 168 and injured more
than 500.

McVeigh's trial is scheduled to

begin March > I in Denver and will

be followed bv Nichols' trial.

ItNNIfCH WT«A$

Decorating your dorm room...
Darbie Honey, a senior sports management major, looked at

day.

sports management major, posters in the Student Union Ballroom yester-

UM students to compete

in California tournament

By Christina Polerto

Collegian Staff

In early March three
University of Massachusetts s( U

dents will travel to San lose.

Calif., to compete in the finals

of the annual international
undergraduate programming
contest, sponsored by the
Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM). The ACM is

noted for being the leading com-
puter science technical society.

The UMass team consists of
Brian Hanechak. Ben Horowitz
and |ohn Sullivan, all under-
graduate students of the
University.

The contest, which began last

fall, had over 1,000 participat-

ing teams from colleges and uni-

versities across the world. The
finals will include 50 competing
teams.

According to team coach
Robert Moll, also a professor in

the department of computer sci-

ence, the competition will be
based on the students' abilities

to solve programming problems.

"The contest consists of the

teams having to provide solu-

tions to approximately six com-
puter programming problems in

a specific amount of time." Moll

said.

In this final competition, the

contenders will have five hour*

to solve six to eight program-
ming puzzles.

In the preliminary regional
competition, which took place

last fall at Harvard University,

the UMass trio placed second

behind the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology team.

In the northeast regionals
held at Westfield State College.

UMass tied for second with
Harvard University, while the

Mil team again took first place.

I ndcr the guidance of £1oll,

the team will prepare for this

final competition by working on
sample problems similar to

those encountered in competi-
tion

Horowitz, a second bachelor's

degree student in the computer
science program, landed a spot

on the UMass team following

Ml high placement in an
"in-house" competition held in

the UMass Computer Science
Department. The top three who
placed in this tournament were
chosen for the team
Hanechak, a computer science

and mathematics major and
Sullivan, a physics major, will

complete the team.

The cost of traveling to San
lose, which is estimated at

about SI. 1 00. will be funded by
Microsoft Corporation and UPE.
the computer honor societv

"We plan to do some fund
raising to make up for the rest

of the cost," Horowitz said.

Although unsure as to what
the exact prizes were for the top

placers in this competition.
Horowitz commented that mon-
etary prizes would be awarded.
"We didn't receive anything

from the regional competition
except bragging rights and the

chance to go to California,"
Horowitz said.

Library betting on sweets

to boost Feb. fundraiser

By Laura Forster

Collegian Staff

As Valentine's Day grows closer

and the demand for chocolate

becomes higher, the Friends of the

lones library will sponsor their first

"Chocolate Auction and More"
fundraiser beginning Feb 1 and cul-

minating in a grand finale on Feb. 8.

The Chocolate Auction will offer

approximately 45 gift baskets donat-

ed by 57 neighboring businesses. The
gift baskets will be on display for

silent auction throughout the week
and then will be auctioned off vocally

on Feb. 8.

The gift baskets range in value

from $12 to $10. offering a variety of

items.

In addition to the auction, the

lones Library's large meeting room
will be transformed into a coffee-

house on the last day, with a jazz

pianist and a variety of desserts

donated by the Black Sheep Cafe.

Cookie decorating and face paint-

ing will be available for children and

a chocolate cooking demonstration
will be held at noon.

The library will also hold a raffle

for a basket of fine gourmet choco-

lates. Raffle tickets will cost $1

.

Katie George, coordinator of the

Chocolate Auction and member of

the Friends of the lones Library,

emphasized the importance of the

library not only for the local residents

but for University of Massachusetts

members as well.

"Students and faculty in education

and literary majors often use the

selection of children's literature for

their studies, so this auction is a great

way to raise money for more books
while enjoying the library's lovely

.itniosphere." George said.

George also added that students
will be able to find "some great bar-

gains" on the baskets

George is positive that event will

he a success Despite the hard work
and planning put into the event, she

said, "what is so fun about this event

is that it has struck a chord in peo-

ple's creativity."
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Religious — A Welcome Back Shabbat will be held at the

Chabad House at 6 p.m. A meal will follow the service.

Meeting — The Alliance Christian Fellowship will hold its

weekly Time Out Fellowship meeting at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center. This week. Worship and speaker Rev. Dave

Berman on the Refreshing Life.

Monday. Feb. 3

Auditions — The University Chorale needs a few good

men (particularly basses), and women too. Auditions will be

held from 3-5 p.m. or by arrangement. Call 545-4313 for

more information.

Tuesday. Feb. 4

Discussion — Portrait of a Lady, by Henry lames, is the

selection for the Odyssey Bookshop's monthly Open Book

Discussion tonight at 7 p.m. Marjorie Kaufman, a professor

emeritus of F-nglish at Mount Holyoke College, will lead the

discussion.

Meeting — The Ski Club will hold its first general meeting

of the semester at 7 p.m. in Earthfoods. Members can get

deals on tuning, waxing and lift passes for $30. For more

info, call 545-3437.

ay, Feb. 5

Community Service — The UMass Community Service

Program is sponsoring its annual Spring Volunteer Fair today

from 1 1 a.m. - 1 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium.

Over 40 local service agencies will be on hand to discuss

opportunities to volunteer or participate in internships. Any

questions, call 545-3327.

Lecture — Susan L. Taylor, editor-in-chief of Essence

Magazine and author of In the Spirit: The Inspirational

Writings of Susan L. Taylor, will speak at Mount Holyoke

College at 7:30 p.m. in Chapin Auditorium. The lecture is

free and open to the public.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry Society will hold its first

meeting of the semester at 7 p.m. in room 917 of the

Campus Center. New members are always welcome. For

more information, call Tim at 546-0562.

Meeting — Have you ever done theater or always wanted

to? If so. then the UMass Theatre Guild wants you! Come to

our first meeting of the semester at 7 p.m. in the Campus

Center. Many artistic positions are available for the spring

shows. Fame and Heidi Chronicles. Audition information

will be available. Call the UMTG office at 545-04! 5 or Tara

546-2104 for more information.

Friday. Feb. 7

Auditions — Auditions fo: the UMass Theatre Guild's

Spring production of Fame will take place at 7 p.m. in room

101 of the Campus Center. You only need one audition.

Callbacks will take place Feb. 9 at 10 a.m. No need to pre-

pare, come as you are. AH are welcome. For more informa-

tion call the UMTG office at 545-041 5.

Notice*

Orientation — Orientation tours for the W.E.B. Du Bois

Library will be held on |an 29-31 and Feb. 3-7. The tours

will leave from the Entrance lobby at 10:30 a.m. and 2:30

p.m. daily. We encourage you to come, visit and get to know
the library.

Independent study — Resources in Women's Studies

Research. WOST 496B. will be held Wednesdays. 4-4:50

p.m. in the Calipari Instruction Room in the W.E.B. Du Bois

Library. Reccomended for juniors and seniors. Call instruc-

tor Emily Sillverman at 545-0995 or email

eaarvtnBMiW3xBry.uinass.edu to register.

Volunteer work — Do you love community service, help-

ing others, volunteering with children, leadership opportuni-

ties and making new friends? loin the UMass Circle K Club.

409 Student Union. Call Aimee or Suzanne at 665-77 1 2 for

man wfo. ..m

ous day

Internships — Internships are available working on Earth

Day. Hunger, Recycling and Clean Air. Call Melanie at

MassPirg. 545-0199 or stop by the office at 423-A Student

Union Building

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley in

south Amherst will provide rides to church. Pick up is at

9:40 a.m. on campus. Call Mark at 253-0361 for more infor-

mation.

Support group — Overeaters Anonymous, a group of indi-

viduals who share an addiction to food and suffer from com-

pulsive eating and other eating disorders, will hold weekly

meetings on Saturdays at 10 a.m. in the Campus Center. The

only requirement for membership is the desire to stop eating.

There are no dues or fees. Donations are strictly voluntary.

For more info, call (b 1 7 )64 1 -2303.

Astronomy — The Amherst Area Amateur Astronomers

Association will hold free public planetarium shows at 4 p.m.

every Saturday in February at Amherst College Bassett

Planetarium. Appropriate for all ages. Dates: Feb. 1,8. 15,

22. For information, call Tom Whitney at 256-6234.

Community — The Hampshire County Women. Infant

and Children (WIC) Program has opened a new office serv-

ing the greater Amherst area, on 150 Fearing St., Amherst.

Hampshire County WIC is a supplemental food and nutrition

program serving eligible pregnant, breastfeeding and post-

partum women and their infants and children under age 5.

For more information, call (413)584-3591.

Dance— Cajun Dancing and Appalachian clogging begin-

ner lessons will be offered on Sunday evenings from 6- 7

p.m. at 132 Elm St.. Westfield. Partners are not needed and

all ages are welcome. No prior dance experience is necessary.

Classes are instructed by Maple Run, and non- profit dance

group that performs at fairs and community functions. For

more information, contact k> Samelli at (41 3)746-9067.

Film — The interdepartmental program in film studies is

offering its fourth annual Multicultural Film Festival:

"Emigres. Exiles and Sojourners in Contemporary Cinema"

this spring. Screenings and discussions with directors and

faculty will be held on Wednesday evenings. 231 Herter Hall

at UMass and Stirn Auditorium at Amherst College, at 7

p.m. The first event will be When Mother Comes Home for

Christmas, a documentary by Nilita Vachani (Sri

Lanka/Greece, 1995) on Feb. 25. For a full schedule, watch

for brochures and posters at the beginning of February, or

check out our webpagc: www.umass.edu/film.

Film studies — Interested in earning a certificate in film

studies? Take 18 credits in film and video courses and

receive a film studies certificate (equivalent to a minor). Sign

up at the beginning of the spring semester in the interdepart-

mental program in film studies olfice. 101 South College.

Call 545-3659 or see webpagc: www.umass.edu/film for

more information.

Language — Casa Latina. the Center for Community
Education and Culture, will conduct an 8-week Functional

Spanish course, beginning February 18 at 7 p.m. in

Northampton. Tuition is $260. Students will be divided into

three small groups: beginners, intermediate and advanced.

Classes will be taught b> evpcncnccd language instructors

who are also native Spanish speakers. For more information,

contact lanet Gonzalez at 586-1569.

Special Olympics — The North Valley Area Special

Olympics is actively seeking special athletes for its spring

sports teams. Athletes interested in candlepin bowling or

basketball should contact the area office at (413)584-9377.

There are roster positions available for special athletes ages

seven and up. Newcomers are strongly encouraged to join,

and parents are invited to call with any questions.

Support group — A Women in Relationships Therapy

Group, an ongoing therapy and support group for women
who want to improve difficult relationships with friends, par-

ems, children and colleagues, lovers or partners, led by

Rebecca Rcid, will meet Mondavs from 7:30-9 p.m. in

Amherst Sliding scale fee. lor information call 253-5494,

transition
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UMass isn't the only team with

a great transition game.We
would like to welcome you, the

members of the UMass
Student Credit Union, as you

make this important move.

You'll get many NEW
BENEFITS — like a free ATM
card and great rates on
computer loans, just to name
a few.

0- UMass
Five College

Federal Credit Union

6 University Drive • Amherst
5497400

Across the street from Rafter's

Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage
Ian. 28
A two vehicle accident occurred on

Massachusetts Avenue due to icy road con-

ditions.

A two vehicle accident occurred on Hicks

Way due to icy road conditions.

A two vehicle accident occurred on
University Drive.

A three vehicle accident occurred on
Commonwealth Avenue due to icy road con-

ditions.

Alarm — Fire

Ian. 28
A car fire on Stadium Drive was extin-

guished by the Amherst Fire Department.

Animal Complaint
Ian. 28
An individual asked that the well-being of

a dog who was tied up outside of the W.E.B.
Du Bois Library be checked on.

Assault & Battery

Ian. 28
A fight between two individuals at the

Mullins Center was broken up by police.

Disturbance
Ian. 28
Two individuals had to be ejected from

the Smashing Pumpkins concert at the

Mullins Center.

Family Offenr.es, Domestics

Ian. 28
A restraining order was served on a resi-

dent of Knowlton Residence Hall.

Hazardous Materials/ Spills

Ian. 28
,

Malicious activation of a fire exttn uisner

was reported from Patterson Residence Hall.

Larceny

lan 28
cc r u- I

Bicycle parts were stolen ofl of a bicycle

that was located in a storage room in Leach

Residence Hall.

A snow blower was stolen from a storage

room in the Physical Plant.

An individual reported having money
stolen from his wallet in Tobin Hall.

An individual reported having his wallet

stolen from Lederle Research building.

An individual from Kennedy Residence

Hall reported that his futon was stolen.

Vandalism
lan -

28
u kl~lA rear window was smashed on a vehicle

located in parking lot 44 on Sylvan Drive.

mmmwwmmmi
The Collegian News
Department always has
room for new writers
interested in reporting on
various topics of interest

to UMass students. Come
to our office in the
Campus Center basement,
or call Laura Stock, News
Editor, at 545-1762 and
contribute to our news
coverage

take Kaplan
and get into the

right school,

MCAT
• Highly trained, expert teachers who
know the tests Inside and out.

• Personalized, computerized study

plans, tailored to your individual

needs.

• Proven methods, guaranteed to

raise your score.

Classes are

starting now!

th« leader in test prep

KAPLAN
I 810-KAP-TEST

WWW. KJsfMeWI.OOfTI

"Snowflakes are one of nature's mostfragile things,

but just look what they can do when they stick

together.

"

-Vesta M. Kelly

Sorority Rush '97
February 1 st - 6th

u£* , a v-C

Registration: This week in

Campus Center Concourse

All University Women Welcome
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New York sex offender files $8 million lawsuit Guidelines could ease colon cancer testing
By John Affleck

Ajjocioted Press

BUFFALO, N.Y. — A sex offender who used a toy gun to

force girls into his car has filed an $8 million lawsuit against

authorities for revealing that he moved into a local school dis-

trict while on parole.

John E. Grace, who was convicted for sex attacks in Erie.

Niagara. Wyoming and Livingston counties, claims that his

rights were violated when residents of the Maryvale school

district in suburban Buffalo were told that he was living in

their area. Grace, 58, is suing Maryvale Superintendent Gary
Brader and three state Division of Parole officials in U.S.

District Court in Buffalo.

The suit was filed in late November but only came to light

this week when the Maryvale school board announced it

would pay for Brader's defense. A copy of Grace's lawsuit

was obtained by The Associated Press yesterday.

The board, headed by President Richard Augustine,
released a statement saying it "has absolutely no doubts that

Mr. Brader acted properly and responsibly at all times."

Grace was convicted of rape, kidnapping and attempted
rape for a series of assaults in western New York and wound
up serving more than 12 years in state prison.

He was paroled in June 1993 and returned to live in his

hometown of Cheektowaga. just outside Buffalo. According
to his lawsuit, Grace rented a home with two of his three

sons and got a job working at a restaurant.

In 1994. the state Division of Parole instituted a policy

under which they are to notify school districts if a paroled sex

offender was living in their area.

Once state officials told Brader that Grace was in the dis-

trict, the superintendent sent a letter to parents. While the

letter did not release Grace's name, it told parents they could

get that information and more by writing to the district.

The letter caused an outcry from residents who com-
plained it didn't provide enough details. A meeting attended

by about 250 residents was held to discuss the situation.

Grace said that when his identity was revealed, he was
forced to quit his job and leave town. His children also were

evicted. In his lawsuit, Grace said he now lives in a Buffalo

halfway house and survives on welfare checks. He is no
longer under parole supervision. Grace claims his right to pri-

vacy was violated and his punishment was effectively extend-

ed by what happened.

Brader defended his actions. "We felt at the time we were

taking appropriate steps," he said.

A spokesman for the state Division of Parole declined to

comment specifically on Grace's case but said the division

makes such notifications on a case-by-case basis, depending

on the possible threat to public safety.

The Grace case treads on similar ground as New York's

so-called "Megan's Law." The New York Sex Offender
Registration Act allows public officials and private individu-

als to consult a registry at police stations to learn whether a

potentially dangerous sex criminal is living in their midst.
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Can I get your autograph?
Swati Cupte, an epidemiology grad student, signs a petition supporting an updated bottle bill while

Elizabeth Gartlan, a sophomore human nutrition major, fills her in on MassPIRG's i
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Mental Health Groups Spring 1997
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

Mindfulness'
basea Stress

Management
Qroup — Leom

to live fully in the pre-

sent moment.

Mindfulness medio

tion wil be used as the

foundation for ol

stress management

exercises.

This group is appropri-

ate for both general

stress management as

wel as for assistance

in managing stress

related medical disor-

ders. Group runs for

8 weeks,

Mondavs,

3:30 5:30 p.m.

Self-Discovery

Qroubs — learn

to develop better social

skills; improve rela-

tionships, become

more assertive;

improve connections

with others; feel more

in control of your life;

and cope with sadness,

lonliness, or isolation

by talking with others

who share your con

terns These groups

run for 10 weeks.

Group I Tuesdays,

3 30 5:00 pm

Self'Discovery

Qroubs — learn

to develop better

social skids, improve

relationships; become

more assertive;

improve connections

with others; feel more

in control of your life,

and cope with sadness,

lonliness, or isolation

by talking with others

who shore your con-

cerns. These groups

run for 10 weeks.

Group II

Wednesdays,

3 4:30 p.m.

Ninos Adultos
de Familias
Disfuncionales— This is a therapy

group for indrviduafs

who would Ske to

understand how their

upbringing continues

to influence relation-

ships in the present.

Issues such as explor

mo/expressing feel

ings, developing self-

esteem and breaking

dysfunctional patterns

ore central. Group is

held in Spanish.

Group runs for 8

weeks,

Wednesdays,

3:30 - 5:00 p m.

THURSDAY
Men's Qroup -

If you ore a man who

has difficulty with self-

confidence, friendships,

romantic relationships,

or expressing anger

you're not alone. This

weekly discussion

group con help you

understand and over

come these problems

as group members talk

with and learn from

each other The group

is co-led by a man ond

womon ond runs for 8

- 10 weeks,

Thursdays,

4:00 - 5:00 p.m

All groups require a pre-group interview. For more information, or to sign up for an
interview, please call the Mental Health Division of University Health Services

at 545-2337 or stop hy 127 Hills North, M - F, 8:00 a.m. - 5 p.m.
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UMafs
Division of
Continuing
Education

Tons ot credit undergrnd

courses — in the evening!

Nearly lOOnoncredit

workshops - .ifford.iblc.

fun. practical, including

-

Biiilritiliiiu

-

GMAT. GRE LSAT.&

Pbolooiaphy.

For a free course catalog, call 413-545-0107 or e-mail

contined@admin.umass.edu

Explore our web site and see how we can help you -

http://www.umass.edu/contined/

Division ofContinuing Education
University ofMassachusetts Amherst

providing access to adult, nontraditional education for over 25 years

and CHOCOLATE

By Louran Neergaard
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — An easy take-

home test for colorectal cancer
could lower the cost and unpleas-

antness that deter many Americans
from being examined for the

nation's second-leading cancer
killer, say new medical guidelines

being issued today.

Taking those simple tests to

detect blood in stool samples every

year after age 50 could cut colorec-

tal cancer deaths by a third, making
them about as effective as mammo-
grams are for breast cancer, say the

guidelines, endorsed by the
American Cancer Society and seven

other medical groups.

"For people who don't want to

go through a lot of hassle and
expense... that's a reasonable
option," said Dr. Robert Fletcher of

Harvard Medical School, who co-

authored the guidelines for the

American Gastroenterological
Association.

But the guidelines offer options,

including testing once every 10
years — by snaking a fiber-optics

tube into the colon to spot precan-

cerous growths that cculd be
removed to prevent cancer from

ever forming. The simpler stool

tests, in contrast, detect cancer
early enough to cure.

Even better for some people, the

guidelines say those manual rectal

exams doctors offer today aren't

worth the time and embarrassment.

The guidelines are "a call to

action," said co-author Dr. Sidney
Winawer of Memorial Sloan-
Kettering Cancer Center.

"The public and physicians have

been skeptical" about colorectal

testing, he added, but "the evidence

is strong now for the benefits."

Some managed-care companies
already cover these routine cancer

exams, but Medicare, the federal

health-care system for the elderly,

only pays if someone has cancer
symptoms. President Clinton will

ask Congress for Medicare funding
for routine colorectal tests in his

1998 budget, and Rep. William
Thomas (R-Calif.) already has
introduced similar legislation.

About 131.000 Americans get

colon and rectal cancer each year

and more than 54.000 die. It

strikes men and women about
equally. And while relatives of can-

cer patients or people with colon
growths called polyps are more
prone to the disease, the biggest

risk is simply getting older.

"As the second-leading cause of

cancer death, this offers the biggest

potential for lives saved if the coun-

try would adopt these guidelines,"

said the American Cancer Society's

Dr. Harmon Eyre. Some doctors
already advise people over 50 to.get

regular manual rectal exams, stool

tests and a more unpleasant exam
called a sigmoidoscopy.

But only one in five Americans
gets tested.

So the gastroenterological associ-

ation assembled independent
experts to find the best tests. They
decided most people over 50
should choose one of the following:

• Annual fecal blood tests, a $5
kit a doctor sends home for the per-

son to collect six stool samples and
mail back for analysis. Although
easy to use, they can cause false

alarms that necessitate further can-

cer testing.

• A sigmoidoscopy, where a tube

threaded into the rectum checks
just the lower half of the colon for

polyps or cancer, every five years.

• A barium enema every five to

10 years, a 20-minute procedure
that lets doctors view the entire

colon by X-ray to spot large

polyps.

NRC adds reactors to special watch list

By H. Joser Hebert

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Nuclear

Regulatory Commission expanded its

special watch list to 14 reactors — the

most in nearly a decade — because of

safety problems yesterday. It sent a

scathing letter to the nation's largest

nuclear operator, questioning its abili-

ty to run its reactors safely.

The agency added six new reactors

to the list that already had eight reac-

tors requiring special scrutiny by the

NRC because of safety shortcomings.

Nearly half of the reactors belong to

Commonwealth Edison Co., in

Illinois, which was singled out for par

ticulariy harsh criticism.

The action comes amid growing

problems at a handful of the more
than 100 nuclear power reactors in 31

states. Three reactors in Connecticut

have been ordered shut down indefi-

nitely and the NRC has issued a string

of heavy fines over the last two years

totaling more than $2 3 million

against three utilities alone.

The NRC is sending a message out

to the industry to shape up or there

will be drastic consequences." said

David Lochbaum of the Union of

Concerned Scientists, a nuclear watch-

dog group.

Steven Ungelsbec. a spokesman for

the Nuclear Power Institute, said that

while some plants have problems, "the

industry is performing at record levels

of safety and reliability."

Incidents where safety systems are

activated have been cut from 2.4

events per plant in 1985 to 0.1 of an

event per plant in 1995. he said.

Nevertheless, the NRC staff made
clear at a meeting with commissioners

yesterday that at some nuclear plants

safety problems persist year after year.

Eight of the 14 reactors are in tem-

porary shutdown because of various

safety problems, while six are produc-

ing electricity. The reactors are in

Illinois, Maine. Connecticut, New
York, New Jersey and Florida.

In a letter to Commonwealth
Edison, Hugh Thompson, the NRC's
director of operations demanded the

Illinois utility immediately provide the

agency with evidence it can operate

safely its six nuclear stations on the

watch list.

He noted that Commonwealth
Edison, one of the largest nuclear

operators in the country with 12 reac-

tors in Illinois, has had facilities on the

watch list since 1986 and failed to

show safety improvements despite a

major reorganization four years ago.

Thompson cited • "lack of effective

management . weak corporate over-

sight ... a lack of adequate engineering

support and an inability or reluctance

to learn from experience" at

Commonwealth Edison.

In a response. Commonwealth
Edison Chairman lames I O'Connor
said: "We are confident that ComEd
will be able to satisfy the NRC's con-

cerns and provide sufficient informa-

tion to demonstrate that we can and
will continue lo operate our nuclear

stations safely while improving our
performance.

TOTAL FITNESS
WITHOLT WATTING IN UNE

,ICS »«*
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STUDENT SPECIAL

4 MONTHS
KEISER • NAUTILUS • CYBEX -

STAIRMASTERS • LITECYCLES B

TREADMILLS • V.R BIKE
LIFEROWER • GAUNTLET

GRAVTTON

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB
Hl« 1 16 Sa AmhcrM
2560080
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The Textbook Annex will

be open

exrw hours
''^S^S^ for your Shopping

Convenience

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

January 28

January 29

January 30

January 31

February 1

9AM - 8PM
9AM - 8PM
9AM - 8PM
9AM - 6PM
11AM -4PM

Monday-Friday February 3-7 9AM-6PM

Pizza
O Com* and Sew the MEW College Fizz*

O Featuring new larger 18 Pizzas

O Hew Larger '16 Subs mad* with
French Bread baked dally

FO Open for lunch everyday.

O Your satisfaction Is guaranteed -

Vour money tack on food replacement If

you are not fully aatlsflod.

O We promise fast delivery to our
delivery areas In Amherst A Hadley.

O Com* see 99.3 WHMF* broadcast live

from 2-4 pm Fab. Z -

Plenty of FREE GIVEAWAYS

I 50 Fearing St. Amherst
349-6098 or 549-6073

- Across from Southwest
goods & we're proud of our product.
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New lows for The Heights

C. Taylor

Conner

/ you went to such a good prep school in

Philly. why did you come to UMu •

Time and time again, people at this institu-

tion ask me this question, and I answer by

stating the facts: a quality newspaper, the opportunity

to run track and highly underrated academics lured me
away from attending either Syracuse or Michigan.

This seemingly innate Bay State-bred aura of low

self- worth and lack of pride surrounding a University

of Massachusetts degree allows many here to believe

that our school is indeed inferior to most — thus, the

question gets asked.

Yet, it's not really the fault of our students that such

unfavorable sentiments about UMass
exist. Rather, it is the simple and
unwaveringly harsh truth that

Massachusetts is home to several of the

nation's, if not world's, best institu-

tions of higher learning. Such is our burden in Harvard

Land as the state's largely unrecognized flagship state

school.

But we can deal with this because we're cool like

that.

What I and many other students just cannot stand,

however, are outbursts of ill-mannered elitism much
like the ones we at the Collegian saw in a recent copy
of the Boston College newspaper. The Heights.

It would be foolish of me not to acknowledge the

often good-natured and amusing rivalry that has devel-

oped between the UMass and BC sports teams, particu-

larly since the Commonwealth Classic began two years

ago.

But it would also be foolish of me not to acknowl-

edge that in their news section. The Heights took an
unwarranted and, quite frankly, journalistically-embar-

rassing swip% at UMass. In their "Voices from the

Dustbowl" feature, a section similar to the Collegian's

own "Campus Perspectives." the question of the day is.

"Boston College is better than UMass because..."

To give an example of the ludicrous nature of the

answers, (all of which are given by sophomores — you
know, for diversity's sake) one of the participants

responds, "...we uphold a strong lesuit tradition."

'Scuse me, honey. Little thing called separation of

church and state. Maybe if you hadn't just mindlessly

regurgitated on tests all information pertinent to

American history while trying to climb the college lad-

der, you would remember that it's one of the principles

upon which this country is founded.

Repeat after me: we public, you private. Merci beau-

coup.

Another response, although admittedly hyperbolic, is

"...we scored over 50 on the SATs." Ironically, this

backward-hatted simian's sorry stab at snobbery ends
up making us look fairly clever, considering you get a

couple hundred points just for signing your name.
I can imagine his next response might be something

to the effect of doubting our ability to spell our names.
Then again. I can imagine he's probably
still stuck on the word "simian."

However. BC really reveals its true col-

ors in its choice of students for the ques-

tions. When we at the Collegian do
Campus Perspectives, our goal is to represent the

broadest possible array of students by year, gender and
race. In the BC spread, there are four white male
sophomores and one white female sophomore.
When applying to colleges. I actually considered BC

as one of my choices and did indeed take a look around
campus -on the Boston leg of the Mass. tour. It remind-
ed me instantly of Villanova — which, if you don't
know, many minorities popularly refer to as
"\ anil la-nova."

Eerily enough, the college guide I had with me men-
tioned that many students not admitted to BC choose
Villanova as another option.

While UMass may have some ongoing problems with

vanilla-ness of its own. at least the school doesn't pride

itself on it. That's why I find it hard to believe the dis-

claimer at the bottom of the Heights' piece — "The
views expressed in 'Voices from the Dustbowl' do not

necessarily represent those of The Heights. Inc.. or its

staff" — to be true in the minds of most of BC students

and newspaper writers and editors. They could at least

relegate their pettiness to the Op-Ld page.

And. in closing, to the moron who answered, "...two

words: Mickey Curley," I would just like to state for

the record that the younger Curley makes his older
brother. Bill, look like Hakeem Olajuwon.

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian columnist

Is South Africa forgetting its pasti?

Bradley

Skaught

What? You mean that all

that talk of black South
African activists acciden-

tally falling down seven flights of

stairs, falling out of windows, and
throwing themselves against walls

wasn't true? %

The badly named Truth and
Reconciliation Commission of South
Africa has recently
announced that many
former policemen
have come forward
and admitted to many
of the hideous politi-

cal killings that were practically the

trademark of Apartheid era South
Africa. Truth, undoubtedly; but rec-

onciliation?

Central to the issue is the commis-
sion's ability to grant amnesty for

full confessions. No one can deny
the value of finally acknowledging
the brutality of South Africa's
apartheid regime, and there is cer-

tainly healing in the recognition. But

it's hard to look closely at the vio-

lence and not feel like one is looking

at a roster of war crimes, is amnesty
really the most effective way of
achieving reconciliation?

Steve Biko's family certainly

doesn't think so. They tried to stop

the commission's investigation in

order to prosecute the killers. As
unusual as it may sound, many vic-

tims' families are protesting the

commission's actiona. I'hcv MM they

have the right to bring their killers

to justice — a right we in the Lniteci

States certainly pretend to uphold
and can understand. So why does
the commission feel that amnestv i>

important and acceptable?

The issues brought up by the
Truth and
Reconciliation
Committee reflect

many of the general

.issues central to the

Mandela government.
The truth may be obvious 4o those

who were victims of Apartheid era

practices, and to those outside of

South Africa who were aware, but

how do you make the reconciliation

palatable to the white community —
the dominant economic community
with whom nearly all of the interna-

tional business responsibility lies?

Many of whom were Apartheid era

bureaucrats. Mandela can not afford

to give favor to one group or the

other — his ability to create a new
South Africa, establish lasting

change, and. indeed, his political

future depend' M careful balance

and tentative steps. But where is the

justice — the personal, human jus-

tice''

This is the wall the victims' fami-

lies find themselves up against. It is

a delicate situation — a precarious

balancing act between perceptions

of justice and a highly volatile politi-

cal situation. The accomplishments
and promise of the new South
African government are valuable
acquisitions. Neither perfect nor
guaranteed of success, steps are

taken and an attempt is made, but

the wounds are deep and easily agi-

tated. This is the wall that Mandela
has found himself up against.

There are more questions.
Questions raised when we use simi-

lar eyes to look upon ourselves.

How hove we dealt with our own
violent past in America?

Did the C.I.A facilitate the selling

of crack? What happens to them if

they get caught? If the F.B.I, had
successfully assassinated Castro in

the '60s. how would we achieve rec-

onciliation with Cuba? Malcolm X?
The Black Panthers? Where is the

United States' Truth and
Reconciliation Committee, and
would we accept a committee with

terms such as that of South
Africa's?

There is sweet virtue in the search

for the truth, but there is a bitter

aftertaste — remembering the list of

names that fills history books and
graveyards.

Bradley Skaught is a Collegian

columnist.

mm&mii
The Ed/Op page is seeking fresh, new
voices for the spring semester. If you
are Interested in writing or have written

before, please attend one of the follow-

ing meetings in the Collegian news-
room: Tonight at 6 p.m. and Monday at

7 p.m. Please bring a writing sample.
If you have any questions call Mike
Burke at 545-1491.

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and ao not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

Gloria Steinem vs. Larry Flynt
<{rp he right to be heard does

not automatically include

the right to be taken seri-

ously.
"

— Hubert H. Humphrey

Bob

Dunn

Sticks and stones. Dogs and cats.

Women and men. Larry Flynt and
Gloria Steinem.

Not since the heady days of the

1970s when people wore bell bot-

toms and listened to

disco without a single

shred of irony and
Bobby Riggs took on
Bi I lie lean King in

their much ballyhooed

tennis matches has a battle of the

sexes been taken so public.

Flynt threw the gauntlet first by

having the unmitigated gall to agree

to have a film made based on his life.

Steinem returned fire by writing a

blistering ed-op piece in the New
York Times denouncing the movie,

and its supposedly revisionist take on
Flynt's work. Yawn, snore. Don't we
have anything worthwhile to argue

about anymore?
Steinem's big beef with The

People vs. Larry Flynt is that it takes

a "revisionist" view of Flynt's life,

leaving out some of the more racist,

misogynistic and lurid pieces and
views that run in his publications.

What Steinem has apparently forgot-

ten in her haste to trash the film is

the fact that it is just that. . a film

As such it's entitled to dramatic-

license.

Another important fact that seems

to have eluded Ms. Steinem is that

the film is not, nor does it claim to

be. a complete and fully documented

account of Flynt's life or his work.

It's a story about his court battles,

his relationship with his fourth wife.

Althea Leasure, and his recovery

from an assassination attempt. It cer-

tainly doesn't pretend to be a history

lesson.

Anytime
Hollywood decides

to tell a*"true" story,

there are going to be

places where the

script deviates, changes or omits

events and facts. Did the recent

Michael Collins tell the entire story

about the man and the founding of

the IRA? Will this year's Titanic give

a completely authentic minute-
by-minute account of that famous
sea disaster?

Steinem also made a comment
comparing the film's revisionist slant

on Flynt's life to Watergate. In one
fell swoop. Steinem has not only

overemphasized the importance of

Hollywood but also trivialized

Watergate at the same time. The lat-

ter was a scandal involving the high-

est levels of government and the

abuse of power: the former is a

movie.

It's not Hollywood's job to educate

the public (the fact that Chris Farley

is still making movies is enough evi-

dence of that) — their job is to

entertain, and in this instance.

Hollywood succeeded. If Steinem

wants to write ed-op pieces about

Hollywood product that she finds

offensive she shouldn't have to look

much further than her television set

to such shows as Baywatch and its

ilk. I find a film that simply tells the

story it wants to tell a lot less offen-

sive than a weekly piece of garbage

that objectifies both sexes and rein-

forces people's obsessions with

obtaining "perfect" bodies, while

having the gall to make claims like it

teaches kids CPR and water safety.

Flynt is the modern day P.T.

Barnum who realized early on the

sheer number of suckers there are

out there. There's an old saying

which says something to the effect

that no one ever went broke under-

estimating the taste of the American

public and Flynt is perfect evidence

of that.

If Gloria Steinem wanted to attack

Flynt himself for being a pig. that's

what she should have done. He
would be the first one to agree with

her. She shouldn't have attacked a

remarkably well done film for choos-

ing to tell a different story than the

one she wanted to see. Let Flynt say

what he wants, let Hollywood make
what it wants — it's their right

Don't take it seriously if you don't

want to. that's your right.

Boh Dunn ii a Collegian colum
nist

Our decaying world

Craig

O'Connor

The malady of modem times, many have written, is

the acquisition of power by inhuman things, like

corporations, governments and machines, stealing

power from the individ'ial's own life.

This is something generations before have recognized

and revolted against — through culture, politics, lifestyle

and intellect. Today it seems as if we have not embraced
this struggle to regain human control of human destiny.

Too often we allow ourselves the comfort of believing that

our government or our corporations art eternal — thai we
cannot change the system under which we live. Even our

language — "under" — betrays our loss of human agency

It is high time that we rediscover the passion and fulfill-

ment of creating a society, of working out the complicated

problems, and of determining a just world.

In cultural terms, we have lost (or have had stolen) the

prerogative of independent creation. All forms of rebellion

seem commodified and cheap, sold

back to us. the builders and progeni-

tors of that rebellion as mere music

or film or novel. How often do we
think of the bands and singers, the

filmmakers and writers that sustain

us and give voice to our conception of the world as any-

thing other than an isolated phenomenon of insight?

Don't the popular trends of independent music labels,

films of revolt and written works of dissent demonstrate

that we. collectively, are not at peace with the society in

which we exist? Even the super-famous artists, like

Nirvana, began as an absolute denunciation of our times:

yet they exist as products, sold as isolated and essentially

apolitical works that signify little more than a mild dis-

trust.

Why do these things (anger, alienation, distrust, fear)

seem so familiar? Is it because we are the community from
which they arose or because they speak of things in such a

way that we feel but do not recognize as a common ail-

ment suffered by many at the hands of the system? Few of

us ace in modem America the great social formation in

which our desires are in concert with our reality. When
we all feel this similar uneasiness about the world we
inherit, shouldn't that emotion become collective, and
shouldn't we put our minds together to work out a change
that will bring us closer to the ideal we seek — a society

that grants each individual the rights of dignity, self-deter-

mination and self-expression''

This trend towards acquiescing to an alienated, incom-

prehensible world is perhaps most plainly expressed in our
attitudes toward the systems of governments and econom-
ics. We all know, instinctively, that the government does

not exist to help us and promote our interests, but rather

works to protect the prerogatives and lifestyles of the very

few who run the nation — the corporate elite and their

minions. We understand, without being told, that the cor-

porations are in it for their own profit, seeking not the

common good but their own selfish ends. It is not the men
who run these corporations — they have given up their

own human dignity long ago.

It is the system of corporate domination that makes us

automatons, mere pieces in a vast empire of money mak-
ing immorality. Perhaps the example of the 1 960s has led

us to lose faith in acting, as a generation and as a culture,

to change the machinations of the power elite. That is a

valid point — the self-indulgence of the hippies and the

simplenes«*of the New l>eft conspired to make the revolt

of the young (amidst a shameful and all-too-explicable

war. during the courageous and existential civil rights

struggle) seem a foolish and self-defeating social move-
ment.

But the failure in the 1960s, due as much to internal

contradictions as to government assassination and repres

sion. only makes the present a more fertile time for dis-

sent. The problems they sought to solve — a dehumaniz-
ing economy built around a military -industrial complex
whose logic demanded war and colonization: a systematic-

racism that condemned many Americans to a life of degra-

dation and poverty: a spiritual and cultural vacuum that

was caused in pan by the seemingly irrational pursuit of

material wealth — remain today intensified and more odi-

ous, increasingly intolerable, ever more repugnant and
indecent. Why are we so loath to educate ourselves about
politics and economics? Have we forgotten that societies

are merely the manifestation of the people who live in

them, that societies are subject to our will?

In the generations since the Vietnam protesters cried

out for peace. America has gone to war many times,

killing countless hundreds of thousands, in places such
as Panama, the Persian Gulf. Grenada.
Nicaragua. Angola, the Middle East. Libya. El

Salvador and the Philippines The United States

has assassinated or mutilated the democratic
leadership in scores of nations like the Congo.
Cuba. Ghana and Mexico. The United States has

also rigidly stifled social protest and serious debate
about our system of social, political and economic orga-

nization

After I 5 years of unbridled corporate expansion, of
growing wealth among the rich and falling living stan-

dards for the rest of us, many of us now fear we will not

get jobs because our government and the economic elite

have decided that NAFTA and GATT and the xoming
Multilateral Investment Agreement, all of which globalize

American corporations, best protect our well-being by
making it simple for corporations to move out of the
country or else pay very little if any taxes.

These are problems not only for radicals and intellectu-

als to discuss. The downsizing of our internal economy;
the globalization of capitalist economy: the systematic nar-

rowing of political opinion: the increasingly invalid cultur-

al expressions; the growing sense of disillusion in our
nation; the ever-present awareness that the future holds
not the promise of the American Dream but an uncertain
and potentially disastrous nightmare of economic depres-
sion and governmental authoritarianism — these issues
affect our daily lives, each one of us. in innumerable and
mutilating ways.

We, all of us. in some way and to some degree, under-
stand that the world appears not ours to create but has
been built and systematized, made rigid and set against us.

If we are to escape the coming era of economic collapse:

the martial heart-beat of a militarized and deadly econo-
my; the moral, cultural and spiritual degeneracy experi-
enced by any society falling from its purpose; and if we
wish to prevent the future from becoming more bloody
and more inhuman — more alien and creatively bankrupt
— then we must begin to build. Starting with' our own
assumptions and our apathy about the world in which we
live.

Easy answers — like blaming immigrants or the poor or
ourselves — are no longer valid. Let us collectively con-
front the failures of our present and prevent the injustices

being proscribed for the future. We must organize now
into community groups, unions, independent progressive
groups, literary discussions, and environmental and social

organizations. We must organize to confront racism and
the systematic causes of poverty, sexism and a brutal, logi-

cal and murderous foreign policy. If we don't, we will

deserve the violent, totalitarian and indecent future that

can already be predicted.

Craig O'Connor is a UMass student.
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Farley fails martial arts
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By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

BEVERLY HILLS NINJA
Directed by Dennis Dugan

with Chris Farley, Nicollette Sheridan,

Robin Shoo
Playing at Mt. Farms Theater

The current mainstream success of
lackie Chan came along just in time
to give slapstick comic Chris Farley
some new material Alter all. his pre-

vious film. Black Sheep, was nothing

more than a carbon copy of his hilari-

ous hit, Tommy Boy. Now the
Saturday Night Live alumnus is back
with a whole new premise based on
the classic "Kung Fu" flicks, but
unfortunately it - the same old antics.

Bcvcrlx Hills \in)u is a nauseating
talc of the Great White Ninja. a legend

fbratold thousands of vears ago by the

ancient martial artists. The legend con-
sists ,,( .1 small child from the west
mysteriously coming to a small ninja

village and growing up to become the

BMMM u .it nor in the land. Farley is

the realization of the legend, but
instead becomes the Great Fat Clumsy
and Pathetic \inia. as opposed to the

swift and cunning fighter which had
been predicted. In a feeble attempt to

prove his ninja capabilities, as well as

hi- viH worth to his adopted lather.

Farlev must travel to Beverly Hills to

save a btfautiful woman (Nicollete

Sheridan) from her murderous coun-
terfeiter boyfriend (Nathanial Parker).

The attempt at humor fades quickly

M lailev repeatedly runs into walls.

c\rxvting a laugh each time. The ongo-

ing fat jokes that Farley makes about

himself may also prove that he is more
funny looking than a genuine talented

comic. In this film specifically, nearly

•van scene appears reminiscent of
familiar material. Whether mocking real

Kung I u films or imitating other karate

parodies such as Woody Allen's What's

Up, Pussycat?. Beverly Hills Ninja
offers nothing even remotely original.

One scene including Farley dressed up
as a lapanese chef throwing big knifes

around is somewhat amusing, until one

remembers that )ohn Belushi did the act

first, and a lot better too.

The film's one saving grace is the

talented and typecast Robin Shou,
who appeared as Liu Kang in Mortal

Kombat. Shou plays the most talent-

ed ninja of the bunch who just also

happens to be Farley's brother:
Unfortunately, Shou must remain the

butt of most of Farley's clumsy jokes,

but his patience and amusing facial

expressions aimed at his brother
offer a slightly refreshing release

from the otherwise zany stupidity.

Sheridan, on the other hand, safely

remains one step ahead of a B-movie
actress. She portrays nothing more
than the object of male sexual desire,

rather than attempting to actually act.

Her lines are delivered melodically as

the camera does nothing more than

pan up and down her body It's a

shame that in this day and age. we
still allow Hollywood to perpetuate

such blatant stereotypes.

II all else fails, we can usually rely

on Chris Rock for a laugh. This gifted

young comic should definitely be care-

ful next time he chooses a supporting

role. Although he completely out-

shines Farley, which isn't saying
much. His performance consists of, at

one point, chasing a chicken around in

order to decapitate it. His desire to be

a ninja just like Farley is ridiculous

and completely unwarranted. After all.

who would follow Farley anywhere?
More should have been expected

from director Dennis Dugan. whose
last film. Happy Gilmore. was an
unexpected delight. Maybe we
should blame the writers instead or

the brilliant producer who looked
at the script and decided to actually

invest money into it. D-

History of Rock redux
Nick Kent offers seminal rock critique

By John Hendrickson

Collegian Staff

Chris Farley stars in Beverly Hills Ninja

COUKTHV l»CO TOMKS

The Dark Stuff: Selected Writings On
Rock Musk 1972-1995

By Nick Kent

Foreword by Iggy Pop
Da Capo Press

It's tough to find good, honest,

rock journalism nowadays. It seems
that most pieces are total white-
washes, based somewhere between
the pretentious social parameters of

"Bruce Springsteen — Friend of

the Working Man" and "Elvis

Presley — He Loved His Mother."
with the occasional sensationalist

character assassination thrown in

for good measure (see Rolling
Stone's recent crucifixion of Eddie
Vedder). As Diamond David Lee
Roth once said. "Rock critics only

like Elvis Costello because rock crit-

ics look like Elvis Costello."

The violations of such precedents

are what make Nick Kent's The
Dark Stuff so damnrtxeiting. For
once, here's a writer who walks the

walk, talks the talk, and most
importantly, rocks the rock. Kent,
who Lou Reed has dubbed "the |udy

Garland of rock journalism." initial-

ly made a name for himself 25 years

ago writing for Britain's weekly
New Musical Express. As his career

grew, so did his credibility; he
played guitar with the embryonic-

Sex Pistols, had an affair with The
Pretenders' Chrissie Hynde. ran the

inside track with the day's most
controversial superstars, and almost

wound up in the grave from his

association with and hero-worship

of Keith Richards during the depths

of the Stones' decade-long heroin
addiction.

As the title suggests, The Dark
Stuff focuses on the seedy underbel-

ly of 40 years of rock's casualties

and survivors. From Sun Records to

Sub Pop. Kent leaves no stone
unturned. His diametrically opposed
readings of 1 950s pioneers lerry Lee
Lewis and Roy Orbison each illus-

trate the defining characteristics of

the other; Orbison is seen as the

man whose unyielding faith helped

him survive one personal tragedy

after another, while the Killer is the

hellhound-on-my-trail hedonist who
had the power in the palm of his

hand, only to throw it all away with

booze, pills, and wives dying under
very mysterious circumstances.

Such casualties of the "60s as Syd
Barrett. Brian |ones. and Roky
Erickson are also given the full

treatment here, but none as brutally

as Brian Wilson. The Beach Boys'

resident musical genius and emo-
tional infant. In "The Last Beach
Movie Revisited," Wilson's series of

nervous breakdowns and his subse-

quent manipulation at the hands of

psychiatrist Dr Eugene Landy and
his fellow bandmates are harrowing-

ly documented, illustrating the
musical and psychological decima-
tion of one of rock's great talents.

The 1970s, though, provide Kent

with his greatest and most revealing

portraits. From the cartoonish pos-

ing of The New York Dolls to the

"exploding dim-wit" that was Sid

Vicious, this decade offers the
blackest moments of The Dark
Stuff. Iggy Pop's drug-induced
schizophrenia and Reed's descent

into amphetamine psychosis are

brutally depicted, but it is "Twilight

in Babylon: The Rolling Stones after

the Sixties" which serves as the cen-

tum to ROCK, page 6

w STUDENT SPfcAKER
UNDERGRADUATE COMMENCEMENT

Is there something you would like to say before graduating?

If so, you are invited to submit a proposal for consideration as

Student Commencement Speaker.

Who is Eligible:

Subject Matter:

Format:

Selection Process:

Deadline:

Submit Proposals To:

Graduating Amherst campus seniors (Class of 19971.

Substance should concern higher education and be relevant

to the University and your experience(s) here.

Submit up to three word-processed or typewritten pages,

double-spaced, or the equivalent of 3-5 minutes speaking

time.

Authors' names will be deleted (by a non-voting staff

person) after which a committee of students (majority),

staff, and faculty will review the proposals. 3-5 individuals

will be invited to "audition" before the committee (in

March), after which the speaker will be selected.

Wednesday, February 12. 1997, 4:30 p.m.

Paul R. Appleby, Chair, Student Speaker Selection

Committee, 305 Whitmore (545-3464)
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Rock
continued from page 6

terpiece of the book.

Kent's observations of the
Stones during the mid-*70s res-

onate like no other piece previ-

ously written about the band,
primarily because he was right

there in the thick of it. The sense

of isolation and invincibility

which pervaded the group during

this time led to the near-destruc-

tion of its two central figures;

Richards was a knife-carrying

junkie outlaw with a death wish,

and mass adulation coupled with

too much cocaine turned Mick
(agger into a warped caricature

of his stage persona. Fortunately,

Kent's due credit to their eventu-

al chemical and musical rebirth

manages to temper the bleakness

of the rot which had obscured
their legend for so long.

Although the '80s and '90s
have proven Kent to be more of

an observer rather than a partici-

pant, his insight and delicate bal-

ance of humor and castigation

have remained intact. The vitriol

and spite of aforementioned
fashion plates Elvis Costello and
Miles Davis are tempered by the

hilarious drunken escapades of

Guns 'N' Roses and Shane
McCowen. However, his portrait

of Nirvana frontman/icon Kurt
Cobain closes the book with its

bleakest moment. Kent is one of

the few knowledgeable voices
who have called Cobain's suicide

for exactly what it was — a

pathetic end to a "sad little tale

of a guy who never felt good
about being alive.'

If infamous writer Lester
Bangs was the Hunter S.

Thompson of rock criticism,

Nick Kent has to be the field's

Truman Capote. Flamboyant,
insightful and unrelentingly hon-

est. Kent never places himself
above his subjects; he gives cred-

it where credit is due, yet neither

resorts to kissing the ass of the

artist nor pandering to the read-

er. Kent's sincere appreciation
and love for the music tran-
scends everything else contained

within — he's got as much rock
'n' roll attitude as any of his sub-

jects and he isn't afraid to call

them on their own lines of B.S. If

you care at all about not only

rock music but also the social

landscape and popular culture of

the last 25 years and want to

bear witness to some excellent

journalism, get this book. A

Van Zandt's desert sun sets
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

"So friends, when my time comes,
as surely it will / You can carry my
body out to some lonesome hill." This
is what Townes Van Zandt, the great,

elusive. Texan singer- songwriter
wrote in his song, "My Proud
Mountains."

Due to complications stemming
from a hip injury, ho suffered a heart

attack and died New Year's day. He
was at home with his wife and two
young children. He was 52.

Van Zandt. the estranged child of
a once-wealthy Texas family whose
ancestors helped to found the stale,

was a man who will be remembered
not only for his heart-wrenching
songs that were, as one source
wrote, "tales of outlaws, wild
women, despair and loneliness," but
also for his mysterious character. He
would completely disappear in

self-exile for up to six years at a
time and then come back with songs
that sounded as if his abilities

increased tenfold.

His large abundance of country
and blues-inspired songs, scattered

on albums such as Live At The Old
Quarter, The Late. Great Townes

Van Zandt. and the recently

re-issued Rear View Mirror, were
revered by such artists as the Cowboy
Junkies (whose dedication to him,

"Townes' Blues" is one of their best

songs), limmie Dale Gilmore, Nanci

Griffith, Lyle Lovett. and Steve Earle.

Guy Clarke, another Texan singer,

was Van Zandt's lifelong friend.

Earle went so far as to write his

praises in the liner notes to Van
Zandt's 1987 album, At My Window.
saying, "Townes Van Zandt is the

best songwriter in the whole world,

and I'll stand on Bob Dylan's coffee

table in my cowboy boots and say

that." Earle led a Nashville memorial
service on Jan. 5, near Van Zandt's

home in the Tennessee hills.

Van Zandt also wrote the songs "If

I Needed You," which was a big
Country charts hit for Emmylou
Harris in 1982 and the No. I chart-

ing "Pancho & Lefty" duet by Willie

Nelson and Merle Haggard in 1983.

The next time you're out in the hot

deserts of the roulhwest and there is

a warm wind blowing, listen closely,

you might even hear Van Zandt's ten-

der, low voice. But. caution, because,

as the man himself once said. "If you
took [his songs] too seriously, you'd
be in trouble."
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ON SALE

NOW!

Marilyn
Manson

PLUS GUESTS

SPRINGFIELD

7:30 PM CMC CENTER

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
AT THE CIVIC CENTER BOX OFFICE.
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(4I3) 733-2500 • (860) S25-4500.
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PRODUCED BY
METROPOLITAN ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

Terrorzone releases 7"

New material from Sick Of It All
I'm back and here to update you

on what you might have missed in the

exciting world of hardcore without
my column to keep you informed.
First of all. Victory Records will now
be distributed through Relativity,

another member of the hardcore
community keeping it real for the
money — moneycore in full effect.

There's nothing wrong with wanting
to make money just be honest
about it.

While I'm whining. Up
From got back
together to play

the Straight Edge
Superbowl in New
York. Please do not

support bands like Up
Front or any other band
who had a moment of

glory in the past and are

now coming back because
we have a healthy scene
once again. New bands
need your support, not old

ones who gave up.

One of the new albums
that came out over the
break was One 4 One's
debut. In Search Of, on Back Ta
Basics. If you like Agnostic Front,

check these guys out.

Long Island's Triplace released

their debut. Some Part Sorrow, on
Exit Records, and is my pick of this

column. They mix up a late '80s feel

with some newer effects that will

have you dancing in no time.

Indecision's debut. Orthodox,
came out on Exit and if you like

Inside Out and bands of their ilk.

you'll like this release. Indecision also

gets props for being a SXE band who
questions the edge and rags on Earth

Crisis (who still suck).

Circle Storm, which features

ex-members of Chain of Strength,

released their debut on Revelation

Records. It sounds like COS., so just

buy it!

Commin Correct released their

debut on Back Ta Basics and have

Rick 25 Ta' Life on vocals.

In the new* band department we
have Terrorzone. who released their

debut 7" on Gain Ground
records and feature

«WS. Kevone of

v^^# / Bulldoze fame on

vocals. Elliot is a

new band featuring

the singer from
Empathy, as well as

three quarters of Falling

Foward. Walter

Schrieffels and Artie

Sheppard
(ex-Quicksand and
Mind Over Matter) will

have an eight- song CD
(

coming out on Island

Records. Tim
MacMahon, ex-vocalist

of Mouthpiece, has a

new band called Hands Tied, and

they just played their first show at the

SXE Superbowl.

Matt Bold has a new band called

Endure to help support his habit —
in case you were curious, he's no
longer nailed to the X. George
Reynolds of Mind Over Matter has a

new band called A Day In The Life

who are simply incredible.

Finally, Tim Singer of Kiu It

Goodbye and Keith Huckins from

Deadguy and released their aptly

H O S E

with Adam
Dlugacz

MUSIC HAIL
20 Center Si Noi thumpton

ALL AGES
AIL THE TIME

January 30 & 31 .78.10 pm $27 50 odv

1ALES FROM THE HUDSON featuring

MICHAEL BRECKER, PAT METHENY

JACK DfJOHNITTI, DAVE HOL-

LAND, JOEY CALDIKAZZ0

Saturday, february I • 7 pm

HOLMES brothers
S)0 • rocking blues"

Saturday, february 1 • 10 pm

moonboot LOVER
great grooves • $5

monday, february 3 • 7&10 pi

MARSALIS trio
student discount avail • S25

Wednesday, february 5 • 7 pm

BUCKWHEAT ZYDECO
zydeco donee floorM' • $15

rhursday february 6 • 1 pm

lettuce
& VIPER HOUSE
neovy grooves from hompshire • S5

friday februory 7 • 10 pm

CHUCKLEHEAD
maioi funk • S8 odv

Saturday, february 8 • 10 pm

JAZZ MANDOLIN
project

ocoustK improvs outto this world • Si

friday, february 21 • 7&10 pm

BO DIDDLEY
bo knows S?0

MUSIC SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK

Coming Sovoy Brown Chrts Smither

Madeleine Peyroux Poncho Sandier

TICKETS At (he door for the Record m
Amherst ol the Northampton Box Office

or coll 586 8686 to charge by phone

24-hour Concert info:

413.584.0610

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

11th Floor

Campus Center

Mon.-Fri. 4
pm

- 12:30"
Sat. 5"- 12:30"'"

Brecker & friends in Noho
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

The Iron Horse will host an
all-star jazz cast telling Tales From
The Hudson, the title of ensemble
leader Michael Brecker's latest
album, for two sets tonight and two
sets tomorrow night. The band,
which consists of Brecker on tenor
saxophone, Pat Metheny on guitar,

lack De|ohnette on drums, Dave
Holland on bass and )oey Calderazzo
on piano, all played flowing, dramat-
ic performances on Brecker's Tales,
released last fall.

Metheny is no doubt the most
well-known name in that list to peo-

ple not familiar with the wide world
of jazz. The dark-haired guitarist
with the long mane has done both
neo- bop recordings for various
labels, as well as cosmic, dreamy
soundscapes for ECM. the label that

specializes in cosmic, dreamy jazz.

His warm tones and otherworldly
composing have earned him and vari-

ous collaborators nine Grammy
awards over the course of his nearly

20-year career.

Brecker, 47 years old, came out
of the late '60s New York jazz-rock
fusion scene, starting in older
brother trumpeter Randy Brecker's
band before finding himself to be a

sought- after and respected player
for his solemn, yet sweet, sound.
This sound can especially be heard
on pieces like "Song For Bilbao,"

the Metheny-penned tune that is

the climax of Tales From The
Hudson, which you may hear in one
of the sets tonight or tomorrow
night.

Calderazzo has been playing with
Brecker for some time, and Brecker
has said, in a press release, he likes

Calderazzo's "excitement and
urgency," possibly as contrast to
Brecker's own laid back, explorative

sound.

De|ohnette and Holland are both
veterans of Miles Davis' dynamic late

'60s/early '70s fusion bands. You can
hear them with Miles on releases
such as At Fillmore East and Black
Beauty: Live At Fillmore West. Both
went on to productive solo careers
for ECM that last to this day.
Dejohnette is still regarded as one of
the greatest jazz drummers, thanks to
his fast pace with room for texture.

Holland helped to revolutionize jazz

bass, when he just let it rock with a
hard sound over Miles' electric acid

wash.

With a cast like that, there should
be no letdowns. These five musicians
will surely deliver a sound that's as

fluid and as wide as the mighty
Hudson itself.

The "Tales From The Hudson"
group featuring Michael Brecker and
Pat Metheny will perform tonight at

7 p.m. and 10 p.m. and tomorrow
night at 7 and 10 at the Iron Horse.

Call the Northampton Box Office at

586-8686 for more information.

Pat Metheny joins Michael Brecker at the Iron Horse.
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Strangefolk to make Butterfield boogie this Friday
By Jeon Sienkewkz
Collegian Correspondent

Do first-week hassles already have

you tearing your hair out? Is it time

for you to dance away your frustra-

tions? Or are you just looking for a

place to kick back, mellow out and
break in the new semester? In either

case, Butterfield dorm may have the

answers to your problems tomorrow
night. Once again, (an. 31. Butterfield

will host Strangefolk — the

groove-rock masters from Burlington,

\t

For good reason, fans across the

country have taken to this band like

bees to spring flowers. With
well-crafted, descriptive song lyrics

and free-form jamming that lasts

sometimes for half-an-hour or more
Strangefolk's live energy that never

fails to leave dancers breathless. A
Strangefolk show is a fantastic way to

pass a Friday night. The band has a

repertoire of over 70 songs, more
than 50 of them Strangefolk originals,

and are also known for dropping cov-

ers, like "Funkytown," or Neil
Young's "Helpless." into the middle
of their own songs.

Strangefolk has an incredible sense

of adventure when it comes to playing

live, as well as the remarkable ability

to listen to each other. And the SF
boys are not only incredibly talented,

but also some of the nicest guys you'd

ever want to meet. Reid Genauer,
lead vocalist and rhythm guitarist,

writes many of the band's memorable
lyrics. And it's hard to believe that the

passion that creeps into his voice as a

song builds can come from a man of

such small stature, (on Trafton. lead

guitarist, has fingers that jump fret to

fret, string to string.almoM effortless-

ly, leading listeners into new musical

worlds. Erik Glockler contributes

solid, often-funky bass lines, a pleas-

ant, husky voice and down-to-earth
songs to the setlist. And when Luke
T. Smith, drummer extraordinaire.

gets going, it's hard to keep the ener-

gy down: audiences go crazy.

Strangefolk will play Butterfield

basement from 9 p.m. 1 a.m. Ian. 31.

Tickets are $5 and available at the

door with a picture ID. No back-
packs, drugs or alcohol.

7"

continued from page 6

titled demo. "Be Afraid." They have

just signed to Revelation and are

going to be one of the best bands in

the history of hardcore, trust me.

Guilt and Threadbare broke up and

both bands will be missed. Shift

signed to Columbia Records. Stillsuit

had their contract bought by TVT
records and their full length, called At

the Speed Of Light, will be out in

three weeks. Yuppicide is back and

playing shows. Sick Of It All's new
album comes out in February.

Some upcoming shows at Pearl

Street are H20 and Stillsuit. Agnostic

Front and 25 Ta'Life. Descendents
and Senscfield. and Deadguy. Local

heroes Hallrakcr will be releasing their

debut four-song 7" shortly and will be

playing out a lot. That's it for now.

Adam Dlugacz is a Collegian
columnist

thinking about

medical school?
Kaplan mm hm>.

Each year, Kaplan helps prepare more

students for the MCAT than all other test

prep courses combined Our expert

teachers, customized curriculum and

proven methods can help you get a higher

score. We also offer the best in

admissions and financial aid consulting.

Call to find out how we can help you.

the leader In teet prep and
admissions consulting

KAPLAN
1 800-KAP-TEST

www.kaplan.com

You Can

UNLOCK YOUR TALENT

at the Performing Arts Division

UMass Arts Council discounts for UMass students

MUSIC ' THEATER * DANCE " INSTRUCTION

REGISTRATION JANUARY 27 - FEBRUARY 7

PAD OFFICE 73 BARTLETT HAH * 545-0519

i
L^ J ISCOUNT LIQUORS

'SEER • WINE • KEGS • ICE • CIGARS
*!&•»

.
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SAM ADAMS
24-12 oz. Bott.

5>1 o. ,otP

HARPOON
24-12 oz. Bott.

$17"• 1 ' •+DEP

LABATTS
24-12 oz. Bott.

$15.^

MOLSON
"Cold Ice"

24-12 oz. Bott.

$15.%€P

ROLLING
ROCK

24-12 oz. Bott.

$13.Sup

MOOSEHEAD
24-1 2 oz. Bott.

$ 14.^ KEG OF THE
WEEK!

BUD $38.%,

"KEGS" Bud Lt., Michelob,

Icehouse, Lite, Michelob

Lt., Bud Ice, Lowenbrau

Dk., Michelob Amber Bock
(tOQ 99

********

MICRO KEGS
Sam Adam's, Oregon, J.W.

Dundee, Saranac, Plus Lots

More

BUSCH & LT.

24-12 oz. cans

|1 U. +DEp

KEYSTONE LT

"30 PKS"

$1 O.-fDfp

MILWAUKEE'S

BEST & LT

"30 PKS"

$10.Jdep

BUD DRY
24-12 oz. Bott.

$9. +D£P

M.G.D. & LT

24-12 oz. Bott.

tn 99
"P-7 - +D6P

MEISTERBRAU

&LT
24-12 oz. Bott.

$7.!ocp

SMIRNOFF
VODKA

f 1 ^-+DfP

SOUTHERN
COMFORT

$7."

750 ml

4 SEASONS
VODKA
$8."

1.75 ml

JOSE

CUERVO
$9."

.750 ml

IC
10 LBS

50 LBS

100 LBS

E!
$1 .»

$5."

$9."

GLENN
ELLEN

Chard & Cab

$7."
I.5L

KORBEL
Champagnes

$8.
49

750 ml

FRANZIA

$6."

.750 ml

BOONES
FARM WINES

$1."

.750 ml
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Sundance Film Festival kicks off

By Lynn Elber

Associated Press

PARK CITY. Utah — The wind-

chill factor was negligible. But the

schmooze factor was off the charts.

When actors, filmmakers, agents

and studio executives descended on
this snowy Rocky Mountains resort

for the Sundance Film Festival, ski-

ing was not the goal. Being seen

and making deals were.

"It's like Hollywood has been
transplanted here," marveled Lisa

Kudrow, the "Friends" TV star

who appears in "The
Clockwatchers," an office-worker

comedy that screened at Sundance.
Strolling down Main Street with
cellular phones pressed to eager
ears, sweeping into one of the 100-

plus movie screenings or angling

for the best table at restaurants,

the Hollywood contingent was
nard at work.

For some, like "Gridlock'd"
writer-director Vondie Curtis Hall

(the "Chicago Hope" TV series co-

star), there was a film to promote
— and friends to rescue.

"Hey. man, we'll get you in,"

Hall assured a ticketless buddy
caught in the crowd of hopefuls
trying to see the film starring Tim
Roth and the late Tupac Shakur.

For studio acquisition execu-
tives, the festival offers the chance

to discover new talent and maybe
— with fingers crossed — buy the

next box-office hit or Oscar win-

ner.

"It's like there's a sale On Gucci

for studios," Kudrow said. For
movie fans and paparazzi, it all

makes for a stargazers' paradise.

There's Emilio Estevez strolling

down the street ("Hey, you look

familiar. Don't I almost know
you," yelled a flip passerby).

And an elegant Susan Anton and

parka-clad |ohn Turturro separate-

iy taking breaks in a restaurant's

cozy bar. Or actresses Thandie
Newton and Alyssa Milano defying

the cold, at least indoors, in scanty,

eye-catching outfits.

At a news conference for Robert

Downey's "Hugo Pool," the veteran

independent filmmaker was joined

by his stars: Milano, son Robert
Downey |r.. Cathy Moriarty,
Malcolm McDowell and a wise-

cracking Richard Lewis.

"Richard, you're a, you're a..." a

reporter began, stumbling over the

question.

"lew," Lewis quickly responded,
breaking up his colleagues and the

media.

Sandra Bullock, in town to pro-

mote a short film she directed
called "Making Sandwiches,"
caused a stir at the movie's pre-

miere... make that a near-riot.

!! AEROBICS !!

FLEX

FITNESS CENTER

175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE, AMHERST, MA • 253-3539

!! TREADMILLS !!

R&P
Liquors

;c%t Silt ct ion
«>i MicrjilBn ** \ in

• Fridge Ki iii.itv

wmtoL

LTIMAiriATE AEROBIC TKAINIENINC
Lifestride 9500 with Heart Rate Monitor

KEISER

NAUTILUS

FREE-WEIGHTS

STAIRMASTERS

LIFE CYCLES

LIFE ROWER
GRAVITRON
CYREX UBE

NORDIC TRACK

AEROBICS

AMHERST Athletic Club
256-0080

Rle. 116 So. Amherst

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE

WESTERN MASS. PREMIERE STARTS THIS FRIDAY
CURTAIN DAILY 7 & 9:15 (tickets from 6:30)

From Woody Comes a Romantic Musical Comedy

"THE BEST MOVIE
WOODYALLEN HAS EVER MADE.

\\ kl\ Allen h itelvwondcrTul."

"DELIRIOUSLY ORIGINAL
AND WRY FUNNY.

i « . i
*»

111. ,l

i

EVERYONE S/WS
I LOVEYOU

Alan Alda, Woody Allen, Draw Barrymore, Lukas Haas, Gokfce Hawn.
Gaby Hoffman. Natasha Lyonne, Edward Norton, Natalie Potlman,

Julia Roberts, Tim Roth, David Oqden Stiers

a™d™„l
; (Mb* 5818435
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Tagliabue rules in favor of New England
By Howard Ulmon
Associated Press

FOXBORO, Mass. — If Bill Parcells wants to

coach another NFL team in 1997, it must be on

the New England Patriots' terms. |ust three days

after losing the Super Bowl, the Patriots won their

contract dispute with their coach.

Commissioner Paul Tagliabue's ruling yesterday

in favor of New England owner Robert Kraft

doesn't mean Parcells won't jump to the New
York lets, only that they can't hire him without

first getting the Patriots' permission — or buying

it with money, a player, draft choices or a combi-

nation.

Otherwise, Parcells can coach the Patriots for a

fifth season, which is unlikely, or stay out of the

NFL until after Jan. 31, 1998.

Parcells reportedly was in line to go to the New
York lets, who have the top pick in this year's

draft but would not consider sending that to the

Patriots as compensation. Their head coaching job

has been available since Rich Kotite announced

Dec. 20 that he wouldn't return.

ESPN reported that the lets are putting together

an offer for Parcells to the Patriots.

The Jets refused comment "until the entire

process is completed." said team president Steve

Gutman.
Tagliabue's ruling came in response to requests

from Parcells and Kraft that the commissioner

mediate their contract dispute. Parcells claimed his

original five-year contract — negotiated with for-

mer owner lames Orthwein — allowed him to get

out of the last season by paying the owner $1.2

million, one year's salary. At Parcells' request,

Kraft agreed last lanuary to eliminate the last sea-

son. I
t»97, moving the expiration date up to this

Saturday That revision also gave the Patriots the

exclusive right to employ. Parcells if he decided to

continue working in the NFL next season,

Tagliabue ruled.

Parcells can work as a college coach or pursue

other business opportunities, such as broadcast-

ing, without the Patriots' permission. After fan.

31. 1998. he would be free to work as a head

coach or in a comparable position in the NFL,

according to the decision.

There is nothing to pr-vent Parcells from chal-

lenging the decision in court, although the NFL
constitution and by-laws make the commissioner

the final arbiter of such disputes.

Shortly after 3 p.m., about 2 1/2 hours before

the decision was announced. Parcells evaded wait-

ing cameramen by driving his dark green Cadillac

outside a back exit.

The law firm representing Parcells, Friedman &
Atherton of Boston, issued a statement yesterday,

saying Parcells "is considering the various options

available to him. He will make a statement as soon

as possible."

Kraft left Foxboro Stadium without commenting

about a half hour before the NFL announced the

ruling.

The Patriots issued the following statement:

"We are pleased that the National Football

League has affirmed the validity of the contract

between the New England Patriots and Bill

Parcells. as amended on Jan. 12, 1996. Bill

Parcells has been an important part of the success

of this organization. It is now time for the Patriots

to move ahead and build on the success of the

1996-97 season."

just one week ago. Kraft and Parcells appeared

together in New Orleans in an attempt to show

some sort of team unity after a published report

said the Super Bowl would be the coach's last with

the Patriots.

The relationship between the two soured during

last year's draft when Kraft overruled the coach

and tided with player personnel director Bobby
Grier, who wanted wide receiver Terry Glenn.

Parcells preferred a defensive player. Glenn ended

up setting an NFL rookie record with 90 recep-

tions.

"Bill and I had a great relationship," Grier said

yesterday. "If he's not here, it's going to be hard to

replace him." Grier commented while standing

outside in the cold after the Patriots administra-

tion building was evacuated for about 45 minutes

because of a bomb threat.

Kraft left the building at the time and drove

away with Patriots assistant coach Bill Belichick

shortly after 5 p.m.

"It's another day at the office," Grier said before

Tagliabue's decision was announced.

Reports in the days before the Super Bowl had

Parcells being replaced by Pete Carroll, San
Francisco's defensive coordinator. Carroll had a 6-

10 record with the lets in 1994, his only season as

an NFL head coach.

He was succeeded by Kotite. whose 1-15 record

was the worst in the NFL last season.

Parcells won two Super Bowls with the New
York Giants and then led the Patriots to an 11-5

record. New England lost to Green Bay, 35-21.

In his ruling, Tagliabue said Parcells' interpreta-

tion of his contract would make the key part of the

revision "meaningless and of no effect" and would

be "contrary to common sense, as well as to

Massachusetts law," the commissioner said.

"Mr. Parcells not only promised to coach the

Patriots in 1996 but also gave the Patriots a condi-

tional option to extend the contract through the

1997 season." Tagliabue wrote in his decision.

Tagliabue, who was in Los Angeles en route to

Sunday's Pro Bowl, made his ruling following a

telephone conference call Tuesday with Kraft and

his attorney in Boston, and Parcells and his repre-

sentatives elsewhere in the city.

briefs
continued from page 12

time. Call the Intramural Office at

545-2693 or visit 215 Boyden
Building for more information.

Upcoming sports include soft-

ball, soccer, volleyball and wally-

ball. Information about these
sports and upcoming meetings
can be obtained in the Intramural

Office.

• The Intramural Office is look-

ing for officials for basketball and

wrestling. The positions are paid.

People interested in basketball

must attend a two-part clinic, and

those interested in wrestling must

attend an orientation meeting.

The meeting for wrestling orienta-

tion will be Feb. 20 at 5 p.m. in

Boyden 223.

Sports Briefs was compiled by

Collegian staff member Casey

Kane.
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Tht Varieties £oa£

Professional Nail Care
for Ladies and
Gentlemen

+ Full Set S28. 00

Rll-ht $18.00

+ Special 10% discount

with undent ID

We have over 400
.Airbrush Designs

(askfor our Special

A/on- Vied)

Hampshire Mall

34 1 Russell Street,

Unit D 06
Hadley. MA 01035
(413)585-8780 *

Open 7 days a week
Mon. - Sat

10:00 AM -9:00 PM
Sun.

11:00 AM 6:00 PM

THE BOLTWOOD PROJECT™
A Student/Comminity Service Learning Program*

Can RSO and Dept of Landscape Arcrttectut * Region*] Planning tponsoitd program)

Assignment notification,

Feb. 6th (Thurs.)

at Boltwdod table on Campus

Center Concourse.

Volunteer while earning credit

Come and Learn How!!!

Your life will NEVER

be the same!

You Can Earn 1-2 Credits

Recruitment Nights

(Attend one session - Required

for all Applicants!!!)

SPRING SEMESTER '97

6:30 PM
(Note: Prompt starting time)

• Feb 3 Mon Campus Center And. or

• Feb 4 Tues. CC Room 163 or

b Feb 5 Wed. Campus Center Aud.

Knowledge
Grows Here!

Summer Session at Stony Brook

Terms start June 2 and July 14

260 courses in 40 subjects

Day and evening classes

Low NYS tuition

Live on campus or commute

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS -

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring/ Bvsth & Busth Light * 1 1 .
8e 30/PK

. Elm City-Golden Ale & Draft Ale
Saranac-Mountain Berry

$3." 6/pk.Jyour thoite)

'
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' Micro "Maddness Continues!

PeteS -10 different Flavors - "WOW:

Catamount- All ftcwors included "New^Anniversary Alt!

'

Horpoon - Ah, Pilsrw Ale I.PA. Oct , & Winter VVbrner!

New Amsterdam - Amber Ale, IDA. & Bloc k& Ton!

Shipyard - Export Ale Stout, Brown Ale

Mix/Match "two" 6/PK . . . $9
,s

All Beers Plus Deposit open 9.00AM - 1 1.00PM VISA/MASTERCARD "Delivery Available*

j

^{ytedoni from

gKavlty ot tha

or *ru<t nusk

"

t
Please send me the 1 997 Summer Sessi<

or check out our web page at

Httpy/www.sunysb.edu/summer/

Nam*

Sl'wt'Bw No

City Suit Zip

Ttlaphona Araaof mtwtst

School currently attending Anticipated y**> ot graduation

ST«NY
BR«#K

MaH coupon or call 24 hours 1-80O5W 7213

I 'nail summerschoorOccmail sunysD edu

SIATE UMWCRSl

Or wrte Summer Session Oftee, Dapt

University at0»i

NY 11794-3370

Session Ofta, D«pt GN,

University at6»^ 9NeK State*, *- •-nr - w\

MULLINS CENTER
Unwrtjcaty ot Maattichu—<t» AmhfX

7pm, Jan 31
st

at the^ Hot*,

* litnHB *
\%jjpP Hockey

Merrimack
Hockey

Pick up your tickets at

«* Curry Hicks Cage
«• TIX' In fh«

Student Union

a- Hockey Table- In the
Campus Center

r At the Game

Be a Part of the Action

LPcsiticns Available
Drivers Wanted
for Morning

Paper Delivery

Must be

Available

Between
8:00am to

11:00am

Monday- Friday

(f Interested,

call ALYCIA
HINES

545- 3500
or stop by the

Collegian at

1 1 3 Campus
Center

Basement

IVI If i
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with i
> ml guests

',mh«*ist

I
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lory at GW, to start the season with e 1-0 record.
Sanyal's 9.85 beam score and Lianne Laing's 9.75 on
the vault boosted the Minutewomen over the Colonials.

Following the early success in D.C., which saw all 1

3

gymnasts compete, the Minutewomen were confident in
their abilities.

"Penn State, going in we felt we were as good as any-
body in that competition,* Kuzara said. "We ended up
starting slow again."

Johnson came through with her 9.9 on the vault, as
well as a 9.8 floor exercise. Swartz tied for third
all-around with a 58.125, and the Minutewomen
topped New Hampshire but fell to Penn State. The
Nittany Lions totalled a 193.075, besting
Massachusetts' 190.255 and New Hampshire's 189.350.
"We ended up counting a few falls early, we really

put ourselves into a hole there." Kuzara said. "The main

key was that we came out of the meet healthy, looking
forward to hosting Michigan at the Mullins Center."
Saturday's Michigan meet was exciting for all

involved with Massachusetts gymnastics, who were
happy to receive the support of 2,435 screaming fans in

the first gymnastics meet in the Mullins Center. The
record crowd which showed during wintersession, when
most students were not around, spurred the
Minutewomen to season and career best performances.

"This was the week that the entire team really put it

together," Kuzara said. "We broke our school record by
almost two points."

With the slow starts and inexperience of the early
going behind them, the Minutewomen head towards a
midseason match-up with Rhode island and Bridgeport.

Massachusetts hosts the tri-meet on Feb. 9 at Boyden
Gymnasium.

cause boxes are stupid |™ ' 0^

CANCUN • HASSAu • MA2ATUW

4£mV5>
COUaZHCflEIL
http: www.takaatireakxojn

taiuT * MMTfTuocMT nuvti
*"

l'l 'ijl I II" idl^l I
"•*•!

II

0—imn±*lm^imi>,Oi—i*mfm.mm

TOTAL FITNESS
WITHOUT WAITING IN UNE

STUDENT SPECIAL
4 MONTHS

"J/f '

*.*~»"ZM» *
'^...^ _->->•>- ^-y- —~*°J"1»tt*.>%?>**-*- Z+-t\

Amherst Drop Zone \

ARMY/NAVY STOREV LufcX!
; < « Route 9 • Hadley Next to McDonalds

{
.

| EVERYTHING IN STOCK

30% 5EE1

2 DAYS ONLY
SATURDAY • FEBRUARY 1 • 9 A.M.-8 P.M.

SUNDAY • FEBRUARY 2*12 P.M.-5 P.M.

CLEARANCE!
• Zlppo • Peacoats
• Hl-t»c • Mac*
• Sor*l Boots • Tlmox

KE1SER • NAUTILUS • CTBEX
|STAIRMASTERS'LIFTCYCLES B

TREADMILLS • V R BIKE $
UrEROWER • GAUNTLET 5

CRAVITON ?

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB
RU. 1 IS« Amhenl

256-0080

• Fatigues
• Flight Jackets
Flags

• Dr. Martens • Dutfls Bags • Knives g
*Z/

\v //

Mi

Saturday Feb 1

Itchy Fish

The Pearl Jam Show
10 pm 21 +

Saturday Feb 8
SKA Night

NYC SKA Masters

'The Toasters"

with

"Rustic Overtures"

9 pm 18+

Thursday Feb 20
The J.G.B. Band

Members of the Jerry Garcia

Band
9 pm 18+

Saturday Feb 22
Great White

80's Glam-Rockers
9 pm 21 +

Tickets Available At the

Northampton Box Office

@ 586-8686 or

1-800-The-Tlck.

Protix Outlet* or

Strawberries Records
/

TMsk^rR, o( C£,lAl£.lrvi. LoTS V*orti.

S^U. HA6.rclviUidis>^. COWa\a<L

{roivi OtVW-r £_AV\v\A stores.

-All -tv\£. rtui6.SOHA6. OUltdcXDr

Strrk-Wtflk S^L S,*V/(HG£, OWilVl

\\Achors>.
douitrtTOWt*

-A ma U *. r % 4

Ends

15tfi,

he

AMPSHIRE
'"^'^k FITNESS

Tk CLUB
Area, j\

Most Complete
Club • 256-6446
90 Gatehouse Road
"Off Rt. 9 2 miles East of Town Center"

•PVTA bus route to Rolling Green • pool •

• aerobics • aqua-aerobics • steps • nautilus •

• racquetball • free weights • Jacuzzi •

• sauna • massage • bikes •

• indoor tennis & basketball •

• rowers • treadmills •

honors
continued from page 12

Belle did not receive the award
because of his public image, and
that Vaughn, not only is great on
the diamond, but off it as well,

serving children in the community
and being an all-around great guy
for baseball.

Now here comes along another
great person for his respective
sport. He represents more ethnici-

ties than the U.N.. and has Grant
Hill qualities as just being a nice

guy out there doing his best to
kick everybody else's hiney, but
not doing it in a show-boating
way.

Tiger Woods has exhibited
greatness thus far in his young
professional career, and has been
dubbed by many golfers, includ-
ing lack Nicklaus, as the best
thing that has happened to golf in

almost a decade. The PGA has
been a league, not unlike the
NHL, that has been plagued with
great foreign talent, and lacked
American superstars. In the last

few years, the golf wonders of the
world have been people like the
Australian, Greg Norman; the
South Africans, Nick Price and
Ernie Els; and the men from the

United Kingdom, Nick Faldo and
Colin Montgomery.
Now here is someone of

American birth who has taken golf

by storm and is making golf popu-

lar once again in the eyes' of
America's youth. With his Asian,

European, African and Native
American heritage, he has become
someone that almost anyone can
relate to. He is as disciplined as

anyone can possibly be in the
media's eye (thanks to his father

and mother, a veteran and a fol-

lower of Buddha), is respectful
with his golf colleagues, and has
taken everything in stride. Now
aren't these good enough reasons
for someone to be named
"Sportsman of the Year."

From the story on him in S.l.'s

December issue. Woods was
reported saying that the true
money he feels he has really
earned are the small checks he
gets after competing in any given

tournament, not the multi-million
dollar deals he has signed with
Nike and Titleist.

Is he too good to be true?
Being a very big golf fan, I am

absolutely thrilled with SLI.'i deci-

sion. The magazine went out on a

limb, choosing someone from a

sport in dire need of popular sup-

port.

Already many writers have said
that the decision was made solely

on how much money Nike has
dumped into him. But what if they
had picked lordan or Johnson?
Both of them are with Nike, so &/.

would be safe any way they went.

Then again, who isn't with Nike.

So far, everything Woods has
done has been done with class and
pretty close to perfection. After
receiving the pressure and all the

frills that come with being named
"Sportsman of the Year," Woods
answered the call by battling the

man named 'Golfer of the Year"
for ,996, To • Lehman, and beat-

ing him on the first hole of sudden
death to take '.he Mercedes Open,
the first tournament of 1997.

Since then. Woods took a week
off, not participating in the Bob
Hope Classic, but he did return
this past weekend and competed in

the Phoenix Open. Unfortunately,

not even Tiger could have caught
Steve (ones, who took control of
the entire course and ran away
with a victory at 24-under, leaving

everyone in the dust. Woods fin-

ished at nine-under.

For the sake of American sports.

Tiger Woods will be a wonderful
ambassador for the rest of the
world, as someone anyone can look
up to and respect, not someone
that is just associated with the mil-

lions of dollars they make. Let's
just hope he is no fluke and carries

his success far into the 21st centu-
ry

lonathan M. Place is Collegian

staff member

Carroll
continued from poge 12

senior co- captains Sabriya Mitchell

and Beth Kuzmeski, have helped sta-

bilize a team that started the season
5-4 and has two freshmen, Kelly Van
Huisen and Alison MacFarland. play-

ing significant minutes.

"Sabriya, Beth and I each have our
role," Carroll said. "It more depends
on whoever is more dominant on the

court at that time."

One of the benefits of last year's

NCAA tournament berth, the school's

first, is national recognition for the

program, and for the first time, a

nationally televised game from the
William D. Mullins Center, this

Sunday against George Washington.
Carroll has played a large part irr that

success in her four yean, but she sees

Sunday's game with the Colonials as

exactly what it is — a basketball
game.

"I think we're more worried just

about George Washington than any-

thing else." she said. "If we play well

we can beat them It would be a huge
confidence boost (if we beat GW] "

The Minutewomen have the month
of February to separate themselves
from the pack and push for an A- 10
title and a NCAA tournament bid. a
fact that hasn't escaped Carroll.

"Coach O'Brien always tells us that

we only have eight more games,"
Carroll says. "We have to make our
run now."

With a healthy squad and a little bit

of old-fashioned luck, UMass has a
chance to go further than it's ever
gone before, and Crystal Carroll will

have to be the main force in that

charge. But whether it be a national

television audience, a pesky defender
or a need for someone to lead the
Minutewomen to the promised land.

Carroll will be there.

And you can be sure it'll be auto-
matic.

TMANC WD / COUiCMN
Senior Crystal Carroll has been an integral part of the success of the UMass women's basketball team this ytar
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ACTIVITIES
Telemarketer Talent Search It

you have enthusiasm, integrity and

outstanding customer service talent,

you could be our star performer'! 1

Mi Tuxx Is searching for talented

people to join our telemarketing

team Mr tux* acknowledges and

rewards outstanding performances

with competitive wages, flexible

scheduling, and all the training you'll

need to be successful 1 Call Adrian at

(413)253 5286 to arrange for your

personal interview

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Three Bedroom Apertmeat on bus

loute $585 00,'montti First and last

month required Call (413)863 8413

EMPLOYMENT
PREMIERE BROTHER SISTER
CAMPS IN MASSACHUSETTS
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Counselor positions for talented and

energetic students m all Team
Sports, especially Baseball. Roller

Hockey. Gymnastics. Field Hockey.

EMPLOYMENT
Soccer. Volleyball, 30 Tennis open-

ings, also Golf. Archery. Riflery.

Ropes and Rock Climbing.

Weights/Fitness and Cycling, other

openings include Performing Arts.

Fine Arts, Figure Skating.

Newspaper. Photography. Yearbook.

Radio Station. Rocketry. Swimming.
Skiing. Sailing. Windsurfing &
Canoeing/Kayaking Top salaries.

room, board and travel June 22nd

August 20th Call for information

MAH-KEE-NAD Bovsl 1 800 753
9118 DANBEElGulsl 1 800 392-

3752 Recruiters will be on campus
Tuesday. March 11th 10am to 4pm
at the UMass Camp Day

Stroag, reliable persoa wanted
for occasional snow shoveling in

Amherst Good pay 253 5700 Days

Cruise Line Entry level onboard
positions available Benefits
Summer or year round (612)643-

4333

EMPLOYMENT
Cruise and Land Tour Employment

work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid 1 For industry

information call Cruise Employment

Services (I30DI276 4948 ext C50017
(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

Outside Jobs- Now hiring National

Parks. Beach Resorts. Ranches.
Rafting CO s benefits and Bonuses!

Nationwide openings Call (919)918-

7767 ext RI80 Eastern

Europe/Asian |obs- Live m Prague.

Budapest. Tokyo, etc Teaching sim-

ple conversational English No lan-

guages/teaching exp required

(919)918 7767 ext W180

Chile* Car* Northampton area
Thurs 2 30 pm -8 30 pm Car neces-

sary $6 00Aw Joan 584 8086

Child Care 17 month old Light

housekeeping. 2-3 mornings a week
Nancy 253 5183

EMPLOYMENT
Exceptional Summer
Opportunity- Camp Wayne. NE PA
Sports oriented
Counselor/Specialists for all

land/water sports inc tennis, camp-
ing, climbing/ropes, rocketry, roller

hockey, sailing/vvaterskiing. A&C.
drama, video Campus Interviews

Tuesday. March 11 Please call

(800)737 9296

English Teachers Needed
Abroad! Teach Conversational
English in Prague. Budapest, or

Krahow No teaching certificate or

European languages required

Inexpensive room and board plus

other benefits For details call

(206)971 3680 ext K5001J

Parsoael Care Attendant
Evenings, overnights and weekend
mornings $7 85 per hour Call 546

0666

FOR RENT
Cape Corf group & summer rentals

Waterfront nouses. Falmouth area

(508)477 -6000

Sugerloat Estates- Ultra modern
two bedroom apartments Free

heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washers/dryers
and more! On bus-line Minutes to

Amherst Great specials! Call 665
3856

Fridge Rentals 253 -9742 Free
Delivery

FOR SALE

Futon $70 00. desk with file cabinet

$50 00 Both one year old Call 549-

7481

486 New Leptop $585. VGA Color

Monitor $175. IDE Hard Drive $110
Steve 566-3324 2

Color Printer Panasonic KXP 2123
Super Quiet w/ cable & stand 546
6963

FOR SALE
Camera: Pentax ME Super,

w/Quantaray 49 mm Lens, plus

Pentax A Zoom Lens, 1 4, 70 210
mm, plus mm, plus Zykkor flash

375D. with case, ex cond Asking

$325 or B0 Rick 548-991

1

MISCELLANEOUS
Start your own Iraternity VETA
BETA TAU is looking for men to start

a new chapter If you are interested

m academic success, a chance to

network and an opportunity to make
friends in a non-pledging brother-

hood. E-mail 2BTOIBT National
ORG or call Brett Hrbeck at (31 7)334

1898

ROOM FOR RENT
One bedroom for real m two bed

room aot Call Taryn (508)682 5607

Room in a 2 bedroom apt

Sublease $310 * utilities Call 253
4824 On bus line

ROOM FOR RENT
Take over my lease One bedroom

in a vacant two bedroom apartment

$300/month plus utilities Call Jen

©256-6034

Looking lor a temale to share a

large room in Puff tori Cost is

$197 50/month Call 665-2067

ROOMATE WANTED
Roommates wanted to share
house in Ocean City. NJ for the sum-

mer Call Sue at 5460407

TRAVEL
Pompano Beech. Floride March 8

15. sleeps two. $650/week
(413)786 7133 Partial kitchen.

Spring Break 37 it's heaven Wake
and Bake in the hottest destinations

free patties!" Q/ganue group and

travel Free lowest price guarantee

From $99 (800)426 7710 www sun

splashtours com

Spring
Island, fr

TRAVEL
Jameice- Spring Break Stay in

beautiful Negni Includes roundtrip

airfare, hotel transfers, 7 nights

lodging from $519 Don't take

chances with other companies, go
with the UMass Ski Club Call 545-

3437

Europe $155. Caribb /Mexico $189
R/T Worldwide Destinations
A.rhitch Tm (800)326-2009
airhitcnffinetcom com or www isi-

com fr/airhitch

Break- Nassau/Paradise
from $379 Air, hotel, trans

fets. parties and more! Organize

small group earn flee trips plus

commissions' Call (800)9- Beach-

1

Spring Breek Party in Daytona or

Panama City The largest Spring

Break destinations . excellent beach
front hotels Students wanted to pro-

mote, earn free trip and cash $$$i

Book ten friends and go FREE 1

Packages from $99 00 Info/book

1800)593 5808
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Personals Policy Standard Headings
MotorcyclesAll prnonali MUST be proofread by Collegian

« Unified emptoyeet before payment and accep-
tance or the cltuinrd

"JTO! MAY NOt be u»ed in pertonalt
ONIV tint rvamet »nd •niliah air allowed The
only rncepoom ere tor bmtldjy or congiMjUuont
•perionalt ,n »*iKh ca<e tt>e full nam* may b»
UMd
Phone numbrn an not alkm^l m penonaH MO
txctrnom
Addnnirt *f not allowed in penonah (tin meant
dorm room number* at welt

fVionah ol a ttveeirntng or derogatory nature are
not acceptable Periona'i ol a vindictive or
Irbrlotn nature are not acceptable PerwnaK may
not be uied lor the purpose ol heraw/nent
rVotanny may not be uted in penonait
the pmonen taction it lor penonait only The
pecionaM techon may NOt be uted to tell >trmt.

tee* roommate i. artvervie meetingt etc

AH pertonalt mutt Save the name uefiature. and
UMeat I D number of me nurfent placing the at
freed <n on the insertion order. Mem ttudenb mutt
provide iVj ^nte and the licente
number mutt be recorded on the intecfion order
Ute of talte tdentrN aur»» or mitfeprr-ienLi

HjbfKI to penaltiet under rhr law
n* CoHtgun retervet the nght to refute or to edit

any perianal that don not meet the Co/legien t

itandardt m accordance wim me tututet of »Se
Commonweatm of Manatntaeth.

Activities

AnrKxriceriients

Apartment For
fcent

Auto For Sale
Employment
Entertainment
For Sale
FOUnd (2 day* Free)

Happy Birthday
Houses For
Rent

Instruction
Lost
Musicians
Miscellaneous

Personals
Room For
Rent

Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted

Services
Summer
Sublet

To Sublet
Travel
Transportation
Wanted to
Rent

Wanted

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20^ per word/day

All others

40^ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not respon-
sible for errors resulting

from illegible handwriting
or type.

L
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ARIES
March 21-April 20
Your hard exyt and ueieevrfam e

bevan to pay otT II may nut be a*

much nan a* "Inmnj the lottrrv

but you ran be *ure thai a •

rarterved Plan lor (he future by
meJurvj a Inn i.iei—iiieni and

TAURUS
April 21 Maty 21

You rr able to do the anrk of an
army ihtt amrk. but avoid burnout
be keenfrej your t u t iateBi tee
Sponumua ardvtor* are thr key

bi rT*rvtne vrrtt A buUtv-lt

ijppiaiunely hokai ereat uromtar

GEMINI
May 22 Jane 21

Ever thuurth you may be ahead
of vrhrnule on an knpartant

proknrl avoid enwuna tknr m irlr

lutmiiallni You oould make a bad
kyapreeaejn on aujueutkf you d rather

dardr You mueit alio anmd your
tutur dmr troubltttliuutaikj,

CANCEK
Jane. 22-JuJy 23
Make a uroTK ease lor weiewjeng

you ve been enwrJng. and thr uddi

are food youH reretve It tlynure

done your rvayteteorli In a

parmrrVep foru* on bulMtnc up
thr other peraon « wrmfiha ralhrr

than hnprtwtna' their tveaknrMet

LEO
July 23- AiuTuet 23
Althniixh a rrcent innrwadun may
lv levrr it t probably not (he

right tool Ice (he Job thta wrrk A
buaajHt* hinrhron rauld turn

penonal Thank ahead he*m-

rt" vttne, what you want, and Ihrn

pur»ur it erhole hranrdly

VIRGO
Aufoat 24- September 22

I Km 1 allow Intense eneekjna to

Wind you to thr rralltm of •

Mhiatfon Oet an rxprn t anVtrr

ihrn tinkr out rnMrr Avokrl

ttrrti hint votariee* too thin

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
If you re looking, lor more munry
Man by wHeta] voureaK Could
you be parktagng aoeae of your
tkilkt and latenu (Mlrrenih

torncKhrVi irmote you to feenar

auN. but eou d be wtaer 10 keep

your aurndjeaj
,
habUt under control

SCORPIO
October 24- November 22
Unrtiannetrd enrrfy rquart chant
nbrtorr you leap off fn a nrw
dlrrrtlon. Mand bark and make
•ome ttrrlatona A rrUxlng weekend
takn an mtrrrvclng twtM when a

fnrnd make*, a Maiuaiig 11 tiarikai

SAG1TTARIU8
Noremher 23-December 21

Take am at a long term goal and
you 11 hat your larart nan on
working hard and you won t be

m Id- nr*P. vanr rw Klau. in Ifv

near future nay H tare

CAPRICORN
December 22 January 20
AJihuiigh you re a bttndtr of enrre/

ihft week, you re not tnarv when
a eeaaea to ooaaaautivkagaei- Fona*
an 1 lent* and eou ooaM avoid a
•rrlou* nwautwJerawMwtga, Dfaruaa

thr rule* wtth iiatuia who can
change (hrm

AQUARIUS
January 21-Pebnaary 18

A great trraptnulon could need *onv
furthrr rtftteittna r vlrgatr wane
of your n yaagawi ) *o a group to

nv^urntar your etViuVtie** What
term* ake a cruel crMcaaVi oouM
have an rnrrmrfy u*rful rare to k

PISCES
February 19- March 30
Uaacft to a wter friend for advk-r m
a penonai («nhtrm Slmpaiitr I*

thr key to moat drckwon* thh week
Take thr high road when deakng

with a (tgnruk peraon rhrrr could

hr more going on than meet* ihr

*

8

z
u
X

Daily Ustings sponsoredbyYOUTAll COUldBe 110^545-3500

II

la
13
e-4

IT
IB

HSCM' Bulletin

Board
CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford '

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming
TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

31

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

BET

BET on Jazz

Laser Video

The Learning

Channel

Comedy Central

Popcorn Channel

Satellite

Programming

THURSDAY EVENING
6:00

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHOM
WTXX
WVIT

USA

11 Simpeone I

6:30
With Jim Lehrer I

"[CBS

NewiX
Full Houee X

Freeh Prince

Creeturee

N*9WI M.

XBc
Frtah Prince

NBCNewa
Martin I
NBC New*

loteenne g

NBC New*

Buaineea Rpt

ABC New*

Beverly Hillt, 90210 ilnSlereC)

Family Maflera |
Family Matter*"

Quincy

WortdView If

Tick «

Beyond 2000

UpCloee

Supermerket

Ren > Stimpy

Clertaearjp

TwiHaht Zone

Furniture

Dream On
Next Slap (R)

Sportacenter

7:00
G. Auriamma

rnairJe ErJHJon

CBS

Innde Edition Chronicle I

7:30
Women* Coekvae Beekatbe* Boalon CoHey al Conneciicut

Am Journal

En! Tonght

Star Trek: Ned Qener.

Wrteel-Fortune Jeoperdyl X
Judyl'fkeaiTviJudge Judy 3

Ejrt.Twrijht

Home Imp,

Wheel-ForluryiTJeoperrlyl X

Herd Copy X
SeirweW I,

Newthour Wtth Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld X [Ent Tonight

SeinfeldX
Home Video*

C - Campu s

8:00 8:30 9:00

biegnoele Murder I
Dieanoeia MurderX
High Incident ;ln Stereo) I

9:30
I 10:00 10:30

JANUARY 30, 1997
11:30

CeUTokyo IMyatery! 'Inspector Morte'X

Moloney "Damage Control" X \*t Hour* (In Stereo) X
Moloney Damage Coott' X |4I Hour* [in Stereo) 1

*«» "P/rvalg flenjgrnri" (1980. Comedy) GoMte Havwi

t» -Friepck-lW, Science Fiction) Emfo ijo»ve* OB

Friend* X [Single Guy %

Cape "mierpretabons" I
Friend* I
Martin X
Friend* I
f Old Hotj»* Dr. or Can

Single Guy X
Living Single

Single Guy X

High Incident (In Stereo) X

Seinfeld I iNaked Truth E A r^rwfal

Baywatch Night* "Po'^asaed"
|
New*

t Foote" (In Stereo)

lUr-O

Seinfeld X |Nak:d Truth [ER fortunes Fools" (In Slereo)"

New York Undercover X
Seinfeld X |Naked Truth EB "Fortune s Fools" (In Stereo)

NHL Hockey Boston Bruins at Florida Panttws (Live

Myafery! "Irapeclor Morse" 1 |Dengeffield

Home Video*

Equalizer "Beyond ConlroT

MoneytineX ICroaeflreX

Deity Show (R) [TV Netion

Wjnoa

t "Big r/OtfoW in Little Cn<na'(l986, AoVenture) Kon Ryssel

*« -Fr*»jtck'(im, Scienca PtitorfiMJotsUNK-ai

Biography: Ted Bundy lAncient My*t*riee (R)

Prime New* X |ln*iae Politic* [Larry King Live If

«'-. "Cidaac Man" (1990, Comedy) Room waiiams

Wild Diecovery: Baby Movie Magic

Debt

Sport* (R)

'ny Toon

Renovation

HBO l-I>

MA> 'V

SHOWi®

In the Heat of the Night a

Renegade "Hostage (In Stereo)

Cowega Baakelball Maatachusens at George Washington (Live
'

Celebrity Wedding* in Style
l
UMdrved Myaierie* (In Slereo) ITaia) ^ow5 The Mexigdrt OHtrt Story" (1964) Cynthia Oibb.- [Uving

SingledOut

Doug »

Idiot Savant*

Daiitatde Time Tre» (In Slereo)

ftugraUX

Hometime(R) |Hometlme (R)

n the Heat of the M^hi s

Highlander TheSerieeX

Prime Time (In Stereo

Secret-of Alai
[
Happy Dayt

Tetcww "Alar Ego" (In Stereo)

Reel Americe: *t Hour*

-;

NeilStt

Collega

aaj

*e Vi I'm Gcnna Gt You Six*!'

11:00
T Old Moute

New* It

New* X INtghairie X

Ancestors X
LafeShowl

Lata Show X

Jenny Jones (In Stereo) X

H Petrol

Coach X

Tonight Show

Real TV X
Tonight Show

Deep Spece 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Roee (In Stereo)

NewtS IrwCjMlneX

Mad Abo. You fi»a! -V <:

Unexpteined

World Today

Jeff Airman Dream On
Cronkite Remember*

College Basketball Cincinnati at Louisville. (Live)

Law!
Sporty, lus

Daily Show
Wild DiacoveryToaby

» i

95SKJ I

^Nation

Yol (In Stereo)

I Love Lucy X |Mun»tert

Forever Knight Spin Doctor"

Ghost* of Wonder (R)

**Vi "Th» Sgeftaftr" (1979 . We stern) (Part 1 ol 2) Tom Seteck. \**V, The Sgc*gm
M
(1979, Wettem) (Part ? ol 2) Torn

'AHwsfan Anger(\°fco. Comedy) Paul Hogan.X ISi'ik •)'*
: _;Murder. She Wrote X

(5:00) "M3dflinAmgnca"(l993) *« "Syeflye, t,or»"(1995, (^eoy) Maliriew Modine 'PC-13' {"Mercenary {VMl Acfventure) Olrvier Gtuner. (In Slereo) 'NR' X InndetheNFL (In Sleroo

»«'A 'Tr-apped m Paradise"

(

1994) Nicolas Cage. 'PG- 1 T X

..

Mr
Sci-Fi Buzz

Phoia

Inside Space

Sale* Arms - Soft Targets (R) [Reel America: 41 Houtf ffl!

Singled Out

T.»i IT,

Sportacenter

Myatertee

Idiot Savants

Odd Couple X
Time Tra« (R) (In Slereo)

425] "Ceptah Nvke and the BcrriP8rt)oy5"(1996)

'Kiss ol 0»aW"(1995, Drama) David Caruso 'R' BE |te "Vampira in 5rooAVn"(1995) Edd* Murphy. | "Arto

t* "the DtmMionisr (1996) Nicole Etjgerl. 'R' |«v. "the Scant! f. effar" ( 1995. Drama) Demi Moore. (In Stereo) 'R'tt
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Robotman By Jim Meddick

THIS B6*AIMPS Mg Of W4 01V
BM^vjIiUi SAYlMe NAV VK>
>,»\S WW Op REPEATiNC-
"TVE OHii TRUE. fOOL l* THE
trNfcNYNUORtTCATWLV QUOTES

FOOUSW SDWNSS .."

BrVTAVlA9

IS THAT
IKITHE
NfcTrl£RlArJW;

eATAVlA.OUlO- THAT'S WWl IWE

W£Pt LNI^S WMEW KAV DAP
THotJrirtT UP THE SAVING-

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick

[WOfyj'5 OUR VQOJEXJT 1=OR «
Tr« SOCMCC T^AlR CDnmc?

DHbort By Scott Adams
WOW ABCUT 'rDO.MtXflMie? wews TJve team PKojecrf.

COMIN6 ' rz
WHAT Af?E TWi3t'JfPlCrui?£S OF

j

-^HY ASTER
TrfE SHOWER

IDLZZ

CATBE1RT-- EVn H.R. DIRECTOR

HEV, OOALLY, I PULLED

SOttE 5TRIi>4G5 TD GET
YOU ttOVED TO A

CJINDOW CUBICLE.

ZZJ^^_J

IT'S FOR rAY OUJN

BENEFIT. I PLAN TO

TAKX MAPS WHILE
LYING IN THE SUN
ON TOP OF YOUR HEAO.

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick

3H r*S»

EVERY DAY
THIS JOB
TEACHES i>*£ I

CAN GET USED
TO ANYTHING.

"Ulli ,, (leold@javanet.com)

by Roger and Salem Salloom <-,

, g , n

Sometimes when I visit my
Uncle Petain I stare out of his

living room window for hours. I

always sit in one of his stuffed

easy chairs.

All day long he plays classical

music around the house. If I sit

long enough by the window I drift

into another world... like a

trance. I become peaceful and

content. If it happens to rain,

then I get even better... you

know, uh... urban nirvana.

The rain hits the window and

patters on the sill... the world

below makes sense... everything

makes sense.

If I sit there long enough

maybe I'll make sense.

Flying Compass Graphics
Faster than a Speeding Bullet. aj

and Hifiher than a Kite! J{it]

r >~ml SSS-auiiiftm »«im 1*66* Maw Ct Oaoi Uaw Plndli

twn-\ vhetk Jut v<ut wctmlc at www whknl rtieh^om . -

'apntr* We hur rant n,.i. »* . Hm , mi ttnci.Wr fir«i | an*r

and Since my mothbr tuui»'.

PEPuSfcS TD STOP S6RVIN&
\

OtZAfteV SPiMACef , 1- WtLU I

Shoo its ef=Fecr5 ov cx«

'

Class mamsj^i?,"c.j" w
Trm> l I I" I l

Drabble By Kevin Fagan
LORi.ooN'r YOO BcCXaj OP
TWAf «AMS7fe*?'i LET fAE- 6&T THI*!)

STRAIGHT UH eON_
NOU)MA*5r\Kl/C~7
EAeZRlNG -( CORRECT

UXSLt.I Gue$6
TMERE'^ONLW
ONeAAATUtX
OJAMIDPeAU
UJlTHTHl^

OEVELOP/AE^T

l'M\ LEAVING ALL

M gASeeALl
CARP5 ID PATRICK

T JUMP.CALPH
'LL CLATTErJ
Twe PATO
fOCNlTuC6

University' By Frank Cho Close to Homo By John McPherson

Non Sequitur By Wiley

VI=K,, S

Non Sequitur By Wiley

Carol, your computer has a very serious virus.

We can't risk having it spread to the other PCs.
You know this Is for the best. Please step aside.'

WW hi

VIS/,

r^^-4 \ ll '"*" IQ |\ VICTIMS w

S* llell * SCOETyV
V*> M 1 HAPPY

^J.

Duh By Maura and Micaela

/

s+jBk£ uG^-

DoV 0k_ SViarK...

^£j&ZZ vW>rV

Today's Staff

Jacob "jester" Michaels
Night Editor

Chris "Sundown" Conner
Copy Editor

Jennifer "Charlie" Jutras

Photo Technician

Josh "Viper" Sylvester

Production Supervisor

Sam "Maverick "Smullin
Leon "Goose" Latino

Production

vji^acL^. ^bitA*—

'
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Quote of the Day

Why's he calling

me meat? I'm
the one driving

the Porsche.
-£ddie CaMn LqLouche

H
"?i

»

Joke of the Day

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 543.1436 fW more, inforwatte

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Quiche Lorraine

Meatball Grinder

Wheatball Grinder

DINNER
Lemon Chicken

Veal Cutlet Cordon Bleu
Fiesta Rice and Cheese
Quarter Pound Burger

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Chicken Sand.
Turkey Bacon Swiss —

Folded Pita

DINNER
Lemon Chicken
Veal Parmesan

Worcester

LUNCH
Turkey Burger

Beef Stew
Fettuccini /Tomato Sauce
Sesame Noodles/Pea Pods

DINNER
Lemon Chicken

Savory Stuffed Peppers
Pastabilities:

Manicotti w/ Sauce

Berkshire

LUNCH
Turkey Burger

Reuben Sand, on Rye
Fettuccini/Tomato Sauce
Sesame Noodles/Pea Pods

DINNER
Lemon Chicken

Veal Cutlet Cordon Bleu
Garden Chili

Manicotti w/ Sauce
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UMass faces Colonials in D.C. showdown
By Casey Kane
Collegion Staff

There's always talk about revenge

when the subject of a George
Washington- Massachusetts men's

basketball game arises But this year,

it wouldn't be surprising it the

Minutemen were less interested in

revenge and more interested in pros -

ing their mettle.

In last sear's Atlantic 10

Tournament. I Mass defeated G\V
for the first time in five meetings

ITiis \ear. the Minutemen are riding a

four-game winning streak that has

come smack in the middle of the

toughest stretch of the schedule.

That streak will be put on the line

tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the Charles K.

Smith Center in Washington. D.C.
where the Mmuteinen (10-9, 4-2

Atlantic 10) and the Colonials (9-7.

4-3) duke it out as part of ESPN's
Rivalry Week.
UMass has long had a problem

with GW. The Colonials prevailed in

an 8t> 76 Feb. 24 contest at the

William D. Mullins Center that

knocked the then No I Minutemen

out of the top spot in the AP poll and

ended IfMtet' 26-famc win streak.

The loss was also I Mass first of the

season

The Colonials also stung the

Minutemen the previous vear with a

pair of losses. The Feb 4. 1995
78-75 GW win at the Smith Center,

that the Colonials eked out after

Derek Kellogg's long-range S point-

er missed, was witnessed by

President Bill Clinton, but that loss

was not as hard to take as the one

that occurred 1 days later

When George Washington stormed

the Mullins Center on Valentine's

D«j the 80-78 Colonial victory

ended the Minutemen'-- longest home
winning streak at 33 games and
ended the longest on canipu* vvin

siicak at 42 games

In fact, the last time LMa" won
against George Washington was a

So 55 nailbiter at the Mullins Center

on |an 22. 1994.

Hint and this seat's squad is hop

ing to change all that tonight. The
Minutemen are coming off an impres-

sive performance at Temple that

included a Kfeool record 15 3- point-

ers.

As they have for the past four

games (all wins), the Minutemen plan

to go with a thre guard set. with

Edgar Padilla running the point.

Carmelo Travieso tackling the job of

defending the opponent's top penme-

ter player and Charlton Clarke play-

ing in the three- spot

George Washington has suffered a

bit this vear. Picked almost unani-

moush as the preseason No I team in

the A-10 West, the Colonials have

lallen on hard nines during the con

fcrcncc portion of their schedule.

After racking up a 5-1 record in

the seaton's earl) going, the

Colonials dropped three straight in

December, losing to Mankind in the

championship game of the franklin

lank Classic Nil I Kansas and one

of the lesser know n I M •

Charlotte.

Prom that point on. GW has not

Iven able to string together a pair of

wins i ho team's Atlantic io record

consists ot wins against rordhani.

Duquesiic. Dayton and l.a Salle and
losses to St. loseph's, then-No. 15

Xaviet t the A- I0's only ranked
team) and an upstart St. Bonaventure

squad.

While the Colonials' record in the

lasi five games has been anything but

consistent, their leading scorer has

been just that. Alexander Koul has

led his team in scoring in-the last ftve

games and 10 of the Colonials' 19

overall. In addition, the junior center

has been the squad's top reboftnder

in 1 1 of those games.

Koul is not the only threat the

Minutemen have to contend with.

Sophomore point guard Shawnta
Rogen leads liW ill assists with 5.0

per game. 3-poinlers (24). steals

(48) and minutes (34.6 per game).

"They struggle from lime to time.

but they're always read) to play,"

Flint said of the Colonials "|CiW

coach | Mike |aivi> has always said

that the one team they get up for is

us."

Material from 11// W/' IM was
used in litis article.

Steady play and leadership

automatic from Carroll

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

If you could describe

Massachusetts senior forward

Crystal Carroll's play in one word,

automatic would have to be the

word. Whether it be a perimeter

jumper, a putback under the boards,

a few kinds words to an overanx-

ious heshman or a hustling lunge at

a ball certain to go out of bounds,

Carroll is a smooth, flowing player

with a quiet, conlident intensity and

a jumpshot as sweet as sugar.

And it's all automatic.

A two-time All Atlantic -10 third

team selection. Canoll has stepped

up in her senioi season The void

lefl in the post b\ the loss of gradu-

ated seniors Octavia Thomas and

Melissa Guriie has been filled

almost singlehandedK by Carroll,

who leads the Minutewomen in

scoring at 17.1 points a game, while

ranking second with 6.6 rebounds.

The b-foot-2 Watervliet. N.Y..

native has been the driving force

behind the 12-6 Minutewomen.
something Carroll had to get used

to.

"At first. I felt a little uncomfort-

able Ibeing the oflensive focus), but

it helps a lot when plays are run

towards you." Carroll said. "I've

started to feel comfortable with the

green light."

Carroll has been a contributoi to

the Minutewomen since the day she

I list suited up four years ago. She

started all 28 games lici fieshman

Star, averaging 9 6 points a game
and earning All Atlanta 10 Rookie

Icain huiiois Hci sophomore and

junior years were highlighted by

third team All-Atlantic- 10 selec-

tions, and a 37-12 record for the

Minutewomen when she scored in

double figures.

Carroll's a natural talent, to be

sure, but she credits the coaching

stall lor her development from high

school standout to college star.

UMass assistant coach fill Rooney

has worked with her on an inside

game that has become one of the

best in the Atlantic 10.

"She's amazing. J
leam something

new every day in practice," Carroll

said "She's really helped mv game a

lot."

I Mas- coach loanie O'Brien has

also played a big role in Carroll's

tour years in Amherst.

"She's a great coach," Carroll

said. "She has an unbelievable

knowledge of the game, and she

knows a lot of the little things that

happen |in a basketball gamej that

are important."

This season's fantastic start by

Carroll has put her among the elite

in the A-10. She currently ranks

seventh in the conference in scoring,

fourth in free throw percentage.

12th in rebounding, and second in

field goal percentage at .512.

"She s sery good We certainly

know all of the good things Crystal

can do." l.aSalle coach |ohn Miller

said. "She has a very good touch

around the basket. We thought that

one of our keys to success was to

contain Crystal. N ou certainly need

to contain Crystal."

In addition to leading the team in

scoring. Carroll's leadership abili-

ties, along with those of fellow

Turn to CARROLL page 2

«NNtTM*» Stun ((HUCItfl

Charlton Clarke, a main part of UMass' three-guard set, and the rest of the Minutemen face a tough opponent

at George Washington tonight at 7:30 p.m.

Support women's hoop!

Support the UMass women's basket-
ball team Sunday at the William D.
Mullins Center ana you could win big:
• USAir, Friendl/s and D.P. Dough are

sponsoring a shooting contest for a free

round-trip airline ticket courtesy of

USAir. • Tnere will be a contest for the
best poster that supports both UMass
and ESPN2. • The first 200 people to

buy a scorecard will get a Friendly's gift

certificate. • UMass women's hoop
posters will be given out all night.

Sportsman honors?

Tiger deserves 'em
u pn.bahlv know by now. rookie goll

lion f Idrkk i Iigeri V been given the H96
award for "Sportsman of the Year" from Sportl

IllustraicJ Since the December issue was put our

on the street, speculation has risen as to whelhei or

not the recentlv turned 21 scar old deceived *uch a

prestigious award.

Some sports writers thought Michael lohnBOfl

should have won for his outstanding achievements

during the Summer Olympic Games in Atlanta

because he was the best in his respective field

Although Wood- Wai
JOHNATHAN M.

PLACE

great, he did not put up
the best numbers overall

this year in golf Some
put their ballots in lor

Michael lordan. but how many times in one decade

can he be called the greatest '

Well, what did Tiger Woods do thi< pact ve.n ".'

First, he won his third consecutive L 5 Amateur
Championship while at Stanford Universin
Second, he placed twentv -second, as an amateur,

during the U.S. Open in Oakland Hillv Ihird. he

turned pro and joined the PGA halfway through the

season, fourth, he signed for a combined $60 mil-

lion dollars between Njke and Titleist alone And
finally . he won two tournaments atf ol his first Hi.

while only taking one week off all year, and still

managed to gain enough respect to be (ejected SI

one of the four golfers picked to play in the Skins

Game. For someone only 20 years of age. that's

quite the resume.

Yes, Michael lohnson was flawless this vear dur-

ing the Summer Olympics, but. not to take anything

away from his achievements, the Olympics are onl\

two weeks long. Tiger played all year. I'm sure no

one would have been that upset if lohnson had
received the award, but did he truly deserve it?

Nor would anyone get sour about Michael lordan

winning. He's arguably the best all-around haskii

ball player to play the game, and after coming out

of retirement, has put himself right back where he

leltoll

from what I have seen this year in sports, this

award seems to cover a little more than just the

overall best athlete of the year. This award i* given

to the person who not only exhibits greatness m his

or her field, but who personifies the spoil they are

in, and who i* good for all sports in general.

In 1995. Mo Vaughn took the crown for the M\ I'

in baseball. A controversial decision, considering

Alberl Belle put up better ollensive numbers Main

believed, and they would be right m laying, that

Turn to HONORS [.age 2

UM women's gym successful over intercession
By Jeremy Adams
Collegian Staff

While the Massachusetts student body took a break

trom the hard work and snowball lights ot the 1996-97

winter, the women s gvmna»tic- team used the time to

begin its ascent through the ranks of Atlantic 10 and

\i \ \ gyBMnaetkl

Currently fourth yeai coach Dave Kuzara's squad is

2-2. having lost its recent match with No. 1 1 Michigan

at the William D. Mullins Center.

During Intercession, Massachusetts gymnasts set

school iccords and placed lop scores among the elite ol

pile falling to the Wolverines, they tell

their pcilormances in the big time atmosphere yt the

Mullins Center showed that they could compete with

anyone.

'Michigan is a team that can win the national champi-

onship tins vear." Kuzara said. "I thought we gave them

I run."

flic Minutcwoman performances at the Michigan
meel and the preceding George Washington. Penn State

and New Hampshire matches have ranked as the top

Intramurals look
for new officials

Editor'\ note Sports Hnefs is a relatively new column
to the Collegian, hut so far it has heep very successful

The coimmn is detuned to give attention and credit to

the athletes who don t play at the collegiate varsity

level, hut instead on club, intramural and recreational

teams
I In feature runs every Ihiirsday, and is compri

information sent In from these teams and athletes.

Submissions for Sports Briefs

should he sent to the

< ollegian offices, and are

due tack Wedneiday at

noon Submissions can be
sent, brought down to the

>ltitr\ ui lit Campus Center Basement or faxed to

MS I

// then ure any questions call co-sports editors Casey

Kane or ( hns Stamm at 545 07/9.

scores in all tour events and all around competition in

the A 10 this season

Denisc fohnson scored a 9.9 on the vault at Penn
Slate, and pulled off a 9.9 in the floor exercise against

Michigan Also at the Michigan meet, Tara Swart/
I a **.9 on the uneven hais and Mandv Mosby

notched a 9.4 floor tally en route to a 58 8 all-around

score that stands as the conference's best performance

of this season

On beam, \nita Sonyal is tied for first place with a

9.85 mark earned against GW.
The common theme in the Minutewomen's meets up

until the Michigan date was difficulties in early events.

"We had a very slow start to the IGeorge
Washington! meet." Kuzara said "We did not do well

on the bars but we finished the last three events

stlOllg."

The Minutewomen pulled out a 187.725-187 250 \k

Turn to INTERSCSSION page 2
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Interested in Intramurals?
The Intramural and Recreational Sports program is

read] to begin the spring semester. For basketball and
ice hockey, there will be meetings tonight in Boyden
Building at o p.m. Singles mlctested in playing these

should attend the singles' meeting at the same

Turn to BRIEFS page 1

The UMa
last night in

ss

Blacksburg,

Women s hoop

escapes at VT
The game was probahlv closet

than it had to be. but the

Massachusetts women's basketball

team escaped with a 54- 52 win
over Virginia Tech last night at

Casscll Coliseum.

With the win the Minutewomen
improve to 15-6. 7-2 in the

Atlantic 10. while the Lady Hokies

drop to o- 1 4 and I -8 in conference

pla\

Kara Tudman was hard at work
under the boards for the

Minutewomen. grabbing a career

high 10 rebounds in her 24 min-

utes of work.

UMass shot just 54 percent from

the field, hut complimented that

with a 50 percent outing at the line.

The victory was the second time

UMass has won while shooting
under 40 percent

Virginia Tech shot just 40 per-

cent from the floor.

The Minutewomen return to

action this weekend, when confer-

ence power George Washington
comes to town on Sunday. The
game will be nationally broadcast

on 1SPN2. with Robin Roberts
calling the play-by-play and for-

mer Connecticut stand-out
Rebecca Lobo doing the color
commentary.
Check out tomorrow's Collegian

for more details on the Virginia

Tech game and for a complete pre-

view of this weekend's action with

GW.

— Casey Kane
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Look Ma,

no band!

The Fine Arts Center
will host the
Swedish a capella

group. The Real

Croup this week-
end. Check out our
preview (see Arts &
Living, page 5).

Raise the roof, baby!
Led by sophomore Lari Ketner's 16
points, the UMass men's basketball

team beat George
Washington away
from home for

only the second
time in school his-

tory, for more on
the Minutemen
(see Sports, page
10).

WORLD

Hussein's son risks

paralysis with surgery

AMMAN — Saddam Hussein's

oldest son risks total paralysis if he
opts for surgery to remove bullets

lodged in his pelvis and near' his

spine since an assassination attempt,

sources said yesterday

Odai, widety considered Hussein's

heir apparent, has been partially

paralyzed since being shot Dec 12

during an attack in an upscale
Baghdad suburb, they said

Odai, 32, was thought to have
suffered some paralysis based on
appearances on Iraqi television in

which he was shown not moving his

legs. But the sources yesterday gave

the most detailed description yet of

Odai's condition

The latest on his condition fol-

lowed rumors of turmoil in Hussein's

inner circle and coincided with
reports by dissident groups that

6,000 Iraqi troops have been sent

near the border with Kuwait, site of

the 1990-91 Persian Gulf War.

Speaking from lordan's capital.

Amman, the dissidents said at least

two brigades of special forces were
sent to the southern city of Basra over

the past few deyvand were deployed
in palm tree groves |ujt outside the

dty.

The groves' landlords, workers
and their families have been asked

to leave the area along 'he strategic

Shat Al-Arab waterway m the north-

em tip of the Persian Gulf

NATION

Number of cases drop
as flu strain slows

ATLANTA — After a fast start, the

wont may be over tor a flu strain that

quickly spread fever, hacking coughs
and death across the country

The Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention said yesterday that

the number of states reporting wide-

spread cases has started to drop

"We saw activity begin earlier

than usual and occur throughout
the country within a relatively short

time," said Nancy Arden, a CDC
medical epidemiologist "Some flu

ep»demics spread slowly. But within

a relatively short amount of time, we
saw outbreaks all over the country

."

Wuhan, a flu strain that can kill the

elderly but affects all age groups, was
the culprit in 97 percent of the virus-

es sent to government labs

The CDC has not determined the

total number of deaths from the flu,

but Ms Arden said the percentage of

people dying each week has out-

paced CDC predictions through the

middle of this month The flu usually

kills about 20,000 people a year, but

Wuhan-like strains can kill more than

40,000, Ms Arden said

The first cases were reported to

the CDC in October, and a few
weeks later, states had noticed wide-

spread cases. By the end of

November, the flu took Colorado
and Pennsylvania by full force. Most

of the outbreaks were reported in

nursing homes But the flu also hit

hundreds at a job training center in

Indianapolis and made some
Marquette University students miser-

able in Milwaukee.
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Community service alive & well;

UM Boltwood Project continues

Friday, January 31, 1997

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

The Boltwood Project, a communi-
ty service outreach program, will

hold recruitment nights for prospec-

tive student volunteers next week,

feb. 3-5.

A service learning course offered

through the Department of

Landscape Architecture and Regional

Planning of the University of
Massachusetts. The Boltwood Project

coordinates approximately 250 stu-

dent volunteers with physically and
mentally disabled adults and children

in Amherst, Northampton, Turners

Falls and Holyoke.

Student Program Supervisor
Melissa Hernandez, a junior sociolo-

gy major, felt that she has gained an

education at Boltwood.

"Working with disabled groups has

been amazing for me," Hernandez
said. "It's rewarding and challenging

to learn how to deal with their disabil-

ities and overcome stereotypes of dis-

abled people and do something good."

The student volunteers are broken

up into 21 groups who go to a site

two hours each week for 10 weeks
and socialize with the residents there.

Most of the groups meet Monday
through Thursday in the evenings,

although one group meets in the

afternoon.

Each group of volunteers is led by

a student supervisor who plans an
activity for the group each week.

Michael Khachadoorian. a sopho-

more School of Management student

and a Boltwood supervisor, is cur-

rently planning activities for his

group to do this spring.

"I can't wait to get started,"

Khachadoorian said. "Last semester

we went to the Yankee Candle
Company, made picture frames and

flower boxes... this semester, because

the weather\vill be better, we'll be able

to do a lot more outdoor activities."

Students who participate in the

Boltwood Project receive either one

or two academic credits. All volun-

teers attend an orientation session,

and those who wish to receive two
credits, attend an additional seminar

during the semester, as well as fulfill-

ing some other requirements.

For their reflection component of

the class, Boltwood students com-
plete a journal and submit a paper at

the end of the semester.

The Boltwood Project is open to all

UMass students and undergraduate

students from the Five College Area,

but students who wish to join the

program must come to one of the

three recruitment nights.

The recruitment nights are being

held next Monday and Wednesday at

6:30 p.m. in the Campus Center
Auditorium and Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.

in Campus Center Room 163.

Project Coordinator leffrey

Chapdelaine will give an overview of

the Boltwood Project at the recruit-

ment nights, as well as introducing

each of the 21 volunteer sites.

There are often more potential vol-

unteers than positions in the project,

so interested students need to com-
plete a brief application at the

recruitment night and speak to the

supervisor of the group they would
like to work wfeh.

"Unfortunately, we're not able to

place all the students that would like

to volunteer. We're limited, just like

any other class," Hernandez said.

Hernandez said that the supervi-

sors are looking for enthusiastic stu-

dents who really want to participate

in the program, not students who are

just trying to pick up an extra credit.

"We're looking for enthusiasm.

dedication and commitment,"
Hernandez said. "Not people who
just do it for the credit."

Chapdelaine said "We're looking

for the most qualified, most diverse

group of volunteers we can get."

Students who apply for the

Boltwood Project can find out if they

received placement next Thursday at

the Boltwood table in the Campus
Center Concourse.

The Boltwood Project began 37

years ago at Amherst College, and
has been located at UMas? for the

past 20 years. Merle Willman, the

assistant department head of

Landscape Architecture and Regional

Planning, has been the faculty direc-

tor of the project for the past seven

years.

In addition to Willman and the 21

student supervisors, Chapdelaine, pro-

ject coordinator, Kelly Warren, associ-

ate coordinator and Mary Mix. assis-

tant coordinator, work to organize and

coordinate the Boltwood Project.

lenna Kaleis, a senior family and
community studies major who partic-

ipated in the project for the past

three years, said she felt that UMass
students provide a valuable service

the community through the Boltwood

Project.

"I love doing it because I think

what we're doing is really important."

Kaleis said. "We're helping to make
the lives of others more meaningful,

including those of the volunteers."

The Boltwood Project is funded
through the Department of

Landscape and Architecture, the

Student Government Association,

and a Si 5 per student lab fee.

For more information on the pro-

ject, stop by the Boltwood table in the

Campus Center Concourse or contact

leffrey Chapdelaine at *-*/>'

545-6753.

FBI called in to investigate

racist notes on UPS parcels

Local gov't focus of new course
SCERA works to increase awareness about town elections

By Karen Schwartz

Associated Press

NEW YORK - In a case taking on
the outlines of racial harassment or

corporate extortion, someone is send-

ing prominent black people United

Parcel Service envelopes defaced with

bigoted messages.

UPS executives say they didn't

know the dozen next-day air

envelopes had passed through their

system in December and January

until contacted this month by The
Associated Press.

The envelopes were sent to the

Washington offices of two Chicago
congressmen, (esse lackson |r. and
Bobby Rush: to the New York City

home and office of New York State

Comptroller H. Carl McCall: and to

former Assistant U.S. Attorney for

Civil Rights Deval Patrick. Police say

at least three other people received

defaced UPS envelopes, but would
not release the names.

After looking into the complaints.

UPS insisted none of its 339.000
employees was involved and suggest-

ed it may be an extortion scam.

The criminal investigation, mean-
while, involves at least four states

and the District of Columbia: law

enforcers working on it range from
local police to the FBI bias crimes

unit.

"This case has brought us in all

sorts of different directions." said a

spokesman for the New York state

police, who asked not to be identified

by name.

UPS said its tracking system — so

sophisticated that commercials boast

it can tell whether a person who signs

for a package dots his i's — missed

the scrawled words "niger" and
"nigers day." Envelopes travel with

labels up. and the slurs were written

on the undersides, said UPS
spokesman Ken Stemad at headquar-

ters in Atlanta.

The flurry of mailings coincides

with a nationwide class-action law-

suit against UPS by black managers
who contend they were passed over

in pay and promotions. In addition,

black UPS employees in California

have complained of harassment by

supervisors.

UPS says it tolerates no work-place

discrimination, and that the

envelopes were sent by someone
"using race and our service as a cover

for another potentially illegal activi-

ty." Stemad said. He said UPS had
traced many, if not all. of the

envelopes back "to a single source" in

St. Paul. Minn
The culprit could be charged at a

state level with aggravated harass-

ment, or the federal level with violat-

Turn to RACISM, page 2

By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

This semester. University of Massachusetts students will

have the opportunity to learn about local government and

run for public office at the same time.

The Student Center for Educational Research and
Advocacy (SCFR-\> is currently conducting the UMass
Votes Campaign to raise the number of registered vot-

ers at UMass and increase awareness 'bout town elec-

tions.

According to SCERA staff director Mark Kenen. last

semester SCFRA registered 6.500 new voters, while

1.500 more registered directly with the town of

Amherst.

This semester, a program will be offered to all UMass
undergraduates (excluding seniors) to introduce them to

town government, and the process of running for public

office.

Students will run for Town Meeting Representatives

and will receive three credits whether or not they win the

elec«'^n.

"The main objective is to have students leam the ele-

ments of grassroots campaigning and organizing." said

loanne Levenson. director of Commuter Service and
Housing Resource Center who will be running the course.

"Students will get experience doing coalition work and

will leam how town interests and student interests inter-

sect." l^evenson said.

The course will also include lessons on public speaking.

the workings of town government and University and
town relations

A series of lecturers from the UMass political science

department and speeches from town officials and town

meeting representatives are also scheduled.

This program is being conducted in conjunction with an

effort to increase UMass voter turnout by establishing a

polling place at the Hampden Dining Commons in the

Southwest Residential Area lor Southwest resident*

"We have been working for an on-campus polling place

for about 20 years." said lason Vecchio. student coordina-

tor of SCERA.
After the two year period, the town will evaluate the

results, and may agree to institute a polling place for the

entire campus.

"We have been given the task of making it a success,

focusing mostly on Southwest in the next two yc;r

Vecchio said. "The goal is to see how we would function

running a polling place in a town election."

"Participation in government is at an all-time low and

we need to build interest from the bottom up.

Democracy demands involvement and participation."

Levenson said.

Students interested in running for Town Meeting
should attend a meeting Tuesday. Feb. 4. at 4 p.m. in the

Student Union. Room 428 I flyers posted around campus
contain an incorrect date) or contact loanne Levenson at

545-0865.

Assassinated labor leader buried;

Algerian general also murdered

By Rochid Khiari

Associated Press

ALGIERS — With a sea of flow-

ers and a minute of silence nation-

wide. Algeria's top union leader was
buried yesterday after assassins cut

short his political ambitions.

The slaying of Abdelhak
Bcnhamouda was yet another high-

profile killing in a 5-year-old Muslim
insurgency that the military-backed

government has promised — but so

far-failed — to halt.

The violence continued with the

killing yesterday of a retired general,

Habih Khalil. Algerian state radio

announced the slaying by unknown
assailants but did not elaborate.

President Liamine Zeroual was
among the mourners at

Benhamouda's burial in the "mar-
tyrs' quarter" of the El Alia ceme-
tery in eastern Algiers, where major
Algerian figures are buried.

Bcnhamouda. who supported
Zeroual in the 1995 elections, was
gunned down Tuesday in front of his

union's headquarters. There was no
claim of responsibility but suspicion

fell on Muslim militants waging an

insurgency that has left at least

60.000 people dead since 1992.

Benhamouda had been preparing

to form a centrist party ahead of leg-

islative elections expected by mid-

year, and was seen by some as hav-

ing a good chance at becoming
prime minister.

The assassination came amid a

wave of violent attacks that has left

at least 270 people dead and 600
wounded since the start of the

Muslim holv month of Ramadan on
|an. 10.

A French labor leader. Nicole
Notat. went to Algeria to attend the

funeral. Notat. head of the French
Labor Confederation, praised
Benhamouda as a "righteous man,
with integrity, who had but one
obsession: to unite Algerians to

advance toward democracy, liberty."

In Paris, former French
President Valery Giscard d'Estaing

suggested there could be no peace in

Algeria unless authorities allowed
the banned Islamic Salvation Front

to take part in planned legislative

elections.

CHKtS CIVNfK c'CXUCMN

Just chi.lin' out...
Kelley Scarmeas, a sophomore English major passes time in front of the Student Union.
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For Your Information
Friday, |an. 31

Religious — A welcome back Shabbat will be held al

the Chabad House at 6 p.m. A meal will follow the ser-

vice.

Meeting — The Alliance Christian Fellowship will hold
its weekly Time Out Fellowship meeting at 7 p.m. in the
Campus Center. This week. Worship and speaker Rev.
Dave Berman on, "The Refreshing Life."

Saturday, Feb. 1

Religious — A Shabbat morning service will be held at

10 a.m. in Hillel House. Free lunch to follow services.

Monday, Feb. 3 *

Auditions — The University Chorale needs a few good
men (particularly basses), and women too. Auditions will

be held from 5-5 p.m. or by arrangement. Call 545-4315
for more information.

Film — Le Colonel Chabert. directed by Yves Angelo.
will be screened in Morrill 1 on the Amherst College cam
pus at 4 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. In French with English subti-

tles. Free and open to the public.

Tuesday, Feb. 4
Discussion — Portrait of a Lady, by Henry lames, is the

selection for the Odyssey Bookshops monthly Open Book
Discussion tonight at 7 p.m. Marjorie Kaufman, a profes-
sor emeritus of English at Mount Holyoke College, will

lead the discussion.

Discussion — Zionist for Action sponsors Israel Issues

Discussion Group at 7:30 p.m. in the Hillel House. Topic:
"Division and Conflicts in Israeli Society." Discussion led

by Shoshana Madmoni.
Meeting — The UMass Ballroom Dance Club's first

general meeting will be held at 5:50 p.m. in 101 Totman
Gym. For info call Kevin Murpy at 549-4056.

Meeting — Hey math majors! Welcome back. Come to

the first spring meeting of the Math Club at 7 p.m. in

LGRT 1 52 1 D. As always, snacks provided.

Meeting — The Ski Club will hold its first general meet-
ing of the semester at 7 p.m. in Earthfoods. Members can
get deals on tuning, waxing and lift passes for $30. For
more info, call 545-3437.

Meeting — UMass Hillel Council's Kick-Off meeting
will be held at 6 p.m. in Campus Center 904. Looking for

lewish student activists to help set the 1997 Hillel Agenda
for social, religious and cultural activities.

Notice*

Orientation — Orientation tours for the WEB. Du
Bois Library will be held today and Feb. 3-7. The tours
will leave from the Entrance lobby at 10:30 a.m. and 2:30
p.m. daily. We encourage you to come, visit and get to
know the library.

Independent study — Resources in Women's Studies

Research. WOST 496B. will be held Wednesdays, 4-4:50
p.m. in the Calipari Instruction Room in the WEB. Du
Bois Library. Reccomended for juniors and seniors Call

instructor Emily Sillverman at 545-0995 or email es-il\er-

man<<r|ibrar> umass.edu to register.

Volunteer work — Do you love community service,

helping others, volunteering with children, leadership
opportunities and making new friends? loin the UMass
Circle K Club. 409 Student Union. Call Aimec or Suzanne
at 665-77 1 2 for more info.

Internships — Internships are available working on
Earth Day. Hunger. Recycling and Clean Air. Call Melanie
at MassPirg. 545-0199 or stop by the office at 423-A
Student Union Building.

Comedy — The UMass improv comedy show. Mission
Improvable will perform every Saturday in the Campus
Center Basement at 8 p.m. Free.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

fYh are pub*c wrUce announcements printed daily. To submit an
FY!, please send a press release containing all pertinent informa-
tion, including the name and phone number ot the contact per-
son to the Cdfcgfcjn, c/o the Managing Editor by noon the prevl-

ousday

in south Amherst will provide rides to church. Pick up is

at 9:40 a.m. on campus. Call Mark at 253-0361 for more
information.

Support group — Overeaters Anonymous, a group of
individuals who share an addiction to food and suffer

from compulsive eating and other eating disorders, will

hold weekly meetings on Saturdays at 10 a.m. in the

Campus Center. The only requirement for membership is

the desire to stop eating. There are no dues or fees.

Donations are strictly voluntary. For more info, call (617)
641-2303.
Astronomy — The Amherst Area Amateur Astronomers

Association will hold free public planetarium shows at 4
p.m. every Saturday in February at Amherst College
Bassett Planetarium. Appropriate for all ages. Dates: Feb.

1,8, 15, 22. For information, call Tom Whitney at

256-6234.

Community — The Hampshire County Women. Infant

and Children (WIC) Program has opened a new office

serving the greater Amherst area, on 150 Fearing St.,

Amherst. Hampshire County WIC is a supplemental food
and nutrition program serving eligible pregnant, breast-
feeding and postpartum women and their infants and chil-

dren under the age of five. For more information, call

(413)584-3591.

Dance — Cajun Dancing and Appalachian clogging
beginner lessons will be offered on Sunday evenings from
6- 7 p.m. at 152 Elm St., Westfield. Partners are not
needed and all ages are welcome. No prior dance experi-
ence is necessary. Classes are instructed by Maple Run,
and non- profit dance group that performs at fairs and
community functions. For more information, contact Jo
Samelli at (4 1 5) 746-9067.

Film — The interdepartmental program in film studies is

offering its fourth annual Multicultural Pilm Festival:
"Emigres. Exiles and Sojourners in Contemporary Cinema"
this spring. Screenings and discussions with directors and
faculty will be held on Wednesday evenings. 251 Herter
Hall at UMass and Stim Auditorium at Amherst College,
at 7 p.m. The first event will be When Mother Comes
Home for Christmas, a documentary by Nilita Vachani (Sri

Lanka/Greece. 1995) on Feb. 25. For a full scedule. watch
for brochures and posters at the beginning of February, or
check out our webpage: www.umass.edu/film.

Film studies — .nterested in earning a certificate in film

studies? Take 18 credits in film and video courses and
receive a film studies certificate (equivalent to a minor).
Sign up at the beginning of the spring semester in the
interdepartmental program in film studies office. 101
South College. Call 545-3659 or see webpage:
www.umass.edu/film for more information

Language — Casa Latina. the Center for Community
Educatation and Culture, will conduct an 8-week
I unctional Spanish course, beginning February 18 at 7 p.m.
in Northampton. Tuition is $260. Students will be divided

into three small groups: beginners, intermediate and
advanced. Classes will be taught by experienced language
instructors who are also native Spanish speakers. For more
information, contact lanet Gonzalez at 586- 1 569.

Outdoor program — Women Exploring the Outdoors will

be conducting a series of outdoor adventure programs for

women who are survivors of abuse. The focus of these day
trips is to provide a comfortable environment within which
women can increase their self-confidence, establish safe

boundaries and experience their strength in the company of

other survivors. All ages, abilities and levels of experience

are welcome. Programs scheduled are: Snowshoeing on
Sunday. Ian. 26. 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.. cost $25: A Day Hike
in the Pioneer Valley on Sunday. April 13. 8:30 a.m.-4:30
p.m., cost $20, and Low and High Ropes Course on Sunday,
May 4, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m., cost $50. The cost for all three

programs is $85. For more information, contact Adventures
Unlimited at (413)774-3131 x293.
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Munchio, Specials - Every Week I

Mondays - a rt • r i •

Tuesdays - mttet i a

Wednesdays - mttmr i a

Thursdays - a ft m e i •

Friday • mftmr t a

2tc Mozz. Sticks
15c Wings

$1 Personal Nachos
$1 Hamburger Tacos

$1 Spicy Fries
Drink Specials Through Feb. 28

Blue Kamikaze Shots - $1.25

7*oz Bud light Pitcher* - $S.7S

We Accept fill Major Credit Card*!

Member O.C.M.P. - Call Delivery Express for Takeout

Open 7 days/week 11:30 am - 1am
Fall mena all day/all night

2534040

I

Campus Activities at the University of Massachusetts presents

"Something Every Friday yy

For more information check our website:

http://www.umass.edu/campact/events/sef.htm

This series is made possible by a grant from

UMASS Auxiliary Services, the Vice-Chancellor

for Student Affairs, and the Daily Collegian.

A Touch of

Reality
This three-person group uses poetry

to express important issues like

AIDs; gang violence; and day-to-

day reality. This powerful trio has

opened for the Fugees, the Lost

Boys, and the Last Poets.

Bluewall Cafe

February 7, 1997

8:00pm

Free

cilkisi I s\i ». i (.1 i i i,u\
Students on the move...
Many I JMass students move quickly to their next class during yesterday's below freezing temperatures.

racism
continued from page 1

ing civil rights statutes

Depending on the motive, the sender might also face

federal penalties for tampering with interstate com-
merce.

Some details about the deliveries come from one of the
recipients. Angela lackson, an art distributor with a busi-

ness in Chicago called Afro-Centric Arts of Michigan
Avenue.

She lives and works in St. Paul while attending law
school. She is not related to the congressman and. accord-

ing to St. Paul police, is not a suspect in the investigation.

On Dec. 4. Ms. Jackson. 27, received three brown
padded bags with prints and negatives she had ordered
from the African-American artist Bayo.

The stapled bags had been opened and the contents
smeared with a substance she believes was feces. The
bags were then taped shut.

On the backs of two bags, over the artists inscription

"Kwanzaa gift," someone had scrawled "nigers day' in

red felt pen.

Ms. lackson reported the delivery to police and to UPS
in Chicago. Word apparently never reached UPS head
quarters because of the company's system of regional

hubs. Sternad said.

Ms. lackson said she'd insured the a*work through
UPS for $1)0.000, bat her claim- was denied. She pian

to sue UPS for $500,000. for damages and emotional
distress.

*'iSTT^

The Textbook Annex will

be open

exm hours
for your Shopping

Convenience

Tuesday January 28 9AM - 8PM
Wednesday January 29 9AM - 8PM
Thursday January 30 9AM - 8PM

January 31 9AM - 6PM
February 1 1 1AM - 4PM

February 3-7 9AM-6PM

Friday

Saturday

Monday-Friday

•••

UMass
Division of
Continuing
Education

For a free course catalog, call 413-545-0107 or e-mail

contined@admin.umass.edu

Explore our web site and see how we can help you -

http://www.umass.edu/contined/

Division of Continuing Education
University ofMassachusetts Amherst

providing access to adult, nontradltlonal education for over 25 yeors

Tons of credit undergrad

courses — in the evening!

Nearly 1 00 nonceedit

workshops -r- affordable,

fun, practical, including

•

Bartending,

•

GMAT,GRE,LSAT.&

MCAT Preparation,

•

Magical Arts.

•

Photography,

•ESL,

•

EHT Training,

•

Marketing.

and CHOCOLATE!

Campus Perspectives
Compiled by Mark McGrath • Photos by Thanq Vo

What's your opinion on the legalization

of marijuana for medicinal use?

"I'm absolutely in favor.
Doctors routinely prescribe
substances which produce
much more harmful side
effects."

"I think it would be a good
idea if they did do it,

because it doesn't have as

many bad effects as ciga-

rettes and alcohol."

"I guess for medicinal pur-

poses, but only for medici-

nal purposes. For it to be
legalized in general, I total-

ly disagree."

"1 think if it's going to help

someone... and if it's pre-

scribed professionally, and
has been proven to help, I

don't see any reason why it

wouldn't be legitimate."

"I'd think it shouldn't but
then 1 guess it depends on
what they're using it for.

It's good if it can help peo-
ple and it's under control."

"Well, I don't see what all

the fuss is about, because
there are other drugs out
there with similar or even
worse side effects that doc-
tors prescribe every day."

"I think it would be a good
idea. If used right, marijua-

na could help the people
who need the drug."

John I.anzerolta

senior, environmental sci-

ence
Medford

Nina Copeland
freshman, early childhood
education
Hartford. Conn.

Jennifer Wakem
junior, sports management
Scarborough. Maine

R.J. Merlino
junior, mechanical engi-
neering

Vernon, Conn.

Lindsay DeCecco
freshman, psychology
Methuen

Nathan Peyton
sophomore, political sci-

ence
Springfield

Heidi Calonek
junior, biochemistry
Charlton

journal endorses medical use of marijuana Doc quits to protest anti-pot lecturer

By Daniel Q. Honey
Asiociutod Press

BOSTON — The New England journal of Medicine has

come out in favor of allowing doctors to prescribe mari-

juana for medical purposes, calling the threat ol govern-

ment sanctions 'misguided, heavy-handed and inhu-

mane.'

"Whatever their reasons, federal officials are out of step

with the public," Dr. lerome P. Kassirer. the journals edi-

tor, wrote in an editorial in yesterday's issue. The journal

is one of the world's most prestigious medical publica

tions.

After voters in Arizona ana California passed proposi-

tions letting doctors prescribe pot for medical uses.

Attorney Ge. ;ral |anet Reno said doctors who do this

could lose their prescription-writing privileges, be exclud-

ed from Medicare and Medicaid and even be prosecuted.

Some doctors believe marijuana can relieve internal eye

pressure in glaucoma, control nausea in cancer patients

on chemotherapy and combat the severe weight lost teen

in AIDS patients. However, administration officials note

that such uses of marijuana have not been proved.

Kassirer said marijuana is safer than some drugs used

legally for some of the same conditions, such as morphine.

Furthermore, he said experiments lo prove marijuana's

value would be hard to do because of the difficulty of

measuring nausea and other such sensations

"What really counts for a therapy with this kind of safe-

ty margin is whether a seriously ill patient feels relief as a

result of the intervention, not whether a controlled trial

proves' its efficacy." Kassirer wrote

In a written response, retired Army Gen. Barry
McCaffrey, director of the Office of National Drug Policy.

said marijuana might someday be approved for specific

medical purposes.

"But up to this point, smoke is not a medicine."
McCaffrey said. "Other treatments have been deemed
safer and more effective than a psychoactive burning car-

cinogen self-induced through one's throat."

By Jon Marcus
Allocated Prais

.ollegian news...

is now or lose us forever.

CAMBRIDGE — A psychiatrist

who supports the medical use of mar-

ijuana has resigned from a Harvard
University-affiliated center for addic-

tion to protest the selection of

President Clinton's drug adviser to

deliver a lecture.

Dr. Lester Grinspoon, editor of the

Harvard Mental Health Letter and
author of Marijuana: The Forbidden

Medicine, says he doesn't begrudge
retired Army Gen Barry McCaffrey
the right to speak against the use ol

marijuana. He objects to the White
House drug policy office director's

threats that doctors who prescribe it

may be prosecuted.

"The problem is not controversy."

Grinspoon said yesterday. "The prob-

lem is. you're giving the award to a

man who has no scholarly accom-
plishments and is doing harm by
insisiing that patients who need this

medicine desperately should be sub-

jected to confiscation and arrest

McCaffrey is one of two people
invited to deliver this year's Norman
E. Zinberg Memorial Lecture on
March 7 as part of a conference at

the Harvard Medical School. His offi-

cial topic is effective treatment for

addiction. A second lecture will be

given the next day by former U.S.

Sen. George McGovern. who has
written about his daughter's alco-

holism. McGovem is to speak about

what happens when treatment fails.

"When we have a difference of

opinion on matters of grave impor-

tance, we have to talk about them
and come to a resolution," said Dr.

Howard Shaffer, a Harvard psycholo-

gist and head of the university's

Division on Addictions, who chaired

the selection committee. "I don't

think it's useful to silence voices

under these circumstances."

He said there will be a question-

and-answer period that will enable

critics of the general to ask about his

stance on marijuana. Given the broad

attention to the issue. Shaffer said. "I

can't imagine someone wouldn't."

The university is not endorsing any
position by inviting McCaffrey to the

campus, he said. Grinspoon himself

spoke at the conference two years

ago about the medical use of marijua-

na, "so it is not as if we have not

addressed this." Shaffer said. "What
we are saying is that Gen. McCaffrey

is an important person in the contem-

porary public policy domain, and we
have an opportunity to talk with him

and discuss these issues in a civilized

manner." he said.

In protest of McCaffrey's lecture.

Grinspoon has resigned from his

affiliation with the Norman E.

Zinberg Center for Addiction Studies

at Cambridge Hospital, which Shaffer

formerly directed. He still holds his

positions on the Harvard faculty,

with the Harvard-affiliated

Massachusetts Mental Health Center

and as editor of the Hanvrd Mental
Health Letter

"The only thing I could do was
resign to make it clear that I have no
part in this decision," Grinspoon
said.
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Pizza
O Come and See the HEW College Pizza

O Featuring new larger '18 Pizzas

O Mew Larger '26 Subs made with
French Bread baked dally

O Open for lunch everyday.

O /our satisfaction is guaranteed -

Your money back on food replacement If

you are not fully satisfied.

O We promise fast delivery to our
delivery areas In Amherst A Hadley.

O Come see 99.3 WHMP broadcast live

from 2-4 pm Feb. 2. -

Plenty of FREE GIVEAWAYS

150 Fearing St. Amherst
549-6098 or 549-6073

- Across from Southwest
goods & we're proud of our product.
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The scene is tired

For the pas; two-and-a-hdll years, I have been on a

constant journey out of my own closet

Throughout mv last • <-ar of high school and my
first year of college. 1 have had to deal with coming to

terms with my own sexuality. I came to this urea with the

knowledge of Northampton in my heart and the thought

d -c\ual freedom in my mind.

Over the past year though. I have experienced
strange type of discrimination within my own communi-
ty This includes attending gay pride day in Northampton
last spring semester and being stared at as if I were some
kind of alien, and walking down the street at home and
being called a dyke or some other fun name

I went home for break to New York Cits . which many
claim to be one of the most diverse and exciting cWm in

the world. After living there my whole life.

all it really has going for it is a kick aaj

nightlife and a whole mess of people who
are willing to discriminate against you any
chance they get. Well. I experienced a

good deal of both over the past m\ weeks
and all I can really say i> that it was tiring and stressful

Well, being gay or lesbian or bisexual or transgender

or whatever else you may be. you know that it is hard to

find people who are like you. That holds true everywhere.

There are tons of gay folk in New York. I even did an
inexact count on one of my slow days at home, though I

forgot the number 1 came up with

There are all these people who I can identify with and
not one who is anything like me (except my girlfriend

and even then, we have problems' i As frequently u* I

went out and attended gay sponsored clubs and events. I

just wanted to curl up on my couch and watch television

or do something completely brainiest.

The scene is tired. The drag queens are still fun and
exciting, as always, but the people are stuck-up. or total-

ly screwed up on drugs, or too out there to do an\ thing

but stand around and talk about everyone else. I used to

completely appreciate going out and having fun Now it's

hard because if I go to a so-called straight" club. I have

Sinsheimer

an awful time and if I go to a gay club people look at me lumie Sinsheimer is a Collegian columnist.

A class struggle
Picture il You're a junior with

all ot your general education

and introductory require-
ments out of the way. With a

solid G PA. under your belt. you
figure your final semesters will be
filled with upper-level elective^ m
your major. The light at the end of

the tunnel begins to shine on your
and at first glance, the view is

good.

Lntil the first two
days of add/drop,
when you find voursell

with only two classes,

the latest victim of
"add drop evolution"
— survival of the luckiest

This week. I've been hearing the

voice of that charming, computer
generated add/drop woman in my
sleep. It seems as though trying to

add a course through the computer
is about as easy as dialing
Ticketmaster for Superbowl tickets

Like many students, I looked at

my pale blue add/drop slip to find a

pair of classes stamped with the

fateful O word: oversubscribed.

After unsuccessfully wrestling
with the computer. I figured I could
attend a few classes and persuade
the professor to let me in.

L nfortunately. in each of the three

dassM I attended. 12 to 20 people
had the same thing in mind. Some
professors offerred sympathy and
waiting lists, others sternly told the

flock of vagrant students they
should try another class because
thev just did not have the room.

Understandably, if" you ara an
underclassman "xCeSTung your vs.n

down the winding path of general

education classes, you are bound to

find the larger classes that any
undergraduate can take oversub-
scribed: Psychology 100. Astronomy
100. Philosophy 100 etc However,
once you have been admitted into

your major and have taken the nec-

essary prerequisite classes, there is

no reason why you
should be shut out of

upper level elective*

The frustrating
thing was. these were
not one of a dozen

gen eds that could be replaced with

any other gen ed. These were upper
level electives, classes in which we
are supposed to be exploring areas

of interest within our major At this

point in the game, upper level dMsV
es should be open to anyone in the

major. The weeding out process
should be done and the distribution

of courses offered should corre-
spond to the number of students in

the department eligible to those
How do so many students

get left out in the cold?

One prospective proieMOl I came
across (and minutes later handed me
niv walking papers and wished me
well) thought it had something to do
with the number of faculty alloied to

each department. In his off-the-cuff
analysis he described that during
his tenure the number of prol.

in his department had been cut con-

siderably while the number of mu

dents in the department had Maved
the same or increased.

Hh solution?

If enough students were left out in

the cold and became angry enough,
they would write to their representa

lives and senators, soliciting money
for higher education. Given how
rapidly the wheels of justice spin. I

would probably get into my class

some time before I finished my doc-
toral thesis, but I wouldn't count on
it. Besides, given Massachusetts
track record of funding higher edu-
cation ("This is not California, this

is not Virginia. This ,s

Massachusetts." — ring any bells?)

the end result would probably be a

50 percent hike in tuition

Last year, we heard how UMass
President Bulger raised the mini-
mum SAT scores for incoming fresh-

men and wanted to increase the cal-

iber of students on campus How
can our school, which is constantly

competing with the state's

top-notch private schools, lure

motivated students when they can
not even take the classes they want?

If it is a matter of drawing proper
funding from the state, then stu-

dents, faculty and adminstration
should collaborate on ways to turn

things around If there is such a col-

laboration, it needs to be more
vocal.

Until then. I'll just have to settle

lor underwater basket weaving this

semester.

Chris Stamm is a Collegian
columnist.

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and ao not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

Megaplex equals mega bucks

T

funny.

In a big city the belief usually tends to run that eveiv

one can fit in and be happy because of the diversity. I

don't truly believe that anymore. On several occasions I

have been called a "dyke" or other such vulgarities over
the course of my time spent there. One recent enactment
was quite interesting, it happened about three weeks ago.

My girlfriend and I were walking on Waverly Place in

the Village and we were returning to our car after seeing

the movie Scream. Our arms were entwined around each
other's bodies, clearly stating "YES. in fact, we are LES-
BIANS."
Anyway, we're walking and we hear this group of boys

(I call them boys because that's what that were I scream-
ing: "Ohhh. look at the lesbians " and "Yo, are they le-

bians'.'" and my favorite "That's nasty "
It'

funny, when you live in such a big place

that you don't really think about the Butt-
ing prejudice that has been there for years.

I guess it's everywhere. Up here at

school. I get discriminated against by the

dykes" who have short hair because I look too much like

a girl. Either way I can't ever win. I'll always either be
too much of a lesbian or not lesbian enough.
You know though, it really is okay. I assume that these

other people are not secure enough in their own sexuality

M ^onie other aspect of their psycho personalities —
hence they feel threatened by those who look or act dif-

ferent: such as me and plenty of other people that I

know.

I 01 those of you who were offended by any part of this

column, well. I'm sorry, someone is always getting
offended at some place and time. We live in an offensive

world which grabs us in at the moment of our birth and
lets feel the h.n-hne-* of our surroundings from day one
We get through it though, eventually everyone does.

I've learned to take the hate and the sexism and the

homophobia and deal with it. If I didn't 1 would never
leave my house Unfortunately, at the rate things arc
going I almost don't want to.

Matthew

Wurtzel

he Superbowl is over, and
now Bill Parcells. the
Patriot's coach, and Bob
Kraft, the team's owner, are

embroiled in a dispute over
Parcells' contract. Unfortunately,

this petty story overshadows the

more important debate centered
around a proposed Megaplex in

Boston which would serve as both a

stadium and convention center.

The Megaplex
would bring billions

of dollers to Boston
businesses, hence
millions of new tax

revenue for the state The most con-

servative estimates suggest that a

new convention center alone would
boost Boston's economy. The
Huston Globe on |an. 29 predicted

spending to increase by $436 mil-

lion while creating b.800 new jobs.

If the Globe's prediction is accu-

rate, the increase in spending will

generate almost $22 million in new
revenue through the state's 5 per-

cent sales tax. However, the
process does not end with the ini-

tial $436 million because in macro-
economics, there is a multiplier
effect. The principle basically sug-

gests that for every new dollar
infused into the economy, people
will spend a traction of each new
dollar. Which therefore causes a

snowball effect in spending. The
fraction is the marginal propensity

to consume
This process work on many levels

from janitors to restaurant OMMfl
The janitor has a new job with an
income, while the owner of a near-

by restaurant can expect his estab-

lishment to become more prof-

itable.

The above figures are solely the

expected outcome of building the

600,000 square foot convention
center. First the state must spend
about $650 million to build the
facility. Considering the conserva-
tive estimates, the center would pay
for itself and start turning a profit

in the second year of operation. The
building of the new convention cen-

ter would bring short

term economic bene-

fits because it would
employ thousands of

construction workers
to build it.

Couple Ihfc **•"» onvention cen-

ter with a $175 million dollar new
stadium for the Patriots, and not

only would Boston receive an eco-

nomic windfall but the entire state

as well. According to the Globe, the
'

proposed 70,000 seat stadium plan

will be one of a few in the nation

that solely depends upon private

financing. While other major met-

ropolitan areas watch their teams
head to the suburbs, or leave the

area all together, like Los Angeles

and Cleveland. New England's Ml
franchise would leave the suburbs
for the city that is the crown jewel

of the region

The current plan not only calls

for the development of a stadium,

but the NFL has also proposed to

build a $15 million NFL pavilion

that they expect will attract over a

million tourists a year. The pavilion

would be one of only three in the

nation.

The construction ot both the sia

dium and pavilion would bring
4,000 new construction jobs paying

an average annual income of

$38,000. After completion the sta-

dium and pavilion will hire over

1.600 permanent workers, accord-

ing to the Globe.

Think about the potential out-

come that both the stadium and
convention center would bring to

the state. The proposed stadium

coupled with the Fleet Center and

neighboring college facilities in and

around Boston makes the city a

prime candidate for a future

Summer Olympics. The convention

center might attract trade shows
like COMDEX and the Summer
Consumer Electronics Show.
Couple the growth of mutual funds

— most major mutual fund firms

are located in Boston — and the

real development of Boston, and
the city can again renew its age old

competition with New York.

.A few readers are probably think-

ing. "What does this have to do
with me'.'" It is simple. A profess, ,t

once told me that 90 percent of

University of Massachusetts gradu-

ates remain in the state. Since
Boston remains the economic life

blood of the state, and arguably

New England, you will probably

work in or around the citv upon
graduation. This development and

III multiplier effect will ultimately

lead to jobs in unrelated areas —
ihly in your potential career

choice

If you couple the economic-
growth that a convention center

brings Boston with a new stadium

for the Patriots, then the monev will

roll in.

Matthew Wurtzel is u Collegian

columnist

Letters to the Editor

What's this? Good news!

To the editor

Wednesday's edition of the Collegian was the best that

I have ever read. Mike Burke should write all of vour
Loiicert reviews: j n his article about the Smashing
Pumpkins, he nailed everv point that I would have made
il I vvtote it .Secondly. I uke Meredith * editorial »

of the funniest things I have ever read Also. I am at a

loss for words on how I can describe Mark McGrath's
article on the state of our government. I'm glad MOM
body besides me cares what happens when Philip Morns
donates $5.5 million to politicians Lastly, the three
columns on UMass basketball were excellent, and it was
appropriate to have additional stories on UMass's guard
play and McGonigle Hall I usually think of writing a let-

ter to the editor when I have a complaint this time. I'm

happy to say, "It's all good." Keep up the good Work,
V.HJVV

dcoflery Harm
MacKimmic

From gopher to insubordinate

To the Lditor.

Ihis letter to the public i* in defense of countless hard
working students in this area who are not only the lite

blood of the local economy, but whose life long attitudes

and characters are so enormously influenced during their

- in our midst.

Of primary subjectiveness here, is a fifth year senior at

I Mass Son of a single parent, it has been necessary lor

him to work all during his college years He was fortu-

nate during his freshman year to obtain employment at

that graciou- institution, the Hotel Northampton He
began as a "gopher." lugging buckets of ice and cases of

beer for established bartenders — working nights and
weekends when his roommates were partying, studying

or otherwise enjoying their new found freedom of college

life away from home.
As time passed, he proved his worth, always appearing

clean and well groomed, repeatedly accepting short

notice assignments to substitute for others I ventually he

became a "functions bartender " He took his job serious

ly. This writer has in fact been present as a hotel guest

when this young man received unsolicited compliments
from guests as to his helpful and pleasant demeanor

Holiday season kept everyone busy at the
Northampton Our young man's excitement grew- with
anticipation of the impending return of his young lady so

that they could attend the employees' holiday pari\ mi
|an. 6. Prior to that date, a memo circulated from the

General Manager. Mansour Ghalibaf decreed that the

attendance of a previous employee must have his sanc-

tion. Thinking it sufficient, the young fellow told his

supervisor that of course his special gal was coming'
Indeed, whomever else would he rather attend with'' She
too was looking forward to seeing her former 00- work
ers.

Recently, without warning, and with one semester left

i«' c\ecute and finance, he has been impersonally termi-

nated from his job for what seems no this adult with 40
years of work in a service profession) a minor infraction,

if not just a communication misunderstanding.

It goes like this the young man's fiancee, one semesiet

ahead of him was also employed by the hotel during her

college years. Responsible and capable, she earned the

position of night manager, admirable for one so young
and earning a full course load. Last fall, upon comple-

tion of her studies she resigned her position and returned

home to New York.

Party time! Mr Ghalibaf circulated, stopping at the

bar to Cordially greet the young couple Imagine then

the shock, dismay and sense of desperation when Hi

Ja\s later the lad was told by his same immediate superi

or that Mr. Ghalibaf had fired him. Impersonally, with-

out conference or query he was let go on grounds ,.l

INSUBORDINATION' Not lor skimming profit-: not lor

leaving his shift with a bottle of hotel booze up his

sleeve; not for supplying free drinks to friends Rather
for taking his ladylove to the party without the express

personal approval of his boas.

Kudos here to this writer's employer who hosts an
annual party at which all employees, including those that

have worked during that year and terminated amicably

are welcomed with their spouse, significant other, or
guest of choice For he's a jolly good fellow!

Something is very unfair here. Does Mr Ghalibaf have
a burr in his britches or what? Why no discussion with

the young man as to his "noncompliance 1 " Why the cor-

dial greeting at the party? Why not call him aside ami
make the assertion. Perhaps even suggest that the couple
leave, if the guest was not welcome.

Indeed, why would she not be welcome^ Is this some
sort of retaliation either politically or racially motivated?
Where does this student turn now for employment, c.n

rving the label of insubordinate like some infidel?

Perhaps Mr. Ghalibaf does not feel that the respect ur

admiration of his youthful charges is of very much value.

How very wrong of him. For anyone of any age in a man-
agerial capacity, the respect ol underlines is fundamental
to harmonious and efficient productivity The fact that

many of the hotel's employees are young adults presents
i Mansour Ghalibaf an opportunity unavailable to many
CEO'l a chance to meld. mold, instill and influence the

attitudes and actions of those who will care for and man-
age our world in the years just ahead.

M. Dexter Rebello

Fairhaven
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A capella at UMass
By Soema GangatirW
Collegian Staff

The Fine Arts Center resumes its 1996-97 season
tonight when an a capella quintet takes the stage at the
Concert Hall. The Real Group hails from Sweden and
their Amherst performance will kick of their first major
North American tour. The concert begins at 8 p.m.
A cappella music uses the voice as the main instrument,

rather than traditional band instruments. Not only does
The Real Group sing, but it also scats and imitates the
rnsti umeiitt. The quintet has the ability to sound like a
hushed choir, finger-snapping swingers, a syncopated cal-
liope or soulful gospel-blues singers.

The Real Group demonstrates versatility in their reper-
toire. From jazz to rock, the Real Group covers a large
spectrum of music, including some Latin American tunes.
Imitating ABBA and the Count Basie Orchestra are
among their talents.

Capturing the swing rhythms of jazz, the melancholy
blues and elements of the '40s and '50s pop era are
everyday expressions of American pop music. The Real
Group celebrates American pop music in a way that few
American a cappella groups would. They offer an inter-

pretation of music that gives a cohesive ensemble
sound, with a deeper understanding of rhythm and
phrasing.

Formed in 1984, The Real Group released their first

recording. The Real Group, in 1987. Two years later.

Nothing but the Real Group followed. In 1991. the group
released Voices, followed by I994's Vartor Far Man inter
Bara Vara Som Man Ar. Last year, the group released
Live in Stockholm in the United States and Canada.

In 1995. the A Cappella Society of America recog-
nized the Real Group for Best jazz song for Flight of
Foobirds and also for Best contemporary cover, Dancing
Queen.

Tickets for the Real Group are $27, $23 and SI 5.

Altman snub shows Oscar's politics
By Lynn Elber

Associated Press

coojTisT f»* *»ts ann»
The blending of a capella voices of the Real Group

hits the Concert Hall tonight.

Tickets are $10 for children 17 and under and $5 for Five
College students. Tickets are available at the Fine Arts
Center Box Office or by calling at 545-25/ / or 1800)
999-UMAS.

LOS ANGELES — If Robert
Altman's Kansas City receives any
Academy Award nominations, the
director won't have Fine Line
Features to thank.

The distributor of Altman's jazz-

soaked film set in the Missouri city of
the 1930s declined to mount an
Oscar campaign for the film or its

actors, including the critically praised
Harry Belafonte. While industry trade

papers are thick with ads touting
such unlikely Oscar contenders as the
Sylvester Stallone flop Daylight,
academy voters won't have their

memories jogged by Kansas City
hype.

Nor will they find Fine Line video-

cassettes of the film in mailboxes
crowded with tapes from other Oscar
hopefuls: Altman footed the $18,000
bill to send the movie to some in the

academy, including the performing
branch.

The company's snub has irritated

Altman and admirers of his film —
and helps illuminate who gets such
support, who doesn't, and just how
much it counts in the quest for Oscar
gold. (The ballot deadline is Friday,

|an. 31; nominations are announced
Feb. 1 1 for the March 24 awards.

)

"I just think it's such disrespect to

Harry Belafonte I can hardly stand
it," said Altman, speaking by phone

Bharatanatyam classical Indian dance graces SUB
By Jeremy Brothers

Col leg ion Staff

This weekend the Student
Union will be graced with a per-

formance of Bharatanatyam by
Aparna Sindhoor. Bharatanatyam
is a form of classical Indian
dance. Sindhoor comes from
Mysore, the cultural capital of
Karnataka. India where she stud-

ied under Padmabhushan Dr. K.

Venkatalakshamma, once the
court dancer of Mysore and recip-

ient of awards from both the
national government of India and
from the state of Karnataka.

The Bharatanatyam is a form of
dance that emphasizes Abhinaya
(facial expressions.) and lathis

(pure dance composition). The
first part of the evening will fea-

ture traditional Bharatanatyam
items like Poorva Ranga Vidhi.
latiswaram. Varna Daru and
Tillana. The second part will fea-

ture an experimental dance based
on Kannada short story called

"Ondu Ghatane Mattu Anantara"
(The Incident and After) by
Anupama Niranjana. Sindhoor
will dance to music and spoken
text.

Sindhoor began her formal
dance career when she was nine.

At the age of 1 1 . she was spotted
by Venkatalakshamma with whom
she trained for 14 years. Since
then, she has performed at the
Dashara festival in Mysore and
the Lakshadetoa festival in

Dharmastala in addition to con-

ceiving and choreographing and
performing 1 1 dance features
which have been produced by the

Bangalore Television. More inter-

estingly, the Bharatanatyam goes
beyond exhibiting the traditions

of an ancient culture — it shows
how the traditional dance form
can be used to tell contemporary
stories.

The Bharatanatyam Dance
Concert will be held at 7:30 p.m.

in the Student Union Ballroom. It

is a free event.

Ba/Bank

5412 3128 ^l 3111
2570 0-V8 K *sM*wCaW»

JANE WHALEN
X .

Use it to buy
a new CD.
(No, not a Certificate of Deposit. Duh.)

The Student Value Package" gives you the freedom to get whichever kind of CD you're into. It comes

with the BayBank Card with X-Press Check™ so you can make ATM withdrawals all over the place, and you

can use it as a plastic check wherever MasterCard* is accepted.* Like at Strawberries, where you can get big

discounts on cool stuff just for showing your BayBank Card and your student I.D.** For more information

about the Student Value Package or to open an account, call 1 -800- BAY- FAST* or stop by any branch.

SIGN IT NOW AND YOUR FIRST ORDER OF CHECKS CX)MES FREE WITH YOW STUDENT VALUE PACKAGE.—
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from the Savannah, Ga., set of his

latest movie, John Grisham's The
Gingerbread Man.

"It's the treatment. It's the disre-

spect for the artists that I find kind of
sickening." said Altman, whose films

include the Oscar-winning M-A-S-H
(1970) and Oscar-nominated The
Player (1992).

Altman acknowledges that Kansas
City — at once a tribute to his home-
town's jazz-era scene and a hard-eyed
take on American class, race and pol-

itics — performed poorly at last sum-
mer's box office.

But the film received positive
notices from top critics such as
Andrew Sarris, who called it one of
the best movies of the year in The
Sew York Observer.

Belafonte was repeatedly singled
out for his work as an eloquent,
vicious gangster with the colorful
name of Seldom Seen. In December,
he was named best supporting actor
by the New York Film Critics Circle.

Although Fine Line declined to
comment officially, a company execu-
tive called its action sensible for a
small firm saddled with a money
loser like Kansas City.

The French-financed film, which
has grossed $1.3 million, probably
cost Fine Line between $3 million
and $5 million for North American
rights, another source familiar with
the project said. Big studios routinely

sink hundreds of thousands of dollars

into Oscar campaigns, even if

chances for a nod are slim. They're
not delusional: The goal may be sim-

ply to retain the goodwill of a film-

maker or star.

If a film does hit big at the
Academy Awards, box office grosses

can increase substantially.

Smaller companies like Fine Line
say they must weigh a film's financial

performance and its chances for a
major Oscar in deciding whether to

launch a costly campaign.

That's true even when the director

is Altman and company and artist

have a track record (with The Player

and Short Cuts.

"It's important that this is a rela-

tionship business, but it's also impor-
tant that actors, directors and pro-

ducers see companies act responsi-

bly," the Fine Line executive said.

So, wonders New York-based film

critic Armond White, how does Fine

Line justify its Oscar campaigns for

poor box-office performers Mother
Night and The Grass Harp?
"Here you have Robert Altman,

one of the great uncontested geniuses
of American cinema, and Fine Line
seems to have zero respect for his

efforts," White said. "That really mys-
tifies me."

(The Grass Harp, starring Walter
Matthau and directed by his son
Charles, had a Fine Line contract
requiring an Oscar campaign.)

Ultimately, just how much do
Oscar campaigns count? A great
deal, in some cases.

It worked for Miramax's The
Postman, a heavily promoted Italian

film that became a best-picture nomi-
nee last year. And consider Shine.
about the real-life emotional break-
down and recovery of piano prodigy
David Helfgott.

It has no stars, Helfgott is consid-
erably less than a household name,
and it's not a traditional film. But it

also has a heavyweight Fine Line
campaign behind it. and is a surefire

Oscar contender.

There are examples of lobbying's

limitations, of course. With I994's
Quiz Show, Disney went all out for

stars Rob Morrow. Ralph Fiennes
and John Turturro, but not Paul
Scofield.

Yet it was the veteran British actor
who was nominated. For the movie
Georgia, Mare Winningham received

a more tempered campaign than the

film's star. Jennifer |ason Leigh —
but it was Winningham who got a
nomination last year.
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Has been EXTENDED!

20% OFF all TANNING
Packages Thru Feb. 8th
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Use your cdUCATiOH in ways you never thought possible.

CrSiGN a new software program. MaCKfT the next

remote access product. CBfaTf products that fit in the

palm of your hand. U.S. Robotics gives entry-level sales pro-

fessionals tffaNiNGFItl experience. (You may be new, but

your VALlMBtLF contributions are encouraged, and expect-
ed.)

U.S. Robotics is the lfAcfI? in information ACCfSS We
make PfiOsoUcTs that connect people with iNrOBMA-
TiON — anytime, anywhere. We hire SalfS PfOPlf —
with dfGBffS in marketing, business, sciences and liberal

arts.

Now that you know more about VM, we'd like to know more
about YOU.

Come see us at the

Career Fair

February 12
If you are unable to stop by, send your resume to: U.S.
Robotics, College Relations, 7770 N. Frontage Rd.,

Skokie, IL 60077, or e-mail: resumesOusr.com We are
an equal OWOCTUMiTY employer m/f/d/v.

There are MO limits.

Dm Intelligent Choia in Intormstion teens

http://www.usb.cok
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Xuvier
continued from pogelO

weekend's win over the Owls,
sophomore guard Charlton Clarke

did not miss a single shot, going

5-for-5 from the floor, 3-for-3

from 3-point range, and 4-for-4

from the line. Combine this with

solid 20 and 28 point totals for

Edgar Padilla and Carmelo
Travieso respectively, and UMass is

a force to be reckoned with.

However, even when the guards

are not shooting the lights out. like

in last night's win over the

Colonials, the Minutemen have

shown that they have gelled since

their early, struggling days. With

center Lari Ketner and power for-

ward Tyrone Weeks dominating in

the paint. Flint has developed a

winning combination.

UMass has also found strength

off the bench, most notably in

junior Inus Norville. While Norville

has not been a major scoring threat

for the Minutemen, his defensive

hustle and consistent rebounding

has proven valuable along the

stretch. Norville has filled in the

gaps well, especially when Weeks
and Ketner are in foul trouble.

Will a win over Xavier propel

UMass back into the top 25? No
one can be sure, but with its suc-

cess as of late, a win over the

Musketeers could be just the thing

to put them over the hump.
Material from WHMP FM was

used in this article.

women
continued from page 10

for Fifth in the A- 10. Van Huisen has

been most effective behind the three

point arc. She leads the conference in

three point percentage at .526, .070

points ahead of the next closest com-

petitor.

One of the pleasant surprises in the

last few weeks for Coach O'Brien's

squad has been the play of Yolanda

Rayside. Rayside. a sophomore from

New York City, has stepped it up as of

late, and now ranks first on the team

with 6.8 rebounds a game, and ninth in

the conference. Senior point guard

Sabriya Mitchell has also been playing

well lately, contributing seven points a

game for the Minutewomen.

The Minutewomen can console
themselves with the fact that they're

not playing George Washington on the

road. The Colonials have won 27

straight games at the Smith Center, the

third longest streak in the nation. GW
is 4-4 on the road this season.

hockey
continued from page 10

weekend.

"The biggest difference is going to

be the speed.' Mallen said.

"Merrimack doesn't have the same
amount of speed, or the depth in

their roster, that UNH has. UNH is

•oaded with speed and talent up
front, so we'll have to prepare for

one style of game one night and a

more wide-open style of game the

next night."

Minutemen Notes: Defenseman
Tom O'Connor will miss another

weekend of action, still feeling the

residual effects of a leg injury suf-

fered in the opening period of

UMass' Ian 18 game at

Northeastern. Expect to see

Framingham's lason Hurley on the

blue line this weekend and the possi-

ble return of O'Connor a week from

tonight against Boston University.

Amherst
Laundromat
—

-

326 College St. Rt. 9

Amherst, MA
253-5072

• Open 7 days a week 8 a.m. -9 p.m.

• Drop off Service & Sell Service

THE FINE ARTS CENTER SERIES
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The Real Group
Direct from Sweden on thrw firw US
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prrfc>rm> Ms Bmr-eo-Btado-to- Beach

Boy* repntowt with i Scandsuvtan po-

tion for American fax. Winner of two A
CappeQa Society of America Awards and

the acclaim of Cam around the world.

"Abtolutetv irrtSHttbie.
"

-fan Hendricks
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Haying Our Say
The triple Tony nomauated play celebrates

the li«ta of Sadie and Bessie Delany, two

raiWiawiai i titters who have witnessed two

world wan, the rite ofJim Crowe laws, the

Rfnttltim. «Sr Clarence Thomas

and more. Join them m their

at they bake a bam. Muff a chicken

and mil the Ingrtdia— for a delightful

evening of stories and sage advice

"The mom pnmotMtne and entertaining fam-

ily piay in a longtime."

- Vincent Canby, The New York Timet
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Pnri StwiN, Piano

One of America's finest orchestras and most
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Dances," followed by Mozart's Piano Center*)

No, 21 in C major and Tchaikovsky's Symphony

No. 4 A heavenly way to celebrate Valentine's Day!
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Men on track to continue after perfect intersession

By Steven Grant

Collegian Staff

While many students were lounging around the

house waiting for school to resume, the

Massachusetts men's indoor track and field team

began what it hopes will be another successful sea-

son.

The Minutemen (7-0) placed third in the New
England Challenge Cup Finals on Jan. 1 7. after fin-

ishing first out of four teams in the Trials one
week earlier. This past Saturday, they downed
Central Connecticut, Hartford, Holy Cross and
UNH in a five-way meet at New Hampshire.

"This team's strength is that we're very solid."

UMass coach Ken O'Brien said. "You have to be a

very solid team if you're going to beat us. You
need a lot of good athletes in each event, as we
have.

"I feel we have two or three great athletes in

each event. We're not going to knock your socks

off with a lot of superstars, but we're a very strong

team nonetheless."

Junior sprinter Scott Price is currently the

team-leader in points with 50.5 points, followed

by sprinter Tom Toye (44.5). sprinter Neil

Concepcion (50.25), shot putter Ion Stevens (24)

and triple jumper Andre Roach (25).

The last meet at New Hampshire featured 27

point scorers for UMass, the most this season.

There were also 19 season- best performances reg-

istered, one of them being shot putter |an Stevens'

throw of 55-feet-9 5/4-inches. which set a school

record and qualified him for the New England

Championships as well as the 1C4AN.

Concepcion (1:06.52 in the 500m dash) and
Roach (47- feet-4 l/2-inches) both qualified for

the New Englands and the IC4As. concepcion's

mark was sixth all-time at UMass.
The New England Cup Finah . larked the first

time the team competed in the newly built Reggie

Lewis Community Center track facility. The third

place finish was the highest in team finish in the

four-year history of the New England Challenge

Series.

There were a whopping 1 1 New England quali-

fying performances, five IC4A qualifying perfor-

mances and four top-10 all-time UMass indoor

times.

Dave Cahill's time of 1:05.99 in the 50m dash at

the Trials was the fifth best time ever for UMass,
and it won him a trip to the New England

Championships. Cahill. along with Price. Toye and

Concepcion, is on the 4 x 400m relay team that

qualified for the IC4As and New Englands at the

Finals. The squad also earned the sixth best time

in the school's history.

The Minutemen's 27 points at the Trials beat

out BC (26). Maine (25) and UNH (19).

"I'm glad for our relay team's success, we're

really training hard," Cahill said. "The rest of the

track teams are doing great, too. I'm hoping we
can win the Atlantic 10 Championship."

"I'm happy with the way things are going," Price

said. We'll just get better with time, and that's

really encouraging."

O'Brien says he's impressed with the success of

his team thus far.

"In general terms, we're very happy about the

way things are going. Everyone pretty much
returned at a high level of fitness. Now that winter

break is over, hopefully we can get even better."

Right now, the squad is preparing for its upcom-

ing meet at Rhode Island, where it will face UNH,
Holy Cross, Central Connecticut and Hartford.

"This meet was pretty close last season," said

O'Brien. But I like the way things are going. I

think we're going to be ready."
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(a form of IndianClassical Dance)

Aparna Sinbdhoor
Feb. I. Sat. 1997.

7:30 p.m. Student Union

A Traditional

Bharatanatyam
Concert with Brief

Description Before

each Dance. And an

Experimental Dance
on a Kannada Short

Supported by: Umass Arts Council. Graduate
Student Senate. New World Theater, and ISA

Ballroom Umass. Amherst
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Knowledge
Grows Here!

Summer Session at Stony Brook

Terms start June 2 and July 14

260 courses in 40 subjects

Day and evening classes

Low NYS tuition

Live on campus or commute

Lifestride 9500 with Heart Rate Monitor

We Nov*
Have

FOUR-

Convenient

KEISER

NAUTILUS

FREE-WEIGHTS

STAIRMASTFRS

LIFE CYCLES

LIFE ROWER
GRAVITRON

CYBEX UBE

NORDIC TRACK

AEROBICS

AMHERST Athletic Club
256-0080

Rf,11. _.A1»r«

AT THE GATES OP SMITH COLLEGE
WESTERN MASS. PREMIERE STARTS THIS FRIDAY

CURTAIN DAILY 7 & 9:15 (tickets trom 6:30)
From Woody Comes a Romantic Musical Comedy

"THE BEST MOVIE
IMflMIftJiitlj

cded brilliantly... absolutely wond

"DEIJRIOl'SLY ORIGINAL
AND VKRY FUNNY.

Please send me the 1 997 Summer Session/}

or check out our web page at

HttpyAifww.sunysb.edu/summer/

Name

Stract/aoaNo

City Stan Zip

Tatapftonc Ant* of intantst

School currently attending Anticipated tut ot graduation

STONY
BRwwK
start utovERSiTr or ncw roan

Mail coupon or call 24 hours I 800 559 7213

Email scimmerschooJeccmail sunysb edu

Or write Summer Session Office. Dept CM.

University at Stony Brook. Stony Brook.

NYU 794-3370

r3 Amherst Drop Zone

i
RMY/NAVY STORE

u Route 9 • Hadley • Next to McDonalds

I
EVERYTHING IN STOCK

30% 5EE1

EVERYONE SAYS
I LOVEYOU

*2L£&iMS Dre" Berrymor.. Lukas Haas. Gok*e Hawn
Oetoy Hoffman, Natasha Lyonrw. Edward Norton. Natalie Portman

Jlia Roberts. Tim Roth, David OoxJen Stiers

ACADEMY'MUSIC n
KaHTMaMPTON 5848435

2 DAYS ONLY
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 1 • 9 A.M.-8 P.M.
SUNDAY • FEBRUARY 2*12 P.M.-5 P.M.

CLEARANCE!
• Zlppo
• HI-tec
• Sorttl Boots

• Peacoate
•Mac*
• TIitidx

• Fatigues
• Flight Jackets
Flags

THE BOLTWOOD PROJECT™
A Studenl/Comminity Service Learning Program*

(•an RSO and Dept. of Landscape Architecture A Regional Planning sponsored program)

Assignment notification,

Feb. 6th (Thure.)

at Boltwdod table on Campus

Center Concourse.

You Can Earn 1-2 Credits

Recruitment Nights

(Attend one session - Required

for all Applicants!!!)

SPRING SEMESTER '97

6:30 PM
(Note: Prompt starting time)

• Feb 3 Mon Campus Center Aud. or

• Feb 4 Tues. CC Room 163 or

• Feb 5 Wed. Campus Center Aud.

Volunteer while earning credit

Come and Learn How!!!

Your life will NEVER

be the same!

^. WW.-. WWW.W "l""> ' !«((» Ml
» • Dr. Martsns • Duff Is Bags -Knives [«.*

!! AEROBICS !!

FLEX

175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE, AMHERST, MA • 253-3539

!! TREADMILLS U
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Minutemen to host RU
Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

Not to be overlooked in this busy

week of sports action here in

Amherst, the Massachusetts men's
swimming and diving team splash-

es into action Saturday when the

Rutgers Scarlet Knights visit the

)oseph R. Rodgers pool.

UMass recently pulled off one of

their most successful weekends of

the season, beating both the

University of New Hampshire and
Connecticut. After drowning two
state schools from New England,

the Minutemen set their targets on
New Jersey and its own Scarlet

Knights.

This weekend's meet will feature

swimmers who stepped up for

UMass over the winter session and
helped make them 5-1 over the

break, defeating Rhode Island,

LaSalle and Providence, on top of

UNH and UConn. Massachusetts'

only loss was to Dartmouth last

week.

Sean Anderson and David
Koritkoski are coming off of career

days, after both recording
season-best times and placing sec-

ond in both their respective
columns for Atlantic 10 top times

in the 50 freestyle (Anderson) and

the 200 backstroke (Koritkoski.).

Billy Hunter, Matt Getty and
Geoff Gear also managed to put

out their best results versus the

Huskies on Sunday, and make their

own spots on the A-IOs top times

list.

All of these swimmers stepped it

up for the team over the break,

when leadership and upperclass-

men victories were necessities.

Wisniewski was one of the few
who kept the fire alive during the

beginning of the season, when the

rest of his team was still a little

rusty. Last Sunday, Wisniewski
swam the 200 individual medley in

1:55.55, an Atlantic 10 top time

for the 1996-97 season.

Wisniewski has also made the top

times list in the 200 free. 100 back.

200 back and 100 free races. Out
of all his top times, four of them
are at the top of the A- 1 list.

With a 6-2 record overall, the

Minutemen plan to make their

streak three in a row. Head coach

Russ Yarworth reportedly made it

clear that the victory over UConn
was the biggest win of the year and

a great motivation and confidence

booster leading into the Atlantic 10

Championships, which are being

held on the third weekend in

February in Buffalo. He truly felt

that the team was ready, and now a

contender to defend last year's

Atlantic 10 Championship.

Last year, Massachusetts beat

Rutgers for the first time 123-120.

This match-up will be the third

meeting in as many years, and this

one is the rubber match.

With the Minutemen on a roll, it

seems hard to believe the Scarlet

Knights will be able to pull off a

victory, especially when UMass is

hosting the meet in the Rodgers
Pool.

Skiing ready for weekend
By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Staff

Hey Hoop Fans!

The Massachusetts women's basket-

ball team is hosting its first ever

nationally televised game live Sunday
at the Mullins Center. Prizes will given

away throughout the contest while

our Minutewomen look to topple

A-10 leader George Washington.
Game time is scheduled for 2 p.m.

Admission is free for UMass students.

9 The Massachusetts ski team heads

north this weekend to ski in the

Brown/UConn Tournament, to be

held at Loon Mt. in New Hampshire.

The men will be competing against

eight other squads and the women
against nine. The toughest competi-

tion for the men will come from
Plymouth State and Boston College.

In the two tournaments of the sea-

son thus far, Plymouth State has won
every race. UMass has topped BC only

once this season, at the UMass
Tournament held at Berkshire East

over intersession break.

At the UMass Tourney, the

Minutemen finished second in the

slalom, behind Plymouth State, with

BC finishing third. But they gave up
second place to Boston College the

next day in the giant slalom.

The Minutewomen will face their

toughest competition from the same
names the men will see, powerhouse

Boston College and Plymouth State.

Smith College, which has made a

habit out of beating UMass in the

past, will also look to give them some
trouble.

In the UMass Tournament, the

Minutewomen took fifth in both the

slalom and the giant slalom.

Last weekend the ski teams traveled

to Waterville Valley in New
Hampshire for the Plymouth State

Tournament. Despite losing their top

skier, senior Tom Schaeffer, to muscle

spasms, the Minutemen took third

place in both races. They finished the

slalom with a team time of 530.99 and
the giant slalom in 323.08. The
Panthers took first and BC second.

Tom Holden. a sophomore out of

Lincoln, came in first for UMass and
in both the slalom and giant slalom

races. Overall, he was third in the

slalom with a time of 99.67, and sixth

in the giant slalom at 62.30.

Coming in second for UMass was
sophomore Todd Fowler. He took

tenth overall in Saturday's slalom at

104.03 and seventeenth in Sunday's

giant slalom at 64.62. Behind Fowler

was senior Aaron Harsh, a transfer

from Trinity College, at 15th in

107.98, and junior Aaron White of

Oneonta, N.Y. at 18th place in

109.40.

Others placing for UMass in the

giant slalom were senior )ustin

Rouleau at 20th in 65.23, Eric

McCormack at 21st in 65.24, and
Harsh at 22nd with a time of 65.69.

The Minutewomen had a team time

of 395.55 in the slalom to finish in

seventh place, and then took fifth in

the giant slalom at 217.34. Boston

College took first place in both races.

All-American Leah Muliero led the

way for the Minutewomen in both

races. She captured third place in the

slalom at 109.02 and fifth in the giant

slalom at 65.29. Sophomore Heather

Schmitz finished second for UMass in

the slalom and 29th overall, with a

time of 136.88. Allison Smaldone
took 36th place at 149.65.

In the giant slalom Katie Keane
took 18th 70.31. and (ill Gash, a

transfer from the New Mexico
Military Institute, finished 39th at

81.30.

Coach Bill MacConnell is looking

forward to this weekend's return of

Tom Schaeffer. Schaffer has been a

force for the Minutemen, taking first

in the slalom and eighth in the giant

slalom at the UMass Tournament.

The Minutemen would like to finish

ahead of Boston College this time.

"We are anxious to topple BC a few

more times this season,* MacConnell

said.

The women's team will need
Muliero to ski especially well this

weekend, with junior Jill Ga«h out of

commission from a sprained ankle she

suffered in practice on Wednesday.

The slalom races are scheduled for

Saturday, and the giant slalom for

Sunday. Competition is slated to begin

at 9 a.m. on both days.

Swimming faces last meet
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Forget about the Star Wars
Special Edition premiering

tonight, the circle will be com-
plete for the seniors of the

Massachusetts women's swim-
ming and diving team this week-

end.

Four years of toil and hard
work will be celebrated at 12 a.m.

on Saturday, and the local faithful

will have their last look at the

Minutewomen (8-3) as they take

on Rutgers at Joseph R. Rogers,

|r. Pool.

Saturday's meet will be the last

one on campus for UMass before

it heads off to Fordham (Feb. 8).

the New England Open (Feb. 15),

and then the Atlantic 10
Championships at Erie

Community College in Buffalo,

N.Y. (Feb. 20-22).

Divers Krystin Carpenter and
Darbie Honey, and swimmers
lessica Farley, Kerrie Hodge, Pam
Perog, Kristin Schambach, |odi

Walters and Toni Youngdahl have

helped the program to a winning

record in their tenure, compiling a

25-15-1 mark since 1993.

Coach Bob Newcomb realizes

the impact his long-time- ago
freshmen have had on his team's

success, and their graduation will

leave some big holes to fill next

season.

"This is a group that have been

good leaders, and we have )odi

Walters as our captain."

Newcomb said, "less Farley, tal-

ent-wise, is one of the best swim-

mers we've ever had in this pro-

gram. Every single one of these

people have contributed to this

program with their work ethic,

speed, personalities and their

sense of enjoyment with each

other and the team. It's a tough

class to lose.*

Senior diver Krystin Carpenter

believes her experience at UMass
is going to help her down the

road.

"It has been fun. enjoyable and

a good experience here, but 1

guess I'm ready to move on.*

Carpenter said. "Coming from
Syracuse [two years ago], it was
not as good a atmosphere as it

has been here. Over here, every-

one has made it a lot more enjoy-

able.'

The competitive premium for

this weekend's meet will not be

the level of competition the

Minutewomen face, but more as a

tuneup for the remainder of the

season. Rutgers will mot pose a

challenge like a team such as

Connecticut, but in Newcomb and

Carpenter's minds, this last home
meet for the seniors will only help

the team down the stretch.

"Rutgers has been a good chal-

lenge kind of meet the last couple

of years, good competitive

meets," Newcomb said. "We have

a whole bunch of seniors, and its

just a good way to send them off

in a meet that has been very com-

petitive for us. very challenging.

We have a lot of excitement for it.

and we got a lot of stuff going on

for it. All indications are we'll go

out and swim well again."

"This meet will be good prac-

tice for me. and the A-10's,"

Carpenter said. "The Rutgers
divers are good, and they will give

me a chance to push my scores

up."

Minutewomen Notes: It was a

successful intersession for UMass.
going 3-1 in dual meets against

Providence College (156-83),
Dartmouth (171-129). New
Hampshire (168-132) and
Connecticut (95-148). while win-

ning the Rhode Island Invitational

last |an. 10-1 1 ... Against UNH.
junior diver Angelique Rodriguez

took her third school record, scor-

ing a 278.25 in the one-meter to

break Alison White's previous

record of 263.10 from 1992-93...

One of the newcomers to this

year's team that will definitely fill

her senior teammates' shoes is Lia

Lansky. The freshman from
Memphis, Tenn. won the 200 flv

versus UConn, with a time of

2:08.76. which now ranks her

second on the all-time University

performance chart.

For Newcomb, it was a good
break, and the team did what they

had to do to get prepared for the

postseason.

"The biggest thing I think bar-

ring the loss to UConn, which is

not bad because they are an
incredibly impressive team, is that

we've been swimming great,*

Newcomb said. "They are very.

very tired right now. and the

name of the game for the next

three weeks is rest. Let the bodies

heal, and let the bodies get ready

to swim fast when we shuffle off

to Buffalo... if you want a stupid

quote like that.*

Sports.. .Sports.. ..Sports...

TOTAL FITNESS
WITHOUT WAITING IN UNE

STUDENT SPECIAL
4 MONTHS

f

1

lb
STILL TIME TO ENTER

KEISER • NAUTILUS • CYBEX
STAIRMASTERS • L1TCCTCLES

TREADMILLS • V R BIKE
LIFEROWER • GAUNTLET

GRAVTTON

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB
Rt* 1 18 So, Amherst

256-0080

Boskelball (M/W/Q...A.S.

GET THOSE FORMS IN BY

Walrybalf.WW/q 2/3

Wre$Hirtg (M/W) 2/4

P>U0G*FlO*l5»S»DH>f
CA'tfOtaiNlCDATT-S.

V

INTRAMURAL

SPORTS

Don'jMiss

Action

For f^trjforrnj

and info

545-2693

545-0022
FOR BASKETBALL.

BEAD&
*J<*"

t
Qs&k"Selectmen

^lasstfi^-^

OH^rrtp Twine

Also Featuring Gift

Items

•Stiver Jewelry

•Pottery Unique
Import^ Randies

,
•Pijjore Fitfmes

•^tStionery^tards
•Incense

,~'*iapestries

Do you have a Judicial

Conference, Hearing or
Appeal?

The Judicial Advisors Program,

located at 432 Student Union, is

staffed with knowledgeable

Advisors/Advocates that can:

•Explain the UMass judicial process.

•Advice you of your rights during a

conference, hearing, or appeal.

•Accompany you to most hearings.

•Help -with an appeal.

Do You Need Money?

197 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst Mi.

01002
413-256-0276

Take advantage ofthis free service,

provided to you by the Dean ofStudents
Office and SGA.

Call 545-1272 before your
conference or hearing.

If you are interested in becoming an

Advisor/Advocate call Jim at

545-1272

Call Alycio at

or come to the Collegian

7 73 Campus Center

- , y
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ACTIVITIES

Telemarketer Talent Search If

you have enthusiasm, integrity and

outstanding customer service talent

you could oe our star performer I

M

Mi Tutx is searching for talented

people to join our telemarketing

team Mi Tuxx acknowledges and

rewards outstanding performances

with competitive wages, flexible

scheduling, and all the training you'll

need to be successful 1 Call Adrian at

(413)253-5286 to arrange for your

personal interview

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Three Bedroom Apartment on bus

<oute $585 OO/montfi Fust and last

month required Call (4131863-8413

EMPLOYMENT

Wanted Marketing student to

mauet custom softwaie via the

Internet- fay is on commission 548-

8836

Wanted: Tour guides Summer
Counselors. Student Admissions

Representatives Applications avail-

able at the Admissions Center

EMPLOYMENT
Strong, reliable person wanted

for occasional snow shoveling in

Amherst Good pay 253 5700 Days

Cruise Line Entry level onboard

positions available Benefits

Summer or year round (61 2(643-

4333

Crait* and Land Tour Employment

work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid 1 For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (800)276-4948 ext C5001

7

(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

Outside Jobs- Now hiring National

Parks. Beach Resorts. Ranches.

Rafting COs benefits and Bonuses'

Nationwide openings Call (919)918

7767 ext R180 Eastern

Europe/Asian |obs Live in Prague.

Budapest Tokyo, etc Teaching sim-

ple conversational English No lan-

guages/teaching exp required

(919)918-7767 ext W180

Child Care Northampton area

Thurs 2 30 pm -8 30 pm Car neces-

sary $6 00/hr Joan 584^086

EMPLOYMENT
Child Cera 17 month old Light

housekeeping. 2-3 mornings a week

Nancy 253-5183

English Teachers Naadad
Abroad! Teach Conversational

English in Prague. Budapest, or

Krahow No teaching certificate or

European languages required

Inexpensive room and board plus

other benefits For details call

(206)97 1-3680 ext K50011

Personal Care Attendant
Evenings, overnights and weekend

mornings $7 85 per hour Call 546-

0666

FOR RENT

Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

(508)477 6000

Sogarloal Estates- Ultra modern

two bedroom apartments Free

heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washers/dryers

and morel On busline Minutes to

Amherst Great specials' Call 665-

3856

FOR RENT
Fridge Rentals 253 -9742 Free

DaJwpj

FOR SALE

For Sala Ricoh KR5 Super II

Camera, lens. body, flash- SI 00:

neon light $90 Sarah 253-3241

Snowboard w/biadiags 148GNU

Oukester. brand new 665 8680

CHEAP!!

FREE Two computer desks in good

condition 548-8896

MAC Plus 20 meg hard drive, lots

of software Excellent condition

First one takes it I ) $150 John 6-

6359

Power Mac 6116C0 8mb C0R0M
14' monitor, tons of pre-loaded soft-

ware w/color printer $1600 B/0

546-1449 Brian

Futoa $70 00, desk with file cabinet

$50 00 Both one year old Call 549

7481

Color Printer 546 6963

FOR SALE
486 New Laptop $585. VGA Color

Monitor $175. IDE Hard Drive $110

Steve 566 3324 2

Camera: Pentax ME Super.

w/Quantaray 49 mm Lens, plus

Pentax A Zoom Lens. 14. 70-210

mm. plus mm. plus Zykkor flash

375D. with case, ex cond Asking

$325 or BO Rick 548-991

1

MISCELLANEOUS
Start your own fraternity VETA
BETA IAU is looking for men to start

a new chapter If you are interested

m academic success, a chance to

network and an opportunity to make
friends in a non-pledging brother-

hood. E-mail ZBTOIBT National

ORG or call Brett Hrbeck at (317)334

1898

PERSONALS

Tsai, I'm very sorry about the way I

treated you lately I really am With

amor. Ur Meame

ROOM FOR RENT
One bedroom in 2 bedroom apt

Available immediately On bus loute

Sugarloaf Estates Keua (203)294-

1336 Females Only

One bedroom for rent in two bed

room apt Call Taryn (508)682-5607

Room in a 2 bedroom
Sublease $310 ^ utilities Call

4824 On bus line

253-

Teke over my lease One bedroom

in a vacant two bedroom apartment

$300/month plus utilities Call Jen

©256-6034

ROOMATE WANTED
Roommetes wanted to share

house in Ocean City. NJ for the sum

mer Call Sue at 546 0407

SERVICES

www.smartbomb.com Serving all

your smart drug needs

TRAVEL
Jamaica- Spring Break Stay in

beautiful Negri! Includes roundtnp

airfare, hotel transfers. 7 nights

lodging from $519 Don't take

chances with other companies, go

with the UMass Ski Club Call 545-

3437
,

Europe $155. Caribb /Mexico $189

R/T Worldwide Destinations

Airhitch Tm (800)326-2009

airhitch®netcom com or www isi-

com fr/airhitch

Pompeno Beech. Florida March 8-

15 sleeps two. $650/week

(413)786 7133 Partial kitthen

Spring Breek "97 It's heaven Wake

and Bake in the hottest destinations-

Iree parties'" Organize group and

travel Free lowest price guarantee

From $99 (800)426 7710 wwwsun-
splashtours corn

Spring Break- Nassau/Paradise

Island, from $379 An. hotel, trans-

ters. parties and more 1 Organize

small group- earn Iree trips plus

commissions' Call (800|9-Beach-l

TRAVEL
Spring Breek Party in Daytona or

Panama City The largest Spring

Break destinations . excellent beach

front hotels Students wanted to pio-

mote, earn free trip and cash $$$'

Book ten friends and go FREE!

Packages from $99 00 Info/book

(800)599-51308

~*~wr\

V <

/: v>;<

WHERE ELSE CAN A HAJXDFUL

OF CHANGE BUY YOU AN AD?
"^-^:

|

f

oHeefah C

Pel
mi pcrtonalt MUSI b* proofctad by CoHrgun
tlaiarkeit iihuIiwm i betort paynwM and acrap-

l»r 01 rht claMilarrJ

jrntl MAY NO' b« UMfd •« p«rio«al»

i.'U <vi<nn and mmali art altooad Th»

• c iptcin art lor bmtiday or congfakjiawftt

pftonali in wteKti cat* rn* lull rtamr may or

Fnonr numtom art noi altomd mpmnik. NO

iklmin an not aUoowd m pmonah. *Mmn
dorm room numbm at ***H

rpnu'j -•' j iMtanrong or illilrajayr namrr tn
it»lt Ptnonalt ol a *>ndtcl<»t o*

Hjrtrxrt ww> aw not acrtptabar Prnenah may
nor br ut«f tor #» purpow oT VJHIln im.
(rrju/wry tin "ot b» uwd in pmonah
TV prrtonali ttctux * lor ptnonah only th*

rjrjwonjw arxtron may not bt mad id wd letrm.

»<nmain .
«o\*rnw? marknfi tar

AN uw iunelr, muii h«v* rw narw. tyruajrt and

l AU» I O numbrr ai *» uudm) ptacmt *» **

• on rnr wnon *rdr» Non uudtr* rnuU

provide a valid drnwr t Ixrnt* and e» Ixrntt

nunrbn "»*i bt rarordrd on rht inaamon ordtr

< i*iw aStraitYaaon or niiaaurmnieeori .i

ubnx-i u ptnahwtundti rnt Law
- Vfa" wtprvn #» nttM to wknt or to tdH

«ny ptfional ru* don w mtti rht CaMnpan i

uaniardt m Kcordanct «.#> rht Havn orf rht

' "*•"" rf*W' we" If* i
**

standard
Activities
AtTnourK^ments
Apartment For
Rent

Auto For Sale
Employment
Entertainment
For Sale
FOUnd (2 day* Free)

Happy Birthday
Houses For
Rent

Instruction
Lost
Musicians
Miscellaneous

Headings
Motorcycles
Personals
Room For
Rent

Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted

Services
Summer
Sublet

To Sublet
Travel
Transportation
Wanted to
Rent

Wanted

CROSSWORD

i

sn

p

I

i

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not respon-

sible for errors resulting

from illegible handwriting

or type.

Answers to

Yesterday's Puzzle

H A C k| V c A H

1

A P S

A S H • A T L L A U A T

R A I

. S H A L e| T S A

1 N C M P A T 1 B 1 L T YP |e E n| |e D ;;4-^.:

B E A C O Nf! O H 1 H M P

R^ E S .'. 1 L E A R E E

E R 1 c u S A U G L E

A 1 D A p R E Pi L E E P

E E |b Ul R N s H A E S

;~fxM P A JRpiii u El^^y ;:'-'

• N A T u R aJj 1 S M

A P 1 E 1 R E n E 1 N T

R O C K N 1 N F R Is C w
1 N K S . A SjHiP P A w s
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I
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ACROSS
1. One hundred ctoWri

m along

%. Sptand
10. Betore prtoom or

14. Conenenl «w* of

11 Oranga type

1S. MraceSeny

17. Mm mo
It VaKOutttuf

11 Shepard of NASA
H Certain doga

22. Lowpal
24. Tatar

21 Poeri oontmrton

21 Had o< tie rjameaar

» t«»eof
•

11. Summa.

14. Monaten
» Condescanrjng one

21 Cry o< trtumpn

27. ateut (2 m» I

21 SeeertboM
H " trenajht

41 Roaa rearJr tor

5'

a
M

s*

M
• I

•J

Kumor

L mater (2«xtt)

let M» «het *

•er (Namer)

rVad gnat

Heavy boo*

Supped
•Ooh-ender
r>jt tie pedal to rn«

40. Boggytand

41. Pubic a*terr«ry

41 Squr%
41 CornpeMOV
44. Aceeaa Somrner

41 toa-CTtem concocHon

41 OukJd'i Ngh not*

47

tl Hair*

•4 D«nver*om)

DOWN
1. Starchy ilaptea ol

mm
2. POO. aiamamo
I CapMoilJtvia
4

S

7

1
1 Primary, tor one

11 Taka*»4ng

11. CoiTSMMon tor

Wbgue

12 Unarxountad-tor

MtrJera (abbr

)

II Electric partde.

21. Qambtari note*

21 Is to*" rebuttal

21 Housetop*

27 Second Mrt

Copperteld

21 Hum
21 futon

21 Rrthen or tlucry

21. Puled

22. John or Maureen

21 Shenfibend
21 tatandeeetot

Quenaey
21 Treacle

21 Wneparta

41. Tor* « ip*

41 urrjc*uted

41 Mute

41 iMenl on a moray

*»ey
47 TVmamePyie
41 Poker mo»e»

ae Roanngupon

SO vMd anrmakv

Map parti

valley garta>- hangouts

Caesar's bed

SI. ToorJe-oo'

51 Bkndi* <2«rdt)

11 Prefa tor gram or

port

M Ouu
17. OW

ARIES
aUrch 21-April 20

i Ik k out a brevity dtarounud

lirm II Vooka amil too mpanant
etru could hevr loiinrl a real

banjaan A rrUltonaMp lakee a

turn lor the brttev—tiprp working

toaaprutr a.

TAURUS
April 21 atay 21

Co lor Mcunty rathrr than

i in*»»" i * • U>t ntacr courtr

In thr lonj run. Wrap up a projrvt

with * Bouneh by fjhlnj It thr

thoughtful rnthiilkatllr prr-wnui

tlon II OV »« r»t» Then, oral younrH

to e tpnctal nrtnang

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Thr morr uehOv you kxue

your rflortj. thr treattr your

ecTornpttahrarnu w«l br Pat doar

aiimtmn to rtrtala- thry Ml hrip

you (Satrovrr thr rraaty brhtnrl an

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Thr Impuler to apmd I* running

hkjh. *o tork up your rja* card*

and atlck to your atomy est Br

aunt to tnriudr unaf Uxti jjgrr«-n

•o you dont (rrl tkrprtvrel Eiurruun

that otrkmd to add ran paoaun to

your aortal IBr

SCORPIO
October 24-Norember 22

Your full aprrd ahrad" approarh to

Mr could h*vr you on thr rtlgr ol

burnout. Tafcr a fcrar «trpa hark and

mjoy Manrof thr atanptrr thing*

Forua an ooncrrtr kteurs whrn a

romn to an old dfcaputr

SAGITTARIUS
Nueentber 23-December 21

Drvott al your energy to a praam

thet nred* ear* atlmtton Othn
lhanga wtB watt * you manage your

tlmr rflrruvrty Inrreaar your

•artnga by rervaluaang your

^,

1

1
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By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddiclc

t".. LOCMW' WAryVCNrY.iTS KNNoyiNG
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WiTNR.BUr oltj"SIWVOH
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,?

7/-\ C'WOrJ H/W/C fAEPCy.

CWR\)EW.\Np.S
IWCTICETIU
11 00 THER6
^S NO CLAUSE
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»n\l«Crttt«CTWMS.y

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick

ANDRgW.MDO'vt &Cf TO
PR&S£mT YOUR SCiEMCE
PBOJeCT TD THE JUP&Ei

OW.C'MON IT CAN'T Bt"

SO &AP WHAT i& IT?
ii'Ulill

rr's a vp htcpei- of thei
coewzyME- Q reaction Bin

(Ot<e43£ ClPlD PeWOwCAT/CW
/s pi?eveNTep bv am
EVfcjccisE vepenvmr pete.
RAPlCAL CX*rJCM/Mfe

MECHAWISM

llS IT AMY] IT WONT BC H

1

CftXJp PL£A£0? '

AS LOR| TRVIW&
TO BCOUJ ijPTHt:
HAMSret? , BUT

Dilbert By Scott Adams

PER YOUR INSTRUCTIONS,
ttY REQUEST FOR A
rAILLION OOLLARS HAS

BEEN BROKEN tNTO ONE
HUNDRED BUSINESS CASES.

/

EACH ONE IS FOR TEN
THOUSAND DOLLARS,

C0HICH IS VOUR EXACT

LEVEL OF APPROVAL
AUTHORITY.

Frumpy Hie Clown Judd Winick

I rMLMMT i

CAN APPROVE

ANYTHING
UNDER TEN
THOUSAND
DOLLARS...

SO IF VOU
WOULDN'T
ttlND...

a
fKILLlNG
VOU? NO,

I WOULDN'T

rAIND A

BIT

tOgiX.TMiS 'S IHrVtiS6i\£. m
A MikjATOCE CAt? EM&lrge
\Tp«Y INTRICATE- VtUPtp
TWI& AU, Br VtuCSELp? 1

DftPPY UXWDH'T LEI ME
HELP" rt one question and

, rT-" TOO FOLP UK£ A
y\ TCAIT SAYGOOPBVE

TO PlRST PLACE,

Dllbort By Scott Adams

VOU NEED A fAlLLION

DOLLARS BUT I ONLY

HKVE AUTHORITY
TO SIGN FOR UP TO

TEN THOUSAND.

BREAK IT INTO A

HUNDRED SEPARATE
BUSINESS CASES.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR

VALUE-ADDED t^ANAGE"

*ENT SUPPORT.

IT WAS
NOTHING.

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom Drabble By Kevin Fagan Clot By John McPherson

CANCER
Jane 22-July 22

You rt m a mood (or a new threV

but your routine «un t aaVxa you to

trawl tar Thr rJa tteiiai a rouarl

rvrn lead to buret of u rathily—

makr thr moat aft

LEO
Jul* 23-Aafuat 23

A walk In thr outdoor* aflowi you

10 both apprrriatr thr araaon and

grt to know tomconr brttrr than

you rtrr thought puta*] It Onr

day hold* thr poaaMkty lor an

iinrxprrtrrl dor kjumtrrl In an old

rtrama

VIRGO
August 24-Septeinbcr 22

C hangn at work could oflrr you a

untqur rhanre to grt ahrad Don t

waate It by â utaajng aomronr

11 t better to make * poalttve effart

Look (or the dtannnih m the rough,

whrthrr propar or obyrn*. and

youH be wr* on your way lo being

morr rontrnt wtlh your kfr

December 22-Jrumau-y 20

Make an extra rflert to May In thr

food grace* of auraeunr who oouM
pull Mrreja for you You rouM nerd

thrtr rndurnee tn thr nrar futurr

Don't be afraid to stake a bok)

rarrrr mote It could be Jusl thr

rhengr you vt brrn lookfetg (or

AQUARIUS
January 21-Februavy 18

Br *ure that you hate all thr

uaortaaejon you need before

attrmottng lo makr * Mr altering
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I was on the phone yesterday

with my mother.

I told her I was experiencing a

deep personal crisis.

I was on the edge of an abyss

looking into the black

nothingness. My whole life was

passing before me like a

meaningless parade of failures.

I told her, "Something is

missing mom. I'm going to

collapse right here on the phone.

I need help.

"

Finally, she said , "Did you

pick up your shoes at the store

today?"

I said, "No, but thanks for

reminding me. I'll get them

later."
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What If I said some-
thing shocking to you,

like my whole life has

been a lie, arid I'm

really. .,Jeft-handed?
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Franklin

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Grilled Cheese
Fish Muchies!

YUM!

DINNER
Bar-B-Q Spare Ribs

Baked Ziti

Charbroiled Chicken

Sandwich

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburber on Roll

Chicken Cutlet

Worcester Breakfast

Sandwich

DINNER
Beef Strips/

Snow Peas and
Mushrooms

Fish

Wofs.es/er

LUNCH
Fish Munchies

Misquite Chicken

Bow Ties/Pesto

Tri-Bean Casserole

DINNER
Beef Strips/

Snow Peas and
Mushrooms

Stir Fry Veggies/Tofu

Berkshire

LUNCH
Fish Munchies

Misquite Chicken

Ravioli w/ Tomato Sauce
Vegan Ravioli

DINNER
Beef, Peas, Mushrooms

Baked Ziti

Stir Fry Veggies/Tofu
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Minutemen downGW 68-63, winning streak now 5
Lari Ketner

y
Inus Norville shut down Koul, Clarke shining in three-guard lineup

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's basket-

hall teaiTi may have just gotten the

monkey ofl its hack.

With the Minutemen's 68-65 win
o\er George Washington last night.

I \l.is> has strung together a

five-game winning streak, a

two-game streak over the Colonials,

while pushing its record to two
games ovet .500 for the first time
this season.

The win over GW was especially

sweet considering the Minutemen
turvea'l won at Washington D.C.'s

Charles E. Smith Center since the

current crop of UMass seniors were

kirn faced freshmen (1995-94).

But tcvengc-factor aside, UMass'
win showed that the Minutemen,
w ho are undefeated since going to a

three-guard set against St.

Bonaventure on Ian. 14, have
become a true team, instead of just

a collection of health), or somewhat
healthy, bodies.

I Mm i I 1-9, 5-2 in the Atlantic-

hot poorly in the first half,

allowing the Colonials (9-8, 4-4) to

jump out to a lead as large as 10
•pointv Outside shots that strung

the net so easily at Temple,
wouldn't have hit water if they had
fallen out of a boat in the first half.

I \!a»s was a paltry 1- for-8 from
he wind the arc before intermission.

The Minutemen's 54 percent
from the floor (first half) was
buffered by 66 percent from the

(tee throw line, but that was little

consolation for the team down 5 at

the half

But all that changed in when the

teams emerged from the locker
rooms

I Mass continued its late-first

hal! surge and chipped away at the

Colonial lead. George Washington's
inside men. which had had little

trouble with LMass' post players,

struggled against the Minutemen's
now stifling defense. The perimeter

game was just as successful.

Defense wasn't the only area of

improvement for the second-half
Minutemen. Scoring went up,
shooting percentage went up. and
the Minutemen settled down.

In the first half, when shots
weren't falling for UMass. the

offense became rushed in an
attempt to make up for the prover-

bial lost time. In the second half, a

calmer, more focused attack led to

higher percentage baskets, and a

more consistent style of play.

A large part of that more focused

attack was Lari Ketner. After KOI
ing only three points at McGonigle
Hall laM Saturday, Ketner exploded

in the second period and finished

with a team-high 16 points.

To make matters worse for the

Colonials. Ketner added to his line

with five rebounds and a pair of

blocks.

The sophomore center wasn't the

only one getting the job done in the

second half, lunior Inus Norville,

who shut down Temple's Marc
lackson last week, was equally
effective on GW's Alexander Koul.

Norville. who finished with eight

points and two blocks, combined
with Ketner to limit Koul to only 10

points — GW's fourth best on the

night — after the import had been
leading his team in scoring for the

past five games.

Not to be outdone by the play of

the big men. UMass guard Charlton

Clarke lit up the Smith Center nets

for 12 points of his own. The
sophomore guard, who has played

the three-spot in UMass'
three-guard offense, was every-

where, hitting from under the bas-

ket, mid-range and even from out-

side (one 5-pointer).

With the uniformity of a solid

line-up — UMass' starters have
been consistent with its win streak

— the Minutemen have melded into

a strong team, and they have a cou-

ple of impressive wins to show for

it.

COUtCIAN fill PHOTO

UMass sophomore Charlton Clarke's 12 points and two steals helped
push the Minutemen past George Washington on the road. UMass has

now won five straight

GAME PREVIEW GAME PREVIEW

UMass #20 Xavier

Minutemen Musketeers
at the MuHns Confer

7:30 P.M. Saturday February 1. 1997

ON IHf AIR

TV ABC
Radio WMUA91 l FM

WHMP 99 3 Mark VanDerMeer and Jack teaman

UMass

Minutewomen

vs George

Washington

Colonials
an m aaa cen»«'

2 00 P.M. Sunday February 2, 1997

ON THt AIR

TV ESPN2
Radio WMUA 91! FM Robin Roberts playbyplay, Rebecca

Lobo color

It'll be a tale of two teams for hockey this weekend
By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

inparative literature and English professors
should be huge Hockey East fans. Every weekend
has a theme to it.

ully there is "the Providence weekend" or
"the BL weekend." when teams will face each
other in a home-and- home series. In some odd
weekends a Hockey East team faces two different

teams, but there's often a connection to be drawn.
I .i-i weekend for example. UMass traveled to

Boetoa u> lace Boston College and Northeastern,
the common theme being the location of the sepa-

rate opponents

The same carries over to other conferences.

rra, for example, deal with "the Capitol

District weekend." when they face Union and RPI
in Albany suburbs Schenectady and Troy reapec-
hwlv on Friday and Saturday night.

What the UMass hockey team will face this

weekend makes no logical sense. There are
absolutely no connections to be drawn between a

home game tonight against near cellar-dwelling

Merrimack (7 p.m. at the William D. Mullins
Center) and a road trip to Durham. N.H. to face

the nationally-ranked New Hampshire WildcatR
tomorrow night (7 p.m.)

None find one and bring it to your professor for

an A. I respectfully give up and tip my cap to the

league schedule makers.

Regardless, tonight and tomorrow evening's
affairs are challenges that UMass must tackle to

continue progressing towards its goal of hosting a

Hockey Fast quarterfinal series in March.
"It's difficult when you get away from the

home-and-home games." UMass coach |oe Mallen
said. "After the first game in those it's easy to ana-

K/e what you did right and wrong and try to set a

game plan for the second day.

"So our first onus is to beat Merrimack first and
then to come back and think about the second
panic next. Once |thc first) game ends its time to

stan looking at l Ml stuff and set a gome plan

[Saturday] morning."

The eighth place Warriors (8-15-1. 4-9-1 HE)
i-nt a team that UMass has defeated in four

oi the last five meetings between the schools.

Merrimack, which takes to the road for the first

time since |an. 5 for tonight's contest, is 2-7 away
from the frigid confines of the Volpe Complex.
Tomorrow night the Minutemen will find them-

selves making potentially their final SI SN appear-

ance as they face off at the gleaming new
Whittemorc Center, where at least 4,654 have
gathered for every league game this year.

UNFI (20-6. 1 5-5) swept UMass earlier this year

at the Mullins Center, taking a pair of one-goal
contests (1-0 and 5-4 in overtime) on the strength

of its talented top four forwards Eric Bogunio. ki.

lason Krog. Mark Mowers and Eric Nickulas.

Coach Dick Umile's team utilizes its own
Olympic-sized ice sheet with a trademark high-fly-

ing attack, on the contrary to the more methodical

Warriors.

In addition to the radical site difference. UMass
will have to contend with tremendous differences

between the playing styles of its two opponents this

Turn to HOCKEY page 6
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Minutewomen to battle

GW Colonials on ESPN2
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Stan

For the first time in the 28 year

history of the Massachusetts
women's basketball team, the

Minutewomen will host a nationally

televised game.

Beamed across the nation on
! SPN2 Sunday at 2 p.m.. UMass
vvill host George Washington in a

game that will be less about bright

lights and Sport sccnter highlights

and more about what's shaping up to

be a battle for A-10 supremacy.

GW comes into the Mullins

Center this weekend on a roll. The
conference juggernaut Colonials are

in the middle of a 10 game win
streak, and have yet to lose in A-10
play, posting an 9-0 record so far.

Overall, GW is 14-4, and own the

distinction of claiming the last three

A-10 conference titles, in addition to

an incredible 24 game A-10 win
streak. Against UMass. they've had

more than their share of success,

winning 22 of the 26 games against

the Minutewomen. The last time
I M.is» took a game Irun Ci\V was in

1995, when the Minutewomen beat

the Colonials 59- 57. UMass head

coach loanie O'Brien has faced

George Washington 12 times, and

that remains her only win against the

conference power.

The Colonials are lead by super-

star Tajama Abraham, who averages

20.4 points and eight rebounds a

game. Noelia Gomez joins Abraham
in the post to form quite a 1-2

punch down low. Gomez is averag-

ing 1 5 points and seven rebounds a

game for the league leading

Colonials

But don't leave the Minutewomen
for dead just yet. After starting the

season 5-4. UMass has won 10 of its

last 12 games, and is second in the

Atlantic 10 East at 7-2. behind 8-1

St. loseph's. The top two teams in

the A-10's East and West divisions

receive first-round byes in the A-10
Tournament.

"Coach O'Brien always says that

we have only eight games left to

prove ourselves." UMass senior for-

ward Crystal Carroll said. "Nou-
the time to make our run."

Carroll will be a key factor in that

run. She leads the Minutewomen
with 16.6 points and 6.5 rebounds a

game. Freshman guard Kelly Van
Huisen has played like a veteran all

season, averaging 10.6 points to go
along with 4.5 assists a game, good

Turn to WOMEN \ >oge ft

Rebounds key in UM win
By Jeremy Adams
CoHegion Start

The Massachusetts women's basket-

ball team had to fall back on its usual

strong points, good rebounding at

both ends and strong play by Crystal

Carroll, to combat its poor 54 percent

shooting to pull out a 54-52 win over

the Hokies of Virginia Tech on
Wednesday.

Carroll was good for 18 points in

her 57 minutes of play. The remaining

Minutewomen scoring was spread

among seven players and led by Beth

Kuzmeski's eight points.

The most telling statistics are the

Minutewomen's contrasting poor
shooting and strong rebounding.
Massachusetts out-rebounded
Virginia Tech 44-54, with a distinct

20-9 advantage for the Minutewomen
in their defensive end. They also did

not back down in the Hokies' end.

grabbing 20 offensive boards com-
pared to 25 Hokie defensive rebounds.

Kara Tudman led the UMass attack

on the glass, pulling down 10 boards

Tudman was aided by Kuzmeski and
Carroll, who combined for 15
rebounds.

The 54 percent shooting by UMass
was matched by a poor performance
from the line. The Minutewomen shot

50 percent without defenders' hands

in front of them, including just 46 per-

cent in the first half.

The Minutewomen found the going

tough early on. turning the ball over

on each of their first four possessions.

\ irginia Tech jumped out to a 6-2
edge in the first 5 minutes, but after

an officials' time-out UMass came out

gunning

The Minutewomen made a 14-1

run to take an 1 1 point lead, their

largest of the game The Hokies bat-

tled back to take a 26-22 advantage

with under 5 minutes left in the half.

Carroll came through big. hitting two
jumpers to tie the game at 26 as the

first half wound down.
The lead changed hands again early

in the second half. Virginia Tech's

Kim Seaver won a battle on the low

post for the 28-26 Hokie advantage.

Kuzmeski knocked down one of her

two 5-pointers to take the lead back,

and the Minutewomen held it for the

rest of regulation. Massachusetts' lead

never exceeded eight points in the sec-

ond half, and it drew close in the later

minutes.

With 2:41 on the clock, the Hokies

pulled to within one point at 48-47.

Massachusetts freshman Kelly Van
Huisen responded to the pressure, hit-

ting a clutch 5-pointer. Carroll fol-

lowed with a deuce on UMass' next

ssion. and Van Huisen went
l-for-2 from the line to round out the

Minutewomen scoring for the game.

Thirty-four percent shooting will

likely be a focal point in the

Minutewomen's preparation for theii

upcoming William D. Mullins Center

ESPN2 date with George Washington

on Sunday at 2 p.m.

UMass hosts Xavier on Sat.

By Chris Stomm
Collegion Staff

COUtGlAWnUfMOTO
The UMass hockey team swings back into action this weekend when they host Merrimack-fcn

Friday night and travel to UNH on Saturday.

Tomorrow, the Massachusetts
men's basketball team wraps up a

four-game series with the Atlantic

10's toughest opponents when it

hosts No. 20 Xavier (14-5, 5-2). at

the William D. Mullins Center at 2

p.m.

Following a traditionally tough
schedule, the Minutemen (11-9. 5-2)

have faced A-10 powerhouses Rhode
Island, Temple and George
Washington consecutively along a

5-0 win streak. After last night's win
at GW, the first time UMass has
knocked off the Colonials in the

Charles E. Smith Center since the
'95-94 season, the Minutemen carry

a considerable amount of momentum
into the contest with the Musketeers.

Xavier kicked off its season by
winning its first 10 straight games,
breaking into the top 25 when it bent

then-No. I Cincinnati 71-69 and
stayed there for nine weeks following

the win. As for conference games, the

Musketeers have banged with the big

boys, beating Temple 68-64 in GT
and squeaking by GW 62-6 k
However. Xavier dropped a game to

Duquesne 70-78 before the No. 1

team in the A-10 I avt Rhode Island

91-79.

"They (Xavierl have had a great

season," UMass coach lames
"Bruiser" Flint said. "They beat

Cincinnati early and on tape, they are

really, really good. They're fast, they

press all over the place and they play

really well together, so it is going to

be another tough game on Saturday."

Leading the Musketeer attack,

which returns all five of its starters, is

6-foot-2 guard Lenny Brown. The
sophomore from Wilmington. Del.

has averaged 18.4 points per game,
and last month was added to the final

national ballot for the |ohn R.

Wooden Award, making him the first

Xavier player to be nominated for the

award in the school's history. The
nomination places him in such com
pany as Antawn Jamison (North
Carolina). Ron Mercer (Kentucky).

Mike Bibby (Arizona) and Tim
Thomas (Villanova).

Brown pairs up with fellow guard

Gary Lumpkin ( 1 5.7 ppg) for a pow-
erful backcourt tandem. While they

were not born on the same day, in the

same town, on the same island, the

Brown-Lumpkin connection has

stood the test of time. This is the sev-

enth season the duo has shared a

backcourt. as they have played
together for two years at Xavier.

three in high school and two in junior

high.

On the boards, the Musketeers
boast the talents of 6-foot-7 forward

lames Posey (7.6 rpg) and top-rated

juco prospect Torraye Braggs (7.5

For the Minutemen, it's hard to

pick one player that stands above the

rest, as the entire squad has been
working together since Flint Intro

duced a three-guard rotation that

sparked a five-game win streak.
When the UMass guards are shoot

ing. they're tough to beat. In last

Turn to XAVIER. pope 6
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Chicken

Marsalis?

Branford Marsalis

brings his sax to

the Iron Horse in

Northampton
tonight. Check out
our preview (see
Arts <* Living, page
5).

Bitter

sweet

Carmelo TYavieso

led UMass with 29
points and reached

the 1,000 point
career plateau, but
UMass (ell to Xavier

87-84 in OT (see
Sports Weekend,
page 1 0).

WORLD

Peru police maintain
reduced activity

LIMA, Peru (AP) — An armored
troop carrier patrolled outside the
Japanese ambassador's residence yes-

terday, a day after President Alberto

Fujimori promised that police would
not provoke the leftist rebels inside.

Tupac Amaru rebels, who are hold-

ing 72 hostages, last week responded
with gunfire to a similar patrol, nick-

ing one of the vehicles.

But yesterday's maneuvers were
more subdued. Police refrained from
the obscene gestures that drew guer-

nlla gunshots last Monday. Rebels lim-

ited their response yesterday to
singing revolutionary anthems and
shouting slogans through a mega-
phone. Police drowned out the guer-

rillas with sirens amplified through
huge speakers set up outside the resi-

dence.

Fujimori, who met Saturday in

Canada with Japanese Prime Minister

Ryutaro Hashimoto, admitted that

the police behavior was a mistake
and said the officers who made the

obscene gestures would be punished
The meeting between the two

heads of states came after Hashimoto
upbraided Peru twice last week for

the aggressive police maneuvers
Fujimori said Saturday his security

forces would avoid provocative
action, but said they would remain
deployed in strength.

NATION

Police arrest alleged

Californian bomber

VALLEIO, Calif. (AP) — Police
made an arrest yesterday in the
bombings that struck a courthouse
and bank in the past week, and
recovered explosives in a plot they
believe was designed to subvert the
criminal justice system.

The name of the suspect was with-

held while the investigation contin

ued. Arrest warrants were issued for

two other suspects and numerous
search warrants were served. Police

Chief Robert Nicheiim said

"It is our belief that this was a

deliberate attempt to stop the crimi-

nal justice system from operating in

Solano County," Nichehni said.

Early Sunday, authorities seized a

car with 60 sticks of wired dynamite
from outside an apartment complex,
which was evacuated for three hours

as a precaution. If there had been an
explosion, Nichelini said the results

would have been catastrophic.

Besides making additional arrests, of

immediate concern was finding more
explosives the group may have stored

in Vallejo. When asked if the person
arrested is the mastermind of the
bombings, Nichelini said, "I'm not sure

we'd characterize anyone as a master-

mind. Only time will tell who knows
what and who did what."

Nobody was injured in the two
bombings, which tore a 3-foot crater

in the Solano County courthouse on
Thursday and damaged three auto-

matic tellers outside a Wells Fargo
bank last Sunday.
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UMass to undergo technology

upgrade for Internet connections
By Christina Poletto

Collegian Staff

As part of an $11 million upgrade in technology ser-

vices at the University of Massachusetts, fiber optic con-
nections and new computer classrooms are near comple-
tion in some campus residence halls and academic build-

ings.

Patterson and Washington Residence Halls will be
among the first of campus buildings to be hooked up to

this system.

"This new fiber optic network will eliminate use of the

Terminal Adaptor Unit's ITAU's] in residence halls and
allow faster connection," said Associate Chancellor )ohn
Dubach, head of the Office of Information Technologies
(OIT).

"The TAU's presently work at a speed of 19.000 bits

per second. The fiber optic connection will go directly into

the network working at a speed of 10-million bits per sec-

ond," Dubach said.

There will be two connectors installed per dorm room
to allow both residents access to the system simultaneous-
ly-

The fiber optic connections will be provided at no cost

to the students Computers will have to be provided by the

student. OIT will be available to help students with any
hardware or software installation problems.

Alongside residence hall fiber optic implementations,
the program will include ameliorating campus telecommu-
nication services and the systems responsible for e-mail
and electronic links.

According to Dubach. new computer classrooms will be
constructed in Patterson and Crabtree Residence Halls.

"The classrooms will be fitted with Internet connec-
tions to the on-line network." Dubach said.

New computer equipment will also be purchased for

classroom and lecture hall use. This includes projector and
audio/video devices.

More computers will soon be available in Morrill
Science Center and the W.E.B. Du Bois Library for stu-

dent use in the computer classroom and e-mail carrels.

Administrative and academic buildings on campus are
also included in this encompassing technological upgrad-
ing. Operations are nearing completion to connect Arnold.
Machmer, Bartlett and Herter Halls into the primary net-

work. Eventually, all buildings on the UMass campus will

have direct link to the network.

The core concept of this multi-million dollar project

was pioneered by Chancellor David K. Scott in his 1996
report: "Strategic Action: Towards a Commonwealth of
Learning."

"One of our principles calls for a commitment to a new
enviroment for learning, discovery and outreach through
the creative uses of technology. There is no doubt that the

distinctive campus of the future will make extensive use of
networks and information technology both on and off

campus," Scott wrote in his report.

Under the proposal, the technology improvements are
part of project Learning. Information and Research
Network (LIRN).

According to Dubach. additional funding was made
available for these changes following a re-financing of the

telecommunications budget.

In recent years, the use of OIT accounts has increased

from 6.000 in September 1994 to 14.000 in September
1996. A current survey has tallied the quantity of e-mail
messages sent in the month of September 1996 at two
million.

"We're working to keep up with the demand for ser-

vices." Dubach said.

Microcredit Summit aims to help poor
By Harry Dunphy
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — World leaders

opened a microcredit summit yester-

day with calls to support an innova-

tion in banking that may strike a

blow against poverty — loans to poor
people to start businesses in the
United States and abroad.

Bangladesh Prime Minister Sheikh
Hasina, a co-chairman, said the,
world has taken too long to realize

that charities and handouts help .

maintain and deepen poverty, are
invented to avoid giving the poor
equal opportunities and deny them
the initiative to improve their lives.

"This summit provides the perfect £
opportunity for practitioners, non-
government organizations, savings

and credit cooperatives, foundations,

educational religious institutions,

governments and leaders in finance

and business to take a pivotal next

step in creating a poverty free world
and help human potential bloom,"
she said

Hasina was the first of 1 8 speakers

that included three presidents, a

prime minister, Queen Sophia of
Spain and representatives of interna-

tional aid organizations, private com-
panies and the World Bank.

Today first lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton and Treasury Secretary
Robert Rubin will address the meet-
ing, attended by more than 2.000
people from 1 00 countries.

Another speaker from

Bangladesh was Mohammad
Yunus, who founded the microcre-

dit movement in his country 20
years ago when he lent $27 from
his own pocket to a furniture
maker. He said the meeting was a

celebration of "the freeing of credit

from the bondage of collateral."

He said the microcredit was at the

same level of development as the
Wright Brothers made their first

flight in 1903.

"Some find our plane unsafe,
clumsy, not good enough, but we'll

soon be flying our Boeings, our
Concordes and launching booster
rockets." he said to prolonged
applause.

Noting the two-thirds of the bene-

ficiaries of microcredit were women,
Queen Sophia, also a co-chairman of

the conference, said such loans gave

the poor leverage in the economy and
"allow them to become players, not

recipients of charity."

President Omar Konare of Mali
warned against microcredit "becom-
ing fashionable or an alibi to relieve

consciences so the existing system
can continue."

President Yoweri Musevni of
Uganda said the objective of micro-

credit should not be "to alleviate

poverty but to eliminate it." He also

called ending protectionism so devel-

oping countries could sell what they

produce for a fair price.

President Alberto Fujimori of Peru

called for great involvement by the

private sector, saying few "existing

programs in the world today rely pri-

marily on private capital."

But Michael Chu, president of
Accion International, another micro-

credit pioneer, said certificates of

deposit dedicated solely to microcred-

it have been sold to investors in the

United States. "So that in many
ways," he said, all that is missing to

reach the summit's goals are our pro-

fessional skills, discipline and creativ-

ity, our commitment and our will to

MUMS." '

Organizers of the summit estimate

they need to raise $21.6 billion by

2005 for programs that typically

offer an average of $100 to borrow-

ers to help them open stores, raise

poultry and start vegetable gardens
for profit. The conference was orga-

nized by dozens of non government
organizations, foundations and coop-
eratives around the world. Sponsors
include several private companies.
among them big U.S. banks.

So far, 8 million people have used

microcredit in places ranging from
Kenya and Peru to inner city Chicago
and Washington D.C.

Two thirds of those who have
benefited from such loans are
women, unable to obtain credit from
commercial banks. Many of the
lending organizations claim repay-

ment rates of more than 90 percent

so the programs often fund them-
selves.

The World Bank plans to spend
$200 billion in expected donor
pledges on microcredit

WNNtTH W t SCOTT \ COUICIAN

A moment in time...
This Iris blooms in the morning and wilts in about 8 hours. And it can be found in the green houses

located at Smith College. I bet you could find it flowering there today.

SCOTT > COU1GUN

Blimp Commander!
Doug KrTuth, 24, a staff assistant for the athletic department is the

official blimp commander. The helium filled blimp can be seen
inside at most of the Mullins Center games.

Library offers new programs

on electronic researching

By Mori McGroth
Colleg.on Staff

In the upcoming semester, the ref-

erence desk at the WEB. Du Bois

Library will be offering a number of

workshops and accredited classes

geared toward making the library

more accessible to University of
Massachusetts student >

The workshops, which will be held

in the Instruction Room on the main
floor of the libran . will cover research

in subject areas such as health sci

enccs. education, history, literature,

business, law "and the Internet.

"(The workshops] came about
because we have subscriptions to

electronic indices. So initially we did

workshops on the data bases, but that

didn't work." said lill Ausel. instruc

tional services librarian.

Gearing the sessions toward partic-

ular subject areas seems to have reme-

died the situation, as Ausel reports

that from last spring to fall, the num-
ber of participants in the series of
workshops has grown from just over

150 to 250. The numbers are expect-

ed to rise again this semester.

The workshops focus on the
resources of the library, particularly

electronic ones. Topics covered
include Internet and Web sites and
printed material.

Asked whether technological
novice* take advantage of these work-

shops. Ausel said. "They always
come. We have students who are
unfamiliar with keyboards to students

who own PC's. Some embrace it. and
some are fearful."

Additionally, the library is continu-

ing to offer workshops orienting stu-

dents toward I c\is\ V-\is — one par-

ticular resource available at the library.

Lcxis/Vviv is an all-text database
that is available to UMass students and

^faculty conducting curriculum-related

research It combines news sources,

wire services, business and profession-

al journals, case laws and medical jour-

nals. Available to all students, the ser-

vice is most heavily used by law and
business-related majors.

Because of the limitations of the

subscription. Lexis/V\is is restricted

to two heavily-used terminals in the

libran which require sign-up sheets,

but Ausel anticipates the number of
terminals growing in the future.

Workshops are also being offered

for faculty and graduate students in

the areas of women's studies and
Latin American studies Led by Emily
Silverman and Peter Stem respective-

ly, the workshops will take place
throughout February and March.
"Women's studies is such an inter-

disciplinary discipline, there's a lot of

material to be aware of." Ausel com-
mented on why Women's studies

required such a workshop.

In addition, a course titled

Turn to WORKSHOPS poge 2

No shadow means early spring,

say acolytes of furry woodland
By Casey Combs
Associated Press

PUNXSUTAWNEY. Pa. - An
outdoor bash that looked like a sum-
mertime rock concert, complete with

bare-chested men and fireworks, was
a fitting prelude yesterday to

Punxsutawney Phil s forecast: Spring

is nearly here.

The sky was cloudy on Groundhog
Day and the celebrated rodent failed

to see his shadow at sunrise, just the

l£th time that's happened in 1 1

1

years of Pennsylvania prognostica-

tions. (The last time, in 1995. turned

out to be a bad guess i

"He's just kind of complacent and
ready to go about the things ground-
hogs do." said Bud Dunkel. president

of the Punxsutawney Groundhog
Club.

A shadow sighting, according to

tradition, would have indicated six

more weeks of winter.

It was a unanimous decision among
groundhogs around the nation.
Concurring opinions came from New
York City's Staten Island Chuck: Gen.
Beauregard Lee of Lilburn, Ga.:
limmy of Sun Prairie. Wis.: Wanda at

the Milwaukee County Zoo, and
Buckeye Chuck of Marion. Ohio.

"We don't really care what he
I
Phil] says." said limmy spokesman

Scott Lange.

Even a prairie dog got into the act:

"early spring" said Lander Lil of
Lander. Wyo.

Phil was pulled from his temporary
burrow in a hollowed-out maple
stump at 7:25 a.m. by handler Bill

Deeley. whose heavy glove saved his

fingers from the annoyed critter's

sharp teeth.

Dunkel then looked into the 15-

pound woodchuck's eyes and pre-
tended to translate "groundhogese."
The forecast won a cheer from the

estimated 20,000-plus fans who

Tum to GROUNJHO© page 2
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For Your Information
FYb we pubic service announcements printed daily To submit an
FY1, please send a press release containing all pertinent intormarjon,

including the name and pnone number ol the contact person to

the Colfgnn, c/o the Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

Monday, Feb. 3

Auditions — The University Chorale needs a few good

men (particularly basses), and women too. Auditions will

be held from 3-"< p.m. or by arrangement. Call 545-4313
for more information.

Film — Le Colonel Chabert, directed by Yves Angelo,

will be screened in Merrill 1 on the Amherst College cam-

pus at 4 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. In French with English subti-

tles. Free and open to the public.

Tuesday, Feb. 4

Discussion — Portrait of a Lady, by Henry James, is the

selection for the Odyssey Bookshop's monthly Open Book

Discussion tonight at 7 p.m. Marjorie Kaufman, a profes-

sor emeritus of English at Mount Holyoke College, will

lead the discission

Discussion — Zionist lor Action sponsors Israel Issues

Discussion Group at 7:30 p.m. in the Hillel House. Topic:

"Division and Conflicts in Israeli Society." Discussion led

by Shoshana Madmoni.
Meeting — The UMass Ballroom Dance Club's first gen-

eral meeting will be held at 5:30 p.m. in 101 Totman Gym.
For info call Kevin Murphy at 549-4036.

Meeting — Hey math majors! Welcome back. Come to

the first spring meeting of the Math Club at 7 p.m. in

LGRT 152 ID. As always, snacks provided.

Meeting — The Ski Club will hold its first general meet-

ing of the semester at 7 p.m. in Earthfoods. Members can

get deals on tuning, waxing and lift passes for $30. For

more info, call 545-3437.

Meeting — UMass Hillel Council's Kick-Off meeting

will be held at 6 p.m. in Campus Center 904. Looking for

Jewish student activists to help set 1997 Hillel Agenda for

social, religious and cultural activities.

Wednesday. Feb. 5

Community Service — The UMass Community Service

Program is sponsoring its annual Spring Volunteer Fair

today from 1 1 a.m. - I p.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium. Over 40 local service agencies will be on hand

to discuss opportunities to volunteer or participate in

internships. Any questions, call 545-3327.

Dance — Israeli dancing will be held from 8:30-10 p.m.

in the Greenough Residence Hall basement. Instruction

included. The event is free and sponsored by UMass Hillel.

Lecture — Susan L. Taylor, editor-in-chief of Essence

Magazine and author of In the Spirit: The Inspirational

Writings of Susan L. Taylor, will speak at Mount Holyoke

College at 7:30 p.m. in Chapin Auditorium. The lecture is

free and open to the public.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition will be holding

their first general meeting at 7 p.m. in Campus Center

room 908. All beliefs are welcome and diversity is encour-

aged. Refreshments available.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry Society will hold its first

meeting of the semester at 7 p.m. in room 917 of the

Campus Center. New members are always welcome. For

more information, call Tim at 546-0562.

Meeting — Have you ever done theater or always wanted

to? If so, then the UMass Theater Guild wants you! Come
to our first meeting of the semester at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center. Many artistic positions are available for

the spring shows. Fame and Heidi Chronicles. Audition

information will be available. Call the UMTG office at

545-041 5 or Tara 546-2104 for more information.

Notices

Karate — The UMass Shotoran Karate Club is now
accepting new members. No prior experience necessary.

Come watch and join our daily training in a traditional

lapanese martial art. For more irifo. contact Loukia at 549-

8058 or Ian at 549-5485.

Orientation — Orientation tours for the W.E.B. Du Bois

Library will be held Feb. 3-7. The tours will leave from the

Entrance lobby at 10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. daily. We
encourage you to come, visit and get to know the library.

Independent study — Resources in Women's Studies

Research. WOST 496B, will be held Wednesdays, 4-4:50

p.m. in the Calipari Instruction Room in the W.E.B. Du
Bois Library. Recommended for juniors and seniors. Call

instructor Emily Sillverman at 545-0995 or email essilver-

man@library.umass.edu to register.

Volunteer work — Do you love community service, help-

ing others, volunteering with children, leadership opportu-

nities and making new friends? join the UMass Circle K
Club. 409 Student Union. Call Aimee or Suzanne at

665-7712 for more info.

Internships — Internships are available working on
Earth Day, Hunger, Recycling and Clean Air. Call Melanie

at MassPirg. 545-0199 or stop by the office at 423-A
Student Union Building.

Comedy — The UMass improv comedy show Mission

Improvable will perform every Saturday in the Campus
Center Basement at 8 p.m. Free.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

in south Amherst will provide rides to church. Pick up is at

9:40 a.m. on campus. Call Mark at 253-0361 for more
information.

Support group — REFLECT, the Five College bereave-

ment support program is offering two support groups this

semester: A grief support group for those who have experi-

enced the death of someone close to them; and an illness

group for those currently coping with the serious illness of

a loved one. If you or someone you know is interested,

please call us at 577-5316 for more information.

Support group — Overeaters Anonymous, a group of

individuals who share an addiction to food and suffer from

compulsive eating and other eating disorders, will hold

weekly meetings on Saturdays at 10 a.m. in the Campus
Center. The only requirement for membership is the desire

to stop eating. There are no dues or fees. Donations are

strictly voluntary. For more info, call (617)641-2303.

Astronomy — The Amherst Area Amateur Astronomers

Association will hold free public planetarium shows at 4

p.m. every Saturday in February at Amherst College Bassett

Planetarium. Appropriate for all ages. Dates: Feb., 8, 15,

22. For information, call Tom Whitney at 256-6234.

Community — The Hampshire County Women, Infant

and Children (WIC) Program has opened a new office serv-

ing the greater Amherst area, on 1 50 Fearing St., Amherst.

Hampshire County WIC is a supplemental food and nutri-

tion program serving eligible pregnant, breast-feeding and
postpartum women and their infants and children under

age 5. For more information, call (413)584-3591.

Dance — Cajun Dancing and Appalachian clogging

beginner lessons will be offered on Sunday evenings from
6- 7 p.m. at 1 32 Elm St., Westfield. Partners are not need-

ed and all ages are welcome. No prior dance experience is

necessary. Classes are instructed by Maple Run, and non-
profit dance group that performs at fairs and community
functions. For more information, contact |o Sarnelli at

(413)746-9067

Film — The interdepartmental program in film studies

is offering its fourth annual Multicultural Film Festival:

"Emigres, Exiles and Sojourners in Contemporary
Cinema" this spring. Screenings and discussions with

directors and faculty will be held on Wednesday evenings,

231 Herter Hall at UMass and Stirn Auditorium at

Amherst College, at 7 p.m. The first event will be When
Mother Comes Home for Christmas, a documentary by

Nilita Vachani (Sri Lanka/Greece. 1995) on Feb. 25. For

a full schedule, watch for brochures and posters at the

beginning of February, or check out our webpage:
www.umass.edu/film.
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workshops
continued from page 1

"Essentials of Library Research" will

be meeting once a week and is worth
credit for students who enroll. Not
open to the general public, the

course is designed to make the
library more accessible to students

for whom English is a second lan-

guage.

Ausel said the course will "give

them an introduction to the library

that the language barrier would make
more difficult.*

Asked about the changing role of

libraries as we head toward the turn

of the century and the Information

Age, Ausel noted that even she

couldn't predict what the next 20
years will hold, though she does
know her profession will be impact-

ed.

"It has a huge impact on us.

Librarians are trained to manage
information," Ausel said.

"Technology makes it possible for

librarians to reach greater numbers •

of people, to have a librarian outside

of a library [who] can take pieces of

the library with them."

Even with such revolutionary

changes on the horizon, Ausel feels

the printed book has no reason to be

afraid.

"I don't think people can sit and

read a computer screen for three

hours like a book," she said. "People

like holding on to things."

groundhog
continued from page 1

gathered in a small clearing at Gobbler's Knob in the

central Pennsylvania woods. Most had waited for

hours as the temperature hovered around a relatively

balmy 30.

At sunup, Phil got a wakeup call from a round of

fireworks. If that wasn't enough noise, there was a

mass dance and sing-along to "YMCA," chants of

"Day-O! Daylight come and 1 want to see Phil," and
portly local radio station manager Chris Lash dancing

atop Phil's stump to "Play That Funky Music."

Police occasionally confiscated beer as zealots

waved signs reading "We came to see the rat," "Phil

rules!" and "The other white meat."

"I think we've created a monster," Dunkel said.

"It's a combination of a little bit of cabin fever...

plus it's on a weekend," he said.

Kevin Mason, a sophomore at Villanova, drove five

hours through the night on a lark with a carload of

classmates.

"We heard it's ragin'," said Mason, 19.

Attention potential news writers:

There will be an important meet-
ing for all people interested in

news writing Thursday at 7 p.m.

in the Collegian Newsroom.
Everyone is welcome, even if you
have already contacted me about
writing. Call 545-1762 if you can-

not attend. Thanks!

-Laura Stock, News Editor

t.

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
ATTENTION JUNIORS & GRADUATING

SENIORS!
Learn more about our exciting Executive Training

Program & Summer Internship Opportunities!

Be sure to bring your resumi!

Join Recent Alums at

our Open House

where you can

learn more

about the

fast-

paced

world of

retail and the

many opportu-

nities that are

available.

Or contort us...

By phone...

617-357.2085

By FAX...

617-357-2434

By E-Mail...

Recruiting@Filene's.com

OPEN HOUSE
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4, I0AM-4PM

SOM 3 1 2 (FACULTY LOUNGE)
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Scientists warn of unknown
effects from tobacco ingredients
By Martin Finucane

Associated Press

BOSTON — Little is known
about what happens in the tiny

inferno at the end of a cigarette

where tobacco and additives go up
in smoke, scientists said Friday.

But people should know what
chemicals are burning there because

it may be harming their health, the

scientists said.

The tobacco industry in 1994
released a list of 599 additives that

companies put into their produots.

The vast majority are approved by

the federal government for use in

food products, said John Pauly, a

cancer researcher from Buffalo. N.Y.

That doesn't mean, however, that

they are harmless when bumed and
inhaled, said Pauly, who claimed
that licorice, one of the additives,

produces a carcinogen when bumed.
"Licorice, when added to a ciga-

rette, takes on a whole new dimen-

sion,* Pauly said.

The testimony came during the

second day of a Department of

Public Health hearing on the state's

first-in-the-nation law tljat requires

tobacco companies to disclose the

ingredients in cigarettes, snuff and

chewing tobacco.

The law is to go into effect on |uly

1, but the department must first

hold public hearings on how to

implement the law.

The tobacco industry says the law,

which would require the companies

to divulge the additives on a brand-

by-brand basis, would damage their

business by forcing them to reveal

trade secrets. They're fighting the

measure in federal court.

They declined to testify in person

at the two-day hearing, which con-

cluded Friday, but submitted a

written statement, saying the state

law was unconstitutional and con-

flicted with federal law in the same

area.

"This is the single most toxic and
carcinogenic product available any-

where. On top of that, you're

putting things into it, and you
don't know what they are and you

don't know what effect they'll

have," said Dr. David Burns, of the

University of California at San
Diego.

Ronald Davis, former director of

the Office on Smoking and Health at

the Centers for Disease Control, testi-

fied that research was needed on how
the ingredients in cigarettes interact

when they burn. He said that research

couldn't be done without knowing

what ingredients are in each brand.

He also warned that 'substances

recognized as safe when eaten

because they are rendered harmless

by stomach acid might be carcino-

genic when burned."

Tobacco company lawyers said

most of the ingredients added to ciga-

rettes didn't change their chemical

form when they were burned. The
additives have been approved for use

in food and the lexicological studies

allowing their use in food are "rele-

vant" when it comes to inhaling them,

Clausen Ely, a partner in the

Washington firm, Covington and
Burling, said in a telephone interview.

The additives are safe when
inhaled in cigarettes 'assuming the

levels of exposure are no greater*

than in food, he said. Those addi-

tives that do change their chemical

form when burned "produce com-
pounds similar to compounds pro-

duced when tobacco leaf itself is

burned," said David Remes, another

industry lawyer. The lawyers also

pointed to a consultants' review of

industry research on the health

effects of additives, including

licorice. The report — released

when the industry released its list of

ingredients in 1994 — found "there

was no evidence that any ingredient

added to cigarette tobacco produces

harmful effects under the conditions

of use in cigarettes."

«Nwmw f SCOTT \ COUtCIAN

I'm watching you...
This squirrel seen up in a free was m<

terday.

more concerned with passing students than the mild temps of yes-

Police use water cannon on protesters
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BELGRADE. Yugoslavia — Riot police used their

shields and a water cannon to clear thousands of pro-

democracy protesters from a Belgrade bridge and beat

fleeing protesters following a tense four-hour standoff yes-

terday.

Opposition leaders urged the protesters to disperse

peacefully and to avoid clashes.

Reporters for the independent Radio Index station said

police were clubbing protesters who fled into neighboring

streets. Radio stations said some television crews had

been beaten. The extent of their injuries was not immedi-

ately clear.

After police earlier prevented opposition leader Vuk
Draskovic from leading supporters over the bridge to a

daily pro-democracy rally, he urged Belgrade citizens to

confront the police but not clash with them.

"Come out, citizens of Belgrade.* Draskovic said live on
an independent radio station Sunday, the 75th straight

day of protests demanding the government honor opposi-

tion victories in Nov. 17 municipal elections.

The government, led by Serbian President Slobodan
Milosevic, refused to acknowledge the opposition victo-

ries, which were confirmed by international observers, in

Belgrade and 1 3 other major cities.

Other opposition leaders who joined their supporters in

different districts of Belgrade scrapped plans to rally

downtown and instead marched toward the bridge, which

leads to downtown Belgrade.

As Belgrade citizens poured to the scene of the standoff

from side streets, opposition leaders said their supporters

would continue facing the police until the police let them

move around freely.

Radio Index said police reinforcements were also

grouping in adjacent streets.

Hundreds of riot police first used their shields, then

brought in the water cannon.

Meanwhile, editors of two newspapers critical of the

government have been interrogated by police in what

could be another crackdown on independent media in

Serbia.

Petar Lazic, chief editor of the satirical weekly Krmaca
(Sow), was taken from his home Saturday and questioned

for two hours by police, Bosko Savkovic. business manag-

er of the weekly, said Sunday.

Lazic was questioned about a satirical photomontage

that compared Milosevic to the Iraqi dictator Saddam
Hussein. Police said Lazic could face charges of slander.

Editors and staff of the independent daily Demokratija

(Democracy) were also questioned in the newspaper
office by plainclothes policemen, journalists at the paper

said.

The policemen had an order from the district attorney,

who is investigating whether the paper broke laws by pub-

lishing a paid advertisement urging readers to flood govern-

ment institutions with telephone calls and block their lines.

Milosevic previously has shut down Radio Index and
Radio B-92. another independent radio station that carries

live reports from the protests, but allowed them to contin-

ue after international pressure.

Sunday Bloody Sunday

recalled 25 years later

By Shawn Pogatchnik

Associated Press

LONDONDERRY, Northern
Ireland — Twenty-five years after

British troops gunned dovan 13

Roman Catholic demonstrators,

more than 20,000 marchers and
political leaders called for justice

yesterday in a display of anger and

grief.

The |an. 30. 1972, killings at the

end of a civil rights march here

came to be known as "Bloody
Sunday" and galvanized Catholic

support for the Irish Republican
Army like no other event in the

North Ireland conflict.

As police in armored Land-
Rovers observed and videotaped
from a discreet distance, the crowd
marched in bright sunshine through

the Catholic Bogside district to the

spot of the massacre.

No soldier was ever prosecuted

for the deaths. A British inquiry

into the killings concluded that

troops were justified in firing

because some of the demonstrators

may have been armed. Locals dis-

pute that claim, saying the soldiers

fired first and deliberately.

"It is said that the Irish remember
too much. I make no apology for

remembering... British murder in

Derry's streets," Michael McKinney,

a brother of one of the victims, said

to cheers from the crowd.

Locals flanked the podium carry-

ing 25-foot-high banners depicting

each of Bloody Sunday's victims,

who included both IRA supporters

and moderates.

The commemoration yesterday

served as a de facto election rally

for leaders of the IRA-allied Sinn

Fein party, which hopes to win scats

in upcoming British Parliament
elections.

Many of those at yesterday's com-
memoration were Sinn Fein sup-

porters bused from across Northern

Ireland. They were accompanied by

frfe-and-drum corps in black berets,

their drums and banners honoring

slain IRA members.

Do You Need Money?

Call Alycia at 545-3o(}C

or come to the Collegian

113 Campus Center

BECOME AN
AIR FORCE OFFICER.

Take the first step to becoming a lead-

er in today's Air Force. Put your col-

lege degree to work in the Air Force

Officer Training School. After complet-

ing Officer Training School you can

become a commissioned Air Force

officer with:

• great starting pay
• medical and dental care

• 30 days vacation with pay per year

• management opportunities

Discover how far a career in the Air

Force can take you and what it takes

to qualify. Call

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES

TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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Black History Month
Editor's note: The following piece is the first in a

nttilti- part series dedicated to Black History Month that

will run throughout February an this page. Future topics

include the influence of W.E.B. Du Bois, the Ebonics

controversy, the Black Mass Communications Project

and the Nation of Islam.

Martin Luther King exposed
Fifty years ago. George

Orwell wrote his clastic

work 1984 to warn
humankind that the seeds of a

most terrible tyranny were
already present in society and, if

we failed to heed his wake-up
call. Big Brother would eventually

rule.

We laugh nervously or dismiss

outright the nightmarish world he

depicted where no one is free to

think independently or dissent. In

fact, so intent is the ruling clique

on total social control that the)

employ citizens,

including the protago-

nist, Winston, to

rewrite history by
going through old
newspapers and
removing any reference to former

times when acts of rebellion and
conflict occurred.

You are probably wondering
what Orwell has to do with
Reverend Martin Luther King lr..

and Black History Month today.

The point I'm evoking is: To what
extent has the real Dr. King been

rewritten? Has the radical nature me.

R.Jay

Allain

Birmingham. Ala. The letter, in

response to one issued by eight

white clergymen deploring the

demonstrations and calling them
"unwise and untimely" replied:

"|lt| is even more unfortunate
that the white power structure of

this city left the NegTo communi-
ty with no other alternative."

I sen today most whites have
been socialized to blame the vic-

tim; we readily dismiss the misers

people of color endure in the job

market, in housing, in the legal

swem. Perhaps our quickness to

label is meant to

shield us from the

challenge articulat-

ed by writer Greg
Williams: "As mem-
bers of the domi-

nant society with all the prui
leges that pigmentation — even if

it is unwanted — brings or
allows, whites have a specific

obligation to act against racism."

Thus racism fatten today: A
given, just like a mean teacher or

an uncle who gossips — unfortu-

nate but tolerated until it affects

of his life, ideas and struggle

been watered down for popular
consumption? Even if true, some
would argue the Civil Rights Era

is long ago and rather than sani-

tizing Dr. King's vision for some
sinister reason, it is more likely

that the mere passage of time has

clouded our collective memory.
Besides, what sinister force or

forces would do this?

For many of us. the memorv ol

Dr. Martin Luther King lr con-

jures up distant memories of his

eloquent "I Have a Dream"
speech, marches in the deep
South and his tragic murder on a

motel balcony in Memphis ln

1968. Yet we easily forget that

his trenchant critique of society

struck at the very pillars that

undergird it — and are at least as

relevant today as they were 50
years ago. The three mighty pil-

lars he took on are: racism, mili-

tarism and materialism. He per-

ceived the terrible linkage
between these socially accepted
"ism's" and saw that no genuine
advancement of human aspiration

— white as well as black — was
possible until these structures of

oppression was dismantled.

In his politically adept and
spiritually profound piece.

"Letter from a Birmingham |ail,"

King explains why he led protests

to overturn the status quo in

King saw the suffering of his

people and watched when he told

his 6- year old daughter that she

couldn't go to the local amuse-
ment park because she was not

white: he saw "the depressing
clouds of inferiority begin to

form in her little mental sky" and
he knew sermon*, to felkvw

Negro*" were not enough. It was
time to act The Big Brothers of

today want us to forget there is

power when people unite and
protest injustice.

King's revulsion at militarism's

stranglehold on MKkt) Mared when
he saw thousands of Negro soldiers

denied fir<t class status here sent

to Southeast Asia to oppress and
kill the people there — also a peo-

ple of color.

With countless Negroes in the

United Slates groaning under the

weight of poverty wages, unem-
ployment and substandard living

conditions, he remarked: "A coun-

try that continues to spend more
money on weapons of destruction

than on programs of social uplift is

appropchins.' spiritual death."

I ike a fiery prophet from the

Old Testament, he exposed the

ugly truths that the best and
brightest were supposed to

ignore. He. again, was scorned
for his staunch rejection of the

war in Vietnam. He refused to be

quiet when legitimate human

needs were stifled beneath the

pseudo-logic of the "Domino
Theory" (if South Vietnam goes

Communist, who will be next?)

and the Cold War (use any
method possible to undermine
the USSR).

But today with the Cold War
over, the U.S. military budget
remains at Cold War levels

Policy elites have squelched all

talk of the so-called "peace divi-

dend" — new social spending
made possible by the USSR's
demise — and we nod.

Finally, materialism has
become such a prevailing norm
that it is hard to detect anymore
— at least until the credit card

bill comes due. bankruptcy is

considered, or the second job
become untenable. Credit card
debt has doubled over the past

five years as a squeezed middle
class vainly tries to accumulate
the trappings of success. We for-

get the playing field itself is being

savagely warped. A 1980s
Congressional survey showed
more than 50 million people in

this country lived in families

earning less than $$.000 per year.

Yet when one finds the typical

household watching television for

more than six hours a day. with

ads intoning us to purchase
everything from cars to snack
foods, one glimpses the djOthflf
our plight. As F.rich^^HBf
observed, the guiding* beUe/Ts
becoming: "I consume* there-fore

I am."

As a true humanitarian. Dr.

King witnessed the corrosice

effect of materialism on the

human spirit. And alas, that corro-

sion now is even further along.

In conclusion, we recall but a

vestige of the real Dr. King
because his whole story makes us

uncomfortable. While we know
society faces severe and mounting
social ills — and racism, mili-

tarism and materialist are deeply

implicated as the culprits it i«

hard to muster the resolve neOM
sary to address them.

Thus like all great prophets. Dr.

King was forced from the scene

The Big Brother of 1997 has

given us February as Black
History Month. We appease our

selves, asking: Why should I he-

disturbed hearing some radical

message? Surely conditions are

better than they were.

R. lay Altain is a UMass gradu-

ate. He currently resides in

Springfield.

Shakespoor
This is my last semester of

undergraduate work at this

university. In fact, this is my
last semester of undergraduate study

ever. No more Gen Eds, no more
electives. no more classes in cramped
auditoriums with dry lecturers.

On one hand. I am ecstatic about

graduating. To tell the truth. I'm

tired of all the 'work. Too many times

it seems like I've written

papers simply for the

sake of handing one in

and getting a good
grade. Too many times

I've taken classes that

simply stunk, with disinterested or

uninteresting professors.

As an example. I took a

Shakespeare class last semester
because I love Shakespeare Combine
the tact* that a) Shakespeare is the

«jre«n<?M playwright ever, and bi I

love reading his wofju — how could

this ^lass git vs. runs?

To sum it up. that class turned out

to be the worst class I've ever taken

at this school. I can't say enough bad

things about either the way the pro-

fessor conducted his lectures or the

material he used to effectively suck

the interest out of every play we eov

ered.

At one point, he read most of a

scene of The Merchant of Venice to

us. supplementing each one of

Shylock's lines with a horrendous
lewish accent. To English majors:

This is not a joke.

Why am I belaboring this issue?

Because now. in looking back at my
undergraduate career. I struggle to

think of what it is I've truly learned

here at the University of

Massachusetts. I also struggle to

think about what it is that I have
been taught. Have I not learned
everything that I could have? It's easy

to let four years slide by. doing as lit-

tle actual work with as possible, and
yet still get good grades. I've often

found that getting an A in some class-

es does not require a complete grasp

of the materials. It's easier to get

LaU
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good grades by making it sound like

you know what you're talking about

than it is to actually learn and under-

stand the course material.

So where can I put the responsibil-

ity of educational learning? In many
Cases, the student has almost com-
plete control of what they want to

study, what they want to skim and
what they want to wipe with. The

knowledge you will get

out of a course directly

correlates with the work
you want to put into it.

This can range any-
where from everything

it has to offer down through
absolutely nothing

But lets lace it. students can only

do so much. I have thought countless

of times that if I had only one or two

[classes a semester instijajd of five.

'•"men I would have had 4te time to tz>
'

*tir df The wbrk that pressors wattl-

ed me to. Don't you really hate it

when every one of your professors

thinks that his or her class is the most

important? It's almost as if they think

that you are only taking their one
class, not four others requiring the

same amount of work.

So who is really in charge of edu-

cation? While students can learn

what they want, professor' Save the

real control over what laac] teach

and how much of it they think you
should learn and be graded on.

Remember this, because it is an
integral part of education:
Professors not only have the ability

to make learning interesting, but the

responsibility as well.

I am completely within my rights

to lay the full amount of blame for a

horrible class on a professor who I

think ruins his subject matter, such

as my Shakespeare professor did.

He failed to make me want to learn,

and as a result my grades suffered. I

struggled through completely unin-

teresting lectures with a professor

who was downright incompetent at

leading a decent class discussion. Of
course I got a lousy grade!

Drudgery is worth no more of my
attention!

The sad part of this is that what

you are reading, this column, is the

only retaliation that I have as a stu-

dent. Many professors say that their

departments take end-of-the-year
course evaluations very seriously

Was I the only one who thought it

was a bad class? How can such a pro-

fessor continue to teach, for years

and years, without anyone noticing

Ins shortcomings? He must be getting

bad evaluations from other students

— what has been done?
I may not know the extent to

which any of the teachers go to make
their courses constantly better. This

particular professor may be trying

very hard, may be working with his

peers, getting advice Irom any num-
ber ol other people, or doing mounds
of research to improve hi* classes

Maybe ne afle> other department
members take a very serious and hard

look at the student evaluations, and

amend their practices every year But

I expect the result after 1 5. 20, even
"ill years hg K- much, much better.

I am using this particular professor

s an example: because I have had
one bad English class does not mean
that I think the English department
here is full of equally poor teachers. I

think just the opposite. The English

program at our school is filled with

incredible professors who are not
only interesting teachers but interest-

ing writers or poets as well. I suggest

our University's English program to

anyone who thinks that they might be

interested After all. if it weren't for

our fine program. I would not have
been able to write this article.

But. as a student, you are entitled

to the highest quality of teaching in

the classroom that your tens of
thousands of dollars is affording

Expect the best, raise hell for any-

thing less. You are here to learn.

but you are here to be taught and
interested as well.

Evan Young is a Collegian colum-
nist.

Is there any way to save a system that's rotten to the core I
?

I
had a chance to speak with Mr

Ritt Goldstein this past week.

Goldstein is the chairman and
founder of the Connecticut-based
Standing Committee on. Law
Enforcement and Development
(SCOLED.) and has written the

Civilian Oversight of Law
Enforcement bill currently before the

Connecticut State Legislature, which

was written about in this column last

week.

Goldstein's efforts have made him
a hero to some. He says that, since-

gaining prominence for challenging

systematic police abuses of power, he

has beer! receiving mail from dozens

of people. By his estimate, three out

of every four of these letters are from

victims of police brutality asking for

help. One particularly harrowing let-

ter he received came from a woman
who'd been stopped by police who
then subjected her to an improper
strip search and raped her with a pis-

tol barrel.

In fact. Goldstein is

a veritable encyclope-

dia of incidents in

which cops have vic-

timized citizens. From
theft of money during

searches (a common offepse. accord

ing to Goldstein.) to more serious

incidents of sexual harassment and
rape, to violent attempts at silencing

their critics, the offenses of the police

against those.they are hired to pro-

tect and serve should outrage all who
value their freedom.

Daniel

Bodah

Doonesbury

Goldstein also knows about police

brutality firsthand. The day I spoke
to him. he had been maced by police.

This is a daily event, with officers

often macing him from behind and
then standing there smiling when he

turns around. According

to Goldstein, "chemicals

are the rubber hose of

the '90s." Testing has
found that Goldstein's

body contains a danger-
ously high level of chemicals used to

manufacture toxic agents for pesti-

cides an ' chemical weapons.

The National Association for

Civilian Oversight of Law
Enforcement (NACOLE). has inter-

ceded on Goldstein's behalf with the

Connecticut Attorney General's

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

office in an attempt to get an offi-

cial investigation into these charges

This effort comes after numerous
letters to the Attorney General's

office, as well as to U.S. Attorney

General lanet Reno, went unan-
swered.

ObViously there is a need for

civilian oversight. Goldstein says,

"the biggest problem America faces

today is realizing the reality of what
America is — and making it what it

was." But is that really the direction

we need to move for change?
Looking back at what the U.S. was

in those glorious days of its youth is

disillusioning. We know that our
nearly- sacred founding fathers, the

ones who said things like "all men
are created equal." often owned

slaves, rejected outright the idea that

women had rights, and systematically

worked to exploit, displace and
"exterminate" (to quote Benjamin
Franklin) the indigenous inhabitants

of this continent

Our heritage isn't one of free-

dom. The corruption of our author

ities — so readily on display
through campaign finance impro-

prieties, systematic police brutality

and blatant kowtowing to corporate

profit cravings — is our heritage.-

totally consistent with the gover-

nance of our founders. What we
need is nothing less than a com-
plete revision of the principles

underlying our political system.

We should support efforts like

the SCOLED bill, and let our "rep-

resentatives" know that we favor
Citizen involvement in policing.
And we should demand justice for

persecuted citizens like Goldstein.

But that isn't enough.
As has been proven time and time

again, the powers-that- be are mas-
ter manipulators at keeping their

institutions secure through scandals

and reforms. The nightmare they

are struggling against is the night-

mare of true democracy, in which
we the people (and that means all

the people) truly govern ourselves.

Civilian oversight of cops is only a
small step: why not civilian over-
sight of all government? Why not
civilian government?
Daniel Bodah is a Collegian

columnist.
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Jazz king Branford Marsalis

brings act to Iron Horse
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

Tonight the Iron Horse in

Northampton will welcome the
most famous name in jazz of the

'90s: Branford Marsalis. While
most probably know the saxo-
phonist from his days as lay
Leno's former bandleader on "The
Tonight Show," Marsalis has
recorded numerous albums both
on his own and with other leaders.

Aside from straight jazz, he has

also recorded and/or jumped on
the concert stage with the likes of

Sting (especially on The Dream Of
The Blue Turtles album and
accompanying tour) and the
Grateful Dead (an amazing rendi-

tion of their jazzy original "Eyes
Of The World" can be heard on

coum s» timothy v*»n

Ex-"Tonight Show" band-
leader Branford Marsalis at the
Iron Horse.

the live Without A Net double-set)

as well as Bruce Homsby.
On his albums, Marsalis has hit

all the bases on the modern jazz

spectrum. While synthesizers
would rudely budge their way easi-

ly into some of his '80s recordings,

he has also featured plain old

be-bop as well as more abstract

ideas including the textures and
off-beat explorations from his lat-

est album The Dark Keys, released

last fall. Marsalis also has a

jazz/hip-hop project, called

Buckshot Lefonque.

The shows, tonight at 7 and 10

p.m., features his trio of Rodney
Whitaker on bass and Jeff "Tain"

Watts, who churned out a fantas-

tic performance on The Dark
Keys, on drums.

Marsalis is not a Cinderella

story in jazz as he was born into

the legendary Marsalis family fea-

turing Ellis, Wynton and Delfeayo.

Branford's father, Ellis, was a

well-known pianist and jazz

instructor around New Orleans.

Wynton, a trumpeter, has been on
the jazz scene longer than his

brother Branford, but has not

shared the same success. Another
brother, Delfeayo, produced The
Dark Keys and should be hailed

for his pure and up-front produc-

tion job, as well as his own trom-

bone skills.

Branford Marsalis should pro-

vide some inspirational playing

tonight. His appearance here in

the Valley is a great treat and it

should be a melodic and exciting

night for all fortunate enough to

attend.

77ie Branford Marsalis Trio per-

forms tonight at the Iron Horse at

7 and 10 p.m.. Both shows are

sold out.
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Use your relJCATiON in ways you never thought possible.

DrSiGN a new software program. MAtHCri the next

remote access product. CVrAWw products that fit in the

palm of your hand. U.S. Robotics gives entry-level sales pro-

fessionals H*AMiHGFUt. experience. (You may be new, but

your v«iLlUfeLr contributions are encouraged, and expect-

ed.)

U.S. Robotics is the LracFt? in information ACCFS4. We
make PSOdUCTS that connect people with iXroBH*-
TiON — anytime, anywhere. We hire Sales f>.rOf>ur —
with cfGCffs in marketing, business, sciences and liberal

arts.

Now that you know more about US, we'd like to know more
about YOU.

Come see us at the

Career Fair

February 12
If you are unable to stop by, send your resume to: U.S.

Robotics, College Relations, 7770 N. Frontage Rd.,

Skokie, IL 60077, or e-mail: re8umes@usr.com We are

an equal Of>f>OBTU«iT¥ employer m/f/d/v.

There are MO limits
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The Intelligent Choice In Information Access
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H2 & company take Pearl Street by storm
By Adorn Dlugacz

Collegian Staff

HBO
PeaH Street

Feb. 1

Bodies crashing into other bodies,

kids diving on top of each other,

microphone stands flying and not one
frown in the whole place — New
York's H20 blew Pearl Street up
Saturday night.

Proving that you don't have to be

political or play heavy metal to get

the crowd moving, H20 reminded
the crowd what it's like to have fun

at a hardcore show.

As soon as frontman Toby Morse
hit the stage with his band, the crowd
proved that, yes, hardcore fans can
jump. Following up with crowd
favorites like "Surrounded," the
anthem "Here Today Gone
Tomorrow" and "Scene Report," the

crowd was singing along like it was
their jobs.

Showing that they are in tune with

their roots, H20 covered Minor
Threat's "Salad Days" and "Hard
Times" by the Cro-Mags. A ;r of

U2's "With Or Without You was
also enjoyed by most. They also bust-

ed out three new songs that will have

you doing the Roger Rabbit or the

Running Man in no time.

H20 are a throwback band to the

time when hardcore was fun, when
you could sing along, stagedive. dance

with abandon, bug out, or chill.

Stillsuit, Hallraker and Fast break

opened up the show. Fastbreak play

old-school, youth crew- tyle hard-

core; while they are not the most
original band, they're iif

l
~t and it's

always good to see you g kids in

bands.

Hallraker once again proved why
they are the best band in the Valley

and are on the verge of making some
serious noise. Plus they added a cover

of the Bad Brains' "Supertouch"
causing stage diving craze.

New York's Stillsuit were amazing,

but the crowd just didn't really know
them.

Strangefolk live up to name in Butterfield
By Sarah J. Kimmel
Collegian Staff

STKANGEFOLK
Butterfield Basement

Jan. 31

The Strangefolk concert held in the

Butterfield basement on Friday sold

out in under an hour. The quartet

returned to the University of

Massachusetts to present another
hand- clapping, can't-stop-dancing

show that rocked throughout the

Central Residential Area.

The Vermont band woke up the

audience with the Star Wars theme
song and continued to rock the walls

of Butterfield until I a.m.

Reid Genauer, Strangefolk's lead

vocalist and rhythm guitarist, has a

voice that is like no other. He creates

an energy in the air that forces people

to get up and dance. Genauer is

backed by lead guitarist (on Tafton,

bassist Erik Glocklear and percus-

sionist Luke P. Smith.

Strangefolk's sound is similar to

that of another terrific Vermont
band, Phish. This is not to say that

they are formed in the cookie cutter

image of Phish. Strangefolk has it's

own original mix of rock, bluegrass

and folk that creates a sound not

often heard among many band's
today.

Playing off each other, Trafton

jams utilizing various pedals and dis-

tortion on his acoustic guitar and
Genauer responds with a rhythm that

carries the tunes.

Tafton is a crafted guitarist who
solos in almost every song. He uses

his guitar to fill the air with an emo-
tion that coincides with the feeling

and honesty that is reflected in their

lyrics. One of the night's show stop-

pers was the bouncy and uplifting

beat of their tune. "I'd Rather Go
Fishin" which was sung by
Glocklear. The bassist's energetic

voice and the catchy lyrics create

such a positive vibe that even those

who don't really know the words And
themselves singing along.

"Sometimes," sung by Genauer,
began with a lively acoustic rhythm
and inspired all of Butterfield to get

up and jam. The lyrics, "I've got a

reason to believe/ lonely days are

gonna go away," maintain the light

mood and epitomize the sound and
feeling of Strangefolk.

Even though there were some tech-

nical difficulties in the first hour of

the concert, the band managed to pull

through in the end and put on an
incredible performance.

The majority of the songs that were
played at the Butterfield concert are

from Strangefolk's album. Lore, that

has sold hundreds of copies all over

the east coast.

The grassroots band has opened
for several big name groups such as

the Dave Matthews Band, The Band
and (iggle the Handle. Strangefolk

has definitely made a name for them-

selves, not only in Vermont, but at

UMass as well.

Check out the Collegian's web page at www.umass.edu/rso/coleglan
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cutting edge <f

CAD/CAM ami to make *n

impaCt on the anility

ofthe product.
"

Heather Lattanzio,

BSME, 1992

Section Manager, Quality

Assurance
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1 Technology

In the red hot CAD/CAM/CAE marketplace. Parametric Technology
Corporation cooonues to lengthen its lead. Our Pro/ENGINEER* software

products and Pro/MECHANICA™ design automation tools have made us the world's #1

vendor in our field. PTC has achieved 35 consecutive quarters of increasing revenues.

currently exceeding $600 mill ion... placed #14 on the NASDAQ 100 Index of America's top

growth stocks...and won the coveted 1996 COMPUTERWORLD Smithsonian Award for

Technical Innovation in Manufacturing. At PTC you'll find the best of high tech talent, the coolest

new technologies, and a fast-paced environment rich in challenge, stimulus and rewards.

We are actively seeking undergraduate and graduate students in the following disciplines:

• MECHANICAL, MANUFACTURING, and AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
• MIS. COMPUTER SCIENCE MATH, and PHYSICS
• RELATED TECHNICAL FIELDS

PTC provides highly competitive compensation, a matching 401 (k) plan, employee stock purchase plan,

educational assistance, and a fully paid benefits package.

To explore a future with PTC, pleaat vital your Career Center today. Direct resumes are alio accepted. Mail/fax

to Human Resources, specifying location preference and cither Mechanical Engineering or Software

Development interest, job locations include the following: SAN JOSE CA — Dept LT/COL Parametric

Technology Corp.. 2590 N. first St., San Jose. CA 95131. Fax: (408) 953-8700.
BOSTON, MA and all other offices in N. America, Europe, and the Far East — Dept.

PJ/COL Parametric Technology Corporation, 128 Technology Drive, Waitham. MA
02154. Fax: (617) 398-5674. Vtt are an equal opportunity employer M/F/D/V.

Catch the latest

,

. on PTC and positions

worldwide, visit us on the web.
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Go to the Game on the

UNIVERSITY STORE
Register to Win 2 FREE Tickets for

UMass vs. Duquesne

Thursday February 6 7:30 PM
r9llttAxa. D. MulUns Centos

Enter at the University Store Campus Center
Entries Close Wednesday Feb. 5 at 5PM
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Merrimack
continued from page 10

cle. consequently beating Regan
stick-side for the eventual game
winner. Goals by juniors Torn Nolan
(2 goals) and Eric Nickulas rounded
out the first period onslaught, and
the verbal cascades of "sieve" fol-

lowed Regan out of the 4-0 game,
with Mallen replacing him with
senior goalie Rich Moriarty.

The start of the second period left

nothing positive for UMass to build

off, and junior Mark Mowers made
sure of that fact, netting probably
the easiest goal of his career.

All the ai'iion was to Moriarty's

left, when the puck squirted out into

clear ice to his right, and Mowers
buried the open netter just :34 into

the period. At the 8:23 mark, fresh-

man |orm Sadowski batted a pop fly

that Moriarty could not glove,
putting the score to 6-0.

Two and a half minutes later, the

senior goalie made a brilliant stop

off of senior Tim Murray's initial

slap shot. But fellow senior Eric

Boguniecki capitalized on the

rebound, scoring from his back to

put UNH up by a 7-0 score.

A goal by junior Greg Dumont
less than a minute later rounded out

the second period scoring, and after

a fast- paced, exciting third period.

UNH added insult to injury with
two more scores to make the final of

10-0.

"I thought we had a good chance

coming out. but I'll tell you one
thing, they got some snipers in that

lineup." Mallen said "When |UNHj
got in tight, they were burying
pucks, and that's one thing in our
program we really don't have.

"That is the one thing over the

course of recruiting, and starting to

get into the next couple of classe-.

that we'll be looking for. They can
bury them, and they buried their

chances early in this game."
On Friday night against

Merrimack, UMass got off to a slow

Mart, and the Warriors look advan-

tage, pressuring Regan consistently

in the first 1 minutes of the game
But ii vi-^s the Minutemen who

got on the board first, with sopho-

more Steve MacKinnon scoring his

1 3th goal of the season on a power
play with 3:57 left in the period.

lunior Brad Norton took a slap-

shot from high in the center of the

slot, which was redirected first by
Bonneau, and then MacKinnon,
beating senior goalie Martin Legault

for the 1-0 advantage. That advan-
tage was quickly taken away, and
freshman (ayson Philbin scored a

goal :52 later on Regan that his

namesake, Regis, could have scored.

A harmless backhander proved to

be a painful reminder not to play

any shot casually, and hurt even
more with senior Rob Beck's power
play goal at the 19:16 mark, making
the 2- 1 score at the end of the first

period.

UMass got quickly back into the

game, tying the score up on fresh-

man |cf I Blanchard's strike 2:05 into

the second frame.

Blanchard let a rocket fly from the

far side of the faceoff circle to

Legault's left, and all the goalie

could do was scoop the puck out of
the net behind him.

But once again, the Minutemen
lost any momentum, and the
Warriors came back with two unan-
swered goals by junior Martin
Laroche and sophomore Darrel
Scovillc.

lunior Dan luden pulled UMass
within one goal on a power play at

the 12:41 mark, but senior Tom
lohnson netted a backhander 3:27

later off of freshman Drew Hale's

slap shot to finalize the scoring and
the game.

"I think right now we are in a

slump, and we got to find a way to

work ourselves out of it." Mallen
said. "I think a lot of it has to do
right now with that we are a little

bit beat up. We have a lot of nag-

ging injuries that the guys have had.

and a lot of that stuff is catching up
10 u>

"Basically, I think we need to take

a couple of days, get some rest, heal

up. and get ready for BU I at homeM Friday]. We have been streaky

all year, and let's hope that we are

streaky by the end of the month,
and into March."

regroup
continued from page 10

The first time the Minutemen
stretched the lead to seven was on a

Travieso 3-pointer 8:15 into the

game. Despite having to deal with

the pesky Xavier press, Travieso led

the way for UMass with a

season-high 29 points. In addition.

Travieso tied his school record for

> pointers made in a game (8), yet

would go on to set another mark in

the second half.

However, the fast Xavier attack

led by guards Gary Lumpkin (21

points, 5 assists, 4 steals) and Lenny
Brown (16pts, 3 assists) would not

lay down.
With 4:20 to go in the first,

Lumpkin sank a jumper to bring

Xavier within two. 28-26. The
Minutemen stretched the lead to

seven once again on a Tyrone Weeks
bucket with 1:11 to go. giving
UMass a 37-32 lead at the half.

In the second frame, both teams

struggled for control, as the score

was knotted eight times. Down by

one, 41-40, the Minutemen got a

spark early when Travieso broke the

1,000 point plateau on a 3-pointer.

Travieso becomes the 30th UMass
hoopster to break the 1,000 point

mark, joining the ranks of Julius

Erving, Lou Roe and Marcus
Camby.
To Travieso, breaking the plateau

was bitter-sweet.

"It was special," Travieso said.

"Just the way my whole career
played out here at UMass. My first

year, I didn't think I was going to

play, and now, scoring 1 .000 points,

1 obviously did a lot in the past two
and a half years. I have to thank my
team mates and the coaching staff,

they set the plays so I can get open
shots. It was tough, because we
lost."

UMass has to put this one behind

them as they face Fordham in the

Bronx. N.Y. tonight at 7 p.m. The
Rams (5- 11.0-6 A-10) have yet to

beat an A-10 opponent.
"We don't have much time to

think about it [the loss]." Flint said.

"We have to go down there on
Monday and we got to play
Fordham. We just have to go out

and play hard. If we keep giving the

same type of effort, we'll win some
games."

The Minutemen are back at home
in the Mullins Center on Thursday
when they face Duqucsne at 7:30
p.m.

Travieso

UNH

continued from page 10

Prosser said. "Maybe they all talked

about, but we didn t talk about it

much in terms of preparation for the

game. We did challenge our players

that we had been at the same point

last year, and had the game some-
what in hand and Massachusetts
proved more resolute and won.

"The challenge to our players was
not to let that happen this after-

noon." he continued. "But it was not.

by the coaching staff, built up as

much of a revenge motif."

Regardless of the revenge factor,

this year's version finished almost

exactly the same as last year's.

In regulation. Xavier's last ditch

effort came from Lenny Brown. His
shot wouldn't fall, but lames Posey

was there to tip it in.

In overtime, a key steal at the end
of the game sealed the game. Last

year it was a Padilla steal that result-

ed in a Charlton Clarke lay-in to cap
the scoring. This time around. Xavier

ended with the ball after a UMass
inbounds pass.

• Creativity abounded during the

game as fans went all out designing

signs to catch the attention of ABC
network cameramen.

Some of the artwork that was spot-

ted included signs that read: "A-10's
Best Center." "All Bout Clarke."
"Amherst is Bruiserball Country,"
"America Beware Cause UMass is

back." "Ajmal Basil and Co.." and
"A-10 Basketball Clash"

continued from page 10

guys, back to going to the old Hockeyfests at the Boston Garden and seeing

Donemic Amodeo and others lace em up for the Wildcats, but Saturday night

was something new that puts even the Sasquatch and his buddies on Comm. Ave.
to shame.

Wild E. Cat. the team's dancing mascot is the best skating mascot my partner

lonna or I have ever seen in a combined 49 years of hockey fandom (most of
those his). It's a small thing, but it really helped fire up the crowd and keep the
energy high throughout the dull affair. The cat was performing Laura Stamm cal-

iber backwards crossovers with an awkward costume on. all while dancing like

the game was a fret party

The game had this consistent festive atmosphere as a sea of rowdy students,

undoubtedly looking for something to do in the sleepy town, taunted Moriarty

Academics and More !!!

UMass
Division of
Continuing
Education

and Brian Regan with an incredible intensity, using cheers that were anything but
cliche and occasionally quite obscene.

Couple the mascot and fans with a great band that even played Led Zeppelin's
"Immigrant Song." with horn sounds to echo Robert Plant's eerie screams perfect-

ly, and despite the long haul and stinker of a game, there was some enjoyment to

be had Saturday night if one looked for silver linings.

It's long been my dream since I took this job three years ago to be able to

speak as highly of games at Mullins: to see this potential sleeping giant awake
The 10-0 loss to No. 4 UNH is in ihe past, now UMass must focus on No. 5
Boston University, something Tar easier to do with a full house at home that's]

even half as rowdy as the Whit.

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian columnist.

Tons of credit undergrad

courses — in the evening!

For a free course catalog, call 41 3-545-0107 or e-mail

contined@admin.umass.edu

Explore our web site and see how we can help you -

http://www.umass.edu/contined/

Nearly 100 noncredit

workshops affordable,

fun, practical, including

•

Bartending.

•

GMAT.GRE. LSAT.&

MCAT Prepardtion.

•

Magical Arls.

•

Photography.

•

ESL

Division of Continuing; Education
University of Massachusetts Amherst

providing access to adult, nontroditional education for over 25 years

• Marketing.
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549-3831

OR STOP BY THE
HOUSE AT 778 N.
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Lari Ketner knocked down 10 points, pulled down four rebounds and
blocked five shots in Saturday's loss to Xavier.

Xavier 87, Massachusetts 84

AT MULLINS CENTER

Xavier
(15-3, 6-2 A-10)

lohnson 2-3 4-6 8, Williams
2-5 0-2 4, Braggs 7-10 5-7 19,

Brown 5-1 1 6-7 16, Lumpkin 7-9
5-8 21, Anderson 0-0 2-3 2,

Payne 0-0 0-0 0, Carr 0-1 0-1 0,

Posey 3-4, 9-10 17.

Massachusetts
(11-10, 5-3 A-10)

Clarke 4-9 4-6 12, Weeks 4-9
4-4 12, Ketner 5-6 0-0 10, Padilla

2-9 3-4 7, Travieso 9-19 8-12
29, Smith 3-3 0-0 6, Basit 2-4
0-0 4, Norville 2-2 0-0 4.

Halftime — Massachusetts 37,
Xavier 32. 3-point goals —
Massachusetts 8-17 (Travieso
8-12), Xavier 4-7 (Posey 2-2).
Fouled out — Padilla, Ketner,
Norville. Rebounds —
Massachusetts 29 (Weeks, 6),
Xavier 27 (Braggs, Lumpkin 5).

Player

of the

Game
Carmelo Travieso — 29

points, two rebounds, one assist.

Carmeto Travieso led UMass with a

team-high and season- high 29
points while scoring his 1,000th
career point. Both teams battled for

the lead through out, yet No. Xavier

took control in the OT. With seconds
on the clock, Travieso nailed a
3-pointer putting the Minutemen
down 84-85, but in the final 1.5 sec-

ond of the game, Travieso had a

3-point attempt blocked by Xavier's

James Posey. Charlton Clarke and
Tyrone Weeks each chipped in with
1 2 points each while Lari Ketner tal-

lied 10 points before fouling out.
Xavier's scoring was lead by Gary
Lumpkin who knocked down 21
points in the victory.
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Washington Minutewomen

kinnith w r scon / COUfClAN

Kelly Van Huisen and the women's hoop team fell to CW 83-61 yester-

day in the Mullins Center.

continued from page 10

bl percent mark from the field, and
89 percent from 3-point land. GW
set an A-10 record by going 8-for-9

from downtown, led by senior Lisa

Cermignano's 4- for-4.

"Everytime they got a good look at

the basket they knocked it down,"
O'Brien said. "It was that kind of day
for them.

"You don't expect someone to

go 4-for-4 from 3-point land.

You go 8-for-9 and you're hav-
ing a good day," O'Brien
exclaimed.

Cermignano scored 14, shoot-
ing a perfect 4-for-4 from the
field and 2-2 from the line to

complement her unblemished day
from the perimeter. The
5-foot - 1 t forward is the leading

3-point shooter in GW basketball

history, men or women. Her third

trey at 17:03 of the second half

brought her career total to 224.
one more than GW's former
men's player Kwame Evans for

the school record.

The Colonials were strong
offensively outside and in the
paint, which Coach O'Brien
attributed to the inevitability of

trying to shut down a powerful
offense. "You go inside too much
and they're going to shoot you
down from outside, you stay out

on the shooters and they'll play

you one-on-one in the box.

"They've got all the weapons it

takes to be a good team, O'Brien
added. "They play solid defense. They
do all the things you need to do to

win."

The times that the Colonials'

perimeter shooters were under wraps,

additional star-quality performances

caiiie from down low. GW's Tajama
Abraham and Noelia Gomez proved

to be a very solid duo in the

Colonials' frontcourt.

Abraham, a 6-foot-3 center from
the Virgin Islands lived up to coach

|oe McKeown's touting her as one of

the three or four top players in the

nation. Abraham scored 28 points,

going 8-for-8 from the line and
blocking four shots in 33 minutes
played. Gomez scored 18 points,

shooting 7-for-ll from the field

while grabbing five boards and block-

ing three shots.

"Noelia Gomez is one of the best

forwards we've ever had," McKeown
said. "She doesn't care if she scores

20 points or two points and that is

what is great about our team."

As a team, the Minutewomen
had their difficulties dealing with
a high-pressure GW defense.
Eight UMass shots were led on
detours by malicious Colonial
shot-blockers. The Minutewomen
shot 39 percent, including 11-30
in the first half.

The positives were not abound-
ing for the Minutewomen. They
had problems dealing with the
powerful GW frontcourt, and
shot l-for-6 from outside the
arc.

"We played adequately, we
played hard, but we didn't get
enough things accomplished that

we needed to," O'Brien said.

Crystal Carroll led UMass with
18 points, aided by 9 point
efforts by guards Kelly Van
Huisen and Sabriya Mitchell. The
Minutewomen shot 16-for-18

continued from page 10

open behind the three point line

she's got the green light. She did a

great job of getting open in the sec-

ond half.

The three's really killed UMass in

the second half. GW employed a

pressing defense early in the ballgame
that netted them a quick 14-4 lead.

GW led throughout the contest, but

the Minutewomen cut the lead to

two, 18-16, on a pull-up jumper by

Beth Kuzmeski.

The Colonials outscored UMass
9-2 to end the first half, and took a

34-22 lead into the locker room that

they extended right away at the start

of the second half.

The barrage, a six for seven
explosion that ended UM momen-
tum time and time again, started

early in the second half. They hit

three 3's in the first three min-
utes of the second frame, includ-

ing two by Cermignano, to push
the lead to 16, 45-29.
The Colonials had rung up five

three's by the 11:50 mark of the

George Washington 83, Massachusetts 61

George Washington
(15-4, 10-0 A-10)

Cermignano 4-4 2-2 14,
Gomez 7-11, 3-3 18, Abraham
10-17 8-8 28, Myers 5-9 0-1
15, McCrea 0-2 0-1 0, Turner
0-0 2-2 2, Egleson 2-2 0-0 6,

Chiparus 0-1 0-0 0, McClyn
0-0 0-0 0, Deas 0-0 0-0 0,
Brown 0-0 0-0 0.

Massachusetts
(13-7, 7-3 A-10) .

Carroll 6-14 6-6 18, Bradley
2-7 1-2 5, Rayside 0-0 2-2 2,

Kuzmeski 1-5 0-0 2, Mitchell
4-10 0-0 9, Madajova 0-1 2-2
2, Van Huisen 4-9 1-2 9,
Tudman 2-3 0-0 4, Macfarland
3-7 4-4 10.

Halftime — George
Washington 34, Massachusetts
22. 3- point goals — George
Washington 8-9 (Cermignano
4-4), Massachusetts 1-6
(Mitchell). Rebounds — George
Washington 25 (Cermignano
5), Massachusetts 28 (Rayside,
Mitchell 6).

Player

of the

Game
Crystal Carroll - 18 points, 3

rebounds, one assist.

Highlights...

George Washington dominat-
ed the inside and outside games
as they continued their Atlantic

10 undefeated streak. Lisa

Cermignano did not miss a sin-

gle shot going 4-for-4 from the

floor, 4-for-4 from 3-point
range, and 2-for-2 from the foul

line. UMass' Crystal Carroll was
able to penetrate a tough GW
defense and managed to knock
down 18 points in the contests,

while Alison Macfarland chipped
in with 10 points of her own.

second half, and would push the

lead to as much as 25 before
cruising to their 25th straight

win in A-10 play.

Of course, you don't beat a

team the caliber of the
Minutewomen by playing just one
part of the game wc :

. GW also

beat UMass down '% v The start-

ing frontcourt of the Colonials
outscored the Massachusetts
starting frontcourt 60-25, led by

28 points from Abraham and 18

points and three blocks from
Noelia Gomez.
A bright spot for the

Minutewomen down low was Crystal

Carroll, who scored 18 points despite

being double-teamed most of the

game.

If anything, UMass can take solace

in the fact that the second largest

crowd in UMass history was on hand
Sunday. Three thousand, five hun-
dred and fifty-three people put their

butts in the seats, and they were
vocal for much of the game, even
when the Minutewomen fell hopeless-

ly behind.

"It's exciting, because it's hard
for women's teams in general to

get any exposure," Abraham said.

"But you just have to go out and
play."

finin:
S7EA ADM WITH STUDENT ID

FAIR cJfSALE!
TRI-STATE FAIRS
10AM-400PM |

1-91 Not) not 19 Unrig njW onto I

Bk>i>4man>*«alSuplesor*> I

Ran MM, ha tone aft Mt>
Carter 1-91 S uw sal 20 I

Buy at wholesale prices right at the show I

| from up lo 60 companies (150 exhibit I

• tables) featuring the IBM/PC compatible
,

market From full systems to libraries of

| CDs. it's all here Adm $7 ea. with ad I

e$5«a after 1 00 pm $4 ea w/ad only

I

I

I

I

c

MULLINS
CENTER AMHERST
SUND, FEB 9

BACK TO
SCHOOL

SALE
35% off all Pictoral Calendars

50% off Academic Planners and Calendars

25% off UMass imprinted Spiral Notebooks

• 10% off Ticketed Price of all Size

Coaxial TV Cables - 8'. 12', 16' and 25'

®> 10% off all Clocks and Extension cords

e> Special Back to School Pricing

on Popular Calculators
Example TI 85 req. 129.99 - Now 99.99

• Stop in for Weekly "in store" Specials

Books on the New York Times Best Seller List

Always 20% off list

UNIVERSITY
STORE#

Wanted.

Campus
Center

545-2619

Mon-Fri 9-5
Sat 10-5

Why not start your career at

the world's leading indepen-

dent software company?

Right now, we're look-

ing for programmers to

deveiop, support and

enhance systems and net-

work management, database

and applications develop-

ment and business applica-

tion software. Initial training

involves a dynamic 3 1/2

month program that will

immerse you in key industry

technologies and CA's

technology strategy.

Candidates should

have both an edu-

cational and a prac-

tical knowledge of

C, C++, UNIX, MS-

DOS/Windows and

networking

technologies.

Benefits include generous

compensation packages,

including 401 (k) and profit

sharing, company-paid

health and dental coverage,

corporate fitness centers and

tuition reimbursement.

Ability to relocate is a must.

Call us today and find out

why CA is rated one of

Computerworld 's

best places j-^-o,
to work! 'yC J

,
aaHaTeiMiVm

Computer9

Associates
Softwort superior by dnign

Join Us On-Campus
February 5, 1997

Or Contact Your Career

Development Center.

Computer Associates

One Computer Associates Plaza

Islandia, NY 11788-7000

Tel: 1-800454-3788

Fax: 516-342-5737

Or visit: http://www.cai.com

Computer Associates

© 1 997 Cornpuin .Mandates Inc Mania. NY 1 1 7*8 7000

All product names referenced herein are uaJemirkj at ihet respective compartei

Equal opportunity employer M/T/IW

Spring Bieik

we've gq\ it

$336ahamas
7 nights land only______

Grand Cayman ftj&XI
7 nights land on^ f̂mFW^fWm

Jamaica aari""]
7 nights land ontyV

Aruba TOE
7 nights land

you ca\ch it!

hmi mi SMS» m I

mi mi «>i anil
US.

Travel

ReTS

Tel: 413-256-1261
ww.timi.mrm

SpnngBreak "97"

Mont Sutton, Canada5 DAY LIFT TICKET5 NIGHTS LODGING5 NIGHTS PARTIES
f Uftt tr

I -8(X> 848-9545

THE BOLTWOOD PROJECT™
A Student/Comminity Service Learning Program
<•» RSO and Dq*. of Landscape AickaecluR A Rcfural

Assignment notification,

Feb 6th (Thurs.)

at Boltwdod table on Campus

Center Concourse.

Volunteer while earning credit

Come and Learn How!!!

Your life will NEVER
be the same!

You Can Earn 1-2 Credits

Recruitment Nights

(Attend one session - Required

for all Applicants!!!)

SPRING SEMESTER '97

6:30 PM
(Note: Prompt starting time)

• Feb 3 Mon Campus Center Aud. or

• Feb 4 Tues. CC Room 163 or

• Feb 5 Wed. Campus Center Aud.

!! AEROBICS !!

HEX

!! TREADMILLS !!
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AUTO FOR SALE
Parckajmj uttd car? Having

Your car repaired7 Do you know your

rights? Contact the Student Legal

Services Office. 922 Campus Center.

545 '995

EMPLOYMENT
Tka Ultimata Summer Job
Whitewater Rafting Guides needed

No experience necessary Looking

for outgoing, enthusiastic people

previous outdoor or athletic experi-

ence is a plus For more info send

resume and letter of interest to

Dab Apple Whitewater PO Box

295. Charlemont. MA 01339 or call

(41 3039-0188

PREMIERE BROTHER-SISTER
CAMPS IN MASSACHUSETTS
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Counselor positions for talented and

energetic students in all Team
Sports, especially Baseball.

Basketball. Roller Hockey.

Gymnastics. Field Hockey. Soccer.

Volleyball. X Tennis openings, also

Golf, Archery. Riflery. Hcpes and
Rock Quiring. Weights^itness and

Cycling, other opportunities include,

Performing Arts. Fine Arts. Figure

Skating. Newspaper. Photography.

Yearbook Radio Station. Rocketry.

Swimming, Skiing. Sailing

Windsurfing. Canoeing/Kayaking

Top Salaries, room, board and travel

June 22nd August 20th Call for

information MAH-KEE-NADbovsl

1 800-753 91 IB DAHBEE lgirlsl 1

800-392 3752 Recruiters will be on

campus Tuesday March 11th from

10am to 4pm at the UMass Camp
Day

EMPLOYMENT
Teaching Substitute $8 25/hour

Hampshire Franklin Day Care Center.

Route 63 Near Amherst Leveiett

town line 548-9674

PUBLIC
RELATIONS/MARK ETING

STAFF
it yoa seek aa ever-changing high

energy workplace, this may be the

job for you Hinsdale/Greyhound
Park/simulcast betting capital of the

Northeast, is looking tor enthusiastic

individuals experienced in Public

Relations/Marketing/Promotions

Exciting work atmosphere, competi-

tive salary, and benefits Send confi

dential resume to Ron Algem. GM.
Hinsdale/Greyhound Park. Route

1 19. Hinsdale. NH 03451 F/PT Equal

Opportunity Employer

Summer Opportunities at Jewish
Residential Camp One hour from

Washington DC Spend your sum-

mer with a great bunch of Jewish

teens Positions available m Drama.

A&C. Lifeguarding.

Video/Photography. Sports. Ropes

and Music To arrange an interview

E-mail us capcampsOaol com or

call 1301)468-2267 http7/mem-
bers aol com/capcamps

Tear Coeaselort/Tour Directors

to lead teenagers on 3 6 week
adventures m Canada and the U S

Must be 20 years of age or older by

July 1 Enormous responsibility cou-

pled with unique travel opportune

ties Contact Westcoast Connection

(8001767-0227

EMPLOYMENT
Fnglish Teachers Needed
Abroad! Teach conversational

English in Prague. Budapest or

Krahow No teaching certificate or

European languages required

Inexpensive room and board and

other benefits For oetails call

(206)971 -3680 ext K50011

Exceptional Summer
Opportunity- Camp Wayne. NE PA

Sports oriented Counselor special-

ists for all land/water sports includ-

ing tennis, camping, climbing/iopes.

rocketry. roller hockey,

sailmg/waterskiing. A&C. drama,

video Campus Interviews Tuesday.

March 1 1 Please (.all (800)737 9?96

Wanted Marketing student to

market custom software via the

Internet- Pay is on commission 548-

8896

Wanted: Tour goides. Summer
Counselors. Student Admissions
Representatives Applications avail-

able at the Admissions Center

Strong, reliable person wanted
for occasional snow shoveling in

Amherst Good pay 253-5700 Days

Craise Lino Entry level onboard
positions available Benefits

Summer or year round (612)643-

4333

EMPLOYMENT
Cruise and Land Tour Employment

work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid' For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (800)276-4948 ext C50017

(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

Outside Jobs- Now hiring National

Parks, Beach Resorts. Ranches.
Rafting CO s benefits and Bonuses 1

Nationwide openings Call (919)918

7767 ext R180 Eastern

Europe/Asian jobs- Live in Prague.

Budapest. Tokyo, etc Teaching sim-

ple conversational English No lan-

guages/teaching exp required

(91 9)91 8- 7767 ext W180

Cbild Cart 17 month old Light

housekeeping. 2-3 mornings a week

Nancy 253-5183

Personal Care Atttndant
Evenings, overnights and weekend
mornings $7 85 per hour Call 546

0666

FOR RENT

Capo Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses, Falmouth area

(508)477 6000

Sngarloaf Estates- Ultra modern

two bedroom apartments Free

heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washers/dryers

and more' On busline Minutes to

Amherst Great specials 1 Call 665

3856

FOR RENT
Fridge Rentals 253 9742 Free

Oelivery

FOR SALE

For Sale Electric Guitar Peavey
black strat copy, excellent condition

$200 00 Sean 546-5734

Word Processor Brother Whisper

Writer WP 7550 Ink Jet Printer

Askir^CW or 670 Bill

5

82 9175

MAC Plus excellent condition CPU.

monitor, keyboard, mouse, lots of

software SI 25 John 6-6359

Smith Corona WP compact, great

condition $150 or B/0 Call 256-

5470

For Salt Ricoh KR5 Super II

Camera, lens. body, flash- $100.

neon light $90 Sarah 253 3241

Snowboard w/bindings 148GNU
Dukester. brand new 665 8680
CHEAP!!

FREE Two computer desks in good

condition 548 8896

Mac6116CD8mbC0R0M
14' monitor, tons of pre-loaded soft

ware w/color printer $1600 B/0

546 1449 Brian

4M Now Laptop $585. VGA Color

Monitor $175. IDE Hard Drive $110

Steve 566-3324-2

INSTRUCTION
Performing Arts Division offers

group and private instruction in

Mjj'c. Theater and Dance PAD is

located in 73 Bartlett Hall. UMass
Call (413)545-0519 for info

MUSICIANS
Blues Harmonica Player looking

for musicians to play Chicago style

harp with! Call Eric © 256 6324

MISCELLANEOUS
GORIILAGRAMS Valentines.

Birthdays. Roses, Balloons. Poems
Send the Crazy Gorilla We'll go any-

where, anytime Student Rates Call

ahead tor Valentine's Day 256-0287

Fundraiser- Motivated groups
needed to earn $500+ promoting
AT&T. Discover, gas and retail cards

Since 1969. we've helped thousands

of groups raise the money they need

Call Gina at (800)592 2121 ext 110

Free CD to qualified callers.

Stan your own fraternity VETA
BETA TAU is looking for men to start

a new chapter If you are interested

in academic success, a chance to

network and an opportunity to make
friends in a non-pledging brother

hood. E-mail 2BTOI8T National

ORG or call Brett Hrbeck at (31 7)334-

1898

PERSONALS

"What s love got to do with it?"

Tina Turner. Free love and
Valentines at www mainquad com

ROOM FOR RENT
One bedroom in 2 bedroom apt

Available immediately On bus route

Sugarloaf Estates Keira (203)294

1336 Females Only.

One bedroom for rent in two bed-

room apt Call Taryn (508)682 5607

ROOMATE WANTED
Roommatss wanted to share

house in Ocean City. NJ for the sum-

mer Call Sue at 546-0407

SERVICES

Piercings by the Bearded Lady

222 State Street. Northampton
(413)586-0829

Seeking Financial Aid? Don't limit

your possibilities for financial aid!

Student Financial Services profiles

over 200.000+ individual awards
from private and public sectors Call

(800)263 6495 ext F50016 (We are

a research and publishing company)

www.smartbomh.com Serving all

your smart drug needs

TRAVEL
Jamaica- Spring Break Stay in

beautiful Negril Includes roundtnp

airfare, hotel transfers. 7 nights

lodging from $519 Don't take

chances with other companies, go

with the UMass Ski Club Call S45

3437

TRAVEL
Europe $155, Cant* /Mexico $189

R/T Worldwide Destinations

Airhitch Tm (800)326-2009

airhitchOnetcom com or www isi

com ft /airhitch

Spring Break 17 It's heaven Wake

and Bake m the hottest destinations

free parties"! Organize group and

travel Free lowest price guarantee

From $99 (800(426-7710 www sun

splashtouts com

Spring Break- Nassau/Paradise

Island, from $379 Air. hotel, trans

fers. parties and more 1 Organize

small group- earn free trips plus

commissions' Call 1800)9 Beach 1

WANTED TO REN1

Six bedroom house for the fall

Willing tc take over summer lease

Call 549-5J62'

Here's something to do with all

the Change you have in your

pockets... egian Classifieds
Unfortunately, there's still no use for pocket lint.

Personals Policy
All ptnoruli MUST be proofread bf CoMefun
clMMfttd implo>e t i brlon payment end atcep
bki <* e» cV»u*id.
tin iwwi MAT NOT be uted >o pertonalt
ONIV tint Mm wtd muh «* allowed the
only eacepaom are k> bxtiday or confraailaeoni
personals m «*«h caw «V Kill rvsme may be
usral
Wione rsjeejenm net eaowed as aenonelt NO
txewrad}
AiJdMiw i aw not parewed trt eersoriert. On* meant

IWKoHotj tVaamiwar aarna>l»irr rtesare are

not acceptable Pertonali o( a vindictive 01

htoetout nature «• not anaptabw. Panoneai may
not be uwt n» to purpose d Karmnwrn.
Protamtv may not be used mi personals

the privorwjlt taction n lot personals only THe
prrvonjif taction may NOT b» wad id ten «m.

AM uevtunali mutt have die mi—, vanaaure.

UMau I.O number of to undent ptjc*. «l

Mad in on to maereon cedar Non- tejdemt mm
provide a valid drwer'i license and to licerne

number mutt be recorded on me miemon order

Uv ol false idimnceaon or iniwjj im imnun »
tubeect as ai nnUm under to law.
the CoMefun retarvet to rifht to retute or id edit

any pertorut mat <toe» not meat to CoMeiujn i

ttanoartH m accordance wtdt to uatuaet of to
CommonvreaNh of

Standard
Activities
Announcements
Apartment For
Rent

Auto For Sale
Employment
Entertainment
For Sale
FOUnd UdaytFre*)

Happy Birthday
Houses For
Rent

Instruction
Lost
Musicians
Miscellaneous

Headings
Motorcycles
Personals
Room For
Rent

Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted

Services
Summer
Sublet

To Sublet
Travel
Transportation
Wanted to
Rent

Wanted

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20C per word/day

All others

40^ per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not respon-

sible for errors resulting

from illegible handwriting
or type.
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1 Race.
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11 Ba (moandart
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11 Fa/nmaRobt
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17. Join I

16 Baakaltmn

16 Dcnoftoaor
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11. Sna»a»

a VaungOutinej

2S. LaTlari n tfajnajhti

26
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11. AbKOnoar
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40. Cruefi
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|
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47. Courtatxa cnacfi

laaconaa (2 wda I

46 rtanvtindw

51. -Wtvarajgre thou

Romeo''

St Oe1-t4Vanr>go

64. r>apt»ch

66. Ei4rwta*on

61. Make ona i brood

boa

66 Jajvatncagrtxy

66 VBptd

66 OheindMn
66 Fiecavahtfe

7U -voul Know-

71. Pubac-opeion

•ampteig

71 Spur*

71 Ircnaiaii

76 Sarttg to and ao

DOWN

X. Arataangull

11 Come PouncMona
14. Trrn corx*apon7

15, Bubar

17. Haraylaa.

Actor cm
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Cttedi)

Scnrvjnj (Horn)

Majajot
•

Word on a nonary

Bear (Lain)
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64 Lkaimorav
67.

20. Racoelrom

21 Buddy
24. Taraer

26 Theme
27. Samara source

26 MUKarygroupe \

ARIES
March 21 -April 20

tlont aJtoer a deaaaj iinmu to leater

thts ear*. The longer D aaaoi. tfir

more Die ocber pmon arlD gaki the

advanuajr An early ctartproaraar la

brat Major purthaaci requarr eara
aitmuon lo detaUa. or you could

raaasaornr vital Bnr print

TAURUS
April 21 -Ma* 21

Note that you Ire checked out aj)

your optlone Jo ahead and make a

decision Your etatmm are pretty

gnod. Dant try u> mm buasnra* and

pleaaure this terek or youll end up
IrrluiK ihunr hanjrrl In bath

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

A rrlurtant rtanpsneon thrrslrns

lo man a pleasant oubrtg Don t

(care thr ktsur Inatrad. charter

the *ub)m and enjoy a atrrly

ronvrnaUon Conrrntrale on
aomnuc ktsurs by Martini a nrw
(anally tramtion

CANCER
June 22-July 22

A simplr corrvmallon luma uaty

when rajos are at slakr Strrr drar

of rmoutaial currwnrnui to kerp

thangs from erttlnaj out of hand

Suajeat a dkurartaon at aork to

break out of a stair routine

LEO
July 23-Aofuat 23
An rmotional rornmUmrnt hrgtrts

to flower, so nourish II with a

ihoughtful. romantic grMurc. Do
not nvAlakr sUrnrr for asamt at

work—you may nerd lo work harder

to Irrrrt out nharrtlons In a plan

yiiu vr madr

vntoo
Aufuat 24 September 22

A shopptng spree coukl art out

ol hand this werk. so kavr your

plastic at homr fXjrtna< a rnrrUnj

or dlscuaston yoti may nerd to ask

more quratlons than usual to br

rmaln you uncVrstand rve iy thnsi.

UBRA
September 23-October 23

To Irrl focirl H s anaponant (q look

good, so tirai ycyrkA to ktur

ruaury Your charm Is nararsnf ht<h

so srhedtur actMOrs that wlf takr

arttantagr of that. You araghl pen
r.aiatdrt aakang fur a rsaar. but br

p-ai-rrul If It doranl happm.

SCORPIO
October 24-No«ember 22

The prrasun- of a deargsne beguai lo

rncroach upon your peace of rranrt

Defcsgste thr rncwrauhakty and

you s arcoanpeeh mnrr than you

would have aaoor Honeerr at thr

best pokey raprrlaUy whm II

romrs to an anUmatr rrladonahlp.

SAGITTARIUS
Nora-ember 23-December 21

Your orgsfaaacksnaj uaVnts slanr

this week, to take on extra

rnrxira^bllNBrs. especially at you
need lo make a good fenurrssaon-

You re lull of great Ideas—just think

of a way to gn thr word out

CAPRICORN
December 22-Jaauary 20

Donl follow suggrstlnrw dltnoTv

especially whrrr largr suma of

monry are concrmed You nerd lo

find the solution that's right for

you Enyoy a trrsure-rV outing with

an cad friend

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18

Antlclpatlqn kt your best aDy (a you

laar|aatk> your way through a simple

encountrr Plan ahead, and you 11

stay cm top of things as the

situation suddenly becomrs

iiirnpncatrd A labor saving tdra

nflrrs aapre trnuMe than It s worth

Pebruary 19-March 20
Avoid gntlng buggttl down In

drlaias. rsprrlalK as the wrrkrnd
aprjroachrs Your rlrar rtuon and
rnthuskum will br nrrdrd |»

supply rnrrgy for a group

msnusson.
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Daily Listings sponsoredbyYourAdCouldBe Herel° 54S-3500

ID

11

ia
IS
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IT
IB

HSCN Bulletin

Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming
TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

mm cnn
84 CNN/Headline

News
SB BET

SB BET on Jazz

B7 Laser Video

mM The Learning

Channel

3D Comedy Central

31 Popcorn Channel

38 Satellite

Programming

MONDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHOH
WTXX
wvrr
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E
CNN

DISC

ESPN
LIFE

"MtV"
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

3)

I

6:00 1 6:30
Craaturaa IBualneM Rpt

NewtX TCBSNawt

NnrlX
FuIIHoumI

Fraah Wnea"

Simpaons X

Craaturaa

News X
Mad Abo. You

Family

ABC
Freeh Prince

NBC Newt

Martin X
NBC Nrvvy

Roeeanne ft

NBC Newt

Butineet Rpt

ABC Newt

SeinfeldW
FamHy Mrrttert

Quincy "A Star It Dead"

WorldV*w X
TickX

Beyond 200

Up Close Sporttcenter

Supermarket

Ren i Slim

Clarttta E»pl

OdyteeyX
Furniture

Dream On

7:00 7:30
Nawtrtour With Jim Lehrer X
Intidt Edition lAm.Journai

CBS Newt

Inside Edition

EntTonlohl

Chronicle X
Star Trek: Next Gamer.

Wheel-fortune IJeopardyix"

Judge JudyX
Ent. Tonight

Home Imp

Wheat-Fortune
|
Jeopardy! X

ReaTWx
Hard Copy I
Seinfeld ft

nWwthour With Jim Lehrer X

C - Campus
9:00 9:30

American Experience ^ttothaHaartX
Murphy Brown ICyMIIX Chicaoo Hope (In Stereo) X
Murphy 3rown Cypill X Chicago Hope (In Stereo) X
199f Dr-TMy]PA)rWri»an Fort,Wtm Dlfo>. i)n Slefco) IB

Sevannah (In Stereo* X

10:00 10:30
FEBRUARY 3, 1997

News

In Ihe House

^ twAmsaibariw, A Kbnmtot Truth Movie"(1997)1X1

Foxworth '

Mel'oee

SparXs 1 ]Good» Bah News LAPO

Mr.Rhodet X "IMoOmAmsal Danger, A Moment ol Truth Mc*&(\93T)iB
"

Place ISreat SexPectaiions" (In Stereo: X JNaws

Foxworthy |Mr. Rhooetl"

Going Placet fg Place!

%lo th* Aims bt Danger. A Moment ofT-uWntoyw' (1 987)X
American Experience JKniiieTo the Heart ?

SjrrWdg IMTcnyTt |«^r»Wa<x<Pre»etTfi>n^(l994.f>aTO)(PA)Ha^^
NBA Baakatbal: Boston Celtics at Toronto Raptors ItweT "Marj Abo v'ou

TNews {Martin %

Home Videos Home Video*

Equalizer "Memories of Manon

Moneyline X Crottflre X
Deity Show (R)|TV Nation

Debt

Alt films MTV

Tiny Toon

Sci Fi Trader

Renovation

In the Heat ol the Night X
Renegade "Rabbit Redux" X Highlander The Sertet X
»« "The Amazing PanofrAcAwrtwe (I995)'PG' jTettament

Designing

Singled Out

Doug R

tee "Internal ArTaV(i.990, Dfima) ffehard QareTATcylaiSL"

Biography: Rosa Parks Mother Potrot

Prime News ff [Inside Politics

t»* *)0"(1979. (^wv*dy)t>ida3yMowaJuligAfKirews.

Next Step (R) IStrange Planet 'Catapults (R) |Wild Discovery: Red Kangaroo |Skytcraper el Sea jR)

»*. "Stuttered"

Larry King Live X

Coaege BitketbeH (^orgetown at Connecticut (Live)

Mitt Marple (Pa rt 7 ol 2)

World Today

IdrOtSavantt

ng [Untolvtd kryttertet (In Stereo) I "VtutZefaJs

RugrtttX

Time Trax "The Scarlet Koala"

HometJme(R) |Hometime (rJ

In the Heat of the Night I

«V» "Iron £aYJw/V"'( 1 995. AoV»nture) Louis
:
Gottett Jr.. 'PG-13'X

«« "F<u>o" ( Vfe',, A.->;<-::,i"'7Ma'lhr;w Mod.ne. (In Slereo) 'PCi' X

Music Videos (In Stereo' Road Pules

Move Lucy I

On Delivery |Dream fjn~

Fashionably

Munstert

WlldeatriTrrbetlRr

: Teut Tech at Tem.

CorbtiBemseaX

, (Lrve)

11:00 11:30
In the Life Quarterly

X

Newt

LateShowl
Late Show!
NighttneX

Jenny Jonet (In Stereo) X
Newt

H Patrol

Coach X

Tonight Shownight

STv
Tonight Show

51
Tonight Show

Charlie Rote (In Stereo)

Newt X [Nightline S

Mad" Abo You |Real TVB
1991, Suspense)

Law A Order "Point ol

'

SporttPlut. IMorrayhrreX"

Dally Show [TV Nation

Wild Discovery: Red Kangaroo

Hay Arnold! [Happy Days

«»Vt 'OrmtDtnmry&i, Stlenoe Fiction) Parker Stevanion.

Extreme Machines; Choppers |2ulu Wart (R) (Pari 1 of 3)

'Fashionably loud II ;ln Stereo)

Intimate Portn

NBA Basketball B ,;'.on Rocfcett at Indiana Pacers (Lrve) X

MT. Moore | Rhode

V (R) (In Slereo) X
Body Stylet (R) (Part 1 of 2)

World Wrestling Federation Monday Night Raw
Insde-NBA

*"> "Sense end Sensibility" (1995) Emma Thompson. 'PQ'B
s«« "Bad Boys (1995, Drama) Martin Lawrence. 'R'

tn'A "Sibling fliva/ry"( 1990) Kirslia Alley. \*i

La Ferr.me Nlslta "Charity" X

SporttcenteT

Singled Out [LoveHne

Tan I Odd Couolt X
Tkne Trax "The Scarlet KoaiT

Eitreme Machinet: Choppers

***"TheOm»n~{]m)
Wings X |

Wings R

** 'Eye tot an fc>" (1996, Orama) Sally Field (In Slereo) 'R'X

*6>y»cra^^ (1996) Anna NJcole

S

mith, 'R P&k.i •raVWi

Trie BabyS'itim C<ub"(l"99S) Sotwyief Peak \"fhen Goes My Baby" (1991)
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DHbart By Scott Adams Robotman By Jim Meddiclc

EVE.RY OE:PAaT/v\ENT 15

REQUIRED TO CREATE A
COEB PAGE FOR OUR
INTERNAL NETWORK.

IT SHOULD INCLUDE
ENOUGH INFORMATION
TO 5E DIFFICULT TO
MAINTAIN, BUT MOT
SO IAUCH THAT IT'3

USEFUL. J

£3 d

AS A SECURITY PRECAUTION,

WELL iMAKE IT TOO DULL
AND UNORGANIZED TO

READ.
^

(lb PORNOGRAPHY

IN OR OUT?

lG0TTHlS9C0K/NtRVANA
1-2-3." IT'SAGmpETO
SPIRITUAL t>JLI6rlTXNJ«\tKT

F0RPEOpC6ONTrlE(3O...

"STfPlLeTGOOFYOUft
CONNECTION TONAAYEPIAL
THINGS GIVE AWAY YOUR.
WGST PRIZED toSSESSIoN'

HER*}...HEP61Sm
'Xmtt rAcCAPTMY
PLAYMIXTE \JIWO
PFtlFILE'.'TAKElT

TftKElT.'-EWRE,:

3Y WE WAY. I WAHT
WAT PACK IF I PONT
^cNOUPPEACHIrvaG.
V^^.i,NlRVANA r

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

lT^TMEUC>MEai)NEe»
AOeOClATlON IN*3rtClOR

!

WELCOMINGTO OUR
fROMT DOOR !

f

lP>tOUAe>KWE,TUES
OJER^IEP THE4R gCANDe>l

AN&liJERTHEjOK.BOTlf
DOOR AND < ^ TeU5
e>E&U)MAT
HE U1ANT5.,

(v\efoe>Hei€

I'MNOTCONM/
PC IT

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick

ION-LIN6 CDHOyTBR CHAT |l'"""in ii i i Hi

MY NAME'S KEN

Leedee By Mike Rybicki

yook*»»wliM SMft.;Sl5 |t\t RiooT
Twivt CoejjTkuT 'or;n\<. n\: iK*
AtrVllT^NC, C»W».f,N ? TVlf »"llt,T

TViM T|Cf WAvdNT T«<lKl PHrVkgtS^I
OF TVS Otv'.OOS CouNttr.OM

'£. BlruttM a\;vK.

AnD ftfttasrs.

k JL

h\SMth-.««.S USE BfttRSTS TO
SEU. fcSiHyrniNC Etst, (X;!^
'S THE RtaSorj w „ y ^^^
HIVE TUCf. 1 In r\ PtR.FtCT
OPTORTUMiry TO TURN &07T

on to Hm!

SL

Ho-i TIhS Foa. A

'ClilK. Co-SBIS,

u

SIOGHN:

Tkfi Sooner.*

VK1
Dots fa gow, ^^

t 1
9

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom Unlvrslfy* By Fronk Cho

My brother's friend, Brad, just

graduated from Harvard Business

School. He got a job as a

marketing consultant for a big drug

rehabilitation center in Cleveland.

He figures he can increase their

business by 30 to 40% . He'll

target the potential customers with

flyers in alley ways, messages on

snow cone cups and hand outs at

hospital emergency rooms.

Maybe, if things really start to

hop, he'll arrange for some free

trail "mini-kick-the-habit" weekend

sleepovers!

But, he admits it could get

tough. There just aren 't enough

junkies.

Anyway, that doesn't

matter. Brad suspects the real

big money is in teenagers who
have low self-esteem and smoke
cigarettes.

He says their slogan could be:

M
l saw the best minds of my

generation destroyed by lack of

interest."

Close to Homo By John McPherson

Bruno By C. Baldwin

\t»tt. teit o-—i •h«i»i (VtSTaMf \nil H >r««isit rut iHtetra eut.
tatralaaXM a urstr eaaatiTiax ^S

An unwavering truth of grocery shopping with

a toddler: Your child will throw a tantrum, and
it will Invanably happen when your minister,

pediatrician and mother-in-law are walking by.

artatkD w.^.,w raasrmtm fr~, E-m».l WI.erytoonwB.ol com Wab S.ta. - ~ww waatsmartonpowt coen/wllary

Tho Unsllent Majority By Luke Meriditti

]

\ t"p of

fT^\ ( I'M/**/

1 d<irp?J Hfc

Today's Staff

Mike Burke
Night Editor

Laura Stock
Copy Editor

Kenneth W.P. Scott

Photo Technician

Lorraine Urbanski

Production Supervisor

Chris Lavin

Lauren Coldfarb
Production

Quote of theDay

a
And the way the rain

comes down hard /

That's the way i feel

inside...

-Robert Smith

»

1 Joke of the Day 1

Why
did the

^aV ' >a Bsbs

5) water-

/ ^^% /;
• melon

L :sf\^*Jf have to

\A' j \^j" .* have a
formal

wed-
tCl3Ua»«sOBl» ding?

Qdorejurec

Today's D.C. Menu

Franklin

LUNCH
Scrod

Scrod

Scrod

Scrod

Hampshire

DINNER
Scrod

Scrod

Scrod

Scrod

LUNCH
Scrod

Scrod

Scrod

Scrod

Worcester

DINNER
Scrod

Scrod

Scrod

Scrod

LUNCH
Scrod

Scrod

Scrod

Scrod

Berkshire

DINNER
Scrod

Scrod

Scrod

Scrod

LUNCH
Scrod

Scrod

Scrod

Scrod

DINNER
Scrod

Scrod

Scrod

Scrod

e
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Feb. 3 © Fordham,
9:00 p.m

Feb. 6 Dvajuesn*),
7-30 p.m.

Feb. 8 © URI,

Providence C.C. 1 2:00 p.m.

HOOP

Feb. 7 @ Temple,

7:00 p.m.

Feb 9 € St. fee's,

2.05 p.m.

MEN'S

GYMNASTICS GYMNASTICS

Feb. 8 Temple, Feb. 9 URI, Bridgeport
T.B.A. 1:00 p.m.

Feb. 6 Duqueint,
7:30 p.m.

TRACK

Feb. 8 @ Valentine Inv.

Women, 11:00 am.
men, 1 2:00 p.m.

HOCKEY

Feb. 7 B.U.,

7:00 p.m.

SWIM & DIVE

Feb. 8 © Fordham,

1:00 p.m.

Feb. 8 @ UM-Lowell,

7:00 p.m.

Minutemen suffer overtime loss to No* 20 Xavier

XAVIER

MASSACI

OVtKIM

3-pointer doesnt go>

UMass looks to regroup

By Chris Stamm
Collegkm Staff

You CM talk about payback, vou can talk about national

rankings and fatigue, but the men's basketball team's

• uvcitkm Iom to Xavier on Seturda) at the William

I > Mullins Center was not without heart

"I thought my guys played extremely hard today,"

Massachusetts coach lames 'Bruiser* Hint said *Yos
can't sa> enough about their effort, the) did a great job

tonight We had our chances to uin it down the stretch. I

told them, this was a

tough loss, but I'm

proud of them because

we're back to playing

where we are playing as

hard a^ we can. we're
going out every night

giving it a good effort
"

Wkh 13 seconds remaining in OT. UMasa -harp- shoot-

er Carmelo Travieso drained a 3-pointer cutting the

\a\ier (15- 3. 6-2 Atlantic 10) lead to a point. BS-84.
freshman Winston Smith fouled Musketeer guard Lenny

Brown, who sank both shots from the charity stripe.

L Mass had 1.5 seconds of hope left in OT. and
inevitable the ball found its way into Travieso''. hands

However, his baseline 5-pointer that would have sent the

game into a second OT HM broken up b) Xavier's lame-

1 17pts) dashing the Minutemeoi hope of extending

their streak to »i\

"I knew the ball was going to go to him (Travieso] he's

an excellent 5-point shooter," Posey said. "I saw him out

of the corner of my eye and I didn't really see our defender

in the way. so I decided to contest with a high hand. It was
nothing special. I just contested a shot."

However, that contested shot was the nail in the DoAn
for the Minutemen.

Saturday's 87-84 overtime loss ended L'Mass' five game
win streak While the Minutemen (11-10, 5-3 A- 10) did

not pull off the win against the A-10's only ranked mem-
ber, it was by no means due to a lack of effort

With the exception of a one point. 5-4 lead on a Gary

Lumpkin jumper three minutes into the game. UMass held

the lead throughout the first frame, leading by as much as

seven five times

Turnt- REGROUP
Carmelo Travieso led UMass with 29 points and scored his 1,000th point in the 87-S4 OT

losing effort.

Hockey drops two: UNH and Merrimack
By Jorma Kansonen
Collegian Staff

Dl RHAM Ml for 8:5b into

the first period last Saturday night

at the Whittemore Center, the
Massachusetts hocfeej team WM in

the game against No 4 nationally

ranked New Hampshire, but that

was it Truthfully, the Minutemen

NEW HAMPSHIRE 10

MASSACHUSETTS

i 1 I- lb. 6-12 in Hockey East) were
never in it and the Wildcats (22-6.

15-3 HI
I -kated off with a It)

obliteration at Towse Rink. All of
this came of! leal I'ridav nighi

Merrimack (1 15 I, S-4 1

HF i at the William D. Mullins
Center, amassing a 16-4 shot
advantage to no avail in their final

period comeback attempt.

for 1 M h |oe Mallen.
there could not be two more differ

ent result- than thi- game and the

last time I Mass had faced I Ml
On Nov . 8 and 4. the two teams
plaveil two tight I -0 and 5-4 game-
at the Mullins Center, with the
Minutemen )ust falling on the losing

side in both contest- Sophomore
leaofl Ktog burned them leM than I

minute into overtime in tb

loss, and the whole nation, illv

ranked -quad burned them in this

game
When we played | I'N1 1 1 in the

fifSI two games at the Mullins

Center, I reel!) thought the\ could

be one of the best teams m the

country." Mallen said. "Tonight.

the\ played like one of the best

teams in the country I thought can
ing in maybe with |Rob| BOSSSSSU
and |Tom| O'Connor out, we might

really talK around and come out

with a food effort, but it just wasn't

theie tonight

Nevermind that I Nil i- a legit i-

mate contender for the national

champiun-hip this year, UMass had
J with the loaa at evenJ ksj

pl.iver- before this game Leading

BOCSSr, and -en

Bonncsii wsa out due to a knee
strain Buffered against Merrimack.

senior forward ludd Smith i- out

indefinitel) to violation ol team
rule-, and junks deKn-enian Iom

hum i- -nil recovering from a

deep left thigh brui-e suffered Ian.

hum Northea-tem

Thoec condition*, combined with

the hostile home ice climate of

Rink, left the Minutemen in

a big hole. I he big hole became ,i

grave when krog bla-ted a -lap shot

pest lunioi spaas Brian Regan with

I I 24 left in the first period The
Minukni.in defense let the leading

SCOm for the W UdcatS tee the puck
up .it the top Of the left BBCeofl sir

Turn to MERRIMACK, page 6

UNH has it all,

on &off the ice

M RHAM, N H \ller the first

period of Saturday night's

Masaechii-ctt- New | lansJetase hock*)

game I didn't pav veiv close attention

to the game Twice in the lattei stages

of the game m\ note- include the

phra-e "Didn't realK see it" in refer

enoa to the Jaaulptkai ol a I Nil goal.

While my mind la circumlouutious

thing as many d vou well know from

reading this gobbil) gookl w.<* wan
dering like the great vagabond Dean

m la^k Kcrouac'i On the

Rtiad. the piej ol Dean Cam]
Rich Moriart] and other- escaped me

flMAKANSANIh I'M I II, IAN

Dennis Wright and the UMass hockey team were clobbered by New Hampshire 10-0 Saturday night.

The obviou- conclusion to be drawn

from | 10-0 hockey game i- that the

I Ml team did everything right and
I Mesa did ii. i Am imbecile could -ee

that and filling this space with pointless

Shaugnessy-esque jabs at the UMass
team i- pointless. The team acknowl

edged after the game that it played

poorly and now the readers of this col

umn know as well. There are no secrets

here.

UNH is an excellent hockey team
that could very well find itself in

Milwaukee for the Final lour this

March, and the Wildcats showed why
Saturday night at a sold-out
Whittemore Center.

Three years of covering Hockey East

here and years of watching n

holla have given me I goad long look

at tin- league and I've rarely seen a dis-

play like UNH's fan- on Saturday. It's

Hi- 1 I shame that few UMass fans

(read, non-parents and girlfriends)

made the trip to bottle some of that

stuff and bring it back to the packed
but quiet Mullins Center lew were
there to witness 6.153 fans make a

-old out WMttemorc Centei sound
just like "lively" Strive!) Arena. DM old

bam next d<«>t that closed a few years

back.

I've always been impressed b\ these

Turn to UNH. page 6

Travieso scores 1 ,000th point,

Xavier s Lumpkin thinks revenge
-I.,.- .,« .K.. ««r. 1(1 .11 I..,,.- I lh>

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's basket

ball team's loss to Xavier Saturday

took -ome Of) the lu-ter oft one of the

Minuteman players' finest accon
phshmenti
With 1611 remaining in regula

tion. Carmelo Travieso hit a 3-point-

er to become the 30th player in

school historv to reach the 1,000
point plateau.

"It was special, just the way my
whole career played out here at

I Mass," Travieso -aid. "My first seas.

I didn't think I was going to play"

At ihe first timeout following the

barrier-breaking shot. Travieso»was

presented with the game ball by

UMass coach lames "Bruiser" Hint

But to Travieso. a win would have

meant more than the BOSSM
"It was tough that we lost, but I'm

sure my Mom is home, happy." he

said. "That wasn't the most impor-

tant thing I wanted to win bad It I

didn't score any points tonight I

would 've been a lot happier if we had

won
Travieso joins the company of tor

mer teammates Dana Dingle. Donta
Bright and Marcus Camby. as well as

luhus Lrving. Iim McCoy and Lou
Roe among others.

Travieso also achieved a recent

conference-wide distinction. At
George Washington Thursday,
Travieso became the eighth plavei in

Atlantic 10 historj land -econd in

UMass historv i to hit 200 5-pointcrv

• Lari Ketner didn't celebrate his

20th birthday with a win, but instead

with a jump into the UMass record

The sophomore center recorded a

pair of block- in the game to earn his

place on the top 10 all-time UMass
ii-l tor that category.

Ketner now has 5 1 blocks, enough

to knock |eff Meyer (51) into 10th

place. That total also ties Will

Herndon foi eighth place on the sal

gle season chart.

In addition to climbing the

Minuteman li-t. kernel own- the top

spot for blocks in the A 10 thi- lea

-on

• Gary Lumpkin was thinking
revenge when the Massachusetts and
Xavier men's basketball teams
walked onto the court for the over-

time period of Saturday's contest

Who could blame him'.'

A year ago. give or lake a few dags,

Lumpkin and the Musketeeis were

the overtime victims of the

Minutemen. after failing to put the

game away during regulation

After UMass point guard I

I'adilla hit a crucial ] pointer with

IS remaining to tie the game at 68,

the \avier players could not put

down an\ ol their three attempt- foi

the win.

from there the Minutemen took
over, winning the game 78-74 in

overtime. Lumpkin scored I 3 in the

game.

This time around. Lumpkin wasn't

about the same thing happen
"Right after regulation, as soon as

we came back to the bench, the first

word I heard was payback." the

sophomore guard said. "Last year it

was bitter. They did a lot of good
.things that stopped us

"

Xavier .oach Skip Prosser wa-n t

as concerned about redemption, slay-

ing away from the subject during
talk- with hi- plaver-

"Gary oft times waxes poetic,"

Tum to TRAVIESO, page 6

A-IOs best downs L/M,

GW dominates both ends
By Jeremy R. Adams
Collegian Staff

Groundhog Dav marked one of

the Massachusetts women - ba-ket

ball team- biggest showdowns of
the season I nfortunatelv , when
the Minutewomen emerged from
the tunnel and saw the CotoneSla'

shadows. they got beat.

Such was the fate of UMass. as it

GEORGE WASHINGTON 83

MASSACHUSETTS 61

fell to Atlantic 10 leader George
Washington 13-61 at the William
I) Mullins Center.

Massachusetts lelu-ed to back
down from the challenge of defeat-

ing the proud 10-0 (in the A- 10)

rgc Washington, but in front of

a Mullins Center record 3.553 and
a national cable television audi-

ence, the Colonials showed why

the rest of the V 10 can only hope
tor bettct fortune in their six more
chances to end GW's league donn
nance-

Twelve straight opponents have

confronted .GW and lost. Only 12

lime- in 1 1 1 years on this date has

a certain rodent not seen his shad-

ow and slept lot -i\ more week-
It was not -imply the impressive

stature of the Colonials that beat

the Minutewomen OW put out a

team of strong ptSJfSfl who lived

up to their billings and responded

to a scrappy and determined OppO
nent with strong -hooting and solid

defense.

"They shot the ball tremendously

well." Minutewomen coach loanic

Brian -aid "We knew going in

that they were a very good -hoot

ing team, that's what makes them
so special."

The Colonials hit shot- Irom all

over the court, as indicated by the

Tum to WASHINGTON, page 7

Inside-outside GW wins
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's bas-

ketball team came into yesterday's

game with George Washington
knowing it had to «top the
Colonials killer insirl' p-rri'" by con-

taining the likes of Tajama
Abraham and Noelia Gomez. What
they didn't know was that George
Washington would counter by just

shooting the lights out.

GW proved why it was the best

shooting team in the A-10 Sunday,

ringing up an incredible 61 percent

shooting percentage, including an

Atlantic 10 record 8-9 from
behind the three-point line, to bury

the Minutewomen 83-61 in their

first ever televised home game.
Senior Lisa Cermingnano led the

Colonial assault with a perfect 4-4

from three-point land, and fresh-

man Mario Egleston hit two
3 pointers in key junctures, killing

UMass momentum.
"They shot the ball tremendously

well. They're a very good shooting

team and that's what makes them
so special." UMass head coach
loanie O'Brien said. "You go inside

on them too much and they're

going to shoot you from the out-

side, you stay outside on the shoot-

iiid they're going to go
one-on-one on the blocks and
between [Tajama] Abraham and
Noelia IGomez) they did a great

job in the post."

George Washington has gotten
where they are by beating people
down low. most often through the

play of Tajama Abraham, consid
ered by many one of the premier
players in the country.
Understandably. George
Washington head coach |oe
McKeown was a little surprised at

what happened
"They came at the right time-.

McKeown said "Light for nine is

unusual for us. I think
Cermignamo is such a great shoot-
er that anytime we can get her

Turn to MINUTEWOMEN, page 7
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"May the force be
with you."

Stars Wan
re-opened on the

big screen Friday.

See what the
Collegian thought

aboutthe film's

return, (see Arts &
Living page S).

Minutemen ram
through Fordham

Powered by 1 7

points from senior

forward Tyrone
Weeks, the UMass
men's basketball

team blew past
Fordham 75-54 last

night (see Sports

page 10).

WORLD

Child abuse inquiry

probes abuse claims

LONDON — Over 650 complaints

have been filed by people who allege

that dozens of staff members at

more than 30 children's homes in

north Wales systematically abused
them as youngsters in the 1970s and
'80s

Some youngsters say they were
forced to eat dog food, raped or

beaten Others report being taken

on sex trips to Amsterdam or made
to perform in pornographic videos. A
few claim they were sold to British

establishment figures for sex

The complaints have prompted
Britain's largest child sex abuse
inquiry, which resumes today. It is

expected to last a year, cost up to

SI 6 million and hear from 180
alleged victims

Survivors say the abuse, physical

and sexual, was covered up for

decades by staff and social workers

appointed by local officials. Most of

the alleged victims were boys, some
as young as 8 Up to 10 youngsters

who claimed they were abused have

died — senior tribunal lawyer Gerard

Elias said most of them committed
suicide in 'despair.

"The tribunal will leave no stonf

unturned in its search tor Ihe truth,"

Elias told the opening session of the

tribunal |an 21

NATION

Boston billboard honors

late teen peacemaker

BOSTON — A btfboard memorials

ing a 1 S year-old Boston teen-ager

kilted in gang crossfire was unveiled

yesterday in tirrie for Black History

Month
The billboard was erected above the

street corner where Louis D Brown
was killed near his home on Feb 20,

1993, as he was heading to a meeting

of Teens Against Gang Violence

Brown served as an example of

peace and hope, according to partici-

pants m a ceremony at the site at the

corner of Geneva Avenue and
Bowdoin Street in the city's Dorchester

neighborhood

Brown's parents, Joseph and
Clementina Chery, say they hope the

poster inspires teen-agers to "dream
big dreams," and work towards peace,

like their son who aspired to be the

first black US president

The Cherys will spread Brown's
story at local high schools as part of

the Louis D. Brown Peace Curriculum,

a nationally recognized program to

help reduce teen violence.

"He Was a peacemaker He believed

in doing everything he could to help

his peers understand the true value of

peace,' as one who dreamed big

dreams, not only for himself, but for

his entire generation," Joseph Chery
said.

The billboard features a pencil draw-

ing depicting Louis next to the motto,

"No dream's too big Reach for peace.

The Louis D Brown Peace
Curriculum

"
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Housing program now rents

lounge furniture to residents

Grad lounge food worker
diagnosed with Hepatitis

By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

Southwest Area North residents will find several barren lounges this semester as furniture can now be

"rented" to residents based on seniority points.

By Leigh roultnar

CoSegian Stan

The Hou>ing Services staff of Southwest Residential

Area North is continuing a lounge furniture "renting"

pilot program for a second semester. Residents of

Coolidge. Kennedy. Emerson and Thoreau Residence

Halls may sign out lounge couches based on seniority

points they have accumulated during their sasJBSSsSa

Last semester, residents of Coolidge and Kennedy
responded to a housing survey, stating that residence hall

lounges would be better utilized with more tables and

chairs for studying and. in addition, better furniture in

their dormitory rooms.

Based on these raaeoseas, Resident Directors |eff

Cullen and Brenda Andrews of Coolidge and Kennedy,

respectively, decided to let students sign out or "rent-

lounge couches and chairs based on their seniority points

"What we realized is that wc were lighting an uphill

battle to try to keep furniture in the lounges." Cullen

said. "And because Housing [Services) takes a resident's

right to privacy so seriously we can't just go in a resi

dence room and take the furniture out."

"Another thing we noticed was that the furniture

would go into the rooms in good condition and come out

tom apart or busted into two pieces." Cullen said

According to Cullen. the University loses "tens of thou-

sands dollars" per year on damaged furniture, and

because students were never held accountable for lounge

furniture, there wa-- never a way to bill the residents

By allowing residents to sign out furniture that |

approximately $900 per piece. Cullen hopes that the

I imerMtv will mvc enough money over the next few

years that new furniture can be purchased for the dormi-

tory rooni^

Gaye Reinhold. the Operations manager in SouthweM
North said, "The program went very well the first semes-

ter in Kennedy and Coolidge No one was billed for furni-

ture damage." ^_^^^^^^___^____
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The University of Massachusetts
issued a press release yesterday alerting

the campus about a food handler in the

Graduate Student Lounge in the

Campus Center who was diagnosed

with Hepatitis A on Ian. 3 1

.

The employee is not currently work-

ing and will not return to work until

cleared to do so by a physician, accord-

ing to the press release.

According to A.). Lardner, public

health nurse at University Health
Services, there is no evidence at this

time of a direct link between this case

and that of a kitchen worker in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop diagnosed

with the disease earlier in January.

Hepatitis A is a contagious viral dis-

ease that affects the liver. Symptoms of

Hepatitis A are fever, fatigue, loss of

appetite, nausea and jaundice (dark

brown urine, yellow skin and whites of

eyes).

Infected individuals are contagious

roughly two weeks before symptoms
appear and until one week after. In

some cases, an individual may be

infected and exhibit no symptoms.

According to the press release, all

food handlers who were in direct con-

tact with the employee were contacted

by UMass Health Services staff during

the weekend and have been immu-
nized with immune serum globulin.

All other food handlers on the

ground floor of the Campus Center

will be offered immunization Feb. 6

from 9-11:15 a.m. and 1-4 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 1001-02.

"Immunization for patrons of the

lounge is not recommended at this

time according to federal public health

guidelines," said Lardner. "But anyone

who experiences the above symptoms

is encouraged to consult his or her

physician."

Lardner said active surveillance for

symptoms of the disease among
Campus Center food handlers will con-

tinue until 50 days after the last day

the employee worked.

New Campus Center board

provides students with info

By Tomor Carroll

Collegian Staff

U.S. backs Peru in hostage stand-off

A new information board which
will display student organization and

local business advertisements was
installed yesterday in the University

of Massachusetts Campus Center.

The information board is a com-
bined project of the Campus Center

Student Union Commission (CCSUC)
and a private company. Campus
Information Services (CIS), which
specializes in maintaining informa-

tion boards at campuses nationwide.

The information board, which is

located to the left of the Coffee Shop,

consists of three illuminated panels

and a movingjnessage center at the

top. The center panal will contain

advertisements from Registered
Student Organizations (RSOs) and

other student groups, while the side

panels will contain advertisements

mostly from local business offering

services to students, such as real

estate agencies and fitness clubs.

Dan Wolman, General Manager of

CIS and a 1995 graduate of UMass.
said that the information board will

be a way for businesses and organiza-

tions that can not afford to place

advertisements in newspapers or the

yellow pages to reach students.

This is a cost effective way for local

businesses and student businesses to

advertise." said CCSUC Chair
Matthew Auger, a senior education

and Russian major "Prices will range

from S65 a month to $2,000 a month."

The moving message center, which
will be updated daily, will show head

line news, sports scores and addition-

al advertisements.

Another feature of the information
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By Laura Myers
Associated Presj

WASHINGTON — President
Clinton praised Peruvian leader

Alberto Fujimori on yesterday for

"skillfully walking a fine line" in

handling Peru's hostage crisis even

as Fujimori worried about how it

might end.

"Because they are terrorists... it's

almost unpredictable." Fujimori said

after his White House meeting to

discuss the 7-week old standoff.

"We don't know. We cannot pre-

dict." Bolstered by U.S. support.

Fujimori pledged to make no con-

cessions to the captors holding 72

international hostages at the

lapanese Embassy in Lima.

Rebel leader Nestor Cerpa. mean-
while, chastised Fujimori for hinting

over the weekend that the guerrillas

were willing to give up their goal.

"It is absolutely false that we
have renounced our demand foi the

liberation of our prisoners, a point

that must be addressed in eventual

conversations" with the govern-

ment. Cerpa said, speaking by
radio from the diplomatic com
pound.

No matter what. Fujimori said, he

would never give into demands
from the rebels, who have been
seeking the liberation of several

hundred jailed comrades Giving in.

he said, would set a bad precedent

for other nation

-

"This is important, not only to

Peru but to America and the
world." Fujimori said during an
hour-long news conference "This

kind of crime cannot be accepted.

All terrorists in the world must
know they cannot have an\ DOSSOSS

Mi>ns."

"In English. I will say. It's out of

the question
."

During a hastily scheduled 20-

minute Oval Office meeting Clinton

urged Fujimori to seek a peaceful

solution without bowing to terror-

ism. White House officials said.

Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright and National Security
Adviser Sandy Berger also attended.

White House spokesman David
lohnson said Clinton wanted to

meet Fujimori to tell him he had
"set exactly the right tone" in han-

dling the crisis.

Clinton told Fujimori "that he

thought he was skillfully walking a

very fine line — and that is

between resolving this crisis peace-

fully without giving into terrorism."

lohnson said. "He told him it was a

hard line to walk, but it was the

right one."

The meeting, agreed to only on
Sunday, ran counter to U.S
cerns last week that Clinton's direct

involvement in the crisis would
increase the value of the 72
hostages. No Americans are being

held.

Fujimori told reporters he was
pleased by his White House recep-

tion because Clinton "pledged his

continued exceptional support."

Over the weekend. Fujimori also

talked with Canadian officials, who
had arranged a meeting in Toronto

between the Peruvian president and

lapanese Prime Minister Ryutaro
Hashimoto.

Fujimori won Japanese praise for

promising not to provoke the guer-

rillas, who have been holding
hostages in the lapanese ambas-
sador's residence in Lima since

Dec 17

Mackimmie thefts investigated;

incidents appear to be related

Four incidents of breaking and

entering and burglary, which
occurred in M
HaD on fan K> appear to be relat-

ed, according to University of

Massachusetts poBcc,

UMass Chief of Poiice John
Luippold said the incidents in

Mackimmie seem to be related

because each occurred around the

same time between late Thursday

i tiring,

"Each incident -.-d an

unknown individual going into the

room, two or I which had
that were unlocked, and tak-

ing items near the doorway — like

of a table or a dresser,"

Luippold said.

Items reported stolen include

wallets containing cash and credit

and watches I
•

ful attempts were made at stealing

stereo speakers.

Luippold said that a witness

:
rtad seeing a $.. indi-

vidual in the area around the time

Nurglaries.

"We had a report of a 6 or
6-foot -2 white male with bushy

v'i hair seen in the area of one
t the thefts," Luippold saki-

I
rx.ld said the individual was

entering rooms in Mackimmie in

proximity to the ones broken

asking residents if some
unknown person lived there.

Anyone with additional informa-

tion should contact the UMass
Police Department

— Laura Stock

BC bookies plead innocent

NEWTON (AP) — Three men who
allegedly took bets from Boston
College students pleaded innocent

to gambling charges yesterday,

among them an employee of a pop-

ular bar near the campus.

Timothy I Doheny was charged

with organizing and promoting
gambling and conspiring to orga-

nize and promote gambling in con-

nection with the betting scandal

that also has resulted in the suspen-

sion of eight BC seniors who
allegedly worked as bookmakers at

the lesuit school.

Doheny. 25, of Newton, was a

bartender at Mary Ann's, a student

hangout where prosecutors said he

took bets and made payoffs. He
allegedly was part of a gambling
ring run by lames C. Potter, 53, of

Flushing, N.Y., who also faces

charges of organizing and promot-

ing gambling, using the telephone

for gaming purposes and conspiring

to organize and promote gambling.

Also charged yesterday were
lason W. Pines, 26, of Boston, and

Michael P. Rymsha. 25. of

Newburyport. Each is accused of

using the telephone for gaming pur-

poses and keeping places for regis-

tering bets.

Prosecutor Karen Colucci said

Pines and Rymsha worked separate-

ly from Potter and Doheny in asso-

ciation with a Boston organized
crime syndicate.

Doheny and Rymsha pleaded
innocent before Magistrate Conrad
). Beltzer. Pines, who also goes by

the name of |a$on Loomis. did not

appear in court, but pleaded inno-

cent through his attorney. All the

men were released on their own
recognizance and ordered to return

t<> ^ourt March 6.

The university has suspended the

eight student bookmakers and
begun disciplinary action against at

least 20 other students suspected of

making illegal bets on sporting
events

The episode began when 1 3 foot-

ball players were accused of betting

as the team prepared to host Notre
Dame. The players were initially

suspended for violating NCAA rules

against gambling. No evidence of

point-shaving was found.

Mary Ann's, the bar where
Doheny worked, also is under
investigation by licensing authori-

ties.

.iNNrrw w r scon < coujcian

Old Faithful
One of the many steam leaks on campus, this one by Holdsworth Hall has been exposed for a few weeks.
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Tuesday, Feb. 4
Discussion — Portrait ofa Lady, by Henry fames, is the

selection for the Odyssey Bookshop's monthly Open Book

Discussion tonight at 7 p.m. Marjorie Kaufman, a profes-

sor emeritus of English at Mount Holyoke College, will

lead the discussion.

Discussion — Zionist for Action sponsors Israel Issues

Discussion Group at 7:30 p.m. in the Hillel House. Topic:

"Division and Conflicts in Israeli Society." Discussion led

by Shoshana Madmoni.
Meeting — The UMass Ballroom Dance Club's first

general meeting will be held at 3:30 p.m. in 101 Totman
Gym. For info call Kevin Muipy at 549-4036.

Meeting — Hey math majors! Welcome back. Come to

the first spring meeting of the Math Club at 7 p.m. in

LGRT 152 ID. As always, snacks provided.

Meeting— The Ski Club will hold its first general meet-

ing of the semester at 7 p.m. in Earthfcods. Members can

get deals on tuning, waxing and lift passes for $30. For

more info, call 545-3437.

Meeting — UMass Hillel Council's Kick-Off meeting

will be held at 6 p.m. in Campus Center 904. Looking for

lewish student activists to help set 1997 Hillel Agenda for

social, religious and cultural activities.

Wednesday. Feb. 5

Community Service — The UMass Community Service

Program is sponsoring its annual Spring Volunteer Fair

today from 1 1 a.m. - 1 p.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium. Over 40 local service agencies will be on

hand to discuss opportunities to volunteer or participate

in internships. Any questions, call 545-3327.

Dance — Israeli dancing will be held from 8:30-10

p.m. in the Greenough Residence Hall basement.

Instruction included. The event is free and sponsored by

UMass Hillel

Lecture — Susan L. Taylor, editor-in-chief of Essence

Magazine and author of In the Spirit: The Inspirational

Writings of Susan L. Taylor, will speak at Mount Holyoke

College at 7:30 pi.; in Chapin Auditorium. The lecture is

free and open to the public.

Meeting— Circle K International, a campus community

service group, will be holding its first meeting of the

semester at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center. New members

welcome. For more info, call Aimee or Suzanne at 665-

7712.

Meeting — The Student Health Advisory Board
(SHAB) will hold its first meeting of the semester at

University Health Services Room 304 from 3:30-6:30

p.m. Anyone interested is invited to attend this introduc-

tory meeting.

Meeting — Biracial/Multiracial Students Association (a

new RSO) will hold a meeting at 7 p.m. in the Student

Union Cape Cod Lounge. Questions? Call Jordan at 546-

3548.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition will be holding

their first general meeting at 7 p.m. in Campus Center

room 908. Al! beliefs are welcome and diversity is encour-

aged. Refreshments available.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry Society will hold its first

meeting of the semester at 7 p.m. in room 9*7 of the

Campus Center. New members are always welcome. For

more information, call Tim at 546-0562.

Meeting — Have you ever done theater or always want-

ed to? If so. then the UMass Theater Guild wants you!

Come to our First meeting of the semester at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center. Many artistic positions are available for

the spring shows, Fame and Heidi Chronicles. Audition

information will be available. Call the UMTG office at

545-041 5 or Tara 546-2104 for more information.

Thursday, Feb. 6
Lecture — Keith Boykin, author of One More River to

Cross: Black and Gay in America, graduate of Harvard

Law School and Executive Director of the National Black

Gay & Lesbian Leadership Forum, will speak at 8 p.m.

Location to be announced. Contact the Stonewall Center

at 545-4824 for more info.

Lecture — The Office of Human Relations and the phi-

losophy department will offer an informal discussion on

Spirituality and Identity at 7 p.m. in Campus Center room
803. For more info, call 546-51 74.

Religious — Rosh Chodesh, a Jewish ritual celebration

for women meets at 8:30 p.m. in the Hillel House down-

stairs.

Notices

Auditions — Auditions for the UMass Theater Guild's

Spring production of Fame will take place Feb. 7 at 7 p.m.

and Feb. 8 at 1 and 7 p.m. in room 101 of the Campus
Center. You only need to attend one audition. Callbacks

will take place Feb. 9 at 10 a.m. No need to prepare,

come as you are. All are welcome. For more information

call the UMTG office at 545-04 1 5.

Karate — The UMass Shotoran Karate Club is now
accepting new members. No prior experience necessary.

Come watch and join our daily training in a traditional

Japanese martial art. For more info, contact Loukia at

549- 8058 or Ian at 549-5485.

Orientation — Orientation tours for the W.E.B. Du
Bois Library will be held today and Feb. 4-7. The tours

will leave from the Entrance lobby at 10:30 a.m. and 2:30

p.m. daily. We encourage you to come, visit and get to

know the library.

Independent study — Resources in Women's Studies

Research. WOST 496B. will be held Wednesdays, 4-4:50

p.m. in the Calipari Instruction Room in the W.E.B.

DuBois Library. Recommended for juniors and seniors.

Call instructor Emily Silverman at 545-0995 or e-mail

essilverman@library.umass.edu to register.

Internships — Internships are available working on

Earth Day, Hunger, Recycling and Clean Air. Call Melanie

at MassPirg. 545-0199 or stop by the office at 423-A
Student Union Building.

Comedy — The UMass improv comedy show Mission

Improvable will perform every Saturday in the Campus
Center Basement at 8 p.m. Free.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

in South Amherst will provide rides to church. Pick up is

at 9:40 a.m. on campus. Call Mark at 253-0361 for more

information.

Support group — REFLECT, the Five College bereave-

ment support program is offering two support groups this

semester: A grief support group for those who have expe-

rienced the death of someone close to them; and an illness

group for those currently coping with the serious illness of

a loved one. If you or someone you know is interested,

please call us at 577-5316 for more information.

Support group — Overeaters Anonymous, a group of

individuals who share an addiction to food and suffer

from compulsive eating and other eating disorders, will

hold weekly meetings on Saturdays at 10 a.m. in the

Campus Center. The only requirement for membership is

the desire to stop eating. There are no dues or fees.

Donations are strictly voluntary. For more info, call

(617)641-2303.

To all Foreign Students

and Scholars
A representative from the Internal

Revenue Service will be on campus
Wednesday February 5, 1997 in room
168 at the Campus Center from l -3 PM.
He will be offering a tax seminar on filing

tax forms. All foreign nationals must fill

our federal tax forms 1 040NR and
1040NREZ and Form 8843, whether or

not they are employed. Students and
scholars from all area colleges are

welcome to attend.

In the weeks following the seminar, tax

assistance will be available at

the School of Management.
Please call the Office of

Foreign Students and Scholars

(545-2843) for times.

The deadline to file forms
is not until April 15, 1997.

Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage
Ian. 29
A two vehicle accident occurred on John Adams

Rd.

A two vehicle accident occurred on Hicks Way.

A vehicle struck another vehicle parked in a fire

lane on Washington Road.

A bus struck an illegally parked vehicle on
Presidents Drive.

A two vehicle accident occurred on Fearing Street.

Jan. 30
There was a two vehicle accident on Governors

Drive.

The Amherst Police Department was advised of a

hit and run accident on Massachusetts Avenue.

An individual reported damage to his vehicle in

parking lot 44 on Sylvan Drive, possibly from a snow
plow.

Animal Complaint

Ian. 31

A dog was removed from the Mullins Center.

Feb. 1

A bat was reported in a hallway in Thoreau
Residence Hall.

Annoying Behavior

Feb. 2
Snowballs were being thrown at passing vehicles

on Butterfield Terrace.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Feb. 3

A door on the fourth floor of Goodell Library was

forced open.

Disturbance

Ian. 31

An individual causing a disturbance in the

Infirmary left the building.

Feb. I

There was a report of a fight in progress in the

Malcolm X Center. The incident was resolved.

Drag Law Offenses

fan. 29
Paul M. Vincent. 19. of 19 Longview Rd., Port

Washington. NY. and Eamon | Keating. 19, of 155

Walnut St.. Wellesley. were arrested for possession

of Class D substances.

Ian. 31

Richard P. Mac Donald. 18, of 33 Frankwyn St.,

East Longmeadow. was arrested in Patterson

Residence Hall for possession of a Class D substance

and person under 21 possession/transport of liquor.

Larceny

Ian. 29
Two telephones were reported stolen from the

School of Management.

Ian. 30

There was a report of a television stolen from a

Brown Residence Hall lounge.

An individual from John Adams Residence Hall

reported CDs stolen from her room over intersession.

An individual reported her pocketbook stolen from

Tobin Residence Hall.

Ian. 31

A telephone was reported stolen from an office in

Lederle Research Tower.

Liquor Law Violations

Ian. 30
Blair T. Haney. 19. of 58 Rockinghorse Way.

Holland, Pa., was arrested in Butterfield Residence

Hall for person under 21 possession/transport of

liquor and possession of a Class D substance.

Ian. 31

Matthew G. Katkocin, 18. of 32 Sunswept Dr.,

New Fairfield, Ct., was arrested on Massachusetts

Avenue, for person under 21 possessing/transporting

liquor.

Traffic Stop

Ian. 31

Kevin M. Medeiros, 21, of 24 Bragetti Ln., East

Falmouth, was stopped on North Pleasant Street and

arrested for his second offense of driving under the

influence of liquor, and failure to stay within marked

lanes and to the right of the road.

Feb. 1

Dana G. McCann. 20, of 196 Kingsbury Ave.,

Bradford, was arrested on Infirmary Way for person

under 2 1 possessing/transporting liquor, and posses-

sion of a Class D substance.

Feb. 2
Muhammed H. Yousef. 21. of 295 Puffton Village.

Amherst, was arrested for failure to stop for a red

light and operating a motor vehicle with a suspended

license.

Vandalism

Ian. 29
Posters that were taped to a door in McNamara

Residence Hall were set on fire.

A vehicle that was parked in parking lot 34 on

Massachusetts Ave. was damaged.

Ian. 31

A broken window and tipped over sani-can were

reported from Mahar Auditorium.

Damage to a copy machine was reported in

Hampshire House.

Feb. 1

There was a report of individuals damaging trash

cans on North Pleasant Street.

A window was smashed on a vehicle in parking lot

49 on Windmill Lane.

A windshield on a vehicle was smashed by a snow-

ball on Infirmary Way.
Feb. 2
A toolbox from the rear bed of a truck was vandal-

ized on Massachusetts Avenue.

rent
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continued from pogel
the students accountable for the fur-

niture in their rooms, Andrews also

sees this program as a way of
"rewarding residents who have lived

in the same dormitory for a long
period of time."

The furniture is given out based
on seniority points, so while it is

unlikely that first year students will

get a couch in their room, it is also

not guaranteed that juniors or
seniors will get them either.

There are two types of seniority

points, class points and hall points.

Points are awarded at the beginning

of each semester.

Residents receive one class point

for every semester they are enrolled

at the University. Once a class point

is obtained it can never be taken
away.

Hall points work differently. For
each semester a resident spends in a

specific dorm, they gain two hall

points. However, when that resident

decides to move to another dorm, he
loses all his acquired hall points

from his first dorm.

Andrews also added that Resident

Assistants (RAs) are not given spe-

cial treatment.

"We don't distinguish them from
residents but we do take into

account [when figuring seniority

points] that RAs are asked to move
all over campus without a choice."

Andrews said.

"So far. the program is going
great. The students really appreciate

being able to have furniture in their

rooms," Andrews said.

Shannon Blaney, an RA in

Kennedy said that overall, the pro-

gram has been going well but she felt

that there was a publicity problem at

the beginning of the semester.

"Some students were upset

because the program wasn't publi-

cized enough, so a lot of sophomores

ended up getting lounge furniture

instead of juniors and seniors,"

Blaney said.

'I'm sure it will improve in the

future. It was only the first semester

and anytime you start something
new, there are always some quirks."

Blaney added.

This semester, two new dorms in

Southwest North have been added to

the program — Emerson and
Thoreau Residence Halls.

Neither Cullen nor Andrews are

sure if the program will expand
beyond the four participating dorms
in Southwest North.

The four remaining residence halls

in Southwest North — Prince,

Crampton, lames and Melville — are

set up differently than the others.

Andrews said that the two gradu-

ate residence halls, Prince and
Crampton, "do things a little differ-

ently. Melville and lames Residence

Halls are all women and there isn't a

problem with furniture disappearing

from their lounges."

"We are focusing on trying new
things in Southwest North," she said.

As for lounge furniture ever

returning to the lounges, both Cullen

and Andrews are skeptical.

"We have tried so many different

things to keep the furniture in the

lounge. We have bolted the couches

together. We have bolted them to

the floor, we have even put furni-

ture in the lounge that no one
should want in their rooms," they

said.

Recently, the lounges have been

equipped with tables and chairs for

residents to study in. but Blaney said

residents are removing them and
putting them into their rooms as

well.

"I think that just about any furni-

ture you put in the lounge will disap-

pear because residents don't have a

Jot of furniture in their rooms and

it's easier for them to take it from

the lounge than to go out and buy

furniture." said Blaney.

"Perhaps the University should

regard [removing lounge furniture]

as theft. Until the theft starts being

treated seriously then students will

go with the history of what students

can get away with," Cullen said.

Currently, students who have
lounge furniture in their rooms ille-

gally are billed $25 for removal fees

during winter session.

KENNfm w r scon \ couigian

Get this snow outta here!
Tim O'Brien and Chuck Drake of the Amherst Public Works Department help clear snow piles from downtown Amherst yesterday.

info
continued from page 1

board is the placement of two
direct-response telephones located

to the left of the board.they will

allow students to call the business-

es displaying advertisements for

free, to schedule appointment times

or inquire about services and fees.

Claudia Prodan. a senior hotel

restaurant and travel administra-

tion (HRTA) major and member
of the CCSUC. said she was excit-

ed about the new board and its

telephone feature.

"I am really glad-that students

will be provided with an added,
efficient service." said Prodan. "I

think the phones will aid students

so they will get a quicker service."

Auger said that (he commission
had been involved In the selection

of advertisements from the begin-

ning.

"We gave him IWolman] a list of

iTRAVEL!
! SMART! I

FROM NEW YORK
I

On* Way I—Ij I

businesses that we couldn't accept,"

Auger said. "No large national chains,

no businesses that actively compete
with student and University business,

no food. We wanted to keep it to

non-offensive and useful businesses."

The CCSUC will control the alloca-

tion of the advertising space in the

center panel to RSOs and other stu-

dent groups. The Commission is still

discussing what their final policy on
the information board advertisements

will be, but Auger expects that within

a month, the policy will be in place.

Esther Saias, a senior psychology
major and commission member, said

that the board will be a useful service

to both campus organizations and
students themselves.

"Basically, it's another avenue for

student groups to promote them-
selves," Salas said. "They can easily

contact our office in room 817 of the

Campus Center to put up an ad."

In addition, CIS will be hiring four

to five interns from UMass in the next

few weeks to work on the information

board. The interns will work in sales,

marketing and client account managing
and earn an average of $500 a month.

Fired Coke employees sue for $420 million
By Verena Dobnik
Associated Preis

NEW YORK — For 27 years. |im

Crumb toiled at a Coca-Cola ware-

house in Queens, earning just enough
money to feed his six children.

Suddenly, Crumb and 13 others

were fired and charged with stealing

soda they say they were promised in

return for doing a good job — charges

prosecutors have since dropped.

1 wis shaking when they finger-

printed me." says Crumb. "I'm inno-

cent. The policewoman said, 'We
know, but it's such a big company."
A year later, the mostly unem-

ployed men are suing the Coca-Cola
Bottling Co. of New York for $420
million in damages in state Supreme
Court, saying they were falsely arrest-

ed and accused of stealing thousands

of cases of soda.

They say they were promised the

reward for working during their

lunch hour or jus| being good
employees at the Queens borough
bottling company, which is 49 per-
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cent owned by the Atlanta-based soft-

drink giant Coca Cola Co.

"People make deals with their man-
agers, who say, 'If you do a good job,

take a couple of cases home," said

Anthony Rumore, president of Local

812 of the Soft Drink Brewery
Workers Union, a Teamsters local

that represents the fired workers.

Most of the soda they were being

offered, had been mislabeled or cwuld
nor be sold for some other reason, the

unfon official said. "I believe top
management orchestrated the whole
situation," said Rumore, noting that

the firings came at a time when Coca-
Cola was reorganizing its business.

But Coca-Cola said the missing soda
was clearly linked to the workers.

In October 1995, after receiving a

letter saying employees were stealing

about $4,000 worth of Coca-Cola prod-

ucts a month, the company noticed a

wave of soda shortages, according to

Lewis Boxenbaum. a spokesman for

Coca-Cola in New York.

In the three months before the sur-

veillance, 12.738 cases were missing,

according to computerized company
records, and that in the same period

after the workers were fired, only 109
cases were reported missing,
Boxenbaum said.

A private security firm produced a

surveillance videotape of the Forest

Park warehouse, and 14 employees

were seen removing cases of soda.

"But removing something is differ-

ent than stealing it,* says their attor-

ney, Jonathan Silver. "And one of the

men was accused of taking just one
bottle of soda."

They were fired in November along

with two managers. The company
then filed an official complaint, and
they were criminally charged in

JFebruar) v.yU , iowa«
not onf\ their Income hut their health

iruura-Ke

The theft charges were dismi*sed

in June 1996 by Criminal Court Judge

Suzanne Melendez. who said at the

time. "If there ever was a case that

did not belong in this court, this was
the case." To this day. the missing

bottles have not been accounted for.

said Silver. "For all I know, it could

have been an accounting glitch, a

computer glitch, theft by someone
cl»r \uU,wl> ivfruun," .IhtvAMtfkecb

•Tad have filed a federal lawsuit

tJcmaiUflg arbitration.
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Image isn't everything

Seema

When Alicia Machado of

Venezuela won her Miss
Universe 19% crown, she

won it on the basis of her

talent and personality.

And the fact that she is pretty and
has a good figure didn't hurt her
cause much either.

At the time of the pageant,
Machado weighed in at 110 pounds
and stood just shy of six

feet. A couple months
later, she gained 10
pounds. She explained the

weight gain, saying that

her busy schedule did not allow for a

regular exercise program.

Rumors flew that pageant officials

wanted to dethrone Machado for

gaining the extra weight, now up to

50 pounds. As if all that personality

and talent was gone with the wind,

once she gained weight.

Machado kept her crown, and she

was recently photographed in a New
York gym showing off a new
weight-loss program. Coincidence?
Probably not It's probably the same
program she is using to shed the

pounds that irritated the Miss
Universe pageant officials.

Even the owner of the Miss
Universe pageant, Donald Trump,
poked fun at Machado's weight gain.

When asked by the New York Post

wh> he won't fire Machado. Trump
replied. "Imagine the ratings...

Absolutely the whole world will want
to tune in to see how she looks,

right?"

The question would have given

Trump the perfect opportunity to

reflect that how much one weighs
isn't important, it's more important
what you do. But rather, he coun-
tered with a flip comment on televi

sion ratings.

The struggle for the perfect body,

the quest for the perfect face contin

ue- If Machado — who was sup-

posed to epitomize perfection in a

woman — couldn't maintain the

image, what hope is there for the rest

. if m7
There is a perverted image out

there, saying that thin is beautiful.

The image mocks women and wreaks
havoc on confidence levels. The chief

perpetrators include various beauty
pageants, which style themselves as

"talent" contests and advertising

GangaHrkar

Other forms of media, including film

and television, contribute to perpetu-

ating the myth that in order to be
beautiful, you must be thin.

Deep down inside, we know it is

impossible to look like some of the

supermodels prancing on runaways,

but there is always that little part that

wishes desperately to have legs like

Tyra Banks or a face like Claudia
Schiffer.

But even in the

supermodel world,
these women are a

far- cry from perfec-

tion. Computer graphics, for them,
has reduced some of the stress of per-

fection.

Cindy Crawford's body? If you
checked out "Behind Closed Doors
with loan Lundon." you would have
learned that not only are Crawford's

features enhanced, but her curves are

air-brushed. A little fat on those
thighs? Not a problem in this world
of computer graphics. With a click of

the mouse, that fat is gone, along
with any other unsightly features that

might make Crawford less than per-

fect.

How could you possibly compete
with that?

The struggle for perfection is more
amplified in the teen years, when
girls are most vulnerable to the mes-
sages broadcast by media and beauty

pageants.

In adolescence, girls go through
many changes in their bodies. It's a
painful time, when they are subject to

teasing — mostly from the opposite
sev And as puberty continues, the

little girls turn into sexual objects.

Instead of being portrayed as strong

and independent, a constant barrage

of media taunts young women into

slavery to image.

Magazines like Vogue. Sex-ertteen

and Sassy are aimed at young women
and tend to be the biggest promoters
of body image. These magazines are

filled with pages and pages on how to

get a man. how to keep a man. or
what to wear to make your man
happy. There are monthly columns
on make-up, hair, sex and fashion
tips

And of course, the biggest culprit

in these magazines are the ads. Most
of these magazines have more ads
than stories.

The ads feature women, young and
unnaturally thin. There is an element
of glamour and happiness in these

ads. Like buying a pack of Virginia

Slims will immediately transform you
into a bubbly, happy and cheerful

woman. Or drinking a type of alcohol

will make you instantly attractive to

the opposite sex — love actually

pours out of a whiskey bottle.

Advertisements sum up beauty
and thinness, equating those two ele-

ments with happiness. The real

answer is actually a big fat zero, but

for an adolescent girl, already unhap-

py and confused about body changes,

these ads are especially harmful.

It's during this age that anorexia

takes hold. It begins with a diet that

slips out of control. In an anorexic's

mind, her thinness shows to the
world that she is in control, that she

has power over herself. But while
there is a physical hunger, the
anorexic is seeking to quench a more
emotional mental hunger, the hunger
for happiness, love and confidence.

For college girls, changes and new
attitudes lead to insecurity about
looks. As a result, college is a breed-

ing ground for the more impulsive
disease, bulimia. For many girls, it's a

frenzy of binging and later, the guilt

and revulsion that leads to
self-induced vomiting. Bulimia is less

about control than anorexia is. but

the common denominators of empti-

ness and self-hatred bind these two
diseases together.

Advertisements and pageants con-

tribute to those feelings of inadequa-

cy, making it almost impossible to

feel secure about yourself when you
don't look anything like Cindy
Crawford or Alicia Machado.
The current standards of beauty

need to change. There ought to be an
impetus to say it's okay to be the way
you are. it's okay to look the way you
do.

So when you look in the mirror in

the morning, don't be disappointed
that Cindy Crawford isn't smiling
back at you.

If you tune into the Miss Universe

pageant, which airs later this month
on CBS, keep this thought in mind:

It's wonderful to be yourself.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian

columnist.

Letters to the Editor

End the oppression

To the Editor.

How does institutional oppression manifest at UMass?
• 7 percent of teaching assistants are people of color.

• the University is two years overdue on coming
through on the ALANA agreements, signed with ALANA
groups in 1 992 to increase the percentage of students of
color on campus to 20 percent by 1995.

• TA's (Teaching Assistants) are paid an average of
$6900 per year.

• Top administrators in Whitmore are paid in the range
of six figures per year.

• The UMass child care system provides no daycare for

infants under 18 months of age.

• The UMass child care system has only 19 subsidized

slots out of a total of 78.

• The UMass child care system fails to meet the varying

scheduling needs of graduate students, such as having
your child supervised while you teach an evening class.

• 867 UMass students are on welfare — which does not
cover student loans.

• 2.500 assistantships exist to accommodate 6.000 grad
students.

• A majority of these assistantships lack guaranteed
funding the following semester.

• Lack of job security results in many graduate employ-
ees having to drop out of school, unable to pay for their

education

The mission statement of the University to achieve "a

campus where men and women of diverse racial, social

and economic groups play major roles" is demoralizing
and insulting, as it exists in words only. If the University

were adhering to its mission, then this campus community
would be benefiting from the knowledge and experience
of a rich and broad range of individuals, including single

parents — primarily women — people of color, and poor
and working class. Instead, we have an overwhelmingly
white campus, accessible only to an increasingly middle
class and privileged community.

Doonesbury

What is GEO doing to end institutional oppression at

UMass?
The Graduate Employee Organization (GEO), the

union that represents all graduate employees, is currently

in its twelfth month of contract negotiations with the

University. Graduate employees are the Teaching
Assistants and Associates who teach undergraduates, the

Research Assistants and Interns conducting critical

research for the University and the Area Resident
Directors who advise, support and guide students in their

busy residence hall living situations.

The GEO is fighting for:

• increased funding for graduate employees of color
• a new fund for graduate employees from underrepre-

sented groups such as poor and working class people, sin-

gle parents and immigrants.

• a subsidized flexible child care center
• a livable wage
• job security

• comprehensive health care

If the UMass administration is serious about remaining
true to their mission and making UMass accessible to peo-

ple in economic need, it is incumbent upon them to

acknowledge, take responsibility for and work to end the

institutional classism. racism and sexism at this

University. One way to accomplish this goal is to settle a

fair contract with GEO, the union that is already doing
this work, to end UMass' institutional oppression.

This "flagship university." the largest employer in the

Commonwealth, can be a model of economic justice in

the higher education community if it chooses. In the
meantime, the campus community can achieve such jus-

tice, if we choose, by supporting GEO: email the
Chancellor; sign the GEO petitions; wear GEO buttons;

call GEO and ask how else you can help. Your support,
no matter how seemingly small, is invaluable to this union
winning a contract that makes UMass more accessible,

enriched and public.

Etnilie S. Woodward
Social lusticc Education Program

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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We the people

Mark

McGrath

It
has been said that our generation will be the

first in the history of America which cannot look
forward to a better standard of living than the

generation preceding it. yet that doesn't seem to

bother us.

Because we feel we cannot control the government
that defines how we are to live, we do not vote. Yet
we complain about our elected officials. Only 20 per-

cent of Newt Gingrich's Georgia district voted for

him, but because most of the people who didn't vote
for him didn't vote at all, he is perhaps the

most powerful political figure in

[

Washington.

If we are aware that our society is rip-

ping apart at the seams, we choose to look
in the opposite direction.

We laughed when we heard that our Vice President

could not spell the word "potato" and when traveling

to Latin America, how he wished he had studied hard-
er in Latin class.

We supported the Gulf War because the govern-
ment and the media told us to.

We can quote more lines from Adam Sandler
movies and Hootie and the Blowfish songs than we
can from our own Constittrrton

We are more concerned with the departure of the

head coach of the New England Patriots than with the

fact that the IRS just wasted $4 billion of taxpayers'

money on a failed revamp of its computer system. We
hardly blink an eye when they add that they're going
to pay private corporations to process our data for

them instead.

,We do not believe in God.
We have accepted a set of social norms, and when

an individual decides to deviate from those norms or
think freely, we ridicule and alienate that individual.

We grew up in a time when the government spent

billions of dollars producing smart bombs, when it

should have been spending those billions of dollars

producing smart kids.

We are spoon fed our news in 50-second sound
bites.

We have seen the institution of matrimony fall to

such depths that a modern marriage has a better

chance of ending in divorce than success, but we
refuse to allow gay couples to be wed because we see

such a union as amoral and contradicting the laws of

nature.

When the economy isn't as healthy as it should be,

we blame welfare mothers, immigrants and any other

marginalized group who we know will be unable to

defend themselves, and that makes us feel better.

We believe that our current president has broken
numerous laws, but understand that lying and cheat-

ing are expected of the office.

We are destroying our environment so quickly that

one has to wonder whether the Earth will

even be habitable in 100 years, yet we
throw away plastic bottles and aluminum
cans, drink from styrofoam cups, spray

our hair with aerosol cans and stand idly

by as the government buckles under corporate pres-

sure when faced with environmental legislation.

We eat lunch at McDonald's, dinner at Pizza Hut,

sip coffee at Starbucks and rent movies from
Blockbuster: handing what little money we have over

to the very corporations whose work is to ensure that

all wealth is concentrated in their hands.

We attend this University not because we care
about our educational advancement, but because in

order to have a job in the 2 1st Century, it will be nee
essary for us to have a diploma—

,

We would rather spend an hour on the Net. com-
municating through a bunch of circuits then talking

with another person face to face.

We have allowed the powers that be to divide us
into groups based on our race, sex, class, religion,

sexual orientation and political ideology and we have
allowed them to pit our groups against each other for

no other purpose than to ensure that we will never be
able to unite against them.

We refuse to believe that the United States of
America is anything but the best country on Earth
We watch "Jenny Jones" and "Jerry Springer"

because we have nothing better to do.

We act as if all of society's problems are going to

take care of themselves.

Amidst all of these negative realities, there are still

some among us who wonder why we're not going to
live as well as our parents did.

Mark McGrath is a Collegian columnist.

We want the airwaves \

"i

Mike

Burke

t's amazing. You can buy
an Uzi fully assembled,
but it's illegal to buy fan
FM transmitter}.

"

— Napoleon William,

microbroadcaster

After Serbian President Slobodan
Milosevic shut down the dissident

independent stations Radio Index and
Radio B-92 in Belgrade, the interna-

tional community forced Milosevic to

allow his opposition access
,

to the airwaves.

Here in the United
States, independent radio

stations have been facing

the same battle — and losing.

Though certain loopholes in broad-

casting regulations do allow for cer-

tain underground stations, the federal

government, led by the Federal
Communication Commission (FCC)
has cracked down on this alternative

form of media in recent months.
Pirate radio, glamorized in

Christian Slater's Pump Up the
Volume, has long offered an alterna-

tive to commercial radio stations. By
circumventing FCC regulations,
pirate radio broadcasters transmit on
an unauthorized radio frequency with

a small transmittor. Traditionally the

FCC has taken little notice to music
broadcasts, but politically based sta-

tions have come under severe attack

in recent months.

Take Mbanna Kantako's Black
Liberation Radio in Springfield, III.

for example:

Kantako, a blind man living in the

projects, started Black Liberation
Radio in November 1988. His fre-

quency didn't even reach the city lim-

its, but the town officials felt threat-

ened anyway. First, the FCC fined
him $750. Then, the Springfield
police intervened and arrested

Kantako's nine- year-old son. evicted

the family and made numerous
threats.

Only when the Springfield commu-
nity joined together and backed
Kantako's efforts, did the officials

allow Black Liberation Radio back on
the radio. Today Kantako's influence

and message have spread around the

nation: and Black Liberation Radio
can be heard 24 hours a day in

Springfield.

But not all pirate

radio broadcasters
have been so fortunate.

Three weeks ago police

from Decatur, III. raid-

ed the home of Napoleon Williams
and Mildred Jones, who broadcast
their own form of Black Liberation
Radio. The police shut down the sta-

tion and confiscated equipment rang-

ing from radio transmitters, short-

wave radios, compact discs, cassette

recorders and even a computer.
The police charged Williams with

eavesdropping, a Class 4 felony.

Williams' show had become too dan-

gerous for public officials — he spoke
freely on matters such as police bru-

tality against African Americans and
aired speeches from such "radicals"

as Malcolm X. Kwesi Mfume and
Louis Farrakhan.

The police got scared and shut

down Williams' station — sounds
like something Milosevic would try in

Serbia, doesn't it?

The Williams and Jones debacle is

far more complex and disturbing; a

couple of years ago the Department

of Children and Family Services in

Illinois took their two children.

Unique Dream, 8, and Atrue Dream,

3. from their natural parents. Why?
The Department felt that the children

were not being raised in a proper

environment determined after a

police raid, where an officer threat-

ened to shoot Unique.

According to police records, both
Williams and lones have spotted his-

tories. But it's apparent that the
recent raid and subsequent shut
down stemmed directly from
Williams' programming choices.

Though Williams' Black Liberation

Radio is currently off the air, he
should rejoice that he is still alive.

Unfortunately that wasn't the case
in Los Angeles. Social activist and
strong supporter of Mumia
Abu-Jamal, Michael Taylor was mys-
teriously murdered just prior to his

planned venture into underground
radio. He had planned to form a sta-

tion "dedicated to the voiceless peo-
ple of Los Angeles."

Taylor's mission is that of most
pirate radio station: to provide a

voice to those Americans left out in

the cold by modem technologies such
as the Internet and satellite television.

While these new sources of informa-
tion offer new ways of looking at the

world, only a small percent of
America has a chance to even take a

glance.

The African American community
has been far behind in gaining access
to modern information sources such
as the Internet leading to a segrega-

tion of information. Separate but
equal doesn't even apply here.

Without access to luxuries such as
the Internet, radio remains an essen-
tial tool to spread news in the inner
cities. And men like Michael Taylor
and Napoleon Williams are paying
the price so someday the airwaves
will be free just like they are in
Belgrade.

Mike Burke is a Collegian
columnist.

Arts & Livine
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
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A capella group a Swede treat
By Seema Gangatirkar
Collegian Staff

THE REAL GROUP
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Jan. 31

The art of a capella singing
involves absolutely no instrument
except for voice.

Last Friday evening, the Swedish a
capella quintet, The Real Group,
brought down the house with their
blending harmonies and interpreta-
tions of everything from Duke
Ellington to Count Basie to the
Beatles.

The quintet featured soprano
Johanna Nystrom, alto Katarina
Nordstrom, counter tenor Anders
Edtfrnroth. tenor Peder Karlsson and
bass Anders Jalkeus. Friday's con-
cert marked the beginning of their

North American tour.

The concert began with the Duke
Ellington classic, "It Don't Mean a
Thing (If It Ain't Got That Swing)."
Right away, the group established its

sound with generous and full vocals.

The second selection was a piece
by Stevie Wonder, belted out by
Nystrom. Nordstrom followed with
a smooth rendition of the Beatles'

"Strawberry Fields Forever." On
both of these pop selections, the
group handled each piece deftly,
with strong harmonies backing up
the vocalists.

Part of The Real Group's charm
stemmed from their easy banter and
wit. They also enjoyed a great rap-
port with each other, and also with
the audience.

On one of their own pieces, "How
Come It's So Hard To Be The Way
You Are." the quintet urged the audi-

ence to start singing, and later sway
back and forth with the music.

The Real Group featured many of
their own songs in the program,
including the recipe for "Chili con
Came" and what to wear when
singing "A capella in Acapulco."
The concert closed out with a med-

ley of Swedish pop songs that had
risen to the top of the American
charts, including ABBA's "Dancing
Queen," Ace of Base's "The Sign"
and "It Must've Been Love" by
Roxette.

At the end of the performance,
the group was summoned back by
an enthusiastic audience begging for
an encore. The group obliged with a
hilarious Spanish tune, sur.g by
Jalkeus. A second encore was
demanded following Jalkeus's per-
formance, and the group came back
and sang a Swedish song.

Star Wars explodes back onto big screen

By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

STAR WARS: SPECIAL EDOX3N
Directed by George Locos

with Mork Hamill, Harrison Ford,

Carrie Fisher

Playing at Hampshire Six Theater

During the 1970s, a unique occur-
rence in Hollywood changed motion
picture history forever. The evolu-
tion of the so called Blockbuster
mentality transformed movie-going
from casual entertainment into an
important leisure activity.

Studios began to market their
films with everything from book
adaptations, to action figures and
even Happy Meal themes. Society
indulged itself within the realm of
popular culture, which consisted of
long lines at the box office with the

anticipation of witnessing spectacu-
lar and breathtaking stories of
adventure.

There were two specific direc-
tors who were primarily responsi-
ble for recreating Hollywood.
Graduates of USC film school
Steven Speilberg and George
Lucas changed the way the world
watched movies forever. In 1975

•u

Speilberg made the first true
Blockbuster, laws, and became one
of the most phenomenal and contro-
versial directors in history.

Although audiences around the
globe flocked to the theater like never
before, many critics were skeptical of
what laws had to offer. At a time
when film was finally beginning to be
taken seriously as an art form.
Speilberg was accused of solely
thrilling and entertaining the public,

offering little else.

Speilberg continued to create films

that expanded both the human imagi-

nation and the box office revenues.
However, in 1977, fellow colleague
George Lucas also did more than his

fair share to contribute to the new
Hollywood. With a budget of only 10
million dollars, Lucas created the
most inspiring science fiction odyssey
since Gene Roddenberry's 1967 televi-

sion show Star Trek.

With only two films on his resume,
including the highly successful
American Graffiti. Lucas Ditched his

idea, which was based on the
lapanese film The Hidden Fortress, to
20th Century Fox. From this point,
the legend of Star Wars was created.

For 20 years. Star Wars has enter-
tained audiences through four

rerealeesings of the original film and
two of the most successful sequels in

history. With the popularity of video,
newer generations have also witnessed
the excitement of Lucas' trilogy.

Now, the blockbuster mentality has
come full circle with the fifth

re-release of Star Wars, properly
referred to as The Special Edition.
This past Friday, the first of the trilo-

Ti/n to STARS WARS, poge 6
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COME SEE WHAT THE FRATERNITIES OF UMASS
HAVE TO OFFER YOU
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Will Be
Present

Answering
All ofYour

Questions

About
Greek Life

at UMASS

Wednesday, February 5, 1 997
7 - 9 pm at the Newman Center

Interested in helping others?
Thinking about community service?
Want to get experience in your field?

Then attend the UMass Community Service Program's

Annual Spring Volunteer Fair

Wednesday, February 5, 1997 - 11 a.m. to 1 p.m
in the Campus Center Auditorium

Volunteer work, academic internships and
service learning projects available

If you are unable to attend but are interested in volunteering,
contact the Community Service Program at 545-3327

Brecker & Co. ignite Iron Horse
By Joshua Boyd
Collegion Staff

MICHAEL BRECKER A FRIENDS
Iron Horse

Jan. 31

Last Friday night, the all-star quintet that played on
Michael Brecker's fall Impulse! release. Tales From
The Hudson, brought their strong chemistry to the
Iron Horse for the second of two nights. The band
played a total of four sets over their two night stand,
but Friday night, the last set showed they clearly were
not tired in the least.

Against the backdrop of another winter snowfall, the
five musicians took their combined experience and tal-

ent and reached climactic heights to a standing room
only audience.

From the opening song. "Willie T.," from Tales, the
band showed they clearly held the concept of playing
off serene themes, before working themselves into
churning acoustic jazz meltdowns.

Brecker clearly wore his John Coltrane influence on
his suit-jacket sleeves, as he got into moments where
he would blow fast figures in the high altissimo regis-

ter, always ending up his solos completely differently

from the mostly calm manner he started with.

While Pat Metheny, clearly the most popular name
in the line-up, played smoothly, he wasn't
knock-down amazing. To tell the truth, the "new kid"
of the ensemble, young pianist Joey Calderazzo, was
the real story that night in terms of solos. Bouncing
around a little on his stool, he brought out sides of the
Iron Horse's piano that nobody was really expecting to
hear. He also wore his influences on his short sleeve
shirt, this being Coltrane's famous pianist, McCoy
Tyner. He never actually eclipsed Tyner's abilities, but
he played with the same ferocity and multi-rhythmic
style.

One of the greatest rhythm sections in jazz, bassist
Dave Holland and drummer Jack Dejohnette surprised
no one. They were as viciously textured as always, fill-

ing the room with many bass booms and Dejohnettc's
merciless, thundering drum fills. They especially
shined on the second tune of the show, "Song For
Bilbao" (another Tale), and a boiling rendition of the
jazz standard "Autumn Leaves."
When the audience demand an encore, the group

delivered the last tune of their Iron Horse stand with
conviction, and more importantly, fun.

Academics and More !!!

UMass
Division of
Continuing
Education

For a free course catalog, call 413-545-0107 or e-mail

contined@admin.umass.edu

Explore our web site and see how we can help you -

http://www.umass.edu/contined/

Division of Continuing Education
University of Massachusetts Amherst

providing access to adult, nontraditional educe Hon for over 25 years

Tons of credit undergrad

courses — in the evening!

Nearly lOOnoncredit

workshops — affordable,

fun. practical, including

•

Bartending.

•GMAT.GRE.LSAT.&

MfAT Preparation.

•

Magical Arts.

•

Photography.

ESL
•

EMT Training.

•

Marketing.

and CHOCOLATE'

Mental Health Groups Spring 1997
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

Mindfulness-
based Stress

Management
Qroup — leom

to live fully in the pre-

sent moment.

Mindfulness medita-

tion wil be used os the

foundation for ol

stress management

exercises.

This group is appropri-

ate for both genera

stress management os

well os for assistance

in managing stress

related medical disor-

ders. Group runs for

o weeks,

3:30 - 5:3d p.m

Self' Discovery

Qroubs — lean,

to develop better social

skills; improve rela-

tionships; become

more assertive;

improve connections

with others; feel more

in control of your life;

ond cope with sadness,

lonliness, or isolation

by talking with others

who share your con-

cerns. These groups

run for 10 weeks.

Group I Tuesdays,

3:30 - 5 00 p.m.

_L

Se If-Discovery

Qroubs — Leorn

to develop better

social skills; improve

relationships; become

more assertive;

improve connections

with others; feel more

in control of your life;

ond cope with sadness,

lonliness, or isolation

by talking with others

who share your con-

cerns. These groups

run for 10 weeks.

Group II
-

Wednesdays,

3 • 4:30 p.m.

Nrnos Adultos
de FamiUas
Disfuncionales— This is a therapy

group for individuals

who would like to

understand how their

upbringing continues

to influence relation-

ships in the present.

Issues such as explor-

ing/expressing feel-

ings, developing self-

esteem and breaking

dysfunctional patterns

ore central. Group is

held in Spanish.

Group runs for 8

weeks,

Wednesdays,

3:30 5:00 p.m.

THl KSDAY

Men's Qroup -

If you ore a man who

has difficulty with self

confidence, friendships,

romantic relationships,

or expressing anger

you're not alone. This

weekly discussion

group can help you

understand arid over

come these problems

os aroup members talk

with ond learn from

each other. The group

is co-led by a man arid

woman ond runs for 8

- 10 weeks,

Thursdays,

4:00 5:00 p.m

All groups require a pre-

interview, please call tne rvi<

at 545-2337 or stop by 127 Hills North, M - F, 8:00 a.m. - 5 p.m.

require a pre-group interview. For more information, or to sign up for an
v, please call the Mental Health Division of University Health Services

A
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Star Wars
continued from page 5

gy exploded into theaters while

eager fans rushed with anticipation

to relive the memory of one of their

fondest movie memories. Younger

fans also were ecstatic to witness

their first viewing of Star Wars on

the big screen.

Star Wars, for the first time in

history has been re- established

with sharper special effects and
additional scenes that Lucas origi-

nally cut in 1977. The best parts of

the Special Edition are these few

scenes that have not been tampered

with. Establishing shots of Obi
Wan's home on Tatooeine are

included, as well as Luke reminisc-

ing with an old friend in the Rebel

docking base. Unfortunately, the

cramped streets of Mos Eisely and
Han's confrontation with (abba the

Hut are a bit over the top.

The most important aspect of the

re-release is the ability to watch the

film again on a proper movie screen

with THX sound systems. Regardless

of how many viewings one has had

on video, it can not begin to com-
pare to the magnitude that only a

theater could offer.

Star Wars is most likely just the

beginning of 1970s and '80s block-

buster directors re-releasing their

material. Already, films like

Speilberg's E.T. and Close
Encounters of the Third Kind have

been restored and remastered on

video. Hopefully, 77i* Indiana lones

Trilogy will also be redone and
shown on the big screen.

If for no other reason than for

nostalgia, members of the genera-

tions that previously witnessed the

legacy of these films can relive their

youth. In addition, an entire new
generation will have the opportunity

to experience the magic of the origi-

nal blockbusters. A-

- Pats pick Pete to replace Parcells

By Howard Ulman
Associated Press

COUiTIS* TWJNTKIX CINTUtT IO»

Princess Leia (Carrie Fisher) and Luke Skywalker (Mark Hamill) share a moment of distress.

Shine star reflects on career
By Bob Thomas
Assoc icrted Press

LOS ANGELES — He has won the Golden Globe, been

applauded by Hollywood's great names and courted by

Steven Spielberg, yet Australian actor Geoffrey Rush man-

ages to keep it all in perspective.

At 45. Rush is no wide-eyed new star. He has known

his hits and misses in the Australian theater, where he has

appeared in scores of classical and modem plays.

Still, he had a right to be dazzled when he captured the

Golden Globe as best dramatic actor of 1996 for his role as

troubled Australian pianist David Helfgott in Shine. And

he is likely to get a nod for the more prestigious Oscar,

when nominations are announced on Feb. 1 1

.

"I was taken by the party atmosphere." he reflected.

"Within the room it didn't feel too tense. I was expecting

an undercurrent of intense, competitive energy. It felt like

this town was having a bit of a party that night."

"Getting my name called out and then going up there —
the response was quite different from what I thought it was

going to be. Something quite huge poured up onto the

stage, and 1 felt. My God. this is the peer group of peer

groups!"

"I'm really new to this. I've only done films since 1994;

the rest has been theater. I suddenly find myself on the West

Coast of America with Dustin Hoffman beaming up at me.

Nicole Kidman. Tom Cruise. John Travolta and all these

faces — it was pretty extraordinary."

"The nice thing was the warmth of the response and the

generosity I've sensed as an outsider. There's a feeling in

the industry I got at that moment... that people were say-

ing. 'We like this son of film, we like what it says, we like

how it was made, we like its ethos."

Like all quality, independent films. Shine had a long

journey to completion. Rush first heard about the project

in 1992 when the director. Scott Hicks, saw him onstage

in Uncle Vanya.

'Scott was fearful that I might have stumpy,

banana-like fingers," said Rush. "So the joke is that I had

been cast from the wrist down."

Hb long, slender fingers suited him for the role of the concert

pianist; he was tared without a screen teat. Financial and casting
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Campus Activities at the University of Massachusetts presents

"Something Every Friday >>

For more information check our website:

http://www.umass.edu/campactyevents/sef.htm

This series is made possible by a grant from

UMASS Auxiliary Services, the Vice-Chancel lor

for Student Affairs, and the Daily Collegian.

A Touch of

Reality
This three-person group uses poetry

to express important issues like

AIDs; gang violence; and day-to-

day reality. This powerful trio has

opened for the Fugees. the Lost

Boys, and the Last Poets.

Bluewall Cafe

February 7, 1997

8:00pm

Free

FOXBORO — Pete Carroll, who
had a losing record in his only season

as an NFL head coach, knows he'll be

compared to Bill Parcells.

That's fine with him.

"We're following a heck of a

coach. We're following a heck of a

season." Carroll said after he was

appointed on Monday to succeed

Parcells as New England's coach. "It

couldn't get any tougher. I like it. I

think it's going to be great fun."

Carroll, the San Francisco 49ers

defensive coordinator the past two

seasons, got a five-year contract

Monday to succeed Parcells as coach

of the team that represented the AFC
in the Super Bowl.

"1 want everyone in the organiza-

tion to know he's not on trial" and

that the club won't panic if it suffers

a setback next season, owner Robert

Kraft said in explaining the long-term

deal.

Parcells. whose four-year tenure

ended last Friday when he resigned

after NFL commissioner Paul

Tagliabue ruled that he owed New
England an option year, still could

end up as coach of the New York lets

next season if they offer enough in

compensation.

Kraft indicated Monday some flexi-

bility in his demand that the top pick

problems stalled production until 1995. The final budget came to

$6 million, a large sum for an Australian film.

Rush used the delay to study tapes Hicks had made

with David Helfgott, who spoke in an outburst of manic,

repetitive sentences.

"It was like learning a dialect or another language." the

actor remarked. "1 tried to absorb what I could of David's

particular rhythms, then make it my own."

He met Helfgott socially, but decided not to study him

lest the portrayal become an imitation.

Rush had studied piano until he was 1 5. mostly pop

music. He worked with a piano tutor for Shine and was

able to fake the playing for the movie.

Geoffrey Rush has a long face, melancholy in repose,

with a prominent nose and unruly hair. He was bom in

Toowoomba fan aboriginal word. I'm not sure what it

means," he says) in Queensland.

When he was eight years old. his family moved to

Brisbane, where he did all his schooling, earning an arts

degree at the university.

"I was never really thinking I'd become a professional

actor." he said, "because there was no theatrical culture I'd

been around." Having seen some traveling tent-shows in

his youth, he was fascinated by the theater. He appeared in

college plays, then joined the newly founded, state-spon-

sored Queensland Theater Company.

In the mid-1970s, he studied drama in Paris, and

returned to work in repertory in Brisbane and Sydney. His

first major film came in 1994.

About the rendezvous with Steven Spielberg: "We had a

chat about a possible project that may eventuate. It was

great. He was filming a terrific stunt sequence for {Jurassic

Park sequel) The Lost World with a velociraptor.

"He was absolutely extraordinary. He was working this

shot on a set with perhaps 200 people. We were having

chats about this future project. He talked to my wife about

the impending birth of his child. There was a six year old

boy who was a friend of a friend of a friend, and he was

giving that child equal time."

"Some prop guy would come up with a velociraptor

pan to see if it was OK. Steven would get called to the

monitor to look at the shot. Brilliant, absolutely brilliant.

No overt ego. Good, hard work and skills."

in the draft must be included and

resumed talks with the Jets.

"We're open to any ideas. But I

don't think the transaction can hap-

pen without the number one pick,"

Kraft said. "If they want to give us

Hugh Douglas, Keyshawn Johnson

and Aaron Glenn, we'd think about

it."

They were first-round draft picks

the last three years. Now the Jets

must decide if Parcells is worth this

year's top pick.

Tagliabue's ruling held that the

Patriots must give permission for

Parcells to work for another NFL
team next season.

Parcells' final game with the

Patriots was a 35-21 loss in the Super

Bowl. Carroll's last five games as a

head coach were all losses — with

the Jets in 1994 after he started the

season 6-5. He was fired after that 6-

10 season.

Carroll, 45, is 10 years younger

than his predecessor, more player-

friendly and not hung up on having

final say over all personnel decisions.

"It's just like lay Leno took over

for Johnny Carson and he was Jay

Leno. He wasn't trying to be Johnny

Carson," Carroll said.

"I'm going to be me. What will

really be compared is how we win."

Parcells had losing records in two

of his first three seasons with the

Patriots before winning the AFC East

with an 11-5 record last year that

brought his regular-season mark with

New England to 52-32. He was 2-2

in the playoffs with New England.

His dominating personality

though, could be better than

Carroll's for a young team that

might get too arrogant after an out-

standing season.

"It remains to be seen what the

aftart of that will be," said Carroll,

who also interviewed for the St.

Louis and Detroit coaching jobs. "I'm

doing this the way that I know how

to do it best and I will not be think-

ing about looking back over my
shoulder and how it was done."

"His style of motivation is probably

right for coming into the age of the

millennium and the internet." Kraft

said. "His style, I think, will be a style

that will help our younger players."

Carroll, far more, straightforward

than Parcells, said it didn't bother

him that Kraft's first choice for a

coach was George Seifert, who won
two Super Bowls in his eight years as

San Francisco's coach before resign-

ing after last season.

Seifert. a 49ers consultant this

year, was the "least risky" choice but

didn't want to coach and recom-

mended Carroll highly. Kraft said.

"I'd have called him myself."

Carroll said of his former boss, but

"I'm glad George didn't want to

coach."

INM'HWrUOT' (OUiOAN

Don't call it a comeback...
Joante O'Brien and the women's hoop team look to start a new winning streak Friday night when they face

Temple.

Go to the Game on the

UNIVERSITY STORE
Register to Win 2 FREE Tickets for

UMass vs. Duquesne
Thursday February 6 7:

William D. Mullins .Center

Enter at the University Store Campus Center

Entries Close Wednesday Feb. 5 at 5PM

{^UNIVERSITY
AMSTORE&

Campus Center
545-26 1

9

ENTRY FORM

Hours: M - F 9 AM - 5 PM
Sat 10 AM- 5 PM

NAME
• LOCAL PHONE_
I LOCAL ADDRESS

I

I

L.

REGISTER TO WIN 2 FREE TICKETS TO UMASS VS. DUQUESNE
ENTER AT THE UNIVERSITY STORE

EMPLOYEES OF THE UNIVERSITY STORE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO WIN
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\Norris
continued from page 1

Dakota, Jason Blake and David
Hoogstein. and are five points ahead
of No. 7 Michigan State's Sean
Berens and Mike York.

By the end of this season, he will

be one of the all-time centers of
attention, and not just this season,
but along with Bonneau and
old-schooler Pat Keenan, in UMass
history. But, like a faceoff against
Hockey East stars like UNH's Jason
Krog or BU's Chris Drury, he takes it

all in stride. "It has been a great

experience," Norris said. "I have
learned a lot of things, and gone
through a lot of ups and downs, but
especially with this team, you have to

learn overcome adversity.

"Sure, me and Robby are among
the leading all-time scorers and
whatnot, but we really don't look
into that too much. It hasn't really

entered my mind, not at all.

Obviously, I had a goal at the begin-

ning of the year to score thirty goals,

but that's looking pretty hard right

now."
"I've had some tough luck around

the goal this year, but who knows? It

doesn't really matter what your
record is at the beginning of the year,

because you want to be playing good
hockey come playoff-time in March."

Mallen is a old-time hockey fan.

and he considers Norris to be a

throwback to those good old days.

The decision to sign Norris was one
of the best the coach has made since

the reinstatement of the program in

1993, and the team has reaped the

benefits.

"I think he has had a great career

here for four years," Mallen said. "A
lot of people wanted him to play

another year in juniors before he
decided on college hockey. We decid-

ed he could help us right away, and
went after him."

"He's a hockey player through and
through, and loves the game. He
works hard every day, and he really

wants to be successful in this game,
and make our team successful."

IOHMA KANSANiN V COUfCIAN

UMass senior center Warren Norris enjoys what he does best; handling face-offs for the Minutemen.

UMass men's gym team opens with a bang
By Michoal J. Norn
ColUgion Staff

The UMass men's gymnastics
team had a successful start to their

season with a first place finish at

the UMass Open Dec. 7. a third

place finish at the West Point Open
|an. II. a victory at Navy |an. 24,

and an easy win over M.I.T. and
Vermont at home on Feb. I

.

The Minutemen took their season

opener here at home with a acorc of

219.8. beating out second place

Temple who finished with a 215.2.

Freshman Jeff LaValee was the all-

around winner with a 55.55 score.

"He's just an outstanding kid. a

real great addition to the team."

said UMass head coach Roy
lohnson.

LaVallce and sophomore Phil

Liebcrman helped the team to a No.
3 finish out of eight competitors at

the West Point Open. LaVallce
took second place in the pommel
horse (9.3) and tied for fourth with

Liebcrman in the floor exercise

(9.350) during the preliminaries,

and they finished first and second.

respectively, on Saturday again in

the floor exercise.

The Minutemen rolled along at

Annapolis competing against Navy
and defeating them 221.200 to

211.700. LaVallce took his second

all-around victory of the season,

and senior Gabe Columbus, sopho-

more Brad LeClair. and Liebcrman
all posted impressive finishes in the

victory.

"This is the best team I've ever

had." Coach lohnson acid . "We
have a shot at (having] a couple of

All-Americans. I expected to do as

well as we have been doing."

The 221.200 score against Navy
was a season high culminating the

early successful run that saw the

Minutemen gain and hold onto a

No. 10 national ranking.

"The best marker |of progress]

was the Navy meet. Though you
don't go out there to compete for a

ranking, they do send a message to

other coaches and officials as to

how far along the program's come,"
lohnson said.

The Minutemen cruised through

the competition against the

Engineers of M.I.T. and the

Catamounts of Vermont with a

score of 218.800. easily overcoming
the respective scores of 173.500
and 165.100 posted by their oppo-

nents.

"We had a little trouble at the

beginning." Johnson said. "But we
tried out a few things that needed
work. (Rusland] Shupak and
IMichael] Sangirardi did really

.well. They posted some career
i in their events"

Minutcnata took the top hon-

in all six events, led by sopho-

more Stephen Pryor who won first

all-around with a score of 54.900.

Liebcrman. who won the floor

exercise with a 9.400 and senior

Chris Funk who tied a career-high

score with a 9.400 on the parallel

bars rounded out the winning per-

formances in the meet.

"The guys are feeling good right

now, and the important part of

coaching is to get the guys to do
everything they can without injur-

ing them," lohnson said.

UMass will host Temple at

Boyden Gym on Feb. 8. Temple is

currently ranked No. 15 in the
nation and is the defending EIGL

Cup champions.

"We haven't beaten Temple at

home in 10 years, but if we hit

85-90% of our routines, we should

win." lohnson said.

The Minutemen trail the all-time

series against the Owls with a

record of 9-27, which includes a

loss in Philadelphia last year in

which UMass was defeated by the

score of 220.300-219.850.
"We now have a chance to go to

the NCAA reigonals as a team.
Everything is built on progression,

and if we want to win the EIGL
(Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics

League) Cup. we have to beat

Temple at home," lohnson said.

"There's room for improvement,
but we could still catch Michigan
State ranked No. 2 in the country."

Minutemen Notes...

LaVallce was named the ECAC
Rookie of the Week for his out-

standing performance in the meet
against Navy.

The Minutemen will have two
more home meets after Temple,
hosting Army. Air Force, and
Syracuse all in the Curry Hicks
Cage before championship tourneys

begin.
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Collegian Graphics.
More tools than a hardware store.

Use your fdIICaTiON in ways you never thought possible.

trSiGM a new software program MaMHtrT the next

remote access product. CKarATir products that fit in the

palm of your hand. U.S. Robotics gives entry-level sales pro-

fessionals MarANiNGFUt. experience. (You may be new, but

your Valuable contributions are encouraged, and expect-

ed.)

U.S. Robotics is the LrAorl? in information ACCrSS. We
make PRODUCTS that connect people with INFORMA-
TION — anytime, anywhere. We hire SalbtS PfOPlf —
with crGBrrS in marketing, business, sciences and liberal

arts.

Now that you know more about US. wed like to know more
about TOU

Come see us at the

Career Fair

February 12
If you are unable to stop by, send your resume to: U.S.

Robotics, College Relations, 7770 N. Frontage Rd.,

Skokie, IL 60077, or e-mail: resumes@usr.com We are

an equal Of>f>Ot?TUNiTT employer m/f/d/v.

There are MO limits.
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Buy at wholesale prices right at the show •

from up to 60 companies (ISO exhibit I

tables) teatunng the IBM/PC compatible •

market From full systems to libraries of '

CDs it's all here Adm $7 ea with ad |

$Sea. after 1 00 pm $4 ea w/ad only ,
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QIRRobotlcs
The Intelligent Choice In Information Access
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THE BOLTWOOD PROJECT™
A Studenl/Comminity Service Learning Program*

(•an RSO end Dept. of Landscape Architecture k Regional Planning sponsored program)

Assignment notification,

Feb. 6th (Thurs.)

at Boltwdod table on Campus

Center Concourse.

You Can Earn 1-2 Credits

Recruitment Nights

(Attend one session - Required

for all Applicants!!!)

SPRING SEMESTER '97

630 PM
(Note: Prompt starting time)

• Feb 3 Mon Campus Center Aud. or

• Feb 4 Tues. CC Room 163 or

• Feb 5 Wed. Campus Center Aud.

Volunteer while earning credit

Come and Learn How!!!

Your life will NEVER

be the same!

UM skiers blow by BC
By Jackie Loroux

Collegian Staff

Massachusetts ski coach Bill

MacConnell had one goal for the

men's ski team last weekend —
to beat Boston College.

They did just that.

In the Brown/UConn
Tournament held at Loon
Mountain, N.H., the UMass
men's ski team took first place in

the slalom at 226.43, and second
in the giant slalom, just behind
Plymouth State at 325.31.
Boston College took third in the

giant slalom, and second in the

slalom.

"The men just had an out-
standing weekend." MacConnell
said.

Plymouth State's third place

finish on Saturday is the first

time it has finished below first

place all season long. Currently,

the Panthers lead the regional

standings with eight points.
Boston College and UMass are

tied at second with fourteen
points each.

Sophomore Tom Holden had a

sensational weekend for UMass,
as he took first in the giant
slalom at 105.10. and second in

the slalom, at 74.16.

This weekend also featured the

return of junior Tom Schaefer.

who missed the Plymouth State

Tournament due to muscle
spasms. Schaefer took the indi-

vidual crown in the slalom with a

time of 73.85. and then took
fourth in the giant slalom at

108.89.

"He came crashing back and

skied as well as he could,"

MacConnell commented.
The women's ski team contin-

ued to struggle this weekend, as

it took sixth place in both the

slalom (274.89) and the giant

slalom (391.64). The women of

Boston College led the way in

both races, followed by Smith
College and then Babson.

The Minutewomen lost their

top skier, Leah Muliero, when
she hit some soft snow on the

edge of the track and took a fall.

Despite the team's troubles,

sophomore Katie Keane managed
to pull off two top ten finishes.

"Katie had a real good week-

end, she had eighth in the slalom

and ninth in the giant slalom,

which is really good sking when
you look at how many skiers

there are." MacConnell said.

Keane finished the slalom in

82.07 and the giant slalom in

117.24.

Things should be looking up
soon for the women, as their

number three skier, Heather
Schay, is slated to return next

weekend. She has missed every

tournament so far this season
with a sprained ankle.

The Minutewomen are current-

ly sixth in the regional standings,

and are looking to move into

fifth place so that they can go to

the United States College Sking
Association Reigonals at the end
of this month.

Both the men and the women
will head to Ascutney Mountain,
Vt. this coming weekend to com-
pete in the Boston College
Tournament.

swim
continued from page 10

gonna pay attention because
Fordham is an Atlantic 10 team.

They're a good solid team, they've

got some good tough swimmers."

The swimming and diving team has

just one more dual meet left in their

schedule before they hit the road and

travel to Buffalo to defend their title

in the long awaited Atlantic- 10

Championship on February 20.

"You know my philosophy has

always been not to focus much on the

dual meets as you do on the champi-

onships. It's certainly at that time of

the year now where we say. 'champi-

onship time, let's go'." Yarworth
said. "We want everyone to under-

stand that they can't wait for their

other teammates to do it. the whole

team ha* to do it. It becomes a team

sport, even though it is an individual

affair, it becomes a team sport."

When it comes down to the

Atlantic- 10 Championship, everyone.

from the first swimmer to the last

diver must make the best contribu-

tion possible in order to succeed.

"Last year we beat LaSalle by

about 60 points, and we outscored

them in diving 60 to 15, so that's

where we pulled ahead. We got to

have them (divers)."

Yarworth's final comments
touched upon his feelings about the

upcoming Atlantic- 10 Championship,

and what it will like defending the

title.

"I think we're definitely one of ihe

favorites. It's wide open between us.

Fordham. St. Bonaventure. LaSalle

and George Washington. Obviously,

as the defending champions, we're

the team to beat, but I wouldn't say

we are the favorite. This team has an

awful lot of heart." Yarworth said.

This Saturday, UMass travels down
to the Bronx to splash off against

Fordham at 1 p.m.

women's track
continued from pogelO

(unior Christy Martin has been

a top performer in the mile, set-

ting a personal record earlier this

season with a fast time of

5:10.73.

Senior Molly Dunlap was one
of UMass' top performers this

winter, despite battling bronchi-

tis for several weeks. Dunlap ran

a tough 5000m race in West
Point, N.Y.. finishing with an

exhausting time of 18:45.

Senior Katie Greenia cele-

brates two outstanding perfor-

mances this season. At the New
England Challenge Cup Finals in

Hanover, N.H., Greenia ran a

strong 3000m race, finishing

18th overall, with a time of

10:17. In West Point, she fin-

ished 25th in the 5000m race,

with a time of 18:13:19.

Saturday. UMass will head to

Boston to compete in the
Valentine Invitational hosted by

Boston University. It will be their

final invitational before they
begin preparation for the champi-

onship round of their schedule.

"We're not going to send the

whole team." LaFreniere said.

"We see this as an opportunity to

rest some girls for the real impor-

tant part of our schedule: the

A-10 Championships, followed

by the New England
Championships, followed by the

ECAC Championships, hopefully

followed by the NCAA
Championships."

Webmaster Dave Quist is a very nice and sweet boy.

come see his handiwork at-

www. umass .edu/rso/colegian

ROUTE 9

HADLEY, MA

YEAR 'ROUND
http //www javanet/~mrburger/
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AUTO FOR SALE
1917 Jmp Grand Wagoneer runs

great, needs minor repairs $1500 or

6/0 Call Colin 2564480

Mustaaa looks good, runs good

t500 Call 665-9068

EMPLOYMENT

t Satiaa Hadley office

has several openings in its calling

center No selling involved Fun

atmosphere On busline Up to $7

$10 hr Start wort immediately Call

584 7696 Ask tor Mr Boone or Mr
Banl

Camp WayaelSister halt of

Brother/Sister Camp. Northeast
Pennsylvania. 6/23-8/20/97) Have

the most memorable summer of your

life 1 Coaches, teachers, students

Prerequisite Must love children,

enjoy living and working in a group

situation On campus interviews

March 11 tfv Call 18001279-30 19

The Ultimata Semmer Job
Whitewater Ratting Guides needed

No experience necessary looking

for outgoing, enthusiastic people-

previous outdoor or athletic experi-

ence is a plus For more info send

resume and letter of mtetest to Crab

Apple Whitewater. P Box 295.

Cha'lemont. MA 01339 or call

14131339-0188

EMPLOYMENT
PREMIERE BROTHER SISTER
CAMPS IN MASSACHUSETTS
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Counselor positions for talented and

energetic students in all Team
Sports, especially Baseball.

Basketball. Roller Hockey.

Gymnastics. Field Hxkey. Soccer.

Volleyball. 30 Tennis openings, also

Golf. Archery. Riflery. Ropes and

Rock Climbing. Weights/Fitness and

Cycling, other opportunities include.

Performing Arts. Fina Arts. Figure

Skating. Newspaper. Photography.

Yearbook. Radio Station. Rocketry.

Swimming. Skiing. Sailing.

Windsurfing. Canoeing/Kayaking

Top Salaries, room, board and travel

June 22nd-August 20th Call for

information MAH-KEE NACI bovsl

1 800-753 9118 DANBEElQiMs) 1-

800 392 3752 Recruiters will be on

campus Tuesday. March 11th from

10am to 4pm at the UMass Camp
Pay.

Teachiae, Substitute $6 25/hour

Hampshire Franklin Oay Care Center.

Route 63 Near Amherst-Leverett

town line 548-9674

PUBLIC
RELATIONS/MARKETING

STAFF
If yea seek aa ever -changing high-

energy workplace, this may be the

job tor you Hmsdale/Greyhound
Park/simulcast betting capital of the

Northeast, is looking for enthusiastic

individuals experienced in Public

Relations /Marketing/Promotions

Exciting work atmosphere, competi-

EMPLOYMENT
tive salary, and benefits Send confi-

dential resume to Ron Algeni. GM.
Hmsdale/Greyhound Park. Route

119. Hinsdale, NH 03451 F/PT Equal

Opportunity Employer

English Teachers Needed
Abroad! Teach conversational

English in Prague. Budapest or

Kranow No teaching certificate or

European languages required

Inexpensive room and board and
other benefits For details call

(206)971 3680 ext K50011

Wanted: Marketing student to

market custom software via the

Internet- Pay is on commission 548-

8896 ________
Waatad: Tear guides. Summer
Counselors. Student Admissions

Representatives Applications avail-

able auhe Admissions Center

Cruise Liaa Entry level onboard
positions available Benefits

Summer or year round 1612)643

4333

Cruise and Land Tear Employment

work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid 1 For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (800)276 4948 ext CS0017

(We are a Research and Publishing

Col

Outside Jobs- Now hiring National

Parks. Beach Resorts Ranches.
Rafting CO s benefits and Bonuses 1

Nationwide openings Call (919)918

EMPLOYMENT
7767 ext R180 Eastern

Europe/Asian jobs- Live in Prague.

Budapest. Tokyo, etc Teaching sim-

ple conversational English No lan-

guages/teaching exp required

(919/9187767 ext W180

FOR RENT

Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront nouses. Falmouth area

(508)477-6000

Sagarloaf Estates- Ultra modern
two bedroom apartments Free
heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washers/dryers

and more 1 On busline Minutes to

Amherst Great specials! Call 665

3856

Fridge Rentals 253 9742 Free

Delivery

FOR SALE

For Sale Electric Guitar Peavey
black strat copy, excellent condition

$200 00 Sean 546-5734

Word Processor Brother Whisper

Writer WP-7550. Ink Jet Printer

AskingJ29Slor B/0 Bill 582 9175

MAC Plas excellent condition CPU.

monitor, keyboard, mouse, lots of

software $125 John 6-6359

Smith Corona WP compact, great

condition $150 or B/0 Call 256-

5470

FOR SALE
For Sale Ricoh KR5 Super II

Camera, lens. body, flash- $100.

neon light $90 Sarah 253-3241

Snowboard w/biadingi 148GNU
Dukester. brand new 665 8680
CHEAPM

FREE Two computer desks in good
condition 548 8896

4K New Laptop $585. VGA Color

Monitor $175, IDE Hard Drive $110.

Steve 566-3324-2

MUSICIANS
Blaes Harmonica Player looking

for musicians to play Chicago style

harp with' Call Eric ® 256-6324

MISCELLANEOUS
New Metabolism Breakthrough
Period Lose 5-100 pounds Doctor

approved Cost $35 18001666 4793

G0RILLA6RAMS Valentines.

Birthdays. Roses. Balloons. Poems
Send the Crary Gorilla We'll go any

where, anytime Student Rates Call

ahead for Valentines Day 256-0287

Start your own fraternity VETA
BETA TAU is looking for men to start

a new chapter If you are interested

m academic success, a chance to

network and an opportunity to make
friends m a non pledging brother-

hood. E-mail ZBtgiBT National

ORG or call Brett Hrbeck at (31 7)334

1898

PERSONALS
"Let's get it on"- Marvin Gaye.

Free love and Valentines at

www mainquadcom

"What s love got to do with rtT"-

Tina Turner. Fiee love and
Valentines at www mamquad com

ROOM FOR RENT

One bedroom in 2 bedroom apt

Available immediately On bus route

Sugailoaf Estates Keua (203)294

1336 Females Only

One bedroom for real in two bed-

room apt Call Taryn (508)682 5607

ROOMATE WANTED
Roommates weatad lo share
house in Ocean City. NJ for the sum
mer Call Sue at 546 0407

SERVICES
Questions ebout yoar lease/secu-

rity deposit deductions' Questions

about subletting/assigning leases'

Questions about the condition of

your new house or apartment?
Contact the Student Legal Services

Office. 922 Campus Center, 545-

1995

Attention Long Distance Callers

Introducing the rechargeable tele-

card by New Media
Telecommunications. Inc

Reasonable long-distance rates a

$25 00 minimum charge gets you

SERVICES
over 2 hours of long-distance time,

anywhere in the US Works from

any phone, no major telephone cam
er needed Enjoy the benefits of the

rechargeable telecard now'
Immediately send a long self-

addressed stamped envelope to

L IT . 60 Skiff Street. Ste 507.

HamdeqCT 06517

Piercings by the Beerded Lady
222 State Street. Northampton
(413)586^)829

Seeking Financial Aid? Don't limit

your possibilities for financial aid I

Student Financial Services profiles

over 200.000-f individual awards
from private and public sectors Call

1800)263-6495 ext F50016 (We are

a research and publishing company)

www.smartbomb.com Serving all

your smart drug needs

TRAVEL

Best Deel- 100% Guaranteed
Organized by local travel company
Great packages for Cancun. Florida,

and more Call 256-8724

Jamaica- Spring Break Stay in

beautiful Negnl Includes roundtnp

airfare, hotel transfers. 7 nights

lodging from $519 Don t take

chances with other companies, go
with the UMass Ski Club Call 545-

3437

TRAVEL

Europe $155. Caribb /Mexico $189
R/T Worldwide Destinations

Airhitch Tm (800)326 2009
aithitchfflnetcom com or www isi

com fc/airhitch

Spring Break 17 It's heaven Wake
and Bake in the hottest destinations

free parties'" Organize group and
travel Free lowest price guarantee

From $99 (800)426-7710 www sun

splashtours.coni

Spring Break- Nassau/Paradise
Island, from $379 Air, hotel, trans-

fers, parties and more' Organize

small group- earn free trips plus

commissions' Call (800)9 Beach-

1

WANTED TO RENT
Six bedroom house for the fall

Willing to take over summer lease

Call 549-5362'

WANTED

Conservative students interested

m starting a conservative student

newspaper Good writing skills and

familiarity with Pagemaket software

a plus Call Paul at 6-0183 for more
information

Here's something to do with all

the Change you have in your
pockets...

Unfortunately, there's still no use for pocket lint.
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Standard Headings
Activities

AnrrOUsxements
Apartment For
Rent

Auto For Sale
Employment
Entertainment
For Sale
FOUnd (2 days Ere*?)

Happy Birthday
Houses For
Rent

Instruction
Lost
Musicians
Miscellaneous

Motorcycles
Personals
Room For
Rent

Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted

Services
Summer
Sublet

To Sublet
Travel
Transportation
Wanted to
Rent

Wanted

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not respon-
sible for errors resulting

from illegible handwriting
or type.
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horuuna InMrad And a way lo

gently truth thrm off. and oflrr

ihrm altrmaovr* to c

GEMINI
May 22-Jnave 21

Thinking ahead mn mto
thr dattant kjturr—para ofl

handauratly aa your liatfata at barty

good Don t takr undur rtak*

raprrkaly whrn thr Makmarr hajh

A tab proaurtl thai amnrd rrmoir

could hr hradng up

CANCER
June 22-Ju1t 22
< alch up on your kitm thai wrrk
You could And out ton* Important

nm from an mtrmang tourer

Krrp II undrr your hat until thr

appropnair nmr It will mafcr a baj

imprntion

LEO
July 23-Aufnat 23
A fiirnd laddV a you with a

burdrnaomr aerrrt Maantafel thru-

truat. but takr tirpt to an that

you rr not taken anVantagr ot Try

to boattrr thr ceo of tomronr who t

brrn having a rough dmr You
could ram thrtr undying gratttudr

VIROO
Aufuat 24-September 22

Kapoaurr to nrw trchnolagy

Intrraart your valur In thr Job

markrt Do your brtt to bantah any

Iran and takr al thr matrucOon
you can grl You could br In anr for

an IntrrraUng propnutlon

LIBRA
September 23-October 29
Although you rr trrttng ureamralh

• aback/ arm t rnough.

\ thr eaJ%K«n,*rtf a
your fori* Takr toploua notn and
youl br abar to ccaar bark to thr

Iraa prraalng profrrta A filrnd

could aurprtar you with a arrrn

SCORPIO
October 24-Norember 22

Krrp your ran opm and your

mouth thul. or you could br

caught In thr naddV of a vtolrnt

ikaagiiiiiaiii Although rnwnnm
anr running high with tact and
humor thr tiurm could tubaidr at

quk-kh aa It lortnrrt

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Dnr Into thr nut* and boks at work

and youl atapnar youranY with

your ptoJutthay Don I ado* a

akrk tak-tprrton lo talk you out

of your hard camrd rnnnry baaar

younrif tlrp bark and takr a night

or two to aaprp on any big drcaaaon*

CAPRICORN
December 22-Jmnojire 20
A friaOonahap could grrnalnatr

from a quack arnualntanrr Pognw
your Inattnrts but don t nattakr

luurlba** tor connri uun hrvtrw

your major goaaa aomr of thrm may
br a bit outdalrd

AQUARIUS
Januarr 21-February 18

focua on badiaon to add tumgth
to a rrlaUonahap An cmohaala on
Dual wlll foatrr growth at wril

You may br rrady to makr a

commltnvTit Makr an effort to par
off any tubatanttal droit you owr

February 19-Marcb 20
rtartfy younrtf whrnrvrr you have

a dlaruaalon thl< wrrk lo avoid a

mtaup A volatile tltuatlon It rrarty

to Urate, ao takr ttrpt to ararld

yourarlf from the fallout. A back up
plan might be a good Idra /

I
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Daily Listings sponsoredbyYOULTAd CXHllilBe 110^°"545-3500

IO

11

IB
13
14
1*7

IB

HSCN Bulletin

Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie
Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

83 CNN
84 CNN/Headline

News
SB BET

88 BET on Jazz

87 Laser Video

88 The Learning

Channel

30 Comedy Central

31 Popcorn Channel

38 Satellite

Programming

TUESDAY EVENING

WEDH
KVTSB

WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT

wnc
WWLP

iWGBY
f_JKMl II 1

IIWSBK
WTBS
AftE |*rj)

l

CNN )©
J 2J

C9JL J-itS
disc qp

"

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
INT

USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

©
©

ii

6:00
Creeturet

Newt tr

6:30 7:00 730 800 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 I 11:30
Butiratt Rpt

CBS

NetnX
Full Houte X

Fr*th Prince

Stmpeone X

Creeturee

Newt tf

ABC Newt

freiti Prince

NBC Newt

Merlin X
NBC New* Ent Tonight

RoeeanneX

NBCNwvt
Bualneat Rpt

ABC Newt

Bevorry HIHt, 90710 (In Stereo)

Family Matteri [Family Mattere

Quincy 'Hot Ice
, CoW Heartt"

WorldVlewX

TickX

Beyond 2000

UpCtoee

Superrtiarket

Ben A Stlmpy

ClaritMllipi.

tarltight 2

Furniture

Dream On

Narl Step (Ft)

Sportteenier

Newahour Witt JHn LehrerX
Inside Edroon lAm.JourneJ

CB3 Newt

Inside Edition

Ent Tonight

Chronicle X
Star Trek: Neit Gener

Wheet-Fortune

Judge Judy X

Home imp

Wheat-Fortune | Jeopardy! I
Newshour With Jim Lehrer X

Jeoperdyl :r

Real TV X
Hard Copy! Mad Abo. You Something So

X

Seinfeld X [Ent Tonight

S*inf*ld X
Horn* Vid*o*

Mad Abo You

Horn* Videot

louafirer "Memoriei of Msnon"

ICroesflnXytlneX

ShowlRDally Show (R)' TV Nation

See Wlnga "Trie Killer Bee" (R~

C - Campu s FEBRUARY 4, 1997

Nove "The Otd Pyramid" (R)"X

Promised Land (in Stereo) X
Promised Land (In Swreo) X
Roseanne X |Home Imp

FronMlne "The Gu» War (R) (Part 2 of 2) I
Slate ot the Union Address (In Stereo Live) I
Stats of the Union Address (In Stereo Lrv«) X

OH ,

VounflOuruf;''(l990, Western) Ermiio EsteveT

Stats ot the Union Addreee (in Stereo Uve) X | Politically Inc.

Mad Abo You

Moethaft

Something So

Homeboyt

Star Wars: The Magic

ino,;

t*ave "This Old iSramtf'(R)X

Abo. You Something So

Roeeanne X [Home Imp.

Moeeha t [Homeboys

State ot th* Union Address (In Stereo Uve) X
Burning Zone Death Song" X |N*wt

Stale of the Union Address (Hi Stereo Live) X
LAPD

State ol the Union Addreee (In Stereo Livt) X |News

Stale d the Union Address (In Stereo Live) X
Frontline "The GuB War" (R) (Part 2 of 2) X
State of the Union Address (In Stereo Live) X
Burning Zone "Death Song" I |t*ewsman |nomepoyt [Burning zone Death bong x

|

Vi "77w £»orc«sf(l973. Horror) EtteriBurstyn, Uig Von Sydow
..A... ii.u.j.. r»,.k ~i r...i "ii...k tl ikj."Biography: Menendez

Prime News X llnside Politics

Gallagher: Overooar* (R)

Debt

Roed Rules

^yToon
Derkside

Renovation

In the Heat of the NightX
Renegade 'the Posse" X Highlander

:
The Series X

** V> "She's Hiving » Babf (1968) Kevtn Bacon. 'PQ- 1
3*X

Designing

Singled Out

OougX |RugrstsX

Wild Ditcovery: Koala

Cottage Basketball Indiana at tows (bye)

Touch ot Frost "Nothng lo Hide" (R)

Politically Inc

Martin IT

State ot the Union Addreee (Uve)

Cornedy Club Alt-Start »(R)
|
A-Ust(R)X |DreemOn

Mystery Um'v Wcl j-Wond IWIIoeat ot Tritaii •

Designing

Idiot Sevants

Time Tret "Optic Nerve"

Homettme(R) |Hometlme (RT

gIn the Heel ot the Night X

»« "Fortvtr Young" (1992, Fantasy) Mel Gibson, 'pg _
e«* "A Pyromtniac's Love Stoty"(199S) 'PQ'M [On tiie Set

"

Going Places X
News I
News

News X

Late Show X
Lat* Show X
Nightlin* X

Jenny Jones (In Stereo) X

H. Patrol

Coach i!

Tonight Show

Real TV X
Tonight Show

Deep Space 8

Tonight Show

Charlie Rote (In Stereo)

N(rWrV*t X
Med Abo You Real TV <:

Nightlin* M.

»» "Etorost tf. The Heretic" (1977) Unda Blair

Law 6 Order "Family Values" S
Sports Hlus. I MoneytineX~
Daily Show TV

Unsolved

College flastetbeil Kentucky at South Carolina (live

Wild Discovery: Koala

(In Stereo) |tt "Bafcyeatoi'dW 1, Comedy) RfcM Lake, Craig Snetler. luvma
Unplugged [Reel World Reunion (R) (In SteTeo)

Seaet-ot Ale» 1Happy Dayt |l Love Lucy X [Muntters

*** VobewzThtFoftin Project"{my Eric Braeden

Treasures [America [Zulu Wars (R) (Part 2 ot 3)

NBA BesketbsH rkxitton Rockets al New York Knclis (Lr/e)X

Murder, She Wrote X |'Buri9dA/rv»;r(l997,Si

Houae of Style World Tour (R)

MT. Moore |Rhode

VP 5 "love and Death"

Body Styles (R) (Part 2 ol 2)

*«* TuBcufive Ocisxin"(1996. Suspense) Kul Russell, 'ffll

Tim Matheson.

» * "Widow's Kiss"V9%, Suspense) Beverty DAnoeio, R'X

Ro^i-wood-lsl

Insde-NBA

In stereo) I

Singled Out

TaxiX

Sportscenter

Mystsrles

Loveline

Odd Couple IT

Time Tret "Optc Nerve" (R)

Treaturet |America

'"
Wings *rjgs

29t)Stmr{\w\]

[Wings X
t* "Ha/tf £vioe/)ce

,

'jl995)Greoory rWsonTff
tt*W TJrice rVere rVar7<or»*(1994, Orama)JF£ It "FairGeme'

it* "It Could Happen to You
1

' (1994) 'PG' X | "End it Summer*
(
1996, Drama) Jacqueline Bitset. (In stereo) 'Ff Women
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

IS, 6UT YOU SHOULD A&K^s,*
TMIM \t IT'S TM£ CMtCMa-C>t«.
THtl*. LOOKS Of OlSirUST WHCfW
tou oo, j>et rs.ice.LE.ss. ^^"

j

THt LOOKS OM
THtlft. FACC3
TttOUT ASKIM*
A».t miTTY

Robotman By Jim Meddick

UMM. I'M ALMOST TUERt , UMV. I

W0 IT.
f
I'Vt REt\CWE.P'NlRVW*A'! CW?R^DINE IN "WE 01$

'KUNGFu
u
SH0W.T0TALU<

MtLLOW.VETTrjTALLy
POyNERFl/LftNOCOOL.

£XC#T \NOBUTEv^r\TU006H I'VE

VtX) VM'T\ WOKEN Mf HAND /AMDTtAK
^PPE^R ME w«.llin6 up in mx Et^s,

TOHMfei MY WIND IS W PEACE

Drabble By Kevin Faaan

PRi\66Le,TWt rOMtOuJNtfe
\^Oa«lOM WrV5 RXASOM
TO BtUcWtTWVT v<XJ AJSt

vAA£eoKlNi3 Hi (HVOr^fy
TicAieDDUCKotaTHe

PReMr5E6

PITOT Of ALL, H£'5 MOT A
WCK ' Wt'O ARARL 60UIU.

^MO^lCAN PARROT THAT
Tr^k^C^TrCCUMeJCTER-
iWC^OEAPOCKfOR
eOCV\OM IM TrC JUM6Le

'

_____}!

Dllbert By Scott Adams

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winkle

I SPENT ML l*£EK

TLOEAKING HTrAL FOR

f*C1 INTRANET U)EB

PAGE . VOU SHOULD SEE

IT, rAOrA.

I CONVERTED THE VIDEO

OF rAY BIRTH INTO AN
ttPEG FILE. ANYONE
BEHIND THE FIRE WALL
CAN VKCO IT.

VOU SHOULD HEAR THE
NICK.NA.rAE THEY HAVE
FOR YOU

^00 SHOULD

HEAR THE ONE

I HAVE FOR

YOU RIGHT NOU)

Non-Sequitur By Wiley

HAH' TOC-VX GOT \ WINE AND
SENSE IF HUMOR] pi^jr yQ

PtELL HIM
I

„ we want !

A *Jfw STEREO 1

Loold By Roger & Salem Salloom University 1 By Frank Cho

You know,

you get born and you think you've

been dealt 3 queens and 2 kings.

But what you really got was a

pair offs, one 6, a 4, and a

joker.

but the rest ofyour life you

still act as ifyou have 3 queens

and 2 kings and you make
some bets, some bad bets.

Who's responsible for this

misunderstanding?

•*
IX V/c:ru

Close to Homo By John McPherson

Generation X By Chris Lehman

You THREW AWAy
school OffE^S FfcfA

ALABAMA ANt>

M)S$)5Si PPI?

MVDAt>rW)S3Mt:
BAD EXPSRliNctS
GK^wfNG UP
)H TH£ ScvTH.

C'MoH.JtiiHGS KA\r
changed Since Then.

THtWlCoSJUTH
i5TM£DAV WHEN
gt>5H LiMBrAUGH

speaks tomicsi!

"I can't believe that nun down on the
third floor actually tried to catch It!"

Duh By Maura & Micoela

Tbujeir TrTftvTfJT^

^jow^"3 Tnecrrnj is so

5t.cK ^o^he Wfl

By Mike Rybicki

XVE fojNb ouST T>C T/fINC,

Jo roftk£ IKS Com.c StCf rr\.iUi

R£rt€R -FRIENCLyV An ftbO»r\6LE

Wise cRAcion c c«r.'

P,V»' l\ Fgnu-r

rV.»w. (aj ft

tvcuyouf k»*us TrtftT fers A*f
So«E-F:«.e Cewx sr«.if Golo/

Oor Co^ :t ufcn 8e StmD-BrKeri
Ar Lii,sr'

So uIHcn ;s ;r

6<5'.m& to ThirtK

Sot*\t n;i»,«..oui

UH-OH.

' TiCHK THE CAT* OCAD.

I .

s
Woaib :t Be

REftbER FtWEUOLY

To txfuisi fry

REL'.EF ?

]\ •

Today's Staff

Mark McGrath
Night Editor

Raghuram Vadarevu
Copy Editor

Kenneth W.P. Scott

Photo Technician

Matthew P. McCarthy
Production Supervisor

Joylyn Lombard
Kelvin Torres

Production

Quote of the Day

u
Our wines leave you
nothing to hope for.

-Seen on a menu in a

Swiss restaurant

w

Joke of the Day

What has four

legs and an arm?

jarra/wjjoif v-

Today's D.C. Menu
Cerli 543-20 26 for taae.ro Imtmrmmtite.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hambuger

Grilled Cheese
Hot & Spicy Wings

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Burgers

Veg. Chili

Southern Fried Steak

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger

Grilled Cheese
Chicken a la King

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Southern Fried Steak

Worcester

LUNCH
Hamburger
Spaghetti

Veggie Burger

Felafel

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Pastabilities

Spaghetti

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger
Spaghetti

Veggie Burger

DINNER
Roast Turkey
BBQ Spareribs

Pastabiities

Spaghetti
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Minutemen bounce back, defeat Rams 75-54 L7M finishes 2nd at URl

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

Coach Cal has had a tough rookie

year in New |ersey, and Bruiser Flint

hii> taken his lumps in his first year at

UMass. But when the two get together,

they still do nothing but win.

With former head UMass head
coach and current New lersey Net

coach |ohn Calipari in attendance, the

Massachusetts men's basketball team

returned to form, spanking
Atlantic-10 doormat Fordham 75-54

last night in the Bronx, N.Y. UMass
improves to 12-10 (6-5 in the confer-

once) with the win.

The Minutemen were led by Tyrone

Weeks, who scored 17 points and
grabbed nine rebounds. Senior guard

Carmelo Travieso bagged 18 points.

including four three-pointers, and
backcourt mate Edgar Padilla added
I I .is-.i-.ts and three steals. UMass has

now won six of their last seven games

UMass never really struggled in this

one. The Minutemen jumped out to a

40-26 halftime lead and cruised from

there. UMass shot 60 percent from the

floor in the first half, and 55 percent

for the game, including a five for eight

performance from behind the

three-point line

Charlton Clarke chipped in with 10

points and three assists for the

Minutemen. I.ari Ketner added four

points and Mike Babul pulled down
three rebounds in nine minutes of play.

UMass looks to make it two in a

row when they host Duquesne
Thursday night in the William D.

Mullins Center. Tip-off is 7:30 p.m.

Massachusetts 75, Fordham 54

Massachusetts (12-10. 6-3)
Clarke 5-6 0-0 10, Weeks 7-11

3-3 1 7, Ketner 2-3 0-0 4, Padilla

3_7 0-0 7, Travieso 6-11 2-2 18,

Burns 0-10-0 0, Maclay 0-2 0-0

0, Smith 0-2 2-4 2, Kirkland 1-1

0-0 2, Babul 0-0 0-0 0, Basit 3-5

1-2 7, Norville 3-5 2-2 8
Totals 30-54 10-13 75

Fordham (6-1 2, 1-7)

Berrien 4-9 0-0 9, Ziskunov 0-0
1-21, Mack 3-8 2-2 8, Carroll

4-9 2-3 12, Harmatuk 3-5 1-1 9,

Lovett 1-3 0-0 2, Kissane 1-2 0-2

2, DiMasco 2-9 0-0 6, Pugh 1-4
1-3 3, White 1-10-0 2
Totals 20-49 7-1 3 54

Assists— Massachusetts 21

(Padilla 11), Fordham 12
(Harmatuk 5) Rebounds

—

Massachusetts 30 (Weeks 9),

Fordham 27 (Mack 5) 3-point
field goals— Massachusetts 5-8
(Travieso 4), Fordham 7-16

Player
of the
Game
Tyrone Weeks
9 rebounds.

1 7 points.

(Carroll, Di Masco 2)

Steals— Massachusetts 14 (Padilla

Travieso, Clarke 3), Fordham
(Berrien 3)

Attendance— 2,435

Highlights...

UMass shot 56 percent from the

field... Charlton Clarke returned

home and scored 10 points and
had three steals... Carmelo
Travieso hit four three pointers

and ended up with 18
points... Edgar Padilla dished out
11 assists...

COUDTNfV SMITH V COUECMN

Charlton Clarke made his homecoming a successful one last night, lead-

ing the Minutemen past Fordham 75-54 in the Bronx, N.Y.

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

Midway through its injury-ridden

1996-97 campaign, the

Massachusetts women's track and

field team has compiled an improba-

ble 13-4 record despite devastating

losses of some of their key perform-

ers.

In her ninth season at the helm,

coach lulie LaFreniere has done a

remarkable job picking up the pieces

and leading her Minutewomen into

battle, camouflaged as one of the

most underrated powerhouses in the

northeast.

"I have been real proud of the

team's effort this season," LaFreniere

said. "They have helped to fill the

gaps when we needed them to, and

have willingly competed in several

events each meet. It has been a real

challenge for them, but they've

stepped it up."

The Minutewomen (67 pts) contin-

ued their winning ways Friday when
they finished second behind host

Rhode Island (74 pts), and pum-
meled Dartmouth (25 pts) and Holy

Cross (8 pts). respectively.

UMass was led by junior Rebecca

Donaghue, who took home
first-place finishes in both the mile

and 1000m. Donaghue's 1000m time

of 2:55:38 was the team's season best

and positioned her third on UMass'

all-time performances list in that

event.

The Minutewomen's supporting

cast of sophomore Shelanda Irish,

junior Silifa Kenku and freshman
Nicole Way helped to turn the heat

on Rhode Island and separate them-

selves from the rest of the pack.

Irish had season-best times in the

200m dash and 55m dash in which

she finished first and second, respec-

tively.

Kenku enjoyed a season-best time

of 58:20 in the 400m.

And Way convincingly won the

triple jump with a season- best leap

of 36'2" which also qualified her for

the New England Championships.

The Minutewomen also received

an outstanding effort from freshman

Christine Kloiber, who finished sec-

ond in the 500m dash with a time of

1:21.22 that also qualified her for the

New England Championships.

"During the meets over the break,

we were carried by not only our vet-

erans, but by our younger athletes,"

LaFreniere said. "We have been

pushing the kids real hard all season,

and they've been producing some
great numbers for us."

Earlier this season, newcomer
Andrea Comeau set school records in

both the pentathlon and the high

jump. Comeau achieved the latter

with a jump of 5'8".

In her 3000m debut, freshman
Sally Hirsch set a personal record

with an impressive time of 10:28:56.

Freshman Raqueil Shelton set a

personal record in the 55 yard dash

at 7:46.

Freshman Melissa Ward achieved

outstanding numbers in the long

jump, relays, shot put and hurdles.

Freshman Lisa Flood ran well in

the 800m, boasting a top time of

2:21:80.

Sophomore Irish dominated the

|an. 1 1 New England Challenge Cup
Trials in Orono. Maine, sporting the

overall high scorer honors with gritty

performances in several events.

Sophomore Melanie Bell has been

surging in the long jump, consistently

leaping close to 18' each meet.

lunior Emma Gardiner has been a

solid performer in the 55m dash and
the relays for the Minutewomen.
Gardiner's top time in the 55m dash

was 7:37.

As for its seasoned veterans,

UMass has been receiving a superla-

tive effort all season.
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Minuteman Warren Norris: Center of attention TjMass fired up for A-10'
By Jorma Konsarven

CoUegwn Staff

The zone — a mythical place

where we all would like to be. all the

time, but only the chosen few have

the talent to reach that place. When
you are in that indescribable sphere

of consciousness, the world is at your

fingertips, and it I just a matter of

going with that mental and phv-i«.al

flow

In hockey, one of the aspects of the

game, which getting into the zone
-uit- best, is found in the faceoff cir-

cle. The player on the Massachusetts

hockey team (

1

1-16. 6-12 in Hockey
East I that is the first option to faceoff

with the opponent's best is senior

center Warren Norn- (IB-IS-34)
Adept at all parts of the game. Norri-

is the standout for the Minutemen in

the magical circle of puck possession.

Recently. ESPN-2 ha- done a vari-

et\ i'f vnnimertials to promote their

NHI coverage, with one done on the

enigma of the faceoff man. This com-
mercial talks about one of the be«t in

the pro game. Pittsburgh's Ron
Francis, with the ref in the commer-
cial believing he has to think of other

things lie. pizza) to break Francis

out of his zone Norris does not have

commercials done on his puck han-

dling proficiencv. and Hockey Fast

referees like Steve McBride think of

other things than the game before

them, but he believes in feeling the

faceoff flow.

"The main thing about faceoffs is

that you have to get into a groove."

Norris said. "If you're not into a

groove early into the game, you can

really get into trouble. For me. I

know that if I win them early in the

game. I pretty much win them
throughout the game."

"So. it's a matter of confidence.

But. if I am losing faceoffs. I try to do
different things, like tying the guy up
straight after the draw It's a key part

of hockey, just like scoring goals, and
if you're in a rut. you have to get out

of it. But. really. I try to cheat as

much as possible."

fur coach |oe Mallen. the impor-

tance ol his senior center effect* his

whole team. But. his importance also

comes down to a key juncture in the

game, when his team needs to win a

faceoff in an opponent's end of the

ice.

"Faceoffs arc huge in the stand-

point that every time the puck is

dropped there is a 50-50 chance as

to which team will get possession,"

Mallen said "Winning and losing

faceoffs are something that we can

keep track of during the course of a

game, and he i- very good at them.

"But. he also takes a lot of pride in

taking and winning faceoffs. As a

mafe of that, he has had some real

good success m that area, and statis-

tically he has been our most reliable

guy."

It's in the blood

When you -it back, relax and think

about Canada, what is the first thing

that comes to mind? Moose? No. we
got those in this country, too. Strange

Brew, and those hosers. Bob and
Doug MacKenzie'1 No, you can meet

guvs like that at Time Out any night

of the week. For sports aficionados,

hockey is the first thing to come to

mind, and it is the same thing with

the native from St. John's,

Newfoundland His father, Carl, had

always coached hockey, and from his

crawling age. he had watched his two

older brothers play the game, so

N..m- has lived and bled the game of

hockey his whole lile

Inspiration from his father, and

Minutemen annihilate UNH and URI
By Steven Gront

Collegion Staff

The Massachusetts track teams
both came up big in the smallest

state on Friday when they competed
in the Rhode Island Invitational in

Kingston. R.I.

The men's indoor team beat out

Rhode Island and New Hampshire
for first place, improving their flaw-

less record to 9-0. The women's
team (6-1) fared almost as well,

beating out Dartmouth and Holy
Cross but losing to the home team.

The Minutemen earned five indi-

vidual victories, while Scott Price.

Dave Cahill. Tom Toye and Neil

Concepcion finished first as a team

in the 4 X 400 relay (3:21.49).

"We ran really well
| Friday]."

said Price. "It's always a plus to go

home with a win, no question. If

everyone on the track team can
keep doing well, and keep improv-

ing, we may finish the season unde-

feated."

Sophomore Ian Stevens threw the

shot put the longest (50'4.5").

while freshman lared Kennefick
jumped the highest <6'6").

Toye ran a 49.50 in the 400 to

take first place, while senior Paul

Blodorn's time of 1:54.91 in the

800 was also the best time, lunior

Ryan Carrara won the 3.000 by

more than four seconds with a time

of 8:40.8

UMass' next meet will be Feb. 8

at 12 p.m. at the Valentine
Invitational in Boston.

commsy m«dia «ilation?

The UMass men's track team went down to Kingston, R.I. this weekend

and continued their winning ways.

especially his older brother Dwayne,

who played on the silver medai
Canadian national team in the l<494

Olympics in Lillehammer. Norway,

has surrounded him his entire life.

"My father always pushed me. but

he never really got down on me."
Norris said. "You know how fathers

are possessive, and they are demand-
ing of their sons? He let me play the

game myself, and learn my own way,

telling me about my mistakes, but in

a positive way."

"My brother taught me a lot of

things, about shooting the puck quick

and little pointers like that Now. we
just go over and talk about the game.

He gives me advice, and we kind of

feed off of each other."

In his own first steps into big-time

hockey. Norris played in the SJHL for

the Yorkton Terriers before UMass.
and was Rookie of the Year for that

team. He planned on going to

Michigan State, like his brother
Dwayne. and if he did well in the

juniors, would be given the benefit of

the doubt concerning scholarship sta-

tus. Coming off of a 107 point season

(47-60). he expected to be a Spartan.

For whatever political reason, it did

not happen, and was then contacted

by Dave Peters, who worked for the

Minutemen at that time, and the rest

is history.

When Norris came to UMass on
his recruiting trip, he knew some-
thing special was going on with the

reinstated hockey program.

"I saw the rink and I wanted to

sign right away," Norris said. "I

couldn't believe the facility, and [for

that reason only] I really didn't care

about the campus at that time, which

turned out to be nice. I was used to a

big campus like Michigan State, (the

school] my brother went to. and I

used to go visit him there when I was

in high school. When I saw this facili-

ty, I just knew I was destined to come
here."

Center of attention

This season, Norris has taken the

experience, often harsh, of his four

years in the maroon and white and
used it to his advantage. After a

tough start for both Nonis and the

team against nationally ranked
squads in New Hampshire and
Boston University, the team has been

streaky, but the senior center is on a

pace to be one of the all-time best

UMass centers. Along with his line-

mate, senior co-captain Rob
Bonneau. the leaders of the new
hockey school are at the top of sever-

al school scoring lists.

In his four years for, the

Minutemen, Norris is now third in

total points (142), tied for second in

goals scored with Bonneau (69) and
third in assists, only 16 behind his

fellow linemate. This season.
Bonneau and Norris have teamed up
to be one of the top scoring duos in

the nation. Both are tied at 73 points

with the duo from No. 2 North

Turn to NORMS, page 7

Jonathan M. Ptoce

Collegian Staff

Since the Philadelphia
Invitational back in December,
sophomore Brian Wisniewski has

been riding a wave that's been cov-

ering nothing but victories.

This past Saturday was no
exception. Wisniewski swam to

victory in two events leading the

Minutemen to their third straight

win. defeating Rutgers 1 70- 1 30.

Wisniewski captured the 200
free in a finishing time of 1:46.73

and the 200 back at 1:58.08.

Water polo just doesn't seem to

be enough for Billy Hunter, the

freshman from Philadelphia. Pa.,

because for some reason he feels

the need to just keep on getting

better in every race he swims for

the Minutemen.

"They |Wisniewski and Hunterl

swam well." head coach Rata
Yarworth said. "The kids that have

to. in order for us to be succe— ful

in the Atlantic 10's, they have to

answer the call, big time. I think

they're moving in the right direc-

tion."

"He's | Hunter] starting to adapt

to swimming, because he was just

doing polo at the beginning of the

year. It takes him a while to get the

feel back, but he's obviously ready

to do what we need him to do."

Yarworth said. "He's carrying a lot

of pressure for a freshman,
because he's our only real, accom-
plished breast stroker."

In Saturday's meet against the

Scarlet Knights, Hunter took
events of his own in the 200 breast

(2:14.73) and in the 100 breast

(1:00.84). His time in the 100
breast was sharp enough to

squeeze in to the ninth spot on the

UMass all- time top-performance

chart.

"Rutgers is a team in a little

transition right now. They've got

some sick kids, they've got a new
coach this year. They weren't as

strong as they have been in the

past," Yarworth said. "Our kids

swam OK, but we just came off a

tremendous emotional high the

week before and 1 didn't expect a

whole lot."

The week before that Yarworth

referred to was the outstanding

accomplishment of his team
defeating both UNH and UConn in

meets where his divers recorded

some of their best scores of the

season.

"This weekend was a really nice

weekend for us. We had Parents'

Weekend, so all the kids' parents

were here, that made it so that

they could swim in front of their

folks, and then we had a nice ban-

quet that night." Yarworth said.

Other notables for UMass were

sophomore Simon Flynn. who kept

up the most endurance in the 1000

free to take the victory in 9:45.51.

sophomore Dave Koritkoski in the

100 back in 52.45. junior Sean
Anderson in the 50 free in 21.73,

junior Matt Davey captured the

100 free in 48.43. and finally B.|.

Brannan who took the 500 free in

4:51 25.

"I think Scan Anderson has been

swimming real well, along with

Matt Davey. David Koritkoski sin-

gle handedly stuck it to UConn."
Yarworth said. "Basically to win a

championship, you've got to have

all seventeen swimmers and three

divers ready to score points,

because you win a championship

like that with depth."

Massachusetts is one up on
Rutgers after winning the dual

meet on Saturday. The overall

record between these two state

schools is 2-1 with UMass taking

the last two. Now that the team

has beaten Rutgers. Fordham is

the next team on the schedule, and

it's important for them to remain

focused while the A- 1 0s are on the

horizon.

"There's not a problem with
focus. We've got this final dual

meet at Fordham. and I've got to

pick the final \tlantic-10 squad,"

Yarworth said, "They're (UMass]

Turn to SWIM, page

7

Attention Sports Staff:

There is a general staff meeting

tonight at 7 p.m. for both current staff

members and interested newcomers.

Attendance is strongly suggested. If

you can't make it, please contact Chris,

Casey or Luke. If you don't come

down, you'll never work in this town

again.
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Drew Barrymore.

ings toot

Yes, the young
actress coos with
the cast of Woody
Allen's new movie.

Everyone Says I Love

You. Check out our

review (see Arts &
Living, page 5).

Bock on track and
th t-4 t"lf ii I P.

'

Since the
Minutemen have
strung together
some wins, the
Mullins faithful

have returned in

full force (see
Sports, page 1 2).

Communist leadership

urging Yeltsin to retire

MOSCOW — Communists
pledged yesterday to press their

campaign to oust ailing President

Boris Yeltsin, but Yeltsin took
some of the force out of their

arguments by showing up for

work at the Kremlin.

The Russian president, who is

recovering from pneumonia, was
out of the public eye for three

weeks until he resurfaced a week
ago. Yesterday's visit was his

third to his office since then,

although like the others it was
made known only after the fact

in television footage and pho-
tographs.

Yeltsin has been at work in the

Kremlin only sporadically since

he suffered a heart attack last

summer. His prolonged absence

has provided ammunition to his

critics, who say Yeltsin should
step down.

"I wish the president would
take the decision to retire, to

undergo medical treatment in

peace and gradually recover,"

Communist Party leader
Cennady Zyuganov said yester-

day.

NAIION

Cosby hires private eye
to probe son's killing

LOS ANGELES — Bill Cosby has

hired a highly respected entertatn-

ment investigator to monitor
developments in the hunt for his

son's killer, a source close to the

Cosby family said yesterday.
Gavin DeBecker, a security consul-

tant who specializes in stalking,

safety and domestic violence, was
called in shortly after Ennis Cosby,

27, was shot to death )an. 16, a

source close to the Cosbys told

The Associated Press.

"He's on board," said the
source, adding that DeBecker was
hired to "help the family get a

better understanding to what the

LAPD is doing."

DeBecker's hiring does not
reflect the Cosbys' unhappiness
with police because of the lack of

an arrest in the case, the source

said

The Cosbys "are not at odds in

any way with the homicide inves-

tigation," said another source
connected with the family. Both

sources spoke on condition of

anonymity.

DeBecker stressed yesterday
that he was hired only as a con-

sultant, not to conduct an inde-

pendent investigation. "The only

organization investigating the

homicide of Ennis Cosby is the

LAPD," DeBecker said.
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Students, Red Cross ease blood shortage
By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

The American Red Cross con-

ducted it's first of six blood drives

for the month of February at the

University of Massachusetts in the

Campus Center basement yester-

day.

Maria Stotski, a

Donor/Recruitment Assistant for

the Hampshire County Chapter of

the American Red Cross, said that

UMass is one of the best donors in

New England, contributing a sig-

nificant portion of the blood sup-

ply.

"We come this often because we
can," Stotski said. "UMass is a

great resource because there's so

many people and a community of

dedicated donors who come back
again and again, every 58 days, to

give."

Stotski also pointed to recent

developments such as a bad flu sea-

son and accidents over the holiday

season that have left hospitals with

critical shortages of blood.

"We need new donors," Stotski

said. "The supply changes from day

to say, so it's important to give

when you can."

Students do not need to have
appointments to donate blood. they

just need to go to the registration

desk next to the escalators in the

Campus Center basement.

Potential donators are required

to be 18 years or older, and weigh

at least 1 10 pounds, be in good
health and have waited at least 56

days (eight weeks) since their last

donation. If donors have had a tat-

too or a body piercing done by nee-

dle, they need to wait a full year

before giving their blood.

In addition, donators fill out a

confidential form and are inter-

viewed by registered nurses on
their sexual history and other risk

factors for HIV and other conta-

gious disease.

"The purpose of the form is to

protect the blood supply and to

Jessica Waska a freshman Biochem
afternoon.

help the donors in terms of

addressing issues in then own
hMhh,* -aid Natalie Drake, a Red
Cross volunteer.

After their interview and a quick

blood iron level tests, the donors
lie down on a table and give one
pint of blood. The donors then go

lo (he refreshment table for fifteen

minute-, where they replenish with

fruit juice, animal crackers and
pretzel-

Drake said that although main
donors have safety concern- the

use of sterile, disposable needles

eliminates the risk of infection.

"It - one of the most important

things." Drake said. "People have a

right to be concerned, but the Red

LAUMN IOSHY C OUEC4AJM

istry major, donates blood at the blood drive in the campus center Tuesday

i- very careful. Everything is

di-posable and changed with each
person."

Stotski said that the other major
concern most people have is fear of

needle--

"Lots of people come in with

nxlet) about needles," said

Stotski. "I've had verv lew people

who have had a bad experience.

Thev alwavs -ay it didn't hurt at

all. it was fine."

Robert Kallen. a freshman
pre-medical major, agreed with
Stot-ki

"I feel fine." Kallen said.

Kallen. who has been a regular

donor for a year and a half, said he

plans on continuing to donate as

long a- he can.

"Most of us. sometime in our
life, will need blood. If I'm going

to give it. chance are I'll receive it

sometime." Kallen said.

Ruth Gallagher, a Red Croat vol-

unteer for 50 years, emphasized
the importance of giving blood.

"I he most important part i- to

praise the donor- becau-e thev are

absolutelv wonderful to give it."

said Gallagher

"We can give of ourselves in

community service, but even in ser-

vice you don't give as much as in

blood. You really give something of

vour-elf when you give blood, and
it's for someone you don't even
know." Gallagher said

Auto accident

claims life of

L7M student
Jesse Michael Creeden. 20, a

sophomore at the University of

Massachusetts, died on Dec.
29. 1996 at Cape Cod
Hospital. Hyannis. after a car

accident on Dec. 28, 1996 in

Sandwich.
Creeden. a School of

Management student who
lived in |ohn Adams Residence

Hall, was born in Norwood
and raised in Sharon until his

family moved to Sandwich in

1989.'

He graduated from
Sandwich High School in

1995, where he had been cap-

tain of the swim team. He was
also a member of the U.S.
Swim Club on Cape Cod and
in Amherst, where he was a

coach.

Creedon won two gold
medals in state swim meets. He
also was a lifeguard and taught

lifesaving courses.

Creedon leaves his mother,
I oeaja (Graven) Creeden; his

lather Michael I Creedon: his

-i-ter. Cerissa Creeden: his

brother. Ryan Creedon: and his

grandparents. Ian and Louise
craven and Marjorie Creeden
of Walpole.

A funeral Mass was celebrat-

ed at Corpus Christi Parish

Center. East Sandwich. Burial

was in Sandwich Town
Cemeterv

Memorial donations may be

made to Jesse Creeden
Swim/Dive Scholarship, in

care of Sandwich Co-operative

bank. P.O. Box 959. Sandwich.
MA 02565
The Cape Cod Times con-

tributed to this article.

— Laura Stock

President focuses on education and

balanced budget in State of Union

$500 grants assist needy
students in buying books

By Terence Hunt
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President
Clinton, declaring that Americans
"want us to be partners, not parti-

sans." challenged Congres- in hi*

State of the Union address last night

to give the nation's schools a big

spending increase while balancing

the budget by 2002
Recycling popular ideas from his

campaign. Clinton identified educa-

tion as the top priority of his second

term and said he wanted America -

classrooms to be "the envy ot i he-

world." He challenged communities
to measure their students against

national standards to lift achieve-

ment in math and science.

The president's proposals would
boost education spending by 20 per-

cent, to $5 1 billion for fiscal 1 998

The increase — including the c

ta\ break- for college — would total

40 percent by 2002
Two weeks after hi- -e^ond inau-

guration, the president lectured the

Republican-led Congress to "com-
plete the unfinished bu-ine-- ot oui

country" — balancing the budget,

enacting long-stalled campaign
finance reform and reopening last

year's welfare law to restore benefit-

to legal immigrant-

Hi- tone was both conciliatory

and challenging, calling for racial

and political harmony but aho pre-

-uring Congress for a- lion

Balancing the budget hv 2002
"require- ORTJ vour vote and inv -ig

nature." Clinton laid, bru-hing over

the wide gulf with Republican

how to achieve that goal.

He said the Republican driven

proposal for a constitutional amend-

ment for a balanced budget was
"unnecessary and unwise." adding.

"We don't need a constitutional

amendment. We need action " That

line drew groans from Republicans.

As Clinton stood before a joint

session of Congress, the nation's

attention was distracted by news of

a verdict in the Of Simpson civil

trial

illy the court should have
realized that this speech was more
important." said freshman GOP
Rep |im Gibbons, "They could have

waited an hour of two longer."

Clinton w.i- on -trong fitting as

he faced Republican- swspfch
his proposals. Hi- political confi-

dence, shaken by the Democrats'
devastation in 1994. wa- re-tored by

hi- re-election, and his recent
approval ratings were among the
highest of his pre-ideno

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

For 212 student- at the I mver-itv

husetts, purchasing books

this semester may be a lot easier than

expected. That's becau-e ihev are the

recipient- of "Performan-e BoSHM
Grants" in the amount of $500
These grants were added to the

students' financial aid package- hv

the board of Higher I ducation'l
office of -tudenl financial assistance

The awards were based on high acad-

emic achievement and a previous

deinon-tration lor financial aid.

In all. 2.700 student- in

Maaatlchu-ett- were awarded giant-

lotaling $1.2 million.

The breakdown of -indent- receiv-

ing performance bonus grants and
their total JoIIji amounts are as fol-

lows: UMass system — 541 -tudents.

$270. 500; state colleges — 595 *tu

dents .$197,500; communitv college-

— 768 students. $268,800. pnv au

Institution! — 942 student-.

$470,500; other schooll =>l Mil-

dents. $22,000.

UMass student- in Amher-i
received the largest number of bonus

grants among student- at all public

ihools for a total of $106,000.

"live hundred dollars may not

sound like a lot. but to some students

it - like $5,000." said Burt Batty,

director of financial aid services.

them it might just be enough
to make a big difference — enough
to clear their bills for the second
semester." Batty said.

The bonus grant program, which is

in it- first year, was established to

provide recognition and incentive for

students who perform well at high

academic level-

"The bonus grants arc designed to

reward the success of the state's

neediest students They provide a

financial incentive for these students

to persist toward the achievement of

a post-secondary degree." said

Clantha Carrigan McCurdy. director

of the office of Student Financial

Assistance

I ligible -tudents include full-time,

in-state -tudents attending a public

or private institution and in need of

financial assistance. Students must
have also earned 24 credit hours with

a grade point average of 5.0 or bet-

ter

Performance awards are renew-

able from year to year.

Civil jury finds Simpson
liable for wrongful deaths
By Linda Deursch

Associated Press

Art at Durfee!
IXi.fN KOSKY COUCCMN

Master of Fine Arts student Tom Matsuda's "|apanese Lantern" among a patch of bamboo at the Durfee
Conservatory.

SANTA MONICA. Calif. — A
civil jury found O.J. Simpson liable

Tuesday for the slashing deaths of

his ex-wife and her friend, a moral

victory for grieving relatives who felt

the football great got away with mur-

der. The jury ordered him to pay

$8.5 million in compensator) dam-
ages.

The mostly white panel, bleed to

start deliberations anew last Friday

after a juror was removed for mis-

conduct, snatched away some of the

vindication Simpson claimed when
he was acquitted of murdei hv I

mostly black jury in 1995. That tele-

vised murder trial divided the nation

over issues of police racism, domes-

tic violence and the qualitv of jus-

tice.

This civil jury, using the lesser

standard of "preponderance of evi-

dence" rather than
"
beyond .i reason

able doubt." blamed Simpson for the

lune 12. 1994. deaths of Nicole
Brown Simpson and Ronald

Goldman.
The dramatic reading of the ver-

dict was delayed more than three

hours to allow the lawyers and fami-

lies to get to the courthouse.
Simpson's trip — in a black
Suburban instead of a white Bronco
— was televised live nationally on a

split screen just as President Clinton

began his State of the Union address.

The $8.5 million represented the

value of Goldman's funeral and the

km of Goldman's companionship, to

his parents. Ms. Simpson's family

did not seek compensatory damages.

The jury's findings of malice and
oppression triggered a second phase

of the trial to determine punitive

damages — money assessed to pun-

ish Simpson.

Already, plaintiffs' attorneys have

asked for. and received Simpson's
latest financial records in prepara-

tion for a punitive phase.

The jury reached the verdict after

I 7 hours of deliberations over three

J. iv- more than five times as long

as the criminal jury deliberated.

Turn to SIMPSON, page 2
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Community Service — The UMass

Community Service Program is spon-

soring its annual Spring Volunteer

Fair today from 1 1 a.m. - 1 p.m. in

the Campus Center Auditorium. Over

40 local service agencies will be on

hand to discuss opportunities to vol-

unteer or participate in internships.

Any questions, call 545-3327.

Dance — Israeli dancing will be

held from 8:30-10 p.m. in the

Go-enough Residence Hall basement.

Instruction included. The event is free

and sponsored by UMass Hillel.

Lecture — Susan L. Taylor, edi-

tor-in-chief of Essence Magazine and

author of In the Spirit: The
Inspirational Writings of Susan L.

Taylor, will speak at Mount Holyoke

College at 7:30 p.m. in Chapin
Auditorium. The lecture is free and

open to the public.

Meeting — Circle K International,

a campus community service group,

will be holding its firs! meeting of the

semester at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center. New members welcome. For

more info, call Aimee or Suzanne at

665-7712.
Meeting — The Student Health

Advisory Board (SHAB) will hold its

first meeting of the semester at

University Health Services Room 304

from 5:30-6:30 p.m. Anyone interest-

ed is invited to attend this introducto-

ry meeting.

Meeting — Biracial/Multiracial

Students Association (a new RSO)
will hold a meeting at 7 p.m. in the

Student Union Cape Cod Lounge.

Questions? Call Ionian at 546- 3548.

Meeting — The Animal Rights

Coalition will be holding their first

general meeting at 7 p.m. in Campus

Center room 908. All beliefs are wel-

come and diversity is encouraged.

Refreshments available.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry

Society will hold its first meeting of

the semester at 7 p.m. in room 91 7 of

the Campus Center. New members
are always welcome. For more infor-

mation, call Tim at 546-0562.

Meeting — Have you ever done
theatre or always wanted to? If so,

then the UMass Theatre Guild wants

you! Come to our first meeting of

the semester at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center. Many artistic posi-

tions are available for the spring

shows. Fame and Heidi Chronicles.

Audition information will be avail-

able. Call the UMTG office at

545-0415 or Tara 546-2104 for

more information.

Thursday. Feb. 6

Lecture — Keith Boykin. author of

One More River to Cross: Black and

Gay in America, graduate of Harvard

Law School and Executive Dticuui

of the National Black Gay & Lesbian

Leadership Forum, will speak at 8

p.m. Location to be announced.
Contact the Stonewall Center at

545-4824 for more info.

Lecture — The Office of Human
Relations and the philosopy depart-

ment will offer an informal discussion

on Spirituality and Identity at 7 p.m.

in Campus Center room 803. For

more info, call 546-5174.

Religious — Rosh Chodesh, a

lewish ritual celebration for women
meets at 8:30 p.m. in the Hillel House

downstairs.

Friday. Feb. 7

Dance— A Welcome Back UMass

Ball will be held in the Campus
Center Auditorium from 7 p.m-1

a.m. Cost is $4 per person.

Semiformal requested. Dance instruc-

tions from 7-8 p.m. Refreshments

included. For info call Kevin Murphy

at 549-4036. Sponsored by the

Ballroom Dance Club.

Lecture — Chastity Bono, writer

and former spokesperson for the

Human Rights Campaign (a national

lesbian and gay political organiza-

tion), and current Entertainment

Media Director for the Gay &
Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation

(GLAAD) will speak at 4 p.m. in

Campus Center room 917. For more

info, contact the Stonewall Center at

545-4824.

Service — A very special Faculty,

Staff and Student Shabbat Service

will be held at 6 p.m. in the Hillel

House.

Religious — All Christians are

invited to Fellowship, pray and wor-

ship together at 8 p.m. in the Campus

Center. For more info, call Mark at

253-0361.

Writing — Spectrum Magazine is

accepting submissions for poetry,

prose, artwork and photography for

its spring release. The magazine is

open to all Five College staff and stu-

dents, and is a registered student

organization. Please come by the

office at 406E Student Union or

come by the concourse table in the

Campus Center thus week.

Auditions — Auditions for the

UMass Theatre Guild's Spring pro-

duction of Fame will take place Feb.

7 at 7 p.m. and Feb. 8 at 1 and 7 p.m.

in room 101 of the Campus Center.

You only need to attend one audition.

Callbacks will take place Feb. 9 at 10

a.m. No need to prepare, come as you

are. All are welcome. For more infor-

mation call the UMTG office at

545-0415.

Karate — The UMass Shotoran

Karate Club is now accepting new
members. No. prior qu^rrirnrf.acccfc-

sary. Come watch and join our daily

training in a traditional Japanese

martial art. For more info, contact

Loukia at 549- 8058 or Ian at

549-5485.

Orientation — Orientation tours

for the W.E.B. Du Bois Library will

be held today and Feb. 4-7. The tours

will leave from the Entrance lobby at

10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. daily. We
encourage you to come, visit and get

to know the library.

Independent study — Resources in

Women's Studies Research, WOST
496B, will be held Wednesdays,
4-4:50 p.m. in the Calipari

Instruction Room in the W.E.B.

DuBois Library. Reccomended for

juniors and seniors. Call instructor

Emily Silverman at 545-0995 or

e-mail essilverman@library.umass.edu

to register.

Internships — Internships are

available working on Earth Day,

Hunger, Recycling and Clean Air.

Call Melanie at MassPirg, 545-0199

or stop by the office at 423-A
Student Union Building.

Comedy — The UMass improv

comedy show Mission Improvable

will perform every Saturday in the

Campus Center Basement at 8 p.m.

Free.

Religious — The Alliance Church

of the Pioneer Valley in south

Amherst will provide rides to church.

Pick up is at 9:40 a.m. on campus.

Call Mark at 253-0361 for more
information.

Support group — REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support

program is offering two support

groups this semester. A grief support

group for those who have experi-

enced the death of someone close to

them; and an illness group for those

currently coping with the serious ill-

ness of a loved one. If you or some-

one you know is interested, please

call us at 577-5316 for more infor-

mation.

Support group — Overeaters

Anonymous, a group of individuals

who share an addiction to food and

suffer from compulsive eating and

other eating disorders, will hold

weekly meetings on Saturdays at 10

a.m. in the Campus Center. The only

requirement for membership is the

desire to stop eating. There are no

dues or fees. Donations are strictly

voluntary. For more info, call

(617)641-2303.

Astronomy — The Amherst Area

Amateur Astronomers Association

will hold free public planetarium

shows at 4 p.m. every Saturday in

February at Amherst College Bassett

Planetarium. Appropriate for all

ages. Dates: Feb. 8, 1 5, 22. For infer

-

mation. call Tom Whitney at

^JSbABA .- -

Rise and shine!
A grey Tuesday morning in the orchards between Orchard Hill and Central residential areas.

UUKN KOSWCOUfCUN
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Simpson
continued from poge 1

That was on top of the 14 hours

over three days that were interrupted

Friday when the judge replaced the

only black member for failing to dis-

close that her daughter was a secre-

tary in the district attorney's office

that prosecuted Simpson at his mur-

der trial.

The final six-man. six-woman jury

consisted of nine whites, one
Hispanic, one Asian and one of

Asian and black heritage.

In its last day of deliberations, the

jury spent three hours listening to

readbacks of some 200 pages of tes-

timony focusing on Simpson's
opportunity and motive. It heard tes-

timony about Simpson's alibi, a

bruising argument with his ex-wife

and a limousine driver's time line.

lurors were particularly attentive

when they heard the testimony of

limo driver Allan Park, the only wit-

ness whose testimony the jury at

Simpson's murder trial asked to hear

again before it acquitted him.

A central issue in the case was
whether Simpson would have had

time to kill two people at Ms.

Simpson's condo, dispose of a

weapon and bloody clothes, and
return home in time to meet the lim-

ousine at 1 1 p.m.

Yesterday's story on (he latest case of Hepatitis A on campus contained an incorrect date for nranunmrion*

being offered to food service employees who work on the ground floor of the Campus Center. Immunizations vdll

be provided tomorrow from 9-1 1:15 a.m. and 1-4 p.m. in Campus Center room 1001-02. The Coflafjan regrets

the error.

LOOK WHAT WE FOUND IN THE BASEMENT
Watch them play on a big stage at the UnVailed'97 semi-finals.

D GENERATION
and 2 UnVailed Semi-Finalists

What's a concert without a

PRE-PARTY?

•in ti ippu'ii| it

till pri pjrt|

Before the local s/uwdown. the sponsors am throwing a

pre-party an carpus WFNX DU FM *vl be Bete ton, hoafcastrtg

We and giving away prizes, including free tickets to

tte IrtVafcd 9em-frds at the Stsplusti SprrtoBnter.

Enter to win an all expenses -paid trip to the J*

UnVailed finals n VaJ. Colorado. Winner wi ^-J
tie drawn before the bands go on stage ^

Sugarbush Sportcenter
Saturday, Februaury 8th

8:30 p.m.

University of Massachusetts

Thursday, February 6th

10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Campus Center Concourse

doors open at 8 00

What is UnVailed. you ask?

The search for the best unsigned band. By day,

pro-snowboarders will take to the slopes. By

night, the final unsigned bands will battle it

out Both showdowns happen in

^ Vail, Colorado, March 27-29.

Can't mate it?

The play-by-play action

will be televised later in

OuV tfle vear UnVailed. Serving

got,.* j. f^ all your battle

an. i Ik^vy^aaf/ since 1996.

i

Will UB

The Ultimate Bdnd and Board fcv«nt-\ W
L'OREAL*

kaoaxii Vail.

A different view.
A reflection of the W.E.B Dubois library off the facade of the Morrill science building.

Horry! Get Your SeniorMM
Yearbook Photo

NOW!
This will be the BbISjbji!

February I - February 28

Campus Center Riti. 1 77

lull Now To Schedule a sitting.

Thereisa®sittwfet.

the
INDEX

mm s:!ii-u.i:> (\

Israel stunned as 73 soldiers die in crash
Helicopter collision raises questions about presence in Lebanon

By Dianna Cahn
Associated Press

SHAAR YESHUV, Israel — Two
transport helicopters shuttling elite

troops to Lebanon collided yesterday

in fog and rain and crashed in flames

into a rural settlement, killing all 73

soldiers aboard. It was Israel's worst

military air disaster.

About 7 p.m., a bright, white burst

of light illuminated the night sky Ave

miles south of the Lebanon border.

One of the two CH-53 Sikorsky heli-

copters smashed into an empty guest

house, which exploded into flames.

"There was a huge explosion," wit-

ness Rachel Fromovitz told The
Associated Press. "They crashed right

above us, and the helicopters came
down in a fiery blaze."

The accident appeared likely to

raise new questions about Israel's

costly involvement in Lebanon — as

well as the decision to send in the

troops by helicopters despite the

stormy weather. Officials said the heli-

copters were ferrying soldiers to

Lebanon as part of a troop rotation.

Smoke poured from one helicopter

as it went down, Yoav Frenkel told

Army Radio. "The second helicopter

lit up in the air as it fell." he said.

Despite extensive damage in Shaar

Yeshuv, a communal settlement in the

eastern Galilee, there were no known
injuries to anyone on the ground.

Military chief Lt. Gen. Amnon
Shahak said the crash killed 65 troops

serving in south Lebanon and eight air

force crew members. Dalia Golan,

nurse who lives near the crash, rushed

to try to help any survivors, but heard

only "very, very weak cries" from the

empty building that one of the heli-

copters hit.

"They must have been the last cries

of the wounded who were trapped

inside," she told Israel TV. "I bent

down over the first of the victims

whom I saw... but there was no pulse,

and everything was torn apart."

Hours later, amid a light snowfall,

workers in a crane were still trying to

fish out pieces of helicopter wreckage

remaining inside the rubble of the

destroyed house. Soldiers searched the

site looking for more bodies and trying

to dismantle the scattered ammuni-
tion.

Gon-'oys carried the dead to a near-

by army base for identification. Israel's

Channel Two television showed pic-

tures of bodies being carried away
from the crash.

"This is a grave disaster, and a

heavy heart goes out to the families of

the victims," Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu said in a statement. "The
entire nation cries today for the loss of

our young fighters."

Netanyahu called off a trip to meet

with Jordan's King Hussein, scheduled

for today, after receiving word of the

crash. He has reportedly cleared his

scheduled for the next several days,

which would also postpone a planned

meeting with Palestinian leader Yasser

Arafat tomorrow.

Arafat and Hussein both conveyed

their condolences to Netanyahu, as did

President Clinton in Washington. The
Knesset planned a special session

today to honor the dead.

Officials said an inquiry into the

cause of the accident would begin

immediately.

"As far as we know, the weather

was not the problem," said Brig. Gen.

Oded Ben-Ami, the military

spokesman.

Israel's worst previous military air

accident was a 1977 helicopter crash

that killed 54 people.

Tuesday's crash comes at a time

when Israeli politicians are increasing-

ly calling into question the wisdom of

Israel's policy in south Lebanon, with

some urging that Israel withdraw its

troops. In 1985, Israel established the

so-called "security zone* in southern

Lebanon to guard northern towns

from guerrilla attacks, while pulling its

troops out of a larger area of Lebanon

that it had occupied.

More than 200 soldiers have died in

the security zone since then, mostly in

clashes with the Iranian-backed

Hezbollah guerrillas. According to

army figures, 26 soldiers were killed in

south Lebanon last year and four have

been killed so far this year. Hezbollah

guerrillas issued a statement express-

ing joy at the crash, Israel Radio said.

Public Security Minister Avigdor

Kahalani, a former general, said this

week that Israel should withdraw
because Israeli soldiers were too easy

a target for Lebanese guerrillas.

Defense Minister Yitzhak Mordechai

rejected the idea.

Former Prime Minister Shimon
Peres said the lesson of yesterday's

disaster was that Israel needed to pay

the "price for peace" with Lebanon

and Syria.

That was an apparent reference to

his support for returning the Golan

Heights to Syria in exchange for

peace. Such an agreement would win

Syria's backing for an end to the guer-

rilla war in Lebanon.

nth*potential?hms wHte^e:

There will be an Important meeflng for aO people Interested In

news writing Thursday at 7 pm. In the CoHegtoi Newsroom.

Everyone Is welcome, even If you have already contacted me
about writing. Call 545-1762 If you oannot attend. Thanks!

'tt*vtf Sttei, /V&ttf Ed/tor

Mental Health Groups Spring 1997
MONDAY TUESDAY \YI DM M>AY

Mindfulness'
based Stress

Management
Qroub — Leam

to live fwy in the pre-

sent moment

Mundrumess medita-

tion wl be used as the

foundation (or ol

stress management

exercises

Thrs group is appropri-

ate for both general

stress management as

wel as for assistance

in managing stress

related meeVol disor-

ders. Group runs for

o weeks.

Mondays,

3:30 5 30 p.m.

Self-Discovery

Qroubs — leorn

to develop better socio!

skills, improve rela-

tionships; become

more assertive;

improve connections

with others; feel more

in control of your life;

and cope with sodness,

lonliness, or isolation

by talking wrth others

who share your con-

cerns. These groups

run for 10 weeks.

Group I Tuesdays,

3:30 5:00 pm.

Self'Discovery

Qroubs — Loom

to develop better

social skis; improve

relationships; become

more assertive;

improve connections

with others; feel more

in control of your lire;

and cope with sadness,

lonliness, or isolation

by tailing wrth others

who shore your con-

cerns. These groups

run for 10 weeks.

Group II

Wednesdays,

3 -4:30 pm

Ninos Adultos
deFamilias
Disfuncionales— This is o therapy

group for individuals

who would like to

understand how their

upornging continues

to influence relation

ships in the present.

Issues such as explor-

ing/expressing feel

ings, devetopiri

aysfunctionol patterns

ore central. Group is

held in Spanish.

Group runs for 8

Wednesdays,

3:30 - 5:00 p m

THURSDAY
Men's Qroup -

If you ore a man who

has difficulty with serf-

confidence, friendships,

or expressing anger

you're not alone. This

weekly discussion

group con help you

understand and over-

come these problems

as group members talk

wrm ond learn from

each other. The group

is co-led by a man and

woman and runs for 8

10 weeks,

Thursdays,

4:00 5:00 pm

All groups require a pre-group interview. For more information, or to sign up for an

interview, please call the Mental Health Division of University Health Services

545-2337 or stop by 127 Hills North, M - F, 8:00 a.m. - 5 p.m.at
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Hands off Social Security
There has been much talk lately

about what to do with Social

Security It is widely speculat-

ed that the current system will not be

ample enough .to supply the baby
boomers with retirement security in

20 war-, or so. The key is to grow the

lund in a way that will sustain the

increase.

Since every other government Mr-
trice under the sun is being cut or

privatized, why not the grand-daddy
ii| then all'.' The dkrM
atrocious idea so far

has been lor the lunds

be invested in the stock

market. Driven by
tree- market, anti- pub-

.tor mania, this concept is sure

ive the interests of the rich at

the expense of working people's

retirement security.

There are many reasons why thi> is

a bad idea, but I shall focus on only

a tew First, the use of the stock mar-

ket will necessitate portfolio man-
agers to monitor growth. This will

provide a large brokerage house with

the most profitable and secure clien-

tele, the U.S. government. Enormous
commissions will be charged for the

handling, giving these brokers an
unfair advantage in the marketplace,

and using tax dollars to do it.

Also, since the government will

own stock in certain firms, say
Cleneral Electric for example, it will

have a vested interest in making that

corporation more profitable. Since

the government already has many
contract! with GE, a conflict of
interest is created which benefits

executives and other stock holders,

while tax payers bear the n*k

This brings us to my next point.

The stock market is one of the least

stable places to invest your money.
Under the old system, the retirement

funds of workers were protected by

the government. If any portion of

this amount is invested in stock, the

values of which violently fluctuate

every day. that portion is placed in a

risky position.

Should the stocks in which the

MM) M invested crash, that MDTMJ
is gone. Shall we then throw the

retirees out on the streets? Of course

not. Tax payers will be

asked to bail them out.

in effect paying twice

MrAfoA for ,heir own re,irc

'WsdP^H ment because of gov-

ernment frivolity.

Ihcse reasons seem very obvious

to me, yet there has been little

protest by the public. Even the

AFL-CIO has endorsed a milder
form of this plan involving individual

portfolios. This idea is risky and
unfair, since some workers will have

growing accounts and some will not,

regardless of how much they paid in

Social Security tax. Hardly fair, and

again benefitting Wall Street rather

than retirees.

Of course, selling out workers is

nothing new for the AFL-CIO,
which endorsed Clinton for presi-

dent, the same man who brought us

NAFTA. NAFTA has proven to be a

death sentence for unions, whose
limited influence is further under-

mined by global competition.
NAFTA was praised by Wall Street,

since it will allow corporations to cut

costs by pitting workers of different

countries against one another, result-

ing in a booming stock market.

One might notice that the markets

have done quite well since the agree-

ment, while hundreds of thousands

of workers have been laid off.

Consolidation is occurring rapidly in

every industry, great for investors

who can be seen in the financial

news praising economic growth;
growth primarily seen in such unpro-

ductive industries as advertising,

consulting and. of course, security.

For every story in the news about

Wall Street records, there are two
about unemployment, crime, or
drugs. Does no one see the connec-

tion that what is good for Wall
Street is bad for everyone else? But

the corporate sector claims they have

no choice, that global competition

forces them to lay off and cut back in

order to stay profitable. Why pro-

duce in the United States when labor

is cheaper elsewhere?

I say this is crap. Corporations use

"globalization* as an excuse to do
that which creates globalization.

That the government has no choice

but to yield to them is also a lie. A
5000 percent tariff on anything pro-

duced for wages under our minimum
would instantly discourage importa-

tion of goods produced under savage

conditions in the Third World. Why
do we have to lower our standards

instead of raising those of others.

"Mexico lets us pollute so we
make our sneakers there." is not a

good enough answer. Labor is cheap-

er in Mexico because the government
we support actively crushes unions

for the benefit of corporations who
invest there.

internments for the people by the

people have become governments for

the corporations controlled by the

corporations. The Social Security

plan is just the latest example
Sam \lc W.< iv a Collegian colum-

nist

/VavTONIAN PHYSICS : WHKT60ESUP, MUSI"COMB'POWN

Hickbonics & more

I

f I was a senior, I could call this column "Notes From
the Campus Center Basement." But I'm just a junior,

which means I don't have the privilege yet. You could

think of this as a "Notes From the Campus Center
Basement, |r." if you wanted too. though. I won't tell. I

swear.

Meredith

Gandhi's message for the world

There's been a lot of talk about Ebonics, and how
much of America is divided on the topic. To be honest. I

like the idea, because I think any way that you can
improve teaching methods for kids is a good ^^^^^^
idea. But I have one question about I/I^^VbI
Ebonics. Is it just for inner-city African

American children, or can others benefit?

Like, take rednecks for instance. Do the

words "Dagummit" and "Vail" have to be
analyzed and dissected so we can better teach our hillbilly

brethren? Would Bo and Luke Duke have to go back to

school? These questions have to be answered before I am
sold on Ebonics

• • •

Can anybody explain to me how the BlueWall can justi-

fy charging as much as Antonio's does for a slice of

cheese pizza? How do they sleep at night?

...
Last week Riddick Bowe joined the Marines as a

reserve. The former heavy-weight champion of the world

is now headed to Parris Island for boot camp Hev
Riddick. If you train for the Marines like you trained for

your last fight, you'll be shipped home laMet than you can
say "Don King."

* * •

Bon lovi is coming out with an album this summer, or

so I hear Yeah, lohnny! Prove to the world that |HMJ
can still raise the roof. By the way. I met jon'i natal
Cathy Bongiovi. who work-- tor the A- 10. at the women's

Sunday. I expected a ranfl

Slippery When Wet lines at certain points in the game,

but it didn't happen. Needless to say. I went home disap-

pointed. . , ,

I still only have three classes, but they're nice classes.

• e e

Dennis Rodman has decided to donate the rest of this

season's salary to charity. I'm all for charity, but come on.

chief. When you spend your last five bucks playing craps

m \ cgav you'll wish you had a paycheck to throw down

^^^^^^ on the table. Maybe I was wrong, Dennis.

HHHBjJI Maybe you are the stupidest man alive.

•

I went to Health Services Monday for the

first time since I broke my ankle two years

ago (remember?!, this time for an ingrown

toenail. You don't want the details. It's pretty nasty, and
that's all I'll say. Although I've bashed the administration

more than once on these pages, I found the staff there

courteous, polite and sympathetic of my dilemma. Two
problems though. First, my appointment for the actual

surgery is Friday at 8:15 a.m.. which means that I have to

walk around for four days in gnawing pain, and I have to

wake up before sunrise on Friday for the first time since

eighth grade. Secondly, the pharmacist informed me that

how is not available over the counter because, and I

quote. "You just want to try it." I guess I'll have to come
up with a better reason next time.

• « *

What about I Mas* I homes? Would our professors

have to be re-trained so that words like "schwag," "it's all

good" and "dude" would be put in their proper context.

so we could all learn better? I think if a professor came
into class and said. "I el's examine the word alright' (pro-

nounced "I ite" i and what it means to todttf' I'd be out

the Jour fatter than vou could say "No diggity."

Luis Meredith is a Loiiegtun orWumruato

Letters to the Editor

Martin F.

Jones

Lead me from untruth to truth,

from darkness to light,

•n death M tmrri<>rf<;//rv.

-Hindu Verse

The day was Ian SI, 1948. Large numbers of

people, close to one million, stood in the sun
awaiting the funeral procession as it approached
the cremation grounds. Predominating the dress

of the people was white. White cotton saris worn
bv the women, and the same for the men's clothes.

caps and bulbous turbans.

kajghat. near the holy waters of the Yamuna
River near New Delhi, a fresh funeral pyre had
been built a few hundred feet from the river

Comprised of stone, brick and earth, it stood eight

. iarc and about two feet high.

1 ong. thin sandalwood logs sprin-

kled with incense were stacked on
on this funeral pyre, one of

countless millions which had been
constructed and emulated to cre-

mate the deceased over many thousands of years,

the body of a 78-year-old man rested, his head to

the north He was known to millions as "The
Mahatma" or "Great Soul ' Many millions more
had come to remember him simply as Gandhi.

Bom Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi on Oct. 2.

1869. this great soul, who had been felled a day
earlier by an assassin's three bullets, had received

unsolicited messages of condolences from the

heads of all the world's major religions, numerous
heads of state and a special tribute by the United

ns, which lowered its flag to half-mast.

Then U.S. Secretary of State, General George C.

Marshall, said, "Mahatma Gandhi was the
spokesman for the conscience of mankind." As the

fire of his funeral pyre was lit by his son Ramdas,
the world solemnly marked the passing of one of

its greatest spiritual and moral teachers.

Forty-nine years after his death. Mahatma
Gandhi, still revered as the Father of the Indian

Nation, has become the focus of a revival over the

meaning of his legacy. On Ian. 50. the 49th
anniversary of his assassination, an emotional cer-

emony was held in India at a sacred site along the

Doonesbury

Ganges River in Allahabd

Ashes from his cremation were scattered into

the sacred river after being discovered in a bank
vault in Cuttack where they had been secured for

the past 49 years. Gandhi's great- grandson
Tushar Gandhi organized the ceremony M com
plete unfinished family business, but he also

hoped that the rite would stir a debate in India

about Gandhi's ideals.

Mahatma Gandhi is best known for implement-

ing a philosophy called Satyagraha in his drive to

liberate India from British rule in the 1940s. The
name of this philosophy is derived from satya.

which means truth, the equivalent of love, and
both are attributes of the soul; agraha is firmness

or force. Satyagraha therefore translates into Soul

force.

Satyagraha. Gandhi wrote, "is the

vindication of truth not by infliction

of suffering on the opponent but on
one's self." The opponent must be

"weaned from error by patience and
sympathy." Weaned not crushed. Satyagraha
thereby assumes a constant beneficent interaction

between contestants with a view to their ultimate

reconciliation. Violence, insults and fiery rheioric

will obstruct this end.

Satyagraha ultimately reverses the

eye-for-an-eye policy which ends in making
everyone either blind or blind with fury. It returns

good for evil until the evildoer tires of evil. In

South Africa and at times in India, Gandhi
showed that ordinary human beings were capable

of high-mindedness even under the most severe of

circumstances. His success in these struggles

would later serve to inspire and guide the spirit of

another great revolutionary who lived in America:

Dr. Martin Luther King |r . the young charismatic

Baptist minister who effectively employed
Gandhi's principles of non-violent resistance to

lead the Civil Movement in its historic transforma-

tion of American society.

This revolutionary new philosophy had its

grounds in the spiritual beliefs upon which
Gandhi was raised. A devout Hindu. Mahatma
Gandhi lived as a karma yogi. There are yogis who

meditate and yogis who act. The karma yogi is the

yogi of action. In a comment of the ancient Hindu
sctipt Rhagavad-Gtta. Gandhi defined the perfect

karma yogi: "He is a devotee who is jealous of

none, who is afount of mercy, who is without ego-

tism, who is selfless, who treats alike cold and
heat, happiness and misery, who is ever forgiving,

who is always contented, whose resolutent

firm, who has a dedicated mind and soul to God.
who causes no dread, who is not afraid of others.

who is free from exultation, sorrow and fear, who
is pure, who is veTsed in action yet remains unaf-

fected by it. who renounces all fruit, good or bad.

who treats friend and foe alike, who is untouched

by respect or disrespect, who is not puffed up by

praise, who does not go under when people speak

ill of him. who loves silence and solitude, who has

a disciplined reason. Such devotion is inconsistent

with the existence at the same time of strong

attachments
"

Gandhi summarized all of this as
"Desirelessness." Desirelcssness. or Hindu renun
ciation. creates the inner peace and poise neces-

sary to achieve real lasting results, even material

results, untainted by ugly means. Herein. Gandhi
established that the means by which change is

accomplished is more important than the actual

desired results.

Gandhi's politics were indistinguishable from
his religion. "My patriotism." he said, "is sub-

servient to my religion." Gandhi's religion made
him political, and his politics were religious.

Throughout his political career, which began with

I successful movement for Indian human rights in

South Africa, Gandhi never sought to humiliate or

defeat his opponents, them being the whites in

South Africa and the British in India. It was his

wish to convert them. Indeed, not only did Gandhi
succeed in converting his opponents to see his

truth but he would go on to inspire a whole new
era spiritual consciousness which has transformed

the whole of humankind and shall continue to do
so for many generations to come. All that is need-

ed is for all of us to remember and live out his

great message for the world.

Martin F. Jones is a Collegian columnist
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A question offairness

To the Editor:

Affirmative action has been under

attack, on ideological and legal

grounds, since the Reagan era. The
ideological argument of the opposi-

tion to the affirmative action asserts

that, since racism has been eradicat-

ed in the United States, affirmative

action is no longer necessary, it is

discriminatory against white people.

Our laws should now be made
"color- blind." so as to discriminate

against no one. This argument's most
damaging and most obvious weak-

its prMMM that racism has

been eradicated in the United States.

If this premise were true, we might

conclude that given the affirmative

action programs supposedly in opera-

tion now, people of color have an
advantage over while people in the

arenas of education and employment,
and so must be over-represented
there. Following our happy chain of

logic, we should then come to the

obvious corollary that people of color

are. on average, more well-off than

white people. Sadly, these conclu-

sions are in sharp contradiction to

the state of affairs we see around us.

in Massachusetts and the country at

large. Five hundred years of affirma-

tive action for white people in the

United States cannot be erased by iO

years of statutory affirmative action

for people of color, no matter how
effective.

Here at UMass-Amhcrst. we see

this sad fact reflected in statistics

available from the Graduate School

of the 5.955 graduate students
enrolled this academic year. 527 of

them identified themselves as

"minority." amounting to only 8.85

percent of the total (it international

students are deducted from the total

number, the percentage rises to 10.9

percent), much less than the level of

th<- general population of
Massachusetts. We at the Graduate-

Employee Organization feel that this

constitutes grossly inadequate repre-

sentation among the graduate stu-

dent body. We feel that this is, at

least in part, a question of access,

one of the themes we have been
emphasizing during our contract

campaign.

One reason for this underrepresen-

tation is the cost of attending this

University, the most expensive public

state university in the country. This

is why GEO is bargaining for

increased funding for the Office of

Minority Graduate Student
Recruitment. We are asking for

increases in every year of our con-

tract, something that we won in our

last contract. We are also asking that

some of this money he set aside for

retention of graduate students of
color, which has also been a concern.

In addition, we are asking for money
lor the recruitment and retention of

other underrepresented groups (eg.,

low income students, single mothers,

immigrants, etc i For us at GEO this

is a question of fairness to those peo-

ple who have been excluded b\ our

University, as well as an issue of the

quality of the education that this

I nivcrsitv provides

This latter point has to do with
diversity. For many here at this

L mversitv. the desirability of diversi-

tv is limited to the entertainment
provided to white people. As has
been true for many years in the

L nited States, white people have
been very open-minded when it

comes to their entertainment (at least

as sports and music go). However
when it comes to other arenas of

public life, diversity becomes less of

a pnoritv. Diversity in education
here at UMass means having a

diverse teaching staff. Diversity of

background and culture means a

wider range of perspectives gained
from the learning process, something
no quality education lacks. Since TAs
do a large portion of the teaching
here at UMass. diversity in the com-
OoaMoa of the TAs working here is a

necessity . The changes we are asking

for in our contract, such as funding

OMGSR adequately, begin to

address this need.

Further testimony to this problem
is given in the column written by

Lisa Chiu and Christine Soh in the

Ian. 28 edition of the Collegian. As
they point out. the administration
has fallen short in meeting the terms
of the 1992 ALANA Agreement.
What is more, they demonstrate that

the administration has tried to cover
up their shortcomings, massaging
statistics and claiming success. These
are not the actions of an administra-

tion that is committed to addressing
issues of white privilege here on cam-
pus and in the country as a whole. If

UMass wants to project an image of
shiny, happy diversity to possible
donors to its Capital Campaign, per-

haps it should be working towards
nurturing that diversity, rather than
resorting to smoke and mirrors to
present the illusion that it exists. We
at GEO call on the administration to

fund OMGSR al the levels we are
asking, to settle the contract negotia-
tions and to reaffirm its commitment
to the concerns of ALANA students
by updating and implementing the
1992 ALANA Agreement

Tom Masterson
GEO Treasurer
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Allen's first musical only lighthearted fun
By Adam Lavino

Collegian Staff

EVEKYONE SAYS I LOVE YOU
Dirmdtd by Woody Allen

with Woody Allan, Alan Alda,

Goldie Hawn
Ploying at Academy of Music

For over 30 years Woody Allen
has remained one of the most
important and entertaining
American filmmakers. From his ear-

lier days of brilliant slapstick to a

transformation of cynical drama,
Allen has successfully intertwined
strong characters with innovative
narratives.

In his 26th film, Allen has once
again attempted to explore new ter-

ritory. Everyone Says I Love You is

the director's first musical comedy,
and the film is representative of the

genre in nearly every sense. With a

large ensemble of popular stars, the

cast walks about the populated
streets of New York and Paris con-

stantly breaking into song. Like
most musicals, the central theme of

Allen's latest feature is about find-

ing, and often losing, true love.

Allen's scripts have usually main-

tained one central theme at their

core. There is a constant emphasis

on neurotic, Jewish urbanites with

broken hearts. They are searching

for redemption of some kind or
another, whether from monotonous
lives, religious guilt or a better

understanding of right and wrong.
Even in the early '70s, Allen's

straight comedies like Bananas and
Sleepers offered exquisite political

satire. After his Academy Award
winning breakthrough with Annie
Hall, the director concentrated on
bitter relationships mixed in with

psycho-analytical charged parody.

Throughout the last decade and a

half, Allen has concentrated on
intelligent humor and has achieved

the status of a true auteur director.

With Everyone Says I Love You,
Allen has decided to change direc-

tion to create an amusing musical.

The problem is, there is a blatant

hesitancy to make any drastic

changes, and his reluctance shows.

Allen has once again stayed loyal to

his central theme, but unlike many
of his previous films: Everyone Says

I Love You has little else to offer.

Of course all musicals are known
for poor character development and
stale plots and Everyone Says I Love
You is no exception. This, however,

is not the typical Woody Allen fea-

ture his fans have come to expect or

even rely on for comfort and sup-

port in their own dissatisfying lives.

The best thing about Allen is his

ability to allow others as high strung

as himself to identify with his films

as an outlet for their own neurosis.

In his latest, Allen has become
too dependent on traditional musi-

cal formulas, and as a result the cast

is far too large and really has noth-

ing to say. The plot, although enter-

taining, is much too silly and serves

nothing more than lighthearted
humor. Most of the characters have

little reason to exist in the film and
those who do have reason, refrain

from convincing us they deserve it.

Even the great Alan Alda is reduced

to roaming his apartment and argu-

ing with his conservative minded
son played by Luke Haas.

In the world of musicals, Allen's

latest is right on target, except for

one small concern. The plot is so

typical of Allen's central themes that

at times the film achieves nothing
short of dull nostalgia. Also, Allen

continuously reminds us of his

trademark influences ranging from
such extremes of Kafka and
Groucho Marx to Ingmar Bergman.
Allen has paid homage to these
greats in almost every film he has

made, but they seem a bit awkward
in a musical format.

Everyone Says I Love You is a fun

musical, but Allen's inability to stay

focused takes away from the film's

full potential. His hope to mix the

core of all his other movies into a

story where random characters sing

away the narrative is intriguing but

not quite original enough. The point

is that the film is a good musical in

that aspect, but one look at Allen's

resume will prove this is far from
one of his better accomplishments.

C*

Branford Marsalis' trio disappointing at Iron Horse

By Joshua Boyd
CoHegton Staff

MANFOKD MMSAUS TKK)

Iron Horse

Feb. 3

Although he is one of the hottest names in jazz

(mostly through his associations with pop culture

icons such as Sting and lay Leno), Branford
Marsalis' Monday night trio show at the Iron Horse

provided few highlights and was not a show that

lived up to its potential.

The trio consisted of Marsalis (switching
between tenor and soprano saxophones throughout

the show), Reginald Veal on bass and |eff "Tain*

Watts on drums. From the moment they took the

stage until the end of the show, they looked like

they were thinking of something else, and weren't

really all there. The lazy neo-bop of the first two
songs validated this point.

About midway through the show. Watts decided

to pull ahead of his pals and start to really put

some energy into his drumming. He ended up
being the real story there that night, with his

fast-paced, but tight drum solos.

He must have gotten to Marsalis and Veal

because their playing soon picked up during the

third song. Veal had some good soloing, also. By

the fourth song, one from Branford's brother,

Delfeayo, called "The Reverend |udas Iscariot," the

band as a complete unit cooked for the first time of

the show on that upbeat tune.

But, after that song, it was that reoccurring mun-
dane feeling, except for Watts, who quickly lost his

effect on the other two. Marsalis had some real

good playing in the second half of the show, but it

was sadly obvious he wasn't giving it his all. There

are many other young saxophonists out there, such

as Joshua Redman and lames Carter, so Marsalis

has got to learn to keep up or else he may just lose

his chops.

The encore of the show featured some good
inter-play between Marsalis and Watts, and Veal

chimed in for some sprinting bass playing to

accompany them after a few minutes.

With Marsalis' noble position in the world of

modem jazz, a good show, imaginative playing and

motivational band-leading (an art in itself) was
expected, but that did not come to fruition in terms

of the show as a whole.
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Guilt looks to the future with their last album.

Hallraker 7" out soon
The Hallraker 7-inch has just

been printed up and should be out

in a couple of weeks. It has the four

songs from the demo and you
should get it so that when they
blow up you can get extra scenester

points for having the first 7-inch.

Guilt has put out their final

album Further on Victory Records.

I haven't heard this band since

their first album
Synthesthesia and I

was blown away
by how far they C^f**''

have come
Further is a

post-hardcore album
and while it does borrow

heavily from Quicksand
at times, it is an innova-

tive and original album
with lyrics that will make
you think.

Anyone who was at

the Earth Crisis show
last Wednesday probably

remembers two things,

the first being V.O.D.
blowing away all the other bands
and the second a commentary by a

woman on the state of the hardcore

scene. The woman jumped on stage

before Earth Crisis and berated the

hardcore scene for not having girls

in the scene or in bands. She also

slagged Earth Crisis for no reason.

The woman had some points,

and I would like to respond to her

accusations. Anyone at the show

with Adam
Plugacz

could have pointed out that there

were quite a few girls at that show.

In fact, if you went to a hardcore

show in the early '90s you would
remember that only one or two girls

would be at the shows. The fact

that today you can count a good
amount of girls at the shows is

progress.

Furthermore, the speaker

chose an overly negative

^. attitude when
^^*j^""^ instead she

should have been
encouraging girls to

become more active in

the scene. She also

made a mistake by
bashing Earth Crisis

when she clearly knew
nothing about the

band. While I may not

be the biggest Earth

Crisis fan, they are the

farthest thing from
sexist.

I agree that we do
need more girls in the

scene but whoever it was that

jumped on stage Wednesday went

about doing it the wrong way. We
need unity in the scene, not people

attacking it from within. The other

thing is before you jump onstage

(which is something I encourage) to

speak, make sure you know what
you are talking about.

Adam Dlugacz is a Collegian

columnist.
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Campus Activities at the University of Massachusetts presents

"Something Every Friday»
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This series is made possible by a grant from
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A Touch of

Reality
This three-person group uses poetry

to express important issues like

AIDs; gang violence; and day-to-

day reality. This powerful trio has

opened for the Fugces, the Lost

Boys, and the Last Poets.

Bluewall Cafe

February 7, 1997
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Goes to ISRAEL
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Jewish Appeal and UMass Hillel subsidize trip to Israel, 27 University students join 360 others abroad
J kept the flower

Day I

December 21. 1996

I'm silting at gate 54 at the

International terminal of the Newark.
V|. airport. Rachel, Aaron and
Cheryl have just gone off to try to get

the rest of the UMass to join them in

doing the Time Warp. We've been
juggling with some balls that I

brought and playing limbo with vari-

ous pieces of equipment in this quiet

deserted terminal. I noticed a friendly

looking elderly gentleman sitting

across from me. I noticed that he had
been looking at us for some time.

After my friends left. I commented to

him that we were usually quite
i curved, to which he replied in heav -

ily accented English. "You're lewish

and you're young, you're acting just

how you arc supposed to act. When
you're 50. then you can act

reserved."

Our flight which was originally set

to depart at 7:50 p.m. has been
pushed back an hour. We'll stop once
in London and should hit Tel Aviv at

4:30 p.m. Israel time tomorrow. It

will be 7:30 in the morning in

Ameriea

The reception at the Sheraton
Newark was nice. We were served

cold cuts. soda, cookie* and chips for

lunch. I was there from around 2

p.m. until 7 p.m. when we left for the

airport. Most of the conversation
between the 560 students con-Med
of "where arc vou from" and "do you
know so and so."

•••••

Alter seven hours in the air. and an
hour and a half on the ground in

I ondon. we're preparing for takeoff

once again. I believe that the ilight

attendants hate us considerably now.
Not because we have been ill

behaved (because we haven't, of
course) but simply because a Boeing
747 filled with 360 college students

is neither very quiet nor very disci-

plined. This is due to the fact that the

students have not only a tendency to

roam aimlessly around the cabin
chatting and meeting new people, but

also have a tendency to break into

song at random intervals. The past

nine hours have been a blur of dis-

comfort and sleeplessness, only inter-

rupted by the service of airline food,

which is followed by more discom
fort, as well as beverages and
peanuts. London is a balmy 30
degrees Fahrenheit and I wonder if

the men walking around our plane
are Blokes or Chaps. As we taxi to

the runway a second time we watch
the airline's Pink Panther cartoon on
safety and regulations, firM m
Hebrew then in English. When this

trip is finally over we will have seen

this video a total of six times. One of

the overhead compartments has just

popped open and begun to dump
coats and bags onto some girls a few

rows ahead of me. They remove their

seatbelts and get up to fix it. the

flight attendant in the back who is

alread) strapped in for take off is

yelling for them to sit in their scats

And we're off the ground. Goodbye.
London. Now let's see if I can get

some more sleep on this leg of the

trip.

*****

Two hours of sleep was my ration

for the day. and the first officer has

)u>t announced that we will be land-

ing inside of 20 minutes. 1 slept

through the entire movie Eraser.

which is fine because I've seen it. It's

b8 degrees in Tel Aviv and we're all

very' happy about that.
*****

After completing an Ice Breaker on
the bus, where everyone shared their

brushes with fame, our tour guide
Giora begins to share with us a little

about himself and our itinerary for

the next 10 days. It is starting to sink

in now where I am. Leaving Tel Aviv,

we drove right through the
Metropolitan pari of the city. In the

dark there was no way to differenti-

ate Tel Aviv from New York,
Chicago or Boston except for the fact

that every billboard, street sign and
building name was in Hebrew

.

••••*

Dinner was served at Kfar Giladi. I

believe it was our fifth or sixth meal
in the last 24 hours. The meal was
followed by the Galil Troup, an
incredible group of singers who
entertained for over an hour. During
one song the eight females of the I I

member group ventured into the

audience, each taking a guy. offering

him a flower and bringing him up in

front of the entire mission oi students

to dance. As my luck would have it.

there I was up in front of everyone
with an orange flower in my right

hand slow dancing to a song that I'd

never heard before. Thankfully, it

only lasted for half a minute or so

and the light wasn't bright enough
for everyone to see how red my face

was. I kept the flower.

lason Baker is a UMass student
and was a participant on the U/A
mission to Israel.

The early bird does catch the worm
Day 2
December 25. 1994

I can't remember being so happy
about being up so early. Days like

thiv itMBMJ seems like a waste, this

Ming from one of the all-time

late sleepers. From the limited view

ol the window in the room of the

kibbutz where we are staying in the

Lpper Galilee. I can see fascinating

There are large mountain* in

the background unlike anything in

the northeastern United States. The
beautiful blend of trees, vegetation

and bird songs appears almost exot-

ic I mm m\ window I have seen sev

eral people jog by. probably early

bird* from the tour. I cannot wait to

see what lies beyond this narrow
view of my window. I cannot wait to

see Israel.

Later in the morning, we visited

one of Israel's few nature reserves

located hundreds of yards from the

Lebanese border. It was difficult to

believe that the small streams of

water we walked along are the

sources for the lordan River and the

Sea of Galilee, Israel's principal
water suppliers. Water is a scarce

and valuable mom in the middle
east, and access to water is an impor-

tant is>ue in Israeli security as border

control

Walking through the nature area,

seeing plants and animals that were
completely unfamiliar to me. I

thought of friends at UMass who
study plants and wildlife and would
have appreciated and understood the

uuiqucnc** ol what we were seeing.

After the nature reserves we visit-

ed archaeological ruin* which were
at the foot of the Golan Height* A
stone tablet mentioning King David
had been found at the *ight several

years earlier.

The bus tour of the Golan Heights

took us well into the pre- 1 967 bor-

der with Syria. Riding up the wind-

ing road through some of the most
beautiful mountains and hills that

nature offers, it was hard to believe

we were at the same place where the

latter stages of the 1467 Six Day
War was fought. We stopped for a

while and walked around an aban-
doned Syrian military bunker from
that war. The bunker had under-
ground passages which were fed by
water pipes and would be secure
from most conventional bombs, and
therefore had to be conquered hand
to hand.

This is the stuff that makes great

stories, an off-road jeep tour
through the Golan Heights, taking us

through herd* off cows and within

feet of signs which read. "Danger

— Mines." Later I found out that

since some of the land is deemed
infertile, many of the mines that

drove by have not yet been decom-
missioned. Our tour guide gave us a

brief history of the Golan Heights,

which illustrated why Israeli* are so

divided to whether to return it to the

Syrian government.

Our jeep driver was a retired

army officer who was driving jeeps

more for fun than economic need. I

w.i* m the same car as Rabbi Saul

Perlmutter. and was fascinated and
clueless listening to him talk to the

driver in Hebrew, a language which
I once knew dimly, but now remem-
ber nothing. The rabbi told me that

the driver had recently lost a son
who was serving in Southern
Lebanon. He knew the strategic

importance of the Golan Heights
and would like the government to

return the land as a gesture of
peace. This was a puzzling answer,
considering his position in life-

would most probably have led to the

opposite conclusion. Again I am
amazed how complex and passion-

ate the feelings and mot i\ at ion* are

behind the political and social forces

in the area.

Bryan Schwartzman is a Collegian

columnist and was a participant on
the I /t mission to Israel

The opening of my eyes
Day i
December It. 199*

We just visited the Nazareth lllit

Absorption Center. Absorption cen-

ters are places set up by the United
lewish Appeal to assist new immi-
grants in adjusting and integrating

into mainstream Israeli life by learn-

ing Hebrew as well as Israeli history

and culture. Here, we learned how
this system works and met some of

the residents of the center.

The five residents we met were
16 and 17-year-old men and
women from the former Soviet
I nion who had immigrated to Israel

three months earlier. They told us

about how they came from Ru**ia

and the Ukraine, leaving their fami-

lies behind. They planned to study

in the center for about a year, and
go to college the following year.

I was struck by how these people

seemed both so youthful and so

adult. At times I was amazed that

the\ were only two years younger
than me. They appeared awkward
and uncomfortable: they shifted

their weight around when they
talked, kept their eyes averted, gig-

gled nervously and shrugged their

shoulders Yet they had done some-
thing that many adults could not do.

They had come to Israel all by
themselves, without any support
Irom their families. They expressed
strong opinions and had made clear

decisions about courses of study
and why they were there — to get

out ol their countries. The strength

and clarity of their views and
actions made me realize that

Judaism is something powerful that

we often take for granted in the
United States. People from other
nations who don't have the freedom
to practice their religion will go to

drastic measures, even uprooting
themselves from their young shel-

tered lives, in order to pray in

peace.

Later we shifted gear* by going to

a Seminar Center for a debriefing
about Arab-Israeli relations A
woman whose work dealt with get-

ting Arab and Israeli youth together

talked to us. She said that her goal

was to get the young people togeth-

er so that they could discuss the sit-

uation and reach some kind of
understanding. She told us that the

Arab and Israeli students may not
leave the sessions arm in arm. but
they often did leave together. She
went over some geographical and
historical issues surrounding the

problem so we would have a better

understanding of the situation
before we met with Arabs for dis-

cussion

A bus took us to the home of an
Arab-Israeli. About 20 of us went
to meet and talk to a young
Palestinian Arab woman named
Abeer. She is a 21 -year-old junior

high school English teacher. We sat

around her living room on low
couches while her mother gracious-

ly brought us refreshments. Her
mother had I 3 children, the oldest

is 37, the youngest is 17, and many
more grandchildren playing in the
house.

We asked Abeer her perspective
on Arab-Israeli relations. First,

someone asked if there was discrim-

ination against the Palestinians. She

answered yes, that the budget for

the Arab communities was low. that

her school does not have the same
resources that a lewish school might
have. Also, she said, that on job
applications it is asked if you have
served in the army, and if you have
not then you are at a disadvantage. I

asked her if Arabs could be in the

army. "Yes," she said, "but I don't

want to because I have friends and
relatives in Arab countries that I

would be fighting against."

We discussed many issues sur-

rounding Palestinian- Israeli rela-

tions. American policy, Muslim
beliefs. Jewish beliefs and custom*
Abeer did not convince me of her
position: I disagreed with a lot of

her beliefs. It was a start though. It

was interesting to meet an Arab
woman who was about my age and
hear her point of view. It shed some
insight on just how complicated and
multifaceted the whole struggle is.

After this, we went to an ancient

synagogue in (erusalem for a short

prayer service. Later we signed the

Jerusalem 3000 scroll. At night we
spent time in downtown Jerusalem.

It was a great day: informational

and educational. The day, and the

whole trip, was an incredible expe-

rience. It strengthened and
affirmed my identity as a lew and a

Zionist. It made me realize that

these are things to be proud of.

and if necessary, fight for. They
involve loving ludaism and believ-

ing in the need for a lewish home-
land.

Caroline Sunshine is a UMass
student and was a participant on

the UIA mission to Israel.

Catching my attention

Bus 4 of the U|A mission to Israel poses in front of the Western Wall.
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Visiting the Wall
Day 4
December 27. 1996

You know, there's nothing like see-

ing the major of lerusalem. Ehud
Olmert. Israeli breakfasts consist ot

mostly olives, cucumbers and honey

Delicious! Anyway, we were all seat-

ed humbly awaiting the presence of a

man who. to tell you the truth. I had
never even heard of before. There
was a greasy air of tension floating in

our baklava-filled stomach* We all

expected a distant jjt.iv suited man
with the hanger still stuck in his ^,,.,[

tully loaded with a posse ol similarly

dressed men packing heat and sport-

ing curious headphones. Cameras
were BOcfcsd and ready to flash. Some
guv in what appeared to be a

Members Onlv |aekct .md a shirt that

ta*ted like fruit stripe gum sat down
in front of me I thought nothing of

the man until he went up to the podi-

um and began talking about ihe
future of lerusalem Apparently, m.^i

of the Israeli parliament wears
khakis, but why still Members Onlv''

His great vision for the cltj ol

Israel was that. "We will all be here

some day." When he said "we" it was
understood hv the group that he
meant the lewish people When he
referred to past, present and future

generations, he emphasized the ton-

cept the we. the lews, are all one I

do feel that the lewish are one in

their own bevdy. but aNo that all life,

the universe and everything in it is

also one with G-d.
Everybody wants a piece of that

city The problem is that there's not

much there to go around. On our
next tour, entering the old citv of

(erusalem was a bit overwhelming.
We were surrounded by a sea of
limestone, which is made of dead,
crushed ancient shellfish. The sounds

of everyday life from before year one
seemed to echo with our vsim off of

the high limestone walls of every
alley. I felt like a child in ecSMfc |ov

to be in a place that we had all been

singing and reading about since we
were kids There was a definite glow

about the group that proved not to be

the usual camera flashing tourist's

reaction. I vervone who lived there

seemed to be riding the same wave of

excitement. At one point, we stopped

to eat Israel's age old answer to the

fast food crave: spicv. crisp, delicious

falafel

Sightseeing was great, but we all

knew that the main attraction would
be tonight's Sabbath at the Wailing
Wall. There, lews of every sector and
type stand to pray. The Western Wall

surrounds the area that used to be
the great lewish temple of lerusalem

thousands of years ago. Before
approaching the Wall we separated

into groups and discussed what really

makes the Wall holy. Some lews are

disgusted by the idea of the Wall and
cursed it as an idol that people wor-

shipped. Idol worshipping is a direct

offense to the ten commandment*
How could one worship something
physical that is not eternal? The
answer is that the Wailing Wall is not

an, idol by any means. It is a symbol
ot the struggle and strength ot the

lewish people. The Wall has been set

on fire, blown up. showered with
arrows, bullets and G-d knows what
else, yet it still stands strong and
proud. Many larger people have
attempted to get rid of us. but we
always seem to last and retain our
faith.

The sun was getting low in the sky.

and our tour guide Giora was becom-
ing even less legible with his thick

German/Israeli accent. He sounded
like he had peanut butter stuck to the

roof of his mouth. Yes. Shabbat was
on its way. We walked to the out-

skirts of the old city where an Israeli

a cappella group sang beautiful
arrangements mixing early Baroque
counterpoint harmonies with tradi-

tional Kabalat Shabbat songs. It was
impossible not to feel the energy of
the group as lite Sabbath sun set over

the ancient city of gold and the voices

of song summoned the eternal spirits

of our people.

Alter that. I truly felt in the spirit

of Shabbat. The ideal of letting go of

all work and constrictive troubles of

the week and embracing a 24-hour
celebration of life. By the time we
reached the prayer section of the

Wailing Wall it was already filled

with hundreds of people singing and

praying. It really "baked my cookies"

to think that the women were sepa

rated from the men. but as I got slos

er to the whole scene. I could feel the

brotherhood and sisterhood from
each section. It felt good to sing and
dance with my fellow men. There-

was a schmorgesbord of different

types of lews each with their own
podium and prayer group. At first. I

felt a biPinferior of the Chassidic

lews with their black suites and hang-

ing side burns, but one quick look at

the Islam golden dome of the reck

towering above the Wall, and I was
reminded that we all wanted the

same thing. Me. the Chassidim. the

Muslims and all the people of the

earth. We were all on our own per-

sonal path to find more out of life

spiritually, and there is no right or

wrong way of achieving this Fvery

single person has their own special

religion unto themselves, and we all

;mW*t ttsllcvWihe path'fhat feeh right

A* I apprWse«hcd the Wall I felt

energized. I walKed over to it. found

my favorite stone, and rested my
forehead up against it like a newborn
nestled in his mother's breast. There.

I was a thousand miles away from
America clinging to a limestone
block, and yet I was home I verv *m
gle prayer of desperation and joy

ever made at that spot surged
through me. Different songs being
sung from every direction all weaved
into a perfect harmony that danced
on my soul. Time seemed as il it

didn't really exist. For a moment I

became aware that a part of me had
been there before I was born Sow I

know what the mavor meant by the

oneness of the lewish people that

transcends time, which only seem* n>

separate the generations It was then

that I decided to kindle that spark, to

contribute to the eternal flame that I

new feel more a part of This religion

may seem old and outdated, but
when you realize that time does not

change the wisdom of our ancestor*.

you can discover a whole new world

in yourself that seemed once unat

tainable.

Aaron Philmas is a I Mm student

and was a participant on the U/A
mission i,

|

Bringing it all home
Day §
December 28. 1996

We were able to sleep in today —
7:45 a.m.! My original expectation of

the bike tour was that we would be

traveling around lerusalem. meaning
AROUND the actual city of

lerusalem. but it turned out different

ly. We kept driving and driving, into

the mountains, past farms, cows.
curves in the road and so on. It

looked like we were really going to

go around the entire city of
lerusalem. It was beautiful. This was
the scene that I visualized when I

though; of Israel, this is what I

remember now. Eighty of us sped
down the dirt paths trying to take in

the picture while also avoiding the

rocks ahead of us. Enduring only a

few minor cuts and scrapes, a eouple

of flat tires and some broken chains,

we finished the tour I only stopped
once, halfway through the expedi-
tion, because I was still feeling sick

from the day before. We returned to

the hotel at about...

At around 4 p.m. we were able to

sign up for four different class suh-

jects: "Shabbat 101." "Israeli

Women," "lewish Mysticism" and
"Bringing Israel back to Campus." I

chose this last one. It was a group of
10 students. There were four staff

leaders, including UMass' own Kim
Richman. Three of the six students
were also from UMass. The other

three were from small colleges. We
began by expressing our feeling about
the trip so far. Israel and how we
would be able to connect these topics

with our campus lives. Once again

the passion for Israel circulated
throughout the group. Each individ-

ual had their own way of saying that

a piece of their heart was here in

Israel. This mission was one of the

staff members' eighth visit to the

country. She said that each visit is

different and that each visit becomes
more intense. This being my second
visit. I can share that feeling already.

It's like a complicated drawing or
prism of some kind, you see some-
thing new every time you look at it.

This is something you really have to

feel yourself, it can't even be
explained. I know it sounds cliche,

but it's true. The atmosphere was full

ot energy. Each moment of the trip,

whether it was internal or external,

the energy was there. I not only feel

comfortable here, but I feel welcome
and am continuously encouraged to

Stay or to revisit

After exploring each others'
thoughts on Israel, we talked about

each campus. We discussed what
Israel oriented activities and commit-
tees exist and what needs to be
implemented. I learned that UMass
already has several programs that

involve Israeli-American relations:

the Student Alliance for Israel

(SAFI). the American Israel Public

Affairs Committee (AIPAC), an
Israeli cafe night at least once a

semester and Israeli folk dancing
once a week. One of the women in

the group was representing Curry
College near Boston, which has about

12 students active in their Hillel.

three of whom do most of the work
There was a lot of motivation in the

air and the ideas were flowing. Two
of the group leaders, both post grad-

uate workers of Hillels. gave us a lot

of suggestions, numbers to call for

summer, winter, undergraduate and
graduate programs in Israel. They
suggested that we start up a U|A
committee, hold more movie nights

and maybe even have a lewish film

festival.

Following the seminars was a light

dairy dinner and a havdalah service

to end the Shabbat. All 360 of us
were sitting on the floor of a big. cold
room with the six person a capella
group who had been accompanying
us during meals while in lerusaiem.
Again, that same warm, comforting
feeling energized the room. We were
singing together with our arms
around the people next to us.
Hatikva. the song Israel owns as its

national anthem, topped off the feel-

ing. I love that song. It was the per-

fect way to close the dav and
Shabbat.

Kim Denniss is a UMass student
and was a participant on the UIA
mission to Israel

Day 6
December 29. 1996

Although I went to bed late
Saturday after a night on the town, I

awoke early. I quickly used the bath-

room to prepare for the day's main
event — quite possibly the most
exciting part of the trip, second only
to the Wailing Wall.

As I ran out the door to breakfast,

I grabbed my reporter's notebook
because I wanted to try to write as

much as possible while he spoke. I

rushed through breakfast, eating sim-
ple and fast foods like croissants. I

spent little time talking because I

wanted a good seat. I left the dining
room about 1 5 minutes after arriv-

ing, and headed for the hall.

I stood in a long line with other
anxious students, and a few apathetic

ones. However, the few unconcerned
souls could not resist the electricity

the others felt. The excitement was
almost as high as the moment our
plane left Newark when students in

the back began to clap and cheer.

Finally I reached the entranceway
to the hall where Israel's equivalent

to the Secret Service ran us through
metal detectors. I breezed right

through, and I entered the hall filled

with 400 chairs. I surveyed the room,
and spotted a lone seat near a few
other UMass students in the third

row. I went over and took a seat —
luckily it wasn't reserved.

I started talking with the students

around me. We all wanted to know
how the United lewish Appeal (UIA)
picked the 30 students who got to

meet him. No one from UMass knew,
but a I P. I student behind me ven-

tured a guess that later turned out to

be close to the truth. However. I was
more disturbed with the UjA's stag-

ing of a O&A period. Three students,

none of which met him. got to ask
him one question from a list of
pre-approved questions. This left a

bad taste in my mouth. Why only
three? Why not one from each bus?
Who were these three people? Why
did they even tell us about these

suged questions? Irpnkall> enough I

was told later in the day that one of

those three students decided to ask

the big guy his own question, but

what this student did not know was it

was the third person's question.

Before we could finish our discus-

sion, the lights dimmed and rose
again to grab our attention. Everyone
quieted down. Finally. Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
entered the hall, and took to the plat-

form. A UIA spokesman took the

stage and introduced the prime min-

ister.

Netanyahu welcomed us and began
to speak about the history of the

lewish people and the nation of
Israel. "We have undergone the

greatest odyssey of any people." he
said in perfect American English.

He was referring to tragedies such

as the Inquisition, pogroms and

UMass students, Aaron Philmas and

worst of all, the Holocaust. About 50
years ago we. the lewish nation, had
no control over our destiny
However. "Israel is the guarantor of
the future of ludaism." he told 360
American college students.
Netanyahu commanded our attention

better than most professors.

He briefly discussed the
anti-Semitism that ran rampant in

Europe for centuries. Then he
paused, and asked us "are you famil-

iar with Theodore Herzl?" A person
outside the hall probably heard a

resounding yes. He smiled and asked
us if we were familiar with the other

founders of Zionism, but there were
less yeses. While talking about Herzl

he briefly touched upon the Dreyfus

Affair. A group of officers in the

French Army framed Alfred Drevtu*

a Jew who was an officer in the
French army, for selling secrets trj the

Germans in an attempt to cover up
their coven operations. This case led

Herzl to realize that unless lews have
their own nation, we will forever
remain at the whim of other nations

hence the birth of Zionism.

Herzl argued that there was a race

between anti-Semitism and Zionism,

and Zionism was losing, explained
Netanyahu. The reign of international

anti-Semitism culminated in the
Holocaust. Before the Shoah. there

were 18 million lews worldwide, so

the Nazis succeeded in wiping out a

third of the population, he told us

Conservative estimates in the late

1940s suggested that today ludaism
would be 24 million strong, but the

truth is we remain at 12 million He
implored us to marry Jewish and con-

tinue the future of ludaism.

Then he changed the suhjeei to

Cheryl Alper, celebrate in the desert.

aliyah. emigration to Israel. "I want
the new immigrants to come from
you." he said He proudly pointed to

the economic statistic that Giora. our
tour guide, always mentioned.
Israel's economy has the same GDP
per capita as England, but with a

smaller labor force because all men
between 18 and 21 and all women 18

to 20 are in the army
"Israel is the Silicone Valley of the

Eastern Hemisphere," Netanyahu
said. "We have the second most com-
puter start ups in the world — only

behind the United States
"

He segued from economic develop-

ment to the threat of international

terrorism. Terrorism threatens the

staggering growth of the Israeli econ-
omy "This is the end of an era where
Israel gives and Arabs receive."
Netanyahu said. "We are under a

huge propaganda campaign where we
are vilified as those who are against

peace. We must bring the truth out
because a lie told often enough
becomes a truth

"

I took heed of this, and realized he
was right. Every day the American
press vilifies Netanyahu and Israel

ignoring the abuses that authoritarian

regimes in the Middle East commit
against their people. From magazines
like Time, to television like CNN. one
can always find a biased story mas-
querading as straight news about
Israel.

He concluded his speech by telling

us to "take possession of your future"

whether you choose to make aliyah

or simply live a lewish life in the
Diaspora.

Matthew Wurtzel it a Collegian
columnist and was a participant on
the ( / i mission to Israel

Digging for history
Day/
December JO. 1996

We are back on the bus. I settled

into my seat next to the window. Mr.

Tour Guide starts to tell us a story

about the land we are driving

through. My mind is blocking him out

as I observe the grass-covered moun-
tains.

We arc headed toward Bet Guvrin

National Parks and Caves. 1 had never

participated in an archaeological dig

before. Then again, a girl from New
York City usually doesn't get that

chance.

When we arrived at the park, all we
could see was these enormous moun-
tains covered with rocks and patches

of grass. We are further south now
and that must account for the decline

in grassy areas. We met our guide for

the dig and he told us about the histo-

ry of the caves we would be explor-

ing. They are 3000 years old and were

occupied since 100-200 C.E. The
caves were used as a burial site, hous-

ing and places of refuge.

First, we climbed down into a cave

where we assisted the resident archae-

ologists. We learned the basics on
how to dig for pottery and bones that

are buried in the damp dirt. Using a

tool, we each took a spot in the cave

and started to dig. I found some neat

pieces of pottery and a bird's leg. I

liked the fact that we were participat-

ing in a big project to learn about the

past. It was fitting to learn about that

in Israel, since I was there to learn

about my ancestors.

When we went back up into open

air, we learned how to sift out all of

the dirt and dust and separate the

pieces of pottery that we dug up. Next

it was on to our exploration of the

caves.

In order to enter these caves, we
had to crouch down and slide on our

butts. Then, we had to twist our bod-

ies around so that we were lying on
our stomach, lace first. It was after

five minutes of this that we arrived in

the center of the cave.

It was a dark, damp room. I took it

upon myself to do some exploring on
my own. What I found was that we
were in a huge cave surrounded by

clay. I tried to imagine what it would
have been like to spend a good por-

tion of the day underground in the

cave. When we moved to the exit I

stayed behind a few people and lis-

tened to the silence that surrounded
us. It was amazing. I guess that is one
of the reasons why this trip was so

personal to me. I did what I wanted
to and interpreted each situation so

that it had more of a personal feel to

me.

Upon leaving, we were able to take

some souvenirs with us. Since my
brother wanted something ancient. I

dug through piles of pottery until I

found some interesting pieces.

We ate dinner at a Bedouin tent.

The Bedouins are nomads who live in

the desert. They travel from place to

place following their livestock. All of

the buses met there.

On the ride to the tent I fell asleep,

but when I woke up I was in com-
plete amazement. I had never been to

the desert before. I always pictured it

to be flat land with sand blowing
across it. This was different. Although

it was dark I was still able to make
out the outlines of the mountains that

covered the land. They were like

nothing I had ever seen. When I got

off the bus. all I could to was stare up
at the stars. There weren't any lights

from a nearby city to overpower
them. Millions and millions e>f stars

shone perfectly in the sky.

The path to the tent was lit up with

candles. Ahead of me were these huge
tents and all I could hear was drum-

ming and cheering.

When I entered the tent I was
greeted warmly and sat down at a low
table. The chairs were low and not
very eomfortable. so I opted lo *n on
the floor We were served traditional

foods. The table was adorned with
dishes of humus, tahini. cucumber
salad and the greatest pita bread I

have ever tasted. The main cour*c
was chicken and rice. As we were
being served, we were told of the

Bedouin eating customs. In their cul-

ture it is customary to eat with three

fingers. If a person doesn't, it's con-
sidered rude by their host. We were
entertained by a group of really good
musicians and after we finished eating

we were allowed to go up and join

them. I picked up a bongo and started

jamming with the band. On the other

side of the tent, a few men and some
students were dancing.

At the same time that the dancing
was going on. coffee was being
served. Coffee also has a large role in

Bedouin culture. When a person
comes to ask something from a mem-
ber of another tent they are served 3

cups of coffee. The first 2 are served

while there is some light talk going
on. By the time that the third cup is

served, the visitor must state their

reason for their visit.

I had a really fun day. I love being

able to search for things from the

past. I also enjoyed the time that I

spent with the Bedouins. It was a

great experience being part of another

culture, even if it was only for one
night. I can't wait to wake up tomor-
row morning and see the mountains
and the desert under the sun I will

probably be up for a while because of

all the coffee that I drank, but it was
definitely worth it.

Cheryl Alper is a UMass student

and was a participant on the UIA
mission to Israel

Happy New Years, Tel Aviv
Day 8
December II. 1996

The Hyatt, a memory of glamour
and richness, beachlined on the Dead
Sea, balconies, exquisite rooms, siz-

zling warm tropical pools and over
flowing tables filled with food your
stomach only dreams about. We were
leaving our cuisine of ecstasy. First

though, we traveled in the early
hours of day to the lowest point on
earth, the floatable water of the Dead
Sea. Those of us that were brave
enough to bare the cold waters
instantly bobbed to the top of the

salty liquid like inflatable toys. We
leisurely floated around in absolute

amazement. The salt is a healing
power for open wounds and there-

fore there is excruciating pain when
even the tiniest scratch POBBH in con-

taci with it. Breakfast was excellent,

you never wanted to stop eating. We
then left the Hyatt and headed off to

Masada.

There she stood, high and mighty,

a fortress in her own statue. A quick

glance and she resembles all the

other rocky mountains of the ludean

Desert. But she is different.

Surrounding her are military camps
and paths traveling to her summit
We traveled in fashion, cable cars

carried us to the top so that we could

discover the mysteries and truths ot

Masada. There at the top was a mag-
nificent view of the Dead Sea and
ludean Desert. King Herod's deserted

kingdom spread out over the summit
and is where the lews, who once
inhabited the mountain, lived. The
lews numbered slightly less than a

thousand, a small pittance to the

10.000 Roman soldiers hovering
along the hill. The lews had the
advantage of fighting from the *um
mit. They also had the hearts of faith

and spirit and would fight to the end.

The Romans had their slaves build a

trail, the Roman Path up the side of
Masada. The lews worked endlessly

to resist the power. After three long

\eais of fighting, their defeat was
approaching as the Romans had cata-

pulted their stone fortress walls and
burnt down their wooden wall. As
the 10.000 soldiers climbed up
Masada to victory, the 1.000
untrained and unarmed lews decided

the next step of action. They knew
that once conquered, the women and
children would be raped and beaten

and all would become slaves to the

Roman empire. They decided collec-

tivelv that they would rather die COJ

lectively as sovereign people. When
the Romans finally reached Masada
they found 966 lews dead. The lews

had lived and died as free people.

The Romans were amazed at their

enemies' courage and were silent in

respect for these people who had
died for freedom.

After seeing the endless drvness of

the desert, we traveled to the beauti-

ful oasis of Fin Gedhi. This is one of

the most beautiful national parks in

the world. Water whistled through
wall* ot *tone and waterfalls tumbled
over the hot rocks. Animals, from
ibex to otters, roamed their haven in

the desert. After capturing the tran-

quility, beauty and wetness of Fin
Gedhi. our group took a break to dis-

cuss the trip so far. We shared our
feelings and theKights of how we have

grown through our trip. The group

was really able to communicate and
share with one another our individual

impressions and experienecs

A couple hours later, we arrived in

Tel Aviv to celebrate New Year's
Eve. We chanted a tune. Sew
Year's Eve in Tel Aviv, Alcohol we
will receive." Our trip had been so

great that everyone thought that

New Year's would top it off before

we had to return to the State- 1>

our dismay, the Israelis didn't cele-

brate New Year's, since thev eele-

brate the lewish New Year. We final-

ly found a group dancing and singing

in the street and we joined in and
began shouting with glee. "Happy
New Year!" They didn't like us and
asked us to leave. We found out later

that it was an ami- New Year's party

because America's New Year also

falls on Sylvester's Day. a day when
Jews were burned at the stake in

Turkey. Later, as midnight
approached, several of u* stood at a

major intersection and shouted the

countdown. We ran through hun-
dieds of people screaming a wel-

come to the New Year. The Israeli*

just looked at the obnoxious
Americans and shot>k their heads or

laughed. We tried to go to many bars

but most of therm had private par-

ties, kicked us out or were filled with

junior high school kids. The night

was filled with visiting random bars,

traveling the shore of the
Mediterranean and just doing era/y

things. It was different than the com-
mon New Year's, but it was a memo
rable adventure

Rachel Kobey is a I Man student

and was a participant on the I I \

mission to Israel

Jerusalem's mayor, Ehud Olmert, speaks to the 360 students who are part of the U)A mission

The first day

and the last
Day 9 6 #0
Jammary 16 2. 1997

It is the first day ot the New Year, but it is also the last

day of our mission to Israel. I went through the normal
motions today that have been prevalent throughout the

trip. I got up. took a shower, ate breakfast I even got on
another bus for another tour Hovering over this neirmali-

tv w as a great sense of closure to our time here in the state

of Israel. I guess at the end of all trips this feeling is per-

sonified in the actions of getting ready to go home. In

addition to the time I spent hearing from more tour guides
and Israeli professionals. I also packed up some of my
clothes, looked over my plane ticket and went to a dis

sion that summed up our final thoughts on this fantastic

experience.

This last day began with one final tour, this time of Tel
Aviv. We all piled on the bus and looked out the window
as we were told about this eitv. which is filled with broth
els and embassies. Compared to the other places that we
went to. Tel Aviv was certainly the least holy and n

run down. Even though it is set on the beautiful
Mediterranean coast, the buildings are falling apart and
some have even been destructed by beimbings. There is

also an eerie feeling when passing near a train with yellow

stars This is where Yitzhak Rabin was killed more than a

year ago. This area is marked quite obviously with a

chalked portrait of the former Prime Minister and several

e)ther tributes marked in Hebrew graffiti This particular

site was most interesting to me because of the differences

in the origins of it. The other places were built out of
necessity, commission or earth science This was the first

place that was made by the people who loved their mar-
tyred leader.

The rest of the day went as most final days of trips do.
We ate our final meals, went on our final bus trip and had
one last conversation with our tour guide. We got on our
planes and left the land of milk and honey to re-enter the
land of hamburgers and fries. Although se>me of us stayed
to enjoy more of paradise. I had to go herme. I left quite
satisfied, knowing that I had truly felt the grasp of Israel.

Dan Inedman is a UMass student and was a partici-

pant on the UIA mission to Israel.

Her outsretched

hand
Our path resting in broken rubble under layers

of our liv.

sitting for what they can't find

vilizations forced behind

Growing within watching a still wall,

crying inside that forces your lap to fall.

The sunsets watched and the rises we Mined
friends became closer. se>me even kissed

Searching for reasons, happiness or content

we put it aside, and giggled under a Bedouin
tent.

The crash of the sea settling below,

the impact Israel had — there was no WS
know.

No way to expect realizations of life to be made
or conclusions to be spoken

This awesome emotion causing promises to U

at home to Ix* broken

rtgs this strong wrapped around B-52's.

our current events making daily world news

History revisited no less than 50 years before,

hurting and isolation at the Yad Vashem tour

so I write of Israel as a change in my life

promising now to become only a lewish man's

wife.

We laugh, we pray, we teach, we hope some
more

that our generation of next will know not to

ignore

when battles are fought in a far off land

remember that Israel offers us

her outstretched band.

/ M. Horowitz is a I
'

udenl and was a
participant of the II \ mission to Israel.
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Rodman returns, Strern threatens banishment

By Hal Bock

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Dennis Rodman,
suspended by the NBA since kicking

a cameraman on Ian. 15. was rein-

stated by the league yesterday and
will return to the Chicago Bulls on
Feb. II.

However. NBA commissioner
David Stern warned that the Bulls

star could face banishment from the

league if he persists in such conduct.

Rodman's agent, Dwight Manley,

said that his client, as a gesture of

appreciation to his fans, will play his

first 1 1 games after the suspension

"for free, and donate the money on
behalf of himself and the Bulls to 1

1

assorted charities.*

The suspension will have lasted 1

1

games, costing Rodman more than

$1 million in salary and incentives.

Rodman is eligible to play against the

Charlotte Hornets, the Bulls' first

game after the All-Star break.

Manley, speaking from his office in

Newport Beach, Calif., said the dona-

tion by Rodman will total more than

$1 million.

He added that Rodman will proba-

bly watch tonight's Bulls-Lakers

game at the Forum in Inglewood,

Calif. — the 1 1th and final game of

the suspension — on television at

Manley's house. Rodman, who had
been ordered to undergo counseling

during his suspension, met Stern last

Friday to make his case for reinstate-

ment.

"I am satisfied that Dennis recog-

nizes that his conduct in the

Minnesota game was unacceptable,"

Stem said.

"Dennis told me that while he does

not plan to change the way he plays

the game, he will conform his con-

duct on the playing court to accept-

able standards, and he knows that

any further incidents of this nature

may and his career in the NBA."
Also at the |an. 31 meeting was

Dr. Lloyd Baccus. medical director of

the league's player assistance pro-

gram.

"What the commissioner wanted
was professional input in reaching his

decision and the doctor was able to

provide that," NBA spokesman Brian

Mclntyre said.

It was not clear whether Rodman
had actually undergone the counsel-

ing ordered by Stern.

"I'm glad that the meeting proved

fruitful with the commissioner last

week, and that we can put this inci-

dent behind us." Manley said.

When asked why Rodman decided

to make the charitable donation,
Manley said, "Because he'll be the

first person to say, 'I deserve more
money and pay me more money,' and

when he makes a mistake, he'll be

the first person to say, 'I don't
deserve the money,' and he wants to

thank his fans for sticking with him.

"It's a first," Manley added.
"Whereas sports is so wrapped up in

money all the time, he wants to make
a statement that Dennis Rodman
plays from his heart and not from his

wallet, and he's out there with one

intention, and that's to win.

"The best way to show that is giv-

ing up money not by order, but by

choice."

Manley said Rodman will donate

his regular-game salary, not his

deferred money, and that the suspen-

sion plus the donated money will

total "well over $1 million."

"He's chomping at the bit" to

return to the Bulls. Manley said.

Rodman, whose body piercings,

tattoos, rainbow hairstyles and cross-

dressing have drawn as much atten-

tion as his rebounding prowess, has

been suspended nine times since

1992 and three times since last

March. During this suspension, the

Bulls had an 8-1 record.

Rodman, who has led the league in

rebounding the last five years, had
been fined and suspended without

pay after he kicked courtside camera-

man Eugene Amos during a game
between the Bulls and Minnesota
Timberwolves.

After he was suspended |an. 17,

Rodman reached an out-of-court set-

tlement with Amos, agreeing to pay
him $200,000.

Tyson-Holyfield rematch set for May
ByEdSchuyW
Associated Press

NEW YORK - Same name,
different fighter, same result.

That's how Evander Holyfield

views his May 3 rematch against

Mike Tyson.
"1 don't look for the Tyson I

fought Nov. 9," Holyfield said

Monday. "But don't look for the

same Holyfield either. I'll be better.

I'm confident that I can go out and
do the same thing."

"1 hope to do better next time...

I promise," Tyson said in a seven-

second address at a news confer-

ence that formally announced the

rematch at the MGM Grand in Las

Vegas.

During a question-and-answer

session later, however. Tyson said.

"I'm going to win the title for a

third time. I just had a bad night.

I'm the best fighter in the world. If

he beats me this time, he'll beat me

at the best I've ever been. I'm look-

ing for a knockout."

Tyson was a 3-1 favorite at the

MGM Grand sports book to regain

the WBA heavyweight title. He
was a 7-1 choice when he was
stopped in the I Oth round by
Holyfield at the Grand in

November.

One of Tyson's problems in

preparing for the first fight, co-

manager |ohn Home said, was that

most saw Holyfield "as no real

threat to Mike Tyson. Nobody took

him seriously."

Richie Giachetti has since

replaced (ay Bright as Tyson's
trainer.

There was a lot of trash talk by

the Tyson camp at a New York
news conference before the first

fight. Everyone was respectful

Monday.
"This is the type of atmosphere a

Tyson-Holyfield fight is supposed

to bring," promoter Don King said.

Tyson thanked Holyfield for giv-

ing him the chance. Holyfield

thanked Tyson for having given

him a chance so that he could give

Tyson a chance.

"The Sound and the Fury" is

what King is calling the rematch.

At times Monday, it seemed a bet-

ter name might be "Hearts and

Flowers."

Whatever anyone chooses to call

it, it's a major fight. The 34-year-

old Holyfield, who got $1 1 million

in November, will get at least $35

million in May. Tyson, who made

$30 million in the first fight, will

get at least $20 million for the

rematch.

A Tyson victory in the pay-per-

view match would set up a lucra-

tive rematch.

The most intriguing aspect of

the fight, however, is what hap-

pens to Tyson's career should he

lose.

"You tell me," Tyson said.
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THE BOLTWOOD PROJECT™
A Student/Comminity Service Learning Program*

(•an RSO and Dept. of Landscape Architecture A Regional PUrmmg sponsored program)

You Can Earn 1-2 Credits

Recruitment Nights

(Attend one session - Required

for all Applicants!!!)

SPRING SEMESTER '97

630 PM
(Note: Prompt starting time)

• Feb 3 Mon Campus Center Aud. or

• Feb 4 Tues. CC Room 163 or

• Feb 5 Wed. Campus Center Aud.

Assignment notification,

Feb. 6th (Thurs.)

at Boltwdod table on Campus

Center Concourse.

Volunteer while earning credit

Come and Learn How!!!

Your life will NEVER

be the same!

J
*

O ^

> -m s G N
n v m N

c m m a
Use your rt>l)C»TiON in ways you never thought possible.

CrSiGN a new software program. MAfrfcrT the next

remote access product. CtrrATr products that fit in the

palm of your hand. U.S. Robotics gives entry-level sales pro-

fessionals MrANiNGrihL experience. (You may be new, but

your VAt.tUfet.BT contributions are encouraged, and expect-

ed.)

U.S. Robotics is the lfAdfI? in information ACCrSS. We
make PBOidUCTS that connect people with iNFO&MA-
TiOll — anytime, anywhere. We hire SAt.rS fPrOPfLr —
with dfGBffS in marketing, business, sciences and liberal

arts.

Now that you know more about US, wed like to know more
about YOU.

Come see us at the

Career Fair

February 12
If you are unable to stop by, send your resume to: U.S.

Robotics, College Relations, 7770 N. Frontage Rd..

Skokie, IL 60077, or e-mail: resumes@usr.com We are

an equal Of>f>Ol?TUMiTY employer m/f/d/v.

There are NO limits.

^Robotics
The InWltyftf Choice in htforraMon Access

http://www.us6.com
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How
To Get
Ahead
Faster

Join the growth at

Standard Register, a leader

in providing information

management solutions to

businesses around the

globe. As a $900 million

Fortune 1000 leader, we
seek energetic college grads

with a drive to succeed to

join our growth in

New England.
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MULLINS
CENTER AMHERST
SUND, FEB 9

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT...

S H A B

Gain Experience in

Administrative Aspects

of Health Care

Sponsor Health

Promotion Events

Gome join the

Student Health
Advisory Board

Informational meeting:

Wed. February 5, 5:30 -6:30pm

University Health Services Rm. 304

For mora info call Tamara at the Haalth Education Offlco 577-5181

!! AEROBICS !!

i|L-«J|imM FITNESS CENTER w

'
t * t/' • I

175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE, AMHERST, MA • 253-3539

!! TREADMILLS !!

Opportunities in the New Hampshire and Maine area

New Hauiipshire

Excellent earnings

potential, valuaae

business experience,

opportunities (or

advancement.

Bachelor's degree

required, sales

experience a plus.

We offer salory plus

incentive. Recant

grads encouraged to

• Customer
Service Rope

Interact with

customers and
provide responsive

service to enhance

sale or 5R products.

Prefer Associate's

degree or equivalent

experience;

proficiency with

Windows tor PC and
excelenl communica-

tion/interpersonal

skis

Forms
Designer

We seek a serf starter

interpersonal skills for

forms design,

composition and

graphics work

Proficiency with

Windows design tools

o must. Associate's

degree or formal

training/certificate or

equivalent work

experience pievened.

Pre-pniss arid F3

Other Sales Opportunities Throughout the NE Area
We otter excellent compensation and comprehensive benefits package
in a team oriented environment Please send resume ond cover letter

indicating position and geographic preference to Human Resources Dept.,

ANn: John Branson, 600 Afcony St., P.O. Box 1 167, Dayton, OH 45408.
Equal Opportunity Employer, m/f/d/v. Visit our web site

nflja://www.stoVeg com

Standard
Register

WANTED
WlttD, CMAZtD, rASSIOBATE, fTMSATIVI

MULTIMEDIA
PROGRAMMERS
NtTwoas awn—BBS, mathers. photocs, vmtocaAPmas

HAN a MIAN i Y1AB OU> FIBM SB9B
Mi a PAtr mat Mtv.—

PASSION. Bui NO EXPERIENCE? CONTACT VS!

vmojtMvtnjffDiA

V
htlpi//www .visionhi iTLCoin

VISION MULTIMEDIA
f.O. Bo. 77»

Aether*. MA 01004

aim. BenBetkni

ncnning@visionfmn.com

Sox
continued from page 1

2

I don't know about you, but, being
a local boy, if I had the chance to
play baseball for the Red Sox for
$750,000 or to play for the
Pittsburgh Pirates for $1.2, I would
definitely take the first choice. But
why don't other people think this
way?

Shaquille O'Neal had something
great going for him in Orlando, yet
he chose the money in Los Angeles
over the potential dynasty with
Penny and the rest of the Magic.

John Welteland was the best clos-
er in baseball last year and played for
the World Champion New York
Yankees, statistically the best base-
ball organization to ever have the
pride to wear pin-striped pajamas on
the diamond, and yet he leaves to
join Chuck Norris and the rest of the
Texas Rangers.

So, to change my tune, maybe |im
Corsi made the right decision. He
took less money to play for the Red
Sox (a team he has been waiting to
play for since he was old enough to

wear the leather and spit on the rub-
ber) instead of resigning with
Oakland.

My problem with this whole thing

is that the Red Sox will make such a
big deal about this guy. when the
man he is supposed to set up for in

the final innings, Heathcliff
Slocumb, needs at least a three run
advantage everytime he comes into

the game to make a save. I mean
how many times did Slocumb either

blow a save opportunity or just get

by with a save after allowing a run or
two. because the lead was big
enough when he came into the
game?
Even though help is needed in the

closing position, Corsi is no spring

chicken. Here is a little history about

Parcells Jets off to New York, questions still remain
our new soon to be hall of famer. He
was signed back in 1982 by the
Yankees. The Red Sox had him twice
but didn't like him at that time and
released him (Bill Ranford ring a

bell?) Then finally the Marlins
acquired him for the '92 season,
when he went 4-2 with a 1 .43 ERA.

Wonderful, he's the best! No one
has ever pitched better! He will save

the Sox. right?! Wrong! In the last

four seasons he has been plagued
with injuries. What else is new?
First, a shoulder injury with the
Marlins which took two surgeries to

correct. Then, he hurt a more vital

area, the groin, last year and spent
much of the year rehabilitating.

So the Red Sox have newly
acquired pitchers in Steve Avery and
|im Corsi, who both have proven to

be quality players to stick on the
mound, but have had their share of
injuries. Why do 1 get the feeling

that every veteran baseball player
ever to have an injury will play at

least one game for Boston in their

career, then eventually get traded
because they can't produce for us,

and then go on to another team and
have great years? Where are Danny
Darwin and Mike Boddicker when
you need them?
Maybe 1 have the wrong attitude.

Maybe this is all a bunch of hogwash
and the Red Sox will be fine. Maybe
Steve Avery (a southpaw) won't
allow |uan Gonzalez to hit a few
round-trippers over the Green
Monster. Maybe Ted Williams will

go down to Fort Meyers this Spring
and fix all of the Sox's hitting prob-

lems. Maybe the bathrooms in Baker
will be sparkling clean for me when I

return today. Anything can happen.

Jonathan M. Place is a Collegian

Staff Member.

By Howard Ulman
Associated Press

FOXBORO — At least Pete
Carroll, the Patriots new coach,
knows Bill Belichick won't be his

defensive coordinator. That was
one of the few certainties yesterday

as the intrigue intensified in the

New York Jets' machinations to slip

Bill Parcells into their coach's job
next Feb. I, if not sooner.

While New England hired three

assistants, the Jets announced that

Belichick, the Patriots' assistant

head coach last season, would b<-

their interim coach until Parcells

becomes available. That could hap-
pen any time Patriots owner Robert
Kraft and the Jets agree on compen-
sation. If they don't, Parcells won't
be free to coach another NFL team
without New England's permission
until next Feb. 1

.

The lets' announcement yesterday
that Parcells would be a consultant
until becoming coach raised eye-
brows, and the NFL announced that

NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue
would review the dispute if asked
by the Patriots.

The Patriots issued a statement
yesterday, saying "The 'so-called'

consulting agreement is a transparent

continued from page 12

So, we'll sec...

• I hate to tread over stomped
upon ground, but the 'Lanche
ain't realin' too badly from the

loss of last season's Conn Smythe
award winner, Joe Sakic. The
All-World star took a skate in the

back of the leg against
Philadelphia, ripping through all

of his gear and consequently,
knocking him out of the lineup.

Truthfully, I'm surprised that

these kind of skate accidents don't

occur more in the game. The skate

can be a dangerous thing. You
know, it is also called a blade?

When I was around 11-12 years

old, me and my defensive linemate

Malachi Crunch-ed one guy, and I

ended up with a bloody gash from
one side of my chest to the other.

Needless to say, my coach almost

puked after 1 stumbled back to the

bench, and showed him my Monty
Python-ian "flesh wound."

In the big league, some years

back, one of the most gory sights

in sports history evolved before a

nationwide TV audience.
Then-Buffalo goalie Clint

Malarchuk collided with an
opposing player, and took his

skate across the jugular vein in his

neck. If you can imagine the scene
in The Holy Grail, where Graham
Chapman bodily dismantles the

Black Knight, then I really don't

have to describe that horrible acci-

dent. Once again, needless to say,

Malarchuk was never the same
after his close brush with death.

All 1 know is that Sakic is lucky,

and it'll be good to see him back in

the Colorado lineup after a poten-

tially career threatening accident.

• Why am 1 not surprised that

fheoren Fleury wants to get out

of the Calgary Flames lineup?
They're on the playoff bubble, but

truthfully, they stink as bad as the

paper mills that surround their

area. Sometimes, an administra-

tion can offer the shirt off their

back to a player, and that player

still wants to get out of town.

But what ever happened to

team loyalty? Theo's gone with
the wind...

lorma Kansanen is Collegian
columnist.

farce and the latest in a series of
actions by the New York Jets and Bill

Parcells, which further demonstrates
it has been their intention all along
to have Bill become head coach of
the lets for the 1997 season.

"We will immediately ask
Commissioner Tagliabue to review
this agreement between the lets and
Bill Parcells to determine if there
has been a violation of Parcells'

agreement with the Patriots and the

Commissioner's ruling last week,
which prevents him from serving in

this de facto coaching position for

another NFL lean," it said.

The league had said last

Wednesday that Tagliabue ruled an
amendment to Parcells' contract
with the Patriots giving that team
"an exclusive option on Parcells'

services for the 1997 season."
Tagliabue's ruling also cited a pro-

vision in that January 1996 amend-
ment that if Parcells wants to con-
tinue as "an NFL head football
coach or other comparable posi-

tion" between Feb. 1, 1997 and |an.

31, 1998 and the Patriots want
him, then both sides agree to
extend the contract, which expired
at midnight last Friday, through

next season.

Jets president Steve Gutman said

at a news conference in Hempstead,
N.Y., that the ruling allowed
Parcells to serve as a consultant.

Parcells had announced last Friday

he didn't want to stay with the

Patriots and was replaced Monday
by Carroll, San Francisco's defen-

sive coordinator.

Kraft, who insisted the top pick

in April's draft must be part of any
compensation, had no comment on
the Jets moves.

He has said the Patriots would
benefit from not having Parcells

coach a division rival next season
even if it meant New England
would get no compensation if he
became coach next Feb. 1

.

Kraft said he was concerned
Parcells would take to the Jets sev-

eral Patriots assistant coaches
familiar with New England players.
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MULLLLIIMS
CENTER AMHERST
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fresh &
fruity

every day
we've get it

ccvered

online

©
re

7pm, Feb 7
th

at the MULLINS CENTER
University of Massachusetts Amherst

est™

\
VST"

t
Pick up your tickers at:

UNNER8FTY

** Curry Hicks Cage «- Hockey Table In Hie
«* 'TIX' In Hie Campus Center

Student Union «» At the Game

Be a Part of the Action

Place a safe

bet with

Collegian

Classifieds

COME SEE WHAT THE FRATERNITIES OF UMASS
HAVE TO OFFER YOU

(S ® M S S
3 ® THE

FRATERNITY

Fraternities

Will Be
Present FORUM

Answering

All ofYour

Questions

About
Greek Life

at UMASS

Wednesday, February 5, 1997

7 - 9 pm at the Newman Center
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We're Ames One of the dominant discount store chains in America, with more than $2 bribon in sates and 300 stores in

14 states across tha Northeast And. we've recently been named the Connecticut Retail Merchants Association

Retailer of the Year!

Assistant Buyer Training Program
Because discount retailing has developed into a complex, dynamic field where farsightedness and strategic planning

are essential for success, we've created a formal. 7-week training program for you. that couples comprehensive
classroom seminars and on-the-fob training with a successful Buyer.

And because we're so dedicated to this program and your success, senior-level management will participate in the

classroom training, and experienced Buyers and Divisional Merchandise Managers will work closely with you through-

out aft phases of your training

Upon successful completion of the 7-week program, you will become an Assistant Buyer Then, you'll work alongside a
Buyer, assisting in the management of a $20 to $ 1 00 million business!

As an Assistant Buyer, you will continue to participate in ongoing developmental seminars. Business Analysis Group
Workshops, and other training support programs all designed to ultimately prepare you for a career in Buying

We're looking for dynamic, creative, success-ohented graduates with excellent communication, analytical, and
planning skills

If that'* you, please come talk to ual

We'll be participating in the Career Fair at your college on:

Wednesday, February 12th

10am - 3pm
Contact your placement o *"?• for more detailed information or to schedule an interview

Ames is an equal opportunity employer M/F/D/V.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
RUSH Tnete Cki Feb 3.4.5.6.10-12.

8 10pm 549-9252

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Puftton 1 bedroom apartment tor

rent starting the second week of

Feb Partially furnished. Take over

lease Call Melissa 549-1091

AUTO FOR SALE

1917 Jeep Grind Wefloeeer runs

great, needs minor repairs $1500 or

B/O Call Colin 256-8480

Mustang looks good, runs good

$500 Cair665-9068

EMPLOYMENT

Drivers Wsntee1 Apply in person

between 3 5pm Pinocchio's,

Amherst

Summer Opportunities it

.

Residential Camp One hour from

Washington C Spend your sum-

mer with a great bunch of Jewish

teens Positions available in Drama.

A&C. Life guarding.

Video/Photography. Sports. Ropes
and Muse To arrange an interview.

E-mail us at capcampsOaol com or

call (301)468-2267 http //mem
bers.erj com/capcampj

EMPLOYMENT
National Part Employment Work
in America's National Parks. Forest

and Wildlife Preserves Our materi-

als uncover rewarding opportunities

in the outdoors Call (206)971 3620
ext N5001 7 (We are a researching

and publishing company,

Appointment Setters Hadley office

has several openings in its calling

center No selling involved. Fun
atmosphere On bus-line Up to $7-

$10/hr Start work immediately Call

564 7696 Ask for Mr Boone or Mr
Baril

Tke Ultimate Summer Job
Whitewater Rafting Guides needed

No experience necessary Looking

for outgoing, enthusiastic people-

previous outdoor or athletic experi-

ence is a plus For more info send

resume and letter of interest to Crab

Apple Whitewater. P Box 295.

Cha'lemont. MA 01339 or call

(41 3)339-0188

Teaching Substitute $6 25/hour

Hampshire Franklin Day Care Center.

Route 63 Near Amherst -Leveret!

town lin«.541-9674

PUBLIC
RELATIONS/MARKETING

STAFF
H yoe seek aa ever -changing high-

energy workplace, this may be the

job for you Hinsdale/Greyhound
Part/simulcast betting capital of the

Northeast, is looking for enthusiastic

EMPLOYMENT
individuals experienced in Public

Relations/Marketina/Promotions
Exciting work atmosphere, competi-

tive salary, and benefits Send confi-

dential resume to Ron Algeni. GM.
Hinsdale/Greyhound Park. Route
119. Hinsdale. NH 03451 F/PT Equal

Opportunity Employer.

English Teachers Needed
Abreadl Teach conversational

English in Prague. Budapest or

Kranow No teaching certificate or

European languages required

Inexpensive room and board and
other benefits For details call

(206)971 3680 ext. K50011

Wanted: Tear geides. Summer
Counselors. Student Admissions
Representatives Applications avail

able at the Admissions Center

Cruise line Entry level onboard
positions available Benefits

Summer or year round (612)643-

4333

Cruse and Lend Toer Employment
work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid' For industry

information call Cruise Employment

Services (800)276-4948 ext C5O017
(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

EMPLOYMENT
Outside Jobs- Now hiring National

Parks. Beach Resorts. Ranches.
Rafting CO's benefits and Bonuses 1

Nationwide openings Call (919)918

7767 ext R180 Eastern
Europe/Asian jobs Live in Prague.

Budapest. Tokyo, etc Teaching sim-

ple conversational English No lan-

guages/teaching exp required
(9191918-7767 ext W180

FOR RENT

Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

(508)477-6000

Sugarloaf Estates- Ultra modern
two bedroom apartments Free

heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washers/dryers
and more' On busline Minutes to

Amherst Great specials' Call 665

3856

Fridge Rentals 253 9742 Free

Delivery

FOR SALE

For Sale- Electric Guitar Peavey

black strat copy, excellent condition

$200 Sean 5465734

4 Jeep Tires- 30x9 50 R15LT Kelly

Tires very good condition $200 or

B/0 Call Jennifer 548 9770

FOR SALE
Word Processor Brother Whisper
Writer WP-7550. Ink Jet Printer

Asking$299 or B/0 Bill 582-9175

MAC Plus excellent condition CPU.
monitor, keyboard, mouse, lots of

software $125 John 6-6359

Smith Corona WP compact, great

condition $150 or B/0 Call 256-

5470

Snowboard w/bindmgs 148GNU
Oukester. brand new 665-8680
CHEAP!!

486 New laptop $585. VGA Color

Monitor $175. IDE Hard Drive $110
Steve 566-3324 2|

FOUND

Found Grey Fleece Pullover at

Egan's apt Saturday night. 2/1/97

May have been switched with mine

by accident Please call Keith at 546-

4266 or Egan

INTSRUCTION
(Performing Arts Division offers

group and private instruction in

Music. Theater and Dance PAD is

located in 73 Bartlett Hall. UMass
(413)5454)519 for info

MISCELLANEOUS
New Metabolism Breakthrough

Period Lose 5-100 pounds Doctor

approved Cost $.35 (800)666-4793

G0RILLAGRAMS Valentines.

Birthdays. Roses, Balloons. Poems

Send the Oa/y Gorilla We'll go any

where, anytime Student Rates Call

ahead for Valentine's Day 256 0287

PERSONALS
-Wild Thing. I Think I Love Vou"-

The Troggs. Sam Kmison. Free Love

and Valentines at

www mainquad com

ROOM FOR RENT

One bedroom in two bedroom apt

On bus route Available immediately

$220 utilities Call 665-2197

One bedroom m 2 bedroom apt

Available immediately On bus route

Sugarloaf Estates Keira (203)294

1336 Females Only

One bedroom for rent in two bed

room apt CallTaryn (508)682 5607

ROOMATE WANTED
Roommates wanted to share

house in Ocean City. NJ lor the sum-

mer Call Sue at 546-0407

SERVICES
Piercings by the Beerded Lady

222 State Street, Northampton
14 1 3S86-C829

Seeking Financial Aid? Don't limit

your possibilities for financial aid!

Student Financial Services profiles

over 200,000* individual awards
from private and public sectors Call

1800)263 6495 ext F50016 (We are

a research and publishing company)

www smartbomb com Serving all

your smart drug needs

TRAVEL

Best Hotels and Lowest Prices

for Spring Break beach destinations

Florida, Cancun. Jamaica, etc Call

now for rooms or sign-up as Inter-

campus Representatives (800)327

6013 http //www cptcom

Best Deal- 101% Guaranteed
Organized by local travel company
Great packages for Cancun. Florida,

and more Call 256-8724

Jamaica- Spring Break Stay in

beautiful Negnl Includes roundtnp

airfare, hotel transfers. 7 nights

lodging from $519 Don't take

chances with other companies, go

with the UMass Ski Club Call 545

3437

TRAVEL
Europe $155. Canbb /Mexico $189

R/T Worldwide Destinations

Airhitch Tm (800)326-2009

airhitchOnetcom com or www isi

com fr/airhitch

Spring Break 37 It's heaven Wake
and Bake in the hottest destinations

free parties! 'I Organize group and

travel Free lowest price guarantee

From $99 (800)426-7710 www sun

splashtours cot

Spring Breek- Nassau/Paradise

Island, from $379 Air. hotel, trans

fers. parties and more! Organize

small group- earn free trips plus

commissions' Call I800)9-Beach-1

WANTED TO RENT

Six bedroom house for the fall

Willing to take over summer lease

Call 54*5362'

WANTED
Conservative students interested

in starting a conservative student

newspaper Good writing skills and

familiarity with Pagemaker software

a plus Call Paul at 6-0183 for more

information

Here's something to do with all

the thange you have in your
pockets

Unfortunately, there's still no use for pocket lint.

Personals Policy
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Standard Headings
Activities
Annourrcernents
Apartment For
Kent

Auto For Sale
Employment
Entertainment
For Sale
FOUnd (2 day* Free)

Happy Birthday
Houses For
Rent

Instruction
Lost
Musicians
Miscellaneous

Motorcycles
Personals
Room For
Rent

Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted

Services
Summer
Sublet

To Sublet
Travel
Transportation
Wanted to
Rent

Wanted

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not respon-
sible for errors resulting

from illegible handwriting
or type.
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''545-3500

11

IB
13
ia
17
IB

HSCN Bulletin

Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie
Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/6 1 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming
TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
B<4 CNN/Headline

News
BET

BET on Jazz7 Laser Video

The Learning

Channel

SO Comedy Central

31 Popcorn Channel

IB Satellite

Programming

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX

WfiC~

WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS

6:00 6:30
Newehour WHh Jim LenreTl"

AAE
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LiFT
MTV
NICK

SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA

CD

m

X
FuSHoueeX

Freeh Prince"

Saiujetono I

Creature*

K

Freeh Prince

NBC New*

Merlin I
NBC News

Roeeennel"

NBC

Business flpT

ABCMewi
Beverty Hills, 90? 10 (In Stereo)

Family Metters | Family

Quincy

WorldView X
Tick I
Beyond ?000

Up Close

Supermarket

Hen a Stlmpy"

ClartsM e»pl

TwiMofit 2one

Furniture

Dresm On
Nsrt Step (R)

SportscanteT

BeM
House of Style"

Tiny Toon

7:00
SutoTWM np(.

kvaid* Edibon

CflSNew*

InetdeEo^on

Star Trek: Next

:30
Women's Cuueoa Bssketbsfl Connacticut it Solani Hoi (Uve)

Wee USA Psoeent (In Stereo Uve) XAm Journal

Ent Tonioht

CtsronJcteX

Wheef-Fortune

Qener.

Judge Judyl

Hom# Imp.

Whioil-rortiifwf

if WHh
SwirrteMX

Jeopardyl I
Reel TV I
Herd Copy X
Seinfeld X
Jeopardyl I
JtmLenrerl

«%
'. i'_ a - a j «

wrBelBHI Mi

Horn Video*

Ent Tonight

Mod Abo You

Horn* Video*

EquoMier "Soto"

Moneyline X jCroeeflt

C - Campus

8:00 8:30 9:00

waTMiyX

Nwnnyl
Grece Under

Sister. Sister

Wings I

Pearl X
Pearl X
Coach X
NickFrano

ChkoonSon*

Serton*|-liflhiMyrr«-X

WingsX [Diiceoo Son*

D^veriyHB*. 90210 (In Slereo)

Wings I ICWceooftons

Uvtng Eden* (ki Slereo) X
Grece Under |CoochX

Syariol "Light My Fire" I

9:30 10:00
Living Edene (In Stereo) X"

FEBRUARY 5, 1997
11:00 TlT-3010:30

Mark Ruseel

Mies USA Pageant (In Slereo Uvs) I
Drew Corey X
WsysnsBros

"

NewsredioX

Star Trek: Vo

Party of Five "MYOe-X

MarkBueeelf

Drew Corey X

EftenX

Jamie FonX
taervBedry

'oyoger (In Stert

X Men-Bsdty

(In Stereo)

Mert-rjedry

H^W

Low A Order
"
Monooe"X
LAPP.

Low 4 Order "Menoce" X

Lew A Order Menace'' X
Greet Perlorrninces: Qcepel Music

Ellen X
Star Trek: Voveger (In Stereo;

NBA BesketbeM: Utah Jin al Seattle SuperSonics (Live) X

Prirnetlme Live X

Doily Srtc^(R)|TVre»tion

|Crr>

Wingo of the Red Sty (R|

B'oo/nphy: Dougim ' Amaritan Jueeco (R)

Prim* News If [inside Politic*

Cwnedy-VnTwer's Choke

CoHeg* o^sketbel Ptttsburph a Mami (Live)

Wild Discovery: Crocodile

Dorkside

Renoystion

HBO 3)
MAX '©'
SHOW ;g)|

jln the rteot of the Night X
Rrprgede (In Stereo) X
*** "P*flsy

—
fit

A,

DibjMwM

PougX

Doorjnmg

Time Trs» "Spin Image

knotSevents

Buyet»X
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In th* H**t oOhsNight T
Highlsndof Th« (,w«n 3

M»/rayr(i98t) Kathleen Tumor. 'PG-13 X
"" T

l 9fi7, Fanttty) M<cfa*lOn"^hi''yG
>

(6:40) »«*H "Qiij sW'(1994, Qrtmil) John Turturro TC-i

f

Unsolved aryslertee (In Stereo)

Jack Lewnmon (in Sfreopt
NwtW*) X Lets Show X

Let* Show X
Niorttllrm

Jenny Jones (In Stereo) X"

H. Patrol

Coach X

Tonight Show

Reel TV Ik

Tonight Show

Peep Spec* 9

Tonight Show
Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

New»x

Larry King Live X
John LegiiuarTio: Sole

|

20tti Century (R)

World Toowy

MarHnX iModAbo.You
NBA BeskstbeH: Butt al Lakers

Nightkn* X
Reel TV X

Discover Magazine (R)

College Besketboll' Duke at Woke Forest

WKdeelpyTrtoeolRr

Babytec* Preeont* (R) (In Stereo;
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iivr^cw mu»-i\m.kmibMww*.

**^OT^oW(i9es,&i»perw)S»m Walersion. (In Slereo)

SeaTek
H5Z
Jp5
Pop Scienc* [Zulu W»r» ih . jl'ari 3 ol 31

Sol
R#al World X
M T Moor*

Real Wc
Rhoda

Lew A Order "Vengeance" X
Sports lllui

Daily Show
Moneyline X~
TV Nation

Wild Diicovery: Crocooile

Sporlscentar x

I Out

Mysteries

Loveline

Odd Couple X

*** "Mr. rfom*(197B, Western) David Carrodirio, Richard wdnSk
Murder, She Wrote (Part t of ?, [

**'.-> "Ai Good as Dm)"{\9S&, Su^iomoj Cryst ,

SJohung* (In Stereo)X
[

Time Tru "Sj
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;
Sraf*k]R) |PopSdence
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'

ft'
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<-;^Y'ry
;h -BadCormrYiim, btww) Eifen Battin, (In Stereo) W X
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By Mike Rybiclci
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I've had some great teachers

but I had this English teacher who
thought he was the smartest guy
in the world. He was always

telling us how lowly and stupid

we all were.

At fust I thought maybe I

liked him but J think I was iust

afraid.

Personally, I think he had a

piece missing.

I wrote a paper that was so

good he accused me of stealing

ideas. He didn't think my little

poems were any good.

He showed our class one of

his own poems and boasted,....

"This one will be tead and

enjoyed for a thousand years to

come.

"

"Well, you could be right, but

we're going to have a hard time

keeping an eye on that, fish

face."

Order anything from our dessert cart and get this

'Joy of Liposuction' video absolutely free."

Non-Sequifrvr By Wiley
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Quote of the Day

"We are all here to

create the Illusion of

competence"

-A UMASS Professor

»

Joke of the Day

What does a
mathmetician do

when he is

constipated?
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Today's D.C. Menu
Cmll 343 16 26 for mor* imformmtion

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Puck

Corned Beef on Rye
Ravioli

Veg. Ravioli

DINNER
Roast Pork

Turkey Divan

Veg. Pocket

Quarter Pounder

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger
Chicken Puck

Macaroni and Cheese

DINNER
Roast pork

Turkey Divan

Worcester

LUNCH
Chicken Puck

Fettuccini and Sauce
Veg. Lo Mein

DINNER
Roast Pork

Cheese Spinach Strudel

Korean BBQ Tofu

Tortellini

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken
Fettuccini/Sauce

Ratatouille

DINNER
Roast Pork

Turkey Divan

Spicy Veg. Pasta

Tortelllini
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Streaking madness
Fan support has boomed as the Minutemen have won five of their last six games...

Win streak sparks return of fans
In the press conference following hi> team's win own

the HMHchuMttl men's basketball team. Virginia l*ech

coach Bill Foster made a reference to the somewhat iparw
attendance at the \\ ilham D MuiUlU Center

When his turn to meet with the media CMM, I Mass
coach lames "Bruiser" I lint iust shook hi- head

Fan support is always a important element in sports

Consider the three or four fans that dress in those ridicu-

lous costumes and bang a drum in the movie Mayor
League. Consider also how fast the attendance at those

Indians games grew when the team was on a roll.

Such has been a similar case for the I Mass men's hoop
team this year.

After beating the top team
in the Atlantic 10 East. Rhode
Island, in dramatic fashion
two weeks later. Flint did

more than just shake his head,

he made a call for support.

"We need some more guys out there." Hint said. "We
represent this school very well and the guys deserve better

than that."

Flint's statement is not surprising considering the atten-

dance figures for the month of lanuan Of the four games
the Minutemen played at the Mullins Center in the month
of lanuan. not one filled the 9.493 seats in arena.

A 77-64 win over Davidson on Ian. 2 was listed a* a

sellout, but the number of fans who witnessed the win
was far fewer than that.

The following two game- (Si loscph's and Virginia

Tech i were also listed as sellouts, but the box apotw listed

2.686 and 2.675 no shows respectively

But that situation changed when the Minutemen
returned home after a two-game road trip to host the first

place A- 10 Fast Rams. The fans returned to Mullins and
returned 10 support L Mass.

That was just the beginning 1 ast Saturdav I Mass tell

to \avier in an overtime thriller that was indeed a true

sellout. Even the maroon-backed seats in the upper cor-

ners of sections T and Y were filled

lad that «j>n'i all. The fans who packed the arena to

see the Minutemen face oil against the A-10's only

ranked team were honestly exalted to aaa the team
When t \avier plaver NOod at the loul line, the L'Mass

tan- waved their hands and tried to distract the

Mutkeleer. a- il another Final Four berth hung in the bal-

ance.

When a L Vl.i-- plaver look hi- po-ition at the charity

stripe, hand- everywhere went up in anticipation of bring-

ing them down with that beloved "swoosh" sound
"That- what we need in Mullins." Hint said afterwards.

"[The fans] were great. That's what we needed today.

That wa- the Mullins Center today on national television,

against a tough team."

The increa-e in attendance has two possible sources:

tit-t that the students returned to school after the winter

break, and second, the Minutemen have been winning

During the rough -tretch of lanuan home games.
I Ma-- -tudent-. one half of the primary fan base (the

other being season ticket holders i were at home for the

winter break W ith cla-ses not in session, there was no
rush to attend games

But there also wasn't a rush because of the
Minutemen's record. Before the team's game against

Davidson, the Minutemen stood at 4-7. injured and worn
down alter a har-h non-conference December schedule.

By the time IMas-' game against LRI rolled around.

the Minutemen were riding a two-game win streak that

included a huge victor) i -core wl-e. morale wi-e> over

intrastate rival Boston College

But lor the Massachusetts players, the fan support is

needed no matter what the current record is.

W | need them to be there whether we're up by 10 or

down by 10." senior guard Carmelo Travieso said.

Things are looking up tor the Minutemen The tough

to Xavier was followed by a crushing romp at

I otdham.

But the answer to whether or not the fans are hack to

-t.i\ remain- to be seen. The an-wer will tome Thursday.

Catty Kane it a Collegian columnist

Fair weather fans
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Patriots and Jets looking for deal
Midway through Bill Parcells' four-year stay in New

England, the common joke was to refer to his team as the

New York Patriots due to the number of former Giants he

had on the team.

Two years after that, the line between the New England

Patriots and the New York lets seems more blurred than

ever. The Patriots have what the lets want. The lets have

what the Patriots would like. And now the Patriots have

something the lets didn't want a couple years ago.

Perhaps the teams

should just take a clue

from the Canadian
Football League's
Roughriders and both

rename themselves the

Patriot Missiles or Air

Force Ones.

The Patriots made
the widely-expected

announcement that former lets head coach Pete Carroll

would be their new guy. At the same time the lets

announced former Patriots assistant head coach Bill

Bclichick would be the interim head coach until Parcells is

free from his contract with the Patriots.

The lets did sign Parcells to a "consultant" job, though it

will be up to NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue to deter-

mine whether that job is kosher with his previous ruling.

What the lets really want is for Parcells to be on the

sidelines as a head coach. And all it would take for them to

get it is the number one draft pick; Aaron Glenn. Hugh
Douglas and Keyshawn lohnson (three of their last four

tir-t round picks): or maybe enough money to build Bob
Kraft a new stadium.

In this high stakes game of chicken, it's hard to see

who's coming out ahead, if Tagliabue rules that the lets'

agreement with Parcells is allowed, the lets are the clear

winner. They get Parcells and don't have to give up any-

thing. If not. it's hard to decide who wins.

Two second round draft choices can be pretty valuable.

But is it worth playing a coach who been to three Super

Bowls twice a year, especially on a team that has a lot

more talent than their record indicates

The next biggest question now becomes what will hap-

pen with the assistant coaches. The Patriots have won the

first battle by signing strength and conditioning coach

Johnny Parker. Parker was the reason why the Patriots

have been relatively injury-free over the last few years and

their health was one reason they were in the Super Bowl.

Parker, who has worked under Parcells for 1 1 of his 1 3

years in the league, was reportedly unhappy with Parcells'

recent actions.

The Patriots have apparently lost defensive coordinator

Al Groh, due to their signing of Sieve Sidwcll to take that

position. Sidwell is a good choice though. He held the

same position in Houston prior to this year and was

responsible for the strong defense there.

The other coordinator position may go to quarterbacks

coach Chris Palmer. He is not Carroll's first choice, but he

has a good relationship with Drew Bledsoe and knows the

team's current style, lacksonville also reportedly wants

Palmer as their offensive coordinator. Current OC Ray

Perkins doesn't seem to be wanted by either team.

Other coaches that both teams would like include defen-

sive line coach Romeo Crennel. who is also interviewing

with the Chargers; running backs coach Maurice Carthon.

who played for Parcells with the Giants and will probably

follow him; Mike Sweatman. the special teams coach; and

wide receivers coach Charlie Weis. who has expressed an

interest in staying in New England

No matin what happens, the Patriots should be a team

to watch next year. They have a core of young talent on
both offense (Bledsoe. Curtis Martin. Terry Glenn and

Ben Coates) and defense (Willie McGinest. Ted lohnson.

Ty Law and Lawyer Milloy). They also have very few
prime- time free agents.

Chris Slade is their most valuable guy. especially with

the way he played throughout the playoffs, and will proba-

bly demand a lot of money. Fortunately for the Patriots.

Slade was one of the few who was not that close with

Parcells (who benched him midway through the season I

and the coach's departure may help the team retain the

linebacker.

They should also try to resign CB Ricky Reynolds, who
probably won't command much money, and hope he

returns to pre-injury form and takes back his job from
Otis Smith

Assuming the team signs Slade. they can then use the

draft to upgrade the offensive and defensive lines, their

weakest areas.

lacob W. Michaels is a Collegian columnist.

Ulf a punk on ice, Sakic cut to shreds
There is one NHL-er who I

would like to send to a dark, fiery

place:

• Why hasn't anybody truly hurt,

maimed or extremely physically

debilitated the ultimate goon of

them all. Ulf Samucllson. yet?

1 hate to sound like Nancy
Kerrigan, but "whhhyyy?"

No. the current NY. Ranger
defenseman was not the one who
belted the ultimate whiner with a

tire iron a few years back, but it

could have been just as well.

Couldn't you see it. though? The
tabloids would have had a field

day...

Headline: "Ultimate Goon
Pump- Kerrigan Up, And Possiblv

Out Of The Olympics."

The man who ended the career

of Bruins legend Cam NeeFy with a

cheap leg shot is at it again, and
against the same team. In the

Bruins' 3-2 win over the

Wayne-gers last Sunday night.

Ulfie pasted second-year defense-

man Kyle McLaren with a vicious

hit, separating his shoulder and

knocking him out of the lineup. By
the replay, it did look like a clean

hit, but still...

I hate this man.
I want this man to suffer

Tantalus-like torture from the

hands of the immortal hockey gods.

Ulfie has received a few rights to

the mush over the years, but that is

not enough. I can sense that the

hockey gods are raising their gold-

en sticks in sublime praise to me
with this one. When I was able to

play the game. I liked sending mes-
sages with good body checks, but I

never wanted to send somebody
into premature retirement — even

at 7-years-old.

• I knew that the start of the

Hartford Whalers successful season

was an evil apparition. There was
no way that the Mall Rats could
keep up their early hot streak, and
now they are plummeting down
into Bruins territory.

The battle for the seven and
eight spots in the playoffs are real

tight in the Eastern Conference,
with four teams within two points

of each other (from top to bottom:

Washington. Hartford, Montreal,

and Boston). And I know, it is easy

to forget about teams like Ottawa.

Tampa Bay and the N.Y Islanders,

but if they get hot. they can jump
some teams.

Did I just say that? Somebody
get me a doctor... I just said that a

Rick Bowness team had a living

chance in hell. You know, the new
coach of the team with the stupid,

look- like-he's-tripping. Islander

on the front? Ugh.
• The Pacific Division is the

same as it ever was. and the

Lanche are taking care of some
serious business with their

NHL-leading 72 points. It is not

the Avalanche that are surprising,

but some of the teams in the rest of

the division.

Almost 20 points behind
Colorado are the Edmonton Oilers.

and the more-than disappointing

Vancouver Canucks are 22 points

behind. What? 22 Point-'

How can a team that boasts the

likes of Pavel "The Russian
Rocket" Bur*. Alexander Mogilny.

Trevor Linden and Esa Tikkancn
be only four points better than the

Providence. I mean. Boston
Bruins 1 can see Edmonton being

in that realm of mediocrity, but

please Vancouver, get some
freakin' consistency. If the team
stumbles in the stretch, look for the

fire sale of the Canuck stars, and
for that, maybe the whole lineup.

Speculation has surrounded the

possible shipping of Mogilny to the

Wayne-gers, but the kev in the deal

was another Russian. Alexei
Kovalcv. and he has been out of

the lineup for most of the season.

Turn to NW page 9

Corsi in bullpen, Boston sports fine*?

He had a record of 6-0 with three

saves. 10 holds and held a 4.03 ERA
in 37 appearances last season. Those
are the big statistics that are illumi-

nated around the mug of the recently

acquired Red Sox pitcher and savior

of the town. |im Corsi.

How many times have Boston
sports

n

PLACE

s

However, when the Minutemen struggled early, Mullins Center fans failed to support the team when they

needed it most.

f

read the

papers,and
watched

the television and seen the hype
about some Massachusetts native

who is supposed to come back to the

Hub and be the next Larry Bird?

With the Bruins, it was Kevin
Stevens, who had astronomical years

with the Pittsburgh Penguins, but

could never find his spot with the

black and gold. Could it be because

on Pittsburgh he had guys like Mario
Lcmciux. laromir fagr and Ron
Francis passing to him, and on the

Bruins, he had Brent Hughes and
Ted Donato?
As far as the Celtics are con-

cerned, it has been numerous players

like Dominique Wilkins. who are

washed up. but are supposed to be

revived once they come to play for a

quality team such as Boston.

And what about New England?
Well, they are still recovering from
being the only Boston team to do
anything productive in the '90s. so

I'll leave them alone.

So now we are left with the
Boston Red Sox. (Don't you just love

it, Florida isn't even warm enough

for spring training and already we've
given up on the B's and the Celtics

What happened to Boston
tfOtttfltll They have released the

top pitcher ever to put on a Red Sox
cap. who not only won a few Cy
Young Awards, but surpassed ol' Cy
in every possible statistic, lose
Canseco has trotted back to the land

of the Athletics to join up with his

bash brother. Mark McGuire to try

to prove that two DH's are better

than one.

And on top of all that, rumors are

spreading that Mo Vaughn, the
greatest thing to happen to the Red
Sox since Tony Pena. wants to leave.

Pretty soon, Dan Duquette will be
asking players like Bob Stanley.
I)w ight Evans and |im Rice to come
out of retirement and play again.
77»ai 's not such a bad idea.

Isn't it bad enough that Major
League Baseball has become so satu-

rated, due to expansion teams, that

there just aren't quality players out
on the market anymore? Then, when
finally, some team does put together

a franchise and win a championship
(i.e. Yankees), the players want more
money and leave (i.e. Wetteland).

So if |ohn Popper of Bluestraveler

fame is right. "Time is the beauty of

the road being long." because sooner

or later the Red Sox. a.k.a.

Duquette, will get out of their

pathetic funk and start putting
together a team worth following and
not a team that we all fault for mak-
ing a last month run for the champi-

onship come August. Because we all

know what the outcome will be in

the first series of the playoffs.

What Duquette must try to do is

not pinch his pennies but take his

time and make some serious changes

in the program. The team has had
the last few years to put something
together, yet they are still in the

same predicament that they were in

then.

Why? Why is it so hard for them
to understand? Why is it so eas\ lot

us to figure out? Why are we all talk

ing about this instead of doing some
thing about it? And why do I keep
asking why?
The answer is that Major League

Baseball is an intricate business that

involves primadonnas just as bad as

the ones in the NBA. and we don't

like it.

When the players went on strike

two years ago and Wade Boggs said.

"The sky's the limit," I knew baseball

was going to fall Roman Empire
style. At this point the director
hasn't decided who is going to be
Brutus, it's between the players or
the owners. But either way lulius is

going down.
Let's face it, free marketing has

ruined the professional level of
sports. No more will there ever he
dynasties like the ones we saw with
Bird. McHale and Parish, or Magic
and Kareem, or Troy Emmitt and
Michael. Maybe once a decade will

we see a team compile players that
will realize that staying together in a

successful organization is better than
money.
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Sexism in

the media

While women have
made some tremen-

dous steps towards
ending sexism there

are still some people
in the media hold-

ing them back (see

Arts & Living, page
6).

The future

is now
Betsy Colucci

and the rest of the

women's gymnas-
tics team's sopho-
mores have been a

driving force for

UMass this season
(see Sports, page
16).

WORLD

Earthauakes in Iran

kill at least 72 people

BO|NURD, Iran (AP) —
Earthquakes and aftershocks
rocked northeastern Iran yester-

day, a day after two powerful
jolts flattened villages of mud
homes, killing at least 72 people
and injuring more than 200.

The death toll on state-run

Tehran radio has been climbing
since two earthquakes shook the

city of Bojnurd and surrounding

villages Tuesday afternoon, hit-

ting about 40 minutes apart.

Relief workers rushed to most
of the stricken villages, but land-

slides and knee-deep snow
blocked roads to some hamlets.

Even with the aid of mountain
climbers, relief workers were
unable to reach the most inac-

cessible villages, they told The
Associated Press.

There was no word on casual-

ties from those villages. About
400,000 people live in Bojnurd
and the 700 villages and hamlets

around it.

NATION

America Online hit

with another outage

NEW YORK — America Online
Inc was hit with a new technical

snag yesterday, frustrating cus-

tomers |ust a week after the online

service agreed to issue refunds for

poor service.

Customers nationwide were
unable to log on beginning shortly

after 5 p.m. EST due to an outage

at the company's Vienna, Va.,

equipment center, an AOL spokes-

woman said The problem was
cleared up by 7.30 p.m.

The trouble began as technicians

were upgrading computer software

as part of AOL's drive to accommo-
date the recent surge of members
that has overwhelmed its network,

said spokeswoman Tricia Primrose.

During the overhaul, the system

stopped accepting log-ins from cus-

tomers, urging them instead to call

the company's toll-free help line. A
recorded voice said customers
should try logging on again in an

hour

America Online has been under-

taking a huge refund program as

part of a settlement announced last

week. Threatened by lawsuits across

the country, AOL agreed to give

millions of dollars back to customers

who frequently couldn't sign on.

The system delays have been
caused by a new pricing plan —
$19.95 a month for unlimited

usage — that attracted a surge in

online demand and extensive bot-

tlenecks in a network that serves

eight million customers.
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Tirrell announces his

candidacy for trustee

II SMI IK II Ik \

Making jewelry...
Lee Phelan, a first year history ma|or, buffs a silver ring that he made at the Craft center

By Victoria Groves
and Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

Two candidates for next Dniester's

elections, a decrease in tuition and
President Maurice Caston-Powe's
goals for the spring session were
announced last night at the University

of Massachusetts Student Government
Association's (SGA) first

Undergraduate Student Senate meet-
ing ol the semester.

Current Senate Speaker Brian
Tirrell announced his intention to run
for Student Trustee for next semester,

and Rob McDonald, secretary of
administiativc allaiis. declaied he will

run for SGA President for the fall of

1997.

Tirrell. whose past SGA positions

include senator and associate speaker,

said his platform for the March elec-

tions would include, "combating
racism and maintaining affordabilitv of

the I nivcrsity

Current student Trustee Sean Canei
reported that at >e.«terda\ "l meeting of

the Board of Trustees, the governing

board for the entire L'Mass system, a

$105 (5 percent I decrease in tuition

for the Amherst campus will take

cllect lot the fall of 1997.

Carter also announced that a maxi-

mum incase in student lees was set

at $24 — resulting in a likely overall

student savings of $81 on next semes-

ter's bill.

In his report. Carter declared that "it

is up to us as student leaders to keep

fees as low as possible."

UMass Boston SGA President |ohn

Okray. however, feels that tarter is

not representing his constituency
because of Carter's support of UMass
President William Bulger and
Chancellor David K. Scott's proposal,

which set the maximum student fee

increase on the Amherst campus at

$24.

We | UMass Boston SGA] don't

support lee increases, and when Carter

Joes it makes us look like we're stick-

ing out in the crowd." Okray said

"We have a problem with student

trustees who lind their personal agen-

da more important than their tun-

stituencv." Okray said

Carter said he supported the

increase because this sc-mester. "the

SGA will have a greater say on where

the money is going to go."

UMass Lowell did not have an
increase or decrease in fees and UMass
Dartmouth will have a maximum
increase in fees of $ 1 2 1

.

In his president's report.

Caston-Powe said that the SGA
should work harder this semester than

in the past.

"l.ast semester, we made important

groundwork .. but overall I give last

semester a B/C." Caston-Powe said.

"We didn't push hard enough."

Cher and Sonny's daughter

to speak on gays in media

Springfield College offers CPR course

as part of annual Valentine's Day event
By Amy RisJey

College Staff

Chastity Bono, daughter of singers

Cher and Sonny Bono, will be making
her first visit to the University of

Massachusetts as a part of an ongoing

campaign to promote gay and lesbian

visibility in the public eye.

The lecture, a part of the Stonewall

Center's guest lecturer program, wit!

be held in the Campus Center in room
91 7 at 4 p.m.

The lecture will focus on the expand-

ing representation and coming out of

gays and lesbians in Hollywood, such

as television's "Ellen." as well as more
than 20 gay and lesbian characters

already out on television.

Bono, a writer and former
spokesperson for the Human Rights

Campaign, a national lesbian and gay

political organization, currently holds

the position as Entertainment Media
Director for the Gay & Lesbian
Alliance Against Defamation
(GLAAD)
GLAAD was formed in Vew York in

198 1

) to combat the offensive and dis-

criminatory attitudes of many local

media organizations. Since its incep-

tion, the group has expanded MVOM
the country making a commitment to

monitor and pro-actively approach a

respectful portrayal of gays and lies-

bians on television and in film.

In 1992, Entertainment Weekly
spoke of GLAAD as "one M
Hollywood's most powerful entities

Its success at lobbying for media inclu-

sion and respectful representation has

not gone unnoticed in the entertain-

ment industry, which is activelv a
ing to create more accurate and realis-

tic portrayals of gays and lesbians.

Bono has personally dealt with the

complications and intricacies of com-
ing out within the entertainment indus

try. After signing her first record con

tract in 1990. Star \laga:ine outed her

as a lesbian In 199*5, Bono publicly

came out in an acclaimed Advocate
cover story. Bono's exposure has since

become a vehicle that has lead her into

becoming one of the nation's most visi-

ble advocates for lesbian and gay
nghts

William Waybourn. Managing
Director of GLAAD. said that Bono's
lifetime of experience in the entertain-

ment industry is a beneficial tool in

that her "personal experience as a les-

bian in Hollywood gives her firsthand

knowledge of what it takes to promote
fair and accurate images of lesbians

and gay men in the media."

thcr. Bono and GLAAD have
mobilized lesbian and gay communities

to respond to positive and negative

media portrayals, and have worked to

improve the understanding among
media professionals.

By Christina Poietto

Collegian Staff

I .ich year, approximately »00.000 people die from
heart attack related conditions before attaining medical
help. Adults are the most common victin

CPR -requiring incidents like drowning, electrocution
and bean

Because of stats like these Springfield College

and the American Medical Response will hold the sec-

ond annual "Be a Hcartsaver for Valentine's Day" pro-

gram — a free CPR training program open to the public
— on Feb K

Holding it around \alentines Day encourages peo-
ple to become heartsavers. You could save a loved
one." said \aiuv Morrissey. manager of Corporate
Development at AMR

Robert Hopkins ihe direclot ot Springfield College 'l

department of emergency medical services, created this

program alter witnessing what he felt were loo many
OCCHmaCM where bvstandets did not know proper life

enduring techniques

I nder the supervision of volunteer CPR instructors,

emergency medical technicians and trained first respon-

ded from SC and AMR. all participants will be exposed
to the basic* of one-man CPR and choking prevention
techniques

"It won't be a full CPR course, like the two-man
CPR." said Morrissev . who is also a paramedic and

teacher at Springfield College.

"It's the type- ol course that otters the basics ,.| even
thing, so it gives a base for participants to pursue
learning more in the future." Mooiaaaj said.

Participants in the two-hour program will be shown
a brief film about lifesaving and be taught the funda-
mentals of saving a choking victim ITiey will also learn

how to sustain a victims breathing and properly take a

puKe through the use of mannequin-
Each person who successfully completes the laaaasj

will receive a course completion card from the
American Heart Association.

rding to Moniaaay, last vear was a major s Ut

cess, with the program running smoothlv despite the

large turnout of over 400 participants

This vear. the program will have additional instruc

tors to help speed up the program "so you are in and
out." Morrissfv said.

tding to a press release. Hopkins designed the

program to be free of barriers which have made CPR
certification less approachable in the past.

"This program is free of charge, conveniently locat-

ed, requires only two hours ol time and there are no
written exams," Hopkins said.

Adding to the benefits ol thi* barrier free program
are the availability of two times, noon and 2 p.m for

participants to choose between The program will be
held at the Springfield College Fuller Art< Center and is

open to anyone who pre- registers bv calling (4131
713-5101

UMass Public Relations office

now hiring for three programs

By Laura Forster

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Undergraduate Admissions Offk
currently hiring for its summer and
fall 1997 Public Relations positions

which include Student Admissions
Representatives. New Students
Program Summer Counselors and
University Tour Guides.

As a Student Admissions
Representative, the individual is

expected to conduct informational
interviews and counsel prospective

students, as well as perform other
duties in the Admissions Office.

The New Students Program
Summer is an eight-week orientation

program during |une and |uly for

incoming students. Counselors live in

dorms, leading and planning a number
of activities for students and working
with faculty.

Tour guides leads tours around
campus and address large groups on
various aspects of the campus

Richard Toomey, assistant director

of Undergraduate Admissions, and
leanne Horrigan. associate director of

the New Students Program, who are

in charge of hiring for these positions

explain that these jobs offer valuable

benefits which "you can't learn in the

classroom."

"Employers make positive assump-
tions if they see you've done these
jobs," Toomey said.

"After you've had one of these jobs,

you can stand in front of any group."

Horrigan said.

According to Horrigan. student
public relations employees are a valu-

able asset to the Undergraduate
Admissions Office

"We couldn't do our job without
these individuals — they are our
out-reach." Horrigan said. "The pub-

lic relations jobs put students in con-

tact with thousands of prospective
students and their families."

Toomey feels that one of the most
rewarding aspects these jobs offer are

"knowing you've made an impact on
someone's life."

The qualifications for the three pub-

lic relations positions are similar since

all three are closely related. Student

employees should have an enthusiasm
for the University, strong interperson

al skills, good academic standing and
involvement in campus life.

Toomey and Horrigan explained
that these jobs offcr challenges n> the

employee in reaching out to the stu-

dents and parents they are in contact

with. The goal of these jobs is to edu-

cate both interested and non-inn-'

ed individuals about the University.

"We're not looking for a hard-sell

UMass. just a walk through of what
college life is like with information up
front, so that students can identify

their importances and see what col-

lege is," Toomey said.

Some students are able to travel to

high schools to recruit and conduct
interviews in order to get to know the

students.

Turn to PUW.IC KLATIONS page 2
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Study break...
lean Elysie, a junior bio-chemistry major, studied quietly in the Campus Center yesterday afternoon.
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Thursday, Feb. 6

Lecture — Keith Boykin, author of

One More River to Cross: Black and
Gay in America, graduate of Harvard

Law School and Executive Director of

the National Black Gay & Lesbian

Leadership Forum, will speak at 8

p.m. Location to be announced.
Contact the Stonewall Center at

545-4824 for more info.

Lecture — An informal discussion

on Spirituality and Identity will be held

at 7 p.m. in Campus Center room 803,

co-sponsored by the Office of Human
Relations and the philosophy depart-

ment. For more info, call 546-5174.

Religious — Rosh Chodesh, a

Jewish ritual celebration for women
meets at 8:30 p.m. in the Hillel House

downstairs.

Friday, Feb. 7

Dance — A Welcome Back UMass
Ball will be held in the Campus Center

Auditorium from 7 p.m.- 1 a.m. Cost is

$4 per person. Semiformal requested.

Dance instructions from 7-8 p.m.

Refreshments included. For info call

Kevin Murphy at 549-4036.
Sponsored by the Ballroom Dance
Club.

Lecture — Chastity Bono, writer

and former spokesperson for the

Human Rights Campaign (a national

lesbian and gay political organization),

and current Entertainment Media
Director for the Gay & Lesbian
Alliance Against Defamation
(GLAAD) will speak at 4 p.m. in

Campus Center room 917. For more
info, contact the Stonewall Center at

545-4824.

Service — A very special Faculty,

Staff and Student Shabbat Service will

be held at 6 p.m. in the Hillel House.

Sofia/ — Kick off the Korean New
Year with the Mount Holyoke Korean

American Students Association from

10:30 p.m. - 2 a.m. at the Blanchard

Campus Center, Mount Holyoke
College. $1 for MHC students. $2 for

all others. Cash bar. all drinks $2. Two
forms of ID required. All are welcome.

For further information, call |i Lee at

493-4598.

Religious — All Christians are invit-

ed to fellowship, pray and worship

together at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center. For more info, call Mark at

253-0361.

Saturday, Feb. 8
Concert — The First Annual Folk

Festival to benefit lessie's House and

The Grove Street Inn will be held at 7

p.m. at the Northampton Unitarian

Church. Performers include Annie
Wenz. Michael Ferry. Christina

McCarthy and Kevin Hodgson. In

addition, there will be a speaker to

P

address the local homeless situation.

Tickets are $5.

Fundraiser —
Womanshelter/Companeras will be

selling "Have a Heart" Admission tick-

ets. "Have a Heart," a charity fund

raising event for local non-profit chari-

ties sponsored by )C Penny's, will take

place at all |C Penny locations from
opening to closing. The store wide cel-

ebration will include door prizes, free

makeovers, raffle drawings, a fashion

show in the afternoon, and more.
There will also be free gift wrapping

for Valentines Day gift purchases.

With the purchase of a $5 admission

ticket, you will receive a coupon for 25

percent off all regularly priced mer-

chandise and 5 percent off all sale mer-

chandise.

Meditation — An introduction to

meditation according to the Sahaj

Marg System (The Natural Path) will

be offered at 7:30 p.m. at the SRCM
Meditation Center in Sunderland.
Discussion and short video presenta-

tion. There is no fee, all are welcome.

Call 665-8080 for more info.

Program — A free adult C.P.R. pro-

gram called "Be a Heart Saver for

Valentine's Day" will be held at Fuller

Arts Center Auditorium at Springfield

College at noon and 2 p.m. American

Heart Association course completion

cards will be issued. To register, call

American Medical Response at

(413)783-5108.

Social — The Hillel House Dining

Room will hold an Israeli Cafe at 9

p.m. Come enjoy Israeli food, music

and dancing. Donations of canned
food goods appreciated. Sponsored by

the Hillel House Social Committee and

thefLC.

Notices

Writing — Spectrum Magazine is

accepting submissions for poetry,

prose, artwork and photography for its

spring release. The magazine is open to

all Five College staff and students, and

is a registered student organization.

Please come by the office at 406E
Student Union or come by the con-

course table in the Campus Center this

week.

Auditions — Auditions for the

UMass Theatre Guild's Spring produc-

tion of Fame will take place Feb. 7 at 7

p.m. and Feb. 8 at 1 and 7 p.m. in

room 101 of the Campus Center. You
only need to attend one audition.

Callbacks will take place Feb. 9 at 10

a.m. No need to prepare, come as you

are. All are welcome. For more infor-

mation call the UMTG office at

545-0415.

Dance — Cajun Dancing and
Appalachian clogging beginner lessons

will be offered on Sunday evenings

from 6- 7 p.m. at 132 Elm St.,

West field. Partners are not needed and

all ages are welcome. No prior dance

experience is necessary. Classes are

instructed by Maple Run, and non-
profit dance group that performs at

fairs and community functions. For
more information, contact |o Sarnelli

at (413) 746-9067.

Film— The interdepartmental pro-

gram in film studies is offering its

fourth annual Multicultural Film
Festival: "Emigres, Exiles and
Sojourners in Contemporary Cinema"
this spring. Screenings and discussions

with directors and faculty will be held

on Wednesday evenings, 231 Herter

Hall at UMass and Stim Auditorium at

Amherst College, at 7 p.m. The first

event will be When Mother Comes
Home for Christmas, a documentary
by Nilita Vachani (Sri Lanka/Greece,

1995) on Feb. 25. For a full schedule,

watch for brochures and posters at the

beginning of February, or check out

our webpage: www.umass.edu/film.

Filmstudies — Interested in earning

a certificate in film studies? Take 18

credits in film and video courses and
receive a film studies certificate (equiv-

alent to a minor). Sign up at the begin-

ning of the spring semester in the

interdepartmental program in film

studies office. 101 South College. Call

545-3659 or see webpage:
www.umass.edu/film for more infor-

mation.

Language — Casa Latina, the

Center for Community Education and

Culture, will conduct an 8-week
Functional Spanish course, beginning

Feb. 18 at 7 p.m. in Northampton.
Tuition is $260. Students will be divid-

ed into three small groups: beginners,

intermediate and advanced. Classes

will be taught by experienced language

instructors who are also native Spanish

speakers. For more information, con-

tact lanet Gonzalez at 586-1 569.

Outdoor program — Women
Exploring the Outdoors will be con-

ducting a series of outdoor adventure

programs for women who are sur-

vivors of abuse. The focus of these day

trips is to provide a comfortable envi-

rorrrnent within which women can

increase their self-confidence, estab-

lish safe boundaries and experience

their strength in the company of other

survivors. All ages, abilities and levels

of experience are welcome. Programs

scheduled are: A Day Hike in the

Pioneer Valley on Sunday. April 1 3,

8:30 a.m. -4 30 p.m.. cost $20; and
Low and High Ropes Course on
Sunday. May 4. 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m..

cost $50. The cost for all three pro-

grams is $85. For more information,

contact Adventures Unlimited at (413)

774-3131x293.
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Huge Campus-Wide

Career Fair!

sponsored by the University Career Center

EDS and Digital Semiconductor

Wednesday, February 12 10am - 3 pm
Campus Center Auditorium

PLUS rooms 162, 174 & hallways

We've got it covered from AtoZ

Abercrombie & Fitch Amerinex applied Imaging..

Air Products

Business Data Systems Baystate Health Systems

Bright Horizons

C-Grams CIGNA Clean water Action C.W.

Costello(consulting)

Data Viz Digital Semi-Conductor. Dow Jones.

Dun & Bradstreet

EDS E&JGallo Executive Risk Insurance EF

Education

Filene's Fugro East Ferguson Enterprises Fastenal

Company

Genetics Institute GE Grocery Manufacturers

Gould Farm

Hamilton Standard HBO& Co hygienetics

Environmental Hilton(NJ)

IBM Investor's Bank & Trust. Info Cellular. Ikon

Office Solutions

c

CONSULT

MA!

Zee you ot the Campus Center February 1

2

for the full list!!!

University Career Center 545-2224

By Michael Fleaman
Associated Pre**

SANTA MONICA, Calif. — It's

already branded O.). Simpson a killer

and ordered him to pay a surprising

$8.5 million. Now as the jury pre-

pares to add to the punishment, it

must determine: Does he have any-

thing left?

The jury that found Simpson liable

for the slashing deaths of Nicole
Brown Simpson and Ronald Goldman
returns today to hear accountants cal-

culate the football great's fortune and
plaintiffs' lawyers argue he should
have to cough up every Hertz dollar

he's ever earned for the pain he
caused.

Simpson's lawyer, who must face a

jury that has unanimously rejected

everything he has said, will probably

plead fiscal mercy, arguing his client

has nothing left to give.

The best estimates are that

Simpson is now worth no more than

$6 million — and probably much less

— with nearly all of his worth in the

form of his estate, which has been
mortgaged to pay legal bills.

"He's going to tell the jury that

they've already sent a message, that

his client heard the message, that his

client is broke, that he has no way to

pay that $8.5 million verdict, let alone

respond in punitive damages." civil

lawyer Larry Feldman predicted.

The $8.5 million in compensatory
damages Simpson has been ordered

to pay to Goldman's parents repre-

sents the value of their son's funeral

and the loss of his companionship.

Ms. Simpson's family did not seek

compensatory damages.

Any money awarded in punitive

damages in Ms. Simpson's death goes

to the children she had with Simpson
— Sydney, 1 1, and Justin. 8.

In awarding punitive damages, the

jury must consider how reprehensibly

Simpson acted, whether the damage
awards "bear a reasonable relation" to

the nature of the killings and how
much the award would hurt Simpson
financially. California law sets no lim-

its on punitive awards but advises

juries to take the defendant's financial

status into consideration.

"Punitive damages are not sup-

posed to bankrupt. They are sup-

posed to punish," said Myrna Raeder,

a law professor at Southwestern
University.

Legal analysts said Simpson attor-

ney Robert Baker will probably argue

that any money that Simpson must
pay to Goldman's relatives comes out

of the pockets of his kids.

Tact — never a strong suit for the

combative Baker — will have to be

used at every tum, analysts said.

"Hopefully he's learned his lesson

because he was certainly gratuitously

cruel in his attack on Ron Goldman's
ability to hold a credit card." said

UCLA law professor Peter Arenella.

"I don't think he'll take that tack now
that this jury has repudiated every-

thing."

A key witness for the plaintiffs will

be a forensic accountant who has
been poring over what they have com-
plained is the scant financial data sub-

mitted by Simpson. It's not known yet

what the accountant will say.

The plaintiffs also intend to call an

expert in licensing and marketing of

famous names and faces to discuss

how Simpson can still make a few

more bucks. Under California law,

creditors can garnish up to a quarter

of future wages.

The defense may call its own
accountant and perhaps even
Simpson's business lawyer to offer a

contrasting opinion.

Key battles will be waged over not

only Simpson's future earnings poten-

tial but money he claims can't be

touched by a civil judgment — pen-

sion and life insurance funds.

According to published reports,

Simpson has $2.5 million saved in

two pension and retirement funds.

The funds were established in the

early 1980s and he can get cash from

them for his own use before his retire-

ment. The pensions begin paying off

in annuities when Simpson turns 55

in five years.

That's when Simpson also will

begin getting $2,000 a month in pen-

sion checks from the National

Football League and the Screen
Actors Guild, and $500,000 destined

for his children's estate, also untouch-

able by plaintiffs, reports say.

Simpson also can take any number
of court actions, from filing for bank-

ruptcy protection to appealing the

verdict and seeking to get the damage
award reduced.

That means more legal papers,

more hearings, more Simpson legal

battles.

Said Loyola University law profes-

sor Stan Goldman: "This case isn't

going away yet."

SGA
continued from page 1

Caston-Powe also expressed the

need for more student involvement in

activities such as voting on campus
and representation in administrative

decisions which affect the entire stu-

dent body.

"We need to stay at the pulse of stu-

dent's needs." Caston- Powe said.

In other matters. Sen. Bill Ramsey
(Commuter Area) withdrew his

motion to override Caston-Powe's
veto of his December 1996 motion on
convicted sex offenders living on cam-

public relations

pus.

Ramsey's original motion called for

the Amherst Police and the University

to register all convicted sex offenders

on campus for the purpose of commu-
nity awareness, relative to the

Massachusetts Sex Offender Registry

Act.

Ramsey withdrew because he was
"very satisfied with the

Administration's decision about the

convicted felony policy.*

The University now requires that all

students answer whether or not they

have been convicted of a felony on
their Housing application.

Other motions which passed unani-

mously included the SGA allocating

funds to pay for the purchase and
installation of a safe for Tix Unlimited,

creating a committee to research and

evaluate Dining Service operations and
requiring the Honors Program to

inform students about graduation with

honors requirements as soon as they

reach a 3.0 G.P.A.

continued from page 1

|eff Chapdelaine. a senior political

science and philosophy major who
was hired as a freshman, has worked
in all three job positions and finds

that as a result he has developed
communication skills in large group
emngs and on a one- on-one bests.

"The personal fulfillment from this

job has been the ability to speak jn

front of large groups, as well as the

interpersonal skills." Chapdelaine said.

Chapdelaine was able to do a
co-op for Walt Disney World last

summer, which he said he feels was
made possible due to his experience

in ike public relations jobs.

Toomey and Horrigan said they

are looking for a diverse group of

individuals of various years and
majors to fill these jobs, which they

refer to as "the front door of the
University.*

Applications for these positions
are available at the Undergraduate
Admissions Office or jt their table

on the Campus Center Concourse.
The deadline U Feb 7

ShopScott's&

SaveLott$!

LIQUORS
OPEN: Mon- Sol.

9a.m.- 11 p.r

Jel: 549-2692.

Corona 12-pocksmm $8.39 «*>. ^oe
Petes Wicked a* tavern pock* $4.99 «o«p

Molson Golden & Molson Ice 12 c* t*— $7.99 «**>

Busch & Busch Light jo pock. $1 1.79 .oep

Milwaukees Best ng « -y**•+* $9.99 «••*>

Bud, Bud Light ft Bud Ice 1/2 Keg* $39.99 +<*«p

xXx Vodka .75^ $9.99
Bacardi Silver Rum 750ml $7.49

Allze 7somi $11.49
Southern Comfort 7Mmi $7.99
Absolut Citron 7somi $13.99
Homsbys Cider 6 pock. $4.99

Tele-Check for

rsonal check

Chock Out Our Other Great
In Store Specials

6 University Drive
at Newmarket Center, Amherst

STUDENT SPtAK IR
UNDERGRADUATE COMMENCEMENT

Is there something you would like to say before graduating?

If so, you are invited to submit a proposal for consideration as

Student Commencement Speaker.

Who is Eligible:

Subject Matter:

Format:

Selection Process:

Deadline:

Submit Proposals To:

Graduating Amherst campus seniors (Class of 1997).

Substance should concern higher education and be relevant

to the University and your experience(s) here.

Submit up to three word-processed or typewritten pages,

double-spaced, or the equivalent of 3-5 minutes speaking

time.

Authors' names will be deleted (by a non-voting staff

person) after which a committee of students (majority),

staff, and faculty will review the proposals. 3-5 individuals

will be invited to "audition" before the committee (in

March), after which the speaker will be selected.

Wednesday, February 12, 1997, 4:30 p.m.

Paul R. Appleby. Chair, Student Speaker Selection

Committee, 305 Whitmore (545-3464).
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Mail, bus ticket store to open in CC
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Soon students will be able to mail letters, packages and
buy bus tickets all the in the same location.

On Feb. 19. the "Campus Sender" is scheduled to open
on the Campus Center concourse where McGregor's
Travel was once located.

The shop will offer expanded hours Monday through
Friday until 8:30 p.m. However, services will not be

provided on the weekends for at least the first few
months.

"Students have been telling us they would like to have

access to mail services after 3:45 pm [the time the

Student Union Post office closes)." said Elizabeth Dale,

director of business and facilities services in the Campus
Center.

Dale also added that comments from students regarding

the new service will be welcomed.
"We want to check with students and see where the

demand is. If we need to be open on Saturdays then we
will look into it." Dale said.

In addition to the longer hours, a new service will allow

package shipping via United Parcel Services (UPS) will be

available.

"Students want access to package shipping, especially

at the end of the semester when they want to ship their

belongings home," Dale said.

The reason UPS was never available on campus before

was because of limited space in the former Student Union

post office as well as lack of accessibility to the loading

dock, where UPS picks up their packages, from the

Student Union lobby.

"There is a freight elevator right behind the new office,

so it will be very easy to get the packages to the loading

dock." Dale said.

In an effort to help make shipping packages easier for

students. Campus Sender will also have packaging sup-

plies for sale. A limited amount of greeting cards will also

be available.

In addition to these services Peter Pan bus tickets will

also be sold.

"Now students can send letters, packages or themselves

on a bus," said Dale. "Eventually we hope to get a phone

line in the office so we can send faxes out too."

Last spring Dale said the idea for the Campus Sender

was proposed to the Campus Center Student Union
Commission.

"We started conversations with students over the sum-

mer and we discussed the concepts of the shop last fall,"

she said.

According to Dale, a ribbon cutting ceremony will

eventually be scheduled, but not before "everything is

operating fully."

Woman tried for shooting alleged rapist

KNNIFM MJTKA* / COU.ECIAN

Volunteer Fair
llsa Meyers, community service coordinator, talks with Christina Marchand, a sophomore biology major, about the

Center For Extended Care in Amherst at the community service fair yesterday in the Campus Center Auditorium.

J

By Joseph B. Frazier

Associated Press

MEXICO CITY — She says she shot

to stop the assault of a would-be rapist.

The prosecution claims she invited the

attack by enticing her aggressor.

Both sides make final arguments
tomorrow in the murder trial of

Claudia Rodriguez, whose prosecu-

tion for killing her alleged attacker has

women's groups complaining of injus-

tice from a macho society that holds

women to a different standard — even

in court.

Rodriguez. 30. has been in jail since

the night a year ago when she went out

with a woman friend and the woman's

iovcr for an evening of drinking and

dancing at a bar just outside Mexico

City. The two women left the bar

together well after midnight, apparent-

I) offended by something the man,

luan Miguel Cabrera. 27, had done.

He followed them. Rodriguez

claims he made lewd comments and

suggested the three go to a hotel. She

says he attacked her and tried to rape

her. ripping her clothing. Her friend

confirmed the account.

Rodriguez shot Cabrera once with a

pistol she had with her. He died hours

later in a hospital.

She was charged with murder and

could face 15 years in prison. The
defense says the charges are baseless

and indicative of the double standard

women face in Mexico. Rodriguez is

married and the mother of five.

Cabrera was also married, though not

to Rodriguez's friend.

In a July ruling dismissing a defense

motion to drop charges, ludge

Gustavo Aquiles Gasca wrote:

"Instead of avoiding the sexual

attack, by her attitude in remaining in

the company of her aggressor despite

his propositions to her. she provoked

him to attack her so she could shoot

him in some vital pan of his body."

"The judge said she should have

foreseen the attempt, but the aggres-

sion was unexpected." defense attor-

ney Ana Laura Magaloni said yester-

day. "Claudia said 'no' and suspected

she was going to be raped."

Magaloni told The Associated Press

that in Mexico, a shooting is consid-

ered a legitimate defense if someone

enters your house to try to rob it. But

"in the case of rape, it is very subjec-

tive about what is rape and whether

the woman was inviting it or not.*

Yesterday, about 15 women pro-

testers put themselves behind bars in

a mock jail set up outside the Interior

Ministry building. They paced inside a

cage with black metal bars, vowing to

remain there until Rodriguez is

released.

"If Claudia is a prisoner, we are

too.* one sign said.

Integral Health for Women, one of

a number of feminist groups to rally

behind Rodriguez, considers the case

significant because it symbolizes the

"machismo that is entrenched in our

society," according to spokeswoman
Ana Maria Hernandez, who joined

yesterday's protest.

"That Claudia could spend 1 5 years

in prison sends a message to society

that women can be raped — and if

they defend themselves they can go to

jail — and a message to men that they

can do what they want and nothing

will happen to them," she said.

Religious freedom at work bill delayed in Boston

By Martin Finucane

Associated Press

BOSTON — A bill intended to pro-

tect religious freedom in the work-

place disappeared suddenly from the

radar screen yesterday in the

Massachusetts House.

While proponents were expecting a

vote, debate on the bill was delayed

until Monday, causing consternation

among the two women whose case

had inspired the proposed law.

"I'm so shocked. I just can't even

believe it." said Kathleen Pielech.

Pielech and Patricia Reed had a

particular reason to be concerned: the

two Roman Catholics have sued

Raynham-Taunton Greyhound Park,

alleging they were fired for not work-

ing on Christmas Day in 1992
because of their religious beliefs.

Their lawsuit against the track,

expires Monday — and the proposed

legislation applies retroactively only to

those people who have a pending law-

suit or discrimination complaint.

The bill's supporters include
Republican Gov. William F. Weld,

Democratic Senate President Thomas
Birmingham, civil rights groups and
religious groups. But some House
lawmakers from the area near the

racetrack have criticized the retroac-

tivity provisions.

The Commerce and Labor
Committee gave the bill a favorable

vote early this week after a hearing

where no one spoke to criticize the

bill.

Rep. Robert Koczera (D-New
Bedford), the committee chairman,

said he sympathized with Pielech and

Reed and was "concerned" by the

House delay.

"I had hoped we would be able to

act on it and bring it to a vote." he

said.

Koczera said the House leaders

who were running yesterday's session

put off a formal debate because Rep.

Walter DeFilippi (R-W. Springfield)

had proposed amendments and had

been unable to attend the debate

because of "some illness" in his fami-

**
The debate was rescheduled "out ol

courtesy" to DeFilippi. Koczera said.

DcFilippi's aide. Brian Mahoney.
said DeFilippi had attended a medical

appointment with his wife and had

returned to the Statehouse, but was

unnoticed by members of the House

leadership, who adjourned the day's

session at about 3:35 p.m.

DeFilippi was recorded as voting,

however, in the last roll call vote of

the day. which took place about 10

minutes before the session ended.
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Mental Health Groups Spring 1997
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

Mindfulness'
based Stress

Management
Qroub — Leorn

to live fully in the pre-

sent moment.

Mindfulness medita-

tion will be used os the

foundation for all

stress management

exercises.

This group is appropri-

ate for both general

stress management os

well as for assistance

in managing stress

related medical dtsor

ders Group runs for

8 weeks,

Mondays,

3:30 5:30 p.m.

Self'Discovery

Qroubs — Leorn

to develop better social

skills, improve rela-

tionships; become

more assertive;

improve connections

with others; feel more

in control of your life;

ond cope with sadness,

lonliness, or isolation

by talking with others

who shore your con-

cerns. These groups

run for 10 weeks.

Group I Tuesdays,

3:30 - 5 00 p.m.

Self-Discovery

Qroubs — learn

to develop better

social skills; improve

relationships; become

more assertive;

improve connections

with others; feel more

in control of your life;

and cope with sadness,

lonliness, or isolation

by talking with others

who share your con-

cerns. These groups

run for 10 weeks.

Group II
-

Wednesdays,

3 4:30 p.m.

Ninos Adultns
de Familias
Disfuncioncdes— This is o therapy

group for individuals

who would like to

understand how their

upbringing continues

to influence relation-

ships in the present.

Issues such os explor-

ing/expressing feel-

ings, developing serf

esteem and breaking

dysfunctional patterns

ore central. Group is

held in Spanish.

Group runs for 8

weeks,

Wednesdays,

3:30 5:00 p.m.

THURSDAY
Men's Qroup -

If you ore o mon who

has difficulty with self

confidence, friendships,

romantic relationships,

or expressing anger

you're not olone This

weekly discussion

group con help you

understand ond over-

come these problems

os group members talk

with ond learn from

each other. The group

is co-led by o man and

woman ond runs for 8

- 10 weeks,

Thursdays,

4:00 5:00 pm

All groups require a pre-group interview. For more information, or to sign up for an

interview, please call the Mental Health Division of University Health Services

at 545-2337 or stop hy 127 Hills North, M - F, 8:00 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Campus Activities at the University of Massachusetts presents

"Something Every Friday yy

For more information check our website:

http://www.umass.edu/campact/events/sef.htm

This series is made possible by a grant from

UMASS Auxiliary Services, the Vice-Chancel lor

for Student Affairs, and the Daily Collegian.

A Touch of

Reality
This three-person group uses poetry

to express important issues like

AIDs; gang violence; and day-to-

day reality. This powerful trio has

opened for the Fugees, the Lost

Boys, and the Last Poets.

Bluewall Cafe

February 7, 1997

8:00pm

Free
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Black History Month
Editor's note: The following two pieces are the second
and third part of a series dedicated to Black History
Month that will run throughout the month of February
on this page. Future topics include the influence of
W.E.B. Du Bois. F.bonics and the Sation of Islam.

Black History's untold history
Sure, we all know when Dr.

Martin Luther King was born,
who Crispus Attucks is and why
Eddk Murphy made Beverly Hills

Cop III i well, maybe' not that last

one I

Net. unbeknownst to most,
there is a plethora of information

all-too-convenienlly left out of

the history books — and as we all

know, a half-truth is nothing
more than a white lie.

There also exists a number ol

notable moments in black histurv

to which even the must
well-informed pundits could not

have access — the facts relegated

to mere myths as their legend
spreads only by word of mouth

Thus, for Black Histurv Month.
I have unearthed some of these
pivotal events for the general edu-
cation and reading pleasure of the

community at large.

• I he first interracial boxing
match, between Creek heavy-
weight champ Whiteus Hopeus
and a Moroccan pugilist known as

us takes place off the coast

of Greece circa 1000 B.C. The
bout, publicized as "Trie Hypus in

Cyprus.* draws the largest atten-

dance for any Greek sporting
match in history.

Sadlv several Greek bookies
are found slain after this event,

one at which the majority of the

Greek population bet against
ui in favor of the

Italian burn Hopeus
• Though scholars previously

toyed with the notion of
Christopher Marlowe or Francis
Bacon having ghost-written the
works of William Shakespeare,
the brilliant plays and sonnets
were in fact penned by one of his

contemporaries, a struggling
Flizabethian hip-hop artist named
Bard Dogg.

Dogg sold his words to
Shakespeare to finance his inde-

pendent label. Stratford Row.

C. Taylor

Conner

Ambitious though his genius may
have been, his efforts were an
exercise in futility since recording

devices wouldn't be invented for a

few more centuries.

• Don Cornelius is selected as

the original host of "American
Bandstand" over thousands of
applicants. However, a melee
ensued on the program when, on
the kick- off show, both Little

Richard and Pat Boone are sched-

uled to appear — and both are
planning' to perform "Tutti
Irutti."

All hell broke loose when
Boone's bassist musses Little

Richard's do. which results in

what is later described by a hospi-

tal physician as "the worst claw
ing and scratching damage I've

ever seen done by a man to a

man."

Cornelius is unceremoniously
fired and replaced by some Dick

• Historians find that nefarious

editing practices by the Nazis,
coupled with the U.S. national
teams' jealousy and racism,
obscured greater acheivemen's h\

lesse Owens in the 1456 Summer
Games. In actuality, Owens com-
peted in — and won — every
event in the Olympiad, making
him the highest scorer in the
Games' history.

When asked in a long-lost inter-

view if he had any trouble garner-

ing every first place for the

American team. Owens earnestlv

remarked. "Well, to be honest. I

really can't stand that pansy run-

ning crap."

• The complete diaries of George
Washington Carver are found in a

broken de*k drawer at Tuskegee in

1 94 1 . but professors at the school

unanimously decided to keep the

findings a secret, believing many of

the inventions too dangerous for

public knowledge.

Included in the pages are
peanut-based recipes to make ten-

nis shoes, microchips, small
nuclear arms and the DNA
sequence necessary to create
human life. Fearing the worst — a
rash of war-happy computer
geniuses who sport Stan Smith
copies and smell strangely of
Bullet-finger — the profs hide the

diaries in a vault

lavlor Conner is a Collegian

Columnist.

BMCP: Falling on deaf ears
Nil matter how many times people in positions of

power say they're listening to our needs and con-
cerns, they're usuallv not. It's always been a struggle

for black people to get their vukcs heard amongst
the constant hum of prejudice and the frequent roar
of flat out racism.

It s kind of like trying to hear that one. lone
Reggie Miller fan at a Knteks game. Particularly on a
college campus where the voices of blacks and all

ALANA members aren't heard unless univer»itv

money is threatened, the lie that diversity and multi-

culturalism is welcomed gets questioned when those
same diverse and multicultural ______
groups are finding it hard to be
heard.

The ability to vocalize and
express the needs of the black
community here on campus has
always been a concern of all mem-
bers uf African descent. It doesn't

end or begin with just

African-Americans, but extends
to Cape Verdcans. Haitians.
Dominicans and all mtmk
the ALANA community.
When discrimination and
-i-saion tries to limit the means

of expression for our people,
where do you turn?

In the 1970s, when black stu

dents were feeling that very kind
ppression. they formed the

Black Mass Communications
ct (BMCP) as a mea

using communications (i.e. televi-

newsletteTs and particularly

radio) to get their voices heard.

re about education We're
about political movement. We're about music. We're
about culture." said Ban net Fndale. general manager
for BMCP. "Basically, communicating to our commu-
nity is what's important. That's what BMCP is

about
~

In earlier years of BMCP. there was a newsletter
tSOMMO News) and an underground radio station

that aired out of New Africa House.
Now. due to funding cuts, there is no longer a

newsletter and the idea of getting another one hasn't
gotten past the brainstorming stages

W Inn it first began, BMCP was created to give

"In (he 1970s, when
black students were feeling

that very kind of oppres-
sion, they formed the Black

Mass Communications
Project (BMCP) as a as a
means of using communica-
tions (i.e. television,

newsletters and particularly

radio) to get their voices

heard... In earlier years of
BMCP, there was a newslet-

ter (NOMMO News) and an
underground radio station

that aired out ofNew Africa

House.
*

Humphrey brown

black people the opportunity to express their v.

but the powers that be still remain in the way. Now
many black students aren't quite sure what BMCP >-

here for. other than throwing big parties (leans and
Tee Shirts and Funk-a-thon) and getting musical
acts to come and give out free stuff.

BMCP does serve a greater purpose, but if the peo-
ple aren't aware that it's there fot them to use. then
we may lose it. It's already happened to the newslet
ter and it could happen with radio if we're not care-

ful.

The quickest way to kill a black organization on
campus is to let it appear that no
one is interested in helping it

grow. Lack of interest will put

the brakes on a lot of up-and-
coming black organizations and
even cold stop an established
one. such as BMC
When you talk of giving

power to the people, organiza-

tions like BMCP should come to

mind. Everything we do involves

communications. It's way past

time for us to get on the ball as

far as that goes.

We've always used music to

voice our needs, but there are so
many other ways to get people to

listen. We should he fighting to

get that newsletter back and
rally for another radio station,

strictly geared towards the voice-

of our people.

The World Wide Web is defi

nitely the next frontier and
blacks should be right in the
thick of. You know everything is

being done over: the 'net and if you didn't know, you
do now.

That's what power is all about. When you have the

means to get a lot of information out to a lot of peo-
ple at any given time, you have much power and you
get nuff respect.

We're due for a little power and respect on this

campus and using the resources that organizations
like BMCP have is a step in the right direction. Use
the little that we have, or lose a lot that we don't.

Peace and God bless.

Humphrey brown HI is a Collegian columnist.
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Ratings do not remove responsibility

The following column is rated M-14 if contains several

three syllable words, a couple of impolite ones, a reference

to a bodily function and a snide comment directed .;/

Lionel Ritchie

I realize that the semester just started, but I thought I'd

interrupt your daily perusal of the paper with a short, mul-
tiple choice quiz regardless. Eyes on your own paper and
no looking ahead.

Q: Name the most blatant display of public raasturba-

tion in the past decade.

a) A Ross Perot campaign
b) The premiere of Last Action Hero
c) Any Grammy telecast where Lionel

Ritchie won anything

d) The introduction of the new televi-

sion ratings system

Pencils down. The correct answer |a, of

course, "d." Grade yourselves accordingly

The debate over the content of television shows has
been raging for at least the last four years Fverything from
magic boxes that would automatically screen selected pro-

grams to the V-chip which wuuld do the same thing but

couldn't be tampered with without ilcMroyir**. the set were
presented as viable solutions to the evils that ooze out of
the dreaded box on a daily basis.

Ideas were kicked around and just as television manu-
facturers looked like they were about to install the chips

someone realized that an ad sent to a television which is

blocking the signal, is a lost ad. Presto! Faster than you
could say "lost revenues" the chip was scrapped in favor pi

the new ratings system.

Make no mistake, the ratings system serves the television

industry and no one else. Not families, not kids, not teach-

ers, no one except the people who run networks. It does so
in two ways.

One. it make* the networks look good. "Look how much
we care about you and yours; we've rated our programs!
Now you'll know at a glance how much sex and violence

you can expect for paying your cable bill on time."

This, as you probably have guessed by now. is a load of

crap. Slapping an arbitrarily selected coded rating in the

comer of the screen during the opening credits of a show is

not "concern." it's compliance. If the networks "cared" (as

if anyone is going to believe that in the first place) why not

produce better shows instead of the usual drek° Rating

abysmal television like "Family Matters," "The Single

Guy." "Dark Skies" or anything on LP\ is akin to putting

perfume on a pig It's still a pig; spritzing Polo Sport on
the critter won't change that.

Two. the networks get to mass produce their usual driv-

el without having to cut back ad rates on controversial

shows For example, if the V-chip were the censorship

method du jour, then sponsors of shows like "NYPD Blue"

and "Millennium" would probably be less likely to shell out

money for a show that will he physically blocked from a

home than one that has a largely ignored icon shoved in

the comer.

The networks win on both fronts. They
present the illusion of giving a tinker's damn
about the furor over content and they don't

lose a dime of revenue. The losers, of course,

are |oe and lane Public, but the viewer's ton

cems rarely enter into decisions made by net-

works.

How did things get this far in the first place? How has

television existed and functioned for over 40 years without

an organized ratings system setting vague standards of
behavior and morality '

I hate to say it but it seems to me that it's another indi

cation of the unwillingness of the public to take responsi-

bility for themselves and the families that they claim to be
protecting.

Docs anyone else find it odd that the people who cry

"family values" the most are usually the first to fob off

their family responsibilities onto another institution such
as schools, television, etcetera?

"I want my kids to pray more. Damn it, we ought to

have prayer in the schools'" "I want my kids to watch bet-

ter television. Damn it. the networks ought to decide
what's appropriate."

Why don't the people who claim to endorse family val

ues value their families and help decide what to watch
instead of letting some faceless executives who couldn't

care less worry about it. As much as people would like to

pass the buck, schools and television networks don't and
shouldn't raise children, parents should. Parents ought to

remodel their roles as role models and dispensers of advice
and help, before the stereotypical notion of a child raised

by television becomes an all too common reality.

Bob Dunn is a Collegian columnist.

Letters to the Editor

A 'not very smart'

move
To the Editor:

My four year-old saw my copy
of this past Friday's Collegian (Jan.

31 ) and he pointed out that in

both pictures on the front pace
there were people smoking. He
said they were "not very smart
"cuz they are smoking." I agreed
with hirri that it is not very Mart
to smoke.
And this made me think thai

the Photo Editor is "not very
smart" because he or she choose
two obviously "not very smart"
people for the front page of the

paper. I'm not asking you to ccn
sor photos, but wouldn't one "not
very smart person" be enough for

the front page?

Dickie Wallace
Amherst

Why you
should care...

To the editor:

For much of this school year.

the Graduate Employee
Organization/UAW Local 2322
has been presenting the issues
that face graduate student
employees on campus. Often in

our stories and our letters, we
have mentioned what undergradu-
ates and community members
could do to support our union's
CMM. Many people have respond-
ed with tremendous efforts to
help our effort to make the uni-

versity a more diverse and open
institution, and I want to person-
ally thank everyone of them.

Still, every day people ask
GEO/UAW members two very
important and honest questions
What can I do or why should I

care?

The most important thing that

students and community members
can do is also the easiest. Talk to

your friends, classmates, proles

sors and TA's about all of the
goods about UMass and about (he

things that need improvement on
campus. Talk to a parent and ask
them what it takes to be a
full-time student and full-time
parent. Ask a TA how hard it is to

live on $6,900. Ask your friends if

they know anyone that had to
drop out of school because they

couldn't afford it anymore. Ask .i

worker how they feel when they
are faced with having to give back
their raises to pay for an increase
in parking fees. Ask yourself,
could I find myself in their shoes
one day?

If someone were to do these
things, the answer to the second
question, why should I care, will

be answered for them. Every day
on this campus, people are strug-

gling just to stay in school, just to

make ends meet, just to pay the
bills, just to get by. We can
change this. GEO/UAW has
already made a great deal of
progress in improving the liu- ol

workers and students, but there is

still a long way to go. With your
help, and with all of us working
together, we can change the
University for the better.

Stop by the GEO/UAW office
in the Student Union building and
talk with a union member.
Challenge us to prove why our
issues and concerns are important
to the whole community. Simply
by talking about our lives can
begin the process of creating a cli-

mate for positive social change.
Patrick Crowley
GEO President

Editorial Policy

The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes columns, letters and cartoons from UMass and the rest of the
Five-College Area.

Letters and columns must be typed and double spaced, with the writer's name, local address and
phone number attached. This information Is subject to verification prior to publication.

Anonymous submissions will not be printed.

The editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and columns for grammar, cladty and length.
The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted material. Letters should be no longer than

450 words and columns should be about 70 typed lines.

Submissions should be sent to the Editorial Desk, c/o Mike Burke, 1 1
3" Campus Center, UMass,

Amherst, MA 01003. Faxes can be sent to (41 3) 545-1 592.
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Courtney Love shines bright and shows a little leg.

A few days ago I went to
review an awful new film
called Beverly Hills Mnja. I

left the theater feeling
shocked about what I had just

witnessed. I could not recall a
time ever feeling as disap-
pointed with a character's rep-

resentation before. The female
lead had one
purpose
throughout
the film's nar-

rative: to
remain an
object of male
sexual desire.
The character, played by
Nicolette Sheridan, provided
the role of fueling Chris
Farley's masculinity and also
that of the male audience.
Everything about her charac-
ter was completely sexual. I

couldn't believe how blatantly

exist Hollywood was for
allowing this representation.

I later began to ponder this

situation further and realized

that almost every film I could
recall also treated female
characters unfairly. My main
concern was the image that
Hollywood intentionally gives

to the public that actors are
individuals we can all identify

with. Whether It was Marilyn
Monroe and James Dean, or
more recently Julia Roberts

and Tom Cruise, audiences
look up to these celebrities.

However, Hollywood por-
trays women in film as depen-
dent on the male characters.
This unfortunate portrayal is

unwarranted and unfair and
for some reason unchanged
for over a century.

As far back
as silent film,

women have
continuously
been the vic-
tims of male
heterosexual
desire. One

example is the 1919 German
psychological thriller The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. The
female character has come
between two male friends who
each intend to win her affec-

tion. Her sole purpose in the
film's text Is to represent this

tension and later as a sexual
possession of Dr. Caligari him-
self.

In the '30s and '40s, the
emergence of film nolr also
elevated negative female
stereotypes. The female char-
acters In these films were
referred to as femme fatales.

They were strong sexual
women credited with commit-
ting betrayal and seductive
evil.

Hollywood's representations

LaTatajeWf & D«#I$M t>*a| )o»ll $1ajtV«at«T t> AbAHl DrWaJACX

were no better than other
countries. In the 1950s,
Marilyn Monroe became the
quintessential sex goddess and
an object of male desire.
Although she may have used
this power to control men in

order to achieve whatever she
wanted, the fact that the situ-

ation existed in the first place

is what I feel to be controver-
sial.

In Howard Hawks' 1955
comedy Gentlemen Prefer
Blonde*, every male In the
film tries to buy Monroe's
affection with gifts. She uses
this to her advantage, but the
fact that these male charac-
ters still perceived her In this

way is wrong. Hollywood was
telling its audience that It Is

acceptable to exploit women
with expensive gifts in the
hope of securing their love.

This mentality Is expressing
that women are no better than
material goods.
Modern day Hollywood is as

irresponsible as ever. Female
characters exist in storylines
as either the aforementioned
sexual objects or dependent
individuals who exist to sup-
port the male leads. Even a
film with a female main char-
acter such as Crossing
Delmncw still portrays the

Turn to ASSETS, page 6

COlHTtSV mco T0SMV

Nicollette Sheridan strikes a provocative pose.
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White Mountains offer winter fun

New Hampshire ski resorts a short ways away
Eastern US Learning Site for ihe new
Atomic CarvX parabolic skis,

evening snow tubing, a wild life the-

ater, ice skating and 55 km of com-
bined groomed and ungroomed
cross-country ski trails.

Although Waterville Valley and
Loon Mountain are both intermediate

mountains full of gentle slopes and
terrific vistas, the combination of
February's recent heavy snow fall and
mild temperatures have lead to chal-

lenging fields of moguls.

Don't be daunted by February's
changing terrain; instead be aware
and ski with care. Relax and let

moguls facilitate your turns by fol-

lowing these helpful tips.

( 1 )

You don't have to head for the

Rockies to enjoy packed powder ski

conditions when you can enjoy New
Hampshire's majestic White
Mountains. Thanks to Tuesday
night's seasonable snowfall New
Hampshire is experiencing a fantastic

winter full of shredding, gliding, slid-

ing and plowing through powder.
Hop in a car heading north on inter-

state 91 and watch the dismal gray
slush of western Massachusetts turn

into New Hampshire's sparkling
banks of snow.

Located in central New
Hampshire, in a 3 1/2 hour car drive

one can easily transcend to
Waterville Valley's winter play-

ground.
Surrounded by

the White
Mountains,
Waterville
Valley is not just

a place for

alpine skiers

and snowboard-
ers. but it is also

Alfresco News
with

Liz

Anderson

e great place for Nordic skiers, snow-
shoers. and skaters.

Tuesday night's snowstorm contin-

ued well into Wednesday and added
over a foot of new snow to Waterville

Valley's packed powder snow condi-

tions.

All of Waterville Valley's 50 alpine

trails are open to the public, includ-

ing its Backcountry section, as well as

over 100 km of cross country and
snowshoe trails.

lust north of Waterville Valley sits

Loon Mountain, carved out of the

heart of New Hampshire's White
Mountain National Forest. An adven-

ture center for all winter enthusiasts,

Loon Mountain not only entertains

alpine skiing and snowboarding. but

also hosts Nordic skiing, snowshoe-
ing. tubing and ice skating.

Reporting a 50-76 inch base. Loon
Mountain offers the public a

100x300 foot half pipe, an exclusive

Position
yourself
above a

"line" of

small moguls
in a row, fac-

ing your
body down-
hill with your

hands up in front of you as if you
were holding a cafeteria tray.

(2) Aim your skis for the top of the

first mogul and start your turn.

(3) Reach down the hill with a
solid pole plant and turn on the top
of the mogul.

(4) Transferring your weight to

the new downhill ski look ahead for

the top of the next mogul.

(5) Starting with four moguls at a

time continue this procedure linking

moguls in a "line" with an "s" type of

turn.

Fly with snowflakes through the air

at Waterville Valley and Loon
Mountain winter resorts over moguls,
powder and ice on skis, tubes, skates

and snowboards. Head for the White
Mountains with a group of winter
playmates and enjoy New Hampshire's

packed powder conditions.

Liz Anderson is a Collegian colum-
nist.
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magazines
continued from page 5

around shopping, make-up and hair

styles They ulso say that even
though this thing they call the
"women's movement" is slowly
catching on, women still want to

romp tftound the house lying on
their bed or the couch all day in

something that resembles dental
lluss.

It is not only these magazines that

prey on women; there are also
entertaining magazines available to

young women, which prime and
condition them into believing

acceptability centers on looks,
clothes and boys. SfHMMM offers

nothing but "The Love Issue," fea-

turing mind stimulating articles like

"Does he like you? — seven ways to

tell." and a quiz entitled "Is he
crush worthy'.'"

What is wrong with this picture?

The diet industry is one of the

largest in America, young women
have esteem and confidence prob-

lems, eating disorders remain a

large problem in the United States

and yet American women are still

purchasing the junk that perpetu-

ates women's oppression. It is not

as though there are not any feminist

magazines on the market, but that

women are not buying them,
because if they were, magazines like

Cosmo would not be in business.

Perhaps the problem lies in

women wanting to feel feminine,

something that feminist publica-

tions like Ms. tend to leave out.

Instead they include thoughtful edi-

torials, feature stories about women
around the world and leave out the

cheesy sun tan oil advertisements
and Virginia Slims ads insisting

"You've come a long way baby."
when we haven't.

The answer lies in marketing
strategies. Think about it — if all

the fashion magazines were more
like Ms., refusing advertisements

that degrade and display women,
what would happen to the market?
Women would no longer have to

buy wrinkle creams or those ridicu-

lous "virtual boobs" that feel just

like your own to insert into your
bra. They would have no one to

convince them to buy useless beauty

tools in order to complete with the

women featured in ads.

Don't get me wrong — it is not a

woman's fault that they are pur-

chasing these magazines. Not every-

one wants to be a feminist and some
feminists may enjoy reading these

magazines. I feel, however, if

women had more of a choice, per-

haps something in between a fash-

ion magazine and one from a femi-

nist perspective that talked about
real issues in a young woman's life

and left out ads of perfection, things

would be a lot better.

Michelle Hillman is a Collegian

columnist.

'Hercules' & 'Xena' at the front of the fantasy pack
By Dennis Anderson
Associated Press

assets
continued from page 1

woman as determining whether or

not she needs a man to be happy. Of
course, by the film's conclusion she-

has found a suitable partner and can

know go about living her life proper-

ly. A supposed feminist picture like

lane Campion's The Piano is not all

that much better. Holly Hunter's
character must also choose which
man she truly loves. Although she

may be a strong lead, my point is.

why must film portray women in

such ii circumstance in the first

place? Why do female characters
have lo be in the situation where they

must be dependent on men?

One brilliant exception to this

dilemma is last years independent
feature Girlstown. The film contained

strong female characters in situations

where males were irrelevant. They
did not depend on their boyfriends or

strive to win the affection of anyone.

I hope a film such as this sets an
example to Hollywood and for the

future of the film industry in general.

Only time will tell if film could help

destroy negative existing stereotypes,

but it sure seems we have along way
to go. *»r
Adam Levine is a Collegian colum-

nist

LOS ANGELES — If imitation is

the sincerest form of flattery — and
in television, imitation can some-
times be darn near the whole show
— the heroic fantasy series

"Hercules" must be getting a

swelled head.

In recent months, such lantasy

adventure shows have popped up
faster in television syndication than
"Friends" clones hit the networks.

Following the path of "Hercules;

The Legendary lourneys" are new
offerings drawn from such staples

of the old cliffhanger genre as
"Robin Hood." "Tarzan." and
"Sinbad." each circulating in the
off-peak hours of the 50- or 60-

channel TV spectrum that syndica-

tion serves.

How much mythical traffic will

the system bear? Well, any show
survives only on its ability to pull an

audience and hold it. On the suc-

cesslul side. "Highlander." a heroic

predecessor of "Hercules." recently

wrapped its 1 00th episode, and its

global audience can order from a

catalog of licensed goods that range

from 10-buck T-shirts to lethal

"Highlander" swords that cost hun-

dreds of dollars.

In audience pull and popularity,

"Hercules." in its third season, and
its companion spin-off. "Xena:
Warrior Princess." already have
shown their rippling BWltctel

The shows, both rated TV-PG.
are vying with "Star Trek: Deep
Space Nine" lur pride of place in

syndication popularity. Rob Tapert.

the executive producer of both
series, describes his creations as "a Darkness."

guilty pleasure for professors, rele-

vant for kids" and populated with
scantily clad females "for the guys
who can't find the keys to the pick-

up."

"We knew we could make a better

show than Baywatch.'" Tapert said.

The popularity of Here & Xena
isn't related to nostalgia for corny
1950s gladiator movies or the
"Conan The Barbarian" mold. They
just don't look, or sound, like a

bunch of stuff that happened on
television in an earlier life.

The Hercules character played by
Kevin Sorbo talks like a surfer guy
and makes his heroic warrior move
with the ease of quarterback foe

Montana.
Lucy Lawless, who plays Xena. is

a kind of she-hunky leather queen
who sails through the air like Bruce
Lee and could be a dream date — at

long as you surrender the car keys.

"We wanted action, we wanted
monsters and, for those who catch

on, they'll find it funny," Tapert
said.

Shot in the lush, forested locale of

New Zealand. Hercules and Xena
offer a fantasy universe populated
with dragons, harpies, cyclop- and
sandworms. The special effects cre-

ated by Flat Earth productions rival

those of the big screen.

Tapert and his colleague, execu-

tive producer Sam Raimi. vaulted
into the mythic countryside of
Hercules from the universe of action

movies

They launched their careers with

a cult horror flick called "The Evil

Dead." Together, they created
macabre, action movies that includ-

ed "Darkman" and "Army of

When they were approached to

create an action television movie
derived from the Hercules legend,

they hooted.

"'Nobody cares about Hercules."

we said. "Give us Conan." They told

us Conan's not available." Tapert
recalled in an interview.
Antecedents of "Hercules* and
"Xena" were uncool even as camp.
Gladiator movies? Ugh. Barbarian
flicks with leaden dialogue. But in a

recent Xena episode, the warrior
princess gushes. "Don't hate me
because I'm beautiful!" Then she

tosses a bad guy with a full-arm

twist and sends up the old hair-col-

oring commercial in the same
instant

Hercules regularly dispenses lines

like "Come on. guys!" or observes

sagely. "That's a big dragon."

The tone delivers a show adults

can laugh with and kids can revel

in.

"I just wanted to make the kind of

show that I would have watched."
the boyish Tapert said. "The kind of

show I would have fought my par-

ents to watch."

But adults are watching, too. A
fan convention in Burbank drew
4,000 people on a recent week-
end. Plenty of adults, many in cos-

tume, turned out to see their
heroes, test their steel and swarm
for autographs from Sorbo and
Lawless.

Patricia Winston, a systems ana-

lyst who says she plans to get her

black belt before she's 50. turned

out wearing harem pants, a gold
•vest and a nasty-looking whip.

Working in a technology-intense

environment, she noted, makes the

Xena fantasy therapeutic

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

thursday, february 6 • 1 pm

lettuce
& VIPER HOUSE

piece psychedelic orchestra from Burlington VT

& Happy Valley's funkiest • SS adv

friday february 7 • 1 pm

CHUCKLEHEAD
mu|or funk • S8 adv

Saturday, february 8 • 10 pm

JAZ2 MANDOLIN
project

groovy ocoustic improvs • So adv

Sunday, february 9 • 7&10 pm

MADELEINE
peyroux

billie holiday meets patsy dine!! •SlOodv

tuesday, february 11 • 7 pm

CHARMAINE NEVILLE
BAND

new Orleans mordi gras party •$10aav/

Wednesday, february 1 2 • 7 pm

ANSON funderburgh
& THE ROCKETS featuring SAM MYERS

Ripping lexas Blues • SB adv

thursday february 13* 1 pm

ominous seapods
& YOLK

double your pleasure double your lun • S5 odv

friday, february 21 • 7&10 pm

BO DIDDLEY
bo knows S20 odv

MUSIC SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK

Coming: Ronnie for/ Volenfine j Ooy Party

Ihe Connells Treble Charger Notnon &

the Zydeto Cho Chas Poncho Sanchez

Tofiko Sammy Gillian Welch Marcus

Roberts Trio Goloctic Tommy fletcher

TICKETS At the door For the Record m
Amherst ot the Northampton Box Office

or call 586 8686 to charge by phone

24-hour CoiKerl info:

413.584.0610

pax
Fro,m
Sarajevo
joe kubert
The true story oF a

Family and their

struggle to escape
a war ravaged city

February 6th - April 6th, 1997

February 8th

10:00am:
Museum opens to members only

10:30am:
Members only tour by Joe Kubert

12:00pm: .

Museum opens to public

1:00pnv4:00pm:
artist signing

6:00pm-9:00pm:
reception $5.00 admission

Or become a member and
enjoy a Full day oF events

for FREE!

MA 01060

(413I-586-854S
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Wide World of a cappella comes to Valley Stars shed pounds for roles

Local favorites "The Doo Wop Shop" will represent UMass in the Silver Chord Bowl.

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

The Northampton Arts Council
and the Generators of the Greater
Northampton Chamber of
Commerce follow up the second
week of the Four Sundays in

February series in Northampton
with a double whammy — the sec-

ond annual "A Cappella Fest '97:

100% Pure and Unplugged." On
Feb. 8 at 8 p.m.. the Council pre-

sents the "Wide World of A
Cappella" and the 13th annual
"Silver Chord Bowl" on Feb. 9 at 2
p.m.

The "Wide World of A Cappella"
show is an evening combining three

groups which shows the wide range
that a cappella can cover. Three
Native American women — Pura Fe
Crescioni. Soni Moreno and
Jennifer Kreisburg make up Ulali.

Critically acclaimed, Ulali comes to

Northampton after an impressive
performing schedule, including the

opening gala of the Smithsonian's
National Museum of the American
Indian and adding to the "Cultural

Olympiad." a component of the
1996 Summer Olympics at

Centennial Olympic Park in

Atlanta.

loining Ulali in the "Wide World
of A Cappella" are the Yale
Whiffenpoofs — at 88 years the

oldest collegiate a cappella group in

America. The Whiffenpoofs have
become an institution unto them-
selves, with an impressive group of
American musicians having joined
their performances in the past,

including Cole Porter and Ella

Fitzgerald. Closing the show on the

8th is The Chosen Few. an a cappel-

la group that performs religious

hymns, by combining sweet
melodies with fiery messages. The
Chosen Few are regulars to the
Pioneer Valley, with shows at both

Springfield Technical Community
College and UMass under their belt.

Founded by the Northampton
Chamber of Commerce, the Silver

Chord Bowl is the annual competi-

tion that brings together a cappella

C OUK K SV DOO WOP SHOP

groups from various colleges. Area
groups include last year's Silver

Chord Bowl champions the
Notables from Smith College and
the Amherst College DQ. UMass
will be represented by both The
Doo Wop Shop and Meanwhile...

The Wide World of A Cappella
will take place on Feb 8 at 8 p.m.
at the Academy of Music in

Northampton. Tickets are $10 in

advance and $12 at the door the

night of the show. The Silver Chord
Bowl will be presented on Feb. 9 at

2 p.m. at the Academy. All tickets

are available at For the Record in

Amherst and by credit card at the

Academy of Music and the
Sorthampton Box Office.

By Amanda Covarrubias
Associated Press

When Robert De Niro packed on
the pounds to play boxer lake
LaMotta in Raging Bull, everyone
thought he had gone off the deep
end. That was taking method acting
to the extreme, they said. Or was
it?

Nowadays, actors think nothing
of shedding 20 pounds here and
putting on 30 pounds there for the
right movie role... and. of course,
the accompanying seven-figure
salary.

It's not enough to merely play a

character, they have to LIVE in that

person's skin... even if that means
expanding or shrinking it into
unnatural proportions.

To achieve their physical goals,
they hire high-priced personal train-

ers, rise at 4 a.m. for pre-call work-
outs and heed the advice of nutri-

tionists, who will tell them how to
do it in a healthy way... or as
healthy as possible.

Think of Demi Moore toning up
her already hard-bodied physique to

bare it all as a nightclub dancer in

Striptease. Dennis Quaid practically

starving himself into gaunt cowboy
Wyatt Earp.

Courtney Love, who plays a
dying. AIDS-infected Althea Flynt

in The People vs. Larry Flynt, lost

30 pounds in just a few weeks for

the role.

Minnie Driver, on the other
hand, gained some 30 pounds to
make her ugly-duckling character
more believable in Circle of Friends.

Keanu Reeves went through gruel-

ing training to tone up for Little

Buddha (though he was more than

a little hefty in last year's box-office

dud, Chain Reaction).

Chris Imbo, a personal trainer

who runs his own studio in New
York, helped model-turned-actress

Elle MacPherson tone up for her
swimsuit calendar, then quickly
become "voluptuous" fgr her role in

"Sirens."

The lanky MacPherson wanted to

be toned and thin for the pictorial

that had her posing in next-tu noth-

ing swimsuits.

To achieve that goal, Imbo
designed a 10-week workout for her

that brought her into the gym two
hours a day, five days a week. To
get the sleek look, the former cover
girl performed weight training
focusing on heavy lifting and quick
repetitions.

In addition. MacPherson and her
trainer went for long runs in

Central Park. She also followed a

low-fat diet heavy on fruits, vegeta-

bles and grains, and light on carbo-
hydrates.

After the intense slimming-down
period, MacPherson had about two
months to gain 25-pounds for her
"Sirens" role that called for a more
well-rounded woman.

"Basically, it just meant she
didn't have to work out as hard,"
says Imbo. whose advice doesn't
come cheap. He charges $150 an
hour, which he says is reasonable
by personal trainers' standards.

Billy Baldwin didn't hesitate to

shell out the bucks to prepare for

his role as the romantic lead oppo-
site Sharon Stone in "Sliver." His
goal was to look more muscular,
toned and defined for his revealing

love scenes.

"He wanted to look better than
Sharon Stone," Imbo said. "It's not

easy."
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YOU'RE INVITED TO OUR

GRAND OPENING PARTY!!
FRIDAY & SATURDAY-FEBRUARY 21ST4 22ND

^ FREE FOOD4GIVE-A-WAYS

THURSQAYNIGHT

International

NIGHT
Everyone Welcome!

FFVL7AYNKSHT

Ladies

NIGHT
No Cover Charge for

theLsdkml

1/2 PRICE APPETIZERS

UMirtP StLiCTKINS

* Vp.ni.-CW • h* m C Vih

20% OFF
ALL FOOD ITEMS

College

HOUSE PARTY
All 5 Area Colleges era

k welcome!

FRIENDLY • CLEAN - PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
DRINK SPECIALS DRAFT BEER SPECIALS

POSITIVE I.D. AND PROPER ATTIRE REQUIRED

M

H

I

w
H

THE

WALLFLOWERS

B

SUN. MAR. 2 • 8:00 pm
Chapin Music Hall

Mt. Holyoke College • South Hadley, MA
General Admission - $14.50 Adv.

s

I Advance tickets available at B-Side Records in Northampton, For The Record in Amherst,
Tix Unlimited at U. Mass, and all ProTix outlets. To charge by phone call (41 3) 732-0202

GOT THE WINTER "BLAHS", COME IN TODAY & SAVE!!!
Don't Drink
and Drive

s11 MP

&BUSCH
—UGHTxr-

CASE OF 30-12 OZ. CANS

BECKS & BECKS DARK
I2PK.BOTTLES sj*

HARP LAGER
6 FK. BOTTl£S

LITE. LITE ICE &
MILLER BEER
CASE OF .1012 OZ. CANS \.^ (

+ DEP

DOUBLE BOCK
A ALL FLAVORS
6 PK. BOTTLES

1/2 KEGS
BCD, BUD LT, UTE,
MICH, MICH LT, MICH
AMBER BOCK, ICEHOUSE, RED DOC

s39 + D(P

CARLO ROSSI WINES
ALL FLAVORS
4oum «
JOLIESSE WINES
MERI.OT. CIlARPONNAY,
LABERNE T S,\ I I K.NON
750 ML

GEORGES DUBOEUF
MERI.OT. CIIARDONNAY,
CABERNET SAVYIC.NON S W993

MARTINI & ROSSI
AST! SPUMANTE
7S0ML.

CIDER JACK
6 TK. BOTTLES

^^E&? sa

POPOV VODKA
/. 75/,

7lElSCHMAN|f$r

3

i
PREFERRED WHISKEY SAL£ '11.49

MAIL-IN REBATE -4.00

FINAL

COST

*£&>.
7<0W,

9
CARIBBEAN RUM

A

CLUNY SCOTCH
I.7SL

AMARETTO DI SARONNO
LIQUEUR
rselk. Sftf

We Accept

Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS. 2/6/97 THRU

WEOS. 2/12/97

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

Thursday-Friday-Saturday
Drink Specials

Red Dog
16oz. Drafts

1.50

Captain Morgan
ft

Coke
2.00

12 oz Rolling Rock Bottles $1.50

r & Nachos
Price

New Hours

3 - 5 pm Wed-Sat 7-11pm

(sKiflft The ©©war
by

Get in

before 10
PM and

| HJ1 J d.j.

No Cover Yeaaaaaawem Bob Paulin

15 East Pleasant Street
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New tribute albums for Badfinger and the Misfits

THE SOFTIES

Winter Pageant

K Records

h would be relatively easy to dismiss Rose Melbcrg.
The indie-pop heroine with the dreamy voice mmm
cursed with a legion of eerily dedicated followers more
intent on turning her into a walking Hello Kitty than pay-
ing much intention to the actual music lor the actual per-

son for that matter). Luckily pop connoisseurs have been
taking notes lately and Melberg, with her two bands The
Softies and Go Sailor, is finally being recognized as a

songwriter of astonishing depth and skill.

Winter Pageant. The Sullies' second full length, is a
good place to start for those who have yet to hear
Melberg's work. It's deceptively simple stuff — a handful

of gently strummed chords and Melberg's whis
pered. sugary sweet voice are as gentle and
wistful as falling snow. The other half of VM
The Softies. |en Sbragia. plays lead guitar

like drops of rain and adds more angelic

harmonies to the heavenly mix.

The startling beauty of this (and it is

intensely beautiful) almost distracts

from the substance of the songwriting

underneath. Melberg's forte is the snap-

shot — the tiny explosions of intense hap
piness and sadness that occur every day
She writes clearly and simply, wrapping her
tales ol love won and lost in real humanity — adorable
fairy tale crushes and bitter, dream-shattering disappoint-

ment
Winter Pageant is a darker album than most of The

Sollies' earlier work. "Over" is easily one of the bleakest

songs in Melberg's catalog. "Watching the insect-* devour
the last of the summer flowers," it begins. Chronicling the

disintegration of a relationship, it ends with the heart

breaking lines, "watching the ocean take back every wish I

make... wishing the waves would take back me."
How the Softies jump from such terrible heartbreak to

the jubilant daydreams of "Excellent" ("from here to

Heaven or across any sea, it's true") and "The Best Days"
("waking for a moment to say that we'd be fine") is. per-

haps, a little baffling, but it all rings true in the shimmer-
ing vocals and hushed, intimate setting.

If there is a flaw in the Softies' plan it's thai 14 songs of

quiet gentleness can be hard to swallow on the lirsi listen,

and only two songs feature anything beyond the two gui-

tar/voife arrangement (one song has a glockenspiel, one
has a piano). Patience is repaid, however, as Melberg
proves herself to be one of the more exciting and talented

songwriiers around — deserving of a respected place

among pop's elite. A (Bradley Skaught)

VARIOUS ARTISTS

Come and Get h: A Tribute to Badfinger

Copper Records

Badfinger is the ultimate pop-geek band. Unable to
shake off the deadly "New Beatles" tag in the early '70s,

ih-y remained relatively obscure, but they earned a repu-

tation lor constructing brilliant melodic masterpieces and
lacing them with intelligent arrangements and a fair dose
of heavy guitar crunch^They were, perhaps, the perfect

'70s power pop band, influencing many much-revered
bands like Big Star and The Replacements.

Some of the bands they influenced appear on Come and
Get It: A Tribute to Badfinger. It's a hit or miss affair.

Bands like The Plimsouls and 20/20 (both of whom took
the Badfinger formula to exciting new heights in their

heyday) give heartfelt, powerful renditions, but

sound an awful lot like themselves and don't

do anything particularly inventive with the

material. Overall, straightforwardness is

the main problem with the album. In fact,

a reunited Knack play it so straight they

might just have dubbed their own
vocals on top of Badfinger's original

"No Matter What."
There are some exceptions, of

course. The Loud Family sounds spirit-

ed on "We're for the Dark" and Adrian
Belew is positively inspiring on a rollicking

"Come and Get It." Other artists turning in impres
sive performances are P. Hux, Chris Von Sneidem, and a

wonderful track from the reclusive Dwight Twilley (let's

hope the liner notes' promise of more new Twilley comes
true).

In the end. however, one is left with a feeling of "so
what?" Maybe it's a testament to Badfinger that the great

artists here couldn't find anything to add to the originals.

Or maybe it's true that tribute albums are the pet rocks of
the 'Ws — they're completely useless, but everybody has
one.

Sonic Youth and REM. do not appear on this album,
despite the odds. B- (Bradley Skaught)

THE STRING CHEESE INCIDENT
Bom on the Wrong Planet

Whibble Tunes / BMI

What do you get when you combine some funky knock-
kneed Egyptian line dancing, a dash of smooth-talking
hip- hop/jazz, a bit of square dance doc-see-doc (swing
your partner 'round you go), a ton of
hoogi e -down --let-- it-all-out-
spin-into-spaee-Snoopy-nose-in-the-*ir noodles, a tad
of slow inoiion wooden shoe swing and a splash of Irish

Redd Kross — a shadow of their former selves?

jig? Invariably, you get the gleeful

witch's brew that is the String Cheese
Incident's new album. Born on the

Wrong Planet. Self-described as

"Funkalatino-afrojazzadelic blue
grass," the Incident is little -kid music
for those with more sophist

i

tastes Or. simply put. Born on the

Wrong Planet is an impressive con-

glomeration of tunes stuffed with
complex musical arrangements and
likeable words. .

Though much of the CD has a pro-

nounced country/ bluegrass edge to

it, the Incident cannot be limited to

just one or two genres. Some songs,

like "Black Clouds." or "lohnny

Cash" contain soaring Phish-reminis-

cent riffs and hilariously absurd
lyrics, while others, like "Lester Had
a Coconut." are imbued with
Caribbean calypso rhythms guaran-
teed to make your feet move of their

own volition. This Colorado band
may not be number one on the
charts, but their unique wcirdness
and ultra-fun. Junks blend ol style-.

have allowed them to sell out
600-plus venues easily.

If your face is in sore need of a

pure, ear-to-ear grin, pop this new
disc in. listen up and you'll soon take

the String Cheese Incident (despite

t heir silly name) quite seriously B+

COO*U 5V MAXIMA CMAVt .'

(lean Sienkewicz)

REDO KROSS
Show World
Mercury

The essence of power pop has been

constant (or over 30 years. The Who
and the Kinks were the first to mix
up a cocktail consisting of one part

catchy melody, two parts massive
guitar overload, and a finger of angsi

for good measure. From Cheap Trick

and the Go-Go's right up through

Weezer and Foo Fighters, the formu-
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Photography exhibit at Jones shows war from afar
By Julia Casson
Collegian Correspondent

"Zones of Separation: The
Struggle for a Multi-ethnic Bosnia"
is the title of the touching and mov-
ing documentary photography
exhibit now open at the Burnett
Gallery at Jones Library in
Amherst.

These black and white pho-
tographs serve as a source of
knowledge for those who did not
experience this war first- hand and
will be on exhibit until the end of
February. The exhibit's pho-
tographs portray the scars of a
war-torn country and the despair
that is felt by so many of the sur-

vivors.

Glenn Ruga, Director of Friends
of Bosnia, a Hadley- based relief

organization, and Frank Ward, staff

photographer at Amherst College,

took the photos during a trip to
Bosnia in 1995.

Other photos were taken by Ruga
during a trip to Bosnia while deliv-

ering supplies. Barbara Ayotte con-
tributed by writing the text to the

exhibit. The photographs have been
viewed at Northampton Center of
Arts, University of North

Carolina-Chapel Hill, Brown
University, and will soon be on
exhibit at Amherst College.

In these photographs, memories
and .pain are seen clearly in the

expressions of men, women, and
children. Over 200.000 Bosnians

were killed in the government's
plan to create a pure Serb Republic.

Others, however, lost their fami-

lies and were expelled from their

homes, while their villages were
destroyed. The photographs
showed the demolished buildings

and homes of the survivors.
Powerful pictures are displayed of

14 individuals crammed into a one
room housing project and adoles-

cents trying to rebuild their lives.

The strength of these victims of

war are evident throughout the

exhibit.

The pictures were taken and are

being shown so that the public is

educated so that the faces of war
are not forgotten.

The exhibit will on view Feb. 3

through Feb. 28. Hours are Mon.,

Wed., Fri., and Sat.. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

and lues, and Thurs. until 9 p.m.

For more information call

413-586-6450.

"Refugees, Hrasnica'

Library.
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is one of the photos on display at the Jones
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Two young pianists with new CDs share guitarist

Welcome back, everyone. That said, let's get right down
to the matter at hand: jazz and blues. This, the first "J/B

Weekly" of the semester has, as its featured new releases,

two CDs from two young lion pianists.

The first artist is Stephen Scott. This 27-year-old New
Yorker's new album. The Beautiful Thing (Verve), fea-

tures many different line-ups all taking a shot at achieving

some groove or another. Scott jumps around a lot on the

CD, style-wise, allowing for a nice variety.

Latin rhythms and sensibilities perme
ate songs like the title track, and "La

Mesha* (the latter by Kenn
Dorham; "Blue Bossa" is also

a Dorham song on The
Beautiful Thing), while

soft piano trio jazz takes

over on the original

"What Words Will Never Say." and

a sweet rendition of the "I Love
Lucy" T.V. show theme.

Scott also lets his collaborators

show off, like saxophonists Kenny
Garrett and Branford Marsalis on
"Blue Bossa," and saxophonist Ron
Blake on Wayne Shorter's "Oriental

Folk Song." Here and there through

the disc, guitarist Russell Malone drops smooth and then

vicious guitar solos making him the MVP of this disc.

Scott is a good composer, also.

After the March 1996 sessions that produced The
Beautiful Thing, Russell Malone had another appointment

for his guitar playing. This was for pianist Benny Green's

new album. Kaleidoscope (Blue Note). This album is not

as varied as Scott's, but Green is a more interesting

pianist, if not as good a composer.

Most of this album is re-bop. A lot of it would have

sounded great on Blue Note albums in the '50s, as there

just isn't much imaginative stuff here. But, as I said.

Green can keep you attentive with his playing, especially

on the sweet ballads "Thursday's Lullaby" and "Patience"

(no. not the Guns 'n' Roses song). He also brings in some
stars to help him, such as veteran Ron Carter on bass and
saxophonists Stanley Turrentine and Antonio Hart as well

as Malone. Turrentine and Green play a duet on the gentle

"You're My Melody" and Malone and Green take some
upbeat riffs on the aptly-titled tune "The Sexy Mexy."

Besides issuing new releases from artists like Benny
Green, the Blue Note label is mostly known for mining its

vast archives. After a great run last fall with reissue high-

lights like Lee Morgan's 3-CD Live At The Lighthouse

set. they bring out new titles to their "Rare Groove Series"

once again. This series specializes in mostly electric jazz,

but also dabbles in anything funky or soulful.

Donald Byrd, the Godfather of Acid |azz, has one of

these new "Rare Groove" discs, Street Lady. For those of

you that completely dig '70s B-movie funk, here's your

stuff. Although Byrd started out as a hard-bop trumpeter,

he took jazz-funk to new heights, and Street Lady is a def-

inite precursor to bands like The Brand New Heavies and
lamiroquai who are still trying to reach what Byrd reached

in his '60s/'70s material. Keep an eye out, as in coming
weeks. I will review more discs from this great re-issue

program from Reuben Wilson and others.

MCA's jazz affiliate, GRP. has added the WWII-era
Commodore Records catalog to its archives that also con-

tain old Impulse! recordings. The Commodore Story tells

&S£S Wt

&V JOSHUA BOVP

the history and gives the highlights of the short-lived

vision of the great independent record mogul Milt Gabler

over 2 great discs.

The music is mostly Dixieland-influenced swing by

artists like Wild Bill Davison. Jack Teagarden (with the

romantic "Diane"), and Fats Waller (with Eddie Condon
on "(You're Some) Pretty Doll"). One will also find blues

by Hot Lips Page and Albert Ammons. Female vocalists

highlight this set, although there are only two.

One is the little-known vocalist Lee Wiley

with a sexy "Sugar" with Condon's
band backing her up. The other is

the famous Billie Holiday song.

"Strange Fruit," sung by Lady

Day on Commodore when
Columbia wouldn't record

the sorrowful anti-lynching

song. Great liner notes by Institute of

|azz Studies director Dan Morgenstern

grace a 54-page booklet.

One last quick item on blues: the

House Of Blues' record label has just

released a 2-disc set of Essential

Women In Blues, but the material they

chose is strange, as it is some of the
' worst I've heard from great women

like Ruth Brown and Marcia Ball. Two great substitutes:

Rhino's Blues Masters, Volume II: Classic Blues Women
and the low-cost Easydisc compilation Blues Women
Today. Next week: Dave Hole.

Joshua Boyd is a Collegian columnist.
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l.i hm remained the same. Countless

bands have tried to pull off the per-

fect blend of pop hooks and rock

kicks; only a tiny fraction have suc-

cessfully done so. With Show World,

their follow-up to I993"s

Phaseshifter, Los Angeles' Redd
have reworked and customized

this recipe to make a really, really

good record.

Redd Kross have been making
records since 1981. when the band

members' ages ranged from 1 1 to 15.

While Show World isn't overwhelm-

ingly original, unlike many '90s alter-

M-hiti it neither suffers from
overblown studio excess nor are its

influences overtly flauntod (thank

VOU ver\ much. Billy Corgan and
Noel Gallagher). Instead, the focus is

on the iwin-guitar blitz of leffrey

McDonald and Eddie Kurdzlel and

the layered vocal harmonies of

McDonald and bassist brother
Steven, with some nifty effects and
gloriouslv cheesy synthesizer thrown

in for good measure.

However. Redd Kross' main
strength lies in their songwriting.

Like Nevermind and Dookie, Show
World is an album where about 75

percent of the songs are potential sin-

gles. "Pratt) Please Me." the lead-off

track, sets the tone of the record with

its persistent beat and maddeningly

catchy chorus; "Follow The Leader"

is Stonesy roots-rock before it

explodes into squalls of distortion:

"One'Chord Progression" is pure
sonic bubblegum; "Secret Life," the

final word in power ballads, sounds

like the bastard offspring of Harry
Nillson and Stone Temple Pilots. In

short, this album rocks — chock full

o' goodies from start to Finish. Treat

il to some fun. Get this album.

B* t|ohn Hendrickson)

VIVA SATEUMI
Nishma
Teenbeot

Only on occasion does an album
break with traditional standards to

present a completely unique musical

statement. Arlington Va.'s Viva

Satellite! have just released Nishma.

d >elf-described "experiment in mod-

ern narrative." Sishma is one of

rare works that pushes the

tired boundaries of indie rock, creat-

ing a sporadically successful but

always interesting listening cxperi-

Don't let the power-trio line up
deceive you —
Vocalisi/guitarist/drummer Rob

Christiansen (also with Eggs and
Grenadine), vocalist/bassist Lauren
Feldshcr from Air Miami, and former

Canine Bastard Dan Morrissey (gui-

tar/keyboards/vocals) create a quirky

sonic stew that definitely focuses

more on talk than rock.

The traditional verse-chorus-verse

format is almost totally abandoned;
instead, the band members double as

actors, spinning tales which rely

more on conversational, rather than

musical, interplay. On "The Legend
of How Salt Water Taffy Came To
Be" and the hilarious "Supreme
Courting,* this formula gels smooth-
ly. However, "Detente In Four
Movements" and "Timebomb" are

aimless, often irritating diversions

into musical masturbation —
self-serving drivel that goes nowhere.

Nishma's last two tracks, though,

are strong enough to overshadow
such misfires as "Detente." "The
Great Bird of the Galaxy.* the only

traditionally structured song on the

album, is Morrissey's tribute to the

late Star Trek creator Gene
Roddenberry. This ballad is an exer-

cise in restraint: the sparse instru-

mentation and hushed vocal result in

a touching tribute to the sci-fi vision-

ary.

"Moses," the album's closer, is a

bizarre operetta reminiscent of The
Who's "A Quick Orfe (While He's

Away).* Featuring an "actual record-

ing'iof the man himself, the vignette

follows Moses' exploits crossing the

Red Sea, dropping innumerable
Biblical references the whole time.

The triumphant reprise of "Get on
the boat!" could be straight out of

Hair, closing the album with a touch

of divinity.

Although Nishma is by no means
perfect, the amount of talent and cre-

ativity possessed by Viva Satellite! is

undeniable. In experimenting with

new song structures and concepts,

mixed results are inevitable. The
more Viva Satellite! continue to

record and refine their craft, the bet-

ter they're gonna be. B- (|ohn

Hendrickson)

Violent World— A Tribute To The
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Various Artists

Caroline Records
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punk/hardcore bands today who
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appear on this compilation. However
for the most part this compilation is

hit and miss.

The problem with covering a great

band like the Misfits is that the songs

are amazing to begin with, so unless

you are adding something interesting

or doing a different version of the

song, you're going to fall fiat on your

face. Most bands on this compilation

don't deviate very much, which is

why bands like Sick Of It All. 108.

Deidguy. and Bouncing Souls don't

stand out. Those bands try too hard

to sound like the Misfits without
adding the nuances of their own to

the songs they cover.

On the flipside Earth Crisis

destroys "Earth A.D." because it

sounds like another Earth Crisis song
and nothing like the Misfits.

Similarly, Tanner brings "T.V.
Casualty* down by making it sound
too much like one of their songs.

Snapcase does a brilliant version of

"She" with Darryl's vocals adding a

bite that represents the true spirit of

the song. Shades Apart, Goldfinger,

and Pennywise also do surprisingly

good versions of "20 Eyes." "Ghouls
Night Out." and "Astro Zombies,"
respectively.

The worst cover award goes to

Therapy? for murdering "Where
Eagles Dare." They suck all energy
and life from the classic song and
should be locked in the London
Dungeon for their transgressions.

NOFX does a brilliant take on
"Last Caress." They stamp their

trademark NOFX sound on the song

but it only adds to the track. NOFX
managed to meld the best aspects of

their sound with those of The Misfits

to produce a stellar version of "Last

Caress." R- (Adam Dlugacz)

Hawke proves his worth in debut novel

By Teresa McCarthy
Collegian Correspondent

ETHAN HAWKE
The Hottest State

Little, Brown, And Company

There is no need to look again — Ethan Hawke is

indeed the author of this novel, and it must be said

that this review is not written by an ardent member of

his fan club.

The Hottest State is truly entitled to the praise it has

received since its publication in 1996. Because its

author happens to be a famous actor, this work has

gained a great deal of notoriety. It is impossible to

absolve oneself of one's influences, but let it be repeat-

ed that this is about Hawke the writer and his first

novel.

The Hottest State is a sensual romance, a "boy meets
girl" story set in present day New York City. The voice

of the novel is that of a 20-year-old actor named
William. His occupation is the sole point of skepticism

that a reader can expect to encounter, for the word
"fiction" adorns the inside flap of the book's jacket.

Even if this is an autobiographical account in disguise,

it is nonetheless most enjoyable and begs to be read.

It starts off quite predictably, but this was probably

the intent. William and Sarah meet at a bar and are

swept into a whirlwind relationship, becoming lost in

love itself. Obviously, the basic structure is neither

unfamiliar nor complex, a point many critics have used

to instantly denounce The Hottest State. On the con-

trary, this only contributes to the effervescence of the

novel. This variety of "love story* is utterly conven-
tional and terribly improbable, but Hawke manages to

refreshen it and make it very believable.

Exactly how Hawke ensnares the reader remains a

mystery. He has a talent for describing the way
William feels and how Sarah responds. There are voy-

ages to distant lands, references to prevailing yet

unhealthy things, from Tang to unprotected sex, as

well as to nuisances like commitment, confusion, and

contact lenses.

Another characteristic of the novel which makes it

so available to the reader lies in Hawke's precise depic-

tion of the depth and caprice of emotion. Since

William is an actor, his cycles are far from mild. Since

Sarah has other things on her mind besides William,

her emotions are shown to be much more subdued and

controlled. Hawke's pace is irregular, but it slows and

quickens and widens and narrows smoothly. The result

is a very realistic portrayal of humanity.

The Hottest State never becomes boring. William

holds nothing back from the reader. He privately

explains everything he says, ponders, and does

throughout the story. His insecurities are enthralling,

as is his outward confidence. The reader is left wanting

nothing. Hawke takes care of this all-too-frequent

shortcoming nicely by creating a voice that is familiar,

and undoubtedly fragile.

The Hottest State is also chock-full of sensory detail.

Eating before, during, or after reading is not necessary,

for everything William puts into his mouth can be tast-

ed. Everything he touches one can feel the texture of.

The sights and smells described in the book become

both vivid and pungent, respectively. Hawke is also

good with a simile, infusing both the abstract and the

humorous into the work. His language is profane and

always explicit, bringing the characters' frustration and

elation near.

It is no secret that dramatic, romantic tales can be

alluring. They can also serve as a potent salve for bore-

dom, depression, and all other unfulfilling conditions.

The Hottest State will lift the potential reader out of

any of these. Real love is altogether too difficult. With

this surrogate, there is nothing to lose but a few hours.

Within that time you will also lose some laughter and,

possibly, you will cry. You can live safely and vicari-

ously — instead of destroying your own life and the

lives of those around you. B
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Tune in to Sunset Beach

Weekdays on NBC

ANYTHING (AN HAPPEN AT SUNSET

1-800-COLLECT
Save up to 44%
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racquetball • free weights • Jacuzzi •

• sauna • massage • bikes •
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Semester
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& get .« free
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Mizzou foils KU's bid for perfect year

By R.B. Follstrom

Associated Press

COLUMBIA, Mo. - When Kansas
coach Roy Williams pushed aside
talk of his Slo. 1 Jayhawks going
through the season unbeaten, it may
have been because he knew Missouri
was on the schedule. Missouri and
Kansas had met four times in the
1990s when Kansas carried the No. 1

ranking, and three times the Tigers
had pulled off the upset.

Missouri shrugged off its season-
long troubles Tuesday night and did it

for the fourth time, winning a 96-94
thriller when Corey Tate picked up a
loose ball and hit a 1 5-footer with 5.6
seconds left in the second overtime.

Kansas, which escaped three close
calls in a row before running out of
heroics, had been the nation's last

unbeaten team in Division I. And
now the Jayhawks have lost their shot

at becoming the first team to go
through the regular season undefeat-

ed since UNLV in 1991.

"I've said a million times it was
unrealistic," Williams said. "I never
talked in those terms, never wanted
to think about that, because I knew it

wouldn't happen."

Williams wasn't complaining after

Kansas ran into Missouri's best game
— by far — of the season. Williams is

8-9 against Missouri and 226-47
against everybody else, so he dis-

counted the Tigers' so-so showing
this season.

"If you look at their record, they've

struggled." Williams said. "But they

didn't struggle tonight."

The Jayhawks (22-1, 8-1 Big 12)

play at No. 1 1 Iowa State on Sunday.
And Missouri coach Norm Stewart
says he's certain Kansas won't lose

many more games this year.

"I've seen all their games since
1952." he said. "This team ranks
with any of them."

The game was a wild battle of
attrition. Five players fouled out,

three from Kansas, which already
was without injured Scot Pollard

Ulrt HOOB. iWCOLN CAMPUS CfN*»
1413) H&BI'

(broken foot).

Kansas lost even though its strategy

in the extra periods worked perfectly.

Missouri's Derek Grimm fouled out in

the first overtime and Kelly Thames
fouled out with 1 : 1 5 to go in the sec-

ond overtime. Kansas took advantage

of the Tigers' inside troubles, feeding

Raef Lafrentz repeatedly.

LaFrentz was l-for-6 and had two
points in the first half. He had 12
points in the two overtimes and fin-

ished with 26 points and 16
rebounds, tying a career high.

Thames led Missouri (12-10, 4-6)

with 24 points and 1 1 rebounds, and
made all 10 free throws. Grimm had
20 points and Jason Sutherland 18.

Kansas tied it for the last time when
lacque Vaughn scored on a drive with

40 seconds to go. then Tate hit the

biggest shot from the line.

"Games turn on big plays like

that," Williams said. "They made
more big plays than us down the
stretch."

Kansas failed to get a shot off after

the final inbounds pass. Missouri lost

against Oklahoma State in a similar

situation this season and against

eventual NCAA champion UCLA in

the 1995 tournament.

Slade signs deal to play for Pats, Carroll
By Howard Ulman
Associated Press

FOXBORO, Mass. — Chris Slade, the pass-
rushing linebacker who probably would have left

New England if Bill Parcells stayed, signed a five-

year contract yesterday to remain with the
Patriots.

Slade, who could have become a free agent, was
upset that Parcells made him a platoon player after

3 1/2 years as a starter. But he smiled broadly when
new coach Pete Carroll said he would rush from the

corner, his favorite spot.

"My man," Slade said, pounding his new boss on
the left shoulder at a news conference at which his

$13 million deal was announced.
Parcells, however, was not Slade's man.
But now his ex-coach is a consultant with the New

York )ets — unless NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue

rules that violates Parcells' last contract with the

Patriots — and Slade is a cornerstone of Carroll's

defense.

"If Bill would have been back here this year as a

coach," Slade said, "it probably would have made
my decision a lot tougher to come back, just not

knowing what my situation was going to be, not
knowing my status with him, because it was so
shaky and up and down all year.

"Pete's my coach now and I'm sure he and I will

work something out and I'll be used properly," he
said.

Carroll, the coordinator of San Francisco's strong
defense the past two seasons, said he wasn't about
to lose an outside pass rusher — something all

teams covet.

"This commitment tells you that we want him to be
an every-down player," Carroll said. "Last year in

free agency in San Francisco, this was the first guy
that we wanted to get."

Slade, a second-round draft pick out of Virginia in

1993. had 22 1/2 sacks in his first three seasons and
added seven last season, second on the team only to

Willie McGinest's 9 1/2. He also was fourth on the

team in tackles and forced a team-high three fum-
bles.

"Outside pass rush guys are the biggest factor in

creating problems for the offense," Carroll said.

"When you've got two guys, you've just got to keep
them.

McGinest had a better relationship with Parcells

than Slade did but said, "I'm happy. We have a new
coach coming in and I just want to win."

Slade started eight of the first nine regular-season

games last season but just one of the last seven.

Dwayne Sabb, who Parcells felt was a better defend-

er against the run, replaced him.

Slade said he wasn't satisfied with the explanation

for the change.

"I didn't agree then and don't agree now and prob-
ably never will agree with it," he said. "At that lime.

Bill was making all the decisions as far as coaching's

concerned."

MICHAEL'S BIL

Karaoke returns to the

T0C this Friday
HOURSrM-F 4:0012:30AM

SAT 5:00PM • 12:30

Is Better

Good thing we all

brought our Daily

Collegians!

Hurry! Get Your SeniorIM
Yearbook Photo

NOW!
This will lie the FaalSitting ?

February I - February 2S

Campus Center Rm. 1 77

Call Now To Schedule a sitting.
There is a $5sitting fee.
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Monday
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18 and otcf Dance Party IO p»m

Drink Specials Through Feb. 28
Blue Kamikaze Shots - $2.25

70oz Bud Light Pitchers - $5.75

We Accept fill Major Credit Cards!

Member O.C.N.P. - Call Delivery Express

for Takeout

Open 7 days/week 11:30 am - 1am
Fall menu all day/all night

253-4040
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gym
continued from page 16

"That's what you get with top ath-

letes," Kuzara said of Johnson's for-

wardness of pride. "They won't settle."

Sonyal has also stepped it up in the

recent meets. Her clutch perfor-

mances at important times have been

key to the Minutewomen's success,

but she is continually emphasizing
the importance of the team aspect of

gymnastics.

"(College gymnastics) is a lot more
team oriented rather than individual

and it makes it a lot more fun and
upbeat," Sonyal exclaims. "It's louder

and more exciting."

Kuzara is pleased with Sonyal's

progress.

"Anita is now training and doing

all four events," Kuzara said.

"Anita anchors our balance beam
line-up and [fits in on the team)
the same as Michelle. We're going

to be able to utilize them in their

best spots."

"I think we work very well togeth-

er and everyone compliments each
other," Sonyal said.

LoPresti's involvement in the
team's emergence is similar to

Sonyal's. Having not practiced the

entire week, LoPresti stepped into

the Michigan meet with taped-up
injuries and stepped out with
career-best scores. Kuzara praised

her effort after the meet, citing her as

a hard worker who delivered a

"gut-check performance."

LoPresti also concurs with Sonyal
on the volume issue.

"I think college gymnastics is really

fun because everything is loud. It's

pretty cool because teams used to get

deducted points (for being loud at

club meets) and I think that makes it

more fun to watch."

Similar to LoPresti in spunkiness
and loquaciousness is Colucci. She is

talkative, outgoing, and optimistic

about the team's future.

"I think when we came in every-

body had high hopes for us because
we were like the freshmen seven or
something," Colucci said. "They put a

lot of hype on us and we really

clicked in our own way."

Caputo, Madore. and Kelly are
expected to fill larger roles in the
coming meets. Caputo's career best

9.4 on the beam came against
Bridgeport, a team the
Minutewomen host in a tri-meet
with Rhode Island at Boyden Gym at

1 p.m. on Sunday.

lust as each sophomore adds to

the diverse composition of the
class, the enthusiasm of the class

adds to the mix of the whole team.
They recognize the importance of
their upperclassmen, and delight in

the idea of leading a national
championship team in the near
future.

hoop
continued from page 16

record that has included six National

Invitational Tournament appearances
and 14 NCAA berths.

But it is for that 1966 title that

Haskins is best remembered. At that

time UTEP was called Texas
Western, an unlikely school to make
it to college basketball's ultimate
game and a heavy underdog against

Adolph Rupp's Kentucky team.

Haskins succeeded with a formula
that created quite a stir in sports. He
started five black athletes against

Rupp's five white starters, and dis-

mantled the myth that black athletes

could only play undisciplined basket-

ball. The Miners, which started three

players 6-foot- 1 or under, cruised
over the Wildcats 72-65.

Pete Carril on the other hand, is

not known for a national champi-
onship, but instead for steady, consis-

tent play (and for being named by
Sports Illustrated as the separated at

birth twin of Yoda).

Carril spent all of his tenure at

Princeton, except for his first year in

the business, when he coached
Lehigh.

During his time in the Ivy League.
Carril led the Tigers to a 525-273

record that included 1 1 trips to the

NCAAs. a pair of berths in the NIT
and an NIT Championship in 1975.

Under Carril, Princeton was
famous for its almost-wins in the

NCAA Tournament, coming close to

knocking off top teams in the first

round but never getting the job done.

Until Carril 's curtain call in the 1995
tourney when a last second effort

pushed the Tigers past defending
NCAA champ UCLA.

Haskins and Carril will always be
remembered for making their mark
on the college basketball world Now
they each have a mark set in stone.

As Utah coach Rick Majcrus put

it. referring specifically to Haskins.

"If he doesn't belong in the Hall of
Fame, who does?"

• Quiet and consistent work by
Colorado's Chauncey Billups has
gotten the sophomore rave reviews
from national media now that the
Buffs have woke a few people up.

Colorado vaulted into the polls for

the first time in 29 years two weeks
ago, led largely in part by the surging

sophomore guard. But the high level

of play that Billups has exhibited —
many sports writers have tabbed

£AL£.
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Rodman to return from suspension Tues.

By Ken Peters

Ajiociated Press

LOS ANGELES — Dennis Rodman will be back in the

spotlight — and under a microscope — when he returns

to the Chicago Bulls. NBA commissioner David Stern has
warned him that another incident, such as the episode
when Rodman kicked a courtside cameraman last month,
could end his NBA career.

Rodman, 55, has been suspended nine times since 1992
and three times since last March.
Chicago coach Phil Jackson said Rodman must realize he

has to behave.

"Dennis has to understand that the league is watching
him. He has to be on his best behavior." Jackson said.

The Bulls' Scottie Pippen said he's glad Rodman is

returning, although he doesn't approve of his teammate's
antics.

"I have a problem with it," Pippen said. "It's pretty stu-

pid... But he's not going to change for me. He's just going
to have to deal with the consequences whenever he gets

caught.*

Stern, who lifted Rodman's suspension on Tuesday,
effective after the All-Star break, said he was satisfied that

Rodman recognizes that his behavior in the cameraman-
kicking incident on Jan. 1 5 was unacceptable.
"Dennis told me that while he does not plan to change

the way he plays the game, he will conform his conduct on
the playing court to acceptable standards, and he knows
that any further incidents of this nature may end his career
in the NBA," Stern said.

Rodman also was ordered to undergo counseling during
his suspension, but Manley reportedly said he had not.

Rodman, whose aggressive play has made him the NBA's
top rebounder for the past five seasons despite the fact

he's only 6-foot -8 and 220 pounds, said he doesn't intend

to change his style.

"I just live life day-to-day. I'm not going to change the

way I am. My goal is still to contribute and be on one of

the greatest teams of all time," Rodman, sporting dark nail

polish and sunglasses, said Tuesday night as he sat court-

side at halftime of the Lakers-Clippers game at the

Anaheim Arena.

Rodman, who is eligible to play next Tuesday night

against the Charlotte Hornets at the United Center, is

eager to go back to work, even if he's going to be giving

away his paychecks. He's donating his salary for his first

1 1 games back to charity.

"I could say I'm sorry until I'm blue in the face, and it

wouldn't prove anything. But I'm going to play for free.

That shows that it isn't all about money," he said.

"I wanted to do something to thank the fans who have

been so supportive of me... I think it's unfortunate for

the fans and everybody else that it (the incident]

occurred. I'm glad I can come back and play like I do
again," he said.

Manley said that his client will donate his pay from each

of the 1 1 games to a different charity, on "behalf of the

Chicago Bulls, myself, and Dennis."

When Rodman's suspension ends, it will have lasted 1

1

games. The salary lost for those games plus the donated

money will total some $2 million. Rodman also paid the

cameraman $200,000.

Asked why Rodman decided to make the charitable

donations, Manley said: "Because he'll be the first person

to say, i deserve more money and pay me more money,'

and when he makes a mistake, he'll be the first person to

say, 'I don't deserve the money,' and he wants to thank his

fans for sticking with him."

The charities cover a broad spectrum, from the Y-Me
Breast Cancer Awareness to March of Dimes to the Magic
lohnson Aids Foundation.

VERY TUESDAY

any mam
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Billups as midseason Big 1 2 Player of

the Year — has many guessing on
whether or not a possible jump to the

professional ranks is in the
not-so-far-off future.

Billups has repeatedly said no to

any and all questions about his going

hardship, but too many college fans

know that this is almost always the

case, and not often enough the result.

The Jan. 51 update of Dan
Levcthal's NBA Draft Report projects

that four Big 12 underclassmen will

go in the first round of this year's

draft: Tony Baltic and Cory Can- of

Texas Tech. Brian Skinner of Baylor

and Billups.

• From the Where-are-they-now
Dept: Ryan Minor, the 1995 Big
Eight Player of the Year out of
Oklahoma is now playing baseball in

the Baltimore Orioles minor league

system.

Casey Kane is a Collegian colum-
nist.
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briefs
continued from page 16

Intramural action

The UMass intramural and recreational program has started its pro-

gram for the spring semester. There are over 120 entries in the basket-

ball league alone. Games are held every Monday-Thursday evenings
starting at 6 p.m. in Boyden Gym.

• The wrestling and Wallyball tournaments are still accepting rosters.

Singles interested in playing Wallyball, but still in need of a team should
attend the meeting tonight at 5:30 p.m. in 251 Boyden.

• It'll soon be spring, and that means intramural Softball and soccer
will soon be starting. Entries arc now being accepted. For best selec-

tions, turn in your entries by March 10. There will be singles meetings
for those interested in these sports. Stop by 215 Boyden or call

545-2695 for info.

• You can catch broadcasts of the fall 1996 intramural championships
on UMass cable channel 1 7. The games will be shown through Feb. 16 at

1 1 p.m. Soccer, flag football, track and field, and field hockey are now
being shown.

Sports Briefs was compiled by Collegian staffmember Casey Kane.
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Bruins, Bucyk pay tribute to Bourque

No. 77 passes legendary friend as all-time top scorer

ICMMA (ANSANfN : COtllOAN

Ray Bourque shares a moment with Bruins great John Bucyk in a pre-game ceremony honoring the new all-time

leading scorer.

KANSANEN

Whether the Boston Bruins arc on a

winning or losing streak. I always

enjoy taking the ride up to the North

End and catching a hockey game. Last

Tuesday night. I got a chance to sec

my first Bruins game at the

not-so-state-of- the-art FleetCcnter.

with thanks to the gift that keeps giv-

ing from a fellow puckhead — tickets

I loved everything about the old.

smelly Gah-deru the trip into Bo>k'n.

Causeway Street. cia>Thc
fines of the Fleet turned out to be at

best, uninspiring, but you can't

change the experience of the North

End A game against the Ottawa
Senators is something I usually

wouldn't pay for.

especially $30 tick

ets in nosebleed
territory — any
day of the week,
month or year. All

things considered, though, on a nor-

mal day this would have been a nor-

mal night out. But. au contraire...

What our travelling contingent had

to look forward to was the Gah 4m
faithful. I mean, the Reel un-faithful

giving tribute to the most undertooked

athlete in Boston history — Raymond
Bourque. He has been the B's only

hope this season, and an example ol

the best in a defenseman since 1979

La Captaine. this paM weekend,

against the Tampa Bay Lightning of all

teams, took the Bruin's all-time scor-

ing mark for himself 1 1,542 pts). From
Sullivan's Tap to Paddy McGann's, on

this evening the Northies would be

raising their pint glasses high in the air

for the Jo-year-ord from, of all places

— Montreal.

Now. you can officially put No. 77

in the NHL. Bruins, the city of

Boston, and any other sport known
to mankind's Hall of Fame list. But.

when I sat back and thought what

the 1 7-time All-Star ( 1 2 first team

selections. 5 second team). 5- time

Norris Trophy winner has done in his

career. I also had to think about the

man he passed on that scoring list —

How
To Get
Ahead
Faster

Join the growth at

Standard Register, a leader

in providing information

management solutions to

businesses around the

globe. As a $900 million

Fortune 1000 leader, we
seek energetic college grads

with a drive to succeed to

join our growth in

New England.

JORMA

Johnny -The Chief Bucyk

Bucyk was the epitome of old-time

hockey, durable and broken-nosed,

while being a 50-goal scorer before

there were 50-goal scorers. Up to the

early '70s. 25 goals was a great year

for a player. He took that mark and
set the precedent for what great goal

scorers are still judged by in our day

and age. In Bucyk 's days as captain,

he must have been a pretty good role

rnndel (or h»> pUvor*. i*v. rjecauaV be
' ..ally look rookies under his

wing. One good example — a man
named Bobby Orr.

And. what is the best thing out d
this deal? The top two Bruin all -lime

scorers are best of friends in real life.

Since Bourque's first year

in the league in 1979. Bucyk

has teen every game
Bourque has played in...

Now. let's get (his straight

people, not watched on TV.

but actually seen in person. Bucyk

watched his new friend score his first

points in the NHL 17 years ago
against the Winnipeg lets (aka

Phoenix Coyotes), and last weekend
saw his old friend break the 20-year

old scoring record.

Almost more than that, the (hid
knows the tradition of the Black and

Gold, bleeds it. and to add high praise to

recognition, has also seen every Bruins

game in the last 58 years in person.

So, emcced by Bucyk. the tribute to

Raymond would make it an unbelicv

able night, and three of my friends

and I hit the Pike. We started a little

late from Amherst, but our driver was

tremendous, and i think he set a new
speed record from Amherst to Boston

- unofficial time: 1 hour. 27 min-

utes, and 56.5 seconds, but don't

quote me on that one. Bui our speed

record gave us time to find a free

parking spot on a side street (can you

believe it?), and get K) our seats

before the start of the festivities

This evening, the Force was with us

It was a teary-eyed tribute to

Raymond. If the two wias for UMass
on |an. 18 didn't happen — a 90-78

basketball win over Boston College, a

4-5 OT hockey win over Northeastern

— my misty-eyed memory would
already be written with this one.

He received an early retirement

present from assistant captains Don
Sweeney and Adam Oates (a golf

cart), the jersey he wore Saturday
night autographed by his teammates,

and a crystal trophy commemorating
the event. Not since Raymond gave

up the No 7 Wfp *P bop«t another

Bruin legend. Phif Esposito — on the

«vt of Espo's number being retired

— can I recall seeing La Captaine so

close to tears.

Then, with Bourque ending the

ceremony with a choked up. "Let's

play hockey." the game started up.

What was truly appropriate was
him scoring the first goal on a power
play a little over five minutes into the

game, on a textbook Bourque slappcr

from the point.

What was truly inappropriate was
the B's losing 4-5 to (he Senators.

powered by two goals from Ottawa
mi sniper, and awfully unjust No. I

star of the game. Tom Chorskc.

But being there for the legendary

handshake between Bucyk and
Bourque was enough for us. After the

game, we had our customary sausage

grinders in North Station, and got

back on the Pike.

Unfortunately, the easy ride in was

not as smooth as the snowy ride back

to Amherst. After a white water raft-

ing accident last summer, where I

spent almost a minute trapped under

a rock on the upper Penobscot River

in Maine, I have had my share of

death-defying feats this past year.

But. after a miraculous escape out of

the ditch we crashed into, and the radio

1 1ft cunous choice of "Touch of Grey/*

by the Grateful Dead on the radio, we
made it home safe and sound.

The Force was truly with us this

evening, and I believe it was not

Obi-Wan that was our only hope,

but Ray-Mond.
forma Kansanen is a Collegian

columnist.

Opportunities in the New Hampshire and Maine area

• Forms
Designer

We seek o selfstarier

wHri excellent

interpersonal skills for

forms design,

composition and
ojaphia v»ork.

Proficiency wHh

Windows design tools

a must. Associate's

ctegree or formal

training/certificate or

eovivatent work

experience preferred.

Pre-press and F3

experience preferred.

Other Sales Opportunities Throughout the NE Area
We offer excellent compensation and comprehensive benefits package
in a team oriented environment Please send resume and cover letter

indicating position and geographic preference to Human Resources Dept.,

Attn: John Branson, 600 Arbony St., P.O. Box 1 167, Dayton, OH 45408.
Equal Opportunity Employer, m/f/d/v. Vitit our web sits

hflp //www stdreg com

• Sales Reps

-

New Haanpshire

Eacalent eornings

potential, voluofle

business experience,

opportunities for

acrvancemenl.

f3ochelor's degree

required, sates

experience a plus.

We offer salary plus

incentive Recent

grods encouraged to

apply!

Customer
Service Reps
interact with

customers and
provide responsive

service to enhance

sale of SR products

Prefer Associate's

degree or eo^xvoient

experience;

proficiency with

Windows tor PC end
excellent eommunica-

rion/mterpenonal

skills

Standard
Register

NBA football
continued rrom page 16

for Mike Maybe we really do need to

import some monsters from outer

space, like the movie, to play against

him and Chicago.

All joking aside. M| is putting in

work out there, despite of all the

skeptics. With all the young guns

pointed directly at him, you have to

feel for him. How would you handle

Grant Hill, Jerry Stackhouse. Allen

Iverson and a slew of other super

youngsters trying to prove that your

best years are behind you?
To all my boys who doubted me

when I said that Michael was still the

best player in the league, let his con-

sistent play as of late be a reminder

to you. I hate to say I told you so.

but...

Play, Lose, Cheer

Why is it that every team in the

league, except for Chicago, has some-

one on the injured list for this week?
Does winning do something for the

body that doctors and scientists have

yet to discover?

If so. how can Boston. Vancouver,

Toronto. San Antonio. Phoenix and
Philadelphia players still stand? You
would think that with records that

bad, these guys would barely be able

to walk on the court. I guess it's just

a testament to the wonders of Power
Bars and Gatorade.

Of all the suck teams in the league,

1 can't help but feel the sorriest for

(he Boston Celtics. The reason being

that every time Boston loses a game
you all smile.

Tell me you don't love it? Celtic

fans all want those first round picks

and will fake the funk to get 'em.

You have to feel for a squad like

that and I hate Boston, but they're

(he only (earn 1 know that'll have a

FleetCenter full of screaming fans, all

frontin' like they really want the win.

My heart pains for a team whose fan

base consists of a bunch of liars and
fakes.

Celtic Pride. You have to love it.

Role Model

You've got to give love to

eight-time NBA All-Star and Hall of

Famer, Bob Lanier. USA Today
recently ran a piece on Lanier and his

work with children in the NBA Stay

in School Program and, most recent-

ly, the NBA TeamUp Program, which
encourages teens to get involved in

their local communities.

For the past nine years. Lanier has

traveled to schools across the nation,

encouraging kids to not give in to

pressure and finish their education.

Big-Up to Bob Lanier for truly keep-

ing it real and being an example to

other black players in and around the

league

And a special nod to "The Worm,"
Dennis Rodman, for his contribution

to the spirit of Black History Month
with his full moon (I ain't talkin'

stars) at a west side night spot last

week. Rodman has been spotted at

several clubs and parties this past

week, letting it all hang out, in the

midst of his 1 I -game suspension.

If there's ever a time we've missed

Dr. King.

Humphrey brown III is a Collegian

columnist.

continued from page 16

"The best we can do is win as many
games as possible to create a positive

football feeling around here, and leave

the rest up to [the administrauon]."

A rundown of this years class are

as follows: three offensive linemen.

two quarterbacks, two defensive line-

men, two linebackers, one defensive

back/quarterback, one running
back/safety, one place-kicker and one

safety.

The Minutemen have snagged
Worcester Academy's sianing quar-

terback for the second year in a row.

Current UMass starting quarterback

|eff Smith, who will be just a sopho-

more, will be joined by 6-foot-4
Levar Stockton, who threw for 1,100

yards and six touchdowns in his one
year of prep ball last season.

The most highly touted recruit

seems to be Zambelli, who was a first

team All-State selection his senior

year in Dunellen, N.|., and an
All-East selection by Blue Chip
Magazine before his senior year.

"Greg is a great athlete who has

the ability to play on both the offen-

sive and defensive lines," said UMass
offensive line coach Stanley Clayton.

"He is a great addition to our football

family and has the potential to make
some immediate contributions

."

UMass kicks off the 1997 season
with a home date against Richmond
on Aug. 51 in the first weekend of

Atlantic-10 football, which has
replaced the Yankee Conference.
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FLEX

FITNESS CENTER

175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE, AMHERST, MA • 253-3539
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FAIR ci: SALE.
THl STATE FAIRS
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MULLINS
!! TREADMILLS !!I^LEr^R
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AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE
QKT AJttA eSWaeSBSBM. TSSSSi HB 11

CBetTAM BAJUT 7 «* B • IS (TeOeSTS BBOM e M,
man rSO BaWeSeeW SAT tel (TSUM TUWBt StJM.)

THE BEST MOVIE
WOODYALLEN HAS EVER MADE.

rwody Allen his succeeded bnllunth.. jbsolutclv trondertul*

I 1 J

II ||
ill ••

Roger Ebcrt CHICAGO SUN T1ME5

l.

t » »Mtrn*

a.L 't

Man Alda
Hood? AlWti
[>r*w Bttrrwort
Lukataj Haas
Coldlt Hawn
Qmby NoffeMn
MaHeTraha LyoniM
Edward Norton
Natalia Fortfjan

Julia loharta
rial Roth
David Ogdaii Sllan

EVEinOM-S/WS
IWW YOU

ACADBn..MUSIC

SUND, FEB 9

Spring Break

we've gov iv

I
$336ahamas

7 nights land only

Grand Cayman ffJTT!
7 nights land onl'^^

Jamaica »Trr
7 nights land onl'

Aniba T2iJ
7 nights land aaLu

you cavch iv!

am miisBtn ratm am.
CT BQ <M*f» 4

Travel *( oundl

Tel: 413-256-1261
aHa://www.c<tt.>ft/

ftSTTHAatPrON 584 8435

RUSSELL'S
- LIQUORS -

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

featuring Bud A Bud Uaht 16oz bottles
$ 1 3." /MM

Genesee 30 pk cans

Your Choice • $9" case

"MICRO MADNESS" CONTINUES!
Pete's - 10 different flavors including tSe new "Mordi Gros"!

Catamount - AflfWsrelucW'NrM'

Harpoon - All, Pilsner, Ale, I.PA, Odober, &
'

Winter"!

Red Hook - E.S.B. I.P.A., Porter, Rye & "
Hefe - Weizer "!

Smuttynose - Old Brown Dog Ale, Shool Pale, &
"
ChuckWW '!

Mix & Match "TWO" 6/pks . . .

$9~

•All Beers Plus Deposit* OPEN 9:00AM - 1 1:00PM VISA/MASTERCARD •Delivery Available*
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
RUSH Theta Chi Feb 3.4.5.6 10 12.

8 10pm 5499252

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Pufttoa 1 bedroom apartmeat tor

rent starting the second week of

Feb Partially furnished Take over

lease Call Melissa 549-1091

AUTO FOR SALE

1967 Jtep Grind Wagoaeer runs

great, needs minor repairs $1500 or

§70 Call Colm 256-8480

Mustang louks good, runs good

$500 Call 665 9068

EMPLOYMENT

Work Study students netdid
Teaching positions in a multicultural

after-school program for children 5

12 Some experience desirable

$6 OOAnxjr Men and people of color

encouraged to apply Call Capacidad

at 253-5659

Counselors •••fad for Co ed
Northeast PA. overnight Jewish
Federation camp (3 hours from NYL>
general, sports, drama. H20 and

00)973 3866

Pan-Time Sales Raps Wanted
"Lead the way into the 21st

Century" with our copyright

"Slogan" sweatshirt Be your own
boss and earn extra money fast

Send for details at The 21 S! Century

Group. 332 Bleecker St D40. NYC
NY 10014

EMPLOYMENT

Summer Job! Camp Samoset is

now interviewing start for this sum-

mer Top boys' sports camp in Casco.

Maine, seeks male and female conn

selors for all land and water sports,

archery, riflery. arts and crafts,

drama and woodworking Also hiring

secretaries, kitchen and mainte
nance workers Call or fax resume

to Winter Office. Wellesley MA
Phone 1617)237-3017 Fax 1617)237

7269

Drivers Wanted Apply in person

between 3-5pm Pmocchio's.
Amherst

National Park Employment Wort
m America s National Parks. Forest

and Wildlife Preserves Our materi-

als uncover rewarding opportunities

in the outdoors Call (206)971 3620

ext N5O017 (We are a research and

publishing company)

Appointment Setters Had ley office

has several openings in its calling

center No selling involved Fun

atmosphere On bus line Up to $7-

SIGVtir Start work immediately Call

584 7696 Ask for Mr Boone or Mr
Baril

The Ultimate Summer Job
Whitewater Rafting Guides needed

No experience necessary Looking

for outgoing, enthusiastic people

previous outdoor or athletic experi-

ence is a plus For more into send

resume and letter of interest to Crab

Apple Whitewater. P0 Box 295.

Charlemont MA 01339 or call

(413039-0188

Teaching Sabstitafe $6 25/hour

Hampshire Franklin Day Care Center.

Route 63 Near Amherst Leverett

EMPLOYMENT
town line 548-9674

PUBLIC
RELATIONS/MARKETING

STAFF
H van seek an ever -changing high

energy workplace, this may be the

job for you Hinsdale/Greyhound

Park/simulcast betting capital of the

Northeast, is looking tot enthusiastic

individuals expenenced in Public

Relations/Marketing/Promotions

Exciting work atmosphere, competi

live salary, and benefi's Send confi-

dential resume to Ron Algeni. GM.
Hinsdale/Greyhound Park. Route
1 19. Hinsdale. NH 03451 F/PT Equal

Opportunity Employer

English Teachers Needed
Abroad! Teach conversational

English in Prague. Budapest or

Krahow No teaching certificate or

European languages lequned
Inexpensive room and board and
other benefits For details call

(206)971 3680 ext K50011

Wanted: Tovr guides. Summer
Counselors. Student Admissions
Representatives Applications avail

able at the Admissions Center

Cruise Line Entry level onboard
positions available Benefits

Summer or year round (612)643

4333

Cruise and Land Tear Employment

work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid 1 For mdustiy

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (800)276-4948 ext C50017

(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

EMPLOYMENT
Outside Jobs- Now hiring National

Parks, Beach Resorts. Ranches.
Rafting CO s benefits and Bonuses'

Nationwide openings Call (919)918

7767 ext R180 Eastern

Europe/Asian jobs Live in Prague.

Budapest. Tokyo, etc Teaching sim

pie conversational English No Ian

guages/teaching exp required

(919)918 7767 ext W180

FOR RENT

Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses, Falmouth area

1508)477 6000

Sagarloat Estates- Ultra modem
two bedroom apartments Free

heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washers/dryers

and more 1 On busline Minutes to

Amherst Great specials' Call 665-

3856

Fridge Rentals 253 9742 Free

Delivery

FOR SALE

Laptop/Notebook $99 Hard drive

$10 CD Drive $25 Steve 566 3324-2

Buy Sell Trade Large selection,

used/recondmoned. from inexpen

sive dorm systems to audiophile

quality separate components Great

prices, honest advice, satisfaction

guaranteed Pick-up/delivery avail

able Stereo Video Exchange. 256

0941

Snow Tires Two pair Firestone and

V-edestem. 185 70 Call 586-1087

FOR SALE
Mac Laptop Duo 230. !?Mb RAM
System 7 5 1 Really fast, comes
with lots of software and acces-
sories $1200 or B/O Call Noel 323

9692 Willing to negotiate Please

call

For Sale- Electric Guitar Peavey

black strat copy, excellent condition

$200 Sean 546 5734 _______

4 Jeep Tires- 30x9 50 R15LT Kelly

Tires very good condition $200 or

8/0 Call Jennifer 548 9770

Word Processor Biuthei Whisper

Writer WP 7550. Ink Jet Printer

Asking $299 or B/O Bill 582 91 75

Smith Corons WP compact great

condition $150 or B/O Call 256
5470

486 New Laptop $585. VGA Color

Monitor $175. IDE Hard Drive $110
Steve 566-3324-2

FOUND
Found- Grey Fleece Pullover at

Egan's apt Saturday night. 2/1/97

May have been switched with mine

by accident Please call Keith at 546
4266 or Egan

MISCELLANEOUS

Fundraiser- Motivated groups
needed to earn $500* promoting

AT&T. Discover, gas and retail cards

Since 1969. we've helped thousands

of groups raise the money they need
Call Gina at (800(592 2121 ext 110

Free CD to qualified cellars

New Metabolism Breakthrough
Period lose 5 100 pounds Doctor

approved Cost $35 18001666 4793

MISCELLANEOUS
GORILLAGRAMS Valentines.

Birthdays. Roses. Balloons. Poems
Send the Crazy Gorilla We'll go any-

where, anytime Student Rates Call

ahead for Valentine's Day 256-0287

PERSONALS
"What's so funny bout pence
love and understanding? Curtis

Stigers. Free love and Valentines at

www mainquad com

ROOM FOR RENT

One bedroom in two bedroom apt

On bus route Available immediately

$220 utilities Call 665 2197

One bedroom in 2 bedroom apt

Available immediately On bus route

Sugarloaf Estates Keira (203)294

1336 Females Only

SERVICES

Foreign Students-Visitors.
Greencard programs available

1800)7738704 Cost $29
Applications close 2 24 97

Legal Questions? The Student
Legal Services Office offers tree

legal assistance to fee paying stu-

dents Contact us at 922 Campus
Center. 545 1995

Piercings by the Beerded Lady
222 State Street. Northampton
(4 1 3)586-0829

Seeking Financial Aid? Don t limit

your possibilities lor financial aid'

Student Financial Services profiles

over 200.000* individual awards
from private and public sectors Call

1800)263 6495 ext F50016 (We are

a research and publishing company)

SERVICES
www.smartbomb.com Serving all

your smart drug needs

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK '971 Cancun.
Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida 7

meal plan only $19' GROUP 0RGA
NIZERS EARN FREE TRIPS AND
CASH CALL TODAY (800)700
0790 www vagabondtours com

Spring Break/Jamaica. Cancun,
Bahamas. Panama City, South Padre

Lowest prices Reliable company
Asta latan member Contact Matt
253 6473

Pompano Beach, Florida March 8

15. studio, $650/week (413)786

7133 Partial kitchen

Bast Hotels and Lowest Prices
foi Spring Break beach destinations

Florida. Cancun. Jamaica, etc Call

now for rooms or signup as Inter

campus Representatives (800)327

6013 http//www cplcom

Bast Deal- 100% Gaaraataed
Organized by local travel company
Great packages for Cancun. Florida,

and more Call 256^724

Jamaica- Spring Breek Stay m
beautiful Negni Includes roundtnp

airfare, hotel transfers. 7 nights

lodging from $519 Don t take

chances with other companies, go
with the UMass Ski Club Call 545-

3437

Europe $155. Caribb /Mexico $189
R/T Worldwide Destinations
Airhitch Tm (800)326 2009
airhitchOnetcom com or www i si

com tr/airhitch

TRAVEL
Spring Braak 97 li s heaven Wake
and Bake in the Hottest destinations-

free parties'" Organize group and

travel Free lowest price guarantee

From $99 (800)426 7710 www sun

splashtours com

Spring Break- Nassau/Paradise

Island, from $379 Air, hotel, trans

fers, parties and more' Organize

small group- earn free trips plus

commissions' Call (800)9 Beach-

1

WANTED TO RENT

Six bedroom house for the fal

Willing to take over summer lease

Call 549 5362'
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan

WANTED

Photographer needed: Local band

needs photo for press kit For info

call Phil 549-5836

Conservative students interested

in starting a conservative student

newspaper Good writing skills and

familiarity with Pagemaker software

a plus Call Paul at 6 0183 for more

information
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Dilbert By Scott Adams

Frumpy Hie Clown Judd Winick
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Collegian Classifieds

Personals Policy
Ml penonalt MUSI be proortead by CofJegian
CUhufvrd IfflU lu iM I brim payment end accep-wr or •• cUwfied
Lail ntmfi MAY NOI be u»rd tn perionaU
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eVotamty may no) be uted •> penorwlt
IKe peryonalt ternon n tor penonaH only. The
penonaH techon may NOT be uted 10 tell ilnmt

tee* 'oommate*. advetrte meetmat, etc
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r a valtd driver* licenve m^ die licente
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Inr ( oAVfian retervet the right «> telute or to edit

any perwrval thai doet not meet ate CoMnjun t

tunderm in accordance with Ute lubei of the

Curreriunwewlth ol Mauarlhaiai .

Standard
Activities

AnrwuriceiTients

Apartment For
Rent

Auto For Sale
Employment
Entertainment
For Sale
FOUnd (2d4yiFrtN>)

Happy Birthday
Houses For
Rent

Instruction
Lost
Musicians
Miscellaneous

Headings
Motorcycles
Personals
Room For
Rent

Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted

Services
Summer
Sublet

To Sublet
Travel
Transportation
Wanted to
Rent

Wanted

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20<t per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not respon-
sible for errors resulting

from illegible handwriting
or type.
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CBS/4 Boston
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PBS/57 Springfield
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UPN/20 Hartford

Weatfier Channel
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Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford
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3Q Comedy Central
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38 Satellite
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THURSDAY EVENING
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6:30 7:00
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CBS Newa
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LIFE

MTV
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SCIFI

USA
HBO
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SHOW Itt

2i {WorldView »
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FunHouaeX Freeh Mnce Star Ttek: Nan Ganer

Freeh Prince Martini Judge Judy I BaelTVI Cape '•Hurricane" (In Stereo) I
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"

ABC Newt

NBC Newi Wheal-Fortutie Jeoperdyl X Friende % |Slntjle Guy I
[
Seinleld I |Nekac) Truth

NBC Newt

RottanneT

NBC Newt

oWneatftpT
ABC Newa

Family Mattery {Family Maflar « [Home Vidaot , Home Videoa

Quincy

Newthour With Jim Lahrer I
tnticto Edition [Am-Jwraa

~

CBS W»iwi EtM. Tpfltyrt

Intidc Edition

8:00

C - Campus

Grand Day Out/A Clote Shave Mytlary! "Inspector Morw" X
Oiagnoeti Murder X
tXwjooeia Murder X

Chronicle X High Incident "Black and Blue

9:00 9:30

Moloney "Herniated Nick" I

H'.me Imp
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rjftH •jfverty Mis Cop fff
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Herd Copy X
Seinleld X

rerwahour With Jim Lahrer X '
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Setrrttld X I6nt Totvorit

Friendtl ISintaaOuyX

Martin X LMncj Single

Whaya^of^lJeoperdyll
|
FrtendtI [StogwOuyX Satotetdl |Nekad Truth

khrttoryl Intpector Morta" XDra-onCeM

nVilndoarrt''fWar»dcilu«-

Boywetch Nfghtt

Seinfeld X |Nakad Truth

New York Undercover X

Sattrlerdl NBA Beaaetbel I: BoMc^Celtict at C^ndo IrUcy itve)

_____ "A Place to

14 TicliX

Beyond ftHX)

Up Cloee

Stiperfwarket
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Clariaaag«pj

Twilight Zone

Fumiturt
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World Today
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My friend, Isaiah, has a lizard.

It stares at me. I think it's about

as smart as a box of rocks.

It has strange green science

fiction skin.

It doesn't know right from wrong.

It has no ethics.

It would eat me if it could fit me
into it's mouth.

It has no sense ofpast or future.

It lives only in the present.

I don't think it has any feelings

whatsoever about anything.

I want to be a lizard.

I

hV»fy i ta-AT Like it weaxr

*V BuTT Look- Tw. BIG fMtU '

13 ovfTFiTJ* /^o-mey au,
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"It says in gigantic red letters on page one of the

manual: DO NOT USE THE SNOWBLOWER ON
GRAVEL SURFACES!"'

Owh By Maura and Miceala

Asrs:
_r___

By Mike Rybilki
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Today's Staff

Jacob "Frozen Mudslide" Michaels
Night Editor

Rhaguram "Fuzzy Navel" Vadarevu
Copy Editor

Jennifer "White Russian" Jutras

Photo Technician

Josh "Tequila Sunrise" Sylvester

Production Supervisor

Sam "Long Island Ice Tea" Smullin

Leon "Sex on the Beach" Latino

Production
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Quote of the Day

a
Horrifying

Vegetarians since

1980

-Post House
(NYC steak house)

»

Today's D.C. Menu
Cttlf 345-3*3* tt*r mmt- Imtmrmmtlti.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger
Cheesy Pizza

Vegan Falafel Sandwich

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tender;

Jamaican Beef Patty

Bean/Com/Tom. Casserole

Grilled Sneeze

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger

Grilled Chicken Pucks

BBQ Beef on Bun

DINNER
Breaded Chicken —

Tenders
Jamaican Beef Patty

Worcester

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Elbow Mac./Tom. Sauce

Lentil Chili

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tender!

Mexican Vegie Stew
Pastabilities

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Pizza

Elbow Mac./Tom. Sauce

Lentil Chili

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tender?

Jamaican Beef Patty

Mexican Vegie Stew
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Minutemen look to send erratic Duquesne reeling

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

•

Carmelo Travieso and the Massachusetts men's hoop team face Duquesne
tonight at 730 p m at the Mullins Center.

Tonight's men's basketball (7:30

p.m. at the William D. Mullins

Center) game against Duquesne
would make an excellent topic for a

whiny lerry Seinfeld monologue.

"What's with the Dukes?"
In the last two weeks, Duquesne

managed to knock off No. 20 Xavier

78-70 and then, less than a week
later, lost to Fordham 60-59. How
does a team beat a nationally ranked

opponent by eight points and days

Mr, fall to a team that was 0-6 in

the A- 10?

Inconsistency is the name of the

game for Duquesne. which, on occa-

sion, has banged with the big boys

(coach Scott Edgar's squad nearly

beat Rhode Island 85-83) but has

struggled more often than not.

"We want to stay on the track that

we're on now. the winning pace and
keep things the way they are going."

UMass guard Charlton Clarke said.

"Duquesne probably did what we
didn't want to do against Fordham.
took them nonchalantly."

"We are not going to approach the

Duquesne game like that. We are

going to play them as hard as we can

to try to get them out of the game
early and once that happens, they

know they have no shot at winning,

the game will run smoothly." he said.

The Dukes have a bright spot in

senior guard Tom Pipkins. Despite

coming off a poor outing against

Fordham (with nine points, one of his

ImM productive games of the year)

Pipkins is averaging 18.9 points per

game. In addition, the Dukes have
been able to count on Pipkins for

OOMtttJJM points from the line, where
he is averaging 77.5 percent this sea-

son and 75 percent career-long.

"We arc going to play him as hard

as we can. Carmelo [Traviesol is

going to -mother him. make him do
things he doesn't want to do. make

him put it on the floor, then we are

going to take charges and try to get

him out of the game," Clarke said.

"We want to use the same game plan

that we've been using, do it on the

defensive end so we can get baskets

on the offensive end."

Pipkins is joined with backcourt
mate Mike lames (12.1 ppg) and
Kevin Price ( 16.5 ppg) in shouldering

the weight of the Dukes' scoring.

While no team has had a cakewalk
through conference play, the

Minutemen have won six of their

last seven games and have turned on
the jets since coach lames "Bruiser"

Flint implemented a three-guard
lineup.

With Edgar Padilla running the

point. Travieso lighting it up down-
town, and Clarke slashing inside.

UMass has opened up its game since

the early part of the season. With the

three-guard set up, they can Ml
themselves up well, or look inside to

the consistent play of center Lari

Ketner and power forward Tyrone

Weak*
Battling the boards could be a key

factor in putting the Dukes away
tonight. Where the Minutemen hold

a plus 3.9 rebounding margin.
Duquesne has a minus 4.0 deficit.

With Weeks averaging 10.7

rebounds per game in his last seven

games and Ketner bigger than any-

one on the Dukes' bench, the

Minutemen have a chance to work
them inside and out.

Travieso has been UMass' scoring

machine as of late, putting up 18

point- against Fordham on Monday.

The senior has led the team in scor-

ing in three of the last five contests

and leads the team in scoring on the

vear ( 1 5.2 ppg). He's also been dead-

ly outside the arc connecting on

19-of-37 3-point attempts (51.4 per-

cent).

"We've just been feelin' it." Clarke

said. "We have a lot of confidence in

one another. Me. Edgar, and
Carmelo, we realize that if the out-

side game isn't going, get the ball

inside to Lari and let Lari and Tyrone

do their individual thing.

"We don't have a problem with

that. If we score two points and play

great defense, we're proud of that

because we know it was Lari and
Tyrone's turn to carry us. We feel

that as a team right now, we can
make a lot of noise

."

1 MASSACHUSETTS BASKETBALL 1

Duquesne

vs.

Massachusetts
William D. MuMns Center— 730pm

G Edgar Padilla Tom Pipkins G
G Carmelo Travieso Mike James G
G Charlton Clarke Kevin Price F

F Tyrone Weeks Nick Bosnie F

C Lari Ketner y^ on air ^xTerrell Bridges
(WHMP FM, WMUA FM
\iA- 1 television^-/

C

Sophmores key to gym's present and future

Dy Jsrswy W. Acorns

CoHeoKin StoH

DleaMd in their street clothe*, four sophomore mem-
•'" Massachusetts women- gymnastics team -it in

a circle on (lie gym ti

One -peak- about their successes and anticipation- of

their day- in the maroon and white while the other- -how
wbv they are at home at UMass. each a unique and inte-

gral part of a finely -crafted gymnastics machine

They each bring something different to the team. Each
calmly explain* their reasons for coming to I Ma*- in spite

of it- lack of hi*torv a* a gymnastics pc>werhou*c

\nita Sonyal whose grace and fluidity earned a 9 8i

beam ICOfS 10 -c-ure a .5 point win over George
Washington in the season opener, expresse* her excite-

ment about the team's improvement toward* national

promineiK

Dcni*e lohn*on li-tens intently as she relaxes on the

mat to Sonyal* right, with the same poised foCM she

displays in her near perfect vault and Hoot routine*

When the microphone is passed her way. she quietly

respond* that Anita has said it all. *he wishes to add
nothing

Bet-v Colucci. the energetic bar* and vault speciah-i

i he*itate to «peak on any topic happy to accommo-
date, like the true team plaver -he i* Colucci's excitement

can be attributed to her return to the line up alter »pend

ing much of last year injured. Already -he ha- contributed

to the team scoring, after adding so much -park to the

team'* chemistry during her time out.

The last card in the deck i- the joker, the 5 loot tall

bundle of enthusiasm Michelle I oPrwH I ich gymnast
add* certain traits and characteristics to the conversation.

all of which are present in their routine- None of the

sophomore* have been competing in all four event*, but

each is a major contributor to at MM one event per meet

and together they are regarded as the futur

Massachusetts gymnastics program which is quickl)

emerging as a new kid on the national gymna-tic- block

.ire only as good as the sophomore da-- will allow

hi, That's a big impact class." Minutewomcn
Dave Ku/ara said. "They'll cam u-

The squad break* down to iw,. Majors, I lanne Lang
and Tara Sw.iii/. two juniors. Pennv Lebcau and I

Maurer. two freshman. Rene franklin and Mandv Mosbv.

and seven sophomore* Rounding out the group I

Intramural hoop
starts off spring

Editor'l note Sports Hriejs is a relatively new column
tu the Collegian, but M lar it has hern very Mil .

The column is designed to give attention and credit to

the athletes who don't play at the collegiate vanity
level, hut instead on cluh, intramural and recreational

teams

I In feature runs even I hursdav, and is comprised of

information sent in from these teams and athlete*

Submissions for Sports Briefs

should be sent to the
Collegian offices, and are

mu\ vear competitors are Rokia Madore. Sara Kelly, and
\mv Canute in addition to the above mentioned four.

"The majoritv of the team is sophomores, so we're
voung and they have a lot of enthusiasm... that's an
understatement." Ku/ara said.

The group refuse- to let their relative youth bring them
down Throughout the interview, every athlete expressed

her determination and confidence in her abilities to bring

I Mas- gymnastics into the spotlight on the national stage.

Thcv have embraced the challenges of competing with the

best in the country, as shown in the record-setting perfor-

mance* at the William D Mullins Center meet again-t No
I I Michigan. The Wolverines edged the Minutewomen by

tewer than two points, while UMass set the school scoring

record bv almost two point*. They have decided they will

not back down
"I think we ant all excited about the chance to be the

one* to take this program to the next level." Colucci said.

lohnson toe>k over for her teammate. "It's really great to

come into a program and know you're making a differ-

ence, and that we- re actually taking this program some-

where, and we will go somewhere."

The -ophomore cla*- i- expected to be the coming-out
recruiting das- by those playing and coaching the

Minutewomen. and it is a verv colorful group.

|ohn*on ha* already made a huge impact for

Massachu-eii- Ibis lead-by-example hard worker has

already scored 9.9 on both the floor and the vault.

|ohn-on won numerous accolades as an all-arounder from
Gaither*hurg. Sid I ast vcar's Atlantic 10 Rookie of the

Vear is known lor her incredible athleticism, and her qui-

etly direct disposition

"IX-nise is a rock tot u-." ku/ara said. "She never misses.

Denise is always someone you can count on in competition."

Johnson's stoic leadership does not set her apart from
the other* in term* ot her confidence level. Kuzara is con-

fident in her. her teammates expect her to shine, and she

knows she will perform.

Mv personal goals'1 " she said. "Well. I guess I'd have

I've a I reach gotten the 9.9's so I want to get a per-

fect io
"

She- talks the talk and any of the 2.455 Mullins Center
fanatic- al the- Michigan meet will swear she backs it up.

Her -olid vault performance in the first rotation sent the

Mullin- faithful into a frenzy, and showed Michigan that

the Minutewomen would be no pushovers.

Turn to GYM page 12

Two legends now
have place in Hall

\ i-it the college basketball wing of the Basketball

Hall of Fame in Springfield and you will find one of

the most colorful and elaborate displays honoring the

sport.

An engaging area that packs a lot of punch without

being gaudy or overdone, the wing has seen quite a

bit e>f the names rtsskkej and Carril.

The plaques that hang in honor of the Hall's

inductees on the oprH'-nc -ide of the floor will now
have those names as well.

Don Haskins and Pete Carril. two of the most leg-

endary coaches in NCAA history, were inducted as

members of the

Hall of Fame *

Class of 1997
last week.

Haskins has
been a quiet fig

ure in the

annals of

coaching,
receiving nio-t

of his attention for winning the 1966 NCAA
Championship

But his coaching di*nnctions reach much farther

than that. Since beginning his career at the University

of Texas-El Paso. Haskins has compiled a 687-522

Turn to HOOP, page 12

COUHTISY MJDIA DILATIONS

Anita Sonyal is one of the seven sophomores making an
impact on UMass women's gymnastics this year.

SPORTS

BRIFFS
due each Wednesday at

noon Submissions can be

sent, brought down to the

officts ut 11s Campu (inter liiiscnicnt or tmed to

545-/592

If there are any questions mil co-asvrti editors

Kane or ( hns Stamm at 545-07/9.

Turn to BRIEFS, page '3

Football signs 1 2 recruits for next season

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

N esterday was like Christmas

D*J lot the Massachusetts fotitball

team and coach Mike Hodges.

It was National Letter of Intent

Day. and Hodges could finally

announce the -inning of 12 new
recruits, with -ix more to be offi-

ci.illv inked b\ the end of the week.

Hodges has recruited a class that

he led* will fill some of the holes

left by the graduation of I 5 seniors,

a da*- with one central theme—
speed

"This is a very satisfying day,"

Hodge* *aid. "This process started

I lonf time ago, and there were a

lot ol hour- | spent |
getting these

I like this group a

lot We needed more guys that

could run. athletic guys that could

run and make plays. That's what
we went after."

Included in this new class are

some players who can play a lot of

positions and. according to Hodges,

have the athleticism to help out

where needed. Only three of the

new recruits are natives of

Massachusetts, highlighted by

6-foot- 7. 505 pound offensive

Lineman Christian Erhartic. a two
sport star at Chelmsford who is

averaging double figures in points

and rebounds as a center for the

basketball team.

UMass continues its trend of

recruiting mainly from the New
York-New Icrsey area, with eight

recruits from that region, including

Temple-transfer Greg Zambelli. an

offensive lineman who will be
expected to contribute immediately

to a Minuteman line that lost four

of five starters to graduation.

Two Florida players round out

today's list of recruits, which
should be filled out by tomorrow.

Much of the talk about UMass
football recently has been the pro-

posed move to Division I . The task

force commissioned to look into

the feasibility of the move released

its report to Chancellor David K.

Scott last month, but Scott has said

that certain "kinks" have to be
worked out before any decision can
be made.

"It's so complicated," Ffodges said

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 1
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Can anyone stop

Michael Jordan &
the Chicago Bulls?

Nearly 51 points per game and a big fat 50 cent piece-

dropped on the Knicks.

Is it just me or is Michael Jordan truly a better player

now than he's ever been? Is that even possible?

I he Bulls are cruising to another Finals berth, obvious-

ly, and there's no question as to why. Ml is finally the

player that every coach in the NBA fears the most. No
longer will he just drop 55 on your squad, but he'll also

let Pippen.
Kukoc. Harper
and the rest of
the team do their

thing, making the

Bulls an all

around better

team. Scary, isn't

it?

What kills me is that the man retired, swung lumber for

a hot minute (we love you Mike, but don't ever go there

again ) and came back after a year of not even touching a

basketball to reclaim the titles of MVP, scoring leader and
NBA Champion.
On the side, the guy hocks shoes, hotdogs, underwear.

hi* own fragrance lis anyone wearing that stuff?) and any-

thing else he feels like messing with. With all that and a

movie, he somehow finds the time to lead the Bulls to a

41-5 record.

I'm beginning to wonder if it's just all a little too easy

Turn to NBA, page 13
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Coming up
"Blank"

The new comic
play, The Blank Page,

by Adam Langer
tickles the Hampden
Theatre's funny
bones this weekend.
Check out our pre-

view (See Arts St

Living, page 5).

From way, way
downtown

Sinking a
3-polnter with
nine seconds
remaining
Carmelo Travieso
led UMass over
Duquesne 73-71
last night (see
Sports, page 10).

WORLD

Helms pushes for CNN
news bureau in Cuba

WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.

lesse Helms, chairman of the

Senate Foreign Relation-
Committee, urged President
Clinton to approve CNN's applica-

tion to open a news bureau in

Cuba. He said the move would
hasten the demise of President

Fidel Castro's government. In a

letter sent yesterday to Clinton.

Helms said he supported the pro-

po-al provided the "opening i-

completelv unconditional and that

the Castro regime will be granted

no quid pro quo."

Helm-. R-N.C. al-o -aid all U.S.

news organizations that make sim-

ilar applications should be permit-

ted to establish a presence in

Cuba.

"I am persuaded that the spotlight

of a free pre— Iodised on CsStfO'l

tropical gulag will only hasten the

day when the Cuban people are

free of his brutal communist
tvianny." Helms said in the lette-t

He- -aid U.S. new* bureau- would
benefit the Cuban people by mak-
ing news organizations less depen-

dent on Castro's government "for

i to the island.

NATION

New budget proposes

college tax credit

WASHINGTON (AP) - Who
would qualify for some of the pro-

posed tax. changes, and how. in

President Clinton * budget:

•College tax credit: Families

would get a $1,500 tax credit for

each student in post-secondary

education for one year. If at least

a B average is maintained by the

student and he or she is not con-

victed of a drug crime, the family

would qualify for a $1,500 tax

credit a second year.

Families not earning enough to

pay $1,500 in income tax would
not get the full credit. Credit
would be phased out for taxpay-

ers filing a joint return with
adjusted gross income between
$80,000 and $100,000.
Taxpayers with incomes over
$100,000 would not qualify at

all

•College tax deduction: As an

alternative to the tax credit, or

when the credit expires, families

could deduct tuition and fees for

post -secondary education or job

training. Fach family could qualify

for only one deduction each year.

The maximum deduction would
start at $5,000. rising to SI 0.000
in 1 999.

•Child tax credit: For each child

under 15. Worth $500 a vear in

1997-99 and $500 in 2000.
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Amherst businesses petition for

proposed downtown parking lot

By Christina Poletto '* s a ' acl °* soc: 'e,y' people don't enjoy traveling t
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By Christina Poletto

Collegian Staff

A petition posted on the entrance door of the Black

Sheep Cafe reads in bold print: "The Undersigned
Businesses ol Amherst strongly urge that Amherst Build a

downtown parking garage."

Approximately 100 area businesses signed the petition

to advocate the construction of a parking garage or
improved lot that would eradicate the parking problems

that have plagued Amherst center for over 25 year*

Although numerous approaches have been taken to

address these problems, extra parking in Amherst still

remains to be found.

"The town of Amherst has it all — gas, food and lodg-

ing. Now. we want customers," said Nick Seamon. manag-
er of the Black Sheep Cafe.

Seamon is also one of approximately 1 business owners

who serve on the Amherst Downtown Business Action

Committee — one of the driving forces behind the petition.

To determine the severity of traffic problem* in

Amherst center, vuriou* analv*c* have been done to deter-

mine the exact source of Amherst's parking problem*.

"According to the survey*, it * been determined that

there's a 500-900 car parking space deficit," Seamon said.

"Obviously, the need is there for increased parking."

Town planner lonathan Tucker agreed that the town
has been working approximately 50 years to solve the

problem of Amhet St center parking.

"Back in 1989-90. a parking task force was formed to

address downtown parking problems," Tucker said. "A
consultant wa* hired and three different site* were chosen

as possibilities

"Money, though, wasn't to be found back then, so t he-

plans were put on the shelf."

In 1992 the town of Amherst formed a standing parking

commission to replace the meager parking ta*k fan*. The
goals of the group, according to Tucker, revolved around
improving, tightening and controlling town traffic conge*

tion. Yet. the problem Mill esJSSsd. There weren t enough
parking spaces to accommodate everybody.

One proposal last tall estimated the co*t at SI 5.000 to

re- de*ign the present C\ S lot. The town decided to put

the project on hold, much to the dismay of area business-

es

It's a fact of society, people don't enjoy traveling to

places and finding that they can't walk around. From the

business perspective, parking is an absolute necessity,"

said Adam I.ussier, manager of Zanna clothing boutique.

Good news came for the Amherst commission last

spring when the Massachusetts State Transportation
board and Senator Stanley Rosenburg passed a $20 mil-

lion allotment designated strictly to resolve traffic and
parking problems in Massachusetts

Amherst is now one of three towns eligible for a $5 mil-

lion grant to improve area parking problems. If approved
for the grant though, the town of Amherst would have to

supply an additional 55 percent ($1 million) in funding to

support the enterprise. However, area residents and busi-

MSS8I consider it a wise investment.

"The simple issue is we have an opportunity to build a

downtown parking garage. This would be the most oppor-

tunistic and optimistic time for the parking problems to be

solved." Fussier said.

"We've had 25 years of exhaustive studies and render-

ings all of which claim the need for the addition of park-

ing spaces, growth vitality and stabilization. Growth has

to be maintained to insure additional activities and cus-

tomers for business."

The town planners and parking task force as well as the

Downtown Business Action Committee must now focus

the- ne\t few month* designing a precise proposal to the

MaSsachtMCtta Senate that would include the site and
design of the project

Veording to Tucker, it is not determined yet as to whether

a parking garage or just an improved lot will be proposed.

Three *ite* have already been submitted for considera-

tion. They include: the CVS parking lot site, the Boltwood
Walk parking lot site and the Amity Street parking lot site.

"The last town meeting served more of as a hearing

sponsored by the Selectmen * Board. People addressed

their concerns about the project and voiced their opinions

about the possibility of designs," Tucker said.

Now the Selectman's Board and Parking commi*Moii
have to meet to decide the direction of the project. They

have to hire a consultant and get information on the *ite*

and deal with the legal aspect* a* well." lueker said.

At this point, it's up to the committees of the town of

Amherst to direct the project towards its goals — specifi-

cally, new and increased parking for the town of Amherst.

Crasson promotes Harvey

to be new assistant provost

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts
Provost Patricia H. Crosson made
several announcements regarding

new appointments at yesterday's

Faculty Senate meeting.

Bryan C. Harvey, director of the

UMass Office of Academic
Planning and Assessment, has
been promoted to the position of

Associate Provost for Planning
and Assessment.

Crosson said that Harvey will

continue to direct the Office of

Academic Planning and
Assessment, as well as working on
academic program approval. *tu-

dent assessment programs, the

University's reaccreditation next

year and enrollment planning.

"I'm very excited about it."

Crosson said. '|Har\e\| i* a val-

ued staff member in the Provost

Office now, and this title will

make it easier for him to work
together with academics on
assessment of our academic pro-

grams."

Harvey said tbut he was looking

forward to taking on his new posi-

tion.

"I feel great about this. I've

been at UMass for a long time,

and these are exciting times for

the University." said Harvey. "It's

nice to be a part of it."

Harvey also said that he felt

that the accreditation process.

which will begin next year will be

a good opportunity for the

Universitv

"In general. UMass tends to get

le->* credit than it deserves,"
Harvey said. "This is a chance for

us to showcase the important
things that are going on here at

UMass
Harvey will also supervise the

student assessment program,
which has produced a new stan-

dard course evaluation form.

He said that the student assess-

ment program has tried to make
the course evaluations more use-

ful by changing the type of ques-

tions on the form.

"A lot of work has gone in to

making sure the questions result

in better student learning,"
Harvey said.

Crosson also announced the

appointment of Kevin H. Aiken as

director of the Division of
Continuing Fducation. Aiken has

been acting director of the divi-

sion since 1995.

Crosson said Aiken's appoint-

ment is part of the program to

revitalize the University* out-

reach mission.

In addition. Crosson announced
the creation of a new position.

Vice Provost for Univer*itv

Outreach. The new vice provost

will be responsible for expanding
the outreach effort of the universi-

tv

Crosson has received the rec-

ommendations of the sear.h com-
mittee, and is ready to initiate a

nationwide search for a vice

provost.

She is hopeful that the position

will be filled this spring, and that

the new vice provost will *iart thi*

summer

Movie remembers the Holocaust
Hillel House is beginning
HoiacsM Remembrance Week" a

few months early with a free brunch.

.115 am

ITie Holocaust Commemorative
Committee is sponsoring a free

screening of To Bear Witness, a doc-

umentary about Holocaust survivors

and the American soldiers who liber-

ated the concentration camps.

The film is approximately an hour

long, and an hour-long

about the film and the Hoiocau*i in

general will follow, said Josh Grey,

Chair of the Holocaust
Commemorative Committee.

"The discussion is really open."

said Circs who interned at the
Holocau*t Mu*eum in Washington
D.C. "I'll answer questions about
different areas of the Holocau

Although the discu -Uted
to be an open forum about the

Holocaust. Gtvy will moderate it.

"Th- >n basically i* about

why we must remember the

Ian* ra

ty of

Holocaust and he»w," said Grey.

Areas of consideration include the

proposal of openiii,

urn* to remcmbei
African- American
Americans, said Grey.

The purpose of the f

movie is lo get p*

preparations for Hillel

commemorate I

Massachusett* Holocaust
Remembrance Week in May.

"We are looking for people who
are interested in joining the commit
tee." said Grey.

This is the committee* first event

this semester, said Grey They hope
to screen other film* and produce

other programs before Was. but it

depends upon Sundav's tum out. he

said.

Students unable to attend
Sunday's meeting can call Grey at

Hillel, or attend the committee's
next scheduled meeting on Feb. 19

at 7 p.m. in the Hillel House.
— Matthew Wurtzel

South Africa relives bitter past in riots

By Angus Show
Associated Press

ELDORADO PARK. South Africa — Images reminis

cent of South Africa's bitter past reappeared yesterday

when mixed-race rioters looted, burned tires and fought

police to protest alleged discrimination by the black led

government.

At least one person died and more than 100 were
injured, including *ix policemen, in the worst racial unrest

*ince President Nelson Mandela defeated white leader

F.W. De Klerk and came to power in 1994.

But those who once fought the white-led government
now run it. and the protesters were mostly poor people of

mixed-race descent who say they have been treated unfair-

ly by the new black leaders.

'The government is neglecting us. They talk about

equality but there isn't any for us." said Nevi Brinck. man-
ning a barricade of blazing tires in this sprawling mixed-

race township about 50 miles south of fohannesburg.

"We're only doing what they did to fight for their

rights." he added. "I am fighting for my people."

The fight cost a teen-age boy who was shot in the chest

his life, and it resulted in chaos in several squalid town-

ship* ona- re*erved for people of mixed race under the

former apartheid regime.

Mo*t people treated at the trauma center in Fldorado

Park were protester* hit by birdshot. rubber bullets and
live ammunition fired by police-

Police spokeswoman Olta Stapelberg said a half-dozen

policemen also were injured, three seriously, including one
burned by a fire bomb tossed at an armored vehicle. The
policeman inside clambered out. his clothing on fire.

The protests were called by a group fighting for equal

rights for people of mixed-race descent, known as col-

oreds in South Africa. The ANC called Basil Douglas,

leader of the group and a member of the local governing

council, an "unsound anarchist" and accused him of incit-

ing violence.

Organizers had promised peaceful demonstrations, but

clashes erupted early in the day when police tried to clear

burning barricades of tires and tree limbs. In the after-

noon, police opened fire on rioters who threw stones and
shot back with handguns. A crowd of protesters looted a

gas station in Fldorado Park, carrying off armfuls of beer

and food until scores of police in armored vehicles fired

buckshot and tear gas.

The crowd stopped one taxi van. lorced out the occu-

pants, broke the windows and ripped off the sliding door
before a police helicopter lowered on the scene, scattering

people with it* downdraft.

for the most part, though, police watched from a dis-

tance or videotaped the unre*t

"It would inflame the situation if we made any immedi-

ate arrc*t* Sgt Mark Reynolds explained."

Protester* targeted taxis and buse* to keep people from
going to wc>rk Bu* service to several town*hip* wa* *u*

pended for the day. Rashid 1 van* a protest organizer,

said his community was tired of paying more money for

electncitv and water service than blacks in other town
ship*

He claimed blacks pay only a flat fee of $7 io $9 a

month, while coloreds get charged for use even though
their meters rarely get checked. In some areas, power and
water service has been cut for nonpayment.

Wt re paving for rotten houses." Evans spat. "We're
not black enough and we're not white enough."

I ticnne Phillips, an Eldorado Park businessman, stood

on the roadside with neighbors watching the rioting.

"I'm sorry it has come to this. We wanted a peaceful

demonstration." said Phillips. "The world will see us loot-

ing, not our real problems."

Mixed-race people long have been caught between more
powerful forces in South Africa. Descendants of interra-

cial coupling, they were poor stepchildren to dominant
w hue* under apartheid who gave them their own chamber
of Parliament but little real power. That status, however,

spawned hatred from blacks who considered the coloreds

sell-outs and as racist as apartheid leaders. Now. w:th

Mandela's African National Congress in power, mixed-
race people fear trampling by the black majority.

Previous efforts to stir unrest largely have failed, but

yesterday's protest* were the biggest in mixed-race settle-

ments since Mandela's election

"We are tired of waiting." said Goodwin Aldren. a com-
munity leader. "The government has called us the children

of adultery and they ignore us. but we are South Africans

with rights."

CHSISCfVNIK fOUEGIAN

Give me steam!

In the midst of a brisk February night a steam vent located in

Central spews into the night sky.

US youth dying more by murder, suicide

By Tare Meyer
Associated Press

ATLANTA — American young-
sters are 12 times more likely to die

by gunfire tha/i their counterparts in

the rest of the industrialized world,

the government said yesterday.

The gun deaths are part of an over-

all surge in murders and suicides

among the nation's youth, the

Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention said.

"Our children are .getting killed or

killing themselves at higher rates than

any other country." said Dr. Ftiennc

Krug. a CDC medical epidemiologist.

"No child should die a violent death

in the most industrialized country in

the world."

American children are five times

more likely to be killed than thoss in

the rest of the industrialized world:

The homicide rate is 2.57 out of

every 100.000 children under age I 5.

That compares with an overall rate of

.51 in the 25 other countries sur-

veyed, the CDC said.

Youngsters in the United States

also are twice as likely to commit sui-

cide. The U.S. rate is .55 out of every

100.000 children, compared with 27

for the rest of the industrialized

world. And deaths caused by firearms

amount to 1 .66 out of every 1 00.000

children in the United States, com-
pared with . 14 in the other nations.

"We are a more violent society."

said Holly Richardson, a spokes-
woman for the Washington-based
Handgun Control Inc "When you add

firearms, which are by far the most
lethal means of injury, what you're

going to see is an increase in death

rates."

From 1950 to 1995. murder rates

have tripled and suicide rates have

quadrupled among U.S. children
under age 15. the CDC said. In

1950. 0.8 per 100,000 U.S. children

under 1 5 were killed, compared with

2.57 in 1995. And the suicide rate

was 0.2 per 100.000 children in

1950. compared with 9 per
100.000 in 1995.

The CDC study reflects figure* tot

1990 to 1995. Each country surveyed

had more than I million people. *imi

lar economies and a system that

recorded death rates.

Working with a total estimate of

2.872 child deaths, including homi-

cides, suicides and gun-related
deaths, for all of the countries in a

given year, the CDC noted:

• 75 percent of the 1.995 homi-
cides were among U.S. children.

• 54 percent -of the 599 suicides

were among U.S. children.

• 86 percent of the 1.107 deaths

caused by guns were among U.S.
children.

Guns were the primary cause of

homicide among children in Finland,

Israel. Australia. Italy. Germany and
England No children died from guns
in Hong Kong, the Netherlands,
Singapore, lapan and Kuwait, the CDC
said. The main cause of the deaths

wasn't specified in those countries.

The CDC now plans to study the

countries more closely to find similar-

ities between them and the United

States.

"Do they have a high divorce rate,

a large gap between the rich and
poor'.' How do they store their guns?

What laws do they have?" Krug
asked.
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Friday, Feb. 7

Dance — A Welcome Back
UMass Ball will be held in the

Campus Center Auditorium from 7

p.m-1 a.m. Cost is $4 per person.

Semiformal requested. Dance
instructions from 7-8 p.m.
Refreshments included. For info call

Kevin Murphy at 549-4036.
Sponsored by the Ballroom Dance
Club.

Lecture — Chastity Bono, writer

and former spokesperson for the

Human Rights Campaign (a national

lesbian and gay political organiza-

tion), and current Entertainment
Media Director for the Gay &
Lesbian Alliance Against

Defamation (GLAAD) will speak at

4 p.m. in Campus Center room 917.

For more info, contact the Stonewall

Center at 545-4824.

Service — A very special Faculty,

Staff and Student Shabbat Service

will be held at 6 p.m. in the Hillel

House.

Social — Kick off the Korean
New Year with the Mount Holyoke
Korean American Students
Association on from 10:30 p.m.-2
a.m. at the Blanchard Campus
Center. Mount Holyoke College. $1

for MHC students. $2 for all others.

Cash bar. all drinks $2. Two forms

of ID required. All are welcome. For

further information, call |i Lee at

493-4598.

Religious — All Christians are

invited to Fellowship, pray and wor-

ship together at 8 p.m. in the

Campus Center. For more info, call

Mark at 253-0361.

Saturday, Feb. 8

Concert — The First Annual Folk

Festival to benefit lessie's House
and The Grove Street Inn will be

held at 7 p.m. at the Northampton
Unitarian Church. Performers
include Annie Wenz. Michael Ferry,

Christina McCarthy and Kevin
Hodgson. In addition, there will be a

speaker to address the local home-
less situation. Tickets are $5.

Concert — The Blue Moon
Gallery Cafe in Amherst will host

The Slip-On Unit, a creative electric

quartet that blends the warm tones

of blues, funk and fusion into their

own original sound at 9 p.m. Free of

charge.

Fundraiser —
Womanshelter/Companeras will be

selling 'Have a Heart" Admission
tickets "Have a Heart," a charity

fund raising event for local

non-profit charities sponsored by |C

Penny's, will take place at all |C

Penny locations from opening to

closing. The store-wide celebration

will include door prizes, free

make-overs, raffle drawings, a fash-

ion show in the afternoon and more.

There will also be free gift wrapping
for Valentine's Day gift purchases.

With the purchase of a $5 admission

ticket, you will receive a coupon for

25 percent off all regularly priced

merchandise and 5 percent off all

sale merchandise.

Meditation — An introduction to

meditation according to the Sahaj

Marg System (The Natural Path)

will be offered at 7:30 p.m at the

SRCM Meditation Center in

Sunderland. Discussion and short

video presentation. There is no fee,

all are welcome. Call 665-8080 for

more info.

Program — A free adult C.P.R.

program called "Be a Heart Saver

for Valentine's Day" will be held at

Fuller Arts Center Auditorium at

Springfield College at noon and 2

p.m. American Heart Association

course completion cards will be
issued. To register, call American
Medical Response at (413)
783-5108.

Social — The Hillel House Dining

Room will hold an Israeli Cafe at 9
p.m. Come enjoy Israeli food, music

and dancing. Donations of canned
food goods appreciated. Sponsored
by the Hillel House Social

Committee and the 111

Sunday, Feb. 9
Brunch/Film — Holocaust

Commemorative Committee will

sponsor an event to foster discussion

on "The Study of the Holocaust on
College Campuses" with movie To
Bear Witness. Ideas for events dur-

ing the UMass Holocaust Week of

Remembrance in May are welcome.

Meets at 11:15 a.m. in the Hillel

House Dining Room.
Concert — "Toccapsody,

Rapsodie, Suite and Variations."

music for solo and four-hand piano

will be held at in Buckley Recital

Hall at Amherst College at 3 p.m.

Dana Muller (Amherst College
music faculty) and Gary Steigerwalt

(Mount Holyoke College music fac-

ulty), pianists: music of Franz
Schubert, Maurice Ravel. Lewis
Spratlan (Amherst College music
faculty). Helen Hopekirk to be fea-

tured. Free and open to the public.

Religious — The lnterfaith

Service Council of Amherst invites

the public to the 22nd International

Sunday Interfaith/Multicultural

Service and International Supper at

4 p.m. at the First Congregational

Church. 165 Main St. Hatsumi Moss
will speak on the theme. "Love
Promotes Peace." Everyone is

encouraged to wear the national

dress of their own country. Though

no donation is necessary, a special

offering will be given to the UMass
Foreign Student Emergency Fund. A
potluck supper at 5!30 p.m. will

honor those foreign countries.

Anyone is invited to bring a favorite

dish as follows, according to the

first letter of your last name: A-G,
salad; H-R, main dish; S-Z, dessert.

Workshop — The UMass Pagan
Students are presenting a workshop
on "Paganism 101" at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center. Check at the desk

for the room number. Come have

your questions answered about
Wicca, Magick, Earth religions and
the old Gods and Goddesses.
Contact Melissa at 546-0476 if you
have questions.

Notices

Comedy — The UMass improv
comedy show Mission Improvable,

will perform every Saturday in the

Campus Center Basement at 8 p.m.

Free.

Chemical exchange — The UMass
Reuse/Exchange inventory is now
available at

http://www.unix.oit.umass.edu/-saf

ety/rexl.html. The items on this list

are available free of charge and will

be delivered on a first-come,
first-served basis. Call 545-2682 for

more info.

Writing — Spectrum Magazine is

accepting submissions for poetry,

prose, artwork and photography for

its spring release. The magazine is

open to all Five College staff and
students, and is a registered student

organization. Please come by the

office at 406E Student Union or

come by the concourse table in the

Campus Center this week.

Auditions — Auditions for the

UMass Theatre Guild's Spring pro-

duction of Fame will take place Feb.

7 at 7 p.m. and Feb. 8 at 1 and 7

p.m. in room 101 of the Campus
Center. You only need to attend one

audition. Callbacks will take place

Feb. 9 at 10 a.m. No need to pre-

pare, come as you are. All are wel-

come. For more information call the

UMTG office at 545-0415.

Karate — The UMass Shotoran
Karate Club is now accepting new
members. No prior experience nec-

essary. Come watch and join our
daily training in a traditional

lapanese martial art. For more info,

contact Loukia at 549- 8058 or Ian

at 549-5485.

Orientation — Orientation tours

for the W.E.B. Du Bois Library will

be held today and Feb. 4-7. The
tours will leave from the Entrance

lobby at 10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.

daily. We encourage you to come.
visit and get to know the library.

Delta Air Wnes
»ens (JpThe USA To

College Students I

L A Year's Worth

OfLow Fares

And
(Jnlfmfted fun.

You deserve some fun. Get read)

for some with Kxtra Credit™

Knroll today in Delta's new college

travel program. Save up to 50% —
sometimes more — off normal

(7, 14, 21 day) advance purchase,

round trip coach fares. Hurry,

membership is limiH-<l

(iet the whole scoop on the Web at

http://www.delta-air.rom /college

To enroll, call 1 HIM) MMS1I or

1 800 DELTA 18

'

A Delta Air Lines

cimn. n»iu Air un*.. i*

Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage

Feb. 4

An individual reported that his

vehicle was struck on University

Drive by a vehicle passing on the

right. The vehicle left the scene.

Annoying Behavior

Feb. 3

An individual reported threaten-

ing behavior by individual at the

Fine Arts Center.

There was a roommate dispute in

lames Residence Hall.

Feb. 5

There were reports of intoxicated

individuals entering a vehicle on
Windmill Lane.

Assist Citizen

Feb. 4

A resident of Moore Residence

Hall was provided transportation to

court for a restraining order.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Feb. 4

A vehicle was broken into in

parking lot 44 on Sylvan Drive.

A vehicle was broken into and

others were damaged in parking lot

44 on Sylvan Drive.

Health/Safety Hazard

Feb. 3

Sanders were called to sand icy

roads on Clark Hill Road.

Feb. 4

Odors coming from heaters in

Pierpont Residence Hall was deter-

mined to be dust in the heating coils.

Larceny

Feb. 3

A tray of rings was stolen from a

booth on the Campus Center con-

course.

An individual from Coolidge
Residence Hall reported a mail

order was stolen from the mail and

cashed.

Patterson Residence Hall staff

reported a television and VCR
stolen from the classroom.

There was damage to a security

box and a telephone was stolen in

Gorman Residence Hall.

Tires were stolen from a vehicle

in parking lot 44 on Sylvan Drive.

Restraining Order Service

Feb. 3

A restraining order was served to a

resident of Emerson Residence Hall.

Vandalism

Feb. 3

A parked vehicle was struck and

damaged by snowplow.

There was damage to a construc-

tion site at Mahar.

Feb. 4

A window was smashed on a

vehicle in parking lot 49 on

Windmill Lane.

A sunroof was broken off of a

vehicle in parking lot 44 on Sylvan

Drive.

A rock was thrown through a

window in Cashin Hall.

Feb. 5

Damage occurred to a vehicle in

lot 1 2 on Forestry Way.

Warrant Service

Feb. 4

Matthew E. McGrail. 18. of 108

Winthrop St.. Winthrop MA was

arrested in Kennedy Residence

Hall.

Four new hostages seized in Tajikistan

By Umed Babakhanov
Assoc idled Press

DUSHANBE. Tajikistan — The
Red Cross suspended activities in

Tajikistan and the United Nations

told many of its workers to stay

indoors yesterday after rebels seized

four more hostages, bringing the

total to 16.

The four U.N. refugee workers
were abducted in broad daylight in

Dushanbe, the capital of this former

Soviet republic in Central Asia,

according to a statement from U.N.

High Commissioner for Refugees
Sadako Ogata.

The UNHCR employees included

a Nigerian, a Tajik security guard
and two Tajik drivers. They join 12

others being held — five Russian

and Tajik journalists, two Red Cross

workers and four U.N. military

observers and their interpreter.

Rebel warlord Bakhram Sadirov,

whose forces are holding the cap-

tives, is demanding that a guerrilla

force led by his brother be allowed

to return from neighboring
Afghanistan. A Tajik official has

been negotiating with the rebels

since Wednesday night. U.N. per-

sonnel were forbidden yesterday

from moving about within the capi-

tal and only essential staff were told

to report to work, U.N. spokesman
Fred Eckhard said.

The Red Cross suspended its

activities in Tajikistan, evacuating

most of its foreign staff yesterday to

neighboring Uzbekistan, a

spokesman in Dushanbe said.

The UNHCR, the U.N. Security

Council and the Red Cross con-
demned the rebel actions; the

Security Council demanded the

hostages be released immediately.

In Dushanbe, soldiers wearing
fatigues and toting assault rifles

patrolled the dusty streets.

Additional guards were posted at all

official buildings.

Sadirov's group kidnapped 23
people, including seven U.N. mili-

tary observers, in December. The
hostages were released unharmed,

but Sadirov's brother, Rizvon.
remained in Afghanistan. Rizvon
Sadirov is a former rebel military

leader who switched his loyalty to

the government last year. According

to Bakhram Sadirov's men, the gov-

ernment broke a promise by block-

ing Rizvon's return.

Bakhram Sadirov promised to

release five hostages, including four

Russian journalists and a Red Cross

worker, perhaps as early as today,

the Interfax news agency reported.

There was no word about the rest.

Tajik President Emomali
Rakhmonov held urgent meetings

with security officials, the Russian

ambassador. Red Cross mission
chief and U.N. envoy Gerd Merrem,
the ITAR-Tass news agency report-

ed. The chief of the Tajik presiden-

tial guards. Gen. Gafur Mirzoycv.

has been negotiating with the rebels

since late Wednesday.
Captive Russian journalists used

Sadirov's satellite telephone to

report that all hostages were safe

and well-treated at the rebel base in

Kalainav. 52 miles east of

Dushanbe. They called on Tajik

authorities not to use force.

Sadirov's rebels began their

hostage-taking spree Tuesday,

abducting Ave U.N. workers driving

from the central town of Garm to

Dushanbe in the west.

Two Red Cross staffers were
seized Wednesday when they
arrived to provide medical care for

one of the hostages. The rebels then

captured four Russian journalists

and a Tajik driver who went to the

area.
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How do you feel about the

O.J. Simpson verdict?
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"Personally, I think it's about
time he has to pay."

Mandi Edgerly

freshman, biology

Andover

"It made no difference. Yes
he's been fined, but it's

going to be in court for
years. The same questions
will still exist. It's a waste
of time on television."

Ayo Fagadc

sophomore, biology

Springfield

Lamar McKay
sophomore, psychology

New York. N.Y.

"I feel it's a shame he was-
n't found guilty in the crim-

inal case, because any other
person would have been
sent to prison for life. I

think that money isn't as
valuable as time to him.
Losing $8 million isn't as

detrimental as loosing the

rest of his life."

Kathy Spinney
junior, nutrition

Maiden

"If he did do it, this is his

way of suffering, but if he
didn't then he'll have a

tough life. In that case, I'd

feel bad for him."

"I'm really glad they found
him guilty and I'm even
more glad that we won't
have to hear about it any-
more."

"I think that the justice
system needs to be
re-organized. If someone's
found not guilty of a crime
they should not be able to

be found liable in another
court."

"I'm a little shocked, but
not altogether surprised. It

was inevitable... bound to
happen at one point or
another. Whether he did it

or not, it's going to be hard
for him to crawfout."

losephus Houscy Jr.

junior, comunications

Springfield

Harris Kaplan
sophomore, economics
Leicester

Dominic Torano
junior, economics
Waynesborough, Penn.

Pescaic Martincau
senior, communications
Mattapan

Correction
In yesterday's edition of the Collegian, gymnast

Anita Sanyal's name was spelled incorrectly. The
Collegian regrets the error.
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Women's Issues is

looking for new
writers! H inter-
ested come down
to the Collegian
omce in uie

Campus Center
basement and
talk to Michelle
Hillman or call

545-1491.
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We have a unique opportunity for .someone very specia

The person we're looking for might be an accountant, a forester or a
teacher Or maybe a retired nurse, a fanner, a mechanic, or a banker

We need someone to join the 6,500 people already working in ^1 developing
countries around the world Someone who can help others to heir them-
selves.

Someone who would like to spend two years in another country To live and
work in another culture. To learn a new language, acquire new skills and
sharpen existing ones

We need someone special. And we ask a lot But only because so much is
needed. If this sounds interesting to you, maybe you re the person we're
looking for A Peace Corps Volunteer. Find out Call us at (413) S4S-21()^ or
visit us on campus:

INFO MEETING: FEB. 10, 7 PM
ROOM 905-909, CAMPUS CENTER

PEACE CORPS
The toughest job you'll ever love.

OJ. Simpson claims to be in debt
By Michael Fleeman
Associated Press

SANTA MONICA. Calif. — OJ.
Simpson is more than $9.3 million

in debt, his attorney says, but plain-

tiff lawyers claim he's worth $15.7

million and urged jurors yesterday

to impose a hefty award to punish

the former football star and ensure

the future of his children.

Simpson's wrongful death trial

resumed yesterday with arguments

and testimony about how much the

six-man, six-woman jury should

assess in damages to punish
Simpson for the June 12. 1994.

deaths of Nicole Brown Simpson
and Ronald Goldman.

Defense attorney Robert Baker said

Simpson's net worth in December
1996 was minus $836,000. Add to

that the $8.5 million in compensatory

damages awarded by jurors Tuesday

and Simpson is $9.3 million in the

hole, he said.

"He owes lawyers. He owes mort-

gage payments. ...He is in effect

without assets. He has no equity in

his home... no savings... a pension

plan he cannot access.* Baker said.

Simpson has little more than a

house and a car. Baker said of his

client, who lives in a mansion once

valued at $5 million and drives a

Suburban.

Plaintiffs, who were given finan-

cial information from Simpson
under orders from the court, esti-

mate Simpson's worth at $15.7 mil-

lion. But that relies heavily on the

assumption that Simpson's name
and likeness are worth about $24
million. The plaintiffs subtracted

projected taxes from the $24 mil-

lion and came up with the $15.7

million.

The defense did not include name
and likeness value in its estimate.

The plaintiffs also contended —
but did not calculate in the estimate

— that Simpson is hiding more than

$3 million — a $1.25 million stake

in a Honey Baked Ham chain and a

$1.75 million insurance payout to

cover the cost of his civil case.

Sources have said insurance will

pay for Simpson's defense, but not

for any awards.

"I don't understand where the

cash went." plaintiff accountant
Neill W. Freeman testified.

In his testimony, Freeman said

Simpson still owed about $1.5 mil-

lion in criminal and civil costs, plus

an additional $1.3 million in what

was listed as just civil costs.

Simpson also listed custody dis-

pute costs at $188,333. Although

plaintiff attorney Daniel Petrocelli

didn't tell jurors how big an award

to give, he told jurors. "It takes a

lot less to punish a poor man than it

does a rich man."

In addition to punishment,
Petrocelli said it was up to the jury

"to make an example to make sure

something like this never happens

again."

"We don't have the power... to

take away a person's freedom or

liberty. ...All we can do is make
him pay money." he said. |ohn Q.

Kelly, the attorney for Ms.
Simpson's estate, told jurors: "This

is going to be your one opportunity

to act on behalf of Nicole's estate.

One thing I'm going to urge you
people to do is not let Mr. Simpson
hide behind his children.

"It will be the only protection

these children have for the rest of

their lives," he said.

Under California law. any puni-

tive award is supposed to bear some
resemblance to his financial state:

It's supposed to hurt him but not

destroy him.

Ecudorean president removed from office

By Carlos Cisternal

Associated Press

QUITO, Ecuador — Congress voted yesterday to

remove President Abdala Bucaram for "mental incapaci-

ty," exasperated by a six-month stint in office in which the

president sang and pulled political stunts while Ecuador

fell into economic crisis.

Congress voted 44-34 to oust Bucaram. with two con-

gressmen abstaining. Bucaram. a showman who cheerfully

referred to himself as "El Loco." called the vote on his

mental incompetence a "coup by Congress" and said he

would not recognize it.

"The national government condemns this attitude." he

said. Congress named its leader, Fabian Alarcon. as interim

president pending new presidential elections within a year.

Minutes after the vote, caravans of honking cars roared

down the main avenues of Quito, celebrating the vote to

dismiss Bucaram.

Heinz Moeller. a member of the opposition Social

Christian Party, said it was the security forces' responsibil-

ity to carry out the congressional decision if Bucaram

refused to step down.

As the session opened, the armed forces issued a call to

national authorities to use "dialogue and cooperation" to

resolve the political crisis.

The debate comes on the heels of a nationwide strike

Wednesday in which up to 2 million people marched
through the streets of this Colorado- sized South American

country demanding the ouster of a leader they call corrupt

and incompetent.

In his third television address to the nation in as many
days Thursday. Bucaram (pronounced boo-kah-RAHM)
said he would seek every legal recourse to stay in power.

"We are on the verge of a very dangerous confronta-

tion that we must avoid," he said

He told reporters later that the government will "vigor-

ously apply the Constitution and the law to legally identify

those trying to carry out a coup by Congress."

Opposition lawmaker Cesar Verduga called Bucaram's

remarks a "veiled totalitarian threat."

Bucaram also announced he was firing four top

Cabinet members, including his brother. Social Welfare

Minister Adolfo Bucaram. and presidential aide Miguel

Salem.

He said he planned "important* wage and salary

increases for government and private sector workers but

provided no details.
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A matter of faith

Sarah J.

Kimmel

For many people, religion plays

a major part in life. It helps to

determine moral beliefs and
culture, and sculpts experiences and

traditions. In this day and age many
people are ruling religion out of their

lives completely. It is one of those

things that can bring you peace of

mind or turn your whole world
upside down.

Madeline Albright is an individual

who has made a significant impact

on the United States and the world.

She was named United \ations deli-

gate in 1992 and was most recently

sworn in as Secretary of.

State on Ian. 23 of this I

year. Albright is not only

the first female to hold

this position, she is also

the 14th woman to ever hold a

Cabinet slot. These achievements
may make her one of the mo-t

•inplished women in America.

Fifty-nine year old Albright was
born in Czechoslovakia. Her father.

(osef Korbel. was a Czech diplomat

in Yugoslavia prior to World War
II. When she was two years old. her

parents fled to England. Albright

was raised there until she moved to

the United States at the age of II

Brought up Roman Catholic.
Albright celebrated Christmas and
Easter with her family. In the Sew
York Times (2/5/971 Albright
recalls her parent telling her about

their childhood. "My parents talked

about how they met... They talked

about getting ready for various holi-

days, for Christmas and Easter."

When she married she converted to

her husband's religion.

Episcopalian

What Albright s parents never told

her originally was that they were
lewish, and that between world wars

thev decided to protect themsel'.e-

against the rise of the Nazis and con-

vert to Catholicism. All of those

memories of holidays were fabricated

by her parents in order to maintain

Albright's identity. The truth was

that dozens of Albright's relatives

were murdered in the Holocaust,

including three of her grandparents.

Prior to the discovery of hei ludaisin.

Albright believed that they had just

been killed in the uai. as her parents

had said

So. why the converting of religions

during the time of the world wars

'

Many lews in Eastern Europe real-

ized that the only way to remain safe

was to be part of the dominant cul-

ture. It was seemingly the only way

for the lews to keep their families

alive Yet, as main times converting

beat the Nazi system, it

also was revealed and
those lews were not
lucky enough to live-

through the 1940 s

Albright's family opted to keep her

true identity a secret throughout her

entire life. This may have been
because it would have been too con-

tusing to explain to an 11 -year-old

child. Maybe they were fearful that

there would be another reign of

Hitler s followers and that the MOM
could save her again.

Perhaps the decision was not even

sonsjouv The decision to hide the

p.tsi in silence could be just an exam-

ple of Darwin I survival of the titteM

The lews of Eastern Europe were
murdered because of their

lewishness and their first tnetincl

was to avoid the or>|ect of their per-

secution

The scary part is that even now.
half a century alter the war. there are

thousands of hidden lews — MM
whose parents have passed away
without revealing the truth These

people have been lied to their whole-

lives, not in deception, but in sateiv.

hut nonetheless, they do not know
the truth. There are families that thev

don i know or know about It is a- il

all vou know about your relatives

your background, vour cmmcikc. has

been erased with one large sweep of

a rubber eraser A new history book
has been written totally out of your

control.

Albright recalls that she never

asked questions about her deceased

grandparents. Children accept what

their parents say as the truth.

Albright tells the Mm* York Times
that these new revelations will take

time to absorb. "It is that duality that

I will have to live with for the rest of

my life."

Now Albright has a new obstacle.

Many people are questioning
whether she really didn't know the

truth earlier. People are focusing on

her personal life rather than her lile

as the Secretary of State. She is feel-

ing the weight of the public and the

media. It is questioned if such a per-

sonal shock will detract from her

ability to perform her duties on the

Cabinet.

It is also questioned whether her

newly found historv with affect her

liaison work in the Middle East

peace process. Regardless of

whether Albright is Roman Catholic.

Episcopalian. Muslim or lewish.

peace in the Middle East would be

her goal. Ii isn't her religion that

flectl her de-ire for peace, it is her

human nature-

It is not news that the Holocaust

was a terrible event in history and
that it destroyed families and thou-

sands g| hves The war has been stud-

ied and analv/ed vet there is always

something new surfacing pertaining

to the terror of the time. Self-defense

is lustiliable in many cases, including

this one People all over Europe tried

all kinds ol methods to save them-
selves and those thev loved.

These new discoveries that are

being made by former-lews all over

the world are both wonderful and
disturbing It is phenomenal that

individuals have *e ability to

find their true history and culture. It

is unsettling that the horrors and
repercussions of the Holocaust are

still affecting people today

Sarah I Kimmel is a Collegian

staff member.

Symptom of the sickness

\

Andrew

Trodden

n mid December the school board in Oakland,
Calif, unanimously passed a resolution recognizing

Ebonics as a distinct language. Ebonics, (derived

from ebony and phonics) for those of you who might

not know, is the form of standard English that tends

to be spoken predominantly by low-income, inner city

blacks. Such is the way one could say Buckwheat
spoke.

The purpose of this resolution is not. as orig'inally

thought by many, to teach the children in Ebonics but

rather to educate the teachers in Ebonics. Thus t he-

teachers will have a better understanding of Ebonics

so that they can properly communicate!
with their students and therefore properlyj

correct them with standard English.

The hope is that by correcting these

children's speech patterns the students'

will be readied for the competitive world, both now
and later in life. While this reasoning may hold some
truth, it is absurd to believe that this is the main rea-

son these young children do not do as well in school

as their white counterparts.

They "fail" because of the lower value that their

families and communities place on education. They
fail because those who have succeeded around them
have packed up and left for the suburbs taking with

them their middle-class status. They also fail because

they do not view their future as being very bright, they

see no opportunity for their future and therefore see

no reason to do well now.
It is equally absurd to believe that it these children

were all to start speaking standard English that all of

their educational problems will miraculously wash
away. Such is not the case. The other problems which
contribute to their ever declining educational levels

will continue nonetheless. The inner-cities will still

be in a sordid state. The money that the schools

receive from property taxes will still be too low to

effectively fund the school systems and with thai the

children's outlook for the future will most likely

remain bleak.

There is nothing wrong with attempting to better

these children's speech patterns. However to fully

achieve the goal of resurrecting their futures, people

in power need to realize that Ebonics is only a symp-

tom of a larger problem and not the problem itself.

Such people in power might be for instance, U.S.

Education Secretary Richard Riley who. in a nutshell,

said that this Ebonics plan does not qualify for addi-

tional educational dollars. Mr. Riley does well to real-

ize that Ebonics is only a minor problem not truly

deserving of any government funding. However Mr.

Riley should therefore be more openly

aware to the other problems which do drag

these children down and the problems that

should be qualified for additional funding.

Simply put. there is nothing wrong with

children themselves, it's the community they're in

situations they're faced with. If you were to

the

and the

take a newborn child out of the inner-city and place it

in a middle-class suburban family, that child would

grow up speaking standard English and would do
equally as well in school as any other child. Nurture

one, nature zero.

By labelling Ebonics as a cause of the children's

inability to do well in school only makes it seem as

though it is the child's fault for not doing well. Which.

as we all know, would just do wonders for that child s

self-esteem. Is there anyone is this country who has

the guts to. for once, blame the parents and not the

children'.'

If we can begin to make these parents realize how
much they truly are affecting their children then

maybe we can change something but if not then things

will only get worse. I don't think any of us would like

to see that happen, especially the children, who don't

even have a choice in the matter.

It doesn't matter how you say things as long as you
tell the truth.

Andrew Trodden is a Collegian columnist.

Sunrise to sunset
Fasting is one of the most impor-

tant articles of Islamic faith

and the best means ol purilica

lion of one's self. It has been an inte-

gral part of all major religions. The
Prophet lesus (pbuh) fasted for 40
days before he was called to prophet

-

hood (Matthew 4:2). Similarly
Prophet Moses (pbuh) fasted for 40
days and nights before he was given

the Law 1 1 \od. 24:18). The Quran
states "O You who believe fasting has

been made obligatory for you as it

was made obligatory for the earlier

people so that you may become
pious" iSuVan ftaqurah 2: 1 **"> >

Muslims. all over the world fast

during the month of Ramadhan from
sunrise to sunset. Each year
Ramadhan goes up by 10 days, this

particular year it started on |an 10.

The Muslim fast means a complete
abstinence from eating or drinking

Merai

Hydory

Viewing America from afar
Americans.

What a swell group of people, eh?
Or so you may think — if you're one of

them. Sadly, the rest of the world doesn't exactly

see us that way.

Our lack of swellness in the eyes of our earth-

mates is not news to you. I'm sure. We all know
how filthy rich, power hungry, loud, spoiled,

pushy, evil, wasteful, arrogant, polluting, presump-

tuous and stupid many of our friends abroad pre-

sume us to be.

Before this year's winter break. I had only heard

and suspected that negative gen-

eralizations like these existed

about We the People of the good
ole U.S. of A. The only less than

flattering comment on my
nationality I had heard first hand
from a non-countrvman was the

term "septic tank" Csepo" for friend tO SWertll Of US
short), used by my Australian

friend Susan who studied here

last semester. (Why "septic

By the end of the trip,

this Australian woman
had become a good

Yanks and admitted

that "all Americans
uren 't that bad.

"

tank?" Because it rhymes with

"Yank.-sillvi

Well, in late December and
early lanuary. I got to hear some
interesting stereotypes right from

the foreign horse's mouth. I spent a month on tour

with about 50 people from all over the world:

Canada. Europe. Africa. India and Australia. The
five Americans on board hardly made up a majori-

ty. Perhaps that is why many of my newly-made
foreign friends felt comfortable telling me (some in

the course of friendly conversation and some not i a

few of their observances of and preconceived
notions about the nature of the American people.

Here's what I found out:

1 ) Americans talk too much, are obnoxious and

watch too much I \

This I heard from an Australian woman. 27

old Ol BOant, like most tktmattffm, there

is some grounding in realitv here I know many
Americans who like to hear words OOMH Irom no
mouth but their own But anyone who knows me
knows that all Americans don't talk endlessly.

And yes. the majority of us do watch way loo

much T.V.. when there are so many better wavs to

spend our time. I took special offense to this gen-

eralization, though, because laziness is one of my
biggest pet peeves I don't want to waste my life in

front of the lube (I've

already spent too much time-

there), and | don t want to

be lumped into the same cat-

egory as people who do.

What a horrible image of

America! Land of the

Zombies

By the end of the trip, this

Australian woman had
become a good Inend to sev-

eral of us Yanks and admit-

ted that "all Ametieans aren't

that bad." But she also con-

fided in us what her initial

reaction to our presence on
the tour had been. A- MOM as she'd heard our
accents as we boarded the bus on the first day of

the trip, she'd turned to her mother and said with a

frown and a growl. "There's bloody Septic Tanks
on board."

2) Americans are fat.

A 21 -year-old Dutch girl told me that when
shed visited the United States she hadn t been able

to get over the number of overweight people here.

I believe that MOM studies have shown the percent-

age of overweight Americans to be somewhere

Doonesbury

around half. That's crazy. Obviously, obesity is a

serious health problem in the States, but what this

stereotype fails to acknowledge is that American
culture is also obsessed with weight loss Thinness

is the ideal and many people risk their health, even

their lives, to achieve it Despite these extremes,

there are people who have found a happy median.

We just need to get more people to thai point

5) Lastly. Americans arc wimps.

The tour guide, a 25-year-old Kenyan, came
running to the tent I was sharing with four other

girls after we told him we'd seen a four-inch long

centipede crawl across one of our sleeping bags.

After he told us the animal was extremely danger-

ous, we got a bit nervous and evacuated ihe tent

Standing outside on the desert floor in our p.j.'s.

peering into the dark tent with wide eyes and flash-

lights, we were. Ill admit, semi-frightened. Upon
failing to find the critter. Mr. Macho Man (who
was too scared to actually go into the tent) told us

to go back to bed. When we objected, on the

grounds that it may still be in there, he told us to

stop being so American."

Mid-sentence. I had expected him to say "girl-

ish" or something sexist like that in the place of

"American" (in which case I would have been
forced to whack him), but the "American" caught

me off guard and I did not react. American? Yeah.

Okay. Buddy. Ignoring the overlooked fact (hat

there were both an Italian and a Dutchwoman pre-

sent, what did he think was in the American psy-

che that would make it any more afraid or less

equipped to deal with a dangerous situation than

members of other nationalities? I don't know. I

guess it just goes along with the idea that we're fat.

lazy good-for-nothings.

I,et's go. folks. Shape up. The world's looking at

us. Don't you want to make a good impression?

Sicole Cournoyer is a Collegian columnist

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

between dawn to dusk The word
Ramadhan is derived from the root

Hamad which indicates heal and
restlessness It is said that the

month signifies the hardships whish

accompany a fast like thirst and a

comparative sluggishness.

"Ramadhan bums the sins and faults

as fire burns wood" (Prophet
Muhammad pbuh).

Easting during the month of

Ramadhan is obligator) for every

Muslim man and woman. There are a

number ol conditions attached to last

mg The uiosJ important ol then: con-

ditions i- that one must

not eat. drink, smoke
allow the dust and
steam to enter into the

throat, and refrain from
having sexual intercom ~c Irom dawn
till dusk. When a petson lasts he. in a

way, combats against his own sell

During lasting the same person who
usually eats delicious IishJs and dnnks
cold beverages many times a day. sud-

denly forsakes all these things and
BMKiSM complete control over
hunger and thirst. There is no distinc-

tion between the rich and the rxnir in

the matter of fasting Ihis shows that

the rich and the poor are equal in the

eyes of God and the supenontv ol a

person depends solely on piety and
virtue. The same piety and virtue of

which lasting, is a practical manifesta-

tion

Up make la-tin^' acceptable in the

eyes of God it is not sufficient to

abstain from eating and drinking
onlv It is necessary for a Muslim who
fasts to refrain from falsehood,
back-biting and injustice with others.

Fasting allows Muslims to experience

the hardships which hunger and
thirst entail Muslims should help the

needy and the poor and behave nicely

with everyone. "One who. while lasi

ing. does not guard his tongue Irom

telling lies, docs not refrain from
doing bad deeds, is not respecting his

fast and God does not approve ol

mere abstention from food" (Prophet

Muhammad pbuh).

Islam does not subject any person

to a responsibility which i< beyond
his competence or which causes him
severe hardships. If a person is vi<.k

traveling, and under medication, then

fasting is not required or obligatory

upon them.

Fasting is not a means of losing

weight or dieting. Ramadhan is also

known to be a month of forgiveness.

During this month it is known that

the doors of heaveh are open and the

was
Muslims believe

was revealed during the

doors of hell are closed for the

Muslims. Muslims are required to

pray five times a day regardless of

whether they are fasting or not.

However, for the fast to be accepted

one should pray live tunes a day. lust

as one showeis everyday to cleanse

themselves from all the filth and dirt.

It is the same concept lor Muslims to

last and perlorm the ritual prayers.

V\ hen Muslims are fasting they arc-

not just avoiding the desire of food

but any action that is concerned >m-

lul in the eves t ,| Cod. Muslims are

cleansing themselves Irom all the >ins

that they have commit-
ted.

Ramadhan has another

special signilicance for

the Muslims, lor it was
in this month that the first revelation

of Ihe Holy Our an (The Holy Book)

made to the Holy Prophet,
that the llolv Book

ast 10 odd
nights of the month. Usually Muslims

stay awake all night in worship of

God
According to the sighting of the

moon the month of Ramadhan has

some to an end. Al the last day it il a

celebration known as Eid-ul-Fitr.

During this celebration Muslims
gather in a congregation to perform

special prayers for the I id It is oblig-

atory lor e-verv sane Muslim who has

attained the age of puberty to give

Eitra (alms l It is usually given hv the

head of the family member for the

entire family at the rate of three kilo-

grams of food for each person. The
money is to be distributed to the

needy believers who cannot afford

his/her living lor one year. "The con-

ception of Fid in Islam is not only

confined to a celebratory extrava-

gance, luxurious feasts and friendly

embraces The Muslims should rather

devote this day to the worship of God
and should ask for approval of their

virtuous deeds and forgive their mii-

This year the Eid-ul- Fitr will be
either on Saturday or Sunday a.

ing to the sighting of the moon.
Muslims fast all over the world

during this month. There are number
of students on campus that are prac-

ticing this faith. I think that it is

essential that fasting should be per-

formed one's a year for the sake of

God and it is good for once health

physically and mentally. It is also
essential to be aware of such prac-

tices when it affects almost one- fifth

ol the Muslim population

Merai Hydary is a UMass student
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Comedy satirizes the newsroom
By Lisa M. Oliveri

Collegian Staff

The Blank Page, a play and
soon-to-be film by Chicago play-
wright Adam Langer. explores the
inner workings of a Generation-X
magazine during a typical day before
print. Beginning in the early morning,
the audience walks through a day in
the life of nine characters as they
strive to produce 77ie Alternative, by
afternoon deadline.

Sponsored by the UMass Arts
Council and the Student Affairs
Cultural Enrichment Fund, and pre-
sented by Tabula Rasa and
Residential Arts in association with
the UMass theater department, The
Blank Page debuts this evening in
Hampden Theater.

The black comedy focuses on the
working relationships of
twenty-something journalists
employed at a stereotypical
Generation-X monthly magazine. The
Alternative — a sort of faux-Rolling
Stone. It focuses on pop culture,
music, fashion, films, etc. and the
eccentric characters and their odd
quirks make the play both entertaining

10 watch, as well as easy to relate to,

especially for the college student.

"I wanted to give young people a
play that presents a real life situation

that they can readily identify with,"
said Corey Pearlstein, director and
producer.

Pearlstein, a UMass theater depart-

ment alum, returned to the area to

work on another play with a graduate
student, but then stayed to help with
The Blank Page. His enthusiasm
about the play is in part because it

serves the UMass community.
"It [The Blank Page] takes the

experience of UMass people and local-

izes the action," Pearlstein said. "It's a
cross section of a lot of different
archetypes of the Gen-X community."

Nine students from UMass and the
Five College area comprise the cast.

Though it is a relatively balanced
ensemble, the play centers mostly
around Darren, the managing editor
and G-Man, the publisher who sinks

all of his money into keeping The
Alternative, afloat.

When the play opens, it is morning
and final edits are due that afternoon.
Midway through the day Glen, an
advertising representative and resi-

dent drug dealer, sells a one and a
half page ad, for which there is no
room. The conflict arises when
Darren and G-Man must decide
whether to keep an article and pre-

serve integrity, or run the ad in its

place and sell-out.

Each one of the characters is a

metaphor for the various positions at

a magazine. But the entertainment
value lies in the fact that they each
have one virtue which makes them
likeable, and one which makes them
disdainful.

Besides the three aforementioned
characters. The Alternative employs
Zilch, an angry jaded music reviewer
who moonlights as a costume bunny
at trade shows; Louise, the assistant

to Darren who represents ethics and
work value, but always gets dis-

missed by her superior; Nan, who
considers herself a poet and prophet
of the next millennium; Billy-lay, a

photographer and bike messenger
who is concerned with preserving the

lost art of black and white; Blake, an
annoying and self-involved Yale
graduate and Theo, a pompous
graphic designer.

Keeping with the motif of Gen-X
pop culture, singer Amy Fairchild
will be performing for tonight's
post-show reception. In addition, all

of the music played in the production
are from area bands.

The Blank Page will be performed
at Hampden Theater tonight at 8
p.m. and tomorrow at 2:50 and 8
p.m. Tickets are $4 for students and
$7 for the general public. For more
information or tickets call the Fine
Arts Center Box Office at 545-2511

"Hercules" races at front offantasy pack
By Dennis Anderson
Assoc ia*ad Press

LOS ANGELES — If imitation is the sincerest form
of flattery — and in television, imitation can sometimes
be darn near the whole show — the heroic fantasy
series "Hercules" must be getting a swelled head.

In recent months, such fantasy adventure shows have
popped up faster in television syndication than
"Friends" clones hit the networks.

Following the path of "Hercules: The Legendary
roumeys* are new offerings drawn from such staples of
the old cliffhangcr genre as "Robin Hood." "Tarzan" and
"Sinbad." each circulating in the off-peak hours of the 50
or 60-channel TV spectrum that syndication serves.

How much mythical traffic will the system bear?
Well, any show survives only on its ability to pull an
audience and hold it. On the successful side,
"Highlander," a heroic predecessor of "Hercules,"
recently wrapped its 100th episode, and its global audi-
ence can order from a catalog of licensed goods that
range from 10 buck T-shirts to lethal "Highlander"
swords that cost hundreds of dollars

In audience pull and popularity. "Hercules." in its

third season, and its companion spin-off, "Xena:
Warrior Princess." already have shown their rippling
muscles.

The shows, both rated TV-PG, are vying with "Star
Trek: Deep Space Nine" for pride of place in syndica-
tion popularity. Rob Tapert. the executive producer of
both series, describes his creations as "a guilty pleasure
for professors, relevant for kids" and populated with
scantily clad females "for the guys who can't find the
keys to the pickup."

"We knew we could make a better show than
Bay-watch." Tapert said.

The popularity of Here & Xena isn't related to nos-
talgia for corny 1950s gladiator movies or the "Conan
The Barbarian" mold. They just don't look, or sound,
like a bunch of stuff that happened on television in an
earlier life.

The Hercules character played by Kevin Sorbo talks

like a surfer guy and makes his heroic warrior move

with ihe ease of quarterback Joe Montana.
Lucy Lawless, who plays Xena. is a kind of she-

hunky leather queen who sails through the air like

Bruce Lee and could be a dream date — as long as you
surrender the car keys.

"We wanted action, we wanted monsters and. for
those who catch on, they'll find it funny," Tapert said.

Shot in the lush, forested locale of New Zealand,
Hercules and Xena offer a fantasy universe populated
with dragons, harpies, cyclops and sandworms. The
special effects created by Flat Earth productions rival

those of the big screen.

Tapert and his colleague, executive producer Sam
Raimi, vaulted into the mythic countryside of Hercules
from the universe of action movies.
They launched their careers with a cult hoiror flick

called The Evil Dead. Together, they created macabre,
action movies that included Darkman and Army of
Darkness.

When they were approached to create an action tele-

vision movie derived from the Hercules Jegend. they
hooted.

"Nobody cares about Hercules,' we said. 'Give us
Conan.' They told us Conan's not available." Tapert
recalled in an interview. Antecedents of "Hercules" and
"Xena" were uncool even as camp. Gladiator movies?
Ugh. Barbarian flicks with leaden dialogue. But in a
recent Xena episode, the warrior princess gushes.
"Don't hate me because I'm beautiful!" Then she tosses
a bad guy with a full-arm twist and sends up the old
hair-coloring commercial in the same instant

Hercules regularly dispenses lines like "Come on,
guys!" or observes sagely. "That's a big dragon."
The tone delivers a show adults can laugh with and

kids can revel in.

"I just wanted to make the kind of show that I would
have watched." the boyish Tapert said. "The kind of
show I would have fought my parents to watch."

But adults are watching, too. A fan convention in

Burbank drew 4.000 people on a recent weekend. Plenty
of adults, many in costume, turned out to see their
heroes, test their steel and swarm for autographs from
Sorbo and Lawless.
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Play discusses turbulent history
By MftcrwM HHMH
Collegian Staff

HAVING OUR SAY
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Feb. 6, 1997

'I'd never thought I'd see the day
that people would be interested in

what two old Segro women had to

say "— Bessie Delany.

Last night the awe inspiring Delany
sisters came to the Fine Arts Center
Concert Flail to share their journey of
over one hundred and five years of his-

tory together called Having Our Say
based on the co-authored book.

In 1889 Sarah Louise "Sadie"
Delany was born in Virginia to the

mixed-race Nanny Logan and slave

bom Henry Beard Delany. Two years

later Annie Elizabeth "Bessie" Delany
is bom in North Carolina at a time
when street cars in some southern
states are segregated for the first time
and there arc a reported 1 12 lynch-

ings.

The story of the two sisters who
witnessed every type of discrimina
tion, prejudice and social change
whether just or unjust was told in an
up front honest and humorous man-

ner. They shared with the audience
stories of a mixed race family and the

effect that had on understanding seg-

regation laws as young children, ihe

importance of religion and education
and frustration at racist white men
whom they did not let break their spir-

it.

The two sisters lived to witness the

very first Haley's Comet. "|im Crow
Laws." the first World War, prohibi-

tion, women's right to vote, atom
bombs dropped on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. Rosa Parks' refusal to give

up her seat on a segregated bus,
Martin Luther King's "I have a dream"
speech, (he assassination of |FK, pas-

sage of the Civil Rights Bill. Neil

Armstrong's walk on the moon and
several other phenomenal events too
many to list.

The lives of these two outspoken,
incredible women are portrayed by
actress Micki Grant, who plays Sadie

and Lizan Mitchell played Bessie.

Sadie the eldest sister, quiet and
reserved compared to younger sistei

Bessie, is still alive to tell her unbeliev-

able life story while Bessie died in

I W5 at the age of 104.

What made the performance of
these two sisters special was the fact

that the audience felt as though they

had been invited into their living

room. They shared pictures of family

members, but also told stories of
childhood memories while mixing in

their own flair and spunk, which char-

acter Bessie had plenty.

The nearly three hour play spanned
across years of accomplishment
including Bessie's graduation from
Columbian Dental School, Sadie
receiving her Master's Degree from
Columbia University and becoming
the first African-American teacher in

the New York City education system
and Bessie's involvement with W.E.B.
Du Bois to protest the showing of the

racist film Birth ofa Sation.

The sisters, who never married,
addressed such subjects as political

correctness, sex. religion, racism, slav-

ery, loneliness and sorrow after the

passing of their mother and father and
at the very end of the play they even
discussed gang violence that has
plagued our society.

This play brings social issues from
over one hundred years ago back into

people's hearts and minds in the only
way possible-truthfully. The sisters

opened their home and photo albums
to invite ihe audience to listen and
watch their story of love, sisterhood

and overcoming adversity.

Young actress wets her feet in Faulkner TV tale
By Frazier Moore
Associated Press

NEW YORK — On the set. says leanne Tripplehorn.
they called her "Waterella."
There she was last August, like the rest of the cast

and crew of Old Man. withstanding 5 1/2 weeks of
Louisiana bayous and daily rainstorms and a special-
effects flood, all for the sake of this "Hallmark Hall of
Fame" production of the William Faulkner short story
(airing at 9 p.m. Sunday on CBS).

But among those making Old Man. only Tripplehorn
had been in ihat same boat before Only she had
weathered months in watery purgatory after landing
the role of Kevin Costncr's co-star in the 1995 epic
Waterworld.

"I like lo bring stories to life." Tripplehorn explains.
"and Old Man's story is so beautiful I decided it would
be a shame not lo do it just because it was set on water.
"But when I got there outside of Baton Rouge to

start shooting." she says with a what-was-l-thinking
laugh, "I had flashbacks. Deja vu It was exactly like

Waterworld. only instead of being cold it was really
hot, and there were snakes and alligators, and some of
the water was polluted!"

Out there, she says, smiling. "I was the vet — the
vet with the thousand-yard stare."

Old Man (the title refers 10 the Mississippi River)
tells of the Flood of 1927, when a prison convict.
played by Arliss Howard, is set loose in a small boat to
locate and rescue a woman imperiled by the deluge.
Through stubbornness and dumb luck, the dutiful

|.|. does indeed find Tripplehorn's character Addie,
who is clinging to a cypress branch, pregnant, on the
verge of giving birth.

The rest of the film follows their journey lo find
their way back, as an odd but big-hearted attachment

forms between the two. and. before long, the three of
them.

There is lots to like about Old Man. but as gorgeous
and evocative as the settings are ("we were in some
serious Mutual of Omaha's Wild Kingdom' country"),
they defer to something even more special: the tender-
ly oblique relationship connecting | | and Addie.

For all that may be going on between them, they
don't say much, which means that viewers are called
upon to do less listening than feeling as this sort-of
love story unfolds.

Tripplehorn says she and Howard pushed to make
the script's already sparse dialogue even more "pared-
down and simple. These are country folk, from another
era. They talk around things, with a lot left unspoken."

"By the end of the movie, everything catches up with
the audience, because everything they thought is con-
firmed. But even then, it isn't said in an outright,
forthright way. I think that makes things more power-
ful and bittersweet, yet very hopeful."

Clearly. Tripplehorn feels a kinship with the charac-
ters of Old Man. They remind her of who she is and
where she came from, growing up in Tulsa, Okla.. a
place she's never really left.

"I go back all the time." she says. "I've got a place
there, and it's really good to go back home."

In fact, as she talks, she drops hints of a down-home
twang. "Yeah. I'm drawling." she says with a smile.
"When I'm tired, I start to roll."

A freshly appealing young woman with wideset
brown eyes, she doesn't LOOK tired. But if she is. it's

because she's still getting her sea legs (so to speak) in

a new Broadway production of Chekhov's Three
Sisters, in previews with Amy Irving and Lili Taylor as
the other title characters. Masha is only the latest of
the diverse roles Tripplehorn has tackled in her young
career.
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Actors work to fit the role

By Amanda Covarrubias

Associated Press

When Robert De Niro packed on

the pounds to play boxer lake

LaMotta in Raging Bull, everyone

thought he had gone off the deep

end.

That was taking Method acting to

the extreme, they said. Or was it?

Nowadays, actors think nothing

of shedding 20 pounds here and

putting on 50 pounds there for the

right movie role ... and. of course,

the accompanying seven-figure

salary.

It's not enough to merely play a

character, they have to LIVE in that

person's skin ... even if that means

expanding or shrinking it into

unnatural proportions.

To achieve their physical goals,

they hire high-priced personal train-

ers, rise at 4 a.m. for pre-call work-

outs and heed the advice of nutri-

tionists, who will tell them how to

do it in a healthy way... or as

healthy as possible.

Think of Demi Moore toning up

her already hard-bodied physique to

bare it all as a nightclub dancer in

Striptease. Dennis Quaid practically

starving himself into gaunt cowboy
Wyatt Earp. And the king of pecs

Sylvester Stallone transmogrifying

into the antithesis of Rocky to play

an overweight, pudgy sheriff in the

recently released Copland.

Courtney Love, who plays a

dying, AIDS-infected Althea Flynt

in The People vs. Larry Flynt. lost

30 pounds in just a few weeks for

the role.

Minnie Driver, on the other hand,

gained some 50 pounds to make her

ugly-duckling character more
believable in Circle of Friends.

Keanu Reeves went through gruel-

ing training to tone up for Little

Buddha (though he was more than a

little hefty in last year's boj'-office

dud. Chain Reaction).

And who could forget Linda
Hamilton's biceps in Terminator //'.'

There's no doubt those sharply

defined arms have launched more

than a thousand biceps curls.

Whether these acts of body mor-

phing reflect extreme dedication or

just insecurity in one's acting abili-

ties is an open question.

Whatever the motivation, no

mountain is too tall, no dumbbell

too heavy and no StairMaster too

intimidating for these stars to main-

tain their million-dollar figures.

Chris Imbo. a personal trainer

j^ Recycle

. *W !!!!!!
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15 East Pleasant St.

who runs his own studio in New
York, helped model-turned-acm---

Elle MacPhcrson tone up for her

swimsuit calendar, then quickly

become "voluptuous" for her role in

Sirens.

The lanky MacPherson wanted to

be toned and thin for the pictorial

that had her posing in next-to-noth-

ing swimsuits.

"She was practically naked. M
she wanted to look her best." Imbo
said.

To achieve that goal, Imbo
designed a 10-week workout for her

that brought her into the gym two
hours a day. five days a week. To
get the sleek look, the former cover

girl performed weight training that

WCMlto* on heavy lifting and quick

repetitions.

Star and trainer also went for

long runs in Central Park, and
macpherson followed a low-fat diet

that was heavy on fruits, vegetables

and grains and light on carbohy
drates.

After the intense slimming-down
period. MacPherson had about two
months to gain 25-pounds for her

Sirens role that called for a more
well-rounded woman.

"Basically, it just meant she didn't

have to work out as hard," says

Imbo. whose advice doesn't come
cheap. He charges $150 an hour,

which he says is reasonable by per-

sonal trainers' standards.

hilly Bald" in didn't hesitate to

shell out the oucks to prepare for

his role as the romantic lead oppo-

site Sharon Stone in Sliver. Mis goal

was to look more muscular, toned

and defined for his revealing love

WMM.
"He wanted to look better than

Sharon Stone." Imbo said. "It's not

ewj
Some stars shun the personal

trainer route, preferring to check

into a health spa, such as the

Golden Door and La Costa Resort

and Spa north of San Diego, where

actors and regular folks can get

whipped into shape in a natural,

rugged setting.

Oprah Winfrey checked hersell

into the Cal-a-Vie resort in Vista.

Calif., several years ago during her

infamous yoyo dieting period.

Ultimately, the spa wasn't what

finally got Oprah on the right track.

The talk show host learned what

Demi. Kile and Sly have known all

along — that to change your body's

shape takes continuous hard v.urk

and lots of swe.it

Schindler's List to air on NBC

By Bob Thomas
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Schindler's

List never quite fit into the stan-

dard boxes Hollywood builds for

its movies. It was black and
white. It was serious. It explicitly

portrayed a topic — the

Holocaust — that had been all

but taboo in American films.

On Sunday. Steven Spielberg

attempts to squeeze a slightly

trimmed version of Schindler's

List into a new kind of box —
network television. It promises to

be a departure from standard net-

work fare.

The 1 994 Academy Award win-

ner appears on NBC from 7:50

p.m. to 1 1 p.m. EST, uninterrupt-

ed by commercials. The sole

sponsor is the Ford Motor
Company, which will offer a total

of two minutes of messages at the

beginning and end, plus an intro-

duction by Ford executive Ross
Roberts.

The airing of the film that won
seven Academy Awards, includ-

ing best picture and director, car-

ries a rating of TV-M (mature
audiences only), because of the

horrible acts of the German con-

centration camp commandant and

guards, as well as the nudity of

some women victims. Spielberg

spokesman Marvin Levy assured

that the edits will be slight.

"The film is still being worked
on. and the trims will be minor,

perhaps a second here and there."

he said. "Television viewers will

see essentially what was shown in

theaters.

"Nudity will be one of the areas

to be trimmed. But there will be

nudity. The film will be very

graphic, very explicit. Steven has

always felt that is part of its effec-

mencsv"
Schindler's List surprised the

film trade by its widespread
acceptance: It grossed $95 mil-

lion in the United States and
Canada. The figure might have

reached the magic $100 million

mark except that it was shown
free to 2 million high school stu-

dents.

The total gross worldwide
reaches over $500 million; no

specifics, because Spielberg does-

n't like to put a dollar figure on

the film. The television contract

resulted from his desire to have

Schindler's List seen by as many
people as possible. Levy said.

"Arrangements are being made
for the film to be shown in other

major countries," the spokesman
added. "It will appear in the same
format as on NBC. Since most of

the countries have state-owned

channels, that should be easy to

manage. There are no plans to

show it theatrically."

NBC not being state-owned,

there was the delicate matter of

how to sponsor Sunday's show-
ing. The standard run of TV com-

mercials would clash preposter-

ously — and tastelessly — with

black-and-white scenes of concen-

tration camps.

"It worked out very well," said

|ohn Agoglia, president of NBC
Enterprises. "We were even more

fortunate than we anticipated, in

having a sponsor like Ford taking

a higher sponsorship and forego-

ing commercial interruption."

He added that there will be rest

breaks during the film. Instead of

commercials, the audience will

see a printed intermission-type

message on the screen, accompa-

nied by theme music.

As to the nudity and other mat-

ters that brought the TV-M rat-

ing, Agoglia observed: "You have

to judge the content as it relates

to the film as a whole. I can't talk

about what editing might be

done: that's entirely up to Steven.

I can tell you it won't be anything

substantial."

Under the contract, NBC has

the right for further screenings of

Schindler's List, the true story of

how Oskar Schindler. a factory

operator and Nazi party member,
helped save the lives of 1,100

lews during the Holocaust.
Agoglia said no timetable for

repeat screenings has been set.

Schindler's List was a depar-

ture for Spielberg, whose previ-

ous movies included laws,
Raiders of the Lost Ark. E. T. the

Extra-Terrestrial and lurassic

Park.

Spielberg has portrayed
Schindler's List as a labor of pas-

sion and remembrance. He has

used the returns to form the

Righteous People Foundation to

support Jewish art and culture

and to explore the future of

ludaism.

U.S. faces Brazil in

Davis Cup today

Kwan ready to defend nationals
By Teresa M. Walker
Associated Press

NAStiVILU M
Kwan h_ ,i miii| 'phy.

Someone ru>. to be the best ifcatei

in ihc world, and she is much happi-

er being th.it person.

She views the H97 U.S. Figure

Skating Championships this week,

where s'> is the reigning champion.

throu>-' I ol the laste

in town.

"I mean, everybody looking I

as the bullseyc. everyone trying

like, kill me." Kwan said with ohvi

ous glee. "I'm just trying to stay

away and dodging everybody and
tiring back."

Fierce competitiveness is a pre

requisite for any skaker, no matter

bow petite the ligure or bright the

smile. For the lfo-vear-old Kv.

started as a girl trying to Otll

her siblings. She qualified for skat-

ing's senior level at age 12 without

her coach's knowledge. Last year

she became the youngest U.S. cham-
pion in more than 50 years, and the

intensity hasn't eased with success.

Kwan followed up her national

title last March by becoming the

youngest skater to win the

world championships

"The biggest competition is

I on' one

m t mc i> ll i just

,i m> head oft straight

and keep on working hard and keep

concentrating."

Her turn at defending her U.S.

title comes Friday, when the wom-
en's competition begins. The men

,n ted Thursday at the champi-

onships, sponsored by Stale Farm.

Kwan first caught the spotlight

with her athletic triple jumps. But

she sometimes looked like a little

girl playing dress-up in elaborate

.vsiumes and makeup.
Her transformation into a more

mature skater was completed at the

championships last year, when she

portrayed the sultry temptress
Sdlome.

Now. her long program features

an Indian storyline about the Taj

Mahal and peaks with seven triple

lumps in the final minute.

The physical, emotional piece

wore Kwan out when she started

ihis season at Skate America last

fall, but practice time has built up
her strength.

By Michael Astor

Associated Press

"Now it"» stronger, more dramat

ic* Kwan aaid.

It's too early to tell if she'll keep

that strategy for he Winter
Olympic* one >cji .i*ay. Kwan
fends of! questions, preferring

instead to talk about her immediate

goals of defending her U.S. and
world titles.

"You can't look too far ahead
because the Olympics are right

around the corner. You just have to

concentrate on what you're doing

now because now is the future," she

said.

Likewise, talk about the 2002
Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City

will be decided in the future, which

Kwan has already determined will

include college and a career away
from the ice. A high school junior,

she wants to go somewhere in

Boston so that she can be close to

her older sister. Karen, a freshman

at Boston University.

Kwan comes into the nationals

having won six events this season.

She says she is completely recovered

from the sore left ankle that forced

her to withdraw from a meet in

lapan in December.
Winning last year got easier when

defending champion Nicole Bobek
withdrew with an injury. Bobek is

expected back, along with Tonia
Kwiatkowski. Tara Lipinski and
Sydne Vogel.

RIBEIRAO PRETO, Brazil — Tropical heat, watered-down courts and

fanatical fans are all part of Brazil's arsenal as it prepares for a heavily favored

U.S. team on Friday in Davis Cup play today.

Even with the United States missing its top four players, Brazil is vastly mis-

matched, its highest ranked player 50 spots below the American team's lowest

ranked player.

So the Brazilians are banking on an unconventional strategy that has kept

them unbeaten at home in the Davis Cup the last 10 years.

"When you look at it realistically, there's very little chance Brazil can win,

but as the hosts we can determine where the games are played, what kind of

court and the like," said Ivo Simon, spokesman for the Brazilian Tennis

Federation.

So the Brazilians have chosen this sun-baked inland city 200 miles north-

west of Sao Paulo, where temperatures are likely to reach 100 degrees during

the matches.

They have also have chosen clay courts, hoping to slow the attack of the

leading Americans, No. 22 Jim Courier and No. 24 MaliVai Washington, who
replaced injured Andre Agassi.

And if the heat and the clay doesn't work, the Brazilians always have the

fans.

More accustomed to the chanting at soccer games than the country club eti-

quette of the tennis courts, Brazilian fans have succeeded more than once in

throwing a top player off his game.

In 1992, Germany lost to the Brazilians in Rio. when Boris Becker, worn out

after winning a five-set singles and then losing in doubles, refused to play the

tournament's final match, complaining about both the courts and the fans.

Last September, Austria lost after Thomas Muster walked off the courts

accusing the fans of using mirrors to direct sunlight into his eyes. The charge

was never substantiated.

"That's part of the excitement of Davis Cup, playing in countries where the

fans are excited," Courier said. "From what I gather, Thomas didn't handle the

situation as well as he could have."

But Riehey Reneberg, ranked No. 50 who along with No. 55 Alex O'Brien

will meet Brazil's Gustavo Kuerten No. 85 and Fernando Meligeni No. 90 was

more cautious.

"The game looks easy on paper but it won't be that easy," Reneberg said.

"These guys are good and in Davis cup anything can happen."

Which is exactly what the Brazilians are betting on. Washington opens the

series against the top Brazilian player. Gustavo Kuerten and Courier plays the

second singles against Fernando Meligeni, who placed fourth in singles at the

Atlanta Olympics.

On Saturday, Meligeni and Kuerten will face O'Brien and Reneberg in dou-

bles play.

In Sunday's reverse singles. Courier plays Kuerten and Washington faces

Meligeni.

American coach Tom Gullikson said the heat of the South American sum-

mer won't be a factor.

"|im and MaliVai live in Florida where it's hot and humid," he said. "All the

players are in good shape and used to this kind of weather."

In other first-round Davis Cup pairings, it's Italy-Mexico, South Africa-

Russia, Romania-Netherlands, India-Czech Republic, Spain-Germany and

Sweden-Switzerland.

Norweigians lead in

world championships
By Piero Volsecchi

Associated Press

SESTRIFRE. Italy — Kjetil

Andre Aamodt and Lassc Kjus fin-

ished in the top three in the com-

bined downhill in the World
Championships yesterday, putting

the Norwegian stars in great shape

for the night slalom.

Austria's Franz Werner won the

downhill in I minute. 57.20 sec-

onds, but has little chance in the

slalom portion of the event.

Aamodt followed in 1:57.57, Kjus

and Switzerland's Bruno Kernen
tied for third in 1:57.62. and lason

Rosener of Breckenridge. Colo.,

was fifth in 1:58.20.

Kernen. like Wcmcr. is primari-

ly a downhiller. but is a much bet-

ter slalom skier than the Austrian.

"I am good enough in slalom to

shoot for a medal." Kcmcn said "I

didn't just run the downhill as a

training run. I'm looking for a

place on the podium."

Kjus. the defending overall

World Cup champion, was the sil-

ver medalist in last year's world

combined. He won gold medals in

the event in the 1994 Olympics and

1995 worlds. He has been slowed

by illness, but picked up a silver

Monday in the super-G and is one

of the world's top all-around racers.

Aamodt was the silver medalist

in the 1994 Olympics and the

1995 worlds in combined and was

the 1994 overall World Cup cham-

pion.

Marc Girardclli, the defending

world champion in combined and
the winner of 15 world and
Olympic medals, did not ski in the

event. Slowed by numerous knee

injuries, he is expected to

announce his retirement next

week.

Guenther Madcr of Austria, one

if the favorites along with the two

Norwegians, linished out of the

top 10 m I 58.64. He has four

third-place finishes in the com-
bined in world competition,
including last year in Spain.

The two slalom legs were set for

tonight under the floodlights —
the second of four slalom runs

staged at night. It marks the first

time world ski officials have raced

the combined on the same day in

the world championships.

On Wednesday night. Deborah
Compagnoni. who feared she might

fall asleep skiing at night, instead

thrilled a partisan crowd by captur-

ing her second world title in her

least favorite discipline — slalom.

Compagnoni beat teammate
Lara Magoni by 1.27 seconds for

an unprecedented 1-2 triumph by

Italians in a world race. Karen
Rolen of Switzerland, who led

Compagnoni by 0.05 seconds in

the first run. was third, 1.60 sec-

onds back.

Compagnoni, who will defends

her world giant slalom title

Sunday, said her second slalom

run down the Kandahar course

gave her 'almost the same great

feeling that only giant slalom usu-

ally gives me."
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'Hialtfutr than candy?

Comes in lots ofcolon?
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Send one to that special someone.

Campus Center • 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Tuesday February 11

Wednesday, February 12

Sponsored by your Pert Health Educator*

Health F. Juration Division • University Health Services

Campus Activities at the University of Massachusetts presents

"Something Every Friday"

A Touch of

Reality
This three-person group uses poetry

to express important issues like

AIDs; gang violence; and day-to-

day reality. This powerful trio has

opened for the Fugees, the Lost

Boys, and the Last Poets.

Bluewall Cafe
For more information check our website: February 7 1997
http://www.umass.edu/campact/events/sef.htm

This series is made possible by a grant from olUUpm
UMASS Auxiliary Services, the Vice-Chancellor Free
for Student Affairs, and the Daily Collegian.
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L7M men's track travels

to Boston to face the best

in Valentine Invitational

By Steven Grant
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's track
team will send some of the best it

has got to Boston University
tomorrow to compete in the
Valentine Invitational.

The meet, scheduled for 12
p.m., allows the best athletes in

the region to prepare for the
championship meets in the weeks
to come. Assistant coach |im
Giroux thinks the meet is a more
than adequate preparation for

arguably the most critical part of
the season.

"We'll be bringing our best
athletes there," Giroux said. "It's

not a scoring meet, but rather
we're trying to get some personal

bests out of it before the champi-
onship meets. The track is one of
the fastest is the East, so we
should get some seed times out of

it."

Paul Blodorn (800m). Andre-

Roach and Alex Ampontuah
(triple jump) and |an Stevens
(shot put) will be among the par-

ticipants tomorrow. All four have
already qualified for New
Englands, with Stevens headed to

the IC4As in New |ersey.

What's more. Stevens owns the

No. I shot put throw in New
England with a distance of 53-9

3/4 from a )an. 25 at New
Hampshire.

Also present in the state capital

will be the 4x400m relay team,
consisting of Dave Cahill, Tom
Toye, Neil Concepcion and Scott

Price, all of whom will be com-
peting individually in the postsea-

son.

"We're hoping they can drop a

couple of seconds of their time
on the fast track," Giroux said.

"They could possibly beat the
school record (3:18.1). Right
now they've got a 3:19.59.

"Ideally, they could be New
England champs and make the
finals at the IC4As. Overall, it's

going to be a good meet. There
will be some stiff competition."

Price and Cahill are certainly

ready for it.

"If we could improve our time
in the relay that would be great."

Cahill said. "The training's been
good, and the track we'll be run-

ning at is too. so we'll have to

see."

Price agrees.

"Everyone is hoping to do well,

individually and in the 4x400."
said Price, the track team's lead-

ing scorer with 56.75 points. "If

we can give a good performance
it should propel us into the cham-
pionship meets."

Women's gym hosts Rhode Island-Bridgeport Sunday
By Lisa M. Oliveri

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's gymnastics team
will host Rhode Island and Bridgeport in its second

home meet of the season Sunday at I p.m. at the

Boyden Gymnastics Center.

With this meet the Minutewomen will take

another step toward improving their Atlantic- 10

standing and preparing for NCAA regionals.

"It's a very important weekend for us because

Rhode Island is an A- 10 opponent and this year,

even though we were A- 10 champions last year,

they've picked us to be No. 2 behind GW, who
we've already beaten," coach Dave Kuzara said.

Massachusetts will see its first action in two
weeks, .having dropped a close decision to

Michigan in the first-ever meet held at the William

D. Mullins center on Feb. 2. The No. 1

1

Wolverines edged the Minutewomen by 1.3 points,

despite a best ever UMass score of 193.7.

According to Kuzara, it's important the team

scores high this weekend, to send a message to

Rhode Island and the rest of the A-10 that UMass
is a force to be reckoned with.

"We need to hit our routines, we can't afford a

let down after the Michigan meet," Kuzara said. "I

think that with a good performance this weekend
we can jump back into the top 25."

For sophomore Betsy Colucci, this meet will be

the first time she will compete in three events

since she was injured last year. She will likely

compete on beam, floor and vault. According to

Colucci, this meet hopes to be a big confidence

booster.

"We got a big, big score last time out and we

need to realize we can do better every meet. It's

important even without all the crowd and all the

hype we can stay focused and we can continue to

do the gymnastics we can do," Colucci said.

Michelle LoPresti agreed, citing the team's chem-

istry as an important factor in coming out ahead.

"We showed that all last year we had a lot of

major injuries and people stepped up from every-

where and in the end we did excellent as a team,"

LoPresti said.

With all 1 3 gymnasts healthy, Kuzara hopes to

be able to score at least 1 94 tomorrow. And he has

transferred that to his women, who know that

when they are healthy and confident they will be

hard to beat.

"If we stay focused and we keep our intensity

level up, we can give anybody a run for their

money," Colucci said.

Mens gym hosts league champs Temple on Saturday

By Jeremy R. Adorns

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's gymnas-

tics team faces its greatest challenge of

the season this weekend when it hosts

defending Eastern Intercollegiate

Gymnastics League Champions
Temple at the Boyden Gymnastics
Complex on Saturday at 7 p.m.

The Minutemen are currently

ranked No. 10 in the nation, with

rankings based on average team overall

meet scores. They are 3-0 in dual meet

competition, including wins over Navy,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

and Vermont.

The Minutemen also have placed

well in two tournaments to open the

season. At the UMass open held on
Dec. 7 in the Curry Hicks Cage,
Massachusetts came in first out of five

competing teams with a score of

219.8. UMass' second meet this season

was a third place finish at the West
Point Open. Eight teams took part, the

Minutemen scored 213.45 in the

event.

The meet with Temple is a major

benchmark for both this year's edition

of the Minutemen, and for the history

of the program. The Owls have won
the conference title for six straight

years, and the Minutemen have not

beat them in the past 10 years.

"Temple is the team to beat in order

to get to the conference champi-
onship." Coach Roy Johnson said.

"They're the team to beat to get to the

Nationals.

"This is a real rivalry in gymnastics,"

Johnson added.

The rankings have been kinder to

the Minutemen over the course of this

season. Their early success earned

them a No. 5 ranking, and they levelled

off at No. 10.

"We need a big score to get back to

where we were before at tenth in the

nation," fohnson said.

Massachusetts averages about 5

more points per meet than Temple,

and it has the personnel to take care of

business against the Owls.

Freshman Jeff LaVallee, who was
recently named EIGL Rookie of the

Week, is ranked No. 20 in the nation

for his overall scores. Massachusetts'

Russ Shupak is ranked second in the

nation on the rings.

Ski teams to compete in BC tourney
Minutewomen

continued from page 1

Having previously defeated Temple,

coach O'Brien said they know what to

expect from the Owls.

"Temple is a team with very good
post players. Alkanease Garrett being

our biggest problem inside." O'Brien

said. "They also have |Claudrena|

Harold at guard who is a very solid

player. They have a nice inside-outsidc

combination."

The Minutewomen have had trou-

bles with teams such as George
Washington who have strong

all-around offenses, but are not with

out a game plan for dealing with them.

"We have to pressure them and take-

time off the clock, hopefully make
them make some mistakes." O'Brien

said. "We have to rebound and run the

ball well.

"If we get ourselves going in the

right direction early we may be able to

get some easy shots and I think that's

what we're looking for." O'Brien
added.

St. |oe's currently holds first place in

the A-10 East, and is two games ahead

of Massachusetts with a 9-1 confer-

ence record. A Minutewomen win on

Sunday would be a huge step towards

first place in the East.

"It's going to be a war," O'Brien

said. "|Our last meetingl was a very

ugly game, though obviously very com-
petitive."

The Hawks visited the Mullins

Center on Ian. 23. escaping with a

come from-behind 2- point advantage

over the Minutewomen. Crystoll

Carroll scored 16 points and grabbed

seven rebounds to lead UMass. Van
Huisen added nine points and Beth

Kuzmeski notched seven boards in the

Im
The Minutewomen led the game by

eight points in the second half, but St.

loe's runs of 9-0 and 6-0 erased any

hopes of an upset. The Hawks used

8-9 shooting from the line to edge

UMass down the stretch.

By Jackie Leroux

Collegian staff

"We have an outside chance of

being able to tie St. Joe's for first place

in the A-10 East." O'Brien said. "It

could happen because they have to

play some tough games."

Minutewomen Notes: Junior Tez
Craft will undergo surgery on her left

knee to repair cartilage damage. Craft

was previously sidelined by a stress

fracture in her right tibia, and will red-

shin this season. Craft is joined on the

disabled list by freshman Amy Garber.

who has stress fractures in both feet.

This weekend is a critical one for the

Massachusetts women's ski team, as the

Minutewomen join with the men's team to head

to Ascutney Mt. in Vermont for the Boston
College tournament.

The women are currently ranked sixth in the

regional standings, with 36 points. In order to go

to the United States Collegiate Skiing Association

Regionals at the end of this month, they need to

move into fifth place.

"They are at a critical phase because Only the

top five teams in our division go to the region-

als," coach Bill MacConnell said.

Standing in their way is Brown University.

They hold fifth place with 33 points.

"We've got to finish ahead of Brown this week-

end." MacConnell said.

Boston College leads all teams in the standings,

with only six points, followed by a distant Smith
with 17. Babson with 19. and Plymouth State

with 18.

Heather Schay, who has missed every race so

far this season with a sprained ankle, is slated to

return this weekend, and should be a boost for

the Minutewomen.
if the Minutewomen don't move into fifth

place this weekend, they'll have one more shot in

the Smith College Tournament on the 15th and
16th of this month.

The men's ski team is a virtual shoe-in for the

USCSA Regionals this year. After a sensational

race last weekend, the Minutemen arc tied with

Boston College for second place in the standings

with fourteen points. The Plymouth State

Panthers lead the way with 8.

The men have been led this year by the two
Toms — junior Tom Schaefer and sophomore
Tom Holden. Last weekend Holden claimed the

individual title in the giant slalom, and Schaefer

took the slalom.

"They're getting more competition from each

other than anyone else in the league,"

MacConnell said.

The ski teams will take to the slopes on
Saturday for the slalom, and on Sunday for the

giant slalom. The races begin at 9 a.m. on both

days.

hockex
continued from pope 10

Idck of a defenseman to trigger their powerplay like

,
0*SuUivan and Kaj Linna have the past (ew years. This is

not to say that the Terriers are chump change, but few

doubt that this squad could beat last years.

"As good as they are — and they're very good — they

still aren't as good as they've been in previous years. The
return of Dan LaCouturc and intorduction of Tommi
Dcgcrman into their lineup make them stronger than they

were. They look like they're back on line now."

The River Hawks (13-14, 9-8) have lost each of its

last three entering tonight's game at UNH but have

proven to be somewhat of a surprise under first-year

head coach Tim Whitehead. Picked to finish dead last in

the preseason coaches' poll. UMass-Lowell finds itself in

fourth place in the league, but holding a narrow lead ovr

each of the next four lower teams.

Gutsy performances by seniors Neil Donovan and
Ryan Salsman have salvaged what was supposed to be a

complete rebuilding year, along with the solid play of

ireshman Greg Koehler who has gone from the fields of

Scarborough to third on the team in scoring.

The awarding of the Alumni Cup. given to the winner

of the currently-tied season series, proved to be arguably

the highlight of last year's campaign. The Minutemen will

look to successfully defend their title tomorrow night

"They've done a great job and deserve a lot of credit."

Mallen said. "They're getting great senior leadership and

scoring from Donovan, Salsman and Sandholm.

"They've been up and down and so have we. so with

the Alumni Cup on the line, it's going to be a great

game."

Minuicman Notes: After some juggling of late the

UMass lineup should feature many of the same conven-

tional faces this weekend. Rob Bonneau will return from

a knee injury that kept him out of the UNH game. |udd

Smith will also return to the team after serving a suspen-

sion for breaking an unspecified team rule. Tom
O'Connor will likely be a welcome sight back on the blue

line, for the first time since |an 18. after missing four

games with a leg injury. One face out of the lineup

though is Dean Campanale who suffered a shoulder

sepcrationat UNH.

Travieso
continued from poge 10

time and the shot fell.

"When we walked out of the time

out. he [Travieso] asked me. 'If I'm

open for the three, can I shoot it?"

UMass coach lames "Bruiser" Flint

said. "I said. 'Can you make it?'

"So I said if you're open shoot it

then. But to be honest with you.

he's your senior, seniors are sup-

posed to make plays like that.

"If he says to me when he walks

out of the time out. 'Can I shoot the

three?' then obviously he knew if it

comes to me. I want the shot."

Despite Tyrone Weeks'
double-double (15 points, II

boards). Lari Ketner's tied

career-high 18 points, and
Travieso's last second heroics,

UMass did not play up to its poten-

tial last night.

A typically tenacious
Massachusetts defense should never

have let the Dukes' Tom Pipkins

(28 pts) score 16 consecutive points

in the game's final nine minutes.

While Duquesne has showed
moments of brilliance, like its

eight-point win over Xavier. it has

repeatedly come up short in last sec-

ond losses to Fordham (60-59). La
Salle (79- 77) and Rhode Island

(85-83).

On Saturday, the Minutemen
(13-10. 7-3 Atlantic 10) face a URI
squad with which it is tied for second

place in the A- 10 East. While
buzzer-beating treys are masochist

fun to watch, they are no substitute

for the team play UMass is capable of.

hoop

Saturday Feb 8
SKA Hiqht

NYC SKA Natters

"The Toasters"

with
"Untie Overtures"

9 pm 18 I up

Thursday Fab 20
The J.G.B. Band
Members of the

Jarry Garcia Band
9 pm 18 h op

Saturday Fab 22
Graat White

80 s Glam - Rockers

9 pm 21 h up

March I

SKA niqht

BIN SKALA BIN
fc Rustic Overtures

9 pm 18 fc op

continued from page 10

free throws to give the Dukes the

halftime edge. 40-37.

UMass made a run for the lead in

the first seven minutes of the second

half, twice reaching margins of four.

But from the Duquesne bench. Edgar

gave the green light to Pipkins, who
poured in 16 points during a nearly

nine-minute stretch. During that time

(9:55-1:50). Pipkins was the only

Duke to score.

Pipkins' run gave the Dukes
thoughts of a win. and a lead of five

with 1:25 remaining in the game. But

a tip-in by Ketncr and a pair from the

line by Clarke set the stage for

Travieso's heroics.

"Every game we play comes down

to the end." Bosnic said. "They
always make plays to beat us."

Travieso's shot, though, was one
the Dukes just didn't anticipate.

"They didn't think I was going to

shoot it from there." he said. "I'm

just glad it went in. I didn't think it

went in until Winston |Smith| came
and breathed on me."

Need more publicity?
Advertise In the Collegian classifieds!
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

RUSH That* Chi Feb 3.4 5.6.10-12.

8 10pm 549-9252

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Pulton 1 bedroom apartmaat tor

rent starting the second week of

Feb Partially furnished Take over

lease Call Melissa 549-1091

AUTO FOR SALE

1987 Jeep Grind Wagoneer runs

great needs minor repairs $1500 or

6/0 Call Cblm 2563480

Mustaag looks good, runs good

JbOO Call 665 9068

EMPLOYMENT

Work Study students naadad.
Teaching positions in a multicultural

after-school program for children 5-

12 Some experience desirable

S6 00/houi Men and people of color

encouraged to apply Call Capacidad

at 253 5659

Counselors naaded lor Co-ed
Northeast PA. overnight Jewish
Federation camp (3 hours ftom NYC}-

genetal. sports, drama. H20 and arts

18001973-3866

Pan-Tim* Salts Reps Wanted
"lead the way into me 2 1st Century'

with our copyright 'Slogan' sweat
shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332
Heecker St D4Q_njlLjNY iqou

EMPLOYMENT
Summer Jobt Camp Samottt is

now interviewing staff for this sum-
mer Top boys' sports camp in Casco.

Maine, seeks male and female coun-

selors for all land and water sports,

archery, nflery. arts and crafts,

drama and woodworking Also hiring

secretaries, kitchen and mainte-

nance workers Call or fax resume
to Winter Office. Wellesley. MA
Phone (617)237-3017 Fax (617)237-

7269

Drivers Wantad Apply in person
between 3-5pm Pinocchio's.

Amherst.

National Part Employment Work
in America's National Parks. Forest

and Wildlife Preserves Our maten
als uncover rewarding opportunities

in the outdoors Call (206)971-3620

ext N50017 (We are a research and
publishing company)

Appointment Setters Hadley office

has several openings in its calling

center No selling involved Fun

atmosphere On busline Up to $7

$10Av Start work immediately Call

584 7696 Ask for Mr Boone or Mr
Baril

The Ultimata Summer Job
Whitewater Rafting Guides needed

No experience necessary Looking

for outgoing, enthusiastic people-

previous outdoor or athletic experi-

ence is a plus For more info send

resume and letter of interest to Crab

Apple Whitewater. P Box 295.

Charlemont. MA 01339 or call

(4130394188

Teaching Substitute $6 25/hour

Hampshire Franklin Day Care Center

Route 63 Near Amherst-Leverett

town line 548-9674

EMPLOYMENT

PUBLIC
RELATIONS/MARKETING

STAFF
H you seek an ever -changing high-

energy workplace, this may be the

job for you Hinsdale/Greyhound
Park/simulcast betting capital of the

Northeast, is looking for enthusiastic

individuals experienced in Public

Relations/Marketina/Promotions

Exciting work atmosphere, competi-

tive salary, and benefits Send confi-

dential resume to Ron Algem. GM.
Hinsdale/Greyhound Park. Route
1 19. Hinsdale. NH 03451 F/PT Equal

Opportunity Employer

English Ttachtrs Netdtd
Abroad! Teach conversational

English in Prague. Budapest or

Krahow No teaching certificate or

European languages required
Inexpensive room and board and
other benefits For details call

(206)971 3680 ext. K50Q11

Wanted: Tour guides. Summer
Counselors. Student Admissions
Representatives Applications avail

ablest the Admissions Center

Cruise Lia* Entry level onboard
positions available Benefits
Summer or year round (612)643-

4333

Cruise aad Land Tear Employment
work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid 1 For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (800)276 4948 ext C500I

7

(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

EMPLOYMENT
Outside Jobs- Now hiring National

Parks, Beach Resorts. Ranches.
Rafting CO's benefits and Bonuses 1

Nationwide openings Call (919)918

7767 ext R180 Eastern
Europe/Asian jobs- Live in Prague.

Budapest, Tokyo, etc Teaching sim

pie conversational English No lan-

guages/teaching exp required

|919B18-7767ext W180

FOR RENT

Cap* Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront nouses. Falmouth area

(50W77JOM

Sugarloal Estates- Ultra modern
two bedroom apartments Free
heat/hot watei. New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washers/dryers
and more* On busline Minutes to

Amherst Great specials 1 Call 665-

3856

Fridge Rentals 253 9742 Free
Delivery

FOR SALE

Laptop/Notebook $99 . Hard drive

$10. CD Drive S25 Steve 566 3324 2

Buy-Sell-Trede Large selection,

used/recondmoned. from inexpen

sive dorm systems to audiophile

quality separate components Great

prices, honest advice, satisfaction

guaranteed Pick-up/delivery avail-

able Stereo Video Exchange. 256

0941

r Tira* Two pair. Firestone and

Vredestem 185-70 Call 586 1087

FOR SALE
Mac Laptop Duo 230. 12Mb RAM
System 7 5 1 Really fast, comes
with lots of software and acces-
sories $1200 or BA) Call Noel 323-

9692 Willing to negotiate Please

call

For Sale- Electric Guitar Peavey

black strat copy, excellent condition

$200 Sean 546-5734

4 Jeep Tiros- 30x9 50 R15LT Kelly

Tires Very good condition $200 or

BA) Call Jennifer 546-9770

Word Processor Brother Whisper
Writer WP 7550. Ink Jet Printer

Asking $299 or B/O Bill 582-91 75

Smith Corona WP compact, great

condition $150 or B/0 Call 256
5470

4K New Laptop $585. VGA Color

Monitor $175. IDE Hard Drive $110
Steve 566 3324 2

MISCELLANEOUS

Fuadraiser- Motivated groups
needed to earn $500* promoting
AT&T Discover, gas and retail cards

Since 1969. we've helped thousands

of groups raise the money they need

Call Gina at (800)592-2121 ext HO
Free CD to qualified callers

New Metabolism Breakthrough
Period Lose 5-100 pounds Doctor

approved Cost $35 (800I666-4793

GORILLAGRAMS Valentines.

Birthdays. Roses. Balloons. Poems
Send the Davy Gorilla We'll go any-

where, anytime Student Rates Call

ahead for Valentine's Day 256 0287

PERSONALS
"What's so funny 'bout peace,
lov* and understanding? Curtis

Stigers. Free love and Valentines at

www mainquad com

ROOM FOR RENT

One bedroom ia two bedroom apt

On bus route Available immediately

$2M utilities Call 665-2197

On* bedroom in 2 bedroom apt

Available immediately On bus route

Suga'loaf Estates Keira (203)294

1336 Females Only

SERVICES

Foreign Students Visitors

Greencard programs available

(800)7738704 Cost $29
Applications close 2 24-97

Legal Questions? The Student
Legal Services Office offers free

legal assistance to fee paying stu-

dents Contact us at 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995.

Piarciags by the Bearded Lady
222 State Street, Northampton
(4131586-0829

Seeking Financial Aid? Don't limit

your possibilities for financial aid 1

Student Financial Services profiles

over 200.000* individual awards
from private and public sectors Call

(800)263 6495 ext F50016 (We are

a research and publishing company)

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK 971 Cancun.

Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida 7-

meal plan only $19' GROUP 0RGA
NIZERS EARN FREE TRIPS AND
CASH CALL TODAY (800)700

0790 www vagabondtours com

Spring Break/Jamaica. Cancun,

Bahamas. Panama City. South Padre

Lowest prices Reliable company
Asta latan member Contact Matt

253 6473^

Pompano Beach. Florida March 8

15. studio. $650/week (413)786-

7133 Partial kitchen.

Best Hotels and Lowest Prices
for Spring, Break beach destinations

Florida. Cancun. Jamaica, etc Call

now for rooms or signup as Inter-

campus Representatives (800)327

6013 http //www icpt com

b com Serving all

your smart drug needs

Best Deal 100% Guaranteed
Organised by local travel company
Great packages for Cancun, Florida,

and more Call 256 8724

Jamaica- Spring Break Stay in

beautiful Negnl Includes roundtrip

airfare, hotel transfers. 7 nights

lodging from $519 Don't take

chances with other companies, go
with the UMass Ski Club Call

3437

Europe $1S5. Canbb /Mexico $189
R/T Worldwide Destinations
Airhitch Tm (800)326 2009
airhitch@netc.om com or www isi

com fr/airhitch

TRAVEL
Spring Break "97 It's heaven Wake
and Bake in the hottest destinations

tree parties 1 M Organize group and
travel Free lowest price guarantee

From $99 (800)426 7710 wwwsun
splashtours com

Spring Break- Nassau/Paradise

Island, from $379 Air, hotel, trans-

fers, parties and more' Organize

small group- earn free trips plus

commissions' Call (800)9 Beach 1

WANTED TO RENT

Six bedroom house for the fall

Willing to take over summer lease

Call 549-5362'

WANTED

Photographer needed: Local band

needs photo for press kit For info

call Phil 549-5836

Conservative students interested

m starting a conservative student

newspaper Good writing skills and
familiarity with Pagemaker software

a plus Call Paul at 6-0183 for more
information

re's something to do with all the

hange you have in your pockets...
~»
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CROSSWORD

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20<t per word/day

All others

40(1 per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not respon-
sible for errors resulting

from illegible handwriting
or type.
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Caprk-om may havp you rra rung Placfetf rratraaita on your random
lor your punchaaj baa, bul try not n favor of loaer may br (Sfflcuh. but

lo tn your kusoauon tho* If calm you could naphufr mrards aa a

macnena. doran 1 anrk. tanfuln rrauK romauntcadon oflm a

auajtat outakSr artau-atkn ii»Hi m*ai far both your tmpulm

•TaTaTaaH
fcjat count 10 ten briorr vou «prak

tUj 22^)unc 21 SAGITTARIUS

A»oid (hr trmptaoon 10 bmanr November 23-December 21

dtatnetedby a pkihon oleacaong floraanrr bfaoma aath an unllkHv

dpvHoaaacnta. Aftnoulti you awn romoartlon. A eyoup nmmi ttt

10 dap your apoon kno nmy pa dtoruaalan could ejrr you a anotr

aa« awtalr You may br brttrr iA nrw Inalgt* on an old uroukm
fcruanaj your mrrfe* on unr arra Donl br aSnid to tharr your ktraa

CANCER for thr luTurr

Jane 22-Jaly 22 CAPRICORN
Indukjr younrll In a tttlr mrriu December 22-Jaaaau-f 20
ctmaumpuon da* srrk— a book or FoJeaar Shrouetl on a conanMjnrnt

a mnrtr Mil \cmrr yuur <otm lr«H you mark- leal month nrrn If you
You havr (hr knark lor ptrkina; up havr to do a Bttlr Iqraork A
on romplkraird kuuri Uirry to •taaTJant utuatmn turklrniy

knork younrH nul ynu rouM kvma up—br prrparrd Avoid

happrn aao a nrar carrrr

LEO AQUARIUS
July 23-Aafuat 23 January 21 February 18

Apply all your rnrrjfy toarard lyme; Ynu havr a naajBng frrunjl that you

up unr looar rndaona rttllruh havr tonjottrn <omrthm« Chrrk

prnfrcl fay clov attention to oul your Important paprr* far chm
K*ur* bkr Mjpuh/ and nWnanri to v/hai It could hr Orgaraar a

layiorr a lovrd onr * rlamorlnajB far group outing to put a nrw spin on

an rxprmlvr lov 11 could br a your aortal tfr You could mrri jutt

lagarr aarrlncr than It irniH ihr prrvjn youvr brrn waning far

VTRGO PISCES
Augttft 24-September 22 February lS-igarch 20
Whrn an mtrtcalr •Ituatlon brtim Cxprrt flnanrial advtrr hrlpa you
to vrm owrTwhrlmtng to you. call make a mow that will affcvt your

on ihr arivtcr of a truatrd fnmrl hiturr for thr brttrr tnvrat In

and don 1 br afraid lo try an vanrthlng nrw for Ihr houar that

unuaual wluttan If It mra rtahi youVr brm wanting. RrmBmbrr
to you. and youvr thouirht It out rompanaon shopping kt a vakiahlr

t trarfy Ihrn trust your IratlTx is skill that pays oil far youV 1—<?
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S CBS/3 Hartford

-» CBS/4 Boston

B ABC/5 Boston

B PBS/57 Springfield

7 HSCN Movie
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B UPN/20 Hartford

B Weaifier Channel
ID NBC/30 New

Britain

II Fox/61 Hartford

18 PBS/24 Hartford
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BO ABC/40 Springfield
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CNN
CNN/Headline
News

BET

BET on Jazz

Laser Video

The Learning

Channel

Comedy Central

Popcorn Channel

Satellite

Programming

FRIDAY EVENING C- Campus FEBRUARY 7, 1997
C 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

YVEDH f) I2 Creature* [Buainee* Rpt. Newthour With Jim Lehrer X Wath Week Wall St. Week McLaughlin Connecticut Fourth Estate First Rightt World at War

WFSB o 3 Newt X |CBS Newt Inno* Edition Am Journal Oave'j World Raymond JAG "Trinity" (In Slereo)

X

Nath Bridget "Knockout" a News I Lite Show X
WBZ o ft) Newa CBS Nrw* Errt. TonigW Oav*'* World Raymond JAG 'Tnnrty" (In Stereo) I Ncth Bridget "Knockout" X New* Lai* Show X
WCVB o (y) NesnX ABC New* Inside Edition Chronicle X Family Mattert Boy-World Sabrina-Witch [Clutlett X 20720 X Newt X N.^timr a

WLVI o Full Houie X Fr**h Princ* SUr Trek. Next Q*n*i **H "The Dead Poor (\m. Drama) Chnt Eastwood. New* Jenny Jonet (In Stereo) X
WHDH o New* NBC Newt Wheel-Fortune JeoperdylX Uneolved MytMriat (In Stereo) jDittline (In Stereo] X Homicide: Life on the Street X New* Tonight Show

WTXX I Freeh Prince Martin X Judge Judy X ReelTVX ,«a -48 HR$'(\M. Comedy-Orajn*) Nick Net*, Eddie kAirphy. News cAPD H Petrol RmITVX
vwrr 10 Newt NBCN*wt Ent Tonight HardCcpyX Uneolved Mytteriet (in Stereo) Dateline (In Slereo) X Homicide: Life on th* Street X New* Tonight Show

WTIC (

)

SimpaontX Ro***nn*X Home Imp Seinfeld X SimptontX ]King of the Hill Millennium "Force Majeure" X Newt CoachX D**pSpac*9

WWLP o 22 Newt NBC Newt Wheel Fortune Jeopardy! X Untolved aryvttrl** (In Stereo) Dateline (In Stereo) X Homicide: life on the Street 11. newt Tonight Show

WGBY (II t Creetur** Butinett Rpt. N*w*hour With Jin Wath. Weak [Wall Si Week Stale We're ki Frug Gourmet W EB Du Boit - A Biography In Four Voic*t (In S

WGGB £< 20 N*Wt X ABC Newt SeintoWX EnlToraght F*milyM*tt*rt|Boy-Wortd Sabrma Witch CluekrxX 20/20X IknraX Nightlin*X

WSBK <! Beverly Hillt, 90210 (ki Stereo) SeinfcrldX M*dAbo.You a* "4«HF)S."(1982,ComedyCJrama) Nick Note, EddkJ Murphy. News Martin X Mad Abo. You R**ITVX

WTBS *I< Family Matirrt ! Family Metier! HomaVidtot rrorn* vioeot ** 'Steel Magnolias' [\m,C< )olry Partem *** "9lo5"(1E180. Comedy) Jane (

A&E
CNN

©. Quincy Equalizer "First Light" Biography: The Astors *** S (Dc*irj)"(1971, Su*p*n»e) Warren Beatty, C UN H i*r Law * Order X
2! WorMView 1 Morvaylin* X | Croetfir* X Prime New* X [Intid* Politict Larry Kmg Live X w irtd Today Sports lllut Moneylin* X

COM CD ,0 TickS OrMmOn *V» "Top S*cr»r(1984,Com«*y) Val Kilmer, Lucy Gutleridge . * '4 "Fa tat Instinct" ( 1 993, Comedy) Armand Assanle. Poke* Squ*d! Police Squad!

DISC fB Beyond 2000 N*«1 Step (Ft) Strange Planet (R) Wild Ditcovtry: Kangaroo |lnvention (R) jBeyond 2000 Wing* 'The MrG Story Wild Ditcovtry: Kangaroo

ESPN 'H up So** Sporttcerrter Up Close Special Winttr Sport* Festival Superbout* (R) Sportteenier X
LIFE © Suoarmerkat b*M Oith Pandora Wire 3BlindDetet [a* "Awa*»toOinc«r"(1995, SuapenseJT Dish fi Pandora (R)

MTV (D Rant Sllmpy
_
Week In Rock Singled Out Idiot Savant* Mutlc Video* (In Stereo) Bcavit-Butt. Sportt(R) Singled Out LovoDna

NICK *D Cierltta E«pl. Tiny
roon OougX Rugrats « Kabtarnl [Happy Day* |l Love Lucy X ]Mun*t«r* M.T. Moore Rhode Taxi X Odd Couple X

SCIFI (D Twilight 7one b*rk*io* She-Wolf of London **'A "Phantasm"

{

1979, Horror) Michael Baldwin, BUI thornbury. Friday the 13th: The Seriet She-Wolf of London

TLC *t< 2, Furniture Renovation Hometime(R)
|
Hometime (R) duett (R) |Whatt World |Thit Century (R) Gl*ss Jungle: F»m. Ou**t (R) |Wh»t * World

INT

USA ffi

In Ihe Heat of the Night X In Ihe Heal ol the N.ghi « In the Heat of the Night "Pilot" (In Stereo) X MBA Ail Star Fr

LaFemmeNikit

day (Live) NBA a! BfR]

Renegade "Knockoul" (1
Highlander The Series R ttYi "Three fiiBif/v»*"(1989, Comedy) Nick Nolte.^ln Stereo)

»

• "Charity" X ***"StyAnytmg.,.*{\dB9)

HBO
MAX

0D (5 30) »* "Steal Big, Steal Little" ( 1 995) Andy Garcia. 'PG-

1

**Vi "Drop Zone" (1994, Adventure) Wesley Snipes 'R X Bonnq t ennon lewis vs. Oliver McCall J Denni* Miller

(4:45) "0«nger-|,« "BushwtucketT (1995) Darael Stem 'PC

X

** "Mercy '(1995, Drama) John Rubinstein. 'R' |t* "Tango t Casn" (1989, Drama) Sylvester Stallone. 'R'OB F.rolic

SHOW © * » "Iron Eagle II" (1988, AoVenture) loui* GoMeft Jr 'PG' **H "DaadPresirJeriJs'liggs.DramaJLarenjTate.'R'X lOuterLimitt [Outer Limita "Valerie 23" (R) X "Pvppet"

Bruno By C. Boldwin Drabble By Kevin Fagan
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Dilbert By Scott Adams

DON'T rAIND THE STOP-

(a)f\TCH. VtA TESTING
fAY THEORY THAT
PEOPLE GET DUMBER
EVERY rAINUTE..

Robotman By Jim Meddiclc

ir*5 NOT 50 SIMPLE,

DOGBERT. fOU ALSO
HAVE TO CONSIDER W
"EfAOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE,
WHICH IS DEFINED IN A

BOOK I HAVENT
READ.

Non - Sequitur By Wiley

^T*OELVE^\

SECONDSj

GIVE N\E THAT
LOATCH, YOU
HOG!

NOW IT IS AlL-

Q0ITC CL€AB

SOPPENlT, IN T* H&&\ OF WWlWlON,
I RtALUCP THE ANSWER TO THE
ASE. OLD RICOLE "WHAT IS THE
SOUND OF ONE VIAND CLIPPING?'
\{—<<r>iw:>,

ITS THE SOUND I HEARD IN THE JUNK*.
H16H TALENT CONTEST WHEN I COMPLETED
(AN 8REAK-Msi4ClNG

(
R090-(V\lKAE PDOTINE

1

vmy'
Frumpy tho Clown By Judd Winick

Coming
To

TT=l?iW4
WIT14

TlrvMNG...

-

C-ADpY.tJfioj BANP PLAV5 I

Crs THIS CD? TVtTrVEVEJ?L
"SAgp OP 7HEM BeWRE

IHEBEA11E5'?
L

VEAW I h IMP OFI
|

LIKE EM uJMO I
'

I'm OLrei?
IWAN Ood

NO, ITCOA&BAD
,

W«eM S"E PlDNT
Kf.OW UJMO THE 'V
FOfsTZ u)AS TuiS [

i>i
IS AulFUL

Loold By Roger & Salem Salloom LEEDEE By Mike Rybicki Close to Home By John McPherson

My uncle Reggie Pew into visit my

family last yesterday. We were all

pretty excited to see him... hadn't

seen him in years.

We figured out his plane airival

time and all the other stuff so that he

should've walked through the door

around v.oo p.m. Instead he walked in

at y.oo p.m. We were worried.

He said he arrived at noon but

went to a motel and then went to have

his nails done. He said he's not

effeminate, it's just a nice thing to do.

Then Reggie said he was tired. The

night before he spent 4 hours in the

emergency room. His ankles swelled

up because he had a wicked sunburn

on his neck.

He was so tired he fell asleep on

the couch at 5.00 p.m.... while we

were talking to him.

When I grow up I want to be like

him... clean nails, sunburn on my

neck, have doctors and nurses lake

care ofme all night long and then fall

asleep as soon as my relatives start to

talk to me.

Perfect.

BoT.mikt. m
Boston Celtics

ftRE A PRETly

Bad Bfrsurrwu

TEftrMiOriT

B«t>? Too klDDW'J

THtylii the
OHM TEftrV.rJ

the: nbpi uitii

BooLlADUS

I

THESE Gvrrs ComiDh't

(>€T A 'W Fp.0ff\

VANNA WHITE. IF
THEY \tHH the fc^p
BMl THEy p0vJR

CHM*.Pr(,m e ON i/'.

Each omit.

THtVAE 1uST BAD. THE* UfMc.iv*,
HA- to &n a sn„M -job

StLLif.' LtlCVw OlArjrr;. CftlftPftR ".

W<w'»nt Coach tmke Coys'

Social Norm By Mr. K

ALLRiCHT class rooAf we're oomC rf

STurjV the ioItAl oa". iav Br oesfi

Tut CHEMkAL lErVTION OF A POvXILAI (AN
fAUtO 'for Rr»Ks*AN0 SOME JODA.

7~-

/W\Y I REMlMD YOU THAT ALL OF THE

r.vtcNucM.i wr ust 1 rm, laboratory

ARE bArsCEROuS AND ShOIAP PE HANOtfP
WITH THE t/TAMKT Of CAUTION. JAFETr GCOGlES

ARE TO BE' WORN AT ALL TIAflES.

You don't suppose this has anything to do with

you sending back the first three entrees '

University' By Frank Cho

COOL.^
MK/Gt/T"-

wan t Srr..<r> n 1 -swmTj
>WVi 11 I ^J-*"! uT V"*-
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7 rv«r' » wmt ii t

Speedy By Todd Hortzler
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Today's Staff

Seema "Miss Peacock" Gangatirkar
Night Editor

Lisa "Mrs. White" Chiu
Copy Editor

Chris "Col. Mustard'Cesnek
Photo Technician

Mark "Prof. Plum" McGrath
Production Supervisor

Elizabeth "Miss Scarlet" Brown
Sandi "the ROPE" Krauss

Production

Quote of the Day

a
Women who
seek to be equal
with men lack
ambition.

Random Bumper
Sticker

99

Joke of the Day

Did you hear

about the new
restaurant on the

Moon?

aiairdsourje ou si aiaqi

inq pooB si pool aqx

Today's D.C. Menu
Cmtl 343-34*36 'or ..r. littormmHtm.

Franklin

LUNCH
Mesquite Chicken
Hot Beef Sandwich

Capt. Catch!

Sesame Roll

DINNER
Rotisserie Chicken

Stuffed Shells

Quarter Pound Burger

Chedder Burger

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Cheese
Capt. Catch!

Sesame Roll

DINNER
Rotisserie Glared

Chicken
Stuffed Shells in Sauce

YUM!

Worcester

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Raditore

Harvest Burger

Vegan Falafel Sandwich

DINNER
Rotisserie Chicken
Vegetable Gumbo

Stuffed Shells

Half Time Deli

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Krabbycake Sandwich
Raditore

Harvest Burger

DINNER
Pineapple Ham Steak

Vegetable Gumbo
Stuffed Shells

Rotisserie Chicken
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Travieso's long range bomb staves off Duquesne

Game-winner overshadows

play of Duquesne s Pipkins

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

When a £diiu- is a* line in the

final seconds, it is a team*s seniors

who ere expected to shoulder the

burden. When the Massachusetts
men's basketball team needs a big

shot at the end of the game, it is

senior guard Carmelo Travieso who
houMen the burden

I Ml night at the William D.
Mullins Center. Travieso stepped up
and made a huge 1 -point shot with

nine seconds left to lift UMass
(13-10. 7-3 Atlantic 10) over
Duquense (7-12. 3-6) 72-70.

"Me walked out of the time-out
and he asked me. 'If I'm open tor

the three, can I shoot it?""

Minuteman coach lames "Bruiser"

Hint said "I said Can you make
•kI Ik- laid \es So I said. 'If

you're open, shoot it then.'

"He's a senior, he's supposed to

step up and make shots like that."

iraWiaao didn't just take a shot, he

dropped a bomb on the Dukes, firing

the ball from about 25 feel out.

\ttci I shot it I said. What did I

jutt do?' Because it took a long time

for it to get there." Travieso said. "I

M thinking where the basket

was at I wasn't thinking about the

>hot when I took it
"

The shooting guard wasn't the
onlv one surprised bv his bucket.

"Wo» -ophomore guard
Charlton Clarke said when asked
hi- uaction. "He does that all the

time in practice, but in a game like

ihat. with the game on the line. I

didn't think he would do it. He
proved me wrong again."

Travieso's shot, which gave
UMass onlv its seventh lead in the

game, negated a tremendous effort

from Duquense 's senior point

guard, Tom Pipkins.

The Dukes' leading scorer.
Pipkins had been averaging 18.9
points per game coming into the
contest in Amherst. But at the
Mullins Center, he broke loose for a

game-high 28 points.

Pipkins was backed up by Nick
Bosnic, who was one point away
from a season high with 17, and
Mike lames, who chipped in for 12.

But lames only stands 6-foot-3
and Bosnic 6-foot-7, while the
Minutemen start Tyrone Weeks
(6-foot-7) and Lari Ketner
(6-foot-10) and have Inus Norville

(6-foot-8) and Ajmal Basit
(6-foot-9) coming off the bench.

"Before Traviseo hit his. I think size

and strength won out," Duquense
coach Scott Edgar said. "They weren't

making their first one but they were
just pounding it, pounding it, and get-

ting second chances."

The Dukes started the game
strong, running out to a 1 3—4 lead

with 14:08 remaining in the first

half on the strength of Bosnic's play

and a half-hearted effort from the

Minutemen.
"We took this team lightly and

they really took it at us." Weeks,
who finished with 15 points and 1

1

rebounds, said.

But UMass chipped away, cutting

the deficit and taking the lead at

23-22 with 7:48 before intermis-

sion.

The Minutemen reached their

largest lead of the game with 2:48
left in the first, when a Travieso
3-pointer put the UMass advantage
at 37-32.

But Duquense would not go to
the locker rooms quietly, as lames
reeled off a jump shot and a pair of

Turn to HOOP page 7

weekend

- CO'.UCIAN

Carmelo Travieso scored 16 points, including a 3-pointer to win the game, in last night's

MASSACHUSETTS IKX'KI ^>

Friday - 7pm
Willi;mi [\ Mullins ( icntcr

Boston

University

VS.

UMASS
On Air: Wl IMP.AM. I , .n.iiu nuU ,iN,

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

It's hardly going out on a limb to state that every week-
end from here on out is crucial for the Massachusetts hock-
ey team (11-16. 6-12 Hockey Fast) With playoff position

ing on the line and momentum despratelv needing to be
built. UMass can ill-afford any major slip-ups in its final six

contests.

Tonight a weekend that would be critical regardless of
the Minutemen's league standing kicks off with a visit from
No. 5 Boston I n i v c r - i t \ i I 5 6-5. 12-2-3) at 7 p.m.
Tomorrow the Minutemen will likely play their final contest

at UMass- Lowell's Tully Forum with the second annual
Alumni Cup hanging in the balance.

"Its a real big weekend for us emotionally." coach |oe

Mallen said. "We really need to get back on the saddle and
get back at it this weekend.

"I shouldn't have to get anybody up for the BL 1 game.
Everybody in the locker room should be ready to play. Then
with Lowell, the rivalry and the Alumni Cup should push or
guys to play hard."

The blood always boils in the UMass locker room when
coach lack Parker and his scarlet-clad team hops off the

bus at the William D Mullins Center. The Terriers ran the

score through the low roof of Walter Brown Arena in a

Hockey East quarterfinal contest last year, something no
one connected with the program will ever forget.

This has been a peculiar season for the Terriers who have
proven to be the model of inconsistency in 1996-97. They
took their trademark rocket-propelled start out of the gate

before freshman forward Dan i^Couture walked oil the

team in November. BL went into a tailspin that included a

dismal ECAC road swing at St. l^wrence and Clarkson and
a dreadful series at No 2 North Dakota, which helped vault

the Fighting Sioux to its high mark.

Then Tommi Degerman almost literally came out of the

woodwork The freshman from HeNinki intended to come
to BL next year, but with a severe lack of depth at forward
due to the loss of LaCouture and the season-ending injury

to |ohn Hynes. Parker speeded up the process and unolli

vialU Net an NCAA Jcaring-housc record by clearing the

foreigner in five days.

Still suffering from jet-lag, Degerman tallied two goals

and two assists in his debt |an. 3 against New Hampshire A
week later I^Couture returned and things seem to be back
to normal.

Regardless though, this vear's Terriers are not the same
as some of the past few Three players from the 196 BU
team are currently collecting NHL pay checks (Mike C.ricr.

Edmonton: lay Pandolfo. New lersey and Chris O'Sullivan.

Calgary), two of which (Grier and O'Sullivan) left after

their junior years.

The end result is a relative lack of depth at forward and a

Turn to HOCKEY page 7

UMass football alum
Ingoglia signs with Bills

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

FOAM \1a--achusetts running back Rene Ingoglia

has signed a free-agent contract with the Buffalo
Bilk according to KMn.ll within the Bills organiza-
tion Terms and length of the deal were not disclosed.

Ingoglia finished his UMass career in 1995 as the

all-time leading rusher in Minuteman history.
Ingoglia mshed for 4,624 yards in a four year career,

and currently holds five UMass rushing records.
including career touchdowns. 54 and career per game
rushing average at 1 12.8 yards a game.

In addition, with 4.624 career rushing yards. Ingoglia

ranks the all-time rushing leader in the 50 year histo-

ry of the Yankee Conference, which will become the
Atlantic-10 football conference for the 1997 season.
Ing. inished YanCon play as the co-leader in

tOMCMowM with 55. and was named to the Yankee
Conference's All-Time team this past season.

Women s swimming bound for Big Apple

Rene Ingoglia

By Sevan J. KimmeJ
ConeQian Starr

Last Saturday afternoon, the

Massachusetts women's swimming and
diving team brought a smile to coach
Bob Newcomb's face as it beat
Rutgers. 184-107.

This Saturday the UMass team will

look to continue that success as it trav-

els to New York to face Fordam
University on Saturday at I p.m.

If the Minutewomen bring a win
back to Amherst that will give UMass
10 wins for the first time in 20 years

Newcomb is. "confident that [the

Minutewomen | will come away with a

win... if we stay focused."

Three of the Minutewomen were
dual winners last weekend. Senior
lessica Farley, in the final home meet
of her career, took a first in the 200
freestyle (1:58.04) and in the 100
freestyle, clocking a 54.76.

Sophomore lulie Alexander won
both the 100 breaststroke (1:09.82)
and the 200 breast (2:28.51). Her
golden effort in the 200 carries her to

fourth all-time on the UMass top- per-

formance chart

Freshman Andrea Spencer carried

K.ih the 100 butterfly in a time of
1:00.17 and the 50 freestyle in 25.22
for the Minutewomen. Both of these

times were personal bests for Spencer
and her time in the 100 fly ranks her

fifth all-time on the UMass top-perfor-

mance h-t

Irina Kossenko. a junior, was a win-

ner in the 200 backstroke with a time

of 2:1 1.83. ranking her fifth on the

UMass all-lime list

But UMass didn't just excel in the

swimming events. Junior diver
Angelique Rodriguez is on the top of

the UMass all-time one-meter list and
in the top three in every other diving

category. Her ten dives against Rutgers

gave her a finishing score of 258.075
and once again, gave her a first-place

finish.

Other individual winners for the

UMass team were junior Barb Hickey

in the 100 free (10:33.89). freshman
l.ia Lansky in the 200 fly (211.88)
and junior Karen Sonnwald in the 500

free (5:12.92).

Newcomb claims that the 9 3

record that the Minutewomen hold is

due to both a "strong team effort" and
to the fact that they are "always having

fun." But that fun is combined with the

incredible amount of hard work and
dedication that goes into becoming a

winning team.

This weekend's meet will provide

the Minutewomen with some tutu up
time before the championship stretch

of the schedule.

With the Atlantic 10 Championships
in Buffalo coming up in only two
weeks there are a few women who will

rest at the Fordam meet. Freshmen
Clare Maker. Trisha Argentina and
Fleur Sohtz will sit out on Saturday.

UMass is taking 1 7 swimmers and 3

divers to A- 10s from its 3 1 -member
team. Among these 20 women are

seniors. Kristen Schambach. KrvMin
Carpenter. Farley and lodi Wall.

Following this weekend, the

Minutewomen will head to the New
England Open next weekend before

heading to Atlantic 10s.

an SpowCs...
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This years Mr. Clutch

gives UMass the win
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

If you were sitting in sections OQ or XX of the

William D. Mullins Center last night, you probably

didn't see what took place on the floor with nine sec-

onds left in last night's 73-71 win over Duquesne.
Could you see the flicker?

For a split second, the number on Carmelo
Travieso's jersey wont from No 24 to No. 10.

Any true UMass hoop fan knows that in the earl)

1990's, when a certain No. 10 got his hands on the

ball, trailing with seconds left on the clock, the shot

was as good as gold. (Remember the '93-'94 season

and 91-86 OT win over North Carolina and a 51-50
win over Temple, both courtesy of No. 10? I.

Back then Travieso u;i> ,i freshman, and as he relat-

ed after scoring hi> 1.000 point against Xavier last

week, unsure if he was even going to play. Unless you
have been living under a rock for the past

three-and-a-half seasons, vou know just how much
things have changed.

Last night was evidence- of that.

With nine seconds left in regulation, Minutemen
down by one. Travieso drains a 3-pointer from some-
where around the greater Hartford area

"It was a throw-back play," Charlton Clarke said. "I

pass to Edgar, and go under like I'm going across, but I

stay underneath on the baseline and just hang out
there.

"Carmelo was Mppooed to shoot that ball, but we
didn't want him to shoot it hum that far out. He ju>t

proved his rajsji and that he's clutch piayei

"He does it all the time in practice We |oke around
from out there, but in a game like that, with the game
on the line I didn't think he would do it. But he proved
me wrong."

Clarke was not the only person with doubts when
Travieso released the shot last night. Would it go in?

For UMau tun-, ii was deja vu

Flashback: Hartford Civic Center, clock winding
down, scoreboard reads Connecticut 64. Massachusetts
61. Travieso gets the ball downtown and with a chance
to lie. il docMl't go.

And again: Mullins Center, last Saturday. Clock
expiring. SCOrcfeoOfd tead* Xavier 87. Massachusetts
84. Travieso gci> the pill outside the arc puts it up and.
no good.

But last night, iravieso »j> confident, had plenty of

Turn to TRAVIESO page 7

UMass hits road,

faces Philly foes
oy Jofwny R. Adams
ColUojon Staff

The time ol the HOOOn when plavcis prove their

worth. sjHWfeaj then mettle in the clutch minutes of

one of the most important games is upon the

Massachusetts women's basketball team Coach loanie

O'Brien's squad packs their bags and hits the road for

a weekend double dose of down the NMcfc. Atlantic

10 nvalrv

The unfriendly confines of Temple's McGonigte Hall

will be the sjte nj this weekend's liiM deal loi I 3-7

(7-3 A-10) UMass. Sunday ihe Minutewomen travel

acn>ss town to St k>-eph'» and the even less hospitable

Alumni Hall, where I Mass is I > all-time

The last meeting between the Owls and the
Minutewomen was a convincing 61-45 UMass win at

the William I) Mullm> Center e>n Ian. 25. Senior
guard Sabriya Mitchell scored 1 1 points and controlled

the flow of the game Mitchell was at home with the

transition pace of the game in the second half, as was
backcourt male Kellv V an Huisen. who dished out -iv

assets in the win

Turn to MINUTEWOMEN page 7
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Nggs
Newton

The Figgs blew
the lid off Noho
Thursday night.

Check out our
review (see Arts fit

Living, page 5).

UM rams
Rhode Island

Tyrone Weeks
exploded in the
second half to lead

the Minutemen
past A-10 foe

Rhode Island

Saturday (see
Sports, page 1 0).

WORLD

Talks may begin Tues.

in Peru hostage crisis

LIMA Peru (AP) — Peru's president

said yesterday that preliminary talks

between the government and leftist

rebels holding 72 hostages could
begin as soon as Tuesday.

"There's a team working on this

hostage problem and they are

advancing," Fujimori told reporters in

London, where he is attending a

forum on British investment in Latin

America. 'Next week, probably on
Tuesday, they will start preliminary

conversations."

Fu|imon said he was still hoping for

a peaceful resolution to the crisis,

which began when Tupac Amaru
rebels stormed the Japanese ambas-
sador's house on Dec. 1 7, 1996.

"We will exhaust all pacific measures

so that the way out will not be using

force," he said, adding that he would
consider using force only if hostages

are harmed.
Fu|imori's announcement came |ust

as some of the hostages' relatives

were beginning to lose hope.

Relatives of one ailing hostage
marched outside the ambassador's
residence here Saturday evening,
begging the armed rebels to let him
go so he can get medtcaf hetp

NATION

Clinton implicated in

new Whitewater deal

WASHINGTON (AP) — Convicted
Whitewater partner |im McDougal is

now telling independent counsel
Kenneth Starr that then-Cov Bill

Clinton knew about an illegal 1986
loan issued to McDougal s wife at the

time, according to The New Yorker

magazine
ABC News reported last night that

McDougal has totd It the same thing.

Both McDougal and President
Clinton have testified under oath that

Clinton did not know about the loan

and was not present at a 1986 meet-
ing where it was discussed, as alleged

— also under oath — by David Hale

Hale is now serving a federal prison

term after pleading guilty to charges

stemming from his issuance of the

loan, backed by the federal Small
Business Administration, to Susan
McDougal.
Both McDougal's, along with for-

mer Arkansas Gov. |im Guy Tucker,

were convicted by a Whitewater jury

in Little Rock, Ark., last year in a trial

where Clinton's alleged involvement

in the $300,000 loan was an issue.

Some of the money from the loan

was used to purchase land for a real

estate development near Little Rock

that originally was purchased for the

Whitewater Corp., in which Bill and
Hillary Rodham Clinton were equal

partners with |im and Susan
McDougal. The development subse-

quently was transferred to a corpora-

tion owned solely by the McDougal's
and The New Yorker says Susan
McDougal took the lead role in

attempting to sell and market the

lots in a project called Lorrance
Heights
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laywana Bradley and the UMass women's bas-
ketball team are on a two-game road swing in
Philadelphia this weekend.
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Proposed parking increase sparks protest
By Victoria Groves and Mark McGrath
Collegian Staff

The administration's attempt to balance the

parking budget with a proposed fee increase for

all students and employees who park on cam-
pus has resulted in a highly visible symbol of

protest seen across campus — the letter "P"

with a slash mark drawn through it.

Several members of the University of
Massachusetts community have been seen
recently signing petitions or wearing pins bear-

ing the insignia since the start of the semester.

The proposed fee increases would range from

40 percent in Lot 7 1 , located near Whitmore
Administration Building, to up to 300 percent

in the parking garage. The proposal calls for

two increases over two years with a 2 percent

annual fee increase thereafter.

The plan has solicited a reaction from the

University community, which has drawn closer

over this issue than any other in recent memory.
"We stand five unions strong, and have the

support of the SGA [Student Government
Association!.* said Rosemary Riley, president of

the University Staff Association (USA). "This is

the strongest issue that has brought us together

since our bargaining contracts."

Administrative officials feel they are taking

necessary steps to level off the parking system,

but certain students, faculty and staff members
are taking the proposal as a slight against them.

The initial reaction

The parking fees have generated broad-based

concern across the campus, and many groups

have been working on campaigns to halt park-

ing fee increases.

"Students and staff members on campus are

seeing their parking fees go off the chart, so

there definitely is enough support," said SGA
president Maurice Caston Powe.

The Student Center for Educational Research

and Advocacy (SCFRA) has been circulating a

petition for students and faculty opposed to the

fee increase and has set up a Student Union
table with a hotline to the Chancellor David K
Scott's office for students to leave a message
directly for the Chancellor.

Most students are unclear as to where the

extra money will be spent and whether or not

the increase will make park-

ing spaces more accessible.

"I pay a lot of money to go
here, and I understand the

need [for parking fees], but

we're already feeling the

pinch," said Matthew
Seradini, a senior hotel,

restaurant and travel man-
agement major.

Amanda Briere, a junior

English major, feels she pays

enough on her semester bill

already.

"I pay out-of-state tuition

and fees, and I have no idea

why parking isn't included,"

Briere said.

Associate professor of

legal studies Peter D'Errico

is also opposed to parking

fee increases.

"The next thing I'll have
to be paying is office rent,"

D'Errico said. "I see this as

privatization, being able to

collect taxes and at the same
time cut what those taxes are

going to be used for."

Financing the parking sys-

tem
Like any other facet of this

University, the Parking
Services Department oper-

ates on a budget. Unlike
other areas of the University, however, the

Parking Services Department is self-sustaining,

meaning that all of its revenue is provided by

four sources: parking fees, metered parking,

garage parking and assessments paid by depart-

ments who use parking space for their programs.

Parking violation revenue does not go toward

this amount — state statute dictates that the

money go toward scholarships for students.

Revenue is needed to support every expense

generated by Parking Services, which includes

employee salaries, uniforms, maintenance, snow
plowing and renewal and replacement.

Over the course of the last 10 years, the

University has experienced difficult times finan-

UNMfU |UT«AS, COUtCWN

Lauren Phillips, a sophomore business major, signs a petition against the proposed parking price increase.

dally because of a lack of state funding. At that

time, the administration did not see fit to fur-

ther press the University community by raising

the prices of the parking services.

Until that period, Parking Services had been

making money, and had money put away for

replacement and renewal. Over the course of

the past couple of years, Parking Services has

been operating in a deficit, using the stored

money for survival. After a while the funds

depleted and the parking lots and facilities did

not get the attention they should have received.

Parking Services is now attempting to restore a

balance to the parking situation. Deferred mainte-

nance on the University's parking system totals

$3 million, but because of the lessons of the past.

UMass tennis volunteers service

administration realizes that it must keep up with

the erosion of the facilities in order to ensure that

such a situation will never happen again.

In order to keep up. Parking Services will

have to pay $800,000 per year, necessitating a

change of some sort.

"We are where we are," said Vice Chancellor

for Administration and Finance Paul Page, com-
menting on the parking system dilemma.

Enter PTAB
As a response to the developing problems,

Page set up the Parking and Transportation
Advisory Board (PTAB) in order to have input

from various areas of the campus community
on the subject of Parking and Transportation

Turn to PARKING, pope 2

By Tomor Corral

CoHsgion Start

The University of Massachusetts men's tennis team
helped out this past Saturday at the Grove Street Shelter

Inn in Northampton.

The nine members of the team, accompanied by head

coach ludy Dixon, stripped wallpaper and cleaned out the

basement of the shelter.

'It's a good chance for us to give back to the communi-
ty, to give back when we can." said team captain Alex
Aller. a junior finance major.

Dixon said that the team had decided to add community
service to their program last year.

"We were sitting in the van talking about what was
missing in our program, what were the things that would
make us stand out." Dixon said. "How do we make this a

complete program?

"The piece that was missing was service, and so the

seniors last year started to think about leaving something

for the community."

According to Dixon, the team looked in newspapers and
called ServiceNet to And a group that could use their help.

"The Grove Street Shelter Inn was the first place that

responded." Dixon said.

She arranged to have the men's team go to the shelter

this past weekend to strip the walls, while the women will

go the first week in March to paint.

"This is not about us giving only, we also get a lot out of

it," Dixon said. 'Service is a way of learning, maturing

and feeling more responsible."

Bob Navarro, a freshman sports management major and

team member, said that doing service as a team helps

bring them together.

"It's a good thing — it's only once in a while that we get

to do something for the community." Navarro said.

"Doing it as a team is a real positive factor for everyone.'

Teammate Parsa Samii. a freshman sports management
major, agreed.

"I think this is a really good experience for me and for

the team. I think this is something that everyone should

do." Samii said.

According to Richard Hendrick. director of the Grove
Street Shelter Inn. the inn provides shelter to 20 single

men. women and young adults.

"We assist guests in doing whatever has to be done for

them to find a better place to live." Hendrick said. "We
assist folks in the next step after they've found themselves

without shelter."

Hendrick said that the Grove Street Shelter Inn is

always looking for volunteers.

"I welcome any group of individuals who would like to

come because there are always things that need to be done
here, and we rely on volunteers to do them." Hendrick
said. "It's a good thing for any team to do. to see that edu-

cation transcends the classroom and to help the spirit."

Dixon addressed the same issue, explaining why she felt

it was important for the team to do service regularly.

"I really believe that my job here is not just to make
them better tennis players, but better human beings,"

Dixon said.

For information on volunteering at the Grove Street

Shelter Inn. contact Richard Hendrick at (411)
586-6001

Women's studies offering

new graduate certificate

By Laura Footer

Collegian Staff

For its pilot year, the University

of Massachusetts women's studies

department is currently accepting

applications for their graduate cer-

tificate in advanced feminist stud-

ies, which will begin next fall.

The certificate involves taking

courses from four cores which
offer a wide variety of interdisci-

plinary subjects. Most of these

courses are from the humanities

and social sciences.

Nancy Patterson, a graduate -ni

dent in the school of education

who is working on an assistantship

and is involved in planning the

women's studies programs, said

that the program may eventually

include the natural sciences as well

The certificate includes attend-

ing a seminar on an interdiscipli-

nary issue of feminist study

offered in the women's studies

proseminar lecture series, taking

part in a study group and doing

either a research project or a mas-

ters or doctoral thesis

Ann Ferguson, director of the

women's studies program, who
also gives some of the lectures

offered in the proseminar,
described the certificate as "a free-

stand program, especially if some-

one already has a masters in

another Held.*

The credits earned from the cer-

tificate are retroactive so that

courses taken in other fields which

are related to women's studies

may be included, which is what
gives the program a global and
national outlook on feminist stud-

ies.

As the program is still trying to

get on its feet. Patterson explained

the present limitations.

"There is not enough money for

Turn to PROGRAM page 3

Slow change frustrates Weld's advisors lsraeli
>
Palestinian leaders meet,

discuss conflicts, prison releasesBOSTON (AP) — When Gov.
William F. Weld created commissions

to advise him on issues affecting

minority communities in the state,

many applauded the move.

But four years after the first

group was established, the advisory

commissions on Asian, Hispanic
and African-American communities
have been able to effect few
changes.

Commission members and
observers say the volunteer groups
have highlighted problems in minori-

ty communities, including high unem-
ployment, poverty, discrimination

and limited education; and written

reports and made suggestions on how
to improve conditions for the state's

minorities.

But the groups have little authori-

ty to actually solve these problems.

"The commission, which is just a

group of uncompensated people with-

out a staff and without power, cannot

be the engine for change." said

Deborah A. Ramirez, who headed the

Hispanic-American Advisory
Commission when it was created in

1993. "I'm not saying that having a

commission is not a good idea. But

it's not a good idea if it's your only

idea."

The Hispanic-American commis-
sion proposed last month that the

state create a Hispanic Affairs

Division to work with state agencies

and the Legislature to address the

community's needs. There are no
Hispanics in the Legislature.

"I think the governor has very

good intentions." said Antonia
Jimenez, the current chairwoman of

the Hispanic-American committee
and a special assistant to Weld. "But

there is no vehicle to make this

work."

Toye Brown, acting chairwoman
of the African-American Advisory
Commission, said getting staff is a

top priority. The commission asked

Weld for a full-time liaison in its

1995 report.

Brown, who also is deputy secre-

tary of transportation, said the com-
mission started out strong in 1993
but fizzled last year. M. Myas
Bhatti. who co-chairs the Asian-
American commission with Susan
Roosevelt Weld, the governor's
wife, said the group has talked
about trying to make the commis-
sions permanent through the

Legislature.

"It's a labor of love that has kept

us going." Bhatti told The Boston
Globe.

But lose luves, spokesman for

the Weld administration, said legis-

lating minority affairs may not be

the best response. "I think you have

to be careful when you think the

answer is setting up another organi-

zation, another bureaucracy or hir-

ing more people," luves said. "I

don't think the solution is for state

government to co-opt more people

and have taxpayers foot the bill,

when our communities have their

leaders and we can go out and get

their opinions."

According to the U.S. Census,
Hispanics numbered 287,549 in

Massachusetts in 1990 — a 103 per-

cent increase from 1 980.

In the same period, the number
of African-Americans increased
28.5 percent, to 274.464, while the

number of Asians tripled to

144.000.

The commissions have helped pro-

duce some change.

The Asian-American Commission,

for example, lobbied for funds to

start the Institute for Asian-
American Studies at the University

of Massachusetts at Boston.

The commission has also held

business seminars, which Bhatti said

drew a couple hundred people.

The African-American Commission

has been working with the adminis-

tration to rework the state's affirma-

tive action edict after a 1994 study

found discrimination in state con-

tracting.

And the Hispanic-American
Commission convinced the

Legislature to appropriate $250,000

in 1994 to establish a Latino

Economic Development Center at

UMass-Boston to coordinate small

business development around the

state.

By Somor Assad
Associated Press

EREZ CROSSING. Gaza Strip —
Benjamin Netanyahu and Yasser
Arafat discussed outstanding Israeli-

Palestinian disputes yesterday, and
officials said Israel agreed to release

female Palestinian prisoners soon.

Both leaders were upbeat after the

two-hour evening meeting at the Erez

Crossing between Israel and
Palestinian-run Gaza Strip. "We
worked in a constructive and produc-

tive atmosphere on the problems on

the agenda... and the fulfillment of

mutual obligations." said Netanyahu,

the Israeli prime minister.

Negotiators said they would meet
again soon to resolve issues like

Israel's claim that the Palestinians are

illegally operating offices in

lerusalem, and the Palestinians'

charge that Israel is stalling approval

of a Palestinian airport and safe pas-

sage between the West Bank and
Gaza.

"We agreed that in one week we
will start discussing the details of all

the points," said Arafat, the

Palestinian leader. Netanyahu adviser

David Bar-Wan said the release of

women held in Israeli jails would be

resolved imminently. "I presume that

will happen [the] day after tomor-
row," he said.

Chief Palestinian negotiator Saeb
Erekat had said the Palestinians

expected the women's release by
Monday, but the issue could be held

up by Israel's Supreme Court, which
on Monday will hear an appeal
against the releases by a group repre-

senting Israeli victims of terrorism.

At the summit. Netanyahu also had
planned to complain that the

Palestinians are keeping offices in

east lerusalem in violation of the

peace accords, which bar Arafat's

government from operating in

lerusalem before the final status of

the city is determined. The
Palestinians want east lerusalem,
which Israel captured from fordan in

the 1967 Mideast War. as the capital

of a future state. Israel says

Palestinian offices in lerusalem that

had been ordered shut down were
later reopened under different names.
Asked whether he raised the issue at

the talk. Netanyahu said only that he

found "a sympathetic ear."

The Yediot Ahronot newspaper had

reported that Netanyahu would present

Arafat with a map detailing the next

Israeli troop pullout from rural areas of

the West Bank. Under the U.S.-bro-

kered agreement reached by the two
leaders last month, Israel is to with-

draw from those areas in three stages,

beginning March 1 . But Israeli officials

denied any maps were presented.

«ai
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For Your Information
FYb are public service ennouncemenb printed daily. To submit an
FY1, please send a press release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number ol the contact person to
the Cc*gwn, c/o the Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

Monday, Feb. 10

Discussion — "Freedom of Expression Over the

Internet," a talk by Dick Freije, will be held at 5 p.m. in

Dwight 101, Mount Holyoke College. Sponsored by the

Computer Science Club at MHC.
Meeting— UVC-TV 19 will host its first meeting of the

semester at 7 p.m. in their studio located at 216 Student

Union Building. All members are asked to attend and new
members are always welcome.

Meeting — The UMass Italian Club will be having an
organizational meeting at 7 p.m. in 301 Herter Hall. All

are welcome. For more info, call Bill Cava at 585-7806.
Music — Special guests on the Neat-o Punk Rock

Show: |ust About Done. Listen to 91.1 WMUA from mid-

night - 5 a.m.

Tuesday, Feb. 1

1

Meeting — Students Helping Area Reach-Out Efforts

(SHARE) is having its first general meeting of the semester

at 6:30 p.m. outside of 504 Goodell Library. Free pizza.

Workshop — A Money Management & Financial Aid

workshop will be offered by the Learning Support
Services from 3-4 p.m. on the 10th floor of the W.E.B.
Du Bois Library. Free. Call 545-5334 to register.

Wednesday. Feb. 12

Fair — The ALANA Career Fair. "A World of
Opportunities at Your Doorstep." will be held from 7-9

p.m. in the Campus Center, rooms 162-176. All students

are welcome to meet with prospective employers and/or

inquire about Co-Op/lnternship/|ob opportunities. For

more info, contact Dianna Dunn at 545-6266.
Forum — A public forum about services for people living

with HIV/ AlDs in Hampshire County, sponsored by the

Hampshire County Ryan White II HIV Consortium along

with their Consumer Advisory Board, will be held from 4-5

p.m. at The Depot, 125 Pleasant St., Northampton.

Music — An Improv Jam Session (invited musicians)

will be held at the Blue Moon Gallery Cafe at 7 p.m. Free.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition will hold a

meeting at 7 p.m. in the 306 Student Union. New mem-
bers welcome.

Notice*

Commencement Housing — A limited number of resi-

dence hall rooms will be available or th<-.>-ela*'ves and
friends of graduating UMass students for the night of

Saturday. May 24. Commencement Housing applications

are available at the University Conference Service Office.

918 Campus Center. To guarantee a reservation, complet-

ed forms with full payment must be returned to University

Conference Services by May I . There will be no on-site

reservations.

Comedy — The UMass improv comedy show Mission

Improvable will perform every Saturday in the Campus
Center Basement at 8 p.m. Free.

Chemical exchange — The UMass Reuse/Exchange
inventory l| now available at

http://www.unix.oit.umass.edu/-safety/rcxl .html. The
items on this list are available free of charge and will be

delivered on a first-come, first-served basis. Call

545-2682 for more info.

Writing— Spectrum Magazine is accepting submissions

for poetry, prose, artwork and photography for its spring

release. The magazine is open to all Five College staff and
students, and is a registered student organization. Please

come by (he office at 406E Student Union or come by the

concourse table in the Campus Center this week.

Karate — The UMass Shotoran Karate Club is now
accepting new members No prior experience necessary.

Come watch and join our daily training in a traditional

Japanese martial an. For more info, contact Loukia at

8058 or Ian at 549-5485.

ternshipt — Internships are available working on
Day. Hunger. Recycling and Clean Air. Call Melanie

it MassKrg. 545-0199 or stop by the office at 423-A
Student Union Building.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

in south Amherst will provide rides to church. Pick up is

at 9:40 a.m. on campus. Call Mark at 253-0361 for more
information.

Support group — REFLECT, the Five College bereave-

ment support program is offering two support groups this

semester: A grief support group for those who have expe-

rienced the death of someone close to them; and an illness

group for those currently coping with the serious illness of

a loved one. If you or someone you know is interested,

please call us at 577-5316 for more information.

Support group — Overcaters Anonymous, a group of

individuals who share an addiction to food and suffer from
compulsive eating and other eating disorders, will hold
weekly meetings on Saturdays at 10 a.m. in the Campus
Center. The only requirement for membership is the desire

to stop eating. There are no dues or fees. Donations are

strictly voluntary. For more info, call (617)641-2303.

Astronomy — The Amherst Area Amateur Astronomers
Association will hold free public planatatrium shows at 4
p.m. every Saturday in February at Amherst College Bassett

Planetarium. Appropriate for all ages. Dates: Feb. 1 5 and
22. For information, call Tom Whitney at 256-6234.

Film — The interdepartmental program in film studies is

offering its fourth annual Multicultural Film Festival:

"Emigres, Exiles and Sojourners in Contemporary Cinema"
this spring. Screenings and discussions with directors and
faculty will be held on Wednesday evenings, 231 Herter
Hall at UMass and Stirn Auditorium at Amherst College,

at 7 p.m. The first event will be When Mother Comes
Home for Christmas, a documentary by Nilita Vachani (Sri

Lanka/Greece, 1995) on Feb. 25. For a full scedule. watch
for brochures and posters at the beginning of February, or
check out our webpage: www.umass.edu/film.
Outdoor program — Women Exploring the Outdoors

will be conducting a series of outdoor adventure programs
for women who are survivors of abuse. The focus of these

day trips is to provide a comfortable environment within

which women can increase their self-confidence, establish

safe boundaries and experience their strength in the compa-
ny of other survivors. All ages, abilities and levels of experi-

ence are welcome. Programs scheduled are: A Day Hike in

the Pioneer Valley on Sunday. April 13. 8:30 a.m.-4:30
p.m., cost $20: and Low and High Ropes Course on
Sundav. Mav 4. 8:30 a.m.-4:30.o.m.. cost $50. The cos* for

all three programs is $85. For more information, contact

Adventures Unlimited at (413)774-3131x293.

Special Olympics — The North Valley Area Special

Olympics is actively seeking special athletes for its spring

sports teams. Athletes interested in candlepin bowling or

basketball should contact the area office at (41 3)584-9377.

There are roster positions available for special athletes ages

seven and up. Newcomers are strongly encouraged to join.

and parents are invited to call with any questions.

Support group — A Women in Relationships Therapy
Group, an ongoing therapy and support group for women
who want to improve difficult relationships with friends,

parents, children and colleagues, lovers or partners, led by

Rebecca Reid. will meet Mondays from 7:30-9 p.m. in

Amherst. Sliding scale fee. For information call 253-5494.
Volunteer work — Womanshelter/Companeras. serving

the greater Holyoke. Chicopee area needs volunteers to

help battered women and their children begin to live lives

free of violence. If you are interested in answering the hot-

line, advocacy, fundraising. working with teens, or our
Legal Emergency Assistance program, call Edith Jennings,

Monday-Friday. 8 a.m.-4 p.m. at (413) 538-9717.

Volunteer work — The Family & Youth Mediation

Program of the Center for Human Development (CHD) is

offering a 36 hour training for volunteer community medi-

ators. The only cost to those accepted for training is a

commitment to mediate a minimum of one case per
month for one Jtar for the program. Training will run sev-

eral week nights and two consecutive weekends starting

April 7. Those interested should contact Kaihy Hail or

Andrea Raphael at (413)733-6624 for an application as

soon as possible. Deadline for application is February 15.

CLIMB HIGH FAST
AS AN AIR FORCE

OFFICER.
Bring your college degree to the Air

Force. Then find out if you qualify for

( ifficer Training School You can
become a commissioned Air Force offi-

cer following successful completion of

Officer Training School From the start,

you'll enjoy great pay. complete medi-
cal and dental care and 30 days of

vacation with pay per year. And as an
Air Force officer, you can enjoy profes-

sional growth and management oppor-
tunities. Learn what it takes to qualify.

Call

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

r' STUDENT SPfcAKER
UNDERGRADUATE COMMENCEMENT

fs there something you would like to say before graduating?

If so, you are invited to submit a proposal for consideration as

Student Commencement Speaker.

w

Who is Eligible;

Subject Matter:

Format:

Selection Process:

Deadline:

Graduating Amherst campus seniors (Class of 1997).

Substance should concern higher education and be relevant

to the University and your experience(s) here.

Submit up to three word-processed or typewritten pages,

double-spaced, or the equivalent of 3-5 minutes speaking

time.

Authors' names will be deleted (by a non-voting staff

person) after which a committee of students (majority),

staff, and faculty will review the proposals. 3-5 individuals

will be invited to "audition" before the committee (in

March), after which the speaker will be selected.

Wednesday, February 12, 1997. 4:30 p.m.

Submit Proposals To: Paul R. Appleby, Chair, Student Speaker Selection

Committee, 305 Whitmore (545 3464).

parking
continued from page I

The board consists of 2 1 members,
all from various ends of the University

community, who together serve the

vice chancellor in advisory roles rec-

ommending policy to be put forward.

Members of this board include

undergraduate and graduate stu-

dents, faculty, staff, parking and tran-

sit managers and the chair. Bill Rose,

the associate vice chancellor for facil-

ities and campus services.

In the first phase of its task, the

board discussed, without getting into

the financial matters, what the issues

were, and how the present situation

might be modified to better suit the

needs of the community.

The board came up with a list of

topics which would have to be
addressed. Among the items were the

parking system in general, revenue
uses and sources, facilities acxess and
the enforcement of the parking system.

These issues, when viewed in con-

junction with established guiding
principles — which include being fair

and reasonable and being fiscally and
administratively responsible — pro-

vided a framework for further discus-

sions on the situation of parking.

PTAB's findings

After a series of discussions. PTAB
came to a number of conclusions
regarding the state of parking.

In evaluating the lot designation

system, the color-coded system of
parking distribution, the board found
that the system compared favorably

with others investigated and thus rec-

ommended that the system remain
unchanged.

The system allows faculty and staff

members to park in red lots; faculty

stall and graduate students to park in

blue lots; faculty, staff, graduate stu-

dents and commuting students to

park in green lots; and any Universiu

community member to park in purple

and yellow lots.

Along with maintaining the current

system, the board recommended that

the designation of a few lots be
changed. They recommend that lots

2 1 and 40 be redesignated from blue

to red. and that lots 24 and 29 be
changed from red to blue.

In addition, the board recommend-
ed adopting a "one color-one price*

system that would ensure each holder

of a colored permit would pay the

same price for it — a system not cur-

rently employed — and expanding
the campus shuttle system so that

rides to distant parking areas would
come more often.

PTAB also recommended that

parking fines continue to be put
toward the scholarship fund.

Parking fee increases

As a method of briaging parking

services up to current standards, tti

board unanimously decidad if
increase revenue generation through

an across-the-board increase in park-

ing prices.

"It's a mathematical problem to fig-

ure out what you feel you have to do
to maintain the system," Page said.

The increases include parking per-

mits, garage parking, metered park-

ing and assessments.

Many students and staff members
are asking why the money is coming
from their pockets, instead of money
allocated by the state for use on
deferred maintenance projects.

"This is a public institution, there

should be public parking," Riley said.

On the prospect of using public

funds. Page said, "We'd use those if

we could, but other critical issues

would not get done."

Page noted that there was a classic

conflict between taxing the user or

getting resources from everyone's
sources, saying that it is a delicate

issue, but that they thought their solu-

tion was "the best course of action."

"If people don't want to pay more
for their parking, there exists the

option of moving or switching lots so

that prices will go down, and they can

use the enhanced shuttle busses," Page

said. "In a perfect world, we wouldn't

have to charge anyone for parking."

A student-labor coalition

The "Student-Labor Coalition
Against the Parking Increase," which

includes five on campus unions, has

scheduled a rally against the parking

fee increase at noon on Feb. 26 in the

Student Union Ballroom.

Riley said the unions hope all

employers, union and non- union, as

well as students, will participate in

the rally.

Social and economic justice for

students, faculty, and lower-paid
employees on campus is a goal of the

rally, according to Riley.

"There is a need for parking to be

taken care of. We don't dispute the

need. We dispute where they're going

for the money." Riley said.

Charlotte Coates. president of the

American Federation of State. County

and Municipal Employees Local 1776

(AFSCME). also agreed that money is

needed for parking improvements,
but it needs to be budgeted.

"Overall, the parking needs to be

budgeted like all other campus needs

so middle class families can send
their children here or go here them-

selves." Coates said.

Coates also felt that, so far. stu-

dents and staff have been very

involved in organizing against the

increase in parking fees.

"There comes a time when people

have to say 'enough' and I think

that's where they are," Coates said.

The increase is being considered

by the unions as a pay cut which must

be negotiated at the bargaining table.

"The majority" of people this ffce

increase] affects truly can't afford it,"

Coates said.

The Student-Labor Coalition

Against the Parking Fee Increase is

vocal about not disputing the need to

"generate revenue for current and

future upkeep of the parking system,"

according to a group statement. The

disagreement lies in forcing students

and staff to be the source of that rev-

enue.

Page, hwoever, said the amount of

opposition was a shock to him.

"I think thai it's surprising, given

what I thought was a compelling and

rational case, that there would be

more understanding," Page said.

UMass among its peers

Of a sampling of similarly sized

and structured universities. UMass
would still compare favorably with

other institutions after the proposed

increase.

The University of Kansas, which
has roughly the same amount of

undergraduate students and graduate

students as Massachusetts, charges

its students an average of $50 per

year parking fee.

At the University of California at

Irvine, students pay $324 per year.

However, one point of comparison

comes from within the UMass sys-

tem. Critics of the parking system

bring up the fact that students on the

Lowell and Dartmouth campuses do
not have to pay any parking fees.

Page explained that the situation at

this University is quite different from

the ones at Lowell and Dartmouth, in

that the geography and size of the oth-

ers are not comparable with Amherst.

Page said when people tell him
that the faculty at Amherst College

do not have to pay for their parking.

h<* reminds th»m how murh the stu-

dents at thai college have to pay. how
much larger their endowments are

and how wealthy the financial

resources at their disposal are.

Some questions remain

A common question posed to the

administration is where is the money
going to go. and if it is needed for con-

struction and maintenance, why isn't

the money coming out of capital

costs?

"I'd like to sec an accounting of

where the money comes from and
where it goes, and how much goes

towards enforcement." D'Errico said.

"These are questions that deserve an

answer."

Sandra Anderson, director of

Campus Services, said that benefits of

the new system include improvements

from electronic gating to a beefed-up

parking shuttle system. "We're going

to have more money for gating."

Anderson said. That keeps violators

out... also enhanced shuttle service.

The big one is improved safety."

Whether the proposed fees will

take effect will ultimately come down
to the Board of Trustees, and given

the vocal opposition to the plan,

there will be no easy answer.
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The circus comes to town
Kinko Bindlestiff (above) spun a plate and Philomena Bindlestiff (below) swallowed fire to promote their

anarchist beliefs at the Raven Bookstore in Northampton Saturday night.

Holocaust film discussed at Hillel
By Matthew WurrzeJ
Collegian Staff

Yesterday at the Hillel House,
several people screened To Bear
Witness, a movie about Holocaust
survivors and concentration camp
liberators. The film was followed by
a discussion about the Holocaust.
The screening and discussion was

the first meeting of Hillel's
Holocaust Commemorative
Committee.

The hour-long film from 1981
about the survivors and liberators
from Europe and North America
also touched upon the establishment
of the Holocaust Museum in
Washington. D.C.

The story of liberators and sur-
vivors

The film opened with news reel

footage glamorizing U.S. victories in

Germany at the close of World War
II. It then switched to silent footage
of prisoners staring blankly while
soldiers liberated the camps.

Both survivors and liberators
were interviewed including Ellie

Wiesel, a Nobel Laureate. "I remem-
ber their eyes when they came to lib-

erate us from Buchenwald," he said

of the soldiers who emancipated the

camps.

After opening with Wiesel and the
news reel footage, the film discussed

the Warsaw Ghetto and Jewish
Resistance. Footage of the suffering

and destruction of the ghetto was
punctuated with comments from
survivors.

"Your mind doesn't work," said

one Warsaw Ghetto survivor. "All

you can think about is food."

Footage of starving children was
displayed as the woman spoke.

Alexander Donat, a Jewish resis-

tance fighter, recalled the Nazis
attack on the Warsaw Ghetto. The
Germans set it aflame while Jews
tried to defend themselves with pis-

tols and crude bombs against the

"well equipped Nazis."

The film segued from Ghetto
Resistance to the Partisan move-
ment during the war. Partisans
were resistance fighters who con-

ducted a guerilla war against the

Nazis and lived in the woods of

Europe, explained the film's narra-

tor. Jews who escaped the ghettos

or even the camps, often joined the

movement.
"It was a choice between dying on

your knees, or dying standing." said

Miles Lerman, a Jewish Partisan.

From resistance in the outside
world, like the efforts of Danes who
smuggled over 90 percent of their

country's lews to safety, to the resis-

tance in the camps, the film covered

many aspects of the Holocaust.

The film included discussion
about Allied knowledge of the
camps — and their inactivity. The
film cited the story of a Pole who
risked his life to personally deliver

the story of the camps to President

Franklin Roosevelt.

The film also featured a section

about the establishment of the

lewish Brigade in the United
Kingdom's Army. The Brigade was
primarily composed of lews from
British occupied Palestine.

Witness concluded with Wiesel
imploring future generations to

never forget the atrocities commit-
ted against humanity, and the mur-

der of 1 2 million people.

Discussing the Holocaust

After the film ended, Josh Grey, a

senior history major and the chair of

the committee, moderated a discus-

sion about the Holocaust.

Students talked about why they

came to the meeting. Some came
because family died in the
Holocaust, or fought in the war.
Others, however, wanted to under-

stand the Holocaust so they could
refute revisionists.

Grey explained his view that
many revisionists are uneducated
and often anti-Semites because
they usually focus on the six million

lews who died, and ignore the
other six million non-|ewish vic-

tims.

The discussion on revisionism
eventually led to a talk about books
by Chris Browning and Daniel
Goldhagen.

Browning's books argue that

Germans were under extraordinary

circumstance which led to the
Holocaust, Grey said.

Goldhaugen's more controversial

book. Hitler's Willing Executioners.

suggests that Germans are inherent-

ly anti- Semitic, so they were willing

to commit to Hitler's 'Final

Solution,' Grey said.

After discussing the implications

of the two works, Grey concluded
the discussion by inviting students

to join the Holocaust
Commemorative Committee.

Students who missed yesterday's

meeting but are interested in joining

the committee can attend the next

one on Feb. 19 at 7 p.m. in the
Hillel House.
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Say cheese!
Frank Zimmerman takes a photograph of his friend Peter Vogt by the Campus Pond yesterday after-

noon.

program
continued from page I

staffing so we have a tight shoestring, yet active

staff." Patterson said.

Ferguson hopes to extend this teaching faculty in

time, which may include some of the speakers of the

graduate seminars, and would also like to develop

an exchange program for the faculty as well.

There are plans as well to extend the program
to the Five College community, Ferguson said.

"I definitely want to reach out and include the

whole Five College community because there are

many qualified women outside of UMass, and it's

just a matter of paperwork," she said.

If the program succeeds the department will

work towards developing a masters program in

women's studies. Ferguson explained the need to

have patience, as past attempts have pointed out

the need to start slow.

"We need to start with UMass as a base to bet-

ter work with building a Five College PHD,"
Ferguson said.

"Although we've got a limited outreach we are

working with the graduate school over the
Internet now and things have been successful so

far." Patterson said.

The proseminar lecture series will begin with its

first speaker Carmen Diana Deere, a UMass pro-

fessor of economics, on Feb. 12 at 3:30 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 804. Deere's lecture is

entitled "Rural Women in the Latin American
Neo-Liberal Counter-Reforms."
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Use your fcUCaTiOM in ways you never thought possible.

rrSiGN a new software program. MaGKfT the next

remote access product. CBfaTf products that fit in the

palm of your hand. U.S. Robotics gives entry-level sales pro-

fessionals MfaNiNGFUl experience. (You may be new, but

your ValUaBlf contributions are encouraged, and expect-

ed.)

U.S. Robotics is the LrAorb? in information ACCrSS We
make f>a70t>UCTS that connect people with iNFOBMA-
TiOM — anytime, anywhere. We hire SalfS PaTOfcHjr —
with dfQGffS in marketing, business, sciences and liberal

arts.

Now that you know more about US. wed like to know more
about YOU.

Come see us at the

Career Fair

February 12
If you are unable to stop by, send your resume to: U.S.

Robotics, College Relations, 7770 N. Frontage Rd.,

Skokie. IL 60077, or e-mail: resumes@usr.com We are

an equal Of>I>OI?TlJNiTY employer m/f/d/v.

There are MO limits.
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1/Vhat s cheaper than a card?

tftalthUr than candy?

Comes in Cots ofcolors?

Can be funny, cute or stjry?

C<Xt&XXkCQ$XhCSl
Send one to that special someone.

Campus Center • to^oa.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Tuesday February 11

Wednesday, February 12

Sponsored by your Peer Health Educator*

Health Education Division • University Health Service*
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!! AEROBICS !!

UMass
Student
legal
Services
Office

FREE
confidential
professional

legal services

for UMass
students!

Corporate Careers
Where You'd Least

Expect To Find Them

T J Man I

Stop by our Information Session:

February 10th

6:30pm
Campus Center

Room 904-908

Tj.fTKDI*; /Marshall's

Th. TJX Compan.es Inc 19%
<% an equal opportuntty employer

committed to workforce diversity

545- 1 995

CAUWDAW
922 CAMPUS CENTER

EXPERT AUTO BODY REPAIRS,

AUTO PAINTING and
GLASS REPLACEMENT

• OVEN 8«r; URETMAN: rHAMSMlS'

• fi.ll EITRUTII » &AM3 ASSISTANCE

• mrjMllCI -PROVED GlASS REPLACEMENT

• PROF tSi'CNAc UNieO0 v RE pAIR AND FRAME STRAIGHTENING

256-8157 256-1385
53 Sout» Prosoecr S*'»et. Amr-srjt. vias$achus#>tt*
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Black History Monmth
I

The following is a fourth part of a series dedicated to

Black History Month that will run throughout the month
ofFebruary on this page.

Race and the OJ. Simpson case

David G.

DuBois

Despite the unanimous decision of the jury in the

criminal trial, and for many white Americans
because of it, there continues to be debate
among blacks and whites throughout America

over whether O.J. Simpson committed the murders.
But what should really concern Americans, and partic-

ularly black Americans, is the racist and sexist vicious-

ness in reaction to the criminal trial's "not guiity" ver-

dict, openly expressed in press, TV and radio commen-
tary at the time, and continuing up to this

writing, condemning the predominantly
black and female jury of 12 (including

three non-blacks and two men). That
commentary reflected what most white
Americans felt and feel, but only express

among themselves: the jury's intellectual inability to

deal with the scientific evidence provided by the prose-

cution, together with its assumed pro-black,
anti-white bias and "feminine emotionalism."

However, few commentators, white or black, want
to deal with the extent of white male fear of black
male retaliation for the rape and ravaging with impuni-
ty of black women h> white men since the days of slav-

ery, a hidden truth lurking in the background of the

OJ. Simpson drama. On the national, white, under-
ground information network the story goes: "If, before
the whole world, black O.I. Simpson can marry a
white woman, ravage that white woman and then toss

that white woman aside for other white women, and
get away with it. every black male in America will con-
sider that road of retaliation, and many will take it."

This explains America's obsession with the continu-
ing OJ. Simpson drama. This is the motivation behind
the civil case in which the families of the murdered
victims, and their supporters, thwarted in their
attempt to have OJ. Simpson convicted in the criminal
trial, and having lost their bid to have his children
taken away from him. intend to ruin him financially.

At the same time they want to discourage other blacks
from following in O.l.'s footsteps.

The unspoken and, in America, the unspeakable
truth about the OJ. Simpson drama is the white male
guilt it engenders for the wholesale violation of black
women by white men during the days of slavery and
throughout much of America to this day. To know ium
how 'wholesale.* count the number of "cafe-au-lait"

African-Americans you know or have seen on televi-

sion or in films, beginning with O.J. Simpson and his

family Nearly a century ago. in 1906, sociologist, his-

torian and activist W.E.B. Du Bois wrote that of the
nearly 10 million blacks as recorded by the U.S.
Census Bureau, he believed through study and wide
observation that nearly one-third had "recognizable
traces of white blood."

The number of indigenous U.S. families with inter-

racial (i.e. black/white) sexual intimacies and
tone-producing histories, has never been ascertained.

But its prevalence is undeniable, particularly through-
out the southern states, and nationwide as well In

colonial rimes before the creation of the nation, white
indentured servants and black slaves and free black
persons often married and created families until the
practice was outlawed, allegedly because of the diffi

cultv of determining the legal rights of the offspring
With the creation of the nation, under slavery and

beyond, the overwhelming number of cases of such
relationships were between white males by coercion
and threat and black women in no position to resist.

Many such relationships were without overt coercion
or threat but were consensual only in the sense that

there was no overt resistance by the black woman. In

some sections of the south, notably in Louisiana,
well-to-do white males openly kept black and mulatto
(mixed black and whitel mistresses, and in some cases,

two distinct families — one white, one mulatto. Then
there were those relationships between marauding,
reckless, devil-may-care white males and "loose"
black women or black and mulatto prostitutes. The
majority of today's African-Americans are the progeny

of these several different kinds of interra-

cial, intimate rclution->hip>.

The much smaller number of relation-

ships between black men and white
women were most often solicited surrep-

titiously by white women, fearful lest

their men learn of the liaison. This practice, not
uncommon throughout the nation, in the south was
the justification for a wave of lynch mob murders of
black males, most often falsely accused of rape of
white women, thfti «wept the nation from the 1890s
through the 19301. v'nh the threat of a rape charge
being made by a rejected white woman hanging over
his head, the black male often reluctantly submitted to

the solicitation The issue of such liaisons almost
always resulted in tragic consequences for both the
mother and child. The true tragedies, however, were
those of interracial relationships that dared not reveal

a mutual respect and love to a condemning society
ruled by racism, of which there must have been many
over the nearly 400 years of this country's existence.

It is the image of the black male with the white
female that calls up these memories among white
males today; memories of the freedom their fathers
and their father's fathers had with black women from
the time the first 20 Africans were landed at Virginia
from a Dutch warship in 1619 But today those memo-
ries are accompanied by the image of the big. bad.
angry, threatening, black male, typified at its most
menacing in the black garbed, gun-toting Black
Panther Party member of the 1960s, that the media.
television and Hollywood films consistently portray.
The objective h to as»ocjate street crime in Ajnerica
exclusively with bfadc and brown il atirtof males. That
image terrifies white males who have for years feared
black male retaliation for their illicit behavior with
black women.
0|. Simpson's mistake was the flair with which he

lived his life with Nicole Brown in southern California.

This together with his natural good looks, his wealth
and his popularity made it appear to many white males
of undistinguished achievement that he was flaunting
his ravaged white conquest in their collective lace as a
kind of retaliation. In Los Angeles this media-hyped
behavior surely engendered murderous rage within a
law enforcement community whose hatred for black
and brown Americans is demonstrated daily in South
Central Los Angeles, and has been revealed to the
world by the video-taped police beating of black
motorist Rodney king and the taped racist and sexist

venom of the prosecution s chic! witness in the
Simpson trial, the former I os Angeles policeman.
Mark Fuhrman.
The O.I. Simpson drama forces Americans, black

and white, to confront their far more numerous and
complex "secrets and lies" about race and sex than the
brilliantly realized characters of the line British film of
that title on the same subject could ever imagine. This
explains its continuing fascination for the nation.

Din ul O, Du Bois is a visiting professor in the jour-

nalism and Afro-American Studies departments

You deserve a break today

Daniel

Bodah

The trial is over and the judge is

now contemplating his deci-

sion. We can only wait and see

whether the justice served is cooked
to perfection, or filled with gristle

and warmed beneath a heat light.

Welcome to the saga of the McLibel
Trial.

Sloppy and fast, while they may
characterize McDonald's food, don't

seem like appropriate words to
describe this spectacle

of law. The McLibel
Trial is the longest trial

ever in British history,

having lasted two and a

half years. The judge is not expected
to deliver his verdict until May in this

saga that began nearly seven years
ago.

In 1990. London Greenpeace (a

group independent of the international

environmental group Greenpeace) was
distributing a six-page flyer in front of
the fast food giant's stores. In it, they

slammed McDonald's for promoting
deforestation of rainforests, mistreat-

ing employees and knowingly pushing
an unhealthy diet

Many of us won't be phased by
these accusations — they fit right in

with what we expect to be true of the

often- ridiculed company. For some
strange reason, however, McDonald's
felt it was a chance to vindicate them
selves in the eyes of the public.
Instead, when McDonald's U.K. took
five members of London Greenpeace
to court for libel, our negative suspi-

cions had a chance to be confirmed.

British libel laws don't mess around

with any of this new- fangled "inno
cent until proven guilty" junk
Instead, anyone accused of libel must
provide proof to back up all allegedly

false statements they've made. It's no
wonder that, faced with an apparent
ly hopeless court battle against one of

the very icons of capitalism, three of

the five activists chose to make pub-
lic apologies and bail out.

David Morris and Helen Steel decid-

ed they didn't have any-

thing to lose, though, so

they fought the case all the

way. While learning to be
their own defenders, they

also succeeded in digging up and legal-

ly documenting a mountain of dirt on
the hamburger-slinging bad guys.

One hundred and eighty witnesses

took time to contribute to this mam-
moth besmirchment of the company's
image, described by one commentator
as the best free entertainment in

London. Information from the trial has

contributed to a world wide web site

archiving facts on the food chain(McSpotlight,
http://www.envirolink.org/mcspot-
light) and perhaps as many as two mil-

lion more copies of the original flyer

have been distributed since the case
went to court.

The trial has truly been a case for

our times. In the spirit of postmod-
ernism. Ronald McDonald himself
even took the stand. Actor Geoffrey
Guiliano, who portrayed Ronald in

the 1980s, had these disillusioning

words to go on the court record: "I

brainwashed youngsters into doing

wrong... I want to say sorry to chil-

dren everywhere for selling out to con-

cerns who make millions by murder-
ing animal
Were he still alive. George Orwell

himself might be impressed by the
liuuhlespeaking skills McDonald's
executives displayed while testifying.

McDonald's U.K. president Paul
Preston denied the chain used Ronald
Mr, I >< >nald to sell food to kids, instead

declaring that Ronald promoted the
'McDonald's experience." A vice pres-

ident of marketing declared 'hat

Coca-Cola, since it provides water,
can be part of a balanced diet. While
maintaining that McDonald's did not
fight worker unionization, the vice

president admitted that employees
involved in any efforts to unionize
would be fired for "gross misconduct."

lusi after the one-year mark in the

trial, McDonald's approached Steel

and Morris in an attempt to settle out

of court. The "McLibel Two" had
some stern conditions, however, and
McDonald's backed out. The case has

definitely damaged their reputation,

and the company has decided to con-

tain the injury by making it seem as if

this is strictly a McDonald's U.K.
issue. We're not that dumb though, are

we? Besides, evidence that arose in the

trial implicates McDonald's U.S. as

well.

So no matter what the judge's deci-

sion, the trial has been a success for

the McLibel Two — and for the rest of
Us

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian
columnist

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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Letters to the Editor

The student trustee speaks out Social Security clarified

To the editor:

I'd like to clarify my stance in relation to the Board of
Trustees vote on 1997-1998 Tuition and Kee rates. On
Feb. 5. the UMass Board of Trustees voted to decrease the
maximum level of mandatory tuition and fees for I Mass-
Amhersl by a minimum of SSI. The cost reduction vote
came before the Board as a direct result of nis questioning
the stability of tees in November. According to the min-
utes of the Administration and Finance committee meet-
ing. I "reminded the president and the Board that fees are
more than half the cost of attending UMass. This was
I then, and still is now.| unacceptable The president in

response stated that he had discussed with the chancellors
the importance of keeping student fees stable."

On Feb. 5, President Bulger took a good first step
towards fulfilling his word. In his announcement of the fee

rates, the president said. "Cost should not be a barrier to

access the education of the University ."
I commended the

president for taking this initiative, but I also pointed out
that this was a first step. UMass-Amherst is still the
fourth most expensive public flagship institution in the
nation. Our fees have made us inaccessible for many stu-

dents to attend the University. Indeed it is up to us as stu-

dents to advocate for greater opportunity at this universi-

ty

As your Trustee. I have worked tirelessly to bring the

educational opportunity to the students In concert with
other student leaders from across the University, including
lohn Okray. I have been working on rolling the curricii

lum fee into tuition. Those students who receive tuition

waivers would see their bills reduced by over $2000 per
year. Benefactors of such a plan include dependents of
state employees. Gl's and thousands of others state wide.
Students working together can make these changes hap-
pen. I have a very strong relationship with the student
trustees from Dartmouth. Lowell and the Medical Center.

Unfortunately lohn Okray's comments in the Feb. 6 edi-

tion ol the Collegian only serve to alienate his campus
from the rest of the University system. Breaking line with
the rest of the student trustees, the Boston student leaders

have jeopardized the entire university's student interests.

Unlike lohn Okray who is seeking a seat on the Board of
Higher Fducation. my "hidden agenda" for this semester b
to graduate. Other students and other trustees respect my
presence and impact on the Board. I will not sacrifice the
status of Amherst students' voice to appease rogue politi-

cians who do not listen to the full context of my message.
Representing the students of the University of

M.issachusetts-Amherst is my extreme privilege. I cherish
the responsibility, and I will talk with everyone who has
any questions or comments on my tenure on the Board

Sean M. Carter

Student Trustee

Administrator should be com-
mended
To the editor:

For the past three years. I have been an active member
of the undergraduate Student Government Association
iSGA) and have worked with my fellow students to better
student life on campus. Too often, the efforts of SGA
members are disregarded due to bureaucratic administra-
tors who choose to ignore the voice of the undergraduate
governing body. Thus, when an administrator is respon-
sive to the requests of students, they are deserving of
recognition.

Last semester, when the Off Campus Meal Plan
(OCMP) was removed from the Top of the Campus
restaurant, many students expressed the desire to have the

program returned. In fact, the undergraduate Student
Senate unanimously passed a resolution explicitly stating

this sentiment

When I returned to campus this spring and found that

the OCMP had not been returned to the Top of the
Campus, I contacted Roberta Potter, an administrator in

the Campus Center Food Services Office. After looking
into this matter and discovering that the motion had not
been forwarded through the appropriate channels, Ms.
Potter took the necessary steps to ensure that the plan be
returned to the Top of the Campus restaurant.

Roberta Potter should be commended for going out of
her way to accommodate students. It is administrators like

her that allow the SGA to act on behalf of students and
better the campus community.

Bill Ramsey
Amherst

To the editor:

I was glad to see the issue of Social Security addressed
in a recent editorial by Sam McAfee (Feb. 5). This is an
extremely important issue facing our country and especial-

ly our generation. The pay as you go system currently in

place is fundamentally flawed in that it assumes that there

will be a sufficient number of wage earners paying into the

system at any given time to support these collecting bene
fits. The pending crisis (estimates I've read indicate the

fund will be bankrupt sometime between 2020 and 3030)
involving the fund's solvency highlights the irrational way
in which the fund was designed.

Unfortunately, about half-way through Mr McAfee's
commentary, the issue was lost as he veered into an unin-
formed, rhetorical lashing of corporate America and L I
foreign policy. He never returned to the issue nor did he
offer any potential solutions, leaving me to believe that his

solution would be not to deal with the problem in any
way. This is the easiest thing to do. but we will eventually
get screwed.

The reason it has been suggested that the money cur
ready deducted from our paychecks as "social security" be
diverted into the stock markets is because that is where,
over a lifetime, one could historically expect to maximize
the return on their investment. If such deductions are
placed in an individual's own account, as opposed to

going into some general fund, then it also assures that

changes in the nation's population over time will not have
a disastrous and disparate impact on one segment of our
population.

If each individual were able to chose his or her own
licensed broker, then the "enormous" commissions envi-

sioned by Mr. McAfee for a "larger brokerage house"
would never materialize. In fact, as people would have
freedom to choose among the thousands of existing bro-

kers and shop around, then commissions may actually
come down. We have already seen drastic reductions in

brokerage commissions as more and more people enter
the stock market with investments in IRAs. 401 Ks and
other private retirement accounts.

It's almost humorous that Mr. McAfee states that the
stock market is one of the least stable places to invest your
nu»ne\. in an article precipitated by the fact that the well
into which we've been dumping social security taxes will

dry up long before we ever go to make a withdrawal.
I believe we are faced with the decision of continuing to

give our retirement money to the government or investing
it in the capital markets. On one side is the federal govern
ment which has continuously demonstrated an ineptitude
for financial management, as demonstrated by the design
of the current social security system and the size of our
national debt. On the other side is a sophisticated finan-
cial infrastructure with significant expertise in matching
investors' desired risk levels and excess money with talent-

ed, hardworking businessmen and businesswomen who
have, throughout the long-run history of the stock market,
skillfully used these investments to create value for them-
selves, shareholders and society. Tough choice'' Not for

Paul Donnelly

Amherst

You all should understand

To the editor-

In response to Luke Meredith's "Hickbonics & more."
[article] on Feb. 5. 1 would just like to inform him that the
word "y'all" is. in fact, correct English. Yes. as Redneck as
it may sound, the word "y'all" U simply the contracted
form of "you-all." My roommate owns two dictionaries
(one published in 1961. the other in 1980T, so I looked
the word "you-all" up. The '61 dictionary gave the exam
pie sentence of, "Down here we can always spot Yankees
by the way they you-all in the singular" (Arthur Gordon)
The '80s dictionary also combined the word "you-all,"
described as "Southern U.S. informal." So if the contrac-
tion "y'all" is essentially "you-all." and the word is used in

the North and South, who's the Redneck: me or you?
Furthermore, I do not believe that Ebonics is a "good
idea." Hindering already underprivileged, inner-city chil-
dren with incorrect grammar sounds like a really stupid
idea to me. Before you write about Ebonics (or
Hickbonics for that matter), perhaps you should analyze
and dissect words like "y'all" before you dismiss them as
"hillbilly."

By the way, Bon |ovi sucks hard. And hey, maybe you
and Dennis Rodman are the stupidest men alive!

Kerby Langford

Amherst
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The Figgs are back.

COUHTlsr CAWTOl HCOtOC

Figgs get macho at Pearl St.
By John Hendrickson

Collegian Staff

THE FIGGS
Pearl Street

Feb 6

NORTHAMPTON — Last Thursday night about 40
people had the rare privilege of seeing a totally enter-

taining rock show completely devoid of theatrics and
gimmicks. Such often ignored necessities like solid,

hook-filled songs and dynamic band interplay are what
make Saratoga Springs, N.Y.'s The Figgs one of the

few consistently great live bands in clubland.

Young, loud and in dire need of a Kleenex. The
Figgs have been perfecting their craft for a decade. All

in their mid- 20s. the band was first inspired and influ-

enced by everyone from Chuck Berry up through the

SST stable of Husker Du, the Minutemen and the Meat
Puppets. With ejements of the Clash. Replacements
and Velvet Underground also audible, the band have
tweaked their roots to create their own distinctive

sound.

The Figgs' trademark, though, is the three-headed
monster made up of guitarists Mike Gent and Guy
Lyons and bassist Pete Donncly. All three sing, alter-

nating the lead vocals and utilizing the harmonies to

create a raucous, ragged blend more reminiscent of

Mick. Keith and Ron rather than lohn. Paul and
George. The hit-or-miss vocal approach, though, is the

perfect compliment to the music underneath.

Years of incessant touring and recording have trans-

formed the Figgs into a rock n' roll juggernaut. The
bedrock of the band's sound is its twin guitar assault.

Gent and Lyons trade lead and rhythm parts, often in

the same song, to create a mesh of melodic interplay

and barre-chorded power. Donnely's basswork is loose

and lively, and drummer Pete Hayes is solid and unpre-

tentious, propelling the music with a mix of subtle fills

and all-out bashing.

At Pearl St.. the band took the somewhat unortho-

dox approach of ignoring most of their previously

released work in favor of trying out material for their

next album. Their three singles (on Absolute A Go-Go
and Chunk Records) and first full-length album,
I994's Lo-Fi At Society High, were almost completely

unrepresented. Instead, the bulk of the material was
from last year's criminally ignored Banda Macho LP
and their as-yet-to-be-recorded follow-up. Such
tracks as "FTMU." "Choker" and "Let's Go Pop" were
crowd favorites, and the band played with extremes,

vacillating between the metallic "Supreme Fashion"
and the quasi-ballad "Reject" with equal dexterity.

The small size of the crowd, though, is indicative of

the Figgs' present status. Their previous label. Capitol

Records, let Banda Macho sink without a trace and
promptly dropped the band. Without record company
support, the Figgs have been taking the grass-roots

approach of touring, both alone and as a backing band
for hero Graham Parker. As evidenced by the show
Thursday night, though, the Figgs' fortunes will rise

again. You can't keep a band this good down.

Send your Letters to th« Editor to:

113 Campus Confer BftMment, UMoso—• Amtwrtt 1

THE

EDWIN H. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

MATHEMATICS

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their experiences

in the working world. Don't miss this important panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

DATA ANALYST - SOFTWARE ENGINEER

LINCOLN LABORATORY
LEXINGTON, MA
FINANCIAL CONSULTANT
SMITH BARNEY
BOSTON, MA
COMPUTER SYSTEMS CONSULTANT
THE REGISTRY, INC

BOSTON, MA
For more information, please contact:

Mather Career Center

545-2224

EILEEN ADAMS '88

DARYL MILLER '88

NANCY SINCLAIR '90

Creatures not quite as fierce as fish
Cast ofA Fish Called Wanda attempts to recreate chemistry

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

FIERCE CREATURES
Directed by Fred Schepiti

and Robert Young
with Jamie Lee Curtis, Kevin Kline,

John Cleese
Ploying at Hampshire Six Theatres

There are inevitable problems
with sequels, especially sequels that

stem from successful, popular films.

It is hard enough to entertain a large

number of people for two hours,
never mind ask for them to like it

enough to come back for more.
The cast of Fierce Creatures seems

to think that they have circumvented
this problem. Rather than try to

duplicate the success of the '88 hit A

comnsT AssociATiD rwss

Fierce Creatures' Jamie Lee
Curtis...

Fish Called Wanda, John Cleese,
lamie Lee Curtis, Kevin Kline and
Michael Palin have spawned some
half-breed film they have called an
"equel," using the same actors with
original characters.

However arduously the film has
been constructed to avoid compar-
isons, it is inevitable. Whatever posi-

tive things Fierce Creatures accom-
plishes, it is doomed to hide in the

shadow of it's successor's success.

To it's credit, Fierce Creatures
knows where to play on A Fish
Called Wanda's strong points, lamie
Lee Curtis and Kevin Kline both
radiate as the transplanted
Americans in a failing zoo in Great
Britain. Curtis seems to have sold
something to the devil, and will

shine with the charm (and body) of

an 18-year-old as she eases grace-

fully into her 40s.

Kevin Kline, after winning an
Academy Award for A Fish Called
Wanda's manic assassin Otto, is still

the funniest part of the film. As a fit-

fully unlucky businessman, he can
still ham it up above and beyond his

cast members, with delightful
results.

The legend of Fierce Creatures
actually precedes the film. As many
horror stories of film productions
make their way into the media, it's

rare that the final product is ever
visibly affected — the fact that the

film's ending tested poorly and was
reshot doesn't seem to affect the
narrative.

What does effect the film is the

uneven sense that the story takes in

terms of humor. It's an uneven sense

that reflects Schepisi's film career,

from bizarre flops like Mr. Baseball

to wonderful commercial failures

like Six Degrees of Separation. Some
of the film's scenes just aren't funny
and they tend to overpower the far

too infrequent scenes which are

riotous. For example, repeated
scenes of Cleese's nervous mala-
propisms run on too long, especially

when they aren't very funny to begin

with.

If there is one person who gets the

proverbial "short end of the stick"

with Fierce Creatures, it's Michael
Palin. His character is nothing more
than a glorified extra who sputters

random bits of academic wisdom.
Unfortunately, even the few scenes
he is featured in aren't enough to

make us wish there were more of
him. C-t-

COutTtsTOr AitociAno rv is

and |ohn Cleese.

MANDATORY ARTS & LIVING
]
STARF MEETING

Hey. past and present Arts writers— there's a

staff meeting at the Collegian office (113

Campus Center) this Wednesday at 5:30 p.m.

Old and new are welcome to attend. Interested

in writing? Come on down!

Right.jA

-Tfce. per£*rc/t opportunity \nas OxxwmA. for urou. -to \ot*ftir\ 0u

(UXxtAJT w^xXxaWtXtsL k*0- »nos-fc other iruLusbri£,sl

We're Ames One of the dominant discount store chains in America, with more than $2 trillion in sales and 300 store* In
14 states across the Northeast And. we've recently been named the Connecticut Retail Merchants Association
Retailer of the >*an

Assistant Buyer Training Program
Because discount retailing ha* developed into a complex, dynamic held where farsightedne** and strategic planning
are essential for success, we've created • formal. 7-week training program for you. that couples cwnprehenefve
cfaasroom seminars and on-the-job training wtth a successful Buyer

And because we're so dedicated to this program and your success, senior-level management will participate in the
classroom training, and experienced Buyer* and Divisional Merchandise Managers will work closely with you through-
out all phase* of your training

Upon successful completion of the 7-week program, you will become an Assistant Buyer Then, you'll work alongside a
Buyer, assisting in the management ol a $20 to $100 million business'

As an Assistant Buyer, you wW continue to participate in ongoing developmental seminars. Business Analysis Group
Workshop*, and other training support programs all designed to ultimately prepare you lor a career in Buying

We're looking for dynamic, creative, success-oriented graduate* with excellent communication, analytical, and
planning skills

If that's you, please come talk to usl

We'll be participating in the Career Fair at your college on:

Wednesday, February 12th

10am - 3pm
Contact your placement office for more detailed information or to schedule an interview

Ames
Ames is an equal opportunity employer M/F/D/V.
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Hockey
continued from page 10

midway through the second period,

ihe first two stanzas lacked the

all-out title fight intensity that the

third period carried. The third peri-

od proved to set a fervent tone for

the entire night.

"I knew that once we got up a goal

they would come at us hard and start

banging." Mike Gaffney said. "You
could see it getting a little hairy out

there. Once the lead started changing

it got kind of hectic. When it was tied

it was calm, but when you're fighting

for the lead, you mix it up."

UMass took a 3-2 lead 58 seconds

into what would become a frenzied

period, one of the best all-around

efforts by both teams seen at a

UMass game this season. Brad
Norton fired a diagonal pass from
along the boards, across the top of

the crease, and right onto Chris

Fawcett's tape for one of the easiest

goals the junior will ever score.

Lowell answered back at 6:38 with

the first of four goals that would be

scored in the next 2:37. With a long

pass, seemingly from the fields of

Scarborough, Greg Koehler sent

Shannon Basaraba in past the UMass
defense. Basaraba flipped a simply

unsaveable shot top corner past

Regan's blocker.

The Minutemen retaliated just over

a minute later when Bonneau
deposited his first of two in the peri-

od, scoring from the crease on his

own rebound after being fed from
behind the net by Steve MacKinnon
on the power play.

"You have to look at our leader-

ship and Rob Bonneau really stepped

it up in the third period," Mallen

said. "|He| played tremendous hock-

ey-"

Koehler erased the UMass lead 35

rids later, slipping a shot under

Regan on a set play off a face off

win bv Rvan Sandhoim.
Mike Gaffney gave UMass the

lead for good seconds later though.
The junior defenseman made a bril-

liant rush down the right wing,
undressing a pair of Lowell defend-
ers and faking Fillion right out of
his pads to complete his master-
piece.

"That was as good a rush as I've

MM by a defenseman in a long
time." Mallen said.

The River Hawks flew around the
UMass net from there, but Regan
was up to the challenge. A Bonneau
empty-netler iced UMass' Alumni
Cup title defense.

While UMass used a hard-nosed
third period on the road to win on
Saturday night, the No. 4 Boston
University Terriers used a

three-goal outburst of their own to

top UMass 6-3 at the William D.
Mullm*. Center on Friday night, foil-

ing an upset bid by the Minutemen.

CGEaZTOGEII,
imp: wwwLtakaatrcak.
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Ryan Furness notehed his first

goal in maroon and white 2:17 into

the contest, redirecting a Norton
point shot 5-hole on Michel
Larocque. The significance of the
goal can not be undervalued, for it

gave the Minutemen some added
confidence which was visible until

some dreadful officiating helped
take it away midway through the

second.

After Chris Drury scored the first

of five BU power play goals on the

night to tie the game. MacKinnon
put UMass up 2-1 on the rebound
of a Warren Norris shot after tough
play by lucid Smith forced a BU
turnover on a breakout. Cahill put

UMass up 3-1 at 12:15 of the sec

ond and visions of an upset danced
through UMass heads.

In the game. UMass penalty minutes

outnumbered BU's 40 to 18, and the

results were evident. Mallen's scheme
of shadowing the BU wingers in the

neutral zone worked perfectly during

full-strength situations, but the 1

1

Terrier power plays decided the game.
The Minutemen could handle BU
five-on-five, but five-on-four proved

to be a different story altogether. A
gritty effort by Regan was the only

thing that kept this one so close after a

promising first half.

But UMass-Lowell, not BU. is what
will be remembered by the Minutemen
from this weekend. Some will tell you
this was just the tonic the team need-

ed.

"This is maybe the biggest win of

the season.' Gaffney said. "If we can

carry it over for the next couple of

games and into the playoffs, it was
huge."

&L
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Alumni Cup
continued from page 10

develop his program, and then would
start the rivalry with his lesser-rec-

ognized, but more-respected,
cross-stale adversary. His team had
tough enough times in their first two
campaigns in the conference, never-

mind having another possible
ego-breaking scenario to deal with

every season.

Last year, UMass had to face a

tough team which finished second in

the final Hockey East standings, and
eventually, went to the NCAA
Tournament. Then-Lowell, and cur-

rent Northeastern, coach Bruce
Crowder headed the team, with
Crowder going on to National Coach
of the Year honors. The Riverhawks
had a stellar senior class, led by for-

wards )eff Daw, Brendan Concannon
and Christian Sbrocca.

But with all of that to face, UMass
took to the William D. Mullins
Center last Feb. 10. and after four

periods of action, won the shootout

(5-4) on two goals by now-senior
co- captain Rob Bonneau. The first

time around in the Alumni Cup for

the Minutemen was extremely sweet
— but would a bad aftertaste evolve

for this year's edition?

With the graduation of their

seniors, and the departure of
Crowder. it looked to be a down year

for new coach Tim Whitehead's
squad. Not so, and wins over nation-

ally ranked BU and UNH have pro-

pelled them to fourth place in the

HE standings (actually, third place-

due to Maine's ineligibility for post-

season action). After a tough loss to

BU. the question turned to the men-
tal fortitude of the Minutemen.

Could UMass get off their recent

conference schnide (two wins in the

last nine HE games), and begin a run

into March and playoff time? For the

first half of the question, yes, and for

the second half, the answer will be
this weekend with two home games
this Friday and Saturday night

against Maine.

Bonneau came through again for

his team, netting two goals in the

third period (4 points). The defense

came up into the attack, with junior

Brad Norton (2 assists) beautifully

setting up fellow classmate Chris

Fawcett for the first of four UM
goals in the third. But it was junior

Mike Gaffney who scored the game
winner, continuing his career year on
a Bobby Orr-esque rush to put
UMass up for good. "You have to

look at our leadership, and Rob
Bonneau really stepped it up in the

third period," Mallen said. "He
played tremendous, and Mike
Gaffney had an unbelievable solo

rush. That was as good a rush as I've

seen from a defenseman in a long

time."

Gaffney liked his game-winning

scoring rush, but the adrenaline rush

of winning suits him much, much
better.

"This is the biggest win of the sea-

son." Gaffney said. "If we can carry

it over the next couple of games, and

carry it to the playoffs, it will be

huge. Winning the Cup is big. and it

was a hard win for us. We need la

carry it on to next weekend | against

Mainel."

KMMA KANSANIN / COUICIAN

Mike Gatfney scores the game-winner in UMass' Alumni Cup win over UMass-Lowell Saturday.

This Week
in the

Campus Center
INFORMATION, NEW PRODUCTS & SERVICES. AND SPECIALS
FROM THE CAMPUS CENTER/STUDENT UNION COMPLEX

University Store
Stop byfor weeky specials!

ALL BATTERIES EvERtAdy, DuraceII, SoiNy, RacKo Stack

UMASS BOXERS - HanneI, iIheriv.a., kisii coiton

AIwavs 20% Off - NY Tjiv.es Best SeIIer Lis?

Ve 25%^ In Store Poster SaIe

5% <^ Pictor.aI CaIencJars

AcAdEMJC PLANNERS

*• ^*>«*

^^+&sz&*<•>¥*

^Oafentine's ^ay
The University Store has a large assortment of cards and

giftsfor your Valentine. And ifyou are thinking about

getting away with your Valentine, rooms are still

available at the Campus Center Hotel.
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Massachusetts 64, Rhode Island 61

Feb. 8 at the Providence Civic Center

Massachusetts
(14-10, 8-3)

Clarke 1-5 1-2 3, Weeks 5-10 5-7
15, Ketner 6-10 5-7 17, Padilla 2-6
2-3 7, Travieso 4-12 3-5 14, Smith
3-3 0-0 6, Basit 1-2 0-0 2, Norville
0-0 0-0 0, Babul 0-0 0-0 0. Totals
22-48 16-24 64.

Rhode Island
(13-8,7-4)

Bakarj 0-0 0-0 0, Reynolds-Dean
1-9 0-0 2, Andersen 2- 12 3-3 7,
Mobley 5-10 2-2 12, Wheeler 4-9 3-4
14, Thomas 1-4 0-0 2, Arigbabu 2-4
2-3 6, King 2-3 0-1 6, Murphy 3-9
4-6 12. Totals 20-60 14-1961.

Halftime — Tied at 31. 3-point
Field Coals — Massachusetts 4
(Travieso 3), Rhode Island 7 (Wheeler
3). Rebounds — Massachusetts 30
(Weeks 1 1), Rhode Island 44 (Andersen
8). Assists — Massachusetts 1 1 (Padilla

5), Rhode Island 9 (Bakari 2, Andersen
2, Wheeler 2). Blocks — Massachusetts
6 (Ketner 4), Rhode Island 2 (Reynolds-
Dean, King). Total Fouls —
Massachusetts 18, Rhode Island 17
Technical Fouls — Clarke, Thomas
Attendance — 12,931.

Player

of the

Game
Lari Ketner -

blocks

1 7 points, 4

Highlights...

Things looked bleak in the
opening minutes ot the tirst half

for the Massachusetts men's bas-

ketball team. But after being down
by as many as 1 0, the Minutemen
fought back to a tied score at half-

time on a huge Lari Ketner dunk.
Tyrone Weeks came to play in the

second half, grabbing all but two
of his points and rebounds in that

second frame. UMass' defense did

its part too, grabbing Rhode
Island's inbounds pass with :01 .4

on the clock to seal the game.

minutemen women's hoop
continued from page 1

students are a stone's throw from areas

of civilization, but in, ummm. . . wherev-

er Kingston is, there's nothing.

Next, look at the cheerleaders. One of

the URI cheerleaders looked like

Cro-Magnon girl and was barely able to

keep her head up for the length of an
extended time- out cheer. Yet it was not

the cheers, but the acrobatics that UMass
used to put URI to shame.

When the Ram cheerers got together

to toss a female cheerleader into the air,

she barely got high enough to touch rim.

When it was UMass' turn, the UM cheer-

leader could have done a few flips on the

rafters she was up so high. I blinked and
missed the Rhode Island girl, but I could

have baked a cake and done my taxes

before the cheerleader from UMass was
caught.

Then, take the band — I am biased,

I'll admit. My seat was all the way. and I

mean the very last seat, down on press

row. That meant that I could have
packed my old saxophone and sat in on a

few (read: two) numbers while in my
seat. I was so close to the band. It seems

the Rockin' Rams, or whatever they call

themselves, have only had time to leam

continued from pope 10

men's hoop
continued from page 10

regain possession, the Rams fouled
Weeks, who made both free throws to

seal the UMass win.

If many Minuteman fans thought they

had seen this before, in a way they had.

"To be honest with you." UMass
coach lames "Bruiser" Flint said, "they

ran the same exact play that they ran at

UMass that tied it at our place | before

UMass won 64-60] . Mobley is a good
player for them, he made the basket that

put them up off the same play, so why
not go back to him?

"Plus he's a Philly boy. and Phillv
boys are tough. I hey want the ball down
there at the end of those games."

Things did not start out smoothly for

UMass in the early going. In the first

four minutes of play, the Rams came out

on a 10-0 run and managed to control

the lead of the game until the

Minutemen went on an 11-2 run to tie

it up.

With seconds remaining in the first

frame. Mobley turned the ball over to

Padilla. who ran the length of the court

dishing it to Lari Ketner, who put down
a nasty one-handed jam and got the foul

from Andersen. After sinking the foul

shot. UMass knotted the score at 51

.

"(Ketner's dunk) was a big lift,"

Weeks said. "I went into the locker

room and told the team, we have the

momentum right now and just had to go
out and carry out in the second half. We

showed them in the last two minutes
of the first half that we could come
out and play with these guys, so let's

keep it up in the second half and try

to win the ball game."
Flint felt Ketner. whose 17 points

and four blocks were both one away
from tying career game highs, played

up to his full potential in the win.

How effective was the UMass center?

Take a look at the line of URI's
Andersen — seven points, eight
boards on 2-for-l 2 shooting.

"He can do that, when he wants
to," Flint said. "What people don't
realize about Lari is that he's only
been playing basketball for four or
five years, then of those four or five

years, they take one away from him.
So, he's just staning to leam and get

confident about being on the court.

People don't realize that Donnie Carr

I
La Salle] and (Arthur] Yah Davis

[St. Joe's] were his teammates in high

school, so he didn't get the ball that

much."

Saturday afternoon, however, the

Weeks-Ketner frontcourt combined
for 32 of the team's points

"That was our game plan. Take our
time on offense, try to get the ball down
low and try to get the foul and make
them try to stop us down low." UMass
guard Carmelo Travieso said. "We
thought that Lari would have the advan-

tage with his size and his quickness and
Tyrone would have the advantage
because of his size.

"We got together in the second
half and said to pound the ball down
low, and they did a great job."

The best indication of how UMass
pounded the Rams with its post play

in the second half was Weeks. At the

end of the first half, Weeks went into

the locker room with just two points

and two boards. In the second half,

Weeks played like a man possessed,

tallvinp 1 3 point* find nine boards.
"In the first half, i dual know, my

hands didn't want to touch the ball,"

Weeks said. "Every time I touched
the ball, it would pop away or some-
one would hit it out of my hands. I

just told myself in the second half, in

order for this team to win, I have to

go out and rebound the ball."

With UMass playing tough at

crunch time, picking up final second
wins against Rhode Island twice.
Duquesne and getting edged out by
Xavier. Flint could not wipe the grin

off his face throughout the post game
press conference.

"It was a hard-fought game, but it

is always a hard-fought game against

Rhody," Flint said. "They didn't give

up. man. they battled back. We got a

lead, and they battled back and back
and back."
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two numbers, both of which they played

ad nauseam.

Now, I love the way a band adds to a

game, and I love the way a band can get

the crowd going. Look at the director of

the UMass Hoop Band, who constantly

leads cheers with his cowbell and band
members backing him up.

But there was something about the

Rhody band that just annoyed me. It

might have been the way my hair moved
because of the wind every time URI's

Cymbal Boy banged those cursed metal

plates together, and it might have been

the fact that they had more drummers
than trumpet players (i.e. I could hear

feel the bass drums in my small

intestines), but it was probably that

whole thing with knowing only two
songs.

it's been said that the University of

Southern California's marching band
knows only one song. I've heard the USC
band at a football game before, and the

rumors are true — the Marching Trojans

are a one-irick pony. But the URI band
is close behind, with one song that is

played constantly. Emphasis on the con-

stantly. Luckily for me that song con-

tained lots o' bass drum and cymbal.

Look now at the UMass band. This

band has got a great flair to it. the direc-

tor is always into the game and it knows
a heck of a lot of tunes — it even put out

a CD of its stuff. They get people into the

game without turning the 100 people sit-

ting closest to it into hearing-impaired

idiots (I think the people at URI were
already idiots, at least the ones sitting

behind me).

I guess it's all relative. The past 20
times former UMass hoop player and
current Rhode Island coach Al Skinner

has faced the Minutemen, he is 2-18.

including Saturday.

UMass has dominated Rhode Island

on the court — and off it.

Casey Kane is a Collepian columnist

IMANC VO I COILICIAN

Freshman Alison MacFarland scored 1 7 points in the Minutewomen's
win at Temple Friday night.

did some good things... [but] you
have to give them credit. They
made the shots they had to make
and we didn't."

Crystal Carroll led the
Minutewomen with 15 points in

40 minutes of action, and center

Kara Tudman added 10 points en
fivc-for-flve shooting from the
field. UMass continued to shoot
well from the field, hitting on 55
percent of its field goals. For the

Hawks. Facer led all scorers with

22 points, and Melissa Coursey
added 12 points on four-of-five

shooting from behind the
three-point line.

UMass started the weekend by
handing Temple a good old-fash-

ioned spanking Friday night. The
Minutewomen shot 77 percent
from the field in the first half, and
took a 17 point lead at the break.

Senior forward Carroll scored 10
points in the first half, and pow-
ered a 20-6 run that gave the

Minutewomen a 32-18 lead with

5:05 left in the first half.

The Minutewomen would push the

lead to as much as 33 in the second

half. Sophomore (aywana Bradley

scored a career-high 1 3 points, and
6-3 UMass sophomore center

Yolanda Rayside added 1 1 for the

Minutewomen, who swept the season

series with the Owls, having defeated

Temple 61- 45 on Jan. 25 at the

William D. Mullins Center.

UMass has only four games left in

the regular season, three of which
are at the Mullins Center. St.

Bonaventure comes into Mullins on
Thursday night, and the

Minutewomen host Fordham on
Sunday. UMass has defeated both
the Rams and the Bonnies on the

road this season.

"We have to get ourselves
together and prepared for the
stretch run,' O'Brien said.

Material from WMUA FM was
used in this article

Valentine's Day Special

Send a Valentine Personal
to that special person!

Deadline is

Wednesday
Feb. 12

"Pick ccfi oi diop o{{ otdci {(ottHJ <xt (6c CoCCcyioM. 7tccu~it<utd

ty<t (6c (?o*coui<ic 01 <x( Oici £<x^c*HC*t( o^icc.

7o fiCacc cfoui (tCcxuiticci ovci (4c fe6o«c c<itt 545-3500

.

•••

Tons of credit undergrad

courses — in the evening!

Ne.irly 100 noncredit

workshops — affordable,

fun, practical, including

UMass
Division of
Continuing
Education

GMAT.GRE.LSAT.&

For a free course catalog, call 413-545-0107 or e-mail

contined@admin.umais.edu

Explore our web site and see how we can help you -

http://www.umass.edu/contined/

' MdQkdl Ails.

• Photography.

•ESI

Division of Continuing: Education
University ofMassachusetts Amherst

providing access to adult, nontradltional education for over 25 years

Mil Hum.

and CHOCOLATE'

IN L
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ACTIVITIES
All students interested in the turf

industry and becoming a member ol

trta student chapter of the GCSAA.
there will be a general meeting on

Wed . Feb 12. at 4 30pm in

Siockbtidge 114 All are encouraged

to attend 111

ANNOUNCEMENTS
RUSH Dieti Chi Feb 3.4.5.6.10-12.

8- 10pm 549-9252

TREK FANS It you are interested in

loming STARFIEET International,

please contact Martin A Lessem &
546 7003 to get membership infor-

mation

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Puftton 1 bedroom apartment for

rent starting the second week of

Feb Partially furnished Take over

lease Call Melissa 549- 1091

AUTO FOR SALE

19(5 Black BMW 31li 5 speed
Perfect exterior $2000 or B/O Call

546 3830

19M Honda Ctvic OX 5 speed, runs

perfect, small dents, cheap $1650
n B/O 546 5320

IMS Iroc lor tale Superb condi-

tion Many new parts Call Jeff 665
7578

Mustaaf looks good, runs good
$500 Can 665 9068

EMPLOYMENT
Camp WayeatS'Ster half of broth-

camp in Northeast
Pennsylvania. 6/23-8720/97) Have
the most memorable summer of your

life 1 Coaches teachers students

EMPLOYMENT
Pre requisite Must love children,

enioy living and working in a group

situation On campus Interviews

March 11th Call (800)279 3019

English Teachers Naadad
Abroadl Teach conversational

English in Prague. Budapest or

Kiahow No teaching certificate or

European languages required

Inexpensive room and board and
other benefits Foi details call

1206(971 3680

Premiere Brother/Sister Came in

Massachusetts On Campus
Interviews Counselor position'* for

talented and energetic students in

all Team Sports, especially Baseball

Basketball. Roller Hockey.
Gymnastics. Field Hockey. Soccer.

Volleyball. 30 Tennis openings, also

Golf. Archery. Ri fiery Ropes and
Rock Climbing. Weights/Fitness and

Cycling, other openings include

Performing Arts. Fine Arts. Figure

Skating. Newspaper. Photography.

Yearbook. Radio Station. Rocketry.

Swimming. Skiing. Sailing. Wind
surfing. Canoeing/Kayaking Top
salaries, room, board and travel

June 22nd August 20th Call for

information MAH KEE-NAClboy*)

(8001753 9118 DANBEE(girls)
1800)392 3752 Recruiters will be

On-Campus Tuesday. March 11th.

10am to 4pm at the UMass Camp
Day

Camp Blue Ridge, a coed camp 2

hours north of Atlanta, is looking for

enthusiastic counselors We are

looking for lifeguards. WSI. as well

as instructors in water-skiing, rap

pelling. boating, art, rillery. archery,

sports, drama, cheerleading and
dance For more mfo call Debra at

665-8463

EMPLOYMENT
Work Study students needed.
Teaching positions in a multicultural

after-school program for children 5

12 Some experience desirable

$6 00/hour Men and people of color

encouraged to apply Call Capacidad

at 253 5659

Part-Time Sales Raps Wanted
"Lead the way into the 21st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat

shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group, 332
Bleecker St 040. NYC. NY 10014

Summer Job! Camp Samoset is

now interviewing staff for this sum-

met Top boys' sports camp in Casco.

Maine, seeks male and female coun-

selors for all land and water sports.

archery, ri fiery, arts and crafts,

drama and woodworking Also hiring

secretaries, kitchen and mainte-

nance workers Call or fax resume
to Winter Office. Wellesley. MA
Phone (617)237-Ml 7 Fax (617)237

7?69

Orivars Waatad Apply in person

between 3-5pm Pinocchios,

Amherst

National Park Employment Work
m America's National Parks. Forest

and Wildlife Preserves Our materi-

als uncover rewarding opportunities

m the outdoors Call (2061971-3620

e<t N50017 (We are a research and
publishing company)

Appointment Setters Hadley office

has several openings in its calling

center No selling involved Fun

atmosphere On busline Up to $7

$10/hr j*art work immediately Call

584 7696 Ask for Mr Boone or MrM

EMPLOYMENT
The Ultimata Summer Job
Whitewater Rafting Guides needed
No experience necessary Looking
for outgoing, enthusiastic people-
previous outdoor or athletic experi

ence is a plus For more info send
resume and letter of interest to Dab
Apple Whitewater. P Box 295.
Charlemont. MA 01339 or call

(413)339-0188

Wanted: Toar guides. Summer
Counselors. Student Admissions
Representatives Applications avail-

able at the Admissions Center

Cruise Liaa Entry level on- boat d

positions available Benefits
Summer or year round (612)643
4333

Cruise aad Land Toar Employment
work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid 1 For industry

information, call Cruise Employment
Services (800)276 4948 ext C50017
(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

Outside Jobs- Now hiring National

Parks, Beach Resorts. Ranches,
Rafting CO s benefits and Bonuses 1

Nationwide openings Call (9191918

7767 ext R180 Eastern

Europe/Asian jobs Live in Prague.

Budapest. Tokyo, etc Teaching sim-

ple conversational English No lan-

guages/teaching exp required

1919)918 7767 ext W180

FOR RENT

Sugarloal Estates- Ultra modern
two bedroom apartments Free

heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washer/dryers and

morel On bus line Minutes to

Amherst Great specials' Call 665
3856

FOR RENT
Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

(508)477 6000

Fridge Rentals 253 -9742 Free
Delivery

FOR SALE

Pentium 120 System 1 6 Gig 32
RAM 336 modem 64 bit Video
$3000 in software ONLY $1500 Joe
665-9 1 12

Snowboard w/bindings 148GNU
Dukester Brand new 665 8680
CHEAP'

Laptop/Notebook $99 .
Hard drive

$10. CD Drive $25 Steve 566-3324 2

STEREO EQUIPMENT
Buy-Sell-Trade Large selection,

used/reconditioned, fiom inexpen

sive dorm systems to audiophile

quality separate components Great

prices, honest advice, satisfaction

guaranteed Pick-up/delivery avail-

able Steieo & Video Exchange. 256-

0941

For Sale- Electric Guitar Peavey

black strat copy, excellent condition

$200 Sean 546 5734

4 Jeep Tires- 30x950 R15LT Kelly

Tires Very good condition $200 or

B/O Call Jennifer 548 9770

Smith Corona WP compact, great

condition $150 or B/0 Call 256
5470 x

4K New Laptop $585. VGA Color

Monitor $175 IDE Hard Drive $110

Steve 566 3324-2

FOUND
Walkman Found in the Campus
Center at the end of last semester

Call Ana Maria Gonrale; at 665
8394

INSTRUCTION

Performing Arts Division offers

group and private instruction in

Music. Theater and Dance PAD is

located in 73 Battled Hall UMass
(413)545-0519 for info

Bartend with University
Bartending 50% student discount

On- campus classes starting soon 1

Call (800|U-Can-Mix for info

MISCELLANEOUS

New Metabolism Breakthrough
Period Lose 5-100 pounds Doctor

approved Cost $35 (800)666 4793

PERSONALS
B RAD. You are beautiful Love. The

Scoobies

"Take a chance on ma"- Abba.

Free love and Valentines at

www mainquad com

"Love Shack, baby"- The B52 s.

Free love and Valentines at

www mainquad com

ROOM FOR RENT

One bedroom in Ms. bedroom apt

On bus route ~.

$220 utilities Call 665-2197

Oae bedroom in 2 bedroom apt

Available immediately On bus route

Sugarloal Estates Keira (203)294

1336 Females Only

SERVICES
Know Your Rights Do you have

questions about your rights7 Do you

think your civil rights have been vio-

lated7 Find out 1 Contact the Student

Legal Services Office. 922 Campus
Center, 545-1995

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area tot free

testing and assistance 549 1906

Foreign Students-Visitors.

Greencard programs available

(800)773-8704 Cost $29
Applications close 2 24 97

Piercings by the Bearded Lady

222 State Street. Northampton

(4 1 3)586 0829

Seeking Financial Aid? Don't limit

your possibilities tor financial aid 1

Student Financial Services profiles

over 200,000* individual awards
from private and public sectors Call

(800)263-6495 ext F50016 (We are

a research and publishing company)

www.smartbomb.com Serving all

your smart drug needs

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK '97! CANCUN.
BAHAMAS JAMAICA AND FL0RI

DA 7-meal plan only S19' GROUP
ORGANIZERS EARN FREE TRIPS
AND CASH CALL TODAY'
18001700 0790 www vagabond-
tours com

Bast Hotels and Lowest Prices

for Spring Break beach destinations

Florida. Cancun. Jamaica, etc Call

now tot rooms or signup as Inter

campus Representatives (800)327

6013 http //www icpt com

TRAVEL
Best Deal- 100% Guaranteed
Organized by local travel company

Great packages tor Cancun. Florida

and more Call 256-8724

Jamaica- Spring Break Stay m
beautiful Negnl Includes roundtnp

airfare, hotel transfers. 7 nights

lodging from $519 Don't take

chances with other companies, go

with the UMass Ski Club Call 545

3437

Europe $155. Cant* /Mexico $189

R/T Worldwide Destinations

Anhitch Tm (800)326-2009
anhitchiSnetcom com or wwwisi
com fr/anhitch

Spring Break "97 Its heaven Wake
and Bake in the hottest destinations

free parties'" Organize group and

travel ftee Lowest price guaianteed

From $99 (800)426 7710 www sun

splashtours com

Spring Break
Islar

Nassau/Paradise

stand, from $379 Air. hotel, trans

fers. parties and more' Organize

small group- earn free trips plus

commissions' Call (800)9 Beach 1

WANTED
Conservative students interested

m starting a conservative student

newspaper Good writing skills and

familiarity with Pagemaker software

a plus Call Paul at 6-0183 lor more

information

-------------«e.e«»*»•> «aejj*****«ette«e«*«f««.-----«------

®% Qive 'em a Special

\ Valentine Personal Classified

Personals Policy
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Standard Headings
Activities Motorcycles
AjTaTOijiKetTients Personals
Apartment For
Kent

Room For
Rent

Auto For Sale Room Wanted
Employment Roommate
Entertainment Wanted
For Sale Services
FOUnd UdiysFree) Summer
Happy Birthday Sublet
Houses For To Sublet
Rent Travel

Instruction Transportation
Lost Wanted to
Musicians Rent
Miscellaneous Wanted

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not respon-
sible for errors resulting

from illegible handwriting
or type.
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ARIES
March 21 -April 20
A rncnmltmrnl youvr brni purling

off couk) be al a mxtcaj phaiae. «o

rvrry n«»r jrou makr i% tlajnaVam

B* vrry »urr ca" whai you rrajr/

want brforr Bra* off onr of your

kaxanaaua Bap nrpan Thi\ iwrrk it %

hntrr lo aural lhan Io Imtukar

TAURU8
April 21-aUy 21

A produrtlvr uifil could haw
prank- cloar to you an aor Turn it

lo Ihrlr arJvanuajr oy aubliy hrlpme
ihcm out. and you II win over

wmmor who dkln I rarr kjr you

(rrvlouftly

GEMINI
May 22^June 21

If Ihr boundarlra of your wnrkl

i4 < ii i lo br doaku In on yuu tuuiri

bark and lakr a drrp brrath Thai

kt not Ihr timr to In younrkf to

A domnoc pnxjrrl roulrt

» a roaaanur mtrrtudr

CANCER
Jane 22-Jaly 22

Krrp abrraM of ihr lalnt faclt lor a

trat advamaaV m an unmpmrd
confrontation You 11 wm ihr rrapm
of vxnronr who know* ihr value of

rtoine: Ihrlr homrwork Cntoy an
uneventful evening It could br

your tlrkel to a fpod cuddk

LEO
July 23-Aufuet 23
Your ecnee of humor b lnfrrtlou4

and a (real aaarl in an arajomt

ncgodaoon Enkx Ihr hrlp of an

eaprn lo troubkrahoot your UtrM
bralnatorm or prafrcl You 11 taw
timr monry and emharnueninit

wrr Ihr long run

VIRGO
Aufuet 24-September 22

HuiunrM la boonang-Htre you ready

lor If* Co wKh the Bow to reap ihr

men! benrftta from this situation

You could br caBed upon to uertorm

an unuaual task You're equal lo It

or ihey wouMn t have aaked

UBRA
September 23-October 23
Treat jounetf to a buy weekend
an extra king shower or hath or a

gourmet breakfaut would !-..

gtMl tfan **e« y)4/i tlmrVtth

tuajttijni who I fn need ol tome
extra TU. and rnmpejiwnhl|i

Youl both krrl hrtier

SCORPIO
October 24- November 22

A good partner makes it easy

lo gtdr through aome tough

( vrumManm Dr aurr you re

commuiuraung your appreciation

Thry may fret that you take incm

lor granted Look fur a new volution

10 an old urobirin

SAGITTARIUS
Norember 23-December 21

A cluttered crMTiinmrnt muld br

Ihr symptom of a deeper pnfclrm.

( all In an organurd fnend tor their

intuit ano your brhaslor You could

br atarurd by how wet you can
r lean up your art.

CAPRICORN
December 22-Januarr 20

kTatfrsa haa you frebng burned out.

spend time with an taayguaiw
,

person They cuuM realty refreah

you and ghe you renewed rneraj

Mutk andbooka hold sprclal

appeal, loo Check out the library

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18

Ituild security down the line by

making a email sacruVe this week

11 a poaaMr lo have some cake and

eai « loo—ft a Juat a matter .4

proportion Your patlrnrr and grace

under far earn you extra brownie

point*

PISCES
February 19-March 20
A friendly aaihrrtng ofk-rs the

rhance lo network Your sincerity

or memrri-KY will br rlearty

apparent Don I try lo overwhelm

proplr Thry wlO apumialr you on
your own term* or not al all

\
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HSCN Bulletin

Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming
TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

31

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

BET

BET on Jazz

Laser Video

The Learning

Channel

Comedy Central

Popcorn Channel

Satellite

Programming

MONDAY EVENING
6:00

Coebyl
Cosby T

C - Campus
8:00 8:30

Going Places 3t

tnk.tT

Ink 5.

Dangerous Minds (In Steraojl

THi Heaven 'Happy'. Valentine"

3rd Rock From the Sun (R) X
In the House do*
3rd Rock From the Sun (R) It

MaMoea Place (In Stereo) T.

3rd Roc* from the Sun (R) f"
Going Places .TT

Dangerous MntJs (In Stereo) .ft

In the House |MtlcokTi-fdo* [Sperki X |Goode8eti.

9:00 9:30
American Experience

Murphy Brown CybiH H

Murphy Brown Cybtrl I
TtytliC*

SaYtnnah Code Blue' I
tove't f3eetffy Tmngle P*T»xasC*dtlMur<)erV997 OTarnlj'

10:00 10:30

FEBRUARY 10. 1997
Tl700Tl1:30

Knita to Ihe Heart T
Chicage Hope I
Chicago Hope X

ama) Mtry Tyter Moore, Edward Asner St

SparkiT I Good* Bah iNewi |IAPD

iow's Oaac*/ Trmngle The Teas Cad* Mtirdar' (1997 Drama)a. wis. * nuamj nawyv. n» i laaji vr^av

Ctoee Call: Chaattrig Pai<hM Irssrani

lout's OeacsV fr«ty>>» The Um C*4H Uutper' (1997. Drama)

American Experience

Ta-yfeec*" (1997. Prima) Mary Tyter Moore. Edward Asner I

a * * "Blue Start" ( 1 990. Drama) Jam* Lee Curtlt , Ron Sitver

Biograph y: Bonnie i Cryde

Prime Newt T. |lntlde Polrtici JLarry King Uve 3C

PoMI

**"The FtvoT ( 1 994, Comecy) Hartey Jane KoMk.

Wild DtKovery: Monsters | Hubble: Secrett From Space

ESPY Awards jU^j

Knife to the Heart X

TMartin tt

Back From the Brink

Newt .f Late Show X
Lite Show I
Nightline

Jenny Jonet (In Stereo) X
•tShow

H Patrol

Coach «

Tonight

Real TV M

Tonight Show

Babylon 5 S
Tonight Show

CnarBe Rote (In Stereo)

NewtX Nightttnel

Mad Abo. You Reel TV X
**"> "The First Power-'(l990, Horror) Lou Oamond PhaTtjs.

Mist Marpte (Pari I of 2)

World Today

On Delivery
|
Dream On~

QrealWhitet of Australia |M,

Untotved taytltries (In Stereo) j«« "rMafftiejr (1993. Drimi) John Ratter. Potty Draper

jFSPYPoslgrn

Prime Time (In Stereo)it emeu nun yn i^turvj

HeyAmokll |HeppyDeyt I I Love Lucy X IMunsters

Tokwar "KiHer Instinct" (R) X Forever Knight (In Stereo) T.

Extreme Machinet

WCWNttrojLrye)!

Diana i Story

Wettmlntler Kennel Club Dog Show (Live)

Road Rules

M T Moore

House ol Style

Rhnrt,

V(R) (In Stereo I

Human Animal: A View

Adventuret of Robin Hood

eeaVi "BrtraViearf" (1995, Prima) Mel Gibson, Sophie Marceau. (In Stereo) 'R' X
ae* To Ore for"(t995, Satire) Nicole Kidman. (In Stereo) R' X

t«»adr>es«lent»"(l994 Drama) Ltreru Tale fl'

T

Law a Order Junsrtct

Spont Ilium

Daily Show [TV Nation

MoneytineX

Wild Discovery: Monsters

Sporttcerrter I
Intimate Portrait

' Janet Leic

Sino^Out
Taxi X

Lovelme

Odd Couple X
Time Trai A Stianget m Tme
Extreme Machinal (R)

WCWWtro(R)X
Wings X
Trecey Taxes

'The Sweeper' (\9M) C. Thomis Howel. 'R'

a«« Twrc»'lBI»i^/^r(1993)RustyCunc*fl

Wings «

Chru Rock (R
)

QrandCi

'BylheSworrT
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

(^c«or^M^l, i-ve veewtv to teccm i,

rVVODteN-W RcfclN MOOD. ID STSel fBDlW

TVtfc a ICH AMT;&ue TC TU£ POOR

10) PONT VHVWmti- TMOHtfOOW
t) STEAL fRCrYl fcUIL VtjfVlE^COCPUrT

LAirJYWS AMP WVEST/VftYvT toHKBftS

D3rV«,MVFAITrlFv'r\

COMPANION - 'TIS

PRACTICE

YOU 60T Trig PLATWM \ (ff, &TS TPV A&MU
VISA CARD, THE ROtty/TrllS T/ME ^CAlUtKb
ANt> THE L0(JlS /yOCR KZScnal
vvrrroN BBiefcfiSB \ *vain&z on tub

CALL PrVOA/g '..

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

rvCTWAT Tr\rt> BIRD rSM'T
A^^Ar4D\JAU)Air>Le
*XX"[r\ \/v»£<2VCAr4 TACHOT

AfltRML??

^e MOOTtLUNG nA£THAT

SC0Ue01OfVV£is>!)T^O
l'DL£TSO0V<£,lvPe\lAA

ARe MOO TeavM6 ME THAI

Wbl^NCTUlNeOBLT A
u)c*rTeAie^) r^OCK??

Dilbert By Scott Adams

vy
tv

sTt^(»|L>>- nu0afkmm%m»

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winick

t NEED A BULLET POINT

FOR YOU* MONTHLY
ACCO^PLISHI^F-NTS,

CUALLY.

PUT AAE OOWN FOR

,

•'LEVERAGED SYNERGV
»VCr\OS5 ALL TECHNOLOGY

PLATFORrAS.

"

THAT UJAS YOUR
ACCOrAPLISHnENT
LA5T /AONTH.

ITS ttORE OF A
30URNEY THAN
A DESTINATION.

HI I'M U)ITW "PEOPt-E PCJR ^
r^sois." we.'ce s&ckihg,
POJATlOMS-

tOHO SENT YCO' WAS iT]

PoViS7 OR gi co?giCO,
j—i r?i6«r'

vru teu. Pico ues ve^v 1

HEAR H£? D6AP, PCAD, r
PfsAP'i -

Leedoo By Mike Rybicki

NJEVER OIOE Td SHy
ftjjfly FfvOtft cokjTRoyeRsy
fAY BrVcTMEr; rr\;V<E

W'.ll NOW TEf\R\)f

f>, fXTufsPoFlUE
Pope, Mft
5'.M6ftt> OGjumsR.

± L\

1 1*1 THE PoPE, So T
ToRe of a p;CTOIlg 0P
TVtB ScftTI^AN iKISTEftD.

|1T, THE THoutihT

pHAr CoOarTS. /h\
<5 A

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom

L6UIQ ,. (leold@javanet.com)

by Roger and Salem Salloom ci996

For 15 years, every year on my
birthday, my mom calls the doctor

who delivered me.

She usually tells him little

stories about how I've been doing

lately, what I look like, how well

I'm doing in school, whether I've

been seeing a girl nowadays...

to'

Last year he told her to stop

calling.

/*-

Kind of makes me feel

abandoned.

University 1 By Frank Cho

t>£AS, **, »t A DAM*
G00D Lco*t»ir*) MA* udK
AT TMir 3Al». TWoft M-sSxW
lw \m<m^~ cxipej ' 1

!

oar1 'qaeaT rrj p*k.mt »•

My *X MAN TVtJtK if

»joT14IH£. Wo«5t THAN A ZlT

o»i AM ATT .

Non Soquitor By Wiley

Cloao to Homo By John McPherson

^Vfi^aYT
WCVC W.L
<i«7TTIr*-: A
LITTLE CrCK
oF YoUC
UoLlCV?-

TUAN-TWoU
ATT1TUDC...

Social Norm By Mr. K

If you re planning on videotaping the birth, we n

gonna need 20 minute* to touch up our makeup

The Unsilent Majority By Luke Meredith

skih a jtri «.hc tocf

hicpej 1,0 K Ui /Iff .

tbvd<ty

Jj/cA iye

^J key '*,*?/

ties tot JW/

Today's Staff

Chris Conner
Night Editor

Laura Stock

Copy Editor

Anna Feder
Photo Technician

Lorraine Urbanski

Production Supervisor

Chris Lavin

Lauren Goidfarb
Production

Quote of the Day

We must believe in

luck. For how else can

we explain the success

of those we don't like?

-jean Cocteau

fi

Joke of the Day

What
has

nine

arms
and

sucks?

pisdoeq j9Q-

Today's D.C. Menu
Cmll 343-3634 rW *»» Imt+rmmHmm.

Franklin

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken

Turkey Chili

Scalloped Spaghetti

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Lentil Chili

Quarter Pound Burger

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Pucks
American Chop Suey

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Ravioli w/Tomato Sauce

Worcester

LUNCH
Chicken Sandwich
Fettuccini w/ Sauce
Golden Burgers

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tofu Fajita

Pastabilities

Berkshire

LUNCH
Chicken Sandwich

American Chop Suey
Golden Burger

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tofu Fajita

Pastabilities

» I
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The Massachusetts

HOOP

Feb. 1 1 ST. BONNIES,
7:30 p.m.

Feb. 1 5 Maryland,

@ Worcester Centrum

1:30 p.m.

HOOP

Feb. 13 ST. BONNIES
7:00 p.m.

Feb. 16 FORDHAM.
12:00 p.m.

HOCKEY

Feb. 14 MAIN!
7:00 p.m.

Feb. 15 MAIM,
7:00 p.m.

GYMNASTICS

Feb. 16

ARMY-AIRFORCE
4:00 p.m.

GYMNASTICS

Feb. 16

AIRFORCE
4.00 p.m.

TRACK

Feb. 16 6 Rhode Island

A- 10 Championships

10:00 a.m.

uunMcxfcnUMcn S

TRACK

Feb. 16 @ Rhode Island

A- 10 Championships

10:00 a.m.

Minutemen experience deja vu in Rhody win
By Chns Stamm
Colegton Staff

PROVIDENCE - For a lew hours Saturday alter

noon, the Massachusetts men's basketball team (14-10
8-3 Atlantic 10) was at the top

The Minutemen held the No. 1

spot in the Atlantic 10 East alter

beating Rhode Island 64-bl. With
both clubs entering the Providence

Qvfc Center tied for second place

with marks of 7-3. UMass got the jump on Rhode
Island. However, a 79-65 St. Joseph's win over Xavier

gave the Hawks a 9-2 overall record and the No. I spot

Back in the Civic Center, a sdd-out crowd of 1 2.93

1

Ketner, Weeks dominate the paint

Massachusetts 64

Rhode Island

(largest A- 10 crowd this season) got a sneak preview of
just how tough this year's conference tourney will be. In

a wire- to-wire battle, the Minutemen
were able to get the upper hand before

the buzzer.

With 2:14 remaining, Tyrone Weeks
(15 points. 1 1 rebounds) went to the line

on a Michael Andersen foul, knocking down the first

shot for the tie and the second for a 60-59 lead.

In the ensuing play. UMass and UR1 exchanged bas-

kets keeping the Minuteman lead alive (62-61).

CMK CUNU / COUKMM
Tyrone Weeks was one of the Minutemen who helped turn things around in the second half against Rhode

Island Saturday.

However, both squads had a chance to put the other

away in the final minute. The Ram's Cuttino Mobley
missed a layup with 1:08 on the clock which was
grabbed by the Minutemen's Edgar Padiila (7 points.

'•>

assists), who took it coast to coast, missing a 3-pointer

that would have put Rhode Island to bed.

After inbounding the ball with :2I remaining, the

Rams found Mobley inside, who bricked a jumper
with two seconds on the clock. In a last ditch effort to

Turn fo MEN'S HOOP, page

UMass-URI?
The answer is

obvious to me
As 1 sat on press row ol Saturday's

Massachusetts-Rhode Island men's bas-

ketball game. I was struck bv the Mini

larities between that game and the con-

test earlier in the season in Amherst

On. 21).

But it was not just those similarities in

the games that caught m> attention, but

the corresponding facets of the schools.

Sure,
there was

the score.

At the

Providence Civic Center on Saturday

.

UMass prevailed 64-61. At the William

D. Mullins Center, it was also the

Minutemen. though the score was
64-60

And it was the way the games ended
At Rhody, the game came down to the

final minute, as Cuttino Mobley missed

a shot that would have boosted the

Rams. Tyrone Weeks grabbed the
rebound, was fouled and sank two free

throws to give UMass the win alter the

Rams' three-quarter court inbounds
pass was caught by Charlton Clarke.

When the two teams met at the
Mullins Center, the game ended when a

pair from Weeks at the charity stripe

seakil tlie pBM

MNNfTH A P SCOn I COUiGUN
Lari Ketner had no trouble with Ram Michael Andersen at the

Providence Civic Center on Saturday.

But alter looking at the game, my
thoughts turned to comparisons
between the x.rn«.>k the bands and the

cheerleaders.

First, the schools. Both are state uni-

oewkiei. ma|or ^.hools that house
tremendous populations. While an argu-

'

ment could be made that both are in rd-

alivels remote StClJOOl ol the Mate.

KsnajrtM is leaps ,.i,d bounds worse
than Amherst Here in Western Mass
students an' u stone's throw from areas

Turn to MINUTEMEN. page 7

Hockey's win keeps Alumni Cup in Amherst
By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

NORTH Bill ERICA — Saturday night the
Massachusetts hockey team (12-17, 7-13 Hockey East)
got exactly what it needed — a rousing
road victory over a fierce rival to eradi-

cate the team's often stagnant play of
late and help build steam towards a

playoff run that will hopefully end up at

the FleetCenter

This was a night for the Minutemen to say farewell to

the dilapidated home of ITMaM I nwell. a glorified high

Boston Univ

Massachusetts

lOKMA HANSANIN / COll (MAN

Brad Norton had two assists in UMass' Saturday

night win over UMass-Lowell.

school rink named Tully Eorum. The farewells ended
there, for this evening UMass would not say a hail and
farewell to the Alumni Cup, the prize awarded to the
winner of the season series between the two branch
schools.

The teams exchanged goals in a free-for-all of a third

period, but the River
Hawks (13-16, 9-10).
after rallying from three

separate deficits, would
finally succumb to

UMass, falling 6-4 before a festive, but
greatly underestimated crowd of 1,210.

"I remember Pete Rose saying during a World Series

game that whoever wins it, this is a great game." coach
|oe Mallen said. "It was like a heavyweight boxing
match punching and counter punching, blow-by-blow.
The excitement was unbelievable. It was great game for

the fans to watch and a real solid effort by our club."

The Minutemen drew first blood with 34 seconds to

play in the first period when Keith O'Connell's
one-timer of a Gerry Cahill feed trickled through
Martin Eillion's pads, stopping in the crease. Cahill
rushed to the net and knocked the loose puck home for

a 1-0 UMass edge.

In second year,

Cup again

belongs to UM
By Jorma Kansonen
Collegian Staff

NORTH BII.LERICA — There was a time when
Massachusetts hockey coach |oe Mallen did not want the

rivalry between the two state schools showcased The
Alumni Cup was formed between the Amherst and
Lowell campuses to create a battle cry in their seasonal

three-game series, and the winner would have bragging
rights.

Oh. how times can change...

Last Saturday night, the Minutemen were able to
bounce back off from a demoralizing 6-3 loss to Boston
University on Friday, and took the Cup for the second
consecutive year in a thrilling 6-4 win at Tully Forum.

Originally. Mallen wanted four years in Hockey East to

Turn to AWMNI CUP. page 6

Massachusetts 6

UMass Lowell 4

Cahill made it a 2-0 game 1:09 into the MMad with a

tremendous shoulder fake after being sent in on a break
away by Rob Bonncau. Cahill froze lillion anil I i red a

wrister through the 5-hole for his second of the night

Filled with pride, the River Hawks battled back to tie

the game at 2-2 by the end of the second period on a

pair of power play goals, Merc SaUtnan
beat Brian Regan with a swift far side

wrist shot at 4:38. and Mike NkhoUshetl
drove home a rebound past Regan, who
could not locate the puck through a

scramble in front of him at 8:46.

Despite Dean Stork sending Craig Brown into the
stansion beside the visitors' penalty box with authority

Turn to HOCKEY page 6

Alumni Cup

Minutewomen
split pair in

Philadelphia

By Luke Meredith
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's basketbull tc.ini

went into this weekend's two-game road trip in

Philadelphia knowing (hat if it could get by
Temple on Friday and St. loseph's on Sunday,
the Minutewomen would be in prime position

for the upcoming Atlantic 10 tournament
They came one shot aw.iv from doing iusi

that.

The Minutewomen split this weekend, pound
ing Temple 82-56 Friday night behind I 7 points

from freshmanAlison
MacFarland. and
falling to A-10
East leader St.

Joe's 61-59 at the buzzer yesterday in Alumni
Memorial Fieldhouse. UMass heads back up to
Amherst with an overall record of 1 4-8. 8-4 in

the A-10.

The St. Iocs loss was especially tough for the
Minutewomen, considering the fact that the
Hawks have now virtually assured themselves of
first place in the A-10 East with the win.
improving to 18-4 overall, and more important-
ly. 11-1 in the A-10.

The Minutewomen were down 61-57 yester-

day with :25 left in

the game, and
MacFarland cut
the lead to two
with a layup with

:03 left. UMass immediately fouled on the ensu-
ing St. loe's inbound pass, and when Hawk Amy
Facer missed the front end of a one-and-one,
the Minutewomen regained pollonion. Senior
co-captain Sabriya Mitchell took a desperation
shot from half court, but the ball bounced off
the rim. giving UMass its fourth loss of the
son in the conference.

"They shot the ball extremely well." UMass
coach loanie O'Brien said. "We played hard, we

Massachusetts 8?

Temple F°

St. Joseph's

Massachusetts 59

Turn to WOMENS HOOP page 7
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UMass Professor pro-

motes memoir

English professor

lay Neugeboren
read from his new
book at the |effrey

Amherst Bookshop.
Check out our
review (see Arts
and Living, page
5).

My Bonnie lies over
the ocean...

Inus Norville and
UMass Minutemen
look to continue
their strong play
tonight when St.

Bonaventure comes
to town. Get the
scoop (see Sports

page 1 2).

WORLD

Muslims riot in China;

deathtoll varies widely

BEI|INC (AP) — In a worrisome
challenge for Chinese leaders,
young Muslims demanding inde-
pendence in western China beat
people to death and torched cars in

the region's worst rioting in nearly

SO years.

The death toll in riots last

Wednesday and Thursday varied
wildly — from four to nearly 300 —
and it was not possible to reconcile

the reports. Police quashing the
riots fired into the air and arrested

hundreds of people.

"There was a protest It was
illegal,' an official with Xinjiang's

provincial government who gave
only his surname, Liu, said
Monday. 'Illegal protests are
curbed."

The rioters were Uighurs.
Xinpang's Muslim majority, who
were demanding independence for

the region, an officer with the
Yming city police said There is deep
resentment about Chinese rule and
an influx of ethnic Chinese into the

region, where Turkic-speaking
Uighurs live.

Chinese police said yesterday
that four to five people were killed

in the violence in Vming, a city

close to the border with Ka/akstan
in China's Xinjiang province.

NATION

Army suspends soldier

for alleged misconduct

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Army
suspended its top-ranking enlisted sol-

dier Monday after the woman who
accused him of sexual misconduct pub-
licly complained of a "different system

of justice' for the service s upper oer.

In explaining its decision, the Army
said publicity about the allegations

against Sergeant Maior of the Army
Gene C McKinney made it difficult for

him to perform his job

Meanwhile, a military official said

the Army has begun investigating a

second case involving McKinney and a

female sailor. The woman reported an
allegation of harassment by McKinney
to her supervisor, who then reported

it to the Army,, said the source, who
spoke on condition of anonymity.

A second military source, also speak-

ing privately, confirmed that an inci-

dent involving a Navy sailor is being
investigated The sailor is on active

duty and wants no publicity regarding

her allegations, said the military officer.

"The Army Criminal Investigation

Division has it" said the military officer,

confirming that the Army's investiga-

tors were looking into the sailor's alle-

gations against McKinney
On Sunday, Army Secretary Togo

West had argued the case for letting

McKinney continue in his duties,

although West said the issue was not

fully settled

On Monday, Army Chief of Staff

Gen. Dennis Reimer issued a state-

ment saying McKinney — his senior

enlisted adviser — had been assigned

to the Military District of Washington
"pending resolution of the allega-

tions.'
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Professors use latest technology

to send classes around the world

Tuesday, February 11,1 997

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Video Instructional

Program (VIP) announced that it is participating in The
African Virtual University (AVU), a program designed

to provide education in engineering to students in

African nations.

Professor Donald E. Scott, of the electrical and com-
puter engineering department, will provide an introduc-

tion class in electrical engineering to students in Ghana,
Uganda, Ethiopia and Zimbabwe.

"This is very exciting," Scott said. "UMass could be
involved at every institution of higher learning in Africa

that's interested in electrical engineering."

Scott's lectures were videotaped this past semester,

and will be transmitted via satellite to the African uni-

versities. The students there will view the lectures dur-

ing their normal semester, which runs from April to

July, and will receive additional instruction from on-site

instructors.

Scott will present a live video link six times during
the semester when he will answer questions from stu-

dents and give supplemental information. He will also

hold regular telephone hours to handle questions from
the students that the local instructors can not answer.

The AVU is a pilot program supported by the World
Bank and the National Technological University. UMass
is one of very few universities in the world selected to

participate in the program.

"I am proud that we were chosen," Scott said. "It's

nice to be recognized."

Currently, the New Jersey Institute of Technology is

the only other American school involved in the pro-

gram If the first two semesters are a success. Iowa State

and Clark University in Atlanta are tentatively sched-

uled to get involved.

"We certainly hope it flies." Scott said.

The AVU is only one of several projects that the VIP
works on.

The Video Instructional Program, which was founded
in 1974. allows graduate students to earn degrees in

electrical engineering and engineering management
without commuting to campus.
- In its regular program, VIP allows students who work
full- time to get a UMass degree by taking one or two
classes from home or work each semester for four years.

"We provide distance education in the engineering
field," said Mary McCuIloch, marketing coordinator for

VIP.

"Our professors teach their normal classes and are

videotaped," McCuIloch said. "The classes are transmit-

ted by videotape, satellite and the Internet to students

around the world."

The professors volunteer to teach the classes, which
are conducted in three studio classrooms in Marcus
Hall. The studio classrooms are equipped with station-

ary cameras and several televisions that display the pro-

fessors' computer monitors.

Scott said that many students like taking classes in

the studio classrooms because of the technological
advantages compared to the average classrooms on cam-
pus.

"You can end up doing a lot fancier and better lecture

than in a regular classroom," Scott said. "Students like

it because it's a more professional delivery, and because
they can view the classes again at the library."

Only the professors are videotaped, and no students

are shown in the tapes, which are sent to mostly to pri-

vate industry all over the world.

"We send the tapes to companies who want to further

their staff education, such as Raytheon. Boston
Technology. General Electric and Gillette." McCuIloch
said.

The students enroll themselves in the program, but,

according to McCuIloch, many of the companies will

reimburse the $1,225 cost of each course upon the

employee's successful completion of the program.
This semester. 305 students are enrolled in 80 courses

taught by 49 professors in the VIP program.
"The benefit is you can still get a master's degree,

even if you can't drive to campus." McCuIloch said.

For more information on the VIP. contact Mar\
McCuIloch at (411) 545-0065.

Nocturnal stimulus

fTH W » SCOTT \ COtUGWN

The Fine Arts Center at night yields some interesting stimuli

Police nab parking lot thieves;

one suspect a UMass student

Two men found guilty in riot slaying

University of Massachusetts
Police caught and arrested three

men on Thursday for breaking
and entering parked cars in the

Stadium Drive parking lot

According to UMass Chief of
Police John Luippold. the three

individuals were spotted by
police at night in the parking lot.

"They were observed going
into vehicles by officers and
stopped, whereupon it was dis-

covered that the vehicles did not

belong to them,* Luippold said.

Dang T. Dung, 21, of 77
Bromfield St.. Lawrence,
Dangkhoa VU Trinh. 18. of 5

Richmond Ct.. Lawrence and
Pham Q Tuan. 19, of 15 Mt.

V#rnon St.. Dorchencr, were
arrested for nighttime breaking
and entering for a felony, posses-

sion of burglarious instruments,

larceny over $250 and destruc-

tion of property over $250.
Additionally. Tuan was

charged with receiving stolen

property in excess of $250.
Of the three. Trinh was the

only UMass student.

Luippold said the men broke
into two vehicles and stole
assorted stereo equipment.
A pre-trial hearing will be

set in Northampton District

Court
— Laura Stock

By Richard Pyis

Associated Press

Simpson to pay $25 million

as punishment for slayings

By Mtchoel Fleeman
Associated Press

SANTA MONICA. Calif. — A jury

today ordered O.J. Simpson to pay
$25 million as punishment for the

slayings of his ex-wife and her friend,

a final blow that could doom the fall-

en football great to a lifetime of debt

The punitive judgment is on top of

$8.5 million in compensatory dam-
ages awarded last week when the jury

found Simpson liable in the June 12,

1994. slashing deaths of Nicole
Brown Simpson and Ronald
Goldman. It was a dramatic turn-

around from Simpson's murder
acquittal 1 6 months earlier.

Simpson hasn't been back to court

since Tuesday's verdict, but has been
seen playing golf. Again today.
Simpson was a no-show. Members of

the Brown and Goldman familes

showed no reaction, lurors were simi-

larly impassive.

The combined $33.5 million in

compensatory and punitive damages
was more than double the $15.7 mil-

lion even Simpson's accusers said he

was worth.

Unlike the liability verdict, the

jury did not unanimously agree on
the punitive award. The vote: 1 1-1 on
whether Goldman's father should get

damages and 10-2 on the amount;
with the same split on the damages
for Ms. Simpson's estate.

The only person with black ances-

try on the jury, a |amaican-born man
who is also Asian, was the only per-

son to vote against punitive damages.
He was joined on the vote about the

damage amounts by a young white
woman.

Ms. Simpson's estate, whose bene-

ficiaries include her two children now
living with Simpson, was allotted

$12.5 million of the award.

Goldman's father, Fred, got another

$12.5 million, while mother Sharon
Rufo did not ask for punitive dam-
ages. The

long-divorced parents, however,
got the $8.5 million compensatory
award for the loss of their son's love

and companionship.

It took the panel five hours over
two days to arrive at the punishment
amount, ignoring the portrayal of
Simpson as a

tapped -out pariah and siding with

a plaintiffs' lawyer who urged jurors

to "Send a message."

The decision marked yet another

milestone in the 2 1/2-year legal saga

that transfixed the nation and still

exposes its racial divisions - from the

acquittal by a mostly black jury to the

wrongful death verdict from a mostly
white panel.

The civil trial ended in a flurry of

rhetoric and dueling depictions of

Simpson's financial picture.

Simpson's lawyers said their client

was worse than broke, arguing last

week's verdict and compensatory
award left him $9.3 million in debt.

They said that since his first trial

ended. Simpson has been shunned by

those who would employ him and
banished from the sports card shows
that were his bread and butter. But

plaintiffs contended Simpson is

potentially worth at least $15.7 mil-

lion, based on the predicted $3 mil-

lion he stands to make every year for

selling his name, likeness and trade-

mark. The estimate is important
because under California law credi-

tors can garnish up to 25 percent of

future wages.

Plaintiffs also pointed out that

Simpson still lives in a mansion, dri-

ves a Bentley and employs a huge

Tom to OJ. page 2

NEW YORK — A black man who
was acquitted by a state jury of mur-
dering a lewish scholar during a 1991

hot in Brooklyn was convicted in fed-

eral court yesterday of violating the

MLtim's civil rights in the stabbing.

I.emrick Nelson |r.. 21, cried and
put his head on the table as he heard

the verdict that could bring him life

behind bars. As he was led out of
court, his supporters angrily chanted:

"No justice! No peace!"

Also found guilty was another black

man. Charles Price, 45. who was
accused of inciting a black mob to "get

lews."

The conviction stemmed from the

slaying of 29-year-old Yankel
Rosenbaum. who was attacked in a

riotous furor after a 7-year-old black

boy was accidentally struck and killed

by a car driven bv an ultra-Orthodox

lew.

Rosenbaum. a Hasidic history stu-

dent visiting from Australia, was the

only person killed in four nights of vio-

lence in Brooklyn's racially mixed
Crown Heights section.

Nelson was acquitted of murder in

1992 by a mostly black state jury, out-

raging politicians and Jewish leaders,

who demanded federal intervention.

Two years later. Attorney General
lanet Reno ordered a civil rights inves-

tigation that led to the federal charges

The federal jury — two Jews, three

other whiles, three blacks and four
Hispanic* — reached it- verdM alter

20 hours of deliberations over lour

days.

"To persevere does bring results."

said Rosenbaum » brother. Norman.
who came from Australia for the trial

and had fought to get the case
reopened. "The American people
should know that this is a good day for

justice."

Although it was the second criminal

trial for Nelson stemming from
Rosenbaum s death, it was not consid-

ered double jeopardy because the

charges were different and the case was
tried in federal court. In similar fash-

ion, two Los Angeles police oflkq i

acquitted of state charges in the 1 49

1

beating of Rodney King were later con-

victed in federal court of violating his

civil rights. Federal prosecutors argued

that Rosenbaum was deprived ol his

civil rights in being randomly attacked

on a public street because of his ohvi

ous religious garb. The car accident

that had sparked the violence involved

a motorcade carrying the l.ubavitcher.

Hasidim's spiritual leader, the Rehhc
Menachem Schneerson. Price had not

been previously charged in the attack:

he was identified only recently from
videotape of the rioting.

Prosecutors said because of PHaVa
long record of petty crimes, he proba-

bly faces a longer sentence. No sen-

tencing date was set for either man.
Defense lawyers claimed both men

were scapegoats in the politically and
racially charged case. The riots con-

tributed to the 1993 defeat of the >. its 'l

tin-t black mayor. David Dinkins. who
was faulted along with police in a state

report for a slow response to the vio-

lence.

Several police officers who testified

at the 1 992 trial returned to retell how
they found a bloody knife in Nelson's

pocket minutes after the attack: how
the dying man identified Nelson as one
ol his assailants: and how Nelson con-

fessed twice that night

Defense attorneys sought to revive

doubts about the police version, sug-

gesting — as did Nelson's lawyers at

hi* murder trial — that evidence was
planted and that Nelson's confessions

were obtained under duress.

The strongest evidence came from
two witnesses who did not meet

I until after the trial, when he
moved to Georgia to live with relatives

and finish high school.

Travionne Shaw. 20. a former high

school girlfriend, testified reluctantly

that Ndson had once confessed to her

that he had stabbed Rosenbaum.
Shaw, who sobbed through her tes-

timony, recalled Nelson saying that

"the guy was holding his shirt... and
the guy wouldn't let go. and he — he
stabbed him."

Little dancers
Chinese children are dancing at the celebration of a traditional Chinese Holiday, Spring Festival, organized

by the Chinese Student Association.
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For Your Information
FYS ire puttfc »«vice announcements printed dairy To submit an" please send * press release containing ai pertinent information,

jding the name and phone number of the contact person to

the Colegun, c/o the Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

Tuesday, Feb. 1

1

Info-social — The Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance will be
holding its weekly info-social in the Campus Center, room
805. We will be accepting nominations and holding elec-

tions for the position of Intercollegiate Outreach Liaison.

For further information, contact Ashavan Doyon at the

LBGA office 545-0154.

Meeting — Students Helping Area Reach-Out Efforts

(SHARE) is having its first general meeting of the semester

at 6:50 p.m. outside of 504 Coodell Library. Free pizza.

Meeting — Club Communication will hold its first meet-

ing of the semester tonight at 6 p.m. in Machmer E-55. All

students are welcome. Come here about our annual career

forum and plans for a trip to N.Y.C.

Workshop — A Money Management &. Financial Aid
workshop will be offered by the Learning Support Services

from 5 to 4 p.m. on the 1 0th floor of the W.E.B. Du Bois

Library. Free. Call 545-5554 to register.

Wednesday, Feb. 12

Fair — The ALANA Career Fair, "A World of

Opportunities at Your Doorstep," will be held from 7 to 9
p.m. in the Campus Center, rooms 162-176. All students

are welcome to meet with prospective employers and/or

inquire about Co-Op/Internship/|ob opportunities. For

more info, contact Dianna Dunn at 545-6266.

Forum — A public forum about services for people liv-

ing with HIV/ AIDS in Hampshire County, sponsored by

the Hampshire County Ryan White II HIV Consortium
along with their Consumer Advisory Board, will be held

from 4 to 5 p.m. at The Depot, 125 Pleasant St.,

Northampton.

Meeting — Circle K International, a campus community
service group, is having a meeting at 8 p.m. downstairs in

the Campus Center. We will be holding elections. New
members welcome. For more info, cal Aimee or Suzanne at

665-77 1 2 or stop by our office at 409 Student Union.

Meeting — Undergraduate Employee Organization, a

group dedicated to securing and protecting the rights of

student employees, will hold a meeting at 7:50 p.m. in 415
Student Union.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry Society will have this

week's meeting in the Student Union Duke's Room at 7

p.m. New members are always welcome. For directions to

the Duke's Room or more info, call Tim at 546-0562 or

Kayc at 546-1459.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition will hold a

meeting at 7 p.m. in the 506 Student Union. New mem-
bers welcome.

Music — An Improv (am Session (invited musicians)

will be held at the Blue Moon Gallery Cafe at 7 p.m. The
event is free.

Thursday. Feb. 15

Concert — The Blue Moon Gallery Cafe in Amherst will

host Jonathan Stevens, folk, acoustic, at 8 p.m. The event is

free.

Discussion — An informal discussion on "Spirituality

and Identity" will take place at 7 p.m. in Campus Center,

room 805-809. All are welcome to participate. For more
info, call 546-5174.

Lecture — Louise Rice, director of Education of the

AIDS Committee, will present a lecture entitled. "Is the

AIDS Epidemic Over or Has it lust Changed Direction?" at

12:50 p.m. in Campus Center room 805. Free.

Meditation — The Bangs Senior Center will hold "Heart

to Heart and Soul to Soul Communication" from 7 to 9
p.m. at 70 Boltwood Walk. Amherst.

Meeting — Pi Sigma Alpha Honor Society will be host-

ing the second annual Career Forum for political science

majors from 4:50 to 6 p.m. on the sixth floor of Thompson
Tower. For more info, contact Bill Ramsey at 549-1055.

Notices

Commencement Housing — A limited number of resi-

dence hall rooms will be available or the relatives and
friends of graduating UMass students for the night of

Saturday, May 24. Commencement Housing applications

are available at the University Conference Service Office,

918 Campus Center. To guarantee a reservation, completed
forms with full payment must be returned to University

Conference Services by May I, There will be no on-site

reservations.

Comedy — The UMass improv comedy show Mission
Improvable will perform every Saturday in the Campus
Center Basement at 8 p.m. Free.

Chemical exchange — The UMass Reuse/Exchange
inventory is now available at

http://www.unix.oit.umass.edu/~safety/rexl.html. The
items on this list are available free of charge and will be
delivered on a first-come, first-served basis. Call
545-2682 for more info.

Writing — Spectrum Magazine is accepting submissions

for poetry, prose, artwork and photography for its spring

release. The magazine is open to all Five College staff and
students, and is a registered student organization. Please

come by the office at 406E Student Union or come by the

concourse table in the Campus Center this week.
Karate — The UMass Shotoran Karate Club is now

accepting new members. No prior experience necessary.

Come watch and join our daily training in a traditional

lapanese martial art. For more info, contact Loukia at 549-
8058 or Ian at 549-5485.

Internships — Internships are available working on
Earth Day, Hunger, Recycling and Clean Air. Call Melanie

at MASSPIRG, 545-0199 or stop by the office at 425-A
Student Union Building.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

in south Amherst will provide rides to church. Pick up is at

9:40 a.m. on campus. Call Mark at 255-0561 for more
information.

Support group — REFLECT, the Five College bereave-

ment support program is offering two support groups this

semester: A grief support group for those who have experi-

enced the death of someone close to them, and an illness

group for those currently coping with the serious illness of

a loved one. If you or someone you know is interested,

please call us at 577-5516 for more information.

Support group — Overeaters Anonymous, a group of

individuals who share an addiction to food and suffer from
compulsive eating and other eating disorders, will hold
weekly meetings on Saturdays at 10 a.m. in the Campus
Center. The only requirement for membership is the desire

to stop overeating. There are no dues or fees. Donations
are strictly voluntary. For more info, call (617)641-2505.
Astronomy — The Amherst Area Amateur Astronomers

Association will hold free public planetarium shows at 4

p.m. every Saturday in February at Amherst College Bassett

Planetarium. Appropriate for all ages. Dates: Feb. 15 and
22. For information, call Tom Whitney at 256-6254.

Film — The interdepartmental program in film studies is

offering its fourth annual Multicultural Film Festival:

"Emigres. Exiles and Sojourners in Contemporary Cinema"
this spring. Screenings and discussions with directors and
faculty will be held on Wednesday evenings. 251 Hetier

Hall at UMass and Stim Auditorium at Amherst College, at

7 p.m. The first event will be When Mother Comes Home
for Christmas, a documentary by Nilita Vachani (Sri

Lanka/Greece, 1995) on Feb. 25. For a full schedule,

watch for brochures and posters at the beginning of
February, or check out our webpagc: www.umass.edu/film
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UMass after dark
WNNCTH W f SCOTT \ COLUCUN

The UMass campus shines in the cold February night sky.

\OJ
continued from page 1

staff. Attorney Daniel Petrocelli

urged jurors to make Simpson pay
heavily and take away his "beautiful

life."

lurors took note of both sides. An
hour into deliberations, they request-

ed documents detailing the plaintiffs'

rosy view of Simpson's financial

future and a chart from Simpson's
lawyers showing how his fortunes

plummeted since his murder acquittal

from more than $10 million to some
$800,000 in the red.

Before plaintiffs can claim their

money, Superior Court |udge Hiroshi

Fujisaki must decide whether the

awards are reasonable, or inflated by

irrational passions. He can pare them
down if he chooses.

Under California law. any punitive

award is supposed to bear some
resemblance to the defendant's finan-

cial state: It's supposed to hurt him
but not destroy him.

Simpson also could appeal, but

that would not let him postpone pay-

ment.

Once Fujisaki certifies the verdict

and awards, the plaintiffs can go after

Simpson's assets almost immediately,

seizing bank accounts and auctioning

property.

It looks like the real world,

^iww^
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Visit Ouk Booth at the UMASS Cmeck Fair on
Wednesday. Febkuahy 12th.

OH tot mot* mronraoon on te urteiewo* opportunity

Kate Kane

The Steffen Agency
13S1 Main Street

Springfield MA 01103
413/748 6000
Or 1 800 CALL NML
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Huge Campus-Wide Career Fair

sponsored by the University Career Center and
EDS and Digital Semiconductor

Where the
I 'irstMil

Moots ilu*

Future

RETUR1
TO SCHOOL
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DEXdOflS

Campus Center
Auditorium

PLUS Rooms 162. 174
& hallways

Abercrombie & Fitch

Amerinex-Applied
Imaging

Aerotek

Agile Networks-Lucent
Tech.

Baystate Health

Systems
Bright Horizons

Business Data Systems
C-Grams
C.W. Costello

(consulting)

Ceimic Corp.

CIGNA
Clean Water Action

Data Viz

Digital

Dow Jones & Co., Inc.

Dun & Bradstreet

EDS
EF Education
Executive Risk

Ferguson Enterprises

Filene's/The May Co.

Fugro Eastfenvir. consult.)

GE & GTE Technol Corp.

Genetics Institute

Gould Farm
Grocery Manufacture

Hamilton Standard

Harvard Pilgrim Health

HBO & Co
Hit or Miss Arnerinex

Host Marriott

Hygienetics Environ.

IBM
InfoCellular

Investors Bank & Trust

Keane, Inc.

Keyport Life Insurance
Logica

Lockheed Martin

MIT Lincoln Labs
Mitre Corp
NY Life

Nine West Group
Northeast Utilities

NW Mutual Life

Olympia Sports
Hilton Hotel

Pfizer, Inc.

Phoenix Home Life

Polaroid

Polo Ralph Lauren
Pratt & Whitney

Procter & Gamble
Prudential Preferred

PIRG
Putnam Investments

Quad/Graphics
Random House(pubL)
Registry (consultants)

Sears
Sherwin-Williams Co.
SIS Bank
Sphere (educ. consortium)

Sprint

Star Markets
Sun Microsystems

Sybase
State Indus. Products
T.J. Maxx/Marshalls
3Com Corp.

U.S.D.O.T.(Volpe)

U.S. Robotics
Universal Systems
UNUM
USDA Wildlife

Veratec

Wallace

Wal*Mart

(partial list only)

CONS
A Great Networking Opportunity

1 Look Sharp
H* Bring Your Resume
«• Ask lor Business Cards
m Project Enthusiasm ... Ask Questions

Stop By Ti • 64 to

Racrultlno &
Register wtth the Career Center
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Rhythm Man
Chris Perna, 18, an English major chills out and practices on the snare drum for the UMass marching

band.

«
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage
Feb. 5

There was a two vehicle accident on Massachusetts

Avenue.

There was a two vehicle accident on Orchard Hill

Drive.

There was an accident between a bus and tow truck

on Presidents Drive.

A vehicle knocked over a light pole on Emerson
Road.

A two vehicle accident occurred on Fearing Street.

Feb. 6

A vehicle backed into a parked vehicle in parking lot

7 1 on Massachusetts Avenue.

A two vehicle accident occurred on Commonwealth
Avenue. One operator was transported to Cooley
Dickinson Hospital in Northampton.
A two vehicle accident occurred on Commonwealth

Avenue.

A two vehicle occurred on University Drive.

Animal Complaint

Feb. 5

There was a complaint of a bat in a room at Thoreau
Residence Hall.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Feb. 5

A mountain bike was stolen from a vehicle that was
broken into in parking lot 1 2 on Forestry Way.

Feb. 6

A telephone was stolen from a room in Coolidge
Residence Hall.

Health/Safety Hazard
Feb. 7

Environmental Health and Safety was called for a

burnt out light bulb on Infirmary Way.

Larceny

Feb. 5

An individual from Coolidge Residence Hall report-

ed illegal purchases on his credit card.

A television was reported stolen from a suite in

Brown Residence Hall.

Feb. 6

Vikram Gaur. 23. of 25 Hickman Dr., Hopewell

junction, N.Y. was arrested in the Campus Center for

shoplifting and resisting a police officer's lawful arrest.

Feb. 7

A telephone was stolen from a Campus Center

office.

A valuable fur coat was stolen from Gorman
Residence Hall

Suspicious Person/Activity

Dang T. Dung, 21, of 77 Bromfield St., Lawrence,

Dangkhoa Vu Trinh, 18, of 5 Richmond Court.

Lawrence and Pham Q. Tuan, 19, of 15 Mt. Vernon
St., Dorchester, were arrested for breaking and enter-

ing, possession of burglarious instruments, larceny over

$250 and malicious destruction of property over $250.

Traffic Stop
Feb. 5

David Lee. 21. of 48 Holy Family Rd., Holyoke. was

arrested on Commonwealth Avenue for operating a

motor vehicle with a revoked license.

Erin B. Mahoney, 22, of 1 Cabot St., Milton,, was
arrested on Campus Center Way for operating a motor

vehicle without a license.

Mark ). McDonough, 21, of 265 Salem St.,

Wakefield, was arrested on University Drive for operat-

ing a motor vehicle without a license.

Feb. 7

William T. Mack. 22. of 168 Gaskill Rd.. Owego.
N.Y. was arrested on Commonwealth Avenu** for oper-

ation a motor vehicle with a suspended license.

Vandalism
Feb. 5

A vehicle was damaged in parking lot 40 on Hicks

Way.
Feb. 6

A large window was smashed in the lobby of John

Adams Residence Hall.

Lounge furniture was thrown from the 7th floor of

Webster Residence Hall. Three individuals will be sum-
moned to court.

Feb. 7

Three tires were slashed on a vehicle in parking lot

49 on Van Meter Road.

A swastika was painted on a wall in the stairwell of

Baker Residence Hall.

Do you have a news story?

If you or someone you know has information

that could lead to a news story, call the

Collegian news office at 545- 4794.

University Career Center • 434-2224
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COMING SOON...
VALENTINE'S DAY!

• Whether you...Want to be funny/play a joke

• Want to make a good friend smile

• Be a secret admirer

• Want to say a little "I love you"

Reserve Your Valentine's Day Collegian Personal

by Wednesday, February 12th

for the Collegian's Friday/ February 14th

Valentine's Day Issue.

Place as many as you like - No Limit per person.

For more information call the Collegian @
545-3500 Drop off order forms @ Collegian in

the Campus Center basement or mail to 1 1

3

Campus Center, Amherst, MA 01003 (by 2/12)
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What will our legacy be??

In a thousand years, how will historians remember
our society and the state of world affairs in our
time? Is thett a defining person or topic that will

receive all oi tht attention in those history books? What
do you think it would be?

Because so many people have so many ideas about
how this world ii supposed to work, one could assume
that there would be many arguments. If I could write a

chapter in those history books, a permanent reminder of
what it meant to grow up in the '80s and '90s. I would
not focus on BHI Clinton or Boris Yeltsin or Newt
Gingrich. While these figures are indeed historical, they

can only go so far in producing an image of our society.

I wouldn't write about our space program or any of our
recent wars or the dawn of the Information Age. Scientific

advancement and warfare are so common that our years
would quickly and quietly disappear __„____
from recorded history altogether. The
defining concept or legacy of a histor-

ical era effects each and every one of
that society's members in ways that

societies had not previously been
affected.

The defining image of our era has

loomed <**er our society for more than

13 years now. It has provoked fear

and hate and tears and more than any
thing else... pain. Yet what I am
thinking of is one of the smallest
things in all of nature, it's a virus, to

be exact, the HIV virus.

I was bom in 197). just a few years

before the disease was discovered.
Since then. I have seen it go from a mysterious "gay
plague" to one of the concerns foremost on society's mind.

I grew up with Ryan White... I never knew him. but
nonetheless I grew up with him. I remember the Weekly
Readers that attempted to explain to third and fourth
(Traders how society's hate could manifest itself in the face

of a child of my own age, but I could never have under-
stood.

To a third grader in the 80's. AIDS was as compre-
hensible as a black hole. As I grew up. scientists learned
more and more about the disease... how it was passed
from one person to another... how it attacks a person's
own immune system... how it kills.

I remember tht day when Magic Johnson stunned the

world with the revelation that he was HIV positive,
bringing the worW of AIDS to an unprecedented number
of living rooms. After Magic lohnson. came Greg
Louganis and Tommy Morrison, all men who had repre-

sented what it meant to be a man in our society

"The defining image

of our era has loomed
over our society for

more than 15 years

now, it has provoked

fear and hate and tears

and more than any-

thing else.

.

. pain.
"

Mark McGrath

has affected each and every one of us in its own way.
whether we've known a sufferer or acted in a different

way because of it.

As time has passed, wc have educated ourselves to the
point where there are now fewer cases of AIDS and HIV
in the United States than there were two years ago, but
that by no means resolves our problem.

Worldwide, the number of AIDS sufferers continues to
grow. Many of the most seriously impacted countries are

still developing and have no means to control the spread
of the virus.

In Bombay. India, an estimated 50 percent of all prosti-

tutes are HIV positive. In China, the number of cases has

increased tenfold in the last two years. The most dramati-

cally affected area is Sub-Saharan Africa, where over five

percent of the population has HIV or AIDS. Although res-

^_____^__ idents of the United States may be
seeing a decline in its AIDS numbers,
the rest of the world is in dire need of

a cure.

Right now. researchers know more
about the disease and the virus that

causes it than they ever have before.

Pioneers like David Ho. who was
named Time's Man of the Year for

19%. are leading the way to a cure,

but without our help, their efforts

may be useless.

Drug "cocktails." mixtures of
anti-AIDS drugs which have had
some good preliminary results have
offered some hope to people who are

wealthy enough to afford them, but
in most cases. AIDS is much like a death sentence, save
for the fact that you can't appeal and you don't have to

commit a capital offense to get it.

What is needed most desperately is a vaccine, which
could slop the spread of the disease. Scientists may not
even be close to finding such a cure, but we must keep
them working on it. Our lives could depend upon it.

The HIV virus is known for its ability to adapt and
change for its own survival. What if it were to change
into an airborne virus or one which could be trans-

ferred like the common cold? The results could be dev-
astating.

The war on AIDS could be the World War of the 21st

Century. As a responsible society, if indeed that is what
we would like to be called, it is our duty to knock out the

threat of AIDS while there remains a glimmer of hope.

AIDS is our legacy. For if wc are unable to deal with
it. then it's feasible that AIDS could mark the end of our
history altogether.

Growing up with a disease of the proportions of AIDS Mark McGrath h a Collegian columnist.

She had long, auburn-brown
hair framing an attractive but
tightly bunched face. She wore

a hip. '70s style, black- leather jack-

et. Underneath It was a burgundy
T-shirt, with some sort of necklace
and pendant hanging between her
breasts. Her shirt ended right at her

waistline and she was constantly fid-

geting, exposing her maddening, slim

waistline and contoured belly.

Below she wore tight blue jeans
that cradled her kmly bottom as
closely as the moat devoted mother
cradles her newborn child.

X and I were titling in a bar
uptown. "Girls like that really piss

me off." X exclaimed.

It wasn't her good looks or her
meretricious clothes that caused my
friend X to lash out in male anger. It

was her behavior. She strutted up
and down the bar. noticing no one.
seemingly waiting or looking for

something of Importance. She
stopped here and there to light a new
cigarette and sigh deeply, as if wish-

ing she were somewhere else.

"Well... she*! good looking." I

said, half-heartedly.

X looked at me with thinly veiled

disgust.

I fell bad for X. I could deal with

the fact that she was attractive but
also appeared to self-absorbed and
cold, but he wis obviously having a
hard time. He still resented his con-
flicting desires: both to pursue and
to ignore. She had the key to his gar-

den and he was pissed because he
didn't remember giving It to her.

I tried pointing out that it was use-

less to resist. Man falls for woman,
empires crumble, friendships die.

Doonesbury

The X factor

politicians fall, preachers are scan-

dalized, marriages end. But don't
forget the good stuff. I told X: failing

in love, growing old together, sex

and all its sweaty ecstasy. I implored
X to not think of the negatives that

arise out of our biological tendencies

and to resign himself to the desultory

nature of our attractions. Don't
worry about your desire for her. I

told him.

"No way
man. I

Jeremy

Hurewitz
wouldn't
touch her."

X said, fin-

ishing his beer and pouring a new
one. A look of futility glimmered in

his eyes like he was a dog chasing his

tail.

We kept drinking and she kept

doing her pixie thing, up and down
the bar like it was a catwalk in

Milan. I kept noticing different guys
ogling her then leaning into their

friends to make comments. The
whole scene sickened me. The guys
sickened me more than our attractive

barmate. They were so obvious. Is

there any way out of this maze?
As we were getting ready to leave,

who came our way but the evening's

main attraction, herself.

"Hey do you think you could give

me a lift home?" she asked, smiling

at X. raising her arm to ash her ciga-

rette, exposing her taught belly.

"Uh... sure," X said, sheepishly,

submissively.

They left before me and I watched
them, or rather her, begin to talk as

they exited. I buttoned my jacket,

dumped back the rest of my beer and
left a minute later.

Outside, the cold hostile air

enveloped me and froze my buzz
into my brain. I started to think
about X and that girl. What would
happen? Would he just drop her off

and drive away forever? Something
more?

I got a little angry at the hypocrisy

of X's actions. At least I was honest

about my addiction to the female
and not hung up with false machis-
mo that crumbled to dust upon the

touch of a women. Why had she cho-
sen him? To prove she could break
him and his declarations? Was she
close enough before to hear his state-

ments? Things get confusing when
you're drinking...

Deep at the heart of this was an
overriding ambiguity that frames our
anarchic existence. An X -factor, that

is. of contradictions. Born out of
nihilistic ennui, something in the
human spirit makes us act against

our better judgement. It makes for

spontaneity and unpredictability,

which is life's elixir, but it often cre-

ates some odd. humiliating behavior,

like tonight.

I started my car and drove to the

package store. I fell frightened and
really small in the scheme of things.

A full moon. God's eye. stood watch
on the clear evening.

I got a bottle of Cabernet
Sauvignon and went back to my
apartment. I didn't want to face peo-
ple tonight. Wc behave so poorly and
without reason. I would drink alone,

with my X-factor. and file the night:

unknown.
leremy Hurewitz is a Collegian

columnist.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and ao not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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History includes everyone

Seema

For centuries, school curricula have focused on
Euro- centric ideas and history, paying only lip

service to other regions of the globe.

We celebrate Columbus, honor him with a day
named after him. He cruised the Atlantic, found the

Caribbean and discovered this wonderful land for

Spain.

In the process, he wiped out the
Arawaks. obliterating traditions and cul-

ture, all in the name of religion and
wealth. He also paved the way for the

destruction of the Incas and Aztecs,
bringing warfare, disease and genocide to the New
World.

Yet he is celebrated in our schools and in his honor,
wc get a long weekend every year. Propaganda, in the

form of history, has turned this man into a hero.

The truth is. history is written to suit the authors. If

the authors happen to be white and of European
descent, that's the point of view that is force-fed to

students every day in history classes.

We arc taught about medieval Europe, about the

Renaissance and the Mona Lisa. Yet wc know nothing
about Korean culture or the conflict in Tibet unless wc
seek out this information for ourselves.

We are taught that the United States is the greatest

country in the world. We are never given an opportuni-
ty to think otherwise, partly because we are taught to

disdain and revile communist governments like China
or feel sorry for developing nations like Kenya.
The main characters in the history books are mostly

white, though there is a sprinkling of color here and
there. There are pages and pages devoted to the
Founding Fathers, to the explorers, to our glorious mil-

itary tradition. There is little mention of the subjuga-
tion of the Native Americans, little mention of Andrew
Johnson's Trail of Tears.

Instead we arc amused with tales of Manifest
Destiny, to reach the Pacific Ocean. The gold rush and
the spread of railroad across the country, never mind
the Chinese who worked endlessly on creating the new
transportation system.

To read history books, you would think that the only

African Americans of consequence in this country arc

Harriet Tubman. Martin Luther King |r. and Malcolm
X.

But there is more to African American history than
those three people. For instance, ever hear of Benjamin
Bannckcr?

If you're confused about who Bannckcr is. you can
still sec examples of his work in our capital city. That's

Gangatirkar

right. Bannckcr was one of three men commissioned by
President George Washington in 1790 to design
Washington, D.C. When one of the architects quit,

Banneker and his team reconstructed the city plans

from memory.
Or how about Fannie Lou Hamer, who in 1962 was

fired from her job as a sharecropper
when she registered to vole? Hamer
turned her disadvantage into opportuni-

ty and organized a registration drive in

Mississippi. According to the Boston
Globe, her work led to one of the most

influential political organizations in the modern civil

rights era. the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party.

August Tollen, in 1886. became the first

African-American ordained Catholic priest.

Frances Ellen Watkins Harper helped slaves escape
to Canada. Later she became a well-known poet and
speaker for women's rights.

Senator B.K. Bruce, a former runaway slave was
elected to the Senate in Mississippi in 1874 and later,

he was the register of the treasury and his signature

appeared on all currency issued bv the United States

during his term. "
You might want to toss in the argument the reason

African Americans and other minority groups arc sum-
marily left out of history books (unless conquered by
the mighty United States) is precisely because they are

minorities and who really cares about a small fraction

of the population in this country?

But we have to care. It's necessary in a country like

the United States thai we care about everyone— that

we leave no one out. This is not a homogeneous coun-
try, but at no time in history have we been able to

claim, with a straight face, thai the United States is a
melting poi of cultures and ideas.

Rather we are a nation wiih simmering resentments.
most recently exemplified by the 0.|. Simpson case.
We are a country thai leaves people of color and their

ideas out in the cold. We're a country thai ignores
minorities, a country that denies them place in history

books.

Somehow, wc forget that everyone here, with the

exception of Native Americans, were once immigrants.
And in 300 years, people from all over the world have
come to the United States, to build a better life and to

make this a great country.

As such our history ought to represent everyone. A
country cannot be truly great unless everyone who con-
tributed to that greatness is included.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian columnist.

Letters to the Editor

GEO seeks support

To the Editor:

It is no great mystery that the
strength of a country lies in the educa-

tion which is available to its residents.

However, wc often underappreciate
(or perhaps we forget) how fortunate

wc are to be a part of a public institu-

tion. One of the ultimate aims of
UMass, as a public university, is

extending the possibility of higher

education to all the citizens of the

Commonwealth. The emphasis on
expanding access to the University of

Massachusetts system is one of the

top priorities the Graduate Employee
Organization (GEO). Affiliated with

Local 2322/ UAW. GEO champions
all of the issues relating to education

access. One clear and poignant exam-
ple is the extreme lack of affordable

child care needed by many students in

order for them to attend the
University. Additionally. GEO is a

strong supporter of affirmative action

policies designed to enable enrollment

of students of color, along with the

associated recruitment and retention

of faculty and staff of color.

One of the other focuses of GEO
currently is attaining wages and bene-

fits which will make it viable for most
graduate students to attend and devote

themselves to the University. Graduate
student employees arc vital to the

operation of undergraduate programs
(with their work as teaching assis-

tants) and to maintain the reputation

of UMass as a quality research institu-

tion (through their work as research

assistants and so forth). These issues,

along with those mentioned above, are

at the heart of the ongoing contract

negotiations between GEO and
UMass. Thus far. there has been much
talk about UMass' commitment to

these issues, and how much UMass
values the work of its graduate student

employees. However, since |une of

1996. UMass has yet to provide these

workers with a contract. The time is

long overdue for UMass to put their

money where their lip service is.

Are you wondering how these issues

affect you — why they should matter

to you? "I'm not a graduate student."

you say. But the truth is: when GEO
benefits, the university community
benefits as a whole. Slop by the GEO
office in the bottom of the student
union, or give us a call at 545- 0705
— we'd love to talk with you about
how the concerns of GEO affect us all.

Support graduate employees — sup-

port access to UMass — GEO!
Adrianne Bushey

Hadley

Collegian needs to

balance coverage

To the Editor:

With no surprise last Friday (Feb.

7), I read a Campus Perspectives in

our Daily Collegian about the 0.|.

Simpson Civil Trial verdict. This read-

ing brought to mind an incident in

which I was involved. I was falsely

accused of stealing from the University

Campus Store. The accusers were two
highly educated while security stu-

dents to whom my skin color was suf-

ficient to make their judgment and
assumption. Not surprisingly, our
Daily Collegian at first did not consid-
er exposing the incident to the campus
community by confining their report
in the Black Affairs section.
Nevertheless, with the defiance of
minority and white students, we
brought the issue to the attention of
not only the campus community but to

the nation. At that point the incident

(the false accusation) was being dis-

cussed in the classroom as well as
offices on campus; yet the unbiased
editors of our Daily Collegian judged
that it was unnecessary to have
Campus Perspectives on an issue dear
to the students on this campus.
Perhaps it is not too late for our Daily
Collegian to balance the equation...
recall that as soon as racism persists in

this campus, so will wc!

It is time for our Daily Collegian to

play a better role in informing the
campus community. They should use
their massaging power as a tool to
rally students as a unit not to divide.

Diversity is a symbol of strength, an
instrument of power, a reservoir of
wealth and resources... Artists use dif-

ferent colored inks to beautify their

work and to convey their message.
America is the greatest country in the

world because it has the brightest
minds of all races.

Pierre Arthur Elysec

Southwest
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Punk thrives with Distortion
By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

SOCIAL DISTORTION
Tuxedo Junction

Feb. 9

For over 15 years, the name Mike Ness has been syn-
onymous with the true essence of punk rock. He has
experienced things that your average white, suburban,
upper middle class, fashion-oriented, new-school punk
rocker could never begin to relate too. He has spent
time in jail and fought the demons of drug addiction.
Once he even admitted to believing he was Sid Vicious
in a raging fit of angst- filled self-destruction.

Ness has always found an outlet for these experiences
through his music, Last Sunday, he and his band Social
Distortion targeted their rage at the ridiculous audience
at Tuxedo (unction in Danbury. Conn. With amazing
support from opening acts Swingin' Utters and the
Supersuckers, Social Distortion played an amazing set

with songs from throughout their career.

After a 30-minute intermission between bands.
Social Distortion took the stage with the utmost confi-

dence and energy. Ness commented on the weather and
then calmly asked, "you guys wanna hear some punk
rock?"

The band then broke into a cover of the Stones'
"Under My Thumb" which appears untitled on Social

D's latest release White Light, White Heat. White Trash.

For the next hour, Ness and company rarely slowed
down, despite the crowd's hesitancy to give older songs

a chance.

The first part of the set consisted of such classic

punk anthems as "Mommy's Little Monster," "Prison

Bound" and "Another State of Mind." However the

crowd didn't seem to even acknowledge the band's
presence until they played the MTV hit single "I Was
Wrong."

At one point, Ness began to explain the sensitive

nature of a new song called "When Angels Sing," only to

be greeted with jeers.

"Real life for me isn't singing about fraternities," Ness

said in a classic response which separated the true punk
fans from the rest of the audience.

Other highlights of the show included brilliant rendi-

tions of the anti-war anthem "1945," and the Social

Distortion theme "Bad Luck." It was the rock star

encore however, that really made the evening complete.

Ness returned to the stage and introduced the next

song as a punk rock love song. He then returned to their

self-titled 1990 release for the remainder of the evening.

After completing the ballad, "Ball and Chain." he wiped
the mascara ridden tears away from under his eyes and
paid homage to his inspiration.

"A long time ago. there was an outlaw who wore
all black, and his name was lohnny Cash." Social

Distortion then ended a nearly flawless perfor-
mance in much the same way they began it, with a

cover song. At least this band knows where they
came from and their performance of Cash's "Ring
of Fire" proved it.

The comic relief of the evening went to the Seattle

cowboy band, The Supersuckers. With a completely
unique sound and appearance, the Supersuckers played

an interesting mix of country-western and heavy metal
and somehow attempted to pass it of as pop punk.
Equipped with cowboy hats, rodeo shirts and Elvis

snares. The Supersuckers brought back the cynical
humor of classic punk. The lead singer, who surpris-

ingly seemed to have quite a low self-esteem, used
impressive charm to ridicule certain members of the

audience.

The evening began on the right foot however, thanks

to the San Francisco-based Swingin Utters. Proof that

quality punk did not die in 1977, the Utters dedicated

the majority of the set to their latest album Juvenile
Product of the Working Class. The Utters recently fin-

ished opening up for the first leg of the Descendant's
reunion tour and they sounded energetic and well expe-

rienced. They blasted their way through such raw pas-

sionate songs as "No Time to Play." and "London
Drunk." The highlight of the set was the absolute
breathtaking rendition of "Teenage Genocide," from
their last album The Streets of San Francisco. All in all,

each band did their part to prove punk will not die with-

out a fight, even if the audience should.
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WER- ROOM 1634

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their experiences

in the working world. Don't miss this important panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

DATA ANALYST - SOFTWARE ENGINEER
LINCOLN LABORATORY
LEXINGTON, MA
FINANCIAL CONSULTANT
SMITH BARNEY
BOSTON, MA
COMPUTER SYSTEMS CONSULTANT
THE REGISTRY, INC

BOSTON, MA
For more information, please contact:

Mather Career Center

545-2224

EILEEN ADAMS '88

DARYL MILLER '88

NANCY SINCLAIR '90
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The Sherwin-Wilhamj Company, a leader in the paint/coaongi

industry, is seeking achieving sales-oriented individuals who are

recent college grads for our extensive entry level management

training program in the Greater Boston vicinity We think this

great career opportunity with a company like ours is something

to get excited about

« tv« are

-Fortune 500

- 130 year History of Success

- Industry Leader

-J4 Billion in Sales

-Aggressive Growth

- Competitive Compensation

•Salary • Benefits

• Bonus • Recognition Program

- VVefl Defined Career Path

- Promotions Based On Merit

- Structured Training Program

• 6 Weeks Store Level Hands-On

•Workbook Modules

•
I Week Headquarters Classroom Forum

• Are Competitive

• Desire To Succeed
• Have Strong Work Ethics

• Are Interested In: Running a

business. Including Profit/Loss Responsibilities;

Credit/Collections. Wholesale/Retail Store

Operations; Inventory Control; Human
Resources Management and Wholesale

Market Development

These entry level store management positions require a 4 year

college degree and can open the way to many career paths which

can lead to tremendous opportunities in areas such as Branch

Management Outside Commercial Industrial Sales, and District

Level Management

Please join us at the Career Fair on Wednesday, February 1 2th.

However, if you are unable to attend, please send your resume to:

Jeff Kaufmann, The Sherwin-Williams Company, 3 1

3

Technology Dr., Malvern, PA 1 93 5 5 or fax your resume to:

4 1 0-640-4245. An equal opportunity employer who welcomes
the opportunity to add a diversity of people to our rich culture.

Touching memoir explores illness

By Adam Klein

Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts
Professor Jay Neugeboren per-

formed a reading from his new
book. Imagining Robert, My
Brother, Madness and Survival,

on Saturday. The audience
reached nearly full capacity at the

Jeffrey Amherst Bookshop in

Amherst.

The book is a memoir of
Neugeboren's experience growing
up in the 1940s and 1950s, and
centers around his brother
Robert's first breakdown just

before the age of 19.

Neugeboren has received many
awards including the Guggenheim
fellowship. The book received a

laudatory review in the Sunday
New York Times.

Neugeboren read from chapter
four, which was about the author

and his brother's relationship with

their parents:

"I see the book as a family histo-

ry... we were alike in so many
ways." Neugeboren said regarding

his envy for Robert's close relation-

ship with their mother.

According to Neugeboren,
although the book is "not exactly

a thigh slapper," the audience
laughed in response to several
humorous passages. One audi-
ence member said the reading
was "funny and sad at the same
time."

Neugeboren said that a major
motivation for writing the mem-
oir was to get at the reason why
Robert, not he. has spent the bet-

ter part of the last 35 years in and
out of mental institutions and
halfway houses.

"The very history of the ways in

which our century deals with
those it calls mentally ill... has

for many years now, been passing

through my brother's mind and
body," Neugeboren said.

Neugeboren listed a few of the

many drugs and therapies that

Robert has been prescribed,
including lithium and shock treat-

ment.

lustine Dymond and Marco
Bisaccia. graduate students in

UMass' English department, as well

as students of Neugeboren, said

that he never talked about this book
or his brother in or out of class.

"He doesn't believe in writing as

therapy," Bisaccia said. Both stu-

dents purchased the book at the

reading.

Neugeboren, who talks to his

brother almost every day. said
that Robert, "has been doing a lit-

tle better lately." Part of this

recent improvement, according to

Neugeboren, is due in part to

Robert's recent enthusiasm over

the book's publication.

Neugeboren explained that

when he brought the book to show
to his brother, "he just sat there

stroking the [cover] photo, saying,

'this is something no one can take

away from us'."

sitaHIKlOUG

UMass English Professor Jay Neugeboren, author of Imagining Robert
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AVAILABLE LOCALLY ONLY

HUGS fc KISSES

HUGS: An adorable 8" white bear holding a red rose and a balloon $19.95

KISSES: A cuddly soft 12" white bear with a red rose and balloon $24.60

220 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
WE DELIVER ANYWHERE^ 253-5545 wi kuyw ANTwrititt 253-7228 J5^
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Broken^up indie rock band Holiday is sorely missed
By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Shaft

Indie pop fans all over the country

were devastated last month when
Holiday broke up. Shortly after

Tweefest "97 (Push Kings, Racecar,

lumprope. etc.) the four boys from
Brooklyn called it quits.

Holiday sang their sweet pop
songs for over three years, pleasing

crowds of kids all over the United

States — they did a national tour

last summer which included several

west coast dates.

Many Five College students may

U.S. delayed

telling ]apart

have had the pleasure of seeing
them play live at the University.
Holiday played two shows at

Greenough in Feb. '95 and Dec.
'96. The cute drum playing of
Calvin Chin made all the kids
smile.

The band leaves behind two full

length albums. Holiday (their
self-titled debut) and Ready. Steady,

Go!, both via March Records.

The anxiously awaited Holiday
featured such pop treasures as Holly,

Obviously Love and She Never. The
hand claps kept the pop real while
the falsetto vocals added to the ere-

about uranium
By Yuri Kogeyama
Ajjociated Presj

Dave Qutjt_

vtomtoatcd for three

d^mys, include

W«br*ajtcr of the

Year and tool of

the year.

ation of a boy pop wonder group.

To appease fans, Holiday released

a 5 song CD-EP featuring Who's
Gonna Find Out— an up tempo pop
song leading to their next album.

Then in the summer of '96,

Holiday pleased many of their fans

with their sophomore LP Ready.
Steady. Co! Fewer hand claps and
slower music gave the album a more
serious sound.

The reasons for the downfall of

such a successful pop group leave

many questions for indie pop kids

everywhere. However, seeing the

band interact during an overnight

stay at Kristen Wilbur's house let me
witness the tensions of these four
Yale graduates.

Not only did their majors vary
greatly, from religious studies to eco-

nomics to classics, but so did their

personalities. The tension was fierce

between the lead singer and the lead

guitarist, at times leading to personal

attacks at family members.
Overall, Holiday was a group of

four intelligent young men who
played great pop music for three
years. Maybe they tired of the long
road trips and the small payoffs, or
maybe it was those darned dou-

ble breasted navy blue suits.

Either way, they have promising
futures as long as they didn't burn
their Yale diplomas in a fiery indie

pop rebellion.

Hold on to those 7" releases and
remember: "We never should have

moved to Reno, big moutains and
big casinos, bright lights and
American cars, too many free drinks

at all the wrong bars, we should've

moved to San Fransisco, gay bars

and the Latin Disco, Tenuki girls,

lapanese karyoke the way I felt when
you used to hold me... You've got

nothing, you've got nothing at all."

Fill this space with

your clever

witticisms and

insightful

commentary.

Please.

Write for

Collegian Arts.

TOKYO — Stirring up new ill

will with authorities on Okinawa,
the U.S. military acknowledged
Monday that its jets mistakenly fired

1 .520 uranium bullets during shoot-

ing practice near the island, then

waited a year before notifying japan.

U.S. officials said the bullets posed
no environmental or health threat. It

wasn't clear why they waited until

fan. 16 to tell |apan about the gun-

fire at a firing range on an uninhab-

ited coral island in late 1995 and
early 1996.

But the incidents occurred at the

height of tensions on Okinawa over

the heavy U.S. military presence
there and the rape of a schoolgirl by
three U.S. servicemen.

Okinawa's governor was furious

at the delay in notification. "They
keep saying they will make improve-

ments, but it never happens."
Masahide Ota said. "When I start

wondering how much longer this

kind of thing is going to continue. I

feel miserable — really depressed."

Foreign Ministry official Sadayuki
Hayashi said the delayed notification

was as regrettable as the accident

itself.

But the lapanese government also

stalled the disclosure, hastily calling

a news conference only after the

report of the bullets first surfaced

yesterday in The Washington Times.

Japan also failed to tell local

Okinawan officials until after the

newspaper report, the Asahi news-
paper said in Tuesday's editions.

The U.S. government said the

bullets pose no health or environ-

mental danger, and that they are

only as radioactive as old color TV
sets.

"These are conventional
weapons, the gunnery range is iso-

lated and we felt this should not

have caused undue concern," U.S.

military spokesman Lt. Col. Kevin
Krejcarek told The Associated Press.

Some lapanese were not con-
vinced.

"This is outrageous. The U.S.

military often tries cover-ups. This

time, the notification cjme so late. It

is insulting." Meisuke Kohiruimaki,

who works with a group opposing
the U.S. military presence in fapan.

told Asahi.

The uranium bullets are not clas-

sified as nuclear weapons. But
lapan. the only nation to sustain an
atomic bombing, is extremely sensi-

tive to anything radioactive.

Uranium rounds are not allowed

on training ranges in lapan under
U.S. Marine Corps policy, although

they are used during exercises on

approved ranges in the United

States.

An AV-8B Harrier aircraft fired

the 25-mm rounds — each contain-

ing 5.2 ounces of depleted uranium
— because they had been incorrectly

labeled, the U.S. government said.

Uranium is used in some ammuni-

tion because it can pierce armor and

other hard material.

The delay in notification seemed

contrary to reforms announced by

the United States in December to

make U.S. troops less of a burden

on Okinawa. A major element of the

reforms, promised as part of a rene-

gotiation of the U.S. military pres-

ence on Okinawa, was to provide

more timely information on aircraft

accidents.

About two-thirds of the 47,000

U.S. troops in lapan are stationed on

Okinawa, and residents long have

resented their presence. The
September 1995 rape of a 12-year-

old girl sent tens of thousands of

protesters into the streets.

The already troubled efforts to

shift some of the troops to other

parts of lapan probably will face

even more opposition now that

lapanese trust in the U.S. military

has been dealt another blow

The U.S. military in lapan said in

a statement that it has informed

Tokyo that "it regrets these incidents

and the late notification."
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Arteaga holds out for amendment
Ecuadorian president won't leave until constitution is changed

By Mont* Hayes
Associated Press

QUITO, Ecuador — Just a day
into her job, Ecuador's president
challenged the terms of her emer-
gency appointment, stirring new tur
moil yesterday by insisting she will

step down only when the constitu-
tion is amended.

Rosalia Arteaga, 40, ascended
from Ecuador's vice presidency to
the top position on Sunday following
last week's political crisis in which
Congress dismissed President Abdala
Bucaram for "mental incapacity."

Under an agreement engineered
by the powerful military and report-
edly accepted by Arteaga and
Congress, she was to fill the presi-

dency only until legislators could
elect an interim president, who in

turn would call new elections. But
yesterday, the 40-year-old Arteaga
stepped up her challenge of the law-
makers' authority to replace her.

Conservative Congressman Heinz
Moeller accused Arteaga of trying to

"usurp power without popular and
legal support."

"It appears ambition has awoken
in her and she wants to retain power
beyond the commitment she made,"
Moeller said.

Since the start of the crisis.

Arteaga has maintained that under

Ecuador's constitution, the vice pres-

ident is the successor to the presi-

dent.

Yesterday, her choice for interior

minister, Gil Barragan, said that if

Congress intends to elect an interim

president, it first will have to amend
the constitution, which currently
makes no mention of an interim
leader.

"Congress must reform the consti-

tution because it cannot elect an
interim president. If it does, it would
be violating the constitution,"
Barragan told reporters.

"The president would be willing

to agree to leave the post when the

figure of an interim president is in

the constitution," he said.

Congress plans to convene
Tuesday to debate who the interim

president should be. Congressional
President Fabian Alarcon says he has
the support of 50 lawmakers.

The congressional measure that

put Arteaga temporarily in power
says the interim president is to be
chosen with a simple majority of
Congress' 82 seats. Constitutional
reform, on the other hand, requires

55 votes.

When Congress unanimously
approved the measure on Sunday, it

brought relief to Ecuadoreans who
endured a month of violent street

protests against Bucaram, including

a nationwide 48-hour strike last

week.

Bucaram, whom critics accuse of
corruption, nepotism and embarrass-
ing behavior during his six months
in office, claims Arteaga conspired
to oust him with the support of the

military. Arteaga was sworn into
office in the national palace Sunday.
Military chief Gen. Paco Moncayo
was at her side, and the armed
forces declared their loyalty to
Arteaga and to "the legitimately

elected authority of the National
Congress."

But yesterday, fears of a possible

military takeover resurfaced. "A
coup cannot be discounted."
Benjamin Ortiz, editor of the news-
paper Hoy and a key player in the

negotiations to end the political cri-

sis, said in an interview.

"I heard a military commander
say: 'We have tried our best to

respect the constitution, but if this

political problem becomes a problem
of national security or survival of the

state, regrettably we will have to take

other steps.'*

The armed forces last ruled
Ecuador from 1972 to 1979. Before
last year's presidential elections,

there were strong rumors that Gen.
Moncayo was so disgusted with
Ecuador's political leaders that he
was considering a coup.

Violence erupts in Spain; justice shot dead
By Leon Lozorofr

Associated Press

MADRID, Spain — A
Supreme Court justice
was shot dead outside his

Madrid home yesterday in

an apparent reprisal for

the court's investigation of

a political group tied to

Basque separatist mili-

ums.
The assassination fol-

lowed the suicides of an
imprisoned member of the

separatist ETA group on
Friday and of an ETA
political leader yesterday.

Also yesterday, a car
bomb exploded in the
southern city of Granada
as an air force van passed
by. killing one passenger
in the van and wounding
seven other people.

The violence — author-
ities blamed ETA for the

justice's assassination and
the car bombing — made
a peaceful Solution to

Spain's "Basque problem*
seem more remote than
ever.

"Things will have to be
much calmer before real

solutions can be studied."

said Paul Onega, a politi-

cal analyst with the
UNESCO Center in the
Basque city of Bilbao.

ETA, an acronym for

Basque Homeland and

Liberty, has killed almost
800 people since 1968.
when it began fighting for

independence for northern

Spain's Basque regions.

Yesterday afternoon,
two gunmen approached
Supreme Court justice
Rafael Martinez
Emperador outside his

apartment building in an
upscale Madrid neighbor-

hood. One of the men
opened fire and the

assailants fled, leaving
Maninez lying on the side-

walk.

Passersby covered the

body with a white table-

cloth from a nearby
restaurant. It quickly
turned red.

Police said the 9 mm
pistol used in the attack
and the way it was carried

out were typical of ETA.
The president of the

National Court, which
regularly tries ETA gun
men, called the assassina-

tion an attack on Spain's
judicial system.

"This is a brutal
attempt to intimidate the

courts so the judges will

not carry out their duties,"

Clemente Auger said. One
of Martinez's colleagues
on the Supreme Court,
lose Luis Manzanares,
said the assassination
"was foreseeable. Not in

the person of my good
friend, but in the person
of a Supreme Court
judge."

Since last week, the
Supreme Court has been
Nummoning all 25 execu-
tive board members of the

Herri Batasuna coalition,

ETA's political arm, on
charges that its use of a

video made by ETA for

last year's general election

constituted "collaboration

with an armed group."
Five of the leaders have
been arrested for refusing

to appear in court.

Martinez did not
belong to the branch of
the court that was investi-

gating the coalition.

lust before the
Martinez shooting, the
body of one of the Herri
Batasuna board members.
Eugenio Aranburo. was
found, hanged: in a*hg>u*c,
in the Basque U'wa^of"
Mailable

Aranburo had been
scheduled to appear
before the Supreme Court
on Monday. The remain-
ing 19 board members are

to appear in the coming
days.

On Friday, a man
imprisoned on charges of
being an ETA member
was found hanged, an
apparent suicide. Young
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ETA supporters respond-

ed to the death by going
on a weekend rampage in

some Basque cities. Three
dozen people were arrest-

ed.

The protests picked up
last night, when three
people were arrested in

the northern city of
Pamplona after a rally

called by Herri Batasuna
turned violent, news
reports said. Protesters
smashed windows and set

up barricades in several

Basque towns. After
Martinez's murder.
Deputy Prime Minister
Francisco Alvarez Cascos
said the government
would keep up the pres-

sure on ETA. "The gov-
ernment maintains the
same attitude toward
these terrorists 565 days a

year." he said.

Last week.. ike. B**quc
National Party — a mocT
crate group that head^ the

Basque regional govern-
ment — proposed direct

talks between the govern-
ment and the ETA.

Tick tock, you don't stop.
Manny Belcher carefully puts up staging on the chapel here on campus
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College freshman dies after frat party
;

alcohol poisoning apparently the cause
FROSTBURG. Md. (AP) —

Eight students at Frcstburg State

University were charged with
manslaughter in the alcohol poi-

soning death of a freshman who
got drunk at a fraternity party.

The freshman. |ohn Eric
Stinner. 20, consumed at least six

beers and 12 *h%ki, oi vodka in

two. hours at the off-carm£u>
Kappa Beta Zeta party. Alleges*"
County State's Attorney LawrenJt
V. Kelly said Monday.

Friends carried Stinner back to

his dormitory room, where he was
found dead on Nov. 9 with a

blood alcohol content of 0.34 per-

cent, more than three times the

legally intoxicated level of 0.10
percent.

The defendants were indicted
on Friday and all had been
released on their own recog-
nizance by yesterday afternoon.
Kelly said. Seven were members
of Kappa Beta Zeta. one of several

unsanctioned fraternities that hold
weekend parties in^thc western

j
Maryland town of H. 000. The
eighth lived in the apartment
building where the party wjs held.

They also were charged with
reckless endangerment and sale of
alcohol without a license Stinner.

of Glassport. Pa., and other under
age drinkers had paid a $5 admis-

sion fee to the party. Kelly said.

About 5.700 people died from
alcohol poisoning in 1994. the
most recent report available from
the National Center for Health
Statistics. Of those. 575 were 15
to 24 years old.

felony charges are rare in binge
drinking deaths. Two men were
charged with involuntary
manslaughter in 1995 in the death
of a Chickamauga. Ga.. high
school football player, and an
Anderson, Ind., bartender was
charged earlier this year with reck-

less homicide in the death of a
man who drank until he passed
out.

Be a Resident Assistant!

*****h

ofthe
*'&

Applications for 1997-1998 Resident Assistant

Positions Now Being Accepted.

Applicants Must Attend an Information Session to

Receive an Application

February 12 7:00pm McNamara Main Lounge

February 15 7:0Opm Webster Classroom

7:00pm Stonewall Center, Crampton

February 30 7:00pm Coolidge 5th floor

7:00pm Baker Classroom

February 24 7:00pm Campus Center 165-9

February 26 12:30pm Campus Center 165-9

7:00pm KnowHon Main Lounge

February 27 7:00pm Hillel House

7:00pm Gorman 2nd Floor Lounge

March 3 7:00pm Campus Center 504-05

March 4 7:00pm Patterson Main Lounge

For more information, call the Center for Diversity and Development at 54B-0472.

Qift Certificate

Available

$1 Sushi & Free

Karoake

10:30pm 2:30am\

"ham. - Sot.

~r
Japanese & Korean Restaurant

One Roundhouse Plaza

'Northampton, MA
Tel: 413-585-1185

ICHIBAN

!! AEROBICS !!

FLEX

FITNESS CENTER

175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE, AMHERST, MA • 2S3-3539

!! TREADMILLS !!
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Minutewomen ram Rhode Island

By Sarah J. Kimmel

Collegian Staff

Eight first place finishes for the

Massachusetts women's swim-
ming and diving team in

Saturday's nu'ci against Fordam
carried them to their first ten win

season in 20 years. The
Minutewomen's 156-74 score

against the Lady Rams finishes

their regular season schedule with

a 10-3 record.

Diving champ Angelique
Rodriguez won the one-meter
diving event with a personal-best

score of 2bl.675. She also placed

first in the three-meter with a

15.

Senior lessica Farley, who usu-

all\ swims a 100 or 200 free or

the 200 individual medley,
brought in a first in her 50 free

with a time of 25.29. Shana
Strothers, a strong distance
freest yler. made a 10:47.10 in the

1000 free. Freshmen Andrea
Spencer and Tricia Argentina
placed first in the 200 IM
(2:14.15) and the 200 fly

(2:14.00) respectively.

Rounding out the pack are

juniors Karen Sonwald who took

the 100 free with a time of 55.62

and Irina Kossenko who won the

200 back in 2:12.90.

Coach Bob Newcomb felt that

the girls finished out the last of

their dual meets very well.

"We had different people swim-

ming in different events than
usual... Trisha (Argentina) had a

really good meet and Shana con-

tinued to swim well," Newcomb
said.

The reason many of the swim-

mers competed in events they

were not used to was because,
according to Newcomb, "Fordam
is just a weaker team".

Newcomb believes that this

final dual meet is a bridge to the

upcoming Atlantic- 10 Conference

Finals.

"We are looking forward to the

A-IOs. It was hard to concentrate

on this dual meet with the

Conference so close... I feel that

we could be there now. The girls

are going to have a week more of

rest," Newcomb said.

Seniors that will be going to the

Atlantic 10 Conference are Jessica

Farley, Jodi Walters, Kristin

Schambach and Krystin
Carpenter. The Minutewomen
placed third out of 9 teams last

year in the A- 10s.

Was it Jordan's last All'Star game??

By Chris Sheridan

Associated Press

CLEVELAND — There will never

be another All-Star game like it.

Nothing will ever quite match the

spectacle of the greatest players in

NBA history being introduced togeth-

er.

There also may never be another

All-Star game with Michael Jordan

participating, lordan apparently is

wavering on whether he will return

to the Chicago Bulls next season.

"It could have been the last. 1

don't have a problem saying that,"

lordan said after recording the first

triple-double in All-Star game history

as the Last beat the West 132-120
Sunday. "It showed that I could still

play with these guys no matter how
old I am, and have a good time doing

so. If this so happens to be my last

All-Star game, believe me. I've been

very happy to entertain the fans in

whatever capacity I have in the last

nine jaj

It almost sounded like a farewell

statement from the game's greatest

who had said Saturday that he

wants to come back to the Bulls next

season if coach Phil lackson also

wants to return.

Less than two weeks ago, lordan

sounded certain that he'd be back.

"Nobody can put a time frame, or

a time limit, on something you love.

Right now I love the game." he said

at the time "I hope to fulfill all those

expectations of winning a champi-
onship and go right into next year."

So what gives? Ii he coming back

next season or not?

The answer — the definitive

answer — won't come until the Bulls

finish the season. Chicago takes a 42-

6 record into the second half of the

season, and a record-breaking 73 vic-

tories isn't out of the question.

The season resumes tonight with

12 games, including lordan and the

Bulls against the Charlotte Hornets

and All-Star MVP Glen Rice. Dennis

Rodman will be back for Chicago
after serving an 11 -game suspension

for kicking a cameraman.
The Bulls seem certain to lock up

the No. 1 playoff seed in the East, but

it's a different story in the West
where the Los Angeles Lakers.

Houston Rockets, Utah fazz and
Seattle SuperSonics are within three

games of one another.

Obviously, the season still has

plenty of excitement left. But once
it's over, will Chicago owner |erry

Reinsdorf, who is paying lordan

$30. 1 million this season, offer $40
million for next season? Or $45 mil-

lion? Or $50 million?

By linking his future with

lackson's. lordan could be doing his

coach a favor — forcing 3the Bulls to

rehire lackson before he'll definitively

commit to coming back.

If he does return. Jordan would
certainly be voted into the starting

lineup for the 1998 All-Star game at

Madison Square Garden.

And that might be the best chance

the NBA will have at coming close to

the excitement of this year's festivi-

ties.

The halftime spectacle at Gund
Arena was something to behold.

There were 47 of the game's greats,

from Wilt Chamberlain to Kareem
Abdul-labbar to Larry Bird to Elvin

Hayes, spread across the Gund Arena

court.

One by one they were introduced,

each stepping onto an X-shaped podi-

um that covered the floor. The
20.562 fans gave them a standing

ovation when the introductions were

complete, and the game seemed like

an afterthought when it resumed.

But thanks to Jordan and Rice, it

wasn't.

The East used a 40-7 run bridging

the second and third quarters to over-

come a 23 point deficit, and Rice

scored 20 points in the third quarter

to break the record Hal Greer of

Philadelphia set in 1969.

Rice also made two free throws in

the final minute to break
Chamberlain's record of 23 points in

a half.

Rice, who led all scorers with 26
points, took home the MVP trophy.

"I am the best player in the world
— today. I have the MVP." Rice said

with a laugh.

Rice was only joking. Everybody
knows that lordan still holds that

title.

Whether he holds it at the next

All-Star game remains to be seen.

DAN'S TANTASY

$235 $438

SAMJOSC,
COSTARICA
$277
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J
Customs 'romigrslion tun apply
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Van Slyke attempts come back with Cards

By R.B. Fallslrom

Associated Press

ST. LOUIS — Andy Van Slyke.

who retired after the 1995 season
due to back problems, is trying to

make a comeback with his original

team.

St. Louis Cardinals manager Tony
La Russa, who needs a backup third

baseman and wants a reserve infield

er who hits left-handed, has invited

Van Slyke to training camp as a non-

roster player. Van Slyke, 36, won five

Gold Gloves as a center fielder, but

started out as an erratic-throwing

third baseman with the Cardinals in

1984.

Van Slyke, who retired from the

Philadelphia Phillies after the 1995
season, has undergone a strenuous

offseason workout program. He said

he's been working out since August,

including stints at the St. Louis
Rams' facility. Van Slyke says he has

no physical problems and intends to

report to St. Petersburg, Fla„ next

week. "My back problems are always

going to be in the attic," Van Slyke

said. "If it comes to the point where
it's going to keep me from playing,

I'll go back home."
Van Slyke's age isn't likely to be a

factor in his comeback bid. The
Cardinals have the two oldest pitch

ers in the major leagues (Rick
Honeycutt and Dennis Eckersley,

both 42). There's also left-hander

Tony Fossas, 39, and third baseman
Gary Gaetti, 38. "I'm not relatively

close to being the oldest guy on the

team," Van Slyke said. "I don't
believe I can apply for an AARP card

yet."

Other infielders who could make
the team are former top draft pick

Aaron Holbert and David Bell. Both

players are out of minor-league
options, but both bat right-handed.

Van Slyke has no expectations

about playing time.

"It's better playing a little on a

good team than a lot on a bad team,"

he said.

Van Slyke is a two-time All-Star

and he played in three playoff series

with the Pittsburgh Pirates from

1990-92. He was on the Cardinals'

1985 World Series team before being

traded to the Pirates in 1987 for

catcher Tony Pena.

He has a .274 career average with

164 home runs He hit .310 or better

twice with the Pirates and had 100

RBIsin 1988.

When he retired. Van Slyke said

he always intended to give baseball

another shot. He wants to finish in

St. Louis, where he has lived for

about 1 5 years.

"I think I always put it in the back

of my mind that I'd like to try it

again." Van Slyke said. "But I'm not

setting myself up for any disappoint-

ment. Believe me, I've got realistic

goals. If I make the team, I'm home
and I play. If I don't, I'll just go

home."

Parcells is Jets coach— now!
By Dove Goldberg
Associated Press

NEW YORK - Bill Parcells

will take over as coach of the New
York lets immediately, under a

deal brokered Monday by NFL
commissioner Paul Tagliabue.

New England will get New
York's first-round draft pick in

1999, the lets' second-round pick

in 1998 and their third- and
fourth-round picks this year. In

addition, the jets will make a

$300,000 contribution to the

Patriots' charitable foundation.

New England had insisted that the

price for Parcells would be the

jets' No. 1 pick this year — the

top pick in the NFL draft. New
York had the worst record in the

NFL last season, going 1-15.

"Ultimately, there were wide dif-

ferences on how this would have

to be resolved." Tagliabue said.

"But ultimately, we got it

resolved."

Parcells didn't attend the meet-

ing, but TV crews, fans and
passersby waited in the lobby in

hopes of seeing the coach, who led

the Patriots to the Super Bowl this

season.

Patriots owner Robert Kraft,

lets owner Leon Hess, lets presi-

dent Steve Gutman and lawyers

for both sides attended the meet-

ing.

The Parcells controversy has

plagued the NFL since the Patriots

lost 35-21 to Green Bay in the

Super Bowl two weeks ago.

Three days later, Tagliabue
ruled that Parcells remained the

property of New England as a

coach or in a "comparable posi-

tion" until Feb. 1. 1998, the expi-

ration date of his contract.

Parcells resigned following the

Super Bowl and last week the lets

hired him as a consultant, part of a

six-year contract signed Friday

that called for him to take over as

coach and general manager the fol-

lowing the 1997 season. The deal

calls for him to coach at least four

of those years.

Bill Belichick, his longtime

associate, was appointed coach for

this season just last week. Under
Monday's settlement, it appeared

Belichick would become assistant

head coach.

Kraft called the consultant's

agreement a sham, and the issue

went back to Tagliabue.
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Minutewomen finish 2nd in BU Invititational
By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

In an attempt to rest up some
team members for the impending
A-10 Championships this
Sunday, the Massachusetts
women's track team, led by coach
lulie LaFreniere, chose not to
send a full squad to Boston
University's St. Valentine's
Invitational Saturday. A testa-
ment to their strength as a team,
the Minutewomen showed little

effect, throwing its weight around
and topping 21 of 22 schools in

attendance, enroute to an impres-
sive second place finish.

UMass was defeated by a
strong UConn team, while they
bettered St. John's, Boston
University and Brown to round
out the top five, respectively.

The Minutewomen were led by
one first place finish coming in

ihe 4x400 relay, finishing with a
time of 3:52.22.

Still. UMass successfully pulled
away from the rest of the pack
thanks to the consistent perfor-
mances hovering around and
within the top ten.

In the 55M Hurdles. Andrea
Comeau finished second with a

time of 8:41.

In the 55M Dash, UMass stand-

out Shelanda Irish finished third

• I 7.34. with fellow
Minutewoman Raqueil Shelton
close behind at sixth with a time
of 7.40. Emma Gardiner was six

hundredths behind at 7.46 in

13th place, while Melanie Bell

rounded out the top 15 with a
time of 7.55.

Silifa Kenku was UMass' top
performer in the 400M Dash, fin-

ishing third, at 58.55. Michelle
Cooper and Nicole Way finished

13th and 14th at 59.92 and
1:00.72. respectively.

In the 200M Dash. Sally Hirsch
and Shelanda Irish finished back
to back at fourth and fifth with
times of 25:44 and 25:57, respec-
tively. Silifa Kenku crossed the
line ninth at 26:12. And Melanie
Bell finished 16th, with Emma
Gardener finishing 24th to round
out UMass' performers.

Christy Martin was UMass' top
runner in the 3K, finishing 15th
overall, at 10:16.70. Behind her
was Sally Hirsch in 15th
(10:16.70). Molly Dunlap in 24th
(10:48.53), Kristin Donaldson in

26th (10:52.04) and Tracy
Meagher in 28th (10:53.55).

In throws, Shayna Mitchell
placed third, with a 51'0" effort,

while UMass' Stephanie Townson
finished ninth with a 47'5" toss.

In the long jump, Melanie Bell

took fourth place with a 17'5.25"

leap, while Melissa Ward's
1 6*7.25" jump moved her into
sixth place.

Rebecca Donaghue was beaten
by a fraction of a second in the

mile, finishing second while run-

ning a strong 4:53.63.

Sunday, the Minutewomen will

head to Kingston, Rhode Island

to compete in the A-10
Championship at 2:45 p.m.

COUSTISV M€D1A HHAIIONS

Rebecca Donoghue and the UMass track and field team finished second
out of 25 teams this weekend.

women s soccer
continued from page 1

2

are with her first touch, and being a

lefty is unorthodox for opponents,
giving her the ability to control the

ball at a higher level. She is a quiet

kid. not real vocal, but in big games
for us she always does something to

help us win."

A possible addition to the front

line is forward Kara Green, from
Spackenhill High School in

Poughkcepsie. NY. The leading
scorer on the Yorktown (aguars
Football Club, a Eastern NY. ODP
member for four years C92-'96).
and a leader for several state cham-
pionship squads. Green is said to
do anything to score goals. The
laguar standout also knows her
Minutewomen. and was d«fend*r
Meghan Brennan's teammate on
the 1995 USYSA squad that
reached third place in the
Nationals.

Her club coach Whitney Stark
already knows her soccer ability, and
thinks it can translate well to the
Division One level.

"In plain English, she scores
goals." Stark said. "She has an
incredible shot, and it will win you
preseason, regular and postseason
games."

More connections with UMass
"abound in defender Misa Froehlich.

from Brookfield High School, in

Brookfield. Conn. She has amassed
37 goals and 23 assists in her career,

played for the Connecticut Yankee
Soccer Club, and was on both the

Hate ODP and Top 100 team in

'95-'96.

A very aggressive and fast defend-
er, with personality to boot, she
Could be bringing her skills to the

school where her brother excelled.

_ Men's skiing takes first
He was an ex-UMass basketball play-

er, Cary Herer, and was part of the

program in 1988-89. compiling 238
assists in 31 games in 1990.

Her verbal commitment was wait-

ing for the signing of the dotted line,

and as of yesterday afternoon, that is

done.

"I'll definitely be coming, and its

just a matter of clearing the paper-
work," Froehlich said. "When I first

heard about UMass, I really thought
it would be a huge school. But I liked

it a lot because its like a half city-half

town, in a beautiful area. Rudy is

great, and is a real nice guy. Some
coaches are just recruiters, and he is

like a friend already. There is no
doubt that I'M work • IOO percent for -

him."

If you are an alliteration fan. you
will love the fast, skillful, attacking

flank player from Mechanicsburg. Pa.

— Molly Megan McGrew. The
Cumberland Valley High School
standout has officially committed to

UMass, and will balance out the
other side of the pitch for the
Minutewomen. lunior defender Erica

Iverson is a force up the right flank

for UMass, and alongside junior mid-

fielder Liz Rutherford, the addition

of McGrew will literally spell good
things next season.

"I liked the campus a lot. and the

area is beautiful." McGrew said. "I

loved the team when I met them, and
we really clicked and had a lot of fun

together. Of course, Rudy is the best.

I think I can bring to the team some
visibility and speed, seeing a lot of

things going on. and where every-

body is located to the ball. And. if I

get behind the ball. I can use my
speed to catch up."

By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Sloff

The Massachusetts men's and
women's ski teams traveled to

Ascutney Mountain in Vermont to ISM
in the Boston College Tournament last

weekend. The men had yet another
great race, while the women continued
in their struggles.

The men took first place in

Saturday's slalom race, with a team
time of 460.12. They beat out rival

Boston College, which took second
with a lime of 468. 16. Plymouth Slate.

which has dominated almost every
race this season, came in at third, in

482.9*).

—

"This weekend went exceptionally
well for the men." coach Bill

MacConnell said.

Tom Schaefcr led the way for
UMass, coming in third overall at

87.62. Right behind him in fourth
place was Tom Holden. who finished

at 88.20. Eric McCormick rounded out

UMass' top three, taking eighth over-

all, in 92.45

Also finishing for the Minutcmen
were Aaron White at I3lh. and |uMin
Rouleau at 1 5th.

In Sunday's giant slalom, the men
took second, at 459.83. behind the

Panthers, who finished at 451.05
Boston College claimed third place,

with a time of 466.64.

This time Holden came in first for

the Minutcmen. and third overall at

87.66. Schaefcr took sixth place
(91.07). and Aaron Harsh had 1 Ith

(92.47).

The men were tied with the Eagles

for second place in the regional stand-

ings, but broke that tie this weekend.

They now hold second place with 17

points, and BC is in third with 19.

Plymouth State has a good hold on
tir-t place with 1 2 points. With the top
five learns heading to the United States

Collegiale Skiing Association
Reigonals, the men are well on their

way
The women tried to move from sixth

place into fifth this weekend, but they

came up short. The team took sixth in

both the slalom and 'he giant slalom.

Boston College took first in both races,

followed by Plymouth Stale and Smith.

The Minutewomen lost their num-
ber one skier, Leah Muliero. when she
fell and injured herself in the giant

slalom *M
"Muliero had a dramatic crash, and

a muscle pull, bui 1 expect her to ski

next weekend." MacConnell said.

Muliero was the Minuiewomcn's top
skier in the slalom, however, where
she took 17th in 107 AX

This weekend featured the return of

Heather Schea. who has been out with

a sprained ankle. She came in 20th
overall in the slalom, in 109.05.

"She had a good, solid slalom race,

and skied very strong," MacConnell
commented. "I think she's going to ski

well for us the resi of the season."

Maryannc Shirley finished third for

UMass. ai 28ih in I
">8 38.

In the giant slalom Katie Keane fin-

ished first for UMass. and 14th over-

all, in 99.12. She was followed by
Heather Schmitz at 37th. and Liz
Anderson at 4 1 st

.

The women will have one more
opportunity to qualify for the USCSA
Rcgionals ihis weekend, when both
learns head to Berkshire East for their

last meet of the regular season.

)

The long rood to success starts

with a short walk across campus.
Co ahead, put away your hiking boots. The MITRE Corporation will be on your

campus February 12th & 13th at the Career Fair*, and we will be screening

candidate* for interviews on the 19th. We have many full-time and co-op posi-

tions available So be sure to visit our booth at either job fair You just might

walk into the biggest opportunity of your life.

Our expertise has been developed from more than 30 years of experience in

systems engineering and integration MITRE teams the best engineers in the

industry to develop the most effective and efficient systems, and bring* them
into operation for clients worldwide Currently we are looking for talented

engineers to join us in the following areas and other*:

Network Engineering

Software Development

Communications Systems Engineers

Information Security

We will be at campus fairs on February

12th and 13th, and interviewing qualified

candidates on February 19th.

If you can't make it to the job fair, you may also fan your resume to

(617) 271-3402 or e-mail it to jobsOmitre.org.

For more information regarding the MITRE Corporation. Please see our

homepage at http://www.mitre.org.

It claims good people.
UNTREATED

DEPRESSION
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HADLEY, MA

YEAR 'ROUND
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gym
By Lisa M. Oliveri

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Women's Gymnastics team was in

top form this past weekend, beating

both the University of Bridgeport
and The University of Rhode Island

Sunday at Boyden Gymnastics
Center.

The Minutewomen broke a new
school record with a 194.915 in the

tri-meet. Rhode Island and
Bridgeport scored 191.325 and
190.875, respectively. After break-

ing many school records at their

last meet against Michigan, the
Minutewomen have continued the

streak, setting six new records this

time around.

"I think we exceeded our expec-
tations," head coach Dave Kuzara
said. "We made a big point to start

fast."

The Minutewomen surpassed
their previous team scores on all

four events with a 48.9 on vault, a
48.625 on uneven bars, a 48.465
on the balance beam and a 48.925
on the floor exercise. Sophomore
Anita Sanyal finished first on the

balance beam, with a new school
record of 9.9175.

"We're using all of our depth."
Kuzara said. "We have a great
chance to break the school record
next time."

The Minutewomen took first

place in all four events.
Outstanding performances included

the first place finish on the uneven

bars by senior Tara Swartz who
scored a 9.925, her season's best.

Senior Lianne Lang took top hon-

ors on the vault (9.850) and the

floor exercise (9.875).

Kuzara said last week that the

entire team was healthy and he
could utilize all 13 gymnasts. This

was evident on Sunday, with most
competing in at least one event.

In addition to breaking six school

records, five of the gymnasts turned

in career high scores in the

tri-meet. Freshman Mandy Mosby
finished second on the vault with a

9.90 and fourth on the uneven bars

with a 9.750, sophomores Betsy
Colucci and Michelle LoPresti fin-

ished second and fourth on the
floor exercise with a 9.825 and
9.775 and junior Penny LeBeau
took third on the floor exercise
with a 9.80.

Colucci also turned in a

career-high of 9.77 5 on the bal-

ance beam to finish fourth and
Sanyal took fourth place on the

uneven bars with a career-best of
9.80.

"This team's not going to settle,"

Kuzara said.

The Minutewomen look forward
to competing in another tri-meet
this Sunday against Air Force and
Yale at the Curry Hicks Cage. The
Minutemen will also be competing
in a tri- meet at the same time
against Air Force and Army. Both
meets will be at 4 p.m.

Rodman back in action

By Mike Model
Associated Press

CHICAGO — Michael Jordan
and Scottie Pippen no longer
respect Dennis Rodman, whose
most recent suspension showed the

Chicago Bulls' stars that the
"Worm" cares only about himself.

Rodman returns tonight after sitting

out 1 1 games for kicking a camera-
man — his third suspension in 1

1/2 seasons with the Bulls — and
Pippen isn't sure Rodman is willing

or able to avoid future trouble.

"All I know is that Dennis
doesn't give a damn about most
things," Pippen said. "I'm not sure

he's capable of learning any lessons

from his suspensions. I don't expect

him ever to change because if he
did. he wouldn't be the Worm, the

personality he has invented for him-
self."

As for Rodman's relationship
with lordan. "We have no relation-

ship." Jordan said.

When Rodman takes the court
tonight against the Charlotte
Hornets, he undoubtedly will be
cheered by the sellout crowd at the

United Center.

After all. the cross-dressing, hair-

dyeing, referee-baiting forward
helped the Bulls win the NBA title

last season. And Rodman, the
league's rebounding leader, has
promised to demonstrate his love

for Chicago fans by donating his

salary from the next 1 1 games to

charity.

But lordan and Pippen are wary.

What will the Worm do next?
Will it be bad enough for NBA com-
missioner David Stern to banish
Rodman from the league forever?

lordan is prepared for the worst.

While leading the Bulls to a 9-2

record during Rodman's latest sus-

pension, lordan repeatedly said the

Bulls can repeat as champions with-

out the tattooed one. They went 72-

10 last season even though Rodman
missed 18 games and are a league-

best 42-6 this season.

"We can be better with Dennis.

we know that. But we can survive

without Dennis, we know that,

too." lordan said after Sunday's All-

Star game. "Our will to win is just

as great without Dennis." Asked
what advice he'd give Rodman
before tonight's game, lordan said:

"I'd tell him to wear pants all the

time."

It was the First time lordan took

a public shot at Rodman's assort-

ment of evening gowns, feathered

boas and lingerie.

Pippen, meanwhile, is disap-
pointed that Rodman "knocks the

game so much."

"Someday, maybe, he'll realize

that he wouldn't have all the movies
and books and fans if he didn't have
basketball." Pippen said Sunday.
"He says he doesn't need the game,
but it's the game that's made him
who he is."

Neither Rodman, lordan nor
Pippen talked to the media after

yesterday's practice.

Another teammate. Steve Kerr,
said Rodman didn't apologize. "We
don't expect an apology, at least a

verbal one. His apology comes on
the floor when he goes out and
plays hard and gels 20 boards."
Kerr said. "He knows that if he
screws up again he could be in seri-

ous trouble. The team definitely has

to keep an eye on him and try to

keep him out of trouble."

Coach Phil lackson said Rodman
looked good in practice but might
not start today. After serving a six-

game suspension for head butting a

referee last March. Rodman came
off the bench for five games.

lackson said Rodman "is a very

easy person to have on the team."

"That's the thing that people
don't understand." lackson said.

"He does his job. comes to practice

and keeps his mouth shut. He
works hard. He is never delinquent.

The fact that he's not there for

every game is the only thing that's a

problem for us. When you get to

rely on a person as dominant as he
is and he's not available, then it is a
problem.

Bullets rehire Bickerstaff

By David Ginsbwrg

Associated Press

I lm»://vH»-«4 va<l«y.com/)«d.«i

BOWIE, Md. — The
Washington Bullets addressed the

future by dipping into their past

yesterday, hiring former assistant

Bernie Bickerstaff as their new head
coach.

Bickerstaff, who turns 53 today,

signed a four-year contract with the

team that gave him his start in the

NBA.
"I feel lucky to be able to come

back into a situation where I'm
familiar with the community, the

organization and the owner,"
Bickerstaff said at a news confer-

ence at the team's practice facility.

"I'm very fortunate to be back
with the organization that gave me
my start, and I'm excited about the

prospect of getting things done
here."

Bickerstaff stepped down as gen-

eral manager of the Denver Nuggets

to return to Washington, where he

served as an assistant coach from
1973-1985. He was on the sidelines

with head coach Dick Motta in

1978 when center Wes Unseld and
the Bullets won their only NBA
championship.

Unseld. now the Bullets' general

manager, was the man in charge of

bringing Bickerstaff back to

Washington. Bickerstaff replaces
|im Lynam. who was fired

Wednesday after the Bullets stag-

gered to a 22-24 start that hardly

matched lofty preseason expecta-

tions. "This is not a buddy-hire."

Unseld said. "I was looking for

someone with the ability to handle

talented players and get them to

perform. I had the opportunity to

get what I think is a pretty doggone
good coach, and I took it."

Bickerstaff Figured in the 1 980s
that he would eventually land the

Bullets' top job. He finally grew
tired of waiting and went to Seattle,

where he led the SuperSonics to the

Western Conference finals during
the second of his five years with the

club.

He joined the Nuggets in 1 990
as president of basketball opera-
tions and general manager, but took
over as Denver's head coach near
the end of the 1994-95 season. The
Nuggets went 35-47 in their only
full season under Bickerstaff. and
were 4-9 when he stepped down
Nov. 26.

Bickerstaff has a 261-276 record
in six full seasons and parts of two
others as an NBA head coach.

Bickerstaff hopes to improve
upon that, beginning with tonight's

home game against the New York
Knicks.

"It's a matter of defining roles,

trying to give them some confidence

and a sense of urgency," Bickerstaff

said.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

All students interested In the turf

industry and becoming a member of

the student chapter of the GCSAA.
there will be a genera! meeting on

Wed . Feb 12. at 4 30pm in

Stockbridge 114 All are encouraged

to attendfll

RUSH Thtta Chi Feb 3.4.5.6. 10 1 2.

8 10pm 549 9252

TREK FANS If you are interested m
lOinmg STARFLEET International,

please contact Martin A Lessem ®
546-7003 to get membership mfor-

Amkerst 2 bedroom apartment
tor rent Water and heat included

Take over lease Call Angela 546

4784

IMS Black BMW 31 li 5 speed
Perfect enteric* $2000 or B/0 Call

M6 3830

198* Honda Civic OX 5 speed, runs

perfect, small dents cheap $1650
or B/0 546 5320

198S Iroc lor salt Superb condi-

tion Many new parts Call Jeff 665
7578

EMPLOYMENT

Hadley office hiring lor evening

and weekend shifts Flexible hours

Fun atmosphere Start work immedi-

ately $7 -$10/hr Call 584-0215 Ask

•or Mr Cavanaugh

Cruise Lines Hiring,- Earn up to

$2000* /month plus free world trav-

eHEurope Caribbean, etc ) No eipe-

EMPLOYMENT
iience necessary Room/board Ring

(919)918 7767 e.t C180

Alaska Employment- Earn up to

J3000 $6000/m O nth in fisheries,

parks and resorts Airfare!

Food/lodging 1 Get all the options

Cal[(919)918-7767 ext A180

LIFE MODELS- Male/Female for

Life Drawing class al Holyoke
Community College $10 per hour

Call David M at 253 5885 or 552-

2492

Counselors needed far co-ed
Northeast Pennsylvania overnight

Jewish Federation camp 3 hours
from NYC- general, sports, drama
H20 and Arts 1800)973 3866

Camp Wavaetsister half of broth-

er/sister camp in Northeast
Pennsylvania. 6/23-8/20/97) Have
the most memorable summer of your

life! Coaches, teachers, students

Prerequisite Must love children.

enjoy living and working in a group

situation OnCampus Interviews
March il th Call (800)279-3019

SUMMER CAMP! Co-ed Sleep
away 1 MANY COUNSELOR P0SI
TIONS AVAILABLE 1 We need role

models sensitive, caring and skilled

staff members FOR THE BEST SUM
MER OF YOUR LIFE' m NE
Pennsylvania's Pocono Mts call

1800)61 WANDA or E-Mail lowan
daOimercamp com or visit our Web
Site at

http //Www mtercamp com/towanda
for information, application and to

schedule an interview This is a

great camp and an awesome expen
ence Camp Towanda. Honesdale.
PA

EMPLOYMENT
English Teechers Needed
Abroad! Teach conversational
English in Prague. Budapest or

Krahow No teaching certificate or

European languages required

Inexpensive room and board and
other benefits For details call

(206)9713680

Camp Blue Ridge, a co-ed camp 2

hours north of Atlanta, is looking for

enthusiastic counselors We are
looking for lifeguards. WSI. as well

as instructors in water skiing, rap-

pelling. boating, art, riflery. archery,

sports, drama, cheerleading and
dance For more info call Debra at

6658463

Work Study students needed
Teaching positions in a multicultural

after-school program foi children 5-

12 Some experience desirable

$6 00/hour Men and people of color

encouraged to apply Call Capacidad
at 253 5659

Pert Time Sales Raps Wanted
"Lead the way into the 21 st Century'

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat
shirt Be your own boss and earn
extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332
BleeckerStD40 NYC NY 10014

Summer Job! Camp Semoset is

now interviewing staff for this sum-
mer Top boys' sports camp in Casco.

Maine, seeks male and female coun-

selors for all land and water sports,

archery, nflery. arts and crafts,

drama and woodworking Also hiring

secretaries, kitchen and mainte-
nance workers Call or fax resume
to Winter Office. Wellesley MA
Phone (617)237 3017 fax (617)237

7269

EMPLOYMENT
Drivers Wanttd Apply in person
between 3-5pm Pinocchio's,

Amherst

National Park Employment Work
in America's National Parks. Forest

and Wildlife Preserves Our materi-

als uncover rewarding opportunities

in the outdoors Call (206)971 3620
ext N5O017 (We are a research and
publishing company)

The Ultimata Summer Job
Whitewater Rafting Guides needed
No experience necessary Looking

for outgoing, enthusiastic people
previous outdoor or athletic experi-

ence is a plus For more info send
resume and letter of interest to Crab
Apple Whitewater. P Box 295.
Charlemont. MA 01339 or call

(41 3O39-018a

Wanted: Toar gaidas. Summer
Counselors. Student Admissions
Representatives Applications avail-

able at the Admissions Center

Cruise Line Entry level onboard
positions available Benefits
Summer or year round (612)643

4333

Cruise and Land Tour Employment
work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid* For industry

information, call Cruise Employment
Services (800)276-4948 ext C50017
(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

Now hinng National

Paiks. Beach Resorts. Ranches
Rafting CO's benefits and Bonuses'

Nationwide openings Call (919)918

7767 ext R180 Eastern

EMPLOYMENT
Europe/Asian |obs Live in Prague.

Budapest. Tokyo, etc Teaching sim-

ple conversational English No lan-

guages/teaching exp required

(919618-7767 ext W180

FOR RENT
Sugarloat Estates- Ultra modern
two bedroom apartments Free
heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washer/dryer and
more! On bus line Minutes to

Amherst Great specials! Call 665
3856

Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

I50J3J477-6O00

Fridge Rentals 253-9742 Free
Delivery

FOR SALE
Docmertens Steel Toe 3 Eye
Greasy New Sue 9 U S LM ® 256
1 749 $70 mm HURRY!

Pentium 120 System 1 6 Gig 32
RAM 336 modem 64 bit Video
$3000 m software ONLY $1500 Joe
665-9112

Snowboard w/bindings 148GNU
Dukester Brand new 665 8680
CHEAP'

Laptop/Notebook $99 . Hard drive

$lfi. CD Drive $25 Steve 566 3324-2

STEREO EQUIPMENT
Buy-Sell-Trade Large selection,

used/reconditioned, from inexpen

sive dorm systems to audiophile

quality separate components Great

FOR SALE
prices, honest advice, satisfaction

guaranteed Pick up/delivery avail-

able Stereo & Video Exchange. 256-

0941

For Sale- Electric Guitar Peavey

black strat copy, excellent condition

$200 Sean 546-5734

486 New Laptop $585. VGA Color

Monitor $175. IDE Hard Drive $110

Steve 566 3324 2

FOUND
Walkman Found in the Campus
Center at the end of last semester

Call Ana Maria Gonzalez at 665
8394

INSTRUCTION
Bartend with University
Bartending 50% student discount

On- campus classes starting soon'

Call |800HJ-Can-Mix for info

MISCELLANEOUS

New Metabolism Breakthrough
Period Lose 5-100 pounds Doctor

approved Cost $35 (800)666-4793

PERSONALS

'We've got a groovy kind ol

lev**- Phil Collins. Free love and
Valentines at www mainquad com

B-RAD, You are beautiful Love, The

Scoobies

ROOM FOR RENT
One bedroom in two bedroom apt

On bus route Available immediately

$220 utilities Call 665-2197

SERVICES

Piercings by the Bearded Lady
222 State Street, Northampton
(413)586-0829

Pregnent? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

Foreign Students-Visitors.
Greencard programs available

(800)7738704 Cost $29
Applications close 2-24-97.

Seeking Finenciel Aid? Don't limit

your possibilities for financial aid 1

Student Financial Services profiles

over 200.000+ individual awards
from private and public sectors Call

(8001263 6495 ext F50016 (We are

a research and publishing company)

www.smartbonib.com Serving all

your smart drug needs

TRAVEL
Caribbean/Mexico $189 R/T.

Europe $169 0/W Fly the world dirt

cheap ONE WORLD TRAVEL

Killington- Cheep Spring Breek
$239 for 5 nights/5 days skiing Call

UMass Ski Club 5453437

Best Hotels end Lowest Prices
for Spring Break beach destinations

Florida. Cancun. Jamaica, etc Call

now for rooms or sign-up as Inter

campus Representatives (800)327

6013 http //www icpt com

TRAVEL
Best Deal- 100% Guaranteed
Organized by local travel company
Great packages for Cancun, Florida.

and more Call 256 8724

Jamaica- Spring Break Slay in

beautiful Negril Includes roundtnp

airfare, hotel transfers, 7 nights

lodging from $519 Don't take

chances with other companies, go
with the UMass Ski Club Call 545
3437

Europe $155. Caribb /Mexico $189
R/T Worldwide Destinations
Airhitch Tm (800)326-2009
airhitchCnetcom com or www iti

com ft/airhitch

Spring Breek "97 It's heaven Wake
and Bake in the hottest destinations

free parties'" Organize group and
travel free Lowest price guaranteed

From $99 (800)426 7710 www sun

splashtours com

Sp
and. from $379 Air. hotel, trans

fers. parties and more' Organize
small group- earn free trips plus

commissions' Call (800)9 Beach 1

WANTED
Sola or Couch Wanted Willing to

pay Please call 549 6452

Conservative students interested

in starting a conservative student
newspaper Good writing skills and
familiarity with Pagemakei software

a plus Call Paul at 6 0183 tor more
information
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Qive 'em a SpeciaC

Valentine Personal Classified

Personals Policy
All pe-tonalt MUSI be proofread by CoHfw
claswfed impluyn i betore payment and artep
lance of #» tlmintd.

WAY NOl b* uied m personals
ONt> i*m names *nd initials a«e allowed the
only euepnom are tor twrVyiay or c oneramiaftom

n emxh rate aV lull name may be
used
rmone numbers are not aMassest m penonaH NO

IONS
Mdmaw aw not aHusrsel * personals thu meant
dotm room numbm a> •»«
•Vsonels ol a emaanint or de»o«a»or> nature are

.
ible P*f tonal* ol a vindictive or

i*jHou» nature are nol acceptable nnmHi may
not be utrd ta> me purpose ol KaraMmeni
l*>oter~ry may nol be used m penonett
the personals tenon n tar penonefc only The
pmonahweeon may NOT be used <o te« aems.
— ^* *' *ll"^v"WO*V 4tJrAreee^eejes> f"«s|**eBSjM*M sfsJc

Ml penonaH muM have the name. ufAaaee and
UMa» ID number ol the Mudem placing exe at
Med m on the mterson order Non uudenft mutt
provide a valid driver t license and the Itcente
nunyje. nut be recorded on tV mwnwn order
Use of lahe ittuvani, asm or iniianitusttui ,.

vubmi t «r> penatoet under the le»
Jltftan reserves *te rtyht to mue or to edM

any i*i tonal that don not meet the CoMefian i

itavtdaedi m accordance »nth ete statutes of #>e
ContmxiwcaWh ol Mattachutem

Standard
Activities
AnrKXjnc^iients
Apartment For
Rent

Auto For Sale
Employment
Entertainment
For Sale!

FOUnd 1 2 da v> Free;)

Happy Birthday
Houses For
Rent

Instruction
Lost
Musicians
Miscellaneous

Headings
Motorcycles
Personals
Room For
Rent

Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted

^Services
Summer
Sublet

To Sublet
Travel
Transportation
Wanted to
Rent

Wanted

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

lejjibly. We are not respon-
sible for errors resulting
from illegible handwriting

or type.
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ARIES
March 21 -April 20
You II be called upon lo maac plenty

c4 decSalona thia «eefc Be aure you
knew the dUnrenre U t»»c n
someone who fraulnety wanlt your
openion and eomronc who JuM can'l

make a dedsann on their own

TAURUS
April 21 May 21

lit piantlne. time, ao an It in gear!

Youll be clad you oM at harveet

lime Now would aleo be a food
time lo chaner your ratine; habits

lor the better ttner you re already

ihlnklnf about vegetables

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Catch up on the whoa and whata

of everyday Sae wNh aoneone who
aeone very bar away They could be

feeling left out of the circle and
your eflorta will make a bag

unpretaaon Don I toy with the

afleruona of a eenaluVr peraon.

CANCER
Jane 22-Jaly 22

Make an nvretment In a baatc ptece

of equipment (or your home And
don t aklmp—the goal la lo plan for

the long haul. A dedelve action you
make could take some by surprise

I »«i t lei ihelr gaape faar you

LEO
July 23-Atsfjuet 23
You're a sponge when It comes to

Inha-matlon this week, ao expose

yourself to at kinds of things you've

always been Interested In Park one
you especially like and sign up lor a

group thai spectatara In thai.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

Take careful Inventory before

heading off to the store Something

you have on hand could Inspire

your creative Juices, and youTI save

money. CHp coupons and put the

money you save In a Jar With time.

It could pay far a vacation with

someone you have yet to meet

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Although you're a bundle of posltlvr

energy, you could meet with a great

< seas' of resaMsnar Use extra tact,

and lean on VaAr people tf you
think H necessary Try not lo make
enemies lightly—they could cause

trouble later

SCORPIO
October 24- November 22
A compulsive buttowe r heads In

your direction Dont (eel compcUrcl

to offer an excuse If you refuse The
beet teacher Is the school of hard
knocks, and that might be exactly

what Is needed In this case

SAGITTARIUS
Noreinber 23- December 21

%

A deadline looms, so put In extra

time to ensure things are done
right You haw other thsngs you'd
rather be doing, but don't shark

your responsibilities Youll enjoy

a social gathering but resist the

temptation to be the host

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
If you rani avoid a conflict then

be sure that you're prepared with

plenty of (acts and figures to back
up your position There could be

more at stake than It appears, ao
remain rational

AQUARIUS
January 21 February 18
A younger person needs a helping

hand on a big project Oner them
your time and expertise, but don!
offer lo do It (or them Your

creaSJvSly lands you a big assign

ment at work Plan an outline, and
youH wow your bosses

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Pay extra attention to the arts this

week An event could have a special

meaning far you that could

reverberate throughout your life

Head far a party to show off your
dazzling r-raiversatliaial skill- J
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WEDNESDAY EVENING c-Campu. FEBRUARY 12, 1997
C 6:00 6:30

Business Apt

7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 I 10:30 11:00 11:30
WEDH o ii Creatures Neaahour Wnti Jim Lehrer X Nova "Secrets of Lost Empires" "Obelisk/Colosseum" 1 Great Performance*: Gospel Music Poople-Here

WFSB
WBZ

o
o

i

4

News I CBS News Inside Edition Am Journal Nanny il Pearl X "A Nightmare Come True" (1997, Drama) GeraW McFtaney X trWWS H Late Show 1

Newt CBS News Ent Tonight Nanny X PeartX "A Nightmare Come True"(l997, Drama] Gerald McRaney X New* LateShowX
WCVB « (J NeeraX aoc »

sol. news inside Edition Chronicle X Grace Under Coach X Drew Carey X Ellen X Primetlme Uve X Nsfwt X Nightline X
WLVI d FuHHoueel Freeh Prince Star Trek: Next Gent Sitter, Sitter Nick Freno Wayan* Bro* Jamie Font X New* Jinny Jonta (In St

YVHOH " Newt NBC Newt Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! X Wing* I Chicago Son* Newtridio X Men-Badly Law a Order "Barter X N»jwt Tonight Show
WTXX Is) Freeh Prince Martin X Judge Judy X ReeJTvx Sentinel "Secret" (In Stereo) X Star Trek: Voyager "Unify" X New* [LAPD H. Patrol RaalTVX
VMT 10 Newt NBC Newt Ent TorrJejfi Hard Copy X WingeX. |Chicago Son* NewtradioX |M*n-B*dly Law t Order "Barter" X New* Tonight Show
WTIC o y

SlnipaoniX RoteanneX Home Imp. Seinfeld X Beverly HiNt, 90210 (In Stereo) Party of Five (In Stereo) X New* Coech

X

Deep Space!
WWLP o n News NBCfsews Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy 1 s Wing* X IChicago Son* NawsradioX |Men-Badly Law a Order "Barter" X Niwi Tonight Show
WGBY III . Creature* Business Apt. Newthour With Jim Lehrer X Nova "Secret* of Lost Empires" "Ctjelisk/Colosseum X Kurt Browning Chfflk Ron (In St

WGGB O) 20 News | ABC Newt SeinWdT Em Tonight Grace Under Coech 1 Draw Carey X [Ellen X Primetime Uve X NlWI MJ Nightline X
WSBK tl) Beverly Hills. 90210ft Seinfeld X Mad Abo. You Mad Abo You Mad Abo You NBA Beertetball Bm;on Celtics at Phoenix Suns. (Uve) Real TV X
WTBS 1> Family Matters [Family Matters Home Videos Home Videos NBA Basketball Orlando Mag« jlnade NBA * '4 "Night ot the Living Dead"

ME (D Quincy_ Equalizer Be Erlry | Biography Michael American Justice (R) 20th Century Law A Order X
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Dilbert By Scott Adams

Unsilent Majority By Luke Meredith
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AFTER ALL THE CJ0RK

I DID ON THAT
PROJECT, I'M THINKING
FOUR DIGITS

J

MAYBE
FIVE.

LATER

HOW
MANY
DIGITS?

I USED ONE

ON EACH

HAND.
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University' By Frank Cho Close to Home By John McPherson

This morning I woke up

and lay in bed for about 20

minutes and didn 't want to get

up.... lonely.

Once again my lonely

organ was circulating lonely

juice throughout my body.

I need someone in my life.

I need me in my life At least, if

I had me....

I need a dating service

that will help me have a good
time with myself.

Do you think they'll

charge a fee if I already know
the person?

Generation X By Chris Lehman
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' J«rry, the chimney sweep wants to

talk to you about his estimate."

Non Sequitor By Wiley
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Quote of the Day

a
Very funny
Scotty, now
beam down my
clothes!

Seen on bumper sticker

99

1 Joke of the Day |

Where
does a

/*'*
'^m\ S% sheep

1 ivf
/ M* 1

Xj get it's

JJ hair

cut?

BBq-eeq ei/j )y V-

Today's D.C. Menu
CasfJ J451«)« #tjr ajeewsa leettwemtim

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Kielbasa Grinder

Chicken Burrito

DINNER
Ham Steak, Chicken

with Rice

Eggplant Parm
Grilled Cheese

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Chicken

Sandwich
Chicken Burrito

DINNER
Quarter Pound Burger

Chicken with Rice

Stuffing

Worcester

LUNCH
Chicken Burrito

Ziti/Tomato Sauce
Bean Burrito

DINNER
1/4 lb. Burger

Harvest Burger

Pastabilities

Manicotti w/ Sauce

Berkshire

LUNCH
Chicken Burrito

Ziti/Tomato Sauce
Bean Burrito

DINNER
1/4 lb. Burger,

Chicken Wings, Harvest

Burger, Pasta

Manicotti w/ Sauce
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Minutemen set to battle Saint Bonaventure

Travieso; Weeks look to continue winning ways in A- 10
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

Tonight, at 7:30 p.m. the

Massachusetts men's basketball

team comes back to where its suc-

cessful streak started when it hosts

St. Bonaventure in the William D.

Mullins Center.

The last time the two squads met,

UMass coach lames "Bruiser" Flint

initiated a three guard offense spark-

ing the Minutemen (14-10. 8-3
Atlantic 10) to a five game win
streak.

Since the last time the two squads

met, UMass has won eight of its last

nine contests. Last month, the

Minutemen came out with a 63-59
win In the win. Tyrone Weeks had
19 points and a career high 14

rebounds. With two minutes to play,

the Bonnies brought it within two
points, but a pair of key hoops by

Carmelo Travieso revived UMass.
and the win was sealed with a mon-
strous Lari Ketner jam. For the

Bonnies. junior Rashaan Palmer
scored a season-high 29 points in

the losing effort.

The Bonnies have not had much
luck in the Mullins Center in the

past. Last year, the Minutemen rout-

ed them bv 25. the \ear before 21

and in 1993. 24. In fact. St.

Bonaventure's Mullins margin of

defeat for the 90s has been 26.3.

While the Bonnies (12-7. 5-5
A - 1 1 currently stand in the No. 5

spot in the A-10 East, they currently

lead the conference in steals averag-

ing 10.68 per game. Freshman Tim
Winn has had the hot hands for St.

Bonaventure. With 51 steals, he
currently ranks second in the league

in steals. This week, Winn earned

A-10 Rookie of the Week for the

second time in three weeks on the

merits of a career-high 27 points

against Temple and a 14 point
effort against Dayton. However, the

rookie had little success against

UMass in the first meeting, as he
was held to just four points on
2-for-10 shooting.

As for the Minutemen. they have
been working on all cylinders. Most
noticeably, Carmelo Travieso has
come through with some last second
heroics as of late, keeping things

alive to pull off final second wins
against Rhode Island and Xavier.

Ihe senior guard is currently lead-

ing the team in scoring (15.2 points

per game). In his last six games.
Travieso has averaged 18.7 ppg and
has been lethal outside the arc con-

necting on 26-of-54 3-pointers
(48.1 percent).

While Travieso's backcourt mate
Edgar Padilla has not been a

tremendous scoring threat as of
late, he has made up for his lack of

points in the assist department. In

the last three games. Padilla has tal-

lied 22 assists while giving up just

five turnovers for a 4.4

turnover/assists ratio.

In the paint. Tyrone Weeks has

been a workhorse for the
Minutemen. In his last nine games.
Weeks has averaged a double-dou-
ble in, points (13.2) and boards
(10.8). while shooting 49.5 percent

from the floor and 85.3 percent
from the foul line.
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Track cleans up at BU
The Minutemen hope to keep the ball rolling tonight when St. Bonaventure

invades the William D. Mullins Center. Came time is 7:30 p.m.

By Steven Grant
Collegian Staff

Another week brought another

meet, and another meet brought
even more good news for the

Massachusetts mens track and field

team. This time, it was on Saturday

at the Boston University St

Valentine's Invitational.

The 4 x 400 relay team's shatter-

ing of the school record highlighted

it all, as Tom Toye. Scott Price. Neil

Conccpcion and Dave Cahill com-
bined for a time of 5:15.22.. render-

ing the previous high of 3:18.1 a dis-

tant second.

Manv on campus felt the change-

were good that the feat would be

accomplished, including some of the

athlete- involved.

"It wasn't a question of whether
or not we'd break the record, but by

exactly how much we'd beat it by."

Cahill. the third leg said. "The guys

in the relay had short races before-

hand, so we had some energy.

Plus there were longer rest inter-

vals between the races. Everything

was in place to capitalize, and we
did. by more than a lot of people
expected."

In all. the Minutemen notched

16 season-best performances, with

five of those entering the UMass
record books.

Along with the relay team, they

included Price's 22.17 in the 200
meter dash (second all-time behind
love i. Christian Abbott s 22.62 in

the 200 (fourth all-time). Cahill's

105.20 in the 500 meter dash
(fourth all-time). Concepcion's
22.81 in the 200 (fifth all-time).

One factor which contributed to

the abundant success was the track

itself, which, along with Harvard's.

is considered one of the top five in

the country.

But perhaps strong showings are

simply contagious, as Ian Stevens,

the shot- putter, finished in third

place with a throw of 51 '4.50".

Clearly, the track is not a variable in

such an event.

"I think the number of seasonal

bests was probably a little more than

I expected." head coach Ken
O'Brien said. "And it's a good sign

that they're coming now, because
this is an ideal time of year for a

team to be improving.

"I guess the best performance of

the day was the 4 x 400 relay team. I

thought they might break that

record, but I didn't anticipate them
running four seconds faster (than

normal]. It was a good day for Dave
Cahill, especially. He made a signifi-

cant jump in his time in the 500."

Also faring well were triple

jumpers Andre Roach and Alex
Ampontuah (second and fifth). Ion

Way and Mike Ferrari in the mile

run. Paul Blodorn in the 800. Matt

Behl in the 5000 and Ben Baraldi in

the high hurdles. Price (6.61) and
Toye (6 63) both had season bests in

the 55 meter dash

So. does this bode well for the

Atlantic- 10 Championships, up next

tor the Minutemen?
"Well, it does if we can dupli-

cate the performances." O'Brien
said. "If Carmelo Travieso scores >o

points before the A-10's and you
ask Bruiser Flint if bodes well, he'll

tell you the same thing.

"The bottom line is the strength

of this team is it has two or three

athletes in every event. Other teams

aren't getting free points from us.

We're not a team of superstars, so a

team with about five of those CAN
win a meet.

"This is a contradiction in the

commonly accepted structure of

championship track teams, but
we've been relatively successful. We
force opponents to be honest with

our good, hard-working athlete-
''

Unorthodox or not. it has
worked so far. And the athletes are

ju-t hoping it will keep on working

for as long as possible.

"I'm psyched." Cahill said.

"Hopefully, we on the relay team
can maintain our improvement. I

don't see any reason why we can't

keep it up."

GAME PREVIEW

Massachusetts
W8 St. Bonaventure

(14—10,8—3) (12—7,6—5)

WW 0. MaHi Caalm 7:80 p.

Inus Norville

PROBABLE STARTERS

Massachusetts

G Edgar Padilla

G Charlton Clarice

G Carmelo Travieso

C Lari Ketner

F Tyrone Weeks

St. Bonaventure

G Shandue McNeill

G Tim Winn
C Robert Blaclcwell

F Terrence Durham
F Rashaan Palmer

ON THE Affi

TV A-10 TV
Radio: WHMP 99.3 FM- Mark Vandermeer, Jack

Leaman

Women s soccer reloads;

recruits bring quickness

By Jorma Konsanen
Collegian Staff

DePina to play for UMass
South Boston's lonathan DePina

has said he will hold a press confer-

ence this week about his intention

to attend the University of
Massachusetts in the fall.

"I felt comfortable out there."

DePina said. "I'm looking forward

to it."

The much-touted point guard
committed to Boston College last

September along with West
Roxbury product Elton Tyler and
Worcester Bumcoat's Mike Bradley.

Both DePina and Tyler were reject-

ed by the school's admissions com-
mittee in November.

At UMass. DePina will be reunit-

ed with his former South Boston

teammate. Monty Mack. The two
paired to lead their high school to

the last two Massachusetts Division

I state championships.

The 5-foot- 10 DePina. who is

averaging 29 points per game this

year, should fit comfortably into

UMass' three- guard set. With point

guard Edgar Padilla and shooting

guard Carmelo Travieso both
seniors leading this year's offense.

DePina and Mack will both have the

opportunity to slide into the

Minuteman lineup.

But both Mack and DePina can

run the point, and the incoming
freshman knows the team's reigns

won't be handed to him automati-

cally.

"Everything I do I have to earn,

so I don't know." DePina said.

Boston College lost the services of

Bradley when the school rejected

DePina and Tyler. Instead. Bradley,

a good friend of both players, decid-

ed to attend Kentucky. Tyler has yet

to commit to a school and is consid-

ering George Washington, Michigan

and Villanova.

Material from yesterday's Boston

Globe was used in this article.

— Casey Kane

If the old saying goes "speed kills."

then this year's recruiting class for

the Massachusetts women's soccer

team could be cast for the sequel to

\atural Born Killers.

Skill-wise. last season's
Minutewomen squad was incompara-

ble in recent school history; consist

ing of all-time leading scorer Rebecca

Myers, three-time All-American
selection Erin Lynch, and a host of

technically sound role players. But

those players are graduating this year

and coach |im Rudy will have big

cleats to fill.

The problem for the Minutewomen
the past few years were playing teams

like Connecticut, who possessed com-
parable skill, but had the first step in

team speed. Hence, the man who
notched his 200th win as a women's
soccer coach this past season has

been recruiting players who can run

with the Husky thoroughbreds.

One of Rudy's verbal commitments
tor his three-time Atlantic-10 cham-
pion squad is with a champion her-

self. Amy Burrill. A transfer from
Barry University in Miami, the

defender was on the squad that won
the Division 2 National
Championship. A left-footed defend-

er, she originally played for the

perennial powerhouse at Newton
North High School.

For Burrill. the jump to Division

One competition would be a daunting

task, but one that she welcomes.

"Its almost overwhelming going

from a small school to a large school.

but I can't wait." Burrill said. "I think

I bring some personalitv. hard work,

dedication and a willingness to do
what it takes to win to the team. I

don't like to lose."

Another one of Rudy's verbal

recruits already has a connection with

the Minutewomen. or specifically, a

Minutewoman. Kathleen Machamer
is a midfielder from Cherry Creek
High School in Englewood. Colorado,

and is an All State first team selec-

tion. She also plays for one of the top

club teams in the United States, the

I .likewood Fury Soccer Club, and has

worked with the Colorado Olympic
Development Program— the (op

organization a player can compete for

in their home state.

But her connection with UMass is

with the player who most likely will

take over lulie Magid's role in the

central midfield. freshman Tarah
Tokarchik. The two friends could be

side by side next season, and her club

coach Tom Stone definitely believes

she can make the transition from
state club ball to national competi-

tion.

Stone is impressed with her big

play ability, demonstrated in her
junior year when she scored the game
winner in double overtime in the

state championship— amidst snow
and freezing temperatures.

"She has Division I skill level, and
that is what you see when you first

see her play." Stone said. "Her assets

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 9

UMass men's swimming
splashes past Fordham

By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

One of the teams that both

head coach Russ Yarworth and

top sprinter Sean Anderson
believe to be a formidable adver-

sary during the Atlantic-10
Championship is Fordham.

Saturday turned out to be a

sneak preview for what fans

should be expecting to see on

Feb. 20 in Buffalo. The
Massachusetts men's swimming
and diving team splashed up
against the Rams of Fordham in

a tremendous A-10 dual meet,

and won 122.5-119.5.

The meet came down to the

wire, when UMass's 400 free

relay team of senior Dave
Dornaus. sophomore Brian

Wisniewski. and juniors Dan
Peck and Matt Davey took first

in the last race of the meet, icing

the victory for the Minutemen.

"It was a good story, very simi-

lar to the meets we had against

St. lohn's and Dartmouth (the

team's only two losses)." head
coach Russ Yarworth said. "We
came out flat, which is what I

expected It was the first week of

classes, and after a three hour
bus ride. I didn't expect too

much."

"We were down 10 points

going into the last relay (the 400
treestyle relay). I knew if we got

first and third place, we would
tie. but if we got first and sec-

ond, we would win." Yarworth

said. "I asked the guys, 'Do you

wanna win. or do you wanna
tie?' It was the first sign of emo-

tion from them during the whole

meet. So I split up the A squad

and the B squad, switching two

guys from each, and we pulled

out first and second."

Yarworth's coaching decisions

were just enough to push his

team to victory against a team
that may be their toughest oppo-

nent during the Atlantic-10
Championship.

Some other notable swimmers
for UMass were sophomore
Simon Flynn, who took first in

the 1000 free (9:46:85). senior

Mike Shaw, who dunked the rest

of the Rams in the 200 fly

(1:56.05) and Wisniewski. who
took the 200 back ( 1 :5b. 58)

"Simon Flynn was consistent.

Dan Peck also swam well, but

the guys know that they have to

swim better if they want to win

A-lOs," Yarworth said.

UMass' final dual meet record

was 7-2. The team also took high

honors in the Philadelphia Open,
the San luan Invitational and the

Rhode Island Invitational.

After defeating LaSalle earlier

in the year, and now Fordham
(two teams on Yarworth's list as

possible contenders), the

Minutemen have the momentum
and are looking strong heading

into the Atlantic-10
Championship, for which they

are defending champions.

Mens gym beats Temple
MottPerrouH
Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts men's gymnas-

tic- team traveled south this past

weekend to take on Temple. On
paper, this looked like a good
match-up. UMass had not beaten the

Owl* Mncc 1989. but the Minutemen
were not going to let history repeat

ItM'lt

W ith pride on line for many UMass
seniors, who had never seen victors

over Temple, the Minutemen turned

in a record-breaking performance.

Sophomore Phil Leiberman shat-

tered the first record of the day on
floor. Phil posted a 9.9. breaking the

old record by a tenth of a point on his

way to wining the event. He also tied

for first on the high bar.

Freshmen phenom leff LaValle. an

Olympic hopeful, had two victories

(9.775 on rings. 9.75 on parallel bars

— a school record), a tic for first on

high bar (9.6). and a second place fin-

ish on floor (9.7). LaValle's overall

score of 57.6 broke the school record.

The upper classmen then stepped

up. led by senior captain Ruslan
Shupak and junior Michael Sangira.

Shupak finished second on the rings

and Sangira won the vault for UMass.

"I thought the meet would be
much closer, but they had a lot of

injuries. Still, we beat them by more
than expected," UMass coach Roy
lohriMin said. "We are really fortunate

to get a gymnast like leff I a\ alle "

UMass continued its dominance
over the Owls throughout the meet
and swept every event. The final score

was UMass 227.45 Temple 218.025.

"This was tremendous. I had never

beat Temple and we did it by ten

points. We're pumped now for

Regionals" Shupak said.

LaVallee's amazing performance

helped to break another school
record, this time for total points. The
overall score of 227.45 broke the old

mark of 225.05 set in 1995

Along with landing an outstanding

gymnast like leff LaValle. UMass was
able to bring Jeffs long time coach.

Tim Daggett aboard as an assistant to

lohnson and work with leff and the

rest of the team. Daggett, you may
remember, was NBC's gymnastics
commentator for the '96 Olympics
and also was on the U.S. team that

won the gold medal in 1 984.

Upcoming for the Minutemen is a

meet on Sunday at the Curry Hicks

Cage against Army and Air Force at 4

p.m. Both opponents are ranked in

the top 20 and should pose a major
threat to UMass.

"It should be a good, close meet.

We lost to Army last year at Army but

we are home this year. The pommel
horse will be the key, they have a

great team." lohnson said.

UMass is expected to be No. 7

when the national rankings are
announced tomorrow.

MUIGAO\COUEC.IAN

Weekend at Rhody's
The UMass women's gymnastics team had quite a successful weekend,
beating both Brdigeport and Rhode Island. For the rest of the story,

see page 8.
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Pavement
in "Stereo"!

The new album,
Brighten the Corners,

from the most
noble of alternative

bands. Pavement, is

on the streets!

Check out our
review (see Arts &
Living, page 5)

Double-double
trouble

Senior Tyrone
Weeks earned his

third consecutive
double- double (1 7

points, 1 1 boards)
in last night's
74-68 win over St.

Bonaventure (See
Sports, page 1 0)

WORLD

Power struggle

remains in Equador

QUITO, Ecuador (AP) — While
a caretaker president insisted the

office is hers until the constitution

is amended, Ecuador's ousted
leader flew off yesterday to
spread word that "a civiliandicta-

torship has been imposed."
Abdala Bucaram, who was dis-

missed last week for "mental
incapacity," left Ecuador on a

chartered plane, saying he
planned to visit Panama,
Argentina and other Latin

American countries. President
Rosalia Arteaga, who became
president Sunday during a three-

way political battle for the job,

was to remain in charge only
until legislators could elect an
interim leader — that was to hap-

pen last night. Her announce-
ment Monday that she would not

step down immediately infuriated

some in Congress. She changed
her mind later Monday, but
changed it back yesterday.

"She accepted that commit-
ment. She cannot try to hold
onto power now," Social
Christian Congressman Marco
Flores said yesterday

NATION

O.J. Simpson speaks:

This is far from over'

SANTA MONICA, CaW. (AP) —
0.|. Simpson declared "this is far

from over" yesterday as the focus

in his civil case shifted to how the

football great might fend off a

crushing $33 5 million jury award.

In a brief telephone conversa-

tion with The Associated Press,

Simpson declined to discuss his

next move in court or in Hfe, say-

ing: "I don't want to join in this

circus atmosphere that's out there

at this time."

"It would be premature for me
to say anything now," he said.

"Obviously, I have feelings. But
this is far from over." Later in the

day, he went to a local goff course

and played 1 8 holes.

Simpson has played goff nearly

every day since a jury unanimously
ruled him liable and ordered him
to pay $8.5 million in the 1994
slashing deaths of Nicole Brown
Simpson and Ronald Goldman. He
even watched TV coverage of

Tuesday's $25 million punitive

ludgment against him from a golf

course bar.

While Simpson played, his chief

lawyer, Robert Baker, also kept his

silence about how he will fight the

combined $33.5 million award —
which is more than twice as much
as even Simpson's accusers say he
could ever pay.
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Student businesses object to new I.D, card
By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

With a move that has been deemed,

"bringing the University of

Massachusetts into the 21st century," a

rift has developed between the adminis-

tration and student-run businesses on
campus.

By the fall of 1997, the University will

implement the new AT&T All Campus
I.D. card which will allow students, fac-

ulty and staff to use their cards for a

variety of services on campus, including

making debit purchases at participating

businesses and at vending machines.

While several University-run busi-

nesses on campus are looking forward to

the update in technology, some student-

run business are objecting to the card on
three levels: First, they feel that students

were not sufficiently involved in the

decisici making process behind its

implementation: secondly, they feel the

cost of setting up such a system is so

high it could threaten the existence of

smaller businesses: and third, they ques-

tion the ethics behind setting up such a

system.

Paul Page, vice chancellor of
Administration and Finance, is aware of

the concerns of student businesses, how-
ever he feels that the benefits that will

come with the new card will outweigh

the initial difficulties of its set-up.

"The basic premise behind why we're

implementing the card is to provide con-

venience for the holder of the card —
and for activities on campus, to provide

efficiency in their business." Page said.

"The University Store, vending
machine companies, the Munchy stores

and the dining halls are all interested in

the same-card technology." Page said.

"Other than student businesses, this is

viewed very positively."

Peter Kilboume. secretary of Public

Policy-Relations for the Student
Government Association iSGA) ran a

meeting of representatives from student

business last week concerning the instal-

lation of the new ID system

"The University has created an unfair

slant, which we feel is a direct assault

upon student businesses," Kilbourne
said.

Costs vs. benefits

"The sky's the limit," Page said, refer-

ring to the numerous ways the new
all-campus card can be used.

However, for some student-run busi-

nesses, purchasing and maintaining the

new card readers and computer equip-

ment is simply too cost I v

According Page and lacqueline
Watrous. director of Financial Analysis

and a coordinator in the all-campus
card system, the cost of purchasing each

reader ranges between $1400 and
$4000. depending on the level of sophis-

tication of the equipment.

Watrous said there will also be addi-

tional expenses. AT&T will charge an
annual maintenance fee of $120 per

reader. A monthly user fee of $ 1 1 per

reader and a 2 percent fee on each trans-

action made with the card will finance-

administrative overhead.

"In order to provide these services we
have to create an infrastructure, and
with any system there are costs behind

it," Page said.

Student-run businesses, most of

which are non-profit, are caught in u

business paradox. They must either face

financial hardship now by purchasing

the readers on credit or nsk losing busi-

ness without the updated technology.

"We're non-profit, but we do well

and we could pay for the readers." said

Adam Feldman. co-manager of People's

Market. "Some can't afford it, like

F.arthfoods, Creenough |snack bar|.

Sweets 'n More and the Craft Center.

"They would have to use a three to

five year payment plan with a huge
amount of interest, so the total amount
of money becomes outrageous."

Amy Howland. a worker/manager at

harthfoods. agreed with Feldman.

"We don't have the money to pur-

chase these machines, and the payment

plans are difficult." Howland said.

As early as next semester, People's

card for purchases.

How land said the 2 percent transac-

tion fees could make their prices go up.

which she said, "is the last thing we
want to do."

"The reason why we're here is to pro-

vide inexpensive, healthy food."
How land said.

Page said that the administration's

expectation is that the increase in sales

generated from the card would "be more
than enough to offset the costs associat-

ed with the set-up of the system." how-
ever it may take four to five years to

recover these costs.

Student businesses who opt not to

purchase the readers. Page said, "may be

losing out on growth potential, but I'm
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Market customers like Alyssa Rulf-Fountain may be using their student ID

not sure if they'd lose their customer
basis

'•

"In a business environment, these are

the types of choices that businesses are

constantly laced with." Page said

When asked if he felt that prices on
merchandise could go up no\t semester.

Page said. "It's always a possibility
."

A lack of student involvement

Though cost is an important issue lor

the survival of student businesses, stu

dent workers arc most concerned and
even hurt by the lack d involvement

the\ tcvl they had from the cards incep-

tion.

leremy Cottrill. a member of the gov-

erning board of Commuter Area
Government, said that "the biggest issue

was that students were not involved."

Maydad Cohen, co-manager of
Campus Design & Copy, echoed
Cottrill's thoughts.

"The key issue which is most impor-

tant to all of us was that students were
not involved in the process." said Cohen.

1 hat we were not involved really

hurts tne. because this Ls supposed to be

I student-friendly campus," Howland
said.

Right now. it's too late to do any-

thing about it." Cottrill said. "The cards

Turn to CARD page 2

Annual fair assists in job search
Career Center hosts fair; all students encouraged to attend

Lakes nomination as CIA
director postponed again

By Mark McGrath
Collegian Staff

The Mather Career Center's annual campus-wide
Career Fair is bringing a record number of companies to

the University of Massachusetts for recruiting purposes
from 10 a.m to 3 p.m. today in the Campus Center.

The event, which now has corporate sponsors in

Electronic Data Systems (EDS) and Digital
Semiconductor, is geared toward seniors, graduate stu-

dents, alumni and Five College students who will soon
be entering the job market.

At the fair, a number of corporations will be recruit

ing students from all fields, ending the myth that these

events are created strictly for business and engineering
majors.

Outside of the record 125 employers, the fair brings

an extraordinary diversity of job choices to UMass stu-

dents. Some participants in the fair are Foot locker, the

United States Navy and Putnam Investments.

Another newer dimension at the Career Fair this year
will be the presence of a number of non-profit organiza-
tions. These include, for example. EF Education, the

worlds largest private educational organization, which
teaches languages and organizes cultural exchanges.

Gould Farm is a residential treatment program for the

mentally ill in Monterey. They encourage a family
atmosphere and function as a working farm, animals
and all.

"There are some really interesting companies com-
ing." said Karen Knight, co-coordinator of the Career
Fair.

In addition, jobs in the areas of publishing and envi-

ronmental studies have served to further diversify the

selection at the fair. With the presence of Random
House and Dow lones. the Career Center has hit on an
industry that has previously remained untapped.
"The addition of the publishing industry is something

we've had trouble with." Knight said.

Publishing is just one of the career opportunities that

are opening up for liberal arts majors.

"There are wonderful opportunities for liberal arts

majors. We're often seen by the University as a whole as

only serving engineering, computer science and business
majors, when in fact we are here for everyone." Knight
said. "There's an openness for liberal arts majors.*
While it is never too late to start looking for a job

when preparing to enter the "real world." loan Stoia.

the director of the Career Center recommends visiting

the center as soon as possible

"People who use the Career Center throughout their

career get better jobs than people who don't The soon-
er you start working with us. the better we are able to

help you." Sloia said.

According to a number of sources at the Career
Center, the job market is very healthy this year Knight
speculates that the health of the job market is the

flip-side of downsizing, saying that companies may now
be top-heavy in bosses and lacking in workers

If it is indeed a fruitful employment season, then now
is the time to reap the benefits

"There is a season for college recruiting and that sea-

son starts now." Stoia said. "The Career Fair signals the

beginning of the time when your efforts will be MM
rewarded

"It's a lot easier to get a job when the employer has
come looking (or vou than to wait until later when they

Turn to JOBS, page 2

By John Diamond
Associated Pnsss

u tSHINGTON \ Senate com-
mittee again postponed a hearing on
Anthony Lake's nomination a> U\
director yesterdav. citing evidence
that his aides met with a Thai busi

nesswoman who contributed to the

Democratic Pattv

Sen Richard Shelby (R-Ala.).
chairman of the Senate Intelligence

Committee, said in a one-page
announcement that the confirmation
hearing will be moved back two
weeks. Ironi K-b 2i to \1aich II.

The announcement, the second time

the committee has postponed Lake's

hearing, caught the White Hoi;

surprise onlv hours after Prcsidcni

Clinton met with Republican leaders

on Capitol Hill.

"After consulting with other con-

cerned members of the committee. I

have decided to postpone the hear-

ings." Shelby said

He cited "detailed questions" that

Lake has yet to answer about his

actions over the last four years as
Clinton's national security adviser.

The questions Shelbv said, concern
"National Securitv Council contacts

with foreign polund-raisers." Lake's
failure to divest energy stocks after

being instructed to do so. his role in

the tacit I S support lor Iranian arms
transfers to Bosnia and the lack of an
administration response to Chinese
missile exports to Pakistan.

While most of the issues listed by
Shelbv have already been extensively

discussed hv committee members and
White House aides, the reference to

foreign political fund-raisers meeting
with \SC officials was new.

In a telephone conversation. Shelby

told Clinton he was postponing
I .ike's hearing and suggested that the

White House cooperate in providing

information. Clinton expressed con-

cern about the delay and urged the
senator to consider holding the hear-

ing sooner, spokesman Mike McCurry
said.

Police blames seperatist sect for Chinese riots

By Charles Hurzler

Associated Pntss

BEIIING — Although Chinese
police blamed rioting in western
China on a banned Islamic sect, a

separatist group said yesterday that

the fighting was ignited by the pub-

lic execution of 50 young Muslims.

Accounts of last week's riots,

some of the worst in years in

restive, predominantly Muslim
northwestern China, varied widely.

One exile group claimed up to 300
people were killed and a Chinese
official said there were no deaths.

All was calm yesterday, six days
after the violence began, according

to officials and residents contacted

in Yining city, near China's border

with Kazakstan.

Reports of separatist- and reli-

gious-linked violence in Xinjiang —
home to Muslim, ethnic Turkic
groups — have increased in recent

years.

On Monday, a Yining police offi-

cer told The Associated Press that

the Uighurs, Xinjiang's largest eth-

nic group, started the violence.

Demanding independence, they
allegedly beat people to death and

burned three cars. In response, he
said, police fired in the air and
arrested up to 500 people.

But Yusupbek Mukhlisi. head of a

Kazakstan-based Uighur separatist

group, the United National
Revolutionary Front, said the riots

began after 30 young Uighurs were
publicly executed in Yining.

He said the condemned, who
were alleged to be separatists, were
shot in front of 1.000 spectators,

including (heir relatives.

Contradicting other reports, which
said the rioting was on Wednesday
and Thursday. Mukhlisi said the

fighting began Friday.

In yet another explanation. Ma
Shiqiang. director of the Yining
police department's administrative

office, said about 200 demonstra-
tors of an "illegal religious organiza-

tion... took off all their clothes and
shouted slogans like 'Don't sleep.

Don't eat. Don't work.'"

Ma said no one was killed and
that about 100 police officers broke
up the protest, arresting five ring-

leaders of the group, known as

"Tabilike."

Ismail Cengiz of the East
Turkestan Immigrants Association.

a pro-independence Uighur group
based in Istanbul. Turkey, said earli-

er this week that 200 Muslim rioters

and about 100 Chinese soldiers
were killed in the fighting.

The varying accounts could not

be reconciled. The governments in

Beijing and Xinjiang seldom give

permission for Western reporters to

visit the region.

Independence sentiment has
strengthened among the Uighurs
(pronounced wee-gers). fueled by
resentment against Chinese migra-

tion, the creation of Kazakstan and
other Central Asian nations after

the breakup of the Soviet Union,
and by Iranian fundamentalism.

Last year, separatist groups held

running gunbattles with police and
tried to assassinate an Islamic leader

seen as pro-Chinese. Beijing in turn

ordered the Xinjiang government to

wipe out the separatists and illegal

religious groups that support them.
Police patrols have been doubled to

search cars and people, but Ma said

there was no curfew or security cor-

don around the city, about 220
miles east of Kazakstan's capital.

Almaty. and 1.700 miles west of
Beijing.

"Life and Legacy"
L4UMN KOSK* COUfCUVN

Dax Munna, a sophomore sports management major, looks at the
"lackie Robinson: Life and Legacy" exhibit at the Visual and
Performing Arts space at Student Union yesterday afternoon.
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For Your Information
FYh ire public service announcements printed daily To submit an
FYI. please send a press release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the contact person to

the Category, c/o the Managing tdrtor by noon the previous day.

Wednesday. Feb. 12

lair — The ALANA Career Fair. "A World of
Opportunities ut Your Doorstep," will be held from 7-9

pan. in ihe Campus Center, rooms 162-176. All stu-

dents are welcome to meet with prospective employers
and/or inquire about Co-Op/lnternship/|ob opportuni-

ties. For more info, contact Dianna Dunn at 545-6266.
Forum — A public forum about services for people

living with HIV/ AIDS in Hampshire County, sponsored
by the Hampshire County Ryan While II HIV
Consortium along with their Consumer Advisory Board.

will be held from 4-5 p.m. at The Depot, 125 Pleasant

Si .. Northampton
Wetting — Circle K International, a campus commu-

nity service group, is having a meeting at 8 p.m. down-
siairs in the Campus Center. We will be holding elec-

tions. New members welcome. For more info, cal Aimee
or Suzanne at bb5-7712 or stop by our office at 409
Student Union.

Meeting — Undergraduate Employee Organization, a

group dedicated lo securing and protecting the rights of

-tudent employees, will hold a meeting at 7:50 p.m. in

41 5 Student Union.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry Society will have this

week- meeting in the Student Union Duke's Room at 7

p.m. New member-. ;ire ulua\s welcome For directions

to the Duke's Room or more info, call Tim at 546-0562
or Kayeat 546-1459.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition will hold a

meeting at 7 p.m. in the 506 Student Union. New
members welcome.

Music — An Improv jam Session (invited musician-

1

will be held at the Blue Moon Gallery Cafe at 7 p.m.

The event is fl

Thursday. Feb. 13

Concert The Blue Moon Gallery Cafe in Amherst
will host lonalhan Stevens, tolk. acoustic, at 8 p.m. The
event is free.

niscus-.Mii — \n informal discussion on "Spirituality

and Identity" will take place at 7 p.m. in Campus
Center, room 805-809. All are welcome to participate.

For more info, call 546-5174.

Discussion The live College Program in Peace &
World Security Studies will sponsor a Five College

panel on "Clinton's Foreign Policy: The Road Ahead."

The program will be held at 7:50 p.m. in Franklin
Patterson Building. West Lecture Hall at Hampshire
College. The event is free, and open to the public, and
wheelchaii KCCttibte.

Information — The Golden Key National Honor
Society will have a table in the Campus Center con-

course from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. to promote AIDS aware-

ness t tec conjoins, candy, red ribbons and information

I'M -.ilc -e\ will be distributed.

Lecture — Louise Rice, director ol Education of the

AIDS Committee, will present a lecture entitled. "I- the

AIDS Epidemic Over or Has it lust Changed
Direction?* at 12:50 p.m. in Campus Center room 805
Free.

Meditation — The Bangs Senior Center will hold
IK jti ti Heart and Soul to Soul Communication" from
7-9 p.m. at 70 Boltwood Walk. Amherst

ting — Pi Sigma Alpha Honor Society will be

hotting ihe -econd annual Career Forum for political

ICience majors from 450-6 p.m. on the sixth floor of

I hump-on Tower. For more info, contact Bill Ramsey at

549 1055.

Friday. Feb. 14

Exhibit Makes a Family: Living in Lesbian
and Gav families" ia photograph text exhibit) opens at

I Mj-- with a special Valentine's Day reception. The
icception will be held in the Campus Center Graduate
I OMkJSJ from 7-9 p.m. The exhibit will remain in the

lounge until Feb. 29. Co-sponsored by the Stonewall

Center.

Information - The Golden Key National Honor
Society will have a table in the Campus Center con-

course from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. to promote AIDS aware-

nc-s. Free condoms, candy, red ribbons and information

on safe sex will be distributed.

Lecture — "The Eruption of Krakatau and the

Processes of Explosive Volcanism," a lecture by Steve

Cary. University of Rhode Island, will take place at

3:50 p.m. in Morrill II South, room 131. Part of the

Geoscience Lecture Series.

Music — "Something Every Friday." a free weekly
program series of special activities sponsored by the

Campus Activities Office, presents |ohn Akers at 8 p.m.

in the Bluewall Cafe. Akers music includes influences

from gospel, pop. folk, punk, country and zydeco.

Music — The Blue Moon Gallery Cafe in Amherst
will hold an Open Mic Night at 8 p.m. Everyone is wel-

come. Free.

Notices

Health services — Confused, afraid, or just curious?

IV sou have questions about sex, STDs, alcohol, drugs,

eating disorders, HIV/AIDS, stress management or

quitting smoking or chewing tobacco? Don't know who
to ask? Call the Peer Health Connections phoneline at

UMass at 577- 5168. Trained students will anonymous-
ly answer your questions and tell you where to go for

more help.

Commencement Housing — A limited number of resi-

dence hall rooms will be available or the relatives and
friends of graduating UMass students for the night of

Saturday. May 24. Commencement Housing applica-

tions are available at the University Conference Service

Office, 918 Campus Center. To guarantee a reservation,

completed forms with full payment must be returned to

University Conference Services by May 1 . There will be
no on-site reservations.

Comedy — The UMass improv comedy show Mission

Improvable will perform every Saturday in the Campus
Center Basement at 8 p.m. Free.

Chemical exchange — The UMass Reuse/Exchange
inventory is now available at

http://www.unix.oit.umass.edu/-safety/rexl.html. The
items on this list are available free of charge and will be

delivered on a first-come, first-served basis. Call

545-2682 for more info.

II nting — Spectrum Magazine is accepting submis-

-ion- for poetry, prose, artwork and photography for its

spring release. The magazine is open to all Five College

staff and students, and is a registered student organiza-

tion Please come by the office at 406E Student Union
or come by the concourse table in the Campus Center
this week.

Karate — The UMass Shotoran Karate Club is now
accepting new members. No prior experience necessary.

Come watch and join our daily training in a traditional

lapanese martial art. For more info, contact Loukia at

549- 8058 or Ian at 549 5485.

Internships — Internships are available working on
Earth Day. Hunger, Recycling and Clean Air. Call

Melanie at MassPirg. 545-0199 or stop by the office at

4- > A Student Union.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer
Valley in South Amherst will provide rides to church.

Pick up is at 9:40 a.m. on campus. Call Mark at

251 0561 for more information.

Support group — RF.FLECT. the Five College
bereavement support program is offering two support

group* this semester: A grief support group for those

who have experienced the death of someone close to

them, and an illness group for those currently coping
with the serious illness of a loved one. If you or some-
one you know is interested, please call us at 577-5316
for more information.

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES PRESENTS

Something Every Friday

SINGER
JOHN AKERS

February 14, 1997 8:00pm
Bluewall Cafe FREE

John is a very gifted singer/songtvriter. The music he writes and performs includes a
very wide range of influences; from gospel to pop, and folk to punk.

John was voted the"Best Male Vocalist' by Freetime Magazine. For more information

check out our website:

hllf llvme iiimx etnlctrnijwll<vr*ts/ciltndi' him

The movie "The Associate" will be shown in the Student Union Ballroom at

8pm and again at 10pm
This program is made possible by a Grant from the Auxilliary

Services Office, the Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the Daily Collegian.

7pm, Feb 14M 5
th

at the MULLINS CENTER

4̂*1
"0C%

University ofM—tMmtSMWM Amherst

firS*"

Pick up your tickets at:

« Curry Hicks Cage
'TIX' in the
Student Union

B8F"

m
«» Hockey Table in the
Campus Center

" At the Game

Be a Part of the Action

card
continued from page 1

are here, the contracts have been signed with AT&T."
Cohen said that their goal now is to build a better relation-

ship with the administration to prevent the "misoommunica-

tions" he said occurred with the planning of the card.

SGA did pass a motion in December 1996, calling for more
student input and voting power on the card issue. They also

requested free machines and no fees for student-run business-

es. According to Kilbourne, however, Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Tom Robinson has not responded to their

morion.

"We (students) need to see that in the future, we are

involved in all decisions that are being made." Kilbourne said.

Cohen said an unofficial advisory board on the all-campus

card with five to six representatives from student businesses

and SGA was recently set up.

"It's a good first-step," Cohen said.

Many student-run businesses would say the first step has

come too late. Feldman, (lowland, and Cottrill all said they

believe Auxiliary Services knew about the card four years ago,

providing ample time for the dining halls and University busi-

nesses to build a budget.

"We just found out about it last semester." Cottrill said.

"Students have been kept in the dark on purpose," Feldman
said.

Watrous, however, said the idea of the card only arose in

the 1993-94 semester.

"We performed surveys, created focus group- and a task

force and it certainly felt like a good thing." Watrous said.

According to Watrous. the administration worked with peo-

ple in Student Activities over the past year and a half.

"Nobody's forcing anyone to do anything," Page said

"Big Brother" UMass?

With the range of possibilities afforded by the information

stored on the new l.D. cards, some students have raised the

question of whether or not the card is ethical.

For example. Housing Services has already begun installing

Diebold card-key access systems to the entrance of residence

halls in Southwest Residential Area, and plans to do likewise

throughout the entire campus. Entrance in and out of the

dorms can be monitored for safety purposes.

The new card carries all student validation information, as

well as library barcode and campus facility membership infor-

mation to eliminate the need for stickers on the card.

Page also said the possibility of gated parking lots with card

access instead of window stickers is on the horizon.

"SCERA 1 Student Center for Educational Research &
Advocacy) is tackling the privacy issue of the card," Feldman

said. "It can monitor the food we eat, what we buy. Will they

give student information to businesses, and put us on mailing

lists?"

No. according to Watrous.

"Certainly privacy is an issue when using any card,"

Watrous said. "But that's not what this information is being

collected for. We will be following all Privacy Acts."

Page said that the use of information generated from the

card would be limited to figuring out when the busiest hours

are at the Bluewall for staffing purposes, or determining what

product sells well at a particular vending machine, for exam-

ple.

What do the students want?

According to Watrous' studies, the demand for updated

card services has come largely from the students. She also said

similar programs have been very successful on other campus-

es.

Samira Sheth, a junior biology major, expressed these same

sentiments.

"I think it's a very good idea, especially for people who eat

in the Bluewall and the Coffee Shop," Sheth said.

Marty Keane. a junior sports management major, agreed

that, in concept, the idea is good, out added that a financial

responsibility will now be placed on students.

"A couple of friends of mine who go to school in Iowa

recently got a similar card system, and they tend to spend exor-

bitant amounts of money." Keane said.

"It's a good idea in terms of convenience, but 1 don't think

enough students are fiscally responsible enough to have it."

Keane said.

"I know a lot of other campuses have this, but we are a very

unique campus with student-run cooperatives," (lowland said.

How land feels that many students do not realize how the

new card could affect them.

"People have to think about the ramifications." (lowland

said. "If you enjoy student-run businesses, support them.

Speak out. We need to know you're behind us.

"Every aspect of this campus will be affected."

The pros and cons of the card issue will continue to be dis-

cussed, but the ultimate decision remains with the administra-

tion.

"How do we balance their issues with the other 22.000 stu-

dents who want convenience?" Page asked.
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have stopped looking."

Asked how UMass graduates rate

out in the job market, Stoia said

that they are "very popular and
competitive."

"We're known for quality, and
the demonstration of that is that we
have many more companies that

want to come than we can accom-
modate. But the candidate can't rely

on that alone if they've done noth-

ing else to prepare," Stoia said.

The fair is by no means only open
to seniors. Knight recommends that

as many students as possible (fetch

it out, if only for research and for

garnering ideas on how to approach
getting a job in the future.

For those who are anticipating

making a pitch for a job. Knight
advises a snappy resume, which the

Career Center can help you put
together. She also suggests careful

consideration of the choices.

Knight also recommends that stu-

dents know what they're looking for

before going into the fair. She sug-

gests engaging the interviewers in

conversation and finding out what
you can add to their organization.

Most importantly, she emphasizes
following up by sending a letter or

thank you note to the interviewer.

"Many of the people representing

companies at the fair are screeners

only," Knight said. "If they aren't

hiring for your particular major, ask

if there is another department
which would be interested in what
you do."

The biggest mistake students
make is not following up their

inquiries. Knight said. Students
must demonstrate that they are

interested in the prospect of work-

ing for a particular company.
"Employers are interested in

interested people." Knight said.

A co-op and summer job fair,

also sponsored by the Career
Center, will be held tomorrow in

the Campus Center for students
who will not be graduating this

semester, but are still interested in

gaining experience over the summer
or for a semester during their acade-

mic career.

Representatives of the Career
Center will be leading workshops
for students who would like an
introduction to the services of the

Career Center. All interested stu-

dents arc welcome to attend.
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'«« FAC director, Tillis, wins honors

Sitting by the side

IAUMN KOSKT / COUGUN

)en Aylward, a freshman education major sits on the steps of the Campus Center, taking advantage of

yesterday's warmer temperatures.

By Seema Gangotirkar

Collegian Staff

The state of Massachusetts has

chosen the Director of the

University of Massachusetts Fine

Arts Center as one of its 10 recipi-

ents of the 1997 Commonwealth
Awards.

Dr. Frederick C. Tillis will

receive the state's highest honor in

a celebration to be held at the State

House in March. Tillis, who has

directed the Fine Arts Center since

1978, will receive the

Commonwealth Award for his

organizational leadership of the

Fine Arts Center.

"|The award) means as the direc-

tor of the Fine Arts Center that we
have developed an organization
that is outstanding," Tillis said.

-The Commonwealth Awards are

given biennially for outstanding
contributions in the arts, humani-
ties and sciences.

"(The award) is designed to

acknowledge people every two
years or so who the state feels have
made a very valuable contribution

to the community," Tillis said. "Its

recognition is a sense of what the

state feels about art."

Tillis came to the University in

1970 as a member of the music fac-

ulty. In 1978. he was named direc-

tor of the Fine Arts Center.

In the role of director, he wanted
the Fine Arts Center to have some
sort of distinguishing characteristic.

"One of my priorities was to see

that [art) was more comprehensi\c
then what it recognized as art."

Tillis said, citing examples of how

most music presented is

Eurocentric and he wanted to bring

American music to the Fine Arts

Center.

Tillis' approach to the arts

encompasses a broad, multi- cul-

tural view. The various art galleries

and theaters that compose the Fine

Arts Center make it possible to pre-

sent a wide spectrum of art in the

form of music, dance, theater and

artwork.

"Some people think it's just a

building, but it's more than a build-

ing, it's a concept," Tillis said. "My
approach is that it embraces the

universality of what art means.
Every culture is represented at one

time or another."

Tillis' focus avoids concentrating

on certain cultures or certain art

forms.

Arafat greets 3 1 freed Palestinian female

prisoners after release from Israeli prison

By Samar Assad
Associated Press

Black Affairs is dead . • •

without writers to keep it alive. The Black Affairs Page is looking for creative,

dedicated writers to present on the page. If you've been meaning to get involved,

this is your time. All members of the ALANA community with am interest are

urged to come to a general interest meeting on, Tuesday, Feb. \b at 7:00 p.m.

This is your voice. Utilize it and give Humphrey brown ill a call at 546-0977 or

come down to the Collegian in the Campus Center 3aeement.
a-

RAMALLAH. West Bank — Waving clenched fists

and "V" for victory signs, 31 Palestinian women
prisoners were freed from Israeli prisons yesterday
after the Supreme Court rejected a final petition to

block their release.

Hundreds of friends and family members mobbed
the women as they arrived early this morning in the

autonomous West Bank town of Ramallah. where they

were greeted by Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat.

"I'm proud to be on free Palestinian land!" shout-
ed Abir Wehaibi, 27, as she climbed off a bus and
was surrounded by ecstatic relatives.

Wehaibi was convicted of heading a militant group
that attacked Israeli soldiers and settlers. She served
four-and-a- half years of a life sentence.

The release of the women — several of whom
were involved in deadly attacks on Israelis —
brought Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
severe criticism from hardliners, including his own
supporters.

Several dozen protesters carrying signs reading
"Freed to kill again" and "Kill lews for peace"
marched outside Netanyahu's office in Jerusalem
during the day. Three of the demonstrators carried a

coffin with a sign reading "Victims of peace." Arafat

called the releases a good sign for peace with Israel.

'No doubt this will help the relationship between
the two peoples." he told reporters in Ramallah.
The releases came after a year of delays and wran-

gling and a long day of waiting and confusion.

Seven women had left the prison earlier yesterday
— but one was brought back by her jailers because
of the Supreme Court petition and three others
insisted on being returned to prison in solidarity

with her. Finally, after II p.m.. all the remaining
prisoners, their hands bound with plastic cuffs,

climbed onto a bus to make the trip to freedom.
The petition to block the release was filed by a

group representing families of Israeli terror victims,

which argued that some of the women were not on
the original list authorized by the government.
The court had thrown out another appeal by the

group on Monday. Aisha Abu-Hazem, who served
two years of a i 2-year sentence for stabbing a

policeman, expressed mixed feelings about her
release.

"I'm not happy that I left while there are still pris-

oners in the prison — and I mean all prisoners,

including the men." she said after shaking hands
with Arafat in Ramallah.

About 3.000 Palestinian men remain in Israeli

jails, most on charges of anti-Israeli violence. Arafat
said the release of the Palestinian men was high on
his agenda for peace negotiations. Earlier in the day.

Palestinian women in traditional village costumes
danced in a jubilant circle after the first prisoner —
Lamia Marouf — was released.

Marouf. 31, was driven in a white van from
Sharon Prison to Ben Gurion International Airport.

Marouf. who served 10 years of a life term for mem-
bership in a group that kidnapped and killed an
Israeli soldier, was deported to Brazil, where she has
dual citizenship and her daughter lives.

Marouf rented and drove the car used in the kid-

napping. Her husband, also a member of the group,
remains imprisoned in Israel. The releases yesterday
were among the promise- in the peace accords with

the Palestinians signed b> Netanyahu's dovish prede-

cessors. As opposition leader, Netanyahu fought bit-

terly against the agreements, but after his May elec-

tion victory he said he would honor Israel's commit-
ments to the Palestinians.

Initially, the women were set to be freed in the fall

of 1995. but Israel's president and an army comman-
der at the time refused to pardon five women
involved in killing Israelis — and the others
remained behind bars in a show of solidarity

The releases were finalized in a Sunday meeting
between Netanyahu and Arafat.
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COMING SOON...
VALENTINE'S DAY!

• Whether you...Want to be funny/play a joke

• Want to make a good friend smile

• Be a secret admirer

• Want to say a little "I love you"

Reserve Your Valentine's Day Collegian Personal

by Wednesday, February 1 2th

for the Collegian's Friday, February 14th

Valentine's Day Issue.

Place as many as you like - No Limit per person.

For more information call the Collegian @
545-3500 Drop off order forms @ Collegian in

the Campus Center basement or mail to 1 1

3

Campus Center, Amherst, MA 01003 (by 2/12)

Inaert one character , apace, or punctuation mar* per bo* us* capital tartars where they apply • Coat figured on each Una of torn used
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The death of grunge

Meredith

It's
been rumored for years, but last week I finally

saw it. It was disheartening, depressing and down-
right ugly. Yes, kids, I finally saw the death of

"grunge." courtesy of the new Bush video. It's about 10
minutes long, and has some stupid story about Gavin
Rossdale being harassed by cops, (apparently there was
a murder or a robbery or a jaywalker or something), and
then he turns into a fly.

Two points to make here. One. pompous, overblown
rock star-esque projects, such as this, are ^^^^^^^
the reason why "alternative" sprouted up

| 'N&iflHi
in the first place, which is ironic in a

cyclical kind of way. And two. the only

thing Rossdale would ever be arrested for

is Bush's last album.

But this all got me thinking. What is going to happen
to all these grunge bands who can't sell records any-
more? We can't just throw them out on the streets, or

can we? Of course not! So I called around, and 1 think I

can find at least a few of these guys a job.

•*•

Candlcbox — They'd move back to Seattle and work
at lack-in-the-Box. (You know, that fake McDonalds
out in the Pacific Northwest that had those hamburgers
that killed people a few years back i Customers could

have the option of either eating one of those "killer

burgers" or listening to the band's first album. Hither

way. they'd be dead in an hour. After they get tired,

because, as we all know, they suck. the\ could cut lawns

until their big reunion show, which could be held at

Yankee Candle in the year 2014. They could bill the

show as "Yankee Candle-Box-Palooza 14."

•at

Stone Temple Pilots — Two words for Scott
Weiland— : rehab counselor. The way I see it, he's been
there so many times, he has to know the drill by now
You just go.'Ycs. yes. I know your parents didn't low
you. you just needed to escape, no. no. the world
doesn't hate you." You know, stuff like that. How hard
can it be?

•••

Better Than Ezra — They can make the M**gMl come-

back of them all by pretending that the singer, that guv
with the curly hair, is dead, and then go Beatle csque
and put out a double album called. "Sgt. Pepper 'i

Lonely Suck- Ass Band." To further ensure their

longevity and credibility, they could sing the words.
"The guy with the curly hair is dead." over and over
again — backwards throughout the album.

...

Silvcrchair — College.

...

Rage Against the Machine — They could organize a

radical left-wing take-over of America, which I think

R.E.M. — In between making amazing albums.
Michael Stipe could clean up by competing
in "Alien Look-Alike" contests all over the

world. It wouldn't be easy though. He'd
have to expect tough competition from the

likes Houston Rocket Sam Cassell. Celine

Dion and Duke center Greg Newton.

Pearl |am — Now I still love Pearl |am, but if they
keep putting out records like So Code, they'll have to

find real jobs pretty soon. It shouldn't be too hard, espe-

cially for Eddie Vedder. He could be Neil's Young's
administrative assistant, much like Mr. Smithers on the

"Simpsons." He could get Neil's coffee (cream, no
sugar), answer phone calls and pick up his arthritis

medication. My advice to Mr. Young, though — don't
let Eddie book tour dates! Before you know it, you'll be
playing in a barn in Leverett or a racetrack in Athol.

•••

Sponge II they would just come out of the closet

and accept their fate, they could make a decent living as

a Winger cover band. They could call themselves
"Seventeen," and if someone ever asked them to sing
that Sponge song, (they only had one. right?), they
would just say. "Who?"

•••

Yon know what, though? I am not crying in my beer
o\cr the death of this corporate-induced grunge era.

Pearl |am. Nirvana and lane's Addiction put out really

good music at a time when the rest of it was crap.
t except for Bon |ovi. of course) and that's why we start-

ed to listen to it, because it was quality, and it spoke to

us on a level you can't package and sell in a Sam
Goody's. They took that as a sign that we liked it

because it was "alternative," and we were all disenfran-

chised whiners. but they were wrong. We liked it

because it was good, and that's the bottom line. What
they'll never understand is that bands like Phish. the
Beasiie Boys and Beck, bands that push the boundaries
and create real music for people who'll appreciate it,

have done more for alternative music than all the
Dishwallas. Smashing Pumpkins and Nixons put togeth-

er.

So rest in peace, grunge. We'll be waiting for you on
your reunion tour in 20 years.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian columnist.

The expensive truth on gas

Daniel

Levenson

If
you trust the "information"

provided by the American
Petroleum Industry (API), we

should all be bowing down at the

feet of the all-mighty oil compa-
nies in praise of the reasonable
prices we pay for gasoline.

Well, maybe that's a little

harsh, but then again maybe not.

In a document entitled "How
Much We Pay for Gasoline." pub
lished by the APIs
Policy Analysis and
Strategic Planning

Department, the

group attempts to

explain, through '

incomprehensible piles of daunt-
ing data and uncogently con-
structed sentences why we should

all love the oil companies. Or at

least try to understand them.

They try to explain everything

from how we actually pay less (or

gasoline now than consumers did

in the 1930s to the many ways
the petroleum industry has imple-

mented changes and new regula-

tions that the federal government
has mandated.

In my I Ith grade chemistry
class my teacher told us about a

little thing called "manipulation
of data." Now before the oil exec-

utives leap out of their

La-Z-Boys and break their
spleens in an attempt to run for

their cell phones and lawyers
offices, I am not accusing the API
of blatantly lying to the American
public in an attempt to sell us

more fossil fuels.

Rather, what I am putting forth

is the notion that perhaps the
information presented in these

pages is the result of someone
taking a bunch of facts and jum-
bling them around until they look

how someone wants them to

It's like watching a 3-D movie
without the glasses, you can still

see the movie, but some things

will appear slightly askew

.

A perfect example of this can
be found in the documents open-
ing paragraph, where the authors

state. "The average annual cost of

motor gasoline to consumers was

less jn |9<J5 (in inflation-adjust-

ed 1 995 dollars terms) than it has
ever been over the entire 77 year
history of recorded pump prices."

W hat the hell docs that mean?
The price may actualK be lower

in inflation-adjusted terms, but

in a significantly more real and
applicable way. the fact is that

when I go the gas pumps to fill

up my car I am paying around
SI. 30 for a gallon of

unleaded regular
gas. and people in

I ^43 were paying
approximately $110
per gallon.

In my mind, "rate of inflation"

is virtually irrelevant, but anyway
you slice it. a 20 cent increase
since 1993 can add up. For every

five gallons of gas a person puis

in their car they are paying $1.00
more than someone filling their

car with the same grade of gaso-

line in 1919
A significant part of the

increase in the cost to consumers,
according to the document,
comes from gasoline taxes levied

at the state and federal level.

Taxes on gasoline total 42.4
cents per gallon in 1995 — that

further breaks down into 18.4

cents per gallon in federal taxes

and 22 cents per gallon in state

taxes.

In seven stale ilieie is a sales

tax imposed. These include:
California. Georgia. Hawaii,
Indiana. Illinois. Michigan and
New York. These states
"...account for more than a third

of the motor fuel used in the
United Sun
Hmm... so who is to blame

here? The oil companies, the
States? The federal government?
Well, what about the consumer?
After all. if people didn't drive

the indusin would have no
market for its product Maybe we
should all shut up and ride bikes

and horses

Certainly all of the above men-
tioned groups share part of the

blame, but the sale of motor fuel

does have to be regulated at dif-

ferent levels, and I suppose the

government does have a right to

tax the product at different lev-

els.

So the federal government
takes their cut. albeit a seemingly
large one from my gallon of gas,

and then the state jumps in too.

The consumer is basically held

prisoner by the fact that we live

in a country with comparatively
very little public transportation

outside of major urban centers.

which leaves us with a nation of

drivers dependent on their

mechanical steads for everything

from driving to the store to pick

up frozen tortillas to driving the

U.S. mail across the country.

We are so vitally dependent on
the oil companies it is sickening.

So perhaps the American driver

can be blamed for a lot of things,

but in all likelihood the ridicu-

lous price of a gallon of gas is not

one of them.

Lastly, the oil companies have
to make some money from their

product, but at what point does
the amount charged by the com-
pany become exuberant?
The answer to that question is

not easily found. When I spoke
with Dorothy Beeler. from
Texaco's U.S. Public and
Government Affairs department,
she explained that she is not
allowed to talk about how Texaco
determines the price they are
going to charge for gasoline.

She also told me that she
couldn't speak for any other com-
pany since they are forbidden to

discuss pricing policies with
other petroleum companies, since

that would constitute price fix-

ing.

This brings me to the final

point, the petroleum industry
charges us a seemingly unfair
price for a product which, if we
own cars are forced to buy.

And regardless of state and
federal taxes, someone is getting

rich, and it's coming out of our
pockets.

Daniel E. Levenson is a
Collegian columnist.

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this paee are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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they're doing right now anyways. They'd rename the
country Amerikka. change the national anthem to "Bulls

on Parade" and end each session of Congress by shout-

ing "#$%& you. I won't do what you tell me!"
(PS. I've said it before and I'll say it again. Zach Dela

Rocha would be a lot less angry if somebody would just

give him a hug once in awhile.)
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A sorority of my very own

Jamie

Last week I experienced some-
thing I have never experienced

before. By the constant urging

of a good friend of mine, and the
nerve to try something new — I went
to sorority rush. It started out as a

joke. People talked, they were
shocked, they didn't believe it — how
could I join forces with them?

From the beginning. I

kept running over in my
mind what it might be
like to actually be in a

sorority. Would I hate

it? Or even more scary.
'

—

would I love it? Could some fun acrP
ally emerge out of the experience, or
would it just be a complete failure?

Well, in truth rushing was fun, for

the first 20 seconds.

Walking into the Newman Center
on the second night of rush. I was in

a state of extreme amazement. There
were hundreds of girls waiting, some
more dressed up than others, some
looking bored, others nervous, others

annoyed. As I made my way. I passed
them to go talk to my rush counselor.

every head looked up at my passing. I

figured this was some ritual way of

checking me out. seeing if I was good
enough — if I fit the status quo.

This was my first night of formal
rush. I had the opportunity to go to

three different houses, and in short,

experience three different worlds that

contrasted significantly from my
world and with each other.

My first house was quite over-
whelming. I walked in laughing. My
laughter was caused in part by sheer

nervousness (would they catch on to

me?) and in part by complete silli-

ness.

Inside, the other rushees and I

were serenaded by a group of singing

girls. This ritual I found amazing, as

Two takes on O.J.

To the Editor:

Professor DuBois speculated dar-

ingly on the reason for the white
male's "continuing fascination" with

the Simpson case. He says its sum-
mons up "memories among white
males (including me| of the freedom
their fathers and their father's
fathers had with black women" from
1619 onwards. It engenders "white
male guilt... for the wholesale viola-

tion of black women by white men
during the days of slavery..."

Now Prof. DuBois may be privy to

information about my forefathers
that I lack, and that millions of other

white males lack about their forefa-

thers, but if we all lack that informa-

tion how can we have memories of
what these forefathers supposedly
did and feel guilty about?
Then again, my forefathers, and

those of millions of other white
males, arrived in America well after

the Civil War, and neither I nor
these millions feel any guilt over the

despicable behavior of slave own-
ers. We do not believe in collective

guilt.

Professor DuBois. no doubt inad-

vertently, seems to be stereotyping
white males, offering racist general-

izations, insulting our fathers and
grandfathers and ignoring the key
question of whether, for him.
Simpson the human being — not the

Sinsheimer

it happened at all three of the houses
I visited that evening. After we signed

in, we were escorted to seats and
became immediately engaged in con-
versation with the sisters.

They were nice. I am not going to

say that they weren't. I did have a

good time talking to over a hundred
girls in the course of three hours. I

met a lot of interesting

people, and I was
made to believe that

they were as open
minded as they could
possibly be. but this

changed two days after rush.

Returning home from the night. I

explained what had happened to my
girlfriend and my roommate. I was so

excited about how friendly everyone
was. that I encouraged them to rush

too. just for the experience. I knew in

my heart that I was not the "type" to

join a sorority, but for a while the sis-

ters made me feel welcome.

As with everything, there is usually

almost always a negative and positive

side to things. Almost expectantly, a

down side emerged as well.

As pan of formal rush, all partici-

pants are required to wear a name tag

for identification purposes. In one
house, about six of us were in the

midst of conversation, when one of

the sisters (in the house] reached for

a rushee's shoulder to nudge her out

of the way in order to make her name
tag visible. With this came the
remark from the sister, maybe to pro-

tect herself or the girl, which went
something like this: "Don't worry,
I'm not trying to check you out or
anything."

With this came the thought. "What
if these girls knew I was lesbian?
How would they feel about my being

in their house?" Aside from that, it

Letters to the Editor

was also an upsetting remark to hear

Unfortunately, that wasn't the only

thing that happened in the course of

the week.

Speaking to a woman who is on
the inside oi this territory. I found
out in part what I believe to be the

real truth. Through her. I found out

the two real reasons as to why I was
cut from a certain hOMK

I list, they supposedly caught on to

me and found out that 1 was doing a

story lor the Collegian, and second

(this is a good one) baateu.se I was ies

bian. ..

They knew* that I was a lesbian
since they do some pretty heavy duty

research on all their candidates, and
hence found out that I was the GLB
editor. What it I really wanted to rush

and 1 was working for the paper,
would they cut me regardless

'

Now. after I heard this. I wasn't as

shocked as I thought I would be. in

actuality I figured that they wouldn't

want me because of my sexual orien-

tation. It was a shame since I felt a

certain way about things that night I

returned home, and my image of one
of the houses I visited became com-
pletely tarnished over the course of
the week.

Lven though my experience in one
or two houses was a bit disturbing. I

am not naming all the sororities
accountable. I still encourage every-

one I know to go to rush, formal or
informal, just for the experience. I

feel this because I know everyone will

have a different experience than I did

Hey. if not. maybe we can get a

bunch of lesbians and bisexuals to

form their own sorority — now that

would give some of those girls a run
for their money, wouldn't it?

lamie Sinsheimer is a Collegian
column i si

black man — is in fact guilty of a

double murder. DuBois' theory also

fails to explain why while and black

women and black men also find the

trial fascinating.

May I suggest that the case is fasci-

nating not primarily because of the

race issue — injected long after the

trial began by Simpson's lawyers —
but because of its truly tragic charac-

ter: the harrowing fall of a rich hero

due to a fatal flaw in his character,

and his hubris in thinking that he
could get away with his crimes?

Arnold Silver

Professor of English

To the Editor:

The Op/Ed piece by David G.
DuBois regarding "Race and the O.J.

Simpson case" reveals the author to

be just as racist as the dreaded
"white male."

Mr. DuBois' argument relies heavi-

ly on "straw men." a rhetorical
device that sets up an argument or
viewpoint for the sole purpose of
being refuted. That the argument is

not held or defended by the opposing
side is not important, for its inten-

tion is to distract from authentic dis-

course that might require compro-
mise.

To claim that the "white, under-
ground information network" (of
which Mr. DuBois includes the vic-

tims families) was outraged by the

Simpson criminal trial because it

would provide a channel of retalia-

tion for black males is a perfect
example of such a "straw man" argu-

ment. Since this claim is not actually

held, it does not require a defense.

Yet. it serves as a distraction from
the overwhelming evidence that 0.|.

Simpson killed Nicole Brown
Simpson and Ronald Goldman.

No, Mr. DuBois. the real outrage
of rational white and black America
is caused by our fear that the justice

system can be so undermined by a

cadre of opportunists. The trail of
DNA between Rockingham and
Brentwood, the unexplained cuts on
Mr. Simpson's hand, the 911 tapes
and photos of a battered Nicole
Simpson, the Bruno Magli shoes, the
"suicide" note, the thwarted escape
in the Bronco — complete with a

gun. thousands of dollars, a disguise,

a receipt for the disguise (have I left

anything out. 0.J, cognoscenti?) are
no match for an improbable police
conspiracy to the most susceptible
members of society.

Thus, the interracial fetish you
accuse the "white, underground
information network" of having must
be an artifact of your own projection,

Mr. DuBois. further, as an apologist

for a probable murderer and definite

liar, you lose your credibility.

Remember Mr. DuBois. falsus in

uno. falsus in omnibus.

Matthew Brown
Bclchertown
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'Bright* times

for Pavement
By Mike Burke

Collegian Staff

PAVEMENT
Brighten the Corners

Matador/Capitol

Not since R.K.M.s early days of college radio star-
dom has an American band intrigued the underground
music scene by simply playing rock music like
Pavement has. Unlike their cutting edge peers fiddling
and diddling with electronic gadgets and remixes,
I'.ucment has remained true to its roots and continues
to belt out the best rock music around bar none.

Brighten the Corners adds yet another chapter to
Pavement's near flawless back catalog (see sidebar).
On their fourth studio album, the band breaks little

new ground musically, but weaves together a beautiful
album with few dry spots.

Recorded by Mitch Easter (of R.E.M., Game Theory
tame) during a two week span last summer. Brighten
the Corners' production is a far cry from their early

four-track days. Songs like "Transport is Arranged."
with its Pet Sounds- esque instrumentation (flutes

included) and breaks, mark a new progression for
I'.nement — a band formerly renowned for their sini

pie recording methods.

Stereo." the album's first single — and deservedly
so — captures the band at its best. Lead vocalist
Steven Malkimus quickly finds himself spewing out his

notoriously obscure and often hilarious lyrics: "What
about the voice of Geddy Lee? / How did it get so
high? / I wonder if he speaks like an ordinary guy

"

I lien part-time drummer, and full-time entertainer
Bob Nastanovich chimes in "I know im and he does."

But "Stereo" magnifies Pavement's problem (or per-

haps good fortune) in relating to the so-called alterna-

tive rock world — this band is just too weird in a

not-so-weird kind of way. While his peers sing about
leen angst. death and drugs. Malkimus finds himself

COUHT15Y CAM. BUTT.NSKY

Pavement's new album Brighten The Corners, a new dose of sunshine for the band, is out in stores now.

too busy spewing oil random and unsensical lyrics like

the rock version of avant-garde film.

This pattern of discombobulated lyrics over more
traditional rock sounds marks this album and their

entire career, like early R.E.M.. when Michael Stipe's

vocals were indecipherable. Pavement has this knack
with free flowing irrational lyrics — the only differ-

ence, though, is that Malkimus's words are crystal

clear in delivery and like mud in content. But it is

beautiful mud.
On "Shady Lane." a song about how everyone

needs a shady lane. Malkimus sings, "freeze / don't

move/ you've been chosen as an extra in the movie
adaptation of the sequel to your life."

As for sequels. Brighten the Comers builds where
Pavement lelt oil on rVoaMM /.ouee and CroukcJ
Rain. Crooked Rain, the band's last two albums. Gone
are the messy, distorted days of Slanted and
Enchanted and Perfect Sound horexvr. Pavement has

matured and it's quite obvious.

Besides the lyrics, Brighten the Corners may be
Pavement's most accessible work yet. Where Wowee
Zowee teased the listener to nearly every side of
Pavement schizophrenic vision and Crooked Rain suf-

fered from a little too much filler. Brighten the
Corners flows well perhaps due to the faniiliarin

of many songs. "Blue Hawaiian" and "We Are
Underused" are your typical, lackadaisical Pavement
numbers.

Possibly the band's first venture into politico

"Embassy Row" serves as another high point. The tune

begins in typical Malkimus fashion: lazy beat, catchy

melody and "ba- ba-ba" backing vocals before explod-

ing into a full rock attack akin to their finer moments
on Slanted and Enchanted.

With another stellar album under their belts.

Pavement proves that the band's deep well of songs

has not dried up yet — and that it has little intention of

selling out to the Lollapullooza masses

Rumor has it that the band recorded over 10 more
(racks with Easter and if the track

"Westie Can Drum" from the "Stereo"

four song CD5 is any indication, we can

only hope more Pavement is right

around the corner. A

Spring Break Party '97

A decade of success
By Mike Burke
Collegian Staff

Since the release of their debut
single, Pavement has charmed the

underground rock world with
their obscure packaging, quirky
attitudes and brilliant songs.
Their track record is untouched
in recent memory:

mer/ ex-hippie Gary Young who
consistently added spice and sur-

prise to Pavement's recordings.

A+

• Westing (by Musket and
Sextant) (Drag City)

Collecting all of their

out-of-print singles and the
amazing Perfect Sound Forever
10" EP, Westing captures
Pavement in their messiest hour.

These early recordings along.
with other Drag City labelmates

and Guided By Voices, set in

motion the four-track/low I'i rev-

olution that followed. Essential

tracks include: "Debris Slide,"

"Forklift," "Box Elder" and
"Home." A

• Watery. Domestic EP (Matador)
Pavement continued their win-

ning streak with this four song,

I2-minute teaser of a release that

takes a glimpse at the band's
maturer and quieter sound. All

four cuts are essential Pavement,
especially "Frontwards." A

the hPuse
DAYTONA BEACH
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AHL>

• Slanted and Enchanted
(Matador)

The quintessential independent
record of the 1 990s and one ol

the finest debut records ever
released. Slanted finds Pavement
at their peak. From the beautiful

"Summer Babe" and "Here
their noisier moments on N
Life Singed Her" Pavement cov-

ered all the bases and came up
all aces. Unfortunately, this

recording marks the end of the

band's relationship with drum-

• Crooked Rain, Crooked Rain
(Matador)

Perhaps the closest the band
haM COM to a let-difcn. Crooked
Rain remains an excellent album.
featuring their breakthrough hit

single "Cut Your Hair." Pavement
became a semi-darling of the
\l I \ alternative nation, though
still too weird to grasp by main-
•iKM America. Crooked Rain
features of slew of outstanding

tracks including "Silence Kit."

"Elevate Me Later" and "Unfair."

• Wow** Zowee (Matador/
Atlantic)

Instead ol selling out to their

I ollapallooza fanbase. Pavement
threw another curveball with this

three sided album ol their most

mature and diverse work yet

I asking a bona fide hit single.

It unci' /.owee went nowhere fast

but remains a worthwhile, under-

rated record. A-
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Listen to the Reverend's rockin sermons m Ande™on

By John Hendf ickson
Collegian Staff

According to the Reverend Morton Heat, there are

three things worth living for: boost, women and vintage

cars. Throw in some hair pwc culled pants and bright

white locks, .md the picture is complete — three Texas

playboys hell-bent on resurrecting the spirit of Gene
Vincent bv rocking out with a religious fervor.

It would be complete!) unfair to dismiss the band as a

bunch of psychobillv throwbacks, though. Their music Is ;i

white-knuckled blend of Sun Records-era rockabilly,

jump blues, country swing and punk, with a bit of

Southern Gothic mystery and raunchy Lone Star humor
thrown in for color. This intricate mix of influences, when
combined with the high-octane energy of the Heat, cre-

ates the sonic equivalent of a blow to the solar plexus.

The Reverend Horton Heat's unique line-up plays a

large role in the band's sound. Fronted by the Rev himself

on guitar and vocals, hi* growling r«an drawl and Duma
Eddy-on-steroids guitar twang act M the basis for the

band's sound. Stand-up baililt limbo and new drummer
Scott Churita provide the rhythm, propelling the musk
with a crazed attack "i crashes, slaps and fills.

On record, the band i> dynamic — their lour albums

(especially 1995'S Full-Cuitom Cospel Sounds) each

jump out of the speakers like S tOttped-OB '57 Chevy dri

veil by Satan. It i> OH Mag*, though, where the Reverend

truly shines, louring behind latl year's It'l Martini lime.

the Horton Heal live experience is not to be missed. Their

show is a ferocious mix of guitar fireworks, outlandish

theatrics, lire and -brimstone preaching and hellacious

rock n' roll fury — the perfect opportunity to cleanse your

soul by bathing in sin. Do not mis-- tins opportunity for

redemption — feel the Ileal and see ihe light tonight.

The Rc\crcnd Norton Heat performs tonight at Pearl

Stmt in Northampton, with \.\. Loan and Angry fohnny
and the Killhillies opening up Doors open at 7:30 I'M.

continued from page 10

coaching lakes its form.

\cxt veai will be Anderson's final

year at the collegiate level, and the

junior from Hebron, Conn, has plen-

ty oj experience to lead the newcom-
ers ;is .1 possible, il not probable,

captain.

"I can lead the team with having

experience with all kinds of meets
just knowing how to deal with all the

meets with my experience and nor to

get all craZ) about the first meet. I

think I can help the team that way,''

Anderson said.

On top of losing senior-tri-cap-

tains bbn Koritkoaki, Chris Martin

and Matt Getty, UMass will also be

s.ismg good-bye to three other
seniors. Dave Domaus, Mark Collier

and Mike Shaw.

"We're losing some people, but we
have a lot of people coming back

that are -coring a lot of points. I

think we'll be fine next year,"

Anderson said.

The returning Minutemen to

whom Anderson refers are swusmen
ike Brian Wisniewski, David
Koritkoski. Billy Hunter and Matt

Dave)
When asked about his teamnmlcv

Anderson had nothing but good

The nominations are in!
The b^th Academy Award nomina-

tions were announced yesterday
morning in Burbank. Calif The cere-

mony will be held on Mond.n. MaiJi
24th The following is a partial li-l ot

the nominee*

Best Picture

lem Maguire

The English Patient

largo

Set-rets and Lies

Slune

Best Director

Anthony Minghella
— The English Patient

loel Coen
— Fargo

Milo* lorman
— The People vs. Larry Fhnt

Mike Leigh
— Secrets and I

it Hick-
— Shine

Best Actress

Brenda Blethen

— Secrets and Lin

FranciN McDorraand
— Fargo

krMen Scott Thoma-.
— The English Patient

Diane Keaton
— Marein's Room

Emily Watson
— Breaking the \\ .

Best Actor

Cnsstt
— Jerry Maguire

Goeffrey Rush
— Shine

Ralph Fienno
— The English Patient

Best Supporting Actress

Marianne lean-Bapti-e
— Secrets and I ISH

luliette Binoche
— The Lnglish Patient

Barbara Hei^hev
— The Portrait of a I ad\

Lauren Bacall

— The Mirror Has l\eo /

loan Allen

— The Crucible

Best Supporting Actor

Cuba Gooding. |r

— lerry Maguire

Maurice Stahl

— Shine

William H Mac)
— Fargo

I dward Norton
— Primal fear

lame- WihhJ--

— Chottt "I \lts\ippi

Best Adapted Screenplay

Iramspotimg
Hamlet

The Crucible

The English Patient

Sling Blade

Best Original Screenplay
largo

lem' Maguire
Shine

I esse Slaw

Secret^ A Lit .

— List compiled by leremy Brother*

Bud Night
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Health Education Division • University Health Services
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I«P-«J!|
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175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE, AMHERST, MA • 253-3539
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thing> to say.

"Man Wisniewski. he's just doing

mat. Crimes. Heuston, everyone's

doing good." Anderson said.

All year, "tin worth has stressed his

loathing altitude toward dual meets,

and ho* he's just waiting for the

championship meet to cocoa around

again. His swimmers take on similar

views.

"I just think |dual meets are| like

a praetkc, you know, just get myself

re;kh. I don't like them that much."

Anderson said.

Anderson's plans are not limited

to the swimming pool.

Ah major is chemistry, and after

that I may go to medical school or

grad school." Anderson said.

But until swimming is over, it's

the No. I thing on his mind. In just a

week and a half, Anderson and the

rest of the top swimmers for UMass
will travel west to Buffalo. N.Y. to

defend their Atlantic 10

Championship, from being drilled

by coach Yarworth. Anderson knows

what to strive for come Feb. 20.

"To repeat and win A-IOs again."

Andersou said. "Personally, to try to

do just as good, look better, but the

first thing is to win for the team.

"I think we can win il we > vv i n

i

well. I don't think it's ;i given, but

yeah. I think we can win." Anderson

said.

At the championship last year,

Anderson won three I *Mb Atlantic

10 titles, claiming the 100 free ;ii ;i

finishing time of 49.86, the 400
medley relay (3:24. 5>) and then took

his specialty, the 30 free at 20.1 1 in

A- 10 record time. That time also

secured u second place spot on the

All-time Top 10 Swimming and
Diving Records for UMass.

ihis year's competition is no) so

clear cut. The title will be claimed In

the team that decides u> show up.

and the players who want it the

most.

"I'm not really sure I think St

Bonaventure is going to be good,

probably Fordham. maybe G.W.,"
Anderson said.

Anderson's top times ibis \e,n am
21.23 in the 50 free on |an. 2b.

47.62 in the 100 free on Ian. 2b and

55.02 in the 100 back on |un. 19. He
also posted high scores for the 400
lice i clay team al 3:08 .1 1 o\\ Ian. 2b.

the 800 free rata) team at 7:08.63 on

Dec. 6 and the 200 free iela\ le.nn .it

1:25.81 on Dec. b.

Beanpot
continued from page 10

with the Charles River to our right,

and not only seeing the lights on, but

seeing students in there studying. As

Torbin so gracefull) said. "If Texas

was playing lexes \&M in a football

game, not OBTj would theie be no stu-

dents, but the libraries would be

closed."

That was the only sad part, because

everything else «j^ magical I rum
shaking Sean McDoOOUgh's hand to

standing next to Gord Kluzak in the

freight elevator, Monda) night had a

certain glow to it. Maybe it was the

tears building up in lorma's eyes .iliei

just coming off of the ice Hirlace. or

maybe it was the grin from ear to ear

that I eigh SNM wearing allei teeing hi-

friend with that certain .iwe about

him. Or /'/ aval the tremendous
FleelCentcr hot dogs sitting in our

stomachs, but whatever it was. the

evening SMS SMMCUhw, and 0HS that

everyone should enjoy.

II you're an American, mice in your

lite vou II want to visit the Statue ol

liberty or see the Grand <- anyon

to a Hooters. If \ou grew up within an

hout or two of Boston, and .tic a lu^k

e> fan. you wanl lo stitBBSS al ieaSI one

Beanpot Championship game

Monde] night was the limit

lonathan M Place is a Collegian

staff member.
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Software Engineering
Systems Engineering
Computer Design
Signal Processing
Electro-Optics
Image Processing

With Raytheon Electronic Systems, you'll create the

technologies that define the future of tomorrow'* world. You'll

maximize your Engineering and Computer Science knowledge and
make an impact when you Join our team. We currently have over

350 opportunities available in the technical area* listed above.

Raytheon Electronic Systems will be visiting campus soon. To find

out more about the complex challenges we have to offer, please

contact the Career Placement Office to sign up for an interview.

For additional information, please see our homepage at:

http://www.raytheon.com/res

Interested candidates who are unable to meet with us on

campus may send a resume directly to: Raytheon Electronic
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EF Education invites graduating

students to learn about job

opportunities in the fast-growing,

far-reaching EF WOrld.

EF worldwide
EF has more than 30 years of experience teaching languages, organizing cultural exchanges and
arranging educational tours. We've helped rwo million people broaden their own personal horizons,
and become the world s largest private educational organization with 70 offices in 40 countries. Our
biggest office is in Boston—and it's getting bigger all the time.

You and EF
To join our team in Boston, you'll have to be the type of person who only works for companies you
believe in. The rype who can talk sensibly about the benefits of an international experience because
you've had a few yourself. The type who has already impressed someone with your professionalism,
potential and ambition. And the type who sees no limits to your career growth.

Please drop by our booth

at the Career Fair to tell us about

your international experiences.

EF Education
One Memorial Drive

Cambridge, MA 02142

1-800-590-1154

e-mail: jobs@>cf.com

Visit the EF world at www.ef.com

Creative Control

Intelligence Credentials Ambition. This powerful

ctrmbinatlon needs only one thing more. A venue in

which to excel. CIQNA, for example.

We're 44,000 people strong. We're 96 billion dollars

big. We're five continents across. We're health care.

We're insurance. We're investment management. And
we're covering new ground in a world of financial

services designed to do good things for good people.

If you're looking for a place where you can exercise care

and creativity - as well as control over your career, come
with us. And accept the challenge of leadership.

Please join us to learn more about our Human
Resources Summer Management Development Program

at the following information session:

Wednesday, February 12, 1997

Campus Center, Room 91 1-15

6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

CIGNA
A Business of Caring

Individual

Insurance

Property &
Casual

Group
Insurance

Ufe*Acddcnt*

Disability

Retirement &
Investment

Services

Investment

Management

International Reinsurance Healthcare

If You...

• want to work for a Global Leader that markets well-

known brands like Tide, Bounty, Crest and Pantene

• have an interest in Customer Business Development

• are looking for a Challenging Full Time or Summer
Co-op Position

• would like to learn and grow in a Team Environment

• desire a Management Career

Then You should come join us at the...

Procter & Gamble
Career Information Session

We are looking for talented students of ALL MAJORS from

both undergraduate and graduate programs .

Visit our website at www.pg.com

When : Thursday 2/13/97

Time : 7-9 pm
Where : Campus Center 101

Refreshment will be served!!!

I
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ACTIVITIES

Gat Involved! Ihe Women s Health

Protect seeks volunteers interested

in teaching and political action in

contraceptive education, body
image, etc For information call 577

5181

All students interested in the turt

industry and becoming a member of

the. student chapter of the GCSAA.
there will be a general meeting on

Wed . Feb if at 4 30pm in

Stockbndge 1 14 All are encouraged

to attend' 1

1

ANNOUIMCEMETS

The Sisters of Delta Zeta would
like to invite all university women to

Open Rush on Wednesday. February

1? at 8pm 02 is located at 11

Phillips St

VALENTINE ROSES
Send your Valentine some roses'

Deliveries available on-campus and

in Amherst Place your order with

Mary on the Campus Center

Concourse from 9am until 5pm on

February 12th. 13th and 14th!

RUSH Then Chi Feb 3.4.5.6.10-12.

8 1 0pm 549 9252

TREK FANS If you are interested in

joining STARFLEET International,

please contact Martin A Lessem O
54&70O3 to get membership mfor

mation

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Amherst 2 bedroom apartment
for rent Water and heat included

Take over lease Call Angela 546

4784

AUTO FOR SALE

1915 Black BMW 31li 5 speed

Perfect exterior $2000 or B/O Call

54&3830

AUTO FOR SALE
19M Honda Civic DX 5 speed, runs

perfect, small dents, cheap $1650 or

B/O 546-5320

19(5 Iroc for sale Superb condi-

tion Many new parts Call Jeff 665

7578

EMPLOYMENT
Auditions lor Utah Shakespearen
Festival Gteenshow performers. Feb

15 at 10am in Totman Gym Room
13 Full summer employment and

housing Looking for

smgers/dancers/actors Also looking

for lugglers/musicians For more
i nfo call 256-3077

Hadley office hirina for evening

and weekend shifts Flexible hours

Fun atmosphere Start work immedi-

ately $7$10/N Call 584-0215 Ask

for Mr Cavanaugh

Cruise Lieet Hiring- Earn up to

$2000*/month plus free world trav-

eHturope, Caribbean, etc ) No expe

nence necessary Room/board Ring

(919191

8

-7767 exl C180

Aleska Employment- Earn up to

$3000-$6000/month in fisheries.

parks and resorts Airfare 1

Food/lodging' Get all the options

Call I919B18-7767 e»t A 180

LIFE MODELS- Male/Female for

Life Drawing class at Holyoke
Community College $10 per hour

Call Oavid M at 253-5885 or 552

2498

SUMMER CAMP! Co-ed Sleep

away 1 MANY COUNSELOR P0SI

TI0NS AVAILABLE 1 We need role

models- sensitive, caring and skilled

staff members FOR THE BEST SUM
MER OF YOUR LIFE 1 in NE
Pennsylvania s Pocono Mts call

1800)61 WANDA or E-Mail towan
daOmtercamp com or visit our Web
Sue at

rtrtp //www mtercamp com/towanda

EMPLOYMENT
for information, application and to

schedule an interview This is a

great camp and an awesome experi-

ence Camp Towanda. Honesdale.

PA

English Teachers Needed
Abroad! Teach conversational
English m Prague. Budapest or

Krahow No teaching certificate or

European languages required

Inexpensive room and board and
other benefits For details call

1206)97 1 3680

Camp Blue Ridge, a co-ed camp 2

hours north of Atlanta, is looking for

enthusiastic counselors We are

looking for lifeguards. WSI. as well

as instructors in water-skiing, rap

polling, boating, art. nflery archery,

sports, drama, cheerleading and
dance For more info call Oebra at

665-8463

Work Study students needed.
Teaching positions in a multicultural

after school program for children 5-

12 Some experience desirable

$6 00/hour Men and people of color

encouraged to apply Call Capacidad

at 253 5658

Pan-Time Sales Ross Wealed
'Lead the way into the 21st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan* sweat
shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332
BleeckerSt D40. NYC. NY 10014

Summer Joh! Camp Semosel •>

now interviewing staff for this sum
mer Top boys' sports camp m Casco.

Maine seeks male and female courv

selors for all land and water sports

archery, nflery. arts and crafts,

drama and woodworking Also hiring

secretaries, kitchen and mainte-
nance workers Call or fax resume
to Winter Office. Wellesley MA
Phone (617)237 M1 7 Fax (617(237

7269

EMPLOYMENT
National Park Employment Work
in America's National Parks. Forest

and Wildlife Preserves Our materi-

als uncover rewarding opportunities

m the outdoors Call (206)971 3620
ext N50017 (We are a research and

publishing company)

The Ultimate Summer Job
Whitewater Rafting Guides needed

No experience necessary looking

for outgoing, enthusiastic people-

previous outdoor or athletic experi-

ence is a plus For more info send

resume and letter of interest to Crab

Apple Whitewater, P Box 295.

Charlemont, MA 01339 or call

(41 3)339-01 88_

Cruise Line Entry level onboard
positions available Benefits

Summer or year round (612)643

4333

Cruise and Land Tour Employment

work in exotic locations Meet tun

people and get paid 1 For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (800)276 4948 ext C50017
(We are a Research and Publishing

Col

FOR RENT

Sugarloef Estates- Ultra modern

two bedroom apartments Free

heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washer/dryer and

more* On bus line Minutes to

Amherst Great specials' Call 665

3856

Ceee Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront nouses. Falmouth area

(508)4776000

Fridge Reetals 253 9742 Free

Delivery

FOR SALE

Maciatosh SE. Hard Drive. Style

Writer II ink jet primer. $400 or B/0
Call 549 9188

FOR SALE
Docmartans Steel Toe 3 Eye
Greasy New Sue 9 U S LM ® 256
1749 $70 mm HURRY!

Pentium 120 System 1 6 Gig 32
RAM 336 modem 64 bit Video
$3000 in software ONLY $1500 Joe

665-9112

Laptop/Notebook $99 . Hard drive

JjQ.CD0r,ve$j5 Steve 566 3324 2

STEREO EQUIPMENT
Buy-Sell-Trade Large selection,

used/reconditioned, from inexpen

sive dorm systems to audiophile

quality separate components Great

prices, honest advice, satisfaction

guaranteed Pick-up/delivery avail

able Stereo & Video Exchange, 256
1)94'

For Sale- Electric Guitar Peavey
black strat copy, excellent condition

$200 Sean 546 5734

FOUND
To Carta. I have your keys Call

Kevin at 6-1422

Welkmee Found in the Campus
Center at the end of last semester

Call Ana Maria Gon-ale' at 665
8394

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MEGAN
CARPINEUJ!! I apologize for Spike

and Audrey s condition but even
though they are no longer with us. I

hope that you will be able to love

and nurture once again And one
more thing They'll come back*

They're just a little wilted'*' I Love

You'Ange

__- Happy Birthday to the finest

of fry-girls' Keep on groovm' 1 We
love you 1 Love Always. Angela
Dawn. Danielle and Jen- "4th Floor

Mat Ry-fjirls'

INSTRUCTION
Performing Arts Division offers

group and private instruction in

Music. Theater and Dance PAD is

located in 73 Bartlett Hall. UMass
(4 1 3)545 0519 for info.

Bartend with University
Bartending 50% student discount

On- campus classes starting soon!

Call (800KJ Can-Mix for info

MISCELLANEOUS

New Metebolism Breakthrough
Period Lose 5-100 pounds Doctor

approved Cost $35 (800)666-4793

PERSONALS

To the aew members of Delte

Zeta Toby. Robyn. Samara. Bonnie.

Lon. Jodi. Beth S. Sari. Beth N.

Royce. Carrie. Anne. Anna. Ashni.

Casey. Allison. Elke. and Val.

Congrads and Good luck for this

semester Love, the sisters of 02

"Touch me beby. Tainted love"

Soft Cell. Free love and Valentines at

SERVICES

www mainquad com
Rental Problems Questions about

your lease/security deposit deduc
lions 7 Questions about
subletting/assigning leases 7

Questions about the condition of

your new house or apartment 7

Contact the Student Legal Services

Office. 922 Campus Center 545
1995

Pregnant? Need hale? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

Foreiga Students Visitors

Greencard programs available

(800)7738704 Cost $29
Applications close 2 24 97

SERVICES

Piercings by the Bearded Lady

222 State Street. Northampton

(413)586-0829

Seeking Finenciel Aid? Don't limit

your possibilities for financial aid 1

Student Financial Services profiles

uver 200 000* individual awards

from private and public sectors Call

18001263-6495 ext F50016 (We are

a research-and publishing company)

www.smartbomb.com Serving all

TRAVEL

you' smart drug needs

SPRING BREAK '971 CANCUN.
BAHAMAS JAMAICA AND FL0RI

DA 7 meal plan only $19' GROUP
0RGANI2ERS EARN FREE TRIPS

AND CASH CALL TODAY' (800)700

0790 www vagabondtours com

SPRING BREAK/ JAMAICA. CAN
CUN. BAHAMAS. PANAMA CITY.

SOUTH PADRE Lowest prices

Reliable company Asta latan

Member Contact Mat! 253-6473

Spring Breed '97- Don't be left

out' Space limited' Cancun and

Jamaica from $449 Florida from

$139 Call STS O (800)648 4849 for

the best rates

Caribbean/Mexico $189 R/T.

Europe $169 0/W Fry the world dm
cheap ONE WORLD TRAVEL

Killington- Cheep Spring Breek
$239 for 5 nights^ days skiing Call

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

Best Hotels end Lowest Prices

for Spring Break beach destinations

Florida. Cancun. Jamaica etc Call

now for rooms or sign up as Inter

campus Representatives (800)327

6013 hnp //www icpt com

TRAVEL

Best Deel- 100% Guerenteed
Organized by local travel company
Great packages tor Cancun. Florida

and more Caff 256 8724 _____

Jamaica- Spring Breek Stay in

beautiful Negri! Includes roundtnp

airfare, hotel transfers. 7 nights

lodging from $519 Don't take

chances with other companies, go

with the UMass Ski Club Call 545

3437 ______
Europe $155, Cant* /Mexico $189

R/T Worldwide Destinations

Airhitch Tm (800)326 2009
airhitcMtnetcom com or www.isi-

com fr/a>rhttch

Spring Breek "97 It's heaven Wake
and Bake in the hottest destinations

free parties'" Organize group and

travel free Lowest price guaranteed

From $99 (800)426 7710 www sun

WANTED
splashtours com
Sofa or Couch Wanted Willing to

pay Please call 549-6452

................

L...
9U Qive 'em a Special Valentine Personal Classified

.... .-— ...-.----**--•••••.-•*..*••.......•.....„•».„.~x
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Standard Headings
Activities Motorcycles
Announ<*tTrents Personals
Apartment For

Itent

Room For
Rent

Auto For Sale Room Wanted
Employment Roommate
Entertainment Wanted
For Sale Services
FOUnd __ Frrv) Summer
Happy Birthday Sublet
Houses For To Sublet
Rent Travel

Instruction Transportation
Lost Wanted to
Musicians Rent
Miscellaneous Wanted

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20C per word/day

All others

40tf per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not respon-
sible for errors resulting

from illegible handwriting
or type.
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Daily Listings sponsoredbyYoatAdCouklBeHere. 545-3500
a HSCN Bulletin

Board

3 CBS/3 Hartford

a CBS/4 Boston

B ABC/5 Boston

B PBS/57 Springfield

"7 HSCN Movie
Channel

M UPN/20 Hartford

B Weather Channel

10 NBC/30 New
Britain

11 Fox/61 Hartford

m PBS/24 Hartford

ia WOCH&HSCN
14 UAAATV
17 HSCN Programming

IB TV-19
BO ABC/40 Springfield

aa NBC/22 Springfield

87

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

BET

BET on Jazz

UCTV
The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:00

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI

WHDH
WTXX
WVIT

WTIC
WV/LP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
VVTBS"

r

Creeturee

News x

6:30 7:00
BueJneeaP.pT

CBSMawa

Newt *

fullHoueei: fraeh Prince Ster Tree: Neil Gener

Freeh PrlncrT

New*

Creeture*

NBC Newa rVheet-Fortune Jeoperdy! X Winot J. [Chicago Sont

Hatlrnl

NBC Newt

Simpeonat "Roeeannel Howe Imp. Seinlekl]!: BeverlY Halt, 90210 (In Stereo) Parr, ot Five (In Stereo) I
NBC Newt

Butineea RpT

HBO
MAX
SHOW

Greet Performance*:

inside Edition

CBSrrews

Inside Edition Chronicle X

Newehour With Jim Lehrer X |Nova "Secrets ot Lost Empires" "0<wliili/Cotostei»Tn" X
"A Ntghmtrt Come r<ve"(i997, Drama) Gerald Mcflaney

"A Nightman Cant Tmt" (1997 Dnrna) Gerald McRaney III

Am Journal Nanny I Pearl I

JurJgaJudyX Heal TV X
Ent. Tonight Hard Copy X Winot X

Newthour With Jim Lehrer t
Seinfeld X

earn On Daily Show R TV Nation MeerMfy Dttf toN TrtftrVnil

rVJngt ot the Luttwafle (R) jWild DiKovary: DeadlyNatr

C - Campus
8:30 9:00 9:30

Nanny X Pearl I
Grace Under

Sitter, Sister

Coach X Drew Carey X
Nick Frrno

Sentinel Secret" (In Stereo) X
[Chicago Sont

ttheelFortune |Jeopardy! X " Wings X " [Chicago Sont INaweradio I IMen-BerJly

Mm Secrets ot Lost Empire; "OpetiSrXolosseum" X
Under ICoechX [Drew Carey X [EllenNewtX ABCtenrt " iesintoldX Ent Tonight GreceUnder CoechX Drew Carey X [Blen X |Primetim* Live X

Beverly HwTs, tMIO (In Sleredf Seinfeld X Med Abo. You Mad Abo. You |Mad Abo. YoJTlNBn Basketball Boston Coto at Phoenn Suns. (Lure)

IFamrly Metterii l^emiry Matter* Home Vtdeoa Home V.deot NBA Batketbell Orlando Maoic ai Detroit Pistons (Live) X |lnsde-NBA

FEBRUARY 12, 1997
11:3010:00 10:30 11:00
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"
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Srwt :

'

News X

People-Here

Late Show X
Late Show *

Nightlin* t

Jenny Jones (In Stereo) I

H Petrol

CoechX
[Tonight Show

Cherfie Rote (in Stereo)

Tonight Show

Reel TV X
Tonight Show

Deep Spec*T

Newt X
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n«al World X
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,
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*
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Non- Soquitur By Wiley Social Norm By Mr. K
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Dllbort By Scott Adams
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Rohotman By Jim Meddick

I NEED W OWN
SECRETARY. IiA

TOO BUSY TO
HELP VOU UNLESS

I GET 50rAL

SUPPORT.

TOO BUSY? YOU
HAVEN'T OONE t\NY

WORK FOR nE IN
SIX rAONTHS.

O^, SUDDENLY
THIS IS ABOUT
YOU?

LoeDoo By Mike Rybicki
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom Uni versify 1 By Frank Cho

My mom can't afford health

insurance for us.

She took my little sister to a

specialist to look at her big toe.

He didn't do much except

look at her toe and talk to my

mom. He charged my mom $135.

She cried in the waiting room

when she saw the bill.

I told her he was a specialist

in toes and in installing pure

white marble floors in his wife's

kitchen.
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First Impression By Kenneth W.P. Scott
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Operating on thei tame principle as an electric

pencil aharpener, Tina s new Insta-Shave can

•afely shave both of her legs in just 15 seconds.

Bruno Bv C. Baldwin
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Renaissance Girl By the former Arts Girl
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Quote of the Day

u
Like the ski resort of

girls looking for hus-

bands and husbands
looking for girls, the

situation is not as sym-
metrical as it seems.

- overheard

»

Joke of the Day

How did the

RedNeck
astronaut

get lost in

space?

THt/ip STL/

3no jtds oj MopujM atfl umop perroj e/f-

Todoy's D.C. Menu
Cmll 54 3-1626 #*>r rator* .ntorrr.taf.or.

Franklin

LUNCH

Chicken Sandwich
Sloppy |oe

Ravioli Alfredo

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Tilapia Santa Fe

Broccoli casserole

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger

Chicken Sandwich
Grilled Cheese

DINNER
Szechuan Beef/Broccli

Backed Ziti

Worcester

LUNCH
Steak/Cheese

Sandwich
Rotini

DINNER

Roast Turkey

Cheese Lasagna
Cauliflower Casserole

Berkshire

LUNCH
Steak and Cheese

Rotini

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Lasagna

Cauliflower Casserole



Hoop Fans:

A limited number of tickets for Saturday's UMass v. Maryland basketball at

the game Worcester Centrum are available to the general public. Call the

UMass Athletic Ticket Office at 545-0810.
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UMass beats Bonnies, Travieso sets 3-point record
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

For (he l^th rfmtirttrtvri time, the MMnchuaetti
mens basketball team 1 1 J 10. 4 -3 Atlantic 10)

defeated St Bonaventure (12-8. 5-6 A- 10) last night

74-68 at the William D. Mullins Center.

With 2:25

remaining in the

game. the

Bonnie*' tresh

man guard Tim
Winn tlb

points. 5 rebounds) knoeked down a 5- pointer to tie

the game at 64. With 1:55 to go. UMass Edgar

Padilla sank a tre\ of his own. putting UMmi over

Massachusetts

St. Bonnaventure 6£

the hump for the lead.

'We tried to run a play for Tyrone |Weeks|."

Padilla said "Because tfic\ doubled and he kicked it

out and I thought I had the open shot so I took it."

Aliei an Ajnial Hash jumper in the paint with 1:01

on the eloek gave UMass a 69 65 lead, the game
came down to tree throws.

While the Bonnies were able to eotne within two

pomt> with 42 seconds of play, the Padilla and Basil

each hit a pair from the foul line while Weeks went

l-for-2 as UMass rolled on to win.

Despite the Minutemen 'l inability to put St.

Beneventure away until the end. Carmelo 1'ravicM)

scratched his name into set another page of the

record books V\ ith a Vpointer three and a half min-

utes into the second frame. Travieso knocked down

LAUKNKOVn COUKUN

Edgar Padilla was a point away from tying his career high for points with 21 in last nights win

over the Bonnies.

his 222 career trey making him the all-time 3-point

scorer in UMass history breaking Rayfer Giles'

record.

Defensively. Travieso did an outstanding job shut-

ting down St. Bonaventure's Shandue McNeil, hold-

ing him to just four points on the night.

"We've always done a pretty good job with
Shandue," UMass coach lames "Bruiser" Flint said.

"We play some pretty good defense when we want

to. I think Carmelo is one of the best defensive

guards bar none in the country. If you score on him.

you've earned every point."

In the first half, the Minutemen had problems

swinging momentum in their favor. The Bonnies

opened with a 7-0 run. With just 3: 1 5 into the game.

UMass found itself down 10-4. yet countered with a

10-0 run of its own, capped off by a Weeks juniper

with just over seven minutes into play.

Though St. Bonaventure took a 17-16 lead on a

Rashaan Palmer jumper with 10:54 to go in the first

frame, that was the last time his squad would have

the advantage in the first half as the Minutemen went

into the locker room up 37-32.

With the Bonnies' key guard shut down, how did

they stay alive? Rebounding.

In the first half, St. Bonaventure out-rebounded

UMass 21- 15. On the night, in addition to 19

points. Palmer rang up a double-double with 14

boards.

"What the game came down to was that they got

second shots." Flint said. "They got a couple lose

balls and they made baskets. The guys aren't out

there trying to rebound. When guys don't leave

their feet, you're not supposed to get rebounds.

that's the bottom line. Palmer had 14 rebounds."

Key play off the glass for UMass came from
Weeks, who was the onlv Minuteman who pulled

down double digits in rebounds ( 1 1 ). In addition, his

1 7 points made for his third consecutive double-dou-

ble and even more impressive his 1 0th double-dou-

ble in 1 6 starts.

In the scoring department. Padilla had a break-

through game leading the team with 23 points, just

one point away from tying his career-high which he

set at the beginning of UMass win streak against

Boston College last month.

"|Padilla| shot the ball well." Flint said. "He won't

admit it. but the little guys give him problems like

Shandue and Winn, they get up under him and he

struggles from time to time. Today he shot the ball

well and made some big buckets for us."

Given the his team's recent success. Flint warned

them that they are not out of the woods yet.

You have to give the guys credit." Flint said. "I

talk to them all the time about the shovel. They had

the grave dug with the dirt, they threw a little bit on
us with the RIP UMass on it and everything a few

weeks ago.

"But I said, you pulled yourself out of it. 1 1 told

them | that we could go back into it. but don't do it to

your^-ll You worked too hard to get to this point*

We iust have to keep at it

"

Next up. the Minutemen face No. 10 Maryland at

the Worcester Centrum Alter winning nine of its last

10 contests, they have finally come into their own.

Saturday will be a test to see just how far they have

come.

Padilla (23 pts) leads

Minutemen in attack
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Ten games ago. the

Massachusetts men's basketball

team was trying to dig itself out

of a hole. With a 5-9 record thai

included a 1-2 mark in the

Atlantic 10. the Minutemen
were facing a do-or-die situa-

tion.

Ten games ago, the

Minutemen played at St.

Bonaventure. hoping for a road

win to give them a boost. What
thev got was a hard-fought vic-

tory that brought them not onrj

one step closer to a better

record, but also the return of

their point guard.

Edgar Padilla's contribution

that night in Olean. NY was in

the form of assists — nine total

— to help UMass. But the

senioi s return to the starting

line-up also brought confidence,

and ultimately, wins.

"They had the shovel, with the

grave dug. with the dirt." UMaM
coach lames Bruiser" Flint said.

"They had the RIP and every-

thing. UMass a lew weeks ago. I

tell our fin- about that. I said.

'But you pulled your»cll out.

Now don't start to think that I'm

this and I in that, because we
can easily go back in it. Don't do

it to yourselves, because you've

worked too hard.'"

This possiMlilv ol slipping

and falling made Si

Bonaventure all the more dan-

gerous. The Bonnies have long

been the pesky little brother of

the league the other guvs have

had to play with — but this year

is different. Led by Rashaan
Palmer and Robert Blackwell.

the Bonnies are no pushover, no
gimme win. The) base emerged

as a tough A- 10 opponent,
sporting a record of 12-7. i i

in conference

This team came in as one ot

the hottest teams in the A- 10,"

I Mass forward fvrotu Week-
said ol ibe Bonnies

So it's understandable that

when the two teams tipped it off

in Amherst. UMass was looking

for a go-to guy to lead the team

past this surging conlerence loe

Fittingly, it was Padilla

After an afternoon of limited

scoring last Saturday against

Rhode Island. Padilla found a

hot hand against the Bonnies.

lighting up the Mullins score-

board for a game-high 23
points, a total thai is only one

point ihj ol a career high.

"He shot the ball well."

UMass coach lames Bruiser

Flint said. "He made some big

buckets for us and he made
some big foul shot- lor uv

Flint wasn t the only one who
noticed cither. Bonnie coach |im

Baron knew the senior had the

potential and was not surprised

b\ the offensive onslaught

Padilla produced
"Padilla stepped up and hit

big shots tonight." Baron said.

"He stepped up and made the

threes."

But the role of point guard i-

one that dictates running the

oltense. making sure the other

players on the floor get the ball.

Padilla knows that, and his eight

assists attest to that

"I just wanted to take m\ time

and not think about -hooting the

ball." Padilla said. "I just wanted

to run the plays and get cv

one involved

A point guard s job i- gjao to

take the ball awav lioin an oppo-

nent. Padilla complied with a

pair ol -teals And while it is

unusual lor a plaver in the No
I spot to stop a shot. Padilla

threw in a block just to make his

line complete

Padilla was not onl\ hot from

the field |7-for II lield goal-i.

but also I torn the line, where he

hit all six of his attempt- to help

seal the game for the

Minutemen.
He s supposed to do that."

Flint said. When \ou're a

senioi. foa It Mppoaed to be a

leader on the team. you've got to

want (he big shois

In the fast lane with Sean Anderson BU Terriers claim Beanpot once again

by M. Place

The 50 yard freest vie race is the

moat adrenaline pumping sprint that

occurs in the water during a colle-

giate swimming and diving meet.

There is nao room for error, no room
to think As Maverick said in Top

Gun. "You have no time to think, if

you think, you re dead." That I the

tvpe of attitude junior sprinter Sean

Anderson has to take whenever he

dive- into the pool to >wmi i

free.

"It happer I iu»t in. to go

as fast as I can. You have to be able

to make decisions really fast."

Anderson said

In just two years. Anderson has

become a key asset for the t Mom
swim team He has found a perma-

nent spot on the Massachusetts
squad as potentially the best sprinter

thi« University has ever seen.

"There s always the goal of going

19 [»econds| in the 50. but I don i

know if I'll be able to go thai

Ander-oii -aid

It - hard to believe that the man
who has made the all- time record

charts lor the M tree wa-n l alwjvs ,i

sprinter.

"I used to be a backstroker up
until high school ' Anderson said

In his ium tear as a Minuteman.
Anderson po-ted records in the 50

free (30 51 i. 100 li 100

bad i 52 I 5) and was part of record

breaking relay teams in the 200 free

relay i I 2 3 02 1. the 200 medley relay

il ">"> «2) and the 400 medio relay

(3 24 IS)

Anderson spent three semester-

swimming for Penn State, but last

year when he joined the squad in

Amherst he tool 18 individual and
six relav victories during the OT 96

• >n

When I decided to transfer thev

were real cooperative. I liked it a lot

more than I did Penn Mate. I did fine

|there|. but thev were I little too

serious Here I a little more laid

back We woik hard, but I like it

better that wax." Anderson said

Rus- Yarworth i- I plaver- coach.

he doesn t drill hi- iwiMMWrt like

he s in the military, and he certainly

dona I -cream at them when some-

thing goes wrong He knows what it

takes to get his team to win and has

buil" a comraderie between his

-quad

"|Y'armorth| pushes me though.

he works me preltv hard, it 's good
and he helps me." Anderson said.

"I think our team does a really

good job at that. Russ somehow gets

u- to think, you know, when you go

up for your race it's only you. but

you do it because you want to win

the meet." Anderson said. "He does

a much better job than I had at Penn

State."

One wonders if a swimmer tor

I Mass can get properly motivated

lor the regular dual meets during the

lirst part of the season.

"Maybe sometimes in dual meets

but not at the end of the year."

\ndetson -aid

- been a great addition to this

team." Yarwoiih said. "He's the

limit, he's a natural sprinter that

hopefully will make him an NCAA
qualifier

Anderson understands that when
pu-h comes to shove, he has to be

prepared when the championship
draws near. That's where Yarworth s

Turn to ANDERSON page 6

BOSTON — Monday night driving

home on the pike from Boston, it hit

me. I just spent the evening in the

FleetCenter watching the 45th annual

Beanpot Hockey Tournament. Maybe
it was the serene atmosphere on the

roads that sparked this feeling, or

maybe it

was theJOHnJATHAN M.

PLACE

comrrw Mtoi* mixtions

With records in the 50 free, 100 free and 100 bark, junior Sean Anderson has emerged as the UMass swim

team's sprinting force.

chanting

of Leigh

Tor bi n

and I

reminding lorma Kansanen that he

w.i- |ust on the ice surface of the

FleetCenter. taking pictures of the

Beanpot trophy while looking up at the

rafters to see the banners of all sixteen

championships for the Celtics, or to

see Bobby Orr's No. 4 hanging high.

Whatever it was. I had just witnessed

one of Boston's great annual sporting

events

Now you may be wondering. "What

the hell do I care. I'm a student attend-

ing UMass. Why should I wanna read

about Northeastern or Harvard, or

especially BC and BU?"
The answer is simple

The Beanpot Hockey Tournament is

one of the greatest spectacles of sport

the Hub hosts, and sports fans that

claim to appreciate the legacy Boston

has to offer should respect this mighty

event.

l.ast night was definitely no excep-

tion. It could be one of the best cham-

pionship games the Beanpot has ever

seen, and definitely the best hockey

game the FleetCenter has hosted all

year. From high above in the pressbox.

nicknamed the "Halo." l.eigh. lorma

and I watched an enthralling first and

second period that featured

slam-packed hitting, stellar defense

and Vezina Trophy worthy goaltending

by both Tom Noble (BU) and Greg
Taylor (BC), both who at points in the

game looked to stand on their heads.

The period featured one lone goal for

BC. coming right off a face-off.

Between the second and third, I

enjoyed a lovely $3.00 slice of cheese

pizza.

Overpriced, but what the hell, it's

the Reanpot.

When the third period's 20 minutes

started to descend, the game complete-

ly opened up. Both teams decided to

start taking big chances on the offen-

sive side of the puck. Within the span

of a few minutes, the BC's lead of 1-0

quickly turned into a 2-2 tie. From
that point on. the game tightened back

up. Both teams were lining opponents

up and taking crazy checks. The game

stayed extremely close as both Noble

and Taylor were trading save lor save.

Then suddenly, as il Moses bad part

ed the middle of the ice of all Fagles'

jerseys. BU s captain Bill Pieice

received a pass wide open on the right

side of the neutral zone. Pierce skated

in all alone and parked the puck top

shelf over Taylor's left shoulder. That

made the score 3-2. and it looked as if

BU had done it again

The clock was getting closer and

closer to 0:00. and BC s chaMM were

becoming slim With :24.7 left to go in

the game, l.eigh turned to me and -aid

"This is what the Beanpot is all about"

— referring to the time and the tact

that the Fugles had a face-off in Bl -

zone, and anything could happen \

dive in front of a shot bv Bl - No 13

Mike Svlvia. and another Terrier stick

knocking the puck out of the zone, and

the win was secured lor the lerriers

Bl has plaved in the final game of

the Beanpot a record numbet ol times,

and Monday night was it s 20th

Championship. The Terriers have

owned the Beanpot during the '90s,

taking six out of the last eight.

But the Beanpot is an elusive and

m\ -iical thing, anyone can win.

Harvard or Northeastern could be hav-

ing the worst MHOM in school hi-tory.

yet decide to -how up (or the Beanpot

and win And lor them, that would be

all thev would need lot the entire sea-

-oii I nlotiunalelv. on Monday night.

Bl - -kill and sheer presence on the

ice was enough to squeak past the will

ot K I

The only depressing part of the

evening was driving past the Boston

I nivetsilv I ihtaiv on Slorrow Drive.

Torn to KANPOT page 6
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Large and
in charge

Hockey player
Brad Norton has
worked to become
a mainstay ot

UMass' defense and
one of the toughest

players in the game
(see Sports, page
16).

Valentine's Day
is upon us again

Love it or hate it, V-

day is one of the
most emotionally-

charged holidays of

the year (see Arts &
living, page 5).

WORLD

Soldier killed by
sniper near border

BELFAST, Northern Ireland

(AP) — A sniper killed a British

soldier with a single shot yester-

day in the first fatality this year

from Northern Ireland's renewed

conflict.

A civilian woman also was
hospitalized with a head wound
that wasn't life-threatening, and

two other civilians were treated

for shock, police said.

There was no immediate
claim of responsibility for the

killing in Bessbrook, a Protestant

village 30 miles southwest of

Belfast, where the army main-

tains its main helicopter base for

running patrols along Northern

Ireland's border with the Irish

Republic

But the nature of the killing

suggested the Irish Republican

Army was responsible. The out-

lawed group killed seven sol-

diers and three policemen in the

border region with single shots

— often using an American-
made 50-caliber rifle able to

penetrate flak jackets — from

August 1992 to May 1994

NATION

Mississippi outlaws

homosexual marriages

IACKSON, Miss. (AP) — Gov.

Kirk Fordice denounced same-sex

relationships as "perverse" yester-

day as he signed a law making
Mississippi the 1 7th state in a

year to ban homosexual mar-
riages.

"For too long in this freedom-

loving land, cultural subversives

have engaged in trench warfare

on traditional family values,"

Fordice said.

Mississippi's law also denies

recognition of homosexual mar-

riages performed in other states.

And Fordice said the law would

ensure that gay couples do not

enjoy benefits of marriage such as

health insurance.

"Insurance benefits for depen-

dents were never intended for

perverse relationships such as the

same-sex marriage," he said.

"They were intended for tradi-

tional families."

State Rep. |im Evans, one of

three lawmakers who oppose the

bill, said the governor should "be

giving it a second thought before

he begins to moralize right now."

Fordice is recovering from
injuries suffered in a car accident

14 weeks ago while returning

from lunch with an unidentified

woman in Memphis, Tenn. His

wife, Pat, was out of town. The

governor said he has no memory
of that day.
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Large student, employer turnout

leads to a successful career fair

Hospital merger could bring

$330 million to VM system

IfNNlftH IUT»AS / COlllCIAN

|an He, a sophomore at the University, talked to Bernie Celli, of Business Data Services, at the career fair held in

the Campus Center yesterday.

By Christina Poletto

Collegian Staff

I he annual campus-wide Career

Fair, held yesterday in the Campus
Center, was viewed bv many in atten-

dance to be a success because of large

student turnout and productive meet-

ings with employers.

"This is b> far the biggest turnout

we've ever had." said Karen Knight,

co-coordinator of the fair.

The fair, hosted by the Mather
Career Center, brought in over 125

corporations looking to recruit

seniors from the University of

Massachusetts and other live

Colleges.

"It was a sell-out this \ CJ t We've

filled every available space and
there's still a waiting list with approx-

imately 10 companies." Knight said

"It's a great opportunity not only for

the employers here, but also for the

students."

Knight attributes the large turnout

to what she called a turnaround in

the job market.

"Companies now recognize that

they are too 'top heavy' — they're

now looking to recruit at the entry

level." Knight said.

Students at the fair were also

impressed by the number of employ-

ers present at the fair and conve-

nience.

"It's a little overwhelming, but

there are a lot of openings, especially

in my major." said Amy Lakrit/. a

BDIC major. "Everyone seems really

professional and nice, but it's still a

bit overstimulating."

Another student. Nate Therrien, a

finance major, was also affected by

the fair's environment

"There are so many firms here. I've

already had some luck in the 45 min-

utes I've been here." Therrien said

Corporations were just as

impressed with the turnout of stu-

dents looking to enter the job market

upon graduation.

Caitlin Ames, the national recruiter

for the Ernest and lulio Gallo wine

company said that although she had

better luck recruiting in the School of

Management's fall career fair, she I

met a lot of outgoing and ambitious

students

Princeton Properties, a real estate

firm attending the UMass career fair

for the first time, said the day went
wry well.

Claire Collins, director of leasing

and marketing for the firm, said,

Tym to fA**, poge 2

By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

A merger between the

University of Massachusetts
Medical Center in Worcester and
privately-owned Worcester
Memorial Hospital was approved

by the university's Board of

Trustees, yesterday.

Student Trustee Sean Carter

reported the events of the Board's

meeting at the Undergraduate
Student Senate meeting last night.

"I was at Worcester this after-

where

'We can get close

to a full rebate for

our books ifprofes-

sors get their read-

ing lists in early,

'

- Bill Ramsey

noon,
the Board of

Trustees voted

to merge the

I I M a s s |

Medical Center

with Worcester

Memorial
Hospital .

"

Carter said

According to

Carter. the

merger would
result in the

University system acquiring $300
million worth of property and
assets. Further information on the

merger will be available later this

week. Carter said.

In other matters, additional can-

didates for this spring's Student

Government Association (SGA)
elections were announced at the

Senate meeting

Senators R.|. Lamar and Brian

McManus (Southwest Area)
announced their intentions to run

for Student Trustee and SGA
President, respectively.

Lamar cited his past experience

in and outside of SGA as his quali-

fications for the position. Some of

the issues Lamar said he would
address as Trustee included, "the

effects of privatization, the sad

state of dining services and wom-

en's safety on campus."

McManus said that his "number

one goal as SGA President will be

to create an environment where
every student is represented.

"We are also here to defend stu-

dents' interests against an adminis-

tration that just doesn't seem to

realize who it works for,"

McManus said.

Senate Speaker Brian Tirrell

appointed Peter Kilbourne, for-

merly secretary of Public

Policy-Relations for the SGA, to

the position of Associate Speaker.

Kilbourne will

fill the seat left

vacant by
Nathan Peyton,

who resigned
from the posi-

tion last week.

The motion
to confirm
Kilbourne
passed after

several debates

by a vote of 29
for. five

against and two not voting on the

issue

The Senate also unanimously
passed a motion mandating pro-

fessors to provide the Textbook
Annex with their course reading

lists early enough before each

semester (Dec. 15 for spring,

April 15 for fall), so that when
students sell back their books,

they may receive a greater return

in price.

Sen. Bill Ramsey (Commuter
Area), who drafted the motion,

said that the Annex determines

how much they will buy back a

book based upon the need for it in

rlawrn the following semester.

"We can get close to a full

rebate for our books if professors

get their reading lists in early,"

Ramsey said.

Students , staff and faculty

met to discuss mental health

Seventy-five perspective employers arrive in CC
today for co-op fair hosted by Mather Career Center

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Stan

Approximately 30 taeultv. staff and

advisors from the University m.

terday to discuss ideas on how to help

students who are emotionally dis-

tressed.

The meeting is this semester's first

pan in a series of conversations, put

on bv the Resource Network, on how
to refer students to counseling ser-

Gary Bernhard, director of

University Without Walls and facilita-

tor of the Resource Network, said the

goal of the Network "was to gather

people across campus to improve the

quality of the campus, and to join

people who normally don't run into

each other during their daily lives.

"We are continuing that into our

first meeting of the spring scme«tei.'

Rcmhard said.

Assistant Dean of Students Paul

Vasconeellos said. "In our office we
advocate for students and coordinate

responses. We help connect students

with the right people

"UMass is famous for 'you are in

the wrong place, you need to go to

this place. '" Vasconeellos added.

During the meeting several audi-

ence members voiced their opinions

on students experience at UMass.

One faculty member in the pro-

gram commented, "we all work for

the University and not in separate

offices, and in the student s mind
that's their experience and they expect

us to all work together and know each

other."

Another member replied. "That's

not an unreasonable request."

The conversations throughout the

meeting focused on how to help stu

dents who are fighting depression or

are feeling suicidal.

Matt Zimmerman, a psychology-

intern at Mental Health in Hills

North, said Mental Health Services

receives many calls — about depres-

sion, suicide and substance abuse

more than any other topic

"It's more prevalent. We are more
likely to hear about students who are

going to harm themselves than stu-

dents who are going BO harm someone

else." Zimmerman said. "We also

receive calls from friends and family

members who are worried about a

student."

Some faculty members questioned

the negative connotations in today's

society about going to Menial Health

Services

"So many people I see automatical-

ly assume that they will be put in the

hospital if they go to Mental Health."

said a women's studies intern.

Pathologist Linda Scott said that

that was not the case.

"Putting people in the hospital is

usually the last option." Scott said.

"A lot of people might not like the

label of depression or know what it is

exactly... someone suffering from
depression or suicidal thoughts is feel-

ing isolated or atone. It is essential for

them to have contact with others."

Zimmerman added.

A major issue for many professors

and advisors is when they should

interfere in a student's personal situa-

tion.

"A question for many faculty mem-
bers is 'when should I call the police''

If there is any doubt, call the police

number. Professors call us all the time

asking how should I handle this situ

ation?'." said Barbara O'Connor,
UMass deputy chief of police.

rding to O'Connor, in rare cir-

cumstances when a student attempts

suicide and public safety receives a

call, officers will go to the scene and

either bring the student to mental

health or make referrals.

Dr. Robert Horowitz from
University Health Services said there

are warning signs for depression and

suicide and those signs are recogniz-

able.

"It takes little bit of intuition. We
can read facial expressions, body lan-

guage to tell when someone is

depressed or suspect an alcohol prob-

lem, and we can also ask particular

questions." Horowitz said. "It's OK to

say to a student you seem like you are

really down, have you ever thought

about hurting yourself?"

Horowitz told faculty members to

"set up a contract" with students who
are having thoughts about hurting

themselves but pose no immediate

threat.

"Explain to the student if you feel

had enough that you think you may
hurt yourself, call me' and give them

your number." Horowitz said.

"Verbalize it. but make it formal."

liana Gerjuoy, a counselor/advo-

cate from the Everywoman's Center

(I WO spoke to faculty about what

the Center has to offer.

EWC offers a 24-hour hotline for

crisis intervention and short-term

peer counseling in which students

receive 10 sessions for free.

Gerjuoy also added that EWC
works closely with Mental Health.

"Sometimes we are able to take stu-

dents from mental health. If a women
is showing signs of post-rape syn-

drome, then she is showing healthy

signs to a unhealthy situation and we

can help her." Gerjouy said.

Turn to HCAITH. page 2

By Mark McGratfi

Colleg.an Staff

The Mather Career Center will be hosting 75 companies

at its annual co-op lob Fair in the Campus Center

Auditorium today from 10 a in to > p.m.

Some of the notable corporate participants will be

nutual. Filene s. General Electric. Procter and

Gamble and Dow lones & Co Inc

Reebok will be on hand, offering television production

positions, which will, for the first time, be paid.

The event, which can open the doors to career opportu-

nities, is open to all students who are interested in investi-

gating summer and semester long co-ops and internships

or who would just like an introduction to the Career

Center and its offerings.

"I can't stress enough how important experience is. not

onlv in getting a job. but in finding out what you'd like to

do, what field you'd like to go into." said leffrey Silver,

the associate director of field experience at the Career

Center.

Silver said that the large number of diverse companies

taking part in the fair offer opportunities to students of all

majors.

"There's something for everyone." said Silver "They

don't care what your major is."

Silver explained that the paid summer positions are the

most competitive, but that semester-long co-ops and

internships, paid and for credit, are very useful when
looking for a career.

"Any experience helps." Silver said. "It's a win-win sit

ualKin
'

Silver recommended that students attending the fair

should wear nice clothes if possible, and that resumes,

while helpful, are by no means necessary to make contacts

with a particular company.

The Peer Advising System of the Career Center will be

leading a workshop called "Welcome to Field Experience"

for students who would like an introduction to the ser-

vices of the Career Center.

For students who are unable to attend today, the work-

shops arc offered Monday through Friday at varying times

throughout the afternoon at the Career Center

Silver said these jobs are just the tip of the iceberg. The

career Center has hundreds of additional opportunities.

He would like students to show an interest, not only on

fair days, but throughout the year.

Most years, students show an initial interest in the field

experience program, but don't follow through.

"We end up asking, where did they all go?" Silver

said. "They don t realize that there are so many different

opportunities available."

Show how much you care...
Debby Sinopoli, a sophomore African-American studies major, tries to get George Tsitsas, a junior civil

engineering major, to buy a condom gram for his valentine yesterday afternoon.
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For Your Information
FYh tfe public service announcement! printed dtfy. To submit an
FYI, please send » press release containing aH pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the contact person to

the Comgkm, c/o the Managing Editor by noon the previous day

Thursday, Feb. 13

Concert — The Blue Moon Gallery Cafe in Amherst will

host |onathan Stevens, folk, acoustic, at 8 p.m. The event

is free.

Discussion — An informal discussion on "Spirituality

and Identity" will take place at 7 p.m. in Campus Center,

room 805-809. All are welcome to participate. For more
info, call 546-5174.

Discussion — The Five College Program in Peace &
World Security Studies will sponsor a Five College panel

on "Clinton's Foreign Policy: The Road Ahead." The pro-

gram will be held at 7:30 p.m. in Franklin Patterson

Building. West Lecture Hall at Hampshire College. The
event is free, and open to the public, and wheelchair
accessible.

Information — The Golden Key National Honor
Society will have a table on the Campus Center concourse
from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. to promote AIDS awareness. Free

condoms, candy, red ribbons and information on safe sex

will be distributed.

Lecture — Louise Rice, director of Education of the

AIDS Committee, will present a lecture entitled. "Is the

AIDS Epidemic Over or Has it |ust Changed Direction?"

at 1 250 p.m. in Campus Center room 803. Free.

Meditation — The Bangs Senior Center will hold
"Heart to Heart and Soul to Soul Communication" from
7-9 p.m. at 70 Boltwood Walk. Amherst.
Meeting — Pi Sigma Alpha Honor Society will be host-

ing the second annual Career Forum for political science

majors from 4:30-6 p.m. on the sixth floor of Thompson
Tower. For more info, contact Bill Ramsey at 549-1035.

Friday. Feb. 14

Exhibit — "Love Makes a Family: Living in Lesbian and
Gay Families' (a photograph-text exhibit) opens at

UMass with a special Valentine's Day reception. The
reception will be held in the Campus Center Graduate
Lounge from 7-9 p.m. The exhibit will remain in the

lounge until Feb. 29. Co-sponsored by the Stonewall
Center.

Information — The Golden Key National Honor
Society will have a table in the Campus Center concourse
from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. to promote AIDS awareness. Free

condoms, candy, red ribbons and information on safe sex

will be distributed.

Lecture — "The Eruption of Krakatau and the

Processes of Explosive Volcanism." a lecture by Steve

Cary. University of Rhode Island, will take place at 3:30

p.m. in Morrill II South, room 131. Part of the

Geoscicnce Lecture Series.

Music — "Something Every Friday." a free weekly pro-

gram series of special activities sponsored by the Campus
Activities Office, presents |ohn Akers at 8 p.m. in the

Bluewall Cafe. Akers music includes influences from
gospel, pop. folk, punk, country and zydeco.

Music — The Blue Moon Gallery Cafe in Amherst will

hold an Open Mic Night at 8 p.m. Everyone is welcome.
The event is free.

Notices

Health senices — Confused, afraid, or just curious? Do
you have questions about sex. STDs. alcohol, drugs, eat-

ing disorders, HIV/AIDS, stress management or quitting

smoking or chewing tobacco? Don't know who to ask?
Call the Peer Health Connections phoneline at UMass at

577- 5168. Trained students will anonymously answer
your questions and tell you where to go for more help.

Commencement Housing — A limited number of resi-

dence hall rooms will be available for the relatives and
friends of graduating UMass students for the night of

Saturday. May 24. Commencement Housing applications

are available at the University Conference Service Office,

918 Campus Center. To guarantee a reservation, complet-

ed forms with full payment must be returned to University

Conference Services by May 1. There will be no on-site

reservations.

Comedy — The UMass improv comedy show Mission

Improvable will perform every Saturday in the Campus
Center Basement at 8 p.m. Free.

Support group — Having a hard time quitting smoking
or chewing tobacco? The Health Education Division at

University Health Services

Chemical exchange — The UMass Reuse/Exchange
inventory is now available at

http://www.unix.oit.umass.edu/-safety/rexl.html. The
items on this list are available free of charge and will be

delivered on a first-come, first-served basis. Call

545-2682 for more info.

Writing — Spectrum Magazine is accepting submissions

for poetry, prose, artwork and photography for its spring

release. The magazine is open to all Five College staff and
students, and is a registered student organization. Please

come by the office at 406E Student Union or come by the

concourse table in the Campus Center this week.

Karate — The UMass Shotoran Karate Club is now
accepting new members. No prior experience necessary.

Come watch and join uur daily training in a traditional

lapanese martial art. For more info, contact Loukia at

549- 8058 or Ian at 549-5485.

Internships — Internships are available working on
Earth Day. Hunger. Recycling and Clean Air. Call Melanie

at MassPirg. 545-0199 or stop by the office at 423-A
Student Union Building.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

in South Amherst will provide rides to church. Pick up is

at 9:40 a.m. on campus. Call Mark at 253-0361 for more
information.

Support group — REFLECT, the Five College bereave-

ment support program is offering two support groups this

semester: A grief support group for those who have expe-

rienced the death of someone close to them; and an illness

group for those currently coping with the serious illness of

a loved one. If you or someone you know is interested,

please call us at 577-5316 for more information.

Support group — Overeaters Anonymous, a group of

individuals who share an addiction to food and suffer

from compulsive eating and other eating disorders, will

hold weekly meetings on Saturdays at 10 a.m. in the

Campus Center. The only requirement for membership is

the desire to stop eating. There are no dues or fees.

Donations are strictly voluntary. For more info, call

(617)641-2303.

Astronomy — The Amherst Area Amateur Astronomers
Association will hold free public planetarium shows at 4
p.m. every Saturday in February at Amherst College
Bassett Planetarium. Appropriate for all ages. Dates: Feb.

15 and 22. For information, call Tom Whitney at

256-6234.

Film — The interdepartmental program in film studies

is offering its fourth annual Multicultural Film Festival:

"Emigres, Exiles and Sojourners in Contemporary
Cinema* this spring. Screenings and discussions with
directors and faculty will be held on Wednesday evenings.

231 Herter Hall at UMass and Stirn Auditorium at

Amherst College, at 7 p.m. The first event will be When
Mother Comes Home for Christmas, a documentary by
Nilita Vachani (Sri Lanka/Greece. 1995) on Feb. 25. For

a full schedule, watch for brochures and posters at the

beginning of February, or check out our webpage:
http://www.umass.edu/film.

Campus Police Log
Accident — Personal Injury A fire alarm sprinkler was turned on in the Campus
Feb. 12 Center Garage due to a water break.

A rear-end accident on Fearing Street, caused by icy

roads, resulted in injuries to George Charnota. 21, of Larceny

Milldam Road, Acton. He was taken to Cooley Feb. 10
Dickinson Hospital in Northampton by ambulance. An individual reported that a cellular phone was

stolen from the Silvio 0. Conte Research Center.

Accident— Property Damage
Feb. 11 Vandalism
A minor two vehicle accident occurred in parking lot Feb. 10

7 1 on Massachusetts Avenue. A Mahar construction site on Presidents Drive was

damaged.
Animal Complaint Feb. 11

Feb. 11 Racial graffiti was written on the stairwell wall in

There was a report of an individual trying to net fish Johnson Residence Hall. /
An individual from Van Meter Residence Hallfrom the campus pond.

reported that his vehicle doors had been glued and
Assist Agency sand had been poured into his gas tank.

Feb. 10

Campus Center Way was temporarily closed due to a Warrant Service

water main break. Feb. 10
Victor N. Cora, 50. of 990 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

Health/Safety Hazard was arrested at North Village Apartments on a war-

Feb. 10 rant.

fair
continued from page 1

"There is a lot of posilivity and orga-

nization. Things have been going very

smoothly."

Krista Hanks, also of Princeton
Properties was in awe of the profes-

sional atmosphere.

"Everyone seems so professional.

On the whole. I am very impressed,"

Hanks said.

Electronic Data Systems (EDS),
one of the corporate sponsors for the

event, keeps returning because of the

luck they've had in the past with
UMass recruits.

Dave Eisenberg. a 1988 UMass
graduate and recruiter for EDS. said

that although this was not the largest

career fair he has attended. UMass
students have brought much to this

Hudson-based company, especially

in the last few years.

Several businesses were not limit-

ing the employment options to specif-

ic majors, either. There was a wide
selection of technology and engineer-

ing firms looking for liberal arts

majors to fill inside positions — leav-

ing potential recruits with
open-ended and flexible opportuni-

ties.

loan Stoia. director of the Career

Center, said that yesterday's turnout

was "fabulous." Alongside many of

the companies pervading the base-

ment rooms of the Campus Center,

Stoia was very impressed with the

professional attitude that many of the

students have taken.

"There's a real seriousness when
applying for a job. These students are

less intimidated than in years past —
they're willing to take a risk and take

advantage of what's being offered,"

Stoia said.

To coincide with the career fair,

the Massachusetts Career Center
Field Experience Office is hosting the

13th annual co-op job fair in the

Campus Center today from 10 a.m.

to 3 p.m.

The career fair is more geared
towards graduating seniors looking

for entry level positions, while the

co-op fair offers valuable opportuni-

ties for undergraduates and graduates

to gain experience in their field of

interest.

health
conttnuec! from page )

EWC also offers legal and medical

advocacy. Counselor advocates will

accompany rape and abuse survivors

to the hospital and court but it is

"important to note that we are offer-

ing emotional support. We are not

doctors or lawyers." Gerjouy said.

Gerjouy said the one piece of

advice she could give to the faculty

was. "If someone tells you they have

been raped, bring them to us. It really

helps. Believe them and listen, vali-

date their story. It may sound simple

but it is very powerful."

Fran Deals, director of the

Employee Assistance Program, is

coordinator of the Workplace
Violence Management Team.
"We are thinking about students

and their work. We deal with student

employees and students who have

issues with employees." Deats said.

The goal of the group is to coordi-

nate University resources for individ-

ual and institutional issues regarding

workplace violence, prevention, man-
agement, crisis intervention and
debriefing and recovery and has been

divided into three focus groups: pre-

vention, risk assessment and crisis

management.

"A lot of people who do advising at

this institution think their job is intel-

lectual advising... beyond that it is

someone else's problem. Those are

the people we have to get through to

first." Bemhard said.

The Resource Network meets every

other Wednesday in Campus Center

room 804-808 from 12 p.m. -1:30
p.m. The next meeting is scheduled

for Feb. 26.
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The Women of Color Program of the Everywonun't Center presents...

DRUMS0NG:
the art and Spirit of Drumming with

UBAKA HILL
This -workshop is a fun and empowering exploration of the art and
spirit of rhythm and drumming that fosters Individual creative self*

expression. Explore different rhythmic paths including intuitive
drumming, singing and visualization in connecting with ones own

inner voice for expression of ones personal power.
^ -'s^s-

Saturday February IS, 1997
lotoo am • 4:oopm
Campus Center, Room 101

Refreshments will be provided!
This is a free workshop!

For more information, please call

The Everywoman's Center at 54S-0883
We encourage you to bring your own
drums, rattles, shakers, congas, and/or tambourines
(* *some instruments will be provided)

//What a Great Experience!
//

Learning the Language.

Meeting people. Coming
face to face with history,

art and architecture,

culture, food and fun.

UNIVERSITY STUDIES
ABROAD
CONSORTIUM...
Small classes. Personal

attention. Fully accredited

— receive university

credit. We provide great

classes in intensive

language, history,

anthropology, art,

business, economics,

political science. .

.

University Studies Abroad Consortium
University of Nevada Library • Mail Stop 323 • Reno, Nevada 89557-0093

(702)784-6569 • E-mail: usac@admin.unr.edu • www: http://www.scs.unr.edu/-usac

CHILE • FRANCE
ENGLAND

ITALY • SPAIN • AUSTRALIA • NEW ZEALAND
GERMANY • THAILAND • COSTARICA

Term limits proposal rejected in House vote
By David Espo

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The House
rejected a proposed constitutional
amendment yesterday to slap term
limits on members of Congress after

a debate that exposed deep divisions

among supporters. The vote was
217-211, 69 votes shy of the two-
thirds necessary for approval of the

measure to limit lawmakers to 12-

years in office — and fewer than it

gained two years ago.

"They're eating their own. It's just

bizarre," GOP Rep. Christopher
Shays, a term limits opponent, exult-

ed as supporters quarreled among
themselves over whether six years,

eight years or 1 2 years should be set

as a limit for House service.

In the end, none of the proposals

came close to amassing the two-
thirds needed to prevail.

"Internecine warfare" poses a

grave threat to the uphill drive for

success. Rep. Bill McCollum (R-Fla.)

mourned as the proposal moved
toward its preordained doom.
Without a truce involving U.S.

Term Limits and other organiza-

tions, he warned, "there will be grid-

lock and people who are opposed to

term limits will prevail."

The more fundamental divisions

over the wisdom of term limits were

overshadowed in the daylong
debate, although they surfaced occa-

sionally.

"To adopt term limits is to play

Russian roulette with the future,"

argued Rep. Henry Hyde, a 12th-

term Republican who joined with

many Democrats in opposition.

"This is no place for amateurs."

But Rep. Charles Canady. a third-

term Republican from Florida, coun-

tered that "term limits will break the

power of entrenched incumbency. It

will give us representatives who put

serving the interests of the people

and advancing the good of the

nation ahead of perpetuating their

own legislative careers."

Term limits remain popular with

the voters, and Republicans brought

the proposal to the floor as the first

significant vote of the new Congress.

House Speaker Newt Gingrich had
pledged to do so last year, when
lawmakers rejected term limits, 227-

206, 63 votes shy of the two-thirds

needed for approval.

At the same time, even supporters

conceded in advance it would fall

short again, in pan because of oppo-

sition from many Democrats and in

part because GOP term limits back-

ers had failed to unite behind a sin-

gle version of the amendment.
The result was a cumbersome pro-

cedure in which the House voted on

nearly a dozen versions, many of

them designed to provide political

security for lawmakers from slates

where voters had approved ballot

initiatives on the subject.

Lawmakers said that failure to

obtain a vote on their own state's

legislation would result in a "scarlet

letter" at the next election — a nota-

tion in capital letters next to their

name on the ballot that they "violat-

ed voter instruction on term limits."

In addition, many of these lawmak-

ers announced in advance they

would vote against proposals pat-

terned after initiatives approved in

other states, even though there were

only minor, stylistic variations in

most cases.

McCollum, recently elected to his

ninth term in the House, favors a

1 2-year limit to take effect after rati-

fication by the states. But U.S. Term
Limits, perhaps the best known of

the outside lobbying groups, is

opposed, and was instrumental in

the passage of the state initiatives

calling for six-year limits for House
members.

(onathan Ferry, a spokesman for

the term limits group, said lawmak-

ers were being "disingenuous...

They're implying that they have the

votes for a 12-year bill... They don't

have the votes, and they don't have

a strategy for getting there."

Army solider on trial for

the deaths of two blacks

High ranking North Korean

official seeks asylum in South

By Estas Thompson
Associated Press

FAYETTEVILLE. N.C. — As the

victim's relatives bowed their heads, a

song about shooting blacks echoed in

a small courtroom yesterday during

the trial of a former soldier accused of

killing a black couple.

"Point it at their heads and let's

have some fun... It's so much fun to

mow them down," went the lyrics of

one song.

lames Burmeister. a former Fort

Bragg soldier, is charged with murder

and conspiracy in the 1995 deaths of

Michael lames. 36. and Jackie

Burden. 27. Prosecutors played the

song in an effort to show that he

killed the couple because of his

extremist beliefs. A witness said the

two songs played in court were
Burmeister's favorites.

When defense attorneys argued the

songs weren't relevant, District

Attorney Ed Grannis described one as

"a premonition of what happened to

my two victims." The couple was shot

as they took a walk along a din street

two blocks from the courthouse.

Prosecutors contend the victims

were executed as pan of a skinhead

initiation rite. Burmeister, 21. could

be sentenced to death if convicted.

Also charged with murder is Malcolm

Wright. 22, whose trial is scheduled

for Marchjn Wilmington.

V^oibcx iurnier^ildier. Randy

Meadows, 22. was charged with con-

spiracy. He is testifying against

Burmeister as pan of a plea bargain.

The three men. all white, have been

discharged from the Army, where

they were members of the 82nd
Airborne Division.

Meadows testified yesterday about

his friendship with Burmeister, and
their life on and off the Army base

outside Fayetteville.

The defense contends the case is

based on Meadows' lies. Burmeister

and Meadows met in the paratrooper

barracks at Fort Bragg and became
drinking buddies. Meadows said that

he wasn't a racist, but that Burmeister

frequently said black people should

be sent back to Africa or "rounded up

and shot."

Burmeister believed while people

created things such as government

and businesses and Orientals sus-

tained them. Meadows said.

"The destroyers were blacks," he

said. "The Nazi flag represented a

country he was very proud of because

they believed in purifying the race to

make it stronger."

Meadows told of accompanying
Burmeister to beat up black drug

dealers and prostitutes. They followed

one to her house and sprayed her

with Mace and knocked her down in

her doorway. Meadows testified.

"It was Burmeister's idea of having

fun, wasn't it?" Grannis said.

Yea sir." Meadows answered.

By Jo-YeonKim
Associated Press

SEOUL. South Korea — A confi-

dant of North Korean leader Kim long

II defected yesterday and was seeking

asylum here, becoming the highest-

ranking official to flee the communist

North and giving the South an intelli-

gence coup. South Korea said.

Hwang |ang Yop. 72, a member of

the Central Committee of North
Korea's ruling Workers' Party, fled to

the South Korean Embassy in Beijing

and asked for asylum, the South
Korean Foreign Ministry said.

South Korean Ambassador Chung
long-wook said in Beijing that Hwang
had defected with an aide. The
Foreign Ministry identified the aide as

Kim Duk Hung, the president of a

North Korean trading company who is

in his 50s.

"Since [Hwang's) free will to defect

has been confirmed, the issue will be

handled through consultations with the

Chinese government." the ambassador

said.

North Korea insisted that Hwang
must have been kidnapped by South

Koreans, calling his defection "incon-

ceivable and impossible."

"If it is true that Hwang lang Yop is

in the South Korean embassy in

Beijing, it is obvious that he has been

kidnapped by the enemy." an unidenti-

fied North Korean Foreign Ministry

spokesman said in a report carried by
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the North's Korean Central News
Agency.

"If it is brought to light that the

South Korean authorities kidnapped

him and describe him as seeking asy-

lum, we will regard it as a serious inci-

dent without precedent and take due

countermeasures," the spokesman
said.

The importance of Hwang's defec-

tion was underscored by South
Korea's reaction. It called an cmer
gency Cabinet meeting to discuss ways

to bring Hwang and his aide to Seoul.

The foreign minister canceled a week-

end trip to Singapore where he was to

attend a meeting of Asian and
European foreign ministers.

The defection could be a sign of a

power struggle within the North's

hierarchy, according to one South

Korean official who spoke on condi-

tion of anonymity. Hwang also could

provide a wealth of information about

North Korea's government, which
rules one of the world's most closed

societies, the official said.

Hwang's defection comes while

North Korea is preparing to celebrate

its biggest holiday, the 55th birthday of

Kim long II. who became the country's

de facto leader when his father died

almost three years ago.

The weekend celebrations this year

already had been overshadowed by the

nation's worsening economic plight.

aggravated by two years of floods that

have devastated North Korea's food

+4tm vcon / couecun

The Zapple guy?
Paul Saltier, zo, posea as *he Zapple guy to promote MassPIRG's

new bottle bill campaign.

supply.

For the third time in a year, the U.N.

World Food Program issued an appeal

this week for 1 10,000 tons of emer-

gency food aid worth $41 million.

Hwang had stopped in Beijing on his

way home from a North Korean-spon-

sored international seminar in |apan.

Ambassador Chung declined to char-

acterize China's reaction to Hwang's
defection, saving "it is a verv sensitive

issue." China is North Korea's closest

ally, but their relations have cooled

since China opened its doors to capital-

ism and established strong commercial

ties with South Korea.

Under a 1978 treaty. China is

required to return any North Koreans

found in China without visas or other

valid travel documents. That presum-

ably would not apply to Hwang and his

aide. North Korea urged China to "take

appropriate measures" in the case of

what it insisted was a kidnapping.

With the collapse of the Soviet

Union and China's and Eastern

Europe's embrace of capitalism. North

Korea has been left with lew ideologi-

cal allies to turn to for aid, trade or

diplomatic support. Its efforts to

improve ties with potential aid donors

— including the United States and

lapan — also have made little headway.

And increasing numbers of its people

are fleeing for food and other reasons

About 180 North Koreans have

defected to South Korea in the past

three years, including 30 this year.

Hwang graduated from North
Korea's elite Kim II Sung University

and Moscow University in the late

1950s. According to South Korean offi

cials. he is ranked 24th in the North's

power hierarchy. As a key member of

the North's ruling party, he served as

chairman of the Foreign Relations

Committee of the North's parliament,

the Supreme Peoples Assembly.

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES PRESENTS

Something Every Friday

SINGER
JOHN AKERS

February 14, 1997 8:00pm
Bluewall Cafe FREE

John is a very gifted singer/songwriter. The music he writes and performs includes a

very wide range of influences; from gospel to pop, and folk to punk.

John was voted the"Best Male Vocalist by Freetime Magazine. For more information

check out our website:

hllp itwrne unastalulcomfmcllevrnlilctleMltrhlm

The movie "The Associate" will be shown in the Student Union Ballroom at

8pm and again at 10pm
This program is made possible by a Grant from the Auxilliary

Services Office, the Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the Daily Collegian.
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Black History Month
Editor's note: This is part five in an ongoing series of
columns related to Black History Month. The series will

run throughout the month of February.

Ebonics: what it ain't

In
recent months there has been

an almost hysterical debate in

the media surrounding the

topic of Ebonics. Until the

Oakland school board's decision to

accept I bmiics as the style of lan-

guage used by its students, most peo-

ple had never heard of the term
Ebonics. Many misinformed "so

called" leaders had comments and
opinions about the subject and what

should be done about the school

board's decision. Now that a few
months have passed, a slow but

steady stream of language specialists

and linguists have been getting the

"real" weird out on Ebonics. It is our

hope that readers will leave with a

better understanding of what
Ebonics is. what Ebonics is not. as

well as a broadened perspective on
what may be more salient i-<uc< lor

African-American children in this

country.

What it "isn't:" There are a

plethora of myths and misconcep-
tion- about Ebonic- We find it perti-

nent to first discuss what it is not

Ebonics, also known as "Black
English" and "African-American
English" (AA1 i is not "bad
English." "broken English."

No not the

so-called "hip-hop" talk of

the day That is to say. AAE

linguistic patterns. These patterns

were indirectly reinforced, given that

African slaves most often had very lit-

tle contact with English. After all.

how much English does one get to

hear when picking cotton in a field'.'

Sot surprisingly, those slaves charged

with house duties had significantly

more opportunity to hear and interact

with English. It is hypothesized that

the slave did what all learners of sec-

ond languages do— they first learned

the names of things (nouns), then

learned some verbs, and later adjec-

tive- and other forms. However, these

nouns and verbs were then put into

the slave's African grammar
This is similar to what happens

when English speakers first start to

learn Spanish and learn the noun
"casa" means house and the adjective

"blanca" means white. The English

speaker almost always first says

'blanca casa.' not realizing that

Spanish grammar dictates that the

noun precede the adjective (in

English it is the reverse I. The speaker

has simply imposed his English
grammar onto the Spanish words.

It is also crucial to understand that

Janice E.

Jackson
is not "yo baby, yo babv.

yo" or "whas up!" or "she's dope." It

is also not used solely by African-

Americana.

What it is. 1 ith that out of the

way. let us address what Ebonics is.

Aft ican- American English (AAE) is

the speech thtjt is u»cd by a large seg-

ment oi the African-American popu-

lation, which has ties to the West
African linguistic roots of our slave

ancestor- The evolution of the

dialect is directly linked to the trans-

Atlantic slave trade. Most of the

Africans turned slave were taken
from the West coast of Africa.

Linguists understand that the lan-

guages spoken in this part of Africa

are a part of the Niger-Congo family

of languages, consisting of some 500-

600 language*.

These languages, although not
mutually intelligible, have very similar

grammars. For example, members of

the West African family of languages:

1 1 ) tend to follow the same sound
rules with no consonants at the ends

of words: (2) conjugate verbs by
requiring that the verb remain con-

stant for person and number, and (3)

arc inclined to have similar tense pat-

terns such as past, present, future,

near past, and remote past. In other

words. Niger-Congo languages exhib-

it a grammar very different from the

Northern European or Germanic
family of languages of which English

is a member.
Once the African arrived in this

country he retained all of his Alncan

D'Jaris

Coles

slaves for the most part were never

"taught ' English, but managed quite

incredibly to attain it. Indeed the

common penalty for literacy was
death. This is an important distinc

tion in understanding why the

African-American is not the same as

immigrants who came willingly to

this country and had access to pro-

grams designed to teach them
f nglish so that they could assimilate

as quickly as possible. The Negro
was not welcome to assimilate into

this society.

Today. AAE is used on a continu-

um by its speakers, some of whom
use many features frequently while

others use only a few features infre-

quently. Some of the most common
features are identical to those West
African grammatical rules listed

above, linguists generally consider it

to be a dialect of English. Dialects

ate said to evolve when speech com-
munities speaking a general common
language become separated by either

geographical or societal barriers. As
a result, the dialect will be preserved

as long as the particular group is iso-

lated from or has limited contact

with other speech population*.

AAE was preserved through the

generations as a result of the social

stratification of the African-
American population during slavery.

which ended in 1865. and subse-

quently through "Hm Crow' segrega-

tion which only continued the lin-

guistic separation of the two groups.

Segregation only started to be dis-

mantled in the mid-60's during the

civil rights movement. But even
today this American society is largely

segregated. Thus, it is not surprising

that these speech patterns have stood

the test of time.

What this controversy distracts us

from: Unfortunately, the recent
Ebonics controversy has been fraught

with non-issues, such as the claim

that children were going to be taught

Ebonics. In fact children come to

school with their respective dialects

and do not need it to be taught. The
Oakland school board's main objec-

tive is simply to better teach their

students (53 percent of whom are

Ebonics speakers) Standard
American English by better under-

standing the dialect that they already

use.

We fear that Ebonics has become
the scapegoat for the ills of the public

school system in this country. By

focusing on Ebonics as a problem we
pay less attention to the rising num-
ber of ill-equipped, poorhy managed
public schools. We also miss other

serious issues such as how many of

our schools are staffed with

|

apathetic teachers who are

inadequately trained to

interact with culturally and
linguistically diverse popula-

tions. When we decide that

the only problem facing African-

American children is their lack of

Standard American English (SAE)
skills, we also turn a blind-eye toward

the reality of racism in this country,

which affects even the most Standard

Inglish-speaking Afncan-Americani.

SAF. is not a panacea — even with

SAE. African-AmerKans are going to

face discrimination in hiring and in

the work place. It may reduce some
of the barriers, but even SAE-speak-

ing African-Americans have found
that they are discriminated against

and not taken seriously in the work
place. A case in point is the recent

Texaco scandal where upper level

administrators referred to upper level

African-American employees as

"black jelly beans," and laughed at

the interesting phenomenon of the

black jelly beans always ending up
stuck at the bottom of the bag.

Finally, it should be noted that

although a large portion of the
African -American population uses

AAE, there are great numbers of

African-Americans who also employ
effective use of SAE. Indeed, many of

these individuals learned SAE in seg-

regated schools with African-
American teachers who also used the

dialect It is hardly likely that

Ebonics is the cause for what ails the

education of the African-American

child today.

lanice E. Jackson and D'Jaris

Coles are UMass Graduate students

in the communication disorders

Parking fee increase

unnecessary

To the editor

Mondav s excellent Collegian article on the

proposed parking fee increase left out one
important fact: the campus administration

has set aside nearly $90 million for building

and facility renovation and maintenance. So
wh\ won't they spend any of it on the park-

ing lots? Because they think they can get stu-

dents and employees to pay for it instead.

l-ast fall the campus received over $60 mil-

lion in new state money for building and facil-

ity improvements. The Chancellor has also set

aside $20-30 million in campus money from
his -traiegic action plan for the same purpose.

Everyone agrees that we need money to fix

and maintain the parking lots. This is obvi-

ous. But what is also clear is that the campus
administration has the money to make these

improvements without sticking it to students

and employees. Perhaps they should reexam-
ine their priorities.

Marc Kencn
SCERA

University fails to fulfill

ALANA Agreements

To the editor:

The University of Massachusetts Graduate
F.mployee Organization, a unit of UAW Local

2322. has been without a new contract since

lune of 1996. Graduate employees and their

representatives could have negotiated a new

Letters to the Editor

contract by now. demanding only an increase

in the percentage of wages. Instead, the GEO
Bargaining Committee, backed up by solid

support from GEO members at the December
1 996. meeting voted to stand firm on affirma-

tive action issues including:

• demanding a substantial funding increase

for the Office of Minority Graduate Student

Recruitment (OMGSR) so as to augment the

small number of non-white students in grad-

uate school at UMass as well as providing

financial aid to enhance retention.

• create another fund for working class stu-

dents both from (he United States and
abroad, for single mothers who are students,

and for first generation college students

• demanding the immediate termination of

the racially motivated "accent (language) test-

ing" of international students, who are
already required to take the Test of English as

a Foreign language before they are admitted

to UMass.
• establishment of an

open-early/closed-late, fully subsidized, child

care facility in addition to a significant

increase in child care vouchers for graduate
students with children.

The overwhelming domination of universi-

ty student life by one ethnic grouping (i.e.

whites) in a society as class stratified but eth-

nically diverse as the U.S. no( only criminally

excludes mos( non-white students from for-

mal education but. moreover, stunts the

growth and distorts the development of those

students who do gain admission to post-sec-

ondary education. In essence, we are current-

ly being denied quality education by the

absence of representational numbers of stu-

dents, faculty, and staff from non-white eth-

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

UMass Etiquette 101

The crying and whining is every-

where these days: "This coun-

try is going straight to hell."

"Nobody respects anything or any-

body anymore." "What we need is

prayer in the schools and locks on the

remote controls." blah, blah. blah. I

never considered giving this line of

thinking much more than a nod. a

sigh and a requisite eye roll. Until

Tuesday night.

That night, my girlfriend and I

decided to go to ^^^^^^^^^^^

"People in general

are selfish and lazy,

always have been.

Bob Dunn

the movies. We
caught the late

show and
stopped in a

restaurant for

some munchies
beforehand. On always Will be, DUt the
my way out, I pro fjlem jj so wide.

stopped oil to

use the rest spread now that I think

mTh ,o

a

my a little bit of damage
chagrin, i found control is in order.

"

that I was going

to give the cus-

todian a hand.

You see, the

mother's mistake who used the com-
mode before me decided that raising

the lid was far too much trouble, as

was. I suppose, wiping up the result-

ing mess.

Then I began to realize where the

problem really lies. It's not in a return

to some sort of grandiose, generic,

one-size- fits-all belief system, but

it's just a simple lack of civility that

erodes away at polite society.

People in general are selfish and
lazy, always have been, always will be.

but the problem is so widespread now
that I think a little bit of damage son

trol is in order. Face it. we simply

have different societal needs than peo-

ple did 40 years ago and the old rules

don't work that well anymore. It was-

n't that long ago that terms like "gen-

tleman" and "lady" were used without

I irace of irony. These days you've got

about as much chance of finding a

polite person as you do finding a loyal

"Baywatch" fan who's read "Moby

Dick."

I'm certainly not talking about the

sort of staunch, antiquated, "Miss

Manners." elbows-on-the-table type

of civility: just the basic, decent "Let's

all get along" type.

Therefore, as a public service, I'd

like to offer a few suggestions about

how we, as a campus community . can

make life a little easier for everybody

^^^^^^^_ here. We do have

to share this cam-

pus with each other

for four or five

years (let's face it.

if you're here for

much longer than

that, you've got

bigger problems

than being nice to

people I and we
should do what we
can to help out.

• Walking: When
walking anywhere,

on-campus or off.

walk as if you have

a particular desti-

nation in mind. Don't just decide to

take a leisurely stroll in between class-

es; get to where you're going or get

out of the way. As a couple of corol-

laries to the above, if you see two
oppositely moving lanes of pedestrian

traffic trying to squeeze through one

of a set of doors: open the other damn
door, you tool! Also, cross with ilk-

light and quit holding up traffic. I will

run you over next time

• ATM'S: If you need to use the

ATM. take two minutes or less if it's

crowded. The ATM isn't the place to

completely overhaul your bank
account or stage a hostile takeover

while there are others waiting. Get
vour lunch money and get moving.

• Talking: Once the movie or lec-

ture starts, shut your friggin' hole.

There's nothing more annoying than a

couple of yammering chimps flapping

their gums while I'm trying to listen

and/or watch and/or take notes. Trust

me, no one outside of you and your

sad little circle of friends cares what

kind of time you and your "crew" had

on I lobart last Thursday.

While we're on the subject of talk-

ing in public, if you happen to have or

if you happen to take care of children,

don't bring the snotgobblers to the

movies unless it stars puppets, talking

animals, or one of the Culkin creeps.

They make noise, ask questions,

throw stuff and are a general nui-

sance. Do everyone a favor, leave

them at home and rent them
Aladdin... again.

• Concerts/Sporting Events: If you

go to one of these, don't bitch when
people stand up. Chances are, they re

standing up because the people in

front of them are standing up and so

on. That's what people do when their

favorite band or team comes out to

put on a show. Stand up or shut up.

As far as wheelchair accessible sec-

tions go, those should have a clear

and unobstructed view at all times,

but that's another issue altogether.

• In General: Some across the

board rules are: If you knock it over,

set it back up. If you spill, wipe. If

you bump into someone, say "excuse

me." Watch your aim in the rest room
and put the lid where it belongs when
you're finished. If you're going to be

in public a lot, try to shower at least

every other day and save administra-

tive questions until after class. When
a professor asks if there are any ques-

tions, they usually mean about the

readings or lectures, not about the

price 0* the books or if chapter five is

going to be on the exam. Quit wasting

everyone else's time.

These are pretty simple guidelines

and. if implemented, should make life

a lot easier for everyone involved with

a minimum of inconvenience. One
final note, if you work in the local ser-

vice industry, quit flirting with my
girlfriend when I'm around. It really

bugs me.

Rob Dunn is a Collegian columnist

That's the power of love

WARNING: The following column contains the

maximum amount of references to adult con-

temporary love songs allowed by the Society of

Professional loumalists. Please proceed with caution.

/ ivant to know what love is / I want you to show me. .

.

—
| foreigner

Mere days before \ alentine's Day . the "<^ s **J***ssbbbb
<

sioned words of Lou Gramm echoed through ^^HiJi^tiJJJ
my head as I drove down the streets of ^
Amherst, those lonely, disparate roads. COIHlCr

The disillusionment became stronger as l»

looked at the couples I passed: the frat boy outside a bar

peeling the wall of makeup off his intended hook-up: the

altema-girl and boy who. by sharing a lip pierce, proved

they'd taken INXS' "Never Tear Us Apart" a tad too seri-

ouslv: and the shy folks who decided there ain't nothing

wrong with a little bump n' grind — in the ATM cubicle.

You can only hope in that last situation that the guy
knows the difference between "withdrawal" and "deposit

"

I apologize for that last line, but it seems low humor
and low spirits just naturally go hand-in-hand sometimes
— a need for a cheap laugh. But even lowbrow shots

couldn't lift my mood as I thought about my car and the

upcoming repairs it required.

I

I

- a light blue 1986 |eep Cherokee with 163.000-plus

miles on it. lust weeks ago some kid smacked its side,

adding to the automobile's collection of unsightly dents.

Yet I held no real love for my ride — or so I thought until

I arrived at home.
My housemate Ron was in a funk unrivaled by that of

George Clinton. His beloved forest green 1986 Chevrolet

Monte Carlo was once again ailing, so he'd taken it home
for repairs.

For the record, let me state that I have never quite got-

ten a grip on man's outward and unconditional affection

for the car in general. The series of huffs, puffs and grunts

I heard over the years from relatives and friends as they

bask of Freudian implications. Leave the dipsticks and
such to the cretins. I believed I'm civilized enough just to

pay 50 clams at an auto shop for an oil change
But in Ron's case, he was legitimately frustrated that he

had to coast about the area in his mother's BMW 325i. «

fine piece of German engineering. This inqtcated tr> me
that there was truly something 'deeper to the

whole car thing, this unyielding devotion to

his wheels. This endless — dare I say —
line''

"Connah." he said to me in that unmistak-

able Boston bass of his. 'I like driving my mothah's cah

fah a couple days, but then it gets tiahed. I just want mv
cah back. She 's like the wind, Connah'"

(Okay, so he didn't really say that last part, but I could

n't resist.)

It then dawned on me that this car was indeed a part of

Ron in its own inimitable way. The bubble-dome rear

window, the tinted windows, the pine-scented car fresh-

ener dangling from the rear-view mirror — he wasn't the

same without it. Curious to explore how this revelation

has effected me. I went back outside and took another
gander at the |eep and all its little quirks.

Powder blue exterior. Oh. momma.
Black vinyl seats. Dig it.

Radio sans tape deck or CD player. Oh. I can't fight this

feeling anymore.

For better or worse. I realized I was head over heels in

love with that damn Cherokee. It was as if AMC's own
private Cupid had driven up in his Gremlin, yanked out a

arrow with a Pacer-key for a head, and shot me square in

my narrow black rump. Michael Bolton was right — love

is a wonderful thing.

Briefly. I even considered purchasing a set of sheepskin
seat covers for the old girl, but snapping back to reality. I

knew that I would do anything for love — but I won t do
that.

toiled away on their cruisers always pointed to the most C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian columnist

nic categories. In the process, we are unwit-

tingly being recruited to participate in this

centuries-long whitewash.

In the 1992 ALANA Agreements, the

Administration was able to negotiate down
students' demands for a minimum of 30 per-

cent non-white representation at all levels of

the university to a 20 percent minimum for

only the freshman class which it still is at

pains to achieve (not to mention its failure to

abide by the other provisions of the '92 agree-

ment)

The fact of the necessity for the University

proper yet speaks volumes about the poor
state of race relations on campus and in the

United States generally. Compromising stu-

dents' demands downward to minimal
reflects the hesitation and obstinacy of the

campus administration to move forward on
combatting racism in our own backyard.
Being at pains to fulfill even the minimal
requirements of the 1992 agreement five

years later indicates a failure of will and disin-

genuousness of spirit.

When will the students and youth be able

to learn in a non-racist environment in this

country? What does it take to tear down the

faulty towers and level the playing field of

educational opportunity? Why does the
administration hesitate so? These and other

questions require organization and unity, vigi-

lance and determination, and an unshakeable
commitment to rid our nation of its seething,

shearing, and scandalous heritage. Giving
firm support to GEO* above- stated and just

demands is one step we can and should all

take in this endeavor.

Colin S. Cavell

Amherst
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David Bowie stays on top of it all at 50

'His wrinkles only make him look sexier..." David Bowie at 50.

By Bradley Slcooght

Collegian Shaft

04WD BOWIE
Eanhling

Virgin Records

We are either cursed or blessed to be living in an age

where rock and roll heroes turn 50. Most of the time

embarrassing reunions and cheap cash-ins chip away at

an artist's once solid reputation. There are exceptions,

however.

Sometimes an artist will continue to grow and
explore—to bring out of their substantial experience

something new and invigorating. Wish David Bowie a

happy birthday and add him to that list of still vital rock

and roll heroes.

With the opening track (and first single) "Little

Wonder" Howie immediately sets the stage for mcM ol

Eanhling. A fascination with techno, jungle, industrial

and Eno-esque electronic exploration is mixed in with

healthy doses of Bowie's cool "An Pop" and some thrashv

Tin Machine style guitar noise. The result is a swirling,

almost hypnotic joyride of sound — every song swerves
wildly from style to style with electronic hiccups and
blasts of blistering guitar static billowing out of a lackson

Pollack-with-a-Moby-complex sound painting.

It looks like a mess on paper, but it comes oil smooth
as silk on Eanhling. The secret is that underneath all the

noodling and knob twisting is the same sense of song and
structure that made Bowie's late '70s collaborations with

F.no as much great rock and roll as stylistic experiment.

Reeves Gabrels' seemingly random guitar feedback squall

ends up being the key hook in a song, and the bizarre

chant that opens "Looking for Satellites" later reveals

itself as part of the chorus. Bowie is in control on
Eanhling and despite all of the club inspired extravagance

at work, he keeps it all ticking away like clockwork.

Most successful on the album are "Little Wonder."
"Telling Lies" and "Dead Man Walking." All three pump
up the dance quotient with skittering jungle programs
pulsing underneath fluid live drumming, and all three skip

freely from rumbling dance verses to pounding, explosive

rock and roll choruses. This combination of electronic and
organic sounds is one of the most startling things about

Eanhling — Bowie and his band are amazingly capable of

blending the two seemingly disparate worlds.

The weakest tracks on Eanhling are. ultimately, the

least adventurous. Both "Seven Years in Tibet" and "The
Last Thing You Should Do" lack the jittery edge and ener-

gy necessary to push them over the top — they have most

of the necessary elements, but by playing it too straight

Bowie fails to ignite their full potential.

Another problem is the length of the songs. Few fall

under five minutes and a couple even exceed six. They
don't drap necessarily, but one feels that the songs would
have been more effective if compacted some. It is a prob-

lem, perhaps, of electronic music in general — especially

here, in what is. essentially, a pop context

These weaknesses, though, never distract from the feel-

ing of excitement and discovery that pervades the album
— it is the most spirited and confident Bowie album since

Staff Monsters. At 50. Bowie continues to dig and rejuve-

nate. No one will pretend that Bowie invented the styles

explored on Eanhling. but. as he has often done. Bowie-

has upped the ante on the genres he incorporates —
Eanhling should stand as an open letter to the artists

from whom Howie has drawn inspiration. If you're going

to remain vital and important you're going to have to keep
up with David Bowie. A

£§=» Attention cga
USPS / GSOs / Agencies

I

The Campus Center/Student Union Commission has once again

begun the Space Allocation Procedure for office spaces within the

Campus Center/Student Union Complex

Pick up an application at the

Campus Activities Office, 416 Student Union!

A person from each RSO/GSO/Agency has to sign out an application

at the Campus Activities Office.

Completed applications should be dropped off at the Campus
Activities Office by 4:45 p.m. on February 28, 1997.

Applications Available: February, 11, 1997, Noon

Applications Due: February, 28, 1997, 4:45 p.m.
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& more
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POSITIVE I.D. AND PROPER ATTIRE REQUIRED DRESS TO IMPRESS

Bowie a living legend;

resurrections fill career
By Bradley Slcooght

Collegian Staff

Career re-evaluation is one of the

cornerstones of rock criticism. Any
artist who's been around long
enough has had his or her career

given a second glance — a second

glance that can completely redefine

a career for a whole new genera-

tion.

Some artists, like Neil Young,
have reaped the rewards of a posi-

tive re-evaluation — Young's tech-

no pop experiment Trans has

become a groundbreaking work in

electronic music and even his most

severe missteps are scoured for

gems. In most cases this kind of

re-evaluation is accompanied by a

reissue series (although no one has

been brave enough to re-release

Trans, apparently).

One artist who has undergone
numerous career re- evaluations is

David Bowie. When Rykodisc
began reissuing his albums in the

early '90s, critics began to applaud

once ignored works like The Man
Who Fell to Earth and Pin- Ups.

The problem with the dialogue sur-

rounding this reissue series is that

Ryko's reissues end with 1980's

Scary Monsters. Bowie's career,

then, can be divided into two sepa-

rate categories: pre- and post-Let's

Dance. It is the post- Let's Dance
work that most deserves a second

look.

The mega-populariiy of Let's

Dance makes it hard to look objec-

tively at the album. It's a likeable

affair — nothing too hard to swal-

low and the songwriting i* mostly

solid. It holds up well, and as New
Wave Top 40 goes it's among the

best the genre has to offer. The
problem here is the artistic vortex it

sucked Bowie into for almost an
entire decade.

Even if one is being extremely

charitable and generous it's hard to

say nice things about Tonight or

Never Let Me Down. Both are

crassly commercial "products"

—

sterile production and half-baked

songs so lousy even Bowie has dis-

owned the albums. It's only fair.

however, to mention the four listen-

able songs (all of which arc avail-

able on Ryko's The Singles collec-

tion.) Both "Blue lean* and "Loving -

the Alien" (from Tonight) are fair

enough, and if you're stranded on a

desert island with only Never Let

Me Down to keep you company
"Day In Day Out" the title tracks

are practically bearable.

With Bowie's reputation and crit-

ical expectation at an all- time low.

Tin Machine's self-titled debut was

a pleasant surprise. Bowie's casting

of himself as "just one of the guys

in the band" may not have been

entirely convincing, but at least

there seemed to be a sincere

attempt at being creative again. The

songwriting tightens up a bit and

there are some genuine moments ol

energy and excitement to be found.

The follow up. Tin Machine II.

continues Bowie's rejuvenative

efforts and is easily one of his most

underrated albums.

There are plenty of great songs

and the band is tight and spirited.

Sympathetic and honest production

also helps to make Tin Machine II a

lost gem. Tin Machine wrapped
things up a year later with Oy Vey

Baby, a rather loose live effort that

doesn't exactly catch fire, but has

some fun moments and a raw.

thrashy feel.

For some inexplicable reason

Bowie chose to return to his solo

career with Let's Dance producer

Nile Rodgers. Black Tie White
Noise is an enjoyable, occasionally

inspiring album with some nice

jazzy elements (lots of sax and

trumpet) and decent songwriting.

but it's inconsistent and Rodgers'

ultra-slick production threatens to

suck many of the songs dry.

The next album, the album that

really signifies Bowie's artistic res-

urrection, wasn't even released in

the United States initially. A sound-

track for a British TV. show. The

Buddha of Suburbia is an impres-

sJW collection of originals that fore-

shadows the stylistic exploration

and adventurous spirit of Outside

and Eanhling. The vital signs are

clearly visible on Buddha and. luck-

ily, the album is now available in

the United States

Almost an entire decade of mis-

steps and recovery led up to the

release of the dramatically under-

rated and criminally ignored
Outside. A far cry from the
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Running offers viable alternative to snowy blues

Dave Hole brings his unique slide guitar style to the United States.

Aussie slide master rockin in the USA
The Mississippi River Delta,

Chicago, Texas, Australia — wait a

second, here. Is it just me or is there an

odd man out in that list of major blues

areas? Australia, right? Well, sure it

does not share a history of

churning out blues

legends like

other three

U.S. out- 4
posts, but

it has given

the blues idiom one

amazing slide guitar

player. Meet Dave
Hole.

Some of you may
have heard of the

England-born.
Perth. Australia-bred man who plays

slide guitar by bending his ringers over

the fretboard instead of up from under

like most guitarists. You're lucky. For

those of you who haven't, try starting

with his latest of four Alligator releas-

es. Ticket To Chicago. This disc fea-

tures some of the most rocking blues

you have heard since ZZ-Top's '70s

stuff or Stevie Ray Vaughan. The soul

wells up in his voice so commandingly,

that it actually makes you believe he's

got the blues. Most contemporary
blues singers Lack this energy.

Despite the fact that the production

on this disc is a little too bright for

BV JOSUUA F30VP

blues (a problem marring many
Alligator discs), the playing overshad-

ows all problems. "Wheeler Dealer,"

and "Beyond lupiter" could probably

survive well on AOR radio, while

"Ain't No Justice." and "My
Bird Won't Sing" are

heartfelt ballads.

Most of the rest

of this disc kl

W just shameless

rocking out and

burning the strings

with a slide technique

you will not see else-

where.

In the vein of slide

guitarists. Hole was no

doubt at least slightly

influenced by Tampa Red "The
Guitar Wizard." as he was dubbed,

lived from probably 1904 (many old

bluesmen suffer the "mystery birth-

date" problem) until 1981 . and record-

ed heavily from the late '20s to the late

"40s. His pen-in-hand was responsible

for the blues classics "When Things

Go Wrong With You (It Hurts Me
Too)" and "Mean Mistreater."

RCA has blessed blues shelves with

their new collection of Hudson
"Tampa Red* Whittaker's complete

Bluebird label recordings from
1934-36. On this two-disc 46-song

set, we hear plenty of Red's

high-pitched blues shout and melodic

slide playing on a backdrop of lots of

Dixie- and Ragtime- influenced blues

numbers. Among the best are the

moan of "I'll Find My Way." the reflec-

tive "I Still Got California On My
Mind." and his first Bluebird hit.

"Mean Old Tom Cat Blues." There are

no "worsts" here. Also in this RCA re-

issue program of "Bluebird Blues &
Heritage Series" are collections of "Big

Maceo" Merriweather. and Sonny Boy

Williamson. We'll look at those next

week Others will be released in late

February.

The other great re-issue events this
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Okay, so winter has not been per

fectly white (his year, nor has it

been consistently mild. Don't be

discouraged by the weather. Mother
Nature has not sabotaged all forms

of outdoor recreational sports. If

you've had your fill of spending
Saturday and Sunday indoors, due

to fields of gray slush or eye

lash-freezing wind chill factors,

then snap out of it and slip into

your running shoes.

That's right,

running shoes.

Not snowshoes
nor skis, but
running shoes.

It is time to

wake up from
your winter
hibernation
and experience

the outdoors again.

February is the shortest month of

the year and Spring break is only a

few weeks away. Now is the perfect

time to re-start or start-up a spring

running routine.

Regular exercise not only main-

tains physical fitness but it makes
you feel good and relieves stress.

Running is an inexpensive, easy way
to re-introduce your body to intense

physical activity and nature's ele-

ments. It only requires a good pair

of shoes and a head full of imagina-

tion.

Running in the winter is not as

strange as it may seem, and is often

more enjoyable than trekking
through the hot summer. Due to the

lack of snow in the Pioneer Valley,

not only are road sides clear for

runners, but the Robert Frost

Trail's 33-mile route is also in ripe

condition for a winter run. (Of
course. I do not expect you to go for

33-mile run.)

Running on the Robert Frost

Trail in the winter is a wonderful

opportunity to catch some of the

season's most precious eco-systems

Alfresco News
with

Liz

Anderson

Bowie
continued from page 6

straightforward pop of Black Tie,

or even the four piece rock of Tin

Machine. Outside finds Bowie dig-

ging deep into industrial, techno,

and his own colored musical past

to create a challenging, adventur-

ous, ultimately rewarding album.

Outside succeeds not only as an

experiment in style and sound, but

as a substantial collection of mostly

great songs. Both "Thru These

Architects' Eyes' and "Strangers

When We Meet* are among
Bowie's best, and there are plenty

of truly inspiring moments
throughout. Admittedly. Outside is

a difficult album — it's lengthy and
full of extended experimental
pieces, but regardless. Outside is a

real return to form for Bowie — an

album that holds up well alongside

the best of his career.
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frozen in the winter sun. Linking
together Mt. Orient. Pulpit Hill,

Long Mountain and Rattle Snake-

Knob, the Robert Frost Trail con-

nects the homes of the Pioneer
Valley's wildest habitat

While running on the Robert
Frost Trail a runner can expect to

see not only an occasional deer or

squirrel, but also members of the

Pioneer Valley's newest population,

a moose. Due to a recent expansion

in the moose
population
over the past

eight to 10
years, young
bucks have
been pushed
out of their

northern ter-

ritories into

western Massachusetts by their

elders.

Running in the winter is a fabu-

lous way to get a jump start on
spring training, however, due to

February's chilly temperatures and
short days, runners must run with

caution.

Although there are only a couple-

inches of snow left in the Pioneer

Valley, it is still very slippery. It is

crucial for winter runners to use a

sturdy pair of running shoes with

tire tread soles.

It is also very important for win-

ter runners to keep their head cov-

ered in February's chilly air. Sure a

hatless head will cool your body,

but it will also jeopardize your
health. Ninety-eight percent of the

body's heat escapes from the top of

an uncovered head.

It is also important for winter

runners to wear a lot of layers.

Wearing a lot of layers that can be

easily removed while running will

prepare you for all types of weather.

Breathable, water-proof, loose

outer wear is perfect for winter run-

ning. Patagonia's element proof

nylon or Gor- Tex's twill fabric are

perfect for an array of movement
and precipitation.

Due to February's short gray

days, it is necessary for winter run-

ners to wear a reflector vest or

brightly colored clothing. Slippery

roads and dark skies can lead to

dead runners. If you do not have a

reflector vest then be sure to wear a

red, orange, or yellow sweat shirt.

It is not necessary to sprint for 20

minutes in order to reach your max-

imum running potential. Contrary

to the old joggers' tale thai says

you're within your aerobic range if

you can not hold a conversation

with your jogging partner, the most
accurate way to gauge your efforts

is via your pulse.

If you are just starting a running

routine after a couple months of

limited activity don't shock your

system with intense workouts. Start

each workout slowly rather than
simply bolting out of the door.

Walk the first two blocks of your

run and slowly work up to a

20-minute jog. Starting your winter

running routine with a 20-minute
route allows you to increase the dis-

tance of your run as the days
become longer with spring's strong

sunshine.

This weekend don't watch the

winter sun's highlights from your
kitchen window, instead put on
your sneaks and go for a run.

Liz Anderson is a Collegian
columnist.
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\ Fi ii Out, Husk Dikon

Pmi Seikin, Piano

One of America's finest orchestra* and

mod renowned soloists present Argento's

"Valentino Dances." followed by

Mozart's Piano Concerto No. 21 in C major and

Tchaikovsky's Symphony No 4. A heavenly way to celebrate Valentine's Day!

".
. .an adroit balance ofpassion and polish." - Detroit Newt

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14, »PM, FAC CONCERT MALL
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A Night in

Nashville
with [ M
lennessee ltonce Theatre

Mark U'Cifinnor &
Riders in the Sky
An afternoon tn Amherst become* an

unforgettable night in the Musk Cky, with

Tennessee'* world-class dance company.

Amenta s favorite henri , and Che fwwlang gem
a( Mark O'Connor. Join NssbvuVs beat cats <

they raise the roof with down-home musk,

gravity-defying dance and few stomping fun.

Vail out Web Mt * w»n» B«yR»nk.iom ' X-Pim Check only avubhlr to qiulil'ml onn>mm " Etw a limwrd iimr onh •"
C 'h*ck offer (nod ooh throueh Feb 28. 1997.

SUNDAYAFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 23, 3PM, FAC CONCERT HALL
MnfflOWHMGMIKV H»n«' 0> WH5I

Jhs $ood (Dodoa U Sack!
^^ Fletcher Henderson Scholarship Concert

BILLY TAYLOR TRIO

and SHEILA JORDAN/

STEVE KUHN DUO
Join Dr. Taylor and his trio along with

jazz diva Sheila Jordan and her accompanist

Steve Kuhn in an evening of melt-your-soul jazz. And support the next

generation ofjazz masters.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 8PM, BOWKER AUDITORIUM

n TwOI
F'nearts
Center

P*t SIHTtO WTTH TWf x*i wj*pc«- or i r HAMPSMHT- GA/irrt wtO CootRS and Lt*Mumc

CALL 545-2511 OR 1 -800-999-UMAS FOR TICKETS

VISIT 01* WMSiTI AT HTTP:/ /WWW.UMASS.EWJ/FA(/FACHT»*l

CUCIIATC THI RHYTHMS OF LIFE
i KMeaam >*
MAaMCNuarm
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alone

continued from page 5

Pahs at Hopo'i
The bottom line: Ritchie Cunningham
tapped in the IxhJ\ of the Fonz

here \ou $o. Interested? If so.

please drop b) the Collegian. My
office hour> are Wednesda) Ironi 12 -

2 p.m. and Friday from 1 1:30 a.m. to

2:30 p.m. Also, feel free to call at

545-1361. You won't have any trou-

ble finding me; III be the guy sur-

rounded by hordes of female admirers.

lohn Hendrickson is a single

Collegian columnist.

continued from page 5

a «ra«rin| li>t oi over 4d to ^et ,i reservation for their

Valentine*! Special. I guess -he w.i- right

\/v Suggestion Go to Uuahbin. -hoot w>ui own deer,

and convince yew RA to let you and few riiiimmn
-pit roci-t it on the hulcom.

\l> exploration ol thing- to do on Valentine - Dsj) ha-

led me to believe that virtually ever) reuioleK romantic
thing i* aimJ) "botiked." Resluurant- have no available

re-ervation-. COQCertl and show- are all -old out and it-

guaranteed that they'll be no rosea lett in anv floral -hop.

So here i- another li-t of m\ -ugge-tion- on how to

-pend tin- p-cudo-hohdav
• Public Figure Skating — So maybe vou ie not

katannu Witt But figure -kaling can be- romantic, and
phis, it or.lv costs a lew buck- Grab vour significant

other and get up the courage to venture out on the ice.

And. pretending like vou don't know how |Q -kale i-

alwav- a sneaky way to hold your partner's hand.
• Make cards and cookies — This is a creative and

cheap wav to -how your boy/girl friend that you love

them. All you need is some multi-colored construction
paper, glue and some readv to bake chocolate chip
cookies. After you two are done with happy time, you
can curl up and watch a sappy, romantic movie, i.e.

While rem Wen Sleeping and gorge yourselves on your
baked delicacies. If he/she still loves you after you've
con-umed a dozen or more cookies, you know it's meant
to be

• Yankee Candle — Though they may not be open at

night, it would be fun to go sometime in the late after-

noon and make candles together.

• The Hockey Game — It doesn't get any more
romantic than this.

Lisa M. Oliveri is a Collegian columnist.

YouVc sot vmtil ipm tot>&\\ to let triM special

someone know \ust how much \\ou c<xrc...

Get \\o\%r Collegian CUssifiefc how!
d<M*sc it b\\ pfcoMC (f4?-H00). visit trie MCW5tAMt> on the concourse,

or stop bvf tfic Collc$i<\n in trie Kxscmcfit of the Campus Center

Thanks Dad. Not!
rtt i . m /; it too many times. You fsjj their old computerfor school

They tell vou it's u Caddy, hut it runs like a Yugo*

That slow- running computer can be upgraded at low cost}
LLIe upgrade for your needs, now.
And we make sure they work now.

MORE MEMORY •• LARGER HARD ORIVBB *> FASTER CD-ROMS •:•

FASTER INTERNET ACCESS •• INCREASED RROCBBSINQ BRBBO

19 l'i..\ Street, Amherst SpOtt Computer, ItlC. Call us at 549-6780
We ore Spott Computer o local computer company building and servicing computers for the greater Amherst community

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL: Add 8 megs of RAM to your computer for only $40.00.

(72 pin. Parts only Installation Kxtra; Limited to 32 megs per customer)

"tfcn\c to fkgO Drivers everywhere. We love you both. I

( 24-HOUR
!••• 7 DAYS A WEEK!

• Brake
srv»c«

tfufle***

Shock*

,vVb*e*
fcaUncir*

AW*
met*

Auto

. Aiter

e\cctr»c

nator*

y?r«*W*M.
AVr

Con
Insp*

tjons

^r^Testing
Em
&

.*s.ons 253-3200
260 College St., AmherstJ

Abvertiscrs l>i$v\^4r\$ tVic Pink

America Hc*rml^pc\M\on L050

Amcric
D^ilvf Co
Donatio
of tli

M<xss<xcVivi

Mention* The
TObe Utlfhins the

WSt wt^^^^^crositv
i

tVic American Heart Association
TVi^vik TVicm for Their Support.
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heart
continued from page 5

torn of m> valentine box.

Within that class, there was a girl

who dropped it in m> box. There
could be no mistaking. Things like

that don't happen b\ accident.
Someone thought I was cute. I never

found out who it was. but that didn't

really matter.

The other day. I took a look at a

package ol the "next generation" nl

conversation hearts The) looked the

same and they tasted the same, but I

was shocked to see that they read "Fax

Me" and "U R A 10." in addition to

the old standbys "Hug Me" and "Be
Mine." I almost died. I guess that was
im introduction to \ jlcntine'- Da\ in

the -H>s

When I walk through the Campus
Center around Valentine's Day. I can't

help but notice the Condomgram
Valentine Packs and the vendor- Ml

ing flowers. The 1 4th of February has

lost its innocence. Gone are the da>>

of cute little aliens and Garfield,

valentine boxes and construction

paper cutouts.

Here are the days of huge corpora-

tions making millions upon millions of

dollars by pushing the "holiday of

love" upon a society that has other

riss forgotten what the word "love"

means.

Once a year. I look back at the

\ alentine's Days of m> pj-t .md won-

der what happened, how it Ium it-

magic in such a short period of time.

I'd like to believe that the little kid still

rc-iilc- somewhere within the shell ol

my body... still longing for that little

piece Of packed sugar encrusted with

the word "CUT I

\lark Stcdrath is a Collegian
columnist.

outlook
continued from page 5

14 as a day to re -evaluate them-

selves and their companions
and. most of the time, the) end

up with a stronger relationship.

My idea to my fellow tingles

crowd is in just go home this

long weekend. See old friends

and larnib and stay awa> from a

Happy Voile) teeming with

MOM) couples, which it you're

around too much of. will make
VOtl wish loo hard for what
doesn't come e.is\. lull should.

But to celebrate Valentine's

Day, at least \ou don't need I

tree, basket. costttBM or am
thing. As lohn 1 ennon wiuu
ah. vou know the line - sing it

and feel it!

loshua Howl is a Collegian

columnist.

3r <_~

'

^BBB*"1 *SBS Qlvaxs
own •2*

Friday, February 14th

LOCAL ROSES, DUTCH,
& EXOTIC BOUQUETS

SPECIALS
AVAILABLE LOCALLY ONLY

HUGS & KISSES

HUGS: An adorable 8 white bear holding a red rose and a balloon $19.95
KISSES: A cuddly soft 12" white bear with a red rose and balloon $24.60

220 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
WE DELIVER ANYWHERE«£ 253 5545 WE DELIVER ANYWHERE 253.7228 ^

WHAT ARE Y00 &0IMG
IN AMHERST?
You Didn't Came »o Experience the Standard "t'huiri

lit %tmi > iint" vou Find in Ever? Coiifffr Tou-n

15 YEARS OF
amhskst's BEST

A

CASUAL. FVU t FeiCMPCY WiTV\ V£LiC>Ove, iUeXPGKieue ikDM£MAPe FOOD

Z^ simple: you are what you eat
be who you wanna be—

S3 heavy, eat IfsM, 53 mSSX, cert smsrt ».- .
•at natural, eat veg^e. eat meat, eat soup *V#a^

ic^^'gf EAT GOOD IT'S HERE ^ #Oi

g^Ltff^ morningOnoonOnight m*
9 M-Sat. 7-B-9pw ^©#»

Sunday Brunch 7-3

168 N. Pleasant St. Amherst 253-2291

'<

front m of u$ tf the Co%Uw
Valentines day resolutions could be the key to a better day next year

This one gOM out to im lellow

loten I all'l right, iill of vou lonely

losers... I share your pain. With
Valentine's Day just around the

t-orner. we're all preparing
or rather bracing our-
Mhrti lor the big event.

\o other dii> ol the KJBi

so dearly separates the

haves faM the have-nots
— even the poor people
get to eat on
Thanksgiving.

On Valentine's Day.
though, many »•;'// go hungry — in

some eases we've been hungrv lot

some time Wre will be walking
around on the 1 4th with our heads
hung low, dressed in blaek. unshou
•red and gritting out teeth A lew ol

us, no doubt, will bump into our
exes und their new significant other.

jikI snarl like threatened animal- ai

the sight

Where to take refuge on a day

sueh a> this? How to escape its

fairy, flowery, chocolate-covered
claws? Where to run... Wait, hold

on a second!

You, over there, stop sighing

into your beer and wistful-

y remembering walks
in the park from long

ago! And YOU. stop

getting so stoned oil

your ass that vou can't

remember anything! (lev.

vou there, come out and stop

listening to the Cure and Alice in

Chains in complete darkness! lake

that box of chocolates your mom
sent you and throw them awav' I'm

going to put mv pen down and
rates* mvsell the pathetic |ov that is

sad. angst ridden poem
All of you. heed me. do not tall

into the Valentine's Day traps. |\>

not allow it to beat you down:
rather, we must fight back to dckai
it "How?' you ask. Well. I'll tell

you.

^ ou leel that you're ICfflWny?
Then pick up those weights You're

out of shape? Put on those running
shoes I here s a sport you like but

aren't that good at? Get going.
You're fat? Then vou're eating
sprouts tonight. Pick up that instru-

ment, study for that class, read that

book, work more hours, lift that

barge and tote that bale. No. this

isn't some MM1 ol belated push to

get vou to fulfill your New Yean
resolutions Sew 'tears is a time
when vou feel like vou HAVE TO
make some -ort of self Improve
ment. but normullv people only
keep these promises to themselves
lor a short lime before the contrived

sense ol obligation wears off and
everyone tails back into their old

routine. No. the reason I ask vou to

set out to do these things now i* loi

a much beitei reason than New
Years-tvpe iiadition." That reason

is good old Valentine's Day type
revenge

Are you really telling me that

you'd rather have all those people
who look past you. or your ex for

that matter, making jokes to their

new significant otnei about how
glad they are that they aren't wal

lowing in sell pity and living st^
nant lives'.' Do you really want to

answer their questions ol "so what
have vou been up to?" with "noth-

ing much"? Do vou mean to mj
that vou want them to be smugly
satisfied that they made the right

decisions in not being with you?
Some might say that these are

pretty poor and petty reasons to

better ones' sell, and that change
.should be made for personal gain.

Well I sjv that these changes, these

improvements, are born out of per-

sonal desires. I am also saying that,

if it take- a wee bit ol spite and pet-

tiness to get us off of our rear ends

then so be it. Call it an impetn-

it a fringe benefit, but sadistic satis

faction hv anv other name is -lilt

satisfaction.

I'm going to get my mountain
bike ready in time for a Valentine's

Daj lour de force, and then I'm
going to learn a new song on the

guitar. I'm not going to learn
"Mack" hv Pearl |am. but rather I

think I may choose to learn Poison's

"Talk Dim to Me," or mavbe even a

little "Youth Gone Wild" by Skid
Row.

So. I issue a rallying call to all my
fellow losers out there. We must
refuse to allow ourselves to be
pathetic and lonelv Stop staving in

to watch the Star Wars trilogy . get

off of the Internet. Let's begin to

develop ourselves, make them all a

little bit jealous. And to everyone
out there, with hugs and kisses,

have a super duper Valentine's Day!
Paul Mayes u a I Mass student.

BEADS
O GreatSelection

Classet^itv •
J ^^ssaf ^5

Hemp TwineQ

VV
iicm ir«i

I

THE

HEN ION
BAKERY I

(4H) 253-•POP

Help cupid's arrow
hit you.

Start with a

haircut.

REGENCY HAIRSTYLISTS

forget to 5d something for th-M special someone,
4*>it> trimk there's no hope *r<& no time left?

^PH0 qp Well, there is hoVe.^^^
Get a Co)\c&§n CUssifteb for tfi.M speei*1 someovie-

CUat$c if bvf pUonc

{W-VOO). vialf flic

MCW*tAMt> W filC CCti-

cowrec. or stop b\\ the

Cotk$iAti in tVic CAmpu*
Center bA*cment

Happy
\ALENTINES DAY

from the TOC 'Bar& Qritt

Items

•Silver •Jewelry

•PotteVy • Unique

Imports •Candles

•Picture Frames

•Stationery • Cards

197 N. Pleasant St
Amherst Mil.

01002
41 V25fT>0276

.IP

I Ol I !eV I VIp CI \ lOI I Lllicll

v." .ill '•• 1" S I V>0

-Calvin Klein

Lingerie

•Free People

•Dollhouie

Betsey Johnson

Pfl Company

Bulldog

•MCLove

•ORG

Soda Bki

Ecote

•Girl Star

•Tripp NYC

Esprit -flirwolk

rind Lots More

Tonight Dance Music by

DJ. Bob Paulin

Weekly Drink Specials

1 6 oz Red Dog Drafts

1 6 oz Bacardi Limon & Coke

1 6 oz Vodka & Cranberry

M.50

2.00

2.00

1 5 I .i-i Pleasant Street

Appetizer & Nachos

1/2 price

3-5pmWed-Sat7 11pm

No Cover Before 10 pm

Valentine
Bogs Great Gifts ^

Jewelry Nq^rfll f>Dt?r Scarves

Blouses Skirts Dresses
Be

Mine

Cards

Toys

Bracelets

Chains

Oi
Earrings

Candles

rV

India Print
Bedspreads

Msj««f

SO to 50S
off selected
Clothing

TheM Th.FH.9PM

ercantile Sun 12_5
Daily 10-6

Northampton 18 Center St.
Amherst-Carriage Shops

fc
N *

Qift Certificate

Available

$ I Sushi & Free

Karoake

10:30pm - 2:30am
A

Thurs. - Sat.

o
Thornes

25 CENTRAL
150 Main Street • Northampton. M|

413-586-8017
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Vision of Disorder with monster release

What's up. boys and girls; welcome to another edi-

tion of Keeping It Real. In local news Barrit released

their debut 7* on Ellington Records (nice blood red

vinyl, Mike). Barrit is one of those bands that know
how to play their instruments, care about what they're

doing, put a lot of time into this, but I just can't get

into them.

They play heavy, heavy hardcore that is very close to

metal; actually they play heavy metal that

some might consider hardcore. They
have some riffs that will make you
call for your mom cause you're

scared. The lyrics are also very

heavy handed and I just don't share

their bleak outlook on life. Of the two
tracks, I preferred "Godless Disease" due
to its faster Monster X-like parts. Still, if

you like Bloodlet or Monster X check
these guys out.

I think it's about time that I opened
your eyes to a scene that's been making a

iot of noise without nearly enough recog-

nition. I'm talking about Long Island or

Strong Island for all you tough guys.

• The biggest band on L.I. right now is

Vision Of Disorder who released their

debut self-titled album on Supersoul Records. V.O.D.
is the bomb and they hit you harder than your dad
with a bad case of hemorrhoids.

• Silent Majority is one of L.l.'s longest running
bands and they have two 7*s out on Reservoir
Records. If you like Avail. Lifetime, or Gorilla Biscuits

check these guys out. They will be putting out a full

length on Exit Records.

• Clockwise and Inside are two bands who lean to

the cmo side of the spectrum. Inside has that Sunny
Day thing going on and they will make you a more
sensitive guy after just one listen. Clockwise goes

back to the glory days of the DC scene and if

with Adam
Plugacz

Embrace. Dag Nasty, Rites Of Spring, or Soulsidc is

your thing check them out. Inside has a full length on

Sunny Side Up records and Clockwise has an EP on

Pie Records.
• Tripface, L.l.'s newest sons, have just dropped

their debut "Some Part Sorrow" on Exit Records. They

combine the best of the new and the old with some
honest introspective lyrics that will have you picking

up change as you dance around your room.
1 Millhouse and Irony of l.ightfoot rep-

^fc*»"N resent the noise core. If you like singers

' who are red from screaming, guitars that

screech, make dogs heads explode, and
emo lyrics you will like these bands. Both

bands have material out on Exit Records.

• Sleepasaurus, Wasted Time, and Latex

Generation are doing that pop-punk thing

that Green Day made famous. If lawbreaker

gets you all hot and bothered then you need

to hear Sleepasaurus.

• Cleanser is a fairly new band that fea-

tures Derrick from Neglect on guitar.

Chugga-chugga hardcore that makes you
want to swing your fists and get a lot of tat-

toos. They're debut full length is coming out

on None Of The Above Records.
• Two new bands to look out for are Glassjaw who

represent the X and Day In The Life who feature

George Reynolds of Mind Over Matter on vocals and
will be a force to be reckoned with.

• All the bands mentioned in this column can be

reached at the following addresses: Ellington Records

1 12 King St, Northampton. MA 01060 (Barrit); Sunny
Side Up Records PO Box 16, Millerplace, NY 11764
(Inside): Motherbox Records 60 Denton Ave.. East

Rockaway. NY I 1518 (Sleepasaurus); Reservoir
Records PO Box 790366. Middle Village, NY 11379
(Silent Majority, Millhouse).

Adam Dlugacz is a Collegian columnist.

Beckett gets a make-over at Amherst

I OUtTISY AMWKST COUlCf

Anne Penner and Courtney March play Vladamir and Estragon in Amherst College's new production of Waiting

for Godot.

By Alo Levihky

Collegian Correspondent

Waiting for Godot, by Samuel
Beckett, is being presented at Amherst

College starting tonight and continuing

through Sunday.

The 1950s version of Beckett's con-

temporary classic has two men sitting

under a tree on a country road waiting

for a friend that never arrives. Amherst

College has added a new twist for the

'90s— instead of two men, the lead

roles in this play are women, "survivors

of a Chechnya, refugees of a Sarajevo.

the women of a Rwanda — they remain

when the men make war."

Beckett's serene country road gives

way to a city street with a burned out

building. The Amherst College produc-

tion brings in political themes and revis-

es Beckett's original poetry to suit

today's troubled times. Some of the

themes in Amherst College's production

include "ethnic cleansing and hatred of

the other so that it may resonate against

a particular dilemma of existence in the

late 1990s."

This Amherst College production of

Waiting for Godot is being directed by

Peter Lobdell and features Anne Penner

as Estragon, Courtney Munch as

Vladimir. Gabe Alkon as Pozzo, a slave

owner, and Kathy Couch as Lucky, the

slave. The designer of the set was Tina

Bishko and the costumes were designed

by Scott Bolman. Kristin Messer will be

responsible lor the lighting.

Waiting for Godot, 8 p.m., Feb.

15-16. Fayerweather Studio Theater.

Amherst College. Admission is free:

reservations are required. Box office

opened Ian. 50: call 542-2277 between

1-4:50 p.m. and until 8:00 p.m. perfor-

mance nights.

jazz
continued from page 7

mid-winter is jazz's Blue Note "Rare

Groove" Series. They have recently put

out late- 1 960s material by three rela-

tively unknown organists: Reuben
Wilson, limmy McGriff and |ohn

Patton

Wilson's Love Bug. a 1969 product

also featuring trumpeter Lee Morgan,

guitarist Grant Green and drummer

SpringBreak "97"

Mont Sutton, Canada5 DAY LIFT TICKET5 SIGHTS LODGING5 NIGHTS PARTIES
SS uortt . Bit it urn trmm Urn (bKm

1 -80O-848-9545

Idris Muhammad, is a cool study in

no-bull, straight-up organ funk.

McGrifTs Electric Funk (1969) is just

that. You'll hear some grooves on here

that possibly influenced lames Brown's

The Payback album. McGrifTs organ

is slightly more distorted than Wilson's

and Patton's.

Patton's Accent On The Blues, also

i Lowest
Jo-Campus'

from '69, is less funky and more jazzy.

He is joined by guitarist |ame> "Blood"

Ulmer, who plays fairly straight —
Kenny Burrell-style — among others

like sax player/Miles Davis alum
George Coleman. "Don't Let Me Lose

This Dream" on Accent is just simply

beautiful, especially with Marvin
Cabell's flufe.

MCA has been releasing the

'30s '40s Commodore catalog and
scored a great success with The
Commodore Story. But with The
Complete Billie Holiday Commodore
Recordings, they seem to have gone
completist-mad. Although Lady Day's

singing is smooth and beautiful as

always, and Eddie Heywood's band

gently swings, there is no need for five

versions of "He's Funny That Way."
four versions of "I Cover The
Waterfront" or four versions of "How
Am I To Know." On a good note.

"Strange Fruit" is on board here.

There are 17 songs on this 2-disc

set. and all but two are represented

two to five times. A little overboard.

eh? Unlike The Beatles Anthologies.

we don't get much of any differences

between the different takes, either. If

you have the lime to sit down and go

through each individual take for con-

trast . more power to you. Next Week:

Shirley Horn.

Joshua Boyd is a Collegian colum-

nist.
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M Pruddy's $5 Buys more than

a Pitcher of Bud Light!

(Be smart and save)

Come check it out!!

From 9:00 to 1:00 AM

Thursday

Request Night

Friday

Hip - Hop

Saturday

only 70's 80's 90's

Club and Disco

Ladies Night Every Night. No Cover.

Softball
continued from page 16

The Massachusetts Softball team heads to Arizona this weekend for the Coca-Cola Classic, where it will face
some of the top teams in the nation.

Tournament MVP, make up UMass'
formidable throwing pair.

After a freshman campaign that

saw her consistently throw a 60+
mile per hour fastball. Henderson,
affectionately called Harry by her

teammates, has worked on her

change-up and added a riseball.

"Harry has matured totally. Being a

freshman is very different than being

a sophomore." Sortino said, "she's

very, very focused and she knows
what she needs to do.

"She's developed some good pitch-

es. She has a riseball that really

works, a beautiful change-up knuck-

lebail, the ability to put her fastball

wherever she wants, and I feel she's

really a commodity as a pitcher."

Sortino said.

Wagner was hampered during the

latter part of last year by back prob-

lems but still managed to finish the

year with a 14-7 record. This year,

the junior will throw in a back brace,

but it should not greatly influence her

pitching.

"Liz has worked very hard on her

endurance, on her mental ability to

remain focused." the coach said.

"What I like about Liz is that she's

maintained her speed and increased

her ball movement."
At the other end of the pitches.

Kelly Buckley will benefit from a year

under the catcher's mask to com-
mand the catcher's position for

UMass. But she will be afforded some
rest this year, thanks to freshman
Nicole Faessler. who will be learning

the ropes under Buckley.

In the infield, the Minutewomen
have a wealth of experience at the

comers in Kim Gutridge at first base

and Sam Cardenas at third It is the

middle of the infield that is relatively

new.

Last year's second base player,

Amy Powell, graduated and the start-

ing shortstop, Ashlie Hayes, trans

ferred to Cal State-Northridge to be

closer to home.

So the middle infield duties have

been passed to sophomores Mandy
Galas, Becky George and Karen
LaFrenier. George will start at short,

after working the offense as UMass'
designated player for the second half

of last year.

Galas, who makes the move in

from right field, will likely see much
of the time at second base. But for

the early part of the season it will be
LaFrenier on the diamond, due to

Galas' recent off-season surgery.

"Becky played a lot for us last

year. Karen is the back-up at second,
short and first. She's going to have
to start at second base because
Mandy Galas is not ready after
surgery," Sortino said. "The middle
infield is going to be a question
mark, but they'll settle and they'll be
alright."

The outfield will once again be
anchored by Stephanie Mareina. The
senior co-captain will bring along a

field troupe that could possibly
include junior Tracy Osier, sopho-
mores Katie Kendarski and Octavia
Brown and freshman Monica
Hashiguchi.

Mareina and Osier may have talent

in fielding, but on the basepaths the

pair turn on the afterburners. Osier is

just five steals away from tying the

UMass record. Not only that, she can

hit — turning in a .349 career batting

average and a .368 on-base percent-

age last year.

Mareina, meanwhile, was also

successful in the steals category,

avoiding the tag in every attempt

last year.

While the Minutewomen have the

luxury of returning so many experi-

enced players, they do not by any
means have a cream-puff schedule to

start the season with. On UMass' first

road trip of the year, a 6-game road

swing to Arizona this weekend, the

team is slated to face the nation's No.
25 school, Arizona State, as well as

No. 3 Fresno State.

"We take our game plan, what we
want to do offensively and defensive-

ly, to every team we play," Sortino

said.

But with a strong nucleus and a

strong schedule, Sortino hopes the

team is prepared to make a run at

tournament season, and ultimately,

the NCAAs.
"Our first and foremost goal is to

defend our conference title, which
gets us to the NCAA play-in situa-

tion," Sortino said. "That is always
the goal of this program, to make it

to the national tournament."
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Western New England
College School of Law
was ranked #3 for student

satisfaction according to

the latest National Jurist/

Princeton Review survey
of 28,000 law students.

The atmosphere is both
intellectually rigorous

and student-friendly.

The faculty love to

teach and they have
outstanding academic
and professional

credentials. In fact,

the professors were
ranked in the top 25%
for publication volume
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Chicago Kent Law
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School of Law

Open House
for Prospective
Law Students
If you're considering

going to law school, you
can find out everything

you need to know about
admissions, financial aid.

legal careers, and our
unique student-centered

programs at our up-

coming open house.
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New England
College

Open House for Prospective Students
Saturday, February 22, 1-4 pm
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Soap opera life continues for Tonya Harding
By Amy Corneliussen

Associated Press

PORTLAND. Ore. — Tonya Harding says she

foiled an abduction attempt early yesterday by ram-

ming her truck into a tree and running away from a

bushy-haired man who tried to commandeer her

vehicle.

The figure skater told police the man abducted her

outside her home and forced her to drive to a rural

area. She said she dodged him in a chase through the

woods, then jumped back in her truck and took off.

Aside from a slap mark on her face. Harding was

unharmed. Clackamas County sheriff's deputies,

who have responded to Harding's calls for help

before, said they were taking the matter seriously.

"We'll treat it at face value and investigate it just

as we would investigate anybody, but at the same

time, this type of report is unusual." said sheriffs

spokesman Damon Coates. "1 have no reason to

think it's false at this point, but it would be a poor

investigation not to look at that."

The abduction report came the same day the

U.S. Figure Skating Championships began in

Nashville. Tenn.. and 10 days before Harding's

skating comeback — a three-minute exhibition pro-

gram in Reno. Nev.

Harding has been banned for life from amateur

competition for her role in the 1994 attack on her

Olympic rival, Nancy Kerrigan, at the U.S.

Championships. Harding pleaded guilty to conspiring

to cover up the attack, in which Kerrigan was

whacked on the knee. A judge placed Harding on

three years' probation, fined her $1 10.000 and

ordered her to serve 500 hours of community service.

Harding could not comment on yesterday's inci-

dent because of exclusive media contracts related

to her Feb. 22 performance at Reno's Flamingo

Hilton, said her agent, David Hans Schmidt.

"There's no abduction preclusion in the con-

tracts. I might have to put that in from now on,

God only knows," Schmidt said.

Harding provided this account to police: She had

spent the evening at the Lost and Found Saloon,

where Harding performed mouth-to-mouth resusci-

tation last October on an elderly woman who col-

lapsed while playing video poker.

After arriving home in suburban Oak Grove.

Harding walked out to her truck for some ciga-

rettes and saw a man tinkering under the hood of

another vehicle outside the house.

The man told her. "You're going to take me
where I need to go." and forced her to go inside to

get her keys. He waited for her in the doorway.

Then she drove for about 30 minutes south to

the Mulino area with a metal object pressed to her

face and her eyes looking forward, as she was
instructed. At one point, he slapped her face when
she offered to stop and let him out.

Then the man told her to stop on a dirt road.

Instead, she bumped the tree, grabbed the keys

and ran. As the man ran behind her, she hid in

some brush before darting back to her truck.

Once back within cell-phone range, she called

her boyfriend, who called police at 1:51 a.m.

Deputies had Harding retrace the route, and
found a fresh dent on a tree about the height of her

truck's bumper. There was no sign of the man.
Over the years, police have responded to numer-

ous calls from Harding.

While fighting to maintain her spot on the 1994

U.S. Olympic team, Harding told Beaverton police

that she was assaulted one night while walking

through a park.

In May 1995, Harding reported she was tailing a

car driven by a man she said had been stalking her.

No one was arrested in either incident.

Schmidt agreed that his client has attracted some
unsavory characters.

"It goes with the turf." Schmidt said. "It all sur-

rounds everything that happened in 1994 and the

follow. Security is something we're going to sit

down and refocus. There's a lot of weird people in

this world and one of them accosted her last night."

Belle admits to having lost

money on sports gambling

By Ken Berger

Associated Press

CLEVELAND — Albert Belle, the

slugger whose career has been taint-

ed by temper outbursts, suspensions

and fines, has admitted under oath

that he recently lost as much as

$40,000 gambling on sports.

Belle, who left the Cleveland
Indians and became baseball's high-

est-paid player by signing a $55 mil-

lion, five-year contract with the

Chicago White Sox in November,
said Tuesday he bet on pro football

and college basketball.

He answered the questions about

gambling during a six-hour deposi-

tion in a civil lawsuit related to a con-

frontation he had with Halloween
pranksters in 1 995.

Belle's lawyer, lose Feliciano. said

yesterday his client did not gamble on

baseball games.

"None of this stuff had to do with

baseball." Feliciano said. "Absolutely

none of it."

Gambling is a misdemeanor in

Ohio, but it was unclear if Belle

would face criminal charges as a

result of his testimony. Cuyahoga
County prosecutor Stephanie Tubbs
(ones did not return a telephone mes-

sage yesterday.

Baseball's rules are clear: A player

is prohibited from betting on major

league games. A violation could mean
suspension for one year or for life if a

bet is placed on the player's own
team.

"There's a rule on the books about

betting on baseball," said major
league baseball spokesman Rich
Levin, who said officials were aware

of Belles testimony.

Kevin Hallinan. baseball's security

head, is investigating to determine

whether Belle violated any of base-

ball's rules, according to a high-

ranking major league official who
spoke on the condition he not be

identified.

Lawyer Richard Lillie, represent-

ing the guardian of a teen-ager who
contends Belle injured him with his

truck, said yesterday he was trying

to question Belle's credibility. Lillie

questioned Belle about gambling
and other aspects of his past,

including treatment for alcohol

dependency and an assault convic-

tion.

Belle revealed that he was fined

$1,000 and sentenced to one year

probation in 1992. Lillie said.

Court records show Belle was con-

victed of domestic violence-related

assault stemming from an incident

that took place in Tucson. Ariz., on

|uly 5. 1988. Details were not avail-

able because the case is so old. the

file has Been destroyed, a clerk at

the Pima County attorney's office

said.

Lillie said Belle also testified he

placed wagers with friends on golf.
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Atlantic 10 Conference

men's basketball this

weekend

Tonight

St. Joseph's at Temple

La Salle at Duquesne

Saturday

George Washington at Xavier

Virginia Tech at Dayton

La Salle at St. Bonaventure

Sunday

St. Joseph's at Fordham
Temple at Rhode Island

Norton
continued from page 16

his three years at UMass. Norton's

still a little rough around the

edges in places but is progressing

nicely towards his goal of playing

at the next level.

"He's got potential to play at the

next level," Mallen said. "The thing

is to keep improving on his defen-

sive positioning and to play physi-

cally but within the system. He's

got the size and the strength but at

the next level you have to be disci-

plined with your positional play."

Along this line, Norton has con-

centrated on improving his

plus-minus rating, a statistic which

essentially measures how often a

player is scored upon. Simply by

staying in position in front of his

goaltender, Norton can improve, or

at least maintain his rating. The

dramatic

Probert who was the team's heart

and soul. Boston Bruin fans still

revere players like Stan lohnathan.

Lyndon Byers and lay Miller years

after they've retired.

A trail of broken bodies of

Hockey East heavyweights have

laid in Norton's wake at various

points in his career. He doesn't go

after the weaker players on the ice

— he's leveled everyone from BU's

6-0 242-pound Mike Grier to

Merrimack's 6-8 monster Steve

McKenna.
Norton gives all he has on the ice.

The average fan does not see him

every day dragging himself out of

the lockar room after a game,

hunched over like an old man due

to severe back pains through which

he just played 60 minutes of

hard-nosed

increase in his ___ , . . .
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Norton said about how he's

specifically working to better him-

self. "That's my job as a defense-

man, to keep the puck out of my
zone and out of my net. If I can do

my best at that, staying a plus

player. I think I'll help the team a

lot."

Norton not only helps the team

through his constantly improving

defensive skills, but also with his

physical play. Often an NHL
MatVl true leader isn't the flashy

scorer with the "C" on his chest.

but rather the scrappy hard-nosed

guy who'll crack heads and drop

them with anyone who threatens

one of his teammates. Sergei

Fedorov is Detroit's flashy

goal-scorer, but a few years back

it was rough and tumble Bob

hockey. Most

people don't

see him
always in the

back row of a

class room,
leaning back
against the

wall. Norton
has no spot

anywhere
near Conan
O'Brien's
over- used

Wussy Wagon. For this he has the

respect of his peers

"A lot of guys on our team look

to him for that physical presence

and because of it he brings some

leadership on the ice to our team,"

Mallen said.

"I love it," Norton said of hit-

ting. "Whenever I can hit some-

body 1 try to take advantage of it.

A person of my size, that's expect-

ed. I love the physical part. I wish

every game was like a small-rink

game with a lot of banging. That's

my biggest part of the game is my
physical play.'

While several aspects of

Norton's play have evolved over

the years for the better, the one
thing that least needed to change

has remained a constant.
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In the long run, the Pats

win out in Parcells mess

Jacob W.
Michaels

Bill Parcells in complete control
of the New England Patriots vs.

Bill Parcells in complete control of
a division rival; Pete Carroll
coaching the Patriots; Bobby
Crier in charge of personnel; and
four draft picks over the next four
years.

That's what it all boils down to

in the end for Patriots fans. Which
one leaves them in a belter situa-

tion is still to be decided.

The answer is clear and it

involves Parcells going back to
coach in the swamp where he first

became famous. No one is denying
Parcells is a great coach. He is one
of just two men to bring two
teams to the Super Bowl, one of
them a team that was 2-14 before
he arrived. Having him coach a

division

rival
makes it

that
much

harder for the Patriots to win the

division.

Carroll, on the other hand, is

much more of an unknown as a

head coach. He had one season as

head coach of a talentless lets

team and had them at 6-5 and
ready to take over first place in the

division before the game against

Miami was stolen away in the final

seconds and the lets subsequently

collapsed.

The lets then committed one of

their typical lets moves and fired

Carroll, replacing him with Rich
Kolitc. After that he had two
impressive seasons as the defen-

sive coordinator of the 49ers, but

the fact the lets fired him should

be enough of a recommendation
for Carroll.

The benefit of having Parcells

being in complete control of (he

lets is that he is a horrible judge

of talent. Kevin Lee, Ervin
Collier and |oc Burch were all

high-round selections of Parcells

that had absolutely no impact on
the team. Add to those names
Marion Butts, who came to New
England as part of a trade
involving the Pats' third-round

selection. Also add Scott
Seculcs. Myron Cuyton. Tim
Roberts. Jeff Dcllenbach and

Reggie White, all high- priced
free agents brought in by
Parcells.

The head coach also supposedly
wanted Cedric lones or Daryl
Gardener in the draft. The same
Jones who was sitting on the
bench for the Giants and the same
Gardener who wasn't doing much
in Miami while Terry Glenn was
catching more passes than any
other rookie ever has.

Compare that with Grier, who
has brought in such players as
Glenn, Lawyer Milloy, Ty Law,
Ted Johnson, Curtis Martin and
Dave Wohlabaugh in the two
years he's been taking care of the

draft. Grier was also responsible

for bringing in players such as
Mark Wheeler and Willie Clay,

who had large roles in the
Patriots' road to the Super Bowl.

Toss in the fact that Chris Slade
has said he would not have
returned if Parcells had. and the

same would be true of Todd
Collins if he re-signs, and the
Patriots' talent level is obviously
better without Parcells.

But the equation isn't over. The
Patriots also get four draft picks

out of the deal. Second- and
first-rounders are obviously valu-

able, and with the picks this year

being the first one in the third and
fourth rounds, they aren't bad
either.

Martin. Wohlabaugh, and spe-

cial teams ace Larry Whigham
were all taken with picks later

than the ones the lets are giving.

Vincent Brisby also would have
been the first pick in the third

round in 1992. but the Raiders

passed on the last pick of the sec-

ond round.

What it basically comes down
to is will Bill Parcells coaching
lower-quality players be able to

out do Pete Carroll coaching
more talent. The answer will be

decided on the field, but the
Patriots clearly think keeping the

level of talent that they have and
that they have coming in each
year is worth more than Parcells'

coaching, and it's hard to dis-

agree.

Jacob W. Michaels is a
Collegian columnist

La Salle's Donnie Carr hoping, working for success

By David Kinney

Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA — How does Donnie Carr top

his first eight college basketball games? He's not

sure he can.

The freshman guard averaged 29.9 points a game
for La Salle and led Division I in scoring. He won a

pair of games with a 23-point second half against

Dayton and a buzzer-beater against Duquesne. And
there he was — a highlight on ESPN's
SportsCenter.

"I was just sitting there amazed," he said.

"Everybody was surprised, but nobody more than

me."

Since then, reality has arrived. The 19-year-old is

struggling, and so are the Explorers, who. after

starting 7-5, have dropped to 8-12.

Carr's average is now 24.1, still fourth best in

Division I, and he is the only freshman listed in the

top 50. So coach Speedy Morris keeps giving his 6-

foot- 1 guard the kind of free reign that results in 36-

point efforts — and horrible 6-for-28 shooting nights.

"Should he get 23 shots a game?" Morris asked

after Carr shot 22 percent in a loss to Virginia

Tech. "Maybe not. I'd rather see him take 17, 18

shots and see the other guys make some of their

shots."

That's not happening. The Explorers, who finally

snapped a seven-game losing streak with a win over

the Hokies on Monday night, have just three men
scoring more than five points a night. Overall, the

team shoots 37 percent.

"Sometimes the team gets into a funk where we
aren't scoring any points," Carr said. "That's when
the coaches look to me. What we lack is a guy
down in the post that we can dump it into to take

some pressure off the perimeter guys."

Morris is working on that. He's bringing in two
big men, 6-9 and 6-11. next season. Until then, Carr

and junior Mike Gizzi will shoulder the scoring.

So like any other natural shooter, Carr shoots

away, taking four out of every 10 La Salle shots.

But he's increasingly frustrated in his role as The
Player To Stop every time he steps on the court.

That showed in a five-game dry spell that included

a 29-for- 1 22 stretch.

"I don't think it's my shooting," he said. "It's the

tough shots I have to take because teams are mak-
ing me work so hard. At the beginning of the sea-

son, I guess everybody knew I was a good player,

but they didn't know what 1 liked to do."

Now, whenever he pulls up behind the 3-point cir-

cle or cuts through a screen, defenders know to stay

on top of him. If he penetrates, he's certain to run into

a double-team. That's when he looks most like a

freshman — taking awkward shots instead of passing.

"That's something you know you're going to go

through," said Carr, who knows he must become
more of a pure shooter and better defender if he is

to make the NBA.
"That's part of being a good player."

Carr, the fifth of six children raised by a single

mother in a South Philadelphia neighborhood, got

his first break when Roman Catholic High School

offered him a scholarship. He averaged 25 points

and four assists as Roman went 27-3 last season.

Carr plans to study criminal justice and hopes to

work with troubled youths if his basketball plans

don't work out.

"1 know a lot of people who had a lot of talent

who could've made it out and didn't because they

made some mistakes," he said. "I just wanted to let

them appreciate a guy who made it out of the inner

city*

Patriots hire New Orleans' Smith as offensive assistant
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) — The

New England Patriots continue to

rebuild their coaching staff in the

wake of defections to the rival New
York Jets and other NFL teams.

Tuesday, the Patriots added former

New Orleans Saints offensive coordi-

nator Carl Smith to their staff. They
also are expected to announce soon an

offensive coordinator to replace Ray
Perkins, who moved to the Oakland
Raiders in the same capacity.

Both the Boston Herald and The
Boston Globe reported yesterday that

Larry Kennan, 52. will direct the

Pats' offensive efforts. Kennan was
offensive coordinator for the Seattle

Seahawks for three years until 1994,

then moved for a year to New
Orleans as quarterbacks coach before

joining Oakland last year as quarter-

backs coach. He also was offensive

coordinator for the Indianapolis Colts

in 1989 and 1990.

Smith, 49, was offensive coordina-

tor for the Saints for 10 years until he

was fired Oct. 22. the day after head

coach Jim Mora quit. Team
spokesman Don Lowery said it has

not been decided what role Smith will

fill with the Patriots. Smith told

WNOE radio in New Orleans that he

will be the Patriots quarterback coach,

replacing Chris Palmer, who was hired

last week as the Jacksonville Jaguars'

offensive coordinator.

Fred Hoaglin, the Pats' offensive

line coach, was hired Tuesday as the

tight ends coach for the Jaguars.

Paul Boudreau. another former
Saints assistant, was named offensive

line coach for the Patriots. Boudreau

is an Arlington High School and
Boston College graduate.

Dante Scarnecchia. a holdover
from Bill Parcells' staff, will be an

IS N. Pleasant Street

2$3 7«79

What in the World
Can You Do With Your Education?

TEACH
n a devetorxxj ca/*y

IMPACT
rxmmuniDes

EXPERIENCE
other cultures

WorldTeach
1-800-4-TEACH-O • tnio»-worldteach org

www lqc org/worldteach

YOU'LL FIND A "SWEETHEART" OF A DEAL AT
> ff IA11*ABC ALJi Don't Drink

and Drive

MILLER GENUINE DRAFT
& GENUINE DRAFT LIGHT

^^^
DEP

12 OZ. BAR BOTTLES

l.llrll l

I NATURAL LIGHT
& NATURAL LIGHT ICE

\ CASE OF 2-12 PK. CANS

'torn
BCIMGOm

CASE OF 30- 12 OZ CANS

MOLSON
GOLDEN, LIGHT & ICE

12 PK. BOTTLES

RED HOOK BREWERY
All FLAVORS

""

6 PAT. BOTTLES

OEP

s11"m m +dep

S/g
+ DEP

GUINNESS STOUT
6 PK. BOTTLES

111 KEGS
BUD. BUD U MICH. MICH LT.

MICHAMBER BOCK WE.
BED DOG. ICEHOUSE

S6iFRANZIA WINES
5.0 LITER BAG-IN-A-B0X
CHABUS, BLUSH,
CHILLABLE RED.FRENCH COU)MBARD,
CLTEE BLANC, WHITE GRENACHE, RHINE
5.0 LITER

JEKEL
CHARDONNAY
750 ML

)\
ARENE JUNOT

RED A WHITE TABLE WINE'
1.5 LITER

MARTINI & ROSSI
ASTI SPVMANTE

rKe\ 750 ML

SUTTER
TiOME ITER^^1.5 UTER
ZINFANDEL,
SAVVIGNON BLANC, WHITE ZINFANDEL

STRACCALI
CHIANTI
750 ML

$4

[ossacP
* VODKA 1.75 L

BACARDI RUM
\LIC.HT & DARK
750 ML

SALE '7.49

MAIL-IN REBATE -1.50

BAILEYS &
BAILEYS LIGHT
IRISH CREAM LIQUEUR 750 ML

*ia
AMARETTO DI SARONNO
LIQUEUR
750\ML

GIRO TEQUILA
GOLD A SILVER
1.0 LITER

We Accept

Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS. 213 97 THRU

WEDS. 2 19 97
I

offensive assistant — handling either

the special teams or tight ends.

New England head coach Pete

Carroll still has three coaching spots

to fill, including a receivers coach
and a running backs coach.

Steve Sidwell already has been

named defensive coordinator, former

Patriot player and assistant coach
Ray Hamilton is expected to work
with the linemen, former 49er defen-

sive assistant Bo Pelini the lineback-

ers and former Redskins defensive

coordinator Ron Lynn the secondary.

Put the world at your fingertips.

Software Engineering
Systems Engineering
Computer Design
Signal Processing
Electro-Optics
Image Processing

With Raytheon Electronic Systems, you'll Croat* the
technologies that define the future of tomorrow's world. You'll

maximize your Engineering and Computer Science knowledge and
make an impact whan you Join our team. We currently have over
390 opportunities available in the technical areas listed above .

Raytheon Electronic Systems will be visiting campus soon. To find

out more about the complex challenges we have to offer, please
contact the Career Placement Office to sign up for an interview.

For additional information, please see our homepage at:

http://www.raytheon.com/ros

Interested candidates who are unable to meat with us on
campus may send a resume directly to: Raytheon Electronic

Systems. Professional Staffing, M/S T2SL2. 90 Apple Hill

Drive. Tewksbury, MA 01876 0901. Faa: (S08) 838 1163.
E-mail: staffing@res.ray.com

U.S. citiienship may be required for some positions. Equal
Opportunity Employer.

Raytheon Electronic

Systems

NOT RESPONSIBLE fOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

Do you have a Judicial

Conference, Hearing or
Appeal?

The Judicial Advisors Program,

located at 432 Student Union, is

staffed with knowledgeable

Advisors/Advocates that can:

•Explain the UMass judicial process.

•Advise you of your rights during a

conference, hearing, or appeal.

•Accompany you to most hearings.

•Help with an appeal.

Take advantage of this free service,

provided to you by the Dean of Students

Office and SGA.

Call 545-1272 before your
conference or hearing.

If you are interested in becoming an

Advisor/Advocate call Jim at

545-1272
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Bruno By C. Boldwin
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773 Campus Center • University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ACTIVITIES
SUMMER IN SWITZERLAND First

session 5/24-6/27 AU. MAJORS. 6

credits. airfare Eurorail.

Room/board ALL FOR $3299-
Contact Chris 545-441 1 or Jeff 545
4046

Trying to quit smoking or chewing

ANNOUNCEMETS
tobacco7 Need help? Support Group

meets every Wednesday from 7

8p m in Campus Center Room 801

Free Call 577-5181 for more info or

lust drop by

Concaraed about Six. STD's.
Alcohol. Drugs. Eating Disorders.

Stress. HIV/AIDS or Smoking' Call

Peer Health Connections at 577-

5168 tor answers to your questions

Completely Confidential

Taa Sister* of Doha Zatt would

like to invite all university women to

Open Rush on Wednesday. February

12 at 8pm DZ is located at 11

Phillips St

VALENTINE ROSES
Send your Valentin* soma rotas!

Deliveries available on-campus and

m Amherst Place your order with

Mary on the Campus Center

Concourse from 9am until 5pm on

February 12th, 13th and 14th!

RUSH Thata Cai Feb 3.4.5.6.1012.

8- 10pm 549-9252

TREK FANS If you are interested in

joining STARFLEET International,

please contact Martin A Lessem 3
546 7003 to get membership infor-

mation

Putoa 1 bedroom apartmaat Take

APARTMENT FOR RENT

over lease Call Melissa at 549 1091

AUTO FOR SALE
Purchasing a asad car? Having

your car repaired7 Do you know your

rights7 Contact the Student Legal

Services Office. 922 Campus Center.

5451995

1914 Honda Accord 4 door. 5-

speed. 114.000 miles, needs brake

work JSOOor B/0 253 3071

19M VW CT1 120K. $1000 or B/0

Jtfn 256^3569

1988 Honda Civic DX 5 speed, runs

perfect small dents, cheap $1650 or

B/0 546 5320

EMPLOYMENT

Counselors needed for coed
Northeast Pennsylvania overnight

Jewish Federation camp 3 hours

from NYC- general, sports, drama,

H20. arts (800)973 3866

Loaders Neadad! Summer teenage

bicycling trips U S Canada. Europe

Minimum 4 week time commitment

Salary plus expenses raid Student

Hosteling Program. Ashfield Rd .

Conway, MA 01341 (8001343-6132

Exceptional Summer
Opportunity- Camp Wayne. NE
Pennsylvania Sports oriented

Counselor/Specialist for all

land/water sports including tennis,

camping, climbing/ropes, rocketry,

roller hockey, sailing/water skiing.

A&C drama, video Campus
Interviews Tuesday. March 11

Please call (800)737 9296

Taar Counselors/Tour Directors

to lead teenagers on 3 6 week
adventures in Canada and the U S A
Must be 20 years of age or older by

July 1 Enormous responsibility cou-

pled with unique travel opportum

ties Contact Westcoast Connection

1800)767-0227

Amherst 2 bedroom apartmaat
for rent Water and heat included

Take over lease Call Angela 546
4784

EMPLOYMENT
Auditions for Utah Shakespearen
Festival Greenshow performers. Feb

15 at 10am in Totman Gym Room
13 Full summer employment and

housing Looking for

singers/dancers/actors Also looking

for jugglers/musicians For more
info call 256-3077

Hadley office hiring for evening

and weekend shifts Flexible hours

Fun atmosphere Start work immedi-

ately $7 $10Air Can 584-0215 Ask

for Mr. Cavanaugh

Craisa Linas Hiring- Earn up to

$2000 /month plus free world trav

elfEurope. Caribbean, etc I No expe

rience necessary Room/board Ring

(919)918-7767 ext C180

Alaska Employment- Earn up to

$3000 $6000/month in fisheries,

parks and resorts Airfare'

Food/lodging! Get all the options

Call 1919)918 7767 ext A180

LIFE MODELS- Male/Female for

Life Drawing class at Holyoke
Community College $10 per hour

Call David M at 253-5885 or 552-

2492

SUMMER CAMPI Coed Sleep
away 1 MANY COUNSELOR P0SI
TI0NS AVAILABLE 1 We need role

models sensitive, caring and skilled

staff members FOR THE BEST SUM
MER OF YOUR LIFE' in NE
Pennsylvania's Pocono Mts call

1800)61 WAN0A or E Mail towan
daOmtercamp com or visit our Web
Site at

http //www intercamp com/towanda
for information, application and to

schedule an interview This is a

great camp and an awesome expen

ence Camp Towanda Honesdale,

PA

English Teachers Needed
Abroad! Teach conversational

English in Prague. Budapest or

Krahow No teaching certificate or

European languages required

Inexpensive room and board and
other benefits For details call

1206)971 3680

EMPLOYMENT
Camp Blue Ridge, a co-ed camp 2

hours north of Atlanta, is looking foi

enthusiastic counselors We are

looking for lifeguards. WSI, as well

as instructors in water-skiing, rap

pelling. boating, art riflery. archery,

sports, drama, cheerleading and

dance For more info call Debra at

6658463

Part-Time Salas Raps Wanted
"Lead the way into the 21st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat-

shut Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332
BleeckeiSt 040. NYC. NY 10014

National Park Employment Work
in America's National Parks. Forest

and Wildlife Preserves Our maten

als uncover rewarding opportunities

m the outdoors Call (206)971-3620

ext N50017 (We are a research and

publishing company)

Tha Ultimata Summer Job
Whitewater Rafting Guides needed

No experience necessary Looking

for outgoing, enthusiastic people

previous outdoor or athletic experi-

ence is a plus For more mfo send

resume and letter of interest to Dab
Apple Whitewater. P Box 295.

Charlemont. MA 01339 oi call

(41313390189

Cruise Line Entry level onboard
positions available Benefits

Summer or year round (612)643-

4333

Cruise and Land Tour Employment

work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid* For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (800)276 4948 ext C50017
(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

FOR RENT
Cape Cod gioup & summer rentals

Waterfront houses, Falmouth area

(508)477«)00

Fridga Rentals 253 9742 Free

Delivery

FOR SALE

Chinchilla with cage and set up

to a good home $100 00 Robin 549
5124

Macintosh SE. Hard Drive. Style

Writer II ink |et printer, $400 or B/0
Call 549 9188

Paatium 120 System 1 6 Gig 32
RAM 336 modem 64 bit Video
$3000 m software ONLY $1500 Joe

665 9112

Laptop/Notebook $99 . Hard drive

$lfi.CDDnve$2S Steve 566 3324 2

FOR RENT
Sugarloaf Estates- Ultra modem
two bedroom apartments Free

heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths carpeting, washer/dryer and

more' On bus line Minutes to

Amherst Great specials' Call 665
3856

STEREO EQUIPMENT
Buy Sell-Trad* large selection,

used/reconditioned, from mexpen
sive dorm systems to audiophile

quality separate components Great

prices, honest advice, satisfaction

guaranteed Pick up/delivery avail-

able Stereo & Video Exchange. 256

0941

For Sale- Electric Guitar Peavey

black strat copy, excellent condition

$200 Sean 546 5734

To Carla. I have your keys Call

Kevin at 6-1422

Stolen- A graaa wallet in

Sunderland Feb 10 rMease return

No questions asked 1051 Southpomt

Or . Amherst

INSTRUCTION

Bartend with University
Bartending 50% student discount

On campus classes starting soon'

Call I800IU Can-Mix lor info

MISCELLANEOUS
Naw Metabolism Breakthrough
Period lose 5-100 pounds Doctor

approved Cost $35 (800)666 4793

Fundraiser- Motivated groups
needed to earn $500+ promoting

AT&T. Discover, gas and retail cards

Since 1969. we've helped thousands

of groups raise the money they need

Call Gina at (800)592-2121 xllO

Free CD to qualifying callers

PERSONALS
"Might as wall face it. you're

addicted to love" Robert Palmer.

Free love and Valentines at

www mainquad com

To the naw members of Delta

Zeta Toby. Robyn. Samara. Bonnie.

Lori. Jodi. Beth S. San. Beth N.

Royce. Carrie. Anne, Anna. Ashni

Casey, Allison. Elke. and Val.

Congrads and Good luck for this

semester Love, the sisters of DZ

ROOM FOR RENT

Housemate wanted to share
house on the Connecticut River No
pets or smoke $250< 586-8593

ROOM WANTED
Looking for apartment on bus line

for Fall 97 Call Amy 546 0706

SERVICES

MEP COURSES
GMAT
Prep Courses

X hours

3 weeks

$295 00

(800«08Prep

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

Foreign Students-Visitors
Greencard programs available

(800)7738704 Cost $29
Applications close 2 24-97

SERVICES
Piercings by tha Bearded Lady
222 State Street. Northampton
(4 1 3)586 4829

Seeking Financial Aid? Don't limit

your possibilities for, financial aid'

Student Financial Services profiles

over 200.000* individual awards
from private and public sectors Call

(8001263-6495 ext F50016 (We are

a research and publishing company)

www.smartbomb.com Serving all

your smart drug needs

TRAVEL
Fort Lauderdale area. FL March 8

15. studio. $650/week (413)786-

7133 Partial kitchen

SPRING BREAK '971 CANCUN.
BAHAMAS. JAMAICA AND FL0RI

DA 7 meal plan only $19' GROUP
ORGANIZERS EARN FREE TRIPS
AND CASH CALL TODAY' (8001700

0790 www vagabondtours com

Caribboaa/Mexice $189 R/T.

Europe $169 0/W Fly the world dirt

cheap ONE WORLD TRAVEL

Killington- Cheap Spring Break
$239 for 5 mghts/5 days skiing Call

UMass Ski Club 5453437

Best Hotels and Lowest Prices

for Spring Break beach destinations

Florida. Cancun. Jamaica, etc Call

now for rooms or sign up as Inter

campus Representatives (800)327

6013 http //www icpt com

Best Oeal- 100% Guaranteed
Organized by local travel company

Gieat packages for Cancun. Florida,

and more Call 256 8724

Jamaica- Spring Break Stay m
beautiful Negnl Includes roundtrip

airfare, hotel transfers. 7 nights

lodging from $519 Don't take

chances with other companies, go
with the UMass Ski Club Call 545
3437

TRAVEL
Europe $155. Canbb /Mexico $189

R/T Worldwide Destinations

Airhitch Tm (800)326 2009

airhitchffinetcom com or www i si

com fr /airhitch

Spring Break "97 It's heaven Wake
and Bake m the hottest destinations

free parties'" Organize group and

travel free Lowest price guaranteed

From $99 (800)426 7710 www sun

splashtours com

Robotman By Jim Meddick

AH,N06tfcFeiWc,'TWAS
APPOWCTIV£Dt\YOF
PtUNPfceiNrSTrlEfiCH.'

Cavegeek By Mark McGratf.

WANTED
Tutor for ECE 312. ECE 364 and ECE

350 Call Amy 546 0706

Wo are looking for a four bedroom

house or apartment for the fall We
art w.Hing to take over your summer

lease Call 5495362'

Sofa or Couch Wanted Willing to

pay Please call 549-6452

Dilbert By Scott Adams

\(gOO

V^iVTWt:
(ft*. -WHAT
V»*;-MS?

CAROL, DO YOU KNOtu

COHY fAY RAISE HASN'T

SHOWED UP IN N\Y PAY

YET?
I HAVEN'T
SUBMITTED T

PAPERWORK.

I'tt TOO BUSY TO DO IT.

fAAYBE YOU SHOULD
TALK. TO /AY BOSS
ABOUT GETTING ME
A SECRETARY.

University 1 By Frank Cho

CAROL, YOU ARE
THE SECRETARY.

THAT'LL COST

YOU ANOTHER
ttONTH.

E
ide Lampshade By Abe Cho and Mike Cabot
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Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom Drabble By Kevin Fagan Close to Home By John McPherson

Personals Policy
Ail prrvoatlt MUSI be prootVv«d by Colhpm
<Uttit>*d tiwoioycti be*o*e pdymrm and accap-
texr of the c wwftrd

n*m«» MAY MQt be ufted in person*!*
(jniy i,r.t n^nrs «nd initials **e allowed The
only ewepttom are tor b*nhrla> of confraibtaeons
pe'tofuh. >n whach case the lull na<ne may be
used
Phone numbers anr not allowed <n penonak MO
tXt rPtOhlS
Addnnset *v* not aftowed m personals #m meam

nm raumbers si we«
EVtpna** or j ati»a»"intj of rti ropainr r rwjfcye #*

j. r epuble Personals of a vindictive o*

kortou* nature v* not acceptable Personals may
not be used tor the purpose of harawneevt
ProiirPffy may not be used m personals

The personals secuon r* for pervonals only The
personals section may NOT be used to sell emi.

omrnatrt aoVenrse meeengs est

Ail pervonals must have me name, signature and
UMass I D nsjenber of eV student pGcmg the as

nVaed tn on the •nserfron order. Non students must
provvde a valid dWef't iKense and ahe license

number must be recorded on she ansertion order
* false fdtetfesVaeon or misrepresentation is

subsect to peoaHam under ahe law
The Collepin isrservet the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the Coifeg*an «

vtendard* in accordance w*fh she statutes of sive

C omrrvurvwreahh of Mass scrvuseWS-

Standard
Activities

Ajanoutx^ments
Apartment For
Rent

Auto For Sale
Employment
Entertainment
For Sale
FOUnd <2daysFrc«>

Happy Birthday
Houses For
Rent

Instruction
Lost
Musicians
Miscellaneous

Headings
Motorcycles
Personals
Room For
Rent

Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted

Services
Summer
Sublet

To Sublet
Travel
Transportation
Wanted to
Rent

Wanted

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not respon-
sible for errors resulting

from illegible handwriting
or type.
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Rac«* prad
Pockeaa Ikghaiap

n Uonpacki
M. Oaawfuji

Do It Drttm Ol

You « it* )

Pmoccnioi

31

37

33

3«

41
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u
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St. Odwad
00 BakK
•1. Jo)

12 *lone ikMand
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H BaaabaHiat
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ARIES
March 21-April 20
Forut on building up your i

Thrrr- renW br rainy day ooamlngaipt,

afn betag pfrpafed early at jreur hr*Bf

courae of action Donl U under •
*ruyVm prraun • chams There oouW
be an ukertor awtfer at work—and a

fudy onr at that

TAURUS
April 21 IU7 21

You donl haw to irtl fVTTyUung you

know not a° xmronr aaka And *•»
wk In parUcviar tlliiln vrauM br

IhrM rourar of action Frar la a

amt bk^Kwiw. but M 4h psnlyaM
Thmk jmm opttooa rhrouati and thrn

Ukr anion

GEMINI
May 22-Jun* 21

Gaar op far buoy wrrk Gri down
lo bmkim and youl brat a Ugbt

drratlnr Donl !«• ahy In aakana. far at

(hr 1 1 k • aril Inforvurtton. rauw. MM
iknr plan ahead a ante farther and
your uh fceraeim wOJ be rven aroer

I IBKA
September 23-Octobei 23

I • BnjMBaTatJ I k~y m. >.^*( (.II..I*

r*a»<e«k,e»«y«a» (^uoejl ., .-

r fart Ibal yrjieyklMl make a

and then do R Once at
nude donl took baril Second

aueaamg yotjcartt Dldd rtak afl (he

ulugltia you It made lo dale

SCORPIO
October 24>NoTember 22

'

A 1 h naul lane In your mce w*
uaarroat eren the bMtereal pH Br
eery dear, both lo youra-K and lo

others about what you expect, and
youl be happy oath Uw nuHani
Calend a ijtaiana: a you need man
have—torua on onaUry not quantity

SAGITTARIUS
21

rv*a>*aBnl faW ytvntw tor after you do

CANCER
Jane 22-July 22
Aak for tbiant7tal advtce before you

tart a new aatwing* pri-grMa Avoid

trr trmptaflon to go on a
•pree -lea*r the pla*anV at home
oiVr rrtend has aonie wtwfoai lo

about a probtetp that • been traubatng

you

LEO
July 23- Aujjuat 23
You rr at your beat during an

Ar

way You might want to make a

tinimMmrrit -It * a good Itrne for that

A mutual admiration aortety gr»ri you

a chance to do more than taflt

VTRGO
Aafnat 24- September 22
You're fooliooar and fancy free thla

•"I mundane laaka hold no

tnterrat far you. 1 deadanea bora.

•Tee youraeif a atrk-t lane a-arae far

betrut lrreoponaaT)fc* and carefree—then

force yourself lo Mirk lo a It's hard,

bat you aury be raaprred

rourseff/ and a friend la a raoete. or

tast lake Urae to tali a*h someone

you awae ven nwti

CAPRICORN
December 22-JaDiury 20
Aran stall rtght nam R leels like you

have apt M al. H s aapartant that you

denl neaterl the Wknaa of aoavronr

cfate la you sanreaaiy t you are

buoy at nark, you coukl be laytorma:

anme ntrty serious cries far allriltkwi

Saaaaane dose to you gtees you good

advice that a ivrtlnenl lo your kd>

AQUARIUS
January 21-Pebruiry 18

Donl gyre up your goals In rrapunar

the ordertlves that read to your gMla
You aiay be due far a danruK leaaon-

the raore open you are

the better off you II br

PISCES
February 10-March 20
Stick lo family when It .ranee to

dfaciaaalng uefaunal smelters

Although It • Irmpllng lo bare your

soul < laralien thai week a would be

a bad Idea Stay out of Ihr llmrlnttt

anwrteonr could fWrrw rwr'n more
••nvVju* than trM-v alrradv -ir**

^

#
-*

Daily Ustings sponsoredbyYOUtAd COtlldBe Hete.°"545-3500
«e^

jag a HSCN Bulletin S3 CNN
•2

r^t>
*ai Board 84 CNN/Headline
U 3 CBS/3 Hartford News

a CBS/4 Boston SB BET

ABC/5 Boston 88 BET on Jazz
c
6 B PBS/57 Springfield 87 UCTV
CO 7 HSCN Movie 88 The Learning
60

Channel Channel
>5 UPN/20 Hartford 88 TV Land
5 B Weather Channel 3D Comedy Central
-5 io NBC/30 New 38 Much Music

11

Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

IB PBS/24 Hartford

u
X

13 WOCH & HSCN
14 UMATV
1*7 HSCN Programming
IB TV-19

•a J

aa ABC/40 Springfield

aa NBC/22 Springfield

THURSDAY EVEN

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI

WHDH
WTXX
vwrr
vrric

WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA"

«D

HBO_
MAX
SHOW

I

f

21

)0

2»

6:00
Cf8i1ufw$

IwWI JX

NG
6:30

Bualnaaa Rpt.

CBSNawt

NVWf JJX

Full Houaa

FraahPrinca

Simpaona Jl

Craatura*

Nawa s.

ABC
Fraah Prince

NBC Naw*

Martin T
aJerai*» a>—

.

-mdv rttwi

Rot#tnnt X
NBC New*

Bujjnaaa Rpt

ABCntaira

Be»«fly Hill»^9021fJJn 9f"»rj

Family Matlar» 'family Matter!

Qumcy "Suliad B* Thy Name"

WorldView M.

Tick IT

Beyond 2000

Up Close

Supermarket

Rent Slimpy

Clarina Expl.

Twilight Zone

Furniture

Dream On

Sprxtacanttf

7:00 I 7:30 8:00 8:30
ranrtnour With Jim Lehrer B

C - Campus

World of National

Inaide Edition Am Journal

CM Nawa

Inside Edition

Ent Torwgnt

Chronicle S
Star Trek: Nerl Genar

Wheel Fortune

Judge Judy R

Ent Tonight

Home Imp

Whaat-Fortuna | Jeopardy! I

Jeopardy 1 X
Real TV «

Hard Copy T
Seinfeld »

Newthour With Jtm Lahrar I
Seinfeld T lEntTontght

Home Vider>t

Mad Abo You

Home Video*

Erpujrlnx "In the Mcevj/"

Crossfire ]wtoneyiine

Daily Sho»Oatly Show (R)|TV Nation

Next Slap (R) [Strange Plane* (R)

Debl

Sport* (R)

Tiny Toon

Darktid*

Renovation

In the Heat of the Night X
Renegade "The Knoand I" Xroegad

Oes

Singled

Doug K

gnmg

tied Out

Dtagnoti* Murder (In Stereo)

Dlagnoei* alurdar (In Stereo)

rtigh Incident "Hot Wire" X

9:00 I
9:30"

My*1ery! "Inspector Mors*" X
Moloney "Moxonduct" X
Moloney "Misajndud" I

10:00
Wait for God

FEBRUARY 13, 1997
10:30

Take a Letter

41 Hour* (In Stereo) I
I Hour* (In Stereo) I

«» 7rOa^n,|QfU|-l1993)JeaTVCaWCgVanO^

»*V» y>ao1»r r
,
(i9e7, Science Ftctton) Arnold StfmanoTraojei

<Va

Friend* I
|
Single Guy X

Cape "The Laa lo Know" I
Friend* T |SlngteGuyT.

Martin Gom' Overboard" X
Friend* X SlngraGuyt
T Old House Or*, on Call

High Incident Hot W.re' X

Seinfeld X Naked Truth

Baywatch Night*

Seinfeld X INaked Truth

New Tor* Undercover X
Seinleld X Naked Truth

ER The Long Way Around" X
]LAP0

ER The Long Way Around" X

EB "The Long Way Around" X

ti'i "Another *8 HRS " (1990. Coynedy-Drarna) Eddie Murphy•(I990.C

ee IFncno Man" (1992, Comedy! Sean AstrTpauly Shore

My»tery! "Inspector Morse" X [Dangerfield |in Stereo)

*« "No»h»rt to Run
m

{ 1 993) Je*rvCI«ucre Van fJornma. hi

Biography: Richard Pryor

Prime New* X [inside Politic*

Ancient Mysteries

Larry King Live f

at"! "P»t-m»$ Big AdVoyirure"(i985) Pea-wea HermarT

WMd_DjSCoyery_:_Hunlers

Co'iege Basketball Nortfiwestern at Ohio State (Live

[Movie Magic [NertStap

Designing

timefrai I -., v ,\
\ t-

Idiot Savants

Rugrat»X

Prime Time (In Slereo)

Hometime (R) |Hometlme (R)"

In the Heat ot the Night it

Highlander TheSeiies it

**« "The Tttikegto A/rmen*(l995) Laurenrrt lnhburne PG~
(600) |7« -Ace Ventura IVneYilVafuraCa«i"(1995)a

[520) "The Ao\»ntum ot Baroc Munchausen" | One Red Rote

Unsolved Mytterie* (In Stereo) [at Vi 'Viking Ur. Right"(\W, Comedy) Ann Maflnuson

Secret o( Alex [Happy PayT
Takwar "Carlotti's Room" I
Reel America .48 Hou'i

J

News Martin a

Unexplained

World Today

A-Ual(R)X IDraamOn
Cronkrte Remembee*

11:00
T Ok) Houaa

New* I

New*X INIgritanaX

11:30
Ancestor* ft

Late Show «

Late Show *

Jenny Jonee (In Slereo) X

H. Patroi

Coach X

Tonight Show
Real TV X
Tonight Show
Deep Space 9

Tonight Show
Charlie Roe* (In Stereo)

Nightlina X
M*dAbo_You IRealTVX

** "Men it Wor)r'(l990. Comedy) Emio Estavaz, Charlie Snean"

Law 1 Order T
Sport* Itlu*. IMoneytlne X"

Daily Show TV Nat W

Cottage Baakatball Alabama Birmngham at Tulane (Live)

Wi ld Diicovery; Hunter*

Yo! (In Slereo)

I Love Lucy T [Munrter*

Forever Knight (In Stereo) X
IRoyal Secret! | Royal Secret*

M'T. Moore"

SciFi Buu
Rhode'

rnalda Space"

Human Animal A View

*'.'; "Akatru The Whole ShockingiStory" (1980, Drami) Michael Back, Telly Savalai,

Murder She Wrote
«~

Tworid Wrestling Federation Raw

Liv

TaiiX

iOut

Sportscenter

Lovelme

Odd Couple X
fimeTrax Yire and Ice"_i5L
Real America: 41 Hour* (R)

i

<5>
. .

"Uoytn>g$"(m2) Rodney Dangerfieid X |*'-'i "Hegel lnBtue"(\ 995) Stacey Dash, 'ff

"Days ol Thunder* (1990. D'ama) Tom Cruise T'G: < f 1 It*: Trl»rty*(19B6 Dram*) j7in Rubinalatv li

* "iordor«lui(on5"(1995, Horror) Scott Bakuia 'R'X

Wing* X |Wlng* X
Memphis PD Wa

"Skyscraper ('996) Anna Nicok- "'it, 'M ;f

"IVidbw'sKiss'

'Maryfmtn"

/ gave my girlfriend a raindrop

for her birthday.

I don't have much money.

I caught it with a Power. It

was pefect, clear, clean.... like a

warm summer diamond.

She said, "It's my birthday,

Leold and you give me a wet

flower?"

I told her the Power was for

a very very special

birthday salad.

I 'm pexible. L ife is good.

lTMwe.WULAWOOP I

rAr\DU,Ur>ilUjA^A
kid.' i useeTO 65
PRETN GOOD Al 7W©!

GE.T AeflCPWeXTCeA AUD
e££vC0JL£>r4GICANi
KEEP IT FROM PALUMG

',DCAuN'.-^

f

u-

CALENDAR J

Leedee By Mike Rybicki

Hey CHfjy.t; rfc
I^V Course ScwebuLt

ItC

Hww " rkpa
ft

f|ir-r^j

To VilcH.0*...

"T.c-T»,c.-To. 131*

s
r\W> TtrfylkE

All GEN £b
REC^/.VIfwJgTS.'

THlS^vKT ft : M'T

HARVftM>
i

:s :t.

1

—

|

—

U'. Hun?

/

1
l-ZZ *timwm

On their third date. Pam finds out

If Alan is a cat person.

Non Sequitor By Wiley

leVKM

Non Sequitor By Wiley
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Quote of the Day

Yes, there are two
paths you can go by,

but in the long run,

there's still time to

change the road

you're on.

-Led Zeppelin

"Stairway to Heaven"

••

Joke of the Day

Knock,

knock.

Who's

there?

Impatient

cow.

Impatient...

MOO!!!

Today's D.C. Menu
Cmll 343-2626 *W mmr* Information

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger

alapeno Shrimp & Rice

Veal Parmesan Sandwich

DINNER
Szechuan beef and

Broccoli

Baked Ziti

Chicken Tenders

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger

Grilled Chicken Sand.

Veal Parm. Sand.

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Worcester

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sand.

Bow Ties/ltal. Sausage
Lightburger

DINNER
Szechuan Beef & Broccoli

Szechuan Tofu & Broccol

Pastabilities

Chicken Cacciatore

Berkshire

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sand.

Breakfast Sandwich
Bow Ties/ltal. Sausage

Lightburger

DINNER
Szechuan Beef & Broccoli

Szechuan Tofu & Broccol

Chicken de Carlos

Chicken Cacciatore
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Norton grows into a more complete hockey player
By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

Every |anuar> through 1994. when Division II St.

Mark's School prepared for it> annual on Ice duel with

might) Cushing Academy, one of, it not the best Division

I school in all of New England, the I.ion players had a dif-

ferent theory than nan) teanu regarding whom to watch

out for.

The Penguins to beware were not I tic \ickulas, now
the second leading scorer tor No, S New Hampshire,

Merrimack nipa lay son Philbin. 01 even No. 4 Boston

University's solid delenseman Tom Poli. Current
Minutemen Steve MacKinnon, ludd Smith and Dan Dil.eo

aajaaad the list too.

"Forget about those gu>s." was the prevailing sentiment

that w ould echo through the stairwell in the far end of the

Forbes Center during the school meeting on the morning

of a Cushing game, "lust watch out for that big No. 8 kid.

lust try not to get killed
"

Three yean later, the number on Brad Norton's back

has changed, but KMM things have not or likely ever will.

The same stigma trails L Mass' b-5. 255-pound junior

defenseman throughout Hockey I ast to this day.

"Nummmm-bcr liHHiix; yourrrrrrrrr'e a gooooooon,"

the refrain incessantly rattled throughout the MOOnd and

third periods from the student section at rival

UMass-l owell's "Fully Forum Saturday night alter Norton

manhandled River Hawk skater after River Hawk skater.

It nothing else though, this chant could serve as Fxhibit

A in a civil suit to prove which branch ot the univeiMt\

system has more intelligent hockev tans Completely mis-

understanding Norton's mindset, the taunt only served to

fire up the defenseman. as opposed to its intention of mak-

ing him run away like he had been heckled by the French

taunters in \lant\- l\ihon\ Ouesl for the Holy Grail.

"I like that toitt" Norton said "It gets me going."

With an added spring in his stride. Norton showed why
he has developed into such a valuable player for the

Minutemen. and not just the goon that the Tully Forum
fans mistook him for. \\ ith the Alumni Cup on the line in

a tied third period. Norton ensured that the River Hawks
were hit where it would hurt the mo-i

Less than a minute into the period. Norton rilled .1

tape-to- tape pass from along the boards near the face off

circle, across the top of the crease and right onto Chris

Rmeatr*i nick tot an easy goal: a Can Peyton to Shawn
Kemp rim- rattling alley -v>op on ice. The strong pass was
the sort of play that Brian I eetch and Mark Messier con-

nect on seemingly every night for the New York Rangers

and is indicative of how NortOO'l game has evolved from

a Hanson brother stvle to somewhat mote of a Derian

Hatcher approach to hockev

"When vou talk about Brad the very first thing you have

to talk about is his improvement over the past three years.'

coach |oe Mallen said "He*s made unbelievable improve-

ment in terms of his skating stride, passing the puck, his

positional play and his reduction of penalty minutes.

"He had to be taught how to channel his energy in the

tight way. We're seeing that right now, and the best is yet

to come."

Norton has grown in his three years in the Pioneer

Valley from being a devastating physical presence who

spent much of his time watching the game from the penal

ty box to a devastating physical presence who is also a

more complete and viable hockey player. Norton has dras-

tically improved his skills without sacrificing the

hard-nosed mentality that makes him invaluable to

Mallen's squad.

lOMUUNSANtN COU.ECUM

lunior Brad Norton has become a strong member of the UMass hockey teams' defensive corps

"As I get more comfortable with the level I'm playing at

and slay out of the box. I'm able to still make big hits."

Norton said. "Instead of running around, I'm picking my
spots. If I see a big hit I usually take it.

"My freshman year I came in and thought I had some

thing to prove. Being physical was something bad |for

nit- 1 . Coining out of high school I was always the biggest

kid and I came out too aggressive |here|. My skating

needed a lot of work and I wasn't in the best shape com

ing in. My sophomore year I calmed down a lot and now

I'm going further in working on my north-south game."

The all around improvement from his freshman year

was welcome. The younger Norton shattered the school's

single- season penalty minute record to accompany a

minus -7 rating This year Norton is a plus-12, second

only to leading scorer Rob Bonneau. Also, while he is still

on pace to erase former Northeastern thug Ricco Rotai -

name from the career penalty minutes section of the

Hockev I ast record book, his numbets are well down
from his first two yean,

In addition to his coaching at UMass, Norton gives

credit to his family and especially his brother |eff. a

defenseman for the Fdmonton Oilers, the team which

coincidental!) holds the younger Norton's draft rights.

"He helped me out a lot," Norton said of his older

brother, one of his five siblings "He's showed me the

right direction, how to make it to the next level and what

it takes to get there. I look forward to that. I know it- Dot

really up to me as much as I'd like it to be though. It's up

to |the Oilersl whether or not thev think I'm ready. But.

it s alwavs been a dream of mine — playing with one of

my brothers and in the NHL. That would be unbeliev-

able."

The ties are strong in the Norton household in Acton,

where lohn and Sheila raised a pair of daughters and four

sons lohn can be spotted at most L Mas- games, home
and away, and it isn't hard lev >ee how the Notion clan has

sculpted Brad's game. The behemoth UMass delenseman

is the young one in the latnily.

Brad was everyone's little brother, and in any family of

six. let alone one so heavily locused on hockey, there are cer-

tain things that the youngest one must endure, lust like what

happened to Bobby Brady. Brad Norton took some sibling

abuse as a child, but he benefited in the long run Iroin the

pounding he suffered. It has shaped hi- game on the ice

"I was the voungei brother in a lainiK ot -ix kids so I

took a beating growing up." Norton said "W henever I can

lake mv aggie--ion out on someone el>c 1

Now. little Brad ha- grown up quite I bit. both literally

and figuratively, and hi- game has likewise matured.

Norton -tav- out ot ihc penaliv box enough to be a mem-
ber ol the first detensive pair and log- -igniticant time on

special teams Hi- howit/er bla-i pf I -lap shot keys the

I Ma-- povverplav. the low bullet often redirected for a

goal.

Defensively, hi- play has made the greate-t -irnle- ovat

Turn to NORTON page 12

Home games key to improving standing

By Jeremy R. Adorns
Collegian Staff

Kelly Van Huisen and the Massachusetts
women's basketball team face a pair of Atlantic

1 contests at home this weekend.

1 1 - going to be a scene straight from William

Shakespeare's Hamlet this weekend for the

Mnaiachusetts women's basketball team,

mend, or not to contend.

That is the dilemma, as St. Bonaventure and
Fordham come to town. At this point in the season,

a two-game homestand is an opportunity for coach

loame O'Brien's squad to pick up a couple of con-

ference wins and get back into the jostling for posi

ticn atop the Atlantic 10 East.

I Mass and the Bonnies tip off tonight at 7 p.m.

The Minutewomen are 14-8. 8-4 A- 10. and the

Bonnie- are 10- II. 4-7 A-10. Fordham 1 11-11.

I t> A- 10) and UMass square-off at noon on
Sunday.

Last weekend, the Minutewomen took a trip to

Philadelphia to wage battle against A- 10 oppo-
nents Temple and St. loseph's. Two wins would
put them in position to tie St. Iocs for First place

atop the A- 10 East.

Temple performed to the full potential its 2-8

record might denote. The Owls posed few challenges

to Massachusetts, getting trounced by the

Minutewomen for the second time this season. 82- 5b

I Mass proved that even a weak Temple oppo-

nent brings out the best of the maroon and white,

shooting 77 percent from the Field in the first half.

The Minutewomen used runs of as much as 20-6

to take leads of up to 50 points at one time.

Massachusetts' dominance over the Owls was a

continuation ol a recent trend, following a bl-45
thrashing in the William D. Mullins Center on |ar

25.

The result of the match-up with St |o-eph -

similar to an earlier game this season as well. On
Ian. 25 the Minutewomen fell to the Hawks at the

Mullins Center 50- 48 Once again I Mm .hopped

the decision b\ just two points, that time at Alumni
Hall

The loss was a heart-breaker for the up
Minutewomen. seeing the opportunity of a first

place finish fall shoit late in the second half, after

overcoming a six-point lead with under a minute to

play.

St. Bonaventure and Fordham. currently lighting

each other for third and fourth place in the A-10
East, pose threats similar to Temple.

UMass defeated St. Bonaventure by just three

points, 68- 65 on Ian I I in Olcan N \ I

Carroll scored 22 points in the contest, aided by a

I 5-point contribution from Kelly \ an Huisen Ihc

Bonnies made it a game near the end. hitting rim on

a 5-point attempt with four seconds on the clock

Yolanda Raysidc gTabbed 1 1 rioards in the win

The Rams come to town to irv U) avenge a

five-point loss at the hands ot the Minutewomen
earlier this season. Massachusetts defeated
fordham 51^46 on Ian. 9 in the Bronx.

The Minutewomen will round out the regular

season in the next couple of weeks with two games
against two Ohio A- 10 opponents Xavicr hosts

UMass on Feb. 19, and Davion visits ihc Mullins

Center on Feb. 22 for a 1 p.m. matinee.

Sports Briefs

Due to a lack ol information,

the Collegian's weekly Sports
Briefs column will not run this

week. For a complete update of

UMass' dub. intramural and
recreational sports, look for

Sport* Briel- in next Thui

Collegian

Sport 4 Uriel- 1- a weekl)

ment of the sports page that is

dedicated to giving recognition

10 mm var-nv athlete deserves

at UMass.
Due to the Collegian's limited

sports stall. Sport- Briets ||

comprised solely ol contribu-
tion- from the people involved.

Written information pertaining

to a team or individual should

be submitted to the Collegian

sports desk no later than 12

p.m. Wednesday for the next

day's
1

Submission- can be brought

down to the ( ollegian offices at

115 Cmfmi ("enter Basement,

or faxed to 545-1592.

If you have any questions
about Sports Briefs, call co

Sports editors Casey Kane or

Chris Stamm at 545-0719

Travieso reaches milestone against SBU
By Casey Kane
Collegkjn Staff

\V ith his 5-point shot from nearly 27 feet out in the sec-

ond half of Tuesday's basketball game against St.

Bonaventure. Carmelo Travieso assumed his place alone

atop the list of 5- point shooters in Massachusetts men's

basketball history

The shot, which gave Massachusetts a 41-40 lead four

minutes into the second half, boosted Travieso's career

mark in the category to 222. That total passes Rafer Giles,

whose previous mark had stood since 1991.

Travieso. who recently passed the 1 .000 point plateau,

also holds the record for 5-point field goal attempts, is

sixth on the career

games played list

Atlantic

NOTEBOOK
10$

^J

and is seventh
(before the St.

Bonaventure game)
in 5-point percent-

age with .565.

• Travieso isn't

the only UMass
player to recently pass a hoop milestone. Travieso's back-

court mate Edgar Padilla became the 56th player in

I Ma-- hi-iorv to score 900 points in a career when he

connected on his fourth point against the Bonnies.

With his two steals in that game. Padilla passed
I ravicso on the single season steal list. The point guard
now ha- 50 -wipes.

• The St. Bonaventure team UMass faced Tuesday is not

the slouch of a team fans have come to know in the past.

I ast week the Bonnies surpassed their win total from last

year with a 75-55 victory over Temple.

Plus, this week Bonnie Tim Winn picked up his second

A- 10 Rookie of the Week award of the season. The fresh

man guard scored a career-high 27 points against Temple
to back up his I 5. 1 points per game average.

Winn was ranked as the 20th best guard in the country

at the end of the recruiting season, but has turned up the

heat. At the end of last weekend Winn was ranked second

among guards in scoring, third in steals, fourth in

rebounds, fifth in 5-point shooting, sixth in shooting and

ninth in assi-i-

• La Salle's Donnie Carr has not been a slouch lately

either. The freshman has produced the top five individual

game scoring highs in the A 10 this season

He had 56 against Mount St. Mary's and George
Washington. 54 against both Iowa and Drexel and 55 in

his game with Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo. Carr's output

against GW gave the rookie the conference single game
scoring record.

• From the superstition dept.: Temple coach lohn

Chancy apparently believes that clothes make, or break,

the man. Chaney has developed the strange superstition of

giving his neckties to Philadelphia Daily Newt reporter

Mike Kerns after Chaney's team loses.

But after Last week's 75-55 loss to St. Bonaventure.

Chaney decided it wasn't the ties, but the sweater he

wore. So he vowed not to wear the sweater A-10 commis-

sioner Linda Bruno gave him a as a 65th birthday present

for the rest of die season.

• In honor of former Dayton Flyer Chris Daniels, who
passed away a year ago (Feb. 9). the Atlantic 10 will name
a most improved player this year and give him the Chris

Daniels Award.

Softball takes field for

first time this weekend
Women return 1 3 to boost squad

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Late last year, at one of the

weekly luncheons held by the ath-

letic, department. Associate
Athletic Dire and
Massachusetts softball coach
Elaine Sortino announced her

tetirement from coaching

But after Mona Stevens, who
was named as Sortino s replace-

ment took the head coaching job

at her alma mater. Sortino (MM
again took over the reigns ot the

Minutewomen.
And while the coach on the

sidelines will look lamiliur. so will

the players on the field. I he

Minutewomen. ranked No 25 in

the ( .St /Wuv/National

Fastpitch Conches Association
preseason poll, return seven
-tarlei- and 15 lelterw inner- Iroin

.11 - club

That line-up will be bolstered

by a trio of last y cat's conlerence

award winners, a strong pail ot

players on the diamond corners

and a rock solid co captain lead-

ing the outfield OHM
It is odd that a pitching rotation

with only two hurlers is ooantd
ered one ol the strongest parts of

a team. But for UMass. that is ju-t

the case, as the Minutewomen
return two pitchers who were in

nation's top 25 for FRA.
1 i/ Wagner, last yeai s Atlantic

10 Pitcher of the Near, and
Danielle Henderson, last year's

A-10 Rookie of the Near and

Turn to SOFTBALL page 1
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Danielle "Harry" Henderson will try to improve on last year's per-

formance when the UMass softball team starts play Friday.
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The holy

trinity

The Reverend
Horton Heat
brought his

punk-rockabilly trio

to Pearl St.

Wednesday night.

Check out our
review (see Arts &
Living, page 5).

Not in

my house!

Kara Tudman's
second half last

night's women's
basketball game
helped UMass to a

win over St.

Bonaventure (see

Sports page 1 0).

WORLD

Approval granted for

new CNN in Cuba

MEXICO CITY (AP) — The
Clinton administration's decision to

let 10 news organizations try to

open offices in Cuba is part of a

campaign to destroy Fidel Castro's

government, Cuba said yesterday.

The Cubans stressed that only one
U.S. news company, CNN, has
been granted approval to open a

bureau in Havana and that some
other applications were being
examined.

"Any organ of the press that
lends itself to following the U.S.

policy of hostility toward Cuba is

rejected immediately," Foreign
Ministry spokeswoman Marianela
Ferriol said at a news conference in

Havana.

The Associated Press is among
the organizations seeking to re-

establish bureaus in Cuba.
The White House announced

Wednesday that it would grant
licenses for Cuba operations to
CNN, The AP and eight other news
outlets.

Such bureaus had been blocked

by the U.S. trade embargo against

Cuba, but White House spokesman
Mike McCurry said independent
reporting from Cuba "will bring
greater public exposure to those
who are advocating a democratic
change.

NATION

Threat of strike ruins

vacation plans

NFW YORK (AP) — American
Airlines is still flying but the tele-

phone at Caribe Travel hasn't

been ringing much since Saturday.

"The business is almost dead,"

said Nila Rodriguez, who runs the

agency and mostly books flights to

the Dominican Republic.

"I sell almost all American
Airlines."

Caribe Travel in New York it

one of the many businesses that

have felt the effect of a potential

American Airlines strike — even
before the pilots' tonight's strike

deadline.

American canceled all of today's

flights to most of Europe, lapan.

the Caribbean. Central and South

America, sending business and
leisure travelers scrambling yester-

day to get reservations with other

airlines. Businesses that rely on
shipments by American were also

busy making alternate plans.

The U.S. Postal Service, which
moves 2 percent of its mail on
American and is American's
biggest freight customer, is shift-

ing mail to other airlines.

American and its American Eagle

subsidiary handle 70 percent of all

passenger traffic in the Caribbean,

together carrying 6.5 million pas-

sengers through its San luan hub
last year.
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Co-Op and internship fair draws
large crowd to Campus Center

Provost's committee now
accepting service proposals

By Christina Polefto

Collegian Staff

Businesses from the New England
area and beyond flooded the

Campus Center basement yesterday

in hopes of recruiting top University

of Massachusetts students for vari-

able lengths of co-op's and intern-

ships.

Sponsored by the Mather Career
Center, the Co-op Fair followed the

successful Career Fair, which
occurred on Wednesday.
Approximately 70 businesses were
in attendance yesterday.

Monica Khiani, a junior computer
science major, was one of the many
students who sought out prospective

employers for the summer.
"Everybody has been really friend-

ly. I think it's a good opportunity to

gain experience and to apply it to

your work." Khiani said.

Sam Rulli. a senior engineering
major, said he had luck at the fair.

especially because of his major.

"There were a lot of companies
recruiting for engineering majors, so

I didn't have any problem submit-

ting my resumes," Rulli said.

A majority of students made com-
ments along the same lines.

Businesses registered at the Co-op
Fair were also satisfied with the

turnout of students. Barbara-Bishop
Thompson, a representative of
Osram Sylvania said that the day
had "gone pretty well."

One drawback of their recruiting

process though, was their co-op
length of half a year.

"It's been difficult because we're

looking for students to commit for

six months, not just your typical

three month summer internship."

Thompson said.

Vet, businesses like the CIGNA
company, a world leading provider

of insurance, healthcare and finan-

cial services, did not have any prob-

lem^ securing workers for their pro-

grams.

According to Nina Rude of

CIGNA, today's fair was more effi-

ciently run than yesterday's.

"Things went very well consider-

ing this is the first time we've been
here." Rude said. "We had great suc-

cess yesterday during the Career
Fair, but today things like the regis-

tration process and lunch breaks
have been more organized."

Dianna Dunn of the Mather
Career Center remarked about the

co-op's better utilization of time and
space.

"The co-op and internship fair is .1

really exciting way for students to

find opportunity for various posi-

tions. Things have gone very well

today." Dunn said.

Students collectively felt that the

less chaotic atmosphere of today's

co-op fair made them feel more
secure and confident when applying

for a future internship or permanent
job.

By Tomor Carroll

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Provost's Special Committee on
Service Learning is accepting propos-
als for 1997-1998 Service Learning
Fellowships.

These $2,000 fellowships are to be
used to develop new courses or revise

current courses to incorporate com-
munity service into the curriculum.

"We want to encourage, recognize

and support faculty to start a new
course or add community service to

an existing one." said David
Schimmel, Chair of the Provost's
Special Committee on Service
Learning.

According to Schimmel. a

Community Service Committee was
created in 1990 to support and pro-

mote community service.

"One goal was for the majority of

UMass students to participate in com-
munity service or a service learning

Schimmel said.

"We hoped that people would even-

tually view community service as part

of their college career," Schimmel
said.

The history of service learning

In 1995, the provost appointed a

special committee specifically for the

purpose of encouraging and expand-
ing sen ice learning.

Service learning differs from com-
munity service or volunteer work in

that the service experience is incorpo-

rated into course work, allowing for

discussion and reflection on the stu-

dents experience and a greater under-

standing of the service.

"Service learning is the systematic

integration of service into the curricu-

lum, including discussion and a reflec-

tive dimension which ties the experi-

ence to the curriculum." Schimmel
said

To date, 24 courses have been sup-

ported by these service learning fel-

lowships. They have been presented

by a wide variety of departments,

including philosophy, education,
anthropology, environmental science,

sociology, nursing, communication,
theater, marketing, entomology and
hotel restaurant and travel adminis-

tration (HRTA).
The grants are available to all

full-time faculty members, who must
submit a two-page proposal to the

committee by March 5.

"We're seeking proposals for at least

six more courses, hopefully more,"

Schimmel said. "We are hoping to

encourage more faculty to apply."

Faculty members who do receive a

grant must agree to teach the class for

at least three years and to participate

in monthly seminars with other
Community Service Fellows to discuss

issues relating to service learning.

Faculty members' success with
program

Several of the faculty members
involved in teaching service learning

classes in the past three years

expressed their support for the pro-

gram.

Professor Linda Lowry, of HRTA.
is in her second year of teaching a ser-

vice learning class.

In Lowry's senior seminar class, the

students are working on providing the

town of Amherst with a comprehen-
sive tourism plan for the greater

Amherst area.

This plan is beneficial to the com-
munity because it requires completing

extensive applied research which the

town would not normally be able to

afford.

Lowry reported that the class has

been a great success and that the stu-

dents involved have benefited greatly.
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ALANA fair offers job opps.

Music makes me happy...
Ron Malinoski from So. Deerfield, livens up the streets of No. Hampton with the magic of music.

By leflrey R. Yusah

Collegian Correspondent

The 12th annual Asian. Latino,

African and Native American
(ALANA) Career Fair was held this

past Wednesday Called "A World
. I Opportunities at Your
Doorstep." this event gave students

an opportunity to meet prospective

employers and inquire about
Co-op/Internship opportunities.

The eyent took place in the Campus
Center from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Topics discussed included
employer presentations, network-

ing opportunities and resume cri-

tiquing. Some of the notable com-
panies among the many represent-

ed included General Electric.

Texas Instruments, GTE.
f nterprise Rent- A-Car. American

BtorM Company and a booth set

up by the U.S. Marine Corps.

Most of the companies focused

their attention towards business,

engineering and computer science

majors, but many also welcomed all

kinds of majors.

The student turnout was not

nearly as large as the Career Fair

held during the day, but with the

smaller numbers, students and
employers seemed to have an effec-

tive forum for productive and per-

sonal meetings.

Many students viewed the

ALANA career fair as a success.

'As a computer science major I

felt that many of the companies
were really interested in me and
genuine in what they had to say."

said Mike Filosa a junior at UMass.
"One company even told me about

a chance for an internship in San
Francisco with an apartment in the

city."

The companies were open to

graduating seniors, and many also

offered opportunities for experi-

ence through co-ops and intern-

ships.

This event was sponsored by the

ALANA Honor Society, Bilingual

Collegiate Program. Committee for

the Collegiate Education of Black

and other Minority Students.
Diversity in Management
Education Services. Minority
Engineering Program and the

United Asia Learning Resource
Center.

Theft defense tips offered Arafat, Netanyahu meet at White House
By Leigh Faulkner

CoMegon Staff

Due to a recent rash of vandalism

and theft incidents in student parking

lots across campus, University ot

Massachusetts Police Chief lohn
Luippold wants students to become
educated on how to protect their vehi-

cles from damage.

"Students need to check their vehi-

cles often. Don't park your car on
Monday and not go back to it until the

weekend," Luippold said.

The reasoning for this is so police

officers can have a time frame as to

when an incident occurred, according

to Luippold.

"If we have a time frame then we
can monitor a parking lot. If a week
has gone by we have no idea when the

incident may have occurred." he said.

Students should also be sure to

remove all expensive items from their

vehicles, such as detachable face

radios. Speakers and other items which

cannot removed from the vehicle

should be concealed.

"I strongly urge them |students] to

get a safety device for their vehicles.

The Club is a great deterrent."

Luippold said.

Luippold is also concerned about
students who own soft- top vehicles.

Since soft-top vehicles are difficult to

secure, they are often targeted for

theft.

"I strongly urge those owners to

give some thought to how much their

vehicles are needed on campus,"

Luippold added.

Luippold also explained that stu-

dents also need to be observant when
they are parking their vehicles.

"If they see anything or anyone suspi-

cious, someone just sitting in car or

walking around the parking lot. they

should contact us." Luippold said. "Try

to get a good description of the person

and never try to approach them.

"Most of break-ins happen after

dark and during those hours the stu-

dent lots are full."

Police officers who are on duty at

night are assigned certain areas of cam-
pus to monitor.

"The campus is divided into distnets

and officers arc assigned to patrol those

districts — security officers as well as

police officers." Luippold said. "The
only disadvantage to that is sometimes

activities in other areas of the campus
take an officer away from their district,

so we get other officers to overlap on
their districts

"Clearly when we see patterns of

vandalism in certain areas we start to

increase the presence of security in

those parking Jots."

In addition. Luippold also explained

when officers patrol the parking lots

for the first time each night they take

notice of damage done to vehicles. If

the officer suspects the vehicle has

recently been vandalized then he will

leave a note on the car. citing the time

of the detection and asking the owner

to contact UMPD.
The police department also attempts

to contact the owner.

By Terence Hunt
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President Clinton said yesterday

there is "a renewed sense of promise in the Middle East"

after last month's Israeli-Palestinian agreement and urged

a resumption of Israeli-Syrian negotiations to keep the

momentum going.

After three hours of talks with Israeli Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu. Clinton said he was encouraged
"that there are things worth working on" regarding talks

with Syria.

Netanyahu, appearing with Clinton at a wrap-up news
conference, praised the president as "an exceptional friend

of Israel" and said he came out of their meeting with

"renewed confidence" about the possibility of progress on
Middle East peace.

The prime minister suggested Syria could show its good
faith by reining in Hezbollah terrorists in southern
Lebanon. He said it was no secret that Syria "has more
than a minor influence in Lebanon."

Israel will not withdraw its troops from southern
Lebanon because "if we simply walked away... Hezbollah

and other terrorists would simply come to the (border)

and attack our towns and villages. Netanyahu said.

it was Clinton's first meeting with Netanyahu since the

Israeli leader and Palestinian chief Nasser Arafat ended a

dangerous impasse last month by agreeing to. then imple-

menting. Israel's long-delayed pullout from most of

Hebron and parts of the West Bank.

As they opened their talks. Clinton said Netanyahu and
Arafat made "a terrific effort... and I'm looking forward
to the next steps."

Netanyahu, who look office in |une vowing to slow
down the transfer of land to Palestinians, replied. "I think

we've taken bold steps for peace."

"It's time that we see such steps from our partners as

well." the prime minister s.nd

Clinton opened the news conference by saying that

Israel and the Palestinians have come a long way since

Arafat and Netanyahu visited the White House in a crisis

atmosphere last October after clashes in which 79 people

died.

"Now there is a renewed sense of promise in the Middle
East." Clinton said, referring to the Hebron agreement.

Netanyahu was the first of four Middle East leaders

scheduled to meet Clinton in coming weeks. The president

also will see Arafat. Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak
and lordan's King Hussein. Clinton said he talked with

Netanyahu about ways to resume peace talks with Syria.

Those discussions were broken off a year ago after Islamic-

militants carried out suicide bombings in Israel. Syria is

insisting that Israel surrender the Golan Heights, a strate-

gic plateau along their border, as its price for peace. Israel

captured the Golan in the 1967 Six-Day War.
Clinton said he was convinced that Netanyahu "has

thought through a way consistent with the security of the

people of Israel that a comprehensive peace might be
achieved."

But he said a lot of things have to be resolved.

In the meantime. Clinton refused to pressure Israel to

withdraw its forces from southern Lebanon, saying it was
imperative that Israel maintain its border security.

"Therefore, I have believed that the United States

should be somewhat deferential under these circum-
stances."

Netanyahu was said to have brought to Washington a

territorial compromise on the Golan, but there was no
public discussion of its details. The United States believes

Syrian President Hafez Assad will not sign a peace agree-

ment without getting back all of the plateau.

In the Hebron agreement. Netanyahu accepted the prin-

ciple of pulling Israeli troops back from land claimed by

the Arabs. Previous Israeli governments had supported

the land-for-peace formula favored by the Arabs and the

United States, and were said even to have promised Syria

to leave the Golan, but Netanyahu had been a holdout

until last month's agreement.

Clinton said the accord "was a brave and wise thing to

do. Obviously the United States wants to make whatever

contribution we can to the continuation of a peace
process."
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Friday, Feb. 14

Concert — The Minnesota

Orchestra will perform at the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall at 8 p.m.

Tickets a»e $5 for all Five College stu-

dents.

Exhibit — 'Love Makes a Family:

Living in Lesbian and Gay Families"

(a photograph-text exhibit) opens at

UMass with a special Valentine's Day

reception. The reception will be held

in the Campus Center Graduate
Lounge from 7-9 p.m. The exhibit

will remain in the lounge until Feb.

29. Co-sponsored by the Stonewall

Center.

information — The Golden Key

National Honor Society will have a

table in the Campus Center concourse

from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. to promote

AIDS awareness. Free condoms,
candy, red ribbons and information on

safe sex will be distributed.

Lecture — "The Eruption of

Krakatau and the Processes of

Explosive Volcanism." a lecture by

Steve Cary, University of Rhode
Island, will take place at 3:50 p.m. in

Morrill II South, room 131. Part of

the Geoscience Lecture Series.

Music — "Something Every

Friday." a free weekly program series

of special activities sponsored by the

Campus Activities Office, presents

John Akers at 8 p.m. in the Bluewall

Cafe. Akers music includes influences

from gospel, pop. folk, punk, country

and zydeco.

Music — The Blue Moon Gallery

Cafe in Amherst will hold an Open
Mic Night at 8 p.m. Everyone is wel-

come. The event is free.

Saturday, Feb. 15

Comedy — The UMass improv

comedy show Mission Improvable will

perform at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center Basement at 8 p.m.

Hiking — Explore the Quabbin
Reservoir from 9 a.m. - noon with

naturalist John Green. We will discov-

er winter bird and plant life as we
walk and perhaps find animal tracks

or eagles. Bring plenty of warm layers

for the cold and good, warm boots.

Foul weather cancels. Call 256-4543

for more info.

Monday. Feb. 17

Film — The Amherst College

French Film Series presents

Divertimento, directed by Jacques

Rivette. in Merrill 2 on the Amherst

College Campus. In French with

English subtitles. Free and open to the

public.

Notices

Religious — The Alliance Church of

the Pioneer Valley in south Amherst

will provide rides to church. Pick up h
at 940 a.m. on campus. Call Mark at

253-0361 for more information

Support group — REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support

program is offering two support

groups this semester: A grief support

group for those who have experienced

the death of someone close to them;

and an illness group for those current-

ly coping with the serious illness of a

loved one. If you or someone you
know is interested, please call us at

577-5316 for more information.

Support group — Overeaters

Anonymous, a group of individuals

who share an addiction to food and

suffer from compulsive eating and

other eating disorders, will hold week-

ly meetings on Saturdays at 10 a.m. in

the Campus Center. The only require-

ment for membership is the desire to

stop eating. There are no dues or fees.

Donations are strictly voluntary. For

more info, call (617) 641-2303.

Astronomy — The Amherst Area

Amateur Astronomers Association

will hold free public planetarium

shows at 4 p.m. every Saturday in

February at Amherst College Bassett

Planetarium. Appropriate for all ages.

Dates: Feb. 1 5 and 22. For informa-

tion, call Tom Whitney at 256-6234.

Health services — Confused, afraid

or just curious? Do you have ques-

tions about sex. STDs, alcohol, drugs,

eating disorders. H1V/A1DS, stress

management or quitting smoking or

chewing tobacco? Don't know who to

ask? Call the Peer Health Connections

phoneline at UMass at 577- 5168.

Trained students will anonymously

answer your questions and tell you

where to go for more help

Commencement Housing — A lim-

ited number of residence hall rooms

will be available to the relatives and

friends of graduating UMass students

for the night of Saturday, May 24.

Commencement Housing applications

are available at the University

Conference Service Office. 918
Campus Center. To guarantee a reser-

vation, completed forms with full pay-

ment must be returned to University

Conference Services by May 1. There

will be no on-site reservations.

Support group — Having a hard

time quitting smoking or chewing

tobacco? The Health Education

Division at University Health Services

Writing — Spectrum Magazine is

accepting submissions for poetry,

prose, artwork and photography for

its spring release. The magazine is

open to all Five College staff and stu

dents, and is a registered student orga

nization. Please come by the office at

406E Student Union or come by the

concourse table in the Campus Center

this week.

Karate — The UMass Shotoran

Karate Club is now accepting new
members. No prior experience neces-

sary. Come watch and join our daily

training in a traditional lapaocse mar
tial art. For more info, contact Loukia

at 549- 8058 or Ian at 549-5465

Internships — Internships arc avail-

able working on Earth Day. Hunger.

Recycling and Clean Air Call Mclanie

at MassPirg. 545-0199 or stop by the

office at 423-A Student Union

Building.

Film — The interdepartmental pro-

gram in film studies is offering its

fourth annual Multicultural Film

Festival: "Emigres, Exiles and

Sojourners in Contemporary Cinema*

this spring. Screenings and discus-

sions with directors and faculty will be

held on Wednesday evenings. 231

Herter. Hall at UMass and Stirn

Auditorium at Amherst College, at 7

p.m. The first event will be When
Mother Comes Home for Christmas, a

documentary by Nilita Vachani (Sri

Lanka/Greece, 1995) on Feb. 25. For

a full schedule, watch for brochures

and posters at the beginning of

February, or check out our webpage:

www.umass.edu/film.

Outdoor program — Women
Exploring the Outdoors will be con-

ducting a series of outdoor adventure

programs for women who are sur-

vivors of abuse. The focus of these day

trips is to provide a comfortable envi-

ronment within which women can

increase their self-confidence, estab-

lish safe boundaries and experience

their strength in the company of other

survivors. All ages, abilities and levels

of experience are welcome. Programs

scheduled are: A Day Hike in the

Pioneer Valley on Sunday, April 1 3,

8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.. cost $20; and

Low and High Ropes Course on
Sunday. May 4. 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m..

cost $50. The cost for all three pro-

grams is $85. For more information,

contact Adventures Unlimited at

(413)774-3131x293.

Special Olympics — The North

Valley Area Special Olympics is

actively seeking special athletes for its

spring sports teams. Athletes interest-

ed in candlepin bowling or basketball

should contact the area office at

(413) 584-9377. There are roster

positions available for special athletes

ages seven and up. Newcomers are

strongly encouraged to join, and par-

ents are invited to call with any ques-

tions.

Support group — A Women in

Relationships Therapy Group, an

ongoing therapy and support group

for women who want to improve diffi-

cult relationships with friends, par-

ents, children and colleagues, lovers

or partners, led by Rebecca Reid. will

meet Mondays from 7:30-9 p.m. in

Amherst. Sliding scale fee. For infor-

mation call 253-5494.

Volunteer work —
Womanshelter/Companeras. serving

the greater Holyoke. Chicopee area

needs volunteers to help battered

women and their children begin to live

lives free of violence. If you are inter-

ested in answering the hotline, advo-

cacy, fundraising. working with teens.

Or our Legal Emergency Assistance

program, call Edith lennings.

Monday-Friday. 8 a.m. -4 p.m. at

(413)538-9717.

1997 ATLANTIC-IP TOURNAMENT
MARCH 5-8, 1997

CORESTATES SPECTRUM, PHILADELPHIA

STUDENT TICKETS* ON SALE NOW
PURCHASE YOUR TICKETS NOW FOR

THE 1997 ATLANTIC- 10 MEN'S BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
AT THE UMASS ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE
LOCATED AT THE CURRY HICK CAGE.

STUDENT TICKET PACKAGES ARE JUST $40.00.

PRICE INCLUDES ALL SESSIONS (REGULAR PRICE-SI 10.00)

(5 DOUBLEHEADERS AND CHAMPIONSHIP GAME)

ALL 11 GAMES FOR $40,001

UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE.

•MUST BE STUDENT AT AN A- 10 SCHOOL.

Ufll/LSS, XAV9EK, 1EJAPCE, gEOKgE WASHVMgiOM, DtAQIAESflE,

V9Kg9fil9/t TECH, ST. JOSEPH'S, ST. QOfilAVEJVZUKE, D/iyZOM,
KHODE 9SCAND, JOKDHAJA, CASACCE.

7pm
f
Feb 14

th

+15
th

at the

^y Hoc**

MULLINS CENTER
U»OT*t, til MMMChuMtti Amherst

BBF"

Pick up your tickets at:

a* Curry Hicks Cage
« 'TIX' In the

Student Union

« Hockey Table In the
Campus Center

r At the Game
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Roses rock baby!
Many UMass students buy roses for the special someone.

service
continued from page 1

"They really learned a lot and they were highly motivat-

ed." Lowry said. "The students gained experience and

skills that will serve them in the real world and they really

loved working with the community."

Lowry said that the students were pleased with their

work because they felt like they had really made a contri-

bution to the greater community.

"They were proud of what they did and they felt like it

made a difference." Lowry said. "You feel good after

you've done it and you can't say that about many clasMv

Lowry also felt it had been a positive experience for her

and for the Amherst community.

"For me. teaching, it was wonderful." Lowry said. "It is

probably one of the best experiences I have ever had.

"Everybody was pleased with it. The town was excited

about the plan."

Lowry said that the biggest downside of the service learn-

ing classes are that they are more time-consuming for both

students and faculty, and that there is a lack of resources

available to facilitate the service experience for studentv

"It's definitely more lime-consuming." Lowry said.

"Also, there were no resources available to get the stu-

dents to the sites. They went by foot. bus. carpooling. They

had to do a lot all on their own." Lowry continued.

However, she felt that overall, the extra effort was worth

it.

"1 will definitely do it again in the future." said Lowry.

"The experience was so positive that I can't imagine not

doing it. It's such a valuable way to teach the class."

Professor Ralph Faulkingham. of the anthropology

department, also expressed support for service learning

classes.

Faulkingham taught a service learning class last spring,

in which his students undertook four different projects ol

benefit to the community.

These student-devised projects were evaluating and

making recommendations for improving the guidance Id

vices of Amherst Regional High School, examining (he

effects of alcohol and violence in Southwest Residential

Area and making recommendations to improve the cli-

mate, assessing the needs of elders in the town of Amherst

for the Council of Aging, and working to eliminate the use

of hazardous chemicals in a Springfield factory.

Faulkingham felt that the course was a success for all

involved.

"It was fantastic." Faulkingham said. "They were oui

dealing with real people and real issues and applying what

they've learned."

Faulkingham also felt that the students were equalK

pleased with the outcome of the course

"The evaluations that I received said that this (service

learning) pan of the class needs to be a part of the UNW
curriculum." Faulkingham said. "I would like to encouragt

more and more faculty to incorporate service learning intc

their classes."

Students who are interested in taking a service learning

class can find a list of classes offered at the community ser

vice program in the Mather Career Center.

Karen Elam. community service program coordinator

encouraged students to take a service learning cla>v

"Service serves several functions lor students." Elan

said. "In the context ol the clavx it lets students develop

skills and attach something practical to the theories thev

are learning in class."

For more information on service learning classes heinf.

offered, contact Karen Elam at t4M) 545-3327. For mor*

information on the fellowship proposals, contact David

Schimmelat 1415) 545-1529

Correction
Yesterday's story about the University of Massachusetts Board of Trustee's vote to merge UMass-Worcester

Medical Center with Worcester Memorial Hospital incorrectly defined the procedure. The University system will

give up $300 million of its equity when Memorial Hospital runs the center (not $330 million as stated in the head-

line). The Collegian regrets the error.

The ALANA Lecture Series
PRESENTS ^^M ^^fw

DR. JULIANNE ^B^
MALVEAUX 4*^1

GUEST SPEAKER V '^^B
WILL LECTURE ON W ^^Jm 1

SEX, LIES AND STEREOTYPES: ^J Uw9 V # 1
PERSPECTIVES OF A MAD ECONOMIST ^*^ ,y A

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1997
7:00PM

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM
UMASS AMHERST r*1 Sponsored by Office ol ALANA Affairs. Black Student Union.

1 Every Woman's Center. Graduate Student Senate. Residence Life

I and Student Affairs Cultural Enrichment Fund

r' oma of mamaaifMBmr

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES PRESENTS

Something Every Friday

Be a Part of the Action

SINGER
JOHN AKERS

February 14, 1997 8:00pm

Bluewall Cafe FREE
John is a very gifted singer/songwriter. The music he writes and performs includes a

very wide range of influences;from gospel to pop, and folk to punk.

John was voted the "Best Male Vocalist by Freetime Magazine. For more inf

check out our website:

http.HwwwMmtss edulcompacl/ftYnli/calemlar him

The movie "The Associate" will be shown in the Student Union Ballroon

8pm and again at 10pm
This program is made possible by a Grant from the Auxilliary

Services Office, the Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the Daily Collegian.

nformation

Campus Perspectives
Compiled by Mark McCrath • Photos by Thang Vo

mi
- <l

Do you have any special plans this

Valentine's Day?

"I'm going to be honored to take

a beautiful, talented, respectable

woman to have an incredible

time in Boston."

The thing is that I'm an

exchange student and all of

my friends and my girlfriend

are in Colombia. I think I'll

just visit my brother."

"I'm taking my girlfriend out

to eat in a nice restaurant and

to a movie. Valentine's Day is

a great holiday."

"I have no plans for tomorrow

night. My significant other is

out of town. That's OK. He's

going to make it up to me. It's

a good holiday if you have

someone to share it with."

"I'm going to Boston to see my
boyfriend. Valentine's Day is

no big deal. It's an excuse to

fall in love or to feel like you

love someone."

"Dinner and a movie. If you're

with somebody, it's better

than if you're not. 1 have
friends who are

anti-Valentine's Day. They're

even having anti-Valentine's

parties."

"It's a school day. so I'm going to

school. I'm bringing my husband

roses, and then, we'll be attending

my son's basketball game."

Christian Smith

junior, sociology

Springfield

|uan Manriquc

junior, engineering

Bogota, Columbia

Dan Cronin

junior, political science

South Glens Falls. NY.

Pill Aordkian

junior, political science

Southbury. Conn.

Lctitia West
junior, food science

Accra. Ghana

Colleen De Grandis

freshman, school of manage-
ment
Pepperell

Sandra loquay-Wilson

junior, landscape architecture

Buckland

Michael Jackson a father;

wife gave birth yesterday
-"

. awi bo"1, ie the hospital about 8 a.n
By Jen Wilson H^iin.iinn imknnum larltsnn »

King's family pursues answers in assassination
By Patricia J. Mays
Associated Press

By Jeff Wilson

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — The King of

Pop has an heir.

Michael lackson became a father

early yesterday when his wife,

Deborah Rowe lackson. gave birth

to a boy.

The whirling dervish of pop
music was in the delivery room for

the arrival of the Glove Child —
whose name, weight and length

weren't revealed.

Elizabeth Taylor, the child's god-

mother, had planned to be there.

But she came down with the flu and

couldn't participate, a source told

The Associated Press.

The lackson camp was mum
about the arrival, which took place

about 1 a.m. at Cedars-Sinai

Medical Cenjer. A hospital source,

speaking on condition of anonymity,

confirmed the birth to the AP. Mrs.

lackson delivered without complica-

tions, the source said, adding:

"Everyone's OK and healthy."

Hospital spokesman Ron Wise

said the lacksons. with their new-

bom, left the hospital about 8 a.m..

destination unknown, lackson. 38,

announced in November that Mrs.

lackson. a 37-year-old nurse who
worked with a dermatologist, was

six months pregnant with his child.

They wed later that month, lackson

and his first wife. Lisa Marie Presley,

divorced earlier last year. Rumors
that a lackson baby was about to

make its debut — Valentine's Day
was the due date — sent the news

media scurrying to the hospital.

Reporters, photographers and

fans gathered Wednesday and yes-

terday for news and a chance
glimpse of the newest lackson. his

famous father and his mother.

Extra security guards were called in

to keep away infiltrators.

"I've never seen anything like it,"

Wise said.

A photo of the lacksons and ton

would fetch big bucks from the

tabloids.

"If it's good quality, a shot of

Jacko. Debbie and the baby —
where we could see the baby's face

— it could bring $500,000." said

National Enquirer editor Steve Coi.

Israeli leaders knew since '94

about Albright's Jewish roots

By Dafna Linzer

Associated Press

IERUSALEM — Israeli leaders

knew of Madeline Albright's Jewish

heritage two years before the new
Secretary of Slate says she did, an

Israeli diplomat said yesterday.

Gad Yaacobi. Israel's former
ambassador to the United Nations,

said a British friend of the Albrights

told him of the family's lewish roots

in 1994. when Albright was the

U.N. ambassador for the United

State-

Yaacobi told then-Prime Minister

Yitzhak Rabin and Foreign Minister

Shimon Peres, but the issue never

was raised with Albright because

they felt it wasn't significant and

would not affect her approach to the

Middle East.

"She didn't share it with me. and I

wasn't quite sure if she even knew
about it... or if she would feel com-

fortable discussing it." Yaacobi told

The Associated Press in a telephone

interview. Shortly after Albright's

nomination as secretary of state in

December, The Washington Post

uncovered documents and estab-

lished that more than a dozen mem-
bers of her family were killed as lews

during the Holocaust.

Albright. 59, said she knew noth-

ing of it. and that the information she

had received last month came as "a

major surprise." She was brought up

Roman Catholic, and knew little

about her family's past.

In Washington, State Department

spokesman Nicholas Burns appealed

to the news media yesterday to

respect Albright's privacy.

"It's a very emotional issue for

her." Burns told reporters. "She lost

three grandparents in death camps,

she lost an aunt, she lost a cousin and

many other family members."

"She is very proud of her family."

Burns said. "She is very proud of her

parents for having rescued her from

Adolf Hitler and Stalin."

Yaacobi said his friend George
Wcidenfeld. an Austrian-bom British

publisher who knew Albright's father

in London during World War II. had

revealed Albright's lewish back-

ground to him.

Wcidenfeld. however, told The AP
that he had never discussed family

heritage with Albright's father and

had no proof that he was lewish.

"I never talked to him about his

origin, but never questioned the fact

that he, |osef Korbel. a refugee from

Czechoslovakia, was lewish."

Wcidenfeld added.

"I told Gad Yaacobi and many
other people — indeed I said to Mrs.

Albright herself — that I knew her

father extremely well. I didn't say her

father was lewish."

A Czech-bom former Israeli diplo-

mat. Avigdor Dagan, told The AP
that he lived near Albright's maternal

grandparents in Chemikostelitz, a vil-

lage in the eastern Bohemia district

of Czechoslovakia.

Dagan said his father sold supplies

to Albright's grandfather, who owned

a general store and was active in the

local lewish community.

Later while in the Czech diplomat-

ic service, Dagan met Albright's

father and the two worked in London

during World War II. Dagan eventu

ally immigrated to Israel and was

ambassador to Poland, Norway and

Austria.

"Everyone knew Korbel was Jewish

but he did everything to hide it. He
wanted a career and he thought it

would interfere or hurt his chances to

reach the top," Dagan said.

"There were topics that he erased

from his life and this was one of

them."

Got a tip?
The Collegian news department is always look-

ing for stories. If you see or hear of a possible

breaking story, please contact News Editor

Laura Stock at 5-1 762.

ATLANTA — Afraid that the truth

about the Rev. Martin Luther King

(r.'s assassination will die with lames

Earl Ray. King's family is asking that

he be given a trial to answer the ques-

tions that have haunted them for 30

years.

"The lack of a satisfactory resolu-

tion to questions surrounding the

assassination of Martin Luther King

|r. has been a source of continuing

pain and hardship to our family,"

Dexter King, a son of the civil rights

leader, said at a news conference yes-

terday with his two sisters, his brother

and his mother, Coretta Scott King.

"Every effort must be made to deter-

mine the truth."

Over the years. King said, "because

of the painful nature of this tragedy.

we have reluctantly ignored it. stayed

away from it."

But now, with Ray dying from cir-

rhosis of the liver in a Nashville.

Term., prison, they want the full truth

known. King said.

"It was time to come forward, make

a statement about this, which has

haunted us for years. If Mr. Ray does

not pull through, this will die with

him," King said.

Ray. 68. pleaded guilty to killing

King and was sentenced to 99 years in

prison but almost immediately recant-

ed his confession He claims he was

duped by a mysterious middleman
named "Raoul" who arranged for a

rifle with his fingerprint to be dropped

near the shooting scene.

Ever since a sniper's bullet cut

down King on the balcony at a

Memphis motel in !9o8. several theo-

ries have surfaced as to who was
responsible. A 1978 congressional

report concluded Ray shot King but

said a St. Louis- based conspiracy of

racial bigots was behind the slaying.

After the news conference. Ray's

brother, lerTy. told MSNBC: "I really

appreciate them asking for a trial for

lames, and I'm sure the whole King

family, just like the Ray family and the

rest of the American public, wants the

truth to come out once and for all."

In order for Ray to get a trial, his

attorneys must prove there is new evi-

dence that could exonerate him. Next

week, a judge in Memphis, Tenn., will

hear arguments from Ray's attorneys

for new scientific tests on the rifle

believed used in the assassination.

John Campbell, a Shelby County.

Tenn., assistant district attorney -aid

that even if the tests are conducted.

there is plenty of reason not to give

Ray a trial

"The guilty plea Ray is under has

been examined seven limes by other

courts and affirmed every time,"

Campbell said. "He weni into court

and told the jury he was guilty They

convicted him."

Check out our

mondo website!

httP://

www.umass.edu
/rso

/colefiian
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Happy Valentine's Day, UMass!
Garret LoPorto a Junior C.S.E., takes advantage of the many types of Valentine Day cards the University

Store has to offer.

A GREAT BET!

LIVE SIMULCASTS!
Thoroughbreds from: Aqueduct, Suffolk Downs. Gulfstream

& Santa Anita • Harness races from: Foxboro, Meadowlands &
Pompano • Greyhounds from: Plalnfleld and now Raynham!

2-F0R-1
Dinner Entrees Every Friday Night

In Hinsdale s Dining Room!

STUDENTS DAY EVERY FRIDAY
FREE Hinsdale Program to college students with a valid ID.

LIVE GREYHOUNDS • SIMULCAST RACING

HINSDALE
I.KI ^ HOI M> I' \KK

. {

SIMULCAST BETTING 7 DAYS A WEEK'

fREE PARKING • FREE ADMISSION

for Post Times & info 1 -B00-NH- TRACK
Route II9> Hmsdaie. NH
www trocktnfocom

Choices Not Chances

Free Contraception Education

livery Mon it I liurs 'A - feSO pm and

Tues Sc Wed 7 - 8:30 pm in rm. 302 UHS
Men antl women Weleome

For more inlormation call trie I Icalln

Education Office 577-5181

III ^.Ml lit f III ( I I.I

CAM VALBMTM S DA* T«AT IO* MOV( lOVflU
tATi SHOW T>«S HUDAY «r SATVJKCAV AT ii.iipm

I.OB - TICKITS SM ADVANCE FO«M IHJO PM TO SHOWTIMTi

tmihos* jumr arr
TlrVIE GOES BY

BOGART

BERGMAN
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Black History Month
The following is the sixth part of an ongoing series dedi-

cated to Black History Month. Future columns will

examine the Nation of Islam and W.E.B. Du Bois.

The woman behind Du Bois
"Behind every great man there

stands a great woman.
"

-Anonynmu-

On Nov. II. 1907, a baby girl

was born to the Reverend David A.

Graham, a minister of the African

I pi si opal Methodist Church, and

his wife Etta in Evansville, Ind. She
wa^ bom in the farm home of her

great-grandfather, which had been

used as a station on the

Underground Railroad for escaped

•-litves fleeing to Canada. The house

had also been visited by the great

abolitionist leader Frederick
Douglass The historical signifi-

cance of the birthplace of this

child, who would be named Shirley

Graham, marked the beginning of a

long and illustrious

life dedicated to the PJ^HWMJ'
advancement of black lilMaisMaMl

people in America |/\ri|aC
and abroad.

JUIIC3
Shirley Graham

would grow up to become a prolific

writer, musician, composer, and
political activist. She once said. "I

have always thought of myself pri-

marily as a teacher. My purpose is

to dispel ignorance and misunder-

standing around the Negro people

themselves and in their relations

with others outside their race."

LventualK. she would become
best known by the name of her sec-

ond husband, the immortal William

Edward Burghardt Du Bois, whom
she married 16 years ago today in

1951.

Given her own commitment to

promoting the knowledge and
study of the lives of

African-Americans, it is not sur

prying that Shirley Graham would

one day marry the world's premiere

scholar on African people on the

continent and throughout the

American diaspora. She had idol-

ized W.E.B. Du Bois since RrM
meeting hint in 1920 at the age of

1 5. when her father, the organizer

of a local branch of the National

latton for the Advancement
of Colored people, invited him to

speak at his church in Colorado
Springs. Colo., to generate money
and support for the NAACP.

Du Bois at that time was the

director of research for the NAACP
and editor of its organ The (

magazine He was jusi returning

from Paris where he had presented

a plan for the decolonization of

Africa to the Versailles Peace
Conference. During his visit he

stayed with the Graham family, div-

ing his Paris trip with her

father over supper.

Their paths crossed again on var

iou>. occasions over the next 31

and after their marriage, she-

would remain his constant compan-
ion and political partner over the

next 12 years until his death in

1963. From that day forward until

hot own passing 14 years later.

Shirley Graham Du Bois would
dedicate herself tirelessly towards

the preservation of her husband s

tremendous legacy.

Before her marriage to Du I
Shirley Graham had once been
married to a man named Thomas

int. After giving birth to two
suns. Robert and David. Shirley

Graham would become a widow
three years after her marriage to

McCant. Following his death, she

set upon a path to further her edu-

cation at a number of highly
esteemed institutions. An accom-

plished musician, she traveled to

France to study music at the

Sorbonne in Paris, and completed
her academic education at Oberlin

College in Ohio. Later on, she
entered a doctoral program at New
York University on the advice of

Du Bois, who was generous with

his counsel to his young friends.-

In later years, the roles were
reversed and Du Bois began to seek

Shirley's advice and counsel. In

1944. Shirley, who was a staff

member in the New York Office of

the NAACP, was put in charge of

finding an apartment for Du Bois

when he relocated from Atlanta to

New York in August 1944. Du Bois

had just been retired from the fac-

ulty of Atlanta University after

spending the past 10
years there as the head
of the sociology depart-

ment. He was immedi-
ately invited by the

NAACP to return to his

position as the director of research,

which he held during his original

tenure there.

Du Bois had first taught at

Atlanta University from 1897-
1910 before leaving his post there

rk full-time with the NAACP.
He would return to Atlanta
University to teach full-time again

after resigning from the NAACP in

1933. That year saw a significant

loss of income for The Crisis maga-

zine, which Du Bois had founded in

1910. serving as its sole editor for

the next 23 years. It was this posi-

tion which served a* the basis for

his work with the NAACP and he

refused to edit the magazine under

the new authority of its executive

board, which was now providing its

funding.

His return to the historic civil

rights organization would last less

than Five years, as he found himself

severelv restricted by the new
1 veculive Secretary. Walter White.

Despite being back in his previous

position as director of research, he

would not have any editorial con-

trol over The Crisis In 1948. Du
Bois was dismissed from the orga-

nization which he had helped found

nearly 40 years prior

The following winter brought
another personal heartbreak for Du
Bois. as his wife Nina had suffered

a stroke in the winter of 1948-49.

passing away later that spring. At

this time. Shirley Graham was
working at the Peace Information

Center (PIC), a project which was
initiated by the American Delegates

to the Paris Peace Congress.

The Information Center sought

to bring information to the public

concerning world-wide efforts to

prevent further wars. Du Bois

agreed to become the Chairman of

the PIC with an Executive
Secretary .attending the daily details

of the organization. It was during

their work at the PIC that Shirley

Graham and Dr. Du Bois cemented
their friendship and the two were
engaged in 1951.

That same year, as a consequence

of his work with the PIC. Du Bois.

along with several staffers, received

a set of indictments. These indict-

ments, driven by the anti- commu-
nist hysteria of the McCarthy
Period, charged Du Bois and the

staffers with "not having registered

as agents of a foreign principle."

The wedding of Shirley Graham
and Dr. Du Bois, which was
planned for Feb. 27. was moved

forward in light of the indictments

to insure that Shirley Graham as

his wife, would have access to Dr.

Du Bois pending the outcome his

trial. On Feb. 14. in a short, private

ceremony attended by her son
David and a lawyer friend. Shirley

Graham became Mrs. Shirley

Graham Du Bois. The wedding
would later take place as originally

planned at her home in St. Albans.

Long Island.

Shirley would go on to raise sup-

port and money for her husband's

defense, traveling across the coun-

try and receiving support from
numerous sympathizers from
around the world. On Nov. 20,«the

trail ended with acquittals for all of

the accused following the court-

room appearance of Dr. Albert

Einstein as a character witness for

Dr. Du Bois.

Over the next few years. Shirley

Graham Du Bois became a part of

history as she accompanied her

husband on numerous overseas
trips which included visits with

Chairman Mao Tse Tung of China

and Premier Nikita Krushchev of

the Soviet Union.

In 1961 they moved to Ghana
upon the invitation of President

Kwame Nkruma to edit the

Encyclopedia Africana It was here

in Ghana that Dr Du Bois would
spend his last days, with the news

of his passing on Aug. 27. 1963

being announced publicly for the

first time at the historic March on

Washington.

Shirley Graham Du Bois

remained in Ghana for the next

three years until the overthrow of

the Nkruma government forced her

to move to Cairo. Egypt . where her

son David worked as a journalist

While in Cairo she wrote a number
of books dealing with Africa —
\assar. Son of the Nile, Julius K.

Nyerere, Teacher of Africa and a

novel. The Zulu Heart. She also

wrote a memoir of W.E.B. Du Bois

entitled His Day is Marching On.

In 1974. Shirley Graham Du
Bois was invited to join the faculty

of the University of Massachusetts

at Amherst as a visiting professor

following her cooperation in the

establishment of the W.E.B. Du
Bois Collection, the archive of her

husband's life consisting of nearly

200.000 pages of documents and
photographs now housed at the

W.E.B Du Bois Library. After

teaching creative writing for two
years, she embarked upon the Final

activity of her life, which involved

the publication of a pictorial biog-

raphy of Du Bois This project was
completed shortly before the devel-

opment of cancer brought her life

to a peaceful end in Beijing. China

on March 27. 1977.

In the forward of the biography,

her son David Graham Du Bois

writes. "This volume is my moth-
er's last completed literary creation.

It is a major contribution to the

legacy left to us by Dr. W.E.B. Du
Bois and a Fitting conclusion and
memorial to the life of Shirley

Graham Du Bois. whose later years

were so totally devoted to promot-

ing and safe- guarding that legacy:

whose whole life, like that of Dr.

Du Bois, was uncompromisingly
committed to the liberation of

humankind, particularly peoples of

color, from all forms of racism,

exploitation, and oppression."

Martin F. Jones is a Collegian

columnist.
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Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and ao not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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Spreading the wealth

Matthew

Wurrzel

Earlier this week the Clinton administration
warned against proposals to invest Social

Security in the stock market. Unfortunately most
of the rhetoric opposing the proposals is from unin-

formed politicians and journalists who are simply
defending the status quo.

Most Baby Boomers know that Social Security will

not be there for them under the current system.
Currently people's Social Security taxes go straight to

the elderly already receiving benefits.

Established during the Depression, the system has

worked well until recently. But now. both the number
and life expectancy of the elderly are at all

time highs. To make matters worse. theT
Boomers, the largest generation that this

j

country has seen, is preparing for retire-

ment in the next decade. Social Security is

going to fail

There are not enough Gen X's to pay for the Boomers
to retire comfortably unless we intend to hand all our

earnings away in Social Security taxes. As our parents'

generation approaches retirement, and we enter the

work force, the government has to take action.

A great deal of middle class couples have started to

save for retirement in various investment plans like IRAs
and mutual funds Almost 50 percent of Fidelity

Investment's mutual fund assets are retirement account*,

said the Feb. 10 issue of the Wall Street Journal. Fidelity

is cme of the nation's leading mutual fund management
firms, and one m the state's largest employers.

Mutual funds. IRAs and other retirement programs
invest money in a broad portfolio of assets like bonds

and stocks. This is no different than the proposed Social

Security reforms. The majority of Social Security reform

proposals recommend the government invest tax rev-

enue in the stock market. The uneducated shudder at

the thought of the market because they do not under-

stand it.

The uninformed cite large drops in the market think-

ing that this is common, rather than an exception.

However, the market has always produced positive

returns when risk is reduced by spreading the invest-

ment through a broad collection of stocks rather than

just a few. Such diversification has led to 30 percent

returns in the past two years at Fidelity and 16 percent

for the past 15 years, according to the same journal

article. The entire market throughout history has out-

performed all other forms of investment.

However, conservatives who understand the market,

and invest in it. argue against the proposals citing so

called conflicts of interest. Everyone's favorite examples

are conglomerates like General Electric. GE produces

such diverse products as medical equipment, jet

engines, power generation and light bulbs.

Critics claim the government would have a new vest-

ed interest in making GE extra profitable, so

the government might award them pork bar-

rel contracts. However, most people who
own mutual funds have no idea which firms

the money is invested in. so Congress proba-

bly would not know exactly which firms the

money is invested.

Other opponents fear that such a switch would social-

ize our economy — ironic since the original proposal of

Social Security led to the same argument. The oppo-

nents suggest that the government would have a new
interest in keeping all companies profitable. Obviouslv

these people do not understand the government's eco-

nomic policies for the last 50 years.

After World War II, Congress passed legislation man
dating the government keep unemployment low. This

law was amended in the 1970s to-t)«id a new goal of

keeping inflation down simultaneously. For the past five

years the government has done a good job at both
Employment rose by 271.000 jobs in lanuary, and
261.000 in December with few signs of inflation, said

the aforementioned issue of the Journal. Unemployment
in this state has remained below 5 percent for the past

year, and nationally it has remained below 6 percent.

Investing retirement dollars in the stock market
through mutual funds is a sound practice, or millions of

people would not voluntarily do it. Why should only the

upper middle class and rich benefit from market invest-

ments? The government should assist the rest of the

country in receiving their fair share.

Matthew Wurtzel is a Collegian columnist.

Whitmore caught with bad ID
Do you smell that? That's

right, women and men of

the University of

Massachusetts, that's the smell of a

corrupt administration doing their

duty all over the UMass campus.

It's all right if you did not recog-

nize it at first. I had troubles myself. I

thought maybe it was the ducks out

on the pond making a stink, but then

I realized that we are the ducks,
bureaurocracy is the shot gun and
our own apathy is what makes us

such easy targets.

It's about time for aaasssssasssssssaaaai

open season to end.

If you are new to

the campus, or just

have not been paying

much attention, you
may not realize that

the insignificant part

you played in the

decision making
involving the

all-campus card iden-

tification/debit/mass-

manipulation system

is nothing new. Once again, someone
has attempted to solve all sorts of

problems, most of them
financially-based and not directly

related to the student body or its

needs, and has come up with a solu-

tion that will put smiles on the faces

of a private firm and leave the stu-

dents of this campus out in the cold.

More specifically, the all-campus

card will be usable in Campus Center

and Student Union; likely excluding

student- run businesses which cannot

afford access to the costly system. If

the co-ops go out of business we will

all lose, and be forced to patronize

the campus-wide monopoly of the

University Store, Textbook Annex
and Munchie Stores.

A 2 percent university imposed
sales tax will be added on top of all

transactions involving the card to

cover administrative costs. The fact

that there are such immense adminis-

trative costs is interesting, consider-

ing how quickly we jumped on the

AT&T bandwagon without even a

receiving an inexpensive deal.

One other point that has been mis-

addressed by the card is the meal
plan system. Everybody on the 14

meal plan would rather be on the 1 0.

but if you are on the 10 you cannot

eat on weekends, which is the only

time many of us can make it to the

Dining Commons. The card will not

ameliorate these food-service (or

lack of service) problems, it will just

make it easier for an undergraduate

to avoid the dining halls. Ideally, the

mmmmmmmmmammmmmm hundreds
of dollars

each stu-

d e n t

wastes on
uneaten
food would
be usable
in other
areas with

the card,

but this

benefit has

not yet

been announced.

Possibly the one thing that the

administration realizes is that if pre

sented with the option to use a debit

card to get a Greenough Snack Bar

sub or Antonio's instead of enduring

the harsh gastro-intestinal torture of

the D.C.. the decision is obvious. If

the card were used as a debit system

at the D.C.. paying per meal just as

anywhere else, the food would actual-

ly have to be edible or else the D.C.'s

would actually have to deal with the

competition that breeds a quality

product from a business.

Those admissions people who said

all that jazz about big school advan-

tages with a small school atmosphere

cannot be blamed for the inefficien-

cies of the UMass administration, they

do not sell that aspect of this school,

they are only responsible for hiding it.

The all campus card system, as

decided upon with so little student

input or regard, is just one of the

many half-assed attempts to make

"The bottom line is that

this is just another case of
the administration doing

something that does not

really address the needs of
the student body.

"

Jeremy R. Adams

UMass appear to be competing with

other institutions. It appears all too

often that the only competition gen-

uinely important around here occurs

on the court, not in the classroom

The bottom line is that this is just

another case of the administration
doing something that does not really

address the needs of the student
body, without seeing what we really

want, and then proceeding to covct
up its ineptness through poor com-
munication with the student body.

I work at this newspaper, many
students' most reliable source of
information. If I do not know what is

going on with the higher-ups. then it

is likely that few outside of the news
room do either. It is a sorry state that

in order to get any information about
what goes on around here (other than

the few good stories which spring
forth from the red-tape factory, a.k.a.

Whitmore administration building)

there has to be an in-depth investiga

tion.

It seems like every time I enter
Whitmore I am confronted by the

administration's unofficial motto: no,

it's not Veritas or £ Pluribus Vnum
or any of that nobility crap. Rather it

is more like Et tu. Bulger.

If the administration wants to look
good for once, veiled with the happi
ness and serenity of the admissions
publications that draw unsuspecting
high schoolers into the web of red
tape, it needs to disclose all of its

doings to the students, through the

Collegian and other media.

I do not oppose the all-campus
card, rather I anxiously anticipate the

potential positive changes that the
card could bring about. Many of
these benefits will never be realized

because the students' best interests

will not be a factor in the final deci-

sion making. The smoke coming from
the grates all over campus have cov-

ered up the poor dealings, but the
smell is getting sickening and it's

about time for some change.

Jeremy R. Adams is a Collegian
columnist.
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Oscars discover fine cinema
By Adam Lcvine

Collegian Staff

This past Tuesday marked one of

the most exciting days of the year for

movie fans across the globe. The
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences released the nominees for the

69th annual Academy Awards. The
ceremony which will be held on March
24, marks a true turning point in film

history. For years, the Academy has

been scrutinized by many for its com-
mercial intentions and labeled more
political than artistic in their decisions.

The times they are a changin' and this

year's nominees are far more geared to

the realm of independent and
art-house cinema.

In recent years past, the Oscar
winners were successful and com-
mercially acceptable films that

refrained from controversy. There
was a time when this wasn't neces-

sarily the case and more artistic

films had the potential of being
Oscar contenders. In 1969, |ohn
Schlesinger's Midnight Cowboy won
for best picture despite its disturb-

ing portrayal of the unlikely friend-

ship between a male prostitute and

a petty con-man.
Throughout the years, the Academy

has changed direction to maintain a

more audience-friendly approach.

However, with the rapidly growing

respect given to the Cannes Film

Festival, it would appear the Academy
has once again decided to acknowl-

edge the importance of independent
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film. This year, four out of the five

nominees for best picture strained far

from blockbuster status. Even the

super-hit Jerry Maguire, features an

innovative script by Cameron Crowe

as well as Tom Cruise's greatest per-

formance of his career.

Aside from the well-known Jerry

Maguire, the other four nominees

include an excellent representation of

this year's finest. Although 1 have yet

to see Shine, as a result of its local

premiere being this weekend, Mike

Leigh's Secrets and Lies is my per-

sonal favorite of this years nominees.

Leigh's film is a deeply moving
encounter examining the lives of the

members of a working class London

family. The story subtly touches on

the issues of race and class while

expressing the importance of trust

between a family.

|oel Coen's Fargo is a brilliantly

eccentric tale of a police women's
search to solve a bizarre kidnapping

case. Best Actress nominee. Francis

McDormand plays, the officer and
William H. Macy as the neurotic hus-

band of the victim, is up for best sup-

porting actor. The film has also been

nominated for best original screenplay

and director.

If it wins for nothing else, The
English Patient is the sure victor of

best cinematography. The epic tale

of spies, war. and romance is a bit

lengthy but absolutely stunning in

appearance. Ralph Fiennes and
Kristen Scott Thomas are both up
for best actor and actress and their

performances together were utter

brilliance. The story centers on the

love affair between the two central

characters and the espionage sur-

rounding a war torn Europe after

the Second World War. Willem
Defoe however, gave one of the

most amazing supporting perfor-

mances of the year and was unfor-

tunately overlooked by the

Academy.
Shine has perhaps received the

most acclaim of the year. The film

was made in Australia and tells the

story of a gifted pianist and the

harsh relationship he had with his

father. The situation led to the

young man's descent into insanity

and the actor. Geoffrey Rush, is

nominated for best actor. Shine is

also up for best original screenplay.

All in all. this years ceremony
will, without a doubt, be one the

intense in motion picture history

The contestants are all excellent

picks and for many, their faith in the

Academy has been restored. Already

1 am immensely nervous and anxious

for next month's ceremony. May the

best film win!
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The Reverend Norton Heat prayed to the heavens to take his soul for rock 'n roll last night at Pearl Street.

The Reverend praises everything that rocks
By John Hendrickson

Collegian Staff

The Reverend Horton Heat

Pearl Street

Feb. 12

NORTHAMPTON — Reverend

Heat's traveling salvation show
rolled into Northampton last night.

raining hell-fire and bringing

redemption to the hordes of lost

souls crammed into Pearl St.. His

two-hour long sermon on the neces-

sary evils of liquor, women and

"left-handed" cigarettes made
believers out of even the most jaded

hipsters. Ladies and gentlemen, you

haven't lived until you have felt the

Heat.

From the moment the band took

the stage, it was obvious what they

had come to do. The tuxedo-clad

Reverend wasted no time with pleas-

antries; instead he let his reverb-

drenched Grctsch set the tone. The

20-odd songs which followed cele-

brated the roots and essence of rock

n' roll. From western swing to tradi-

tional rockabilly and revisionist punk,

the band smashed musical bound-

aries and fused genres to create a

completely unique brew of hellacious

sonic fury.

Drawing evenly from their four

albums. The Reverend Horton Heat

delivered a consistently energetic

and engaging set. The cowpunk
instrumental "Big Sky." the smoky,

spoken-word "That's

Entertainment" and the call -and

response celebration of "Beer: 30"

were among the highlights, as were

the early Sub-Pop nuggets "Eat

Steak" and "Big Little Baby." The
evening's only cover. Willie-

Nelson's "These Walls." was an

interesting diversion into straight

country-western (though the

Reverend himself threatened to con-

tinue playing only country if the

complimentary vodka tonic didn't

meet his standards — fortunately, it

did), but it was their trademark

rockabilly swing which burned up

the already frenzied crowd.

Individually, the band members
each proved themselves to be both

master showmen as well as top-notch

musicians. New drummer Scott

Churita was concise, powerful, and

managed to swing like Charlie Watts

on speed without ever appearing

flashy. Stand-up bassist limbo
slapped and strummed with unflap-

pable rhythm, even with the

Reverend perched on top of his

instrument (at one point, limbo him-

self managed to play while balanced

precariously on his bass). Together,

the two formed a brutally powerful,

water- tight rhythm section.

Bv the time the "Psychobilly

Freakout." the band's third and final

encore, ended in a squall of feed-

back and white noise, it was obvi-

ous that the band had.

The Reverend Horton Heat has

stuck again; by delivering perhaps

the best live show around today, the

band will continue preaching the

cl of sin, converting
non-believers as they did

Wednesday night

cou«m» in* ccHocit

Limbo Rock!

Let Throwing Muses be your Valentines tonight at Pearl Street. They'll be playing their charged sounds tonight, with especially tunes from the
new album. Limbo.
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Orchestra to play FAC
By Seema Gangatirkar

Cottegion Staff

The Minnesota Orchestra will per-

form at the Concert Hall tonight at

8 p.m. under the direction of their

new conducter. Eiji Oue.
Renowned pianist Peter Serkin will

perform with the orchestra.

The Minnesota Orchestra enjoys the

reputation as being one of America's

premier orchestras. It was founded

in 1903 as the Minneapolis

Symphony Orchestra and in 1907.

made its first regional tour. In 1912,

the Orchestra made its debut in

New York City.

Tonight's concert will open with

Dominick Argento's "Valentino's

Dances." in honor of Valentine's

Day. The piece is set in the silent

film era of Hollywood, but also

delves deep into the Italian immi-

grant experience. "Valentino's

Dances" are a series of tangos from

Argento's latest opera. The Dream
of Valentino.

Argento won the 1975 Pulizter

Prize for his song cycle. From the

Diary of Virginia Woolf. He is one
of America's premier composers.

Serkin will perform his own caden-

zas in Mozart's "Piano Concerto

No. 21 in C Major. K. 467."

Serkin, who is one of the most
individualistic musicians perform-

ing, was bom into a musical fami-

ly, starting with his grandfather,

violinist Adolf Busch. Serkin made
his debut at the age of 12 at the

Marlboro Music Festival.

Currently, Serkin is an honorary
member of the University of

Massachusetts Fine Arts Center's

Friends Board of DtflKtOfl

The concert will conclude with
Tchaikovsky's "Symphony No. 4 in F

minor."

Tickets for the concert are $>U. $25
and $15. Age 17 and under are

$10 and Five College Students are

$5. For more information, please

call the Fine Arts Center Box Office

at 545-2511 or (800) 999-UMAS.

COUJTHV I INI AITS CINTf »

Peter Serkin will perform with the Minnesota Orchestra tonight at

the Concert Hall.

Will Academy Awards reward a real drama?
By Bob Thomas
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Much has

been written about the dominance of

independent and foreign films in this

year's major Academy Award nomi-

nations.

What the Oscar nominations also

reveal is that the big studios rarely

provide homes for profound dramas

that illuminate the human situation.

lerry Maguire, a slick, well-acted

look at the money-grabbing of profes-

sional sports, scored the only major

nominations among the year's $100
million grossers.

It was cited for best picture, Tom
Cruise for actor. Cuba Gooding |r. as

supporting actor and Cameron Crowe
as writer (but not as director), as well

as for editing.

Look how the other members of

the 1996 $100 million club fared (in

order):

Independence Day and Twister —
two apiece, for sound and special

effects.

Mission Impossible — 0.

The Rock— I (sound).

The Nutty Professor — 1 (make-

up).

Ransom — 0.

The Birdcage — I (art direction).

101 Dalmatians — 0.

A Time to Kill— 0.

Phenomenon — 0.

First Wives Club — I (original

score).

Eraser— 1 (sound effects editing).

Contrast these event movies with

The English Patient, which at $33
million cost half or less than the

above films. It tallied 12 nomina-
tions, including picture, actor,

actress, supporting actress, directing

and screenplay.

Imagine a big-studio production
boss considering The English Patient

"Yeah, it's a nice story, but the

casting is all wrong. Ralph Fiennes

won't draw; they can't even pro-

nounce his name. Make the guy an

American and we'll get Tom Cruise

or Brad Pitt. Forget Kristin Scott

Thomas. Why not Madonna? She'll

take her clothes off."

"Build up the war stuff. And for

God's sake, take out the part about

the hero helping the Germans; the

audience won't go for that."

"CoAme to think of it. the title is I

tumoff. Call it The American Patient.

Who's read the book, anyway?"
(Producer Saul Zaentz says that

when The English Patient ran out of

money in mid-production, he

approached 20th Century Fox. The
studio agreed to go along — if casting

changes were made. Zaentz declined.

and he • found backing from
Miramax).

For those saddled with the annual

ordeal of predicting the winners, this

year's chore seems easier than most.

The English Patient scored so over-

whelmingly in the nominations — a

do/en. followed by Fargo and Shine

with seven apiece — that it must be

considered the front runner for best

picture.

The English Patient has all the ele-

ments Academy voters favor: sweep-

ing vistas, powerful action, strong

performances, good writing. If the

voters fed more parochial — it has

happened — they might select the

home-grown, crowd-pleasing ferry

Maguire
Shine has an outside chance; Fargo

and Secrets and Lies arc less likely.

A sweep for The English Patient

could provide an Oscar for Ralph

Fiennes (pronounced Rafe Fines).

Besides, hall of his part is as a severe

burn victim and afflicted roles rank

high with the voters.

But that phenomenon also could

favor two portrayers of mentally

unstable characters: Geoffrey Rush of

Shine and Billy Bob Thornton of

Sling Blade.

Kristin Scott Thomas also could

profit from a sweep of The English

Patient. But. at this point, the

favorite lor best actress appears to be

Brenda Blethyn. the shattered mother
with an illegitimate child in her past

in SeCTffS and Lies

Supporting player awards arc

always more difficult to predict.

Although Primal Fear was not a

big moneymaker, Edward Norton's

portrayal of a murder suspect made a

chilling impression.

He shares the lead for supporting

actor with Cuba Gooding |r. ("Show

me the money!"). Tom Cruise's client

in lerry Maguire.

The voters could well display their

sentimental tendencies with an award

to veteran Lauren Bacall as Barbra

Streisand's meddling mother in The

Mirror Has Two Faces.

Other possibles: Juliette Binoche of

The English Patient and Marianne

lean Baptiste of Secrets and Lies.

Anthony Minghella seems almost

unbeatable as best director for The
English Patient.

In all fairness, it should be

observed that major studios did spon-

sor films of substance in 1996.

Examples: The Crucible (20th

Century Fox). Hamlet (Castle Rock-

Columbia), Ghosts of Mississippi

(Castle Rock-Columbia), Michael
Collins (Warner Bros). William
Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet

(20th Century Fox).

Yet none of these films appears

to have paid off its production cost,

which provides studio bosses with

ample reason to avoid such films in

the future.
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Air Force— Army invades Curry Hicks Women's gym hostsMrforce & Yale Sunday

By Malt Purrault

Collegian Staff

Coming off a huge win over
Temple, the men's gymnastics team
returns home to face two ranked
opponents on Sunday at 4 p.m.

Air Force and Army invade the
Curry Hicks Cage to take on the
No. 7 ranked Minutemen, in what
should be an outstanding display
of talent.

UMass will be looking for
another big performance from
freshmen Jeff LaValle. LaValle
broke three school records against

Temple last week and is getting
better everyday. He was named
WHMP/UMass player of the week
for his accomplishments. Still, he-

will have to be at his best again
for UMass to continue its winning

ways.

UMass coach Roy Johnson is

expecting a tough battle, specifi-

cally from Army on the pommel
horse.

"The pommel horse will be

key," lohnson said.

Senior Lorenzo Macaluso, sopho-

more Brad LeClair. and LaValle
will need to come up big for the

Minutemen on the horse, which be

the focal point for victory.

The Minutemen may need to

duplicate their record breaking
performance against Temple.
Their all around score 227.45 was
the highest in history, but a simi-

lar score may be needed to beat

the solid Air Force and Army
teams.

UMass has not had much suc-

cess in meets against the military

institutions, going a combined
34-40. Adding the fact that Air

Force will be looking to avenge a

last season loss to the Minutemen,
a total team effort will be needed
for victory.

Army beat UMass last season in

a tri-meet with Washington by
only two points at West Point.

Revenge may be a motivator for

the Minutemen who are trying win

their ninth straight New England
Championship.

This should be an outstanding

meet and might be the stepping

stone for a run at a National
Championship for UMass.
The team is young but extremely

talented. Experience gained from
meets such as this will only help

the youngsters get the confidence

to perform in the crunch.

Women's track off to A-10's
By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

All season long, the Massachusetts

women's track and field team has been

battling against the odds. More often

than not. they have found a way to fin-

ish out on top, but come Saturday at

the A-IO Championships in Kingston,

Rhode Island, the Minutewomen will

face their stiffest challenge of the sea

son yet. How can their depleted roster

come together to pull off the biggest

upset in the A-IO this season, to

knock off the powerhouse Hokies
from Virginia Tech and repeat as A-IO
champions.

This has been a recurring question

haunting coach |ulie LaFreniere. who
has done a remarkable job this season

adjusting to some serious losses to the

core of the team.

The list of the wounded includes

junior Rosey Bryan, who tallied 25

points for UMass in the A-IO
Championships last season. Also miss-

ing from the mix is senior Anya Forrest

who is the school's record holder in

the hurdles, and one of LaFreniere's

most valuable relay runners. |amie

Hedgecock. UMass' lop sprint recruit

is not available. As is AliMjn Tustevin.

the top throwing recruit, and Sharon

Ttllotson. the top distance recruit

"It will be real tough trying to beat

Virginia Tech short- handed."
LaFrenere said. "You can't just go into

a championship game without players

of that caliber."

To keep up with a complete Hokies

squad, the Minutewomen will need to

pick up the slack more than they have

had to all season.

"Virginia Tech had a good recruiting

class, and ihey have managed to stay

healthy all year.* UFrHtiere said

"They are very strong in the throws,

and tough to beat in both the spnnts

and the hurdles.*

In the 500m and 800m. Virginia

Tech boasts the top times in the A-IO.

In the 800m though, UMass' Lisa

Flood should be fresh and capable of

contending with Virginia Tech's top

runner.

In the 55 yard dash, UMass will

look to pick up ground on the Hokies

with the aid of extraordinary efforts

from Shelanda Irish, Emma Gardiner

and Raqueil Shelton. Temple's
Saunders is far and away the favorite

to win this event, but after that it's

going to be a dogfight, and UMass
might be able to pick up some points

on Virginia Tech.

"Gardiner and Shelton are ranked

around seventh in that field,"

LaFreniere said. "We really need them

to have a fantastic day and break into

the top six
'

There will be a key matchup in the

200m Sunday between Virginia Tech's

|en Cook, and Irish. Cook is consid-

ered the favorite with a top time of

25:49. but Irish is right on her heels

with a time of 25:57. Irish has had lit-

tle trouble pushing herself this year,

and will need to do it again, and steal

some huge points. Behind her will be

Silifa Kenku and Melanie Bell who
have a decent shot to move themselves

up and win some points

The Minutewomen's 400m crew is

particular!) strong with Kenku ranked

\n I and Michelle Cooper No. 3. Once
again. UMass will need a special perfor-

mance from Cooper in hopes that she

might steal the second position.

The 500m could be a tough event

for UMass who will throw an inexperi-

enced freshman Christine Kloiber into

the Hokie-infested waters and hope
she can hold her own.

LaFreniere is saving freshman Lisa

Flood for the 800m. She hopes that a

fast and fresh Flood can keep up with

the rest of the pack, and finish among
the top three.

Donaghue should win the mile and

the 1 000m. and LaFreniere hopes that

Christy Martin can better her No. 4

ranking in the mile and slide into the

In UMass-Maryland games gone by, former Minuteman Dana Dingle

goes in for two over current Terp Keith Booth.

hoop
continued from page 10

draws the same national spotlight

that a UMass- Temple or a

Duke-North Carolina attracts, but

the two schools are not strangers to

each other on the basketball coun.

Tomorrow's game will be the

sixth meeting for the teams, with

UMass holding a 3-2 series advan-

tage. The Minutemen have taken the

past two games from the Terps,

including last year's 50-47 win in

the Franklin Bank Classic on Dec. 2.

1995.

What is odd about the

Maryland-Massachusetts series, is

the fact that only one of the five pre-

vious meetings has been played on

either school's campus. The

Terrapins reigned in that contest al

their Cole Field House, a NIT
first-round game. 91-81.

Maryland's other win in the series

is a memorable one for UMass fans;

the No. 10 seed Terps took an NCAA
Tournament win over the

second-seeded Minutemen 95-87 in

1994.

Luckily for the Minutemen and

UMass coach lames "Bruiser" Flint,

tomorrow's contest is not on cam-

pus cither. UMass is only 6-4 at the

William D. Mullins Center this sea-

son. Instead, the game will be in

Worcester, where the Minutemen
have never lost. UMass has posted a

perfect 6-0 record at the Centrum,

including wins over Memphis last

year and Syracuse in the 1992
NCAA Tournament second round.

Maryland statistics do not include

last night's game against Florida

State.

top three.

Katie Greenia is favored to take the

3000m, and she must win it for UMass
to stay in contention. But in addition

to it. LaFreniere hopes that freshman

Sally Hirsch can shave five seconds or

so off her time, and move up from her

eighth place ranking into a possible

scoring position.

With her eighth ranking in the

5000m, veteran Molly Dunlap looks to

move up and grab some points for

UMass.
"This is a big event for us, and

we're not expected to do much,"
LaFreniere said. "I know Molly

Dunlap will rise to the occasion, and

she can probably leap into the top

four."

But the story of this event may just

be whether or not sophomore Tracy

Meagher can make her 5000m debut a

memorable one by surprising the field

and stealing some points.

In the field events. UMass looks

decent in the long jump. URl's
Damian Dudek owns the best jump at

19'. but she only accomplished that

distance once. Behind her is Irish with

a top jump of I8'5" She has beaten

Dudek in the past, and has a legitimate

shot to do it again.

Virginia Tech's April Byrd is expect-

ed to run away from the rest of the

pack in the triple jump as she has

jumped over 40'. In second place is

Nicole Way with a top jump of 36'2".

It is crucial that she sures up a second

place finish.

Shana Mitchell is close behind two

URI girls in the 20 lb. division, with a

chance to move up into second place.

Andrea Comeau must add a few
inches onto her 5'8" high jump to

-defeat Virginia Tech's Katie Ohndkk
"We need several things to happen

for us to pull out this victory."

LaFreniere said. "Anything can hap-

pen, but the girls will have to perform

above and beyond what they've been

expected to do all season."

hockey

By Lisa M. Olrveri

Collegian Staff

continued from page 10

two teams. UNH and BU. But also, due

to a minor paperwork error, coach

Shawn Walsh's squad is ineligible for

the postseason this year because of

those aforementioned sanctions.

Up to Thursday afternoon, though,

that ruling which was made last Aug. I

was still up in the air. Ten days ago.

Maine filed an appeal to lift the sanc-

tion, and after a 10 day period to con-

sider the Black Bear question was
denied.

,

Yet. after an off-season where the

Black Bears had to face the purposeful

departure of three of their star players,

forward Tim Lovell (UMass). defense-

man |eff Tory and goalie Blair Allison

(the Canadian National team), those

sanctions could have added insult to

injury.

But. not true. Maine has bounced
back after a tumultuous off-season to

take third place in HE all for them-

selves.

After Walsh's return to the team at

the Denver Cup on last Dec. 27. the

Black Bears have been on fire with a

9-3 record (8-2 in HE). Freshman
goalie Alfie Michaud was named HE
Rookie of the Month for January, going

5-0 with a 2.30 GAA and a .903 save

percentage.

Leading scorer Steve Kariya
(16-23-39) has stepped into the formi-

dable Bauer's of his older brother, Paul,

who was a former Black Bear and
Hobey Baker Award winner, and now
plays for the Anaheim Mighty Ducks.

Maine has proved to be beatable, and

not just at the hands of nationally

ranked squads in BU and UNH. With

home losses to Northeastern,

Merrimack and Lowell, the historically

hostile climate of Alfond Arena has

been more fond for their visiting teams

than futile.

So. after all of this, the Minutemen
need to address the Black Bears as a

good hockey team, not as good hockey

team that gets as much publicity

off-the-ice as on-the-ice.

"I think our guys have to show them

enough respect as a good team, but also

have enough confidence to go out and

beat them," Mallen said. "As we wind

down from February into March, we
have to start and get ready for the play-

offs.

"At this point, we have to start play-

ing with a more tighter checking style of

hockey. These games become more crit-

ical in terms of picking up points, but

also seeing where we stand, and how
successful we could be in the playoffs."

The University of Massachusetts Women's Gymnastics

team prepares to take on both Air Force and Yale in a tri-

meet this Sunday at 4 p.m. in the Curry Hicks Cage.

The Minutewomen have been on a streak, setting

numerous school and personal records in their last two

meets, and look to continue this on Sunday.

"I don't expect anything but more than we've already

seen. I expect to break school records again this week-

end," UMass coach Dave Kuzara said.

At their last meet against Bridgeport and Rhode Island.

Kuzara utilized most of the team, giving the women a

chance to compete on events they didn't usually do. And
even without the use of an all-around competitor, such as

Tara Swartz or Lianne Laing. the Minutewomen were still

able to set six new school records.

"If you have a team that has some depth, like we have,

you're going to see some meets where we don't have any

all-arounders," Kuzara said.

It's precisely this depth that has carried the team thus

far, and what will carry them through to Nationals. After

last weekend's meet, they moved up in the standings.

"Scoring high is important. We jumped back into the

Top 25 this week. We've never been in the Top 25 this

late in the season before. And we're trying to break school

records," Kuzara said.

The Minutewoman hold the No. 1 spot in the A- 10 for

individual performances in three events (Denise lohnson,

vault: 9.90: Tara Swartz, uneven bars: 9.925 and Anita

Sanyal. balance beam: 9.9125) and are tied lor first place

on floor exercise (Denise lohnson: 9.90). They also have

the top all-around score (Mandy Mosby. 38.80) and are

No. 1 in all events for team performance.

"We have a lot of depth on floor and vault right now,"

Kuzara said. "We have nine people that have scored over

a 9.50."

According to Kuzara. the Minutewomen have a lot of

confidence going into Sunday's meet. He lauded the initi-

al ve and drive of his team, and expressed complete assur-

ance that they would accomplish what they set out to do.

"I have a team of people who don't set limitations on

themselves. They honestly believe their going to go 196

this weekend and I think they have a great chance too."

Kuzara said. "They think they are the best, and that is why

they are as good as they are. We've done stull that we've

talked about only dreamed of. scoring 193. and now
194.9. This year they haven't doubted themselves."

Kuzara is very optimistic about the forthcoming meet,

and a strong performance will likely improve their region-

al standings.

"1 think we are in really good position. We have moved

up to No. 3 in the region. We're only a couple of tenths

behind the No. 1 seed." Kuzara said. "Iking the Mo I

seed would be a big feather in our cap going to NCAA
regionals."

If the Minutewomen have a good meet on Sunday it's

very plausible that they will accomplish that goal.

"We're pretty happy with what's going on." Kuzara
said. "We just can't get off this roll now. we just have to

keep going."

Depth key to victory for men's track

By Steven Grant
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts is

sending the best athletes it has to

Kingston, Rhode Island tomorrow to

compete in the Atlantic 10

Championship.

The group, known as the

Massachusetts men's track and field

team, is hoping the smallest state is

their territorial version of a good
luck charm, as just two weeks ago

they beat out the University of

Rhode Island and New Hampshire in

convincing fashion at the same loca-

tion.

"It should be a good meet." UMass
coach Ken O'Brien said. "I think La

Salle, URI. Virginia Tech and our

selves should all be tough competi-

tors. Particularly Virginia Tech and

UMass.

"I see us both finishing with about

120 to 125 points, and La Salle and

URI finishing with about 1 10 to 115.

The difference between say, second

and third place could be a couple of

position changes. It could be a very

close competition."

Last season, the Minutemen fin-

ished third in the championship. But

this season. O'Brien feels that one is

hard-pressed to find some weakness

es in his team, and statistics from the

regular season strongly support his

statement.

With athletes such as captain

Christian Abbot. |an Stevens. Alex

Ampontuah. Andre Roach. Ben
Baraldi. Scott Price. Tom Toye, Dave

Cahill. |on Way and Paul Blodorn.

just to name a few, from various

events, the opposition better have an

equally deep squad or a couple of

multi-talented, blue chip athletes.

"We've got all events covered."

said O'Brien. "The bottom line is the

strength of this team is it has two or

three athletes in everv event. Other

teams aren't getting free points from

us. We're not a team of superstars, so

a team with about live Qfj llaOM can

win a meet.

"We'd reallv like lo improve over

last season'^ third place finish." said

O'Brien "Ot course, either a lirM oi

second place finish would do the

trick, but I think we can win the

whole thing."

One group to keep an eve on will

be the 4 \ 400 relav team Last week.

at Boston Universitv's St Valentine's

Invitational, it broke the UMaMI
record time Off J: IB. I with an aston-

ishing 3:15.22 mark. The relav team

consists of Neil Concepcion. Price.

Toye and Cahill.

Also. Stevens goes in as the leaili%

shot putter in the meet

After tomorrow, next on the agen-

da for UMass is the New I ngland

Championship, to be lollowed by the

1C4AV Only qualilving athletes par-

ticipate in those meets.

Critical weekend for UM ski teams
By Jackie Leroux

Colleg ion Staff

Opportunity is knocking for the

Minutewomen. and this weekend is

their last chance to open the door.

The Massachusetts men's and
women's ski teams head to

Berkshire East this weekend for the

Smith College Tournament. The
Minutewomen have to ski well

enough this weekend to move into

fifth place in the regional stand-

ings. If they can do it, then they'll

be able to represent UMass at the

NCAA Regionals and the United

States Collegiate Skiing
Association Regionals at the end of

this month.
"Everything depends on this

weekend," coach Bill MacConnell
said. "It's a do-able thing if our
women can go fast enough."

The Minutewomen are current Iv

in sixth place in the regional stand-

ings with 48 points. Ahead of them
is Brown University with 43 points.

Leading the pack is undefeated

Boston College with eight points,

followed by Plymouth State College

with 22 points and Smith College

with 24.

Not only will the Minutewomen
have to ski at or very near first

place, they'll alto have to hop* that

Brown skis poorly The highest the

Minutewomen have finished this

season is fifth place, in the UMass
Tournament held at the beginning

of the season.

The women faced some injury

problems this year, but look to

have everyone back and healthy

this weekend. Top skier Leah
Muliero pulled a muscle in a fall

last weekend, but is scheduled to

return on Saturday, lunior |ill Gash
has been out with a sprained ankle,

but MacConnell is also looking for

her to ski this weekend.

Should the Minutewomen fail to

move into sixth place this weekend,

some individual skiers should still

be able to go to the regionals. The
top 15 skiers are allowed to com-

pete in the regionals. regardless of

their team's record. All- American
Muliero and sophomore Katie

Keane will most likelv be selected

from the UMass Squad.

"It's almost 100 percent certain

that Muliero and Keane will quali

fy." MacConnell said.

The Men's ski team has been
cruising along, and should have no
problems this weekend. The team
holds second place in the stand-

ings, having moved ahead of third

place B.C. last weekend. The
Minutemen have 17 points, behind

Plymouth State\ 1 -
1

The men won their second
straight slalom last weekend, and
took second in the slalom. They
have not finished below third place

all season, and are well on their

way to the Regionals luniot k.m
Schaeler and sophomore l.-m

Holdcn. who have both had excep-

tional individual seasons this vear.

have been leading the wav fot

UMass Thev should be selected to

go to the Regionals on an individ-

ual basis as well

win women's hoops
continued from page 10

The 6-foot-2 junior responded to the pressure, expelling

Brown's shot with the ruthless efficiency of a parochial

school headmaster.

"There's a point when you say 'I've got to do something to

turn this around. I've got to help bring my teammates up."

Tudman said. "I hope that the momentum I can bring to the

team can make a difference in the games."

Tudman's three second-half blocks four hit free-throws

in the last minute of play were the momentum savers for the

Minutewomen. along with the play of guards Kelly Van
Huissen and Sabriya Mitchell. Van Huissen and Mitchell

easily broke the press, and began feeding the ball to the post

for the clutch"baskets.

"I think [in the second half] Kelly and Sabriya especially

did a good job getting the ball to Crystall and Kara."

O'Brien said. "We just picked up our intensity."

The increased focus and intensity through key players

Tudman and Carroll were all the Minutewomen needed to

counter their slow start. The two 6-footers led UMass.
which shot .680 in the second frame, at times showing a

more mature, tournament ready team approaching
do-or-die situations.

"For us this has got to be the start of our tournament time."

O'Brien said. "If we've got any aspirations of playing beyond

the A-10 tournament we've got to get down to business."

continued from page '0

for the rest of the ballgame

Tudman. who struggled early in the season in the sort-

ing center role, kept up with her good plav of late with 1

1

points and six rebounds, and her four blocks ties a career

high set on Dec. 28. 1996 at Wagner Van Huisen scored

nine points and dished out six assets, jnd freshman

Alison MacFarland scored five points and pulled down
eight rebounds.

The Minutewomen shot the lights out in the second

half, hitting on 17-of-25 shots from the field, tor b8 per-

cent. The Bonnies. on the other hand, went cold, shinning

only 11-31 and missing on all five 5-point attempts m the

second half.

"I was upset with the plav in the first hall." O'Brien

said. "We were lackadaisical, but we picked up our inten-

sity | in the second half)-*

The Bonnies missed opportunities to put the

Minutewomen away at the free throw line, hitting on onlv

10 of 21 from the charity stripe. St. Bonaventurc was led

by forward Kelly Mathews, who scored I 5 points and
cleaned up eight rebounds. Sophomore Hilary Waltmun.

who leads the Bonnies in scoring at 20 points a game, was
held to just nine points in 32 minutes ol action

The Minutewomen return to action Sunday when the

Fordham Rams come to the Mullins Center. Game time is

Recycle
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Collegian Classifieds...

Dear Bi| fay. HI love you torevah I

lew
Buttercup

Dw luwta Lm Happy Valentine s Day I

love you love Always Jac*

I love You Pacha

Luv- Aunty

Starter

j love most m him may

bat is clearet from the (Ham

My love.

lynn

awe n my aiawiaa "» s my perl Babe

Dearest Itchy ana' Scratchy.

Thanks fot making each day brighter for

me 1 Have a great dayl

Love

Gator

********
real, Happy Valentine's Day 1 You have

Drought to much love into my life 1 You re

wonderfu '

Love.

* * * * * r'lfW

TSUI.
' v. whet ehorajoi i« ahead, or

where our shaVel path * ead Bui

what I do know- tawet I'm here for you

today To ister :i«Kfc I o applaud o> con-

sole To want. »•»•'.. .A">d to love you

with all my heart

TQM.
•MtANIE-

e lake Nevis).

Happy Valentine's Day to the bestest

boyfriend in the whole wide wotld 1 Your

love makes my heart laugh, smile, and

feel all warm and snuggly and being

with you makes me happier than seeing a

whole table full of Bioormn Onions' (That

definitely shows how special you are to

me) I love you honey to infinity and

Myaeji

Your Valentine.

Cookie

M |

Jon

Eric.

Even though you don t go to UMass. I

wanted to let everyone know I love you

KaM

The "Crewnwr" going ereund is thet

UMass Women i Crew is the strongest

and sanest team on campus So come

check us out one morning and we these

buff bodies in action Have a great

Valentine s Day everyone

Love.

HSLWT

Good Luck at Crash B s

Byreala > a Slaaooeyl

'You and me have a better time than most

can dream of ' Happy Valentine s Day 1
I

love you' Forever and Always. CO
Me

•Lake,
Thank you so much for everything you

have done' I love you. Sweetheart

Looking forward to Spring Break-

Love •#
Jen •

Colli S

I hope you are having a great V Day Don t

let Norvy steal your heart while I m gone

Love M
Me ^^

Canaia Mid

Te Quiero. TS

JAIME PEREZ

You Always Know How To Keep Me
Smiling I LOVE YOU!

MXX

Angels.

I'm glad you re in my Me
I Love You 1

Te My Candy Mas.
I LOVE YOU 1 And

I m thinking of y

Fats Mi M Love.

Kitty

You have been my bast friend for so long

and you always will be I love you with all

my heart Happy Valentine s Day Baby 1

I love you always.

Beta

CJB. .ViiarttMtOd, '..

npmfl with gk*

ire so smooth.

- tTet you will never loss 1

so fine.

- . . inline!

Cbata, l love you 1

Special K

Vira. my sany luv bug.

I iusl can i wait to see you re lucious

body this weekend you goddess of my

heart and keeper of my citizenship

Christine Queen ol Di Nile

Just twenty years and we'll finally be

together -you know who

SARAH You're the bast tutor 1 HAPPY

VALENTINES DAY i

Love.

Jon

Essay.

I Love You MOSTEST"'

I Love You

4„;c. :.j« sj Don

.URAQT2 Sena

Love

Jason

Love.

CMt --.."

love you' Grunt' Grunt 1

Love

CWvasaa it s destiny" I love you' See

»Ou BMfjkJ

Love

Taw let the Temhc Tree I.

•
. ftOJO. WW BJaw .1 •.' paV| BBjWMa,

you * aaaovs be m» 'Pertacl Match"

AM .dentine

A hug from ecu <s lite * OvMtand comfort

ng blankets E very day wa» you it like a

'
: asms coma true Happy

.honey'

Love.^ BuDDO

Heeay Veleattee s Day Hesey.

It s been a groat year together. I hope we

have many more I love you and alwaysa
YOMrrHaaotm

K- Just wanted is kM you know I love you

and I'm proud of you* Lot t puff and hit

Love ya lots 1
1 don't know what I would do

without you' Happy Valentine s Day

Love.

Schoindola

Tkeaue Msckeel

I haven t boon able to sleep since that

kiss we shared latt spring Your lips

pressed against mine Your hand sliding

down my OHHH OH YEAH You will be

mmo You already are

Love.

ThePsychoGirt

Happy Valentine s Day 1

I'll tee you on Monday'

Love.

Kilbesa Boy

P S Don t break any towel bers without

Patrick. Laura, little laura Lisa

Aateawa. Jssk. Scatty Frye

I Love You' Happy Valentine s Day'

LoveYa

Jackie

MStsr.

Have you figured out why we re still dat

mg yet' Remember 2 things 1) sei with

friends* trouble 2) I LOVE YOU" Happy

Valentine t Day and good luck O the A- 10

meet'

Love.

The Fast One

Oear EMis. Thank you for making my

heart smile I love you.

MoJjaeJt

. HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY! Happy

Anniversary too I LOVE YOU.

Bryan

I ve seen maggots with more class than

you' Happy Valentine s Day'

love. *
AmendaK •

I know I haven t been me easiest parton

to be around lately I |ust want you to

know that your love, patience and under

standing have not gone unnoticed I LOVE

YOU WITH All MY HEART' M
Snow. •

Brace ana Smel

*
• SWEETS.

********
Haaay Vekeaama a Dor to UMaae! .V*

nappy Valamne t Day'

Just 10 more months

'

love

A Paaj

Hugs and sloppy dog kisses to you and

Kiiipa'

laNe*

: Happy Valentines Day 21596

Have fun- Good Luck- Take Care WBC

Have a wonderful day'

Sea you tonight tor a walk m the woods

Love.

Ore

Te all the eweeaaaa' awe at third

tlser Keaaeey aaa Emerisa
Batemeat You guys are the greatest"

Happy Valentine s Day' love Always

AJM

TIM
.\- ItM kjaj H I

kjej

sVsvJM '>' kj u p | gaj ajajej

I II bring the oils

Love.

Jessica oad Adrisaas

You guys are the best friends a girl cook)

ask tor'

love.

You tell the story so much better than I

do

Paolo 7193

You haven 1 put out m our Friday ren-

dezvous ol lata, but we want you to know

we li wait however long it takes

M4

Happy Fifth Valentine 1

I love you

MO . don't ti.. . .'jU|.

this post week, all , ju'vo boon doe

ending time with this other guy

j>i rem meets, you clean turn up

. l --ven sleep with him Wr -'

i quaes I'm over-reec'

Hon too Anyway f hope you have a

Happy V Day

11

a
Te jt.u

The love I feel for you will last forever I

know you hate me but I know you love

me too King K

Lis ,i do it. and kick ass

I mits you a lot All you left me was a mis-

erable glass slipper I'd wear it but it

might break So please come home

Love. Prince Charawng

Qpcp<^PQP<^>cpqpcp

Aimet and Laura

You guys are absolutely the greatest'

The artist formerly known

at Arts Girl

Dearest Boo :a-n* pi .' Qu pads

love.

M

I'm a 5 foot 3 inch, blond hatred. IS year

old girl who was at Mike s Wsstview on

Wed night You don t know me. but I

won't forget you Happy V Day

'

Your Secret Admirer

PS You are a smooth dancer

Bonnie.

I love you and I

out

everything works

WM^^MW^H
Pruddy's

My lite it afferent since I mat you Thant

you because you have shown ma every

thing is ccssible

Te!

To my only sunshine,

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY

Hatr. B.v.i MrjRj

rft it out there

Vaajntirie s en

Hugs tjral * m
mrfour

Ftn

Vie

' love ei an the wrong placet

. n Machine Kmd
Woman Who It rntoFrar* Zappa And It

W*emart Brmg Yogi Gun Rack'

1 i'.X»********
Happy Valentine • Oay te the aveet

keialWil pan ol PraeJaVs- Our ladies 1

We love you'

1 1 *9m'V*'9

For a* that vou do

For an that you ere-

Fw all met you have helped me to be-

i love you

Happy Valentine s Oay'

love aa
•

^

|.

Ensio. On thit special day I |utt wanted to

let you know that you are so spooai to

me I don't know what Id do without you

Loving You Always.

|
Bab*

Shouting ogj
with to you fnaojal

PS I love you

MAP
Happy V-Oey Monkey' Smile. I love you'

JAC

« tor away

JS

tine s )»>

C^pQ?C^)CpQpqpC^)CX)

Happy Vaktrttrne s Oay I love U

luv.

Happy Valentine t Day/ So s)l ear aa»

From everyone at Prudery s

TetM.

You re my cupel I love you'

love

Stecev

Happy Vilniu s • Day Trecey Stacy

aadlaarasP

You guy are bast"

Sugar Doevjy

There hasn't been a dull moment yet

Thanks for being my cheese You re the

best Ikweyou tljaB

I lava the work you ga^rs have oewa I

trunk you guys dosha batt parhes m me
valley ' can t wati until your nan party on

Fab 72 at Club Metro I luv you both.

eoaasal rsvaRsststss

You are My soul. My mspiret

everything' Happy 9< I love you'

WW'iTif* r> *

Oeerett Alison Christen Chris,

Melissa Shaasia sad Tara.

Just to lot you know that you are being

love on tint special' Well, actually every

day" Happy Valentine end I love >a'

AJW

mdaaicantro
'•- itTatai "*i

Siempre lace Staff

NormaiCeh
las chta^ aaSaajaji aaj ptjta

Satan q las qmero mucho a let i

cm denten y curdensen de el las

To Oelibor Riia|ii H. lfcva your long

pony tail enrjtJj^^^^Hste You are

the man of my i'eem*

God love Always Your secret admirer

Alyeee iw tna first moment I taw you

I knew you were the otat' I love you' love

Te the etrys et 1* Sea* Esst St

v i>j qjy'* a r P kf| a^Q 0t paries Ml
-love The Ladies

CIS.

I love vm that avatn

p ' was. kaa. an ameeb.<

Vt*antine«r,
i.

'ovejyn.,

CJB

I miss you a lot I wish we could have

more tana together You can be Madonna

and I'll be your chief

-lao

Casey A Bissa

We love you'

TARoom

TeRyaa.

You will always be my noottat

UaaO.
r yaarr

Mja .\

DAVIO X YOU KEEP MY HARO DRIVE

RUNNING YOUR GRAPHICS MAKE ME

WID YOURS. MAC

Dj J' Ml ifau to gou.tv
'

Powder blue n your color

So hare t a tug howdy

mow to wy
I Meatal

an Classi
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ACTIVITIES

SUMMER IN SWITZERLAND
All MAJORS

credits. airfare (

ALL FOR 13299
Contact Chris 54M4U Of Jeff 545

It*

The Sitters t4 J

women to Ope" Rush

lormation. and a ride,

6 5887

Trying to quit tmokiRf v chewing

tobacco' Need help1 Support Group

meets every Wednesday from 7-

Campus Center Room 801

Free Call 577-5181 for more info or

I
.isi drop by

Concoread aboat Sex. STO'a.
O'ugs Eating Disorders,

'•IDS or Smoking' Call

rions at 577

5168 tor answers to your questions

Completely Confidential

VALENTINE ROSES
Sand your Valentine tome roses'

es available otveampus and

m Amhetst Place your order with

I Campus Center

Concourse from 9am until 5pm on

"JthandHtv

TREK FANS if you are interested in

loming STARREST International.

please contact Martin A Lessem <B

S46 7003 to get membership infor-

mation

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Amhertt 2 bedroom apartment
for rent Water and heat included

Take over lease Call Angela 546-

4784

AUTO FOR SALE
1914 Honda Accore) 4 door. 5

speed. 114.000 miles needs brake

wort $500 or 8/0 253-3071

ISM VW GTI 120K. $1000 or 670

John 256 3569

IMS Honda Civic OX 5 speed, runs

perfect, small dents, cheep $1650 or

FJ70 546-5320

EMPLOYMENT

Camp Wayaelsister half of broth-

- camp. NE Pennsylvania.

6773-8/20/97) Have the most rnemo-

rsbie summer of your life' Coaches

teachers, students Prerequisite

Must love children, enjoy Irving and

working in a group situation On-

Campus Interviews March 11 Call

(8001779 3019

S15 ear hour minimum- Teaching

SAT Prep- Course Teacher needed

in all parts of MA and CT

Undergraduate degree preferred.

excellent math and verbal scores

required Send resume to American

Academy, P Bok 2062, Oswego
NY 13126

Exceptional Summer
Opportanity- Camp Wayne, NE
Pennsylvania Sports oriented

Counselor/Specialist for all

land/water sports including tennis.

camping, climbing/ropes, rocketry,

roller hockey, sailing/water skiing

A&C, drama, video Campus
Interviews Tuesday. March 11

Please call 18001737 9296

EMPLOYMENT
Auditiom for Utah Shaketpearen

restive! Greensnow performers. Feb

15 at 10am m Totman Gym Room
13 full summer employment and

housing Looking for

sinrjers/dencers/actors Also looking

for iugglers/musicians For more
info call 256-3077

Craita Lines Hiring- Earn up to

$200O»/month plus tree world trav

eKEurope. Caribbean etc ) No eipe

rienca necessary Room/board Ring

(919)918-7767 art C180

Alaska Employmoet- Earn up to

$3000 $6000/month in fisheries.

parks and resorts Airfare!

Food/lodging 1 Get all the options

Call (9191918-7767 ext A180

LIFE MODELS- Male/Female for

Life Drawing class at Holyoke

Community College $10 per hour

Call David M at 253-5885 or 552-

2497

English Teackera Needed
Akroadl Teach conversational

English in Prague. Budapest or

Krahow No teechmg certificate or

European languages required

Inexpensive room and board and

other benefits For details call

(2061971-3680

Camp Blue Ridge, a co-ed camp 2

hours north of Atlanta, is looking for

enthusiastic counselors We are

looking for lifeguards, WSI, as well

as instructors in water-skiing, rap

palling, boating, art. riflery, archery

sports drama, cheerleadmg and

dance For more info call Debra at

6658463

Part-Time Sales Repa Wanted
'lead the way into the 21st Century"

with our copyright Slogan" sweat-

EMPLOYMENT
shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332

BleeckerSt D40. NYC NY 10014

Notional Park Employment Work
m America s National Parks, Forest

and Wildlife Preserves Our mater

i

als uncover rewarding opportunities

in the outdoors Call (206)971-3620

ext N50017 (We are a research and

publishing companyl

Tke Ultimate Summer Jok
Whitewater Ratting Guides needed

No experience necessary Looking

tor outgoing, enthusiastic people-

previous outdoor or athletic experi-

ence is a plus For more info send

resume and letter nf interest to Crab

Apple Whitewater. P Box 295.

Charlemont. MA 01339 or call

(413)339-0188

Cruise lino Entry level on board

positions available Benefits

Summer or year round (612)643-

4333

Cruise one Lena] Tour Employment

wort in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid 1 For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (800)276-4948 ext C5001 ?

(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

FOR RENT

Capo Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses, Falmouth area

(508)477 T5000

Fridge Renteli 753 9742 Free

Delivery

FOR SALE
Chinchilla with cat* and set up

to a good home $100 00 Room 549-

5124

Maciatosk SE. Hard Drive Style

Writer II ink jet printer $400 or B/0

Call 549-9188

Laptoe/Notekoek $99 . Hard drive

$10, CD Drive $25 Steve 566 3324-2

STEREO EQUIPMENT
Buy Sell-Trade Large selection,

used/reconditioned from mexpen
sive dorm systems to audiophile

quality separate components Great

prices, honest advice, satisfaction

guaranteed Pick up/delivery avail

able Stereo & Video Exchange 256

0941

For Sale- Electric Gaitar Peavey

black strat ropy excellent condition

COO 5m 546 5734

FOUND

To Carle, I have your keys Call

Kevin at 6-1472

INSTRUCTION
Performing Arts Division oilers

group and private instruction in

Music, Theater and Dance PAD is

located in 73 Bartlett Hall. UMass
Call (41 3)545-0519 lor info

Bartend with University

Bartending S0% student discount

On campus classes starting soon'

Call (FJOOHJ-Can-Mix for into

J Hurteau. You loft your wallet M
the Collegian Please call 545-3500

MISCELLANEOUS
New Metabolism Breakthrough

Period b 100 pounds Doctor

approved Cost $35 18001666 4793

PERSONALS
"I'm burning up for your love"

Madonna, Free love and Valentine's

at www mainquad com

Dearest: Al. Christen Ckris.

Shannon, Tara aed Melissa
This will be the last

Valentine we are spending Have a

wonderful Valentine and I love you

alldearlyini

Yours AYW

To the new members ol Oolta

Zeta Toby. Robyn. Samara Bonnie

Lon. Jodi. Beth S, Sari. Beth N,

Royce, Carrie. Anne. Anna Ashni.

Casey. Allison. E Ike. and Val.

Congrads and Good luck for this

semester love the sisters of DZ

ROOM FOR RENT
One bedroom in e 7 bedroom apt

Available immediately On bus route

Sugarloat Estates Keira (203)294

1336 Females only

Housemate wanted to shore
house on the Connecticut River No
pets or smoke $250 586-8593

SERVICES

legal Questions? The Student

Legal Services Office offers free

legal assistance to fee paying stu

dents Contact us at 922 Campus
Center. 5451995

Businass or Personal L mail at

AGRO ARI«SMAIt ME COM

SERVICES
Pregnant? Need kelp? Call

Birthright of Amherst area tor free

testing and assistance 549-1906

Foreign Students Visitors

Greencard programs available

(800)773 8704 Cost $29
Applications close 2 24-97

Piercings ky the Beerded Lady

222 State Street. Northampton
(4131586-0829

Seeking Finenciel AM? Don't limit

your possibilities for financial aid 1

Student Financial Services profiles

over 200.000* individual awards
from private and public sectors Call

18001263 6495 ext F50016 (We are

a research and publishing companyl

www tmartbomb com Serving all

your sman drug needs

TRAVEL

Spring Brook/ Jamaica. Cancun,

Bahamas, Panama City, South Padre

Lowest prices Reliable Company
Asta latan Member Contact Matt

253-6473

Spring Break '97 Don't be left out 1

Space limited 11 Cancun and Jamaica

from $449, Florida from $139 Call

STS « 1800)648-4849 for the best

rates

Jamaica Spring Break kyjAT $599

Go with whom you can trust Call

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

Fort Lauderdale area, a March 8

15. studio. $650/week 141 31786

7133 Partial kitchen

TRAVEL
Killtngton Cheep Spring Break
$239 for 5 mghts/5 days skiing Call

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

Best Hotels and Lowest Prices

for Spring Break beach destinations

Florida. Cancun. Jamaica, etc Call

now lor rooms or sign-up as Inter-

campus Representatives (800I327-

601 3 http //www icpt com

Boat Deal- 100% Gaarantaed
Organized by local travel company
Great packages for Cancun. Florida

and more Call 256-8724

Europe S1S5. Caribb /Mexico $189
R/T Worldwide Destinations

Airhitch Tm (800)326-2009
airhitch@netcom com or www isi-

com fr/airhrtch

Spring Break 17 It s heaven Wake
and Bake in the hottest destinations-

free parties 111 Organize group and
travel free Lowest price guaranteed

From $99 1800)426-7710 www sun

splashtours com

WANTED

Tutor for ECE 312, ( CE 364 and ECE
350 Call Amy 546-0706

We ere looking for a four bedroom
house or apartment for the fall We
are willing to take over your summer
lease Call 549-5362'

Sofa or Couch Wanted Willing to

pay Please call 549-6452
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

VRSviJrKJ, I'VE OlCiDEp TO THROW A
CIRCUS PERFORnArJct IM THE BARM
AMD I UtAMTtD VOUA OO AHEAP'.
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Robotman By Jim Meddick

H i

i

Pl P VOt) ASK STANLET?

HE UIOULP frCT llM FREE
BEST SEATS I UAriTED IT

TO BE A SURfMSe

iURPMSt HIM WITH TROCK.LOAOS
OF ftoPLE' VOU JUST KNEW HE'D FLIP
OUT AND SAV 'NO' IF VOU ASKED SORRv,
PHILLIP, I DON'T EVEN UVE HERE BUT IP

VOU ASK. MAYBE HE'LL SAT TEV

OH.MEVER MiND FINE THEN
THERE WON'T BE A SHOW. I'M
WSt SO BORFO HERE. IN THE
tWOLF OF FMCK.IN' NOUHfRE

LLT_

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

<5UIKKA <5W-^ om^A
SUiKfiUikSWk^iks.*.

v' *—

6UIK OUKKA 6UIK.
6UI»;KA SrtltCfcA OWKlCA

exAlK..

MM ifJeJrJBeTalraM -.

5UIK «*•£'
UXW DID / 1 M-uJAc<e>

THAT (
f*k^ rvw Ttxm

r/v»A,i iAr?'V <-'HC IK^M

Dilbert By Scott Adams

rw RAISE DIDN'T 60

THROUGH BECAUSE YOUR

SECRETARY DIDN'T DO

THE RAPEfUOORK.

I DEMAND THAT YOU

INITIATE DISCIPLINARY

ACTIONS AGAINST
HER.'

CAROL, COULD YOU

GET ttE ONE OF THOSE
DISCIPLINARY ACTION
F0™S?

'SURE, RI&hT^

AFTER rAY

SKI TRIP TO

HELL

Non Sequiter By Wiley

UoW To TtLL

YoUVt" GorC FPoM

CA*mU£To
r\N WXXCTIoN...

Social Norm By Mr. K

HURRt OP ANP PUT

IT ON. Well WA*

UP ON THEM AW0

HAVE A FEt'O'iVO FtMf

YOU G-iVE THESE CrtfATUStS MOKE

CREDIT THAU ThEiT ARf DVC

Ev-RrDAY THET SHOW VP TO THE

LECTURE HAU.I T
'i Alt ROvhUE.

TUJT NERVE GANGLIA HESWVDW

/\(TcvVcr

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University1 By Frank Cho

/ spend a lot of time drawing

these things. I don't know what

they are.

Sort of pretty...

me a**&»cji
S^WtVxO CiuAU^
"TiMC WITH IRMiOy

MO WeKSlC IT- JOCT

f»o V»u« StfTCiiai.

/ have drawn thousands of them

... maybe 100,000.

I wonder why I draw these

things? I do it a lot.

4(| ££•* «r*t

So how do you dull your

sexual energies?

t—y~T tj m;

is

8 7 1 a_ n

-fr—
20 am
24

_
32 33 34 am

r

?
?

Mi

! inj^

h mV
He'

1 Ffffl

Close to Homo By John McPherson

ACROSS
1. Courk

S. Fnipubkc

acoeerance

10. LoxlOMi ntormeav

14. Londoni Acvnrany

eg
11 yverj on tie Hy

11 Saatard

17. Poeajon

14 Three tray grama

It. Lnganatrvn

2ft Belennee porter

It Spy Man

21 Auttor Joeet*

74. Weeve
7*. BrazSari soccer

great

77. MeitieGaeit

7s. jean Hartcor ileal

M Cameraman i

maneu»ari
S6. arncan wem
M. BaoarurTt beverage

17 Gal pursued by

Brjlul

10. Permeyrvarvaelrivd-

(argaa)c*>

(1. Rameoam
12. Conatwie to fw

PC* or pot

(X Auceon txttng

vgneaj

(4 E<pto«

M. SrrvngMama

DOWN

2» VMaoly

» rryey_
74.

7*.

7ft QarSekFt Inend

2ft Past

21 Attyeecme

22. Eipeoa)

22. Fetter, m Franca

24. yvnaog SuaSi

2ft impreeaed

aOjV injri rocapaoni

2ft Arcneect CMalorahar

41 Qood Houealreepng

42. Cdd.

voceavie"
JS

N.
27. Duct opening

2ft Saat-moo-

2ft Skid row reeajem

4ft Noah's ere*

41. Used a maer boi

41 Men
41 Eased

46 Caktndar abbr

4ft Oater actor Alan

47 Moeture

$1 Eapte

PeMM
CeleeSa) hunter

^ngtng group

Eaa inManharlan

Pour out

4ft

47. Fluttered

4ft Actreea Verdugo

Adnascvand

Tax) up
Fuel rw newfangled

wood stove*

11. Thermometer type

11 In Love t»»
A7ny

11 Looamanty
71

50 F»aproot coders

It. Govt agents

IT Long lunch''

51 On£neaf*e
14. AccumiAaeon

Sft Actor Majors

ARIES
March 21 April 20

aureas canM bv brrarear. rlersrtVTT Fwy

csoaf atsnssea to an i hafw al daaajv

nfntoSy i raarv t haiaag to twvrt A

onrv «m wall a a

.
»• aasal * i

UBRA
September 23-October 23

Tun traah a*> caak aaui an tally
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Quote of the Day

44
I can tell my parents

hated me... My bath

toys were a toaster and

a radio.

-Rodney Dangerfield

99

Joke of the Day

Why
didn't

the

lobster

want
to

share?
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Today's D.C. Menu
Coll 34 5 26 26 (W "ere inroriri«ri<,r.

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Cut Sandwich
Philly Chz Stk Sandwich

Cheese Pizza

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Mac & Cheese
Tofu Fajita

1 /4 Pounder

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger off Roll

Chick Cut. Sandwich
Hand-cut Cod Sub

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Light Cod w/ Basil Garlic

Sauce

Worcester

LUNCH
Grilled Sneeze
Slappy |oe

Spag w/ Sauce

Vegan Slappy )oe

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

3 Sneeze Macaroni
Tri Bean Casserole

Italian Sweet Sausage

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Sneeze
Slappy |oe

Pizza

Spag. w/ Sauce

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

3 Sneeze Macaroni
Tri Bean Casserole

Italian Sweet Sausage
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Minutemen face tough test with No* 10 Terrapins
Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

MU GAO COLLEGIAN

With three consecutive double-doubles, UMass will look for some big minutes from Tyrone Weeks as the
Minutemen face Maryland tomorrow

The NCAA Tournament hasn't
been a widely talked about subject in

Massachusetts men's basketball con-

ferences this year — until Tuesday
night.

With i. win over St. Bonaventure,
the Minutemen (15-10, 9-3 Atlantic

10) generated speculation about the

tournament. But the Bonnies were an
unranked conference foe, not an
opponent the selection committee
favors when considering strength of

schedule.

What helps UMass is the devastat-

ingly tough non- conference sched-

ule, particularly the games against

ranked opponents. That's what the

Minutemen face tomorrow, in the

form of No. 10 Maryland, at 1:30

p.m. at the Worcester Centrum.
The Terrapins (18-5, 7-4 in the

Atlantic Coast Conference before last

night's game against Florida State)

fell from the No. 7 spot this week,
following a loss to then No. 10
Clemson. But Maryland has faced a

challenging schedule in its own right

In conference alcne, the team has
come up against the current number
2. 6, 7 and 16 teams. It is a testament

to how difficult the ACC really is that

four of the Terps five losses have
come in conference

Featuring three players who aver-

age in double figures, the battle-test-

ed Terps are not want for scoring.

Keith Booth leads Maryland with a

19.4 points per game average that

has come on nearly 50 percent shoot-

ing.

However, the Terrapins do not
have to rely on front court offensive

production, with guards Terrell
Stokes and Sarunas lasikevicius in

the backcourt. The pair has com-
bined for 55 3-pointers. more than

half of the team's perimeter output.

lasikevicius ha- turned in a I I.I ppg
average, while Stokes remains steady

at 8.9 ppg. Swingman LaRon Profit

has also bolstered the Terrapin scor-

ing with 1 2.4 ppg.
Massachusetts on the other hand,

has suffered most of its losses in

non-conference games. The
Minutemen are riding a hot streak

that has produced nine wins in 10
games, thanks to an improved shoot-

ing effort. In those last 10 games.
UMass' field goal shooting percent-

age has gone up by 8.9 percent.
3-point percentage by 1 5 percent and
free throws by 10.2 percent.

A large part of that success has

been a result of the Minutemen's
three-guard set, which UMass incor-

porated |an. 14 at St. Bonaventure.

Since point guard Edgar Padilla

returned to the point and Charlton

Clarke took over the assignment at

the No. 3 spot, the UMass guards
have consistently poured in the

points

Shooting guard Carmelo Travieso

leads the team in scoring with 15.0

ppg, Clarke checks in at third with

10.1 ppg and Padilla has chipped in

with 9.0 ppg, while the overall offen-

sive production off the set has
increased by almost 10 percent.

But like Maryland, which has

strength in both the front and back

courts, UMass can push the ball

inside and let the big men go to

work.

Senior forward Tyrone Weeks,
who has recorded 10 double-doubles

so far this year including three

straight, has led the frontcourt with

12.9 ppg. Weeks is also the team's

leading rebounder with 9.2 rebounds

per game.

Massachusetts and Maryland have

not formed the kind of rivalry that

Turn to HOOP, page 7

UMass

temen vs.

No. 10

Maryland

Terrapins

At Tin Worcester Centrum
1:30 p.m.

On the air: ABC, WHMP 99.3 FM

Cormelo Travieso Keith Boofti

PROBABLE STARTERS

Lari Ketner

Tyrone Weeks

Carmelo Travieso

Edgar Padilla

Charlton Clarke

G/F

Obinna Ekezie

Keith Booth

LaRon Profit

Terrell Stokes

Sarunus Jasikevicius

Women rally to beat Bonnies Hockey hosts sanction sacked Bears

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

Paced b\ 24 points from C I

Carroll, and bolstered by a career

MASSACHUSETTS

ST. BONAVENTURE

game from junior center Kara
Tudman. the Massachusetts women's

basketball team turned on the juice in

the second half and blew past St.

Bonaventure 66-58 last night in the

William D. Mullins Center. The win
brings the Minutewomen to 15-8
overall, 9-4 in the A- 10. and clinch

es a first round bye in the A- 1 tour-

nament and a home game in the sec-

ond round for Li Mas*.

Trie Minutewomen and Bonnies
were tied as late as 1 7 minutes into

the second half, but a Crystal Carroll

layup with 2:27 left put UMass up for

Post players provide in win

By Jeremy R. Adorns
CdtegKJo Staff

There were no handshakes,
high Inc. or premature celebra-

•II received the

feed on the low post, faked left,

turned right and knocked down the

baby hook 'hot. Tying the game at

47 with under 10 minutes remain-

I
II u>m this key match-up

tm the low post to continue an 1 8- 6
Mimuewomen run. showing that

after trailing b\ 12 points it was
going to be all business for the dura-

tion from the maroon and white.

"Night and Day," was UMass
m. Otrlm'i comparison

of the two halves played by the

Minutewomen. The darkness that

ided their first half perfor-

m.im m first half shooting

percentage and a IV 18 rebounding
disadvantage. The trail to a lumines-

cent second half was blazed by the

suddenlv unstoppable down-low
combination of the reliable-as-ever

Carroll and the post force
latch Kara Tudman.

C aitoll performed as expected,
with her usual solid performance ot

24 points and 5 rebounds. The
I lorward exceeded her usual

16.7 points per game, playing the

kind ol clutch basketball thai has

become expected of the 6-foot-2
i tain.

Tudman stepped it up on both
end- of the court providing the
added punch the Minutewomen
attack needed to overcome the
Bonnie- intensity Her 1 1 points on

4-6 shooting from the held and 3-4

from the line were only half of the

-tun Tudman's four blocks and six

rebounds were the key to controlling

the paint, which was where the

game was won in the second half.

Tudman's second half performance
took the pressure off of Carroll,

allowing them both the do their job

c-a-ier

"Crystal's going to get some atten-

tion." O'Brien said. "Somebody's
gotta pick up some slack."

Trailing by eight points at the

break, the Minutewomen came out

flat early in the second half The St

Bonaventure full-court press posed
difficulties for UMass, stealing the

inbounds pass three minutes into the

half after an unguarded jumper put

the Bonnies up bv 1

Things couid not get worse for the

Minutewomen. They began their

ascent from the 1 2 point hole, keyed

by two 3- pointers from Beth
Kuzmeski on consecutive UMass
possessions.

The second trey tied the game at

45. and Carroll's hook on the

Minutewomen's first efficient

half-court offensive set of the game
was all it took to swing the momen-
tum.

f-rom that point on UMass con-

trolled the flow of the game.
Tudman kept the Bonnies' shooters

at bay, swatting away hopeful bas-

kets like flies at the beach. At
60-58, the Bonnies' Taacha Brown
penetrated the paint, leaving a one-
on-one with Tudman down low.

Torn to WIN. page 7

good. The Bonnies failed to score on
the ensuing possession, and Carroll

sliced through three defenders and
banked home an eight-footer, putting

the Minutewomen up 60-56. St.

Bonaventure got it back to two. and
when UMass senior guard Sabriya

Mitchell lost the ball with 55 seconds

on the clock, the Bonnies were in

position to tie it up. But Tudman
issued the last of her four bk»
the next play, and Mitchell took it the

length of the court and converted.

Mitchell was fouled on the play, and
she converted the free throw, putting

the Minutewomen up 65- 58 and
sending the Bonnies to their seventh

loss in the last eight games against

UMass.
"My hats off to UMass," St.

Bonaventure head coach Marti
Whitmore said. "Crystal Carroll real

Iv stepped it up when she had to...

The> came out in the second half

with a vengeance, like we knew they

would. Their defense in the second
half made it tough on us (to make
shots)."

The Minutewomen started this one
off rusty, shooting only 39 percent

from the field and falling behind
31-23 at the half. St. Bonaventure
shot 50 percent, and led by as much
as 10 in the first set. A Carroll
jumper with 0.4 left in the half cut

the lead to eight heading into the

locker room and seemed to give

UMass momentum, but the Bonnies
pushed the lead to 12. 41-29, early

in the second half behind six quick
point- from sophomore guard Frin

Sober. The Minutewomen got it

together enough to post a 10-0 run

in the next four minutes, and the

Bonnies held a slim 41-39 lead at the

I 320 mark.

"We came out terrible in the first

half," Carroll said. "Once we over-

came the deficit, that's when we
started to gain the momentum back
and realize that we were going to win
this game. We came to win."

Senior guard Beth Kuzmeski pro-

vided the spark that kept the
Minutewomen at pace with the
Bonnies. Kuzmeski knocked down
two 3-pointers. her only six points of

the game, to bring UMass even at

45-45. A Kelly Van Huisen free

throw gave UMass the first lead at

48-47, a lead the Minutewomen kept
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By Jofmo Kansonen
Colagon Staff

A little over two years ago. the

Massachusetts hockey team accom-
plished their biggest win since the rein-

statement of the program in 1993. if

not in the school's historv

On Ian 28. 1995. then No. 1 Maine
came into a weekend series at the

Mullins Center, and after taking the

first game in a 7-2 romp, were
extremely upset by the Minutemen the

next night. 4-2.

For a team that had to accentuate the

few good things in their first season in

Hockey East, the win over the perenni-

al powerhouse was huge. For a team
that still had kinks to work out. only

two days later a loss to a Div III team.

Holy Cross, was bad. to say the least.

Now. after two years of more than

interesting developments on both
teams, the Minutemen (12-17. 7-13
HE) and the Black Bears (18-10-1.

10-7-1 HE) will face off Friday and
Saturday night at the Mullins Center (

7

p.m. ). with different objectives in mind
Since the upset two years ago.

UMass has continued to improve, and
has already set season records in con-

ference and overall wins this season.

UMass needs to concentrate on wins as

they near the stretch run to the Hockey
Fast playoffs. But for Maine, the season

is now all about team pride due to

NCAA postseason sanctions.

To UMass coach k* Mallen. the dif

ference between his team then and now
is more than apparent, never the less.

Maine they is still a tough adversary.

"No one can dispute that we are a lot

more competitive team now, than a

couple of years ago," Mallen said.

"Right now. Maine is still a very strong

team, and they have enough players

remaining from last year to make a dif-

ference. But no matter how you slice it.

they still aren't as strong as they have

been in the last couple of years."

With their 6-4 win to capture the

Alumni Cup last Saturday against

UMass-Lowell. the Minutemen are

now only one point behind sixth place

Merrimack in the HE standings.

If UMass leap-frogs the Warriors by

the end of the season, they would not

have to play either No. 3 New
Hampshire, or No. 4 Boston University,

in the first round of the conference
playoffs — at best, a precarious posi-

tion to be in if advancing to the HE
finals at the FleetCenter is your goal.

If UMass did take over sixth place, a

more favorable match-up would occur

for the Minutemen. and they would
most likely face the Black Bears... no.

the Providence College Friars... or
maybe, the Lowell River Hawks
A Walsh-ian slip there, but really,

why?
Well, for one thing, it is because the

HE standings are packed below the top

Turn to HOCKEY page 7
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Eastwood looks lost

in latest release

Clint Eastwood
directs and leads an
impressive cast in

the new thriller

Absolute Power.
Check out our
review (see Arts &
Living, page 5).

Minutemen roll over

No. 10 Maryland

Behind Lari

Ketner's 19 points

and 12 rebounds,
UMass spanked
Maryland 78-61 on
Saturday. Get your

details here (see

Sports, page 10).

WORID

North Korea accepts

defection of official

BEI|ING (AP) — Chinese police

guarding the South Korean consulate

visibly relaxed yesterday, joking and
chatting amiably, after North Korea

indicated it could accept the defection

of the senior official holed up inside.

North Korean agents, who had
kept a public, round-the-clock vigil

outside the consulate since Hwang
)ang Yop defected last week, withdrew

yesterday. North Korea did not say

why.

But a spokesman at North Korea's

Foreign Ministry indicated that the

reclusive communist state had decid-

ed to accept the detection. Previously,

North Korea had threatened to retali-

ate against South Korea for what it

caHed a kidnapping.

"If he was kidnapped... we will

take decisive countermeasures," North

Korea's official news agency quoted
the unidentified spokesman as saying,

"ff he sought asylum, it means that he

is a renegade and he is dismissed."

The spokesman said North Korea

has asked China to investigate

Hwang's "disappearance."

Kang Ho-yang, spokesman for

South Korea's Urtttication Ministry,

said the comment indicated that

North Korea was abandoning Its earli-

er position in which it had rejected

Hwang's defection as "inconceivable

and impossible
."

NATION

Virginia lawmakers
singing a new song

RICHMOND, Va (AP) — Not a

single discordant note was sounded
yesterday as Virginia's House of

Delegates voted to retire a state

song that critics say glorifies slavery

with words like "darkey" and
"massa."

The House voted 100-0 to make
"Carry Me Back to Old Virginia" the

state song emeritus There was no
debate

"This puts the song where it

belongs — in history — and it won't

be troubling us any further," Del

William P Robinson |r
, (D-Norfolk)

said

The first repeal attempt was
made in 1970 by then-state Sen L

Douglas Wilder, a grandson of slaves

who became the nation's first elect-

ed black governor

Similar legislation became an
annual fixture, rejected every year

by lawmakers who said the song
was an important part of Virginia's

heritage

This year, they we re persuaded

by arguments that the song is so

offensive, it's no longer taught to

schoolchildren and hasn't been per-

formed at an official state function

in two decades.

The bill, which the Senate
approved 24-1 5 on |an. 28, now
goes back to the Senate for action

on a House amendment that elimi-

nated a provision calling for a spe-

cial commission to find a new state

song.
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GEO storms Whitmore in protest New GenEd Task Force

persues revised curriculum

rtf*0

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

THANG VO I COLLEGIAN STAIf

Members of the GEO and undergraduate allies rally outside Whitmore protesting the lack of progress in con-

tract negotiations.

By Mark McGrafti

Collegian Staff

Despite the sleet and freezing rain on Friday afternoon,

the University of Massachusetts Graduate Employee
Organization (GEO) and its undergraduate allies led a

Valentine's Day rally which found its way into the office

of Chancellor David K. Scott

Holding signs which read "Grad student employees

need child care now" and "I would eat this ( candy] but I

don't have a dental plan." the protesters marched from

the steps of the Student Union to the halls of Whitmore
Administration building, chanting and playing kazoos

along the way.

The group formed the protest as a way of expressing

displeasure with an administration the GEO feels is drag-

ging its feet in ongoing negotiation!

Negotiations, which have been going on for almost a

year, include issues such as child care, affirmative action,

wages and health coverage.

Once the protesters reached the steps of Whitmore.
the group of about 25 met up with their negotiators.

Tom Taft. one of the negotiators, updated the group

on the state of negotiation*, saving. "All Ithey've] gotten

is a lot of talk." but that they "need to keep up the pres-

sure inside the house."

"The onl\ thing they're going to respond to is force."

Taft said.

As the protesters listened to his words, a sidewalk

plow disrupted the crowd on its wa> up the Whitmore
ramp.

"This is [messed | up," said Taft before standing in the

way of the plow on it* second pass, "the University v*. ill

use us against u-
'

"I think | the plow incident) was an accident, but it is

symbolic." Pat Crowley, president of the GEO, said

about the incident.

After learning that no progress had been made, the

group, chanting "Hey ho Whitmore. time to open up the

door." headed through the doors of the building,

marched up the stair* and. for the first time in recent his-

tory , made it into the Chancellor's office, where Crowley

presented a huge Valentine to the Chancellor's Staff.

who accepted it on ; »...„ T
Turn to RALLY page 3

Under the direction of University

of Massachusetts Provost Patricia

Crosson, a General Education Task
Force has been formed to review the

current general education require-

ments and make recommendations
for improvements.

As outlined in Chancellor David K.

Scott's Strategic Action Plan, a task

force intended to be broadly repre-

sentative of the University communi-
ty was appointed by Crosson to

examine the current general educa-

tion requirements and propose a new
model for the University.

|ohn lenkins. chair of the Task
Force on General Education and
chair of the General Education
Council of the Faculty Senate, said

that the establishment of the task

force was Scott's impetus.

"In (Scott's] Strategic Action
Plan, he called for a re- evaluation

and re-shapement of the current

general education requirements,
which were established in 1986."

lenkins said.

"Although the requirements were
pioneering at that time, the world has

changed dramatically since then and
it follows that the general education

requirements need to be reconsid-

ered." lenkins said.

Make-up of the task force

lenkins and Crosson worked
together to select the 50 members of

the task force

The task force is comprised ol lac-

ult\ from many different depart-

ments, several administration mem-
bers, eight undergraduates and two
graduate students.

"One criteria for task force mem-
bers emerged." lenkins said. "People

who really cared about general educa-

tion and who could put the best inter-

cut- ol the whole University above
their own interests."

lenkins also said that including

diverse points of view in the task

force was a priority

"Our goal is that this plan will

have fairly wide-spread acceptance

when we complete our recommenda-

tions in three years." lenkin- laid

"That's why we have such a big, rep-

resentative task force."

Martha Stassen. associate director

for assessment in the Office of

Academic Planning and Assessment

and a member of the task force, -aid

that she believes that lenkins and
Crosson have succeeded in MICDV
bling a diverse and representative

task force.

"This is an incredibly inclusive task

force." Stassen said. "The leadership

is working to make sure everyone's

voice is heard."

Student involvement

lenkins said that the task loicv i-

in concerned with getting addition-

al students' suggestions on how to

improve the current general educa-

tion requirements.

"We really welcome student

involvement," lenkins said. "I want
students to be a vital part ol thi- pro-

ject."

lenkins said that since the task

force has just recently begun to con-

vene, no fomial ways for student- to

cvpic — their view- to the Ij-k loicc-

have been established.

In the future, however. Icnkin- -aid

that forums will be established so

that students can make sugge-tion-

and participate in the proc

"The most important thing i-

groups of students sitting and talking

thoughtfully" lenkins -aid "I want to

meet with as mans -tudent- Em 10

tacc as possible. With 50 members of

the task force, we can meet with a

good number cf student-
"

Stassen also said that student-'

opinions will be solicited in -ur\e\-

and other data-collection techniques

as the project progresses.
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Author to address UMass
on race and gender issues

By Allono E. Todman
ColUgion Staff

Writer, educator and economist. Dr.

lulianne MaKeaux will discuss issues

from her newest book. Sex. Lies, and
Stereotypes: Perspectives of a Mad
Economist, tonight in a free lecture at

7 p.m. in the University of

Massachusetts Campus Center
Auditorium.

When it comes to issues that affect

women as well as minorities. Malveaux

has been a pivotal contributor in the

-« «. lopolitical arenas of our -oc lety

As co-editor of the book Slipping

through the Cracks: The status of Black

Women, and in writing a manuscript

on black women in the labor market

entitled. So Images: Contemporary
Black women and Work. Malveaux has

counmv or mi amwcan mogdam ikku

Dr lulianne Malveaux

continuously raised compelling issues

through her research that have chal-

lenged political peers as herself.

MaKeaux has also been a regular con-

tributor to ISA Today and the San
I rancisco Sun Reporter.

Highly acclaimed by the National

Council of Negro Women as a

"Woman who Makes it Happen."
Malveaux 's research on the status of

black women in the labor market led

her to write columns for Emerge maga-

zine entitled, the "Left Coast" and
Essence magazine entitled. "Economics

and you*
Malveaux provides radio and televi-

sion commentary on shows such as

"CNN and Company." PBS's "To the

Contrary." and San Francisco's new
talk station. KGO.

Most recently. Malveaux appeared

on INN with lesse lackson. discussing

issues dealing with inner-city educa-

tion and the controversial issue of the

Ebonics dialect.

As woman of integrity, there are no

limitations for Malveaux. Working as

an activist as well as an economist and

writer, she serves on the board of

Directors of The San Francisco

NAACP. and is President of the San
Francisco Black Leadership Forum.

For her scholarly work, she has

recently served as visiting faculty mem-
ber at the University of California.

Berkeley in the African-American stud-

ies department

Inspiring and incisive. Malveaux has

been described as one of the most
compelling speakers of her genera-

tion.

ANNA ffO€» Cf

Love Conquers all
Northampton residents |amie Shea and Dianna Dunn get a first look at the photo exhibit, "Love Makes

A Family" in the Graduate lounge Friday night.

Government planes bomb Bukavu, Zaire leaving six dead
By Tina Sosmon
Associated Press

KINSHASA. Zaire — Government planes

bombed rebel-held towns in eastern Zaire yester-

day, killing six people and wounding at least 20 in

the town of Bukavu, aid workers said.

A Zairian defense ministry spokesman con-

firmed that the government had been bombing
Bukavu. Shabunda and Walikale since yesterday

morning. The spokesman, speaking on customary

condition of anonymity, said the attacks would
"continue and intensify" and called on civilians

living in rebel-held territory to leave. Three jets

dropped bombs on a market in Bukavu, killing

five civilians and wounding many more, rebel

leader Laurent Kabila said. One of the three

bombs dropped failed to go off. he said.

"They are killing people very far from the

front. Why?" Kabila asked The Associated Press.

"It is a terrorist action."

"Vary strong measures will be taken to deal

with the situation." he said in Kalemie, x00 miles

south of Bukavu. Brcnda Barton, a spokeswoman
for the U.N. World Food Program, said staff in

Bukavu reported that six people had been killed

and 20 wounded.

"These numbers could grow." she said from

Nairobi. Kenya. "There's a panic in the town,"

Kabila said the Zairian planes came from

Kindu. 200 miles west of Bukavu. one of two air-

ports in eastern Zaire controlled by the govern-

ment.

It was the first reported bombing of rebel

towns since the rebels routed the government
troops from a long swath of eastern Zaire.

The government yesterday ruled out a cease-

fire with rebels and repeated its opposition to

negotiations to end the conflict. It also at

the United Nations of overlooking what it called

"a campaign of extermination" against Rwandan
Hutu refugees on its soil. In an angry declaration,

the government said the world body had ignored

the plight of Zairians displaced by the fighting

and of concentrating only on the problems of aid

workers and Rwandan refugees.

"This discriminatory treatment is incompatible

with the missions of the United Nations in general

and with the UNHCR in particular." Foreign

Minister Gerard Kamanda wa Kamanda said after

meeting U.N. special envoy Mohamed Sahnoun.

Sahnoun traveled Saturday to the northwest

em village of Gbadolite. the isolated jungle hide-

away of Zairian President Mobutu Sese Seko. pre-

sumably to discuss U.N. concerns about what it

says is the blatant arming of Rwandan Hutu- in

the massive Tingi-Tingi camp in eastern Zaire.

Sahnoun didn't comment on the visit, but

Kamanda's statement indicated there had been lit-

tle progress on either that subject or the question

of negotiations.

Zairian officials have denied that they are arm-

ing the Hutu refugees and said insurgents were

using the allegation as an excuse to attack the

camp.

Mobutu, who has been holed up in Gbadolite

recovering from surgery for prostate cancer, has

refused pressure to negotiate an end to the con-

flict, despite the failure of a month-old army

counter-offensive to win back substantial territory

Kamanda described the rebels as "a group of

Tutsi executioners who are pursuing a campaign

of extermination against Hutu refugees on Zairian

-oil
"

He said talks could not take place without the

simultaneous departure of all foreign troops from

Zaire.

Mobutu says the Tutsi-led government- ol

Uganda. Rwanda and Burundi provide rebel

leader Kabila with men. machines and weapons
as part of a plan to wipe out the majority Hutus.

who have traditionally been suppotted bv /aire's

government. The three countries dens the allega-

tions

Kamanda called on the L.N. Security Council

to publicly condemn Uganda. Rwanda and
Burundi; to order the expulsion ol -oldier- lioni

those countries that Zaire says are fighting along-

side the rebels; to "take appropriate measures to

put an end to the extermination of 1 lulu refugees"

and to take measures to get all the refugees back

home.
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For Your Information
FYh are public service announcements printed dairy To submit an

FYI, please send a press release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the contact person to

the CoH-gun, c/o the Managing Editor by noon the previous day

Tuesday, Feb. 18

Film & discussion — A Students of Color Panel and
Film, Black Is. Black Ain't, by Marian Riggs, will be held

at b p.m. in New Africa House. For more info, contact the

UMass Stonewall Center at 545-4824.

Lecture — The Five College Faculty Seminar in

Performance Studies will sponsor a lecture from Peggy

Phdan. associate professor of performance studies at

NYU, entitled "Performance and Politics." at 4 p.m. in the

Fine Arts Center Curtain Theatre.

Meditation — A meditation session will be held by the

Ananda Marga Meditation Club at Butterfield Residence

Hall at 8 p.m. The session will introduce attendees to basic

mediation and Yoga techniques. There is no fee or regis-

tration. All are welcome. For further information, contact

Dayavati at 255-9553.

Meeting — There will be a general meeting of Amnesty

International at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center, room
904-08.

Meeting — WOCH cable radio is reactivating. If you

would like to learn more about getting involved, there will

be a general meeting at 8 p.m. in the Field Residence Hall

classroom. On-campus residents only. For more info, con-

tact Dee at 546-6913.

Wednesday, Feb. 19

Meeting — The Student Health Advisory Board (SHAB)
will hold its second meeting of the spring semester from

5:30-6:30 p.m. in University Health Services, room 304.

All are welcome to attend.

Muting — Find out how you can participate in cam-

paigns with MassPlRG. including Earth Day. Updated
Bottle Bill. Clean Air and Hunger and Homelessness.

Come to MassPIRG's general interest meeting at 7 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 174.

tflUJC — There will be an Improv |am Session with

invited local jazz musicians at the Blue Moon Gallery Cafe

at 7 p.m.

Reading — Spectrum Magazine is sponsoring a poetry

and prose reading in the Student Union Visual and
Performing Arts Space at 7:30 p.m. All are welcome to

come and participate. Submissions will also be accepted

for art. photography, poetry and prose during the evening.

Workshop — A Time Management workshop will be

offend by the Learning Support Services from 1:30-2:45

p.m. on the 10th floor of the WEB. Du Bois Library.

Free. Call 545-5334 to register

Notices

SGA nominations — The Elections Commission would

like to announce that the nominations for the positions of

President and Student Trustee, along with positions lor

local Area Government are now being held. The nomina-

tion forms are available in the SGA office These nomina-

tions close on Feb. 27 by midnight, all forms must be

turned in by this date, otherwise the candidates are not eli-

gible to run for office.

Auditions — The UMass Theatre Guild will hold audi-

tions lor The Heidi Chronicles on Feb. 21 at 7 p.m. and

Feb. 22 at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. in the Campus Center, room
805. There arc five female roles and three male roles.

Please visit the Theatre Guild office in the Student Union

if you have any questions

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

in south Amherst will provide rides to church. Pick up is at

^40 a.m. on campus. Call Mark at 255-0361 for more
information.

Support group — REFLECT, the Five College bereave-

ment support program is offering two support groups this

semester: A grief support group for those who have experi-

enced the death of someone close to them; and an illness

group for those currently coping with the serious illness of

a loved one. If you or someone you know is interested,

please call us at 577-5316 for more information.

Support group — Overeaters Anonymous, a group of

individuals who share an addiction to food and suffer from

compulsive eating and other eating disorders, will hold

weekly meetings on Saturdays at 10 a.m. in the Campus
Center. The only uequirement for membership is the desire-

to stop eating. There are no dues or fees. Donations are

strictly voluntary. For more info, call (617)641-2303.

Health services — Confused, afraid, or just curious? Do
you have questions about sex, STDs, alcohol, drugs, eating

disorders, HIV/AIDS, stress management or quitting

smoking or chewing tobacco? Don't know who to ask?

Call the Peer Health Connections phoneline at UMass at

577- 5168. Trained students will anonymously answer
your questions and tell you where to go for more help.

Commencement Housing — A limited number of resi-

dence hall rooms will be available or the relatives and
friends of graduating UMass students for the night of

Saturday. May 24. Commencement Housing applications

arc available at the University Conference Service Office.

918 Campus Center. To guarantee a reservation, complet-

ed forms with full payment must be returned to University

Conference Services by May 1. There will be no on-site

reservations.

Support group — Having a hard time quitting smoking

or chewing tobacco? The Health Education Division at

University Health Services.

Writing — Spectrum Magazine is accepting submissions

for poetry, prose, artwork and photography for its spring

release. The magazine is open to all Five College staff and

students, and is a registered student organization. Please

come by the office at 406E Student Union or come by the

concourse table in the Campus Center this week.

Internships — Internships are available working on
Earth Day. Hunger. Recycling and Clean Air. Call Melanie

at MassPlRG. 545-0199 or stop by the office at 423-A
Student Union Building.

Film — The interdepartmental program in film studies is

offering its fourth annual Multicultural Film Festival:

"Emigres, Exiles and Sojourners in Contemporary Cinema"
this spring. Screenings and discussions with directors and

faculty will be held on Wednesday evenings. 231 Herter

Hall at UMass and Stirn Auditorium at Amherst College,

at 7 p.m. The first event will be When Mother Comes
Home for Christmas, a documentary by Nilita Vachani (Sri

Lanka/Greece, 1995) on Feb. 25. For a full schedule,

watch for brochures and posters at the beginning of

February, or check out our webpage:
www.umass.edu/film.

Outdoor program — Women Exploring the Outdoors
will be conducting a series of outdoor adventure programs

for women who are survivors of abuse. The focus of Am
day trips is to provide a comfortable environment within

which women can increase their self-confidence, establish

safe boundaries and experience their strength in the com-

pany of other survivors. All ages, abilities and levels Of]

experience are welcome Programs scheduled are: A Day
Hike in the Pioneer Valley on Sunday. April 13. 8:30

a.m. -4: 30 p.m.. cost $20; and Low and High Ropes
Course on Sunday. May 4. 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.. cost $50.

The cost for all three programs is $85. For more informa-

tion, contact Adventures Unlimited at

(4l3>774-3l31x293.

MEET THE AUTHOR
UMASS PROFESSOR AND

HISTORIAN

STEPHEN B. DATES

WILL BE SIGNING COPIES OF HIS

LATEST BOOK

THE APPROACHING fLPY
VOICES OF THE STORM, 1820 -1861

APPHDACHtHE FUIY
- * I 9 » t

AT THE S
UNIVERSITY STORE
CAMPUS CENTER "

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 19, 1997

I2PM TO 1:30 PM

Renowned Historian and Author of

"With Malice Toward None: A Life of Abraham
Lincoln"

tells how the Civil War began by using the first person voices of

the thirteen of the central figures involved

Other books by the author will be available

^.UNIVERSITY Campus Center M°n-Fri 9AM -5PM

MSTOREft 5i5-2619 Sat OAM-5PM

Once upon a pond. .

.

MMTSlZ CAfZMVAL
Fireworks marked the official opening of the first

annual Winter Carnival at the University of

Massachusetts on Feb. 6, 1936.

The festivities lasted three days and included ice

skating, snowshoe and skiing races, tobogganing,

sleigh rides and a ball where the Carnival Queen was

chosen.

The tradition of Winter Carnival was originally

conceived by the Outing Club in an effort to promote

outdoor winter sports, which they viewed as neglect-

ed.

In the front yard of many fraternities, sororities and

dormitories, elaborate snow sculptures appeared in

what would become the feature attraction of the

annual carnival bringing tourists from all over and

creating huge traffic jams on the roads through town.

Early highlights included a performance by big

band leader Glenn Miller and his orchestra in 1939.

The following year, poet Carl Sandburg read from his

works and sang songs. In 1965. five women of the

Carnival Queen court and a 7-foot Amherst-built

snowman packed in a dry ice-filled coffin travelled to

New York City for a guest television appearance on
the Steve Allen show.

In later years, the Carnival Ball was replaced by

more modern and informal concerts featuring acts

such as the Righteous Brothers. The Byrds. The Four

Seasons and stand- up comedians Bill Cosby and
lohnny Carson.

Except for a short-lived attempt to revive the

Winter Carnival in 1988. the last one was held in

1969, ending a three-decade tradition.

. Text and photograph courtesy of Gail Ciroux,

Special \ollections & Archives, located on the 25th

floor of the W. E. B. Du Bois Library.

COUK'tSY UMASS MCHIVIS

A snow sculpture built by Sigma Phi Epsilon fra-

ternity in the 1950s.

NOTICE

Starting Sunday, Feb. 25, the Collegian FYI sec-

tion will be relocated to the Classifieds page of the

newspaper. In addition, FYI entries will be limited

to free Five College events only. Only entries fit-

ting this description will run in the FYI section.

All other entries must be submitted through the

Classifieds Department. For information about

Classifieds rates, call 545-3500.
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This Week
in the

Campus Center
FORMATION. NEW PRODUCTS & SERVICES. AND SPECIALS
FROM THE CAMPUS CENTER/STUDENT UNION COMPLEX

University Store
Stop byfor weekly specials!

NY TiMis HARdcovfR ancJ P*pf rdacIc BESTSELLERS

Bi*dfRS AN<) FilltR PApfR

UMASS rroodfd swt nishims

toruI CaUncJars

ic planners

In honor of the release of

all Stephen Oates

FREE tote bag w

African Am
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The Campus Sender, a new service located

on the concourse level of the Campus Center

(formerly McGregor Travel), will open on

Wed, Feb 19th. Services will Include: US
Post Office, bus tickets, shipping via UPS,

and faxing. Hours: Mon - Fri, 8:30 am to

8:00 pm.

Campus Center/Student Union

WEEKLY SPECIALS

rally

continued from page 1

Scott's behalf.

Crowley told them, "It is a gift of

love for Chancellor Scott. We just

hope he reciprocates."

Following the presentation of the

Valentine, an undergraduate group,

Racetalks, presented a petition,

signed by 1,000 students supporting

the GEO in its efforts to "improve
recruitment and retention of

under-represented teaching assis-

tants and increase funding for the

Office of Minority Graduate
Student Recruitment."

Tina Cincotti. a member of
Racetalks was pleased with what
the group was able to achieve.

"I'm impressed with the number,
of students who signed it," Cincotti

said. "It's not jusi a graduate prob-

lem."

The Undergraduate Employee
Organization (UEO), another

undergraduate group showed up in

numbers. Nikki Morse, who is a

member of both Racetalks and the

UEO. said that all students should

work together.

"It's important for graduate stu-

dents and undergraduates to work

together on these issues," Morse

said. "The GEO has shown support

for our issues, and we're in full sup-

port of theirs."

Asked to comment on entering

the Chancellor's office, Crowley

said, "It was interesting... if you

compare it with the offices we work

in. You know, to go and see the

palatial estate."

GEO leadership was pleased with

the event and the turnout.

"Given the weather and how
quickly we put it together, I was

very happy," Crowley said.

He was also grateful for the assis-

tance of their undergraduate allies.

"They did a lot of work with us

over the break," Crowley said on

the undergraduate participation.

Despite their gift to him, the

group isn't expecting a public

response from the Chancellor.

"I think the response will be at

the bargaining table," Crowley said.

"And that's the response we want."

gened
continued from page 1

Timeline

The task force will meet on the first Friday of every

month from 3 to 5 p.m. in the Whitmore Board

Room.
In order to facilitate discussion, the task force has

been broken down into three focus groups which will

meet independently and report back to the task force

as a whole. '

Additional focus groups or subcommittees will be

formed as the need arises.

The task force will both review the existing frame-

work and examine new proposals.

"We will be considering everything about general

education." lenkins said.

Teaching techniques, class sizes, quality of instruc-

tion, the number of upper-level classes available and

overall presentation to the students will be reviewed

in addition to course selections and the number and

area of requirement

Stassen said that a preliminary student survey

showed that the caliber of instruction was a major

concern of students.

"Most of the students commented on the quality of

the teaching." Stassen said.

Some of the new proposals the task force will be

considering include computer literacy, community ser-

vice learning, diversity and internationalism, language

requirements and research in undergraduate educa-

tion

lenkins said that although the final report will not

be completed until (anuary 2000. the task force will

make interim reports to the General Education

Committee of the Faculty Senate every year to discuss

what the task force has found and accomplished.

In addition, pilot programs will be initiated

throughout the process to test ideas.

"We want to get reactions on a smaller scale while

we are continuing the study," lenkins said.

"We don't intend to get to the end with something

that people have not seen and supported," lenkins

said. "Our goal is something that we've all agreed

upon."

Importance of the task force

Everyone interviewed agreed upon the importance

of the task force.

Ruby Bansal. a sophomore history major and mem-

ber of (he task force, said that she felt the task force's

report will be critical to the whole University

"I think it's important." Bansal said. "I definitely

think it's an issue and I think it needs to be re-exam-

ined."

Norman Aitken. deputy provost and a member of

the task force, agreed.

"General education is important because it provides

students with skills and it makes sure that students get

exposure to a broad range of knowledge." Aitken said.

"This task force is going to take a very thorough

look at our current requirements." Aitken said.

"The one thing that is surprisingly clear is that stu-

dents think their general education is important and

that alumni see it as having real applications in their

life," lenkins concluded.

"They all seem to agree that we can improve."

Correction
The next Black Affairs interest meeting will be Wednesday. February /9 at 7 p.m. This is a

change from last week. The meeting will not take place Today!! The meeting has been re-sched-

ulcd for Tomorrow, Wednesday. February 19 at 7 p.m. in Collegian newsroom down in the

Campus Center Basement Sorry for any inconvenience.
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1. Are you interested in

Concert Promotion?

2. Are you curious about this year's

3. Are you looking for opportunities to

"CWJU WITH THE STARS '?

If you answered "yes" to any of
these questions, come to

UPC
(University Concerts & Productions)

GENERAL COMMITTEE MEETINGS
every

TUESDAY <a> m® pm
BARTLETT RM-61

FOR MORE INFO CALL 545-2892

Reflect councils grieving students
By Frank Compoilla

Collegian Correspondent ^^

Help is available for students who
have suffered the loss of a loved one

through Reflect, a Five College

bereavement program based at the

University of Massachusetts, which

offers support groups for students

who have experienced the death of a

loved one.

"There are plenty of people who
could use a program like ours."

Co-director Shana Zatinsky said.

. "We are very student-centered — run

by students and for students."

Reflect is intended to educate

about normal responses to death,

reduce social isolation and help par-

ticipants memorialize their loved one.

Reflect is free and open to all stu-

dents, faculty and staff of the Five

College system. Support groups

meet weekly for seven to eighft

weeks and are limited to eight peo-

ple per group. They follow a struc-

tured format and are modified to

meet particular needs. Volunteer

doctoral students in the UMass clini

cal psychology program facilitate the

support groups.

After the seven to eight week peri-

od, groups reconvene for a "reunion

dinner" to reflect upon the experi-

ence of being in the group.

(ethro Heiko. a philosophy gradu-

ate of UMass, founded Reflect as a

student in the fall of 1994. Heiko suf-

fered the death of his father, and
after taking a semester off, came back

to UMass looking for a student sup-

port group. When he couldn't find

one, he began posting fliers and got a

response.

Heiko began conducting the ses-

sions himself, but then realized he

did not want to be a facilitator as

well as a participant. Instead he post-

ed signs in the psychology depart-

ment looking for a graduate student

to conduct the meetings.

Brynda Holton responded and
helped run Reflect with Heiko until

last year when he graduated. This

year. Shana Zatinsky, in the second

bachelors nursing program, and
Cynthia Battle, a doctoral student of

clinical psychology, are co-direct-

ing.

Zatinsky became involved with

Reflect when her brother died.

"I started by being a participant

and it made such a difference that I

decided to take part in it." Zatinsky

said. "Everyone has the opportunity

to reflect their experience with some-

one else's."

Zatinsky said Reflect helped her

deal with the pain she endured.

"The program made me feel less

isolated and okay to talk about the

experience with people," Zatinsky

said. "I felt as though I had this

tremendous weight lifted off me.

Each week I went I felt better,

because it was a very comfortable set-

ting."

Reflect, which is funded by the

Dean of Student's Office, recently

received a $10,000. 45-year reunion

gift from the class of 1952.

"We are fortunate we got the ball

rolling be receiving the gift."

Zatinsky said. "We are hoping that it

will generate more interest and

encourage others to donate as well."

Involvement with Reflect is grow-

ing as people become aware of the

benefits they can receive from it.

"In the past we offered two groups

each semester," Zatinsky said. "This

semester we are looking at having

three because we have had so many
calls of people expressing interest

."

Reflect is trying to expand by orga-

nizing a speakers' bureau, a newslet-

ter and forums where professors can

talk about how death relates to their

field. Reflect hopes people who are

confronted with loss will participate

in the program and carry less of a

burden.

"We are starting to break down the

barriers about discussing grief."

Zatinsky said. "We want to let people

know that the best thing you can do

is talk about it."

«NN* KOU I COU1GIMI ST»»1

Setting the Stage
Senior dance majors Katherine Hooper and Ambere Rogers help set up for the arts festival. Acid Loonge in

the Campus Center Auditoriom yesterday afternoon.

AWARD WINNING LOCAL SERVICE

• Full Service Autobody

Insurance Approved
• Full Selection of Genuine GM
Goodwrench parts.

• Mass. State Inspection Station

#3243
• Fine Selection of New and Used

Cars & Trucks.

. Ask About Our FREE 18 Point

Maintenance Check.

S*3
DICKINSON ST.

253-3444

Ge®

BETWEEN RT. 9 & MAIN ST.

PARTS LINE 253-5928

CLIMB HIGH FAST
AS AN AIR FORCE

OFFICER.
Bring your college degree to the Air

Force. Then find out if you qualify for

Officer Training School. You can

become a commissioned Air Force offi-

cer following successful completion of

( Xficer Training School. From the start,

you'll enjoy great pay. complete medi-

cal and dental care and 30 days of

vacation with pay per year And as an

Air Force officer, you can enjoy profes-

sional growth and management oppor-

tunities. Learn what it takes to qualify.

Call

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES

TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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My kind of gal

Mark

McGrath

If I were to tell you that the most
successful American of our time

VM born to unwed teenage par-

ents in Mississippi, was sexually

•Minted as a child and gave birth at

age 14 to a child who died shortly

after, you'd probably call me crazy,

and many have done so.

If I were to tell you that this per-

son would become the first black bil-

lionaire in American history, owns a

major studio and received an Oscar
nomination for Best Supporting
Actress in 1985. you might be able to

figure out who she is. If

I were to mention the

word "fat" you'd know
for sure.

When thinking about
great Americans, day-
time talk show hosts do not typically

come to mind, but Oprah Winfrey
has separated herself in such a way
that she can boast having accom-
plished more than most any figure of

our time.

Suffering through a terrible child-

hood, she pulled one of the most pro-

lific turnarounds in recent memory.
r\cn when she was successful, she

faced numerous challenges, both in

her personal and public worlds,
which at many times merged into

one.

Known primarily for her battle

with her weight. Oprah has shown
time and time again that she can
oserconie anv obstacle. Her adoring
fans were with her when she lost

almost 70 pounds in the late '80s.

they cried when she gained back
more weight than she had originally

lost ,ind the) dieted with her again as

*bt low 90 pound?, in the prtices*

ning fit enough to run a

marathon, which she also accom-
plished.

They again supported her when,
while doing a show on drug abuse,

she tearfully admitted that she has

used cocaine at times in her career

The part of her character that makes
her wonderful is the fact that she is

one of us. she is a battler, she knows
what it's like— whatever it happens
to be, and most importantly, she
knows how to use her own experi-

ences as a means of reaching out to

others who share similar problems.

She is not static, her character
changes every day. and every day we
grow closer to her. She is an original

and courageous soul.

In a genre which is too often domi-
nated by transsexuals and crack

whores, Oprah has
pledged to be differ-

ent. In 1994, when
the talk show world
reached a pinnacle of

trashiness, she
pledged to make her show meaning-

ful. She rose above the others and
has remained queen of the television

world. I guess there is something to

be said for integrity after all.

Oprah's latest and perhaps most
important contribution to American
society may be the initiation of her

monthly book club. Each month, she

recommends a book to her television

viewers which will be discussed at a

later date on her program. From its

outset, the concept has been an
incredible success.

The first selection. The Deep End
of the Ocean, by lacquelyn Mitchard

tripled in sales upon Oprah's recom-
mendation, vaulting it to number
one on the Sew York Times best sell-

ers list and forcing its publisher to

print another half million copies. If

that isn't testament enough to

Oprah's influence, similar events
have transpired every month since,

including a resurrection of Toni
Morrison's Song of Solomon 20
years after its initial publication and
the latest selection. She's Come
Undone by Wally Lamb, whose pub-
lisher has ordered an additional
700.000 copies to meet the demand

generated by Oprah's plug.

These numbers are strong testa-

ment to the fact that Oprah influ-

ences the American public more than

any other figure, public or private,

and uses that influence in positive

ways. In a society where one out of

every five adults is functionally illiter-

ate, encouraging millions of people to

read and learn to read (and having

unprecedented success in doing so)

has only furthered Oprah's magnifi-

cent accomplishments.

Oprah's next big project will be
acting in a film adaptation of
Morrison's Beloved, a Pulitzer
Prize-winning novel which tells the

story of an escaped slave. One would
naturally expect Oprah's followers to

show a similar enthusiasm toward
the film and book versions of the

story, bringing to public attention

troubling historical issues which
need to be dealt with in the modem
world.

Oprah has a special gift for relat-

ing to almost anyone on some level,

and with that power, she has influ-

enced the lives of countless
Americans. Greatness, to me. means
more than having power, it is a

reflection of what a person does with

the power they possess.

Brought into this world having as

little power as can be imagined.
Oprah represents what is greatest

about America, that given a desire to

succeed, a person can overcome any-

thing and become the most influen-

tial person in the country.

The statement that a daytime talk

show host represents the greatest

American success story might be a

scary reflection of the times to some,
but looking at what that person has

done with her own life. I'd prefer

putting the future of this country in

her hands than those of any elected

official.

Mark McGrath is a Collegian
columnist.

Pay attention to the cross fire

Bradley

Skaught

Its easy to get caught up in the fireworks and
sparkle of grand political ideas.

Everyday in the dialogues of a thinking campus.
Marxists wage revolution, democracy is torn apart and
put back together, and the enormous PR. monster
trucks of people like Gingrich and Kennedy rumble
nver sweeping congressional reforms. These are big

ideas Important ideas Relevant ideas. But there are

more immediate things too.

Anyone with an eye for local news has. no doubt,
caught a whiff of the winds of war rolling

out of Holyoke. There are numerous sto-

ries of police corruption, institutional

racism and a plethora of
accusations/lies/truths being flung across

the political battlefronts of police commis-
sioner Stephen Donoghue. city councilman Diosdado
Lopez and the various factions springing up around the

issues involved (these stories culminate, perhaps, in

the recent, rather sensational Advocate cover story).

This may not be the bombs bursting in air, but it is

certainly a rocket's sick glare hovering street level

right here in the valley, and it should be sensitizing

the residents of Holyoke to the issues at hand— the

issues relevant to their own hometown. Too often,

local politics, with all its homegrown charm and swag-
ger, is the concern of local business people, school

administration and key political heavyweights. It

become* more of an elite board game (with us general
citizens as the game pieces) than a collection of issues

and actions directly affecting our daily lives.

Occasionally an issue will spark a fire in the commu-
nity- parking issues, land, schools, etc.— but more
often than not the daily workings of councils, man-
agers and mayors go unnoticed

.

City politics and intrigue ruined my mother's career.

Shortly after finally quitting her job with the city of
Tacoma. Washington, a short article ran in the Daily
Sots Lnhune honoring her for the time and effort she

had put in to make Tacoma a better place. She worked
quietly— she helped to make movies, build arenas,

support the arts and a million other tiny, important
events— behind the scenes work.

Unfortunately, there were other people working
behind the scenes too. Political turn over, rivalry, mud-
slinging, quiet war and whispered strategy turned my
mother into one of the many casualties of the political

furor. A complete changeover in the administrative

make-up of trie city had left those with ties to the old

administration in hostile territory. As an ally and friend

to the previous administration, my mom's job was
slowly disassembled until there was practically nothing
left, and they kept disassembling until they had essen-

tially forced her right out of City Hall

altogether The political furor affected

her job, and thus it affected Tacoma.
but no one said a word.

It sensitized me. It made me look at

the local news section differently. It

made me care about speeches, amendments to city

constitutions, budgets and development. It made me
realize that local governments can slip through the

community s fingers easily, without anyone noticing.

We fight tooth and nail to make our presidents and
congressmen accountable for their actions, but our city

managers, mayors and council members work in rela-

tive anonymity. Get to know your town— learn the

names and issues and ammunition.
Become part of the architecture in which you live.

As I Mass students, you hold a particularly important

position in the town of Amherst— it's important for

you to care about things like parking and flyers. Maybe
you don't even know about parking or flyers. Perhaps
the town of Amherst doesn't want you to know

—

doesn't want you involved. Ask yourself why? Maybe
it's because you can make a difference— because you
have the power to demand that the administration of
this town represent you and your interest.

So I keep an eye on Holyoke. I commend council-

man Lopez for his efforts. I may not be from Holyoke,
and I don't pretend to know whether he is right or
wrong, but the ugly little war is making people pay
attention and he is slowly unveiling the inner workings
of a world immediate to ua— the political pavement
our feet are pounding every day.

Bradley Skaught is a Collegian staff member.
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All that you eat may not be safe

Samuel

Johnson

Last November, two-year-old Tara Aziza of
California, was listed in critical condition due to

kidney failure after she drank a glass of apple
juice. The juice was unpasteurized and contained the E.

coli bacteria, the same bacteria that caused the death of

three children and some 500 sicknesses in Washington
state in 1993, at the fast-food chain lack in the Box, after

people ate contaminated hamburgers.

It should come as no surprise that two
weeks ago. President Clinton proposed an
upgrade in food and safety inspection in his

weekly radio address. After all, the man prac-

tically keeps McDonald's in business

The issue of closer and stricter inspection

of meat and poultry came to him after the

outbreak of food poisoning in four Western states in 1993
that afflicted hundreds of people and killed five children

who ate undercooked hamburgers. These hamburgers
were also contaminated with the E. coli bacteria, a bacte-

ria that is present in many animals' intestines that mixes
with the meat, either during the slaughter or when it is

ground into hamburger. However, if cooked at the correct

temperature and for the right amount of time. E. coli can
be eliminated enough to pass federal inspection. Another
more recent approach in getting rid of the bacteria is irra-

diation. That, however, is another issue in and of itself.

In July of last year the President announced a new sys-

tem of detecting and guarding against the harmful bacte-

ria found in meat. It is one of the first times since
President Theodore Roosevelt began the first pure-food
laws and federal meat inspection systems in 1906 after

the national outrage caused by Upton Sinclair s best sell-

ing novel. The lungle.

The lungle includes sickening stories of the unsanitary

working conditions in the meat-packing industry of the

Chicago stockyards of the time in rather stomach-turn-
ing detail. For example, employees would put out rat poi-

son disguised in bread to kill the rats which ran about
the slaughterhouses, the rats would then eat the bread,

some would fall into a vat of meat, and as a result the

meat would become contaminated with rats and the poi-

son.

The scary fact is that despite all the controversy back
then and even recently, nothing has changed in the past

90 years. Meat is still inspected today, using the same
method that dogs use. touching it and smelling it to see if

it's safe. This method is termed ever-so-fancifully by
federal meat inspectors as the "organoleptic method."
Sounds good— nice and technical.

President Clinton's proposal last week would call for

$43 million to set up a state -ol-the-art early warning sys-

tem for food contamination. The new system would con-

sist of DNA "fingerprinting," which would make it possi-

ble to trace the bacteria to its source in order to stop it

before it becomes a potential threat to society.

The idea of this new scientific technology, as opposed
to the "organoleptic method," needs to be applied to the

food chain "from the cow to the table," as

one inspector put it, and Clinton's propos-

al will make that possible.

In 1995. the federal government spent

$600 million on inspecting the safety and
cleanliness of meat. But what exactly are

they spending all that memey on?
In recent months. ABC News's "Primetime Live" was

sued by the Food Lion chain for going undercover,
equipped with hidden cameras and posing as store

employees, providing the public with footage of employ-

ees changing expiration dates on old meat and repackag-

ing old chicken after coating it with barbecue sauce. Here
we are provided with first-hand proof that the $600 mil-

lion hasn't really done anything.

E. coli can cause severe illness with as few as 69 bacte-

ria, according to a federal report, and no federal govern-

ment meat inspector is capable of detecting it. The
amount is loo small. Because of this, 20.000 illnesses

occur in the United States annually. That number doesn't

sound like much, but what a stupid reason to suffer such

a serious sickness or possibly death.

Dr. Martin Brotman. chairman of the Federal Health
Agencies and the Food Committee, said in 1994 that the

cost of treating the E. coli infection was between $216
million and $580 million, lust last year. Michael Taylor,

administrator of the Food Safety and Inspection Service

said the country could save between $1 billion and $4 bil-

lion a year in medical expenses, lyat work and other costs

of food- borne illnesses.
*"

It is safe to say that the $43 million being spent on the

DNA "fingerprinting" is well worth the investment. The
public does not realize that while they purchasing expired
products, they may be causing themselves more harm
than they think. The fear lies in the fact that the bacteria

may eventually become easier to spread and harder to

track, and although the "fingerprinting" system may seem
a bit costly, if the issue remains silent any longer, it could
end up costing your life or the life someone about whom
you care.

Samuel Johnson is a I Mass student.

Letters to the Editor

GEO demands
University response

To the Editor:

In the fall semester of 1991. the

University of Massachusetts formally

recognized the Graduate Employee
Organization (GEO) as the exclusive

bargaining agent for graduate student

employees. This recognition was not

an act of benevolence toward the

6,000 graduate students whose efforts,

talents, skills and time are central to

the education available at UMass. It

was the result of graduate employees'

ability to organize, educate and mobi-
lize themselves. This could not have

been accomplished without the sup-

port and encouragement of faculty,

staff, undergraduate students and each

of the campus unions.

Despite continuous bargaining since

last spring and the expiration of the

last contract this past |une. a settle-

ment continues to remain far from
sight. Establishing ad-hoc extensions.

GEO has been able to preserve

—

albeit tentatively— the protection of

the expired contract. Throughout
negotiations, the administration has

avoided discussion of several key
issues put forth by GEO. Chief among
these are affirmative action and afford-

able child care. These issues challenge

the University to live up to the grand
vision of its mission statement.

Predictably, the administration's
response has been to stall negotiations

for as long as possible.

But the pedestrian pace adopted by

the University's administration is unac-

ceptable. Settlement of a new contract

is crucial to UMass s academic health

GEO is bargaining for affordable health

care, for greater access to people of

color and other under-represented
groups, for a stronger grievance proce-

dure for those who have experienced

sexual harassment and for pay reflect-

ing the heavy responsibility which grad-

uate student employees carry for the

quality of every UMass student's educa-

tion. With eight months since the expi-

ration date of the last contract, it

appears that the administration is drag-

ging its feet on these vital issues.

What's more, they don't have to.

The "To Dream, To Act. To Lead"

campaign has certainly captured the

spotlight on campus. While I do not

discount any attempt to improve the

conditions and quality of education at

UMass, I question the implementation

of a high-budget campaign while
GEO meets only resistance for its vital

goals at the bargaining table. Better

working conditions for those who pro-

vide the education at UMass, greater

action toward diversity and student

retention and affordable support for

students with families will improve the

quality of education available at

UMass far more than any glossy public

relations campaign. We need to urge
the administration to lead effectively,

to dream imaginatively, to act respon-

sibly and to settle its contract with

GEO. Until then, it seeris that

Whitmore is more interested in a

flashy public image than in fny real

and positive change on this campus
Chris Flood

Labor Studies

Article misunder-
standing

To the Editor:

I want to thank and compliment the

Collegian for two articles concerning
the Holocaust Commemorative
Committee film showing this past
weekend. However, though it may
seem insignificant. I just want to go on
the record that I never said Holocaust
revisionists are uneducated (article

from MondavL Unfortunately. I can-
not recall rjj| exact words, but I

brought attention to the fact that most
revisionists say the six million lews
never died, and at the same time they

tend not to address the other six mil-

lion victims. I believe I was just misin-

terpreted, ax
Thanks for^our understanding. I

hope the paper is going well this

semester.

loshua Grey
Amherst

_ ytVf W4TM*e>• AM
Remember the rides:

I) Try and keep it short and sweet (400 words is a nice length).

2)Don't forget your name, address andphone numberjbr verification purposes.
3)Send tetters over e-mail to letters®oitvms.oit.umass.edu or to the office at US
Campus Center, do Mike Burke
4) Have a cute day.— ....-
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Eastwood's Absolute Power is absolutely horrible

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

ABSOLUTE POWER
Directed by Clint Eastwood

with Clint Eastwood, Ed Harris, Gene
Hackman

Playing at Hampshire Six Theaters

Clint Eastwood has been heralded
both as an actor and as a director,
gaining quite a following through his

lengthy career. He risks his reputa-
tion and loses with Absolute Power.
Eastwood plays burglar Luther

Whitney, a supposed "master crimi-

nal," who is prepared to run one last

job before he, in truest sense of the

action-thriller cliche, gets too old for

his line of work. Whitney unwittingly

witnesses the sexual assault and mur-
der of a woman while in the house
he's just broken into.

The catch of the film, and presum-
ably the same 'of this summer's
Murder at 1600. is that the murderer
is the none other than the President

of the United States. Played by Gene
Hackman, the president is a sexual

deviant who likei physically rough
extramarital sex. It's this sort of dal-

liance that Whitney sees through a
two-way mirror as he's hiding in the

young woman's house. It's also this

murder that sets such an uneasy pace
for the film.

There is a general sense of levity to

Absolute Power, one that not only
takes away from any sense of impor-

tance that the plot might carry, but

casts a dubious shadow over the
intentions of the filmmaker.
Moments after the young woman is

murdered by the president's secret

service agents, jokes are being tossed

off. Strangely enough, the feeling of

disregard for this young woman's life

doesn't come from the Scott Glenn
(The Right Stuff) or Dennis Haysbert

(Major League I & II). Any responsi-

bility and blame can be credited to

Eastwood and screenwriter William

Goldman.

Goldman is lauded too frequently

for films he penned in the '70s like

Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid.

Marathon Man and All the

President's Men and not chastised

enough for everything he's done
since-. Among the travesties he's par-

tially responsible for are Chaplin and

Htravel]
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Faulkner brouhaha brewing:

Oxford cuts down Magnolia

By Stephen Hawkings
Associated Press

OXFORD, Miss. — There's a

sound and fury in William
Faulkner's hometown these days,

all because the mayor cut down
a magnolia tree to make room
for another symbol of the Deep
South — a statue of the author.

"Outside looking in, it beats

worrying about drive-by shoot-

ings and things," said retired

physician Chester McLarty.
Faulkner's personal doctor.
"People do take things serious

around here."

Even some relatives of the
Nobel Prize-winning author have
turned against the plan by
Faulkner's hometown, a model
for his fictional Yoknapatawpha
County, to honor the 100th
anniversary of his birth.

"I'm against it particularly

since they cut down that magno-
lia tree," Faulkner's daughter,
(ill Faulkner Summers, wrote in

a letter presented to city officials

by Faulkner's nephew. |immy
Faulkner. "Tell them I do not

want the statue of my father put

on the square or anywhere else."

Mayor |ohn Leslie persuaded
the city aldermen to contribute

$25,000 to the project last fall

and then helped raise an addi-

tional $25,000 in private funds.

He insists that the life-sized

bronze statue be placed in front

of City Hall and nowhere else.

City Hall was formerly a post

office frequented by Faulkner,

and it overlooks the picturesque

square where the author used to

sit or stand alone in contempla-
tion Faulkner died in Oxford in

1962.

"My position, either put it

there or I will refund all of the

money raised," the mayor said.

Leslie ordered the flowering

tree cut down in January, saying

he had the right since he planted

it there 21 years ago. Besides, "it

was a fairly scrubby tree,"

Alderman David Magee said. At

25 feet, it was maybe 5 to 10

feet below average.

"I think Faulkner would scoff

at it and say it was much ado
about nothing, and something he

could have predicted would have
happened," said Bill Ferris,

director of the Center for the

Study of Southern Culture at the

University of Mississippi a few
blocks away in this town of
10.000.

Ferris said he is appalled
because a magnolia was sacri-

ficed in the name of an author
"who wrote so eloquently about
nature and about the beauty of

the woods and life within the

woods."

"It was as if the one place it

shouldn't be, the mayor insisted

on trying to put it there," Ferris

said.

While the tree is gone, the
statue doesn't yet exist.

It's supposed to be installed

Sept. 25, which would have been
Faulkner's 100th birthday, but

sculptor William Beckwith said

last week that the design has
only just recently been decided:

Faulkner in a sitting pose.

"I need more time than I have.

It is going to really be pushing
it. All of this should have been
done a long time ago," Beckwith
said.

Clint Eastwood directs himself in Absolute Power.

Maverick. In a decade of cultural

crap like the '70s, it's understandable

how someone like Goldman could

gain legendary status.

The film's true shame comes with

wasting such a talented cast as the

one that has been put together for

Absolute Power. At one point in the

film, when we realize that Ed Harris

is reduced to a one-joke character,

the audience asks itself. "How many
Academy Award nominations have

been passed out lo these people?"

It's a waste of time, both for the

audience and the actors involved.

Bv the film's conclusion, a sensibil-

ity not too far away from camp seems

to take over the film. As the

President's Chief of Staff. |udy Davis

(Husbands and Wives) conveys the

attitude of a drag queen, barking
orders at the secret service, and chew-

ing up ifae tttmery like weed whacker
with lipstick. D
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OOI V IS BACK AT THE TOC
ALONG WITH WEEKDAY MUNCHIE SPECIALS,

DRAFT BEER \>D MICRO BREWS

At The TOC We Are Down
With OCMP

Hours: Mon Fri 4:00PM -

1

2 30PM

Sat 5:00PM -12:30PM

The ALANA Lecture Series
PRESENTS

DR. JULIANNE
MALVEAUX

GUEST SPEAKER

WILL LECTURE ON
SEX, LIES AND STEREOTYPES:

PERSPECTIVES OF A MAD ECONOMIST

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1997
* 7:00PM

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM
UMASS AMHERST

Sponsored by: Office of ALANA Affairs. Black Student Union.

Every Woman's Center. Graduate Student Senate, Residence Life

and Student Affairs Cultural Enrichment Fund.

orraof tutu
%*

1997 ATLANTIC-10 TOURNAMENT
MARCH 5-8, 1997

CORESTATES SPECTRUM, PHILADELPHIA

STUDENT TICKETS* ON SALE NOW
PURCHASE YOUR TICKETS NOW FOR

THE 1997 ATLANTIC-10 MEN'S BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
AT THE UMASS ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE
LOCATED AT THE CURRY HICK CAGE.

STUDENT TICKET PACKAGES ARE JUST $40.00.
PRICE INCLUDES ALL SESSIONS (REGULAR PRICE-$ 110.00)

(5 DOUBLEHEADERS AND CHAMPIONSHIP GAME)

ALL 11 GAMES FOR $40.00!

UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE.

MUST BE STUDENT AT AN A-10 SCHOOL.

UMASS, XAV9EK, 1EMPCE, gEOVtgE WASH9»gTOAi, DIAOUESfilE,

vvKg9AJ9/i *ree«, st. Joseph's, st. bonavewuke, dau<iom,
KHODE 9SCAMD, JOKDHAM, CASACCE.
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Taylor opens bash for AIDS benefit

Boston phenomenon Jimmy Tingle is welcomed to the Valley.

COURTEST pMMV TINCK

Tingle to tickle at the SUB
By Adam Levine

ColUgion Staff

This Wednesday night. Cambridge native |immy
Tingle will bring his one man stand-up comedy act to

the Student Union Ballroom. Tingle calls his show
"Uncommon Sense.* an appropriate title for a social

and political satirist. However, Tingle is not your aver-

age comedian, but rather one of the brightest and
most provocative entertainers currently a part of the

comedy circuit.

Tingle began his career as a bartender in Boston
area clubs. His aspirations of success eventually led

him to participate in "open mic" nights where he
would perform his comedy routines. People quickU
noticed his talent and Tingle began to receive more
and more offers for paid engagements and college

tours.

Tingle's career took a turn for the worst when he
lost on Star Search. Despite this unfortunate setback.

Tingle received the opportunity to appear on The
Tonight Show with lohnny Carson. Tragedy occurred

once again when Carson refused to allow Tingle a sec-

ond appearance on his show. Tingle hoped The

Tonight Show would be his big break, but later, he
was told that Carson did not like him.

Rather than lose heart. Tingle pursued his career

further and landed spots on other network programs
including The Dick Cavett Show and Larry King
Weekend. Tingle also received a comedy special on
HBO entitled "One Night Stand." He has also been
featured on such radio programs as "Fresh Air" and
"Talk of the Nation" and starred in the documentary
film Damned in the USA which examines art censor-

ship.

Tingle has recently received a humanitarian award
from his hometown of Cambridge and has taken his

show on the road. "Uncommon Sense" has gained
rave reviews in Boston and New York City and now
Tingle will share his politically charged humor with
his fans at UMass. "Uncommon Sense" is sure to be
filled with intelligence and sharp wit that will leave

the audience entertained and educated.

'limmy Tingle's Uncommon Sense" will be per-

formed di the Student Union Ballroom on Wednesday.
February 19 at 7.30 p m. The admission is free and
the event is sponsored by the Commuter Area
(mm ernmvnt

By Jennifer Bowles
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — It

was Elizabeth Taylor's
night, though the legendary

actress didn't see it that

way.

Miss Taylor, who's fac-

ing brain surgery this

week, was serenaded by
Michael lackson, Patti

LaBelle and others during
a star-studded celebration

Sunday night marking her

65th birthday.

Inside Hollywood's
Pantages Theatre, the audi-

ence was also reminded of

the actress' colorful life,

her love of diamonds and
her seven husbands with
videotaped footage span-

ning a career that began at

age 9 and garnered two
Academy Awards.
Madonna even gushed

when speaking about how
she used to watch Miss
Taylor's movies, especially

A Place in the Sun.

"I was so absolutely
knocked out by her beau-

ty," Madonna said.

'

"I don't know what it is.

1 think it's this wondrous
light that radiates from her

and it always takes my
breath away.

"Elizabeth Taylor has
stopped making films but

her life continues to shine

in a much more wondrous
passion."

That passion is AIDS,
and the black-tie event
raised more than $1 mil-

lion for the Elizabeth
Taylor AIDS Foundation
from audience members
who bought tickets at $500
and $1,000 each.

The foundation distrib-

utes money for AIDS
research and treatment,

but focuses mainly on day-

to-day care for victims of

the deadly disease.

Miss Taylor, who along

with Jackson watched the

tribute from chairs at the

side of the stage, said she

didn't attend the event to

celebrate her birthday, but

rather the cause she has

devoted her life to for the

past 1 2 years.

"I'm here to celebrate all

of the people in the world

with AIDS," she said.

"Because of you and your

generosity and your big

heart, it has enabled ETAF
to go all over the world...

and because of you they

will be touched, they will

be fed, they will be nur-

tured with your love. And I

thank you so much for

that."

lackson, who escorted

Miss Taylor along a violet

carpet into the theater, ear-

lier sang a song
"Elizabeth," which he

wrote especially for the

event and for the godmoth-
er of his newborn son.

"Elizabeth. I love you.

you're more than just a

star to me," lackson
crooned.

Roseanne, Carol
Burnett, Hugh Grant.
Elizabeth Hurley, Lily
Tomlin. Cher and Arsenio

Hall also paid tribute to

Miss Taylor, who shunned
her traditional purple out-

fit for a green gown and
coat. Whoopi Goldberg,
John Travolta and Rosie
O'Donnell appeared via

videotaped messages for

Elizabeth Taylor celebrates her birthday with a

celebrity- filled party.

the event. It will air as a

two-hour ABC special on
Feb. 24. three days before

her actual birthday.

Outside the theater, a

blocklong stretch of
Hollywood Boulevard was
temporarily renamed
Elizabeth Taylor Way in

honor of the woman who
won best actress Academy
Awards for "Butterfield 8"

and "Who's Afraid of

Virginia Woolf?"

Miss Taylor needs an
operation to remove a

benign brain tumor.

Her surgery was origi-

nally planned for today but

was postponed for sonic-

time this week because of

lingering flu symptoms. No
date has been set. her pub
licist Maria Pignataro said

Sunday night.

The tumor on the "lining

of her left frontal lobe"
was detected following an

MRI brain scan during her

annual physical examina-
tion earlier this month Her

doctor expected a full

recovery without com plica

tions. Pignataro said.

It s the end of the world as they know it

BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) — Add
this to America's arsenal.

An Iraqi government newspaper
has declared the Internet "the end
of civilizations, cultures, interests

and ethics."

The computer network "is one of

the American means to enter every

house in the world." Al-|umhuriya
said in an editorial yesterday.

"They want to become the only
source for controlling human beings
in the new electronic village."

Iraqi newspapers often blame

Washington for the country's suffer-

ing under a U.N. embargo, which
was imposed in 1990 after Iraq,

invaded Kuwait, prompting the
1991 Persian Gulf War.
There is no access to the Internet

in Iraq.
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Quilts on parade
cou*risr«out in TownuMs

"Checkerboard Variations" is just one of the quilts on display at the University Gallery until March 14. The
exhibit is entitled Something Else to See: Improvisational Bordering Styles in African-American Ouilts

1
The Right Place to Be!

3 Barbers Everyday
Unisex Hair Styling
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Appointment

Not Neccessary

Tel. 253-1722
40 Main Street. Amherst, MA
(Ne»l to Newbury Comics)

m
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Hours: Mon - Fri

8- 5:15 pm
Sat 8 - 2:45 pm

Proprietors:

Jim Read and
Terri Loncrini

Learn German

This Summer At URI

June 22-August 1, 1997
The University of Rhode Island m cooperation with the Goethe Institute Boston

is hosting the Seventeenth Annual German Summer School of the Atlantic German

win be the sole language of cornrnuncation and German life and culture the heart

of this six week residency program of intensive language study Earn up to rune

undergraduate or graduate credits while Irving in foe beautiful surroundings of our

country campus. )ust minutes away from Rhode Island's magnificent beaches and

historic Newport This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to enroll m

beginning through Master s level German Take advantage of this rare opportunity

to participate in this total German language experience

Contact' Or John GranoHn
or Dr. Norbeet Haddsnch. CoOlnctort

Dept. of Languages
URI Kingston. Rl 02881

Oca*: (401)874-5911 '".. University of Rhode Island

Providence
Center

College of Continuing 1-dtk.alnm

ji the Shepanl Building

t«)Wa*in(i*«i Slreel. Pmvidenor. HsMt

(401)277-5020

s-mss:
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Choices Not Chances

Free Contraception Education

1 1.very Mon & Tnurs \\ - 4t90 pm and

lues fe Wed 7 - 8:30 pm in rm. 302 UHS
•Men and Women welcome

Tor more inlormalion call the rlcnllli

Education Office 577-5181

Put the world at your fingertips.

Software Engineering
Systems Engineering
Computer Design
Signal Processing
Electro-Optics
Image Processing

With Raytheon Electronic Systems, you'll create the

technologies that define the future of tomorrow's world. You'll

maximize your Engineering and Computer Science knowledge and
make an impact when you Join our team. We currently have over

350 opportunities available in the technical areas listed above.

Raytheon Electronic Systems will be visiting campus soon. To find

out more about the complex challenges we have to offer, please

contact the Career Placement Office to sign up for an interview.

For additional information, please see our homepage at:

http://www.raytheon.com/res

Interested candidates who are unable to meet with us on
campus may send a resume directly to: Raytheon Electronic

Systems, Professional Staffing, M/S T2SL2. 50 Apple Hill

Drive, Tewksbury, MA 01870-0001. Fax: (508) 858 1183.

E-mail: staffing@res.ray.com

U.S. citizenship may be required for some positions. Equal

Opportunity Employer.

Raytheon Electronic

Systems
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Softball team struggles out west;

Arizona difficult place to start
*

ByLukeMeredrlh
Consgian Staff

Ttw No. 23 UMaw sofcball tam
got its season off to • rocky start

this weekend, losing four of five
games in the Coat-Cola Classic in
Phoenix, Arizona.

The Minutewonwn (1-5) opened
play by beating McNeese St. 6-5
behind the pitching of Liz Wagner.
UMass took a 5- 4 lead into the
bottom of the sixth, and a Kin
Gutridge single would score Sam
Cardenas, providing the winning
run. Danielle Henderson pitched 2
1\3 innings of no-hit relief to
notch the save.

On Saturday, UMass fell to Utah
State 1-0 and No. 3 Fresno State
5-4. Henderson pitched five and
one-thirds of perfect Softball
against Utah State, before letting

up two singles and the only run of
the ballgaroc in the bottom of the
sixth. The Minutewomen only
notched one hit, courtesy of
Gutridge.

Fresno St. got ahead early, and

staved off a UMass rally to hand
the Minutewomen their second
loss of the day. The Bulldogs
scored three runs in the top of the

first, thanks to six singles in the

frmne. Fresno St pushed their lead

to 5-! in the fourth, thanks to the

fourth home run of the year from
1996 first team Ail-American
Nina Lindenberg. UMass scored
three runs in the bottom of the
sixth, but couldn't push past the

Bulldogs.

Things got worse on Sunday.
No, 25 Arizona St. pounded the

Minutewomen 14-2, behind 15
hits and a 12 run fourth inning.

Earlier in the day, UMass was shut

out by Purdue 4- 0. A pair of
UMass errors, two Purdue singles

and a home run by Boilerraaker Jen
Blasnik in the bottom of the fifth

led to UMass's fifth straight loss.

The Minutewomen return to
action on Feb 28 in Columbus, Ga.
when they take on No. 7

Southwestern Louisiana at 4:00
pm. in the annual NFCA Lead-Off
Classic.

Players warming up;

Baseball not far away
HAINES CITY. Fla. (AP) - Better

not keep your head down at the
Kansas City Royals' spring training

camp. Wild Thing is trying another
comeback.

Mitch Williams, released by the
Astros in 1994, the Angels in 1995
and the Phillies in 19%. is trying to

win a job in the Royals bullpen. He's
just 32. four years removed from giv-

ing up |oe Carter's World Series-win-

ning homer.

"It's like starting over for me." the

left-hander said at Haines City, Fla.

"I've got to earn a spot, and I'm
excited about it."

Williams was released from a

minor-league deal by the Phillies last

August. The Royals signed him to a

minor-league contract last month.
Also competing for one or two left-

handed spots are |ason lacome — the

only returning bullpen lefty from last

season — veterans Ken Patterson.

Derek Lilliquist. |uan Agosto and
Randy Tomlin and rookies Allen
McDill and Glendon Rusch.

While Williams was assessing his

own throws — with an occasion**
"Ahhh!" after a particularly wild one
— the others talked about the com-
petition.

Patterson has been through it

before and knows how a bad outing

feels.

"You go home at night and think.

I blew it.'
" he said.

Some things never change: lose

Canseco will report to spring training

after the rest of his Oakland Athletics

teammates. Canseco, traded back to

Oakland this winter after four sea-

sons with Texas and Boston, told the

A's he'll report to spring training on
Friday and participate in his first

workout on Saturday. The full squad
will have- its first workout Thursday,
though the mandatory reporting date

for players is not until the end of this

month.

"He said that he may have some
sort of charity golf

tournament," general manager
Sandy Aldcrson said at Phoenix. "I

would have been surprised if he had
been here on the 20th. That's just

not his style."

Canseco reported with the rest of

the squad during his rookie season in

1985. but has made a habit of show-

ing up late in subsequent seasons.

Manager An Howe said he is not

at all concerned that Canseco, who
he hopes will be a team leader, won't

join the rest of the squad on
Thursday.

"No problem, as long as he's ready

to play." Howe said.

Dennis Eckersley left St. Louis'
workout early yesterday to have his

sore right elbow examined.
Eckersley. 42, reported the soreness
after Sunday's workout. He under-
went an MRI exam.

"It's just precautionary." Eckersley

said at St. Petersburg. Fla. "It's just a

little sore."

Eckersley appeared in bO games
last season, and saved 30 games. He
is in his 22nd year in the majors and
his second with the Cardinals.

Second baseman Mike Gallego was
invited to camp as a non-roster invi-

tee. Gallego, 36. played in 51 games
with St. Louis last year and hit 210
in an injury-plagued season.

Cincinnati went through the for-

mality of putting pitcher lose Rijo on
the 60-day disabled list.

Rijo, at one time the ace of the

Reds' staff, has not pitched since |uly

18. 1995. He underwent elbow
surgery thai August, and since then
has had surgery twice — last April to

remove calcification, a bone forma-
tion and scar tissue, and in

November to repair ruptured flexor

tendon mass.

Rijo is in Birmingham. Ala., work-
ing with a physical therapist.

Greg Maddux spent his first day
back with the Braves focusing on
spring training rather than his free

agent eligibility following this season.

"Free agency's something I haven't

given a whole lot of thought. Right
now, I'll throw on the side, get a fish-

ing license, maybe teach my little girl

how to fish." Maddux said Sunday at

West Palm Beach. Fla.

Maddux, a four-time NL Cy Young
winner, reported for camp a day late

— but with the club's blessing. He
attended his sister's wedding in Las
Vegas before arriving in Florida.

Maddux will not say if he plans to

re-sign with the Braves. Neither will

his agent. Scott Boras.

"All I know is I've got a year left

with the Braves, I like playing here

and I haven't thought a whole lot

about it." Maddux said. "I'm thinking

about getting back to the post-season

and doing a little better than last

year."

Barry Bonds arrived at spring
training and reiterated his desire to

finish his career with San Francisco.

hockey
continued from page )0

minutes he has seen his team play

all year. Until the 17:32 mark of
the second period, when senior
Warren Norris collected a pass at

the top of the slot from junior
Brad Norton, beating Michaud low
to the stick-side for UMass'
off-the-schnide goal. The Black
Bear defense then decided to
clamp down further on the
Minutemen offense, not allowing
another true scoring chance for

the remainder of the game.
On Friday night, things weren't

any better for UMass. Right out
of the gate, Maine dominated the

pace with crisp clean passing and
stone-wall defense. At the 4:19
mark of the first period, a loose

puck was knocked past Regan by
Larose. after freshman defense-
man Dean Stork fanned on a clear-

ing attempt.

But before the smoke had a

chance to clear from the surface at

the Mullins Center, another goal

squeezed past Regan. Again
Larose capitalized on a loose puck
in front of the net. and Regan was
unable to stop the screened shot.

That hole kept on getting deeper
as Maine posted two more goals in

the second. Maine defenseman
lason Mansoff received a pass
from sophomore Steve Kariya by
the face- off circle, and ripped it

into the net to make the score 5-1.

The one positive for the
Minutemen was that they never
slopped skating. At the 9:37 mark,
Norris received a pass right out-

side of the crease and back-hand-
ed it through the five hole of
Michaud. But it was to no avail,

and senior captain Reg Cardinal
brought the lead back to four with

a power play goal at the 17:48
mark.

destruction
continued from page 10

Ketner got the second half rolling

for the Minutemen with a tip-in basket

just 47 seconds into the frame. He
added to the UMass lead with a bucket
off his own rebound, that put his team
ahead 45-3 1

.

With 10:30 remaining in the game,
Ketner was fouled by Terrapin Keith
Booth, made both free throws and
followed that less than a minute later

with another hoop, pushing the
UMass lead to 14.

"We couldn't stop Ketner,"
Maryland coach Gary Williams said.

"We've played against some pretty
good people this year inside who
haven't done that. To his credit, he
did a great job on us and if he's that

good, then he's a great player."

But Clarke and Ketner were not the

only Minutemen who contributed to

UMass' win. Senior shooting guard
Carmelo Travieso was a perfect

4-for-4 from the foul line to add 16

points the Minutemen cause. Tyrone
Weeks, who sat for nearly 10 minutes

in the second half due to foul trouble,

also dropped in eight to aid UMass.
Travieso's help did not come only

from the charity stripe, as the senior

was 2-for-2 from behind the 3-point

line in the first half, contributing key

long-range shots when needed. His

first trey came with 17:37 left in the

first half, giving UMass its first lead

of the game at 8-6. His second
answered a dunk from Profit and
jacked the Minutcman edge back
nine.

Weeks' contribution was measured
in terms of defense, as well as his

offensive numbers. The senior for-

ward was assigned the task of guard-

ing Maryland's All-America candi-

date, Keith Booth. Booth may have
scored 16, but he was held to only

Minutemen
continued from page 10

n't be shocked if anybody in Hockey
East knocked off anybody else.

Absolutely anything can happen."
But hey, don't look at these two

losses as the sounding line of this sea-

son for the Minutemen... because on
paper, their season may have ended
almost a month ago.

After a sweep of Northeastern on
|an. 17-18. where UMass came back
in two consecutive games, the
Minutemen had an opportunity to go
.500 against Boston College the next

weekend. This would have been a
huge accomplishment for a team only
in HE for three seasons, but it was
not to be. and the Eagles took a close

3-2 win at the Come Forum.
Since then, in a important stretch

of conference games. UMass has
gone 1-7 (the 6-4 Alumni Cup win
coming against Lowell), and have
lost key sixth place positioning in HE
to of all teams— Merrimack. The
Warriors have gone from missing the

playoffs last year to going on a hot

streak the last month, beating UNH,
Maine and BC in that time.

Forget about the blowouts at the

hands of UNH and Maine, the detri

tus of the UMass bcaujolais (i.e. the
low point) was their 5-3 loss on Jan.

31 at home to Merrimack. At that

time, the Minutemen still had a
chance for an unprecedented home
first round playoff spot. Now. the sit-

uation holds a slim chance to unearth
their season out of a unenviable first

round match with one of the nation's

this kend's home
game versus BC still has importance.
If UMass wins the rest of their games
(BC at home. Maine in Orono). and
the Eagles lose the rest of their games
(UMass. Merrimack and
Northeastern), they will get that sixth

place spot, on paper. But once
again, this scenario bases itself on
other teams doing their dirty work
for them. Fate is an inexorable neme-
sis, and it is pretty much pissed off at

the Minutemen right now.
Fine. Great. Wonderful
Team pride is what UMass has to

play with now. and hopefully, things

will fall for them. Truthfully, all that

Maine worked off of was that hazy
concept in their two wins last week-
end. Last Thursday, the NCAA
upheld their postseason sanction
after a Black Bear appeal two weeks
ago. So. like freshman forward Cory
Larose started to do. the Maine team
could have got their vacation plans
ready, or they could just go out and
win games.

Well, they won. But. really now,
folks, that whole situation comes
down to rooting for a team that's

good, and very dirty, or a team
that's... not as good, and clean. With
a chance to at least get some positive

momentum going, the Minutemen
got knocked in the mush by a Black
Bear offensive and defensive

You're "~^\

hero! Can I have \
autograph? /

Bite Me, fan boy.
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onslaught.

For Mallen, it's not the time to

throw in the iowel. but to try and get

back into a winning mode — on
paper, and on the ice. The playoffs are

at stake, but more importantly, team
pride and stability is on the line, too.

"In every game, I don't push the

panic button." Mallen said. "With a

loss at this point in the year, you just

got to get ready for the next game, try

to get your team ready and let the

chips fall where they may. We got to

stay optimistic, and keep working."

"You got to give them credit, and
they got to find points to rally

around. We're rallying around get-

ting ourselves ready for the playoffs,

and that wasn't the type of perfor-

mance that is going to get us ready
for the playoffs."

lorma Kansanen is a Collegian
columnist

Ketner
continued from page 10

quicker than we did." Williams
said. "They seemed to get to every
loose ball situation. There is noth-
ing we did as well as UMass that

would have allowed us to win."

I think what they are is very
good perimeter shooting with not

just height, but good physical size

inside and they play hard.

"They play aggressively on
defense where they don't give up
a lot of easy scores. With their

ability to get second shots, even if

they are not particularly hitting

well from outside, they are still

going to be a factor in scoring
because they can find other ways
of scoring. They arc a well-
rounded team."

As the Minutemen round out
their final four Atlantic 10 con-

ference games, it is their well
rounded game plan that will

hopefully propel UMass into the

NCAA Tournament.
"I told the guys, if we win it's a

big game." Flint said. "But if we
don't close out the league it does-
n't matter. We have to close out
the league."

In the final conference games ot

the season, UMass faces Furdham
at home, before hitting the road to

face Dayton and St. |oe s. The
Minutemen wrap up the regular
season with Temple in the William
D. Mullins Center before prepar-

ing for the A-10 Tournament
Currently. UMass is tied with

St. loe's for first place in the
A- 10 East with a 9-3 conference
mark.

Fordham
continued from page 10

minutes of pressure."

UMass was led by freshman Kelly Van Huisen. who
threw in 14 points, dished out five assists and pulled
down seven rebounds. Crystal Carroll had an uncharac-
teristically bad night, but still contributed 10 points and
seven rebounds. Senior point guard Sabriya Mitchell
chipped in with seven points and four assists, the prettiest

of which occurred mid- way through the first half.

Mitchell drove the lane and threw a perfect behind the

back blind pass to Lucia Madajova. cutting the Fordham

lead to two and sending the 1 .502 in attendance into a

variety of "oohs" and "ahhs".

The Minutewomen continue to gear up for the A- 10
tournament Wednesday when they travel to Cincinnati to

face the Xavier Musketeers. The game will hold a little

extra incentive for O'Brien, a native of Cincinnati.

"Wednesday will be a tough game for us." O Brien
said "We've struggled this year with one game road trips.

Plus, I can't go back to Ohio with too many losses."

O'Brien joked.

MUI &*0\COHtr IAN

Kelly Van Huisen and the UMass women's hoop team beat Fordham 58-45 on Sunday.
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ACTIVITIES

Gat Involved! The Women's
Health Project seeks volunteers

interested in teaching and politi-

cal action m contraceptive edu

cation, body image, etc For

information call 577-51 81.

SUMMER IN SWITZER
LAND First session 5/24-6/27

ALL MAJORS: 6 credits, air

fare Euroraii. Room/board ALL
FOR $3299- Contact Chris 545-

441 lor Jeff 545-4046

ANNOUNCEMETS

Concerned about Sax. STD's.
Alcohol. Drugs. Eating Disorders.

Stress. HIV/AIDS or smoking'
Call Peer Health Connections at

577-5168 for answers to your

questions Completely confiden-

tial

Trying ta quit smoking or

chewing tobacco 7 Need help?

Support Group meets every
Wednesday from 7-8pm. in

Campus Center Room 801 Free.

Call 577-5181 for more info, or

just drop by.

Congratulations to Jennifer

Japmga, Katie Tnmarco. Alicia

Hiller. Jeanette Eke. Jennifer

Walton. Sarah Lupaczak. Lydia

Yeh. Julie Galvm. Jennifer
Knect, Amy Goeu, Nikki Dileo.

Katie Parks. Janessa
McWilliams. Stephanie
Goldberg. Jen Baird Love The

Sisters of Chi Omega

The Sisters of Sigma Kappa
invite all university women to

Open Rush For times, informa-

tion, and a ride please call 256

6887

APARTMENT FOR RENT EMPLOYMENT
Amherst 2 bedroom apart
mem for rent Water ana heat

included Take over lease Call

Angela 546-4784

AUTO FOR SALE

1964 Honda Accord 4 door. 5

speed, 114.000 miles, needs
brake work $500 or 8/0 253-

307]

1968 Honda Civic DX 5 speed.

runs perfect, small dents, cheap
$1650orB/6 546 5320
The Ultimate Summer Job
Whitewater Rafting Guides
needed No experience neces-

sary. Looking for outgoing,
enthusiastic people- previous

outdoor or athletic experience is

a plus For more info send
resume and letter of interest to

Crab Apple Whitewater. P.O
Box 295 Charlemont, MA 01339
or call (413)339-0188

EMPLOYMENT

Summer Jobl Camp Samoset
is now interviewing staff for this

summer Top boys sports camp
m Casco. Maine, seeks male and

female counselors for all land

and water sports archery,
nflery. arts and crafts, drama,
woodworking Also hiring secre

tanes. kitchen and maintenance

workers Call or fax resume to

Winter Office, Wellesley. MA
Phone (617(237-3017. Fax

(617)237 7269

Camp Wayne! sister half of

brother /sister camp. Northeast
Pennsylvania. 6/23-8/20/97)
Have tne most memorable sum-

mer of your life 1 Coaches, teach-

ers, students Prerequisite
Must love children, enjoy living

and working in a group situation

On Campus Interviews March
11 Call (800)279-3019

Counselors for co-od
Northeast Pennsylvania
overnight Jewish Federation
camp(3Tiours from NYC)- gener

al. sports
1
drama. H20 and arts

(800)9733866

Premiere Brother/Sister
Camp in Massachusetts On
Campus Interviews Counselor

positions for talented and ener

getic students in all Team
Sports, especially Baseball.

Basketball. Roller Hockey.
Gymnastics. Field Hockey,
Soccer. Volleyball. 30 Tennis

Openings, also Golf, Archery,

Riflery, Ropes and Rock
Climbing, Weights/Fitness and
Cycling; other openings include

Performing Arts, Fine Arts,

Figure Skating, Newspaper.
Photography, Yearbook, Radio
Station. Rocketry, Swimming,
Skiing. Sailing. Wind surfing.

Canoeing/Kayaking Top
salaries, room, board and travel

June 22nd-August 20th Call for

information: MAH-KEE
NACjboys) 800-753 9118 DAN-
BEE(girls) 800-392 3752
Recruiters will be On-Campus
Tuesday, March 11th. 10am -

4pm at the UMass Camp Day

$15 per hour minimum-
Teaching SAT Prep-Course
Teacher needed in all parts of

MA and CT Undergraduate
degree preferred, excellent math
and verbal scores required. Send
resume to American Academy.
P Box 2062. Oswego, NY
13126

Exceptional Summer
Opportunity- Camp Wayne. NE
Pennsylvania Sports oriented

Counselor/Specialist for all

EMPLOYMENT
land/water sports including ten-

nis, camping, climbing/ropes,

rocketry, roller nockev,
sailing/water-skiing. A&C,
drama. video. Campus
Interviews Tuesday, March 11

Piease call (800)737-9296

Cruise Lines Hiring- Earn up
to $2000+/month plus free world

travel(Europe. Caribbean, etc

)

No experience necessary
Room/board Ring (919)918-7767

ext C180

Alaska Employment- Earn up
to $3000 $6000/morith in fish-

eries, parks and resorts Airfare 1

FoodAodging! Get all the
options Call (919)918 7767 ext

A180

Part-Time Sales Raps
Wanted "Lead the way into the

21st Century" with our copyright

"Slogan" sweatshirt Be your

own boss and earn extra money
fast Send for details at The

21st Century Group, 332
Bleecker St - D40, NYC. NY
10614

National Park Employment
Work in America's National
Parks. Forest and Wildlife

Preserves Our materials uncover

rewarding opportunities in the

outdoors Call (206)971 3620
ext N50017 (We are a research

and publishing company)

Cruise and Land Tour
Employment work m exotic loca

tions Meet fun people and get

paid! For industry information,

call Cruise Employment Services

(800)276 4948 ext C50017 (We
are a Research and Publishing

Co)

FOR RENT
SugarLoai Estates- Ultra mod-
ern two bedroom apartments,
free heat/hot water, new
kitchens, baths, carpeting,
washer/dryers and more! On bus
line. Minutes to Amherst. Great

specials' Call 665-3856

Capo Cod group & summer
rentals Waterfront houses,
Falmouth area (508)477-6000

Bolster your immune system.
improve your energy ana focus
with wild, organic, Super Blue

Green Algae 90-Day money
back guarantee. Call indepen
dent distributor, Matthew vergo

at 256-1331 for more informa-

tion or a free tape

FOR SALE

KLH 3-Way 350W SPKRS OBI
12" Woofers. $250/Pr Call 253-

6520

Chinchilla with cage and set

up- to a good home $100 00
Robin 549^5124

Macintosh SE, Hard Drive.

Style Writer II ink jet printer.

$400 or B/0 Call 549-9188

Laptop/Notabook $99 . Hard
drive $10. CD Drive $25 Steve

566 3324-2

STEREO EQUIPMENT
Buy Sell Trade Large selec

tion. used/reconditioned, from

inexpensive dorm systems to

audiophile quality separate com-
ponents Great prices, honest
advice, satisfaction guaranteed
Pick up/delivery available

Stereo & Video Exchange. 256
0941

FOR SALE

For Sale- Electric Guitar
Peavey black strat copy, excel-

lent condition $200 Sean 546

5734

FOUND
J Hurteau. You left your wallet

at the Collegian. Please call 545-

3500

INSTRUCTION

Boxing Three private 1/2 hour

lessons $69 9S Call (413)732-

8817 In Amherst Tues. and
Thurs eve.

Bartend with University
Bartending 50% student dis-

count On campus classes start

mg soon! Call (800)U Can-Mix
for info

MISCELLANEOUS

New Metabolism
Breakthrough Period Lose 5

100 pounds Doctor approved
Cost $35 (800)666 4793

ROOM FOR RENT

One bedroom in a 2 bedroom
apt Available immediately On
bus route Sugarloaf Estates

Keira (203)294 1336 Females
only

Housemate wanted to share
house on me Connecticut River

No pets or smoke $250+ 586
8593

SERVICES

Legal Questions? The Student

Legal Services Office offers free

legal assistance to fee paying

students Contact us at 92"

SERVICES
Campus Center. 545 1995

GRE
GMAT
Prep-Courses

30 hours

3 weeks
$,«J

(
) (ID

(BOOWB-Prep

Business or Personal E-mail

at AGRO-ARTOMAIL ME COM

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 549

1906

Foreign Students-Visitors.
Greencard programs available

(800)773-8704 Cost $29
Applications close 2 24-97.

Piercings by the Beerded
Lady 222 State Street,

Northampton (413)586-0829

Seeking Financial Aid? Don't

limit your possibilities for finan-

cial aid 1 Student Financial

Services profiles over 200,000+

individual awards from private

and public sectors Call

(800)263-6495 ext F50016 (We
are a research and publishing

company]

www.smartbomb.com
Serving all your smart drug
needs

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK '97 CANCUN
BAHAMAS. JAMAICA AND
FLORIDA 7 meal plan only $191

GROUP ORGANIZERS EARN
FREE TRIPS AND CASH CALL
TODAY' (800)700-0790
wwwvagabondtours.com

Jamaica-Spring Break from

$599 Go with whom you can

trust. Call UMass Ski Club 545

3437

Fort Lauderdale area, FL
March 8 15. studio, $650/week

(413)786 7133 Partial kitchen

Killington- Cheap
Break $239 for 5 nights/- -

skiing Call UMass Ski Club 545

3437

Spring
s/5 days

TRAVEL

Scuba Spring Break Earn 2

credits March 16-22
(800)282-0977 for info

Call

Best Hotels and Lowest
Prices for Spring Break beach

destinations Florida. Cancun.

Jamaica, etc Call now for rooms
or sign-up as Inter campus
Representatives (800(327-6(513

http //www icpt com

Europe $155. Canbb /Mexico

$189 R/T Worldwide
Destinations Airhitch Tm
(800)326-2009 airhitchOnet

com com or

www isicom tr/airhitch
.

Spring Break '97 It's heaven

Wake and Bake in the hottest

destinations free parties 1
!

1

Organize group and travel free

Lowest price guaranteed From

$99 (800)426^7710 www sun

splashtours com

Caribbean/Mexico $189 R/T

Europe $169 0/W Fly the world

dirt cheap ONE WORLD TRAVEL

Visit The Collegian on-line!

ilk* MotMXntit4Ttti

DAILY COLLEGIAN
founded «• loVO • Doily Vu l«6'
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Standard
Activities
Announcements
Apartment For
Rent

Auto For Sale
Employment
Entertainment
For Sale
FOUnd (.cddytFrr*)

Happy Birthday

Houses For
Rent

Instruction
Lost
Musicians
Miscellaneous

Headings
Motorcycles
Personals
Room For
Rent

Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted

Services
Summer
Sublet

To Sublet
Travel
Transportation
Wanted to
Rent

Wanted

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not respon-

sible for errors resulting

from illegible handwriting
or type.

Answers to
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H Wow*
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ARIES
March 21 -April 20
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LIBRA
September 2S-October 23

Turn trajfc M» catah with an earl)

TAURUS
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I of lad anil

linMrrda Uaw Ihr crrdk coda al tunr

or you cauM atraiual, un iam your
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SCORPIO
October 24-Norember 22
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CANCER
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LEO
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Tmal yourart lo a Mnl arlavav -a *trr

to tof coaaowy comU ranwjn you and

akf) or uvhmqur H will br nluahlr to

thr nraf futurr

SAGiTTARIUS
Norember 23-December 21
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VTRGO
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AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18
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HSCN Bulletin

Board

3 CBS/3 Hartford

a CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

"7 HSCN Movie
Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

ia NBC/30 New
Britain

ii Fox/61 Hartford

ia PBS/24 Hartford

13 WOCH & HSCN
ia UMATV
IT HSCN Programming

IB TV-19c1 ABC/40 Springfield

aa1 NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

BET

BET on Jazz

UCTV
The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Centra

Much Music

20* Mozz. Sticks

after 10 tonight

TUESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC

WWLP
WGBY
WGGB

6:30
Buoinott Rpt. r44>*rthouf WMri Jim Lohror I
CBS I

Nowtl
Full Houoo X

Froth Ptlnco Mortin I

Simptont T Roooonno T.

-w^

ABCNotot

Froth Princo
-

N8C Newt WrpMl-Fofluno

tAJwaw. tl-..,,
nDV> rtajwi

BovortyJtIJhjJfM 1 (In Stereo) SoinietdB M
, family M«n»rt [Family Motion Homo Vidtog

Qumcy No DoodlY Socrol" ~ Equotiitf

HBO
MAX
shovOM

Bo^ood2000

Up CJooo

Supprmortot Qabt

Ron I Stimpy

Clofttto EupT

Twilrght Znrto iDorttOrdt

Purnilurr Ranovation

lift Iho Hop) al trio Nrghfl~

Rerwruide II

Dream On

Next Sap (R)

tporttconior

7:30 8:00 8:30

InoidoEdfwon lAm.Jownel

CBS I

loud* Edition

Efii ToTwttht

Sar Trek: Nert Qotwr

Chfootcto X Roooonno X

Judy Judy X
Ent. TonraW

Reel TV IT

Croeturot Buoineoi Rpt firothour WHh Jm LortfOf J [Nova

Newt a |*BCNowt SotntoWX EnxTortrgrtt Roooonrw

Mod Abo You

Homo Video*

C - Campus

Nova Hum tor Atari Worlu."_X

land (In Storoo) X
Profwiood land (In Sloroo) X

Oroor Care

9:00 9:30
Sie-s Pert I of 2) X
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^ ^ ^ ^
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Twitter Two - Terror
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Singled Out

Taxi X

'Antlers" (R)

Sportacenter

Mysteries
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... . , .. I'Vt;

rVmgs K [Wings a
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

h rumis JAMtS AND TO ^
THlUK 1OU D tHINK THAT I'p
THINK THAT ToUHt CRAIY

Robotman By Jim Meddick

cf7T
Me)
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Drabblo By Kevin Fagan

1-'S

rCNOCK 'L AT ™& CXX)R'

t..

Dilbort By Scott Adams

THL5 15

COENOY,

/"W NELJ

SECRETARY

I OrDNT KNOCJ

SECRETARIES fl

COULD HAVE
SECRETARIES

NOW UILL ^OU HAVE

TTttE TO PROCESS nY
PAY INCREASE? IT'S

BEEN ON YOUR DESK
FOR THREE. MONTHS

.

v^
V\rV

HERE'S

ANOTHER
CASE COHERE

kV\»K *°*£ IS NOT

Y*u \\l

Frumpy tho Clown Judd Winick

TOPS -NP TOu 2e'^ 3<^5
STAC A-ASS YCDAA.— :^
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Non-Sequitor By Wiliey Miller

11 1 ri i.i r ' - VH=K

Loold By Roger & Salem Salloom University 2 By Frank Cho

44»»w»r4wrwi 1 >.. p«

Lculd was especially stiuck by
his fiist lesson in his psychology 101
(lass as latitjhl by Mi. Smokey
Robinson on the stibja i ofobsesshm
compulsive disoidci us H rnighi

manifest itself in a powciful love

addiction.

I don't like you, but I love you seems
like I'm always tbinkinq of you. Oh,
oh, oh, you ticat me badly, I love you
madly, you teally got a hold on me.

I don't want you, but I need you
don't want to kiss you, but I need to
Oh, oh oh, you do me wiong now my
love is st long now.

I don't want lo leave you, don't want
to slay bcie

don't want lo spend another day
heic

Oh, oh, oh, I want to split now
I can't guit now.

You leully got a hold on me, you
teally got a hold on me ....Baby! I

love you and all I want you lo do is

Hold mc, Hold me, Hold me.
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Close to Homo By John McPherson

Bruno By C. Baldwin

"Thank you. Erik, for that vivid

presentation on meteor showers."

Speedy By Todd Hartzler
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Quote of the Day | joke of the Day

u
Funny thing about
weekends when you're

unemployed, they don't

mean so much, except
you get to hang with

your working friends.

-Les Claypool

99

How-
do you
make a

ham-
burger

roll?
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Todoy's D.C. Menu
Caff 343-76»6 to, mor* Information

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

BBQ Pork Rib Sandwich
Vegan Falafel Sandwich

DINNER
Chinese Beef

Eggplant Grinder

Greek Style Chicken

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Chicken

BBQ Pork Rib Sandwich

DINNER
Beef Strips

Chicken Stew

Worcester

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken

Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce
Lemon Grill Burger

DINNER
Chinese Beef

Curried Chick Peas
Potato Mushroom
Veal Parmesan

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken

Hot Pastrami on Rye

Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce
Lemon Grill Burger

DINNER
Pastabilities

Stuffed Shells in Sauce
Greek Style Chicken

Curried Chick Peas
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UMass destroys No. 10 Maryland Terps, 78-61

MUOO COU1GUN

Charlton Clarke's 22 points helped the Minutemen annihilate Maryland 78-61 on Saturday at the

Worcester Centrum

Hockey swept by Bears at home
By Jormo Konsonen
and Jonathan M. Pkx«
Collegian Staff

Mam
Massachusetts

Mtcr a harsh NCAA reminder
la-t Thursday that they are still not

an program.
the Univertit] ol

Maim was just

plain harsh on the

Massachusetts
hockey team this weekend. The

before the faccott between the

Black Bears and the Minutemen
19. 7-19 bl Hockey Fasti, the

team lound out their postseason

MM upheld after a appeal

tiled two weeks ago.

instead of planning vaca-

tion* to tropical lands. Maine
(20-10 I. 12-7-1 HF:> treated

I Mas* like strangers in a strange

land, taking the weekend series at

Ihe Mullins Center with 6-4 and
8-1 wins, respectively

The time for coach |oe Mallen's

squad was then, and the problem
Iva i* what happens now.

n action for Maine is a

moot point, but for UMass. they

have lo bounce back strong for

their final two games before HE
plav

We talked about flhe ruling),

and they had two choices: they

could come out and fight, or lay

down." Mullen said. "They came
out and lought You got to give

them credit, and they got to find

point- it
. iii||\ around."

"The funny thing is that I don't

think wc did anything we weren't

prepared lor them to do. We think

that as individuals, we didn't exe-

cute It just goes back to each man
doilt| hi* job. On some of those

there were five men in the

in /one. and every guy has

to have one."

On both nights, not once could

the Minutemen sustain any form
"llonsive attack, and the

Black Bears would take over the

game. Freshman goalie Alfie

Michaucl only had to face 34 shots

Irom UMass all weekend: while

the tandem of junior Brian Regan
and Mnioi Rich Moriarly faced

over twice as many, with Maine-

racking up 7 1 shots altogether.

Saturday night, junior Shawn
Wansborough and senior Trevoi

Roenick each tallied two goals to

pace a 8-1 blowout FfMtJ I p*M
was Irish

man night

for the

Black
Bears.

with forwards Cory l.arosc i2g. 2a>

and Ben Guite t5a) scoring or assist-

ing on three of lour first period
goals. in a

mueh-worse-than-it looks 6-4
win

Maine opened up Saturday
night s game with sj\ unanswered

goals, leav-

ing coach
Shawn
Walsh to

slate after

the game that it was the best 60

Turn to HOCKEY page 7

Maine

Massachusetts
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The UMass hockey team took it on the chin this weekend, losing to

Maine 8-1 and 6-4.

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

UMass

Maryland

WORCESTER — If the Massachusetts men's basketball

team was looking to make a statement to this year's

NCAA Tournament selection committee Saturday, it

couldn't have picked a better game in which to do so.

Behind a 22-point performance from sophomore guard

Charlton Clarke and a double-double from fellow sopho-

more Lari Ketner, the Minutemen dismantled the then No.

10 Maryland Terrapins 78-61 in the

Worcester Centrum.

UMass now stands at 16-10, 9-3 in

the Atlantic 10, a record that has been
bolstered by 10 wins in the last 1 1

games.

"It's very important to finish strong instead of starting

strong," Edgar Padilla said. "We're finishing strong, which

is the most important thing."

Clarke agreed, stating a win over a top-flight opponent

should open people's eyes.

"Hopefully, it will open a lot of people's eyes to see that

we got off to a slow start at the beginning and now we're

coming along. We just want to open people's eyes to see

that we're still the UMass of old, we just had a slow start,"

Clarke said.

Clarke was the driving force for the Minutemen in the

first half, as he hit for 1 5 of his 22 points before the half-

time buzzer. Nearly two minutes into the game, Clarke

drained a 3 pointer to cut Maryland's lead to just one, and
spur a 3-0 run that gave UMass a lead it would not relin-

quish.

After I a Ron Profit nailed a trey of his own to pull the

Terrapins within one, 12-11, Clarke drilled a pair from

behind the arc— tying his career-high for 3-point field

goals made— to up the Minuteman edge to seven points,

18-11.

Part of Clarke's success was Maryland's attempt to dou-

ble team the Minuteman players in the paint. That strategy

left Clarke wide open.

"Every time the ball went in the post, Profit was guard-

ing me at the time, he just went over and doubled," Clarke

said. "A couple of times I had to go over to Lari and

Tyrone and say, 'they're doubling so I'm

wide open on the baseline.' After one swing

around, I was open on the outside, so I just

kept shooting," Clarke said.

UMass coach lames "Bruiser" Flint was

surprised to see the Terrapins double-team that left

Clarke wide open.

"I was surprised, especially when Ekezie is the same size

as Lari," Flint said. "I was surprised not only that they

double teamed off Charlton, but they were double-team-

ing period."

What Clarke started in the first half. Ketner finished in

the second. UMass' starting center went to the locker

room at halftime with six points and five rebounds, but

exploded in the second half, finishing with 19 points and

12 boards.

"I had two strong games, the Duquesne and Rhode
Island games, but then I came into the St. Bonaventure

game and had a rough game." Ketner said. "1 definitely

didn't want to have a rough game today. 1 just wanted to

come out and play hard."

Turn to DESTRUCTION page 7

Ketner, Clarke; the future is now
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER — 5:07 remaining in the game.
Edgar Padilla takes it the length of the court, finds

Carmelo Travieso. who finishes with a layup to give

the Massachusetts men's basketball team a 21 point

lead over Maryland. The Terps call a time out, the

Centrum crowd erupts. UMass wins by 17.

All in all. it is a good time to be wearing the

Maroon and White.

Roughly a month ago, the Minutemen were 6-9
and had yet to string together back to back wins.

Since then, UMass went on to win five straight and
10 of their last II making them one of the hottest

college basketball teams in the nation.

'At the beginning of the season. I'm starting Ajmal
Basit. Lari Ketner. Mike Babul. Winston Smith, and
Charlton Clarke." UMass coach lames "Bruiser" Flint

said. "They were going against [teams like] North
Carolina, and that's a different ball game for these

guys.

"You have to understand, those guys are fans too.

They've never played against those guys. They walk
around with their hats and jerseys on— sometimes it

was the jersey that made them more afraid than peo-

ple we were playing against.

"Now. they understand that because we've been
through it. This is another game. Yeah, they are in

the Top 10. but we're trying to get to the NCAA
Tournament and win the Atlantic 10 Tournament and
they're just another team in our way. We had to come
out here and play.

Keeping with the month's trend. UMass clearly

came to the Centrum to play. While the Minutemen's
fifth consecutive win was a decisive team effort

(recall a final second Ross Burns to Chris Kirkland

alley-oop for the game's final hoop), two players

emerged to challenge an over-confident Terrapin
squad.

With 22 points and three assists. Clarke led the

Minutemen in scoring. Early on. the Terps tried to

cancel out UMass' shooting by double teaming in the

paint, hoping that Clarke's shooting would not

emerge.

So what did Clarke do?
Clarke tied a career record by knocking down

3-for-3 from downtown and came just one point

away from tying a career high in points.

"We tried to double down off of [ Clarke ) and he

made two threes, so we stopped doing that after his

second three." Maryland coach Gary Williams said.

'He obviously gained some confidence from that and
it backfired a little bit. I would probably try to do the

same thing again. We've been doing that all year

without getting burned on that, and today it didn't

work."

In the paint. Ketner rebounded off a poor showing
against St. Bonaventure last week (four points, no
rebounds) with a career high 19 points and his third

double-double of the season with 1 2 boards.

If the box score doesn't indicate how well Ketner

played, ask Gary Williams.

'We couldn't stop Ketner.* Williams said. "We've
played against some pretty good people inside this

year that haven't done that, so to his credit, he did a

great job on us. If he's that good, then he's a great

player with what he showed today."

Flint was pleased with his center's play and hopes

that this is a sign that Ketner is emerging to play a

more consistent role on his squad.

"Lari can do that sometimes.* Flint said. "I just

don't want him to do with St. Bonaventure score four

points and no rebounds. When he puts his mind to it

he can do it.

'But he said in the shoot around today that he was-

n't going to have a good game. So I said, O.K. it's

about time.' Everybody knew he had some pretty spe-

cial skills, it just takes some time when you have to

sit out for a year.

Clarke and Ketner provided for a team chemistry

that was too much for the Terrapins.

'I give UMass credit. I thought they played a lot

Turn to KETNER. page 7
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Minutemen blow

weekend chance
Fine. Great. Wonderful.

Officially, the two losses to Maine
this past weekend for the

Massachusetts hockey team has put

them in seventh place in the Hockey
East standings. Their two defeats,

combined with Merrimack College's

impressive sweep of Boston College

last Friday and Saturday night, has

placed them in a most precarious situ-

ation.

The last two games of the season

for the Minutemen on paper could

mean
absolute-

ly noth-
i n g .

After
t w o

weeks with two games to prime up
for the playoffs. UMass has a first

round matchup against either No. 2

New Hampshire or No. 4 Boston
University to look forward to. To get

out of their current playoff position,

the maroon and white have to rely on
other teams to do the dirty work for

them.

Fine. Great. Wonderful.

For coach |oe Mallen. the two loss-

es this weekend against Maine were
an opportunity lost, but hopefully for

this season, not an opportunity that is

totally lost.

"For the third year in a row, we
have earned a playoff spot," Mallen

said. "Where exactly it will be. I don't

know. A lot has to do with the rest of

the teams, and what they do. I would-

UMass women wallop

Fordham Rams, 58-45
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

UMass

fordham

Turn to MINUTEMEN page 7

One of the most obvious rules of

basketball states that if you shoot

more shots than the other team,
chances are more shots will go in.

A simple theory, one that loanie

O'Brien and Massachusetts women's
basketball team proved Sunday.
Despite hitting only 21 of 60 shots,

UMass held the

Fordham Rams to

only 45 field goal

attempts, and went
on to beat them
58-45 at the William D. Mullins
Center. The Minutewomen improved
to 16-8, 9-4 in the A-10, while
Fordham drops to 1 1-1 3, 4-10 in the

conference.

Despite shooting an abysmal 28
percent from the field in the first

half, UMass was able to take a 25-20
lead into the locker room, largely on
the strength of some incredible offen-

sive rebounding. The Minutewomen
out-rebounded Fordham 10-1 on the

offensive glass in the first half, allow-

ing them to put up 35 shots, com-
pared to only 19 for the Rams.

"(Our offensive rebounding) just

gave us more attempts," UMass head

coach loanie O'Brien said. "It just

kept us going. We hung in there and
counted on our defense. We did a

great job on defense in the first half,

but we didn't finish anything [on
offense]. fBut|, we'll take a strug-

gling offense with a good defense any

day."

Fordham hung in for much of the

game, thanks to some great outside

shooting. Dublin, Ireland product
Suzanne MacGuire led the charge
from the perimeter, hitting on six of

10 from three point land, finishing

up with 21 points. Fordham went
8-for-18 from behind the arc on
Sunday.

The Rams cut the

lead to five, 48-43,
with 4:07 left in the

second half, but the

Minutewomen would
go on a 10-2 run to close out the
ballgame. Freshman Alison
MacFarland slashed inside the paint

and threw home a bank shot with
2:33 left on the clock, putting UMass
up 52-43. Fordham failed to score on
their next possession, and Kelly Van
Huisen put the Rams to rest with a

jumper of her own with 1:56 left, giv-

ing the Minutewomen an 1 1 point
lead and a season sweep of the Rams.

"Turnovers were the difference in

the last three minutes." Fordham
head coach Kevin Morris said, allud-

ing to the 22 turnovers his Rams
committed Sunday. "We did not
make many good decisions today.
The intensity [of the UMass defense]
was good the whole game. They
made it difficult for us to run our
offense effectively. They give you 40

-

Turn to FORDHAM page 7
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So Darn
Sweet!

Pop rocker
Matthew Sweet
checked into

Northampton
Monday night to
preview material
from his upcoming
album. Check out
our review (see Arts

& Living, page 5).

Two games
to go

Tonight, Beth
Kuzmeski and the
women's basketball

team travel to

Xavier in the team's

second to last

game of the regular

season. Check out
our preview (see
Sports, page 1 0).

WORLD

Seven held in Red
Army crackdown

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — In

raids shrouded in secrecy,
Lebanese agents seized seven sus-

pected members of the Japanese
Red Army, a militant group that

earned out high-profile hijackings

and attacks in the 1970s.

Japan said yesterday it would
dispatch officials to Lebanon to

help identify the suspects and
would seek their extradition if they

are identified as Red Army mem-
bers.

The suspects — five lapanese
and two Lebanese — have been
rounded up in raids since Friday

by agents of Lebanon's State
Security Department, said a

Lebanese government official,

who spoke on condition of
anonymity.

He said the arrests took place in

several apartments in Beirut. But
Information Minister Bassem El-

Sabeh said the arrests were in east-

em Lebanon's Bekaa Valley, long a

hideout for such groups. Foreign
Minister Fans Bwei* confirmed me
arrests, but he declined to provide

details, saying only that the sus-

pects were being interrogated by
Lebanese authorities. The Japanese
Embassy declined comment.

NATION

Court soys harrasment

can be compensated
BOSTON (AP) — Three former

male employees of a lumber com-
pany were entitled to compensa-
tion after being sexually harassed

by two male supervisors, the state's

highest court ruled yesterday.

The three workers said the
supervisors constantly subjected
them to raunchy comments and
gestures, and appealed to the
courts for help on grounds of sexu-

al harassment.

The company, meanwhile, said

the case couldn't be considered
sexual harassment because all the

men involved were heterosexual.

Leonid Melnychenko, James Quill

and Stephen LaRochelle worked at

a West Springfield branch of the

national chain 84 Lumber Co.
between 1989 and 1990. All three

eventually quit.

The men they accused, Richard

Raab and Eliasei Roque, were fired

once the allegations were raised.

A Hampden County judge had
found Raab s conduct "revolting

and positively outrageous" and
said sexual orientation was irrele-

vant. The lumber company
appealed to the Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court.

In a ruling issued yesterday, the

lustices said that sexual harassment
can apply to situations where both
parties are of the same gender or

same sexual orientation.
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Author speaks on stereotypes;

Public policy needs a change
By Tamar Carroll and Allana E. Todman
Collegian Staff

Dr. Juliane Malveaux addressed a group of 200 students
and faculty last night in the Student Union Ballroom as

part of the ALANA (Asian. Latin American. African and
Native American) Lecture Series.

In her lecture, entitled "Sex, Lies, and Stereotypes:
Perspectives of a Mad Economist," Malveaux spoke about
a variety of issues, including political and economic
activism and stereotypes of women, people of color and
the poor. She focussed on trends in current public policy

decisions, specifically those relating to minority groups.

Malveaux began by attacking the attitude of complacen-
cy she feels is so prevalent in American society. She urged
all members of society to voice their opinions about politi-

cal and economic issues.

"We should all be mad," Malveaux said. "I'm mad. They
(Americans] are asleep if they are not mad. We're riddling

while we watch Rome bum."
Malveaux went on to criticize the current political lead-

ership, including President Clinton, the 104th Congress,
and the Washington bureaucracy for recent public policy

decisions including welfare reform. Social Security reform
and budget issues which she felt negatively impacted the

minority community
Commenting that issues of racial and gender inequali-

ties have "gone off the table," Malveaux encouraged citi-

zens to enter into discourse with their elected officials

"Get to know your Congressmen," Malveaux said.

"They work for you."

Malveaux discussed the tendency of society to view
poverty as a self-inflicted problem, rather than a problem
of the system.

"Race and gender color the lens through which we see
the world," Malveaux said.

Malveaux proceeded to discuss a wide range of econom-
ic issues, including disparity of pay. wage exploitation and
distribution of foreign aid.

Malveaux concluded by offering a variets ol technique*
for the audience to utilize in working lor change in KKfct)

'

including public discourse, economic boycotts, use ol the

ballot-initiative process and participation' in coalitions

"In order to fight back, the oppressed need lo have con
versation about how to overcome." Malveaux said "We
can't always sing we shall overcome someday When will

» I overcome?

"

The majority of the audience responded enthusiastically

to Malveaux's talk.

Sharon Cousin, a graduate student in the school of edu-
cation reacted positively

"I think that she |Malveaux| is an excellent speaker."

Plans underway for future

UM-Rail Trail connection
By Christina Poletto

Collegian Staff

LAOMN KOWr / COLIHMH

Dr. |ulianne Malveaux

Cousin said. "I think she has a very clear picture of what
is going on.

"

Kenneth l.acoste. a sophomore English major and presi-

dent of the Black Student Union, expressed interest in

Malveaux's arguments on economic boycotts.

"Three hundred fifty billion dollars a year |the amount
spent hv black consumers! is a significant amount and can
put any company out of business with .1 boycott." Lacoste
said.

Nelson Acosta. director of the ALANA office, felt that

the lecture was a success.

"I think it went well We had a pretty good turnout."
1 said.

I lound her |Malveaux| to be witty and informative"

toosM said. "She made you think about public policy
issues It »j. eve opening."

The ,4L4;V4 lecture series will present Reverend F.ugene

Rfcwi speaking on combatting youth violence in the cities

I eh 27 lor more information, contact \elson Acosta at

the ALA\A office at 5-Z5-25/ 7

UM professor speaks on
Asian trip & feminism

In conjunction with the
University of Massachusetts, the
town of Amherst is proposing
plans to construct a 1.4 mile con-
nector path from the UMass cam-
pus to the current Norwottuck
Rail Trail that meanders through
the Pioneer Valley.

"It's all on the drawing board."

said Paul Westover,. Amherst's
conservation director. "We're at

that point where we're meeting
with a number of bidders to try

and figure what we're liable to pay
for the project."

Westover said in the Daily
Hampshire Gazette that the esti-

mated cost of the construction
would range from $500,000
upwards to $1.5 million.
Collectively, the UMass/ town of

Amherst group would be held
accountable for 10 percent of
these estimated costs.

"The Norwottuck Rail Trail is a

wonderful asset to the Valley, but

it's missing one whole contingent
to people who logically would be
using it." Westover said. "There
are so many open possibilities for

greater recreational and common
use — there's tremendous poten-
tial."

Plans were underway beginning
last March once the campus/town
committees were endowed with a

$150,000 federal grant from
ISTEA. a national organization
that works solely to promote
non-vehicle transportation alter-

natives.

"Now we're hiring firms to
study the options and come out
with plans for construction." said

Aurthur Swift, chairman of the
Amherst-UMass Bikeway
Connector Committee.
According to Swift, it was a

joint decision by the town and

campus to initiate the rail trail

extension plan.

"There has been nice coopera-
tion between the town and
University. Both sides thought it

was a good idea," Swift said.

Surveying of the area and a list

of proposed options about connec-
tor locations to the UMass campus
will begin at the end of April.

ludith Steinkamp, a senior plan-

ner at UMass. made similar com-
ments.

"We're very excited to be work-
ing with the town of Amherst on
this plan," Steinkamp said. "From
our point of view we're very happy
to see a cooperative effort. This is

definitely the kind of project
everyone wants to stand behind."

Beverly Wood, associate chan-
cellor of Campus Planning and
Space Management spearheaded
the plan. Steinkamp is part of this

team who works to promote better

utilization of campus areas.

"UMass is very conducive to
bicyclists. The challenging part is

beginning the project." Wood
said.

Steinkamp elaborated on the

procedure at hand.

"It's a two-step process. Phase
one is to design the project, phase
two is to apply for the construc-

tion grant," Steinkamp said.

Preliminary designs will follow a

pre-bid conference that is sched-
uled for Feb. 24.

According to Steinkamp. the
project has been in the making for

well over a year.

'Everything takes time, but
we're still very much in support of

producing this." Steinkamp said.

"Bikeways are definitely part of

our future planning." Steinkamp
said in the Daily Hampshire
Gazette.

The proposed extension would

Turn to RAN. page 3

Albright wants brigade between NATO & Russia

By Jeffrey Ulbrkh
Associated Press

By Michelle Hillman

Collegian Staff

Recently returning from a speak-
ing trip in Asia. Ann Ferguson will

be giving an account of her trip

tonight entitled. "Women's Studies
in China and Korea."

The University of Massachusetts
Director of Women's Studies and
professor of philosophy was invited

to attend two conferences at the
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences

in Beijing, founded by the Ford
Foundation and organized by the
Institute of Philosophy Division of
Bio-Ethics at the Chinese Academy
of Social Sciences.

Professor Ferguson gave lectures

at the two conferences held in late

October. The first was on feminist

philosophy and Ferguson's talk was
entitled. "What is Feminist
Philosophy and What is its Future?"
The second, dealing with prostitution

and HIV/AIDS, gave Ferguson the

opportunity to speak about
"Prostitution as a Morally Risky
Practice."

While .in China. Ferguson was
invited to travel to Tianjin to visit the

Women's Studies, Center at Tianjin
Normal I niversity. where she gave a

talk for students on Women s Studies

and western feminism.

Her trip to Korea included a vWl
to Ewha Women's University in

Seoul, which, housing 18.000 mu
dents, is the largest women s univer-

sity in the world. This portion of her
trip was sponsored by the Asian
Center for Women s Studies, whose
graduate program in Women's
Studies sponsored Ferguson to give
two public tectum

Vshile in Korea. Professor
Ferguson also met with the I wha
Department of Philosophy and
guests Ironi other academic lields m
Seoul including philosophy and the-

ology

Professor Ferguson will be giving a

report of her trip tonight at 7)0
p.m. at the Five College Women's
Studies Research Center in

Dickinson Hall at Mt. Holyoke
College. This event is open to the
public

BRUSSELS. Belgium — U.S. Secretary of State
Madeleine Albright yesterday proposed NATO form a
joint military brigade with Russia to link it to the
alliance as NATO expands eastward
"We will be steadfast in offering to Russia our

respect, our friendship and an appropriate partner-
ship," she told foreign ministers of the lb-member

ih Atlantic Treaty Organization. "We cannot realize

our shared vision of a united, secure and democratic
Europe without Russia."

Albright also called for a meeting in the spring with
Russia and prospective new NATO members "to give
every ally a chance for direct discussion" before invita-

tions are extended in |uly to former Soviet allies to join

the alliance. The formal offers to expand NATO will be
made at a summit meeting President Clinton plans to
attend in Madrid. Spain.

Russm js concerned about the expansion. Albright s

proposals for military cooperation and the spring talks

are her latest elfort to ease Moscow's worries.

She envisioned a council linking NATO to Russia, an
idea she has been developing on her trip to Europe,
that would deal with major security issues.

Albright has said plans to expand NATO to Russia's
western border will proceed despite Russia's objec-
tions

Former Russia foreign minister Andrei V. Kozyrev.
among others, has lamented NATO's spread eastward.

warning it could humiliate Russia and strengthen the
hand of neo-fascists already in conflict with reformers
in Moscow.
A growing number of former American diplomats

and private analysts have questioned the wisdom of the

expansion.

NATO and Russian military partners would work
together "and we could begin immediately to develop a

joint NATO-Russia brigade." Albright said.

Russian troops are already serving alongside NATO
forces in a peacekeeping mission in Bosnia.

In her meetings with European and NATO officials.

Albright could not talk European Union leaders out of
opposing the controversial American law punishing
countries that trade with Cuba.

At a meeting with the top EU officials in charge of
foreign affairs and trade, she referred to herself as "a

child of a divided Europe" and said she wanted to work
to make the continent "whole and free again."

In her talks with the 15 nation EU. which celebrates
its 40th birthday next month. Albright stressed the
importance of the EU s plans to add as many as a dozen
new members over the next decade. But she said entry
into the EU should not be considered a consolation
prize for those newly democratic countries that do not
make it into NATO in the first wave.
The most controversial issue during the talks, howev-

er, was the EU s radically different approach to Cuba
The Europeans believe the West must talk and trade
with Fidel Castro's government to make headway in

human rights and democracy.

V*
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Beijing looks for a quick solution

to resolve North Korean defection

By John Leicester

Associated Press

•* *

THANG VO / COUECMN

Completely Stumped!
Stanley Michell of Amherst helps remove a tree stump for the Public Works Department, Tree Division in

Amherst.

BEIIING — A rare public com-
ment by North Korea's leader, who
declared yesterday that his country
has no need for cowards, became the

strongest signal yet that a high-rank-

ing official may be allowed to defect

to South Korea.

China, meanwhile, said it wants a

quick resolution to the crisis begun
when Hwang |ang Yop walked into

the South Korean consulate in Beijing

to become the highest-ranking official

to defect from the North.

Hwang's defection has heightened
tension on the Korean Peninsula and
clouded Western efforts to nudge
open North Korea's tightly closed
society.

Hwang is a former tutor of North
Korean leader Kim long II. who
issued a statement yesterday that was
read on North Korean radio: "As the

revolutionary song says, 'Cowards, if

you want to go. then go away. We will

defend the red flag of revolution to

the end.'"

The broadcast, monitored in

Tokyo, made no mention of Hwang,
but came just one day after North
Korea indicated it might accept
Hwang's defection.

Kim. who turned 55 on Sunday.

rajely comments on current events,

aside from addresses to the North
Korean military.

North Korea said Monday that if

Hwang "sought asylum, it means that

he is a renegade and he is dismissed.*

It said it has asked China to investi-

gate Hwang's "disappearance."

South Korea took the comments to

mean that the North might assent to

Hwang's defection if convinced that

he fled willingly. The North previous-

ly had claimed Hwang. 71, had been
kidnapped. South Korean Foreign
Minister Yoo Chong-ha said his gov-
ernment would investigate the appar-
ent "big change in North Korea's
position."

He added: "If it wants. North
Korea can participate in a process to
confirm his intention to defect."

Hwang was a member of the
North's major decision-making body,
the Central Committee, and the South
could learn much from his familiarity

with the secretive workings of the
North's government China is caught
in an uncomfortable position, caught
between its longtime communist ally.

North Korea, and an important trad-

ing partner. South Korea
Foreign Ministry spokesman Tang

Guoqiang told reporters yesterday
that China hoped the crisis would be
resolved "as soon as possible."
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Lecture — The Women's Studies Proseminar Lecture

Series will feature Ann Ferguson, director of women's
studies and professor of philosophy on "Women's Studies

in China and South Korea.' at 7:30 p.m. at the Five

College Women's Studies Research Center, Dickinson

House, Mount Holyoke College.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry Society will hold this

week's meeting at 7 p.m. in Campus Center, room 162. All

those who write and appreciate poetry of any and all kinds

are encouraged to come and read or just show up and lis-

ten. New members are always welcome. For more informa-

tion, contact Tim at 546-0562 or Kaye at 546-1459.

Meeting — The Animal Rights Coalition will hold a

meeting at 7 p.m. in 506 Student Union. New members
welcome.

Meeting — The Student Health Advisory Board (SHAB)
will hold its second meeting of the spring semester from

5:30-6:50 p.m. in University Health Services, room 504.

All are welcome to attend.

Meeting — Find out how you can participate in cam-

paigns with MassPIRG. including Earth Day, Updated

Bottle Bill. Clean Air and Hunger and Homelessness.

Come to MassPIRG's general interest meeting at 7 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 174.

Music — There will be an Improv |am Session with

invited local jazz musicians at the Blue Moon Gallery Cafe

at 7 p.m.

Reading — Spectrum Magazine is sponsoring a poetry

and prose reading in the Student Union Visual and
Performing Arts Space at 7:30 p.m. All are welcome to

come and participate. Submissions will also be accepted

for art, photography, poetry and prose during the evening.

Workshop — A Time Management workshop will be

offered by the Learning Support Services from 1:30-2:45

p.m. on the 10th floor of the W.E.B. Du Bois Library.

Free. Call 545-5334 to register

Thursday. Feb. 20

Dance — UMass Hillel will sponsor Israeli Folk

Dancing from 8:30-10 p.m. in Chadbourne Residence Hall

Basement. No experience necessary, come and leam and

have fun.

Notices

Dance — The UMass Ballroom Dance club invites

everyone to come dance with us every Tuesday and

Thursday from 5:15-7 p.m. at 101 Totman Gym.
Newcomer Waltz/ Chacha class begins Feb. 25.

Intermediate/ advanced instruction by a pro every

Wednesday. 6:15-7:30 p.m. All instructions are free. For

more info, call Kevin Murphy at 549-4056.

Sign-ups — Attention all animal lovers: Sign-ups for

the Livestock Classic will be located on the Campus
Center Concourse during the week of Feb. 17. Any ques-

tions call 546-1942 for more information.

SUA nominations — The Elections Commission would

like to announce that the nominations for the positions of

President and Student Trustee, along with positions for

local Area Government are now being held. The nomina-

tion forms are available in the SGA office. These nomina-

tions close on Feb. 27 by midnight, all forms must be

turned in by this date, otherwise the candidates are not eli-

gible to run for office.

Auditions — The UMass Theatre Guild will hold audi-

tions for The Heidi Chronicles on Feb. 21 at 7 p.m. and

Feb. 22 at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. in the Campus Center, room
805. There are five female roles and three male roles.

Please visit the Theatre Guild office in the Student Union

if you have any questions.

Religious — The Alliance Church of the Pioneer Valley

in south Amherst will provide rides to church. Pick up is at

9:40 a.m. on campus. Call Mark at 253-036t for more
information.

Support group — REFLECT, the Five College bereave-

ment support program is offering two support groups this

semester: A grief support group for those who have experi-

enced the death of someone close to them; and an illness

group for those currently coping with the serious illness of

a loved one. If you or someone you know is interested,

please call us at 577-5316 for more information.

Support group — Overeaters Anonymous, a group of

individuals who share an addiction to food and suffer from

compulsive eating and other eating disorders, will hold

weekly meetings on Saturdays at 10 a.m. in the Campus
Center. The only requirement for membership is the desire

to stop eating. There are no dues or fees. Donations are

strictly voluntary. For more info, call (617) 641-2303.

Health services — Confused, afraid, or just curious? Do
you have questions about sex, STDs, alcohol, drugs, eating

disorders, HIV/AIDS, stress management or quitting

smoking or chewing tobacco? Don't know who fo ask?

Call the Peer Health Connections phoneline at UMass at

577- 5168. Trained students will anonymously answer

your questions and tell you where to go for more help.

Commencement Housing — A limited number of resi-

dence hall rooms will be available or the relatives and
friends of graduating UMass students for the night of

Saturday, May 24. Commencement Housing applications

are available at the University Conference Service Office,

918 Campus Center. To guarantee a reservation, complet-

ed forms with full payment must be returned to University

Conference Services by May I . There will be no on-site

reservations.

Writing — Spectrum Magazine is accepting submissions

for poetry, prose, artwork and photography for its spring

release. The magazine is open to all Five College staff and

students, and is a registered student organization. Please

come by the office at 406E Student Union or come by the

concourse table in the Campus Center this week.

Internships — Internships are available working on

Earth Day. Hunger, Recycling and Clean Air. Call Melanie

at MassPirg. 545-0199 or stop by the office at 425-A
Student Union Building.

Film — The interdepartmental program in film studies is

offering its fourth annual Multicultural Film Festival:

"Emigres, Exiles and Sojourners in Contemporary Cinema"

this spring. Screenings and discussions with directors and

faculty will be held on Wednesday evenings. 251 Herter

Hall at UMass and Stirn Auditorium at Amherst College,

at 7 p.m. The first event will be "When Mother Comes
Home for Christmas." a documentary by Nilita Vachani

(Sri Lanka/Greece. 1995) on Feb. 25. For a full schedule,

watch for brochures and posters at the beginning of

February. or check out our webpage:
www.umass.edu/film.

Special Olympics — The North Valley Area Special

Olympics is actively seeking special athletes for its spring

sports teams. Athletes interested in candlepin bowling or

basketball should contact the area office at

(415)584-9577. There are roster positions available for

special athletes ages seven and up. Newcomers are strongly

encouraged to join, and parents are invited to call with any

questions.

Support group — A Women in Relationships Therapy

Group, an ongoing therapy and support group for women
who want to improve difficult relationships with friends,

parents, children and colleagues, lovers or partners, led by

Rebecca Reid. will meet Mondays from 7:30-9 p.m. in

Amherst. Sliding scale fee. For information call

253-5494.

Volunteer work — Womanshelter/Companeras. serving

the greater Holyoke. Chicopee area needs volunteers to

help battered women and their children begin to live lives

free of violence. If you are interested in answering the hot-

line, advocacy, fundraising, working with teens, or our

Legal Emergency Assistance program, call Edith lennings.

Monday-Friday. 8 am -4 p.m. at (4 1 3) 558-97 1 7.

Walled in
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A view of North Pleasant St. from an alley way in Amherst.

NOTICE

:

Starting Sunday, Feb. 25, the Collegian

FYI section will be relocated to the

Classifieds page of the newspaper. In addi-

tion, FYI entries will be limited to free Five

College events only. Only entries fitting this

description will run in the FYI section. All

other entries must be submitted through
the Classifieds Department. For informa-

tion about Classifieds rates, call 545-3500.
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Coming back to life
The warm temperatures melt the ice on the campus pond yesterday afternoon.

rail

continued from page 1

connect the UMass campus, most

likely by University Drive. As of

now. plans call for the connector to

go only as far as Massachusetts
Avenue. Yet. Steinkamp and other

campus officials would like to see

the lane extended directly to the

Mullins Center.

There is no comment yet as to

whether the new bikepath would be

a separate University Drive lane or

an off-road lane

Although I here are various other

proposals for massive extensions of

the rail trail throughout the valley,

this is the only one that would

directly affect the UMass popula-

tion.

"Our only intent right now is to

provide community as well as recre-

ational access to the Norwottuck
Rail Trail. It only seems natural to

open the trail up to as many people

a5 possible." Swift said.

Commuter Area Government Proudly Presents

l
l
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Students. Thanks for making Career Day and Co-op Job Fair successful.

7m THANK YOU
Though the fairs hove passed, opportunities haven't!

Come visit us at University Career Center in the

Mather Building!

OuTnG Thousands of listings in our library,

1 l-Tl FfltK
including:

.0

THI

UJ

Internships:

Where tlx'

I'k 'sent

Meets llie

ADMISSION FREE

RETURl

TO SCHOOL

ZOL

DEltitS

WY

CONSULT

MAI

MTV
Late Show with David Letterman

Amherst Area Chamber of Commerce

Atlantic Video Productions

Berkshire Wildlife Sanctuaries

Boston Museum of Science

Glimmerglass Opera

Geraldo Rivera Show

New England Aquarium

United Nation Association of Greater Boston

Center for Marine Conservation

Co-ops

Walt DisneyWorld

Arnold Public Relations

Scholastic Magazine

Mansanto

Boston Globe

Ceasar's Lake Tahoe

And Many More!
For more information attend a Field Experience workshop:

Mondays at 2:30

Tuesdays and Wednesdays at 3:00

Thursdays at 4:00

Campus Police Log
Accident — Personal Injury

Feb. 12

A rear-end accident on Fearing Street, caused by icy

roads, resulted in injuries to George Charnota, 21, of

Milldam Road, Acton. He was taken to Cooley
Dickinson Hospital in Northampton by ambulance.

Accident — Property Damage
Feb. II

A minor two vehicle accident occurred in parking lot

7 1 on Massachusetts Ave.

Feb. 12

A four vehicle rear-end accident occurred on
Massachusetts Avenue. There were no injuries report-

ed.

A two vehicle accident occurred in parking lot 45 on

North Service Drive.

A vehicle struck a parked vehicle on Massachusetts

Avenue.

Feb. 15

A bucket loader struck a light pole in parking lot 49

on Windmill Lane.

Alarm — Fire

Feb 14

A burning candle ignited a tapestry in Gorman
Residence Hall.

Feb. 15

A trash can on the 1 5th floor of Coolidge Residence

Hall was set on fire.

Animal Complaint

Feb. 11

There was a report of an individual trying to net fish

from the campus pond.

Assault & Battery

Feb. 15

An individual reported that he was assaulted by

another individual. The case is under investigation.

Assist Agency

Feb. 10

Campus Center Way was temporally closed due to a

water main break.

Feb. 12

UMPD assisted Hadley police at the scene of an acci-

dent at Route 1 16 ramp and lower Massachusetts

Avenue intersection.

Feb. 15

UMPD assisted Amherst police at the scene of an

accident on Main Street.

Burglary/ Breaking & Entering

Feb 15

There was an attempted break into an office in

Boyden Gym.
Money was stolen from a wallet in Brown Residence

Hall.

Drug Law Offenses

Feb 15

Scott D. Robins. 18. of 15 Old Andover Rd . North

Reading was arrested in |ohn Quincy Adams Residence

Hall for possession of class D drugs and the possession

of alcohol.

Health/Safety Hazard
Feb 10

An alarmed sprinkler was turned on in the Campus

Center Garage due to a water break.

Feb. 14

There was a report of smoke in the kitchen area of

Worcester Dining Common.
Traffic lights on Commonwealth Avenue were not

working. A technician was called.

Larceny

Feb. 10

An individual reported a stolen cellular phone from

the Conte Research Center.

Feb. 12

An individual reported that his wallet was stolen

from his backpack in the Campus Center.

Feb. 15

A parking decal was stolen from a vehicle in parking

lot 40.

Feb. 14

A parking decal was stolen from a vehicle in parking

lot 65 on Natural Resources Road.

Fog Lights were stolen from a vehicle in parking lot

1 1 on Stadium Drive.

Neil M. Harris, 22, of 34A Park St., Brookline was

arrested for daytime breaking and entering and an

attempt to commit a crime.

Feb. 15

A camcorder was stolen from an office in Conte

Building.

A walkman was reported stolen from Brown
Residence Hall.

Liquor Law Violations

Feb. 15

Eric M. Dillion. 20, of 28 Fairview Ave., Rchoboth.

Timothy M. Sullivan, 19. of 765 Neponset St..

Norwood and Carlos E. Barbosa, 18, of 6 Mohawk Cir.,

East Walpole were arrested on |ohn Adams Road for

under age possession and transporting of alcohol.

(efferey ). Kurzontkowski, 19, of 11 Temple St..

Medway and )ason P. D'Alesio, 20, of 40 Waterview

Dr.. were arrested on Unvcrsity Drive for underage

possession and transporting alcohol.

Kurzontkowski was also charged with operation a

vehicle under the influence of alcohol.

Michael W. Carlin, 19. of 123 Avery St.. East

Longmeadow was arrested for underage possession and

transporting alcohol.

Noise Complaint

Feb. 15

Adam Grouman. 19. of 603E Brown Residence Hall

was arrested for disorderly conduct.

Traffic Stop

Feb. 15

Shawn P. lean. 20. of 14 Pilgram Circle. Enfield.

Conn, was arrested for operating a vehicle under the

influence of alcohol, speeding, operating a vehicle with

a suspended license and possession of a false license.

Vandalism

Feb 11

Racial graffiti was written on the stairwell wall in

Johnson Residence Hall.

An individual from Van Meter Residence Hall

reported that his vehicle doors had been glued and

sand had been poured into his gas tank.

Feb 12

A vehicle was damaged in parking lot 1 1 on Stadium

Drive.

MEET THE AUTHOR
UMASS PROFESSOR AND HISTORIAN

MINIS I . CATES

WILL BE SIGNING COPIES OF HIS

LATEST BOOK

THE ADDEC/ICHING fUCY
-1861VOICES OF THE STORM, 1820

AT THE
Renowned Historian and

Author of

"With Malice . .

Toward None: A Life UNIVERSITY STORE CAMPUS CENTER
of Abraham Lincoln" WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 19, 1997 12PM TO

1:30 PM
THE APPflOACHIHB FURY

tells how the Civil War
began by using the first

person voices of the thir-

teen of the central figures

involved

Other books by the author

will be available

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTOREft

Campus Center Mon

545-2619 Sat

Fri 9AM - 5PM
10AM - 5PM

d^ Attention j

RSOs / GSOs / Agencies

The Campus Center/Student Union Commission has once again

begun the Space Allocation Procedure for office spaces within the

Campus Center/Student Union Complex

Pick up an application at the

Campus Activities Office, 416 Student Union!

A person from each RSO/GSO/Agency has to sign out an application

at the Campus Activities Office.

Completed applications should be dropped off at the Campus

Activities Office by 4:45 p.m. on February 28, 1997.

Applications Available: February, 11, 1997, Noon

Applications Due: February, 28, 1997, 4:45 p.m.
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Your call is important to us
,
please hold

Someone once told me. "Hate's a very strong word.

You can despise, detest, denounce or disdain

something, but hating is something different. Hate

is a whole nother level. Hate is a commitment that you

can't renounce next week."

A very good point. Keep that in mind when I tell you

this

I hate Ticketmaster.

Here I am. a lowly broke college kid. just a squirrel try-

ing to get a nut. if you will. I love I 2, and I have since

high school. I have all the albums. 1 play them constantly

and have lived much of my life with a U2 song playing in

the background. U2 announces that their going on a mas-

sive world tour, and that on that tour they will make a

stop in Massachusetts. I go nuts, because I

have yet to see them live. But there's a catch.

1.2 wants to make sure they can play any-

where they want, which means they can only

go through one ticket agency. Ticketmaster.

This does not make me happy, because I

remember two years ago 1 tried to get Pearl |am tickets

through Ticketmaster. Pearl |am played, I didn't go.

I watch TV, I get the skinny Saturday. 10 a.m., tickets

go on sale. Call the following number to get tickets.

Number is flashed. I panic. It's the same number they had

for Pearl |am. This does not make me happy But I make
plans to call anyway, because somebody also once told me
dreams can come true. I don't believe him. but hey. it's

V2. I have to try

I wake up at 9:50. Grab the phone.

I hit the buttons the first time.

6-1-7, 9- J-/, 2-0-0-0.

Bu*\ Hit redial.

6-/ -7. 9-5-1.2-0-0-49.

Bus\. Hit redial 20 times in a row.

Jwf-7. <*->- 1 . 2-0-O-0.
Bus\ I'm about to throw the phone through the wall.

6-1-7. 9-3-1. 2-0-0-0.

Bu-\ Shout obscenity my dad said would send me straight

to hell It snow 10:15.

6-7-7. 9-5-/. 2-0-0-0.

Silence.

"Oh my God." I shout to Dave. m> housemate. "I think

I got through. Hang up. dude. I got through."

Somebody from Ticketmaster speaks.

"I'm sorry, all circuits are busy. Please try back later."

Are they kidding'' If I call back later, the ticket- will be

gone. And wh\ did they have to tell me all the circuits

were busy? 1 know they're busy. Do something about it.

for Christ's sakes.

"Keep trying," Dave says.

I keep trying until 1 1 a.m. In that time, Dave and I the-

orize that we've called Ticketmaster over 500 times.

Seven of those calls resulted in the "All circuits are busy."

The rest?

Beep, Beep. Beep.

1 ask Dave, in between busy signals, "Why can't they

have a quiz to see how big of a fan you are. Ask things

like, 'When was War released, or what is Bono's real

name. We'd get first row seats."

Dave is too annoyed for wise-ass remarks by now.

"Shut up," Dave says. "I quit. I have to go to work.

Keep trying."

I've had enough myself. I take a shower, get the paper,

wait for the UMass-Maryland game. Maybe
they'll have better luck than we did.

Two hours later, after we've beaten the

hell out of the Terrapins. ( 5-guard offense,

baby), Dave calls from work.

"Did you keep trying?" Dave asks.

"Yeah, but it's busy."

"I guess we're not seeing U2."

"I guess not."

I hang up. but when I do. I get a little frisky. I figure,

"What the hell, what's one more try going to hurt."

Grab the phone.

6-7-7. 9-J-7, 2-0-0-0.

"Welcome to Ticketmaster. Please hold the line, an

operator will be with you shortly."

Holy shnikees, I got through.

"To speak to a live operator, press one. For information

on U2, press two."

I hit two. Ten minutes of information I already knew,

followed by.

"To speak to a live operator, press one. For information

on U2. press two."

I hit one this time. Wait ten more minutes. "Even Better

Than the Real Thing' is playing in the background.

"Hello, Ticketmaster, can I help you?"

"Is this a real person?"

"Yes."
"1 want U2 tickets."

Twenty minutes later, tit would have been 10 minutes

if the lady could actually do her job). I had tickets to U2
for |uly 2nd. Dave and I paid $220.50 for the worst seats

in Foxboro Stadium, and wasted a Saturday dialing a

phone number.
I still hate Ticketmaster. but I'm going to see U2.

They better be worth it

Luke Meredith is a Collegian columnist

Modern violence

Jeremy

Hurewitz

I
called my father at work the

other day and he told me my
mom was pretty shaken up

about something. They were sleep-

ing when the phone rang the previ-

ous night with the news that a

co-worker, and friend, of my moth-

er had been killed in a traffic acci-

dent.

When she arrived at work the

next morning the real story came
out. Namely, murder. Apparently my
mother's friend had been driving

home after work and got

into a minor accident
with another motoriM.
Details are sketch) but

they must have had some
sort of disagreement and
this guy pulled out a gun and shot

him. point blank. He staggered to

his car and managed to call the

police and tell them that his

assailant was a white male, approxi-

mately 50. driving a red. Grand
Cherokee, with New Hampshire
plates. He died on the way to the

hospital.

My dad implored me to be careful

when I'm driving and not to argue

with people. He asked me to call

home that night and speak with my
mother.

In the evening I reached my mom
and she sounded somber but con-

trolled. She told me what a nice man
he was. how he was a devoted hus-

band and father to his three chil-

dren. Her voice began to get a little

shaky.

I felt hollow and sick inside.

She told me how he was a big

man and when she first got the news
she figured he had a heart attack

while driving home. She told me
how he was shot at such a close

range they found gun powder in his

Doonesbury

chest.

What she found most disturbing

was the fact that the murderer did-

n't fit the profile as some killer,

degenerate. He was a middle-aged
man in his luxury vehicle. 1 heard

my mother's voice coming apart as

she told me this last part, and as she

related his cries for help to the 91

1

operator. I could hear her weeping
gently as she told me again how
kind he was.

I felt like crawling under my bed
forever, but I lis-

tened as she. like my
father, pleaded with

me not to mess with

people when I'm dri-

ving. Even if I'm

right, just forget it. She told me she

was going to call my uncles and tell

them the same thing. I could hear

the heartbreak in her voice, the

crushing thought of losing someone
so close. Her reaction was to cau-

tion her loved ones into conciliatory

acceptance of the random violence

of our society, and to guard against

the treachery of our emotions which
could lead to confrontation.

My reaction was overwhelming
cynicism and pessimism. What is the

world coming to? Murders like this

happen every day. but it takes a case

like Michael lordan's father or Bill

Cosby's son for anyone to take

notice. Even then, after the
Newsweek and USA Today head-

lines, nothing changes.

In response to this violence, peo-

ple flash the peace sign like a cross

to a vampire and hope it will all go
away ("Can't we all just get

along?"). While peace is a nice idea,

I don't think we can fully eliminate

violence from our society. It has
been with us through the ages and it

is a natural reaction to the indigna-

tion we sometimes feel, but when
did we take such a wrong turn to

such senseless murders, over noth-

ing, like that of my mother's friend?

What happened to a good old-fash-

ioned fist fight? 1 feel like if you
have a problem with me, we can talk

it over or even duke it out but. come
on man. put the gun away!

I suppose it goes deeper than that.

I told my friend the story and he

called it road rage and said it was a

product of our modem times. Maybe
the man who murdered my mom's
friend had just lost his job to down-
sizing, got divorce papers from his

wife, found out his daughter has

AIDS and his son is gay and could-

n't get on to America Online that

morning. Or maybe he was just the

murderous coward that his actions

portray him to be.

Later that night I lay in bed think-

ing about the dead man and his fam-

ily. I felt so bad for them, but I

couldn't really empathize with them
and I guess I was glad for that.

I thought maybe I could say a

prayer for them. I started trying to

talk to God and asking for better

days for the dead man's family, but I

felt stupid and insincere to I

stopped.

I'm lewish. but not religious. I

don't know who or where God is.

I'm just a college student laying in

his bed in the dark, freaked out

about the death of someone I never

knew. I tried again to pray but
strangely, right as I started, I got

really drowsy. I gave up and
resigned myself to the darkness
around me and though I was unsure

of God. sleep came over me like a

blessing.

Jeremy Hurewilz is a Collegian
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Books & the McDonald's principle

To hate books as an English major is a problem,

plain and simple. Not that I've always hated

books. I used to love 'em. I used to devour 'em.

I was that kid at age eight, sitting under the covers at

two o'clock in the morning reading with a flashlight,

adjourning to the closet when the light wasn't good
enough.

I went through my embarrassing library phase: when
the employees knew not only mv name but my taste. In

fact. I think I made a pretty quick and easy transition

from Middle Reader, to YA Novels, to Stephen King,

to Stephen King look-alikes, to movies turned into

books, to books turned into movies, to Novellas, until

eventually I ditched my literary training wheels and
became the English major you read before

you.

So where did it all go wrong? When did

I fall off the literary bike path and choose

to walk? This past winter when I made the

mistake of donning an apron and selling

my soul to Lauriat's Bookstore.

OK. soul may be a little rough, but it killed any urge

inside of me to want to touch anything that merited a

binding. It's the McDonald's principle: You work at

McDonald's five to eight hours a day. six days a week,

cooking burgers, serving burgers, smelling burgers,

talking b»jcg«jnj — (ha last thing you want to do is cud-

dle up with a nice burger by the fire on your day off.

Same goes for books.

If nothing else, working at the bookstore did provide

me with the opportunity to observe a large variety of

readers:

• #1: The Pornography lustificrs — These are the

people who buy pornos and just don't care They don't

care what you or the bookseller thinks of them, and
even disregard the opinion of the elderly woman in line

behind them with a basket full of 'From the Heart"

Hallmark cards — the pornography justifiers want
their magazine.

But then there are the other group of people who are

purchasing the same item, who care a hell of a lot what

you think. They want you to like them. Not romantical-

ly, but they want you to think they are OK guys when
they walk out of the store. And so they justify them-

selves — kind of like buying two drinks at McDonald's
so the cashier doesn't think you're a fat pig. So you

find yourself ringing up Playboy. Hustler. Penthouse

and Tolstoy's War and Peace.

• #2: The Romantics — At the end of the day you

would think that the sections the most mused would be

horror, or fantasy right? Maybe self-help? Wrong. It's

the romance folks. They arc animals. By the end of the

day. the section looks as though you've stumbled upon

the aftermath of an orgy: Barbara Taylor Bradford is

sprawled on top of Danielle Steele, who rests quietly in

the arms of Fabio (yeah, he wrote a book), who is soft-

ly running his fingers through the hair of a "Days of

Our Lives" tie-in. On a side note — one day I found

the Kama Sutra in with Romance — a reference guide?

• #3 The Pompous Poetry Guys — I like poetry. Not

as much as other stuff, but on the whole I think poetry

is a pretty great thing. But I swear. I would sacrifice

the whole canon of poetry if it would mean the end of

the Pompous Poetry gm*
I understand that by calling myself a "bookseller."

when all I really am is a literate cosh register attendant.

I am indulging in some pompous behav-

ior myself. But God do I pale in compar-

ison to these guys. I used to scoff at the

Mc-reotype, but I swear they exist, black

ftACIVGOfl turtleneck and all. And the way they

talk... My theory is they must get every-

thing via satellite because there seems to be a five sec-

ond delay: "(pause) Excuse me."

"Yes?"

"Do you have (pause) any (pause, look around)
books (pause, pause) on poetry?"

"Yeah, see the large sign right behind yoo. And the

recovery section it neat «Me over
*

"(pause)."

• »4 The Don't Help Me's I astl\ i* the rare variety

of customer who doesn't need help but feel that they

should ask for it anyway. I don't what it is. if they see

you walking around and want to give you something to

do. but all they really end up doing is wasting both of

your time.

"I'm looking for a book like lohn Grisham's book."

"Like a lawyer-murder-espionage type deal?"

"Yeah, like Grisham."

"How about Steve Martini?"

"No."

"Robert I.udlum?"

No."

'Richard North Patterson? Scott Turrow? (This is a

cheese shop, sir.)"

Vi. I think I'll just go with the new Grisham.
Thanks for your help."

As for myself, these past few weeks away from the

bookstore have been therapeutic for me. and I can
already feel my hatred towards books dulling into a

slight annoyance. Maybe someday I shall don my liter-

ary training wheels, pick up a Middle Reader book and
start pedalling once again.

Tim McKeon is a L Mass student.

In search of
idealism

To the Editor:

Recently I again read a column
blaming the '60s for the widespread

social decay we've encountered
since then. According to this writer,

in the late '60s hedonism and self-

centeredness became ascendant and
until the early '90s. the fallout from

these mindsets was everywhere.
Yet. I thought, is it fair to dismiss

an entire decade?

Remember the protagonist
Winston in George Orwell's book
7984? With Big Brother dominating

all thought and even history,

Winston's unhappy task was to

rummage through old newspapers
and remove news stories that might

threaten the current regime. And
still today, how easily we accept the

Letters to the Editor

rewriting of history. Perhaps it ||

too much to ask people to be free of

biases. But it is indeed sad when,
consciously or unconsciously, we
conspire with today's ruling elites in

forgetting a decade we dare not for-

get if we are to survive as a societv

Those who point to the multiple

scourges of drugs, wanton sex and
rebellion as signifying the '60s lor

get that conformity to power is not

enough to foster social tranquility

(see Nazi Germany). Those who
evoke some halcyon era when the

sanctity of law and God held sway
forget that unexamined laws and
mindless belief have produced
untold savagery — for example, the

Salem Witch Trials, the McCarthy
Era and internment of lapanese-
Americans during World War Two.
And without some return to the

fiery idealism and social upheaval
of the '60s. how will the material-

ism, environmental decay and soar-

ing violence of the '90s be coun-
tered?

Overall, we avoid really consider-

ing Winston's plight in Orwell s

novel. We forget that real freedom
of thought had precious little to do
with umpteen cable channels on
television or an explosion of shop-
ping malls. If the '60s brought
body-painting, pot and protests, it

also brought Dr. Martin Luther
King. |r.. the principled resistance

to the Vietnam War and real con-
cern for the down-trodden every-

where from Appalachia to Watts.
Where has such idealism gone?
Have today's Thought Police ban-
ished it? Or are most of us just suf-

ficiently cowed to resist making
waves?

R. |ay Allain

Springfield
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Legends prove to be 'built to last'
By Adam Dlugocz
Collegian Staff

StCKOFUALL
Built to Last

Elektra Records

God Damn! I said God Damn! Sick Of It All, or any
band for that matter has no business releasing an album
this good. From the opening riff of "Good Lookin Out" to

the last chord on "Jungle," this album will have you mov-
ing.

Sick Of It All's last album Scratch The Surface showed
the band moving in a more technical direction, the songs

were a little bit longer and a little more metal. Well, Built

To Last shows this band rediscovering their roots. This is

what a hardcore record should sound like, no doubt.

Overall the songs are a lot shorter and faster but Sick

Of It All has managed to add melody to their sound with-

out sacrificing any of the power or brutality that made
them famous.

As always Pete Koller (guitar), Arman Majidi (drums)

<md Craig Setari (bass) are so tight you couldn't fit a pin

between them. Of course what would Sick Of It All be

without Lou Koller's trademark vocals. Notice that Lou
doesn't growl or sound like the lead singer of Napalm
Death, yet he still manages to bark out his words with

angst.

Also Sick Of It All's lyrics separate them from most
bands: "We won't go away cause we'll always feel this

way, we're here to stay and our impact will be felt, we
won't go away if we feel it, if we feel it. we're here to stay.

Built to Last" Those words from "Built To Last" could

easily replace "Clobberin Time" as the Sick Of It All

anthem.

Sick Of It All is still concerned with pointing out the

ill's of society on songs like "Us Vs. Them," "Burn 'Em

Down," "End the Er" and "Chip Away* which deal with

fighting and keeping your eyes open to the oppression that

surrounds you.

However they want you to know that they will be there

with you side by side. "People merge on state of mind

from all different walks of life. Don't need any more stu-

pid division, don't need to feel uptight. Brother — I'll

always look out for you, if I feel it back. Sister — We'll

brave the outside world, off the beaten track. When it's us

versus them, you can always count on me, when it's us

versus them, it's a global unity." In a day and age when
hardcore is so divided and too many bands are spreading

negative messages, it's nice to see a band that remembers

hardcore is about being positive.

Of course Sick Of It All also take a more personal look

at society, realizing that we need to improve ourselves and

those around us before we can change anything else.

"Laughingstock" is about the people within the scene who
are more concerned with being seen then with the actual

music or the message.

Sick Of It All leads by example here, as they have never

hogged the spotlight or changed their style to fit a trend,

but rather have used hard work and musical ability to

earn the respect they have gained.

The surprise track on this album is "Busted," which fea-

tures bassist Setari on vocals. The song is a minute-and-

half blast that brings back memories of Minor Threat. In

fact, the album as a whole definitely exhibits more of an

Oi and old school flavor. The songs are short, fast, catchy

and full of sing alongs the way hardcore was meant to be.

The only drawback to this album, besides the fact that

there are only 14 songs, is that there is no way you can

stand still while listening to this, which may lead to bro-

ken furniture. Once again Sick Of It All has blessed us

with a hardcore classic — get it or pose. A
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by New York's Sick of it All is sura to be on* of the greatest hard core albums of tha year

I AM A MAN!
This film by Northeastern
University graduate Byron
Hurt, discusses some of the

complex dilemmas facing

black males in America
today. The film will be fol-

lowed by an interactive work-
shop and discussion for men

of

color.

Feb. 22, 1997

9:00 - 10:00

introduction/greetings

10:00 - 12:00

film showing of

"I AM a MAN"

12:00- 1:00

lunch

1:00 -4:00

interactive discussion

and workshop for

men of color

The film will be shown
in HAMPDEN THE-
ATER, followed by

lunch and a discussion

in the SO0THS1DE
ROOM.

For further info please call 545-0883. Sponsored by the Women of

Color and Educator Advocate Programs of the Everywoman's Center.

The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian
Neu> England's Largest College Daily ^M
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ISOCMP
The OffCampu* Meal Plan

to Area Restaurants
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Complete album history of Sick Of It All

By Adam Dlugocz

Collegian Staff

The following is a quick look at

the Sick Of It All discography:

• "Spreading the Hardcore
Reality" EP (Revelation Records)
— Sick Of It All's first EP instantly

became a hardcore classic.

Although the sound and production

are far from flawless, the material

isn't. Opening up with the classic

"It's Clobberin' Time," Sick Of It

All secured a place in hardcore his-

tory with this 7-inch single. From
the gruff vocals of Lou Koller to the

hammering guitar riffs of his broth-

er Pete, Sick Of It All proved they

would be around for a long time.

Songs like "Pete's Sake," "Bullshit

justice, * "Pushed Too Far." "My
Life" and "My Revenge" instantly

became anthems for hardcore kids

everywhere.
• Blood. Sweat, No Tears (In

Effect Records) — Sick Of It All

dropped a bomb on the hardcore

community with an album that few

bands have ever matched.
Combining the first 7-inch with

some new songs and a much
improved production, Sick Of It All

showed they were the band that

was on your side. |ust like you. they

were sick of the lies and hatred

which divides our society and keeps

us back. They managed to display a

ferocity without using a metal influ-

ence. For the first time since

Agnostic Front and Minor Threat, a

band managed to really represent

the true spirit of hardcore.

• Just Look Around (Relativity

Records) — After their last album
it was difficult for Sick Of It All to

match their previous work. While

fust Look Around was a great

album, it fell short of the expecta-

tions that arose after their Blood,

Sweat, No Tears. The songs were a

little bit longer, and a bit of a metal

influence had crept into their

sound. However songs like "We
Want The Truth." "Shut Me Out"
and "We Stand Alone" are classics

to this day. lust Look Around also

showed the band taking more of a

political angle as their songs also

targeted the U.S. government.
• Scratch the Surface (Atlantic

Records) — Well, Sick Of It All

jumped to the dreaded major label

and many people who supported

the band for years were quick to

yell, "sell out!" Of course Scratch

The Surface proved all the critics

wrong, as Sick Of It All once again

busted out a hardcore record that

was truer to form then most of the

bands on indie labels who were
playing heavy metal and passing it

off as hardcore. The backlash
demonstrated by the few people

proved to have no effect on the

band as their fans still came out to

witness one of the best hardcore

bands of all time.

Sick Of It All is a classic hard-

core band. While people have
attempted to label them as sellouts

or tough guys, they have constantly

proved everyone wrong. They have

gotten to where they are today
because they worked hard and
always stayed true to themselves

and their fans, no matter what the

trend of the day was or what people

said. Sick Of It All have made a

tremendous contribution to the

scene and their fans.

Barenaked Ladies visit Noho
By Josh Sytve

Collegian Staff

Tonight, the Canadian band
Barenaked Ladies will bring their

unique and interesting sound to Pearl

Street. In the past they have been

labeled as an alternative band, but

their music is more of a blend of

rock, jazz and folk, with a lazgc

dosage of humor.

The 'Ladies began in 1988 when
the band's forefathers Steven Page

and Ed Robertson daydreamed about

"The Perfect Band* The two played

as a musical/comedy pair for a few

years before they were joined by |im

Creeggan on double bass, and the

drummer Tyler Stewart. As Dave
Bidini once commented, "together

they made for a musical melange' of

jazz, country, hard rock and pop.

acoustically sampling as many diverse

musical styles as possible."

Early in their career, they were fea-

tured on Toronto radio station

CFNY's modern Music Search CD.

Spring Break Party '97

DAYTONA BEACH

$99

Thc> also won many prestigious

Canadian musical awards, such as

best band of 1990 in the YTV Youth
Achievement Award, and the favorite

overall group award at the 1991

CASBY (Canadian Artists Selected

By You ) awards.

After many high selling EP's and

single*, the band released their first

luli length studio album. Gordon, in

|ul> 1992. Within 24 hours of the

album's release, it sold more than

80.000 copies. Since then the band

has released two more studio albums,

Maybe You Should Drive and Born

on a Pirate Ship.

Now the band is touring for the

recent release of their first live

album. Rock Spectacle (Reprise

~5ffl
Prom

Bus & Horn

From

Hont Onu

> Round trip transportation
via ocluxe motorcoach

• 6 or 7 night accommodations
at Ocean front hotels

> Full time Breakaway stai i < >n

location

For Details or to Book Call:

1-800-465-4257 Ext. 375

www.breakawaytours.com

Records) including an enhanced mul-

timedia portion that captures the

BNL live experience. Included on the

album are many of their previous hits

such as "lane." "If 1 Had
$1,000,000." "The Old Apartment"
and "Brian Wilson," along with a

variety of other selections all record-

ed live at the Rivera in Chicago and
The Olympia in Montreal.

"This is as close to Barenaked
Ladies live as anyone's going to get

Turn to BARENAKED page 6

[Travel]
SMART!

FROM NEW YORK

Battel

COME IN to Council Travel for
admission tickets

DOOR ADMISSION is first come
first served

Counei Travel

44 Main Street,

Amherst, MA 01002

LONDON
$130 $245

$202 $379

$235 $438

TOKYO
. -floundtiip

$799

Sctiteile* ilifMs

Ftrtt I* mrtimiit (tstiniticM

Eiriiltstits mailable

Weekend surcharges may apply

Customs Immigration ta>es apply

Fares subiect to change without

notice lot I student I D cards

may be required

PrismrmsM TRAVEL
34? M.irl.-.on Avr> NY NY 10173

212 986 8420*

800-272-9676

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES PRESENTS
"Something Every Friday"

<c«re

Combining music, comedy, ventriloquism, audience participation, and his incurably happy optimism, TAY-

LOR MASON performs regularly on network and cable television, headlines every major comedy club, and

has more than 750 killer college shows to his credit.

s t a i i n n i

DAYLIGHT
The movie "Daylight" will be shown immediately after the performance.

For more Information check out our website:

http:/ArVww .urnass.edu/carnpact/events/calendar.htrn

This program is made possible by a Grant from the Auxiliary Services Office, the Vice-Chancel lor for

Student Affairs and the Daily Collegian.
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Matthew Sweet played an outstanding set Monday night at Pearl St. featuring songs from his illustrious career.

Sweet performs an explosive set

By John Hendrickson

Collegian Staff

MATTHEW SWEET
Pearl Street

Feb. 17

NORTHAMPTON — Don't you
love it when you walk into a show
with very low expectations and
totally get your socks knocked off?

Take Matthew Sweet, for instance. I

figured he'd play his twee little pop
songs to a half-empty room, giving

the audience a pleasant, albeit unre-

markable, live performance. I am
very happy to say that 1 was wrong.

Currently undertaking a small club

tour to rehearse and preview his

forthcoming Blue Sky On Mars
album, this corn-fed Nebraska boy

clearly thrived in the sweaty, dank
confines of Pearl Street's smaller,

first-floor room. "Dinosaur Act.*

from !99Vs Altered Bean, opened
the show: its vindictive declaration of

"I'm coming back" immediately set

the tone for what was to follow

For the next 90 minutes. Sweet
performed what essentially amounted

Barenaked

to a career retrospective. One of the

true pop craftsmen of the '90s. he

delivered one hook-filled gem after

another. Although his seldom-heard,

late "80s albums were ignored, every-

thing from I 99 Is Girlfriend up
through Mars received equal cover-

age. Even il sonic ot the mid-paced

songs were occasionally a bit mun-
dane, they never weighed down the

loose, festive feel of the set as a

whole.

An essential element into the suc-

cess of the material, though, was the

band itself. Sweet fronted a crack.

five- piece ensemble, and their musi-

cal chemistry and sheer enthusiasm

elevated the iraam most notablv the

1995 hit "Sick Of Myself into raw.

loose, rave-ups. Much credit goes to

lead guitarist Ivan lulian. who man-
aged to recreate and often exceed the

standards set by Robert Ouine and
Richard Lloyd on the original studio

cuts.

Mr. Sweet, of course, was the main
focus of the evening and played the

role of the frorrtman with ease. His

rapport with the audience was pep-

pered with snappy one-liners and he

was constantly pushing the band with

both verbal and body language. His

singing quite simply sounded great,

and his rhythm guitar propelled the

music with sheer brute force and
authority.

Unsurprisingly, though, the hits

were the true highlights of the

evening. From the menacing
"Girlfriend" and "The Ugly Troth" to

the newly charged "Evangelene* and
"Sick Of Myself," Sweet was clearly

not going through the motions just to

satisfy the crowd. In almost every

inMancc. the live material surpassed
i|n recorded counterpart. The covers

featured during his two encores
closed the show by flirting with
extremes — the Kinks' "Waterloo
Sunset" was given a delicate, acoustic

treatment, and an ace version of
David Bowie's "Moonagc Daydream"
was swamped in deafening, distorted,

guitar glory.

Blue Sky On Mars, the follow-up

to 1995's IOO°c Fun. is due to hit the

shelves in late March. If last night

was any indication of what's to come,
the album will be another blast of

timeless pop nirvana.

continued from page 5

without actually springing for a ticket.* remarked vocal-

ist/guitarist Ed Robertson.

The multimedia end of the CD presents 20 minuio oi

the inspired lunacy of BNL-TV that began on the release

of their first enhanced CD. Bom on a Pirate Ship This

edition of BNL-TV presents cable programming as the

band imagines it should be. The CD includes imaginative

programs such as "Ask Ed.* a spoof on psychic hot lincv

and a BNL workout program. "Sporto For Pirates."

Vocalist/drummer Tyler Stewart explains in saying,

"Humor is an important part of our performance, but that

doesn't always come across on CD. This is one way to let

people in on the joke
."

Their concert is sure to be an exciting humor filled

evening, however you may choose to describe trieir music

Barenaked Ladies perform at Pearl Street in

Sorthampton tomorrow night. Feb. 20. For more informa-

tion, please call the club at 584-7777.

Come write for the
ARTS & LIVING Desk!

We're looking lor more people to cover performances
and events— Ifyon think yon have what H takes to

write for as, come on down to die Collegian offices and
speak withJeremy Brothers, or call 545-1491-

Attention young men of color.

What Masks Are You Wearing?
A Workshop in Maskmaking

Facilitated by Rosa M. Sackey Milligan

New Africa House Library

Saturday, March f, 1997
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

• This is a FREE Workshop

Continental Breakfast and Lunch

will be Served

• Wear Comfortable Clothing

• Bring a Cushion to Sit On!!

Th« goal of this workshop will be to

demonstrate the connections between
man's life experiences, their self-

image and the way they present

themselves to the world.

Sponsored by The Women of Color

and Educator Advocate Programs of

The Everywoman's Center

For further info, please call 545-0883

Trading frenzy for Calipari & Dallas

By Tom Canovan
Associated Press

EAST RUTHERFORD. N.|. —
When Don Nelson picked up the

phone and called |ohn Nash about

making a trade, his original proposal

was to send jimmy Jackson and Eric

Montross from Dallas to the Nets for

Shawn Bradley.

)ohn Calipari not only nixed it. the

rookie New jersey coach said the only

thing that would make him part with

his 7-foot-6 center was basically the

Dallas Mavericks' starting lineup.

After a little tinkering. Nellie gave it

to him and they agreed on a nine-

player trade, believed to be the

NBA's biggest deal ever between two

teams.

From the Nets' standpoint. Calipari

got a wish list.

New lersey got four good players

for two, the flexibility to become a

major player in the free agent market

after next season and the potential to

become a wheeler and dealer before

tommorow's trading deadline.

"This is rotisserie basketball at its

highest level." Nash said yesterday at

a Nets press conference. "That's what

I get paid to do. We're trying to exer-

cise some patience while trying to put

a product on the floor that is compet-

itive."

Right now, the Nets (1 5-36) are

far from competitive, but this deal

can help them become that — in a

few years.

By trading Bradley and guards

Robert Pack and Khalid Reeves to

Dallas — forward Ed O'Bannon is

almost a throw-in — New Jersey rids

itself of three long-term contracts.

Bradley, Pack and Reeves all have

three years left, and Bradley is a big

chunk of change in the final three-

seasons of a seven-year, $44.8 million

deal.

The Nets, who have not made the

playoffs since the 1993-94 season,

were also concerned that if the 25-

year-old Bradley ever developed into

one of the league's top three centers,

he had the right to opt out of his con-

tract any time in the next three sea-

sons and leave.

|OtM« lAHStUt N

Stick it

UMass Minutewoman Tara SwarU won the all-around at last Sunday's meet against Air Force and Yale.
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Young Life
INTERESTED IN RENEWING
YOUNG LIFE CONNECTIONS

HERE IN HAMPSHIRE COl \TY?
t ML DREW

546-0748

ACC still tops, despite officiating

COUHTISV O* NANOO WUIIS Wit Slit

You call that a three?
Wake Forest coach Dave Odom was not the only surprised spectator

when ACC officials mistakenly allowed a N.C. State 3-pointer to cause a
final second Deacon loss.

track
continued from page 10

Ollendick (511.5*). Freshman
Melissa Ward came in fifth with a

jump of 52.25".

In the long jump. Minutewomen
Melanie Bell and Shelanda Irish fin-

ished third and fourth with jumps of

1
8'

1 .25" and 1 8'. respectively.

UMass' 1600m relay team won
second-place honors behind Virginia

Tech with a time of 3:54.88, while

the Distance Medley squad for the

Minutewomen pulled in a fourth
place finish.

In the triple jump, UMass
received superb efforts from Nicole

Way and Melissa Ward who finished

third and fourth, respectively, with

jumps of 35'8.5" and 34'2.25*.

In the 200m dash, Shelanda Irish

(25.51) was beaten at the tape in

heartbreaking fashion by Virginia

Tech's Rashida Dodson (.25.4 5*

Kenku finished sixth at 25.8s

Melanie Bell came in at 13th with a

time of 27.14.

Shana Mitchell finished third in

the 20 lb weight division with a

throw of 49*3*. and Stephanie
Townson fell just short of Mitchell's

mark with a fourth-place throw of
48'2*. Freshman Erica Faginski fin-

ished eighth overall with a throw of
56'4.75".

In the 5000m run. UMass sopho-

more Tracy Meagher jumped into the

top ten at ninth with a time of

18:46.42. while teammate Molly
Dunlap finished I lth at 18:57.66.

In the 55m hurdles. Comeau fin-

ished sixth for UMass at 8.31. while

Irish's 7.32 performance in the 55m
dash was good enough to place her in

fifth.

The Minutewomen will once again

voyage to Kingston this Friday and
Saturday to compete in the New
England Championships at 10:00
a.m.

Recycle
Your
Collegian
t i i t f !

7pm, Feb 21
st

at the

VST"

Pick up your tickets at:

» Curry Hicks Cage
m 'TIX' in the

Student Union

MULLINS CENTER
Unverwty o< MoMachueatt* Amheret

&st™

* Hockey Table In Hie
Campus Center

«r At the Game

Be a Part of the Action

THE #3 LAW
SCHOOL IN THE

COUNTRY
FOR STUDENT
SATISFACTION
Western New England
( 'ollt'ge School of Law
was ranked #3 for student

satisfaction according to

the latest National Jurist/

Princeton Review survey

of 28,000 law students

The atmosphere is both

intellectually rigorous

and studentTriendly.

The faculty love to

teach and they have
outstanding academic
and professional

credentials. In fact,

the professors were
ranked in the top 25*
for publication volume
in the most recent

Chicago Kent Law
Review faculty

scholarship

survey.

School of Law

Open House
for Prospective
Law Students
If you're considering

going to law school, you
can find out everything

you need to know about
admissions, financial aid,

legal careers, and our
unique student-centered

programs at our up-

coming open house.

Western
New England
College

Open House for Prospective Students
Saturday, February 22, 1-4 pm
S. Prestley Blake Law Center

1215 Wilbraham Road
Springfield, Massachusetts

For reservations and more information call:

800-782-6665

Viaitour Web Site at http:*www, law.wnec.edu

Take a quick look at the AP Top
25. and it's hard to argue that there's

a better league in men's college bas-

ketball this year than the Atlantic

Coast Conference.

Long thought of as one of the pre-

mier conferences, the ACC has been

overshadowed the last few years by

surges from the Big East and the Big

10. With the loss

of underclassmen

to the pros and
some strong
recruiting classes

by the other
leagues, the ACC
was pushed to the

middle of the rat-

ings pack.

But this year, the Atlantic Coast
Conference is back with a vengeance.

Five of the league's nine teams are

ranked in this week's top 25, a num-
ber that is not duplicated by any
other conference this week. The Pac

10 and the Big 10 come close, regis-

tering four teams apiece on the chart.

The ACC not only has five teams
on the list, but three of which are in

the top 10. Wake Forest, which has

been quite close to the top of the hill

all season, recently fell to No. 4 after

a loss to North Carolina State. Still,

fourth in the nation ain't too shabby.

Duke, which overtook Wake as the

conference front- runner after the

Deac's played State, stayed put in the

No. 6 position. At the same time,

Clemson took its spot at No. 8.

The fact that the Tigers have been

in the top flight of college hoop per-

formers is just short of amazing con-

sidering that it was not long ago they

were the Atlantic Coast shipwrecks.

While there was a harbinger of

Clemson's success when the Tigers

beat North Carolina at Littlejohn

Coliseum in the infamous Rick
Barnes-Dean Smith shout- and-spit

off. it used to be
Clemson was
already written in,

in pen, as N.C.
State's opponent in

the annual
shame-game (the

game between the

eighth and ninth

seeded teams that

kicks off the ACC Tournament).
But all that has changed with

Clemson's emergence as a bona-fide

conference contender.

Duke has broken into the top 10,

better than the preseason prognosti-

cations of mid-top 25. North
Carolina, which struggled early in

league play, has taken to the No. 12

spot.

Finally, Maryland, Massachusetts'

fodder last weekend, has still sur-

vived among the perennial ACC
giants to rank Nth in the nation.

And the conference has the mar-

quee names, too. Look at UNC:
lamison and Carter; Duke: Landon
and Capel; Maryland: Profit and
Booth; Wake: Duncan and... well, do
you really need anybody else?

So, if a conference is as good as the

ACC this year, it stands to reason
that the officials working these games
are of the same caliber as the teams
Wrong.
Lately it seems as if that is the fur-

thest thing from the truth. Three sep-

arate incidents this calendar year, two
in the past week, indicate that the

officials in the ACC perhaps need to

go back to school.

Perhaps the incident that has seen

the most air time is the

end-of-the-game guffaw by the offi-

cials in the Duke- Virginia game.
With five seconds remaining in the

game and the Cavaliers up by one,

Duke inbounded the ball to point

guard Steve Wojciechowski. who ran

the length of the court and was
fouled. But the clock never started,

and the officials failed to let the

Virginia player who was waiting to

sub into the game onto the court.

So with stopwatch in hand, the refs

determined Wojciechowski would
have been able to get the ball upcourt

and cause the Cavalier infraction in

the time the clock showed (:05). They
put the Blue Devil PG on the line

with 00.7 left, and Wojciechowski
strung both shots to ice the game.

Time expires. Duke wins. Officials

mess up.

This weekend, Wake Forest hosts

N.C. State in a game that goes down
to the wire. As time runs out, the

Wolfpack's Clint Harrison shoots
from near the arc with a shot that

would have tied the game.

Instead, the refs throw the hands

up and pronouce the shot a 5-point-

er, giving struggling State a win
60-59 win over Wake. Apparently

Sam Croft, Raymie Styons and Mike

Wood, the crew working the game,

thought Harrison's foot — which was

actually five toes across the line —
was behind the 3-point line.

With the Demon Deacons' demise,

the Blue Devil beneficiaries of the

previous officiating blunder took over

first place in the ACC race.

Fred Barakat, the head of Atlantic

Coast Conference officials, said that

the mistake in the Wake game was a

simple error in judgement and the

officials would not be punished
(those involved in the Duke-UVA
game were suspended a game each).

"(Duke-UVA] was an administra-

tive mechanical error,* Barakat said.

"That was what we call 'Officiating

101.' But in (Wake-State), these are

judgement calls. They don't always

make the right judgements, and they

didn't here.*

But those two aren't the only calls

the league refs have loused. On (an.

19, Maryland's Profit nailed a

3-pointer at the buzzer that gave the

Terrapins a 54-51 win over Wake
Forest.

Replays show that the shot was
released after the final buzzer sound-

ed, so the shot shouldn't have count-

ed. Hmmmm...
"I'm blind! I'm deaf! I wanna be a

ref!"

Casey Kane is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Gaffney
continued from page 10

Cup home for the second year in a

row. His development here at UMass
is working in the general direction of

his idols — an all-around game.
"I think (my development! has

been pretty steady." Gaffney said. "I

haven't made these huge leaps, but

every year it seems like I'm getting

better defensively, and this year. I'm

starting to get better offensively. It's

going well, and the offense is starting

to come, but I still have so much to

learn on defense.

"Defense is the biggest part of the

game, and if the points come, that's

gravy. I got to worry about defense.

Maybe freshman year I would panic

about a rush coming down, but I

think I'm starting to relax a lot more
over the last couple of years.*

Mallen enjoys having Gaffney's
offensive skills on the ice. but he

does worry about the part of his

game dealing with his position —
defense. If there is a weakness in his

game then that is the one. but Mallen

M-es his junior defenseman turning

the corner.

"Defensively, he needs to make a

lot of improvements." Mallen said.

"He's got a great hipcheck that he is

able to throw once in a while, but

he's got to work on playing physical-

ly in I -on- 1 situations, and work on
his opponent

.

UMass
Student
legcil

Services
Office

"But now. between his vision,

anticipation and skating ability, he's

able to see the seams where he can

bring the puck up. He's definitely

helped generate offense for us."

It's in the game

The rough and tumble job of a

defenseman is not something
Gaffney shies away from all the time.

His mates on the backline, like

junior Brad Norton and freshman
Dean Stork, use their size to their

advantage, while pasting opponents
any time they can get. Like the

advertising slogan says, "It's in the

game."

But truthfully, the sounding line

for the true work ethic of a defense-

man lies in one question, and one
question only: do you like to hit or

hurt people? If a defenseman can
make an opponent look over his

shoulder every time he rushes the

puck up ice. or skates into a corner,

than his job is done. That split

second can mean a world of differ-

ence, and when he gets a chance.
Gaffney does his best to put the fear

into his opponent.

"Hiding's great, and every once in

a while I get to throw my hipcheck."

Gaffney said. "1 love throwing
hipchecks. and I do it whenever I get

a chance. It's all small stuff that I got

FREE
confidential
professional

legal services
for UMass
students!

to work on, just to get better at

everything like pinning guys, and
working hard down low."

The key to the Minutemen's suc-

cess for the rest of this season
depends on Gaffney. Norton and
their defensive Uncinates, in addition

to shutting down two high powered
teams. A game this weekend versus

Boston College, and last season's HE
Rookie of the Year Marty Reasoner,

and next week against Maine will be

essential for the team. Not only will

two wins going into the playoffs

stimulate positive momentum, but

can also get them out of a matchup
with either Boston University or

UNH in the first round.

If that happens, than defensive

consistency will be needed against

the likes of BU's Hobey Baker candi-

date Chris Drury. or the five-headed

beast of UNH in Eric Bogueniecki.

Mark Mowers, |ason Krog. Eric

Nickulas and Tom Nolan — all who

545-1995

CAU TDDrW/
922 CAMPUS CENTER

Tonight
Retro Night

Music of the 70's and 80s

Weekly Drink Specials
16oz. Red Dog Drafts 1.50

16oz. Bacardi Limon ft Coke 2.00

16oz. Vodka and Cranberry 2.00

12oz. Bottles of Rolling Rock 1.50

NEW HOURS
1/2 Price Appetizers & IMachos

3-5 pm Wed Sat 7-11 pm

No Cover Charge

r

are players who can break the

50-point barrier this season.

Eliminating the shot off the

rebound is what Gaffney sees as the

main thing the team needs to con-

centrate on. Seventeen years of skat-

ing experience from ponds to St.

lohn's to the Mullins Center will be

essential for his team's success. But

when you think about the Worcester

native — maybe, a little Orr and
Bourque magic can be thrown in

there for him. too.

"I think the most important thing

(to stop] are second shots." Gaffney

said. "You know, if they get a shot

from the blueline. we got to make
sure that we tie people up so they

can't get the rebound. We have to

clear the front of the net. get them
out and pick up the puck and carry it

out. Most goals in college hockey
come from second shots, and that is

an important thing that wc have to

stop."

43
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Learn German

This Summer At URI

June 22-August 1, 1997
The University of Rhode Island n coopera&on w*h the Goethe Insttute Boston

srretrg the Seventeenth A/riualGerrnanSurwnerS^ German

w# be the sole language of canmuncafton and German He and culture the heart

of this six week resrdency program of rtenave language study Earn up to nre

undergraduate or graduate credits wNe Iwng m re beautiful surrounrjngs of our

country campus, rust mnutes away from Rhode Islands rragnrftcert beaches and

rsstonc Newport Thrs program is ideafty surfed for anyone wBhng to enrolr

begmng through Master's level German Take advantage of INs rare opportunity

to participate m this total German language experience

Contact Or John Ofandto

or Or NortMrt HwXfcrtch. CoOtwckn
Oapt of Languagaa
UW Kingston. Rl 02881 ________
Or cal: (401 ) 874-9B1 1

*~™™
'?!.

t»ni»-olt- of Rhode Maud

Providence
Center

CoHefc or" ( irtmump hdu-lonn

M Ac Shfjwni BuiWinj

anmfiiton»ii Sno. hwidnw. Rl*

(*01) 277-5020

grandViOuhacc.ialadu

h»OotrtcOuri*x.ur1.tou
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ACTIVITIES
Art yon latarastad in bunging a

speaker to campus? Do you want to

gain real-life experience working for

a student organization7 Come to a

meeting for THE DISTINGUISHED
VISITOR S PROGRAM on Tuesday.

February 25 at 7pm in Room 168C ot

the Campus Center Call 545 0046
(ot mote info Foot; will be served

Gat Involved! The Women's Health

Project seeks volunteers interested

in teaching and political action in

contraceptive education, body
image, etc For information call 577

51bT

SUMMER IN SWITZERLAND First

session 5/74 6,77 AU MAJORS: 6

credits. airfare Euroraii.

Room/board AIL FOR $3299
Contact Chns 545-441 1 or Jeff 545-

4046

Concerned about Sox, STD's.
Alcohol. Drugs. Eating Disorders.

Stress. HIV/AIDS or smoking? Call

Peer Health Connections at 577-

5168 lor answers to your questions

Completely confidential

Trying to quit smoking or chewing

tobacco7 Need help7 Support Group

meets every Wednesday ftom 7-

8pm in Campus Center Room 801

Free Call 577-5181 for more info or

just drop by

Congratulations to Jennifer

Japmga. Katie Tnmarco, Alicia

Hitler. Jeanette Eke. Jennifer

Walton. Sarah lupauak. lydia Yeh.

Julie Galvm. Jennifer Knect. Amy
Goat;. Nikki Oileo. Katie Parks.

Janessa McWiliiams. Stephanie

Goldberg. Jen Baird love, The
Sisters of Chi Omega

Thn Sisters of Sigma Kappa invite

all university women to Open Rush

For times information, and a ride,

please can 256-6887

AUTO FOR SALE
1977 Dodge Van with sticker

Automatic Runs fine Oversized

$400 256 1300

ISO Red Renevft Alliance 2 -door,

automatic. 75K miles, runs well,

body in excellent condition. Clarion

Stereo, new brakes. $1200 or B/0

54^4594

1914 Honda Accord 4 door. 5

speed. 114.000 miles, needs brake

work $500 or B/0 253-3071

19M Honda Civic OX 5 speed, runs

perfect, small dents, cheap $1650 or

B/0 546 5320

EMPLOYMENT
Responsible person to care for

infant m our home ON BUS ROUTE
Three afternoons per week 549-

5035

Tbe Ultimate Summer Job
Whitewater Rafting Guides needed

No experience necessary Looking

for outgoing, enthusiastic people-

previous outdoor ot athletic expen

ence is a plus For more info send

resume and letter of interest to

Crab Apple Whitewater. P Box

295. Charlemont. MA Ot 339 of call

[41313394188

Premiere Brotber/Sister Camp in

Massachusetts On Campus
Interviews Counselor positions tor

talented and energetic students in

all Team Sports, especially Baseball.

Basketball. Roller Hockey.

Gymnastics. Field Hockey. Soccer.

Volleyball 30 Tennis Openings also

Golf Archery. Riflery. Ropes and

Rock Climbing. Weights/fitness and

Cycling, other openings include

Performing Arts Fine Arts. Figure

Skating Newspaper Photography.

Yearbook Radio Station. Rocketry.

Swimming. Skiing Sailing. Wind
surfing. Canoeing/Kayaking Top
salaries, room, board and travel

EMPLOYMENT
June 22nd August 20th Call for

information MAH KEE NACiboys)
800-753-9118 OANBEEIyirls) 800
392-3752 Recruiters will be On
Campus Tuesday. March 11th.

10am -4pm at the UMass Camp
Day.

$15 per hour minimum- Teaching

SAT Prep-Course Teacher needed
in all parts of MA and CT
Undergraduate degree preferred,

excellent math and verbal scores

required Send resume to American

Academy. P Box 2062 Oswego.
NY 13126

Exceptional Summer
Opportunity- Camp Wayne. NE
Pennsylvania Sports oriented

Counselor/Specialist fot all

land/water sports including tennis,

camping, climbing/ropes, rocketry,

roller hockey, sailing/water skiing.

A&C. drama, video Campus
Interviews Tuesday, March 11

Please call 1800)737-9296

Cruise Lines Hiring- Earn up to

$2000* /month plus tree world trav

ellEurope. Caribbean, etc ) No expe-

rience necessary RoomAxiard Ring

1919)918 7767 ext C180

Alaska Employment- Earn up to

$3000 $6000/month in fisheries,

parks and resorts Airfare 1

Food/lodging* Get all the options

Call 1919(918 7767 ext A180

Part-Time Seles Reps Wanted
"Lead the way into the 21st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat
shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332
BbMCker St D40. NYC. NY 1 00 1

4

EMPLOYMENT
Nationel Perk Employment Work
in America's National Parks. Forest

and Wildlife Preserves Our materi-

als uncover rewarding opportunities

in the outdoors Call (206)971 -3620

ext N5001 7 (We are a research and

publishing company)

Cruise and Land Tour Employment
work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid 1 For industry

information, call Cruise Employment
Services (800)276-4948 ext C50017
(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

FOR RENT
SugarLoef Estates- Ultra modern
two bedroom apartments, free

heat/hot water, new kitchens, baths,

carpeting, washer/dryers and more 1

On busline Minutes to Amherst

Great specials' Call 665-3856

Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

1508)4776000

FOR SALE

Computers lor ssle 486DX4 100

16 meg. CD ROM. Sound Card.

4160X33 8 meg Call 6 4674 Ask for

John

Bolster your immune system,
improve your energy and focus with

wild, organic. Super Blue Green
Algae 90-Day money back guaran-

tee Call independent distributor.

Matthew Vergo at 256-1331 fo,

more information or a free tape

KLH 3 Way 350W SPKRS DBL 12"

Woolers $250/Pr Call 253-6520

Laptop/Notebook $99 . Hard drive

$10 CD Drive $25 Steve 566 3324-2

FOR SALE

STEREO EQUIPMENT
Buy-Sell-Trade Large selection

used/reconditioned, from inexpen-

sive dorm systems to audiophile

quality separate components Great

prices, honest advice, satisfaction

guaranteed Pick up/delivery avail

able Stereo & Video Exchange. 256

0941

For Sale- Electric Guitar Peavey
black strat copy, excellent condition

$200 Sean 546-5734

INSTRUCTION

Boxing Three private 1/2 hour
lessons $6995 Call (413)732-8817

In Arntierst Tues and Thurs eve

Bertend with University
Bartending 50% student discount

On- campus classes starting soon'

Call (8O0)U Can Mix for info

MISCELLANEOUS
Pledged and didn't like it? Start

your Fraternity Veta Beta Tau is

looking for men to start a new chap
ter If you are interested in academic

success, a chance to network and an

opportunity to make friends in a non-

pledging brotherhood. E-Mail
ZBTOIBTNATI0NAI ORG or call

Brett Hrbeck at 131 7)334 1898

New Metebolism Breakthrough
Period Lose 5-100 pounds Doctor

approved Cost $35 18001666 4793

ROOM FOR RENT
One bedroom in a 2 bedroom apt

Available immediately On bus route

Sugarioaf Estates Keira 1203)294

1 336 Females only

Housemate wanted to share
house on the Connecticut River No
pets or smoke $250* 586-8593

SERVICES
Know Vour Rights Do you have

questions about your rights7 Oo you

mink your civil rights have been vio

lated7 Find Out 1 Contact the Student

Legal Services Office. 922 Campus
Center. 545 1995

GRE
GMAT
Prep-Courses

30 hours

3 weeks

$295 00

18001808 Prep

WEB PAGE DESIGN
Business or Personal E mail at

AGR0 ART®MAIL ME COM

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright ot Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 54*1906

Foreign Students-Visitors.

Greencard programs available

1800)773 8704 Cost $29
Applications close 2 24 97

Piercings by the Beerded Lndy
222 State Street. Norihampton
(41 3)586 0829

Seeking Financial Aid? Don't limit

your possibilities for financial aid 1

Student Financial Services profiles

over 200.000* individual awards
from private and public sectors Call

18001263-6495 ext F50016 (We are

a research and publishing company)

www.smartbomb.com Serving all

your smart drug needs

TRAVEL
Spring Break '97- Don't be left

out 1 Space limned' Cancun and
Jamaica from $449. Florida from

$139 Call STS @ (8001648 4849 for

the best rates'

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK/ Jamaica.
Cancun, Bahamas. Panama City.

South Padre Lowest Prices Reliable

Company ASTA IATAN MEMBER
Contact Man 253-6473

Scuba Spring Break Earn 2 cred-

its March 16-22 Call (800)282-0977

tor info

CTtASTto COAST
$ 1 89/ow $289/rf

Hartford to Puerto Rico

$149/ow $269/ rt*

** Huge savings on ALL

Domestic & Inrl Fores

* Fly the Major Airlines

•fV No Advance Purchase

*fV No Gimmicks

*• Express Delivery

** Lowest Airfares Anywhere

1 -800-256-3491

DISCOUNT *#**
TICKETS*

TRAVEL
Fort Lauderdale area, Fl March 8

15. studio. $650/week (413)786

7133 Partial kitchen

Killington- Cheap Spring Break
$239 for 5 nights/5 days skiing Call

UMass Ski Club 545 3437

Best Hotels and Lowest Prices

for Spring Break beach destinations

Florida. Cancun. Jamaica, etc Call

now tor rooms or sign-up as Inter

campus Representatives (800)327

6013 http //www icpt com

Europe $155. Canbb /Mexico $189

R/T Worldwide Destinations

Airhitch Tm (800)326-2009
airhitchOnetcom com or www i si

com fr/airhnch

Spring Breek *97 It's heaven Wake
and Bake in the hottest destinations

fiee parties 1 " Organize group and

travel free Lowest price guaranteed

From $99 (800)426 7710 www sun

splash tour s com

WANTED
We are looking for a lour bedroom

house or apartment for the Fall We
are willing to take over your summer

lease Call 549-5362'

Caribbean/Mexico $119 R/T
Europe $169 0/W Fry the world dirt

cheap ONE WORLD TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK 97 CANCUN
BAHAMAS JAMAICA AND FLORI-

DA 7 meal plan only $19' GROUP
ORGANIZERS EARN FREE TRIPS

AND CASH CALL TODAY' i3OC)70O

0790 www vagabondtours com

-Spring Break trom $599

Go with whom you can trust Call

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

Starting Sunday, Feb. 25, the Collegian FYI section will be relocated to the Classifiedspage. In addition, FYI entries will be limited to

free Five College events only. Only entries fitting this description will be run in the FYI section. All other entries must be submitted
through the Classifieds Department. For information about Classifieds rates, call 545-3500

Personals Policy
AH pertoA*h MUST be proofread bv Coihftsn
cleHtihrd emptor*** betore payment jncJ accep
lance ot tt» c latticed.

Lati name* MAY SOT be uted <n pergonal*
ONi y t.rvt njmet, «nd mttuK eve allowed The

m an? (o» bt*#tdav or cortjiatuiafcon*

pergonal* >n whit* tate the HjJI n*«ne may be
uted
fttone iXimben. a** not atiowed m penonaH NO

"ONS
Aildrette*, are not allowed *n pertonafc cht% me.t*m

S ftrnona**, or a tfwtawntng or dFrogatpry ***** a«*

not acceptable Personal* o< a .mrtutiv* or

NTiekju* Ajfctrr ate «v«t m * epu&te f*etwx>*»H may
not be uted lor the purpote o» barastmertt

* Pro**n»*y may not be u«ed -n pertonaH
? The prnonalt tecltort * (or petwoak only The

prnorwk teuton n*ay NOT be u«*d to tell •*•*»

bt?efc roommawt a(Ke*Tite mtpetbnjt rtt

A Ml pe«ptonaK muti h«yve ihe name wttrvriure and
V Wjm i O rxamhef o* me ttudmt pUc mg the at

Mled an on the mtetlton order N<w» ttudetvti mutt
provide a walid driver'* Itreme and the Itreme
number mutt be recorded on the tnterhon order

i (arte tdemitw ahoo or miw*Twe*e*>uiK>n •*

tubfect to ptnamet under the Law
9 The foreVfMn rvterwt the right to rrtW or to «d*t

any pertonal that doet not meet the CorJeytan *

tunoardt •" accordance with the tiatoiet of the

Cortwiirjrvevejlfh ot M*yvt« hutettV

Standard
Activities
Announcements
Apartment For

llent

Auto For Sale
Employment
Entertainment
For Sale
FOUnd 12 daw Free)

Happy Birthday
Houses For
Rent

Instruction
Lost
Musicians
Miscellaneous

Headings
Motorcycles
Personals
Room For
Rent

Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted

Services
Summer
Sublet

To Sublet
Travel
Transportation
Wanted to
Rent

Wanted

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20<t per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not respon-
sible for errors resulting

from illegible handwriting
or type.

Answers to

Yesterday's Puzzle
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ACROSS
1. Em* eland

k.

(t. F|

II. Score

tl Daft money
11 R«tred try tK nghi

t« Paul Hogan • g
11 Be an omen ot

It Opponent otAES
». On me tak ade

Tar

Comp**jj>tj

/Ml
Ovy

^»«3hi»orti touodsd m
1926

32. A<*udKJMan*w
31 Baae ot a tetead tun

M Betore king

U _lo«ea**»y
{PeeganMml

(M. OtKladea
17 Very ok)

M Suddenfuan

m. Den
M. Menaged
61. 0»»erorRei
61 EmukHeaMomColea

tl Cokmdari couno
10. LeaJamdycet

31 L*aaqudnunc
U Mortgage!

M. Stmocaaiani ag
37 -Queen Men/.* tor

one
36 Poker KoMng
40. Poeeri apperatui

41 Uke a duckl toei

Jl

73

M
21
21
21

H Anawer. e> reporter*

aueetnne

17 leave tbe*

M. CaddW'tllem

36 Annoy

40 Kmdol penny

41. Bek) eegiei km
42. Acmna Jeckaon

41 hkghbalneed

DOWN
1. M*)a»pntiye

2 Slentrxien

1 Vulgar

* KVien- (1920

»ong)

1 County aeet ot Kerry

1 Served at king

7. Shemf Andy Teytora

•on

1 Type ot towel or

46 Word «Wi to or dkth

47. On*
46. Bumooae o< kmono
SO. Oceangoing mitata

1 Halea

11 Potui'i moiier

11. Oeneaa locale

14. Quaranlead

11 BkndM (2ed«)
17. Dnirly

22. Fmat entry in tome
km (2 ode

)

21 Run the gamut

24 Schedule

21 very angry

21. Mora modern

27 Dolelar

decerd

41 Author Mary Mepaa

47 Opened
40. Forumlrock

41 unique

SO USCs- nva>

11. Bypeat

12 jFKienderj

M. • Gnng-lPh**
Roth)

St Fraquanty. to Keek

\

AJUX8
nUrch 21-April 30
Kaaaol Oar anaaanotad. nprt-fetU> whm
n ctmn » cbuietr^ pi naeik n he «

ant pnajnrt You cvuid BMwi enh

UBRA
Septc-nber 2S-October 23

Ctm* y°«« itnrtmn> kutl Unit

»

| you w aand Ot al chtckt

OUixt er> and «> atKl yau brkrvr la.

thrn a* Iheejt dual fa vou say m
yx-r tevtajlh Youl nafd n annei aaee

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

SHI dkxtptnr Ml br Ihr kry to

adernh| vour (Mia m d» «rw hilurr

(al An Bkr you arr thrai but bt

aaran> of OV Wlm thai your lank

aanaJaa could haw on another artf

rMrrm A <iomr bVnd oflm a ahouktn

to cry on aVr a uporttlna; rptauoV

GEMINI
Uaj22 -June 2\

Fbrue en ^tOng oul of debt w -mj caa

TeV a drep farcaXh md mk **m thr

muuder mtt V hr er -hr caul trt

jrvu. then pay no etlecitian tnm that

aalM en But da N tactfuty You aurr

t>rr<i a rhangr In wnur

SAGITTAJUUS
23-E

fun A laraMan cauM aaaal. lyoutF
pradrm Ejrtia rfloel al oort pan a* kt

thr fanai of aa ii aant irapoaaaalny 1
von trr a ft \hM aould br prnvrt far

CANCER
June 22 July 22
A Irani «-flwi pay* Mg t>»ldn >da m you

a no*- of OV t

u romea to pteiwanf jwui l—ncei. Vou

rvutd far wintang out on

and to break out ot Ihr r

mucn of anetta-tg hnl good for aa

CAPRICORN
22 January 20

HO
July 23-Aufuat 23
II y -it rr trefaig led out of Ihr bop. don't

tuar heart There ondd be a aurpiiar far

mm m thr near tuturr A kind thing jkm

aay makra a big fcnpnaaion raprctHS*;

l» a roungrr prT»>n When rnrewnanlng

uppoalBon. try lo feel theni out hrforr

«*9u Lake any drctohe artton

VIRGO
Aufuat 24-8eptember 22

PXiah thr rnwlopr in a prraonal matter

and you couM fafgr an nm •tnaagrr

bond artth a avertheart Fagnr N up

**Mh a coaajfiRmrnt. t la approprtafr

Ham la a good tknr to plan for a map*
Invratmrnt Vou rmiM ihaumi a nre/

ajaj* la haw fun enthout •prorkng a lot

La* kir a t>t| prribinn Soaneanr oajM
haw a labor w*mg trtrk that you voukl

rem haw though* of Abo yau could

br abfr to tmtr your braam far oomeoftr

Hart braam I ar thr the you taw to

plan a aperiaJ treat far ooinrraw yon |gv

AQUARIUS
January 2 1 February 18

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Your narrful aavliut and auianm brajn

lo pay off. but donl b*» al on a eld
a wMivaur

final

«*J nraa marr Rrlatlvra haw aomr

atanlnK advtcv Poeow n II it fcvla rtght ^

Daily Listings sponsored by: UUIlfg fiWMj
41 HOI rWfXiPWAlK • A.MIIIR<T

Member O.C.M.P Q Open Every Night 'til 1!

Down the Alley

HSCN

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN

Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/6 1 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

BET

BET on Jazz

UCTV
The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

m$mmn
- •

i . i i-

75<f Wings

tonight after 10

WEDNESDAY EVENING c- Campus FEBRUARY 1^ 1997
C 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 800 8:30 900 9:30 1 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

WEDH n 1 Crtattorw BueinettRpt Newthour WHh Jim lehrtr X Scientific Amer«an Frontier. Thomat Jtfferton (In Siereo) (Part 2 ot 2) X National Geographic i Inttde the White Houte

WFSB o 3 hWwtl CBS Newt Intide Edition Am Journal Nanny X PtarlX -Von*rinMyMinrf"/1997. Dramaj Ncoestte Sheridan. X Hr*s | LataShowX

WBZ o 1 Ntwg CBS Newt En! Tonight Nanny X Pearil MurternWyMnrf- (1997. Drama) Mcofctte Sheridan. X fwJWt Lata Show X
WCVB o

I
Ngwg X ABC Newt Ineide Edition Chronicle X" Grtce Under Coach X Drew Carey f. Ellen X Primetime Uvt I Ntwtl Nightkne X

WLVI o FuNHouaeS Fre«h Pnnc* Star Trek. Ned Oener Sitter, Sitter Nick Freno Wayana Brot. Jamie Fo«« X News Jenny Janet (In St

WHOH o Neen NBC Newt Wheat-Fortune Jeopardy! X Wingtl Chicago Sont Newtradiol Men-Badry Law 1 Order "Matrimony" X Newt Tonight Show

WTXX ft") Frath Prince Martin X Judge Judy X RealTVI Sentinel "Drop Dead" X Star Trek: Voyager (in Stereo} Newt JLAPD H Palrol RealTVX

vwrr Newt un/* **nav nanra Ent Tonight HardCopyl Wmgs JChicagoSone NtweradioX [Men-Bedly Law 1 Order "Matrimony" X ratwi Tonight Show

WTIC o t Snnptone X Roeeenne X Home Imp SeinteldX Beverly Hillt. 90210 (In Stereo) Party of Five "Intervention" X news Coach X Deep Space 9

WWLP o 21 rlee/t
An aL^^^rm> paawa Wheet-Fortune JeopardylX WingtX Chicago Sont NewtradioX [Men-Badly Law 4 Ordtr "Matrimony" X ratWi Tonight Show

WGBY G) V7 Creaturet BueinettRpt. Newthour WKh Jim Lfhftf X Scientific Amencan Frontier! Thomat Jtfferton (In Siereo) (Part

;

Chgrlrt Rom (In Sltreo)

WGGB O' w NewtX ABC Newt fiWiidi Ent. Tonight Grace Under [Coach f Drew Carey X [EHtn X Primennit Live X Newt X |Niflnwv# X
WSBK (E Beverly Hillt 9OJ10 > SltnM SetnteWX Mad Abo. You Sentinel "Drop Dead" X Star Trtk: Voytgtr (In Stereo) Newt NBA Basketball '

WTBS *B Family Mettert [Family Mattert Home Videoe Home Videce NBA BatketbaH Portland Trail BWars at Orlando Magic (Live) X •vMOT'NOA "The People Urmtm Stairs"

A»E
CNN

O) Quincy Equalirar 8iogmphy: G Gordon Uddy American Justice Pi ,20th Century R Lam 1 Order "Mother Love" 3

CD J] WorldViewX Monfylina r; Croeefir* 8 Prime Newt X |
Burden-Proof Larry King Live X Wnrld Today SportiHhjt [MoneyilneX

COM
DISC

CD )0 Tick R Dream On Daily Show (R) |TV Nation *v» "Movtig Violations" H9&, Comedy) Jotw Murray. A-Litt (R) X |Dream On Dally Show [TV Nation

Beyond 2000 Next Step (R) Strange Planet [R) Three Minutet to Imped (R) Ecr>Challenge Three Minutet to Impact (R)

ESPN G> Up Cloaa Sporttcenter College Bttketbel Maryland at Georgia Tech. (Live) College Betketbetl St John's tt Villanova line) Sporttcenter X
Lift CD Sunermtrket Debt Detignlng Maligning Untohrtd Myttariet (In Stereo] **'/4 "Secrets" l\M2, Drama) »rittopher Plummtr Living Mysteries

MTV Q) flan t Slimpy TB* Singled Out Idiot Savant* Prime Time (In Stereo) Unplugged (R) (In Siereo) Reel World X RmI World X Singled Out Lovtline

NICK CB Clarltta Expi Tiny Toon OougX RugratiX Hey Arnold! |Mappy Dayt 1 Love Lucy X [Munttert M.T.Moort Rhoda TtiiX Odd Couple X
SCIFI 03 Star Wan frit. Sc&i Trader Time Tm (In SereoJ Ttkwar "Cyberhunt" (in Siereo) Forever Knight Fatal Mistake" Sightingt (R) (In Stereo) X Time Trax (R) (In Stereo)

TLC fJb 1 FumNuft Renovation Hometime X j Hometwne X SeeTek [Pop Science Revolutionary War (Part 4 of 6) Lindtlide SaaTtk(R) |Pop Science

TNT *D In the Heetot the Night X In the Heat ol th« Night « ttVi "AnEy fcr an fye"(l961, AoVenlure) Chuck Norru. • * "Double /mpacf"(l991, Adventurt) JearvClaudt Vrn Damme.

USA Q) Renegade "Rustlers Rodeo

"

Highlander The Seriet K Murder, She Wrote X |e* "Tails You Live, Head. You'mOe |WingtX

HBO 9 ** 'Uttollh0JSo^mn'^99i.lWventurt) Tom Btrenger. VG' *^ IB/at* Sh««p"(l996)ChritFirley 'PG-IJ | Comedy Halt LarrySandtrt [Tracey Takes j** "Rambo: First 6kxxt Part II"

MAX 3) **» 'Necessity Fkvghntu" ('991) Scott Bakuia PG-13X ** "Tales From the Hood" (\m, Horror) Ciarenco VVTnatfTii tit. 'FT *** "To Die For" (1995. Satire) Nicole Kidman (In Sltfto) W X
SHOW ID 4 v,) fa* "Chudbutnd It* PtuVy Flash" (\1M)

,

?<3! »H "O»«dPnasi0l»nfs"(t995, Drarra) Larera Tale. 'R' X *H "A Low Down Dirty Shame" (t 994) 'R X \"Fear-Hat"
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

r AND THAT'S -tm
ENTIRE rMMltt or
TOOK AHfcUMlNV

Robotman By Jim Meddick

S0,WOrm, \ Wr*H. 1 DCM'T KH9N
WHAT I 1 "WW ITS TINAE

SHOULP lT0SP»MTJt3B^l

"^c

Z3_

.L\cv<. <.Lfe>.v*

CU<-V dkPri

Drabble By Kevin Fagan
Dilbert By Scott Adams

Frumpy the Clown Judd Winiclc

CAT0E.RT: EVILH.R. DIPvtCTOR

WE'VE 0ECI0E0 TO
LOCOEKVOUfc BASE
SALARY, tOALLY.

I

Non-Sequitor By Willey Miller

I REALIZE THIS WILL
BE A HARDSHIP. BUT
IF YOU HAND i^L YOUR
NECKTIE. I'LL SHOW
YOU WHY THrS IS
BEING DONE.

WHAT DID HE.

SAY WAS THE
REASON?

"BECAUSE
I CAN."

APE r"O0 AUiARE TWAT « v

r^Dsr&p n?irre«scEReAu
is &iviNe, Away Stat? c=i
WAVS YOPA ACT/ON Fl6l»?ES?

Swouuc i Be?|

T

( YOUR CHiLpgEN AgE "

J

, _

ASE rtSO AUAJflE 'T TAKES
so eoy tups to &er ittt

IT
I CAN^T FE€u\1 IT'S JUST)

II

n

ML a

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom University 5 By Frank Cho

We live in a small apartment

building and the apartments look

alike. One time I slept the whole

night in the wrong apartment.

My mom doesn't like me
coming home late at night, so before

she turns out all the lights and

rearranges the furniture to try to

make me fall when I tip toe in.

in the morning I had breakfast

with these two nice old people. They

sat very still at the kitchen table,

spoke softly and were calm and

peaceful.

They told me not to worry

about being in the wrong apartment

because we were relatives.

They said we were related

by rent checks.

Actually, they do look a

lot like me.

How cool.

Now I have family in the

building.

lvW4 THH
TV Wow
Suae Fife'

TWy'lWT
M4M Shu!
uk iHey
05*D To

•%M> rfr

uo M/rrunx
0»mc ToTVatk

OF IT fTT

kKTCMSM
J-TS4M

Social Norm By Mr. K

HtU, 17*1

no THxar
oF M*T««>J
STae*

\B8fflM3myu

Close to Homo By John McPherson

The hazard of rolling over In a bad with flannel

sheets while wearing a flannel nightgown.

Speedy By Todd Hortzler

<£Z^>

if MAtrtC JOMNWv AWO CA**V 8/>D.

CAV RESPCCT cTAch OT-HfiAr MO fe fTti'svOJ

Vou All on 00 frt C£T the e'taitfe \

#3fe*

Leedee By Mike Rybicki

To CoWTv^fATt Leedee i 11 T

ANNlTERsPAy l„E ARE RE- fellw*

t)',6',T(MlT fe(Tv«iSTtH£I> ^ERS'ONS
OF oor. ciftss'.c comics.

HEKE ',S Pi

HEt»NE PftNEL

fRom LAST Ser\ESTEfA

I

PHb TVt;Mk OF THE inoN€r i'i?

SftvE om Shorts!

Lttoff THf Sffc;«l. tTD'.TIOKj

ftock Close R to fr\y

OR;g;-jal viSioM.

I b:w'r knovJ

Stick f;to«s
Hob Pecs.

V
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Today's Staff

Mike "Rabbit" Burke
Night Editor

Lisa "Kanga" Oliveri

Copy Editor

Lauren "Roo" Kosky
Photo Technician

josh "Tigger" Sylvester

Production Supervisor

Matt "Pooh" Cuilmette
Dan "Christopher Robin" Bodah

Production

Quote of the Day

What a waste it is to

lose one's mind. Or
not to have a mind is

being very wasteful.

How true that is

-Former Vice President

Dan Quayle

99

Quote of the Day

Love will save you
from the cold light of

boring reality...

-M. Gira

99

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 343-3636 fete- mora lettetrmemHetm.

Franklin

LUNCH
Chix Cutlet Sandwich
Turkey Bacon Swiss Pita

Meatball Grinder

Wheatball Grinder

DINNER
Turkey Tenderloin

Roast Beef w/ Pepper
Beans and Rice

Grilled Chix Sandwich

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger

Chix Cutlet Sandwich
Tacos

Scrod au Gratin

DINNER
Turkey Tenderloin w/

Citrus Glaze

Roast Beef w/ Black

Pepper Crust

Worcester

LUNCH
Tacos

Hungarian Noodle Bake
Ziti/Tomato Sauce

Veggie Tacos

DINNER
Turkey Tenderloin

Roman Rice and Beans
Pastabilities

Stuffed Shells in Sauce

Berkshire

LUNCH
Tacos

Ziti/Tomato Sauce
Veggie Tacos

DINNER
Turkey Tenderloin

Roast Beef w/ Pepper
Roman Rice and Beans

Veal Parmesan



SPORTS The Massachusetts

Women's track:
2nd at A 10's

Wednesday, February 19, 1997

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's track

team ended an injur>- plagued season

Saturday with a satisfying second

place finish at the Atlantic 10

Championships in Kingston. R.I..

Though an incredible effort Ml
given all season long, one could not

help wondering what could ha\e been

if UMass hadn't had to go into battle

without the services of standout vet-

erans -\nya ronwl I sprints/hurdles t

and Ro^es Bryan, in addition to fresh-

man impact performers Alison

Tostevin (throws), lamie Hedgecock

(sprints) and Sharon Tillotson (dis-

tance* due to injury, in their attempt

to win back-to-back A-10 titles.

The Hokies of Virginia Tech (161

pts.) beat the Minutewomen (111.5

ptv) handily en route to their first

ever A 10 Championship. Rounding

out the top live team finishers were

Rhode Uland (95.5 pts. I. St. loseph's

(54 pts I and Temple (51 pts l

I Mass distanced itself from
Rhode Island with the help of three

PlU pkui finishes to the Rams' two.

lunior Rebecca Donaghue con

vincingjy won (he mile with a time ot

4:57.66. Her junior counterpart

Christ) Martin, ran an outstanding

race breaking the top five in fifth

with a time of 5: I I t>8. finishing only

fractions of a second out of the

lourth pla^c slot behind St. loseph's

I iz Reeser.

lunior Silifa Kcnku edged out

Dayton's Kaamilya Davis to take

first -place honors in the 400m dash.

kcnku s time of 57.23 bettered

Davis' mark of 57.55 by less than

half a second. Trailing close behind

in the same event was UMass'
Michelle Cooper who finished third

at 58.70. Freshman Mary Eaton

crossed the finish line 12th at

1:02.98.

The use of Lisa Flood by coach

lulie LaFreniere proved successful,

when she held her talented freshman

as ihe lone UMass entry in the 800m
dash. Flood (2:15.56) promptly went

out and won the race, defeating St.

loseph's Lauren Molyneux by a near

four second margin.

When Virginia Tech's deep and

talented squad began to pull away

from the pack, the Minutewomen
showed an impressive display of heart

and determination while receiving

some huge performances from some

unlikely sources.

Freshman Sarah Hirsch shaved

over 10 seconds off her 3000m time

of 10:10.73 while finishing second

overall. In an exciting turn of events.

Hirsch closed in on the leader and

eventual winner LaSalle's lohanna

Grochowalski. and nearly caught her.

finally faltering by just one second

Senior Katie Greenia finished seventh

In UMass at 10:31.08.

In the high jump. UMass fresh-

man Andrea Comeau (5'6") finished

second overall behind an unbeliev-

able jump from Virginia Tech's Katie

Turn to TRACK, page 7

UMass falls to 4th
in A-10 mens track

By Steven Grant

Collegian Stan

COCWTISY Of MlDM MLATIONS

Veteran sprinter/hurdler Anya Forrest was one of a handful of injured

members of the women's indoor track team unable to compete in last

weekend's A-10 Championship meet.

As it turns out, Massachusetts

did a little worse than it thought it

would and Virginia Tech did a lot

better than everyone though it

would.

Those and a few other factors

resulted in the Hokies winning the

Atlantic 10 Mens' Indoor Track

and Field Championship, while

the Minutemcn came up short

with a fourth place finish at the

University of Rhode Island's

Mackal Field House.

After Virginia Tech (161

points), the runners-up included

LaSalle ( 1 16). Rhode Island (109)

and the Minutemen (92). UMass
actually did worse than last sea-

son, when it took third place.

UMass coach Ken O'Brien and

some of his athletes, like junior

Dave Cahill, were hoping to

improve this time around, to no

avail

"Almost everyone had a bad

day." said Cahill. "Teams like

Virginia Tech and LaSalle per-

formed really well, and they were

just too much for us on that given

day. But we've got to put it behind

us and move on."

There were some bright spots.

Sophomore Albie Vasquez tied his

own school record when he won
the pole vault with a vault of

14'9" while sophomore |an

Stevens became the A-10 champ
in the shot put, with a winning

toss of 50'6 3/4". Both were

named to the A-10
All-Conference team.

"1 was pleased," said Stevens of

his winning throw. "It was three

feet less than my best but I was

happy just to win it because every-

one was having a bad day. 1

thought the team was going to do

really well but we all came out so

blah.

"I had a feeling Virginia Tech

would be good, but we should

have beaten URI and La Salle."

Coach Russ Whitenack of

Virginia Tech. which won five

individual event championships,

was named the. A-10 coach of the

year, while LaSalle's Troy Harry

and Rhode Island's lercmy Collins

earned A-10 Most Outstanding

Performer Awards.

The Minutemen will be in

action next on Friday and

Saturday. Feb. 21-22. when they

travel to Boston for the New
England Championships. Boston

University will host the meet
which starts at noori

"We've got a lot of kids that

will do well there, ' Stevens said.

"It's a different kind of meet. It'll

be easy for a lot of us to place

high because there are so many
teams competing there."

Men's gym sweeps Air Force & Army at the Cage Women's gym takes first

By Matthew J. Perrault

Collegian Staff

Entering to the chant of U — Mass. the N

men's gymnastics team entered the Curry Hicks

toady to take on the military academies of

•\nn\ and Air Force.

MeaaacheaMBJ appeared confident as the> pre-

pared to tackle two ret) good teams. The
Minutemen knew that if thev performed up to

their abiliiv (his meet would end in victory.

I Maai did just that and took care of their oppo-

nents with skill and precision.

With treshmen power leff Lavalle away at the

Winter Nationals, sophomore Steve Pryor

supped up and had a great meet.

Pryor placed first and tied the school record on

high bar with a 9.7. won the vault with a career

besi 4.65 and tied for first on floor with 9 4 He

linished up with an all around personal best of

56.40.

"Steve Pryor had an excellent meet." UMass
coach Roy lohnson said. "His all around score

was a career best for him and broke the old

school record as well."

The Minutemen had outstanding performances

from seniors Cabe Columbus and Ruslan

Shupak Columbus tied for first on floor (9 4)

and Shupak won the rings (9.7) and tied for sec-

ond on the vault (9.55) with junior Michael

Sangirardi.

Although sophomore Phil Liebennan had some

difficulty on the high bar and vault, he still pulled

off first place finishes on floor (f.4) and parallel

^ 5)

The Minutemen placed first on floor (37.55).

pommel horse (37.10). still rings (38.80L paral-

lel bars (37 15) and high bar (57 I 5). The team's

mark of 57.15 in the vault set a new school

record.

It was the third consecutive meet that UMass

has reset the school record on vault and second

consecutive sweep ol all events.

UMass' lead increased after each event. The

final score was UMass 224.40. Air Force 21 5 25,

and Army 211.55. UMass improves to 6-0 on

the season

"Overall it was a good performance." loin

said "Some gu\s were sick but we still did OK."

The Minutemen return to action loda\ against

Springfield at the Cum Hicks Cage at 1 p.m.

Over confidence shouldn't be a problem lor

this team. Coach lohnson will have his troops

I. .c used lor the meel

"We are trying not to take anyone too lightly.

Thev have some kids that we would love to have

on our team." lohnson said.

By Lisa M. OSveri

ColUgwn Staff

Gaffney's offensive-defensive prowess assists UMass

By Jorma Konsonen
Collegian Start

When >ou think about

MaeaadMMtti school bos hockev.

what you think about is the

Beltway; or. more specifically,

inside the Beltway In almost all

areas of reference, the world ends

outside of Route 495 But. for

those heathens who live and play

put Exit 1 1 A on the Turnpike and

the yellow illumination of the

Hallowed Land, there is a world to

offer.

lunior defenseman Mike Gaffney

had a world of offensive skills to

offer the Minutemen from his

school boy days, and it was not

from the Thayer Academy.

KXMA KANSANEN ' COUICIAN

junior defenseman Mike Gaffney has been an offensive catalyst from

the backline for the Minutemen this season.

Catholic Memorial or the

Matignon's of our hockey world

Central Massachusetts was where

Gaffney lived and played, with

Worcester, and neighboring St.

lohn's. his stomping grounds

The three time Catholic League

All-Star did not only help beat up

on long time conference rivals like

the Guardians of St. Peter Marian,

but any others that got in their

way. For teams like Algonquin
Regional. Marlboro High or cross-

town rival Shrewsbury, whatever

their record was. the game you had

to win was against the Pioneers ,,|

St. lohn's. Most of the time, the

loss would come their way. and

that was the kind of program
Gaffney called home for four years

— often hated, but always respect-

ed.

The switch he had to make from

regional stardom to national

anonymity was another game alto

gether. and it has been a tough

road. But this season. Gaffney Ml
emerged from being one of the

boys to being one of the men. The

backliner has put up career best

numbers (6 goals-1 3 assists), while

helping the Minutemen to their

best season since the reinstatement

of the program in 1993

For Gaffney. the hockey experi-

ence at one of Worcester County's

top parochial schools helped him

make the jump to Div. I college

hockey.

"The best thing about playing I
at

St. |ohn's| was that we played

Boston schools a lot." Gaffney said.

"Playing Catholic Memorial, B.C.

High. Matignon and all those

teams gave me a lot of experience

playing at the Boston level of hock-

ey. To play against all those guys

was the best thing about [St.

|ohn's|.

"At that age. UMass was not

even around, but I always dreamed

of playing in Hockey Fast. It could

have been anywhere, and I would

have loved it."

In a sea of defensman that are

more apt to crush an opponent

than rush past them. Gaffney is a

offensive option for coach Joe

Mallen he has not possessed in the

past. But these changes did not

ver night

When he left high school, he

was definitely an oflenatvi defense-

man, and could rush the puck from

end to end." Mallen said. "His first

couple of years, he found out that

there is a big step up in Hockev

1 .isi and it is much more difficult

He has made that step."

From Bobby lo Raymond

In true puckhead fashion.

Gaffney has led the life of hockey

since his formative davs I'oin hit-

ting the local pond stumbling at

three years old. and then going

from PeeWee action to the

Worcester Crusaders, while still

following the hockev laureate team

ol New England, the Boston
Bruins, he has walked ihe walk.

In true offensive defenseman
fashion. Gaffney's idol from the

Black and Gold is no other than

the man who invented the position

— Bobby Orr. He never saw Orr

play in person, so the next best

thing was the Bruins' all-time lead-

ing scorer. Ray Bourque.

II vou are going to live and bleed

the game of hockev. those are some

pretty good examples to follow. If

you want those influences to devel

op into your game, then following

examples pales in comparison W
implementing them. Even though

Orr was a offensive dynamo, he

also could back- check with the

best: while Bourque could be con-

sidered the best pure defenseman

the league has ever produced, he

also has the Bruins' scoring title all

to himself.

Gaffney realizes that he has to

counterbalance his offensive cre-

ativity with defensive reliability.

Flat out, his scoring ability wins

games, as seen in the Minutemen's

dramatic 6-4 Alumni Cup win over

Lowell two weeks ago.

His end to end rush nine minuics

into the third period left the River

Hawk defense befuddled, at best,

and his gamewinner brought the

Turn to ©AFFNEY page 7

The Massachusetts women's gym-

n.i-ik* team came out on top with a

score of 194.850 in last Sunday's

tri-meet in the Curry Hicks Cage. The

Minutewomen are now 6-2 overall,

with one home meet left in the season.

Their competitors. Air Force and

Yale, scored a 187 125 and a 179.750.

respectively.

"We know that we are the number

one ranked team in the region, which

is the first time that's happened since

we've been under NCAA." UMass
coach Dave Kuzara said. "That's a first

step Now we have to maintain that

number one ranking."

Once again the Minutewomen have

outdone themselves, setting more
school records and obtaining career

bests

Senior Tara Swartz gave an out-

standing performance on the uneven

bars to finish first, tying her own
school record of 9.950. Swartz also

took first place in the all-around with

a 38.975.

As a team, the Minutewomen set a

new school record on the balance

beam with an overall score of 48 850

Sophomore Anita Sanyal finished first

with a 9.90. followed by senior Lianne

Laing. who scored a career best of

9 875 and sophomore Betsy Colucci.

who also obtained a career best of

4825.

Colucci also scored another personal

best at the tri-meet — a 9.70 on vault.

"There's no reason to expect why

we won't continue to do what we've

been doing." Kuzara said.

With the season just about

half-over, the team looks to keep their

focus, and to keep on improving their

scores, and Kuzara said they arc

pleased with their performances and

Scores so far.

"Last year our highest score was a

191.9. and now we've got three meets

in a row where we've gone —
Michigan 193.7. Rhode Island

194.925 — and we then comeback
with a 194.850. "Kuzara said. "We are

ecstatic."

Nevertheless, there is always room

for improvement, and with a big meet

coming up on Friday, the

Minutewomen are looking to do better

than they have so far.

"We had 18 routines out of 24 that I

think we can improve on and that's

what were focusing on." Kuzara said.

UMass has a lot of depth on both

the vault and floor, and with this

depth, and their continued outstanding

performances, look to come out on top

in both this Friday's meet against

Minnesota. Vermont and MIT. and

against New Hampshire next week.

"It sure would have been easy to

coast at the Air Force and Yale meet,

and we never coasted, they fought and

they scraped for everything that they

could do." Kuzara said

Minutewomen at Xavier

By Jofwny R. Adorns

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's bas-

ketball team draws nearer to the con-

clusion of its season and the start of

the Atlantic 10 tournament tonight.

Xavier hosts the Minutewomen in

their last away contest and
second-to-last game of the regular

season.

Massachusetts is 16-8 overall and

10-4 in conference. The
Minutewomen have clinched a

top-four seed in the A-10 tourna-

ment, giving them a home quarterfi-

nal game after a first-round bye. A
victory in the quarterfinals would
send UMass to the campus site of the

highest remaining seed.

Xavier is 9-15 overall and 4-10 in

the A-10. The Musketeers are in

position to secure fourth place in the

A-10 West division, but could fall

into sixth if they lose their remaining

games to UMass and Rhode Island.

Should Xavier end up in sixth

place, they would face the third seed

from the East division for the right to

play UMass at the William D. Mullins

Center in the quarterfinal round.

With all of those indefinites in

place surrounding a home-
and-home series between the

Minutewomen and the Musketeers,

the tip-off tonight will be just their

second meeting ever.

The Musketeers joined the A-10
last season, and dropped their inau-

gural match-up with the

Minutewomen 75-56. UMass stifled

the Xavier offense, allowing just .306

shooting and forcirfg 20 turnovers.

Octavia Thomas was the top per-

former for the Minutewomen. leading

all scorers with 23 points.

UMass shot .519 in the contest,

including .444 from 3- point land.

Shooting above .500 has been key for

the Minutewomen this season, espe-

cially as of late. They have hit more

than half of their attempts in three of

their last four games, including a

.644 performance at Temple.

The Minutewomen are the top

3-point shooting team in the confer-

ence, at .392, but will have their

hands full containing Xavier's deep

threat Kiesha Brown. Brown ranks in

the top 10 of the A-10 with a .372

mark from downtown. UMass has

had difficulties against teams with

strong outside games this season,

dropping a big game to George
Washington in which Colonial Lisa

Cermignon shot the Mullins Center

lights out at the nationally televised

game, going 4-4 from behind the arc.

The Minutewomen have one
remaining home game this season,

against Dayton on Feb. 22 at I p.m.

UMass recently improved its home
record to 6-4. with wins over St.

Bonaventure and Fordham this past

President's Day weekend. The 66-58

result against the Bonnies secured the

Minutewomen's second place A-10
East finish. The 58-45 disciplining of

the Rams just confirmed
Massachusetts' dominance over
11-1 3 Fordham.

A win at Xavier and a solid defense

of their Mullins Center turf against

Dayton could tie the Minutewomen
with A-10 East leader St. Joseph's.

Because of the Hawks' two confer-

ence wins over UMass, they will have

the first seed.
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rwi
lunior Angelique

Rodriguez is one of

the best divers in

UMass history,

after only three

seasons on the

boards (see Sports,

page 14).

UMass once again

goes to shootout

Radio is a time of

uncertainty and our

Arts & Living staff

takes a look at an old

medium thai struggles

to survivein a high

technology age. (aM
Arts & Living Page 51.

WORLD

Commander pleads

innocent of slaughter

ARUSHA, Tanzania (AP) — A
former Rwandan army comman-
der and the former director of a

radio station pleaded innocent

yesterday to charges they partici-

pated in the 1994 slaughter of a

half-million people.

The U.N. court established to

try suspects in Rwanda's 1994
genocide accused Lt. Col.

Anatole Nsengiyumva and
Ferdinard Nahimana of encour-

aging Hutus to kill their Tutsi

neighbors in one of the worst

episodes of ethnic bloodletting

this century.

The two were transferred last

month from Cameroon to this

northern Tanzanian town where
the U.N. Criminal Tribunal is

based.

Nsengiyumva, 47, is accused of

presiding over a meeting during

which he ordered participants to

start killing Tutsis. Prosecutors say

Nahimana, also 47, was the head
of a private radio station in the

Rwandan capital of Kigali that

broadcast messages encouraging

the population to kill minority

Tutsis.

NATION

Reebok back pedaling

from shoe's misnomer

BOSTON (AP) — So you're a

bunch of highly paid creative

types brainstorming a name for a

new athletic shoe. Michael
Jordan? Taken Chuck Taylor?

Ditto.

Here's an idea: Name a wom-
en's running shoe after the mythi-

cal demon Incubus, who had sex

with women in their sleep.

Reebok did Now it's doing
some major backpedaling.

"I'm horrified and the compa-
ny is horrified," Reebok
spokesman Kate Burnham said.

"How the name got on the shoe

and went forward, I do not
know. We are a company that

has built its business on women's
footwear, so to do anything
that's denigrating to women is

not what we're about."

Incubus has been on the mar-

ket for about a year, and Reebok

officials said there have been no
customer complaints. Instead,

they learned of the name's mean-
ing from ABC, which aired a story

about it Tuesday.

Reebok said yesterday it is

looking into ways of wiping out

the offending name, which
appears not on the $57.99 shoes

themselves but on the boxes.

There are no plans to recall the

53,000 shoes shipped to U.S.

retailers.
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Campus debate on privatization

continues at SCERA open forum

Motion to remove senator

halted by Speaker Tirrell

By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

Concerned students, faculty and staff filled the Cape Cod

Lounge in the Student Union yesterday afternoon to attend

an open forum about potential privatization of the Student

Union.

The forum, run by the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCF.RA). was created for the pur-

pose of informing students about the pros and cons ol the

controversial referendum question that will appear on the

March Student Government Association (SGA) election bal-

lot.

The question that will be posed to students is whether or

not they are in favor of permitting private companies to run

businesses in the Student Union — for example, letting

McDonald's or Antonio's Pizza rent space in the Hatch.

SCERA Student Coordinator lason Vecchio said the

forum did not promote cither side of the issue, but rather

covered both sides evenlv.

Wc were directed b> studeni government to educate the

student body at large." Vecchio said. "We're taking an

objective approach so that students are aware of the issue.

and all sides are heard."

I iv c speakers (two lor and three against privatization)

were allowed to voice their opinions. Each side had a total

of 10 minutes at the podium.

\lier a coin toss to decide which side would be argued

first. Brian McManus. a SGA senator (Southwest Area),

opened the discussions, arguing for privatization.

"I believe that, if approached responsibly, privatization

can be a very, ver\ good thing for this campus." McMmui

said.

McAlanus said he believed in what was "best for the stu-

dents." and that in his research, he found that "students are

very, very unhappy with (he quality of food on campus... it

suck-

McManus said thai allowing private companies on cam-

pus would "provide consistenl. quality food."

"If we let Dentin' Donuts on campus, then we will know
what Dunkin' Donuts will serve," McManus said.

McManus added that privatization could create more jobs

lui students, and promote competition between University

and private businesses He said that Barnes & Noble coming

on campus would result in cheaper books than ones in the

University Store or Textbook Annex

Charlotte C/oates. president ol the American Federation of

State. County and Municipal Employees Local 1776

(AFSC.MI i, warned that students may noi know what they

are getting into with privatization.

Be cleat on what you re looking for." Coales said

Coates said that if pnv atization occurs it could result in a

loss of jobs (namely union workers 1. but that was not what

she was advocating at the forum.

"Students have every right to qualitv lood and qualiiv sC i

vices, but 1 can guaraniee it's going lo cost you more money

in the long run... like $400-500 more a semester." Coates

said.

Francis Martin, vice- president ol AFSCME Local 177b.

challenged McManus claim that food and products would

be cheaper and better.

"The comment about Barnes £ Noble betel cheaper than

Turn to PRIVATIZATION page 3

By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

You are what you eat ....

At last night's Student Government
Association (SGA) meeting. Senate

Speaker Brian Tirrell exercised his

power to stop a motion's action on

the senate floor.

The motion, submitted by Senators

Dan Backer, representing extra resi-

dents off-campus (EROC), and Amy
Pellegrino (Southwest Area), called

for the removal of Sen. Tom
Sadlowski (Southwest Area) as chair-

person of a select committee on Title

VII.

Title VII concerns the relationship

between the SGA and other organiza-

tions on campus, including registered

student organizations (RSOs). agen-

cies, the Greek system and student

businesses. The SGA Constitution

currently has an incomplete version of

Title VII which calls for a version to

be written.

Backer and Pellegrino claimed that

Sadlowski has failed to perform the

duties of chair and has arbitrarily

decided what would and would not be

in Title VII. without consulting the

committee or seeking input from stu-

dent leaders.

"|Sadlowski| is not doing his duty.

and it is detrimental to students.

Backer said.

"(Sadlowskij arrogantly told me
that SGA had no business writing

their own constitution." said

Pellegrino.

Pellegrino also said that the com-

mittee would like to start over and

elect a new chairperson.

Sadlowski was not present at last

night's meeting.

In an effort to stop this motion

from passing. Sen. lennifer Casasanto

(Southwest Area), chair of the

Finance Committee, called for quo-

rum and then left the meeting.

Quorum is reached when exactly half

of the voting members of the Senate

are present.

Other senators who left the meet-

ing included Seth Avakian and Lisa

Cook (Southwest Area), lennifer

Keller and Edwin Seah (Northeast

Area). Peter Chan. Darren Glidden

and lurry Kang (Commuter Area),

and Luis Quirama (ALANA).
Tirrell. who broke his gavel at the

end of the meeting in frustration,

would not allow for debate on the

motion.

"To hear debate on this motion

would be detrimental to the Senate.

The proper course would be the

ludiciary." Tirrell said

There was a motion to overrule

Tirrell. but so many people had left

the meeting, quorum was not

reached. Therefore, the vote to over-

rule did not count.

Sen. Resa Singleton (ALANA). who
opposed the motion against

Turn to SGA. page 3

Sexual harassment suit

filed against professor

By Leigh Fouitner

and Daniel E. Levenson

CoHegKjn Staff

UNMffn nrnus ccxucian

Lisa Rudnick, an intercultural communications major, ate lunch with Camille Mata, a post-graduate intern, at

Earthfoods.

A graduate student at the Urtiversity

of Massachusetts. Cynthia M. Lennon.

ha* filed a sexual harassment lawsuit

against Gary Malaney. a faculty mem-
ber of the school of education, and the

University.

According to court documents,

l.ennon began her studies as a gradu-

ate studeni at the University in the fall

of 1995 and was assigned Malaney as

an academic advisor. Additionally, she

look one rudimentary class in which

Malaney was the instructor

Lennon's complaint states that in

the fall of 1995 "Defendant Malaney

spoke often with Plaintiff on a person-

al level. He made many comments
about her appearance and clothing

that Plaintiff felt uncomfortable with

He invited her, along with other stu

dents in her Department, to social out-

ings in bars and restaurants."

In addition, the complaint staled

that Malaney was "obsessed" with

l^ennon. and that he "... persistently

proposed that they begin an intimate

relationship..."

In her complaint. Lennon stated

(hat she had repeatedly attempted to

make it clear to Malanev that she was

not interested in him romantically. She

allegedly told him this in person as

well as through e-mail.

Lennon said that after she told

Malaney she was not interested, he

sent her an e-mail message saying "...

that he understood her point and that

although it would be difficult for him.

he would cease his advances..."

Despite this response from
Malaney. Lennon said she felt it was in

her best interest to drop her indepen-

dent study with him because of

alledgedly previous broken promises

to cease his pursuit of her.

Malaney s alleged effect on lennon

was so profound that "... he created

an environment so intimidating, hos-

tile and humiliating that she felt com-

pelled to drop her class and switch

academic advisors, despite a great dis-

advantage to herself."

Malaney "admitted his wrong
doing* to superiors and was disci-

plined with a verbal warning and a let-

ter of reprimand which was placed in

his personnel file

Malaney s alleged behavior towards

lennon constitutes sexual harassment

according *o Massachusetts General

Law Chapter 1 SIC. 2(g>. which out-

laws sexual harassment in an educa-

tional environment, according to the
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Deng Xiaoping, China's leader

for two decades , dead at age 93

By Charles Hutzler

Associated Press

BEIIING — Deng Xiaoping, the last

of China's Communist revolutionaries

who abandoned Mao's radical policies

and pushed the world's most popu-

lous nation into the global community

with capitalist style reforms, died ves

today.

Xinhua. China's official news

agency, said he was 95, although the

birth date in most records would have

made him 92 when he died. Though

Deng retired from his last official post

in 1990 and had not been seen in pub

lie for three years, he spent much of

the past decade orchestrating Chinese

politics from behind the scenes with a

loosely defined title: "paramount

leader."

While he put an end to the iron rice-

bowl — lifetime jobs for all — he

ruled with an iron fist. The military

suppression of the 1989 Tiananmen
Square pro-democracy protests —
believed lo have taken place on his

final orders — killed hundreds, per

haps thousands, and put a blot on the

economic progress Deng had achieved.

He died at 9:08 p.m. (8:08 a.m.

EST) of respiratory and circulatory

failure brought on by lung infections

and the Parkinson's disease that had

stricken him long ago. the state-run

Xinhua News Agency announced early

today.

The first test of Deng's legacy will

be whether his handpicked successor.

Communist Party General Secretary

liang Zemin, and the other younger

technocrats he installed in the I9HIK

will weather political maneuvering

that is expected to intensify in the

coming months.

\ meeting of China's national legis

lature next month, the return ol I long

kong to Chinese rule on luly I and a

part] COagrOM to reshuffle top posts

due in the fall will provide chances |oi

the politically ambition-

No one is expected to supplant

liang. who received a boost in claiming

Deng's mantle by being named chair

man of Deng* 459-memher funeral

committee

Yet the younger aspirants lack

Deng's clout, especially with the all

important military and the few remain-

ing powerful party elders feceaMOll
will have lo continue to manage bv

building consensus among influential

constituencies

The announcement of Deng's death

came about 3 a.m.. when most ol

Beijing was sleeping. It took about six

hours before it was broadcast on
slate-run television or radio, relatively

quickly for China: When Mao diet! in

1976. the announcement took two

days. China's Central Committee pro

claimed "with profound grief to the

whole party, the whole army and the

people of all ethnic groups through-

out the country that our beloved
Comrade Deng. . passed away."
Xinhua said.

There were no signs that leadcis dis

patched large numbers of troop- oi

Turn to DENG page 3
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New technology speeds up taxes
Massachusetts a pioneer in using machines to speed up process

By Matthew Wurtzel

Collegian staff

"The Massachusetts Department of Revenue has begun

the process of computerizing their entire tax collection sys-

tem, saving evervoiie time and moncv

"lesterdav morning. Mitchell Adams, the commissioner

Ol the IX-partment ol Revenue, spoke lo two finance classes

at the University ot Massachusetts about the department's

use of information technology.

The department began the endeavor in 1995 with a

phone filing svstem called Telefile.

In 1996. 400.000 residents tiled through the phone sys-

tem, over three times the number of those using it in 1995.

said leflrev Busha. the department's assistant communica-

tions directoi

Over 1.5 million state tax payers are eligible to use

Telefile. and the department expects over 500.000 people

to raapond this vear People eligible must be filing any ver-

sion o| the W 2 or 1099.

In addition to Telefile. last year the department began

using Imaging technology to scan all paper returns captur-

ing about 50 percent more information, said Mitchell

Adams, commissioner of the Department of Revenue.

"No one did this before us." Adams said, referring to the

imaging technology.

Imaging technology eliminates the need for people to

actually type people's returns into the computer, so less

mistakes are made. Adams said.

The third pan of the department's use of information

technologies includes filing through personal computers

which began last year. Tax payers can download the soft-

ware to file electronically from the revenue department 's

web site at www.magnet. state.ma.us/dor/dorpg.htm.

Die use of information technology has saved the depart

ment money and roouiccs

The scanhing system alone saved the department about

Jl.i million, and eliminated the need for about two acres

worth of storage area for paper returns, Adams said.

Overall the use of computer systems helped the depart-

ment downsize by about 50 percent, said the commissioner.

In 1991 the department employed 2.118 people, but

employment dropped to 1 .550 in 1996.

The use of these technologies has increased collection of

delinquent taxes by over $30 million in the past two years.

Overall revenue has increased by about $1 billion between

1995 and 1996. twice as large as revenue increases before

Telefile. according to Department ol Revenue statistics.

Tax payers are receiving their return, significantly sooner

since electronic filing began. In 1994 the year before

Telefile started, tax refund turnaround was a mere 10 per-

cent faster than 1991 . but last year the turnaround was over

35 percent faster than in 1991

"We are considered to be in the forefront of this technol-

ogy." Busha said. "We're ahead of other states using it."

Other states' revenue departments call and even visit the

commissioner's office to loam from the Massachusetts sys-

tem, said both Busha and Adams
Currently 10 other slates have phone filing systems, and

one other has a personal computer filing svstem In about

five years, almost all the 50 states will have some form of

electronic tax filing system, predicted Adam-
"We have the reputation right now of being the most

advanced tax system in the nation." and we intend to stay

that way. Adams said.

The computer systems not only save the Department of

Revenue time and money, but can also save taxpayers time.

Filing through the phone lakes less than 10 minutes, and

returns come in the mail in less than four days. Busha said.

For those who may owe the state money, they can even pay

electronically using a credit card.

Telefile only requires tax payers to fill out two pages

before making the phone call, and is available any time of

the day like banking on the phone. The department recom-

mends avoiding filing between 5 p.m and 9 p.m.

The phone and computer filing systems are safer than

sending returns through the mail. Adams said.

The system only allows people access if their personal

identification number matches their social security number,

and the phone system requires a voice signature.

>
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Thursday, Feb. 20
Dunce — UMass Hillel will spon-

sor Israeli Folk Dancing from
8:30-10 p.m. in Chadbourne
Residence Hall Basement. No experi-

ence necessary, come and learn and

have fun.

Lecture — Dr. Vera Whisman, a

professor of sociology and women's
studies at Hobart and William Smith

colleges and author of Queer By-

Choice, will present a lecture "The

Question of Choice.' The event is

free and will begin at 12:30 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 803. Part

of the GLBT Lecture series spon-

sored by the Stonewall Center.

Friday, Feb. 21

Discussion — Dr. Brian Walker,

director of the Institute of Irish

Studies at the Queen's University of

Belfast, will meet with all interested

students, faculty and staff from 1

1

a.m. -noon in Bartlett Hall, room
474, to discuss the new M.A. in Irish

Studies program just underway at

Queen's. For more info, contact |im

Kelly at the Du Bois Library.

545-0058
Music — The Blue Moon Gallery

Cafe in Amherst will hold an Open
Mic Night at 8 p.m.

Saturday. Feb. 22

Comedy — The UMass Comedy
Troupe will hold Mission
Improvable, an improv comedy
show, in the Campus Center base-

ment at 8 p.m. Free.

Concert — UMass Hillel will spon-

sor a concert by Klezamir at 8 p.m.

in the Bluewall. Great music and

dancing with Klezamir music.

Suggested donation $3-5 (all dona-

tions will go to charities).

Notices

Dance — The UMass Ballroom

Dance club invites everyone to come

dance with us every Tuesday and

Thursday from 5:15-7 p.m. at 101

Totman Gym. Newcomer Waltz/

Chacha class begins Feb. 25.

Intermediate/ advanced instruction

by a pro every Wednesday.
6:15-7:30 p.m. All instructions are

free. For more info, call Kevin

Murphy at 549-403b

Sign-ups — Attention all animal

lovers: Sign-ups for the Livestock

Classic will be located on the

Campus Center Concourse during

the week of Feb. 17. Any questions

call 546-1942 for more information.

SGA nominations — The Elections

Coj ihi like to announce

that the nominations for the posi-

tions of President and Student

Trustee, along with positions for

local Area Government are .low

being held. The nomination forms

are available in the SGA office.

These nominations close on Feb. 27

by midnight, all forms must be

turned in by this date, otherwise the

candidates are not eligible to run for

office.

Auditions — The UMass Theatre

Guild will hold auditions for The
Heidi Chronicles on Feb. 21 at 7

p.m and Feb. 22 at 10 a.m. and 6
p.m. in the Campus Center, room
805. There are five female roles and

three male roles. Please visit the

Theatre Guild office in the Student

Union if you have any questions.

Religious — The Alliance Church

of the Pioneer Valley in South
Amherst will provide rides to church.

Pick up is at 9:40 a.m. on campus.

Call Mark at 253-0361 for more
information.

Support group — REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support

program is offering two support

groups this semester: A grief support

group for those who have experi-

enced the death of someone close to

them; and an illness group for those

currently coping with the serious ill-

ness of a loved one. If you or some-

one you know is interested, please

call us at 577-5316. for more infor-

mation.

Support group — Overeaters
Anonymous, a group of individuals

who share an addiction to food and

suffer from compulsive eating and
other eating disorders, will hold

weekly meetings on Saturdays at 10

a.m. in the Campus Center. The only

requirement for membership is the

desire to stop eating. There are no

dues or fees. Donations are strictly

voluntary For more info, call (617)

641-2303.

Health services — Confused,

afraid, or just curious? Do you have

questions about sex, STDs. alcohol,

drugs, eating disorders. HIV/AIDS,

stress management or quitting smok-

ing or chewing tobacco? Don i know

who to ask? Call the Peer Health

Connections phoneline at UMass at

577- 5168. Trained students will

anonymously answer your questions

and tell you where to go for more

help.

Commencement Housing — A lim-

ited number of residence hall rooms

will be available for the relatives and

friends of graduating UMass students

NOTICE

lor the night of Saturday, May 24.

Commencement Housing applica-

tions are available at the University

Conference Service Office, 918
Campus Center. To guarantee a

reservation, completed forms with

full payment must be returned to

University Conference Services by

May 1. There will be no on-site

reservations.

Writing — Spectrum Magazine is

accepting submissions for poetry,

prose, artwork and photography for

its spring release. The magazine is

open to all Five College staff and stu-

dents, and is a registered student

organization. Please come by the

office at 406E Student Union or

come by the concourse table in the

Campus Center this week.

Internships — Internships are

available working on Earth Day.
Hunger. Recycling and Clean Air.

Call Melanie at MassPirg. 545-0199

or stop by the office at 423-A
Student Union Building.

Film — The interdepartmental

program in film studies is offering its

fourth annual Multicultural Film

Festival: 'Emigres, Exiles and
Sojourners in Contemporary
Cinema" this spring. Screenings and

discussions with directors and facul-

ty will be held on Wednesday
evenings, 231 Herter Hall at UMass
and Stirn Auditorium at Amherst
College, at 7 p.m. The first event will

be When Mother Comes Home for

Christmas, a documentary by Nilita

Vachani (Sri Lanka/Greece. 1995)

on Feb. 25. For a full schedule,

watch for brochures and posters at

the beginning of February, or check

out our webpage:
www.umass.edu/film.

Support group — A Women in

Relationships Therapy Group, an

ongoing therapy and support group

for women who want to improve dif-

ficult relationships with friends, par-

ents, children and colleagues, lovers

or partners, led by Rebecca Reid.

will meet Mondays from 7:30-9 p.m.

in Amherst. Sliding scale fee. For

information call 253-5494
Volunteer work —

Womanshelter/Compancras, serving

the greater Holyoke. Chicopee area

needs volunteers to help battered

women and their children begin to live

lives free of violence. If you are inter-

ested in answering the hotline, advoca-

cy, fundraising. working with teens, or

our Legal Emergency Assistance pro-

gram, call Edith Jennings.

Monday-Fnday. 8 a.m -4 p.m. at (413)

Footprints
Signs of grass and dirt can be seen on the well traveled paths around the Campus Center.
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harassment
continued from poge l

complaint

In the second portion of her com-

plaint pertaining to the lawsuit against

UMass, Lennon stated that. "UMass
failed to take sufficient actions to deter

Malaney's actions and provide guid-

ance to Lennon when she complained

to faculty members, the department of

education administrators and the

UMass affirmative-action program.'

|ohn Pucci. Lennon's attorney, said.

"We are looking forward to our day in

court."

Lennon declined comment on the

advice of her lawyer, as did Malaney.

Spokesperson for the University Kay

Scanlon said. "The University never

comments on pending litigations."

(—

Correction
In yesterday's issue, the date for the Barenaked Ladies performance at Pearl Street

was incorrect. The actual date of the performance was last night.

The Collegian regrets the error.

.
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RUSSELL'S
- LIQUORS -

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-544

1

Featuring Bud A Bud Light 30-pa<k
$ 1 5.99

Genuine Draft bottles
$9.—/case

'MICRO MADNESS" CONTINUES!

Devil Mountain - Galdm. Black Ale. & "Fr* Moh Ale"!

Long Shots - Pbfe Ale, Black Lager, &
"
Hcudnot Brown"!

Mix & Match "TWO" 6/pks . . .

$
9^

Wowl

• All Beers Plus Deposit* Q££M 9:00AM - 1 1 :00PM VISA/MASTERCARD •Delivery Available*

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES PRESENTS
"Something Every Friday"

*0«^ ***9:

Combining music, comedy, ventriloquism, audience participation, and his incurably happy optimism, TAY-
LOR MASON performs regularly on network and cable television, headlines every major comedy club, md
has more than 750 killer college shows to bis credit. ,

S i n i i n n t

DAYLIGHT
The movie "Daylight" will be shown immediately after the performance.

For more information check out our website:

http :/A/wvw .umass .edu/campact/events/calendar .htm

This program is made possible by a Grant from the Auxiliary Services Office, the Vice-Chancellor for

Student Affairs <ind the Daily Collegian.
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Craft Center looks to improve

CHftS CESNtK < COlltOiA

|oe DiSanto, a senior art major, worked on a project with Karen Cargiulo, an undeclared sophomore, in the

Student Union Craft Center.

By Laura Forster

Collegian Staff

Innovation has swept through the University of

Massachusetts' Craft Center this year bringing changes

both subtle and dramatic.

Changes range from simple renovations and arrange-

ments of the clay room and work areas improvements in

operational and administrative matters. More noticeable

among the changes is the addition of Paula Hodecker as

the new director at the Center.

Hodecker, once a professor of art at Springfield

College, graduated from UMass in 1990 with her BFA
in sculpture. After three days on the job. Hodecker says

she is learning her way around by following Assistant

Director Nam Mokwunye.
Mokwunye. a university student currently working

towards a Masters in Fine Arts, has been a staff member

in the Craft Center for the last three years.

In addition to Mokwunye. 16 staff members have

been responsible for running the Craft Center for the

last four months when there was no director present.

Mokwunye has been training the staff on not only the

basics of running the Craft Center but of how to run a

business.

Through increased channels of communication such

as e- mail and a new web site created by staff members

Bill Porter and |oe Disanto, Craft Center employees are

better able to understand the management of the cen-

ter.

Of her first impression of the staff. Hodecker said "1

have been most impressed with the level of commitment

and respect among the staff members."

Despite the amount of work the staff has put into

improving the center, it is rarely recognized, according

to Mokwunye.
'Many times there is a misnomer placed on the Craft

Center." said Mokwunye. "The Craft Center is a place

to relax for the students who come to use the center,

but this is not the case for the student staff, who work

hard to keep the tenter running smoothly"

Although there never seems to be enough staff to sup-

ply the 6,000 members who frequently use the Craft

Center, the entire staff remains committed to their goal

of providing a service to the entire Five College commu-

nity.

Recent improvements in upholding this goal have

been to make the Craft Center more accessible to those

students who, due to busy schedules, cannot find time

to come in during drop-in hours. In this case, special

workshops have been designed to allow groups such as

registered student organizations, residential clusters and

floor socials to use the Craft Center outside of sched-

uled times.

"These new workshops allow groups to request any

special interests they would like to learn which are not

already offered." Mokwunye said.

Mokwunye encourages this new opportunity due to

his strong belief that students should be free to create

whatever they desire since "humans are limitless."

One old expectation which the Craft Center staff con-

stantly upholds is to keep the cost of the materials

cheap which is what makes designing crafts more

appealing than buying them in the store.

In addition, new students are always welcome to drop

in and sec what the Craft Center has to offer. The Craft

Center is free to UMass students who are only required

to purchase the materials they need. New students are

encouraged to sign up for workshops at 1 1 a.m. sharp

on Tuesdays, which costs between $5 - $15. so that

they may be able to get more one- on-one help, but

they are not required to take a workshop.

Already 25 years old. the Craft Center was first estab-

lished when Penny Worman, a traveling craft teacher,

picked up a hitchhicker who told her about a job posi-

tion at UMass The Craft Center has persisted since

then and there are few craft centers as dynamic and

extensive within the nation.

Future goals for the Craft Center include opening up

to the Pioneer Valley community. The online address to

access the Craft Center is:

www umass.edu/rso/craft.ctr/
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continued from pagel
the University Store is preposterous,"

Martin said.

"We don't want this to be us versus

the students." Martin said of the

union members. "There is consider-

nble room for eoopiralion.'

SGA Sen. William Serwetman
(Southwest Area) spoke pro-privati-

zation, claiming that the University

has a monopoly on campus business.

"Right now the University has a

simple monopoly," Serwetman said.

"The can charge whatever they want,

because there's no competition."

Serwetman said that the money
generated from private businesses

could "help pay for a new Student

Union complex."

Tony Gno Baptist, a co-manager at

People's Market and a member of the

MSGA

Board of Student Businesses,

addressed the concerns of student

businesses as he spoke against privati-

zation.

"What we have here is a goldmine

— a co-curricular education where

students can develop business skills."

Baptist said. "Why should we allow

well established companies to come in

and compete with out student-run

businesses?"

Baptist said that UMass is a team-

ing institution, and that if privatiza-

tion comes students are going to lose

jobs and experience in running busi-

nesses.

During the open-mic session

which followed the scheduled speak-

ers, students were allowed two min-

utes to express their views and ask

questions.

Peter Kilbourne, associate speaker

of the SGA, challenged the statements

of the pro-privatization speakers.

"Not one thing they said is true,"

Kilbourne said. "Students will not be

paid $7 an hour to work at Barnes &
Noble. Let's stop dreaming here,

folks."

Kilbourne reiterated the threat pri-

vatization could pose to student-run

businesses.

"This is the last University I know

in this country with student-run busi-

nesses." Kilbourne said.

He added that if privatization

resulted in the closure of student

businesses, "students are not going to

learn how to manage, not going to

learn how to buy or sell."

continued from poge 1

Sadlowski, said "you need to be repre-

sented when a case is brought against

you. This is no place to publicly slan-

der someone. We are supposed to be

doing things for the students."

Sadlowski was unavailable for

comment.
"I hope this issue is not resolved in

the Senate," Tirrell said. "It needs to

be dealt with through the ludiciary. I

don't think |the Senate] is the proper

place to resolve allegations of one

senator against another."

Pellegrino said. "This will be

resolved. Too many people invested

time for it not to be. We are going to

handle it the best way we can."

By Victoria GrovesAli Anastasio.

member of the UMass Baha'i Club,

said "[The conference] is open to the

whole campus; every voice is of

importance.

"The Baha'i faith is an "indepen-

dent world faith to safeguard rights of

the human race," Anastasio said.

The Senate also unanimously voted

to confirm the President Maurice

Caston Powe's appointment of Frank

Mozell to the position of Secretary of

Public Policy and Relations. This

position was vacated last week when
Peter Kilbourne assumed the position

of Associate Speaker.

Deng
continued from page 1

police posted around the citv. About

1 uniformed guards in green padded

coats, carrying AK-47s, stood watch

outside the alley to Deng's home near

the palace where China's emperors

ruled for 500 years.

The extra security likely was aimed

at protecting the top leaders and

aging revolutionaries who are expect-

ed to visit Deng's family in coming

days.

The funeral committee announced

a mourning period, to begin immedi-

ately and end after a memorial meet-

ing. Xinhua said. It gave no date for

the ceremony, but the committee said

no foreign dignitaries will be invited.

Plaudits from abroad, however,

poured in immediately.

President Clinton called Deng "an

extraordinary figure on the world

stage' for the past two decades and

credited him with being "the driving

force" behind China's decision to

normalize relations with the United

States.

Confirmation of Deng's death

came after days of rumors that his

health had worsened — not an

unusual occurrence in recent years.

Deng succeeded Mao Tse-tung in the

nearly two-year power struggle that

followed the revolutionary leader's

death in 1976. China was riven by

fear and poverty after the decade-

long Cultural Revolution, an experi-

ment in radical policies during which

millions were persecuted or killed for

political reasons.

Deng immediately put China on

the road to a market economy, seek-

ing foreign investment and encourag-

ing the world's most populated coun-

try to set about making money.

"It doesn't matter if a cat is black

or white, as long as it catches mice,"

was his most famous saying.

He abolished farming communes,

allowed some private enterprises

and established special economic

zones to produce goods for export.

Under his reforms in the 1980s,

peasants and workers could afford

such luxuries as televisions, refriger-

ators and washing machines for the

first time. Many city residents now
own private cars and mobile
phones.

Deng, who married three times

and had five children, was bom to a

landowner in the southwest province

of Sichuan on Aug. 22. 1904. At 16.

he went to France on a work-study

program and joined the Communist

Party.

Back in China, he became a guer-

rilla leader and party officer. Purged

briefly in the 1950s for backing

Mao's unorthodox guerrilla tactics,

he joined the 1954-35 "Long March-

flight from Chiang Kai-shek's

Nationalists.

Noted for his sharp intellect and

superior organizational skills. Deng
became a political commissar in the

Communist army, fighting the=

lapanese from 1937-45 and the

Nationalists in the 1945-49 civil war.

Three years after the 1949 found-

ing of the People's Republic of China.,

Deng became vice premier. By 1956,

he was on the Politburo Standing;

Committee — the most powerful rul-

ing body.

But Deng's economic pragmatism

and his ties to Mao's rivals within the

Communist leadership twice put him

in political disfavor during the

Cultural Revolution. Sent to work at

a tractor factory, he returned to the-

leadership in 1973, only to be purged

once again in 1976.

In 1977, he was rehabilitated and

once again named vice premier,

which gave him the power he needed

to get his reform plans moving.

Former U.S. Secretary of State

George P. Shultz. who worked with

Deng and China during much of the

1980s, said Deng was tempered by

his days as a Communist guerrilla

and never lost sight of them.

"He could be tough. He could also

be brutal." Shultz said. "And you

could see the spark of creativity that

allowed him to put China on a new
and productive path. He has trans-

formed China and thereby has had an

immense impact on the shape of the

future.*

Xinhua ended its lengthy obituary

urging future generations of Chinese

to remember that: "Eternal glory to

Comrade Deng Xiaoping.

"
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Corona n pocks bom** $8.39 <**>

Busch & Busch Light bottom** $9.49 <*«>

Latrobe Craft Beers i pock. $4.99 «*>.

LowenBreau n-poc* tmm $6.99 +on>

Milwaukee; Best cr** * ugnr>. jo pocks $9.99 <j»p

Red Hook * pack. $4.99 «*«*>
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Tangueray Gin 7Mmi $ 1 2.49

Absolut Citron ?somi $13.99

Southern Comfort 7somi $7.99

Midori Melon Liqueur 7somi $13.99

Cuervo Gold Tequila 7$omi $10.99

Bacardu Limon 7somi $8.99

Check Out Our Other Great
In Store Specials

6 University Drive
at Newmarket Center, Amherst

"^

Thursday Nite Raffle Nite

GREAT PRIZES

Mike's Tee Shirts

and Mad Money

Friday Afternoon Come Meet
the Black Haus Cirls at our

T.C.I.F. Party

Free Appetizers 5 to 7

New at

POSTERS - A variety of subjects

ranging from your favorite profes-

sional athlete to exotic landscapes.

SPORTS PHOTOS - Up close shots that capture the heat

of the moment

REASONABLY PRICED
AND CONVENIENTLY LOCATED

IN AMHERST CENTER
39 S. PLEASANT ST.

413-253-1707

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

•
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH
Vow Tail is pari 7 of a senes commemorat-

ing Black History Month future stones will be about
tv / B Du Bois and the future of affirmative action

Black Poets Guild

Humphrey

The year was 1 994 and I was doing a leadership

conference at the University of Texas.
Throughout the week I listened to a plethora of

different speakers and lecturers. I grew quite bond
with all of them. The last day of the conference, we
were scheduled to hear poet and master of the spoken
word. Reg E. Gains

At the time. 1 didn't know much about poetry at
what it meant to be a poet. When I thought of poetry.

I recalled what I had been taught in school. I knew
that Shakespeare was a poet and that Edgar Allen Poe
wrote a few.

I would also recall how I could never under*t;ind

what they were saying. The type of English that they

used was confusing at times. How w.is |

supposed to know what "or hear Triton

blow his wreathed hom" meant?
Who the hell was Triton? Needless to

I wa- nut enthused about hearing

another poet get on stage and sonnet me
into a deep sleep.

Such was not the case with this poet Gains wa- not

the kind of traditional poet I had been conditioned to

know. He didn't speak in that King lames version kind
of tongue. He spoke like I did and talked about thing*

that I could understand and relate to From economic*
to Air lordans. Gains spit out poetry that I could get

into and understand

I had never heard anything like that bofon I

didn't even know that we had a stake in the world of

poetry We were never taught about black poets in

aL
As it turns out. we've been writing poetry for cen-

turies During slavery, we wrote folk poetry. These
were poems that told of the peace found in catching

some shade under a tree and the chaos that followed if

the slave master found you there.

They were poems that expressed the desire of slaves

to one day be free of tbechains. that bound them folk

poetry is the root of mMtffy poetry like that of
Langston Hughes and lames Weldon |c>h>

The first literary black poets tried to write like white
poets for white audiences They st

-n t their poems to
white publications and entered them in white pivtrv

contests Philli* Wheatley is a well-known poet ol this

era. Wheatley had a tendency to imitate Poe and his

style

As time went on. black poets began to step away
from mainstream poetry and develop a new style of
their own During the Harlem Renaissance, poets like

Langston Hughes and lean Toomer set the model for

literarv black poetry Their mastery and use of collo

quial black speech and form influenced the like

Robert Hayden. Margaret Danner and Gwendolyn
Brooks.

During the "50s and '60s. black poetry took anoth
er turn Black poets used the techniques and ttfk
the post- Renaissance era and applied them to the
new state of black existence around them With all

the turmoil and strife that was plaguing
African -Americans at that time, black poets wrote
about what they saw and what it meant to live in hard
times

Those four black girls blown up
in that Alabama church

remind me offive hundred
middle passage blacks,

in a net. under water

in a Charleston Harbor
so redcoats wouldn 't find them
C an 't find what you can 't sec

can you?
-unknown

The black poets of that time used poetry to express

MM it meant to be black in a racist Amerikkka. Nikki

Giovanni. Michael Harper and Yusef
lman were poets of the '60s that have a

major influence on black poets today.

I Of course, no one can deny the

DrOWn III impact that Maya Angelou has had on———-—

—

J the advancement of black poetry. She
i>. without a doubt, the most renowned poet of our
time Much of Angelou's poetry transcends the
boundaries of race and touches the heart of the
woman's struggle. Her Phenomenal Woman has been
read thousands of times over by white and black
women alike.

There are a number of black poets on the loose and
making moves today Cats like D-Knowledge. Touch
of R.E.A.I I.T.Y. and (as aforementioned) Reg E.

Gains are some of the latest players in the black poets

guild.

You can also find a host of black poets in a little

musical arena called hip-hop. Today's rappers are
Mime of the most influential poets in modem times.

Never has this been more evident than when every
major news publication in the country, observed the

passing of one of hip-hop's greatest street poets.
Tupac Shakur.

When my heart can beat
nn more

I hope to die for a prinapie
or a belief that I have

heed for

I will die before my time

because I already

feel the shadow 's depth

So much I wanted to

accomplish before I

reached my death

I have come to grips with

the possibility and wiped
the last tear from my eyes

I loved all who were positive

in the event of my demise
- 2Pac. 1992

Today, hip-hop's influence can be seen on television

*how*, movie* and advertising Although many have
tried to stop hip-hop s growth and acceptance, it still

remains a part of black culture and an example of
modem poetrv at it* finest

Humphrey brown III is a Collegian columnist

Let's play nice, shall we, kids?

C. Taylor

Conner

You know who you are. so
there's no need for th

get any uglier than it has to

This will be kept as short and sweet
as Augustus Glump in the chocolate
river

fins Friday, when patrons, with
me amongst them, go to either of
two mall-housed local movie the

aters. there had better be one |ohn
Singleton film starring

one ex-Marcellus
Wallace and one
ex-Midntght Cowboy —
or. as |oe Montana

dike Peter Weller
said in Paul Verhoeven's last good
film. "There will be trouble."

I apologize for making obscure
Kubocop references, but the recent

trend by the two Hadley film houses
of relegating black films to
Springfield theaters truly plunges
beneath my epidermis. From what
I've noted, there is little evidence to

suggest against the racially motivat-

ed nature of these actions.

For instance, unless you're trying

to open an F. Gary Gray flick in

French Lick. Tnd., chances are his

pictures will rake in loads of pop-
pm fresh dough for your theater.

Hi* lirst effort. Friday, nearly
quadrupled its production cost —
and that's not just due to the
so-called "urban market

"

My bet is that, from the S'westi-

est of S'west boys to the most reclu-

sive of Northeast engineers, the fre-

quency and popularity of Friday
screenings on Housing cable has
caused just about every kid at

I Mass to know at least one Chris

Tucker quip.

Perhaps theater owners should
take this into consideration the next

time something like Cutthroat

Can anyone get in the ring and
tccill any line spoken by Geena
Davis -

' Frank l.angella? Even
Matthew Modine (the guy who
seems to appear in my every other

column — I think I have a proh
leml?

Didn't think so. ye film buffs
Like many of us. you'd get knocked
the f— out on that Trivial Pursuit

question

Ironically, howev-
er, both Cutthroat
Island director
Renny Harlin and
Gray released new

films — The Long Kiss Goodnight
and Set It Off— this past fall. One
guess who got the nod for the cine

plex play around these parts, and
the first two guesses don't count.

I pose another challenging ques-
tion: Guess whose film made the
larger margin of profit when it was
all said and done? One guess, and
the first five don't count.

Personally, my guess is that some-

folks never learn.

I quallv as disturbing, however, is

what I've noted happens with area
releases of films by Spike Lee. You
know, the black filmmaker. Dubbed
a< the "black Woody Allen" by
some, the prolific I ee sure doesn't

gel the same treatment up here as

the bespectacled incestuous one.

Now. don't get me wrong — I

like Allen's films, for the most part.

Hell. I even sat through Scenes from
a Mall. But what I don't understand
is why his low-budget, deeply per-

sonal, critically acclaimed work*
premiere out in Northampton,
where they're sure to enjoy a

lengthy run by virtue of a highbrow
crowd, while Spike's low-budget,
deeply personal, critically acclaimed

Island looks like an enticing draw. works arc doomed to open to a

erowd who've just spent an hour in

line for tickets to Dante's Peak?
M-M-M-Mookie. it doesn't seem

fair, does it?

In fact, fee's last film, Get on the

Bus. was rushed so quickly out of
Five College Land. I hear some
folks had to travel to Springfield
just to catch the second half of the

movie.

What this whole charade all boils

down to is the consumer base these

theaters want to include — and, of

course, those they want to exclude

All an owner needs to hear is one
news report of an isolated incident

involving blacks in a Detroit or
Kansas City movie theater, and sud-

denly something as light-hearted as

the upcoming Booty Call will not be
on the bill for the weekend open-
ings.

Employing the same logic, most
bars would go out of business if

they tried to determine and alienate

each and every type of "problem"
customer who might start any one
of the average evening's series of
brawls.

So now, my attention again
returns to you. les deux theatres
Will you take the easy road and fell

Singleton's Rosewood with a reac-

tionary axe? If you do so, you and
this branch of the AMC chain bor-

der on thinly veiled censorship for

those without access to faraway the-

ater locations.

If you do the right thing (hmm.
that'd be a great movie title), all

credit to you. Area film lovers with-

out cars will thank you.

lust don't get carried away and
try to suck us in with a digitally

remastered cut of Phat Reach.
okay?

( laylor Conner is a Collegian

columnist.

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those ofthe individual writers

and ao not necessarily represent the views o) the ( 'ollegian.

Peru in context
For the past two months I have been monitoring the

coverage of the crisis in Peru Members ol a \tar\ist

guerilla army, the MRTA have been holding 72
hostages, primarily Peruvian business and military le.idei*

inside the residence of the lapanese Ambassador. Their first

demand is the release of several members of their group liotn

notoriously brutal Peruvian prisons Their second demand.
more vague but far more important, involves the roll back ol

neoliberal economic policies.

The American mainstream media have vehemently nan.

pressed discussion of this second demand in ordet. I suspect.

to downplay this protest js an isolated incident 1*0 do NX.

however, ignores the wave of protest against neolibcralism

that has been waged for It year* hv community groups,
unions, environmental and human rights orga-

nizations, and scholars around the globe. The
actions of the MRTA reflect wide- spread di*

gust with these policies throughout I atin

.America.

Neoliberalism can be understood as a belief

in the central role of the market in an economy with a* little

government intervention as possible i derived from economic
liberalism, not political liberalism i. This may *cund familiar to

readers since conservative economists in the United States

have been pushing for much the same. In the developing
world, however, the proponent* ol these MDbWmI are theMwo
international financial in*titution*. the World Bank iW Hi and
the International Monetary Fund 1 1 Ml

Both institutions were set up by the allies after \\ orld \\ ai

II. Every country that contributed to lb* original fund has a

vote proportional to the donated amount The I ntted State-

having donated the most, dominates the policy directions ol

both the WB and IMF Onginalfv designed to aid in the rvcon
stniction of I urvpe. the WB had begun to lend money to most
of the developing world by the late 1960s.

When, in the early 1980s, much of I aim America evpen
enced a massive debt crisis, the IMI stepped in to prostde
emergency loans for repayment of the debt. Attached to these

loans was the condition that "clients" abide bv stringent eco
nomic reforms kn<1wn in neoliberal language a* Structural

Adjustment

Under the Structural Adjustment program, a government is

expected to do anything that frees up revenue to insure repay-

ment. This usually included any public good- upon which the

impoverished population desperately depends Targeted for

cuts were food subsidies, health care and education Since the

IMI i* thought of as a seal of credit worthiness by all other

financial institutions, to refuse their "help" wi>uld mean eco-

nomic siege

Governments were encouraged to attract foreign inve*t

ment and shift to a more privati/ed economy Reiving on
imported food from the United States and expensive private

health care and education, the *tatklanl ol living of the vast

majority of the population fell through the loot As the public

sector was cut. many were Laid off swelling the ranks ol the

unemployed and driving down vs government dki
meant less environmental and *alctv regulations Prime condi-

tions for multinational corporations and aLyaUwl living

lion* fa MOttfl have been the main results of neoliberalism

in I atin America.

In addition. neolibc'ialiMii has had. and usually devs have, a

disastrous impact on the environment One of the ways gov-

ernments are forced to come up with revenue i» In aucttonino.

off rights u, oil and imibei in their countnes. I act year. I

wrote a column detailing the destruction caused bv lev.

..idonan rainloieM |Tic I cii.iilonan government allow*

this not because thev ate evil, but becau-e thev have no
choice

V I alluded to in the beginning ol ihi- column, these so-

called reforms have not been without pn>lcM

People have engaged in a range ol rebellion*

action* ftotn community organizing to armed
struggle However, with the full support of the

United Slates on the *idc ol neoliberal* in

power, many protester* don t *tand a chance
After all it wa* neolihctal program* against which the

Sandanista* in Nicaragua were rebelling, fhc Contra* were
trained and paid bv the I S military to re*tore a government
that would be friendly to I S economic interests

In mans I atin American nation* i!ia**i ii/ing

again*) i>cvliherdli*ni liu* been similarly repressed, and Peru i*

a perfect example President I ujimon assumed power in Mtw
with the help ol ijic tniln, ocxting dtvscnt. (hstohiii

the meddle*!iriirotnaENKnHnu: *»."

I In* Borne aututrai- ted bv

Republicans and IViiii«.r.it* alike a* a champion of economic
relonii That champion has starved hi* e«wn people to latten

his |>s.ksi-

I' i* intnguing that the- policies prescribed by the IMI

supported by the IS government. Iiavc benefitted multina-

tional corporations to such a great extent Or i* it
'

Although it has not been as harmful, the same thing has

been happening in the developing world as more and MM
government *crvice* are cut to pay oil our debt to treasury

bond holder* ithc vast ma|e>nlv of people who hold US bond*
are already filthy rich>

It i* we>rth noting, in order to avoid confusion, that neolib-

eralism is not |ust in I jtm Amcnca Ihc authors of the North
American Free Trade Agreement, which has cost thousands of
jobs and made already rich corporation* much richer, were
ncoliherals Ihc- k-gislatirs who five IAla** les* lunding *o we
are forced to take mone. Irom the private MMOT are also
neoliberal*

We live- in a country whose lawmakers and business leaders
insistently hostile to th* need* eil it* population fhev

would rather build pri*ons than *cbool* Ihev we>ukl ratlx-t us

all mvc-M in the *lock market rather than piovidins. fa u* with
our e<wn taxe- And thev would really prefer if we ju«t didn't

notice Have a nice day

Sum McAfee is a Collegian ailumnist

Escape to the Stars

Dunn

I

was seven years old the fn*t

time it happened.

I sat in a darkened theater

and watched as sights and sound* I

could have never imagined in my lew

vears lit up the screen in front of me
I had seen Star Wars lor the fir*t

time.

Yes, it's just a

movie. Yes. it set an
uncomfortable stan-

dard for blockbusters

to follow. Yes. some
people take it too seriously, but I *till

saw it and knew nothing would be

the same afterw

I realize that I'm dating myself,

hut in 1977 there was no better place

for a kid who had dream* of being an

astronaut and someday stepping foot

on the moon or Mars than plante-d

on a canvas seat, popcorn and soda

in hand and watching a far ofl galaw
duke it out for a couple of hom*

I was 21 the second time it hap-

pened

I thought I was going back
because I was a fan. I thought I MM
going in order to have the experience

ol secirrg it on a big screen again. I

own the films on video. When I was
a kid. I collected the toys and so on.

But only in retrospect, do I think that

maybe I went for different reason*

altogether.

The first time. Carter was
President, gas prices prevented trav-

elling often or far, and movies MM
something my parents went to.

unless It was specifically for kids

(Disney fare, etc.) and the natu.n

mm still reeling (rum the fallout of
Watergate Not that any of this MM

tered to me at the time All I knew
was that someone else- lell the same
way about adventure* and heroic*

ami breaking the Kind* of Earth as I

did. Someone el*e knew. MflMOM
else understood.

I was seven vear* old and so anx-

ious to be let in on
the *iorv that I tried

to plow through
I ilea*'* elen*e and
*ometime* obtUM
novelization of the

film. I never made it past the ln*i

chapter, but I carried that book
around with me like a talisman. If I

wa* feeling Kneel ot K-gan to lo*e

interest in multiplication Id crack it

open and gaze at the photo* from the

film thai were placed in the middle. I

CM *till rememK-t the comer that

had teeth marks embedded in it.

from where my dog had gotten a

hold of it. and the indentations made
by a ball point pen when I needed
something to write on.

I was seven and it would still K-
*i\ years Kfore I had to face the los*

of a loved one. light year* bef

lost my virginity. Nine years before I

got my first ear I en years Kfon I

wrecked said automobile. Eleven
years before I had to cope with
divorce Iwelve years before I jeiineel

the Navy. Fourteen years before I

went to war. Sixteen years before I

came back to school, and 20 yc.it*

before I fell in love and was making
plan* toMMl from college.

At the risk ol stating the obviou*.

things are much dillerent now than

they were back in 1977. Now. |immy
( MM hops all eiver the globe, play-

ing Monty Hall, cutting deals
between world MMMI Kfore break-

fa*! da* i* *till expensive but there

de>e*n t seem to be a crisis imlucmg
shortage (veil kids movie* rarely

make it to theater*, opting for the
ma** produced *traight-to- v ieico

market and Watergate ha* K-come
little more than a vard*ttck lo mea-
*urethe MMl ol the das

N.iee in*te'.iJ ..I bMMj nothing to

worry aKmt except tpdUnfj K*es and
keeping my >,od" shirt clean. I'm
ileludeel with eat repan*. grade-pho-
bia, relationship humps, graduation
plans, reHam dilemma*. |e>b *tre's*.

money MM, coping with five people
living in .i *paee more appiopnate
for two or three, and having i

up some morning* an. I OOUM up with
a good reason to drag myself te> cla**

li tK-n lh.it I MM that I didn't

just want to go back and *ee the
movie again, I MMnd to I needcel to

go hack and K- seven in a dark the

MM again. I neeeled to be whisked
far. far awav and see | world lalKit

imagined
i where not only were good

and evil clearly de-lined, but where
the good guys actually win some-
times A world where taith in yourself

and youi fnend* is enough to get by.

Afterwards, the lights came Mp
and we were unceremoniously
dumped buck into reality Evil wa*
trounced, good had triumphed, the
new footage looked great and Mrj

foot was stuck in some kid * old bub-
ble gum. You may not K able to go
home again, but I MBpOM y,.u k ,m

drtvt bj evarj once in n while

linh Dunn is ,; (ollegiun ailuni

nisi
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of modern

radio
"It's the same, same song.

The DJ sucks — makes
me sad"

, - REM, "Radio Song"

1989 to 1991. That was the

heyday ot alternative rock radio

as we know it lis all been

down hill ever since

Think about it - at the turn

of the decade. REM, the

Cure and the Replacements

three of the biggest under

ground acts of the '80s, were

beginning to cross over into the

mainstream A decade of shoe-

string existence on the fringes

of popular

music was

starting to

pay off for both artists and sta

tions. The sounds first broad-

cast on college campuses had

spawned a movement which

was now influencing the corpo-

rate domain of album-oriented

rock (A0R) radio Vindication

was at hand And then that

song came out And that

album And everything immedi-

ately changed.

As cliched as it may S6em,

so far, where you were when

you first heard that Kurt Cobain

blew his face off is to the '90s

as where you were when JFK

was killed was to the '60s

However, how many of you

remember where you were the

first time you heard "Smells

Like Teen Spirit""? I was visiting

a friend at American University

over Columbus Day weekend

in 1991 His roommate had just

bought Nevermind The three

of us spent the whole weekend

hsteninq to the damn song over

and over It was a truly bizarre

moment - something akin to

punk rock was being played on

commercial radio By

Christmas, Nevermind had

bumped Michael Jackson off

the top of the charts The mes-

sage was clear— there was a

new sheriff in town.

Turn to HISTORY page 6

Alright, use your imagi-

nation. We're in a car

— a big car, one that

can (it thousands of

us. It's sort of an older

car. mid to late 80s

model, with only an

AM-FM band radio.

CD players and tape

decks constantly avail-

able with cars would

come later, in the '90s

We are driving in the

90s in an 80s car,

and all we've got is a

radio. It s Friday night.

around 9 p.m. — peak

listening time

What to

do. what
tjVlt to do No

Choice of

whicri top* ot CO to

toss in to customly

score your little jour-

neys. All ws have is

the radio Somebody

shouts out far in the

back of the room, "I

want Tuvan

throat-singing!" Sorry,

buddy, no can do Not

unless you tune in to

such-n-such a radio

show at such-n- such

a time when Neptune

is aligned with Mars

Some fellow shouts

out "how about some

dissonant free jazz

noise?* That would be

a hard stretch, too

Polka? It's Friday

night — that's polka

night, isn't it?" Well,

buddy. I hate to break

it to you, but you've

got to wait til Saturday

morning on MUA
Look, people, I'll

give you the choices

that the big radio cor-

porations leave us.

Here they are, clear

as day

• Top 40 yes that s

right. Billboard's

charts blasted to your

radios mostly around

the clock on stations

in this format This

type of radio Is tor

people who love to get

tortured by the same

40 songs many times

in one day The varia-

tions aren't there,

either it's mostly R&B,

whether you take it

hard or soft They

throw in some rap and

Turn to FORMATS page 6

d

Student-^Eun
xxradxooffers u u

lversxty
What's the biggest difference

between college radio and

mainstream radio? Sure, college

radio has less commercials and

the DJs are all your peers, but

there has to! be something that

makes WMIJA (91. 1 FM) so dif-

ferent then what you can hear

on regular radio

Perhaps the biggest differ-

ence between WMUA and any

of your local stations is the wide

variety of different shows that

showcase a

plethora of musi-

cal styles and tastes. Most radio

stations do not incorporate dif-

ferent styles of music through-

out the day As most people can

attest, it leads to a lot of Hootte

and The Blowfish, Dave

Matthews Band, No Doubt, and

when they're feeling racy maybe

a little Snoop Doggy Dogg or

Green Day This can be frustrat-

ing to the average listener,

especially if their taste in music

runs away from the mainstream

Turn to WMUA page 6
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formats
continued from page 5

then No Doubt or The Cardigans (the two
flashes in the pan of the moment) for a lit-

tle variety, because those are non-R&B
Mop that marketing has pile-driven into

everybody's heads making them think they

like them.

• Alt-Rock: The hot '90s format (like

disco was for '70s radio... and, oh my.
disco's dead too. what a coincidence!)
Bush. Silverchair, Live. No Doubt
(because, after all, they aren't just a

Top-40 band. What eclecticism in a

band!), and something "old" by Nirvana
for the sake of some history, and then...

well, back to Bush and Silverchair, and
then some Weezer and Nada Surf (Oops.

I'm sorry, that last band is done for now.

"Popular" is so yesterday!). The marketing

for this format thrives on what the

high-school kids that pierce themselves

right and left and hang around at the mall

will like.

• Easy Listening/Soft Rock: Come on —
Michael Bolton, Celine Dion, No Doubt
("Don't Speak" finds itself in some weird

company. I'll tell you!), Whitney Houston,
the soft side of Bryan Adams. Gotta love

it. Especially when "It's All Coming Back
To Me" is played about 4 times in the

space of an eight-hour workday. And it

can't be any other song from Celine. It

must be that one! No risks taken! Can't

afford it! The listener will thrive only on
the familiar! Also, throw in some hints

about the work-day. Keep repeating the

words "work" and "office" to hypnotize

people into thinking this is right, this is

good! Work music! Ever hear of the "ver-

Mlicator" in 1984? That's what you're lis-

tening to.

• Classic Rock: Only
"In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida" from Iron
Butterfly. Only "I Want You To Want Me"
from Cheap Trick. They can afford a little

variety from Led Zeppelin, though... and
Pink Floyd, too. They can play "Money"
and "Time" and even "Another Brick In

The Wall, Pt. II" (by my word, I've only

heard the mellower "... Pt. I" a few times,

and the harder "Pt. Ill" never). They play

lots of Aerosmith. too gotta support
the local boys, right? But where's "Little

Miss Lover" from |imi Hcndrix, Mr.
Classic- rock radio man? "Well, c'mon —
don't we give you enough with "All Along
The Watehtower' and 'Purple Haze'?
What more do you want from us?" Sorry

for asking. Wouldn't want to play some-
thing you've never played before, would
ya?

• Country: First of all. modern country
screams two words to me: hair spray. The
production on it gets too slick and bright,

very poppy, and there is just no originality

in most of these people. Plus, most
Country radio stations supported the
whole Billy Ray Cyrus thing, so that tells

you something right there. No soul. Let's

all just go line-dancing and forget about it,

right, Mr. D.|. man? Then again, most of

y'all Northeasterners just ain't into coun-

try, are ya? Hmm. city folk. What can you
do?

• College radio: The savior. College
radio is mostly divided into separate radio

shows, and each show usually presents

something a little different. College radio

also gives a break from playlists and strict

formats. Even during genre- specific

shows, you typically don't get too much
repetition. Heck, you can even hear Tuvan
throat-singing on world- music shows!

But. if you're away from a college-generat-

ed radio station, you're mostly bound to

the four above.

Basically, my point here is that generally

no matter where you go on FM radio,

you'll end up encountering a format.

Formatted radio lives like parasites off of

playlists, constricting their ability to bring

music to the people. Yes. they do play

music, but only certain music that they're

told to play by record companies

How many times have you. heard "The
Crungc." from Led Zeppelin's Houses Of
The Holy album, on classic-rock radio?

Barely any, right? Okay, how many times

have you heard "The Ocean?" Tons!
Heard any other Cardigans' songs lately?

How many people have tuned in during

peak listening hours (7 a.m. -midnight)
and heard klezamir music? Or crazy free

jazz? When stations do play jazz, most
stay safe with bebop-like tunes

Radio is a powerful media, and it

should use its power of broadcasting to

many people to let them really know
what's out there. De-format the airwaves,

please. Otherwise, to be cool, everyone
will continue to have to follow Elvis

Costello's cynical advice: "You'd better do
what you were told/you'd better listen to

the radio!"

loshua Boyd is a Collegian columnist.

history
continued from page 5

Nirvana did not kill the alternative rock

format, though. The opportunistic parasites

at the major record labels did. Overnight,

hair metal was rendered obsolete. It had
been the only form of guitar-based music
on the Billboard charts for- much of the

late-'80s/early '90s. So I suppose you can't

blame the labels for what happened next,

but they're the easiest target. First it was
Seattle and the "grunge* sound. Nirvana led

to Pearl lain, who in turn led to Alice In

Chains and Soundgarden and WHAM! —
you've gone from post- punk to

post-Zeppelin in three easy steps.

All of this happened so fast that the sorry

bastards holding the positions of program
directors at radio stations didn't even see it

coming. By '93. the majors had firmly
entrenched themselves into the alternative

market. And they were signing bands like it

was going out of style. Which, actually, it

was. Any band with a goatee was snatched
up, but only a few actually sold records.

Grunge had peaked: Pearl |am issued a

moratorium on touring due to their

Ticketmaster stance and the final nail in the

coffin, so to speak, came when Cobain did

himself in.

So what was the antidote to the grunge
hang-over which palled the industry
throughout the spring of '94? If you look at

it from a pop-cultural standpoint, it took
an assassination to prepare America for the

Beatles: the country needed a massive,
light-weight distraction and pick-me-up.
The same thing was true to a degree in the

music biz post-Cobain. Things had become
too bleak. Instead of musicians on smack
moaning about child abuse, how about kids

stoned silly on pot and speed singing happy
pop songs abo-j! masturbation, paranoia.

and just being stoned silly on pot and

speed? Enter Green Day.

And so Green Day, the Offspring, and

Rancid all found success. The "new-punk"

wave crested for about a year until that too

inevitably crashed. And Bush and

Silverchair and recycled grunge crap were

pushed on the stations, who at this point

couldn't do a damn thing because of the

flooded market. Alternative stations were

no longer anomalies. Competition grew

stiffer as more established AOR stations in

their region began to play some of the same

artists, often completely changing their for-

mats to what was now known as "modern

rock" (thankfully, the "alternative" tag was

dropped). Even such underground stalwarts

as Sebadoh and Pavement had been sucked

up into the radio vacuum. The well was

dry.

So who knows what the next big thing is

gonna be? With all the geek-pop outfits

signed in the wake of the success of Weezer

stiffing royally, it seems the focus is now
shifting to the U.K. This year will bring

new albums from Oasis, Blur, Radiohead.

and Pulp. And you can bet they're gonna be

huge over on this side of the pond. The sit

uation within the "modern rock" foiindt has

become so stifling and dictated that it is

nearly impossible, except for very isolated

incidents, for stations to break bands them-

selves. Thankfully, though, format-free col-

lege radio still exists, and hopefully the

pendulum will swing back. As R.E.M. sang

in "Radio Free Europe." the song which
started the underground radio revolution

back in 1981, "Radio station — decide

yourself."

lohn Hendrickson is a Collegian colum-

nist

WMUA

From college radio favej to topping the Top 40 — Nirvana
IUUIIIJT CnMUl ^TIBSO**

continued from page 5

WMUA provides the listeners with a wide

range of music shows to choose from. There

is a show hosted by johnny Hush that deals

strictly with jungle, trance, hardcore and

every other style of techno that you could

imagine. There is also a hip-hop show called

Five Piece Chicken Finger, an alternative

show, and even a ska show. Whai is perhaps

most special about WMUA is the Neato
Punk Rock show hosted by Melissa Emert

airing Monday night from 12 a.m. - 3 p.m.

The show is a nice break from the processed

punk we hear on the radio. On this show you

can hear anything from Screeching Weasel to

AgnostK Front and pretty much anything in

between.

We had a chance to have a few words with

The Neato Punk Rock show host. Melissa

Emert
"I've been involved in the punk scene

sin^e sophonKre vear in high school and it's

a Ins part ol — Mf* iWl i—M HI >«! Ul«
music I really enjoy for other people, la also

like to promote bands from the West Coast

and other areas here on the East Coast." said

Emert. when asked why she does the show.

To make her snow stand out from the

other radio shows Emert said. "I bring a dif-

ferent, more West Coast approach to the

scene out here and incorporate that with the

sound out here. 1 try to promote local bands

on the show and have different people come

down and play the punk that they listen to as

guest D|'s."

According to Emert. having bands on her

show "let's people hear the bands for free

and the band can answer people's questions

over the phone so that they can get to know

the bands."

Emert feels that the biggest things that

separate her radio show and WMUA from

commercial radio is, "On my show I don't

have to play the bands that make the most

money or are the most popular in the main-

stream. I can play a wide variety from a

band that has five fans to a band that tours

all over the world. So I can put all the

bands on the same level, unlike mainstream

radio. WMUA offers so many different

types of music that you won't hear on main-

stream radio because there's such a wide

variety of listeners who can now listen to

things that they normally wouldn't be able

to hear."

Emert is an excellent representative of the

attitude displayed by WMUA. providing an

excellent service for the students of UMass
Why listen to the mainstream radio when
you can hear what you want to on WMUA?
Adam Dlugacx is a Collegian columnist
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The island of Jamaica: a tropical getaway
By Mike Burke

Collegian Staff

With Spring Break less than a
month away, now is the time to plan
for a getaway from the Happy Valley.

Due to the attempted strike by
American Airlines pilots, the airline

has drastically reduced the price of air-

fare to the Caribbean and tropical des-

tinations such as Cancun. Bahamas.

Puerto Rico and Jamaica.

Described by Christopher Columbus
as "the fairest land mine eyes have ever

seen," Jamaica has remained the crown

jewel of the Caribbean for over 500
years since Columbus' "discovery" of

the island Xaymaca, named by the

indigenous Arawak people.

Due to disease and exploitation, the

Arawak population disappeared com-
pletely but the Arawak 's peaceful, fun-

loving, easy going spirit has never left

the island of lamaica. To this day, the

beaches of Jamaica are filled with
relaxed, tanned tourists and locals

preaching the word of Rastaferianism.

From the music of the island's

national hero. Bob Marley, to the polit-

ical ideology of Marcus Garvey,
lamaica has a deep rooted history that

predates Columbus. Unlike much of

the typical spring break options.

Palm trees offer shade on the sunny beaches of Jamaica.
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Spring Classes
No Experience Required
Would you like to have all the tools necessary to be a Comic

Artist? Join us for the nine week intensive that will give you all that

and more. Back by popular demand the Museum is once again

hosting the Comic Art Intensive that covers it all. From supplies to

etiquette, shading and mood, composition and story development,
this class spends in-depth time in these areas and more. Mark

Masstal invites both beginner and advanced artists to join him for

this challenging class and completion of a final project

Datc(s):

Time:
Ases:
Cost:

Wednesdays: March 5 - April 30
4:00 pm - 5:30 pm
10 years and up
$80

Creator's Forum
The Museum is pleased to present a new and exciting program

designed for artists and writers looking to get into the field of comics.
The forum is an opportunity for aspiring comic book creators to share

experiences, find the missing writer or artist for a project, and to critique
work in progress. The museum will provide the space, refreshments and a
speaker from the field to kick off each meeting. All you need to bring arc

your ideas and creative energy! The first meeting is scheduled for

February 87th at 6:30pm with Paul Jenkins, writer for titles including
HcllMaser (DC) and Construct (Caliber). Paul will talk about his

experiences writing for comics and his relationships with artists.

Jamaica is Tilled with a culture that is

as exciting as its most beautiful beach-

es.

While Kingston is Jamaica's center

of industry and population, most of the

popular vacation spots appear on the

Northern coast including: Ochos Rios,

Montego Bay, Port Antonio and
Negril.

Of these beach destinations, Negril

and Montego Bay have shared the

enormous Spring Break crowds that

flood the sandy white beaches every

March.

Located on the western tip of the

island, the tiny town of Negril (popula-

tion: 1,166) is known for its

seven-mile strip of white beach — the

longest continuous strip in Jamaica.

Tourists will find several quality

bars and motels situated right on the

beach. What you won't find are tall

buildings; Negril has passed a law
prohibiting any structure to be built

taller than the tallest palm tree.

Efforts like this preserve Negril's

charm — even when overrun with
college students

As evident by the minuscule popula-

tion, Negril is a young town. Up until

30 years ago. there was little more
than a lighthouse. But legend has it

that hippies in the early '70s fall in

love with the area's beach and laid

back attitudes of the locals. And Negril

the tourist sight was born.

Throughout the year the Negril

nightlife has a party atmosphere, actu-

ally a beach party atmosphere with all

of the bars located right on the beach

included Risky Business and Alfred's

Ocean Place.

Spring Break finds the town at its

busiest and boisterous. Imagine the

atmosphere of thousands of college

students taking over a resort town.
During the evening, live reggae bands

adorn the oceanside stages for hours of

free entertainment — exciting enough
for MTV to send a film crew.

While the beach offers a prime par-

tying space for spring goers — the

cliffs offer wonderful views of the sun

setting and even chances to go cliff

diving at Rick's Cafe — a popular
Spring Break activity, especially after a

couple of Red Stripes, Jamaica's

Vacation-goers enjoying Negril's seven-mile strip of sandy-white beach.

ifiiinal K.-i'r tin th.- maA nn th*» nt rw»arlv »»v*»rv »*«r»Klt<hm**nt in/'ltiHinnnational beer. Up the road, on the

West End, adventurers can explore

caves and take advantage of the crystal

clear water for prime scuba diving.

Fortunately there is more to Negril

than the beach bars; take a walk away
from the hotels and you can find tiny

huts run by families Even if buying

fresh yams is not your favorite Spring

Break activity, these huts offer an
intriguing look into the real Jamaica

outside of the tourist traps.

The local bars serve as excellent

places to learn the history and culture

of Jamaica from Rastaferianism to

Marcus Garvey. Plus the prices can not

be beat.

Shoppers are also advised to avoid

the typical tourist traps that flock the

main road and adventure into the two
Craft Markets where locals sell their

homemade items ranging from wood
cuts to dolls to musical instruments.

Take a few hours to look around and
talk with the craftsmen — you are

guaranteed a pleasant discussion or

two.

Since there is just one road in the

entire town, Norman Manley
Boulevard, transportation is quick and

easy. Nearly all of the hotel accommo-
dations and restaurants are located on
this road.

Since tourism is the base of Negril's

economy, the town opens its arms to

college students on Spring Break.

Special accommodations can be found

at nearly every establishment including

satellite television to keep updated on
the NCAA basketball tournament and
exclusive concerts like Ziggy Marley

and the Waiters.

While Negril's beaches are indeed

beautiful, and the rum can not be beat,

the people of Negril make the town »

special spot.

Living the nation's motto, "Out of

Many, One People." tourists are often

surprised with the extraordinarily

warm welcome offered by the locals.

Spend a few hours in a bar not

designed for tourists, and you will

leave with new friends and insight

into the Jamaican culture and
lifestyle.

And the Jamaican laid-back lifestyle

is not an imaginary, Hollywood cre-

ation. There was probably no word for

stress in the Arawak language and
even today few Jamaicans suffer from

such an American disease.

In this sense Jamaica offers the

near-perfect Spring Break option:

stress-free living for a week on the

beach besides plenty of bars

well-stocked with Red Stripe and rum.

And don't forget the thousands of

other college students ready to party

the week away.

As for expenses. Jamaica is reason-

ably priced. With the excellent airfare

options currently available through
American, now is the prime time to

travel to the Caribbean.
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Sling Blade is worthy debut

By Matthew Ludvino

Collegian Correspondent

SLING BLADE

Directed by Billy Bob Thornton
with Billy Bob Thornton, Lucas

Black, and Dwight Yoakam
Playing at Pleasant St. Theatre

Billy Bob Thornton's directing

debut, Sling Blade, is a nice

breather from the overwrought
hatchet jobs that make up the

bulk of independent cinema
these days. He has replaced the

slick design, and the complicity

to pop-culture with dusty wide
open spaces and an affection for

southern mystique.

After co-scripting and star-

ring in the underappreciated
thriller One False Move, and
penning the low-key racial

drama. A Family Thing,
Thornton is finally getting some
recognition in this already over-

populated business, and has
earned himself a nod from the

Academy for his performance.
Mis sloping forehead, clear
unmoving eyes, and stiff jaw
continually struggling between
grimace and grin match perfectly

with the guttural sounds that

punctuate his protagonists' dia-

logue.

Thornton plays Karl Childers,

a recently released mental
patient who was committed
while he was still quite young
for brutally killing his mother
and her lover with a sling blade.

After a brief period of adjust-

ment to the outside world. Karl

settles for a job at a repair shop
in his hometown, where his

infamy still lies in the outskirts

of local consciousness. He
befriends a boy named Frank
(Lucas Black), and is drawn
slowly into his family's life.

Frank's mother (Natalie
Canerday) lonely after her hus-

band's death becomes involved

with a manically unaffected and
abusive man named Doyle,
played with anxious reserve by

singer Dwight Yoakam, and
befriends Vaughan (|ohn Ritter).

an openly gay man in a blunt

backwoods town.

Despite the sharp perfor-
mances by the supporting cast,

Thornton is the center of atten-
tion. Karl's simple-minded hon-
esty, and basic observations ate
endearing, which, coupled with
his nefarious past and his voice

that "sounds like a racecar,"
gives the picture charming flash-

es of humor. The film, more
about moral convictions, and the

fog that shrouds them, than it is

about answers, never bothers to

trick its audience as it moves
steadily toward its conclusion.
We know where we are going,

but are compelled to watch the

anticipated climax.

Sling Blade, like its odd hero,

moves slowly and precisely, and
could readily be compared to a

Winders' film (especially Paris,

Texas). Thornton sticks to his

roots patching together a still

life of Arkansas as he remem-
bers it. Sunlight catches the
grime in the air and burns its

impressions on the camera lens.

But Sling Blade isn't memorable
for its visuals as much as it is

for its ability to tell a story.

Only a sympathetic actor
could feel comfortable enough
to let the cameras roll unmov-
ing for minutes at a time.
Thornton relishes the art of
storytelling; filling his movie
with monologues, and anec-
dotes seeping with regional
metaphor, and colloquialisms.

Our first rntroduction to Karl
is his blithe account of the
events leading to his mother's
murder as told to a high school
journalist. Lit only by a small
desk lamp. Thornton's gritty

exterior is washed in shadow
and gold.

There is nothing quite like a

murder story in the dark, but
then that's why movies remain
so contagious. We creep into

dark theaters looking for myths
and fairy tales as much as we
did when we were children, and
Thornton seems to understand
that. And while Sling Blade is by
no means amazing, it is at least

conscious of our strange admira-

tion for these flickering lights

and shadows called motion pic-

tures. B*

Veruca Salt, from left to right, Nina Cordon, Steve Lac, Stacy Jones and Louise Post.

COU»T!S» CMtISTYiuVi

New releases from Veruca Salt and super-trio DFA
VERUCA SALT

£ig/ir Arms To Hold You
Outpost / Minty Fresh

Back in 1965. the Beatles made
their second movie. Help! The origi-

nal title. Eight Arms To Hold )uu.
was left as an obscurity in the annals

of rock history, until Veruca Salt

exhumed the expression for their

new album. What a waste of a rock

myth. All of the charm and promise
displayed on their 1944 debut.
American Hughs, w<in tor naught. In

a nutshell, this album sucks

What is the one essential ingredi-

ent to a good rock record? Fasy
good rock songs. Catch\ riffs, hum

mable choruses, maybe a few clever

lyilCS, and for good measure, some
enthusiasm and a bit of attitude.

American Thighs had these quali-

liM in spades; "All Hail Me."
"Scether." "Forsythia.
"Spiderman '79." and
"Number One Blind"
served as just a few of

the highlights. Eight
Arms, though, has
absolutely nothing of the

sort. Not a single memorable
song. Nothing that grabs you and
makes you want to hear it again.

Nada. Zippo. Zilch.

The album itself is a mix of con-
trived rockers and plodding ballads.

"Volcano Girls," the record's first

single, is engaging until an astound

ingly lame rip-off of the Fab Four's

"Glass Onion" derails it. "Straight"

also starts with some promise.

but the banality of the lyrics

eventually kills that too.

Another problem with
Eight Arms is the sound.

Metallica producer Bob
Rock has definitely done
is trick: he's turned

Veruca Salt into a hard rock
band, and in doing so he's squashed

the lo-fi dynamics which made
Thighs sucfi a treat. Everything is

compressed and glossed over with

layers of sheen; the guitars and

drums may sound gigantic, but

they've lost ail of their bite. Studio

overtampering has even ruined Nina

Gordon and Louise Post's trade

mark sugary harmonizing an

utterly stupid move on Rock's part

If Veruca Salt are allowed to

make another record. the> should

follow their own advice. On
American Thighs, they drop anoth-

er Beatles reference by calling a

great original song "Get Back
Time to take your own advice ami
do just that. D- (|ohn
Hendrickson)
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Downhill Skis. Snowboards, Boots & Bindings

LOWEST PRICES OF THE YEAH!!
(itoss ror.vwY ski I'm k»;i;s is low is stjumi

ALL SKI & SNOWBMM
c? .« > 1 1 IV «
Jackets 'Pauls -Hals 'Gloves 'Turilenecks

i)% OFF
SKI ItlllS .IS MMi .IS SI i.!l«

Taipei &
Tokyo f*
Chinese & Japanese Restaurant

Dint-In

•r

AIR ADJUST FORCE

I SIMM

l»l Mill Sll 1 1 1 1 II STYLES
i>Q7„ 4»» i

A I.I. II4M It IV
SKATES & 101 II'MIMS5Q% OFF

ADVOCATE
• BEST •

OF
THE VALLEY
READERS POLL

1996

Gift

Ctrfifieatot

Available

Hampshire Mall Hadley Route 9

MICHAEL'S BILLIARDS
trtnlf

Every Thundery Nighl

$10 Co*

• U- 9 flLlfatn

•60* Big

Scraft

TV.

•liva

cntorvDinrotnt

Every Frit

Sol.

• AI Sporting

Saturday Night - Trick Knee

• Open 7 Days
MAoiotjo

OUR SALES ARE REAL HEAD-TURNERS! COME SEE FOR YOURSELF!

$t/lr Everyday
Unlieji.ee-

Mayers!
10A B«lch«rtown Rood
Amhifjt, MA 01002
116.0104

SALE '9.49

GENESEE BEER MAIL-IN REBATE • 3.00
REG. ICE. CREAM ALE f/^
I ASIiOI 10-12 OH. CANS

COST
s6 DEP

RED DOG & ICKIIOUSK
CASE OF 18-1201 CANS

OREGON BEERS
ALL FLAVORS
6PK. BOTTLES

I BUSCH & BUSCH
—UCHT—

CASE OF 24-12 (I/.

BAR Bonil I s9 -DEP

KILLIANS IRISH RED
12 PK III)/ II I 5

s8 DEP

SHARPS
•/a KEGS
BUD. BUT LT, MICH.
MICH LT, MICH AMBER BUCK
ICEHOUSE, RED DOG. LITE

NONALCOHOLIC
12 PK. CANS ss + DEP

V^SZ9
+ DEP

Don't Drink
and Drive

CHABLIS. BURGUNDY. BLUSH
RHINE. WHITE GRENACHE

5.0 LITER BAG ISA-BOX
s8

C1TRA WINES
MOSTEri LCIA SO, TREBBIANO.
SANGIOVKSl
1 5 LITER

ss
ST. FRANCIS CHARDONNAY
7S0ML ^9

VENDANGE
WHITE ZISEASDEL
HITTER

HAYWOOD
CIIAROOSSAYA
CABEHSE I SA t VJGNON
7S0ML

m.'

sa

BOONE'S WINE
A 1.1. FLAVORS
7S0ML

n
We Accept

Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

LIQUORS 44 VODKA
1.751

CANADIAN MIST
WHISKEY
1.751

sir
AO™ PREMIUM If

IRISH WllfSM> ^_MIL'M
IRISH WHISKn

750ML

w JACK DANIELS
750ML s10"S

2* SALE '13.49
rt<7f klAll Ikl DCDATC _A nnmttaafcr sale'u.49

''"*«£l"- MAIL IN-REBA IE -4.00
wwemi a meruit FINAl afl^*.^flo^aV

ITU COST ~My
MYERS'S RUM SALE '10.99

Chig/na/SDatA MAIL IN REBATE -5.00

FINAL <*J*Og
7bOMl COST
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Velvet Underground reissue worth its weight in gold

By Adorn Levine

Collegian Staff

THE VELVET UNDERGROUND
Loaded: FuUy Loaded Edition

Rhino

Tht7 were so far ahead of their time,

that no one paid much attention to

them when they were alive. It has been
rumored that only 1 .000 people bought
their first album The Velvet
Underground with Nico, bui each one
of them, after hearing the album, start-

ed their own bands. Today, they are

legends, nearly 30 years after the
release of their fourth and final studio

record.

They have influenced countless
bands from all genres of rock and roll

and Rhino's rerelease of their last

album Loaded is proof that they will

not fade away peacefully.

The Velvet Underground's sound
was considerably distinct and few other

bands of the late '60s could compare to

their raw intensity. When the fad of the

time was flower power and acid rock,

VU chose a more controversial and
artistic path to voyage upon.
Throughout their untimely career, the

songs of frontman Lou Reed varied

from cross-dressers and drug addiction

to shock treatment and french litera-

ture.

Artistic differences led to VU's
demise until the death of pop icon

Andy Warhol, who also served as the

band's surrogate father. After decades

of battered egos and quarrels, Reed
and bassist/pianist K>hn Cale agreed to

enter the studio together once again.

The album they recorded was entitled

Songs for Drella. and stood as passion-

ate and innovative as anything they had

made previously. A musical biographic

homage to Warhol, Songs for Drella

became the first step to VU's revival.

The success of Reed and Cale's col-

laboration led to a small VU reunion

tour in 1 995 with former band mates

A rare moment.. Velvet Underground frontman Lou Reed smiles.

I .i r c * * I s i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

o i Mi c rya^HXj.j^ % in

S.Ainl^Wl
• V r i <l u i- R v n t .i I \

Mm VaOy, Tt» Iwita, * Tk» Itdtin
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AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE

HOW SHOWING Curtain Daily 7 & 9:15

7 Academy Award Nomination-lnc. BEST'
PICTURE* DIRECTOR *ACTOR*SUPPORTING ACTOR

IW.--B STSMSSff £2S£

ACADEMY-MUSIC Q,I)aJfaNORTHAMPTON l^'iVL1
•»81 8133

Sterling Morrison and Mo Tucker. A
live album was recorded at the

Olympia club in Paris containing an

impressive reflection of their career.

Perhaps the greatest gratification came
last year when VU was inducted into

the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame to be

forever remembered for their contribu-

tions as one of Rock history's prodigal

bands.

Recently, a box set of digitally

remastered recordings of each of VU's
four albums was released which also

included rareties and outtakes. Now.
the first special edition rerelease of a

VU album will shortly be available on a

two CD collection. Fully Loaded con-

tains the original VU recording along

with earlier and previously urtreleased

versions of each song. Also included

are outtakes and demo versions of

other VU songs including Mo Tucker's

classic sing along "I'm Sticking with

You." The most significant aspect of

Fully Loaded however, is VU versions

of certain monumental songs from
Reed's solo career such as "I Love
You," "Satellite of Love" and "Sad
Song."

Although often criticized by fans as

the least memorable of VU's four

albums. Loaded is still a brilliant and
yet sorrowful album. It begins with the

bitter sweet "Who Loves the Sun." and
then continues with a collection of

intriguing character studies. Reed's

songs examine the lives of both the

bored and broken hearted with haunt-

ing melodies and disturbing lyrics. He
describes the lonely life of young lenny

"whose life was saved by rock 'n' roll"

and the ballad of lane and lack where

Reed chants "those were different

times, when the poets studied the rules

of verse and the ladies rolled their

eyes."

All in all. Fully Loaded is an essential

piece of rock nostalgia. It is an exquis-

ite reminder of the powerful musical

force of the late 1960s which was
called The Velvet Underground. A

trax
continued from poge 8

FUNKMASTER FLEX
Mix Tape Volume II

RCA

All hip-hop fans are, and should be, wary of mix
tapes distributed by a major label. A general rule of

thumb regarding mix tapes is if you're not at an

underground record store or a beat-up stand on the

street, then don't buy it. The only exception in

recent memory is The Funkmaster Flex Mix Tape
Volume I.

Flex's second installment in his mix tape series'

should be added to this list. Mixing new R&B songs,

older hip-hop joints, party jams, and freestyles by

an unbelievable array of rappers with current hits.

the Mix Tape Volume II is the hottest mix tape to

hit since Doo Wop's Summer jam '9b.

Flex proves his scratching genius in the transi-

tions and his impeccable taste in the selections.

There are not many D|s who could put out a mix
tape featuring songs that haven't been heard since

MTV's 1992 season (Naughty By Nature's "Hip Hop
Hooray," Redman's "Time 4 Sum Akshun," Run-
DMC's "Here We Go." Slick Rick's "Mona Lisa."

and Cypress Hill's "How I Could just Kill A Man")
alongside songs by Parliament and The Gap Band
without sounding stale, but Flex pulls it off.

It's nice to see an artist push his work to the lim-

its and Flex separates himself from the style of

Volume I by playing more R&B and busting the

hottest rap jams for less than thirty seconds. Often,

only the best lines from popular songs are played

before Flex cuts the next song into the mix. This

style is truly for the hip-hop aficionado with a short

attention span. The hypest parts of the tape are the

freestyles by such popular rappers as Nas. Redman.
Li'l Kim. Foxxy Brown, Boot Camp Click, Akinyele,

Das Efx, and more backdropped by some extremely

dope and vaguely familiar (45 King?) beats.

This tape isn't for everyone however. It will, as

all of Flex's work will, make the listener wonder
just how much Flex likes to hear his own voice. The
album would be more enjoyable if Flex would just

mix and stop reminding everyone what it is that

they're listening to. By no stretch of the imagina-

tion is this tape as good as the underground tapes

of Flex's that the Tape Kings have been putting out

for years. Also, if you're not a big fan of R&B or

are a big fan of listening to songs in their entirety

and not hearing a mix or a scratch every six sec-

onds, you probably shouldn't spend hard-earned
money on this. Not everyone enjoys Flex' unique
take on the whole hip-hop Nation. B+ (Gabe
Rosenberg)

DANKO/F|ELD/ANDERSEN
Ridin'On The Blinds

Rykodisc

After much critical acclaim for their 1992
self-titled debut, the trio that consists of The Band's

original and current bassist and singer Rick Danko,
Norwegian singer/songwriter )onas Fjeld and folk

singer/songwriter Eric Andersen, team up once
again for a collection of acoustic ditties and stan-

dard rockers, and this time they bring a whole
bunch of friends with them.
The opening title track introduces the listener to

the voices: Danko's detailed but shaky elocution;

Andersen's straight-ahead drawl: and Fjeld's deep
country moan. They combine in harmony on the

country-rocker. The trio then acoustically reworks

Jaime Robbie Robertson's Band tune "Twilight"
with help from Band keyboardist Garth Hudson.
Fjeld provides a dark and inciteful lead vocal to

writer'David Olney's strong "Women "Cross The
River" with help from Hans Fredrik (akobsen's
Norwegian flute and an instrument called the

Hardanger fiddle, played here by Halvard T.

Bjorgum.

Danko's awful attempt at singing alto (think

Robin — Kermit the Frog's nephew) taints the

otherwise beautifully haunting "All Creation," dedi-

cated to the memory of The Band's pianist/vocalist

Richard Manuel, who took his own life in 1986.

"Outside Track" is simply staggering in its magnifi-

cence with lakobsen's flute back for more. All these

songs are terrific acoustic workouts. However,
when this collection of musicians plugs in. the

imagination seems to seep out. as is hinted at on
"Come Kunnin' Like A Friend" and the anti-heroin

tune "Every Man Is His Own Hero." The songs
float right along like Acadian driftwood. B (Joshua

Boyd)

All-news network looking beyond breaking news
By David Bouder

AP Television

ATLANTA — Everywhere you turn

at the CNN Center, there's a risk of

running into a contractor.

New offices are constantly being
created to make room for the net-

work's burgeoning empire — CNN
Interactive, the financial network
CNNfn and the CNN-SI sports chan-

nel. There's even staff to produce
news reports to flash on pagers and
for televisions In airports.

It's a good thing, too. because these

aren't easy times for the Cable News
Netejerk itself, which started the
whole franchise 17 years ago.

Increased competition from
MSNBC, the Fox News Channel and
ever-expanding local newscasts have
combined with a relatively slow news
period. The result? Sagging ratings

and questions about whether CNN
can thrive in times of noncrisis.

"That's a great concern to me," said

Ed Turner, executive vice president of

CNN. "What do you do when the
earth isn't on fire?" CNN's reputation

as a go-to network when there's a big

news story was confirmed the night

President Clinton's State of the Union
address conflicted with the verdict in

0.|. Simpson's civil trial. Its ratings

were double what they are on a nor-

mal night. But unfortunately for CNN.
these nights come far too infrequent-

ly-

Nielsen Media Research has given

the network some ugly numbers late-

ly. The average number of homes that

tuned in to CNN. for instance,
dropped from 572.000 in 1995 to
J27.000 in 1996. Nielsen said Prime
time ratings sank 35 percent in 1996.

In contrast to 1992. when CNN
took advantage of Larry King's new
status as the favorite interviewer of
presidential candidates, the network
suffered last year from the public's

lack of interest in the Clinton-Dole
campaign. International stories didn't

pick up the slack either.

CNN's ratings also may have been
artificially high in 1995 because of
O I Simpson's criminal trial, said
Larry Gerbrandt. a media analyst with

Paul Kagan Associates.

To try to tweak this year's ratings,

the network is making some changes.

'Burden of Proof." the midday pro-

gram with Roger Cossack and Greta
Van Susteren that was an outgrowth
of the Simpson trial, has joined the

glut of prime-time legal shows. It will

be repealed at 8:50 p.m on w«ek-
ind** p. h -vHtn *r$K«te«

jh- compelling.

Tux. of CVS'\ up-and-coming
anchors. |oie Chen and Leon Harris,

will be teamed to host the 10 p.m.
news hour.

And on March 2. CNN will debut
"Impact." a weekly newsmagazine
that is a collaboration between jour-

nalists from CNN and its new corpo-

rate partner. Time magazine
There also have been trade publica-

tion stories saying CNN is talking with

other network's news executives about
coming in and shaking things up.

Improving ratings while maintain-

ing CNN's reputation as a hard-news
source is a delicate job. It can hype
news stores — All O.I! All the time!

— but runs the risk of turning off the

serious news junkies that arc CNN's
bedrock viewers. Turner noted. A
greater emphasis on talk shows could

move CNN away from what it docs
beat and hlur ih« dKiinctions
rfjrWcn it amJjicwer rivals -MSNBC
eMFox
^f you're going to be an all-news

network, you belter pretty much be
an all-news network." Turner said.

"We are limited in what we can do."

Given the main network's ratings

woes, it's natural to wonder whether
CNN is stretching itself too thin.

Be a Resident Assistant!

Qftbfc

Applications for 1997-1995 Resident Assistant

Positions Now Being Accepted,

Applicants Must Attend an Information Session to

Receive an Application:

Februarvj 12 7:00pm McNamara Main Lounge

February 15 700pm Webster Classroom

7:00pm Stonewall Center, Crampton

February 20 7:00pm Coolidge 5th floor

7 OOpm Baker Classroom

February 24 7:00pm Campus Center 165-9

February 26 12:30pm Campus Center 165-9

7:00pm Knowlton Main Lounge

February 27 7:00pm Hillel House

7:00pm Gorman 2nd Floor Lounge

March 3 7:00pm Campus Center 504-QS

March 4 7:00pm Patterson Main Lounge

For more information, call the Center for Diversity and Development at 545-0472.

SEASONS

HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS. 2/20/97 THRU

WEDS. 2/26/97

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL

SAM ADAMS
24-l2oz boil

•18" +dap

BUSCH & LT
*30 pl»

"

+dep

GORDONS VODKA
*30pk»"

•10"
I 751

RABBIT RIDGE
•7JN-

Af 750ml

RTE 9 HADLEY 584-8174
MONDAY- SATURDAY 9:0O"M t:00*

Not .esponsible for typo*

HARPOON
24 l2o* boll

•17" dep

MEISTERBRAU
24- 1 2oz cant

$7"<*
(MILWAUKEE'S BEST]

'30 pis'

SEAGRAMS 7
Whitlwy

•13"
WilliAM HILL

"Cho'd*" R«*»rvt)

10" 750ml

J.W. DUNDEE
Honey Brcwn/24 1 2 ox boll

1 ^ +oV

DISCOUNT
LIQUORS

• BEER • WINE • KEGS • ICE • OGARSl

ST. PAUU GIRL
24-12oi be*

•1S"^

4 SEASONS VODKA

»8M
1 751

SANTA RITA
"120*

P 750ml

KEYSTONE LT
'30pk»-

•10"«v
GOLD SCHLAGER

Schnapps

•14" 750ml

MEUNI
'Chionti'

$599
750ml

ROLLING ROCK
24- 1 2 oz bar boll

$1399
<V

M.G.D. + LT
24- 12 ox boil

$9"^
LET'S GO

SPORT!

WI DELIVIJ?

584.0174

MICRO
KEGS!

SAM ADAMS
OREGON
SAflANAC
HARPOON
J W DUNDEE

Plus LorsMovl

ICE!
lOfet $1 29
50 b> $5 99
100 1» $9 99

SoU TKru 2 29 97

8UO 11 BUD CF. LTTC, KD DOG. MO.D . MOtflOB MKHF
lOe LT lOWENNtAU OK, ICEHOUSf. MCHEIOB BOCK

KEGS!!!
I

**JeV +dep.

BUD LT
Keg of the Week!

NaturalJf/Um
+dep

$3490

Spring Break Party '97

DAYTONA BEACH

From
5229

rrom

BusAHom

$99
rrom

Horn Only

. Round trip transportation
via deluxe motorcoach

• 6 or 7 night accommodations
at Ocean front hotels

• Full time Breakaway staff on
location

For Details or to Book Call:

1-800-465-4257 Ext. 375

wvAv.breakawaytours.com
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Tour the Valley with cross-country skis

The elegant Shirley Horn.
COumSSVUWUlYIUSACCA

Despite modern touch to her music,

Jazz great Shirley Horn still succeeds

*n.

It's night, and you are alone. It's maybe later in the Spring, no.

in the middle of winter. A light breeze blows in your bedroom.
You sap wine and croon to yourself so you don't fed lonesome.

You either are Shirley' Horn or you arc a deadly imitator of her

mood
Horn's new Verve release, Lo\ing You. portrays such a reflec-

tive, warm fed that it is unlikdy you won't fed a little different

after you listen. You may find yourself thinking of relationships

and romance. That's right, people. Lining You is an album of
"smooth love songs."

Horn doesn't sing marry toss-away tunes here, as she is definite-

ly no toss-away artist. She's been on the jazz weal scene since

1 960. and was/is loved by many of her colleagues like Miles Davis
and Carmen NtcRac.

Horn treasures many old songs on Lining You (she may be
quite a singer, but she doesn't seem to write any

songs herself; Her voice throughout the

album is a nice aho that sometimes sinks

deeper to get to the real heart of a

song. Blues singer LU Green's

"In The Dark" is morosely «f_LC
beautiful, especially with the ^Jk'
thick guitar of George ^
Mestcrhazy adding the indigo

bktes h> fc «U. "M Arntrzcf, lylc" 6.\ Cy
I
Cok*w^,,w #j**mt\ .bjujtdriwijj; J^m
accMupinywgJUav-lf on pwno.

Unturtunatdy. UxAng You b> a contem-

porary jazz record and it suffers contempo-
rary problems: cheesy synthesizers and
effects, mostly from Mcsterhazy. From
"The Man You Were" through "Love
Dance" and ending at the closer "All Of A
Sudden My Heart Sings." Horn's sad aho echoes on devwor walls

of Roland electric piano and synthesized orchestral accompani-
tm.TM

Not necessarily all modem technology in jazz taints "America's
daaakal music." though. The record labd Knitting Factory Works
gives a gfonpsc of the present and a hint of the future with a new
compilation New York Downtown: kuz And Other Sounds. Ah.
how refreshing! Something contemporary that doesn't either

sound like elevator music or rdy on bebop sounds! Musk that

sounds like Miles' ahead-of-rts-time 1969 album Bitches Bm>
actually had an effect on the minds of modem jazz musicians!

The Oilier Sounds to cut over to the jazz quickly, features

$»§i|te

dare-devil sounds from Samm Bennett's History OfThe Last Five

Minutes (rock superimposed on trip-hop rhythms). Rebecca
Moore (Sinead O'Connor-ish gloom pop). Suck Pretty and Fertile

Crescent (ahema-pop). and Laurie Gallueio (spoken word).

The jazz on this album bubbles with a toxic vengeance. Don
Byron Quintets "Next Love" has some phat clarinet over a

vamp-like melody. Myth Science's "Space Ring" features the

motoring organ of Anthony Coleman and the wailing sax of
Briggan Krauss. Wayne Horvitz & Zony Mash show their love for

organ-jazz with a punk fed. Matt Dariau's Paradox Trio comes up
with the best jazz on the album with their tune "Rufus" that high-

lights Rufus Cappadocia's eerie electric 5-string cello and Dariau's

intense sax-playing. Finally, back to the future with jazz!

Back to the past with blues, though. Last week in this space I

mentioned RCA's "Bluebird Blues And Heritage Series." Besides

the Tampa Red 2-CD set reviewed last week. Sonny
Boy Williamson and Big Maceo

Before it is too late, tour west-

ern Massachusetts on a pair of
cross-country skis. Although
Mother Nature's premature
"spring fling" has warmed this

week up with mild temperatures
there are still a handful of

cross-country ski resorts in full

operating condition.

Thanks to last weekend's snow-
storm, Western Massachusetts is

covered in white and full of end-

less possibilities for cross-country
skiing. However, due to the sun's

growing magnitude, now is the
time to trek out on cross-country
ski adventure.

Located high in the
foothills of Western
Massachusetts is Stump
Sprouts Cross-Country
Ski Center. Reporting an
18 inch base. Stumps
Sprouts is in full operat-

ing condition offering
the public 25 km of
trails, ranging from gen-

tle rolling groomed and
track-set loops to challenging
back- country routes.

Due to its elevated location.
Stump Sprouts is able to maintain
an impressive base of natural
snow that is protected by dense
woodlands, full of pine, maple
and oak trees.

A favorite destination at Stump
Sprouts is the summit of Lone
Boulder Hill where a large glacial

boulder stands guard near a

breathtaking 3-state vista.

(Massachusetts. New York,
Connecticut)

Not only is Stump Sprouts a

fantastic place for an intense
workout full of picturesque vis-

tas, but it is also a case history of

the 18th century's simplistic era.

Its land has been farmed for gen-

erations and is covered with
hand-crafted stone walls and
weathered barns that embody the

spirit of the past.

Cross-country skiers can
replenish the calories they
expend on the trails with the
kitchen's home made bread, pies

and soups. From late December
to mid-March Stump Sprout

offers ski packages including six

meals, accommodations in a cozy
bunk house and "back door" ski-

ing.

For those of you who do not
want to make your cross- country
ski adventure and over-night
excursion, resort tickets are $8
plus $11 for a cross country ski

unit, including skis, boots, poles,

and bindings.

As spring approaches and the
snow slowly turns into patch
work Stump Sprouts will orga-
nize,- at no charge, ice skating
parties as well as tours of local

maple sugar houses.

Alfresco News
with

Liz Anderson
*—

Easily accessible to residents of
the Pioneer Valley, Stump
Sprouts is a quick 45 minute
drive from the UMass campus,
lust drive up interstate 91 north,

get off at the Greenfield Exit, and
get on route 2.

Follow route 2 paying attention

to signs for Stump Sprouts and
you will be on your skis in no
time. To make weekend reserva-

tions or find out about ski condi-
tions call (415) 339-4265.
Another delectable outdoor

winter experience is cross country
skiing through Brookfield
Orchards located in North
Brookfield. Rating from easy to

challenging descents Brookfield
Orchard is packed with miles of

diverse terrain.

As its name implies Brookfield

Orchards main business is apples.

At its country store skiers not
only can buy a resort ticket but

also homemade pies, fresh cider,

and of course apples.

The trails are not groomed, so

skiers will build up a hardy
appetite cutting their own tracks.

Brookfield Orchard's. resort ticket

is only $5. For more information

about current snow conditions

skiers are advised to call (508)

867-6858.

To get to Brookfield Orchard
from UMass take the Mass. 'Pike

east to Exit 9 in Sturbridge. Go
east on Route 20 to Route 9 to

East Brookfield. Turn right onto

Harrington Street and follow the

signs to Brookfield Orchards.

Of course if you are short on

time and money, and need some
practice before venturing out to

resorts, such as Stump Sprouts or

Brookfield Orchard, the Pioneer

Valley offers a variety of skiing

options. (Pr< vided that

there is still snow stick-

ing around.)

There are a dozen of

private and municipal
golf courses in the

Pioneer Valley that are

super for cutting cross

country ski trails. The
paved Norwottuck Rail

• Trail and the

Northampton bike path are also a

lot of fun. Snowmobiles are pro-

hibited.

The Connecticut River Valley is

covered with municipal parks and
conservation areas that are excel-

lent for cross country skiing, such

as the Amherst Conservation
Parks, Springfield's Forest Park.

Look Park in Northampton, and
Stanley Park in West field.

If you are interested in

cross-country skiing, but you do
not have the equipment, then take

advantage of the UMass Outing
Club. Rent a cross-country ski

unit from their locker. For more
information about cross-country

equipment call the Outing Club at

545-3113.

Act now, get a pair of
cross-country skis, and explore

Western Massachusetts while it

is still covered in snow. This is

the weekend to enjoy the last

days of winter on skis in

spring-like temperatures at

Stump Sprouts or Brookfield
Orchard Ski Resorts.

Liz Anderson is a Collegian
columnist.
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Merri-weather are also honored with

this re-issue treatment.

Neither men ever attained

the success of Tampa Red. but

both had a big part in influ-

encing the Chicago blues

sound as their contemporary.

John Lee "Sonny Boy" Williamson (trie

ttfigmsrl'Sorinv Boy*— Rice Miller« the

later, more popular "Sonny Boy
Withmsun" whuae "Bring It On Home
To Me" was covered by Led Zeppelin)

played mostly acoustic blues that fol-

lowed a straight pattern. At the age of 23.

in 1937. he recorded his own composi-

tion. "Good Morning School Girl." which
went on to be covered by The Grateful Dead. Junior Wdk and
many others. That is on his /937-3S Bluebird Recordings as are

other greats like "Got The Bottle Up & Gone" and "Decoration
Blues-

Big Maceo. one of the greatest left-handed pianists ever, influ-

enced Chicago pianists Otis Spam and Johnnie tones with his

playing on songs like "Can't You Read" which is a rocking duet

with Tampa Red. "County Jail Blues," and "Anytime For You."
However, he influenced all of blues and rock n' roll with his origt-

na) "Worried Life Blues." wrach has been covered dozens of times

by dozens of artists, notably by Eric Clapton on 24 Nights,

fothua Boyd is a Coiegian columnist.
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STEINBECK

COLLISION REPAIR & AUTOBODY

53 S. Prospect, Amherst Center

256-8157 • 256-1385
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• Imports & other unibody vehicles are

our specialty

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-

1/2 mm)

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European technology painting

and refinishing systems

• We provide substitute transportation

• Users of Sikkens paint products

Remember it's your car and your

choice of repair facilities

Shop Registration # RSI 2 12

s
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Put the world at your fingertips.

Software Engineering
Systems Engineering
Computer Design
Signal Processing
Electro-Optics
Image Processing

With Raytheon Electronic Systems, you'll create the

technologies that define the future of tomorrow's world. You'll

maximize your Engineering and Computer Science knowledge and
make an impact when you Join our team. We currently have over

350 opportunities available in the technical areas listed above.

Raytheon Electronic Systems will be visiting campus soon. To find

out more about the complex challenges we have to offer, please

contact the Career Placement Office to sign up for an interview.

For additional information, please see our homepage at:

http://www.raytheon.com/res

Interested candidates who are unable to meet with us on

campus may send a resume directly to: Raytheon Electronic

Drive, Tewksbury. MA 01870-0901. Fax: (508) 858-1183.

E-mail: staffing@res.ray.com

U.S. citizenship may be required for some positions. Equal

Opportunity Employer.

Raytheon Electronic

Systems

THE FINE ARTS CENTER SERIES

1} all Corns!

A Night in

Nashville
with

Tennessee Dance Theatre

Mark O'Connors
Riders in the Sky
An afamuup m AasWm bemow* sn i

in tbt Mask Gky, wen Tmnnssr » world-claw dsnor

CCTsssgs, America'« favor** bud, and the fiddKog
(

of Mark O'Connor Join NsaVflW'i bat cats aa thw rase

trw root win wtwun In,win nunc, m n'liy <irwmgj uwni and

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 23, 3PM, FAC CONCERT MALL
fttesurw i wrrx rut emmem iuwor o> WUSI 95 3

JAc yood (Docioh is Sack!

Fletcher Henderson Scholarship Conceit

BULY T\.I0|{ I It10

& Slllll. \ JORDAN/
SIEVE HI 1 1\ DUO
join Dr. Taylor and hia mo along with jazz drva

Sheila Jordan and her accompanist Steve Kuhn in an

of Bwk-rour-soul jazz. And upport the next

of sua mass?m

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 8PM
BOVVKER AUDITORIUM
P«£MMTtO WITH TMC COSSKXrt SOf»0«T Of
'Mf Dahv Hwrhm Ourm and Coo«iu and Lymand

One £IsclAi(>uuiq £xpeJunncti

ThtKODO Dmjmmrs

or Japan One Lumi Tour
You can drive to Boston to tee and hear Kodo. or you
can catch them in their only other New England per-

formance—at the Fine Am Center Concert Hall in

AmherM. It's your one chance to see one of the most

astonishing performances world music has to ofler. right

here in the Pioneer Valley. There are still some seats

available, to call today and be part of a singular experience you II never forget

FRIDAY, MARCH 7, 8PM, FAC CONCERT HALL
"auajiriLiwrm tmt osexpus suwoxr or Tut vhiagi Commons and thi Vauiy Advocate

CALL 545-251 1 OR 1 -800-999-UMAS FOR TICKETS

visit our wtisfTi at httt://WWW.WUSS.IDU/FAC/rACWTIIU.

(CLIIMTC TNC RHYTHMS Of Lift

Thi I

Finenearts
Center

jwwsmai i or
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sports notice
The Massachusetts women's basketball team was in Ohio last niqht,

where they fell to Xavier, 59-32.
Kelly Van Huisen led UMass with 13 points, Alison MacFarland had It

and Crystal Carroll followed with 10.
The Musketeers had four players in double digits in the win. Kristie

Stuckenberg led all scorers with 17 points, while Nikki Kremer and Sheila
Flint scored 10 apiece, while Jenny Rauh had 1 1.

The Minutewomen were nearly perfect from the line in the game,
shooting 90 percent from the charity stripe. UMass struggled, however,
from downtown, hitting only 14.3 percent.

Intramural action is already underway
Editor's note: Sports Briefs is a

relatively new column to the
Collegian, but so far it has been very

successful. The column is designed
to give attention and credit to the
athletes who don 7 play at the colle-

giate varsity level, but instead on
club, intramural and recreational
teams.

The feature runs every Thursday,
and is comprised of information sent

in from these teams and athletes.

Submissions for Sports Briefs should
be sent to the Collegian offices, and
are due each Wednesday at noon.
Submissions can be sent, brought
down to the offices at 111 Campus
Center Basement or faxed to

Rodriguez
continued from page 14

not the, top diver in UMass history."

While Rodriguez took to the sport

comparatively late, she feels that her
late arrival on the diving scene is one
of the factors that fuels her competi-
tive desire.

Rodriguez reflects, "When I came
here and started diving, I was getting

fours and fives. I got pretty frustrated

and started thinking that I wasn't
good enough."

Keep in mind that the last time she
was judged in an athletic competi-
tion was at an elite national level

where fours and fives where unheard
of.

"I was at a level in gymnastics
where I would gel a 9.2 or 9.5."

Rodriguez said. "In gymnastics,
good enough is an 8.0 or an 8.5. In

college diving, you never get more
than an eight. And for an eight.

you have to be what I consider per-

fect."

I love this game
Hand in hand with her late entry

into the diving world is Rodriguez's
constant push for perfection. Two
years ago her athletic ability made
up for her relative lack of experi-
ence. Now, with two and a half
years of collegiate experience under
her belt Rodriguez looks to her team
mates and competitors for competi-
tion.

"When I started, I didn't even care
how good (my dives) looked in the
air, now I do. But then it was how
many flips I could do in the air,"

Rodriguez remembered. "If people
were doing one and a halfs on my
team. I wanted to do doubles or two
and a halfs.

"I always want to be better than
everybody else. If I see someone do a

dive in tuck position, I'm going to do
it in pike. If everyone else is doing a

double. I want to do a two and half,

even if I'm going to crash it."

How has Rodriguez come so far so
fast?

The way she sees it, there are two
major components that draw her to

the boards — fear coupled with the

fact that there is always another,
harder dive to master.

"That is the thing I love the most
about diving, being able to over-
come the fears," Rodriguez said.

"That's what gets me off the board.
I don't just want to do what my
team mates are doing. If the girls in

the Olympics are doing two and a

halfs, I want to do two and a

halfs."

Unfortunately, given the nature of

the sport, improvement does not
come without some element of pain.

And again, this is where her competi-

tive spirit surfaces.

Sometimes willingly launching
yourself off a plastic board over 10
feet in the air to twist, turn, flip and
otherwise contort your body before

hitting the water meets with messy
results. While smacking the water at

an unpleasant angle would turn many
away. Rodriguez finds this as one of

the most appealing aspects of her
sport.

"I don't mind smacking,"
Rodriguez boasts. "I'm not afraid of

it. It hurts for two seconds or five

NHL
continued from page 14

offs. all said statements in this column are null and void. If the Bruins
make the playoffs over the lesser New York franchise, though. I want the
total and utter obeisance of all Scmilsander fans. No. no. no. no. lust kid-

ding.

I already know that we are the more real franchise.

Playoffs or not. we still have the better tradition — Bourquc vs. Potvin
(win), Esposito vs. Bossy (win). Cheevers vs. Smith (tie). Original Six vs. uh.
uh. uh. Al Arbour? (win). That's 3-0-1 right there, and I won't even start on
Nassau Coliseum.

lorma Kansanen is a Collegian columnist

Golden Key
^National "7

Honor Society

General Membership

Meeting

Where: Campus Center*

When: February 24, 1997

Time: 7:00 P.M.

*Please check at information Desk

- •

men s swim
continued from page 14

was a defining one for both swim-
mers. Wisniewski set a

school-record while winning the

100 backstroke at a finishing lime

of 50.85. and was also a part of

the school-record setting 400 med-
ley relay learn which finished at

3:24.53.

Anderson captured three
Atlantic 10 titles last year. He
won the 100 free (45.86). the 400
medley relay alongside
Wisniewski and, of course, the 50
free, in an Atlantic 10 record time

of 20.51.

Other swimmers this year who
produced throughout the whole
season and who will be expected
to help the team's outcome are

„ isapni intorc dittancc swimmer B.I

Brannan. senior Dave Pornauv
junior Malt Davey. sophomore
David Koritkoski. freshman suc-

cess Billy Hunter, sophomore
Geoff Gear, and of course, the

senior tri-captains Chris Martin,

Matt Getty, and John Koritkoski.

Martin will be there for moral sup-

port, because he will not be partic-

ipating in the meet due to medical

reasons.

In the championship last year,

lohn Koritkoski swam for a

school-record time for second
place in the 200 free relay at

1:23.02. Martin was part of the

school-record setting 400 med-
ley relay and the 200 medley
relay.

In addition to UMass' great

swimmers, the divers are also a

very important part of the
Atlantic 10 Championship.
Freshman Ed Hefferon and sopho-

more Derrick DeMaio are the
young guys who will have to pro-

duce some quality points when
push comes to shove.

The tournament begins today,
and runs through Saturday.

NBA

Vhe //,,

The Institute of Economic and Political Studies

London and Cambridge, England

This academically-challenging program for American undergraduates is

an excellent opportunity to learn about the economic, political, historical

and legal issues that shape our world. It is taught by recognized scholars

who are specialists in their fields. Courses include such titles as Politics

and Culturr, State and Society in Contemporary Europe, International

Business Cullurrs and The Polilical Economy of the European Union The

program also includes:

courses available In a wide range of subject areas including economics,

geopolitics, literature, political science and law

access to library and student social facilities in Cambridge and London

student housing in London and Cambridge

program-arranged cultural and social activities

Beaver College advisinR, support services and academic transcript

Speak to your study abroad advisor about Beaver College programs or call

for a free catalog today

Study Abroad with Beaver College

1.888.BEAVER-9 (1.888.232.8379)

cea@ beaver.edu • http://www.beaver.edu/cea/

continuea from page 14

onship title dreams will result in

second- round elimination night-

mares. Now is the time for "Slam
Dunk Champion" Kobe Bryant and
the rest of the Laker Young Guns to

step up to the plate. Will "The Lake
Show" be cancelled this season?
Tune in.

• The firing of ex-Orlando Magic
coach Brian Hill is another incident

in a new and quite unfashionable
trend that is developing among
NBA general managers. They seem
to put the blame on the coaches for

not having the players to win
games.

Hill took an expansion team that

was four years old to the NBA finals

two years ago! Yet. because his stars

players are injured, he must shoulder

the responsibility of a dreadful sea-

son. With players like Donald Royal

and David Vaughn. I'd like to sec

Riley try and come away with a win-

ning season. The league needs more
coaches and players, and fewer busi-

nessmen.

• The All-Star break put a lot of

players in the spotlight. Rookies
that hogged the spotlight were
Bryant. Marcus Camby. and Allen

Ivcraon.

However. Iverson's press was not

good. He has been constantly chas-

tised for his lack of respect for veter-

an players. Going up against land-

Announcing a
Research Pwoject

on
A nqBexla_ Ne ttoosa

Focus:
Effectiveness of nutrition counseling methods in the

treatment of anorexia nervosa

Who May Participate:
Anyone who has been treated for anorexia nervosa

Participation Includes:
Completion of an anonymous questionnaire

evaluating various aspect of nutrition counseling in

the treatment of anorexia nervosa

(estimated time to complete: 30-60 minutes)

DfoectoRs:
Dr. Joanne Curran-Celentano, Ph.D., R.D.

Marcia Hintz, Graduate Student, Animal and

Nutritional Sciences, University of New Hampshire

Please share your experience and become part of our

research team!

For more info all Marcia @ (603) 862-2573.

545-/592.

// there are any questions call
co-sports editors Casey Kane or Chris
Stamm at 545-0719.

Intramural action for the semester
has begun, with basketball and
Wallyball underway. Basketball is

currently in its third week, with
games on Monday through
Thursday evenings at 6 p.m. in

Boyden gym.
Wallyball games are held at the

Boyden handball/squash courts 26
and 28 at 5 p.m. on Wednesdays.
The Weekend Wrestling

Tournament will be held this
weekend in the Boyden wrestling

room, beginning at 6 p.m. on
Friday and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Entrants are required to weigh-in
on Thursday in Boyden 223 from
noon to 5 p.m.
Wrestling officials are needed,

inquire in 2 1 5 Boyden.
• Entries are being taken for

men's, women's and co-rec Softball,

co-rec soccer and co-rec volleyball

are now being taken in 215 Boyden.
All undergrads, graduate and contin-

uing ed students, faculty and staff

members are eligible. Stop by 215
Boyden or call 545-2695 for more
information.

Sports Briefs was complied by
Collegian staffmember Casey Kane.

seconds, but how happy you feel after

you do a new dive or a hard dive. I

look at it as a good thing, because
you are getting better. You feel much
stronger about yourself."

Higher, faster, stronger

While Rodriguez is currently
competing in the Atlantic 10
Championships, and looks to take

her collegiate career as far as possi-

ble, this will be her last season as a

Minutewoman. Already at the top
of A- 10 diving, that push for per-

petual success has the young diver

thinking about a post-college
career — namely Olympic competi-
tion.

Already a member of the Puerto
Rican national team, when her years

of NCAA diving end, Rodriguez
hopes to represent her country in

that great international festival of

sport.

"If I make the scores, I'll go to the

Olympics." Rodriguez predicts.

"Right now. I'm the only (female
diver] my age. So that I know of, it's

me. You can send two from your own
country, so if I get the scores, I'm

there.

Making the process easier, with so

few Olympic caliber divers.

Rodriguez does not have to worry
about beating out dozens of competi-

tors for a spot on the team.

"I don't have to go through
Olympic trials," she explains. "That's

the hard pan about [diving for) the

United States, because in the United

Stales, there are like 20 [divers] and
they can only take two.

"[In Puerto Rico] there are not
many divers, and I'm the national

team pretty much. I told them my
lilt of what I was doing and my
scores. Between my freshman and
sophomore years. 1 went to Puerto
Rico and trained with them. I've

been on the team ever since, even
though I have not represented my
country in competition yet." she
said.

Unfortunately, reaching her
Olympic potential means leaving
UMass behind. Despite her
three-season A-10 tenure, the
league is not competitive enough for

this aspiring diver. In order to get

better, Rodriguez feels she needs to

compete at a higher level, not just in

meets, but on a daily basis. As a

result, the spunky junior will most
likely make recruiting visits to some
larger (and most likely warmer) Div.

I programs when the current season
concludes, and transfer next fall

after representing Puerto Rico this

spring in a national competition in

Mexico.

"I love my coach here," Rodriguez
half-heartedly explains, "and he
knows that I push myself a lot. but

sometimes I feel like I can't push
myself over the limit. I need to be

pushed not just to dive for sevens,

but to dive for nines. My freshman
and sophomore years I came to dive

just because 1 was having fun. but I

wasn't thinking about getting any
better.*

In just two years, Rodriguez's
focus has shifted from diving "for

fun," to becoming the best diver pos-

sible and competing for Olympic
gold.

"I want to get to a point where I

know that all the sacrifice I did. it

was worth it. I don't just want to get

to the Olympics," she explains. At
the same time, she realizes that to

do so, she will have to compete
against divers that have been diving

since they were young. But like

everything else that requires con-
quering tough challenges, she is

drawn to it.

"I know I'm lacking a couple of

years and I'm very impatient 1 want
to be there so I work twice as hard,"

she said. "Even though I am repre-

senting my country. I do it for myself.

1 don't try to put any more pressure

on myself. If I do good job I did it for

my country, but I also did it for

myself."

mark players like Jordan and
Barkley isn't a smart move, lust

because you've got talent, doesn't

mean you're automatically entitled

to respect. That you have to earn.

Even Nike and Reebok can't buy
that.

• The second half of the NBA is

now underway. The playoffs look

like they're going to be a lot more
interesting this year than they've
been in the past few. With the deep
competition in the East, the NBA
playoffs might finally gamer the rat-

ings that TV giants have been panti-

ng for.

Gregory Casimir is a Collegian
columnist.
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Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Frifids ni Families

Wednesday, February 26, 1997
Room 804

6:30 - 8 p.m. - Murray Lincoln Campus Center, UMass

I think my roommate has an eating disorder.

How can I be sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help.

How can I convince her to see a professional?

Who should I suggest.. Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia.

She says it's under control, but I don't think it is.

I'm realty afraid... What can I do to help?

If you are concerned about someone who you know or suspect is struggling

with an eating disorder, come lo this informal workshop to explore how you

can help and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call University Health Services

Health Education at 577-5181 or General Medicine 2 at 577-5233

l>
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ACTIVITIES

Art yon interested ii bringing a
speaker to campus? Do you want to

gain real-life experience working for

a student organisation? Come to a
meeting for THE DISTINGUISHED
VISITOR S PROGRAM on Tuesday.
February 2S at 7pm in Room 168C of

the Campus Center Call 545 0046
for more info Food will be served

Get Inwrvea! The Women's Health

Protect seeks volunteers interested

m teaching and political action in

contraceptive education, body
image, etc For information call 577-

518T

SUMMER IN SWITZIRtAND First

session 5/24-6/27 All MAJORS: 6

credits. airfare Eurorail.

Room/board ALL FOR S32M-
Contact Chris 545-441 1 or Jeff 545-

4046

ANNOUNCEMETS

ATTENTION ALL UNIVERSITY
WOMEN: Join the Sisters of Tri-

Sigma for Open Rush. Thurs 2/20

Call TataC 546-1623

Tryiaa. to quit smokteg or chewing

tobacco7 Need help7 Supprxt Group

meets every Wednesday from 7-

8pm in Campus Center Room 801

Free Call 577-5181 for more info or

(ust drop by

Cenirateletieei te Jennifer

Japmga Katie Tnmarco. Alicia

Hiller Jeanette Eke. Jennifer

Walton. Sarah Lupaaak lydia Yen.

Julie Galvin. Jennifer Knect. Amy
Goet/ Nikki Oileo. Katie Parks.

Janessa McWilliams. Stephanie

Goldberg Jen Band Love The

Sisters of Chi Omega

APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE

1M7 Plymouth Sendeace
Excellent body, runs very well $1800

ocB/O Call 549-4435

IMS VW Jette 5 speed sunroof,

good condition $1800 586-0383

1177 Dodge Vai with sticker

Automatic Runs fine Oversized

$400 256-1303

IM4 Honda Accord 4 door. 5-

speed. 114.000 miles, needs brake

work $500 or B/O 253-3071

INI Hondo Crete OX 5 speed, luns

perfect, small dents, cheap $1650 or

B/0 546 5320

EMPLOYMENT

Camp WoyetKsister half of broth-

er/sistet camp. Northeast
Pennsylvania 6/23-8/20/97) Have
the most memorable summer of your

life 1 Coaches, teachers, students

Prerequisite Must love children.

en|oy living and working in a group

situation On Campus Interviews

March 1 1 Call (800)279-3019

LEAOERS NEEDEDI SUMMER
TEENAGE BICYCLING TRIPS US.
CANADA. EUROPE Minimum 4

week time commitment Salary plus

expenses paid Student Hostelino

Program. Ashfield Rd . Conway. MA
01341 (800(343-6132

Coeeselors tar co-od Northeast

Pennsylvania overnight Jewish
Federation Camp(3 hours from NYCl-

general. sports, diama. H20 and
arts (8001973 3686

UFEGUARD- Private beach on Cape
Cod Free beachside room Memorial

Day- Labor Day WSI Certification

2SM619

EMPLOYMENT

Responsible person to care for

infant in our home ON BUS ROUTE
Three afternoons per week 549-

5035

The Ultimate Summer Job
Whitewater Rafting Guides needed

No experience necessary Looking

for outgoing, enthusiastic people-

previous outdoor or athletic experi-

ence is a plus For more info send
resume and letter of interest to

Crab Apple Whitewater. P Box

295. Charlemont. MA 01339 or call

14 1 3)339-01 88

Premiere Brother/Sister Camp in

Massachusetts On-Campvs
Interviews Counselor positions for

talented and energetic students in

all Team Sports, especially Baseball

Basketball. Roller Hockey.
Gymnastics. Field Hockey. Soccer.

Volleyball. 30 Tennis Openings, also

Golf. Archery. Rifiery. Ropes and
Rock Climbing. Weights/Fitness and
Cycling, other openings include
Performing Arts. Fine Arts. Figure

Skating. Newspaper. Photography.

Yearbook. Radio Station. Rocketry.

Swimming. Skiing. Sailing. Wind
surfing. Canoeing/Kayaking Top
salaries, room, board and travel

June 22nd August 20th Call for

information MAH-KEE-NAC(boys|
800 753 9118 DANBEElgnls) 800
392-3752 Recruiters will be On
Campus Tuesday. March 11th.

10am -4pm at the UMass Camp
Day

Exceptional Summer
Opportunity Camp Wayne. NE
Pennsylvania Sports oriented

Counselor/Specialist for all

land/water sports including tennis,

camping, climbing/ropes, rocketry,

roller hockey, sailing/water skiing.

A&C drama, video Campus
Interviews Tuesday. March 11

Please call 1800)737 9296

Urea Stedie aaetlaai*' Amherst

Center AvaiiaMe now 253-0245

EMPLOYMENT

Creis* Lines Hiring- Earn up to

$2000+/month plus free world trav-

eKEurope. Caribbean, etc ) No expe

nence necessary Room/board Ring

(9191918-7767 ext C180

Alaska Employment- Earn up to

$3000 $6000/month in fisheries,

parks and resorts Airfare'

Food/lodging' Get all the options

Call (919)918-7767 ext AIM

Pert-Time Sales Rent Wanted
"Lead the way into the 21 st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat-

shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332
Bleecker St D40. NYC. NY 10014

National Park Employment Work
in America s National Parks. Forest

and Wildlife Preserves Our materi-

als uncover rewarding opportunities

in the outdoors Call (206)971 -3620

ext N50017 (We are a research and
publishing company)

Creise and Land Tour Employment
work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid 1 For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services 1800)276 4948 ext C50O17
(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

FOR RENT

One bedroom m a 2 bedroom apt

on bus route Heat and hot water
included $322/month Call 546-0262

SngarLoel Estates- Ultra modern
two bedroom apartments, free

heatAwt water, new kitchens, baths,

carpeting, washer/dryers and more*

On bus line Minutes to Amherst
deal specials' Call 665-3856

Capo Cad) group & summer rentals

Wateitront houses. Falmouth area

1506)477-6000

FOR SALE

Bolster your immune system,
improve your energy and focus with

wild, organic. Super Blue Green
Algae 90-Day money back guaran
tee Call independent distributor.

Matthew Vergo at 256-1331 for

mote information or a free tape

KLH 3 Way 350W SPKRS DBl 12"

Woofers. $250/Pr Call 253-6520

Laptop/Notebook $99 . Hard drive

t!LCD0riye$25 Steve 566 3324-2

STEREO EQUIPMENT
Buy-Sell-Trade Large selection,

used/reconditioned, from inexpen-

sive dorm systems to audiophile

quality separate components Great

prices, honest advice, satisfaction

guaranteed Pick up/delivery avail-

able Stereo & Video Exchange. 256

0841

Color Primer $99 546-6963

INSTRUCTION

Boxing Three private 1/2 hour
lessons $69 95 Call (413)732 8817
In Amherst Tues and Thurs eve

Bartend with University
Bartending 50% student discount

On- campus classes starting soon'

Call I800XJ Can Mix for info

MISCELLANEOUS
Pledged end didn t like it? Start

your own Fraternity Veta Beta Tau is

looking for men to start a new chap-

ter If you are interested m academic

success, a chance to network and an

opportunity to make friends in a non-

pledging brotherhood. £ Mail

ZBTOIBTNATIONAL ORG or call

Brett Hrbeck at (317)334 189B

New Metabolism Breekrhrough
Period Lose 5-100 pounds Doctor

approved Cost $35 (8001666 4793

MISCELLANEOUS

11th Floor

Campus Center

Mon.-Fri.

12:30'

12:30'

ROOM FOR RENT

One bedroom in a 2 bedroom apt

Available immediately On bus route

Sugar loaf Estates Keira (203)294

1 336 Females or*y

Housemate wanted te share
house on the Connecticut River No
pets or smoke $250% 586-8593

ROOM WANTED

Looking for apartment on bus line

tor Fall '97 Call Amy S46 0706

SERVICES

Questions aboat your
lease/security deposit deductions7

Questions about subletting/assign

ing leases7 Questions about the con-

dition of your new house or apart

SERVICES
ment? Contact the Student Legal

Services Office. 922 Campus Center.

545-1995

GRE
GMAT
Prep-Courses

30 hours

5 WccKS

12960)
(8flllfl0a-Prei!

WEB PAGE DESIGN
Business or Personal E mail at

AGR0 ARTffiMAIL ME COM

Pregnnnt? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

Foreign Students Visitors

Greencard programs available

1800)7738704 Cost $29
Applications close 2 24-97

Piercings by the Bearded Lady
222 State Street. Northampton
(413)586 0829

Soaking Financial Aid? Don't limit

your possibilities for financial aid 1

Student Financial Services profiles

over 200.000* individual awards
from private and public sectors Call

(800)263 6495 ext F5O016 (We are

a research and publishing company)

www.smartbomb.com Serving all

your smart drug needs

TRAVEL

Scuba Spring Break Earn 2 cred-

its Maich 16 22 Call 1800(282 0977
for info

Caribbeaa/Mo«ico $119 R/T
Europe $169 0/W Fly the world di't

cheap ONE WORLD TRAVEL 582
0828

Jamaica-Spring Break from $599
Go with whom you can trust Call

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK 97 CANCUN
BAHAMAS. JAMAICA AND FL0RI

DA 7 meal plan only $19' GROUP
ORGANIZERS EARN FREE TRIPS

AND CASH CAU T00AYI (800)700

0790 www vagabondtouts com

Fort Lauderdale area. R. March 8

15. studio. $650/week (413)786

7133 Partial kitchen

COASTto COAST
$ 1 89/ow $289/rf

Hartford to Puerto Rico

$U9/ow $269/rf

Huge savings on ALL

Domestic & Inf I Fores

" Fly the Mojor Airlines

ff" No Advance Purchase

W No Gimmicks

Express Delivery

Lowest Airfares Anywhere

1 -800-256-3491

DISCOUNT *&*>
TICKETS*

Kilhngton Cheap Spring Break
$239 for 5 mohts/S days skiing Ca'l

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

Europe $155. Cant* /Mexico $189
R/T Worldwide Destinations

Airhitch Tm (800)326 2009
airhitch42netcom com or www isi-

com fr/airhitch

1 37 «s heaven Wake and

Bake r\*e hottest deshnjouns- tee pa
hes 1 " Organic group and travel free

Lowest price guaranteed From $99
(80TJK2&7710 wwwsunsplastlcusxom

Staring Sunday, Feb. 25, the Collegian FYI section will be relocated to the Classifieds page. In addition, FYI entries will be limited to free Five College events only. Only entries fit-

ting this description will be run in the FYI section. All other entries must be submitted through the Classifieds Department For information about Classifieds rates, call 545-3500

Personals Policy
All penonalt MUST be proofread by Coflrftan
ctaaaaaid imnloim beta* payment end arcrp
lence or eV (Waled.
I a«t namet MAY NOT be utrd »n prrtonaU
ONtv nm namet and intnatt era allowed The
only eacrpaom tn lor bwOtdey or conftaiulaeom
pertonelt m wHtch cat* in* Hill nam* mav b*
ucd

ixctmiOMS
i an> nw Jlonejd npenonaat. tn—arw
m rajrwbm ei *^l'

Pw tuweli o< a Qu i alaiii'H or aa<ajeiut» neem? aw
not accaptabt* **rtoneit 01 a vindict«v* or
leai lout nature ere not accapubfe ftmorvak may
not b* mad lor #» purpovr of Karewnrnt
frolaney may not br ua*d m omonaai
TK* p*rional» tateon n lor prnoaan only Ttte

pmoneh wceon nay MOT br mad e> "

providr a ylx) dnvat t licenw and eV In-raw
nt^toar null b* rerorowj on eie mternon onset
Ln* of tab* idaireik aeut' or mtvrprrtanution n
tubyatl lo penabiat undrr thr law

* The Coaajten yimn thr right to rafuw or to adrl

any ptrtonal thai don not meet Ih* CoNtwian't
iiawdanSt m acrordancr w.ei the ttahrirt of the
rommonwrahh ol Mauachuaem

Standard
Activities
AiXKXMK«merits
Apartment For
Kent

Auto For Sale
Employment
Entertainment
For Sale
FOUnd (2 days Free)

Happy Birthday
Houses For
Rent

Instruction
Lost
Musicians
Miscellaneous

Headings
Motorcycles
Personals
Room For
Rent

Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted

Services
Summer
Sublet

To Sublet
Travel
Transportation
Wanted to
Rent

Wanted

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20<t per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not respon-
sible for errors resulting

from illegible handwriting
or type.

Answers to

Yesterday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD
1 7 '

LeV I 7 1 | TO TT 15 T5

14 B is

i? l<e IS

20
1 nel22 24

| |ii ^^«
30 31 U 33

*. 3' » 41 43

44 47 1

4a '< si

HM ^SHS4
4,1 i!

64

' Hn 74 «
'« In H
•9

net*
at

J

ACROSS
1. rtee bom e new
1 TVt-21 seeer
i. Oeem tar one
M. FoMoSanH
M. LebnetCr o Mi i

* Couney on e<e «ed
Sen

17 SatgerBuri

11 The K«tg o» Betwu
te.

»
tt Aura
14. Oejmond oi

M Eepoeno nemieni

H. "Boor couney

•7 Seequareey

71 Ekiebeti rt treer

71 Acty Jemea
71 SceneTi home
71 Genera tneoduced

in tajat

77. ScenrJnewen capXai

71 CoUriype
71 Monoeka
n SonofMoeh
•1

Hi "enenee o< oumoor

Ii. wen
tt Atarac reecbon

el Coneenreeonee fl

17. Oen ponreret

M. r*ne. Maar »at

41. CubeorBaan
41 Bajeen or bones

tt Amoyeeame
41 2nc*e or amonee

•4-
47.

II Genanc adpreeeee

17. Wnd*r
U. Aeeenbte tar ecbon

t9. tMCDrtt bOnt Of

DOWN

a •HMuelBeHim-

a Shnrtentng

a S*na* cheeaay

41 LiiVjne or Lafiae*

44 Qoee on iwreebec*

41 Tyro

« Shenkert gutter

41 Part. pre*.

II. American lo e Br*

tt Notpoe
14. Whteper t antonym

II More, lo Owen
17. Heutioy moueipece
•1 Summer eiArtee

i

2

I
4

I
1
7

1
t
10

11

12.

11

21

23

JurJcte) decree
1 " - - - - »
VfaVCrlpOv SpOl

Eayrbendeey
**- - — - - a - - *ADOOM *Ci* DMQI
* het hMd CeimpM

Cede
Conduc* le trade)

E lercae rooma

OkJencer

AufwZote
Sbenge
Preparad lo ptopoae

Commend lo a dog

Du Pore Co '• home

tt bef
aek jontawaj to

or r«>

17. UMaacerJe
II AdorFyei
11 Oeeboy iloarty

II. ttancen faatt

tt N*jtaa»

tt Preaemeni

tt Where 9aT met

tt Deerrae group at

tt Raaen'ilon

ne. reaaer novnenn

71 Qutniump
74 de guerre

tt Sound Wuj a heavy

amoker

a Sutaearast

ARIES
Much 21 April 20
» eoti Ul In by* Uea aara. Nl br
Bjrtuvpa. Mlakr a caaar bob at ihr

ebbtcl at yaut jrfctttm bram dMr*j
vatar baarl aaay V you te oaialaVrmg
a autfor uurrhaar ram aaul il br a

food rear to bar thr baaat end aaane

LIBRA
fcplllllall 23-Oct caber 23

adaaenar* To brio

farthrbrw Irv

laMUrnera

TAURUS
April 21-kUy 21

itt*lnl"n

GEMINI
Mae 22 Jane 21
DanT adow yourartf ta b* daMranrd
baa a baj Ii i hi 1 1 Thr tear la an a
now A laejam trmd mum ear*.

brmeeng rarw milefil baw aaathrr a

aaaaaear Truat ihr >i%jaini ofm
raprrt aftrn it raaer* la jraar aetaaoaa.

CANCER
June 22-JuJt 22
Te bara a drrary oar eao a happy

Bftvateal artMty am hrlp you And «

SCORPIO
October 24-No-eaber 22
Surt an antl .im i Mn(ii|gn lo

rrisvvr inwton hone. Ju«t a fettle

fan of rrliMWnn w* m*hr m Nj
-aafcTWeCn? BUt fnWM(aV>--*Ce

k
dkVe<fe

brglrw wRh you. tf you u«nt lo

rtaaViMr your WMtyw. R s beot lo oo
one uwroj o ttaM , kMtewi of anapnl

=\

23-December 21

To add am la your aortal Mr.

CAPRICORN
Deceaber 22^Jaaoer* 20
An athlrTJr artmry nrapa ajm
brrtraeatorrau-ba^eewairae.

Tatrii yVHr iwojnAjo to a

LEO
July 23-Aafnat 23
reek awl af an aid ml. and you

and ma at d i iiflmaaaai aa

rawer "* aaaaaata Hmaa>i1 yaar
Mr L*an an an oat kirnd your*
tr*ajra* unaurr or ayarrurr But don I

aafc lor arMrr—thr aaar t lo your

quratlon H rloarr than you think

VIRGO
Auejuet 24-Septeaber 22
ft * a goorl tinv lo plan a aerial rvrttt

Your prraanaaty to « aa atoat

Thm. trrat ynurartf a

r*aa> atduaana-a babtar bath ar a

amraxi deaarr

AytARJlS
January 21 -February IS

Ahhoueti a altuaUon atl(M amn

baaaiallaa bale e poartbrr rnutl far

caanar You could br aurprtard at thr

rraona A aarrd an* haa a panaaant

aawrtar a* yauY* taM tea daMrartrd

February 19-March 20
Avoid thr tratotabon to br a rourh

potato- thrrr a loo aaarb ajabaj an
You rr rarrpHonaDy rtor I

(a out and try

;
a dynaaarlr rread AraM

taking cmtrr atagr at work, huat tu
Thr vrnni propa* rould br aatrhlna

rraltaamt A IHlk- pnvacy alao hrlpa

you trara your rnrrajra ki Ika* tor a

dwaalrful affuMlon u
I

fj

CO

•5

I

U
X

Daily Listings sponsored by: MrWH'S filM
e i not r»(KM> aVAt k • AMtirnsT

We Accept Credit Cards O Drink €
til 11

Eat HUH Check it out!

HSCN

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN

11

IT
IB

Mojfcj

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie o
Channel

UPN/20 Honrord

Weatfier Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming
TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

B BET

BET on Jazz

m ucrv
B The Learning

Channel

B TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

THURSDAY EVENING

WEDH !

WFSB 1
WB2 "B
WCVB "
WLVI tt
WHOH tt
WTXX
WVIT
WTJC"
WWLP
WGBY

6:00
CrMtUTM

Mewtl

6:30
nwntM Rot.

NMV8 Jll ABC NCrWfe

FudKoueeX

Stmpeonel

WJSsUU H 1

CfBptuniii

Frt«fh PiifKt

NBCNiwe
Mertin a-

NftC NaWt

RoMOjnnt X
NSC MB"!

Bo$if-Wi Rpt.

SSCT
-

41 Btltl*(HU>»Al« • AMHeSsT

$ 1 Nachos

After 10 Tonight

WSBK
VYTBS

A4E
CNN
COM
DISC
ESPN
TFT
MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

Ii

rHiltt, 90210 (tn Stereo)

FaWTlrfy MaWtarf1 jFBWty BaWBTfe

Qtirncy "* Dead Man's^ Truth"'

WortdViewr

Ticks:

Beyond JOOO

UpCloee

Hen a Wnapy
Cierteen Expt"

OrenmOn

raeitSlap(R}

SpOfteaWJetfttaK

7:00 7:30
Neaahour Wwn Jan tjrtreflT

tneWe Edition lArnJournat
~"

CSS
aTlBCeaT E6^0*1

Star Trek: Nert

EntToregW Dtagnceie Murder (tn Sbyeo) Moloney "Deep

^ *^*\U. -G^i LUmitunoa rw..i i-Lu fS»* ....Obbt.

Who^^Fortuot

Judys:

Ent Tortaatrl
[
Hard

I Copy I
How**/ Itnp . S#IVlfBd X

rBwthouf With Jim L<ahftr I

J^rdy^
resetTVX

SBtlfwd X
4>,l n a,|r| a>

SWnTVIO JL

Ent TQeTJoht

C - Campus
8:00 1 8:30

Q^Eta^tth:70Y»iri
9:00 9:30

MyaJety "Inspector Morse'"lT

Moloney "Deep Cover" X
! Cover" X

eery fitd Httl" [\9U, DraYM) AmoM
FrtertdaX

Cape (In Stereo) X
Friend*!

Martini

Friend* It

T.OWHoue*

Single Ouyl

Singh Guy

Uvrr^SlnaSingle

Single Guy S~

Or*, on CM!

K) Clint EaalwuoiJ

S&mtmmgqii.

10:00
Wart lor Oof

FEBRUARY 20, 1997
10:30

Keeping Up
~

a Hour* (h Stereo) X

Clint Eatewod, flan* rWfariarT

a Hour* (in Stereo) X

Sefrrhad X |Neked Truth

SaeYafBCT N*yit> "AeK<ft$ion"

SeiriWdX |tw**d Truth

Ntw Yoiii UfKeWcovtr I
SeirdeMX INaked Truth

Mad Abo. You
aa tilj
nofftf VrOvot

ITTTlii"?7.7aff"'4V.r^IiiJT»r71^rr?r!'

Montwtni X CroMfkt I
tJa^SNwiRHTV
Wing* rytrtefted Star (R

r3*M

Tlnyu
i
H
;

Codiaiori Coura* Earth

FiaTTirture j Rmwvatoon

In the Heat of the Night X
AeraMade "Muscte Beach" X
A. ^".- ,L\. A liJ_ J

Deaignlng

Singled Out

Dougl
TfcneTrax

DetrajraTig

My»t*ry! "Inspector Morse"!

Oerr*Hao^.(ln3taveoyig

ER "Faith" (In Stereo) X
.LAPP

ER "FaUJi" (In Stereo) X

ER "FaWi" (In Stereo) I
DerroarrVeM (In Stereo)

Abo. You |NHL Hockey Boston Brums at Chicago BwCkhawks (Lrvel

11:00
TOWHouee
Nojws X

rwwi X

11:30
Ancwtoff X
LsaShoer!
Lata

raghMlne X
Jenny Jortw (In Stereo) I

H. Parrot

Coach!

Tonpjht Show

Real TV!
Toftrflht Show

D—p SpB3>9

ClBriw Wowi (in

Tow0ht Show

Blcyiphy Hou<iV>i

VZMEmr-ZZmi!m:r^C7n^™m\*:^rjn-'iw^.w77.

SlereoJ

r
ReelTVX

Craw*, Joe Don Baitar.

Prkaa New* I IBurden-Prool

**\i •SoulMn-Qgee, Comedy

WHd Dtacovery: Arctic

Mrchojn *t tow* (Live)

Ancient Mysteries

LarrTKjng;

C Tnomai

UveX
$ HowH,

MorMMagk NeitSa)p(R)

UrteayWried

World Today

A-U»t(R)X lOreamOrt

Cronkrte Remembers
Cotleoe neiketoall Loutsyiae at MarquetH

Le* I Order Guardian" I
Sport* Mm.
Dairy Show

Moiwylefw X
TV

idtot *4W*nte

RugraM!

[T7T'rri
T
7r^'TiT?T-mr^rT.iit7rrrHff^.7^iar^

In Stereo)

HCTrveome T IHometJine (R)

aTlhef

IntTaTtJattf^SfneeftAVar*/
'«* un* Braay Buncfi *torie'(lW5) PQViy rjm

us4:30) -PloW"

H4p
(
hlaWP-Ptf

.

I9M, Drama;

of me
TRe"

i Night i

Serie* IX
) Ray Shartwy."

iH
WHd Otacovery: Arctic

Time (In Stereo)

Secret o< Alei |Happy Day*

Zero Toiertnce" (R) X
Reel America: U Hour*

ttt*1fttoHafrff/WrVi

Unprugged (In Stereo)

I Love Lucy I |taVm«*er*

"

Forevw Knjtjrrt '1966" X
Revotunonery War (Part 5 of 6)

Yol (In Stereo)

M.T. Moore

Sd-RBua llnatoe Space

Murder. She Wrote I
aaaStaCa. 4afllaaV \-

,

A^m l
i f

"*"'-'--^ --V it'.'i dl

EiectrrcSkiee(R)

* "Urban Qart)cy'(t9eo. Drama]j John Ttwolla, Oebri winrjer 'PQ' X

wuraer, sne Wrote It | Figure skating Reflections ol Ice Wlnge X
IWlnoe X~~

'
1 3' X If -$«nilKH»i"[\996) Km Oeteney »! Ga7g"wer Little Rocli

«^Vus>AVwiTieYOiilontfw/.ftT.VI»2)Ty |*f 'We^to£rrialiVt995,C)re^)VYr^ \"1h*S*fioii*
i, Debrs Wnpar 'PQ' X |e •S7icwTjirt»

l,

(t995, Drama) Ebabeth Beridey. (In SrarfKriTB |e 'Up DaneaV(t995) 'FT

Lhrlng

Taxil

Out

Sportacenter

lOddCouplel
Ttme Trai (R) (In Stereo)

RlrtArrrerice:aHcAtr*(R)
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University 3
By Frank Cho

Loo* AT TKlJ CRA? TJ|«J

T^T |V FAU.I|l-e TH£
?*UHC, || AMATtomlM
1X6 SPwCJAC 6Fr*tTT
A«C SHoBDy

i A*© T»e AtTiMCi |J GoO
*WFviu Jad IT; ukc

SriATMeijTVM)

Robotman By Jim Meddick

V4W0HW- \ CUP OF CWR STBAW8C«^
CHa\MN6US R TAWtZZLER SUPPLV'j
f0«CPSTlK<&
Pl^HSwfOljSLV

\m
10PP.V.'

1W

tfeaWaOjK,

K

L

TWS \ TUG. VrOOPtP, MULTI-POCKwTwP
UXKS pUFFV CtWAW NAV NEWEST
UV\g

I
TJEAPOW IN IrVy WAR fVSAIUST

AJOB ,' TV€Ei«A£l>nS..J^T«W-UlWVa?.
rtJR.

. 'MULTl-CUSP€P,WRM6TlCAiU.V j\ SEALED t30DT2-'-'

-3*7*2

NEVCrXlTS A RACt A6»Mr4ST TiW6 MOW.
TIME- 10 \« CLASPS TO GO,WT IP I LOSE
SU66^T \ AMOTWCR OiJMCE Of So&y

FLLJ\t?, I'tLOOIMTO A
DEHYDRATION STUPOR

.

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dllbert By Scott Adams

exORRS I'M LATE, PENNS'

SisL^

IvDUjCCMeYlDPASiJLA^

^rVA£ /

^lL" f\ caki't f3eneve

THE /IPORSOT! I'MA

CANAE'

THL NETCOORK WENT
DOWN AND I LOST
rAY COORK.

Non-Sequitur By Wiley

THE 5LRVER

CKASHEO.

FROfN NOLO ON, I

WANT ADVANCED
NOTICE OF ANY
UNPLANNED OUTAGES.

LeeDee By Eric Petersen

W'kl', JDrlEij Yoo

WtP.t ft V;d t>:t> r^orA

EvtR Tf.ii yoo tm«t

3VTST 6od Boulinri? -'4,

A

It MS rtoU.Mi. THE
Cl£iTy I woi.siiifrED BowiEDf
I ou^r ktPT P.ctu».m."^s"
ThiKt Too, Kf£P;N6 SCORE...
Both of em ;m -^ ^

THOSE SHoES... \^
It WAS Too A\\)tH

A I ,'
I

D:d she te n

You TltE owe

ftBOUT 5N00J

Be.ng Gon\

t>ftwDR\jFF?

THWS WHEN

I Converted

To BubuHism.

J

i

&.

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom Speedy By Todd Hartzler

• i

/ am going to start a support

group for teenagers who don't

have problems.

The big question I have is ...

how soon will they throw me out?
i

Ah.... who cares anyway?

Once they see that I'm worth the

trouble they'll feel guilty about

letting me out into a world I don't

understand.

Life is good.

'• ai-^na**, —S
VeOHO UP.

17
' wArVrTOVSV iflHeTNlAfrJ AJft/T THf ~^%^,^Z

coat oF- TBrrBoOrVs. MAV, I 0P*/r even uNf&tsrAtiD

HOW rtx/ STbCtrVTS CAAI teNUiW CrV'L U/HlU YaJ ALL

ier ftiffcT) OFT at the gfriWrvivc of £h.» SSHesTBK.

Yov AHOua) ALL UjM* TtHnCTHe^ .
T ° TFjr AND

OhV/otr *T.

Close te Heme By John McPherson

i

.,

D D 000

D DDDD
q OIL

JAUU*Ui^^
Generation X By Chris Lehman

mSj, my nrirs

Wt/KT Hon mitt
STVPftNG fOr\

MY CALC TtSTl.

HoW^Yoy K»j w

Dave opens up his birthday gift from Mamie.

Frumpy The Clown By Judd Winick

Today's Staff

Jacob "spark plug" Michaels
Night Editor

Raghuram "fuel injector" Vadarevu
Copy Editor

Jennifer "muffler" Jutras

Photo Technician

Marc "distributor cap" Dionne
Production Supervisor

Sam "fanbelt" Smullin
Leon "driveshaft" Latino

Production

We want you

to write for us!

Call the

Collegian

nl

545-3500

Quote of the Day

44
I've got enough ones

to kill an elephant

Pizza Guy

99

Joke of the Day

idpuejq b w una y :y-

Today's D.C. Menu
Ce.ll 545-34 36 eW I

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger
Cheese Pizza

Fiesta Rice and Cheese

DINNER
Chicken Tenders

Green Stuffed Guppy
Lemon Grill Burger

Bagel Dog

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Chicken
Macaroni Cheese

DINNER
Breaded chicken

Tenders

Broccoli Stuffed

Flounder

Worcester

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Bow Ties

Red Beans'"

Oatburgers*"

DINNER
Breaded Chicken

Tenders

Lentil Chili*'

Pastabilities

Berkshire

LUNCH
Cheese Pizza

Hamburger
Spicy Black Bean

Burgers*"

DINNER
Tenders

Green Stuffed Guppy
Lentil"

Noodles

l
l»
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Gym to pool transition works for Rodriguez
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

Junior on top of three UM lists

When athletes reach their junior

and senior years in high school,

most focus their attention on find-

ing that perfect in ix ol tcbool,
coach, program and dollars — find-

ing that combination which will

allow them to reach their full athlet-

ic potential.

However, when Massachusetts
diver Angelique Rodriguez reached

the end of her high school career at

Academia Perpetuo Socorro in

Guaynabo. Puerto Rico, she had
already forgone that stage.

Growing up in her native Puerto

Rico. Rodriguez dedicated her lite

to gymnastics for eight years. As
her high school gym career came to

a close, she had already landed a

spot on Puerto Rico's junior
national team and represented her

country at the national level. When
injuries to her lower back struck

from the constant pounding and
jarring of gymnastics, she left par-

allel bars and balance beams
behind her to focus on her second
love, dancing.

At a time when other athletes ut

her caliber were looking at schools

in the United States to rise to a

higher level of competition.
Rodriguez turned her attention to

finding a school where she could
major in dance in addition to an
academic subject. When all was
said and done, she left behind tropi-

cal Guaynabo for frost> AmhciM
\ot to compete in athletics, but to

dance and study in UMass' School
ol Management.

Once at UMass. Rodriguez's
competitive fire did not peter out.

In the beginning

"My brother graduated from high

school with two or three from the

water polo team. I knew Alex
[Mujica. I Mass class of I99t>| and
Frankie IMariani. '96

1 since the

seventh grade and from them I

knew that the> had diving."

Rodriguez said. "So I said. 'If they

arc willing to take a gymnast. Ill try

it' because I couldn't go back to

gymnastics."

In her mind, diving seemed to

combine two things >hc lo\ed

the athleticism of gymnastics with

the artistic grace ol dance-

She was right.

In just two years ol competitive
diving. Rodriguez set three career

UMass records, including the

all-time record for one meter div-

ing (10 divest with murk of
"itfO.V Overall, she boasts 13 indi-

vidual first-place dual-meet finish-

es and holds the Atlantic 10's best

ICOra m the 10-attenipt one-
meter dive and the second-best
score in the ll-attempt three-

meter dive

"Angelique's learning curve at

UMass has been tremendous,"
Massachusetts diving coach Guy
PolliltO said. "She has only been
diving for three years and already

has established herself as one of. if

Turn to RODRIGUEZ page 1
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UM not overlooking A- 1

in bid to make tournament

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

courrciv mcou mlatkmh

Angelique Rodriguez, who is one of the best divers UMass has ever seen, has her sights set on the Olympic
Games in Sydney

The Massachusetts men's basket-

ball team should feel a bit better

about its NCAA Tournament hopes

than it did a month ago.

With a 16-10 record that includes

a 9-3 mark in the Atlantic 10 confer-

ence, the Minutemen have all but

solidified their chance to be on the

floor in the big dance.

But before UMass waltzes into a

first round match-up, it first has to

finish its conference slate, including a

MM tonight against Fordham at the

William I). Mullins Center t7 p.m.).

UMass coach lames "Bruiser" Flint

knows the importance of wrapping

up the league schedule with a strong

performance.

"We gotta close out the league."

Flint said. "We've got four more
games in the league and it's a tight

race. So we've got to close it out."

The Minutemen can ill afford a let

down following their 78-61 stomping

of then-No. 10 Maryland. But they

have had nearly a week of rest, ample

time to prepare for the Rams.
UMass, which was in the Also

Receiving Votes category in this

week's AP top 25 poll, had an easv ^o

of it when it last met Fordham.
stomping the Rams 75-54. The
Minutemen shot a season-high 55.

6

percent from the floor in the Feb. 5

neeting at Rose Hill Gym.
In that game, the Minutemen

jumped out to a 40-26 halftime

advantage, and held a second-half

lead as large as 29 points, before fin-

ishing off the Rams.

UMass will look to continue its

dominance of this ser ;s tonight. A
win would give the Minutemen their

eighth consecutive 10-conference
win season, a mark that would tie

UMass with West Virginia for the

second-longest 10- conference win

string in the Atlantic 10. Temple
holds the top mark at nine seasons.

UMass is currently being led by

sophomore big man Lari Ketner. The
center claimed last week's Atlantic 10

Rookie of the Week honors for his

contributions in the Minuteman vic-

tories over St. Bonaventure and
Maryland.

ketner is averaging 1 1.5 points per

game and 7.5 rebounds per game,
while adding 2.0 blocks per game.

Ketner has been helped in the

frontcourt by senior forward Tyrone

Weeks, who has been a relatively

unheralded leader in the paint for

UMass this year.

These two players will be the

cause of much concern for the

Fordham bench, as the Rams were
literally unable to stop UMass' attack

down low. Weeks recorded 17 points

and nine rebounds in 20 minutes ol

work in the first game, even though

both he and Ketner faced foul trou-

ble.

After tonight's game with
Fordham. the Minutemen are off on a

two-game road trip, on which they

will visit Dayton and St. loseph's.

Wttttam D. Muffins Center

«vIr/# pm
r==^

Radio: WHMPFM & rVMUAFM

UMass swim teams head to Atlantic I Os
Minutemen hope to repeat as conference champs

Can Avalanche afford Sakic?

By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

Well, it's that time again. Time for

the Massachusetts nicr> swimming
and diving team to head out. to

Buffalo. NY., and compete in the

Atlantic 10 Championships

Today, the Minutemen splash west

to defend their A- 10 title in what

COach Ku-- 'larworth. now in his

18th taaaon, expects to he a grueling

meet The top opponents should be

Fordham. which I Mass just beat in a

close dual meet two weeks ago. and
I aSaii. \\ a^hington. and St.

Bonavcntutc.

I a-i vcoi I \Ij-> went into the

meet with no expectation- other than

capturing the title This year. th<

the team to beat, and are looking to

keep the championship where it

belongs, here in Amherst

Swimmers like sophomore Brian

Wisniewski and junior sprinter Sean
Anderson will be expected to lead

their squad through the rough waters

in Buffalo last year's championship

turn to MRN'S SWIM page 1
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Show me the money...

The Colorado Avalanche lurther solidified their poten-

tial dvnastv this week, signing Swede Peter Forsberg to a

three-year. SI 4- million contract

Don't need Jerry MaGuirc to get that kind of money for

Forsberg. hi* talent explodes all over the ice. He has
game, and is also on the verge of being the best overall

forward in the NHL.
the Bruins' Jozef Stumpcl He got schooled by

Fonban last Tuesday night — getting click-checked, then

body-checked, while watching him set up a scoring
chance Irom his sore butt parked on the boards.

But the question remains: what do you do with |oc

Sakic''

The reigning Conn Smythe Award winner is still

un-signed for next season, and one wonders where the

T^nche is going to find the money. This team is losing

their jersey playing at "Ronald" MacNichols Arena, and
' Mam cash will be at a premium.

V ou see. Sakic just came oil ol a scary injury, where the

cut from opponent's

about said sad team over the course of this year.

I received a letter from an obtuse. I mean, upset Mike
Milbury (aka a frcakin' psycho fanl this week, confronting

me about my negative statements concerning said sad

team. I knew it wasn't him. but Nassau Coliseum was
spelled wrong. But at my own judgment. I will use this

space if said sad situation occurs to admit that the other

New York minor league franchise is better than Boston's

minor league franchise. Yet. there is an escape clause

here..

A la MaGuirc if both teams do not make the play-

Turn to NHl page 1
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JORMA KANSANEN

mm.
skate blade just missed

ripping through his

Achilles tendon. That
would have been a dis-

aster of mythic pro-

portions, but his loss

was not a disaster for

Colorado.

COUdTlVV MJDUl MLATIONV

Senior |ohn Kontkoski and the UMass men's swim team will try to defend its A-10 title at the league champi-
onships, which start today.

Minutewomen relying on young and old alike in meet

By Casey Kane
CoHegion Staff

For the Massachusetts women's
swimming and diving team, this is

what a season of work and dedication

has been about — the Atlantic 10

Championships.

After a third-place performance
last year, the Minutewomen begin

their quest for a league crown today

at I rie Community College in

Buffalo. N s

With a strong contingent of swim-

mers and divers, the UMass squad is

not resting its hopes on any one per-

son, but rather looking at the meet as

a team effort.

Senior Jessica Farley and junior

Angelique Rodriguez bring experi-

ence from last year's meet to this

year's championships. Farley took

home fourth in the 200 individual

medlev last year, while Rodriguez
captured third place in the

three-meter dive and sixth in the

one meter.

This year. Farley has turned in

the besi time in 14 individual
dual-meet events and has recorded

nine individual second place perlor

mam
"le-Mca i- read) to linish her

career in line fashion.' coach Bob
Newcomh ttkj She's been one of

our lop swimmers for the past four

years and we expect her to finish her

career al the top al the A 10 meet."

Rodriguez, meanwhile, has com
piled I 3 individual firsts and has
recorded the \ 10*1 Ikm H on in the

10-attempt oik meter dive

But the Minutewomen also have a

solid corps of \ounger swimmers

ready to take a crack at the A 10

Championships freshman l.ia

Lansky has I 1 first place finishes this

rear and holds the third beet time in

conference for the 200 butterfly this

rear < 2:08.76).

hman Andrea Spencer has
been a part of seven victorious relay

leant this year, and added to it with

1 3 first place finishes of her own. In

addition. Spencer holds the A- 10's

seventh best time in the 100 fly this

season (1:00. 1 7).

"She is one of our best freshman

swimmers." Newcomh said. "She
should really make her presence felt

at the championship meet
"

Junior Barbara Hickey. junior

Karen Sonnwald and senior Kivstm

Capenter are all upperclassmen who
will lend some depth to the UMass
group

Up to Tuesday's
night game with the Bruins, the team went 14—4-2 with-

out his inimitable services. The team is already so deep
with quality role players that, like Freddy Krucgcr. a

wound like the loss of Sakic almost heals instantaneously,

while thev then beat you into a bloody pulp.

A line with Sakic centering it is a mega-mega-bonus,
but the line of Valeri Kamensky forsberg Claude
I cmieux is clearly the top one of the team. Yet. on
Tuesday night, it was the heads up play of the Bumaby,
B.C. native that won them the game against Boston.

With : 1 1 left in overtime. Sakic was the one who kept

the puck in the offensive zone. At the same time, he
throws the puck on net. setting up the gamewinner from
I cmieux with a couple of ticks on the clock. This player

will make these kind of special plays for a team... all sea-

son long.

What do you do? Of course, sign Sakic at all costs. But
salary cap restrictions come in. and yon risk losing those

role players who have helped you to the top. It is a very

intriguing situation, and it can only get more interesting.

The key will be how far Colorado goes in the playoffs,

and how many fans buy up all that beautiful l.anche mer-
chandise, ["he franchise will need as much income as pos-

sible to resign Sakic to forsberg esque numbers.

Actually. I'm stuck on the proposition of buying a

Forsberg jersey myself (because he is awesome), but that

all goes to national affiliation. If you don't already know.
I'm a Finn, and the Finns don't like the Swedes too much.

If I buy a jersey with a Swedish name on it I could be
literally hunted down by my homtcs, and then be made to

draw a sleigh naked over the frozen tundra of Lapland.

But. oh my God. I digress...

• I hereby use this space to state that if the New York
Islanders make the playoffs over the Boston Bruins this

year, I will recant all negative comments I have made

Nets-Mavs deal

before deadline
After the All-star break comes one of the most

exciting times in the NBA: the trade deadline

The operative word in this phrase is "dead."
because once midnight strikes, teams will have liter-

ally resurrected themselves for a good playoff berth

or buried themselves until judgement dav at the

draft

Two teams that wasted no time in capitalizing on
the deadline were the desperate Dallas Mavericks
and the ever- pitiful New lersey Nets. New Dallas

general manager Don Nelson proved he was the
shrewd businessman he was reputed to be by acquir-

ing from the Nets: Robert Park, Ed O'Bannon.
Khalid Reeves, and a legitimate center in Shawn
Bradley

Gregory H. Casimir

MTK U

NBftHb

And it seems
that the treacher-

ous Coach Cal
finally caught a

conscience and
decided to do
right by his new
team by acquir-

ing some players

with talent. The Nets now have |immy Jackson.
George McCloud. and Chris Galling — all proven
scorers. This acquisition may be just the prescription
to help jump start this ailing team.

In other newt...

Yeah, the Bulls are still winning.

The New York Knicks are doing well but their sit-

uation just got a lot more hectic. Pat Riley, being the

coaching strategist that he is. picked up |amal
Mashburn in this whole Nets-Mavs trade, adding yet

another cannon to the "good ship Miami Heat."
Their shot at beating the Bulls for Eastern
Conference champs just improved.

In lieu of all this excitement, the sad news
comes to the Los Angeles Lakers with Shaq's
injury. Unless he gets well soon, their champi-

Turn to NBA. page 11
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No Repairs

needed

K5
Shawn Colvin, the
South Dakota-born
folk singer- song-
writer lullabies

Smith this Sunday
night. Check out
our preview (See
Arts & Living, page
5).

Just another

day at the office

Tyrone Weeks tied

his career-high
with 22 points
UMass' pounding
ot visiting Fordham
last night (see

Sports, page 1 0).

WORLD

Parlaiment debates
abortion in Portugal

LISBON, Portugal (AP) — Despite

the impassioned arguments of the
church, the Portuguese are consider-

ing easing restrictions on abortions in

their Roman Catholic country, where
an estimated 16,000 illegal abortions

are performed each year

The argument moves to Parliament

yesterday where lawmakers were to

consider proposals by the Communist
Party to legalize abortion through the

12th week of pregnancy in all cases

and through the 22nd week in the

case of "serious illness or deforma-
tion.

"

Noting that the vote could go
either way, the Lisbon daily Publico

carried the front-page headline:
"Tension until the end."

Hundreds of anti-abortion cam-
paigners took part today in a silent

march on Parliament. Some held
placards saving, "Thank you. Mother."

Dozens of pro-choice activists

unfurled banners on the steps of

Parliament late yesterday. They
planned a larger vigil outside
Parliament today.

The Roman Catholic Church hat

Been •utvpofcen in its opposition to

any relaxation of abortion restrictions

"All and any attacks on human lac

must be repelled," said |anuano
Torgal Ferreira, secretary of the
church's Episcopal Conference.

NATION

Students evaluate

college honor code

STAUNTON, Va (AP) — It's an
atmosphere of trust that few people
experience.

Students at Mary Baldwin College

can leave books, laptop computers
and other possessions unguarded
without fear of theft. They can sched-

ule their own tests dunng exam week
and can take them without a profes-

sor watching.

No one watches, because the
1,200 women who attend this liberal

arts college pledge they will not lie,

cheat, steal, or pass off others' writing

as their own. No one watches, that is,

except other students, who police stu-

dent conduct and try their peers as

elected members of honor councils.

Such is the honor system, a cany-

over from the 19th century, when
elite Southern notions of honor
blended with efforts to bring self-

government to the campus. Students

in jeans, sweat shirts and even T-

shirts on an unseasonably warm
Wednesday gathered at the white-

columned campus to reflect on
whether the system works as well as

it should

They asked whether a system based
on trust may foster mistrust because
of the secrecy that marks its working

and the absence of fixed penalties

Students don't always know who gets

punished or what the penalty is, or

who gets off or why
"I turned in someone who cheated

on a final exam," said Suzanna Hicks,

22, a senior from Indianapolis. "That

person was back the next year."
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Mmmm... coffee.

Scott Traister, a sophomore S.O.M. major, enjoys a tasty warm beverage.

CMHS CtSNtK\ COUiCUN

Trip to China & Korea recounted;

Ferguson explores Asian feminism
By Michelle Hillman

ColUg.on Staff

Ann Ferguson. Director of Women's Studies

at the University of Massachusetts, shared her

experiences in Asia with an audience of about
2S women at the Five College Research Center
last night.

Ferguson began with the disclaimer. 'I am
not an expert in Far East studies. I am speaking

from the perspective of a tourist " On that note-

she distributed photos of several tourist sites

she visited in China and Korea.

Ferguson noted that 'Women's Studies in

China did not start with the Beijing Conference
in 1995." but actually with Women's Studies

pioneer. Li Xiaojiang s model of the problems
of Women's Studies in a Marxist society.

Xiaojiang's theory did not reject Marxism but

offered a critique. The ruling Chinese "believe

they already have the last word in Women's
Studies because they have Marx and Engles
views." said Ferguson.

Xiaojiang's model helped to open Chinese
people s minds to theories other than Marxist.

"She figured out a way to do something seen

as marginal that had huge effects on women,
said Ferguson. The Tianjin Normal University,

based on Xiaojiang's model, allowed women to

do extra work with Chinese literature, oral his-

tory projects with rural women and lectures.

During her stay in China one of the immedi-
ate similarities Ferguson noticed between
China and the United States was the
"Generation X problem." that is created by the

commercialization of the beauty industry in the

media.

"There is a generation gap between the

younger generation and the older generation
who went through the cultural revolution."

Ferguson said.

While in China, Ferguson gave two talks, one
on feminist philosophy and the other on prosti-

tution and HIV/AIDS. She also spoke to stu-

dents at Tianjin Normal University on

Women's Studies and Western Feminism.

Key points of debate in China was the fact

that feminist philosophy challenged disciplinary

ideas. The Chinese believe that feminist
philosophers should be philosophers first

instead of rejecting their discipline for
Women's Studies.

"Feminist philosophy shouldn t reject di*ci-

plinary ideas, but should add to and tell the

truth about them." said Ferguson She added
the Chinese were also surprised to hear that

American "ethics of care were challenged,
which challenged the traditional caring roles of
women."

Ferguson then traveled to Korea, where she

only spent two days. She visited Fwha
Women's University in Seoul where the discus-

sion was much more "democratic."

fwha Women's University, was established

in 1886 by the Christian missionary Mary F.

Scranton and became a Christian private

enclave that became feminist orientated. They
established their first Women's Studies pro-

gram in 1975. about the same time as the U.S..

according to Ferguson.

Graduates of Ewha University were lesbian

and housewives who found there were no jobs

in Women's Studies, which Ferguson found
"ironic compared to the United States.*

These women either became activists, orga-

nizing women's shelters, protested prostitution

or remained housewives seeking more power in

traditional families." said Ferguson.

While in Korea Ferguson found that people

were more open to discussion about sexuality

than the Chinese. Some Chinese feminists were
worried that "once women's friendships are

sexualized women will lose power," said

Ferguson, because by reinforcing patriarchy

women will be threatening men.
Ferguson concluded her talk by staling.

"Western feminists need to understand our
ignorance. We should not assume our theories

are higher than others. We can learn from
them."

Passamaquoddy leader speaks on
native stories, culture, languages

By Andee Fu

Collegian Correspondent

An ex-tribe leader hosted a gathering, spon-

sored by the University of Massachusetts
anthropology department last night, to

increase appreciation of the art and culture of

Native American peoples.

Allen |. Sockabasin, 53. shared with stu-

dents and faculty about the stories, cultures

and the languages of his tribe, the
Passamaquoddy.
Sockabasin was born at the Passamaquoddy

native village of Peter Dana Point, near
Princeton, Maine, in 1944.

Living in a family of 1 I children,
Sockabasin left school after completing the

sixth grade to support his father, older sister

and younger brother.

According to Sockabasin. a lack of school-

ing contributed to his self-consciousnes with

public speaking.

"I used to have such a hard (time] when it

came to public speaking. because I always
speak the wrong words at the wrong place,"

Sockabasin said.

However, last night, in front of the students

and faculty. Sockabasin delivered a presenta-

tion on the Passamaquoddy culture without
hesitation.

Sockabasin said that the Passamaquoddy
people were a part of a group of tribes ref-

fered to commonly as the Wabanaki

Turn to AWEN page 2

Faculty Senate approves of

UM membership in AAU
By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

The Faculty Senate voted yesterday to sup-

port Chancellor David K. Scott's Strategic

Action goal of the University of Massachusetts

acheiving membership in the Association of
American Universities (AAU).
The AAU is a group of 60 major research

universities in the United States and Canada
known for both the quality and the quantity of

their scholarship and research. There are cur-

rently 20 land-grant universities with member-
ship in the AAU. including the Universities of

Arizona and California, Michigan State. Ohio
State, Penn State and the Massachusetts
Institute for Technology (MIT).

Scott said that he believes the inclusion of
UMass in the AAU as a land-grant institution

would place the University in an excellent posi-

tion for leadership in higher education.

"The idea of the AAU land-grant is continu-

ing our investment in teaching and learning,

research and discovery and outreach and public

service." Scott said.

Scott said that in order to obtain membership
in the AAU. the University needs to rank highly

in comparison to other AAU universities in a

variety of areas, including student/faculty ratio,

federal funding of research, the percentage of

freshmen in the top 10 percent of their high

school class and the average SAT score of
enrolled freshmen.

Scott noted that the process of admission to the

AAU will require both effort and time, and esti-

mated a 5 to 10 year period for gaining entrance.

The first step to moving towards this goal.

according to Scott, is to gather data and infor-

mation to allow the University to make deci-

sions on how to best allocate the University's

resources.

"We have begun to compile data to [allow us

to] make wise decisions on where we make
investments in the University," Scott said.

"Infrastructure, the library, an honors college —
all these things will be considered."

The Faculty Senate also voted to recommend
to the University administration that the Honors
program at UMass be transformed into an
I loBon College.

The majority of the Faculty Senate responded
enthusiastically to the Special Report of the

Academic Matters Council of the Faculty
Senate, which recommended the creation of an
honors college from the current honors pro-

gram.

"This is for the good of our students, for the

good of our faculty and the good of the com-
monwealth." said Professor Kandula Sastry of

the physics department. "And this is the right

time to do it."

Scott noted that the creation of an Honors
College at UMass Amherst would fulfill manv of

the goal- of the New England Board of Higher
Education (NEBHE) in the creation of a

Commonwealth College.

The Provost's office is currently working on a

proposal tor the creation of an honors college

and will be submitting to the NEBHE in the

near future.

Provost Patricia H. Crosson said that the pro-

posal to the M IsH E will include many of the

recommendation^ of the Special Report of the

Academic Matters Council.

Ramos explains research to

Latino women in Springfield
By Kiero Meehon
Cotlegion Correspondent

Flavia Ramos, a doctoral candidate at the

University of Massachusetts Center of
Education, spoke yesterday about her research

mvoWrvg elderly I atino women
While working in Springfield with a group

called Latinos f nidus Ramos felt that the

women of the group would benefit from a sepa-

rate forum and organized a group of elderly

Latino women.
She taught them to use a concept which she

calls "Koto Dialogo' to discuss issues affecting

their lives. Foto Dialogo is a term derived

from Foto Novella, which Ramos describes as

"cartoon soap operas printed in Spanish
media."

According to Ramos Foto Dialogo is a projec-

tive technigue applied to dialogue skill devel-

opement in groups and individuals through
community mapping, the use of story telling

and life lines in interviews, the use of pictures

to illustrate life stories, and the use of pictures

and text to discuss oppression theory.

Ramos conducted one on one interviews with

each of the women in the group
"I would draw a life line and ask them to tell

me their stories... I would think about what
they were saying and draw the pictures myself

Then I would bring the pictures to the group
and they would make up stories even though
the pictures came from their own life." Ramos
said.

The women discuss issues such as domestic

abuse, access to education, housing and health

care, substance abuse, the death of relatives due
to AIDS, drug abuse, or crime, lack of support

systems, loneliness, mental illness and emotion-

al instability (many of the women were at one
point institutionalized), faith and spirit ualhv

racism and horizontal oppreston (intergroup

discrimination).

"One woman will look at a picture of a hospi-

tal situation and describes her own experience

as a patient in a mental hospital... A picture of

a boy smoking leads a woman to describe how
her son got involved with a gang and had to flee

to Puerto Rico." Ramos said.

The themes of there stories "are intertwined

with questions of faith. Santeria and
menopause. One women describes her hot

flashes as a spell put on her by her husband's
lover." Ramos said.

Ramos hopes that through her work she will

be able to investigate individuals perceptions of

social reality, create a safe environment for

women to share their life experiences, to make
connections with and discover commonalities m
womens lives, and to help the women move
away from a blame the victim mode.

"These women are learning to come together

to take action... to see their part in the changes
in the area of Springfield where the> live."

Ramos said.

Ramos is also the author and illustrator of

children's books, several of which have been
published in her native Brazil.

Flavia Ramos spoke to a group of elderly Latino women in Springfield yesterday.

TH*NG VO/COUfGUN
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For Your Information
FYb are public sendee announcements printed daily To submit an
FYI, please send a press release containing an peronent information,

including the name and phone number ol the contact person to

the Coirgen, c/o the Managing Iditor by noon the previous day.

Friday. Feb. 21

Discussion — Dr. Brian Walker,
director of the Institute of Irish

Studies at the Queen's University of

Belfast, will meet with all interested

students, faculty and staff from 1

1

a. in. -noon in Bartlett Hall, room 474.

to discuss the new MA. in Irish

Studies program just underway at

Queen's. For more info, contact |im

Kelly at the Du Bois Library,
545-0058.

Meeting — The Campus Crusade
for Christ will hold a "Real Life-

weekly meeting at 7 p.m. in room 126
Hasbrouk Lab. We will have an eth-

nic student panel with a discussion on
"Racial Reconciliation."

Music — The Blue Moon Gallery

Cafe in Amherst will hold an Open
Mic Night at 8 p.m.

Saturday, Feb. 22
Comedy — The UMass Comedy

Troupe will hold Mission Improvable,

an improv comedy show, in the

Campus Center basement at 8 p.m.

Free.

Concert — UMass Hillel will spon-

sor a concert by Klezamir at 8 p.m. in

the Bluewall. Great music and danc-

ing with Klezamir music. Suggested

donation $5-5 (all donations will go
to chanties).

Sunday. Feb. 23

Concert — A benefit for the

Amherst Survival Center will be held

at 4 p.m. at the Nacul Center. 592
Main St., Amherst, featuring music by

Flaherty/ Colbourne/ Downs. Sax/
Drums/ Bass, and Brett Lamer. Solo

Koto, and a film by Maya Dercn and

Stan Brakhage. S3 donation and 2

cans of food for admission.

Meeting — The Hindu Students'

Organization of UMass will hold a

meeting at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 917. For more info call

Anant at 548-9097.

Meeting — The Massachusetts
Coalition for A Democratic
Future/Young Democrats of

Massachusetts (MCDF) will be hold-

ing their monthly meeting at 4 p.m. in

the Campus Center. Anyone who is

under 35 and interested in getting

involved in Democratic politics is

encouraged to attend.

Monday. Feb. 24
Meeting — The Golden Key

National Honor Society will hold a

general member meeting at 7 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 901. Please

bring your ideas and suggestions.

Tuesday. Feb. 25
Lecture — Michael Thelwell. pro-

fessor of Afro-American Studies, will

be lecturing on Civil Rights Activist

Kwame Ture. formerly Stoakley
Caraoichael from 7-8:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 803. The event

is free and open to the public.

Notices

Final exams — The spring 1997

Final Examination schedule will be
available beginning March 1 3. Copies

will be delivered to students in the

residence halls, and will be available

to off-campus students in the

Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore).
The schedule will also be available on
the World Wide Web beginning
March 3 at http://www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Dance — The UMass Ballroom
Dance club invites everyone to come
dance with us every Tuesday and
Thursday from 5:15-7 p.m. at 101

Totman Gym. Newcomer Waltz/
Chacha class begins Feb. 25.
Intermediate/advanced instruction by

a pro every Wednesday, 6:15-7:30
p.m. All instructions are free. For
more info, call Kevin Murphy at

549-4036.

SCA nominations — The Elections

Commission would like to announce
that the nominations for the positions

of President and Student Trustee,
along with positions for local Area
Government are now being held. The
nomination forms are available in the

SGA office. These nominations close

on Feb. 27 by midnight, all forms
must be turned in by this date, other-

wise the candidates are not eligible to

run for office.

Auditions — The UMass Theatre
Guild will hold auditions for The
Heidi Chronicles on Feb. 21 at 7 p.m.

and Feb. 22 at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 805. There
are five female roles and three male
roles. Please visit the Theatre Guild
office in the Student Union if you
have any questions.

Religious — The Alliance Church
of the Pioneer Valley in south
Amherst will provide rides to church.

Pick up is at 9:40 a.m. on campus.
Call Mark at 253-0361 for more
information.

Support group — REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support
program is offering two support
groups this semester: A grief support

group for those who have experi-

enced the death of someone close to

them: and an illness group for those

currently coping with the serious ill-

ness of a loved one. If you or some-
one you know is interested, please

call us at 577-5316 for more infor-

mation.

Support group — Overeaters
Anonymous, a group of individuals

who share an addiction to food and
suffer from compulsive eating and
other eating disorders, will hold
weekly meetings on Saturdays at 10

a.m. in the Campus Center. The only

requirement for membership is the

desire to stop eating. There are no
dues or fees. Donations are strictly

votuntarv. For more info, call

(617)641-2303.

Health services — Confused,
afraid, or just curious? Do you have

questions about sex. STDs. alcohol,

drugs, eating disorders. HIV/AIDS,
stress management or quitting smok-

ing or chewing tobacco? Don't know
who to ask? Call the Peer Health
Connections phoneline at UMass at

577- 5168. Trained students will

anonymously answer your questions

and tell you where to go for more
help.

Commencement Housing — A lim-

ited number of residence hall rooms
will be available or the relatives and
friends of graduating UMass students

for the night of Saturday. May 24.

Commencement Housing applica-

tions are available at the University

Conference Service Office. 918
Campus Center. To guarantee a

reservation, completed forms with

full payment must be returned to

University Conference Services by
May 1. There will be no on-site
reservations.

Writing — Spectrum Magazine is

accepting submissions for poetry,

prose, artwork and photography for

its spring release. The magazine is

open to all Five College staff and stu-

dents, and is a registered student

organization. Please come by the

office at 406E Student Union or come
by the concourse table in the Campus
Center this week.

Internships — Internships are

available working on Earth Day,
Hunger, Recycling and Clean Air.

Call Melanie at MassPirg, 545-0199
or stop by the office at 423-A
Student Union Building.

Film — The interdepartmental pro-

gram in film studies is offering its

fourth annual Multicultural Film
Festival: "Emigres. Exiles and
Sojourners in Contemporary Cinema"
this spring. Screenings and discus-

sions with directors and faculty will

be held on Wednesday evenings. 231

Herter Hall at UMass and Stirn

Auditorium at Amherst College, at 7

p.m. The first event will be When
Mother Comes Home for Christma s. a

documentary by Nilita Vachani (Sri

Lanka/Greece. 1995) on Feb. 25. For

a full schedule, watch for brochures

and posters at the beginning of

February, or check out our webpage:

www.umass.edu/film.

Support group — A Women in

Relationships Therapy Group, an
ongoing therapy and support group
for women who want to improve dif-

ficult relationships with friends, par-

ents, children and colleagues, lovers

or partners, led by Rebecca Reid. will

meet Mondays from 7:30-9 p.m. in

Amherst. Sliding scale fee. For infor-

mation call 253-5494.

Volunteer work —
Womanshelter/Companeras. serving

the greater Holyoke. Chicopee area

needs volunteers to help battered
women and their children begin to

Mve lives free of Violence. If you are

interested in answering the hotline,

advocacy, fundrajsiog. working with

teem, or our Legal Emergency
Assistance program, call Edith
lennings. Monday-Friday. 8 a.m.-4
p.m. at (413) 538-9717.

Starting Sunday, Feb. 23, the Collegia!

FY! section will be relocated to the

ClaSlifieds page of the newspapei
addition, FYI entries will be limited to

free Five College events only. On!
entries fitting this description will

the FYI section. All other entries must
be submitted through the Classifieds

Department. For informatitrii about

|

Classifieds rates, call 545-3500,

The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian

Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage

Feb. 19

A two vehicle accident occurred in

parking lot 44 on Sylvan Drive.

Animal Complaint
Feb. 19

In injured opossum was taken to

Tillson farm on Thatcher Way.
A bat was removed from Baker
Residence Hall.

Annoying Behavior

Feb. 18

An individual from Brett Residence

Hall reported being threatened.

There was a dispute between room-
mates in fames Residence Hall.

Feb. 19

An individual was causing a distur-

bance in the Worcester Dining
Hall.

There was a report of an intoxicated

individual on a PVTA bus.

Assist Agency
Feb. 19

UMPD assisted Hadley police at the

scene of an accident on the Route
1 16 exit ramp.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Feb. 19

A vehicle was broken into in park-

ing lot 22 on University Drive.

Health/Safety Hazard
Feb. 20
A tree fell down across Eastman
Lane. Amherst Health and Safety

was notified.

Larceny
Feb. 18
Staff in the Fine Arts Center report-

ed that a refrigerator was stolen

last weekend.
An individual in Kennedy Residence
Hall reported that her license

stolen.

Traffic Slop

Feb. 20
Benjamin D. Regan, 18, of 16

Homestead St.. Brockton, was

arrested on North Pleasant Street

for operating a vehicle on the side-

walk, failure to use care when start-

ing, stopping, turning and backing

up his vehicle, operating under the

influence of alcohol, transport and

possession of alcohol and posses-

sion of a fake I.D.

Feb. 18

A vehicle

lot 22 on

A vehicle

lot 63 on
A vehicle

lot 32 on
Feb. 19

A vehicle

lot 22 on

Vandalism

was damaged in parking

Massachusetts Avenue,

was damaged in parking

Stockbridge Road,

was damaged in parking

Massachusetts Avenue.

was damaged in parking

University Drive.

Allen
continued from page 1

Confederacy, or the People of the Dawn.
The confederacy also included the Maliseet. the

Micmac and the Penobscot tribes.

Sockabasin also spoke on the difficulties growing up
as a Native American; as he was constantly caught
between white injustices and his Passamaquoddy her-

itage.

"I remembered sitting in a movie theater, but not
being able to sit with the white kids," Sockabasin said.

"It's not because these white kids don't want to sit with
me. It's because the parents of these kids taught them
not to sit with me. lust because I'm a Native
[American J."

Sockabasin passed around an eagle feather he earned
as a young man. He encouraged the attendees of the

gathering to share what they learned with others.

The feather was passed around a circle composed of

the attendees. According to Sockabasin. native people

believe that there is a "tremendous" amount of positive

energy within the circle.

Therefore, Sockabasin said, native people like to

gather together in a circle.

Many Native American student were moved to tears

by Sockabasin's courage.

According to Sockabasin, the struggles of Native
American people have not become less difficult.

Sockabasin said that although everyone has their own
circle of life to complete, individuals can learned from
each other in order to live a peaceful and harmonous
life with the Earth.

Bird's eye view...
A typical view for any bird when flying over the UMass campus
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CAMPUS ACTIVITIES PRESENTS
"Something Every Friday"
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Combining music, comedy, ventriloquism, audience participation, and his incurably happy optimism, TAY-
LOR MASON performs regularly on network and cable television, headlines every major comedy club, and
has more than 750 killer college shows to his credit.

The movie "Daylight" will be shown immediately after the performance.

For more Information check out our website:
http://vvvvvv.umass.edu/campact/event5/calendar.htm

This program is made possible by a Grant from the Auxiliary Services Office, the Vice-Chancel lor for
Student Affairs and the Daily Collegian.

Campus Perspectives
Compiled by Mark McGrath • Photos by Kenneth W.P. Scott

How do you feel about
privatization on the UMass campus?

'Privatization it something
that might bring businesses
more revenue, but I think it

would be helpful to guarantee
student jobs, especially at the

management levels, keeping
students busy and giving them
the experience they will need
upon graduation.

"

B.K. DeLong
junior. BDIC
Wilbraham

"I think it's fine as long as

you're increasing [the] quality

of services while not draining

from the University or its stu-

dents.
"

Brad Graff

graduate, chemical engineering

Bridgeton. N.|.

"I think it will be detrimental

to the University if outside

businesses start to come in

and take over. I'm more for

supporting student businesses

because it's good experience

for them. The corporations

come in to take money from
students, where students
should be supporting stu-

dents."

Rhonda Robinson

senior, Russian

Springfield

"I would support the privatiza-

tion. I think that the compa-
nies would give us better qual-

ity and prices."

Chris Brittain

sophomore, urban forestry

Lee

"I think it's a real shame.
Student businesses are great.

They really add to the whole
culture of the University. It

would be a real shame if we
lost them. Privatization is all

about dollars and cents and
not about community. It's like

making money the bottom
line."

Kennet Dall

senior, BDIC
Hanson

"I don't think it would be so

great because on campus,
smaller places are more a part

of the University and they're

not so commercialized. Places

like People's Market give stu-

dents more opportunities to be

part of the business."

Karyn Lawrence
sophomore,

pre-communications
Wrightstown, Penn

'I wouldn't be impressed with

bringing McDonald's to cam-
pus. It would take away from
other businesses like [People's

Market], which is a student

co-op. It wouldn't be right to

have a monopolizing company
come in and take away from
what's already here."

Chris Schilling

junior, wildlife/fisheries

conservation

Dennis

Parent workshops to be held

child raising methods taught
By Christina Polerto

Collegior, Staff

This February, the University of
Massachusetts Commuter Services
and the Housing Resource Center are

teaming up respectively with the

HCAC Amherst Family Center and
the Amherst Children's Services
Department to offer a series of work-
shops that will provide instruction in

child raising and child care.

Starting on Feb. 23. the first of an
eight -week series of workshops for

parents will begin at the Bangs
Center on Boltwood Walk in

Amherst center.

These sessions are funded by the

School Linked Initiative Services
Project and the Executive Office of

Health and Human Services.

Some topics that wit! be covered
during these mu.Mf -meerrngs witl

incorporate child-parent activities,

information on how to help your
child excel in school, stress-busting

techniques, and managing time with

children. Daycare will be provided
for children K-6.

This sequence of workshops will

be held from 12:30-3 p.m. every
Sunday. Brunch will be provided to

the participants, free of charge.

"This is a hopeful venture," said

loanne Levinson of UMass
Commuter Services. "These are the

first set of family based programs to

be introduced to UMass."
According to Levinson, the work-

shops were jointly invented to help

parents prepare their children to do
well in school.

"We'll be providing theater activi-

ties and sto-ytelling for the children

while the parents attend the work-
shops," Levinson said.

The second assortment of work-
shops, set to begin on Feb. 24. will

provide dinner-time workshops for

families with babies and young chil-

dren. They will run from 6-9 p.m.

Continuing every consecutive
Monday evening for eight weeks,
these workshops will cover an array

of topics including children's litera-

cy, analyzing child behavior, and
health care tips for children. A free

dinner and daycare will be provided,

at well.

These particular workshop*wH be
held at the Amherst Family Center
(AFC), which is located at the Inter-

section of Rte.63 and Pine St. in

North Amherst Center on the
Sunderland and South Deerfield bus
lines.

Transportation can be arranged for

resile i iid participants of either set of

workshops.

These workshops are free and open
to the public. Any parents interested

in registering are encouraged to call

545- 2309 or 549-3590. Space is

limited.

10,000 to attend memorial

in honor of Deng Xiaoping

Take it all off

omn cismik coufcuN

Tyler Adams, a sophomore Econ major, is about to take a
one-fourth inch of hair off his head.

By John Leicester

Associated Press

BEIJING — Ten thousand people
— none of them foreigners — will be

invited to a memorial service for

Deng Xiaoping next week that will

gather his successors together as they

begin to govern without Communist
China's greatest reformer.

On Day I of the post -Deng era yes-

terday, there were few outpourings of
grief for the tiny man whose econom-
ic revolution transformed China from
the rice-roots up. That the stock mar-
kets still traded, that offices still

hummed, reflected the greater free-

dom Deng gave people to improve
their lives.

Deng's successors in the
Communist Party want to keep it that

way — business basically as usual —
during six days of official mourning
that started yesterday with flags at

half-staff and will end with Tuesday's

memorial.

A 459-membcr funeral committee
led by Deng's handpicked successor.

Communist Party leader and
President liang Zemin, ordered sirens

throughout China sounded for three

minutes when the memorial starts

Tuesday morning in the mammoth
Great Hall of the People beside
Tiananmen Square.

The 10.000 invitees will include
members of the Communist Party.

government, military and other influ-

ential groups. For liang and the col-

lective leadership he heads, the
memorial will serve to rally officials

as they embark on a future without

Deng.

No foreigners will be invited
because Deng, who retired his last

post in 1990. officially was a private

citizen — a party member with no
title higher than "comrade." But
Xinhua, the government news
agency, reported tributes flooding
into China from leaders worldwide.

U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright cut short a visit to China
that had been scheduled for Monday
and Tuesday. State Department
spokesman Nicholas Burns said in

Moscow yesterday that Albright
would compress her talks with senior

leaders into one day. Monday, and
leave for home early Tuesday morn-
ing.

In keeping with his wishes. Deng's
eyes will be donated for transplant

and his ashes scattered at sea. In a

letter to the Communist Party, his

family asked that there be no tradi-

tional bowing before Deng's corpse
and that "our grief should be
expressed in the simplest, solemnest
way."

The low-key memorial, with
Deng's ashes to be placed in a casket

covered by the Communists' red flag,

reflects Deng's rejection of the slav-

Judge says new technology can decide whether or not gun killed King
By Woody Botrd

Assoc ioted Press

MEMPHIS. Tenn. — New tech-

nology exists that could determine
whether lames Earl Ray's rifle killed

the Rev. Martin Luther King |r in

1968, a judge said yesterday.

ludgc )oe Brown's decision must
now be reviewed by the Tennessee
Court of Criminal Appeals before
Brown can rule on Ray's request for

a new test of the weapon.
Ray is asking for that test in an

atempt to take back his guilty plea

aid go to trial.

Brown could not say when the

atpea Is court will make its review.

my. 68. pleaded guilty to murder in

^69 but reversed himself almost
immediately and has been request-

ing a trial ever since. He claims he
was set up to be the fall guy for the

real killers. He contends the hunt-

ing rifle found at the murder scene

with his fingerprints on it was put

there by conspirators trying to

frame him.

To have new tests. Ray's lawyers

must first convince the courts that

improved technology can determine
if the rifle found at the scene killed

King. They would then have to show
that test results in Ray's favor help

prove his innocence.

Ray has drawn support in his bid

for a trial from civil rights leaders

and from the family of King. Both
his widow. Coretta Scott King, and
son Dexter King urged Brown to put

Ray on trial. "Even if no new light is

shed on the facts concerning my

husband's assassination, at least we
and the nation can have the satisfac-

tion of knowing that justice has run

its course in this tragedy." Mrs. King
said at yesterday's hearing.

Robert Hathaway, an assistant

forensics examiner for Rhode Island,

said new technology could prove
another rifle fired the shot that

killed King on the balcony of the

Lorraine Motel in April 1968.

That technology is a scanning
electron microscope, which
Hathaway said wasn't available until

the mid 1980s.

"Knowing that the magnification

is much greater and better it is an
additional tool that can be used to

possibly resolve the conflict over
whether it was fired from this gun,"

said Hathaway, who spent 17 years

in the crime lab for the Connecticut

State Police.

Hathaway said the FBI used tech-

nology available at the time to test

the bullet and rifle, but there has

been "no matching of the death slug

to the rifle itself."

The U.S. House Select Committee
on Assassinations had the King rifle

tested in the 1970s, but because the

slug was so mangled, could not

establish beyond a scientific doubt
that it was the murder weapon.

Tests showed, however, that King
was killed by the same kind of gun
and that lead in the death slug

matched unspent bullets found with

the rifle.

Hathaway proposed a committee
of three firearms experts fire test

shots from the weapon and compare

those with the bullet in evidence.

Ray's attorney, William Pepper,
said he expects the tests on the rifle

"to exclude it for all time as the
murder weapon." Before the hear-

ing, prosecutors had said Ray has

used up his appeals in Tennessee
courts.

"He's the confessed killer.

Nothing else out there can really be
looked upon as credible evidence."

said |ohn Campbell, a state prosecu-

tor.

State and federal courts have
upheld Ray's guilty plea seven times.

Conspiracy theorists have argued
for years that Ray. a bungling, petty

criminal, could not have pulled off

the assassination alone. And their

iheories. some of which include alle-

gations of government wrongdoing.
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often note that authorities have
never proven that Ray's gun was the

murder weapon.
Having a guilty plea overturned

on a claim of innocence is difficult,

since the law assumes a person
knows if he's guilty or not at the

time the plea is given.

Usually, when a court throws out
a guilty plea it's because it was
coerced or a defendant's rights were
violated in some other way. The
courts have held that Ray's plea was
freely given. "There might have been
other people involved. But to say

because others were involved Ray
should be released from jail it just

nuts," Campbell said.

Ray contends he bought the rifle

in Alabama and brought it to
Memphis on instructions from a

shadowy gun runner he knew only
as Raoul. He says Raoul apparently

arranged for it to be dropped near
the murder scene.

Authorities have never established

that Raoul existed.
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Black History Month
This is part eight in a month long series dedicated to

Black History Month. Next nwi's articles will focus on

W. E. B. Du Bois and the Saturn of Islam.

The future of affirmative action

Martin F.

Jones

The affirmative action debate-

has become increasingly

charged over recent \cars.

despite a relatively sound economy.

with race as the primary locus

Although affirmative action has.

over time, most benefitted white-

women i such as professional jour-

nalists lane Pauly and Cokie
Roberts), it is still labeled as

reverse racism Pal that and other

reasons this column will take a

look at the future of affirmativc

action by recognizing it as a class

issue, and one that is defined pri-

marily along racial lines

The best way to begin a clear

examination of affirmative action is

to revisit the Reconstruction period

following the Civil War. It was
during this period that affirmative

action began in its base form. The

very first "affirmative action"

would best be repre-

sented by the enact-

ment of the

Emancipation
Proclamation on Ian.

1. IMS, which had
been sign by President Abraham
Lincoln 100 days earlier. Following

the passage of the 1 3th

Amendment to the Constitution in

1865. the legal provision which
forever abolished slavery in the

Lnited States and its territories

the Freedmens Bureau was estab

lished to help the former slaves

make the transition from slavery

into the existing labor market. One
of the first major undertaking'

to provide education for America's

new citizens. It was during this

time that the firM hiMoricill) black

universities were established, and

many blacks elected to Congress.

Lnfortunately. the Reconstruction

movement was sabotaged by t he-

emergence of a hostile white back-

lash against the attempts h\ the

Republican Party to create genuine-

economic and political parity

between blacks in whites in

America. The Democratic Party.

which dominated southern legisla-

tures, would eventually totally

destroy the progress initiated by the

Freedmens Bureau. This sabotage of

black progress was accompanied by

a wave of terrorist activities against

blacks, by the Ku Mux Klan in

which thousands of African

Americans were lynched and intimi-

dated from exercising their newly

acquired constitutional right to vote.

In 1896. the United States

Supreme Court voted to uphold the

policy of separate but equal in the

historic case Plessy v Ferguson

For the next 50 years. America
would exist as an apartheid state,

and the black underclass that was

emerging from slavery found itself

further entrenched into second-
class citizenship.

I blowing the end of Second
World War in 1946. President

Harry Truman would sign an execu-

tive order ending the practice of

racially segregated troops in the mil-

itary. This action marked the tir-i

affirmative action" of the 20th cen-

tury. Like the I >th Amendment, the

subsequent 14th Amendment
(which guaranteed citizenship. anJ

equal protection under the law),

and the 15th Amendment (also

passed during reconstruction, and

to secure voting rights for blacks i.

the decision to end segregation in

the military was in pan. prompted

by the heroic contributions that

blacks had made during World War
II. as they had made significant mili-

tary contributions during the Civil

War \nother (actor was a change

in attitude towards racism in the

aftermath of the lewish Holocaust

The ethnic atrocities which had

been committed against lews in

Furope during the war were so

severely unconscionable, that it

became more and more difficult tor

people to maintain the status quo
acceptance of racism

as a benign concept

Over the next 20

fmmn from
1946-1966. African

Americans, through

extensive political activism.

secured full legal protection, which

was extended to the state legisla-

tures, of their civil and voting

rights. Now. after nearly 100 years,

the constitutional provisions ot the

1 4th and I 5th Amendments could

be fulK enforced with the passage

of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

and the V oting Rights Act of 1965.

In the immediate aftermath ol

the passage of these two pieces of

landmark legislation. Ami-
entered what could be clearly iden-

tified as a Second Reconstruction.

As with the first Reconstruction

following the Civil War. govern-

ment provisions were needed to

help the formerly disenfranchised

African Americans one day make
the full transition in a integrated

American societv As it stands, that

goal has not been reached. And as

with the first Reconstruction, the

gains of African Americans have

been sabotaged by a number of

even more sophisticated tactics by

those who would maintain
America's racist class structure

Despite its good intentions,

affirmative action initiatives in the

workplace and in college adnn-

sion* have seen only marginal suc-

cess. primarily with a growing
black middle class However, that

success story has been increasingly

flwt with a rise in unemployment
among young black men (45 per-

cent in the inner city), an explod-

ing prison population due to

mandatory federal drug sentenc-

ing, and a decaying public school

system. White flight to the sub

urbs have, in fact, produced a

school system which is even more
segregated than in 1954. the year

that the Supreme Court decision

Brown r. the Board of Education

declared separate schools to be

unconstitutional. Many of the for-

mer indus jI jobs have been lost

to down zing and overseas

exploitation of Third World Labor

(much of it comprised of young
children). Today, the post-indus-

trial "information age" that

America is entering is leaving

behind an entire generation of

African-Americans to enter into a

revision of the old post- slavery

sharecropping system, now con-

structed in the form of prison

labor, and the new Welfare
Reform work programs.

And so, as we can see, the old

adage still rings true: history does

repeat itself. Apparently it looks as

if 1996. like 1896 marks a resur-

rection of the old Plessy v.

Ferguson decision, this time in the

form of the California anti- affir-

mative action initiative Proposition

209

Clearly, the new onslaught
against affirmative action is racially

motivated, which is why there must

not be any yielding to the new
attempt to undermine the progress

of historically exploited and disen-

franchised people in our nation,

many of whom have given their life

to defend America's so-called

"freedom." only to be denied it for

themselves. Moreover, current affir-

mative action initiatives must be

expanded to create more available

opportunities for those who need it.

instead of generating racial hostili-

ties by forcing whites and blacks to

compete against one another for a

shrinking pool of job and educa-

tional opportunities. The Federal

Government owes it to those

exploited historically to further

invest in these opportunities,

instead of continuing its current

practice of subsidizing corporate

profits for the wealthy who fund

the election campaigns of our
national lawmakers.

The future of affirmative action,

however is not infinite. It was never

intended to be a permanent phe-

nomena in our public social poli-

cies. but rather to transform
America by guiding her through the

final and most delicate stage

towards becoming the true democ-
ratic and egalitarian society ideal-

ized by the founding fathers.

Perhaps, after another 1 5 years of

solid work and progress towards

this end. a review of affirmative

action could prompt steps to gradu-

ally phase out the practice over an

additional 15 years. Even then, it

would probably take another 30

years of alternative policies which

would replace affirmative action.

measures which would focus more
on class discrepancies across the

board as opposed to those which
currenth MM on race or gender,

before the goals of affirmative

action are fully completed.
Considering the 100 years it took to

fully enact the constitutional rights

of people of color in America, it is

more than certain that affirmative

action will be with us for many
more years to come.

Martin F. /ones is a Collegian

columnist
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The legacy of Deng Xiaoping

Andee

Deng Xiaoping. China's foremost leader passed

away Wednesday night due to complications

with Parkinson's disease at 9:08 p.m.. Beijing

time. He was 92 years old.

Called the architect of modern China, he was most

known for introducing reforms in China after Mao's

death. His death leaves many unanswered questions.

What will be the fate of Hong Kong after China regains

control after British colonial rule in just

five months? What will happen to Taiwan,

the rival island next to China? And finally,

what of China? Will it move in the direc-

tion of more Democratic reforms or back

to the traditional Communist ways?

In 1949, Mao Zedong liberated China from both of

the Imperialists and the Nationalists factions. The society

of "commune" was established by Mao. which later

became "Communism." Mao incorporated Marxism into

the development of his new strategies and goals. Deng
worked with Mao throughout the struggles and the bat-

tles for the fate of China.

He was a brilliant man while fighting as uiiuwdc

Fu

is to be present while the Communist Five Star flag flies

over Hong Kong in luly of this year.

Now after Deng's death, what will become of China9

According to other news sources. |iang Zeming. current

leader of the Communist party, will take over as the

leader of China. But. with the rough undercurrents from

the political realm between the hardliners and the mod-

erates, China's fate is hanging in the balance.

The issue of conflict with Taiwan will not

die either. With internal disagreements

among the different parties in Taiwan, as

well as between the indigenous Taiwanese

and the Nationalist Chinese, who migrated

after their defeat in the Chinese civil war.

China and Taiwan both agree that the two must be unit-

ed, since they are both inherently Chinese. The one thing

(hat they cannot agree on is how the country should be

run. and thus their fate is still undecided.

During the first Taiwan presidential election, in which

several candidates ran on a platform of Taiwanese inde-

pendence. IX'ng ordered a couple of warning missiles to

be detonated off the cjeMl "f J^iwan And when Li

along- side Mao. He witnessed the bloodshed ofl^Hp Ji6«kgbui,( Taiwan's PrfMHB oruell Lmu-i-m

tion: He endured the hardship of the CommunitR^MsW^KsPeYveng expressed extreme snge

by the Nationalist. He experienced the glory of the liber

ation Like Liu Shaoqi. former Chairman appointed after

Mao resignation. Deng's thinking was not as radical as

Mao's. It was because of this that he was sent into exile

to the province of Guangdong.
After coming back from the exile, he became Mao's

successor after his death in 1976. Since then, Deng ruled

China with an iron fist. And he freed thousands of peo-

ple who were abused and imprisoned unjustly during

Cultural Revolution.

1989 was a tough year for Deng. The college students

across the whole China united together in honor of Hu
Yaobang. a government official who supported radical

reforms in China, who had passed away. This memorial

snowballed into an unorganized movement for

Democratic reforms. With either side's refusal to step

down. Deng was forced to crush this peaceful movement
with violence and bloodshed. Due to this violent act.

Deng ruled China in isolation once again

Deng made many promises in his life time, and kept

most them. But the one promise he can no longer fulfill

•hat the United

States recognize Taiwan, it even in the form of a

Taiwanese visitor Deng was not happy with the Clinton

administration.

As for Foreign policy, Deng was a better player than

Mao. He met with Henry Kissenger during Vietnam War
period, and also met President Carter and the former

Soviet leaders. Under Deng's rule. China emerged as a

strosa] economic powerhouse due to economic reforms.

Mao may have liberated China, but Deng established

China. Today. China while still holding Developing

Nations and Third World status, also holds its own
powerful political and economic agenda. Fconomically.

China is being seen as "Camelot." the new frontier,

with foreign business signs visible within all the major

cities

Deng Xiaoping left behind many things — unsolved

mvsteries between China. Hong Kong and Taiwan, ques-

tions concerning China's political and economic fate, but

also a strong powerful nation, ready to compete with the

rest of the we>rld.

Andee Fu is a Collegian columnist

Undressing prostitution

Jason

For a few minutes, imagine

yourself as a man (scary,

huh?). You meet a woman
and later willingly decide to have

sex. But, because you have no
desire for a relationship, you pay

her $20. An hour later, you part.

You're happy: she's happy. Except

you're only happy for five minutes

because the local police arrest you.

You have engaged in the only

illegal form of consensual sex:

prostitution. But. have you ever

wondered why it is illegal? Is it

because of disease?

Fear of overpopulat-

ing the Earth? No.

Prostitution is a reli-

giously based crime

that implies that sex

should not occur without love.

Well, what if. while sitting in

the jail cell next to a murderer,

you realize that this is the only

way you will ever have sex? But.

the law says: you cannot exchange

money for sex. Indirectly, the law

says that you cannot have sex.

What ever happened to the idea

of freedom in this country? Does

the cross stand next to our flag?

No, the Head of the Senate
ludiciary Committee argues, but

prostitution "denigrates marriage,

it denigrates courtship, it deni-

grates family, it denigrates young

women." Who is he to define what

a family is solely through religion?

Forcing all Americans to adhere to

a religious code does not better

our society; it restricts our free-

dom to make choices.

In rebuttal to the Head of the

Senate ludiciary Committee,
admitted prostitute and current

porn star Veronica Mone ques-

tioned our laws during the |an 31

edition of "20/20." She asks.

Wiesenbach

"Why is it legal for me to have sex

for money in X-rated movies, but

illegal to take money in private?"

So. our government is in effect

telling us when we can or cannot

have sex.

Do not misunderstand me — I

do understand the argument that

prostitution and violent crime go

together. But as Terrence
Halanan. San Francisco District

Attorney, says, "If you have it

operating in a legal method: you

don't have pimps involved in it.

you don't have drugs

involved in it, and
you don't have crime

involved." Also, the

government can
begin taxing prosti-

tutes and gaining money for our

country, instead of wasting mone)
on court fees, police patrols and

extra jail cells.

This is a country of majority

rules — a democracy. I may not

like our president, but he was
elected by us. |oe MacNamara, a

police chief, says "Americans
never learn from history." To
understand what he means, just

look at alcohol prohibition during

the '20s and early '30s.

Consumption did not decline, and

instead crime rose immensely, lust

because the government feels

something can be justifiably ille-

gal will not stop people who want

something from getting it. A New
York conservative politician

states, "If you have an unpopular,

unenforceable law. you destroy

respect that citizens have for

law."

Some prostitutes are given cita-

tions five times in one night, and

even when they are put in jail,

they are released the next day.

Why not put them on trial, you

ask? As MacNamara tells us. "99

out of 100" jurors in San
Francisco will acquit them
Do you realize, though, that T>

percent of prostitution does not

start on street corners? lulian

Bradley, former owner of an
upscale brothel, believes legalizing

prostitution does not contribute to

the decline of America. As she

says, "Prostitution has been
around forever."

Interestingly. America has
stricter laws on prostitution than

most countries. However, one
state, Nevada, has stepped fur-

ward and legalized prostitution in

rural areas. A spokesperson of one

of the 35 licensed brothels sa>s

legalization "eliminates the

exploitation of the |women|"
because they become "indepen-
dent contractors." He says there

are no violent crime problems and

that his establishment is as "safe"

as any other business. This is

because, unlike in typical street

prostitution, these places arc in

complete control and know that

safe sex is being used.

legalizing prostitution force,

no one to participate — if you
don't like it. don't do it. I beHeva
prostitution should be legal for

anyone over 18. If you can legally

kill yourself with cigarettes at this

age. why can't you have sex with

anyone you want? Even if you
despise cigarettes or prostitution,

you should respect a person's deci-

sion to engage in any private act

she/he wants. As "20/20" com-
mentator |ohn Stossel says, "Part

of being in a free society is that we
tolerate things we don't like."

lason Wiesenbach is a UMass
student.
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Smith to host Colvin
Qrammy^winning singer at Qreene Hall

By Amy Risky
Collegian Correspondent

Thjs Sunday, Grammy-winning folk

singijir-songwriter Shawn Colvin will

perform at John M. Greene Hall on the

Smith College campus.
Coh/in's latest release A Few Small

Repairs, hosts 12 new original songs
that exemplify her mature and pleasant-

ly expressive impact on the expanding
culture and success of today's female
musicians. Noted not only for her beau-
tiful voice and honest, compelling
lyriqB, Colvin's innovative guitar style

and striking humor blend to create an
emotionally moving and provocative
product.

Born in Vermillion, S.D., Colvin
began teaching herself to play guitar at

the age of 10. She edged into the per-

forming arts scene through various
high school theater productions, and
formed her first band after leaving col-

lege. Her solo artist status emerged in

1983 as she played small gigs in New
York and Boston, quickly forming a
dedicated following of fans. With the

help of radio play of her first recording.

Colvin attracted the attention of
Columbia Records who would soon
host the release of her debut album,
Steady On.

Since her early days Shawn Colvin
has stood apart from many artists in

her field, and her individuality has not
gone unnoticed. She won a Grammy
for Best Contemporary Folk Recording
for the powerful Steady On in 1989,
and A Few Small Repairs has two nom-
inations simmering in anticipation of
this year's awards.

A flourishing career in the music
business wasn't enough to fulfill

Shawn Colvin's multi-talented out-
look. She has appeared in numerous
theater productions, as well as con-
tributing to the scores for major
Hollywood pictures such as Tin Cup
and Head Above Water. Colvin can
also be seen in her motion picture
debut in Universal Pictures' Grace of
My Heart.

Colvin's visit to Northampton brings
her back to an intimate phase of her
career in the early '90s, where she
recorded pans of a stunning live album
at The Iron Horse. Her well overdue
return promises to reveal the same pas-

sion and incomparable talent she once
brought to The Valley, and is sure to

impress.

Shawn Colvin will be performing at

lohn M. Greene Hall at Smith College

on Sunday, Feb. 23. Doors open at 8
p.m.

couanrr mtms—i wissu

Shawn Colvin brings her delightful voice and musk to Smith College on
Sunday.

Film exposes

Rosewood's

tragic history
By Dolores. Barclay

Associated Press
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Sax-man Sonny Fortune to burn the Iron Horse with his firey playing on Saturday night

Sonny Fortune toots in NoHo
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

Coming to the Iron Horse
Saturday night for one set only

is saxophonist Sonny Fortune

and his quartet. A veteran saxo-

phonist, he started out his

career to the '60s, but has stilt

never attained the pop success-

es of sax wailcrs like Branford

Marsalis. loshua Redman or

Michael Brecker ).

Despite this lack of house-

hold fame, he still has a steady,

flowing sound of his own that

often carries a listener from
serenity to chaos in the matter

of four minutes. He's a man you
must pay attention to.

Also. Fortune definitely has

his credentials set for him. In

his early 20s. he started playing

in various R&B groups around

his home turf of Philadelphia

(many classic jazzmen, like

Charlie Parker. Miles Davis,

and |ohn Coltrane, started out

in regional R&B groups). His

tastes turned to jazz in the early

1960s, in his mid-20s. and in

1965, he made his co- leading

debut on a Prestige album with

organist Stan Hunter. A couple

of years after that, he made the

big move to New York City.

In the Big Apple, he played in

combos led by pianist McCoy
Tyner and drummer Elvin

(ones, both of whom had played

with Coltrane, (he Supreme
Soul of Saxophone in the early

'60s. Certainly, Fortune had
some ability if he was able to

work with these two over-tal-

ented individuals.

The '70s came knocking soon
after, and with that decade, so

did Davis, knocking on
Fortune's door. Both men knew
something was happening in

jazz that was different than ever

before. Davis had pioneered

"fusion* jazz.

This meant that bassists were

abandoning the fat. natural

sounds of the old stand-up for

the thin, but mean, sounds of

the Fender electric bass.

Keyboardists were slamming
down the covers on their old

Steinway grands and taking to

the haunting, bitter sounds of

the Fender Rhodes and
Wurlitzer organs. Even Davis

started attaching microphones

directly at the bell of his trum-

pet and putting the mic signal

through a wash of effects like

wah-wah and distortion
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In January 1923, a violent gang of poor
white thugs ravaged the prosperous black com-
munity of Rosewood, Fla.. burning it to the
ground and slaughtering many of its residents.

The mob had been incited by a white woman's
false accusation that a black stranger raped and
beat her.

The residents who survived the attack fled

to the swamps and never again returned to

their homes or their land. And for more than
70 years, their story remained a dark and
tragic secret. Now, John Singleton (Boyz N
the Hood) retells that brutal slice of
American histoty in Rosewood.
What richly deserved to be a powerful story,

however, is greatly diluted in Singleton's
Hollywood distillation. His use of a mysterious

stranger who rides into town and helps save

Rosewood's women and children turns the
movie into a formula, and he weakens things

even further by adding a lame romantic sub-

plot.

Worse still is his reliance on stereotypes,

right down to the obligatory "mammy" — in

this case, Esther Rolle as family matriarch
Sarah Carrier — and cartoon white bigots.

These guys were crazed and frightening terror-

ists, but Singleton's whites are straight out of
central casting.

The movie opens with a sweeping shot of
the pristine village of Rosewood, with its

neat, wooden houses and vegetable gardens
made up of tidy, straight rows. The streets are

clean and uncluttered, the houses well-main-

tained. Inside the Carrier house, a china clos-

et holds blue china and fine crystal, and an
upright piano stands in the living room.
Rosewood is a prosperous, proud community.

very unlike the poor white trash enclave of near-

by Sumner.

The white residents of Sumner hate, and are

jealous of. thriving Rosewood, and any excuse
to obliterate the town will do. They find their

answer when Fanny Taylor, a white married
resident who sleeps around, is beaten by her
white lover. She claims a black man did it. And
though everyone knows this is not the case, her
allegation provides a reason to destroy
Rosewood.
Much of the two-hour and 22-minute movie is

devoted to the burning and destruction of the

town and the slaughter of its residents

Also near the forefront are the romance
between Mr. Man (Ving Rhames) and Scrappie

(Elise Neal). a young schoolteacher, and the

story of |ohn Wright (|on Voight). a white
shopkeeper who lives in Rosewood.

Wright recently has remarried after his first

wife's death and is struggling to deal with his

new relationship, as are his sons. He absorbs

the collective guilt of his white neighbors and
becomes a buffer between their rage and the

defense of the Rosewood blacks. In the end. he

teams with Mr. Man.
As the mysterious stranger. Rhames is a

strong, attractive presence. But is he a romantic-

leading man? More compelling is Don Chcadlc

(Devil in a Blue Dress) as Sylvester Carrier, a

gentle piano teacher who stands up for his

rights and those of his family.

Bluewall hosts Klezamir hand Saturday
By Lisa M. CHrveri

Collegian Staff

Tomorrow evening, the Bluewall
will host a dancing Tzedakah party

with Klezamir. a five-person band
which plays traditional Yiddish and
Hebrew music and instrumental
dance tunes.

The performance is sponsored by
three different Hillel committees: the

social committee, the community ser-

vice committee and the cultural com
mittee. which all joined together to

form one committee to promote this

event

"Tzedakah" is the Hebrew word
for charity, and this event is a

fund-raiser. According to Louisa
Shein. the vice- president of
Religious and Cultural Affairs at

Hillel. and an organizer of this event,

tomorrow's performance has three

different goals.

First, it is a fund-raiser for two dif-

ferent organizations. Fifty percent of

the proceeds will benefit The United

lewish Appeal, and the other 50 per-

cent will go to the Amherst Survival

Center.

Second, according to Shein, the

event hopes to bring Yiddish and

lewish culture onto campus in ways
that it hasn't been before.

Lastly. Shein said she hopes the

Klezamir concert will build lewish

community on campus, and let peo-

ple have a good time.

The last lime Klezamir performed
on campus was for Purim. a joyous

springtime festival where traditional-

ly people dress in costumes and have

a big party. Purim celebrates Queen
Esther's saving of the Jews from the

king's evil consul Hamin
"This time, we wanted to open it

up to a larger community by having

the show at the Bluewall," Shein

Arts....Arts..

said.

Klezamir consists of five members:
Rhoda Bernard, who has her degree
in jazz vocal performance: |im
Armenti. who plays the clarinet, gui-

tar, mandolin and sings: Amy Rose, a

pianist and flutist: Neil Zagorin who
plays drums and |oe Blumenthal. and
acoustic and electric bass player.

Klezamir will be performing tomor-

row evening at the Bluewall in the

Campus Center at 8 p.m. and is open
to the five colleges and the communi-
ty The event is free, but a $5 dona-
tion is suggested. For more informa-

tion call Louisa Shein at 549-4 1 38.
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Klezamir will have you stepping to their musk this weekend at the Blue
Wall.
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The Barenaked Ladies rocked Pearl St. this past Wednesday night.

Barenaked Ladies seduce Pearl St.

By Josh Sylvester

CoUagion Staff

BARENAKED LADIES
Pearl Si

Feb. 19

NORTHAMPTON — On Wednesday night,

Barenaked Ladies fans were awarded with an amazing,

and as always in BNL style, an unpredictable show.

Playing for a sold-out packed house upstairs at Pearl

Street, the Ladies had the crowd dancing and singing

along all night.

Opening for the Ladies was Odds, another Canadian

band. Starting off the night, and getting the crowd

pumped for the "Ladies. Odds rocked the house

Leaving the stage, the Odds' lead singer commented

that "The Barenaked Ladies are the second most popu-

lar sport in Canada.' After experiencing the Ladies

energy filled set with that edge of comedy, one can see

why.

In between classic songs such as "lane." "Brian

Wilson." "Hello City' and "The Old Apartment." the

'Ladies kept the crowd laughing with their spontaneous

humor. The Ladies had the crowd in an uproar when
they broke out dancing, mimicking famous bands such

as The New Kids on the Block. Madonna and popular

songs like "The Macarena."

In an explosion of the spontaneity of their show, the

Ladies brought a guy up on stage from the crowd, who
proposed to his girlfriend in front of everyone. She said

yes. and the Ladies broke into song, congratulating

them.

Coming back on stage for the first of two encores,

the ladies played their most popular song, "If I Had
$1,000,000," and on cue. in the middle of the song, the

band was pelted with uncooked Kraft dinner. This

caused the lead singer Steven Page to go off on a hilari-

ous tangent, midsong. about a coupon on the back of

one of the boxes.

For their last encore, the band played their own ren-

dition of "Reo." by Duran Duran. and their latest hit,

"Shoebox."

With Pearl Street being their last concert tour stop,

the band plans to go into "hibernation* to make a

new album, hopefully "due out for Chanukah" this

year.

Star Wars at head of re-issue race

By Lynn Elbar

Auociated Pre»i

LOS ANGELES — The unexpect-

ed box-office power of Star Wars
should have competitors licking their

wounds over moviegoers lost to a 20-

year-old film.

And it could have them licking

their chops over the potential for

exploitation of their own studio film

libraries.

Not so fast on either count, say

industry executives, exhibitors and

observers

Star Wars has enjoyed spectacular

success in its return to theaters,

remaining one of the biggest -grossing

films in U.S. history. Yet experts say

its impact may be less dramatic and

more singular than first appears.

Part one of George Lucas' space

trilogy hasn't done serious box-office

damage to other movies or release

plans, they say. And betting on other

mothballcd pictures to do as well in

re-release would be risky.

"There just aren't that many Star

Wars." said Phil Barlow, distribution

president for the Bucna Vista unit of

Walt Disney Inc. — which knows a

thing or two about re releasing

movies.

When Star Wars returned Ian. St,

20th Century Fox was cautiously

optimistic But it look just two weeks

to rival Gone With the Wind's l%7
$70 million reissue gross and hit a

record total $400 million.

Fox was said to have hoped for

$100 million from the trilogy,

including The Empire Strikes Back

(out today* and Return of the ]edi

(March 7). Now, $250 million is

not a pipe dream, according to

observers.

While it seems Star Wars is push-

ing other movies around like a bully

with a Darth Vader complex, the

result is more bruised egos than

injured bottom lines

Star Wars did cheat the $1 1) mil-

lion Dante's Peak out of the chance-

to debut at No. 1. but the volcano

movie did manage to set a record

February opening with $18.1 million

"If Dante's had opened in the $7

(million) to $10 million range, you

would have said. 'Wow. this isn't

good.' But the level it opened at was

the level you would have expected."

said Richard Fay. president of AMC
Film Marketing.

Clint Eastwood saw his Absolute

Power come in an also-ran to Star

Wars last weekend, but the new
movie took in an impressive $16.8

million in its debut. That's on a par

with other Eastwood openings: $15 2

million for In the Line of Fire in 1995

and $15 million for Unforgiven in

1992

Damage may have been done lo

smaller films, said lohn Miller, gener-

al manager for Springfield. Ill-based

Kerasotes Theatres

"I think some pictures got lost in

the shuffle in the past couple of

weeks." Miller said, suggesting the

comedy Fierce Creatures probably

fell off screens sooner than it might

have. In general. Star Wars has con-

tributed to a box-office expansion.

Last weekend was one of the

biggest four-day moviegoing week-

ends ever with about $120 million

total, said Exhibitor Relations Co.

Inc

One studio, however, has blinked

at the prospect of facing thespacc

adventure and its sequels: Paramount

Pictures' The Saint, starring Val

Kilmer, will debut April 4 instead of

March 14.

"One has to react to the phenome-

non of Star Wars." Wayne Lewellen.

Paramount distribution president,

told Daily Variety. The move also

avoids competition with Paramount's

own Private Parts, the Howard Stem
film bowing March 7.

For now, others arc standing their

ground. Sony's release date for the

crime drama Donnie Brasco with Al

Pacino and lohnny Depp remains

Feb. 28. the week after Empire
returns. The Tim Allen comedy
lungle 2 lungle from Bucna Vista is

unchanged from March 14.

The only studio publicly toying

with the idea of changing its sched-

ule was. ironically. Fox itself. Its plan

to release the trilogy in quick succes-

sion may mean the studio doesn't

milk each film for all it's worth; a

bigger window between Empire and

ledi was at least briefly scrutinized.

'They're stepping on themselves

almost worse than anyone else.* said

Bucna Vista's Barlow "Which has to

make them actually quite happy.*

However the Star Wars bonanza

ends up. it seems huge enough now
to whet the industry's appetite for

reissues.

"I imagine there is a lot of reassess-

ment going on." Barlow said. "I don't

know if looking at things calmly it

will cause a spate of these things."

Some already were in the pipeline.

Steven Spielberg's Close Encounters

of the Third Kind was long planned

by Sony for a 20th anniversary re-

release this year (the date is as yet

unannounced). The studio, however,

is considering marketing the film

more aggressively post-Star Wars.

Such an effort can be costly: Fox is

spending $15 miHion to support each

part of the trilogy.

The 25th anniversary of The
Godfather will be marked by
Paramount with a limited 20-screen

reissue on March 21 using new
prints made from the original nega-

tive. Paramount also reportedly is

weighing reissues of Grease and
Saturday Night Fever.

A new version of Das Boot, with

an hour of footage added by director

Wolfgang Petersen to his World War
II submarine drama, is planned by

Sony's Columbia Repertory.

But can other movies hope to

match the heady success of Star

Wars?
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Comedy troupe do weekend gigs
Mission Improvable provide entertainment with several skits

By Julia Casson
Collegian Staff

Looking for a night of comedy and

humor? Search no further, for this

and every Saturday night the improvi-

sations! group Mission Improvable

offers hilarious impromptu entertain-

ment and plenty of laughs.

In the past, Mission Improvable had

performed chiefly for Theater 100

classes with few performances for the

general public. After being well

received in these classes and being in

high demand, the improv group began

to perform on a weekly basis.

The 1 3 group members not only

work off of the audience's sugges-

tions and ideas, but also off of each

other. To accomplish this type of

comedy successfully, there must be a

certain chemistry between the mem-

bers of the group. Mission

Improvable certainly achieves this

bond to create true humor.

Jeff Durand. a junior majoring in

math, has been with the group for

about a year and a half and feels that

the success of the group is in part

because it is "free, good entertain-

ment, and always different."

The popularity of this UMass com-

edy group has grown substantially

within the past few months. The
audience attendance continues to

grow each week and Durand hopes

that they will continue in this growth

so that more people in the area will

have the chance to view the show.

In a few months, in addition to per-

formances every week, troupes from
around the area and different colleges

will be performing in an AIDS benefit

program.

With no script and no lines to

memorize, the group members never

know what will be coming next. To
some that would be a truly terrifying

and nerve-wracking experience, but

Durand states that "it's a lot of fun

just to go up there and having no
script makes it interesting."

Mission Improvable performs every

Saturday night at 8 p.m. in the

Campus Center Basement. Rooms
change weekly but follow signs once
downstairs.

Skatalittes find home in NoHo
By Tim Gleeson
Collegian Correspondent

Take yourself out for a nice time, dance party courtesy of

ska originals, the world renowned Skatalites. They will be

bringing over 34 years of experience with the energetic,

upbeat, horn dominated music which they helped innovate

in Jamaica so long ago.

The Skatalites formed in late 1963 and made a successful

run until 1965 when they disbanded. However, this was

only the beginning of their good fortune and the legacy of

music they helped create. The members of the original

Skatalites went on to pursue solo careers. In their short run

together, they had managed to record many albums and play

as well as play as the studio band for the famous Jamaican

producer Coxsone Dodd and his legendary Studio One.

During this time the Skatalites played for and influenced

such stars as Bob Marley. Peter Tosh, |immy Cliff. Desmond
Dekker and Toots Hibbert as they began their musical

careers. Indeed, it was the Skatalites who began a new wave

of lamaican music which would go on to reach the whole

world. From the birth of ska, to rocksteady, and then reggae,

the Skatalites, with horns blazing, could be heard.

The band eventually reunited in 1983 at the Reggae
Sunsplash Festival in lamaica. Since that time they have been

playing throughout Africa. Japan. Europe and North
America. A 1993 release. Hi Bop Ska. marked the 30th

anniversary for the Skatalites. This album features original

members, including the renown Tommy McCook and

Roland Alphonso as they trade of innovative, jazz-influenced

tenor sax solos. The album, filled with new and old material,

also features guest vocals by such artists as Toots Hibbert

and Prince Buster and. showing respect to the ska originals.

was nominated for a Grammy for best reggae album.

Now known as the "dream team of ska* the Skatalites

continue their journey. Proud elders to not only the reggae

beat but also the British ska outburst and the American

ska age, the Third Wave. The next stop is Pearl Street so

don't miss these musical legends as the liven up the beat

on Saturday night.

The Skatalites will be playing at Pearl Street on

Saturday. Feb. 22 Doors open at 8 p.m.

A hard-working occupation

By Jan Wibon
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Call them
Lords of the Lot. Embraced by some.

scorned by others, car jockeys poised

in front of trendy restaurants, bou-

tiques and hotels jump into the dri-

ver's seats of the most pampered
metal in town — machines called

Ferrari. Bentley and laguar

Think of Alicia Silverstone. As a

wedWhy Beverly Hills teen-ager in the

movie Clueless, she's asked if she

wants to practice parking for her dri-

ver's test.

"What's the point?" she asks.

"Everywhere you go has a valet."

And she's right. In this image-con-

scious town, stepping out of a

$200,000 luxury car and nonchalant

ly tossing keys to a valet signals you

have truly arrived — in every sense of

the word.

"We're the caviar." said Chuck
Pick, owner of the area's premiere

parking outfit Chuck's Parking

Service, official valet service for the

hip eateries Eclipse. Morton's and the

Bistro Gardens

The blue-jacketed Chuck's valets

also cater to private parties. They've

even parked cars for O.I. Simpson's

Brentwood guests ("That was a while

back") and the Los Angeles Lakers

players ("You should see THOSE
cars!").

And in a town where cars confer

status, parking attendants become the

ultimate arbiters of star treatment

Pull up in a battered Toyota and it.

along with your reputation, will be

banished to oblivion, or at least to

another another lot.

The Rolls-Royce, Porsche,

Mercedes-Benz and Dodge Viper,

meanwhile, get the conspicuous, up

front parking spots. The parking

pecking order satisfies the customer

and supplies an air of elitism to the

establishment.

It also encourages bigger tips,

which range from nothing to $200
and more, though the average valet

earns about $12 an hour, tips includ-

ed.

"They are great tippers. Over the

years, many give $100 bills. (Frank)

Sinatra used to give $100 bills." Pick

said.

Parkers are taught to smile, always

open the woman's door first, run,

park with the wheels straight and

never, never change radio stations.

No autographs, either.

"I feel very comfortable with valet

parking attendants, especially when
driving a car such as my Ferrari." said

legendary custom car builder Boyd

Coddington. "In fact, valet attendants

take better care of my car because it

is a high-profile vehicle. In most
instances, it is parked right up front."

Another advantage for up-front

parking?
"I don't want to move that car that

much." Pick says. "If it doesn't move

much, there's less of a chance some-

thing will happen to it."

lenny McCarthy formerly of

MTV's "Singled Ou*" and now with

her own upcoming MTV series, fears

muggers so she's happy to let valets

park her new laguar. Doesn't she

worry about joy-riding parkers?

"No. because if I found out I would

kill them." she said, adding she

always says. "Baby, here's the keys,

park it forme."

But some in the you-are-what-you-

drive crowd grimace when they steer

toward an entrance and see valets are

the only option. Imagine handing a

complete stranger the keys to a car

that cost more than most homes.

"OK if I park it myself? Here's

$5." is the standard line.

Motor Trend magazine editor C.

Van Tune is one of those. "Because I

prefer to park my own car. I offer

attendants double the cost of the

valet charge to self-park and keep my
own keys. With the number of very

expensive cars that Motor Trend

tests. I consider this cheap insur-

ance." Tune said.

General Motors even outfits its

Corvette ZRI muscle car with a spe-

cial valet switch that keeps the engine

from going more than a few miles per

hour to help combat joy-riding park-

ing attendants — or perhaps teen-age

children at home.

Dan Phillips, associate publisher of

Robb Report magazine, which caters

to the affluent, is astonished by the

carelessness of some movers and

shakers.

"A Fortune 500 guy. lawyer or

actor can leave all sorts of things

behind. The more expensive the car.

the higher the exposure. You think

most of these people are outstanding

citizens, but let's face it. some
aren't." he said.
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fortune
continued from page 5

Fortune's sound never got affect

ed electronically by this revolution,

but he did feel comfortable enough

to add a fiery atmosphere to Davis

'74-'75 funk-jazz period. Y.

Fortune led his own bands explor

ing the many areas of jazz that

were being covered in the '70s.

especially Afro-Cuban rhythms,

and he carried that exploration into

the '80s. Fortune hopped on the

bandwagon, but with an inspira-

tional, cooking movement to it all.

His 1994 album. Four In One. was

a tribute to Thelonious Monk, on

which he played more obscure
Monk compositions than the stan-

dards "Straight. No Chaser" and

"Round Midnight." His newest

album. From Now On. is being

hailed as "one of the best jazz

albums of 1997."

The Sonny Fortune Ouartet will

play tomorrow night at the Iron

Horse at 7 p.m.. Call the club at

584-0610 for more details
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Bacardi Limon

& Coke
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Cranberry
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Regency Hairstylists

253-9526 15 East Pleasant St
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MASSACHUSETTS 75, TORDHAM 58
KJROTAM (6-17, 1-12)

Barton 4-12 W 9, Curtis 7-15 3-4 1 7, ZSakunov 0-2 CM) 0. Carroll 2-10 4-

4 9,H««-*ruk2^tK)5,Miiclt2-5M7,DJMasclo 2-5 5-3 9, Pugs 1-40-0

2. Totala 20-59 14-18 5*.

MAss«iei«uSErr$ (17-iov 10-3)
Cferkt 2-4 24 8, Wedtt 9-13 4-6 22, Ketner 4-6 7-9 15, Padttia 4-7 0-0

12, TraviesQ 5-8 2-2 9, Smith 0-1 1-2 1, Babul 0-1 0-1 0, Kirklaod 0-1 0-0 0.

Be*U(>-2M3,No-\ilk2-4 0^5,BurnsO-! 0-0 0, Maclay CM 0-00. Totals

2449 19-28 75.

Halfltaw- Masaadtuam 3^ FordU»ni 25. 3-pofa« goJs -- Fwdhuun 4-

14 (Berrien 0-2, QutoB M, rlarraaruk 1-3. DiMascio 2-5), Massachusetts 8-

16 (Clarke 2-2, Padilla 4-7, Travieto 15. Norville 1-2). Rebounds -
Fordham 32 (Berrien 9), Massachusetts 40 (Ketner 16). Assam — Fordham
13 (Harmatuk 5), Maaachutett* 20 (Clarke 6). Total fouls — fordham 20.

Massachusetts 15. Attendance— 9,493.

HighHghts...

Senior big man Tyrone Week* led the Minutemen in scoring with 22. Lari

Ketner put up his second consecutive double-double with 15 points and 16

rebound*. Hk 16 boards set a William D. Mullins Center record for rebounds

(the previous mark of 15 waa set by Lou Roe and Donta Bright once and
Marcus Camby twice). UMass led throughout the first set, running the score

up to as much as 21 far a 69-51 lead at the half.

In the second half, junior forward Inus Norville knocked down a 3-pouiter.

The last time Norville drained a trey was last year against the Rams in the

Madison Square Garden.

hoop
continued from page 10

have a difficult time at the start of the game,
because the teams that are really good try to get

after us at the beginning of the game. They just

came out early in the game and blitzed us."

Fordham (6-17, 1-12 A-10) had no answer for

the inside combination of Weeks and sophomore
center Lari Ketner. Ketner set a Mullins Center

record with 16 rebounds, to go along with 15

points and five blocks, and Weeks tied a career

high set against Virginia early in the year with 22
points, and nine rebounds.

Fordham made a series of brief runs, but never

really threatened UMass. The Rams got to within

1 1, 36-25, at halftime by going on an 8-0 run to

close out the half. Senior point guard Padilla fouled

Fordham's Chris DiMascio behind the three-point

line with :35 seconds left, and DiMascio converted

on all three. But any Ram glimmer of hope was
squashed 19 seconds into the second half, courtesy

of a vicious Ketner block, one of five for the

b foot- 10 Philadelphia native. UMass regained it's

focus, and a 22-9 run by the Minutemen gave them

a 58-36 lead by the middle of the second half.

"We wanted to jump on these guys like we did in

New York," Ketner said.

UMass beat the Rams 75-54 in Fordham on Feb.

3 by jumping out to a 40-26 halftime lead.

"Once we got up by 21, we started show-timing,

and they got it back to 13," Ketner said. "Coach

(Flint) talked to us because he didn't want us to

overlook them. This is one of the teams he's scared

off."

According to Ketner, the starting five for UMass
wanted to get out to a big lead so some of the less

utilized Minutemen could see minutes. Freshman
Winston Smith pulled down three minutes in 16

minutes of playing time, and Mike Babul saw five

minutes of action late in the first half.

In a moment that seemed to epitomize the

evening for the Rams, junior center Inus Norville

drained only his second career three pointer with

:55 seconds left. Norville. who's other three came

incidentally enough against Fordham last year,

launched a bomb from the right side and hit noth-

ing but net. sending the 9.493 in the Mullins

Center into a loud roar. Norville then tried another

three the next time down the court, but it hit the

rim.

"I just jumped off the bench and threw my hands

up. because I knew it was good," Weeks said.

Norville finished with five points and two
rebounds.

Padilla scored 12 points and dished out four

assists, and backcourt mate Travieso added nine

for the Minutemen. Sophomore guard Charlton

Clarke rung up eight points and six assists, and

Ajmal Basit added three points and three rebounds.

Minutemen hoping for top performances at track NEs

Minutemen
By Steven Grant
Collegian Staff

continued from page 1

"Right now my confidence is pretty

high." said Ketner who led UMass with

a double-double against Maryland (19

pts. 14 rebs) last week. "I don't come
out with any set plan, I just want to

come out and play hard, do what I do
best which is mostly blocking shots and

playing defense.

When injuries plagued UMass early

in the season, it was Weeks who pro-

vided the Minutemen with points and

leadership while Ketner shook off the

rust of sitting out last season.

However, as UMass has won 1 2 of its

last 13 (six straight) Weeks and
Ketner have played enough minutes

together to work out a symbiotic rela-

tionship.

"I find myself open more, a lot of

one-on-ones." Weeks reflects. "Earlier

in the season, I got off to a good start

so teams started to double team me
and leave Lari. Now, they don't double

team either one of us. so one of us is

going to score. Lari has just come out

on fire the last three games scoring,

rebounding and blocking shots. So me
and him is a good combination in the

paint."

In some respects, the play of the two
UMass big men has echoed this youth-

ful Minuteman squad. Shaky at the

start, but with time, rising above
injuries and the doubts of pessimistic

naysaycrs to put the maroon and white

back where it belongs. At the lop.

The grand finale has arrived, as

the Massachusetts Minutemen
head to Boston University tonight

to compete in the New England
men's indoor track and field cham-
pionships.

UMass has one top seed in the

event, the 4x400m relay squad,
comprised of Tom Toye. Scott

Price. Dave Cahill and Neil

Concepcion. Sophomore |an

Stevens, a shot putter, is seeded

second.

"I think the odds-on favorite to

win is UConn," said coach Ken
O'Brien. "They're a good team,

and are fresh off of winning the

Big East.

"URI is also a very strong team.

And I think Maine and New
Hampshire will fare a little better

than last year.

"They'll be some learns fighting

for second place, ourselves includ-

ed.

"Our goal is to finish in the top

five. And I think we can do that.

We'll need a good day."

Last year. UMass finished 10th

in the meet, while UConn was the

winner. Boston College placed
next, followed by URI. BU and
Northeastern. O'Brien feels this

season's standings could be simi-

lar.

Other Minutemen seeded high

for the trials tonight include: Brian

Chabot (No. 7) in the 1.000
meters; Andre Roach (No. b) and
Alex Ampontuah (No. 7) in the

triple jump.

hockey
continued from page 1
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BU's Bill Pierce beats BC's Greg Taylor to score the Beanpot game-winner earlier

this month. BC visits UMass Saturday night.

Tiger Holland Keith O'Connell (odd Smith

this a highly successful

season. The team has done

well so far this year, set-

ting a high for wins and
establishing a league- wide

presence. But, playoff

wins, which will come eas-

ier with both some
momentum and an oppo-

nent other than UNH or

BU, would make this a

great season as opposed to

one where the team played

well.

Saturday will also have

the added bonus of being

Senior Night, with nine

Minutemen suiting up for

their final home contest,

Rob Bonncau. Gerry Cahill.

Tiger Holland. Rich
Moriarty, Warren Norris.

Keith O'Connell, Tom
Perry, ludd Smith and
Dennis Wright, the first

class of four-year seniors

since the reinstatement of

the program, will don their

home sweaters one final

time.

The group all came to

UMass at the last minute

after the announcement
came in April, 1993 that a

new Hockey East program

was starting up in the

Pioneer Valley, putting a

lot of faith in a completely

new situation.

The nine will go down as

the founding fathers of the

new hockey program.

'This senior class had to

come in here on a hope and

a dream, and I think they

got a lot accomplished.*

Mallcn said. "These seniors

have got a lot accomplished

and I hope they'll take spe-

cial pride in putting that

shirt on in a home contest

for the last time, and give

the best performance of

their four yean.'

7pm, Feb 21
st

at the

a**"S

MULLINS CENTER
Univ«rt4y of MaaaachuMtt* Ainharst

ESP"

Pick up your tickets at:

«r Curry Hicks Cag
» 'TIX' In Hi*

Student Union

net™

«- Hockey Table in the
Campus Center

«* At the Game

Be a Part of the Action

Matthew Behl is seeded No. 5 in

the 5000m. Benjamin Baraldi is the

No. 3 man in the 55m high hur-

dles; Toye (No. 4).

Price (No. 5) in the 200.
Concepcion (No. 5) in the 400.
and Cahill (No. 4) in the 500 are

also seeded Minutemen.
"I don't think seedings will have

much of an impact," said Stevens.

"We should all just be ready for

the meet. It's a championship
meet, and this is what we've been

training for.

"We should be peaking right

about now. I think a lot of us are

in a position to do well."

Price agreed.

"Seeding doesn't mean much,"
he said. "We're seeded first in the

relay but that means nothing when
it's lime to run. But we're psyched

for it. We can win."

UMass relay time of 3:15.22 is

the best in the meet, hence it owns
the highest seed. Right on its tail is

UConn. however, with a mark of

3:15.63. Next comes UMass-
Lowell (3:15.06). Maine (3:18.33)

and Wheaton (3:20.24).

In the shot. Stevens is chasing

another Huskie. Steve Santoli.

whose qualifying throw is the

field's best.

Incidentally, a Massachusetts
native is seeded first in the 55m
dash, (ohann lack of Lexington has

a time of 6.35. lack runs for BU.
the host of the meet.

The schools involved are not

limited lo Division I, as teams such

as Tufts. Williams. Westfield St.,

Kecne and New Haven will be pre-

sent.

The Massachusetts women's basketball team wil

row at 1 p.m.

UfMTHWr icon COUIGUM

play in its final home game of the regular season tomor-

crew
continued from page 10

with a finals time of 6:52.60.

Other notables for UMass were Ellen Kielmeyer. who
finished at 7:29.30 and Erica Gilbert (7:30 70). Neither

qualified for the finals.

Melissa Allen qualified for the collegiate lightweight

final after finishing 23rd at 7:45.40. Right behind her

was Sarah McAuley, who finished 24th at 7.46.30.

Other notables were Nancy LaRocque and lohn

Powell who finished first overall in the 1000m colle-

giate mixed doubles event for the larger schools com-

peting.

While the Minutewomen have been practicing

indoors, they hope to move outside soon, in prepara-

tion for their late March race against Boston College

That race, to be held on the Charles River, will kick off

the spring crew slate.

women 's track
continued from poge 10

Melissa Ward is expected to start the meet off on a

positive note Friday morning.

"Melissa is leaving early before the team, and we
are counting on her to compete well and earn some
points early in the pentathalon."

UMass will also look forward to seeing what

freshman Sally Hirsch will come up with rebound-

ing from her most exciting 3000m run of the season

last week, when she battled tooth and nail to the

wire, shaving off 10 seconds from her lime, before

falling to the winner at ihe tape.

To move up into the top two places, the

Minutewomen will need to receive outstanding

clutch performances from a healthy balance of the

veterans alongside these freshman.
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By C. Baldwin

HAVE WO TMOLKrHT THAT You MAT JUST
6C HUNGRY' OTUH DEPRESSION CAN BE

C AUSEO SIMPLY BY NAT EATlNfr ENDOW. Hot/

ABOOT A MUfFlNTl WST BAKED A BATCH

ACTIVITIES
Ara yo« latorottod la bringing a

speaker to campus? Do you want to

gain real-lite experience working for

a student organization' Come to a

meeting tor THE DISTINGUISHED
VISITOR S PROGRAM on Tuesday.

February 25 at 7pm inRooml68Col
the Campus Center Call 5450046
lor more into Food will be served _

SUMMER IN SWITZERLAND First

session 5/24-6/27 ALL MAJORS: 6

credits. airfare Eurorail.

Room/board ALL FOR $3299-
Contact Chris 545-4411 or Jeff 545

4046

ANNOUNCEMETS
Trysss la soft iiekl«| or chewing

tobacco7 Need help? Support Group

meets every Wednesday from 7-

8pm in Campus Center Room 801

Free Call 577 5181 for more info or

just drop by

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Large Studio Aatrtmait Amherst

Center Available now 253-0245

AUTO FOR SALE

1999 DAYTONA TURBO 5 speed

AC. detach face stereo. T tops 88K

miles Asking 13000 or B/0 549

2643

1997 Fere* Escert 6T Burgundy
Hatchback. AC. FM. sunroof, excel

lent condition. 104K miles $2125 or

B/0 Us 256-1238

1997 Plymouth Soadoaco
Excellent body, runs very well

$1800 or B/0 Call 549-4435

EMPLOYMENT
cruise snip employment-
how would you like to work in exotic

locations, meet fun people, and get

paid' Call (206)971 3554 ext

C5O018 {We are a research and pub-

1 1 shing company)

COMPACT DISK BUYERS!! CD s

go MLM* Earn free CO's and great

weekly income $50 One-Time
Investment International Program

1413)323-6120

Camp Wayoar.sister half of broth-

er/sister camp. Northeast
Pennsylvania 6/23-8/20/97) Have
the most memorable summer of your

life' Coaches, teachers, students

Prerequisite Must love children,

enjoy living and working in a group

situation On Campus Interviews

March 11 _CaM (800)27»3019

LIFEGUARD- Private beach on Cape
Cod Free beachside room Memorial

Day- Labor Day WSI Certification

2S3-6619

Rasaoasiblo aarsoa la care for

infant in our home ON BUS ROUTE
Three afternoons per week 549-

5035

The Ultimite Svmmer Job
Whitewater Rafting Guides needed

No experience necessary looking

for outgoing, enthusiastic people

previous outdoor or athletic expen

ence is a plus For more info send

resume and letter of interest to

Crab Apple Whitewater. P Box

295. Char lemont MA 01339 or call

1413)339-0188

i 5 speed, sunroof.

good condition $1800 596-0383

1994 Head* Accord 4-door. 5

speed. 114.000 miles, needs brake

work $500 or B/t) 253 3071

EMPLOYMENT
Premiare Brothor/Sistor Camp ia

Massachusetts On-Cempus
Interviews Counselor positions for

talented and energetic students in

all Team Sports, especially Baseball.

Basketball. Roller Hockey,

Gymnastics. Field Hockey. Soccer.

Volleyball. 30 Tennis Openings, also

Golf. Archery. Riflery. Ropes and
Rock Climbing. Weights/Fitness and

Cycling, other openings include
Performing Arts. Fine Arts. Figure

Skating. Newspaper. Photography.

Yearbook. Radio Station. Rocketry.

Swimming. Skiing. Sailing, Wind
surfing, Canoeing/Kayaking Top
salaries, room, biard and travel

June 22nd August 20th Call for

information MAH-KEE-NACtboys)
800-753-9118 DANBEE(girls) 800
392 3752 Recruiters will be On
Campus Tuesday. March 11th.

10am 4pm at the UMass Camp
Day.

Cruise Liaes Hiriag- Earn up to

$2000*/month plus free world trav-

eKEurope. Caribbean, etc ) No expe-

rience necessary Room/board Ring

(9J9)91
8-7767 est C180

Alaska Emplovmeat- Earn up to

$3000 $6000/month m fisheries,

parks and resorts Airfare 1

Food/lodging' Get all the options

Call (919)918 7767 ext A180

Part Time Sales Raps Winted
'Lead the way into the 21st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat
shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332
Btaadter St D40 . NYC. NY 10014

National Park Employnwat Work
in America s National Parks. Forest

and Wildlife Preserves Our maten
als uncover rewarding opportunities

m the outdoors Call (206)971-3620

en N50017 (We are a research and
publishing company)

EMPLOYMENT
Cruise ana* Lead Tot* Employment

work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid! For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (800)276-4948 ext C50017

(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

FOR RENT

Oaa bedroom in a 2 bedroom apt

on bus route Heat and hot water
included $322/month Call 546-0262

Capo Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

(508)477 6000

FOR SALE

SX CO-ROM DRIVE 28 8 DATA/FAX
MODEM Call Rafael 549-4529

Belstar year imm«m system,
improve your energy and locus with

wild, organic. Super Blue Green
Algae 90-Day money back guaran

tee Call independent distributor.

Matthew Vergo at 256-1331 for

more information or a free tape _
KLH S-Way 3S0VW SPURS OH. 12"

Wwf^JJSO/fL fciJJSHSaL _

STEREO EQUIPMENT
Buy-Sell-Trade Large selection,

used/reconditioned, from inexpen

sive dorm systems to audiophile

quality separate components Great

prices, honest advice, satisfaction

guaranteed Pick-up/delivery avail

able Stereo & Video Exchange. 256

0841

Color Priatar $99. 546 6963

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Happy Birftday '6' Thanks for all

the memories and for being such a

good fneod to us We love you so
much' Nicole. Mag. liana and Elama

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
CT (aka Prickly Pear) Happy
Almost Birthday. Shmoopsl May
juicy bums abound on your special

day! Buttercup PS. I love you more
thantofu.

INSTRUCTION

Bartend with University
Bartandlna 50% student discount

On- campus classes starting soon<

Call (BOOKJ-Can-Mix for info

Small Black Earring between
Boyden and Morill Science Center

10ST 2/18 If found please call 367

2640

Black Organiiar/Pkone Book
$Rewaid$ if found Please contact

Adam at 549-2623

MISCELLANEOUS
Plopped and didn't Ilka rt? Start

your own Fraternity Veta Beta Tau is

looking for men to Stan a new chap-

ter If you are interested in academic

success, a chance to network and an

opportunity to make friends in a non-

pledgino brotherhood. E-Mail
2BT4IBTNATI0NAL ORG or call

Brett Hrbeck at (31 7)334 1 898

Now Metabolism Braokthrouah
Period lose 5-100 pounds Doctor

approved Cost $35 1800)666 4793

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
Looking for apartment on bus line

for Fall W Call Amy 546-0706

SERVICES

One bedroom ia a 2 bedroom apt

Available immediately On bus route

Sugar loaf Estates Keira (2031294

1336 Females only

WEB PAGE DESIGN
Businata or Personal E-mail at

AGRO-ARTCMAILMECOM

Pregnant? Noo. kalpT Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

sting and assistance 549-1 906

Foreign Students-Visitors.

Greencard programs available

(800)773-8704. Cost $29
Applications close 2 24-97

Piercings by the Beorded Lady
222 State Street. Northampton
(4 1 3)586-0629

Soaking Financial Aid? Don't limit

your possibilities for financial aid 1

Student Financial Services profiles

over 200 000+ individual awards
from private and public sectors Call

1800)263-6495 ext F50016 (We are

a research and publishing company)

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK/ Jamaica. Cancun.

Bahamas. Panama City. South Padre

Lowest prices Reliable Company
Asta latan Member Contact Matt

253*473

Scuba Senna Brook Earn 2 cred-

its March 16 22 Call (800)282 0977

for into

Jomoict Spnog Brook from $599

Go with whom you can trust Call

UMass Sk. Club 545-3437

Fort Lauderdale area. Fl March 8-

15. studio. $650/week (413)786-

7 1 33^Partuji kitchen

Killington- Cheap Spring Break
$239 for 5 mghts/5 days skiing Call

UMass Ski Dub 545-3437

TRAVEL
Europe $1*5. Caribb /Mexico $189

R/T Worldwide Destinations

Airhitch Tm (800)326 2009
airhitch©netcom com or www isi-

comfr

/

airhitch

Spring Break "97 It's heaven Wake
and Bake in the hottest destinations-

free parties 1 !! Organise group and

travel free Lowest price guaranteed

From $99 (800)426 7710 www sun-

splashtours com

COASTto COAST
$189/ow $289/rf

Robotman By Jim Meddick

OKAY, WOW I'M FEEUNfr
CLAUSTROPHOBIC, NOSTALGIC '

AMD SICK "»0 MY STOMACH
flEAW, PJ.HUH THE THOUGHT

the weawr
chanel ms,
forecasted p.

wkterstornx
WITH

VUNStfOUSlY
LOW

TtMPf.(ttWHfcS

OUT POORS
RISKY/YOU
WM6MTSM.

NOTREALWI'MWEAPlFJXb
A rWOOtRWAULTl-tbCKETtP
WFFY COAT BUT EVEN
STILL, I WOOLVU'T VEKlUGt-

OUT WITHOUT TWS

I."

m

THlSiSNWyrtAl
LINK TO Mt< HOME.
BASt,TECHNiCp,L

unm ism...

rTHIS i,, r>S6
TO SNOVJfLAKt-:

IXJVDUCOPV'
DO 7f» COPV

IT'S G6TTIN6 V**%
TUE-Y"JLJSTCANaLtP
ITS"SUW\NF\STICS
JAK\V5ofi6E"

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

Hartford to Puerto Rico

$U9/ow 5269/rf

*P Huge savings on ALL

Domestic & Infl Fores

•+- Fly the Major Airlines

4- No Advance Purchase

No Gimmicks

"" Express Delivery

IF Lowest Airfares. Anywhere

1-SOO-256-3491

DISCOUNT *&?"
TICKETS^

PCMNH lHtLILRKll\i
TUM I KJRGOT rXftOOr

MOWMH*/Ml.L>W At
VRt'JtUDCL

ll^Ok. tTlO/V*.T
FUATP>APW»hsOUIt
CNH I UUP mi Rt

Dllbert By Scott Adams

kl l* H. W^ rVVO\4JVVq I FXT
*TorcMkjRrvvt<\Nr>

LL1 Wt'HT
Nt^noutK
roe <\ uulE.

UJUILC'

I <?
IXAJE,

v^eifievis

rWLWWAW

Kb YOU REQUESTED,

HERE 15 A SCHEDULE
OF AIL FUTURE UNPLANNED
NETWORK OUTAGES.

Frumpy Hi* Clown Judd Winick

l TOOK THE INITIATIVE
TO INCLUDE A SCHEDULE
OF ALL FUTURE SICK

DAYS, VOLCANIC
ERUPTIONS, EARTH
QUAKES AND

. HURRICANES^

THIS IS THE POINT COHEN
YOU REALIZE HOCJ STUPID

YOUR REQUEST CJA.S AND
WE HAVE A GOOD LAUGH.

DOES CNN
KNOW ABOUT
THIS?

For Your
Collefiian

Classifieds

I CAN'T BeriEVE VOPfSoVS
x* AiiouiAwce

j
FJteWYtXJ

! I \ (6PTTJJE srAR-
/ \ K-p toAtTs vooa

^>4^{ACT70N Fi6l*e

First Impressions By Kenneth W.P. Scott

ITS AW fcXCLUS'VC OFTET?
ANP Klnr AVAILAFUE IKJ

V* >Vl at*JMN6
OVtK'rOBUCt^

Blfcv. I

r« A 5 WXLA1?——| ITEM f

IT'S josr a aov, and you
]

eori rtit Ftt? (t x
—

'

u~- '

lj;
L00«,WfcS6OT l

jecH-ACT/ojj-'

WE KNOW werjOTSOCKEP 1-

IN UrCE PIPTtJPA VACUOrl
Ml .)0'-f \Wl CAKe' mr U>K«t 5 yip w ,* rK

r̂ y'j Roc\c tT„U
$ ?

A (9;

Alrykr noKjj I

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom Unlvrdry* By Frank Cho

Starting Sunday, Feb. 25. the Collegian FYI section will be relocated to the Classifieds page. In addition, FYI entries will be /muted to free Five College events only. Only entries fit-

ting this description will he run in the FYI section. All other entries must he submitted through the Classifieds Depadnn •/;/ Foi inhumation about Classifieds rates, call 545-3500

Personals Policy
AM pwMMh MUST b* pnx**«d by CoHrgvn
cImmM ir»«i lU)H l Won piymtm jnd KMp-
unc* at tm iIiiiI«ii<.

l»l ntmn MAY NOT bt uwd in p*fionjlt
Only am w« md HuMtt tit <Uowm) ">»
o«ty wtM""» *» b»Oid>v or confrMulMom
ptnauli. « wfcKtt c«« 0* lull nam* «uy bt

»o< jOjaw^ni o* dtnwttory nuiffw
<opubOX?*'ton4li or * vindtctivr of
i n«w* a* no) jccipublr rViomli tnv,

id) bi (Md <o> #• purpow or Nxjimx rM.

»nfc»M> i—» woibn—dmptnoAitL
rr*t pfoevjit mcOow % lor pmoAwt owy. Tht
pmor* Mrbort *wy NOT b> umO 10 •** *m.
w»t roumm— i. Kt.tnm w—wov tK
**

IM ilumll MMH N»v» #>* nont imuv jnd
IMw ID WOK at *• uurim p&>"t *» »

pxxndt a ¥aM rinvff i Itcrnt* and Ow tvama
nynajBi HtuM ba facofovo on aw tnainaon oaOf
u» at tana luim rUaim i or %%» u»u»i rt

Tna CoOajun mmti rna nghi id k*jw a id arX
any partonai «i*< doat not man aV Catrnftni
Marajaaai " accoadanra anOi aV imuaii of aV
C uiw»«jr« u»a»lr> at Maautriintl,

Standard
Activities
AnrKMjncemerrts
Apartment For
Itent

Auto For Sale
Employment
Entertainment
For Sale
FOUnd (2 days Free)

Happy Birthday
Houses For
Rent

Instruction
Lost
Musicians
Miscellaneous

Headings
Motorcycles
Personals
Room For
Rent

Room Wanted
Roommate
Wanted

Services
Summer
Sublet

To Sublet
Travel
Transportation
Wanted to
Rent

Wanted

CROSSWORD

Rates

$2.00 minimum/day

Students

20^ per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not respon-
sible for errors resulting

from illegible handwriting
or type.

Answers to

Yesterday's Puzzle

w E A N J U M P G R E E K

R A T E E T A L Y E M E N

1 V E S [V E S 1 M O 1 R E

T E N T S s H E D L 1 L

sssHll |S 1 • | E S E E E T

J A W 1 A R R | L E E

O L E | s A S S P A T T 1

G A L L O p II M A T ^E U R

S 1 T A R 1 E M 1 Y A N K

| E G Y E L I M A S

R E F D l E e| L 1 1
O R R | 1 A L Y | 1 1 N C H

C R O lw N C A A N T A R A

K O D A K O S L O E^ T O N

S L E D S S H E M s O W S

ACROSS
1. FfwSajtllra

l TVa-S1
ti Oraaoa. ior ona

14. Ftaajd CroWBjt

11 La».«br (2«dfr)

11 Co**v on t» Rad

8. PaaTtaafeaM flf OUtdOO'

04.

OS -BooToduW
•7 MfjarOJk/
M. EaubaOiraaajar
TX Acayjanaa
TSv Sea/vaTi homo
70. Caman aaraduoad

H

V Cfw

41 CubaorBaan
«t BrjaOn or aonOo

*S Araroyiaaaa
«l arcOa or amonaa

47 Sbaam or aono

U. bar

»l KMialBorOjr

M. Snorlanng

SO Spaa* cHiaWr,

40. LuPona or LaSata

44. Qoaa on horaabK*
40. Tyro

40. StwturigJmf
4m. rttltk pnj>n

$1. AiTiaincnn, to a Bnt

U. Notpea
14. vYraapart antonym

15. Mora.loOw
P. Mautjoy moutoaca
00 S^onar. m Anaa

I Egyptandaa,
4. Abodaa lor bom
t. Thai

1
7. Cada
a Conducaj ia aadai

O EaaroMrooma
to OUMiev
11. Au*or2oH
It Sbanga

IS- r*iarja/ad to propoaa

<1. Comrnand to a doQ

& CXi Port Co • noma
baa*

M. Srxmtoaahaavy

ornp
17. uaaaacraoto

m. Actorrym
0 DaakoyM
01 Maocanaaaai

41 Nttaaa

I km
70. Pa*
71 CAOTOmp
74.

3S-Octobcr2S
UBHA

Marcb 21 April 30
V asaaaana aaama a btia? any. turn on Your

th» charti Ybur apaftjno prraonaWy am)rrt ara about la ba norjrad aa

ooald bt rJv bay u alanino a area! OasT tot ia>. aaau tyan'rtaaai Oit

toothar «aal af your raaja. Raira Oaafcaf yaur

ba caafc Oaw aa yan OaaY art cauata orl

by an raaina»n am » n CtO

TAUKU8
April 21-Moy SI
If yau>* taaaaaad to aaaajd. 1

ctoar toaO at laaoaaabtg aa««

SCORPIO
22

Th. trrniyrtHH OOM l» l,..irfl»-r

^S

I OywTa caaar rrtrnd Uar yaur taxa. tol ba
I ba afraid la bumm i and youl ba mm

Ta aaaa raaa a>ara aaonay. Daal aajaar your araadl araulna] *ah

21

SAQaTTARIUS

you're tooldng fwf—ner try

tmwrmt thr ftrs-t f

Of tla* •asMafafc NMol

CANCSK
June 22-Oaly 22
Don! oattaatp on prrif ntsV*

mwrrt mrvptmmtymbrmmtm

i out by 4

CAriUCORN
22-Joaaory 20

r o< pprapardur H* you
I IV b*J ttctmr UarOda

a aaafar eararr airlaliia i

ymw rtmp Oar banaOtt to ihr m
ruturr

LEO
July 2S-ArAfttot 23
Takr a olaar look at a bad habit

j

AQUARniS
January 21-Kebnbwy It

youv* atortid. Oanl bt iQarotiraQad a

H • touoVr than you Oral thought

Thta la a aood ttotr to mabr a chanav

lor thr nrttrr

VIRGO
Aasftktt 24-September 33
An uneaprrtad bntoh otth Ilia paal

could arnd you off In %t

Ha a

Max tor tramlaax You rouaj

aba an bimi aiandla ii In a

I that i huhmraj you
aot bHa tbt oaan (you rt a fcahY

R« ardy art aajrar But do*

A tttlt tain and
•artuna aajOra on you aa thr aork
oaaaaa to a doar

PISCES
February 19-Maxch 30
Taba a doat took at your "Thtna*

la Do' bat AMhnudh « <n.
-\'rwtw!ml''ii n vr.i, pjfjl bi «*Mi(P

prtormra. It "til Mart to graai oaan?

maruaarabk- Makr an tmratmrnl In

your ftttunr Houarhokl rhorra toad la

chanar ttaat'a rHVrahmt to you

Hey, I'm only is, but I'll bet if

Jesus knew the atrocities done in

the name of Christianity, he'd go

off by himself to the local park

and have a good cry.

No, No, I know what he'd do.

He'd vomit.

No, No, No, you know what
he'd do?

He'd go shopping .... grab

himselfsome credit cards and go
to the mall.

He'd buy so much stuff he'd

start foaming at the mouth and

telling a bunch of bad jokes.

Moses, Mohammed and Ron

Kurtz were already there.

Non Soquetor By Wiley Miller

TWrTt My

touTlaie

So AM ]

urifftoWtALt

HATbtjAL.

°»r*HAT ?

I

2*

1 I CaVT
BtUCv* "WAT

T Stood neri
Fo» to MojuTCf

MMTTrJIMO

tXAvi irerp

Kt/vr.rui fvT

\»« rtoTHr.r

oai JUMk

M̂S-T&

2s*

-

X

PllrCT WKWINC-
UGH ViU. JUL
4KI PCCoPTC
CNDoPCCKACNT
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WAEPION

BW?
r^toCUVTloN

1 1.

J*

'-ymA
The Unsilont Majority By Luke Meredrth

Daily Listings sponsored by: HUE'SMl
41 HOI TWOOI> WAI K • AMIirUST

Standing in Line... Q Don't wasteyour time!

BehindAntonio's

n

HSCN Bulletin

Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Wealber Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming
TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

3 CNN
4 CNN/Headline

News
BET

BET on Jazz
•7 UCTV

The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

41 tv 11 » * < uup * M_sV • AMI IKK VI

Save Phil!

Dance Party

tonight @ 10!

FRIDAY EVENING

-wim

WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wwr
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WWLP
w5bT
wogT
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"owe"
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7kT

i
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Quote of the Day

66
But if you use four sig-

nificant figures, you
are telling the reader

in very clear terms that

you are not a person

to be trifled with.

-Prof Russel

Engineering Dept.

Joke of the Day

»

Why'd
the

Golfer

wear
two

pairs of

pants?

I9U0 or 0joq e sjgd sr/ esrc> uj-

Close to Hem* By John McPherson

TWenty-seven years of finding Phil's toenail
clippings lying around the house culminated

in one glorious act of revenge for Donna.
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Today's D.C. Menu
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Franklin

LUNCH
Taco

Clam Roll

Reuben on Roll

Veggie Taco

DINNER
Baked Chicken
Glazed Ham
Spag/ Sauce
1/4 Pounder

Hampshire

LUNCH
Burgers

Chick Cut Sand
Capt's Catch

DINNER
Baked Chicken
Glazed Ham

Worcester

LUNCH
Capt's Catch
Turkey Divan

Fettucine

Black Eyed Peas

DINNER
Baked Chicken

Pineapple Ham Steak

Korean BBQ Tofu

Pastabilities

Berkshire

LUNCH
Capt's Catch

Fettucine

Wheatball Grinder

DINNER
Baked Chicken

Pork Ginger Stir Fry

Tempeh Stir Fry

Ravioli
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By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

If it was a fight, they would have stopped it.

The Massachusetts men's basketball team
knocked out Fordham early last night, surging out

to a 21-4 lead seven minutes into the game and
cruising past the overmatched Rams. 75-58, last

night at the William D. Mullins Center.

Paint players Ketner

and Weeks combine

to form lethal force

By Chns Stamm
Colegon Staff

If a coach whose team just fell 75-58 is capable of

understatement. Fordham's Nick Macarchuk |r. is that

coach.

"(Tyronel Weeks and [Lari] Ketner are pretty

good." Macarchuk said. "I don't care if it's Fordham
playing them or Maryland playing them. Ketner gets

better and better and better. Weeks is so intelligent

und crafty and knows how to play. They work that

high-low pass so well, we had very few answers for

that."

As of late, not too many squads have had an answer

to the question the Weeks-Ketner combo poses. Last

night, the Rams didn't have an answer either.

Weeks was unstoppable in the paint, knocking

down 22 points tying a career high mark set Nov. 26

against the University of Virginia.

"He was just on fire." teammate Charlton Clarke

critiqued. "Don't let him lie to you. He was like

Hakeem Ola juwon out there."

In his last 1 1 games. Weeks has averaged a dou-

ble-double (IS. 1 pts. 10.2 rebounds) while shooting

50.9 percent from the floor and 78 percent from the

line. All season long, the b-foot-7 forward has devel-

oped a lethal top of the key jumper.

"Me and Lari say before every game, we want to try

to dominate inside." Weeks said. "There was one play

for me that was getting me open a lot, so we kept run-

ning it. I scored some easy baskets. Lari got some easy

baskets. It worked out for both of us."

While Weeks has been a quiet performer since the

firM tip in November. Ketner has emerged as a force,

last night, the UMass center broke a William D.

Mullins Center record for rebounds with an impres-

sive 16 — topping the previous record of 15. set by

both Marcus Camby (twice) and Donta Bright last

year and Lou Roe in 1994. In addition. Ketner tied his

career high for blocked shots, erasing five potential

Ram hoops, while scoring 1 5 points.

Turn to MINUTtMEN page 7

The Minutemen improved to 17-10. 10-3 in the

A- 10 with the win, and have now
won six straight, a season high.

UMass never trailed against the

Rams, which have now gone 5-25

in their first two years of A- 10

play. Senior center Tyrone Weeks set the tone

early, scoring six points in the first two minutes,

and 5-pointers from Carmelo Travieso, Edgar

MASSACHUSETTS 75

FORDHAM !

Padilla and Charlton Clarke gave the Minutemen a

17-4 lead four minutes into the

game. Fordham never came within

1 1 points after that.

"The difference for us is when we
play the upper echelon teams (in the

101." Fordham coach Nick Macarchuk said. "We

Turn to HOOP, page 7

Fordham destroyed by UM's knockout punch

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Minutewomen host Flyers

wrap up their regular season

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

MU. M.0OUU i COUfCMN

Lari Ketner poured in 15 points and grabbed 16 rebounds in the Minutemen's thrashing of

Fordham last night

The Massachusetts women's
basketball team concludes its reg-

ular season schedule on Saturday

when it takes on Atlantic H'

West rival Dayton in the William

D. Mullins Center. Game time is

1 p.m.

The Minutewomen, (16-9,
10-5 A-10) have secured second

place in the A-10's East division,

which means they will receive a

first round bye and a home date

for the second round of the tour-

nament, which kicks off next

Tuesday. Feb. 25. UMass will

host it's game on Thursday, Feb.

27, against the winner of the

Duquesne vs. Rhode
IslandVTemple first round
match-up.

If UMass wins next Thursday,

they will travel to the site of the

highest remaining seed, which by

all indications will be George
Washington. The highest seed

will host both the semi-finals and

the A-10 championship, which
will be played on March 2 and
March 5.

For the near future, UMass will

have to deal with the pesky
Dayton Flyers. The Flyers.

(11-14, 6-9 A-10) haven't been

playing well lately, losing four of

their last five, but rebounded
Wednesday night by pounding
Rhode Island 83- 55. lonelle

Ristau led the Flyers with 22
points and seven rebounds. For

the year, Ristau is third on the

team in scoring, with 10 points a

game, and first in rebounds with

five. Dayton is lead by Christi

Hestor. who is averaging 14.3

points a game. Also potent for

the Flyers is Steph Mathu. their

long range specialist. Mathu is

averaging 1 1.5 points a game,
and has hit on 52 of 165 three

pointers, tops on Dayton.

The Flyers haven't had the best

of luck in the conference this sea-

son, but beat Xavier, who defeat-

ed the Minutewomen 59-52 on

Wednesday night, 73-64 back on

Jan.21, behind 19 points from

Mathu. Dayton also played A-10
power and No. 23 George
Washington tough, losing 74-60.

UMass can give much of the

credit to it's 16-9 season to the

play of senior forward Crystal

Carroll. Carroll, the 6- foot-2

Watervliet. NY. native, has

struggled of late, posting back to

back 10 point outings, but Mill

leads the team in scoring at 16.4

points and rebounds at 6.1 a

game. Kelly Van Huisen, who led

the Minutewomen in scoring in

Wednesday's loss to Xavier,

ranks second on the club with

10.6 points a game, and has

racked up an incredible 48 per-

cent shooting from three-point

land. UMass has been bolstered

lately by the improved play of

junior center Kara Tudman. who
provided a big blocked shot to

preserve a win against St.

Bonaventure on Feb. 13, and
pulled down a team-high seven

rebounds in Wednesday's loss.

A-10 Notes:

It looks like George
Washington head coach |oe

McKeown will have quite a new
look for the A-10 tournament.
McKeown has promised his

Colonials that if they finish A-10
play with a perfect 16-0 record.

he will shave "16-0" in the back

of his head. GW is currently

14-0. and play LaSalle and
Duquesne to wrap up their sea-

son. .

.

St. loseph's is a perfect 7-0 on
the road in conference this sea-

son, including a 50-48 thriller

over the Minutewomen on |an.

23.

Women's gym
hosts final home
meet in cage today

By Lisa M. Otiveri

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's gymnastics team
will compete in their final home meet of the season

tonight at the Curry Hicks Cage at 7 p.m. They will

take on No 1 5 Minnesota. Vermont and MIT.
Tonight's meet is special for two reasons. One.

it 's the last time the Minutewomen will be compet-
ing at home, and two. it's a senior meet, one where
graduating seniors are honored and given a final

farewell.

"Last year was the first year of that tradition and
we had a tremendous meet." said UMass coach
Dave Kuzara.

The two seniors are Tara Swartz and Lianne
I aing. who both have had outstanding careers with
the Minutewomen. consistently improving thier

best scores, as well as setting many new school
records.

"They came here and they never settled for being

second best. they never acted that way and they

never let the people around them act that way."
Kuzara said. "But we were not very good when they

firM came. We scored 185 and 186's. Now we're a

194 team."

This season has been a great one for the
Minutewomen. With an overall record of 6-2. they

have virtually outdone themselves in almost every

meet.

Last weekend's was no exception. Both Laing
and Swartz gave their best overall performances
this season, and Swartz tied her own school record

on the uneven bars, scoring a 9.950.

Kuzara spoke very highly of Laing and Swartz.
praising them for being leaders, especially to some
of the underclassmen. He cites this meet as one of

significance because he has coached the two seniors

throughout their UMass career.

"The difference I think for this meet especially

for these two seniors has to do with the fact that

they were my first class all the way through the sys-

tem." Kuzara said. "And these two have had a

tremendous amount of personal growth and they've

also been the absolute cornerstone of this program.

"It's really important that they get set off the

right way. We have a tradition that seniors compete
in all the events that they can compete, so they'll

both be doing all-around, and they'll be in the

anchor positions. So it's a tribute to the seniors."

Kuzara said.

For tonight's meet, neither Vermont nor MIT
should pose too much trouble for the

Minutewomen. Most importantly they are focused

on beating Minnesota.

"Minnesota's a good team and they'll be ranked a

little bit ahead of us. but we think it's another step

in what we are trying to accomplish here," Kuzara

Speaking about tonight's meet. Kuzara expressed

both an optimism about the seniors, and the season

all.

It really is an important meet every year, every-

body always does a tremendous job, so I'm really

excited about this weekend It's the end of a long

home stand and we've done every possible thing

that we could have thought." Kuzara said.

Hockey faces Boston College for senior night

By Leigh Torbin

Conegton Stan

Sometimes there's more to something than just a name —
which will be good news for the Massachusetts hockey team
Saturday night. There's a certain stigma still attached to

Boston College in college hockey circles, built on decades of

dominance under legendary coach I en Ceglarski

Thankfully, though, the Eagles <.tand amidst a tail-spin at

this hour as they prepare for their Hockey East playoff run.

likely as the sixth seed just ahead of the probably seventh-

seeded Minutemen.

UMass has not been playing well of late, but neither

have the Eagles, who have lost six of their last seven,

including a home-and-home sweep by Merrimack last

weekend.

The Minutemen's aspirations of not playing at either New
Hampshire or Boston University in the upcoming Hockey
East quarterfinal also lie in the wings of the Eagles. UMass

can still catch slumping RC and claim the league's sixth seed

by winning Saturday night and next weekend at Maine;

while the Eagles need to fall next weekend to pride-filled

Northeastern and the Warriors in the frozen confines of the

Volpe Complex, where they fell 1 1-5 last Saturday night.

UMass will look to get back on track itself this week-

end. The Eagles must be beaten tonight to ensure that the

road to the Fleet Center does not roll through the

ATM-less town of Durham. N.H. or down Comm. Ave.
— an even worse detour because it would be quicker to

take Storrow Drive coming from Amherst.

"The way that BC's playing right now. anything can
happen, and the way that we're playing right now. any-

thing can happen," coach |oe Mallen said. "We could use

the two points for momentum going into fnext Saturday's)

Maine game. The two Merrimack losses upset them and I

think you're going to see (hem really determined.

"We're still trying to make some progress towards being

the best team that we can as we enter the playoffs. This

game will be a good test to get us back on the right direc-

tion."

Rest assured. BC coach lerry York will be looking to

turn around his team's ship too. Since beating the

Minutemen 3-2 on Ian. 24 on Kelley Rink at Conte
Forum. BC has fallen in six of its last seven, all to league

opposition. The Eagles are beaten up as well, with fresh-

man sensation Tony Hutchins and solid defenseman Chris

Masters potentially out of the lineup, suffering from
injuries sustained in the Beanpot Championship game
UMass meanwhile enters on the heels of a home sweep at

the hands of the Black Bears last weekend and as losers of
seven of its last eight. Yet. with the playoffs on the horizon.

the regular season means less at this time.

The Minutemen need to get themselves back on track

before March 7 for the arrival of the league quartcrtin.il

Winning the best-of-three series will automatically make

Turn to HOCKEY, page 7

Rob Bonneau Tom Perry Gerry Cahill Norris Dennis Wright Rich Moriarty

Minutewomen back in Kingston for NEs
By Corey Pefer Goodman
Collegian Staff

To the Massachusetts women's
indoor track and field team, the

road to Kingston. R.I. is a familiar

one. Last week, the Minutewomen
headed out of the town the recipi-

ents of a hard -fought second-place

finish at the Atlantic 10
Championship*

And this week, the destination

will once again be Kingston, where
UMass will look to wreck havoc
upon "the Ocean State" at the New
England Championships.

Last season. UMass placed fifth in

a tough New England field, despite

having several women bow out of

the meet due to a spreading stomach
virus.

"We really felt that we would
have finished in the top three."

coach Julie LaFreniere said. "But the

virus going around really hurt our
lineup."

Needless to say, the
Minutewomen feel they have some-
thing to prove, and this year's field

will be competitive enough to chal-

lenge the Minutewomen into giving

one of their most determined efforts

of the season.

"Northeastern and Connecticut

are the two teams that are going to

battle for first-place." LaFreniere
said. "We hope to be. expect to be.

and it's realistic for us to be in the

top three."

Still. LaFreniere doesn't rule out

the possibility of moving up a place,

or even falling a place or two.

"Rhode Island is a very tough
team that will be challenging us

from behind, and if things fall our
way we have a chance to catch
UConn." LaFreniere said. "Anything

can happen."

The New England Championships
is a two-day meet, with preliminary

stages tonight for eight events
(200m. 400m. 500m. 800m.
1 000m. mile. 55m hurdles, and 55m
dash. I The top finishers in the sepa-

rate heats of each of these events
will have the honor of moving on to

the next dav to compete for the real

deal.

"We are going to try to qualify the

women for the Saturday events
without using up too much of their

energy," LaFreniere said. "We want
them to be as fresh as possible
Saturday."

The Minutewomen have No. I

seeds in the mile (Rebecca
Donaghue) and in the 4x200m relay

with Silifa Kenku, Melanie Bell.

Emma Gardiner and Shelanda Irish.

In the relay, UMass is tailed by

UConn and URI very closely. But

UMass" #1 seed was estimated with-

out the consideration of Kenku. who
has not been a member of the relay

team. LaFreniere believes that her

presence will erase at between two
to three seconds off the team's time.

LaFreniere feels that this might be

a coming out party for some of the

freshman women.
The Minutewomen's rising star in

the 800m event is freshman sensa-

tion Lisa Flood, from Red Bank. N.J.

"Lisa is running tremendously this

season," LaFreniere said. "Every
weekend she is getting faster and
faster, and more competitive. She is

up really up for this."

In the high jump, and 55m hur-

dles, freshman Andrea Comeau
from Reading has been coming into

her own.
"Andrea is ready to jump

extremely well in the high jump,
because she will not have to rush

between events as she has had to in

pa<t weeks," LaFreniere said. "If she

can get up to 6', she has a good
chance to win the event and perhaps

qualify for nationals."

In the pentathalon, freshman

Turn to WOMEN'S TRACK, page 7

Crew successful

at weekend event
By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

Last weekend, members of the Massachusetts
women's crew competed in the Crash B World
Indoor Rowing Championships. The tournament
was held at the Reggie l^wis Track in Roxbury.
UMass not only rowed well, but 16 out of the

team's 20 women finished in personal-best times.
The best time overall for the Minutewomen was

from senior Wendy Wilbur, who finished the
2000m in 6:48.9. That time was eight seconds
better than her previous personal best.

Wilbur's time, which came during a preliminary
heat, was the fastest time for an American com-
petitor Overall. Wilbur finished the
Championship fourth.

"I cried [when I realized what my time was|."
Wilbur said. "There was a lot of nervousness.
Everyone knows that everyone's watching every-
one."

Sarah Lauritzen of Denmark finished first over
all, with a heat time of 6:45. 50 and a finals time
of 6:36.80. She finished first in both events, scor-
ing a perfect 100 points. Behind Lauritzen in sec-
ond place was Claudia Barth from Germany with
a finals time of 6:39.50, and Emily Dirksen. of the
U.S. Rowing team, who finished in third overall

Turn to CREW, page 7
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A diamond
of a show

|ewel delivered a

gem of a show last

weekend. Check
out our review (see

Arts & Living, page
5).

Two games
to go

Despite a

career-high 12
point effort from
junior Inus Norville,

the Minutemen fell

to Dayton yester-

day (See Sports
Weekend, page
12).

WORLD

Drug lord sentenced

to 22-year prison term

BOGOTA. Colombia (AP) — A judge
on Saturday sentenced Cali cartel

drug boss Miguel Rodriguez Orjuela

to 22 years in prison for drug traffick-

ing and conspiracy, the radio net-

work RCN reported. In the past,

Rodriguez has confessed to smug-
gling hundreds of tons of cocaine to

the United States and other coun-
tries, for which he was sentenced last

month to nine years in prison. Under
Colombian law, jail sentences run

concurrently.

The nine-year term, and a 10 1/2-

year sentence given to Rodriguez's

brother Cilberto, incensed US. offi-

cials justice Minister Carlos Medellin

also expressed regret, calling them
jail terms "that a car thief would
receive in any other country

"

Saturday's sentence, handed down
by a judge whose anonymity is pre-

served for safety reasons, stems from

the shipment of about 330 pounds of

cocaine to Costa Rica, the radio sta-

tion said. Rodriguez denied the
charges.

ft was not immediately possible to

confirm the report lustice Ministry

officials had no information and no
one could be reached at the regional

prosecutor'! office.

NATION

Ore. clinic aiding sick

through marijuana use

PORTLAND, Ore (AP) — An illegal

clink in downtown Portland is dispens-

ing marijuana to ski and dying peo-

ple, The Sunday Oregomon reported.

More than 1 20 patients have found
the Alternative Health Center
through word of mouth since it

opened six weeks ago, the newspa-
per said

Patients who suffer from arthritis,

multiple sclerosis, AIDS and other
chronic diseases say they can buy an
eighth of an ounce of marijuana for

S20 to ISO, depending on their

income Mah|uana cookies are sold in

$2 packs. A pot-filled brownie goes
for SJ. The clinic opened after

California and Arizona voters in

November approved the medkal use

of marijuana. Oregon's lawmakers are

considering bills to legalize mari|uana

for medical use The federal govern-

ment still considers the drug illegal,

and scientists said further study is

needed to assess its potential medkal
benefits.

Patients allowed the newspaper to

visit the Portland clinic on condition

that the location not be disclosed.

They also have other reasons for

secrecy.

"We are concerned about vandal-

ism, about our safety when it comes
to people thinking that there are a lot

of drugs here and a lot of money.
And we are afraid of being accosted

outside on the street," said Diane
Densmore, once convicted of pos-

sessing the drug that she said helps

her fight chronic back pain, irritable

bowel disease, scoliosis, arthritis and
depression
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University to decrease admissions

to increase standards, public profile
By Tomor Carroll

Collegian Staff

Provost Patricia H. Crosson announced at the Feb. 6

Faculty Senate Meeting that the University of Massachusetts

will be seeking a smaller entering class for the fall of 1997.

Due to the large size of the current freshman and
sophomore classes, the Enrollment Management Policy

Committee recommended that next year's class have a tar-

get enrollment of 5700 students.

"What we have begun to do is to really look carefully at

our results from previous years and set specific goals in a

variety of areas, including the size of the entering class,

and its academic profile and composition," Crosson said.

"We want to make progress on all dimensions of our

enrollment goals," Crosson said. "We also want to be sure

that the size of the student body is appropriate to faculty

resources."

According to A/lene Cash, director of Undergraduate
Admissions, this is actually the same target enrollment as

last year, but the University will need to admit fewer

applicants to reach this goal this year.

"It's actually the same goal as last year." Cash said.

"More (applicants] took our offer than we expected, so we
will admit fewer for 1997."

Cash said that this decision will result in higher admis-

sions standards.

"Instead of admitting 75 percent of the applicants,

we're talking about possibly accepting 72 or 70 percent of

the applicants," Cash said.

According to Cash, this decision to increase the selective

ty of admissions for next year's freshman class also ties in to

the University's long range goal of raising the academic pro-

file — Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores, class rank

and grade point average (GPA) — of enrolled students.

In addition, the University plans to gradually increase

Job, trade losses threaten

Clinton plan for NAFTA
By Martin Crvtsiger

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Clinton administration is count-

ing on Chile's president to push Congress toward accept-

ing his country into a reconstructed NAFTA as the next

step toward creating e Western hemisphere free trade

zone.

But the idea's harshest critics aren't on Capitol Hill —
they're thousands of Americana whose jobs have gone
south to Mexico. That makes the pertinent question
whether Congress will listen to Fduardo Frei, its Chilean

guest this week, or told folks like Gary Hefner, unem-
ployed American.

Hefner was laid off last month after a 50-year career at a

General Electric plant in Hickory. N.C. For 40 years, the

plant made electric transformers to power America.

Last year. Hefner and 500 co-workers received notice:

Contending the Hickory factory was no longer profitable.

GE was shutting it down and moving the work to

Monterrey. Mexico

"They put us out to pasture because we were making $ 1

5

hourly wages and they could get the work done in Mexico
for 85 cents an hour." Hefner said.

Opponents of free trade have made similar charges since

President Clinton went against labor unions and many in

his own party in 1995 to push the North American Free

Trade Agreement through Congress.

With the assistance of former Presidents Ford. Carter.

Reagan and Bush and a healthy dose of Republican sup-

port. Clinton won that battle against opponents who. in

the phrase of Ross Perot, warned of a "giant sucking
sound* as Mexico drained high-paying jobs from the

United States.

The 1997 replay promises an even tougher fight.

Opponents have armed themselves with statistics showing
swollen trade deficits with Mexico and Canada since

NAFTA's birth.

Clinton blames factors unrelated to NAFTA. He argues

that unless Congress quickly renews his authority to

expand NAFTA, the United States risks losing to European

and Asian competitors already moving into America's eco-

nomic back yard.

The president hopes by 2005 to bring not only Chile but

all the democratic nations of Latin America into what
would be the world's largest free trade zone.

Frei is coming to Washington for a Wednesday meeting

with Clinton and a speech to a joint session of Congress on
Thursday. Clinton travels to Mexico in April and makes his

first presidential trip to South America the next month.

However. Clinton's carefully orchestrated sales schedule

is in danger of slipping over a dispute that has tied up the

free trade effort for the past two years.

Trying to mollify unions and environmentalists. Clinton

wants authority to negotiate environmental and labor safe-

guards as part of any new trade agreement. The
Republicans who control Congress don't want to give

Clinton such authority, saying those issues don't need to

be addressed in trade agreements.

In the new battle, opponents say Clinton will have to

overcome a dismal NAFTA track record.

Ralph Nader's Public Citizen released a report Sunday
titled "NAFTA's Three Year Reality" that charged the

trade agreement has cost more than 600.000 American
jobs and resulted in soaring trade deficits with Mexico and

Canada.

Figures released last week show America's deficit with

Mexico hit a record $16.5 billion in 1996. and its imbal-

ance with Canada rose to $22.8 billion, highest in a

decade.

The overall U.S. trade deficit climbed to an eight-year

high of $1 14.2 billion last year, and 60 percent of the dete-

rioration since 1995 has represented rising deficits with

Mexico and Canada.

"NAFTA has become the trade agreement from hell. The
United States has gotten clobbered, and that fact has a lot

of members of Congress nervous." said Lori Wallach.

director of Public Citizen's Global Trade Watch.

Administration officials dispute the job-loss figures. They
say a special program set up under NAFTA to retrain work-

ers has handled a far smaller 107.000 claims, which does not

take into account jobs pined from record-high U.S. exports.

The administration argues the higher trade deficits are

the fault not of NAFTA but of unrelated economic forces.

Mexico's economy plunged into deep recession in 1995

after a peso crisis, and the dollar has strengthened consid-

erably against the Canadian dollar, making U.S. exports

more expensive in Canada.

the percentage of Massachusetts residents enrolled from
the current 7 1 percent of the undergraduate student body
to 75 percent.

"Out of state applicants will be much more critically

looked at." Cash said. "We'll accept fewer of them."

Cash said that part of the reason for increasing the

selectivity of admissions is to improve the University's

public image.

"Our rankings will be better in college guides and our

public perception will go up." Cash said. "The state legis-

lature may see it and justify giving us more monev
"It's only recently that we've begun to pay more atten-

tion to SAT scores. The college guides really focus on
them, and public perception has a lot to do with how we
get funding."

Attracting highly qualified students

Cash also said that $8,000 a year, four-year scholar-

ships are being offered this year to all Massachusetts high

school seniors who are first or second in their class.

These scholarships, financed through the Office of the

President and the New England Board of Higher
Education, are open to all valedictorians and salutatorians

who are recommended by their high school principal and
who complete an essay application.

The students can use the scholarships at any of the

schools in the UMass system.

Cash said that she felt the scholarships have attracted

more students to apply to UMass-Amherst this year.

"We have attracted a lot of students through the schol-

arships that have not looked at us before." Cash said. "We
should be attracting the best, and enrolling the best."

Cash could not guarantee that the scholarships will be

available again next year.

"We do not know about kids applying for 1998. That

hasn't been discussed yet." Cash said.

Grad student found dead

in parking lot Saturday
Anthony S. Nsiegbunam. a grad-

uate student in the political science

department at the University of
Massachusetts, died Saturday
morning. The cau.se of death has

not yet been determined.

Nsiegbunam was pronounced
dead at Cooley Dickinson Hospital

in Northampton after being found
unconscious in Parking Lot 71 at

the University around 1 1 a.m. He
was 28 years old.

According to Kay Scanlan.
spokesperson for the University,

there "was no indication of foul

play."

An autopsy was scheduled to

take place yesterday in Springfield.

Nsiegbunam, originally from
Nigeria, lived at 60 Platinum
Circle, Northampton. He interned

at the Daily Hampshire Gazette.

Scanlan said that Nsiegbunam
would be fondly remembered on
campus
"He was bright, funny and

interesting,* Scanlan said.

"Everyone who knew him will

miss him."

— Tamar Carroll

Police stress awareness
after recent crime jump

Several incidents which occurred last week, including

assault and battery with a dangerous weapon and theft,

have police warning students to be aware of suspicious

activity on campus.

According to University of Massachusetts police. |ohn

C. Deary, 18, of 12 Lunt St.. Quincy was arrested early

Friday morning in (ohn Adam* Residence Hall on assault

and battery charges as well as assault and battery with a

dangerous weapon.

Clcary used his foot and fist to assault the individual

with whom he had a dispute, in addition. Clear) had not.

sessed a knife "which he displased but did not use.*

accorrfJnf to UMass CWef of Potee |ohn Luippold

The individual received minor injuries.

In sn unrelated story, sn individual walking by
Patterson Residence Hall Thursday afternoon reported

that he 'saw an individual pointing what appeared to be a

weapon out a window," Luippold said.

As of Friday afternoon, the reports had not yet been

confirmed.

'We are attempting to confirm through conversations

with the individuals who live off-campus." Luippold said.

UMass police are also asking members of the UMass
comrnunity to be aware of any suspicious activity around

academic buildings.

Additionally. Thursday afternoon three wallets were
stolen from offices in Tobin Hall.

"We believe the three wallets were related in the sense

that they were all stolen by the same individual.*

'. uippold said.

So far, the police have no suspects.

All suspicious activities around academic buildings

should be reported immediately at 545-2121.— Leigh Fa
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A different point of view

|unior forestry major Colby Streeter gets an upside down look from

the top of the Campus Center yesterday afternoon.

Parking ticket appeals process fully revised
By Mark McGrotrt

Collegian Staff

Recipients of parking tickets on the

University of Massachusetts campus will

soon have a new system and process of

challenging those tickets with the new
Parking Ticket Appeal and Hearing Process.

The new process will replace the current

system that has ceased to function over the

past few months.

Under the old system, all appeals were
heard through the Parking Appeals Board,

whose decision was final, and could not be

overruled by a higher authority. The
process takes, on average, four to five

months because of a large backlog and the

failure of the board to meet regularly.

"The system needs to be changed." said

Sandy Anderson, director of Campus
Services. "People think that their tickets are

just going to disappear when they appeal.*

With the new system, all appeals will be

sent to a parking hearing clerk for review

before being sent to the newly restructured

Appeals Board. The hearing clerk will have

the power to decide on ticket appeals in

-tr.tightforward cases, and pass the rest on
to the newly restructured board.

Anderson projects that a substantial

amount of the appeals could be taken care

of through the hearing clerk, and therefore,

the time commitments required of board

members would be greatly reduced.

"There will be a filtering process."
Anderson said "1 ightv percent will proba-

bly never see the board."

Decisions of the hearing clerk will be

final, unless appealed for one of three rea-

sons: new evidence, a procedural error, or

the decision was not supported by the facts

of the case.

The Hearing Review Board will differ

greatly from the current Parking Appeals
Board. The new board, modeled after the

highly-successful Students ludicial Hearing

Board in the Office of the Dean of

Students, will have members drawn from a

pool of up to 50 volunteer representatives

of students, faculty and staff. The desired

number of committee members would be

five, but the board could function with onlv

three.

Anderson said that Parking Services is

currently looking for interested studen'

volunteer for the board.

"We'd like student to volunteer for this

Parking Ticket Hearing Review Board."

Anderson said. "Students provide an inter-

esting slant, and we want to make team
decisions We don't have our board yet. but

the program is in a pilot mode."

The reason for the new structure is to

ensure that none of the volunteers of the

board are unfairly burdened with decision

making. Each member could serve once or

twice per semester and the system would be

able to function If anv one or two people-

are unable to attend, there will be others

available on the list to call.

According to a report on the pun. ess. the

system will provide a number of benefit'-

not currently received. It will give a timely

process, make the process easier to under-

stand and make better use of the volunteer

board.

With the prospects of parking lees being

raised, members of the University commu-
nity are more concerned with ticket

Turn to PARKING, page 2

Man opens fire on tourists on top of Empire State Building

By Tim Whihnire

Associated Press

NEW YORK — A man opened fire on the

observation deck of the Empire State

Building yesterday, killing one person,

wounding six others and sending dozens of

panicked tourists running for cover. The
man. who muttered something about Egypt

seconds before he began shooting, later shot

himself in the head but survived.

"I've never seen so much blood in my
life." said witness Stef Nys. "The most scary

part was when people started to panic."

The man began shooting at about 5: 1 5 p.m.

on the 86th floor observation deck of one of

the world's best-known tourist sites, authori-

ties said.

"I'd been out there about one minute when

I heard what I thought to be firecrackers,*

said David Robinson, a tourist from
England. "Then everyone started panick-

ing."

Witnesses said dozens of tourists made a

mad dash to the stairway and elevator exits

Seven people were injured after the shooting,

including some who were trampled when
they tried to flee the bloody area, emergency
spokesman George Semidey said.

Nys, a Belgian businessman who said he

came to the landmark building "just to relax

myself a little bit," said the man said sonic-

thing about Egypt just before he began firing

Nys also said he saw the man lying on the

floor and his dentures had popped out near

a souvenir shop.

One victim died at a hospital, while one of

the shooting victims was a child, emergency

officials said.

The Empire State Building is one of the most
loved and admired tall buildings in the world.

Standing 1.250 feet, it had reigned as the

tallest building in the world until 1972. when
it .was overtaken by the World Trade Centei

The skyscraper, which opened on May. I,

1951, is usually described as 102 stories

because of the tower that sits atop its high-

est point. It's been the site for hundreds of

scenes in movies like king KcSSf, \n Affair

to Remember, and Sleepless in Seattle

Fifth Avenue was closed between 5 1 st and
55th Streets, as police escorted frightened

witnesses from the building

Skies were clear and visibility from the

deck was about 10 miles and temperatures

were in the 40s. according to the National

Weather Service.
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ID office extends hours for photos
By Christina Poletto

Collegian Stuff

In an attempt to combat long lines at the close of the

semester, the University of Massachusetts ID office is

now talcing pictures for the new All-Campus Card that

will be implemented across campus at the start of the

fall 1997 semester.

Additionally, from Feb. 25-27, the hours will be

extended in order to allow more convenience for stu-

dents in need of a new ID.

The ID office, located in Franklin Dining Hall, will

be open until 7 p.m.. Tuesday through Friday for the

above dates.

As of Friday, students will be able to enter the ID
office to get their picture taken during the regular busi-

ness hours Monday thru Friday 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

According to ID officials, students are recommended
to take advantage of the convenience of the extended
hours. This way, students will be able to avoid waiting

in long lines at the end of the semester.

"The entire process takes less than two minutes,*

according to Linda Overing of the ID office.

The current IDs will not be accepted as of the fall

semester, 1997. At that point, the current IDs will not

be valid for the dining hall Meal Plans or residence hall

access.

According to ID office employees, right now they

are only taking pictures. The actual IDs will be
processed at a later date and sent out over the summer,
or at pick-up points around campus.
The new ID cards will be provided to students free

of charge.

Students who lose their IDs and need a replacement

will be charged the normal standard fee.

Additionally, these new All-Campus ID cards will

operate by electronic validation. This new feature will

eliminate the use of semester stickers.

Electronic validation will also allow the students the

opportunity to employ their new ID cards as debit

cards in order to make purchases for campus services

and merchandise.

For further information about getting pictures taken,

students can call the ID Office.

History professor awarded Fulbright

Scholarship to teach, research abroad
By Julie Siegol

Collegian Correspondent

Kevin Bovle. a University of Masso^'setts assistant
professor of history, has been awarded a Fulbright schol-

arship to teach at University College in Dublin.

"The Fulbright is a federal government program which
sets up opportunities for American professors to teach

abroad." Boyle said. "It's also a good opponunity to do
research abroad.'

The nine month appointment, which will begin in

September, is part of a special Fulbright scholarship
known as the Mary Ball Washington Chair in U.S.
History. This special Fulbright funds chairs throughout
Western Europe, and is the only one of its kind in Ireland.

The Fulbright program has been running for 30 years

and offers programs in 100 countries.

"I chose Ireland mainly because my family's from
there." Boyle said. "My mother was from Cork in the

south, and my father from Donegal in the north."

Boyle also hopes to contact numerous relatives who still

live in Ireland.

Boyle applied for the scholarship last summer in hopes
that he will be able to teach American history to foreign

students.

"It's so straightforward teaching 20th century American
history to Americans." Boyle said. "It'll challenge my
teaching now that I have to teach to non-Americans."

In holding the Mary Ball Washington Chair, Boyle will

focus primarily on teaching rather than research. A spe-

cialist in U.S. labor history, he will offer two classes in

U.S. political history each semester.

In addition to his teaching duties. Boyle plans to pursue
various research projects during his spare time. Since he
is presently working on a biography of Robert Kennedy,
he hopes to explore the Kennedy family's origins in

Ireland. He also hopes to travel to England to gain back-

ground material on the period during which Kennedy's
father. Joseph, served as U.S. ambassador there.

Boyle is the author of The UAW and the Heyday of
American Liberalism. 1945-1968, a study of the rise of

the labor movement, which was published by Cornell
University Press last year.

Boyle has taught at the University since 1994.
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Heart and soul

A group of students express their enthusiasm for Dominican Independence at a dance hosted by Casa
Dominicana in the Student Union last night.
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~ NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL
Netanyahu hires criminal lawyer

in trading scandal investigation
By Jock Korzenell

Associated Press

parking
continued from page 1

enforcement then they have been at other times.

"Now, with the proposed parking fee increase, people

are talking to us," Anderson said. "They're asking, If I

pay this, am I going to get a spot?'"

'Human nature is not keeping people out of the

wrong parking lots. We don't want to be ticketing and
towing."

According to Parking Services, in the time period

between the beginning of last July and mid December,
over 15,000 citations were issued. Of that number,
almost 90 percent were not contested. Of those contest-

ed, half were dismissed because of the dissolution of the

board. Only 2b were upheld. The remainder are still

pending.

Looking

IERUSALEM — Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu,
under questioning in an alleged influence-trading scandal

that could bring down his government, has hired one of

Israel's top criminal lawyers to represent him, the lawyer

confirmed yesterday.

As the scandal spread, the opposition Labor party pre-

pared for the possibility of early elections.

Netanyahu, who was in Jordan yesterday, reportedly

has been warned by police that he could face criminal

charges in connection with the short-lived appointment

of a political crony as attorney general. He has denied

any wrongdoing.

"Not only is the prime minister not tainted with any

criminal act. he has not committed so much as a particle

of a criminal act," Netanyahu's new lawyer, Yaacov
Weinrolh, told The Associated Press.

Police Minister Avigdor Kahalani, a leading ally in

Netanyahu's government coalition, said Saturday that

the scandal could bring down the government.

But Netanyahu said he was certain he would see his

term through to the next scheduled vote in 2000.

"I intend to continue to lead the state of Israel," he said

in |ordan. "I heard the (opposition) is getting ready for

new elections. I have good advice for you: 'Wait. You
have a good four years left in the opposition'."

Netanyahu was questioned last week about allegations

that Arieh Deri, leader of the religious Shas party, made
his party's support for last month's Hebron agreement

conditional on the appointment of a Jerusalem lawyer,

Roni Bar-On as attorney general.

Deri is being tried on corruption charges and Israel

Television reported that Bar-On was to arrange a plea

bargain in exchange for his appointment.

The station said Deri threatened Netanyahu that unless

Bar-On was appointed, he would withdraw Shas's vote

for Israel's agreement to hand over most of the West

Bank city of Hebron to the Palestinians.

Netanyahu and Deri have denied any such conspiracy.

Bar-On resigned one day after his appointment amid
criticism he was chosen only because of his political ties.

Israeli media, citing police sources, reported last

week that police believe they have enough evidence to

bring charges against at least one senior government

official.

According to Israel Radio, police and prosecution

sources said Netanyahu was warned that he might face

criminal charges after he evaded difficult questions and

his testimony contradicted that of other witnesses. It

was the first time an Israeli prime minister was ques-

tioned by police as a suspect in a criminal case, the

radio said.

Weinrolh. Netanyahu's new attorney, met Sunday with

State Attorney Edna Arbel to complain about the leaks

in the case. "The prime minister, like any citizen, is enti-

tled to a fair investigation, not an investigation accompa-

nied by leaks." he told the AP.

Labor party Secretary-General Nissim Zvilli called a

meeting of party officials Sunday night to begin planning

for the possibility that the government might fall, in

which case new elections would have to be held within

60 days.
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A showcase of talents

A group of dance students perform at the Acidlounge Arts Festival Thursday night in the Campus Center.
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Zaire rules out talks with rebels
By Tina Susman
AssocKited Press

KISANGANI. Zaire — Zaire

will never negotiate with anti-gov-

ernment rebels, despite their con-

tinued victories in eastern Zaire,

the president's son vowed yester-

day.

"Our position remains the same
from the start. We will not discuss

or negotiate whatsoever," Nzanga

Mobutu, who serves as his father's

spokesman, told The Associated

Press in a telephone interview

from southern France.

Even as he spoke, government

officials in the Zairian capital,

Kinshasa, were conceding the

rebels had made fresh advances

toward the government's north-

east military headquarters in

Kisangani, the country's third-

largest city.

The Defense Ministry said

Kalima. a small mining town
about I80 miles south of

KNangani. came under reBel

control Saturday. The rebel

advance prompted more than

25.000 refugees who had taken

refuge in Kalima to flee into the

forest

.

Most of the refugees are

Rwandan Hutus who have been

on the road since the 1 994 Hutu-

orchestrated slaughter of a half-

million Rwandan Tutsis. They're

reluctant to return home for fear

of reprisals by the Tutsi-led gov-

ernment in Rwanda.

Rebel spokesman Moise

Nyarugabo Muhizi said the rebels

were moving from Kalima south

to Kindu. a distance of 75 miles,

to try to capture one of two gov-

ernment airports in eastern Zaire.

"We can be in Kindu in a few
days," Nyarugabo said.

He said of Nzanga Mobutu rul-

ing out negotiations: "If they

accept, we will talk. If they refuse,

we will go on fighting." Refugee

workers fear the rebels will next

attack the 1 60.000 people in the

Tingi-Tingi refugee camp. I 50

miles southeast of Kisangani.

Laurent Kabila, leader of the

rebel Alliance of Democratic
Forces for the Liberation of

Congo-Zaire, alleges Zaire's gov-

ernment has armed former
Rwandan Hutu soldiers and mili-

tiamen among the refugees at the

camp.

Capt. Ndgoli Esenge Ekeli. a

legal adviser to the ministry of

defense, told The Associated Press

on Sunday that the "the dei<

nation of the rcbels*l8V

refugees demonstrates Laurent

Kabila does nothing
-

bur obey the

Tutsis in their objective to extcr

minate the Hutus."

Zaire has long accused Rwanda.
Burundi and Uganda of militarily

backing Kabila.

Ndgoli accused Burundi of

sending aircraft to the strategic

southeastern port city of

Kalemie. the Lake Tanganyika
town Kabila captured two weeks

ago. to deliver troops and sup-

plies.

He also accused Uganda of send-

ing surface-to-air missiles to

another rebel-controlled city.

Goma. on the eastern border with

Rwanda.

Kabila, whose fighters have cap-

tured a 900-mile strip of eastern

Zaire, had threatened a new offen-

sive if the government hadn't

begun peace talks by midnight

Friday.

International efforts to bring

both sides to the negotiating

table in Cape Town. South
Africa, appeared stalled again

yesterday. Kabila's Alliance took

up arms in September, after the

government tried to oust ethnic

Tutsis from eastern Zaire. Their

rebellion is aimed at toppling

Mobutu Sese Seko. whose 31-

year dictatorship has left miner-

al-rich Zaire among the world's

poorest countries.

"The military advance is need-

ed to force the hesitant Zairian

.tiled authorities to come to

negotiate their relinquishing of

power," Kabila told The
elated Press in Bukavu on

Saturday. Mobutu quietly flew

to his villa in southern France

on Friday night for further med-
ical treatment for his battle

with prostate cancer, said

Nzanga Mobutu, who previously

had said the visit was unrelated

to his father's medical condi-

tion.

He said his father would return

to Zaire by Tuesdav. "if all goes

well."
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1 00 killed in fire during religious meeting

By Ranjan Roy
Associated Press

NEW DELHI, India — Fire swept through a cluster

of thatched-roof buildings in eastern India where
scores of worshipers had gathered to seek the bless-

ing of a dead Hindu guru yesterday, killing more than

100 people, a government official said.

Sanjeeb Hota, home secretary of the eastern

coastal state of Orissa, said 1 10 bodies had been

found by late yesterday, and that 165 people had
been injured in the fire near the city of Baripada.

More bodies were being dug up late yesterday, offi-

cials said.

The fire tore through the group of temporary struc-

tures erected for followers of Swami Nigamananda.
The flames sent panicked worshipers, many of them
impoverished villagers, running for exits. Press Trust

of India reported, quoting witnesses.

Many of the victims may have died in the stampede,

the news agency said.

The fire, about 1,250 miles southeast of New Delhi,

overwhelmed Baripada, which has only two fire

trucks, and the state government ordered doctors

from larger towns to rush to the site.

India news agencies earlier reported that at least

200 people had been killed and 500 were injured,

300 of them critically. United News of India quoted

local police in Baripada as saying that 1 20 bodies had

been retrieved.

Some of the injured were lying on the road leading

to a local hospital waiting to be treated, United News
reported, and the hospital had to put some patients

on its verandah after its rooms filled up with victims.

Hota, speaking in a telephone interview from
Bhubaneshwar. the state capital, said the search for

bodies continued but that only a few more were like-

ly to be recovered.

More than 12,000 devotees of Swami
Nigamananda, a Hindu spiritual leader, had assem-

bled for several days of worship at an area known as

Madhuban grounds, on the outskirts of Baripada.

Swami Nigamananda has been dead for many years,

but his followers, mostly in eastern India, worship

his memory and continue to seek his blessing.

Organizers had built one huge hut and several other

sheds of straw walls and thatched roofs to serve as

meeting halls and temporary shelters, Hota said. "So

it all burned really fast," he said.

When the fire started at about 3:50 p.m.. many of

the devotees were napping in the living quarters to

escape the afternoon heat, said Hota. It was unclear,

however, if all the victims were in one building.

The cause of the blaze was not immediately known,
though witnesses told Press Trust an electrical short

circuit was to blame, while United News said it may
have been sparked by the explosion of a gas cylinder

used for cooking.

Scientists learn to clone adult mammal
By Malcolm Riltor

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Researchers have

cloned an adult mammal for the first

time, an astonishing scientific land-

mark that raises the unsettling possi-

bility of making copies of people.

Scientists slipped genes from a 6-

year-old ewe into unfertilized eggs

and used them to try to create preg-

nancies in other sheep. The result: A
lamb named Dolly, bom in July, that

is a genetic copy of the ewe.

The feat opens the door to cloning

prized farm animals such as cattle,

and should make it much easier to

add or modify genes in livestock,

expem said.

It's also scientifically stunning.

Researchers used DNA from the ewe's

udder cells, proving that mature mam-
mal cells specialized for something

other than reproduction could be used

to regenerate an entire animal.

Scientists had thought that was
impossible.

Experts said the same technique

might make it possible to clone

humans, but emphasized that it

would be unethical to try.

"There is no clinical reason why
you would do this. Why would you

make another human being?" said

Ian Wilmut. one of the scientists

who cloned the sheep. "We think it

would be ethically unacceptable and

certainly would not want to be

involved in that project."

Carl Feldbaum. president of the

Biotechnology Industry

Organization, which represents

about 700 companies and research

centers in the United States and
abroad, agreed.

"I can think of no ethical reason to

apply this technique to human
beings, if in fact it can be applied."

he said yesterday.

"The biotechnology industry exists

to use genetic information to cure dis-

ease and improve agriculture. We
opposed human cloning when it was

a theory. Now that it may be possible,

we urge that it be prohibited by law."

A report of the sheep cloning will

be published in Thursday's issue of

the journal Nature by Wilmut and

colleagues at the Roslin Institute

near Edinburgh. Scotland, and oth-

ers.

Before the new work, scientists had

been able to take tissue from adult

frogs and create genetically identical

tadpoles. But the tadpoles never

developed fully into frogs.

To do the sheep cloning, scientists

took cells from the ewe's udder tis-

sue and cultivated them in a lab,

using a treatment that made the cells

essentially dormant. They also took

unfertilized sheep eggs and removed

the nucleus, the cdrs' central control

room that contains the genes.

Then they put the udder cells

together with the egg cells and used

an electric current to make them
fuse. The eggs, now equipped with a

nucleus, grew into embryos as if

they'd been fertilized. The embryos
were put into ewes to develop.

The process was horrendously inef-

ficient. Of 277 fused eggs, only one
led to a lamb.
Wilmut said he expects the effi-

ciency to improve. Someday a dairy

farmer, for example, might make a

few clones of cows that are especial-

ly good at producing milk, resisting

disease and reproducing, he said.

A farmer wouldn't want entire herds

of identical animals, because popula-

tions need a diverse genetic makeup,

he said. Without that diversity, a

lethal disease that struck one cow
might wipe out all the clones, too.

The advance will also provide a

much more efficient way to insert

genes into livestock, Wilmut and
others said. Inserted genes can be

used to make animals secrete valu-

able drugs in their milk, for example.

Scientists currently insert genes

into fertilized eggs in a laboratory,

which is a very inefficient way to

produce animals that use the genes

properly.

With the new technique, they

could start with a virtually unlimited

supply of body cells from an adult

animal, use a much more effective

lab technique to insert genes, identi-

fy cells that use the genes at

planned, and fuse them to eggs.
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UHS , heal thyself

Christina

Poletto

Urgent Care."

Maybe somebody should

explain this to me, but do
these words not essentially mean
"immediate medical response?"
According to the University's registra-

tion manual. 24-hour urgent care is

one of the best benefits of our health

system. Pardon me. ladies

and gentlemen, but you're

wrong. I can prove it.

It has gotten to the point

that I actually regret being

sick. Now. correct me if I'm

completely wrong, but wouldn't you
think that a campus of such size and
stature would provide some organized

and methodical practice for treating

the sick?

First story occurred freshman year. I

was sick. Sick as a dog. Sicker than

sick. I had it all. I possessed more
symptoms than you could shake a stick

at. I had the coughing, sneezing, runny

nose, watery eyes, congestion, sore

throat, earache, blocked sinuses,

headache, fatigue and the chills. It was
amazing how many strains of bacteria I

held within my body. I felt like 1 was
literally dying. So. I ask you. what
would you recommend to any dying
student in need of medical attention?

Go to urgent care in the University

Health Services Building, of course!

I took their advice, unfortunately I

must have waited for over two hours.

Okay, I do realize that doctors and
nurses get busy, but please, how long

does it take to recognize symptoms
and write a prescription for some
antibiotics? Certainly not two hours.

(For the record. I was one of three

people in the waiting room).

But wait, it gets better. Much bet-

ter. I'm talking horror stories you
wouldn't want to tell your children.

Last year, three days before my
very anticipated spring break. 1 tell

ill. It started with black spots in my
eyes. Then, my equilibrium was off.

Shortly after, the shaking started. It

was in my limbs — an evident, spas-

modic, inner body tremor that soon
had me in full body convulsions. It

was 1 a.m. when I went to urgent
care at the UHS — exactly three
hours since I had started blacking
out.

Eventually, the
doctor arrived and
sent me home —
with a prescription

for Dramamine. (For

anybody that doesn't

know. Dramamine is an over the
counter pill for motion sickness.
Most people take it before they board
an airplane or an amusement park
ride. Maybe the doctor at UHS
believed I was going through drug
withdrawal. After all. this is Zoo
Mass).

Unbelievable, right? It didn't end
there.

I returned to UHS the next day for

a check up. I still harbored all of the

symptoms of the night before. This

lime, the same doctor — Dr.
Dramamine — called my mother
from the examination room saying "I

have reason to believe that your
daughter might have Alzheimer's dis-

ease. Does it run in your family?"

I would've been the only
19-year-old healthy female in the

history of the world to contract
Alzheimer's overnight. Needless to

<ay. I went home to the hospital and
spent spring break in bed. I was mc k

from food poisoning.

Three days ago it happened again.

It was pathetic. I called UHS three

times during various points during
the day about an allergic reaction I

was having to medication. Plain and
simple — 1 couldn't breathe. The
medication was closing my throat.

Triage advice lady told me to come
to UHS I did

It was after one-and-a-half hours

that I left without being seen. What,
then, actually constitutes an "emer-
gency" at UHS?

Case and point, the UHS urgent care

system doesn't work. The reasons?
Simple — there is not one aspect of

the system that is efficient.

For example, look at the location of

Health Services. It's situated on the

curve of a one-way street that is usual-

ly congested with University traffic.

Why isn't it located on central campus
where it can be directly accessed from
an any direction? Southwest. Sylvan
and even Northeast residents aren't

given any such convenience.

Another problem is the phone sys-

tem. If you call the Triage Advice
Phone Nurse, she/he is just going to

tell you to come into urgent care. They
always have, they always will. I realize

that the triage nurses can be held liable

for false advice given over the phone,

but really, why offer the service if no
one can take advantage of it?

Third disadvantage — the waiting

room. Approximately 25.000 stu-

dents attend this university. Why
then, are there only 16 chairs in the

waiting room? (I've witnessed
patients who actually had to sit on
the floor due to lack of seating).

These aren't just my horror stories.

I've heard worse from friends,

acquaintances and even strangers.

Hello. UMass? Isn't this telling you
something?

If UMass can possess one of the best

phone systems in the country, why
can't our urgent care system be
improved? How about some more
uaiting room chairs? It's high time our
priorities are re-evaluated — especially

since we're paying for medical care

through our fees. Guaranteed at

cMssj. something is bound to go
wrong if our questions are left unan-
swered, lust wait and see.

Christina Poletto is a Collegian

staff member.

Well... maybe

Nicole

Cournoyer

I
think maybe this is how things happened Picture

it

One day. men and women evolved from apes.

They decided they kind of liked this humanity thing

so they had sex to keep it going by creating more
humans. In propagating the species, these people
became consciously aware of a fact that they had only
known instinctually before. They discovered that only
females could bear children This puzzled members of
both sexes. What did this biological difference between
them mean? What were its social implications?

Well, they decided, since the women
couldn't get around as easily when they

were close to giving birth, and after hav-

ing given birth had to spend some of their

time nursing their children (because
females were the only humans who had
breasts), it would make sense for the males and the

non- pregnant females to hunt and gather for the preg-
nant and nursing women. And so it went in this effi-

cient, egalitarian society.

After a while, it was decided that since women who
had given birth before knew what it was like, they
should stay with the pregnant and nursing women to

make it easier for them and ensure the health of the

babies. While they were waiting for the pregnant
women to give birth, these early midwives had to make
themselves useful, so I hey started doing chores around
the huts. They cooked, cleaned and made things.

Soon, the men and women who were still hunting
and gathering realized that the ratio of men to women
in the bush had increased significantly with the absence
not only of the pregnant and nursing women, but also

the supporting women.
Over time, the muscles of the humans in the bush

grew because the work the supporting women did
around the huts freed the others to do more hunting
and gathering than ever before. The muscles of the
women by the huts diminished because they were get-

ting less exercise than ever before. The more muscular
people found that they could be physically intimidating

to the women by the huts and they began to use that

intimidation to force the weaker women to do more
work, including all of the caretaking of the children.

These women began to take on an image of inferiority

and abusability that had not been there before.

Now. the men in the bush, who greatly outnumbered
the women in the bush, decided to get these muscular
women pregnant so that they would have to go to the
huts. Some muscular women refused to have sex and
some refused to go to the huts despite their pregnancy
because they didn't want to be equated with the inferi-

or women. The men got together and drove off or
killed the women who refused to obey them.
So now all of the women stayed in the huts and all of

the men hunted and gathered. The men were physically

stronger than the women and used this advantage to

force the women to work only around the

huts, doing all of the lowly, boring, tedious

chores, and to have sex whenever the men
wanted them to. The men developed big

egos by oppressing the women and began
to do "manly" things together to prove that

they had no inferior, "feminine" qualities in them.
The women, on the other hand, would have gone

mad if they had had to live consciously knowing that

they were terribly oppressed by men. so they began to

rationalize their oppression. Men are men and women
are women. Women are naturally weaker and more
nurturing and. therefore, better suited for home life

and child-rearing Men are naturally stronger and more
aggressive and. therefore, better suited for hunting and
acts of bravery. The women bought into these myths in

order to stay sane.

When the tribe split apart due to the clashing of
male, "aggressive" egos, each man decided he would
take a woman with him to continue doing the hut
work for him and to bear and rear his children. Now
that the nuclear family was formed, both sexes, now
engendered, found that it was easier to keep the cou-
ple together if they made up a story, another myth,
that said that men and women were meant to be
together and could only be happy and complete if

they were together in this exclusive relationship
Women, especially, needed something to tell them
that it was OK that they were bound to their men.
So. some genius came up with a fairy tale that ended
with a man and woman falling in love and living hap-
pily ever after.

Romance was born... and we're still telling that
story today.

Nicole Cournoyer is a Collegian columnist.
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Letters to the Editor

SGA needs to quit

internal squabbling

To the Editor:

I write this letter in a state of grief

stricken rage which results from the

front page article published in

Thursday's Collegian regarding the

motion to impeach Sen. Tom
Sadlowski put forth by Sens. Backer
and Pellegrino. The article explains

that because of their disapproval of

Sadlowski's performance. Backer and
Pellegrino have taken it upon them-
selves, as the self-proclaimed
guardians of Senate productivity, to

trim the herd of those senators who
may be in opposition to them. The can-

dor and gall exhibited by Backer and
Pellegrino is reprehensible.

I have had the honor of dealing with

Mr. Sadlowski in the past ju:ong the

95-96 senate term. We both tbegaa

our c a rear* as representative* of
Northeast, and from the outset. Tom
distinguished himself as a leader.

Through his competence and initiative

he has grown to a level of importance

within the student body. He has
demonstrated an impressive career of

honesty aitd integrity.

By design all legislative work must
be deliberate. The federalists papers

discuss the importance for a congres-

sional body to take all factors into con-

sideration and to be exacting and pre-

cise. Sen. Sadlowski embodies these

legislative principles and should be
praised for his high level of profession-

alism

A simple, yet prudent solution to

this dilemma would have been for

Backer and Pellegrino to offer their

assistance to Sen. Sadlowski in his

efforts rather than attempting to

undermine his authority. This could
lead to a more productive body rather

than the divisiveness which currently

reigns.

As a former member of the Senate. I

entreat the current senators to turn

away from this current course of char-

acter assassination. There is indeed
more at stake than simply a position

on a committee. The student body
grows weary when they are handed
empty promises and delivered internal

squabbles. The people care nothing for

hearings and impeachments. While
you squabble amongst yourselves, stu-

dents still pay too much for subpar
facilities. They yearn for leadership and
integrity which are so painfully lacking.

I would be remiss in not mentioning

that there indeed admirable senators

such as the valiant, yet at times loqua-

cious Bill Ramsey. A man who has
truly redefined the term military intelli-

gence.

All students read and hear about is

that the Senate is not even capable of

maintaining quorum. This means that

senators do not even respect their

posts enough to show up for work.
While those that do spend precious
time bickering amongst themselves.

You were elected as a result of your

competence and initiative. The people

expect you to be the leaders you have

so often claimed to be. Now is the time

to deliver on the promises of your
prosperity.

Sean Lougiiran

Sylvan

Senators ' disregard

for Constitution is

shameful

To the Editor:

Those who read [Thursday's]
Collegian know that at Wednesday

night's Senate meeting I sponsored a

motion to remove Senator Tom
Sadlowski as chair of the Title VII

committee, based on a litany of irre-

sponsible and unethical actions he has

taken.

As dismayed as I have been by
Senator Sadlowski's behavior, I am far

more disgusted by the actions of sever-

al other Senators, who decided their

point of view is more important than

the Constitution, and that they only

need follow the rules when it is conve-

nient. As reported by the Collegian.

Senator Cassanto tried to prevent the

motion from being heard by calling

quorum, and then leaving the room,
hoping to force the Senate to adjourn,

preventing the motion from being
heard. That is explicitly unconstitution-

al, and Senator Cassanto km ws it. She
deliberately obstructed the L sines* of

the Senate, because she didn't like the

motion being considered, and that is

_> exhxfnejy iffespansibie andjmethical.
Following her lead were Senators Lisa

Cook. Jen Keller. Seth Avakian. and
several others, all of whom knew full

well that they were acting unconstitu

tionally. It's good to know the
Constitution of the SGA, which ll

what gives us the power to fight for

your rights, is optional for these
Senators. After all, why follow the

rules, if it doesn't benefit you? That is

wrong: these Senators swore an oath
to abide by the Constitution and their

display [Wednesday] night was abhor-

rent. Worse, the administration is

going to see that we can't even keep
our own student leaders from violating

the Constitution, and they're going to

stop listening to us. and that's bad for

all students. The Constitution gives us
the power to stand up for your rights,

and by deliberately disregarding that

document, these Senators are making
it harder for us to stand up to the

administration. The actions of those

Senators were unethical and they
know it. but they will probably be
lauded as heroes for putting one of
their political allies before the good of

the whole student body. I'm almost
tempted to ask them to resign, but that

would require a shred of ethics, some-
thing I feel these Senators are lacking,

and unfortunately. I find it hard to

believe that this Senate, as politicized

aa is. would ever vote to expel anyone
for something as minuscule as deliber

alcly violating the Constitution and not

doing their jobs.

Finally. I want to say how utterly

disgusted I am by the decision of the

speaker to rule the motion dilatory.

Not because his argument against the

motion was poor, though it was. but

because twice that day he was asked if

the motion would be ruled dilatory,

and twice he said no. that the motion
was fine. In three hours, something
powerful must have come over the

speaker to get him to change his mind
Especially since the Speaker had read

the act beforehand, providing advice as

to the wording, and even made it clear

that he agreed with us about Tom's
behavior (or lack thereof.) Whatever
the reasoning, the Speaker and those

Senators who put their personal
self-aggrandizement ahead of their

role as student leaders have some seri-

ous answering to do.

Dan Backer

Amherst

Iran and U.S. share

many similarities

To the editor:

Before I start my letter, I would like

to ask you not to edit it. If this "great

nation" could put up for four years

with a vice-president who could not

spell the word potatoes, I hope you

will tolerate me for a couple minutes

Since I came to this "great land of

opportunity and dream" and the "land

of the brave and the free." I've been

struck with many similarities between

the Islamic Republic of Iran, the coun-

try I was born in. and the United
States of America. I know it sounds

odd to juxtapose the great U.S. democ-
racy with the horrible Islamic autocra

cy. But. I am far from exaggerating. If

you bear with me. you may come to

the same conclusion after reading what

I have to say.

Let me start with a few examples
Take the example of capital punish-

ment. Both the government of the

United States and the Islamic regime

have this great desire and unsatiable

thirst to execute people, of course in

ibe name ol the society In Iran most
-a#f trtotiftMMhe killing is dona by firing

squads: sometimes convicts are

hanged, and other times they are |M
stoned to death. Here in the U.S.. we
are most sophisticated and "humani-
tarian" when we kill people. I guess it

makes us feel good and proud to think

that we have "humanitarian" methods
of killing: after all we are supposed to

be very civilized.

Another example is the mania to put

people behind bars. Both the Islamic

regime the U.S. government prefer

prison to school. The former turns

schools into prison:., and the latter sim-

ply takes money from education and
puts it into building more prisons

They are also great drug warn*
They declared a war on drugs, of
course with no avail. While posing to

fight drugs, the Islamic government
supported drug smugglers who fought

the Russian-backed government in

Afghanistan. The U.S. did the same
thing, but in Nicaragua. In addition,

they are unabashedly big liars. The
Islamic Republic pretended to fight the

"great Satan." and the U.S. govern
mem had Iran as a terrorist country on
it* black list. However, hidden from
the public eyes, they were in bed
together selling and buying arms.
something that came to be known as

Iran -Contra scandal.

I can go on and on with these exam
pies and give you a long list of similari-

ties between the U.S. democracy and
the Islamic autocracy. But before I end
this letter, let me give it a final try to

make my argument more compelling. I

have recently found out that the
Islamic Republic of Iran gave an ulti-

matum to employers m Iran to fire

their "foreign" workers and hire from
internal labor market. The Islamic
regime also decided to deport one mil

lion immigrant workers and their fami-

lies back to where they came from.
While waving the shameful banner of

nationalism and nativism, the Iranian

government blames "foreign" workers
for unemployment, poverty and home-
lessness. This sounds very familiar,
doesn't it?

Is Iran learning from the U.S.. or
vice versa? Who knows; they might
simply be competing with one another
in their callousness and cruelty against

humanity and human dignity. By the
way. don't gel me wrong. I never
believed that the U.S. democracy and
the Islamic autocracy are the same
thing; I will not even try to argue that.

For your and my comfort, I admit with
all my heart that there is a difference
between them: the former is the less-

er-of-the-two-evils. If it weren't the

;, I might not have been here.

Mahmood Ketabohi

Labor Studies

Hem youom i
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Fortune shines at Iron Horse
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

SONNY FORTUNE QUARTET
Iron Horse

Feb. 22

NORTHAMPTON — Alto saxophonist Sonny Fortune,
a former sideman of such jazz legends as Miles Davis,
Elvin |ones and McCoy Tyner, brought a perfectly uniform
quartet of jazz musicians to the Iron Horse. In addition lo

Fortune, the band included bassist Santi Debriano, pianist

Ron Mathews and legendary drummer Billy Hart.

The quartet played two hour-long sets that mixed burn-
ing upbeat hard-bop numbers with spare ballads. They
started off the evening with a quick run-through of
Thelonious Monk's "Hackensacic," which was played
roughly the same as it appeared on Fortune's 1 994 Monk
tribute album. Four In One.

For the next two songs, Fortune pulled out his flute,

which he is equally, if not more, adept at as his is with the

alto sax. He played an original, "Awakening," which set

the tone for slower numbers for the evening: meditative

lines, melodic ensemble playing as opposed to individual

solos, and a dark, moody flute over the whole canvas of

sound.

Fortune followed "Awakening" with Billy Strayhorn's

standard "Chelsea Bridge." with the same sensitivity. He
often would leave the stage during these spacial, slow
numbers to let his band jam without him, much like his

old boss Miles Davis would often do. Debriano played a

sweet, bowed bass solo.

On the first set closer, "This Side Of Infinity," Fortune

snatched up the alto again for this groove-jazz number
with break-neck pace alto solos that shouted as a person

might shout out their faith during a gospel number.

During the short intermission. I was able to have a few

words with pianist Ron Mathews. The New York
City-bom pianist is a regular member of the T.S. Monk
band, and they are now working on an album celebrating

what would have been the 80th birthday of Thelonious

Monk, the father of drummer T.S.. The all-star cast for

t
the album, which is being recorded now (no release date

set yet), will include Wayne Shorter, Herbie Hancock and
many others.

Back on the stage. Mathews put in a soulful solo on the

second set opener, Kenny Barron's "Sunshowers."
Following this mid-tempo number were two more slower,

spare, flute- accented ballads by Fortune's own pen,

before he finished off the evening with another original

"Comin" In Out Of The Rain," from his latest release on
Blue Note, From Now On.

This last tune was Billy Hart's all the way. Never has

more furious drumming been seen at the Iron Horse,
lack De|ohnette could be the only other drummer who
has as much texture and mastery of upbeat numbers as

Hart, in terms of recent Horse shows (De|ohnette played

drums behind Pat Metheny and Michael Brecker in late

(anuary), and jazz in general. The man just wailed. The
band gave Hart many solo breaks near the end of the

tune — just little four bar spaces — where Hart could

truly illustrate how he keeps a band moving ahead.
That's what Fortune also looks for in his playing: a view
beyond the horizon.

COuamr MCKMi taunt

Alaskan folkie Jewel overcame fire alarms and security problems to deliver a spectacular set at Chapin Hall.

Jewel keeps cool at Mt. Holyoke
By Lisa Oliveri

Collegian Skiff

Bo Diddley looked back on his 40-year career Friday at the Iron Horse.
rntarm Atlantic aKMDS

Bo knows: never too old to rock
By John H>>ndrkkson

Collegson Staff

Boaoarr
Iron Hone

Februory21, 1997

NORTHAMPTON — Bo still

knows. Friday night, rock n' roll

pioneer Bo Diddley brought 40
years of expertise and knowledge to

the Iron Horse. His blend of music,

humor and off-color anecdotes
captivated a packed house for the

duration of his set; it was the

music, though, which defined the

evening.

In order to fully appreciate Bo
Diddley (real name — Ellas
Mc Daniel), one has to understand
the magnitude of his influence.

Although he has never received the

recognition reserved for the likes of

Chuck Berry. Little Richard and
the other black stars of the '50s.

Diddley was just as important; his

early work personified the "jungle

music" tag applied to rock music at

its inception. With layers of mara-

cas, torn- toms and

tremolo-drenched guitars, his early

Chess classics "Who Do You
Love," "Roadrunner" and "I'm A
Man" combined call-and-responsc

vocals with his trademark
"shave-and -a -haircut -six-bits"
rhythm to create a sound which has

never been duplicated.

Not to say that people haven't

tried. Buddy Holly stole Bo's style

for "Not Fade Away"; the Rolling

Stones opened for him in 1963 and
recorded his "Mona'on their first

Turn to iO, page 8

JEWEL
Chopin Auditorium

Fah 20

SOUTH HADLEY — Alaskan native lewcl brought her
folksy sound to a sold-out crowd last Thursday evening at

Mount Holyoke college. Playing to an extremely receptive

audience in Chapin Hall, lewel's wit and talent carried her
throughout her 90- minute long performance.

lewcl appeared by herself on stage, wearing a long,

flowing dress, carrying only her acoustic guitar. She was
sans spotlight to begin, with only slight overhead lights

bearing down on her. giving her an almost angelic appear-
ance. Her voice was clear, beautiful and refined — there

was no question she is a gifted musician.

And then the problems began. No sooner than a chord
into her second song, Chapin Hall's fire alarm went off,

sending groans throughout the audience. But Icwel han-
dled it well, joking with the audience as if nothing hap-

pened. She played a few bars of "Foolish Games." and
then prompted lhe entire audience into collectively shout-

ing "loser" at the person who set off the alarm.

For the approximate 10 minutes lhe alarm buzzed.
lewcl entertained the crowd with personal looks into her
life and career. She spoke of the last time she was in the

Valley, talked about he upbringing in Alaska and then

sang snippets from "Pieces of You." inserting sarcastic

remarks about people who pull fire alarms.

With the exception of the overhead lights flickering on
and off at the end. it was smooth sailing the rest of the

show For most of her set she was alone which is some-
times difficult for an artist to pull it off. But lewd had no
problem. Right from the start she was the center of atten-

tion — not once did she ever get lost in the crowd. For a

small woman she has a powerful stage presence.

With the intimacy of a smaller venue, the audience and
artist can establish a favorable rapport. Jewel took full

advantage of this, weaving quirky stories and funny anec-
dotes between her songs. Each song had its own tale, and
Jewel quickly enraptured her fans with her eloquent story-

telling.

Though she only has one album thus far. Jewel took this

show as an opportunity to premiere some of her new
songs, giving her fans a sneak preview as lo what will be
on her forthcoming album.

If an audience is receptive to an artist, and exerts a lot

of energy, the show is usually that much better. And there

was no problem with the energy level last Thursday night.

There was. however, a problem with the students who
were working.

The students working the show were distinguished by

Turn to JEWEL, page 8
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Put the world at your fingertips.

Software Engineering
Systems Engineering
Computer Design
Signal Processing
Electro-Optics
Image Processing

With Raytheon Electronic Systems, you'll create the

technologies that define the future of tomorrow'* world. You'll

maximize your Engineering and Computer Science knowledge and
make an impact when you join our team. We currently have over
350 opportunities available in the technical areas listed above.

Raytheon Electronic Systems will be visiting campus soon. To find

out more about the complex challenges wo have to offer, please

contact the Career Placement Office to sign up for an interview.

For additional information, pleaso see our homepage at:

http://www.raytheon.com/ros

Interested candidates who are unable to meet with us on
campus may send a resume directly to: Raytheon Electronic

Systems, Professional Staffing, MS T2SL2. 50 Apple Hill

Drive, Tewksbury. MA 01 876 0901 . Feat (508) 858 1103.

E-mail: staffing@rea.ray.com

U.S. citiienship may be required for some positions. Equal

Opportunity Employer.

Raytheon Electronic

Systems

UNIVERSITY
BARTENDING COURSE

50%
Off!

!

Of Basic Program with valid college

Student I.O.

Singleton's Rosewood
honors 1922 massacre

Free Info Session

Wednesday, March 5th

7:00pm
Lord Jeffrey Inn. Amherst

Now Accepting Visa. M/C. AMEX & Discover

By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

l-800-U-CAN-MIX

ROSEWOOD
Directed by John Singleton

with ion Voighi, Ving Rnames,
Playing at Mt Farms Four Theater

Two years after graduating from
USC film school. John Singleton
created a true masterpiece of mod-
ern urban drama His film, entitled

Boyz N' the Hood, recognized
Singleton as a provocative and tal-

ented young filmmaker, with ambi-
tions of using the medium of film to

confront America with its social ills.

His latest picture, Rosewood con-
tains the same passion that fueled

Boyz N' the Hood, replacing pre-

sent-day Los Angeles with the back-

woods of central Florida during one
week in 1922.

Singleton recreates the true story

of the Rosewood massacre, which is

said by the Florida House of
Representatives to have had casual-

ties of two whites and six blacks.

However, survivors of the massacre
claim that the true number of dead
could be estimated at between 40
and 150, the vast majority being
African-American.
What is so bizarre and yet bril-

liantly innovative about Singleton's

recreation is that he tells the story

in the format of a classic western.

Turn to ROSEWOOD, page S

V. I Vim' Si,.

Understanding Eating Disorders:
Strategies for Frieids aid Families

Wednesday, February 26, 1997
Room 804

6:30 - 8 p.m. - Murray Lincoln Campus Center, UMass

I think my roommate has an eating disorder.
How can I be sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help.

How can I convince her to see a professional?

Who should I suggest.. Where should she go?
I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia.

She says it's under control, but I don't think it is.

I'm realh/ afraid... What can I do to help?

If you are concerned about someone who you know or suspect is struggling

with an eating disorder, come lo this informal workshop to explore how you

can help and cope with these issues.

For more Information, please call University Health Service*
Health EducaUon at 577-5181 or (.eneral Medicine 2 at 577-5233

Golden Key
National

Honor Society

General Membership
Meeting

*****

Where: Campus Center*

When: February 24, 1997
Time: 7:00 P.M.

*Please check at information Desk
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Black Affairs
Monday, February 24, 1 997

Note From the Editor
Since I first got involved with

the Black Affairs Desk in the
spring semester of 1996. we have
made considerable stride 3 in

making the Black Affairs Page a

dependable source for members
of the ALANA community to
read and be informed on issues

atfecring people of color.

Now. in the spring semester of

1997, we are continuing to do
the same. The Black Affairs Page
is about to take a big step in

bringing you what you want to

see. We're .making changes that

we hope will make the page big-

ger and better than it has ever
been. These changes are taking

place in three main components:
1 We are expanding the scope

of the page to include more
national news pertaining to peo-

ple of coli

2. We are bringing in more
involvement from RSOs such as

the Black Mass Communications
Project iBMCP) and the Black
Student Union (BSU) to let you
know what's going on with your

student-run organizations

3. As of March 10. the Black

Affairs Page will no longer run
every other week. Following the

week of Spring Break, the Black

Affairs Page will appear in the

Daily Collegian every Monday.
These changes are only the

beginning. We are also on a mad
dash for the recruitment of stu-

dents of color to write, not only

for Black Affairs and other diver-

sity desks, but the Collegian as a
whole
The Collegian and the Black

Affairs Page have received a lot

of criticism over the past semes-

ter. A lot of that criticism stems
from students thinking that the

paper is not inclusive enough of

the issues involving students of
color.

When I first read the Daily
Collegian, I taw that there was a

need for black representation. I

saw the need and 1 got involved.

1 took it upon myself to make a

difference and I didn't waste
time with criticisms that didn't

help make direct change.

We all know the problem. It's

easy to talk about the problem,
but doing something to actually

change things is easier said than

done.

Those of us here at Black
Affairs are dedicated to helping

bring about awareness and real

change. Many of our writers not

only write for the Black Affairs

desk, but also write for News,
Arts and Living and Sports.

Gregory Casimir and Allana
Todman have had front page sto-

ries on a number of occasions, as

well as myself. When people can

look at the front page of the
Collegian and see black writers,

it lets them know that there are

students of color making moves.
It's encouraging and helps brinj:

other students of color into the

mix.

Black Affairs and the Daily
Collegian arc here for you, but

you have to get involved. If you
don't make the effort, no one
else will. No one ever made sig-

nificant change waiting on others

to do it for them, and we won't

either.

Students of color on this cam-
pus will continue to be treated as

pets (nice to have around, but

don't count for much in the
long-run) until we take control

of the tools around us. This
paper is one of those tools that

gets circulated thousands of
times over — daily. That is

power. That is what we need.
That is what Black Affairs is try-

ing to get. but we can't do it

without you.

Thanks to all of those who
have contributed to the Black
Affairs Page in the past and to all

oi those who will in the future.

Grow in Knowledge Peace and
God Bless.

— Humphrey brown III

CASA night succeeds again

Black vs. white justice
This is not a column about O I

Simpson's personal tragedy It Is

not an examination of his 1996
criminal trial, which found him not

guilty, or his recent civil trial, which
established his responsibility for the

deaths of Nicole Brown Simpson
and Ron Goldman. Neither is it

about the merits or weakness of the

prosecution's case, nor the sudden
establishment of lohnny Cochran
last year as a popular political icon

among segments of the black com-
munity.

Over the past two and one-half
years, a virtual industry has been
constructed around
the trials and tribula-

tions of former
Heisman award-win-

ner. O.f Simpson.
Only days after his

initial arrest, t-shirts

flooded black communities embla-
zoned with the slogan. "Free 0.|.!"

Sleazy pseudo-journalists, like

Geraldo Rivera, used the controver-

sy to resurrect their floundering
careers.

Prosecutors who had failed to

convince a jury of 0|.'s guilt in the

criminal trial nevertheless succeed-

ed in raking in millions of dollars

from book contracts. All the central

protagonists in the case seemed to

be "making a killing."

Our standard of justice in a crimi-

nal trial requires the prosecution to

convince a jury of the defendant's

guilt "beyond a reasonable doubt
."

This standard was not met in the

first trial, with too much evidence
tainted and probably planted.
Conversely, it now seems highly

probable that Simpson planned and
committed these murders.

But let us go beyond the narrow
facts of the case to examine it's

larger political significance. Why
was the entire nation deluged with

this bad legal soap opera? Who
gained and who lost from the media
circus?

Before his arrest, OJ. Simpson
hsd little connection with the

African-American community. He
was apparently mesmerized with the

symbols-.0/ white power, prestige

and sexualirys O |. was quite skillful

in running trirtjueh airports for

Hertz rental car cMajnercials, but

seemed at a loss wheflHvyjng to

locate black neighborhoods or orga^

nizations.

O.l's racial awareness and politi-

cal consciousness were virtually

nonexistent. Unlike some
socially-conscious black athletes.

Of stood outside the struggles of

black America. So, given his obvi-

ous racial self-hatred and alien-

ation, how did O
I Simpson

become the "poster boy" for black

fairness in the criminal system?

The Simpson trial came along at a

time when the political assaults

against black America were steadily

V lh. Manning!

"'Marable

escalating. In the universities

minority scholarships were being

eliminated.

In academic circles, pseudoscien-

tific books such as The Bell Cune
advocated the cultural and genetic

superiority of whites over blacks

In the courts, minority economic
set-asides and majority- minority

legislative districts were under
attack. Inside the civil rights move-
ment, the media and conservative

interests were waging a relentless

campaign to remove the Reverend
Benjamin Chavis as head of the

NAACP Virtually the same day itwas
announced
that O.). was
the prime
murder sus-

pect, black
leaders repre-

senting a wide spectrum of ideolo-

gies and perspectives met at the

NAACP headquarters in Baltimore,

attempting to forge a black united

front.

I am convinced that many in the

media seized upon the Of Simpson
case with two objectives in mind: to

illustrate beyond a doubt that black

had been given "too much." and
that the legal system went too far in

protecting black criminals.

0.|. Simpson, once the darling of

corporate America, had been given

every possible perk and honor a

Negro could ever expect. How dare

he repudiate his patrons! The OJ.
case symbolically told white
America that affirmative action was
no longer necessary, and that

whites had become the innocent
victims of black rage, crime and
violence.

Logically, and not surprisingly,

many African-Americans felt it was
necessary to rally behind O.I. Many
of us privately thought that this

ex-athlete was nothing less than a

spouse-abusing slimeball. but larger

i--uc< were at stake.

Thousands of our young black
men were routinely railroaded in

white courtrooms, as police
destroyed our tainted evidence or
coerced confessions from the
accused. We knew that Mark
Fuhrman was no isolated case, but

symptomatic of a deep-seated
racism within police departments
throughout the country.

~Jt was not for O.l's personal situ-

ation-, but for our sons, brothers
and husbands. that many
African-Arrferkans questioned the

criminal and civil prosecutions
against him.

White justice and black justice

are still two different things.

Dr. Manning Marable is professor

of history and the director of the
Institute for Research in

African-American Studies,
Columbia University, Sew York
City.

By Gregory Casimir

Collegian Staff

On Saturday night. Feb. 22, the 5th

Annual Dominican Independence
C elehration took place in the Student

Union Ballroom.

The event was put on by CASA
Dominicana. the Dominican
student-run RSO. The members of the

CASA committee include Aida Baez.

Wenda Peralta. lean Metayer. Arline

Castillo. Maximo Cabral, Arlene Price.

Simon Alex. Rhoda Nunez and
Monique De La Oz.

The evening began with a traditional

Dominican cuisine being served. Baez

started the event of by thanking all of

the RSOs and other organizations that

sponsored the event.

Among the sponsors were the

Haitian Student Association (HASA),
Campus Design & Copy, Asian
American Student Association
(AASA). Concepto Latino, the Black

Student Union (BSU) and Boricuas

Unidos.

Baez commented on how the event

was born out of the emotion that

Dominican students feel towards their

country

.

"Although CASA has been regis-

tered for four years, this is our fifth

annual celebration," Baez said. "This

means that CASA night was bom out

of the love for our Dominican indepen-

dence."

Baez also cited the original members
of CASA — lenny Lopes, ludy Aquino.

Lucy Lopez and Belkis Alvarado — for

making this cultural event an ongoing

tradition:.

The keynote speaker of the evening

was Dominican diplomat Carlos lose

Cepeda. He gave a historical overview

of what the celebration signified.

"On February 27, 1844 men and
women gave their lives to get indepen-

dence for their country." Cepeda said.

The founding father of the

Dominican Republic was |uan Pablo

Duarte. Although Francisco del

Rosano Sanchez and Malias Ramon
Mella led the actual revolt against the

Haitian regime. Duarte is considered

the founding father because he provid-

ed the impetus and inspiration for the

achievement ol independence.

Duarte is also responsible for the

design of the current Dominican flag.

Despite the fact that the Dominican
Republic ousted a Haitian rule in order

to become independent, Cepeda
embraced their fellow islanders in a

message of unity.

"We feel honored to be neighbored

with a country like Haiti, despite the

difference in the people, and the lan-

guage," Cepeda said.

Cepeda closed on a note of good
future promise.

"Today, Dominicans have created a

free and liberal country," he said. "In

1996, we put in a new government.
We are in a new period in time."

The next event that followed was a

poetry reading by freshman committee

member Monique De La Oz entitled.

"Dominicana Yo Soy."

The entertainment began with four

sensational dance performances by the

CASA dance group, Cayena. They put

on three traditional dance numbers:
"Soy Dominicano," "Compadre Pedro
|uan" and "Mi Tierra Querida," and
finished with a more uptempo act that

had the crowd jumping. They ended
their performance with an enactment
of a traditional Dominican festival

known as "Camaval".

The costumes were designed by

lenny Balbuena, and the performances

were choreographed by Rhoda Nunez.

There was a brief dance intercession

before the artistic performance took

place. La Banda X. a mambo band,

provided live musical entertainment for

the night, and Concepto Latino dee-

jayed the dance party.

Baez commented on the importance

of events like this for students of

Dominican descent.

"It gives them an opportunity to

show l Mass what the Dominican cul-

ture is all about," Baez said.

Baez also explained on how events

like CASA night can benefit

non-Dominican students.

"We educate other people in our cul-

ture, our traditional foods, dance and
folklore, music and history." she said.

To Baez. the big turnout of the

night showed how receptive the

UMass community is to the

Dominican culture.

"The increase of people shows that

the word spread. It means that the peo-

ple who had a good time before came
back, and brought along friends." Baez

said.

Debut novel shines
By MiMkent Jackson

Collegian Correspondent

SHENESKA JACKSON
Caught Up In The Rapture

Simon & Schuster

In her debut novel. Caught Up In

The Rapture. Sheneska lackson
gives a heart-warming and well

thought-out contemporary love

story, full of wisdom and passion.

The romance lackson writes
about is that between two newly
signed artists at a black record
company, known as Black Tie
Records, which is built on family

values and service to the communi-
ty

lazmine Deems, a church-raised

singer of prodigious natural talent,

and Xavier Honor, an aspiring rap-

per, arc from the same neighbor-

hood in South Central LA. but

from two different worlds, lazmine

is 26 and her life hasn't really start-

ed yet. The daughter of a devout
Baptist preacher, lazmine doesn't

have much of a life. Her typical day

consists of going to school in the

morning, working in the afternoons

and hoping to get discovered in her

free time.

As far as men are concerned, she

is through with them. Due to bad
past experiences, which have left a

sour taste in her mouth, she has

opted to concentrate her energies

on herself, lazmine's primary objec-

tive is to make it on her own, dis-

cover her sexuality and have some
fun in the meantime, if at all possi-

ble.

Xavier, on the other hand, is a

gangsta living strictly in the fast

lane, headed for a life of pure
destruction, unless something big

happens in his life. Through his

rapping. Xavier sees a chance to

escape the hood. Like lazmine.
Xavier too is not looking for any-

thing as far as romance is con-
cerned: however upon their meet-

ing the issue of romance is

inevitable. Xavier and lazmine's

relationship blossoms against the

dramatic backdrop of two execu-

tives scheming to succeed Black
Ties Records' founder, ex-lovers.

drive bys and jealous friends.

Sheneska lackson creates believ-

able and intriguing characters —
for example. Dakota, lazmine's
sassy, outspoken best friend who
helps her come out of her shell and

later on manages her singing career.

The most troublesome part of the

novel is lackson's conflict resolu-

tion, which she readily dismisses by

hurrying the story along. This can

be a bit bewildering at times, but

lackson's character development is

strong enough to keep her readers

engaged. However, the most com-
pelling element of this first time
novelists work is her brilliant voice

which alternates back and forth

from the male, female point of
view, meanwhile rendering the kind

of socially grounded, uplifting story

that people are hungry for. Caught
Up In The Rapture is a story that

restores ones faith in the power of

love and clearly shows that you can

achieve what you want in life

regardless of your background.

Sista
Choice
Speaks
Dear Sista Choice.

I have braids and I'm trying to

grow out my hair. I have permed
roots on the ends. Do you have any

ideas about what I should do during

this transition stage? Also I was
wondering what style of clothing I

should wear?

Sincerely,

Selma

Dear Selma,

I've been through braids and
wanting to grow my hair out after

seeing my roots coming in. The
perm at the ends were only breaking

off my hair, due to the new growth,

giving me a reason to run to CVS to

buy a box of OPTIMUM extra
strength. I realized that if I really

wanted to grow it out I would have
to either cut off everything or just

put in braids until I reached my
desired length. I decided to do the

braid thing. The only problem with

the braid thing was that my hair was
thinning and my scalp was itching

too much. So, if you want to grow it

out. cut off the perm. There are

many different styles you can do
with short hair. Go to nearby salons

and check out your options. Do the

thing that makes you feel comfort-

able.

About the clothes — spring Is

coming so wear something with col-

ors that enhances your skin and fig-

ure, but don't enhance too much.
You don't want to give the wrong
impression. Long skirts are in, try

halter tops too. Don't be afraid to

try something new.

Dear Sista Choice,

I've been spending much time
with my best friend's girl. Even

Tell me: who da man?
Many brothers walk around with

their guard up. Fronting like they

hard, to protect what is all bottled

up inside, caused by crazy stress in

the world.

They are targeted by society,

being labeled and defined by false

media images of what it means to be

a black man in America.

It leaves them empty, bound up
in pain, unable to express them-

selves freely, for

if they do they

will be consid-

ered weak, mak-
ing them ques-

tion their own
manhood.

Saturday Feb.

22. at the Hampden Gallery. I wit-

nessed something amazing. I was
amazed by what my eyes had seen

after watching the film / AM A
MAN by Northeastern graduate

Byron ffurt. Brothers were being

real to themselves and each other,

expressing their insecurities about

black masculinity in America.

This film was designed to take a

look at black men in America and

what it means to be "Da Man".

This film was brought to campus
by the Women of Color Program
and the Counselor Advocate
Program at the Everywoman's
Center, in honor of Black History

Month, and in honor of black men
who don't receive the programming
they need to empower their own
development on campus.

/ AM A MAN is a film that result

ed from Hurt's self- exploration and

how he. as a black man. masked his

own feelings of vulnerability. To
play the role of being "hard." the

only way in which society would
affirm him and many other black

men, would be to play the role of an

angry beast unable to be tamed.

Look at the image of King Kong
He was an ape. and he also repre-

sented the image of a black man.
Kong was captured from Africa,

brought to America to chase after

while women with bright blend
hair. Not to mention the massive
attacks of abuse he received. He had

no emotions, for he was
non-human, invincible and sup-

posed to be captured and placed in

a metal cage.

Is this story not parallel to the

struggle of the black man in

America? They were captured from

Africa, brought to America to be

analaved, Ml fwti abused and

re captured (o be put in cages by

the same forces that brought them

here, but in a different time period.

So where docs emotion and pain

fit into this whole picture?

Do black men not have any feel-

ings to express''

Are they beings that are emotion-

|aas7 rlnj *• lxvn stripped of so

much and are still dehumanized as

being lazy peo-

ple, abusers,

murderers,
rapists, thieves

who must be

punished,
enforcing
America's fear

of the black man. You hear it all the

time.

"The black man did it!"

What is to be the response of

black men in America? If they are

affirmed by playing such roles, how
are thev able openly to express

themselves? How can they come
together and deal with the issues

that hurt them 10 deeply' If thev

can't be tough, have physical

strength, and high emotional toler-

ance, thev are less than a man.

So. who da man?
Responses were made by brothers

and sisters who sat in the audience

for the discussions during the

two-hour film, covering issues such

as media images, masking, cool

pen; scxmii abuse and the future

of the black man.

Brothers engaged in intense con-

versations, trading stories of inci-

dents that occurred in their commu-
nities. Thev di>cussed the roots of

problems such a- attacks by white

people, relationships with women,
relationships with other males,

issues of intimacy and how to define

their masculinity

When the program ended broth

ers remained, taking a deep look at

themselves and the world around
them. Thev didn't want to disperse

from a place they were validated for

being open, honest, compassionate

and seiiMiive

"It was nice to know what's going

on inside other brothers minds,

instead of Keating like the isolated

case," said Rodney Powell, a gradu-

ating senior.

/ Wt \ WW h scheduled to be
aired on I'HStn ISN.V

Onyitneclu Ihedigbo is a

Collegian correspondent

This is the first in a series of three pities dedicated to the travels of enslaved
Africans and their journey, thereafter, in Amcrikkka

This is a new lifeline through which my blood (lows and as I paint bitter

Wood on paper walls... I still see you. The a of Attica became trans-

formed from beauty to sorrow, a memory that is The burden of shackles
wounded ankles as I try to proceed through the swamp ol society's insanities...

My ankles hurt The blood from my wounded ankles spread red dry trails all

over the wast coast of Africa As though niercv had forgotten me, I remained in

my grave lifeless but still praying 10 my god. The only reminder that I wasn't in

the ground was the constant rucking of the ship It wasn t the ground, but it

was hell afloat. The raising of the sun I bad not seen for many moons, for I was
buried alive in the belly of capitalism and greed. Not a sunset to behold, how
could I have known that mother Africa still existed Would I ever return and
would mother Africa welcome me back? The water splashing against the wood-
en frame of the boat, the jaws of sharks, the sound of pain all around me... I

wanted to die. but I couldn't even kill myself Ain't this some shhhh. I lay there
silently praying for mercy, and welcoming death. The sharks guided by natural
instincts follow blood trail* that lead 10 an occasional feasting on my charred
flesh. I arrived m the Americas cramped from the confinement of my horizontal
grave that was right below the top of the water. I heard those jaws and wishing
those jaws to be n\y permanent end.

The mercy of death was not mine to he held, at least not vet The weight of
the shackles was pressing me deeper into my own feces Being [ stored) in condi-
tions not fit for an animal, made me of an angry manner. You sec, there is no
getting away from my own ankles and mv neck ... THE PAIN. Eyes half open:
mind alert to the movements of my world They say I'm in a state of mind
numbing pain The pain cannot make me cry, it's far from that stage now. I feel

it though. My reality is not even believable to myself, as though the silence ol

my own insanity was, too much to bear. I search for calm among the sane. Who
is the judge of ones mental state? Who determines normalitv ' Who determines
who is sane or not? Laying there I was bounded neck, hand and ankles. Should
I be going crazy at this point? Should I be alive Is this my punishment for the
color of my skin?

I hope I'm still sane.

As my back pulsated with a sensation unlike lungs breathing fire, this was
worst. Thirty-nine lickings, cotton picking had to proceed, even on hot summer
days.

— Omar O. Gavlc

though he's my boy. I find myself
developing a deep like for her (it's

not even physical, it's mental). It's

gotten to the point that we talk on
the phone late at night about things

like life, religion and... us. He's my
boy, I don't want to disrespect, bul

she gives me the kind of stimulation

I've been looking for. What should I

do?
Sincerely,

brother nobody has to know

Dear brother nobody has to know.
What your doing is the no-no of

friendships.

Rule number one of a friendship

is no touching, feeling, smelling,

enticing or wanting your boy's prop-

erty. Sometimes we find ourselves in

situations that are potentially very

damaging to ourselves and others

involved.

If you can prevent the fire from
blowing in your face, stop it right

away. The spark has begun and it

can only get bigger. If you feel that

this young woman is all that, let her

go-

Let her know that what's develop-
ing isn't cool and you can't go there.

Play her "Next Life Time" on Erika
Badu's new album. Later on she will

probably have more respect for you.
You won't be considered a dog. If

it's meant to be. you'll cross paths
again.

If you do continue this relation-

ship with this girl, think about how
it would feel not having your boy?
Maybe you'll see him next life time.

Sista Choice is a liaison to the
Black Affairs Page and not a
Collegian staff member. Sista Choice
Speaks is a bi-weekly advice column
for students of the AlANA commu-
nity and abroad. If you have any-
thing you d like to ask Sista Choice,
direct questions or comments to
Sistu Choice c/o Humphrey brown
III of the Black Affairs Page at the
Collegian. You may also drop ques-
tions in Humphrey's box down in

the Collegi'in in the Campus Center
Basement.

On Black History
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It's time to resurrect W.E.B. Du Bois
History cannot ignore W.E.B. Du

Bois. Because history has to reflect

truth and Dr. Du Bois ivas a tireless

explorer and a gifted discoverer of
social truths. His singular greatness

lay in his quest for truth about his

own people. There were very few
scholars who concerned themselves
with honest study of the black man
and he sought to fill this immense
void. The degree to which he succeed-

ed discloses the great dimensions of
the man.
— Dr. Martin Luther

King |r. speaking at the

Centennial birthday cel-

ebration of W.E.B. Du
Bois al Carnegie Hall in

New York City.

February 23. I9b8

As we celebrate the annual Black

History Month commemoration for

yet another year, there continues to be

a conspicuous absence in recognition

of one of the most important
African-American figures of the 20th

century. Many years ago. he was a

household name, and was eulogized at

the 1963 March on Washington fol-

lowing his passing the previous day. In

1408. at a centennial celebration of

his birth held at Carnegie Hall in New
York City. Dr. Martin Luther King |r.

acknowledged him as "one of the most

remarkable men of our time." describ-

ing him as a "restless, militant black

genius."

William Edward Burghardt Du
Bois. over the course of his 95 ycais.

clearly laid down the critical founda-

tions (or the establishment of an inde-

pendent African American identity,

one that upheld and defended our
humanity. Born in Great Barrington.

Mass., Du Bois became the lirsi

Alrican American to earn a doctoral

degree from Harvard in 1895. He
would go on to teach sociology at a

number of distinguished institutions,

most notably Atlanta University.

where he taught for a total of 23

years, and in 1905. Du Bois estab-

lished a black think-tank of

African-American scholars and
activists from around the country

called The Niagara Movement four

years later he would become a founder

of the NAACP. America's largest and

oldest civil rights organization, and for

the next 24 years would become the

voice of America s black ilttssHtnof as

the editor of the NAACP organ. Die

Cnsis magazine.

So now the question must be raised.

Why isn't Du Bois acknowledged
more frequently in public life, particu-

larly in the mass media, including the

black press. Is it possible that some-

one of Du Bois' stature could be for-

gotten so easily'' Probably not.

Clearly. Du Bois legacy has been near-

ly completely erased from the public

awareness, along with Paul Robeson

and others who were blacklisted dur-

ing the McCarthy Era because of their

political views. After the Second
World War, Du Bois became more
and more uncompromising in his

opposition to European colonialism

and U.S. imperialism. Du Bois had
first traveled to the Soviet Union in

1926. and was very vocal about his

support for the success of the 1917

Bolshevik Revolution, and the 1949

Chinese Communist Revolution.

During the Cold War. such views

were considered

acts of political trea-

son.

In the manuscript

of his autobiogra-

phy. A Soliloquy on
Viewing My Life

from the last

Decade of its Tirst Century, completed

in 1961. Du Bois wrote this passage,

entitled Communism.
"1 have studied socialism and com-

munism long and carefully in lands

where they are practiced and in con-

vcrsation with their adherents, and

with wide reading," he wrote. "I now
state my conclusion frankly and clear-

lv: I believe in communism. I mean by

communism, a planned way of life in

the production of wealth and work
designed for building a slate whose

object is the highest welfare of the

people and not merely the profit of a

part.

"I believe that all men should be

employed according lo (heir ability

and that wealth and services should be

distributed according to need. Once I

thought that these ends could be

attained under capitalism, means of

production privately owned, and used

in accord with free individual initia-

tive. After earnest observation I now
believe that private ownership of capi-

tal and free enterprise are leading the

world to disaster.

"I do not believe thai so-called

people's capitalism' has in the United

States or anywhere replaced the ills ol

private capitalism and shown an

answer to socialism. The corporation

is but the legal mask behind which the

individual owner of wealth hides.

Democratic government in the United

States has almost ceased to function

A fourth of the polls are disenfran-

chised, half the legal voters do not go

to the polls We are ruled by those

who control weaKh and who by fli.it

power buy or coerce public opinion
"

Du Bois further added. "I resent the

charge thai communism is a conspira-

cy: Communists conspire as do capi-

talists. But it is false that all

Communists are criminals and that

communism speaks and exists mainly

by means of force and fraud. I shall

therefore hereafter help the triumph of

communism in every honest way that I

can: without deceit or hurt: and in any

way possible, without war: and with

goodwill lo all men of all colors, class-

es and creeds.

"If, because of this belief and such

action. I become the victim of attack

and calumny. I will react in the way

that seems to me best for the world in

which I live and which I have tried

earnestly to serve. I know well that the

triumph of communism will be a slow

and difficult task, involving mistakes

of every sort. It will call for progres-

sive change in human nature and a

better type of manhood that is com-

mon today. I believe this possible, or

otherwise we will continue to lie. steal

and kill as we are doing today."

In 1951. the McCarthy Era was
emerging as a nationwide witch-hunt

against liberal activists, many of

whom were charged and convicted for

supporting "subversive communist
activities" in the U.S. Du Bois' activi-

ties with the Peace Information Center

in New York City compelled the

United States to file an indictment

against him and fellow staffers at the

organizations for "not having regis-

tered as an agent of a foreign princi-

ple." Du Bois would become a "per-

sona non grata" as many of his former

friends and supporters turned their

back on him for fear of the conse-

quences associating with him would

bring. The trial ended in acquittal for

Du Bois. but the damage had been

done, as Du Bois later lamented.

"Little children shall no longer know
my name." W.E.B. Du Bois would
officially join the U.S. Communist
Party 10 years later in 1961. That

same year Du Bois and his wife moved
to Ghana, upon the invitation of

President Kwame Nkruma. to edit the

Encyclopedia Africana. Du Hois

would spend his last days in Ghana
until his passing on August 27. 1963.

Ten years would pass thereafter

before Du Bois would begin to receive

the honor and recognition he so right-

fully deserved here in the land of his

birth. In 1973. the University of

Massachusetts al Amherst, under the

leadership of Dr. Randolph Bromery.

would purchase the largest collection

of Du Bois papers and personal corre-

spondence from his widow. Shirley

Graham Du Bois. The collection was

deposited on the 25th Boot of the

I Diversity's main library, and consists

over 180.000 documents and pho-

tographs. I recentlv vtsited this mas-

sive archive of bistoarv projtortion

during a class antfhy k|c and writings

d WT.B. Du Bois There, I saw let-

ters to Du Bois from Booker T.

Washington and his colleagues at

Atlanta University, and also viewed

documents from his FBI dossier,

which filled nearly half-a-dozen
boxes. This archive proved an invalu-

able resource for Rutgers University

professor and Historian David
levering Lewis, who wrote an
impressive 755-page biography of Du

Bois entitled: W.E.B. Du Bois. A
Biography of a Race. 1868-1919. The
biography, published in 1993, is the

first of two volumes on Du Bois. the

second of which is due lo be released

this year.

On February 23. 1996. the 26-story

main library, formerly known as the

"Tower Library," was officially dedi-

cated in honor of W.E.B. Du Bois.

This would mark the first time in the

history that an academic building in

Massachusetts would bear the name of

one ol its most prestigious native sons.

It would mark the final successful con-

clusion lo an initiative which had been

in the works for over 20 years.

These projects and endeavors are

clear indicators that, in the absence of

the Cold War. there is a growing thaw

of the public stigma against the man
who met with Nikita Khrushchev and

later joined the U.S. Communist Party

less ihan three years before the Cuban
missile crisis of October. 1962.

However, the legacy of W.E.B. Du
Bois still remains deeply entombed in

the shadows of American history.

Most Americans have never heard of

him. and those that have still obsess

over the fact that he supported com-

munism for much of his life. It is an

even more a tragic observation thai

many African-Americans, notably

those of whom which most benefitted

from his life's work, have for the most

part been brainwashed by U.S. propa-

ganda to support the irrational

anti-communist sentiment that still

infects this supposedly democratic-

nation of ours.

Du Bois' Harvard doctoral thesis.

The Suppression of the African Slave

Trade, should serve as a reminder thai

it is capitalism, with its need to exploit

cheap labor (e.g. slavery I and polarize

the proletariat (workers) into racial

and other class divisions, that forms

the basis of our historic oppression

here in America. Given this historical

fact. Du Bois and his legacy can and

-liould be considered to be the Basal

significant challenge against those

forces which stand the most to gain

through the continued oppression of

African-Americans and people of

color around the world.

As we approach the new millenni-

um, the time has come to dismantle

and deposit these forces into the dust

bin of history. As America's most
powerful and outspoken cntic-ol the

Lmusuces of racism and capitalism

Di lXi Bois left behind for us the vers

scientific and philosophical tools with

which lo fulfill this great revolutionary

crusade. To begin, we must refer back

to and revisit a mighty champion of

this never-ending battle for soul and

conscience of humanitv Now. more
than ever, the time has come to recur

reel W.E.B. Du Bois

Martin I tones is a Collegian

columnist

What is black history? A tradition
Black history is the history of the

people of African origins and their

interactions with other people of the

world. Black history is the hisiorv of

the Diaspora of African people who
were forcibly sold into slavery to build

the new world which includes North.

Central and South America as well as

the Caribbean. Contrary to popular

beliefs, black history begins in Africa,

and thus the foundations of black his-

tory is African History.

Black history begins with the origins

of humankind, which emerged from

Africa millions of years ago. Dr. Loaal

I cakcv found the remains of the origi-

nal ancestors of humanity in Olduvia

Gorge in Tanzania East Africa in 1959.

If Africa is indeed the cradle of

humankind, it is also the birth place of

human culture.

Black history is the history of a peo-

ple who built great civilizations along

the Nile, the most prominent of which

was in Egypt. The Egyptian Pharaohs

were the world's first absolute mon-

archs, with unlimited power. They

founded the first bureaucracy. They

invented Hieroglyphic writing, one of

the ancestors of the modern Latin

alphabet. The Egyptians invented deci-

mal numbers so that they could make

counting easier, as well as the calendar

to keep track of lime and the seasons.

Finally, Egypt profoundly influenced

Greco-Roman culture, upon which

Western culture developed.

Black history is the history of a peo-

ple who ruled Spain for 800 years. It is

ironic that the Spanish King and

Oueen. Ferdinand and Isabella, defeat-

ed the last Moorish stronghold of

Grenada in 1492, the same year

Columbus landed in the Americas.

Black history is the history of the

great West African empires of Ghana.

Mali and Songhay Timbuktu became

the educational center for Mali and

under the Songhay Empire, education

continued to flourish. The great

Moslem University of Sankore attract-

ed scholars from North Africa. Egypt

and Europe.

Black history is the history of a peo-

ple who migrated to Asia and the

Americas before Marco Polo and
Columbus. Runoko Rashidi. a cultural

historian, recorded that an African peo-

ple known as the Khmers. built the

kingdom of Funan in Southeast Asia in

the countries that arc now known as

Burma. Thailand. Kampuchea.
Malaysia. Vietnam and Laos. It is also

widely known that Africans traded

with Asia long before Europeans
encountered Asia or Africa In fact, the

camel was introduced into Africa from

Asia in 100 A.D. Also, fruits such as

bananas, plantains, sugar cane and

coconuts were introduced into Africa

from Asia during this ancient trade

period. In addition. Ivan Van Scrtima.

an anthropologist al Rutgers

University, documented in his book.

Ihc\ QaW Before Columbus, the early

presence of Africans in Central and

South America before the coming of

Europeans.

Black history is the history of a while

woman, Margaret Douglas of Norfolk.

Va., who served a month in jail in 1854

for teaching slaves how to read.

Black history is the history of those

whites who used their homes as

way-stations as part of the under-

ground railroad to assist blacks in their

escape from slavery to freedom.

Black history is the history of a white

woman, Viola Liuzio. of Detroit,

Michigan who was killed in the deep

South in the 1 960s while helping regis-

ter blacks to vote.

Black history is the history of

Presidents Abraham Lincoln and
Lyndon B. lohnson. both of whom
signed significant legislation that

changed the condition of black people

and the nation. The Emancipation
Proclamation of 1863 and the Civil

Rights Act of 1964 knocked down the

legal barriers of equalitv

Black history is not only American

history, it is also world history. There

are common threads that run through

out experiences of arriving, inhabiting,

building and shaping the country One
of those common threads is that early

arrivals; the adventurer, the colonists,

the slaves and later, immigrants came

by boat. We are a nation of boat people

who wanted lo be free. The adventurer

wanted lo be free to explore and search

for prosperity. The colonist wanted to

be free of religious and political perse-

cution. The slaves wanted physical,

political and economic freedom and the

immigrants wanted economic and
poliiical freedom.

77»is piece was written hv lota Phi

Theta Fraternity. Inc.

I ill tors Note:

Keeping in mind that the true mean-

ing of black histon includes the histon

of the world and humanity, it is out-

fitting what we give it the proper

respect it desen-es. This and a whole

wealth of information is available fur

you to see for yourself bin only if you

look for it. You won't get this kind of

know ledge in the classroom. Our Insto-

rv has been denied fnmi us for far too

long and u mns deeper than cotton and

peanuts. It's time to learn the truth

about our origins so that we can better

understand one another and come
together as a nation. Grow in

Knowledge Peace and God Bless.

The Black Affairs Page would like to pay tribute to

all the men, women and children who fought in the

freedom struggle of all African people around the

world. This Black History month, and always, take it

upon yourself to learn about the sacrifices of those

who died to make a better life for you and me.

A I • DO tOIV II8HAHV MCMVt*

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois

W I I DU k>v imAirv A». >«V»i

W.E.B DU Bois meeting with Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev, at the

Kremlin in Moscow, 19S9.

One Time For the Mind: Ideology of Black Women
No other group in America has

had their identity socialized out ol

existence as have black women. We
are rarely recognized as a group of

separate and distinct... when black

people are talked about, the focus

tends to be on black men. When
women are talked about, the focus

tends to be on white women." said

black feminist Deborah King

As a black individual, there are

many struggles that I have to

en ounter on a

daily basis

because of my
race. But as a

woman of

African descent,

there is another
consciousness thai has to be dealt

with, because of the struggles I deal

with based on my gender.

Ideology and stereotypical views

about black women plague us even

so this day.

\ simple stroll down an aisle in

Stop 'n Shop will prove this

Looking at Aunt |emima on the

svrup stand reveals the "Mammy"
image that has marginalized black

women even to this day. Although

she has turned in her scarf for a

new relaxed look. Aunt lemima has

been a symbol and reminder that

society has us just where they want

us.

The heavily embedded view of

black women as nurturers and care-

takers has not only placed a stereo-

tvpe i hat many black women are

always uneducated and on welfare,

but has also transcended into the

types of domestic jobs that many
black women, who are often the

main breadwinners of the family,

receive.

With many black women working

in service occupations. Dr. lull.nine

Malveaux. writer, educator and

political economist, pointed out in

her lecture during the ALANA lec-

ture series, thai 43 percent of

African Americans earn less than

$7.50 per hour

On the economic scale black

women arc al the very bottom.

With many black women working

in temporary jobs, economic securi-

iv is lacking lor a lot of them. Many

m these iobs which single black

mothers hold, do not offer health

insurance that is pivotal for raising

a familv

Other views of black women
have also been subtle accepted
truths The idea d the "lezebel".

which stems Ironi the slavery peri-

od, stating that black women arc

naiurallv sexuallv aggressive, is one

deology that has

Al/tmu /:.
to

7 Todman

continued
develop

During the

primitive years

slaves were
v lewed as inhu-

mane, therefore justifying manv ol

the slave masters decisions lo

exploit and rape female slaves.

This type of de-feminization ol

African American women, distm

guished our experience as sexual

slaves to that of white females'

experience.

White females, in spiritual eves

viewed black women slaves as

objects who were adulterers, turn-

ing their husbands on to have sexu-

al contact with them

This has been the root of what
separates white feminists and black

feminists. Our experience of being

mutilated is one thai will never be

understood, but subtly exists

throughout our culture.

The lezebel ideology is constantly

played out through the way we as

black people are portrayed and
visualized.

The media is one way we can
analyze this view.

This allows me to pose a question

about some of our recent popular

artists such as Little Kim and Foxy

Brown.

As black women in academia. do

we move and groove to the sounds

of these female "icons." who for

many represent all black females,

without analyzing the explicit lan-

guage thev use to express their sex

ualitv"

Or do we allow the heavy bass

and beat sway our bodies from pay-

ing attenlion to the wi.rds ihal SJM

being asjMf

This question is ,i prevalent one.

because as a communitv nianv black

Americans use music art and poem
to express and distribute inlonna

tion We need lo become aware bJ

the messages that are being sent u,

our communitv and to the rest ol

societv

\s black women, we need to

vocalize our struggles and begin to

interact more with white women in

order to come together

Ironically enough, manv eonlet

ences that are planned for all

women to have conversations nt

such, black women's issues usually

gel ignored. While women in the

past have attached our oppre-

as a black race onto their own. in

order lor them 10 relate

"We as while feminists are

drawn to black women s rilions

because thev concretize and make
vivul | s\sicm ol oppression." s,nil

three white feminist academi

"The Occult of True Black
Womanhood: Critical demeanor
and Black Feminist Studies'" bv

Anne Ducille.

We are not objects front which u>

gain conviction or purpose from,

but in the same context our struggle

to be heard is not to be taken light

Iv

Black woman have always played

an essential role in community.
through the church and local politi-

cal organizations.

Prominent women like Maria
Stewart, lulia Anne Cooper and
Sojourner Truth have paved the

way for creating more of a black

consciousness for black women
Their work was definitely not

done in vain.

Our intellectuality has been ques

tioned for too long. As black

women in academia. we have the

opportunity to examine the commu
nities in the political and econonik

arenas in order to consistently chad-

lenge many of the false ideologies

thai society places on black women
Allana I. Todman is a Collegian

columnist.

I \
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Jewel
continued from page 5

bright red t-shirts with the
insignia, "The Network Rules" on
the back. Never before have 1 seen

such a rude, inept group of securi-

ty. For starters, the show was
standing room only, and people
lined the perimeter of the auditori-

um to try to catch a glimpse of

Jewel. The "Network Rules" group
proceeded to kick everyone in my
section of the balcony out. citing a

"fire hazard." No sooner did the

ticket holders leave the area than

the workers sat down.
It's too bad that the "Network

Rules' girls took all this effort in

dispersing the crowd, only to stand

exactly where the audience was
told they couldn't stand. But even

that wasn't quite as bad as when
one of the workers stood directly

in front of a child, and then
refused to move when her father

asked nicely. And often the spot-

light seemed erratic, with shadows
of people standing in front of it —
yet another slip-up from the secu-

rity.

But all this aside, jewel show-
cased all of her abilities and never

lost one moment of excitement
during her set. From her new
songs, to her hit single. "Who Will

Save Your Soul," to her powerful

encores, jewel was impressive and
captivating. With all of her talent,

it's such shame she had to play in

such a bad environment with inef-

ficient staff. Maybe next time she

might want to return to the Iron

Horse or try John M. Greene Hall

in Northampton.

Bo
continued from page 5

album; hell, George Thorogood built

a career copping every trick in the

book from the Diddley Daddy him-

self. The bottom line, though, is that

nobody knows Bo better than Bo
himself.

Touring in support of his new
album, A Man Amongst Men.
Diddley spent ample time before the

show at the bar, guitar in hand, gra-

ciously mingling with well-wishers

and autograph hounds.
Unfortunately, back problems kept

Bo seated for most of the set, and
thus it took a bit longer to work up
the energy seen at previous shows.

However, once Bo got his mojo

working, there was no stopping him.

Although "Roadrunner" failed to

match the original version, his signa-

ture song, "Bo Diddley." was dynam-
ic. It also must be said that watching

a couple of hundred drunk,
middle-aged white people trying to

clap along to Bo's trademark beat is

an utterly horrifying experience.

Sharp back-up by the Fabulous
Heavyweights served to highlight

Diddlcy's guitar playing and voice,

both of which have only become rich-

er with age. To see a living legend in

such an intimate venue is a treat in

itself; to see one as timeless and elec-

trifying as Bo Diddley is a rarity.

Rosewood
continued from page 5

The narrative focuses on the sit-

uations of two completely
intriguing men. who each play

their conventional roles to fit

the western format.

|on Voight's (Deliverance.

Midnight Cowboy) character is

the one white man who lives in

the prosperous black community
of Rosewood. Florida. Voight's

John Right is a shop owner who
has recently been remarried
after the death of his wife.

Through .an affair with, his

attractive black employee, it is

understood that Right is not a

prejudiced man. Yet. he subtly

exploits the inhabitants of
Rosewood while believing that

because he's not in the Klan.
they respect him.

Ving Rhames (Pulp Fiction.

Mission Impossible) is Mr.
Mann, the silent and mysterious

stranger who enters Rosewood
days before the massacre will

occur. He is the typical lone-

some hero, attempting to make
the decisions which classify as

right and wrong.

The massacre is the responsi-

bility of a white woman from
Sumner, who was brutally bat-

tered during an extramarital
affair. Captured through an
incredibly haunting camera
movement, the woman walks
outside after her lover leaves,

and screams out to the entire

town that a black man has raped
and beat her. The entire commu-
nity knows that this is most like-

ly untrue, yet the town of
Sumner is filled with prejudice

and resentment towards
Rosewood and takes this situa-

tion as an invitation to violently

destroy their black neighbors
once and for all.

After the failures of

Singleton's two previous films,

the mundane Poetic lustice and
the blatantly racist Higher
Learning, Rosewood will be his

return to Hollywood's favor.

However. Rosewood is strikingly

powerful in composition and
disappointingly empty in narra-

tive. The story's passion is only

successfully evoked through
Singleton's camera work. A
master of mis-en-sccne, his

images appear to resemble the

truest of tragic proportions. Not
since Citizen Cane, has a film's

construction appeared so well

thought out within each individ-

ual frame.

Although a true story.

Rosewood offers nothing new
that Hollywood hasn't already

released 100 times before. What
Singleton has made is a much
better western than social histor-

ical drama. His point to show
alternative readings to historical

events is well made, but the
characters become so lost in the

magnitude of the film's context

that when it's over, one realizes

they never really said anything.

The transitions that each princi-

ple character must endure arc

interesting and yet somehow
unbelievable. They are attempt-

ing to grow and change in the

same way characters have always
been portrayed doing so in fic-

tion.

Rosewood is an entertaining

and disturbing look at our coun-

try's past. What it lacks in depth
it more than makes up for in

potential and. if nothing else, it

is a beautiful film to merely look

at. It is best to understand
Singleton's story as an historical

recreation of a situation that is

not taught in high school history

classes. B

Rosewood's jon Voight
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UCLA wins match between ACC, PAC 10's best

By Beth Harris

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — J.R. Henderson wbs still rubbing sleep from his eyes
when No. 17 UCLA's game against sixth-ranked Duke tipped off late Sunday
morning.

Two early fouls resulted in an eight-minute rest on the bench that didn't help
Henderson's momentum, even though the Bruins built a 10 point first-half

advantage in his absence. But Henderson awoke with a bang in the second
half, scoring 16 of his 18 points, including the go-ahead basket off his own
miss with 40 seconds remaining.

Toby Bailey then hit two free throws with 15 seconds to play, helping UCLA
beat Duke 73-69 and snap the Blue Devils' seven-game winning streak. Duke
is in first place in the Atlantic Coast Conference, while the Bruins are atop the
Pacific- 10.

"This game is huge. It does a lot for us as a team and our conference." Bailey

said. "When you work hard, you deserve to win games like this at home. We
did a lot of good today."

It was Steve Lavin's biggest victory since taking over as UCLA coach after

jim Harrick was fired just before the season started. "We've come a long way
the past couple of months," Lavin said. "We still have a long way to go, but

our team has an unbelievable heart, and we're a real basketball family.

Lavin, 32, beat his former pen pal and mentor, Duke coach Mike

Krzyzewski. in their first meeting. Lavin initially wrote to Krzyzewski for

coaching advice after he graduated from college in 1987, and Lavin has talked

to him monthly since replacing Harrick. "He's not looking up to me today. I'm

looking up to him." said Krzyzewski. who nearly hired Lavin away two years

ago. "The way his team played. I'm sure he wasn't paying attention to who was

on the other bench."

Duke (22-6) made a desperate attempt to score after Bailey's free throws.

But Ricky Price's shot was blocked by Charles O'Bannon down low. then

Roshown McLeod missed a 3-pointer and Bailey flung the ball downcourt as

time expired.

"UCLA was really ready to play us." Krzyzewski said. "Us not hitting from

outside in the first half had a bigger impact on us than I thought it would. We
were fortunate to be so close at half time."

Hundreds of the record 1 3.478 fans who jammed Pauley Pavilion rushed the

court as UCLA (17-7) completed its first significant victory over a non-confer-

ence opponent this season.

Reserve Kris Johnson added 14 points for UCLA, which won its fifth

straight and made a case for staying in the West Regional in the upcoming

NCAA tournament.
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hockey
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opened the scoring 8:59 into his
comeback game.
Masters had a clear shot at

Brian Regan and beat the UMass
netminder with a hard wrist shot
pegged for the top corner, blocker
side.

The Minutemen thought they
had either a power play or the
equalizing goal midway through
the second, but were wrong on
both counts. After Rob Bonneau
was hooked down by Andy Powers
with no call, he regained the puck
and fed Dean Campanale at the
top of the crease for a beautiful
redirection over Taylor's glove
into the top shelf.

However, at this point the focus
of the Mullins crowd of 4,217 was
turned to the fifth of the famous
"five W's" that one learns about in

high school English class. For each
of these W's there exists an unan-
swerable question. Saturday night
the UMass faithful was exposed to

the "when."

There is no real answer to:

• What is the sound of one hand
clapping?

• Who put the bop in the
bop-she-bop-she-bop?

• Where in the world is Carmen
San Diego?

• Or the simply-stated but
ever-perplexing: Why?

Likewise, there is no real
answer to: When does a puck
legally enter the net but is not
called a goal?

Campanale's shot tickled the
twine, something that could be
proved by the moving water bottle,

an item that would not move if the

puck either struck the post, or failed

to hit the netting. The goal was evi-

dent to pretty much all in atten-

dance, including members of the

Boston media assembled in the
press box who could see the puck
from their perch high above Hadley.

Spearheaded by referee |ohn
Gravalese. the officiating crew,
which earlier in the game had
whistled UMass for icing on a

puck that went well through the

BC crease, saw otherwise. No goal

was called and the momentum
swung to BC's side for most of the

remainder of the game.
Neither side said much after the

game. Mallen didn't want to pin

the loss on the call, while the
Eagles didn't want to look a gift

horse in the mouth, but the

no-goal call impacted the flow of

this 3-2 game.

"At home it's always a goal,"

Mallen said. "I didn't have a clear

view of it. A lot of guys thought it

was in, but it was a tough call."

"I couldn't look back fast

enough to see if it had gone in or
not," Taylor said. "The guys were
talking about it after the game and
half of them swore it went in, and
half of them didn't."

Masters scored his second goal
of the night minutes later on a

power play. The puck squirted
loose of a scrum in front of Regan
and found its way onto Masters'
stick beside the right post for an
easy tap-in.

BC went up 5-0 with 10:32 to

play in the game when Mike
Gaffney was left helpless as the
lone Minuteman back on a 3-on-l
Eagle rush. Defenseman David
Wainwright converted on a Blake

Bellefeuille pass for the BC score.

Not to disappoint the senior day
home crowd, the Minutemen
mounted a furious comeback
attempt.

Tom O'Connor scored at the
12:49 mark of the third period
when his 1 5-foot wrist shot broke
between the pads of a

butterfly-styled Taylor. Bonneau
and Steve MacKinnon picked up
assists on the junior defenseman's
third goal of the year.

Playing with an added fire.

UMass made it a one-goal game at

the 14:54 mark. Warren Norris
stole an errant pass in the neutral

zone, broke past a BC defenseman
and went in on Taylor. The Eagle

netminder made a beautiful sliding

stop on the senior's point blank
shot, but he could not corral the

rebound, which Keith O'Connell
knocked home, making it a 3-2
game. It was the first goal the BC
transfer had scored against his for-

mer mates.

Unfortunately the game ended
as a 3-2 BC victory, which
clinched eighth place in the league

standings, and the seventh playoff

seed for the Minutemen. UMass
will face either New Hampshire or

Boston University on the road in a

best-of-three Hockey East quar-

terfinal series starting on March 7.

The opponent likely will not be
determined until the teams face

each other at BU's Walter Brown
Arena on March I

.

seniors
continued from page 12

they're going to find out it even gets

higher so we'll see if they're ready fc*

it."

The upcoming conference tourna-

ment will be an indication of the

underclassmen's readiness to step

up in the coming years into the lead-

ership positions so capably filled by

this year's graduating
Minutewomen.

"Right now we feel solid." O'Brien

said. "I think the guards arc starting

to play a little better together.

"I still don't think we've come
close to playing our best basketball.

We've got to go into Thursday and
hopefully this weekend playing our
best basketball of the year." O'Brien

added. "Everyone's playing really

well together."

f€&* SELL A
CAR?
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bitter

Rob Bonneau fed Dean Campanale, whose goal was
faithful.
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recalled to the dismay of the Mullins

continued from page 1
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he was recruiting the first ever Canadian-born player for

that program in 30 years.

"It was 50 degrees below zero, and I had frost bite on
the bottom of my feet for about a week," Mallen said. "I

couldn't figure out what was wrong, but you just don't

wear a regular pair of dress shoes up there. Everybody
leaves their car running almost 24-hours a day. If you go
up town for a sandwich and coffee, their car runs the

whole time.

"I walked across the street from the hotel to the rink, it

was about only three or four hundred yards, no kidding,

and I thought my nose was going to fall off. So, it was like

being on Mars, that's the way I look at it. When those kids

from Saskatchewan come down here they probably walk
around with their shirt off all day."

Along with Regan, the Sherwood, Alberta native can be

considered one of the most underrated goalies in the

Northeast. Both have similar playing styles, a la Patrick

Roy, and both have intriguing futures when the subject of

the AHL, IHL or NHL comes up.

On Saturday night, though, Taylor looked to be open to

being beat high, a la Roy, but UMass could not fully take

advantage. In the third period, junior Tom O'Connor beat

him to his strength, the five-hole, while senior Keith
O'Connell took advantage of a beautiful offensive rush by
Norris to score his fifth career goal.

But in the end. Mallen's former recruit burned his cur-

rent team. Color his team unlucky, because unfortunately

on this night, their coach was and still is too good a judge
of talent. Four years ago, his nine seniors were the ones
every other team forgot about, and they have helped his

team on the road to regional and national respect.

"I looked down there, and [Taylor's] keeping the puck
out. and I said, Gecz, I wish I did a little bit poorer with
him.'" Mallen said. "I'm disappointed, and I thought we
could take this game tonight, and not be swept by BC.

"We've had three one-goal games against BC. and I

don't see too much difference right now. and this year,

between their program and our program. You generally go
from two or three goal losses to one goal losses to wins,

and that's where we're really at right now."

Nova's Alvin Williams shines, Wildcats rout Huskies
By David Kinney
Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA — Villanova
coach Steve Lappas knew his

seniors' last home game would be a

sad event for him. Alvin Williams

showed him why as he led the 19th-

ranked Wildcats in scoring for the

fifth time in six games.

The senior guard had 16 points

and four assists as Villanova (20-7.

11-5 Big East) held off Connecticut

65-58 yesterday to move into first

place in the Big East Six. lason
Lawson. also a senior, added 1 I

points and eight rebounds

"I'm sorry to see them go." said

Lappas about a senior class that has

posted a 91-34 record and is one win
away from becoming the winningest

group in Villanova history.

"But I'm happy to see them go out

the way they did today."

Hawk Hunters
LAUMN KOUV / COUICIAN

Carmelo Travieso and the UMass squad travel to Hawk Hill as they
look to reclaim the No. 1 spot in the A-10 East after losing to Dayton
yesterday.
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They did it by pulling away in the

final four minutes and hitting their

foul shots down the stretch when the

Huskies (14-1 1. 10-6) couldn't.

"We continue to compete." said

Connecticut coach Jim Calhoun after

watching his team miss six of 10
from the line in the final seven min-

utes. "We just have to win now.
Making some foul shots would help."

Tim Thomas and Howard Brown
added 1 3 points each for Villanova.

Richard Hamilton scored 22 for

Connecticut, while Kevin Freeman
had 10 points and 14 rebounds.

Villanova shot just 39 percent
against a team that is ranked No. 5

in nation in field goal percentage
defense (36.7 percent). What pleated

Lappas was that the Wildcats had
only 12 turnovers — their lowest

total in the last 1 3 games.

"The first thing I always look at is

the turnover column. We did a great

job in that department today," he
said.

The Huskies trailed just 52-51
with four minutes left. But Thomas
made two free throws. Williams hit a

jumper and Lawson made one free

throw after being fouled inside. He

added a iayup to give Villanova a 59-

52 lead with a minute remaining.

Meanwhile. Rashamel Jones
missed two free throws with less

than two minutes left. Hamilton
missed one of two from the line 29
seconds later.

Calhoun blamed the youth of his

starting lineup — three freshmen and
two sophomores who played the

bulk of the minutes.

"I think you eventually pav a price

for that." he said. "They've got an A'

in character. Now let's get an 'A' in

wins." In the first seven minutes of

the second half, the Wildcats man
aged just one field goal and turned

the ball over five times. But the

Huskies never took advantage,
pulling ahead by just three points.

43-40.

Then Williams hit two 3-pointers.

|ohn Cclestand made two foul shots

and Brown finished a fast break with

a dunk to key a 9-2 run that gave
Villanova at 52-45 lead with 6:20
remaining.

Four points by Freeman and two
free throws by lake Voskuhl made it

52-51. but UConn couldn't get any
closer

Celtics lose basement battle

By Tom Canovon
Associated Press

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. —
The new New Jersey Nets won one
and lost one yesterday.

Kendall Gill had 24 points and
Sam Cassell 20 as the Nets got their

first win since their blockbuster
trade with Dallas by handing the

Boston Celtics their 10th straight

loss, 109-93 Sunday. However, the

happiness was offset by news after

the game that power forward layson

Williams, the NBA's third-leading

rebounder. plans to have surgery on
hiv right thumb, an injury that has

limited his play recently.

"Losing (ayson at this point is

going to be lough," Gill said. "But

it makes it easier now because we
know we have more horses." The
Nets seemingly improved their tal-

ent level Monday in acquiring
Cassell. |immy lackson, All-Star

forward Chris Galling, Eric

Montross and George McCloud,
who later was dealt to the Lakers
for |oe Kleine and draft choices.

"This week is going to be impor-

tant for us." lackson said. "It will

be the first time we've had a chance
to practice together and learn about
each other. We've been learning on
the fly the past week, but we still

have to figure out who does what
well." Against the struggling
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Celtics, that didn't seem to matter.

The loss capped an 0-9 road trip for

Boston and the overall 10-gamc los-

ing streak ties the Celtics' second-
longest in a season. It is three shy
of the team record set in 1994. The
Celtics also had a 10 game slide in

1949.

"They have a lot of firepower."

said Rick Fox. who had 22 points

for Boston. "There has been a

stretch of games were we've had
opportunities but just didn't get it

done. I'm a little discouraged
because we seem to be hitting a

wall."

lackson added 19 points for New
lersey and rookie Kerry Kittles had
18 in his first game off the bench
since early in the season. Xavier
McDaniel added a season-high 15

as New Jersey's reserves outscored
Boston's 44-22.

McDaniel. who had played only
three minutes in the past two
games, got 30 Sunday because
Williams left the game late in the

first quarter while Galling was side-

lined with an ear infection. "I went
up for a rebound in the first quarter

and tried to squeeze the ball and
there was nothing there." Williams
said. 'It's that time. It's frustrating.

1 just can't do the things I want to

playing with one hand."

Eric Williams lied his season high
with 27 points for the Celtics. Todd
Day had 19 and Antoine waiKer
tied career highs with 16 rebounds
and six assists.

The Nets are 3-0 against the
Celtics this season. Boston is 0-16
against Atlantic Division oppo-
nents.

"We'll just keep going." Boston
coach M.L. Carr said. "Sure, we'd
like to win. but we have to just

keep learning and playing hard."

New lersey, which trailed by 10
points early in the second quarter,

took control with runs of 9-0 and 8

2 in the third quarter.

Gill had seven points during the

9-0 spurt, giving New Jersey a 66-

55 lead. Cassell, who missed
Saturday's game at Detroit with a

hip flexor, had six in the quarter-

closing 8-2 burst that put the Nets

ahead 78-67.

Boston got within eight points

twice in the final quarter, the last

on a three-point play by Williams.

However. Kleine scored on a

Iayup on a pass from McDaniel and
the Nets built the lead to as many
as 18 points in the closing minutes.

/
V
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ANNOUNCEMENTS I AUTO FOR SALE

University of Massachusetts • Phono: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

Art you interested ill bringing a

speaker to campus'' Do you want to

gain real- life experience working lot

a student organization 7 Come to a

meeting for THE DISTINGUISHED
VISITORS PROGRAM on Tuesday.

February 25 at 7pm in Room 168C of

the Campus Center Call 545-0046
for more info Food will be served

SUMMER IN SWITZERLAND First

session 5/24-6/27 ALL MAJORS: B

credits, airfare Eurorail.

Room/board ALL FOR $3299
Contact Chris 545-4411 or Jeff 545-

4046

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Large Studio Apartment Amher:

Center Available now 253-0245

AUTO FOR SALE
1915 Stanza 5-speed. loaded
power everything A/C FWD
110.000 miles Runs mint Only

$2100 546-1912

19*5 Skylark automatic. V-6. FWD,
sunroof $850 546 1912

Purchasing a used car? Having
your car repaired7 Do you know your

rights 7 Contact the Student legal

Services Office. 922 Campus Center

545-1995
,

1M7 Ford Escort 6T Burgundy
Hatchback AC FM sunroof, excel-

lent condition. 104K miles $21 2S or

B/0 Lis 256-1238

1997 Plymouth Sundance
Excellent body, runs very well $1800
or B/0 Call 549 4435

19M VW Jena 5 speed, sunroof,

good condition $1800 586 0383

EMPLOYMENT
SUMMER JOB! Camp Samoiet -

now interviewing staff for this sum-

mer Top boys' sports camp in Casco.

Maine, seeks male and female coun-

selors for all land and water sports,

archery, riflery. arts and crafts,

drama and woodworking Also hiring

secretaries, kitchen and mainte-

nance workers Call or fax resume to

Winter Office. Wellesley. MA
Phone (617)237-3017 Fax (617)237-

7269

COUNSELORS: TOP BOYS'
SPORTS CAMP IN MAINE! Get in

on an exciting, fun summer! Must
have good skills, able to instruct,

coach or assist Openings in

Baseball. Basketball. Soccer. Tennis.

Hockey Lax, Swimming(WSI)
Water-skiing, and all Water Sports

PLUS Camping and Hiking. Ropes
and Climbing Wall. SCUBA. English

Horseback Riding. Archery, Riflery

Arts and Crafts. Martial Arts, RN s

Secretaries Top salaries, awesome
facilities. Room/Board/Laundry,
Travel Call the (800) number now 1

1800)473-6104 for an appointment

for an interview on March 11th in

the Student Union Ballroom.
10 00am -4 00pm or E-Mail Icobba-

campQaol com) or write Steve
Rubin. CAMP C0B80SSEE (Kah bub-

seel. 10 Silvermme Dr . South
Salem. NY

CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT
How would you like to work in exotic

locations, meet fun people, and get

paid? Call (206)971-3554 ext

C50018 (We are a research and pub-

lishing company)

EMPLOYMENT
COMPACT DISK BUYERS*!! CD's

go ML Mi Earn free CDs and great

weekly income $50 One-Time
Investment International Program

(4131323-6120

Came Waynelsister half of broth

er/sister camp, Northeast

Pennsylvania 6/23-8/20/97) Have
the most memorable summer of your

life 1 Coaches, teachers, students

Prerequisite: Must love children,

enjoy living and working in a group

situation On-Campus Interviews

March 11 Call (800)279-3019

LIFEGUARD- Private beach on Cape

Cod Free beachside room Memorial

Day- Labor Day WSI Certification

253-6619

Responsible person to care for

infant in our home ON BUS ROUTE
Three afternoons per week 549-

5035

Premiere Brother/Sistar Camps
ia Massachusetts On Campus
Interviews Counselor positions for

talented and energetic students m all

Team Sports, especially Baseball

Basketball, Roller Hockey,
Gymnastics. Field Hockey, Soccer,

Volleyball. 30 Tennis Openings, also

Golf. Archery, Riflery, Ropes and
Rock Climbing. Weights/Fitness and

Cycling, other openings include

Performing Arts. Fine Arts. Figure

Skating. Newspaper Photography.

Yearbook. Radio Station, Rocketry,

Swimming. Skiing, Sailing, Wind
surfing, Canoeing/Kayaking Top
salaries, room, board and travel

June 22nd-August 20th Call for

information MAH-KEE-NAClboys)
800-753 91 18 DANBEElg.'ls) 800-

392-3752 Recruiters will be On-
Campus Tuesday. March 11th,

10am -4pm at the UMass Camp Day

EMPLOYMENT
CRUISE UNES HIRING- Earn up to

$2000+/month plus free world trav-

el(Europe. Caribbean, etc ) No expe-

rience necessary (919)918-7767 Ext

CI 80 (Member, Better Business
Bureau CARE Program)

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Earn up
to $3000-$6000/month in fisheries,

parks and resorts Airfare!

Food/lodging! Get all the options

Call (9191918-7767 ext A180

Part-Time Sales Reps Wonted
"Lead the way into the 21st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat-

shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group, 332
BleeckerSt D40, NYC. NY 10014

National Park Employment Work
in America's National Parks. Forest

and Wildlife Preserves Our materi-

als uncover rewarding opportunities

in the outdoors Call (206)971-3620

ext N5001 7 (We are a research and
publishing company)

Cruise end Land Totsr Employment

work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid! For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (800)276 4948 ext C5O017

(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

FOR RENT
Sugarloaf Estates Ultra modern
two bedroom apartments Free

heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washer/dryers and

more 1 On bus line Minutes to

Amherst Great specials 1 Call 665
3856

FOR RENT
One bedroom in a 2 bedroom apt

on bus route Heat and hot water
included $322/month Call 546-0262

Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

(508)477-6000

FOR SALE
8X CD ROM DRIVE 28 8 DATA/FAX
MODEM Call Rafael 549-4529

Bolster your immune system,
improve your energy and focus with

wild, organic. Super Blue Green
Algae 90-Day money back guaran-

tee Call independent distributor.

Matthew Vergo at 256-1331 for

more information or a free tape

KLH 3-Way 350W SPKRS DBl 12"

Woofers. $250/Pr Call 253-6520

STEREO EQUIPMENT
Buy-Sell-Trade Large selection,

used/reconditioned, from inexpen-

sive dorm systems to audiophile

quality separate components Great

prices, honest advice, satisfaction

guaranteed Pick-up/delivery avail-

able Stereo & Video Exchange. 256-

0941

SERVICES
Black Organizer/Phono Book
$Reward$ if found Please contact

Adam at 549-2623

MISCELLANEOUS
Pledged and didn't like it? Start

your own Fraternity Veta Beta Tau is

looking for men to start a new chap-

ter If you are interested in academic

success, a chance to network and an

opportunity to make friends in a non-

pledging brotherhood, E-Mail

ZBTOIBTNATIONAL ORG or call

Brett Hrbeck at (31 7)334-1898

New Metabolism Breakthrough
Period Lose 5-100 pounds Doctor

approved Cost $35 (800)666-479

PERSONALS

JAY ROSE)
Congrets 2 U end Allie on your

engagement! Your Friends at

Admissions

ROOM WANTED
Looking tor apartment on bus line

starting Fall 97 Call Amy 546-0706

GRE
GMAT
Prep-Courses

30 hours

3 weeks

$29500
1 800-808-Prep

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ROOMMATE WANTED

Cindy, We know you wanted every-

one to know it is your birthday, so

here it is Happy 21st! Love. Your

Drinking Buddies Kimberly and Amy
(Oops. Sorry Amy)

Small Black Earring between
Boyden and Monll Science Center

LOST 2/18 If found please call 367

2640

1 or 2 females needed to share an

apt Fall '97 Call Kim or Karen 546-

0617 ASAP

SERVICES

HIGH SPEED Internet comes to

the Five College Area! Unlimited

local access, no busy signals, free

Web Page with account Call TIAC at

18601644-6732 Student rates avail-

able

Pregnent? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549- 1 906

Foreign Students-Visitors.
Greencard programs available

(800)773-8704 Cost $29
Applications close 2-24 9/

Piercings by the Bearded Ledy
222 State Street. Northampton
(413)586-0829

Seeking Finencial Aid? Don 1 limit

your possibilities for financial aid!

Student Financial Services profiles

over 200,000* individual awards
from private and public sectors Call

(800)263-6495 ext f5001 6 (We are

a research and publishing company)

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK '97! CANCUN
BAHAMAS. JAMAICA AND FLORI-

DA 7 meal plan only $19' GROUP
ORGANIZERS EARN FREE TRIPS

AND CASH CALL T00AY i (800)700

0790 www vagabondiours com

Spring Break 17 Don't be left out 1

Space is limited 1 Cancun and
Jamaica from $449 and Florida from

$139 Call STSO 1 800-648 4849
for the best rates!

TRAVEL
Scuba Spring Break Earn 2 cred

its March 16-22 Call (800)282-0977

for info

Jamaica-Spring Break from $599

Go with whom you can trust Call

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

Fort Lauderdale area. FL March 8

15, studio, $650/week (413)786

7133 Partial kitchen

Killington- Cheap Spring Break

$239 for 5 nights/5 days skiing Call

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

Europe $156, Caribb /Mexico $189

R/T Worldwide Destinations

Airhitch Tm 1800)326-2009

airhitchftnetcom com or www isi

com fr/airhitch

Spring Breek '97 It's heaven Wake
and Bake in the hottest destinations

tree parties! 11 Organize group and

travel tree Lowest price guaranteed

From $99 (800)426-7710 www sun-

splashtouts com

WANTED
ATTN SNOWBOARDERS- I need

pictures for my snowboarding line

called Toothsome Please call 253-

6493

i SIM, Pans $199. Rio $250
(ALL R/T) 50-90\ off all fares Air

Courier Int'l (800)298-1230 24 hrs
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MONDAY. FEB 24

Meeting The Gulden Key
Vmonal Honor Society will hold

a general member meeting at 7

p.m. in the Campus Center, room
901. Please bring your ideas and
suggest ionv

Meeting — Amnesty
International will hold a meeting

at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 902. The focus will be dis

cussion and letter writing on
human rights violations in Zaire.

All are welcome to attend.

TUESDAY, FEB 25

Lecture — Michael Thelwell,

professor of Afro-American
Studies, will be lecturing on Civil

Rights Activist Kwame Ture. for-

merly Stoakley Carmichael from
7-8:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 803. The event is

free and open to the public.

Meeting — Anyone interested

in bringing a speaker to campus
and gaining real-life experience

working for a student organiza-

tion should come to a meeting for

the Distinguished Visitor's

Program at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room I68C. Call

J45 0046 for more info. Food
will be served.

WEDNESDAY. FEB 26

Discussion — Han Wagner and
Guy Korngold will present
"Israeli & American Cultural

Differences Today" and "Pro-
Israeli Activism on Campus" at 8
p.m. at Hillel House. Sponsored
by UMass Hillel/ Hamagshimim
Group.

film, discussion — Commuter
Area Government presents Final

fudgement, a documentary film

by UMass alumnus fonathan
Stack, showcasing the last few
WMIb of Antonio lames' life. The
true story from which the movie
Dead Man Walking was based

The film, which starts at 7:30
p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom, will be followed by a

panel discussion with lonathan
Stack (Director/ Producer). Burl

Cain (Warden. Louisiana State

Penitentiary) and Bill Newman
(Attorney. Massachusetts Civil

i inert ies Union).

lecture - Ross Chambers.
Marvin Felheim Distinguished
University Professor of French
and comparative literature at the

University of Michigan will pre-

sent a lecture. "Anxious Reading:

Eric Michaels' Unbecoming and
the Death of the Author" at 4

p.m. in the Front Room of

Amherst College Campus Center.

Presented by Amherst College
and its French Department, the

event is free and open to the pub-

lic.

Meeting — The Animal Rights

Coalition will hold a meeting at 7

p.m. in 306 Student Union. New
members welcome.

Performance — Craig Hickman
performs "Portraits of a Black

Queen" at 8 p.m. in the

Hampden Theatre. Part of the

GLBT Cafe Series and co-spon-

sored by the Stonewall Center
and the UMass Arts Council.

NOTICES

I inal exams — The spring
1497 Final Examination schedule

will be available beginning March
13. Copies will be delivered to

students in the residence halls,

and will be available to off-cam-

pus students in the Registrar's

Office (213 Whitmore). The
schedule will also be available on
the World Wide Web beginning

March 3 at http://www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Dance — The UMass Ballroom

Dance club invites everyone to

come dance with us every
Tuesday and Thursday from
5:15-7 p.m. at 101 Totman Gym.
Newcomer Waltz/ Chacha class

begins Feb. 25. Intermediate/
advanced instruction by a pro
even Wednesday, 6:15-7:30 p.m.

All instructions are free. For more
info, call Kevin Murphy at

549-40 36.

SGA nominations — The
flections Commission would like

to announce that the nomination-

for the positions of President and

Student Trustee, along with posi-

tions for local Area Government
are now being held. The nomina-

tion forms are available in the

SGA office. These nominations
close on Feb. 27 by midnight, all

forms must be turned in by this

date, otherwise the candidates are

not eligible to run for office

Religious — The Alliance
Church of the Pioneer Valley in

south Amherst will provide rides

to church. Pick up is at 9:40 a.m.

on campus. Call Mark at

253-0361 for more information.

Support group — REFLECT.
the Five College bereavement
support program is offering tv*o

support groups this semester: A
met support group for those who
have experienced the death of

someone close to them: and an ill-

ness group for those currently

coping with the serious Nine-

a loved one. If you or someone
you know is interested, please call

us ,it 577-5316 for more infor-

mation

Health services — Confused,
afraid, or just curious? Do you
ha\e questions about sex. STDs,
alcohol, drugs, eating disorders.

HIV/AIDS, stress management or

quitting smoking or chewing
tobacco? Don't know who to

ask? Call the Peer Health
Connections phoneline at UMass
at 577- 5168. Trained students

will anonymously answer your
questions and tell you where to

go for more help.

( •immencement Housing — A
limited number of residence hall

rooms will be available or the rel-

.iti\L-s and friends of graduating

UMass students for the night of

Saturday. May 24.

Commencement Housing applica-

tions are available at the

University Conference Service

Office. 918 Campus Center. To
guarantee a reservation, complet-

ed forms with full payment must

be returned to University
Conference Services by May I

.

There will be no on-site reserva-

tions.

Writing Spectrum Magazine
is accepting submissions lor poet-

ry, prose, artwork and photogra-

phy for its spring release. The
magazine is open to all Five

FYb *r» pubtc mivkc announcement} printed

daily To lubmrt an FY1, pteaw tend a pmi
nrieate containing all pertinent information,
mduoVig the name and phone number of tne

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Manacang EdRor by noon the previous day

College staff and students, and i-

a registered student organization

Please come by the office at 406F.

Student Union or come by the

concourse table in the Campus
Center this week

Internships — Internships are

available working on Earth Day.

Hunger. Recycling and Clean Air.

Call Melanie at MassPirg,
545-0199 or stop b\ the office at

423-A Student Union Building.

lilm — The interdepartmental

program in film studies is offering

it- lourth annual Multicultural

Film Festival: "Emigres, Exiles and

Sojourners in Contemporary
Cinema" this spring. Screenings

and discussions with directors and
faculty will be held on WednesJa\
evenings, 231 Herter Hall at

UMass and Stirn Auditorium at

Amherst College, at 7 p.m. The
first event will be When Mother
Comes 1 Ionic for Christmas, a doc-

umentary by Nilita Vachani (Sri

l^nka/Greece. 1995) on Feb. 25.

For a full schedule, watch for

brochures and posters at the begin-

ning of February, or check out our

webpage: www umass.edu/film.
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FullMenu Served 'til 1 AM!
We accept Credit Cards

HSCN

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN

IO

11

IB
13
14
V?
IB

Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

BET

BET on Jazz

UCTV
SB The Learning

Channel

SB TV Land

3D Comedy Central

IB Much Music

MONDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH

$ 1 hamburger

tacos after 10

tonight!

WTXX
wvrr

WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
^5sr
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK

scin
TlcT
TNT
USA

u

HBO
MAX
SHOW

Newt*

6:00
Creeturet

6:30
Bualneaa Rpt.

CBS Newt

NtWI JE

Full Houee X

Freeh Prince

5wwpaon»I

Creaturea

ABC"!

Freah Prince

n6c
Martin a

NBC Near*

Bo—anna I
NBC Newt

BuetneaaHpt.

ABC Newt
Hilla, 90210 (In Stereo)

Family Maftera jFamily Metlera

Putney "Death Cads a Vote
r

WorMViewX
TkaX
Beyond 2000

UpCloae

Supermerlier

Ben a Stimpy"

Clarltaa Expl.

OdyeeeyX
Furniture

Dream On
NeirtStep(R)

Sportecenter

7:00 7:30
Newihour With Jim lehrer X
Innde Edition

cW
Am Journal

jnaMe Edreon

Star Trek: Neat Oener.

Wheel-Fortune

SntToregM

Chronicle X

Judge Judy X
Ent. Tonight

Home Imp.

Wheel-Fortune

Jeopardy! X
Real TV IT

Hard Copy!
Seinfeld X
Jeopardy! X

Newehour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld X

|
Snt Tonight

Seinfeld X

C - Campus

8:00 8:30
Going PleceeX

CoabyX
CoabyX

Inli (In Stereo)

ink sterec

9:00 9:30 10:00
American Experience 'The Dormer Party' (R) X
Murphy Brown

eturphy Brown Cyber X
CybillX

Happy Birthday EHaoeth - A Celebration of LUe (In Stereo) X
Savannah 'Oh No Mr Bill (Pan iyi Pont (Pan ?)" I
Lance Burton-Magician

In the Houee Ma*coim-Fddi«

Lance Burton-Magician

Mefroee Place "Frames R' Us

Lance Burton-Megtden

Going Placee X

FEBRUARY 24. 1997
11:00 T~1T~10:30

G Waenington

Late Show Video 11 (in Stereo)

Late Show Video W (In Stereo)

In Stereo) X

'Dying to Belong' (1997, Drama) Hilary Swank, Jenna Von CVX
Sparta I IQoodeBeh. |Newi fLAPD
"Pyng 10 8etong-(1997, Drama) Hiery Swand. Jenna Von Oy""X

Married With Children X
"Dyyg to Btlong'

{
1 997, Drama) Hilary Swanfc, Jenna Von Oy~X

American Experience "The Donner Party" (R) t |Ma»T
Happy Birthday Eliabeth - A Celebration of LUe (In Stereo) X |Freetoedere (In Stereo) X

NHL Hocaey Boston Btuma al Waehmgton Capitahr (Dye!

Senior PGA Golf Senior Slam X
Equaliser

Moneyline »eyl

r-SIOeily Show (R)

Crotjfirt ir

TV Nation

See Wlnge "The Seoul'' (R)

Debt

Grammy

Tiny Toon

Scl-Fi Trader

Renovation

In the Heel of the Nigh t B

Reneged* The Late SMi" X

Dealgning

Singled Out

DougX

Biography: Roseanoe
"**

MummleeIR)

Prime News X IBurden-Proof Larry King Live fl World Today

«« "7rw ?i Spina/ rap"(1964, Satire) Chnstopher Ouett On Delivery [OreamOn
Wild Discovery "Wildest Alnca' |Jawi in the Mediterranean (R) Secrete of the Internet

College Basaettatl Syracuse al Providence (Live

Designing

Idiot Savants

RugraisX

Time Trei The Contender"

h^iwettme (R) [Hometima (Rj

In the Heel of the Night X
Highlander The Series X

(5:45) *« "flicnwBicfi"(i994) Macaulay Cuiiin. TTeelamenl

(4:30)ea«Vi_
<
Ma>cc^>f"(1»2)DerylWatJi»igt(xi.'PG-l3"

rX
aaa "Silver Sfreair" (1976, Comedy) Gene Wilder 'PG' X

Dinner With Oprah
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Hey Arnold! [Happy Days

rStedhrofaaranoentgae,

| Cottage Basketball Kansas al Oklahoma (Live)

:30
Nova Hunt lor Aken Worlds" I

NBHJ m,

Late Show *

LateShowI
Nlghtline X

Jermy Jones (In Stereo) X

H Patrol

Coach I

Tonight

Real TV

Show

Tonight Show
Babylon 5 X
Tonight Show

Charlie Rosa (In Stereo)

News X
Med Abo You Real TV I

** "Fatal Exposure" (1991)

Law a Order "In Memory Of' 1
Sports lllus

Dally Show'
Moneyline X
TV Nation

Wild Discovery "Wildest Alnca"

Forget Me Not" (R) X
Extreme Machines

WCW NHro (Lrvej I

Love Lucy X"[Mu
Forever Knight (In Stereo)

Flights of Courage

World Wrestling Federation Monday Night Raw

Road Rules

M,T. Moore

Emma Samms~

Star Wars

Rhode

V (R) (In Stereo) X
Earth's Fury

Adventures of Robin Hood

La Femm* Niklta ' Treaso

««* "GooOfetos''ll990, Drama) Robert De Nlro, Ray Lwfta. (In Stereo) 'R' X jTracay Takes
• 'i 'Up n Smote" (1978) Thomas Cnong R

"Devil tn a Blue Drtss (1995. Mystery) 'R'

"Strange Day;

Intimate Portrait

jSportscontor

Sinjled Out

Taxi X
LoveKne

Odd Couple X
TimeTrax TheContende

Extreme Machines (R)

iBi

Sports Illustrated SwImeuH (ftT

Wings II

Carlin at Carnegie

Wings X .

Extras: Daniel |ttt

s"(1995. Science Fiction) Ralph Fiennes. (In Stereo) 'R' X
** "Cnmson Tide "( 1 995. Suspense) Denial Wsshngton fl' at
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Today's D.C. Menu
Franklin
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Worcester

LUNCH
Beef

Potatoes

Lettuce
'

StmtT ~

DINNER
Pork

Smurfs
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Leedee By Mike Rybicki
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Hampshire

LUNCH DINNER
Sauce Salmon

Stroganoff Shrimp
Sheep Scallops

Scrod Scrod

LUNCH
Pizza

Burgers

LUNCH
Bacon
Beans
Brine

Scrod

DINNER
Pizza

Chicken

Peas

Scrod

Berkshire

DINNER
Truffles

Tex-Mex
Tofu
Scrod
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LIBRA
September 23-October 23
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aKuauona brtbrr uUUna anion Pay

aitFntlon to hralth dki Storma on
Ihr domraUr rnrtton wfB Mow am t
von Irl thrm FInlah onr pro|m brtnrr

tarknna: anothrr onr A (Van alatr

makn a brttrr Martina point far a
nrw projrrt al work

CANCER
June 22^July 22
Ln nthrn lakr thr Irad Walt and
watt h far thr rttfht moment tn make a

move. Don't worry, you D know when
Ihe time la rl(hl Thlna? will heromr

rlear over time Share coneerna
e^perlalry fmanrta] one*, with your

male

LEO
July 23-AngiMt 23
Work hard and atay faruaed on your

noala lanore rhatrattlona and try to

keep worrm lo a minimum Thine*

will work out aa they ahould There

la a growing cbanre for |nrvel and/or

romance Be aware of Ihe atasia and
art on them

VIRGO
August 24-8eptember 22
The preaaurr of rnnflkltntr. dutlea and
deatnra muld build up Be aware of

what's realty required Try lo are the

rag pk-lure and lei the little thlnga

work ihemartve* mil Avotd aratlertng

your forrea or spreading youraelf loo

thin

October 24-Norember 22
Src IhtntfM u rrthrnt *tr thrm (Vfvtnn

tn Uttk now can fft tou morr tn the

Ion* run Takr a brrathrr wtw-n yen j

nred N PiWan-z rournHf too hard

and krrp you from

Your rrwtr rrafh dor*

want to hHp if tou allow tt

SAOrrTARIUS
Norember 23-December 21

Don't let work pile up Keep on top of

thlnga far beat results Keep hearth

reaohttfona about real and dart Stlrk

to a rruddw of the road course for beat

resulta Ur ate! efforts to draw you mto
an extreme poaritlon Now la the time

to aiav on the atdeltnea

CAPRICORN
December 22-Januetry 20
Rrad thr ftnr print and «tudy drtaHft

rkMrh/ Doroeabr prtMrma could be

Mmrrierlni |ti«t below the mirtmtt

Deo) with them now rather than later

Your attuaUon will art better in time.

Take ttmr tn tie up lonae end*

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

A potential ally la waiting In Ihe wlnga

for the right moment Don I fixate on

health and retallonahtpa Trying lo

forre the awue only makea the

•Ulualkxi worse Now Is Ihe lime lo

avotd unneeeaaary expenditures and

watrh your budget

PISCES
February 10-March 20

You have lo be Ihe watt hdog Hold

nthera arrounlable and be aure lo get

rerelpla Your mate and bualnesa

partner* may grumble about II. but

they will thank you In the end Asking

Ihe right oueatkm at lh' right lime

could give Ihe anawer von need

Close to Noma By John McPherson

Leold ( leoldajavanet com

)

by rtogtw aaet Sat«ni SallosMN oiee.

My mother says when a

woman gives birth part ofher

mind comes out with the baby

and that part is lost forever.

The hospital didn't warn

her about this.

She found out later

when I turned 1$.

She said according to

Federal regulations, she

thinks when I move out of the

house she can return to the

hospital and get it put back in

her head.

For Entertainment Purpomem Only

"At last, paint sample chips big enough to actu-

ally give you a feel for how the color will look!"

Unolc of tllC* l>il

• • Aunt Ruth, I love

you but you're gonna

get it...

-Kyle MacLaughlan
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A 10 Championships
Check out tomorrow's Collegian for a wrap

up of the men's and women's performances

in the A-10 Championships.

The Massachusetts

SPORTS THIS WEEK Monday, February 24, 1 997
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Minutewomen top Dayton 62-55
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

After a season in which things just

never got off on the right foot.

UMass senior guard
Beth Kuzmeski
picked quite a night

to get hot.

Kuzmeski poured
15 points and grabbed 10 rebounds

on Saturday. including a

back-breaking three-pointer with

:58 seconds left, to lead the

Massachusetts women's basketball

team past a scrappy Oavton team
62-55 at the William D. Mullins

Center. Fellow senior Crystal Carroll

added 14 for the Minutewomen.

Seniors shine in

final home game
By Jeremy R. Adams
Collegian Staff

Saturday's senior night win over

Dayton, and the upcoming Atlantic

10 tournament, mark the changing

of the guard for the Massachusetts

women's basketball program. The
Minutewomen defeated Dayton with

a mix of offensive and defensive

contributions coming from all

depths of the roster.

Seniors Crystal Carroll. Sabriya

Mitchell and Beth Kuzmeski played

their last regular season home game
in the William D. Mullins Center.

Thc> played with the intensity and
experience their positions of leader-

ship demand, combining with the

talcnu and youthfulness of the

up-and- coming underclassmen.
The result was possibly the most
balanced attack the maroon and
white have showcased all season.

Seven Minutewomen put a notch

in the scoring column, and three

scored in double figures Kuzmeski
threw in 15 points, hitting the

money on three key attempts from
downtown.

"I just wanted to come out today

and prove that I am the player I

have always been for the past four

years." Kuzmeski said. "I was in a

bit of a slump. Today was the best

day for me to come out of it. I was
very excited about today."

Carroll added 1 4 points and made
two blocks. The second rejection

came late in the game, she disal-

lowed a Dayton shooter the courtesy

of the open shot her teammate had
earned by beating a double team.

Carroll shifted to her left, and sent

the prospective Flyer field goal away
from the basket, staving off a late

lead change.

"It's a good feeling to leave with a

win. I just hope we can do the same

who celebrated senior night before

the game.

UMass ends its regular season
with a 17-9 overall record, 1 1-5 in

the Atlantic 10, and now awaits the

results of the

MASSACHUSETTS 62

DAYTON r
Duquesne-Rhode
Island first round

A-10 tournament

game. The
Minutewomen will play the winner
Thursday night in second round
action at the Mullins Center.

"UMass is such a good basketball

team because they have so many
weapons." Dayton coach Clemette
Haskins said. "If you contain
Carroll. (Kelly) Van Huisen. some-
one else will step up. Today it was

Beth Kuzmeski."

The Flyeri Keyed close through-

out the second half, but some bal-

anced play on the UMass side kept

them at bay. They came within four.

57-52, with 4:00 left on the game
clock, and Dayton had its chance to

close to within two when Kuzmeski
fouled Flyer freshman Christi Hester

from behind the three-point line.

HeUSI missed all three chances, but

Dayton still cut it to four. 59-55, by

the 2:16 mark. Kuzmeski then
ripped a rebound away from two
Flyers on the next Dayton posses-

sion, and with 58 left, and no time

left on the shot clock, Kuzmeski
threw up her third three of the day

from the top of the key. The ball

Senior Beth Kuzmeski drained a three to put

on Saturday

IINNtTMWf SCOTT COUIGIAN

he Flyers to bed 62-5S

thing on Thursday." Carroll said.

Mitchell's contributions included

a game-high nine assists, and the

game's shortest player also grabbed
four boards. The point guard put

forth one of her typically strong
defensive efforts, and she may be the

lone exception to the senior night

tradition. A recent NCAA rule

change allows students whose fresh-

man year athletic eligibility was
restricted by Proposition 48 academ-
ic requirements to assume a fourth

year of eligibility if they are sched-

uled to graduate on time. Mitchell

has not yet announced her plans for

next season, but she is slated to

graduate in May. giving her the

option to have a second senior year.

The uppcalassmcn were not alone

on the court against the Flyers.

I ri>hman Alison MacFarland shot

66 percent, scoring 12 points and
grabbing six rebounds in 2b minute*

of play. MacFarland'* performance
lately has been key in filling in for

the injured Kuzmeski. With
Kuzmeski putting up some of her

best numbers of the season the

freshman's continued hot streak just

added to the Minutewomen's arse-

nal.

"I think the freshman are starting

to realize the intensity that they have

to play at." Minutewoman coach
loanie O'Brien said. "I think on
Thursday |in A-10 tournament play

I

Turn to SENIORS page 9

bounced on the rim. hung for a sec-

ond and fell in. sending the 1.526

at the Mullins Center to its feet and
ending the regular season in dra-

matic fashion.

"When you're a shooter, a lot of

your confidence comes from shoot-

ing the ball well." UMass coach
loanie O'Brien said. "It's a streaky

thing, shooting."

Streaky enough for UMass in the

first half of Saturday's game, at

least. The Minutewomen tell

behind 10-2 in the first half.

thanks to some missed chances
But they rebounded quickly, and
took their first lead. 16-15, on a

Crystal Carroll free throw with
11:03 in the half. Dayton and
UMass fought back and forth for

the rest of the half, but the

Minutewomen pushed its lead to

four at halftime, courtesy of a pair

of Kuzmeski threes. She hit the

first with 51 left to give UMass a

three-point lead, and after Dayton
closed within one. Kuzmeski
drained a second three from the left

corner, complete with emphatic
pumping fist, with :08 left before

the horn, giving the Minutewomen
a 32-28 lead at halftime

"She had a great game," Haskm-
said. "We knew about | Kuzmeski |

we were just hoping she wouldn't

hurt us. But she did."

Kuzmeski was counted on b> the

Minutewomen at the start of the

season to be a main force in the

offense, especially from behind the

three-point line, where she has led

the Minutewomen all three seasons

in Amherst. But foot injuries side

lined her up until late December
and Kuzmeski has also seen her

playing time limited by the emer-
gence of freshmen Kelly Van
Huisen and Alison MacFarland.
who played well in her absence
early in the season.

"It feels good." Kuzmeski said

"I've been struggling with my
game. I wanted to prove to people

that I'm still the player I've been
the last four years.*

Now for the Minutewomen is the

A-10 tournament, which is going

to be crucial for them this year,

given that a 1 7-9 record and some
tough losses is going to be hard for

the NCAA selection committee to

overlook. Winning A-10's is an
automatic bid. and the road starts

Thursday night. Speculation is that

a rematch with Duquesnc is immi-

nent, which isn't entirely good
news for the Minutewomen, who
lost to the Dukes 85-58 last

month.

"We have to take care of our-

selves this week," O'Brien said.

"We have to clean things up and go

in Thursday and play our best game
of the season."

UMass' win streak snapped;

Minutemen fall to Dayton
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

It may have been that the

Massachusetts men's basketball team

was looking ahead to its meeting with

Atlantic 10 Fast

leader St. loseph's

tomorrow. It may
have been the fact

that on paper, the

Dayton Flyers just didn't pose as

strong a threat.

Whatever it was. the Minutemen
didn't play to win at the University of

Dayton Arena yesterday — and it

showed. UMass dropped a 69-67
decision to the Flyers in a pivotal

A-10 contest

The Minutemen now stand at 10-4

in conference, a mark that puts them
in WOnd place behind St. loseph's.

Dayton, meanwhile has posted a

12-12 (5-9 A-10) record and has

quietly become a contender for the

No. 2 spot in the West behind fron-

trunner Xaviei.

The Flyers trailed UMass for most

of the game, pulling to only then let

ond lead in the late stages of the

game. In the final crucial minute* ol

the game. Dayton made UMass play

to its level, forcing the Minutemen to

come up with key shot alter key ••hot.

"You've got to give them credit,

ich lames Bruiser" Flint

said of the Flyer* Ihev MOM back
and did a great job ol saving with it.

They played really hard."

Case in point, with I 1 2 seconds

leniairung in the game, the Flyers Ud
by five and UMass had the ball.

Minutctnan point guard bdgar Padilla

crossed the ball to Carmelo Travieso.

MASSACHUSETTS 67

DAYTON

who nearly had the ball taken away.

However, the senior shooting guard

came up big. knocking down an off-

balance 3-point shot without a clear

look and with a pair of defenders in

his way.

With the UD
lead cut to only
two, the

Minutemen looked

to foul, and quickly

sent Ryan Perryman to the line after

the Flyers inbounded the ball.

Perryman nailed both of his shots

from the stripe to boost the Dayton
margin to four.

Knowing the success Travieso was
having from behind the arc. the

Minutemen again gave the ball to No.

24. This time, with a clear look at the

basket, Travieso knocked down
another from downtown, cutting the

margin to just one with 3.5 left on
the clock. UMass again looked to

foul, this time sending Fdwin Young
to the line. Young, who finished with

nine points and two rebounds for the

Flyers, missed his first shot before

connecting his second.

Tyrone Weeks inbounded the ball

for UMass' final shot with 2.7 sec-

onds remaining. Padilla caught the

ball just over half-court, but his

off-balance 3-point attempt was hit

off the backcourt and the Minutemen
fell, snapping their six-game win
streak.

Travieso shouldered most of
UMass' scoring burden with 22.
while Inus Norville posted a

career-high with 12 points off the

bench.

Material from 99. J FM WHMP
wat used in this report.

Senior night bitter sweet for

UMass' Joe Mallen and team

Dayton 69, Massachusetts 67

Player

of the

Massachusetts
(17-11, 10-4 A-10)

Clark* 4-6 0-0 8. Weeks 1-i 2-2 4,

Ketner J- 10 4-5 10, Padilla 2-6 0-0 i,

travi«$o 8-16 2-4 22, Smith 0-1 2-2 2.

Bant I-6Z-Z4, NofViU* S-7 2-2 M

Dayton
(12-12, 5-9 A-10)

Pwryman 1-6 8-14 14. Turner 7-12 0-0

14 Alhman Ml M IS, Hoikim 4-11

1-2 12, Young 2-7 S-6 9, Haoqhn 1-1 0-0

i, Horton 1-1 0-0 1, Postonno. |osh 0-0

0-0 0. Beyma 0-4 0-0

Halftime — Massachusetts 35-30
3-point Field Coals — Massachusetts

1 3 (Travieso 4), Oavton 1 1 (Hoskins

3} Rebounds — Massachusetts 30
(Basit 10), Dayton 33 (Perryman 11).

Assists — Massachusetts 12 (Padilla

7), Dayton 1 2 (Young 6) Blocks -
Massachusetts 2 (Norville), Dayton 2

(Turner) Attendance — 11,893

Game
Inus Norville - 12 points,

2 blocks

The Minutemen held a five point
lead at the half, yet red apart in the final

minutes erf play. Carmelo Travieso led

the Minutemen in sconng with 22 on
8-16 shooting from the floor while Inus

Norville knocked down a career-high

12 points off the bench. Edgar Padilla

received an inbounds pass from Tyrone

Weeks with 2 7 seconds left but could-

n't get the off balance 3-pointer to fad.

The Minutemen fell to 10-4 in the
league and are now hold the No. 2 spot

in the A-10 East behind St. foe's (10-3).

UMass hockey falls to Boston College
By Jotmo Konsonen
Conajgton Staff

Senior night for the Massachusetts

hockey team was bittersweet for the

nine graduating seniors, but more so

for coach |oe Mallen. The 1-2 loss to

Boston College last Saturday night

was the final home game for the

founding fathers of the current
UMass hockey program.

Due to their guaranteed seventh

place finish in the Hockey East stand-

ings, the Minutemen will be travel-

ling to either Boston University or

New Hampshire for the first round of

the playoffs. A third period come-
back attempt just fell short, and the

cornerstones of the reinstated pro-

gram were left with a bitter taste in

their collective mouths.
Besides all of this, you have to

think that Mallen had the worst of the

entire deal. Before being hired for the

head coach position at UMass in

1993. he was an assistant coach at

Boston College. A tough jump already

with the rivalry between the two
schools, but his ties there were deep
with his nine-year involvement with

the Eagles. On Saturday night, he had
to watch the star of his last group of

recruits at BC single-handedly beat

hi* hiM group of recruits at UMass. •

Senior goalie Greg Taylor came up
with 29 saves, most of the mind-bog-
gling variety, to hold back the

Minutemcn's senior offensive threats

like Warren Norris and Rob Bonneau
in solidifying the Eagle win. He and

junior goalie Brian Regan put on a

goaltending clinic, with Regan
putting up one of his best efforts i

">
1

saves) of late to no avail. If Regan
keeps up that kind of play, it will

only help the team to no end come
playoff time against high powered
squads like BU or UNH.
Now Mallen is all about the

maroon and white, but he had to deal

with some conflicting emotions at the

end of Saturday night's game.
"But talking about mixed emotions

on this night." Mallen said. "The
funny thing is that we've got nine

guys that are survivors of 40 or 50
kids that wanted to play college
hockey that have got to the end. And
on the flip side. I've got a class of

seniors at Boston College that I

recruited personally that are playing

against us.

"I'm looking at Greg Taylor, |oe

Hamey and all those guys, and after

the game I shook their hand and told

them they had four good years, and
they were very grateful and thankful.

So. it was a pretty interesting night,

seeing a lot of seniors playing in their

last game here."

In the post-game press conference.

Mallen waxed nostalgic when remem-
bering his first encounter with
Taylor. He made the trip north of the

border to scout him when he played

for the Melfort Mustangs of the
Saskatchewan junior Hockey League.

It was a different world for Mallen.

and also a different world for BC. as

Turn to UTTER page 9

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

Boston College hockey's leading

scorer, Deerfield

Academy product

Marty Reasoner.
and one of its top

defensemen. Brendan Buckley, both
missed the team bus Saturday after-

noon after the team meal at a restau-

rant on Commonwealth Ave. in

Newton.

MASSACHEUSETTS

BOSTON COLLEGE

The two hur-

ried and made
it to the

William D. Mullins Center in time to

lace up th'-ir skates against
Massachusetis. Both were non-fac-

tors in a 5-2 Eagle win, but enough
of their teammates, including likely

All-Hockey East goaltender Greg
Taylor, would make ihe difference in

the game.

IOSMA KANSANfN / rOUIGIAN

Gerry Cahill and his fellow seniors fell to Boston College in their final game on the Mullins Center ice.

Saturday night, the Massachusetts

hockey team paid tribute to nine
seniors who will be hailed as the
founding fathers of the current pro-

gram. The first class of four-year
minors to leave the team in 18 years

went down fighting, but a late rally

fell a goal short.

"We had great chances," coach |oe

Mallen said. "We stuck to our sys-

tem very well. We had -good goal-

tending, good defense and we cer-

tainly had a lot of good opportuni-
ties but we just couldn't finish. It

was a tough way for the seniors to

end at home, but it was a good,
strong effort.

"I'm disappointed |with the loss).

I thought we could take this game
tonight. |We playedl three one goal

games against BC (this year) and the

way I look at it I don't see much dif-

ference right now between their pro-

gram and our program and I look at

that as a positive. I think that as our
recruiting improves and our timing
improves in terms of the age of the

program, that we'll get over the
hump."

UMass carried the flow of the
game early, heavily outshooting the

Eagles in the opening 10 minutes,
but BC drew first blood in the con-

test.

Chris Masters, playing in his first

game after sustaining a mild concus-

sion and several facial lacerations as

the result of a vicious elbow by
Boston University's Dan LaCouture
in the Beanpot final on Feb. 10.

Turn to HOCKEY. pog« 9
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Colvin

inspires Noho

Folk musician
extraordinaire,
Shawn Colvin,
played an impres-
sive and moving set

at Smith College.
Check out our
review (see Arts &
Living, page 5).

Phillv

finale

The UMass men's
hoop team plays its

final, and most cru-

cial, road game
tonight when they
travel to St. |oe's.

(see Sports, page
12).

WORLD

Mexican drug official

linked with cartel lord

MEXICO CITY (AP) — Mexico has
fired 36 employees of its national anti-

drug office who were linked to the

ousted drug czar accused of accepting

bribes from a top drug trafficker, the

attorney general said yesterday.

Mexico last week indicted Cen.
lesus Cutierrez Rebollo, the former
head anti-narcotics official, on charges

of cooperating with drug cartels.

"The National Drug Control
Institute has fired all personnel who
were in contact with Cutierrez
Rebollo, and all of the agency's
employees will be subject to review,

presumably including a security

check,' Attorney General lorge
Madrazo Cuellar said yesterday. Other
firings may still occur, he said.

After being appointed head of the

National Drug Control Institute in

December, Gutierrez Rebollo moved
into a luxury Mexico City apartment
allegedly loaned to him by one of

Mexico's most notorious drug/ lords,

Amado Camllo Fuentes.

Police believe Camllo Fuentes lived

at least occasionally in an apartment
in the same building. Authorities said

Monday that police had found
110,000 m cash, er> assault nf»e, a tas-

ter to Camllo Fuentes, and a small

barrel of tequila with the,drug lords

name engraved on it iry the apart-

ment

NATION

Ramsey parents think

the/re prime suspects

BOULDCR. Colo. (AP) — The par-

ents of (onBenet Ramsey believe they

top the polite list of suspects in the

brutal murder of their 6-year-old
daughter, a family spokesman reiter-

ated Monday. 'As I've said all along,

it's pretty obvious that from what the

police and district attorney have said

in recent weeks, they consider the
Ramseys at the top of their potential

suspect list," Pat Korten said Monday.
Search warrants for the Ramseys'

home and automobiles will remain
sealed for 90 days or until an arrest is

made in the case, a |udge ruled
Monday.

It has been nearly two months
since lonBenet's body was found
strangled in the basement of her
family's 15-room home here. |ohn
Ramsey found her body about eight

hours after her mother discovered a

ransom note seeking $1 18,000.

An autopsy revealed the former
Little Miss Colorado may have been
sexually assaulted.

Korten said the seals on the search

warrants remain because the
Ramseys haven't been eliminated as

suspects in their daughter's murder.
In addition, the parents have yet

to sit down for a formal interview
with police, although the two sides

remain in contact. "All dealings are

through the attorneys," Korten said

Also Monday, a newspaper report-

ed that Boulder police returned to

Atlanta with questions about the alibi

for jonBenet's half-brother, |ohn
Andrew Ramsey.
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Members of Title VII committee
drop move against SGA senator
By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

A motion proposed at last week's

Student Government Association
(SGA) senate meeting calling for the

removal of committee chair Tom
Sadlowski has been dropped.

Tom Sadlowski. chair of the
Select Committee on Title VII. was
accused by senators Dan Backer
(EROC) and Amy Pellegrino
(Southwest Area), of failing to allow

other committee members to partici-

pate in the drafting of Title VII.

Pellegrino felt that she was not
shown respect as a freshman senator

and member of the committee.

"If he [Sadlowski] doesn't respect

me or my age, at least respect my
constituency," Pellegrino said.

Title VII concerns the relationship

between the SGA and other organi-

zations on campus, including regis-

tered student organizations (RSOs).
agencies, the Greek system and stu-

dent businesses. The SGA currently

has an incomplete version of Title

VII which calls for a version to be
written.

Chair Sadlowski feels that he has

been fulfilling his duties as chair and
the discontent directed towards him
should have been dealt with a differ-

ent way.

"During the entire process I've

tried to get as many people involved

as possible. Now for something to

come up where people say they
weren't involved is questionable,"

Sadlowski said.

"Why didn't these people before

the senate meeting talk to me
instead of taking this route?"
Sadlowski said.

The Select Committee on Title VII

members include Pellegrino and Sen.

Stacey Shackford (Central Area)
who both feel that they were exclud-

ed from the decision making
process.

"It [Title VII) has kind of been a

personal project for him," Shackford
said. "He met with other groups on
his own, we were there to make it

official."

Reacting to a section of the
motion claiming that Sadlowski stat-

ed "the SGA and the Senate has no
business in drafting Title VII"
Sadlowski said, "They have every
business.

"If it goes in the Constitution,
they have business. The students do
too. It's about outreach to everyone
involved. Everyone has business in

drafting Title VII."

Because of the all encompassing

nature of Title VII, Sadlowski feels

that "we will be lucky to finish it by
the end of next semester. We want
this document to last," Sadlowski
said.

"1 feel like he's [Sadlowski] has

done an amazing job because the
task is so enormous. He has tried to

get everyone's feedback which is

pretty impressive" said Maydad
Cohen, who attended meetings on
Title VII as a representative of
Campus Design and Copy.

Backer has now agreed to drop
the motion brought against
Sadlowski because he has been told

the committee will meet, and all

members will have input.

"I've decided to withdraw this

motion because Speaker Tirrell has

given me personal assurances that

there will be meetings." Backer said.

"If Tom's going to do the job, I'm

fine with him being chair."

Tentatively. Pellegrino and
Sadlowski will now co-chair the

committee, with Speaker Tirrell pre-

sent.

According to Tirrell. he will

attend the meetings "to facilitate

communication, make sure there kl

mutual respect and that there i- .1

working relationship that can be
had."

Former UMass student

diagnosed with meningitis

An Amherst resident, formerly a

University of Massachusetts stu-

dent, was diagnosed with meningi-
tis vesterday at Cooley Dickinson

Hospital in Northhampton.
The former student was first

seen at University Health Services

(UHS). and then transferred to

Cooley Dickinson and later to the

UMass Medical Center m
Worcester for treatment.

Meningitis is an inflammation
of the linings of the brain and
spinal cord, caused by either
viruses or bacteria.

According to Anne J. Lardner,

LHS public health nurse, the diag-

nosis in this case was bacterial.

Bacterial meningitis is a rare

but serious illness which can be

fatal. Persons who have had inti-

mate contact with a case in the

two weeks prior to diagnosis
1

be advised to take preventative
antibiotics, such as ciproflaxacin

or rifampin.

Bernett A. Melby. director of

health services, said that the
patient's housemates and
co-workers have been contacted
and advised to contact UHS or

their health providers to obtain

preventative antibiotics. Health
services at the other four colleges

in the Five College Area have also

been notified.

Bacterial meningitis is spread
through direct contact with respi-

ratory droplets from the nose and
throat of an infected person. The
bacteria can not live long outside

of the body, though, so the disease

is not transmitted easily by routine

contact with an infected person in

a public setting.

Lardner said that everyone can
reduce their risk of contacting air-

borne diseases by washing their

hands frequently and not sharing

items such as eating utensils,

drinking cups, water bottles or
king materials

I

mptoms of meningitis
ule lever, neck stiffness, nau-

sea and vomiting, exhaustion,
lethargy and severe sudden

a n > o 1

1

rtpenencing these
symptoms should contact the UHS
triage nurse at 577-5229 or their

private health provider.— Tamar Carroll

Albright makes stop in China;
anticipates improving relations

African-American culture

celebrated at Black Social

By Humphrey brown III

Collegian Staff

By Barry Schweid
Associated Press

BEIIING — Declaring that U.S. relations with China
are the key to world stab.l.ty it. :l . 2 1st century. Secretary

of State Madeleine Albright warned Chinese officials yes-

terday that they must "act constructively" and improvr-
thetr country i record on human rights.

Otherwise, -she said. China could face condemnation by

the United States and its European allies.

"I said I would tell it like it is. and I told it like it is.*

Albright said of exchanges she held with President liang

Zemin and other top Chinese officials on the eve of a

memorial service for Deng XiaoPing.

She was the only Western leader permitted to visit

Beijing during a six-day mourning period for the para-

mount leader. Albright said she considered that 'an
extremely good sign" that China will move toward even
greater cooperation with the United States, liang put aside

a speech he was preparing for the service to talk to

Albright for 45 minutes. Prime Minister Li Peng gave her

an hour and Foreign Minister Qian Qichen. two hours and
45 minutes. Albright, speaking first at the U.S. Embassy
and then at a joint news conference with Qian. signaled

the Clinton administration's commitment to improving
relations with Beijing. But she noted differences over
human rights and a growing trade deficit — $39 billion

last year up from $55 billion in 1995.

"There is no question our relations with the Chinese are

a key to stability as we go into the 21st century." she told

some 100 U.S. Embassy workers and family members.
Albright, on her first foreign tour as secretary of state,

was received with respect by Chinese officials. Deputy
Foreign Minister Li Zhaoxing greeted her with kisses on
both cheeks at Capitol Airport.

But at the news conference. Albright said that "prob-

lems do remain* in China's sale of missile technology and
chemical weapons ingredients to other nations — suspi-

cions center pn deals with Pakistan. Iran. Iraq and Libya

Lack of funds may delay

U.S.-Russia space flight

By Harry F. Rosenthal

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Construction of the international

space station, scheduled to begin with a Russian flight in

November, could be delayed once again because the

Russian space program is broke.

The Russians had said previously they were eight

months behind on a service module that was scheduled

to be launched in April 1 998 and the United States was
making plans for a temporary stand-in. But statements

made in Moscow yesterday by Yuri Koptev, head of the

Russian Space Agency, indicated the Russians may not

be able to meet their November 1 997 date for launch of

a guidance, navigation and control module — the first

element of the station to be put into orbit

The United States has paid $215 million for the mod-
ule and is paying $472 million for space station coopera-

tion, including use of the Mir station, according to
Marcia Smith, a Congressional Research Service special-

ist in aerospace matters.

NASA learned of the possible delay from news
accounts.

"NASA has not made any decisions about possible

changes in the first-element launch." said Daniel S.

Goldin. administrator of the space agency. "We are
aggressively reviewing our options in terms of flight

hardware and assembly schedule."

Goldin also said that if news reports about Koptev s

statement are accurate, "I'm sure Mr. Koptev will convey
his views on the assembly schedule to NASA."
The United States is committed to spend $17.4 billion

on the space station for construction, which had been
scheduled for 2002. This is in addition to $10.2 billion

spent over a decade for designs that went nowhere.
Koptev said without elaboration that the United

States, lapan, Canada and the 10-member European
Space Agency were inclined to accept the delay in the
schedule.

— and that American and Chinese officials will meet in

Beijing next month to go over them. And she gave no indi-

cation the Chinese yielded to entreaties she made on
human rights after American officials handed over a long

list of jailed political foes.

'We admitted we had a difference on it.* Albright said

of her plea that China treats its people better. "They
understood the importance of the issue

"

Albright «*rid if Chfna did not ease up on dissidents, the

United State* would join with European nations in spon-
soring a resolution criticizing China - record at a I \
conference next month in Geneva.

"But there is still time." she said, mindful that political

opponents are sometimes released without notice after a

top level U.S. -Chinese meeting.

State Department spokesman Nicholas Burns said "we
don't believe, based on these meetings, that there will be
any imminent breakthroughs in China's human rights

record."

Oian denied the Communist government is imprisoning

people for their political views He said Chinese courts

were dealing fairly with "sentenced criminals.

'

On the touchy issue of China's sporadic efforts to intim-

idate Taiwan. Albright affirmed U.S. commitments to the

Shanghai Communique signed during President Nixon's
breakthrough trip in 1972 that first took the position

there was only one China. She urged China to deal in a

humanitarian way with Hwang lang Yop. the high-ranked

North Korean official who has taken refuge in the South
Korean consulate in Beijing.

And she called for preservation of Hung Kong's "way of
life" when the prosperous and democratic British colony 1-

taken over by China on luly I

Qian. the only Chinese official to make public remarks,
offered a mixed assessment of the relationship.

He said China and the United States have common
interests. "However, we do not evade our differences."

With the Beijing stop Albright concluded a nine-coun-

try. 1 1 -day worldwide trip to Europe and Asia.

Undergraduates, graduate stu-

dents alumni and a host of staff and
faculty gathered this past Sunday to

celebrate African-American culture

and history at the annual Black
lal.

The event took place in the
Campus Center Auditorium, where
people from all ethnic backgrounds
came together to eat. fellowship and
witness a showcase of talent from a

variety of gifted graduate and under
graduate students of color.

Assistant \ ice Chancellor for

Student Affairs. Ricardo Townes.
expressed the significance of having

students exhibiting their talents at an
esent such as the Black Social

"People weren't aware that [the

students] had those talents.* Townes
said. "So. to see guys like Kenny read

poetry or to go up and have these
guys Jo their music thing... that's a

really good part of it. having an
opportunity to showcase the talent

that students have."

The level of talent displayed at the

conference surprised a number of

people who were not aware that these

students had such gifts.

Stand out performances included

several numbers performed by the

musical group. NYC plus I.

Shawn Kelly (piano). Shayshahn
Machpherson 1 violin). lerry Pearce

(xylophone), Alex Marcelo (drums)
and Tim Dahl (base) make up the

multi-dimensional group that moved
the crowd with jazz covers of
Thclonius Monk and Miles Davis.

The group also blessed the social

with two Guinean drum songs called

K00K00 and Sunoo. The varying
rhythms of the African drums set the

tone for the evening, as the spirit of

the social began to take form.

Other performances included poet-

ry readings by Black Student Union
President Kenny Lacoste and the stu-

dent known as Shaggy, as well as a

cuppella sir.
e
~ing by Carlos AnHer«on.

The brothers ol Phi Beta Sigma.
Inc kept with the tradition of step-

ping, which has its roots in African

dance, by performing what they
called the "African step."

Lead by lame* E. Callahan, the

Sigmas displayed precision and accu-

racy as they stomped, slapped and
clapped in the spirit of unity and
brotherhood.

The Black Social is held every year

and every year its significance is felt

b\ those who attend.

"I think it [the social] has a lot of

cultural significance." said sopho-
more Odynio Fagade. 'A lot of the

time, we don't have an identity I

don't think we have a real sense of

where we come from. So. this is very

important for blacks to get an aware-

ness of who we are and just come
together and unify in spirit like we
should be doing 24-7."

lunior. Renee Henderson, echoed
similar sentiments.

"The significance of an event like

this, for me, is unity." Henderson
said "It brings everyone together. It

shows us what kind of talent we
have. It shows us what unity is all

about and what being black is all

about and allows us to come forth

and talk about it

'
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"Work-study"

Michael Vezina, a resource economics major looks over some school work as 1

Campus Center

MNNfTHW P SCOTT COUICUN

ie passes a slow day selling UMass gear in the
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Relax
Terry Longe relaxes while waiting for a bus home.

AMHERST FIRE DEPARTMENT
is now recruiting for

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS

Join the Student Force of Engine Company 3

f\R4?

oepi.

o. Gain Valuable Experience
1/rN Serve Your Community

for information see our table on the

Campus Center Concourse, Feb. 26, 27, 28

Open House at the North Fire Station, Fbruary 28, 5:00 p.m.

Call 549-5419

c^ Attention cgu
RSOs / GSO$ / Agencies

The Campus Center/Student Union Commission has once again

begun the Space Allocation Procedure for office spaces within the

Campus Center/Student Union Complex

Pick up an application at the
Campus Activities Office, 416 Student Unlont

A person from each RSO/GSO/Agency has to sign out an application

at the Campus Activities Office.

Completed applications should be dropped off at the Campus
Activities Office by 4:45 p.m. on February 28, 1997.

Applications Available: February, 11, 1997, Noon

Applications Due: February, 28, 1997, 4:45 p.m.

UMass team dances to Daytona
Suraski leads 50 students to finals in national competition

J

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

No matter how her solo dance per-

formance turns out at the National

Dance and Cheer leading Competition
in April, one thing will remain true —
(essica Suraski is one of the top six

dancers in the nation.

Suraski, a sophomore biology major,

has been a member of the University of

Massachusetts' Dance team since the

beginning of her freshman year.

She has been dancing since she was
1 5-years-old.

Suraski, who was the only UMass
Dance team member to submit a

video, was selected to compete in a

individual dance routine against five

other dancers from across the country

in Utah, Tennessee, Texas and
California.

The Nationals, which will take place

April 2-7, will be held in Daytona,
Fla.

"I was really excited. I was scream-

ing in the halls and no one had any

idea why." Suraski said. "I am very

nervous but I think I am more excited

than nervous."

"lessica is one of the hardest work-

ing and strongest dancers on the

team,* said janine Santilli, one of the

dance team co-captains.

"I can't think of a better person to

represent UMass or our team. I think

she will do well, but no matter what,

she is still one of the top six dancers in

the nation," Santilli said.

The dance team won a bid for

Nationals last summer. Since then they

have been practicing three nights a

week, and in addition Suraski puts in

extra time to work on her individual

routine.

"Only four people went to dance
camp to get the bid for nationals and
the whole team is benefitting from
that," Suraski said.

The team does not have a perma-
nent dance studio so they practice in

the Southside room in Southwest.

"It's real hard on us. It's not a real

dance space so we have to be careful

not to hurt ourselves," Suraski said.

In addition, the team must raise

$10,000 so they can get themselves to

Nationals.

"We are still trying to raise money.
We are looking for donations and are

also doing fundraisers— selling Avon
and Yankee candles. We mostly
depend on donations though," Co-cap-

tain Kellie Shea said.

They women added that the campus
support has been great.

"The alumni association gave us a

grant and we have been petitioning

businesses. Students also have donated

some money as well," Santilli said.

"The support has been very helpful and

it shows that students do care."

"Attending the Nationals will be a

great experience for us all. We are very

psyched and we are getting fired up
and ready to go," Shea said.

Approximately 50 cheerleaders and
dancers will represent UMass in each

area of the competition, the female and
co-ed cheerleading division, the dance

team division and the individual per-

formance by a dancer.

"We have competed before but we
have never made it this far," Santilli

said. There are 1 5 people on the team
and this is what we want. We are going

to go down there and do well.

"We want to prove ourselves. We
don't want to just go down there for

the experience."

Facts revealed about Empire State shooter

NEW YORK (AP) — The Palestinian teacher who went
on a fatal shooting rampage atop the Empire State
Building carried a note blaming the United States for

using Israel as 'an instrument* against his people.

The note found in Ali Hassan Abu Kamal's pocket con-

tains "rambling, angry stuff," a high-ranking police source

said last night.

Written in English and Arabic, it also expresses animos-
ity against France and England and indicated that Abu
Kamal planned to vent that anger at the Empire State

Building, the source said. The man's family claimed the

shooting had nothing to do with politics.

The landmark building was fitted with an airport-style

baggage scanner and two metal detectors Monday. The
mayor blamed the shootings on laws that allowed the man
to buy a gun just weeks after he came to America.

Seven tourists were shot Sunday, one fatally, on the

8bih-floor observation deck of the famous landmark, long

a symbol of romance and tourism. Kamal then killed him-

self.

That Abu Kamal — a 69-year-old Palestinian in the

country only two months — could buy a Beretta semiauto-

matic handgun "is totally insane,* Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani said at a news conference. Police Commissioner

Howard Safir described Abu Kamal as "one deranged

individual working on his own."

An anti-terrorist task force was still part of the investi-

gation. Safir said, but so far it had found no evidence that

Abu Kamal was aligned with any terrorist group.

In Abu Kamal's hometown of Gaza City, relatives said

he had been distraught over losing his life savings of more
than $300,000 and had no ties to Palestinian radical

groups. Abu Kamal called home Sunday and said he could

not send tuition money to one of his sons, who is studying

civil engineering in Russia, a son-in-law said. The letter in

Abu Kamal's pocket discussed personal issues but did not

mention the loss of his life savings, the police source said.

A senior law enforcement official told The New York

Times. "The note shows he had a raft of grievances, but

chiefly it shows that we are dealing with someone who
was quite unstable. He wanders all over the lot. I can't

even say there is real substance to the note.*

The Times also reported in today's editions that Abu
Kamal visited the observation deck on Saturday, the day
before the attack.

"He may have gone up there without his gun to see

what the security was. whether there were metal detectors

there," a federal law enforcement official told the paper.

"Or he may have gone up there with his gun and he simply

chickened out.*

A security camera showed that Abu Namai concealed

his weapon under a long coat while entering the Empire

State Building on Sunday. He took an elevator to an

observation deck visited by 3 million tourists each year.

Some witnesses said he was asking people where they

were from, then said he was from Egypt before opening

Tire on a group of tourists, many of them foreign. As pan-

icked sightseers stampeded toward exits. Abu Kamal shot

himself in the head, police said.

The Empire State Building was closed to tourists

Monday and the bright lights that illuminate the building

were turned off for the night at 7:45 p.m. to mark the

tragedy. Visitors today will be screened by the metal

detectors at the second-floor elevator to the observation

rlsck, and will have to check their bags through the scan-

ner.
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WEEKLY UPDATE
MATHER CAREER CENTER

CO-OP In NEW YORK CITY
for ENGUSH/JOURNAUSM/COMMUNICA'nON

MAJORS!

DMTG
J.Walter Thompson Direct

Marke Communications
McCann Erickson

Also check out the following co-ps...

Arnold Publications, Arthur J. Gallagher, Health New
England, Houghton Mifflin, Keyport Life Insurance, Reebok
(TV production), Simon and Schuster, Vineyard Gazette

Come Visit Our Table At...

HRTA CAREER DAY
March 5, Campus Center, 9am - 3pm

Are you involved in community service?

Would you like to be?

THENJOIN US AT "THE BIG RALLY"
COMMUNITY SERVICE CONFERENCE!

The University of Massachusetts Community Service

Program is sponsoring the fourth annual "Big Rally"

Community Service Conference.

CONSULT

Saturday, March 8, 1997

9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Campus Center Room 163

To register call 545-3327 before Friday, February 28.
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UM prof, students develop

computer driving simulator

By Jullietto Doro
Collegian Correspondent

Researchers at the University of
Massachusetts are working with the

Massachusetts Highway Department
and private industries to improve road

conditions and reduce motorist fatali-

ties.

Using a car with its engine replaced

by computer circuitry, Professor
Donald Fisher and graduate students in

the Mechanical and Industrial
Engineering Department are simulating

various . jad conditions such as the

location of signs, the use of
three-dimensional signs, and collision-

warning systems — a radar in the car

which signals the driver if an object is

in front of it.

Fisher and his associates recently
used the $500,000 lab to research for

the Central Artery Project in Boston.

They tested the location of signs under
different conditions to find the best

placement for drivers to spot signs

early. According to graduate student

Rob Glaser, Fisher's lab manager, the

state makes preliminary decisions based

on the research.

Glaser said it takes him about one
hour to construct the realistic scenarios

using computer graphics. He can con-

struct scenes, and then change weather

or road conditions. Researchers track

everything from how hard a driver

steers or how fast they brake while the

motorist drives the simulator like a reg-

ular car.

One of the projects they are working

on is testing three- dimensional road

signs to see if older drivers will react

better. Although they are easier to sec,

the signs could be more of a distraction

to drivers.

"Not knowing how they will react to

those signs could be quite dangerous...

we want to determine how the

motorists will react." Fisher said.

Another project the lab is testing is

collision warning systems which would
be placed in cars to alert drivers if an
object is in front of their car. They test

different conditions such as the need
for a warning from both sides of the car

rather than only one in the front.

Glaser said that it is important to test

these devices.

."We want to find out how best to

design these things so that they won't

be more of a distraction than a life sav-

ing device." Glaser said.

Some of the institutions who have
hired the lab are Motorola, Millitech

Corp. of South Deerfield. the National

Science Foundation, the National
Institute of Aging and the

Massachusetts Highway Department.

Fisher has also visited the White
House to show a videotape of the simu-

lator. According to Glaser the federal

government is interested in hiring

Fisher's lab to conduct a young drivers

program.
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Ping-pong the witch is dead...

KINNITH W * SCOn \ COUIOAN

Ngawang Phunstok is playing ping-pong at the Student Union with a friend from UMass.

Opinions differ on high court drunk driving rulings
BOSTON (AP) — Proseeutors and defense

lawyers, awaiting a Massachusetts Supreme
judicial Court ruling in a case of suspected drunk-

en driving, don't agree on the effect of past rulings

in such cases.

Some law enforcement officials say rulings over

the last three years restricting evidence use make
prosecuting tougher.

"For a prosecutor, you want the jury to consider

all the facts and to paint as complete a picture as

possible for them, because obviously the burden is

on us to prove the case beyond a reasonable

doubt," said Norfolk County Assistant District

Attorney |ohn G Birtwell.

"Every procedural roadblock that the court puts

between the jury and the evidence makes it more
difficult for them to reach a just decision." he told

The Boston Globe.

Defense lawyers say the past rulings have moved
to restore the balance between the rights of the

accused and the public's wish to get tough with

dangerous drunken drivers.

They also say law enforcement officials are not

so limited they can't do the job.

"Those are narrow issues being decided by the

*tm*m*m**dJmtmuiipktH sin—wmMmmtm

lawyer i

I •Vttatoaf these measure* a*, going to tie the

hands of law enforcement and prosecutors," he

said.

The ruling awaited is in a case in which defense

lawyer lames B. Krasnoo argued his client should

have been warned about self-incrimination before

being asked by police to recite the alphabet during

a field sobriety test in Salisbury in 1994.

"The test is performed at a time when the defen

dant is the focus of the investigation," and consti-

tutional safeguards should be in effect. Krasnoo
said.

The Essex County district attorney's office

argued that a warning against self-incrimination

was not necessary because the man stopped was
only questioned, not arrested.

"To require the police to warn citizens of [con-

stitutional) privilege in all encounters and all cir-

cumstances would severely hamper their ability to

serve public safety," Assistant District Attorney S.

lane Haggerty wrote in a brief to the court.

A ruling by the court this month made it more
difficult for prosecutors to use the results of police

horizontal vision tests. Officers ask a suspected

drunken driver to follow an object, such as pen.

with his eyes. A suspect's inability to focus or
t e¥e9-^AWi*e-Meed* evulewee of

bernt/drurU SaBas*
The court ruled ihano u«e those test results as

evidence during trial, prosecutors must call an
expert witness to explain the scientific basis for

the test to the jury

Prosecutors say that because of the number of

drunken driving cases, it would be too expensive

to hire experts, and they predict results of such
u-sts are not likely to be used.

In 1994, the court ruled that a state law requir-

ing judges to tell juries that defendants refused to

take breath-analysis tests was unconstitutional

because it made defendants testify against them-

selves.

The following year, the court said drivers can

refuse to take such field sobriety tests as placing

OOC foot in front of the other, and said juries

should not be told of the refusal.

However, some rulings have favored prosecu-

tors.

The court held that the results of blood-alcohol

tests done at hospitals after an accident can be

admitted as evidence if the tests were made for

medical reasons, and the doctor is called as a wit-

ness dunng trial.

The court also rejected an argument that auto-

matic suspensions of drivers, licenses lor relusing

to take breath tests and later prosecution for

drunken driving amount to being punished twice

for the same crime.

Boston police investigate

weekend rash of homocides

BOSTON (AP) — Days after

President Clinton commended city

officials for their anti-crime work,

police were dealing with one of the

bloodiest weekends in years — four

killings in three days. Beginning

Friday, a man was found fatally

wounded with stab wounds, another

man was fatally shot, a third man
was beaten to death and police say

the body of a fourth man was found

in a duffel bag in a vacant lot.

The four deaths pushed Boston's

number of homicides for the year

from six to 10. Police were unable to

explain the sudden rash of crimes,

and said the violent weekend was
unusual. It was the worst spate of

killings since six people were slain

on a single weekend in October
1992.

"The homicide rate is still real

low." said t apt Edward McNelley.

"It has been low tor a long time
'

Last Wednesday. Clinton pro-

posed a $495 million national cam-
paign against juvenile crime, some
of which is inspired by techniques

used to fight youth crime in Boston

No juvenile has been killed by gun-

fire in the city in a year and a half.

Clinton praised the city as a national

model for cooperation among
police, community leaders and un-
dents.

Friday night, police found Garrett

Marshall. 35. bleeding from multiple

stab wounds about 6 p.m. on
Castlegatc Road in the city's

Roxbury section. He was pro-

nounced dead late Saturday at

Boston Medical Center.

No arrests have been made.

Officers arrested Michael lenner.

20. in connection with the fatal beat-

ing of Lee Thompson. 55, of H-

at about 2:20 a.m. Sunday on St

lames Avenue. Thompson was pro-

nounced dead at New England
Medical Center

Join the Protest

Against

Parking Fee Increases!

Student Union Ballroom

12 NOON
Wednesday, February 26, 1997

The University Administration is proposing yet another fee

increase to take more money put of your pockets!!

Come to the RALLY to stop it! 1

1

mmmn
This initiative is supported by the Graduate Student Senate, the

Student Government Association, and the workers of the UMass Community.

Aquatic vegetation

Leafless trees seen here reflected off the campus pond near the Fine Arts Center Gallery
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Hello, Dolly!

Seema

Picture it:

Armies of genetically identical sheep grazing

peacefully in pastures, unaware that their very

edateooa is un the sci-fi side of reproduction.

The first, in what could be dozens of genetically

engineered livestock, is a sheep named Dolly. She
OWN her genetic heritage to an anony-
mous sheep, who provided the DNA
from tissue taken from its udder.

The man who bears responsibility for

Dolly's existence is Dr. Ian Wilmut. a

52-year-old cmbryologist from the

Roslin Institute in Edinburgh.

Wilmut took the tissue and an unfertilized egg from
another sheep. After removing the DNA-containing
nucleus from the egg. Wilmut fused the tissue cell to

the unfertilized egg. The combination o! cell and egg

eventually developed into an embryo. The embryo
was then transferred to a surrogate mother sheep and
the embryo then developed normally.

Si-ccn months ago. Dolly was born. She is. in all

HMOS. ptaCjtkaBj identically to the donor sheep.

Cloning animals with desirable traits, is not a new
idea. But thh i> the first time that a mammal has

been cloned. Before, scientists had to content them-
vtlvo with genetically- identical tadpoles, but now
— now thev have a sheep. The possibilities are end-

B\ isolating those traits which are desirable in an
animal, farmers can significantly improve their

chances of having a herd of high milk-producing
C0*M or a bam full ol mean pigv At the same time.

cJMtiBta warn that if the right siru>. Msaassj through a

herd, the entire population may be wiped out.

a moment, ignore the possibility of a virus

Instead concentrate on reproduction — the normal
way.

Reproducing oneself is important to every species

ol animal Healthy and strong ollspring are the most
desirable

\nJ leep in trrrnd that reproduction — in the con-
ventional wa\ vou'rv all familiar with — is fraught

with uiscertamtv

With the new advances in genetics, the uncertainty

can be eliminated. You could pick and choose the

dMractcristici that appeal to you and you could
stamp out undesirable traits.

There are genetic diseases, like cystic fibrosis, to

contend with With genetic testing and engineering.

Gongatirkar

the possibility of being born with a debilitating dis-

ease like cystic fibrosis can be eradicated.

Or if the sex of your child matters to you, genetic

engineering can take care of that problem too. If

seven boys are too many for you and you are ready for

a girl, that possibility can now be addressed.

Genetic engineering can take care of

the nitty-gritty of reproduction.
Imagine, you no longer have to check
out your significant others to make
sure that they have the traits you're

looking for. With all wild abandon,
you can now mate with anyone and know your off-

spring will have the genetic material you considered

desirable.

It sounds all good, doesn't it?

In some ways yes, but in most ways no.

The whole issue of genetically engineering human
beings is a bit touchy. For instance, creating ourselves

can lead to definite ideas on what genetic traits are

superior to others.

We've already seen times in this century, where
entire groups of people have been targeted for elimi-

nation, because of their genetic heritage, lews and
gypsies were among the victims of Hitler's Holocaust.

And today, you only have to glance at the front page
of any major newspaper to learn about 'ethnic cleans-

ing* in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda.
Is that what we want? Are genetically similar

human beings what we. as a population, are aiming
for?

The answer is no.

Genetic engineering, when used to help people is a

good thing. When it is used to eradicate disease or fix

birth defects, it's a good thing

When used to promote ideas of genetic superiority,

it's a bad thing.

And while most people don't believe in the idea of

cloning animals, keep it mind that most times we as

human beings go too far. we make mistakes. It only

takes one success to open the door for the misuse of
technology.

Creating life is wonderful, provided you keep in

mind why you are creating that life. Genetic engineer-

ing in many ways is a gift and what Wilmut did is

truly significant.

But it makes you wonder, how is Wilmut going to

explain the birds and bees to Dolly?

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian columnist.

More than just a diploma

Mark

Oh how things can change
over the course of a few

In 1966. more than 80 percent of

Mudents entering their freshman year

in college said that "developing a

meaningful philosophy for life" was
an essential or very important part of

the college experience.
Now. that number has fall-

en to about 40 percent

These statistics come
from a study conducted by

the American Council on
I ducation and the University of

California. I.on Angeles who ques-

tioned nine million freshmen on
1,500 different campuses aero*.-, the

country over the course of the last

three decades.

•rdirtg to the numbers, more
than half of the students currently

entering college think that finding a

meaningful life is not very important.

Instead, a vast majority seek the hal-

lowed halK of learning as a way of

becoming "very well off financially."

I realize that times aren't as pros-

perous as they were in the 1960s,

and thai the idea of not being able to

find a job weigh* heavily on the

mind of many a modern day student,

but it breaks my heart to hear that

education for education's sake may
have pa-s,'ii us by.

It is repeated over and over again

in high schools across America that a

college education is a must if a per-

son would like to do anything with

his or her life, and it seems that

many students have taken those

McGrath

school because society forces them.

For most, there exists no other
option. Despite the fact that a stu-

dent may or may not wish to think

complicated thoughts and stretch the

limits ut their imagination, they will

show up every semester because it's

their only option.

As a result,

schools like L'Mass

are loaded with
"students" who will

spend four years of

their life and up to

$60,000 doing as little as is required

to get their hands on that sacred

piece of paper called a diploma. In

many cases they are merely taking up
•pace on this campus in exchange for

the security of knowing that they

might receive an entry-level job
somewhere in Corporate America if

they happen to be lucky.

Students who are here solely

because they have to be seem espe-

cially attracted to UMass. First of all.

it is inexpensive when compared
with universities of its size and quali-

ty throughout the state. Secondly, its

standards are lower than most other

comparable colleges in the area, and
therefore will be more willing to

accept a student who has the poten-

tial of being a waste of space.

Thirdly, the reputation ZooMass has

received over the years lures those

of space who would also like

to be wastes of brain cells.

The abundance of these students

at UMass is a problem. Students who
are just along for the ride dilute and.

words i heart. People come to in some cases, cancel out the efforts

Doonesbury
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of other more driven students to

achieve the lofty goals of education

for the sake of understanding and
making sense of our world.

Our University is currently trying

to drive up its academic standards,

but year in and year out is faced with

an applicant pool full of under
achievers and second and third-tier

scholars who lack the abilities

and/or desire to make any real differ-

ence.

My most annoying pet peeve is the

defeatist attitude of a large portion

of the UMass community. These peo-

ple seem to have resigned themselves

to the very same mediocrity at which

they perceive their school, when in

reality. UMass is an institution of

much higher standard than they are

willing to acknowledge.

Education represents more than

the diploma you'll be receiving upon
graduation. It represents an opportu-

nity for unlimited growth, especially

at UMass, where there are thousands

of directions in which one can grow.

So let's have a little bit of pride here.

I have always contended that

UMass is a high quality institution,

and that anyone who is willing to put

in the necessary sweat and persever-

ance can reach any goal here, and I

still believe that is true. We have a

wonderful university, but it would be

more wonderful if each and every

student were more concerned with

"developing a meaningful philosophy

for life" instead of becoming "very

well off financially."

Mark McGrath is a Collegian
columnist.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

WISDOM OF THE A6ES

Students' Rights

Stacey

Shackford

In
the 1960s, students were con-

cerned with problems that tend-

ed to be visible and readily sua-

ceptible to direct action (Vietnam
War and blatant racial discrimination

for example). In that

time, students were able

to influence policy mak-
ers into changing posi-

tions on both the war
and civil rights.

However, as some of the original stu-

dent activist leaders graduated, it

became obvious that students wanted
to do good works but lacked the

organizational structure to translate

idealism into longer term construc-

tive action.

In 1972. a group of students
decided to pool their resources tarn areaHalW eie

create a student-directed}* sMse leaders

student-funded nonpartisan organi-

zation that conducted research,
advocacy, organizing, lobbying and
educational and media campaigns on
a wide range of issues such as con-

sumer rights, social justice, environ-

mental protection, political reform,

energy policy and government
responsibility.

The students elected their leaders

to a student board of director* to hire

professional organizers, researchers

and lobbyists to support their efforts

and to provide continuitv and a per-

manent base. Students selected the

projects they worked on as well as

the tactics and strategics used.

This organization continues today.

25 years later, as Massachusetts
Student Public Interest Research
Group (MASSPIRG). MASSPIRG is

an organization made up of over 20
chapters in colleges and universities

across the state, the

only organized
statewide student
movement
The one underlying

principle is that stu

dents are citizens and that their edu-

cation should include experience in

recognizing and solving society's

shortfalls. It is democratic in philoso-

phy and operation. Students vote

democratically to form a P1RG on
campus and to ux themselves to sup-

membcr* then demo
PIRG leaders, and

emocraticallv choose

the issues on which the PIRG will

Every two years, this democratic
process is repeated. In a few weeks,

students across campus wHI be given

the opportunity to vote on whether
they want to keep the UMass PIRG
chapter on campus funded by the $5
waivable fee on their tuition bill.

I urge all students to utilize this

right to vote on an organization
started by students, for students,

continuously run by students. It is

important that students have the

right to organize in such a way with

the opportunity to work on issues

important to them, without the pres-

sure of funding by outside sources

and/or administrators who may
influence the work they do.

Moreover, to have access to a group

that is not only an RSO. but instead

an organized statewide movement, is

a unique opportunity to tap into a

student power network.

Students often underestimate their

own power. As Ralph Nader once
pointed out. "If intimidated by univer-

sity trustees wjx> deny their democrat-

ic or educational rights, they must
look for ways to challenge the trustees,

uncover their conflicts of interest, and

appeal for alumni and community sup-

port. They should realize that they can

be the statewide experts on an issue,

and that collectively they can put

together a successful information and
legislative campaign... Some people

forget that students have been key

organizers or backers of the major
American social movements of the

past two decades. ..*

It is important that students recog-

nize their power and get involved,

whether it be through the UMass
chapter of Mass Student PIRG, or

SCFRA's parking campaign, or any

one of the active ALANA organiza-

tions. Also I would encourage, once
again, students to embrace the oppor-

tunity to vote in March to keep up
the 25 -year-old MASSPIRG tradi

tion which allows students to orga-

nize and truly make a substantial dif-

ference

Stacey Shackford is a UMass stu-

dent.

Letters to the Editor

Don't degrade to entertain

To the Editor:

The Daily Collegian is a paper that aims to keep the

UMass community aware of the world and local news
events, sports and entertainment. The Collegian prints

often amusing and always informative articles and edito-

rials, which serve to expose students to various perspec-

tives on important issues. My one concern, however,
rests on what many would say is a trivial issue. I ques-

tion the purpose of printing cartoons that, although they

"entertain." only succeed in doing so because the\ insult.

degrade and humiliate other*. I am referring specifically

to the cartoon "University^," though there have been
other rather ignorant and insulting pieces printed in the

past. In an area as progressive as the Valley. I wonder
why such cartoons — mostly about various body parts —
are considered "light" and funny. Isn't it time we discov-

ered a new way to laugh, without degrading anyone? I

am sure there is someone reading this who disagrees

with me. To those who see no harm in making jokes at

the expense of women, then please read things such as

Playboy. This kind of material has no place in our col-

lege newspaper.

Elizabeth Barrett

Ware

Go to the top

To the Editor:

I am absolutely outraged at Friday's (Feb. 21 ) version

of "l.eold." There is no need to slam Christianity and cer-

tainly no need to mock lesus Christ by describing him as

foaming at the mouth. You seem to have a personal
problem with Christianity or perhaps God himself. This

being the case. I suggest you leave it out of the face of

the public, and take your problem to God and deal with

it there.

Peter McKendree
mckendre@oitvms.oit.umass.edu

erful enticement of "free" gifts. I really do not need a

plastic room basketball toy. or another travel coffee mug
— but offer me, a cash- strapped, too-busy -to-eat stu-

dent, a bag of M&Ms or Skittles and bang.

I stand there for five minutes filling out those stupid

forms — and none too accurately — just to have that

quick fix of those "melt in your mouth, not in your hand"
morsels.

Such an amazing sucker am I. Why can t I just pass by
the sign up table, stand in a I 5 minute ATM queue, and
battle the Bluewall lines for a 1 2 ounce lava |olt and one
of those devilishly good peanut butter/chocolate chip
cookies? I will leave this question for the psychologists

of UMass.
I am sitting in my 12:20 class (excuse me. discussion

section) eating those free (yeah right — I sold my soul

for these babies) M&Ms. asking why... why am I so
weak? It turns out that I got what I deserve — I just lit-

tered the floor with my brightly-colored sugar balls.

Damn! I'll never win.

Trey Shores

Amherst

Anxious

To the Editor:

I would just like to commend you on your selection of
Emma, or "Baby Spice." as your Spice Girl of the Week
for the week just past. Good work, keep it up. I'm anx-
iously awaiting your selection next week

litsiin Varricchione
DRTYFRNK@oitvms.oiti

A simple thanks

Sugar fiend

To the editor:

I am so pathetic — and greedy, too. All it takes for me
to shift aside my beliefs that commercial ads do not

belong in classrooms, and credit card companies should
not solicit students on college campuses, is the all-pow-

To the Editor:

On Tuesday. (Feb. 18) as I exited the library, my
bookbag spilled its contents. The wind immediately scat-

tered them furiously, while I stood there dumbfounded
and in shock. My academic life was blowing away before
my very eyes. Out of all the busy traffic, five people
stopped and scattered to retrieve my papers. One by one.
they handed over to me what they had collected with an
empathetic smile. My life was saved, my heart soared. A
simple, seemingly not newsworthy story, but it was the
event of my week Thanks — heartfelt — to you five peo-
ple. You know who you are!

Chris Gelling
cgciling@oitvms.oit.umass.edu
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Folk singer Shawn Colvin plays

an impressive set at Smith
By Amy RisJey and Jamie Sinsheimer

Collegian Staff

SHAWN COLVIN
John M. Greene Hall at Smith College

Feb. 23

i i

On Sunday njght at )ohn M. Greene Hall on the Smith
College campus;, Shawn Colvin played a fierce show with

the help of guests Freedy Johnston and Patty Griffin. The
show was sponsored by WRSI Radio, with a portion of

the proceeds going to the Northampton Center for the

Arts.

Among the older, sophisticated crowd were scatter-

lings of college students mostly there to enjoy Colvin.

Although the audience was not particularly responsive to

her opening acts, she was surely redeemed when she

took the stfge.

Opening the show was singer Patty Griffin, whose
country-ish twangs and sultry voice were in part thrown
away by microphone difficulties throughout two of the

five son£> of her set. During her short performance, she

spoke to. the audience in a soft, almost shy tone. Aside

from thf minor technical difficulties, Griffin's powerful

singing awakened the crowd and prepared them for an

outstanding evening.

following Griffin was Freedy Johnston, a singer-

songwriter whose style resembles that of Tom Petty on a

bad day. The crowd was more responsive to him. proba-

bly because they were more familiar with his work.

Eventually, the crowd grew tired of his repetitive chords

and bland lyrics and. in short, stopped responding to

him at all.

Johnston, who at one point forgot his own name,
would have been much better off if he left his

three-piece band at home and performed solo. In a

hopeless blend of tragically similar songs, his generic

sound left the crowd tired and eager for Colvin to take

the stage.

Performing songs off his latest, critically acclaimed

album. This Perfect World, and a few earlier songs, it

seemed like an eternity passed before he was finished.

One highlight of his set came when he performed "Bad
Reputation" and the title song off his album, the only

two songs worth listening to both on and off stage.

Following a brief intermission, it was on to Shawn
Colvin, the empress of folk music. Colvin stormed the

stage with her five-piece band and broke out into a loud

version of "Sunny Came Home," the first track off of her

most recent album A Few Small Repairs. Following in

the footsteps of the ground she laid. Colvin continued

with the second song off the album, the rhythmic "Get
Out Of This House," a song she once claimed to have

written about the anxiety she experienced after purchas-

ing her first home.

After the two opening songs she finally spoke to the

crowd, which was more than willing to speak back to

her. screaming out titles of songs for her to play and
proclaiming messages of love. Moving on with three gen-

tle new songs. Colvin finally decided to delve into the

past, the place that brought her to where she is now,
appeasing her audience with some older tunes.

The older Colvin gets, the more her music seems to

remain the same, a trademark which is both good and
bad. She effectively stays true to her original established

style. Of the old tunes she played, which mostly revolved

around romances both lost and found, she played a few
songs that were not about romance at all. One of these

was a charming rendition of "You and the Mona Lisa," a

song about the birth of her sister's first child.

Colvin's beautiful voice stood out above the other

instruments which blended well enough to bring her

music pleasantly together. The only thing missing from
the show was an acoustic segment which would have

focused more on her renowned guitar techniques.

As she was closing out the show, the audience became
wild because she left the stage and didn't return soon

enough for the encore. Returning solo, Colvin
approached the piano and while comparing her stance to

Tori Amos, sang a beautiful ballad in a pleasingly soft

tone. She and her band then returned to their original

positions and blessed the crowd with a generous three

song encore.

COUmtV MUM OCUNHIS

Folk Singer Shawn Colvin played Sunday night at Smith College.

Hey Kids!

I know you are all a bunch of opinionated, pretentious, know-it-all colleee stu-
dents. *

We at the Collegian Arts & Livinc desk want to give each and every one of you
an opportunity to voice your so-called opinions.
Have you seen a nausea-inducing movie lately.' How about a book that rocked

your world:

Anybody interested in theater, boob, art, film, music, or anything else that falls
under the category of arts or living can find a niche in the Collegian.
Come on down to the Collegian newsroom at 1 13 Campus Center and speak with

one of our friendly and courteous Arts and Living staffmembers. Do it today. You
won t be disappointed.

Film Studies Program sponsors festival

By Adorn Levine

Collegian Staff

MUUKULTURAL FILM FESTIVAL

Herter Auditorium

Feb 25 through April 30

The UMass Interdepartmental
Program in Film Studies will be host-

ing their fourth annual film festival

now through the end of April. This

year's festival is entitled "Emigres,

Exiles, and Sojourners in

Contemporary Cinema." The program
offers an opportunity for innovative

and independent filmmakers to have

their films shown to the public. Many
of the directors will also attend discus-

sion groups to allow interested partici-

pants to learn more about the films

and their contexts.

This year's festival will include 10

feature and documentary movies made
on both 16mm film and video formats.

The focus of the program is the exami-

nation of different cultures and the

identities that are shared between
them. Such issues include immigration,

gender gaps, slavery and Third World
economies. The films come from all

across Europe and the United States,

and will be screened both on the

UMass campus and at Mt. Holyoke
College and Amherst College.

The first film will be screened
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Merrill

Auditorium at Amherst College. The
documentary is called When Mother
Comes Home for Christmas and is

directed by Nilita Vachani. The film

follows the experience of a houseclean-

er in Greece who returns one holiday

to her home in Sri Lanka alter eight

years away. Class struggle and the

global economy will be the major con-

flicts disscussed in Vachini's film.

There will be an introduction by the

director preceding the film.

On March 5. Herter Auditorium will

host Latcho Drom. a French film by

Tony Gatlif. Described as "the ultimate

road movie." the story follows the

nomadic tribe of the Roma people

from their origins in India westward

through Europe and eventually Spain.

The film will be introduced by Smith

College theater professor Ellen Kaplan.

/ Can't Sleep will be shown on
March 12 at Gamble Auditorium at

Mt. Holyoke College. Directed by

Claire Denis, the film chronicles the

stories of recent immigrants to Paris

The immigrants include a black drag

queen, a Lithuanian actress and a tVest

Indian musician and their experiences

with alienation and dislocation.

UMass Communication professor

Sut lhally will introduce Gurinder
Chadha's film Bhaji on the Beach. The
film addresses the tensions between

Asians and other minorities by repre-

senting the discoveries made by nine

Asian women who span three genera-

tions. The screening is on March 26 in

the Fierier Auditorium.

On April 2. Halving the Bones, a

film by Ruth Ozcfci Lounsbury, will he

COUSTUV MTMOf>MI1MiNT«l HsOCIAM rO* >IM STUCK S

Halving the Bones is one of many films featured this year at the UMass

Multicultural film festival.

screened at Herter Auditorium. The
film tells the Mory of a half-lapenese

filmmaker living in New York.
Lounsbury recieves the partial remains

of her ilecedM.-cl grandmoiher including

a can of bones. The documentary fol-

lows I ounsbury's maternal family his-

tory Iruni lapan to the United States.

The introduction will be presented by

UMass Communications professor

Carolyn Anderson, and Lounsbury will

be present

.

Sn irrii-ri. Somebody a a documen-

tary featuring prominent gospel artists.

The film directed by George T.

Nirenburg was the opening event at

the 26th annual Black Musicians
Conference. Sure to include memo-
rable and inspiring performances by

such artists as Willie Mae Ford, the

O'Neai Twins. Thomas A. Doney and

Sal lie Martin. UMass professor of

music Dr. Horace Clarence Boyer will

introduce the film which will be

screened on April 7 at Herter
Auditorium.

On April 9 at Herter Auditorium.

\uiohtogrjphical Reflections: Looking

at Tmigres '/Exiles'/ Sojourners' Lives

will be shown. This evening will

include a collection of short films by

graduate students and faculty mem-
bers.

Macky Alston's film Family Name is

a reflection by three contemporary

families on the history of slavery in

this country. The family's histories

converged in the south over 100
years ago. The director is one such

descendent and begins his film with

his own story. Family Name was a

prizewinner at this year's Sundance
Film Festival and will be shown April

16 at Herter Auditorium. Macky
Alston will be present for the screen-

ing.

The Italian film Lamerica directed

by Gianni Amelio will be shown at

Hampshire College's Franklin

Patterson Hall at 4 p.m In the tradi-

tion of his country's Neo-Realist style

of filmmaking. Amelio tells the story

of the political upheaval in Albania

The film is an inspiring tale of the

ideal of freedom and will be intro-

duced by Professor Eva Rueschmann
The final film in the festival will be

shown at Herter Auditorium on April

30. Frantz Fanon Black Skin. White

Mask is a biography by Isaac lulian

lulian's documentary consists of

interviews with Fanon's friends and
family, footage and readings by

Fanon's work chronicling his life as a

preeminent theorist of anti-colonial

movements of this century.

For more information contact
Catherine Portuges. Director of the

Interdepartmental Program in Film

Studies at 5*15-3695

COME IN to Council. Travel for
admission tickets

DOOR ADMISSION is first come
IQ n i i rirst served

Travel ^

i^ Amj

44 Main Street

Amherst, MA 01002

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Frieids aid Families

Wednesday, February 26, 1997
Room 804

6c3 - 8 p.m. - Murray Lincoln Campus Center, UMass

I think my roommate has an eating disorder.

How can I be sure? What should I do?

1 think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help.

How can I convince her to see a professional?

Who should I suggest.. Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia.

She says it's under control, but I don't think it is.

I'm really afraid... What can I do to help?

II you are concerned about someone who you know or suspect is struggling

with an eating disorder, come to this informal workshop to explore how you

can help and cope with these issues.

For more information, plause call University Health Services

Health Education at 577-5181 or General Medicine 2 at 577-5233

The Hwke Last proudly invites you to the Qrand

Opening of New England's Finest Nowveasi Dance Club _J

'Say hello and bring your friends to the newest and

most exciting Dance Club in all of New England

during it's Grand Opening Party

Thursday February 27* 9:30pm

Experience a state of the art intelligent light show

and a mega mountain sound system with 20,000

WATTS of non stopping heart throbbing dance

excitement. A European Flavor that needs

to be experienced.

705

Memorial

Drive

Chlcope Ma
413-543-5222

club
c O *•• »•» t C 7 I O M

Put the world at your fingertips.

Software Engineering
Systems Engineering
Computer Design
Signal Processing
Electro-Optics
Image Processing

With Raytheon Electronic Syatama. you'll ereato tho
tochnoiogioa that dofino tho future of tomorrow'* world. You'll

maximize your Engineering and Computer Science knowledge and
make an impact when you Join our loam. We currently have over
350 opportunities available in the technical areaa Hated above.

Raytheon Electronic Systems will be visiting campus soon. To find

out more about the complex challenges we have to offer, please
contact the Career Placement Office to sign up for an interview.

For additional information, please see our homepage at:

http://www.raytheon.com/roa

Interested candidates who are unable to meet with ue on
campus may send a resume directly tos Raytheon Electronic

Systems. Professional Staffing, M/S T2SL2, SO Apple Hill

Drive. Tewksbury, MA 01870 0901. Faa: (SOS) 858 11*3.

E-mail: stafflng@res.ray.com

U.S. cititenship may be required for some positions.. Equal

Opportunity Employer.

RaytfMNHI Electronic

Systems
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Developing Nations
Tuesday, February 25, 1997

Welcome ti thi first Developing

Nation- page of the semester. I'm

prou- on the long tradition

ol hard tvork and insight of the past

v Nations Desks

Here .it the Developing Nation?;

thvsjyt tried to main

the integral relationship

between issfon o! people of

I nited States and in the

Ihinf W odd IXie to recent events'.

;
-r viper to devote a sig-

nificant amount of the page to one

Kxkfln leaders of the

Ihn

XiaoPingdied, a flur-

and Western journal

•

ists - |um l> to report him as a

. lei who opened up China

and 4?iuiistic reforms but

.it the >arae dme, served as a dictator

who ruled over China

It ' >r Western joumal-

riba leaders or govem-
ment- • : Third World countries,

especially those out of favor with the

ted States government, as "dicta-

iic> I with Iron fi.tv"

Is create images wnich
the world view at Western

nati. pe ialh ,,-i regards the

m rights. The fact

• • it I Mi;: was a great ruler.

roved the lives of

Hum* >l Chinese

I had a ilbati'i i n with a student

ltd 'ha!

when Mao died as tf.< il ntkr,

Ck* were sad that their leader

d died, "but with Deng's death,"

student said, "he was almost

closer to the people, then heard
really I .-it him He really will be
missed.

"

Othe editorials which appear on
this page include the continued
effect o sanctions against Iraq, Ihe

World Health Organization issued a

report la March of last year that an

estimated 567,000 children have
died in raq since I$91, ea a iexult of

the sanctions. Now almost u year

later children under the age of 10

are still dying at a rate of 4,300 a

month according to the Iraq Action

Coalition. Articles on ihis page also

include the-African Diaspora and it's

affect in the United States,

As American- we must realize the

rule we play in continuing American

and Western oppression in the Third

World Al -\meiK.ans of color, we
must see that the vcrv same govetr>

rnent which oppretaei here is

oppressing out brothers, and -isters

in the Third World and since we Mt
privileged to live m a coiiiitty where

a majority of us do not have to

worn about products of American

Intervention such as; tajtctk

which create hundreds ol thouaanda

of itarving children, American
trained death -cju.ul- prostitution

camps to jen e \met lean batik n
and coun her oppre*
foices It u therefore our du;

speak in knot oi those wht i cannot

We encourage anyone who is

.ome write for the

-k at the

Collegian.

— Liui Chiu, Dewlopih.

otding to the Iraqi Action Gialition. due to the continued sane

tions against Iraq, children under the age of 10 are dying at a rate of

4.500 per month. This statistic was quoted as of lanuarv . tfjg

Memoirs of an Iraqi
As I sat by the banks of the

Shalt -al -Arab (river that the Tigris

and Tuphrates joinl, the wind blew

gently . soothing the broken heart, the

lost hope, the shattered desire and an

unwilling spirit. Al lamhuriyya Al

• j Al Arabiya (the Arab Republic

aq), today stood at

it v bleakest point in

ry The birds flew

• as if they

could sense the sor-

row How many tears

where shed'7 How many women wid-
' How many were made orphans.

All tn the name of Democracy and jus-

How the Shabab-al Iraq tyouth of

led at Al Mutla. Basrah

la How the women were

dishonored in the heartland of puntv

The scent of the martyrs, of the land

of the two rivers, is strong in the air

The cries of a baby trapped and help-

IB he heaid amongst the *ta*h

ing waves. The date palm -waving in

a distance, resemble the counties*

mothers, sisters daughters and wives

mourning their loved ones

Where is m\ cousin Basin? Where
is my unelo Uavim ' Whete i- tin- Nut

.hi i of

l mm 4 Ka-ini (moth

er of KuMm i eves?

The lire* have
I vet the heart

smolder* Ihe *torm

has passed, yet the sun refuse* to

'I ine. Traitors have thrived, while

justice to the union is denied. The
war is over vet peace retu

arrive. Children have died, yet food is

denied.

While the Victoria* ol war are cele-

brated throughout the world, far

away, a nation weeps in silence alone

Syed Mohammed -Mi M-Rtda
Basram is a Collegian cidumnm

To the people of the a/aajsj

1

1 m scared and I'm hungry and 1

can feet,

Thi> tj that mu There> blood in mv mouth! i

' c me something to cat

'

• Iraqi baby, not very old.
Where's

l.vinjt in hvr crib one sta my big broth'

night It I .-re

M»ld she know of tho*. i* in,

planes in flight
1

H.u ;. naj have 1 been he;

;ay there q. iiing

her no*e. 1 op< inh, but 1 con t

'ling her mobile, wigj
1

even *-. team

her toes,
angni appuafl 'nee again

Oohing and cooin)

ne. Sin* time with 8 tear 1 plead.

Talking 1 idd aIiv have I died 9

1 alone In mv lufferii

An ang<. ith her in are monv oth |

the room. In our grief and our misers, we

The haby 1s smilmg, unaware of are *i*!ei* and brothers.

her doom
Who are we"1

1 ask you. lot

The crib slat; what a bx die
'

mobile goe< round. fhey re throw ing a party!

And suddenlv comes a ej|i Daaaa I tr

deafening sound
bit t I nothing " How

The ceiling drops in m a sec eajnJd h be

'

ond or two... Don't tiiev also have babies.

Or ril to she ceases atB
to coo...

It i^ was d .1 which

• me know how- long she lav aath pari

there How blind they w !".- ;

i sne 1

Wh 1 1 i about it"' Doesn't hardened of hi

an><
Did totuatm sav hero° tb

It si ' Is she dead ' Is the whom do the) apaak?

in a,", pain'' A rictot iiined for killing the

- attention it. who weak"

knows het aaaaV?
Whv arc they happv ' Wh\ ai

Her name is Amal in English they proud?

we »av Hope. Don't thev know thai I'm Cold

Cm- rean the rubble. in mv bttrial shtvw 1

-tart to trope
No war has been won; \

:

Wh m nmn"' 1 love her so hut. or mavbe.

dear fliev'vc i.nlv killed babk

.e get me mommy! It's

dark in 1 i

( bl the Iraq Action

CoaUi •

Deng XiaoPing, paramount leader of largest

developing nation and citizen of the world
The last two decades in the

People's Republic of China can he

called the Deng XiaoPing I ra. It is an

era of change. As China's paramount
leader and the general architect of

economic reforms and modenu/.i
tion, he led his people to turn the

nation pragmatically from p Mai \ ing

Stalinist regime ol 1 ,2 billion people

into a rapidly growing economic
superpower. The simplicity

of his funeral contrasted to

Mao Zedong's in m76,
when ideology dominated
every inch of every citizen -

daily life Inconceivable two
decades ago. mourning the

death of the slate leader i- a

matter of choice loda)

instead of a political proce-

dure

The living standard of

average people tnav he the

highest in one and a half

centuries. Foreign relation

ship* with nation- including

the I 'nited State- have I

widely normalized and
developed based upon the

terms of mutual Interests

wav before the Cold W.,-

ended A- iften agreed in

the West Mt Deng 'l global

vision wa> (|inte unmatched

Within the capacit] ol hi*

political lotigevitv, Mr Deng

final] ensured that the

voung nation of China OpSB
her OBOn to the world, and

ihe world* cpen their arm*

10 * hina

Bom on Aug 22. i'HM. in

the Year ol the Dragon .

Deng died at si Qg p m
Beijing Thne (9:08 am I S I

I*), at the age ot 95,

according to the Chines*, lunar calen-

dar. I nmi the rural villave , •! Paifang

in Mcfaaan f¥ot nice to dv I

Cuv in the heart of Beijing, the capital

of power in China, whete fie died, the

road he travelled and mopped was
iideed lowf, *4e wtt* etiknyi/wd -htMhr

country he served ail hi* life as "a

Marxist, a great proletarian rev-

mar} *ta'esrnan. military

fiat and diplomat \- :

teet, hi* presence in . . ^temporary
Bering

than his predecessot Ma Zedong, ot

the ancient sage king* who made hi*

Mi Deng w.i* a master strategist in

•very *orl bridge politic*

^airing, or international relation

Uithm the intncale Chinese politi*-

he was purged three time* in 1932

I9M and \
u ~e Each time he fou

Ha took ewary opportunity that

hittor d. and turned each
toward his advantage 01 hi* pi

01 In* people* ox hi*

turbulent 20th centuiv tn the history

ol modem China — from the colonial

invasion* of W estern powers, the col-

lapse of the last Emperor's Uing
Dynasty, the eight year long bitter

battles against the lapanese invasion

during World War II. the throat-cut-

ring civil war with troops of Chiang

K.u sheet's Nationalist Party, to the

birth of China us an independent
Third World nation on Oct 1,

l^4s) - Deng outlived most

of hi* enemies or opponents of

old nines or new.

Deng XiaoPing had no illu

-ion ulxiut China or the world

He belonged to the first gener

anon Chinese revolutionaries

who fought for liberating their

pic from the darkness and

bacanvaedneai of "half feudal-

ism and half-colonialism"

throughout this century, and
tor establishing a national

identitv of China in the world

lation* \ll these started in

1930 when Mr Deng hoarded

a thtp to fiance at the age of

lb with ->(X) other students on
k Btod] program to work

in a factory. Hi* first trip to

the W eat -hanged his life.

There, he befriended young
Zhou tnlai, who recruited

Deng, a Marxist. Zhou later

one the tii*t Chinese
Premier and Deng's life-long

political men-
tor. D
came back to

China a new
yotBJSJ man

I hi* i* why
the returning ot Hong Kong to

China on midnight on lune SO of ihi*

veai i* *vmbolically crucial. Mr l>eng

was firm I v determined about claiming

the sovereignty of "The Pearl of the

I a*t
.

" ouhestrating the neget

processes. The event will be a turning

point in local a* well as global histo

ries and geograpfn It will end 155
t British i Ionia I rure as a

result ot the Nanking Treatv after the

Opium Wars in 1842 It will end the

lal era of Western power* in

I a*i Amu It will take the first *u-p to

accomplishing the mi**«.n tor unity

for the nation — a nu**ion that Mao
and hi* revolutionary generation

started bui could not finish It will

ie*t the effectiveness of Deng'* theory

of "one country two -v*tem* " In

ao will return to China
from Portuguese cokmial rule. These

iwo returns will pave the Waj tor

Mralegic negotiation- between

Beijing and laipei across the *tratt In

Chinese histoi-v, umt\ of the kingdom
•.en an indispensable feature.

n and respimsibility of a power

ful emperot marking a prosperous

Yang

Hi- career spanned much of the and I. n a*tv It was a

regret that Mr. Deng will not be able

to see that moment.
Mao Zedong often compared him-

self to and even scorned the first

emperors of the most powerful dynas-

ties throughout 5,000 years of

Chinese history. Yet among his con-

temporaries. Mao considered only

Deng as capable of the .strategic

vision, capability, leadership and
extraordinary wisdom that were simi-

lar to his own. As early as 1957, Mao
once remarked about Mr. Deng to

Nikita S. Khrushchev, the Soviet

leader: "Do you see that little man
over there? He is very intelligent and

has a great future ahead of him." Mao
was certainly right

On the other hand, Mr. Deng
XiaoPing was not without contradic-

tions. Though he was no cultist like-

Mao, in the last two decades, he still

had to depend upon the ultimate indi

vidua! power that he commanded,
instead of a healthy system, to imple

ment his agendas by having the final

words in almost all the most impor

tant decisions.

While as Mao failed to select a suc-

cessor capable of stabilizing the

post-Mao political status quo. Deng
carefully selected Hang Zemin, and
provided much support for a smooth
transition. Yet Mr Deng seemed to

unlearn his position of authontv
when his authority is indispensable

and unquestioned up to his death

His initiation and
implementation of eco-

nomic reform was a

bold negation of Mao's
ideological extremism
His pragmatism is exem-

plified in his popular saying. "White

cat or black cat, it is a good cat as

long as it catches mice " However, fot

two decades it went on without the

parallel of an equally rigorous or hold

political reform. This may be because

it would try to unlearn the privilege

of the massive numbers of aimed)
privileged, who constituted the

majoriu of hi* invincible- human net

work
Mr Deng's relationship with intel-

lectuals generated most controversy

He led the 1957 ami nghti*t- *u[-

presston of intellectuals Yet before

the formal normalization of Sino-

U S relationship in 1979. he pro-

posed and initiated scholarly and cul-

tural exchanges between the two
countries He lattfr was of course

accused of standing behind the

crack- down of the Pro-democratic

movement in 1989. The official

excuse was said to be "for the sake of

economic stabilization " But to *tabi

lize the economic development at the

expense of human rights'' The capital-

ist free market experiments might
have continued, but the families of

the victims might have lost all that

"It doesn't matta it a v.ii il Beat I

white — so long as it catches the

mice" IVng XiaoPing. 1^2
Hii- irh»sl repealed quote from the

late Chinese leadei IX-rig XiaoPing is

generalrv taken as representative of th<

pragmatism characterized in hi* js>lm

^a! style Rut it is ,il*o noteworthy I.

it.* striking use- of an image ot d< n

ticity. a metaphor for political pro

gram* as tools to improve the living

condition* in a nation just as cats

an- kommunh used to drive mice and

from humble homes
This metaphor, along with the tiwnv

other invocation* of deaneatk onlei he

employed are. perhaps, the best indi

uition of how Deng viewed his role a*

national leader and his relationship

with the Chinese people.

During the vears of revolution and

the first three decade* ol ..omtnuni*t

government in China. Deng and hi<

colleagues in the Chinese Communist
Party (CCP) under the leadership of

Mao Zedong, liberated China from

centuries of foreign domination and

disunity, Mao. in effect, erected the

national edifice by creating modern
China as an independent, sovereign

power built on the foundational prind

pies of nationalism and socialism

The achievements of Mao can hard

ly be overstated, given that China was

liberated, united, made self- sufficient

and militarily secure in unlv a few

decades. From Mao. Deng inherited a

stable nation, but one still beset with

massive problems of poverty and

under-development. To these wen
added the challenges that all the Third

World and socialist nations were fac

ing in technological changes and the

gbbaHzation of the world economy.

Deng addressed these challenges

with a series of pragmatic innovations.

including market reforms and other

economic initiatives, non-ideological

mice set loose on the vermin in thr-

Hussein

Ibish

i.il home Deng's success in com-

bining raj i. ir.wrhwith
.otiti! 'i*m and national inde-

pendence from western hegemony are

ui'hjii inl.-rTiaii.iial I0SJM

The sued "n- -peak-

for itscll through the oconornk boom
under way in China Hul it is also

attested to by a comparison to the

itroika* induced misery and
1 if the former St k

I nion Madeline Alhnght (what better

vaiiijle >i vermin cunentlv MM U
the- world'.' i openh -jiits in the tacts ol

ing Russian leaders and tour*

I up 'jx- ti i extend ihe N *mdaries of an

iinti Russian military alliance to the

edges ,it Poland and beyond In China.

she speak? il improving

relations

I li s *iii cess in com
hmmg rapid economic
growth with lontinucd

socialism and total independence from

western hegemony is quite unique in

tlic I ( ntemjxiiurv world

It is within this context of sue ess

and achievement that Deng's "domes
lie" stele ol leadership emerges as all

the mine remarkable One of the silli

est cliches currently in vogue is to

describe Mao and Deng as "emper
ins." ior even 'red emperors"). And,

in fact, Mao did affect an imperial

style, consciously within Chinese his

lorical traditions

But Deng Mist as consciously broke

with that tradition and all the trap-

pings associated with it. Rather than

emperor, he has seen his role as the

hoinemaker. the head of the national

household, a domeetk r>atriarch.

Upon In* assutiiptijn of power fol-

lowing the death of Mao, for example,

Deng declined to take up residence in

Zhongnanhi, the "forbidden city"

where Chairman Mao held court.

Instead, Deng moved his family into a

"comfortable but not stvlith

Countless photos ol Deng in the lami

Iv living room, surrounded by his

many children and grandchildren pro-

jected an image of domestic hii**

Newspapers reported that "(X-ng love*

the hubbub of a big family He cape

cialhj loves children." and printed

other evidence of Deng* cherished

mle as head of a happy family.

Deng vigilantly kept watch against

aetj hints of a developing "cult of pet

sonality." and was always dubious
about charismatic leadership Deng
was among the earliest and harshest

critics within the CCP of Mao's per-

sonality cult and autocratic style In

power, Deng was careful to avoid

falling into such a role

himself, preferring to

employ collective deci-

sion making structures.

Deng also refused

most important titles, and in the final

stages of his regime after his formal

retirement in 1989, held only one offi-

cial position in China — f'resident of

the All-China Bridge Association,

reflecting his passion for card games,

as well as his lack of grandiosity. Once
again this low-key style served to cre-

ate an image of Deng as a friendly,

ordinary figure, a father in whose wise

hands the national family placed its

trust for leadership

While remaining a very private per

son. the "domestic" leadership style

gave Deng an image of intimacy and

familiarity with the nation, reflected in

a series of casual and affectionate skv

gans and L*rmers greeting or praising

him at public rallies, quite uncharac-

teristic of those designed for his prede-

cessors. Some were at simple as

"Hello XiaoPing.*

This familiarity and affection was
prompted in part by Deng's lack of

pretention and simple lifestyle.

IJHrtSV ASSOCWTtD PMsV

Deng XiaoPing 1904-1997

they had Truth only lie* in the eve* of

beholden,

Above all. Mr Deng's theory Ol

"building the *ociali*iii with ( I

characteristic*" wa- maiked bv the

difficult ideological correspondence

between the political totalitarianism

and the multiple systems ol socialism.

capitalism and pcaatooabBBalfctm Such

reluctance or incompieictH -.- points

to the limitation ol In* radical reform*

or negations from within the struc

ture It was true though that his

negotiation ot criticism of the past

tradition* wa* never to hteak from it

completely, but to icloini and revise

it Perhap* Jiange* in Third World
nation* are complicated bv h;*torical

reason* and thus take tunc It i* up to

the ihird generation of Chinese lead-

en to n in* -e Deng's legacy

hv Starting to complete this difficult

iK-goiiatjon between the

basis and the ideological superstruc

ture

Rc*emhling his political mentor
and trieild, Zhou I nlat Mi

I ><m, as

Uli>l*.led by Hi* t.uisiii *1>I1

j ic*. maim, but to «.a*t hi*

asJieti t . the tea I I some leaden m
the theatei of world polititft, who
were terrified bj mi sta tl ir stat-

,m -till be broken into pieces.

Marble memorial* may still be torn

down. And the guarding
ioi sculptures of ancient empei-

rbo died in their supreme
power, can be stolen out it then
tomb* centuries later Hisii

future generattottl to narrate.

The IX-ng legai v together w-ith the

ne*e isitj t us negation in the

Po*t IVng era. would accompany his

eatople to Neeji info the 2i*t century

— hopefully toward wealth, prospen-

ty and crudelly, kemocracy ai China,

peace and development fart 'he world.

I tug).m Yanji i .. < 'I . v graduate

ftudeni

A death in the family

relatively modest bunf<alcrw which was Harrison Salisbury noted that "He

acquired no villas at West Lake, no
Kragrant Concubine* n. I,,i.

larl - tongues or bear's paws."
Writing m 11*2, he observed To the

end of hi* d.iv- IVng XiaoPing never

took on the OBtJMSUI I ( lotitas

BUM in death Deng has been

ful to preserve in- image as a simple

man Of the people without pretention

or grandiosity He ha- ilso used Ins

death as a final mur-ior t • instruct hi*

people and lead bv example

In defiance of certain and
according to Deng's expressed •

IXng's family sent a letter to th

instructing thai Deng s funeral be kept

simple and frugal; that there be no
farewell ceremony lor hi* reiB

that a memorial might be held •

cremation featuring a casket .i. .
i

only with a CCP flag and a color photo

of Deng: that no mourning hall ••

be established in his home, that

Deng's corneas and organs be donated

for medical research; and that hi-

ashes be cast into the sea

Ihis kind of extraordtnar. gesture

again underscores the "doim
political style of Deng XiaoPing Far

from arranging a vast and etaJboral

funeral involving hysterical public dk
plays of grief and veneration of the

emperor's body. Deng chose to use hi

occasion to exemplify his materialist

philosophy, egalitarian perspective,

and commitment to and identification

with the Chinese people.

Deng was an remarkable *-ucces* a-

a caretaker and developer of the
national home, the role he leetM to

have given himself. Throughout all hi*

extraordinary career, as a general in

the Red Army and a national leadei

he remained single-mindedly devoted

to the welfare of the Chinese people

His passing will deservedly be
mourned as a death in the family

Hussein Ihish is a Collegian oolum
nisi.

Honoring Deng XiaoPing
Tuesday, February 25, 1997

Biography of a Revolutionary
On February 19,1997, the

Chinese Communist Party
announced "Comrade Deng passed
away." As politicians and monied
interests in the West nervously pon-
der the fate of their "investments in

China." people the world over
mourned the death of a great revo-

lutionary leader.

Born in 1904. Deng XiaoPing's
life spanned almost a century, from
the last vestiges of the Manchu
dynasty, through the communist
revolution, to the People's Republic
of China — the fastest growing
economy in the world. Not just the

man who liberalized China's econo
my, Deng XiaoPing is an extraordi-

nary leader who has influenced
almost all the historical events that

have swept China this century. His

life is a testament to a patriotism

which valued serving people rather

than vacuous symbolism

At the turn of the century, the

majority of the Chinese people lived

in *emi slavery as pea*ants in a vast

feudal land. The country was
plagued by wretched poverty and
repeated famines The economy had
been ravaged by exploitative local

rulers and the greedy foreign pow-
ers who competed for imperial
hegemony in China These colonial

powers such as Britain, the United

States and lapan dominated trade in

China as they had obtained "con-

cessions" in port cities such as

Hong Kong and Shanghai, while

China was nominally ruled bv the

weakening Manchu dynasty

In October 1911. the

Kuomtntang (National People's

Psrty) under the leadership of the

revolutionary nationalist Dt Sun
Yst-Sen overthrew the monarchy
and established the independent
Republic of China.

Angered by this declaration ol

independence on the part of the

QeVasea paopia, the colonial power*

began propping up a number of

Tuchuns iwarlordsi and
super- Tuchuns to weaken the new
nation The Tuchuns owned private

armie« and levied taxes in area*

they controlled, effectively split

ting-up the country Dr Sun's
Republic governed China in the

south, while different Tuchuns con

trolled the northern provinces Dt

Sun died in 1925 and the

Kuotrmtang was taken over bv the

right wing Chaing Kaishek

The Communist Party of China
v PC I formed in 1921 was an
underground secret org inization

dedicated to independence national

and *i\.ial hectics vi i resolu

tion. Mac> Zedong was a leunding

member.
Ihis chaotic political situation

was the background of Deng
XiaoPing's childhood Though the

son of a wealthy landlord from
ian Deng was deeply commit

ted to the ternoval of "poverty and

i.. kwardness" from China

At age It* he went to Paris on a

»ik *iudv -^holarship In France.

Deng experienced crushing poverty

and the life of an average worker

For years he labored in the Creusot

Shyamalo

Ivatury

Iron and Steel factory and the

Renault Auto factory as a locomo-
tive fireman, subsisting on a daily

diet of one glass of milk and a crois-

sant. In Paris, Deng met comrades
such as Zhou Enlai and Ho Chi
Minh and became a Communist.
Deng left Paris in 1926 and
returned to China, via Moscow
A member of the Communist

underground in

Shanghai. the

25-year-old Deng
XiaoPing was sent

to Guangxi
Province in west-

ern Canton to organize the peasants

into an army. The CPC's army was
in complete disarray due to the

massacre of thousands of commu-
nists by Chiang Kaishek s force* in

1 927. Deng was one of the lew who
agreed to make the difficult journey

to Guangxi Province-

He and a few of his comrades
made the long journey deep in to

the heart of China on foot. They

had little experience in guerilla war-

tare, en route suffered bouts of

*curvv and were repeatedly
attacked by bandits. In one *ueh
attack Deng almost died due to

being stabbed by a bayonet.

In Guangxi. Deng earned the
respect of the peasant* as he orga

nized them into small military unit*

Shortly thereafter, he had an arrfTv

of over 8.000 poor peasants with

little equipment In "Lenin's Cave."

Deng lectured his revolutionary

troops on nation building. Mar\i*i

ideology, and military tactics He
encouraged the peasants to kill

wealthy landlord* and *hare the

land among themselves Deng want

od the peasants to realize ihat thev

were not fighting in vain and that

they had stake in the future o\ the

revolution He felt that only if peo-

ple had a material stake m the revo

lution that thev would shed blood

for the CPC
Despite Itttle formal military

training. Deng XiaoPing was a kev

figure tn the creation of the R*d
Anuy .iatct tenanied. the Peopi«>
liberation Amy). Though outnum-
bered and out equipped bv Chiang
Kaishek * foeejeja, the lapanese
Imperial Army, and the rest of their

enemies, the Red Armv finally sue

ceeded in liberating the country in

I ^49 lis success lav in the patrio-

tism. discipline, revolutionary zeal.

sell sacrifice and dedication of u-

unit* it a.is Deng * belief that the

Mrength ot the revolution depended
upon the conduct ot the revolution

ar> armv and its cadres

The Red Armv was organized in

an completely egalitarian manner
with little distinction between the

ordinary soldiers and leaders

Officers wore the same uniform as

the soldiers They had no insignia*

ranks, title* or practice of saluting

They distributed the limited sup-

plies equally, and shared food from

the same rice bow I

Rape and robbery wa> *tr i^ I Is

prohibited and often resulted in the

death penalty Peasants were paid

for food and other services with

money and lOL.s. A military

achievement of particular note was
the Red Army's heroic "Long
March," their six thousand mile

journey on foot into the hinterland

as they were chased by Chiang
Kaishek 's forces in IS 34

The Red Army enjoyed unprece-

dented popularity. Army member*
were loved and revered by the

Chinese people due to

their impeccable moral

conduct. The revolution-

ary spirit, coftduct and
actions the Red Armv
reflected, above all. the

personality of one leader - - Deng
XiaoPing

During the "Long March" Mao
was voted into power within the

CPC and the Red Armv. while Deng
XiaoPing became editor of their

newspaper The Red Slur

Deng the nation builder

Deng XiaoPing played a kev role

in the industrial and economic
development ol China In the

post revolutionary era Di*tiu*ttul

ol the United Stale* after the

Korean War, Mat -ought to protect

China's critical defense industry bv

moving it inland to Sichuan,
Deng's native province Deng was
summoned to Bering a* \!.i

porat-persofi entrusted with the

construction of this "Third I me of

Defense."

The project. mu*h larger than

Roosevelt's "New Deal" and
Stalin's first "Five Year Plan,"

occupied much of Deng* time and
concentration He *pent many
months probing the Sichuan moun-
tain* and cavern* searching lot

places to hide the factories The
project was completed with speed,

efficiency and imagination D(

work won him great praise from
the Chinese people including
Chairman Mao. who said "Deng
XiaoPing i* capable, and whether it

is politic* or military affairs, he
does it all ughi

"

Within a lew vears he became
Uit fourth most important man in

China a*tet Mejoi Zhou and Lei

Shaoqi Much of the day to lav

running of the c*>untry w,,- lelt to

Deng and I ei Shaoqi. particularly

alter the disastrous economic DOM

sequence* ol Mac • ill conceived

"Great I cap forward
"

But in the mid *i\tie* during the

"Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution." Deng was ousted hv

Mao and hi* supporters on ground*

of being a 'capitalist roader " At
the age of to he wa* arrested and
forced to work in a machine thof
He and hi« family were the target*

,! repre**ion bv the Red Guards
There wa* ma*- shouting* against

them, and thev were *pat upon and
reviled

Despite this gratuitous humilia-

tion. Deng agreed to return to ,

ernment in the servici ' in- DCMfl

tiv when he wa* politically rehabil

itated bv Zhou I rtlai in 1971

During the Cultural revolution

industrial production had
declined, the all important raUwas/i

had ground to a halt, and B»

the qualified pi nals from
hospitals, universities, factories and
schools had been aire- led and
removed by the Red Guards. Deng
spent the ne\i lew years rebuilding

the infrastructure of the nation Kv

H75, both agricultural and indu*

trial output had n-en.

Nonetheless, aitei Mao - death
Deng wa* vet again politically

rebuked and arrested He finally

succeeded in coming to power in

the late seventies, enacting a

of brilliant economic reforms
which sparked a period of

unprecedented productivity and
growth stj|| under vv.r.

In less than 50 yean eftei Inde

n fence, Chine ha* been trai

formed from B poor, feudal country

to a first rate dvnaniii global eco-

nomic power. In China, there have

been significant increases in lite

expectancies, literacj and birth

rates, and the standards of living ot

it- citizens Ml citisjens enjoy com
pnhenatVe health tan and educa
iion Furthermore, alu-i Deng*

ntv i* returning to

China as well

[ha accounts ol hi* hie currently

being presented in the Western
meilia focus on Deng either as a

itiii* reformer or a nolo-

iiou- vtoi.itoi ol human rights, but

as we hav c onuade Deng
XiaoPing was in la I the

great revolutionary heroes of this

centuiv

Shyamalu Ivatury is a Collegian

coluim

. fbffeeWflg ii an txcerpt from a talk delivered bj

Devtg XiaoPing on lune 50, 19X4. with the lapanese dele

gation to the second session of the Council o!

Sino-lapanese non -governmental figures II MM called.

Huild todmliim with Chinese charactenstn I

Since the defeat of the Gang of Four and the convoca-

tion of the Ihird Plenary Session for the Party's Eleventh

Central Committee, we have formulated the correct ideo

logical, political and organizational lines as well as a series

f principles and policies. What is the ideological line
-

' To
adhere to Marxism and to Marxist dialectical and historical

materialism, or, in other words, to seek truth from facts as

advocated by Comrade Mao Zedong. Adherence to

Marxism is vital to China so is adherence to socialism. For

more than a century since the Opium War. China was suh-

icctcd to aggression and humiliation. It is because the

Chinese people embraced Marxism and kept to the road

leading from New Democracy to socialism that the

Chinese revolution was victorious.

People may ask: If China had taken the capitalist instead

of the socialist road, could the Chinese people have liberat-

ed themselves and could China have finally stood up? The
Kuommtang took that road for more than 20 years and

proved that it does not work. By contrast, the Chinese

( ommunists. by adhering to Marxism and integrating

Marxism with actual conditions in China in accordance

with Mao Zedong thought, took their own road and suc-

ceeded in the revolution by encircling the cities from the

countryside. Conversely, if we had not been Marxists, or if

we had not integrated Marxism with Chinese conditions

and followed our own road, China would have remained

fragmented, with neither independence nor unity. China

simply had to adhere to Marxism. If we had not fully

believed in Marxism, the Chinese revolution would never

have succeeded. That belief was the motive force. After the

founding of the People's Republic, if we had taken the cap-

italist rather than the socialist road, we would not have

ended the chaos in the country or changed its conditions

— inflation, unstable prices, poverty and backwardness

We started from a backward past. There was virtually no

industry for us to inherit from old China, and we did not

have enough grain for food. Some people ask why we
chose socialism. We answer that we had to. because capi-

talism would get China nowhere. We must solve the prob-

lems of feeding and employing the population and of reuni-

Africans & African Americans:

a common destiny

Miezan

COUHTtSY 10G.AMUN Kll
Deng XiaoPing helping with

the planting of trees on
February 12. 1979

Africans and Africans in the

Diaspora of the Americas and the

Caribbean, are bound togethei in a

common destiny at the inception of

Western capitalist e\pan*ioni*ui in the

15th century. 500 years ago, their

ancestors were driven by the million*

out of Africa, to erect the foundation*

of Western capitalism, upon reflecting

on this unprecedented and. certainly,

most humiliating African tiagedv
t
an

old ex -slave, then living on the island

of Saint Thomas, a U.S. territory,

once remarked to a Puerto Rican

friend. "The land |Africa| is still cry-

ing for. and never recovered from, the

los* ot the million* of it*

children dnven out

The land never rvcov

ered from the lo** ol mil-

lions of souls taken awav

from it. The injury wa*

beyond repair. Weakened by thi*

tragedy, the land could not offer a

rang protection to its children who
were not shipped oversees. The
Alncans were to suffer undei Western

colonialism as did then enslaved

brothers and sisters in the Americas

and Caribbean.

In nature, colonialism was tf

mount to slavery, nothing but *Liverv

The only difference wa* geographical;

the Western colonialist* did not see

the need to ship the Africans from the

mainland to plantation* and mine*
overseas They needed the raw materi-

als that Africa could hounteou*!

vide to sustain the indu*tnal revolu

tion in the West thai slavery had
helped to launch. The Africans in the

mainland were forced inio slavery to

provide these needed commodities.

The Belgians in Congo, tot instance.

would burn entue African villages,

mutilate men. women and children by

cutting off their hands ur feet, and

decimate entia- Alncan populations il

one Alncan failed to pay taxes to. or

produced rubber lor. King l.eopoid II

of Belgium; it was savagery beyond all

understanding of civilized people.

Forced displacements ol the

Africans from their local land* to

other areas of the continent were fre-

quent. Their land was laken awav

a them, and di

Furopean properties and

tions Their internal eci

smashed into a colonial economy
They produced lor the Vtteat n

themsohrev Africans were thrust into

the world system ol capitalism where

they provided forced labor and raw

materials to the W.*i and did not

accumulate capital fot themselves.

Africans dnd African American*

ccMitinue to *hare a sotnmon destiny

in their present positun in the world

system of capitalism. Today. \

remains a raw material provider to the

We*t The di*tribution of wealt in

America, between African Americans

and white Americans is unequal On
the average. African Americans arc-

poorer than white Americans More
sinking is the fact that the wealth ol

all African American businessmen

combined is less than that ol thi

richest white American businessmen

Combined I ike I monopoly game.

•Mncans and Africans in the Diaspora

entered the capitalist race halfway

alter receiving freedom Irom scm
tude By then, that is. halfway in the

na|illaHil race, Weaternen had accu-

mulated significant capital to dictate

the course of that race. I*n't it star

tling that alter loV yen * ol presence

in the Western Hemisphere. African

Americans have no control of the the

immense wealth, in terms of raw

matenals coming out ol then molliei

land into the West.' We*tem eompa-

nie- .lie in *ontiol ol the exploitation

of valuable oiv* Irom Africa. Rarelv. it

ever, doe* one see a national diamond

marketing chain owned by an African

American. It can be quite revealing to

*eek the percentage

American who own corpora
tion> that control the evploita

tion and exportation of raw

materials from Africa to the

West

In the prcs.es* ot reflecting upon
their history, African* and African

Americans shield have I s
(
>ecial cogi

tatlon to the gun The gun \»

curse, an element of destruction tliat

scaled the late ot if into

subjugation 500 year* ago It was the

gun that brought these ancestor! into

*laver> It wa* the gun dial subdued

tfv Africans into colonialism in the

mainland It was the gun that main-

tained the oppressive apartheid

tern lor so kmg in Smjth Sfrl

dBV, it is the inherited gun from

Colonial and other Wc*lcin pi

that has been a desiabili/n.

the shaky and readv to ex|

social, economic, militaristic and
political -vstcm that the loiiuei

nudists handed to the Africans l<

departing from the land Xihl -in

the gun that i* premature!) -ending

AliKan American- hv the thousands

to the graveyard Ihe ghettoe* mired

in sock economic pathol>>gie* have

become civil war /one* All i*.in

Americans are more likclv u

gun shcKs m their own neighborhoods

than on battlefields outside the

trv Africans and UrJCI Urit*

don't make guns, yet they liuv them
wasting their fund earned moncv. to

destroy themselves li i* hi.

reverse the courv

prison In the Alru.;-

before capitalism, th< i

prison did not evisi Th. \

understood that human being*

the most valuable a-

ment Prison a* a sodatl a
tern, was brought n

colonial administrations.

Tbdag Africans have inherited this

il invention and arc dilig

making good u«-

makers should revamp tlx

tern to avoid putting their own people

awav He-

lute the pnson system they didn I

ate The ancesi not put in

prison, but the descendants now are.

It is tunc to einbiacc the ance

phil< isopfn of social development, and

One
cannot develop while rotting in

prison

student

i tchid ^^^bo Anutlvj^^y^il rv.

d d*n E
onomv wa* unJc'Mtarid i« the

tvmg China licit i* why we have Repeated!) declared that

we shall adhere to Marxism and keep to the sooalisi

But by Marxism we mean Marxism that is integrated with

Chinese conditions, and bv socialism we mean socialism

that i* tailored to Chinese conditions l:ik\ ha* l hints*

actenstics

What is socialism and what is Marxism'' We wete not

quite clear about this before. Marxism attaches utanoM
importance to developing the productive faeoas We advo-

cate communism But what docs that mean'' It means the

principle of from each according to his ability and to eat h

according to his needs, which calls tot highly developed

productive forces and overwhelming material wealth

Therefore, the fundamental task for the s*x.ialist stage is to

develop the productive force* The superiority of he social

ist system is demonstrated by faster and greater develop-

ment of the productive forces than under the capitalist rjn

tem. One of our shortcomings since the founding of the

People's Republic was that we neglected the development

of the productive forces Socialism means eliminating

poverty. Pauperism is not socialism, still less communism.
The superiority of the socialist system lies above all in its

ability to increasingly develop the procudtive forces and to

improve the people's material and cultural life. The prob
lem facing us now is how China, which is still backward, is

to develop the productive forces and improve the people's

living standards. This brings us back to the point of

whether to continue on the socialist road or to stop and
turn onto the capitalist road. The capitalist road can onh
enrich less than 10 percent of the Chinese population; it

can never enrich the 90 percent That is why we must
adhere to socialism The socialist principle of distribution

to each according to his work will not create an excessive

gap in wealth. Consequently, no polarization will occur as

our productive forces become developed over he next

20-50 years.

The minimum target of our four modernizations is to

achieve a comparatively comfortable standard of living by

the end of the century. I first mentioned this with former

prime minister Masayoshi Ohira of lapan during his visit

here in December 1 979. By a comfortable standard we
mean that per capita GNP "il'i reach U.S. $800. That is a

low level for vr»^,
'

L)ut it is really ambitious for us. China

til a population of 1 billion now and it will reach 1.2 bil-

lion by then. If. when the GNP reaches $1000 billion, we
applied the capitalist principle of distribution, it would not

not help to eliminate poverty

and ' a 1 1 e Ines' I ess than 10 percent ol the popedatsoa

would h i* i cent remained

in poverty Bui hstri

b

utton can

enable all the people to become relatively comfortable

Ihi* i* why we want to uphold Socialism Without social-

i*in. ( lima san nevei achi goal
i I. '-i • 1 only lalkmg about this i* not enough. The

rid is an open one y hina - pa*t backwardness

was du< to ii- closed dooi policy \!ter the tounding of

the Peaple'i Republic, we were blockaded by others, and
so the country remained ckl i

1 ". extent, which cre-

ated difficulties lor us Some I eft" policies and the

Cultural Revolution in purtisila' were disastrous for us.

In short, the experience of the
|
est JO years or more

prove* that a closed- door policv would hinder construc-

tion and inhibit development Therefore, the ideological

line formulated u the I'hml Plenary Session of the Party's

Eleventh ( entral Committee ii to adhere to the principles

of integrating Marxism with Chinese conditions, seeking

truth fioin bets. Jinking theorj with practice and proceed-

ing from reality In other word*, the line is to adhere to

the essence ol <• ontrede Mao Zedong's thought. Our polit-

ical line focuses ,<n the four modernizations, on continu-

ing to develop the productive forces Nothing short of a

world war would make u* release our grip on this tssen

tial pohtt I vi-n ahoojd world war hieak out, we would
engage in reconstruction aftsa the war. A closed -door pol-

icy would not help oti-tniction There an* two kinds of

exclusion one is directed against other countries; the

other i* dneited against China itself, with one region or

department closing iti doort to the others. We are sug-

gesting that we should develop a little faster — just a lit-

tle, because it would K unrealistii to go too fast. To do
this, we have to invigorate the domestic economy and
open up to the oin*idc We muM lust ol ail solve the prob-

lem of the countryside, whivh contain* 80 percent of the

population into full play We adopted this policy at the

end of 1978. and aftet several vears in operation it has

produced the desired results

The recent Second Session of the Sixth National
People * (. ongress decided to shift the locus of reform

from the countryside to the cities The urban reform

includes not onh industry and commerce by science, edu-

cation and all other professions as well In short, we shall

continue the reform at home As for our relations with

Chinese leader Deng XiaoPing accompanied by fm
daughter Deng Nan, takes a tour of a park in

Shenzhen in 1 992.

foreign countries, we shall pursue the poli

up still wider to the outside world We have opened 14

medium and large coastal cities. We wel

investment and advanced techniques Management is also

a kind of technique. Will they undername
Not likely, because the socialrst economy
Our socialist economic base is so huge that H

tens and hundreds of hiilions of dollars w\ rth ol loreign

funds without shaking the socialist foundation IV

we adhere to the socialist principle of distribution and do
not tolerate economic polari7ation Thus, foreign

ment will doubtless serve as a major supplement lo the

building of socialism in our country And a* thin

now, this supplement is indispensable Naturally

problems wtii arise in the wake of foreign investment Bui

the negative aspects are far less significant than th

tive use we can make of it to accelerate >

'

It may entail a slight risk, but not much
Well, those are our plans. We shall accumuiai

ence and try new solutions as new problems aris I

eral, we believe the road we have chosen building

socialism with Chinese characterise s is til right one

and will work. We have followed this road ft

half years and have achieved satisfactory re

to quadruple China's GNP by the end o|
1

1

, The

pace of development has so far exceeded >ii i pt

And so I can tell our friend that we ait- even n

dent now.
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Depp and Pacino— together at last
Two of America's finest actors are finally featured together in Mike Newell's new gangster film Donnie

Brasco which opens this weekend.

A salad lover's guide to finding
the best mesclun in the U.S.
By George Brio

Associated Press

POUND RIDGE. NY. — What's in a name? A lot

of gardening excitement — and money — when the

name is "mesclun."
Ten years ago, few Americans had ever heard of

this southern French mixture of young salad greens.

Then it started showing up in voguish restaurants and
specialty seed catalogs. Now, mesclun gets featured in

garden catalogs and produce shelves everywhere. So
meteoric is its rise, that the National Garden Bureau,
a nonprofit research organization funded by seed
compaTrirs.-has made" 1997 the Year of Mesclun.

i Like many gardeners. I'm tempted by few super
inarket vegetable offerings, bat mesclun generally
turns out unusually fresh and tasty. It saves a lot of

garden work to buy it at the store. The price, howev-
er, can stun you; it was $2.56 for a plastic-encased
third of a pound (his week in my area. A sizable head
of lettuce, by contrast, ranged from 89 cents to 99
cents.

The cost, of course, reflects the care required to
pick young leaves of lettuces, endives, mustards.
chicories, cresses, parsleys, arugula. dandelions and
other greens that make up a mesclun package. If

money if a consideration, you can save, of course, by
growing these things in your own garden. A packet of

700 mixed seeds costs as little as $1.50.
What's more, in the garden you can create your

own mesclun from individual plantings of various
greens. A simple mesclun salad might consist of early

cuttings of varicolored lettuces, beet greens, spinach,

arugula and broad -leaf parsley. You can add a little

Asian spin with tat choi leaves. You yourself decide
what you want in it

Gardeners, in fact, had been mixing young salad

greens ages before U.S. commercial growers in the
1980s had a smart marketing idea and imported the
name mesclun from Provence.

You don't need any special skills to grow mesclun.
Greens like cool weather, so early spring and late

summer are the ideal planting times. You can make
successive plantings, if you want, but in the hot sum-
mer it's best to do it in areas shaded by other plants

and to harvest promptly. You can also grow it indoors
under fluorescent lights in winter.

In a "fact sheet* on mesclun. the National Garden

Bureau says "the Provencal tradition calls for chervil,

arugula, lettuce and endive in precise proportions."

American mixes, on the other hand, "may include,

lettuces, arugula. endives, mustards, purslane, chico-

ry, cresses, parsleys, fennels, escarole and tender wild

greens as well."

Looking over the 1997 seed catalogs. I found a

wide range of mescluns offered:

The Cook's Garden (P.O. Box 555. Londonderry,
Vt. 05148, Tel. 800-457-9705). a pioneer in bringing

mesclun to America, is offering mixes not only from
Provence but also from the Nigoise region of France
ana from the Piedmont region of Italy.

The Nigoise version combines endive, chicory, dan-
delion, cress and arugula. The Piedmont offering,

called "misticanza." mixes four lettuces and five

chit oricjj for a "variegated carpet o/ greens and reds.*

Shepherd's Garden Seeds, a California company
with a Connecticut shipping address (50 Irene Street,

Torrington. Conn. 06790. Tel 860-482-5658). also
offers the Piedmontcsc "misticanza" among numerous
mixes and a "Napa Valley Lettuce Mix" combining
green, red and bronze lettdces plus a curly endive.

Spreading to the more traditional American seed
houses, mesclun has captured the cover page of the
W. Atlee Burpee & Co. catalog this year with a daz-

zling color photo in which even a red pepper appears.
Burpee's (Warminster. Pa. 18974. Tel 800-888-

1447) is offering three mescluns, a spring version
comprising chicories, endives and lettuces, a fall ver-

sion of other lettuces, radicchio and arugula. and
what it calls a "classic mesclun" comprising arugula.

chervil, endive, mache (corn salad), lettuces, radic-

chio and cress. Another old time company. Park Seed
(1 Parkton Ave.. Greenwood. S.C, 29647. Tel 864
225-7555) notes in its catalog that "increasingly pop-
ular in the best restaurants, mesclun is really nothing
more than a mixture of special greens, some tangy and
some mild, that are usually harvested young and
mixed in your favorite salad."

Nevertheless, in line with the times, it offers two
versions, a tangy mix including arugula. peppery
cresses and chicories "to liven up milder greens" and.

a mix specially designed for mild Southern climates

for harvest through fall, winter and spring. This
includes mizuna (mustard), purslane, red orach
(mountain spinach), chervil and three machos.

ian Graphics

Thief returns stolen "Cheers" script

By Carolyn Thompson
Associated Press

BOSTON — An autographed script from the final

episode of "Cheers," stolen from a charity auction and
then mysteriously returned, will be sold Saturday.
Organizers intend to see that, this time, it makes it to the

auction block.

Their determination was obvious as (he Handel &
Haydn Society displayed the recovered script for reporters

on yesterday. Perched on a gilded stand behind a silver

velvet rope at the same hotel from which it was pilfered,

the script was guarded by not one, but two, Boston police

officers.

The script, autographed by eight "Cheers" cast mem-
bers, disappeared from the classical music organization's

$250-a-plate "A Carnival of Venice" fund-raising gala at

the Four Seasons Hotel Feb. 15.

Officials suspect someone crashed the party, mingled
with the 200 guests wearing tuxedos or cocktail dresses

and Venetian masks, and made off with the script when
the hotel security guard had his back turned.

"We know so many of the people who come to this

event year after year. We think it's highly unlikely i! was a
member," said Mary Deissler, the society's executive
director.

The "Last Call" script was left, undamaged, on the steps

of a church rectory Thursday evening.

"Someone rang the doorbell at 7:50 and left the script

in a manila envelope at the door," said the Rev. Robert

Fountain of St. Joseph's Church in Medford. "We have a

young lady who works here answering the door and
phone. When she got to the door, no one was there."

The H&H Society received a telephone call last Tuesday

by a man who said he wanted to mail the script back. He
called back Thursday to say he would leave it somewhere
and then called later to say where.

Deissler said that the society probably would not prose-

cute the thief, if identified.

"We said, "no questions asked' when pleading for its

return," she said.

The script will be auctioned on WRKO radio Saturday

morning by talk show host Andy Moes, who had contact-

ed "Cheers" cast members about signing a replacement

script for the society.

The original was donated by George Wendt, the actor

who played Norm Peterson on the long-running television

sitcom about a Boston bar.

Organizers chose not to ask for a police investigation

when the theft was discovered, reasoning that the chances

of recovery were too slim to justify the disruptions to their

guests, Deissler said. The envelope left on the rectory

steps late Thursday contained no note and bore no return

address. A society official arrived the next morning and

confirmed the script was genuine.

Despite the theft, the auction raised $40,000 for visits

by musicians to schools in Boston and surrounding towns,

and for apprenticeships for students.

When it was discovered missing, the "Cheers" script

had a high bid of $1,000.

TV's popular "Party of Five"
tries to examine real life issues

By Jennifer Bowles
4*>oc!crted Press

CULVER CITY. Calif. — "Do you
think Charlie and Grace should stay

together?" Christopher Keyser, exec-

utive producer of Fox's "Party of
Five," slyly asks his interviewer.

"Or are you rooting for Kirsten to

come back?" injects his partner. Amy
l.ippman. eyebrows scrunched
together.

Wait a minute here! You guys are

the masters of Charlie's fate Besides,

what pressure! ,

But OK. if you must know —
Irankiy. Charlie needs to grow up
and get his act together so he doesn't

leave another woman at the altar.

There, you have it.

"Well, he is growing up a lot more
with this relationship with Grace,"
Keyser responds. "It's a lot more
mature, and you'll see that as he deals

with her issues."

It's here at Sony studios that the

partners conjure up the traumas and
tribulations of five orphaned San
Francisco siblings who have become
one of TV's favorite and. dare we say,

best-looking families.

The Salinger family consists of stub-

ble-faced Charlie (Matthew Fox. 50).

a reformed philanderer who runs the

family restaurant and tries to act as a

father, Bailey (Scott Wolf, 28). the

anguished college freshman who's
wrestling with an addiction; fulia

(Neve Campbell. 25). a bull-headed

high school senior who's already expe-

rienced several romantic entangle-

ments: Claudia (Lacey Chabert. 14). a

precocious eighth-grader and violin

player who's well beyond her years,

and Owen (4-year-old twins Andrew
and Steven Cavamo), who rarely has

any camera time.

In its third season, the show's rat-

ings arc nothing to boast about (the

Nielsen rating for last week's episode

was 65 out of 107 primetime shows).

But it draws the kind of demographic
— young and mostly female —
sought by both advertisers and the

Fox Broadcasting Co.

Outside stage 18, where the series is

filmed, a group of wide-eyed female

fans who met through an online "Party

of Five" bulletin board and have flown

here from all over the country are

spinding the day meeting the cast and
collecting autographs. They cooed the

most over Wolf, a Tom Cruise look-

alike who appeared in the movie 77ic

Evening Star. Campbell, too. has ven-

tured onto the big screen, appearing in

Scream.

Yet much of the show's success

comes from the chemistry of the

dark-haired cast, who could pass as

real-life siblings, and the gritty, emo-
tional storylines.

lust in the last few months, the

Salingers have dealt with racism, men-
tal illness, suicide and flagrant affairs.

"It is the most realistic, heart-wrench-

ing drama on primetime." said fan

Lisa Hemameh, 24. from Roseville.

Miss. "Everyone can relate to their

problems."

The season's focal point, though,
has been Bailey's growing alcohol
problem, which led to last week's
"Intervention" episode in which the

family confronted Bailey. The siblings

also were shocked to discover that

their father was an alcoholic.

Bailey's addiction culminates at 9
p.m. EST Wednesday with "Hitting

Bottom." (rated TV-PG).
Immediately after the show. Wolf will

appear in a 50-second public service

announcement about alcoholism.

Loyal fans may have been shocked
that the writers sacked Bailey with
the disease, since he was always the

anchor in the family. "That's precise-

ly why we chose him," Keyser says.

"It was not just a twist on his charac-

ter but it was a natural outgrowth of
'

all the years and all the pressures he

had taking care of everybody else."

"Now he goes off to school to And
his independence and he finds in alco-

hol one of the ways he can have fun

and let loose and of course not know-
ing he has a genetic predisposition to

being addicted to it."

The series, some critics say, is too

melodramatic at times, and the char-

acters too angst- ridden

"The truth is we're writing a show
that is not a genre show, where drama
doesn't come from a patient, someone
you've never seen wheeled in on a gur-

ncy," l.ippman says.

"Because we don't have that, what

happens in their (the regulars') lives,

to be worthy of dramatizing, means
that they go through a bt of stuff."

"Yeah." chimes in Keyser. "you're

not going to get excited watching
Claudia get a cavity filled."

(.UUHtll «*MR.l MU1 ION'

Scott Wolf the star of FOX's hit

T.V. drama "Party of Five"

Radio City Music Hall may be sold

Th€ best In '97

NEW YORK (AP) — Madison Square Garden —
seeking to become the city's premier producer of
concerts and stage shows — is considering a

takeover of Radio City Music Hall, the Daily News
reported today.

"It's a historic showplace." Garden President Dave
Checketts told the newspaper. "We believe there are

real opportunities in the future there."

Checketts said the Garden has not formally bid for

the property, but it has held talks with the new owner
of Rockefeller, a group led by real estate giant

Tishman Speyer.

Other bidders for the 5.901 -seat theater reportedly
include Walt Disney. MCA and Radio City Productions,

the company that has been leasing the property for 1°

years.

In recent years the music hall has faced
increased competition from the Garden, which has
become more aggressive in going after big name
acts for its 5.000 seat theater and 22,0000-seat
arena. This year the venue snared the Gramm\
Awards for the first time.

Extnise year *i*d....*tpi*<i year tvufs

join BIKE-AID
1997

Inspire environmentalawareness
across America in the
adventure ofa lifetime!
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Gym takes 8th in a row
Over the weekend, the

Massachusetts men's gymnastics
team earned its eighth consecutive
win, defeating No. 18 Syracuse in at
the Curry Hicks Cage. With a win
over the Orangemen, the final regu-
lar season meet, the No. 8
Minutemen have finished their dual
meet schedule with an undefeated
mark for the first time in school his-
tory.

In Saturday's win, UMass set two
school records. Senior Chris Funk,
in his last home meet of his career,
scored a career-best 9.5 on the par-
allel bars while fellow senior Gabe
Columbus notched a career-high
9.65 on the bars. The team set a
school record on the parallel bars
with a score of 57.6.

UMass set another school record
in routing Syracuse as well.
Sophomore Phil Lieberman scored
a school record 9.800 on the hori-
zontal bar as the Minutemen posted
a school record 58.25 in that event.

On the still rings, Ruslan Shupak
took home the first spot tying his

own school record of 9.95.
Sophomore Tim Wheeler captured
the No. I spot on the pommel horse
with a career-high 9.450.

Freshman |eff LaValiee took first

in the floor exercise with a mark of
9.650 in addition to taking the first

spot in all-around competition with
a score of 55.650.

Saturday's win follows a

220.700-205.500 victory over
Springfield College on Feb. 19.

Columbus led the Minutemen
capturing the first spot in three
events including the floor (9.350).
parallel bars (9.300) and the hori-

zontal bar (9.450).

Next up, UMass will compete in

the New England Championships
on March 1 in Springfield. The
Minutemen enter the contest having
won eight straight, and I 1 of the
last 12 New England tides,

— Chris Stamm
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The men's gymnastics team was in action this weekend.

Miami missing 'Zo Belle set to play ball

By Steven Wine
Associated Press

MIAMI — Tim Hardaway began
his postgame ritual, placing his feet

in a bucket of ice water. Then came a
confession.

He's cold.

The Miami Heat guard missed 15
of 20 shots in Sunday's victory over
Denver. He misfired 1 3 of 17 times
Friday in a loss to Portland. That puts
him at 24 percent shooting over the

past two games.

Hardaway's slump coincides with
the departure of center Alonzo
Mourning, who tore a tendon in his

right foot Friday and will be sidelined

about six weeks.

"I'm probably putting too much
pressure on myself, trying to do too
much and thinking about it,"

Hardaway said.

"We can't rely on one guy," coach
Pat Riley said. "Tim felt more of a

burden, and 1 don't want him to take
on all the responsibility

"

The win over Denver established a

blueprint the Heat will try to follow
during Mourning's absence. Seven
players scored in double figures,
including reserves Keith Askins and
lohn Crotty.

"We had balance, and that's what
we need." Riley said With one All

Star out and another All Star off. the
Heal nonetheless retained a two-
game lead over second-place New
York in the Atlantic Division. Riley

figures it may take 60 victories to win

the division, meaning Miami would
have to finish 18-9. "We're still in

first place, and we want to stay
there." Hardaway said.

Isaac Austin, who replaced
Mourning in the starting lineup,
plans to do his part. He has 31 points
and 23 rebounds in the past two
games

"I have to respond. That's what
they pay me for." Austin said. "1 feel

that I can do the job and hold the
fort until Mourning gets back."

The 6-foot- 10 Austin, who lost 70
pounds in the past year, has been a

remarkable reclamation project for
Riley. But Austin can't completely fill

the void created by Mourning's
injury.

Although Mourning leads the Heat
in storing, his absence will be felt the

most on defense. He's the primary
reason Miami leads the NBA in oppo-
nent field-goal percentage.

"The starting team isn't intense
enough defensively now," Riley said.

"We aren't good individually on
defense without Zo. He erased a lot

of mistakes. He blocks three or four
shots a game and changes five or six.

People know he's there."

Now he's not.

But the Heat are 3-0 this year with-

out Mourning They play only seven
teams above 500 in the next six

weeks, and they expect to keep win-
ning.

"Wo still have talent." Askins said.

"We lost Zo and it's unfortunate, but
we're going to keep the ball rolling."

FORT MYERS. Fla. (AP) —
Albert Belle wants to play for
Chicago as soon as possible, so he
plans to make his White Sox debut in

Friday's exhibition opener against
Minnesota at Fort Myers, Fla.

Manager Terry Bevington had said

earlier that Belle probably would wait
until Saturday's home opener against

Texas at Sarasota. But a chat with
Belle convinced him otherwise.

"He wanted to go. You know he
wants to play," Bevington said.

"Fort Myers isn't that far away."
Belle said of the little-over-an-hour

trip. "I pretty much want to get in the

habit of playing every day. If I can go
down there and get a couple of at

bats to get the kinks out. that's what
I'm going to do. Toward the end of
the spring, I will tone it up and get

ready with about a week to go."

One year later. Kenny Rogers
almost got hit with a line drive again.

This time, the ball hit the screen
instead of him.

"I got out of the way." Rogers said

after Sunday's near-mishap at Tampa.
Fla. "Things are going better."

Rogers had a miserable 1996 after

signing a $20 million, four-year con
tract with the New York He was
struck by a line drive off the bat of
Tony Fernandez during spring train

ing last year, nearly demoted from the

starting rotation and slumped to a 12-

8 record with a 4.68 ERA.
He then failed to get past the third

inning of postseason starts against
Texas. Baltimore and Atlanta, putting
together a 14.14 ERA. He had shoul-
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men s swim

der surgery during the offseason.

'There's nothing he has to make up
for." Yankees manager |oe Torre said.

"We won last, year. The most impor-
tant thing is he went through every-
thing last year and it didn't cost us
anything. There should be no baggage
to carry."

Yankees catcher Joe Girardi was
hospitalized for several hours
Monday with a severe migraine.

Torre said Girardi, 32, was also
dehydrated and nauseated. Girardi
was taken from his apartment to St.

Joseph's Hospital by Yankees trainer

Gene Monahan, underwent tests and
was released. "They're not sure
what's causing it," Torre said. "We'll
hopefully know something in the
morning."

As the junior member of the best

pitching rotation in baseball. Denny
Neagle was surprised to learn he
would get the honor of throwing the
first pitch at Turner Field.

Manager Bobby Cox plans to Man
Cy Young Award winner John Smoltz
in the season opener April 1 at
Houston. Greg Maddux and Tom
Glavine will follow Smoltz to the
mound for the three-game series
against the Astros.

When the Braves return to Atlanta
on April 4 to meet the Chicago Cubs.
Neagle gets to start the first game at

the new 49.000-seat stadium
"It's really surprised me a little

bit.* Neagle said at West Palm Beach.
Fla. "But I guess that's the way Bobby
is. He sets the rotations and wherever
it falls, it falls

*

continued from page 1
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to the meet scored points in it. that's

how you win a championship."
All year, the team was led by the

strong swimming of sophomore Brian
Wisniewski and junior Sean Anderson.
This championship was a team event,
where everyone stepped up and took a
leadership role.

"The captains did a great job,"
Yarworth said. "They kept trying to

motivate the team. Chris Martin came
down with us, and he helped motivate
the team."

Martin, one of the team's top swim-
mers and tri-captains, was unable to
compete for tlie team this year due to
health restrictions.

"One kid that stepped forward as a
leader was B.|. Brannan." Yarworth
said. "He spoke to the team about
what it meant to be a UMass swimmer,
and what it meant to be from
Massachusetts, and that was the turn-

ing point."

Some notable finishing times are
Brian Wisniewski, second in the 100
back (50.53), third in the 200 back
(1:50.92) and fourth in the 200 IM
(1:54.35). Sean Anderson finished
third in the 50 free (20.83). Henry
Turner, ninth in the 100 fly (51.65).

Some other notables are Billy

Hunter, sixth in the 100 breast
(59.00). and David Koritkoski. fifth in

the 200 back (1:53.15). Matt Davey.
Anderson and Turner finished sequen-
tially two. three, four, in the 100 free

at times of 45.90, 46.17 and 46.49
respectively. Senior Michael Shaw fin-

ished fourth in the 200 fly ( 1 :53.89).

UMass' 'A' relay team finished sec-

ond in the 400 free (3:03.88), third in

the 800 free (6:47.91 ). third in the 300
medley (1:33.48), second in the 400
medley (3:22.81) and second in the

200 free (1:23.23).

The divers did exceptionally well. Ed
Hefferon finished fifth in the one and
three meter events, with a finals score

of 397.90 and 413.65. Timothy
Church finished seventh in the one
meter event and ninth in the three
meter jump. His finals scores were
361.70, and 346.35.

"If 1 was to pick out the two key
swims of the meet, it would have to be
Wisniewski's (1:50.92) 200 back and
Matty's (1:39.77) 200 free. Those
were two good swims, but everyone
else really stood out and did a goodf
job."

The final scores were UMass-607,
St. Bonnies-570.50. G.W.-520.
LaSalle-467.50. Fordham-456.50,
VA-297.50. URI-269.
Duquesne-20 1 . Xavicr- 1 50.

"I'm a happy camper again."
Yarworth said. "The kids did more
than I asked them to. I'm learning
more as a coach, which every year is

important. They learned more things
as swimmers. I think it's time to wear
two hats now, since I prepare to
defend two championships again."

women s gym
continued from page 1
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good. We still haven't peaked and
everyone is still healthy and every-

one is just waiting for that one day
at Regionals when we show the
nation how really good we are."

Laing said.

Their next meet is away against

New Hampshire on Saturday
evening, which, according to
Swartz, should pose no problem for

the team.

"We're gonna kill them," Swartz
said.

women's track
continued from poge 12

400m dash (57.76) for UMass. and
was a key factor in the first-place
4x400 relay. Kenku ran the third leg

that pulled ahead of second- place URJ
for good. In the 400m, UMass'
Michelle Cooper also gave an outstand-
ing performance, finishing directly
behind Kenku in fourth (58.87).

Minutcwoman Raqueil Shelton gave
her top performance of the season, fin-

mens track
continued from pogel2

lowed by Boston College (55). UMass
(51). New Hampshire. Maine (37).

Rhode Island (31). Southern
Connecticut (30) and BU (26).

The meet wasn't without some con-
troversy. Conception, running the 400.
was disqualified from the race for step-

ping on the while line one too many
times. The call was questionable.
Conception's finish probably would
have given UMass enough points to

place third, ahead of state rival BC.
"It's true, we would have done bet-

ter as a team had (he disqualification

not taken place." said Abbott. But we
also could have picked up those points

ishing fifth at 7.32. while defeating
Irish for the first time this season.

And Melanie Bell placed third in the

long jump (I8'l"). while finishing

ahead of teammate Irish (5th.
1
7' 10.25").

The Minutewomen will next be in

action this Friday and Saturday wher
they head to Hanover. N.H. for the
ECAC Championships at 1 1 a.m.

elsewhere in the meet, too. Things
like that happen.*

Price finished third in the 200
with a time of 22.22, and the dis-

tance medley did well with a time of
10:03.71.

Next up is the IC4A's. which con-
sists of the best teams from the East

Coast. It will mark the last meet for

at least most of the UMass athletes.

Toye and company will be ready.

"We won't be too concerned with
the secdings. because times don't
always seed very well." Toye said. "1

feel we have a shot at making the
final.*

hoops
continued from page 12

said. "It's going to be a fabulous
atmosphere, the final home game for

f the seniors], and national televi-

sion."

UMass coach lames "Bruiser*
Flint agreed.

"It's going to be crazy," Flint said.

"I know they've had some great
crowds. The one time they played
Temple (at Hawk Hill) it was crazy."

As an added bonus — one that

re-emphasizes the Hawks will not
be an easy obstacle for the
Minutemen to overcome — is the
fact that St. foe's has made its first

appearance in the AP Top 25 (No.
23 in yesterday's poll) since March

DAILY
CIALS

From Our Lowfat
Cookbook of the Month

FEE Lw&MM

16. 1973 when the Hawks were
ranked No. 1 8.

"All it did was put a bigger target

on them." Martelli said.

Regardless of all the outside influ-

ences, tonight's game will be special

for Flint. A 1987 graduate of the
school, the game will mark Flint's

homecoming as a head coach.

Even though Flint helped the
Hawks to the 1986 A-10
Championship, he does not expect a
warm welcome.
"The older people know who I

am. but the younger students don't
know who I am. so I may get booed
a little bit." Flint said.

YflUJGAN
This spring, join TlW it Ca*ff

one of the biggest illktttS

fundraising events in history.

j. a cycling evart of

A.American Diabetes Association

Sign up today, call

1-800-T0UR-888
I1MMM-7M)
or visit us at

www.diabetcs.org/tour
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ACTIVITIES

Are you interested ia bringing

a speaker to campus? Do you
want to qam real-life experience
working Tor a student organisa-

tion? Come to a meeting for THE
DISTINGUISHED VISITOR'S PRO-
GRAM on Tuesday. February 25
at 7pm in Room 168C of the
Campus Center Call 545-0046
for more info Food will be
served

SUMMER IN SWITZERLAND
First session 5/24-6/27 ALL
MAJORS: 6 credits, airfare
Eurorail, Room/board ALL FOR
$3299- Contact Chris 545-4411
or Jeff 545-4046

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Here's your chance to make
UMass reel a little smaller
Come check out IGU We may be
a sorority, but not all sororities

are the samel RUSH IOTA
GAMMA UPSILON 7 OQpm.
3/3. 3/4, 3/5 For more informa-

tion, call Sara. 549-6461

AUTO FOR SALE

1985 Status 5- speed, ioadeo.

power everything A/C, FWD
1 10.000 miles Runs mint Only
$2100 546-1912

1985 Skylark automatic. V-6.

FWD. sunroof $850 546-1912

AUTO FOR SALE
1987 Plymouth Sundance
Excellent body, runs very well
$1800 or B/0. Call 549-4435

EMPLOYMENT
LIFEGUARD- Private beach on
Cape Cod Free beachside room
Memorial Day- Labor Day WSI
Certification 253-6619

Summer Jobs
for the

Environment
$2500 $4000/Summer

Campaign for clean air and
water

Protect endangered species

Make A Difference

Offices in 33 states

Campaign To Save The
Environment

H00-75-EARTH

Counselors for -co-ad
Northeast PA overnight Jewish
Federation Camp(3 hours from
NYC)- general, sports, drama,
H20 and arts 1 -800-973-3866

cruise ship employment-
how would you like to work in

exotic locations, meet fun peo-
ple, and get raid? Call (206)971 •

3554 ext C50018 (We are a

research and publishing compa-
ny)

EMPLOYMENT

CRUISE LINES HIRING, Earn

up to $2000+/month plus free

world travel(Europe. Caribbean,

etc ) No experience necessary
(9191918-7767 Ext C180
(Member. Better Business
Bureau CARE Program)

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Earn

up to $3000-$6000/month in

fisheries, parks and resorts.

Airfare! Food/lodging! Get all

the options Call (919)918-7767
ext A180

Part-Time Sales Reps
Wanted "Lead the way into tne

21st Century" with our copyright

'Slogan" sweatshirt Be your
own boss and earn extra money
fast Send for details at: The
21st Century Group, 332
Bleecker St - 040. NYC. NY
10014

National Park Employment
Work in America's National
Parks. Forest and Wildlife
Preserves Our materials uncover

rewarding opportunities in the

outdoors Call (206)971-3620
ext N50017 (We are a research

and publishing company)

Cruise aad Land Tour
Employment work in exotic loca-

tions Meet fun people and get

paid! For industry information.

EMPLOYMENT
call Cruise Employment Services

(8001276-4948 ext C50017 (We
are a Research and Publishing

Co.)

FOR RENT
Pelham 2 bedroom Mobile
Home Gas. heat No pets. First,

last and security $500/month
253-5413

Sugarloaf Estates Ultra mod-
ern two bedroom apartments.
Free heat/hot water. New
kitchens, baths, carpeting,
washer/dryers and more! On bus
line Minutes to Amherst Great
specials' Call 665-3856

One bedroom in a 2 bedroom
apt. on bus route Heat and hot

water included $322/month
Call 546-0262

Cape Cod group & summer
rentals Waterfront houses,
Falmouth area (508)477-6000

FOR SALE

Mac Classics Style Writers
carrying cases. Works/
Call Sarah (41 3)585-6208

orks/Word

8X CD-ROM DRIVE 28 8
DATA/FAX MODEM Call Rafael

549-4529

FOR SALE
KLH 3-Way 3S0W SPKRS DBL
12" Woofers. $250/Pr Call 253-

6520

STEREO EQUIPMENT
Buy-Sell-Trade Large selec-
tion, used/reconditioned, from
inexpensive dorm systems to

audiophile quality separate com-
ponents. Great prices, honest
advice, satisfaction guaranteed
Pick-up/delivery available
Stereo & Video Exchange. 256-
0941

INSTRUCTION
Boxing Three private 1/2 hour
lessons $69.95 Call (413)732-
8817 In Amherst Tues. and
Thurs eve

Black Organizer/Phone Book
$Reward$ if found Please con-
tact Adam at 549-2623

MUSICIANS

Guitarist Wanted
Call Rich 253-1527
Original Band
Need song writing ability

Yea

MISCELLANEOUS
New Metabolism
Breakthrough Period Lose 5
100 pounds Doctor approved
Cost $35 (800)666-4793

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 or 2 females needed to

share an apt. Fall '97 Call Kim
or Karen 546-0617 ASAP

SERVICES

Know Your Rights Do you have
questions about your rights? Do
you think your civil rights have
been violated? Find Out! Contact
the Student Legal Services
Center. 922 Campus Center.
545-1995

HIGH-SPEED Internet Comes
To The Five College Area!
Unlimited local access, no busy
signals, free Web Page with
account Call TIAC at (860)644-

6732 Student rates available

PREP COURSES
GRE/GMAT

30 hours. $295
American Academy
1-800-808 PREP

(Please leave your name and
number)

SERVICES
Pregnant? Need help? Call
Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 549-

1906

Seeking Financial Aid? Don't
limit your possibilities for finan-

cial aid! Student Financial
Services profiles over 200,000+
individual awards from private

and public sectors Call

(800)263-6495 exl F50016. (We
are a research and publishing
company)

TRAVEL
Party Spring Weekends Price

includes Round Trip Motor
Coach, 3 days. 2 nights, Luxury

Motel Downtown, i dinner, 1

breakfast Departs every week-
end- March. April and Memorial
Day Call Select Tours, Hanover.
MA (617)871-0490

Caribbean/Mexico $189 R/T,

Europe $169 0/W. Fly the world
dirt cheap' ONE WORLD TRAVEL

Jamaica-Spring Break from
$599 Go with whom you can
trust Call UMass Ski Club 545-

3437

Fort Lauderdale area. FL
March 8-15, studio. $650/week
(413)786-7133 Partial kitchen

TRAVEL
Killington- Cheap Spring
Break $239 for 5 nights/5 days

skiing. Call UMass Ski Club 545-

3437

Europe $155,

$189 R/T
Destinations
(800)326-2009
com.com
wwwisicom.tr/airhitch

Caribb /Mexico
Worldwide

Airhitch Tm.
airhilch@net-

or

Starting

this Thursday!

Students place

classifieds on

Thursdays for

only IOC

Place one this

thursday at the

Campus Center

Newstand!
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Rates
* Students

20<t per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

$2.00
mi n./day

NO REFUNDS

Standard Headings
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Please write dearly and
legibly We aie no! responsible for error* result

tog from illegible handwriting or type.
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TUESDAY, FEB 20

Info toclml — the LBGA will

hold its weekly info-social on the

8th door of the Campus Center.
There will be discussion about
pcoejriag events, dances, and
QueerFest. The info-social starts at

7 p.m. and is free.

'( Michael Thclwell. pro-

fessor of Afro-American Studies,
will be lecturing on Civil Rights
Activist Kwame Ture, formerly

ley Carmichael from 7-4:30
p.m in the Campus Center, room
103 The event is free and open to

the public.
*

Meeting — Anyone interested in

bringing a speaker to campus and
gaining real-life experience work-

WEDNESDAY, FEB 26

ing for a student organization
should come to a meeting for the

[>istinguishcd Visitor*! Program at

7 p.m. in the Campus Center, room
leSC. Call 545-0046 for more
mlu Food will be served.

Discussion — Man Wagner and
Gu\ Korngold will present "Israeli

& American Cultural Differences
Today" and "Pro- Israeli Activism
on Campus" at 8 p.m. at Hillel
Houses. Sponsored by UMass
Hillel/ Hamagshimim Croup.

film, discussion — Commuter
Area Government presents Final
ludgement. a documentary film by
I Mass alumnus lonathan Stack,

WEDNESDAY. FEB 26

showcasing the last few VMU ot

Antonio lames' life. The true Mot]
from which the movie Dead Man
Walking was based. The film,

which starts at 7.30 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom, will be
followed by a panel discussion with

lonathan Stack (Director/
Producer). Burl Cain (Warden.
Louisiana State Penitentiary) and
Bill Newman (Attorney.
Massachusetts Civil Liberties
I nion).

Lecture - Ross Chambers,
Mcrvin Felheim Distinguished
University Professor of French and
comparitive literature at the
University of Michigan will present

a lecture. "Anxious Reading: Eric

Michaels' I nhtcoming and the
Death of the Author" at 4 p.m in

the Front Room of Amherst College-

Campus Center. Presented by
Amherst College and its French
Department, the event is free and
open to the public

Lecture — The Wildlife Society

presents Robert Leverette. profes-

sor at Mount Holyoke College, on
"Old Growth Forests in

Massachusetts." at 5:50 p.m. in

Holdsworth 203. Refreshments will

be served.

Meeting — the
Biracial/Multiracial Student
Association will be holding a meet-
ing at 7 p.m. in the Cape Cod
Lounge. Everyone is welcome to

join

Meeting — The Animal Rights
O'.ilition will hold ;i meeting at 7

p .m. in 306 Student Union. New-
members welcome.
Performance — Craig Hickman

performs "Portraits of a Black
Queen" at 8 p.m. in the Hampden
Theatre. Part of the GLBT Cafe
Series and co-sponsored by the

Stonewall Center and the UMass
Arts Council.

Discussion — Biosci will be host

ing Anp De and Carolyn Augart,
med students from UMass
Worcester, in a discussion about
what medical school is really like at

7:3€ p.m. in Campus Center, room
168 C Coniaci Carey at 546- 4465
il \ou have any question^

Religious — Learn the cooking
magic of the Challah with all of

your friends at the Challah Baking
Extravaganza. We want you to

make and gorge on delicious fresh

Challah. All you have to do is show
up at the Hillel House at 7 p.m.

NOTICES

Meeting — The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organization

for undergraduate and graduate
students with disabilities on cam-
pus. Everyone is welcome. Meetings

are Thursday nights from 6-7 p.m.

in Campus Center. Please bring
your thoughts and concerns to the

meeting. For mote information,
contact Susan Pilner at 545-0842
or Kregg Strehorn at 545-4602

Final exams — The spring l>W
Final Examination schedule will be

available beginning March 13.

Copies will be delivered to students

in the residence halls, and will be
available to off-campus students in

the Registrar's Office (213
Whit more). The schedule will also

be available on the World Wide
Web beginning March 3 athttp://www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Dance — The UMass Ballroom
Dance club invites everyone to

come dance with us every Tuesday
and Thursday from 5:15-7 p.m. at

101 Totman Gym. Newcomer
Waltz/ Chacha class begins Feb.
25. Intermediate/ advanced instnn

tion by a pro every Wednesday.
6:15-7:30 p.m. All instructions .ire

free. For more info, call Kevin
Murphy at 549-4036.

SGA nominations — The
Elections Commission would like to

announce that the nominations for

the positions of President and
Student Trustee, along with posi-

tions for local Area Government
are now being held. The nomina-
tion forms are available in the SGA
office. These nominations close on
Feb. 27 by midnight, all forms must
be turned in by this date, otherwise

the candidates are not eligible to

run for office.

Religious — The Alliance Church
of the Pioneer Valley in south
Amherst will provide rides to

church. Pick up is at 9:40 a.m. on
campus. Call Mark at 253-0361 for

more information.

Support group — REFLECT, the

I ive College bereavement support
program is offering two support
groups this semester: A grief sup-

port group for those who have
experienced the death of someone
close to I hem. and an illness group
for those currently coping with the

serious illness of a loved one II \ou

or someone you know is interested,

please call us at 577-5316 for more
information. #
Health services — Confused,

afraid, or just curious? Do you have
questions about sex, STDs. akohul.
drugs, eating disorders, HIV/AIDS,
stress management or quitting
smoking or chewing tobacco'
Don't know who to ask?* Call the

Peer Health Connections phoneline

at UMass at 577- 5168. Trained
students will anonymously answer
your questions and tell you where
to go for more help.

Commencement Housing — A
limited number of residence hall

rooms will be available or the rela-

tives and friends of graduating
UMass students for the night of
Saturday, May 24. Commencement
Housing applications are available

at the University Conference
Service Office. 918 Campus Center.

rvh are pufctc service jnnountemenu peeVad
deity To submit an FYl. please sand a prtsi

release containing all pertinent information,

rxludrng the name and phone number ot the

contact person to the Co/ieoiun. c/o the
Managmg (daor by noon the previous day

To guarantee a reservation, com-
pleted forms with full payment
must be teturned to University
Conference Services by May I.

There will be no on-site reserva-

tions.

Internships — Internships are
available working on Earth Day.
Hunger. Recycling and Clean Air.

Call Melanie at MassPirg,
149 OI99 or stop by the office at

423-A Student Union Building

film — The interdepartmental
program in film studies is offering

its fourth annual Multicultural Film

Festival: "Emigres. Exiles and
Sojourners in Contemporary
Cinema" this spring Screenings
and discussfont with directors and
faculty will be held on Wednesday
evening*. 231 Hetter Hall at UMass
and Stirn Auditorium at Amherst
College, at 7 p.m. The first event
will be When Mother Comes Home
for Christmas, a documentary by
Nilita Vachani (Sri Lanka/Greece.
1945) on Feb. 25. For a full sched
ule, watch for brochures and
posters at the beginning of
February, or check out our web-
page: www.umass.edu/film.
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Dilberff By Scott Adams

I'rA TOTAUt r-PAZZLtO.
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ENOUGH TIrAE IN THE
OiVf TO tnEET rAY

UPCOMING
DEADLINES.

Frumpy 8jg Clown By Judd Winick
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LET'S HAVE AN ALL-0A,V

rAEETlNG OFF- SITE
50 I CA.N EXPLAIN
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APxE SO IrAPORTiVNT.

fsO, YOUR THEORY IS THAT
I'LL HAVE fAORE TIrAE IN
THE DAY IF YOU EXPLAIN
SOMETHING I ALREADY
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OF TOOLS HERE.
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Franklin Worcester

LUNCH
Rack of lamb

Potatoes

Lettuce

Stove Top Stuffing

Hampshire

DINNER
Pork and Beans

Smurfs

Rack of Lamb
^stabilities

LUNCH
Pizza

Burgers

Fries

Subs

Berkshire

DINNER
Pizza

Chicken

Peas

Pork Fried Rice

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken

Hamburgers
Fries

Pizza
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t
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THEN Voy HAvE rue Word
"^oub:^tnti\ M IrV KatsuP
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DINNER
Chicken Tenders
Turfcey and Gravy

Red Lobster
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LUNCH
Shrimp

Black-Eyed Peas

Chicken Wings
Potato Chips

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Tex-Mex
Tofu

Rice and Beans

Close to Homo By John McPherson

ARIES
March 21 -April 20

thri i a wfur Bal

LIBRA
September 23-October 33

Kr Mtt In lra%Tl r

wm oat. and toil nor out aknd
Laarn to «Mrr rrom othm but

Take raat tar

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

K«i> m tourh mh frknda and km)
onn «tw arr av away and nrartnr

Krrp hnkh moluttana bat dual
owTOo Tnf law and Mradjr count
wirta brat A rounarr prnon mJK
dcea want to hrtp to br wdNrai to

Drml turn Ibna down *

heat; aant to hrlp Nov
l» tw raw to tr low and In nthrr.

taar thr kad Watrti and <n* lor ihr

n)aal taar to aaikr jrour mow

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

Donlra.

ceakt aam- aa an adMarr Your

%

Ji-1 ^

GEIHNI
May23-J-ji

0« thooghti and

paorr tor brat

Yo,, ruulrl hr

rardul Krrp

• 21

ateai down on

An old rnmd
mro the picture

ran. but br

mi

CANCER
Jeae 22-July 22

Aakkii the n«ht queatlon al the najht

One could whr a naepnl probrni

Try to look al aVuarJona and people

ki a new ugh! but be reaaatlc Treat

pjurarif to a aptctal purrbaae but

be careful not to omaprnd for

of BTtlr value

LEO
July 23-Aufuet 23

Thla could be a food time to catch up

on thnai you haw ki nlkJe but hokl

your kapukm m check You cant

> evervthki^ ao pick and

your aaota to art the oral

Your kMuinon la on target, ao

truat your hunrhea

VIRGO
Aufnet 24-8eptember 22

Be caudrAn and play It «u> for

thr beat mutt* Taking nrtremr

puaakina could leave you rulnrrabk

Try to ace other* the way they really

are. for better and for worse Good

thanga can turn up in the most

unlikely places, an watch carefully'

youH aave on a special r»-rcriaae.

SAGITTARIUS
"ovember 23-December 21

Hard work and perseverance pay

off. and you1 surreaafuly handle

prriblerrai at work or home A person

vou Ihoughl waa an ahy may have

thr* own agrnda. An old friend could

come bark to offer advice and

cnrouraajrrnerit

CAPRICORN
December 22-Januejy 20
You are attracted to a special

chalets* and wal come out on top In

Ihe end. but It may takr lime Home
and family play important roles In

brptng you focused wwk for

baksnee In your kar and keep your

prtorltiVs in oftlrr

AQUARIUS
Jannary 21-Pebraary 18

Take the time to see another point of

view and br willing lo arenmmudate

dtflerences Don I feci gulln about

taking tunc for yourself Get an

overview of health matters, but don t

get hogged down in details and
unnecessary worries

PISCES
February 19-aUrch 20

What could be an obstacle proves to

br a strpptng stone If you fook at n

the right way A pet roukf pose

raiiolerri. hul a will he rraolved In

ttmr Rehue to get entangled In

a long running feud You can

accomplish more as a mediator

.,.,.. ..,,.»r«rv...

///

"OK, Doug, somebody's In the bathroom.
Let's take ft into a divel"

ACROSS
1. Data « covrboy hobby

«. rioww; -power

7. Cheney of horror

fame

10. kof!

11
14. stonopory for one
II. Crrorsen

II. Frarwjneenee or

myrrh

17. Amoeofbeeeem
IS NYretlaurantthats

a fevorae of Woody
20. Moaea burden

22. Move with oWeufry

21 Aaofled

24. Jeeves, tot

Uuolo «»| i | 10 l>

w w In this country
American means
white. Everyone else

has to hyphenate.

-Toni Morrison

V. Land of __
2a. r-ajblt wetter

32. Remotely

23. fsotasng iriacrane

pert

34 Gaudy
31. ftrdibea*

31 Govt aocy

H. IA*ora away

41. Sonut Hemes

42. Oocne

43. Anwoion

44. From __ Z (2 wdi I

41 Ckxvaymed kaaan

aoundt

41 Samulatea

•». Enstiuomm

4S S^ of tie future

St Meypogram
54 Man from Mutkrjgee

17. Ohsaa

N. Fronch pronoun

IS Me ptayed Shane
11. SpMfcpubacly

12. Baaketbat net

rflWera (2 wda i

•1 Afaa*

•4. CIA •forerunner

M. Mountain roed

DOWN
t. Trek

2. Auafaken gem
a. ssyiecai eaerciee

4. Competei

I. Hajh rajasveya

a nevtaedoopy
7. Whet procraaocgrlors

oratnare

I Pate over

I. Cnrranat-caKhar Eko!

11. Carpenter attmea
12. One of fhe Brady

boys

13. Gray'ttuD)

14. GateBnrJoa

II. FaDart eg
21. ben feature

23. Twmkkngs of an eye

K
21. ntnang

27. TorJdtor i kmaout
21. eOMraaea men
•W. rioyiyi OOTffkfraO/

31. Eart crscken atysa

33. Scoundrel

M ' fhe hews we
90

3sV Aruonacay

37. Joayi mokname
40. Prepared for «sa

«rrste-oJove saet

42 PhaarMpraa perader

on in
44. Conductor Toecerm
41 Eacavetun area

47. Looaen

41 Meig Oynaaty rekc

41. Oraraon survey

10. Slangy aeeent

11. Get a at)

12. Picks

53 rkght auttor Wsnel
54 Doneaons
M. To a smaker degree
M. Pes partners

/ don't do too well with girts.

But the ones who ore my friends are

very warm to me. They always

want to know my feelings. I

act a little weird around them
because I don 't know what to say.

I do like to talk to them
about lofty ideas late at night.

That's my way ofsaying, "I Love

You. " Certain girls understand

that.

I've never said "I Love You"
to a girl. I have said it to my mom
but she's not a girt. Actually, I

didn 't say it with my mouth. I just

hugged her one morning. Actually,

I didn't hug her... she hugged
me.

But I know she knows what
I meant because I stood very still,

and let my body go limp.

Answers lo

Yesterday's

Puzzle
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Bruiser prepares for a Philly homecoming

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

It has been a long time, Rhode
Island coach Al Skinner said on yes-

terday's Atlantic 10 men's basketball
*

coaches' tele-conference, since the

top spot in the league has come down
to the final week of competition.

But that's what it is down to — at

least in the A-10's East Division,

where St. loseph's ( 19-6, 1 1-3)
stands atop the divisional rankings.

Massachusetts, which meets the
Hawks tonight at 9:30 p.m. at

Alumni Memorial Fieldhouse. is cur-

rently in the No. 2 spot with a 17-11

record and a 10-4 league mark.

And while St. |oe's and UMass are

the frontrunners for the East's top
two spots, the race for the regular

season championship also includes

Rhode Island and Temple. The Rams
boast a lb-8, 10-4 record, and the

Owls are at 16-8 and 9-5 in confer-

ence.

But tonight the spotlight falls on
Hawk Hill, where a clear advantage
in the late-season race awaits the

much-anticipated game's victor.

Both teams currently have two
league games remaining on their reg-

ular season schedules. The Hawks
are slated to play across town at La
Salle in the finale Saturday, while

I Mat* boat! Philadelphia rival

Temple. The Minutemen have the

tougher road, since the Owls are in

the hunt, while the Explorers are

bringing up the rear in the A-10
W CM

If St. loe's beats UMass and La
Salle, it will claim the East. However,
if UMass beats the Hawks, but loses

to Temple (and St. loe's beats La
Salle), the Hast title will be in

Temple. And if UMass wins tonight

and Saturday and St. loseph's loses at

the CoreStates Spectrum, UMass will

hold onto its divisional crown.

Confused?

If any but the second scenario
plays out, the regular season confer-

ence record will decide the East win-

ner. But if the two teams end the sea-

son with a tie. UMass would get the

title and the A- 1 Tourney's top Mod
by virtue of the tie- breaker.

The tiebreaker is determined by
season series between the two tied

teams. But because UMass and St.

loe's will have split the regular seu-

son meetings, the tie breaker would
go to the season series against the

division's next highest team, in this

case. Rhode Island. The Minutemen
swept their games with the Rams,
while the Hawks split — which
means the Minutemen would claim

the title.

Whew.
That makes tonight's game very

important for both teams involved

"It's a monster tomorrow against

I Mass with all the implication* that

game has," Hawk coach Phil Martelli

said.

If the excitement and anxiety
already surrounding the game
weren't enough, tonight will mark
Senior Night for the soon-to-be
Hawk alums.

Seniors Dmitri Domani. Terrell

Myers. Nemanja Petrovic and Bob
Del Vescovo will be playing in their

final game at the Fieldhouse.

"Our school newspaper is calling it

the game of the century. Of course

our students probably consider the

century to be 1980-on." Martelli

Turn to HOOPS page 9

GAME PREVIEW

Massachusetts St. Joseph's

Minutemen Hawks

Edgar Padilla Dmitri Domani

9:30 P.M. Tuesday February 25. 1997
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WHMP- Mark Vandermeer, Jack Lehman, Derek Kello^

Laing, Schwartz sparkle

By liso M. Ofcveri

<_onvgiQn 0*OTT

The IniMTMU of Massachusetts

Women's Gymnastics Team beat

then-No. 15 Minnesota. Vermont
and MIT last Friday night at the

Cum Hicks Cage.

"We did a great job here tonight,

the seniors did a great job. we had a

great trowd here and we're very

pleased with the outcome." UMass
coach Dave Kuzara said.

rndav's meet was the last home
meet of the season, and the two
graduating seniors. Tara Swartz
and Lianne l.aing were honored
and given a farewell

Both Swartz and Luting gave out-

standing performances, receiving

shouts of " 1
0" from the crowd after

their uneven bars and floor exercise

routines, respectively.

"The meet was great. The sup-

port we have seen throughout the

past few years has been increasing.

It's nice to know that when you are

going out on the apparatus people

are rooting for you and they want

you to do well," Laing said. "It feels

just great being on home turf and
being able to perform in front of

everybody
"

Swartz tied for the fifth time her

own school record of 9.95 on the

uneven bars. Laing received a 9.85

on her floor routine. Both women
received a 10.00 for their routines

from one of the judges.

"I am thrilled for my seniors.

They have been here through thick

and thin and today they came
through just like they always do.

We are going to miss them terri-

hlv." Kuzara said.

Swartz set a new school record

fur the all-around with a 39.350.

which was previously held by
Tammy Marshall with a 39.250 at

the 1993 NCAA championships.

Swartz also scored career bests on
the balance beam (9.825) to finish

firs) and the floor exercise (9.875)

to finish second.

"We have been, ever since we got

here, knocking Tammy Marshall's

scores off one by one. We've taken

care of all of them except
all-around and finally all-around is

gone." Swartz said.

"Tara broke the school record
which is really nice to do at home
on senior night and you have to be
m\ Jeep But I can talk about every

single kid. I warmed up Penny
1 1 eBeaul and I warmed up Rokia
[Madorej because DcniK- ||ohnson|

wasn't feeling well. We have depth

and I wasn't going to hesitate to use

them, but Denise competed and she

did a fine job." Kuzara said.

"Minnesota is a great team but

they had a few errors so we ended
up being the better team tonight

and the difference basically was bal-

ance beam. I think," Kuzara said

"Minnesota counted a couple of
falls and we were able to not count

any falls."

Other career bests for the
Minutewoman included sophomore
Michelle LoPresti's 9.70 on the
uneven bars and her 9.675 on the

floor exercise. Freshman Mandy
Mosby received a career best 9.775
on the uneven bars.

"I am just psyched that the team
is getting this good. For another
coach from another team to conic

up and tell me how good we looked

is a pretty big thing," Swartz said.

Laing shared a similar perspec-

tive on her four years with the
Minutewoman.

"It's nice for the two ol m,
We've been through all of the years

together, seeing the program grow
and know that we've been the cor

nerstone and the program has been
evolving since we've been here. It

was a great way to end for us."

Laing said.

"I think we're going to Nationals

— actually. I know we're going to

Nationals. We've never been t h i

v

Turn to WOMEN'S ©YM page 9

HU CAO COUfGIAN

Lari Ketner looks to make his homecoming a good one tonight when the

Minutemen take on St. |oe'$.

Women's track takes 3rd

By Corey Peter Goodman
CoHegwn Staff

Thanks to one of its most inspired

ctlorts of the season, the Massachusetts

women's track team brought a hard-
fought, third place finish at the New
England C hampionship* back home to

Amherst this weekend.

C'halktigcd by a series of injuries all

season long, the Minutewomen 1 84
pis i strolled into Kingston. R I ,i- ,i

disappointing No. 3 seed, but did not

let this minor setback stand in their

wav while slamming the door on rivals

College (63» and hometown
favorite Rhode Island (55). who fin-

ished behind I Mass at fourth and fifth,

tivelv I Mass finished behind
first -place Northeastern ( I 30) and sec-

ond-place Connecticut (106) to round
out the lop five

The two shining stars in the
Minutcwomen's highlight reel were
sophomore Shelanda Irish and fresh-

man Andrea Comeau.
Irish placed fourth in the 200m at

25.73 and sixth in the 55m dash at

7.32. Irish ran the anchor leg of the

winning 4\400m relay She also ran the

anchor leg of the second- place
4\2tKhn rclav Irish was everywhere
Cher the course of the day-and-a-half

long tourney, including preliminaries,

semi-finals, and finals. Irish competed
eight different times, and scored in all

four final events Imh was very tired.

"There isn't a more competitive
woman on this team." coach lulie

l^aFrenicre said. "You have to realize

that she was competing virtually from
st. lit n> finish Friday and Saturday, and
doing very well. She gives a 1 10 per-

cent effort every time she toes that

Meanwhile, rookie Andrea Comeau
was also making a name lor herself

Comeau placed second in the high

jump (5'6") and took third in the Sim
hurdles <8.29i She ran the second-Jeg

in the winning 4x400m relay, and also

in the second-place 4\200m a-luv I ike

Irish, Comeau didn't have much free

time on her hand*.

"Andrea waa abo very busy, but she

still gave us super performances Friday

and Sarurdav." I^Freniere said

UMass started oft on the right foot

Friday when freshman IMhfj Ward
headed into a competitive pentathlon

field and came out with some points

for the Minutewomen in the

fourth-place slot.

This was onK Melissa's second pen-

tathlon, and she performed well, with

her second-best long jump of the sea-

son." LaFreniere said. "She was pretty

consistent and did a nice job."

LaFreniere was also very pleased

with the performance of junior Christy

Martin who set a personal record in the

anchor leg of the second-place winning

DMR squad by three seconds. It was
clear that Martin had put all of her

energy and more into securing the

DMR for her teammates that she just

didn't have enough to score in a diffi-

cult 3000m field (9th)

"Christy is a selfless, team player."

LaFreniere said. "She wasn't saving

herself for the 3000m race She went
all out. and I respect that."

Other Minutewoman standout per-

formances came from senior Katie

Grccnia who set a team-season best

time ( 1 8:00. 1 2) in the 5000m race

lunior Siiifa Kenku took third in the

Turn to WOM€N'S TRACK poge 9

UMass takes A-iO's for

second straight campaign

By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

It's beginning to become a trend

in the A-10.

The Massachusetts men's swim-
ming and diving team won the

Atlantic 10 Chamninnship for the

second year in a row this weekend
in Buffalo, NY. After the three day

tournament, UMass pulled out a

victory over tough competitors such

as St. Bonaventure and George
Washington, who after the morning
trials on Friday, were just behind

UMass by a couple of points.

"Obviously, it felt good,"
Yarworth said. "I worked (the

team | hard this year, and to have

them peak at the right time just like

water polo did, I guess it's self-jus-

tification as a coach saying, 'Hey,

we're doing the right thing."

All year. Russ plugged the end of

February, and how important it was
to be focused and prepared for

what lay ahead in Buffalo from Feb.

20-22. The A-10 Tournament is

not where individuals shine, but

teams do. and that's what Yarworth
uses the dual meets for— tools to

train his team to perform as a unit

during the A-10 Championships.

"We only won one event in the

whole meet which was Matt Getty

in the 200 free," Yarworth said.

"I've said from day one, that it's the

20 man team that you take: the

divers, the swimmers, the kid who
swims and dives— Matt Turner.
That's how you win a champi-
onship, that's how I build a team."

"I did some good things coaching

with the swimmers, with the dis-

tance swimmers I made some mis-

takes, and I learned as well as they

do. but all in all. to see the team
come together and understand that

hard work, motivation, team spirit

and dedication can result in success

and championships. It's a great les-

son for them. f<>r me, and obviously

a great feeling."

"Matty Turner placed twelfth in

one and three meter diving and

placed ninth in the 100 back. You
don't have many kids who can do

that. He's a tremendous little ath-

lete, and a real sparkplug for the

team, the team really rallies around

him."

After last years' flawless execu-

tion by UMass, going 8-0 during

the regular season, and then win-

ning the A- 10s, the question was

whether or not the team would be

able to squelch the competition

again.

This year, LaSalle and Fordham
had each fallen victim to UMass'
wrath during the regular portion of

the season, so it was safe to say that

the Minutemen had the edge over

such opponents. Unfortunately for

Fordham and LaSalle, they really

didn't perform very well, and it was

George Washington and St.

Bonaventure that posed the biggest

challenges.

"Thursday we didn't swim that

well." Yarworth said, "Even though

they led by 16 points going into the

second day of competition. We
were kind of tight. [Friday] we
came in, and I thought they were
ready, but we had a rough morning

again. We swam alright, but we
didn't swim great."

"We rallied the troops when I

had a team meeting where I got a

little fired up. I challenged them,

and they responded well. Friday

night, we just swam incredibly. It

set the table for Saturday's morning

trials, where we won the meet."

When Saturday's swimming
began, UMass' lead had been cut

down to just one point. But the

team switched into high gear and
took the championship all the way
home.

"We came in on Saturday, and
every kid that swam, except for

one, qualified for finals." Yarworth
said. "They just answered the call

completely. Every kid that we took

Turn to M€N'S SWIM, page 9

Rodriguez A-10's finest

By Sarah J. Kimmel
CotUgion Staff

The Massachusetts women's swim-
ming and diving team placed fourth

with a score of 441 points at the
Atlantic 10 Conference, held at the

Hiikinger Aquatics Center in Buffalo.

N.Y. Host St. Bonaventure won the

three-day conference finals with a

score of 724 points. Virginia Tech
(608.50) took second, followed by
George Washington University (537).

lunior diver Angelique Rodriguez
finished her season with UMass win-

ning both the one- and three-meter
diving titles. She also earned the
Atlantic 10s Most Outstanding Diver

award and All-Championship honors.

Rodriguez won the three-meter with

455.50 points and the one-meter with

a meet record 422.05 points. She is the

second UMass diver to win the A-10
diving award, joining Allison White,
who won the award in 1993.
Rodriguez will be competing in the

NCAA Zone A District I Oualifiers in

Princeton. N.|. on the weekend of
March 14-15.

Senior Jessica Farley completed her

UMass career at the A- 10s with a per-

sonal cumulative score of 38. In addi-

tion, her 200 free relay team ( 1 :39.80)

with freshmen Marci Hupp and

Andrea Spencer and sophomore (ill

Carroll placed third and pulled in 32
points. Farley shared a fifth place and

28 points with sophomore Amy
Mullen, junior Barbara Hickey. and
junior Karen Sonwald in the 800 free

relay (7:47.49). Farley broke her own
school record in the 200 individual

medley with a time of 2:09. 1 5.

This time was good enough to give

her a fifth at the meet. Her sixth place

finish in the 200 free (1:54.53) move
her into second on the UMass all-time

chart. She added an eighth place finish

in the 100 free (53.57) that placed her

in the third slot on the UMass all time

list for that race. Farley finished her

career ranking on eight UMass top per-

formance charts, placing in the top
three in four events.

An outstanding performance by
freshman Andrea Spencer in both relay

and individual events foreshadows sea-

sons to come. Spencer was not only

part of the 200 free relay team that

placed third, she also finished sixth in

the 100 flv (59.90) and seventh in the

200 IM (2:10.53). Sophomore Shana
Strothers placed fifth in the 400 IM
(4:41.21). junior Barbara Hickey fin-

ished sixth in the 1650 free (17:30.99).

and freshman Lia Lansky placed third

and broke her own record in the 200
fly with a time of 2:08.72.

UMass places fourth

By Steven Grant

Cottsgion Staff

|0«M* KANSAN6N / COUtGIAN

Betty Colucci and the UMass women's gymnastics team upset then No
1 5 Minnesota this weekend.

Coming off a rather forgettable

fourth place finish in the Atlantic 10
championships last week, the
Massachusetts Minutemen rebounded
by again placing fourth — in the New
England Championships.

This time around, at Boston
University, the standing is much more
respectable, however, as times were
substantially better than in the previ-

ous week.

Athletes such as Ben Baraldi and
the 4 x 400 relay team really stepped it

up, and the result is UMass has estab-

lished some respect from within the

region. The Minutemen earned their

highest finish in the meet since 1986.

"I'm really happy with how well the

team performed." captain Christian

Abbott said. "Ben Baraldi in particular

had an excellent meet. He was so

focused. He had two personal bests in

three races. He had the best overall

performance of the meet."

Baraldi. who runs the 55 meter hur-

dles, registered a 7.86 in the trials.

7.66 in the semi-finals and a 7.61 in

the finals, which was good for second

all-time at UMass. Baraldi is New

England's second fastest college runner

in the 55 meter hurdles.

"I was real surprised with hotv well I

performed," said Baraldi. who will

compete in the IC4A's. "In the

semi-finals 1 improved by about
two-tenths of a second. It was definite-

ly the best meet I've ever had. But a lot

of people did really well, as well. The
team did great."

Also not too shabby was the 4 x 400
relay team, which won the New
England Championship. Neil
Concepcion, Tom Toye, Scott Price

and Dave Cahill are actually looking to

go deep into the IC4A's, this weekend
at Princeton. N.f. They tied their own
school record with a time of 3:1 5.22.

Toye, who broke his own school
record time in the 200 meter dash in

the trials (21.97) was thrilled with his

team's success.

"I was real happy to see us do well,"

Toye said. "We had a couple of misfor-

tunes, but otherwise we did well. I

think we're starting to establish our
selves as a force in New England."

UConn won the meet hands down,
and are thus the New England
Champions. Their point total was 1 16
Providence placed second with 71. fol-
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runny how much free time costs these days

Hnally. Alter working lor what Menu like lorever, you have pome lime to yourself. Xo do whatever

you want. Problem is, doing whatever you want costs more tnan you want. Enter tlie L hew ^ avalier.

It can go up to 100,(H)() miles before its first scheduled tune-up.' Best of all, Cavalier fits your

ouuget. Making it trim ca-y li> own. So even though going out during your free time ma\ CO*l a

lot, getting there won't

C a v a I i e r
Genuine Chevrolet"
The Cars More Americans Trust.
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PASS THE BUCKY
U. of Wisconsin, Madison

Sure, you've heard of flying

squirrels, but how 'bout flying bad-

gers? Wisconsin's beloved mascot,

Bucky the Badger, found himself

up against a couple of pigs when he

was arrested for crowd surfing dur-

ing a football game. Bucky was

passed up to the 48th row of the

stadium before he was finally halt-

ed by the cops and issued a $141

line. The incident inspired a

ground swell of support from local

badger supporters. One radio show

even asked listeners to pledge SI to

the "Bucky Defense Fund."

I SCREAM,
U. SCREAM
U. of Alabama, Birmingham,

U. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa,

and Auburn U.

School spirit has never been

so sweet since Barber s Dairies

created three collegc-thcmed ioi

cream delights Alabama s Rama
Berrv mixes pineapple and

cranberry sherbet, Auburn's

Tigers Delight is an orange and

blue- raspberry combo and UAB's

III l si RATIONS BY PEL* IS <. HAMfURUIN. STATE U. NtW YORK, Bl'FMIO

Bla/erBlast is a lemon-lime treat.

Barber's established a $2,500

scholarship for the school whose

flavor sells out first. Apparently

sherbet spirit has caught on judg-

ing by a reported 25 calls from

other universities who want a

personalized recipe. On a down
note, school health centers have

reported an alarming number of

ol brain trcc/c.

A MAIZE ING
STORIES
Radford U„ Va.

Radford has gone corn crazy,

and students are all ears. In a year-

long program called "l orn and

( Aillurc." 40 courses will examine

the social, economic and religious

significance of

the husked veg-

etable that

brings in $40
billion a year

worldwide I he

event will culmi-

nate in a D,n of

Corn C clchf

a

lion next April,

complete with

corn husk doll

making, chair

bottoming and

corn grinding.

Aw. shucks'

GLOVE A SRECIAL SAUCE
U. of Georgia

It seems 33 students are opting for Ham-
burger Helper over Ramen noodles as a cheap

dinner alternative. HH Society founder and

grad student Roger Black — who has been seen

wandering around in an "I Love Hamburger

Helper" apron and beating a box with a wood-

en spoon — meets wuh friends every Wednes-

day to test the limits of HH s 24 flavors, drink

beer and watch Party ofFivt. A Web page is on

the back burner and the HH Society's intra-

mural team serves up hot football action. If the

tour fingered glove fits...

X

POULTRY PROTEST
Harvard U.

Some things are worth fighting for A group of Harvard students

MM a campus protest, catryirig picket signs and chanting. Their

demand? Make chicken parmesan a weekly meal. Between T 5 and 100

students signed a petition asking tor the entrees inclusion on the

menu It s great, said one protester "< liickcn parmesan is im

favorite meal."

Although the

whole charade was

actually |ust an

initiation rite, the

stum prompted a

change Dining

Services respond

cd within hours,

changing that

night s entree to

chicken parmesan

and promising to

include mote of it

in the future.

THE HALL
THAT LOVE BUILT
Barnard College, N.Y.

Who savs sou shouldn I build

walls in a relationship' Sam and

Ithcl Stone I el rak donated $2

million to the women's college to

refurbish the building where the v

courted V> seats ago Barnatd

Hall, which houses the universits s

gvm. will rc-icivc a new paint |ob.

marble floor restoration and new
tliKijs Money can t buy you love,

but it sine works on conttactors

HE'S A BRAINIAC
Columbia U.

i met ( linton confidante

( ieofge

Stephanopoulos

ipitol Hill

tot the hallowed

halls of his alma mater, where he

graduated summa cum laudc in

1982. Stephanopoulos, 35, will

start his new career as a visiting

professor of political science in

the fall. He cited burnout and

being overworked as his reasons

for leaving the White House.

Sounds like the petfect candidate

for tenure.

JEDI NIGHT LIFE
Boston U

)ust in time for the 20th

annivctsary release of the Slur

Won trilogy Special Kduion.

sophomore ( raig Noronha used

the Force to establish the Slur

Wan Fan Club. After his trcshni.ui

year in the dorms, he realized there-

were a lot ol tans of 1 ukc Skvwalk

er, Darth Vadcr. Yoda and the re-si

ol ihe hmpitc, and no formal

place for them to gathet and phi

losophl/c It tile re s nil a lack ol

willing participants, Noronha just

use-s his Jedi mind trick to increase

membership

PBJAMMY-
JAMMY JAM
Ohio State U.

NX hat s eating Coobet drape?

Starfish, a student social action

organization, and the Hillel loun

dation set up so ia! iround the

( >hio campus tot the- I'BJAM

I he) asked choosy students io

choose fighting hunger In making

an old fashioned PBcV| as thev

passed bs Afterward, thev disirib

uted the sandwiches to local home
less sheltrts That s the best idea

since sliced bread

POTTY
BREAK
U. of Minnesota,

Minneapolis

NX"hen vou

gotta go, you

gotta go At least,

that s the defense

of a man campus

police cited for

trespassing after

they watched him

cruise several uni-

versity restrooms

The lavatory lover

repcatcdlv entered

and exited the

men s room in

W.llev Hall Then

he moved on to

the first-floor, sec-

ond floor and

third-floor bath-

tiMims in another

hall, tapping his

feet and playing

peek-a-boo over

the stalls

HAVING A BALL
Texas Tech U. and Montana State U.

Fraternities at Texas Tech and Montana
State go balls-out once a year for a good rime

and a good cause. Texas celebrated the 16th

annual Kalt Frv this vear with 500 pounds ol

call testicles and entertainment by Willie Nel-

son to benefit the Muscular Dystrophv Associa-

tion Montana chose to top off its fifth annual

leste Feste of beer-battered and deep-fried gen-

italia with mud football and a Best Butt contest

in hopes of helping out a local hospice That's

just nuts!
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Scanned and
Delivered
INSTEAD Of A.MIRK AN EXPRESS I AM3S, STUDENTS AT

Old Dominion U., Va., shouldn't leave home with-

out their student IDs.

In January, two experimental

bar-code scanners that monitor stu

dent attendance were installed in

one of the campus' large lecture

halls Students ate ne>w required io

slide their student ID through the

scanner when entering and exiting

the room

Right now, the new system
altecis only those students taking

introductory science, psychologv

and education classes in the lec-

ture hall. Although I I classes ate

held in the 40(1 scat lecture hall,

only seven classes will be using the

scanner However. NX avne
l.dwards. general manager of aux-

iliary services, savs it the pilot test

tng this semester goes well, the

ptogram will expand to othet lee

lure halls on campus

Omttlng cardod.

Ralph Stevens, associate profc-s

sor ot biology, came up with the

idea as a way to cut down on absen-

teeism. "The goal is to build

responsibility.' he says. "It's not to

force kids io go to class - it's to

show them thete arc consequences

for not going."

So tar. students haven't wel-

comed the idea of being corralled

into the classroom.

"I'm offended by the idea ot

being a number.' savs sophomore

Jennifer Baise I ischei I don t like

the idea of electronic tracking It

makes me feel like Im in a concen-

tration camp."

Other technical difficulties hoth-

er students like scruoi Julie llavcll

I think Us a pain in the ass to actu-

ally have to worry about having mv
ID card every d

I

l.uultv support of the scan-

net is iffy, as well. "I'll supporr

it as long as it doesn't get in the

was and become too cumber-
some getting students in and
out ot the classroom." U
Robert Akc, associate profcMOt
of chemistry

Despite student disapproval,

Stevens dopes the new system will

reduce the 30 percent absenteeism

he taces daily in his clj

Students are going to spend

houts and hours ttying to get

around this system," he s.i

"They should sunplv spend this

time studying

By Angehoue Lopu. Old Dominion U,

V» / Photo oy Will Bassett. 0OU

Gordon, P.I.
SITTING IN SMOKE-HLLED Rooms, WALKING THE

streets, paying off informants — that's how we
picture private investigators. But after Eastern

Kentucky U. sophomore Kevin Gordon got his P.I.

license, he decided a jacket and baseball cap worked

better than a fedora and trench coat.

"Private investigators |ust need

to find ihe tacts, (iordon savs

I .ordon s transformation into

a private dick occurred after he

spent a summer investigating

insurance claims. By the time tall

rolled around, he was hooked

"In the state of kentuckv, you

fonlv have to be

^ 18 to get a

^ PI. license,"m he savs

f
I Once cctti-

^y tied, (iordon

' placed an ad in

his campus news

paper for his gumshoe services

His price is $5 per hour ... plus

expenses, of course.

On one case, tiordon recov

ered stereos stolen from dorm
rooms (he found them at a pawn-

shop! He's also run two surveil-

lances for students who su-.(

their boyfriends were cheating.

"But I don't do that for people I

know . In savs It can get in

( iordon savs most ol his cases

involve someone trying to find a

long-lost schoolmate or Iriend.

He says the Internet is the best

resource tor these cases. "If you

have a name, you can get any
information."

But not all ot his clients are

strangers A vcji ago Cordon told

his morn to pui a ted bow on a jat

ot change and leave it in their

house NX'hen his parents were

robbed recently. Cordon found a

local bank teller who remembered

a |ar with a bow. Police watched

the bank surveillance tapes, iden-

tified the suspects and recovered

the stolen property

i don savs the wot Id ot

private investigators is not as

glamorous as it is on television

and in movies, but he en|ovs

searching tor tacts and solving

cases And even what Cordon
calls the most boring part ot the

job — surveillance — can have

its moments. Case in point.

Remember the students'

boyfriends? They were cheating.

By Donetta Bartm, Eastern Kentucky

U. / Photo by Donald Knight £eitorn

Kentucky U

Tttm R.l.t Mm mltm, Hm watts, ho mrmtohmm.

în
the Dumps

Burial at sea used to be a practice

of the Mafia and the U.S. Navy, but now
ft appears that a university might have

gotten into the ad
UCLA's School of Medicine is being

sued for the improper disposal of up to

18,000 bodies donated for educational

purposes. A class-action lawsuit has

been filed on behalf of the relatives of

the donors charging UCLA with fraud,

negligence and breach ot contract

The lawsuit alleges that the bodies

were incinerated with medical <

including animal remains.

The ! not fully cre-

and placed in a durnpstor to bs picked

up by city garbage trucks. Court docu-

ments state "Bags, were krfl to sit

and collect tor years, until finally they

were taken to the Santa Monica Bay to

be dumped"

The alisMoni first came to HoM to

1993 when a tunsral-at-sea contractor

for UCLA found medical waste In a con-

tainer ot human remains.

Since the 1993 scandal, UCLA has

shut down its on-campus crematori-

um and claims to have stopped mix-

ing remains with medical waste. Still,

Mike Arias, the litigating attorney in

the case, estimates that his firm

ut om phone call a day

I family members.

"We do have a model program

hare," says Linda King. UCLA's direc-

tor ot Health Sciences Communica-

tions Although Mm owrvsrslty has not

formally responded to the charges, the

school released a I

donors tfi

The

UCLA

The Bu
tatotow which allows saMswt-amtstoa port A refund plan is being

^^^^^^
wMhout efl 9tovaran* aWtarance Is S2.000.

^»fir*aectMn»«ontotheU
•InacasefHedbymreeU otWIs- ot Oats*. Rhodes CoHege, Term . and

be reviewed tor IM
.TMgr*«o«

As a result UW students no toagar MteMoan State U.'t
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Student entrepreneurs
take jobs into their

own hands

BY MELISSA GREGO
Assisi ssi EOfKM

Photo ai rk.hi tGmg Harris. U. of Wyoming /

Phoio Mhi» ( <n kiiss. <« Java !)<>.

Finn
GRADERS Ryan Duques and James Warnf.r

dunked rubber-banded T-shirts into bubbling, mul-

ticolored liquid all summer and dreamed of going

into business together — a tie-dye company. They

were business vets, having already been paid by

neighbors to transfer home movies to video in the fourth

grade. But they never thought theyd own two newspapers

— before either was even old enough to celebrate at a bar.

Duques, a junior at the U. of Massachusetts.

Amherst, and Warner, a sophomore at Bryant Col-

lege, R.I., founded The Source, the community news-

paper in Madison, Conn., in May 1994. They'll

launch The Sound in Branford, Conn., this month.

Each paper grosses $10,000 per issue.

Show me the money
Duques and Warner aren't one-

nt .1 kind In tact, the)' re pan of the

growing number ot college students

who own and operate their own
businesses According to the I

<iM \( ( lallup ( ollegc Senior Sur

vey, entreprcneurship was the top

Mugging for thm

employment choice tor men and

third choice tor women who gradu-

ated from college in 1996.

It sounds risky, hut considering

the shrinking number of available

jobs, the idea ot being your own
boss in college doesn't exactly

come out of nowhere, says Jen-

niter Kushell.

president of

Young Entre-

preneurs Nti

work in Boston

According to

the Bureau of

Labor. 80 per-

cent of college

students Iserween

and 1994

secured degree-

requiring |obs.

whereas onls 75

percent of col-

lege graduates

between 1 9'M
and 200S can

expect to do
the same.

"It used to

be a very simple

progression

school, degree,

job," Kushell

jays. "But
young people
realise thev have

a better opportunity in the entre-

preneurial sector."

And the entrepreneurial lifestyle

suits students, Kushell says.

"They're comfortable with the

hours, intensity, stress and newness

of it. College people are used to

tackling things thev don't knoss

Kushell. a 96 grad ot Boston U.,

has the experience to prove it. By

the time she entered college, she had

already started four businesses. In

November 1993, she and two part-

ners began what is now the Net-

wotk with $10,000 they scraped

together from personal funds.

Eye of the tiger cub
Duques and Warner's youthful

ambition has been their not-so-

secret weapon.

The Journal Register ( ompanv
out ot New Jersey is our major coin

petition." Duques says. "Their local

branches said they were concerned

but didn't know what to do because

we're kids. I'm excited to see us

squeezing them."

On the Hip side soung entrepre-

neurs need to be till ot being

exploited. \.tv, I ot Nebraska. I in

coin, freshman Michael Malcont

Since he put tens ot thousands ot

his famils s dollars into the produc

tion and launch ot a unisex perfume

called I oquetton (pronounced
"location"), he has received several

calls trom people wanting to get in

on the- action

"I make sure business people

know I'm educated in the industts

betore they know I'm 18 years old,"

Malcont sjvi Sn the people who
know I'm IH also know that I know

what I'm doing

But student status has its advan-

tages former U ot Wyoming has

ketball player Ohsri Wilson got his

big break in business when a local

ptinter recognized him.

In October I"'*.. Wilson, a grad

student at Wyoming, and Kevin

Bonner, a '96 Wyoming grad.

founded BON! and Associates,

which produces clothing geared

toward active living

"The guy who printed our first

I shirts knew and trusted me
because I did my undcrgrad and

played basketball at Wyoming,"
Wilson says. "So he printed the

shirts lor us even though we didn t

have any money."

Being the big man off campus
is the daily grind for Aaron
Henkel, a junior at Maranatha
Baptist Bible (ollegc. Wis He
opened the Health Nut, a bulk

health food store two miles from

BONE chilling

school in October 1994. Nine
thousand bucks in student loans

and help from Grandma was all

he needed.

lour employees help me run

the stote besides mv mom two

Maranatha students and two older,

married women," Henkel sasv "It s

hard when vour employees are older

and you have to take control I'm

the authoriry hgutc

Moonlight madness
Sometimes niggling business and

school isn t possible Henkel took a

•tt to nurture Ins budding btisi

ncss And when Kristv Roach
founded Kurs/. a women's snow
boarding apparel company, she

reduced her course load at the U. of

( alifornia. Djsis kurvr is entering

its tourth season and lust started

operating in the black

"I started the company while I

was going to classes I did that lor

about a year and almost exploded,"

Roach sass "I telt like I could not

slack on the business, and mv grades

suttered I've been taking cl.i

here and there. That's t .

Time management is a doo/s,

sass Henkel, who is taking 1"

credits this semester, lifeguards

rwice a week and plays baseball tor

the school It von own something

like this, it's always in the back ot

sour mind. I might have to go in

and make an order instead of
studying

"

( onstantinc Makarewycz. a '94

grad ot I ( Djsis. uu that the

hands-on experience of having your

own business is the best education

you can get He started his compa
ny, |ava Dtsg, as an undcrgrad with

about $10,000 in loans and credit

He's seeking patents on |ava

Dog's mug clips, key chains and

watchbands

But Makarewycz admits that

learning by doing also means leatn

ing the hatd way. "When we first

slatted showing our product. »t

talked to someone about placing an

order ol IS.000 pieces At the rate

we'd been sewing them bv hand.

that would have taken us five- and ,i

halt years
"

Hang in there
Although Makarcwsc/ I

his wake- up call and expanded th<

business, he says he understands

why some students are tempted t .

.

give up "Today I'd sav I want n>

continue working for mvselt But

yesterday I said it would be ni.

work tor someone else because it i

not all glon.

I )on Philabaum. toundct

Stan Your Own Business Web site

that students with gesod busi

nexs sense can even turn a business

tailure into a shining spot on then

resumes It's |ust a mattct •

ruating the positive can so,,

"learning experience"?

Philabaum. who started his hr><

business as a Kent State I oil

Ohm. student in the '70»,

wanting to throw in the towel ii

normal The company. Aards.itl

Studios, which shoots the pho<>

graduating students, wouldn't I"

worth the million dollars it is todav

it he had quit

As for making vour own mil

lions, Philabaum says it comci
down to one simple thing: "You |ust

never give up."

Mrlnu dreg* i bnl eutrrprtnturul rffim

- * Kool-AtA >um/— jwldrd J

And hrr <UM bought moil nf that
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Students hit bottom in

their job limbo

BY COLLEEN RUSH
Assih IS I I fill 1 1 IK

III I si ha I kins bn C.rk, Hakihn. I'm Kansas

Troops,
n's hhi OUT llllRI.. Rk.Hi NOW, you're

prohahly scrambling for cover from the downpour
of rejection letters and phone calls that invade

campus this time of year. Just when you think it's

safe to visit the maiiroom — wham! — another

lost job opportunity explodes in your face.

Someday, you'll sit around like

in old veteran, cup ol cottec trem-

bling in your weary hands, and

MCOMM sour job wat stories But

your wounds were not lifc-threat-

ening, nor your actions heroic

No. the scars you wear like a

badge ot honor are trom a run in

with a deep Fryer. Or was it a

paper shredder 5

It s no big secret that college stu-

dents are poor, which explains the

variety ot interesting |obs the average

studenr has had We salute your

efforts to be prodticiise. upstanding

c Hi/ens. and vet we marvel at the

lengths you'll go to just to make a

louss buck It s turd to define the

lowest ot the low on the |ob food

chain, but students seem to have

maintained bottom-feeder status in

their swim to the top

At your
The customer sers ice or retail

|ob. which generally requites dealing

with dumb, cheap people, is |ust

one layer in the stagnant scum ot

ctap |obs It takes a certain kind ot

pcMM to handle griping customers,

mindless tasks and hours ot boring

down time. And beneath that per

son's vacant eyes, perma smile and

faux friendly greeting

lurks a student

dsing to scream

"Screw you'

I he customer

is not alw .is s

right
1

"

Rob
Bloom, a

jtiniof at the

I of Honda,
realized that cits

tomers are sel-

dom right dur-

ing the summer
be worked at a

discount clothing

store. H

tween hi

stints as a

cashierand
clothes

hanger guv

Bloom
learned more
about people

than he rcall

needed to.

"I spent hot sum-

mer days hanging up

women's clothes and
breathing in the aroma ot

smells Icet in the shoe depirt

ment," Bloom says. "When I was a

cashier, one woman chose to pas tor

het purchase by unbuttoning her

blouse and taking a wad ol sweats,

nuking wet cash out of her bra."

Pierrette Shields didn t have to

worrs about sweats cash from cus-

tomets as a bagger at an Air force

commissars. I he U ot Missouri

Itinior worked for tips, which does

n't amount to much it your tip is.

I t i.ilk to strangers."

I bad to bag tor this woman
who nearly bought out the MN
I he si/e ol the order usually war

ranted about a $6 tip," Shields

she sifted

around in her

bag tor a while

and. with a

sincere smile,

gave me 8

cents
"

Annoying ciis

tomers aren't

half as bad as

bring an an-

noying sales

person, says

I of Rich

mond senior

Shannon May-
nard. "I was a fra-

grance model in a department
store, so I basically bullied people

into trying the latest scent." she

says. "And I had to wear these

tidiculous outfits to match the

theme ot the fragrance."

Mike Muinali. a sophomore at

Ferris State U., Mich., diiamrod
that boredom and creativity nuke
strange bedfellows at a monoto-
nous |ob Being a panty arranger

wasn't something he aspired to, but

that s exactly what Mumah tound

himsell doing at a part-time job in

a clothing store.

"I guess 'maintenance guy' was

HI) official title.

but I spent

some days

iusi refolding

stuff.
M u m a h

"I had

all these

panties to ar-

range one day.

and I'm an

artist, so I

decided lo

get really crc-

atise. I spent two

hours doing a color-

oordinatcd panty forma-

tion in this big spiral
"

la commode
V>u can call em maintenance

technicians, and sou can call 'cm
waste management lacilitators, but

it all boils down to one task: clean-

ing up other people's crap It's j

thankless, behind the scenes |ob.

and tot some teason. it takt -

lege student to do it

One student, who wishes to

remain anonymous so she can RM
this pri/c of a |ob again, worked at a

training camp lor com|K-tmve skiers

in exchange tot access to tin ti.iin

ing facilities Het tasks ranged lt..m

cooking to coaching, but she hadn't

anticipated the nastiest chon

cleaning up a bathroom that 20

people shared.

"My weekly cleaning session

involved mopping up stagnant

water behind the toilet that had
scads ot tiny black worms writhing

in ir," she I
•

lason Slolsotski thought he was

going to be a groundskecper at a

lx-jc h revm tor the summer, but the

I ot Nebraska. Omaha, treshman

tound out there's more to a shrub-

sciilpting job than meets the eye.

I took the |oh hi extra summer
but they didn't tell me that

lawn maintenance also mean'

ing bathrooms and toilets."

Shawn Sunderland

a junior at Georgia
Southern U., didn't

1 list clean up crap

— he shoveled it

Sunderland
moved manure
for $10 to $20

a day fot a

summer.

"It was
good pay for

what we did — we
didn't work all day, and it wis

n't brain surgery or any thing," he

says. "The really bad part is

smelling like it after you go home.

Manure isn't one of those smells

that washes off right .iv

But the bottom of the mainte-

nance barrel is cleaning rooms at a

motel. s.ns Summer l.indenberg, a

freshman at North Idaho ( ollegc.

C leaning rooms at Motel 6
was the nastiest job I've ever had."

she says. "I hes didn't give us

gloves or liners lor the garbage
cans, and I had to pick up stufl

with my bare hands Y'ou name it.

and I had to clean it up — nee-

dles, broken mirrors, puke, used

condoms, whatever."

You live, you learn
And then there are the |obs that

Hist defy cjtcgori/ation. We'd like

to chalk it up as a "learning experi-

ence," but these jobs — the

bizarre, the trcaky. the silly and the

unheard of — offer little more
than a cache ot useless skills and
priceless stones

The sweet smell of sweets was-

n't enough to keep Peter l.ec at his

part-time bakery job. The U. of
Michigan scniot says the prestige

and experience at

packing frozen

dough balls into

plastic holdels

lust didn't cut

it tor him

"imagine the

scene in / Z.«isr

Lucy when 1 ms
worked at hyper

speed on the

c Inn olatc (ac-

uity line —
e-scepi this |ob

wasn't funny."

But Neil Story's |ob at his

dad's cement yard art manutac

Hiring company is tunns I title- cute

troggies under umbrellas, bird

baths, fishing boys, geese thev

made it all. But Smr\. a senior at

the U. ot South ( arolina. Spartan-

burg, didn't have the cushy, pencil

pushing job — he was

the poor sap sit-

ing in 99
degree heat,

painting
and sanding

the unfin-

ished cement
pie, ,s

"That job

is the teason I

got into pho-
tography," he says.

"A camera is much
lighter than sard art."

fellow IV senioi |osh Hatch

ell had his own weight problems as a

sec in its guard at a retirement home
— dead weight, that is.

Ii sounds morbid, but the only

thing that happens on the midnight

to 8 a.m. shift is that some ot the

residents die," he s.iss I was the

one they called when they needed

help moving bodies because I was

the strong, young guv

Hatchell did manage to pick

up a few interesting skills during

his graveyard shifts, including
how to tell how long someone has

been dead.

I sincerely hope that's not a

skill I'll need latct in life," Ii

"But I did gain insight into relating

to oldct MB
It there s one thing Sara Weber

knnsss. it's that she will nttvr use

the skills she learned as a "detassel

er" in the corn fields of Iowa The

Iowa State l iiiniot spent several

summers lopping the tops M
i) of corn.

"It had something to do with

male and female corn and breeding,

but we didn't really get into the

genetics of it." Weber says. "We
just had to bandpick the

tassels off

The teciitiing

dreams about coin

have faded,

and Weber
the expe-

rience actually

guided her career

path. "I will

never, ever do
hard labor

again. Working

in that Held is

what got me to go

to college."

The moral ol the storv? Aw.
who ne-eds a dumb ol moral? lust

be glad you're studying yom wji

away from stories like these.

Colttrn Rush ksii mn rugtuh ma/or, u>

ihr I ;»ii gUd to hive * job tt mil.
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MyDrugHoll
I
the streets ot

Tan Brtfta t

Med a musician H they

I fobs In Ms band

Oomwtty at

Buttitude Mid "Yea," me
trio formed My Drug Hell, a

Britpop band wtwee sound

ra a throwback to the psy-

The band's first US
m$ It Uy Drug

fWm, Wraps Ptyfit I

charming pop sound of "Gel

at the Bus Slop," the groups

song Is," he says.

-Gal at the Bus Stop
"

toptayto

strsi

ttankjataoneHM

"There are 200 songs m
my head, but only 10 on

this album
."

That

i days, Brtffa has a def-

Hetl's mega-popular corn-

It d be tnlair to call

i they're

TATIC AND FUZZY SCREAMS

preface these raucous rock

chicks' fifth album. Never known for

their subtlety, L7 renders ear-seizing

vocals, screeching guitar riffs and

pounding bass rhythms.

The album Icrls d«f*ratc and •• tad *"*'*•'

bui humorous lyrics from the Ljtthy "OH ihc

Wagon" and "The Masses Are Asses" arc whac

make The Beauty Process fun. "Moonshine," a

simple, more low-key song, is as sensitive as

you're gonna get from these grunge girls. (You

can't expect a group that opens lor Marilyn Mm
son to Ik- too sentimental.)

While Tlv Beauty Process definitely won't put

vnu to sleep, the energy of the later tracks ssjihs

into slower, pulsing sounds. But the beat pisks up

again by the end ssitli the ultra -trciiciu lose song

"loren/a. loada. Allesandra." I his latest release

lives up to the standards ai I 7 lans, and may even

entice those less tamiliar with their earlier work.

Various Artists
Nowrwre Soundtrack

A sexs. tiff soundtrask

to accompany a motion pic-

ture about doomed youth and adolescent love —
and it has nothing to do with CtaiK Danes or

Leonardo Di( aprio Some big names nutiributed

musuallv to dircitor dregg Araki s grand finale to

his "Teen Apocalypse" trilogy, and the soundtrack

should spawn some radio favorites

All-around raging teenage Ircakishncss is sir

cinctlv expressed in tracks like Hole s Ditknail"

and the ever charming Marilsn Manson < Kiddie

Cirinder " Elastica'l In the ( its " is a short but

cnergi/ed previously unreleased ttack, and Radio

head delivers a driltmg. acoustic ballad with "How
Can You Be Sure-

Other standouts from ( jrhenne Wheel. ( ursi,

rbe London Suede. I ush and Jl 1 make up for sev-

eral droning techno tracks With or without the

movie, the Nowhere soundtrack is definitely on the

map One listen, and you're guaranteed to feel

hopelessly despondent.

Marvin Gay*
Tt*B VulneraMe

Mnoils . pleading, solt

and romantic ballads on lost loves and broken

promises — all this (torn a man who weath-

ered some stormy relationships himsell. Mar-

sin Gajnc said at all his albums, this was the

one he loved the most. But until now. the

scseii songs had never been properly arranged

for release.

Smooth and \jm\ for the lovcts and the

lovelorn, tiase sounds like he should be croon

ing along with Old Blue Lyes. He'll rip your

heart out with petted melting vocals and lines

like. "Without vour love. I'm slowly dving." and

U lis must sour kiss torture me and drive me
ira/y like this'

The Vulnerable SaaMH is more mellow than the

RcV'B spu ill pop songs you're used to from this

Motown master So il you're craving some soulful,

seductive rhvthms, Marvin Caye can tell you what's

going on.

RADIO, RADIO
M. Screeching MreatMN, far* Ukt a Dog,

Fit Wreck Chords

A. Lacs Than.

8. Jon Spo

re^papv f (PVl ffiff'Ji aawtaTfNtWJkiie;

S. DJ Shadow, brtmiuemg..., Mo' Wax

7. Hki Mama la AaSre, ttontrttl rrtqotnckn, *AD

S. Hi, SkMieh, Low Wow/Triple X

10a Future Sound of London, Otto Ciwtt,

(hart based solely on college radio play.

Contributing radio stations: WRUV, U. ol

Vermont; WXJM. James Madison U . Va ; KTEIC.

New M U . WC'BN. U. of Michigan,

kl SR. faHllliiit State U.. Fresno; WNYTJ. New
v VA. U of Oregon. Eugene; WMSV,

Mississippi Sutc U . KC K. ' jUfornia Scale I

Diego; KTRU, Rkc I

Get the groove on Us music page

http //www umaganne com/rocks

Van Morrison
Thm H&aUng Oam»

Healing is sometimes a

slow ptOCCSS, and tor better

or tor worse, Van Morrison illustrates that semi

ment with his latest release. The Healing (umr
That guttural voue he's known lor still rings iruc.

belling out bluesy Is tits basked In StNNaj

phone instrumental

I nlorrunjtclv mans oi the songs drag, and

there's too much te|>etiiivcness. Lor the last minute

and a halt ol one song, he croons over and 0*ej

'You know I'm talking atxiui this weight " He mas

be talking about the weight, but sou |ust Ik- waiting

tor him to stop.

Although they re no "Tupelo Honey," the

songs on The Healing (iame tie great to |ust

unwind to Songs like "Luc in the BelL

"Waiting (iame" arc a few of the more en|ovable

tracks. By lar. the most beautiful and overwhelm

ing standout is "Piper ai the dates of Dawn,"

whuh is made more mystical and entrancing with

wistful ( clue pipe accompaniment.

Our Picks
Tho best of Lonny Kravfte, tarty Rns

Young Ciwfclll, P-funh grooves and

5#anw as ow ano oe mncanwo m ra
duo of Steve Rsk and Shawn Smith With

help of (ex-)muelclant from Pearl Jam,

Soundgarden and Alice in Chains, they

chum out elevated, soulful t

Various Artisstss

OII/8Hamp4latk>n Vol. 2:

bed of unique pop. The latest

«

import IsKomeda, a \

i and tsubric* I

mod-rock I

ataSiouxsie&l

Rtgoonhed
Thm Full Santmnca
Sot Pop

R*d,c3l

Listen up all collegiate rude boys

and girts who want an outlet from the

rat race— it's time for the brilliant

two-tone of ska's third wave. Recorded
mt — UIamI "' * 1QOJ, 4
at uoney nittwj mgn s iwo

,

dance parry, n |

sound while i

live show of 10 Next Big Things For

fans of camp, skank to the revisited

'Munsters Theme.

Rockers Hi Fl

Mimh Mamh
Wtnter Bros.

Launch into the electronic world of

i DJ Otck and Glyn Bush,

oundscapes are filled with

hip-hop and a multitude of sampled

trooiuriii. It's sure to be Warner's i

qualified entry into the drum and I

movement and a club floor sensation

Sugar Plant

Wotkt Donttnstiofi

A spoonful of Sugar Plarrt helps the

medicins go down. The Tokyo couple

i with a soft

Jericho Turnpike
Btcj Reef Oumpsfer

i the band s fiarne sounds

divine, we're not sure if these guys ere

straight-ahead Christian rockers. But

they do have a handle on strong, expres-

sive vocals and lyrics. Either way, it

doesn't matter once the clean, Midwest*

ern rock with an occasional crunch gets

turned up. Everyone gets a little gnjngy

once ai a wtwe * even Jeeua got Ma

hours to I

tor your

X T_
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BY JAMES HIBBERD

FADE IN t Scene I. Your LOCAL

theater on a rainy March day. t

As the story opens, we see Harrison

Ford beating the snot out of Brad Pitt's

Irish accent in New York. Then the

camera pans over to Wall Street where

Tim Allen plays a commodities trader

— sans tool belt. Jump cut to Val

Kilmer, still acting like an Iceman after

all these years. Slow dissolve to Jim

Carrey as a lawyer who rarely, ir ever,

talks out of his butt. And cue Jennifer

Lopez lip-synching Selena for the

uplifting finale, t FADE OUT

Devil's Own
S*i?»

Although widely published reports ot ego-driven

script buttles bersveen stars Hjrnson lord and Br.td

Pitt dogged this production, who can rcMst a pair-

ing ot Molls-wood's most appealing leading men?

surely Here, a New York City cop (Tordl

takes a voung emigre from Northern Ireland il'ittl

into his home. But when his family members are

taken hostage. Kotd begins to suspect his new

roomie is no luckv charm Could it be the shrine to

Michael Collins m Pitt \ room 1

»

I rving to prevent his dad's trousers from spon

tancouslv bursting into Hames. the son ot a habitu

alls- fibbing lawyer (redundancy alert') makes a

birthday ssish that his tathet will tell the truth tor

24 hours Jim Carrev stars as the fast-talking lawyer

who suddenly hnds he cannot tell a lie Quick

ask him if he's really worth $2(1 million!

The Saint
/VWIMW

I irsi tieorge Sanders, rhen Roger Moore and

now Val Kilmer have taken a crack at plaving that

poor-man's James Bond — secret agent man Simon

Templar If vou can accept the former li/ard king as

a government agent, you'll have no trouble busing

Elisabeth Shue as a scientist whose life s work every-

one is trying to steal.

Jungle 2 Jungl

A com-
modities trad-

er (Tim Allen,

TVs Home
Improvement)

discovers he

h.is .1 long-lost

son who was

raised by Am-
azon tribesmen. Fighting his initial instinct to "Sell!

Sell!." the trader takes the dint ot his loins to the

jungle of Wall Street, where he tries to teach him

the finer points of social etiquette, city life and

investment banking

Selena
U amft Br»i-

Rushed
into produc-

tion fa s t e r

than you can

say La Bam-
ba. this big-

screen bio-

pic of the

T e j a n o

music sen-

sation will

finally give

Selena the

recognition

her tender,

well-crafted

ballads of
San Antonio

a n g s t

deserve. Jen-

niter I opez opens her heart to play the Madon-

na wannabe ot the Southwest.

Mimic
SUramtttx

Y e a r >

after saving

New York
( its trom an

i n tec t ious
disease, a sci-

entist I Mira
Sorvinol and

her husband
(Jeremy
N o r t h a m )

find them-
selves stalked

by the virus

they thought

had been
destroyed.
How exactly,

you ask, does

a virus stalk

someone? Well, it has learned to disguise itselt as

a human — mimic, if you will. And you thought

the alligators in the sewers were a bitch

All Over Me

Two tcen-

a g e best
friends (new-

comers Alison

Tolland and

Tara SuhkotD

living in

Hell's
Kitchen dis-

cover love, lust and lesbianism on summer break.

Long the center of each other's worlds, the girls'

friendship is challenged when a variety of bovs

enter the picture. Expect budding sexuality set to a

good soundtrack.

Inventing the Abbots
hox

Next Big

Things 1 iv

Tyler and
Joaquin
Phoenix star

in this drama

about two
families
shrouded in

mystery and

dark secrets (no. it's not autobiographical). Based

on a shori storv bv Sue Miller and helmed by < htm

of Friends director Pat O'Connor, the plot follows

two brothers competing tor ihe affections ot thtcc

wealthy and beautiful sisters

Hoodlum
MSMIM

He fought in Vietnam with Marrin Sheen, went

deep undercover with |etf doldblum and even fell

from grace as Ike Turner Now ljurence Fishburnc

is Ulsworth "Bumpy" lohnson. godfather of

Harlem in the 1930*. After taking control ot the

local numbers racket. Bumpy wages war against

gangsters Dutch "drumrtv" Schult? (Tim Roth)

and 1 uckv Snce/v 1 uciano (Andy Carcia)

Wide Awake

In this

coming-of-
age comedy
starring Denis

L e a r y and
Rosic O Don
nell. a 10-

year-old goes

on a quest to

find Cod (presumably not played by lean' I In

bov, named Joshua no less, sets otii on his pursuit

to make sure his beloved, recently deceased grandfa-

ther is in the right hands

You'll find everything, but Use Raisinets on u"s

movie page http://www umagazine com

The Reel Deal

I eat voar Mooing sweottieert is a prolessionel

. That's Unlet wm (Minnie Driver, Sleepers), del*

coven when Merttn Blond (John Cuteclt , Qftty Me#),

Love and Other
Catastrophes

Hunting down AWOL

professors, being charged

mysterious library fines,

struggling to perk on cam-

pus— sound familiar? ft

certainly does to Emma-

Kate Croghan, me 23-year

old writer/director of the

college satire Love and

OtiHw Cetesfropnes.

some catharsis in iivrtbng

the story," she says.

The picture follows five

students at an Australian

cottage who Juggle relation-

ships, classes, dying pro-

fessors and thesis papers

with titles like "Doris Day

as a Feminist Warrior." For

Croghan. the 17-day film

shoot wee an opportunity to

make a feature with her

film-school friends.

the university within the

past three or tour years,"

she says "So it felt like a

got picked up tor dtstrttou-

tion and eventually found

its way to the

!

lust tor It to be finished —
and then to not end up in

my bed." — JM

i ib II nay sound. Driver says Ms Meek comedy is about tt»

mertcan dream awe se ejejertcan iMgnvnere. iws leee \

I in tie butt) of what Ms country can assess: a se*-rr**to rnevi who is a kltter

"

ttot to worry. It's no Mature/ Bon KMort, aMnough Driver does Mfcen ttse Idea of

attending her reunion to a rampage. "It's kind of Who a car accident I eort of teal ttfte

there would bo i lot of rubbofnoclilnfl and —- m they soy In Ine Hon " \

Driver ond Cusacfc on the set may also have appeared to be Ufa MMsng art "I

sparred with John every day," Driver says. "It was Nka a couple of bsj dooi

But she makes It i

actors are Just In II

I

Th ere is

12 U. Maga/inc • March 1997
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Howard Stern wants you to
see his Private Rarts

BY THE U. CREW
PHOIo-xoiKltsI 01 PMUMOUN1 I'h HRts

Radio's
BAD VO\ HOWARD STERN has a REPUTATION

for terrorizing reporters — he rips them a new one

if they ask a stupid question, and he's alwavs asking

female reporters to show him their hreasts (or

worse!). So when Stern called U. Magazine from

his Long Island home's basement to talk ahout his new

Hick, Private Parts, we were ready for anything.

But what we got threw us for a loop. Stern — the

radio show host who has i.iekeJ up more than SI million

m FCC Hnes — was professional, courteous and down-

right polite. NX'hat givesr

Apparently, there's another side to Stern. And that's the

side he hares in his movie Private Parts, which is hased on

his best-idling autobiography of the same name. I hat's

ri^ht — Stern isn't satisfied with his millions of listeners,

his best-selling books and his television show on K!. The

self-proclaimed King of all Media is ready to take on

Hollywood. But is Hollywood ready for Howard Stern?

U. Afeaaarsna: What **mrm

you Ilk* vwhen you flr»t

started out In radio?
•tern: When I was first starting

I ssould get on the air and I

would f—k up In the movie, you

sec me in mv hrM ,<>llcge radio job.

and vou're going to laugh mur .ins

oil Vou're goiitu go. I low did this

guy get to be one of the top broad

casters in the country"

U.: Vou mention your flret

college radio gig- Ooa*
trie movie focus much on

your college day* art

Boston U.T
-. Yeah In fast, the fir* time

I some on screen you see me in col-

lege tmng to pit* up girls - some-

thing i was net very good at.

U.: What was It llhe reliving

your ooMege radio days?
|)omg the college radio

scenes (filmed at Uhman College in

the Bronx I was probablv the most

tun for me. I went back and listened

to a lot of tapes of me doing bad

r.nlio And man. I had a lot of tapes

of thai. I wasn't good I was green.

And my voice was f— kcd. My
throat would tighten up, and I

ssould sound like Kermit the Frog.

U.: I* thar* anything In the

film college students will

relate to?
Stern: There's a lot of college

stuff that 1 realK COol getting

vour first job and going in tor sour

first |ob interview. It's the whole

idea tt going out and tmng to son

quel the world when you base no

f king self'sotifideiKi

You II sic me when 1 go on my

first fob interview, and the guy

who s doing the interviewing is a

sompletc Biniar He goes. What
do sou want to Isc' A dis t jodrayf

And I go. Yeah." And he goes.

"What are you* An asshole' What

are sou* Stupid*" And 1 g

I'm not stupid In fast. I'm a gradu-

ate of boston I nisei-

U.: Whan you «r»t •tarted

out In radio, did your par-

ant* always harp on you

to gat a raal pbT
Stern: No. but I had an uncle

who used to constantly ask me,

"Why don't you get a real job?"

People always thoughr I was sort of

icrking around, and quire tranklv. 1

wasn't making any money ai it. so

I'd even think, "What am I doing

with my career?"

U.: Howard, the movie's

called Rrfvata Parta. *Vre

wa going to see your pri-

vate parts?
Stern: Well, I'm in my under-

wear, and you do see my butt

cheeks. You re gonna throw up.

And they re not stunt cheeks;

they're mine.

What'* It

man-led to
Howard
•tarn?
Stern: The

main problem

we have is that

when I 111 on the

air, I have this

diarrhea of the

mouth, and I

talk about every-

thing in our

lues, and she

has a haul time

with thai In the

iiiomc. we also

show intimate

lust talk-

ing in bed, and

you go. "Man.

he's a great gus

I ean see whv
women would

like him." And
then on the

other band, sou

go "What a

f—king ass-

hole." And that is my wife's dilemma.

Howard goes

U.: No body double? Vou
must be pretty confident.

No. I |ust know they're

about the funniest butt cheeks in

Amerisa I here's hair on em.

There's cellulitc There s all kinds of

shit You can r duplieare my but-

tocks tor comedy.

U.: 1* the movie going to

have a lot of the earn*

far* mm your radio *how?
Stern: Yeah, there I lesbians and

Fartman. But what s going to

shock you is that you have a real

story here. It's not just me spank-

ing women.

U The movie also cen-

ter* on th* love etory

U.t Vou make a big deal

about being faithful to

your wife. How did you
Ilka th* love scenes with

Mary MoCormaok, the

actress who play* your

wlf• In th* movie?
Stern: Well. I've got to admit. I

kinda dug cm Those guys who sa\

vou don't get aroused during lose

seencs. they re all full ot shit. 1 was

totally amused. I guess I m not so

piotessional.

U.: Some of your fan*
think you're a god, while

some poopl* think you'r*

th* devil. How do you see
yourself?

( ,od

(pause!

No. It's weird rhat some people's

perception of me is thar if I walked

down the street, people would throw

eggs at me or something Hiat s not

true ar all. I did an interview wnh

and I said to the gu

think I'm hated? Let's walk out on

the street right now, and I guarantee

you everyone will like me." And sure

enough, we walk out on the street

and everyone's going, "Hey,

Howard! What s happening?"

Hollywood.

What ere you planning for

the premiere?
Stern: We base some svondcrtul

bands on the soundirask White

/ombic. Marilsn Maajes, (ircen

Da) and they all want to per-

form, si. we're thinking of having a

big concert and then showing the

movie. And I want to do 11 tor nu-

tans I don't want to have 01.

these Hollvwood premieres where

vou re waning for < .corge Cloonev

to show up lh.it I nisi not me

IS.: mrm you ajaj 1 led that the

A fmom only a mothor oouid loin*.

14 U. Magazine • March 1997

Ml Vou don't
public appaara
whan you do

protty

a many
ncm, but

u

Stem- It s impossible I think

begrudgtngly they re a*sw| to have

to give mc some praise. Ivan Reit

man. who produced the film, said

thev un't vriiki/e mi acting

U.: H would b* ptatty

embarrassing If you
couldn't play youreelf—
Stern; W c ||. plasing vourself is

irtikv It was a little more difficult

than I thought it was going to be. I

mean, listen — I'm no Olivier, but

I think I did a credible 11 >b

U.: Vou'v* don* radio,

you've written book*,
you've got a TV ahow.
Mow you'v* made a
movie. What's next?
Stern: I don't know I don t give

a f— k. I don't know what's next.

The next thing I gotta do is make

sure I get up to do that radio show

s

tie
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5TH ANNUAL
U. PHOTO CONTEST
FOUR $1,000
GRAND

Here's your chance to win big money! (/ is offering

four $l .000 tash grand prizes for the best photo entries

submitted in four categories: Campus Life/Traditiona,

All Around Sports (mud to varsiry). Road Trippin'

and Funniest Sights. I'l US. for each entry published in

/
' during the year, we'll pay you $50.

Photos can be of anyone or anything on or off

campus, from normal (whatever that is) to outrageous.

For best results, keep the faces in focus and the

background as light as possible.

Winners of the month will be published in U. and

on our Web site at http://www.umagazine.com. The

four $1,000 Grand Prize winning entries will be fea-

tured in (>.\ May 1997 issue in our fifth annual College

Year in Review special section.

Send entries on color print or slide film, labeled (gen-

rly) on the back with your name, school, address, phone

number (school and permanent) and info on who, when,

why. what and where the photo was taken Include

names of people in the photos if possible. Fjitnes cannot

be returned and become the property of (' Magozinr.

Deadline for entries is March 14, 1997.

Mail your entries to

U. MAGAZINE PHOTO CONTEST
1800 ( enturv Park Fast, Suite 820

law Angeles. C.A 90067- 1 SI I

Remember that one spatial moment durtag your freshman year when all ws*

right with the world? You aced an exam you didn't study for... that pe»on you 4

been drooling over asked you out... you did a keg stand without passing out. Aaaah.

To coincide with the release of "The Freshtaen," The Verve Pipe want to hear ml

about that memorable moment from your freshman career. Write us about your

beat freshman experience (in ISO words or leas) and yon might wis a free co*****

from The Verve Pipe at yoar school, compliments of your pais at V. \UgMzine and

RCA Records Just jot down that killer moment from your freshman year, and the

boys in Tfce Verve Pipe will chooee the winning entry. (Note. You don't have to be

a freshman to win!)

Oeadiinr for entries la March 15, 1997.

Send entries, with your name, address,

and telephone number to:

The Verve Pipe/Freshmen Contest

P.O. Box 5476
New York, New York 10185 OR
I mail your entry to: Jm\
freshmen»*thevervepipe.com

* ^
r

Contest Rules
1)No

2) You may enter by

of your tavorrtt fraahman 1

or test on • ptaei sheet ot

In Mg contest,

i be dwaan by Trie

in the May 1987

ThewinnarwMateobe
nt in 150

IB fast

The Verve Pipe tonmtUr.Q. Box ViWWIWI
10186 or e-mai to fceataaiiaw>i»arvapsp> com. editor* 30, 1997 Only the on* set tor*

*OTTri»Verwn|*wapertormalr^ aborewHibei

ot tie winning entry by no 6)TheWervel

Maxell 1997 • O. Magazine 15
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Leaving

Las Vegas

Oxygen

15.999

Fluorine

18.998

Chlorine

ci
35.453

Hydrogen

H
1.0079

Neon

$10,300

Argon

Ar
39.948

Plymouth Neon $10,300* (For starters.) We've managed to bond together all

the elements of fun—sporty looks, plenty-o-room, a 16-valve. 132 horsepower engine and

an optional AM/FM stereo with cassette or CD player. It's hotter than a Bunsen burner.

For more information on the Plymouth Neon sedan or coupe, stop by your friendly

Plymouth dealer, call 1-800-PLYMOUTH w visit us on the Web at www.plymouthcars.com.

One clever Idea after another.Q That's Plymouth.

MSHP include* destination and $1,000 rabata. mdudes tax. One mote of any gas occupies about 23.4 Mar*.

Wayne Newton
joins Chevy Chase
and cast for a new
National Lampoon
movie, Vegas
Vacation. Check out
our review (see Arts

& Living, page 5).

UMass once again

goes to shootout

Senior tri-captain

Buddy Hoffman and
the Massachusetts
Lacross team travel

to chestnut Hill to

take on the Eagles

of Boston College,

(See Sports page
10)

WORLD

France pushes for

immigration laws

PARIS (AP) — France's conserv-

ative government began a final

push yesterday to convince parlia-

ment to toughen up immigration

laws, despite protests accusing
the majority of bowing to the far

right

The National Assembly opened
debate on proposals to strength-

en an already restrictive 1993
immigration law, which made it

easier to deport immigrants.

Interior Minister |ean-Loui$
Debre, the bill's sponsor, defend-

ed the proposal as "measured,
without excess, with firmness,

without inhumanity."

While he spoke, 16,000 protest-

ers marched along the Boulevard

St. Germain, chanting: "It's not

the immigrants, it's Debre that

has to go."

Under the new bill, longtime
residents would have to prove
they are not "a threat to the pub-
lic order" before they could renew
their 10-year residency cards.

They also would have to show
they maintain a "regular resi-

dence" m France, an effort to

crack down on fake addresses

The law would allow police to

search workplaces for illegal

employees, search immigrants'
vehicles and confiscate the pass-

ports of foreigners lacking
required residency papers.

NATION

Suspects charged in

black church burning

PERRY, Ga. (AP) — Three white
men were charged yestersday in

the weekend burning of a pre-

dominantly black church

Jason Wesley Cantrell, 22, Eric

Anthony Shugart, 22. and Daryl

Brent Patterson, 20, were each
charged with first-degree arson,

the Georgia Bureau of

Investigation said at news confer-

ence

The fire early Saturday gutted
the Oak Grove CME Church in the

community of Elko, about 10
miles south of this central Georgia

town
The brick and wood church was

more than 1 00 years old and had
about 40 members.

Investigators were tipped by
confidential sources who said the

three men were involved.

Nationwide, more than 300
churches have been damaged by
arson or bombings over the past

two years, according to a recent

U.S. Department of |ustice report.

Most were black churches, many
of them in the South
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Former UMass student dies of meningitis
i

Hendsbee, 21 , died yesterday
Former University of

Massachusetts student Todd
Hendsbee. 21, of Main Street,

Amherst, died at I a.m. yesterday

morning at the UMass Medical
Center. Worcester, of bacterial

meningitis.

Hendsbee was diagnosed with
rnenmgococcemia, a form of bacterial

meningitis that infeefc. the blood.

Hendsbee fell ill Sunday night. He
was first treated at University Heath
Services (UHS) Monday morning,
and was transferred to Cooley
Dickinson Hospital in Northampton.
From there, he was airlifted to

Worcester, according to University

spokesperson KayScanlon.

Hendsbee, originally of Wlothrop,

Maine, withdrew from cljwses in

November. He worked at the Muflira

Center and lived in a house with

According to UHS, merungococ-
cemia is not eeafly spread. «d dwe
is no evidence that those who were in

cloee contact with him htm contract-

ed the infection,

Scanlan said that Health Services

contacted Hendsbee's dote acquain-

tances and co-workers for preventa-

tive treatment with the antibiotic

ciproflaxcin.

Plans for a memorial service were
not yet announced at printing time.

— Tamar Carroll

Bacterial meningitis cases rare;

can be fatal without treatment

By Jeremy R. Adorns

Cdtegtan Staff

The death of Todd Hendsbee. a for-

mer University of Massachusetts student

diagnosed with meningitis, has generat-

ed concern about the disease and its

transmission.

Meningitis is an inflammation of the

meninges, tissues that surround the

brain and spinal cord. It can be caused

by viral or bacterial infection. Viral

meningitis is more common and less

severe than bacterial meningitis, and is

not life threatening.

Hendsbee's illness was bacterial,

specifically caused by the
Meningococcus bacteria strand. This is

one of the most common and deadly

causes of meningitis, closely related in

infective activity to the pneumococcus
and streptococcus bacteria. Those
strains also thrive in college-aged people

as causes of meningitis, pneumonia and
strep throat.

University Health Services (UHS>
said the actual cause of Hendsbee's

not solely the infection of the

i

but rather a larger nervous,

respiratory and circulatory infection,

including meningitis, called Neisseria

meningitidis Hendsbee's bloodstream

was saturated with the bacterium,
according to Dr. Constance Lentz. of

UHS
"There are several different strain* (of

meninge- infecting bacteria) that are car-

ried by the general population." Lentz

said.

"In a healthy population we can find

the organisms in the throats of 2 to 1

5

percent of the people In an outbreak sit-

uation it's up to 20 to 40 percent,"

Lentz added.

Only one out of every 100.000 people

are susceptible to meningitis, although

up to 15 percent of the general popula-

tion carry the bacteria responsible for

the disease, according to Lentz.

The disease thrives in the winter and
early spring, spreading more easily as

people spend more time indoors in clos-

er contact with each other. The colder

temperatures and low humidity make
mucous membranes more susceptible to

infection.

The main symptoms of meningitis

include severe headaches, fever, stiffness

of the neck and back, easy exhaustion,

irritation from bright lights and a deep
red skin rash in some patients. Without

treatment, drowsiness and loss of con-

sciousness can result. Some varieties of

the disease can be fatal.

Meningitis may be transmitted when
airborne antigens for the disease are

picked up through the nose or mouth. In

many instances an infection spreads to

the meninges through the bloodstream

or from other infected organs, particu-

larly respiratory organs.

According to the National Center for

Disease Control (CDC) in Atlanta, the

annual infected population is not over-

whelming.

"In the United States every year we
estimate 2.600 cases of Neisseria menin-

gitidis with a fatality rate of between 1

1

and 13 percent." said Dr. Nancy
Rosenstein of the CDC.

Spread of the disease, although rare.

is possible. UHS public health nurse
Anne |. Lardner urged students to be
aware of possible symptoms and contact

UHS or their private health care
provider for more information.

New security implemented

at Empire State Building

By Bash J. Horpaz
Associated Press

NEW YORK — A handwritten note

carried by a Palestinian gunman to the

Empire State Building suggests he
decided more than a year ago that his

"bitter enemies" must be "annihilated

and exterminated."

The note found on the body of Ali

Hassan Abu Kamal was released yester-

day, two days afteT he killed one sight-

seer and wounded six others before

fatally shooting himself on the 8bth
floor observation deck of the landmark
skyscraper.

The scene of the bloodbath reopened

to droves of tourists yesterday who had
to go through newly installed metal

detectors.

"We live in New York. You can't

stay afraid." said teacher Hannah
Schneewind who waited with her sec-

ond-grade class to take in the city

panorama on a clear, crisp day.

The gunman's rambling diatribe was
laden with political references and
titled "Charter of Honour." The note

said those listed were "my bitter ene-

mies and they must be annihilated and

exterminated."

It blamed Zionists — backed by

Americans. Britons and Frenchmen —
for "turning our people, the

Palestinians, homeless."

"My restless aspiration is to murder
as many of them as possible, and I have

decided to strike at their own den in

New York, and at the very Empire
State Building in particular." said the

note, which was signed by the 69-year-

old Abu Kamal. who worked as an
Knglish teacher in Gaza City.

He listed |an. 1 , 1 996. as the note's

"original date of meditation."

Police said they still believe Abu
Kamal was a deranged killer who acted

alone. Abu Kamal's family said he was
distraught over somehow losing
$"500.000, but police questioned
whether there ever was any money.

"There is no information that this

alleged scam exists." Police

Commissioner Howard Safir said.

"There are no bank accounts that we're

aware of. nothing in his personal
effects, no safe deposit boxes.*

Abu Kamal. who arrived in the

United States on Christmas Eve. paid

only with cash while dividing time
between New York and Florida.

However, "We would in no way char-

acterize it as high-rolling." Safir said.

The document also lists as enemies

"a gang of rogues who attacked me" —
an apparent reference to a severe beat-

ing by vigilante militants in his home-
land of Gaza — as well as an Egyptian

police officer and a group of students

he claimed beat his son. No mention
was made of financial troubles.

The note shows Abu Kamal was a

"man who had many, many enemies in

his mind." Mayor Rudolph Giuliani

said.

The shooting didn't deter tourists

yesterday. Several hundred sightseers

waited up to 40 minutes to buy tickets,

go through the airport-style metal
detectors and take the elevator up to

the 86th floor.

Kim Broen, a 21 -year-old Danish
traveler, said he didn't like the long
wait to go through the metal detectors,

"but if this is the only way to stop this

from happening, it's OK."
ludy and Larry Wilkinson of

Valdosta. Ga., said they had arrived at

the building Sunday 20 minutes after

the shooting. Mrs. Wilkinson said she

was determined to return yesterday.

"I was a little apprehensive, but I

really feel like it was an isolated inci-

dent. And it is a marvelous view." she

said.

New York authorities questioned
how Abu Kamal was able to buy the

pistol used in the shooting from a

Florida gun shop just a month after

arriving in the United Suites. He used a

motel as his address for the required

ID.

UHS offers information, preventative treatment
By Mark McGrath
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Health Services (UHS) has taken sev-

eral preventative measures to ensure
that other members of the Five
College community do not become
infected with bacterial meningitis, the

disease with which former UMasv mu
dent and Amherst resident Todd
Hendsbee was diagnosed.

Hendsbee died early yesterday
morning at the UMass Medical Center

in Worcester.

Since Hendsbee's preliminary diag-

nosis on Monday, the University has

been advising students to be aware ut

the symptoms of the disease — high

fever, neck stiffness, nausea and
vomiting — and bring any concerns
about meningitis to UHS or their own
private health care provide I

In addition, up to 70 of Hendsbee's

close acquaintances, housemates and

co-workers have been placed on pre-

ventative antibiotics.

Nicki McHugh, the marketing man-
ager ol the Mullins Center, where
Hendlfaee was an employee, said that

Health Services was able to get in

touch with the other employees who
worked with him last Saturday.

"When he »a> diagnosed, we were
contacted for a list of people who
worked with him." McHugh said.

Anne |. Lardner, UHS public health

nurse, said that everyone in close con-

tact with Hendsbee had been contact-

ed b> UHS and assured the communi-
ty there is no reason for panic.

"The people who needed to be con-

tacted were contacted by health ser-

vice"- and have been treated appropri-

ately" Lardner said. "There is no
cause lor panic."

According to a UHS memo, people
who attended a hockey game at the

Mullins Center Saturday and a con-
cert at |ohn M. Greene Hall at Smith

College Sunday night (which
Hendsbee attended) are not currently

being treated with the antibiotic

ciproflaxacin.

Dr. Constance Lentz. a UHS
physician, stressed precautions lot

avoiding all infectious airborne dis-

eases.

"I can't say it too many times. You
need to make sure you don't share

drinking glasses or sodas, making
materials, eating utensil-." lent/ Mid
"If you follow the basic precautions,

there's no chance of getting the infec-

tion."

Meningitis was also diagnosed two
years ago in two Amherst College stu

dents. Twenty-year-old Nishtha
Adhvaryu, an anthropology major,
died from the disease.

Questions and concerns about
meningitis can be directed to the

UMass triage nurse at (413)
577-5229 or to private health care

providers.

Autopsy results delayed on grad student
University of Massachu-

spokesperson Kay Scanlan said that

the autopsy results for Anlhonv S
Nsiegbunam, a Nigerian graduate

student who died last Saturday, will

not be available for six to eight

weeks.

Scanlan said the tissues have been

sent to a laboratory for furthei

examination, including drug n
However, she stressed that the med-

e found no indi-

ihet infec-

gbunam.
N-ieghunam was found uncon-

scious in Parking Lot 71 at the

nd 11 a.m. and trans-

ported to ( a 1 lospital

In Northampton, where he was pro-

nounced dead n said that

there "w.! i foul

egbunam
political science at I. Mas
at 60 Platinum <

and interned at the Daily Hampshire
Gazette.

Member' nan
community have organized < memo-
rial servic n on
March I at t>

Baptist Chun 1

1

Tamar Can

Fest celebrates Pakistani culture

UNNfTM W t SCOTT \ COUKMN

Let's take a journey
The Pakistan student's association presented "A lourney Through Pakistan" last night in the Campus Center

Auditorium. Refer to the photo essay on page 3.

By Jeffrey R. Yusah
Collegian Correspondent

On Monday the Pakistani Student Association (PSA)
sponsored a night of Pakistani culture and celebration

called "A lourney Through Pakistan" in the Campus
Center Auditorium from 6:45 to 4 p.m.

The night featured an array of songs, dance, ethnic

fashion show and a poetry recital. According to Sved
Musharraf Bokhari. treasurer of the PSA. the event vv.i^

a celebration of Pakistani pride and an opportunity for

others to learn about a culture and people not u^ualh
represented by mainstream America.

Hosted by Master of Ceremony. Santa Ali, the night

began with an electric guitar rendition of Pakistan's
national anthem. The anthem foreshadowed an event

that combined both the old and the new. There were
six different dance routines which represented various
different styles and rituals of all four provinces of
Pakistan.

Students from Smith College played an integral role

in the performance with a Garba hand dance. Dandia
stick dance, modern Bhangra Punjabi dance and a song
by Smith College student. Sabrina Rahim. All dance
routines were choreographed by students and the
music assortment had energetic and modern dance
beats.

Bokhari. a senior electrical engineering major at

I Mass. performed a rendition of "|ab Se Tu Nain
Mujhe" by Abida Parveen to a diversified and enthusi-

,1-tic crowd. The night culminated with a service of tra-

ditional Pakistani food.

The PSA, founded a year ago, has held and co- spon-
sored various events this year including Pakistani
Family Night, a rally against racism, a lecture by |ai>'-

Ivner and a pizza night. This was their first event of
this magnitude.

"All events have been free so far without any finan-

cial help from the University," Bokhari said, who
played an integral role in putting the event together.

"It's always been hard for most of the RSO's and
diverse groups to serve cultural food because of the

extremely painful process of getting the paperwork
done for any cultural events."

According to Umar Rana, president of the PSA, this

was the first time the PSA ha« had a chance to give the

UMass general audience a feel for Pakistani culture.

"I'm really glad that we pulled it off because there

are a lot of Pakistanis at UMass and this was a chance
to break a lot of stereotypical images." Rana said.

"We accomplished something really great. Pakistanis

have not been represented [veryl well at UMass. and
now that they have. I guess UMass knows what we're

all about." said Subika Raza. a performer at the event

Bokhari added, "Smith College participation was a

Turn to P$A. page 3
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A sign of protest

The CEO hangs a banner on the parking garage facing the Student Union yesterday morning.

Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage and possession of alcohol. for trespassing on the Northeast

Residential Area Quad
Feb. 20
A parked vehicle was damaged

in parking lol 12 on Forestry
Way.
A minor two vehiole accident

occurred on |ohn Adams Road.

Alarm — Fire

Feb. 21

A fire in a suite lounge dam-
aged furniture on the 7th floor of

Brown Residence Hull.

Feb. 22
A fire alarm was pulled in

Brown Residence Hall.

Annoying Behavior

Feb. 20
Individuals were harassing the

residential staff of McNamara
Residence Hall.

Feb. 2

1

There was a complaint of skate-

boarders in the Campus Center
Garage.

Feb. 25
There were reports of objects

being thrown from windows al

|ohn Adams Residence Hall.

There was a dispute between
individuals in Moore Residence
Hall.

Assault & Battery

Feb. 21

lohn C. Cleary. 18, of 12 Lunt

St., Quincy. was arrested in |ohn

Adams Residence Hall for assault

and battery and assault and bat-

tery with a dangerous weapon.

Burglary/Breaking and
Entering

Feb 2

1

A vehicle was broken at

University Press on East Pleasant

Street. A car phone was stolen.

Disturbance

Feb. 25
Kristen A. Eldon. 18. of 1 14

Sandy Pt. Ave.. Somerset, was
jrresied in Pierpont Residence
Hall for disorderly conduct and
possession of liquor

Disorderly Conduct

Feb. 22
A male individual was in a

women's bathroom in lohn
(Juincy Adams Residence Hall.

Drug Law Offenses

Feb. 25

loseph E. Farrell. 20. of 5

Knollwood St . Norton was
arrested in Coolidgc Resident c

Hall for possession of a false reg-

ister of motor vehicle document

Health/Safety Hazard

Feb. 25
There was smoke from a over-

loaded dryer in the basement of

Wheeler Residence Hall.

Larceny

Feb. 20
Three wallets were stolen from

offices in Tobin Hall. Police are

requesting that any suspicious
activities in academic buildings be

reported. Call 545-2121.
A registration card was stolen

from a vehicle in parking lot 52

on Massachusetts Avenue.
Feb. 21

An individual reported a credit

card stolen from Brown
Residence Hall.

Feb. 25

A bicycle was stolen from
Melville Residence Hall.

Liquor Law Violations

Feb. 21

Kurt E. Loescher. 18. of 10

Oak Ridge Rd.. Easthampton,
was arrested in Kennedy
Residence Hall for possession and
transport of liquor.

Laura |. Kriebel. 19. of I 50

Main St., South Had ley. was
arrested for possession and trans-

port of liquor.

Stephanie B. Goldberg, 18, of 7

Seward Avenue. Beverly, was
arrested in Kennedy Residence
Hall for possession and transport

of liquor.

Feb. 22
Tom T. Chau. 18. of 26

Greenwood St.. Lowell, was
arrested on University Drive for

Mtioi and transporting
liquor

Ted M. Churchill. 20. of 60
Poquanticut Ave.. Easton. w.i-.

arrested on Massachusetts Ave .

for possession and transporting

liquor.

Mark R McGowan. 20. of 26
Sutton PI., East Longmcadow.
and Richard P MacDonald. 18.

of 55 Frankwyn St., I aM
Longmeadow. were arrested on
University Drive for possession
and transporting liquor

Reported Death

Feb

An official statement was
released h> the University about a

student's death.

Suspicious Person/Activity

Feb. 22
Reginald A Remy. 19. of 22

High St.. Brookline. was arreansd

Traffic Slop

Feb. 20
David Lee, 21. of 48 Holy

Family Rd., Holyokc, was arrest-

ed for operating a vehicle with d

revoked license (2nd offense) and

operating a vehicle without an

inspection sticker.

Vandalism

Feb. 20
A vehicle was damaged in park-

ing lol 44 on Sylvan Drive.

Feb. 21

Graffiti was written on a wall

in Hamlin Residence Hall.

A vehicle was damaged in park-

ing lol 52 on Massachusetts
Avenue.

Feb. 22

A vehicle was damaged in park

ing lot 50 on Emerson Road.

Windows were broken in lohn

Adams Residence Hall.

Graffiti was written on the ele

valor panel in lohn Quincy
Adams Residence Hall.

A vehicle was damaged in

parking lol 52 on Massachusetts

Avenue.

A bike rack was damaged at

Emerson Residence Hall.

Two vehicles were damaged in

parking lot 52 on Massachusetts

Avenue.
Windows were smashed on two

vehicles near Robsham Visitors

tenter on Massachusetts Avenue.

A large window was broken in

the School of Management.
A vehicle's window was

smashed in parking lot 29 on
Clark Hill Rd.

I eh. 25
Windows were smashed in two

vehicles in parking lot 22 on
University Drive

A vehicle was damaged in

ing lot 52 on Massachusetts
Avenue.

Warrant Service

Feb. 20
Myriah D. Manley. 19. of 55

Turkey Hill Ln , Hingham. was
arrested in Webster Hall for inde-

cent exposure and disorderly con-

duct.

Weapons Violations

Feb. 20
There was report of a weapon

being pointed out a window in

Patterson Residence Hall.

Feb. 25
There was a BB gun being fired

from lohn Quincy Adams
Residence Hall

m
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"FINALJUDGEMENT*

A documentary film by UMASS alumni Jpnai
Stack showcases the last few weeks of Antonio^
James' life. James was executed by the state of
Louisiana on Feb. 26, 1996, after spending 13 yeai

in death row.

Panel Discussion
Jonathan Stack: Director and Filmaker
Burl Cain: Warden, Louisiana State Penitentiary
Bill Newman: Attorney, Massachusetts Civil

Liberties Union

Wednesday, Feb. 26 Student Union Ballroom
UMASS, 7:30 PM

>red by: Commuter Are^ Government, UMASS
J^^ AJE3C
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PSA
continued from page I

greal help, thanks should go to the
PSA members, the scheduling
office, building services and special

thanks to the Collegian for covering
the event."

This past year. PSA has been
active at UMass and the Five
College area. All the events so far

have been free of charge due to

donations from the Pakistani com-
munity. The event was viewed by
the members as a great success,
with close to 400 people in atten-

dance.

"It was yne of the most well
organized events held this year, and
it demonstrated the diversity of the

UMass community." said Aamir
Khan, secretary of the PSA, and
choreographer of the UMass dances
presented at the event.

The event was open to everyone,
and held an opportunity for others

to become educated about a part of

the world that many Americans do
not hear about.

The energy that the performers
eluded seemed to make it easy for

the audience to get involved and
enjoy the traditions of the Pakistani

culture and people.

Pakistan is in its 50th year of

existence and carries a population
of more than 90 percent Muslim.
The religion plays a large role in

their traditions and beliefs.

Upcoming events held by the

PSA will be to be hosted in April.

Students can visit their webpage
organized by Saba Rizavi at

"http://www-unix.oit.umass.edu/-
psa" or email the group at

"psal@stuaf.umass.edu."

thinking about

grad school?

Kaplan can help.

If you're interested in taking that

next step to success, come to

Kaplan, We'll walk you through the

admissions process and help you

get a great test score on the GRE

< lass begins March 3

v e the Exam!
the leader in test prep and
adrrasMons counseling.

t 800 KAP TEST

"CELEBRATING
PAKISTAN"

PHOTO ESSAY

BY KENNETH W. P. SCOTT
COLLEGIAN STAFF

The Pakistan Student's Association

proudly presented "A Journey
Through Pakistan" Monday night in

the Campus Center Auditorium.

As one of the fastest growing RSO's,
the P.S.A. put on their biggest event

to date. The evening was filled with

many different performances from dif-

ferent regional cultures.

The pictures hear feature Syed
Musharraf Bokhari singing "Jab Se Tu
Nain Mujhe." Some students from
Smith COltegC preformed a modern
Bhangra, this was a modern version of

a traditional Punjabi dance.

The last photo was another Bluuign
(the dance of the province of Punjab),

which was preformed in the tradition-

al form.

For more information call Alycia

Hines at 545-3500, or come to the

Collegian located at 1 1 3 Campus

Center Basement

1997 Rl Ol EST FOR PROPOSALS

The Chancellor's Counsel on Communr. rsity and Social Justice is soliciting

innovative proposals for educational activities and programs which have the following

goals:

- promote mutual respect

- enhance understanding of community, diversity and c issues

- encourage collaboration between dit: ampus communities and

constituencies

Eligibility: Undergraduates.gr. indents, staff and facull Jividuals or

groups

Ward Criteria: Proposed activities

- must bring together persons from two or more communities or constituencies in

a joint activity

- must demonstrate collaboration ol communities or constituencies in the proposal

planning prod.

- must promote mutual respect and understanding on the campus or in the larger

community

should represeni new proj iting partnerships as opposed to

annual programs or continuations of past pi

- should be completed by the end of the fall W

Examples of Activities Which (mild be Funded: Fonifl ikerS, film/video series,

seminars, workshops, training programs, public education programs, outreach activities

to secondary schools and home communities, community public service programs,

faculty/student collaboration to develop new BS, performance events, printed

materials, posters.

Proposal Components;
- a clear description of how the prop. •. ill meet both the goals and

award criteria

- a list of groups involved and contact person or persons responsible for the

activity

- a plan for evaluating the impact and effectiveness o( the activities

- a time line indicating when the acti\ itiCS would start and conclude

- a budget

Award Ranges: $250 to $1500, with all awards expected to total $10,000

Submission Date and location: Mailed, e-mailed (piquette@admin.umass.edu) or

hand delivered by neon on Friday, March 14, 1^7 to the Chancellor's Counsel on

Community, Diversity and Social Justice, c/0 Office of Human Relations, 206

Middlesex House.

Proposal Review and Award Announcements; A committee of the Chancellor's

Counsel on Community, Diversity and Social Justice reviews all proposals. Awards will

be announced during the week of March 24, 1997.

Information: Call the Office of Human Relations at 545-0851.
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EVER WORRY

DUN\BIN6 DOWN
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OEM of THAT
CHINESE PUDEi.

Campus card dreams
Prompted by the soft whining

of his alarm clock, Sam
emerged from a warm
embracing slumber. It was

8:30 a.m. He wandered to trie

kitchen and prepared a cup of cof-

fee, barely hearing the radio
announcer babbling about a bomb-
ing in a nearby city. Guzzling the

last few drops as he laced up his

boots, he turned over the day's
responsibilities in his head.
Microeconomics convened in a

hot, overcrowded lecture hall
"

in a little over an hour. He
knew that if he was late, his

chances of sitting in a cushion-

less chair with no desk were
near certainty. But he had to

visit the campus store or he
would be penless.

The bus was late this morn-
ing. When one of the drivers

called in sick, the others strug-

gled to compensate, barely able to

justify the stress at $6 an hour. With
shrinking funds the PVTA was hav-

ing difficulty keeping enough buses

on the road. This, of course, meant
that Sam would have to stand on
the crowded bus. after swiping his

ID through the meter. Somewhere
$.50 was silently deducted from his

account.

As the bus approached the stop

across from Hasbrouk it stood for

nearly Ave minutes as rented securi-

ty personnel attempted to clear a

traffic jam of drivers unable to find

parking

With less than half an hour until

class. Sam took a chance, stopping

at the Starbucks franchise for a sec-

ond cup. He recalled the friendly

faces he used to see every morning
before People's Market went bank-

rupt.

'Can I help you?" Frank asked
abruptly

Sam was somewhat thrown by his

rude tone, but all things considered

Frank probably had a right to be bit-

ter He had not been able to afford

UMass and was taking night classes

at Springfield Communitv. He
pulled in $5.25 an hour at

Starbucks to help pay for night
school.

"Medium to go." Sam muttered.

He had a right to be bitter as well

since he had been unable to secure

part-time employment at the said

coffee establishment. The manager
had chosen someone outside of the

school who could work full time.

Sam swiped his ID through the

$4000 card reader that had caused
People's Market to close.

Somewhere a tally was kept. 9:43
a.m. Starbucks — $1.75 med. cof-

"Yes, " Sam replied, bare-

ly able to contain his fury

at having to settle for a

condiment sandwich....

Sam McAfee

fee.

Spilling volcanic fluid down his

arm as he swept through the Barnes

& Noble Campus Store, Sam found

the pen department and selected a

proper instrument. He returned to

the front of the store where Mary, a

grad student, was busily ringing up
customers. As Sam approached the

front of the line, he noticed Sophie.

Mary's 3 year-old. who was 42nd in

line for University day care. Until

then, Sophie would accompany her

mom to work, sitting on the floor

and playing with staples and carbon
paper

9:57 a.m. Barnes — $2.85 pilot

fine point

.

Sam did a quick estimate in his

head. He certainly had not had time

to wait in line at the Bank Boston
automated teller machine, but if he
had he might have some idea of ln>

balance

Only 10 minutes until class. He
was doomed. Wandering down the

aisle, Sam attempted not to step on
students who had not been able to

find a seat. He settled for a duM>
stairwell behind the professor. He
could not see the overhead's projec-

tions. But he was not really paying

attention, since the bum on his arm
kept him quite distracted.

lust before the professor began.

Sam remembered the attendance
policy. He left his notebook and
jacket on the stair, unwilling to

leave his new pen unguarded, and
ran up to the card reader next to the

podium.

10:08 a.m. Econ 103 McAfee, S.

present.

By the end of class, Sam was fam-

ished. As he neared the newly con-

structed Fleet Bank Student Union

. 2000, he could just make out

the neon golden arches through

the window. No force in the

galaxy could compel him to

bite into one of those fat-laden

McWaterbuffalo sandwiches.
Strolling through the door he
scanned the lobby, trying to

ignore the McEyesore. Would
he have to settle for Subway? It

seemed likely since it was the

only franchise with remotely
vegetarian items.

Rob hated working at Subway.
The only thing that made his job
worse was complicated orders. He
repeated it.

"You want a chicken sub with no
chicken?-

"Yes," Sam replied, barely able to

contain his fury at having to settle

for a condiment sandwich.

"lust lettuce, onions and pickles,

please."

Rob made the order and rang it

up on the register.

"Your card, sir."

Sam handed it over and glanced

around the room for a place to sit.

The AT&T lounge looked hopeful

enough, provided he could tolerate

the incessant buzzing of their neon
logo.

"You don't have enough credit.*

Rob stared blankly at this trouble-

some customer awaiting some form
of payment. They did not pay him
enough to deal with people like this,

he thought to himself.

"Never mind," Sam replied
sourly and strolled over to the only

vacant bench in the lobby, next a

monitor that ran CNN all day.
Staring at what looked like disaster

footage, he leaned back against the

cold glass and dozed off.

Sam McAfee it a Collegian
columnist

The ex-girlfriends club
If you sec me on campus this week, congratulate me.

Give me a high five, a nice wink, a pat on the back.

whatever. I gained something Friday night that I've

had before, I'll have again, and apparently, given my
luck, something I'll always have in decent supplv

Kids, be proud. 1 have a new ex-girlfriend.

lust kidding, just kidding. It's not great to have these, but

you have to learn to deal with it It's sure as hell ain't fun,

but I imagine I don't have to tell you that. There's the oblig-

atory break-up fight, which transcends all other fights. The
gloves come off. and everything. I mean every-

thing, comes out into the open. Alter it's over. HP1H
there's the "scouting reports.'' like "Who via* <r\c BUttssI
with?" "What did she say?" and my favorite,

"Could I kick his ass?" There's the more deput-
ing knowledge that all the really cool times spent

together are forgotten instantly, replaced by a pretty bitter

and jaded view about all women, who are now just evil.

But I can deal with all those I'm older now. and I real-

ize that time heals all wounds, and that there are plcntv d
women out there who are not evil. M There ^ one side-

effect of an ex. though, that I don't think I'll ever get over

Hell. 1 think it's impossible to even try.

I call it the "subtraction factor."

Pretty slick, huh?
It's the factor that says that invariably in a relationship.

or a "situation" or a "whatever." there are certain unfor-

gettablc elements that will stay with you for the raM of

your life, long after the ex is gone. There are just signposts

that marked that time in your life, and stay with urn
always. Here, let me give you a few examples
My first relationship was in kindergarten Keep in mmd

that for the purposes of our discussion. "relationship"

means any contact with a female that vou cared about.
Anyhow, her name was Joy. and she was in my class. Guys,
she was da bomb. Tall, skinny blonde that was really shy

and sweet. I'm head over heels for her, but of course I'm

five years old. so I can't do anything about it (I didn't play

"doctor." I was a good kid.) One day. for our Christmas
party, her mom baked brownies, and joy had to go around
class and give one to everybody. She got to my desk, and I

got so red that I stared at my sneakers for an hour. Well,
she sits down, we finish the party, two days later I get a

ColecoVision for Christmas and it's all good.

Right?

Wrong
To this day, whenever I see brownies. I think of |oy She

has "subtracted" brownies from me. because I can't think

Meredith

of them without thinking of her.

See what I'm saying? I've got a couple more for you to

digest.

Third grade. Love of my life. Colleen Farrell. I liked her

for about a year, but I only got to talk to her once. We're

alone together, in Ouik Stop, of all places.

My great line?

"What the hell are you looking at?"

She ran out crying, I bought a pack of Blueberry
Bubble- Yum and went home and sulked. From now on.

whenever I'm around Blueberrymmm Bubble l urn and the Phil Collins song.

"Against All Odds." (don't ask), I think

of Colleen.

Patriots-Broncos playoff game. 1988.

Some girl I met in the Methuen Mall the

day before, (save your wise-cracks for later) calls me up
during the third quarter and asks me out. I give her the

Heisman. Pats lose. Whenever the Pats and Broncos play,

there's her face. Do you get it now?
I'll fast-forward to college, because the highlights are

better there

Freshman year Random hook-up. but this girl and I had
been working it for awhile She dumped my ass for the

goalie on the hockey team. She took with her "We Got
Tonight" by Bob Seger. That's probably good, actually.

There have been countless others, who in no particular

order, have "subtracted" Pearl Jam songs. Cavaricci's.

(don't laugh, you wore them too) "Summer Lovin" on the

Qtrasjaa soundtrack, my 20th birthday, the Methuen high

hockey nnk. an entire bar (Woody s Roadhouse. I'll miss

ya) and a million other things.

I at'i get back to Friday night

We're fighting outside of Del aix>V Loud, angry, vicious

lighting. In an epiphany I realize our fences will never mend.
I've been uptown all night, and I'm pretty hammered. A few
minutes before, I agreed to split a sausage from that guy that

sells them right outside Antonio's if he waits in line for it.

So we're screaming, and in the middle of it all. my
buddy tugs at my arm.

"Luke, here's your sausage."

He hands this half-eaten, ketchup-laden sausage to me.
I look at it. and the absurdness of the whole scene blows
me away. I knew then what she subtracted from me

That's how it happens. From now on. sausages will

remind me of her. (That and Mazzy Start

By the way. I never ate the sausage. I hate ketchup
Luke Meredith is a Collegian Columnist

UMass: the breeding ground for a new democracy
When we enter college, the

University becomes the site

of our lives for around four

years. During that time we
live in the atmosphere provided by the

University, often to our advantage It is

at school that we have the opportune
to explore ideas and build frameworks
of thought that will play a large role in

the way we conduct our lives after

graduation.

The possibilities of individual
achievement and collective action on
campus influence our feelings

towards our potential for affecting the

society in which we live for the rest of
our lives. The society we inherit is

ours to create and change: the extent

to which we realize this is determined
partly by our experiences in control-

ling our world here at the Universitv

Recently students have become
aware that they have little control
over their environment — that the

Administration does as it wishes and
makes its plans without adequate stu-

dent participation. The lack of effec-

tive student involvement in running
the campus and determining our edu-

cation may perhaps further the gener-

al apathy towards and alienation from
politics and social activism in the

Craig

O'Connor

United States today.

This is our Uni\crvit\. it is supposed
to be dedicated to unleashing the

potentials of every student, allowing

for self discovery that will encourage
us to build an ever greater nation

Public higher education began in this

country for many reasons

— one was to train the

population to lead the

L nited States into pros-

perity: another was to

expand the scope of

human intelligence and possibility.

The most egalitarian and noble
ideal of public higher education is the

one that seems most forgotten in

recent times: public education is an
instrument of democratizing the
nation, allowing the benefits of educa-

tion to seep through the whole of
society, giving every person the
opportunity to achieve success as they

individually define it. Public educa-
tion is meant to level the inequities

inherent in a society whose opportu-

nities are too often determined by

family wealth and accident of birth.

The democratic intentions of a uni-

versity like ours is to ensure that the

class lines of society are not damag-
ingly permanent and that students

come out into the social, economic
and political system feeling as if they

can be a productive member of the

creation of the world around them.
Students should graduate, in a demo-
cratic society, convinced that the

nation they enter will be theirs to

fashion and be proud.

Yet it seems on this

campus, though much
less than on other cam-

puses, students are

treated not as equals
whose ideas and needs are respected,

but as mere tuition players'and bodies

to be made into workers for the corpo-

rate economy. This is not an argument
against working in a hegemonic corpo-

rate economy but against the disfran-

chisement of students as regards to the

campus and education in which they

grow and live. Because of a distant and
impersonal administration, that often

ignores student views, students may
leave school feeling as if society is an
absolute formation which they cannot

change but must simply find a place

within. The dynamism and creativity of

individuals may be mutilated into mere
reactionary entities satisfied to accept

that which already exists.

It is unfortunate that if one looks

around the University you can see this

occurring. Very few students feel that

they can meaningfully take part in

activities on campus — whether it be

the All Campus Card or the plans for

po-«ible privatization or the planning

of academic schedule*, in their depart-

ments — much less effect the politi-

cal/economic structure of our nation.

The monolith of the military-indus-

trial complex and the "two-party"
political system which dominates our
political options seems even larger

and increasingly omnipotent after

four years of what is intended to be a

liberating education, yet feels more
like survival on an impersonal,
bureaucratic campus.

The idea of a democratic campus
has been lost amid the shuffle of
struggling to maintain the University-

while politicians slash education bud-

gets and show the younger generations

that the government and the establish-

ment doesn't care about them or their

future. The administration, often
stuck in the position of making hard
decisions about student life while hav-

ing fewer and fewer resources to dedi-

cate to education and culture, might
find that students have ideas and pos-

sible solutions that would preserve the

integrity of the campus and solvency

of the University while expanding the

democratic impulse of student

As a brief example, the
Administration might look into

expanding (he number of student
businesses in the Student Union
instead of bringing in outside corpo-

rations to run the building — thus
preserving the ideal of a building run

for and by students, increasing the

quality and diversity of services with-

out compromising the autonomy and
freedom of the campus.

From a broad perspective, our soci-

ci\ i- one in which many people feel

that the existing system is too power-
ful to overcome, that the economic
and political structure is too domi-
nant and pervasive to warrant effort

at change. If we don't learn at college

that we can change the way things

are, then our college experience
serves to perpetuate a system that

many feel does not serve the interests

of the whole society. If our formative

college years aren'l democratic and
don't reward individual self-determi-

nation, then our society suffers from
the stifling of new ideas and individ-

ual belief in meaningful social action

for change.

This is our University — we live

here, work here and make it run.

When we don't have the right to vote

on and veto or otherwise affect the

decisions being made about the cam-
pus and the education we receive, it

becomes less an institution of broad-

ening horizons and democratizing
society and more a training ground for

a docile and apathetic, alienated popu-
lace. Four years of exclusion could
beget a lifetime of feeling one cannot
make a difference, that we can't con-

trol or change the way our society

works. The things which affect us —
employment, financial aid. academics,

access for everyone, privatization —
should not be controlled by others but
should include us. the students!

Students should call, write, e-mail
and petition the Administration until

they allow us meaningful participa-

tion in the act of controlling our cam-
pus. We all should try to open not
only our campus but all of society to

everybody's ideas. America needs a
renewal of its democratic impulse:
where better to begin creating this

new democracy than here on our own
campus?

Craig O'Connor is a UMass stu-

dent

PRIVATIZATION: Voice your opinion on the Collegian's Ed/Op
page next week on this pressing topic. Submissions must be typed.

E-mail letters to: Leners@oitvms.oit.umass.edu.

Letters to the Editor

Stop the bickering

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU
To the Editor:

Recently the Undergraduate Student Senate has been
plagued by partisanship and bickering It is our hope that

the Senate can transcend the pettiness within factions and
look toward issues and legislation that will proactively

reflect the voice of the students. Because of this, a certain

degree of closure needs to be achieved over events con-

cerning the legitimate concern of the direction of the Title

VII committee. Closure can only be attained by under-
standing, and understanding can only be reached by
putting aside politics and closely examining the issues. We
hope that in the future individuals may decide issues on
what is best for students. This matter has. to date, come to
an amicable solution within the Senate. Tom Sadlowski
and Amy Pellegrino. as co-chairs of the Title VII commit-
tee, will be working together as a model to those who
believe it can't be done.

Co-chair Amy Pellegrino

Speaker Brian Tirrell
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Fourth Vacation film falls flat;
Stiusuit rocks the house with new disc

Vegas has never been so bland
By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

VEGAS VACATION
Directed by Stephen Kesslei

with Chevy Chase, Beverfy D'Angelo,

Randy Quaid
Playing at Hampshire Six Theatres

There's an ominous scene in

National Lampoon's Vacation (the first

film in the series) when obsessive patri-

arch Clark Griswold (Chevy Chase)
explains why his family's impending
summer vacation is so important to

him, "I see the kids for a few minutes

in the morning, a few minutes in the

evening, a couple of hours on the

weekend... Before I know it they're

going to be all grown up."

If only that were Itue. In the fourth

installment the Griswold saga — after

driving cross-country in the first film,

winning a trip around Europe in the

second, and slaying home for the holi-

days for the third, Clark has decided

to bring the clan to Las Vegas. It

seems only fitting that Vegas is the

choice, given the recent barrage of

positive spin that little desert mecca
has been putting out of late.

The co-operation between the city

and the filmmakers is evident: at times

Vegas Vacation seems like a travel

video from the Las Vegas Board of

Tourism with its extended montages of

the glittering strip, sans the decadence

that made it famous half a century ago.

Unfortunately, the film's humor is as

sanitized as the '90s have made Las

Vegas — the coup d'etat is the cameo
appearance by Seigfreid and Roy.

The feature actors from the previous

movies returning for this excursion are

Chase, Beverly D'Angelo as his patient

wife Ellen and Randy Quaid as her

foul cousin Eddie. Strangely, after 14

years, the only person showing his age

is the remarkably unfunny Chase. The

giddy expressions he sports as he

becomes a gambling addict are the

same he's had forever, which coinci-

dentally grew tiresome long ago.

Advertisement for plastic-surgery

Beverly D'Angelo has some amusing

scenes when it is revealed that she is a

Wayne Newton fanatic. The film

takes a bizarre turn for the positive

when Wayne Newton becomes
attracted to her, sending her free tick-

ets, bringing her on-stage to sing a

duet and taking her to his estate.

Newton appears to be the perfect

companion to D'Angelo — synthetic

eternal youths.

The few. precious moments that

are worth their predecessors are infre-

quent. Wallace Shawn, who has built

a career on hilarious minor roles in

The Princess Bride and Clueless, plays

Clark's sadistic black-jack dealer with

delicious aplomb. Of course, the fun-

niest aspect of any vacation film is the

fact that they always replace the

Griswold children with a new pair of

actors. D

Wayne Newton sings and swings his way through National Lampoon's

Vegas Vacation.

The kind, friendly folks down at the Arts & Living desk

here at the Collegian (113 Campus Center Basement)
would like to communicate the desire for new writers. Be ye

an art gallery person, a performance art fan... whatever

your passion may be, we'd like to plaster it up all over our

pages. We'd serve you lemonade and a fine country
home-cooked dinner if we could, really.

AMHERST FIRE DEPARTMENT
is now recruitingfor

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS

Join the Student Force of Engine Company 3

f~* ^ Gain Valuable Experience WJ].^
)]% Serve Your Community 3m£

for information see our table on the

Campus Center Concourse, Feb. 26, 27, 28

oep-i.

Open House at the North Fire Station, February 28, 5:00 p.m.

Call 549-5419

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES PRESENTS
"Something Every Frtda/

e»
**"*

28,1997 8100
Center

***W

Gary** sure to keep you toughing with his high energy, honest performance. His

refreshing humor is drawn from day to day life, and cloes not rely on mean-spirited

Jokes. His T.V. credits include HBO** Tw Mnk MlniiiH*m, vim Fool* For Love,

Stand-Up Spotlight and Comedy Torirte, arid MTVs Harf Hour Comedy Hour
fa more information check out our website?

httpt//www.umess.ecki/csmpe<Veyentt/caieno^Jrtm

The movie "Get On the tus* wilt he shown immediately alter the performance.

This pro&am ft mode possible bya Grant from tfw Auxiliary Services Office,

The Vlce-Otancetlor for Student Affairs and the Oa»y Co#e#an

couansv tvt mcooos

Stillsuit joins Trent Reznor's TVT label catalog with their new album.

Hi, I know everyone missed last week's column. I'm

sorry — I was overwhelmed with listening to the new Sick

Of It All which you should have all purchased by now.

I'm back to give you your hardcore fix for the

week.

First up there's a show this weekend
at Smith College on Saturday night.

Hands Tied, featuring Tim
MacMahon of Mouthpiece, will be

playing and I can't hype this band
enough, so go check them out. Drowning
Room. 20 Below and Unionsuit will be play-

ing as well. The show starts at 8 p.m. and it is

$3.

Well, New York is once again showing the

world that they are the capitol of hardcore. If

the Sick Of It All album wasn't enough to

prove that New York is the King then the

Stillsuit and Cause For Alarm albums should

help convince you of where you need to go

for hardcore.

Stillsuit "s debut full-length At The Speed

Of Light came out yesterday on TVT records. To dispel

the initial rumors their contract with Wreck-Age was

bought by TVT records and they had no choice but to go

with the Trent Reznor- owned label.

Now for the music, which is what you really should be

concerned with. Stillsuit has that post-hardcore sound

that bands like Quicksand and Shift made famous.
However, unlike those two bands, rather then taking a

mellower, more commercial approach Stillsuit ho

out with their guns blazing. The dynamics of the music

with Adam
Dlugacz

are way beyond Shift and the ferocity of the attack has

more impact than more traditional hardcore bands like

Strife.

Stillsuit's vocalist (ulian Vasquez is just one of the

band's strengths that separate them from other

bands. His lyrics are insightful without gct-

^/ / ting into the psycho-babble that bogs so

many emo bands down. The rhythm section

of Manuel Carrero on bass and Dimi Douvas
on drums is tight. Guitarist Orlando Acre does

things on guitars that have to be heard to be

believed. Put down your Slayer album and listen

to an innovative original hardcore band that

hasn't forgotten that speed and intensity mean a

lot in making a great hardcore record.

Victory Records just put out the latest full

length by New York Hardcore veterans Cause

For Alarm. While 1 usually hate bands who get

back together after breaking up years ago I am
willing to make an exception for Cause for

Alarm for two reasons. The first reason is that

the band originally broke up in 1983 at the

height of their popularity for personal reasons and not

because the scene was dying out. They then got back

together in 1995 and played traditional hardcore rather

then the metal core that seems so popular today. The sec-

ond reason why it's hard to ignore this band is because

Cheaters and the Cheated is an incredible album.

Vocalist Keith Burkhardt backed by Tony Scaglione

on drums. |ason Banks on guitar, and |oe Orega on
- ...

Turn to KAL. page 8
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Multicultural Affairs

1

Abu Bakari II,

King of Mali sends

fleet of ships across

Atlantic Ocean

African soldiers

fight in the flatties

of Bunker Hill,

Concord and
Lexington during the

Revolutionary War

American

Colonization Society

was formed to

repatriate Africans

Souiourner

Truth Starrs her

travel to speak

against slavery

First major

African revolt

ogainst slavery

Gloucester, VA

United States

Constitution

approved and
extended slavery

for 20 years

Free blacks in

Philadelphia, Pa.

oppose the American
Colonization

Society's efforts

Ashmun Institute,

first African

college, is formed;

renamed Lincoln

University in 1 866

Frederick Douglass

publishes his paper,

The North Star"

New Orleans

Tribune is first

black daily news-

paper in the South

Philadelphian

Richard

Greener is

first black to

graduate from

Harvard
University

Booker T.

Washington
opens Tuskegee

Institute

Dred Scott

decision

denies African

rights by law

Howard,
Morehouse and

Talladega colleges

are established

Hiram Revels succeeds

Jefferson Davis as

United Stales Senator

from Mississippi,

becoming the first in

the U.S. Congress

W.E.B. Du Bois

becomes the first

African-American

to receive Ph.D.

from Harvard
University

A ghettoization of the contributions of people of color to world history
EdilOf'l \i>ic — This article is reprinted from the Oct

25, /°96 edition of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian's

Multicultural Affairs Section originally headlined '

I

ghettoization of the original agenda
"

Africa. Africans and peoples of African descent have
been historically — and are today — the most maligned
victim of European education. That is why in the United
States the most vocal and persistent advocates of multi-

culturalism and diversity are African-American.
The ignorance and the misinformation about Africa.

\lt icans and peoples of African descent is vast. It is this

ignorance and its promotion that makes possible the con-
tinuing cancer of white racism. Not a day passes that

.African-Americans in the United States are not confront-
ed with some expression or manifestation of white
racism This il at the heart and soul of the demand for

multiculturaiism and diversity in education, from prima-
ry through I nivciakjf and beyond.

It i* a demand for inclusive, comprehensive honestv in

tracing and interpreting humankind's journey from its

beginning. It is a warning that without multiculturaiism
and diversity, in theory and in practice, we are destined

to continue down the road to a tragic race war that, in

the final analysis, could spell doom for much of
humankind
Today, college and wlvcrilt) campuses KltM the

Inited State* are awash in debate and heated eontrover-

>er the issues pf diversity and multiculturultsin — the

demand tu correct the. presence, the validUv. the contri-
'

butions and the critical perspectives of African. Asian.

I atino and Native American cultures and realities

debate had its origins in the late 1960s, with the

demand by African-American college and university stu-

dents and faculty members for increased black student
enrollment, increased black faculty and administrator

recruitment, and in depth curriculum and textbook revi-

sion- to accurately reflect the African and
African-American presence and contribution to
American society. The reply by establishment academia
to the demand >0 pearl ago was a subterfuge that made
the current controversy inevitable.

Unable to justify the continued exclusion and distor-

tion of the black presence in America and the world, and
fearful of alliance- beginning to develop between the

angry, urban, ghetto -pawned, militant blacks and angry
black academics and student organi-

zations that had sprung up on col-

lege and university campuses across

the country, black -tudies programs
and department- were hastily devel-

oped and instituted. On the surface

it appeared that I -ignition! effort

had been made to meet the demand-
initiated bv black college university

students But it -oon became apparent to some that these

aflbria were programmed for failure.

Rather than undertaking the in-depth revision and
correction of textbook-, -vllabi and the reorganization of

academic discipline- to accurately reflect the African-
American and African reality, rather than significantly

increasing black laculty and administrator- OB college

campu-cv rather than recruiting black students into all

department- anJ schootl ol in-titutions ol higher learn-

ing, the resp..n»e to black ,u the latr H|p0S
jcn stated on»ereatfr^Ja.frksri AoSericari studies

department- and programs directed toward the black
student community rather than toward the academic
community a- a whole A- a ic-ult. these departments
and programs rapidly became ghettoe- lor the black pres

ence on campus, operating more as select, exclusive
clubs than integral parts of the academic community.

I^uvid Q.

In very much the same vein there follqwed subsequent-
ly Latino studies, women's studies and, belatedly. Native

American studies programs. This creation of ethnic- and
gender-based departments and programs included the

establishment of non-classroom cultural and social facili-

ties, in most cases exclusively for the members of those

communities.

These developments had the effect of diffusing and
weakening the central demand for a fundamental
restructuring and revision of the content of the liberal

arts disciplines of history,

sociology, anthropology.
government. Hnglish and lan-

guages, the fine arts and per-

forming arts. They also pro-

v ided grit for the mill of

those who charged that

mainstream white students

were somehow being dis-

criminated against. This was an effect much desired by

those wishing to maintain the white, male. Furocentric

domination of academia.

Faculties and administrators for these new depart-
ments were recruited from among the most articulate,

vocal, militant leaders and organizers who had spear-

headed both the community and campus protests.
Choices were made in many cases not on academic merit,

proven academic experience and the existence of a body
of soholarly accomplishment. Teaching position* were
offered to young Maeks and i^nvtM win had *to» yr<-

pared for the profession, but with salaries thev could not

duplicate outside academia. Community and campus
organizers accepted administrative positions in these new
programs and departments without a clue to the intrica-

cies and subtletie- of academic administration.

It was thus that both the community and the campus

were stripped of some of their best and brightest organiz-

ers, leaders and spokespersons. No one could object

Wasn't this what had been demanded all along: acade-

mia's acceptance of and attention to the "minority" reali-

ty structured into the institution? Many hailed the

absence of the academic traditions of graduate degrees,

research, publication and teaching experience that so

many of these new appointees brought to their positions.

It wa> just those traditions that were under attack, they

insisted.

Generally, the faculty and administration beneficiaries

applauded these change* and. following their lead, -tu

dents generally celebrated the creation of these programs
and departments, as did the academic community as a

whole — albeit begrudgingly For black students there

.v.i- linallv a recognition of their presence with academic
funds being spent to facilitate that presence. For the-e

new black faculty and administrators there was new pres-

tige, relatively gov*! -alarie- and community status. And
thus it was that the seeds of their own destruction were
sown.

I ittle was done to revise or restructure academic mate-
rials and syllabi to more accurately reflect diversity and
multiculturaiism I ittle was done to guarantee ethnic fac-

ulty representation in universitv departments other than

in those committed to ethnic studies. Attempts to

increase black. Latino. Native American and Asian
American student enrollment were in nearly all cases

halt-hearted and short- liwaftttMHSv

The* iKtn \n made inevitable some 50 veer* later the

emcrgencVof the current debate and controversy over
diversitv and multiculturaiism. now not confined to the

university campus, but -weeping the nation's entire edu-
cational system

David C. Du Bois is a visiting professor of
Afro-American studies and journalism at UMass.

A student petitions for a boycott of the Franklin Dining Commons as a result of racial remark made
DC. employees.

the

Editor's Note:
Welcome to the first edition of the Massachi,

altural Affairs Pa,:c for the

spring term special focus .i the

Collegian is published bi-weekly and present* informa-

tive news stories and commentaries concerning issues

foremost regarding people cf color on this campus as

well as (he world.

This first edition is a Black History Month tribute to

the many great achievements and contribution

Americans have made in the development and wealth of

the history of m the many posi-

tive aspects of black life in America, we must neve

get the mental and physical torture suffered bv blacks

from slavery to the I
•

on the continent of Africa.

Given the demography of this campus, it Is important
that the view points ^^
quate space and attention throughout the educational
dialogue and learning that take- place h

to benefit not only the portseed studc;

color, but those privilege. - unfortunately

due to their race, have been marginalized in the struggle

and equality in America and the world.

:e indeed, that those who constitute the

silent majority arc far more depraved than they may
it, a« our educational system continues so

upon all of u* a limited, and narrow-minded
v cntric world view which has thwarted the progress

. i fairs Page.
as well as the other Diversity sections of this newspaper.

an become enlightened to a whole new world of
truth which you would never learn in the classroom

Hopefully, the p
expand its scope as well, hut it w
the participation of

tute the future leaders of tomorrov
tourney toward* truth begin

Multicultural and other Dive!
Collegian

the

/*-/-{/-
-Raghuram Vadarevu

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois
Feb. 23, 1868 to Aug. 27, 1963 Campus Perspectives

Compiled by Raghuram Vadarevu • Photos by Thang Vo

In honor of one of the greatest lead-

ers and intellects in world history,

W.E.B. Du Bois, who would have
been 129 years old this past week.
We should all dedicate our lives, as

he did, to the upliftment of people in

whatever career we chose to follow.

*/ dim t think that there are activities on
campus provided for us {students of color].

[We Have] to take the initiative Jto get recog-

nition! The I niversit\ as a whole does not

provide us anything.
"

Perla Mondrigucz
First year, political science

Springfield

"They should nut restrict the celebration of
Black History Month to one month, but it

should be celebrated and appreciated all year

round. Musi students, black and white, are

ignorant of the contributions of blacks in the

world. UMass h trumpeting itself as a multi-

cultural Institution, but where is the commit
mentV

Gamal Walker
Senior, finance

Boston

'First thing to do is educate ourselves
about tlte contributions ofAfrican Americans
and people of color {Croups such as}
AlASA affairs and the BSU (Black Student
Vnion) shouLi bring more people of color on
campus

"

Sean Carter
UMesa-Amherst Student Trustee

Senior, economies
North Andover

ecial Edition

Carter G. Woodson
institutes the

Association for the

Study of Negro Life

and History

Du Bois and others

found the National

Assoication for the

Advancement of

Colored Peoples

(NAACP)

Marcus Garvey
convenes an
ntemotionol

gathering of

Africans in Harlem.

Harlem Renaissance

starts in 1921

Jackie Robinson

joins Brooklyn

Dodgers and
becomes first

black in Major

League Baseball

83 African-Americans

lynched during the

"Summer of Hate" as
Ku Klux Klan holds

200 public meetings

More than one million

African-Americans

enter the Armed Forces

during World War II

Dr. Martin Luther

King Jr. organizes

the Southern

Christian

Leadership

Conference

Dr. King delivers famous
"I have a dream" speech

in front of 250,000 at

the Lincoln Memorial in

Washington, D.C.

nr
Rosa Parks refuses

to give up her seat

for a white man in

Montgomery, Ala

Students at

NCA&T
University

stage the

first sit-in*!

Malcolm X
assassinated in

Harlem

Students at Cornell U.

seize student center to

protest harassment of

an African-American

female and the burning

of a cross on campus

ALANA students unite to

protest a racial slur said by
a Dining Commons worker 1

Dr. King wins

Prize for

Nobel

Peace

Stokely Cormichael

(Kwame Ture) is

elected head of the

Student Nonviolent

Coordinating Committee

ALANA students at UMass
protest the bearing of a

block resident assistant in

Southwest Residential

Area, take over

Memorial Hall to protest

Columbus Day

ALANA students takeover

Student Activities Office

in the Student Union

Bui'ding to protest

disproportionate funding

Sw information und in fnit nmtlma
waft provided by: Hittoncol S CunuraJ
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The University of Massachusetts: a wannabe Amherst College
I'm not a millennial prophet or anything, but I have a

prediction/. I predict that as of next year, the UMass stu-

dent bods will look smaller, richer and whiter.

In a Faculty Senate meeting on Feb. 6, Provost Patricia

1
1

t rofison announced that UMass will be seeking a small-

ei Irishman class. She claims that this decision will tie in

uith the University's goal of raising the academic profile

Scholastic \ptitude Test (SAT) scores, class rank and
point average (GPA) — of enrolled students.

\\ hat she really means is that in an effort to make
- look more "respectable." and gain higher status

among the elite universities, we will now be seeking
tudents. They do this by diminishing the overall

t accepted students, and being pickier and choosier

Sjdjnssaioni standards — looking more at class rank.

GPA and subjective classist testv -uch as the SAT. All of

i it. rta have proven to be discriminator) and racist

against p- i>ple of color and low wage earners. Why does
the admit istration see the need for "smarter" students?

\ilcne Cash, our Admission's Director, has the answeril i Ikgian article. Cash was quoted as saying. "Our
rankings will be better in college guides and our public

perception will go up.

"The state legislature may see it and justify giving us

more money.
She added, "It's only recently mat we've begun to pay

more attention to SAT scores, "he college guides really

focus on them, and public
(
iercrption has a lot to do with

how we get funding.

"

The administration seems to think that fewer ALANA
students at UMass will enable us tu compete with more
prominent private universities who are a

part of the Associat'on of American
Universities (AAU). ar organization which

Chancellor Scott is currently hoping to

admit us into. In order to fulfill this

administrative quest In status and more
funds, the diverse makeup of UMass will

be seriously jeopardized. All this because

UMass administrators are sick of the

"Zoo-Mass" image

The Provost said, "'n addition, the University plans to

gradually increase the percentage of Massachusetts n*sj-

dents enrolled from the current 71 percent of the under-

graduate student body to 75 percent."

To which Cash adced. "Out of-state applicants will be

much more critically looked at — we'll accept fewer of

them."

This raises a crucial issue for ALANA students, because

Massachusetts as a state, has a higher percentage of

ALANA students who attend college. In order for UMass
to keep up their end of the 1992 ALANA agreements, by

moving overall ALANA student enrollment up to 20 per-

cent (a goal they have yet to reach), they must go out of

the state in order to seek more qualified applicants of

color.

The ramifications of this new poli-

.y are blatantly clear: less students

is out-of-state students = less

ALANA students

And it gets worse. UMass is also

currently offering $8,000 a year

scholarships to high school students

who place first or second in their

graduating class. I wonder just how many of these stu-

dents I ) actually want to attend a state university. 2)

haven't already received a better offer at a better school,

and most importantly, 3) are students of color. Essentially

we're bribing "smart" white kids to attend our university

lust so that we can "look better
."

Referring to the scholarships given to graduating vale-

dictorians and salutatorians. Cash said. "We should be

attracting the best, and enrolling the best."

And I wholeheartedly agree.

• The best is being a school that actually commits itself

to diversity by first ensuring that ALANA student enroll-

ment always goes up and not down.
• The best is a school that ensures that faculty and stuff

of color are offered tenure and are actually paid for the

amount of work and effort they put into this Universitv

• The best is a school that prides itself for what it is — a

state university and does not want to resemble an elitist

private one.

• The best is a school that understands that using
warped criteria such as GPA. SAT scores and class rank to

admit students as opposed to creativity, the ability to think

critically and the willingness to learn, is wrong.
• The best is a school which lives up to what it said it

would do before the eyes of the state department and hun-

dreds of angry students of color — live up to their end of

the 1992 ALANA agreements, something thev have vet to

do.

If we don't do something to stop the racist and classist

direction that the Administration is moving us towards,

we'll never be the best.

Lisa Chiu is a Collegian columnist

'

"Our capacity to deal creatively with shattered dreams is ultimately determined by
our faith in God... However dismal and catastrophic may be the present circumstances,

we know we are not alone " - Dr. Martin Luther King, |r.

King honors Du Bois in last major speech
The following is an excerpt from the last

major speech of Dr. Martin Luther King
before his assassination. It was delivered

bv the \obel Laureate at Carnegie Hall in

)ork City, on Feb. 23. 1968

|Dr Du Bois | symbolized in his being.

his pride in the black man. He did not

apologize for being black and. because of

it. handicapped. Instead he attacked the

oppressor for the crime of stunting black

men. He confronted the establishment as a

model of militant manhood and integrity

He defied them, and though they heaped
venom and scorn on him. his powerful
voice was never stilled.

And yet. with all his pride and spirit he

did not make a mystique out of blackness.

He was proud of his people, not because

their color endowed them with some vague

greatness but because their concrete
achievements in struggle had advanced
humanity, and he saw and loved progres-

sive humanity in all its hues, black, white,

yellow, red and brown.

Above all he did not content himself

with hurling invectives for emotional
release and then to retire into smug, pas-

sive satisfaction. History had taught him it

is nut enough for people to be angry — the

supreme task is to organize and unite peo-

ple so that their anger becomes a trans-

forming force. It was never possible to

know where the scholar Du Bois ended
and the organizer Du Bois began. The two
qualities in him were a single, unified

force. .

.

. . . they have declared an armistice in the

war on poverty while squandering billions

to expand a senseless, cruel, unjust war in

Vietnam. We will go there, we will

demand to be heard, and we will stay until

the administration responds. If this means
forcible repression of our movement, we
will confront it. for we have done this

before. If this means scorn or ridicule, we
will embrace it. for that is what America's

poor now receive. If it means jail, we
accept it willingly, for the millions of poor

already are imprisoned by exploitation and
discrimination

Dr. Du Bois would be in the front ranks

of the peace movement today. He would
readily see the parallel between American
support of the corrupt and despised
Thieu-Ky regime and Northern support to

the Southern slavemasters in 1876. The
CIA scarcely exaggerates, indeed it is sur-

prisingly honest, when it calculates for

Congress that the war in Vietnam can per-

sist for 100 years. People deprived of their

freedom do not give up — Negroes have

been fighting more than a hundred years,

and even if the date of full emancipation is

uncertain, what is explicitly certain is that

the struggle for it will endure.

In conclusion let me say that Dr. Du
Bois' greatest virtue was his committed
empathy with all the oppressed and his

divine dissatisfaction with all forms of

injustice. Today we are still challenged to

be dissatisfied. Let us be dissatisfied until

every man can have food and material
necessities for his body, culture and educa-

tion for his mind, freedom and human dig-

nity for his spirit. Let us be dissatisfied

until rat- infested, vermin-filled slums will

be a thing of a dark past and every family

will have a decent, sanitary house in which
to live. Let us be dissatisfied until the

empty stomachs of Mississippi are filled

and the idle industries of Appalachia are

revitalized. Let us be dissatisfied until

brotherhood is no longer a meaningless
word at the end of a prayer but the first

order of business on every legislative agen-

da. Let us be dissatisfied until our brother

of the Third World — Asia. Africa and
Latin America — will no longer be the vic-

tim of imperialist exploitation, but will be

lifted from the long night of poverty, illit-

eracy and disease. Let us be dissatisfied

until this pending cosmic elegy will be

transformed into a creative psalm of peace

and "justice will roll down like waters
from a mighty stream."

«

Ul What can students do to show the contribu-

tions and achievements of African-Americans
and people of color at UMass?

"I think that as students participate in
amput lift fney tan help people understand

oritributions of African- American s> hut
^ther communities ofeptor. Peopl* here

don't know the struggles ofpeople ofctplor at
I \1ass-

•Jck a/ownes
Assistant Vice~ch^nccllor

lor Campus Activities

/Amherst

'To honor the contributions [of people of
color) in a physical aspect. Then a member
of the African-American community will be

reminded of their culture and remind other

cultures of African-American contributions.

For example, a mural with paintings of
important people in a strategically located

place.

"

AidaBeez
Senior, civil engineering

Lawrence

"We should conmitsmMy ham events that

benefit each community such as art displays,

plays and readings, t thhtk that we should

have more counts that deal with specific

groups {of people of color} and we should
also do research on our own.

"

Kenny Laooete

Mack Student Union President

sat***
Boston

For many years now, people of color

have been fighting an uphill battle to

gain recognition of their great contri-

butions to the whole of humanity.

This process has been hindered, in

part, due to the lack of people of color

in areas such as mass media. As long

as we keep quiet in the public arena of

information exchange we will not

have an opportunity to dispel the

stereotypes that plague us as individ-

ual groups and as a people.

A start to affecting positive social

justice tor Hat great many, one can get

experience In (lie media by writing for

the Massachusetts Daily Collegian's

Multicultural Affairs section. Contact

Raghuram Vadarevu or Christine Soh

at 545-1851 or 545-3500 or just

drop by to met us In person.
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Disney makes deal with Pixar Madagascar band to play Iron Horse
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By E. Scott Reckord

Associated Press

ANAHEIM, Calif. — Walt Disney Co. has ensured its

dominance in animated feature films by locking up an

exclusive long-term deal with Toy Story partner Pixar

Animation Studios.

Challengers such as the new DreamWorks SKG studio

are hoping to break Disney's near monopoly in animated

features. But the 10-year, five-movie deal announced

Monday will keep Disney on the leading edge.

For Pixar, which will get more profits per movie
through the deal, there was no better partner than Disney.

"The collaboration we had on Toy Story was magical."

said Steve Jobs, the Apple Computer founder who bought

Pixar a decade ago from LucasFilm. "And the thought of

working with someone else — we just couldn't imagine it

would be as good."

Disney will meld its storytelling know-how with Pixar's

low cost computer savvy. TTie studio's full-length films are

made by 150 people instead of the 500 to 600 needed on

conventional animated features.

Pixar did the computer-generated work on Toy
Story, which has generated about $360 million in

worldwide box office receipts. The new plan calls for

Disney to pay most of the marketing, distribution and

merchandising costs for five new films. Pixar will put

up half the production financing and will get half the

profits.

It replaces a previous Disney-Pixar deal to produce

three animated movies, beginning with Toy Story. Under

that plan, Disney provided all the financing and got most

of the profits. Disney also will invest $15 million for 1 mil-

lion Pixar shares, with options to buy 1.5 million more

shares. The total would bring Disney's stake in the north-

em California studio to 5 percent.

The deal came as Disney prepared for today's annual

shareholder meeting, which may feature fireworks over a

new contract for Chairman Michael Eisner that easily

could be worth $300 million over 10 years, and the $100

million-plus severance package awarded Michael Ovitz for

14 months as Disney's president.

Votes will be taken on shareholder resolutions to force

Disney to re-evaluate its executive compensation policies

and to more closely monitor overseas factories that make
Disney-branded goods to prevent sweatshop conditions.

Disney opposes the resolutions.

Conrad MacKerron. director of social research for

Progressive As;;t Management, an investment fund that

sponsored the resolutions, says his goal is to get 3 percent

of the votes, enough to put the resolutions on the share-

holders' ballot again next year.

Designing woman turns into stage diva

By Michael Kuchwora
Associated Press

NEW YORK — It definitely will

become a growth industry in

regional theaters and beyond over

the next several years: actresses of a

certain age taking on the role of

Maria Callas in Master Class.

Yet they are still lining up to play

it on Broadway. Terrence McNally's

re-creation of a Callas master class

for aspiring opera singers has been

running at the Golden Theater for

nearly 18 months, first with Zoe
Caldwell and then Patti LuPone.

Faye Dunaway is playing Callas on

the road.

New York's latest La Divina is

Dixie Carter, at first glance, an

unlikely replacement. Yet before

making a name for herself on televi-

sion's "Designing Women." Carter

had extensive stage credits.

Her theater background serves

her well. Carter is a sexier, slinkier

Callas than either of her predeces-

sors, although she is no match for

them in the vocal department.
Some of her dialogue slurs by, par-

ticularly when Callas confronts the

terrified students.

Yet Carter commands the stage

in the play's moments of comedy,

delivering Callas' withering stare

with an impeccable sense of timing.

Watch how her face suddenly sours

as she stands astonished at the

ignorance of her students about

what should be their whole lives —
singing.

The actress also rises to the

evening's two big dramatic arias

which McNally carefully doles out

— one in each act. Master Class, a

1996 Tony winner for best play,

remains surprisingly sturdy. It is

more than a vehicle for whatever

actress happens to be playing

Callas.

Those spoken arias, particularly

Callas' reminiscences about her ill-

fated affair with Aristotle Onassis,

form the heart of the play. Framed
by Brian MacDevitt's remarkable

lighting and Michael McGarty's
ingenious setting that transforms

itself into La Scala at a moment's
notice, they become the grandest of

theatrical showcases.

The supporting cast does more
than just assist Carter. They create

believable, comic cameos that delin-

eate real people, lay Hunter Morris,

the one original-cast holdover,
earns his bravos as the self-confi-

dent tenor who venerates Mario
Lanza. Theodora Fried is adorable

as an awe-struck soprano who can't

get anything right. And Alaine
Rodin-Lo is gloriously defiant as

the singer who stands up to Callas.

Yet Master Class, in the end.

rises or falls on the woman playing

Callas. If Carter doesn't erase mem-
ories of the ladies who preceded

her. she at least puts her own. indi-

vidual stamp on the diva.

real

Tarika Sammy takes the musk of then homeland Madagascar to the Iron Horse tonight.

By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

continued from page 5

Bass are pissed and they want
everyone to know about it.

Cheaters and the Cheated rages

with the frenetic energy of bands

like Agnostic Front and Minor
Threat. Staying true to the old

school, the album comes complete

Guidelines for

IK.illhlul I alinu

with bomb drops, sing-a- longs,

and those crucial breakdowns.
Most importantly the songs are fast

as they all clock in at under three

minutes. The lyrics deal with a wide

range of political topics from the

lies our government tells us, the

\|»KM(..lli Mr Ml
|

V*MH l.illMlt

mirage that material objects present

to us, and the damage TV inflicts

upon us. I highly suggest you pick

this up and listen to some hardcore

veterans stay true to form

Adam Dlugacz is a Collegian
columnist

don't believe
everything
you feel.

TQf/iT DSHRfSSlON
http //www save org

With a new album. Beneath Southern Skies, on one of

the leading world-music record labels, Shanachie. Tarika

Sammy brings their COUWlc fOOOH—W *orld-beat

music to the Iron Hunt tonight

Tarika Sammy is one of Madagascar* premier groups.

The leader. Sanmiv. is j MMMt of many of the African

island's native instruments, including '.he II stringed

marovany. a boxed instrument played wih pick and fin-

gers. Another instrument he is adept at :avo.

whien has two sets of strings on a n>. .led to a

gourd resonator, much like the Brazilian native instru-

ment, the berimbau.

loining Sammy on stage is his guitarist/percuss.onisi

cousin Tiana. bassist/guitarist |ohnn> Ml Nora

and Hanitra lending vocal and percussioto help to the high

ly rhythmic music The band was founded in 1982 by

Sammy and Tiana.

The band got their big break in 1992 when Shanachie

released A World Out Of Time The much-acclaimed

album thrust Tarika Sammy onto the African scene a*

resentatives of Madagascar's music, which was prevkx^U

widely unknown behind the usual African music alar

nations such as Niger. Senegal, and South Africa Their

diverse musical styles that embrace harmony, polyrhythm

and instruments never heard before were a winning conibi

nation, surely.

Their live show is a mix of many styles, even with rap

influences on the topical tune "Roba," which deals with

rural villagers being oppressed and assaulted by large

armed groups of men trying to ruin their simple lifestyle.

It should be a fun night of a culture and music that

hasn't been as widespread as that of other African

nations.

Tarika Sammy will perform at 7 pm at the Iron I

Call the club at 584~Ot>10 for more details

Check out the Collegian Online:

http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian
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We arc here !!

UMass
Student
Legal
Services
Office

FREE
confidential
professional

legal services
for UMass
students!

^jgS$*iAjl«n*

545- 1 995

CAUWDAW
922 CAMPUS CENTER

Haircuts Perms

Highlights Colors

Facial Waxing Tanning

Up Do's Consultations

Regency Hairstylists

253-9526

ATTENTION STUDENTS! t

GET YOUR TICKET FOR:

UMASS MEN'S BASKETBALL
VS.

TEMPLE (3/1/97)

AVAILABLE ON THURS.. FEB. 27 AT 7AM
IN THE LOBBY OF THE CURRY HICKS CAGE
YOU MUST HAVE YOUR VALID ID AND ACTIVITY CARD

• TRAVEL]
! SMART! !

FROM NEW YORK

Out Wiy RwaOlp

LONDON
$130 $245

$202 $379

$235 $438

. AMnflrtp'

$799

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

j
TOKYO

Schi«|l*4 IlifMi |

F trtt 10 worUwUt «tltin»tlo«i
|

Enrailp.istt ixililli

* WMktfM) lurclxrgM may apply .

I Customs-immigration taxes apply I

| Fares sublet to change without |

I

notice lot I ttudtnt l D cards i

may be required

RISM TRAVEL
34? Madison Ave NY NY 10171

212-986 8420'

800272-9676

UMASS MINUTEW0MEN HOST
ATLANTIC-10 TOURNAMENT

GAME

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 27. 1997

© MULLINS CENTER 7:00 PM
EE8E1VID SEATS: SS.00
ADULT ADMISSION: $4.00
CHILD SlNtlAL ADMISSION (12YB8. AND UNDER): $2.00
DMASS STlOUrrt: $2.00

(AVAtLAJLl IN ADVANCE AT TNI CDMT DICES 0B GAME
N10NT AT TEE MVLUN8 CENTEX DUX OFFICE)

F01 TICEET WFOSMATim CONTACT TBI ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE

(413) 545-0810

Tonight
Retro Night

(

Music of the 70s and 80s

Weekly Drink Specials
16oz. Red Dog Drafts 1.50

16oz. Bacardi Limon & Coke 2.00

16oz. Vodka and Cranberry 2.00

12oz. Bottles of Rolling Rock 1.50

NEW HOURS
1 /2 Price Appetizers & Nachos

3-5 pm Wed-Sat 7-11 pm

Hospital officials discuss

downsizing of health care
The current state of downsizing

health care and its effect on Cooley
Dickinson Hospital in Northampton
will be addressed by several health
officials at the Bangs Center in
Amherst tomorrow afternoon.
One of a series of forums held at

the Bangs Center, this program is

titled. "Conversation with Donna
Bowles: Health Care at Risk."
The focus of the discussion will

be on whether downsizing the nurs-
ing staff at Cooley Dickinson has
diminished the quality of care, if all

HMO's are created equal, the pro's
and con's of HMO's for seniors and
whether there will be a community
hospital in the future.

Donna Bowles, the vice president
of Cooley Dickinson Hospital will

lead the discussion followed by Dr.
Tonya Helsand, a member of the
emergency service staff at Cooley
Dickinson. Sandy Eaton, a repre-
sentative of the Massachusetts
Nurses' Association, Tom Wolf, a

member of the community develop-

ment staff at the University of

Massachusetts and Assistant
Attorney General Barbara Fain,

author of Attorney General's
Report on Managed Care in

Massachusetts — Protecting
Managed Care Consumers.

Isaac Ben Ezra, a new member to

the Pioneer Valley Community and
program coordinator, stressed the

critical impact health care has on
students within the community,
especially at Cooley Dickinson since

it is the closest hospital in the area.

The failure of most students
according to Ben Ezra is thinking

about the future.

"Students fail to look into the

future at what the state of health

care could be for them or even right

now. I mean what happens if they

have an accident?" Ben Ezra said.

The forum will be held at l p.m.

tomorrow.
— Laura Forster

Women's issues discussed at round table
By Victoria Graves
Collegian Staff

The Student Government
Association's (SGA) Women's
Issues Committee held a round table

discussion yesterday afternoon in the

Campus Center.

Facilitated by committee Chair

Stacey Shackford (Central Area), the

discussion was held as an open meet-

ing to the public.

The purpose of the discussion was
to allow students and members of

the University community to express

what issues they want the Women's
Issues Committee to address and
what they W to be the most preva-

lent concerns on campus.

Most members cited safety to be

the number one problem concerning

women, as well as men.
"There are women in my [resi-

dence! hall who don't feel safe on
this campus. It really takes away
from the educational experience at

this school," said Sen. R.|. Lamar

(Orchard Hill).

Concerns about the escort service,

lack of call boxes in areas far from

dorms, mace on campus, as well as

the role of women in SGA were dis-

cussed.

"We want the administration to be

held accountable for the safety on
campus," Shackford said.

Ideas included listing the escort

service phone number on call boxes

and undertaking a campus safety

survey, the last of which was com-
pleted in 1979.

WMUA Women's Affairs Director

Heather Moreland attended the dis-

cussion and extended an invitation

to all to participate in a women's
issues show broadcast Fridays from

5:50-6:50 p.m.

"My goal for the show is to get the

message out to those interested. I

don't think that many people know
about it." Moreland said.

Committee members are also con-

sidering changing the name of the

committee from women's issues to

something that shows how the com-
mittee affects everyone.

"Men are thinking it's just about

women's issues, but in reality, they

are human rights issues," Shackford

said.

"A name change would be a good
thing because it wouldn't put people

off. The whole safety thing doesn't

just just have to do with women."
said Sen. Emilie Codega (Central

Area).

"We would like to make it more of

a committee that would deal with

discrimination and rape as every-

one's issues," Shackford said.

The name change however, would
not affect the issues discussed in

committee.

"I entered this committee con-

cerned with the undertones, mentali-

ty and attitudes towards women in

the Senate. How can we get the tone

more positive towards women in the

Senate?" asked Sen. Stephanie
Parenti (Orchard Hill Area).

This sentiment was echoed by

Sen. Natalia Lopez (ALANA).
"The mentality of the men makes

me very uncomfortable," Lopez said.

Currently, efforts are being made
in SGA to recruit women senators

and encourage them to enter into

prime leadership roles within all

committees.

"It's important for women to infil-

trate other committees," Parenti

said.

"Their voices need to be heard in

every committee," Lamar said.

The committee, now only a select

committee, which means that it has

to be voted in by the Senate every

year, may become a standing com-

mittee in the near future.

A standing committee is a perma-

nent committee added into the SGA
Constitution which allows for mem-
bers to work on more long term
goals.

"Campus safety and education

should be a continued concern.
Follow up and advocacy is the key."

Shackford said.

Economics alums tO Speak tonight IJ.S. says Mexican corruption hinders drug war

By Michael J. Nam
Collegian Staff

The Economics Alumni Advisory Board will be holding
its first alumni career night tonight from 5-7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Auditorium.

The event will feature University of Massachusetts
alumni from the economics department at information
tables.

Stu Tobin. president of the Alumni Board, said that all

students with an interest in economics are invited to

attend.

"Our initial thrust was to invite economics majors, but

secondarily we wanted to get anyone who had taken eco-

nomics courses from all walks of life." Tobin said. "We
expect anyone who had taken a departmental course to

attend, people from liberal arts and other majors."

There will be approximately 15 alumni present who
graduated from the UMass economics department. These
alumni will speak on a number of careers including con-

sulting, teaching, marketing research, brokerage and

sales.

"There will be a great variety of speakers (tonight],"

Tobin said.

The two-hour event will feature each alumnus giving a

brief speech on their personal background and their

career. Afterward they will break down into tables

according to their career background.

Some of the alumni participants will be actively recruit-

ing for their companies and corporations. There may be

internships available as well.

The board was established in May of 1996 with the

goal of getting as many alumni as possible to involve

themselves with the department and pooling the talents of

alumni from a variety of occupations

"There are 15 members on the alumni board and we're

doing this to help the students, the department and the

University." Tobin said. "It's self-gratifying to give back

to the University for what they have given to us."

According to the National Science Foundation, the

University's economics department is placed among the

top 25 programs in the country.
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Soundtrack

Over ^^a*

60,000 CDs 12cp
Discounted f>*
Every Day I

L7

The Beauty Process

Triple Platinum

Spice Girls

Spice
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Jewel

Pieces of You

No Doubt
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Hampshire Mall. Hodley, (413) 582-0410
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By Carolyn Skornock

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President
Clinton outlined yesterday how he

wants to spend the 5 percent
increase he's seeking from Congress

to fight drugs next year, as U.S. offi-

cial* acknowledged the battle has

been hampered by recently revealed

ties between Mexico's ousted drug
czar and narcotics kingpins.

"There is a major corruption prob-

lem at all levels (in Mexico) — feder-

al, state and local." Robert Gelbard.

assistant secretary of state for nar-

cotics affairs, told a House panel.

The arrest last week of Mexico's

newly installed anti-drug official,

Gen. jesus Gutierrez Rebollo.

because of his links to a major drug

trafficker "belied previous- assump-
tions that corruption was largely lim-

ited to the police." Gelbard said.

Clinton, however, did not directly

address the pressing question of

Mexico's recertification for anti-drug

aid, which must be decided by
March I . He said generally that deci-

sions would be made after Secretary

of State Madeleine Albright returned

today from her overseas trip.

"We are committed to cooperating

with our friends in Latin America."

Clinton said. "We want to cooperate

with them, but we want them to

coopecate with us as well."

Gen. Barry McCaffrey. Clintons

drug czar, called the scandal "a --cri

ous blow to our partnership" with

Mexico, but also signaled the admin-

istration's eagneress to get around it.

"The United States and Mexico are

trapped economically, culturally,

politically and because of drug crime

in the same continent and we'd bet-

ter figure out a way to work on it

together," McCaffrey said.

White House spokesman Mike
McCurry said the administration was
"working very hard" for a decision

Friday on Mexico's recertification.

Anything more than a slap on the

wrist could result in withholding

some foreign aid to Mexico.

Administration officials touted
Clinton's proposed $16 billion anti-

drug budget for 1998 — an $800
million increase over this year — is

the largest in the government's histo-

ry. Most of the increase. $350 mil-

lion, will go to a new prime-time,

public service TV ad campaign
aimed at teen-agers.

Otherwise, however, the package

that Clinton and Gore outlined at a

morning ceremony contained no new
initiatives.

First proposed last month as part

of the president's fiscal 1998 budget.

it includes $75 million for "drug
courts" that offer nonviolent drug
criminals voluntary alternatives to

jail and $42 million to help pay for

drug-testing people arrested on fed-

eral, state and local charges.

Republican and Democratic law-

makers alike are urging Clinton to

decertify Mexico to demonstrate U.S.

impatience with the lack of coopera-

tion in the drug war.

"...Stop by our table in the Campus Center Concourse for the article.
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Give the Dream New Life.

1-800-236-9238.

Ad presented by friends and student's of RSO's
Campus Crusade for Christ and BASIC (Bom Alain Students In Christ)

Tickets: $20-$ 10 Discounts for students and seniors. For Info/Tickets: 860.486.4226
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Tourney Time!

Tomorrow night at 7 p.m. UMass will

action.

face the winner of the Rhode Island-Duqusne game in A-10 Quarterfinal

ito ian Graphics
The best in '97
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PRUDDY
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Anything Goes
W / DJ YU
Hip-Hop &

Request night

FRIDAY
City Night Life
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^ Saturday
Club, Retro & Disco
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The ALANA Lectures Series

and The University Chaplains

PRESENT

Rev. Eugene Rivers
GUEST SPEAKER

HE WILL SHARE HIS

VISION FOR LEADERSHIP
AND SOCIAL JUSTICE IN

COMBATING YOUTH VIOLENCE

. THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1997 - 7:OOPM
w CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM • UMASS AMHERST

Sponsored by: Dean of Students Office, Office of ALANA Affairs and The University Chaplains.
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Boston teams in the run for No. 1 pick
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By Jimmy Golen
Allocated Press

BOSTON — Other cities have their championship

rings and trophies, their gleaming new stadiums and

coaching legends. Here in Boston, the local sports entries

are trying to corner the market on No. 1 draft choices.

In the past three weeks, Boston teams have been drop-

ping games like tea in the Harbor. Ten straight without a

win for the Bruins; 10 losses in a row for the Celtics.

Each is in line for its league's No. 1 overall pick.

"Right now, we're taking our lumps. We know that,'

Celtics boss M.L. Can- said yesterday. "But the future

looks pretty bright.*

Even the AFC champion Patriots made a run at the

NFL's No. 1 pick, unsuccessfully going after the lets'

first-rounder as compensation for head coach Bill

Parcells. But the Bruins and Celtics are using more con-

ventional methods.

The Bruins have made the NHL playoffs a professional

sports record 29 consecutive years — a streak that would

be over if the season ended today. What's more in doubt

is whether they will hold on to the worst record in the

NHL; their 0-8-2 mark since Feb. 2 can't hurt.

The Celtics, who don't have ties to muck up their

mediocrity, have simply lost 10 straight. They also have

the fewest wins in their league, although expansion

Vancouver — which is ineligible for the top overall pick

— has four more losses.

The Celtics are on a pace to lose 65 games and surpass

their previous worst by a dozen. Should they fail for the

1 1th consecutive season to win the NBA title — and Las

Vegas would make you rich if they do — it would be the

longest championship drought in team history.

All that losing has hurt attendance at the FleetCenter,

where both teams moved last year. Although the NBA
and NHL announce tickets sold, rather than the actual

size of the ccowd, anyone who actually goes to a game

can see that attendance is dwindling.

"They're not providing clients with a great environ-

ment for doing business if the team isn't going to per-

form," Chester Darling, a lawyer whose clients want

out of their six-year club seat leases, told the Boston

Herald.

"We can't even give these tickets away." Jeanne

Friedman, a computer marketing executive who is on the

hook for nearly $1 1,000 a year, told the paper. "It's

killing us."

The Bruins went from pathetic to comical this week

when star scorer Adam Oates blamed the front office for

failing to gather enough talent. Even as he was stripping

the alternate captain's "A" off Oates" sweater as punish-

ment, assistant general manager Mike O'Connell admit-

ted that "there was some truth to what he said."

Bruins coach Steve Kasper stayed out of it, and wisely

so. Since being hired on May 25, 1995, he has become

the longest-tenured of Boston's professional sports

coaches (with a couple of college coaches thrown in for

good measure).

The previous Celtics and Bruins coaches Chris Ford

and Brian Sutter went out on the same day — "Carnage

on Causeway Street," the TV stations called it.

Since then, it's been: goodbye. Bill Parcells; what have

you done for us lately, Kevin Kennedy; adios, Frank

Stapleton; thanks for stopping by. Dan Henning; and see

you in the NBA, )ohn Calipari.

Kansas a class act on and off the court

By Doug Tucker

Associated Press

LAWRENCE. Kan. — Word reached Roy Williams

that |acque Vaughn finally had made a decision.

Would the finest high school point guard in (he nation

come to Kansas, or grace UCLA with the play-making

magic that spells the difference between a pretty good
team and a champion?

Taking a deep breath, Williams dialed Vaughn's home.

"Sorry, coach, 1 know you didn't want to hear this, but

I've changed my mind and I'm going to UCLA." Vaughn
said.

The line went silent. Then. Vaughn broke into a laugh.

"lust kidding, coach. I'm going to be a layhawk," he

said. "The pause probably lasted about five seconds,"

recalled a grinning Williams. "But it seemed like five

years."

The incident, Vaughn said, "was the start of the bond

we have.'

But it also says a lot about the man who heads the pro-

gram that's been ranked No. 1 for 13 straight weeks and

will probably go into the NCAA tournament as the over-

all No. I seed.

Vaughn had yet to play one game for Williams. Yet. he

felt close enough to the coach to be playful it a moment

of high tension, and confident enough to entrust to him

his college career.

"What I've learned from him goes far beyond the bas-

ketball court." Vaughn says now as he nears the end of a

career that's eclipsed the all-time Big Eight record for

assists.

Williams' players do not just w«? Thcy-afeo go to

class, stay out of trouble and vow undying devotion to

the high-energy, iron-willed coach who constantly fights

a craving for sweets and whose strongest cuss word is

"dadgumit."

"Coach Williams is like a father to us. but he's really

more than that," said senior guard lerod Haase. "It's like

he's our best friend, too. He tries very hard to maintain a

family-like bond to the entire program. I know that for

the rest of my life, wherever I am, coach Williams will be

there for me."

There are six seniors on this 1 996-97 team that stands

28-1 heading into Sunday's regular season finale at

Nebraska, including Vaughn and Haase. who are both

academic all-Americans.

In May, barring some unforeseen classroom catastro-

phe, all six will get their degrees — in an era when some
coaches go years without having six players graduate.

"They're just a great bunch of kids." said Williams.

"That's the kind we try to recruit here."

Under the Williams system, there have been high-tal-

ent prospects turned down after showing signs of acade-

mic or behaviorial problems. Their scholarship was used

on youngsters whose talent may have been less impres-

sive, but who exhibited stronger character traits.

Once he gets them. Williams molds players into a

team-oriented, fastbreaking squad that plays f-rocious

man-to-man defense, never seems to come out flat, and
wins, wins, wins.

Since Williams was hired off Dean Smith's North

Carolina staff, right after Larry Brown coached the 1988

layhawks to the NCAA championship. Kansas has failed

to win fewer than 25 games only once, in his first season.

His career record is 241-57. a mark no other man in

Division I history after nine years can match.

In the Williams era. the layhawks have been to two

Final Fours and won six of the last seven conference

championships, including this year's inaugural Big 12

title-. ' ~» *• m<m^mm>> ' m iiiaajasjai

And. there has never been one whiff of recruiting or

academic wrongdoing at a school whose record in earlier

times was less than spotless. Williams' first year was

spent under heavy recruiting restrictions the NCAA
imposed for infractions committed on Brown's watch.

Bowe leaves Marine Corps
PARRIS ISLAND. S.C (AP) — Did he march or

didn't he? Did he polish his boots and run the obstacle

course, or simply throw in the towel?

The ballyhooed bout featuring Riddick Bowe and the

U.S. Marine Corps appears to have ended with a split

decision.

The former heavyweight champion left Marine Corps

boot camp last week after telling his drill instructor and

battalion commander the regimen was too strict, that

he missed his family and that he wished he'd enlisted

when he was younger.

At the time, the Marines said they tried to talk the

29-year-old multimillionaire into staying and continuing

his quest to join the Marine Corps Reserves.

But in yesterday's Washington Post, base spokesman

Maj. Rick Long said the Marines booted Bowe because

he refused to train.

"There were a lot of occasions when he was told to

do something and he just said. No. I'm not going to do

it." Long told the newspaper. "It's just obstinacy, that's

all."

But Long told The Associated Press on yesterday: "I

did not say it was just obstinacy. I wouldn't classify it

as obstinacy. He had difficulty with the day-to-day regi-

men
"

And he said he knew of no instances where Bowe
outright refused to follow orders.

"I didn't say he was a problem." Long said. "I said he

had problems with the day-today being told what to

do. when to do it and how fast to do it."

Rock Newman. Bowe's manager, said from Las Vegas

that Long called him this morning to "apologize for the

fact that he was misrepresented, misquoted and mis-

characterized."

Said George Solomon, sports editor of The
Washington Post: "We have our notes and we stand by

our story completely."

Long said Bowe's decision to leave was a "two-way

process" made by Bowe and the Corps.

He said he was concerned about reports that Bowe
had requested to leave and the Marines tried to talk him

into staying. He said Marine officials spoke with Bowe
and agreed it would be best he leave.

"He didn't want to be a Marine and he was having

trouble adapting." Long said. "The bottom line is if you

don't want to be a Marine, you won't be one."

Long told the newspaper it became obvious Bowe
was a "problem" recruit during his initial five days after

processing and that his behavior became worse Feb. 18

when he refused to train.
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gymnastics
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luxury."

Waxing poetic, he continued. "We threw them to the
wolves their first year, and they have survived and
thrived in that atmosphere, but that is not for every-
body. This year, we have been able to rest them here
and there, and it is really good for this last stretch."

And down the stretch they come
This season, the Minutewomen have experienced both

the lap of luxury, and harsh reality. On Jan. 25, the
Mullins Center welcomed them with a school record
crowd of 2,455 against then-No. II Michigan. Yet, the
next weekend, their practice facility was their competi-
tive facility as the Boyden Gymnastics Center sheltered
their wins over Rhode Island and Bridgeport.

At this point of the season, it doesn't matter where
the team competes on campus, because they will not be
here. This final stretch holds the road as their ceremoni-
al carpet, with UMass looking to fly off to promised land
at the Nationals in Gainesville. Fla. Meets at UNH and
WVU will help prepare Laing, Swam and the entire

team for the A-10 Championships (Mar. 22) and the
NCAA Regionals (Apr. 5). In true confident, but not
cocky, fashion, Laing believes this road trip will garner
the true NCAA experience.

"Being home every weekend, you don't really feel like

you're in that season mode," Laing said. "But, now
we're in the championship season, and then, we have to

come back for an extra two weeks that we're not used
to, and get ready for Nationals.

"1 really think that we will go to Nationals, and if we
don't make it. we will have really told the nation, 'watch
out. because we're here and we will be pressing against

everyone else.'"

Kuzara believes that statement, but adds the next

step.

"We don't intend on just going to Nationals, we
intend at this point to be in contention for the Super
Six," Kuzara said. "From this point on our expectations

wiU remain that high, and Tara and Lianne have never

horn

settled. They have never settled in the gym. and that

guides us and leads us."

Whatever happens, this is not only the final stretch of

the 1996-97 season, but it is also for Laing and Swartz

in the maroon and white. After a tough four years of

let-downs, inspiring wins, and meeting high expecta-

tions, they now can probably say that UMass has been

very, very good to them.

"I don't think I could have asked for a better way to

end my gymnastics career than to be with the team I am
with right now," Laing said, who is interested in sports

marketing and broadcasting after graduation. "I think

we're going to make it to Nationals, and for that oppor-

tunity it was all worth it. Personally, I'm scared of

retirement! It's creeping up on me, and I don't know
how to deal with it.

"I'm just glad to be going out the way I am with this

whole year, and for Tara and I to stand there together,

knowing this was partly our doing."
"1 have mixed emotions," Swartz said, who plans on

going to law school. "I have done gymnastics for so

many years I guess it's time. My body is telling me it's

time, that's for sure. But I mean I will definitely miss it,

it has been my whole life.

"I have always been Tara the gymnast, now I'm going

to be Tara the... I'm excited, and I know I will miss it,

but it's time to move on."

Kuzara has seen their development in not only gym-
nastic standards, but as people, as well. From relatively

bewildered freshmen, they have evolved into his senior

leaders.

"They have not only grown gymnastic-wise, but they

have grown personally, and there has been a tremendous
amount of personal growth between the both of them."

Kuzara said. "For me, we need to finish the job, contin-

ue on this roll, get to Nationals, and it would be a story-

book kind of career. "Even if we stub our toe

along the way. we've set the tone on how this program
will be like, and they have helped set that tone. No one
will ever forget them."

continued from page 1
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you puckhead wanna -be.

This team plays the game the way it was meant to be

played, defense first and foremost and as a team. The fairly

solid top line of Dixon Ward, Donald Audette and Brian

Holzinger provides some scoring punch, but offensive

threats for Buffalo are like A's on my report card... few and
far between.

Buffalo, while possibly exceeding Florida in goal, falls

short when it comes to having defensive forwards who can

score like a Scott Mellanby, Rob Niedermayer or Tom
Fitzgerald. What it does have though is silently one of the

league's most improved players in 1997.

Matthew Barnaby, who last year led the NHL in penalty

minutes with a whopping 338, has shown recently he can be

a viable player, while maintaining his edge. Bam Bam
Barnaby as he's called on his own radio show on WGR 550
AM in Buffalo, is becoming a prototypical old time hockey

player. Barnaby is Exhibit A in why Nolan is the shoe-in

Adams Award winner as Coach of the Year.

Additionally, no team will win over this two-bit writer

without a quality goon and Rob Ray, who has a fighting mis-

conduct rule unofficially named for him, fits that bill.

Defensemen Garry Galley, Alexi Zhitnik. et al, are fair,

but still no Ed kovanovski. Regardless the often hapless team
is unbeaten in its last 1 2 games and trucking the Northeast

title and a number two playoff seed up to Buffalo.

The last time Buffalo had a 1 2-game unbeaten streak was
1981 and someone named Scotty Bowman was behind the

Aud bench and the lineup had guys like Mike Ramsey, a

young Phil Housley and Mike Foligno jumping for joy.

They're fired up in Western New York; from Ransomville

to Riceville and Big Tree to Tonawanda (These are actual

suburbs, I couldn't make those names up if I tried and had

heavy assistance from the three wisemen). Folks in Buffalo

usually only get fired up this time of year when that day's

storm only drops a foot of snow and the mercury hits 20.

The Buffalo Sabres are this year's Florida Panthers, but in

April they won't out-Panther the Panthers.

If the 1996 Panthers were the 1995 Devils in disguise, this

year's Sabres are just a sheepish clone of lovoCop and his

mates from South Beach. Buffalo can beat many of the teams

in the East, possibly even the Broadway Blueshirts in a grind-

ing seven game series, and grind almost any team into the

ground with its physical presence. The reasonable bets over

Buffalo right now? Florida and Philadelphia.

• Buffalo has a plethora of enforcers. When Philly made its

1987 run to the Finals its enforcer was its goaltender Ron
Hextall. Ten years later the Flyers have finally found his per-

fect tag-team partner in Maine alum Garth Snow. The two

are one and two in the NHL in penalty minutes for goalies,

while ranking in the top 10 in goals against average.

• Worry not good citizens of Amherst, that awful scream-

ing sound you heard about 8:30 pm on Feb. 16 was just me
yelling with joy from Room 323 of the Fairfield Inn in

Phoenix a ouplc thousand miles away.

Finally, after an career in which he played against the

Colorado Rockies, someone somewhere finally realized that

Paul Coffey, the NHL's all-time leading scorer amongst
defenseman, in a word, sucks.

Renewing a fight-laden intrastate rivalry with Pittsburgh,

the Penguins took it right at Coffey every time on offense,

and burnt the future Hall of Famer like a slice of DC pizza,

for two easy first period goals.

Throw respect out the window for the should-be winger.

Mario and Co. balked at pressuring rookies, a wise choice in

the case of rock solid 21 -year old |anne Niinimaa.

Coffey is a +6 this year. In 1970 the original offensive

defenseman Bobby Orr was + I28. Coffey has played for

three teams already this season, but the Flyers management
will probably quote Mark Twain to you.

Leading lefty ready to go for Red Sox

continued from page 14

• The Cincinnati Reds surprised some people last week by
signing Deion Sanders. Deion hasn't had a spectacular go of

it moonlighting on the diamond, but be assured, he can play.

Sanders is a very good lead-off hitter who can create run>

with his speed, and his defense can be fantastic when he
wants it to be. He showed his skill in the 1992 World Serin,

and he's never had the chance to prove himself in a full sea-

son. Sanders brings excitement to a team that often gets its

biggest thrill cleaning up after Schottzie. owner Marge
Schottt's St. Bernard. Deion will help the Reds. It's just too

bad their pitching won't.

• For God's sakes. leave Allen Iverson alone. Any man
who isn't afraid to grow dreds during the hoop season is all

right by me. Hey. Allen. I'm starting a Collegian team for

FUigis Hoopla, and Stamm and I need a point guard. If you

suit up. there's a $130,000 gold Mercedes in it for ya. Oh
wait, you already have one. A very nice gesture from
Georgetown's finest friends of the program, lust good peo-

ple. I guess.

• I don't know anything about hockey, but I do know that

the Mighty Ducks arc 47-8-4. On the Sega NHL '96. that is

I traded Guy Hebert for Patrick Roy, and created five new

By Howard Ulmon
Associated Press

players who currently ranked first through fifth in the league

in scoring. Of course, you know you're playing a video game
when the Blues are your main competition.

• Two words for all you Duke doubters. Trajan Langdon.
• Hey, if you happen to see an ACC official, remind them

that if you step on the three point line, it doesn't count. NC
State, you got lucky.

• I still hate the Knicks.

• Hey, watch out for the Brewers this year. They have a

good rotation, they hit well. and...

Forget it, I tried my best. The Brewers will. alas, always

stink up the state of Milwaukee.
• Did you know that The artist formerly known as Prince

was actually an all-county basketball player in high school?

Isn't that nuts?

Even more nuts?

The artist formerly known as the Pimp Daddy was All-

Met huen in 8th grade, before a series of ankle injuries and a

general lack of talent sidelined the one-time junior high leg-

end. Some say that if he had the talent, he could have been

the next Tim Legkr.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian columnist

Depression is a serious threat
to anyone that has a brain*
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FORT MYERS, Fla. — Butch Henry, one of baseball's

top left-handers before being hurt, thought about quit-

ting.

His elbow was badly damaged. Rehabilitation would
be long and uncertain. He would make progress then
would suffer setbacks. But with a young family to sup-

port, he decided to keep trying. On Monday, more than

18 months after he last faced a major-league hitter,

Henry is scheduled to make his first spring appearance
for the Boston Red Sox against the Philadelphia Phillies.

"I haven't thrown totally pain-free in the last four

years." he said. "Thus far in spring training. I've been vir-

tually pain-free. It's kind of a neat feeling."

"He's progressed way beyond anybody's wildest
dreams." said Boston pitching coach |oe Kerrigan, who
held the same job with Montreal when Henry pitched

there from 1993 through 1995.

In 1994. Henry was 8 3 with a 2.43 ERA in 107 13
innings. The next season, he was just 7-9 but his ERA
was 2.84 in 21 games, all starts. He even had a no-hitter

for several innings against the New York Mets in his last

start.

The left elbow that was operated on in 1989 started

hurting the beginning of August 1995. But he was pitch-

ing well so he didn't tell anyone.

"I got (the injury) because I was stupid." Henry said. "I

figured if you don't say anything, it'll go away."

In the fourth inning against the Mets on Aug. 17. he
said, the pain got worse and he told Kerrigan. He tried

one more inning but got just one out and left the game.
He hasn't pitched in the majors since.

A ligament had pulled away from bone, taking part of

the bone with it, he said. He points to the big scar on the

inside of his left bicep. That's where doctors cut to do
reconstructive surgery. Yet Boston took a chance. It

claimed Henry off waivers on Oct. 13, 1995 and he

stayed in Florida for extended spring training last year.

He would make progress, throwing up to 60 pitches a

game, and there were hopes he could be in Boston by

July. He never made it. "I went too fast trying to get back
to the big leagues and it cost me the year." Henry said.

"You make decisions that you have to live with and I felt

like the best thing I could do at that point was push it.

The arm had other plans."

Now. just 28 years old. he has a chance to start the

season in Boston — perhaps as a member of the rotation.

He is out of options and another team almost certainly

would pick him up if the Red Sox put him on waivers.

Henry said he's as healthy as anyone in the clubhouse
and has been doing the same workouts as other pitchers.

He figures any setback would have occurred already.

Kerrigan and manager limy Williams are optimistic.

"I see good life on the fastball, same velocity if not

harder than before." Kerrigan said. "The curveball.
which I think would be the last thing that would come
back, has been really biting. He's a breath of fresh air."

"He looks pretty good," Williams said. "In fact, he
looks real good."

Henry admits he still must realize he can throw hard
without re-injuring his arm. But Kerrigan said that men-
tal block should disappear in a couple of weeks.

Yet uncertainty remains if Henry can regain his form
of 18 months ago. Monday's game should give an early

indication. "There were one or two times when I sincere-

ly thought about doing something rise and I came to a

decision that, in order to be able to look at myself in the

mirror when I wake up in the morning. 1 needed to play

this scenario out." Henry said.

So far. his future is brighter than at any point in the

last 18 months. He's confident that if he's healthy he'll

pitch in the majors for the Red Sox or some other team.

"I'm about as close to 100 percent right now as one
wants to be with a month and a half of spring left."

Henry said. "I haven't really felt anything that's worried

me."

The Huke Law proudly incites you to the Qrand

Opening of Nmi; England'] Finest Nouveau Dance Club .

Say hello and bring your friends to the newest and

most exciting Dance Club in all of New England

during it's Grand Opening Party

Thursday February 27* 9:30pm
Experience a state of the art intelligent light show

and a mega mountain sound system with 20,000

WATTS of non stopping heart throbbing dance

excitement. A European Flavor that needs

to be experienced.
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Free Info Session

Wednesday, March 5th
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Lord Jeffrey Inn. Amherst

Now Accepting Visa. M/C. AMEX & Discover
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Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Frieids aid Families

Wednesday, February 26, 1997
Room 804

6:30 - 8 p.m. - Murray Lincoln Campus Center, UMass

I think my roommate has an eating disorder.

How can I be sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help.

How can I convince her to see a professional?

Who should I suggest.. Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia.

She says it's under control, but I don't think it is.

I'm really afraid... What can I do to help?

If you are concerned about someone who you know or suspeel is struggling

with an eating disorder, come to this informal workshop to explore how you

can help and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call University Health Services

Health Education at 577-5181 or General Medicine 2 at 577-5233

Be a Resident Assistant!

******
Applications for 1997-1995 Resident Assistant

Positions Now Being Accepted.

Applicants

Qfthfc

February 12 7:00pm
February 15 7:00pm

7:00pm
February 20 7:00pm

7:00pm
February 24 7:00pm
February 26 12:30pm

7:00pm
February 27 7:00pm

7:00pm
March 3 700pm
March4 7:00pm

Must Attend an Information Session to

Receive an Application:

McNamara Main Lounge

Webster Classroom

Stonewall Center, Crampton

CooUdge 5th floor

Baker Classroom

Campus Center 165-9

Campus Center 165-9

Knowkon Main Lounge

Hillel House

Gorman 2nd Floor Lounge

Campus Center 504-05

Patterson Main Lounge

Exinist year mini.... $Afand year lanfs

join BIKE-AID
1997

Inspireenvironmentalawareness
across America in the

adventure ofa lifetime!

BDCE AIDB.
• promoting alternative transportation through action

•supporting environmentally sustainable development projects

•participating in educational exchanges with local communities

•cycling for social and environmental justice

•experiencing Ure to its fullest!

ROUTES AVAILABLE:

from Seattle, WA; Portland, OR; San Francisco,CA
Rides start June 12 ending together August 23 in Washington, DC

Space is I irni ted, call now for an incredible summer!

For more information, call the Center for Diversity and Development at S45-0472.

Bike-Aid "97

1-800-RIDE-808

333 Valencia Street, Suite 330

San Francisco CA 94103
415-431-4480

odndige.org
www.lgc.apc.org /odn/
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Collegian Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS I AUTO FOR SALE

University ofMassachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

Ara you intarattad in

speaker to campus' Do you Aant to

gain real-life experience working for

a student organization? Come to a

meeting for THE DISTINGUISHED
VISITOR'S PROGRAM on Tuesday.

February 25 at 7pm in Room 168C of

the Campus Center Call 5450046
for more mfo Food will be served

SUMMER IN SWITZERLAND I

session 5/24-6/27 AU MAJORS
credits, airfare Eurorail.

Room/board All FOR $3299

Contact Chris 545-4411 or Jeff 545-

4046

APARTMENT FOR RENT
large Studio Apartment Amherst

Center Available now 253-0245

AUTO FOR SALE

1915 Stanza 5 speed, loaded.

power everything A/C, FWD
110 000 miles Runs mint Only

S2100 546-1912

1935 Skvlark automatic. V-6. FWD.

sunroof $850 546 191?

Purchasing a used car? Having

your car repaired'' Do you know your

rights' Contact the Student Legal

Services Office. 922 Campus Center.

545-1995

1M7 Ford Escort GT Burgundy

Hatchback, AC. FM sunroof excel

lent condition. 104K miles $2125 or

B/0 Us 256-1238

1937 Plymouth Sundance
Excellent body, runs very well $1800

or B/O Call 549-4435

1988 VW Jetta 5-speed. sunroof,

good condition $1800 586-0383

EMPLOYMENT
SUMMER JOB! Camp Samoset
now interviewing staff for this sum-

mer Top boys' sports camp in Casco.

Maine, seeks male and female coun-

selors tor all land and water sports,

archery, n fiery, arts and crafts,

drama and woodworking Also hiring

secretaries, kitchen and mainte-

nance workers Call or fax resume to

Winter Office. Wellesley. MA
Phone 1617)237-3017 Fax (617)237

7269

COUNSELORS: TOP BOYS
SPORTS CAMP IN MAINE! Get in

on an exciting, fun summer 1 Must

have good skills, able to instruct,

coach or assist Openings in

Baseball. Basketball. Soccer. Tennis,

Hockey, lax, SwimminglWSd,
Water-skiing, and all Water Sports

PIUS Camping and Hiking. Ropes

and Climbing Wall. SCUBA. English

Horseback Hiding. Archery, Riflery

Arts and Crafts. Martial Arts. RN's,

Secretaries Top salaries, awesome
facilities. Room/Board/laundry,
Travel Call the (800) number now 1

(800)473-6104 for an appointment

for an interview on March 11th in

the Student Union Ballroom.

10 00am -4 00pm or E-Mail Icobba-

campOaol coml or write Steve

Rubin CAMP COBBOSSEE (Kah buh

see). 10 Silvermme Dr South

Salem. NY

CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT
How would you like to work in exotic

locations, meet tun people, and get

paid' Call (206)971-3554 ext

C50018 1We are a research and pub-

lishing company)

EMPLOYMENT
COMPACT DISK BUYERS!!! CDs
go MLM' Earn free CD's and great

weekly income $50 One-Time
Investment International Program

1413)323-6120

Camp Waynalsister half ot broth

er/sister camp. Northeast

Pennsylvania 6/23 8/20/97) Have
the most memorable summer of your

life! Coaches, teachers, students

Prerequisite Must love children.

en|oy living and working in a group

situation On-Campus Interviews

March 11 Call (800)279 3019

LIFEGUARD- Private beach on Cape

Cod Free beachside room Memorial

Day Labor Day WSI Certification

253-6619

Responsible parson to cara for

infant in our home ON BUS ROUTE

Three afternoons per weet 549-

5035

Premiere Brother/Sister Camps
in Massachusetts On-Campus
Interviews Counselor positions tor

talented and energetic students in all

Team Sports, especially Baseball

Basketball, Roller Hockey.

Gymnastics. Field Hockey. Soccer.

Volleyball 30 Tennis Openings, also

Golf. Archery. Riflery. Ropes and

Rock Climbing Weights/Fitness and

Cycling, other openings include

Performing Arts. Fine Arts. Figure

Skating. Newspaper. Photography.

Yearbook, Radio Station, Rocketry.

Swimming. Skiing. Sailing. Wind
surfing. Canoeing/Kayaking Top

salaries, room, board and travel

June 22nd August 20th Call for

information MAH-KEE-NACIboys)
800 753-9118 DANBEElgirls) 800-

392-3752 Recruiters will be On-

Campus Tuesday. March 11th.

1 0am -4pm at the UMass Camp Day

EMPLOYMENT
CRUISE LINES HIRING- Earn up to

$2000+/month plus tree world trav

ellEurope, Caribbean, etc ) No expe-

rience necessary 1919)918-7767 Ext

C180 (Member. Better Business

Bureau CARE Programl

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Earn up

to $3000 $60O0/month in fisheries,

parks and resorts Airfarel

Food/lodging! Get all the options

Call (9191918-7767 ext A180

Part-Time Sales Raps Wanted
"Lead the way into the 21 st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat-

shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group, 332

Bleecker St - 040. NYC, NY 10014

National Park Employment Work
in America's National Parks, Forest

and Wildlife Preserves Our materi-

als uncover rewarding opportunities

in the outdoors Call (206)971-3620

ext N50017 (We are a research and

publishing company)

Cruise and Land Tour Employment

work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid 1 For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (8001276-4948 ext C50017

(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

FOR RENT
Sugarloaf Estataa Ultra modern
two bedroom apartments Free

heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washer/dryers and

more' On bus line Minutes to

Amherst Great specials 1 Call 665

3856

FOR RENT
One bedroom in a 2 bedroom apt

on bus route Heat and hot water

included $322/month Call 546-0262

Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

1508)477-6000

FOR SALE
8X CD-ROM DRIVE .'8 8 DATA/FAX
MODEM Call Rafael 549 4529

Bolster your immune system,
improve your energy and locus with

wild, organic. Super Blue Green
Algae 90-0ay money back guaran-

tee Call independent distributor.

Matthew Vergo at 256-1331 for

more information or a free tape

KLH 3-Way 3S0W SPKRS DBL 1?

Woofers. $250/Pr Call 253-6520

STEREO EQUIPMENT
Buy-Sell-Trade Large selection

used/reconditioned, from inexpen-

sive dorm systems to audiophile

quality separate components Great

prices, honest advice, satisfaction

guaranteed Pickup/delivery avail-

able Stereo & Video Exchange 256-

0941

Black Organizar/Phone Book
$Reward$ if found Please contact

Adam at 549-2623

MISCELLANEOUS
Pledged and didn't like it? Stan

your own Fraternity Veta Beta lau is

looking for men to start a new chap-

ter If you are interested in academic

success, a chance to network and an

opportunity to make friends in a non-

pledging brotherhood. E-Mail

ZBT®!BTNATI0NAL ORG or call

Brett Hrbeck at (317)334-1898

New Metabolism Breakthrough
Period Lose 5-100 pounds Ooctoi

approved Cost $35 (800)666-479

PERSONALS

JAY ROSE!
Congrats 2 U and Allie on your

engagement! Your Friends at

Admissions

ROOM WANTED
looking lor apartment on bus line

starting Fal' 97 Call Amy 546-0706

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ROOMMATE WANTED

Cindy, We know you wanted every

one to know it is your birthday, so

here it is Happy 21st! Love. Your

Drinking Buddies Kimberly and Amy
lOops. Sorry Amy)

Small Black Earring between
Boyden and Monll Science Center

LOST 2/18 If found please call 367

2640

1 or 2 females needed to share an

apt Fan I or Karen 546

0617 ASAP

SERVICES

HIGH SPEED Internet comes to

the Five College Area! Unlimited

local access, no busy signals, tree

Web Page with account Call TIAC at

(860)644 6732 Student rates avail-

able

SERVICES
GRE
GMAT
Prep-Courses

30 hours

3 weeks
$.-4', 00

1-800 808-Prep

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

Foreign Students-Visitors.

Greencard programs available

(800)773 8704 Cost $29.

Applications close 2-24-97

Piercings by the Bearded Lady

222 State Street. Northampton
(413)586-0829

Soaking Financial Aid? Don't limit

your possibilities for financial aid*

Student Financial Services profiles

over 200.000* individual awards

from private and public sectors Call

1800)263-6495 ext F50016 (We are

a research and publishing company)

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK 97! CANCUN
BAHAMAS, JAMAICA AND FLORI-

DA 7 meal plan only $19! GROUP
ORGANIZERS EARN FREE TRIPS

AND CASH CALL TODAY i ,8001700-

0790 www vagabondtours com

Spring Break 17 Don't be left out'

Space is limited* Cancun and

Jamaica from $449 and Florida from

$139 Call STS9 1-800-648 4849

for the best rates'

London $1M. Paris $199 Rio $250

(ALL R/T) 50-90% off all fares Air

Courier Int'l (8001298-1230 24 hrs

TRAVEL
Scuba Spring Break Earn 2 cred

its March 16 22 Call 18001282097/

tor info

Jamaica-Spring Break from $599

Go with whom you can trust Call

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

Fort Lauderdale area, FL March 8

15, studio, $650/week (413)786-

7133 Partial kitchen

Killington- Cheap Spring Break

$239 for 5 nights/5 days skiing Call

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

Europe $155, Canbb /Mexico $1 89

R/T Worldwide Destinations

Airhitch Tm (800)326-2009

airhitch45netcom.com or www 1st-

com fr/airhitch

Spring Break '97 It's heaven Wake
and Bake in the hottest destinations

free parties'! 1 Organize group and

travel free Lowest price guaranteed

From $99 (800)426-7710 www sun

splashtours com

WANTED
ATTN SNOWBOARDERS- I need

pictures for my snowboarding jine

called Toothsome Please calf 253

6493
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WEDNESDAY. FEB 26

Discussion — llan Wagner and Guv
Kurngold will present "Israeli &
American Cultural Difference*

Today" and "Pro- Israeli Activism

on Campus" at 8 p.m. at Hillel

Houses Sponsored hv I Mass
Hillel/ Hamagshimim Group
Film, dixcu-Mon — Commuter Area

Government presents Final

ludgement. a documentary lilm hv

UMass alumnus lonathan Slack

showcasing the last feu weeks of

Antonio lames' life — the true storv

from which the movie Dead Man
Walking was based. The film, which

starts at 7:30 p.m. in the Student

Union Ballroom, will be followed bv

a panel discussion with lonathan

Stack (Director/ Producer). Burl

Cain (Warden. 1 ouisiana State

Penitentiary I and Bill Newman
(Attorney. Massachusetts Civil

Liberties Union i

Lecture — Ross Chambers. Marvin

Felheim Distinguished UaivtlSit)

Professor of French and compara-

tive literature at the UatVlfStl

Michigan will present a lecture.

"Anxious Reading: trie Mich

Unbecoming and the Death of the

Author" at 4 p.m. in the Front

Room of Amherst College Campus
Center. Presented by Amherst

College and its French Department,

the event is free and open to the

public.

I ecture — The Wildlife Society pre-

*enlv Robert l.everette. prole-

Mmini ll.il.uk.", l.nllt-gi; tin "Old

Growth forest- In \la--achu-ett-."

at VK) p.m. in HokKworth 20V
Refre-hmentc will be -erved.

Meeting — The I MtMt l\>cttv

S.'ciety will hold this week- meet-

ing at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 174 Anyone who appreciates

or write- poetry i- welcome New
member- are alway- welcome I M
more information contact Tim at

S4t- 0562 or KaTjW at S4o 1459.

Meeting — the Biracial/Multiracial

Student Association will be holding

a meeting at 7 p.m. in the Cape Cod
Lounge Everyone is welcome to

join

Meeting — The Animal Right-

Coalition will hold a meeting at 7

p.m. in 506 Student I nion New
member- welcome.
Performance — Craig Hickman per-

lorni- "Portraits ol a Black Oueen"
at X p.m. in the Hampden Theatre.

Part of the GI.BT Cale Series and

-ponsored by the Stonewall

Center and the I Mat! \n- Council.

THURSDAY. FEB 27

lecture Michael Thelwell. pro
le--or ot Afro American Sludie-

will be lecturing on Civil Rights

activist Kwame Ture. formerly

Stoakley Carmichael. at 7 p.m. in

the New Africa Hou-e room >1 I.

Poetr\ Reading — loscph I angland

and Michael Pettit. two of the be-l

known poets and spokesmen for

pOStrj in the \ alle\ will read from

their works at 7:10 p.m. in the

Meeting Room of lones

library. For more information call

I rigli-h Profs—Of. Stanley Koehler

at 54V 5505.

Disc II13 Itill Biosci will be hosting

Anp De and Carolyn Augart. med
students from UMass Worcester, in

a discussion about what medical

school is really like at 7:50 p.m in

Campus Center, room 168 C.

Contact Carey at 546- 4465 if you

have any quest ion

-

Religious — l.eam the cooking

magic of the Challah with all of

your friends at the Challah Baking

Kxtravaganza. We want you to make
and gorge on delicious fresh

Challah. All you have to do is show
up at the Hillel House at 7 p.m.

Meeting — The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organization

lor undergraduate and graduate stu-

dents with disabilities on campus.

I iervone is welcome. Meetings are

Thursday nights from 6-7 p.m. in

Campus Center. Please bring yout

thoughts and concerns to the meet-

ing For more information, contact

Susan Pilner at 545-0892 or Kregg

Strehorn at 545-4602.

NOTICES

Final exams — The spring 1997

Final Examination schedule will be

available beginning March I 5.

Copies will be delivered to students

in the residence halls, and will be

available to off-campus students in

the Registrar's Office (215

Whitmore). The schedule will also

be available on the World Wide
Web beginning March 3 at

hitp://www-

ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Dance — The UMass Ballroom

Dance club invites everyone 30

come dance with us every Tuesday

and Thursday from 5: 1 5-7 p.m. at

101 Totman Gvm Newcomer
Waltz/ Chacha class begins Feb 25

Intermediate/ advanced instruction

by a pro every Wednesday

.

6:15-7:50 p.m. All instructions are

free. For more info, call Kevin

Murphy at 549-»036.

SGA nominations — The Flection-

Commission would like to announce-

that the nominations for the po-i

tions of President and Studeni

Trustee, along with po-itions for

local Area Government are now
being held. The nomination forms

are available in the SGA office.

These nominations close on Feb. 27

by midnight, all forms must be

turned in bv this date, otherwise the

candidates are not eligible to run

for office.

Support group — Rl M 1 t 1 the

Five College bereavement support

program is offering two support

groups this semester: A grief sup

port group for those who have expe-

rienced the death of someone close

lo them; and an illness group for

those currently coping with the -cm

ous illness of a loved one. If you or

someone you know i- interested.

please call us at 577-5316 for more
information.

Health services — Confused, afraid.

or |u-t curious ' |) you have ques-

tions about sex. STD«. alcohol,

drug-, eating disorders. HIV/AIDS.
management or quitting

-moktng or chewing tobacco'' Don't

know who lo ask? Call the Peer

Health Connections phoneline at

UMass at 577 5lb8. Trained s lu

dents will anonymou-l\ an-wer \our

que-tion- and tell sou where to go

lot more help

Commencement Hou-ing — A lim-

ited number ol residence hall

rooms will be available for the rel-

atives and friends of graduating

I Mssa -ludent- for the night of

Saturday. May 24. Commencement
Housing application- .ire available

at the I im<.r-it\ Conference

Service Office. 918 Campus
Center. To guarantee a reserva-

tion, completed lorms with full

payment must be returned to

Universin Conference Services by

M.iv I there will he no on -He

re-ervatioii-

Intern-hip- Internship- aFe

available working on Farth Dav.

Hunger. Recv cling and Clean Air.

Call Melanie at \1a--Pirg.

545 0199 or -lop bv the olfice at

423-A Student Jnion Building.

Film — The interdepartmental pro-

gram in film -nidic- i- offering its

lourth annual Multicultural Film

Festival: "Kmigre-. I \iles and
So|ournei- in Contemporary

Cinema" this spring. Screenings and

discussions' with directors and facul-

FYh jr» pubfcc vervtcr announcement printed

dairy To submit an FYI, p4e«ve send t press

release containing all pertinent information,

nekjekng the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c.o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day

ty will be held on Wednesdav
evenings. 251 Herter Hall at I Ma<-

and Stirn Auditorium at Amher-t

College, at 7 p.m. The first event

will be When Mother Come- Home
for Christmas, a documentary bv

Nilita Vachani (Sri l.anka/Greece

1995) on PctJ 25 lor a full sched-

ule, watch for brochures and

posters at the beginning of

February, or cheek out e>ur web-

page: www umass.edu/film

Band wanted The I Mass Theatre-

Guild is currentlv (Otkite] a four

piece band for the Spring produc

lion of fame The band must

include: keyboard, guitar, ha--, and

drums Great publicitv possibilities

for more information call Heather

al 549-3681 or lustin at i4ft 04W
Coffee Shop — Student Valley

Production- i- holding 3 Cotlcc

Shop in April Thev are looking for

anv talent coming Irom the live-

College area in mu-ic. -ong-. poet-

ry, skit-, eomedv. etc lor more
information, call Daisv at 255

6514
Mi-sion Improvable The I Mass

comed) Impnn troop is performing

every Saturday night in the Campu-
Center basement. Admission is free

All are welcome from the Five-

College area. For more information

call Aaron at 546-5225.
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Full Menu Served c
til 1 AM!

We accept Credit Cards

HSCN
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IT
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Board

Hartford

Boston SB
Boston SB
Springfield W7
Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New

xJI

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN

me

?/

CNN
CNN/Heac
News

BET

BET on Jazz

UCTV
The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

Britain

Hartford

Hartford

Fox/61

PBS/24
WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

$1 hamburger

tacos after 10

tonight!

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WEDH
VVFSB

WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT

WTIC
YVWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
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A&E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
TJfT
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NrCK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
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HBO
MAX
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12 Newshour With Jim lehrerg

News!

Full House Y

Fresh Prince

Newt

U
Simpsons I

Creatures

News I lABCNews

Beverly Hills, 90210 (In Stenxiy

21

2»

(P

6:00 6:30

ICBS Newt

ABC News

Fresh Prince

NBC News

Martin ''

NBC Newt

floseanne T
NBC Newt

Business Rat.

Family Matters IFamily Matters

Quincy "Hokjing Pattern

WorldView «

Tick it

Beyond 2000

Up Close

Supermarket

Dream On

Nest Step (R)

Sportsceinter

Debt

Grammy Nominettons

Clsrissa Espl. [Tiny Toon

Twilight Zone

Furniture

Derkside

Flenovation

IntheHestoftheNlohtl

Renegade Teen Anrjel" TC

7:00
Business Rpt.

Inside Edition

CBS Newt

C - Campus

8:00 8:30 9:00
Women's College Basketball Connectcul at Syracuse (bva)

_ . I
*. " A ml. II .« In ClAfonl VAm Journal

Ent. Tonight

Inside Edition |
Chronicle H" Grsce Under

Star Trek Next Gener

Wheat-Fortune

Judge

EnTTi

Judy :

Jeopardy'

T

onight

Home Imp.

Wheel-Fortune

Reel TV a

Hard Copy

Seinfeld <

Jeopardy! »

Newshour With Jim LahrerT

SfjrfrnT'jTtQ
™

Seinfeld x

Home Videos Home Videot

Equalliar "Video Games

Monoyllne X
Pally Show (R)

Crossfire T
TV Nation

Wings ot the Red Star (R)

9:30 10:00

Grammy Awards iLrve In Stereo) I
Young Voices on Shell

FEBRUARY 26, 1997
10:301 11

In the Wild (In Stereo)

»

News «

Grammy Awards iLwe In Stereo

Sitter. Sitter

Coach a

NkkFreno Wayans Bros

National Oeographtc T
Sentinel "Red Dusl" (In Stereo)

National Geographic "

Beverly H ills, 90210 (In Stereo)

National Geographic I
tntheWild(lnSler>o)I

Grace Under |Coach X
Mad Abo. You Sentinel "Red Dust" (In Stereo)

Drew Carey I Ellen j

Foul
In Stereo) E

Star Trek: Voyager "Rise" S
Dateline (In Stereo) X
Party ol Five Hitting Bottom"

Dateline (In Stereo) I

Primetime Live I NawsJC

Jenny Jones jh Stereo) S.

Law I Order Working Mom J.Vorkingl

pre-
law a Order "Workng Mom X

Law 3 Order "Working Morr «

Championship Ballroom Dancing (In Stereo) I IChtnale

rkingv

nensM

Drew Carey X [Ellen X
Star Trek: Voyager "Rise" I

NBA Batketball Seattle SuperSonics al Indiana Pacers (live) X

Primetime Live X,

News

Biography: NeHon Mandela

Prime News X I Burden-Proof

i "Pee-wge't ftfl Attoenturi

American Justice

Larry King Live Itjrry

(9651 Pee-wee Herman

College Betkelbaa St John s

Designing
]
Designing

Wild Discovery; Struggle

Lira

Grammy Awards Pro-Game

Doug I IRuorets X~
Time Tra» (In Stereo)

Hometlme(R) |Hometlnie(Ftf

In the Heat of the Night ft

Highlander: The Seriet I!

|4.45)")w-lihe"j« liidytuo." (1992) Rodney Dangerttekj X
tt'i "8arm«riFor9y»T"(t995, Adventure) Val Kilmer. PQ-I3^T

Tina Turner: WSdaat Praams Concart (R) (In Stereo)

Unsolved

Prime Time (In Stereo)

(In Stereo)

Discover Magtnne

Martini

Insde-NBA

20th Century ' Firestorm'"

World Today

Pea-wee Herman (R)

Secret! of the Internet

College Basketball Njflh Carolina al Clemson [Live)

'Tbtir Second Chtnc* "(1997, Drama) Undtay Wagner

Hey Arnold!
I
Happy Days

Tekwar "Redemption" (R) %
SeaTek jPop Science

I love lucy V [Munslers

Forever Knight (In Stereo) X.

Down in Flsmes (R)

Real World IReal World IT

M.T.Moore ]Rhoda

Sightings (In Stereo) X
Earth's Fury

NightUneY

H Petrol

Coach X
News

Tonight Showlight

il TV

Tonight Show

Peep Space 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

Newt I iNightJinel

Mad Abo You |Real TV X
KiniiteForbKkitnSiibjtcts"

Lew t Order X
Sport! Illus.

Djil^Show

Moneyltne X,

TV Nation

Wild Discovery: Struggle

SportscenterX"

living

Grammy Pott

Tail E

Mytteriet

Loveline

Odd Couple n

Time Trail (R) (In Stereo)

eV» "Nationtl Umpoon's Vacation" (1983) Chevy Chase.

Murder, She Wrote X. !««'> "Sharon "> Secret"

(

^
1995, Suspense) Candace Cameron

"Copycar(l995, Suspense) Sigourney Weaver "ffl

SooTek (R) |Pop Science

«e "Seems like Old Times"(1980. Comedy) GoMie Hawn

"TfieFog"119B0)AdrienneBart)eau "R"

e« "Urir;affow"|1996)louDiarnon(IPhi>ips R'

jlarry Sanders [TrKty Takes

Wingt X IWingt X.

Orri 6"(1996. Drama) Theresa Randle (In Stereo) 'R'X

Vu7Puty"(1995) Paury Shore 'PG-13"

»

Comedy Hour: George Carlin

Best of Fett

Martria"

"EndSumm"
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick
h WfcfcK / W HMTOT
TASTER. A ttlNSAllNt. w&iffixr1 '

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams
. HA.U IU KHUHLSt IHL

USTOHtR U)E COOLD BUILD

HE THING IN Av MONTH

VEN THOUGH YOU SAJ.D

T COAS IrAPObSIBLE.

.

ILL UVLIl MIL. li' UltU

PPvOBlEM BV SHIFTING

BLAME TO ENGINEERING
WHILE SPENDING THE
HUGE BONUS I GOT FOR

THE SALE.

TOUR
PLANNING
HAS
IMPROVED.

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winiclc

DO Trie KIDS ALuJAfVS SCT"")
TV«5 etcrrtv ASarr nov«=&'

TWeVviE WEN CuATTAl^'M
THE CM*. fOR tO M/WOTE&

STOP THAT H0HKIN6,

w&ee comfy

j

Social Norm By Mr. K

j

I PON'T OET IT.

TRf TO BE SUCH A

&€"TU *AM, YET G4H15

t(?NSTAjM7ir REJECTEE.

rl GAVE ClUPT SOME TLOWEW
AWt> SHE WOUlPAl'T trlVE Ml

\1HB Time or
_ pA.r.

Cm

Non Seqoitor By Wiley University1 By Frank Cho

v$

Y<H, KNOW
* MflLoCK
WovcP ivkjf

S4.WCD OS
CAT*. nhTViiM

THt Hc~« 1

MEAsi "C WoulD
HAlAX BUST -mil

case wipe
open

yi
4JL

7*J«SoF
HAKvMaOLArJ
AnP 3 IMP
VjPAT "SHow

Tine AT
TMt Aftu*"

HAM VoulC
Nc'MATUmK"
cui 7 «uow
MAT Loot"
AND -yoe/ My

Fw«>iD \% MO
(AATUXA

Q~7 ^ -S>V

l\
N vw.

s.

r
Conner A' La Mode By The Former Arts Girl

coooee
no

GOT

x

TT's t»OD OF

TOG€T oseo

^- THE? fTQtfOVS

GOtOcSTOD

BUT HE OOCZtJ'T
Vrooco com^
Me GOT PO
t5r^W.s2.»V3tb'

7ft

Hrx».

By Mike Rybicki

BoY, tt\\u,

THE tmt
COIIEGJAN

Bftb neutjWer,

Mum"?

T

BM>? /oU

kito-.M'?

STUbt»m Wlfc

CXrwrJD'.Nw A
PUXE Rttvjcr.ow.

Th:s Pape/l's So Bad
Uomciiss PcofiE IaJowt USE

fl ftS ft BlPA»kET. If !T

WAS Ptii ujoRSC They'd

serve ;t at the d.c.

JSL

Instead of h:Ti'J*6 my t>o&

WITH ft RollED-of Cofy

1 r^KE H;w R£g» '.t.

tl'l So %Kb TH€y Rijm TH'.S

ljota'.c sm:P F:vt tiivaes a vJes*.!

Todays D.C. Menu Call 343-26 26 sW
I

Franklin Worcester

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet

Black Bean Burger

Mac & Cheese

DINNER
Roast Beef

Cheese Lasagna

Chicken Breast

LUNCH
Mac tkCheese

Rotini

Meatballs & Roll

Red Beans

DINNER
Roast Beef

Baked Ziti

Caponata
Pastabilities

Hampshire Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger

Chicken Cutlet

Grilled cheese

DINNER
Roast Beef

Baked Ziti

LUNCH
Mac &Cheese

Rotini

Sauce
Tri Bean Casserole

DINNER
Roast Beef

Chicken wings

Caponata
Pastabilities

Close to Home By John McPherson

ARIES
March 21-Aprtl 20

Krep a rkmr watrh on detail*,

^(irrlaflv Ihnar Im-oM
Small rhanan could mean a haj

peyafl Take tjnr far rourartl Don l

bacaMe (unty mvonvo m mlm
pmolr • Intractable pratMBBe-

TAURUS
April 2 1 -May 21

StKk to a mutrnr and t

prtartitn and faflow them Your

natural ahtilflrn emrrtr MpKla&y If

you haw an autttrnrr Old frtwidohaps

arr rrncwrd and new onrs art? formrd

this wrrk Don < take •dtuatrnm or

proplr fnr ayauitrd

GEMINI
Maj 23-Jnna 21

Kerp nnoUona iindrr rontrol Shidv

*j»ualtona bHbtr uktnfl arUon Pay

artrntion to nrahh. dtri Storms on

IrV AamtMir hortfon will hkov ovrr If

vou kt th«m FTntah nne profrrt

lar Rltn« Another onr A r Iran slat*?

makra a brttrr •jtaiilnK point far a

I si work

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Lrt othrrs lakr thr lead Walt and

watt h for the right rnomrni to mshr a

mow Don't amrry vou Tl know when
thr I imr la rtttit Thlna> will beromr

r»ear over time Share ronrerns.

espertalh/ flnanria) nnea with your

male

LEO
July 23-Au|uat 23

Work hard and *ttn foruard on your

.toaM l«r»otT dlalractlorm and trv to

krep worrtra to a minimum Things

wfll work out aa they should There

la a growing rhanre for trawl and/ar

romanre Be aware of the aigna and

art on them.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22

The prmmirr ol conflkllnil dulle* ann

deabTa roukt build up. Be awarr of

whaU irallv requlmt Try I" *<» the

Ma. pkiurr and let Ihr Ittttr lhlnr»

work Ihemaelvn out Avoid •» aiimnn

vour force* or apreadlng youraelf loo

thin

UBRA
September 23-October 23

I ram fmrn pa«t \n tonea and

Don I try lo fnrre vour

r ta better now
Work in the b* ligrmind and let

others take rredtt tor Ideas and
artlnns Fwn amall artlona ran haw
bag ronarquenres Take urne to

raanffaTt othrrs

SCORPIO
October 24-lforember 22

See thmgs aa other* see them Orrlng

in a little now ran art eou more in the

long run Take a bneathtr when you

need it Puahing WAirartf too hard

roukt bat Wire and keep yoti from

rrarhtng ajoakt Your mate reaSy dora

want to help If you allow It

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Dnn t let work pile up Keep on top of

thtnga for best results. Keep health

rranlutlonB about rest and daft Stark

to a mtddtr of the road rourse tor best

reaults tsValal efforts to draw you Into

an extreme poattkm Now la the time

to atav on the atdetlnea

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Read the finr print and study details

i ItMrrv [)ornestlr problems rouki he

simmering Juat below the surface

Deal with them now rather than later

Your sttuattrm will gel belter In time

Takr time to tte up loner ends

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

A potenttaJ allv is waiting in Ihe wings

for the right moment Don't fixate on

health and relatfonahlps Trying to

force the Issue only makes the

situation worse Now ta the time to

eWotd unnecessary ejtpendtturea and

watch your budget

PISCES
February 19-March 20

You haw to be the watchdog Hold

others arrountabk* and be sure to art

receipts Your mate and hualnesa

partners may grumble about It. but

they will thank you In the end Asking

the right question at the right time

could gtw the answer vou need

ror Entertainment Purposes Only

M last, paint sample chips bfg enough to actually
giva you a teal for how the color will look!'

Otiolc of tlio l>iiy

w w From evolution we've been

killing each other, I figure

man should have it down to a

science. *% a)

-Philip Anselmo

Pantera

1

—

2 3 4 5 6 7 1 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

a
wfll

21
I

22

24 IB2* "BJ27

28 29
| BJ30 31 32 33 34

36

40 41 '.-0142 43

44 45 47

a 49 1 1

pj5t

r
s4 IS6 56 57

58 SS 60 a J63
84 . 67

88 " 70

71 " 73

ACROSS *° OaaWamania M CoW. m a gueeelng

aascava game
1 s*nk SI. DC kftbymggp 2S. Loathed
•• "*•• — ,d°8 S2. Smgng sytsMa 17. lnv«sr«or Jamas

» 'H™ ^ M ffierop(Stsione M. CbjarproW

4. coat tow M E«pi»aagnat krisH

I i^H •' ***** «• "The TwSight _"
16. Vmere some work w Al About 33. Layers togacass

I
SoaolooBjrJurkhem „ Cneeee.ma X. Spinwheels

IS. Magi or MuaMeen mouaetrap 3S. Tackroom Ham
_ •» SS. XXI Ike a ksmf 37. Break rOood
19 " H '"es ' lolovntr kjok-)(2wds)

m it!?*"*— •* •*•*•'«>• O Garfield's stooge

n ??>

-

va
T^ *• niisiss dee— 3$. rafts (1964 Nm)

5" ?*!?? TO. Vulgar ones lac* 41. Aclor Bogoawn

» |* b*w"" mM" 71. Beaaal and Max* *t. rVTYChaVIng

2r~nd, *w*r
T2. Words from Scrooge 46. Fkghtleaa turd

r, JS? ^_^. n- Pstspf* **• Certain camera shot

M. _ BeicJdNem 1. Purge M Poetioutwl
5. In a high dudgaon 2. MIA rescuer ol fern gg. Mueical set n
IS. Oont bet i

3. Narratives
AAiariliria

|2wda) 4 Beetle 17 Rant anew
W. Member of an 80s S. Aakad for mercy SS Catcher's need

popgroup(2wdsl 6. TanYaars M Early Ron Howard
H. Took out 7. Model ^
12. Weird B. Do the crawl an rmi dealer
14. Perajred onesell t. ArsstYoko „ j^,
15. Disturbance 10. Kind of soprano M Boaters
17. Salad ingredient 11. Hymn ender aa Turkar'a mata
W. School course abbr 12. Positive thinker's (7

' ^^ >||u)l|lt> ,

SS. Props for Soupy phrase 1 2 wds )

Sales 13. Sings like Hemmer
22. Also-

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle
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LGOlU (rcold0iavantt.com)

by Roger aad Salens Sallooat 0199*

My mother says when a

woman gives birth part of her

mind comes out with the baby

and that part is tost forever.

The hospital didn 't warn

her about this.

She found out later

when I turned 15.

She said according to

Federal regulations, she

thinks when I move out of the

house she can return to the

hospital and get it put back in

her head.
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St. Joe's out-hustles UMass in second meeting
Hawks sweep UM 2-0 on season

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

MASSACHUSETTS 63

ST. JOSETHS 7

v Am St. loseph's Emu nuked the

floor of Alumni Memorial Held
House alter last night's 78-to win

QVH Massachusetts, the Minutemen

(17-12. 10-5 Atlantic 10) made it

that much harder to ensure their

spot in the NCAA
Tournament.

With their first

national ranking
since Mareh of

197 3 and campus media dubbing
lust night's contests as "the game of

the century" the No. 23 Hawks
defended their turf to sweep UMass
2-0 on the season.

UMass cut the lead to a point on a

Lari Ketner drop step jam with 12

minutes to play, but then went MMr.

On the heels of four Minutcman
turnovers and hand full of fouls, the

Hawks (20-fc. 12-3) sparked a 12-1

run keeping the lead well out of

reach the rest d the way How cold

was the Maroon and White' UMass
went 1107 without a basket during

the lethal St. loe's run.

When it came down the wire, the

Minutemen got -loppy missing foul

shots shooting just 7-16 from the

stripe in the -ccond half letting their

emotions get the better of them. The
Hawk-, on the other hand, lit it up

from the charity stripe going 18-23

(78 percent).

While officials tried to keep emo-

tion- on the court in check by calling

a tight game. UMass coach lames

"Bruiser* Flint drew two technical

foul- from the bench. Before being

ejected in the games final minute-.

Flint congratulated the coach of his

alma mater — a CU)Mi< -how of

sportsmanship in what was a frus-

trating situation.

ketner proved to be the scoring

work horse for L Ma-, harassing the

Hawks inside knocking down 19

points and pulling down seven

board- before fouling out with 3:20

remaining in the conte-t

Dc-pite shooting just 5-13 from

7>I«tf
• 4

•.«

\>ll

* \

y&

the floor (4-10 from downtown)
Carmelo Travieso notched 18

points and 8 assists.

In the first half, the Minutemen
inu-iered the game's only tie when
Travieso stripped the ball sending

backcourt-mate Edgar Padilla in for

a dunk with 1 1:30 to go. That was

as close as UMass would get.

The Hawks just

out-hustled the

Minutemen when it

counted — in the first

set. St. loe's held a

2-11 advantage in second chance
point-

Down by five (40-35) at the half,

UMass struggled to contain point

guard Rashid Bey whose dribble

penetration and speed abused the

Minutemen for 18 points and six

a--i-ts before fouling out with 1:04

in the game.
\\ hile Ketner and Travieso were

the only Minutemen to put up dou-

ble digits in the scoring column. St.

boasted live (Dmitri Domani
12. Bey 18. Arthur "Yah" Davis 11.

Terrell Myers 16 and Harold Rasul

10).

If the Hawks beat La Salle on
Saturday, icurrently at the bottom

of the A- 10 West) the No. 1 spot in

ihc I ,i-i i- theii-

So. now what?

Despite falling to Dayton on
Sunday, it looked as though UMass
had taken a step off the bubble.

However, with a loss to St. loe's,

they have taken a step backwards.

Before you sharpen the pencils

and dust off your calculators,

racking your brain to solve the

equation that earns UMass an
NCAA berth, the Minutemen need

a big game against Temple on
Saturday in the William D.

Mullins Center to close out the

regular season.

As for the A- 10 Tournament,
though a win ensures them a spot in

the pool of 64. capturing its sixth

Championship will not be°« easy as Lari Ketner led the Minutemen in scoring, but UMass came up short on Hawk

it has been in the past. Hl" last n,9ht

Or
% f V

$%

SN Linx,.
HU CAO I COUICUN

Laing - Swartz shine in senior season
By Jorma Kansonen
CoJIegion Staff

1 >r lack of a better way of saying

it. the IMCl has been very, sen
good to the -port- teams at thi*

university

The No. 20 Massachusetts
women's gymnastics team

I

can be seen from Boy den Gym to

the Curry Hicks Cage to the

Mullins Center, with thanks going

to senior co-captains I ianne 1 aing

and Tara Swartz.

W hen coach Dave Kuzara took

over the program four \ears ago,

I aing and Swartz were the fir-t two

he could build around. After

the NCAA and World Lnisersits

Game* -u-.ee-- of Tammy Marshall

in 1992 93. Kuzara was brought in

to change hi- program from a

•tar team to a team with thir-

teen different stars That is where
his now-co- captains came in. and

now \ou can consider them to be

the cornerstones of the team's xm-
rent succcm.

W hen you first meet Laing and

Swartz around campus, it could be

hard to consider the 5-foot-4 and

5-foot- 1 gymnasts, respectively, as

"cornerstones" in any shape or

la-hion. But. to consider them cor-

nerstones is true, and the resurrec

lion of the program has them to

thank.

In their four years at this

Iniversity. their -usee— has been

tailor-made, and it's all business

lor them almost every weekend of

the late winter and early spring.

"We got 13 star gymnasts now."

Laing said. "Every year when Tara

and I have been competing, we
knew if we made mistakes, the

team wasn't going to pull through.

Whereas, now when we go out. we
know the job is getting done by the

top six girls going that day.

"I mean, we're so good. To be

ranked where we are, and to not

have reached our peak yet just

-hows how our program has gone.

Tammy Marshall started up the

fire, and it's kind of nice to know
that Tara and I have been the cor-

ner-tone- for the rest of the team to

keep it going."

Swartz performed to the best of

her ability this past weekend in the

team's upset of then-No. 1 5

Minnesota, breaking Marshall's

school record in the all-around

competition (39 .350). For her. it -

not a matter of up-staging the mo-t

decorated athlete in UMass
women's gym history, but bettering

the team nationally, and heralding

the arrival of the new gym school.

"I have to say that one of the

greatest things for me in beating

Tammy Marshall's ail-around

record last weekend is that it take-

her name away." Swartz Said "It's

great that I have the highest

ail-around, but I think it's better

that mv 39.35 helped us get our

194.9.

"I feel that we have been kind of

the cornerstones, and that we are a

big part of the entire team."

ku/ara had a lot of factors work-

ing against him when he made the

switch from Ann Arbor to Amherst
— just for the fact that Michigan

was a well-supported program,
while at that time, UMass was
well., much less supported It took

a little time to get his two freshmen

acclimated to his system, but his

intital investment has paid off.

"Even though we weren't a pro-

gram that started from scratch, we
were a program at that time that

wasn't funded very well." Kuzara

said. "The difference was the expec-

tation level was different, and when
I came in spouting off how great we
would be. | the team] looked at me
as if I was nuts. "So. there was a

period of adjustment to get used to

me. and 1 1. ianne and Taral have

met every challenge. I explained to

them a few weeks ago that they

could not have had better careers.

No one in the country has had a

better career, because they have

seen this team go from I85's to

195s."

Finish what you started

The start of Laing and Swartz'

careers were indeed a tough go of

it. because they did not only have

to deal with the spectre of

Marshall, but the spectre of nation-

al success Kuzara wanted to cast

over the program. At that time,

national respectability was the last

thing on their minds, but now, it is

the first thing that comes up when

you talk about the Minutewomen.

The struggle to gain both a person

al and team-wide identity was
tough for Laing and Swartz, but

J dividends began to be paid their

>^^J7WBjRian sophomore season-

After a tough home loss to

Senior Co-Captains Lianne Laing and Tara Swartz honored together in pjnsburgh early in February, 1995,

their final home meet last weekend UMass came back with its' biggest

upset in the early Kuzara era. In the

imposing environment of the W\ I

Coh-cum. the Minutewomen broke-

West Virginia's streak of 24 mn-
secutive wins in the Atlantic 10

with a stunning 190.925-190.725

win over the then-21st ranked team

in the countrv Laing was the ke\ in

the victory. Jinching the win in the

last event of the day. and in her

best event, the vault

That 1994-95 season. Swartz

was the tops of the A- 10 confer-

ence in her own best event, the

uneven bars (9.9591. But. the hopes

of national success faded in a

fourth place finish in the NCAA
Northeast Regional*, while onlv the

now graduated II Tolhurst made
it to the Nationals, beating UNH's
lana Rcardon in the all-around.

After a injurs riddled 1995-96

season, the Minutewomen are on a

much more von-i-tent pace to not

onlv qualifv for Nationals, but to

win the Regional competition. With

the addition of two stellar recruit

ing classes, and the experienced

leadership of Laing and Swartz, the

team can now finish what they

started -- against Reardon (March

I at UNHi and the spacious con-

tine- of the WVU Coliseum (March

14-16)

"It was kind of weird that each

year we struggled, we had to strug-

gle to gel the recruits to come in."

Laing said. "The problem is that we
don't have the tradition of other

programs. We had to get the girls

to want to come here and help

build up the program. Now. we've

got Mandy |Mosby|, the top recruit

in the nation, and we've got two

more coming next year."

"It's completely different from

our freshman year, where as much
as you wanted it to be a team sport.

it was Lianne and I trying to get

through." Swartz said. "It's amaz-

ing how the team has grown. Last

year, I was so psyched to see us

turning the corner.

"We had most of the talent last

year, but last year we had a lot of

injuries. But everybody just meshes

well together. It's the combination

of the talent, and respecting and lis-

tening to each other."

With his underclassmen backing

up his senior tandem. Kuzara now
has a depth he could only dream

about four years ago.

"If you get a chance to see us.

our fir-t person up now is awe-

some." Kuzara said. "Now, we have

a tremendous amount of depth, and

I can make a million different

moves. It has helped bringing in

Mandy Mosby the right way. and

Tara and Lianne didn't have that

Turn to GYMNASTICS, page 1
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NO. 23 ST. JOSEPH'S 78, MASSACHUSETTS 63

At Philadelphia, Penn.
Massachusetts (17 12, 10-5)

Travieso 5-15 4-6 18, Weeks 2-7

2-4 6, Ketner 8-11 3-4 19, Clarke 3

6 1-2 8, .Padilla 3-10 2-5 9, Smith 0-0

0-0 0, Babul 0-0 0-0 0, Basit 0-0 0-0

0, Norville 1-5 1-2 3. Totals 22-54

13-23 63.
St. Joseph's (20-6, 12-3)

Simmonds 0-4 3-4 3, Domani 2-6

6-6 12. Petrovic 3-4 2-6 8. Bey 5-12

6-6 18. Davis 4-11 3-7 11, Mazzio 0-

0-0 0. Myers 3-10 8-8 lb.

Gallagher 0-0 0-0 0, DelVescovo 0-1

0-0 0, Rasul 4-5 2-3 10, Haskirrc 0-1

0-2 0. Totals 21-54 30-42 78.

Halftime — St. loseph's 40.

Massachusetts 33. 3-Point goals —
Massachusetts 6-18 (Travieso 4-10.

Clarke 1-2, Padilla 1-6). St. loseph's 6-

23 (Domani 2-4, Bey 2-4. Myers 2-6.

DelVescovo 0- 1 , Haskins 0- 1 . Davis 0-

3, Simmonds 0-4). Fouled out —
Ketner. Bev. Rebounds-Massachusetts

34 (Traviesb9), St. loseph's 35 (Frtrovk

8). Assists — Massachusetts 18

(Travieso 8), St. loseph's 12 (Bey 6).

Total fouls — Massachusetts 31. St.

loseph's 22.

Technicals-Massachusetts bench.

Massachusetts coach Flint 2 (ejected).

A-3,200.

Player
|

of the |

Game
Lari Ketner
7 rebounds

19 points,

Highlights...

The Hawks held this one from

wire to wire. UMass tied it up at 14

in the first half when Cannelo

Travieso stole ihe ball and getting it

to Edgar Padilla who dunked the

tying bucket. However, in the sec-

ond half, St. loe's went on a 12-1

run in which they kept UMass off

the board for just OW* 1 1 minute-.

Lari Ketner led the Minutemen
with 19 pts before fouling out while

Travieso tallied 18 pis and S .i-i-t-

Buffalo stampeding to Cup;

Toronto sells soul to Devil

It turns out the Boston Bruins proba-

bly could have had Doug Gilmour and

his 1,101 career points for a package-

like Trent McCleary. Steve Staio- MM
an elongated collar left over from the

Don Cherry years. Why. oh why do I

still root for this team? lust lock me in

a room with Neil Sekada's Greatest

Hits, a rabid moose
and an accountant — it

will be far less painful

than waiting for lune's

entry draft.

Last night Toronto

GM Cliff Fletcher, in a

move that will likely

find him working in the

Eaton Center food court next month,

dealt Gilmour. a prototypical power

forward and his team's long-time cap-

tain and heart and soul, along with

solid veteran defenseman Dave Ellett

and a draft pick to the Devils for — get

this — Jason Smith. Steve Sullivan and

Alyn McCauley. It seems John Calipari

isn't the only one in the swampland

royally ripping off teams these days.

Smith (not the same one who laced

"em up at UMass three years ago) has

1 1 points in four years of sporadic

NH1 action. Sullivan, meanwhile, has

played in a whopping 49 career games.

The saving grace for the rabid Maple

Leaf faithful is the acquisition of

McCauley (not related to the Home
Alone pip-squeak), last year's Ontario

Hockey League MVP with the Ottawa

67's.

Gee. imagine the package deal Harry

Sinden could have gotten by putting

Gilmour and the disgruntled Adam
Oates together. Those two could guar-

antee a Stanley Cup for several con-

tenders, but no, Sinden will sit on

Oates until the former alternate captain

die- uncle, and probably deal him in

the end for Denni- \ a-ke

• The Buffalo Sabres are bar none

the- -urpri-c team in the Mil this sea

son. playing the game e\actl> the was n

w.i- meant to be played. But. pardon

me if I jump off the bandwagon some

where around the Butlalo suburbs

named Boston or

Amherst The clos-

e-l Ikil cla--u

old time team will

BOM to the Stanles

Cup i- the Hol\

111 ail'- \ear -round

home at the comer
of Yonge and Front

Streets in Toronto

That said, thi* team i- -till going

places. I am a tremendous tun ol Ted

Nolan's team, it- snazzy new uni-. and

new home arena which comes complete

with a jumbotron to match the I reelall

ride and any of our nation- line Six

Flags Amusement Parks.

What Nolan has done with this team

after the likely career-ending loss of it-

big toe Pat l^Fontame i- ixuhmg short

ol what Bill Murray and Harold Rami-

did for Bravo Company in Stripes

minus Sgt. Hulka. its own I ^Fontaine.

The Sabres are nearly t hi- seat'*

Florida Panthers. The team le.ttures a

dominating goaltender in Domimk
Hasek. who lead- the Mil in -a\c per-

centage, saves and minutes plavcd.

while playing behind the btgge-t -ollc

tion of no- name- thi- side of "Saturday

Night Live."

Go ahead, name five members ot the

first place team in the Northeast

Division. Come on. I double dog dare

ya'! Bring it on! See. differential calcu

lus doesn't look so hard now doc* it

Turn to NMl page 1
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Lobos, Cards sleeper picks

Jayhawks rock and chalk

The snow's all melted, the buds (not

those buds. Cheech) are starting to

peak out of the trees and spring train-

ing is underway, leaving us with the

knowledge that warm weather and the

beauty of spring is coming up soon. But

until then, we have to deal with the

NBA. the NHL and car racing taking

up way too much time

on SportsCenter. But

hey. there's college

hoops, right?

That's where I'll

start. My housemates

and I got frisky last

week and picked our

pre-Selection Sunday
Final Four, with some interesting selec-

tions.

Skip picked the standards. Wake
Forest, Kansas, Kentucky and Duke.

Dave picked Clemson. which he has

supported all year, along with Wake
Forest. Kansas and Michigan. Sammy,
who lists Rutgers as one of his favorite

teams, has Indiana. Maryland. Kansas

and Villanova going to Indianapolis.

Eric, who'll I'll give props to because

he keeps it real with the Minutemen,

has UMass. with Duke, Georgia Tech.

(a preseason pick) and Kansas.

Me?
Right now, I have Kansas, because

they're amazing, and I've got the

Demon Deacons because of Timmy
Terrific, the best player in America. My
other two?

New Mexico and Louisville.

LUKE MEREDITH

PffP

What
-

' That's right, baby, the Cards

and the Lobos. Have I finally lost it?

Maybe, but let me explain my-elt

The Lobos arc the mo-t undo
team in aaAmerica ThcVve torn up the

WAC. which is actually reallv good lor

once, and their core players all have

tournament experience. Clayton

Shields. Kenny
Thomas and Charles

Smith are as good a

trio as you'll find,

and they're hungry

for re-pect. They'll

get a weak West
bracket to deal with,

(do not get me start

ed on UCLA), and they'll surprise

America by marching to the dance

As far as Louisville goes, let me say

this. I hate the Cardinals more than KM
do. but a Final Four doesn't go by when
at least one team isn't a complete
shock. I feel Louisville can do it. They
have a player who can get as hot as any-

one in America in Dejuan Wheat, and

the program has a long history of tour-

nament success under televangelist

turned basketball coach IX-nny Crum
The talent is there, they just need to

find it. And if they don't, they'll lose in

the first round.

• lesus once said. "Teach a man to

fish, and he'll eat for life." If that's true

how come nobody ever watches those

fishing shows on ESPN?

Turn to HORN, page 1
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Tourney
time!

Led by Kelly Van
Huisen, the
women's hoop faces

Duquesne tonight in

an A- 10 Tournament
game (see Sports,

page 14).

Noho music scene

alive and well

The Arts desk
takes a close look at

the Northampton
music scene and
East ham pton's
Chunk Records (See

Arts b Living page
5).

WORLD

Vatican seeks ban on
cloning human beings

VATICAN CITY (AP) — Responding

to the cloning of an adult sheep in

Scotland, the Vatican newspaper
appealed yesterday for a ban on the

cloning cf humans, saying people

have the right to be born "in a

human way."

President Clinton has asked a

bioethics advisory commission to

review the implications of the tech-

nology for humans. In testimony yes-

terday, the director of the National

Institutes of Health, Dr. Harold
Varmus, called the prospect of

cloning humans "repugnant." The
Vatican editorial, by theologian Gino

Concetti, was headlined "an urgent

appeal to reason and to humanity."

People "have the right to be bom
in a human way and not in a labora-

tory. Going against these principles

should be interpreted not as opposi-

tion to science or as a brake on
progress, but as safeguarding those

values which constitute the human
being and its existence," Concetti

said in L'Osservatore Romano.
He also called for swift passage of

laws banning human cloning. In

another comment on the break-
through shaap expartmenl pubticiaad

earlier this week, Monsignor Elio

Sgreccia, director of the Bioethics

Institute of Rome's Catholic
University, urged respect (or animals.

NATION

Gnon orders probe Mb
Army nerve gas scandal

WASHINGTON (AP) — Pledging

to act on any information uncov-
ered. President Clinton ordered an

investigation yesterday into whether
the Army knew of nerve gas at an

Iraqi weapons site blown up by U.S.

troops shortly after the Guff War
The Pentagon acknowledged in a

report Tuesday that the CIA had
warned senior Army officers of possi-

ble chemical weapons at an Iraqi

weapons storage site at Khamisiyah

in February 1991

Army engineers blew up the site

the following month, apparently
unaware of any exposure risk.

Speaking at a news conference
with Chilean President Eduardo Frei,

Clinton said he wrote a letter to

|oyce Lashof, chair of the Presidential

Advisory Committee on Gulf War
Veterans' Illnesses, asking that the

panel review the Pentagon docu-
ments in order to understand "the

full significance" of its contents.

"As soon as we get any new
information we share it with our

veterans and the American people,

and we will act appropriately on
any information we uncover,"
Clinton said.

The president cautioned the pub-

lic against thinking there was a

cover-up.

"It is important not to prejudge
the actions or the developments that

occurred in the previous administra-

tion," Clinton said.

"We simply have to get to the

bottom of It."
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500 rally to protest parking fee increases
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Approximately 500 undergraduate

and graduate students, staff and facul-

ty rallied together in the Student

Union Ballroom (SUB) yesterday to

promt the proposed increase of park-

ing lots fees.

The proposed fee increases would

range from 40 percent in parking lot

7 1 . located near Whitmore, up to 300

percent in the parking garage. The
proposal calls for two increase.1

- Ml

two years with a two percent annual

fee increase thereafter.

After listening to speakers, the rally

participants marched over to the

Whitmore Adrrlinistration Building

with a petition totalling over 5,000

signatures in hand, and delivered them

to the offices of Chancellor David K.

Scott and Vice Chancellor of

Administration and Finance Paul

Page.

Three speakers spoke to the crowd

in the SUB before they stormed over

to Whitmore. At which time. Student

Government Association (SGA)
President Maurice Caston- Powe
addressed the crowd.

"Today is a day for action."

C a-ton-Powe said. "Today is a day to

tell Paul Page that sec are not paying

for parking... We make this

University run. the students and stall

are the life line of this University."

Stefanie Ameres. treasurer of the

Graduate Student Senate (GSS) said,

"we are here today because slowly but

-urels we are being priced right out

off the L nrwanity,

KNNMO lUTlAi COHJOAN

Yesterday students protested against increased parking costs in front of Whitmore Administration Building (see

photo essay, page 3).

"It is going to keep going on and on

unless we stop it. We need to get

together to remind the administration

that we are a public university and
that we have a right to be here, we
have a right to our education."

During the rally in the SUB an

announcement was made that the

administration had pulled the propos-

al off of the April Trustees meeting

agenda. Concerns and questions then

arose concerning whether the adminis-

tration will try to pass the proposal

over the summer while the students

and much of the staff are away.

UMass alumnus and Amherst resi-

dent Melanie Kasparian. the statewide

president of the Massachusetts
Teachers Association, was the third

and final speaker at the rally.

Kasparian spoke about the need for

equality on all of the UMass campus-

es.

"Unlike our colleagues at UMass
Boston, we do not have the redline

that drops us off on campus and
unlike our colleagues at UMass
Dartmouth and Lowell, we are not

allowed to park for free," Kasparian

said.

"This University is owned by all the

tax payers and that includes everyone

standing in this room." she added.

At 12:50 p.m.. half an hour after

the rally began, the group prepared to

march to Whitmore with signs that

read. "30.000 strong, don't mess with

us," referring to the total number of

students, faculty and staff on campus.

Other signs read. "We shall not be

towed." "Another hidden pay cut."

and "$76,125,000 for capitol projects.

0.00 for parking lots. Smart move."

Chanting "Hey hey. ho ho. parking

fees have got to go." the crowd slowly

made their way to Whitmore.

Many rally participants had mixed

feelings about how they expected the

administration to react.

"This is an opportunity for all

Unions to work together. " said Debra

Britt. a staff clerk at the University. "I

have attended bigger rallies on cam-

pus and I am not expecting much
from them | administrators)... people

are finally mad enough to do some-

thing about this situation."

Roland Giguere. a staff member of

the English department, was skeptical

aj the entire rally

"I am anxious and curious to find

out how much effect we are going to

have," Giguere said. "1 think it's iron-

ic that all the people who sat down to

bargain are leaving soon. I think it

will die All the people we had sup

port from are gone."

When the University proposed the

parking fee increase, a negotiating

team for the University was created.

Four of the team members — Vice

Chancellor of Administration and
Finance Bill Rose. Parking Manager

Lynn Braddock, Human Resources

Labor Relations Administrator Paul

Meade and Director of Human
Resources Bob Garstka — are leaving

the University.

Rose is moving to Alaska,

Braddock is resigning and Meade and

Garstka are retiring.

"They can't help but hear us," said

Chris Salm, a graduate student

employee.

Undergraduate student Melanie

Russo, a sophomore Hotel, Restaurant

and Travel Administration (HRTA)
major, said. "I don't have a car on
campus but I think it is ridiculous. I

hope they will pay attention to what

we are saying."

Senior plant soil major Ryan Harris

said, "I don't expect Whitmore to do
anything that they don't want to do.

So we just have to make them do it."

Chris Wilson, a graduate student in

political science, was pleased with the

rally's turnout.

"I am glad that this many people

showed up since most of the students

are paying $10 a semester to parking

in the yellow lots and have their cars

broke into." Wilson said.

Once inside Whitmore. the partici-

pants chanted the entire way to Page's

office, which was closed.

Before the rally, the 5.000 signa-

tures were taped together to form a

509 foot trail of paper. These peti-

tions were slid under the door of

Page's office.

"The office being closed shows the

arrogance that they show towards the

students and the employees." said

Chris Johnson, a labor studies gradu-

ate student.

The crowd moved next into the

Chancellor's office and his secretary

was handed the stack of petitions.

There, participants were informed

by an office staff member that every-

one was away on a retreat.

lason Vecchio. student coordinator

of the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy tSCFRAi
was disappointed that no administra-

tors addressed the rally.

"Whether Paul Page or the

Chancellor were away or not. the

point is no one came out to speak to

us." Vecchio said. «•

Following the rally. Kasparian toid

the group. "We sent a strong message

today. We said that the parking fees

are intolerable to a vast majority of

people on campus and that we are not

going to live with them."

She also added that, in a previous

meeting with Page, they had "agreed

to disagree about who should pay for

parking fee*.*

"It should be budgeted." Kasparian

said. "I understand that there are

maintenance problems and other

7urn to PARKING, ooge 3

University plans additions New appointments divide SGA
to eastern side of campus
By Tamor Corral

Collegion Staff

The Office of Campus Planning and

Space Management has released its plan

for future development in the fMst Area

of the University of Massachusetts cam-

pus.

As presented by Associate Chancellor

Beverly Wood at the Feb. 6 Faculty

Senate meeting, the plan outlines all

future development for the East Area,

roughly that part of campus between

the University Apartments and
Worcester Dining Hall and extending

back to Central and Orchard Hill

Residential Areas.

"It is the plan and from now on all

development in the East Area will come
from this plan." Wood said "This plan

will be built incrementally as the pro

jects are needed. Renovations, parking

lots, new buildings and plantings —
everything will be guided by and will

conform to this plan."

How the plan was formed

Wood said that the plan was created

in response to interest in building more

structures in the area.

"There had been a lot of talk about

new development in this area, begin-

ning about five years ago." Wood said.

"There are two major developments

that people are talking about now — a

visual arts center, a major new project

to house the art department, and life

science buildings located near Morrill

Science Center.

"Before people went too far along in

planning for individual projects, we
wanted to create a plan to ensure that

room was provided for open space,

pedestrian traffic, new development and

parking." Wood said.

The plan was a collaborative effort

between the office of Campus Planning

and Space Management, led by Wood
and senior planner ludith Steinkamp.

and the planning team of the depart-

ment of landscape architecture and
regional planning, which has both facul-

ty and graduate student membc
Wood said that the planning team

also spoke with students and residents

of the Town of Amherst about the East

Area Plan.

"I think wc had pretty good student

input." Wood said. "We have had town

involvement in two ways. We consulted

with the Town of Amherst Planning

Board and the Town Engineer. Also, we
presented two or three workshops on

the plan, and we invited all property

owners within 500 square feet of the

area to come."

"We had input to the plan." Wood
said. "It shouldn't be a surprise to any-

one."

Plan components

Several major changes in traffic pat-

terns and parking are contained in the

plan, in addition to space allocations for

new buildings and recreation areas.

The plan calls for restructuring the

road system in the F.ast Area to elimi-

nate traffic congestion and direct pedes-

trian traffic to four main crossings on
North Pleasant Street.

Stockbridge Road will no longer

extend up behind Morrill Science

Center and the area behind Morrill will

be turned into a central plaza. A loop

road will be formed between Thatcher

Win and Stockbridge.

Clark Hill Road will pass through the

parking lot by Franklin Flail and con-

nect directly to North Pleasant Street.

The so-called "goat path" from
Orchard Hill to Worcester Dining Hall

will be improved. Stairs will be added

and steps will be taken to prevent fur-

ther erosion, according to Wood.
The intersection of Massachusetts

Avenue and North Pleasant Street will

be redesigned to eliminate traffic by the

Newman Center.

Turn to EAST page 2

By Victoria Graves

Collegion Staff

Last night's Student Government Association (SGA)
-p irked a debate between two seemingly divided groups in

the Senate.

Fight motion- were presented to the Senate to confirm

the appointments of senators. Four appointees received

positive confirmation while the other four were denied sen-

atorship. One appointee withdrew his appointment before

it could be debated upon.

Ihc-e motions had previously received positive recom-

mendations from the Administrative Affairs committee and

needed to be approved by the Senate by a two-thirds vote.

Ouestions arose between senators when appointees pre-

viously receiving positive recommendations and unopposed

failed when the vote took place in the Senate.

"Why are you [members of the Administrative Affairs

Committee] voting against people you previou'U

approved? Some explanation would be appreciated." said

Sen. Will Serwetman (Southwest Area).

In response. Sen. Seth Avakian (Southwest Area) voiced

his problems with the committee and their procedures.

"i don't feel that the Administrative Affairs Committee is

working properly and making good decisions." Avakian

said.

Some senators felt that the appointments were failing

specifically because their friends were not receiving confir-

mations. Others however, felt that an effort was being

made to stack the senate in favor of one group's personal

agenda. '

"We've been led to believe that certain people have been

pushing for the appointments. It almost seems like the

committee is divided. I see the division as people of color

and white folks," said Malwin Davila (ALANA Caucus).

Sen. Jennifer Casasanto (Southwest Area) also felt that

the Administrative Affairs Committee and the Senate in

general arc not comfortable atmospheres for women and

people of color.

"I witnessed at the committee voting which I see as cor-

rupt and prejudice. I voted against (the candidates!

because there were others more qualified. The senate body

is a hostile environment for women. They are being intimi-

dated, talked about, discriminated towards, and shown
zero respect. Often times these nominees are not being

appointed with the best interest of minorities and women
in mind." Casasanto said.

Senate appointee Attia Alam. whose confirmation was

approved at last night's meeting also had problems with the

way the Administrative Affairs Committee dealt with

appointments.

"You [the Administrative Affairs Committee) are a col-

Turn to SGA page 2

Outspoken Reverend to speak at UMass
By LisaChiu

Collegion Staff

He has spoken against the Nation of

Islam's Louis Farrakhan. Harvard's

Henry Louis "Skip" Gates |r. and what

he calls the elite "Niggerati" of

Washington D.C.

Pastor and co-founder of the Azusa

ChnMian C ominunity and Director of

the Seymour Institute for Advanced

Christian Studies. Rev. Eugene F.

Risers III. will share with the UMass

community hi* vision for leadership

and social justice in combating youth

violence tomorrow at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Auditorium.

Born in Boston and raised in

Philadelphia. Rivers' Azusa Christian

Community comprises young
African- Americans committed -to

combating the desolation and poverty

in the Four Comers neighborhood of

Dorchester.

Along with other pastors in the

Boston area, he has developed and is

promoting. "The Ten Point Plan for

Combating Black on Black Violence."

This plan brings together inner-city

churches who work with young black

men involved with drugs and vio-

lence.

A forthright speaker, he has aligned

himself with such unlikely figures as

Ralph Reed of the Christian Coalition.

Republican leader William Bennett,

Cardinal Bernard l,aw and right-wing

journalist Arianna Huffington.

According to a quote from BbMoH
Magazine, Rivers' said. "The
Democrats have become Republicans

and that means, fuck the niggers.

Politics at the top is all gangsters. So
how do I keep the worst gangsters off

my back? Who can I rob? So III talk

to everybody."

Rivers' has also written and spoken

at a number of different settings on

the role of intellectuals in the present

age of drugs and violence. Fie is also a

fellow at the Harvard Divinity

School's Center for the Study of Policy

and Public Life.

The Azusa Christian Community
began renovating a burnt out building

on the main street of the Four Comers
area into the Ella |. Baker House in

1995. Since it opened in July 1995, the

house has become a central location

for the initiatives by Azusa to address

the pressing social ills affecting the res-

idents of the area.

This event is part of the ALANA
lecture Series, sponsored by the Dean

of Students Office. Office of ALANA
Affairs and University Chaplains.
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No hope for balanced budget
Torricelli decision leaves little doubt on fate of the amendment

By David Espo

As$ociat«dPre»»

WASHINGTON — In an all but fatal blow. Sen.

Robert Torricclli announced Opposition yesterday to the

Republican-drafted balanced budget amendment to the

Constitution. He said the proposal could hamstring future

generations confronting a military crisis, recession or the

need for federal construction.

"We write not for our time but for all times." said

Torricelli (D-N.|.). who has supported similar constitu-

tional amendments in the past. When it comes to making

a change in the 210-year-old Constitution, he added,

"good is not good enough." Elected to the Senate last

November, the New |ersey Democrat thus became the

S4th Democrat to oppose the measure, enough to ensure

its defeat.

Republicans rushed to attack Torricelli for breaking a

campaign promise. "He has thumbed his nose at the peo-

ple of New lersey once and for all." charged Senate

Majority Leader Trent Lott.

At the same time. Torricelli's decision confronted Lott

with a choice between offering concessions in hopes of

gaining the elusive 67th vote in support of the measure —
or watching it go down to the narrowest of defeats next

week and trying to pin the blame on the Democrats

The White House issued a statement in which President

Clinton said he was pleased with Torricelli's decision. He

added it was now "time to get down to the hard work of

balancing the budget." The proposal, a cornerstone of the

Republican congressional agenda, would require a bal-

anced budget by 2002, with a three-fifths vote of the

House and Senate to run a deficit thereafter. It cleared

the House two years ago. when the Republican revolution

was in full flower, but fell one vote shy of passage in the

*sga
continued from page 1

lective body. You are not a charity. You shouldn't give a

recommendation because you want seats filled. I have a

procedural problem with the way it's run. Approving

someone in the hopes of filling a seat is pathetic." Alam

said.

Amidst the accusations, appointee Brendan Mahan with-

drew his appointment for the position of Southwest

Senator At -Large.

"I thought things were much more mature, much more

professional." Mahan said

Paul Ferro, Southwest senator and member of the

Republican Club, felt that the appointees who failed to

become senators were there to represent the student body

and were unfairly discriminated against.

"Those people who came today were random people

who came to represent the student body It is a slap in the

face to pass judgement on people [ senator* |
haven't talked

to. met or investigated,* Ferro said.

"I think SGA proved tonight that it's a little club made

up of arrogant individuals who feel they have the right to

Senate.

This time, it bogged down in the House, where some

Republicans flinched in the face of Democratic charges

that it could threaten Social Security benefits. That

prompted the GOP leadership to try to push it through

the Senate first.

Republicans argued the measure was needed to instill

fiscal discipline in a government that has run deficits for

nearly three decades. To dramatize their point, they

stacked budget books several feet high on desks in the

front row of the Senate, one thick volume for each of the

years the budget has been unbalanced. Within the new

Senate, where all 55 Republicans support the measure, it

quickly became clear that the swing votes were held by

lour newly elected Democratic senators.

Two of them. Max Cleland of Georgia and Mary

Landrieu of Louisiana, announced their reluctant support

over the past several days.

Sen. Tim lohnson of South Dakota declared his opposi-

tion last week, even though he, like Torricelli, had sup-

ported a similar amendment only two years ago. And
shortly after Torricelli's announcement, the Republican

National Committee disclosed it would begin airing radio

commercials in South Dakota today saying lohnson

"broke his promise."

Landrieu's announcement on Monday left Torricelli

squarely in the spotlight — a position clearly welcomed

by a newcomer who has moved forcefully to establish his

presence within his party and the Senate.

He conferred privately with senior Democratic col-

leagues on Tuesday, spoke by telephone with Clinton,

delivered a formal maiden speech in the Senate at dinner

time and met with Senate ludiciary Committee Chairman

Orrin Hatch. (R Utah), in a room behind a darkened

chamber immediately afterwards.

dictate to the rest of the senate how this universities money

should be spent." said Sen. Brian McManus (Southwest

Area).

Claiming to take no sides on the issue. Sen Bill Ramsey

(Commuter Area) felt that there were important bills to be

discussed in the senate, and last nights meeting was essen-

tially wasted by only discussing appointments

"I think this is total mockery. Its sad that the senate has

been bogged down like this. I had motions on the agenda

dealing with athletic fees and the University Body Shop."

Ramsey said.

Also at the meeting. Rob McDonald. Secretary of

Administrative Affairs, announced his candidacy for

Trustee instead of SGA President as he had earlier

announced.

"This is a direct result of whtt many students have asked

me to do ... The students Told me they felt I would be

extrvmery effective for the student body," McDonald said.

Sen. Lia Wong (Northeast At -Large) also announced her

candidacy for SGA president.

Correction:

Yesterday's Collegian printed an incorrect entry in the Campus Police Log.

Myriah D. Manley was arrested for failure to pay a $30 fine on past warrants, not

on the indecent exposure and disorderly conduct warrants. The Collegian regrets

the

stop b> our concourse

table for the article

Thisytar in honor ofDr. King's birthday and Black History Month we're offering the jrttcle

'Give the Dream New Life
" For yourfree copy call 1-800-236-9238.

The Dream Begins With God.
1-800-236-9238

.Ad presented b> frunds and students of H

Campus Crusade for Christ and BASIC (Bom A^ain Students In Christ)

Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage
Feb. 24
A vehicle backed into a fire

hydrant on Holdsworth Way. Minor

damage occurred.

Accident — Personal Injury

Feb. 25

A two vehicle rear-end collision

occurred on Governors Drive. Ravi

Bhandari. 30, of 950 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, complained of pain

and was taken to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton. One
operator was cited.

Annoying Behavior

Feb. 25
Children were using the 911 line

at the Mullins Center. There was no

emergency.

Bottles were being thrown from

the 8th floor of Brown Residence

Hall.

There was a dispute between two
individuals in Washington
Residence Hall.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Feb. 25
An individual from lohnson

Residence Hall reported that CD's

were stolen from her room.

Drug Law Offenses

Feb. 24

lordan S. Chabinsky, 18, of 2

Carrie Ln., was arrested in

McNamara Residence Hall for pos-

session of a Class D drug.

Larceny

Feb. 24
A telephone was stolen from

Dickinson Residence Hall.

A cell phone was stolen from a

vehicle in parking lot 42 on
Commonwealth Avenue.

Feb 25

A multi-line display telephone

was stolen from an office in

Middlesex House.

A telephone was stolen from an

office in the WEB. Du Bois

Library.

Missing Person

Feb. 24

Police investigated a report that

an individual had not been seen for

a day.

Feb. 25
Police checked on missing juve-

niles from Northampton in |ohn

Adams Residence Hall. The juve-

niles were not located.

Traffic Stop

Feb. 25

Due M. Tran, 26, of 295 Lincoln

Ave., Amherst was arrested on

Massachusetts Avenue for operating

a vehicle with a revoked license

and operating an uninsured vehicle

and operating a vehicle with a

revoked registration plate.

Vandalism

Feb. 24

A vehicle was damaged in park-

ing lot 80 on Lincoln Ave.

Feb. 25

A wall was damaged in the

Campus Center garage from a truck.

A resident's room was damaged

in Prince Residence Hall.

A bulletin board and other prop-

erty was damaged in Herter Hall.

A vehicle's tires were damaged in

parking lot 22 on University Drive.

Bottles and trash were being

thrown from the 1 Ith floor of lohn

Quincy Adams Residence Hall

Derogatory material was affixed

to a resident's room door in Brooks

Residence Hall.

Warrant Service

Feb. 2b
lacob D. Sims, 20, of 55 Great

Rd , Acton, was arrested for posses-

sion of a class D drug.

east
continued from page l

In addition, to improve pedestrian

safety and disabled access, the side-

walks in front of Morrill will be raised,

directing people to the crosswalks

Wood said that the four main pedes-

trian crossings will also be set off by

different paving (bricks) and possibly

flashing yellow lights to alert drivers

to slow down.

Wood said that the plan calls for

the addition of 400 new parking

spaces. These spaces would be added

by the construction of a four-deck

structure at lot 64. allowing for night

use by patrons of the Fine Arts Center,

and a surface parking lot with a one

floor deck by Franklin Dining Hall to

support University Health Services.

Two additional surface lots, one each

at the North and South ends of the

East Area, will be built.

The metered parking on Infirmary

Way will be eliminated and a soccer

field-size recreational space will be

added. A more distinct plaza area

between Upper and Lower Central

will be constructed, and an additional

recreational space will added in back.

Wood said that the 300.000 square

feet of assignable space in the East

Area could be used for any number of

buildings, but that priority will be

given to academic buildings.

"We have to see what projects get

funding," Wood said.

Wood also said that Health Services

may be moved to a more central loca-

tion on campus, but that a final deci-

sion on this has yet to be made.

Future of the plan

The final plan will go to the

Chancellor's Executive Advisory

Council next week for approval. It will

then be distributed in a mass mailing

to the campus community

According to Wood, once the plan

is approved, it becomes part of the

Campus Master Plan. She estimated a

1 5-year planning horizon for the East

Area Plan.

"1 think a substantial part of it will

be developed in 1 5 years," Wood said.

"It's a lot of work now to implement

this plan. That is what we will be

doing over the next 1 5 years."

Wood said that the utility and road

work and the construction of parking

lots would be the first components.of

the plan to be put in place, in order to

prevent traffic congestion and parking

shortages while structures are built.

This part of the plan could be put in

place in the near future, depending on

funding and priorities set by the park

ing office.

Depression is a serious threat
to anyone that has a brain*
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The Collegian is

accepting applications

for:

• Associate Finance

Manager

• Associate Advertising

Manager

• Associate Business

Manager

Sophomore students encouraged to

apply, all will be considered.

For more information call Alycia

Hines at 545-3500, or come to the

Collegian located at 1 1 3 Campus

Center Basement
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parking
continued from page 1

needs, but we feel tha^parking
should be budgeted into a fixed

amount."

Vecchio said, "The rally was very

successful and 1 was surprised by

the amount of support from the staff

on campus and the amount of stu-

dents who joined in on the march to

Whitmore."

Despite the fact thai the proposal

has been removed from the Apri

trustees meeting, Vecchio is still

worried.

"The campus has not yet stated

that the proposal is gone," Vecchio

said. "Since it is still here at the

University, that means it is still a

proposal that the Chancellor and

Page support. It is not dead yet.

"This is an issue that brings the

whole campus together. It is not just

an issue that affects the students or

just the staff faculty."

The Student-Labor Coalition

Against the Parking Fee increase,

which includes five on campus
unions and the SGA organized yes-

terday's rally.

Protest on Whitmore

JENNIFER JUTRAS
COUfOAN STAFF

Five hundred students, faculty, and staff

members gathered together yesterday to

protest the proposed increases in parking lot

fees on campus. The protesters marched from

the Student Union Ballroom to Whitmore

Administration Building holding signs and

chanting. The march continued into

Whitmore where the parking petition, consist-

ing of 5,000 signatures, was presented to the

Chancellor's office.

New at

POSTERS - A variety of subjects

ranging from your favorite profes-

sional athlete to exotic landscapes.

SPORTS PHOTOS - Up close shots that capture the heat

of the moment —
REASONABLY PRICED

AND CONVENIENTLY LOCATED
IN AMHERST CENTER
39 S. PLEASANT ST.

. 413 -253* 1707

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

The ALANA Lectures Series

and The University Chaplains

PRESENT

" Rev. Eugene Rivers
GUEST SPEAKER

HE WILL SHARE HIS

VISION FOR LEADERSHIP
AND SOCIAL JUSTICE IN

COMBA TING YOUTH VIOLENCE

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1997 • 7:OOPM
' CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM • UMASS AMHERST

Sponsored by: Dean ol Students Office, Office of ALANA Affairs and The University Chaplains.

MO 0' HM» *•»*"•* i«« T

ShopScotTsA

Save Lott$!

LIQUORS
OPEN: Mon- Sot.

9a.m.- 11 p.rry

549-2692

Corona ispocknbom* $6.39 *<**>

Busch & Busch Light bar bom— $9.49 *a*>

Latrobe Craft Beers « pa*. $4.99 *a*o.

LowenBreau iz-poc* bom- $6.99 d.p

Milwaukees Best <R*g. & ugM). w pock. $9.99 +**>

Red Hook *-?«*• $4.99 «*>

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES PRESENTS
•Something Every Friday*

«s***
28,1997 8:00

Canter Awdltortaar*

*%y

Tangueray Gin 7$omi $12.49

Absolut Citron 750ml $13.99

Southern Comfort 7somi $7.99

Midori Melon Liqueur 7somi $13.99

Cuervo Gold Tequila 7somi $10.99

Bacardi Umon 76omi $8.99

c 3 ^W^^
Tele-Check for

/our personal check

Check Out Our Other Great
In Store Specials

6 University Drive
at Newmarket Center, Amherst

•D

\

Garyissureto keep you toughing with his high energy, honest performance. His

refreshing humor is drawn from day to day We, end does no* i*ly on mean-spirited

Jokes. His TV. credits include HBO*s Two Drink Minimum, VH1% Fools For Love,

Stand-Up Spotlight and Comedy Tonrte, and MTVs Hah* Hour Comedy Hour

For more information cheek out out wtttHm
ntipj//www.imwss.eoVcaii¥>ect^

The movie "Get On The Bus" will be shown immediately after the performance.

Thts pn&em fc made poss*We ty a Grant from the AtuMmy Services Office,

The Vke-ChenceHor for Student Affairs and (he Oaity Cotieglan

... . > - '
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Tyra & me
Hey,

guys, c'mere.

Yeah, over here, so the girls won r catch wind.

A little closer. Lean in.

Perfect

You know what I love best about a woman? I'll bet you

can guess, boys. .

I am an absolute sucker for a nice, pert set of. .

.

Oh, geez, here come the ladies — gotta pretend like I'm

writing my column. We'll continue later.

Last week, I did something that in earlier years I would

have thought beneath me. ^_^__^^_^_
I bought the issue-

It all started innocently enough. I

was engaged in my regular pre-track

meet search for some trifle of a pop
culture-based magazine to read on

the bus.

Then 1 >a» the issue. Tyra. coyly

"Then I saw the issue

Tyra, coyly tugging at

the top of her bikini

bottom, staring at me
tugging at the top of her bikini bot-

from (he University
torn, staring at me from the University ' J

Store rack. A wave of Neanderthal Store rOCK. A WOVe Oj

Neanderthal vibes

shook my frame, and
almost instinctively I

grabbed and purchased

the "Sports Illustrated"

volume, clutching it in

C. Taylor Connor

instinctively I grabbed and purchased

the "Sports Illustrated" volume,
clutching it in my newly de-evolved

mitts

The "moron boy" mentality had
entrenched itself in my psyche, amply

armed with the ammo of pro-swim-

suit rhetoric for maximum defensive-

nes» At this juncture, you couldn't

tell me that it wasn't OK to indulge in ffjy newly de~ evolved
an appreciation of male aesthetics, the ^ „

residual impulses of our pre-homo mittS.
erectus daw
Were Bach the editor, educated

folks wouldn't even bat an eye at SI.

the u>\ of man's desiring. All the wahooey over the content

was just that — wahooey. Now there was some justified

Hon
Yet shortly after perusing the mag a few (hundred)

times. my return to self-awareness began — and. m\. was

it a doozy. All of the post-feminist guilt in my system

thrust it»elf at my gut Strangely. 1 felt like rolling around

in mud.
Color me Wilbur. I thought. Cause I've officially

entered the ranks of pigginet*.

But I. a breathing piece of bacon? I. who upon viewing

the infamous Vanessa Williams issue of "Penthouse" at ten

years of age in a friend's basement, was so morally dis-

traught that I ratted him out to his mom?
I. who. at age eight, saw a topless woman rise out of the

turquoise waters of lamaica — and then proceeded to run

ashore and cry to mommy?

I, who, after working at the video store in high school,

would study in the living room while friends who had per-

suaded me to rent pornos on my account watched the fea-

tures in my den.

How could I have become such a decidedly

non-kosher product? For all of the egalitarian politics of

gender I preached to the chauvinistic bunch of

lunkheads (who I loved nonetheless) with whom I

attended that single sex prep school, it seems as though

I might as well have become just another
hand-me-down-Saab snot in the old

boys network.

For God's sake, even though any

criticism from female friends was
more than warranted. I'm even willing

to admit I used to read my mother's

copies of "Cosmopolitan" to become a

more sensitive...

Wait a minute. Cosmo? I was on to

something.

While most people focused all

their energy on one issue of a maga-

zine whose cheesecake swimsuit edi-

tion is published but once a year,

Cosmo gets away with relentless

exploitation of women on a monthly

basis.

How, you ask? The average cover

tells all.

Consider the fact that on each
cover there usually appears one
uber-slim skeleton of a model — in a

women's magazine. Then take a gan-

der at the subjects of the top stories

for the issue. 1 would bet my original

vinyl copy of the Shaft soundtrack

that one or more of the following will

be featured: I )"How to have a better orgasm"; 2)"How to

make him a better lover"; 3)"Lose 15 lbs. on new diet";

or 4)"How your new diet will improve your orgasms by

making him a better lover."

Guaranteed. And this is supposed to be progressive? At

least there was no hint of pretense behind the SI meat-

marketing.

And quite honestly, the plastic hardbodie* lose their lus-

ter after a few (hundred) flips of the page. Even — gasp!

— Tyra.

Hey. guys, I'm back Almost forgot to finish my thought

I am an absolute sucker for a nice, perl set of cerebral

lobes.

(C'mon. you knew I couldn't go there.)

,C Taylor Conner is a Collegian columnist.

A not-so perfect solution
got myself into an argument with a

I
friend of mine a few days ago.

and we hashed it out and
hemmed and hawed (and I

almost never haw) and finally decided

to agree to disagree.

Civil, right''

Well. I woke up this moming and

decided to be juvenile and selfish and

use my position at this paper in order

to get the last word in for myself.

Ha! Yay for me.

The argument was over the mili-

"don't ask. don't tell" policy

regarding homosexuals serving in the

armed forces. My friend felt that it

was demeaning, insulting, offensive,

unfair and homophobic. I agreed,

with one small catch, and that's

where the trouble started.

It's the best that we're going to be

able to do for now.

In saying that. I'm certainly not

suggesting that homosexuals can't or

shouldn't serve in the armed forces,

if that's their choice. I feel exactly

the opposite. In fact. I figure that

someone who has the tenacity to

willingly enter into such a tradition-

al arena of staunch homophobia as

the military will probably make a

better than average member because

obviously they really want to be

there.

I also understand the argument
that some members of the Gl.BT
community feel betrayed by

President Clinton for seemingly
backpedaling on his promise to make
the armed services free and open to

everyone regardless of sexual prefer-

ence as one of his first acts after tak-

ing office.

The problem with Clinton's initial

pi utilise was that it was unrealistic in

the first place. There's no way that

the military would be willing (or

logistically able) to change a major
piece of long standing policy

overnight. In the military you can't

even get vacation time without the

necessary paperwork and a series of

signatures. So the next best thing hap-

"It's not a perfect Sys-

tem, but what else

would you suggest for a

country this large and
this disparate?"

Bob Dunn

pened. they compromised.

The entire government as it runs

now and as it was initially envisioned

is based on the art of compromise.
There is rarely a piece of legislation

passed that 100 percent of the public

are happy with. So, what do you do?

You compromise and add this, delete

that and so on until you have a piece

of legislation that does the most good
while doing the least harm. It's not a

perfect system, but what else would
you suggest for a country this large

and this disparate?

F very change in the basic makeup
of the military has been met with

resistance from within. Women and

African Americans were once
excluded from serving in the ranks.

Today, no one thinks twice about

someone from either groups enlisting

and advancing along with their coun-

terparts, but it wasn't fast and it

wasn't easy, it took a lot of time and

•bury By Garry Trudeau
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hard work. No one just waved a

magic wand and erased decades of

intolerance and exclusion nor could

they.

So "don't ask. don't tell" isn't a

permanent solution, it's a step. A
small step, granted, but a step

nonetheless. In a perfect world, any

body would be allowed to do any-

thing they wanted to regardless of

who they decided to share a bed

with. Guess what, though? Utopia

doesn't exist and people are more
often than not small, petty, intoler-

ant thugs who are frightened of

change and of things that they don't

understand, and sometimes they

need some time in order to realize

that they're behaving like

Neanderthals.

So. what to do until then? What to

do until the powers that be realize

that they can't keep denying rights to

people based solely on ignorance and

fear?

Well, rock the boat a little, push

the envelope a bit and eventually peo-

ple will see that sexual preference has

no bearing on one's ability to serve.

As for the military itself, speaking

as a former member, eventually

they'll get it. Once our soldiers and

sailors have been around for a while

under "don't ask, don't tell." they'll

begin to realize that the world isn't

going to end. the military isn't going

to fall apart and reveille isn't going

to be replaced by show tunes. Once
that happens, the next logical step

can be made and free, open access

can happen. Not overnight, but grad-

ually through hard work, small steps

and compromise. The way it should

be.

Bob Dunn is a Collegian columnist

The naked truth

No matter how much things

change, they really stay the

same. I recently decided to

take a look back upon the history

of the University of Massachusetts

through old copies of the

Collegian. I was stunned when I

realized how dramatically differ-

ent college life was before the

1990s, but the themes remain the

same.

As the flowers bloom in spring,

students celebrated in different

manners in each decade. In the

1960s, the students sponsored
such things as Greek Week. This

practice included a ball, parties

and a beauty pageant titled

"Greek Week Queen." I am not

quite sure when this tradition

died out, or if the entire Greek
Week practice ever did because

Greeks still celebrate the arrival

of spring.

However, spring time celebra-

tion changed m the 1970s. As the

flowers threw off their protective

buds, the students shed their cloth-

ing. However, unlike today when
students sport shorts and t-shirts.

the co-eds of the '70s shed every-

thing and went naked.

I was not shocked by the idea of

students streaking because I have

witnessed it here on our campus
and near Boston University.

However, I was stunned when I

discovered photos of the streakers

in all their glory in the pages of the

Collegian!

In the age of Reagan, life at

UMass resembled more closely to

today, fhe students celebrated the

return of the robins with a Spring

Concert and varying residential

festivals.

Superficial changes like spring-

time celebrations are not the only

differences. According to a regu-

lar nationwide survey sponsored

by the University of California at

Los Angeles, students have
markedly changed politically and
socially.

In the past 20 years, the number

"/ was stunned when
I discovered photos of

the streakers in all their

glory in the pages of the

Collegian!"

Matt Wurtzel

t»f students who su*>port*cf the

legalization of Marijuana hal

dropped from almost 60 percent to

about 35 percent. Students in the

mid- '80s overwhelmingly sup-

ported laws against homosexuality.

In 1986. 63 percent of male and
43 percent of female college stu-

dents supported such laws, but

today only 45 and 24 percent of

men and women, respectively, feel

the same.

The most dramatic change in

attitudes concern feminist ideals

Although outside of the hallowed

halls of academia, blow-hards like

Rush Limbaugh compare feminists

to Nazis, today's students accept

more of the ideals than their coun-

terparts from 30 years ago. In

1967. two-thirds of male first-year

students felt a women's place was

in the home. Today, only 31 per-

cent of male students fed that

way.

Despite all the statistical data

that suggests we have changed. I

disagree. Sure, political and social

attitudes have fluctuated, but stu-

dents continue to hold many of the

same interests.

Young adults, whether they are

students or not. seek adventure.

Students in the 60s often drove

cross country: today's students,

given the same opportunity,
would also make the trek. As
early as the turn of the century.

young adults gladly went abroad

when the opportunities arose.

Hemingway joined the Red Cross

before the United States entered

Wsxki War I.

I rcvurtrywu it to feracl The trip.

hoWever. did not satiate my desire

for adventure. I want to visit other

countries, and also return to Israel

for a longer stay. A few friends of

mine have talked about working
abroad in Africa, and Russia. Other

friends are excited about the

prospect of leaving New England
and taking jobs all across the coun-

try.

Although the politics and prac-

tices of youth change over time, in

the end. youth is the same. Youth
will always seek out adventure and

a good time.

Matthew Wurtzel is a Collegian

columnist.

Ban on postering

hurts Amherst

To the editor:

In a recent story about the latest

battles in Amherst's "poster wars."

the Hampshire Gazette depicted me
as a scruffy "solo wolf." To be sure. I

am a low income person — but does

that reduce the value of my arguments

(which have been well-publicized for

months)?

In early 1993. the Bulletin ran MD>

ries about posters in downtown
Amherst That fall, the Pioneer Valley

Transit Autocracy toed the same line

and started sending out "good
squads" to remove all posters from its

supposedly public- serving bus stops

several times each week. This com-
pletely devastated me because posters

tell me about low-cost music shows

Letters to the Editor

at the colleges. (I am an older hard-

core/punk fan and I can't always

afford to go to the well-advertised

club shows). More importantly. I

basked in the plethora of fall- semes-

ter posters that kept reappearing and

thought "what a pathetic, sterile place

my town will become if all this disap-

pears." (I encountered Amherst as a

student in 1971 and liked its vitality

so much that I've remained, now half

my life).

So in Oct. of 1993 I started attend-

ing the public meetings of the Town
Commercial Relations Committee,
trying vainly to answer my concerns

about posters — and last summer I

became a dissident on this committee,

for reasons the Union-News terms a

sense of disgust over "democratic"

processes.

The Gazette may picture me as a

I
lone) crusader, but that is how
Martin Luther started. I love Amherst

and its liveliness and diversity. I'm for

the parking garage and things which
enhance it. I'm against the poster ban

and other things which work against

the entire community. I have spoken
out and will not shut up no matter
how much or how often I get pillo-

ried.

I will discuss the ominous possibili-

ties for increased alcohol/drug use

from the poster bans on WMUA at

noon on Sunday. March 2. and after

that "speak through a cable- video

program where a baker's dozen of

Amherst residents discuss 'Posters

contra y por'. And I hope to find more
people to advocate for POSTERING
RIGHTS & RESPONSIBILITIES with

a public meeting at the Bangs Center

in downtown Amherst at 7 p.m. on
Thursday, March 6. Hier stehe Ich. I

c*nnot do otherwise.

|ohn Furbish

Amherst

PRIVATIZATION

Voice your opinion in the Collegian next Wednesday as the

Ed/Op page dedicates an entire page to the pressing issue of

privatization on campus.

Submissions must be typed and received by Monday. E-

mail letters to: Letters@6itvms.oit.umass.edu or drop off let-

ters in the Collegian office located in the basement of the

Campus Center.

If you have questions call Mike Burke at 545-1361.

Very occasionally, someone entei- the

music business for all of the righMMaons^
Not for money, glory, or ego. buflttud.
as cheesy as it may sound, foi the stmpi

love of the music itself. Mai Thursday.

founder of the Lasthampton based Chunk
Records. is a member of this t.m.* breed.

The name Mai Thursday has heen near-

ly synonymous with the Vallej music
scene for most of the last Bcade.
Promoter, label owner, musician ar|j gen-

eral music impresario. Thursday has

played an instrumental role in making nH
local scene what it is today. To fully

appreciate how much he has given to**he

Valley rock community, though, one muS
take a look back to the mid-'80s. Upon
graduating from Hampshire College.

Thursday decided to stick around the area

with his band, the- Malarians. He formed

Chunk in 1986. primarily to issue records

by his own bands and those of his friends.

Three albums were issued by the end of

the decade: in 1990. Chunk issued the last

Malarians record - the prophetically titled

live album Finished In This Town (featur-

ing dialogue sampled from '60s biker

movies instead of applause between
songs), and promptly shut its doors.

However, the Indie rock boom of the early

'90s led to a resurgence in small indie

labels, and with the return of the seven-

inch single came the return of Chunk.
1993*aw the release of records by locals

New Radiant Storm King, the Veronica

Cartwrights. Hula Pop, and Angry lohnny,

as well as the "Baby It's Me" single by

Boston's legendary Lyres. Zeke Fiddler's

"1/2 Baked"/"l/2 Inflated." and "A
Message To Santa Claus" by Mai's own
band, the Cheetahs.

The return of Chunk coincided with

Thursday beginning to book bands at the

Bay State Hotel, establishing the venue as

Northampton's premier local music
venue. In addition to Valley artists, he

imported to the club such Boston bands

as Morphine as well as a few legends

including Arthur Lee & Love.

By 1994. both the local scene and
Chunk were thriving. A split single

between the Silver lews and Storm King

became the label's best-seller, with over

4.000 copies snatched up. Thursday
issued the Hotel Massachusetts album,

on both CD and cassette formats, which,

in his words, "captured the aesthetic of

the label." Featuring much of the Chink

stable as well as local faves the Unband.

Steve Westfield and the Slow Band, and a

host of others. Hotel Massachusetts both

promoted the Valley scene and captured

the music and feeling of what was going

on at the time. Suffice to say. it was

Mtrernely suc-

feful
^^tying both

als

'95 pre

Bore ot a

M than

previous r

largely du«. t.

the
Mountain Boys

Their debut
album Pine Box

w-up Dance
va lII ,: another split m

jtween the
'

Slov«. Band, created

Lverybody knows the big names. The Pixies.

I >inosaur, Jr. Sebadoh, Buffalo Tom -

who hit the big time in the late '80s am:

'906, putting the Pioneer Valley on the .

rtonal musical map. For a while, the nu,

had the Amherst/Northampton bre

ground pegged to be another At

Minneapolis. Of course, the hype i

died down and the focus of wh
musical hothH would be shifte

Don't .i tnose shortsighted ind< t

ii. though. Right nowVr^B a thriv

happening, almost litc> dl>

own back yard

t month. Northampton's D . i

7L»3leasant St.. right raprTto^e the-

tured

ndow
play

^Hrtising.

an

1

out

ever

>op id

(folio*

ilurtJ

theif

t Away, as

enHbh. this time

sieve Westfield tv

a^Bge buzz: Box

Jpiector's iteiaV

ump ship foP

rd J^Hsachuse t Uasaasai

iheC
rhur»Uu) at

I biggest St

split between Guided B\

King, that year, as well as releases

among others Push Kings. DMZ und

\ iny] I ingle from the

I ^+96. uV ugh, wouldn't be as kind.

Mihouib the Ray Mason Band's

villc and reli tycatcher,

liss R K and the artwrights

I hunk's distributors began

like flics. The major-label alter

llve boom had decimated their busi-

h the middlemen either complcte-

ng down or. at the very least.

L-linitdy delaying their payments

the label was entirely financed out

urslpy's own pocket, any unplanned

\ a band breaking up just as a

* about to be released) can have

ncial repercussions.

S >, ai Iraost shutting down due to

lack, d' fin; N Chunk till remains in '97.

A nev. diM'm mion deal is finally giving

the label - m financial "it

releases are being planned aceordirTjrfj/,

rhe Irrst of tht-> ( Mink's Greatoi llm
12-97, f atures a little W» of everything

n the label's ro»ter. including some

lowly unreleased ti.i> kv Due out in

il, Greatest Hits will be lollowed hv

new releases by Serpico and lte< m ^

well as guitarist ioey Santiago, anu
,

bh a \i*w Radiant Storm King collection.

So alter a decade of running essentially a

-peration, Mai Thursday and
'Is are still going strong.

Claiming that the*%ratifkation he receives

for helping local bands is motivation

enough, don't he surprised if Thursday

and Chunk continue to he at the center of

the local music scene for another dec i

to lames Brown and Ray Charles. The club is

essentially two different rooms under one roof;

the larger, upstairs stage (average admission

$10) which is the sight of the many dance
nights and bigger acts, and the smaller, more
basic lower level (avg. adm. $6), which caters to

many smaller touring bands, local groups and

tribute acts. Pearl St. helps support the local

scene by often placing Valley bands in the open-

ing slots for nationally touring acts.

Of course, if you're hunting for cheap local

music and indie rock, look no farther than the

Bay State Hotel (41 Strong Ave. 584-8513).

The Bay Stale is ubiquitous with the local scene.

with many Valley bands playing there on a regu-

lar basis. Part of the club's appeal is its lack of a

stage; instead, bands set up on the floor of the

restaurant adjacent to the bar. Look for the

Next Big Thing there, too. In the past, bands

such as Morphine. Royal Trux. Superdrag and

the Grifters have stopped by on their rise to

national prominence. The average admission is

a paltry $3-5. with live bands Thursday through

Saturday and free blues on Monday and an

open-mike night during the week.

~ie hundreds of photos lining the walls of the

IrorV Horse Music Hall (20 Center St. 584-

0610) are a definite indication of the venue's

style. Perhaps the most famous live

at in the Valley, the Iron Horse caters

ted crow^with eclectic tastes. Featuring

jazz, bl j>aW worldl^fcic and the occasional rock

show, the Horse has^^teitl) featured acts rang-

ing from Die/ Dale^^Bo Diddley to Pat

Metheny. Although tn^kover can be steep

ft en exceeding Ibe $20 ikrk). the chance to

some legendary artists nysuch an intimate

e usually justifies the price of admission.

Othw stages ij^own include the

Northampton Brewery ( 1 1 Brewster Court 584-

9903), with free local rmalic (as well as excel-

lent beeO on Sunday nights., lub Metro's Lava

Lounge < *92 Pleasant St. 5*2-9898). and the

brand-new Silent Cal's ( 192 Pleasant St. • in the

Chilson j Shops building - 587-9876). with

,eir .uvrr-free Mojklay night show-
cases. M
Of course, with tM abundance of

clubs and so man^^nds floating

around, it's almost impossible for a

newcomer to know who's .

•tey play.

o means
eft off).

a rough

a smat-

weeknights), local clubs ate filled with great live

music, most of it homegrown.

Don't expect to find h in Amherst, ihntigh \

city ordinance prohibits any act '

trio from performing m town Coupled

virtual disflnpeflrint' Set pulled by

Productions and Concerts^^flj i

the last voupk ot years, the focus has shifted

down Route 9 and across the river int<

Northampton.

The primary Hve venue m Nqho is Pearl St

( 10 Pearl St. 584-7771). Since rife MaPBTand^
international touring bands. Currcr*- stai

Fugees, Counting Crows. Di»

and Marilyn Manson hn\ c *U 8'ppHTby over

the last couple of years, as wPnu artists rang-

ing from the Dead MllVmen to Blue Oyster Cult

that matter, what kind of m
'Although the following Hats ate l .

complete (my apologies to eve
hopefully ihe) iviU provide som-

jfuide and very broad e.attr^fcation

tering of local bands.

If you're looking for basic. '6W-inspired

garage-rock, be sure toHreck out MM Thursday

and the Cheetahs. Hrnilingus, Hlmbert. the

Unband, the pote^^ew*diant 5torm King,

and the V«fast VrxhrmcMd meets Neil Young
sound of the r%mer)j»#jdie pop? Try Tizzy.

Ribbon BrK Piraj^Rfly. Stringbean and the

MiuhWn. Punk or riafdcore? Serpico. the

M Jmes, and Hallr.iker. Roots, country, or

rJckabilbHtagry frlirtm and the Killbillies. the

v ud Mountain B<

Lirothers, Trtefo'

Throw Zek. ftd II

Where In

tip of the V,'

sssssssssss^Ty
^the

Hospital, the Lonesome
d the Ray Mason Band.

nd Steve Westfield some-

and you've got just the

isic iceberg.

II be inspired to take advan-

ving local music scene lying at

For more info about shows and

pne sure to check out the Valley

ate. the Collegian, and such radio stations

AMH. WOZQ,. WMUA, and WHMP. And
none of this has piqued your interest, yet you

still want an interesting evening of music.

there's always Friday night karoake at the War
II Veterans Club (50 Conz St.).

John Hendrickson is a Collegian columnist.
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Multiple winners include Beck & Beatles

9 multiple winners at Qrammys; First Lady wins

commsv «iison dvh

Beck

cowmsr associated muss

Hilary Rodham Clinton

By David Bauder

Associated Press

NEW YORK — From the Beatles to Beck, nine different

artists took home multiple Grammys yesterday in a ceremo-

ny that celebrated music's diversity. Even a "tone deaf"

first lady took home a Grammy.
Multiple award winners included the Beatles, the Fugees.

Beck. Sheryl Crow. Eric Clapton. Kenneth "Babyface"

Edmonds. LeAnn'Rimes. Toni Braxton and Vince Gill.

In a year of no clear trends, it was one song that proved

dominant. The composition "Change the World* was
responsible for Grammy awards for singer Clapton, its

songwriters and producer Babyface.

Hillary Rodham Clinton, saying she was "amazed" to

win for her recording of her book on child rearing. // Tykes

a Village, picked up the prize during the pre-telecast pre-

sentation ceremony at Madison Square Garden before

heading back to Washington for a state dinner.

"I was very surprised because I didn't even know that

the Grammys were given to tone deaf people like me." said

Mrs. Clinton, recalling an off-key duet she recently per-

formed on "The Rosie O'Donnell Show."

Music's top awards ceremony was moved to the Garden

this year and, for the first time, members of the public were

admitted to see the televised portion of the 39th annual

show.

With three awards yesterday, the Beatles nearly doubled

their lifetime haul of Grammys. They won for best pop per-

formance by a duo or group for "Free As a Bird." the song

manufactured by the three surviving members from a tape

left behind by the late )ohn Lennon.

They also won two video awards for "Free As a Bird"

and their anthology project. During their peak in the

1960s, the Beatles won only four Grammys.

A tearful country singer LeAnn Rimes, with a dress to

match her hit song. "Blue." won the award for best new

artist. The teen singing sensation also won for best female

country vocal performance.

"Blue" was also honored as best country song, an award

that went to writer Bill Mack.

At 14 years old. Rimes said she was proud to be the first

country singer to win best new artist. She wasn't sure how
she was going to celebrate.

"I'm going to go out to dinner, but I guess that's about

all I can do." she said. "I'm going to party somehow."

Babyface, who earned a record-tying 1 2 Grammy nomi-

nations, won the songwriter's award for best rhythm and

blues composition, "Exhale (Shoop Shoop)." sung by

Whitney Houston. He also was honored as producer of the

year.

Beck augured a changing of the guard for rock music,

beating out veterans Bruce Springsteen, Bryan Adams.

Clapton and |ohn Hiatt for an award for his surrealistic

"Where It's At." He also won for best alternative music

performance.

Braxton, admitting she was surprised to beat Celine

Dion, won best female pop performance and best female

rhythm and blues performance for two different songs:

"Un-break My Heart" and "You're Makin' Me High."

Crow won for best rock album and best female rock per-

formance for "If It Makes You Happy." The Fugees. who
performed with late reggae star Bob Marley's back-up

band, took home two awards. Gill won for best country

collaboration and best male country vocal performance.

Tracy Chapman received a Grammy for best rock song

for her plea to a reluctant lover. "Give Me One Reason."

The song was also nominated for record and song of the

year.

LL Cool I was ecstatic upon finding out he won an

award for best rap solo performance. "My head was

exploding over there because I didn't want to have to smile

if someone else won." he said.

Although Mrs. Clinton took home an award, another

moonlighting celebrity was out of luck. Shaquille O'Neal

was part of a group nominated for best rhythm and blues

performance, but he lost out to the Fugees.

Veteran folk artist Pete Seeger received a standing ova-

tion when he won an award for best traditional folk album.

Cissy Houston, mother of pop star Whitney Houston,

went home a Grammy winner for the first time for a gospel

performance. Winners were chosen by the 9,000 voting

members of the National Academy of Recording Arts &
Sciences, a group of music business professionals.

Partial list ofGrammy winners
SONG OF THE YEAR - "Change
the World," Gordon Kennedy,
Wayne Kirkpatrick and Tommy
Sims.

MALE FOP VOCAL PERFOR-
MANCE - "Change the World,*
Eric Clapton.

FEMALE POP VOCAL PERFOR-
MANCE - "Un-break My Heart,"

Toni Braxton.

NEW ARTIST • LeAnn Rimes.

POP PERFORMANCE BY A DUO
OR GROUP - "Free as a Bird," The
Beatles.

POP COLLABORATION WITH
VOCALS - "When I Fall in Love,"

Natalie Cote and Nat King Cole.

POP "NSTRVMENTAL PERFOR-
MANCE FOR AN ORCHESTRA,
GROUP OR SOLQ1ST - "The
Sinister Minister," Bel* Fleck and
the Flecktones.

POP ALBUM Falling Into You,
Celine Dion.

TRADITIONAL POP VOCAL
PERFORMANCE FOR SOLOS,
DUOS OR GROUPS - "Here's to

the Ladies.* Tony Bennett.

MALE ROCK VOCAL PERFOR-
MANCE - "Where Its At," Beck.

FEMALE ROCK VOCAL PER-
FORMANCE - "If It Makes You
Happy." SheryJ Crow.

ROCK PERFORMANCE BY A
DUO OR GROUP - "So Much To
Say," Dave Matthews Band.

METAL PERFORMANCE - "Tire

Me," Rage Against the Machine Rob
/limbic and Alice Cooper.

HARD ROCK PERFORMANCE -

"Bullet With Butterfly Wings." The
Smashing Pumpkins.

ROCK INSTRUMENTAL PER-
FORMANCE - "SRV Shuffle."

limmie Vaughan. Eric Clapton,

Bonnie Raitt, Robert Cray. B.B.

King, Buddy Guy, Dr. John and Art

Neville.

ROCK SONG - "Give Me. One
Reason." Tracy Chapman
ROCK ALBUM - Sheryl Crow.
Sheryl Crow.
ALTERNATIVE MUSIC PER-
FORMANCE "Odelay." Beck.

FEMALE R&B PERFORMANCE -

"You're Makin* Me High.* Toni

Braxton.

MALE R&B VOCAL PERFOR-
MANCE - "Your Secret Love."

Luther Vandross.

R&B SONG - "Exhale (Shoop
Shoop)." Babyface.

R&B ALBUM - Words. The Tony
Rich Project.

RAP ALBUM - The Score. Fugees.

RAP SOLO PERFORMANCE
"Hey Lover." LL Cool I.

RAP PERFORMANCE BY A DUO
OR GROUP - "Tha Crossroads."

iga-N -Harmony.

Media Advisor
Position Available

. AT

HAMPSHIRE
COLLEGE

JOB DESCRIPTION: Hampshire College is Looking for a Graduate Assistant to

Work 10 Hours a Week as an Advisor to Hamshire College Student Publications

and to Assist in the Development of a New Paper THat Will Be Starting this Spring.

WHO SHOULD APPLY? Graduate Students with Experience Working on a College

Newspaper are Preferred. However, all Applications will be Considered.

PAYMENT: This is a Graduate Position and Pays $10 an Hour. The Assistantship May

also Included Tuition Waiver for the Spring Semester.

TO APPLY: SEND YOUR RESUME TO:

DEAN OF STUDENTS AFFAIRS
HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE
AMHERST, MA 01002

OR FAX (413) 582-5584

COUNTRY ALBUM • The Road to

Entemda, Lyle Lovett.

FEMALE COUNTRY VOCAL
PERFORMANCE - "Blue," LeAnn
Rimes.

MALE COUNTRY VOCAL PER-
FORMANCE - "Worlds Apart.

'

Vince Gill.

COUNTRY PERFORMANCE BY
A DUO OR GROUP - "My Maria,

-

Brooks and Dunn.
COUNTRY COLLABORATION -

"High Lonesome Sound." Vince Gill

featuring Alison Krauss and Union

Station

COUNTRY INSTRUMENTAL
PERFORMANCE - -Jam Man,"
Chet Atkins.

COUNTRY SONG - "Blue Bill

Mack," LeAnn Rimes.

BLUEGRASS ALBUM True Life

Blues: The Songs ofBill Monroe.

NEW AGE ALBUM - The Memory
Of Trees, Enya.

CONTEMPORARY fAZZ PER-
FORMANCE ALBUM 'High

Life," Wayne* Shorter.

IAZ2 VOCAL PERFORMANCE -

"New Moon Daughter," Cassandra

Wilson.

JAZZ INSTRUMENTAL SOLO -

"Cabin Fever," Michael Brecker.

JAZZ INSTRUMENTAL. INDI-
VIDUAL OR GROUP "Tales

From the Hudson.' Michael
Brecker.

LARGE JAZZ ENSEMBLE - "Uve

at Manchester Craftsmen's Guild."

Count Basic Orchestra.

LATIN |AZZ PERFORMANCE
"Portraits of Cuba.* Paquito

d' Rivera.

ROCK GOSPEL ALBUM "lesus

Freak.' DC Talk.

POP/CONTEMPORARY
GOSPEL ALBUM -Tribute: The

Songs of Andrae Crouch, " Various

Artists.

SOUTHERN GOSPEL, COUN-
TRY GOSPEL OR BLUEGRASS
GOSPEL ALBUM - "/ love to Tell

the Story: 25 Timeless Hymns.
"

Andy Griffith.

TRADITIONAL SOUL GOSPEL
ALBUM • "Face to Face." Cissy

Houston.

CONTEMPORARY SOUL
GOSPEL ALBUM -Whatcha
Lookin' 4." Kirk Franklin and the

Family.

Convention Choir.

LATIN POP PERFORMANCE -

"Enrique Iglesias," Enrique Igksias.

TROPICAL LATIN PERFOR-
MANCE "La Rosa de los Vientos."

Ruben Blades.

MEXiCAN-AMERICAN/TEJANO
MUSIC PERFORMANCE "Un
Millon de Rosas." La Mafia.

—Cimnrn Ammmmo '''

H O R S
\ U S I C H A L 1

20 Center Si N

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

thursday, february 27 • I

CORDELIA'S DAD

rhursdoy, february 27,10 pm, S4 odv

GALACTIC
AND TAMMY FLETCHER & THE DISCIPLES

new otleom gioove/funk & blues from burlington

friday, february 28 • 7 pm

MARCUS
roberts trio

outstanding |ozi ptono • SI4 odv

rue & wed march 4&5 •

JANE SIBERRY
1HI CANADIAN CHANTUESE • S18 adv

rhursday, march 6 • 1 pm

SCUD mountain BOYS
lost oreo show before notionol tour • S4 odv

friday, march 7 • 7 pm

CINDY BLACKMAN
QUARTET

lenny kroviti's percussionist does jazz. SIO adv.

friday, march 7, 1 pm

groovasaurus and

JIGGLE the HANDLE
boston s funky best *S5 odv

monday, march 10 ••
i

Jonathan
RICHMAN
JOJO RETURNS • SI 5 odv

MUSIC SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK

Coming Big Geraniums Jlobyn Hitchcock,

Goto Borbwri Michael Hedges Ashley

Moclsoac Royal Crown Revue Dude of

Life Perron R I Burn', de Nils lofgren

TICKETS For the Record in Amherst at the

Northampton Bon Office or

call 586 8686 to charge by phone

24-hour Concert info:

413 584 0610

•

AT THE GATES OP SMITH COLLEGE

ACADE*K!££ fr** »«»

thinking about

grad school?

Kaplan can help.

If you're interested in taking that

next step to success, come to

Kaplan We'll walk you through the

admissions process and help you

get a great test score on the GRE.

Class begins March 3

Ace the Exam!
in teat prop and

adiiaaalona counaatainaj.

KAPLAN
1 Ml MP TEST

SONS
RTE9HADLEY 584-8174

MONDAY- SATURDAY 9:00""- 1 1.W"
Not responsible for typos

BASS ALE
24 12 oi bo"

'21 *P

BUSCH & LT
*30pk»"

11 -*P

BOUTrHN COMPORT
'30 plu

'

750MI

SOUVBAN
SAUVMANC

5

CHAJEAU
!

SALT

MAGIC HAT
24 12oz bo«

*p-

MILLER -high

•30 pW "*'

•11 99
«*>

TEQUILA

I 01

MERIDIAN
SAUVRLANC

•6**
750ml

SAM ADAMS
24 12 oi boll

•IS"-*,
KEYSTONE LT

"30pki'

»10" dec

A SEASONS VODKAJ

1 751

J. LOHR
CHAM)7 750ml

—
DISCOUNT
LIQUORS

• BEER •WINE* KEGS •ICE •CIGARS I

MOLSON «/
24 1 2 oi boil

C(XD

$ 1 3" +,

M.G.D. & LT
24 12oi bod

BARCARDI RUM

15"
1 7M

WOODBRIDGE
CHARD & CAS

9 750ml

KILUANS
IRISH RED 24 1 2 or bolt

•15".v
MILWAUKEES

MST '30 oki
*

*104V<v

SPORTS

WE DELIVER
584.8174

MICRO
KEGS!

SAM ADAMS
OREGON
SARANAC
HARPOON
J W DUNDEE

Pm* lots Mow!

ICE!
10»>i $1W
50lbt $599
1001b, $999

SoUTKn.3 5 97

KEGS!!!

$3999
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Updike's latest: one for the ages
By Jayna Stafford

Collegian Correspondent

XDHN UPDIKE
In the Beauty of the Lilies

Fawcett / Columbine

|ohn Updike's latest novel, In the

Beauty of the Lilies, is a close exami-
nation of the Wilmot family as they

grow through four generations. The
book, divided into four parts, from
great-grandfather to great-grandson,

chronicles the lives of each successive

family member.
In embracing an almost complete

century-long view of America,
Updike is cautious to show the full

portrait of the country; his narration

of the exciting, promising times are

complicated with their simultaneous
flaws and imperfections.

The reader is swept from the events

of pre-World War I up to the present

day. There are vivid details of the bur-

geoning labor movement shown by a

careful description of the New Jersey

Silk Mill strike of 1913, both World
Wars and remnants of the stink of

McCarthyism. Stretching to current

times, the reader experiences cultist

religious fervor and the very real

threat of AIDS. Updike cleverly

weaves together the selected moments
of a country's history, as well as a

tamily's memories through letters and
conversations.

Updike must change the narrator's

voice four times within the space of

the novel and he achieves this effect

seamlessly. He has a gentle rhythm
and a believable tone, which is steady

whether he is creating the voice of a

spoiled little girl or an elderly man.
Each section is so completely devel-

oped that they might easily be divided

into four novellas.

Running throughout the entire

novel is the undercurrent of each fam-

ily member's struggle to come to

terms with religion and the place of

God in their lives. Peaceful Clarence,

the familial patriarch, begins the

novel. A caring Presbyterian minister,

who one day loses his faith. It simply

evaporates, "a visceral surrender, a

set of dark sparkling bubbles escaping

upward"; he is left empty and
betrayed. As he leaves the church and

attempts to find work, this marks the

beginning of the family's continuous

struggle with the meaning of religion

and God. This sometimes uncon-

scious quest will cycle from father to

son to daughter to son and end in a

place strangely close to where
Clarence began.

Teddy, named after the bright,

young Theodore Roosevelt, is unable

to forgive the God he feels has desert-

ed his father. He tells his future wife,

"My poor dad wanted to believe and

needed to believe and God just stayed

COUEGIAN tut mOTO

John Updike

silent." He can never bring himself to

be faithful again.

It is with Essie, Teddy's daughter,

that her struggle for religion begins to

come full circle again. She leads a life

of self-centered beauty and the quest

for eternal youth. A Hollywood starlet

in later life, as a child, when she

prayed, she felt as if she was speaking

directly to Clarence, her unknown
grandfather in heaven. Ironically, it is

he who is her spiritual being.

Clark, Essie's son, leads a life

where there "was more than the usual

number of problems with girls, drugs

and wrecked cars.* He holds little

animosity toward his absentee moth-

er; he generally tells people that she

did the best she could, she just didn't

have enough time. The two genera-

tions furthest removed from one
another are closest in temperament.

The spiritual battle of sorting out reli-

gion and lack of religion grabbed hold

of Clarence, and years later, of Clark.

Sorting out the intricacies of God's

presence brings both men to the edge

of their own personal doom.
The novel is somber in tone and

full of renewing sorrow. The
heartaches of life and the sadness of

the human condition are. even in the

fleetingly happy moments, over-

whelmingly present. The fragility of

human flesh plays a principle role; the

delicate frame of the body is continu-

ally a conspicuously real presence. In

the Beauty is Tilled with broken souls

and bodies: a disfigured foot, a lisp,

obesity, cancer, death. In the face of

frailty and pity, Updike has created a

family so realistic that the reader can

do nothing but hope and wish for

their survival in a world so marked by

pain, and shift uncomfortably to rec-

ognize a world so gloomily similar to

real life. B

Come Write
For Arts!

The Arts & Living desk is always looking

for new writers. Come on down and see

Jeremy brothers at the Collegian in the

basement of the Campus Center.

r

at Our Newstand on the

Concourslor in Ou/Baseniiit Office
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UMass Ed TV tells kids "To Try this at Home"

Patty Bode, one of the hosts for UMass Ed TV's Try This at Home,'

Serrano.

LAUMN HCW 1 COUCGIAN 5I*»

works with Mtalika Banda and Justin

By JMHoV BcohJots

Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts

Educational Television (UMET). pre-

sented a valentine to the community

this month in the form of a new
show to be broadcast on Continental

Cablevision's local programming
channels throughout the Pioneer

Valley.

"Try This at Home' is a 14-part

series that was developed by UMET
staff, the first new show since the

local studio has become associated

with Continental in October, 19%.
The series features a variety of pro-

jects for kids and grown-ups in top-

ics ranging from art projects, mask

making and shadow puppets to intro-

ductory scientific experiments asking

questions like "will your bubble-gum

lose or add weight after you chew

it?" and "is your favorite food an acid

or a base?" Most of the projects can

be done along with the show and all

of them can be done in a regular

kitchen.

The series has two hosts, UMass
School of Education Professor

Richard Konicek and Amherst Public

Schools art teacher and local artist

Patty Bode. Both Konicek and Bode

host the show along with a group of

adventurous seven and eight

year-olds. Konicek hosts the scientif-

ic shows, while Bode tackles the

artistic episodes with the experience

her position as an art teacher has

provided.

In regards to her experience taping

the show last May. Bode is excited.

"I really like the way UMET inter-

sects with the community. They use

the public school teacher's teaching

skills and combine it with their stu-

dent staff, the expertise of the pro-

ducers and directors and the technol-

ogy they provide to create an educa-

tional and creative public service in

the media," Bode said.

And what about the students who
were able to help host some of the

shows? Bode had the opportunity to

work with some of her own students

from Amherst's Wildwood School

where she teaches.

"The kids were thrilled. They loved

being involved with the show and
really took to TV studio life. They're

really looking forward to seeing the

shows." Bode said.

"Try This at Home" premiered

Feb. 12 on Continental Cable and

can be seen every Wednesday night

at 7:30 p.m. until May 14. For fur-

ther information call Continental

Cablevision at 586-6911 or UMass
Ed TV at 545-1 155.
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Magical series heats up Hampden

The unique style of Alvin Batiste, courtesy of the Magic Triangle series.

COUKTISV DAVID KATttNSWN

By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

Tonight at the Hampden Theater, the Magic Triangle

|azz Series, sponsored by WMUA in conjunction with

Residential Arts, clarinetist Alvin Batiste plays his ver-

sion of be-bop. long considered unusual, especially as he

is a New Orleans native.

Many record executives throughout his career would

never actually take the risk to sign him to a major con-

tract simply because he was a New Orleans man not

playing traditional dixie-land jazz. In 1994. he finally

released a major-label record on Columbia with pianist

Kenny Barron aptly titled Late as in "better late than

never."

However, between his 1932 birth in the middle of

hometown hero Louis Armstrong's heyday and the pre

sent time, he had to go from place to place, from >ma
show to small show, all the while carrying a vast music

expertise which earned him the nickname. "Mozart."

Surely, the man has his abilities taken care of. especial-

ly with his skills on clarinet being so enticing, as it is a

very hard instrument to master. He started out with
these abilities with bluesman Guitar Slim in the '50s,

before moving on to join fellow New Orleans jazz staples

sax player Harold Batiste, drummer Ed Black well, bassist

Richard Payne and famous father/pianist Ellis Marsalis

(the patriarch of a family that includes trumpeter
Wynton, saxophonist Branford and trombonist Delfeayo,

all successful players now) in a group called the Original

American |azz Quintet.

He went on in the '60s through the '80s recording for

a label called South Louisiana Music, all recordings of

which he keeps as a private collection. To find music
from him from these times, one must look to albums
from Wynton Marsalis. Freddie Hubbard and other lead-

ers

II With Ellis Marsalis and saxophonist Edward "Kidd"

Turn to HAMPDEN, page 10

Leftover Salmon makes waves at Pearl Street

By Jean Sienkewicz

Collegian Correspondent

For many, walking into Pearl

Street Tuesday night was like com-

ing home: dread-locked heads,

tie-dyes, corduroys, patchwork
clothing, and best of all: smiling

faces above animated dancing bod-

ies.

Why? Because the music of

Leftover Salmon moved them. The

look in their eyes gave it all away:

there was no place they'd rather be

than there, boogieing down to the

"polyethnic Cajun slamgrass."

Leftover Salmon, the quintet

formed several years ago from two

popular Colorado bluegrass bands

(the Left Hand String Band and the

Salmon Heads) played some jam-

ming three hours of music. A scant

45-minute first set barely held a

candle to the 2-1/2 hours that made
up the show's second half.

True to form. Leftover Salmon
meandered from style to style seam-

lessly for the entire night, barely giv-

ing the audience a chance to catch

their breath, lumping from a heavy

blues number with a funky twist, to

sweet reggae (driving leads provided

by. get this: a mandolin with a steel

drum-sound effects pedal), to an

audience-participation- required

polka (the band completely grooving

on Freebird, polka-style. Think of

this, just for a moment, have you

ever even considered what a

Freebird polka might sound like?) to

lightnin'-quick finger-pickin' blue-

grass to good, old- fashioned rock

n' roll (including high-energy covers

of Led Zeppelin's "Rock n' Roll"

and the Stones' "Honky-Tonk
Woman" in the midst of a scorching

jam session).

Leftover's vocals generally

bopped back and forth between the

group's resident guitarist/mandolin-

ist/electric fiddler Drew Emmit and

rhythm guitarist Vince Herman.
While the band's lyrics weren't a

particular high point of the night,

the energy and vigor Emmit and
Herman imbued them with was
impressive, to say the least. And
though, by the end of the night.

Turn to SALMON, page 10
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A Week with Maria Elena Pineda Campesina Artist

from Nicaragua

March 3: Opening Reception for The Ideal and the Real:

"/Vrt and revolution in Nicaratfuan Camnesion Painting"

5:00 - 7:00 pm

March 4: Reception

7:00 - 9:00 pm
Latin American Cultural Center

All staff and students invited for an informal discussion!

March 5: Women Studies Brown Bag Lecture Series:

featuring: Maria Elena Pineda

A Presentation of social, nolitical and ecological issues that inform her art

Augusta Savage Gallery

12:00 -1:30 pm

These events were sponsored by The Everywoman's Center. The Office

of ALANA Affairs, Women's Studies Department, Latin American

Cultural Center, Latin American Studies Program, Student Affairs

Cultural Enrichment Fund, and the Dean's Office Graduate School.

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS -

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring "Gtnnv" 30 pack *9.

Bvyl Genuine Draft bottles
$ 9."/case

"MICRO MADNESS" CONTINUES!
Horpoon- lake your pick of "Flavors"!

Red Hook E.S.B., ftHer, I PA, Porter, Rye & ''tefr^Wqiffir''!

Middlesex - Oatmeal Stout, Brown Ale. & Raspberry Wheat"!

Pete's - 10 different flabors mclud. the new Mardi Gras"!

SorortOC- Amber, Ploe Ale, Blk & Tan, Goldern &
"
Maple Porter"!

Mix & Match "TWO" 6/pks . .

.

$r

All Beers Plus Depo.it* OPEN 9:00AM - 1 1 :00PM VISA/MASTERCARD 'Delivery Available*

Hicks' film inspires
Sad and sweet, the magic of Shin<
_ a kiWiQlll'U ikat If fttl
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By Adam Levin*

Collegian Staff

SHINE
Directed by Scott Hicks

with Geoffrey Rush, Noah Taylor,

Armin Moeller-Stahl

Playing at Acodemy of Music

We associate the word, shine, as

something aesthetic: beautiful, as if

light is gleaming down upon us from
the skies above. Yet, there is rarely

any light gleaming in Scott Hicks'

brilliant masterpiece. In fact, aside

from the main character. David
Helthgott, rarely does anyone even
smile, and the strange thing is. David
is insane.

Shine has already won countless

awards by both critics and festivals

nationwide, including seven Academy
nominations. It is not enough to

merely comment on how good a film

Shine is, everyone knows that already.

Rather, what is essential here, is to try

to put the pieces together; understand

why this simple, but true story is so

sincere and powerful.

To give away the story's secrets in a

plot summary would truly be a sin,

even though this is surely one of the

most anti-climatical films of the year.

The focus is on three stages of
David's life: a young boy, late teens

(Noah Taylor) and middle aged
(Geoffrey Rush). What the audience

so clearly witnesses through these dis-

tinct stages, is the evolution of insani-

ty, and many may argue that this If,

the major point that Hicks is attempt-

ing to describe in his film.

David is a musical prodigy, and
although he may not be the greatest

pianist of our time, he is close enough
to be warranted a genius. His father

Peter, played by Armin Mueller-Stahl.

loves his son to such a degree that

David can no longer deal with the

pressure. Peter symbolizes the oTd

world — an Australian immigrant
from Poland. We assume that he is a

survivor of the Nazi holocaust and
has witnessed the massacre of his

entire family. Therefore, he will do
anything to keep his current family

together.

The pressure that David encom-
passes, both from his father's obses-

siveness and the struggle of being a

world- renown concert pianist, set

the film's sad and bittersweet tone.

The reason the film is called Shine is

because that is the way the world per-

ceives him. But those who know and

understand him see David in a differ-

ent light. He speaks quickly about

random things'and people laugh at his

unique charm, after all he is amusing.

Their laughter is however, filled with

a sorrowful content — because they

love David and feel sorry for him. He
is innocent and naive, and most of all

he never asked to go insane, but as we
all know — life isn't always fair.

What separates Hick's film from

others similar to it, is his sensitivity to

his subject. The theme of Shine is not

incredibly unique, we have' all seen

movies about insanity before. Yet,

watching this particular film is an

entirely original experience.

Hicks refrains from all acts of pre-

tentiousness by evading excessive

complication in his narrative. The
audience is never. fell overwhelmed
with bizarre symbolism and abstract

dialogue. Directors often attempt to

make the viewer feel as if they are

growing insane along with the protag-

onist, such as what Alan Parker did

with The Wall. Hicks offers no such

nonsense, but rather his only ambi-

tion is to tell a beautiful, sad story.

Shine is so superbly photographed
and brilliantly performed that it is

impossible to not become fully

absorbed into the story's spirit. Hicks

is aware of this and has carefully edit-

ed certain sequences to serve as a

reminder to the viewer that they are

watching a movie. At times when
David is playing his piano. Hicks uses

certain intriguing techniques to inten-

sify the story's passionate nature and
take us away from the actual narra-

tive, in order for us to recognize how
amazing the structure of the film is.

Shine is truly a breathtaking cine-

matic voyage into the heart of the tra-

ditional character study. It is enlight-

ening and bitter at the same time.

Hicks plays with both extremes so

diligently like a true master of film

art. His cast is profound with three

different actors coming together to

form an honest look inside the world

of David Helthgott. May this film's

charm inspire filmmakers for decades

to come. A
1
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A.American Diabetes Association

Sign up today, call
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TRAVEL
SMART!
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www.diabetes.org/tour
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RISM TRAVEL
347 Madison A«e NY NY 10173

212-986 8420*

800-272-9676

R E LAX?
FORGET IT!

PLAY HARD to STAY HARD
JOIN THE BEST

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS
90 Gatehouse Road

256-6446

EVERY TUESDAY

6ju mem
'Hon t '( hi hi He -"/lyeti/ina

A MADONNA CfliBRATION, FBMUAKY IS, IW7

EVERY THURSDAY

n?<TrHr'3Tr?S7

A FULL HOUSE EVERY WEEK
EVERY FRIDAY 9-lam *i

IHIIUIIOHl 10:00PM V

KUKI Nltlll
MUSIC FROM THE 70s. 80s a Ml
EVERY SATURDAY

TEEN NIGHT
ACES ISIS • 6:00 - 10:00 PM

'il'+IL*
Fri. Feb. 28 @ 8:30 pm @

THE LUHACHICKS
ONE TON SHOTDUN/SWtET 16

Sat. Mar. 1 @ 8:30 pm (Tg
A fear I Jam Tribute'

ITCHY FISH
SKIN .
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TONY VACCA i. WORLD RHYTHMS
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ANHIE SPRINKLE
HARDCORE FROM THE HEART

Fri Mar 7 <£ 8:00 pm (fc

SLIPKNOT
BHETI 8 00 m
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JOHN SHELDON AND BLUES STRtAK
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i
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Spring Break Party '97

)AYTONA BEACH

199~~S229
From

Bus & Horn

From

Horn Only

i Round trip transportation

via deluxe motorcoach
> 6 or 7 night accommodations
at Ocean front hoi I

• Full time Breakaway staff on
location

For Details or to Book Call:

1-800-465-4257 Ext. 375

www.breakawaytours.com

AMHERST FIRE DEPARTMENT
is now recruitingfor

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS

Join the Student Force of Engine Company 3

^ ^ Gain Valuable Experience

I (18h^/& Serve Your Community

Dgpl
for information sec our tabic on the

Campus Center Concourse, Feb. 26, 27, 28

4^U

Open House at the North Fire Station, February 28, 5:00 p.m.

Call 549-5419

Check out all the maple trees
Embrace the sun and celebrate because spring is coming

Ahh... sad but true — the winter's snow has left the

Pioneer Valley. No longer can we even contemplate
about the possibility of skiing in the Valley's backwoods
or sledding down Amherst College's superb slopes. Ice

patches from last week's rain storm are not enough to

support tricky tube sledding or a quick trek on skating

skis.

In fact nowadays it seems like the only thing we can

count on from Mother Nature are sporadic frigid tem-

peratures, mud-caked shoes and the potential of getting

our cars stuck in muddy
roads.

However despite the cold

brown earth it is officially no
long winter, but harvest time.

The corp is "maple sap" and
its harvesting time begins dur-

ing the final weeks of
February continuing until the

end of March.

Known as "sugaring time" this unique transitional

period between winter and spring can be experienced

throughout the Pioneer Valley at public sugarhouses or

private yards full of maple trees.

"Sugaring time" begins when the sun starts to pene-

trate through the winter skies and warms up the flow of

sugar sap in maple trees. Maple trees primarily use this

sap to regenerate growth after spending the long hard

winter in a deep sleep.

Centuries ago people used to ax or chop big notches

in the trunks of maple trees in order to extract sugar sap

for the production of syrup or candy. Sap would pour

forth from these gaping wounds and the maple trees

would eventually die.

k—

Referred to as "gashing," the Native Americans and

pioneers first tapped maples in this manner, however, in

the 19th century people began to drill small holes into

tree trunks and attached "sap spouts." »

Thanks to these early engineers tapping is now harm-

less for maple trees and has lead to the production of

maple syrup, one of New England's most profitable cot-

tage industries.

In order to tap into this industry all you have to do is

drill a hole with a bit just under one-half inch in diame-

ter and no more than
one-half inch deep slanted

upward into the trunk of a

maple tree.

Once the hole has been

drilled into the body of the

maple tree, the spout can

be hammered into the hole

through the side of a large

bucket to collect the sap.

The bucket must have a lid on it so that the sap will not

be polluted by snow or rain.

Known as the "traditional bucket method," all of

these supplies, plus instructions for effective tapping,

can be found at Amherst Farming Supplies, just of

North Pleasant Street beyond Amherst College.

Under perfect conditions a bucket will be filled with

sap in one day. (However, when is life ever perfect?

Realistically, it will probably take two or three days.)

Once the bucket is full it is taken to a sugarhouse where

the sap is boiled in evaporation pans until it reaches 218

degrees fahrenheit.

Alfresco News
with

Liz

Anderson

Snazzy releases from Haden, Metheny and Cary

Turn to MAPLE, page 10
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Pat Metheny and Charlie Haden join forces for Beyond the Missouri Sky, a collection of short stories.
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Yom love oar Restaurant, now try Lata Mite

•tart March Madaeaa larly with

$1.00

$1.00

$1.00

$1.00

Gin &Tonic

Vodka & Cranberry

Bud Lite Drafts

Nacho's After 1 pm

Everyday from Thursday Pea ST to Saaday March t

41 Boltwood Walk Amherst

Behind Antonios

253 - 4040

TKe lluke Lou proudly invites you to the Qrand
' Opening of New England's Finest Nouveau Dance Club2

FACULTY •

Two of Missouri's favorite sons,

Charlie Haden and Pat Metheny. have

recently released an album together

on Verve Records called Beyond The
Missouri Sky (Short Stories). After

having planned this project for years,

the bassist Haden and guitarist

Metheny were finally able to record it

last year, probably after Haden had

recorded his Grammy- nominated
album with his Quartet West ensem-

ble. Now Is The Hour and Metheny
finished recording on Michael

Brecker's Tales From The Hudson,

also nominated for a Grammy.
The word that certainly permeates

this album is "contemporary." I

is a very soft and very open

sound all around. The play

ing is, for the most part

heartfelt, but most anything

with Metheny. the King of

Contemporary |azz. will have that

wimpy reverb that basically ruined

almost all of jazz in the 1980s and has

made its presence fell on into the '90s.

The album is not Haden. Metheny

and a few other friends. It is just

Haden and Metheny. The duo play

mostly acoustic little pieces, which

they, for some reason or another, call

"short stories." One reason could be

that they all reflect a memory or

something to do with their family,

especially Haden's (as this is mostly

his project — Metheny is signed to

Geffcn Records).

"Waltz For Ruth." a new original

by Haden. written for his wife, opens

the album with Haden playing a nice

bass solo after Metheny has meditat-

ed on the wide plains of his home
state with acoustic guitar. Metheny

takes over on an older Haden tune,

"Our Spanish Love Song." next, lay-

ing down the Metheny sound for the

album — wide-spanning, dreamy
acoustic or light electric guitar over a

quiet Haden bass background.

On "The Moon Is A Harsh
Mistress," an old country tune adapt-

ALUMNI • /TUDENT/

ed here, we are deeper in Metheny
Country, with synclavier orchestra-

tion making everything that much
more gentle, yet more elevator.

Despite that, there is better chemistry

on this tune than on most others, as

is the next tune "The Precious Jewel,"

with added acoustic guitar backup
for a real rhythmic effect. Haden's

son, losh's song "Spiritual," which is

actually from losh's- bund Spain.

It is one astounding melody line,

making it a winner. Despite the

some-

59^ T\

Say hello and bring your friends to the newest and

most exciting Dance Club in all of New England

during it's Grand Opening Parry

Thursday February 27* 9:30pm

Experience a stdte of the art intelligent light show

and a mega mountain sound system with 20,000

WATTS of non stopping heart throbbing dance

excitement. A European Flavor that needs

to be experienced.

2<v=.
^T

>

KfflgfEiik.club
8H04I 3-541.5222M^MlMMllslIl

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
AT "AMHER/T WOODF

9 PRIME RE/ID- LOT/
REF t 7-057* SATURDAY. MARCH 1f™ AT 11 AM
LOT* 1 J-1J. *«V*7. 31-J2. 1«-J7, 40. 41 , «, 41 » 45

OFF WOOOCOT RO A CH.O FARM RO. AMMtRtT, MA

.j J. Manning a\ Co. . Inc. t» proud to offor 9 prima) Iota In on* o» Amhor«r»

I neighborhoods SNuartod within Amnorst Wood*, tho lot* v* tomo of tno

only remaining lota avaHabio and rang* in «za from 06± acra to 3± acta*

• 4 of tha 9 lot* ara baing offered ABSOLUTE-BUYER'S CHOICE.

TERMS: rWtSTT 4 LOT* TOM tOLOAMOLUTf -UYIR,» CHOK*. REGAROLES%
Of •HJC1. REMAaMMO LOT* TOW «OLD SUBJECT TO SELLER a COMrWMA-
TION. t 2.500 CX> depoeft PER LOT. In oaeh or oerMted check,MM 46 day* 10%

BUYERS PREMIUM Otier Mm*. I ««y. announced at tie aal* Ma Uc 1 1

1

BROKER TERMS 2% BROKER INCENTIVE OfFi

45 hour broker pro reoaMrMton

required. Cel for form.

CALL FOR INFO

JEROME J.

& BROCHURE OOQ-S21 -
L rr.M AlH. I iC^Nt.ia;JJMANNINCi COM

MARCH OVER TODAY FOR GREAT SAVINGS!!
Don't Drink
and Drive

CASE OF 30-12 OZ. CAMS fA

CASE OF 30*12 OZ. CANS + DEP

HARPOON
MAlBOCKtnd ALL FLAVORS

6 PK. BOTTLES
sa + oep

*109
rK. BOTTLES

'9

DEC

MEISTER BRAU
REGULAR 4 LIGHT

CASE OF 2-12 rK. CANS DEP

1/2 KEGS
BUD, BVD LT, MICH, MICH LT,

MICH AMBER BOCK, $£
ICEHOUSE, W
BED DOG, UTE + DEP

Willi OF THE MONTH K
DUNNEWOOD
CHARDONNAY, ZINFANDEL.
CABERSETSAUVIGNON 750 ML

ss
[ADEN WINES

iRBAS-IN-AtCK
CHABUS, BURGUNDY. RHINE,

WHITE GRENACHE, BLUSH, CHABUS,
GOLDEN CHABUS

RENE BARBIER
RED A WHITE \a9

Robert Mondavi

WOODBRIDGE
CHARDONNAY A
CABERNETSAUVIGNON
TSOUL

BERINGER
WHITE ZINFANDEL
7S0ML

s3
KALIBER BEER
NON-ALCOHOUC
fi PK BOTTLES

9
DEP.

POPOV VODKA
1.75 L

WHISKEY
1.75 L

CLUNY SCOTCH SALE '12.99
1.75L MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00

FINAL

COST

SALE '8.99

MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00

FINAL

COST

We Accept

Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007
£3 CI3 r- 1

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES

THURS. 2/27/97 THRU
WEDS. 3 5 97

3T RESPONSIBLE FOB TYPOGRAPHICAL. EflflOBS

ipJBSS BWj

by Joshua boyd

times elevator dreaminess here, at

least it isn't more re-bop. which is

what you'll find with too many cur-

rent anisi«

Re-Bop ("Re-emergence of

be-bop") is exactly what permeates

saxophonist Frank Foster's new
album, Leo Rising (Arabesque
Recordings) basically from the first

to last track. Foster, who has been in

music for over 40 years, has not only

had a 42-ycar tenor sax scat in Count

Basie's big band, but has also played

live or recorded with Billie Holiday.

Tony Bennett. Lionel Hampton and

other*.

For his first album for an American

label in over 25 years. Foster recruit-

ed some big names: bassist Christian

McBride. pianist Stephen Scott and

drummer Lewis Nash. For a couple

of numbers, he is also helped by

Derrick Gardner on trumpet.

This band sticks close to regular

be-bop for almost all numbers, but

on "Simone." the bop is less evident,

as Foster lets his sax sing a little more
melodically, and also McBride is

quite nimble and full of surprises.

There are some nice rhythmic varia-

tions on the title track, while Scott

has a very nice solo on the standard

"When April Comes Again."
However, most songs are just too

similar to each other.

We have a new artist on our
hands with pianist Marc Cary.

Also on Arabesque, he has

his debut album as a

leader. Listen, out now,
and it's quite a piece of

work. There is some very

line composing all through.

Taking time off of his current job

backing up Abbey Lincoln's vocals,

the thirty-year-old was able to put

together an instrumental band with

Ron Blake (tenor sax). Terell

Stafford (trumpet). Yarbrough
Charles Laws (flute). Daniel Moreno
(percussion). Dion Parson (drums)

and Billy lohnson (bass) to back him

up.

He has a fast tune in "Runnin' Out

Of Time (Epilogue)." which is ironi-

cally the opening track. "In Another

Way* is an astonishing practice in

composition — gTeat layering accom-

panied by the practice of ensemble

phrasing as a group. When he does

let his boys take solos, he'll usually

feature one in their own song, blow-

ing all the way through, like Ron
Blake's meditative riffing on this ver-

sion of Lincoln's "Throw It Away." A
fine debut from a man. usually in

back of vocals, able to chill out with

some cool improvising and instru-

mental composing.

loshua Boyd is a Collegian

Columnist

Tonight Dance Music by

DJ. Bob Paulin

Weekly Drink Specials

16 oz Red Dog Drafts

16 oi Vodka &0J

16 oz Jim Bean & Coke

12 oz Rolling Rock Bottles

M.50

2.00

s
2.00

-1.50

Appetizer & Nachos

1/2 price

3 5pmWed-Sat7-11pm
No Cover Before 10 pm

15 East Pleasant Street 'Crown Royal Promo Tonight'
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The/re just a band, or are they...?

commv KUNintno takuma

The Collegian Arts Desk would like to congratulate

Ceri as this weeks Spice Girl of the week.

Salmon

maple
continued from page 9

It takes roughly 1 5 hours of constant bubbling motion

before the sap reaches 218 degrees fahrenheit. As the sap

boils it becomes thick and amber in color until it .Anally

turns into maple syrup.

If you do not have the time or the facilities to undertake

processing maple sap into maple syrup, then you can enjoy

watching the process at local maple sugarhouses through-

out the Pioneer Valley.

lust follow Route 1 16 north to Ashfield Village and cel-

ebrate the beginning of spring at Gary's Sugarhouse. Learn

about processing maple sap at Gary's Sugarhouse and eat

the finished syrup on fresh pancakes.

Located just north of Ashfield Village off Route 1 16 sits

the small hill town. Conway, home of the Boyden Brothers

Sugarhouse. Mrs. Boyden offers visitors a tour of her

maple syrup industry as well as the opportunity to buy a

variety of maple sugar products.

Maple sugaring is serious business in the hill towns of

Hampshire County. If you are not only interested in maple

syrup, but also want to escape for some rest and relaxation

in New England foot hills, then hop onto route 112 north

and travel to Worthington Corners.

Once you reach Worthington Corners take Route 143

north to the Cook's small farm and tour their maple grove.

Located just off of Bashan Hill Road the Cooks' sugar-

house is located 800 feet into the woods and is at the end

of a tricky path. The Cooks request that visitors call on

weekdays to make reservations.

Worthington Corners is also the home of the Red
Bucket Sugarhouse. Surrounded by sweet clouds of sugar

smoke the Red Bucket Sugarhouse offers the public an-

extensive tour of its facilities and fresh maple sugar cakes

and breads.

If vou find yourself cranky this weekend due to Mother

Nature's barren vistas and muddy landscapes then go out-

side and check the maple trees. Their buckets will tell you

that it is officially no long winter, but it is sugar time.

Li: Anderson is a Collegian columnist

continued from page 8

which concluded close to I a.m.. the audience's dancing

energy levels had dropped dangerously low, the band

looked as if they could have continued for at least another

two hours. Herman was still howling into the microphone,

the bandmembers were Chuck Berry-dancing across the

stage, leaning on each other back-to-back, and playing off

one another in true AC/DC rock n' roll fashion.

The antics of these five Colorado grizzlies were hilari-

ous. The bass player, Tye North, on more than one occa-

sion, played the Luke Skywalker/Darth Vader game with

Herman and banjoist Mark Vann. substituting their

respective musical instruments for laser-beam swords. And

the senses of humor and Colorado twangs with which they

rapped back and forth and introduced songs only added to

the light and playful atmosphere.

The high point of the night, without a doubt, was the

simple opportunity of viewing these musicians up-close.

Whether you're a fan of Leftover Salmon or not, it's

impossible not to be impressed by their musical and tech-

nical know-how, their talent, versatility and spontaneity.

Drew Emmit is an absolutely fantastic musician, coaxing

electric guitar tunes from his mandolin sweeter than any

his contemporaries could produce.

With his effects pedals, it was virtually impossible to tell

the difference between a guitar and his mandolin, unless

you were watching. And his fiddle-playing commanded the

crowd to dance, no questions asked, an order to which the

audience had no trouble responding.

Michael Wooten on drums provided backbone rhythm

throughout the show, yet he was clearly the quietest of the

members, hidden behind everyone else. Perhaps if he had

some more exotic instruments than just the standard drum

kit, Leftover Salmon and Wooten's playing itself might

take on a whole new dimension.

And finally, banjoist Mark Vann. with his speed-of-light

fingering, although quiet and seemingly in his own world,

left an indelible impression on the music and the audience

-it's no surprise he won the prestigious Telluride Bluegrass

Festival banjo contest a few years ago.

If you missed Tuesday's show at Pearl Street with

Leftover Salmon (and opening band the Ugly Americans,

described by one audience member as "alterna-rock inject-

ed with a bit of funk"), yet have an appreciation for frenet-

ic high-energy jamming, a band with a sense of humor,

and enjoy dancing so hard you'll still feel it next week, I

implore you: catch these boys on their next swing around -

the smile you'll smile will stick with you until the next

morning.

Hampden
continued from poge 8

lordan, he is part of a triumvirate of New Orleans music

instructors responsible for teaching young Crescent City

go- getters like Leroy |ones and the Marsalis' boys jazz

theory and basically what the music is all about.

Tonight he will continue his quest of "philosophical and

spiritual inquiry." that began in 1969. while playing with

Ellis Marsalis. when he had a supposed "psychic experi-

ence." which most likely furthered his musical explorations.

Tonight's lineup will consist of Batiste on clarinet.

Rufus Reid on bass. |im Pryor on piano and Herman
lackson on drums.

The Alvin Batiste Quartet will perform tonight at 8
p.m. at the Hampden Theater. Tickets are 16 for students

and $9 for the general public. Call the Fine Arts Center

Box Office at 545-2511 for more details.
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UMAS3 MINUTEW0MEN HOST
ATLANTIC-10 TOURNAMENT

GAME

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 27, 199?

© MULLINS CENTER 7:00 PM
RESE1VED SCATS: SS.0S

ADULT ADMISSION: $4410

CHILD GENERAL ADMI88I0M (12Y19. AMD UMDE*): 52.00

DMASS STUDENTS: SMS
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COOITIST MOOKf WIlllAMS

A tender moment
Fred Alston, |r. gets a hug after performir.j a concert at Cherry Hill, a former Alston plantation in North

Carolina in the film Family Name, part of the Multicultural Film Festival. Family Name will be screened April 14

in Herter Auditorium.

Norman Mailer: first time T.V. veteran
By Frazier Moore
Auociatod Press

NEW YORK — Norman Mailer is.

among many other things, a television

veteran.

His first TV appearance? On a pro-

gram called "Night Beai." where,

butting, heads with its scrappy young

host, Mike Wallace. Mailer called

President Eisenhower "a bit of a

woman" and Life magazine "dirty."

Four decades and countless TV
appearances later, Mailer, the author

of 29 volumes and winner of two
Pulitzer Prizes, will be back on televi-

sion Monday to discuss his book
Portrait of Picasso as a Young Man.

Airing on cable's Bravo channel at

10 p.m. (and again six hours later),

"Mailer on Picasso" doesn't ignite

those old-time fireworks.

But Mailer on TV is inherently

watchable. reliably listenablc. Speaking

of Picasso and his interpretive biogra-

phy of "far and away the greatest artist

of the 20th century," Mailer yet again

shows his stuff as an untamable

observer.

Here's Mailer on the significance of

Picasso's Blue Period: "Colors have a

life for painters that different kinds of

whiskies have for a drunk. A serious

drinker will find a profound difference

between bourbon, rum and scotch,

and wouldn't dream of drinking one if

the other is available."

The interview was filmed last sum-

mer at Mailer's home in Provincetown.

where, in shirt-sleeves as boats bob
behind him in Cape Cod Bay, the

writer talks with Melvyn Bragg, host of

British TV's "South Bank Show.*

"Mailer on Picasso" is an absorbing,

insightful hour, despite the fact that,

earlier this week. Mailer was giving

himself little better than a 50-50 score

for his performance.
"1 don't think too much of myself on

TV shows," he explained, his face crin-

kled in amusement.

Just returned from Massachusetts to

his Brooklyn Heights townhousc.
Mailer likened being on TV to "being a

porny star, spiritually speaking."

"In a porny." he told a reporter over

tea, "you're engaged in an intimate

activity with a bunch of strangers look-

ing on. When you get on TV, too,

you're engaged in a series of false but

intense relations, and you're being

measured. There's a stigma of embar-

rassment."

On the other hand: "I've known
Melvyn for years, he first interviewed

me for The Executioner's Song, so 1

have confidence in him. He's like a

dentist I've gone to for 20 years."

Once upon a time. Mailer wrote a

magazine article about TV — about

watching it, as well as being on it — in

which he concluded that "TV is a

boredom-enhancing machine." Thus is

television an answered prayer in a

nation where "boredom is at last

revealed as the ultimate protection

against dread."

Special

Korean Cuisine

a
Authentic Japanese

Restaurant

The perfect opportunity has arrived for you to begin a

career unparalleled by most other industries!

Ware Amaa. One of the dominant diacount store chains in America, with more than $2 billion in sales and 300 stores In

14 states across the Northeast And. we've recently been named the Connecticut Retail Merdiane- Association

RetaaeroftneMMrl

Assistant Buyer Training Program

Because discount retailing has developed Into a complex, dynamic field where farsightedness and strategic planning

are sesontiel lor success, we've created a formal. 7-week training program for you, that couples comprehensive

classroom seminars and on-the-job training wfth a successful Buyer.

And because were so dedicated to this program and your success, senior-level management will participate in the

classroom training; and experienced Buyers and Divisional Merchandise Managers wP work closely with you through-

out al phases of your training.

Upon successful completion of the 7-week program, you wHI become an Assistant Buyer Then, you'" work alongside a

Buyer, assisting in the management of a $20 to $100 million business!

As an Assistant Buyer, you will continue to participate in ongoing developmental seminars, Business Analysis Group

Workshops, and other training support programs all designed to ultimately prepare you for a career in Buying

We're looking for dynamic, creative, success-oriented graduates with excellent communication, analytical, and

planning skPs.

If that's you, pleas* come talk to usl

We'll be at UMass to host an Information Session on:

Thursday, March 6th

7pm -9pm

Contact your placement office lor more detailed information or to schedule an interview.

Ames Is an equal opportunity employer M/fVD/V.
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Schaeffer qualifiesfor USCSAs, NCAAs
By Jackie Leroux
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's ski
team began its post-season action
last weekend when it headed up to

the NCAA Regionals in
Middlebury, Vt., and then the
United States College Skiing
Association Regionals (USCSA) in

Waterville Valley, N.H.
At the NCAA Regionals, junior

Tom Schaeffer led the way with a
seventh place finish in the slalom,
followed by Tom Holden at 18th
and Todd Fowler at 28th.

The team took fifth place overall,

ending with 1 12 points. Dartmouth
took top honors, followed by
Middlebury College, Vermont and
New Hampshire.

In the USCSA Regionals.
Schaeffer continued his excellent
skiing, taking first place in the
slalom with a time of 91.41. Todd
Fowler came in 1 3th for UMass in

97. 27, andTom Holden took 17that

98.02. In the giant slalom. Holden
took second place with a time of
113.19, and Aaron Harsh was ninth,

at 119.82.

The team finished in second
place, with a time of 286.70. The
Plymouth State Panthers took first

place, with a total time of 284.28.

The women's team did not quali-

fy for the Regionals, but it was rep-

resented by sophomore Katie
Keane, who qualified on an individ-

ual basis. Keane finished 32nd in

the slalom, and 45th in the giant

slalom.

Leah Muliero also qualified for

the Regionals, but could not com-
pete due to a torn ligament in her

knee.

Keane had a great performance in

the USCSA Regionals when she
took eighth in the slalom and sixth

in the giant slalom.

"Katie Keane skiied exceptionally

well in those championships,"
coach MacConnell said. "She's only

a sophomore, but she's gained a lot

of maturity."

With its performance in the
USCSA Regionals. the men's team
qualified for the USCSA
Nationals, and will head out to
Incline Village, Nev. to compete
on March 3.

Tom Schaeffer and Katie Keane
also qualified for the Nationals on
an individual basis.

Impressively, SchaeffeV has also

qualified for the NCAA
Championships at Mount Snow in

Stowe, Vt.

"It's very unusual to qualify for

the NCAA Championship,"
MacConnell said.

Because the USCSA and
NCAA's are held during the same
week, Schaeffer will miss the giant

slalom at the USCSA Nationals to

ski in the slalom in Stowe. He will,

however, fly to Nevada for the
slalom there.

"The NCAAs are more important

than the USCSA in our minds,"
MacConnell said.

notebook
continued from page 14

This week five Atlantic 10 teams are in the top 32 in

the RPI rankings. The RPI rankings are taken into
account by the NCAA Tournament selection committee,
because they factor in teams' and opponents' strength of
schedule.

St. Joseph's checks in as the top-rated A-10 team at

No. 18 in the RPI ratings. Massachusetts is next at No.
28, Rhode Island and Temple follow at No. 29 and 30,
respectively. Xavier, the conference's highest ranked
team in the AP Top 25 at No. 14, is at No. 32 in the
RPI.

UMass coach James "Bruiser" Flint also agrees there
should be five league teams in the tourney.

"I think we should get five, no question," Flint said.

"Everyone's talking about the RPI ratings, we've got five in

the top 32.

"We don't have a Big Monday, but we have one of the

best conferences in the country."

Some of the coaches feel there is no doubt there should
be five A-10 teams.

"Just look at our ratings and our teams." St.

Bonaventure coach Jim Baron said. "Our guys have done a

great job. When the teams get into the conference and beat

up on each other, it shows how good a conference we are.

I think it's a no brainer [to get five in)."

La Salle coach Speedy Morris also thinks it's a definite.

"I think St. Joe's is definitely in, UMass is definitely in,

and Temple is definitely in," Morris said. "Rhode Island

should go. I would say five, and no less than four. If there

are less than four then I will be irate. I think we deserve

five."

The coaches are not alone in thinking the Atlantic 10

deserves five berths. Noted sportswriter Dick Weiss,
who was on campus Monday, said the conference
deserves the berths, especially considering the RPI rank-

ings.

With at least one game and the conference tournament
remaining, the A-10 will send Xavier and St. Joe's to the

dance without a doubt, while UMass. URI and Temple are

looking probable.

"I think you see a couple of teams vying for the NIT,"

Punell said.

softball

commissioner
continued from page 14

ly in the IHL and in Italy before
authoring a pair of books, one on the

art of goaltending and the other a

recount of his alma mater's athletic

history.

Bertagna has coached goaltenders

for Team USA in both the 1991
Canada Cup, the forerunner to this

last summer's World Cup, and the

1994 Winter Olympics. Bertagna.
who has operated a successful Boston
area summer camp since 1973. spent

seven seasons with the Bruins coach-

ing staff and a pair with the
Milwaukee Admirals.

Reaction in Amherst was enthusias-

tic for the new commissioner.

"It's an excellent choice,"
Massachusetts hockey coach Joe
Mallen said. "Joe Bertagna is the type

qf guy that we need. He's a fair,

hard-working, honest guy. We need
someone who's going to be a mover
and shaker and he might be that sort

of guy.

"He's been the commissioner of
[numerous] teams with the ECAC
and now he'll be able to focus on only

nine teams. That's going to help us

move in the right direction to becom-
ing nine of the top teams in the coun-

try.'

Write for Sports...

It's batter than writing for class,

100* it's tare better than eating at the DC!

«a

Thursday Nlte Raffle Nlte

Mike's Mad Money Mike's Tee Shirts

Drink of the Week
Rum Coke $150

Mike's Bis One 1 6 oz Bud Ice $1 .00

Friday Nlte Crown Royal & Coke Nlte

lots off Great Prizes

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR & AUTOBODY

53 S. Prospect, Amherst Center

256-8157* 256-1385

'1 — \T
nrI—. \

a

1

L— 1]

• Imports & other unibody vehicles are

our specialty

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-

1/2 mm)

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European technology painting

and refinishing systems

• We provide substitute transportation •

• Users of Sikkens paint products

Remember it's your car and your

choice of repair facilities

k*.

Shop Registration # RSI 21

2

briefs
continued from page 14

Led by (enna Nolan, who had a

seven-goal effort, the team beat
UConn 8-6 Friday. EHza Garvey had
the team's other goal and helped out

on three as well.

The defensive tandem of Sandy
Wright and Molly Sherman went
plus-six for the night and assisted on
five goals. Melissa Frydlo contributed

an assist as well.

Nancy Kaiser made 28 saves,

including two huge stops in the last

1 :30 to preserve the win.

The women suffered a setback at

the hands of Holy Cross, 4-2,
Saturday. Nolan and Frydlo netted

UMass' tallies, but Holy Cross hit an
empty-netter to seal the win.

Tne women's next game is tomor-

row at Union College.

Sports Briefs were compiled by
Collegian staff member Casey Kane.

continued from page 14

LaFrenier ripped a double to the gap in

right center to score Katie Kenderski.

A pair of late unearned insurance runs

would give ISU the win.

Henderson dazzled Redbird batters

under the lights, striking out seven in

the first three innings, part of a nine-

strikeout complete game, while allow-

ing one earned run on four hits.

Truthfully, the Minutewomen will

simply be glad to be back on actual

fields when they get off the plane later

this evening. Practice conditions on the

dilapidated Boyden Building gym floor

are far from ideal, and the players visi-

bly suffered from that fact in Arizona.

For example, on Tuesday morning
assistant coach Kathryn "Bert"
Gleason took a can of neon orange
spray paint to the team's balls because

the batters couldn't pick them up well

enough for bunting practice.

Boyden is no place to train for a

tournament of this magnitude, but it

has had to make due. UMass did not

perform as it would have liked on the

field in Arizona, and after sitting on
that performance for two weeks, will

have a shot at redemption starting

tomorrow night.

Klub K&i
Thursday. Friday,

International

NIGHT

Ladles

NIGHT
College HOUSE

PARTY
Vmmmm1

DRESS TO IMPRESS -POSITIVE I.D. AND PROPER ATTIRE REQUIRED

21 FRIENDLY•CLEAN*Pl£NTY Of FREE PARKING

MT FARMS MAU.HADLEY.586-2774

\ I /

t
X I*

Summer is

s©©ner
than y©u think

PLAN YOUR STUDY ABROAD EXPERIENCE NOW!

Where will you be next summer? How about interning in

London? Working with film directors in Australia? Exploring

the Daintree Rainforest and the Great Barrier Reef? Hanging

out at the Edinburgh Festival' Visiting Sigmund Freud's

House in Vienna? Touring the Irish Parliament in Dublin?

Chatting with the locals in Guadalajara?

If any of the above sound better than what you've already

planned, call us right now!

Beaver College offers a range of summer programs in six

countries: Australia, Austria, England, Ireland, Mexico and

Scotland. All programs are available for undergraduate acade-

mic credit and promise you the summer of a lifetime.

Call jor a free catalog today.

1.888.BEAVER-9
cea@beaver.edu

http://www.beaver.edu/cea/
BcavvrOdlcge*

Center for Education Abroad

hoop
continued from page 14

bait.

Ivy: It's hard not to say Princeton,

but Penn always has a shot.

Metro-Atlantic: Only the league

tourney winner will go, look for

Fairfield or Loyola.

Mid-American: Eastern
Michigan just isn't the team it was
last year, so honors this year will

probably all to Bowling Green or

Ball State (watch out for Bonzi
Wells).

Mid-Continent: Gotta go with

Valpo (Valparaiso).

Mid-Eastern: Coppin State will

fill up a low seed in a bracket, as

long as it doesn't suffer a confer-

ence tourney setback.

Midwestern Collegiate: Detroit,

maybe Northern Illinois or Butler.

Missouri Valley: Bradley doesn't

have what it'll take, so watch out

for Southwest Missouri State.

State has the advantage of having

a NCAA champion as its coach —
former Indiana guard Steve
Alford. Also look for Illinois State

to pose a challenge.

Northeast: Monmouth or
Wagner. Rider has a distant, out-

side shot.

Ohio Valley: Everyone's favorite

— Austin Pcay.

Pac 10: UCLA. Arizona, and
Cal. Southern Cal will get some
serious glances. Without a confer-

ence tourney, Oregon and
Washington could be hurting.

Patriot: Colgate.

Southeastern: Kentucky and
Cinderella herself-South Carolina.

Look for Georgia to be a selection

as well. Mississippi might receive

some consideration.

Southern: Davidson usually
steps up this time of year.

Southland: Did somebody say

McNcese State? The Cowboys will

have to get by Northeast Louisiana

and Stephen F. Austin first.

Southwestern Athletic: Texas
Southern.

Sun Belt: New Orleans, unless it

runs amuck of the league finale. If

Arkansas-Little Rock,
Southwestern Louisiana or
Western Kentucky capture the

conference tourney, the Privateers

could, could, get an at-Iarge bid.

Trans America: College of
Charleston. 'Nuff said.

Western Athletic: Utah and New
Mexico are locks. It would be a

crime to deny Schea Seals and
Tulsa a bid. Hawaii is on the bub-

ble. Fresno State killed its chances

with a poor second-half showing.

West Coast: This is Santa Clara

country, although the Broncos will

probably be heading to Florida for

Spring Break instead of the tour-

ney. Try San Francisco on for size

this year.

Selection Sunday is Mar. 9.

Mark it on your calendars and get

ready for the Big Dance.

Casey Kane is a Collegian
columnist.

Salve Regina
Summer Session

Dizzy Gillespie Slept Here

jr/~ ^o did Duke Ellington, Louis Armstrong, Miles

^•W Davis. Ella Fitzgerald. Dave Rniheik. TheJonious

A*—«^ Monk and every other legend ofJazz. This is

Newport, where the world's greatest musicians have
given historic performances at the Newport Jazz and Folk

Festivals and the classical Newport Musk festival.

Now you can join the artistic atmosphere and
receive college credits at Salve Regina's "Summer
Session" in Newport. We specialize in courses in music,

art, literature and the liberal arts, ((immune with

Newport's fabulous summer atmosphere—concerts,
museums, beaches—and study with us while you're at it.

Call Salve Regina University for

Summer Session Information Today:

1-800-321-7124
Visit our Home Page: http://www.salve.edu

Salve Renins University • 100 Ochre Point Ave • Newport • HI 0284O-4192

THE COMPLETE MER'TfiTORE HAMPSHIRE
MALL HADLEY, MA

We Specialize} iN^fcfiNG. Men for

Interviews;. BANiiET^fai*^ Casual
Outing, withJprice* Tflferr-j

App1raranc4
A "'

jdget. When
on

ai
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ACTIVITIES

SUMMER IN SWITZERWNO Fist

session V24-6/27 ALL MAJORS: 6

credits. airfare Eurorail,

Robm/board ALL FOR S329S-
Contact Chris 545-4411 <x Jetf 545-

4046

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Thanks For Your Support

FLAVA BOY PRODUCTIONS and
CLUB METRO WOULD LIKE TO
THANK EVERYONE FOR THEIR SUP-

PORT OVER THE LAST YEAR
PLEASE JOIN US ON MARCH 8th

FOR OUR 1st YEAR ANNIVERSARY
PARTY as we present "GET LAVED"

at CLUB METRO i

-THANKS
TONY & IAN

Ufsooa SIM, Pans {199, Rio $250
(All R/TI 50 90% Off All Fares Air

CouriOf Int I (8001296-1 230 24 hours

Tha Sisters of Sigma Dalta Too
would like to Welcome and
Congratulate our newest pledges

Adina. Aisling. Andrea. Arbell. Astar.

Clarissa Colleen. Gretchen. Jacklyn

Julie Kelly. Kelly. Laurie. Mireya.

Ruthie Sabrina. Sibyl. Tara and Zoe

Congratulations Seniors! Good
Luck with tha, semester Jessica. Joy.

Heidi. Patnce. Meqhan. Tracey.

Jeanne Robin, Julie, Michelle. Amy,

Staceyl We love you 1 Love the

Sisters of AXW

Nora's year ckooco to make
UMass feel a little smaller Come
check out IGU We may be a sorori-

ty, but not all sororities are the

samel RUSH IOTA 6AMMA
UPSIlOS 7 00pm. 3/3. 3/4, 3/5 For

more information, call Sara. 549

6461

AUTO FOR SALE

1983 DAYTONA TURBO 5 speed,

A/C. detach face stereo. T-tops 88K

miles Asking $3000 or 670 549-

2643

1917 Ford Escort G7 Burgundy,

Hatchback. 5-speed. A/C, F/M. sun

roof. 104K miles. $2125 or B/0 256

1238

1M7 Plymouth Sundance
Excellent body, runs very well. $1800

EMPLOYMENT
or B/0 Call 549-4435

WEBMASTER NEEDED For New
College Business Html Experience

Required 549-9919

Restaurant

Looking lor dedicated people
Part-Time/Fuli-Time tor fast food

restaurant Great hours Must be

available year round 593-1060 New
England Job Placement Restaurant

Staffing Services.

Summer Camp Positions

upstate New York Camp Hilltop is

seeking caring counselors with skills

in swimming, water and land sports.

A&C. horses, dance, music, moun-
tain biking, nflery, archery, comput-

ers, high/low ropes Competitive

salaries 1800)782-5319

SAT Prop Coarse Toockor
$15/hour Needed in all parts of

Massachusetts Undergraduate
degree preferred Excellent Verbal

and Math scores required Call

18001808-7737 Please leave your

name and telephone number

FUN! FRIENDLY! Co-ed Summer
Camp in the Berkshires seeks new
staff Welcoming and supportive

environment Positions include-

Gonorol Bunk Counselors. Hoods and

EMPLOYMENT
Instructors for Swimming, Sailing,

Water-skiing. Baseball/Softball.

Golf. Gymnastics. Lacrosse, Hockey.

Archery, Soccer. Music. Pottery.

Tennis. Horseback and more Day Off

accessibility to Boston, New York.

Montreal Call Todayl Camp
Schodack (800)851-1164. E-Mail

Schodackfflaol com ___
COUNSELORS: TOP BOYS
SPORTS CAMP IN MAINE! Get in

on an exciting, tun summer 1 Must

have good skills, able to instruct.

coach or assist Openings in

Basketball, Soccer. Tennis, Hockey,

Lax, SwimminglWSII, Water-skiing

and all Water Sports Plus Camping

and Hiking. Ropes and Climbing

Wall, SCUBA. English Horseback

Riding. Archery. Ritlery, Arts and

Crafts, Martial Arts, RN's,

Sec Maries Top salaries awesome
facilities, room/board, laundry, trav-

el Call the (8001 number now'
(800)473 6104 for an appointment

for an interview on March 11th in

the Student Union Ballroom. 10am -

4pm or E-mail

IcobbacampOaol com) or write

Steve Rubin, Camp Cobbossee IKah'

bub-seel 10 Silvermine Dr . South

Salem. NY 10590

Counselors for co-od Northeast

Pennsylvania overnight Jewish
Federation CampO hours from NYC)-

general. sports, drama. H20 and
arts (800)973-3866

LEADERS NEEDEOI Summer
Teenage Bicycling Trips' US.

Canada Europe Minimum 4-week

time commitment Salary plus

expenses paid Student Hosteling

Program. Ashfield Rd . Conway. MA
01341 (8001343-6132

Camp Wayaafsistet half of broth-

er/sister camp, Northeast
Pennsylvania 6/23-8/20/97) Have

EMPLOYMENT
the most memorable summer of your

life! Coaches, teachers, students

Prerequisite Must love children.

enjoy living and working in a group

situation. On Campus Interviews

March 11th Call (800)279-3019

Summer Joks
for the

Environment

$2500 $4000/Summer
Campaign for clean air and water

Protect endangered species

Make A Difference

Offices in 33 states

Campaign To Save The Environment

1 800 75 EARTH

Camp Canadensis, Pocono Mtrts ,

Pennsylvania Excellent residential

co-ed summer camp Caring coun-

selors to teach Video, Photography.

Newspaper. Yearbook. Drama,
Music and more! Great salaries

6/21/97- 8/18/97 Call (8001572-

8228 for an application

Camp Blaa Ridgo A Co-ed
overnight camp 2 hours north of

Atlanta, is looking for enthusiastic

counselors We are hiring lifeguards

and WSI. as well as specialists in all

sports, water skiing, rappelling. hik

ing. arts and crafts, nflery and

archery For info contact Debra at

665-8463

CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT
How would you like to work in exotic

locations, meet fun people, and get

paid 7 Call (206)971-3554 ext

C50018 (We are a research and pub

Nshing company)

Part Time Sales Raps Wonted
"Lead the way into the 21st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat-

shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332
BleeckerSt D40 NYC NY 10014

EMPLOYMENT
Cruise end Land Tour Employment

woik in exotic locations jirleet fun

people and get paid! For industry

information, calLCruise Employment

Services (8001276-4948 ext C50017

(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

FOR RENT

Pelham 2 bedroom Mobile Home
Gas. heat No pets First, last and

security $500/month 253-5413

Sugarloal Estates Ultra modern
two bedroom apartments Free

heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washer/dryers and

more 1 On bus line Minutes to

Amherst Great specials! Call 665-

3856

One bedroom in a 2 bedroom apt

on bus route Heat and hot water

included $322/month Call 546-0262

Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses, Falmouth area

15081477-6000

FOR SALE

Rossignol STS Skis 185 cm
Marker Bindings. Solomon Boots

Sue 10 1/2 $125 or best offer Call

253-0609

Mac Classics Style Writers carry-

ing cases. Works/Woid Call Sarah

(4131585-6208

Vay!
Woofers. $250/Pr Call 253 6520

BARTEND with University

INSTRUCTION

j 50% Student Discount

On-Campas classes starting soon'

Call (800IU-Can-Mix for info

INSTRUCTION
Boxing Three private 1/2 hour

lessons $69 95 Call (413)732-8817

In Amherst Tues. and Thurs eve

KEYS with Blockbuster. Club Dave's.

Coke and Bud keychains VERY
IMPORTANT Please call Gret at

546-5967

MUSICIANS

Guitarist Wanted
Call Rich 253-1527

Original Band

Need song writing ability

Yea

MISCELLANEOUS
Fundraisar- Motivated groups

needed to earn $500* promoting

AT&T, Discover, gas and retail cards

Since 1969. we've helped thousands

of groups raise the money they need

Can Gina at (8001592-2121 ext 110

Free CD to qualified callers

Now Metabolism Breakthrough

Period Lose 5-100 pounds Doctor

approved Cost $35 (800)666-4793

ROOM WANTED

Looking for apartment on bus

for Fall
r
97 Call Amy 546-0706

ROOMMATE WANTED
1 or 2 females naadad to share an

apt Fall 97 Call Kim or Karen 546-

0617 ASAP

SERVICES
PREP-COURSES
GRE/CMAT

30 hours, $295

American Academy

1 800-808-PREP

(Please leave your name and num
ber)

Logol Questions? The Student

Legal Services Office offers free

legal assistance to fee-paying stu-

dents Contact us at 922 Campus
Center, 545-1995

HIGH-SPEED Internal Comes To

The Five Coliogo Area!

Unlimited local access, no busy sig-

nals, tree Web Page with account

Call TIAC at (860)644-6732 Student

rates available

Pregnant? Nood help? Call

Birthright ol Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549 1 906

Soaking Finoncial Aid? Don t limit

your possibilities for financial aid 1

Student Financial Services profiles

over 200.0004 individual awards

from private and public sectors Call

1800)263-6495 ext F50016 (We are

a research and publishing company)

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK '971 CANCUN.
BAHAMAS. JAMAICA AND FLORI-

DA 7 meal plan oojy $19' GROUP
ORGANIZERS EARN FREE TRIPS
AND CASH
(800)7000790
tours com

TRAVEL
Party Spring Waekando Price

includes Round Trip Motor Coach. 3

days, 2 nights. Luxury Motel

Downtown, 1 dinner, 1 breakfast

Departs every weekend- March,

April and Memorial Day Call Select

Tours, Hanover, MA (617)871-0490

Caribbean/Mexico $119 R/T.

Europe $169 0/W. Fly the world dirt

cheap' ONE WORLD TRAVEL

Jamaica-Spring Break from $599

Go with whom you can trust. Call

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

Fort Lauderdale area. ft March 8-

15, studio. $650/week (413)786-

7133 Partial kitchen

Killington- Cheap Spring Brook

$239 for 5 nights/5 deys skiing Call

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

Europe $155, Caribb /Mexico $189

R/T Worldwide Destinations

Airhitch Tm (8001326-2009

airhitchftnetcom com oi www.isi-

com fr/airhitch

CALL TODAY'
www vagabond

Tkis Is Tko Dooll $294 Panama
City Bus and Hotel Cancun Only

$400 An and Hotel Call 256-8724

Personals Policy Rates Standard Headings
1 Al) pfnoofh MUST be prnowrad by ( iVirvun claa-

*SltM MtVHWVM MSDSt pajyrTSfW jntj Ml ffptatna. f CM

2 Last n*rm MAY NOT br uMd m pe/*t>naH ONIY
(mi nim avtdjnttiaiU orr jiwwwd Thr only eurep
torn awr lor potvHday or i onajrjtuUttom perionjlV m

ail nsmemfr br utad
awe not Allowed m fmnonti\ NO

I

• a** not alkmmi in perianth tm fneam
m\f*ainbtm « w**4l

not *Lct%*it*t fVnfonsti of* vtnfciva ofNMqut
WaWifrf ant not «KC*f>M>"* nfMnw m*y not be
uard tor thr purpi

PnSanity mav not br iraed in prrtoruH
Thr perwxuh -or* t*un i» tor pmofult only Thr per
uxuh wttion may NOT br utrd to sen rtrcnv «r*A
nmtrvnMrs, jdvrrtrtr merlinfp rk
All prrioruU muil have thr funr tianjtufe and

I I) number nt thr Mudent plat inf. the **
tilled >n on thr tOMTlton order Non-«tudrnrt musi
pntvadr a valid drive* \ IKerne and thr l«emr num
be* mutt br mordjrd on thr irvtefi*on order Ijm* o*
i*l*e tdrnjafu jtion or mtsnrfjiTtenUtian n Mjrjfrct to

prrwilar. undrt thr law
Thr CtJtritijn nwryvofs thr right to rvhae or to rd*t

am parwinal th*t dor* nut meet thr toiiegun i «un
d*fd* in accordance with thr t-Utufei ot the
C orwtwonipaojaiJth of MutMakhusetb

Students

20c/j per word/day

All others

40<? per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
I'li'jw write c trails and

legibly Wf <irc not responsible foe errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type

ACTIVITIES

APARTMENT FOR RENT
AUTO FOR SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREEi

HAPPY BSRTHDAY
HOUSES FOR RENT

INSTRUCTION
LOST

MUSICIANS
MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM (WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TOSUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

WEDNESDAY. FEB 26

Discussion — Han Wagner and Guy
Komgold will present "Israeli &
American Cultural Differences

Today" and "Pro- Israeli Activism

on Campus" at 8 p.m. al Hillel

Houses. Sponsored by UMass
Hillel/ Hamagshimim Group.
Film, discussion — Commuter Area

Government presents Final

iudgemeni. a documentary Him by

UMass alumnus lonathan Stack,

showcasing the last few weeks of

Antonio lames' life — the true story

from which the movie Dead Man
Walking was based The film, which

starts at 7:10 p.m. in the Student

Union Ballroom, will be followed by

a panel discussion with lonathan

Stack (Director/ Producer*. Burl

Cain (Warden. Louisiana State

Penitentiary) and Bill Newman
(Attorney. Massachusetts Civil

Liberties Union)

Lecture — Roos Chambers. Marvin

Felheim Distinguished University

Professor of French and compara-
tive literature at the University of

Michigan will present a lecture,

"Anxious Reading: bfc Michaels'

I nnecoming and the Death of the

Author" at 4 p.m in the Front

Room of Amherst College Campus
Center. Presented by Amherst
College and its French Department,

the event is free and open to the

public

I ecture — The Wildlife Society pre-

sents Robert Leverette. professor at

Muuni Huljukr ('iiUfgr »n "Old

Growth Forests in Massachusetts"

at 5:50 p.m. in Holdsworth 203.

Refreshments will be served.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry

Society will hold this week's meet-

ing at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 1 74. Anyone who appreciates

or writes poetry is welcome. New
members are always welcome. For

more information contact Tim at

546-U562 or Kaye at 546-1459.

Meeting — the Biracial/Multiracial

Student Association will be holding

a meeting at 7 p.m. in the Cape Cod
Lounge. Everyone is welcome to

join.

Meeting — The Animal Rights

Coalition will hold a meeting at 7

p.m. in 306 Student Union. New
members welcome.

Performance — Craig Hickman per-

forms "Portraits of a Black Queen"
at 8 p.m. in the Hampden Theatre.

Part of the GLBT Cafe Series and

co-«ponsored by the Stonewall

Center and the UMass Arts Council.

THURSDAY. FEB 27

Lecture — Michael Thelwell. pro-

fessor of Afro-American Studies

will be lecturing on Civil Rights

activist Kwame Ture. formerly

Stoakley Carmichael. at 7 p.m. in

the New Africa House, room 311.

Poetry Reading — Joseph Langland

and Michael Pettit. two of the best

known poets and spokesmen for

poetry in the Valley will read from

their works at 7:30 p.m. in the

Large Meeting Room of Jones

Library. For more information call

English Professor. Stanley Koehler

at 545- 5505.

Pi^ussion — Biosci will be hosting

Anp De and Carolyn Augart. med
students from UMass Worcester, in

a discussion about what medical

school is really like at 7:30 p.m in

Campus Center, room 168 C
Contact Carey at 546- 4465 if you

have any questions.

Religious— Learn the cooking

magic of the Challah with all of

your friends at the Challah Baking

Extravaganza. We want you to make
and gorge on delicious fresh

Challah. All you have to do is show
up at the Hillel House at 7 p.m.

Meeting — The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organization

for undergraduate and graduate stu-

dents with disabilities on campus.

Everyone is welcome. Meetings are

Thursday nights from 6-7 p.m. in

Campus Center. Please bring >our

thoughts and concerns to the meet-

ing. For more information, contact

Susan Pilner at 545-0892 or Kregg

Strehorn at 545-4602.

NOTICES

Final eftams — The spring 1997

Final I \ammation schedule will he

available beginning March 13.

Copies will be delivered to students

in the residence halls, and will be

available to off-campus students in

ihe Registrar's Office (213

Whitmore). The schedule will also

be available on the World Wide
Web beginning March 3 at

http://www-

ureg.admin,umass.edu.

Dance — The UMass Ballroom

Dance club invites everyone to

come dance with us every Tuesday

and Thursday from 5: 1 5-7 p.m. at

101 Totman Gym. Newcomer
Waltz/ Chacha class begins Feb. 25.

Intermediate/ advanced instruction

by a pro every Wednesday.
6:15-7:30 p.m. All instructions are

free. For more info, call Kevin

Murphy«Bt 549-4036.

SGA nominations — The Flections

Commission would like to announce

that the nominations for the posi-

tions of President and Student

Trustee, along with positions for

local Area Government are now
being held. The nomination forms

are available in the SGA office.

These nominations close on Feb. 27

by midnight, all forms must be

turned in by this date, otherwise the

candidates are not eligible to run

for office.

Support group — REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support

program is offering two support

groups this semester: A grief sup-

port group for those who have expe-

rienced the death of someone close

to them; and an illness group for

those currently coping with the seri-

ous illness of a loved one. If you or

someone you know is interested,

please call us at 577-5316 for more
information.

Health services — Confused, afraid,

or just curious? Do you have ques-

tions about sex.STDs, alcohol,

drugs, eating disorders. HIV/AIDS,
stress management or quitting

smoking or chewing tobacco? Don't

know who to ask? Call the Peer

Health Connections phoneline al

UMass al 577- 5168 Trained stu-

dents will anonymously answer your

questions and tell you where lo go

for more help.

Commencement Housing — A lim-

ited number of residence hall

rooms will be available for the rel-

atives and friends of graduating

UMass students for the night of

Saturday. May 24. Commencement
Housing applications are available

at the University Conference

Service Office. 918 Campus
Center. To guarantee a reserva-

tion, completed forms with full

payment must be returned to

University Conference Services by

May 1 . There will be no on-site

reservations.

Internships — Internships are

available working on F.arth Day.

Hunger. Recycling and Clean Air.

Call Melanie at MassPirg.

545-0199 or stop by the office at

423-A Student Union Building

film — The interdepartmental pro

gram in film studies is offering its

fourth annual Multicultural Film

Festival: "Emigres. Exiles and

Sojourners in Contemporary
Cinema" this spring. Screenings and
discussions with directors and facul-

FYh an public service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI. please send a press

release containing all partinenl information.

rKtudng the name and phone number ol the

contact person to the Colttgton. c/o the

Manacang EdMor by noon the previous day

t\ will be held on Wednesday
esenings. 231 Herter Hall at UMass
and Stirn Auditorium at Amhetst

College, at 7 p.m. The first event

will be When Mother tomes Home
for Christmas, a documentary by

Nilita Vachani (Sri Lanka/Greece.

1995) on Feb. 25. For a full sched-

ule, watch for brochures and
posters al the beginning of

February, or check out our web
page: www.umass.edu/film.

Band wanted — The UMass Theatre

Guild is currently seeking a four

piece band for the Spring produc-

tion of Fame, The band must

include: keyboard, guitar, bass, and
drums. Great publicity possibilities.

For more information call Heather

at 549-3681 or lustin at 546-0460.

Coffee Shop — Student Valley

Productions is holding a Coffee

Shop in April, Thcv are looking for

any talent coming from the Five

College area in music, songs, poet-

ry, skits. comed\ . etc. lor more
information, call Daisy at 253-
6514.

Mission Improvable — The UMass
comedy inipros troop is performing

every Saturday night in the Campus
Center basement. Admission is free.

All are welcome from the Five

College area. For more information

call Aaron at 546-5225.
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Full Menu Served c
til 1 AM!

We accept Credit Cards

M HSCN Bulletin

Board

3 CBS/3 Hartford

*tt CBS/4 Boston

M ABC/5 Boston

m PBS/57 Springfield

7 HSCN Movie

Channel

m UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

10 NBC/30 New
Britain

11 Fox/61 Hartford

%M PBS/24 Hartford

13 WOCH&HSCN
14 UMATV
Y7 HSCN Programming

IB TV-19O ABC/40 Springfield

S3 NBC/22 Springfield

3 CNN
a CNN/Headline

News
B BET

B BET on Jazz

7 UCTV
B The Learning

Channel

B TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music
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$1 hamburger
tacos after 10

tonight!

Bruno By C. Baldw- in Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan
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Dilbert By Scott Adams

I'VE HEARD THAT SOttE

PRIMITIVE CULTURES

HAD NO MATHEMATICAL
CONCEPT OF *Z£RO."

s!

SOMETIMES I THINK
VOO'PsE LIKE THAT

COHEN I TELL VOU
I HAVE ZERO TIME
LEFT FOR ADDITIONAL
C0ORX.

THE CONVERSATION COENT

DOWNHILL FROM THERE..

NO, THAT'S -ZORRO."

VOVTRE NOT LIKE

ZOR.R.O.'!

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick

LUNCH DINNER
Turkey 'burg Geek Lemon Chicken

iaStevw . *.. £awx> Slutted EtcpoMt
Fettuccini w7 Tomato Pastabrlities

Manoccotti w/ Smurfs

Berkshire

Loodoo By Mike Rybkki

THE ONly bjf\y TO bO VjJEll on
ExPirAS ;s To CHEAT. R»jb SmftRX

CrlEftT'.Nsi ',% |T\(f»Tly A mATTEIs OF
F'.NoiNt ThE RlsiMT PEMMsJ TO
Sit BEH'.nid on Exma DAy.

SoiUAivy G:o.u STdbKwfc UJJTH

Fi»SH CWsDt AU its*, tosr Bst.

Wh:lE Cheating, piease

REmEm&eR TO E*t*OSf CuvjtIow.

^f To* RAW*!

;

Vo«M BlOCKJNs,
'•

UsirASJB, «vrw.''

LUNCH
'burger

Cilled Chicken Sandwich
Turkey Bacon Folded

Pita

DINNER
Geek Lemon Chicken

Veal Parm
Scallops

Smurfs

LUNCH
Turkey Burger

Rueben on Rye

Fettuccini w/ Tomato
Seasame Noodle and Pea Pods

DINNER
Geek Lemon Chicken

Veal Cutlet Cordon Bleu

Garden Chili

Pastabilities Manacotti

ARIES
March 21 -April 20

Krcp thma> imna auoolhty lor br*

mulu Comr nul in inp bv Irttln*

ktilr nnmnm ultdr and Mavma
faruwd on thr rod mulu tapir will

sw your •kith ant arronpaahfnmls

»i a nfw athl A new alls nflrrs

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Krrp 4 sharp ryr out fnr aaal
t take itow lo dral wKh

i brtocr ihnr art bajscr Rcum ill

TAURUS
April 21 -May 21

Kontri in*' slight* rind Aaappotat

menu anrl bv>R for IwMrr thOktt* >°

rtwnr Knrp a pcmttlvr outlook and

lYTnrTnhfT that trur frtrnd*. will «jiay

wfth you no mat! it what happens Br

m-rpltw ubrn Irtrntte and famlh try

!e m.ikr ,m< nit- M I*

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

Ha liar la real and nw-Harar Oiling

away from work and pmonal alrrwjra

ahrrs you a nrw prraprcltvr i "hanging

your surroundings rmlld i hanar vout

outlook for thr hrllrr \rt* 1 .1 an old

frtrnd lor thr wladoni vou nrrd to srr

your way out of a tough situation

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Takr health prrt auimna but also

atrtsr to «rr things rrnllstlrally No«

all fears are vaHd People whom
vou think are on your atde are

artualty working again* you F>

aware of this and ptav your earda

close lo the rest

LEO
Jul* 23-Au4mst 23

Vou havt? fnrntv .ind drtvf this wre*

to acrrmtpltsh m.tnv ihdm* '

on addrd prn)rrt« aikI drifi t tfv'

stdrtrarlurd bv kw+ and doubt •»

Thin«i fall vot-ir way and •omronr yon

aw a* an nppoiKnt thanes ovrr to

your atdr

vmoo
Augiut 24-8eptemb«T 22

Hmiw bM l.tinllv pro¥tdr a ivfrdcd

rrfunr rion't ukr ad\anla»K «V Ihoar

rk**r lo you Good tdran may itimr

from an unltkeh/ ponrtr Akiwkn
atntitdr wnrlm hwt now. an br willing

to wall ititna> out and don't tonr

laaurot

kt~r*p*> vou from

hiiurr Br pnaftnv

aboul proplr and

SCORPIO
October 24-Norember 22

Ynu br*in to arc thr pavorT from poat

rflurt• Hard work ta rrwafdrd at

hone and on thr fob Br patirnt with

frlrndet and famlh H you rr In nerd ol

aaaknanrr. don't puaayfnol around

Takr rkatnlr and aak far what you

want Tatar aomr umr far vourarlf that

wr»*krnd

8AGITTAIUU8
Norembcr 23-Deceniber 21

Br awarr of what •• ftt*tns on around

you brrauar tnanv thtoats rould be

happen*** behind thr arrnes Wutrh

far *ffw and atgnala. and be ready to

n-trral a tittle to gain a tot You'll

know what to do and when to do It

CAPRICORN
December 22^JanuAry 20

A «ocial event or a najht on thr town

could be jual the thing to booat vour

mnnd Arrept proplr as they are for

br*t reaulta Look at the btg ptrturr

and leave thr detalla to other* Take

a friend' a advice in the spar*. It I*

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18

Take an hone** appraisal of yourwetf

Seeing youraelf aa other* *ee you

aMM keep you out of a L*aaa|

•situation Truat your InaUnrta m
draHng wfth home and work issues

but be sure lo cover your bases Call

,in old friend )tist to say hetto

PISCES
February 19-March 20
h may *rem Hke you it spending a fat

of money but the payback will be

worth II Forus on mundane details

Hke balancing a budget or a rherk

book It mlghi feel Hke drudgery at ihe

time, but In Ihe long run. you'll have s

bettrr idea of your real rlrrunistanre*

For Entertainment Purposes Only

Close to Homo By John McPherson

«%*-{

Oistrrjaar tr uawrw aiwa Sraaaaat ;-r«r

"OK, Mrs. Wertman. your Installation is all set.

Lata run through the operation. Do you,

by any chance, have a watermelon?"

Ouole of llio I>i»v

o • Nothing on top but

a bucket and a mop
and an illustrated

book about birds...

Meat Puppets

CROSSWORD 4
T i 3 ' 1 t 7 •

|
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11 12 13

14 ' " "
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20 21 Mr
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S3 34
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ACROSS M MaWMSsr-s ». Hauki

tnafrumam 12. Lovar
1 Bw _,_ 00. rlaptayad » Hiaaanil

|

5. SngakaBmg QanOarnariJm ». Mamgua nakar •

10 Towai pronoun |7, Mogfood itacaro.
14. First nama m goaav M s^unj^,, 17. Modal
It. Baavarshoma M Sa^ogy, at Nuraary furmanasg
W. rVatar (Soanajhi n Tryou| 41 Mo^eajmorou,
17. Spring. *i tarasl gj. Floating manaK
1t. Lagoon aurroundar ^ l^ ol camtdaaja
10 MaaturaforOr DOWN «• •**"» mambars

F«a»nakMn UUWN ^ w«aon S rnacro-

M. Tuma aagfo 1. Qaoart of fanras mofacuta atobr

22. Lata out of fat 2. "One* In — VWi (1 Sa^r»>r*|ril nanar
24. Thay dtaappaar Amy- M ftvarbaol

on atandaai 3. Squadron ^4 HarraaTt iirwaaa
20. Cannon of Oaaantrap 4. Coming undona aa

(J ^j, (

27. Ovaranadowad doti jj • lorBiarioma
31. Harjn and metafkc 1. Embracaa kMm>

3t. Raedy t. fluobish' „ Quayla's auooaaaor
3S Bearrajr 7. Inoenae M Mah-fongg piaoa
M. Whai parson? t. Was a girt-walchar H q^ ^g^ g, ch»oa
M. _ Kong t. Eany woman M Kinj # .^ ^^
ao Small aaavaa naponar (2 wda.) tt ^^ M ^jge^,
41. Toc*o«aam 10. Largaal aty n Ihe

42. Rasentmant Waal Indan

43. Rlvwboat 11. Salvaa, m
44. Ouraeaound paycnoanalyas

46. Population court 12. Draw a ana

47. Canned fan 13. Entrance e«am$

SO. Negative pro* abbr

52. Canou and DaigMon 21. Stnke aharpiy

53. Wandering oft 23. Bowler Anthony

57. Stocked a trap 25. Paaaovar taaat

11. Pester 27. System of morale

02. Gaeowtanot 20. Routine task

04. Inah newspaper 2t. Afc malarial

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle

E
. BJ

t *fo]i ._:.
m rltlo aai

h J*'
» "Wr.- -

Somedays I feel so good.

Other days I walk around feeling

as if I must be the most

tormented person on earth

quietly tormented probably

forever.

Nothing's steady.

Last night I dreamt I was

on a trampoline bouncing up

and down endlessly. I couldn't

get off.

Finally I made a big push

and jumped really high into the

air..... freedom at last.

I would land my feet on

the solid ground.

But when I came down...

I landed right back on another

trampoline.
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Minutewomen face Lady Dukes in A-10 Tourney
VM hopes to avenge regular season loss

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

At the beginning of the season,
senior co-captain Belh Ku/mcski said

that the first goal of the 1996-97
Massachusetts women's basketball

team was to win the Atlantic 10

championship.

\ttcr finishing behind St.

loseph's for the regular season divi-

sional title, the Minutewomen have
one more chance to realize their

goal.

That road starts tonight.

The Minutewomen (17-9. 11-5
A-10) will host Duquesne 1 13-15,
9-ii A-10) in second round A- 10

MW LAO COU tCtAN

laywana Bradley and the UMass women's basketball team host their

first-ever Atlantic 1 Tournament game tonight at 7 p.m.

Night and Day rules ice;

lax club to start season
Intramural action heating up

The intramural basketball
teams are in their final week ol

competition, a week that will

decide the make-up of the
upcoming tournament. In order
to make the tournev men's teams
must have a 500 record or bet-

ter

In women's action. Floor Pla\ III

i* in control of the Power League.

and The Firm has
potted a 3-0 record

in the Tough
League

Grad/Fac/Staff
has only one 3-0
team, international Males The
C Kci. Ji\ision. two teams have
recorded perfect marks. Hoop
Si.re.ims and Repeal.

• In hockey action, Sight and
Dav has reigned supreme so far.

Mtacoring the other six team- kg

compile a 6-0 record with onlv one-

league game to play.

• The intramural wrestling tour

nament began Feb. 21 with 91

entrants in a breakdown of 10
weight clu-

We Still Ain't Greek won the

wrestling team championship
Individual winners were: I tk

Connelly in the 120-130 pound
class; Lamar Gore in 134.5-139
pounds: lustin Cotter for the

140 2 V 149 class: Bryan Meehan
(150-160); Tim Lockhart in

161-163; Anthony Kusnicr/ in

the 165-172 pound class; Nick
Brink (188 19X): |ohn
Tzouganatos in 200 2 In; and
Warren MacCallum in the
227-235 5 class.

• 1 ntn rosters for softball. vol

levball and soccer are due in the

intramural office rn Mar 10. with

play slated to start Mar. 26.

• fa any information concern-

ing intramurals call the Intramural

Office at 545-2693

SPORTS Club lax starting
spring

The UMass lacrosse

club, will kick otl it-, eighth spring

m with another challenging
schedule tomorrow at 3:30 p.m.

The men will travel to Fairfield.

Conn, for a game against Division

II Sacred Heart's junior varsit)

squad.

information about the game
or the cluh. call coach |ud\ Dietel

at 545-3815

Women's hockey splits weekend
decisions

The UMass women's hockey
dub (2-7) had a big win over
Connecticut this weekend and
walked away with the first-ever

fireman's Cup

Turn to BRIEFS, page 1
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tournament action at the William D.
Mullins Center at 7 p.m. tonight.

UMass received a first-round bye
by virtue of it's second place finish in

the East Division, but will have no
picnic against the Dukes, who beat

the Minutewomen 85-58 back on |an.

18.

"They played as well as they could
possibly play and we didn't play well

at all," UMass coach loanie O'Brien
said. "They have a great player in

Korie Hlede. We just hope to contain

her and hope that nobody else hurts

us."

Hlede is the key to the Dukes
offense. The junior led the A-10 in

scoring for the second straight year

this past season, averaging 22.5
points a game. The unanimous
first-team All A-10 guard was the

A-10 Player of the Year in 1995-96.
and only a great year by George
Washington forward Tajama
Abraham prevented a repeat perfor-

mance.

Hlede. dubbed the "Croatian
Sensation." has led Duquesne in scor-

ing in every game this year, including

a 25 -point performance against
UMass in their only meeting.

As far as the rest of the Dukes go,

there isn't much else for UMass to be

to concerned with. Backcourt mate
Kelly Kbenhardl is second on
Duquesne at 8.7 points a game, and
freshman I \nnDee Howell finished

up a nice rookie campaign with
seven points and four rebounds a

game.

UMass has been gearing up for the

A-10 tournament for the entire sea-

son, following their first NCAA tour-

nament appearance, the
Minutewomen rebounded from a 3-4

-tart, but a few losses at critical junc-

tures makes the A-10 tournament
that much more important for

UMass.
"They realize what they have to

do," O'Brien said. "They realize that

they let three or four games go during

the course of the season thai we could

Mm CAO COUICIAN

Freshman Alison MacFarland and the Minutewomen face a tough game tonight against Duquesne in A-10
Tourney action.

have had. especially the St. loe's

games. They know they can do it.

I'he\ still have the opportunity to

realize their goal. Now we have to go

and take care of business."

The first order of business for

Massachusetts is to get the ball to

Crystal Carroll. The senior forward

was named to her first All A-10 team

this week, and for good reason.
Carroll led the Minutewomen in -cor-

ing this year, posting 16.3 points and
m\ rebounds a conte-t.

I ic-hman guard Kelly Van Huisen

heads up the backcourt. The
Haverhill name stepped in right away
for the Minutewomen. ranking second
on the team with 1 0.6 points a game

and loui .1--1-1-

"Our ke\ i- to execute on offense."

Brien said "We can't have
turnovers that lead to easy baskets.

We play good defense, we just have to

make sure we don't gi\e them those

easy baskets We just have to go in

1 tonight | and play our best game of

the season."

Softball heads south for second tourney

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

When the Massachusetts softball

team left its Phoenix headquarters on
Feb. 17. while dawn broke across the

Valley o) the Sun. the squad experi-

enced a odd moment of closure.

Headed for the airport, Alan
lack-on - honky-tonk classic

"Chaltahoochie" came over the radio

while the van pulled onto the

Hohokam Expressway. The song
-erved as a reminder of where the

team's odyssey will bring them next.

The Minutewomen arc headed way
down yonder on the Chaltahoochie to

Columbus. Ga.. site of last summer's
Olympic softball championship, this

weekend for the prestigious National

Fast-pitch Coaches Association -

Lead-off Classic. Of the tourney's

star-studded 18 team field. 14
advanced to last year's NCAA
Tournament.

After a 1-5 showing at the sea-

son-opening Coca-Cola Classic in

Phoenix, the team will look to

rebound tomorrow evening when it

faces No. I 3 Southwestern Louisiana

(USD and Illinois State (1SU). USL
has appeared in three of the last four

College World Series, while the ISU
Redbirds offered UMass no love,

beating the Minutewomen 4-1 on
Valentine's Day.

After those two preliminary games,

each of the 18 learns will be seeded

into three six-team modified double-

elimination brackets, representing gold,

silver and bronze medal rounds. Each

team will play between three and six

games total between March I and 2.

Last year, UMass came away with

the bronze medal, defeating icgional

rivals Princeton and Connecticut to

capture the prize, and buoying the

team into a tremendous performance
in it- next action at the Lady Seminole
Invitational in Tallahassee, I la

This season, the team will have a

pair of fresh faces in the UMass line

up.

With only a pair of pitchers. L Ma-s
Coach Eiaine Sortino encountered
some difficulties at the Coca-Cola
Classic, as the three-day. six-game
tournament dragged on. To alleviate

the -train on Danielle "Harry"
Henderson and Liz Wagner. Sarah
Walters has joined the team. The
5-foot-l I righthander will don the

So 1 1 formerly worn by the now-
graduated Amy Powell this weekend
\ freshman from Las Vegas. Wattcr-

played for Bonnie Kenny's volleyball

team in the fall and her arrival will

boost the UMass staff.

Meanwhile, a more familiar face

will be in a less-than familiar place

tomorrow. Sophomore Mandy Galas

returns from off-season knee surgerv

which kept her out of the lineup in

Arizona. The team's swift-footed
starting rightfielder last year. Galas
will trv her hand at second base In
1997.

While UMass has never faced the

I ad) Cajuns. the Redbirds are familiar

faces to UMass; especially that of Kerri

Bartlow. who went the distance on the

mound for ISU in their earlier

encounter with UMass. while driving

in the game-winning run. UMass fell

behind early 2-0 in the game, but drew
to within a run in the fifth when Karen

Turn to SOFTBALL page 1
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Joe Bertagna named new HE commish

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

Hockey East is now officially one up on Major
League Baseball. The east's premiere college hockey
conference has a commissioner

Joe Bertagna. former ECAC hockey commissioner
and Boston Bruins goaltender coach, was placed in

charge of the nine- team conference on Tuesday and
was introduced at a press conference at Boston
University. The league's front office had the vacancy

since Merrimack athletic director Bob DeGregorio
stepped down as commissioner following the I9f5 lb

season. Bertagna will assume his new position on |uly

I.

Bertagna served as commissioner for the entire

ECAC hockey league, monitoring Division I. II and III

teams along with the immense conference's growing
women's hockey sector.

"I'm very excited and I know all of the Hockey East

athletic directors are as well to have |oe moving into

the job this summer." said Gary Strickler. Boston
University athletic director and chairman of the Hockey
I a-t I xecutne Committee, which oversaw the confer-

ence this season. "|oe brings a national hockey reputa-

tion and I know he will make our strong conference
even stronger.

"We know what a £>kh1 |ob |oe has done for ECAC
hockey, and M look forward to him doing the same tor

tfeduj 1 a-i Strickler said."

Bertagna's resume includes something from almost
every aspect of the sports industry, making him
uniquely qualified for the position. He served as
Sports Information Director at Harvard, established
the ECAC's television contract and sought sponsor-
-hips for the league, and has served as the Executive
Director of the American Hockev Coaches Association
since IM4
The former Harvard netminder played professional-

Turn to COMMISSIONER page 1
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Bubble teams abound as NCAA Selection Sunday approaches
Calgon. take me away!
This \ear- NCAA men's basketball tournament is nearly

upon us. and this year's tournament -election committee is

bathed in the infamous bubble teams

With the widespread parity in the college hoop ranks
this vear. it -eemed as if everyone had a shot at their

respective conferences.

But now. Selection Sunday looms near and its time to

lot 'V. at who s going
to be dancing over
spring break, and
who's going to he

turning their I \ -

to tourney cover-
age.

Thirts conleretKe-

get an automatic
bid. with the other team- being chosen on an at large

basis I et - fO to the big board and check out the conlir

ence-

American Fast: Boston University

Atlantic Coast: Duke. Wake 1-ore-t. Clenwon, North
Carolina and Maryland. The ACC clearly deserves five

bid-, and still has Virginia floating on the bubble. Florida

Slate may have edged Clemson. but the Seminoles are

probably NIT-bound.
Atlantic 10: Xavier and St. loseph's are definites.

Massachusetts, Temple and Rhode Island are all almost there.

Big East: Villanova and Providence. Boston College will

probably put in an appearance, but Connecticut is out

Syracuse has come on strong, as has Notre Dame. The
Orangemen might sneak in. but lets be serious, Notre
Dame, maybe the NIT. Miami started strong, but fell of

A-10 coaches: We deserve five bids

By Casey Kane
CcJIegion Staff

Will the Atlantic 10 receive five

bids to this year's NCAA men's

basketball tournament?

Ask any of the coaches, and
the answer is yes.

"I would agree with that."

Xavier coach Skip Prosser said.

"I watch the tapes of our games and
every game is a war. It's a tough,

tough league. F think five is reason-

able."

Prosser is

not the only

league coach

who feels

that way.

Dayton

Atlantic 10

Notebook

coach Oliver Purnell also agrees

there should be five conference
members in the big dance.

"Without question. I can not see

us not getting five teams in." Purnell

said. "There's no way that the A-10.
with our ranking, should not get five

teams in
"

Turn to NOTEBOOK page 1
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the face of the F.arth. so it's a no-go for the Canes.
Big Sky: Nate Green will lead Idaho State to the tour

ney.

Big South: Maybe liberty, maybe Radford.
Big 10: Minnesota, a likely No. I seed, and Illinois are

in Indiana and Michigan, both hanging on to the bottom
of the AP poll are definite maybe's. Sorry coach Keady.
after being a No. 1 seed last year. Purdue may not make it

this lime around.

Big 12: Another No. I seed, perhaps the nation's
favorite lo raise the banner. Kansas. Colorado is a lock.
The Big 12s Overrated Central headquarters — Iowa
Stale — will go Texas a maybe. The Big 12s Overrated
Central associate headquarters — Texas Tech will
receive serious looks.

Big West: Long Beach State to take the conference tour-
nament and go.

Colonial: Old Dominion, most likely. Although. Virginia
Commonwealth could contend.

Conference USA: Pencil in Cincinnati and Louisville.
Marquette and UNC-Charlotte could become first-round

DAILY COLLEGIAN
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Young lions of jazz

to roar in Noho
lames Carter and
Marcus Roberts will

be bringing their

youn lion jazz sounds

to the Iron Horse in

separate shows this

weekend. Check it

out (See Arts fit

Living page S).

Look out

George Washington

Crystal Carroll and
the Massachusetts
women's hoop
team dismantled
Duquesne last night

in Atlantic 10 tour-

ney action (see
Sports, page 1 0).

WORLD

Three Israeli officials

could be charged

JERUSALEM (AP) — Benjamin
Netanyahu's justice minister, a top
aide and a key coalition ally are

likely to face criminal charges in a

growing influence-trading scandal,

Israeli media reported yesterday.

But the prime minister said he
has confidence in his government.

"I feel very strong," Netanyahu
said yesterday at a gathering of

Likud Party supporters. "I have one
characteristic — I like challenges. I

especially like to win, and we are

winning."

The scandal grew from the
short-lived appointment last

month of Jerusalem lawyer Roni

Bar-On as attorney general. He
resigned after one day in office

amid criticism he was a judicial

lightweight chosen for his political

ties.

Israel TV alleged Bar-On's
appointment was part of deal in

which he would end the corrup-

tion trial of Shas Party leader Aryeh

Deri in exchange for Cabinet votes

needed to approve Israel's with-

drawal from most of the West
Bank city of Hebron. Netanyahu's

government depends on Shas for

its parliament majority.

NATION

Alleged FBI cover-up

to be investigated

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
justice Department inspector
general will investigate whether
the FBI covered up allegations

that one of its crime lab agents

testified falsely during the ouster

of a federal judge

Under pressure from Senate
Republicans wary about the FBI's

ability to police itself. Attorney

General Janet Reno announced
yesterday that she had directed

FBI internal investigators to turn

over the two-day-old cover-up
probe to Inspector General
Michael Bromwich. He is com-
pleting his own inquiry that

found management and other

problems at the world-renowned
crime lab

Reno acted after Sens. Charles

Grassley (R-lowa) and Arlen

Specter (R-Pa.) said Wednesday
they would not be content with

the internal investigation begun
by FBI Director Louis Freeh.

"We're trying to have the
inspector general pursue every

issue" about the crime lab, Reno
said at her weekly news confer-

ence, justice spokesman Bert

Brandenburg said Freeh agreed

the transfer "was the right thing

to do."
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Death penalty revisited at UM;
alum presents his documentary

Friday, February 28, 1997

Police seeking information

on recent dormitory fires
Due to recent fires in Brown

Residence Hall, the University of

Massachusetts Police Department
is asking for any information
leading to the arrest of a perpe-
trator.

Early Friday morning. Feb. 21,

a suspicious fire occurred in the

7th floor suite lounge, causing
approximately $1,000 in smoke,
furniture and paini damages.
Since the lounge fire, there

have been at least two reports of
an unknown individual lighting

bulletin boards and materials
posted on doors and walls on fire.

"We are investigating the
lounge fire as well as the bulletin

board fires. Anyone who has
information should contact us.

The information will remain con-

fidential," said Chief of Police

lack Luippold.

In addition, a false alarm was
pulled on the Feb. 22 and there

have also been reports of resi-

dents throwing fire extinguishers

out of windows.
Arson is a felony in

Massachusetts and is punishable

by up to 20 years in prison or a

$10,000 fine.

// anyone has information
about the fires call the UMPD at

545-0893.
— Leigh Faulkner

Rash of telephone thefts

leaves authorities baffled
UN lUTIAi/COUICIAN

From left to right, Jonathan Stack (director), Burt Cain (warden Louisiana State Penitentiary), and Bill Newman
(attorney of Mass. Civil Liberty Union) speak Wednesday in the Student Union Ballroom.

By Laura Footer

Collegian Staff

At midnight on March I, 1996, technicians at the

Angola Louisiana State Penitentiary figured their heart

monitors were broken when the heart rhythms of the

death row inmate. Antonio lames, pulsed across the

screen abnormally slow at the time he was set to be exe-

cuted. What they discovered, however, was that after 16

years in prison, lames had accepted the idea of dying

calmly and with faith in God.
Outside the prison, friends and family tearfully held

each other as they sang "Amazing Grace," and said their

prayers for lames, who at 12:27 a.m. was pronounced
dead.

These moments were portrayed Wednesday evening in

University of Massachusetts alumnus lonathan Stack's

documentary film Final ludgement. which followed
African- American Antonio lames through the last two
weeks of his life in Angola Penitentiary — the same prison

in which the film Dead Man Walking was filmed.

In addition to Stack. Burl Cain, the warden of Angola
who maintained a close relationship with lames, and Bill

Newman, attorney from the Massachusetts Civil Liberties

Union, were present to conduct a panel for discussion

about the death penalty following the movie.

The discussion came at a time when various groups
such as the UMass Prisoner Support Group and the

Western Mass. Prison Issues Group are working towards
gaining support from voters to block a renewed Death
Penalty bill proposed by Bill Weld and the Massachusetts

Police Association.

Newman expressed clear opposition to the death penal-

ty, a practice he finds makes the public "moralize death
"

In fighting the death penalty. Newman said "I think exe-

cutions should be televised... if more people saw them,

they'd stop them."

Stack and Cain expressed their difficulty in forming an
opinion for or against the death penalty Cain, who has

worked at Angola for five years, said. "I don't make the

law, I just carry it out, and that's not a cop-out. I'm a

Christian man."

Stack, who graduated from UMass with a degree in

education in 1979. also offered his opinion on the death
penalty.

"I don't believe that the death penalty heals," Stack
said.

Stack explained his goal in making the documentary
was to be a catalyst to the public and make them more
"proactive" in how they view the situation of the death
penalty and the condition of prisons.

lames had been charged with two murders — one of an
African-American male in an attempted robbery and the

other a Caucasian male in a hold-up.

When asked whether he thought lames deserved the

death penalty. Cain said lhat lames had admitted to the

murder of the African-American male but not the

Caucasian male, which the movie had not highlighted.

"I'll be honest — if someone killed my son. I'd want to

kill them too. but I can't say how I feel." Cain said.

Cain was further asked whether he believed in the

"cured criminal." an idea he clearly supports. He has

started literary programs and allows mothers to have
physical contact with prisoners, to help achieve what he

calls "moral rehabilitation* for prisoners. In addition,

death row prisoners are allowed spiritual advisors if they

want, or may even practice Satanic worship.

"With education, prisoners can recover and leave with- >

out ever returning." Cain said.

In questioning the racial make-up of prisoners. Cain
was unsure of the racial breakdown of his prisoners but

that the only colors in his prison were "blue and inmate."

He felt that the issue of who is in prison is more about

^monev than color.

Newman reinforced this by adding that the prison sys-

tem doesn't ferret out the worst criminals — just the help-

less and most vulnerable

The evening proved to be an emotional experience for

many with some, as Stack explained, "trying to make
sense" of it all.

Over the past week, four Ericsson

Display telephones have been stolen

from various offices around campus,
according to University of
Massachusetts police.

On Feb 25, an office in Middlesex

House reported to police that a dis-

play phone was stolen. When the offi-

cer responded to the call, he received

a report of another display phone
stolen on the previous Friday, Feb.

21, according to UMass Chief of
Police lack Luippold.

In addition, a display phone was
stolen from the WEB. Du Bois
Library on Feb. 25. and a phone used

in the lobby at the UMass police sta-

tion was stolen on Feb. 21 but not

reported until Feb. 25.

Luippold said the incidents are still

being investigated, and that he is not

sure if they were related.

He added that the library phone

disappeared at 4 p.m. and the

Middlesex phone disappeared at 5

p.m. he said.

Each display phone is worth $500
and the non-display phones arc
worth $200.

"A couple of Caucasian males,
clean shaven with no glasses and a

backpacks and coats, were spotted

around Middlesex around the time of

the theft |on Feb. 751." Luippold said.

Since the Ericsson phones are digi-

tal, they cannot be used off campus
where phones are analog.

"The phones have limited use on
campus." Luippold said. "I'm not

sure how much use a display phone
has on campus once it is removed
from the jack it was programmed
for."

If anyone has any information, call

the police at 545-2 f>4
— Leigh Faulkner

Soldier convicted of killing black couple

By Emory P. Dolesio

Assoc iQtad Press

FAYETTEVILLE. N.C. — A white

former paratrooper faces the death
penalty after being convicted yester-

day in a racial killing that set off a

nationwide outcry over extremists in

the military, lames N Burmcister. 21.

was found guilty of two counts of

first-degree murder and conspiracy in

the shootings of Jackie Burden and
Michael lames on Dec. 7. 1995.

furors were to hear more evidence

Friday before recommending the

death penalty or life in prison.

The victims' mothers split on
whether Burmcister should be execut-

ed.

"He has the heart of cold steel and
God help him." said Lillie G. lames,

who said she didn't wish to see

Burmcister get the death penalty.

Mary Lou Burden, however, raised

her arms in victory outside the court-

house and said she hoped the jury

sentences her daughter's killer to

death.

"I'm so happy... I can't talk, I'm so

happy." she said. Civil rights advo-

cates also applauded the verdict.

"Today a jury affirmed the right of

people of every background, race and
religion to walk the streets of

America without fear." said Abraham
H. Foxman. national director of the

Ant i-Defamation League.

Burmcister showed no emotion as

the guilty verdicts were read, huf his

mother. Kathv. sobbed in the row of

seats behind him. Prosecutors con-

tended that Burmeister killed the cou-

ple on a dirt road near downtown
Fayetteville for no other reason than

to earn a spider web tattoo, a sign

among racist skinheads at nearby
Fort Bragg that the wearer had killed

a black person.

"The animal who took the lives of

these two people executed them in as

coldblooded a manner as is possi-

ble." prosecutor Ed Grannis told the

jury during closing arguments
Tuesday.

The slaying prompted an
Army-wide investigation that found

little evidence of extremist activity in

the service.

However, the probe did tum urf22

soldiers at Fori Bragg, all white men
and including Burmeister and the two
other soldiers charged in the killings,

with tics or sympathies toward
extremist groups.

The three accused soldiers were
kicked out of the Army, where they

had been in the elite 82nd Airborne

Division.

One. Malcolm Wright, is scheduled

for trial next month on the same
charges Burmcister faced.

The other, Randy Meadows, was
the prosecutor's star witness against

Burmeister. Meadows testified that

while the three rode around and
drank the night of the killings.

Burmeister joked about earning a tat-

too.

Meadows said Burmeister had a 9
mm pistol in his belt when he got out

of the car with Wright. Meadows said

he then heard gunshots.

Meadows pleaded guilty to lesser

charges in exchange for his testimony.

Ill take the stairs
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Many students are having to wait for the only operating elevator

in the library while the others are out of service.

New director to enhance the W.E.B. Du Bois Library
By Frank Campailla

Collegian Staff

Margo Crist, previously the assistant

director of the University of Michigan

library, has recently been appointed

the new director of Library Services at

the University of Massachusetts.

Crist hopes to make the W.E.B. Du
Bois Library more user-friendly to

make the students' academic experi-

ence easier and more fulfilling.

"We want to ensure that others feci

comfortable in our library." Crist said.

"We want to be part of the discovery

process for the students."

Crist said the library staff is a major

strength.

"The staff is recognized as

user-friendly already and higftly moti-

vated." Crist said.

Crist believes the staff can help the

library become more accessible to stu-

dents and faculty.

"The staff needs to be available to

go out of the building for class demon-

strations and for visiting offices," Crist

said. "If the staff is out on campus then

that is another location of the library."

Print media is another asset of the

library, according to Crist. It holds

special collections of papers from
Silvio Conte. the late U.S.
Representative from Pittsfield.

William Smith Clark, an early presi

dent of UMass (when it was the

Massachusetts Agricultural College)

and houses the W.E.B. Du Bois

papers. The library also has materials

of African- American , afid

Latin-American studies which have
been recognized outside of UMass.

Crist explained that papers, not just

technology, are essential to students in

manipulating the texts for better com-

prehension and learning.

*We want a real mix of papers in

place with electronic resources that

will complement each other." Crist

said. "Technology is not a goal, it is a

tool."

Crist noted that the physical science

and engineering libraries, in Morrill

and Lederle Graduate Building,

respectively, are valuable to their

departments, which expand the library

system. Re-opening the music library

in the Fine Arts Center is a priority,

but according to Crist, the floor is not

capable of holding the weight from the

stacks of books. The possibilities of

having it hold some presence in the

music department are being explored.

Additions to the W.E.B. Du Bois

Library will include 10 computer sta-

tions in the large public area on the

main level. Users will have access to

the World Wide Web and one station

will have an electronic tutorial where

students can take a virtual tour of the

library. The Center for Computer
Based Instructional Technology is set-

ling up the program with hopes of it

becoming a CD-Rom. In the future

Crist would like the computer stations

expanded throughout the library.

Assisting the needs of the disabled

is also a priority for Crist. The library

is in the process of installing a com-
munication system where hearing

impaired students can keyboard ques-

tions to staff and be read on screen.

"We have hearing impaired staff

which reminds us of the hearing

impaired needs," Crist said.

Crist, originally from Kansas,
received her undergraduate degree in

humanities from the University of

Kansas. She received her masters

degree in library science from the

University of Michigan. She has spent

20 years working in various libraries

in Massachusetts, including three

years as assistant director of the

Boston Public library.

Crist said she wants students from
all learning styles to come to the

library so they can benefit and interact

with types of education which they are

not used to.

"Our library is a place where infor-

mation is highlighted and brought
together for the campus." Crist said.

"We are not just about information,

but about knowledgeable resources."
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Students aid in filing tax returns

J

Todd Hendsbee, 21, a former University of
Massachusetts student who lived in Amherst, died on Feb.

25 at UMass Worcester Medical Center from bacterial

meningitis.

Hendsbee graduated from Maranacook High School.
Readfield, Maine, in 1994. He entered UMass in Sept.
1994, and was a student at UMass until May 1996. He was
a student in Continuing Education in the fall of 1996, with-

drawing in November.
Hendsbee worked at the Mullms Center and at

University Productions and Concerts. In high- school, he

was active in basketball, track and cross country. He visited

Russia in 1 992 with Project Harmony.
Hendsbee leaves his mother, Constance (Bresnick)

Hendsbee, his father, Robert W. Hendsbee of Concord,
N.H. and his brothers Mark, of Concord, and Robert, of

Litchfield, Maine.

Calling hours were held last night and a private funeral

will be held today. Arrangements are through the Bennett

Funeral Home, Concord. Burial will be in the spring in

Litchfield. Maine. Memorial contributions should be made
to a charity of one's choice.

By JulieN* Doro
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts students are providing free

tax assistance to the Amherst community while gaining

training and experience in dealing with the public.

According to accounting and information systems

Professor Nelson E. Pion, the Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance program started nine years ago to serve people

in the lower income brackets who can't afford to pay for

help and might be losing advantages such as Earned
Income Credit. The program is also geared to the large

number of foreign students and residents in the area.

Representatives from the Internal Revenue Service and
UMass faculty train the students, who must have complet-

ed Accounting 371, on the latest changes in the complex
state and federal tax laws. Students eam one credit for the

training.

Pion said that the training is good experience for stu-

dents, especially because many are not familiar with the

state tax system.

Senior accounting major |ohn O'Rourke said volunteer-

ing his services was a valuable experience.

"It's a wonderful opportunity to use your class knowl-

edge in a real life experience," O'Rourke said.

Limin Xu, a senior accounting major, said that the pro-

gram is good experience for him because he only had prac-

tice doing his own taxes before volunteering.

"It gives me a more broad sense of taxation, and it's a

pretty fun experience," said Xu.

The students assist taxpayers in filling out forms and
give out advice.

Senior accounting major Mark Heichman said, "Before

this [program] I took a couple of classes. I did my taxes at

home... but since I've been here I've done everything that

a real tax accountant would do."

Heichman said the most difficult part of the experience

is asking personal questions, such as if people are married,

or on welfare.

"We ask so many questions that I normally wouldn't
ask," Heichman said.

David Desmarais, a junior accounting major, said peo-

ple aren't always happy with the answers the students give

them. He said the first couple he helped were angry that

their returns were less than last year because they got mar-

ried.

"I thought they were going to get divorced over the

thing," Desmarais said.

Students will be at the tones Library on Tuesday from
6-9 p.m. and Wednesday from 3-5 p.m., and the School
of Management Library on Tuesday from 6-9 p.m. for

non- resident aliens, up to April 15, which is the final day
to file state and federal taxes.

Students assisting at the School of Management Library

have been trained specifically by the Internal Revenue
Service in filing for non-resident aliens.

Notice
The memorial service for Anthony S. Nsiegbunam, a University of Massachusetts graduate student who died

Feb. 22, has been changed from the previously reported time of 6 p.m. Saturday, March 1 to 2 p.m. on March 1

.

The service wUI be held at the First Baptist Church on North Pleasant Street in Amherst.
The event is being organized by the local Nigerian community. Members of Nsiegbunam s family and col-

leagues from the University will be in attendance.

Israel may leave large part of West Bank
By Samar Assad
Associated Press

IERUSALEM - Israel will hand
the Palestinians a significant slice of

the West Bank next week if they

acquiesce to the construction of a

new Jewish neighborhood in disput-

ed east lerusalem, reports said yes-

terday.

Despite the tension caused by
Israel's decision yesterday to build

the 6.500-homc Har Homa project,

only about 400 Palestinians partici-

pated in a peaceful protest against it

yesterday.

Carrying Palestinian flags and
signs claiming the area is Palestinian,

they marched from the West Bank
town of Beit Sahour toward the hill-

side — called label Abu Ghenaim in

Arabic — where the project is to be
built.

Organizers urged the demonstra-

tors not to throw stones at Israeli

soldiers and the march ended peace-

fully.

Israel's decision to go ahead with

building Har Homa — a project con-

ceived years ago — brought rebukes
from the United States and the Arab
world. Palestinian leaders said con-

struction in east lerusalem violates

the Oslo peace accords.

"This is against Oslo, against the

world, and international law."
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat said

yesterday.

U.N. Secretary-General Kofi
Annan expressed concern the project

will impede negotiations on the city's

final status, saying in a statement:
"No objective is more important than
for the parties to find mutually
agreeable solutions to the sensitive

issues involved, including
lerusalem.* .

Palestinians and Israeli doves

warned of riots similar to those that

killed 80 people after Israel opened a

controversial tourist tunnel in

lerusalem in September.
But Israeli Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu's timing
appeared better calculated this time.

In September, peace talks were
going nowhere, and the violence
helped prod Netanyahu into speedier

negotiations. Now. Netanyahu has
begun fulfilling Israel's promises to

the Palestinians — pulling out of
most of the West Bank town of
Hebron and committing to more
pullouts that violence could scuttle.

Last month's Hebron agreement
stipulates that Israel withdraw
troops from West Bank rural areas in

three stages, ending in mid- 1998.
Under the agreement. Israel deter-

mines the extent of each pullback:

the first one is scheduled for March
7.

1

I'd rather study
Aaron Barren, a junior, deals with balancing his check book
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Pmnhuber addresses state welfare reform
By Michelle Pobieglo
Collegian Correspondent

On Feb. 25, Patti Prunhuber,
who is a staff attorney of Western
Massachusetts legal services, led a

discussion on welfare reform. Her
audience comprised a concerned
group, who were either directly

affected by these reforms or who
were working in organizations deal-

ing directly with these issues every-

day.

Although the focus of the meet-
ing was to discuss .welfare reform
and education opportunities,
Prunhuber started out with a gener-

al outline of the changes being
made in welfare reform under
Chapter 5, which greatly affect fam-

ilies, immigrants, the elderly, and
single mothers.

Under the Personal Responsibility

and Work Opportunity Act of
1 996. many of the decisions former-

ly made by the federal government
are now going to be made at

state-level.

Prunhuber said, "the action is no
longer controlled in Washington
D.C.. but now Boston."

She pointed out that although
under the new block grant
Massachusetts will receive $114
million, it could lead to disastrous

effects if the state doesn't use the

money wisely.

Under the new state laws individ-

uals lose their right to protection in

the federal courts if they are not

receiving the money that they are

entitled to, which basically leaves

these individuals with no protec-

tion, according to Prunhuber.

She said, this could, however, be

"a period of enormous opportunity"

if the state uses their power and
money the way they should.

Prunhuber then switched to her

main topic of welfare reform and
education. Her purpose was to

assess how the new laws under
Chapter 5 were affecting people's

access to a higher education and
what role the university was or

should be playing in this process.

Prunhuber said it seems that they

"left this one alone" when consider-

ing welfare reform and its repercus-

sions.

Welfare reform recipients are not

French far right chooses

culture as its battlefield

By Joceryn Noveck
Associated Presi

Patti Prunhuber spoke about welfare reform at the campus center on Tuesday.
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encouraged to obtain a higher edu-

cation. While it is acceptable for

them to get a high school diploma,

general education diploma, train in

vocational programs, or attend a

two year college, anything after that

is discouraged. Under the new laws

"the only people who can have their

educational plans for four year col-

leges approved are those who began

their college education on or before

(an. I, 1 995 and meet other certain

requirements," said Prunhuber.

Consequently, if you have decid-

ed to enter a four year school know-

ing that the DTA (Department of

Transitional Assistance) doesn't

approve, you lose child care and
transportation assistance automati-

cally. This proves to be a huge
obstacle for women with children.

Receiving childcare at the university

is a barrier, due to limited slots,

spacing and funding. This shouldn't

be an issue as this money dilemma

could have been solved, but Weld
rejected a $20 million offer to

Massachusetts for childcare on the

basis thai it had an extra education-

al attachment to the bill and he

didn't want to spend any more
money on education, according to

Prunhuber.

Prunhuber explained that in addi-

tion to these complexities, there is

an added strain that welfare recipi-

ent must complete a 20 hour work

week, whether in paid work, com-
munity service, or a conjunction of

the two. Prunhuber points out that

there is a greater emphasis for

women to complete this 20 hour
work week obligation than to pur-

sue their chances for a higher edu-

cation. The women even get a cut in

their TAFDC grant if they fail to

complete this obligation.

Prunhuber stated that the mes-

sage women are receiving is. "any

job is a good job. if you are hired

you are a success." She also insists

that the legislature is "not looking

at the big picture in terms of how
this is going to help people become

more employable."

She said, "higher education has a

significant effect upon women's
earning capacity."

Suggestions by the audience were

more financial aid. access to work
study which would ease the burden

of the 20 hour work week for moth-

ers, and added daycare.

Kelly Facto, who is associated

with the Common Ground of

Massachusetts, expressed a need for

a study documenting how the new
welfare reform laws were impacting

the student population.

Prunhuber said that "there is a

dramatic reduction in determined

women who can get here and stay."

While studies have been done ai

other colleges such as Greenfield

Community College, none have
been done at UMass and many peo-

ple are slipping through the cracks,

according to Prunhuber. There was
also a statement to involve all

unions on campus to be on the side

of working women.

MARIGNANE, France — The citi-

zens of Marignane always have been

proud of their town library. A "temple

of culture," the town's history book

calls it.

But lately, visitors to the periodicals

section wanting to read Liberation, a

major newspaper with a leftist atti-

tude, have had to go across the street

to the newspaper kiosk.

Marignane is National Front territo-

ry-

The leader of the far-right party,

Jean-Marie Le Pen, has made head-

lines worldwide for his war on immi-

gration, which he blames for high

unemployment and crime.

But here in southern France, where

the Front controls four city halls, peo-

ple are talking about a different kind

of war. A quieter one. but one many
say is equally dangerous.

It is being waged in libraries, the-

aters and festivals, and it is creating a

climate of anger, vengeance and
sometimes fear.

"We have a choice: censor our-

selves, or lose our jobs." said a librari-

an in one of the cities, who refused to

be further identified for fear of being

fired.

Marignane. a town of 32.000 near

Marseille, was one of three captured

by the Front in June 1 995 municipal

elections, along with Orange to the

north and Toulon to the south. This

month, nearby Vitrolles joined them.

A book by a National Front sup-

porter with a preface by Lc Pen was

on display recently in Marignane's

airy, spacious library. In periodicals,

the plastic slot for Liberation, one of

France's five most widely read papers,

was empty. "Subscription interrupted

on Sept. 4. 1 996." a label said. The
same was written under slots for two

other popular leftist publications.

Three extreme-right publications had

been added.

in a reader's request log. someone
had asked when the newspapers
would return. "That is not up to us,"

said the handwritten response, direct-

ing the reader to the mayor's office.

Marignane is not alone. In Orange,

the same leftist publications have

been removed from the library, and

all four professional librarians have

resigned in protest, according to

Marie-Pascale Bonnal, regional presi-

dent of the Association of French

Librarians. And in both towns, librar-

ians have been advised not to order

non-European children's books, espe-

cially ones from Africa or Asia,

Bonnal said.

None of the librarians who spoke to

the Associated Press would give their

names. Under French law, municipal

employees are banned from discussing

their jobs.

Marignane mayoral aide (osette

Qunz confirmed that her office had

removed some leftist publications and

added some rightist ones, saying the

policy would continue "in the spirit of

giving representation to the national

right."

The Front's strategy of targeting

cultural institutions is particularly

effective in France because so many of

them, even if private, are heavily sub-

sidized by local governments.

Some of the most visible disputes

recently have been in Toulon, a port

city of 170,000 that is the largest con-

trolled by the Front. About 2.000

people protested when the director

and founder of the famous
Chateauvallon Theater was fired after

angering the mayor by refusing to

accept municipal subsidies.

Mayor |ean-Marie Le Chevallier

said in an interview that the director

mismanaged the theater's money, and

that a new director could present a

less "elitist" program "that would
appeal to more of our citizens."

Also in Toulon, many were angered

in November when Le Chevallier

overruled a literary award at the city's

book fair to Jewish writer Marek
Halter, and instead chose actress

Brigitte Bardot, whose husband is a

member of the National Front. Lc
Chevallier says he wanted to honor a

writer from the region. Bardot

declined the award.

In Toulon's main library, no sub-

scriptions have been canceled. But

rightist publications have been
added, and librarians, afraid for their

jobs, say they have not ordered
books they think might offend City

Hall.

Senators want Lake's full FBI file

before nomination comes to vote

by John MQfnooQ
Allocated Pres»

WASHINGTON — Senate
Majority Leader Trent Lott and sev-

eral colleagues insisted yesterday that

the White House release the full FBI

report on CIA director-designate

Anthony Lake.

Lott said through spokeswoman
Susan Irby that senators should be

able to review the full FBI report, not

just the summary submitted by the

White House. Other Senate
Republicans said they won't let

Lake's nomination to head the CIA
come to a vote until the White House
yields.

This is not negotiable," said Sen.

Phil Gramm (R-Texas). Grimm, who
chairs an ad hoc group of Senate con-

servatives, circulated among col-

leagues a letter addressed to Lott urg-

ing no action on the Lake nomination

until the White House makes the full

FBI report available. At least 10 had

signed it by yesterday afternoon.

White House press secretary Mike

McCurry said, "We'll work with the

senator to address those concerns."

He also said the White House found

it "very troubling" that the nomina-

tion appeared to be mired by politics.

An administration official, who
spoke on condition of anonymity,

said the FBI material made available

to senators is the standard informa-

tion package normally provided in

nominations.

The focus on the FBI report

appears to represent the latest

Republican effort to block a nomina-

tion that several senators say has the

votes to win confirmation. Two
Republicans on the intelligence com-
mittee. Sens. John Chafee of Rhode
Island and Dick Lugar of Indiana,

now say they plan to vote for Lake
barring any last-minute revelations.

Sen. Richard Shelby (R-Ala.)

chairman of the Senate Intelligence

Committee, said in an interview yes-

terday he is considering yet another

delay in Lake's confirmation hearing.

now set for March II. if the White

Home balks on releasing the full FBI

file.

Gramm and other Senate
Republicans recalled that in the con-

firmation battle over the late Sen.

John Tower for defense secretary

under President Bush, lawmakers
had access to the entire FBI file.

Gramm also saw irony in the Clinton

administration's concern about
revealing an FBI file of one of its

own.
"I do find it peculiar that the

administration is so concerned about

this file when they had a political

operative look at 700 files without

supervision.* Gramm said in an inter-

view. Fie was referring to the contro-

versy over a White House aide gain-

ing unauthorized access to hundreds

of FBI reports, including some on
prominent Republicans and Bush
administration officials.

Fire in the sky...

CHBlTOPHCa A. CISNHCCOUICIV*

A full moon lights up the night over Southwest.
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Surviving the Holocaust

Immortality lost

Andrew

Trodden

Late Monday afternoon I received a call from
University Health Services informing me that I

had been exposed to a co-worker that had been
diagnosed with meningitis. I was told to go to

Health Services and pick up the necessary preventa-

tive medication, which I did almost immediately. Less

than 1 2 hours later my co-worker had died.

I knew Todd Hendsbee. which is only

10 suv that I worked with him briefly M I

knew his name and face. However it is

still hard to believe that he is gone. I

think of how easily it could have been my
best friend or even me. and that scares

the hell out of me.
How MS) it is for us to forget that we are not

immortal, that we are not the controllers of this plan-

et? There is and probably will always be something
more powerful than us that we cannot control.
Disease is just one of those uncontrollables.

One day you're here and the next you could be
gone. Nothing made that more clear to me than
Todd's death. 1 saw him at work last Saturday and he

MMHd fine, yet just a couple days later he was dead.

I wondered to myself if I was to go that quickly and
suddenly, would I be happy with the way I left this

lite'' Would my last day on Earth leave a good picture

in the minds of those I had left behind? Had I been as

good a person as I could have been? Could I have
been nicer to people?

The sad part is that even if the answer is no to any

ol those questions, there wouldn't be much you could

do to change them, because your time will have run
out There would be no way of going back and fixing

all of your regrets when you only ha\e hours to live.

The trick therefore is to truly live each day as if it i~

your last. Not in the sense that you know that it is

your last day. more like it could be your last day.

go to sleep every night ask yourself, if you were to

never wake up. would you wish that you could have
done something, anything, different on that last day?
Sometimes we may feel as though nothing could

ever kill us. that we're a good person so God will pro-

tect us. However, the fact still remains that we are

mortals with weaknesses and the devil does still exist

in today's world, and we cannot pre-

vent all of the evils that the devil caus-

The fact of the matter remains that

Todd is dead and that he was some-
body's friend, somebody's son and now

he's gone. 1 didn't really know him so I will not pre-

tend to know what a great guy he was. I'm sure there

are many people who do know that about him. but

nonetheless, as the saying goes, what does it really

matter what you say about someone after they're

gone?

After hearing about Todd's death I became rather

acutely aware of my own mortality. If someone my age

could be taken down so quickly by this disease, what's

to say that I couldn't be next? Obviously nothing can
be done to change what has happened, all we can do
is leam from it and try to teach ourselves a little bit

more about the fragility of life, so that we can focus

ourselves a little more on being good people, in hopes
that if that last day does come sooner than expected,

we can at least feel comfortable about the mark we
left here on earth.

It s troubling to know that it takes a tragic event to

open our eves to the darker, unpleasant side of reality.

But I suppose it may be necessary every once in a

while to keep the rest of us on our toes. Maybe in

some weird way that was Todd's final deed on earth,

to teach us all that you truly must sometimes lose first

if vou want to win.

Which, more or less, everyday could be. So when you Andre* Trodden is a Collegian columnist

Martin F.

Jones

The )ewish Holocaust stands
without rival as the darkest
and most devastating hour in

all the history of the world. From
1939 to 1945, over six million Jewish

men, women and children were sys-

tematically forced into ghettos across

Europe, and then rounded up and
transported to concentration camps
where they were exterminated. The
full scope of this atrocity is stagger-

ing to the imagination.

The painfully vivid film

Schindler's List recently

revealed to us the horri-

fying depths of evil

towards which men
have succumbed throughout history.

Steven Spielberg, perhaps the
greatest filmmaker of all time, won
an Academy Award for Schindler's

List as he undertook the enormous
challenge of bringing to life a rivet-

ing depiction of the tremendous suf-

fering and brutality which character-

ized the Holocaust. His new
Survivors of the Shoah Visual
History Project is currently docu-
menting hundreds of interviews by

the actual Holocaust survivors who
were liberated from the Nazi concen-

tration camps by Allied and Soviet

forces during the final months of
World War II.

The network television premier of

Schindler's List was broadcast
recently with full sponsorship by
Ford Motor Company. It has been
noted consequently thai this gener-

ous sponsorship of the broadcast
may have been intended to redeem
the widely-known anti-Semitism of

the company founder, the late H^nry
Ford. The broadcast also came at a

time when new national discussions

about the Holocaust have been
sparked by recent revelations about
Swiss banks having in their posses-

sion billions of dollars in assets

seized from the lews during the

Holocaust, as well as the personal
discovery by U.S. Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright that she was
born to lewish parents who convert-

ed to Christianity in the shadow of

the Holocaust, with her parents hav-

ing been among the millions who
died in the Nazi death camps of
Eastern Europe.

Today, over 50 years after the
Shoah (Hebrew for Holocaust), we
must examine the state of our world
and ask of ourselves: Why? Why
can't we all live together peacefully

on this beautiful, bountiful world
which God has created for us? What
is it that could cause such an evil

regime as the Nazi Party to rise to

power in a modern industrialized

state such as Germany? Does Satan

truly rule this earth of

ours? Let us hope not.

Tonight, millions of

lews around the world
will begin to observe
the Shabbat

(Sabbath), an obligatory practice of

ludaism that goes back for thousands

of years. Those of us who are not

lewish should take a moment, per-

haps, to remember the courage and
resilience of a people who have faced

centuries of hatred and abuse because

of their supreme commitment and
devotion to their faith. Such remem-
brance can serve as a reminder to all

of how we must never yield to the

forces of evil which are constantly on
the march around the world.

Watching Schindler's List taught

me the lesson of the great redemp-
tion that is gained from unearned
suffering. Yes, I too am a survivor of

the Holocaust. Here, I am not refer-

ring specifically to the Nazi concen-

tration camps of World War II, but

rather to a pervasive philosophy that

continues to plague humanity. It is

the philosophy of Social Darwinism
that reduces people to rungs on the

fictitious ladder of natural human
selection. It is the world view that

has justified the enslavement of my
ancestors, who were shipped as

human cargo in the holds of dark,

diseased, and death-ridden slave

ships. It is the colonial settlement of

European peoples that led to the

near-extinction of pre- Columbian
indigenous civilization in the
Americas. It is the violent ethnic

warfare that is responsible for the

ethnic cleansing of Muslims in

Bosnia, and the genocidal massacre
of Hutus in Rwanda.

This is the true breadth and scope

of the Holocaust; the repeated rise

and practice of the systematic rape.

The prostudent manifesto
The actions that transpired on

the Senate floor Wednesday
night should offend those of

you with anv faith left in the Student

Government Association.

On Monday, the Administrative
Affairs Committee met to recom-
mend appointees to the senate. I've

been on this committee since I was
elected in September and I take the

entailed duties seriously. There has

been an abundance of vacant seats

this semester — as long as the seats

remain open, students living in those

areas have no voice. We made rec-

ommendations to fill 10 vacant seats

that night, seven of which were
unopposed. This confirmation la

essentially a rubber-stamping. The
campus is too apathetic to keep its

senate seats full, so anyone with the

energy to apply for a seat is wel-
come.

The situation was more complicat-

ed in the case of the three contested

seats. The first conflict was between
two friends for a single seat in

Grayson. They were equally qualified

and the committee vote was close. I

personalis voted for the more deci

and energetic seeming of the
two. since I think that the only
attribute that really matters in a stu-

dent leader is energy and force of
will I knew neither of the candidates

personally, so I made my decision
based on the way they responded to

our questions. It wasn't easy. We
each made our own decisions and in

the end the candidate that I'd voted

for won.
The other contest involved six can-

didates competing for two seats in

Southwest at-large. We interviewed

each of the six candidates and made
our decisions in (he same manner as

before, although the outcome was
more controversial. I had an advan-

tage going into this decision, howev-
er, because I knew three of the can-

didates personally. One of them.
Brendan Mahan. is a good friend of

mine that I encouraged to join senate

because I respected his competence,
cnergv and strong personal sense of

responsibility. Two of the others
were likewise encouraged to apply
for the positions by their friend fen

Casasanto (my fellow senator from
|A). While they are both active and
qualified students. I had personal
knowledge of both of them that led

me to doubt that they would* make
nod senators. I brought up these

issues while the committee deliberat-

ed after the interviews. As far as I'm

concerned. I did the responsible and
ethical thing by condemning Sen.

Casasanto's picks and endorsing my
friend Brendan along with another
candidate who had impressed me. I

suggested to my colleagues that they

vote for Brendan as well, but I in no
way coerced anyone. When it came
to a vote, the two that I had voted

for again won the recommendation
of the committee after a tie was bro-

ken.

Sen. Casasanto later

angrily confronted me
in my room and
informed me that our
friendship was over
because I had taken no action last

week when another friend of mine
treated her in a grossly disrespectful

manner in an enraged outburst. I'll

plead guilty on that charge — I

should have spoken to him immedi-
ately and supported her more, but I

never held any ill will towards her

She concluded her tirade saying that

she was "declaring war" on me and
my friends in senate and accused me
of not representing my constituents

She left without allowing me to

defend my decisions and reconcile

our differences. From the ominous
note she left on. and her subsequent
refusals to talk with me. I anticipat-

ed that there would be trouble on
the senate floor Wednesday night.

But by God. I never foresaw any-

thing as irresponsible and misguided
as the events of that night.

I don't know for sure who was
responsible for the decisions made
that night, but the consequences
were odious. Rather than the usual

presentation of all appointments on a

single block for easy confirmation
(as is customary) each appointment
was made its own motion to be
voted on separately. When we began
the process it was also insisted that

each vote be taken in a time wasting

Serwetman

Doonesbury

roll call format as well! This wasted

about Five minutes of time per candi-

date. The first four candidates were
voted in with a single dissenting vote

apiece. The rest were blocked from
entering senate for political reasons

that left thousands of students
underrepresented.

The reason that 20 senators
opposed the entrance of the six can-

didates, especially those four who
were unanimously recommended by

the committee is rather convoluted.

The short version is that the whole
process was a conspiracy. There was
no debate against the confirmation

of any of the blocked appointees
until after I spoke on the floor in

their defense. I believe the majority

of the senate simply

decided in advance to

block the appoint-
ments and rigged the

agenda so each of the

appointees could be
identified and targeted by Sen.
Casasanto and the block of conspira-

tors followed her vote. Every single

senator (save one) that planned to

vote down the six appointees felt nei-

ther a need to explain why that per-

son should not be a senator, nor a

need to discuss those factors on the

senate floor. Needless to say, I was
suspicious and frustrated.

I asked the senators in opposition

to the appointments what their prob-

lem was. The initial response to my
query seemed to be that they dis-

trusted the judgments made by the

Administrative Affairs committee
due to the aforementioned personal

factors which had come into play.

This is a questionable line of reason-

ing. I don't feel that I did anything

unethical in my decision-making
process and I stand behind my rec-

ommendations. The clear proof that

this was not the conspirator's real

reason lies in the fact that they
allowed three unopposed appointees

into the senate while denying
entrance to the other four. They all

went through the same supposedly
corrupt process! The only senator
who actually believed that the com-
mittee did an inadequate job making
its decisions was Sen. Seth Avakian.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

who voted against every single

appointee for that reason. While I'm

disappointed by Seth's lack of faith

in my judgment, he receives my full

respect for staying out of the back
room political deals. He alone had
legitimate reasons for opposing the

six. The rest were lying. How can
they allow four appointees in after

claiming that the whole prix -ss was
unfair^

This is not a question of ethics No
one on the committee did anything
wrong. The real reason peop.e voted

as they did was that they were told

that the six who came before them
were there to "stack" the senate in

support of the Greek area during the

budget process. There is a sliver of

truth to the accusation and it needs

to be addressed. One Greek Area
senator. Dan Backer, was reportedly

quoted as saying that he intended to

stack the senate "to get money for

the Greeks" and the rejected
appointees were supposedly in on
this scheme, even though not a single

one of them is a member of a frater-

nity or sorority. I still don't under-

stand how the senate jumped to this

conclusion and why tjaev made no
attempt to confront the appointees

individually.

The fact is that there is a large

group of senators that meet an hour
before Senate each week to discuss

issues of mutual concern. I'm proud
to be a member of this group, and
we call ourselves the Pro-Student
Caucus. I won't deny that we recruit-

ed several people who we felt would
contribute to the senate, and each
senator that we encouraged to join

was blocked this week. All of the

candidates before the Senate were
distinguished active students worthy
of more respect than they received,

and I hope that they get a chance to

prove that.

Over a third of the senate are

members of the Pro-Student Caucus.

We share a vision of a non-political

senate working for the students, not

special interest groups that organize

to dominate the SGA. I can't speak

for every member of the caucus, but

I would like to see these specific-

changes: I. A smaller, more stream-

lined, and non-politically driven
Senate that serves the student body
as a whole. 2. An end to the de-facto

social segregation that characterizes

race relations at the university. 3.

Stronger area governments that can
organize worthwhile events that

bring together all of each areas' resi-

dents. 4. Fair representation of
Greek concerns. 5. Better food on
campus by any means necessary. If

any of these goals misrepresent the

wishes of my constituents, let me
know! I believe the only secret plot

afoot is Sen. Casasanto's, who feels

no need to explain to six worthy
individuals why she organized this

attack upon them and wasted the

Senate's time. Given the fact that her

real reason is that her friends

weren't given the recommendations,
I don't blame her for being decep-

tive.

The real question is. were we
"stacking" the senate with those who
share our views? I suppose it

depends on how you define "stack-

ing." Without question, speaker
Tirrell 'stacked* the Ways and
Means Committee with members of

powerful special interest groups in

exchange for political support. It's

equally clear that president Caston
"stacked" the Student (udiciary to

protect the Senate seats of the
ALANA caucus.

It's true that we sought senators to

fill the vacant seats and we picked

them from people we know and have

worked with. Unlike these previous

cases we never recruited senators
that we didn't feel would be active

torture, and murder of our own peo-

ple on earth; across the Developing

World, in the ghettos, and right here

in our own homes and communities.

Never forget the Holocaust, for

today it continues, robbing the

human family of so many precious

lives with each waking moment.
Many people around the world awak-

en to each new day, hoping that it

won't be their last. Millions languish

in prisons, their future stolen from

them. Others face death and torture

as their homelands fall under the

guns of occupying armies. Biological,

chemical and nuclear weapons con-

tinue to be developed, and for the

sole purpose of impacting the great-

est amount of pain, death and
destruction possible upon the target-

ed group of their choice.

Despite this bleak mosaic of end-

less calamity, there is still a glimmer

of hope. Thanks to the marvelous
work of director Steven Spielberg,

we may soon see the world begin to

unlearn its tragic affliction of racial

and religious hatred which has cost

far too many lives. One day. the

dream of Dr. Martin Luther King, |r.

could actually become a reality given

the acceptance of this great eternal

truth: that we are all brothers and
sisters in the family of God, and all

forms of hatred, whether they be

fashioned over religious, racial, eth-

nic, or nationalist distinctions, must

be abolished forever, for these are

the components of the evil forces

which are destroying our world.

Perhaps one day there will emerge
a generation ol righteous people who
will dedicate their lives to begin the

process of rebuilding anew from the

ashes of a world destroyed by war,

poverty and injustice. This planet,

our home, was created for all of us to

share and enjoy together and harmo-
niously for all of eternity. We. the

people of Earth are a blessed tribe

indeed, for God has given us a great

gift called Life, the most prcviou- yMti

in the universe, and it || this gilt unto

which we are bound to honor, pro-

tect, and preserve.

Towards this end we must base
our very existence

Martin I tones is Collegian
columnist

and competent. We never opposed
the appointments of any candidates

because they disagreed with us polit-

ically. We never forced anyone to

vote any particular way. and we
never cut any shady political deals to

win power and influence. I feel com-
fortable with the decisions I've made
and I am prepared to defend them
I've consistently represented my con-

stituents and I've been active on
their behalf. Any conscientious sena-

tor that voted with Sen. Casasanto
should rethink why they are in

Senate and who they are here to

serve. This obstructionist attack was
entirely without cause and was done
for purely political reasons.

Senators acted deceitfully and
without the interests of their con-
stituents in mind when they singled

out six senators who they were
wrongly told would give money to

the Greek area and vote as instructed

by the caucus The only good thing I

can say about this whole mess is that

it has left a line in the sand between
those who want to keep the status

quo and those who think we can do
better. A line between those who
have no problem with manipulating
the budget and those who want to

put the S back in SGA. The senate

vote last night was all politics and no
service. The students need to
reassert themselves. If you'd like to

help, you're welcome to an empty
seat. The Pro-Student Caucus is open
to anyone genuinely interested Wed
like to incorporate students of all

races and both sexes who share our
vision.

I swear upon my honor that noth
ing I've written here is intended to

manipulate facts, hide truth, or
deceive you. the students reading
this, in any way. It's the truth as I

see it.

Will Serwetman is dn SGA Senator
representing lohn Adams.
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lames Carter brings his hybrid jazz style to the Iron Horse this Sunday Night.
n scHAiEit

Weekend jazz shows at the Horse
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

Two young jazzmen will make their

marks at the Iron Horse this weekend.
On Friday and Sunday nights, respec-
tively, the Valley will be treated to the
jazz treasures of pianist Marcus
Roberts' Trio and saxophonist James
Carter's Quartet

Roberts, hailing from Jacksonville,
Fla., was a strong part of Wynton
Marsalis" band in the late 1980s and
early 1990s, until Roberts decided to
take it solo. However, in his time with
Marsalis, he appeared on such land-
mark Marsalis albums as Marsalis
Standard Time, Live At Blues Alley, and
the soundtrack for the film Tune In
Tomorrow (which starred Keanu
Reeves and Peter Falk). His first album.
Alone With Three Giants, in 1991. was
a tribute to Duke Ellington. Thdonious
Monk and lellv Roll Morton.

Roberts, now 32 years old, has
been blind since the age of four, and
that may have only added to the thrill

of the challenge of becoming one of
the current jazz scene's hottest and
most highly able pianists available.

He started his formal training at the
age of 12 and trained classically for
the next nine years, until moving on
lo college at Florida State University,

where he became a music major.
In 1989. Roberts won the first prize

of $10,000 at the First Annual

Thelonious Monk International |azz

Competition, a definite plus to his cred-

its, even though he had already been
playing with one of his only living

heroes, Marsalis, for four years.

Roberts' most recent releases, Time
and Circumstance and Portraits of
Blue, are two albums that feature his

mastery of melodies and his ability to

bring these melodies into a classical

magnificence. Unfortunately, no lineup
has been announced yet, but who
knows, there may be some pleasant
surprises.

On Conversin' With The Elders,

lames Carter. 27. gets to hang out with
many of his modern blowing heroes
also, but not as much in a spiritual

sense as in a physical. Hamiett Bluiett.

Harry "Sweets" Edison. Anthony
Braxton, among others, all recorded
this album with Carter, who is being
called "the most exciting young saxo-

phonist to arrive on the scene in the last

25 years." and they mixed in hip-hop
rhythms, free-jazz atonal excursions
and straight-ahead be- bop for one of
I996's most interesting jazz albums.
Having grown up in a musical fami-

ly in which his brother Kevin, a gui-

tarist, was part of George Clinton's
P-Funk Mob in the '70s, and his
mother sang R&B locally near his
Motown home. Kevin recommended
young lames, who had just taken up
the sax at 1 1 and was gifted with per-

fect pitch, to jazz instructor Donald

Washington. Washington taught him
well enough, that by the time he hit

high school, he was adept at almost
any reed instrument and flute.

While still in high school in the early

'80s, Carter also served a brief stint in

Marsalis' band, after that trumpeter's
brother, Branford, had gone on to start

his own highly successful, but brief,

career. In 1988, Carter made a bee-line

from Detroit to Manhattan to begin his

career as a "young lion" sax player.

One of his first jobs was as sax-man
to free-jazz pioneer Lester Bowie's
trumpet-led band. He worked with
Bowie (who also shows up on
Conversin' With The Elders), and then
did many other jobs with various New
York ensembles before settling down
in 1993 with his first album. *C On
The Set. followed by 1995's Jurassic
Classics and 77ie Real Quietstorm, all

of which brought him the attention he
needed so that Conversin' would be a
much-awaited album. Carter is not a
man to disappoint: he didn't with
Conversin'. nor should he on Sunday
night. He will be teamed up with his

regular working band of laribu Shahid
on bass, Tani Tabbal on drums and
Craig Naborn on piano.

The Marcus Roberts Trio will per-

form at the Iron Horse tonight at 7
p.m. The lames Carter Quartet will

perform at the Iron Horse on Sunday
at 7 and 10 p.m. Call the club at
584-OblOfor more details.

Bowker hosts Turkish Folk songs
By Seema Gangatirkar
Collegian Staff

For those looking to broaden their horizons this week-
end, Bowker Auditorium will host a concert of "Folk
Songs and Dance Music of Turkey and the Middle East."

Tomorrow night's presentation is part of the Asian
Dance and Music Program at the University of
Massachusetts and will begin at 8 p.m. Before the con-
cert, Prof. Walter Denny will present a slide and talk
show at 7:30 p.m. titled "Musical Presentations in Islamic
Art."

The concert will be divided into two parts. The first part
will feature folk songs and dance music from Turkey and
the Middle East performed by Anatolia and Friends.

Anatolia is a Western Massachusetts-based group of
musicians who are devoted to the music of the Middle
East. Their performances have won them praise from
scholars and critics and many of their shows have been
sold out. Members of Anatolia include Edward Hines (W.
divan sazi, Kava\, clarinet, zurna and vocals). Taner
Okatan (saz. percussion and vocals) and Michel
Moushabeck (percussion).

Among those joining Anatolia for the performance will

be Ahmet Luleci, a native of Turkey and an accomplished
folk dance teacher, choreographer, performer and musi-
cian as well as Ghada Ghanem. a native of Lebanon,
where she received vocal training in both near Eastern and
Western classical music. Najib Shaheen. an ud player, and
Mohammad Mesaoud and Bruce Rawan round out the
Friends.

Since its inception, Anatolia has graced many a concert
hall, presenting concerts not only in the Five College area
but also at The Iron Horse and the Boston International
Festival.

Anatolia also contributed the soundtrack to a

BBC/WGBH documentary titled "The People's Century."
The documentary will air in 1998.

The first part of the concert will also feature folk dances
from different regions of Turkey by the Turkish folk dance
troupe "Kemenje."
Simon Shaheen, considered to be one of the finest cul-

tural ambassadors in the Arab world, will be the focus of
the second part of the concert.

The New York Daily News praised Shaheen, calling his

interpretations "some of the must sublime Arabic music to

be heard this side of the Dead Sea."

Shaheen will perform classical and contemporary
Middle Eastern music, including solo improvisations and
ensemble works of his own compositions. He will also
include pieces from 1 9th and 20th century Turkish and
Arab composers.

Shaheen is considered a virtuoso on both the 'ud and
the violin. The 'ud (pronounced ood) is a pear-shaped
plucked string instrument and is the ancestor of the
European lute. The ud has been the central focus of
Arabic music since at least the seventh century.
Shaheen boasts impressive credentials when it comes to

music. He grew up with western classical music. American
jazz and Arabic .classical music. He began studying the 'ud
at the age of four, with his father, renowned Palestinian
composer and music teacher. Hikmat Shaheen.
Shaheen has performed all over the world, with ensem-

bles and as a soloist. In addition, he composes, teaches
and records to promote Arabic art.

Tickets for the evening are $20. $15 and $5. Please call

the Fine Arts Center Box Office for tickets or information
at 545-2511 or (8001 999-UMAS. Bowker Auditorium is

located in Stockbridge Hall. Parking available in Lots 45
and 65, or for $1 when you remit your ticket stubs in the
Campus Center Parking Garage directly opposite the
Auditorium.
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Lois sings at Amherst College
By Bradley Skooght
Collegian Staff

Long before the famous marriage,

the media frenzy, and the movie star

comeback there was another Courtney

Love. This Courtney Love had nothing

to do with Mrs. Kurt Cobain, however.

This Courtney Love was a band — a

band that was built around the

stripped down songs written and beau-

tifully sung by Lois Maffeo.

Courtney Love broke up after only

a handful of seven-inch singles and

compilation tracks and Maffeo set off

on a solo career as Lois (a moniker

that refers as much to the band as it

does Ms. Matfeo herself).

Lois' first two albums, Butterfly

Kiss and Strumpet, were similar to

the Courtney Love material — sparse

arrangements, often only drums and

guitar, with Maffeo's acoustic guitar

and voice front and center. They're

DIY punk-folk albums — pre-cur-

sors to both the independent politi-

cal/musical stance of the Riot Grrrls

and other self- made acoustic wield-

ing songwriters like Ani Difranco.

It wasn't until her third album,

however, that Lois really came into

her own artistically. Backed by

ex-Tiger Trap drummer Heather

Dunn. Maffeo brought a more
mature and poetic style to Bet the

Sky — an album that perfectly cap-

tures a mixture of K records'

DlY/punk independence and a more

subtle, sophisticated pop sensibility.

Since then Maffeo has toured

relentlessly, released numerous sin-

gles, EPs, a fantastic new full length.

Infinity Plus, and generally estab-

lished herself as a songwriter and
performer that matters — an artist of

integrity and quality who consistently

challenges and delivers.

Infinity Plus, and its companion EP
Snapshot Radio, both find Maffeo

expanding her musical vocabulary

with the help of friends and admiring

artists like Fugazi and Elliot Smith.

She fleshes out the arrangements
with the occasional electric guitar.

organ, or bass part. Instead of water-

ing down Maffeo's intense artistic

vision, however, these new arrange-

ments only add to the songs — pro-

viding a whole new palette of sound

and energy to back up the usual stel-

lar songwriting and singing. One
recent project with Dub Narcotic

Sound System even finds Maffeo
playing the role of soul diva — wrap-

ping her silken voice around the

bouncy basement funk.

When Lois comes to Amherst
College tonight, she brings with her

this drive to create and explore. No
matter what musicians make up the

Lois band tonight, fans can expect

nothing less than a collection of bril-

liant songs delivered with passion and

skill. That the concert is free can only

add to the excitement of witnessing

one of the best musicians around revel-

ling in the spirit of discovery and
music.

Lois performs tonight at Marsh
Hall on the Amherst College campus
at 9 p.m. Admission is free.

"Maceo Parker
Maceo Parker blows his horn as part of a new collection of photographs from UMass student Emily

Wilson. The collection can be viewed at the Coolidge Park Cafe at the Hotel Northampton in

Northampton.

Sam Black Church in Noho
By Adorn Dtugocz

GJUgion Staff

Throughout the '90s. the Boston

hardcore scene for the most part,

has been considered dead. While

Boston had a thriving scene in the

'80s due to the success of bands

like DYS. SSD. Slapshot. Eye for

an Eye, and Wrecking Crew, by

1989 all. except for Slapshot. had

broken up. The worst part being

that no real bands have stepped

into the slot.

Slapshot is still around of course,

but have only played one show in

America in the last couple of years.

However the one band that has

kept Boston's torch burning has

been Sam Black Church.

Sam Black Church started out in

the late '80s and brought a

crossover befween metal and hard-

core that had became famous dur-

ing that time period. Sam Black

Church is most often compared to

the Bad Brains and the likeness has

remained. With the help of Taang

records Sam Black Church soon

stepped into the national eye.

Sam Black Church's best album

was the critically acclaimed Let In

Life, which managed to combine

their raging live sound with MMl
lent production. The album also

helped gain Sam Black Church
some of the recognition they

deserved.

However, it is not within the stu-

dio that Sam Black Church has

made a name for themselves, but

because of their live shows. Touring

with bands like the Mighty Mighty

Bosstones. Slapshot. Murphy's

Law. and other national acts helped

bring them into the public eye li i^

the hard work that they have put in

that gets recognized during their

live shows when hundreds of kids

come to dance, dive, and sing along

to the metal mayhem provided by

Sam Black Church.

Fury of V from New lerscy will

be opening. Fury of V have made a

name for themselves in the New
York. New |erscy. and Connecticut

scenes. While they definitely lean to

the more metal side of the

crossover spectrum, their hard riffs

combined with breakdown after

breakdown should keep the crowd

moving.

Local boys Onslaught will be

opening as well. Onslaught are one

of the few local hardcore bands

who have made a name for them-

selves. They have a demo out on

Psyke records and fans of 25 ta Life

or Bulldoze will be grooving to

these guys in no time.

Sam Black Church. Fury of V.

and Onslaught will be playing Pearl

Street on Sunday night It's $7 in

advance and $8 at the door Doors

open at 7 p m

Shakespeare's "The Merchant Of Venice" will be running at the Rand Theatre starting tonight.

''Merchant" to glitter at the Rand
By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

"My Daughter... My Ducats..." One of Shakespeare's

most fascinating comedies is being performed by the

University of Massachusetts Department of Theatre. "The

Merchant of Venice" combines ihemes of revenge, greed,

honor, betrayal and prejudice, with a love story thrown in

for good measure.

This newest production is directed by M.F.A. candidate

Sam Rush, who has updated Shakespeare's play to a mid-

1980s atmosphere. Shylocks Venice is one reminiscent of

Wall Street, money talks and "greed is good." To counter.

Portia's idyllic Belmont is compared to the Hamptons, the

power-elite saunter through perfumed gardens of old

money.

Loren Mochari has designed a set fitting for Rush's take

on the play — a mirrored wall reminiscent of a Wall Street

skyscraper, tightening the comparisons to the *>IK without

taking away from the play

"I think directors, along with other theater urtiMs. have

an obligation to look at a play and ask hov. it relate- to uv

We're using the '80s as a springboard into a laniastic.il

world. 'Merchant' is partly a play about ihe emergence oi

capitalism. What better source to use lhan the greecK

'80s?* Rush said.

The Merchant of Venice will be performed tonight and

tomorrow night at 8 p.m in the Rand Theater The play

will also be performed Tuesday. March -4. through

Saturday. March 8. also at 8 p m Two matinees will also

be performed on Saturday. March I. and Saturday. March

8. at 2 p.m. Tickets are S3. 50 for Midi v (> for the

general public Reservations are recommended dud CSJ
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And put on your dancing

shoes,

BABY!

1997
Win Cool
Prizes
Just By Filling Out A Ballot

Watch For Ballots

Coming In Next Week's

Collegian

A GREAT BET!
4.

NOT YOUR USUAL DOG & PONY SHOW

LIVE SIMULCASTS!
Thoroughbreds from: Aqueduct, Suffolk Downs. Gulfstream

& Santa Anita • Harness races from: Foxboro Meadowlands &
Pompano • Greyhounds from: Plainfleld and now Raynham'
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Dinner Entrees Every Friday Night

In Hinsdale s Dining Room!

STUDENTS DAY EVERY FRIDAY:
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University of Colorado at Boulder

USE SUMMER TO
CCELEMTE

YOUR ACADEMIC
PROGRESS

Summer session on the Boulder campus mnedling spe

cial With over S00 campus courses to dwON from, it s .i

relaxed, comfortable learning environment ( lasses are

smaller And when you're not in class, you can soak up Bouldn j

mellow charm. Or explore Boulder's hackyard. I high cotffltr)

playground that includes some of the countrv\ mosi rugged tad

spectacular terrain

Summer is a great time to get a jump on the next pi

of your educational goals.

FOR EXAMPLE:

VISITING STUDfHTS. Hike advantage ofCU resources to

complete or enrich your own degree program

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS. Take I college course for

experience, to enhance your college appln .itiou. or to

see if CU is the right school for \»u.

TEACHERS. Karn recertification credits and tap into even

thing the I mversitv has to offer

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT. Increase four knowl

edge base and build skills to enhance your capabilities

ENRICHMENT. Give yourself the pleasure of an .nademu

challenge at CU this summer.

FOR MORE INFORMATION.

Call 303- 492-SI46 or 800-331 -2801 to request

a Summer Session catalog Or visit our web siii

www.colorado.edu conted Summer
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UNH is women's gym's next hurdle

By Lisa M. Oliveri

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's
gymnastics team is prepared to
take on New Hampshire for the
second time this season, with a
meet tomorrow evening at 7 p.m.
at New Hampshire.

The Minutewomen beat
then-No. 13 New Hampshire the
last time around.
190.225-189.350. in a tri-meet at

Penn State. Since that meet, the
Wildcats have dropped significant-

ly in rank, while the Minutewomen
have consistently improved, both
in rank and scores.

New Hampshire is a big rival for

the Minutewomen, and gymnastics
is one of its premier programs.
"There has always been a big

rivalry, and they have really pro-
moted this meet. They are expect-

ing over 6.000 fans, and there have
been signs all over town." UMass
coach Dave Kuzara said. "They
want nothing more than to beat
us."

Tomorrow's meet comes after a

four meet home stretch — a stretch

in which the Minutewomen beat
seven out of eight of their competi-
tors, losing only to Michigan. The
Minutewomen are currently 9-2

overall.

Last Friday's meet against

Minnesota, Vermont and MIT was
the final home meet for the

Minutewomen. While they have
had a lot of energetic support from

the fans, Kuzara is positive about

their final two regular season
meets away — against New
Hampshire and then West Virginia.

After that, the Minutewomen
head to Washington, D.C. for the

Atlantic 10 Championships and
Ohio for the NCAA Regional*.

"We are looking forward to it.

This home stretch went really well,

but we are happy that we are going

on the road," Kuzara said. "It's

important that we get a good away
score.

"The highest away score we have

so far is a 190.225 [against New
Hampshire), but we think we'll get

over a 194 this time."

Kuzara feels the UNH meet will

be a good chance for the
Minutewomen to prepare for the

NCAA Regionals.

"This meet will be really good
practice for Regionals, and each
meet is a stepping stone to

Regionals," Kuzara said.

Since their last meet against New
Hampshire, the Minutewomen
have been consistently improving.

both as a team and individually. At

every meet since then, new school

records have been set, and many of

the gymnasts have continually
achieved career-best perfor-

mances.

Led by the two seniors, Lianne

Laing. who holds the school record

in the vault, and Tara Swartz, who
holds the all-around and uneven
bars records, the team looks
stronger and more confident than

in their early season meets.

While the Minutewomen have a

good chance at winning this week-

end, Kuzara doesn't discredit the

talent of New Hampshire.

"They have a good chance to

beat us. They haven't scored very

high, but they are very competi-

tive," Kuzara said. "We can't con-

trol what they're going to do, but

we feel like we'll come out on
top."

In terms of the two team's rival-

ry, Kuzara said that a win against

New Hampshire is important, but

the Minutewomen really are look-

ing past this meet to Regionals.

"New Hampshire is really a bit-

ter rival, but 1 think we've grown
past it. We have bigger fish to fry,"

Kuzara said. "But they're a good
team, we have a lot of respect for

them."

women's hoops

Men s gym looks for New England win number nine

By Matthew Perrautt

Collegian Staff

As far as streaks go, there is an impressive one going

on here that doesn't always get press.

The Massachusetts men's gymnastics team has won
eight straight New England Championships and this

Saturday, they will be going for their ninth in Springfield

at I p.m.

UMass is currently ranked No. 1 1 and is 8-0. undefeat-

ed for the first time, going into this year's championship.

Coming off their latest victories over Syracuse and
Springfield, the Minutemen will be looking for senior

leadership to help them keep their streak alive.

Seniors Gabe Columbus. Chris Funk. Lorenzo

Macaluso and Ruslan Shupak will be competing in possi-

bly their last meet for the University and will looked

upon to come up big.

UMass is hot right now as well. Shupak is coming off a

record tying performance on rings against Syracuse, scor-

ing a 9.95 and Colombus took first on three events

against Springfield. Funk scored a career best against

Syracuse with a 9.5 on parallel bars also.

Others worth watching are sophomore Phil Lieberman

who has been in the habit of breaking school records this

season and freshmen )eff LaVallc. LaValle. an Olympic

hopeful who has studied under new UMass assistant and

Olympic champion Tim Daggett, will be competing in his

first championship and should be the ace in the hole if he

performs to the best of his ability.

continued from page 10

points of the game for UMass. which went on a 16-2 run

in the first nine minutes to take a 16-4 lead. Duquesne
would not die, though. The Dukes began to assert a more
fast- paced style mid-way through the first half, and cut

the lead to four, 22-18, by the 6:26 mark.

But Van Huisen, who excelled in transition all night,

kept pace, knocking down six of seven field goals before

halftime. Duquesne kept chipping away, and cut the lead

to three, 34-31, at the half courtesy of two jumpers by
Hlede in the last minute.

The Dukes would stay within six points for the first 12

minutes of the second half, but UMass turned it on late

and buried them. The Minutewomen turned a 55-47 lead

into a 66-49 margin by the 3:05 mark. Duquesne was
forced to put UMass on the line from there, and the

Minutewomen would sink six straight free throws in the

last 1:45 to ice it.

"This was a good win for us," UMass coach loanie

O'Brien said. "We did a great job on defense. All year long

we've taken pride in our defense. When it comes around,

we usually win by a pretty good amount. This is the way
you want to end your career at home, with a win."

Carroll, who was named All A- 10 first team this week,

and local product Beth Kuzmeski made the last home
appearance of their illustrious careers last night. Both
Carroll and Northampton native Kuzmeski left the court

for the last time last night to ovations from the 942 fans in

attendance.

"It's the best feeling to win," Carroll said. "You feel like

you've built yourself a home for the past four years, and
it's nice to see the fans recognize it."

The Minutewomen have a tough road ahead of them.

George Washington crushed Temple 78-35 last night, and
hosts both the semi-finals and championship game. The
Colonial* finished 1 6-0 in conference play this year, only

the third time in A- 10 history that feat has been accom-
plished.

GW has not lost at the Charles E. Smith Center in its

last 33 games, a homecourt winning streak that currently

ranks third in America. In addition. George Washington
beat the Minutewomen 83-61 in the Mullins Center on
Feb. 2. and features A- 10 Player of the Year Tajama
Abraham."They're a good team," O'Brien said. "They have

a solid inside game and a solid outside game. We're gonna

have to rely on our speed and quickness. But we can't

worry about about them so much. We have to take care of

ourselves."

KXtMA KANSANt N I

UMass' Crystal Carroll tries to handle the ball as the

Lady Dukes try to take it away. Carroll finished with 21

points.

Minutewomen

hoops
continued from page 10

> pointers made and most threes in •

game), is still focused on the game at

hand.

"Once the ceremony is over, then
senior night is done. Then it's just

another game." Travieso said. "After

that, it's time to play basketball."

The talent and leadership which the

seniors bring to the UMass program
will also be missed by their team-

mates.

"ISaturdayl is going to be special."

Clarke reflected. "Because we went
through a lot of adversity this year and
we did come together and gel as a

team. I'm going to miss Edgar and

Carmelo. but once they move on we're

still going to try to keep in contact

because they have been a big part of

my life and they taught me a lot."

As for Weeks, because of a change

in Proposition 48 legislation, athletes

admitted to school under the rule who
arc on schedule to graduate this spring

have the option of playing an exira

year for a total of four years. When the

NCAA announced the rule change ear-

lier in the season. Weeks said that he

would wait until the end of the post

season to decide whether or not he will

use his fourth year of eligibility.

"I'll also miss Tyrone, if he decides

to move on." Clarke said. "He's one of

my best friends here, me and him are

very tight. If he decides to move on. it

will be a big loss. But I'd wish him the

best of luck because I know he can

proceed on. All three of them can."

continued from page 10

It would be hardly a UMass women's
basketball game without a solid effort

from Crystal Carroll. UMass' own first

team All-Conference player threw in a

mere 21 points and grabbed a

respectable 1 1 boards in her last game
in the Mullins Center. Any other kind

of farewell from Carroll was unexpect-

ed, considering her. I 7- point.

6-rebound average.

This performance from the

Minutewomen's leader was necessary

to show George Washington what may
be on the horizon if it takes this UMass
team lightly in the tournament semifi-

nals.

The last weapon the Minutewomen
used liberally in the win was their

bench. Yolanda Rayside stepped in for

the foul-plagued Kara Tudman and
contributed 1 1 points and six rebounds

in her 2 1 minutes.

Minutewomen coach loanie O'Brien

has been pleased with her team's per-

formance as of late, but stressed that

against Dayton it was not playing its

best basketball. Last night, the

Minutewomen were singing a new tune.

"We just put everything together

tonight." senior guard Sabriya Mitchell

(six points, six rebounds, and four

assists) said. "We played La Salle, we

played our best defense ever. Then we
went down to Duquesne and acted like

we didn't know what defense was. We
owed them this, this is our home
court."

The Minutewomen will need all of

their weapons against No. 19 George
Washington: last night they proved that

those weapons will be sharp

Massachusetts 75, Duquesne 60

At The William D.
Mullins Center

Duquesne (12-16)

Hlede 7-14 7-9 22. O'Neill 3-5
4-4 10. Thomas 1-5 4-4 6. Wilkins

0-2 3-4 3. Hannan 1-2 0-0 2.

Spuriock 2-2 0-0 4. Stekovic 0-0
0-0 0. Naccarato 3-5 I -I 9.

Eberhardt 0-2 0-0 0. Howell 1-4

2-2 4, Tate 0-10-0 0. Cuppett 0-0
0-0 0. Totals 1 8-42 2 1 -24 60.

MasMchuscits (18-9)

Carroll 6-11 9-9 21 . MacFaiiand
1-6 0-1 2. Tudman 0-6 1-21.
Mitchell 0-4 6-9 6. Van Huisen
8-12 3-7 21. Kuzmeski 1-2 4-4 7.

Madajova 0-O0-0 0. Rayside 4-6
3-7 11, Garbcr 0-0 O-O 0. Bradley

3-3 0-16. Totals 23-50 26-40 75.

Player

of the

Game
Kelly Van Huisen - 21 points,

4 assists, 3 3-point field goals

KJgUHgMi...

Kelly Van Huisen scored a career

high 21 points ... Crystal Carroll

added 21 points and 1 1 rebou

UMass pulled away late in ih.

ond half with an 11-2 run... Van
Huisen scored I 5 pointN in the first

half, including the first seven

UMass points. ..Korie Hlede led

Duquesne with 22 points

MONTCLAIR
STATE
UNIVERSITY

hockey

1997 SUMMER SESSIONS
3-weeks May 27-Jun« 12 A August 11-28
6-weeks June 30-August 7
8-weeks June 16-August 7
Saturdays June 14-August 16
Plus alternate scheduled courses throughout the summer.

More than 300 undergraduate
Daytime and evening
business
communications
computer science
education
fine and performing arts

human services

humanities
languages
life sciences
mathematics
natural sciences
physical sciences
social sciences

and more than 60 graduate course sections.

Plus:
• undergraduate and graduate credit

institutes, studios, workshops

• environmental education at the NJ School
of Conservation, Stokes State Forest

• global education/study abroad in China;
Ecuador, Peru, Galapagos Islands; Israel,

Italy; Spain; and Turkey

• NJ Marine Sciences Consortium courses
at Sandy Hook and the Nature Center of

Cape May

For complete schedule and details on how you may

REGISTER BY TELEPHONE APRIL 12-MAY 5
Call or e-mail, or US mail coupon today for the '97 Summer Sessions catalog,
which will be available late March. There will be additional opportunities to register

by telephone MAY 19-AUGUST 10 Registration must be completed prior to the
beginning date of the course.

Tuition and Fees*
1997 Summer Sessions tuition and fees will be established by the
University Board of Trustees late in the spring semester. For your guidance, the
following tuition and fees were applicable for the 1996 Summer Sessions: $101
per credit undergraduate for NJ resident; $146 per credit undergraduate for non-
resident of NJ; $187 50 per credit graduate for NJ resident; $233.50 per credit

graduate for non-resident of NJ.

'Tuition and lees are subject to change at any time by action ol the MSU Board ol Trustees

Check us out: http //www montclair.edu/Pages/SummerSessions/Surnmer html

Phone: 201-655-4352 e-mail: tummerOtaturn.montclalr.edu

Montclalr State University, Summer Sessions, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

Please forward the '97 Summer Sessions catalog (available late March):

Name

continued from page 10

Bellcfuille. Another freshman has had

good success for the Black Bears,

goalie Alfic Michaud has stepped to

the front with a 1 1-2 record in 1997.

with a 2.4)3 GAA and .843 save per-

centage.

Combined with the strong senior

class of lason Mansoff. Reg Cardinal.

Dan Shermerhom and Trevor Roenick

1 1 1 3 total points), along with the his-

torically harsh home-ice advantage of

Alfond Arena. UMass will have a

uphill battle when they travel north on

l-95toOrono.
Defense, defense, defense.

Forget about it winning champi-
onships, it just wins a team games. No
matter how successful senior forwards

Rob Bonneau (15-30-45) and Warren

Norm (18-23-41) have been this sea-

son, team defense will have to be the

secret to any UMass success in the next

few weeks.

In 10 out of the 20 losses the team
has suffered this season, goalies Brian

Regan and Rich Moriarty have had to

make over 30 saves. Also, in 1 7 out

of those same 20 losses, UMass'
opponents have outshot the

Minutemen.

Simple logic states that if your
adversary takes more shots on goal,

they will score more goals.

It will be key for Regan to continue

his good play, like in last weekend's BC
game, but it will be more of an inher-

ent need for his UMass becklinc mates

to clamp down.

Address

City State -Zip.

—

r

_(UMA)

1 Montclair State University Is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action instjfution <

International

NIGHT

EBDStmm
Ladles

NIGHT
tors*i_i &_Miav

SATUMXYMQHT

College HOUSE
RM~Y

DRE55 TO IMPRESS -POSITIVE I.D. AND PROPER ATTIRE REQUIRED

II FRIENDtY«ClEAN»PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

MT FARMS MAU.HADIEY.58A-2774
rf-MtMA *

'

Minuteman Gerry Cahill and Maine's Dan Shermerhom battle it out in

one of the teams' earlier games.
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Sisters of Sigma Delta Tm
would like to Welcome and
Congratulate out newest pledges

Adina. Aisling, Andrea, Arbell. Astaf,

Clarissa. Colleen. Gretchen. Jacklyn.

Julie. Kelly. Kelly. Laurie. Mireya.

Rumie. Sabnna. Sibyl, Tara and Zoe

Herts your chiece to make
UMass (eel a little smaller Come
check out IGU We may be a sorori-

ty, but not all sororities are the

samel RUSH IOTA GAMMA
UPSIIOM 7 00pm. 3/3. 3/4. 3/S For

more information, call Sara, 549-

6461

AUTO FOR SALE

1M7 Jeep Wrangler black, nice

tires/nms Very reliable Runs gnat.

13000 or BA) Call 256-1 060

I98t Ford Escort 5 speed. A/C.

119K. runs well $1900 or B/0 533-

8413

19K Hoed* Civic whit*. 5-speed.

4 door, excellent condition $2000 or

B/0 2533748

1919 DAVTONA TURBO 5-speed.

A/C. detach face stereo. T-tops. 8BK

miles Asking $3000 or B/0 549-

2643

1N7 Ford Eicon 87 Burgundy.

Hatchback. 5-speed. A/C. F/M. sun-

roof 1 04K miles. $21 25 or B/0 256-

1238

1917 Plymouth Sanaaace
Excellent body, runs very well $1800

or B/0 Call 549 4435

EMPLOYMENT
Semmer oe CAPE COD! The
Wychmere Harbor Beach Club and

Thompson's Clam Bar is hosting a

Job Fair for all summer employment

opportunities March 13. 14. 15. 20.

21. 22 Call Amy at (508)432-1000

for details.

Biliataal Tttan/TraaahMan Part

Time paid assistance to student

speaking Japanese Khmer.

Vietnamese Contact D Zacarian or

C Capelh (413)549-3690 Amherst

Public Schools. An Equal Opportunity

AttirmajrvsAtion fcnplpYer

MARKET RESEARCH
ABT Associate '* lac's, a leading

in Social Science Research Firm.

Telephone Center located in

Amherst is currently seeking tele-

phone interviewers. The Phone
Center conducts telephone inter-

views m the areas of Health and
Well-Being. Financial Services, Lev

Customer Satisfaction and Product

Satisfaction. Market Trends.

Forecasting, etc The job entails

reading from a script and entering

responses into a computer system

Computer skills and pleasant phone

manner is a MUST ABT offers flexi-

ble schedules and congenial working

environment in a corporate setting

Candidates must work a minimum of

20 hours per week Starting salary

$5 7S/hour with potential to earn up

to $7 50/hour Come gam around

Floor Marketing and Marketing

Research experience Interested can-

didates please call (413)587 1607

An equal cpporijnrty enylovar

WEBMASTER NEEDED For New
College Business Html Experience

Required 549-9919

EMPLOYMENT

RESTAURANT
Looking far dedicated people
Part- Time/Full Time for fast food

restaurant Great hours Must be

available year round 593 1060 New
England Job Placement Restaurant

Staffing Services.

Summer Camp Positioes in

upstate New York Camp Hilltop is

seeking caring counselors with skills

m swimming, water and land sports.

A&C. horses, dance, music, moun-

tain biking, riflery. archery, comput-

ers, high/low ropes Competitive

salaries (800)782 5319

SAT Prep Cearse Teacher
$15/hour Needed in all parts of

Massachusetts Undergraduate

degree preferred Excellent Verbal

and Math scores required Call

(800)808-7737 Please leave your

name and telephone number

FUN I FRIENOLYI Co-ed Summer
Camp in the Berkshire: seeks new
staff Welcoming and supportive

environment Positions include-

General Bunk Counselors. Heads and

Instructors for Swimming. Sailing.

Water-skiing. Baseball/Softball

Golf, Gymnastics. Lacrosse. Hockey

Archery. Soccer, Music. Pottery.

Tennis. Horseback and more Day Off

accessibility to Boston. New York.

Montreal Call Today 1 Camp
Schodack (800)851-1164. E-Mail

SchodackOaol com

EMPLOYMENT
Cemp Wtyaelsister half of broth-

er/sister camp. Northeast

Pennsylvania 6/23 8/20/97) Have

the most memorable summer of your

life! Coaches, teachers, students

Pie-requisite Must love children,

enjoy living and working in a group

situation On-Campus Interviews

March.1 1Jh tail (8001279-3019 _

SUMMER JOBS
for the

Environment
i25»-$4000/Sumrn«r

Campaign for clean air and water

Protect endangered species

Make A Difference

Offices in 33 states

Campaign To Save The Environment

1-SM-7VEARTH

Camp Canadensis. Pocono Mtns

.

Pennsylvania Excellent residential

co ed summer camp Caring coun-

selors to teach Video. Photography.

Newspaper. Yearbook. Drama.
Music and more 1 Great salaries

6/21/97 8/18/97 Call 1800)572-

8728 for an^applicatwv

Camp Blae Ridge A Co-ed
overnight camp 2 hours north of

Atlanta, is looking for enthusiastic

counselor) We are htrmg lifeguards

and WSI. as well as specialists in all

sports, water skiing, rappelhng. hik-

ing, arts and crafts, riflery and
archery For info contact Debra at

665-8463^

CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT
How would you like to work in exotic

locations, meet fun people, and get

paid 7 Call (206)971 3554 ext

C50018 (We are a research and pub-

lishing company)

EMPLOYMENT
Part-Time Sales Reps Wanted
"Lead the way into the 21 st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat-

shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332

BJeecker St - D40, NYC , NY 10014

Cruise and Lead Tear Employment

work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid 1 For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (800)276 4948 ext C5O017

(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

FOR RENT

Palham 2 bedroom Mobile Home
Gas, heat No pets First, last and

security $500/month 253-5413

Cape Cad group & summer rentals

Waterfront nouses. Falmouth area

1508)477-6000

FOR SALE

King Size Bed with headboard

Good condition. $80 Weight
machine- great condition. $80
1410)625-7467

Ressigaal STS Skis 185 cm
Marker Bindings. Solomon Boots

Sin 10 1/2 $125 or best offer Call

253-0609

Mac Classics Style Writers carry

ing cases. Works/Word Call Sarah

141 3685-6208

KLH 3-Wav 350VV SPKRS DBL 12"

Wooters. $250/Pr Call 753-8520

INSTRUCTION
BARTEND with University

Bartending 50% Student Discount

On-Campus classes starting sooni

Call (800)U Can-Mix for info

Boxing Three private 1/2 hour

lessons $69 95 Call (413)732-8817

In Amherst Tues and Thurs eve

KEYS with Blockbuster. Club Oaves.

Coke and Bud keychams VERY
IMPORTANT Please call Gret at

546-5967

MISCELLANEOUS

New Metabolism Breakthrough

Period lose 5-100 pounds Doctor

approved Cost $35 (800)666-4793

PERSONALS
Lonely Theatre gay seeks fun.

game playing people to meet at the

liquid center ofcampus>

Deborah,
Here is another clue I

am a sophomore L ML
PHI Love.

Your PHI Friend

MANDI C WcluFa sticF oT dou

blemint gum Guess who? LMl Your

PHI Friend

SERVICES

PREP COURSES
GRE/GMAT

30 hours, $295
American Academy
1-800-808-PREP

(Please leave your name and num-

ber)

SERVICES
HIGH-SPEED Internet Comes To

The Five College Area!

Unlimited local access, no busy sig-

nals, tree Web Page with account

Call TIAC at (860I644-6732 Student

rates available

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testinjand assistarce_M9^1906

Seeking Financial Aid? Don't limit

your possibilities for financial aid 1

Student Financial Services profiles'

over 200.000* individual awards

from private and public sectors Call

(800)263-6495 ext F5O016 (We are

a research and publishing company)

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK '971 CANCUN.
BAHAMAS JAMAICA AND FL0RI

DA 7 meal plan only $19' GROUP
ORGANIZERS EARN FREE TRIPS
AND CASH CALL TODAY!
(800)7000790 www vagabond-

tours com

This Is The Deall $294 Panama
City Bus and Hotel Cancun Only

$400. Air and Hotel Call 256-6724

Party Spring Weekends Price

includes Round Trip Motor Coach. 3

days. 2 nights. Luxury Motel

Downtown, 1 dinner. 1 breakfast

Departs every weekend- March.

April and Memorial Day Call Select

Tours. Hanover. MA (81 7)871 -0490

Jamaiea-Spring Break from $599

Go with who' you can trust Call

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

TRAVEL
Fort Lauderdale area. FL March 8

15 studio. $650/week (413)786-

7133 Partial kitchen

Killiagton- Cheap Spring Break

$239 for 5 nights/5 days skiing Call

UMass Ski Club 545 3437

Europe $1S5. Canbb /Mexico $189

R/T Worldwide Destinations

Airhitch Tm (800)326-2009

airhitchOnetcom com or www isi

com fr/airhitch

WANTED
Twe Tickets UMass/Temple Will

pay $$$ 549 8622

CLASSIFIEDS!
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APAITTMCNT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT
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FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BfHTHDAV

HOUSES FOR RENT
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ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET
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TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

FRIDAY. FEB 28

Exhibition — "Seasons* by Peter
Fladl. a black and white photography
exhibition will open tonight at 5 p.m.
in the Student Union visual and
Performance Arts Space. Anneliese
Majajatr and Christina Gagnon. grad-

uate students in vocal performance,
will give a Lieder Recital accompa-
nied Dv Shing-Yi Huang at the piano.

The exhibit runs until March 28
Film, discussion — Skin Deep, a

video about confronting and trans-

forming racial tensions on campuses
in the United States, with a facilitated

discussion afterwards, will be held at

v 30 p.m. in the Campus Center,
room 803 Great food will be served.

Sponsored by the Baha'i Club and
Race Talks.
Meeting — The Hindu Students
Organization is meeting in the
Campus Center, room 901, at 5:30
p.m. Call 548-9097 for more info.

Religious — A Kesher "Service" expe-
rience will be held at the Hillel House
at 6 p.m.

SATURDAY, MARCH 1

Mission Improvable— The UMass
Comedy Troupe will perform an
improv show in the Campus Center
Basement at 8 p.m. Admission is free.

All are welcome from the Five College

SUNDAY, MARCH 2

Workshop — The Amherst Children's
es and the UMass Commuter

Services and Housing Research
Center are presenting a series of
workshops for families with children

in elementary school. Today's work-
shop is "Money Matters: Strategies
for living on what you make" from
I2:50-J p.m. in the Bangs

Community Center in Amherst. The
workshops include brunch for all par-

ticipants, presentations for parents, as

well as a program for children includ-

ing theater and storytelling. Call
545-2309 to register

NOTICES

Meeting — Common Ground will be
holding support and advocacy meet-
ings for low-income students and
allies every Tuesday in the Campus
Center (room to be announced) from
noon-2 p.m. For more information,
contact Mary Sutherland at

413-323-9725 or leave a message in

our box in the GEO office, basement
of the Student Union
Band wanted — The UMass Theatre
Guild is currently seeking a four piece

band for the spring production of
Fame. The band must include: key-

board, guitar, bass, and drums. Great
publicity possibilities. For more infor-

mation call Heather at 549-3681 or
lustin 9 546-0460.
Coffee Shop — Student Valley
Productions is holding a Coffee Shop
in April. They are looking for any tal

ent coming from the Five College area

in music, songs, poetry, skits, come-

dy, etc. For more information, call

Daisy at 253-6514.
Meeting — The Peer Mentor Network
is a student organization for under-
graduate and graduate students with
disabilities on campus. Everyone is

welcome. Meetings are Thursday
nights from 6-7 p.m. in Campus
Center. Please bring your thoughts
and concerns to the meeting. Tor
more information, contact Susan
Pilner at 545-0892 or Krcgg Strehorn
at 545-4602.
Final exams — The spring 1 997 Final

Examination schedule will be avail-

able beginning March 13. Copies will

be delivered to siudents in the resi-

dence halls, and will be available to

off-campus students in the Registrar's

Office (5 1 3 Whitmore) The schedule
will also be available on the World
Wide Web beginning March 3 at

http://www- ureg.admin.umass.edu.
SGA nominations — The Elections
Commission would like to announce
that the nominations for the positions

of President and Student Trustee,
along with positions for local Area
Government arc now being held. The
nomination forms are available in the

SGA office. These nominations close

on Feb. 27 by midnight, all forms
must be turned in by this date, other-

wise the candidates are not eligible to

run for office.

Support group — REFLECT, the Five

College bereavement support pro-
gram is offering two support groups
this semester: A grief support group
for those who have experienced the

death of someone close to them; and
an illness group for those currently

coping with the serious illness of a

loved one. If you or someone you
know is interested, please call us at

577-5316 for more information.

Health services — Confused, afraid,

or just curious? Do you have ques-

tion* about sex. STDs. alcohol, drugs,

eating disorders. HIV/AIDS, stress

management or quinine smoking or
chewing tobacco? Don't Know who to

ask? Call the Peer Health
Connections phoncline at UMass at

577- 5168. Trained students will

anonymously answer your questions
and tell you where to go for more
help.

Commencement Housing — A limited

number of residence hall rooms will

be available or the relatives and
friends of graduating UMass students

for the night of Saturday, May 24.

Commencement Housing applications

are available at the University

Conference Service Office. 918
Campus Center. To guarantee a rcser

vation, completed forms with full pay
ment must he returned to University

Conference Services by May I. There
will be no on-site reservations.

Internships — Internships are avail-

able working on Earth Day. Hunger.
Recycling and Clean Air. Call Melanie
at MassPirg. 545-0199 or stop by the

office at 423-A Student Union
Building.

FYh ere pubac Mtwe announcements printed
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your Information (typed
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to find out every-
thing that's going
on in the Five-
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try something
new today.
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41 BOI TWOOP WAI K « *iMIIIRST

Don't Waste Your Time Standing in Line!

BehindAntonio's

HSCN Bulletin

Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 rtorftW

WOCH & HSCN
*4 UMATV
l"7 HSCN Programming

IB TV-19
BO ABC/40 Springfield

SB NBC/22 Springfield

IO

11

13 CNN
14 CNN/Headline

News
.BET
IB BET on Jazz

17 UCTV
IB The Learning

Channel

IB TV Land

IO Comedy Central

IB Much Music

41 KILIWCWWHtK • AMIteKM

Save Phil!

Dance Party

tonight @ 10!

FRIDAY EVENING

WEDH
VYFSB

WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT

WTIC

WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E
CNN
COM
DISC
ESPN"
LIFE

MTV
NICK

SCIFI

TLC

©

TNT
USA
.HBO
MAX
SHOW

ii

Newt I
FuaHouneX

I

6:00
Creature*

fBWtl M.

6:30
BualneeeRpt

CBS

Simpaonn X

Nawe I

ABC Newt

Freeh Prince

NBC New*

Martin X
NBC New*

RoeeanneX

NBC New*

BueineM Rpv

ABC

Beverly HMe, 90210 X
Family Matteri [Family 'Miners

Qutncy'Th

WortdView

Trie Hero Syndrome"

erondMOO
Up Clone

Supermarket

nentStimpy

ClarleeaEipi

TwHiotit ft

Furniture Renovation

Dream On

Natl Step (R)

Sportncenter

7:00 7:30
Newthouf Witt Jan Lehrerl Wish Wm
mtKta Edrkon

CBS

eitio* Edition [Mene-lottery

Am Journal

Ent. Tonight

Star Trek: Next Qanar

Wheel-Foftun* Jeopardy! I
Judge Judy I
trtt. TooJarH

Hofiw knp

WhaNi-rOflUfnf

Real TV X
Hard Copy X
Seinfeld X
JeopanrylX

Ntwtnour With Jim lehrer X
SeinMdl [

EntTornght

1
Video*

Equalizer

I Abo. You

Home Video*

Moneyttnel ICroaaWraX"

Wotting Stlft* [WortdngStlfH

SeeWtrtae(R)

RbT
Week in Rock

Tiny Toon

Oarkaide

In the Heet oi the Night X
R) (In Sl*reo)X~Renegade (R) (In

(5:30) ** itomn

Nth

Singled Out

NTl* Greetaat

Pandora

knot Savant*

ShtjvWoff Oi London

BagretaB

Htsmethne (R) [Hometlm* (R)Hrtttttne (R)JH
the HmI of the

The

iNigrti;

Serin 3

(5:30) « li*W»0Mr»rt"(19ei,]>«m«)FaYel>)nawa7
,
r
;

'

*«Vi "A Wilkin Ihe CtoucU"(i995) Ketnu faem. 'PQ-13 X
(6 45)'* "Bom Yest»roa/

,

(1993) 'PQ' X

n

|0n the Set

8:00

C - Campus

Wall St Week

Dave'* World

Dave* World

F»inlrv Metier* Itoy-Worvd

8:30

Raymond

McLaughlin

Raymond

9:00 9:30
Connecticut

JAG -Vtasrington Hobday" I
Fourth Ettate |Fir*lF1lghtt

JAG "Washfiolon Holiday" X
Walt

«>^Hv^an«Ai^n^^irVoma^^(^994,r>am«)Arx)y(U^ci^^

Di«n«J

1994, Or;

World'* 25th

Opera Award* (Lw* In Slerao) X
^^Up»ATim...Wt^Wimr*Colore<r^99ii
Soap Opera Award* (Live In Stereo) X
Slrdera'TheEiodus X IMinannlum "Blood Relative*" I
Soap Opera

.Wank

(live In Slereo)X
Waah Week |WallSt. Week State War* In |Frvto, Oourroet

Family Metier* [Boy-World

m the Houe* |Makc4m-itMie

WaHOIeney World* ?5th

Spark* X iGoodeBeh.

«««« tk>Wigir
<
(i964.AaVer.ur*) Sean Connery. Gert frobe

10:00 i 10:30

FEBRUARY 28 , 1997
11:00 I 11:30

JAG "The Game ol Go" X
JAG "The Game ol Go" X
20/201

Crhn* Carttar "The Center X
Ufr
Th«CrM* Canter "the Canter" X

Crtaea Canter "The Center X
Talking With Oavtd Front!

20/20 X

Biography: AmoM

Prime New* X IBurterr-ProoT

»»» "Ineconctltble Difemnces'

Wlkt Diacwnry::
Hyenas

Wire

Ticket* Ftr*1: U2

et« fUoBnm' (1959, Western

Larry King Live X
1964. Comedy) Ryan O'Neal

Invention X
Spertaaght [Outwd* the Line*

Beyond 2000 |Winga(R)

Martin X

World at War British Victory

New* X Late Show X
Late Show 1C

HlnlilMn "Vrtignuine .

Jenny Jone* (In Stereo) X

H Patrol

Coach X

Tonight Show

Reel TV r
Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Rote (In Slereo)

New* «

Mad Abo You IRealTVX

NightHrte It

John Wayne. Dean Martin

*tY> -A .Tew fo. /or (1985) Roger Moore

World Today

1 Night Stand lAnen Rewtra*

Sporttcenter Nyittne Town MeetingTo

iBIindPata* Ut "T7ijltt^MOT9nr(1989,prama)RonnyCoii.

Kabtam! iHeppyOay* |l Love Lucy X Intotatar*

*t "Wuwotkll Lotlin riri*"(l992, Horror) Zach Galllgan

Mu»lc Video* (In Slereo)

Quart (R) IWhat a World |Alr Battle ll-Cotd War

NBA Batketball Sealtle SuperSonics al Miami Heat (Live)

X

«» "Sfiariered;mage"l1994, Drama) Bo Darek. (In Slereo)X
**Vi TJfumpier pud Man"(1995. Comedy) Jack Lemmon. 'PG- 13

Baavta-Butl. ISporHfR)

MT Moore [Rhode

Friday the 13th The Seriee

Wr^ HnppenedF

»» "Scnamrt "(1995. Science Fiction) Peter Waller. Vt **

«»« •Uoonliryianar/*l»nrrKi"ii995)Ela*t)«hPer«rs RX8

|lnade-NBA

La Femme Mkha "Treason " X

Sport* IHu*. Moneyllne X
Working Sl,t!s Working RB*
WHd Dlacovery: Hyenas

SportKernerX

W»h(R)

Singled Out

Tail X

Pandora (R)

Lovedne

She-Wort ol London

Odd Couple X

Quart (R) |What eWorld

«* Typ»r-r>Kr!er''(1994)

'Sei»ndmeStigieAhen"

lomedy Hour: George Carlm

t*^ "Q'^o/iTiiaW'lleW, Drama) TomCrui»a.TQ.i3
, x

Comedy Fert [Denni* MiHer"

Outer LrmH* [Outer Limit* "Quality ol Mercy | "faking Cam"
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dllbert By Scott Adams

CO^OKl.RALPUie.' WCXjj

ABOUT a umcaaw I
uJUVHO0'Kr%Kt%VCv.

rOtiore^tOOfttfCU
OUT SUMM 5U», ^00
JUvtHILE"

DIL5ERT A5KE0 HZ TO

SPEAK TO VDO ABOUT
THE PROJECT PLAN
YOO CREATE.D COITHOUT
HIS INPUT.

IT'S IMPOSSIBLE.,

V00 ARROGANT

&A&00N 11]W /

I

LEAN OVER
HERE SO I

CAN SLAP

YOU.

I'rA HAVING^
FLASHBACKS
TO NVV

HONEVrAOON.

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick Social Norm By Mr. K

THESE 60S BCUrAJP OS
HaVASNT SHUT L*P SINCE. rXMft)HTANT Bulletin:

Yesterday sciemtuts amnooncep* LEEPEE

.KREC.JTA&LY THE FVNNIBST

CARTOON EVER! LETl HfAR

lTHE PVBUC5 0PIW0H1

.

\

I USgP TO K
A RACUT TILL I
STARTED KEAftW*

History small^X
READ... BLAH.. cTtAnV

K.AM..0MN.. But

THfW Alow CAME

LEEKS lu THE

Non Sequitor By Wiley University 1 By Frank Cho

Uow To GVoKE
fcYeAPKTUY ON
NAADI40N AVENUt

VISKo

Non Sequitor By Wiley

\ tuoucut rr

VOX A GCCAT
WRY To «TTLC
BoTOCR WtfUTCC,
Too, UNTIL
I KALtfCD IT

MCANC WC LL
K OUT

of R Joft...

!

By Mike Rybicki

Today's P.C. Menu Cmll 5432626 Ur
|

trntmimmttmrn.

Franklin Worcester

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sand
Grilled Cheese
Fish Munchies

DINNER
Country Style Ribs

Baked Ziti

Charbroilf«d CTilx Sand

LUNCH
Fish Munchies

Mesquite Chix Sand
Bowues; lorn or fmta

Tri Bean Casserole

DINNER
Beef Strips/ Snow Peas

Fried Shrimp
Stir Fried Veggie* * Totu

Pastabilities

Hampshire Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger

Chicken Cutlet

Worcester Breakfast

Sandwich

DINNER
Beef Strips/ Snow Peas

Tilapia Santa Fe

LUNCH
Fish Munchies

Mesquite Chix Sand
Ravioli

Vegan Ravioli

DINNER
Beef Strips/ Snow Pas

Baked Ziti

Stir Fried Veggies Tofu

Pastabilities

I Dow't Gst -.t The o*»\y

J.RTHWr I It** THAT NO OMC Cm
WF6 THE RctuAl Dmr or r»\y

6:RTH. If N/otoor cj«es th(
F.RST T.rttf, WHY -

."i .T SvX-H

^ B.t Dtfti the

Rest of oon i.vn?

UlMflT bo *jO

WFtMT TMEr» TO
OoT C"t YeV

r\ cawe wtM

MO C«nDlis?

\

wh> nott td
Be too >fe»uC

To H>k.t A
w:Sh Aurwiy.

"»«> Be«ms.

DotSMr ff\0(TN

AlWAYS DRESS

-N BlACk ON
iovR. B;*.TH*a,y?

I

PECfU CxHlMtt

.N D'.eTte.lMT

UJAysf

AIUE8
March 21 April 30
tar an unfnrferlablr wrrkrnd. roeji

an eU Mend om ol Ma or her ahel

*ulbothen(o»afcw*»r«le«aj|ia

Ham la a (and rane to Mart that aril

enajraeeawni plan jw^rt bren

detoym*' RoHiandx rrmnertaana

Seotoll «nh a atlle extra attentton

loamrrj Ihe end nl Ihe «eek

TAURUS
April 21 May 21

Plamlne a apedal Valentlnr » ran; lor

our aaeeUe" Be ourr In pay anentkm

Io the Iranga he of ahe tan I Myln(.

too The aanpleal aealurea ol low

can be the moat prafcaind A batilry

member oflera unexprrtrrl naajhi mto

a km* Mandm* problem

GEMTJUT
May 22-June 21

Early Io bed and early lo nt makea

thH teeek praducthr. r«r limn and

Irerly Jorn a new arqualnlanrr al an

old haum lor an nik>yar»r umr
CoraUrt rould br brrwm* In another

arena—be aurr you're paying attention

lo Ihe peoptr rloeeet lo you.

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Enfoy a mtiolng round ol phyalceJ

artMry lo cure a rear of die midwinter

blahe Then, treat yourartt and another

to a nonb-arHllonaJ Valentlnr • Day

relebrallon A day out could do you

a tot at food Br creative wn ill be

proud ol youraetr tor thmatna ol audi

UBRA
September 23-October 23

One dear ctoaea and another arat aoen

•hortly U the rharue* malar you reel

tmi ejhi lroid br aurr to dajruaa them

wuh a tniated kiend or relattw *»*
lo gaan coraWenre to your oon akUa

ami youl be a adnner no matter what

SCORPIO
October 24-Norember 22

r irgumenla lead In happy

reuntona thja week. Juet In tkne tor a

IllUr Valentlnr Day romanrr Donl
r your peraonaj *oaia far the

of peace, hoajeeer Your Irrlearrly

ijuBeaaJtr ueiuntea a vmruabre ally

SAGiTTARruS
Flowember 23- December 21

LBO
July 23-Anfnat 23

Someone who uauaHy bothera you

could br unuauaRy pl raaanl tWa

wee* Thai a your cur to grrrtry iorwanl

your own agenda If you're lacthil

youll arcompllah more than you ever

thought poaaMr. Unwind wnh a quiet

weekend al home

VTRGO
Auguat 2A- September 22

A faraway Irlend offer* worda of

Wtottom In dealing with a dtmcurt

peiaui l or anuatton. Donl he ahy

about aaktng for help rawer lo home,

too Get a aecond opinion beforr

making an Important deriaton

clrrumaunrea could be iliaaajliMj,

your mood down. Opt for aome more

concrete ar.derable goala to Ughteii

your eptrtta Something aa aknple aa

a laaty meal, or a merry tough, could

be all thai It lake* to change your

rjcraorcOve

CAPRICORN
December 22-Jtnuary 30
Ahhou^t ymiYt prohatbty ri^ht about

%»TTH^hiTiaj, you may haw a dllTk-iiM

Um«* ttRrtinrlng othm Donl daj In

your hfHa IrwrtnarJ. try Uv tartful

approarh Whalnrr you do. If you

rant gn your amy. donl mrrt to

aaytng "I toW you an* if (hanap dont

ararkout

AQUARIUS
January 21 February 18

A aortal even! end* the week with a

bang You have energy lo aparr and

Iota of minimaant-why not eonaldrr

a new activity. Kke volunteering tor a

worthy cauae? You're In a poarllon now

lo make a big npart on someone t Me

PISCES
February 19-March 20
ll> time* kke Ihear that can drter a

peraon mury Take thing* one atep al

a lime and try not lo dwell upon the

ladrng* of others Folly can he IIa own
punrahtnent ao aTre youraelf permla

aton to nar above An

For Entertainment Purjxme* Only

Close to Homo By John McPherson

I
XXJ mi 6£T TWO Off 7f*f£

houav> of sleep ToAvtotfz

AN EAR WF£Cr/ONLOOMS
MCMCfMGLY ON TH£

HORIZON.

Tha lataat In chlkt-cara products, fortune) diaper*.

Quote of tlio l>iiy

M No brain at all,

some of them.

-Eeyore

in House at Pooh

5 4 S BW 8 9 BaaifrJ 'TT'T?- TJ-

liS lit

Hi* W
21 iHH23

,'S^st. i aaa BBBBBBB|

(' a « H P 1 " ^

BBJ

pF wM»

up?
•3

se •

J«< He?
63 I&4 Ir36

ACROSS
1. Home ol the Heal

«. Marquis d*
10. Bryan rJetnater

14. Dorr

15. Bnd a* (2wdsi
1*V • Eyar Nned Is

You* (2 wet*

)

17. The "Velvet Fog-

It. Kmdolpte
20. UrtMnfanra

21. Sdenl pnrlormer

13. T»**careol(2»irj».)

S4. Trm
29. BigMama
27. Oeiap cok) apat

30. Cotonuaagati

34. Broth serve/

30. Pouts

36. CWhscrap
37. Porcme sound

38. Tesumemt
30. Early video game
40. Country south of

Can
41. Deans ReM

mhouiACause
coatar

42. Anraaaoa

43. Closed agam
40. Compattjle

40. See
47. Touchstone

40. Ladle's baby brother

$1. Tttnal

52. Cudy and Larry's pal

55.

53.

00.

01.

02.

83

04.

86

Yen

Checkrig out

Endmg lor major or

bachelor

eVtnnajlh*

ueaen ptam

Uke horses after the

tamer's «srt

Pound hound

Alacrity

20. Best at al

30. Made parallel ines

31. Speckled fteh

32 Camaforprop

33. Urged (on)

36 Vigor

30. Stratagem

30. Decorous

41. 18S0 Havana harbor

DOWN
42. Bwrlmg tosts

44. Canadlor-h

48. Henry VIM*

Sma* amount

Adored one

Tea* the world

Pop's mate

Eschew a standard

deduction

•Whal Makes
Pajnr

Lover ol an Irish

0. OBManno
0. Lrstabbr

10. Meet occna

11. Sheltered, at sea

12. Motorist's trouble

11 One of the Jncksons

19. Some curve*

22. Rage
24. The Lemons' mentor

29. Viola's km
20. Questions

27. MMer's yield

20. Elevate

47. In the SM of the

49. Lane's km
90. Toward

51. HaH-hnch. tor one

52. Lab creatures

53. Not repeatedly

54. Yipeai

50. Record letters

97. CM letters

59. Slangy affirmative

Answers to

Puzzle
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I'm is years old.

Life hasn 't been so bad.

My proudest achievement

is my ability to stare down a

snarling dog.

At is I can see this will be

a life filled with self

examination.

I refuse to close my
bedroom window in the winter.

This is just the beginning

.

I smell trouble ahead. ^

#

\

*
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UMass
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

Tomorrow's game against Temple is

another gut check for the

Massachusetts men's basketball team.

With back to back losses to Dayton

and No. 23 St. Joseph's last week, the

Minutemen need a convincing win
over the Owls in order to sweeten the

pot for an NCAA Tournament
at-large berth. This year, UMass trav-

els to Philadelphia to compete in an

Atlantic 10 Tournament in which half

I Jo/en teams have a legitimate shot

at winning.

The only sure-fire way the

Minutemen can make the Big Dance is

Three seniors lead UMass against Owls in crucial game
with an A-10 tourney win. You can not going to be able to shoot a lot of abused the Owls for 15 3-pointere (a March Madness aside, tomorrow

talk about schedules. Dower ratines, threes like we did in the last eame school record) with Travieso leading marks another milestone for the
with an A-10 tourney win. You can

talk about schedules, power ratings,

and rankings but the bottom line is,

nobody knows exactly what it would
take to convince the men in Overland

Park, Kan. that UMass deserves a bid.

No matter what strange formula the

selection committee uses, a win over

the Owls will definitely help.

"It's a must win. We need probably

three more wins to make it into the

(NCAA] Tournament." guard
Charlton Clarke said. "We played well

last time we played against them.

Coach Flint told us today that we are

not going to be able to shoot a lot of

threes like we did in the last game
because they are going to spread out

more. This time the post will be wide

open and flash cuts will be wide
open."

The last time the Minutemen met

the Owls was on |an. 25 in

Philadelphia. It was the last time the

two schools met in Temple's famous

McGonigle Hall, and despite a ram-

bunctious home crowd, UMass dis-

mantled their hosts 78- 66.

With a seemingly useless zone
defense last time around. UMass

abused the Owls for 1 5 3-pointers (a

school record) with Travieso leading

the way with 28 points. This time

around, the Minutemen expect
Temple to play a tighter defense on
the perimeter.

"This time we know that they are

going to come out even further to

guard the 3-point shot so the post will

be wide open all the time." Clarke

said. "We'll do the same thing, except

look inside more often instead of

shooting threes. If we're wide open,

we'll take them, if not we have to look

inside."

March Madness aside, tomorrow
marks another milestone for the

UMass basketball program as the

school will honor what was undoubt-

edly its best recruiting class ever as

Carmelo Travieso, Edgar Padilla, and

Tyrone Weeks don the maroon and

white for the last time in the Mullins

Center.

These three men, along with

would-be senior Marcus Camby, who
jumped ship for the NBA, were instru-

mental in bringing the UMass pro-

gram into the national spotlight.

"It's a special day and a very impor-

tant day because we have to win this

game," Travieso said. "This is my last

year so this game means a lot because

it will help us get into the tournament

and help us get a higher seed in the

tournament. There's a lot of things

that are going to be big |on Saturday |

It's also against our biggest rival, as

long as I've been here, so it's going to

be interesting."

While senior night festivities are

important, UMass' leading outside

threat, who left his mark in the record

books this season (with records in

career 5-pointers made, career 3-

pointers attempted, single season

3-pointers made, most single season

Turn to HOOPS, page 7

Edgar Padilla will play before a sell-out crowd in his final home game
against Temple.

CHMl CISNfR . COU1CMN

Carmelo Travieso's last home appearance is a high-stakes game against

one of UMass' bitter rivals.

cutis ciinw couaoM
Tyrone Weeks could be playing in his final home game tomorrow when

the Minutemen wrap up the regular season.

UMass destroys Duquesne in A-10 Tourney
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's basketball team had two
goals lor last night's Atlantic 10 quarterfi-

nal game with Duquesne University. One.
they needed a win to reach the semifinals,

and move closer to their season-long goal

of a first Atlantic 10 Championship.

The other one? Well, that wasn't so

toft) of a goal.

With revenge on their minds and a freshman point

guard who could do no wrong, the Minutewomen whipped
Duqu 60 last night at the William D. Mullins

Massachusetts 75

Duquesne

Center, avenging a 85-58 blowout at the hands ot the

Lady Dukes on |an. 18 and sending UMass to the confer-

ence semifinals. The Minutewomen will now travel to

Washington DC to play A-10 juggernaut and No. I »eed

George Washington on Sunclas

"We put everything together tonight."

senior guard Sabriya Mitchell said. "This

game was about revenge. We went down to

| Duquesne) last time and forgot how to

play defense, land got blown out|."

UMass was led by freshman Kelly Van Huisen, who
notched a career-high 21 points, including I 5 in the first

hall Overall. Van Huisen went 8-for-l2 from the field.

including a perfect two- for two trom 3 point land, and

added four assists and four rebounds. Van Huisen also

contained Dukes superstar and unanimous All A-IO
choice Korie Hlede, who scored 22 points, but only nine in

the second half

Senior forward Crystal Carroll shined in her last game
in the Mullins Center, matching Van Huisen with 21

points and pulling down 1 1 rebounds. Sophomore center

Yolanda Rayside regained the touch she showed midway
through the season last night, scoring 1 1 points and grab-

bing six rebounds

Van Huisen started things up for the Minutewomen
immediately The Haverhill native scored the first seven

Tun to WOMEN'S HOOPS page 7

UMass visits Maine

for HE league finale

Minutewomen s guns

smoking in tourney

win over Lady Dukes
By Jeremy R. Adams

Some teams get big performances from individual players

in their clutch situations Sometimes the whole team steps up
and brings itself to the next level.

I.ast night against Duquesne the Massachusetts women's
basketball team rose from the their second-place status to

assume first-class stature in a win-or-die Atlantic 10 playoff

situation at the William D. Mullins Center.

Opposing coaches bring their squads onto the

Minutewomen 's turf one after another and leave singing the

praises of the full arsenal possessed by the home team. The
quotes from these coaches usually sound similar to Dayton

coach Clemette Haskins' sound-bite after a 62-55 loss to

Massachusetts

"UMass has so many weapons, that's what makes them
such a hard team to beat." Haskins said. "You never know
who will step up and hurt your team."

Last night there was no question who would take it to

Duquesne. simply because just about every player who
stepped foot on the court for the maroon and white would

be a suitable answer.

I ie>hman Kelly Van Huisen set the tone early for the

Minutewomen. not shying away from the pressure of tourna-

ment play. The guard scored the first seven points of the

game for UMass. taking a personal 7-2 lead over the entire

Duquesne team.

Van Huiscn's career-high 2 1 -point effort was not over-

-hadowed by the play of Duquesne's A-10 first team
All- Conference point guard Korie Hlede. Van Huisen often

loutul herself defending the junior from Croatia, who led the

unbalanced Duquesne attack with 22 points. Hlede has kept

some ol the A-10's best defensive players busy, lighting

them up foi game totals of 41 and 38 points, while averaging

seven rebounds per game.

Senior Beth Kuzmeski has played some of her best basket-

ball of the season in the late stages, and she continued that

trend tonight. Kuzmeski's 15-point and 10-rebound dou-

ble-double against Dayton was followed capably by seven

points, three assists and two steals in 25 minutes of play last

night against the Dukes.

Turn to MINUTEWOMEN page 7

IOKMA MNSANf N fCHlf CIAN

Nothing Duquesne's Sherri Hannan tried could stop Kelly Van Huisen or the Minutewomen in UMass' 75-60

Atlantic 10 Tournament win last night.

By Jormo Konsoneo
/- m «•« acongoi JOT

Sometimes there are things in life that have absolute-

ly no meaning what so ever — no matter how hard you

look. On the other hand, sometimes you need to take a

step back, and the answer just might come to you.

This Saturday night in Orono, Maine, the

Massachusetts hockey team will finish off its regular

season docket against the Black Bears. On the surface,

any meaning to this contest could be long gone and

hard to find:

• For LMass (12-20. 7-16 in Hockey East), their

eighth place finish in the HE standings is all locked up.

and their first round playoff opponent could possibly

be the loser of the Boston Uni\erMt\ New Hampshire
game this weekend.

• Lor Maine (23-10-1. 15-7-1 HE), a crazy little

thing called postseason probation has them making
their spring break plans early this year. A late appeal to

reverse last August's decision by the NCAA was
denied, and the team will be having fun in the sun

instead of postseason runs.

Yet. there is that not so distant, and curiously perti-

nent, meaning to this game. The Minutemen need to

keep up the hard work they employed in the last period

of their tough 3- 2 loss to Boston College last weekend.

Whether their first round playoff game is against the

Terriers or the Wildcats. UMass will need every drop of

momentum it can get to try and upset one of two
nationally ranked teams.

The Black Bears have already been making meaning
out of a relatively meaning-less situation. After their

appeal was denied. Maine has been the hottest team in

the country, mercilessly sweeping UMass two week-
ends ago (6-4 and 8- I). and Umm beating UNH (5-1

)

and BU (3-0 and 7-2) in three consecutive games last

week.

After the denial of his appeal. Maine coach Shawn
Walsh made a point to treat these last games of their

season as their own playoffs At this point, if they were
not bound for vacation-time in Florida, they could
have been bound for not only the FleetCcnter in Boston
(the HE Finals), but the Bradley Center in Milwaukee
(the Final Four).

UMass coach |oe Mallen felt the strength of the

Black Bear squad, and now considers them in the same
breath with the Terriers and the Wildcats.

"It's just that time of year where the talent of a lot of
teams shines through." Mallen said. "Just on the side

that Maine team I saw [two weeks ago) is as good a

team as any in the league. I said all year long that there-

is the top two teams and everybody else, but I have to

change that.

"It is the top three and everybody else. Maine is as

good as the other two. A 7-2 [win over BUI up in

Maine makes you feel a little bit better than 8-1 at

home [two weeks ago), because that stunk."

After a six-point explosion in the two wins versus

the Minutemen. freshman Cory Larose (10-26-36)
has jumped into the lead for HE Rookie of the Year.

Larose is just ahead of Greg Koehler of
UMass-l.owell. and BC's |eff Farkas and Blake

Turn to HOCKEY, page 7
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"Lay a I

over meilo."
Cordelia's Dad gave
an impressive show
at the Iron Horse
this past weekend.
Check out review
(see Arts & Living,

page 5).

Ifs off

to Philly

Charlton Clarke
scored 16 points to

lead the Minutemen
over the Temple
Owls Saturday (see

Sports, page 1 2).

WORLD

Croatian teen uses Net
for Air Force hacking

ZADAR, Croatia (AP) - Nervously
glancing at the desk where his com-
puter was before police took it away,
15-year-old Vice Miskovic explained
with a mixture of pride and bewilder-

ment how he managed to hack his

way into a U.S. military computer.
"I used some of the hacking pro-

grams available on the Internet,

adjusted them, and, with a bit of luck,

managed to break into the computer
system of the Anderson Air Force Base
in Guam." Miskovic said this week

"It was a challenge," he saW, smil-

ing. "I was curious to see whether I

could do it or not"
Miskovic said he searched through

the Anderson base files during the
month of January, but whenever he
wanted to download files, they start-

ed to disappear

He got scared "because I didn't
intend to destroy any files, I just want-
ed to see them," he said, adding that

he assumed the files had self destruc-

tion programs installed in them
On Feb S, Croatia's computer

crime investigators put an end to
Miskovic's search and temporarily
impounded his computer Current
Croatian criminal law does not pro-

vide for punishment of computer
crime.

NATION

Ind. arson fire leaves

150 homeless, 23 hurt

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Apartment -dwellers leapt from their

windows when a pre dawn arson fire

swept through a thr»e-story, inner-

city complex yesterday At least 23
people were hospitalized and 153
left homeless

"There were people coming out
of the windows from the second
floor and the third floor," said Lt

Vernon Brown, among the firefight-

ers who reached the downtown
Canterbury Apartments at 6:40 am

"Firefighters actually caught chil-

dren that were being dropped from
windows by their parents," he said

Residents raced along hallways just

ahead of the fire, pounding on
doors to wake neighbors, witnesses

said. The fire, fanned by a stiff

breeze, spread through an attic

crawl space linking the four brick

buildings

Eleven people were taken to
Methodist Hospital, most for smoke
inhalation, including a 2-year-old
boy in critical condition after going
into cardiac arrest, spokeswoman
Ann Meyers said.

At Wishard Hospital, 12 people
arrived with smoke inhalation, burns
and broken bones, including
Anthony Underwood, 37, in serious

condition with broken legs from a

third-floor leap, spokesman |oe
DiLaura said

By noon, nine of the 23 injured

people had been treated and dis-

charged, officials said.
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Skin Deep facilitates discussion

on dealing with race at UMass
By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

Last Friday evening. Race Talks and the Baha'i Club
presented the film Skin Deep, followed by a group discus

sion on racial issues at the University of Massachusetts

Approximately 50 students attended the showing of the

film, which focused on how racial issues affect college stu-

dents. The film followed 20 students from campuses
•cross the country who were brought together for a three-

day retreat to confront these issues.

According to Nikki Morse, a junior social thought and
political economy major and Race Talks member, the film

was chosen because it portrayed two students from UMass.
"We chose this movie because it deals specifically with

racism on campus and because two of the students in it we
from UMass, so it deals specifically with this campus,"
Morse said.

After the conclusion of the hour-lung film, Morse and
Phillipe Copeland. a senior legal studies and philosophy
major and a Baha'i Club member, led a discussion on the

current racial situation at UMass and on ways students can
improve it.

The conversation ranged from sharing how students'

racial perceptions were shaped in their families to critiques

of some administration policies and the idea of institution-

alized racism.

ludith Schneider, a senior women's studies major and
member of Race Talks, was pleased with the evening.

"Basically. I think the event went really well. I was really

excited with the turnout, I just wish the discussion could
have gone longer," Schneider said.

She also felt that the conversation wa6 an important step

in addressing racism on campus.
"I think that the conditions at UMass need vast improve-

ment. I think the number of students of color [at UMass)
is way too low. UMass needs to change, lt needs to be
more accessible to everyone," Schneider said. "UMass
needs to address race issues.*

Kelsey Haskins, a junior political science major and
Race Talks member, said. "Students need to feel free to

talk. Everyone's view should be as valid as anyone else's."

Haskins thought that the film and discussion were a

good starting point for students interested in racial issues,

but noted that students need to search for solutions them-
selves.

"People were intrigued and confused at the same time,"

Haskins said. "I think that people liked opening their

minds, but then they are like what do we do next. It's a
huge challenge facing you as you leave."

Andrew Susen. a senior anthropology major, said the
fact that 50 students voluntarily attended the event on a

Friday night shows thai people are concerned about racism
on campus. :

" Turn to RIM. page 2

Amherst College plays host

to conference on violence

in former Yugoslav republics

•y Adorn KIm-i

Colagion Staff

After almost four years of war, the

international community is trying to pick

up the pieces of a shattered nation.

Bosnia-Herzogovina's destruction is

understood to have occurred as a result

of the policy of "ethnic cleansing."

The current uncertainty regarding the

future of Bosnia was the topic of a
two-day, grassroots conference last

weekend at Amherst College entitled

"Bosnia: Road to Recovery?"

One hundred-eighty people from
around the world were in attendance,

including representatives from many
organizations working towards restoring

the former Yugoslavia to a state of eco-

nomic prosperity and achieving peace in

the Balkans.

Cease-fire or peace

The conference began with a speech

by Stephen Walker, associate director of

the Balkan Institute, and Frank
McCloskey, former congressman from
Indiana and counsel to the Bosnian
Federation.

Walker, a former U.S. diplomat who
resigned from the State Department in

protest over U.S. policy toward Bosnia,

said that the one year-old Dayton
Agreement has not put an end to the

conflict, but rather, has created "a tem-

porary cease-fire.
*

McCloskey. who served on the Armed
Forces and Foreign Affairs committees,

said his experience in serving with the

Bosnian Federation in the Brcko arbitra-

tions has led him to believe that no clear

end to the deliberations is in sight.

The presentations by the two panelists

were followed by workshops which
allowed audience members to ask detailed

questions regarding what the US. govern-

ment is doing 10 aid refugees ti their safe

return to their homeland

Placing Blame

The keynote speech was made by

Pulitzer Prize winning journalist and
author of A Witness to Genocide, Roy
Gutman.

Gutman shared his firsthand experi-

ence of last fall's elections in Bosnia and
expressed his beliefs regarding the

U.N.'s failure to work towards peace in

the Balkans.

"The genocide that occurred... was
the logical outcome of the concept
under which the U.N. forces were
deployed in the first place." Gutman
said.

Fie blamed, above all, France for the

destruction of Srebrenica and the ensu-

ing breakdown of international support

of the rest of the safe areas, which were
instituted primarily by the French. The
commander of the French forces and
former president Mitterand himself

were more concerned with the safe

return of their own troops than accom-
plishing a peace-keeping mission.

Gutman calls these troops, which
were present only to achieve the

appearance of peace, "virtual sol-

diers." The arrival of the virtual sol-

dier, according to Gutman, allowed
the conflict to last for over three years

without any real solution, because it

allowed the international community
to believe that support was being
given, when in fact, the U.N. leaders

were obviously aware that no reconcil-

iation was in sight.

Gutman also cited the other individ-

ual most at blame for the prolonged and
senseless genocide as U.N. force com-
mander General Yakushi Asaki. who
was ultimately to blame for the coverup

following the withdrawal of U.N. forces

from hostile areas.

Turn to BOSNIA, pog* 2

Israeli columnist to speak

at UMass's Hillel tonight

lauWn nosrr \ couKMN

Reflecting on the day
The image of a busy day in Amherst Center is caught by a local store's window

Danny Rubenstein, a columnist for

Fia-aretz. one of the largest newspa-
pers in Israel, will be speaking tonight

at 7:30 p.m. at the University of
Massachusetts' Hillel House located

at 388 North Pleasant Street in

Amherst.

Rubenstein is this year's Hillel

Scholar-in-Residence for the Five

Colleges. He has covered issues sur-

rounding the West Bank since the Six

Day War and has been the lerusalem

Bureau Chief for the Israeli Labor
newspaper. Davar.

Rubenstein was also awarded the

prestigious Sokolov Prize, which is

Israel's highest award for journalism,

in 1988. and was the recipient of the

Inter-Ethnic award for Understanding
and Tolerance His American tour is

being sponsored by the World Zionist

Organization.

Rubenstein will be delivering four

public lectures. His first, entitled,

"Reporting front the Eye of the
Storm; Tales of an Israeli loumalist"

will be held at the UMass Hillel

House.

The second lecture will be held at

Smith College at 7:30 p.m. on
Tuesday evening in 106 Seelye Hall.

This lecture is entitled. "Is Israel

Coming Apart? Religion, Nationalism

and Fanaticism."

At Mount Holyoke on Wednesday
at 6:15 p.m. in the Kosher Hallal

Kitchen. Rubenstein will be lecturing

on "The Peace Process After Hebron."
Finally, on Thursday evening at

730 p.m. Rubenstein will speak in

the Mead Art Museum at Amherst
College on "The Peace Process: What
can we expect next?"

All of Rubenstein's lectures are free

and open to the public.

— Sarah / Kimmel

Earthquake hits NW Iran;

quake leaves 3,000 dead
VP Gore's fundraising under fire
By Kajvin Ootvtn

Associated Pratt

By Anwar Faruqi

Associated Press

GOLESTAN. Iran — The last

sound Hussein Sultani heard from his

daughter-in-law was her scream when
the earth began to shake.

His mud hut trembled as boulders

dislodged from the surrounding hills

rolled down onto the village, killing a

group of women washing clothes at a

nearby stream. Among the dead was
his grandson and his 20-year-old
daughter-in-law, Mariam.

Not a single home was standing in

this village on Sunday, two days after

a magnitude 6.1 earthquake left an
estimated 3,000 people dead and
2.000 injured in a mountainous
region of northwestern Iran.

The Iranian quake was the most
devastating of several Asian temblors

in recent days, in Armenia. China and
Pakistan. Officials gave a lower death

toll — 554 — than aid workers and
villagers, but government said the

casualty figures would surely rise as

rescuers arrive at the scene.

Sultani, wearing a skullcap and
walking with a stoop, made his way
through the nibble with a flashlight

searching for his family.

Aid workers had given him a tent

and cooking oil.

*l lost my daughter-in-law and her

3-yeaf-old baby as well as my cousin,"

he said.

Blood stained the snow-covered
ground, and survivors huddled
around small bonfires in the 19-

degree cold. In the distance, howls
could be heard from wolves and wild

dogs, animals that have attacked
corpses and hampered rescuers in

other villages.

Ali Darabi. a construction worker
in nearby Rasht. said he rushed to

Golestan as soon as he heard about
the quake.

"I lost my sister and her three chil-

dren in the earthquake." said Darabi
as he carried a burning piece of wood.
"We still don't know who has died
and who is alive."

In hard-hit Ardabil province, an
official told the Farsi-language
Kayhan newspaper that 1 10 villages

were affected by the quake. The death
toll in just six villages visited by
reporters irt the province was more
than 2.000 people.

Snow has kept aid workers from a

string of villages beyond the Sabalan
mountains, which they say may be the

most devastated. Hundreds of sheep
and cows — the livelihood of the
farming villages — were buried under
landslides and the collapsed walls of
houses.

In Shiran, a wealthy farming com-
munity of 1,000. only a few people
remained. One of them. Reza
Azizvand, estimated that half the vil-

lage's people were killed — including

his wife of five months.

"We loaded the dead in bulldozers,

dug b mtr»l fave and buried all the

dead there, one beside the other,"
Azizvand said, as he sat in the one
room left of his house.

WASHINGTON — Vice President Al Gore played a

central role in raising millions of dollars for the 1996 cam-
paign, making direct solicitations that some Democratic
donors found heavy-handed.

A former campaign adviser said Sunday he was "tickled

to death" that Gore was so aggressive, and that without
the vice president's efforts President Clinton would have
lost re-election.

But a pair of Democrats called the solicitations "inap-

propriate." And Republicans pushed Attorney General
Janet Reno to appoint an independent counsel to investi-

gate fund raising within the Clinton administration.

As politicians wrangled over how to address the grow-
ing revelations of political fund-raising irregularities, some
saw the wrangling itself as evidence that sweeping cam-
paign finance reform is needed.

"Even what's legal now is a scandal," said Sen. Paul
Wellstone, DMinn. The Democratic National Committee
said Gore was the main attraction at 39 DNC events in

1995 and 1996 that raised $8.74 million.

"There's nothing surprising about the fact that an
incumbent vice president is working hard to re-elect an
incumbent president," DNC spokeswoman Amy Weiss
Tobe told The Associated Press.

Gore's fundraising network raised $40 million of the

$ 1 80 million collected by the DNC for the 1 996 campaign.

The Washington Post reported.

Dick Morris, a primary Clinton adviser before a sex

scandal forced him to resign, said he pushed Clinton and
Gore to raise big money in 1995, when polling was unfa-

vorable to the president. Asked on "Fox News Sunday"
about Gore's activities, Morris said: "I was tickled to death

that he did it. Unless he got on the phone and actually

asked people for money, we never would have had the

money to be able to win the election.*

Clinton would not make direct solicitations, Morris said.

Gore's approaches violated no law, so long as he didn't

use government facilities to make the calls.

The Post said the three previous vice presidents never

made such direct requests for contributions. The newspa-
per reported that several donors privately complained that

Gore's calls were inappropriate.

Many of those contacted operated businesses that relied

on government contracts or assistance. Such calls, said

White House special counsel Lanny Davis, are "appropri-

ate so long as there's no promise of a quid pro quo."

In one instance DSC Communications of Texas report-

edly gave a $100,000 contribution to the Democrats as a

"thank you" for the Commerce Department's efforts on
behalf of DSC's bid to win a $36 million telecommunica-
tions contract in Mexico.

Davis said the Commerce Department's mission is to

boost U.S. businesses abroad and that the donation influ-

enced no government action.

"Vice President Gore was part of an effort to compete
against the Republicans," Davis said on CNN's "Late
Edition."

"He did nothing wrong and nothing illegal. The sugges-

tion of any coercion is completely baseless."

Newsweek reported Sunday that the DNC assembled
detailed budgets to project how much would be raised at

events including the White House coffee klatches. The
budgets were compiled despite legal advice against using
any government building for soliciting contributions, the

magazine said.

Wellstone and Sen. Robert Torricelli. D-NJ.. criticized

Gore for making the calls but denied Republican claims
that the fund-raising activities of Clinton administration
officials

violated the law.

'I'm not going to be in the business of defending the
undefendable, and what is more I do not personally believe

it is appropriate for the president or the vice president of
the United States to directly solicit contributions,"
Torricelli said. "It's inappropriate, but it is not a legal

issue."

'

Sen. Don Nickles, R-Okla.. added his voice to the calls

for a special counsel, and Senate Majority Leader Trent
Lott predicted a move by Reno "is a matter of time."

"If she doesn't comply with the law, we have to ask why
not and what is the alternative," Lott said.

In addition to Gore's activities. Nickles said he is both-
ered by White House coffees attended by Clinton and
political contributors and the use of the Lincoln Bedroom
as a perquisite for supporters.
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The ethnic cleansing of Bosnia resulted in the assassi-

nation of almost all the intellectuals of Bosnia, including

doctors, lawyers, engineers and teachers.

As a result, the educational system in Bosnia com-
pletely collapsed. Doug Hostetter began a project to

bring students over to the United States to educate in

order to replenish the supply of specialists who would
be able to begin rebuilding Bosnia.

Within weeks, Hostetter was able to obtain passage,

visas and scholarships for exceptional students who
wished to continue their interrupted education in

America.

To date the project has placed 149 students, primarily

young adults, in schools across the country. Almost
always, the students remain to complete their college edu-

cations and desire to return to their Bosnian homeland to

contribute to the reconstruction.

Hostetter said that the majority of the work is done by
individuals who go out on their own to procure school

funding and support. He serves primarily as an advisor.

Azra Sisie. a student at Mt. Holyoke College and
participant in the program, said that because people

don't know what's going on in Bosnia, appropriate

educational support isn't received As a result of the

ethnic cleansing, her friends still in Bosnia "don't learn

a lot."

Eileen Weiss, cofoundcr of lews Against Genocide, a

New York based organization which offers support to

victims of the ethnic cleansing in Bosnia, said that her

organization exists to provide a "Jewish response to the

atrocities that occurred in Bosnia.*

The sufferings of the Jewish people as a result of the

Holocaust give them special insight into the current

struggle of those in Bosnia, according to Weiss.

"Ethnic cleansing is not a new subject to [Jews]."

Weiss said.

The Words and Pictures museum in Northampton
hosted an art exhibit entitled "Fax from Sarajevo"
Saturday evening. The exhibit was based on faxes sent to

comic artist Joe Kubert by Ervin Rustemagic. Kubert's

European representative in Sarajevo. Kernel Kuspahic,

former editor of Osloblodjenje. the award winning
Newspaper from Sarajevo spoke about his newly pub-

lished book. As long as Sarajevo Exists.

Mario Susko. professor of English at the University of

Sarajevo read poems from his new book. Mothers Shoes

and Other Mortal Songs. Smith College student Jessica

Catrow said, "I really felt the sadness."

On Sunday, a photographic art exhibit entitled "Zones
of Separation: The Struggle for a Multiethnic Bosnia" was
on display in the Eli March Gallery at Amherst College.

The destruction of multiculturalism in Bosnia has sig-

naled the world community to the dangers of failing to

embrace cultural diversity, according to Glenn Ruga, one
of the three photographers of the exhibit who took the

pictures over two trips to Bosnia.

The conference was sponsored by PAWSS (Program in

Peace and World Security Studies). Michael Klare, direc-

tor of the program said "the Bosnian War was the most
brutal. . . of the last 50 years.

Klare is concerned that people will perceive incorrectly

that the conflict in the Balkans has ended.

"Wars don't end when the last shot is fired." Klare

said.

He was surprised that an issue of such national securi-

ty interest has not been given appropriate media atten-

tion.

Anyone interested in supporting any of the organiza-

tions or finding out more information should call

586-2415.

film

The Northampton Survival Center
will be holding their 10th annual
Benefit Boogie on Saturday, March 8
from 8:30-11:30 p.m. at the Hotel
Northampton.

For the third consecutive year, the

Boogie will feature Quetzal, an
Afro/Andean/Caribbean/North
American beat band which has
sold-out everywhere it performs. Last

year the band attracted a record atten-

dance to the Boogie, with most of
those attending over the age of 20.

Carol Rothery, the administrative

director of the Center, gave enormous
praise to the band's talents.

"It's an overlay of something exotic

that you're not used to... they have

developed a following," Rothery said.

The Boogie will also feature a raffle

with numerous prizes donated by
local merchants, surprise entertain-

ment at intermission and a fortune

teller to greet guests in the lobby.

The Center is hoping to raise

$10,000 from the Boogie, which is its

only fundraiser for the year. Due to

cuts from government funding
sources and the federal Welfare
Reform Acts of 1995 and 199b, there

is an even greater number of people

seeking help from the Center.

Rothery pointed out that those who
use the Center range from the elderly

having trouble getting by on social

security, to highly educated families

who have fallen into difficult times.

According to the Center's data, 86
percent of those who use the Center

are below the poverty line, which is

about $15,000. The Center distrib-

utes a standard food box to clients

from the Food Bank of Western
Massachusetts as well as clothing,

household items, books and toys.

In addition to the goods given out.

interviews are held for every client to

assess any additional mental or physi-

cal help that may needed by referral.

Rothery pointed out the great need

for services such as the Survival

Center, saying "these places make a

community more civil and gentle so

that somebody cares about these peo-

ple."

Tickets for the Boogie may be

bought in advance for $8 at Beyond

Words Bookshop or the Survival

Center in Northampton, or at the

door for $10.

continued from page 1

"People are caring enough to come
on a Friday night, just from teeing a

flyer," Susen said. "People want to

talk about these things, to have a

community to discuss them with,

and to get involved."

Both Race Talks and the Baha'i

Club arc Registered Student
Organizations (RSOs)

"Race Talks is group that it inter-

ested in confronting racism through

muGiAN mwics...

education and action in the UMass
campus," Morse said. "We put on
films and bring speakers to campus,
as well at initiating campaigns to

challenge the administration and our
fellow students."

The Baha'i Club, which is made
up of student members of the Baha'i

religious community from the Five

College area, also facilitates pro-

trramminc about racism and diversi-

ty.

The Baha'i Club is sponsoring a

race unity conference this Saturday,

entitled "Foundations of Race
Unity," in Campus Center room
163C.

For more information on the con-

ference, call Nadja Schmeil at

256-0227. For information on Race
Talks, e-mail Nikki Morse at

namorse9student.umass.edu.

American Hean
AssoeianonJo

Tired of throwing
vcMir v\ei£dit anHind?

Frame of mind
Clouds brought rainy weather to the UMass campus center yesterday morning.
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Proudly Sponsors Intramural Sports At

UMass Amherst

1-800-COLLECT
h.

Intramural-Recreational EL

SPORTS
Softball

Co-Rec Soccer

Volleyball Special

Badminton Doubles

World Cup Soccer

Ultimate Frisbee

Tennis Doubles

ENTRIES
CLOSE

March 10

March 10

March 11

March 31

April 14

April 14

April 14

PLAYER'S/
CAPTAINS MEETINGS

March 24 & 25, 6:00 pm
March 24 & 25, 6:00 pm
March 26, 6:00 pm
March 31, 6:00 pm
April 24, 6:00 pm
April 24, 6:00 pm
April 24, 6:00 pm

PLAY
BEGINS

March 26

March 26

March 31

April 7

April 25

April 25

April 25

• Officials needed for Softball, Soccer, and Volleyball; call for clinic dates and locations.

• Check with IM Office for meeting locations and for late entries.

• Call 5-0022 for more information or visit our website: http://www.umass.edu/umim

^f&hcmy

SIGN UP TODAY
Stop by the IM/Rec dept. and receive

$9 in FREE 1-800-COLLECT calls NIRSA Endorsed

2E£ 1-800-COLLECT
Recreational " **^w ww»w

p~ It's Fast. It's Easy. It Saves

NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL
Unrest breaks out in Albania
By Merita Dhimgjoka
Associated Press

TIRANA, Albania — Facing growing anti-government

unrest, parliament declared a state of emergency on yes-

terday, allowing the army to be deployed to ensure public

order and weapons to be used to protect public buildings

and key roads.

Police, though, will remain the first line of defense in

quelling riots and protests that have grown out of public

rage over the collapse last month of popular, high-risk

investment schemes.

In a televised address Sunday afternoon, President Sali

Berisha called the unrest "a communist rebellion backed
by foreign intelligence agencies. ... We promise you we
will employ all measures under the law, even the most
difficult ones, against this rebellion." He gave no further

details.

Bending slightly under pressure applied by the protest-

ers, Berisha on Saturday announced that his Cabinet
would resign to be replaced by new ministers — still

from his Democratic Party but approved by the Socialists

and other opposition groups.

But Prime Minister Aleksander Meksi told The
Associated Press on yesterday that a new government
would not stop Albania's descent into chacs. He said he

agreed to step down only because a government must
resign "when it's not able to handle a situation."

"The situation is more serious than ever," Meksi said.

The government hopes the political shuffling will mol-

lify protesters, who blame the Democratic Party-led

administration for not warning them about the riskiness

of the pyramid schemes, in which nearly every Albanian

lost money. The schemes pay generous interest rates to

early investors but collapse when deposits dry up.

Berisha, who did not say he himself would resign, said

the new government would face huge challenges, includ-

ing restoring public order and winning the trust of

Albania's political parties.

By Saturday. Albania's southern region had become a

scene of lawlessness. Carloads of weapons were distrib-

uted throughout the countryside, and young men in the

port city of Vlora fired a constant barrage of bullets into

the air.

Meksi said it would take at least a year to regain con-

trol of the country's arsenal.

"It will be difficult to gather again tens of thousands of

guns that the Defense Ministry left in the hands of crimi-

nals, rebels or desperate people," he said.

He blamed "the most extremist elements" in the

Socialist Party — the renamed Communisis — for the

chaos.

lust before the vote, a group of foreign journalists was
attacked outside parliament by several men believed by

the reporters to belong to the secret police. An
Associated Press reporter was violently shoved and staff

from the British Broadcasting Corp. and World
Television News also were attacked. It was not immedi-

ately clear if there were any serious injuries.

Protesters in Vlora, the town 70 miles south of Tirana

that exploded in violence on Friday, rejected Berisha's

offer of a new Cabinet. They called for Berisha to

announce by Sunday night that a government of tech-

nocrats would be formed.

If he did not meet the deadline, the protesters vowed
they would go to Tirana, the capital, on Monday to press

their demands. But after Berisha's announcement,
protest organizers urged the thousands of people massed

outside Vlora University not to make the march.

"We don't want blood." one organizer yelled through a

megaphone.
Inside the university, about 40 students entered the

I Ith day of a hunger strike aimed at forcing the

Democratic Party to step down.

Peruvian president seeks rebel haven
By Michelle Foul

Associated Press

SANTO DOMINGO.
Dominican Republic — Peruvian
President Alberto Fujimori flew

Sunday to the Dominican Republic

for talks on asylum for the rebels

holding 72 hostages in Lima.

Fujimori played down the sud-

den, one-day visit, saying before he

left Peru that "refuge, or an exit to

another country, might be neces-

sary at some point and therefore

we're talking about this informal-

ly.'

Hours later, Fujimori arrived on
a presidential jet to full military

honors, a red carpet welcome and

a 21-gun salute. He warmly
embraced the Dominican presi-

dent. Leonel Fernandez, before

members of the Dominican diplo-

matic corps that included a papal

representative.

Fernandez, who last month dis-

cussed a safe haven for the rebels

with Fujimori, and the Peruvian

leader went directly from Santo
Domingo's international airport to

Fernandez's private residence, an

apartment in the El Vergel neigh-

borhood, for closed-door talks.

Fernandez's presidential

spokesman declined to discuss the

purpose of the meeting. In

announcing the trip on Saturday,

Fujimori's spokesman, Israel

Mertz. said only that it was "very

important."

Before leaving Peru. Fujimori

said that the Dominican Republic

might not be an acceptable desti-

nation for the rebels, raising specu-

lation it might be considered as a

temporary refuge.

About I) guerrillas seized the

Japanese ambassador's residence in

Lima during a gala Dec. 17 party.

They have freed hundreds of cap-

tives but still hold 72 men. includ-

ing the ambassadors of lapan and
Bolivia and several high-ranking
Peruvian officials.

Reporters who accompanied
Fujimori on the plane said officials

had indicated he might also travel

to Cuba and Jamaica, both of

which also have been named as

possible places of asylum.

Officials would neither confirm

nor deny the reports, but Fujimori

said Sunday morning that he had

contacts with other countries
"which I will not name."

Fujimori and Fernandez dis-

cussed giving refuge to the Tupac
A laru rebels in this Caribbean
nation when the Peruvian made an

unexpected stopover in the

Dominican Republic in early

February.

Flooding rocks southern Ohio
By Amy Beth Groves
Associated Press

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Rescuers used helicopters,

hovercrafts, boats and dogs Sunday to search for 1

1

people still missing in flash flooding that washed
away cars and homes.

At least two bodies were found following
Saturday's flood, caused by up to 10 inches of rain

from the same huge lines of thunderstorms that dev-

astated Arkansas.

"Until the water goes down and people get back

in their homes, we won't be able to do a damage
assessment," state Emergency Management
spokeswoman Nancy Dragani said after touring

the area in southern Ohio. "There's certainly a lot

of water. It's difficult to determine if you're look-

ing at rivers or streams. Some streams are 40 feet

wide."

The same storm system killed seven people in

Kentucky, three in Tennessee and one in Mississippi,

in addition to 24 people killed by tornadoes in

Arkansas.

Hundreds were forced from their homes in Ohio
and Kentucky, and more were evacuated in West
Virginia. Kentucky National Guardsmen were sent to

1 5 counties in that state and armories were opened as

shelters in 1 7 cities.

Record flooding inundated wide swaths along the

Licking River in north-central Kentucky on Sunday.

"It's off our charts," said National Weather Service

hydrologist Mike Callahan in Louisville, Ky. "You
can't tell how high the Licking River is at Blue Licks

Spring because the gauge is underwater."

All that water was (lowing downstream toward

the Ohio River, which Callahan said could have it>

worst flooding since 1964 along a stretch from
Madison, lnd., to Tell City. lnd.. which includes

Louisville.

In extreme southern Ohio, eight people were miss-

ing after Great Brush Creek left its banks and
washed away cars in Adams County, west of

Portsmouth, said county emergency director Paul

Howelett.

CIA dumps rust from informant list

By John Diamond
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — More than

1 .000 clandestine sources have been

scrubbed from the Central
Intelligence Agency roster after a

two-year review into the effective-

ness and human rights records of its

informants.

The "agent scrub," described by

officials who spoke on condition of

anonymity, cut back on the CIA's

informant list by about one-third.

The review's primary focus was to

clear the rolls of outdated or unpro-

ductive informants, many holdovers

from the Cold War years whose
information is no longer so eagerly

sought by the CIA.

Others were cut because the CIA
concluded they were too deeply
involved in human rights abuses,

terrorism and other acts ofviolence

to justify their continuing as infor-

mants. Such paid information
sources are sometimes referred to as

"agents" but are neither CIA
employees nor U.S. government offi-

cials.

Two government officials con-

firmed the existence of the agent

scrub in interviews Sunday. The
weeding-out process was disclosed

Sunday in The Washington Post.

A CIA spokesman would not dis-

cuss the agent-review process.

Former CIA Director John

Deutch, reached at home, said, "I

cannot get into agent matters."

Officials who described the

agent scrub said Deutch began the

initiative in response to vociferous

criticism of the CIA over human
rights abuses by informants in

Guatemala.
Former Rep. Robert Torricelli, D-

N.| . now a senator, brought to light

the case of Guatemalan Col. lulio

Roberto Alpirez and his knowledge

of two killings. One involved the

death in captivity of a Guatemalan
guerrilla married to American lawyer

lennifer Harbury.

Torricelli said CIA files' indicated

the agency was aware of the killing.

The CIA review of its informants

appeared to have been widely known
among the tightknit community of

former CIA officials.

"There is no question that a

review has been under way for some
time of all the agency assets and
informants," said Vince Cannistraro,

a former member of the CIA's clan-

destine service and one-time director

of intelligence programs at the

National Security Council.

The review operated on two
tracks, Cannistraro said. The first is

"To evaluate their usefulness
because there has been a feeling that

there's been a lot of dead wood," he

said. The second judged agents from
the human rights perspective.

Though not publicly disclosed, the

review has come to the attention of

lawmakers on committees that over-

see the CIA. Sen. Bob
Kerrey, D-Neb., vice chairman of

the Senate Intelligence Committee,
praised the CIA in a recent interview

for being more honest in its report-

ing to Congress

Kerrey said the new openness was
evident in increasing numbers ot

reports in which the CIA informed

Congress that agents it was dealing

with were no longer productive or

reliable and were being dropped
from the rolls

Disclosure of the agent scrub
could play an important role in a

current battle over Senate confirma-

tion of Anthony Lake as the next

director of central intelligence.

Torricelli has said he will block
Lake's confirmation until he receives

assurances that the CIA is abiding by

new rights guidelines.

Some current and former CIA offi

cials worry about a prevailing cli-

mate of political correctness that

threatens to cut off the government
from the only people who can pro-

vide valuable information on terror-

ist cells and arms proliferation car-

tels — the participants

"Political correctness has really

infected the clandestine services,"

Cannistraro said. "If you're going to

be collecting information on bad
characters, you're going to be deal-

ing with bad characters r
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and smell the flowers!
Nature's finest grow all year round in the Durfee Conservatory at UMass

Name the Compost Contest!
Dear UMass Studcnts. Faculty, and Staft:

Last semester we told you about a great new Invessel Composting Project

being started, where food waste from the dining halls and animal bedding

from the Hadley Farm would be mixed together to create a nutrient-rich soil-

enhancer called compost. Well, it worked! We have compost, and now we need
a name for itt The Office of Waste Management would like you to name the

oompost. In the summer, the compost will be bagged and the name (picked by
you) will be printed on the front of the bag.

, 1

Fill in the entry form below, put it in an envelope, and drop it into campus mail addressed

to the Intermediate Processing Facility at Tillson Farm Rd. Attn: Cheryl, UMASS -

Amherst. Don't forget your phone number so we can contact you. Entries must be received no
later than March 14, 1997. We will announce the contest winner after spring break and a prize

will be awarded. Any questions call Cheryl at 5-6717.

Your Name:
First last

Phone #:

Campus Address:

Compost Name:
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Ecuador, politics, media & context

Our friend, capitalism

Daniel Bodah

Have you ever heard of the

Multilateral Agreement on
Investments before? Probably

not. But the MAI may make you aware

of itself, as you search for a job in the

corning years, in somewhat the same way
that NAFTA is making itself felt through

the transport of jobs

south.

The MAI is a trade

accord that has been
quietly developing over

a period of years and is

expected to be com-
pleted by the summer
of 1 997. The accord
will, at first, be rele-

vant to the member
countries of the

Paris-based Organization for Ecorsornic

Co-operation and Development
(OECD.)
OECD can be generalized as consist-

ing of the countries of Western Europe,

lapan. Korea and the U.S. — basically.

the developed First World. It has grown
out of the OEEC. which administered

the Marshall Plan in postwar Europe.

The OECD (www.oecd.org) focuses on
helping member countries "...seek to

adapt their domestic policies to minimise

conflict with other countries." The MAI
is a culmination of this effort: a trade

agreement in which members will cede

"rights" to corporations for the interna-

tional movement of capital.

This is in line with the increasing con-

nection between the ideas of "human
rights" and "democracy." In looking at

recent U.S. posturing toward China,

"human rights" are constantly voiced as a

principal concern. "Democracy" is posed

as a son of synonym to "human rights."

although it is. in current usage, not relat-

ed to government in accord with the peo-

ple's wishes. Instead, "democracy" seems

to mean "capitalist economic system."

We're not supposed to question whether

capitalism is what the people want —
capitalism is instead presented as if it

were one of our "human rights," and any

socialized economy a violation of them.

The MAI will use these conceptions as

building blocks in the construction of

something we all should fear, "corporate

rights." It's

"We're not supposed to

question whether capitalism

is what the people want —
capitalism is instead present-

ed as if it were one of our
human rights.

'

"

obvious, isn't

it. that the nat-

ural human
state is capital-

ism? Well,

then, l guess

all those kind-

hearted corpo-

rations that

keep the

wheels of the

economies of the world rolling are sup-

porting our human rights. And we
wouldn't want them to be stopped from

doing the Lord's work by the will of the

consumers — um, I mean people —
now, would we? So obviously, we need

to protect their right to provide us with

"democracy."

How will the MAI do this? Well,

member nations will agree to strike

down any laws that are seen to obstruct

the free movement of capital between
national borders. Multinational corpora-

tions will find OECD member countries

developing domestic policies, on issues

such as taxation and environmental pro-

tection, that favor them.

Let's look u little closer at how this

could play out with environmental regu-

lations, as suggested by one commenta-
tor. Imagine (this may be tough, but

please try) that in the fall our Congress

responds to the overwhelming desire of

the citizens and passes a new package of

environmental laws. These laws are

intended to prevent corporations operat-

ing in the U.S. from dumping their toxk

chemicals into our water and air In fact.

the lata* ate so deeply in atvurd with the

people's wishes that corporations will get

more than a slap on the wrist for viola-

tions. Dare we imagine a "three strikes,

you're out" law in which scofflaw corpo-

rations would be forcibly shut down?
Well, as long as we're fantasizing. .

.

Obviously, this law would be a night-

mare to, say, a German chemical manu-
facturer operating a toxic plant that

plagued the surrounding area with
chronic spills. Under the MAI, this com-
pany would have grounds for challenging

the new environmental law.

What grounds could an international

company use to challenge a domestic law

like this? Well, the chemical company
could argue that the new environmental

regulation unfairly restricted their ability

to operate across national borders, in vio-

lation of the MAI.

Fantasies aside, we in the U.S. proba-

bly won't suffer all that much from this

accord. This is basically a policy devel-

oped by First World countries, and the

impact will surely be felt most strongly in

the world's developing nations.

For instance. Kenya and India are not

members of OECD, and thus are not

having any input into the way the accord

will operate. Once the MAI is signed,

however, countries like Kenya and India

will be encouraged to join in and agree to

abide by it. In fact, it's easy to see that

developing nations could run into eco-

nomic pressures to conform to the M/\I.

What's most disturbing about this

whole thing is that there doesn't seem to

be any room for the voice of the people. I

suppose expressing our opinions to our

representatives might have some vague,

distant relevance. This agreement seems,

however, to be negotiated in the loftier

world of international politics. And as

with most of the decisions that are really

important, the people get no say in how
"democracy" will move forward.

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Unfortunately, our own Student Government
Association is not the only political body in the

world where recent divisiveness and bickering has
hampered the process of governing and impeded social

change. This past month the government of Ecuador
encountered a presidential and constitutional crisis

which tested the legitimacy of the 18- year-old civilian

democracy and constitution.

Last summer Ecuadorians were cautiously optimistic

that the election of Abdala Bucaram to the presidency on
his rallying cry, "Primero los Pobres! (First the Poor),"
would lead to a general improvement in both the coun-
tries internal and international concerns. However, on
Feb. 6 the colorful president was "fired" by Congress on
the grounds of "mental incapacity" and
the widespread belief that Bucaram's
administration was unusually corrupt.

The Congress's decision to oust the

president sparked two simultaneous
debates, the first was whether or not the

Congress's decision was constitutional, and the second
was who would succeed Bucaram as interim president.

Between Feb. 6 and Feb. 1 1 the confusion over who
should be president thrust Ecuador into the world spot-

light (making far more appearances in major U.S. news
sources than in a typical week,) and was subject to inter-

national scrutiny and pressure to resolve the dispute.

Congress had initially chosen its head, Fabian Alcaron,
as interim president of Ecuador, but for several days vice

president Rosalita Artega maintained that she was the

rightful president, before eventually stepping down to

resume her role as vice-president. On Feb. 1 1, Congress
once again named Alcaron as interim president, with
democratic elections scheduled for 1 998. Artega said she
fears the new presidency will become "a civilian dictator-

ship."

Sound confusing? It is at the same time both comic
and tragic that a nation had to spend a week watching its

leaders squalor for power and display the universality of

political immaturity. Yet is also disturbing that some
major news sources such as CNN and the New York
Times have emphasized the ridiculousness of the recent

development, while placing a low key on the complexity
and context of developing a nation and establishing a

fruitful democracy.

Here is an example of a lead from an article posted on
the CNN Web Site on Feb. II: "Quito. Ecuador (CNN)
— While Congress met Tuesday to name Fabian Alcaron
President of Ecuador for the second time in five days,

acting President Rosalita Artega submitted her resigna-

tion and last week's president. Abdala Bucaram. left the

country." This lead could almost pass for the outline of a

sitcom and not a serious political situation.

On the other hand, a Washington Post article empha-
sized that Bucaram's dismissal was not simply the will of
the legislature but was sparked by a 48-hour, two mil

lion person national strike in which Ecuadorians called

for an end to corruption and accountability in their

democracy. Among other accusations. Bucaram's admin-
istration was accused of "pocketing tariffs" acquired
while running Ecuador's main port city. Guayaquil.
The Washington Post also stressed the importance

Bryan

Schwartzman

that the United States played in the events. According to

the Post (Feb. 11, A 15) the silence of the United States

led to the downfall of Bucaram. The United States found

itself placed in the middle ideologically. Democracy and

economic measures favorable to foreign investment are

high on U.S. priorities for developing nations, where

Bucaram had a strong record. At the same time the U.S.

government says it commits itself to fighting corruption

in governments, where Bucaram's record and reputation

where far from strong. The United States has had a sub-

stantial interest in Ecuador since vast oil reserves in the

country's rain forests were discovered in the '70s.

In the United States, we may take establishing a

democracy for granted, but for a country with a compli-

cated past which includes a more recent

liberation from colonization, it is deli-

cate and difficult business creating and

maintaining a democracy. Since the time

of Pizzaro in the 16th century, what is

now Ecuador has been subject to

European colonization and all that accompanies it. Since

acquiring independence from Spain in the 19th century

Ecuador has gone through many constitutions and com-

bated a tradition military and often authoritarian rule. At

one time the final step in military textbooks was the

acquisition of the Presidency. There has also been a his-

torical struggle between struggle between merchants

who live on the coast and the middle of the country

where traditionalist argued for a strong role for the

Catholic Church in the government.

Ecuador has also faced repeated border conflicts with

its neighbor Peru, and has been treated as a pawn in the

world chess game between the United States and the

Soviet Union.

Ecuador's two biggest challenges continue to be rais-

ing the standard of living for the 65 percent of the peo-

ple who live bellow the poverty line, and integrating the

historical marginalized indigenous population. In recent

years the excavation of the oil in the Ecuadorian
Amazon has threatened the very existence of many
indigenous tribes.

Ecuador is a beautiful, culturally rich and diverse

nation: for instance the Andean Panpipe in its many
forums has been played for nearly 30.000 years.

Unfortunately the geographic diversity has helped foster

the historical divisions of the country. Ecuador has four

distinct regions: La Costa. La Sierra. El Oriente and Los

Galapagos. La Costa is located right on the Pacific

coast: La Sierra is where the Andean mountain chain

runs through the country and is home to the capital city

of Quito: El Oriente is the where there is tropical rain

forest and oil reserves; and the 14 or so Galapagos
islands were made famous when Darwin visited them
for his evolutionary studies.

So when reading about the political situation in

Ecuador, it is important to try and understand the com-
plex factors which exist in Ecuadorian society and not

just simply dismiss the politicians as "a bunch of wack-
os." |ust imagine what a foreign newpaper might have
to say about Whitewater, Gennifer Flowers, or 0|. It

isn't too pleasant, is it?

Bryan Schwartzman is a Collegian columnist.

Reforming welfare "reform"
Before welfare "reform" legislation was

enacted, we had a crisis of poverty in the

United States. To many researchers, poverty

estimates are extremely low. yet even accord-

ing to Federal Census statistics, 50 million people live

in poverty in this country. That's one of every five

Another 50 million are classified as "near poor." Now
thanks to Governor Weld and President Clinton, we
are going to see a bad situation

get much, much worse. Enacting

the current welfare "reform" to

combat poverty is what Third

World/ feminist activist

Vandana Shiva calls, "presenting
the disease as the cure."

According to the

Massachusetts Coalition for the

Homeless. 15.000 legal immi-
grants will be cut off SSI (aid to

the elderly and disabled poor) in

the coming year, and Food
Stamps in women and their children will he cut off

welfare in the next two years. But these are merely the

numbers What it means in human terms, closer to

home, is that many of the poor people living in

Amherst and Northampton — the elderly, disabled,

immigrants and single mothers and their children —
who already subsist on poverty-level AFDC (Aid to

Families with Dependent Children) and SSI incomes
will be left with no income or benefits. They will not

be able to pay their rent or feed themselves and their

children, they will be rendered homeless — perma-
nently.

If you listen to politicians and media pundits rather

than to the people who are in these predicaments, you
might believe cutting people off welfare is a good
thing Governor Weld says it will force people to go
out and "get jobs " This logic is not just ill-informed,

it is cruel People who receive SSI are either elderly or

disabled. They get SSI because they can't work. The
widespread belief that "anyone can collect disability"

is a misconception based on the exception to the rule

rather than the rule. The vast majority of people who
will be impacted by these changes are people who are

elderly or who have serious physical or mental disabil-

ities. People do not "fudge* being elderly.

One local population that will be devastated by
these changes is the Cambodian community in

Amherst. Many are refugees who subsist on SSI. They
have often endured torture, rape and starvation as

well as witnessing the rape, torture and murder of

"Why don't they just

take us all out and execute

us? That's what they would

do in Cambodia. Here in

America, they're just going

to starve us to death.
'"

Jennifer Fasulo

loved ones during the Khmer Rouge regime in

Cambodia. The psychic and emotional distress of

these memories is not an "invented" disability. It is

particularly unconscionable for the government to cut

off aid to these families when one considers the illegal

U.S. bombing of Cambodia during the Vietnam War
and other military incursions which helped strengthen

the Khmer Rouge regime. We owe a particular debt

to those who enter our country

because their lives, culture and
homeland have been devastated

by First World imperialism and
destruction.

Furthermore, single mothers

who do not have access to eco-

nomic means, education or job

training cannot sustain their

families on minimum wage
incomes with no benefits. This

appallingly obvious fact has been

ignored in every "public debate"

about welfare. No amount of hard work or "personal

responsibility" is going to change the fact that there

are not enough liveable wage jobs to go around. One
would love to see Governor Weld try to support his

family on $10,000 a year — the minimum wage
take-home pay for a full-time worker. Then again,

this income would be even lower if it were up to

Weld, who twice attempted to veto the minimum
wage increase .

Full-time minimum wage pay is $1000 below the

poverty level for a family of three. It's $4000 below for

a family of four. More importantly, minimum wage
jobs offer no provision for child care or medical cover-

age While the average TAFDC income is even less

than minimum wage — an appalling 40 percent below

the poverty level — it still offers a skeletal provision of

services for children and access to other subsidies that

minimum wage jobs don't. This is the primary reason

women stay on welfare, not because "they don't want
to work," or have a "dependency problem." but

because it's the best way to ensure the survival of their

families. Moreover, the belief that women who receive

welfare "don't want to work" is based on a capitalist

and misogynist mindset that disregards and devalues

the unpaid work that women do. Raising children is

work — work that is vital to the health of any society.

In our culture, with the lack of resources, support and
value given to mothering, it is some of the hardest

work there is.

For some time there has been a major crisis in

Doonesbury

homelessness in Amherst and Northampton. In 1996,

lessie's House, the homeless shelter in Northampton,
received 1200 requests for housing Out of that 1200,

they were only able to house 18 families. What has

been the response to the crisis? Build more affordable

housing? Increase rental subsidies? Challenge the

soaring costs of rent in this area? No. The response

has been to kick more poor people off SSI. welfare

and food stamps, to create an even larger, more per-

manent homeless population.

I work in a housing search program in

Northampton designed to help low-income families

secure housing. This job has always been enormously
difficult, as there is a scarcity of affordable housing in

Amherst and particularly in Northampton. People
often wait two to five years just to get into a subsi-

dized unit. Now there is growing fear in our office

that this work will soon become impossible. Recently,

a Cambodian man sat in our office, stunned by the

news that his income would be eliminated. He sat for

a long time without saying anything. Then he spoke in

words so chillingly accurate that we were all frozen to

our seats. "Why don't they just take us all out and
execute us? That's what they would do in Cambodia.
Here in America, they're just going to starve us to

death."

Wdd has recently unveiled his budget for the com-
ing year. To the uninformed ear. it appears that he is

addressing the crisis (which he largely caused) by
increasing social service spending beginning Kily I But

this token gesture is too little, too late and doesn't

begin to address the housing problem. Weld gets to

look good on paper (if you fail to subtract the numbers
he's adding from the numbers he's cut), while poor
people continue to be forced into the streets during the

coldest months of the year.

Welfare "reform" is not an answer to the crisis of

poverty in our country. There is only one way to

eradicate poverty, and it is a simple way that we
could decide, as a nation, to do at any time.

Guarantee all citizens the right to basic human needs
— the right to food, housing the right to care and
safety and the right to education Instead we have
chosen to legalize starvation, homelessness and desti-

tution. And now, unless we mobilize quickly and
forcefully to do something about it. we are going to

live with the consequences, which in the words of

one shelter provider, "will be beyond our worst
nightmares."

lennifer Fasulo is a member of the GEO Political

Actum Committee.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Letter to the Editor

Tell us the truth,

MassPIRG
To the Editor:

I am writing in reference to

Stacy Shackford's article entitled

"Student's Rights." Miss
Shackford's assertion that

MassPIRG is a group for the stu-

dents by the students is unfounded
in her article. While she lauds the

efforts made by SCERA and "any
active ALANA organization." she

mentions nothing about the
achievements of MassPIRG. She is

asking students to support
MassPIRG on its intentions, not on
actual practice. Although Miss
Shackford wrote about the history

of MassPIRG, she told us nothing

about what it [has) done in even
the past year. However that is not

what bothers me the most about
this organization. If you looked
closely at her article you will notice

that there are three different

names for this organization:
MassPIRG. the UMass Chapter of

Mass Student PIRG and the
UMass PIRG chapter. I could
accept this as a minor error, how-
ever Miss Shackford is asking us to

vote for maintaining the
MassPIRG donation on our tuition

bills. Now. if Miss Shackford is a

member of the UMass Chapter of

Mass Student PIRG. why does the

name on the tuition bill say
MassPIRG? And if this money,
upwards of $200,000. goes to

MassPIRG and not the UMass
Chapter of Mass Student PIRG.
what is it used for and why hasn't

anyone explained to the students

that this money does not go direct-

ly to the student group?
I also want to address the man-

ner in which the money is collect-

ed. In her article Miss Shackford
asks for the students to vote for

the "$5 waivable fee" on their

tuition bill, yet she never explains

that it is a negative check off waiv-

able fee... Seemingly harmless, yet

many students, by virtue of finan-

cial aid. don't even bother looking

at their tuition bill. No other group
on campus does this and it is my
belief that MassPIRG has an oblig-

ation to provide this vital informs
tion before asking the students to

vote on whether or not to even
have the fee on their tuition bills.

I understand the underlying phi-

losophy of the UMass Chapter of

Mass Student PIRG. The intent of

the group is to empower students.

However my understanding of
MassPIRG is that it is a lobbying
organization dedicated to certain

ideals that the paying students
have no access to. If a right wing
conservative groups were to act in

the same manner, taking money
from students, would it be allowed
to operate in a manner that is as

unaccountable as MassPIRG has
been? I don't think so.

Matthew Auger
Belchertown
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Leticia hits Bluewall

The new all-folk Cordelia's Dad packed the Iron Horse on Friday night.

COuiTtsv mattvsfw cavamaoch

Cordelia's Dad's primal folk out-rocks punk
Ru B -' ' niltry uorae Douun
Cofcgon Staff

COKDeUASDAD
Iran Horsa Music Hal

Feb. 28

V iK ni-WtPTON - A packed Iron

Hom Music Hall gut blessed by the
acoustic power of the new Cordelia's

Dad thi.s past f nday night. The last time

the band played here was also the last

time they ever played electric music. But
none of the punch they pack was been
lost in their transition to an all-folk out-

.81
ol the things that makes a

always great wncn a band can connect
dircctlv to the audience despite being
surrounded by gear and lights, and being

raised up on a stage. Cordelia's Dad keep
a sharp sense of humor and a personable

attitude at their shows, never building

the normal aucUenceyperformer dichoto-

my.

The band has recently added fiddler

Laura Risk to the long-standing lineup

of Peter Irvine (percussion and vocals).

Cath Oss (toy accordion, mountain dul-

cimer, and vocals) and Tim Eriksen (gui-

tar, banjo, vocals).

Friday's show saw a lot more unac-
companied pieces than shows in the

recent past. Eriksen. Oss and sometimes
Irvine harmonized through several
incredibly loud vocal songs that could
maybe be called shouts, and FriVson took

lAcoI-

other

well

Risk showed what she can do with her
fiddle on a couple of solo pieces. One of
the particularly interesting thing's about

voie^trvaf cmnpatmeW e*

her style is how she sometimes works her

bow softly enough on the strings that you
can hear the aural textures of the rosin

gripping the stretched gut. It's as if she's

about to play so softly that she fades out.

but she never loses her grip on the
rhythm or the tune.

The band has a knack for digging up
gems of raunchy folk with lyrics that are

not shy. In "Lay a Leg Over Me Do" we
heard the explicit story of a sleepy night-

time encounter involving tight under-
wear and the knives that undo them.
"The Old Spencer Rifle" was hysterical,

but also had ominous undertones, mak-
ing the equation between guns and
penises pretty direct. "Queen fane"
raised gootebumps with the tragedy of
its sexual mishap, and a new song sung
by Eriksen expressed such earnest pas-

sions that it he gave it a little disclaimer

"I sense some people wondering whether
or not to clap for that one." he said.

"You don't have to applaud the senti-

ment."

This is one busy bunch of musicians.

Cordelia's Dad's new album is slated to

come out this summer. The band still has
strong connections to the Valley (their

home area), but has also been spending a

lot of time on the road. They recently

returned from a British tour, and have
also been out west and in Canada.

On. Irvine and Eriksen have spun-off
the electric side of their performances
into the new band lo. They've been tour-

ing under that moniker and have an
upcoming album with producer Steve
Albini. The three also play backup with

a new band. Zabe, that does Bosnian
folk. pop. and contemporary dance
music and was the subject of a recent

PBS feature.Don't miss Cordelia's Dad's
next performance, coming later this

spring at the Black Sheep Cafe in

Amherst.

By Greg Sanderson
Collegian Correspondent

LETrOA
Bloewall

Feb. 26

Patrons of the Bluewall Cafe
here at the University of
Massachusetts had the opportu-
nity to savor a taste of neo- folk

rock in the form of
one-to-watch band, Leticia. As
lead vocalist Leticia herself
mentioned, the lunchtime per-

formance on Wednesday of last

week was much more of an
acoustic set than the band were
used to doing. This could per-

haps have been due to the size

of the stage in the cafe, which
was just big enough to accom-
modate Leticia (playing acoustic

guitar), backing vocalist Andrea
Talbot and bassist Rhys Davies.

Despite lacking the lead gui-

tarist and drummer that usually

accompany them, the three
musicians performed a varied
and refreshingly original
hour-long set. Although the

band's first album. No Songs
About Trains (1993). tended
towards gentle melodies and
acoustic folk, much of
Wednesday's music pointed to a

harder folk rock direction that

will be evident on Leticia's new
album. Barely, set for release

sometime in the next two months
on the Blue Rose label. The
stand-out songs from the set

were in this style, particularly

their new single, "Day At The
Beach." and "All Hope," which
will be a, b-side on the single.

Also of note was the fabulous
rocker "Rope Swing," taken from
Leticia's 1995 Vietnam EP.

The band is taking a month off

to prepare to tour with their

new album, and may well
appear later on this year in

Northampton. When inter-

viewed recently on WMUA
about the band's more rock-ori-

ented approach, they admitted
that they had been influenced by
British bands such as Oasis,
Radiohead and Garbage.
Leticia have strong support

from WMUA and in particular

from the folk/hard rock show
"Dreamline." which airs from
midnight to 2 a.m. on Saturday
nights. Fans of Leticia will be
pleased to know that the new
album will be profiled on
"Dreamline." along with infor-

mation about the band's tour

dates, and there are plans for

the band to perform a full live

set on WMUA sometime in the

near future.

cousns* srtviN von

Leticia brought sounds from their new EP Vietnam last week.

Concert offers taste of Middle East
By Seemo Gongotirkar
Collegian Staff

SIMON SHAHEIN, ANATOUA AND flWFNDS
Bowker Auditorium

March I

An Atsihani uirpet. bathed in orange-red light, set the

background for an evening of Arabic and Turkish folk
songs and dances. Saturday evening's performance

I lime a concert of Arabic and Turkish
music took place on the University of Massachusetts
campus.

Sponsored by the Asian Dance and Music Program at

ihc Fine Arts Center, the concert featured Simon
.shaheen. a musician widely considered to be one of the
premier ambassadors of Middle Eastern music and cul-

ture, joining Shaheen was the western Massachusetts
group, \natolia. as well as the Boston-based Turkish
folk dance group. Kemence, and a group of guest musi-

Thc guest musicians included vocalist Ghada Ghancm.
Najib Shaheen. Mohammed Mesaoud and Bruce Rawan.
The concert was divided into two parts. The first part

featured Anatolia and the Kemence Dancers.

\naiolia began their program with a folk song from
Miuthern Turkey called "Karanfil Deste Cider * They fol-

lowed that up with "Uskudar." a folk song hailing from
Istanbul

Edward Hines provided most of the vocals for
Anatolia's song, along with playing several instruments
including the °ud. divan, kaval. clarinet and zuma

Backing Hines up were Taner Okatan on the saz. per-

cuwcin and vocals and Michel Moushabeck on percus-
sion, Najib Shaheen. a prominent 'ud player, also provid-
ed additional vocals. Rawan. one of the leading qanum
(plucked zither) players in the world, and Mesaoud on
the reed flute, rounded out the group.

Anatolia captured the flavor of the Middle East in
their music Hines explained that a lot of Turkish and
Arabic music was based on microtones. rather than the
conventional whole steps and half-steps in Western
music The microtones arc notes separated by as little as
an eighth apart from each other in tone.

Probably the most distinctive aspect of the music was
the unconventional rhythms. Rather than the regular
beat associated with Western music. Anatolia's songs
featured rhythms that varied both in pattern and volume.
The Kemence Dancers performed three times in the

first half of the concert Their first dance. "Silifke." came
from southern Turkey. The dancers, dressed in colorful,

native costumes, performed an intricate piece. Their
other two dances. "Ben Giderim Batuma" and

Turn to TURKISH MUSIC page 6

DOLORES HUERTA
Go-Founder and Secretary^Treasurer,

United Farm Workers of America

and

DR. VERNON W. BRICGS JR.

Professor of Labor Economics
School of Labor and Industrial Relations, Cornell University

t

IMMIGRATION LIMITS?

PRO AND CON
Wednesday, March 5, 7:30 p.m.

Wright Hall Auditorium, Smith College .

Sponsored by the Campus Climate Working Group
and the Hewlett Fund

Are you a person who has trouble staying with an exercise program?
If you are looking for a way to effectively alter an already existing

program, or begin a new program, or begin a new program especially

designed for your unique goals, then join the innovative resistance

training programs developed by our unique

Personal Training Staff

Allow our fitness experts to design exercise programs that meet specific needs like:

• Traditional resistance training proarams developed
for novice or advanced individuals

• How to find a program designed for individuals with
lower back pain

• Dance-exorcise resistance training programs
• Incorporating meditation while training with weights
The Coordinator will select the most experienced trainer depending on

your individual goals

Cost: $50 includes 5 visits with Personal Trainer
mihol htnt% aaeivntnt to dmttrmint which program wilt your indrnduois rumJs, and on ormntohon session with tromm

\

Those interested in learning how to conduct a healthy lifestyle, contact
Coordinator of Personal Trainers Tinaz Hakim at 259-Z011.

\

The Textbook Annex reminds you to make sun? you
get the books you need for this semester, SOON!

Before Spring Break!
We are beginning to return unsold text books to the

publisher.
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Faculty offers night of wonder
By Amelia Catena
Collegian Correspondent

FIVE COLLEGE FACULTY DANCE CON-
CERT

Hampshire College

Fab. 26

The opening night of the Five

College Dance Concert last

Wednesday at Hampshire College

proved to be a superb sampling of

the spectrum of dance genres. With a

myriad of nationally acclaimed chore-

ographers, pieces ranged from a bal-

let pas deux to an improvisational

trio who danced, sang and played

accordions.

The concert opened with husband
and wife dancers Charles and Rose
Marie Flachs — both professors of

dance at Mt. Holyoke College — per-

forming "Les Petits Riens.' a late

18th Century collaborative piece

between choreographer |ean-George
Nouverre and Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart. The original movements and
score were lost, but Roger Blum's
choreography captured the sparkling

essence of Mozart's piece. A ballet

pointe piece, the dancers wore sim-

ple, yet elegant, costumes of azure
designed by Bernard Johnson.

Smith College guest artist |in-Wen
Yu choreographed and performed a

modern solo to Chopin's Nocturne
Opus 27. no. 1. Glowing candles

were interspersed across the floor as

Dr. Yu bounded with impeccably
strong movements to Chopin's
somber, flowing piano.

The number entitled "Nice and
Easy" was- a modern lyrical piece

with music by Shirley Horn. Bill Bob
Brown, an assistant professor of

dance at the University of

Massachusetts, accompanied choreo-

grapher — and fellow professor —
Rebecca Nordstrom of Hampshire
College. The two danced out the dif-

ficulties of taking it nice and easy

with sensual movements.

Jin-Wen Yu's choreographical
work in progress, entitled "Take and

Give," featured six student dancers

from the Five College area perform-

ing to music by Karl lenkins.

Continuing with his theme of props

designed by Dan Rist. Yu incorporat-

ed hundreds of tissues stuffed into

various holes in the dancers' body

stockings. Beginning in large brown
paper boxes, the dancers tantalized

and snatched the tissues from each

other, an ironic reflection on con-

sumerism.

Acrobatic poses and lifts permeat-

ed the modern piece, as dancers'

movements matched lenkins' intense

string composition. This dance, com-
missioned by the Chinese
Information and Cultural Center, will

be formally premiered at the Taipei

Theater in New York this |une.

Inspired by an R. M. Rilke poem,
"Die Blatter Fallen" (The Leaves are

Falling), was a profound piece by

Terese Freedman and )im Coleman,

both Artists in Residence/ Associate

Professors of Dance at Mt. Holyoke
College. Each dancer had clay covering

heads, hands and feet. Resembling
aliens, Freedman and Coleman seemed

to age as the clay dried and cracked.

The piece ended as Freedman slowly

chipped off her furrowed visage and it

crumbled onto Coleman.

As a form of comic relief, the next

piece was an improvised "Trio" from
Amherst and Mt. Holyoke. With danc-

ing, singing and accompaniment by
accordions, hand drums, a sitar and
piano, the group's comedic perfor-

mance set the mood for the rest of the

concert.

Eleven women from all of the Five

Colleges closed out the performance
with a modern piece entitled "Roll

Over..." to Beethoven's first move-
ment from his Eighth Symphony.
Choreographed by Terese Freedman,
the playful dancers scurried across the

floor as others dove into place. A mar-
velous command of choreography and
dance was exhibited.

The Five College Faculty Dance
Concert continues through Saturday,

March 1 at the Dance Studio Theatre

at Hampshire College. All shows begin

at 8 p.m. Call (411) 582-5675 for
prices and to reserve tickets.

Notorious sites worth the trip
By Tad Anthony
Associated Press

The building is ramshackle, a decaying amalgam
of brick and wood that was once a place called

Bryant's Grocery. Today it sits unattended in

Money. Miss., a silent reminder of a 14-year-old

boy's murder.

There, in 1955. Emmett Till, a black youth, sp'd

"Bye. baby" to a white woman and was kidnapped,

tortured and killed for it. It is one of more than 40
places depicted by photographer Joe! Sternfeld in

On This Site: Landscape in Memoriam (Chronicle.

$27.50. paperback), a book unsettling in its simplic-

ity and its starkness.

For Sternfeld, an event marks a place indelibly.

His plain, haunting photos — always devoid of peo-

ple — evoke the bad things that took place in ways
people simply cannot.

There is the corner of Florence and Normandie
avenues in Los Angeles, where trucker Reginald
Denny was beaten during the 1992 riots. There is

the nondescript Morton Thiokol testing facility in

Promontory. Utah, where the infamous O-rings on
the space shuttle Challenger were tested. And the

red seat in the Dallas theater in which Lee Harvey
Oswald was sitting when he was arrested.

In a world of object fetishism, where things often

seem to mean as much as the people who use them,
this is the ultimate extension: the place itself as tan-

gible object, as the only living physical reminder of

moments in time when horrible things happened.

Sternfeld's eye on the world is an unusual one.

and well worth exploring.

Here's a new idea: Call it "mortiography." or bet-

ter yet, "Who's Who From Beyond the Grave" — the

chronicling of famous people who died young or

unnaturally.

It is an interesting premise, one explored in rather

excruciating detail by Diana Karanikas Harvey and
Jackson Harvey in Dead Before Their Time
(Metrobooks, $15.98), a cryptic book that tries to

explore the nexus between celebrity and death.

The book is more of an illustrated catalog, really,

broken down like a good Health Department mor-
tality-morbidity report into such categories as drug
overdoses, accidents, suicide and murder.

Death, of course, has a way of equalizing, so

here, Lou Gehrig shares space with Heather
O'Rourke. the towheaded child from Poltergeist

who died of an intestinal obstruction. Rudolph
Valentino is just pages away from corpulent drag
queen Divine. And Elvis is followed in short order

by Jon-Erik Hexum. the Eurohunk who, in a freak

accident, shot himself to death with a blank pistol

on the set of his equally ill-fated mid 80s TV show.
"Cover Up."

Though Dead Before Their Time lacks focus and
>bably work better not as a coffee-table

is a paperback to plunder when you're

just, well, sitting around, it's still a rather impres-

sive encyclopedic look at how — and why, and with

whom and under what circumstances — some
famous people met their rewards.

would proh,

boiWnit as

turkish music
continued from poge 5

"Karadeniz Dansi." both originated

from the Black Sea coast.

The dancers, with their hands
linked the entire lime, performed
these two dances with a lot of energy

and intricate footwork.

The second half of the concert fea-

tured Simon Shaheen. Anatolia and
Ghada Ghanem.
Simon Shaheen. due to some travel

difficulties, had just arrived from
Minneapolis at 7 p.m.. about an hour
before he was to play. However, his

late arrival in Amherst did not affect

his playing.

Simon Shaheen. backed by
Anatolia, performed first on the violin

in a composition he wrote titled

"Sema'i Kurd Shaheen." He then fol-

lowed the opener with a "Violin

Taqasim* (improvisations).

Simon Shaheen 's improvisations on
the violin were excellent. His sound
was loud and clear and there was a

preciseness to each note. Unlike many
improvisational artists, Simon
Shaheen's playing was very smooth
and flowing.

Ghanem joined Simon Shaheen and

Anatolia on "Muwashahat: Saharatna

El Basamai
"

Ghanem. who has been trained in

both Near Eastern and Western classi-

cal music, delivered a wonderful per-

formance, demonstrating clearly the

differences between Western style of

singing versus Near Eastern.

Ghanem's voice was very rich and
throaty, and flowed soothingly over

the words.

Simon Shaheen then performed an

ud solo, showing off the stringed

instrument which most closely resem-

bles the European lute. The concert

closed with an Eastern Arabic
Folkloric Suite, which was arranged

by Simon Shaheen and vocals provid-

ed by Ghanem.
Saturday night's concert showcased

a wide variety of music and dance
from Turkey and the Middle East,

showing that art can be a pleasant

and relaxing way of learning about
another culture.
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A Week with Maria Elena Pineda Campesina Artist

from Nicaragua

March 3:

March 4:

Opening Reception for The Ideal and the Real:

"Art and revolution in Nicaraguan Campesion Painting'

5:00 - 7:00 pm

Reception

7:00 - 9:00 pm
Latin American Cultural Center

All staff and studenLs invited for an informal discussion!

March 5: Women Studies Brown Bag Lecture Series:

featuring: Maria Elena Pineda

A Presentation of social, political and ecological issues that inform her art

Augusta Savage Gallery

12:00 -1:30 pm

These events were sponsored by The Everywoman s Center. The Office

of ALANA Affairs, Women's Studies Department, Latin American
Cultural Center, Latin American Studies Program, Student Affairs

Cultural Enrichment Fund, and the Dean's Office Graduate School.
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Marcus Roberts and his trio played jazz in both suite and twisted hard-bop forms Friday night at the Iron Horse.

Pianist takes jazz for a wild ride

By Joshua Boyd
Collegpan Staff

MARCUS ROBERTS TWO
Iron Horse Musk Hall

Feb 28

NORTHAMPTON — Imagination is

the key to great jazz. Imagination is

something that should flow through all

the technical knowledge that a jazz

musician holds into a sound all her/his

own. There is a problem with the state

of jazz nowadays in which all too many
players — even those who long ago
crafted their own styles — are reverting

to the crowd-friendly feel and rhythm

of the be-bop style of the '50s.

However, for the better part of Marcus
Roberts' first Friday night set at the

Iron Horse, he stepped out of this 08a>

stncling norm

Roberts' trio qf himself on piano.

Thaddeus Expose on bass and Ali

(ackson on drums, played a long

suite-like string of melodies and solos

that lasted for the first hour or so of the

set Roberis' solos swung between
romantic classical balladry reminiscent

of Frederic Chopin and boogie woogie

and ragtime chops that he may have

picked up from Albert Amnions or lolly

Roll Morton. Out ol these solos he

would lead his accompanists through a

somewhat be-bop-ish melody line, but

once he had stated a melody, and his

associates took up their solos, they left

Charlie Parker at the door.

Expose often bowed his bass during

his suite solos, evoking a nocturnal,

haunting sound. Also, at times he

would even furiously pluck the strings

in a moment of chaotic free-jazz

acoustic bass expertise, lackson was

also in on the non-restrictive show. He
used his drums to state the little

melodies running through his head.

Using drums not only as a rhythmic but

also as a melodic instrument is the

mark of a player of great abilities.

After the trio's suite, they brought a

few friends up on stage. Alvin Batiste,

on clarinet, had played the previous

night at the Hampden Theatre, and
Richard Brown, playing the tenor saxo-

phone was a local Boston player. These

two musicians formed a quartet that

treated k>hn Coltrane's "Cousin Mary,"

Roberts' own "Softly In The
Morning... Sunrise* and Thelonious

Monk's "Raise 4" with great respect

and honor, all taking be-bop for a long

ride around tight comers at night with

the headlights out. A night that fea-

tured jazz as it should be played — dif-

ferently.
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Submissions must be made to Jennifer Kenyon, Jennifer Giroux, or Larry Feinberq
at the UPC Office - 4 15 Student Union or call 545-2892

Suppan working to pitch in majors again
By Howard Ulman
Assoc lajBjg Press

FORT MYERS. Fla. (AP) - |eff Suppan felt a lit-

tle like he was starting over yesterday after last sea-
son's elbow injury. He even had an unhappy flash-
back to his first major-league game.
Minnesota's Matt Lawton hit Suppan's second
pitch over the right-field fence. In Suppan's debut
|uly 17. 1995, Kansas City's Keith Lockhart also
hit his second pitch for a homer.
"I almost felt like I was throwing against the
Royals again." Suppan joked after pitching the first

two innings in the Boston Red Sox 12-3 win over
the Twins.

Yet the righty who once was Boston's top pitching
prospect has come a long way since then — not all

of it forward — even though he only turned 22 two
months ago.

He had three outstanding minor-league seasons
but. starting with Lockhart's homer, had a 5.96
ERA and 1-2 record in eight major-league games in

1995. He began last season with the Red Sox but
spent most of it in the minors.

On Aug. 25, he went on the disabled list for the

rest of the season with a strained right elbow. New
manager |imy Williams says he's one of several

contenders for the fifth spot in the rotation.

Suppan's main goal is to stay healthy.

"My only concern is for my career right now,"

Suppan said. "I'm just taking things slow.

Obviously. I want to make the team out of spring

training."

"I don't know him unhealthy," Williams said. "1

just know him healthy. He's been good here."

Suppan hurt his arm throwing a curveball and said

he still is reluctant to throw it in a game, although

he's done it in spring training workouts.

Yesterday, he threw only fastballs and changeups.

"I usually don't get a good curveball until mid-

spring training," he said, "1 really don't think it

should be that much of a mental block but it is

somewhat right now."

He gave up three hits and a walk and hit a batter

yesterday, but said he felt fine even though he was

tired after facing 10 hitters. His immediate goal is

to strengthen his arm and make Williams' decision

on the starting rotation a tough one.

Suppan's not sure if he'd prefer to begin the season

as a starter in the minors or a reliever in the

majors.

"I feel I am a starter, but right now it's not my
decision to make. That's too far in the future," he

said. "I'm just trying to get good quality innings in

spring training and build back the arm strength."

In 1994, Suppan tied for the Florida State League

lead with 13 wins. In 1995, his 2.36 ERA at

Double A Trenton earned him a promotion to

Boston but he eventually went to Triple A
Pawtucket. In 16 games with Boston, he is just 2-3

with a 6.75 ERA. But he was happy with Sunday's

performance.

"It's almost like starting over again, but [I'm] a lit-

tle smarter," Suppan said. He praised the approach

of new pitching coach |oe Kerrigan, who is trying

to simplify things by stressing the basics.

"A lot of times, for any prospect, you always have

to take a step back when you get to the big

leagues," Suppan said. "As you're moving up it's,

'OK, just do well, keep improving, and you go up.'

Once you get to the big leagues, you need to win.

IThey) give you some space, but you need to win."

North Carolina beats Duke as Jamison scores 1000th
By Chris Duncan
Associated Press

CHAPEL HILL. N.C. (AP) —
Antawn Jamison scored 33 points

and grabbed 1 1 rebounds yesterday

to lead No. 8 North Carolina to a

91-85 victory over No. 7 Duke, the

Tar Heels' eighth straight in the

Atlantic Coast Conference after an
0-3 league start.

The Tar Heels (21-6. 11-5) fin-

ished second in the conference and
have been no worse than third in

the ACC standings in 33 seasons.

The win also moved North
Carolina coach Dean Smith within

four of tying the career victory

total of Kentucky's Adolph Rupp

at 876.

The Blue Devils (23-7. 12-4).

who had won the regular-season

title when Florida State beat Wake
Forest on Saturday, trailed by nine

points at halftime but trimmed the

deficit to three on a three-point

play by Ricky Price with 11:18 left.

North Carolina used its superior

size and inside muscle to push the

lead to back to 10 with 8:33 left

and to 82-69 with 5:33 remaining.

Duke then mustered a 14-5 run

to cut the lead to 87-83 with 1:51

left, but the Tar Heels made four of

six free throws in the final 39 sec-

onds to seal the win.

Steve Wojciechowski scored 1

8

points to lead Duke, while let!

Capel added 1 5.

Smith started Webb Tyndall.
Charlie McNairy and Serge
Zwikker — the three seniors play-

ing in their final home game —
along with Jamison and Shammond
Williams.

After Duke scored the first five

points, Smith replaced the seldom-

used Tyndall and McNairy with

Vince Carter and Ademola
Okulaja.

The Blue Devils built a 26-17

lead with 10:07 left in the half

after a 3-pointer by Trajan
Langdon.

But a putback by Carter and a

layin by Zwikker started a 26-6 run

over the next five minutes. The Tar

Heels' defense relegated the Blue

Devils to perimeter shots during

the run while their offense gener-

ated shots inside.

Ed Cota's putback with 5:41 left

in the half tied the game at 29-29

and lamison's breakaway layup at

5:24 gave the Tar Heels their first

lead of the game. 3 1 -29.

' Duke's only baskets during the

run were 3 pointers by
Wojciechowski and Langdon.
North Carolina led 45-32 with

2:30 left in the half, but
Wojciechowski and Capel hit 3-

pointers to help Duke draw to

within nine at halftime.

Duke has won the ACC title 12

times, including four this decade.

Retro clothing.

Early '80s music.

Used term papers.

Don't you ever

buy anything new?

minutemen
continued from page 12

Feeding off the emotional momen-
tum of the pre-game ceremony, the

Minutemen took care of business,

defeating Temple 59-53.

While Senior Day games are looked at

as chances for the honorees to fuel

the offensive fire and score
career-highs, the Minutemen were
more interested in a team effort — a

fact that was obvious when the final

box score was tabulated. Two of the

three double digit scorers for UMass
were sophomores.

But the seniors who were donning the

school colors on their home court for

the final time were instrumental in

that team effort. Separately each
played his role to near- perfection,

together they boosted their team.

Weeks, the first of the pre-game hon-

orees, has been a quiet, consistent

leader for the Minutemen all season
— Saturday was no different. He
scored his first points of the day on a

turn-around jumper with 10:18
remaining in the first half. For the rest

of the half he would add three more
from the foul line.

But it was not Weeks' scoring (he fin-

ished with nine points) that mattered

to UMass. It was his work under the

boards and on the glass. It was what
he did in the paint to prevent the

Owls' inside game from cutting into

the Minuteman advantage.

What the Philadelphia native did was
pull down 13 rebounds, nine in the

game's first frame. He helped shut

down Temple forwards Lamont
Barnes and Lynard Stewart, who
ended the game with two and five

points, respectively.

And he scored, one basket in particu-

lar with a flourish. When the clock
read 4:04 remaining in the game.
Weeks took a pass from Charlton

Clarke and leapt. What resulted was a

one-handed jam. Weeks' first dunk in

collegiate play.

Padilla was the second of the pro-

gram's leaders to take the floor.

About a month ago. Flint spoke about
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the point guard at one of UMass'
weekly sports luncheons. He said

Padilla's role was to lead the UMass
charge, anticipate and create. He said

that Padilla should know every posi-

tion on the court.

This weekend, Padilla not only knew
who was on the court, where and how
to play in that position, he knew
where people were going before they

made a move. He anticipated, he cre-

ated, he led the offense — he was the

quintessential point guard.

He finished with only five points, but

Flint had said at that same sports lun-

cheon that Padilla's scoring was a

bonus if he ran the point well. That

scoring bonus came in the form of

Padilla's only long distance shot of the

afternoon, a trey at 9:43 left in the

game that broke a dead-even tie and

put the Minutemen up by three,

47-44. It was the shot that gave
UMass the lead for good — a shot

that sparked the UM offense.

Padilla also contributed to the team
concept by grabbing steals and forc-

ing Temple into turning the ball over.

The Puerto Rico native came up with

three steals on the day, and was
responsible for several of the Owls'

10 turnovers.

Travieso, the final member of the

hoop team's Class of '97, is in essence

a scorer. His position can be
described as an off-guard or as the

No. 2 spot, but it is most commonly
referred to as the shooting guard. By

definition, that means that Travieso

gets the ball and Travieso shoots the

ball.

Shoot the ball he did, as Travieso con-

nected for 15 points on 5-for-l2
shooting. But the guard didn't shoot
the ball trom just anywneic, ne -.not

from downtown. Every shot Travieso

hit was from behind the arc.

He started his attack immediately, hit-

ting his first shot only three minutes

into the game. He drained another to

give UMass the lead. 18-17. with

9:02 left in the half. Two more came
at crucial moments that gave the

Minutemen the lead in both situa-

tions.

Travieso's final trifecta came in the

UMass scoring run which gave the

Minutemen the lead for good.
Following a pair of free throws from

Lari Ketner, every other UMass
starter scored. Travieso netted a

J-pointer.

It seemed only right that on the day

honoring three of the most instrumen-

tal members of their team, the

Minutemen beat one of their most bit-

ter rivals. It was appropriate that each

of the seniors performed their duties

to a tee. executing their jobs near-per-

fectly. And it was fitting that each of

those seniors, whose games have been

molded by the concept of team play,

stood in the spotlight together.

STUDY

EUROPE
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ABROAD
IN

STRASBOURG
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Studies

Certificate

Council

of Europe

Internships
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grants &

scholarships
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UNIVERSITY

119 Euclid Avenue

Syracuse, NY pja>«ni

1-800-235-3472

suabroad@syr.edu
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sumweb.syr.edu/dipa
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minutewomen hockey
continued from page 12

said.

UMass was close early, trailing

10-7 at 15:50 after a Beth Kuzmeski

5-pointer. Bui the Colonials, spurred

on by a raucous crowd, reeled off an

18-2 run, and the Minutewomen
never recovered

.

"UMass is a dangerous team," said

GW coach foe McKeown, the A-10
Coach of the Year. "Over the last few

years, (UMass| has dictated the

tempo of the game."

That wasn't the case last night.

Because of that, O'Brien and the rest

of the UMass squad were left to won-

der whether this was the last game for

seniors Crystal Carroll and
Northampton's Beth Kuzmeski. The
two have had remarkable careers.

"A lot was made of the contribu-

tions of last year's class." O'Brien

reflected. "And they were great. But

this class right here helped put us

over the edge."

Carroll was a 1,000 point scorer,

and had her four years of hard work
pay off in the form of a first team
all-conference selection this year.

Kuzmeski, a sharp-shooter, broke the

all- time mark for 5-pointers in a

career in her sophomore season.

Sabriya Mitchell, the team's other

senior, is eligible to return next sea-

son due to a new rule instituted by

the NCAA regarding potential quali-

fiers.

But UMass has a nice crop of

young underclassmen to ease the loss

of Carroll and Kuzmeski. Freshman
Kelly Van Huisen scored a team-high

nine points in last night's loss. If

UMass does not make the NCAA's,
seven players from this year's roster

return alongside Van Huisen for next

year.

Last night's game saw UMass shoot

continued from page 1

2

Northeastern at Walter Brown Arena;

Merrimack College warmly inviting

Boston College to the cold confines of

the Volpe Complex; and last season's

HE champ in Providence College taking

on UMass- Lowell at Schneider Arena.

<)l«l l«N\ViiN lOl.H'AN

Kelly Van Huisen and her fellow Minutewomen came up short of winning

the A-10 Tournament, as they fell to the Colonials last night
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Rumble and tumble

noteboook
Massachusetts 96, George Washington 77

Edgar Padilla had five points, three assists and three steals in his Senior Day
game.

candidates.*

Prosser, however, is not without
his backers.

"Skip Prosser," Martelli said.

"Because I think he's done the unex-

pected."

But as Skinner said, there are
other candidates.

"As far as Coach of the Year is con-

cerned, I though Phil did a great

job," Dayton's Oliver Purnell said.

"And I thought Bruiser did a great

job of riding his team through the

injuries. Skip Prosser, John Chaney
had a young club, a young backcourt.

It's all going to make for a great

tournament.*

Player of the Year
There are certainly even more can-

didates for Player of the Year, and
coaches hardly hesitate when hawk-
ing their own students.

"He really separates himself from
everyone else," Skinner said of his

stand-out guard, Tyson Wheeler.
"He's had some tremendous games
from the standpoint of scoring. I

hope people recognize and appreci-

ate that he's an outstanding player

for us."

La Salle's Speedy Morris was quick

to promote Explorer guard Mike
Gizzi.

"I think Mike Gizzi, he brings his

lunch pail to work every day and
made himself a Division I player,"

Morris said. "He's done a real good
job the last two years. He's no longer

a secret, they key on him now."
St. Bona venture coach |im Baron

mentioned Rashaan Palmer as a pos-

sibility.

"I think Rashaan Palmer has had a

year," Baron said. "He's been consis-

tent, he's certainly a scorer, he really

takes it to the bucket."

Martelli was also interested in cre-

ating hype about one of his players.

"I think the one player who is our
MVP is Rashid Bey, a great point

basketball

Depression
is an illness-
not a weakness.

TQf/iT Of PRBSSION
hrtp /'www save org

continued from poge 12

the court, celebrating the win and
sending off the team's three seniors,

attention now shifts to the postseason.

"This season has been very special,

because the guys never gave up."

UMass coach lames "Bruiser" Flint

said. "We've had some tough times

with the team, but the guys stuck
together and pulled themselves out of

it.

"We needed to win the BC game, we
won the BC game. We needed to win

the Maryland game, and we won the

Maryland game. We needed to win this

one. so we got this one, our guys have

always come through when we really

need it
"

Now the Minutemen look ahead to

the conference tourney in which they

will face La Salle in the first round on

Wednesday. "We'll watch the tape."

Flint said. "Hey. they've got the leading

scorer in the conference [Donnic CarrJ

and they have really good guards.

Their guards really play that zone, it's

almost like playing against Temple
again, but they don't have Marc
lackson and Lamont Barnes. We got to

contain their guards and attack their

zone."
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guard in a league of great point

guards," he said. "If I had to pick a

team in this league I wouldn't hesi-

tate to start a team with Rashid Bey."

• The Atlantic 10 Tournament
match-ups have been set, and
Wednesday's game are as follows:

Fordham and Virginia Tech play at

noon; Dayton tips off against St.

Bonaventure at 2 p.m.; UMass and
La Salle play at 7 p.m.; and Temple
and Duquesne square off at 9 p.m.

On Thursday, the winner of the

Dayton-St. Bonnie game faces East

No. 1 St. loe's at noon; the
Ram-Hokie victor plays East No. 2

Rhode Island at 2 p.m.; the

UMass-La Salle winner plays George
Washington at 4 p.m.; and the win-

ner of the Owl-Duke game plays

Xavier at 7 p.m.

Semifinals will be played on Friday,

with a champion to be crowned after

Saturday's final.

Massachusetts 59, Temple 53
March 1 at the William D. Mullins

Center
Temple (17-9, 10-6)
Barnes 1-3 0-0 2, Stewart 1-9 3-4 5,

lackson 5-13 1-2 11, Sanchez 7-14
1-1 17, Brokenborough 5-14 3-4 15,

Futch 0-0 0-0 0, Dunkley 1-2 0-0 3,

Sanders 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 20-55 8-1

1

53.

Massachusetts (18-12, 1 1-5)
Clarke 7-16 1-2 16, Weeks 2-6 5-6 9,

Ketner 4-5 4-5 12, Padilla 2-7 0-0 5,

Travieso 5-12 0-0 15, Maclay 0-0 0-0
0, Smtih 0-0 0-0 0, Kirkland 0-0 0-0
0, Babul 0-0 0-0 0, Norville 0-1 2-2
2. Totals 20-47 12-1 5 59.

Halftime — Massachusetts, 35-32.
3-point Field Coals — Temple 5
(Sanchez 2, Brokenborougn 2),
Massachusetts 7 (Travieso 5).
Rebounds — Temple 34 (Sanchez 8),

Massachusetts 29 (Weeks 1 3). Assist-.

— Temple 4 (Barnes, Stewart, Jackson,
Sanchez), Massachusetts 1 3 (Padilla 4,

Travieso 4). Fouled Out — Jackson.
Total Fouls — Temple 12,
Massachusetts 11. Attendance —
9,493.

Highlights...

UMass jumped out to a quick lead and
controlled a late surge from Temple to

beat the Owls for the seventh straight

time at the Mullins Center... Charlton

Clarke and Lari Ketner took some of

the spotlight off of the UMass seniors,

who were honored before the game,
as each turned in double-figure scor-

ing games... Carmelo Travieso hit five

shots from downtown to score all of

his 15 points... Tyrone Weeks wowed
the Mullins Center faithful with the

first dunk of his collegiate career..

.

Tyrone Weeks* was a monster under the boards for UMass in Saturday's game against Temple, as he pulled down
1 3 boards.
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Hare's your chine* to make
UMass teel a little smaller Come
check out IGU We may be a soron-

ty. hut not all sororities are the

same' RUSH IOTA GAMMA
UPSILON 7 OOpm. 3/3. 3/4. 3/5 For

more information call Sara. 549

6461

AUTO FOR SALE

1917 Jeep Wrangler black, nice

tires/rims Very reliable Runs great

S3000orB/0 Call 256-1080

1918 Ford Escort 5 speed. A/C.

U9K. runs well $1900 or B/0 533-

8413

ISM Hondo Civic white. 5-speed

4-tioor. excellent condition $2000 or

B/0 253-3746

1919 DAYT0NA TURBO 5-speed.

A/C detach lace stereo. T-tops. 88K

miles Asking $3000 or B/0 549-

2643

EMPLOYMENT
Belchertown Recreation Deal.

Seeking swim coaches (May-July)

Experience preferred M-F, E0E,

ADA Call Beth. Day (413)323-0419

1131967-4651

Notional Parki Hiriafl Plus Forest

Beach Resorts. Ranches. Rafting

Companies Up to $12/hour
Nationwide Openings Call 19191918-

7767 exi R180

EMPLOYMENT
MAKE SUMMER MEMORIES

JOBS AVAILABLE
TOP NORTHEASTERN PENNSYL-

VANIA CAMP
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS

MARCH 11th

Position* Available: basketball,

softball. roller hockey, tennis,

lacrosse. swimming(WSI).
sailing(WSI), water skiing, arts and

crafts (ceramics, sewing, scenery,

woodworking, photography, fine

arts), science and nature, pioneering,

ropes couise and climbing wall.

archery, gymnastics, drama, music.

horseback riding, and general coun-

selors

MUST BE ENTHUSIASTIC AND
LOVE WORKING WITH CHIL-
DREN AND ADULTS'! i!

PIEASE CALL TO SET UP AN INTER-

VIEW
TRAIL S EN0 CAMP (800)408-1404

(ASK FOR MARC)

Premiere Brother/Si*t*r Camps
in Massachusetts On Campus
Interviews Counselor positions for

talented and energetic students m
all Team Sports, especially Baseball

Basketball. Roller Hockey.

Gymnastics. Field Hockey. Soccer.

Volleyball. 30 Tennis Openings, also

Golf. Archery. Riflery. Ropes and
Rock Climbing, Weight/fitness and

Cycling, other openings include

Performing Arts, Fine Arts. Figure

Skating. Newspaper. Photography.

Yearbook Radio Station. Rocketry.

Swimming. Skiing. Sailing. Wind
surfing. Canoeing and Kayaking Top

salaries, room, board and travel

June 22nd-Auaust 20th Call for

information MAH-KEE-NAOboys)
'800 753 9118 OANBEEIgjrlsl 1-

800-392-3752 Recruiters On-Campus
Tuesday. March 11th. 10am to 4pm
at the UMass Day Camp

EMPLOYMENT
Counselors: Top Boys' Sports

Camp In Maine uet in on an excit-

ing, tun summer! Must have good

skills, able to instruct, coach or

assist Openings in Baseball.

Basketball. Soccer. Tennis. Hockey.

Lax, Swimming(WSI), Water-skiing

and all Water Sports, plus Camping

and Hiking, Ropes and Climbing

Wall. Scuba. English Horseback
Riding. Archery. Riflery, Arts and

Crafts. Martial Arts, RN's.

Secretaries Top salaries. aweson.e

facilities, room/board, laundry, trav-

el Call the (800) number now 1

(800)473-6104 for an appointment for

an interview on March 11 in the

Student Union Ballroom. 10am -4pm

.

or E-mail cobbacampOaol com or

write Steve Rubin, Camp Cobbcssee

(KatV bun-see) 10 Silvermine Dr
,

South Salem, NY 10590

Do Yea Love Kid*? Top Northeast

Residential Camps seek Activity and

Cabin Specialists to live and work

with kids ages 7-16 Great facilities.

dynamic staff! Flexible, diverse pro-

gramming in all Water/Land Sports.

Creative and Performing Arts, plus

full range of outdoors/experiential

activities Lots of positions available

Contact Andy at Staff Search.

(800)544-5448 for more informa-

tion/application Interviewing in

Amherst. March 10-11

WEBMASTER NEEDED For New
College Business Html Experience

Required 549-9919

RESTAURANT
Lookmq for dedicated people
Part-Time/Full-Time for fast food

restaurant Great hours Must be

available year round 593-1060 New
England Job Placement Restaurant

Staffing Services

EMPLOYMENT
Summer Camp Positions in

upstate New York Camp Hilltop is

seeking caring counselors with skills

in swimming, water and land sports.

A&C. horses, dance, music, moun
tain biking, riflery, archery, comput-

ers, high/low ropes Competitive

salaries (800)782-5319 ___
SAT Prep Course Teacher
$15/hour Needed in all parts of

Massachusetts Undergraduate
degree preferred Excellent Verbal

and Math scores required* Call

(800)808-7737 Please leave your

name and telephone number

FUNI FRIENDLYI Co-ed Summer
Camp in the Berkshires seeks new
staff Welcoming and supportive

environment Positions include-

General Bunk Counselors, Heads and

Instructors for Swimming, Sailing

Water-sknng. Baseball/Softball

Golf. Gymnastics. Lacrosse. Hockey.

Archery. Soccer. Music, Pottery.

Tennis. Horseback and more Day Off

accessibility to Boston, New York.

Montreal Call Today! Camp
Schodack (800)851-1164. E-Mail

SchodackOaol com

Pocono Mtns

.

Pennsylvania Excellent residential

co-ed summer camp Caring coun

selors to teach Video. Photography

Newspaper, Yearbook. Drama.
Music and more! Great salaries

6/21/97- 8/18/97 Call (800)572

8228 tor an application

Camp Blue Ridge A Co-ed overnight

camp 2 hours north of Atlanta, is

looking for enthusiastic counselors

We are hiring lifeguards and WSI. as

well as specialists in all sports, water

skiing, rappelling, hiking, arts and
crafts, riflery and archery For info

contact Oebra at 665-8463

EMPLOYMENT
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT
How would you like to work in exotic

locations, meet fun people, and get

paid? Call (206)971-3554 ext

C50018 (We are a research and pub-

lishing company)

Part-Time Sale* Rep* Wanted
"Lead the way into the 21st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat-

shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332
BleeckerSt-D40.NYC.NY10014

Cruise and Land Tour Employment

work m exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid! For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (800)276 4948 ext C50017

(We are a Research and Publishing

Co.)

FOR RENT

Collage Kids Welcome to Cape
Cod 1 5 bedroom homes for the sea-

son Reasonable rates Honey
Sperco (508)398-9367. (508)394-

2857

1 bedroom I* • 3 bedroom apt

Pufton Village On ma)or bus route 5

mm from campus/10 mm walking

distance Electric not included

$275/month Lease ends 8/97 Starts

ASAP Please call Larry 545-0198

Sugerloaf Estate* Ultra modern,

two bedroom apartments Free

heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washers/dryers

and more 1 On bus line Minutes to

Amherst Great specials 1 Call 665-

3856

FOR RENT
Pelhem 2 bedroom Mobile Home
Gas. heat No pets First, last and

security $500/month 253-5413

Cape Cod group 8i summer rentals

Waterfront nouses, Falmouth area

(508)477-6000

FOR SALE
New Large Dorm Fridge Price

negotiable Also snowboard with

bindings Call 253-9965

King Siie Bed with headboard

Good condition. $80 Weight
machine- great condition, $80
(410)625-7467

Mac Classics Style Writer* carry

ing cases. Works/Word Call Sarah

(413)585-6208

KLH 3-Way MOW SPKRS 06L 12"

Woofers. $250/Pr Call 253-6520

Mad Cnuy Cheap Floppies DO &
HD 3 5. 546-6963

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Happy Birthday Niki Love. Suite

306

INSTRUCTION

Boxing Three private 1/2 hour

lessons. $69 95 Call (413)732-8817

In Amherst Tues and Thurs eve

MISCELLANEOUS
Gorillagri

Birthdays, Anniversaries. Roses.

Balloons, etc Send the Cra/y Gorilla

We'll go anywhere, anytime

Student Rates Call 256-0287

MISCELLANEOUS
New Metabolism Breakthrough

Period Lose 5-100 pounds Doctor

approved Cost $35 (800)66(5-4793

ROOMMATE WANTED

Wanted Houaa or Aportment 4 6

bedrooms near campus for Fall '97

Ci II Tracey 549-7461 or Deb 549-

9933

SERVICES

Know Your Right* Do you have

questions about your rights' Do you

think your civil rights have been vio-

lated? Find out! Contact the Student

Legal Services Office. 922 Campus
Center, 545-1995

PREP-COURSES
GRE/GMAT

30 hours. $295

American Academy
1-800-808-PREP

(Please leave your name and num-

bar)

Pregnant' Need halpT Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

TRAVEL
Spring Breek 17 Don't be left out'

Space limited' Cancun and Jamaica

from $449. Florida from $139 Call

STS O 1-800-648 4849 for the best

retail

Montreal- Party Weekend April

11-13. 2 nights lodging and round

trip bus $115 Call UMass Ski Club

545-3437

TRAVEL
Fort Lauderdale erea, FL March 8

16. studio. $650/week (413)786

7133 Partial kitchen

Killington- Cheap Spring Break

$239 for 5 nights/5 days skiing Call

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

Europe $155. Canbb /Mexico $189

R/T Worldwide Destinations

Airhitch Tm. (800)326-2009

airhitchfflnetcom.com or www is

i

com fr/airhitch

Your

Personals Policy Rates
n(4uvr>4P* brfcjre pjyment and Mtrptavxe oi

a-hVCt*

mi vtA.1 NOT be ut*d m pmondaU ONLY
• nag .*-»<( »mtuhk avr attkm^d Thr onfy escap-

i*um avr tor buthoey or cangritutjiiom pemivuk m
*hKh (twin* lull rwvne wwjv be uttd

--'» are not jIUiwmJ in prrtonaU NO

4 A;ild«iii «n> 'K4 allowed *n penonjli fhn rne*»r»

dorm niom rumbrn a* v*HI

t rVrexanah at 4 thwatinine, or deweaaurr nature are

-** *h*r fVnuoaK at a vina*cfivr or l«6Hou>
ii»*ht> Prrtonal* ma* not he

a the- purpi***? at Karas*men(

Pru»an.t* may not he ut*d in ptnonalt
The prrwru»k tcclion i» lor pmonalt only The per-

tonak tectum mav NOT be irted to tell item* *ee4
roommatrv advertise meetings, etc

All pertonat* mutt Have the name aiftnatufe, and
UMaa* IO number at the student placing the at
tilled in on the intertion order Nan- students must
provide a valid driver's Itcerate and the license num-
ber mutt be recorded on the insertion order Use of

Ulte M3ent#H atton or mtvepresentatton is subject to

pmalters under the law
The CoHegun reserve* the right to Mute or to echt

any persona! mat dors not meet the CcWIrgwn s stan

dards in accordance with the vtatutes o1 the
Ccwnrnorntveallh of Mataac husetts

Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write c k*arly and

legibly We are not responsible for errors result

tng from illegible handwriting or type

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANMOUNC0M2NTS
APARTMENT FOB HINT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY MR IIPAY
HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT
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/ m ton* The L Mass Hillel

C sponsors Danny Rubenstein.

(.olumniM and political reporter for

-paper in lerusalem

on "Reporting from the Eye of the

Storm: Tales of an Israeli lournalist"

>0 p m. in the Hillel House

MaVRksj — UVC-TV 19 will have

.1 Motion meeting at 7 p.m. in the stu-

dio located at 21b Student Union
Building next to the University Outlet

Store Topics to be discussed include

upcoming elections. New members
and the curious are invited to come
and learn how to gel involved with

student television.

\\ i>rk\ln>p — The Learning

Support Services will offer a Micro
Vi ord for Beginners workshop from
9-10 50 a.m. on the I Oth floor of the

W I B Du Bois Library. Free. Call

">?4 to register

wen — Local band

TUESDAY. MARCH 4

Slumberland will be performing at

the Sights 'n Sounds concert in the

Student Union Art Gallery at 8 p.m.

Workihop — The Learning

Support Services will offer a Note
Taking & Studv Skills workshop
from 5:45-5 p.m on the I Oth floor

of the W I B Du Bois I ibrary. Free.

(...II i45 ISS4fto«ajj

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 5

Meeting — the Animal Rights

Coalition will hold a meeting at 7

p.m. in 506 Student Union. New
members welcome.

NOTICES

Elections — The Elections

Commission would like to announce
that the elections for the positions of

President. Student Trustee and all

local Area Government will be held

on March 1 1 and 12 from 1 1 a.m.-2

p.m. and 4:50-7 p.m. Locations to be

announced.
H ritirig submissions —

mOthertongue. a multinational jour-

nal published b> the comparative

literature department is seeking

submissions for its spring 1997
publication. Now accepting poetry,

prose, lyrics and one-acts in lan-

guages other than English as well as

artwork and photos from abroad.

Please include an English transla-

tion as well to department of com-
parative lit.. 505 South College.

UMass.
Meeting — Common Ground will

be holding support and advocacy

meetings for low-income students

and allies every Tuesday in the

Campus Center (room to be

announced) from noon-2 p.m. For

more information, contact Mary
Sutherland at 41 5-525-9725 or

leave a message in our box in the

GEO office, basement of the Student

Lnion.

Rand wanted — The UMass
Theatre Guild is currently seeking

a four piece band for the spring

production of Fame. The band
must include: keyboard, guitar,

bass, and drums. Great publicity

possibilities. For more information

call Heather at 549-5681 or lustin

at 546-0460.

Coffee Shop — Student Valley

Productions is holding a Coffee Shop
in April. They are looking for any tal-

ent coming from the Five College

area in music, songs, poetry, skits,

comedy, etc. For more information,

call Daisy at 255-6514.
Meeting — The Peer Mentor

Network is a student organization

for undergraduate and graduate
students with disabilities on cam-
pus. Everyone is welcome.
Meetings are Thursday nights from
6-7 p.m. in Campus Center. Please

bring your thoughts and concerns
to the meeting. For more informa-

tion, contact Susan Pilner ai

545-0892 or Kregg Strehorn at

545-4602.
Final exams — The spring 1 997

Final Examination schedule will be

available beginning March 1 5. Copies

will be delivered to students in the

residence halls, and will be available

to off-campus students in the

Registrar's Office (21 5 Whitmore).

The schedule will also be available on
the World Wide Web beginning

March 5 at http://www-

ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Suppodgrvup — JtEFLECT. the

Five College bereavement support

program is offering two support

groups this semester: A grief support

group for those who have experi-

enced the death of someone close to

them: and an illness group for those

currently coping with the serious ill-

ness of a loved one. If you or some-

one you know is interested, please

call us at 577-5516 for more infor-

mation.

Health services — Confused,

afraid, or just curious? Do you have

questions about sex. STDs. alcohol,

drugs, eating disorders. HIV/AIDS,
stress management or quitting smok-

ing or chewing tobacco? Don't know
who to ask? Call the Peer Health

Connections phoneline at UMass at

577- 5168. Trained students will

anonymously answer your questions

and tell you where to go for more
help.

Commencement Housing — A
limited number of residence hall

rooms will be available or the rela-

tives and friends of graduating

UMass students for the night of

Saturday. May 24. Commencement
Housing applications are available

at ihe University Conference

Service Office. 918 Campus Center.

To guarantee a reservation, com-
pleted forms with full payment
must be returned to Universiu

Conference Services by May I

.

There will be no on-site reserva-

tions.

Internships — Internships are

available working on Earth Day,

Hunger, Recycling and Clean Air,

Call Melanie at MassPirg. 545-0199

or stop by (he office at 425-

A

Student Union Building.

fVii art pubac strvitr

OWy To submit *n f
enrvameajnent'

FYl. piei* sent t preu
reteaw containing jM pertinent inlormattoo.

rxKjdng the name ana phone number of the

contact penon to th» Colirqian. c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day

UMass, Amherst,

Mount Holyoke,

Smith and

Hampshire
This could be your space

If you have a FYl announcement
for a free Five College event, you

can take advantage of the

Collegian's Five College

Community Calendar.
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

a HSCN Bulletin

Bodrd

3 CBS/3 Hartford

a CBS/4 Boston

m ABC/5 Boston

m PBS/57 Springfield

I HSCN Movie

Channel

m UPN/20 Hartford

B Weather Channel

ID NBC/30 New
Britain

II Fox/61 Hartford

m PBS/24 Hartford

13 WOCH&HSCN
ia UMATV
17 HSCN Programming

IB TV-19O ABC/40 Springfield8 NBC/22 Springfield

37

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

BET

BET on Jazz

UCTV
The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

rs<m*

MONDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB

WCVB
WLV1
WHDH
WTXX
WVTT
V/TIC

WWLP
WGBY
WGOB
WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

"TIC"
TNT
USA

HBO
"MAJT
SHOW"

1

t NawmX

i

I

6:00 1 6:30
Creature* |Bueine*e ftp!.

New* X ICBSNew*

Full Houaa I

Freeh Prince

Simpsons lT

Creature*

Near* a
Basketball

ABC
Freeh Prince

NBC
Matrtin X
NBC News

Roseannel

NSC
Business Rpt

ABC New*

Mad Abo. You

FamHy Matter* [Family Matter*

Putney "Touch ot Dealt?

WorMVIewX
Tick I
Beyond MOO
UpCloee

Supermarket

Howard Stern

Claris** E«pJ.

Star War* TrK.

Furniture

Dream On

Nest Slap (R)

Sportecenter

Debt

7:00 7:30
Newahour With Jim Lehrer X
Inside Edition

CBS New*

meide Edition Chronicle X

Am Journal

Ent. Tonight

Star Trek: Neit Sorter

Wheel-FortuneJJeopardy! X
Judge Judy I
Era. Tonight

Home Imp.

Wheel-Fortune

Reel TV (R) I
Hard Copy X

'

in -I-J-IJ IW
b#mTeiu |

Jeopardy! I
Newahour WHhJtm Lehrer X
Otinwd 31 Ent Tc

Setnletd X
Home Video*

C - Campus

I^OOT 8:30 9:00
A Laugh, » Tear, a Mfavah X
Cosby I
Coebyl

I
Raymond

Raymond

Spy Gam* "Why Spy? X
7th Heaven "Haloween ' (R) I
Fowrorlhy

In the House Malcolm-Eddie

MelToeo Place (In Stereo) X

CybUlI
Cyb.ll 5:ybiH

7n7/

9:30
Israel Beyond

Ink (in Stereo)

MARCH 3, 1997
10:00 I 10:30 I 11:00 I 11730

Women's College Basketball: Big East Semi

VL Streets "A Terrftle Beauty'

Ink (In Sre'eo) E2 Stmt* "A Terrible Beauty

Apocaiypse Witch" ( 1997, Suspense) Patrick BergrTx

loween JR)I [With Roger |Wlth Roger (News

Vi "Uth»l Wuponr (1989.' Drama) Mel Qbson, Danny Plover (in Stereo) I
In the House Malcolm-Eddie Newt LAPD

Fotworthy [eeVi •l»»J7n'«aftarir(19e9, Drsmajl^lGiPSCri.DarwyQkMK. (InSlereoj I
Married With [Piuiy I [News

Foiworlhy !«+«" tithl Weapon?" (1989, Drama) Mel Qfcton, Danny Glover. (In Stereo) I
How Serious la This? X Midlife Survival Guide :«

Late Show r
Lata Show It

Jenny Jones (In Slereo) X

H Patrol

Coach k

Spy Gam* "Why Spy?" I | The Apocafrpje Witch" ( 1 997, Suspense) Patrick Bergm. X
NHL Hockey Boston Brums at Toronto Maple Leais (Lwe

Eauallier (Part t of 2)

HOfM VWV09

MootyHo»i

Deify Show

WinglW
1

CroaanreX

TV Nation

J McCarthy

Tiny Toon

Sci-Fi Trader

In the Heat ol the Night X
Renegade "Rancfio EKOndido"

5 45) "AoVwfures ol Bucktioo Btmai"(5.45 "AoV

(5:45Ue*

* "Robin

ventsSingled <

Ddug X [Ruarats X
rime Trw "The Pnce ol Honor

-

«»« T/ipp»o-(19», Suspense

Biography: DonalcJ Trump

Prime News 1 1 Burden-Proof

Kathleen Qurtsn, Bfuce Abbott

Poirot

Larry King live X
**", Ttrnt Bumrs Dty CUT ( 1996) Matthew BrodericK

Wild Discovery: Wortd-BaH | Science of Twins

PWWS JS.

.Mad Abo. You
.

«*h "Buried Alrye''(1990, Suspense) Tim Maiheson

Tonight Show

Real TV (R) X
Tonight Show
Babylon 5 1

Tonight Show

Charlie Rose

Nightkne \
TV(R)X

Mlsa Marple (Pari*

World Today

of 2)

On Delivery
|Dream On

Airpower Showdown fighters'

Law * Order rr

Sports lllut

Daily Show

MonoytinoX

Comic ReKef

Wild Discovery: Worid-Bats

Collage BeeketbaM Metro Atlantic Conl ChamcKonshsp | College Basketbaft: MVC Championship "Teams TBA |Sport»c*nler

Designing

Idiot Sevai

HomeHme(R) IHomaUme (R)

In the Heat of the Night X
Highlander: The Series X

Testament

"Ghost"
(

1 990, Fantasy) Patrick Swayze 'PG- 1fS
oHMksiey "(1996, Drama) Devon Saws 'Pi?

yworved Myrterss* (In Stereo) | Tital Deception: Mrs. Lee Htrm' OswaW"
(

1 993

Prime Time (In Slereo)

Hey Amoidl |Happy Day* [I Love Lucy X |Munslers~

WMd Palm* "Everythng Must Go" (In Stereo) (Part 1 ol 3)

Road Rules

M.T.Moore

Ertreme Machines

WCWNWro(Live)I
|
Bennuda Triangle

ii
Tru

World Wreetllng Federation Mondey Night Raw

** "A»Mssiri»"(l995. Drama) Sytvester Stallone 'RX*

ee'A '7heQuicfiandtf)eDeao"(i995)'R'X

Drama)

Dana

Rhode

Intimate Portrait

Singled Out

Taxi tr

Future Fantastic

V (R) (In Stereo)

X

Adventures ol Robin Hood

La Femme Nlkita Escape" X

Odd Couple X

Ertreme Machine* (R)

Wild Palms iR
j

WCWNitm I :

Wings « |Wings

««'i "Pee-wee'i Big AoV»Yiiur*"11985) 'PG' X |
«S 'Digifa/sfan (19B5) Ken Olandt. 'R' X

ett "The JWor"(1996^uspense) Demi Moore (In Stereo) R' X

*t 'Machine Gun Blues" (1996, Drama) 'If

"tailing the Ghosts "(1996) 'NR'

On the Set
I ' Fortunes War'
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Bruno By C. Baldwin
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'
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Robotman By Jim Meddick

LUCKY %Hli io

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

7-

Dilbert By Scott Adams

rWGOiKeGYuJrWWD
J06GIHG.) SOUTe
^r->s HOURHhi ^lCAT«5WRT

»XRDOfCS0UR|,

iU)W5T,0M??

IT *>ANOLD TRICK...
PtOPlXDOTWATTO
WD6TLCIRFAT

AS VOL) PXQOESTED,

I HWE LEARNED
TO *DO rAORE WITH
LX5S."

I'rA 00ING rAORE

UNNECESSARY WORK,
WITH LESS PLANNING,
LESS INTELLIGENCE,
AND LESS GUILT.

1
I HATE THE. FIRST STAFF

MEETING AFTER BUDGET
CUTS.

AND LESS

CAREER
ASPIRATION
TOO.'

V

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick Dilbert By Scott Adams

RATBERT, ITA GOING
BACK INTO THE CONSULT-

ING BUSINESS ANO I

NEED TOO TO BE. rAY

ENGAGEMENT MANAGER.

YOU1L SEEfA VERY SrAAM
IF YOO RANDOrALY
COrABINE THE U)ORDS
ON THIS LIST AND r*AKE

rAANY REFERENCES TO
"U)AL-rAART."

ITS LIKE wUiAL-rAART."

rMGRATE YOUR VALUE
INTO THE UHITE SPACES

OF THE
ECOSYSTEM

tJOU).' THATS
ONE SMART
RAT!

Non Sequiter By Wiley University' By Frank Cho

^OCK

•aaftai.

TMMSaMG
rma»r i
scar

Voiat eye wi vetmj
NCSjaH CaMRf To
AMAkW r»H T«VM

sr»sf ASipe aatD G*T mo of
TUeic jicy umGmt i u. SNmw
ifcu Hew a tuemm UfTJ
weicntr m-K 5t*p «g -rm.<*

rurrtj w4 eAt» s,ot

l£* m.GCr a
CStkJaVUt Fi«T CJiSMP

Br

'

S. z QM Fry -rue M
l

l?$Mil Of
wut ait

SUM* 1 raiT Fy \
eU*c*»ST

SH4WP AND CaxMC
A IfWT^\ M-*cy
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Today's D.C. Menu

By Mike Rybicki
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Franklin Worcester

LUNCH
Chick Cutlet

Turkey Tetrazzini

Philly Cheez Stake

DINNER
Chicken w/ Rice Stuff

Spaghetti/Snozzage

Tofu Balls

Burgm

LUNCH
Grilled Sneeze

Spaghetti

Hearlty Latin Stew

DINNER
Chick w/ Rice Stuff

Black-Eyed Peas

Meatball Grinder

Hampshire Berkshit

LUNCH
Burger

Chick Cutlet

Turkey Tetrazzini

DINNER
Chicken w/ Rice Stuff

Spaghetti/Snozzage

LUNCH
Grilled Sneeze

Spaghetti

Wheatball Grinder

ire

DINNER
Chicken w/ Rice Stuff

Shrimp 'n' Snozzage
Black-Eyed Peas

Meatball Grinder

Close to Homo By John McPherson
rwmnmmn

For The Week Of February 2-8

AJUK8
March 21 -April 20
If hajti alma Inaje an ataranf to art

trai down, aak far • MUr hdp fmn
mararn ate knm what l» or ahr la

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Cvrrvday astatfa mmmnd anal of

Tour SMc at llw potnt If fou (Haaai l)

ran donl nqatct aniltiai* and try to

br haNlaal pou m the aran* itaartswi

a*jfn a ranaa ta an anpntant

drrMton Maaa Uf rour own ra*a*

TAURUS
April 21-iatey 21

Your tamer rudgraerit mar aay one

hint but thai timr™ nerd lo Katrn

to your krart Loa» holh war« brfot»

SCORPIO
October 24-Noreniber 22

ro*rra*n your Bra raaanrt wV art
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*M1 took oarkl Trral a Mmd ta a

aampap of your homnoun frnrraMy
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Umj 22-Jnnc 21
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Your profraatonal r* may nrrd to late

a back ant to your pmmal kfr n*ht

now Try a new kobby If you rt

Inlmated hi malana a birnd

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Carmar la ihr key lo your mooda thla

week There • no need to an orrrboard

but a nice rhanae of pare Ml do you a

lot of food Beware of afl aalea thla

week It would be raay to blow your

bud«et an •omettiln* you donl reaBy

need

ISO
July 23-Aaafuat 29

A HMD rernt aria the etaae for a

come Br aure you're

SAOTTTARIUS
Iferember 23-December 21

Youl aucored at anvthma you try the,

week, ao aan raah The aky • she aadtt

Erohark upon a new rnrndahtp or

retotionahrp try a new hobby—even
return lo achool Aa km* aa you re at

It why not late ann ntory of your
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VIRGO
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awil quite who they arem lo he at ftiwl

glance

CAPRICORN
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that could aaanal a need Your quart
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PISCES
Febnuuy 19-March 20
A walk through Ihe snow with a loved

Determined to keep heating bills to

minimum. Ken had the contractor Install

a placebo thermostat in the new house.

t ale and have eornr fun. too. Donl he

afraid to let the ktd In you have free

mn Whether it's i anowbal rejht or

another aprclai treat, youu have*

good laugh and enjoy yourarsT

For Entertainment Purpose* Only

Quote of the Day

U Preserve your memo-
ries because everything

else ends up in a garage

sale, m ft

•Ferris Buelter

"Ferris Bueller's Day Off"
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by Refer and Salem SaUesen eim

My ex-girlfriend Sheila is

hassling me about who owns

this special gold edition Batman

comic book.

She says it's hers.

I think it's mine.

Really I don't care.

i'djust like to totally end

this whole thing with her.

This breakup torments me.

I can 't sleep well. I wish it

would go away.

I wish she 'd go offand die

somewhere. No, I don't mean

that. But maybe she could

develop a limp. No, no, I don't

mean that either.

You know what would be

nice....?

A very slight facial twitch

something to remember me by.
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Whole team shines in UMass* Senior Day victory
By Chns Stanwn

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's basketball team has had some big

wins throughout the regular season. PhD u was the 65- 59 win

ONI Boston College in lanuary which revived hope in a roller-

coaster season. A month later, the Minutemen jumped back

into the national spotlight destroying then-No. 10 Maryland

78-61.

On Saturday, the Minutemen earned a 59-53 win over

Temple that in a week, mav be considered the win which

earned UMass an NCAA berth

In a game whose score was tied nine times from wire to

wire, the Minutemen last tied the game at 44 with 10:56

remaining on a pair of Lari Kctner free throws. From then on.

UMass pushed ahead for the win.

In fact, the final 10 minutes of play were indicative of the

Minutc-mcn - sty le throughout — a complete team game where

all five starters knocked down key buckets along the final

stretch.

A pair of V-pointers b> Carmeb Travieso and his backcourt

mate Edgar Padilla extended the lead lo tour (50- 4t>>. leading

up to something the William D. Mullins Center faithful have

never seen before.

With 4:04 cm the clock, senior big man Tyrone Weeks
grabbed a pass from Charlton Clarke and registered the first

dunk of his coUcgiate career, ironically enough, in his last hone
game of the season.

"I |ust jumped." Weeks reflected. "I wanted to laugh, but

there were six minutes left in the game so 1 waited until there

were about two seconds left to laugh. But it was great, now
everybody can get off my back about not dunking, especially

my teammates."

Seniors, teammates

give real team effort

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Tyrone Weeks held one of his little sister* as he put his

arm around his mother. Carmelo Travieso »j> flanked bv

hi- sisters as well. Edgar Padilla walked out with his moth-

er and father, who had participated in the same ceremony

a tear previous.

Three of the Massachusetts men's basketball team
nerstone- were honored before Saturday's game against

Temple, as thousands of fans waved signs, balloons and
even Puerto Rican flags honoring Padilla and Travieso's

heritage.

Weeks. Iravieso and Padilla will forever be associated

with the pinnacle of UMass basketball, a trip to the 1996
Final Four They will be remembered in the same context

as the mo-t recognizable of Minuteman names — |im

McCoy, Harper Williams. Lou Roe to name a few. The
iriu will be talked about in the same breath as Donta
Bright and Dana Dingle, teammates on that Final Four
squall

It was an touching ceremony, emotional without being

overdone. UMass coach lames "Bruiser" Flint hugged all

three players and then showed them a clipboard with

some of the plays he had mapped out for the game. He
IMM saving "Let's go to work."

Travieso had said two days before the Temple game that

once the Senior Day festivities were over, it would be all

business He wasn't kidding.

Turn to MINUTtM€N. poge 7

Minutemen earn No. 3 East seed in A- 1

It was another jam, in the game's final 15 seconds that

sealed UMass' win with authority.

Senior Cannelo Travieso (15 points) put up a baseline 5-

pointer that clanked off the rim, where Lari Ketner collected

the miss in the paint, throwing down a one-handed jam to give

UMass a 58-55 advantage.

"I saw Carmelo shooting it up and lackson had turned his

back to me." Ketner said. "So I just had a clear path to the

hoop."

To Temple coach |ohn Chancy . the monster jam was cour-

tesy of center Marc Jackson who didn't have his eye on Ketner

and the ball.

"He | lackson | didn't move quick enough to get the ball,"

Chaney said. "Perhaps he became a victim of sight and flight of

the ball-

That play was indicative of the way Kctner (12 pts, 4

Carmelo Travieso went out with a bang, scoring 1 5 points — all 3-pointers

Day.

LAUKN KOVK1T , COIUCMN

in UMass' wtn over Temple on Senior

rebounds) handled lackson all afternoon. The UMass
center, who plays against lackson in the pair's hometown

of Philadelphia over the summer, knew what he had to

do get the upper hand.

"I got out of rebound position early because I tried to block

his shots. But in the end coach told me I had to turn it up and

start grabbing some rebounds." Ketner said. "I knew he's not

athletic, so I knew he was going to back me in and try to shoot

over me or get me with some up fakes.

"I just wanted to stay on the ground and make him work

harder in the post so when he did get the ball, he wouldn't get

any shots because he was so tired."

Chaney cited the three UMass big bodies (Weeks.

Kctner and Inus \orville) as a key in neutralizing his play.

"I talked about Marc in terms of getting underneath

their amis and forcing three guys to foul him." Chancy

said. "He did get in the center, he did get in traffic, but he

tried to shOot a free shot without getting fouled rather

than getting in harm's way
."

On the rebounding side of the game. Weeks was relentless

on the glass, tallying 1 3 boards in addition to three blocks.

The Temple offense was led by sophomore Rasheed

Brockenborough and freshman point guard luan "Pepe"

Sanchez, who combined for 32 points.

"We did a pretty good job on those guys (Sanchez and

Bruckenboroughl down in Philadelphia." Flint said. They
didn't score a basket in the first half down in Philadelphia"

In the first hall, neither team opened up a substantial lead

m a result of both squads' tough defense. Senior point guard

Edgar Padilla was able to convert steals to UMass points in

addition to forcing Temple turnovers.

As a flock of fans poured out from the stands onto

Turn to BASKETBAU, page 9

Candidates still up
in the air for Coach,
Player of the Year

in A- 10 Conference
ly Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

While the debate over whether or not the

Atlantic 10 should receive five bids to the NCAA
' iournament rages on. there is also the question
over who will be named the conference's coach
and player of the year.

Coach of (he Year
Xavier's Skip Prosser and St. loseph's Phil

Martelli have been mentioned as likely candi-

dates, as each put together unexpectedly strong

seasons.

It makes for a tough choice, but some of the

conference '| coaches have made their decisions

"I'm not taking anything away from Skip, but I

think Phil is the Coach of the Year."
Massachusetts coach lames "Bruiser" Flint said.

"They lost a lot of guys that were very, very
important to the program."
Rhode Island's Al Skinner agrees with Flint

"Coach of the Year? I think the one surprise is

Phil." Skinner said. "No one anticipated them
doing as well as they have, but there's a couple of

Turn to NOTEBOOK, poge 8

UMass falls to Maine &
seals up HE playoff spot
By Jorma Konsanen
Collegian Staff

II you're just a plain hockey fan.

you can look at No. 10 Maine's
10-3 win over the Massachusetts
hockey team and say. "Hey! You're
still on probation!"

Yet. reality and basic journalistic

integrity stales the truth must be

told, even if the victor is staying

home and the vanquished will be

on the road for the postseason.

The Black Bears continued their

recent domination over the

Minutemen this weekend in

Orono. Maine, sweeping their sea-

son series on their own Senior
Night. A near- capacity Alfond
Arena was witness to their gradu-

ating seniors' last game, and Dan
Shermerhorn and Reg Cardinal
obliged, tallying two goals each in

the 1 0-3 victory.

The Minutemen's own senior

class represented themselves on
Saturday night, with forwards
Warren Norris ( 1 goal. I a-

and Tom Perry scoring a goal
apiece. It was Norris who got
UMass on the board first, netting

an unassisted goal on a breakaway
just 3:29 into the game.

But it was Shermerhorn who got

Maine right back into the game,
scoring a power play goal less than

a minute later. The Black Bears

went on to score four more unan-

swered goals, until Perry stopped

the bleeding with his power play

score at the 10:50 mark of the sec-

ond period, with junior defense-

man Brad Norton and Norris

assisting on the play.

After junior Shawn
Wansborough's score made it once
again a four-goal deficit, freshman

leff Blanchard cut the margin to

6-3 on another UMass breakaway

goal with I 35 left in the period.

Maine mercilessly came back in

the third period, though, scoring

four goals (two by Cardinal) to

pace themselves to the final of

10-3.

Hockey East Notes: It is official.

and after New Hampshire's loss to

Boston University on Saturday
night. UMass will be heading to

Durham. N.H. this weekend for

the first round of the HF. playoffs.

The best out of three series will

start on Friday night, and go on
through the weekend
The two teams played to two

tight 1-0 and 5-4 contests earlier

this season at the Mullins Center,

with the Minutemen unfortunately

ending up on the losing end. But

on Feb. I, the Wildcats ran ram-
pant on Towse RinR at the
Whittemore Center, skating away
with a 10-0 win.

The other first round playoff

matches are all set for this upcoming

weekend, with BU hosting

Turn to HOCKEY, page 8

UM women's hoop falls to powerful GW
By Mike Reiss

Special to the Collegian

WASHINGTON, DC. — George Washington's

Tajama Abraham was recently named the Atlantic

10 Conference Player of the Year. Teammate Noelia

Gomez, in the same voting, was tabbed the

Newcomer of the Year.

Last.night, it was that combination of old reliable

and new sparkplug that led No. 18 GW to an 80-39
victory over UMass in the semifinal round of the

A- 10 Tournament at the Charles E. Smith Center.

Abraham, a senior shotblocking center who has a

promising professional future upcoming in either

the ABL or the

WNBA, scored
23 points on
I0-of-15 shoot-

George Washington 80

Massachusetts 39 ing.

Gomez. a

junior from Madrid playing in her first season at

George Washington, added 22 points on 9-of-13
shooting.

UMass dropped to 18-10 on the year, and now
awaits a potential bid to the NCAA Tournament.
GW improves to 25-4. and plays in the tournament

final against St. loseph's tonight (5 p.m., ESPN2).
St. loc's defeated la Salle in the night's other semi-

final to set up the match-up between the league's

two No. I seeds.

GW was the No. I seed out of the West, while St.

loe's was top-ranked out of the East. UMass was
the No. 2 seed in the East. *

The Colonials have now won 22 straight games,

the third longest streak in the nation In addition.

GW has won 35 in a row on its home floor, which is

the second longest spree in Division I.

Abraham and Gomez are a main reason for the

success.

"In my six years of coaching, this is the best GW
team I've ever seen." UMass coach |oanie O'Brien

Turn to MINUTEWOMIN. page 8

|t«M» KANVANfN COUICIAN

Sabriya Mitchell and the UMass women's hoop team could not muster enough power to beat GW
last night in the A-1 Tournament.
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Trust and ethics

on the silver screen

johnny Depp
and Al Pacino learn

the meaning of

friendship under
unusual circum-
stances in Donnie
Brasco. Check out

our review (See Arts

& Living, page 8).

Postseason

play begins

Tomorrow
night, the UMass
men's basketball

team faces La Salle

in the first round of

the A-10
Tournament (see

Sports, page 12).

WORLD

Castro offers asylum
for Peruvian rebels

HAVANA (AP) — President Fidel

Castro, saying he was fulfilling a

"moral duly," offered asylum yester-

day to Peruvian guerrillas holding 72

hostages in Lima

Castro's offer came after Peruvian

President Alberto Fujimon made a sur-

prise visit to Cuba, seeking Castro's

help m ending the hostage crisis, in

which rebels have been holding 72

top Peruvian officials since December
"This is a moral duty, not a posi

tion taken merely for advantages,"

Castro told reporters after seeing off

Fu|imon, who returned to Lima late

yesterday

Earlier, after a red-carpet welcome
that underlined how rarely heads of

state visit Cuba and his talks with

Castro, Fujimori said Castro had
expressed a willingness to accept the

rebels it asked to do so.

fu|imori did not say whether such

a request was made.
"The discussion was fruitful,"

Fu|imon said, adding that the Cuban
leader showed "good will" during

three hours of talks "Cuba is willing

BparaM hot not to participate

as a mediator."

fu|imon said the two "discussed

some points that I can't disclose"

because discussions on the hostage

situation "must be discreet."

NATION

Arizona's English-only

law remains undecided

PHOENIX (AP) — The thorny issue

of English-only laws was left unre-

solved yesterday after the US
Supreme Court sidestepped an
Arizona case that had been expected

to decide the constitutionality of such

measures in 2 i states

The |ustices unanimously ruled

that the Arizona dispute over efforts

to make English the official state lan-

guage became moot years ago when
the state employee who brought the

challenge left her government job.

The net effect of the Supreme
Court ruling- reinstatement of a 1 988

measure that made Enqlish Arizona's

official language and required state

government actions to be taken in

English

The limited, procedural decision

alio leaves the situation unchanged
in other states In California, that

means no additional momentum for

an "English only" initiative approved

by voters in 1 9t6 but never enforced.

"They didn't address the real issue,

but at some point they are going to

hate to," said California state Sen.

Richard Mountjoy, who helped lead

several unsuccessful Republican
efforts to enforce the initiative.

The coOrt's ruling, delivered in a

37-page opinion by lustice Ruth

Bader Cinsburg, noted that the

English-only measure is the subject of

another challenge now before the

Arizona Supreme Court. The state

court "may now rule definitively,"

she said.
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Students take Goodell; demands issued

ALANA students negotiate; Protesters offer reaction to

new set of demands on table yesterday's takeover & rally

Humphrey brown I

Collegian Staff

& Lisa Chiu

With tired eyes and high hopes, the small core

group of approximately I 5 ALANA (Asian

American. l.atin American. African American and

Native American) students, ended their first meet-

ing last night with key University of Massachusetts

administrators with promises to continue the nego-

tiations process tomorrow morning.

The six hours of negotiations lasted throughout

the greater part of yesterday's student protest. The

demonstrators left the meeting resolved to spend

the night inside the building they have been occupy-

ing for most of the day. until their demands are

met.

What began as a non-violent rally, consisting of

approximately 175 participants on the Student

Union Steps yesterday morning, turned into a

peaceful occupation of the Controller's Office in the

Goodell building shortly afterwards. The coalition

of ALANA and white students had occupied the

office since approximately 10 a.m. yesterday morn-

ing.

Upon entering Goodell. the group presented a list

of demands addressed to Chancellor David K. Scott

via a messenger to Whitmore. Deputy Vice

Chancellor Marcellete Williams responded on

behalf of Chancellor Scott, who is out of the coun-

try and will not be back in Amherst until next week.

The list of demands includes various issues facing

students of color at UMass including; diversification

of the undergraduate student representation, more

financial aid and financial aid services and diversifi-

cation of the faculty and staff.

Other demands included a need for more
ALANA recruiters in the Office of Admissions,

active outreach for AI.ANA and first generation

low-income students, recognition of ethnicity

though American studies, more graduate students

of color, better ALANA support programs, an

administrative office of ALANA affairs and child

care.

The takeover began small as a few students

placed themselves in the Controller's Office, clog-

ging the mam entrance, while-other student.- contin-

ued to rally outside the Student Union. Using the

rallv as a diversion tactic, students filtered from the

rally bit by hit into the Goodell building.

Higher education

discussion held at

Bridgewater State

Wf Victorto Gfov#$

Coteoion Staff

The first annual Higher Education Student

Services Summit was held last Thursday at

Bridgewater State College and has been hailed "a

complete success" by Stanley / koplik. chancel-

lor of the Board of Higher Education.

The summit is sponsored bv the Board of

Higher Education to improve financial aid, regis-

tration and student billing practices at public-

colleges and universities.

Administrators from 1 3 campuses made pre-

sentations. The University of Massachusetts

Amherst facilitated the only student-run presen

tat ion. which was also the most hcavilv attended.

Coordinated by Sean Carter. L'Mass-Amherst

student trustee. Maurice <. ftoa. Student
Government Association (SGA) president and

Eleanor Court, associate trustee and
Administrative Redesign (ARD) coordinator, the

presentation was entitled "Student Initiative for

Student Services."

"It |the UMass-Amherst student presentation!

definitely made a significant impact. It was reallv

important that we as students were there." Court

said.

The conference was mostly attended by

administrate -

Trie forum focused on teaching conferees how
to make their institutions a better place to live.

"In November, we [the SGA Senate) passed ,i

motion with the changes we'd like to see. We
have been working with the administration to

implement student service chaivc..." Carter said

In a proposal written by Carter, the program

was said to hopefully "develop the philosophy

and processes that communities can use to

implement improvements in student services by

tracing those methods used by students and

administrators at UMass-Amherst."

"It is important to keep the university focused

on change, so when people remember their uni-

versity experience, they remember happy experi-

ences." Carter said.

"Our main theme was having students inte-

grally involved," Court said.

In a written press release. Board Chairman

lames Carlin said. "The summit looks at serving

the people who matter most in higher education:

the students. I look forward to supporting this

yearly summit throughout my tenure as Board

Chairman."

Conference attendees included campus presi-

dents, administrators and student leaders from

all 28 undergraduate campuses in

Massachusetts.

It is estimated that there were 250 to 500 con-

ference participants. Speakers included Scan

Rush, general manager for higher education at

IBM North America and Representative Harold

M. Lane. |r., chairman of the loint Committee on

Education. Arts and Humanities.

Inside, students sat and waited for administrators

to come down from Whitmore to begin negotiations.

The Controller's Office is in charge of overseeing

the policies and procedures of the administration,

faculty and staff. According to Tom Mathers, asso-

ciate controller for the Amherst campus of the

University of Massachusetts, the office deals with

travel reimbursement, administrative grants, faculty

research contracts and annual financial statements

"We're the hub of the bureaucratic wheel."

Mathers said. "We do everything for

the general administration of the

University."

The students waited for the workers

to relinquish their office space.

However, according to Mathers,
workers were instructed to continue the functioning

ol the office until they received official word from

UMass administration.

"What better way to let the administration know
that we need to get them here," said sophomore

Turn to ALANA. page 2

By Gregory Casimir

Collegian Staff

See Related

Story, pg 3

Yesterday, a large number of University of

Massachusetts students took over the

Controller's Office in the Goodell Building in

response lo what they see as growing negli-

gence on the part of the administration

against the student body.

The protesters gathered in

front of the Student Union
Ballroom at 10 a.m.. and pro-

ceeded to march to Goodell

Building. The group of pro-

testers consisting of ALANA
(African, Latino, Asian,

Native American) and white students, occu-

pied the Controller's Office in Goodell even

after the Administrative Negotiating Team
arrived. The occupation continued through

the night.

The purpose of the rally was to protest

THANO VO COIIICIAN

A Controller's Office employee seems a little nervous as ALANA students peacefully

protest what they see as the lack of dedication by UMass administration to the 1992

ALANA agreements.

Professors collaborate on Cold War seminar

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Mathematics and statistics

Professor Melvyn Berger and
Russian army General Alexi

Earfel are presenting a

two-part seminar on "Math
ami the Cold War" today and

Thursday.

I ai lei. who was head of the

Russian Space program during

the Sputnik era is also a

Holocaust survivor.

Berger f* presenting the

American side of "Math and

the Cold War" today and
Farfel will present the

Russian perspective on

Thursday.

"General Farfel is the ulti-

mate Holocaust survivor,"

Berger. a professor of contem-

porary math. Berger said.

According to Berger. when
Earfel was 10 years old. his

parents were killed and he

became an orphan. A man in

the Russian arm\ took Earfel

under his wings. Later, he

spent four years fighting in

World War II.

In 1145. Farfel went to mili-

tary school where he became

an excellent mathematician

and scientist. Berger said.

Farfel was later sent to the

highest ranking military acade-

my in Rus-i.i

I le was promoted to general

in I960 and became the head

of the Russian Space Program.

Both seminar- will be held

in I ederle graduate tower in

room 121 from 11:15 a.m. to

12:50 pm.
Following Earfel s speech on

Thursday, a reception will be

held at I p.m. in the Campus
Center room 1001-1002.
Refreshments will be served.

"I met General Berger in

Orlando and invited him to

Massachusetts and UMass to

speak." Berger said. "He is a

remarkable human being and

has so much to offer."

At least 125 dead in Pakistan tragedy

By Katfiy Gannon
Associated Press

ISLAMABAD. Pakistan — Rescue workers

carved through the twisted wreckage of a train

with blow torches yesterday, trying to reach

scores of injured screaming for help. At least

1 25 people — including 24 children — died in

the crash, hospital workers said. Another 450

passengers were injured. 50 of them seriously

.

when the brakes failed on the express train and

it derailed early yesterday morning. Pakistan's

state-run news agency said. The accident

occurred in eastern Punjab just outside

Khaniwal. 240 miles southeast of Islamabad.

"The scene is horrific." said worker
Mohammed Zubair. Residents of Khaniwal —
the first to arrive on the scene - pulled bodies

from the overturned cars and covered the dead

in white shrouds. Shops closed and hundreds

of people went to local hospitals to donate

blood.

The government called in the army to help

with the rescue. For more than 12 hours,

dozens of injured passengers were trapped

inside five overturned railway cars as rescue-

workers painstakingly sliced through the

wreckage.

what some students see as a lack of commit-

ment on the part of the University in fulfilling

the 1192 ALANA agreements, and to push

new 1997 demands, such as an increase in

recruitment and retention of students of

color, eliminating holds on pre- registration

and late fees, and the return of an Upward
Bound progTam to track poor students in col-

lege

lonan Murchea expressed how he feels the

Controller's Office is an ideal place to take

over.

"Students of color are being deprived of

coming to school because they don't have the

money." he said. "We want to accomplish an

increase (in the number) of students of color;

that's one of our demands," Murchea said.

A band of protesters rallied in front of the

building with signs and took turns speaking

on a microphone, in an effort to encourage

more students to come inside and take a

stand.

Many students brought their books to the

takeover site or went home to get work, say-

ing it was a testament to how adamant they

are in their resolve to have their demands
met. even if it meant spending the entire

night.

The atmosphere inside the office was at

first very serious and tense, especially when
the Administration arrived. The later pres-

ence of the police added to the true severity

of the situation at hand.

The negotiations ensued for hours, and to

many it seemed that nothing was being set-

tled. Some observers sensed an air of anxiety

and impatience pervading the Controller's

Office as students and faculty protesters

awaited reports on the negotiation's status.

To keep morale up. students engaged in

group activities. Some Native American stu

dents drummed, while others listened to

music, played cards and made up chants.

Study groups were formed for those who
needed help with their schoolwork

Students expressed their opinions cm the

situation. Natoya Madden, a sophomore

Turn to STUDENTS poge 3

Ph.D programs

ranked among
best in the U.S.

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

The graduate creative writing and engi-

neering programs at the University of

Massachusetts have been racked among the

best in the country, according to a new rep-

ulational survev of Ph.D programs that will

be available to the public in the March 10

issue of I I Nfvt el World Report.

For the first time since the magazine
began ranking graduate programs, the

UMass creative writing program has been

ranked.

The program was ranked No. 10.

The process in which programs were
ranked included questionnaires sent to

deans, administrators and senior faculty of

schools. Respondents were asked to rank

the reputation of the school, taking into

account the school's scholarship, curricu-

lum and quality of its faculty and graduate

students.

Stephen Clingman. English department

chairman, said that although he was pleased

to have the program recognized as one of

the country's best, he was surprised that it

was not ranked higher.

"Given our record over the past five or so

years, especiallv the prizes our faculty have

won. I think our program is actually one of

the top two or three in the country."

Clingman said.

He added he is delighted whenever pub-

lished iccounts and rankings recognize the

quality of the program, its faculty and grad-

uate students.

The College of Engineering was ranked

No. 44 in the country, which was deter-

mined by five measures: faculty resources,

research activity, student selectivity and
two reputational surveys which were dis-

tributed to deans and practicing engineers.

Dean of Engineering Joseph Goldstein

said. "We have been a top 50 engineering

colleges for some years, and it is great to

have our quality formally recognized. Our
success is due to a first-class faculty who
have achieved national stature, and to our

fine teaching program."

In addition, the engineering program has

been ranked the best public program in

New England.

Not all programs are resurveyed every

year. In these cases, the magazine carries

over earlier rankings. These include the No.

1 UMass Polymer Science and Engineering

Department and the No. 22 Computer
Science Program and the School of

Education ranked No. 54.

The issue of U.S. News and World Report

went on news stands yesterday.

A
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Cassandra lean- Denis. "This is their

paycheck. This is where everything on

the campus body needs to get done.

This is their central focusing point and

this is where we need to let them
know that we're serious."

By 12:15 p.m., the students had

filled the majority of the Controller's

Office. Sitting on floors, desks, tables

and whatever they could find, the

urgency to come to a resolution was

apparent.

"If we don't protest, things won't

change and nothing will get accom-

plished, because the University admin-

istration isn't going to do anything."

said demonstrator, Judith Schneider.

"The only way it will is if a whole
bunch of students get together and
just not take it."

The student negotiators demanded
that a core group of administrators be

present to discuss the demands which
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they brought before the Chancellor's

Office. This core group consisted of

Deputy Chancellor Marcellette
Williams, Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs Tom Robinson, Vice
Chancellor for Administration and
Finance Paul Page, Provost Patricia

Crosson. Director of the Office of

Institutional Research Marilyn
Blaustein, and Ombudsman Bob
Ackerman. Faculty Senate Secretary

John Bracey was also requested by the

students as part of the staffs negotia-

tion team, but could not be located to

attend the meeting.

When the demands reached
Whitmore, Williams responded by
sending messengers Ken Burnham.
Interim Assistant Vice Chancellor for

Enrollment Services, and loyce Hatch.

Assistant Vice Chancellor for Finance

and Budget. Burnham and Hatch both

expressed a willingness for the adminis-

tration to meet with the students with

the request that the students meet on

"neutral ground." away from Goodell.

"We won't budge — the adminis-

tration has control over everything. As

far as we're concerned, every place on

campus is neutral ground for the

administrators. We will not leave our

students so that the administration

can break us up." said sophomore
rally organizer Resa Singleton.

The administrative negotiators

finally agreed to meet with the student

negotiators inside of a secured area

within the Controller's Office.

By 3:30 p.m.. with negotiations

underway, the student morale
remained hopeful and optimistic.

Pizzas and bottled water were deliv-

ered to the students waiting for results

from the negotiations.

Other students occupied their time

by singing Native American chants,

dancing, playing cards, and studying.

Protestor Dan Lizana said, 'It's a

waiting game right now, Whitmore
[Administration Building] was locked

down this morning, no one came in.

they were completely afraid of the

ALANA students."

Discussions within the negotiations

consisted of heated debates between
the ALANA negotiators and the

administrative team. Debates centered

around areas such as the proposal of

the Honors Program turning into an

Honors College, the need for more
ALANA Support Services and the

actual statistical makeup of ALANA
students at UMass.

Deputy Chancellor Williams said to

the student negotiators, "I am not pre-

pared to respond yes to A [demand],

yes to B, yes to C, but I am prepared

that, with the current budget process,

there are recommendations within it

that are consistent with what's here.

What I am prepared to do is say what

we're doing with the budget in 1998,

we will certainly be paying attention

to the figures here."

Student negotiators responded with

angry rebuttals to Deputy Chancellor

Williams' statement. "We're sick of

hearing about what you think you're

doing. We want a commitment. We
want things to change today, not a

year from now, not a week from now,

but today." said negotiator and
Graduate Student Senate President.

Deepika Mayra.

The negotiations ended with an
agreement on both sides to meet again

for a series of three discussions to

begin tomorrow morning at 8: 1 5.

Bo»h sides also agreed that discus-

sion could not continue without partic-

ipation of "middle management" facul-

ty and staff such as staff from the

Office of Admissions, Financial Aid

Office. Bursars Office, and key faculty

involved in American studies programs

such as Irish Studies, Native American

Studies. Latin American Studies and

Asian American Studies. However the

administrators refused to call these

middlemen in last night, to the disap-

pointment of the student negotiators.

"We've sat down here since I p.m.

and what have we done? nothing!"

said senior anthropology major and

spokesperson Njeri ThelwelJ.

"We'll We've learned that there are

an awful lot of committees that don't

do anything." said junior spokesper-

son. Malwin Davila.

The administrative team also refused

to pay for food and water or provide

bedding for the student protestors.

At approximately 10:30 p.m. last

night. UMass police sealed off access

to Goodell. going against promises by

Deputy Chancellor Williams, that a

door would be made available for the

protesters to go in and out.

unfortunately; this is
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage Health/Safety Hazard
March 1 Feb. 27
A two vehicle accident occurred in parking lot 40 on A smell of smoke was investigated in Tobin Hall.

Hicks Way. Feb. 28
A two vehicle accident occurred on Commonwealth A broken water pipe caused flooding at Durfee

Avenue. Conservatory on Stockbridge Rd.

Accident— Pedestrian Larceny

Feb. 27 Feb. 26
A bicyclist and a vehicle collided on University Drive. A parking decal was stolen from a vehicle in parking lot

No injuries were reported. 3 1 on Governors Drive.

Cash and a license was stolen from an individual's wal-

Animal Complaint let in the Campus Center.

Feb. 26 Feb. 27
There was a report of an injured bat in Collidge A bicycle was reported stolen on Hicks Way.

Residence Hall. Feb. 28
Feb. 28 The staff at Goddell Library reported a back pack vacu-

The well-being of a dog left in a vehicle in the Campus um cleaner stolen.

Center garage was checked on. March 1

March / lames Connelly. 18. of 28 Baldwin St.. Winchester was

A bat was removed from Pierpont Residence Hall. arrested on University Drive for possession and trans-

portation of alcohol.

Annoying Behavior An individual reported keys and ID card stolen from

Feb. 26 Patterson Residence Hall.

Graffiti was written on a poster in Brown Residence A license plate was stolen from a vehicle in parking lot

Hall. 50 on Sunset Avenue.

Graffiti was written on an elevator panel in Brown
Residence Hall. Noise Complaint

Feb. 28 Feb. 28
A threat was written on the message board of a resident Daniel |. McNamara, 20. of 81 Main St.. Branford. CT.

in McNamara Residence Hall. and Peter J. Neliessen, 20. of 47 Raynor Rd.. Sudbury,

March 1 were arrested in Baker Residence Flail for possession of

Individuals were throwing rocks at Mary Lyon alcohol.

Residence Hall. Sean R. Croteau. 19. of 7 Sweetbriar Ln.. Andover, was

March 2 arrested in Baker Residence Flail for disorderly conduct.

Bottles were being thrown from Pierpont Residence

Hall. Traffic Stop

Numerous calls were made on a 9 1 1 line which were March 2
non- emergency. The party responsible was identified and Hung X. Pham, 27, of 77 Second St., Pittsfield was
warned. arrested for operating a vehicle with a suspended license.

Assault & Battery Vandalism

Feb. 28 Feb. 28
An individual reported an alleged assault by another Windows were smashed in French Hall greenhouse on

individual. The report in under investigation. Stockbridge Road.

A clock was ripped from the wall and smashed in

Burglary/Breaking and Entering Lederle Research Tower.

Feb 28 March 1

The Cluster Office in Brown Residence Hall was bro- A large window was smashed in McNamara Residence

ken into. Hall.

A room door was kicked in a damaged in Patterson

Disturbance Residence Flail.

March 1 March 2
Individuals were fighting in the Bluewall in the Campus Bulletin boards were damaged in Emerson Residence

Center. Hall.

March 2 Two vehicles were damaged in parking lot 32 on
Police responded to a fight in progress in parking lot 32 Massachusetts Avenue.

on Massachusetts Avenue and arrested Matthew C. Windows were smashed on a parked vehicle on Metal

AJbertson. 22. 1 1 Tudor St., Clifton Park. NY., for Crafts Building Rd.

assault and battery with a dangerous weapon, resisting a A vehicle was stuck in the lawn by the School of

police officer's lawful arrest, disorderly conduct and tres- Management on Presidents Drive.

passing. March 3

The construction site at Mahar Hall was damaged.

Family Offenses, Domestic*

Feb. 27 Warrant aervice

Patrick Belizaire. 23. of Pomfret School Rt. 44. Feb. 26
Pomfret. CT. was arrested on domestic assault and battery Melissa E. DiPinto, 18, of 8 Shady Dr.. Burlington was

charges. arrested with a warrant.
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students
continued from page 1

Psychology major said. "I think a rally like this is the most effective way
to grab the administration's attention. If we walk by like nothing's hap-

pened, then we won't get anything done to support us."

Ernie Michaud, a sophomore communications major, voiced her disap

pointment on the behavior of the Administration in failing to uphold its

part of the agreement.

"It's disappointing to me that I'm working hard scholastically and the

University has not fulfilled their part financially." Michaud said. "We
work hard and make the University look good, but they don't seem to

care about us."

Sophomore Cassandra Jean-Denis stated that now was the time to stop

what she sees as Administration's cycle of broken promises.

"I do not feel that as a sophomore in this University that this issue

could not have been resolved in 1992. There is no reason why any stu-

dent in 1 997 has to be dealing with these same matters over again within

a span of five years." Jean- Denis said.

"These are students' needs of which the University was well aware of

in '92 and '97. Now is the time to work for the future to ensure closure,"

lean-Denis said.

Resa Singleton, a sophomore biochemistry major shared her reasons

for participating in the rally. "I've been here for two years, and in that

time, I've seen the administration ignore -students and treat them as if

they weren't a vital part of the University."

"Because of this," Singleton said, "I felt that it was necessary to come
together with the Administration and help them fix these problems."

Many students are sleeping overnight until the negotiations start up
again. The negotiations ended around 8:30 p.m. and will continue this

morning.

A brief history of the ALANA agreements;

latest demands continue tradition of unrest
By Christina Soh
Collegian Stall

Got a tip?
Call Laura Stock, Collegian News Editor or a mem-
ber of the news staff at 545-1762 and let us know.
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The University of Massachusetts

espouses a policy of "multiculturalism

and diversity" but according to many,

including yesterday's protesters, the

number of ALANA (Asian, Latin

American, African and Native

American) students and faculty on
this campus remains inadequate.

Most ALANA students have noticed

that the numbers have not really

increased over the years. The ALANA
agreements appear to be a student led

attempt to rectify this situation.

The character of the 1 992 ALANA
Agreements is such that it represents

a profound challenge to University

policy. The philosophy of UMass
administrators seems to maintain the

status quo — a seemingly
Eurocentric curriculum; a predomi-

nantly white campus; the alleged

prohibitory, anti- student campus
bureaucracy. The ALANA
Agreements are an attempt to change

the very nature of UMass, to shake

up the status quo and to make this

campus truly diverse.

The ALANA agreements are a set

of demands that arose out of a series

of protests by students of color in

1992. But the protest that occurred

this particular year was not an isolat-

ed incident. They were responses to

the obviously hostile and racist atmos-

phere prevalent nationally and at

UMass.

In the late 1960s, students at

UMass agitated for the formation of a

Black Studies Department. According

to the Collegian archives, in 1969, the

W.E.B. Du Bois Afro- American
Studies Department was created at

UMass. This move was parallel over

much of the nation and a number of

Universities did institute black stud-

News

Analysis

tes.

In the '70s, as the numbers of

ALANA students gradually increased,

there was a need for academic sup-

port services and cultural centers.

Thrust into a predominantly white

campus, ALANA students com-
plained of alienation and estrange-

ment from each other. Many found it

difficult, given the hostility and
racism in the classrooms, residence

halls and campus offices.

Frustrated students
demanded increased
resources from the

administration.

The protests eventually

led to a renovated New Africa House
and the creation of academic support

services such as, CCEBMS (Collegiate

Committee for Education of Black

and Other Minority Students) and
BCP (Bi-lingual Collegiate Program).

The New Africa House served as a

"cultural center" and meeting place

for students of color.

Over the years, the administration

did not maintain the New Africa

House both structurally and in terms

of services provided. While the

administration spends millions of dol-

lars on the Polymer Research Center,

the Mullins Center and their own
offices in Whitmore. seemingly little

resources are spent on the upkeep of

the New Africa House. Why does the

administration not spend money on
buildings that primarily serve students

of color?

The '80s were a turbulent time for

people of color and poor people in

the United States. The conservative

backlash led by Ronald Reagan
apparently tried to dissolve the Civil

Rights gains of the '60s. This led to

heightened racial tensions all over

the nation. UMass was no exception.

According to Collegian archives, in

1986, after the World Series, a group

of white students attacked a group of

black students in Southwest inciting

a racial brawl. Unfortunately, such

racist attitudes were not exhibited by

students only. A few years later, the

administration falsely accused a black

female student of setting a building

on fire. She was later acquitted in a

court of law of all wrong doing.

Additionally, according to Collegian

archives there were
countless incidents of

police harassment
against students of

color.

The national cli-

mate reached a fever pitch in 1992
when Rodney King, a black man, was
brutalized by the LAPD (Los Angeles

Police Department) officers. The
acquittal of the four police officers by

an all white jury sparked a series of

protests all over the nation. Again,

UMass was no exception.

An estimated 350 students occu-

pied the Whitmore Administration

Building demanding that the

University of Massachusetts agree to

hire 10 new ALANA faculty members
(five men, five women) over the next

three years. It was a 1 1 hour sit-in

brought about by the Rodney King
beating verdict and what, according

to Collegian archives, protesters

called "a growing trend towards
racism on campus and around the

country."

This same group of protesters also

targeted the Collegian, as they

demanded reform within the newspa-

per and increased ALANA representa-

tion.

The Collegian protest made nation-

al headlines. As it turned out, there

were similar conflicts in the news-

rooms about who would cover the

Los Angeles riots.

Whether or not the administration

hired 10 new faculty of color as

requested by the protesters who took

over Whitmore on May 1 is unclear.

What is clear is that the atmosphere

for students of color on campus did

not change.

In the first week of October.
Memorial Hall was taken over by a

group of students protesting Columbus
Day: a day that for some, represented

500 years of violence against native

people in this country. Among the

demands were 40 scholarships for

low-income women of color, the set-

ting-up of a program that aids stu-

dents of color, a teach-in on Columbus
Day and a request that the state not

recognize Columbus Day as a holiday.

Also, Arlens Barosy a Haitian

Resident Assistant from Washington

Tower was attacked, and excrement

was smeared on his door. Hundreds
of students protested by holding ral-

lies outside Washington.
Subsequently, ALANA students, both

undergraduate and graduate, came up
with the first draft of the 1992
ALANA demands. The negotiations

conducted between the ALANA stu-

dents and the administration were
mediated by the United States

Department of Justice. Thus were
bom the 1992 ALANA agreements.

Since 1992, students of color on
campus have rallied around the points

of the ALANA agreements in the

forms of takeovers and organized stu-

dent protest. The administration has

since reacted in a seemingly childish

way by blaming students for not ful-

filling their end of the agreements.

Judging from the protestors state-

' ments, this current occupation of the

Goodell Building is just another
example of the failure of the

University to deal with the true issues

of multiculturalism and diversity.
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The following companies have listed

rewarding co-ops:

Connecticut Conference of Municipalities

Kraft General Foods

Kettering Foundation

Caesar's Tahoe

Lois Paul & Partners

Simon & Schuster

Phoenix Mutual Life

Arthur J.
Gallagher

Time, Inc.

Veratec/lnternational Paper

West Chop Club

ALANA STUDENTS
Confused about what to do after graduation?

Not sure what employment opportunities exist

which match your skills?

Uncertain about your career path?

Call Ruth Carey 545-4602

Take advantage of our Career Counseling services!

BIG RALLY
Saturday, March 8, 1997

9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Campus Center Room 1 63

The University of Massachusetts Community

Service Program is sponsoring the fourth annual

"Big Rally" Community Service Conference

To register call 545-3327

Come visit our table at...

HRTA CAREER DAY
March 5, Campus Center, 9am - 3pm
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Five years too late
Five years ago an ALANA takeover of Whitmore

forced the University of Massachusetts Administration

to take a serious look at the increasing problem of lack

of diversity on campus.
The two groups signed an agreement for UMasa to

meet a series of demands posed by the ALANA com-
munity. Five years later, the issue hasn't yet been
solved.

Yesterday's takeover of the Controller's Office in

Goodell signals discontent with the Administration's

failure to meet their promises of 1992. Once again, the

Administration has proven to inadequately meet stu-

dent needs.

There is no justified reason why students must be

forced to protest and take over buildings for the

Administration to hear their concerns. Without the

UMass Administration providing acceptable means for

student voices of reform to be heard, no other options

are l<ft open. The UMass Administration must imme-
diately fulfill all of the demands of the 1992 ALANA
agreements and take a serious look at the demands
issued yesterday.

We commend the protesters who took over the

Controller's Office, for their actions and their effort to

improve the University. It is important for all UMass
students to realize that the protesters' demands, if

met, will improve the overall University community
for everyone — not just for ALANA students.

I nsigned editorials represent the majority opinion

of the Collegian Editorial Board.

A takeover for all of us
Yesterday's takeover of the Controller's Office

might prove to be a long needed wake-up call for

the Administration that has been dragging its feet

on fulfilling the ALANA agreements on 1992.

But even more disturbing than the Administration's

kuaclivllj is the general apathy of white students on this

campus not directly related to the cause.

Throughout the campus a feeling ot curiosity and
amusemerit revolved around the takeover. Question-
arose among many white students over the need for such

a drastic move as a takeover.

For the most part, politics on this campus have become
ghettoized into specific groups. Groups such as ALANA.
GEO and labor have been pigeonholed, or more likely

ignored, by the largely white population on campus.
MM* cries of "well how does that affect me" is heard

far loo often.

Though it's often overlooked, the politics of each of

these groups effect everyone at this University and should

be taken seriously. Yesterday's rally and subsequent
take-over serve as the latest examples

Yeatordt] the protesters, led by members of the

ALANA community, issued a set of demands. At first

look, these demands may concentrate on issues of
ALANA interest but in reality, they concent catch and
•tajn student on this campus

Y\ ith demands ranging from alterations in financial aid

and admissions to formation of support groups, the

UMass student body must realize how these demands
may better their educational experience. We can not sim-

ply blow these serious worries away and ghettoize the

demands as an ALANA issue. They are not — they

should be all of our demands.

The predominantly white student body has consistently

downplayed ALANA concerns: yesterday's general apa-

thy is simply the latest example.

Look at the overall disinterest in the suspicious death

of Anthony S. Nsiegbunam, a 28-year-old graduate stu-

dent from Nigeria, who was simply found dead in his

automobile on Feb. 24.

If Nsiegbunam was an 18-year-old white freshman the

campus community would be up in arms. How often do
people just die in the cars?

Nsiegbunam may not be a victim of "foul play" at the

fault of the University but there have been hundreds, if

not thousands, of students of color who have fallen vic-

tim to the school's discriminatory policies.

But these discriminatory policies spread across the

board — not just towards the ALANA community but

also towards the poor and single mothers.

Yesterday's demands called for several key changes to

financial aid set-up. intended to transform the current

policy. "[Eliminate] the hold on students during pre reg-

istration due to outstanding bursar's bill: Allocate funds

targeted for ALANA students and low income students.

$2 million annually. These funds are not contingent on
G.P.A.: Individualized payment plans for all students per

semester, starting Fall
,()7..."

The demands also single out a vast improvement in the

University's distribution of child care including "an

JgtfitmtaUtiaa of a aMtatMuavd flexatye~4jaaild care center

in centrally located space with 60 seats, open for 80
hours a week."

Improvements in child care, financial aid and other

matters are needed for UMass to fulfill its mission to be a

public school — open to everyone.

Thank you to yesterday's protesters and their valiant

effort. Hopefully both the Administration and tl»e general

student population will soon awaken to these dire needs

that affect each and every one of us.

Mike Burke is a Collegian columnist.

In the Army now
Does a child have a constitu-

tional right to be breast-fed?

Most people, upon very lit-

tle reflection, will agree that

breast-feeding is beneficial for any

child. Many mothers, if able, will

choose to breast-feed their children.

But what if the mother is a pilot in

the United States Army? Is the Army
under obligation to let the mother go
in order for her to be able to

breast-feed her child?

Lieutenant Emma Cuevas and her

husband. Lieutenant |eff Blaney. feel

so strongly about Cuevas' right to

breast-feed their nine month-old
daughter, Isabella, that they have filed

a complaint in a Washington federal

district court on Isabella's behalf.

The complaint reads in part that

Isabella is being denied "a constitu-

tional right to breast-feed by having

her mother impounded by the govern-

ment."

Uh. what''

You get the image of Emma Cuevas
being held in a warehouse, filed

somewhere between cars and other

equipment.

In actuality. Cuevas is a helicopter

pilot with the Army. She entered

West Point as a cadet and the Army
agreed to pick up the hill, provided

she agreed to serve in the military

until May of 2000. Cuevas' education

Amherst support

To the editor:

We. the members of the Student

Policy Committee of Amherst College

which to extend our support to the

student protest at the Goodell build-

ing at the University of Massachusetts

has a commitment to all of its stu-

dents. We support the students in

their protest against the current

Bursar's and funding policies of the

University. We believe that the stu-

d<m- followed proper procedure in

bringing their concerns to the admin-

istration five years ago. At that time.

cost taxpayers $500,000.

And now. she wants out.

The dilemma is not whether

Cuevas should be able to breast-feed

her child. The answer is yes. of

course, she ought to be able to. But

should the Army allow her to renege

on her pledge?

The answer to that question is no.

The debate whether women ought

to serve in the Army or not has cen-

tered on the conflict between mother-

hood and military service.

For decades, women fought to take

their rightful place in the military.

Along the way. women endured sexu-

al- harassment and criticism that they

weren't good enough to fill the ranks

of the military. Newt Gingrich even

went as far to say that the risks asso-

ciated with trench warfare (last used

in World War I) posed a serious dan-

ger to women's health

But despite all this, women have

continued to flock into the military.

exercising their right to defend their

country. The Army has made some
allowances for women — they allow

women a paid six-week maternity

leave. There is no option for unpaid

leave.

Cuevas has been lucky. Her male
commander has allowed her to go
home from work for 2 1 12 hours at

midday to nurse her daughter. The

Letters to the Editor

the University agreed that the stu-

dents' concerns were valid, and
together they established the 1992
ALANA agreement.

We support the current protest due

to the fact that five years later the

University of Massachusetts has not

met the terms of the 1992 agreement.

Such little progress is inappropriate

and shows bad faith on the part of

administration. The current list of 16

demands evokes the spirit of the

1 1992| ALANA agreement. We feel

that the current protest is appropriate

in light of the inaction exhibited by

the University.

As college students, we must have

problem arises when Isabella becomes
hungry earlier than usual and Cuevas
is unable to go home to feed her.

loining the Army is a serious com-
mitment and Cuevas' desire to leave

not only undermines that commit-
ment but also weakens the role and
image of women in the military.

Women do have an obligation to

their families — just as men do. For

women, the juggling act is much
harder, because despite changes in

society's mentality, women are still

held accountable for the children.

If a court ruling allows Cuevas to

leave the Army, the tradition of

mandatory commitments may lose

credibility. But more importantly, her

actions could destroy the gains

women have made — women may
lose their hard-won place in the mili-

tary.

For those who believe that women
should not serve, Cuevas' situation

will provide enough fuel to block .

women from entering all branches of

the military.

If Cuevas does get her wish, she

will be able to take care of her child

in the way she wants to.

And if that happens, it will make it

that much easier not to take women
in the military seriously.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian

columnist.

a commitment to support one another

when we are misrepresented.
Although we are not students of the

University of Massachusetts, we sup-

port the protest because their con-

cerns are relevant to all students, par-

ticularly in the Five College communi-
ty. Therefore, the Student Policy

Committee of Amherst College would
like to make a public gesture in sup-

port of the student protest currently

in progress at the Goodell Building at

the University of Massachusetts.

David Brown
President, Student Government

Chair, Student Policy Committee

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and ao not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

"The Living Document"
Editor's Note: The following is the list of demands,

entitled, "The Living Document" given to Chancellor
David K. Scott by the ALANA students who are currently

occupying the Controller's Office in the Goodell Building.

The students maintain they will not leave the office until

all of the demands are met

.

Undergraduates

1. The percentage of ALANA students for the incoming
class to be 20 percent and the overall percentage of

undergraduate ALANA students should also be 20 per-

cent.

financial Aid/Bursar

1. Eliminating the hold on students during pre registration

due to outstanding bursar's bill: starting Fall '97.

2. Allocate funds targeted for ALANA students and low

income students. $2 million annually. These funds are

not contingent on G.P.A.

3. Individualized payment plans for all students per semes-

ter, starting Fall '97.

4. Eliminate all late fees, starting Fall '97

5. Diversify the Bursar's staff: professional and classified.

New hiring should be completed by the beginning of

Fall semester 1997.

Faculty and Staff:

I. Diversity Whitmore from the top down; hiring minori-

ties in key positions of power; as positions become
available these key positions should be targeted to

minorities — at least two candidates who are ALANA
be presented to the ChanceUur fur the new opening for

Vice Chancellor.

a. Search committees for faculty and staff hiring should be

required to have equal representation of students,

including a substantial ALANA student representation.

b. All candidates should be available to answer student

questions in the evenings, when there are no classes so

that students can easily participate.

c. A block of time will be set aside when no classes are held.

All meetings, search committees, etc.. requiring student

participation shall be held during this block of time.

Admission and Financial Aid:

1

.

Office of Admissions must hire:

a. a Native American recruiter

b. CCEBMS (Collegiate Committee for Education of Black

and Other Minority Student-.
| liaison

c. LAI RC (United Asian Learning Research Center] liai-

son

as Assistant Directors for the Recruitment of ALANA stu-

dents by August '97. The responsibility of all ALANA
recruiters will be exclusively dedicate to the recruit-

ment of ALANA students.

2. The four ALANA positions in admissions should be

filled at all times. The ALANA admissions personnel

should be the sole reviewer and decision maker for all

potential ALANA and Trio Program students. These
positions MUST NOT be combined.

3. These hires will be completed by April. 1997.

Active Outreach for ALANA and First Generation

Low-Income Students:

d. Instructors of said classes should hold tenure track posi-

tions.

Graduate Students

1. That graduate percentage, overall, of ALANA studests

be brought up to at least 14 percent of the graduate

student body as verified by an independent audit.

2. At least five more employees involved in rigorcus

recruitment of ALANA students, including in economi-

cally disadvantaged areas and Native Americans.

3. OMGSR (Office of Minority Graduate Student

Recruitment] funds be increased to at least $2 millbn

to meet our goals, which include 20 percent minority

graduate student body and funds for retention.

4. More employees who do only recruitment.

1. Create a program comparable to the Upward Bound
Program with a base budget of $500,000 starting

September 1997. This money should not be a result of

higher fees.

2. In addition. $250,000 should be given to the program
annually.

This program will serve the same population and areas as

the Upward Bound Program,

a. This program will be a separate entity from the SUMMA
and Talent Search programs (the assistant director of

recruitment will run this.)

3. UALRC. BCP. CCEBMS liaisons. These are all Assistant

Director positions. These positions report to the

Associate Director of ALANA Recruitment.

4. A position of the level of Assistant Director the ALANA
transfer students should be hired by June 1997.

5. There be more publications, pamphlets, brochures and
videos for ALANA recruitment exclusively.

6. Provide a suffici-nt. clear budget for ALANA recruit-

ment needs; for open house events, outreach efforts,

publications, etc.

Recognition of Ethnicity:

I . The creation or upgrading of the following to Major
Department status:

Irish Studies; Native American Studies; Latin American
Studies; Asian American Studies.

a. If there is no program in place presently in any of the

above, begin the process to establish one.

b. We also demand that the curriculum of each aforemen-
tioned department reflect its respective ethnic popula-

tion on the UMass-Amherst campus.
c. In addition, the University should remain aware of a

changing ALANA communities' academic needs and be

prepared to adjust and accommodate to serve them.

Support Programs

1 . An increase in full time counselors to aid ALANA stu-

dents with advising services:

CCEBMS needs two more full time counselors

UALRC needs two more full time counselors

BCP need two more full time counselors

An increase in funding is needed to fulfill the existing

needs of these programs, mainly tutoring. The above

mentioned support programs demand a $50,000
increase in base budget.

3. Enrollment Services: full time counselors for these sup-

port programs demand same salaries as other advisors

on campus.

4. In addition, a Native Support Program should be estab-

lished on campus, comparable to BCP. CCEBMS and

UALRC. This pnajram srtwtid be staffed with at least

one full time advisor and two graduate student

Teaching Assistant positions and work-study position

This program should be fully functional by Spring '9f.

The ALANA Offices Demands

The Administrative Offices of ALANA Affairs:

1

.

The creation of an administrative office of ALANA
Affairs comparable to that of Greek Affairs, the

Stonewall Center and the Office of lewish Affairs.

a. This office will serve as watchdog over University

Affairs, including all those issues that affect ALANA
students on a graduate or undergraduate level.

b. This administration will meet with the director of this

office and with its Office Advisory Board on a reguar

basis to ensure that ALANA concerns are addressed.

2. The ALANA Office Advisory Board will be composed of

ALANA students (graduate and undergraduate), facul-

ty and staff.

a. This Board will provide oversight and approval for tie

activities of the Administrative Office of ALANA
Affairs, including all appointments to this office

b. This Board will include two representatives of (he

ALANA Caucus, one each of the following programs
including BCP. CCEBMS and UALRC. One representa-

tive from the Student Office of ALANA Affairs'

Governing Board and one ALANA representative from

each union representing the faculty and staff of the rep-

resentative from the Native American community
c. The Director of the Administrative Office of the

ALANA Affairs will serve as an ex-officio member of

this board.

d. This office should be functional by spring '98.

The Student Office of ALANA Affairs

I. This existing office will remain an independent body
answerable to the Governing Board of the Office of
ALANA Affairs.

a. A full-time office manager and an assistant director will

be funded through University administrative funds.

b. All other funding for this office will be maintained
through its existing funding mechanisms.

Child Care

I .
The creation of child care sufficient to and affordable

enough for the graduate and undergraduate students of
this University.

a. Implementation of a subsidized flexible child care center

in centrally located space with 60 seats, open for 80
hours a week (serving an estimate 240 children at 20
hours a week). This center will serve graduate and
undergraduate students and all seats will be dedicated

for them, excepting vacancies remaining 30 days after

the start of the semester. This center will be implement-
ed no later than |an. 30. 1998. All fees for this center

will be set using the existing state child care sliding fee

scales. Oversight for this center will be done in full

cooperation with the director of child care and family

issues committee.

b. To answer the needs of the more than 2000 student par-

ents of this campus, University will provide $500,000
in child care vouchers for both graduate and under-
graduate students administering through existing fund-

ing mechanisms.

c. The University will implement a sick-care drop off cen-

ter and a children's library in (he W.E.B. Du Bois
Library.
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Brasco changes gangster genre
By Adam Levin*

Collegian Staff

DONNIE BRASCO
Directed by Mike Newell

with Al Pocino, Johnny Depp, Anne Heche
Playing at Mr. Farms Four Theater

Gangster movies undeniably contain a certain charm
that separates them from most other film genres. We root
for the ruthless killer by sympathizing with his condition.
Oddly enough, we offer compassion. Of course all mob-
sters must die at the end of a film; they have to pay for
their crimes. Yet, we most often identify them as the
story's hero and their character becomes glorified.
Remember The Godfather or Scarface (or most Martin
Scorsese pictures for that matter)? Donnie Brasco con-
forms to none of these conventions. There are no heroes
in this film; everyone is the victim.

It is strange to see Al Pacino in the role of Lefty
Ruggiero, a character completely unique from any Pacino
has ever played before and perhaps the exact opposite of
Tony Mantegne and Michael Corleone (Pacino's other
major gangster roles). Johnny Depp as well, has taken a
different path than usual as the film's title character.
Aside from being his generation's most talented actor,
Depp has always been the quiet, unpretentious rebel. As
|oe Pistone, a.k.a Donnie Brasco. Depp is aggressive with
outward rage.

Donnie Brasco is a true story, and that is most likely

the reason why it is so good. It represents the darker side

of the mob. but also in many ways, life in general. At the

story's core exists a bizzare critique of friendship and how
bonds can be made in the most unusual of circumstances.

In 1978, the FBI waged an unofficial war on the mob
by sending their agents deep undercover, Pistone's assign-

ment was to infiltrate the Bonanno family. He went under
the alias of "Donnie the Jeweler" and studied all he could
about his subject. Eventually, he met Lucky, a stooge for

up-and- coming crime boss Sonny Black (Michael
Madsen). Brasco earned Lucky "s trust and used him to

bring down Sonny and the entire Bonanno family.
However, somewhere along the operation. Brasco's loyal-

ty was altered. He no longer looked at Lucky as his

assignment, rather somehow he became his friend.

Lucky Ruggiero is one of the most interesting and com-
plicated characters to appear in a film in quite some time.

The fact that he is based on an actual character makes
him all the more intriguing. Early on in the film when he
and Brasco first really seem to bond. Lucky explains that

his son is a junkie, his ex-wife just moved into his build-

ing and that he has cancer. The real source of Lucky's
problems are that he has dedicated his life to the mob and
never even received gratitude. The only things Lucky has

to be proud of are his 26 knock-offs and, despite his brag-

ging, he knows that is not much of a consolation.

Brasco, on the other hand, never seems quite sure if

what he's doing is the right thing. He merely goes through
the motions until things go wrong. His wife, Maggie
(Anne Heche), has grown tired of her husband never

being home to help her raise their children. Brasco is

obsessed with protecting Lucky, and as a result, his family

suffers. Lucky trusted Brasco and once his cover is blown,
Sonny will kill him for it, and Brasco knows that all to

well. More importantly, Lucky has never had a true friend

before and is probably the loneliest person Brasco has
ever met.

Director Mike Newell, of Four Weddings and a
Funeral fame, sets his film's tempo at an entertaining

speed and brilliantly creates a sense of 1970s retro style.

This is the most untraditional gangster film made in years

and the end result is a refreshing look at the genre.
Although many of the characters are stereotyped as the

same mobster personas found in every other flick, it is the

central friendship that is so passionate. Donnie Brasco is

a reminder that there is a chance for formulated genres to

progress into new directions. A

Lois plays inspiring punk rock at Amherst College

By Bradley Skought
Collegian Staff

COUinSY UANOWAV INTtir/UNMINT

(ohnny Depp stars as FBI agent |oe Pistone, AKA
Donnie Brasco, in the true story of one of the strangest
mob infiltrations in history.

LOIS
Amherst College

Feb. 28

The magic of a live performance
is the opportunity it provides for
both the audience and the artist to

share the experience of getting
inside the music — of digging deep
into the work and meaning of the
artist, and coming out somehow
reassured, challenged and enlight-

ened.

No performance is more appro-
priate for this kind of communal
experience than the solo perfor-
mance. Stripped of whatever
screens the performer might put up
between herself and the audience
with a full band, lights and a gigan-

tic stage, the weight of the perfor-

mance lies entirely with the songs
and the artist. Lois' Friday night
concert at Amherst College may not
have been entirely revelatory, but it

was certainly a good case for the
power and value of both the solo
performance, and for Lois herself.

For the uninitiated, Lois' set was
good career retrospective. Every
album was well represented and
she often dug deep for the odd
cover and even a couple of songs
from her old band with Courtney
Love.

Most successful were the songs
from her first three albums
Butterfly Kiss. Bet the Sky and
Strumpet. The songwriting from
that period is graceful and subtle,

lending itself beautifully to the inti-

mate, acoustic setting. They also
find Lois in her strongest voice —
warm and clear with a little room
to stretch the melody. "Shy Town,"
from Bet the Sky, was probably the

strongest moment of the evening.
Beginning with a few lines from
The Smiths' "Sheila Take a Bow,"
Lois wrapped the song carefully

around her gently strummed chords
and wove it into a stirring, power-
ful climax — it was Lois at her best

and the rapt attention of the audi-

ence was testament to the quality

and passion of her performance.

Less successful were the earliest

Courtney Love songs, which
sounded amateurish and shallow
next to the beautiful, poetic shim-
mer of the Bet the Sky material.
The new material, also suffered
some from lack of familiarity and
recorded arrangements that find
Lois exploring new ground —new
ground which didn't always trans-

late well to the solo acoustic per-
formance.

Even when the songs didn't hold
up, Lois' stage banter and presence
were engaging and entertaining.
Lois' talents for observation and
storytelling are as effective in spo-
ken word as they are in song and
she kept the audience laughing and
interested throughout. This was

especially effective near the end of

the set when she gave what was
essentially her own "punk rock
manifesto"— a belief in the
self-created, the self-empowered,
and the dedication to doing what
you love. It was punk rock as a

state of mind and not clothes or
strictly defined musical genres.

Lois was dressed in slacks,
brown loafers and a tucked-in polo
shirt, but her message of personal

liberation through punk was no
less effective or believable. It

worked because she had proven
herself through music and attitude.

It was a flawed set. perhaps, but at

it's best it was an unbeatable dis-

play of immense talent, startling

beauty, and inspiring personal con-
viction. Lois matters and delivers.

COWTUY « HCOatK
Lois thrilled the audience with a powerful set last friday night

The Collegian Poll Rules:
I. Ballots must be dropped of at The Collegian office

in the basement of the Campus Center or mailed

to 113 Campus Center, Amherst, MA 01003.

No Xeroxed ballots.

One ballot per person

Ballots must be filled out with reasonable

completeness. Ballots less than half of the blanks

will be disqualified.

Independent Ballot Referees are hired.

Decisions of Ballot Referees are final.

All Ballots due by Thursday, March 13, 1997.

2.

3.

4.

WIN
PRIZES!

The Massachusetts Dally Collegians UMass' Best Is Intended
nlty. It Is a fun poll based solely on UMass student opinions,
deep and lasting significance. Please do not take It as such,

to be a good natured contest among the local comma
This Is not a harsh competition with results that have
but rather as a basic published poll.

I
Ballot

Name:

Address:

Phone #:

Student ID#:

/. UMass Grub
1

.

Best Pizza Place

2. Best Sub Shop_

2. Best Florist

3. Best Clothing Store.

4. Best Gas Station

5. Best Bike Shop

6. Best Bookstore

7. Best Hair Salon

8. Best Place to Work Out.

9. Best Tan Salon

3. Best Place to Go on a Date

4. Best Place to Eat if Your Parents are Paying

5. Best Ice Cream Shop

6. Best Chinese Restaurant

7. Best Italian Food

10. Best Place to Buy Condoms _
IV Arts & Entertainment

1

.

Best Place to Hear Live Music

2. Best Local Band

3. Best Radio Station

4. Best Music Store

8. Best Breakfast (Hangover Cure).

9. Best Bagel Shop

1 0. Best Vegetarian Place

//. UMass Weekend
1

.

Best Liquor Store

2. Best Coffee ShopI

I 3. Best Place to Start the Night Out _
4. Best Place to Finish the Night Out

5. Best Shot

6. Best Beer

5. Best Place to Play Pool

.

6. Best Cheap Date

7. Best Video Store

8. Best Movie

9. Best TV Show

I

I

| 8. Best Bartender (What Bar?)

| ///. Shops & Services

7. Best Drinking Game

V. Unique UMass* Best

1

.

Best Thing About UMass
2. Best Apartment Complex
3. Best Class

4. Best Reason to Miss Class

5. Best Reason to Hand in a Paper Late

6. Best Professor

! . Best Grocery Store

7. Best Place to Read The Collegian

8. Best Excuse for Not Graduating in 4 Years

9. Best Place to Study
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Muslim Taliban sect threatens

women's rights in Afghanistan
Women used as weapons of war

By Alison Crawford

Collegian Correspondent

By Christina Poletto

Collegian Staff

Last night, the University of Massachusetts chapter of

Amnesty International hosted a guest speaker to address

the issue of women's rights in Afghanistan today.

The speaker, who provided the alias "Yalda", lives in

constant fear of the terrorist episodes but still feels strong-

ly about addressing the vast atrocities facing women and

children in this civil war-torn area.

The lecture began with Yalda reading a prepared

speech that directly established a historical recap of the

last decade where, according to an Amnesty International

brief, "the women have been treated as spoils of war."

I bate enigmatic problems are the direct result of inner

conflict among various Afghan groups whose cultures,

according to Yalda, "are too diverse to connect."

Turmoil began in 1994 when the Taliban, a population

of "religious students trained and organized in Islamic-

schools in Pakistan." overran up to 3/4 of the present

population of the country. Other factions control the

re-t

It was on Sept. 27, 1996 that the Taliban occupied and

took over the capital city of Kabul.

Many believed that such occupation would provide a

wall of stability in these areas that have been plagued

with years of communist factions and inner disorder. Yet,

the Taliban has since done nothing but create more pan-

demonium, especially against women.

rding to Fundamental Islamic religious leaders

who misinterpreted Islamic principles in respect to the

rights of females, "a woman," is portrayed as "a creature

whose voice is illegitimate/lawless to be heard by a

strange man."
These are the interpretations that the Taliban have

used to base their unjustifiable and inhuman decree*

One such law states that women cannot leave the

home without "proper" reason Yet. this law is ambigu-

ous and constricting. "One woman received bullet

wounds for leaving her home in order to take her child to

the doctor." an Al brief said.

Immediate implementation of Taliban rule kneed girls

out of the school and the workplace. Widow and moth-

ers who have lost their nuilc ivlames to the war aren't

given the convenience of trying to earn a living and pull

themselves from the depths of poverty,

"Despite the overcrowding in the hospital* of

Afghanistan, most of the female doctor* and nurses are

terrified to go to work," said a documentary reporter

from "60 Minute*
."

As well, women aren't allowed to leave the home with-

out being covered from head to toe. "One woman was

publicly beaten because her ankle* weren't covered."

Yanda said.

The Taliban immediate!) put these rules into effect,

threatening the vast majority of women— more than 50

percent of Afghani*tan*s population with rape, abuse and

even death.

"According to the Taliban, these mca*ure* have *avcd

Afghanistan." Yanda concluded "It seems to me so

strange that the international law, and some of the inter-

national communities on human right* arc not *tanding

by their convictions, that they are all silent before these

incidents."

Yalda," spoke last night in the Campus Center about women's rights in Afghanistan

Abortion in the Third World exposed

l„ w : _L. -M-
oy rvucnvwv riMHiun

Collegion Staff

The Five College Women's Studies

Research Center hosted Yamila
Azize-Yargas as part of the

Lolloq_uium Series in a lecture enti-

tled "Abortion in Puerto Rico and
Chile. Extreme Legalities. Close
Realities." last Tuesday.

Vargas participated in a study of

abortion practices called Foro Abierto

Derechos Reproductivos. Chile.

Where abortion is illegal, has one of

the highest rates of abortion in Latin

America, and had never had a com-

prehensive study of health factors of

unsafe abortions, according to

\ argas.

The project, which reviewed more
•than 132 files from the Center of

Feminine Counseling in Chile, was

based on quantitative analysis includ-

ing age. civil status, income, educa-

B, family information and other

factors.

The testimonies of the women "are

human faces on the statistics," Vargas

said. Thirty-five percent of pregnan-

cie* end in abortion and 160,000
Chilean women obtain illegal abor-

tion*

Vargas found that "most of the

women prosecuted |for illegal abor-

tion*) were reported by the hospital."

She also found that the health profes-

sionals diagnosing women often

interrogated them and submitted

them to a process of "getting the

truth." about illegal abortions they

obtained.

After diagnosis, women also experi-

ence difficulty getting treatment,

endure a fear of being accused or

insulted by health care professionals

and suffer abuse while being treated.

These women also find that the quali-

ty of care they receive depends on the

person's opinion of abortion, and
sometimes results in abortion being

performed in a "rude and painful

way." according to Vargas.

Vargas told a story of one woman
who had to have her arm amputated

because of the complications of an

abortion procedure. The woman was

later sent to jail after being reported

to the police by the head doctor at the

facility where the abortion was per-

formed. The woman was found guilty

and sentenced to three years in prim
for having an illegal abort i.

It is this criminalization of abortion

that results in "violation of confiden-

tiality which jeopardizes the securitv

and health" of women trying to

obtain treatment. This violation i*

"detrimental to the trust of the health

care system," Vargas said. Vargas
noted that criminalization of abortion

also occurs in other countries such as

Argentina. Peru and Mexico.

In Puerto RiCO, where abortion

blGMM legal in 1973. women could

obtain an abortion at any time during

her mpMKjr. Dtapi* thi*. Vargas

found that most women did not know
abortion was legal because there was

no information about MrVlCM pub-

lished and abortion clinics were
forced to use euphemisms.
"Publishers did not allow the word

aborlion in the telephone directory."

Vargas said

Vargas noted the impact of the *up

prated information was K> suet

that even "health professionals didn't

even know if abortion was legal."

Most of the health proles*ional* per

forming the abortion* in l\ierto Rico

^er 50 years old and onl> knew
of illegal abortion procedure* per

formed before abortion became legal.

according I

The result of women not knowing

that abortion i* legal puts them in a

subordinate position and makes it

much more difficult lor them to "get

good care if they think it i* illegal."

Vargas said.

Concluding her talk. Vargas stated

that the audience probably under-

stood the title of her lecture, that

women's realities of abortion— legal

and illegal were not addressed. She

suggested that "feminist groups
should not locu* on right* issues, but

health itm

Welcome to the first Women's Issue page of the Spring Semester! Continuing with lust

semester, the goals of this page are to bring awareness of local, national and interna-

tional women $ issues to the campus community.
This page, dedicated to International Women's Day on Sat. March 8, provides infor-

mation on oppression to women occurring around the world. Although it ma) seem that

women in this country have made significant contributions to women's rights, women
around the globe are experiencing inhumane working conditions, prosecution for abor-

tion and rape as a form of warfare
These issues, although not taking place directly in this country, still effect American

women. One woman's oppression is every woman's oppression and we must fight to

eradicate all forms.

Sincerely
Michelle Hillmdn

Women's Issues Writers-

There will be a mandatory meeting for all Women's Issues writers and poten-

tial writers Thursday, March 6 at 6 p.m. in the Collegian office located in the

Campus Center basement.

The three and a half year war in

Yugoslavia is over, but the scars from

battle will remain with thousands of

Bosnian women for the rest of their

live* Some of their scars are obvious,

missing fingers and breasts, others

wounds go far too deep to see on the

surface. These women are victims of

Serbian rape warfare, one of the bru-

tal methods of ethnic cleansing in

Bosnia.

Rape warfare is a form of torture

which is a sexual manifestation of

aggression, not an aggressive manife*

tation of sexuality. The results are the

same as other forms o/ torture, physi-

cal pain, loss of dignity, an attack on

the victim's identity, and the loss of

self determination over her body.

During the war between the

Bosnians and the Serbians, women
were taken from their villages,

dragged from their homes by Serbian

soldiers, and brought to internment

camps throughout the countryside

PJMH camps disguised as hotels, cel-

lars, abandoned schools and gymnasi-

ums, served as safe houses for the

Serbian soldiers to gang rape their

captives.

In the trials conducted by the

International Criminal Tribunal at the

Hague, it was reported by investiga-

tors that "Many women and girls as

young as 12 were detained in prison

camps where they were forced to

cook and clean for the soldiers during

the day and were gang raped every

night over a period of several

months."

While the act of rape warfare is an

atrocity against humanity in itself, the

reasoning of the Serbian soldiers vio-

lating these women is an even greater

atrocity. The soldiers, who were often

acting under direct orders from com-

manding officers, raped the women in

the attempt to impregnate them. The
patriarchal mentality of the Serbians

dictates that the child will not have

any of the mother's identity, but will

be a replica of the father. Therefore

these women were incubators for little

Serbians. These children are little

timehomb*. eventually growing up to

fulfill their destiny and spread Serbian

nationalism throughout the world

Beverly Allen, a professor of

Comparative Literature at Stanford,

became an advocate for Bosnian

women when one of her students

came to her with translations describ-

ing the experiences of some of the vic-

tims. In her book Rape Warfare Allen

states that "women of childbearing

age are typically raped to make them

pregnant, held until abortion is not

safe and then released. During ordeals

they are told that they are carrying lit-

tle 'Cheniks' or 'Serbs'—in essence,

this is rape simultaneously to increase

the number of Serbs and 'decrease'

the number of Bosnians."

"Many women and girls as

young as 12 were detained in

prison camps where they were

forced to cook and clean for the

soldiers during the day and were

gang raped every night over a peri-

od ofse\'eral months.

"

When these women are released

they inadvertently reinforce the power

of the Serbian nationalists. These
women are set free during a prisoner

exchange so they can move about

freely and speak about the rape. This

produces fear in both men and
women because of the inherent dam-

age done by the rape. However, it also

demoralizes the men because they are

unable to defend their women against

the Serbian soldiers.

Allen argues that this is perfect bio-

logical warfare, since "the target pop-

ulation can be specified to perfection

(not simply women, but females capa-

ble of gestating a pregnancy), storage

of materials is hardly a problem, and

blow-back' onto the attacking troops

is, by definition, impossible."

The rape warfare as a method to

advance ethnic cleansing is warped

from its inception. Ruth Siefert, an

expert on the impact that rape war-

fare has on women, outlined five the-

sis' explaining the rationale behind its

use.

First, "Rapes are part of the Rules

of War." She explains that war is a rit-

ualized, finely regulated 'game' of

strategy. There are well defined

armies, clearly outlined enemies and

recognizable procedures at the front

(of battle). Bosnians are leaving their

homes, and in some cases their coun-

try because they are so ashamed and

repulsed by what has Happened to"

them. They would rather abandon
everything that they know than to

return to a Serbian occupied town.

The Serbians are achieving ethnic

cleansing, and rape is just a technique

of winning the war.

Second, "In belligerent disputes the

abuse of a woman is an element of

male communication.'' By raping the

women of their enemy, it becomes l

communication between men of dis-

empowerment.
Third, "Rapes also result from the

offers of masculinity that the armies

make to their soldiers." By joining t he-

army, the masculinity of soldier is

reinforced, it becomes a 'graduation

to manhood'. The soldiers are told by

commanders to rape, and many enjov

performing the act.

Fourth. "Rapes in wartime aim at

destroying the opponent's culture."

The reproduction of the Serbian chil-

dren are one way that the Bosnian cul-

ture is undermined, but rape fTfecti

the way that the Bosnian people view

themselves. Time magazine stale* that

"when a woman is raped in war. she.

her family and her community inter-

nalize the assault upon their identity
."

Fifth, "The background of rape-

orgies is a culturally rooted contempi

for women that is lived out in times of

crisis." Rape is borne out of hostifir)

towards women, and because tttoM

women are members of the eneim

they become the victim* of rape war-

fare. In extreme cases they are muti-

lated, their linger* and brea*t* eut oil.

or their stomachs split open alter they

have been raped.

Rape is not an act of war that was

singular to the Bosnian- Serbian con

flict. It has been a tactic of war tor

centuries, but it was not until the

summer of 1996 that the lnteniaiion.il

War Crimes Tribunal considered rape

to be an actual war crime l'icuou*l\.

it was viewed as a secondary offense
that was tolerated as general ahu*i\c

behavior by a soldier. The Tribunal

has indicted 52 suspect*, and will

begin the process of punishing those

that committed these crime*

The victims are coming forward to

tell their stories said I.imu

Baksic-Muftic. secretary-general of

the Sarajevo chapiei of the Union oi

Women's Association of Bosnia. "Thi*

could be the first time in hi*tor\ that

women are coming torward right .itter

a war to talk about rape." By coming

forth- and telling their stories the)

hope to see justice done for the hor-

rors that the\ have endured.

gNNtfll nn*A\ 1 OUIC.iAN

Chinese historian DuFangqin and translator.

Pioneer of women s studies and history

discusses marriage & family in China
By Kioto Meehon
CoMegion Correspondent

Madame DuFangqin. a visiting Chinese professor, his-

torian and pioneer of women's studies in China, spoke

la*t Wednesday about the issues of marriage and family in

contemporary China. Problems surrounding these issues

led to the start of women's studies programs in China

during the 1980*

DuFangqin described the characteristics that shape the

role that marriage and family plav in Chinese society such

as its high population and low economic class. Their role

in society is also greatly influenced by locality and class.

According to DuFangqin, "China doesn't have a

women's movement so much as an emphasis on family

and women's health." These became important issues

when divorce rates in cities soared after economic reform

in the 1 980s.

"After economic reform in the 1 980s. it is now possible

to divorce just because you don't like each other.

Previously the work unit would try to keep you together

even if \<>u didn't like each other." DuFangqin said.

Essentially, economic reform led to wealth which led to

divorce which goes against Chinese tradition. So many
couples were divorcing that a "moral court" emerged in

the cities to judge people who divorce due to economic-

reasons.

"Some people got really rich in the '80s and sometimes

young women became the mistresses of these wealthy

men. and so there arose the problem of a third party

interfering in marriages. Also, some educated women
didn't want to get married, so they became the single

women of the cities, while others wanted to escape the

limitations of their marriages." DuFangqin said.

DuFangqin described how the escalated divorce rate

Matistie* from 1981 to 1991 affected social relationships

in the cities. In 1981. 2.1 percent of marriages in Bejing

and 4 percent of marriages throughout the country ended

in divorce. By 1992. the numbers had risen to 16.6 per-

cent in Bejing and 7 percent of marriages throughout the

country ended in divorce.

In the '70s people in the cities greeted each other by

asking "Have you eaten?." in the '80s it was "Have u>u

gotten rich?," now, in the '90s they ask "Have you gotten

divorced?" DuFangqin said.

"In the countryside, marriages are more *tahle. e*pe

cially in northern areas. Tradition has a stronger hold

there. People are ashamed of divorce." DuFangqin said.

Because China is a patriarchal society, a woman mu*t

return home if she leaves her husband. Since land is real-

located every five years by the state, a woman can receiv I

no land to support herself or her children if she leaves her

husband.

"There is great dependence on family in the country-

side. Land is allocated, care in old age. birth quotas...

everything depends on family." DuFangqin said.

The one-child policy is another issue that greatly

effects the family unit. "In cities, it is pretty much accept

ed. In the countryside it's opposed by peasants it threat

ens their traditions and their livelihood," DuFangqin said

In the mid-80s the policy was strictly enforced on

peasants. However, in the '90s the government i* consid

ering the peasants' needs and allowing them more than

one child. They are focusing more on women's health and

les* on fertility.

Since 1982 the Chinese Academy of Science has been

focusing on issues of family and gender. A women's fed-

eration has also been developed in an attempt to per-

suade the federal government to pass a law protecting

women and children's interests. At their 1984 confer

ence they took the issues of marriage and family a* the

main issues they wanted to deal with, according to

DuFangqin. .

In 1985 the Chinese Education Institution estahlished

the country's first women's studies program- There are

now 20 programs nationwide. One major task of the*e

programs is to introduce western ideas of women* Mini

ies.
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Men s track falls in IC4As Women's distance medley squad takes first in ECAC's
By Steven Grant

Col leg Ian Staff

The Massachusetts Minutemen will

no longer have a roof over their heads,

as the last of the track and field ath-

letes still competing participated in

their final indoor meet of the season
Saturday at the IC4A Championships
in Princeton, N.J.

Tom Toye led UMass by placing
eighth in the 200 meter dash with a

time of 22.17 seconds. Scott Price's

time of 22.34 in the same event was
good for 1 1th place. The two sprinters

were the only teammates to make the

finals in the 200.

Others good enough to qualify for

the prestigious meet included sopho-

more triple jumper Andre Roach
(45' 11.25), shot-putter (an Stevens

(5C7.50) and the 4 x 400 relay team,

consisting of Toye, Price, Dave Cahill

and Neil Concepcion.
"1 was real pleased with the way it

turned out," Toye said of his finish in

the 200 finals. "Both Scott and I were
lucky to make the finals because our
times in the trials were kind of poor.

But it was a slow track, and most of

the times were slow."

"But it's about the competition, not

the times. Going in, you never know
how it's going to go. This was a big

step. I was happy just to make the

final. The fact that Scott and I were

the only teammates to make the finals

says something about UMass sprint-

ing." »

Out of the 52 teams that scored at

the meet, the Minutemen placed
52nd. Luckily, it's not about team per-

formance. But of course, one can
assume that Georgetown, the IC4A
champion, has a pretty respectable

program.

"I'm surprised 1 did so bad," said

Roach, who finished 17th. "It was just

a fluke. But I'm pretty excited for out-

doors. I'm a better outdoor jumper."

The 4 x 400 relay team was a bit of

a disappointment, as it failed to make
the finals, it's third place finish in the

trials was seconds below what it's

used to.

"It just wasn't our day." Price said.

"I probably should have passed my
man sooner than 1 did, but I decided

to stay with him. He was running

slower than I had thought. But you

can't look back."

Instead, you look ahead to the out-

door season, which looks promising.

"I think it's going to be a real good

season," Toye said. "Indoors is geared

more toward preparing us for out-

door, anyway. I just hope the weather

is good. I think the relay team will do
really well."

Price agrees.

"We'll be nasty in outdoors," he

said.

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's track

team has been competing at the

Eastern College Athletic Competition

since the program's inception in 1975.

In all of the events, over all of the

years, UMass has taken home
first-place honors only once. That hap

pened 10 years ago in 1987, when
UMass' Lianne Ambrose was the over-

all winner in the 500m event.

Last weekend at the ECAC's in

Hanover, N. H.. UMass did the

unthinkable, winning not one, but two

events en route to an 1 1th place finish

there.

The Minutewomen's distance med-
ley relay team (11:55.54) of Christy

Martin, Shelanda Irish, Lisa Flood and

Rebecca Donaghue pulled off the

upset of the competition, coming from

the slower, second heat to knock off

favorite George Mason in a thriller.

Donaghue returned only an hour after

anchoring UMass' DMR team to victo-

ry, in order to win the 1000m event

also.

"Eighty-some-odd teams belong to

the Eastern College Association, so it's

real difficult to win one event, let

alone two." coach (ulie LaFreniere
said.

The DMR team was led off by
Martin running the 1200m leg.

Despite starting off in back of the

pack, Martin picked up her pace, run-

ning the fastest race of her life at 3:43.

When Irish received the baton from

Martin moments before running the

400m portion of the race, UMass was
alone in third place. Irish (56.0) then

calmly went out and disposed of the

two runners ahead of her, and then

built up a solid lead for her team,

whrie distancing herself from the rest

of the pack.

"Shelanda looked fantastic, she was
so competitive," LaFreniere said. "She

went out there and nailed down the

two runners behind her."

Freshman Lisa Flood ran an impres-

sive 800m leg of the race. Flood had
little trouble maintaining the

Minutewomen's lead while running
her best time of the season (2:15).

When Donaghue got in there to

anchor the DMR for UMass. she blast-

ed the gap open further. Because the

Minutewumen were racing in the sec-

ond heat, they had to wait to see how
their times fared in respect to the

faster first heat. But when the official

time came in, UMass had pulled it off,

edging George Mason (11:56.37).

Needless to say, the women set a

school record in the process.

"The women were very determined

and competitive." LaFreniere said.

"We were real underdogs, we were not

supposed to win it."

Meanwhile, Donaghue had little

time to celebrate, seeing that she

had but an hour to prepare herself

for the 1000m run. When race time

came around, Donaghue (2:53.89)

forgot about her fatigue and went

out and won the race convincingly.

"She's such a talented athlete,

everyone was cheering her on
because they knew she had just

competed in the DMR," LaFreniere

said. "Of late, she's been a little flat,

but the real Rebecca Donaghue is

back."

Bruins
continued from page 10

wouldn't be the first time a goalie

took a no-name team to the Stanley-

Cup. Dominik "The Dominator"
Hasek may do it this year, and
Patrick Roy did it in 1993. the year

the B's should of gone to the Big

Show.
After a dignified little period in

Adam's twelve-year Career, he has

been banished from wearing the

legendary black and gold. He came
to the team when they needed him
most and performed to the best of

his ability.

He now joins Dale Hunter and
Peter Bondra in Washington D.C.,

where he could possibly make the

Capitols a team to look out for in

April.

It was sad to see Adam go.

though it may have been best for

the organization. 1 already miss

him. He was a class act, who never

stopped hustling, even when the

rest of the team had. I never felt as

though he was truly respected when
he was- in Boston, but now he

doesn't have to worry about it.

Let's take a moment of silence

and remember Adam for all he did

for the Bruins. He truly belonged in

Boston, sporting the sweater with

the big *B."

Now he'll go down as just anoth-

er great athlete who was swept
along the streets of Boston until he-

wore out his usefulness.

Congratulations Oatesy, you have

now joined such players as lose

Canseco. Irving Fryar and Roger
Clemens. Wear that shirt with

pride.

Jonathan M. Place is a Collegian

columnist.

softball
continued from pogelO

one-out walk in the fifth, and held a

no-hitter until Angie Long singled to

lead off the seventh. The one-hitter

was the second of her career.

In a hideously early 8 a.m. game on
Sunday. UMass had the luck of the

Irish in a 1-0 extra-inning win over

Notre Dame. Henderson allowed just

two hits and fanned seven in a master-

ful performance, pitching with the

added pressure caused by having no

run support. Her effort helped cap a

tremendous weekend for the UMass
pitching staff.

"We got great pitching performances

from both Harry and Liz," Sortino said.

"Harry threw an unbelievable game
against Notre Dame. Unbelievable. Liz

held Texas A&M at bay and you have

to be pleased with that."

Using the international tie-breaking

procedure — where each extra inning

starts with a runner on second —
UMass broke the deadlock in the eighth

to win it. Katie Kenderski. the UMass
runner, was pushed to third by a

Tracey Osier bunt and scored on a sin-

gle to left by Stephanie Mareina.

UMass fell 3-0 to Illinois State to

round out the weekend.

"Our defense was better overall."

Sortino said in synopsis. "Mandy Galas

I
returning from injury 1 was unbeliev-

DOLORES HUERTA
Go-Founder and Secretary/Treasurer,

United Farm Workers of America

and

DR. VERNON W. BRIGGS JR.

Professor of Labor Economics
School of Labor and Industrial Relations, Cornell University

IMMIGRATION LIMITS?

PRO AND CON
Wednesday, March 5, 7:30 p.m.

Wright Hall Auditorium, Smith College

Sponsored by the. Campus Climate Working Group
and the Hewlett Fund

The perfect opportunity has arrived for you to begin a

career unparalleled by most other industries!

We're Ames One of the dominant discount store chains in America, with more than $2 billion in sales and 300 stores in

14 states across the Northeast And, we've recently been named the Connecticut Retail Merchants Association

Retailer of the Msarl

Assistant Buyer Training Program

Because discount retailing has developed into a complex, dynamic field where farsightedness and strategic planning

are essential for success, we've created a formal, 7-week training program for you, that couples comprehensive

classroom seminars and on-the-job training with a successful Buyer

And because we're so dedicated to this program and your success, senior-level management will participate in the

classroom training; and experienced Buyers and Divisional Merchandise Managers will work closely with you through-

out al phases of your training

Upon successful completion of the 7-week program, you will become an Assistant Buyer Then, you'll work alongside a

Buyer, assisting in the management of a $20 to $100 million business!

As an Assistant Buyer, you will continue to participate in ongoing developmental seminars, Business Analysis Group

Workshops, and other training support programs ...all designed to uftimately prepare you for a career in Buying

We're looking for dynamic, creative, success-oriented graduates with excellent communication, analytical, and

planning skills

If that's you, please come talk to us!

We'll be at UMass to host an Information Session on:

Thursday, March 6th

7pm - 9pm

Contact your placement office for more detailed information or to schedule an interview.

Ames is an equal opportunity employef M/F/D/V.

able at second base, balls you thought

were base hits, she'd dive, come up on
her knee and throw the runner out."

"The hitting, other then the Texas

A&M game, was not there. We've got

to break out of it. What we need is a

game to swat the ball around the Held

and remember how good we were.

Right now it's coming down to keeping

our confidence and knowing that we're

going to break out of it."

DAILY
SPECIALS

• There much * thmq _.

Hi <t free ride."

From Our Lowfat
Cookbook of the Month

it» i Mi' li

Announcing the ATfcT

"Ultimate Road Trip"

Sweepstakes

.

Going abroad this

school year? ATiT

would like to help

pay your way.

10 Grand Prise Winners

- Round-Trip Air

Transportation from the

U.S. to the country where

you'll be studying.

Plus thousands of chances

to win high-quality currency

converters (hey. you may find

-jOB valuable than Che

air transportar ion)

.

To enter, call

i Boo iSJ-S* 1 * *** 3
00

Or you can enter on-line at

http: www.att.com Jtudentdbroad

Do it today.

Mo purchaae WMHiy Void ehere prohibited. aawapatakee and* */l/*
Opart to reeidentr. of tha US, II yaara or oldar, anrollad at a uOpen to reeidanta of tha US . II yaara or oldar anxollao at a US
colla9a or unlveralt> during tha '*7--»l achool year and traveling
internationally for 14 daye or aore Saa your Study Abroad Counaelor or

•aw.att com. at udent_abroed for official rulea and detail*http

• !»»> ATH

The Edwin M. Rossman Alumni Career Forum

Public Health & Health Sciences
Date:

Time:

Location:

Wednesday, March 5, 1997

3:00 PM
Campus Center 174-176

Sponsored by:

University Career Center

Umass Alumni Association

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their experiences in

the working world. Don't miss this important panel discussion!

Ian Wong '91

Mark Hughes '95

Alumni/AE Panelists:

Director of Health Services

Babson College

Welsley. MA

Martha Mastrobertf *91

Scott Chasan-Taber «94

Provider Unit Manager
Tufts Health Plan

Boston, MA

Director of Clinical Reporting

Kaiser Permanente

Farming, CT

Biostatistician

Manager of Statistical

Programming

Boston Biostatistics

Framingham, MA
For more information, please contact:

University Career Center

5452224

r,
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (41 3)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

AUTO FOR SALE
1987 Jitp Wrangler black,

nice tires/rims Very reliable

Runs great

256-1 080
$3000 or B/0. Call

ISM Ford Escort 5- speed. A/C.

119K. runs well $1900 or B/0
533-8413

1986 Honda Civic white. 5-

speed. 4-door, excellent condi-

tion $2000 or B/0 253-3746^

1989 DAYTONA TURBO 5
speed. A/C. detach face stereo.

Hops. 88K miles. Asking $3000
or B/0 549-2643

EMPLOYMENT
Camp Sloana YMCA,
Lakeville. CT In search of ener-

getic counselors and supervisors

for an unforgettable outdoor
summer experience To set up
an interview On Campus March
11. call Sharon Brown <W

1800)545 9367

Temporary Positions
Available

During Spring Break

Hadley Onice/ On bus line

Earn up to $350
Evening Shifts Available

Also hiring for summer
Callnow5B4-0215
Ask for Mr Baril

B.M. Enterprises
PT Positions m Customer Service

Oept
Sales, Service. Delivery

Must have car

M-F 4pm-9pm. Sat-Sun 10am-
4pm

EMPLOYMENT
Up to $400 per week

Call 584 7696 Ask for Mr.

Cavanaugh
Tues. and Wed. only

10am-4pm

Counselors far co-ed
Northeast Pennsylvania
overnight Jewish Federation
Camp(Jhours from NYC)- gener-

al, sports, drama. H20 ana arts

(800)973 3866

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY-
MENT- Work in America's
National Parks. Forests and
Wildlife Preserves Our materi-

als uncover rewarding opportu-

nities in the outdoors. Call

(206)971-3624 ext N50018(We
are a research and publishing

company)

Belchertown Recreation
Dept. Seeking swim coaches
(May- July) Experience preferred

M-F. E0E. ADA Call Beth. Day:

(413)323-0419 Night: (413)96?
4651

Notional Parks Hiring Plus

Forest. Beach Resorts. Ranches.
Rafting Companies. Up to

$12/hour Nationwide Openings

Call (919)918-7767 ext R180

MAKE SUMMER MEMORIES
JOBS AVAILABLE

TOP NORTHEASTERN PENN-
SYLVANIA CAMP

INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
MARCH Itth

Positions Available: basket

ball, softbail. roller hockey, ten-

nis, lacrosse. swimming(WSI),
sailing(WSI). water skiing, arts

and crafts (ceramics, sewing.

LMPLOYMENT
scenery woodworking, photog-

raphy, tine arts), science and
nature, pioneering, ropes course

and climbing wall archery, gym-
nastics, drama, music, horse-
back riding, and general coun-
selors

MUST BE ENTHUSIASTIC
AND LOVE WORKING WITH
CHILDREN AND ADULTS!!!

I

PLEASE CALL TO SET UP AN
INTERVIEW

TRAIL'S END CAMP (800)408-

1404
(ASK FOR MARC)

Do You Lovo Kids? Top
Northeast Residential Camps
seek Activity and Cabin
Specialists to live and work with

kids ages 7-16 Great facilities,

dynamic staff! Flexible, diverse

programming in all Water/Land
Sports. Creative and Performing

Arts, plus full range of out-

doors/experiential activities.

Lots of positions available.

Contact Andy at Staff Search,
1800)544-5448 for more informa-

tion/application Interviewing in

Amherst, March 10-11

WEBMASTER NEEDE
D For New College Business.
Html Experience Required 549-

9919

Summer Camp Petition in

upstate New York. Camp Hilltop

is seeking caring counselors
with skills m swimming water
and land sports. A&C. horses,

dance, music, mountain biking,

riflery. archery, computers,
high/low ropes Competitive
safaries (8001782-5319

EMPLOYMENT
FUN! FRIENDLY! Coed
Summer Camp in the Berkshires

seeks new staff. Welcoming and
supportive environment
Positions include- General Bunk
Counselors, Heads and
Instructors for Swimming,
Sailing. Water-skiing,
Baseball/Softball. Golf,

Gymnastics, Lacrosse, Hockey,
Archery, Soccer, Music. Pottery,

Tennis. Horseback and more.
Day On accessibility to Boston,

New York, Montreal Call Today!

Camp Schodack [800)851-1164,
E-Mail SchodackOaol com

Camp Blue Ridge A Co-ed
overnight camp 2 hours north of

Atlanta, is looting for enthusias-

tic counselors. We are hiring

lifeguards and WSI. as well as
specialists in all sports, water
skiing, rappelling, hiking, arts

and crafts, riflery and archery

For info, contact Debra at 665
8463

CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT
How would you like to work in

exotic locations, meet fun peo-
ple, and getoaid? Call: (206)971-

3554 ext C50018(We are a

research and publishing compa-
ny]

Part-Time Soloa Reps
Wanted "Lead the way into the

21st Century" with our copyright

"Slogan" sweatshirt. Be your
own ooss and earn extra money
fast. Send for details at: The
21st Century Group, 332
Bleecker St - D40.NYC, NY
10014

EMPLOYMENT
Cruito and Laud Tour
Employment work in exotic loca-

tions. Meet fun people and get

paid! For industry information,

call Cruise Employment Services

(800)276-4948 ext C50017 (We
are a Research and Publishing

Co.)

FOR RENT
Collage Kids Welcome to
Cape Cod 1-5 bedroom homes
for the season. Reasonable
rates. Honey Sperco (508)398-

9367. (508)394-2857

1 bedroom ia a 3 bedroom apt

Pufton Village. On major bus
route. 5 mm from campus/10
min. walking distance. Electric

not included $275/month. Lease
ends 8/97. Starts ASAP Please

call Larry 54501 98

Sugarloal Estetet Ultra mod-
ern, two bedroom apartments
Free heat/hot water. New
kitchens baths, carpeting,
washers/dryers and more! On
bus line. Minutes to Amherst
Great specials! Cal l 665-3856

Polbam 2 bedroom Mobile
Home Gas, heat No pets First,

last and security $500/month
253 5413

Cape Cad group & summer
rentals Waterfront houses.
Falmouth area (508)477-6000

FOR SALE

New Urge Dorm Fridge Price

negotiable. Also snowboard
with bindings. Call 253-9965

King Size Bed with headboard

Good condition, $80 Weight
machine- great condition. $80
[410)625-7467

KLH 3-Way 350W SPKRS DBL
12" Woofers. $250/Pr Call 253-

6520

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CAKES
You are the love of my life.

MISS YOU
Love, Mr. Man

Happy Belated Birthday
t. From Your Darlings

INSTRUCTION

Boxing Three private 1/2 hour

lessons. $69 95 Call (41 3)732-

8817 In Amherst Tues and
Thurs. eve

MISCELLANEOUS

SEEKING FINANCIAL AID?
Get the system to help find FREE

MONEY FOR COLLEGE 1 Detailed

profiles on 200.000+ individual

rewards from private and public

sectors Call Student Financial

Services: (800)472-9575 ext.

F5O017 (We are a research and
publishing company)

MISCELLANEOUS
Gorillagramt

Birthdays, Anniversaries. Roses,

Balloons, etc. Send the Crazy

Gorilla. We'll go anywhere, any-

time. Student Rates Call 256-

0287

New Metabolism
Breakthrough Period Lose 5-

100 pounds Doctor approved
Cost $35 (800)666-4793

ROOM WANTED
Wonted: House or Apartment
4-6 bedrooms near campus for

Fall '97. Call Tracey 549-7461 or

Deb 549-9983

SERVICES

Rental Problems Questions
about your lease/security
deposit deductions? Questions

about subletting/assigning leas-

es? Questions about the condi-

tion of your new house or apart-

ment? Contact the Student Legal

Services Office. 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995

PREP-COURSES
GRE/GMAT
30 hours, $295

American Academy
1-800-808-PREP

(Please leave your name and
number)

Prognont? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 549-

1906

TRAVEL
Spring Break- Still not to late

Lowest prices Jamaica, Cancun

Bahamas, Panama City. Contact

Matt 253-6473

Caribbean/Mexico $189 R/T
Europe $169 0/W Fly the world

dirt cheap ONE WORLD TRAVEL
587-000T

Montreal- Party Weekend
April 1 1-13. 2 nights lodging and

round trip bus. $115 Call UMass
Ski Club 545-3437

Fort Lauderdale area. FL
March 8-15

L studio, $650/week
(413)786-71 33. Partial kitchen

Killington- Cheap Spring
Break $239 for 5 nights/5 days

skiing. Call UMass Ski Club 545-

343f

WANTED

Tutor for CmpSci 401 (501)
Please call Greg 549-8969

Personals Policy Rates
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All others
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min./day

NO REFUNDS
Please writ* clearly and

legibly. We are not responsible tor errors result-

ing tram illegible handwriting or type.
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TUESDAY. MARCH 4

Concert — Local band
Slumbcrland will be performing at

the Sights 'n Sounds concert in

the Student Union Art Gallery at

8 p.m. Free.

Workshop — The Learning
Support Services will offer a Note

Taking & Study Skills workshop
from 3:45-5 p.m. on the 10th

floor of the WEB. Du Bois

Library. Free. Call 545-5334 to

register.

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 5

Film — The UMass Objectivist

Club will show a videotaped inter-

view with Dr. Leonard Peikoff. a

leading authority on Ayn Rand's

philosophy on Objectivism, at 7

p.m in the Campus Center, room
911. New members. Five College

students and community members
welcome.

Film — The Student Union and

Visual Performing Arts Space will

feature a film on Frida Kahlo at

4.30 p.m. Explore the various

"faces" of art throughout history

in a cross-cultural context.

Classes are welcome.

Meeting — the Animal Rights

Coalition will hold a meeting at 7

p.m. in 306 Student Union. New
members welcome.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry

Society will hold this week's
meeting at 7 p.m. downstairs in

the Campus Center, room 162.

Anyone who appreciates or writes

poetry is welcome. New members
are always welcome. For more
information, contact Tim at

546-0562 or Kaye at 546-1459.

Meeting — The Student Health

Advisory Board (SHAB) will hold

its third meeting of the spring

semester in Room 304 of

University Health Services from
5:30-6:30 p.m. All are welcome
to attend.

THURSOAV. MARCH 6

Lecture — Barbara Rheinhold.

director of the Career
Development Office at Smith
College presents "Out in the

Workplace: To Be or Not to Be."

The event is free and will begin at

12:30 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 803. wheelchair accessible.

Sponsored by the UMass
Stonewall Center.

Workshop, discussion — Are

you graduating and/or looking for

a job or internship and have a dis-

ability? Are you worried about,

disclosing your disability? The
Peer Mentor Network along with

Disability Services and Learning

Disabled Support Services are

presenting a workshop on
"Disclosure: What to do?" from

6-8 p.m. in the Campus Center.

Please join the PMN. D.S.. LDSS
and the campus community for a

roundtable discussion on disclo-

sure. For more information, con-

tact Susan Pilner at 545-0892 or

Krcgg Strehorn at 545-4602.

NOTICES

Elections — The Elections

Commission would like to

announce that the elections for

the positions of President.

Student Trustee and all local Area

Government will be held on
March II and 12 from 11 a.m. -2

p.m. and 4:30-7 p.m. Locations

to be announced.

Writing submissions —
mOthertongue. a multinational

journal published by the compara-

tive literature department is seek-

ing submissions for its spring

1997 publication. Now accepting

poetry, prose, lyrics and one-acts

in languages other than English as

well as artwork and photos from

abroad. Please include an English

translation as well to department

of comparative literature. 303

South College. UMass.

Meeting — Common Ground
will be holding support and advo-

cacy meetings for low-income stu-

dents and allies every Tuesday in

the Campus Center (room to be

announced) from noon-2 p.m
For more information, contact

Mary Sutherland at

413-323-9725 or leave a message

in our box in the GEO office,

basement of the Student Union.

Band wanted — The UMass
Theatre Guild is currently seeking

a four piece band for the spring

production of Fame. The band
must include: keyboard, guitar,

bass, and drums. Great publicity

possibilities. For more informa-

tion call Heather @ 549-3681 or

lust in « 546-0460.

Coffee Shop — Student Valley

Productions is holding a Coffee

Shop in April. They are looking

for any talent coming from the

Five College area in music, songs,

poetry, skits, comedy, etc. For

more information, call Daisy C*

253-6514.
Meeting — The Peer Mentor

Network is a student organization

for undergraduate and graduate

students with disabilities on cam-

pus. Everyone is welcome.
Meetings are Thursday nights

from 6-7 p.m. in Campus Center.

Please bring your thoughts and

concerns to the meeting. For more
information, contact Susan Pilner

at 545-0892 or Kregg Strehorn at

545-4602.

Final exams — The spring 1 997

Final Examination schedule will

be available beginning March 13.

Copies will be delivered to stu-

dents in the residence halls, and

will be available to off-campus
students in the Registrar's Office

(213 Whitmore). The schedule

will also be available on the

World Wide Web beginning
March 3 at

http://www.ureg.admin.umass.ed

u.

Support group — REFLECT,
the Five College bereavement sup-

port program is offering two sup-

port groups this semester: A grief

support group for those who have

experienced the death of someone

close to them; and an illness

group for those currently coping

with the serious illness of a loved

one. If you or someone you know
is interested, please call us at

577-5316 for more informal ion.

Health services — Confused,

afraid, or just curious? Do you

have questions about sex, STDs,

alcohol, drugs, eating disorders,

HIV/AIDS, stress management or

quitting smoking or chewing
tobacco? Don't know who to ask?

FYTs art pubic scrvtc* announcements printed

dally To submit an FY), please land a press

release containing all pertinent information,

txtudng the nam* and phone number ot the

contact person to the Co/legion, c/o the
Manacang tdrtor by noon the previous day

Call the Peer Health Connections

phoneline at UMass at 577- 5168.

Trained students will anonymous-
ly answer your questions and tell

you where to go for more help.

Commencement Housing — A
limited number of residence hall

rooms will be available or the rel-

atives and friends of graduating

UMass students for the night of

Saturday, May 24.

Commencement Housing applica-

tions are available at the

University Conference Service

Office. 918 Campus Center. To
guarantee a reservation, complet-

ed forms with full payment must

be returned to University

Conference Services by May 1

.

There will be no on-site reserva-

tions.

Internships — Internships are

available working on Earth Day,

Hunger. Recycling and Clean Air.

Call Melanie at MassPirg,
545-0199 or stop by the office at

423-A Student Union Building.
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

HSCN Bulletin

Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie
Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

13 WOCH&HSCN
14 UMATV
IT HSCN Programming

IB TV-19O ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

ID

11

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

BET

BET on Jazz

UCTV
The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music
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Baal TV (R) I
Hard Copy I
S*int*ki X

Nawartour With Jim Lettrar X
Seinfeld X
SelnMdX

Ent. Tonight

C- Campus

Colm Wllkinaon Sings... (In Stareo)

7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 I 10:30 I 11:00 11 1:30

Promised Land Downsuad* X
Promised Land "Downsized" X
Roaaanne X |EHen X

MARCH 4, 1997

Lord ol the Dane*

Wtw the CraOt fate" (1997, Drama) Linda Gray X
"VVnaYi the Cr*3e Fatt'(i997, Drama) Unda Gray. X
Horn* Imp. [Spin City X I

*«» *(>i»»>Li»^"(1991,C<»i)e(ty-Orama) John Candy.

Mad Abo. You Mad Abo. You fraaier(R)X

Moeaha iRj I Good* Ben

Mad Abo. You |Mad Abo. You [Fratiar (Rj X
Sparta (R) I

Just Shoot Ma

Sparta (R)X

Just Shoot I

* 'Sittef Ad2 Sac*nri«HaM"(l993) WhoopiGoldperg X
Mad Abo. You |Mad Abo. You |fraaler (R) X |Juat Shoot Ma

Eight Waefca to Optimum Hearth (in Slereo)

RoaaannaX lEIktnX |Homalmp. 19pm City X
NBA Baaketbatl Boston Cafes at Indiana Pacers (Live)

Home Video* HoroeVideoa l*»!V"B*n> the Hunter (1987, Adventure) Ben|l, RedSleagall \"Grey$tt*e: The Ltgend ol Tarzan, Lord o/ffia Apes "(1964)

Equatear (Pari 2 ot 2)

MoneyllneX CroaaftreX

Daily Shew (R) ]TV Nation

Winga"ME-262 TheJel'(R)

Debt

Road Rules

Tiny Toon

Dartaid*

Renovation

in the Heat ot trie Night X
Ranagada "Cop lor a Day^X

(6:15) *«r> "SW»«)C*s"( 1993)
'

Designing

Singiad Out

DougX

CoHaga

(R) |Wll

BaeketbaU

Practice "Pilot' I

(In Slereo) X
ILAPD

Dateline (In Stereo) X
News

Dateline (In Stereo) X
Living Eden* (In Slereo) XLiving £
Practice Pilot" X
New* Martin X

NewSX

X NlghtHrt* X
Jenny Jonee (In Stereo) X

Lata Show .ft

Lai* Shows

H. Patrol

Coach X

Tonight Show"

R»alTV(R)X

Tonight Show
Dtp Spec* 9

Tonight Show

Colm Wilkinson Sing*- ,(R)

NewaX
Mad Abo You

WgrwTnaX
TV(R)X

Biography: Conrad Hilton

Prime New* X |Burd*rrProot

Sinbad: Brain Damaged (R~

Wild DlKOvary: Two m Bush

Touch ol Froat "Penny lor the Guy"

Larry King Live X
T Davidson

Deeigning

idiot Savants

ftugrata X
Tiimi Tra» "Face ot Death" (R)

Homatlma(R) iHomtlm* (R)

In ma Heat ot the
i Night I

Highlander: The 8eti«e X
Other Mother* (In Slereo;

tt* 'Fhutnm'imi, Comedy) Sieve Martin. (In Stereo)

t* "Tna Houu on CtrmU Street" (1986) Kelly McGHfa 'PG

PGX

MCC Championship Teams TBA

Myatery Univ.

Prima Time (In Stereo)

[World Today

Bill Bellamy Lixarda On

World-Wond lAirpower Showdown

Law i Order Double 1

Sports lliua. IMonaylineX

Dally Show Comic Relief

Wild Diecovary: Two i\ Bush

Collage Basketball' Sun Belt Championship Teams TBA ISpoftecariieT

Unaotved Myeterlee (In Slereo) ««* "Nui Hunter. The Beats Kttrsteti Story" (1986, Drama)

Unplugged (In Slereo)

Secret of Ale« |Aappy Day* |l Lov Lucy X IMunatari |M.T. Moor*

Wild Palme 'Rising Sons" (In Slereo) (Part ? oil)

Houaeof Style World Tour (R)

Rhoda

Living

SinjIedOut

Ts«i |

Treeeure* [America |Secr*te ot the Pyramid* [Future Fantastic RoboT

VR 5 Simon s Choice"

NBA Baaketball Orlando Magic al Seattle SuperSontCs (Lure) X
09Murder, She Wrote X [Boning lonnte Bradley vs Otis Grant (Live)

"Big Bullf ( 1996) Rick Morani* PG X [Comedy Hour: George CarltrT

Inade-NBA

Treasures

Myafri**

Loveline

Odd Couple :

Wild Palms (H;

America

»* "Airplane!" [\m]

Desire" (1996, Suspense) Martin Kemp. 'R'

»',) "Jason's Lync (1994, Drama) Aten Payne (In Stereo) 'R
1

[Wings X [Wing* Tl

|Trot7tercyMiaTjer"(1997) Lance Hennksen.'
l

NrT

- • * Natural Bom Killers" ( 1 994, Drama) WcoJy Harrelson 'ff X | "Alwnel InstY'

latVs "DeaiS Presidents (1995, Drama) Latent Tate 'R' X

"
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

L <X0K LET ME.GET
TWIS STRM6HT TOO'Rt

teKIN<i N\ETOv.rPt\JP
1

PEOPLE'S SWEAT,P16HT9

r

NO.NO.NO e/fcritVW USE THt-

WORO"SWEAT" IN THET&NNW6
BUSINESS WE SAV " PERSONAL
WDRMrON C0NP&NSM10N."

ftejjtjo-* OU,ANDBVTr\EWA>f,
IFW RtQOlRfc A
11

OCTACViEO FOUIU6
REMNt^JT" HANOI- VAC,

HOUU FlND-ONe IN J
- CABINET ^^

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

wAoeNoo VT~
CiNr^teCSCxlR/WAiJeN'T

lea-wet Lg**,

NOK/ViAr*? /V* <

ftOT \rr>vot%cwoftstiM>.

1 9TARTED MINE A MONTH
AGO'UX*NOIOSC)OU)AIT
ON-ULTrA-tLA/Sl tJMJllV

WOWft 1 W\V)t rvt>«b

CONftOefaCtlNArW
iNTOUCTOAL mi\Ml*3
TvVANNCXjvVAWblrvi

NO0R*V

ee^oe^,vVouJUjN6
coao it vo^b\<enH ta*£

TORfcAPATtvT4PAt»t
rJOOK??

rVATBERT THE CONSULTANT

•COAL-fAAWS" BUSINESS

STRATE&v C0AS VERY

SUCCESSFUL. 'OUCA.Ki

LEARN FROM THEIR
EXAMPLE.

DOES THEIR STRATEGY

INVOLVE SITTING AROUND
ANO rAAKING IRRELEVANT

COMPARISONS TO OTHER
COMPANIES?

.A fe?

AU I knolo for sure
IS THAT THEt DON'T LET

RATS TRV ON ML THE
PANTYHOSE IN THE STORE

[GOOO
(strategy.

Aj

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick Speedy By Todd Hartzler

OUf? STgANteSr STDfcY TONIGHT
THE. KIPK(AflPlrv(*> Of bu 2*C(J
ANiMAtS PKw tup F>ia<?aow

Ol?CUS

THE ANIMAL IcIeielTS BUTX/CT^
Ai f .TAlreS IflSSftMtVetUTV
CLAiHWfo TUB Cis?CUS WAS

'

&LXITY Of ANIMAL ABUSC
iNV&Snfta.TiON«, P05VT5X>
AlF.'A CLAtM To Be -rtcue

OH.I'TVOOGWT'-.TJtE OILY
yt» HAQSTtHZN- (?EMAlN(r*S

Boeo.we
KXborecect

TKH&U TT!

X KUtMJ IT!

vvEF?£
60IKI& Tt>
UAlL-.'rtXJ

lOicrr"

1
rrli AnaJNtHow
rmssmoPHMo *

TNT IHA***t how
wo«isr It vovlo rar

»v^TM»*T WOMAN (dkDf

wiQj/L itawt

Non Seqoitor By Wiley University* By Frank Cho

Non Sequitor By Wiley min i

Today's D.C. Menu mi Cat! 545-26 26 for more information.

LCOJ.

PKCoc^TIon

Franklin Worcester

LUNCH
Hamburger

Hungarian Noodle Bake

_^_ Indian Tacos

Veg. Indian Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

RdUtouille

Veal FVm.

LUNCH
Clam Roll

Indian Tacos
Ziti

Veg. Pasta

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken
Lemon Pepper Cod

Garbexvo Bean Provencale

Ravioli Alfredo

VISKm»

By Mike Rybicki

CHftRi.E' look! TMfy r»VibE

ft 'COED NAWD 1 T-SH'.RT

ABCroT OUR COfniC !

CO ED NAKeD
LEEDEE:

'Its f\ COMIC.

STKiP!"'

JB I

I
THrST "iSNT FvJNrjy

TreTt's THE

. ONIY VaIAY

Hampshire Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger

Grilled Chicken Sand.

Indian Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

LUNCH
Indian Tacos

Brocc & Cauli Casserole

Ziti w/ Sausage

Veg. Indian Taco

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

Garbaruo Bean Provencale

Ravioli Alfredo

THE/ CAN

"DO ;t\

Close to Homo By John McPherson
O <n>' term t*°v verier t»i-»*if\* *>-mt\ s*<

ARIES
March 21 -April 30
A rliih mretln< hi JrrtOe (round

lor rulttvatmg • new •sreetheart

Share your aecret aaptration* at

the brglnnlru! of a relaOonshlp—

you tmnht find a partner In an

unusual pursuit

TAURUS
April 21 -May 21
A trtrnd's muatance lo Important

plan* you have made could

signal the need for dearer

communication It would br

unwlnr to simply escalate the

argument rather, step back and

consider exactly what your friend

he* to say

OBMTJfl
May 22-June 21
If you feel that something un|u*t

ha* occurred, don't hesitate to

take legal action You may do

someone or even yourself, a great

deal of good Get an expert's advtr*

to help you through any »Uckv

sftuntlons

CANCER
June 22-July 22
An electronic gadget Is a source

of amusement (br you and some

rloae friends, but be aware of time

passing-you may be spending

more time playing than working.

Take a walk outdoors to clear your

mind for action

LEO
July 23-Auguet 23
In making a purchase this week,

selecting the highest quality you

can afford will save you money
ovrr the long run However,

maintain your budget, or you'll

run short In the near future

VTRQO
Attfuet 24-September 22
If you're feeling unusually

accident prone, consider asking a

younger friend for help You may
be able to arrange an exchange

that Is mutually beneficial between

two antagonists.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Paying dose attention to directions

this week could be du»iu1§tst

enlightening, as well as preventing

a host of everyday snafu* Don't

maw • single detail of the things

that are presented to you

SCORPIO
October 24-Norember 22
Maintaining a strong sense of

humor wtil help you ride your way
past a number of difficulties this

week An obnoxious ro worker may
have a hidden agenda that

Include* making trouble for you

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
The urge lo compete dominates

you early this week Avoid the

temptation to nverarhleve at work

you may spread yourself too thin,

and step on • few lues tn the

process Ask people how you can

help. Instead of barging ahead

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Making a plan and sticking to It

is the best tactic to use this week,

whether vou want to advance your

career or achieve a flnanr tal goal.

Wonderful things are on the

horizon for you. so be ready for

them

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18
A period of stress and achievement

may be coming to an end. but do

not allow yourself to sink Into a

time of malaise Bask In your

accomplishments, but look to the

future at the same time in order to

be ready for even bigger things

PISCES
February IB-March 20
A change In routine could br setting

the stage for romance Enjoy the

tender affections of a person who
truly cares for you An awkward
situation eases at work, as shifting

politics realign your co workers mio

a more cohesive group

>Vr4*<*m

Hey. Annette! Put this on! He should

be coming to any minute!"

For Entertainment Purposee Only

Quote of the Day

4 4 We all learn to write

in the second grade.

Some of us just move

on to other things. % %

-Bobby Knight,

on journalists

CROSSWORD
T

—

3 3 " 5 1 7 10 tt 12 13

14 '* 10

17 10

20 * I M23

20

20 20 31 32

34 30

37

40 41

3^ 44

m 47 48 40

St *
I so 57

01

t53 -

ACROSS ** Owaoeno*. 17. "Fur

_ . *uiii*j|*ii*s 30. ^aspect
1. Fr*sjd»aars*Bt 47 - on^Mtntf 31. Dialer s r*nu**t to

**>* M Curing en* th* butcher
i. Dtaaaaar M sonftxm 33 CorsVvad

10. IX id* stand «. Stub apot 33. • Draarn

JJ

p '"'''
M. Volcano output Canl f (2 wordsi

11 Us*Mr*M* n ffrsjgyfcaMng FTynn 34. Deienaagp
it. Mibw*«*t»t» M Easnahsj ja Cfwnoad upon
17. C,c»w producer ,« Mad* • hot* m on* M. Pose* car*
IS. Olvpxnm> „. Ch*«* bnghktrvar 31. TP4M«jgr*a
11. Portent „_ cu*va»ad b* . .

' (2 word»l
*• — »*»«>*»* ,j. pwraa, Shane at at 41. Fru*fr**

!? TT*" •*• ErKl»vg lor noma 43, Maksnattora
31. Proear g,,,^, rnarkaraap
23. Agra* m y,,,,, m Did carpentry work
M. Columnist Jama* ^ Prod*

S rSZ^ DOWN «^Jm™
3*. Part ot a Cm* War 1. Atgnor WsVJa M> s«ja*d

sgriatw* 2. TV s

'

08*
so' Ts* i*

30. Swita mountain 3. Diplomat gi_ *rn. as to tt*

33. Fooasti 4. Meadow »w*r~(Da>seaon)
39. Search a suspect 5. D**aaang gj, 3iov* chatnbar
30. SmgarCksrk 0. Farvaftc

jj. Forum robe
W- "** 7

- C-*"1 »7. Degarwrate
30. StcejpexWtng 0. lOsV40..g ,* r^ohae**
*>sw»Llk*_- t. Mostmod

se. Os^a-baaad
(2 word*) 10. M*w*stand g»^ aoancy

40. From Z 11. Aleeken city

(2 word*) 12. TV lawyer Marshall

41. Jure varsity 13. fJaatra

42. Our Man 31. Radius • g
43. Postal Cea*d word 33. Try lo find

44. Human beeows 25. Sunoather* J*a*aa

45 Storvjs throw 20. Madden

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle

c
A

«TT '' i*N
|

A|"i"ns a « i• a, i To t s

a O 1 H D 1

,
i

.
H .I * ., . Bjajpj , n . •

ifMs li t ;M*B*B*J

tiAlaia ".'
"* jje' * _Jsi'
m BftTcr r ' » ' m Safr a

^U t; i

1 [a] a J til anm |

M • M fUmvlaloBsf

V

TTttilNMc A
iili >|||| ' si

Leold ( leold©iavanet.com

)

by Reger •*» Sateen Salleom oiea*

I do not like all this

politics stuff. The only thing I

know about government is that

when you go up in front of the

judge, you tuck in your shirt.

That's crucial, and don 't say

anything.

The judge and I are going

to feel very badly when we see

each other. He and I both have

very tough jobs.

My dad is always talking

about participatory democracy

and the political process.

I'm sure this is what my
father had in mind.
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Minutemen meet Explorers tomorrow night in Philly
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

For the Massachusetts men's bas-

ketball team. thi> war's load to the

Atlantic 10 Championship is a little

mote crowded than those in the past

In order lot I Mass to grab the

tourney title, the Minutemen must

first get past the No. t> seed in the

\y est la Salle 1 10- lb. 5-11). tomor-

row at 7 p.m.

East No ! Mmmcoumm tit* i-.

11-5) won the only regular-season

contest between the two teams, post-

ing a S6- 50 victory at the

CoreSttOi Spectrum.

The dav's early match-ups will pit

WeM No. S Virginia Tech (14 14.

J I) and East No. Fordham (6-20.

1-15) against each other in the noon

gaOM I he Hokiei dismantled the

Rams on Feb. 8 in New York,
to 12.

"We set college basketball back
100 years with that game." Fordham
coach Nick Marcarchuk said.

D.iston and St. Bonaventure
tip-off in the afternoon's second
game (2 p.m.). The Flyers (13-13.
6-10) have had an up and down
year, and earned themselves the No.

4 seed in the West. The Bonnies have

recorded a 13-13, 5-ll mark and
received the Fast No. 5 seed. St.

Bonaventure won by one at the Reilly

Center during the regular season. .

East No. 4 seed Temple faces off

against Duquesne in the nightcap at

•4 p m. Duqucsnc. which had a 9-17.

5-1 I record on the season, was
tabbed with the West No. 5 seed.

The Owls beat the Dukes in

Pittsburgh (85 -o8> on Feb. 9 in the

teams' only meeting during the sea-

son.

The winner of game two
(Dayton-St. Bonaventure) will face

East No. I St. loseph's (21-6. 13-3)

on Thursday at noon in a quarterfinal

game. The victor of game one
I Fordham-VaTech) will square off

against East No. 2 Rhode Island
(18-8, 12-4) at 2 p.m.

The top two seeds out of the West
will play in the later games. West No.

I Xavier (21-4, 12-3) will face the

Temple-Duquesne winner at 7 p.m.

in their quarterfinal; while the
UMass-La Salle victor will play West
No. 2 George Washington (14-12,
8-8) at 9 p.m.

The semifinals will be played on
Friday at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m., with the

finals being contested Saturday
evening at 6 p.m.

LALHtN llO«» COUK.1AN

Lan Ketner and the Minutemen are off to Philly to compete in one of the toughest A- 10 Tourneys in recent

years

Softball battles midnight rains in Ga.

By Leigh Torbin

CoWegion Stat?

One of Crash Davis' many musings

on the great game of baseball in Bull

Durham was that "Sometime* you win.

sometimes you lose and sometimes it

rains
."

The Massachusetts Softball team saw
a lot of each of these three things this

past weekend, posting a 2-3 record at

an NFC \ I cadoff Classic in Columbus.
Cieorgia whose schedule was essentially

rendered on the fly after massive rains

cancelled most of f ndav's action.

Consequently. UMass did not face its

Oates traded to Washington
,

Harry Sinden strikes again

Johnothon M. Place

Collegian Staff

He was known around the league

as a quality player and the one who
set up Brett Huil in the late '80s ,m ,|

•atf] '90l When the rumor broke
out that he might be coming to

Boston, interest arose all around the

state Then in 1992. Harry Sinden
set up the deal and brought Adam
Oates to the Boston Bruins Ihnuix

How perfect the scenario was:
Oates would be along side lop-notch

right winger Cam Neely. and would
help the team out tremendousk on
lace-olfs and special lean

*Oates>." as the team called him.
was battel than his record, taking the

helm as the top player for the Bruins,

finishing in third piacc behind Mario
Lemicux and Pal I afontaine in total

points in the '92- '93 season

Since that year, the last chance the

B's had to go all the way. Boston has

not been a team worthy ot note. ( Bui

in this city, we always make them
sound like they're well on their way
to winning n all.) Ever since lcefal|

Neely to a career-ending injury that

would never allow him to return

entirely with good health. OWUlaaj q|

Ulf Samuelson. the team has been

wasting awav in limbo waiting for the

DM "Great Hope" to fall in its lap.

And the learn has stunk.

I hen. all of a sudden. Oates did

what no athlete in his right mind
should do. he spoke out about the

management ol hi* team; namely
Sinden and Mike O'Conncll How
dare he

He is only the best all-around play-

er on the team and one of the best in

the league He's one of the most con-

sistent men in the league, in terms of

winning face oils and all out com-
petitiveness He killed penalties as

well as scored on power plays and is

one hell of team leader. So when he
spoke out about the team, how does
the brass respond? They look it as a

cry for more cash. He may have had
the right to speak up. but that's not

what management expects to hear
from one of their leaders

So Saturday night. Oates was trad-

ed to the Washington Capitols along

side Rick Tocchcl and Bill Ranford
In return, the Bruins claimed Ve/ina

Trophy-winning goaltender |im
Carey (I won't even grace this col-

umn with a wise crack about the

comedian!, along with forward Jason

Allison and center Anson Carter
Also included are future draft picks

(look tor the specifics of the trade in

this week's NHL column).

As it stands now, it seems that the

Capitols got the better end of the

stick, but let's hope the money
Sinden has freed up will get the

Bruins a major contender. With the

newt) acquired young talent, look for

the Bruins to be a tough team to face

within the next few seasons. But
dotl'i hrt on it You never know, it

Turn to BRUINS, page 7

intended foes, but rather discovered

that it would now face No. 6 South

Carolina, the eventual tournament
champion, just a matter of hours before

the teams took to the field at 10 p.m..

highlighting a challenging slate.

But. down by the Chattahoochee
River on a Friday night, while most
UMass students were making pyramids

of cans in the pale moonlight, the

Minutewomcn put forth their best

effort of the year in a slhn 1-0 loss to

the Lady Gamecocks.

"We played one of the best games
we've played in two years against

South Caroline." coach Elaine Sortino

said. "We were on top of things and

lost on a heartbreaking ball in the mud
on a swinging bunt that led to the only

run."

While Danielle "Harry" Henderson

and Sky Brown matched each other

pitch-for-pitch on the mound, the

Lady Gamecocks pushed across the

game's -lone run in the bottom of the

second. With runners on second and
third. Chanda Lee's swinging bunt

emersed itself in the wet field, enabling

Carrie Elliott to cross the plate.

UMass hung tight with USC
throughout the contest and made one

final run at the victory in the lop of the

seventh inning. While much of

America had its eyes on eitheT David

l.etterman or |ay Leno's final guest of

the night. USC had its eyes on Kim
Gulridge at third base with two outs

and Kelly Buckley at the plate. Buckley

ripped a shot with "triple down the

line" written all over it. that was snared

by a diving Leanna Troesh at first base,

ending the game.

After falling 6-0 to No. 13

Southwestern Louisiana on Saturday.

UMass took its second game of the day

behind the strong left arm of Liz

Wagner. The junior southpaw took a

K> hitter into the seventh before set-

tling for a complete- game one-hit

shutout in a 3-0 win over Teaxs A& M.
UMass gave Wagner all the support

she would need in the first when it

pushed across two runs on consecutive

singles by Gulridge. Sam Cardenas.

Chris Martens and Buckley.

Wagner was perfect until issuing a

Turn to SOFTBALL, page

7
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Looking at the A-10 teams at large

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

The postseason is upon us. and
unlike the past five years, the only

definite way the Massachusetts
men's basketball team can land a

spot in the NCAA Tournament is

with an Atlantic 10
Tournament victory.

This year however,
bringing back the big

trophy from Philly will

not be a cake walk.
With the conference touting some
of the best talent in years, which
teams deserve an at large bid into

NC AA's barring a toumev win?
Massachusetts (18-12. I 1-5)

I'm a glass is half-full type of

guy. thus I'm not writing off the

Minutemen's chance in the A-10's
Championship bracket. However,
should they fall along the way. I

still think at this point in time
they'll get the nod from Overland
Park Wh

Strength of schedule. Look across

the conference and you'll find that

nobody plays a schedule as lough as

the Minutemen. This season, top

ranked opponents have included big

Boyi W'ake Forest. North Carolina,

Fresno Stale, and Maryland in addi-

tion to nationally recognized foes

such as Virginia. California,

Georgetown. Connecticut and
Boston College. While UMass may
have dropped some of the early con-

tests, keep in mind
that they were with

out the services of
Carmelo Travieso,
Edgar Padilla and
I v rone Weeks at var-

ious stretches in the early going.

With the exception of two late loss-

es, they have been one of the
hottest learns m the nation. With a

win over La Salle, they'll get a

chance at the Big Daiwe
No. 16 Xavier (21-4. 12-3)

Their record doesn't lie On lop

of the numbers the Musketeers
hold the No. I spot in seven cate-

gories White thev don't have names
in the top three of any major cate-

thev have a handful of guvs

that rank in the top 10. With a

national ranking since the early

going, they're a I •

Si. loseph's (21-6. 13-3)

This up-and-comer deserves j

spot. The last tune the Hawks made-

NCAA's was 1986. but this year,

they've earned the No I spot in the

A-10 East. Besides, they've tangled

with some big guys themselves.
While they lost to the likes of Duke
Villanova, Tulsa and Louisville,

anyone who watched them sweep
UMass on The Deuce knows that

i they've created a true hoop haven
on Hawk Hill

Temple (17-9. 10-6)

As much as you hate to admit it.

lohn Chaney has done a great job

with a fairly voung team I he wise

old owl represents all that i-

in college hoops while still leading

his squad through a rigorous adaed
ule

Have a Cigar

As good as il would be for the

league. Rhode Island and G
Washington are out The Ram* plav

a garbage non- conference schedule

with their biggest win coming over

Providence. Oh. and thev lost to

Seton Hall and lona — back lo

back. As for GW. they haven't been

able to win more than two in a row
all season long.

UMass gymnasts pounce on Wildcats

By Lisa M. Oirven

Collegion Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Women's Gymnastics team continued

its winning streak this weekend, beat-

ing the University of New Hampshire
Wildcats for the second time this

year. 192.925-192 375 in Durham.
N II Their overall record is 10-2.

with one meet left in the regular sea-

son.

The Minutewomen are currently

No. 1 in the Atlantic 10. and were
No. 20 nationally going into

Saturday's meet. This win should
help, them move up in their national

ranking.

"It's going to help us a lot," said

UMass Coach Dave Kuzara. "We are

going to maintain our No. I ranking

in the region and it looks like we are

going to jump to No. I 5 in the polls."

Saturday's meet was the first time

the Minutewomen have been away in

quite some time. Coming off of an

incredible home stretch, the

Minutewomen were very confident

they would beat New Hampshire.
And though their overall score was
lower than in their previous wins,

where they had been scoring in the

1 94 range, they proved that they still

can compete well on the road.

Kuzara had his own thoughts on
why the team didn't do as well as

when they were home.
"I think it was more about being

on different equipment. I don't think

we were overconfident... I think it

was we were in a different arena and

we had been home for a while and
people were not taking control.

"They were being tentative so it

throws your balance off and it throws

your timing off... we were having a

little problem with their floor, even

though their floor was great and I

just told them they just had to be

super aggressive," Kuzara said.

Yet the Minutewomen still

churned out impressive perfor-

mances. Mandy Mosby won the

all-around with a 38.775 and Lianne

Laing, Betsy Colucci and Penny
LeBeau tied for first on the vault with

a 9.750. Tara Swart/ finished second

on bars with a 9.825.

And the sophomore class never
ceases to impress. The top place on
the balance beam went to Anita

Sanyal (9.875). who is also ranked
No. 8 nationally on the beam.
Michelle Lofiaili, IVnUc lohnson

and Rokia Madore also competed
well

Kuzara plans to utili/.e this meet

as a stepping stone for the weeks lev

come, to get his team focused and

prepared for their post-season.

"It was good practice to be away
— it was a different rotation than

we're used to and all that was great

practice." Kuzara said. "We have two

weeks to train now so we should be

able to set up real nicely tor W esi

Virginia. A-10's and Regionals."

(ISAM OtlVfKl

Michelle LoPresti prepares for the floor exercise.
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Thespian
anti-Semitism?

b the classic work

of Shakespeare bla-

tantly antt- Semitic,

or is he a victim of

modern day PC-
ness. Read about
the debate (See Arts

& Living, page 8).

Let's get this party
started riant

Edgar Padilla and
the Massachusetts
men's basketball
team starts A-10
tournament play

tonight versus
LaSalle For the
scoop (See Sports,

page 14).

WORLD

German police attack
anti-waste protesters

DANNENBERC, Germany (AP) —
Police dragged away thousands of

demonstrators early today who
staged a sit-in at a train station in

hopes ot blocking the last leg of an
atomic waste transport.

After a day of violent confronta-

tions with police, some 4,000
demonstrators gathered last night

on a street near the tram station in

this northern German town, pledg-

ing to stop the waste from getting

to its final destination in the nearby

town of Gorleben.

But hundreds of officers blocked
off the area after midnight, ordering

the crowd to disperse

Getting no response, they began
hauling the demonstrators behind
police lines one by one, preventing

them from returning to their com-
rades The protesters did not resist

Authorities said they planned to

go ahead with the shipment of the

nuclear waste soon after daybreak
today, having secured a road from
Dannenberg to the storage site in

Gorleben despite pitched battles

with protesters the day before They
made some 250 arrests

Clashes continued late into the
night however, with as many as

500 demonstrators attacking police

with slingshots and Molotov cock-

tails

A

NATION

Military faces yet
another sex scandal

ABERDEEN, Md (AP) — An Army
trainee caught in a sex scandal at

Aberdeen Proving Ground said yester-

day that military investigators coerced

her no revealing she had sex with a drl

instructor

Pvt. Ton Moreiand said she only told

military investigators she had sex with

Staff Sgt Marvin Kefley because they

said he would be jaded on a rape charge

« she old not admit they had consensual

sex

"They baucasy coerced everything I

said out of me," said Moreiand. 21, of

St. Louis. They caked me a k*r and this

and that. They said he was accused of

raping me. They kept calling me a liar,

saying my roommates had already told

them that I did (have sex with Kekey)."

Moreiand initially told the Army she

did not have sex with Ketley but later

admitted it She faces a court-martial on
charges of lying.

lohn Yaquiant, a spokesman for the

training facility 30 miles north of

Baltimore, would not comment on
Moreland's allegations that she was
coerced.

Kelley has not been charged and
Yaquiant wouldn't confirm or deny he is

under Investigation.

The Associated Press found no tele-

phone feting for KeSey in the Aberdeen

area and Yaquiant wasn't sure if KeSey

was stilt stationed at the facility.

Seven drill instructors at Aberdeen
have been charged with sexual harass-

ment rape or consensual relations with

recruits.
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Occupation of Goodell Building continues;

University rejects protesters demands
Vive Colleges support rally

By Mark McGrath & Christina

Poletto

Collegian Staff

Yesterday evening, the ongoing
occupation of Goodell Building by

protesting students was bolstered by

supporters from across the Five

College area.

The Five College demonstrators,

including students from Amherst,
Smith, Hampshire and Mount
Holyoke colleges organized at

Amherst College and together
walked from the town common to

Goodell, chanting, "The students

united will never be defeated," as

they passed through the Campus
Center.

The Five College contingent was
made up of undergraduate and
graduate students, faculty members
and alumni who offered different

reasons for their participation.

"It's for the students. I think

they've got a very clear case here.

Enough broken promises," said Rick

Griffith, a professor of classics from
Amherst College.

"We came out because I think

students should fight for their

rights," said Ann Campeau, a com-
parative literature major from Smith
College. "This is definitely a Five

College issue and is not unique to

UMass. I think the minority issue is

very important. They need to

address those issues because diversi-

t\ 1^ important on every campus."

loshua Wolff, an Amherst
College student and edilor-in- chief

of the underground publication The
Indicator, assembled a special edi-

tion for the event and compared the

events of Goodell with his experi-

ences at the University of
California-Bcrkek».

"Berkeley is the UMass of the

west," Wolff said. "There are 175

people here and they've been here

much longer than the people in

Berkely ever stayed and they've got

support from the outside that they

never got in Berkely."

During the rally, a number of stu-

dents spoke to the crowd. Brad
Davidson, candidate for SGA presi-

dent and general manager of
WMUA took the microphone and
contributed his support.

"This is what we have to contin-

ue here today and I'd just like to

say to all of you... give it up for

yourselves right now," Davidson
said. "Because this is a beautiful

thing. Not just black, not just white,

not just Latino, not just UMass.
everybody out here coming together

for one cause. That is a beautiful

thing right there."

Kola Olusunde, a member of
Alphi Phi Alpha and an active par-

ticipant in the sit-in, pointed out in

his speech how the rally coincided

with an anniversary and coined the

movement the "Massachusetts
March."

"(Monday] was six years to the

day that Rodney King was beaten."

Olusunde said.

"We are right now as students of

minority at this campus having vio-

lence pecpetrated on us. It is a form
of financial violence... to withdraw
us when we don't have the buck

"

Olusunde said.

He also warned the ralliers that

they will have to question them-
selves.

"You need to ask yourself —
what exactly are you prepared to do
personally to send a clear message
that what has occurred and what is

fu»n ?o RAU.Y POO© 2
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Brad Davidson broadcasts for WMUA from inside Goodell, as ALANA and
white students rally for support frpm other Five-College students Tuesday
evening.

Discussion stalls

between sides;

protest continue

By Lisa Chiu

Collegian Staff

Day two of the ALANA (Asian, Latin

American, African and Native
American) and white student takeover

commenced last night with admittedly

little progress on the negotiation
process.

After spending all day and night

inside Goodell on Monday . the student

protestors were able to rally support

from several different organizations

from Amherst College. Smith College

and Mount Holyoke College. This

coalition of students are also planning

a campus-wide student walk-out at

10:50 a.m. today

Negotiations were scheduled to

begin at 8: 1 5 yesterday morning.
However when the Administration

arrived at the table, student negotiators

expressed concern that Deputy
Chancellor Marcellete Williams and
Acting Provost Patricia Graaaoo, who
were not in attendance, be present.

Both of whom were a part ol the admin-

istrative negotiation team Monday
afternoon. Williams is the highest rank-

ing administrator involved in the M

,

tiation process.

v ice Chancellor for Student At'lait s.

Tom Robinson said that as he under-

stood it. Monday's agreement on
terday's first meeting, would not

include Crosson or Williams The sui

dents disagreed.

"We wanted everyone to be here. I

don't think they're taking it seriously."

Turn to PROTEST page 2

UMass bids for Honors College
Scott submits papers to create a Commonwealth College

EveryuHjmans Center brings

Nicaraguon painter\ speaker

By Tomar Carroll

Collegion Staff

Chancellor David K. Scott submitted the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst's concept paper for the

creation of a Commonwealth College at UMass
Amherst to the Massachusetts Board of Higher
Education on Monday.
The concept paper offers a broad plan for trans-

forming the existing honors program at UMass into

an honors college which would become the

Commonwealth College for the UMass system.

According to Deputy Provost Norman Aitken. the

concept paper draws heavily on the special report of

the Academic Matters Council tAMO of the Faculty

Senate on the creation of an honors college at UMass.
The AMC composed their report in response to a

request from the Massachusetts Board of Higher
Education for submissions of concept papers from
any campus or group interested in sponsoring a plan

for a Commonwealth College.

The Board outlined the primary objectives of the

Commonwealth College to be: improving the quality

of public education in the Commonwealth, promoting

public awareness of the quality of public institutions

of higher education in the Commonwealth and pro-

viding a small, affordable and public option for the

Commonwealth's most highly motivated, talented and

achieving undergraduate students.

Additional objectives of the Commonwealth
College include recruitment and retention of high

ability students from diverse socio-economic, ethnic

and racial groups and incorporation of internships,

service learning and public service within the curricu-

lum.

Aitken said that the large pool of resources already

in place at the UMass-Amherst campus makes it the

most logical choice for the location of a

Commonwealth College.

"Our basic proposition is that we have a very

strong honors program in existence now." Aitken

said. "There are approximately IbOO honors students

on this campus and we, are already drawing excellent

high school students now.

"We would like to enhance our program and
change it into a college. We already have a lot here,

and it makes a lot of sense to invest money here

where there is already a critical mass of honors stu-

dents." Aitken said.

The concept papers calls for doubling the number
of academically talented students at UMass, establish-

ing a full time recruiter for honors students, expand-

ing the number of honors courses offered and the

number of faculty teaching honors classes, creating a

post-graduate fellowship office for aiding students in

their application to prestigious fellowship such as the

Rhodes. Marshall and Truman, increasing scholarship

funding for honors students and designating physical

space for the honors college.

"I think an honors college would be an excellent

addition to the campus." Aitken said. "It is a national

trend. Almost all flagship institutions are creating or

enhancing honors colleges. It is very important that

we create an honors program to attract more honors

students to the campus."

Support for the concept paper

Aitken also felt that there is a lot of support for an

honors college at UMass from the faculty and admin-

istration and noted that the AMC special report was

endorsed unanimously by the Faculty Senate at their

Feb. 20 meeting.

"I think that there is very strong support. It [AMC
special report] was passed unanimously by the faculty

senate All the students I have talked to think it is a

good idea." Aitken said. "The administration is very

positive in supporting it."

Turn to HONORS page 2
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Nicaraguan painter, cultural organizer

and articulate speaker. Ms. Maria Elena

Pineda, will be a guest presenter to cele-

brate International Women's Month.

Pineda. sponsored by the

Every/woman's Center, will lecture and

exhibit work by Solentiname artists in

Augusta Savage Gallery. New Africa

House today at 1 2: 1 5 p.m.

Pineda will present her experience as

a woman, as an artist and as a

campesina during the Sandinista and
post- Sandinista periods Nicaragua.

Born and raised in Solentiname. an

archipelago of 38 islands in Lake
Nicaragua, she has organized and host-

ed over a dozen special exhibitions in

Man ma and numerous foreign coun-

tries including lapan, Chile, Finland

and Mexico. Her work has been shown

in over SO national and international

exhibits.

Pineda, considered one of the finest

and most admired painters m
Nicaragua, has received many awards

including a national certificate of artistic

achievement in 1996. from the

President of the Republic, \ ioletta

Chamorm. Her work has also been cho-

sen for reproduction in posters, calen-

dars and greeting cards

President of The Solentiname
Association of Artists and Craftspeople

and director of The Solentiname
Gallery. Mangua. Nicaragua. Pineda has

been an active cultural organizer fur the

artists and craftspeople of Solentiname.

The people of Solentiname were
introduced to various crafts in an effort

to improve their situation of poverty in

the 1960s by Ernesto Cardenal. The
people began to paint about the strug-

gles of their daily lives and their beauti-

ful natural surroundings.

The work of the artists of
Solentiname features a strong, spiritual

ecological and political commitment
that has evolved troni iheir hist.

experience and their process of artistic

expression and development.

The work of the Solentiname artists

will he shown on the University of
Massachust'tts campus, at the Xupt.-ta

Savage Gallery in New Africa //

during the month of March.

Conference to discuss service learning
By Laura Forster

Collegian jtaff

The fourth annual "Big Rally" on
community service will take place this

Saturday. March 8 in the Campus
Center with the dual purpose of get-

ting students involved in community
service and to discuss whether service

learning should be a mandatory part

of the curriculum at the University of

Massachusetts.

Sponsored by the UMass
Community Service Program, the con-

ference will begin with registration

promptly at 9:30 a.m. and go until 3

p.m. Deputy Vice Chancellor,
Marcellette Williams will commence
with a welcome address, followed by

a panel discussion made up of two
students and two faculty members.

concerning the issue at hand.

Attendants will then be broken up
into smaller groups to further discuss

conclusions and suggestions which
they will share with the administra-

tion. This feedback is new to the con-

ference, and was based on suggest ions

by various student groups such as

MassPIRG. SHARE and the

Boltwood Project.

After a lunch break, the

Massachusetts Campus Compact
(MACC) will give a presentation
about how to involve UMass students

in their "student network" of commu-
nity service throughout the state.

Five workshops will be conducted
concerning topics such as charity and
social change, community service and
career planning, recruiting volunteers,

the UMass Community Service

Council and service learning courses

at UMass. Participants are to pick one
workshop of their choice to attend.

Karen Elam. the conference coordi-

nator, said that the conference will

examine whether service learning is

valuable and how the University

would go about adopting it into the

curriculum.

In pointing out the benefits. Elam

said. "Service learning can allow stu-

dents to put theory into practice and

practice what they are learning while

providing a service as well."

The Conference will be held in

Campus Center, room 163 The dead-

line for registration is free and ends

today. Interested students should call

the Community Service Program at

545-3327 to register. Lunch will be

provided.

THANC VO \ COUKMN

Let me see you sweat!
Michelle Oulette and members of the UMass Theater Guild rehearse

for this spring's production of Fame .which will take place in Bowker
Auditorium on April 3-5.
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continued from page 1

happening to us daily is unacceptable? What are you
ready to do?." Olusunde asked.

Tom Taffe, one of the student negotiators encour-

aged the ralliers to keep up the protest.

"The longer you stay here tonight, the deeper and
stronger the message becomes to this University,"

Taffe said. "They can no longer dismiss the rights of

students and sweep you under the rug. We are work-
ing in dignity and respect with the administrators,
with the space we occupy, with the police we deal

with. Always with dignity and respect. That's how
we started and that's how we will end."

Amanda Gilman. the president of Smith College's

Student Government Association presented the pro-

testers a letter of support on behalf of Smith, which
read. "We recognize the danger of allowing any col-

lege administration to ignore past promises, while
turning its back on the continuing needs of the stu-

dent body."

Most speakers who addressed the demands of
ALANA students felt that this rally was not just a
movement of students of color, but a movement of
all students.

"This is a unity issue. You don't see much Five

College unity. That ends here. We're all here togeth-

er. We're here to support UMass." said Tom Gray,
president of the Amherst College class of 2000.
which donated about $100 worth of food to the stu-

dents who are occupying Goodell.

ray continued. "I'm happy with the results because

this is a demonstration of unity and a demonstration
of the entire Five College system which will not tol-

erate the breaches of trust on the part of the admin-
istration. All the colleges in this area have problems
of this nature and together with unity we can solve
all of these problems."

Maurice Caston-Powe. president of the UMass
Student Government Association (SGA) also
addressed the crowd of supporters, "This is a peace-
ful protest, but that does not mean it is a quiet
protest.

"If you guys can just yell as loud as you can, so
that you can shake Chancellor Scott in Scotland or
Mexico or wherever he is... we're going to change
the way they think about students."

In addition, protesters have announced a walkout
for today's classes. They want concerned students to

walk out of their 10:10 classes and to convene on
the lawn of Goodell so that the rally at 10:30 a.m.
may continue.

David DuCille. a WMUA disc jockey who manned
the microphone throughout the rally, was pleased
with the outcome.

"This was a rally for students. Anybody who was
down here saw that, that it was students." DuCille
said. "You can't describe the feeling, when I was on
the steps and I just saw all the people come by. it

was incredible, that much support behind [us|... to
see this campus come together for something other
than a basketball game."

honors
continued from page 1

Will BrinkJey. a senior communica-
tions and environmental science
major, said. "I think it would make
UMass a better school. It would
make my degree more valuable. I

would like to see it, definitely."

Kerry Pond, a senior environmen-
tal science major also favored creat-

ing an honors college at UMass.
"I'm an honors program and it

sounds like a good idea to me." Pond
said. "It may help to get rid of the

partying reputation that UMass may
have had. which would be a great

step for the school."

Dominica Perez, a senior political

science major and honors student.

was concerned with how an honor
college would impact ALANA
(Asian. Latin American. African and
Native American) students.

"As an ALANA student. I am
always a minority in the honors pro-

gram. I think that if they (the adminis-

tration) takes into consideration the

needs of the ALANA community and
recruit more ALANA students, it

could be beneficial," Perez said. "They
need to take measures to investigate

recruitment of ALANA students It

needs to reflect the concerns and
needs of all the students on campus."

Future
Aaron Spencer, chair of toe Board

of Higher Education's subcommittee
on Commonwealth College, said
that the concept papers would be
distributed to his committee this

week.

Spencer said that the subcommittee
will be considering the plans in meet
ings later this month, and will most
likely make its recommendation to the

Board at their April 1 5 meeting at Mt.
Wachusett Community College.

Several other schools and groups
have submitted concept papers,
including North Adams State College

and Fitchburg State College.

"Our understanding is that we have

£* Jot of proposals." Spencer said.

Correction

L

Yesterday's Collegian incorrectly reported on the ranking of the graduate creative writing department in U.S.
Newt A World Report. The department has a M.F.A. program, not a Ph.D. program.

Alao in Friday's tame, Martin F. Jones' Ed/Op column, titled "Surviving the Holocaust" bad a misprint in the
last sentence of the third paragraph. The sentence should have read, "...with their parents."

The CotUpan regrets these errors.
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^* Totals $ _
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said student negotiator and Graduate
Student Senate President Deepika
Marya.

The Administration agreed to call

Williams and Crosson while students
continued with the meeting.
Administrators present at the first

meeting included. Bursar Daniel
Maguffin, Assistant Director for

Financial Aid Lana West, Assistant
Director of Counseling and Processing

Sheila Konieczny, from the Academic
Support Services; Ken Burnham, as
well as Vice Chancellor for

Administration and Finance, Paul
Page.

"We've asked you to be here to aid

the Administration in some of the deci-

sion making process that is required.

You should have the necessary infor-

mation at your fingertips that they [the

administrators) doesn't have," student

negotiator Njeri Thelwell said.

Thelwell continued by asking the

Administrative team if they had any
time to consider the demands that the

student sent to them, or if they wanted
to comment on the demands.
The Administrative team had no

comment.
The student and Administrative

negotiators then spoke at length on the

demands by the students concerning
issues of the Financial Aid and the
Bursar's Office. One such demand
includes eliminating the hold on stu-

dents during the pre- registration peri-

od due to outstanding bursar's bills,

starting Fall 1 997.

Bursar Maguffin said that this

demand was not possible to implement
as a blanketed-type rule at the present

time.

"An across the board elimination of

the hold placed on students with out-

standing bills is not possible, because
we need to have some sort of struc-

ture. . . to ensure that the students who
do pay their bills on time have the privi-

lege of registering early." Maguffin said.

Graduate student protestor Tom
Taft. responded to Maguffin's com-
ments, "You said the key word, privi-

lege. Thai those with the money get the

classes first and those who don't, do
not get it first. This is a public universi-

ty, and you're prioritizing the privi-

leged, and that is precisely why you're

sitting at this table now."
Both sides arrived at a standstill con-

cerning another demand by the stu-

dents which called for the allocation 2

million dollars annually for ALANA
and low income students, not based on

GPA.
According to Acting Director West,

the University currently does not have
the funds to give the allocation to the

students.

"The University does not have a

money tree, therefore the money
resources are relatively limited, the
Chancellor and his executive group
makes decisions based on needs of the

institution and if there were dollars

available, we would have a good
chance to get the money there,"
Robinson said.

"You're making it sound like it's a
gift," responded student negotiator
Resa Singleton.

"In some ways it is." answered
Robinson.

According to Burnham, the
University is not mandated to provide
institutional funds to financial aid as a
state university.

"You have resources, we see it in the

paper when John Caliprari was here,

you forked out one million dollars to

pay this man to coach basketball...

myself and nine other students raised

money to bring Mr. Louis Farrakhan
here, and people did not want him to

come, we brought him anyway because
we found the money, what does that

say? Those who look hard enough will

find," Thelwell said.

The group agreed to recess while the

administration provided the University

of Massachusetts FY 1998 budget
request for the students to review.

In a meeting of the student negotia-

tors during the recess, the group agreed
to forgo the set schedule, asking
instead that the administration provide

a response to each of the student
demand in writing. The administration

agreed to this point and spent the bet-

ter half of the afternoon drafting this

document | see page 6|.

At 4 p.m. the student negotiators

held a press conference outside of the

Controller's Office. Students present

fielded questions from press organiza-

tions such as. The Union News.
Channel 22. Channel 40. and
WCVB/TV— Boston.

At the same time the press confer-

ence was being conducted, the admin-
istrative written response to the stu-

dent demands were given to the group.

While student negotiators reviewed
this document, a group of approxi-
mately 400 Amherst College and Rve
College students held a rally in support

of the students occupying the Goodell
Building. UMass protestors inside the

building crowded around a small win-

dow to look at the group of protestors

outside. Police were instructed to not

allow anyone inside the building. Some
protestors outside Goodell chose to

camp out on the front steps of the

building in a show of solidarity.

Inside, the student negotiators
reviewed the administrative response

finding it unacceptable. By unanimous
consensus, they agreed that each of the

administrative responses ran counter

to their demands. When both sides

reconvened, Williams presented the

administrative response to the
demands, whereupon student negotia-

tor Singleton conveyed student dissat-

isfaction with the document, saying

that they would not negotiate until an
acceptable agreement can be raced —
even if it means bringing in the
Chancellor or the President of UMass.
The meeting convened shortly after

that.

The evening ended with students
preparing for yet another night inside

of the Controller's Office. The student

negotiating team will be holding a

press conference at 1 1 a.m. today in the

Goodell Building.

According to Student Government
Association President Maurice Caston,

security has been beefed up to three

officers per door. Earlier workmen
were also instructed to re-core all the

locks on the doors of the fourth floor,

the floor which houses the Controller's

Office which students have been occu-
pying for the past two days. The stu-

dents are not prepared to leave until all

their demands have been met.

According to one protester, one of

the administrative negotiators said that

the administrative team spent most of

the afternoon discussing ways in which
to vacate the students from the premis-

es, including use of police. A bus was
also seen parked by some students
inside Goodell, rumored for transport

of the protestors toa holding facility.

In a statement issued by the UMass
News Office. Williams said. 'We
appreciate the respect that students
have shown employees and their work-
space. We are hopeful the sit-in will

end tonight and that the dialogue will

continue in the upcoming days and
weeks in a different setting.

"

Williams would not comment as to

whether the Chancellor, who is out of
the country, allegedly on vacation in

Mexico, has been contacted or has
issued any specific statement regarding

the student takeover.

Summer Internships

Earn $3,000 for 1 weeks

Interested in spending a nontraditional

summer?

We offer a challenging 10-week program
designed to see if you've got the interest

and aptitude to be a Marine Officer.

Available to underclassmen.

Women and minority students encour-
aged to apply!

For additional information, see Capt
Peters or GySgt Thompson at the Campus

Center, Thursday 6 March 1997
or call

1-800-255-8762
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The two day takeover of the Goodell

Building reached a climax yesterday as ar<

estimated 300-400 students united at an

early evening rally including a large conti-

nent from the Five College system who
had marched in from Amherst Common.
Speakers included Prasad Venugopal, a

physics graduate student. On Monday the

protesters issued a series of demands of

the Administration. At press time none of

the demands had been met. "•
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The Collegian is

accepting applications

for:

• Associate Finance

Manager

• Associate Advertising

Manager

• Associate Business

Manager

Sophomore students encouraged to

apply, all will be considered.

For more information call Alycia

Hines at 545-3500, or come to the

Collegian located at 1 1 3 Campus

Center Basement
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Students: stand up & walk out
Yesterday's rally on the front steps of the occupied

Goodell Building displayed the wide and diverse support
for the student takeover of the Controller's Office. The
demands that have been made on the Administration
obviously effect the campus as a whole, and not jusl the

ALANA community. For this reason wc urge the whole of

the campus community to examine the issues, and support

the protesters in their fight against an Administration
unwilling to improve campus life or address student
rights.

As students at this University you must closely examine
why the take-over has reached its third day. This cannot
be dismissed as simply an ALANA issue or a UMass issue.

As Amanda Oilman. Student Government President of

Smith College said, "the commitment that you (UMass
protesters | have shown serves to remind all of us that we
M students have an important role to play in the ongoing
struggle to make our schools, and our society, into one
which reflects our values of justice and equality for all."

This morning at 10:50 a.m. students are urged to par-

ticipate in a campus wide walk-out to show support for

the protesters in Goodell. We must show the
Administration that we indeed care about student rights

tm campus in any way possible.

We also urge the UMass mens basketball team to dis-

play a sign of solidarity with the demands set forth by the

students on this campus. Anyone who remembers
Georgetown Basketball Head Coach fohn Thompson s

walk-out in protest of Proposition 48 understands the

power of protest on the national stage. The administration
will love the publicity

It has been five years since the Administration signed
the 1992 ALANA agreements, now is the time for action.

Last night the Administration made a weak attempt to sat-

isfy the demands of the students. This was an insult to the

campus community. The students must be token seriously

and we urge all to take the time to understand the issues

at hand.

( iisigned editorials represent the majority opinion of
the Collegian Editorial Board

No rest for the righteous

Humphrey

brown

For all of you who have never had the honor of partic-

.

ipating in a protest. I would like to take this time to

give you a perspective, my perspective, on what it '|

like Picture this

It took a minute for you to realize the severity of the sit-

uation, but it eventually sunk in.

"Wc weren*t going an\u here lor a long time
"

Upon hearing those words for the first time, your initial

reaction is to say,

"Damn right, we ain't!!"

Twelve hours later, you begin to realize that they were
serious and you just might find vourself sleeping on the

floor, cursing the Administration and wishing you had lis

tened to your parents and gone to a histori-

cally black college. That's just a part of the

many sacrifices (i.e. sleep, cleanliness, sani-

ty i you make when you have to fight for

what you believe in.

You think vou should know a little bit

about protesting, because you come from a long line of
demonstrators that stems back a few hundred years. From
the Civil War to the Black Power Movement, at least one
member of your family has participated in some kind of
revolutionary action in this country

So. you figure you should be well equipped to handle
the kind of revolutionary action taking place on this cam-
pus without any kind of stress or strain, right

Wrong.
To put it simply; You are HEATED!
Heated at the fact that you have to sit. sing, chant,

stomp, march, yell. wait, negotiate and fight for programs
and aid that should've already been in place on this cam-
pus to begin with. Now, you begin to realize how your
father and uncles felt when they protested during the '60s
and I

Inside the Goodell building, you're on edge. You never
know what's going to happen next You smell and want
nothing more than to take a nice. long, warm shower, but
understand that in order for this thing to work, it's going
to take a real dedication to the agenda.

You curse the day you signed your acceptance letter and
you begin the search for a spot where you can do some
kind of studying.

The students that had been negotiating with the admin-
istration for the past four hours, finally come out to bring

you up to speed on how things are going and if our
demands are being met.

They're not.

You give a sigh, go back to your tiny niche and begin to

ponder as to when everything gut so twisted.

When you first decided to come to UMass ilrom the
grand ol' sovereign state of Texas) you thought that you
were coming to a univer»itv that went beyond race barriers

and focused on preparing young minds to take us into the

next millennium. You really believed in I Mm Y<M liked

ihe idea of diversity and multiculturalism being empha-
sized and pushed.

Little did vou know they were pushing it right out the

door.

Needless to say. you had been fooled, bamboozled,
hoodwinked and lead estray. You were conned into believ-

ing that you actually meant more to the powers that be of
this campus than a quota fulfillment

You were terribly wrong.

As you continue to reflect, your train of thought is

momentarily broken by the chant of some 400 student
from Amherst. Hampshire, Mount Holyoke and Smith
Colleges as well as UMass students You rush up the stairs

push your way to the front of the window and bear witness
to one of the most beautiful sights you'll ever see. You
realize that students all over support your efforts and you
feel a little better in knowing this.

However, you also notice the police officers outside, at

all the exits, and the ones that have taken post inside the

building itself You don't particularly like cops too much,
because you've seen enough abuse of police power, to last

you a lifetime. You get a little uneasy.

The thing that has you heated the most,
other than the incredibly slow pace at which
the administration is dealing with the
demands, is the fact that the university in

'" which vou attend is one big hypocrisy. It

preaches multiculturalism. but practices
Furocenfrism

The powers that be have done an excellent job, making
the wrapping real nice and pretty with words like, diversi

ty. equality and opportunity. Yet. in all reality, when you
get past the glitter, you have homogeny. discrimination
and oppression

This is something that you're not particularly used to.

because when you were in the South, there was no ques-
tion as to who was on your side and who wasn't. The
racism was pretty blatant ar.d everyone knew who they
were up against

Here, it's a little different. It isn't so in-your-face.
Racism and discrimination kind of sneak up on you and
kick you where it hurts People try so hard to make you
think they're on your side, when the whole time they're

hoping you fail.

Thinking about it starts to get you more upset than you
already were so you get up and look for something to
munch on. Of course, you can rat) find another bagel or
piece of fruit, so you decide to wait until more food
arrives.

As you listen to you're stomach express it's grievance for

not having been fed. you begin to realize how low down
some people can really be and how you have no respect for

anyone that claims to support you. but would rather deport
you

You find that you would have more respect for someone
who was real with how they felt, even if they were wrong,
than someone who talked like a King, but thought like a

Klunsman.

You're frustrated, but you realize that, no matter what,
you aren't going to leave until the administration adheres
to the entire "living document".

As you settle in for some rest, on the very floor you've
been trying to avoid, you understand what it means to

struggle You understand what it means to fight. You like

to believe that the events that take place in the next few
days will change the face of UMass forever.

Then, you get a flash of Chancellor Scott in a kilt, play-

ing golf and you scream. Realizing you were only dream-
ing, you place your head back on the floor and begin to

count, not sheep, but the number of times you've had to go
to Whitmore to fix your financial aid. You're asleep in no
time.

Humphrey brown III is a Collegian columnist

The white choice
—1 or the past two days, the media
H has portrayed the take over ol

the controller's office in Goodell

a concern of the AI-ANA communi

T. Cincotti

KM. Thoennes

While many of the demands do affect

the ALANA community.
as two white, anti-racist

individuals, we feel the

white community has as

much, if not more,
responsibility to deal with

these issues.

Since the beginning of the takeover,

many white students have been passing

the rally with little more than a blink of

an eye. Because these demands are

labeled as "ALANA issues." white stu-

dents may not feel these demands are

pertinent to their lives. We feel they are.

We, as white people, are able to

operate daily, without race affecting our

education. It's easy for us to forget, with

our white privilege, that many people of

color are struggling everyday on this

campus for the bask right to an educa-

tion.

We do not experience being followed

through stores, singled out in class.

harassed by police/security or any other

type of discrimination because of our

race. It's easy to forget

we're white.

Because everything in

our society makes it easy

for us to forget, it's all

the more important for

us to remember.

Students of color encounter racism

on this campus daily — whether they

realize it or not. While some white stu-

dents see this, there is very little action

among us to end it. It's hard for whites

to know what to do. but that docs not

give us an excuse to do nothing. In fact.

it is imperative that white students get

involved.

White people created racism in

America, and though lime has passed.

aj Mill benefit from and perpetuate this

institution. As a result, it is crucial that

whites participate in anti-racist action.

This is exactly why we have been in

the basement of the Goodell building

for almost 48 hours. Many of our ances-

tors helped create and support racism

in this country, which is why it is so
important to help dismantle it. For the

weight that people of color bear every

day. there is absolutely no excuse for

whites to remain silent and still.

Long after negotiations in Goodell
have ceased, racism will still happen on
this campus and everywhere. It is

important to continue anti-racist

action, even when there isn't a rally.

Begin by confronting racism every

time you see it, educating yourself on
the history of this racist country and.
most importantly, really listening to

people of color. Racism cannot end
without active participation of whites.

It's time to finish what wc started.

TlM Cincotti and Katie M Thoennes
are UMass students.

The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and ao not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

Activism replaces apathy

"The student take-

over of Goodell has

restored in me at least,

a faith and respect for

UMass students.

"

Kristy King

A specter is haunting the
University of Massachusetts.
The specter of student

activism. Recently the Collegian has
swollen with condemnations of stu-

dent apathy, and pleas for student
self-empowerment. The question has
been asked, "For ^ammmmmmmm^m
how long are the

students at the
University of
Massachusetts
content to be
ruled and con-
trolled by a myste-

rious and seem-
ingly omnipotent
administration?
For how long is

this administration to be allowed to

exclude students from decision mak-
ing? For how is it to ignore the stu-

dents' voice?"

Yesterday morning, the answer
came back loud and clear: NO
LONGER! ALANA students, mem-
bers of the GEO and newly formed
VEO stood up and demanded that the

University recognize that this

University belongs to us. the students.

For five years now. the administration

has been waffling on promises it made
to ALANA in 1992 and for even
longer, has been endeavoring to ensure

that students have as little influence as

possible over the future of their uni-

versity It has become evident to every-

one that we will not stand for it any
longer! The student body has awaken
its voice, and the administration has
been forced to listen.

In Goodell. the atmosphere is elec-

tric. More and more people are wan-
dering into the Controller's Office,

anxious to include their voice in the

surging voice of a united UMass cam-
pus. Hundreds of students — black.

Latino, white. Asian, Native American,
male, female, graduate, undergradu-

ate, UMass, Amherst College —
swarm about with University staff and
even alumni in a dynamic throng of

energy. Many students have been in

Goodell for over 30 hours, but tired

eyes and fatigued bodies have done
nothing to dampen the spirit of

— empowerment.
Instead, students

group together to

chant, sing, talk

and even study,

maintaining a

level of enthusi-

asm which cries

out to the admin-
istrators. "We
demand to be
heard!"

We all know how easy it. is to
become self-absorbed and alienated

from greater social concerns on a cam-
pus of this size. We all know how easy

it is to be overwhelmed by the stench

of red tape that wafts out of
Whitmore. We all know how small

and insignificant our voice can feel

beside 28.000 other student voices; we
all know how easy it is to relinquish

responsibility for this campus, to

behave like dependent children,
unable and unwilling to make deci-

sions for ourselves.

We all know that the cost of attend-

ing UMass is greater than at almost
any other state school in the country.

We all know that UMass buildings are

dilapidated, that there are not always

enough seats in lecture halls to accom-
modate each of the students. We all

know that this University houses a dis-

proportionate number of white stu-

dents, faculty and administrators. We
all know that many students work one
or more jobs to keep themselves m
school. We all know that when stu-

dents graduate from the University ol

Massachusetts, they will owe tens of

thousands of dollars in students loans.

We all know that most students will be

unable to fund lucrative and satisfying

employment after graduation, ensuring

that their loans will be a burden for

years and years. We all know that the

top 50 administrators earn over
$100,000 a year, while graduate
employees barely earn enough for

basic subsistence. We know that we
feel powerless, overlooked and alienat-

ed. But until Monday, we didn't know
how to give voice to our concerns.

Must we take over entire buildings

each time we wish for the administra-

tors to remember that their University

belongs to us, and that without us
there would be no University? Must
we march on Whitmore each time the

administration seeks to capitalize as

what they perceive to be our apathy?

Apparently so. Our University is

ours, fellow students. We have a legiti-

mate right to partake in the deci

sion making that occurs on our
behalf. We have a right to hold the

administrators to their promises, we
have a right to make demands of the

University and a right to be heard.

Tuesday proved that we, as members
of the UMass community, do indeed

have a loud, united voice.

The students take-over of Goodell

has restored in me at least, a faith and

respect for UMass students. By uniting

together, students have shown the

administration that we are not chil-

dren. We are not merely social security

numbers and tuition-payers and we
are not nothing but obstacles in the

administrators' quest to make money.
We are intelligent, empowered and
awake. We have demands, and the

administration must heed them. We
students are serious about our right to

exercise our voices at this University,

and we have demonstrated, in one
building, on one University campus, a

triumph of the human spirit.

Kristy King is a I Mass Student.

Collective action for ALANA
No justice, no peace!"

These were the chants that echoed from the
Iront of the Goodell building to the other side of

campus, as protesters stressed their concerns for the sec-

ond day.

I cannot vocalize the internal pride I have felt in watch-
ing ALANA students uniting to form a collaboration
Forming a joint effort in motivating
each other. As students of color, we —^——^—

-

have been very focused on the purpose
of what this demonstration is about

African American's. Latinos.
\-ians and white students, have made
an imperative decision to combine in a

collective action effort to confront the

University's inability to take the needs
and issues of the ALANA community
seriously

.

Increase in financial aid. funding for

more faculty members, and diversity

within the educational curriculum, are

just some of the many pivotal demands
that the student protesters have been
fighting

With bags under their eyes, many of
the student protesters who participat-

ed since 10:50 Monday morning, have
been organizing for a total of 30 hours.

Students have become "tired."

The student protesters' fact of being "tired"" parallels

with how Rosa Parks expressed she was tired before she
was arrested for refusing to give up her seat in the front of
the bus.

With administration hesitating to produce documenta-
tion on definitive efforts to attain most of these demands
that have been on the Af.ANA agreements since 1992.
students have become more indignant.

For so many years misguided information has been given
to us. that student protesters have decided that no matter
how long it takes that they want real plans to resolve these

demands.
The integrity and assertiveness of this protest has placed

visible views to not only the UMass campus, but the Five

College areas as well.

Amherst College has shown full support from the SGO.
rallying students from their campus to march to Goodell in

support of the protest

They have also donated funds to contribute to the dona-
tion of food supplies.

Mount Holyoke and Smith have also shown their full

magnitude of support, holding signs outside of Goodell in

"The efforts of this

peaceful protest will not

be in vain. This collec-

tive action collaborative

that has formed with

the students in this

protest has started a

wave of action.

"

Allana Todman

the spirit of the protest.

President Maurice Caston-Powe. Student Trustee Sean
Carter, and Senate speaker Brian Tirell showed their sup-

port for the protest, but the majority of UMass senators

have yet to show any kind of collective effort to offer their

support up to this point.

With their general meeting tonight, it will be interesting

to s,.x whether or not the SGA Senate
(will address the concerns of the >tu

dent protestors

Pro-student caucus has also
neglected to show their support as

well.

This lack of concern among organi-

zations such as these that are sup-
posed to represent the University stu-

dent body, definitely needs to be
addressed.

As students of the ALANA commu-
nity we are equally part of this student

body as students at UMass. We have
control over the organizations that

represent us as students.

The efforts of this peaceful protest

will not be in vain. This collective

action collaborative that has formed
with the students in this protest has

started a wave of action.

With UMass-Dartmouth being impacted with the stu-

dent protest, and with consistency, student protesters not
hacking down, they have decided to take similar actions to

fight for the injustices they are experiencing as people of
color.

Overall this proiesi is not marginalized by any means to

only ALANA students, but is for the enhancement of all

students on campus.
For too long we have settled for what we can "receive."

and by having this protest we are "claiming," our educa
turn.

History has proven that collective action is the most
effective and influential tool needed for change.
With the approach that the ALANA students and other

supporters from the Five College areas are taking. I'm
hopeful that this struggle is worth everything that we as a
student body can offer to it.

As a student peeked through the window from inside of
Goodell and realized the impact of collective action she
stated. "Out of nowhere people from Smith College
appeared with about I 50-200 people. This appearance
sparked so much motivation that I became teary eyed."

Allana E. Todman is a Collegian columnist.

Aura of a takeover

Chauls

We're tired. We're hungry. We stink. We're
passionate and we're inspired.

"Hey there's food in the corner. Share it

out. y'all!"

Outside, the crowd ebbs and flows, and the issues

are on everyone's tongues. Working class. ALANA.
Privileged. Elite. The words are hot — demanding
attention, discussion and more attention.

"Anyone need to smoke a cigarette"'

Who needs a smoke'
Inside, the issues are different. Food.

Bathroom and phone access. Diapers.
Guarding the doors. Yet the energy level

remains intense. The announcement that the adminis-
tration has responded to almost every demand with the

negative fazes no one.

"Does anyone haire a quarter'' Ten cents'' I need to

call my husband, let him know where I am. Please
"

"It looks like we're in here for another night." said a

friend.

Surprisingly, this announcement is met with cheers,
not groans.

" We need to find out what people need for the night.

Blankets, diapers. whate\<er.
"

Looking around the Controller's Office, people have

set up makeshift beds in office alcoves. Some families
have taken over cubbies and put up signs that read.
"This is our temporary home. Please respect our priva-
cy."

Says one man on a cellular phone. "I might not he
home at all tonight. Can you walk my dogs?"

Occasionally, chants ripple through the room, renew-
ing everyone's energy: "One love!," "If

you say no, we won't go!," "We're stu-

dents" and "United? We will not be
defeated!"

People amuse themselves playing
cards, talking about basketball, drawing

up protest signs. A small few even dance around a tiny
Walkman equipped with speakers.

"Don't mess with me, man. I'm multicultural! That's
right!

"

Yet. despite the long sit-in and the dismal responses
from the administration, when asked to describe the
atmosphere in the room, students were inspired. Tom
Brennan. "Hopeful determination." Diego Benavente,
"Community. Togetherness. Sisterhood. Brotherhood."
Yomara Veley, "Captivating. Energetic. Magnificent."
The students determined, the protest continues.

Niko Chauls is a UMass student.

A takeover to take back

"There has to be some
way which students can

Albertina Fernandes

Let me try and verbalize my frustrations with this

ongoing battle with the University especially
issues concerning ALANA students. Since yes-

terday, I believe, students have been negotiating with
University officials to try and resolve the contents of a
contract agreed upon back in

1992. 1 have read the terms that
the ALANA community brings to

the Administration. Their
demands are reasonable. The
University just chooses to dance get break from the
around in circles until the clamor ,, . ., „
dies down. University.

I can relate to the empty
promises or misinformation that

this University has led me to
believe. I can begin with my expe-
riences with trying to adjust to
this rather large campus as a first year student. It all

started with the Financial Aid office. They didn't give
me enough financial aid because my parents had made
too much money. A preposterous claim.

My parents are hard-working immigrants who came
to this country from Cape Verde to provide me and
my siblings with better opportunities. They don't look
at the fact that 1 have five other siblings for whom my
parents are financially responsible. Yes, they own a

house but we also need a place to live. They would
have preferred me to come from government housing
so that I would be eligible for more financial aid. I'm
sorry that I don't quite fit the needy criteria of a stu-

dent in need of aid.

Financial Aid doesn't understand that have I two
others sisters in college. My parents can barely man-
age making ends meet. They would love to just whip
out a check to cover my tuition every semester but

they have more pressing issues like mortgage and gro-

ceries. My parents know the value of an education that

is why we are here in America but monetarily we are

still lacking.

There has to be some way which students can get a

break from the University. I had the Bursars put a

hold on my bill which prevented me from pre-register-

ing for any of my classes. 1 also had accumulated
another $50 as result of not paying my bill on time

which really didn't help my already in debt situation.

As result of this I couldn't get first pick of my majors
classes. The sob stories we tell can run thousands of

pages in the Collegian.

There is no uniqueness to this story just sadness. I

know the daily hindrances I must face to see the next

light of day. This University makes it all the more
arduous to have any kind of academic concentration.

Students, especially students of color, are subject to

endless amounts of red tape. I have to stand up and be

the voice that tells the trials and tribulations of stu-

dents of color. These students have devised peaceful

protests and sit-ins to some how remind the
Administrators that we haven't

forgotten the horrific obstacles

they put in our paths to try and
discourage us. As students barri-

caded themselves in Goodell. they

chanted "Say No, We Won't Go!"
after hearing that the negotiating

committee were denying our con-

cerns. We, as students, protest the

non-action of the University. We
will stand our ground adamantly
until some kind of resolution has

been met. We will urge the other

four colleges to join in the remonstration.

We already have the support of UMass-Dartmouth.
Their students have followed in the same step. We
need the media to lift the veil off of the travesties that

students here have been enduring since the breech of

contract. Our powers allied together can generate

enough outcry so that the Chancellors' office can
decide or not decide to take action.

Many students have been inside Goodell since

Monday at 10:30 a.m. and have stayed overnight —
leaving to go home only to shower and take care of

other pressing issues. We have been inconvenienced

time and time again to deal with the crookedness of

the University. We know that without our voices to

dispute uneven distribution of funds, under-represen-

tation of people of color on this campus as far as fac-

ulty and students, we would be "up a creek without a

paddle."

The University has failed to understand the needs of

students (not just people of color), not because we
need hand-outs but because we feel that we have no
bearing on this University. We are not included in any

changes or additions that take place on this campus.
We have little or no say as to what programs are being

taking away due to lack of funds.

I propose this question to Chancellor Scott. Do you
think by setting hurdles, you are lowering our morale?
We knew of this struggle from the time we could
make out pictures. We know that we are in for a long

haul. Throw at us all your tactical strategies for they

will only hinder us temporarily. We know that taking

over Goodell may have set you back a tiny bit but we
will find other ways to take back what should have

been our right all along.

Albertina Fernandes is a UMass student.

Letters to the Editor

Shut up and just get along
What is that noise pollution

coming from the direction

of Goodell?"

As I was walking down Orchard
Hill this moming, I was greeted by

loud, obnoxious words coming from
the other end of campus. I was sur-

prised at the volume of this massive

noise so early in the moming. Then I

realized it was that rally being held

outside of Goodell. I listened and
heard nothing of real importance. All

I could tell was

As for the minority movement,
haven't we heard enough? I admit I

was a little shocked to find out there

are only approximately 500 black

students enrolled here. Then I start-

ed thinking, how many Hungarian
students are enrolled here? Because

that is what I am. 1 haven't met a

single Hungarian yet. How many red

heads? How many Asian students?

How many French, Jewish, Irish.

Muslim, green- eyed, art majors.

that someone was.

as usual, "bitch-

ing" about UMass
— except this

time it was being

broadcast to the

entire campus and
there was
absolutely no way
of turning it off.

Throughout the

day I listened

more; later I

found out the

facts about this so called "demon-
stration." I have to say that I am out-

raged at such a useless attempt to get

attention. Because when it comes
right down to it, all it is. is a cry for

attention.

First of all. there is absolutely no
substance to what the "ralliers" are

"rallying" about. Take for example,

no late fees on late tuition bills. That

is ridiculous — if there wasn't a late

fee, who would actually pay their bill

on time? I certainly wouldn't. It

would be utter chaos for the entire

system.

What about this proposed two
million dollars annually to ALANA
students not contingent on GPA? I

think everything should be contin-

gent on GPA, especially financial

aid. If you're not going to take

advantage of the opportunity, don't

apply for it and if you get it. don't

waste it.

"As for the minority movement, haven't we
heard enough? I admit I was a little shocked to

find out that there are only approximately 500
black students enrolled here. Then I started

thinking, how many Hungarian students are

enrolled here?
"

Bridget Dolezsur

males, handicapped, feminists,

geniuses, messy, rich. Catholic, city

dwellers, poor, out-of-state, gay.

feminist, (the list could go on) stu-

dents attend UMass. Until people
start seeing people as people, until

we start seeing the individual, we are

never going to make any progress

toward Martin Luther King, fr.'s

great dream.

As for myself. I can personally say

I see the individual. I see their

strengths, their weaknesses and most
importantly their spirit. If we should

be rallying about anything to do with

"race," it should be to abolish it.

When I say this I think of my
friend Nikki. I met Nikki when I was
eleven and we became great friends.

We played on the same basketball

team together, took the same dance

class, hung out and went to each
others birthday parties. I think I was
16 or 17 when it dawned on me.

"Hey Nikki, you're black." I told

her. She just laughed at me and
made a blonde joke, but the point is

— I didn't see Nikki as black or any-

thing else. I saw her as Nikki It is

unfortunate that only 500 black stu-

dents attend UMass. but how many
applied? I personally know that my
minority friends didn't want to come
to UMass. They went to "better"

schools. (Nikki is at UNC-Chapel
Hill if you're wondering) And get

ting money just

because you are

another race? Isn't

that a direct exam-
ple of racism. I am
sick of the whole
race thing. I am
tired of -isms,
views on sexuality

and I am tired of

feminists.
(Though I'm sure

I could be called

one at times)

WAKE UP.
UMASS and the world for that mat-

ter. We are one. We are people. The
more you rally about how different

people are. the more divided we
become.

If there is anything that we as

UMass students should be rallying

about, it should be that less than half

of our tuition (that doesn't include

room and board) goes toward our
academic education. "Excuse me.
why are we here again?" So my fel-

low UMass individuals, if you are

planning to take over Goodell again

and pollute the air with nonsense to

get attention, at least do it for some-

thing important. Peace, love and
happiness.

And finally, would everyone stop

complaining about UMass.
Personally I am grateful to have the

opportunity to be here.

Bridget Dolezsar is a UMass stu-

dent.
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Smith College

supports protesters

To the Editor:

We, the students of Smith College,

support the students of the
University in their current struggle.

The Smith College Student
Government Association stands
behind the demands that the
ALANA groups have brought before

their administration. We recognize

the danger of allowing any college

administration to ignore pas:
promises, while turning its back on
the continuing needs of the student

body.

The educational mission of any
college or university must extend
beyond the classroom. The experi-

ence of a college education must
serve to both broaden and challenge

the minds ot each student. This can

only occur in a community which
values diversity and embraces the

inherent worth of each individual. It

is incumbent upon the administra-

tion to provide for this experience by

taking steps to amplify the voice of

all students within their community,
simplify the steps through which stu-

dents finance their education and
increase the presence of people of

color, both students and faculty, at

the University of Massachusetts. In

this way, the University will demon-
strate that it exists for its students

and for society, rather than believing

that the students exist for the

University.

It is important to remember that

the University of Massachusetts does

not exist in a bubble. Similar situa-

tions exist at several of the other

institutions in the Pioneer Valley.

We applaud the leadership that the

UMass students have shown in hold-

ing the administration accountable

to assurances that were given five

years ago. We understand the risks

that accompany this action, and we
applaud your dedication. The com-
mitment that you have shown serves

to remind all of us that we as stu-

dents have an important role to play-

in the ongoing struggle to make our

schools, and our society, into one
which reflects our values of justice

and equality for all.

The students of Smith College rec-

ognize that your struggle is our
struggle. Therefore, we stand behind

both your actions and your objec-

tives.

,
Amanda Gilman.

SGA President

Lit Kennedy.
President of Class of '97

Graduate Student
Senate Support

To the Editor:

The Graduate Student Senate
passed a resolution fully supporting:

A. Student takeover of Goodell
Building

B. ALL Demands of students.

C. Call for a walkout. March 5.

1997 at 10:30 a.m.!

We call upon the faculty and staff

to support student demands and the

walkout

We call upon the administration

to meet and implement the demands
of the students in Good Faith.

The Graduate Student Senate

Executive Committee
Amherst

A call to action

To the Editor

We. the undersigned, are a group

of undergraduate, white, anti-racist

activists, who are participating in the

take-over of the Controller's Office

in Goodell.

We would like to send a message

to the other white students at UMass
about their obligations to address

the concerns raised by the protest.

These are not optional. This is not a

choice. And these are not simply

ALANA issues. This protest address-

es financial aid. equal access to edu-

cation and child care issues as well.

But as white people who benefit

from institutional racism, we do
have a greater obligation to fight

against this form of oppression than

those who are targeted by it. It is

your white privilege which allows

you just to walk by Goodell. Many
white people believe that race is no
longer an issue in the [United
States|. However, the fact is that

most of us are here as a result of the

invisible form of affirmative action

that is white privilege. Any mass
movement in the pursuit of human
rights benefits the quality of the

human condition as a whole.
Consider this a call to action.

Tina Cincott

Northeast

This letter was signed by 1 3 other

people

Protesting the

protest

To the Editor:

Is the enemy of my enemy my
friend? In the case of the recent stu-

dent take-over Goodell. I would
have to say. no. First of all. I don't

directly think of the UMass adminis-

tration as my enemy. Sometimes I

wonder about certain things, such as

why I pay a $20 computer use fee

when I can only get on after mid-
night, but that does not make
Whitmore my enemy. The students,

however, who have decided to take

over the Controller's and the

Procurement Office in Goodell are

my enemy.

First of all, their protest has no
effect whatsoever on the operations

of those two offices. Today, during

my free time, I went to Whitmore to

find out about how that takeover
affected me. 1 got to talk to Tom
Mathers of the Controller's office.

He explained to me what happens in

each of the offices, and what they

are responsible for. When he was
done, 1 asked him if the take-over

had in any way crippled what these

offices do. His answer, "no."

"We live in a virtual world," he
said as he explained that all this does

is slow down the paperwork some-
what. So the students who are cur-

rently "camping out" in Goodell are

fooling themselves and others by

claiming that they are stopping up
the system. During my talk with Mr.

Mathers, he told me that paperwork
was processed as usual today, just

from different locations.

So there we have my first gripe —
that they do not really know what
they are doing. Now let me move
into some different turf — their

demands. I will agree that there are

some good ideas on this list, and I

will also admit that presenting a

greater number of demands on the

list that you know you don't stand a

chance of getting is not smart.
Demand no. 9 from their summary
of demands states that there should

be a "creating of a block of time
with no classes so that the students

may participate on University com-
mittees." Let us think about this for

one minute. Done? Good. It will

NEVER happen. They will look at

students' schedules, and see sched-

ules like mine. Tuesdays and
Thursdays, I am 100 percent free up
until I p.m. I call that a pretty big

block of time that I myself sched-

uled. If you are going to do things

like this, you have to have everything

planned out well in advance.

The next point I disagree with is

no. 12. Financial Aid is partially

drawn from the money that colleges

get in from the tuition of their other

students. Is it fair then to say that I.

who am an out-of-state student,

already paying $16,000 (approx) a

year to go here, and who does not

qualify for financial aid. should have

to pay more so that financial aid can

be increased'' I think not.

Finally. I just wish to state that I

do respect them for having the initia-

tive to stand up for what they believe

in. but there are better ways. Using a

protest rally as a distraction to take

over ao office which functions just

as well on spare computer terminals

throughout the school is not the

right way to present your demands.

Martin A. Lcsscm
Sylvan

Reaching the boil-

ing point

To the Editor:

Coffee has been brewing in the

kitchen of Goodell for two days and
the aroma has been permeating the

dorms, the classes, the establishment

and the entire environment of this

valuable institution. Students, satu-

rated with regular coffee, were
allowed to serve some of the social

science classes which adorned the

realities of the demands negotiated

like a wake-up call in preparation

for a mid-term exam. With tranquili-

ty and all intensity, the aroma pene-

trated the local and international

arenas and stimulated a (cushiony]

warmth, which unveiled the distort-

ed strategies of establishment to cul-

tivate the facts as a minority or race

issue

Students of UMass. this is an
imperative situation which concerns

every one of us. Why should stu-

dents be forced to result in trans-

forming Goodell into a kitchenette

where the coffee of truth is brewed
and [the) establishment is seduced
against their will to take a sip? Why
didn't establishment honor the

agreement which was set with the

students in 1992? Like the dawn of

a new day. the truth unfolds as clear-

ly as the dependable sun in the sky.

Students are not respected. It seems

like we are merely customers who
have no rights to participate in our

development.

Students of UMass. every one of

us is unique and special. We arc

blessed with creative abilities which

must be actualized through active

participation. If we are constantly

being denied the rights of active

involvement in the decision process-

es which concerns our welfare, then

how can we reach our full poten-

tials? The importance of respect and
irresponsible attitude which adminis-

tration has adopted towards students

are the crucial factors at stake now.

It is said "the youth of today are the

future of tomorrow" and if that is so,

then why are they inhibited within

their own world where they can
make significant contributions
toward the development of living

conditions at this university?

To the students who did not wish

to drink Goodell's instant coffee of

truth, we urge you to get involved in

one way or another. It's your respon-

sibility to get the right facts because

(there] is much work to be done in

Goodell's kitchenette. The chores of

cleaning and maintaining the kitchen

will certainly unveil the truth about

the injustice which the cooks are

experiencing. We all know that "it is

only those in the kitchen who are

experiencing the heat." So come out

and participate. You have a right to

get involved whether [you] drink

Goodell's coffee or not.

Tony |no Baptiste

Northeast

Battling apathy

To the Editor:

First off. allow me to congratulate

Mike Burke for [describing] what I

have found to be true time and time

again at this University: "If it doesn't

affect me, I don't care." The protest

orchestrated by the ALANA students

and their supporters is something
that at its base affects students cam-
pus wide. Though white students

and students of color have obvious

differences they are all struggling to

attain the same goal, the negotiators.

I did a mass phoning (on Monday]
night and was astounded to get a

voice mail response from a white
student saying in no uncertain terms.

"I don't care." I couldn't believe that

someone actually took the time to be

this ignorant and apathetic to the

plight of fellow students. This same
student would probably rally and
protest if the cause was no beer at

Spring Concert. The unfortunate
truth is that it's not only students

battling against the Administration,

but also students battling against the

apathy of other students.

Gladys Oyola
goyolaQacad.umass.edu

Statement of soli-

darity

To the Editor:

The WEB. Du Bois Club CPUSA
of Amherst fully supports the stu-

dent takeover of the Goodell
Administration Building at the

University of Massachusetts at

Amherst on Monday to further pres-

sure the campus Administration on
issues of financial aid and affirma-

tive action.

The 175 students who demon-
strated solid leadership in taking the

action and putting forth a list of 16

demands to the Administration
deserve the support and encourage-

ment of every student, staff and
member of this University communi-
ty, as well as the support from out-

side this community.
After years of blatant racial dis-

crimination of students of color by

the UMass Administration, students

and administrators hammered out

the ALANA Agreement in 1992 after

students were forced to take over the

Whitmore Administration Building

to have their voices heard. With less

than 10 percent of the student body
composed of non- white students,

the initial demand for a 30 percent

enrollment of students of color was
negotiated down to 20 percent.

Despite this compromise on the part

of students, the Administration five

years later is still not able to fulfill

this meager percentage not to men-
tion their inability to fulfill other

aspects of the 1992 agreement.

Faced with an Administration
unable or unwilling to act on affir-

mative action issues as well as the

sky-high costs of higher education,

meager federal resources or resolve,

and the increasing privatization of

University public resources which
transfers control of such resources

over to private corporate interests,

students were compelled to act to

wake up th.* campus and the nation

to the problems of public education:

the increasing racist discrimination

utilized to exclude students of color,

the exclusionary high costs of higher

education which amounts to class

discrimination directed against poor
and working class students, the per-

petuation of a racist curriculum
which excludes the histories and
contributions of peoples of color,

and their unwillingness to provide

child care services, orientation ser-

vices, as well as the failure to diver-

sify administrative staff and faculty

on campus.

UMass students have initiated a

wake-up call to students around the

nation to fight back against racial

and class discrimination by demand-
ing an increase in enrollment and
retention of students of color as well

as working class students. We
demand the Administration break
with the vestiges of white supremacy
and revamp the curriculum to

include the histories and contribu-

tions of non-white peoples the world
over. We will not be quiet as the rul-

ing class attempts to revert back to

the all-white strictly upper-class
university of the past. We will act

and we will be heard!

The WEB. Du Bois Club CPUSA
calls on all students to demonstrate

your support for the UMass student

actions by sending a note of support

to the UMass Daily Collegian at the

following email address.
letters@oitvms. umass.edu. and by
coming out to Goodell Building to

join the demonstration and protests

actions.

Fatimah Ihsan

Colin S. Cavcll

Prasad Venugopal
W.E.B. Du Bois Club CPUSA
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The administration genuinely shares the stu-

dents' concerns about the learning envi-

ronment for minority students on this

campus. It is not unreasonable to desire

and request such things as greater diversi-

ty in faculty, staff, administration and sru-

dent body, more scholarship and finan-

cial aid for ALANA and low income stu-

dents; and additional funding for targeted

ALANA and low income students; and

additional funding for targeted AlANA
programs.

In the past five years the administration has

demonstrated a commitment to these

concerns by increasing the diversity of

our students, faculty and staff, and by

increasing our institutional contribution

(0 financial aid for students to more than

$10 million a year, an unusually high

amount for a public instimtion.

In a university this targe and complex, plan-

ning and budgeting cannot be done ad

hoc There is a process and framework

established for making budget decisions

regarding the many competing needs for

limited resources. It would be irresponsi-

ble to abandon this process.

The concerns of the students have been heard

and duly registered. They will be given

full and serious consideration in the

established budaaing, or

Preliminary estimates of thi (he

March 3rd student demands total $13
million.

Undergraduates

/ Ilk- percentage ofALANA students fot the incoming

t lass In be 20 permit and the overall /*tc entagt of

undergraduate ALANA students should ate he 20
/HTintt.

1 . The University commits ro sustain efforts

to assure continuing to meet the 20%
goal ofentering undergraduates, as calcu-

lated according to federal reporting stan-

dards. With successful rrcruition and

retention efforts, wc hope to reach a 20%
overall proportion ofALANA students

within S years.

Financial Aid/Bunar

/ I animating Oie hold on stikknts during pre-i,

nation due to outstanding bursar's bill;

1

.

The University commits to continue the

process implemented in Fall '% that has

dramatically reduced the number of stu-

dents withdrawn for financial reasons.

We will also look for ways to further

reduce the numbers ofstudents in this

situation.

2. All«atc funds targeted for ALANA stutknts and

km income students. S2M annually. These funds

an not contigent on Ci.PA.

2. The University has increased the amount
of institutional funds available for

financial aid to $10,500,000, an unusu-

ally high amount for a state institution,

the hulk of which is not contingent on
< i PA. Wc know there are insufficient

funds available for financial aid and are

committed to continuing to increase

the total. The five-year Capital

laptjn includes $10,000,000 for

Sandal aid.

1. Individualized payment flans fot i/// students per

semester, starting Fall '97.

3 I he I iiiversity has and will continue to

assist individual students in meeting their

financial obligations, in addition to

reducing the numbers of students

described in No. 2.

/ / liminate all late fees, starting hall 97

4. The University does not believe it is fi

Catty responsible to eliminate all late

fees.

5. / hvvrsify the Hursar's staff; fnofesskmal and classi-

fied. New hiring should be completed bv the

beginning of hall stiricstet 1997.

% The University will not create new posti"

to accomplish this goal, but agrees that

diversification of the Bursar's staff is a high

priority as positions become available.

Faculty and Staff:

7. Diversity Whitmore from the top down; hiring

minorities in key fxisitions ofpower; as positions

fan ontc available these key positions should he

targeted to minorities— at least two candidates

who are ALANA be presented h> the Clutncellor

for lite nest ofKiting for Vice Chancellor.

1 . As acknowledged in discussions yesterday,

every effort will be made to ensure a

diverse pool ofcandidates for the two vice

chancellor positions currendy in search.

The Chancellor shares the students' con-

cern for diversity at this level within the

University administration.

a. Search committees for faculty and staffhiring

should Ik required to haw equal representation of

StmkntS, inchuiing a substantial ALANA student

representation.

a. The faculty and administration have prima-

ry responsibility for faculty hiring.

Students are always welcome on search

committees through student governance

bodies.

/>. .4// candidates should be available to answer stu-

dent questions in tlie evenings, when there are no

classese so thxit students can easily participate.

b. The University will communicate to

departments the students' desire to meet

with candidates and suggest that depart-

ments consider scheduling candidate ses-

sions in the evening.

r. A block of time will be set askk when no classes are held.

All meeting, seurvh committees, etc.. requiring student

participation shall be held during this bhek of time.

c. The University will ask search committees

to ensure student members can attend

committee meetings. In addition, we will

ask the Space and Calendar Committee
ti > review the feasibility of setting aside a

block of time during the day during

which no classes are scheduled.

2. Eiich ilepartrtknt be requited to sulmtit a plan to tlw

cliaihcllorand the negotiating team outlining

tluir plans for ethnically diwrsifsing Ok' fikvlty in

the defMrtments. Die ALANA faculty on tenure

track should match in proportion to the imperill-

ing irkrease ofALANA students, starting

September '97. Deptirtments shtndd lx' infonned

in Spring '97 so tltat the plan is implementetl by

Septemlx-r 97.

1. 1 Vans, on behalfof the Departments, have

alreadu submitted plans to the Chancellor

is pan ofthe strategic plan nirtg process.

When conducting searches departments

are provided with availability data and

encouraged to take ail measures possible

to increase departmental diversity, particu-

larly where under-rcprescntarion exists.

Recent hiring of tenure track faculty has

been greater than 20 percent ALANA.
We will continue to use special programs

to sustain this rate, with particular empha-

sis on those areas which arc under-repre-

sented compared to availability and in

which there is high ALANA student

demand (for additional information, see

attached information from the Office of

Equal Opportunity and Diversity).

a. This committee will take on ttte task of'overlooking

hiring prihrtices which iiulikk: Ow writing of job

description; make up ofsearch committee; posting

of positions.

a. This is the role of the Office of Equal

Opportunity and Diversity. This office

will consult with Human Resources and

departments as needed.

4. < omplete review ofall hiring procedures meeting

with a report due In- May IS, 1997. Tins commit-

tee will i onsist of50% ALANA students an! 5

ALANA faculty members (i.e. at least, otw Native

American, one African American, one Asian

American, one Initio American.)

4. The University is unable to respond to this

demand without further discussion to

clarify its intent.

Admission and Financial Aid:

1. Office of Admissions must hire:

a. a Native Amerix an recruiter

h t i l-.HMS liaison

c. UAIRC liaison as Assistant Directors for the

Recnutnmit ofALANA students by August '97.

Tlie nsponsiNlity ofall ALANA recruiters will be

exclusively dedicate to the recruitment ofALANA
shulents.

1

.

We expect to have these positions filled as

Assistant Directors of Admissions no later

than August 1 997. The significant pro-

portion of their recruitment activities will

be devoted to recruiting students from

their respective communities.

2. The finir AIANA positions in admissions should be

filled at all times. I he ALANA admissions person-

nel shotdd be the sole reviewer and decision maker

for all poliential AIANA and Trio Program stu-

tlents. Vtese positions MUSTNOT be combined.

2. The Native recruiter position has had

CCEBMS liaison responsibilities

removed from it to permit greater focus

on the Native community. In addition,

Admissions has added a position dedicat-

ed to liaison with ( X T.BMS. No
AI.ANA student will be denied admis

sion without a review of his/her applica-

tion by an ALANA staff member. Every

effort wilt be made ro keep these posi-

tions filled.

3. Tliese hires will be completed by April, 1997.

3. These hires will be completed by August

1997.

Active Outreach for ALANA and First Generation Low-
Income Students:

1. Create a program comparable to the Upward Hound

Program with a base budget of$500,000 starting

September 1997. litis money should not be a

result of hightr fees.

1. The institution will re-examine the feasibili-

ty ofsubmitting an Upward Bound grant

application in the next application cycle

as it did this cycle. Our ability to do this

depends on support for the program in

the local communities.

2. In addition, $250,000 should Ik giwn to the pro-

gram annually. 71lis program will serve the same

poptilstion and areas as the Upward lkmnd
Program.

a. This program will be a septirate entity from the

SUMMA and Talent Search programs (the

Assistant Director ofRecruitment will not this.)

2. We will continue to support the SUMMA
Program that has broad participation in

the Springfield school system. We will

also seek renewed funding for the Talent

Search Program in the next funding cycle.

3. UALRC, BCP, CCEBMS liaisons. Tliese are all

Assistant Director positions. Ihesx- positkms refxirt

to die Assxxiate Director ofALANA Recmitment.

3. This is the current job title and reporting

line for these positions

4. A position ofthe level of Assistant Dinxtor tlie

ALANA transfer students should Ik hind In lime

1997.

4. The ALANA Assistant Directors of

Admissions can assist in the recruitment

of transfer students

5. Tliere Ik rnore pidilications, (ktmphtcts. faoiflmi

and \ideos for ALANA recntitmenl extlusiwh

*>. Rr-cxamining current publications, pam-

phlets, brochures and videos for AIANA
recruitment will be a top priority for the

person to be hired with responsibility toi

Admissions and Enrollment Services pub-

lications. We expect this position to be

filled bv AuKust I'M"

6. Provide a sufficient, dear budget forALANA recruit-

ment rieeds; far open lwuse events outreach

efforts, publkations, etc.

["he institution makes every effort to assure

that there are sufficient funds available for

these activities.

Recognition of Ethnicity:

7. 77a* creation or upgraihng of the following to Major

Department status: Irish Sliulies, Xuliw Aituritun

Studies: Latin American Studks. AskmA/mHam
Studies.

1

.

Irish Studies: There is one faculty member
in the English department teaching rele-

vant courses, as well as other Five College

offerings.

2. Native American Studies: The Native

American Studies Certificate Program is

in the proposal stage at the Faculty

Senate. It has been endorsed by the

Provost's Office and we are optimise

that it will be in place for Rati

s
1 Jain American Studies: There is a certifi-

cate in Latin American Studies Ihere is a

proposal to add Latino to the title and wc

presume they will be adding course work

and, potentially, a certificate in the future.

Subject to the appropriate governance

review, the Provost's Office will support

this.

4. Asian American Studies; No proposal for a

certificate exists at this time, but the cam-

pus has been working to increase the

number ofcourses available in Asian

American Smdics.

a. Ifthere is no program in place presently in any of

thealxnv, Ikgin the process to establish one.

b. We also ikmand that hte curriculum of eat h afrwe-

mentioned department reflcit its respatiw ethnu

population ont he UMass Amherst campus.

i In luklition, tlie Uniwrsity slkvdd retmiin awaw ofa

Llhirgin .AIANA communities ikadentn ikvds and

bepreparcti to adjust and ikconkkkrte to \<7ir IMNI
d Instnutors of said classes should hold tenure tnu k

positions.

Graduate Students

/. that graduate (wcentage, overall, of AIANA stu-

dents Ik brought tip to at least 14 percent of the

gradtuite shtdtrit body as verified In an indifvn-

aent audit.

1

.

AIANA students arc currently over I S per-

cent of the reasoned graduate student

body.

2. At least five more employees hm>l\vd in rigorous

mmitment ofALANA students, im huling in eco-

nomically disadvantaged areas and Native

Americans.

2. [blank]

1, GMCfll funds be iiurcased to at least $2 million to

mml ourgtktls, whk h itk hide 20 fxreent minority

graduate student hkh and funds fot retention.

3. An increase has been requested by the

Graduate Dean to supplement increases

the past two years due to the latest GEO
contract.

4. More employees who do only recruitment.

4. [blank)

Support Programs

/. An increase in fall time anuiselors to aid ALANA
students with advising servkes:

a. CCEBMS needs two more ftdl time counselors

b. UALRC needs two more full time counselors

c. BCP ruvd two more full time counselors

1

.

While wc apprciate the need for additional

staffing for these programs, diere is no

funding to fill these positions

2. An increase in funding is needed to fulfill the exist-

ing needs ofthese programs, mainly tutoring. Tlie

above mentioniil suftport programs demand a

$50,000 increase in Ikise budget.

2. We recognize the need for addidonal tutori-

al support and an increase is pan ofour

budget planning for FY 98.

3. Enrollment Servkes: fiill time counselors for these

support programs demand same salaries as other

aihisors on campus

3. Salary and position levels have just been

reviewed for these staff. Both levels and

salaries have been adjusted.

4. In ikldition, a Native Support Program should be

established on campus, comparabk to BCP
CCEBMS and UALRC (his program should lx-

staffed with at least one fttU time advisor atui two

graduate student TA. fxisitions and work-study

positions. This program shoidd be fidly functional

by Spring '98.

4. [blank]

The ALANA Offices Demands

The Administrative Offices of ALANA Affairs:

/. The creation ofan Oilministrative office ofALANA
Affaits comparable to tiiat of (,reek Affairs, the

StoMfMafl Center ami the Office ofJewish Affairs

a. Ttiis office will serve as wakhiktg over Unhxrsin

Affairs, incltkling alt those issues that affect

ALANA stuilents on a graduate or undergraduate

lexxl.

b. This administration will meet with tiie dinxtor of
this office aiul with its ( iffixe Advisory Btkird on a

regular basis to ensure tiiat ALANA concerns ate

ikidressed.

2. The AIANA ( )ffice Advisory Board will be com-

posed ofALANA students (graduate and urnler-

gruituahth faculty aiul staff.

a. IhisftmdvitrpViK&Overs-itfiltnidappr^

acthities oftheAdrtoittistratiw ( Wee of.ALANA
Affairs, iikiuding all appointments to this office.

b. lliis Hxktrd will bklude two represenatives ofthe

ALANA ( aiktis, one cat h of tiw following pro-

grams itkludBt P. ' ' EBMSand UALRC. One
repnset itatiw from tfie ( Office oftlK Stutknt Office

ofAIANA Affairs ' t u nxmhig Botird and one

AIANA represcntatiw fnxn tikh union represent-

ing the faadty and stiff of tlie representative from

tlie \ati\i Aiiuriiiin community:

c. Vie Dinctorofthe Administrative Office ofthe

ALANA Affairs will serve as an ex-officio member

of litis biktrd

d. This office should lx- fittutional by spring

The Student Office of ALANA Affairs

7. 77iis existing offke will remain an independent

Ikkly answerable to tlie Cweming Board of the

Office ofALANA Affairs,

a. A fidl-time office manager and an assistant director

will Ik funded through University administrative

funds.

b Ml otlier funding for this offke \sill lx- maintained

tlmnigh its existing funding meclianisms.

The administration s desire to discuss this issue b

a matter of record. Ifstudents arc prepared

at this rime to consider the issue, the admin-

istration will be happy to work with the stu-

dents to set up a mechanism to address it.

Child Care

/ flu- emition of child care sufficient to and afford-

able enough for the graduate and iindergroiiuate

students of this uninrsits.

a Implementation of a subsidized flexible child care

fcr in initially Ukated s/xne with 60 seats,

open for HO hours a week (serving an estimate

240 children at 20 hours a wvek) this , enter will

sxtvc graduate and undergraduate students and
all seat* will be dedkated for thtnr, excepting

MKM fef reimiining A0 days after the start ofthe
senwstcr. litis wnter will be implemnted no later

than fan. 30, 1998. Alt fees for this center will Ik

set using tlie existing state child care sliding fee

scales. ( htrsight for tins , niter will lx- dorw in full

1 1 k iperation with the dkector of child otor arul

family issues committee.

h. lo answtr the rieeds of the more than 2000 stu-

dent parents of this campus, Uniwrsity will pro-

vide $500,(KX) in child care vouchers for both

graduate and imdtrgraduate students adminis-

terrng through existing funding mechanisms.

c. Tlie University will implement a skk-tart drop off
center and a chihlren's library in tlw W.E.B. Du
Hois IUnary.

We recognize there arc current unmet needs

fot Child Care. This is a concern shared

by students ,md the administration. In

order to plan a response, the Chancellor

h.cs just appointed a committee to devel-

op a proposal. Both SCA and GSS have

been asked to appoint members.

Jewish Affairs
Wednesday, March 5, 1997

Esteemed Israeli journalist delivers lecture at Hillel
By Sarah J. Kimrrwl

Collegian Staff

On Monday evening, Israeli reporter
and journalist, Danny Rubenstein, gave
a lecture at the University of
Massachusetts' Hillel House entitled,
"Reporting From the Eye of the Storm:
Tales of an Israeli lournalist."

Rubenstein is this year's Five College
Hillel Scholar-in- Residence. He has
been a reporter for Ha'aretz. one of the
largest newspapers in Israel, for 20
years. He has covered the issues sur-

rounding the West Bank and Gaza
Strip since the Six Day War in 1967.
In 1988. Rubenstein was a recipient

of the prestigious Sokolov Prize,
Israel's highest award for journalism.
He also has been honored with the
Inter-Ethnic Award for understanding
and tolerance. He has been the
lerusalem Bureau Chief for the Israeli

l.abor newspaper Davar.

During Rubenstein's lecture and dis-

cussion he spoke of several experiences
he had as a journalist in the one of the

most heated areas of the world. He
focused on the changes regarding
Israeli-Palestinian relations in Israel

BaWa the Six Day War.
Rubenstein said that in the 1960s,

Israeli reporters were asked not to rec-

ognize the Palestinians as such and to

call them Arabs. In addition,
Palestinian reporters did not recognize

the State of Israel. According to

Rubenstein, this mutual lack of recog-

nition and willingness to reject each
other prevented a successful peace
process.

"Once we recognized each other we
were ready to compromise. This repre-

sents a major change," Rubenstein
said.

In his talk, the journalist also dis-

cussed his views on Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu's decision to pull

out of Hebron. He said he feels that

there are weaknesses and strengths on
both the Israeli and Palestinian sides

and for that reason the peace process is

now imperative.

"The Gulf War was a catastrophe for

the Palestinians... half a million people

lost their jobs and/or left the country.

All funding was stopped, the PLO was
out of business," Rubenstein said.

He expressed his feelings that the

Israelis were in a similar situation. Out
of weakness the two groups must
decide to work things out.

"I see the peace process having a

good, solid basis. Once both sides are

ready to recognize each other and give

legitimacy, it will have a good out-

come," Rubenstein said.

He said he feels that the solution will

come in the form of a petition between
the two states.

Rubenstein said, "I think Netanyahu,

or any Prime Minister, doesn't have

many choices. There is one option and
that is this kind of petition."

Rubenstein is also the author of a

book about Yassir Arafat. He spoke in

his lecture about how he is planning to

update the book, as well as translate

the novel from English into Hebrew.
Rubenstein said he feels that Arafat is

much less hated by the population of

Israel than he has been in the past.

Rubenstein attributes this recent
change in the Israelis' opinion to the

assassination of Yitzak Rabin.
Rubenstein said he believes that when
Rabin was shot he was made into a

martyr.

Rubenstein said, "Everything he did

became more legitimate. Rabin shook
hands with Arafat and people are
realizing that if Rabin did it then it

can't be wrong... This means that the

atmosphere on both sides is differ-

ent."

During the question and answer ses-

sion of the lecture Rubenstein touched

upon several issues such as the separa-

tion of secular and orthodox lews in

lerusalem. Israeli-Syrian relations and
where the city lines of lerusalem should

be.

Rubenstein will be speaking tonight at

b: 1 5 at Mount Holyoke College in the

Kosher Hallal Kitchen in Elliot House
and again on Thursday evening at 7: SO
at Amherst College in the Mead Art

Museum. Israeli journalist, Danny Rubenstein, speaks to UMass at Hillel about his experiences in the Middle East.

comrrtsi stak

Anti-Semitic hate crimes still a campus problem
By Matthew Wurrzel

Collegian Staff

A Baker resident discovered to her dismay, a swastika
scrawled on her door on the evening of Thursday Feb. 6.

The police came to investigate, and students mobilized in

response to the incident.

Despite this hate crime, the number of anti-Semitic inci-

dents is declining both on a national level and at the

University of Massachusetts, according to University offi-

cials.

The number of reported anti-Semitic incidents on cam-
pus have held constant at about 10 per semester, said

Larry Goldbaum. the director of the University's Office of

lewish Affairs.

Despite the national decline, reports from the Anti
Defamation League (ADD demonstrate an increase of

anti- Semitic incidents in Massachusetts last year from 85
to 106.

"Every act ofanti-Semitism reaches beyond its victims

to the community at large." said David H. Strassler. ADL
national chairman. "We arc encouraged that these acts

have been met by strong community responses — from
leu i*h and non-lewish — we have said no to hate."

In response to the recent graffiti in Baker, the resident

assistants (RA) and resident directors of upper Central

discussed the incident, said Robin Carus. an RA in

Chad bourne who was on duty the evening of the incident.

"Hate mongering isn't directed toward one person, it's

meant to shock everyone." said Carus. a junior theater

and communications double major.

The crime exacted such a response, said Carus who is

lewish. A groups of students who live in upper Central are

planning to remember Yom ha-Sho'ah, Holocaust
Memorial Day on May 4.

Goldbaum spoke to the staff about the history of anti-

Semitism and how to combat it.

"We're not that far removed from the Holocaust," said

Goldbaum. "We're still only 50 years since it happened —
that's recent in historic terms."

Anti-Semitism was an institution of Western Civilization

that prevented lews from entering varying facets of soci-

ety and certain professions for about 2000 years,

Goldbaum said. Most people are unfamiliar with the

Inquisition, and pogroms — the slaughter of innocent

lews.

The legal institutions that supported anti-Semitism
crumbled during the civil rights movement, added
Goldbaum.
"Everyone knows about racism, but they don't know

about anti-Semitism." Goldbaum said.

Unlike racism. anti-Semitism is not a daily problem for

lews. It historically follows the cycles of the econorm.
Goldbaum said.

Unlike other campuses, the Universin is one of about
three other schools nationwide that monitors the problem,

said Grant Ingle, director of the Office of Human
Relations. Every three years, the University surveys stu-

dents.

The last survey was conducted in fall 1994. and the

results improved since the previous one in 1991. The
University will conduct the survey again this fall.

The number of lewish students who were actually

harassed decreased from 51.5 percent in 1991 to 29.4 in

1994. About 45 percent of non-Uvii«h students reported

talking about anti-Semitism in class which is more than
the 28.4 percent in 1991

lewish students grew more confident in the IMvaraky*!
ability to handle anti-Semitism from 52 I to 64 .5 percent

Although student groups brought anti-Semitic speakers

to campus such as Louis Farakhan in 1994. the problem
has improved, Goldbaum said.

If there was a serious problem with anti-Semitism on
this campus, then lewish students would not come here,

Goldbaum said, lewish students have a high graduation

rate, and a low transfer rate, he added.

"It's a shame that (the incident | happened." Carus said.

"Most students would never do this."

A failed attempt

to learn Hebrew
I don't know exactly how I came up with the

notion that taking a Hebrew class would be a good
idea. In fact, it turns out that my brilliant idea was
anything but. In fact, of all the linguistic nightmares I

have endured this tumultuous, tortuous episode was
by far one of the worst.

My approach from the beginning was probably all

wrong. I figured that since I went to Hebrew school

as a young boy that I was more than adequately pre-

pared for Hebrew at the University of Massachusetts.

Boy was I wrong!

If the study of

Hebrew could be com-
pared lo sports. I was

Levenson

Daniel E.

Holocaust survivors seek the return of stolen property

Sarah

Kimmel

It is no secret that during the Holocaust many families

were separated and many lives were destroyed. When the

Na/i-, invaded the lewish ghettos and when the prisoners

entered the concentration camps, all of their worldly pos-

sessions were taken by their oppressors. Gold wedding
rings were torn from lovers' fingers and placed in banks

Since the War over two million dollars worth of gold

have accumulated in Swiss bank accounts.

During and after World War II. the Swiss bragged that

they were playing a so-called neutral role

in the war. yet they did not hesitate to take

the stolen gold and put it in their banks.

Some of the lews also placed their money
in these Swiss accounts for safe-keeping

prior to the Holocaust. Now. 50 years after

the war's end these individuals and their descendants are

in the process of trying to recover the stolen property.

According to the recent article in the Feb. 24 issue of

Time titled, "Echoes of the Holocaust," several individu-

als who have survived the Holocaust or had relatives who
were in the camps are taking steps to retrieve their

finances.

Bert Linder. an 85-year-old Holocaust survivor is one
of the survivors who is struggling to get back his lost

funds. In 1942. Linder's gold wedding ring was taken

from him by the Nazis. This action separated him from
his wife and 10- month old son who were later murdered
in Auschwitz.

Under hired a lawyer to investigate the situation. He
threatened to sue the Swiss banks if they did not create

some sort of reparation fund. His lawyers wrote letters to

the banks and threatened again to place lawsuits. Finally,

the banks came forward with a promise to supply funding

for those who suffered financially in the Holocaust.

Time tells of several people who, like Linder. were

financially cheated during World War II. Rudolphine

Schlmger's husband William had Swiss bank accounts in

which he deposited funds prior to and during the
Holocaust.

Naomi Wcisz Nagel, 56. is the daughter of two
Holocaust survivors. Today she is trying to retrieve the

money but bank officials insist that there is no record of

their account. Even though Nagel had the identification

of an account number at a specific bank and despite the

fact that she hired a Swiss lawyer, she is still being
refused the restoration of her parents'

money.

Today there are approximately 12.000
Holocaust survivors who are attempting to

sue four Swiss banks in a 20 billion dollar

class action suit. This suit was filed last

October and it is the largest attempt to recover the stolen

property of the survivors.

The United States did take some action in this mission

for justice. Code-named Project Safehaven. this U.S.
intelligence operation is trying to track down Nazi gold

that was being smuggled out of the Third Reich.

Previously secured papers that discussed Project

Safehaven have been declassified after the mandatory 50
year waiting period. Now there are some steps that are

being taken to bring back the funds. Edgar Bronfman,
heir to the Seagram's spirit enterprise, has also been a

member of the World lewish Congress. Bronfman is truly

a lewish leader He led the campaign that fought to make
the former Soviet Union allow Russian lews to emigrate

and he also ended the career of Kurt Waldhcim. the for-

mer president of Austria, because of war crimes.

Bronfman told Time. "Part of my life and_part of the

things that I want out of life is to be a lewish leader."

Bronfman wanted to ask the Swiss Bankers Association

to investigate the missing accounts of Holocaust victims.

The bankers stated that they would turn over $32 million

that was discovered in 774 accounts since the war if they

could close the matter for good.

Instead of agreeing with the bankers and accepting the

offer. Bronfman decided to move to higher MMMI 10 gel

assistance. A meeting with President Clinton was made
and the men discussed the issue in its entirety. The
President was extremely helpful in the pursuit for the

funds and made Senate hearings for Holocaust survivors

to testify. There was evidence that the Swiss did service

the Reich.

Three weeks ago the Swiss gave in a little. They
announced that they would create a $70 million humani
tarian fund for the remaining survivors and the families

of the victims that did not. Then the Swiss government
said that they would oversee the fund, but that it would
not sink any of their public money until its investigation

had been completed. On Feb. 5 the Big Three Swiss
banks finally announced the Holocaust Memorial Fund.

Many people criticize Bronfman's actions because there

are now strong signs of anti-Semitism in Switzerland.

Bronfman will not be turned down, he told Time
Magazine, "If we did not put pressure on them, nothing

would have happened I think about it. But lews do not

make anti- Scmitism. Anti-Semites make Anti-Semitism.

If we are going to give them an excuse to yell at lews.

OK. But there is a moral issue here... and that issue is the

truth."

No matter what the Swiss bankers decide to give to the

survivors and their families, it can in no way be a substi

tute for the pain and anguish that they have suffered in

the past 50 years. So much more than just dollar bills and
bars of gold was taken from them. Now. it is only the

truth and their memory that will bring peace of mind to

those who are still living with the after affects of the

Holocaust.

Sarah /. Kimmel is a Collegian columnist

playing stickball in the

backyard, while my
class was something

akin to the World Series. I was clearly out of my
league.

I found that much to my dismay — almost com-
pletely Hebrew illiterate — the degree to which I did

not understand Hebrew was ridiculous.

But still, there were at varying points in time, glim-

mers of verbal hope, small signs that perhaps I was
making progress on my journey to understanding the

language of my people.

Each day the class would travel along through lan-

guage outer space at the speed of light while I was left

standing at the launching pad.

I was in serious danger of failing. One of my
friends tried to tutor me. and for a while that did

help. But soon I found myself sliding backwards into

the same dark abyss where my intellect was forced to

wander aimlessly amid algebra and other great mys-

teries of the known Universe.

In high school I took three years of Spanish and a

year of Latin. I can still speak and understand a

decent amount of the former, but as for Latin, my
understanding of the language is as dead as the peo-

ple who actually spoke it. Semper L'bi Sub ibi! is the

only thing I can remember, that of course, and
Agricola. Agricolum... I still twitch when 1 think

about declining verbs.

When I say that I can't speak Hebrew. I mean that

I could in no way cany on any sort of conversation. I

can. however read letters, words and sentences in the

Hebrew language, meaning I am physically able to

pronounce them, but don't go asking me what they

mean. I can say. "I study at the University of
Massachusetts." which, although I am impressed that

I can say that, is really no great accomplishment.

After the semester was over I decided to check with

the people over in Whitmore and try to find out if I

really needed to take a language here at the Universin

It turns out I didn't, since I took Spanish up to the

fourth level in high school. So. in essence I blew an
entire semester on a course that I didn't understand

or need to take.

What did I learn form this experience? Well, it

would be easy to say nothing and simply move on.

But I do think I picked up at least one little nugget

of wisdom — in the future, before I jump into a class,

I'll check with Whitmore firjt.

Daniel E. Levenson is a Collegian columnist.

Netanyahu: Israel to go ahead with West Bank redeployment
By Gwen Ackarmon
Associated Ptom

IERUSALEM — Israel will go ahead with the first of three

scheduled troop withdrawals from West Bank rural areas

after the Cabinet meets this week. Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu said yesterday.

The prime minister did not say how much land the

Palestinians would get in the transfer. But he said that even

after the three redeployments, the Palestinians will not end

up with the 90 percent of the West Bank they seek.

The Cabinet will decide the scope of the first withdrawal,

which is supposed to be completed by Friday.

"The implementation will begin immediately after the

decision is made." Netanyahu told Israel radio.

The Cabinet is expected to meet tommorow to authorize

the withdrawal. Defense Minister Yitzhak Mordechai said

the redeployment would be carried out within 48 hours of

a Cabinet decision, the Yediot Ahronot newspaper report-

ed.

There had been speculation the first withdrawal would be

delayed, increasing tensions already high because of Israel's

decision to build a new lewish neighborhood in disputed

east lerusalem.

Israel has already withdrawn from major Palestinian cities

in the West Bank, retaining only a small part of Hebron,
and has granted partial autonomy to about 28 percent of

the West Bank and most of the Gaza Strip.

Under the agreement reached in lanuary between
Netanyahu and Yasser Arafat. Israel is to carry out three

additional pullbacks from the West Bank by the end of
1999. The final status of the West Bank, Gaza and
lerusalem is to be determined in talks on a permanent
peace settlement, scheduled to start next month.

According to Yediot Ahronot. Israel intends to hand over

between 6 and 1 percent of West Bank in the first rede-

ployment, while the Palestinians are demanding 20 percent.

The prime minister did not give any indication of how
much of the West Bank Israel ultimately intends to hand
over.

On Monday, President Clinton met with Arafat in

Washington and criticized Israel's decision to go ahead
with the 6.500-home Har Homa housing project in east

lerusalem. saying it "builds mistrust" between Israelis and
the Palestinians.

Diplomats from European countries were expected to call

on Israel to avoid actions which could change the status of

lerusalem when the U.N. Security Council met yesterday to

discuss the housing project.

Arafat also was scheduled to meet yesterday with
Secretary-General Kofi Annan.

The Palestinians want to establish a capital in east

lerusalem and fear massive Israeli construction will block

that option before the city's final status is negotiated.

Netanyahu said Clinton's reaction had been expected and
added that Israel intended to go ahead with the construc-

tion.

"We are going to build," Netanyahu said. "If it weren't for

the legal restrictions, the bulldozers would have been on
Har Homa yesterday and not just two weeks from now."

JEWISH
AFFIARS

IS ALWAYS
LOOKING FOR
WRITERS

come down to the campus center

basement today)
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Theater professor, Harley Erdman discusses the Jewish aspects of The Merchant of Venice.

Shakespeare's Merchant anti-Semitic or not?

Smiths tribute depressing

By Adam Dlugaci

Collegian Staff

By Bryan Schwartzmon
Collegian Staff

i

Nearly 400 years after the death of playwright William Shakespeare, there

are still "interpretations and intentions of his comedy A Merchant of Venice

Two questions must often asked about the play, which is currently being

performed by the Theater Department at the Rand Theater are: is the play

anti-Semitic and if so. should it be performed?

Yesterday afternoon at the Rand Theater, the Theater Department s

Educational services organized a panel where theater professor Harley

Erdman and M.F.A. candidate Sam Rush, who is directing the production of

A Merchant of Ymict. discussed the issue. One essential question that has

never been fullv resolved is whether Shakespeare was propagating stereo-

types with the play, or whether the play force- the audiences to confront

and challenge its own prejud»

Both speakers agreed that the play should still be performed, but they dif-

fered on what degree of anti- Semitism the play contained.

The debate centers around Shylock. the comic foil of the play who is a

greedy money lender, and his daughter lessica. who deserts her father and

marries a Christian. Erdman presented a paper in which he said the play is

essentially ami -Semitic, but under favorable circumstances in which histori

cal and textual contexts are considered, should be performed.

"Whatever redeeming features Shylock portrays, his negative qualities arc

forever linked to his being lewish." Erdman said.

According to Erdman Shylock is referred to as -)ew" more often than his

real name The character also spends much of the play trying to get his

hands on a pound of the hero." Antonio's flesh, resembling a common

belief of the time that lew- were somehow "flesh eaters."

Erdman said that whatever credit Shakespeare takes for challenging the

assumptions of his society, he must also take (he blame for falling in line

with them. He also clarified that he felt Shakespeare was Anti-lewish and

not anti-Semitic. This means that Shakespeare's problem were with lewish

beliefs and values as he saw them, and was not based on racial ideology.

Erdman then discussed the history of the play's performance, describing

Shylock's portrayal as having undergone three distinct phases When the

play was first performed. Shylock's comic element was emphasized — he

was treated as a devil figure wearing a red wig. In 1741 there was a drastic

change to the character — Shylock was played as a fearful, vengeful charac-

ter. Finally. Erdman added that the 20th century began portraying Shylock

as a psychologically acute, sympathetic character who's vengeful rage is

simply in response to the way he is treated by the hypocritical Christian

society.

"The character of Shylock emanates from Christian fantasy." Erdman

said, so rather than play Shylock as real, he would like performances to

incorporate this historical understanding, while also realizing that Shylock

is only part of this complex play.

Following Erdman's presentation. Rush delivered a brief response saying.

"Shakespeare paints in an infinite palate of gray. I choose to believe he was

asking us about our value-
."

Rush said that the hypocrisy with which the "kind" Christian characters

ad towards one another and Shylock would have presented a challenge to

the current audienv

One important fact brought up. contrary to popular beliets. Shakespeare

may have indeed had the opportunity to encounter lews living in London.

Despite in ordinance which expelled |ew» from England earlier in the loth,-

century, there were several hundred Portuguese lews living in London

VARIOUS ARTISTS
The World Still Wont Listen: A

Tribute to the Smiths

Chord Records/Too Damn Hype
Records

Unlike most cover compila-
tions. The World Still Won't
Listen is unique because the

bands covering the Smiths sound

nothing like the original band.

The Smiths were famous for their

stargazing take on British pop
merged with Morrissey's brilliant

and morbid lyrics. The bands on
this compilation are all known for

their fast paced hardcore punk
rock.

So what happens when you
merge two styles of music that

sound nothing alike? Well, you

get some brilliant songs, some
okay songs and some that are flat

out miserable. The problem with

most of the songs on this compi-

lation is that they are trying too

hard to sound exactly like the

Smiths. However, because these

bands lack a vocalist with

Morrissey's ability, it often

sounds silly.

The best track is H20's cover

of. "Heaven Knows I'm Miserable

Now." It's almost unfair to put

H20 on compilations with other

bands as they consistently blow

away the competition. By adding

a sense of humor to the song,

along with Toby Morse's vocals,

you have a killer track.

Tied for second is either the

Business doing "Panic," or

Vision's take on "Stop Me If You

Think That You've Heard This

One Before." The Business add

an Oi flavor to "Panic" and hear-

ing Mickey Finn croon "Hang the

D|. for the music that they con-

stantly play says nothing to me
about my life." makes you won-

der if the song wasn't originally

intended to be an Oi anthem.

Vision gets points because they

cover one of the Smith*'s best

songs. Vision, like the Business

and H20. succeed because they

don't try 10 sound like the Sotuht

and just play a good melodic

hardcore take of the song. Vision

also adds a killer breakdown to

the end that helps hammer down
their cover as a hardcore song.

Subzero covering, "What
Difference Does It Make." Dare

to Defy doing, "Shoplifter's Of
The World Unite" and Slapshot

strutting their stuff on,

"Bigmouth Strikes Again" also

succeed. These three bands are

successful because they stick to a

hardcore formula and realize that

they will never sound like the

Smiths. It is also hysterical to

hear the gruff voiced trifecta of

Choke, Lu and Les trying to

sound like Morrissey.

After those three tracks the rest

of the compilation falls off. Down
By Law, Screw 32, Youth
Brigade, the Meatmen and 59

Times the Pain all contribute

unmemorable tracks. Those
bands just try too hard to sound

like the Smiths and come off

about as exciting as watching
paint peel.

Lament covering. "Back To The
Old House." Walleye doing,

"There Is A Light." Sweet Diesel

on "Handsome Devil." A.C. on.

"You're Gonna Need Someone
On Your Side" and Edgewise on

"Half A Person" all win the

award for butchering beyond
belief the songs they cover. Not

only aren't these bands decent

when they play their own materi-

al. Leeway being the exception,

they are terrible when they try to

play the Smiths. Most people

would rather walk around with

broken glass in their underwear

then hear the aforementioned
songs.

Overall, the compilation is

decent. It's almost worth it just to

have the Vision. H20 and the

Business songs. Then again, a

large part of this album is just

filler and makes you really want

to listen to the original versions.

The Smiths were an original and

innovative band and it doesn't

make sense that most of the

bands on this compilation went

for such a straightforward

ch. C*tfffott

The Collegian Poll Rules:

1. Ballots must be dropped of at The Collegian office

in the basement of the Campus Center or mailed

to 1 13 Campus Center, Amherst, MA 01003.

2. No Xeroxed ballots.

3. One ballot per person

4. Ballots must be filled out with reasonable

completeness. Ballots less than half of the blanks

will be disqualified.

5. Independent Ballot Referees are hired.

6. Decisions of Ballot Referees are final.

7. All Ballots due by Thursday, March 13, 1997.

WIN
PRIZES!

The Massachusetts Daily Collegians UMass' Best is intended

nity. It is a fun poll based solely on UMass student opinions,

deep and lasting significance. Please do not take It as such,

to be a good natured contest among the local commu-
This is not a harsh competition with results that have

but rather as a basic published poll.

Ballot
Name:

Address:

Phone #:

Student ID#:

2. Best Florist

3. Best Clothing Store.

4. Best (i;is Station

5. Best Bike Shop

6. Best Bookstore

7. Best Hair Salon

I

/. UMass Grub
1. Best Pi//a Place

2. Best Sub Shop__
3. Best Place to Go on a Date

4. Best Place to hat if Your Parents are Paying

5. Best Ice Cream Shop

6. Best Chinese Restaurant

7. Best Italian Food
,

8. Best Place to Work Out.

9. Best Tan Salon

8. Best Breakfast (Hangover Cure).

9. Best Bagel Shop

w

10. Best Place to Buy Condoms _

IV. 'Arts & Entertainment

1

.

Best Place to Hear Live Music

2. Best hocal Band

3. Best Radio Station

4. Best Music Store

10. Best Vegetarian Place

//, UMass Weekend
1

.

Best Liquor Store

2. Best Coffee Shop

3. Best Place to Start the Night Out _

4. Best Place to Finish the Night Out

5. Best Shot

6. Best Beer

5. Best Place to Play Pool

6. Best Cheap Date

7. Best Video Store

8. Best Movie

9. Best TV Show

7. Best Drinking Game
8. Best Bartender (What Bar?)

///. Shops & Services

1 . Best Grocery Store

V Unique UMass' Best

1

.

Best Thing About UMass

2. Best Apartment Complex

3. Best Class

4. Best Reason to Miss Class

5. Best Reason to Hand in a Paper Late

6. Best Professor

7. Best Place to Read The Collegian

8. Best Excuse for Not Graduating in 4 Years

9. Best Place to Study

Jazzman wows Noho
By Joshua Boyd
ColUgion Staff

JAMES CARTER
Iron Horse Music Hall

March 2

NORTHAMPTON - James Carter
is quite an intriguing jazzman. He
appeared with his quartet Sunday
night at the Iron Horse Music Hall in

a very colorful, matching outfit that

ensured his and his band's audience
that they most likely wouldn't be
hearing the same old traditional
be-bop that is the common style for

young jazz-men today.

He started off on a somewhat odd
footing, as he played an almost
dixie-swing fast-paced tune called,

"1994 Stomp" which featured his

soprano saxophone style. The way he
attacked the instrument produced a
very rapid staccato sound, not unlike

trumpet playing. In this way. Carter
certainly had a hold on what sound
he wanted, and also knew that he
was going to have fun attaining that

sound and playing with it. For "1994
Stomp," at least, the people at the

Horse should've cleared a dance
floor.

laribu Shahid opened up "Portrait

Of feanine" with a nice bass solo
which embraced echoing harmonics.

This solo led into a vamp over which
the main theme was laid by the band,

with Carter now blowing out on a

baritone sax. Pianist Craig Taborn's

solo during this second song was cer-

tainly un daunted and drove ahead

with comforting assurance. During
Carter's own solo, he displayed his

love for the Albert Ayler style of free

jazz, tearing up one reed in the

process. His playing was fierce, but

in a certain sense poetic — this may
be one major reason why he is often

thought of as a "young lion" in the

jazz world.

The band carried on into a more
hard-bop oriented piece, which
Carter picked up his tenor for. He
and drummer Tani Tabal — who
held a steady beat all night, despite

his solos lacking true vision —
ripped it up for quite a while just

between the two of them before
Shahid and Taborn came in to»polish

it all off.

Then came a sweet ballad, with
Taborn's tender soloing opening it

up. The piece was bluesy to a certain

point, even. Shahid took his first real

mid-song solo, with good feel for

melody. Finally, the band finished off

with another hard upbeat piece, with

tenor playing free once again. After

his accompanists left the stage.

Carter remained up in front of the

crowd, having a little fun with his

instrument, sounding off little pops
and atonal whistles of one sort or

another.

The impression gained from Carter

is that he is a man eager to make his

own mark on the jazz scene, and he's

not afraid to shout to be heard.

COUHTISVOt «OAO«UNNH> KtCOUDS

Vision Of Disorder is just one of the new crop of bands that are integrating punk with hardcore.

Making hardcore fun by bringing in punk rock

Interested in reviewing
performances, books, CDs, or
writing about local events?

&%mc antU fan Me goiUft** s4ufe ZW/

0t'& <u%oct exAcyt&cttGc!

ft tvtU loot 4ujke% «* you* te&umcl

Come to tlxe CoUegrian or
5*5-1 491 AJttd tAUt witii

Jeremy Brothers today!

Well there's really nothing too exciting going on

in terms of new releases, and while there are a

whole bunch of shows going on we'll save those

for feature stories. So instead of providing you

with news, I'm going to occupy your valu

able time with some insightful views

on the split between punk and

hardcore.

When the hardcore first

came about in the early '80s it

was synonymous with punk. While
bands like Minor Threat, Agnostic

Front, Bad Brains. Faith. Black Flag,

DYS. SOA and Cause For Alarm were

considered hardcore, they were very

closely related to the punk scene. It

wasn't uncommon to see bands like

Agnostic Front playing with The
Exploited or Bad Brains to play with

the Dead Kennedy's. In the mid- 80s

Bad Brains played with Sonic Youth
and Firehose at Amherst College. So
while hardcore was considered to be a little bit

faster, there was no real split between the two.

In the late '80s, with the emergence of the

youth crew scene typified by bands like Youth Of
Today, Gorilla Biscuits and Bold coupled with

bands like Leeway, Agnostic Front, ludge and

with Adam

Plugacz

Breakdown letting metal creep into their sound,

the split between hardcore and punk began.

Hardcore bands stuck to their scene, while punk
bands stuck to theirs — although bands of both

genres were still occasionally playing with

^^ each other, it was becoming rarer.

^*%f~> This brings us up to date, where

punk and hardcore bands play

together about as often as David
Duke and (esse (ackson go lor a drink

together. Hardcore has become stereo-

typed as slow, metallic music with

depressing lyrics about the end of the

world which is m\ main problem with

the genre. Bands have forgotten that

what made hardcore so special was
speed, intensity and tun. Whatever hap-

pened to that PMA? Didn't Gorilla

Biscuits sing "High Hopes"'

I think hardcore bands have begun to

take themselves too seriousls While-

punk bands like Strung Out. Good
Riddance and AFI have managed to keep the polit-

ical lyrics, their songs ate fun to sing along to and

they make you want to move, not sit in your room
and cry. It is that aspect that I think too mans
hardcore bands today are missing. I mean, must

kids in these bands come from suburban middle

class families, so I have trouble imagining their

lives are as bleak as the members of bands like

Earth Crisis, Bloodlet. Turmoil or Despair, or any

of those bands make it out to be. Sure earlier

hardcore-punk bands like Black Flag and Minor
Threat realized the problems in this world, but

they made you believe you could do something

about it. The only band that has even come close

to capturing that spirit has been Sick Of It All on
Built To Last.

We need to follow in the path that punk has

taken and make hardcore fun again. 1 know most

of you are thinking that all punk bands sound like

NOFX or Bad Religion, however the same could

easily be said of all the chugga chugga bands you

love so much. It's good to see bands like H20.
Screw 52, 88 Fingers Louie. Murphy's Law and
V.O.D.. or closer to home bands like Hallraker

and Fastbreak remembering that the split between

hardcore and punk should not be the wide chasm
it has become today. Remember, hardcore did not

come from Slayer or Napalm Death, and remem-
ber it's about being open minded not militant, that

it's about keeping your head up and having PMA,
not writing five minute funeral dirges about how
your life is over because your girlfriend dumped
you. Let's really try to unite the scene.

Adam Dlugacz is a Collegian columnist.

DOLORES HUERTA
Go-Founder and Secretary/Treasurer,

United Farm Workers of America

and

DR. VERNON W. BRIGGS JR.

Professor of Labor Economics
School of Labor and Industrial Relations, Cornell University

IMMIGRATION LIMITS?

PRO AND CON
Wednesday, March 5, 7:30 p.m.

Wright Hall Auditorium, Smith College

Sponsored by the Campus Climate Working Group
and the Hewlett Fund

WPI student bugs Microsoft

The Edwin M. Rossman Alumni Career Forum

Public Health & Health Sciences

Date:

Time:

Location:

Wednesday, March 5, 1997

3:00 PM
Campus Center 174-176

Sponsored by:

University Career Center

Umass Alumni Association

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their experiences in

the working world. Don't miss this important panel discussion!

Ian Wong '91

Mark Hughes '95

Alumni/AE Panelists:

Director of Health Services

Babson College

Welsley. MA

Martha MastrobertJ '91

Scott Chasan-Taber *94

Provider Unit Manager
Tufts Health Plan

Boston, MA

Director of Clinical Reporting

Kaiser Permanente

Farming, CT

Biostatistician

Manager of Statistical

Programming

Boston Biostatistics

Framingham, MA
For more information, please contact:

University Career Center

5452224

WORCESTER — An engineering student at

Worcester Polytechnic Institute has gotten an unexpeu
ed lesson about the impact of science on society.

While working on a class project, Paul Greene uncov-

ered a major security flaw in computet giant Microsoft

Corp.'s popular Internet Explorer program Then he

posted the information on the Internet.

"I haven't slept in 48 hours. We have had more than

60,000 hits on our Web page, and I have more than 100
telephone messages stacked up." the 28-year-old junior

from Fall River said in a telephone interview yesterday

with the Associated Press.

"The reaction has been incredible. And all I wanted to

do was write this little paper." Greene said.

The flaw could allow a Web site operator to secretly

run programs or destroy files on someone else's person-

al computer.

Microsoft's programmers are scrambling to fix the

bug in the company's key Internet product, which is

uied by millions of people worldwide to access the

Web.
It started with an assignment to demonstrate how sci-

entific techniques can be used in marketing. The stu-

dents were told to develop • survey assessing the effec-

tiveness of the school's freshman orientation program.

While trying to share files with three other students.

Greene mistakenly created a "shortcut," a device used

to start other programs. "Then I got to wondering what
would happen if I tried it," he said. And suddenK he

found he was able to run programs on the other com-

puters

"I called over my roommates — computer science

majors Brian Morin. 22. of Hrattleboro. Vt . and
Geoffrey Elliott. 20, of Nashua. N.H. — and their

mouths jusi dropped open." Greene said.

"At first we thought this is real neat stuff." he said.

"Then the implications set in. and we realized that

you could rain absolute terror on someone's machine."

Greene said.

Last Thursday, the trio posted an e-mail note on
Microsoft's bulletin board dealing with program bugs
When they didn't get an immediate response, they mes-

saged some on-line magazines.

By Sunday night, they still hadn't been able to rouse

any interest in their discovery, so they posted their

information on a public Internet bulletin board along

with some harmless programs developed by Morin and
Elliott to demonstrate the flaw

"We've been bombarded ever since." said Morin. a

senior who runs a software-consulting company with

three offices as well as being a full-time student.

"We decided to move quickly on this, because it

affects us personally." Morin said.

"It's my business and I love Microsoft products.* he

said.

"But it puts so much at risk that it's scary. We never

wanted to be malicious and we tried to be discreet, but

we figured the quickest way to get it resolved was to go
public. At least if they know about it people can take

precautions."
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M] soaring; Turner gets new deal

By Mike Nodel

Assockited Press

CHICAGO — It's been fun, 'Nique. Catch up to you

soon, Hondo. Big O? Gotta go.

One by one, the NBA's big-time scorers are being over-

stepped by Michael Jordan. The Chicago Bulls' star is sev-

enth and climbing after racing past Dominique Wilkins on

Monday.

lust how high will Air lordan fly?

He should surpass John Havlicek and Oscar Robertson

and climb into fifth place by the end of the season, should

ascend to third if he returns for 1997-98. and could catch

Wilt Chamberlain for No. 2 if he stays around for two

more years. Only Kareem Abdul-|abbar seems out of

Ionian's reach.

"You're not surprised at the incredible amount of scoring

Michael does," coach Phil Jackson says. "With Michael, just

about anything's possible."

Gunning for an unprecedented ninth league scoring title

as he tries to take the Bulls to their fifth championship in

seven years, lordan obviously isn't slowing at age 34. He's

scoring 30.8 points a game in his 1 2th season, down only

slightly from his NBA-record 31.9 career average.

He put in 31 Monday against Milwaukee to give him

26,277 points — 19 more than Wilkins.

"That's a lot." Jordan said with a shrug and a smile. "I feel

old. Some of the things I've done over the years are starting

to add up."

Wilkins is San Antonio's top scorer this season but is

expected to miss several games with a hamstring injury.

Assuming Jordan stays healthy and maintains his 31 -point

average, 'Nique has little chance to catch him

Within two weeks, lordan should pass Havlicek. who has

1 18 more points. Robertson. 453 points ahead, should fall

behind Jordan next month.

Jordan trails No. 4 Elvin Hayes by 1 .036 points and No. 3

Moses Malone by 1.132. If Jordan returns next season, and

he has hinted that he will, he'd likely rip past Hayes and

Malone before the calendar turns to 1998.

That would leave the Big Two of Chamberlain and Abdul-

Jabbar. Chamberlain is 5,142 points ahead of lordan.

Abdul-labbar 12,110

"The scary part about it is: What happens if I hadn't

retired for a year and a half and hadn't been hurt in my sec-

ond year?" said Jordan, who quit the game in October

1993 only to return in March 1995. "I'd probably have

Wilt Chamberlain yelling at me even more."

The only player other than Jordan to average 30-plus

points over a career. Chamberlain has criticized Jordan's

accomplishments while making the talk-show circuit to

promote his new book. Chamberlain contends the league

isn't as strong now as it was in the '60s and "70s.

"It's his competitive juices still flowing." Jordan said.

"When I'm 60 years old. I'm pretty sure I'll be just as com-

petitive.

"I respect him. He's given me motivation to chase what

he's done. I don't try to get into a confrontation with him

about what he did in his era and what I do in this era. It's

all debatable who's the greatest." lordan said.

What if some kind of time machine would make it possi-

ble for the 6-foot-6 Jordan to play the 7-1 Chamberlain

with each in his prime?

"I would win," Ionian said.

Chamberlain retired in 1973 with 31.419 points in 14

seasons. Figuring another 700 points for Jordan this year, it

would take two more productive seasons for him to surpass

Chamberlain.

With Scottie Pippen to be a free agent after next season,

with Jackson's status in doubt beyond this year and with

Jordan determined not to outstay his own excellence, the

prospects of Jordan sticking around for 1998-99 are uncer-

tain.

As for catching Abdul-Jabbar — who scored 38.387

points in 20 seasons — forget it.

Jordan would have to play five more years at near peak

efficiency, and he has pretty much ruled that out.

"I don't even know what will happen after this season."

lordan said

ASHBURN. Va. (AP) — Norv Turner got additional job

security as coach of the Washington Redskins yesterday

when he signed a three-year contract contract extension.

Check
out
the

Collegian '

s

web page @

www.umass.

edu/rso/

collegian

Turner. 44. reportedly was signed to an original 5-year,

$3 million deal in 1994. The extension, for an undisclosed

sum. takes Turner through the 2001 season.

"From my standpoint, you look around and see a couple

of situations this year where coaches decided for whatever

reason they wanted to be somewhere different. Hey, 1 want

to be here." Turner said, "lack Kent Cooke has shown he

wants me to be here. So we worked something out."

Cooke, the team's owner, needed less than two months to

work on the renegotiated contract. He reiterated yesterday

in a statement released by the team that as long as he is the

owner. Turner will be the Redskins coach.

"In my experience in professional sports, 1 have not met a

more talented coach, and motivator of men than Norv,"

Cooke said in the release.

"Norv and I are convinced that with the opening of the

Redskins' new stadium, the Redskins face an era of success

not dissimilar to that which brought much glory to the

great Redskin teams of the '80s."

Turner's teams have improved from 3-13 in 1994 to 6-10

in 1995 and 9-7 last season. But last season, they started 7-

1 before losing six of their last eight games.

Turner will take the team into a new stadium being built

in suburban Maryland.

The last time the Redskins made the playoffs was 1992 in

Joe Gibbs' final campaign. Turner replaced Richie Petitbon.

who went 4- 1 2 in his one season.

Turner's extension is just one of many coaching moves

the team has made this offseason.

The Redskins have overhauled their defensive staff after

the team finished 28th defensively out of 30 teams last

year.
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UM men's gymnasts win at N.E's

See ya in Durham...
The hockey team heads up to New Hampshire to face UNH in first round Hockey East action.

Of course we've got the new U2.

We've also got everything else

By Matthew Perrault

Collegian Staff

COUHTISY M([»A RtlATKJNS

The Massachusetts men's gymnastics team captured it's ninth straight
New England Championships title over the weekend.

% SYRACUSE

• Generous grants & academic scholarships

• Coursework, internships & more

• Business programs in 3 countries

• Placement in foreign universities

Zimbabwe • England • Italy

Hong Kong • Spain • France

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY • 119 Euclid Avenue • Syracuse, NY 13244-4170

1-800-235-3472 » Suabroad§>j^f.edu http://sumweb.syr.edu/dipa

The Massachusetts men's gymnas-
tics team continued its prolific suc-

cess this season by clinching their

ninth straight New England
Championship.
UMass destroyed the field, with

their closest opponent, Springfield,

25 points behind. The Minutemen's
score of 226.95 was their second
highest away score and was "more
important than the victory itself
according to UMass Coach Roy
Johnson.

«. "This was one of the best meets of
the year. This is my best team ever,

no 'question. Our ranking of 8th is

the highest ever [by a men's gym-
nastics team]," Johnson said.

The Minutemen did the unthink-
able, capturing at least the first

three spots on every apparatus and
even more on others. It was a

complete domination of every
event.

Sophomore Steve Pryor came up
large for UMass. taking the NE
all-around title with a score of
56.00. He nipped fellow teammate
freshmen Jeff LaValle by 1.2 points.

Pryor's score was his highest away
score and helped to propel him to
No. 22 (tied) in the country for
all-around.

"Steve Pryor was awesome. He had
his highest away score ever,"
Johnson said.

Other Minutemen first place fin-

ishes were Jeff LaValle on parallel

bars (9.7) and floor (9.7). senior
Ruslan Shupak on the vault (9.750)
and rings (9.8), sophomore Brad
Leclair took the pommel horse
(9.7) and sophomore Phil
Lieberman captured the high bar
(9.55).

"We were happy with our perfor-

mance overall. We still have some
room for improvement," Pryor said.

"This is a good start for us in the

post season because we have two of

our biggest meets [ECAC's and
EGLC's] coming up before
Regiohals. We want to win the
EGLC's, that's something our team
has never done and qualify as a

team for Regionals."

Along with a No. 8 national rank-

ing and Pryor's all- around rank,
the Minutemen have four other gym-
nasts who are ranked among the top
25 in the country on their appara-
tus. Lieberman is No. 1 3 on floor

and No. 21 on the high bar, 'Leclair

is ranked No. 19 (tied) on the pom-
mel horse. Shupak is No. 12 (tied)

on vault and No. 6 (tied) on rings

and LaValle is No. 16 (tied) on par-

allel bars.

UMass has a few more stepping
stones before they can look ahead at

a national title run which looks like

a long and difficult road.

"We have to win both the ECAC's
and EGLC's. something we have
never done, before we can go for a

National Championship," Johnson
said.

Next up for UMass is the ECAC's
at William and Mary in

Williamsburg, Virginia on March 8.

There, UMass will battle teams like

Army and other divisional foes that

the Minutemen have already beaten
this season.

Any less than victory will be a

huge disappointment for this talent-

ed squad, but they are staying level

headed.

"We need to strengthen up on the

pommel horse and high bar. but it's

not going to be a problem, only
something we need to work on,"
Pryor said.

NHL

UMass
Student
legal
Services
Office

FREE
confidential
professional

legal services
for UMass
students!

545-1995

CAUWDAW
922 CAMPUS CENTER

continued from page 14 •

After trading away their dis-

gruntled franchise forward in

Jeremy Roenick to Phoenix for

all-flash, no-smash Russian for-

ward Alexei Zhamnov earlier in

the season, the Hawks seemed
to be destined for the basement.
Their success has not been the

result of the Russian Flash In

The Pan, but rather a local kid,

Tony Amonte. The ex- Boston
University Terrier has emerged
from the shadow of fellow
Eastern Mass. star Roenick, and
is now in the top 10 of the
league in goals scored (34).

Hey. I don't like the guy just

because he is a hairy,
Wookie-esque kind of dude like

myself (but. it is a bonus), but
because he is a player. He has
been lost in the shuffle in both
New York and Chicago since his

departure from BU five years
ago. Then-Ranger, and now-no
other team in the NHL, coach
Mike Keenan was just a little

too whatever ("harsh." possi-
bly?) on Amonte. and he was
dealt to Wayne and Garth land
in March. 1994.

But Chicago was not as accom-
modating, and forwards like

Roenick, Bernie Nicholls (now
in San Jose). |oe Murphy (now
in St. Louis) and last year's
rookie sensation Eric Daze kept
him from getting into the offen-

sive flow. Three of those four
players are now long gone, and
Amonte's scoring touch hasn't

been too far to find.

It was nice to see an Original

Six team take out a Par Five
team in Phoenix the other night,

as the Hawks beat the Coyotes
at America West Arena by a 4-0
score. It was good to see
Amonte pick up a short-handed
goal, but it has not been good
to see their franchise defense-
man, Chris Chelios. on the side-

lines with an injured knee.

If they lose him just for a little

bit down the stretch, then the
rest of the defensive core, and
Amonte, will have to pick up a

lot of his inimitable leadership.

If he has to. I won't be sur-
prised if the one with the locks

does pick up the slack, and I

ain't talking about bagels, peo-
ple.

• It's all been said... and I bet

you were wondering when I

would get to the. biggest trade in

Boston Bruins history since the
1976 trade of Phil Esposito to
the Rangers for Brad Park and

Ina Celebrationof
International Women'sDay

- Everywoman's Center - ^ ^C^^/^^yCv.
- Women's Studies - f\ I

^ * ^
"Something Every Friday"

presents

Sister Song '97
featuring vocalist

Semenya McCord
with

Onawumi Jean Moss/Storyteller

Ellen Powell/bass

Abby Rabinovitz/flute

Lorena Marmer/vocals

Claire Arenius/drums

Yasko Kubota/piano

Also featuring The UMass Female
acapella group "Meanwhile'*

Friday, March 7, 1997

Student Union Ballroom

University of Massachusetts

£o££ 8:00pm >9pr>.
Y* FREE c

"the Preacher's

Wife" to follow

performance

Tonight
Retro Night

Music of the 7Q's and 80s

Weekly Drink Specials
16oz. Red Dog Drafts 1.50
16oz. Jim Beam & Coke 2.00
16oz. Vodka and Orange Juice 2.00
12oz. Bottles of Rolling Rock 1.50

NEW HOURS
1/2 Price Appetizers & Nachos

35 pm Wed Sat 7 11 pm

UNIVERSITY
BARTENDING COURSE

air*****'

WASMINOTO.* HOUSTON

The PreachersWife

50%
Off!!

Of Ba«k Program with valid collegt

Student I.D.

Free Info Session

Wednesday, March 5th

7:00pm
Lord Jeffrey Inn, Amherst

Now Accepting Visa, M/C, AMEX & Discover

I-800-U-CAN-MIX
\i i Nnw ! S|),K , is I iiiiiitil'!

lean Ratelle. Ooh, was that big.

And don't ask me if I remem-
ber it, because... I do. I almost

cried when I pulled a Esposito
card out of a Topps pack with a

Ranger uniform on him.

But talking about how much of

a loss Adam Oates, Rick
Tocchet and Bill Ranford are to

the team would now be point-

less. You want to know why?
Because, every media outlet
known to man has beat that into

the ground, so it's all been
said... let's just get to who we
got from the Washington
Capitals, and see what they
bring, OK?
Forward Jason Allison has

been a major influence in the

junior ranks, but his NHL time
has been pretty minor. For
London of the Ontario Hockey
League, the 1993 draft pick of

Washington (17th overall)
scored over 140 points in his

final season. But since then, he
has been moving back and forth

from Landover to Portland
(AHL) due to inconsistent play.

But. he'll get the playing time in

Boston, and his skills will get a

chance for some needed polish-

ing.

Forward "Dancin" Anson
Carter is fresh out of CCHA's
Michigan State, where he was
an All-Conference selection and
a Hobey Baker Award candidate

for the Spartans. Along with
ex-Terrier, and current
Edmonton Oiler, Mike Grier,

Carter is one of the top young
players of color in the NHL.
The major upside of the deal is

in last season's Vezina Trophy
Award winner, goalie |im Carey.

Even with his offseason this

campaign, his numbers are bet-

ter than Ranford's (17-18-3.
2.75 GAA). and he is a lot

younger. Another local boy. and
a Catholic Memorial alum along
with Minutemen Gerry Cahill,

Tiger Holland and Keith
O'Connell. the Weymouth
native will be the anchor in the

Bruins net for years to come.
So, wasn't that enlightening?
Aren't you the better for it

now? Well, at least, I'm rela-

tively the happy man for it

because this column's finished.

In my opinion, this is a good
trade, because it makes room
for possible free agents in the
future like... Amonte.
forma Kansanen is a Collegian
columnist

QB Manning
to decide on

football draft

By Tooi Sharp

Anoaaajd hmi

KNOXVILLE. Tenn. — Peyton
Manning, by far the best professional

prospect among college quarterbacks,
will announce today whether he intends

to return to Tennessee or enter the NFL
draft.

Manning, son of former NFL and
Mississippi quarterback Archie Manning,
said yesterday he will announce his deci-

sion in a 1 :30 p.m. EST news conference

on the Tennessee campus.

If he comes out. Manning is likely to be
the first pick in the April 1 9 draft, either

by the New York lets, who have that

choice, or in a deal with a team like

Atlanta or New Orleans, which covet

him.

Indications are it would be the lets.

The other likely number one is offensive

tackle Orlando Pace of Ohio State, lets

coach Bill Parcdls has indicated he is sat-

isfied with left tackle lumbo Elliott,

whom he coached with the New York
Giants.

Manning did not have to declare his

intention to enter the draft on Ian 10.

the deadline for most undergraduates,

because he is scheduled to graduate this

spring. That gives him until April 4 to

make himself eligible for the draft.

Manning holds Tennessee records for

career passing yardage, touchdowns,
completions, attempts, completion per-

centage and numerous single-season

marks. He has been mum about his plans

since the Vols' 48-28 victory over
Northwestern in the Citrus Bowl on New
Year's Day.

"I don't have to rush," Manning said

after the season. "I want to take my time.

I feel I've earned the right to take my
time, research it and make the best deci-

sion possible.''

Archie Manning, former Mississippi

and New Orleans Saints quarterback,
has fielded most media calls for his son
over the last two months. Archie has said

even he wasn't sure what his son intend-

ed to do.

"I don't want to be the center of this, or
even the up-front person." he said in

early January. "But it's important to keep

some of the pressure off Peyton."

Archie said he provided his son with a

package of information to study on
agents and salary caps.

Only one other college quarterback, pm
DruckenmiUer of Virginia Tech, is con-

sidered a first-round prospect. Danny
Wuerffel, the Heisman Trophy winner
from Florida, is projected at this point to

go around the fourth or fifth round.
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

FOR RENT
Excellent 4 btdroom/2 bath apt

on bus line Beginning 6/1/97 Call

253-6301 4 info

AUTO FOR SALE

19S6 Volkswagon 6TI $400 or

B/0 Call Kelly © 253-7096

19*7 Chavy S10 Pickup standard.

4 speed. 4 cyl. 126K. runs and dri-

ves Pan or restore $1 500 or B/0

Call 549-8347

1943 Saturn 4 door 5 speed, no

A/C. airbag CO. power root. ABS.

1 15K. excellent condition $5500 or

B/0 545-1408 or 967-9738

1990 Honda CRX SI standard, new
tires, red. moon roof. 93K miles.

$5500 or B/0 Call Derek at 549-

9266

1917 Jeep Wrangler black, nice

tires/rims very reliable Runs great

$3000 or B/0 Call 256 1080

19M Ford Escort 5 speed, A/C.

119K. runs well $1900 or B/0 533-

8413

EMPLOYMENT
Driver* Wanted College students,

anyone to sell Good Humor Ice

Cream from one of our vending

trucks Work outdoors this summer

Be your own boss Rts available in

your area Earn $750-950 weekly

Male or female Apply now Call!

Call Mon Sat 9am-3pm only

(203J366-2641

Cams Sloan* VMCA. lakeville. CT

In search of energetic counselors

and supervisors tor an unforgettable

EMPLOYMENT
outdoor summer experience To set

up an interview On Campus March

11. call Sharon Brown <Qi (800)545-

9367

Temporary Positions Available

During Spi ing Break

Hadley Office/ On bus line

Earn up to $350

Evening Shifts Available

Also hiring tor summer
Call now 584-0215

____ Ask for Mr Banl

Camp Canadensis. Pocono Mts
Pennsylvania Excellent residential

co-ed summer camp Caring coun

selors to teach Video, Photography

Newspaper, Yearbook. Drama.
Music and more 1 Great salaries

6/21/97-8/16797 Call (800)572-8228

for an application

B.M. Enterprises

PT Positions in Customer Service

Oept

Sales. Service. Delivery

Must have car

M-f 4pm-9pm, Sat-Sun 10am-4pm

Up to $400 per week
Call 584-7696 Ask for Mr

Cavanaugh

Tues and Wed only

!0am-4pm

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY
MENT- Work m America's National

Parks. Forests and Wildlife

Preserves Our materials uncover

rewarding opportunities in the out-

doors Call 1206)971-3624 ext

N50018 {We are a research and pub-

lishing companyl

Balchartown Recreation Dapt.

Seeking swim coaches (May-July)

Experience preferred M-F. E0E

EMPLOYMENT
ADA Call Beth. Day (413)323-0419

Night (413)967-4651

National Parks Hiring Plus Forest.

Beach Resorts. Ranches, Rafting

Companies Up to $12/hour

Nationwide Openings Call (9191918-

7767 ext R180

MAKE SUMMER MEMORIES
JOBS AVAILABLE

TOP NORTHEASTERN PENNSYL
VANIA CAMP «

INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
MARCH 11th

Positions Available: basketball.

Softball, roller hockey, tennis,

lacrosse, swimming(WSI),
sailingJWSI). water skiing, arts and

crafts (ceramics, sewing, scenery,

woodworking, photography, fine

arts), science and nature, pioneering,

ropes course and climbing wall.

archery, gymnastics, drama, music,

horseback riding, and general coun-

selors

MUST BE ENTHUSIASTIC AND
LOVE WORKING WITH CHIL
DRENANDADULTSIMI
PLEASE CALL TO SET UP AN INTER

VIEW
TRAIL'S END CAMP (800)408-1404

(ASK FOR MARC)

Do You Love Kids? Top Northeast

Residential Camps seek Activity and

Cabin Specialists to live and work

with kids ages 7-16 Great facilities,

dynamic staff 1 Flexible diverse pro-

gramming in all Water /Land Sports.

Creative and Performing Arts plus

full range of outdoors/experiential

activities Lots of positions available

Contact Andy at Staff Search.

(800)544 5448 for more informa-

tion/application Interviewing in

Amherst. March 10-1

1

EMPLOYMENT
Summer Camp Positions in

upstate New York Camp Hilltop is

seeking caring counselors with skills

in swimming, water and land sports,

A&C, horses, dance music, moun-

tain biking, riflery. archery, comput-

ers. 'high/low ropes Competitive

salaries (800)782-5319

FUN! FRIENOLVI Co-ed Summer
Camp in the Berkshires seeks new
stall Welcoming and supportive

environment Positions include -

General Bunk Counselors. Heads and

Instructors for Swimming. Sailing,

Water-skiing, Baseball/Softball.

Golf. Gymnastics, Lacrosse. Hockey.

Archery, Soccer. Music, Pottery.

Tennis. Horseback and more Day Off

accessibility to Boston. New York,

Montreal Call Today! Camp
Schodack (800)851 1164. E-Mail

Schodack®aol com

Camp Blue Ridge A Coed
overnight camp 2 hours north of

Atlanta, is looking for enthusiastic

counselors We are hiring lifeguards

and WSI. as well as specialists in all

sports, water skiing, rappellmg. hik-

ing, arts and crafts, riflery and
archery For info contact Debra at

665-8463

CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT
How would you like to work in exotic

locations, meet fun people, and get

paid' Call 1706)971-3554 ext

C50018 (We are a research and pub-

lishing company)

Part Time Sales Raps Wanted
"Lead the way into the 71st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat

shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money tasl Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332
Bleecker St - D40. NYC. NY 10014

EMPLOYMENT
Cruise and Land Tour Employment
work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid! For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (800)2/6-4948 ext C50017
(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

FOR RENT
College Kids Welcome to Cape
Cod 1 5 bedroom homes for the sea-

son Reasonable rates Honey
Sperco (508)398-9367. (508)394-

2857

1 bedroom in • 3 bedroom apt

Pufton Village On major bus route 5

min from campus/10 mm walking

distance Electric not included

$275/month Lease ends 8/97 Starts

ASAP Please call Larry 545-01 98

Pelham 2 bedroom Mobile Home
Gas. heat No pets First, last and
security $500/month 253-5413

Cap* Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront nouses, Falmouth area

(508)47 7-6000

FOR SALE

New Large Dorm Fridge Price

negotiable Also snowboard with

bindings Call 253-9965

FOUND

A Watch Friday night at 21 Hobart

Contact 253-6679 w/ a description

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
To the sexiest guy at The Sub:

Have a great birthday and don't feel

old-

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

I love you with or without AARP 1

Love. Tracey

P S Myrt thinks you are sexy too!

INSTRUCTION

Boning Three private 1/2 hour

lessons" $69 95 tall (41 3)732-

In Amherst Tues andThurs eve

17

Gold Bracelet Name and date

engraved Sentimental value 546-

1699

MISCELLANEOUS

SEEKING FINANCIAL AID? h

the system to help find FREE MONEY
FOR COLLEGE 1 Detailed profiles on

200.000* individual rewards from

private and public sectors Call

Student Financial Services 1800)472

9575 ext F50017 (We are a research

and publishing company)

TRAVEL
Spring Break- Still not to late

Lowest prices Jamaica. Cancun

Bahamas. Panama City Contact

Matt 253-6473

Caribbean/Mexico $119 R/T

Europe $169 0/W Fly the world dirt

cheap ONE WORLD TRAVEL 587-

0001

Montreal- Party Weekend April

11-13. 2 nights lodging and round

trip bus $115 Call UMass Ski Club

545-3437

Fort Lauderdale area. FL March 8

15. studio. $650/week (413)786-

7133 Partial kitchen ^_^
Killington- Cheap Spring Break
$239 tor 5 nights/5 days skiing Call

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

WANTED
Tutor for CmpSci 401 (501) Please

call Greg 549-8969

Birthdays, Anniversaries. Roses.

Balloons, etc Send the Crazy Gorilla

We'll go anywhere, anytime

Student Hates Call 256-028/

ROOM WANTED

Wanted: House or Apartment 4 |

bedrooms near campus for Fall 97

Call Tracey 549-7461 or Deb 549-

9983

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright ot Amherst area tor free

testing and assistance 549-1906

COLLEGIAN
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WEDNESDAY. MARCH
Film — The UMass Objectivist

Club will <how a videotaped inter-

view with Dr. Leonard Peikoff, a

leading authority on Ayn Rand's
philosophy on Objectivism, at 7

p.m. in the Campus Center, room
911. New members, Five College
students and community members
welcome.

Film — The Student Union and
Visual Performing Arts Space will

feature a film on Frida Kahlo at

4:30 p.m. Explore the various
"faces" of art throughout history in

a cross-cultural context. Classes
are welcome.
Meeting — The Animal Rights

Coalition will hold a meeting at 7

p.m. in 306 Student Union. New
members welcome.
Meeting — The UMass Poetry

Society will hold this week's meet-
ing at 7 p m. downstairs in the
Campus Center, room 162. Anyone
who appreciates or writes poetry is

welcome. New members are always

welcome. For more information,
contact Tim at 546-0562 or Kaye
at 546-145^
Meeting — The Student Health

Advisory Board (SHABl will hod
its third meeting of the spring
semester in Room 304 of
University Health Services from
530-6:30 p.m. All are welcome to

attend.

Film — l.atcho Drom ("Safe
journey" ). a sound and image sym-

phony depicting the nomadic cul-

ture of the Roma (Gypsy) people.

The Multicultural Film Festival will

screen the film at 7:30 p.m. in

Herter Auditorium, room 231.

THURSDAY. MARCH 6

Lecture — Barbara Rheinhold.
director of the Career Development
Office at Smith College presents

"Out in the Workplace: To Be or

Not to Be." The event is free and
will begin at 12:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 803. wheel-

chair accessible. Sponsored b\ the

UMass Stonewall Center

Lecture — "Math and the Cold
War — Russian Style" presented by

General Alexei Farfel. Ret., will be

held at 11:15 a.m. in Room 121.

Lederele Graduate Research
Tower.
Meeting — Kesher. Hillel's

Reform group, is having its first

meeting at 6:15 p.m. at the Hillel

House. All are welcome. Help us

plan upcoming events and brain-

storm.

Workshop, discussion — Are you
graduating and/or looking for a job

or internship and have a disability''

Are you worried about disclosing

your disability? The Peer Mentor
Network along with Disability

Services and Learning Disabled
Support Services arc presenting a

workshop on "Disclosure: What to

do?" from 6-8 p.m. in the Campus
Center Please join the PMN. D.S..

LDSS and the campus community
for a roundtable discussion on dis-

closure. For more information,
contact Susan Pilner at 545-08^2
or Kregg Strehorn at 545-4602.

FRIDAY, MARCH 7

Conference — The University of

MasMchnsattl Baha'i Club will

sponsor a two-day conference on

"Foundations of Racial Lnitv."

starting today at 7:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 1009. and
continued tomorrow from 1 1 a.m.-

6:30 p.m. Keynote speakers will be

Dr Robert Henderson and Dr |o>

D. Leary. All are welcome. Free to

Five College students. $10 all oth-

er-

Religious - The UMass Hillel

House will hold a Shabbat Service

led by USY Reunion Group at 6
p.m. All welcome.

NOTICES

BnrcffONJ — The Elections
Commission would like to

announce that the elections for the

positions of President. Student
Trustee and all local Area
Government will be held on March
1 1 and 12 from 1 1 a.m.-2 p.m and
4:30-7 p.m. Locations to be

announced.
Writing submissions —

mOthertongue. a multinational
journal published by the compara-
tive literature department is seek-

ing submisssions for its spring
1997 publication. Now accepting

poetry, prose, lyrics and one-acts

in languages other than English as

well as artwork and photos from
abroad. Please include an English

translation as well to department
of comparative lit., 303 South
College. UMass.

Meeting — Common Ground
will be holding support and advo-

cacy meetings tor low-income stu-

dents and allies every Tuesday in

the Campus Center (room to be

announced) from noon-2 p.m For

more information, contact Mary
Sutherland at 413-323-9725 or

leave a message in our box in the

GEO office, basement of the

Student Union.

Band wanted — The UMass
Theatre Guild is currently seeking

a four piece band for the spring

production of Fame. The band
must include: keyboard, guitar.

bass, and drums. Great publicity

possibilties. For more information

cull Heather at 549-5681 or lustin

at 546-0460.

Coffee Shop — Student Valley

Productions is holding a Coffee
Shop in April. They are looking for

any talent coming from the Five

College area in music, songs, poet-

ry, skits, comedy, etc. For more
information, call Daisy at 253-
6514.

Meeting — The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organization

for undergraduate and graduate
students with disabilities on cam-
pus. Everyone is welcome.
Meetings are Thursday nights from
6-7 p.m. in Campus Center. Please

bring your thoughts and concerns

to the meeting. For more informa-

tion. COBtacI Susan Pilner at

545-0892 or Kregg Strehorn at

545-4602.
Final exams — The spring 1997

Final Examination schedule will be

available beginning March 13.

Copies will be delivered to students

in the residence halls, and will be

available to off-campus students in

the Registrar's Office (213
Whitmore). The schedule will also

be available on the World Wide
Web begining March 3 athttp://www-
urcg.admin.umass.edu.

Support group — REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support

program is offering two support
groups this semester: A grief sup

port group for those who have
experienced the death of someone
close to them: and an illness group
for those currently coping with the

serious illness of a loved one. If

you or someone you know is inter-

ested, please call us at 577-5316
for more information.

FYh are pub** wrvxe mnouncemenu ponied
daily. To submit an FY1. please tend a prvu
release containing all pertinent information

inducing the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Colltgion. c/o the
Manacang tdNor by noon the previous day

Health serines Confused.
afraid, or just curious? Do you
have questions about sex, STDs.
alcohol. Jrugs. eating disorders,

HIV/AIDS, stress management or

quitting smoking or chewing tobac-

eo? Hon't know who to ask? Call

the Peer Health Connections
phoneline at UMass at 577- 5168

Trained students will anonymousK
answer \our questions and tell sou

where to go for more help

Commencement Housing — A
limited number of residence hall

rooms will be available or the rela-

tives and friends of graduating
UMass students for the night of

Saturday. May 24. Commencemeni
Housing applications are available

at the University Conference
Service Office. 918 Campus
Center. To guarantee a reservation,

completed forms with full payment
must be returned to University
Conference Services b\ May I.

There will be no on-site reserva-

tions.

Internships — Internships are

available working on Earth Day.
Hunger, Recycling and Clean Air.

Call Melanie at MassPirg.
545-0199 or stop by the office at

423-A Student Union Building.
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HSCN Bulletin

Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie
Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

aa

87

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

BET

BET on Jazz

UCTV
The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music
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Today's D.C. Menu
Franklin

III Call 545-2626 lor more information.

Worcester

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken

Hot Corned Beef

Ravioli/Sauce

Vegan Ravioli

Hampshire

DINNER
Roast Pork

Turkey Divan

Hot fit Spicy Veg. Pasta

Pastabilities

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken

Fettuccini/Sauce

Tomato Meat Sauce
Vegetable Lo Mein

Berkshire

DINNER
Rost Pork

Cheese Spinach Strudel

Korean BBQ Totu

Pastabilities

LUNCH
Hamburger

Chicken Cutlet

Mac. fit Cheese

DINNER
Roast Pork

Turkey Divan

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken
Fettuccini/Sauce

Ratatouille

DINNER
Roast Pork

Turkey Divan
Hot fit Spicy Veg. Pasta

Pastabilities

AMES
March 21-Apdl 20
Scitina; loftv ajnaJa ensure* thai

voull make »Te»l acMcwcnvenU
PWn a rourar of htajMr education

in rurthcr a career ft FaruatraJ

your eye* on the prtae makes
thin** happen more qutnkiy

TAURUS
April 21 -May 21
A varaiMi could provide an

opportunity lo develop a new
talent Don I be afraid lo aak tor

input from others If you're not

sure what •nmethin* mean*
AmbKMn In the workplace lead*

to rewards

WMtNI
May 22-June 2

1

A good friend hehw you achieve

a anal (hat eeemed anpoaible
before Thank them In a aperlal

way If you re ptannln*; lo try

•omethauj new make sure you

have al the paperwork n order

before ronauluna; a professional

CANCER
June 22-July 22
Rehearsal*; your plans In

advance helps you make a uron*;

presentation Youl reap the

icwaina aawa— meanwhile, lust

23
[ tor a maaor purchase

muld be monnpnluana: your

attention—be sure not lo ujiore

Us cnucaJ u> matnuan
i tkrotajiniit your Me.

Mk In the approval Sp^ndanK

quiet tame ensures your bstterk-s

will be recharged

BO
Jnly 23-An«u*t 23
A pmmialraf romance could

contaiue to ao your way. with the

proper care and attention Don t

hesitate, or you cnukt break your

momentum An active weekend

provides ample opportunity lo

aooallae

VTJROO

Aafnat 24-8«ptemb«r 22
Early m the week, try to get

preparauona out of the way for a

holiday event A lest v sweetheart

may be feelina nea>ecied Patience

and T1X will ease the situation

SCORPIO
October 24-Novembcr 22
Changes that have been happening

at breakneck speed probably aeon

normal lo you. Spend tsne with

someone dear to you. to revtlaltte

and refresh yourself A passionate

interlude i» Ha own reward

SAOrTTARrUS
November 23-Deceaabcr 21
Astong tor guidance from a wise

person could be the step that

altera your outlook In the long run

so don I be afraid lo seek help

Open your mind to new

pnsalbilitMa. and you could

experience an epiphany

CAPRICORN
December 22-J*anary 20
Pav dose attention to your

hunches— they could br valuable

sources of Information on what to

do nest You 11 learn more from

walchng a person do something

than you will from the*

etplanatkm* so pay attention

AQUARIUS
January 21uary 21 -February IS
A frauied feeling may mean thai

you're espertenrmg holiday

overload Try lo find a quiet

corner—then, don I permit anyone

or anythkig to disturb you for a

iiaaawiahk amount of time.

February 19-March20
Taking care to watch your vttamtna

and get enough sleep will help you

lay In the holiday aptni and keep

you healthy Visiting with close

friends proves lo be more fun 4 less

expensive than elaborate plana

For atntarrtainrnent Purpose* Only

Close to Home By John McPherson

Quote of the Day
•*•*

No day but

today. D
-Mimi,
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/ just got out of history class. I

don't understand it.

The ancient Greeks said,
"

Perfect the mind and body.

"

The modern Greeks say, Hey

let's open a restaurant.

"

The ancient Romans said,
M

( come, I saw, I conquered.

"

The modem Romans say,
1
Let's design shoes and pinch

girls.'

The ancient Hebrews said,

" Let my people go.

"

The modem Hebrews say,

" Keep those people here.

"
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UM face LaSalle in A-10's tonight

UM faces new challenges to reach A- 10 finals

By Chris Stamm
CoJIegion StaW

PHILADELPHIA - The road to

the Atlantic 10 championship begins

tonight for the Massachusetts men's
basketball team, as they face West
No. 6 seed LaSalle in the first round
at the CoreStates Spectrum at 7.00

p.m. If the Minutemen should take

home the tourne> trophy and it's

accompanying automatic NCAA
berth. the> will have to win four
games in four days. However, before

the Minutemen look ahead, thev will

first have to focus their attention on

the Explorers. The last time two
squads met in lanuary. IMas-
escaped with a 56-50 victory.

"They got the leading scorer in the

conference IDonnie Carr| and the>

have real good guards, they really

play that /one." L.Mass coach lames

"Bruiser" Flint said "Its almost like

playing Temple again, although they

don't have Mark lackson and l.amont

Barnes. We've got to contain their

guards, and we've got to attack the

rone."

If last weekend's 59-53 win over
Temple and its infamous zone is any

indicator, the Minutemen should be

comfortable t -Moiling the Explorers

defense. In Saturday's win. I M.i--

capitalized on a superb inside-out-

side game. Carmelo Travicso lit up
the board with I 5 points from behind

the three-point line, while Lari

Ketner banged down low for I 2

points.

In year's past, the Maroon and
White have entered the conference
tournev unafraid Their basic philoso-

phy was like that of an ancient epic.

"We came, we saw. we conquered."

According to Flint, things are differ-

ent this time around.

"Obviously we went into the last

four tournaments thinking Ok. let's

lust go into the A- 10 tournament and
then go on to the NCAA's bfJCWM
we didn't feel as though anyone could

beat us." Chuckling. Flint continued.

"I know that's kind of cocky, but

when you have the kind of guys that

we had you could do that.

"The league has gotten a lot better

since then (In past years), our
thought of it was, the only teams thai

could beat us in the Atlantic 10 was
Temple." Hint said.

"That thought pattern is a lot dif-

ferent now because, hey. that's why
we have a chance to get five teams in

ihc VCAA toumameni Now you go
into the tournament and it's a toss-

up. Anybodv can win Even though
St. loe's and Xavier are the favorites,

you have seen how close all the

games have been the entire IMMsV
and how guys have played each other.

Now
, a lot of people are away from

their homecourts and it's a little bit

different." Flint said.

Should the Minutemen dispose of

laSallc tonight, they will face George
Washington, (who earned •
lust round bye as the No. 2 in the

UM i. tomorrow evening at 9 p.m.

A-10 Notes...

K.i-hid Bey of St. loscph's was
named Player of the Week in ihe final

week of A- 10 plav LaSalle * IXmnie

Can- was named Rookie of the Week,
breaking his own freshman single

scoring record Last week.

Pittsburgh disses Johnston;

The upside of "The Trade'

cum ctSNi « couiCMN

Edgar Padilla and the UMass men's hoop team starts defense of their

A-10 tournament title tonight against LaSalle

Yes! Today. I am a rejativcly

happy man.
"Why. oh wi-c. Wookie esque

one'." \ou might ask

Well, the Pittsburgh Penguins
management finally realized that

Humpty Dumpiy. I mean. Eddie
lohnston, was not the coach for

them. and
dumped hi- m>h\
butt off I he-

bench CiM (. rai|

Patrick will take

over the coaching
duties for the rc-t

of the season,
and hopefully get

u- >iff of their recent losing

skid, losing eight of their last nine

games.
"Bui whv are wu -,, bitter, oh

Ostensible Outcast of the hoclurj

god-'." you might a-k

Well, it just pain- me to think

that with the caliber of talent the

Pens boast (and no. just due to

highlighting overkill. I will not list

their team for you I. they can be
behind the Buffalo Sabres in the

Northeast Division -landings lust

with this fact, and lor all those
Ssbrc-raiilers out there, urn have
to give Buffalo coach Ted Nolan a

new contract. Flat out.

The team just does not play good,
sound fundamental hockey, Wiih
the caliber of talent the Pens
boast, the only person the raapoo
sibililv of good, sound hocki
fall on is the head coaeh 'Ihe

coach has to motivate his players,

no matter how good they're sup-

posed to be. or who you'ie best

friends with (i.e. Mario l.emicuu.
and especially, in our day and age.

no •alter how much money they

make.

Come on. three players behind
your goal on a power play

Ircakm real, please.

I mean, relatively

speaking. Bruins
*Ch Sieve kaspei

should have been
Lfl I dumped a long lime

I V ago. with the much
1 •* more glaring mis-

~"~~~""~~* takes thai havt

committed by his team this -,

And now. lohnston has gone the

way of ex-Red Sox CM Lou
Gorman, and has been given thai

no-mind job somewhere in the
management office. Hey, look out!

N ou might just find lohnston hand
ing out the donuts in the media
room before games No. I will not

lim Schoenleld- esque low-

and tell him to have another
donut. you...

• The plaviii mot m both confer-

ences are pretty damn tight right

and the bubble is about to

hur-i Bui the suiprising learn of

the Western Conlerence does not

lie in the warm Southwest of our
land lie. Phoenix), but in the
butt ugly, windv cold of the north-

ern Midwest — the Chicago
Blackhaw k-

Tum to NHl page 9

Men's lacrosse aims for NCAA's
Team expects to rebound after missing '96 tournament

ly Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Last year, the Massachusetts
men's lacrosse team sat at Rafters

watching the selection show for the

NCAA tournament. When UMass'
name was not among the 1 2 tabbed

for postseason play, the emotion
from the players was evident. Some-

more in disbelief,

some were angry,
but all were disap-

pointed.

This Saturday,
the 1997 version of

the Minutemen will start its season

in hopes of returning to the NCAA
tourney.

"I tried to tell the guys not to

think of it as revenge. Let's do it

for ourselves." UMass Coach Greg
Cannella said. "In doing so, we'll

prove to everybody what kind of

team we are."

If UMass is to make a return to

the tournament, it will rely on the

experience of its veterans. That
won't be a problem for the
Minutemen. who welcome back 10

seniors and as many junior-

Whether opponents start with
the UMass front line or the goal,

the scouting reports will read the

word experience. Senior Breendan
Glass will be the leader of the

Minuteman attack, while junior

goalie |ohn Kasseiakis will anchor
the UMass defense from his spot in

front of the cage.

"We have a large group of

seniors that have provided disci-

pline and leadership." Cannella
said. "It is Glass who will get the

MEN'S t AX

SEASON PREVIEW

most attention from opponent-
.

"

The two time honorable mention
All-American has led the team in

goals in each of his three season-.

tallying 33 goals and adding 15
assists as a junior last year. That
as-i-t total was three more than the

previous years combined, a result

of opponent's double and even
triple teams.

"What I've seen
from him over his

lour years here has

only been hard
work." Cannella
said. "I think he's

probably one of the best attack
men in the country because of his

woik ethic."

Glass will be joined on the attack

by senior Ken Sussi. junior Chris
Martens and sophomores Mike
McKcefrey and John O'Connor.
O'Connor is a transfer from St.

lohn's, who came to UMass after

the Red Storm drrtpped its lacroeta

program. He will likely be called on
to fill the big shoes left bv Buddy
Hoffman, who scored 25 goals
from the crease last year.

The Minutemen have the advan-

tage of not only attack leader in

Glass, but in an experienced core
in the mid-field as well.

Senior |im Kennedy, the top
returning scorer in the mid- field,

had a breakthrough season last

year after switching from defen-
sive-mid field.

lay Robbins. also a senior, is

another who lends valuable experi-

ence lo the UMass squad. The
Minutcmen's leading face-off man
will literally go head to head with

opponents for the third straight

year.

Fellow seniors Casey Costello.

returning as the team's fifth lead-

ing Motor, and Chris Gronde. will

also be mainstays in the UMass
mid field. Mike Del Percio and lay

Negus also return to boost the

Minuiemen.
After short stick defense. I odd

Swokolowski and P.G Massey will

be counted on to key the transition

game, while long stick middies
Chris Robbins and Eric Sopracasa
will be looked on to fill the spot

left by All-American Dennis Kelly.

At close defense, three starters

return for the Minutemen. Greg
Macdonald. All-American candi-

date Harold Drumm. and Adam
Waxer. who converted from defen-

sive mid-field, will shoulder
I Mass's defensive duties.

All-American candidate
Kasseiakis bring* a wealth of expe

rience to the goal. The junior
played every game last year, and
finished eighth in the nation in

goals against average (9.52>.

"Experience means a lot."

Cannella said. "He's a real leader

in the cage. You have a quarter-

back on offense, he's our quarter-

back on defense."

The Minutemen will need that

strength and experience as they
enter what could be their most
challenging schedule ever.

Seven 1996 NCAA teams - two
final four squads — are on the

UMass path.

"Anybody on our schedule can
beat us," Cannella said. "We have

to come prepared for every game."
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One down,
three to go

Lari Ketner and
the Massachusetts

men's basketball

team opened up
A-10 tourney play

by beating LaSalle

last night. For the

scoop (See Sports,

page 16).

Reggae Rebels

set to rock UMass

The Black Rebels

and Loose
Caboose are bring-

ing their reggae
music to the
Student Union
tonight and Arts fit

Living has the full

scoop (See Arts (t

WORLD

Unrest in Albania

causes violence

SARANDA. Albania (AP) —
Government jets bombed a south-

em town yesterday and anti-govern-

ment militants commandeered
tanks and fired off anti-aircraft

guns as weeks of unrest erupted
into an armed revolt in southern

Albania.

The two sides fired at each other

across a river east of VTora, the city

at the center of the conflict.

Albania's foreign minister, mean-
while, acknowledged that the situa-

tion in Vlora, Saranda and Delvina

was "out of control."

Yesterday's bombing near
Saranda and a major security opera-

tion launched by the government
reflected President Sali Bcrisha's

determination to quickly end the

growing insurrection.

At least five T-55 tanks and half a

dozen armored personnel carriers

manned a checkpoint yesterday
near Fieri. 35 miles south of Tirana.

Other government checkpoints also

were set up.

In Rome. Italian Foreign Minister

Lamberto Dini said his Albanian
counterpart. Tritan Shehu, told him
the insurgents had captured three

tanks and many other weapons and
aim to seize Tirana, the capital.

NATION

Cronlcite dismayed
by Religious Right

WASHINGTON ( AP) - Walter
Cronkitc. whose balanced delivery

of the news made him a fixture in

American homes and a corner-
stone of journalism, cast impartial-

ity aside to write a fund-raising let-

ter attacking the religious right.

The retired broadcaster, who for

two decades anchored the CBS
Evening News, singled out the
Christian Coalition's Pat
Robertson and Ralph Reed for

"wrapping their harsh right wing
views in the banner of religious

faith
"

"My principal thrust here,"
Cronkite said in a telephone inter-

view yesterday, "is to try to help
establish that they do not speak for

what I believe is the majority of

Christians in the country."

A Christian Coalition spokes-
woman said Cronkite was entitled

to his opinion.

Response to the letter, sent to

400,000 homes last week as part of

a fund solicitation by the Interfaith

Alliance, has been strong. Alliance

spokesman Ion Paone said more,
than $100,000 had been received

in just over one week.

As a journalist. Cronkite wrote,

he often had strong opinions but,

"I tried not to communicate them
to my audience."
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Over 1,000 students

rally outside of Goodell

in support of protestors

Thursday, March 6, 1 997

By Bryan Schwarrzman

& Roghuram Vodarevu
Collegian Staff

Early yesterday morning, a class on the University of
Massachusetts campus began apprehensively, with many
students unsure of what would happen at 10:30 a.m. The
feelings of the students turned from apprehension to

action when a student in this small class said "I don't
know what the rally is about, I'm here to learn."

According to junior journalism major Chris Seaman,
the events described above incited his class so much that

the teaching assistant from the class brought them to the

rally. On the way to Goodell, Seaman said, the students

encouraged a large percentage of 500 students in a near-

by lecture hall to join them.

Students from Seaman's class joined with more than
1000 other students and assembled in front of the
Goodell Building while music from loud speakers blared

music by Bob Marlcy. According to many of the students
at the walkout, they came to show support for the efforts

of the more than 200 students holed up inside for the

past three days.

According to many of the protest participants and
negotiators who addressed the crowd for much of the

day, the large student turnout helped boost the morale of
the students inside Goodell.

Shortly after the organizers started their speeches to

rally support for the protestors, a large contingent of stu-

dents from the neighboring Five-College community
were met with loud cheers.

The contingent consisted of students from Amherst,
Hampshire, Mount Holyoke and Smith colleges who
declared immediately their solidarity with the efforts of
the students at UMass.

"Multiculturalisrrt and issues of racism and economics
are important to me." said Amy Armstrong, a junior stu-

dio art major at Smith. "I couldn't just sit in class. I

think that the UMass students have guts [tor taking this

action]."

A microphone and podium were set up on the steps of

Goodell accommodating a wide array of speakers.
During the course of the day, students used the mics to

let the crowd know of the efforts of UMass-Dartmouth
and the interest of the media in the events unfolding on
campus.

Amidst reports of radio stations and news organiza-
tion inquiries into the demands of the students, Tariye
Isoun. a former UMass student who is currently attend-

ing Amherst College look the mic and said that her par-

ents, who live in Nigeria, called to ask her about the

takeover at UMass.
Many of the protestors were angry about the inade-

quate coverage in both the Sew York Times, and the

Boston Globe. Students stood at the podium holding up
copies of the papers pointing to the small amount of
space devoted to the protest.

In addition, a theme that was repeatedly emphasized
throughout the day was the feeling that the demands
affected all students regardless of economic background
or ethnicity.

"They [the students] are fighting for everyone's rights.

It is not just their job. it is our job as well." said senior

STEPC major Sandra Wechsler. "Because the doors are

locked [to Goodell]. We need to [be out here to) show
support where we can."

Three faculty members of the women's studies depart-

ment stood up to address the crowd. They stressed the

importance of collective action — a united effort among
students at UMass. the faculty and the Five-College com-
munity.

They asked, teaching assistants to come into Goodell to

tutor the protestors inside. Late yesterday a letter from
the director of the women's studies department was sent

to the Collegian and is printed in the letters to the editor

section.

"This is a state university and it should be our univer-

sity," said David Nunez, a graduating senior who was
involved with the ALANA students protests in 1992

"(Being herel is about supporting those who are being
oppressed by this institution," said junior Anne Mcbride
of Mount Holyoke.
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Tilda Kapuya, junior, was one of the many Mount Holyoke students to

join the rally in front of Goodell yesterday.

Administration believes

they are making headway
By Tomor Carroll

Collegian Staff

Amidst student allegations of

an inactive Administration.
Deputy Chancellor Marcellete G.
Williams said, yesterday, that the

administrators are working hard
to meet the demands of the stu-

dent protestors.

"We were here at 7:30 a.m.
today and worked last night
[Tuesday] until 1 I p.m. We are

trying to hear the students' disap-

pointments with what we brought
over yesterday and draft a new
document," Williams said.

Williams was referring to the

administration's first response to

the student protesters' list of
demands, which were printed in

yesterday's Massachusetts Daily
Collegian. She said that the exec-

utive committee of the University

of Massachusetts, composed of
Provost Patricia H. Crosson.
Williams, and all of the vice
chancellors, had worked all day
yesterday to prepare a new
response to the demands, taking

into consideration the students'

comments on the first response.

According to , University
Spokesperson Kay Scanlan,
University Ombudsperson Bob
Ackermann delivered the admin-

istration's revised response to the

students at Goodell at 8 p m.'last

night.

Scanlan said the University
administration would not be
entering into further negotiations

with the students until this morn-
ing.

"What I believe the question
the students are asking us is 'Is

diversity a priority to you 9
II it

is, show us." Williams said. "We
are trying to be responsive to that

now."
"These discussions are forcing

us to look at and articulate rnore

clearly what our priorities are,"

Williams said. "Diversity is a

high priority for the administra-

tion."

Many students, however,
expressed disappointment with
the University's lack of a formal
press statement regarding the
protest and the fact that the
administration did not meet with

the students face to face at all

yesterday.

"They have not issued a state-

ment yet. which is ridiculous. No
one has bothered to come today,

even though 1.000 students
walked out of class today." said

Stacy Shackford, a sophomore
classics major and student gov-
ernment senator.

Day three: little progress made
Morale inside occupied building remains high due to support

ByusaChiu
Collegian Staff

W ith both sides playing the waiting

game, little headway was made in the

negotiation process surrounding the

ALANA and white student takeover of

the Goodell Building. The takeover of

the Controller's Office in Goodell.
which began Monday, moved into its

third day.

Student" inside Goodell continued

to occupy the building as they have lor

the past three days — peacefully Lor

them, the day broke from the "norm"
when a campus wide student walk-out

of classes and rally held in front of the

Goodell Building collected almost
1.500 students at its height. Groups
from the Five College area also showed
a presence. A second rally in support

of the takeover is scheduled today, at

1 1 a.m.

At around 4 p.m. the student nego-

tiators held their second press confer-

ence. Negotiator and graduate student

Rodina Cave read from the student

negotiators' official response.

"Let us make it sufficiently clear that

we stand firm in our resolve and will

not succumb to the administration's

tactics nor will we waiver in the face of

adversity. The morale in this building

il .'iily increasing. We have an
informed sense of purpose and a con-

stantly renewing sense of commit-
ment." Cave said

Students inside the building said

they were overwhelmed by the support

shown bv the rally. Many gathered
around the only window available fac-

ing the front of building to shout
words of encouragement. The negotiat-

ing team were also allowed to exit the

building to address the crowd. Many
expressed gratitude for the support

being shown and asked for aid in pro-

viding food, clothing and blankets.

Several of the protestors outside

Goodell stayed late into the night in

the rain in show of solidarity. At
approximately 10 p.m. last night,

roughly 1 50 protestors were still gath

ered outside of Goodell. and several

lent"- had been set up for the evening

as well.

With the Goodell Building officially

shut down — no one being allowed

inside, and phone lines cut off, the pro-

testors said they anticipate that the

food and supplies will soon be cut off

"Soon" seemingly had not yet arrived,

since throughout the night food sup-

plier, clothes and toiletries were
brought inside in large quantities.

Student negotiators spent yesterday

waiting for an official response by the

Administration to their refusal of the

written response given to them bv ihe

Administration Tuesday night. Ihe

negotiation team spent most of the day

anticipating the response they might
receive from the University administra-

tion as well as planning their own
strategy in the negotiation process.

Ombudsperson Robert Ackermann
issued a letter yesterday afternoon,

addressed, "To the ALANA students

tand their supporters) in Goodell."
stating his position in the negotiation

process.

"Monday, when the Deputy
Chancellor called to ask whether I

Turn to GOOOEU. page 1
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Students battle elements

to support protest efforts

By Leigh Faulkner

Conegton Starr

Standing in the pouring rain,

approximately 150 students attended

the rally last night to offer continuing

support in the ALANA and white stu-

dent takeover of the Goodell Building,

and secondly to kick off the sleep out.

More than 10 tents were set up and
close to 50 students said they were
staying all night to support the pro-

testers locked in Goodell Building.

Although the rain did not seem to

keep supporters away, many student

felt that it did stop some students

from sleeping outside and staying all

night.

"The rain is going to keep some
people away — the fence sitters," said

Karl Anderson, a junior history major.

Anderson said he was not involved

in the protest from the beginning
because he was uninformed but over

the past few days he had taken time to

gather information and ask questions.

"I agree with many of their

demands. When the University makes
an agreement with students, you
expect steps to be taken in five years."

said Anderson.

Anderson also commented that as a

white male with no economic prob-

lems, "I am not fighting for myself. I

am fighting for my brothers and sisters

who have never had the same oppor-
tunities I have."

Graduate astronomy student
Brandon Tingley said. "I think the pro-

testers have a lot of valid points. I

strongly believe that college for

in-state students should be free. It's

very hard for people to advance social-

ly and economically after high school

if you don't have the money to attend

college."

Theresa Bettoncourt and a friend

who has been involved with the
protest since Tuesday said they bought
a $90 tent last night so they could par-

Turn to SLEEP OUT page 3
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Playtime...
Vicki Williams, an undeclared junior, watched the rally in front of Goodell while her dogs, Chad and

Chelsey, played in the grass.
,
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Disability workshops to be held
By Laura Forster

Collegian Staff

Students with learning, physi-

cal, or mental disabilities are invit-

ed attend a workshop on March 7

to discuss how they can approach
disclosing their disability to

employers.

Sponsored by the Peer Mentor
Network, the Learning Disability

Support Services and Disability

Services, the workshop is being

done for the second time due to

the high praise it received last

year from students.

Kregg Strehorn, a graduate
assistant and co-facilitator of the

workshop, said that this discus-

sion is a "hot topic" for students

because so many of them have

what are called "hidden disabili-

ties.*

Strehorn explained that besides

physical and mental disabilities,

many are unaware they may have

learning disabilities that hinder
their study habits and how they

are taught.

In addition, Strehorn said that

even those students aware of

their disabilities do not always
take full advantage of the ser-

vices available on campus or
what they can do to help their

situation.

Strehorn noted that one false

presumption of these individuals

is "that when they leave the cam-
pus they will leave their disability

behind."

The Peer Mentor Network,

which consists of about 15-20
graduate and undergraduate vol-

unteers, works to create a commu-
nity for students, helping them
decide which classes to take and
how to approach professors.

This event is expected to bring

about 30 people in attendance rep-

resenting a variety of groups
including alumni, students and
case managers to discuss research

and current events articles which
pertain to the issue.

The workshop will begin at 6
p.m. and run until 8 p.m. at the

Campus Center. Information
about the room number of the
workshop can be obtained
Thursday evening from the
Information Desk in the Campus
Center..
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SGA meeting cancelled last night
Motions were not discussed because of lack of senator turnout

J

By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

Last night's Student Government Association (SGA)
meeting was adjourned before any motions could be dis-

cussed, due to lack of quorum.
Twenty-four senators were present, 26 arc needed to

reach quorum and conduct a meeting.

Speaker Brian Tin-ell, along with members of the SGA
ALANA Caucus and various other SGA senators were
not present due to the protest in the Goodell Building.

Announcements that did occur before quorum was
called included a request by SGA Presidential candidate

Sen. Lia Wong (Northeast Residential Area) for all sena-

tors to support the protest at Goodell Building and
attend the protest after the meeting.

Sens. Wong. Stacy Shackford (Central Residential

Area). Stephanie Parenti (Orchard Hill Residential Area)

and Emilie Codega (Central Residential Area) were pre-

sent for this announcement, and then left before quorum
was called.

Sen. Philip Milson (Sylvan Residential Area) felt that

this was unacceptable, especially for Wong as a presi-

dential candidate.

"I feel it's shameful that leaders of the Student

Government Association feel it's necessary to sacrifice

their duties in support of a cause that only supports a

small percentage of the student body. I feel these sena-

tors have the opportunity to do so much more at a

[SGA] meeting than at some takeover of a building.

That's not how you get things done." said Milson.

Another announcement regarding the lack of knowl-

edge about the upcoming SGA meetings was made,

along with the presentation, to the senate, of a petition

allegedly signed by 500 undergraduate students.

"I talked to 500 people today and 1 5 knew about the

election." said Chris Gasbarro, President of the UMass
Outing Club.

"We need time to get to know the candidates; it's

being overshadowed by this Goodell thing," Gasbarro

continued, before requesting that the election be post-

poned by 21 days and the nomination process be

reopened.

The petition was rejected by the senate because of var-

ious constitutional laws that would prohibit the election

to be postponed.

The term of the SGA president begins on April 1

.

"It [postponement of the election) can't be done in the

easy, expedient way that he wanted." said Ashavan
Doyon, Secretary of University Policy.

Candidate debates to be held on UVC
By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

Two debates featuring students

running for the offices of Student

Government Association (SGA)
President and Student Trustee will

be held tomorrow and Monday
night, at 7 p.m. in the UVC-TV 19

studio.

Both events are open to the pub-

lic.

The debates will prelude the SGA
elections to be held March 1 1 and
March 12.

Candidates will be asked ques-

tions by a panel including represen-

tatives from WMUA. UVC and the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

The SGA presidential candidates

include Brad Davidson, Brian
McManus and Lia H. Wong. R.|.

Lemar, Rob McDonald and Brian

Tirrell are running for the office of

Student Trustee.

Official tickets are not appearing

on the ballot, however McManus
and Lemar are running as an unof-

ficial ticket, as are McDonald and
Wong.

Voting will take place March 1

1

and March 12 from II a.m. - 2

p.m. each day and then will reopen
between 4:50 - 7 p.m.

Polling stations for Orchard Hill

Residential Area and Central
Residential Area students will be
located in the Franklin Dining Hall.

Students living in Sylvan and
Northeast Residential Areas will be

required to vote in Worcester
Dining Hall.

Residents of Southwest South
(Cance, |ohn Quincy Adams.
Pierpont. Moore, Patterson,

MacKimmie. Washington and |ohn

Adams Residence Halls) will vote

in Berkshire Dining Hall, while res-

idents of Southwest North
(Thoreau. Coolidge, lames,
Emerson, Kennedy. Melville.

Prince and Crampton Residence
Halls) will vote at Hampshire
Dining Hall.

Commuter and Greek Area stu-

dents are required to vote in either

the Newman Center or the Hatch.
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Two SGA candidates

attend Hillel forum
to debate Jewish issues

By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

On Tuesday night. Student
Government Association (SGA)
candidates were invited to the

Hillel House to address the
University of Massachusetts |ewish

community and entertain ques-
tions.

The forum lasted about 45 min-

utes and was held in the Hillel

House lounge.

Brian McManus, SGA presiden-

tial candidate, and R.|. Lemar,
SGA trustee candidate, who form
an unofficial ticket, were the only

candidates to attend the forum.
The remaining four candidates
were involved with the student

takeover in Goodell Building.

laime Resnick, Hillel President,

felt that this was a chance for the

candidates to explain how they and
SGA in general will support Hillel

should they get elected.

"There are many issues being

debated at UMass currently, and
it's the feeling of many Jewish stu-

dents that many Jewish needs and

concerns have been ignored."

Resnick said.

The UMass Hillel board voted to

invite the candidates to this forum

Tuesday night.

"The issue at hand is that we've

had no one advocating on behalf of

the Jewish community. The goal

[of this forum | is not to discuss

campus-wide activities. The goal is

to discuss |ewish issues, period."

Resnick said.

Candidates were given a list of

questions that would be askvd

addressing such issues as funding

for Hillel. ami- Semitic articles in

the Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

and the role of the Office of Jewish

Affairs in the campus community.

Hillel House currently has a

yearly budget from the University

of $5,000.

"Limited funds received by

Hillel House can't be expected to

combat what's going on on this

campus," Lemar said.

"We need to make sure that the

Office of lewish Affairs gets equal

funding. If I do see a budget that is

unfair, I will be on the senate floor

yelling as loud as I can," McManus
said.

McManus claimed that many of

the organizations at UMass receive

more money because they have

friends within the senate.

"SGA is very divided. Politics

come into play when they decide

who gets what money." McManus
said.

About 20 students attended the

forum, and were able to ask ques-

tions of their own after the formal

questions had been answered.

"I think what the issue is how
will the SGA be proactive instead

of re^CTive in the future," said

Joshua Gray, Hillel Council mem-
ber.

"To be more proactive we need

to be informed. In order to be

proactive, we need things like this

I
forum)," Lemar said.

The Collegian was discussed as

continuously containing

anti-Semitic columns, and ques-

tions were raised as to how the

candidates would deal with this

within their administration.

"Anti-Semitic articles within the

Collegian is a serious problem. The

Collegian is a student-run newspa-

per. The Developing Nations page

continually contains anti-Semitic

paraphernalia. If I were president.

I would personally go down to the

Collegian and ask formally to end

the page," said McManus.
McManus and Lemar also voiced

their opinions on the state of SGA
and what needs to be done about

the problems within the senate.

"In SGA we've seen a mess of

things that should not be tolerated.

Concerns that people have need to

be brought to our attention,"

Lemar said.

"I can promise you that when a

student comes to me with a prob-

lem, i will do my best to make peo-

ple aware of the problem and

lobby senators," McManus said

Two debates are scheduled

between the candidates tomorrow

night and March 10. Both debates

will be in the UVC studio at 7

p.m.

Student government elections

will be held March 1 1 and March

12.

"Poster War" divides the town of Amherst
A 10 year battle over postering is dividing the local businesses and area residents

By Christina Poielto

Collegian Staff

For over 10 years a "poster war"

has created a bitter feud between
Amherst residents and business own-

ers who are trying to create a less clut-

tered atmosphere in the downtown
Amherst area.

The town government of Amherst is

pledging to create some middle
ground to please both sides.

Tomorrow at the Bangs Community
Center a group of approximately a

dozen people are expected to hold a

public meeting to discuss the new
opposing measures suggested by

Amherst's town government.

John Furbish, who is spearheading

this coalition for postering rights and

responsibilities, is an ongoing support-

er for freedom of speech and expres-

sion, especially in college towns.

Some supporters of this pro-poster

movement find that posters add to the

atmosphere, the democracy and the

qualities attributed to Amherst center.

Yet, town officials disagree. The

Town Commercial Relations

Committee was assigned by the Select

Board to execute the 1992 Downtown
Action Plan, a collective document
from hundreds of community resi-

dents. Essentially, this plan calls for

the town to "develop and install a

comprehensive system of signs, direc-

tories and kiosks for the downtown."

For over a decade, this is exactly the

plan of action that town manager
Barry Del Castilho has advocated.

Since entering office, Del Castilho has

been vigorously opposed to the

posters that have been placed along

the downtown streets.

Approximately three years ago Del

Castilho, along with other town
employees and resident businesses

began their own coalition against pos-

tering.

According to the Daily Hampshire

Gazette, on Nov. 18, 1996. the town

of Amherst placed a ban on postering

along a 191 -foot traverse of down-
town space until an official kiosk was

erected for public use to display

posters and announcements.

According to Robert Brooks, chair-

man of the TCRC in the Amherst
Bulletin, "Kiosks are the most impor-

tant pedestrian signs in the system and

serve many purposes. They display

directional signs and maps to help visi-

tors orient themselves and find public

services and historical sites."

The first of many kiosks, funded

partially by the town of Amherst and

cooperating business owners who
would like to improve the town's

appearance, is planned to be available

within the month of March. It will be

located on Main Street just outside of

the Subway deli.

The ultimate goal of the TCRC is to

eventually shift the majority of posters

and advertisements from the many
various light poles, trash receptacles,

and newsrack boxes to the remaining

two to three sides of the kiosks.

"All of this will be concentrated on

attractive, strategically located,

multi-purpose structures," Brooks

said. "And downtown Amherst will

have charm for all its citizens."

Margo Parrot of the Amherst

Bulletin said she thought otherwise.

"Posters on lamp posts are as much a

part of the charm of Amherst as Emily

Dickinson," Parrot said.

Along with the kiosks and the bans

arc circulating advertisements looking

to recruit a group of senior citizen vol-

unteer "unposterers" to likewise

enforce town rulings.

For now, the volunteer militia is

encouraged to rip down once every

two weeks the posters and advertise-

ments that are posted above the

streets.

"Clean-up, they say. is more impor

tant than free speech or any integrated

approach to posters." Furbish said.

"The less opposition there is. the more

they'll do."

Yet, according to Del Castilho and

various town officials, clean up is a

priority and a majority decision.

"We're running the town on behalf

of the majority," said Amherst select-

man Hill Boss. "It's unfortunate that

those who are out of step with the

consensus don't know when to give up

the fight."

$100,000 scholarship fund

available forUM students

ByJufeSiegot

ColUgion Correspondent
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Project Vote Smart, a national orga-

nization whose main goal is to provide

people with access to information on

candidates and official elections, is

offering up to $100,000 in scholarship

funds to University of Massachusetts

students.

The funds, which are made available

through grants from the Hearst

Foundation, have been released by the

Project's founding board, which
includes former senators Barry

Goldwater. George McGovem, Mark

Hatfield and Bill Bradley, and other

prominent national leaders.

"These scholarships enable

University of Massachusetts students

to work with interns from colleges

across the country for a semester or

term, to improve the political climate

for everyone." said Ann Yoders.

National Internship Coordinator.

"Armed with the computers and

phones of our Voter's Self-Defense

System, our interns fight political hype

every day, by requiring candidates and

elected officials to be accountable for

their campaign statements and actions

while in office." she said.

Yoders said that students from all

fietts of itudy at UMass arc encour-

aged to appiy for internships at Project

Vote Smart this year. Their work at the

Project might focus on researching hot

current issues, tracking campaign
finance donations, gathering campaign

issue positions, or compiling voting

records and performance evaluations

of candidates and elected officials at

the federal and state levels. Students

serve as researchers on the Voter's

Research Hotline (1-800-
622-SMART). and maintain and
update the Vote Smart Web site

(http://www.vote-smart.org).

"We accept students from all over

the country." said Elise Senter. a staff

member in the Boston office. "The stu-

dents work for credits and also just to

gain experience. They can also match

their interests with their work whether

it be in computers, public relations,

research, or administrative business."

Yoders said. "We are very interested

in diversifying our staff to reflect the

information needs and demands of the

American public. We find it astound-

ing that young citizens are labeled as

apathetic and uninterested in govern-

ment and politics.

"Our interns are the most idealistic.

enthusiastic group of people in the

country today, and they constantly

inspire the rest of us to work harder in

our efforts to improve the political cli

mate for everyone." she said.

The Project accepts 40 interns for

their office in Corvallis. Ore., and only

two to three interns for the Boston

office.

Project Vote Smart is a non-parti-

I san, non-proTit organization that is

\ funded entirely through, fpupdajjon
,

grants and the donations of over

50.000 members. Students wanting

more information about internship and

scholarship opportunities should call

Ann Yoders at (541) 754-2746 or

e-mail at intem9vote-smart.org.

The Textbook Annex reminds you to make sure you
get the books you need for this semester, SOON!

Before Spring Break!
We are beginning to return unsold text books to the

publisher.
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Daffodil sale to benefit

American cancer society

By Christina Poletto

Collegian Staff

Beginning the week of March
18. the American Cancer Society

(ACS) will be selling daffodil bou-

quets to benefit cancer patients

and research around the nation.

In order to accommodate the

spring break schedule of the

University of Massachusetts cam-

pus, the ACS will be selling these

"flowers of hope" bouquets during

the following week of March 24,

so that UMass students can take

advantage of this renown celebra-

tion.

"The ACS has hosted these

Daffodil Days' for 16 years

now," said Noyem Zeroogian.

Field Executive in Hampshire and

Franklin counties for the ACS.
"It 'i an annual, national project.*

The ACS, with over 3.000 active

volunteer units, is the largest pri-

vate funder of cancer research in

the United States. In 1995. over

76 percent of the funds allocated

throughout the 42 Massachusetts

ACS centers were divided among
the areas of cancer research, edu-

cation* and patient services.

According to Zeroogian. people

wiH be gi«en the chance to buy a

bouquet of 10 daffodils for $5.

"For $10. you'll be able to pur-

chase a bouquet and a vase."

Zeroogian said.

Vice Chancellor |ohn Feudo and

Michele Girard Basora of the

Alumni Association endorsed the
Daffodil Days project.

"UMass hasn't been involved

for several years." Zeroogian said.

"You can order flowers as early as

March 7 to be delivered to the

concourse on March 24."

Even if you don't pre-order.

flowers will be on sale on the

Campus Center concourse March
25-26 for walk up purchase.

Despite the fact that ACS is

emending the selling campaign to

accommodate UMass. students

will not be given the opportunity

to participate in their new pro-

gram. The GiCfrof Hope, which

delivers daffodil bouquets to local

patients.

"Only during the week of

March 18 will bouquet buyers

around the country be able to buy

a $10 gift of flowers and vase to

be sent anonymously to area can-

cer patients." Zeroogian said.

"Still, it's a great new program."

The American Cancer Society is

comprised of over 2.5 million vol-

unteers. With proceeds from
fundraisers like Daffodil Days, the

ACS i* capable of providing relat-

ed services such as Skin tanur
screenings, mammograms, and
stop smoking workshops.

"Programs like this have raised

millions." Zeroogian said. "It's a

well received project."

Something Every Friday Presents
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Wife

Thursday, March 6
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Jeanne Dixon on Goodell
Columnist's note: Hello, read-

ers You are about to read a

humor column about a seri-

ous matter. Some of you may have
walked by the Goodell rally and
off-handedly dismissed it us art

ALASA. a single mothers' or grad stu-

dent issue. If you have, you're missing

the point.

Should the rally still be going strong

when you read this today, swing by
and take a listen. If you hang around

for as little as a half-hour.

I'm almost certain you'll

hear something that applies

either to you or someone
you know here at the
University of
\t.i\sachusetts.

Don't be the citizen in Hitler's

Germany who turned a deaf ear to the

cries of his Jewish neighbors being
taken away in the night, because ulti-

mately, it will come back to boot you
in thi

As for today's piece, it starts right

Shortly before her demise.
astrologer leanne Dixon pulled oil

feat worthy of Nostradamus. The late

syndicated columnist actually predict

ed the Goodell protests — and she

documented them day by day. We at

the Collegian were lucky enough to

obtain a copy of this astounding tran-

script, printed in excerpts as follows:

Day Four: Chancellor Scott still out

of town. Protestors now number
5.000. Prominent campus radio per-

sonality first to report dorm walk-out

has been announced. Southwest

C. Tayl

Conner

shows up in full force, resulting in

MM people collapsing from over-

whelming CK One fumes. Talks
stalled when UMass higher-ups com-
plain about font used for list of

demands.

Day 10: Chancellor remains a no
IMMr. Number of protestors reaches

I OK. Administrators request booze,

preferably Beefeater martinis.
Southwest contingent more than
happy to provide 4 5s of Colt Ice.

Negotiations still at

a standstill, as

L diversity officials

Mr] they believe the

word "the" should

be omitted from the

demand document.

Day 18: As expected. Chancellor is

still nowhere to be found. Most
Massachusetts school have sent repre-

sentatives to the rally, boosting the

total number of protestors to 1 50.000.

I Man olficiaU begging for stronger

pottoo. To oblige. Central dormitory
reps whip out the rolling paper and
the blue stuff from Cali. Progress j s lit-

tle in negotiations, as administration

ictuses to give up any ground until the

acronym " \l \\ V is changed to

"HALANA" to accommodate those
scholars of Hungarian descent

Day 51 MTV arrives on the scene

for their hastily planned "Rock 'n'

lock Protest |am." Administrators
tripped out the whole time.

Perpetually miffed Harvard-educated
Rage Against the Machine headlines,

drawing an additional 50,000 to the

million-plus already in attendance.

"Bulls on Parade" lyric improvisation

— "Rally 'round the Goodell/ With a

pocket full of demands" — drives the

crowd wild. Unfortunately, no negoti-

ations can be held since no one can
hear anyone else talk.

Day 40: Rumors of a Scott sighting

turn out to be a hoax. New England
universities and colleges have broad-

ened their support, raising the protes-

tor tally to over five million, lunkie

I Mass officials still requesting beefier

intoxicants. Butterfield residents take

off their belts and sterilize their nee-

dles in accordance with the request.

Administrative nitpicking in the con
ference room — this time over the

true meaning of "student" in the con-

text of neo-nihilistic existentialism —
continues.

Day 69: No Chancellor, no cry.

Strung-out University negotiators

agree to all demands, asking only for

"one more taste" in exchange. Over
10 million protestors rejoice. MTV
takes live Rage video out of heavy
rotation, prepares to shoot "Rock 'n'

lock Rehab" at the Betty Ford Clinic

To no one's surprise, administrators

are the first to sign up
Day 70: Scott emerges from burrow

near Campus Pond in which he'd
been hiding — surviving only on swan
feathers and smooth pebbles — for

the duration of the rally. The final

protest tally is calculated at 1 1 by the

University- hired team of "experts"

who had in 1 995 surveyed the Million

Man March.

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian
columnist.

Journalistic junkr j ni ,i. • II 04

Mike

Burke

i ~K jt~ inority Students Ptoicm M I Mass " "UMass

\\\ Protest Over Diversity Continues For Third
-L A Dm." "UMass Students Occupy Olh

Blah Blah Blah.

For the last three days, the local and national media
have grossly misrepresented the student occupation of

the Goodell Building on this eampuv Prestigious papers
such as the S<-u York Times and Ronton Globe and local

papers like the Daily Hampshire Gazette have done a

cursory job in covering the takeover. Their coverage
leaves readers with tidbits of information that ultimately

lead to a skewed and cloudy view of reality on this cam
pus.

The Boston Globe's coverage of the rally

and take-over follows in the newspaper '*

tradition of inadequate and often inaccurate

reporting of the University of
-achusetts. Yesterday's Globe failed to

'

—

mention why the student protesters rejected the
Administrations offers It simply reduced the matter to

faceless demands "for more minority students, employ-
ees and aid at the campus." It failed to put a human, a

student face on the takeover. What about child care?
Admissions? Outreach? Support programs? Maybe the

Globe has been spending a bit too much time trying to

hack into the Universitv 'i computer* to steal the acade-
mic records of the basketball team.

The Sew York Times, on the other hand, published a

brief Associated Press story that underestimated the sJm
of Tuesday's rally, while only making brief mention of

the demands for "more racial diversity" before dabbing
into a brief history of the 1992 occupation of
Whitmore.

The most disappointing example of the print media
coverage falls on the back of the Daily Hampshire
Gazette. This daily paper serves as a main source of

new in the Pioneer Valley. There is no reason for its

futile coverage which can be characterized as little more
information than a wire story from the Associated Press.

All three newspapers are distorting the truth to sun
their needs Take a look at their headlines trying to focus

entirely on the race issue as the main source of tension
on campus — "Minority Students Protest at UMass." As
anyone that has neared the occupied Goodell Building in

recent days could tell you the takeover is not just about
race relations but student rights and justice.
Unfortunately, the media doesn't want to admit this sim-

ple fact

Minorities are scary, right? And students too. And
especially minority students!

Besides distorting the race issue, the print media out-

lets have overlooked the student side of

the conflict. Besides Daniel Lizana and
Andrew Susen. the protesters' views have
largely been ignored. On the other hand.
University Spokesperson Kay Scanlon has

appeared all over articles.

How can you accurately cover a student protest with-
out listening to the students?

On Monday, the leaders of the takeover issued a three

page list ol demands which have been taken severely out
of context. When the students refused to accept the
Administration's concessions on Tuesday, the Globe
simply claimed talks stalled. No protesters' views were
taken — just the Administration's. Business as usual.

I ..minutely not everyone is relying on the Boston
Globe and the Daily Hampshire Gazette for information:

while local TV networks as well as Boston's WCVB and
WBZ and CNN have been covering the student rallies

and protests. The TV coverage may not be perfect but at

least it puts a face on the issue

It is our job as students at the Universitv to relay news
as to what is actually occurring at the Goodell Building,

especially if we can not rely on the "real" newspapers.
Write letters to the editor of these newspapers; talk to

friends and family: and most importantly learn to view

all news with a critical eye.

Mike Burke is a Collegian columnist.

What about the less privileged?

As students continue to occu-

py the Goodell building,

demanding increased K
to higher education for student I ol

color and low income, we must
examine the context in which this

action is being taken. The
University does not exist in a vacu-

um, and its policies reflect those of

the society in which it functions.

The purpose of this institution is

not to educate you per se. but rather

to provide you the

tools with which to

market your labor
power in the econo-

my, an economy
which is rapidly
transforming.

For the last 1 5 years, the average

real wage (adjusted for inflation

i

has been steadily declining, as

enterprises seek to increase their

profitability by laying off more
workers. While more and more peo-

ple are forced to compete for fewer

McAfee

and fewer jobs, investors and (. I I
>

increase their own salaries and
bonuses. The stock market breaks a

I every month, illustrating the

renewed profitability achieved by
downsizing.

As the labor market swells with

people competing for the remaining
jobs, the government cuts programs
lor ihe poor and unemployed, and
lays off its own workers, perpetuat-

ing the competition for jobs and the

decline of wages. Since

people of color are
over represented in

low income communi-
ties, they suffer in par-

ticularly acute mea-
sure.

The problem is exacerbated by
privatization. The government
decreases funding for education,
when it is most needed, pitting

white students against students of

color for rapidly diminishing finan-

cial assistance. Cut off from state

revenue, the school is forced to

cater to big business for its capital

needs. The same businesses that

have been downsizing now seek
lucrative contracts with state insti-

tutions in order to further enhance
their popularity.

In these and many other ways the

University obediently serves the

interests of the wealthy and elite.

The political action being taken on
this campus MUST NOT CEASE
with a largely symbolic take over.

We must not be satisfied with an'

agreement the administration will

surely disregard. Alternatively, stu-

dents should continue to organize

for social change on campus,
against privatization and [ the

)

exclusion of students of color, with-

in the broader framework of the

global economy. There is a bitter

struggle ahead and this is only the

beginning.

Sam McAfee is a Collegian
columnist.

Voice your opinion, electronically! letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu
*note: all policies that apply to normal letters to the editor still apply to e-mail letters*

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

Homemade revolution

Craig

O'Connor

The University of Massachusetts has become the site

of a struggle — a struggle for the soul of our
nation. Those students inside Goodell are warriors,

freedom fighters for the cause of democracy and justice.

They have occupied the building, in peace, because they
have no alternative. The University has not lived up to an
agreement they signed five years ago, and today is the last

day students will alio* this to continue.

As students, we must tell the Administration that we
will not be silent and marginalized. As a generation, we
must tell the nation that we will fight for the cause of jus-

tice. The site of this struggle is our campus; the meaning
of this struggle transcends this campus and students.
Today, we are dedicating ourselves to the

achievement of a society in which class

and race are no longer barriers to individ-

ual freedom.

We are smashing the color line and
burning the class line; we are beginning a

revolution, of the heart, mind and structure of our nation.

We will no longer accept a society which rewards those
born into a privileged class.

We will no longer stand passive in the torturing rains of
inequality and racism. The many years in which America
has violated the purposes to which it was born are over; a
new day. a new nation and a new world are being forged
inside and outside the walls of Goodell.

Public universities were created in this nation as a
means to broaden and make secure the possibilities of
democracy. An institution like ours must be a symbol of
integrity to a nation which calls itself democratic and just.

Our University should be the site of a commitment to
overcoming class barriers: it should be the place where all

people, regardless of color and place of birth, are wel-

come It should stand as an example of the deepest mean-
ing of the word democracy — that the people have the
power to fashion and control the society in which they
live.

When the students demand that the University should
be a certain way. provide certain services and respect
everybody's needs, the Administration has a moral duty to

listen and respond. The fact that students were compelled

demonstrates that the University has not fulfilled this

moral purpose. All students, regardless of background and

position in society, should rally together, in unity and in

support; the struggle being waged is our struggle and the

people inside are our brothers and sisters.

This is a moment of creative conflict — we can further

the meaning of democracy and destroy the power of injus-

tice by standing with our warriors.

This protest is not happening in a bubble. America is a

nation in which many are kept from the dreams they hold

merely because they were bom with a certain color or into

a family without wealth. Over the last 20 years, the uvei

age wages for an American worker have dropped by 20

percent; at the same time the productivity of

the average worker has increased. That means

more people are creating more wealth while-

receiving fewer wages. Where has this wealth

gone .'

In the same period of time, the number of

millionaires and billionaires have exploded — they are get-

ting rich off of our labor. The stock market has been

reaching record highs every week — since the rich put

their money where it is safely out of reach of the working

people. They are becoming wealthier and more powerful

as the rest of us become poorer and marginalized.

The help that low-income people receive is being

destroyed by our government in front of our eyes. The
story is multiplied for people of color and women. We are

a nation of class lines and racial barriers

The students in Goodell are demanding that the right to

an education be extended and secured for the people who
are being hurt by our economic system — especially peo-

ple of color and people Irom the working classes I Ik-

issues involved are not simply issues for students but are

related to the deepest meaning of the society we live in.

Lets us come together and declare that America and our

University will be free of class and racial discrimination

Let us unite and proclaim that the reign of privilege and
inequality is over. With solidarity and collective action we
can change our school and our society. Together we can

begin a new democratic revolution and create the society

of which we all dream.
to take such an action as the occupation of Goodell Craig O Connor is a I Mass student

Vacationing terrorists

Dunn

So.
you've taken over a building.

Now what?

I mean, you've received media
coverage, you've received support from

the other campuses in the area, and
you've drawn a temporary stalemate with

the administration, so I ask the question

again.

Now what?

I'll tell you what now.

The problem with the ff|aBBBBBB|
protest where it stands |*Q^
now is that it doesn't hurt

the university where it

cvunuiktt most, the

pocketbook. So I propose a simple plan

that, if implemented, will not only draw

attention to your particular plight but will

draw a much more immediate response

because it will cause financial hardship at

the same time. Clip and save, future civil

revolutionaries!

The first thing any good social terrorist

should do is take a nice vacation, in order

to relax and formulate a plan of action.

The best place for vacation deals right

now is inside of Goodell. Many of the

protesters have refused to budge until all

of their demands are met. Well, seeing as

they'll be there for • good long time, sev-

eral of them probably have plane tickets

that they're not using and they'd probably

be willing to part with them cheap I

heard that a round trip ticket to Cancun is

going for as little as lO.calzones and a

copy of Hustler

Once rested, implement your plan of

subtle, social terrorism a step at a time,

beginning next semester, and you'll sec

results by Halloween and no one has to

take over a building or miss classes.

One: Organize the undergraduate

population to underpay their semester

bill by $20. That's all. lust one thin Andy
lackson from every U-grad student next

semester will mean approximately
$540,000 missing from university col

fers. They certainly can't boot out every-

one, now can they? The beauty is. if the

university does cave in to your demands,

you only have to cough up 20 bucks to

settle your outstanding

bbi debt^mH If this seems too big of

a task to get off the

ground., ii v lo get the

"incoming freshmen to

underpay by 20 and get the outgoing

seniors to overpay by the same amount

By the time the entire mess gets figured

out. Chancellor David K. Scott would be

willing to let Pamela Lee Anderson speak

at commencement if it meant everything

would be put back to normal

Two: If the prospect of organizing

about 17.000 people into willingly defving

the university seems too daunting of a

task, remember a smaller statement some-

times speaks louder. Get everyone in IQA
to flush all of the toilets at the same time

The resulting mess and increased volume

at the water processing plant should

attract enough attention to make the pow-

ers that be see things your way.

Three: If organizing an entire build-

ing seems like too much work, try orga-

nizing a floor. Convert your entire dorm
floor into a new religious order Draw
up a formative text and make sure that

observing your new religion requires

the burning of candles, the use of hot

plates, the presence of illicit drugs and
kegs of beer, loud music and open
doors at all times Once the complaints

start rolling in. hide behind your new
religion and promise to disband it if and

only if all of your demands are met Cry

"persecution!" and let slip the dogs of

war

Four: Remember that protests don't

have to be on a grand scale to get things

done, either. Simple harassment tactics

used in conjunction with a larger protect

can be even more effective than one or

the other on its own.

For example, what if everyone decided

to go to the dining commons for dinner.

with a strip of dear tape over uw masst-i

k -trip on their ID. making the card

, unreadable ?

What if everyone decided lo take their

garbage and deposit ii on the Chancellor'*

lawn until he sees things their w..

What if a large enough gwup ol people

decided to have all of their calls forward-

ed to the Chancelkrr s office for an entire

day?

Tactics like these work because they

lick off people who aren't necessarily

directlv involved with the larger protest

Results tend to come faster if the powers

that be receive complaints on several dif-

ferent fronts instead of just one.

Sometimes the best way to fight the

machine is to stow it down to a dead
crawl by pouring sand in it

Subversive harassment and antagonism

in order to get things done are old tactu «

but they work (.ret ihe gTeat beast hoo-

ping mad enough and thev'll usually do
what you want in order just to be left

alone, lust make sure that you don't

engage in harassment simply for hata--

ment's sake V far as protest goc- stneet

nv goes even further

Bon Dunn is a Collegian columnist
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Our Money's Worth
This rally shouldn't be hap-

pening.

We should have all been
enjoying the nice weather yesterday,

sitting on steps and conversing.

We should be in class engaging in

intellectual discussions about poli-

tics, sciences, mathematics, and
other subjects.

We should all be say-

ing, "What's up?" as

we pass by each other in

the Dining Commons,
talking to one another
to get our minds off

how bad the food is.

Basically, we should be trying to

do something that our parents
worked hard for, hoped for, and
even prayed for: to be college stu-

dents.

However, that all ended when the

Administration of the University

demonstrated a complete lack of

commitment to an agreement made
five years ago. Instead, they've

forced us to stop our daily college

routines to become civil rights

fighters. But the thing that annoys

me is that we're fighting for the

things that made us come to UMass
in the first place.

Straight up. we need to get a new
brochure!

Gregory H

Casimir

I'm writing not just as an upset

student, but as a dissatisfied cus-

tomer. Quite frankly, we've been

hoodwinked, bamboozled, led

astray, and run amuck.
What we're getting is not what's

being advertised. The financial aid

process is nowhere as smooth a

process as was suggested, nor does

staff of Whitmore
approach students

with kindness and
courtesy.

"Well, I'm sorry,

sir. We can't offer

you any more financial aid. I guess

you'll have to go home (all the way
back to Idaho). Come back next

semester when you have the whole

$2,000. Good day." Yes sir, service

with a smile.

We didn't get into UMass on
C.O.D.s; our money had to be paid

in advance before they even consid-

ered giving us the keys to our dorm
rooms. Yet despite the annual
increases we're charged, especially

as out-of-state students, we contin-

ue to pay. But. where are the ser-

vices that we're paying for; that our

parents are paying for?

Whitmore is pulling a Psychic

Network scam, and Chancellor
Scott is our resident Dionne

Warwick. "We see good things in

your future: a good financial aid

package, excellent academics, and
student diversity. That'll be $4,000
the first semester, and $6,000 each

additional semester."

What, did they think that once
they signed the dotted line we'd be

happy and forget about what was
agreed upon five years later?

The Administration has been
playing us for fools. But this rally is

happening because we got hip to

their little game. As the old proverb

goes,"Kick my ass once, shame on
you. Kick my ass twice, then 1

deserve it." But, there will be no
second time. We're out to get what
we deserve, and if we have to kick

them to do it, then so be it. "Bend
over and brace yourself. Our size

25,000 is coming through."

If the Administration isn't going

to treat us as people with feelings,

then at least be professional and
treat us like businessmen paying

money for a four year deal.

And if they don't want to do
business with us any more, then

fine, we'll leave.

lust give our money back when
we do.

Gregory H. Casimir is a Collegian

columnist.

Letters to the Editor

The power of words

Mark

McGrath

If
you take the time to think about it, words are

remarkable things. Little ones like of. to, we and so.

Big ones like strepthrothricin and machicolation.

Funny ones like ventriloquist and flatulate. I think we
could all agree that these units, varying combinations of a

mere 26 letters, are able to achieve a startling degree of

specificity and diversity, lust 26 letters, and we have a

word for most anything we would need a word for.

Many times, we take words for granted.

Here we have the very basis of our entire

system of communication, without which we
could very well live like our Homo Erectus

ancestors did a millennia ago.

When was the last time you stopped to

think about the words you utter as gifts? After all, with-

out them you would barely be able to communicate your

own ideas, never mind trying to understand the ideas of

others.

How do words work? Even if I knew, I would be

unable to fit a halfway decent explanation in this limited

space. Apparently, your eyes see a written word, or your

ears hear a spoken one and your brain translates that cue

to a mental image or a feeling through which you are

somehow able to make sense of the world.

It is even more remarkable to examine the power that

words possess. They dominate our society to an incredible

degree. They are literally inescapable. You'll find them on

signs, menus, currency and television. The very fact that

you are reading this column proves that these words, at

least temporarily, have power over you. a power you
probably never even noticed.

In addition to communicating ideas, words can arouse

feelings within a person. For example, when I hear the

word cheesecake, my eyes light up and my mind is left

with a feeling that cannot be described. It is as if the word
opens up a hole in my soul which must be filled by a nice

big slab of squishy yellow bliss — with strawberries, of

course.

Others are undoubtedly "turned on" by different

expressions, like Disneyland or paisley. I still haven't fig-

ured out how the words Tom and Cruise, when used

together are able to bring women to their knees, but that's

a column for another day.

Because of a words' potential to tap into a person's

deepest emotions, those who are able to corral them pos-

sess an unbelievable amount of power. A writer o» orator

of skill can mold his or her audience's response with the

very words they choose to use.

In the 1960s, Martin Luther King Jr.. perhaps the most

skilled orator in American history, helped bring down the

institution of segregation with words — words which con-

veyed his ideas so accurately, effectively

and unconditionally that a group made up
of seemingly powerless followers were able

to overcome some of the most difficult and

firmly entrenched institutions of the South.

Words do indeed have a power over us.

Through words we can express, understand, learn, be

heard, touch others and be touched ourselves.

The flip side of this is of course the power words pos-

sess to hurt the people who are subjected to them. The
very same factors that contribute to the usefulness of

words can have directly opposite effects. Unfortunately,

we hear words used for this purpose every day. words like

"nigger," "kike" and "faggot."

Whether or not a person using these words is willing to

admit his or her intentions, those who take a moment to

think about them will come to realize that they can only

cause harm.

Given the fact that we have a choice over what words

come out of our mouths, I can't even comprehend what

makes these people use them. Maybe it's just ignorance

and stupidity.

My goal in writing this column is to illustrate the power

of words, to make you think about what they are and
what effects they can have on others. All too often, 1 hear

people defend inexcusable misuse of the wrong kind of

word with the claim that "they're only words" or that

"others don't have to listen." but in truth these words are

so much more than they are given credit for.
*

The moment we are able to realize that the words we
choose greatly influence everyone and everything around

us is the moment when we may truly appreciate the power

of words and begin to use them to change our world for

the better.

Mark McGrath is a Collegian columnist

Just a slice and Bon Jovi, please

Meredith

This campus has been all fired

up the last couple days over

the takeover in Goodell.
Newspapers and TV crews from
B..-ton. national headlines and round

the clock speeches have the focus on

UMass. Now, of course, they've got

me all riled up, ready to fight the

world. Here is a list of my demands
If they're not met. I will organize a

sit-down demonstration at the first

bar I find, and stay there until the

administration sees the ^^^^^^
light, or until I pass out HP
in a drunken haze.

Either way. I just want

to do my part to help

the cause.

Antonio's

I ask only that they lower the price

of a slice of cheese back to $1. $1.25

is still reasonable, but there was a

principle involved. A $1 bill used to

be all I needed to have dinner. Now
that extra quarter just kills the beauty

of it. I have the quarter, (most of the

time), but some of the love is gone.

The fourth floor bathroom in

Goodell

I wasn't kidding when I said it was

the best bathroom on campus. Now
that it's been taken over. I hope that

the protesters are being gentle to my

baby. Those toilets were made with

love. I ask only that they survive this

week.

The elevators in Southwest

Now. 1 don't go to the West much
anymore since I moved off-campus,

but I had to go last Friday, and I

spent half my time sitting in an eleva-

tor on the 22nd floor of |QA. Why
was I stuck there, people? Is there a

reason they never work? I ask only

^^^^^^^ that they work like any

^^^^^H other elevator in this

world. You'd think

with 5.500 students in

a living area the size of

my backyard that good

elevators would be a necessity. But I

guess asking for that is a little too

much at a school where "Cavatelli

Supreme" is one of the best choices

in the dining halls.

(Actually, I used to love Cavatelli

Supreme. Maybe "Southern Fried

Steak" is more appropriate. That
stuff is nasty, and I can't think off the

top of my head of an animal that can

be hunted to get "Southern Fried

Steak")

A plane ticket to Daytona Beach

Is this selfish? I don't think so.

See. I have a place to stay during

spring break if 1 could just fly to

Dayton Beach, for free. Why?
Because I'd really like to get out of

here, and I have no money. I ask only

that if you find it in your heart to

provide a poor, struggling college boy

with a ticket, lust make sure it isn't

from Valu-let. O.K.?

Bon |ovi at Spring Concert

Is it too much to ask? Think of it.

You're sitting in the middle of the

field by the campus pond, hot, tired

and needing to be revitalized after an

afternoon of crap bands ( Machinery

Hall, anyone) and too many people

bumping into you. You're ready to

call it a day when, like a gift from
heaven, the lights go down, and you

hear the opening part of "Living on a

Prayer" followed by |on Bon |ovi

jumping out from under the stage

and screaming. "Are you ready to

rock, Amherst?!" That would be fan-

tastic. Of course. I ask only that we
even have a Spring Concert. Getting

that might be the real prayer.

I have to say. this whole thing has

been pretty trippy the past couple of

days. This must have been what the

'60s felt like, fighting the man and

all. I just hope they can extend this

"walk-out" thing until spring break,

so I can get some sleep.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist.
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UMass Boston

behind protesters

To the Editor:

In accordance with recent events

that have evolved on the Amherst
campus, 1 would like to extend on
behalf of the [University of

Massachusetts] Boston campus stu-

dent body, our full support.

The issues of concern to Amherst
students are ones which we at the

Boston campus understand and sym-

pathize with. Enhanced administra-

tive services such as child care, advis-

ing and library services are legitimate

concerns of the student body and
should be addressed by the adminis-

tration immediately . .

.

David C. Croft

UMass-Boston Student Trustee

Culture schmulture

To the Editor:

It is Wednesday afternoon and I am
reading the Collegian on the 9th floor

of the library. This activity is quite

rare since every other Wednesday I

am at my work-study job in Goodell.

I guess you know by now why I am
not there. 1 was not on campus this

week until today, so it was news to

me. I parked my car down near

Boyden Gym and walked up that

crazy hill. I tried walking in the side

door, but a woman cop stopped me
and told me I wasn't on her list, like I

wasn't cool enough to get into a club.

But this club was my job, my second

job, the one 1 work at for 10 hours a

week to put gas in my car.

Well, I was ripped. I walked up to

the front of Goodell to check out this

rally, and even stayed awhile. Maybe I

did feel a little "Rah-Rah" inside me,

but I just kept it to myself. Sure I hate

parking fees, tuition hikes, my car

being towed to a garage and having to

pay $70 to get it out; I hate a lot

about UMass. But I also hate bad dri-

vers, annoying scary homy bar boys,

breaking a fingernail, and chapped
lips. So as I sit here reading our
school paper, I think about all the

things that anger me. and how I

should hold my-own-
private-ldaho-rally to voice my opin-

ions.

Then I started thinking about how
maybe I should write for the

Collegian. But as I think about it. I

realize I can't. Not only would it

interfere with my eurrently-on-hiatus

Goodell job. but also there is no place

for me. I am white. I am heterosexual.

I am not lewish. or Catholic, or
Protestant, or Muslim. I am of mixed

European heritage, and I am middle

class. What would I have to can-

tribute? There is no "White Hetero

Girl affairs" page.

But does this fact make me angry?

Not really. I was born a white girl, so

there is not too much I can do there.

But yes. I will get pissed when my
color will prevent me from getting a

job or getting into grad school, which

I guess is because us "white folk"

have always had it easy.

But I was born 22 years ago. and

lived in this body for that entire time.

I know nothing else. What some
white dudes did 200 years ago does

not make a difference when I am try-

ing just to wake up somewhat happy

every morning.

Except for the fact that now there is

a rally in my workplace, so I can't earn

the money that puts gas in my car.

That makes me angry. This "white

privilege" is not as wonderful as some
writers seem to believe; it seems more
like a burden. Like I should feel

ashamed because I am a white female

Like that dumb Kory girl from "Real

World San Francisco" thought she

would be cooler if she was more "cul-

tured:" translation, not white.

Culture schmulture. This is who I

am, too bad I am just a regular ol'

white girl trying to earn some cash.

It's just not happenin'

Jesse Pompei
Southampton

Protesters: go home,
but good job

To the Editor:

I said nothing at the start of this

protest, although I knew that ALANA
students were wasting their time.

Whether or not to waste one's time, I

figured, is a matter that surely each

student should be allowed to decide

for themselves. After three days. I

think that it has gone on for too long,

and now the students have managed
to rouse Five College students to join

their slumber party. I'd like to invite

each of those students to go home
and accomplish nothing there, where

at least they'll be out of the way.

I've noticed that many of these

demands involve the allocation of

new funds, while others suggest drop-

ping fees, and rendering bill-paying

optional. It seems that the protesting

students think these funds can be eas-

ily mustered, or won't be missed. An
attractive assumption is that this

*i

University is rich, and that it sits on
millions of dollars rather than meet
the ALANA demands. But this is sim-

ply not the truth. These funds are sim-

ply not available, as unfortunate as

that is. I am sure that UMass would
love to fund every worthy program
that we could conceive, but they
haven't the resources to do so.

As students of a public University,

we pay for everything just as students

of private schools do. Before new jobs

can be created and huge sums of

money can be tossed about, the state

must find a way to raise that money.
They may raise our tuition, cut from
other areas, or raise fees for things

like parking. But make no mistake,

you and I will pay. I admit that waste

exists within the UMass budget, and I

admit that the budget is too small, but

these are not problems that can be

corrected by having a sleepover in

Goodell.

The protesters should try to elimi-

nate the problems that prevent UMass
from meeting its demands. Chancellor

Scott and his minions, though, are

ineffectual, not only because they are

incompetent, but because they have
no power in many situations. This is

clearly an issue for the state-house

Only by getting Governor Weld's
attention can we hope to fund all of

the necessary departments and pro-

grams on our campus. And only
through UMass President William
Bulger can we eliminate unnecessary

spending and waste. Of course,

ALANA's bulldozing tactics would
quickly land them in jail in Boston,

but I have full confidence that the

protesters' collective heads can devise

some other scheme.

There is considerable ruckus on
this campus, so I'm sure there will

soon be some settlement. But I pre-

dict the final word will be from
UMass, and the settlement will bear

little resemblance to ALANA's list of

demands. Let me congratulate the

students in advance for a

well-deserved, albeit very small victo-

ry. I suggest that next Spring, when
energies are high once again. ALANA
should aim at a more profitable tar-

get-

Ryan Meech
Central

Collegian praised for
coverage of rally

To the Editor:

I am a TA at the School of

Management, and I am writing to

commend the Collegian on their

excellent coverage of the takeover of

the Goodell Building.

It is extremely important that stu-

dents on campus be made aware of

the issues that are being raised by the

protesters, and more importantly, the

context in which this extreme action

is embedded. To me, this protest rep-

resents the culmination of a long dia-

logue, and epitomizes the frustration

of the students at the utter disregard

that the administration has shown for

less extreme attempts at resolution.

As a teacher on campus, I feel it is my
duty to bring this issue to the atten-

tion of the students I teach, and I feel

that the coverage provided by the

Collegian is extremely helpful in

anchoring discussion.

I also commend you on your
unsigned editorials in support of the

protesters. A good campus newspaper

should be at the forefront of campus

opinion, and in this case, the

Collegian emerges with its reputation

enhanced.

Raza A. Mir
raza@som.umass.edu

Group of
protesters ' behavior
disrespectful to class

To the Editor:

Before I begin, let me assure you

that this is not a letter expressing my
personal views on the "ALANA"
protest. Instead. I'd like to say how
and why I disagree with the actions of

a certain group of ALANA supporters

to recruit people for the 10:30
walk-out (yesterday! moming. As I

was sitting in my 10:10 art history

class in Thompson, wondering why I

was awake and listening to the profes-

sor drone on about gothic architec-

ture, I suddenly heard shouting and
chanting coming from the hallway

outside room 104. I, along with the

entire UMass population, am aware of

the current protest by ALANA mem-
bers, the sit in and I also was aware of

that morning's protest. The noise

didn't please me. It wasn't until these

same people started banging the

doors that I became annoyed.

"God." I thought, "the mid-term is

soon and I'm so behind in this class.

Why can't they shut up?"

Not only did they not shut up. but

continued until about 7 or 8 support-

ers came yelling into the room. They
paraded onto the stage, passed the

professor, up the aisles, and out the

back doors, chanting "Walk out!

Walk out!" over and over.

What boggled my mind at the time

and what pissed me off the most is

that this display served no practical

purpose. Not only did no one get up

(everyone seemed to find the whole

thing annoying and amusing) but

these same people who are talking

about students' rights completely vio-

lated mine and everyone else's in that

lecture — the right to our expensive

UMass education.

This action was not just rude but

its only purpose was to create an

anarchist environment. Why was it

necessary to enter an in-session class

and interrupt students and a professor

who had already chosen to be there

instead of at the rally?

I am not suggesting that ALANA
members, or any other group, has no

right to assembly or free speech. I

applaud ALANA for their action in an

era where there seems to be little

activism when compared with our

parents. What 1 do not support, how-

ever, is needless, annoying displays of

revolution in the middle of a lectures

on Chatres Cathedral. Call me anal,

call me unsympathetic, but the fact is

that if you have the constitutional

right to peaceful protest and rallying,

we have just the same right not to join

you.

It doesn't mean that we don't care

about child care or other issues, only

that some of us had other agendas at

10:30 Wednesday morning. I was
passing my course. So long live

democracy, long live free speech —
but not during art history.

Susanne Enos

Orchard Hill

Solidarity,

not division

To the Editor:

Out of disgust, I am writing the

"racially conscious" students/readers

of the Collegian. The word "minority"

has to be decades out of date, and if

no one else is enraged when Channel

7 reports "minority takeovers" on
campus, then there is truly no hope.

Solidarity is next to nowhere; yet

diversity still makes sense? What the

(hell) is up when one of the most col-

orfully-cultural circles on the east

coast continues to class culturally?

Segregation has never worked. In a

time where stupidity could hardly run

more rampant and competence seems

to require ignorance, simplicity

should easily be grasped. Yet we find

the need to further divide ourselve-

and allow ourselves, even more dis-

turbingly, to be divided. There is far

too much sanity three miles circum-

ferentially from where I now sit to

avoid turning this around.

Matthew E. Paquelte

Amherst

Women 's studies

supports protest

To the Editor:

We are writing to express our sup-

port of the recent ALANA-organized
student sit-in at Goodell. We agree

that the administration has not fol-

lowed through adequately on the

accords they developed with ALANA
students in 1992. The student

demands are important issues of social

lustice that the University community

ought to be addressing, including

more programs, support and greater

numbers of faculty and students of

color on campus. Autonomous acade-

mic and cultural programs are impor-

tant to marginalized people, as we at

Women's Studies know from our own
experience. Increases in financial aid.

the creation of a scholarship fund for

poor and working class students and

first generation college students, and

the establishment of a flexible child

care center are all necessary to guaran-

tee access to a university education.

The University administration
claims that its mission goals include

access to all and a commitment to

multiculturalism and diversity. Yet

tuition and fees have been soaring in

recent years, welfare reform has cut

back state supports for single moth-

ers, student multicultural services

(such as CCEBMS. BCP. UALRC)
have been cut and low income stu-

dents are regularly visited with holds

on their preregistration. involuntary

drops and late fees due to their inabil

ities to pay their tuition bills on time.

We admire the students taking

leadership roles in this action to insist

that the University live up to its stated

goals. In recognition of their serious

commitment we call on faculty not to

penalize students for missed class

work and to allow students to make
alternative arrangements to complete

their assignments. We call on campus
departments and representative
groups to support these demands, and

urge faculty and staff to sign the vari-

ous petitions supporting the princi-

ples of the student protests.

Ann Ferguson

Director, Women's Studio
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Marvin's Room could have been a nicer place

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegion Staff

MARVIN'S ROOM
Directed by ferry Zaks

with Meryl Slreep. Diane Keaton,

Leonardo DiCaprio

Playing at The Pleasant St. Theater

The Academy Award Nominations

are out. and small films which might

never have gotten widespread
release are being given greater atten-

tion. Such is the case with Manin's
Room, with Meryl Streep and Diane

Keaton as estranged sisters who
reunite after not speaking for 20

years.

The movie also features an

impressive ensemble cast — Robert

DeNiro. Gwen Verdon and Dan
Hedaya — that extends beyond the

principle actors.

At the forefront of all this atten-

tion is Best Actress nominee Diane

Keaton. Marvin's Room is a perfect

vehicle for her. allowing her to pull

out her patented goofy grin, which

subsequently won her a Best Actress

in 1977 for Annie Hall. As Bessie,

the middle-aged spinster who is

diagnosed with Leukemia, she
spends her days caring for her
bedridden father (played by Hume
Cronyn in a bizarre casting — he
doesn't have any lines, he just sits in

bed and chews on Yahtzee dice) and
her simpleton aunt (Verdon) who is

infatuated with a soap opera. Bessie

eventually calls upon her sister Lee

and Lee's two children to test for

bone marrow compatibility.

Streep plays the estranged sister

Lee with a sense of hostile defen-

siveness. Unfortunately, Streep gives

the same defensively hostile perfor-

mance she's been doing for the past

20 years because no one bothered to

tell her that Scott McPherson's play

"Marvin's Room." which the movie
is based upon, is a dark comedy.
As Lee's unbalanced son,

Leonardo DiCaprio offers dangerous
tension as he spars with Keaton.
who tries to get him to open up to

her. DiCaprio, as usual, looks
earnest and like he's working very

hard, and anv humor that is meant

to come with his character is lost.

For example, the opening scene
shows DiCaprio setting his mother's

house on fire, which was most likely

just simply referred to in the stage

production.

Many of the problems that come
with Marvin's Room seem to arise

with the translation between stage

and screen and director jerry Zaks'

sad idea of how dark humor can be

mixed with melodrama. One note-

worthy sequence shows the principal

characters in Disney World, mainly

interesting because the Magic
Kingdom has probably never
appeared to be such a miserable and
scary place — after Bessie starts to

bleed, Goofy carries her to safety in

Mickey's cottage — kudos for Zaks
for trying something new.

There are funny moments to the

film, but they seem cheap and
forced. DeNiro is as deadpan as he

gets as Bessie's substitute doctor. As
the doctor's receptionist, Hedaya
(Clueless) has an amusing cameo,
but it's all too brief — like most of

the film's humor. B-

Loose Caboose set to groove
By Tim Gleeson

Cologicn Correspondent

The Student Union Ballroom will be converted to a reggae

haven tonight as local acts Loose Caboose and the Black

Rebels will lake control of the scene with their majestic vibes

and nice-time reggae beat. This tandem act, brought to UMass

by University Productions and Concerts, should not be missed

as they are certain to deliver hours of dancing music to make

you move and please music lovers from all over the valley.

Loose Caboose, led by singer/songwriter/keyboardist Ras

|ahn Bullock, is well known throughout the Pioneer Valley

and. having originated in 1975. they are one of the most

enduring and respected reggae acts on the entire east coast.

Their list of accolades runs long, which is fitting of the depth

of their talent for playing such rhythmic reggae vibrations.

They have played with such acts as Burning Spear. Culture.

Toots and the Maytals. and countless others. Caboose has

opened for Reggae Sunsplash in Western Massachusetts

toured the United States and the East coast several rimes and

have had the honor of being the first reggae act ever to per-

form at the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in Cleveland. Ohio.

Throughout the years Caboose have always remained close

and true to the Pioneer Valley, they can often be found per-

forming throughout New England. Most recently, they played

a stellar act at the Northampton Center for the Arts, where

Caboose performed dazzling numbers off their most recent

album. Caboose Ha Fe Move, which was recorded at the leg-

endary Tuff Gong Studio in lamaica. The band also performed

some very special, classic renditions of Bob Maries tunes.

Indeed, the Caboose will make you move, they never miss.

The other stars ol the night shall be equally as bright. These

are the Pioneer Valley based, righteous reggae artists, the Black

Rebels. The band has been based in Amherst since 1994 —

although their roots run much deeper. The Rebels originally

formed in Dakar, the capital of West Africa's Senegal, in 1984

and since that time have been creating an innovative, multicul-

tural, and rhythmic blend of roots music. The founding mem-
bers. PMD. Dr. leannot, and Ras Makonnen hail from rich

musical backgrounds well enriched by four years of perform-

ing about Dakar, including a spot at the Reggae Sunsplash fes-

tival.

In 1 988. leannot emigrated to the United States and the oth-

ers soon followed on the path which eventually led to the for-

mal regrouping of the Rebels in 1992 and two years later their

establishment in the Valley. The Rebels now boast a deep line

up of musicians in a tightly knit collage of instrumental and

vocal wonder. The band continues to take their music to high-

er levels and have released two albums, To Be Continued and

Thank I fan. which are shining examples of their musical

blend, cultural and spiritual message.

A musical message which they are excited to spread.

Indeed, band member Ras Toph has let it be known that him-

self and the band plan to bring the musk to full hilt as the

band is coming off good vibrations from a recent

Northampton show by fellow Senegalese countryman, Babaa

Maal. and these vibrations must continue.

Loose Caboose and the Black Rebels are no strangers to

each other as the Valley's reigning reggae heavyweights and

they have performed together in the past. Their paths will once

again join for this show which is sure to combine for a night

full of good times and dance as UMass gets a treat of roots,

rock, reggae right in the center of campus.

Loose Caboose and the Black Rebels will perform tonight at

the Student Union Ballroom Tickets wilt be $5 for students

and $1 for tfa general pu&hc Tickets are axvtlaUe at Tix

I nlimited. For the Record-Amherst. Northampton Box Office,

and all Strawberries outlets. The doors will open at 8 p.m.
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Summer
Session
1997

May 21'-June 26 SsstaoJI: June 30 July31

• Hundreds of undergraduate and graduate courses in business, education, history,

accelerated languages, science, women's studies, technology and more

• Weekend and certificate courses

• Travel and learn courses in the US and abroad

• High school students and visiting students welcome

• Continuing Education courses available

T
r

T
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TVCathokUis*et*wmNewJer*^-hTun^

CALL (201) 761-9363 FOR A SUMMER CATALOG
or e-mail summercat (a lanmail.sbu.edu
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Brian Quinn and Justin Tomsovic in Sam Shepard's "Angel City" at Amherst College.

Shepard's "City" bites into Hollywood
By |ulia Casson
Collegian Staff

Angel City, a "moving picture show in two acts," will

be presented in three performances this weekend by
the Amherst College Department of Theater and
Dance.

The audience will be taken through the glitz, the

glamour and the allure of Hollywood through the eyes

of a beginner screenwriter as he struggles to create the

ultimate disaster movie. A six person cast creates a

passage through the truly strange world of movies and
film.

The play was written by veteran actor and play-

wright 5aru Shepard and is directed by Amherst
College student Andrew Goodman as part of his senior

thesis. Angel City has been described as an upbeat

satire characterized with a jazzy and exciting style

The plot revolves around the movies in which
Shepard evokes many different images of films. The
complicated plot is secondary to these images as the

lights and music changes accordingly to the film style

and moods. Each scene will represent a different type

of movie and Goodman states that the play includes

images that people will recognize from Hollywood.

Angel City is a complete student-run production

with original music composed for the production by

student |uan Estrada Cruz. The set was designed by

Molly Henslcy, costumes by Tina Bishko. and lighting

by Scott Bolman.

Angel City will be performed at 8 p m March b. 7,

and 8 at Kirby Theater at Amherst College. There is no
admission charge, but reservations are suggested. For

more information can^42-2277

Diversions within Jazz and blues
|azz and blues can go many ways. It is well known that

the many styles of jazz, such as dixie-land and jazz-rock
lusion are often highly different. Similarly, blues encompass
es early R&B and Rock and Roll as well as fiddle-tinged

early delta acoustic blues. The artists we take a look at this

week both have taken blues and jazz and changed them to

accommodate themselves and the times they were/are sur-

rounded by.

limmy McCracklin is a name that many people may sneer

or smirk at for its odd ring, but most people won't know
who he is. You can all now learn, with the help

of a terrific compilation on the Razor &
Tie label. The Walk limmy
McCracklin At His Best.

Funny, how at one
moment in time a man can

have three top 10 R&B
charting songs (in the years

of 1957. 61. and '65). but

most people will not have the faintest

idea of who he is, even when he is still

alive and performing

McCracklin, born probably in the

early '20s (ah. once again, the "mys-

tery birthdate" problem of bluesmen).

grew up mostly in St. Louis, but made
a teen-aged hop over to Los Angeles I

where he took up boxing. This sport

stayed with him through a WWII stint in the Navy, until a

car accident dislocated his shoulder and gouged his face, as

well as killing his co-occupant. This threw him "out of

shape," and so he went on to his next love, good-rime bluer'

e>v oosuua eovp

musk.

McCracklin's music career started with piano blues

around 1945. but the new Razor & Tie collection doesn't

take up his career until 1956. when he recorded the

power-blues "Get Back" (no relation to the Beatles' song),

and his first hit "The Walk," with its "Shake. Rattle and
Roll'-style jump-blues which was the R&B of the day and
the father of the newly-born rock and roll and soul musk.
The compilation sweeps through the late '50s, when

McCracklin took up Berry-style rock, like on "The Georgia

Slop." "Susie & Pat." and "Looking For A Woman." He
took on a slightly more straight R&B sound, with

such ballads and mid-tempo
pre-Stax/Volt workouts like "Just

Got To Know.* "(Take)
Advice." and "Some-One." By
the time this collection ends

at 1969, McCracklin is get-

ting a little bit funky with his

soul music, far from his

piano blues roots.

As for jazz, we find drummer Lenny
White, who once hammered out
off-kilter rhythms side by side with

lack Defohnette on Miles Davis' epic

1969 jazz-rock fusion masterpiece.

Bitches Brew, mixing jazz with a mod-
em R&B (read. Babyface) sound on his

new album, Renderers Of Spirit (Hip

Bop/Silva Screen).

After Bitches Brew. White joined Chick Corea in the '70s

as part of that keyboardist's Return To Forever project, after

Tun to JAZZ, page °
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New kind of stress relief:

Climbing— Pioneer style

v*»

If mid-term exams and papers

have you climbing the walls of your

dorm room/house with anxiety, then

put that energy to a real test and
climb the Pioneer Valley's climbing

walls and rock faces. Now that the

days are getting warmer and are

beginning to energize your soul with

a "little spring fever" give your body
a jump start with rock climbing's

intense challenges.

Rock climbing can be a wonder-
ful resurrection for your winter
bones or it can be a tragic out of

body experience. Here are some
facts about basic rock climbing
techniques. If you are a new comer
to this adventure sport, then I

strongly advise you to go with an
expert
climbing
partner
o r

instruc-
tor.

Slab
routes
(which
consist of

beginner
to intermediate terrain) are the

most popular rock face of recre-

ational climbers. Slab rock faces are

the best medium on which to learn

general techniques, especially in

foot working and mental condition-

ing. Many modem steep routes have

at least one short section of less

than vertical face climbing, so it is

very important that every seasoned

climber is "slab fluent."

For rock climbing, good balance

is primarily the result of assuming
correct body position. On climbs

less than 85 degrees or just under

vertical, climbers generally want to

keep their torso straight up and
down.

A vertical torso forces your
weight to remain at the end of your

toes. It is very important to keep
pressure on your toes throughout
the climb and make your boots do
the majority of the work.

A climbers' arms can quickly "fiz-

zle out" or get tired so it is impor-

tant for climbers to keep their torso

upright and allow their legs to do
the labor. It is necessary for begin-

ner climbers to fight the initial urge

to hug the rock.

Hugging the rock face will only

direct your mass onto your boots at

a queer angle. This will force you to

"over cling" with your hands in an

attempt compensate for unstable

balance.

When climbing, it is vital that

I

Alfresco News
with

Liz

Anderson

climbers maintain a relaxed state of

mind, a steady rate of breathing,

and an ample amount of time
between each step. When a climber

gets scared or tenses up, the abdom-
inal muscles tighten depressing the

diaphragm, and the rate of breath-

ing turns into pants.

Never climb too fast regardless of

your physical fitness. Climb using
the least amount of strength, so that

your body does not become over
tired with unnecessary stress.

Foot placement is a rock climbing

technique that can make or break a

successful climb. Terrible form is to

ignore this rule all together and to

simply "tip toe" up the rock. Rock
climbers should always think about

precision
and the
economy of

movement
paying close

attention to

the place-

ment of

their feet.

For more
information

about rock climbing techniques and
instructional clinics check out
adventure sport stores such as Wild
Water Outfitters and Eastern
Mountain Sports. Both of these
stores are located on route 9 and
offer the public an array of rock
climbing equipment as well as

expert advice on rock climbing in

New England.

The UMass Outing Club is also

another terrific resource for rock
climbing equipment and instruction.

Offering a more economic alterna-

tive to commercial sports stores the

Outing Club can be contacted at

545-3131.

Before it is too late jet on over to

Hampshire College and release

some tension on its indoor climbing

wall. Open to the Five College com-
munity, from 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Wednesday thru Friday, this local

indoor climbing facility is closing for

the season on March 14.

A day pass for Five College
Students is only $5. To purchase a

ticket or acquire more information

call The Robert Crown Center at

582-5470.

Also now that spring's warm air

is drying out the Pioneer Valley's

woodlands and mountain ridges

take advantage of natural outdoor

climbing facilities.

Rose Ledges is 45 feet high and is

a mixed to intermediate rock face
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Weekly
Drink

Specials

flmaratto Soar

S2.
00

16oz

Southern

Comfort and
Coke

S2.
00

16oz

Red Dog
16oz Drafts

SI.*

Rolling Rock
12oz Bottles

SI."

1/2 Price

appetizers and
Machos 3-5

and 7-11

Than - Frl -

Sat

Dancing

Than - Frl -

Sat

No Cover

Before 10pm

IStMl

MICHAEL'S! W •

I

• AM Sporting

Events

• Every Thursday

$10Cosh8-tafl

T7T7
R S

Screen Printed T-Shirts

On 100% Cotton!

ttttti ( nlt»:\ In C mtoJk' . fitmt.

JJ* ^ Vw A

APPAREL UNUMTTED

"tA Minimi

322 Russell Street • Hadley, Mass

Inrlodsv 1 side 1 cold E« 4 II 97 CJfjLLf

EASON
RTE. 9 HADLEY 584-it74

MONDAY- SATURDAY 9:00*. 1

1

Not responsible for typos

SAM ADAMS
24 1 7 ox ban

MS"-*.
BUSCH & LT

•30pki'

•I I".*.

4 SEASONS VODKA
lowO 1 751

JOSEPH DROUHIN

CHARD

»6" 750ml

CATAMOUNT
?4 1 2oi boll

m +dop

BUD DRY
24 12oz bow

*9*e
dap

ABSOLUT VODKA

MO"1 TW 1 751

DRAGANI
MONTWXCIANO CTAMUZZO

mW I 51

SARANAC
24 I 2 oi boll

$| 7e*
»dep

M.G.D. & LT
24 12o< bolt

$049

HEINEKEN
24 12 ox bo*

MILWAUKEE'S BEST
•30pfc»*

•I04V<*

JOSE CUERVO
$9»e

750ml

ALMADEN 5.0L
BAG IN SOX

BARCARDI UMON

JP 750ml

KORBEL
CHAMPAGNES

•8**
750ml

AMSTELUGHT
24 12 ox bo*

18•0
«*>

M.G.D. & LT
'30p»»-

•10"
ctep

LET'S GO

SPORTS

WW DELIVER
394.9174

MICRO
KEGS!

SAM ADAMS
OREGON
SARANAC
HARPOON
J W DUNDEE

Pius lots mo«ei

ICE!
10 Km $129
50 b« $5 99
100 *» $9 99

KEGS!!!

•39"
BUD IT. BUD Kf. MtCHflOB. rWCHflOB LT, MICHfLOB DK. RH

DOG LITf, IOWENMAU DK, MG . Cf HOUSf

+dep.

BUD
Keg of the Week!

$38"

Sol* Thru 3 1 2 97

-t-dep

Natural Lt/lce

+d*p.
»34»

MUSIC HALL
20 Contf-f St NortruifTiDtoii

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

Thursday march 6

SCUD mountain BOYS

fridoy, march 7 • 7 pm

CINDY BLACKMAN
QUARTET

and CLAIRE ARENIUS TRIO
Itnny krsnti's psrcussionist docs jar $10 tcSr

fridoy, march 7, 1 pm

groovasaurus and
JIGGLE the HANDLE

boston s funky best »S5 oxJv

Saturday, march 8 • 1 pm

BIG GERANIUMS
high energy Irish rock • $6 aoW

monday march TO • 7 pr

Jonathan
RICHMAN

rthan • SIS wK

Wednesday, march 12 • 7&10 pm

GAT0 BARBIERI
JAZZ LEGEND EROM ARGENTINA • $20

ihursday, march 13 • 10 pm

lettuce
and BOOGIEMAN

funkonoruvtn hints • SS odv

friday, march 14 • 10 pm

HUMBERT
plus the figments

ohwnarock S5 ooY

Saturday, march 15 '

DUNCAN SHEIK
& JILL SOBULE

. .'i.:ok)»$IOodv

MUSK SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK

Coming Robyn Hitchcock Patli Romberg
Avhlfy Mac IWXK Royal Crown Revue,

Dude ol lif« Fwon R 1 Burnside Nils

lofgren Honeyboy Edwards The NieloS

TICKETS For (he Record Northampton

Bo« Ohes or call 586-8686

24 houi Cancct I into 413.584 0610

The Collegian Poll Rules:

1. Ballots must be dropped of at The Collegian office

in the basement of the Campus Center or mailed

to 113 Campus Center, Amherst, MA 01003.

2. No Xeroxed ballots.

3. One ballot per person

4. Ballots must be filled out with reasonable

completeness. Ballots less than half of the blanks

will be disqualified.

5. Independent Ballot Referees are hired.

6. Decisions of Ballot Referees are final.

7. All Ballots due by Thursday, March 13, 1997.

WIN
PRIZES!

The Massachusetts Dally Collegians UMass' Best Is Intended

nity. It Is a fun poll based solely on UMass student opinions,

deep and lasting significance. Please do not take It as such,

to be a good natured contest among the local commu-
Thls Is not a harsh competition with results that have

but rather as a basic published poll.

Ballot
Best Florist

Name:

Address:

Phone #:

Student ID#:

3. Best Clothing Store.

4. Best Gas Station

5. Best Bike Shop

6. Best Bookstore

7. Best Hair Salon

/. UMass Grub
1

.

Best Pizza Place

2. Best Sub Shop

8. Best Place to Work Out.

9. Best Tan Salon

3. Best Place to Go on a Date

4. Best Place to Eat if Your Parents are Paying

5. Best Ice Cream Shop

6. Best Chinese Restaurant

7. Best Italian Food

8. Best Breakfast (Hangover Cure).

9. Best Bagel Shop

w

10. Best Place to Buy Condoms _

IV Arts & Entertainment

1

.

Best Place to Hear Live Music

2. Best Local Band

3. Best Radio Station

4. Best Music Store

1 0. Best Vegetarian Place

//. UMass Weekend
1

.

Best Liquor Store

2. Best Coffee Shop

3. Best Place to Start the Night Out _

4. Best Place to Finish the Night Out

5. Best Shot

6. Best Beer

7. Best Drinking Game

5. Best Place to Play Pool

.

6. Best Cheap Date

7. Best Video Store

8. Best Movie

9. Best TV Show

V Unique UMass' Best

1

.

Best Thing About UMass

2. Best Apartment Complex

3. Best Class

8. Best Bartender (What Bar?)

///. Shops & Services

1 . Best Grocery Store

4. Best Reason to Miss Class

5. Best Reason to Hand in a Paper Late

6. Best Professor
,

7. Best Place to Read The Collegian

8. Best Excuse for Not Graduating in 4 Years

Best Place to Study
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Everything you ever wanted to know about stout beers, but were afraid to ask. .

.
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Aaah... Black Gold... Irish Tea. To
most people, stout beer is more like

oil than the nectar of the Gods.

Black. Thick. Rich.

And at times, it looks like it should

lube your car's chassis, instead of lub-

ing your own personal chassis.

But, oh my goombas. it is top shelf,

baby, and I highly sug-

gest you buy as much
stout as you can. It is

"good for you" as a pop-

ular advertising slogan

states, and I agree — of

course, in moderation (once again,

stung by the PC bug).

Me and some of my mates took a

stroll out of The Finnish Kitchen last

weekend, and celebrated the joy of

National Guinness Night. Freshly

tapped kegs, and the call of "Raise

your pints in the air!* was what all

Guinness appreciators last Friday

night experienced at the Old Amherst

Alehouse, and believe me. I raised a

few.

This is not a column on my drunk-

en travails around the Pioneer Valley,

though: 1 am here to talk to you about

JORMA

IWMI.'M;.1!

the sweet sensation of stout.

It is a curious drink. At first, you
never seem to order it, and it's always

a friend that passes you the good
word. And, then like magic, you see

the beer settling slowly from bottom
to the top after it is poured, and the

slow, methodical explosion of white

to black thrills the at-
ative mind.

"Hey, how does it do
that?" you inquire.

"Ay, doon't ask
thair-r-r. mate...joost

d-r-reenk it." the red-haired and
green-eyed bartender quips, with a

sly smile and a wink of the eye.

The highest of the high on the beer

scale, and not just for its color, this

style of brewing technique has easily

been lost in the microbrew explosion

of the past few years. From winter

brews (e.g. Prelude) to single-dou-

ble-triple bocks (e.g. Samuel Adams)
to that fruity kind of stuff (e.g. Magic
Hat), stout is probably the last beer a

brewery will choose to brew and pro-

mote. Sure, they're still made, but

when was the last time you saw a spe-

cial on stout?

Exactly, so let's move on.

Yet. it is a special experience. Like

an old man in his smoking jacket with

a volume of The Riverside

Shakespeare on his lap will enjoy a

fine cognac; the local schmoe can

have the same experience with his

flannel shirt and cords, with a volume

of Refuse To Lose... actually, cancel

that.

Go with the Shakespeare, culture is

"good for you," too.

And at this time, let's talk a little

about the different brands of stout

out there on the market. And of

course, in my own inimitable fashion.

I'll give you my opinions. As if you
really need my opinions, so make up
your own mind! Sorry, love some-
times brings bitterness... here we go:

• Samuel Adams Cream Stout —
Ain't nuthin' bitter about this brand,

and also there is nuthin' classic about

it, too. If you are scared of stout, than

this is the one to get started with.

Training wheels for your future stout

experience, so to say. When I first

experimented with true Black Gold,

this is the one I tried, and it got me
hooked. As the name implies, creamy
is the word for this brand. Truthfully.

Samuel Adams doesn't do too much
wrong (Lightship? Scotch Ale?), and
there is not that much wrong with
this one.

• Berkshire Stout — Oooohhhh,
smmmoooootttthhhhh. I really don't

know why, but everything that
evolves from this local brewery is {pp
quality. But, it's too smooth. True
stout hat a bite to it, along with the

smoothness. Contrary to what a

young man once said to me during a

fall afternoon in the Finnish Kitchen,

as he tugged on the string of my
apron, "As long as it's darker than a

Pepsi." It's got to be more than dark

to be a true stout for me.
• Beamish — The times that I have

had this beer I truly don't remember.
1 don't know if that is a good thing to

admit that, but hey. you're my goom-
bas. I wanted to visit the home of

Beamish last spring, Cork in southern

Ireland, but a little thing called

fundage held me back. Another thing

holding me back was that the

Republic of Ireland does not accept

British bank cards. If I had my
Baybank card I could have felt a hell

of a lot better, oecause they accept
that card there. But 1 won't go
there... that is, Anglo-Irish relations.

Talk to me next week.

• Murphy's — If you don't like

Guinness, than you like Murphy's.

That's what I've seen in my stout

experience so far in my life. Try each,

and then make your decision. Both

are top quality, but I'm Guinness man
through and through. Speaking of
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Live's Secret Samadhi doesn't sell the drama
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

Three years after Live released

its second album, Throwing
Copper, to critical acclaim and
commercial success, the boys from

York. Pa. followed it up with their

recently released Secret Samadhi.
They must have paid attention to

the love the world showed their

last album, because not much has

changed this time around.

Secret Samdhi is an album that

is full of great music. All of the

songs are solid, well produced
efforts that stand as markers for

the rest of the rock world, because

they combine to make a coherent

album that runs smoothly.

It's just that they did this last

time.

There are new wrinkles, no
doubt. The first single. "Lakini's

luice." sees the band use a

Tool-esque riff and a symphony in

the background, showing that the

band is exploring further into a

harsher, more experimental guitar

vHind. nnrl moving further away
from the homey feci of their first

Live doesn't live up to their potential in latest release

courresY hft knock
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1997 SUMMER SESSIONS
3-weeks May 27-June 1 2 & August 1 1 -28

6-weeks June 30-August 7
8-weeks June 16-August 7
Saturdays June 14-August 16

Plus alternate scheduled courses throughout the summer.

Mors than 300 undergraduate

Daytime and evening
business
communications
computer science
education
fine and performing arts

human services

humanities
languages
lite sciences
mathematics
natural sciences
physical sciences
social sciences

and more than 60 graduate course sections.

Plus:
• undergraduate and graduate credit

institutes, studios, workshops

• environmental education at the NJ School

of Conservation, Stokes State Forest

• global education/study abroad in China;

Ecuador, Peru, Galapagos Islands; Israel;

Italy; Spain; and Turkey

• NJ Marine Sciences Consortium courses

at Sandy Hook and the Nature Center of

Cape May.

For complete schedule and details on how you may

REGISTER BY TELEPHONE APRIL 12-MAY 5
Call or e-mail, or U.S. mail coupon today tor the 97 Summer Sessions catalog,

which will be available late March. There will be additional opportunities to register

by telephone MAY 19-AUOUST 10 Registration must be completed ndfll to the

beginning date ot the course.

Tuition and Fees*
1997 Summer Sessions tuition and fees will be established by the

University Board ot Trustees late In the spring semester For your guidance, the

following tuition and fees were applicable tor the 1996 Summer Sessions: $101

per credit undergraduate for NJ resident. $146 per credit undergraduate for non-

resident of NJ. $187.50 per credit graduate for NJ resident; $233.50 per credit

graduate for non-resident of NJ.

'Tuition and tees are subject to change at any lime by action of me MSU Board of Trustees

Check us out: http //www montclair edu/Pages/SummerSessions/Summer html

Phone: 201-655-4352 e-mail: summerOsatum.montclair.edu

Montclair Stale University, Summer Sessions. Upper Montclair. NJ 07043

Please forward the '97 Summer Sessions catalog (available late March):

Name
I

I Address.
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WrW Presents ....

An Evening Of Reggae To Lively Up Yourself!!!

Featuring:

LOOSE CABOOSE

BLACK REBELS
With a video tribute to 12&8 et&tiC^&fr/

THURSDAY, March 6

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM - UMASS,
Amherst

Doors Open (9 8:00 pm

II& D.5 beans UMASS students w/valid

General Public, 7 bones!

TICKETS available @ TIX UNLIMITED-UMASS, FOR THE RECORD-Amherst, NORTHAMPTON
BOX OFFICE-Northampton, and all Strawberries outlets

Sponsored in part by the Umass Arts Council

For more info., call UPC @ (413) 545-2892

Cyberspace explained for you
What is this thing called cyber-

space? I have spent countless hours
thinking as well as participating in

many class discussions about it and
have come up with a bunch of
answers. Many people I have
encountered believe it to be some
place tangible that we all will be
vacationing to in

the near future.

To some extent

it is a physical

place. We can
manipulate it via

word proces-
sors, image
viewers/editors

e>

us say that you want to go to the

Howard Stem page at K-Rock, you

are not really going anywhere, you

arc making a phone call through the

UMass server which then tells the

Stern server to get the file that you

want. (A homepage or anything else

that you obtain on the web is noth-

ing more than a

**•• jwy /y»»w

online

etc. But where is all of this informa-
tion stored?

Maybe it is in that invisible place-

that elves and fairies hide them-
selves and all the things that mysti-

cally disappear. Unfortunately I

have met people who believe this to

be true. The World Wide Web
(Cyberspace) is quite the contrary.

From what I have learned, it is

essentially hard drives from around
the globe connected by phone lines

It is actually more than this.

When you turn on your computer
and click on the "Short Cut to

UMass Access" icon, you are telling

your computer to dial the phone
number for the UMass server and
negotiate for a connection. Once
you are connected to the server you
are in essence standing at a thresh-

old to the rest of the world. So let

file that is stored

on a server.)

The file is then
'

*Qt*Ji b '-== brought to your
'' '

" computer tem-
porarily for your

viewing pleasure.

You may do this

SkaoXe

any number of times during one ses-

sion. Did you ever notice that you

could go back and forth through the

pages? This is not your computer
calling these machines every time.

The pages you have already viewed

are stored on your hard drive tem-

porarily and they do not take any

space up. Well, not really.

This brings me to my next point,

when you finish your session on
Netscape Navigator or whatever
web browser you use. all of those

places are wiped away and forgotten

by your computer. If, however,
there is » homepage that you really

liked, you could do something that

is called bookmarking. Usually most
browsers have this option which,

when selected, tells your computer

to remember the location of the

Turn to CYBERSPACE poge 10

jazz
continued from page 7

which long stints in the more acoustic

bands of Freddie Hubbard and Joe

Henderson and others vaulted him
through time to his current fascination

with mixing jazz and Babyface-era
R&B.
"Whew! What A Dream" opens up

the album with the basic sound that

will define this new disc. Over-pro-

duced horns (Danny Walsh, Bennie
Maupin, recent Grammy- winner

Michael Brecker, and Michael
"Patches" Stewart take up reed and
trumpet duties here and there through-

out), thumb-slapped bass, sound pro-

gramming, and even a couple of vocal

tracks show up throughout the album.

There are some sincere spots, how-
ever much high production taints this

album, such as some funky little Moog
solos by George Duke on "Ho-Cake,"
and Bernard Wright on "Pick Pocket."

"Savant" almost maintains a phat
groove if not for the synth pollution —
Patrice Rushen puts in a good piano
solo also.

Nevertheless, what is one to do with

an album that has a modern
R&B-meets-jazz version of the '80s

elevator-cheese hit from Christopher

Cross. "Sailing"? Easy, skip over the

track to the semi-ambient (not the

genre, just the mood) "Countdown

2000" with a rap appearance by
Weldon Irvine. White seems to know
what he's doing with this R&B-loves-

jazz thing, which is good. In terms of

production, though, he's got to

remember there are bass frequencies

and that reverb — or any audible stu-

dio effect — is something to use in

moderation.

Joshua Boyd is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Live
continued from poge 8

album. Mental jewelry. "Turn My
Head" is the bands first sojourn into

the realm of "pretty music," a beauti-

ful tune complete with a Ed
Kowalczyk falsetto.

But much of it, sadly, sounds too

much like Throwing Copper. The first

song. "Rattlesnake," sounds suspi-

ciously like the first song on
Throwing Copper, "The Dam at Otter

Creek." Like their two previous
releases, there is almost no sense of

humor from the guys, who usually

spend interviews making fun of each

other. The album cover is almost all

black, the actual CD is all black, leav-

ing many of us to wonder, "When are

these guys gonna lighten up?"
One thing is for sure. The lack of

acoustic material signals a clear

break from Mental lewelry. Even
twinges of acoustic feel, like on the

undeniably sweet, and soon to be

radio hit "Cemetary." are muddled

with plugged in fury. Live pushed out

much of the raw stuff in Throwing
Copper, and they don't bring it back
much on Secret Samadhi.

Live should remain one of the
biggest bands in the world for years

to come. They are genuine, sincere

musicians who speak from the heart

and deliver music that people can
believe in, and sing along to. But to

assume the mantle as "America's Best

Band," they have to be more creative,

play with their sound and develop
along with their audience. They have
the ability to play stadiums, win more
Grammys and go down in history as

one of the best rock acts of the
so-called "post-modern era." They
are that good. But if they do so.

they'll sound different next album,
and Secret Samadhi will be remem-
bered as the decent disc in between
Throwing Copper and the next one.

FACULTY • ALUMNI • STUDENT/

AfMRST^!^ PIZZERIA

I lilllMlK KlHiW II \- I );il-\ -
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Pizza •Ffcsta •Calzones •Grinders

Buy Any Large 1

Topping or More

$1 OFF
dirts In or take-out

sxp. 4/15/97

Buy a Large

"Amherst Special'

$2 OFF
dins in or take-out

sxp. 4/15/97

$1 OFF
Any Dinner

Entree
Dine In Only

sxp. 4/15/97

IT

AB/OLUTE AUCTION*
AT "AMHER/T WOOD/"

9 PRIME RE/ID. LOT/
NCF • 7-067S SATURDAY. MARCH 1 5" A T 1 1 AM
LOTS It-It. 2S-J7, 11 -St. JS-37. 40. 41 , 42, 41 A 4S
Off WOOOLOT RD A OLD FARM RO. AMHERST, MA

> J. Manning & Co., Inc. is proud to offer 9 prime lots in one ot Amherst's

finest neighborhoods. Situated within Amherst Woods, the lots are some ot the

oniy remaining tots available and range in size from .06* acre to 3* acres.
• 4 of the 9 lots ara being offered ABSOLUTE-BUYER'S CHOICE.

TERMS: FIRST 4 LOTS TO BE SOLO ABSOLUTE- BUYER'S CHOICE. REGARDLESS
OT PfNCC. REMASSHO S LOTS TO BE SOLO SUBJECT TO SELLERS CONFIRMA-
TION $ £600 00 tfapoe* PER LOT. in cear) or oarMiad check- Balance 46 day*. 10%
BUYERS PREMIUM Otter Man*, t any. announces at BR tak» Ma Lie 1 1 1

.

BROKER TERMS 2% BROKER INCENTIVE OFFERED
41 hour broker pro rog««seon
required Cat lor form

t
STEINBECK

COLLISION REPAIR & AUTOBODY

53 S. Prospect, Amherst Center

256-8157 • 256-1385

'1 — \T

*o t*_ \
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' / r jerome a.

,

/T ANNING
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• Imports & other unibody vehicles are

our specialty

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-

1/2 mm)

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European technology painting

and refinishing systems

• We provide substitute transportation

• Users of Sikkens paint products

Remember it's your car and your
choice of repair facilities

CALL FOR INFO ~ *"" •

& BROCHURE
'

" .'.INI , COM ^
Shop Registration # RSI 2 12

—

—

The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian
Neu> England's Largest College Daily

and

IfiOCMP
The OffCampus Meal Plan

(888) 211-OCMP

Present

Hato
VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED!!!!

COME JOIN THE HAIGIS HOOPLA TEAM.
WHAT: A non-profit, 3-on-3 basketball festival organized by

the University of Massachusetts Sport Management Program

WHEN: April 25-27, 1997

WHERE: Haigis Mall on the University of Massachusetts Campus
All volunteers will receive a free staff uniform, meals while work-

ing at the event and be invited to a pizza party prior to the event where

prizes will be awarded in an exclusive volunteer raffle.

Positions Available

• Campus Center Table • Court Monitor

• Goodie Bag Stuffing • Booth Monitor

• Registration • Take Down

• Site set-up • Hosprtoftty

There will be three volunteer meetings prior to the event. The first one will be held during the

FIRST WEEK IN APRIL. Confirmation cards will be sent with additional information

'Registration forms must be returned by MARCH 14. 1997

Pleas* fill out me form below and return to:

Haigis Hoopla Office OR Return to me Volunteer drop off

ANn: Volunteer Management box by the front door of me
16 Curry Hicks Building Curry Hicks Building

University of Massachusetts

Box 31820

Amherst, MA 01003-1820

-Haigis Hoopla VII Volunteer Registration Fornv-

Name:
Address:

Phone Number:

Please check the area(s) which you are interested in working:

Hospitality _
Site Take-down

Pre-Event Positions:

Campus Center Table.

Goodie Bag Stuffing

Registration

Event Day Positions;

Site Set-Up __

Court Monitor

Booth Monitor
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Music makes strange bedfellows. .

.

The Scud Mountain Boys bring their unique sound to the Iron Horse

tonight.

stout

Country-rock. Let's break that term

down a little bit. -Rock." O.K. —
everyone likes rock. After all, it's the

"defining music of our generation." and

all that crap. And it has been for the

last 40 years. "Country," though —
that's where things get a bit dodgy.

Pictures of Billy Ray Cyrus and

line-dancing and the ludds pop into my
head, sending chills up
my spine, turning my
stomach...

That's all part of the

glitzy Nashville

pop-country scene of the

'80s and '90s, though. You know,
where all the guys still have that

short-on-the-top, long-in-the-back

hairdo. Except for the bald ones, like

Garth Brooks and Dwight Yoakam —
they wear Stetsons. But I digress. The
bottom line is that country-rock is a

genre which is greater than the sum of

its parts.

Country and rock have been insepa-

rable since Day One (that being July 2,

1954 — the day Elvis recorded his

first record — the Big Bang, so to

speak). Rockabilly was simply a

JOHN

jumped-up fusion of country and blues,

with a little bit of bluegrass thrown in

for kicks. By the end of the '50s, none
other than Ricky Nelson was bringing

standard Nashville twang to the top of
the charts with "Hello, Mary Lou" and
others.

The arrival of rock 'n' roll, though,
blindsided the country industry, as

much of its younger audience jumped
ship. Early pioneers like Hank
Williams, Hank Snow, and Eddy
Arnold were either dead or old and

irrelevant. However,
new faces like

George Jones,

Waylon Jennings,

and Willie Nelson, as

well as former rock-

ers who jumped ship (like Johnny CasR
and Jerry Lee Lewis) and a whole influx

of women (Tammy Wynette. Juce
Carter, etc.) had revitalized the genre

by the late '60s.

As the British Invasion took rock
into a whole new direction, country's

influence remained dormant for a good
chunk of the decade. Although the

Beatles had a bit of Carl
Perkins-inspired twang and Mick
lagger tried to sound like he was from
Alabama, it wasn't until the late '60s

HENDRICKSON

that true country influences began to

emerge, often in the most unusual
places.

The folky jangle-pop of the 3yrds

has provided some of the most cliched

soundtrack music of the decade — it's

hard to imagine the TV show "The
Wonder Years* without songs like

"Turn, Turn, Tum" to help illustrate

young Kevin Arnold's adolescence.

However, by about 1968, the Byrds

had abandoned their pop roots and
released Sweetheart Of The Rodeo. The
title says it all— Country.

One of the reasons for the Byrds
abrupt about-face was the addition of

new member Gram Parsons. Parsons

steered the band in the country direc-

tion, and then jumped ship, forming

perhaps the first true country-rock

band. The Hying Burrito Brothers. The

Burritos didn't last long, either, and

Parsons turned on good buddy Keith

Richards to vintage country and blue-

grass. His influence can be heard all

over the Stones' albums Let It Bleed,

Sticky Fingers, and Exile On Main St.

Richards reciprocated by turning Gram
onto heroin. Parsons overdosed in

1973, but his influence still resonates

today.

Another, country-rock pioneer is

Michael Nesmith. Yes, Michael

Nesmith of the Monkees. Those

Monkees. His later work with the

group was a groundbreaking blend of

Turn to BEDFELLOWS, page 1
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continued from page 7

that brand...

• Guinness — lust let me tell you

this little story. One of my puckhead

friends has lately been interested in

knowing the kwan of Guinness. A
few weeks back, we had a couple of

pints ul the nectar of the gods, and he

wasn't impressed. Needless to say. an

old keg. No other viable reason can be

given. So. we gave it another go last

Friday night, and just to see the look

on his face when the hour and a half

old nectar slid down his throat was

enough to convert any Murphy-tan to

the real stuff.

I was truly converted whea'I went

to Fountain of Youth last spring (i.e.

THE brewery in Dublin). Nothing
else like it. Guinness possesses the

same magic that the city of Dublin

has; that is. it might not look pretty

on the surface, but when you give it a

taste, it will keep bringing you back

for more. And just thing more, if I

ever see any of you goombas out there

drinking this brand of stout out of a

bottle... I'm going to have to kill ya.

Oooooohhhhh. Francis!

(Psst! Try the pub draught out of

the cans!)

lorma Kansanen is a Collegian

columnist.

climbing
continued from page 7

located in Miller Falls. Just take route

65 north to Northeast Utilities

\ orthfield Mountain Recreation

Area, follow a quick 20 minute hike

and you will be able to experience the

ledges.

Farley Ledge is the best climbing in

Massachusetts, offering climbers par-

allel-sided cracks, large roofs, and
sleep slabs. Located in Farley on the

west edge of the town. Climbers are

advised to ask Amherst Climbing
shops for more information.

Rattlesnake Gutter is located in

Leverett. however, access to the face

is tricky. It is generally ad\ised to

check locally for its conditions and

exact where abouts. Chapel Ledges is

a good introductory rock climb locat-

ed in Northampton just off of Old
Ashviile Road.

This weekend, release your anxiety

suspended in the air. Revive your
senses and rock climb.

Liz Anderson is a Collegian colum-

nist.

cyberspace
continued from page 9

page so that you may go there at any

time in the future.

So next time you are "surfing the

web" think about what is actually

going on and then think to yourself,

"pretty cool eh?"

Killing Time on the Web
IX) you find your life boring? Are

you stuck waiting for your friends

getting the beer and chips? Need to

procrastinate before starting that 20
page paper due tomorrow? Do you

need to go shopping and do not have

a car? Or do you just hunger for

knowledge, both useful and useless?

Boy do I have the thing for you.

Each and every week. I will provide

you with places on the World Wide
Web to spend your time.

First, here are a few of the search

engines which will help you find

what you want.

• Yahoo! www. yahoo.com/
• Alia Vista www.altavista.digi-

tal.com/
• Lycos http://a2z.lycos.com/
• Wcbseer (Photos only)

http://wehseer.cs.uchicago.edu
• CNN Interactive: This is one of

the best multimedia sites on the

web. It is easily navigable and user

friendly. Not only can you keep

abreast of breaking news stories, you
can also do key word searches for

previous CNN stories. Great
research tool!

www.cnn.com
• ESPNct SponsZonc: For all you

out there who are crazed hoop fans,

arm chair quarterbacks, or you just

wanna know if UMass kicked
Temple's butt. ESPNet is the place

for you. They even have fantasy

sports leagues too.

http://epsnet. sportszone.com
• National Geographic: This is

one of my favorite print magazines.

It's online version is superb. Not
only is it put together as well as its

print counterpart, the online version

offers many more features, such as

chat areas and RealAudio, which
make it an enjoyable multimedia
experience.

www. nationalgeographic.com
• FAO Schwartz: This is the ulti

mate toy store online. This is the

store in which Tom Hanks, in the

movie Big, plays a giant keyboard
with his feet. Now you have the

chance to look at all of the wonder-

ful toys in this world famous store.

hitp://www faoschwarz com
Patrick Shanley is a Collegian cor-

respondent

an undergraduate study

abroad program in Classical,

Byzantine and

Modern Greek studies

sleep out
continued from page I

ticipate in the sleep out.

Bettencourt, who is a resident assistant on the multi-
cultural floor in Gorman residence hall, organized food
drives with Gorman residents to support the protesters.

"The fact that it is pouring out and we are still here
should tell the administration something, that we are very
serious in our demands. The weather is not going to drive
us away," she said.

In addition, Bettencourt and other supporters got a list

of the protesters' professors and began writing letters to
them asking for their support and understanding in the
situation.

At a press conference held by protesters earlier in the
afternoon. Student Government Association President
Maurice Caston-Powe said they would be seeking acade-
mic amnesty from the administration.

Karston Cash, a graduate student from the social edu-
cation department who was accompanied by 14 other
social education majors said, "1 think it is fantastic that a
very diverse population has come out to support a very
diverse situation."

"The protest is going very well and the amount of peo-

ple that are showing up shows a definite solidarity among
the students," said Jeremy Cottrill, a junior comparative

literature major.

"The tents show the students who are inside Goodell

that they are fully supported on the outside," he said.

Tara Dixon agreed.

"The sleep out is most beneficial to the 200 people
inside. We are showing them that they are not alone.

They are going through a lot of hardships for our sakes.

The least I can do is spend one night out in the rain." said

the senior history and comparative literature major.

"This rally is not a racial issue. It's a lot more than that.

If anything it's a class issue. If you are a poor student,

black or white, you are going to have problems trying to

attend this university," she added.

"By the administration allowing the protest to go this

far, it shows their ignorance and lack of understanding
with the student body," said freshman Vincent Flemming.

At 8 p.m. the negotiating committee received the

administration's response to students' 16 demands. As of

press time the committee had not issued a statement
about he administration's response.

BEAVER COLLEGE

STUDY IN GREECE
The Beaver College Study in Greece program is designed to pro-

vide North American students with a comprehensive academic and
cultural experience including opportunities to undertake accredit-

ed upper division college courses in Classical. Byzantine and
Modern Greek studies. Our program features:

leadership and teaching by recognized scholars

intensive use of local resources for field study

required study of modern Greek

student apartments in a local neighborhood

field-study trips

program-arranged cultural and social activities

Our program emphasizes experiential learning and uses the coun-
try and its people as an extension of the classroom Students enjoy

individualized attention and can enroll in a semester or a full-year

program with courses on offer in areas as various as Classical

Languages and Literature, Modern Greek Politics, the Byzantine

Tradition and Mediterranean Ecology.

Speak to your study abroad advisor about Beaver College programs
or call for a free catalog today.

1.888.BEAVER-9 (1.888.232.8379)

cea@ beaver.edu

httpT/www.beaver.edu/cea/

Goodell
continued from page 1

would sit in the negotiation sessions in

Goodell at the request of the students. I

agreed at once... Without knowing why I

was originally asked to participate, but as

a designated neutral, I have regarded
myself as an observer, rather than as a

participant in the process, at least until

now," said Ackermann.

Professor of Afro-American Studies

Michael Thelwell spoke :o the negotiating

team in the afternoon while his colleague.

Professor and Faculty Senate Secretary

John Bracey, met with the student nego-

tiators that evening. Bracey also addressed

the collective group of students inside the

Controller's Office.

"If there had been one person in here,

you can bet right now he'd be in

Hampshire County Jail... so there is

strength in numbers. Numbers can make
the system slow down and pay attention

to you... and don't worry about demands
or concerns that people say you're selfish

and that you want your concerns first.

The institution says they're committed to

your concerns, so why not do yours first,

if they're going to do them anyway, why
not do them first? And don't feel that

you're being greedy by getting to the top
of the list, or that you're being selfish by
having your demands met. You're entitled

to have your needs met," said Bracey.

Shortly after 9 p.m. yesterday evening,

the student negotiators received docu-
ments from the Administration via

Ackermann. These documents included a

letter by Vice- Chancellor for Student
Affairs Tom Robinson to the students
inside Goodell. which said that he was
called upon to leave the campus to attend

to the appointment of a new Assistant

Vice Chancellor for Enrollment Services

"I really do not wish to leave the cam-
pus while you are still occupying Goodell.

However, because of the sense of urgency

with the appointment of a new Assistant

Vice Chancellor for Enrollment Services. 1

have been encouraged by the Deputy

Chancellor, my Vice Chancellor col-

leagues, and members of the Search
Committee to proceed with these
plans," said Robinson.

The second document forwarded to

the students was what they had been
waiting for — a revision to the
University's administrative response to

the student's list of demands.
These responses did not differ signifi-

cantly from the original administrative

written response given to the students

on Tuesday.

Deputy Chancellor Marcellette
Williams, the highest ranking adminis

trator on campus, said in the docu-
ment, "We ask that you designate a

leadership team to meet with designat-

ed administrators early (today] to

define the steps to resolution and estab-

lish the form and timetable by which
we move ahead."

"They have essentially given us the

same document," said student negotia-

tor Resa Singleton.

Bracey agreed that little concessions

were given to the students in this latest

document. He attempted to relay the

message that the document did not

address the student's concerns to

Williams but was only able to reach her

voice mailbox.

The student negotiators agreed that

it was necessary to meet with the

Deputy Chancellor last night in order

to clarify several points in the second
administrative response to the student's

demands. Ackermann contacted
Williams and left for Whitmore
Administration Building to discuss this

possibility.

As of 10 p.m. last night, students

were still waiting to see if Williams
would join them in discussion.

bedfellows
continued from page 10

pop hooks, brassy arrangements,

and pedal steel guitars. Such tracks

as "Good Clean Fun." "Some Of
Shelley's Blues," and "Listen To
The Band." ail from '68 and '69.

serve as virtual blueprints for the

country-rock. His post-Monkees

outfit, the First National Band,

released three albums in '70- '71

which laid out the parameters of

the style; "Joanne," a straight coun-

try ballad, became a top- 10 single.

Nesmith's success galvanized the

Los Angeles session musician

scene; a bunch of studio hot-shots

decided to form a band as a result.

You may have heard of them.

They're called the Eagles.

After its initial hey-day. the

country-rock scene remained large-

ly dormant for the remainder of the

'70s and the '80s. However. Uncle

Tupelo almost single-handedly

revitalized the genre (albeit on an

indie level), and their two
off-shoots. Sun Volt and Wilco.

are slowly bringing it back into the

mainstream. Local bands from the

Scud Mountain Boys through the

Figments and Tree Fort are

presently putting fresh spins on
country-rock, and the Pioneer

Valley isn't exactly what you'd call

Opryland. Country-rock has

escaped the trappings of its origins

and become one of the most
promising and inspired of the new
shifts in music today.

lohn llendrickson is a Collegian

columnist

memory - 8MB RAM -72PIN -$50.00
586 - 133/256 Cache -$165.00

/2.0GGB HAKD-DKIVE - $240.00/ $280.00
8x/ 1 OX cd k^M drive ~$ 1 20.00/$ 1 50.00

USED 1
5" MONITORS (CAU FOR PRICE)

PWCE INCLUDES MATERIAL AND INSTALLATIONV
CUSTOM CONFIGURATIONS

•BUILT TO ORDER*

SYSTEM UPGRADE

•HARDWARE-SOFTWARE

'PARTS & ACCESSORIES'

REPAIR

•TROUBLE SHOOTING*

•FIX-IT*

We .irv Spot! Computers,

a local computer company

making and servicing

computers for the greater

Amherst community.

MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM
-586 1 33 MHz-

-256 PIPELINE BURST CACHE

-

-16 MB EDO RAM-
-8x CD ROM-
-1.44FLOPPY-

-1.6 GGB HARD DRIVE-

-5 StOTS-MID TOWER-
-16BIT SOUND CARD-
-28 8 Fax Moom-
~104KfV»QAM>-

-U'SVGAMonitc*-
-60 Watt Speakers-

-Mouse-

$ 1350.00

SPOTT COMPUTERS, INCORPORATED
19 PREY STREET -AMHERST, MA 01002 PHONE :4 13-549-6780

EAT GOOD IT'S HERE

IS SEIZURE OF BUILDING
LAUGHABLE?
It is in Prof. Silver's novel

SHORTCHANGERS,
a hilarious send-up of multiculturalism and other tads.

Enjoy some comic relief with this ideal Faster present.

Signed copies at The University Store..

Onlv $12.95.

morningOnoonOnight •V/j,

•^iVf? M-Sat. 7--9- A •'

)C™ Sunday Brunch 7-3 ••.*

16S N. Pleasant St. Amharat 253-2291

A Witt •• one* said:

"M«»ie is ml %*4 si is

IrVbj •! writ* laant untie —
tail fWll »« cm! tM

R&P
GENUINE DRAFT
& GENUINE DRAFT LIGH
CASE "t 10-12 O/, CASS sio DEP

HARP LAGER
6 PK. BOTTII s

sa DEP

\I\RCN MICRO MADNESS
SAM ADAMS, PETES WICKED,
CATAMOUNT, OREGON,
RED HOOK <-#. **m

mm'6 PK. BOTTI£S

HMICHELOB. &

CASE OF 212 PK. BOTTLES

DEP

9
D€P

BECKS & BECKS DARK
12 pk Borri i s 9

DEP

1/2 KEGS \jds*
BUD, BUD U. U7E MICH.

MICH IT, MICH AMBEB BOCK
ICEHOUSE RED DOG *Z9 DEP

k I > Spit I. lis

WINE OF TNE MONJHJ^ J

DUNNEVVOOD
C/MJrDO.V.V/ti;
ZINFANDFI
CABERNETSAVV1GNOS 750 ML

ss fit
GALLO
UV1NGSTON CELLARS
ALL FLAVORS
i r, im

s6
CONCHA Y TORO
ALL FLAVORS
IS LITER

*2

GEORGES DUBOEUF
MERLOT, CHARIHJNNAY,
CABERNETSAVVIGNON
I 5 LITER

3 BOTTLES FOR

VENDANGE
WHITE ZINFANDEL
no ML

WOODCHUCK
CIDER
REGULAR A HARK
t PACK BOTTLES

A
s9
sa

Gordo*. SALE '11.49

MAIL-IN REBATE -2.00 1

<a# aa*2£}

w
SALE '12.49m^r^l muNR^'ro!

WHISKEY FINAL

*75L COS!
SQ*>

(apian ?«ced »om

morgan ***"
«?*^ PREMIUM *F

IRISH WHISKEY
750 ML

BLACK VELVET
WHISKEY
1.75L

T.G.I.F.
AUTHENTIC
FROZEN DRINKS 1.75L

• I ,ii t; iv I Selection
<>l M 1 1 roHrr** % in

S. \ mln i^T«
• I r i tl i;> Hi lit.lis

We Accept

Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS. 3 6 97 THRU

WEDS. 3 12 97

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

6AY KI6J.I

EVERY THURSDAY
^Jj ARCa I HCCt/r

TTT«rn R?TrW

A FULL HOUSE EVERY*YWliK*»
EVERY FRIDAY 9-l.im

>Ril BilOXI IO0OPM >i>

KilKu M.lll
MUSIC FROM THE 70 s. 80 s & 90 s

EVERY SATURDAY

TEEN SIC LT
ACft U 19 • 7: lO - I O: JO PM

More* 5 7 7:00 ptrt (fft

and Sat. March > O 4:00 pm

AHHIE SPRINKLE
HARDCORE FROM THE HEART

Fn. Mor. 7 @ 8:00 pm @
SLIPKNOT

Sol Mor I 9:00 am Q|}
a taf« fam mammm Lmmmm ten im*

PANGEA
JOHN SHELDON AND BLUES STREAK
Utile Brother and the Love Handle

Sun. Mar 9 © 7:00 pm (g)

AGNOSTIC FRONT
Hatebrced'JS Ta life

Pushbutton Warfare f a-,ibrvah

Wed Mar 12 © 8:00 pm
St. Patty'k Day Pc ©Pr« St. Potty'* Day Party 'C'

tit BLACK 47
MM Great Big Sea

Thurs. Mor. 13 Q 8:30 pm ®

a Grateful Dead Tribute Band

Fri. Mor. 14 9:00 pm (£)

MYFAIRLHIlDBAHu
The Ware River Club

Paul Hansbury of Tree Fort
Wi*zJ*.J.\ii!Fr4
Thw. Mm. 20 nip

Fri. Mat 21 21*

S*t. Mac. 22 U»

Sun Mar 23 u •*•
Wtd Mar 26 u«c*
Fri. Mai 28 18.

Fri. Mai 28 18*

tat. Mai. 29 18*
Sun Mar » a^a
Tm. April 1 U Agn

8-SIOf RECORDS BfUfFIT
mm THE mVAOETK
TEXAS F1000
BARRy KINGSTON
t THE SCREAMING SOULS
L0RDZ Of BROOKLYN
THE DESCENDENTS JB
rwf BREEDERS (URMmn)
STEVE WESTHELD
* THE SLOW BAND
STAIH0

SUfnCATWN
BLOODHOUND BANG 91

itobbj «• *H* Norf

>Kt »to*ot6 I tOO THI TKK ItonvMtfWl
triord Vora* for Tt»« l*<ord «r> Amkarit Ab«ut
Muvc m Grftnlidd W% Unl.m.ifd o* u Mem
PloTt»rpu t IfKO'di <n W«i*fi*H Mum OuHvt in

l"f .id A I Vt*W LVords in WeffhomP*on Ho °)*«

i o penni STitccT,
NORTHAMPTON
r« » 411-SM-7771*V*Ta
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Manning still a Vol
By Tom Sharp
Associated Prasj

KNOXVILLE. Tenn. — Peyton
Manning said they showed him the

money, but he couldn't ignore his

heart.

The Tennessee quarterback
announced yesterday he will post-

pone the riches of the NFL for one

last season of college football. The
decision elated Volunteer fans and

coaches, and drew respect from the

NFL. whose lure is often more than

undergraduates can resist.

"It was what 1 wanted to do for a

long time." Manning said. "I wanted

to be 100 percent sure, and yesterday

morning I woke up 100 percent

sure."

Manning, who was a likely top

pick in the April 19 draft, now
becomes the front-runner for the

Heisman Trophy next season. Archie

Manning, a star quarterback for

Mississippi and the New Orleans
Saints, helped his son with informa-

tion on agents and salary caps.

"Twenty-five, $30 million. I'm

human. Believe me, I looked at the

money," Manning said. "I'm hoping

the money's there next year, too, the

good Lord willing I stay healthy.

"But staying was strongest in my
heart. I knew that's what I wanted to

do.'

Manning said he played most of

last season as if it were his last in col-

lege, and "was pretty intent" on leav-

ing until the Volunteers started prac-

tice for the Citrus Bowl.

"Being around the guys I started

having second thoughts," he said. "I

really weitf back and forth."

He said he wants "to have a better

experience in pro football than I did

in college football. I really do. I want

pro football, believe me. But I want

college football one more year also,

and it kind of came down to that."

SpRiNjj WhiivwatEr!
1 WhiUwoUr Rafting

1 is one of the best ways to

1 break out of the mid semester

* -Jo ^L ^^ *^-^1^»~^^D^^ blues! Our great Spring Rotes

f^." *\\ moke the most exciting season

J^' ^tflv^ i vi o real bargain"
dhj ^iS . Mi AprllS^oy 15 raft for as

•w^ JHy Mi as $54 on the Zoar Gap

sedntoflheDeerUdRmr.

^ III fllOOR

Cau how to book your
Sptonc Raftinc ADVIMWRf!

' h.irW -tinM MMW tMMM
800 532-7483

hoop
confirmed from page 16

Carmelo Traviseo was the main

reason why Carr, the A-10's

leading scorer, had such a

sub-par evening.

"I said this before, and I'll

say it again," Flint said "1 have

the best defensive player not

only in the conference but in

the county on my team."

Last night, the Minutemen
showed how far they have

come in the past month. The

remaining weeks will be a

trial by fire, as to just how far

they have progressed this sea-

son. To get out of

Philadelphia with the confer-

ence championship, they will

have to win three more games

in as many days. However,
Flint and company are not

worried about the rigorous

schedule.

"You have to be ready to

play," Flint said. "If you are

worried about being tired,

you're not going to be a cham-

pionship team."

Interested in

Fi»King?

Why not write for

Sports...

Lefs get ready to rumble
Senior Michelle Warrington and the Mass

COU«TISr MC-CXA HtLATlONS

Massachusetts women's lacrosse team start their season next

Saturday at Harvard.

FBBmG FRBM2Y.>

Ml Price

Appetizers
Wt^-Sat3-5pm4 7-llpm

Saa-Tues 3-5pm & 7-9pi«

S«p*r Nidios & Guacamole Ree, $6.75)
|

Homemade Onion Rings (Re* S3. 95)

Potato Skins (Rot- 55.75)

Buffalo Wins (Rof- 54 95

)

Artichoke & Choeso Dip (Rot. SS.7S)

and lots more ! !

!

BARNSTABLE RECREATION

1 S E\stPu«»\t Strut

**••

SEASONAL OPENINGS A HILARLE AS FOLLOWS:

SUPERINTENDENT*

WE ATTENDANTS
DAW ATTENDANTS

LIFEGUARDS Jjfr
SWIM INSTRUCTORS jfe
SAILING INSTRUCTORS R00
SEASONAL RANGERS 6.50

CAMP COUNSELORS

CAMP DIRECTORS

CALL (SOi) 790 • 43

DESCRIPTION

omn POsmoNS a

COACHES. TfNNUIN

*S0

mustnaye
SFA.CPR

STA.CPR

0T REQUIRED

StA, 9LS/CPR LOT, WSI

SH.RLS/CPR

LOT, RLS/CPR

SHLCPR
SEA, CPU

SEA,CPR

ANDJ09

DISCOVER
ISTARSjSXE

&P333&

Kristi Scott

YAMAGUCHI HAMILTON

|a\ne Christopher

T0RVILI>DEAN
Paul Kurt

WYLIE BROWNING
Ekaterina

G0RDEEVA

BtCHKE &. PETROV • ROSALYNN SUMNERS

|ll I TRINARY • KOVARIKOVA 8. NOVOTNY

Directed and Co Produced By

SANDRA BtZIC

FRIDAY, MARCH 21 • 7:30 P.M.

VUM HN^rFNTFj

ckKto-tr-fiMMo: *nm» T*m
'noon mum——'i-

«WMIIII * ">'"-• "' ""**

THURSDAY • FRIOAY • SATURDAY

9:30-1:00 Am

K\ub K&i
The Arc**n Nj3*e^£ Dance* Ch\b
*

' — ^^ ^aW L^kr*aWP — ^^^*9
i

DRESS TO IMPRESS PROPER ATTIRE 4 POSITIVE 1.0. REQUIRED • Ml*
FRIENDLY . CLEAN • PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

m PAKM© MAILS. •

TRAVEL
SMART!

FROM NEW TOM

OmWit Reeirftrle

LONDON
$130 $245

$202 $379

$235 $438

TOKYO

I

I

I

I

I

• JUwrttrip'

$799
j

vStpri

Sehe<ele< IheMt |
Feres to oillwHe Oottlnitlont

Ferailpauet eeatlakle

Weekend surcharges may apply .

Cujtomjlmmipration taxes apply

Farts subject to change without |

Int I student I cards

may be required

FtISM TRAVEL
11? Madison Avf NV NY 101/1

212 986-8420-

800-272-9676 -A tv U 6. r \ 4

New at
x GO
UMASSl

ft*
Photographic Gallery

POSTERS - A variety of subjects

ranging from your favorite

professional athlete to exotic landscape

SPORTS PHOTOS - Up close shots that capture the heat

of the moment

9

REASONABLY PRICED
AND CONVENIENTLY LOCATED

IN AMHERST CENTER
39 S. PLEASANT ST.

413-253- 1707

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
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Hockey East playoffs nearing
By Leigh Torbin
Collegian Staff

While the Maine Black Bears
enjoy their probation this week-
end somewhere on a beach in
Florida, the rest of the Hockey
East will be squaring off in a
quarterfinal best-of- three series.

Massachusetts skates into No. 6
New Hampshire's palatial
Whittemore Center tomorrow
night at 7 p.m. to kick off a series
with the Wildcats. This will be
just one of four such series played
this weekend, the victors to meet
a week from tomorrow at the
FleetCenter. The following is a
look at each quarterfinal series,

except for the UMass series,
which will be covered in depth in

tomorrow's Collegian.

Northeastern at Boston
University:

On paper, this dog fight
between the Huskies and Terriers

at Walter Brown Arena would
more resemble a dog fight
between a Pit Bull and a Shitzu.

BU has won 25 of the last 28
meetings between the two
schools, all three this year, and is

10-2 in the '90s in Hockey East

playoff games at home, including

a certain shellacking of UMass
last year.

The Huskies have a lot of pride
though and arc hard to complete-
ly count out. Coach Bruce
Crowder and his Huntington
Hounds have a lot of pride, espe-

cially when it comes to battling

the boys on Babcock Street, but
don't expect much from thi>

cross-town rivalry except for a

two game BU sweep.

UMass-Lowell at Providence:

The upstart River Hawks travel

to face the defending league
champs this weekend and could
make this series need a third

game, but in the end the River
Hawks won't be flying into the

FleetCenter next weekend without

buying tickets.

March is the time that Paul
Pooley's Friars shine and his

well-crafted system witnesses its

maximum effect UMass- Lowell
has exceeded its expectations
already this year, but will go no

baseball

lORH^ KANSANFK ICQI UlAAS
BU's captain Bill Pierce will be leading the Terriers into first round

action this weekend against Northeastern.

further. The Friars, behind Dan
Dennis, sweep this one with some
soicer-style scores.

Boston College at Merrimack:
The most intriguing matchup of

the opening round actually kicks

off tonight and not tomorrow when
the not-so-mighty- Warriors host

their first-ever home Hockey East

playoff game after failing to qualify

for last year's tourney. The
Warriors have dropped eight of

their nine all-time playoff games
and have never advanced to the

semifinals, but some wonder if that

could change in the frozen confines

of the Volpe Complex, the poor
excuse for a high school arena that

Merrimack calls home.
The slumping Eagles have the

better club, but for what ever rea-

:ust don't match up well with

Merrimack, which took the season

Win convincing tasiiion with i

recent home-«nd-home sweep.

The glut of mediocrity after the

top teams in the league enabled

Merrimack to host these games, a

move that has to vex the league

officials, who receive 100 per-

cent of the ticket revenue from
the 748 who might attend each
game as opposed to the
VOOO-plus that BC averages for

home games.

As for the games themselves.

BC is just too talented up front

not to take two out of three.

Marty Reasoner. likely Rookie of

the Year Blake Bellefeuille and
others should do more damage to

the overrated Martin Leagult than

captain Rob Beck and his mates
will do to the stone-wall known
as Greg Taylor.

Expect the Terriers and Eagles

to hop on the Green Line's B train

to the North Station stop next
weekend and meet up with
Providence there.

continued from page 16

accommodate the loss of jette and
Murphy. Sophomore Doug Clark will

play center in place of Murphy. Clark

made second team All A- 10 honors in

1996 as a DH, and could be the most
athletic player on the team. Clark also

plays football for the Minutemen and
led Coach Hodges' squad in 1996 with

20 catches and three touchdowns. Pete

Gautreau will play rightfield. The left-

field position, however, is still up for

grabs with freshman Shuan
Skeffington and sophomore Aaron
Braunstein battling for the position.

It is pretty much the same situation

concerning the pitching staff. There
were some key losses, including the

graduation of David Dart (5-1. 3.77

ERA), and Chad Paronto, who signed

with the Baltimore Orioles. But like the

rest of the ballclub, there are more than

enough bodies to fill out the staff.

According to Coach Stone, the top
three spots in the rotation belong to

(ason Bennett, Scott Bamsby and Bill

Cooke. The trio combined for 16 wins
and 140 2-3 innings last season.

Senior righthander |ason Bennett will

provide leadership on the mound.
Bennett went 6-3 last season, with six

complete games and a 4.35 ERA.
Overall, Bennett is 16-3 in his three

years with the Minutemen, including an
8-0, 2.63 ERA performance in 1995.

Bamsby has quietly developed into

one of the better pitchers in the
A- 10. The 6-foot- 1 righthander went
4-0 last year, and ranked second on
the team with a 3.80 ERA. Bamsby
also brought the first Beanpot cham-
pionship back to Amherst in 1996,
pitching a four hit. II strikeout gem
to beat Northeastern in the champi-
onship game at Fenway Park.

Cooke is only a sophomore, but the

lefthander went 6-2 last season, with a

4.26 ERA. According to Stone, Cooke
has excellent command of the strike

zone and a good breaking ball.

COteTTSY MIDI* Rf 1 «!X>SS

Shortstop Brad Gorrie, a 1996 All A- 10 first team selection, will help
anchor the UMass baseball team this season.

Atticus Books is honored to host a reading and signing with

Stephen B. Oates
who will read from his new book

The Approaching Fury
Voices of the storm, 1820-1861

March 8, 1997

9:00 PM

AHICUS/ALBION BOOKSHOP
8 MAIN STREET, AMHERST, MA

(413)256-1547

%t Seating is limited

iYYVWVvVUAAAAAAAA

Are you a person who has trouble staying with an exercise program?
If you are looking for a way to effectively alter an already existing

program, or begin a new program especially designed for your
unique goals, then join the innovative resistance training programs

developed by our unique

Personal Training Staff

Allow our fitness experts to design exercise programs that meet specific needs like:

• Traditional resistance training proqrams developed
for novice or advanced individuals

• How to find a program designed for individuals with
lower back pain

• Dance-exercise resistance training programs
• Incorporating meditation while training with weights

The Coordinator will select the most experienced trainer depending on
your individual goals

-Cost: $50 includes 5 visits with Personal Trainer

'

imhoi fitnmi otsesvnejnf to dWerrnine **hich program wti your indmduoii numdi and on orHpnkjhon s4W>on Mtfn homer

Those interested in learning how to conduct a healthy lifestyle, contact
Coordinator of Personal Trainers Tinaz Hakim at 259-2011.

RUSSELL'S
* LIQUORS o

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 2S3-S441
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NEW! "Genuine Draft & Light" 30-pk $ 1 O.49

' Longshot "Pale Ale & Block lager" * 1 4.
9*/™

"MICRO MADNESS" CONTINUES!
Sam AdamS - all hSeir flavors, including "Double Bock"!

Middlesex - nut Brown, Raspberry Wheat &
"
Oatmea l Stout!

SmilttynOSe Me Ale, Chuck Wheat, & infamous Old Brown Dog Ale

Mix & Match "two" 6/pks . . .

$9-„
Wow!

•All Beers Plus Depo.it* Q££N 9:00AM - 1 1 :00PM VISA/MASTERCARD 'Delivery Available*

The Collegian is

accepting applications

for:

• Associate Finance

Manager

• Associate Advertising

Manager

• Associate Business

Manager

Sophomore students encouraged to

apply, all will be considered.

For more information call Alycia

Hines at 545-3500, or come to the

Collegian located at 1 1 3 Campus

Center Basement
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University of Massachusetts • Phono: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS
'G*t-l*y*«" il Clvk Metro Saturday

March Bid. 9pm -2am IB to party. 21 to

(Innv Wm a free frp >o' ? HI th»

BAHAMAS" and enioy our tropical drink

specials and free giveaways So coma

and iam to NY House Beats and dance the

night away 1 For more into call the FIAVA

hotline 253-6623 Thanks again tor all of

your support

Have re* ka*1 a horror story/good expe-

rience at Health Services? We are doing a

story- please tell us about it! Call

Christina 6-6777 at night or leave a mes-

sage

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Excellent 4 kedreoai/2 eata apt. o

but line Beginning 6/1/97 Call 253-6301

4 info

AUTO FOR SALE

1177 ford T Bin) good running condition

-as 5450 Call 538-7608

Parckanaf a bhmI carT Having your

car repaired' Do you know your rights'

Contact the Student Legal Services Office

922 Campus Canter. 545-1986

tm $400 or BA) call

Kelly « 253 7096

1M7 Ckery S18 Picks* standard. 4

speed 4 cyt 126X. runt and drives Pan

or restore S1S00 or B/0 CaH 549-8347

EMPLOYMENT
loviag. responsible mttsrt non

tanker wanted to car* for 2 year old and

inter" ton* in nnr South Hartley home

Mon-Thurs 8 30am 4 30pm References

required 536-1899

LEADERS NEEDE0I Summer teenage

bicycling trips US. Canada and Europe

Minimum 4-week time commitment

Salary plus espentes paid Student

Hosteling Program. Athtield Ad
.

Conway MA 01341 18001343 613?

COUNSELORS: Tap lava Sparta

Cm* la Maiae Get in on an exciting

tun summer! Must have good skills able

to instruct, coach or assist Openings in

Baseball Basketball, Soccer, Tennis.

Hockey. Lax Swimming(WSI). Water-ski-

ing, and all Water Sports Plus Camping

and Hiking. Ropes and Climbing Wall.

Scuba. English Horseback Riding.

Archery. Hillary Arts and Crafts. Martial

Aris. RN s Secretaries Top salaries.

awesome facilities, room/board/leundry

tiavel Call the 1800) number now 1

(8001473 6104 for an appointment for an

interview on March 11th in the Student

Union Ballroom 10am 4pm or E-mail cob

bacampSao! com or write Steve Rubin

Camp Cobbossee (Kah bud-see) 10

Spermine Or South Salem. NY 10590

Counselors for coed Northeatt

Psaasylvasi* overnight Jewish

Federation Camp|3 hours from NYCF gen-

eral, sports, drama. H20 and arts ,

(8001973-3866

Driven Wealed Apply at Pinnochio s

between 2 00pm and 5 00pm No phone

I 4-door. 5 speed no A/C.

srDao, CO. power roof A8S 115K. excel-

lent condition, S5500 Or 670 545-1408 or

967 9738

i CM Si standard new tm.
red. moon root. 93K miles S5500 or B/0

j ne»*«e***JSi

EMPLOYMENT
Visit Tka Animal Friaadt Summer
Com* booth un Camp Day. March 11th

Spend your summer nn Cape fnrt touching

children about proper pet care and the

environment Many counselor positions

available Alto need a cook!' Room and

Board provided (617)426 9170

Silver Jewelry- Buy Wholesale Oirect

From Manufacturer- Sell To Students $99

Investment Brings You $400 Call I 800

256-3491

Ckoago A Lita...*t coaTd k* your own
Summer adventure/challenge at coed res

idem Camp Ha/en YMCA Call Tern Mulks

18001248-8244 tor application/information

Campus Interviews March 1 1

Stvdent Employmoat Services 70%

placement rale Retail to Biotech

Nationwide International Full Time

Internships Enroll now $19 95 registra

Hon tee We do the rest 1-800-2503491

Camp Slaaae YMCA. Lateville. CT In

search of energetic counselors and super

visors for an unforgettable outdoor sum

mar experience To set up an interview On

Campus March 11. call Sharon Brown

(8001545-9367

Teaworery P*er*eai Availakl*

During Spring Break

Hadtey Office/ On bus line

Earn up to $350

Evening Shifts Available

Also hiring lor summer

Call now 584 02 IS

Ask lor Mr Bam

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOVMENT-
Work in America s National narks. Forests

and Wildlife Preserves Our materials

uncover rewarding opportunities in the

outdoors Call 12061971 3624 est N50018

(We ant a renarch and publishing compa

"Y)

EMPLOYMENT
BelckertowH Recreation Dapt.

Seeking swim coaches (May-July)

F*itf<(t«iwH iTHlerred M-F FOE ADA Call

Beth Day 1413)323-0419 Night 14131967

4651

National Parke Hiriag Plus Forest.

Beach Resorts, Ranches. Ratting

Companies Up to $12/houi Nationwide

Openings CaH 19191918-7767 est R1B0

MAKE SUMMER MEMORIES
JOBS AVAILABLE

TOP NORTHEASTERN PENNSYLVA-

NIA CAMP
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS MARCH

11th

Petitiaaa Aveilekle: basketball soil

ball, roller hockey, tennis lacrosse swim-

rmngfWSI). sailingiWSII. water skiing, arts

and crafts (ceramics, sewing, scenery,

woodworking, photography, tine arts), sci-

ence and nature, pioneering, ropes course

and climbing wall archery, gymnastics

drama, music, horseback riding, and gen-

eral counselors

MUST BE ENTHUSIASTIC AND LOVE
WORKING WITH CHILDREN AND
AOULTS""

PLEASE CAU TO SET UP AN INTER

VIEW

TRAIL'S END CAMP (8001408 1 404

(ASK FOR MARC)

De Va* Lova Kids? Top Northeast

Residential Camps seek Activity and

Cabin Specialists to live and work with

kids ages 7-16 Great facilities dynamic

staff i Flexible diverse programming m all

Water/Land Sports. Creative and

Performing Arts, plus full range of out-

doors/experiential activities Lots of posi-

tions available Contact Andy at Staff

Search. (8001544-5448 for more mtorma

hon/application Interviewing in Amherst

March 10-11

Summer Camp Petitions I upstate

New Yort Camp Hilltop is seeking, caring

EMPLOYMENT
counselors with skills in swimming, water

and land sports, A&C, horses, dance,

music, mountain bikinq. nflerv archery

computers, high/low ropes Competitive

salaries 1800)782-5319

FUNI FRIENDLYI Co-ad Summer Camp
in the Berkshires seeks new staff

Welcoming and supportive environment

Positions include- General Bunk

Counselors. Heads and Instructors lor

Swimming Sailing, Water-skiing.

Baseball/Softball. Golf. Gymnastics.

Lacrosse. Hockey. Archery. Soccer. Music.

Pottery. Tennis. Horseback and more Day

Oft accessibility to Botlon. New York.

Montreal Call Today 1 Camp Schodack

18001851-1164 E-Mail Schodacktlaol com

CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT- How
would you like to work in exotic locations,

meet fun people and get paid' Call

(208)971-3554 ext C50018 (We aia a

research and publishing company)

Part-Tim* Sales Rope WmM "Lead

the way into the 21st Century" with our

copyright "Slogan" sweatshirt Be your

own boss and earn extra money fast

Send toi details at The 21st Centuiy

Group. 332 Bleecker St 040 NYC. NY
10014

Cruise artd Load Tow Employment work

m exotic locations Meet fun people and

get paid' For industry information, call

Cruite Employment Services ejBOOI276

4948 ext C5O017 IWe are a Research

and Publishing Co

)

FOR RENT

Watt Yarmouth Cartage '

two bedrooms, sleeps four CaH 253 7436

FOR RENT
College Kidt Welcome fa Cap* Cod I

S bedroom homes for the season

Peasonable rates Honey Sperco (508)398

9367. (508)394 2857

1 bedroom i* a 3 bedroom apt Pulton

Village. On major bus route 5 mm from

campus/10 mm walking distance Electric

not included $275/month Lease ends

8/97 Starts ASAP Please call Lairy 546-

0198

Pelkam 2 bedroom Mobil* Horn* Gas

heat No pets Fust, last and security

$500/monlh 253-5413

Cap* Cad group & summer rentals

Walartront houses Falmouth area

(508)477-6000

FOR SALE

New Large Derm Fndg* Puce nego-

tiable Also snowboard with bindings Call

253-9965

FOUND
A Watck Friday night at 21 Hoban
Contact 253-6679 w/ a description

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Heppy 21st Birthday to KEUV • LAU

REN Love the Sisters of Tn Sigma!

To -Hack" Firm

Happy 21 sti

Everyone else drink now while there is

still some left to drink!

We love you>

INSTRUCTION
GRE/GMAT
30 hours. $395

American Academy

1-800-808-Prep

(please leave your name and number)

BARTEND with Univertity Bartending

50% Student Oiscount On-Campus

Classes Starting Soon' Call l-800-U-Can

Mix tor info

B*ni*f Three private 1/2 hour lessons.

$69 95 Call 14131732-8817 In Amherst

Tues and Thurs eve

Gold Bracelet Name and datf

Sentimental value 546-1699

TRAVEL
Spring Break '17- Don't be left out'

Space limited 1 ' Cancun and Jamaica from

$449. Florida from $139 Call STS 1

800 648 4849 lot the best ratal]

Carikkaao/Maxico $188 R/T Europe

$169 0/W Fly the world dirt cheap ONE

WORLD TRAVEL 587 000'

Montreal Party Week*** April 1113

2 nights lodging and round trip but $11 b

Call UMass Ski Club 545 3437

Fort Lauderdale er*o, FL March 8 15

studio. $650Vweek (4131786-7133 Partial

kitchen

Killington Cheap Spring Break $239

for 5 nights/5 days skiing Call UMats Ski

Club 545-3437

MISCELLANEOUS WANTED TO RENT

SEEKING FINANCIAL AIO? .el the sys

tern to help find TREE MONEY FOR COL

LEGE' Detailed profiles on 200.000 indi-

vidual rewards from private and public

sectors Call Student Financial Services

(800)472-9575 ext F50017 (We are a

research and publishing company)

Four kedroom houte or apartment

wanted tor Fall 97 Will take over sum

mar Kate Call 549 5362

WANTED

Tutor for CmpSci 401 15011 >

Greg 549-8969

Birthdays, Anniversaries. Roses. Balloons

etc Send th* Cnuy Gorilla We'll go any

where, anytime Student Rates Call 256

0287

SERVICES

Punk/Ska Banda Uara needs a drumm*

now' We have practice space and demo

and gigs upcoming' Call Dav* and Ryan

6659112

Pregooift' N**d b*lp7 l> B "- y
' r

Amherst area for tree testing and assis

tance 549 1906

Six row*. Iter **r*«*s. 1 1/2 baths

sleeps eight In West Yarmouth Call 253

7436

Personals Policy Rates
1 AN penonftti MUST he proufr*id by Cotkg**n cU»

Mfied 4m*t*4oyw» bctotv payment and <Kc»jkpunc» U
fhr iliiitWMkfj

1 l«l nmti MAY NOT br used *n pcrKV-ah ONLY
fwtt o*ime» and inttul. *v* *tkm*d Iht ooi> w»
ttom *w* for b«rthdjv or * anpMulMttym prncwu-h m
wH»iri c*nr th* full narnr rnsv br mrd

1 Pfcnnr number* #re not <tk>wn?d in prnonjla NO
EXCEPTIONS

4 ArtijVr>M-> #nr not ttkrwmd tn ocrwyult rh.» mcim

S rVnorwl , or j t*VtjMrvwsj or ctouputor*

not Mccpxlablr Pmonub o* * vmdtcltvr

ristur* *f»? not *k < eptab*> Personal It mjv not be
used for ktte porpitw ut rV*#*«*ment

PtotJjjn**> may not br used in penun*t\.

The prnurulk at-Uiu-n n tor prr»oiwi» only The per

ton,*), wctton may NOT br u*rd to *rll detn* *•*•**

mummttg* jdvertiaw meetinrjj). etc

All personal, mutt hjve the name, \i$ntfu*t *>nd

UMjm ID numhe' ot the \(urtVnt pl*K>ng the *%

tilled >n on the insertion order N»#n vtijdrnt* mini
provide * valid driver > licrme and the l«r«**» nunv

her mmt br nfrurdrd on thr insertion <vdrr Lvp <*

tan* dentrfK ahon or mi^rrorrnentatMaii * iijjhjstl to

paiitahw t under thr lav*

The CortVyatn rr^rrwrt the rtftht to refute or hi edit

**t peminji that dor« nnt meet the < aUrguo \ taan

dardt m jeeordantr with thr sutute* u* the

ttjovmonvrtralth ut M*i%«a( hosrttt

Students

20^ per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

$2.00
m in./dav

Standard Headings

NO REFUNDS
Please wrile dearly and

li>;ihl\ We are not re^xjosible tor errors result

ing trum illegible handwriting or fepi
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THURSDAY. MARCH 6

lecture — Barbara Rheinhold.
director of the Career Development
Office at Smith College presents

"Out in the Workplace: To Be or Not
to Be." The event is free and will

begin at 12:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 803, wheelchair acces-

sible. Sponsored by the UMass
Stonewall Center.

Lecture — "Math and the Cold
War — Russian Style" presented by

General Aiexei Farfel. Ret., will be

held at 11:13 a.m. in Room 121.

Lederle Graduate Research Tower.

Meeting — Kesher, Hillel's

Reform group, is having its first

meeting at 613 p.m. at the Hillel

House. All are welcome. Help us

plan upcoming events and brain-

storm.

Workshop, discussion — Are you
graduating and/or looking for a job

or internship and have a disability?

Are you worried about disclosing

your disability? The Peer Mentor
Network along with Disability

Services and Learning Disabled
Support Services are presenting a

workshop on "Disclosure: What to

do?" from 6-8 p.m. in the Campus
Center. Please join the PMN. D.S..

LDSS and the campus community
for a roundtabfe discussion on dis-

closure. For more information, con-

tact Susan Pilner at 343-0892 or

Kregg Strehorn at 545-4602.

FRIDAY. MARCH 7

Conference — The Universin ot

Massachusetts Baha'i Club will spon-

sor a two-day conference on
"Foundations of Racial Unity." start-

ing today at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 1009. and continue

tomorrow from II a.m.- 6:30 p.m.

Keynote speakers will be Dr. Robert

Henderson and Dr. |oy D. Leary. All

are welcome. Free to Five College

students. $10 all others.

Open house — Pride and
Heritage of Color, an organization

for GLBT people of color, would
like to invite all gay. lesbian, biscvu

al and transgender people of color

to our Open House. This open
house is for all GLBT people of

color who may want to become
affiliated with Pride and Heritage of

Color. The event is free and will be

held from 4-6 p.m in the Stonewall

Center. Soft drinks and snack» will

be provided, so come out and sup-

port us. For more information
please contact the UMass Stonewall

Center at (.413) 545-4824 or Sean
at 546-5637.-

Rehgious — The UMass Hillel

House will hold a Shabbat Service

led by USY Reunion Group at 6 p.m.

All welcome.

SATURDAY. MARCH 8

Comedy — The UMass Comedy

troupe. Mtofto Improvable, will per-

form an improv comedv show in the

Campus Center Basement at 8 p.m.

Free.

Community sen-ice — The "Big

Rally" c'ommunity Service
Conference, sponsored bv the UMass
Community Service Program, will be-

held from 4 ~>0 am -3 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 163. The con-

ference begins with a debate on
whether or not community service

should be a mandatory part of the

curriculum at UMass. Anyone
involved or interested in community
-ervice and service learning is invited

to attend. To register, simply call the

Communilv Set vise Program office

at 545-3327.
Conference — Day two of the

UMass Baha'i Club's conference on
"Found.itums of Racial Unity" in the

Campus Center, room 1009. from I I

a.m. -6:30 p.m. All are welcome.
Free to Five College students. $10 all

others.

NOTICES

\ihlctics — UMass Women's
Crew is looking for women 5'5" or

less to cov So experience necessary.

To join their winning team, cafl

545-9484.

Election n — The Elections

Commission would like to announce

that the elections for the positions of

President. Student Trustee and all

local Area Government will be held

on March I I and 12 from 1 1 a.m. -2

p.m. and 4:30-7 p.m. Locations to

be announced.

Writing submissions —
mOthvrtongue, a multinational jour-

nal published by the comparative

literature department is seeking
submissions for its spring 1947
publication. Now accepting poetry.

prose, lyrics and one-acts in lan-

guages other than English as well as

artwork and photos from abroad.

Please include an English transla-

tion as well to department of com-
parative lit.. 303 South College,

I Mass.

Meeting — Common Ground will

be holding support and advocacy
meetings for low-income students

and allies every Tuesday in the

Campus Center (room to be

announced) from noon-2 p.m. For

more information, contact Mary
Sutherland at 413-323-9725 or

leave a message in our box in the

GEO office, basement of the Student

Union

Band wanted — The UMass
Theatre Guild is currently seeking

a four piece band for the spring

production of Fame. The band
must include: keyboard, guitar,

bass, and drums. Great publicity

possibilities. For more information

call Heather (f* 549-3681 or |usttn

9 546-0460.

Coffee Shop — Student Valley

Productions is holding a Coffee Shop

in April They are looking for any tal-

ent coming from the Five College

area in music, songs, poetry, skits.

siineJv. etc. For more information,

call Diiisv & 253- 6514
Meeting — The Peer Mentor

Network is a student organization

for undergraduate and graduate >iu

dents with disabilities on campus.
Everyone is welcome. Meetings are

Thursday nights from 6-7 p.m. in

Campus Center. Please bring your
thoughts and concerns to the meet-

ing. For more information, contact

Susan Pilner at 545-0892 or Kregg

Strehorn at 545-4602
hnal exams ' - The spring 1997

Final Examination schedule will be

available beginning March 13.

Copies will be delivered lo students

in the residence halls, and will be

available to off-campus students in

the Registrar's Office (213
Whitmore). The schedule will also

be available on the World Wide
Web beginning March 3 athttp://www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu

Support group — kl I I I CT, the

Five College bereavement support

program is offering two support
groups this semester: A grief support

group for those who have experi-

enced the death of someone close to

them; and an illness group for those

currently coping with the serious ill-

ness of a loved one If you or some-

one you know is interested, please

call us at 577-5316 for more infor-

ms ar* pubkc s*rwce announcements pnnteil

djily To submit »t\ FYI. please Send a press

release containing aM pertinent information.

nctudng the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c'o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day

matioa
Health services — Confused,

afraid, or jusl curious? Do you have

questions about sex. STDs. alcohol,

drugs, eating disorder I, Hl\ AIDS.
(tress management or quitting BStoft

ing or chewing tobacco'' Don't know
who to ask? Call the Peer Health

Connections phoneline at UMass at

577- 5168. Trained students will

anonymously answer your questions

and tell you where to go for more
help

Commencement Housing — A
limited number of residence hall

rooms will be available or the rela-

tives and friends of graduating
UMass students for the night of

Saturday. May 24. Commencement
Housing applications are available at

the University Conference Service

Office, 9 1 8 Campus Center. To guar

antee a reservation, completed forms

with full payment must be returned

in I nrverstt] Coaler k h b)

May 1. There will be no on-site

reservations.

Internships — Internships are

available wot king on Earth Day,
Hunger. Recycling and Clean Air.

Call Melanie at MassPirg. 545-0199
or stop by the office at 42 3-A
Student Union Building.
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

M HSCN Bulletin

Board

3 CBS/3 Hartford

a CBS/4 Boston

m ABC/5 Boston

%M PBS/57 Springfield

I HSCN Movie

Channel

MM UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

IO NBC/30 New
Britain

II Fox/61 Hartford

IB PBS/24 Hartford

13 WOCH&HSCN
%a UMATV
V7 HSCN Programming

IB TV- 19

BO ABC/40 Springfield

MM NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

B BET

B BET on Jazz

7 UCTV
B The Learning

Channel

B TV Land

Comedy Centra

Much Music

'253-^0011
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WEDH o u Cr**tur*t Business Rpt Nrwehour With Jim Lehrer X Connecticut lor Al Saeeone Mystery! "Cadlatr "The Virgn n the ice" (In Stereo) (Part 1 of 3) KaapingUp

WFSB o 3 NtwtX CBS New* IneM* Edition Am.Journel Diagnoti* Murder (In Stereo) Billy Graham (in Stereo) X 41 Hours (In Slereo) X NtwtX Let* Show!
WBZ o 4 iwiw CBS New* Ent Tonight Diagnoei* Murder (In Stereo) Motaney(R)(lnSte-eo)X 41 Hour* (In Stereo) X NtWS LateShowX

WCVB 1} 5. NtmX ABC Newt Ineide Edition Chronic!* X High Incident (R) (In Stereo) X Vital Sign* (Tn Slereo) X Turning Point (In Stereo) X News NightHnaX

WLVI o FvIHoumX Freeh Print* Star Trek: Next Oener. *Vi "Th» Pick-Up A/Urimi, Comedy) Moiry Ringwaid News Jtnny Jone* (In Stereo)

VVH0H o News NBC News Wh**l-For1un* Jeopardy! X Friend* X |Sudd*n-Su«*n Seinfeld (R)Xj3rd Rock-Sun Prince Street ' Pnot" x Newt Tonight Show

WTXX flB Fr**hPrinc* Martin X Judge Judy X R**l TV (R) I Cap* "Family Values" (R) X Beywatch Nights (R) News LAPD H. Patrol Real TV (R) X
wvrr 'to N*w* NBC Newt Ent.Tonlght Hard Copy X Friend* I SuddervSusan S*inf*ld (R) 1 13rd Rock-Sun Princ* Street "Pilot X Ntws Tonight Show

VVTIC o 11 Sitnptonii: Ro**enn*X Home Imp. S*inf*ldX Marin1 Living Sing** N*w York Undercover (R) X News Coach X D**pSpao*9

WWLP o n News NBC Newt Wh**l-Fortun* Jeopardy!

X

FriandtX Sudd*rvSu**n Seinfeld (R) X {3rd Rock-Sun Princ* Strati "Pilot" X News Tonight Show

WGBY <D • Craalur** Business Rpt Newehour With Jim Lehrer X Mytttryi "CadW The Virgin it the tot' (In Slereo) (Part t of 3) D*r«trfl*ld (In Slereo) Cherli* Roa* (m Stereo)

WGGB <P a News X ABC News Seinfeld X Em Tonight High Incident (R) (m Stereo) X jVHal Signs (In Stereo)X Turning Point (In Stereo) X Newt I Nightllne ::

WSBK Q) Btvwly Hills, 90210 (In Stereo) SBfraM X NHL Hodwr Botlo s (live) Mad Abo. You Real TV (Rj X
VVTBS Q) Family Matters

|
Family Mattar* Ujuu «H".a

Home Video* ** "Ao*dHous»"(1989, Drama) Pitm* Swayw, Kelly Lynch. jrtev Da\ dsonanatneMai<ttnUm [1 181)

AAE O Quincy Crib Job" Equatfe* Regrets Biography: Andrew Camegn 1 Ancient Mystsrias Uneiplainad (R) Law 1 Order 'Whiti

CNN © 1 WorMViewX Mon#yfint X Croeaftr* X Prim* News X | Burden-Proof |
Larry king Live X World Today Sports lllus Montytin* X

COM CD J0 TlckX Drew* On Daily Show (R) TV Nation *+t "Mvsle7Da(e"(l9B1, Comedy) Ethan rtawke, Tsri Pc*. Comic Rdiaf IDreem On Daily Show Comic R*li*f

DISC <D Beyond 2000 Next Step (R) Winge Wing of Mercy (R) Wild Discovery: Ljghlng Bird Movi*M*gic |N*«tSt*p(R) tttM Traveler (R) Wild Discov*ry: Lrghlng Bird

ESPN €D Up Close Soortscenter College B«*k*tb*ll: ACC Tourname Coltag* Basketball: Big East Quarterfinal - Teams TBA Sportsccnttr

LITE CB Supermini Ml Oetigning Oetigning Unsolved Mysterie* (In Stereo) "Someffitifl to IM For The Moon Qerti Story" ( 1 992, Drama) Uving Mysttri**

MTV Q) Ren A Stimpy 9port»(R) Singled Out Idiot Savant* Prime Time (In Stereo) Yo! (In Slereo) Singled Out Lovelrne

NICK

55
Clariita Eipl. Tiny Toon DougX RugrateX Secret-ol AJei |Happy bay* 1 Love Lucy X [Munsters M.T. Moor* Rhods taxlX Odd Couple X

SCIFI Twilight Zone Darktid* Tim* Tm (R| (In Stereo) Tekwar (R) (In Stereo) t Forever Knight "Hunted" X Scl-FiBuu Inside Spec* Tim* Trtx (R) (In Stereo)

TLC Q> 1 Furniture Renovation Hometime(R) [Hometime (R) Real America: 41 Hour* Hanging Coffins (R) Futur* Fantastic 'Immortals' Reel America: 41 Hours (Rj

TNT fD In th* Heat of th* Night X In the Hem of the Night X **'i "ftashdance"! 1983, Musical) Jennllet Beats. Michael Noun. ShoWtst Awardt

USA €D Reneged* "Repb Reno' Highlander: The Serial X Murder, She Wrote X |** "Mr B««iw«"(l992, Comedy) T lieck (In Slerec Wings I IWingt X
HBO 9) (4:30) Jt''i Modem Probk «» "Strange Oayj"(l995, Science Fiction) Ralph Fiennes. (In Stereo) W X (Comedy Jem Autopsy 2: Voices-D**d

MAX S) **«< "Tm rV*y 2 The Adventure Home'

(

1 995, AoVenlur*) 'PG' »* 'Machine Gun 8lues"(!996, Drams) 'R' |***« "GoodFeHas" [\ 990, Drama) Robert De Nlro, Rsy Liotta. (In Slereo)

SHOW ffl (3.30) "Paffon" | "Teenage Mutant Nmja Turtles II: Owe" « t » 'Hoc*"(l99t. Fantasy) Robin Williams, Duslm Hoffman. (In Slereo) 'PC' IB |»* "Man ot the House "(1995) Chevy Chase X

Bruno By C. Baldwin
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I ArA UHOER V0OR
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REALLY?

YOUR OVERLY COTVLICATEO
MATRICES AND DIAGRAMS
WAVE CONVINCED rAE Of
YOUR INTELLECTUAL

SUPERIORITY.

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winkle

I ArA AFRAID TO ACT

WITHOUT
YOUR
APPROVAL.

DID I SAY

YOU C0UL0 POT

YOUR ARIAS UP j

LIKE THAT ?
f

Adt
Generation X By Chris Lehman
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Christina By the Former Arts Girl
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Today's D.C. Menu
Franklin

Mil Call 545-2626 for mere information.

Worcester

LUNCH
Cowburger
Cheese Pizza

Vegan Falafel Sandwich/
Falafel Sauce

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

lamaican Beef Patty

i/Tom. Casserole

;ze"-"of,:.

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Macaroni w/ Tom. Sauce

Lentil Chili

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Mexican Vegie Stew
Pastabilities

Berkshire

LUNCH
Cowburger

Grilled Chick. Sandwich
BBQ Beef on a Bun

DINNER
Savory Breaded Chicken
— Cutlet Tender Fingers

lamaican Beef Patty

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Pizza

Macaroni c* Tom. Sauce

Lentil Chili

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

lamaican Beef Patty

Mexican Vegie Stew

Leedee By Mike Rybicki

J

WHfRf h'sflr! r*l Got
TEM Tm\Nrfv8LES Awb

A yyLophowE'.

**t*.\ Not

Pwy SEWSE '

£.

T kNow. T/^» Strict ;n6 to
Tm'.NK I'm 3y$T :;v:n& rt\s

liFE 8V THE CODE oF THE

Ikvl Goon

St'etK w:th
WHAT /oU
kwooj.

fllaref 21-April20
Enjoy *wk fUlerl with holiday

cheer and try lo relax -strea* wfll

prevent you tram maksna; the moat

of a family taihrrtng Ignore a

hunytwdy » cruel remark* If you

poMribty can

vntmm
Prartlce tart ihrmiKhrail thla

hntklav week. In thr interest of

family harmony Someone rloae

lo you l» reeltruj the eflecU of a

rilfrVuli aeaaon Try lo help, a* you

can

SSr
I
S2

I
-June21

ICxclilnii holldav *athertnfi> may
take most of your Ume but rn-

to make ronlart with someone

rltsunt who may be in need of •

little- attention You II be (lad you

did

SJ?e
C
ff-July 22

A bold move earn.s you renpect

from an unexpeclerl quarter

Fcdl'W It up with *ome tolld

cm j^round. and you could really

make a Nf> Imprension on someone

whose opinion really counts Don't

be afraid of a backbiter at work

Egj 23-Aufuat 23
Someone who's hotbrrtna' you may
be dolus to at a result of a deep

Insecurity Try to defuse any

Impression of competition between

you. and see If that doesn't alter

the chemistry

Anfuat 24-September 22
It's possible this week to alter

someone's opinion of you It could

go either way. so be lure lo put on

a happy fare Holiday gathering*

are a source of pleasure and

excitement for you and your

family

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Someone who sham your

interests m moot area* could be

the other half of a holiday itatfme
for you Don't be afraid to put out

leelers to see where their interest*

lie

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
Changes at work could be causing

you to worry Get aa much
tiisui aiatton aa you can It win ease

your mind to know what s really

happening It your stress level

rorrtlnues to rise, confide In an

laUuaeU aaaadate for some sound
aoVice

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 2

1

Don't neglect last -minute chores

In your holiday excitement A list

will help you organize your time

Institute a new family tradition, lo

make this holiday a memorable
one

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Fulfilling a promise even If It's

difficult, la a big pari of making
this holiday go smoothly for you. If

youve forgotten something, or are

feeling overwhelmed, ask for h. Ijj

AQUARIUS
January 21-February IS
Professionalism Is the kev

throughout a tense office situation

Spreading lor startlngtl gossip

could realty hurt your reputation,

reduce your effectiveness, and hurt

someone's feelings, so don't

Indulge

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Pay close attention to holiday

finances You may be tempted lo

spend more than you had planned,

but you will regret If later If you do

Plan travel carefully, and allow for

potential bad weather. If that's a

fartor

Close to Homo By John McPherson

r>l« ' *> 'r-'l ' - - - '• ••

{tqrCHCNS AND MTHJJ
ML
TBtvns
So%
Off

"This is our new Romance Enhancer
showar curtain. It makes everything

look 25 percent slimmer."

Quota of (be Day
ss Concubinage too

has been corrupted

— by marriage m m

-Nietzche

ACROSS
t. Earn

1 Pawn*
•. Ortfarant

13. ^WnsOntyOW
r (Doctor Sauat)

14. Asunder

15. Mexican food

16. Batty of cartoons

17.

it

S3. Guns th* motor

SS. Nursery item

30. twefspao Toronto

Generic iieitenseeioii

Glossy ad m tie

Sunday paper

Tied up

Sissy Spacak film

rial nwOTOOx on

"Evening Shade'

Kids sath ftnper

19

21.

23. Superman s mom. m
the movies

25. Moran of -Happy

Days'

26. Conductor

Que*
». Initio chips

31

35

36 " i

36. Lucys I

36. Young sprat

41. Broadcasted

43. Footballunrl

44. Provide money tor

46. 'Andrea *

4*. Three Italian

46. Farm impiemant

pioneer

50. Meticulous

51. Mideast land abbr

S7.

61.

65

66.

66. Troika

M. Corf** upon

70. Goods
71.

72. V**t*tsM

71. Guthout
74. Batty or Diana

DOWN
t.

2.

&
4.

S.

Daeart in Mongolia

Before long

Graven mag*
Annapurn* s art*

Financial adveer

32. • the way it is"

(Crontote)

33. Actress Moor*

34. a greater age

37. Wool cap

40. Deluges

42. Personal chronics**

46. Uteshoe
47. ' o dock scholar'

(2 words)

S3. Panorama*

St. Skppan
56. Chemical compound
57. Malt prethr

56. Eternally

SO. Stir* to nigh heaven

60. Time long pest

62. Therefore, to

6. Scuts

7. Target for Mr Clean

6. Direct

6. Forever

tO. Wasn
It. Wound mark

12. Long periods

t4. Patriotic song

20. Gobs
22. Deputy

24. Pungent

63. EqukK
64. Fmbee motion

67. Moisture on the lawn

27. Nemo's creator

26. Omrt a word

Answers lo

Yesterday's

Puzzle
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by Roger and Salam Saltaom ©too*

I've had plenty of time to

improve things for myself, but I

haven't done much.

My favorite bonsai died.

I spent the heart of last

Saturday night painting its dead

leaves a different subtle shade of

green.

I need someone who thinks

putting makeup on a tiny dead

tree is compassionate ...

someone who would say, "How
lovely, Leold. You've worked so

hard this evening. Why don't we

go out and have some tea?.

"

And when that someone special

dies I'll paint makeup

on their face or

vice versa.
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UM destroys Explorers, 64-49
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

UMass

LaSalle

PHILADELPHIA— for the
Massachusetts men's basketball
team, things were much different this

time around.

First oil. the Minutemen ha\e not

played in an A- 10 tournament first

round game in quite some time.

Additionally, the same
Minutemen. who edged
LaSalle 56- 50 in the teams

earlier meeting in lanuary,

exploded to destroy the

Explorers t>4 4M last night to

advance to the tourney's quattcrli-

nals

With the win. UMass brings its

record to 19-12. while LaSalle ends

its season at 10-17. The
Minutemen. who are the East No ]

seed, will lace West No. 2 George
Washington tonight at 9 p.m.
(ESPN2\UVC).

L Muss used its momentum out of

the locker room to get an early edge
on the Explorers, who just couldn't

recover. Neither team was particular-

ly exciting in the game's early going,

but UMass used its inside musJe
and forced LaSalle to foul in the

paint.

Lari Ketner got Massachusetts on
the board first with a free throw just

over 50 seconds into the game. He

followed with a tip-in two minutes
later to give UMass a 5-0 lead.

The Minutemen also benefited
from sttong play from their defen-
sive core. In fact, they held the
Explorers scoreless for the first

live minutes of the half LaSalle
finally, notched a score with 15:03
remaining when guard Mike Gi//i
drained a jumper.

UMass led
from wire to

wire. but
LaSalle made
things interest-

ing when the Explorers started to

heat up on the perimeter. Shaun
Smith nailed a three pointer to cut
the UMass lead to one. with 8: 54
left in the hall Bui Carmelo
Truvieso answered by dropping a

bomb of his own. Twenty seconds
later. Gizzi stepped up and fired a

trey to make the margin one once
again, and Smith did the -ame 50
seconds later.

"We felt we could put them away
early, but then they Started hitting

uncontested three point shots."
Charlton Clarke, who finished with

15 points, said. "But that's not wh,at

Coach Flint wanted. We tried to shut

them down, and that opened up the

game
"

But the Minute-man would not let

the Explorers get any closer B\ going

to its inside game. UMass was able to

penetrate LaSalle's zone and score in

the paint. Tyrone Weeks hii two from

the line, and Winston Smith added a

layup to give their team a 52-28 lead

and the momentum going into the

locker room.
What the Minutemen started at

the end ol the first half they contin-

ued in the second, by reeling off the

first 15 points of the second frame.

In almost identical fashion as the

first half, the Explorers did not score

until the final period was -i\ minutes

old.

With a 17 point cushion once
LaSalle hit its first bucket of the half

I Man cruised to a 15 point win.

One oi the reasons the
Minutemen were able to hold the

Explorers to such a low shooting

percentage 1 28 percent) wa- the

defensive play of Travieso. The
senior shooting guard had the
unenviable lask of guarding the
league's rookie and defensi\e pla\

er of the year But Travicso held

the freshmen star to onl\ 10
points, an accomplishment well
worth noting considering Donnie
Can broke his own rookie record
single game scoring mark last

week
I -aid it all before, and I'll M it

again I think I have the best defen-

sive player not only in the confer-

XMIIH 'COIMItNCI

ence. but in the country on im team."

Hint said "Today, he had to play
against Donnie Carr. and he did an
outstanding job."

Carr tied for the lead on the
Explorers scoring sheet with Smith.

Minutemen use 2nd half run to crush LU
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

I *LR|N M,'-k\ ..I | | , ,i\

Carmelo Travieso and the Massachusetts men's basketball team opened
up A-10 tournament play by knocking off LaSalle last night.

PHII ADI I PHIA— The last time
the Massachusetts men's beikalinfl

team faced I aSalle. the Minutemen
weie a different squad. While the]

managed to squeak h\ the I xploiers

with | s|\ |x>mt win thc\ were a far

cry Irom the team which crushed
LaSalle 64 49 in the lirst round of
the A- 10 tournament last night.

The last time the two schools met.

I M.is> -truggled in transition, and at

times played war] disjointed ball. Last

night, the Minutemen's game was
physical proof as to just how tar this

team has cosne.

"The lirst game we were just getting

comfortable with ourselves, just get-

ting adjusted." UMass guard Charlton
Clarke -aid "We weren't really the

team w. are now. In this game, we
just wanie.: lor the kill, and
go on to dominate the game and to

mo\c on to the next game.'

Are the Minutemen adjusted now'1

This time around. I Matt opened
»>nd hall with a 17-2 run. a tes-

tament to it- sontiolled and poised
play Thi- contrasts sttrU) with their

style ol play earlier this season, when
they tended to pot up more outside
shot- than necessary, especially when
they found haesMttves down While
the Minutemen led from wire to wire

last night, their shot selection was a

fat crv In 'in what it was the last time

thev faced I .iSalle. In vesterday's
game the Minutemen shot onlv 10
three pointers, connecting on lour

Instead of relying on outside -hooting

nastj times did \ou hear the

phrase. "Live by the three, die by the

three" in the early going?!, they pene-
trated inside with patience. This is

nothing new. -iikc I Mass adopted the

three guard offense late in the season.

"Last game, we weren't hitting

Irom the middle as much," Senior
forward Tyrone Weeks said. "But
that's what videotape i- for We saw
a lot of thing- we needed to do this

game and we did them
"

Weeks line proves this testament
true, adding to his growing number of

double -doubles thi- season, scoring 21

points while pulling down 1 1 boards.

Clarke, also finding his mark inside,

who penetrated through the Explorers'

zone with ease for 1 5 points.

With L Mass' consistent shooting, it

was only a matter of time before
LaSalle's inconsistent shooting put
them in a hole from which they could

not emerge. Not known as a team with

many go to ollensi\e players, the few
SOOniS] thieats the team did have were
shut down. In addition, the Minutemen
tough defense caused the Explorers to

shoot frequently and poorly.

Donnie Carr finished the night
with 10 points on 5-18 shooting from
the field, while Shaun Smith added
10 points of his own. on 2- 10 shoot-

ing. While the duo led the team in

scoring. the\ were not the picture of

efficiency. With such sloppy shot

selection, there was no way the
Explorers could shut down the
Minutemen. who shot a season high

56 percent from the floor

I Mass ran the table on the defen-

sive ends of the court as well.

Turn to HOOP page 12

Baseball looking for another A-10 title
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

Thev lost their first baseman,
two-thirds of their outfield, including

an Ail-American centerfielder. their

catcher, two of their front line

starters, and about five pounds of hair.

i«ounds of hair?

It started as the annual ritual of
shaving the heads of the incoming
freshmen on initiation night. But an
exercise in amateur hair-cutting
turned into a fury of buzzing clippers

and flying follicles When it was all

said and done. the
Massachusetts baseball team
had both 56 newly cropped
heads and a symbol of units lor

the 1 997 season, which kicks off

this weekend at lames Madison
University

"I think it's a good step." UMass
coach Mike Stone said "They've ral-

lied around it. They're as ready | for the

season | as they're going to be. Now we
have to go out and establish our identi

*."

Establishing that identity is the first

order of business for a UMass squad
that graduated four position players

and two starting pitchers from a 19%
squad that won a school record 40
games, took home their 2nd straight

A-10 tournament title and 5rd straight

A-10 regular season title, and made ii

to the NC'AA East Regional Finals, two
games awav from the College World
Series.

Gone is All-American centerfielder

Nate Murphy, who hit .590 with lo

home runs and 66 RBIs la-t

and is now moving quickly through the

Anaheim Angels organization Rial

baseman lustin (telly, left fielder Ryan
lette and catcher Andy Kiah have also

graduated, leaving holes to fill all over

BASFBAII

Season Prev.

the field

But there is an abundance ol talent

10 fill those holes The
Minutemen return first

All Atlantic 10 and 1997 pre-scason

A-10 player of the year in second
baseman Muchie Dagliete Dagliere hit

.415 last year, good fin second in the

conference and 25rd in the nation. He
anchor- an infield thai is the A 10 -

best up the middle.

"Muchie is legitimate .400 hitler

who is a competitoi at the plate."

Stone said. "He is a threat on the
basepalhs and is one ol the nation's

top-hitting sec-

ond basemen."

Dagliere's
doubleplay
partner Brad
Gorrie returns

to shortstop, but has received -till

competition for the job from Rollins

College transfer Adam Correa. (iorrie.

a senior from Northboro. was also a
lirst team All A-10 selection l.i

son. along with a conference leading

S3 steal-.

"Right now Brad [Gorriel ha- the

edge." Stone said. "He has ge*id speed
defensively, and hit well for u- last

year."

The comers of the infield will be a

platoon situation, at least at the -tart of

the pa*, lirst haW will be held down
by sophomore Rvan Hodgson and
senior David Giglio. who has been
converted from shortstop, Time at

third base will be split between Hi van

Mazzafero and Ryan Thistle, both of

whom can plav second Of ihot tatep
when needed.

"We have a lot of depth in the

Infield," Stone said.

Stone has juggled the outfield to

Turn to BASEBALL page 13

Smith also added six assist and as

many steals. Weeks was the high
man for UMass, finishing the game
with a game high 21 points. He also

added I I rebounds to earn his

eleventh double double in 22 starts.

Traviseo supplied the Minutemen
with 1 1 points and three assists,

while Edgar Padilla helped out with
five assists of his own. UMass shot a

season high 56 percent from the
floor.

Atlantic 10 Honors,
1996 -1997

Massachusetts

Cirntili Tntriiu,

Sums' Taasn

15.1 »»j |.g nk.

E«Vr •«flfl«, Q

Third Tsiat

8.6 pi)., S assist

Tyre**

Taird Tim

12.3 ,.,., |.g rib.

UH KttMf, C

All-Rukii Tub

10.7 ipi., $.4 nk.

Travieso 2nd team A-10;

Weeks, Padilla 3rd team

UMass head coach Mike Stone is confident
fourth straight A-10 regular season title.

Ins
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Minutemen can win a

By Luke Meredith & Casey Korw
Collegian Staff

The A-10 announced its

awards on Monday night, high
lighted by the naming of Temple
center Marc Jackson as Player of
the Year. For UMass. senior
Carmelo Travieso made second
team All A-10. seniors Edgar
Padilla and Tyrone Weeks gar
nered third team All A-10 and
Lari Ketner was named lo the
All-Rookie team. In addition.
Travieso was named to the con-
ference's All-Defensive team.

The All A-10
first team
included
Jackson. St.

loseph's guard
Rashid Bey.
Xavier guard
Lenny Brown.
Virginia Tech
forward Ace Custis, Xavier guard
Gary Lumpkin and Rhode Island

guard Tyson Wheeler. LaSalle
guard Donnie Carr grabbed
Rookie of the Year honors, aver-

aging 24.5 points a game for the

Explorers, and St. loe's head
coach Phil Martelli took home
Coach of the Year after leading

the upstart Hawks to a 21-8
record. 155 in league play, and
a No. 19 ranking at the end of
the regular season.

Earlier yesterday. Rhode Island

and St. loseph's found out which
teams they'd be facing in today's

contest.

The Hawks will square off
against St. Bonaventure. while the

Rams will face Virginia Tech. at 2
p.m.

The Bonnies advanced after

their 85-71 win over Dayton;
Virginia Tech. |urvived a scare

and held off Eordham. 56- 5 5.

to set up the showdown with
URL

In yesterday's second game. St.

Bonaventure (14-15) jumped out

to a 5-0 lead, courtesy a long dis-

tance shot from freshman Tim
Winn

Dayton tied the game and then
took the lead with a pair of |osh
Po-teonn free throws with 15:09
remaining in the first half.

But the Bonnies would not
relent, continuing to battle for the

lead — a battle

they eventually

won. St.

Bonaventure
staked a lead

as large as 12

in the first half

to go to the
locker room

leading 45-55.

The Bonnies continued their

domination of the Flyers in the
second half, jumping out to an
advantage that at one point
reached 18 points They cruised
from there to win 81 - 75.

In the day's first game,
Eordham put up a fight against the

Hokies. but the Rarhs fell and
ended their season at 6-2 1

.

Eordham got on the board first,

and held the lead until just over
1 1 minutes remained in the first

half. With 1 1:04 left. Virginia
Tech's Ace Custis hit a pair of
free throws to tie the game at 12
points a piece.

Fordham did not lead again
until Ray Carroll slid In for a

lay-up with 4:1 5 left in the half to
put the Rams up 25-22.
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Ah, the

symphony!

UMass' Orchestra

will perform an
symphony com-
posed by Hector
Berlioz Sunday.
Check out our pre-

view (see Arts &
Living, page 5)

UMass loses

tough one

The men's hoop
team lost to GW
last night in

Philadelphia, ond
now await a pos-

sible NCAA berth

(see Sports, page
10)

WORLD

U.S. refuses to bargain

with Columbian cartel

BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) — The
United Slates refused the Cali drug

cartel's offer to provide evidence

implicating Colombia's president in

drug corruption in exchange for a

promise not to pursue some cartel

leaders, the U.S. ambassador said.

Ambassador Myle- lichclle told

QAP television thai the oiler to impli-

cate President Krneslo Samper came

from drug lords Miguel and Gilberto

Rodriguez. The ambassador said

Miguel's son. William, made a similar

proposal to Tony Senneca. the U.S.

Drug Enforcement Administration's

chief in Colombia until last year.

Frechette did not elaborate on the

iiuum-iani.es or dates during the

interview Wednesday.

Samper's attorney yesterday dis-

missed the suggestion there i- -iuh

evidence against the president, saying

Irechette's statement simply was
another smear attack on the

Colombian leader

"It makes me laugh." Luis Guillcrmo

Nitto »aid Sen. bane Dustan Calderon

told reporters Thursday "Mr Frechette

should produce the proof Otherwise.

he's the tun of a bitch and should leave

the country
"

NATION

Weld pushes Boston

in Northern Ireland

DUBLIN. Ireland lAP) —
Massachusetts Gov William I V. eld

headed yesterday to Northern Ireland,

continuing to cast his net around the

world with an aggressive marketing

campaign that he says is pursued by

loo few slates

Earlier in the day. he stood before

more than 50 Irish business leaders

and pitched Boston, with sis million

of the United States' most affluent

people, as an attractive market for

Europe's Atlantic nation-

While in Northern Ireland, planned

to meet wilh economic officials in

Belfast and -\rdnavally before return-

ing home Saturday. Since Weld
became governor in 1 44 1 . he has led

22 international trade missions involv-

ing more than 500 Massachusetts

companies, to l litis s who say he has

strayed too far from home. Weld
points lo the $500 million in export

sales he says were generated by the

trips.

I very $50,000 of exports supports

a job." he said in an interview. "So

$500 million in commerce supports

10.000 jobs." In the past week. Weld

ha- been leading a trade mission lo

Israel and Ireland, looking for invest-

ments in both directions He look a

delegation of 15 Massachusetts busi-

nessmen with him into British ruled

Northern Ireland.
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Day 4: adminstration wants students out
By Lisa Chiu
Collegian Staff

Discussion between student
negotiators and the University of

Massachusetts Administration last-

ed into the early hours this morning
in what seems to be the final stand-

off of the student takeover of the

Good el I Building.

Yesterday morning, after four

days of occupying the building, stu-

dent negotiators presented to

Deputy Vice Chancellor Marcellette

Williams and Vice Chancellor of

University Advancement Royster

Hedgepeth. a first round list of pre-

liminary points for discussion.

The document said that the stu-

dents wanted the administration to

act in good faith to their commit-
ment to multiculturalism by agree-

ing to nine basic points and sub-

points of their original 40 point and
subpoint list of demands "in order

for the negotiations to even begin."

"We believe that once these nine

points are met. we may proceed in a

more efficient manner towards an
acceptable resolution on our 'Living

Document'," read the document.
The administration agreed to

consider these points and report

back to the student negotiators at 5

p.m. At approximately 1 1 p.m., six

hours after the scheduled meeting
time, the administration was pre-

pared to discuss its response to the

students (see page 5i.

According to a majority of the

student negotiators, these responses

included clearly meeting three of

the points, clearly not meeting four,

leaving two with vague and unclear

responses.

I his administrative document
ends by recommending that a sub-

committee of the Faculty Senate be

established to monitor the agree-

ment and calls for Williams and
Hedgepeth to meet regularly for the

rest of the semester with the stu-

dent group, "in order to discuss the

remaining concerns."

According to Afro-American
Studies Professor |ohn Bracey, who
has been conferring with both
sides, the administration wants to

vacate the building before the

weekend.

As of 11:45 p.m. last night, stu-

dents were still in discussion with

administrators. Another develop-

ment in these events includes the

notification by Professor of

Education Deirdre Almeida of the

involvement by the United States

Commission on Civil Rights.
According to Almeida. Northeast

Regional Director Ki-Teak Chun
has contacted her and has
expressed grave concern regarding

the students' demands and the

administrative responses. Chun is

currently conducting an investiga-

tion of possible Civil Rights viola-

tions of the 1992 ALANA
Agreements as well as the circum-

stances surrounding this current

takeovei

According to Student Trustee
Sean Carter. Chancellor David K.

Scott has been notified of the situa-

tion inside Goodell, who will possi-

bly return as early as today.

President William Bulger has also

expressed a willingness to look into

the matter.
UlRISTOPIffN S llsSlk COIIFOIVa

Adam Feldman. a junior philosophy /economics major gives information to anyone who may inquire about the rally.

Protesters march through Whitmore
|
ggSSggr

By Mark McGrarh
Collegian Staff

Yesterday, throughout the day. student

protesters at the Universitv of

Massachusetts continued their rallying in

front of Goodell Building and expanded
their efforts to other sections of campus.

The rally, which began Monday, contin-

ued despite the frigid temperatures and
temporarily snowy condition-.

At the beginning of the day. the protest-

ers marched to Whitmore Administration

Building, but couldn't get a reaction

because all of the offices were closed down
when they got there An hour later, they

marched through the Student Union and
Campus Center, making noise along the

way.

Later, at 1:45 p.m.. approximately 150
students returned to Whitmore from
Goodell. lollowing a speech made by a rally-

organizer who said "We're going over to

'Whitemore.' we're not going inside, but

we've got a surprise in store."

The students then proceeded to march
past Herter and Whitmore chanting "What
do we want? lustice! When do we want it?

Now!"
Once students reached the corner of

Massachusetts Avenue and Presidential

Drive outside Whitmore, they began walk-

ing back and forth across the intersection,

blocking traffic in both direction- Ml
Massachusetts Avenue and blocked the

entrance to Hagis Mall.

The students blocked traffic for approxi-

mately 20 minutes, at which time it was
backed up all the way to Southwest
Residential Area. During the blockage.

mam cars either drove up on the sidewalk

or the island in an attempt to avoid the stu-

dent harrier.

At the rally, speaker Tara Dixon, a senior

history and comparative literature double

major who hails from \li--i-sippj which,

she said, is regarded as one of the country's

most racist states — commented on a study

that, in 1974. named UMass one of the

most racist schools in the country

'If it's worse than Mississippi, then it's

pretty bad." Dixon said.

Dixon continued in updating the prote-t

ers on the state of demands, saying that

they were looking lor a federally binding

contract on which the administration

would not be able to renege, adding that

the administration has passed over the con-

cerns of the students.

"It took them four days to negotiate.

They thought it would blow over." Dixon

said.

Dave Hammer, a sophomore history

major pleaded the case for the academic
lives of the students who arc occupying
Goodell

"They're getting screwed academically."

Hammer said.

To assi-t ihe students with the academic
problems brought about by missing classes,

rally organizers are setting up a network,

which will help students get in touch with

their teachers and obtain missed work
The plan involves getting the names and

classes of all of the students who are occu-

pying Goodell and using volunteer students

to act as intermediaries between teachers

and those students

David Nunc/, a senior history major.

emphasized the main points of the protest.

emphasizing how many of the older -iu

dents aren't there for their own purposes,

they're their for their friends and for their

communities.

"This is about the students and the tax-

- of Massachusetts." Nunez said. "It's

for the common goal of making public

school accessible to the public
"

He also said that the harsh weather only

increased their influence

"The people are here when it's cold."

Nunez said "1 think that sends a stronger

message."

Some of the students who braved the ele-

ments skipped classes while others attend-

ed between classes to show solidarity

"I think it is a pretty noble cause." said

Paul Hayes, a senior English and journalism

double major.

Other students echoed similar feelings as

Hau-
"It should have happened a long time

ago." said Erin Carrarini. a first year com-
munications disorders major

Some of the students in attendance like

Robert Snow, a sophomore communica-
tions major described the demands as

unclear.

"The issues they are lobbying for aren't

Turn to RALLY page 2

SGA President s office

supports student

At 1 1 p.m. last night,

the office of the
President of the Student

Government Association

(SGA) issued a state-

ment in support of the

student protest in

Goodell Building.

The letter, written by

Secretary of

P u b I i

See Letters

Page 5

Polity and
Relations
Franki I

Mozell .

stated that the SGA
"commends and sup-
ports the efforts of

I Mass community con-

cerning the takeover of

Goodell."

President Maurice
Caston-Powr and Senate

Speaker Brian Tircll have

been inside Goodell since

the start of the pro

Trustee Sean Carter, and
various other senators

have also occupied the

building, and were thus

unavailable for comment.
According to Mozell.

the letter "is as close as

it's gonna get" to an offi-

cial SGA endorsement of

the protest

"Our President has
been in the building from

day one.our
Speaker
is in

there, as

well as a

good portion of our i

tors," Mozell said.

Mozell added that the

SGA office has been pro-

viding students in

Goodell with resources

such as telephoning, fax-

ing and copying for peo-

ple inside.

"The SGA is definitely

there." Mozell said of its

support for student pro-

testers.

— Laura Stock

"We're not gonna to take it"

Student rally outside of Goodell speaking what they believe.
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Provost presents administrations

response at Fac. Senate meeting
By Tamor Carrol

Collegian Staff

The administration addressed ques-

tions regarding the student takeover

of Goodell Building at yesterday's fac-

ulty senate meeting.

Provost Patricia H. Crosson gave an

overview of the administration's
re-ponse to the protestors at the meet-

ing, which took place at 5:30 p.m.

"The administration was presented

with a list of approximately 40
demands from students, both ALANA
(Asian, Latin American. Native
American and African | students and
ALANA supporters." Crosson said.

"The original set of demands asked

for more access for ALANA students,

significantly more financial aid. that

five study areas be upgraded to major

status, that representation of faculty

should be representative of the diver-

sity of the student body and several

other demands." Crosson said. "We
determined the dollar values of these

demands to be $1 3 million.

"We talked with the students on
Monday and prepared a response to

their original demands on Tuesday,
which the students found to be vague

and unsatisfactory," Crosson said.

"We prepared a fuller response on
Wednesday, and the students met this

response with a new list of nine criti-

cal demands. The dollar value of these

demands is between $700,000 to a

million dollars. It is our understand-

ing that we will be discussing these

nine demands with them this after-

noon (Thursday) and we asked the

students to leave Goodell after this

discussion." C'rossun said

Crosson said that the administra-

tion has told Goodell employees not

to enter the building, but that no
essential functions of the University

have been shut down by the takeover.

"Ba-ie caBapei operations are work-

ing. Payroll will be on time, and mail

will be slowed down a day or two at

most." Crosson said.

The faculty had various responses

to the takeover of Goodell. lohn
Bracey. president of the faculty senate.

issued his support for the protestors.

"There i- a list of ongoing concerns

that the administration has failed to

take up. I support [the students]

response." Bracey said. "The national

and international support for the pro-

testors is impressive. I think a resolu-

tion should be coming soon."

Other faculty expressed concern
about the length of the occupation. In

response. I. to-son urged that they be

patient.

"We remain quite optimistic that in

discussions with students we can
work this out. We are moving to clo-

sure as quickly as possible. These
activities do provide learning opportu-

nities for our students." Crosson said.

"We have tried and we will try as

much as possible to avoid going in

and arresting students. It is not. we
believe, in the interest of the campus
to do this.

"
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SUB hosts female jazz group
By Michalt- HiHman
Collegion Staff

"Something Every Friday" presents Sister Song '97 in a

special performance for International Women's Day
tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom

Cafe.

Jose Tolson. Director of Student Activities, organized

this special event in conglomeration with the

Everywoman's Center and the Women's Studies

Department.

"The whole celebration of International Women's Day
doesn't have the emphasis it should have, that was our

reason to have this program." Tolson said.

Semenya McCoru". a University of Massachusetts alum-

nus, is the featured vocalist of Sister Song "97 and has just

received the prestigious 1997 Commonwealth Award as a

performing artist. In 1988 she was awarded Outstanding

jazz Vocalist by the Boston Music Awards, and in 1990
she received a 1990 Martin Luther King |r. Award for

musical excellence.

Sister Song '97 is group of outstanding musicians and
performers including: Claire Arenius/drums, Yasko
Kubota/keyboards, Ellen Powell/bass, Lorena
Marmaol/vocals, Abby Rabinovitz/flute and storyteller

Onawumi lean Moss. The performance will include a

combination of 10 different programs.

"I think it is going to be a very moving performance.

There aren't many opportunities to see women performing

jazz," Tolson said, referring to the fact that jazz is a male

dominated art.

This event is free and everyone is invited to celebrate

International Women's Day. For additional information

contact Everywoman 's Center at 545-0883.

Amherst teenagers take part in rally

By Christina Poletto

Collegian Staff

In a courageous show of support,

approximately one dozen students

from the Amherst regional high and

junior high schools walked out of

their classes to join the rally that

reconvened in front of Goodell at 1

1

a.m. yesterday.

"We heard about it on the radio

and decided to walk out." said Becky

Gerstein, a 14-year-old from
Amherst lunior High. "Some chick-

ened out. but we're here to show sup-

port for our friends and relatives."

Christina Rubers. 15. felt the

same.

"If we want to come to college

we should show support for the rally

too. We don't have much money
either, so these are our issues too. It

doesn't matter if you're black,

white, Latino — we're fighting for

our rights when we come here," she

said.

Joining the rally wasn't the only

endeavor that the youths took part in

either. At the intersections of

Presidents Drive and Massachusetts

Avenue approximately 1 50 protestors

walked in a circuitous line, putting

traffic at a complete standstill for 20
minutes. Their intentions were not to

invade Whitmore, but rather to make
their presence known to the rest of

the UMass population.
"1 just missed getting hit by a car,"

said Wesly Mendes. I J. "We were in

the crowd by Whitmore crossing the

street with everyone else in the cross-

walks and I was almost hit twice."

Leah Cannonier. 14, was also part

of the junior high group that took the

initiative to stage the walk out.

"I overheard information about the

rally in homeroom and just felt that

we should have a walkout to go and
support them," Cannonier said.

"They shouldn't have to stand here

demanding financial aid. But, 1 know
I would be facing it too — especially

because I'm biracial. lust because my
skin color is mixed. I'm considered

black. We're here to support. To rep-

resent."

Ceasar Seville. 14. a son of a

UMass worker, is faced with both

sides of the issue.

"Someday I'll be coming to UMass
and don't want to be facing the same
problems. I'm here to support all of

these students and their demands."
Sevilla said.

Aisha Brandford, 14. felt just as

strong about preparing for her future.

"These students are here for a rea-

son. It's about us — we're the future.

Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage

March 5

A two-vehicle accident occurred

on Commonwealth Avenue.

,

Annoying Behavior

March J

Staff at the Goodell Library

complained of individuals occupy-

ing the 4th floor.

Sexual graffiti was written on a

door on the 3rd floor of Patterson

Residence Hall.

March 4

There was a report of an indi-

vidual carrying a construction sign

on Thatcher Way.
An individual reported racial

graffiti written on poster affixed to

room door.

There was a report of a male
exposing himself on the 5th floor

of the W.E.B. Dubois Library.

Assault & Battery

March 4

There was a report of a fight

between individuals on the 17th

floor.

Health/Safety Hazard

March 4

An odor of gas was reported in

Goessmann laboratory.

Larceny

March 3

An individual from Lewis
Residence Hall reported his pants

containing his wallet and car keys

were stolen from the bathroom.

A telephone was reported stolen

from Van Meter Residence Hall.

An individual reported his pass-

port stolen.

A wallet was reported stolen

from Kennedy Residence Hall.

A laptop computer was stolen

from an office in Boyden Gym.
A telephone was reported stolen

from Field Residence Hall.

An individual reported a jewelry

box containing jewelry was stolen.

Two individuals from Lewis
Residence Hall reported their wal-

lets stolen.

An individual reported a text-

book and CDs stolen from
Thoreau Residence Hall.

March 4

A large number of CDs and a

walkman were stolen on Van
Meter Residence Hall.

March 5

A telephone was stolen from the

Campus Center.

A micro-fridge was stolen from

a room in Brown Residence Hall.

A wallet was stolen from

Boyden Gym.
An individual from fohn Quincy

Adams Residence Hall reported

unauthorized purchases on her

credit card.

Suspicious Person/Activity

March 5

Afranio Torres Nelo. 22, of 990
North Pleasant St.. Amherst was
arrested for disorderly conduct
and assault and battery.

Vandalism

March 3

The smoking room in Hamlin
Residence Hall was damaged.
Ten windows in the Hatch were

reported broken.

Writings were burned into car-

pet on the 3rd floor lounge in

Webster Residence Hall.

A vehicle in parking lot 33 on
University Drive was damaged.
A vehicle in parking lot 49 on

Van Meter Road was damaged.
A vehicle in parking lot 22 on

University Drive was damaged.
March 4

Derogatory graffiti was written

on a resident's door in |ohn
Quincy Adams Residence Hall.

A vehicle was "keyed" in park-

ing lot 32 on Massachusetts
Avenue.

We must support everything that

we'll one day be facing," Brandford

said.

"Stuff like this happens all the

time. Even though we're younger we
still have to face it." said Chelsea

Haney. 1 3.

Despite the blustery conditions

and the bitter cold, lonah, a student

from Amherst High has returned
every day since the take-over began.

"People have to address the issue,

the fact, that UMass is a business.

They're going to treat the students

just like any other big business does,

and there's always going to be prob-

lems."

rally

continued from page 1

clear, some seem weak, but I support

the strong ones." Snow said.

Dan Mitchell, who works at the

University's Physical Plant depart-

ment, made an appearance and issued

his vote of support.

"Don't let anyone tell you people

that you're doing the wrong thing,"

Mitchell said. "I've been here for 10

years. |The administrators] know in

their hearts that you're right and that

the people inside are right. This is a

struggle of the people on the outside

trying to get their piece of the pie.

This is part of a larger struggle. Don't

give up."

The protesters have now been
holed up in Goodell for four full

days, and protest leaders insist that

they will not leave until there is real

change made.Collegian staff mem-
bers Bryan Schwartzman and
Matthew Wurtzel contributed to this

report.

Special weekend
coverage on the

Collegian web-

site. Check
us out!

httpMwww.
umass.edu/

rso/colegian

Attention RSOs:
Student Government Association (SGA) Ways & Means Committee Chair Jen Corbett has extended the dead-

line for budget contracts until one week after the Goodell Building takeover ends. Any RSO who has already sub-

mitted their budget can revise it if so desired. Any questions, call the SGA office.

SGA elections postponed until after break
Student Government Association (SGA) elections previously scheduled for Tuesday and Wednesday. March 1

1

and 12 have been rescheduled for Wednesday and Thursday. March 26 and 27 due to the Goodell Building

takeover.

"We feel that the focus is on the protest. Adequate attention hasn't been given to the election." said |odi Bailey.

SGA election commissioner.

Debates set for tonight and Monday. March 10 will occur at 7 p.m. in the UVC-TV 19 studio.

The debates are open to the public

- Virforie Grown

In a Celebration of
International Women'sDay

- Everywoman's Center - ^\ ^fec>^iC>^fco.
- Women's Studies - r\ I ^ ^ ^

A

"Something Every Friday"
presents

Sister Song '97
featuring vocalist

Semenya McCord
with

Onawumi Jean Moss/Storyteller

Ellen Powell/bass

Abby Rabinovitz/flute

Lorena Maimer/vocals
Claire Arenius/drums

Yasko Kubota/piano

Also featuring The UMass Female
acapella group "Meanwhile"

Friday, March 7, 1997
Student Union Ballroom

University of Massachusetts

8:00pm ^??^c

11th Floor Campus Center

Mon.-Fri. 4'" - 12:30'"

A Sat. 5'"- 12:30'"

faee
FREE

"the Preacher's

Wife" to follow

performance

TASMINOTO.N HOUSTON

The Preacher'sWife

PAD hosts heritage celebration
Event to feature African, Irish, Israeli and Asian cultures

By Mark McGrath
Collegian Staff

This Sunday, the Performing Arts

Division at the University of
Massachusetts is sponsoring an event

called Heritage Sunday, which will

be celebrating the diversity of the

UMass community through authentic

songs, stories and dance from
around the world.

The event this year will be split

into four sections, which represent

the British Isles, Israel, African roots

and South Asia and tap on the exper-

tise of various members of the
University community to bring
aspects of their culture to the Fine

Arts Center.

"This event has come about
because we've been having work-
shops for many years using the
resources of students and profes-

sors." said Susan Huetteman, the

director of Heritage Sunday.

Huetteman said that the
University has a number of talented

students from around the world
who have much to offer an interest-

ed audience. Without events like

Heritage Sunday, she fears those
students will know everything about

Americans and Americans will

never get to know anything about
them.

The first part of the event features

the heritage of Scotland, England
and Ireland. This section represents

a rather new way of approaching the

event, for in the past, the arts of the

British Isles weren't featured.

One day, Huetteman was thinking

about her own heritage and decided

that Heritage Sunday ought to open
to anyone who is interested is dis-

playing their heritage.

As a result attendees will witness

stories and songs from western
Europe. The highlight of this section

will be an Irish step dancing work-

shop with fenn Morgan, who leads a

step dancing group on campus.

Secondly, Dan Ben Dror Marshall

will be leading a demonstration and
workshop on Israeli dance.
According to Huetteman, Marshall is

a phenomenal dancer who diversifies

his dance with European, Arabic and
Yemenite influences, and has led

workshops like this in the past.

Next, there will be a presentation

on African Roots in American
Music, presented by Abdul Baki and
the New Roots Reggae Ensemble, in

which audiences will have the oppor-

tunity to trace contemporary
American musical forms back to

their origins in Africa.

The final heritage explored will be

that of southern Asia. Nataraj, an
Indian dance group, will perform
two pieces in the Temple form of

dancing, a sacred form practiced on
the east coast of India.

Ranjanaa Devi, who will be lead-

ing the group explained that the style

of dance is meant to "arouse spiritual

energy, placing the dancer within a

spiritual environment." The dancers

will be wearing traditional ankle

bells, which are meant to resound
through the universe, awakening
spiritual energy and pleasing divine

beings.

Devi will follow with a lesson in

the basic elements of footwork and
hand gestures.

"Everything we do like this, we do
hands on," Huetteman said. "In one
hour, people can step into a whole
different feeling or emotion."

Huetteman says that the day will

open with a group performance of

"Amazing Grace," for which all audi-

ence members are encouraged to

bring guitars and join in singing. In

addition, audience members will

have the opportunity to participate

in some aspect of each of the cul-

tures.

"We are really lucky to have these

opportunities to step into another

way of thinking" Huetteman said.

"We live in a wonderful, wonderful

world. You cannot step out of an
event like this without having it

affect you.

"We're hoping people will come in

and participate in whatever they're

interested in."

Heritage Sunday will be held on
Sunday, March 9. in the Bezanson
Recital Hall at the Fine Arts Center

from 2-6 p.m.

Pipe Dreams...
The metal pipes to folded tables may serve as intense visuals to many UMass students.
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HSO hosts festival on Sunday
Every spring, Hindus around the world celebrate

Holi, a festival that represents the triumph of good
over evil. In the festival, revellers spray colored water,

throw colored talcum powder at each other and light

candles to symbolize the "burning away of material

desires," according to the press release.

Continuing with the annual festival, the Hindu
Students Organization (HSO) will be holding a cele-

bration of the Holi festival, this Sunday in the Student
Union Ballroom.

The program will include traditional folk dances and
music performed by students from Smith College and
others by the UMass Asian Music and Dance program.
"When students come to UMass, they are expecting

to experience a multicultural college life. It's events

like these that compliment the education that they are

paying for," said Anant Ahuja, president of the HSO.

Sunday afternoon's event will be catered by India

House of Northampton. Admission is free, but the
catered food is $3 per plate.

Ahuja said that the event has been planned since last

semester when the HSO reserved the ballroom. In

addition to the HSO, several other student groups are

participating by giving money.
According to Ahuja, groups supporting the HSO

with monetary contributions include the graduate
Indian Student Association, the Undergraduate
Pakistani Student Association and informal help from
members of the South Asian Club.

The event will be held this Sunday in the Student
Union Ballroom at 2 p.m. Organizers suggest that

attendees wear clothes that they do not mind getting

stained by the colors used in the festival

— Raghuram Vadarevu

Baha'i conference to discuss racism
The Five College Baha'i Club will

be holding a conference entitled the

"Foundation of Racial Unity" this

weekend, to discuss and come up
with solutions to the problems with

racism.

The two-day conference, which
will be held today and tomorrow in

room 1009 of the University of

Massachusetts Campus Center, will

feature guest lecturers and perfor-

mances designed to create discus-

sions about the "ubiquitous dilem-

ma" of racism.

The speakers at the conference
include Dr. Robert Henderson, a

UMass alumnus who is active in the

civil rights and will be speaking on
student activism on university cam-
puses.

In addition, Dr. |oy Degruy-Leary
will speak about the history of

racism in the United States; and
Idelia Smith, the associate to the

vice-president for academic affairs at

Holyoke Community College, a

nationally recognized speaker, will

be speaking.

The time period between the
speakers will filled with workshops
and panel discussions designed to

motivate and inform students in the

role they can play in healing racism.

The goal of the Baha'i Conference

"is to bring the diverse members of

our campus together: to share our
visions of race unity, to discuss our

common anxieties, and most impor-

tantly to focus attention on how to

best eliminate racism," according to

the press release.

Baha'i is an independent world
religion and comprises more than

2,100 ethnicities, races and tribal

groups. The conference starts today.

For more information please call.

Nadia Schmeil at 256-0227.
— Raghuram Vadarevu

Albania moves to prevent all-out civil war
By Judith Ingram

Associated Press

TIRANA, Albania — Seeking to stop Albania's armed
revolt from sliding into full-fledged civil war, the president

and opposition leaders agreed yesterday that the military

would not launch any attacks for 48 hours.

But in southern Albania, the heartland of the insurrec-

tion, where insurgents have seized control of a number of

towns, protesters refused to put down their guns.

"We won't tum over our weapons until our demands are

met," said a civilian leader in the town of Saranda. identi-

fied as Captain Tato.

Dozens of men around him fired automatic weapons in

the air as he chanted about the president: "He wants our
guns, we want his head!"

Insurrection leaders in Saranda said before the
announcement that they were demanding the resignation of

President Sali Bcrisha. the formation of a coalition govern-

ment until new elections, and compensation for those who
lost money in the collapse of shady investment funds, which
led to the violence.

Sharp north-south divisions have emerged in the last two
months in this impoverished Balkan nation, where most
Albanians lost money in the schemes. Southerners, who
were generally wealthier, lost more than northerners and
support the opposition. Bcrisha. whose base of support is in

the north, inipuaud a state of emergency Sunday after weeks
of protests erupted into violence.

A statement signed by the president and opposit ion yes-

terday in Tirana calls for the formation of a commission,
which will include members of all parties, to investigate the

pyramid schemes.

Thursday's show of unity did little to appease some
opposition leaders, who offered only luke warm support for

the agreement they had signed.

"The only success of this meeting was the suspension of

the military operations." said Paskal Milo. head of the

Social Democratic Party. "All the other points were a politi-

cal maneuver to gain time."

Neritan Ceka. the head of the Democratic Alliance, said

the agreement was a "first step" toward political compro-
mise, and that talks on naming a new premier would con-

tinue Saturday. Bcrisha announced last week that the gov-

ernment of Premier Aleksander Meksi would step down.
The statement agreed to by both sides calls on Albanians

to hand over weapons beginning at 6 a.m. today — when
the suspension of military action would begin. The state-

ment also offered amnesty to all who complied and "had
not committed crimes* during the unrest. Bcrisha formally

issued the blanket amnesty late Thursday.

Ceka said the entire country — not just the towns protest-

ers now control in the south — faces "the risk of civil war."

Bcrisha has been under intense political pressure from
abroad to resolve the crisis, which has ignited fears among
Albania's neighbors of a new flood of refugees and raised

the prospects of a new Balkan war little more than a year

after the end of the Bosnian conflict.

Chaos reigned in the south on Thursday. Militants blew
up bridges on both sides of Saranda to prevent government
tanks from reaching the city. Outside Tepelena. hundreds
of people — ranging from young boys to old men —
streamed into an armory, emptying it of machine guns and
grenades
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SGA, we can't hear you
Eighty-five hours. That's how long it took for any

response from the Student Government Association

on the student-led occupation of Goodell Building.

light-live hours.

Profit the unset of the takeover several other schools

have been expressing support, including the L niveisity

of Massachusetts at Boston, Amherst College and
Smith College, as well as campus organizations such

Lm I very woman's Center. Women's Studies
Department and the I Via - Amherst chapter of the

Service Employees International Union.

But not a word from the SGA until the Collegian

received a letter of support from President Maurice
Caston ['owes office late last night.

tarly this morning the Collegian also received a

support letter signed by SGA Speaker. Brian Tirrell.

and 18 SGA Senate:

SGA has never been known so be the most efficient

governing body, but ignoring a pressing issue such as

the Goodell takeover is simply unacceptable and irre-

sponsible

A few key members of SGA including
Caston-Powe, Speaker Brian Tirrell and Student
Trustee Sean Carter have expressed support for the

takeover hut the SGA, as a whole, has been silent.

This is just another example of the long history ot

SGA gridlock and division that has. in the end, hin-

dered the drive for the betu-rnicni of the student situa-

tion at I Ma-
ll we e\[x-ct the SGA to represent the student body

we need a governmental body that can actually get

along and stop the silly partisan bickering typical of
national politics, not campus politics You are sup-
posed to he there for the students — not your ego.

We commend the SGA for postponing next week's
elections for President and Trustee until Match 2u and
27. The student occupation has greatly overshadowed
the elections campaign leading to a lack of adequate
coverage. The next two weeks will allow for the neces-

sary discussion and debate in the campus community
to ensure that voters are informed

But there is no justified reason to continue tonight's

previously scheduled debates between the candidates.

SGA. this is your chance to regain your dignity and
stand up for the students you are supposed to be rep-

ic-cnting

I nsigned editorials represent the majority opinion

of the Collegian editorial hoard.

The unity and strength students

have shown on this campus in

the past tour davs has impor-
tance that goes far beyond the specif-

ic demands m the Living Document.
These demands are important
bsCMMM thev raise broader issues that

are important not only lor students,

but for people in general. Through
unity and demonstration, we as stu-

have the ability to put these

into the public arena and push
our reactions)) I) toward
change

protest make* it clear that

change comes
trom direct

n and not

hv represents-

live govern-
ment. V

instance.

that the

I d e n t

e r nm e n t

- lation as

a whole has

cial statement

this situ-

ation (the Office ot the

icnt has issued a statement of

support i Although the SGA allegedly

lea us with the ability to >

they've made it abundantly
obvious that working through th

tern is not effective.

In many »ai< this situation is a

mklWJSSB ol our nation as a whole
Our supposed representatives are so

s ith their ambitions and politi-

cal squabbles that they can't function

for anyone's interest* but their own
During the most important event of

the school yeat \ has been
divided and unable to issue a state-

ment taking either si

"It's wrong to think

that abolishing racism
has already been clone

and it's also wrong to

think that it won't
require extraordinary

measun

Daniel Bodah

Aim high
But this protest and takeover are

more than a model lor us to look to in

bringing about change We need to

show our support now so that we will

have the unity later to keep pre— ing

ior the issues that have all hut fallen

Irom the public mind in the last ten

Bv showing up at Goodell. by boy

Lotting classes and contacting our
teachers so thev know exactly why
we re not there, hv talking to others

around us and informing them, we
have the chance to build a movement
for change not only on this campus.

but on other cam-
puses and ultimate-

Iv oul-ide of the

academic world

This movement
can build bridges

between people of

all races — in fact,

this is probablv the

most important
thing for our gener

ation to do. The
Civil Rights
Movement had
immense success in

forcing blatant raci-m oil its rOOSl in

the public sphere But racism is still

alive todav — it's just hiding out.

King |ust below the level of conscious

thought and in the social structure

and patterns that remain the MSM
today. JO years after the Civil Rights

Movement
It s wrong to think that abolishing

racism has already been done, and it's

also wrong to think that it won t

require extraordinary measures Alter

so many generations of racism and
oppression, we need to go out of our
wav to break these old habits

These are not necessarily habits

that we notice as individuals; they are

mostly unconscious, and we learn

them from our parents, our language,

and all the myriad automatic behav-

ind norms our culture hands
down to us

Making sueh things OOBHtioOM takes

I great effort of will, but it is an effort

that must be made In the same way.

making social changes to bring about

true and substantial racial equality

will take a great effort.

I his is what makes the demands
lor diversitv on this nmpri so impor-

tant. This is why it is necessary to

spend time, effort, and money on
Al AS\ students and faculty. And
this is the leadership role we have in

showing the nation at large how it -

dons
There are a lot of other important

issues at work here as well I duration

is the most substantial underpinning
of a democracy Without education,

we the people are succeptible to the

constant barrage of attempt- hv

despots to turn us into their servants.

But here in the heart of the world's

most famous supposed democrat
education is less and less ol a priority

Cuts ti> educational funding, a lack of

educational opportunities for tradi-

tionally underrepresented groups —
these are the realities we face. Free
education is what we need to aim for.

How about health care, child care,

respect lor our laborers at the con-
trast negotiating table'.' These are all

issue* that are important worldwide,

not iust here at I Mass

Go to the rallies at Goodell, show
solidarity, and work together to make
this vour world. We have the oppor
tunitv now. and it is our duty to take

't Direct action now lor the world we
want tomorrow!

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian colum
'list

Keep it going and going. .

.

Jamie

A-
l approached the Goodell building on

facade) night. I was delighted by the number
tadentl sianding outside in the pouring rain

Amidst the inclement weather, spirits were high and
things sec running smoothly. It was a delight

ful feeling to watch over one hundred wet and tired

pie dancing in the rain.

The night proceeded on and a friend and I set up our
tent in anticipation of spending a frigid night outside,
Whv'' IWrj • ah is simple:

ise I believe in my rights and I

port other people's as well As a honi'

ual student on this campus, a lot of people

are under the assumption that this doesn't

alfect me Well, they are completely wrong.
This movement, this takeover, this affects all of us.

Faculty, students, parents, workers, lovers, whoever.
This is not a black, white, red. yellow, green, brown or
pink issue This is a student movement and we are
fighting lor our rights as humans beings.

Within the movement exists many different types of
people, but that should not matter. I think our differ-

ences only help to make us stronger and break down
cultural barriers and stereotypes It goes |o show what
a whole group of homosexuals and heterosexuals and
men and women can do when they are all evenly dis-

traught by an issue.

Many members of the older generations think that we
are just a bunch of dumb kids who are too lazy to do
their work and are more focused on causing trouble.

This trouble they say comes in the form of "attention"

and they claim that the only way we can get this atten-

tion is by taking over buildings and rioting.

Okay, so here is my message for them and anyone
else who agrees with this tin or \ Gl I Rl Al.! Don't
you think we have other things to do aside from sleep

out in the rain, get hypothermia, scream and yell, and

Sinsheimer

•ut on our daily activities'' My idea of fun is most
certainly not sleeping in a lent, freezing my hutt off,

and waking up (from about an hour's sleep i to a dull

grey morning.

I have heard numerous people (students mainly) talk

about how pointless this takeover is. This only makes
me wonder what kind of beliefs these people have. I

strongly believe in collective action and I do believe

that as a whole we can all make a difference. No matter

BOW long it takes. I know that I will be
standing outside of Goodell everyday
until our demands are met.

So where is the Chancellor'' You know
I thought about not bringing this up. but

I would really like to know why he is not
out sleeping in the rain?

Maybe it is his fear of melting like the wicked witch
of the West, or maybe he just got swept up in a wave in

the Mexico Ocean. Oh what joy that would bring to the

"wizards* territory.

This issue is bigger than I ever thought it could be
and it is spreading wider and faster everyday. Everyone
involved is becoming more and more exhausted with
each coming moment, but morals are still up and we
are not going away, not in a long shot.

Despite being absolutely exhausted while writing
this, since the majority of my time in the past 48 hours
has been spent standing in the crowds, marching to

Whitmore and the Student Union, and walking out of

classes; I have done my best to do my part to show sup-

port of this continuing issue.

All the students currently making their homes within

the office cubicles of Goodell — keep it up, I support

you fully and if I had my way I would be right in there

with all of you. I commend you and admire your
courage. You are all doing a great thing. Thank you.

lamie Sinsheimer is a Collegian staff member.
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La barca de Chancellor Scott

On a lonely stretch of beach in

Acapulco, under the shade of

a large umbrella, a strange Fig-

ure lies on a beach chair as the warm
ocean waters lazily lap the

sun-drenched sands. Resplendent in

sombrero, sunglasses, kilt and blue

rubber flippers. Chancellor Scott

slow ly lifts a limp arm to indulge in

yet another dainty sip of frozen mar-

garita. The inariachis serenade in the

background, —————
"Diem que la

distancia es el

olvid..." ("They

say that distance

means forget-

ting... ").

Meanwhile,

back in Amherst.

U.S.A.. his

underlings sud

denly find them-

selves in the

midst of a hurri-

cane. A large

group of brave

students have

decided to stand

up for moral

principles bv tak

ing over Goodell.

Panic and hysteria seize the University

administration, leaving it floundering

like a rudderless boat adrift on the

high seas

With the captain missing, the clue-

less crew has sunk into confusion,

depression and vicious in-fighting.

Needless to say . they have been totally

unable to come up with any serious

response SO the students' just

demands. Instead, they have been

reduced to spreading threatening

rumors such as imminent police action

or cutting off food.

To make matters worse, the admin-

istration's response to the student

action has been emotional, defensive,

hostile and wholly counter produc-

tive. This reaction has only served to

confirm the worst suspicions ol

well-meaning people on campus —
that most of the administrators are not

"The Administration 's

reaction has only sewed
to confirm the worst
suspicions of
well-meaning people
on campus — that most
of the administrators

are not prepared to

embrace a truly multi-

cultural campus.

"

Shyamala Ivatury

& Hussien Ibish

prepared to embrace a truly multicul-

tural campus.

Self-appointed first mate. ACT-
ING-Provost Pat Crosson, has

emerged as the hysteric-in-chic!

.

Indeed, Pat's lust for self-aggrandize-

ment has been a crucial factor in cre-

ating the hostile atmosphere that led

to the student action.

Almost a year ago, she formulated a

surreptitious plan to create for herself

—-HeamaaBe—as a "super-provost"

position, in an

effort to appeal to

conservative

tor ci's and appear

"tough,"

Crosson's plan

specifically target-

ed programs that

benefitted stu-

dents of color

including academ
ic advising pro-

grams like

CKKBMS and the

BMCP. She

planned to

replace them with

a single, unified

advising center

under her control,

in the process wiping out programs
specifically designed to increase the

enrollment and retention of ALANA
students.

I nis surreptitious plan was leaked

by rival administrators and the subse-

quent outcry forced Crosson and hei

allies to pursue their goals bv other

means. While Chancellor Scott pre-

tends to be charting a multicultural

course, some of his most senior offi-

cers, like the ACTING-Provost. s\s

tetnatically undermining moves
towards multiculturalism This kind of

blatant resistance to diversifying the

campus is exactly what has led to this

week's student action

One of the main reasons for the cur-

rent administrative hysteria is that

Chancellor Scott's claim to authority

at UMass rests on an implicit deal

with the state power structure. The

idea is that Scott's "liberal" and "pro-

multicultural" approach will mollify

the student population, thereby ensur-

ing that protests remain a thing of the

past. In the eyes of Scott and his allies,

this take-over was supposed to be

something that "couldn't happen"

these days.

The problem with the Scott

approach is twofold. First, Scott has

not truly embraced the principles of

diversity, rather he cynically uses them

as a means of legitimizing his authori-

ty, ludging from the scale of the

protest and its support, most people

have seen through his hypocrisy.

Second. Scott has been too willing to

mollycoddle a menagerie of unsavory

anti-multiculturalists. The protesters

are well aware of this reactionary

coterie, as evinced by their signs

denouncing figures such as Grant

Ingle. Tom Robinson, and. you

guessed it. the ACTING-Provost.

As a result of these failings, and as

the student action clearly demon-
strates. Chancellor Scott will never be

able to deliver his promise of a

protest free campus without genuine

multiculturalism. If they are smarter

than thev seem, the Administration

might just take this opportunity to cor-

rect their past mistakes, honor existing

obligations, such as the 1492 AI.ANA
Agreement, and present the protesters

with an offer of serious progressive

reforms. A failure to do so can only

result in our hapless administration

continuing to resemble downtown
Arcadelphia after the recent tornados.

Meanwhile, back on the Acapulco

beach. Chancellor Scott puts down the

cell-phone and resumes rubbing

coconut oil into his burned, but still

knobbly, knees.

"This is the life." he chuckles SO

himself, "apart from that unpleasant-

ness about the bagpipes, this is the

best vacation a man could ask for."

In the background the mariachis

continue SO serenade. "Hasta que tu

decidas regresar

Shsantala halury and Hussein
Ihish are Collegian columnist*

A new movement is born

Martin F.

Jones

The date was April 1°. 1775. The place was
I exington. Mass On the town green an heMorfc
battle took place, one which would set into motion

a series of events which would dramatically change the

world in which we live It was the beginning of what had
become inevitable: a revolution in the colonies of British

North America.

The protagonists: A band of local farmers and mer-
chants, calling themselves the Minutemen. Armed with

rifles, and driven by unbending will and determination,
thev stood their ground and initiated what would be for-

ever remembered as the American Revolution. And so
on that hallowed morning 220 years ago. a shot was
heard 'round the world, as a new nation
and a new world would be born.

Dec. I. 1955, Montgomery Ala. Rosa
Parks, a middle-aged African-American
woman traveling on a public bus is arrested

for refusing to give her seat to a white pas-

senger. The result: a city-wide boycott of the offending
bus company which lasted for over a year and ended
with the full desegregation of public transportation in

Montgomery. Later, most racial segregation across the

eountry would be abolished within seven years and a

comprehensive voting rights act would follow. This his-

toric moment in time would be immortalized as the birth

of the most important social movement in US historv

the Civil Rights Movement, a movement which has fun-

damentally changed the st>cial dynamics of American
ietv. and set a permanent precedent for future

nonviolent druggies leir peace and justice.

And now. over 30 years later, we may be bearing wit-

ness to vet another historic epic in the makn
On Monday. March 3. 1997, over 150 students occu

pied the Goodell Building at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst With a list of demands com-
piled as "The living Document" the students remained
overnight for three days, vowing not to leave the build-

ing until all of the demands were met in full. As of mid-
night Thursday. March b. the students had sacrificed

classe- (Hi-onal time and work in order to make their

position dear: I Mass would live up to its mission as an
affordable public university with full accessibility to stu-

dents ol all backgrounds, and would undergo a reversal

of the incteasing privatization of the university by out-

side corporate entities.

Across the campus and the Five College area, students
not initiallv involved heard the call to action and pitched
in. Rallies continued to be held around-the-clock, and
tents were set up outside in the rain. Food was gathered
and donated by local and student business. A
Wednesday morning walk-out of classes drew over a

thousand participants to a spirited rally in front of
Goodell. The speed and scope at which the support
would grow and expand was truly remarkable.

This is how history has been made throughout time.

The right combination of people and principled resolve

come together at a critical juncture and take a great leap

of faith, signing onto a pact with each other to stand
firm, stand fast and stand triumphant to the very end.
There would be no surrender, for indeed there is great

power in the will of a single determined soul. For those
souls who stand united in great numbers, such power is

both unlimited and invincibie.

When the American Revolution began, it was initially

v iewed by the British as a small uprising which would be
easily quelled within a few days. They were wrong.
When Rosa Parks was arrested in Montgomery, there

was no expectation of a boycott. After all. many other
blacks had been arrested before and nothing came of it.

Surely, nothing would come out of it this time either.

Boy. were they wrong.

And now at Goodell there is taking place what is in

my opinion, potentially the most powerful student
protest ever to take place in the history of America. Yes,
the history of America! So far the protest, within a mere
three days has already generated international coverage
on CNN and the New York Times Harvard professor
Cornell West has voiced his support for the student
activists inside Goodell. With four consecutive
overnight stays having taken place, there remains the

possihihtv that the protest could continue for weeks,
with the students prepared to stay however long it

takes to force the system to surrender its ongoing agen-

da to undermine equal opportunitv and nistice for the

people

I've participated M> a number of protests at UMass
since the spring ol 1992. when the Whitmore admmis
traded building was occupied in the wake of the Rodney
King verdict Then, the issue erf increasing minority fac-

ulty was raised. A single. BMkdeat demand ol 10 new fac-

ulty of color, half of them women, was made. The
demand was easily met as the University apparently was
already in the process of implementing such a move. The

oecupation ended late in the evening the

same day it began.

In the fall of 1992. the beating of a

black resident assistant sparked protests

which lead to the creation of the original

ALANA agreements Over the past five

years. I've left the University and returned, only to see

them still unfulfilled and ignored — until this week.
Now the administration is acting and actually devoting
some real time and energy to these important issue-

That in of itself is an enormous victory, one that demon-
strates the great capacity for change that has now been
realized bv the courageous group of student protesters

and their brilliant negotiating team
W hat must be acknowledged here is that there was no

trigger or catalyst which caused the protest to take place,

lor a long time, nearly every protest on campus was
sparked in reaction to some racial incident involving vio-

lence. In almost every case, the protest was commenced
spontaneously with almost no preparation, or prior
agreements on the issues, demands or leadership struc-

ture. They were emotionally charged and in reaction to

an independent chance occurrence. F.ach lime the
University was conlidentlv assured that as soon as tem-
pers subsided, things would get back to normal But not
this time. This protest, a proactive demonstration which
was months in the making, promises a return of real stu-

dent activism not only on UMass' campus, but at other
schools across the nation

All across America, there is a growing anxiety about
raeial conflict, as highlighted by the black church buminv'-

the O |. Simpson case and the Oklahoma City Bombing
The right wing in America is on the march again The
bankers and the corporations all have their financial hooks
deep in the White House Administration, from the Oval
Offke to the Lincoln Bedroom President Clinton has
repeatedly called on us all to "cross that bridge into the
21st Century " Well, with the way things are going now.
what kind of world can we expect to see on the other side?

It all depends on what we do over the next four years.

As with the American Revolution and the Civil
Rights Movement, the world we live in today was creat-

ed as a result of the actions taken and battles fought by
the heroic revolutionaries of the past. To the same
degree, the actions of young revolutionaries like our-
selves will forever shape the world of the future. What
is taking place in Goodell is only just the beginning
This occupation began six years to the day since the
beating of Rodney King and is now in its gestation
stage. The Goodell building, serving as the womb, is

now a sacred temple where the demonstrators inside are
passing through their most important stage of develop-
ment. They are learning, gathering invaluable experi-
ences and building lifelong ties that will form the foun-
dation for future social struggle. Soon they will com-
plete that development and approach a brand new stage

of this never-ending crusade for truth and justice.

When the day arrives for the occupation to end. the

student activists will emerge from Goodell triumphant,
no matter what final agreements are made with the
UMass administration. Then, the tide of history will

turned forever as these courageous, visionary, revolu-
tionaries usher forward a bold new era of dedicated and
principled community activism which will continue long
after the occupation has ended. On that day, history will

be made, and the whole world will pause to witness the
birth of a new movement.

Martin F. Jones is a Collegian columnist.
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Letters to the Editor

SGA President s office commends
protesters

i" the Editor
We commend and support the efforts of the UMass eOMr-

niuiitiy concerning the takeovei at Goodell. The SGA has
been actively inColved with the students in Goodell since

da) | one
|

President Maurice Caston-Powe has been in the
building from the very beginning giving his support and
K-otirces to anyone in need. Ine Student Senate Speaker
Brian Tirrell has been in Goodell ever since leaving the

Senate in good hands with Assoc. Speaker I'eter Kilbourne.
I he President along with Trustee Sean Carter has had the

SGA on a "revolving" door policy, with admittance to every-

one. The office has been the copy/faxing/telephoning/sleep-
tng/ealingj'meeting place for anyone involved inside oi out

side of Goodell. The SGA is working around the clock to

keep the loose ends tied. Whether it be by supplying stu-

ilenis with media sheets or phone numbers to legislative

offices acros-s the SteJM and nation.

The UMa.ss community has stepped up to bat and is mak-
ing a bigger swing than anyone had expected. People are

organizing, working together hand and hand without con-
flict that jeopardizes the "original" mission, and that's to see

;lie " Al AN A Agreements" be fulfilled entirely. There are of
soutse tome members of this very same SGA who don't
support the efforts of any of these students who have
"tapped up to the plate." but it should not be- a surprise
since semie of these very same people have kept the
"Al.ANA Agreements" in committee since President Caston
lust implemented the effort to get motions passed.

The SUA is also thankful to the other Five College stu-

dent government assoeuuions for coming out and support-

ing these brave student leaders. The) have extended a bridge

that we believe many fell nevei existed. u< will :

going. Your elected president . student trustee and speaker
has had your back from the start, before and during the

Goodell occupation! Remember that. UMass. I personalU
ho|x- to sec that we continue to have student leaders daily

affecting the li\es here at this campus and world xitde.

Hiis is one ol the few times that someone from the SGA
admits that he/she is nrong. I thought there was nobody out

there who cared about anything but "themselves!" I will

gladly swallow that "sweet" pill. I can truly say, "To all my
fvopicsoul there. ONI- LOVE!"

I rankle I Mozell

Secretary of Public Policy and Relations

Speaker adds his support

To the Editor:

I am sitting m the Procurement Office in the Goodell
Building, a place I have resided lor the past three davs I am
not here because I believe in every demand on our Iim

because I don't. We are here as reasonable people demand-
ing that previous agreements be upheld and negotiating for

further progress. We are negotiating and this means that if a

significant amount of our demands are inel and an agree-

ment is made fat futun progress, we will stop our occupa-

tion of the Goodell Building. We ere noi just putting the

issues on the table and walking away.

I must also respond to the comments of the Sen Philip

Milson (Sylvan) quoted in the [Thursday's] Collegian:

"I feel shameful that leaden of the Student Government
Association leel it is necessaiv to sacrifice their duties in

support of a cause that supports a small |>eicenlagc of the

student body. I feci that these senators have the ability to do
so much more at a Senate meeting than at some takeover of

a building. Ihat is run how things gel done."

II is truly unfortunate that he (eel this peaceful protest is

not how to get things done. Perhaps, he would like us to

pass motion! l >> they can be formally be presented to the

Chancellor n the Vice Chancellor so that t hoy can alfect the

changes that we have proposed. Oh. wait a minute, we have

a'ready . done that. In 1992. the Chancellor,
vice-Chancellors, the Department ol I abof and lustice and
most importantlv. Students made an agreement on many of

ihese issues In the meantime, i 1992 to the present) the stu-

dent government has had countless meetings and Senate-

motions on Financial Aid. problems with being dropped
entirely from all your classes loi Ivoing late with payments.

child care, allowances tor a block of lime wilh no classes so

that Students san participate in ceniimittees which make
decisions about the luture of this institution dan anybody
-av "parking lees'.'"), the establishment of an
Asian Aiiienean Studies program, the retention and recruit-

ineni of students ol color and the supporting groups and
olfiee-s which attain these goal- Ihese offices which help

with retention of students of cola arc sjeo there to help ail

students and anyone who can utilize the services thev pro-

vide. The student government has dealt with mam ol these

issues lor years Hus is p) IkJ means (he start of talks on
these issues. This is a last ditch effort, because these issues

have been ignored for so long. It is therefore necessary for

us to sacrifice. Our sacrifice is noi doM to support a -mall

number ol students Please ask vour constituents if financial

aid. parking Mat, the alloidahilitv ,.| I Mass, eJllld care,

studv programs or any other issue I have mentioned affect

them directly or feel thev aie issue- we should address". I am
certain you will find these issues alfeet almost everyone
here

Finally. I must say that I know people here locked in

Gcxxlell who if these issue*, are not resolved canneit come
hack to this Lniveisiiv next semester Our lesohe i

and I pray that these issue- can he- ic-solved soon. Send us

letters of support We love them

Krian Tirrell

SGA Speaker

SGA officers show their support

To the Editor:

Turn to UTTERS, page 6

The Nine
Demands

lidiior's note: Yesterday morning
the student protesters issued nine
demands as well as the following
statement.

The introduction to the demands
read "In order for both parties to set-

tle the basic concerns and needs of

UMass students., we require that the

Administration demonstrate thc-ir

commitment to resolving the
inequities which led to the occupation

of Goodell. Toward this end, we ask

the Administration to agree to imple-

ment each of the following nine points

listed below We believe these- to be

minimal requirements acceptable k>r

negotiations to even begin. The stu-

dent occupation of the Goodell
Building has lasted four days and the

Administration has not offered any
-ignilicant remedies. We believe that

once these nine points are met, we
may proceed in a more efficient man-
ner towards an acceptable resolution

c>n our Living Document. Once this is

demonstrated we can proceed with

(he remainder of the negotiations."

Ik'low ts each of the student pro-

u slers nine demands followed by the

\dmtnistralion's response. Bold font

signifiet protesters' demands
Regular font signifies administration \

rcsfxHtse.

t . The Administration will strongly

recommend to the Faculty Senate
that ail candidates should be available

to answer student questions in the

evenings, when there are no classes

so that students may fully participate.

The Administration will strongly

msnend to Departments that all

candidates should be available to

an-wer student questions in the

2. The Administration will strongly

recommend that a block of time will

be set aside when no cUsscs are held.

All meetings, search committees, etc..

requiring student participation may
be held during this time.

Ihc Administration will stronglv

>d to the Space and
Calendar Committee of the Faculty

Senate that a block oi time will be set

aside wlien no classes are held.

3. The Administration will assure

that the UALRC. BCP, CCEBMS
liaisons within the admissions office

(Assistant Director positions) be
filled and report to the Associate

Director of ALANA Recruitment as

stated.

The Administration reaffirms that

we are currently searching for candi-

dates for these positions within the

Admissions Office, the positions are

Assistant Dhvotqr positions, and they

report to the Associate Director of

ALANA Recruitment. The job
descriptions for these positions are

attached.

4. The Administration will assure

that a position of the level of
Assistant Director for ALANA
Transfer students will be hired by
|une 1997

AI.ANA transfer applicants will not

be denied admission without a final

review of their applications by an
Al.ANA admissions staff professional.

There are tk)t enough transfer applica-

tions to justify hiring an additional

staff person for this

5. The Administration will increase

the funding for the CCEMBS.
UALRC and BCP to fulfill the exist-

ing needs of these programs. The
above mentioned support programs
demand a $50,000 increase in base

budget.

In its FY 98 budget, Student Allan

-

has already requested a total $4*.000
for lutonng and operating funds
Based upon additional eL^umented
need- of the programs, we wil! sup

|X)rt requests for increased allocations

in the FY 99 budget.

b. Within Enrollment Services the

Administration will fund full-time

counselors for these support pro-

grams and pay them the same salaries

as other advisors on campus.
Salaries for full—time

counselors/advisors in the support
programs within Enrollment Services

are covered by a collc-ctive bargaining

agreemcii!

7. The Administration will estab-

lish a Native support program on
campus comparable to BCP,
CCEBMS and UALRC This program
shall be staffed with at least one

full-time advisor and two graduate
student IA positions and work-«(udv

positions. This program will be lulb

functional by Spring "98

Consistent with ti' I the

Strategic Action Plan and recent di*

cussions with Nal

University recognizes Hi

additional supp
studenis. By Spri ij 9 .nnpu-

will fund a positio for thai- ve

develop a support
|

.

additional funding ilside

sources,

8. The Student Office »i VI

Affairs >>'!! remain an independent

body to answer to the Governing
Board of the Student Oil.

ALANA Affairs \ full lime -.

Manager and an Assistant Director

will be funded through n student

activity trust luiids.

This is a reqii

organizational impli

the ednriniatratiori an I

niusi be addresst:

sions.

9. The Administration will

sufficient and affordable chjl

fur graduate and undergrade
dents of the University In addition

the University will implement a

sick-care drop ofl cenlei and a chil-

dren's library in the \\ I K Du lots

Library.

The Chsmcellot h -

I ask l-orcc with i.

all segment

ly the mailer ol

will be taken up bv the I

The SGA and G5J
recommend meml
Directcir oi I sbrariel

coasidci (he ;*.

a children'^ library.

ll IS eiU! lecomiiK

subcommittee

Council on the V •

shed and ask

implementation

subcommittee will in

dent and admi
report regularlv to Fa

lit v i h in

Vice ( h.in. < II
•

regularlv for th<

with the tttkJenl

order to dstcut

cerns.

"1

FiiissxieJ Aid/Buesar

I ITiinirwting the hold on srudenu during pre registration

Hue to outstanding hurissfsHSlr?'

1 The University believes that a student) financial

obligations (or one semester must be iMotVed
before that student enrolls (or the next semes
tor Without affecting Iheir current semester str>

tus. holds give students to opportunity to devel-

op satisfactory, achievable plans to pay cur

rent semester bills before and during the

weeks af pre-registration. We do not believe I

would be more advantageous to students to

permit their praregisfration and then drop me
enrollments if the Dill remains uncleared We
have already been paying particular attention

to this area ond will be monitoring the effec-

tiveness and impact improvements tmpler-vent

ed in the Foil of 1 996

1 Allocate lunds targeted for ALANA student* and low

income students $2M annually. These funds are not

contingent i>n G.P.A.

2 We agree additional funds are needed We
hove and will continue to consider financial

aid a priority item in budget planning ond
allocations There ar9 additional funds m the

current budget request Over the past five

years, the University has increased the amount
of institutional funds available for financial aid

by 700% from & 1 ,500,000 to $ 1 0,500.000,
on outstanding commitment for o state mstitu

tion, the bulk of which is not contingent on
GPA We know there are still insufficient funds

available for financial aid and ore committed

to continuing to increase the total The
five-year Capital Campaign includes a goal

of $10,000,000 for financial aid ond other

student programs.

.

t 1 linnnate all late fees, starting Fall '97

4 The University is committed to assisting students

avoid the circumstances that result in late fees

For example, the Dean of Students Office has

recently established a triage system specihcal

ly designed to help students resolve the diffkul

ties in meeting their financial obligations

Nonetheless, maintaining tare fees is fiscally

necessary

Faculty end Staff

a. Search committees for faculty and staff hiring should be

required to have equal representation of students,

including a substantial ALANA student representation

a We agree to work with student governance bod-

ies to increase student presence on search

committees. While the faculty and administra-

tion have primary responsibility for faculty hir-

ing, students are encouraged to participate on
search committees and their contributions ore

valued.

2 Bach department be required to submit a plan to the chan-

cellor and the negotiating teem outlining their plans for

ethnically drveniifying the faculty in the departments.

The ALANA faculty on tenure track should match in

proportion to the impending increase of ALANA stu-

dents, starting September "97. Departments should be

informed in Spring '97 so mat the plan is implemented

by September '97.

2 A mora diverse faculty benefits aH students. The

Office of Equal Opportunity and Diversity

monitors search processes form initial advertis

ing through completion to ensure attention to

issjes of diversify. When conducting searches,

departments an provided with availability

data and encouraged to take oil measures

possible to increase departmental diversity,

particularly where underreprejentation exists

Since 1992, the AlANA representation
among newly hired tenure track faculty has
averoged 25% We will continue to use spe-

cial programs to sustain or increase this rate,

with particular emphasis on those oreas which

ore underrepresented compared with national

availability data

4. Complete review of all hiring procedures nR-eting with a

report dm in Me* lliis committee will con-

sist of 50% Al w \ student and 5 ALANA tacuh)

Meml at least, om x
- smertcaat. one

African America! \ an American, one I

American

d The Office 61 Equal Opp^ I Diversity

will meet with students to review hiring proce-

dures ond discuss their concerns Your student

representatives should contact the Office to set

this review in motion

Active Ouirvach (or Al \N X and I irsi OciHraikm Low-
Ineoiiie Students

1 V reatc a program comparable u the I pward Be>und

Pi m with a I
I $500,000 starting

September 1997 Inis money should ixk be a result of

higher fees.

1 The University will seek funding from both gov-

ernmental and private sources for an institu-

tional program designed to increase the readi-

ness of high school students of color, attract

those students to UMass Amherst, and thereby

create on expanded ALANA applicant pool.

2 In addition. SiVMM 1 should be given to the pre>gnsm

annuallv This program will serve tlie SaUaf population

and ans* as the Upward Bound fV>gram.

a. This program will be a separate entity from the SI MMA
and lale-nr Search paomaeM (dm Assistant Dircc'

Res.niiitiie-nt will run thi-

2 We will continue to support the SUMMA
Program that has brood participation in the

Springfield school system, we will continue to

seek private funds fo secure SUMMA' s long

term future We will also seek renewed fund
ing for the Talent Search Program in the next

funding cycle In combination with summer
programs sponsored by acodemic depart-

ments these institutional programs have
proved effective m recruiting ALANA students

to this campus

i [here be more publications, pamphlets, brochures and
videos fa \i ANA recruitment exclusively

5 A new ALANA student recruitment publication,

written collaboratively by ALANA staff and
faculty, has been developed for the enter nq

class of 2000 and 2001 Presently Enrollment

Services is initiating a search to refill the vacat-

ed Admissions publications position Updated
brochures for CCEBMS, BCP, UALRC, and
Native student recruitment will be among the

first pro|ects for this individual Continuous
»»immation of all recruitment publications,

btochutes, ond videos for ALANA rep'esento

lion and information is an on-gomg priority for

Enrollment Services and the University

Publications Office

Recognition of Lthnkity:

I. The creation or upgrading v>t the Following i Majot
Department status- lush Studies Native Anu-ru an

Studies Latin American Studies A-ian American
Studies

a. If there is no program in plate presentl) in any of the

above, begin the process to BStefaKsh one.

b. We also demand that the euiiiculuni ol each efpte. men
tioned department rafted its iv-pectivv ethnic BOpUSt
tion on he I'Mass Amherst campus

c. In addition, the UntVersrfj should remain ewaft of a

changing ALANA communities academic needs and be

prepared to adfM and accommiKlaie to St rei deal
d Instructors of said classes should hold tenure tr.iek posi

tions.

The administration supports opportunities for stu-

dents to study the culture and heritage of the

Irish, Native Americans. Lafin Americans ond
Latinos and Asian Americans Where interest

and demand are sufficient, certificate pro-

grams (such as that already m place for Latin

American Studies and that under faculty gover

nance for Native American Studies) will be
supported by me administration Creation of

major programs is the purview of the faculty,

but often foibws form popular certificate pro-

grams Faculty with expertise m these subject

oreas are members of several ocad>
deportments ond College plans from Social

and Behavioral Sciences ond Humanities and
Fine Arts call for additional faculty in these

areas The Provost agrees to meet with stu-

dents to describe the process fol initiating pro-

posals for certificates ond moiors These
requests ate part of the planning and budget
.3 scussions.

i

Graduate Students

2 Al least | .

.
. mote eTiipiovevs involved in rigorous re.ruii-

t ot \l ANA -tuJents uu.luding in economical!)
,i Kantaged areas and Native American-

2 We hove o mutti-port approach to recruitment

and retention

Recruitment 1 ) continue with widespread effort vio

Internet, attendence al GRE forums and
recruitment fairs at other campuses 2) estab-

lish partnerships with colleges and universities

with large ALANA undergraduate enrolments

e g Howard. Spelman, Jackson State

Arizona State, and rnvile admiri.strative repre

se p'atives to our campus to facilitate recruit-

ment efforts, 3) select representatives from tar

geted UMass graduate programs to visit com-

puses such as those listed above to ncrufl stu-

dents We will provide these individuals with

release time to make these visits and partici-

pate in summer recruitment training programs

Retention. 5 Graduate Assistontships will be funded

to further develop ond sustain the new ALANA
graduate student network initiated mis year

These graduate students will advise the

Graduate Dean on matters offecting ALANA
graduate students, make reccimmenaations for

support services, implement ALANA graduate

student focus groups, facilitate ALANA gradu

ate/undergroduote mentoring and conceptu
alize o leadership forum in the spring

> t iMCiSK funds be increased to at least $2 million to meet
>iu goals, which include 2V percent minority graduate

Student K>dy and hinds lor retention.

3 The Graduate Dean has requested additional

funds to supplement the current (eve! of fund

ing for graduate assistantships from underrep-

resentea groups This year, funds available for

University fellowships for graduate studenis

were increased by $50,000 and it is expect-

ed that another $50,000 will be added to that

base in the upcoming fiscal year

We will work with the Center for »soching to devef

op a TA orientation program for ALANA grad-

uate students to be neld for two weeks in the

summer This will prepare ALANA graduate
students for (he responsibilities of being teach

ing assistants ond wiH increase their ability to

compete for these positions

Support Programs

1 An increase in full time counselors to aid ALANA students

with advising services:

a C Ll HMS needs two more full lime counselors

b UALRC needs two more full time counselors

e BCP nt-ed two more full time counsetors

1 . We understand the need for additional staffing

for these important programs. Currentfy, the

counselor/advisor to student ratios ore 1 to

189 in UALRC, I to 147 in CCEBMS, and 1

to fewer than 1 00 in BCJ*. Although Federal

guidelines suggest a ratio of 1 to 150, we
realize this is for from optimal. Given the cur-

rent imbalances, UALRC is the first priority for

an additional counseling position. In the inter-

im, UALRC has received additional funding for

graduate Assistants to help lessen the impact

of the high student to cidvisor rotio. Advising

remains an important function of the

University

4. In addition, a Native Support Program should be estab-

lished on campus, comparable to BCP, CCEBMS and
L Al KC This program should be staffed wilh at least

one full lime advise* and two graduate student T.A.

positions and work studv

-hould he fully functkmaJ I Spi

4 The University will review -•

oble to Native studer; 1' .

parable services i

and non-ALANA studei

provide the ground wr-i

tion of O SUppe/r!

BCP CCEBMS, and Ut

The Administrative Offices of \l \N

1 ITve- creation of an adnuni-ti.,

inparable to thai . •! ' •

Center and ttx

a. i'l

including all those haut

oi- a c!.iduateorundergraduai.

b This administration will n .

oil. i ami e idi I

"

basis to ensuie that \l W V iddrests

2 IK \l ANA Oflkc \ ,i:

ALA.NA students graduate and i

and staff

a This Bevard will pi •
i !

aellV Hie- ol the tidm

\tlau-, including all appi it

b. This Beiard will inJude t i

DM each eil i hi

Be P CC1 BMS jvJ IV
the Office of the Student Ofl

ng Board and i s)

each union tvprwntmg ibe t.i

resentative from 'he
'

s IV DhtUCtOf of the Adrntnistrai

Mtairs will serve a jfd

d I Hi- 'I'lee -hiHild be lunetionai '

The odrnm strobon's desire to

matter of recc-

this time to conside i

tion will b* ' h ,
,

set up a mechanism to oddre,

The Student Office ut Al \N \ tjfmn

1. Thi- e\i-tn i an inde

.

.ui-ssei.ihie to the Governing K
AlANA Affairs

a. A full time offke manager and ai

funded through Lin.;
!• All other funding fol ihi ofl

u- existing funding mechams

Any discussion oi oddrkonoi staffing

funded by the, acir, sti •

part of discussions . ihmerit of

on Admimslrottve Office of ALANA Af\

Child Can.

I. The creation of child can '

enough tor the gradtsi

this universiiv

a. Implementation i4 a wfv.idi/ed lie >

centt ally located -p.K i

a week (serving an i I

week) Ilu- venter will serve graduate and undergradu-

ate students an.i all -.

excepting vdoatxie-s remaining >0 da

the armtUff This centet will

than Ian ">u I9P{< \i\ ;

using the evisting itatc hil

Orassiglii for this center wil

with the direetot of chill ... r md family '--

tee.

b. To answer the needs ol th

ents of this campus. Lniv,. --. ti

child care vinjchers lot Is th

ate student- edminislering ihr u

mechanism-

c. The University will implement -i -

and a children's library in th \\ i ,.

There ore-currentfy unmet need-, for * ••

is a concern shared by

Administration In order to plai

the Chancellor has just

Force to develop a pint

GSS. along wth many
stituenoes. have be-- end
members to ensure N

iji.xrdry representative of com| and
concerns

i
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There are other ways

"We might get the

administration to give

in to all the demands,

but are we going to get

the respect that we real-

ly want?"

Anant Ahuja

Okay! I guess anyone with a

positive IQ around this

area has heard about the

ALANA rally and protests.

Everyone seems to be so involved.

It is nice to see students from so

many different backgrounds unite

like this and get along so well. We
really are

setting an
example of

what a 21st

century soci-

ety should
be like.

Right?

Wrong.
Before I

continue. 1

find it

important to

mention that

I do belong
to the

ALANA community. It just so

happens that I don't really agree

with all their demands and that

makes me wonder if I'm alone in

my little world. I can imagine why
the administration is taking so

long to come up with a solution if

I myself have problems agreeing

with them.

Throughout the whole week so

far, no one has really raised the

most important issue. It is so easy

to And a problem and make a big

deal out of it, but does anyone
who is out there fighting for this

cause have a solution? It is so easy

to say that the costs are too high,

but does anyone understand that

no one really had a meeting with

Chancellor Scott one fine day and

suddenly decided that it would be

so cool to raise the price of "every-

thing" at UMass? When students

apply to UMass, they do get

informed about the possibility of a

hike in costs. 1 think to keep up
with the services that are

promised in that Admissions
Catalogue, that could be a just

solution. How can the University

keep charging the same price

when prices outside the University

keep increasing.'

Another demand that keeps
bothering me is to have a set per-

centage of colored students that

should be admitted each year.

That is the most outrageous

demand 1 have ever heard.

According to me. thut right there

is discrimination. Imagine telling

an academically poor student with

high self-esteem that he was
accepted to the University only

because he was a minority and
that without his colored skin, he

did not have a

chance. I agree,

this is a state

school but state

schools are

allowed to have

standards.
That's why we
have many state

schools. They
have different

locations and
different stan-

dards. Do these

protestors real-

ize what kinds

of problems could arise if just

about everybody was accepted at

UMass?
1 could go on and on about the

many demands that 1 think are

crazy, but 1 don't have that kind of

time. The bottom line is that we
are trying to change something
that cannot be changed by these

protests. We might get the admin-

istration to give in to all the

demands, but are we going to get

the respect that we really want? I

suggest working on the prejudice

that still exists in their minds. This

disruptive behavior is only making
things worse. The saddest part is

that we might go home one day,

thinking how awesome we were
and how the University finally

agreed to the demands, but who is

to say that their attitude towards

us will change. Maybe that's what
we missed five years ago!

I do agree with the fact that we
need more diversity here at

UMass, but is that something that

can be changed overnight? We
must understand that discrimina-

tion is a major problem and that

like any major problem, the solu-

tion takes time to work. Respect is

not something that one can
demand. We have to eam it. As a

community, what are we doing
about it?

Anant Ahuja is a L'Mass stu-

dent.

Letters to the Editor (continued from page 5)

Just the beginning

Mahmood

Ketabchi

I
Muih has been said about

: * the demands of the student
protesters in Goodcll. but little or

nothing has been mentioned about

the movement they have sparked.

On the evening of March 2. when
the organizers of the student
protest were making the final deci-

sions, they never thought that they

were actually putting together a

tremendous movement. Irrespective

of all the optimism.
hope and determina-

tion, their best esti-

mate was that only 60
people would partici-

pate directly in the

sit-in protest and a few dozens
would be protesting outside.

However, in the last four days.

hundreds of students have taken
part in the protest inside Coodell.

In each of the four night, over 150
students have slept over in the

building. The pressure and the

willingness to get inside the build

was so high that the administration

ordered its cops to shut down the

whole building not allowing
entrance into the building.

Throughout these four days there

have been continuous protests out-

fide of Goodell. The students from
the other four local colleges have

not only joined the protesters
inside the building, but also orga-

nized marches and rallies in sup-

port of the UMass students. Many
students are walking out from their

classes and bringing friends and
a family members to express their

ftpolidarity with the protesters.
People are coming from all over the

Valley to show their support and
concern

A great supply of food, drink,

jbfruit, hygienic materials, clothes.

HhUlows and blankets are incessantly

lowing into the building. There is

HHinuch of everything that the pro

heaters in the building are sending

^^B excess out to charities. Many
]?TA's attempted to tutor the stu-

, dents, but cops turned them away.
' Many faculty members and TAs
have declared their support and
have assured their students that

they should not worry about their

fycxams and assignments. On
j| Wednesday night over 100 protest-

ers slept by Goodell Building in

more than 20 tents. On Thursday
morning approximately 500 pro-

testers marched through Whitmore
to warn the UMass Administration

' that we have the power to take this

whole University. Moreover, the

news of this protest is all over the

country.

And this is just the- beginning.

The momentum is building up as

the days pass by.

Every protester who was
involved in any sit-in protest has

admitted that this current protest is

by far the greatest one they have

I

ever seen at UMass. This is indeed

a great moment for the UMass stu-

dents, their supporters, and whole

community. This protest has

already turned into a movement It

is becoming a torch that is throw-

ing its light of hope for a better

future everywhere. It seems as if

everyone in this area has been wait-

ing for something to happen. This

sit-in protest has become a spark

that is about to start a fire. This

movement is no longer

just about the students

inside of Coodell. it il

about everyone who is

involved in it one way
or another.

This is no revolution, but this

movement has every humane quali-

ties of an egalitarian revolution; it

has the decency and integrity of a

social revolution for equality and
freedom. Spontaneity, self-con-

sciousness, self-activity, initalive

and discipline are the characteris-

tics of this movement. Sense of

commitment, determination,
courage and morale is incredibly

high. Hope and optimism are every-

where. Self-sacrifice, selflessness,

sharing, caring and loving have
become a way of life for everyone

inside the building and their sup-

porters outside.

This movement is the epitome of

a truly inclusive and free move-
ment. Black, white. Latino, Native

American, Asian... low income
men. women, gays and lesbians are

all fighting together, sleep side by

side and dance with each other.

This is a movement with a true

diversity, a diversity with a sense of

commonness and oneness. It is not

a zoo-type, pretentious,, individu-

alized, and narrow ethnic and inter-

est group diversus

The current protest is a move-
ment with unconditional freedom.

Everyone freely expresses his/her

idea and feeling. No one is forced

to shut up and pressured into con-

formity. There are no showy speak-

ers, no dealing and wheeling as to

who can speak and who can't. This

movement is a truly bottom-up.
mass, direct movement. Everyone is

a leader and a participant. This is a

movement that challenges the suf-

focating capitalist democracy and
its shameful inequality.

This is a genuine, an honest,
self-motivated common action.

This movement is freedom itself. It

is a way of life, it is the future and
it is what tomorrow should look

like. It gives everyone a sense of

pride, wholeness, and integrity. It

feels good to live like a human
being and fight for the rights that

are truly ours. This movement is

the epitome of humanity at its best.

This movement has already suc-

ceeded.

Mahmood Ketabchi is a UMass
student.

We the undersigned Student Government offi-

cers at University of Massachusetts, Amherst,

elected to serve you. do hereby applaud the efforts

of the truly diverse coalition of students now occu-

pying the Goodell Building. Your efforts of per-

sonal sacrifice on behalf of students at this

University is nobel and we join with you in calling

for the administration to live up to its promises.

Unfortunately, we cannot, as a whole endorse you,

in part became many of our ranks are among you.

The SGA President. Speaker, the entire of the

ALANA Caucus Senators and a number of their

senators are here in Goodell or are camping out

outside. Thank you tor your efforts so far, we are

with you. one, united.

Brian Tirrell

SGA Speaker

19 SGA Senators signed this letter

Union supports students'

protest

To the Editor:

On Thursday. March 6, 1997. the Executive

Board of the UMass Amherst Chapter of Local

509, Service Employees International Union,

AFL-CIO/CLC, which represents about 900 pro-

fessional staff on the Amherst campus, met and

discussed the issues raised by those currently occu-

pying the Goodell Building and currently being

negotiated by them and the campus administra-

tion. The Board then drafted and adopted the fol-

lowing resolution:

"The UMass Amherst Chapter Executive Board

of Local 509, SEIU, supports the goals of the stu-

dents currently negotiating with the administration

to ensure quality education and to increase access

to the University for all people in the common-
wealth regardless of their economic means and/or

racial/ethnic backgrounds. We endorse their

objective of achieving greater University efforts

towards the goals of diversity, multiculturalism

and educational opportunity for all. We urge the

administration to negotiate in good faith towards

these ends."

Our union is very familiar with the difficulties of

bargaining with the administration. Our last con-

tract took over 1 1/2 years to negotiate, and final

settlement was only achieved on the eve of a major

demonstration with other unions at a Board of

Trustees meeting. Even then, we were unable to

obtain stronger protections for our members who
might be illegally discriminated against. We con-

sider this an example of a lack of commitment to

put rhetoric concerning fairness and equal oppor-

tunity into practice.

We look forward to working cooperatively with

students and the administration on these funda-

mental issues of economic and social justice at the

University.

Simon Kcochakian

President of UMass Amherst Chapter of Local

509

Everywoman s Center adds
support

To the Editor:

We. the staff of Everywoman 's Center, wish to

register our support for the students involved in

the occupation of Goodell and their list of

demands. The mission of the University, as staled

in Trustee Document T92-1 17B. includes the fol-

lowing: "Access: Providing undergraduate educa-

tion for all qualified students, regardless of their

financial circumstances... Paying special attention

to meeting the needs of students from varied

social, cultural and ethnic backgrounds," and
"Quality of life:... promoting the multicultural

awareness and support and appreciation of. and
respect for diversity essential to a pluralistic,

transnational society."

All of the student demands support this mission.

Most of these demands are not new. and some are

long overdue. Mission statements set the context.

The student demands translate the mission into the

action steps that will enable this university to real-

ize its stated goals. We urge the administration to

take these action steps, and fulfill its stated mis-

sion as a public land-grant state university.

Carol S. Wallace. Director

The staff of the E very-woman's Center

New World Theater backs
takeover

To the Editor

The student staff of New World Theater fully

supports the student takeover of the Goodell
Building. NWT's commitment to the ALANA com-
munity began with its inception almost two
decades ago in response to student demands, much
like the ones being made today. We recognize and

laud the strength and determination of the com-
forts and needs, their lives on hold for the ultimate

benefit of this University. We understand how
vital it is that students challenge this University.

We understand how vital it is that students chal-

lenge the quiet and insidious ways in which stu-

dents of color are oppressed on this campus. It is

important to question the system that deems that

there not be more than a handful of students of

color in our largest classrooms and it is important

to take a stand against the system that just looks

on. uncaring, when not all of them make it to

graduation day The fight is against the rhetoric

and complacency of this administration and
against the apathy that has been in place so far.

The fight is for a stronger voice for students of

color on this campus.

Meeting the demands of the protesting students

will ensure a stronger voice for students of color

on this campus. Over the past 18 years NWT has

acted as a first voice theater for artists of color as

they represent and express issues important in our

communities. We persist in our efforts to present

artistic work that has traditionally remained in the

periphery. Now, we urge students and faculty from

all Five Colleges to support these students as they

fight for a voice at the margins of this place of

higher learning.

Sangeeta Rao
Lucy Burns

and the entire student staff at NWT

Commitment to education
and diversity a must

To the Editor:

One of the first things that happened, when one

of us arrived at UMass to teach in 1989, was that

the "catch-up" math programs for students enter-

ing with inadequate math preparation, were cut.

As far as the accessibility of public education is

concerned, il has seemed largely downhill from

there — a long change of budget cuts and tuition

hikes. As UMass faculty, we are writing in support

of the ALANA-led demonstrators and their

demands.

In spite of the hype that affirmative action has

equalized everything, numbers haven't really

changed very much. Moreover, though there have
been various (often half- hearted) attempts at

recruiting minority and "nontraditional" (e.g.

women in science) students, relatively little effort

is put into retaining them. A support network,
including tutors, advisors and a peer group, is crit-

ical for all students. The need is potentially much
bigger, if you are a student operating as a nontra-

ditional element in the University environment.
Support services are often dismissed as coddling,

or special treatment, for minorities. This reaction

is understandable, if you are part of the group
which largely holds power in our society (i.e.

whites and white males, in particular); if you have

never been in a situation in which you "stuck out"

because you are a woman or a minority, if you
have never needed to make up for weaknesses in

•you are a woman or a minority, if you have never

experienced not automatically being treated as an

intelligent, legitimate equal by teachers and other

students, then it may take some hard thinking to

realize how difficult it can be to succeed on this

campus.

Another aspect of retention is financial policies.

Currently the University bureaucracy uses a dra-

conian approach when students fail to meet pay-

ments — they are simply terminated as students.

This obviously discriminates against poorer stu-

dents, and parodies the purpose of public educa-

tion. Further, the less affluent students are fre-

quently minority students — not surprising when
one looks at the demographics of the [United

States]. This policy should be replaced by a more
civilized procedure of working out a payment
scheme while the student remains in classes.

There are a number of plans — having UMass
become an AAU member, creating an "Honors
College" on campus (not to mention Division I

football) — which aim at turning UMass into a

more elite institution. There is an idea that the

quality of the University depends primarily on the

SAT scores of its incoming students, or on flashy

new initiatives. While we generally support all

efforts to improve the quality of teaching and
research on campus, we think that the University

priorities should focus on serving the needs of all

students, not just the elite, and this is where we
should be putting our resources.

Finally, we should all be addressing the broader

causes of the pinch on education and barriers to

minority education. To implement serious change

we need money, and that has to come from some-

where. To make progress Massachusetts needs to

reorient itself towards serving the needs of people.

One telling comparison, which highlights current

misplaced priorities, is between trends in state

spending on prisons and spending on higher edu-

cation. In 1988. state spending on "criminal jus-

tice" — prisons, courts, etc. — stood at $750 mil-

lion, slightly below the budget for higher educa-

tion. By 1996. while spending on higher ed. was
slightly lower, criminal justice spending had
increased to SI. 2 billion. In a time when more
African-American men are behind bars, than in

college, we are closely following the path of

California and Florida, which are spend more on
prisons than on colleges and universities. We
strongly believe that what our society needs are

more and better schools, not more prisons and
jails

Prof, leninc Traschcn

Prof. David Kastor

Department of Physics

Responding to the burden of
white privilege

To the Editor:

(In response to lesse Pompei's letter | to the edi-

tor (in Wednesday's! Collegian angered me more
than anything else in this paper has in four years.

How could you be so blind, self-centered and
offensive such as you were, and at the same time,

comfortable enough with what you were saying to

print it?

Nothing could be more ignorant than to say that

"being white is a burden, not a privilege." White
privilege is a privilege. I know this. I'm white. And
no. don't you dare suggest that I am saying these

things in order to sound like Kory on the "Real

World" who wants to be "more cultured." I'm say-

ing these things because I'm aware enough to real-

ize that being white means being privileged. What
you seem not to realized is that, while you may feel

laden with burdens beyond your wildest imagina-

tions, you are privileged for a very simple reason:

in this country, it is simply easier to be white. It

doesn't mean your life is easy, good or simple. But

many would be very offended by suggesting that

they don't receive the wrath of being on the other

side of the privileged.

Do you realize what you said? To suggest that

the ALANA students who are holing themselves

up in Goodell (preventing you from working your

job) are doing so in order to make you ashamed of

your being white is ridiculous. Do yourself a favor,

do them a favor — go listen to what they are ask-

ing for. Go listen to what they are demanding. Try

to understand and appreciate the fact that you

don't have to hole yourself up in a building to get

yourself heard (talk about burden).

And, if you really need it. I'll lend you the gas

money you so desperately need.

Will Nathanson
Amherst

UMass Alum offers support

To the Editor:

I'm writing to support what ALANA is doing to

help UMass in preserving a more diverse environ-

ment. I have mixed feelings about affirmative

action but I do believe UMass can do a better job

in hiring more minority professors. During my stay

at the (University). I can only recall two professors

that are of ethnic descent. Of which, these two
professors have best Teaching Awards. I feel the

financial aid is the sufficient for all students who
really needs it. Most students at the (University)

while they go to school. Some may have two or

three part-time jobs. I was one of these people. I

went to UMass because of its diversity in people,

value of the education, distinguished faculty, and
an experience of a lifetime that I will never regret.

I'm hoping ALANA and the administration will

come to terms because too many lives are at stake

here.

Amy Cheng, SOM '95

amyc9fsg.com

Having his say

To the Editor:

Four years I've been here, ahd for four years I've

kept my opinions to myself and behind closed

doors. Why do you ask? Because I'm white and

come from a financially comfortable family, there-

fore, any and all opinions 1 have regarding issues

concerning people of color is classified as racist. I

am not racist, so let's get the out of the picture.

However, I've had it with being afraid to speak my

mind. Every time you turn around, someone on

this campus stands up on their soap box and cries

racism. We are all taking steps in the wrong direc-

tion, people.

Over the course of my college career, I have yet

to see one person or group bring us all together as

student body. Instead I've seen multiple efforts to

do nothing but segregate us. Student groups band

together not to unite black and white but instead

segregate themselves from others. Now of course I

am completely wrong on this issue because I'm

white, but for argument's sake, let's take a

moment here to give examples of some things, that

had they been done by white students, would have

been seen directly as RACIST. ALANA. for those

of you who don't know what this stands for,

means the leveryone] but white group. Black

Entertainment Television, Russels Simmon's Del

comedy jam (for the young black comedians

today), and the infamous movie White Men Can't

lump are just scratching the surface of what's

wrong with today's society. What would happen if

I tried to state the CCU — The Caucasian

Coalition of UMass. How about WET (White

Entertainment Television) or what about my own
comedy club for the young, white comedians of

today. But my favorite would (have) to come out

with the movie Black Men Can't Skate. Someone

get a dictionary and look up the word "diversify"

— it's a far cry from segregate.

I've probably pissed off the campus, but I don't

care. I've only got dhe semester left, and have had

it with people complaining. My father came from a

very poor family — they had nothing. However, he

was determined to make a better life for his familv

He worked 70 hours a week, getting stepped on

and backstabbed. all the while going to school. At

52. he received his Ph.D. and is finally happy with

his job. So you go ahead and call me privileged all

you want. Being white doesn't make me privileged,

being my father's son just makes me determined

leffrey Ambrose

Y Amherst

An ode to the protest

To the Editor:

Students united never divided!

Students united never defeated!

is what the chant appears ty be as another 500

diverse students converge into the Congregation

already a thousand strong students and faCultv

inside doing their best supporters of ALA!^A a

minority support group or they are GEO or gradu-

ate students/teachers seeking equal rights and thc>

stand by the windows soaking up support for the

sit-in peaceful but loud.

Well, demands have been posted to the powtrs

and the powers emphasize inability, on their pan

to conduct action, as a reaction to chaotic confu-

sion, by separate groups and then enters the new-.

swaying public opinion this time to believe the stu-

dents' right, right in the idea they have rights to be

horvoroiLand respected and not denied.

U Iihfh the current state, the holed up ones

grow in number and tension, but mean noting

until all of UMass- Amherst is effectively shut

down.
Only then may the slithering Chancellor feel the

urge to pick up a government phone, write off the

long-distance call, and be forced to deal with exor-

cising his mind.

Christopher D. Martin

Greenfield

Not responsible for sins of
our ancestors

To the Editor:

This is a response (to] the letter from Tina

Cincotti and Katie M. Thoennes. To claim that

because one's skin is white his or her ancestors

created racism in America is ludicrous. One could

make a better case for the placing the crimes of the

Crusades on the head of Mother Theresa. Most of

us are the sons and daughters of immigrants who
met hostility when they hit these shores. Each of

us at UMass bears the weight of only our own sin?

We are not to blame for the slave holder any more
than we are for the man who hung out the sign

that read "Irish need not apply."

Paul Doheny
PDOHENY9oitvms.oit.uniass.edu

t

A protest for racial

double standards

To the Editor:

When I left my 11:15 class Wednesday (morn-
ing]. I found myself walking in the opposite direc-

tion of my dorm, drawn by the cheers of protesters

at Goodell. As I passed the chapel and looked
towards Goodell I fotjnd an enthusiastic crowd of

my fellow students cheering a group of protesters

huddled around a microphone. To see so many
students fighting for what they believe to be right

was an inspiring sight I stood there for half and
hour as words such as "oppression" and "institu-

tional racism" were spoken. That's when I realized

that the reason for not coming sooner wasn't due
to my apathy as a white person, but the fact that I

disagree with a lot of what the protesters had to

say. I'm white, middle class freshman, conserva-

tive in my views and firm in my beliefs. I believe

strongly in what Dr. Martin. Luther King Jr. fought

and died for: racial equality and a society where
the color of your skin doesn\ matter. For this rea-

son I do not support either affirmative action or

quotas. I do not support groups such as the
NAACP or ALANA for that matter. Although
these once noble groups were instrumental in a

proud struggle for civil rights, they have now
squandered their moral authority. To quote the

brilliant conservative economist and nationally

syndicated black columnist Walter Williams.
"(These groups] are little more than race hustlers

championing a racial spoils system. They no longer

seek fair play and a color blind society: their agen-

da is one of group rights where quota is king and
color blindness in viewed with contempt." I think

it's time those students who are protesting at

Goodell take a hard look at what it was Dr. King
was fighting for. What you are fighting for is not

racial equality but a system of racial double stan-

dards.

Mark Boniface

Dickinson
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Berlioz epic to open at the Fine Ars Center
By Julia Casson
Col log ion Staff

An enriching evening of music
entitled "Fantastic Music" is being
presented by the University
Orchestra and will be performed
on Sunday. March 9 in the Fine
Arts Center Hall.

The night of music, under the
direction of Mark Russell Smith,
includes Symphonie Fantastique by
Hector Berlioz, which is often
thought of as one of the great pro-
gram symphonies. Symphonie
Fantastique is based on Berlioz'
real-life obsession with actress
Harriet Smithson which ties into
the main theme of the movement.
The presentation is intended to be
accompanied by an explanation of
the intricate story behind the
music.

The story tells the tale of a
young, love-sick musician who
attempts to poison himself with
opium. Being sensitive and possess-

ing an overactive imagination, he
doesn't die — instead, escapes into

a drug-induced sleep where he
experiences amazing illusions.

The five movements of the sym-

phony depict this dream- like state

of bizarre hallucinations. Clear
images of this voyage will be con-

jured up in the minds of the audi-

ence simply by changes in the
music. These visions include a ball,

a storm, an eerie witches' Sabbath
and a march to the scaffold com-
plete with a guillotine drop.

The next symphony to be per-

formed is in deep contrast to

Berlioz's work. It is entitled

Symphony No. 30. "Alleluja,"
written by Franz losel Haydn. In

1975, Hayden was working for the

Hungarian Esterhazy princes and
was gaining recognition as being a

gifted composer. "Alleluja," which
was written during his employment
with the princes, represents a com-
bining of concerto and symphony
forms. The first movement is based
on the Gregorian "Alleluja " that

was written and intended to be

chanted on Easter morning mass.

The concert will take place in

the Fine Arts center on Sunday.
March 9 at 7 p.m. Tickets are free

for UMass students. $4 for seniors

and students, and $8 for public.

For more information call

545-2511.
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The UMass Orchestra, featuring Christine Lee (violin) and Heather
Ashbridge (viola) v/ill perform Berlioz' Symphonie Fantastique on Sunday
at 7 p.m. at the FAC.

Ex-porn star at Pearl StA
Sprinkle shows "Hardcore from the heart"

By Daniel Bodah
Collegian Staff

Agnostic Front back
Legendary band reunites original lineup

By Adam Dlugocz

Collegian Staff

cou«ns» sm »CO«K

The Smiths in their heyday. Has Morrisey's hair ever been so big?

How the Smiths made music
By John rwndriduon
CoHagion Staff

In light of the brand spankin' new
Smiths tribute album. The WoruMtill

Won't Listen (Chord/Too Damn
Hype). I think it's time to take a clos-

er look at the band's history, output

and legacy.

It's hard to believe the Smiths have

been gone for 10 years. Love 'em or

hate 'em, you can't deny them their

nghtful place high in the pantheon of

modern rock. Along with R.E.M..

they were arguably the college band

of the '80s. Thar unique coupling of

jangling guitar-pop with over-

wrought, melodramatic vocals made
for a truly distinct sound in the

synth-happy post-new wave era.

Part of a long-standing tradition of

excellent Manchester bands (from the

Buzzcocks right up through Oasis),

the Smiths formed in 1982. Focusing

around the tension-filled creative

axis/songwriting partnership of

vocalist Morrissey and guitarist

lohnny Marr. the band straddled the

fine line between brilliance and
melancholic pretension throughout

their five-year career.

Turn to SMITHS, page 8

In the early '80s on the lower east-

side of New York city, an institution

began called Agnostic Front. With
one fool firmly planted in street poli-

tics and the other in punk rock.

Agnostic Front changed the face of

hardcore forever.

Agnostic Front's first album Victim

In Pain instantly pushed them to the

forefront of the punk hardcore scene.

Despite criticism by Maximum Rock

and Roll referring to them as fascists.

Agnostic Front pushed on.

Agnostic Front continued with the

releases of Cause For Alarm and
Liberty and justice For. . . Liberty and
lustice For. . . featured the classic song

"Crucified." which was originally done

by an old Washington D.C. band Iron

Cross. They also released two live

albums Final Warning and Live At

CBGB's which effectively showcased

the tremendous live show that

Agnostic Front became famous for.

What separates Agnostic Front

from other bands was the fact that

they were so dedicated to uniting the

scene at any cost. While the scene

was splitting and punk and hardcore

were getting farther and farther away
from each other Agnostic Front was

the one band that everyone went to

see. Straight Edge, skinhead, crusty

punk and every other category could

be found at Agnostic Front singing

along to the chorus "Skins and Punks

united as one."

Which is perhaps why the Agnostic

Front re-union was so necessary.

Although Agnostic Front was contin-

ued in a sense through Madball
which featured Agnostic Front gui-

tarist and scene godfather Vinny
Stigma and Roger's younger brother

Freddy on vocals it wasn't the same.

In fact no band has even come close,

except maybe Sick Of It All, to the

impact Agnostic Front has had on the

scene.

The initial Agnostic Front reunion

show at Wetlands in New York City

was a beautiful display of unity as old

school kids, new school kids and skin-

heads all danced and sang-a-long in

unity without one fight. Despite the

accusations that Agnostic Front is a

fascist or tough guy band anyone who
really listens to them knows that those

are two things they stand against.

So, Sunday night offers an oppor-

tunity to witness one of hardcore's al

time greatest band in full effect with

the original line up. Come watch
Roger Miret prowl the stage and cues

the guitars with his yell of "Stigma."

come down and see the band who
started it all.

Agnostic Front is playing at Pearl

Street on Sunday night with 25
Ta'Life. Fastbreak. Pushbutton
Warfare and Hatebreed Doors open
at 7 p.m. tickets are $12.50 in

advance and SI4 at the door.

Annie Sprinkle has moved in the

right circles to gain firsthand experi-

ence with women's issues and
pornography. She began her career in

the sex industry as a model (she has

appeared in Hustler. Penthouse and
Playboy) and actress (she has been in

over 40 pornographic movies). In

recent years, however, Sprinkle has

spent a great deal of her time on per-

formance art, writing essays and arti-

cles about sexual issues, and leading

workshops on sexual themes and
experiences.

Tonight and Saturday in a matinee

showing. Pioneer Valley residents have

the chance to attend the U.S. premier

run of her new show. Hardcore from
the Heart. Already the show has
stirred a dose of controversy in

Northampton: originally slated to run

at the Northampton Center for the

Arts, Hardcore from the Heart moved
to Pearl Street Nightclub after the

Center balked at hosting it.

The controversy that surrounds
Sprinkle's work is no big surprise.

Sprinkle has made a point of taking

on our society's many sexual taboos

and restrictions as the core concern

of her work. She makes no bones
about glorifying sexual pleasure and

presents a worldview in which
pornography is a tool of sexual libera-

tion and economic freedom for

women.
Among Sprinkle's attacks on sexual

repression was her infamous Public

Cervix Announcement
(http://www.infi.net/-heck). in which

she used a speculum to let the audi-

ence view her cervix.

The lighthearted. fun attitude that

Sprinkle brings to her discussions of

sexual issues can be tasted in some of

her statements about the PCA: "A
cervix is such a beautiful creation, yet

most people go through life having

missed the chance to see one. Over
the years, I've given thousands of

people that rare opportunity, by
showing my cervix... to members of

theatre audiences who stood in line

by the hundreds in over a dozen
countries."

Although word has it Sprinkle's

new show involves no on- stage nudi-

ty, she is sure to bring her upbeat sex-

ual empowerment rap and knowl-
edgeable perspective to this subject so

much at the heart of us all.

Arts! Entertain your
serif and writs a

review. It's that easy.
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Some wild ideas for new shows
By Frazwr Moor

e

AjKKialod Press

NEW YORK — How would you

like to be watching these shows next

fall:

•"Gross National Product:' A sit-

com about a wildly successful radio

shock-jock.with a conventional fam-

ily life in the suburbs.

•"Rap Squad:" An action drama
about undercover cops who pose as

rap artists.

•"Hotdog Man:* A sitcom about a

man who eats hotdogs.

Or maybe you'd rather not face

the future just yet.

After all. you're probably reeling

from a week when no fewer than

eight new series upped the ante on

your viewing demands. Each wants

you to watch it. Each wants your
support to bring it back next season.

Oh, the pressure!

So the last thing you need is the

chore of assessing scads of series

that don't even exist yet, and most
likely never will.

Networks and producers, howev-
er, are currently consumed with that

task. After all, television is war.

This week's premieres could be next

week's body count. New troops

must be recruited and trained. And
never more so than for the fall cam-
paign.

Which means lots and lots of fall

pilots. That's "pilot," from the Latin

for "if this went to scries, you think

anyone would watch?"

In the next few hectic weeks, each

network's crop of pilots (some not

even cast yet. much less filmed) will

be poked and prodded and tweaked

by programming bosses, in an

unpitying process grandly termed

"development."

Then, not long after May Day.

each network will announce its fall

schedule, containing, at most, only a

handful of the series those pilots

sought to be. The rest are toast.

This week, a couple of TV trade

magazines published a list of those

pilots. What's up — at least, up for

consideration — next fall?

For starters, of the nearly 100

series concepts listed, the three 1

mentioned above weren't among
them. I made those up.

Weekly
Drink

Specials

flmaretto Soar
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baseball
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Van Morrison's new album The Healing Came is a lazy effort from a man
with jo many classics.

Morrison no longer delivers

By Joshua Boyd
ColUgion Staff

VAN MORRISON
The Healing Game
Polydor Records

On Van Morrison's new album,

there is one song in which he sings

"In the very first, it was- rock and roll

/ Set me free in body and soul / But

this weight is just bringing me
down."

From listening to The Healing

Game, one could easily surmise that

this weight is the guilt of having

gone from putting gallons and gal-

lons of sweat worth of effort into

classic albums like Tupelo Homy.
Common One and Aural Weeks to

putting out a new album that rides

on not much else than the name of

Van Morrison.

The Healing Game is chock full of

mid-tempo songs that all ride along

on the same lazy, unimaginative

rhythms, with the Belfast-bom singer

singing some of his least romantic

and least imaginative lyrics in years.

In "Sometimes We Cry." the man
staggers on soul-lessly singing

"Sometimes we know, sometimes we
don't / Sometimes we give, some-

times we won't / Sometimes we're

wrong, sometimes we're strong /

Sometimes we cry." The man tries to

cast life in so many ways and so

many songs on this album, but if The

Healing Game is about the times in

life when we're most desperate, as

most songs Van Morrison sings are,

then life must be truly empty.

This album isn't a total failure,

however. There's some thick but

funky guitar bits by Ronnie lordan on

"Fire In The Belly." one of Morrison's

style of song in which he lets the

song flow, repeating a phrase in dif-

ferent ways to stress as many sylla-

bles of it as possible, such as on
"Spirit" from I980's Common One.

"It Once Was My Life" is a good
casting of a man who is tired of other

people messing up 'his life, which is

easily seen in the lyric "Some people

try to use mc. just cause they don't

have their own." He even takes a shot

at '50s rock'n'roll balladry in "If You
Love Me" which is actually quite

nice.

However, despite fine perfor-

mances on this album from
Morrison's frequent collaborator,

Georgie Fame, on Hammond organ,

and former lames Brown saxophonist

Pee Wee Ellis, the abilities are lost in

the flatness of Morrison probably just

trying to satisfy a record contract and

put out an album of average or

below-average songs that just roll

along effortlessly. Not one for the

books. C

continued from page 7

This is primarily due, of course, to

the enigma that is Steve Morrissey.

Celibate, vegetarian, neurotic and

emotionally tortured. The Mozaer
made contemporaries Michael Stipe

seem like the boy next door and the

Cure's Robert Smith look like the

poster child for "Up With People."

Yet this pompadoured. androgynous

nerd with the monotonous croon had

charisma in spades, a trait which can

make a rock star (or an icon) out of

even the most unassuming candidate.

After a wildly successful appear-

ance on D| |ohn Peel's BBC radio

showcase in 1983, the Smiths
released their eponymous debut the

following year. Spawning the singles

"This Charming Man" and "Hand In

Glove" (which featured the timeless

line "Hand in glove/the sun shines

out of our behinds"). this strong

album consisted of 1 1 infectious

songs. Both The Smiths and the sin-

gles/rarities compilation Hat Full Of
Hollow set high expectations for

what was to follow.

The often maligned Meat Is

Murder, released in 1985. featured

what has become their signature

song. "How Soon Is Now." All

tremeloed guitars and booming
drums. "Now" states Morrissey's

manifesto in one succinct line: "I am
the son/and the heir/of a shyness that

is criminally vulgar." Other highlights

include "The Headmaster Ritual." the

groove-laden "Barbarism Begins At

Home" and the single "That |oke Isn't

Funny Anymore." Although
Morrissey delivers another paean to

loneliness and sexual uncertainty

with "I Want The One I Cant Have.'

the heavy-handed veggie politics of

the title track and an abundance of

filler (kind of like a hot dog, eh
Moz?) keep Meat from ranking with

their best work.

However, the Smiths rebounded in

'86 with the stellar The Queen Is

Dead. Lyrically their most focused

and musically their most textured

record. Queen is consistent from the

rollicking title track to the absurd

"Some Girls Are Bigger Than
Others." Sandwiched in-between are

the gems "The Boy With The Thorn

In His Side," "Vicar In A Tutu
w
and

"Big Mouth Strikes Again," where
Morrissey outdoes himself with the

claim that "...Now I know how loan

Of Arc felt."

The Smiths were remarkably pro-

lific during their last year as a band.

Louder Than Bombs, the States-side

counterpart to the U.K. — only The

World Won't Listen, was another

compilation of singles and other

obscurities, features the classic tracks

"Panic." "Is It Really So Strange."

-Shoplifters Of The World Unite"

and a host of others. Bombs has

stood the test of time and proved to

be their most consistent and satisfy-

ing release: an excellent career

overview and the perfect album for

the Smiths novice.

Unfortunately, their last studio

effort, the prophetically titled

Strangeways Here We Come, was a

step down from the heights of Queen.

Although it features the excellent

"Stop Me If You Think You've Heard

This One Before" and the underrated

rhythm section of bassist Andy
Rourke and drummer Mike loyce

finally get their due from the album's

punchy production. Strangeways is a

dud. Morrissey's trademark snideness

and sarcasm all too often disinte-

grates into plain anger and spite, thus

turning what had become almost an

art form into run-of-the-mill ranting.

Rank, the first of many posthu-

mous releases, is far more interesting.

The Smiths' only live album, it pre-

sents the band at their most energetic

and Morrissey at his most -playful.

Recorded in '86, most of the album's

tracks are form The Queen Is Dead

and the later singles. Highlights

include the medley of "Rusholme

Ruffians" with Elvis Presley's "His

Latest Flame" as well as an utterly

explosive "Bigmouth." The last few

years have seen the releases of The

Singles and Best Of The Smiths. Vols.

One and Two. All three compilations

serve as good overviews of the band's

career and any of them are good

touchstones for the casual listener.

After their dissolution, the Smiths

each found success in varying

degrees, loyce and Rourke went on to

back up. among others, Sinead

O'Connor and Marr has played with

the Pretenders. The The. and
Electronic. Morrissey released an

excellent solo album, Viva Hate, and

a string of fine singles before

descending into total mediocrity.

However, the creative differences

which initially split Morrissey and

Marr have supposedly been patched

up: both are willing to work together

again, so it is entirely feasible that the

Smiths could reform. Given the high

artistic standards and integrity which

were their trademarks, a Smiths

reunion would most likely be a fitting

and welcome addition to a remark-

able musical resume.
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left-handed pitcher, and he can hit the

ball. Also. Shaun Skeffington (Fall

River, MA) will bring us some spark,"

Stone said.

Apart from being drafted by the
Cleveland Indians last year, Veracka
pitched a perfect 5-0 with a 0.44
ERA for his Chieftans of Nashoba
Regional H.S. As far as Skeffington's

defense is concerned, he never made
an error during his entire high school
career.

"They can play," Stone said. "They
understand the team concept.
Chemistry is a key in order for them to

play as a team."

After the JMU series. UMass extends

its trip to Fort Meyers, Fla., where they

will swing against Pace College on Mar.

15, Rider University from Mar. 16-20,

Canisius on Mar. 21, and Bucknell on

Mar. 22 before returning to Amherst to

host Holy Cross in the home opener on
Mar. 26.

Despite the extended season-open-

ing road trip, Stone offers no predic-

tions.

"1 never expect to come back with

a certain record. You can't do that. I

used to, and that was the wrong
thing to do," Stone said. "All I expect

is for the team to play hard, funda-

mentally sound baseball, and come
back here in good shape."

Providence, UNC-Charlotte win;

Conference USA shocker, 49ers made bidforNCAA

lacrosse

Rolling Rock
12oz Bottlos

Si."

1/2 Price

appetizers ond
Hachos 3-5

ond 7-11

Than - Fri -

Sot

Dancing

Thurs - Frl -

Sot

No Cover

Before 10pm

ISlMtl

$vthxh$r
Employment Opportunities

Student Union Ballroom
Tuesday March 11th

10:00am - 4:00 pm
For more information contact:

Student Employment Office

243Whltmore Bldg. 545-1530

NEW YORK (AP) — Austin
Croshere's consecutive free throw
streak ended, but he and the

Providence Friars advanced in the Big

East tournament.

Croshere scored 21 points
Thursday to lead Providence to a 76-

69 victory over West Virginia in the

quarterfinals of the conference tour-

nament, although his league-record

free throw streak ended at 57. seven

short of the NCAA Division I record.

"I'm glad it happened in a situation

without pressure where I was just

shooting for some more points rather

than helping my team win a game,"

he said. "I'm proud of the streak and
that I got the school and Big East

record and 1 really wasn't thinking of

the national record."

Croshere can start a new streak

Friday night in the semifinals against

top-seeded and 2 1st -ranked Villanova

(22-8), which beat Syracuse 80-70 in

the quarterfinals.

"That's a big challenge."

Providence coach Pete Gillen said.

"But we do have a chance to win."

West Virginia (19-9), despite some
poor shooting, was within 62-60 with

3:08 left. But the Friars (21-10) were

able to take control behind a 3 point

er by Croshere with 2:52 left for their

last field goal of the game, and by

making 1 1 of 1 4 free throws over the

final two minutes, one of the misses

being Croshere's first in nine games
with 1 3 seconds to play.

Croshere fell to the Madison
Square Garden floor when he missed

the free throw with 13 seconds left,

but he was soon smiling when the

buzzer sounded.

"Austin really stepped up with that

big basket and then we made free

throws," Gillen said. "Our kids really

defended well. We didn't give up any

easy baskets. We made them earn

everything." The Mountaineers, the

league's leading scoring team (77.7)

and best shooting team (46 percent),

finished 28-for-72 from the field

(38.9 percent), including 4-for-16

from 3-point range.

"You can't beat anybody shooting

32 percent in the second half," West
Virginia coach Gale Catlett said. "We
didn't play that good a game. We
couldn't get going up and down. We
played kind of tight I thought."

Catlett held firm on his opinion

that West Virginia will be included in

the NCAA's 64-team field.

"I feel the same today as I did yes-

terday and last week," he said. "I feel

this league deserves to get five teams

11 BOLTW0»U> "NWALK • AMHERST
You love our Restaurant, now try late Nite

Start March Madness Early with our Mad Specials

$1.00

$1.00

$1.00

$1.00

Gin &Tonic

Vodka & Cranberry

Bud Lite Drafts

Nacho's After 1 pm

Everyday from Thursday Feb 27 to Sunday

March 9
41 Boltwood Walk Amherst, Behind Antonios

253 - 4040

in the field and we have the second-

best computer rating (38th) by far

after Villanova (8th). We won games

at places where other people couldn't

win. The numbers are on our side."

The Division i record for consecu-

tive free throws is 64 set by |oe

Dykstra of Western Illinois over eight

games in the 1981-82 season

ST. LOUIS (AP) - North Carolina-

Charlotte got perhaps its biggest vic-

tory of the season, although it came
against one of the fastest-fading pow-
ers.

DeMarco Johnson and Sean Colson

hit two free throws apiece in the final

1 6 seconds as the 49ers rallied from a

14-point deficit early in the second

half to beat Louisville Thursday in

the quarterfinals of the Conference
USA tournament.

Coach Melvin Watkins didn't know
how reaching 20 victories and beat-

ing the 20th-ranked team would
affect his team's NCAA

tournament chances, and he said

he didn't care. Entering the confer-

ence tournament. North Carolina-

Charlotte was considered a bubble

team.

"There's no bubble." Watkins said.

"The bubble is in the bathtub."

Watkins said he doesn't want to

think about the postseason until after

this tournament. North Carolina-

Charlotte (20-7) will face either

Tulane or Alabama-Birmingham in

the semifinals on Friday. "We've got

a T-shirt: 'In it to win it," Watkins

said. "That's our focus and we won't

deviate from it at all."

Louisville (23-8) began the season

15-1 but was the No. 6 seed in the

conference tournament and has lost

six of its last 1 1 games. Coach Denny
Crum didn't know how the latest loss

would affect NCAA seeding.

"I'm not a mind-reader. I have no

idea," Crum said.

"Obviously it won't help. We'll have

to take what we can get." Johnson had

22 points and Colson 20 for North

Carolina-Charlotte, the No. 3 seed,

which trailed 47 33 with 18:43 to go.

The 49crs, who face the winner of

Tulane-Alabama-Birmingham game
in the semifinals, held Louisville to

1 3 points the rest of the way and only

five in the last 4:11.

continued from page 12

and Syracuse at home late in the sea-

son.

"Whether you play Fairfield or
Virginia you've got to come out ready

to play," Cannella said. "Fairfield coach

Ted Spencer is a UMass alumnus.
After graduation he became a Navy
Seal, so we recognize that they're going

to be ready this weekend for us."

The Minutemen will be led into bat-

tle this weekend, and expectantly

throughout the season, by the offensive

punch of two-time All-American
Brendan Glass.

"They'll have their best defenders on

Brendon," Cannella said. "He'll proba-

bly have to deal with double and some-

times triple teams, but we'll still expect

a lot from him."

Glass' size and strength at 6-feet,

205 lbs. helped him deal with the shad-

ow treatment last season. He netted 33

goals, and took advantage of the dou-

ble-ups for a career-best 1 5 assists. He
is just one member of the class that is

most key to success this season.

"We have seven seniors that are

starters. They've been here for four

years and a lot of them have started for

four years as well." Cannella said. "As

they go we will go. it's really an experi-

enced group."

At the other end of the stick is junior

netminder John Kasselakis. In his first

year as a starter he made 1 50 saves en

route to the eighth best goals against

average in the country at 9.52. this year

with a strengthened line of long sticks

in front of him there are few worries of

any sort of defensive breakdown.

"John brings a consistency in the

cage that will dictate how well our

defensive line plays," Cannella said.

"We hope that he has a great year, a

breakout year."

One of the defensemen helping

Kasselakis will be fellow junior Harold

Drumm, who is touted as an
All-America caliber back-liner.

Cannella has called him the best condi-

tioned and one of the most focused

athletes on the team.

As a team, the Minutemen have been

building up their focus through a pre-

season of scrimmages and joint prac-

tices with other local teams, including a

few of their upcoming opponents.
Cannella wants his team to be ready to

defend their No. 1 1 ranking.

"I've structured our preseason and

our early season games to prepare not

only for (No. 2) Virginia but for the

other games as well," Cannella said.

"We play one of the best schedules in

the country."

WIN
PRIZES!

The Collegian Poll Rules:

1. Ballots must be dropped of at The Collegian office

in the basement of the Campus Center or mailed

to 1 13 Campus Center, Amherst, MA 01003.

2. No Xeroxed ballots.

3. One ballot per person

4. Ballots must be filled out with reasonable

completeness. Ballots less than half of the blanks

will be disqualified.

5. Independent Ballot Referees are hired.

6. Decisions of Ballot Referees are final.

7. All Ballots due by Thursday, March 13, 1997.

The Massachusetts Dally Collegian's UMass' Best Is Intended to be a good natured contest among the local commu-

nity. It Is a fun poll based solely on UMass student opinions. This Is not a harsh competition with results that have

deep and lasting significance. Please do not take It as such, but rather as a basic published poll. ^
r
i

i

i

i

i

Ballot
Name:

Address:

Phone #:

Student ID#:

/. UMass Grub
1 . Best Pizza Place

|

2. Best Sub Shop

, 3. Best Place to Go on a Date

I 4. Best Place to Eat if Your Parents are Paying

I 5. Best Ice Cream Shop

. 6. Best Chinese Restaurant

I 7. Best Italian Food

I 8. Best Breakfast (Hangover Cure).

9. Best Bagel Shop _

I

10. Best Vegetarian Place

//. UMass Weekend
1

.

Best Liquor Store _
2. Best Coffee Shop

3. Best Place to Start the Night Out _

4. Best Place to Finish the Night Out

5. Best Shot ,

6. Best Beer
,

7. Best Drinking Game

I

I

| 8. Best Bartender (What Bar?)

I ///. Shops &. Services

1 . Best Grocery Store

2. Best Florist

3. Best Clothing Store.

4. Best Gas Station

5. Best Bike Shop

6. Best Bookstore

7. Best Hair Salon

8. Best Place to Work Out.

9. Best Tan Salon

0. Best Place to Buy Condoms _

IV Arts & Entertainment

Best Place to Hear Live Music

2. Best Local Band

3. Best Radio Station

4. Best Music Store

5. Best Place to Play Pool

6. Best Cheap Date

7. Best Video Store

8. Best Movie

9. Best TV Show

V. Unique UMass' Best

Best Thing About UMass

2. Best Apartment Complex

3. Best Class

4. Best Reason to Miss Class _

5. Best Reason to Hand in a Paper Late

6. Best Professor

7. Best Place to Read The Collegian

8. Best Excuse for Not Graduating in 4 Years

9. Best Place to Study .

£Don> *t aay U utWifiiftowefra COLLEGE
FINANCING IOI

mm
Each year thousands of college students are forced to drop out The problem is not with

their academic standing, it is their financial status. They can't pass or CLEP out of "College

Financing 101". The Massachusetts Army National Guard has over $21,000 available to each

student who qualifies. Through programs such as the Montgomery GJ. Bill and 100% Tuition

Waiver, students can concentrate on grades, not bills. The Tuition Waiver is good at 28 partici-

pating state colleges, community colleges and universities.

All it takes is about two days a month and two weeks a year. Serving your country and

community today can help build a better tomorrow.

For more information about the Massachusetts Army MASSACHUSETTS
National Guard call today:

l-888-NGPRIDE
(1-888-647-7433)

it ua )irt\ohMf pdOegnent

jf JE XELIX I s
y/^ pharmaceuticals, inc.

Research Positions Available
Exelixis Pharmaceuticals, Inc. is a rapidly growing, well-funded private genomics company
focused on defining biochemical pathways involved in chronic human diseases. Exelixis uses

model organisms to bridge the gap between gene sequence and drug screening targets in

multiple disease areas.

Research Aggori-tes (BA, BS and /or MS) to join an ongoing research program using

Drosophila and C. elegans aimed at understanding the genetic basis of human disease. The

ideal candidate would have laboratory experience and a fundamental understanding of

genetic principles. Familiarity with basic molecular biology techniques, microinjection or tm-

munohistochemistry is a plus. We welcome applications from candidates graduating Spring

1997. (Please refer to opening: Generics RA.)

Sequencing Associate (BA, BS and/or MS) Responsibilities include performing DNA
sequencing reactions, preparing DNA sequencing gels, and interpreting results. Experience

with ABI 377 or other automated sequencers preferred. (Please refer to opening: Sequencing

RA.)

Exeuxis seeks talented individuals who are attracted to a dynamic, entrepreneurial setting.

Good communication skills and the ability to participate in a team-oriented environment are

essential. We are an equal opportunity employer.
Human Resources

Exeuxis Pharmaceuticals, Inc.To apply, send your resume with the names

and addresses of three references to:
2220 Livingston Avenue, #201

Oakland, CA 94606

Fax: 510-534-9534
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
"Get leyed

-

il Club Mttro
Saturday. March 8th. 9pm 2am 18

to party. 21 to dunk Win a tree trip

for 2 to the BAHAMAS' 1 and enjoy

out tropical drink specials and free

giveaways So come and |am to NY
House Beats and dance the night

away! For more into call the FLAVA

hotline 253^623 Thanks again for

al l of your support

Havt yon had a horror story/good

experience at Health Services7 We
are doing a story- please tell us

about it' Call Christina 6-6777 at

night or leave a message

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Excellent 4 bedroom/2 balk apt

on bus line Beginning 6/1/97 Call

253-6301 4 info

AUTO FOR SALE

1(77 Ford T-Bird good running con-

dition, many extras $450 Call 538

7808

1916 Velkswaaoa GTI $400 or

B/0 Call Kelly O 253-7096

1917 Chevy S10 Pickaa standard.

4 speed. 4 cyl. 126K. runs and dri-

ves Part or restore $1500 or B/0

Call 549-8347

1993 Satara 4-door. 5 speed, no

A/C airbaa. CO. power roof. ABS.

115K excellent condition. $5500 or

B/0 545 1 408 or 967-9738

EMPLOYMENT
High Volume Seasonal

Restaaraat seeks line cooks, hosts,

cashiers, bus staff, wait staff

Interviews in person March 18. 21

and April 4 Noon till 2 00pm
Navigator Restaurant. Edoartown

Came Canadensis. Pocono Mts
Pennsylvania Excellent residential

coed summer camp Caring coun-

selors to teach Video. Photography.

Yearbook, Drama. Music and more'

Great salaries 6/21/97-8/18^7 Call

(800)572-8228 for an application

Summer on Cape Ccd The

Wychmere Harbor Beach Club and

Thompson's Clam Bar is hosting a

lob fair for all our summer employ-

ment opportunities March 13. 14,

15.20,21.22 Call Amy at (5081432

1000 lor details

Loving, responsible, mature.

non-smoker wanted to care for 2

year old and infant sons in our South

Hadley home Mon -Thurs 8 30am

4 30pm References required 536-

1899

Drivers Wanted Apply at

Pinnochio's between 2 00pm and

500pm No phone calls

Visit The Animal Fneads
Summer Cam* booth on Camp Day.

March 11th Spend your summer on

Cape Cod teaching children about

proper pel care and the environment

Many counselor positions available

Also need a cook!' Room and Board

provided (617)426-9170

Change A Lite it could bo your

ewa Summer adventure/challenge

at coed resident Camp Haien YMCA
Call Tern Mulks (800)248-8244 for

application/information Campus
Interviews March 11

EMPLOYMENT
Camp Sloana YMCA. Lakeville. CT
In search of energetic counselors

and supervisors for an unforgettable

outdoor summer experience To set

up an interview On Campus March

1 1 call Sharon Brown ® (800)545

S367

TEMPORARY
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

During Spring Break

Hadley Office/ On bus line

Earn up to $350

Evening Shifts Available

Also hiring for summer
Call now 584-0215

Ask for Mr Banl

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY
MENT- Work in America s National

Parks. Forests and Wildlife

Preserves Our materials uncover

rewarding opportunities in the out

doors Call (206)971-3624 ext

N50018 (We are a research and pub-

lishing company)

Bslchertown Racraatioa Dept
Seeking swim coaches (May- July)

Experience preferred M-F. E0E,

ADA Call Beth. Oay (413)323 0419

Night (4 13)967-4651

National Parka Hiring Plus Forest,

Beach Resorts. Ranches. Rafting

Companies Up to $12/hour

Nationwide Openings Call 1919)918

7787 ext R180

MAKE SUMMER MEMORIES

JOBS AVAILABLE

TOP NORTHEASTERN PENNSYL

VANIACAMP
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS

MARCH 11*
(continued above righti

EMPLOYMENT
Positions Available: basketball.

Softball, roller hockey, tennis,

lacrosse. swimming(WSI).

sailmg(WSI). water skiing, arts and

crafts (ceramics, sewing, scenery,

woodworking, photography, fine

arts), science and nature, pioneering,

ropes course and climbing wall,

archery, gymnastics, drama, music.

horseback riding, and general coun-

selors.

MUST BE ENTHUSIASTIC ANO
LOVE WORKING WITH CHIL-

DREN ANO ADULTSII1I

PLEASE CALL TO SET UP AN INTER

VIEW
TRAIL S END CAMP (800)408 1 404

(ASK FOR MARC)

EMPLOYMENT
Part-Time Sales Raps Wanted
"Lead the way into the 21 st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat-

shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332
BleeckerSt- P40, NYC. NY 1 0014

Cnjisa and Load Tour Employment

work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid 1 For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (800)276-4948 ext C5O017

(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

FOR RENT
Wast Yarmouth Cottage four

rooms, two bedrooms, sleeps four

Call 253-7436

Do You Love Kids? Top Northeast

Residential Camps seek Activity and

Cabin Specialists to live and work

with kids ages 7-16 Great facilities,

dynamic staff' Flexible, diverse pro-

gramming in all WaterA-and Sports.

Creative and Performing Arts, plus

full range of outdoors/experiential

activities Lots of positions available

Contact Andy at Staff Search.

(800)544-5448 for more informa-

tion/application Interviewing in

Amherst. March 10-11

FUN! FRIENOLV! Co-ed Summer
Camp in the Berkshires seeks new
staff Welcoming and supportive

environment Positions include

General Bunk Counselors. Heads and

Instructors for Swimming. Sailing.

Water-skiing. Baseball/Softball.

Golf. Gymnastics. Lacrosse. Hockey.

Archery. Soccer. Music. Pottery.

Tennis. Horseback and more Oay Off

accessibility to Boston. New York,

Montreal Call Today' Camp
Schodack (800)851-1164. E-Mail

ScfiodacWSacJ com

Six room, tour bedroom. 1 1/2

baths, sleeps eight In West
Yarmouth Call 253-7436

College Kids Welcome to Cape
Cod 15 bedroom homes for the sea

son Reasonable rates Honey
Sperco (508)398 9367. (508)394

2857

1 bedroom in a 3 bedroom apt

Pufton Village On major bus route 5

mm from campus/10 mm walking

distance Electric not included

$275/month Lease ends 8/97 Starts

ASAP Please call Larry 545-0198

Palham 2 bedroom Mobile Homo
Gas. heat No pets First, last and

security $500/month 253-5413

Capo Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

I5O8M77 6O00

FOR SALE

Light Speed Natchez titanium

50cm roadbike Almost-new Ridden

outdoors once Paid $1700 Asking

$1 350 or B/0l Call 253-6452

New Large Dorm Fridge Price

negotiable Also snowboard with

bindings Call 253-9965

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Happy Birthday Maaghaaf ! It's all

down hill from here; you California

Girl! With Best Wishes and Love.

Leah

To Melissa.

Happy 21st Birthday. Enjoy and

have fun

Love. Your Roomie

INSTRUCTION

ORE / GMAT
30 hours. $395

American Academy
1 800-808 Prep

(please leave your name and num
ber)

BARTEND with University

Bartending 50% Student Discount

On-Campus Classes Starting Soon'

Call l^TJO-U-CttvMu for info

Purple/Black EMS Jackal Left m
Rm 203 Holdsworth 2/27 Will pay

reward Sentimental Value' Call

Budget! ® 256-5470

MUSICIANS

DRUMMER WANTED
Punk/Ska Band 25 liars needs a

drummer now' We have practice

space and demo and gigs upcoming'

Call Oave and Ryan 66591 12

INSTRUCTION

SEEKING FINANCIAL AID? Get

the system to help find FREE MONEY
FOR COLLEGE! Detailed profiles on

200.000+ individual rewards from

private and public sectors Call

Student Financial Services (800)472

9575 ext F5001 7 (We ate a research

and publishing company)

TRAVEL
Fort Lauderdale area. Fl March 8

15, studio, $650/week (413)786

7133 Partial kitchen

Killington Cheap Spring Break

$239 for 5 nights/5 days skiing Call

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

MISCELLANEOUS WANTED TO RENT

GORILLAGRAMS
Birthdays. Anniversaries. Roses.

Balloons, etc Send the Crazy Gorilla

We'll go anywhere, anytime

Student Rates Call 256-0287

Nykola. I love you forever and
always Happy First Anniversary-

Love. Dustin

SERVICES

Resumes: Written. Proofed. Printed

Polished, Affordable Packages 548

9632

Legal QaastiaasT The Student

Legal Services Office offers free

legal assistance to fee paying stu-

dents Contact us at 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995

Pregnant? Need kelp? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

TRAVEL

Spring Braakl Still not too late

Lowest prices Jamaica. Cancun.

Bahamas. Panama City Contact

Matt 253-6473

Montreal- Party Weekend April

11-13. 2 nights lodging and round

trip bus $115 Call UMass Ski Club

5453437

Four bedroom house or apart

imM wanted for Fall 97 Will take

over summer lease Call 549-5362

WANTED

Dorm Size Refrigerator Call 546

4538

Tutor tor CmeSci 401 (Ml) Please

call Greg 549 8969

Personals Policy Rates Standard Headings
AN ptnonah MUST be proofread by Cofltguft clat-

tittd emptovm brtore payment and acceptance o<

tfwcUwtW
Last wm MAY NUT br Ut*d *1 pntOAalt. ONIY
feu um and misah are *Ho»wd. the only e«c«o-

hom an to b>r*Kby of coopatulwont penonah. m
w*wh rate t> ruH name may br used

Phone nurntxn are not allowed in pntonth. NO
tK i PTrONS
sdorrtte* are no) allowed m penoruls t

S rW¥Vl»« o< J to«l»«»ng V derogatory nature are

not acceptable Penosah of a mndSctive or i**tom

nature art not acceptable Petionaii nuy not be

mad for to purpose d Ka>aumem.

6. Profanity may not be u*ed m pertonalv

7. The ptnonah tecnon it lot penonah only The per

tonalt McMn may NOT be utcd to tell item, tert

roommaret. advertise meetngt. etc.

e All pertonalt mutt have to name, tig-nature, and

UMatt 1.0 number of the Mudent placing the at

filled m on to inteclion order Non-ttudenb mutl

provide a valid driver t liceme and to iKertte num
ber mutt be recorded on to mtervon order Ute of

lake identification or mnreprrtenuuon it tubfecl »
penahret under to lav.

"» The CuNefun retervet to right to resjte or to edit

any pertorul that doei not meet to Cofrefun i Man

dardt in accordance with the tiaiutet ol the

ConvnonweaUti of Mattac huiettt

Students

20tt per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Pleat* write clearly and

legibly We are not responsible lot errort result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type
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Conference — The University of

Massachusetts Baha'i Club will

sponsor a two-day conference on

"Foundations of Racial Unity,"

starting today at 7:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 1009. and
continued tomorrow from 1 1 a.m.-

6:30 p.m. Keynote speakers will be

Dr Robert Henderson and Dr. |oy

D. Leary. All are welcome. Free to

Five College students. $10 all oth-

ers.

Open house — Pride and
Heritage of Color, an organization

for GLBT people of color, would
like to invite all gay, lesbian, bisexu-

al and transgender people of color

to our Open House. This open
house it for all GLBT people of

color who may want to become
affiliated with Pride and Heritage of

Color. The event is free and will be

held from 4-6 p.m. in the Stonewall

Center. Soft drinks and snacks will

be provided, so come out and sup-

port us. For more information
please contact the UMass Stonewall

Center at (413) 545-4824 or Sean

at 546-5637.-

Religious — The UMass Hillel

House will hold a Shabbal Service

SATURDAY, MARCH 8

led by USY Reunion Group at 6

p.m. All are welcome.

Bottle, can drive The UMass
Dance Team will be conducting a

bottle and can drive from 1-6 p.m.

Team members will be travelling to

Puffton, Brandywine, Boulders.

Townhouses. Hobart and Southwest

Residential Area to collect bottles

and cans. All proceeds help benefit

the UMass Dance Team trip to the

NCA National Competition.

Comedy — The UMass Comedy
troupe. Mission Improvable, will

perform an improv comedy show in

the Campus Center Basement at 8

p.m. Free.

Community service — The "Big

Rally* Community Service

Conference, sponsored by the

UMass Community Service

Program, will be held from 9:30

a.m.-3 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 163. The conference begins

with a debate on whether or not

community service should be a

mandatory part of the curriculum at

UMass. Anyone involved or inter-

ested in community service and ser-

vice learning is invited to attend. To
register, simply call the Community
Service Program office at

545-3327.

Conference — Day two of the

UMass Baha'i Club's conference on

"Foundations of Racial Unity" in

the Campus Center, room 1009.

SUNDAY. MARCH 9

from 1 1 a.m.-6.50 p.m. All are wel-

come. Free lo Five College students,

$10 all others.

Festival — The Hindu Students

Organization will celebrate "Holi:

The Festival of Colors" at 2 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom.

Program will include prayers, danc-

ing and throwing of colors. Food

catered by India House of

Northampton. Admission is free.

NOTICES

however there will be a $3 per plate

charge for those who want lo eat.

Everyone is welcome. For more
information, call Anant at

548-9097.

Athletics — UMass Women's
Crew is looking for women 5'5" or

less to cox. No experience neces-

sary. To join their winning team,

call 545-9484.

Elections — The Elections

Commission would like to announce

that the elections for the positions

of President, Student Trustee and

all local Area Government will be

held on March 1 1 and 1 2 from 1

1

a.m. -2 p.m. and 4:30-7 p.m.

Locations to be announced.

Writing submissions —
mOthertongue, a multinational jour-

nal published by the comparative

literature department is seeking

submisssions for its spring 1997

publication. Now accepting poetry,

prose, lyrics and one-acts in lan-

guages other than English as well as

artwork and photos from abroad.

Please include an English transla-

tion as well to department of com-

parative lit.. 303 South College.

UMass.
Meeting — Common Ground will

be holding support and advocacy

meetings for low-income students

and allies every Tuesday in the

Campus Center (room to be

announced) from noon-2 p.m. For

more information, contact Mary
Sutherland at 413-323-9725 or

leave a message in our box in the

GEO office, basement of the

Student Union.

Band wanted — The UMass
Theatre Guild is currently seeking a

four piece band for the spring pro-

duction of Fame. The band must
include: keyboard, guitar, bass and

drums. Great publicity possibilities.

For more information call Heather

at 549-3681 or lustin at 546-0460.

Coffee Shop — Student Valley

Productions is holding a Coffee

Shop in April. They are looking for

any talent coming from the Five

College area in music, songs, poet-

ry, skits, comedy, etc. For more
information, call Daisy at 253-
6514.

Meeting — The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organization

for undergraduate and graduate stu-

dents with disabilities on campus.

Everyone is welcome. Meetings are

Thursday nights from 6-7 p.m. in

Campus Center. Please bring your

thoughts and concerns to the meet-

ing. For more information, contact

Susan Pilner at 545-0892 or Kregg

Strehorn at 545-4602.

Final exams — The spring 1997

Final Examination schedule will be

available beginning March 13.

Copies will be delivered to students

in the residence halls, and will be

available to off-campus students in

the Registrar's Office (213
Whiimore). The schedule will also

be available on the World Wide
Web beginning March 3 athttp://www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Support group — REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support

program is offering two support

groups this semester: A grief sup-

port group for those who have expe-

rienced the death of someone close

to them: and an illness group for

those currently coping with the seri-

ous illness of a loved one. If you or

someone you know is interested,

please call us at 577-5316 for more
information.

Health services — Confused,
afraid, or just curious? Do you have

questions about sex, STDs. alcohol,

drugs, eating disorders. HIV/AIDS,

stress management or quitting

smoking or chewing tobacco? Don't

know who to ask? Call the Peer

Health Connections phoneline at

UMass at 577- 5168. Trained stu-

dents will anonymously answer your

questions and tell you where to go

for more help.

FYh ar* pubac tervice arrouncementt pnwad
daily To submit an FYI, pleas* send a press

release containing a* pertinent intomvatron.

trxluctng the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Colltg>an, c/o the
Manacpncj brStor by noon The pcevttxn day

Commencement Housing — A
limited number of residence hall

rooms will be available or the rela-

tives and friends of graduating

UMass students for the night of

Saturday. May 24. Commencement
Housing applications are available

at the University Conference Service

Office. 918 Campus Center. To
guarantee a reservation, completed

forms with full payment must be

returned to University Conference

Services by May I. There will be no
on <ite reservations.

Internships — Internships are

available working on Earth Day.

Hunger, Recycling and Clean Air.

Call Melanie at MassPirg. 545-0199

or stop by the office at 423-A
Student Union Building.
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Today's D.C. Menu
Franklin

III
Worcester

By Mike Ryb.ck.

LUNCH DINNER
Mesquite Chicken Rotisserie Chicken

Hot Beef Sandwich Stuffed Shells in Sauce

Captain's CATCH! Quarter lb. Burger

Sesatne Roll -^Jjetf5 Chedder Bur9er

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Raditore

Harvest Burger

Vegan Falafel

Berkshire

DINNER
Rostisserie Chicken

Vegetable Gumbo
Casserole

Stuffed Shells in Sauce

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Cheese
Sandwich

Captain's CATCH!

DINNER
Rotisserie Glazed

Chicken

Stuffed Shells in Sause

YUMMY!

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Kabbycake Sandwich
Raditore

Harvest Burger

DINNER
Rotisserie Chicken

Pineapple Ham Steak

Vegatable Gumbo
Pastabilities
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arch 21 -April 20
A fhanajng aaaacattr wnr mav

throw you (or a loop Ou» wrrii. bui

tn lo rn)ov trtr hoHdav anyway

Grl a hmd start on ««w
paperwork thai you vf bwn
sjaaJOaj

Aprll21-alay 21
Although vrni rruv Irrl M
though you rr ovrrworkm and

undrrapprrrialnl brtlcr thtna>

arr ahrad Don't or afraid lo ukr

chanrr* Work at a tram wtlh

nomrnnr to strrnallVTi your

approach

GEMINI
May 22 June 21

A dimctili tltuatkm angrr* and

lni>irjlr»you StrppInK bark Iron

thr mtuatton may rool your Initial

htry. but II somrlhmn Is nutrn.

don't wastf your Unv? trym*: to Bx

il II rn.iv hr llmr lo start ovrr

June 22-Only 22
( .til upon alt your rrsourrcs lo

makr Ihls onr of thr happlrsl nrw

VTars rvtr A partv with friends

rould tmrw an old acqualnlanrr

ThCTf may br morr thrTt> than

mwts thr ryr

LEO
July 23-AnftMt 23
Exrttlni! nrws signals thr start of a

nrw phasr In vmir llfr Br rrady lo

mrrt happtnrss as It tomrs vui

way Somronr argumrntallvr may

|n>i lir trstlng you to mr how

von II rrarl.

Auguat 24-September 22
A htghrr ups mlsiakr al work

comes down lo affect you

person.illy Us Important to keep

Ihe lines ol communication open,

especially If you're not too secure

financially

23-October 23
Makina a commitment seen*

approprlatr this week, but don t

hesltatr II s \1ial lo throw voursell

wholeheartedly Into Ufr's most

Impnrlanl things, to make surr

you have no hidden doubts befarr

the question I* asked.

SCORPIO
October 24-NoYember 22
Something you ve been avoiding

pops up at an Inopportune tlmr

You could learn something

valuable < onfldr in an old friend

If somethings bothering yoo

good to sun the new year with a

clean slate

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

An aura of power surrounds you

this week, and as Ihe new year

begins, you may br able lo

accomplish great things Make

extra time for a sweetheart lo Irl!

vou the secrets of their heart.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
If an argument threatens In- lo

avoid expressions of outright

anger Make your point quietly,

then let II go Expending extra

effort will get you nowhere A
holiday celebration brings goodwill

and cheer

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18
Staying home this week will makr

you productlvr In ways you had

not thought of A clean home

renews vmir spirit and makes you

feel ready lo tackle anything

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Schedule a group arlhlty to

takr vour mind off somrthlng

worrisome A new development

means added excitement at work

A family member makes an

Importanl announcement Avoid

showing vour leellngs Immediately

Close to Horn* By John McPherson

For Entertainment Purposes Only

Just three) days after Burt bought hit

snowtolower. the Wagners perfected their act.

ACROSS 45 Stylish

46 Quean* learn

Quote of the Day

EAT MY JUSTICE!

- The TICK!

f. Bkxxttound acton 47 Hurt

(. Charge on property
411 Fabulous

10. Local* tor Colonel
51 Marceau eg

Mustard 52 Young tox

14. Therefore W Bird movement
IS. Unaortad meal

tf. Ctartrtat s orchestral
60 Tropical plant

huohbuT 61 Horseradtah eg
17. Severe*) el el

62 Chopped Unary
11 Alternoon senat

63 The Untouchables
12 words) rote

20. Staccato mdcaty m
64 Pcntc imners

mute 65 Harnesses
21. Govt agent*

23. Kmd of maid

24. TV Guide puWown DOWN
2b rjeagnaM 1 Altar water or toot

r dance 2 Claudius successor

30 Pars**, ruler 3 Monogram pt

31 "Bye Bye Birdie' gal 4 Govt agcy

34 Leave* 5 A*je**ji

35 First name m hotet- 6 Intense light beam

ownrng ta» evaders 7 Blame FMo

36 "WhatK '(Benin) (2 words)

(2 words) 6 Schedule atbr

37 Conway et al 9 Short sleep

38 One altematrve m to AnVii>a'er:

marriage vows 11 Ads mate

39 Type of coter 12 Leemng

40 Lemon or time dry* 13 ^ip^-T-i-

25 Eidolon

26 Lois of the comes

27 Mineral

28 Chemical rompound

29 Ten-year pneon

rMM .

: mv.s

False gods

The Color of

Packs

Legal document

30

31

32

13

35

39

41 Firttnamem

'Nknotchka

42 So soon?

45 Engine part

46 Stable matoarchs

47 Pointers

48 FBiagent

49 Anger

50 Analysis too

St Doubtful

52 "I Get a Out of

You'

53 Crystal gazers

phrase (2 words)

54 William* and Kmght

56 Melodic »y*abte

57 Electrified particle

59 'Road to '

5! lr»ga' BS|*XBJSSJi.

Ikgaaaj Jerq^s

43 Start of many French

titles

44 Frees

19

22 Stagt

24 West Side Story

9»"9
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My friend Benny and I started a

newspaper.... just the two of us

are going to run it.

Yesterday he asked me, "Why

weren't you at the meeting?' I

said, "What meeting?" He said,

"You know what meeting. "
/ told

him, "You didn't tell me about a

meeting.

"

Then I told him, "Its really hard to

go to a meeting if you dont know

when it is. ... Really hard.
"

And then he yelled at me for

starting, "corporate intrigue.

"

I told him we should have a

meeting to discuss the matter.

Benny said, "O.K. when?" I said,

"I'm not going to tell you. " He

said, "Fine."

Personally, I think we're going to

have a hard time with this

newspaper.

Wow, my life is rotten.

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle
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Colonials shock UMass 58-49
By Casey Kane
Collegian Stall

PHII.ADFl.PHIA lliere will be a

new Atlantic tOMMl'l basketball toui-

nament champion thi> year.

George Washington ensured that

last night by beating live time defend-

ing champ Massachusetts 58-49 in the

evening's last quarter final at the

CoreStates Spectrum.

With the win, the

West number 2

Colonials run their

record to 15- 12. and

advance to a semi-final match-up with

East number 1 St. loseph's today at 7

p.m.

The Minutemen fall to 19- I) and

will now play the waiting game until

the NCAA tournament bids art

announced Sunday evening.

"It's going to be a long couple of

days," UMass coach, lames "Bruiser"

Flint said. "I hope It'i good on
Sunday."

Flint is not the only A- 10 coach

who feels that vv.n

"I said last week that the conference

should have at least lour Mm in |the

toumament|." GW OMCfl Mike lams
said. "I think the conference should

have right now five teams in it. The

MASSACHUSETTS 49

G.WASHINGTON 58

live team-, being Xavier. Rhode Island.

Temple. UMass and St. |oe's
."

However, the Colonials, long

I Mass' nemesis during the regular sea-

son, made it tough for the selection

committee by ousting the Minutemen.

I Mass started the game strong, but

I so en minute dry spell in the second

half eventually did the team in.

I Mass staked itself to an early lead

when l.ari Ketner
banked in a lay up
and followed a minute

later with a roaring

dunk to give the

4-0 lead two minutesMinutemen a

into the game.

0W fought back, capitalizing on

(mown to take | 6-4 lead at 5:34.

The advantage would be the Colonials'

largest of the half.

The Minutemen attacked and
skinned an edge as large as six points,

but GW would not rest

While Alexander Koul was being

guarded bv Ketner and Shawnta
Rogers faced Carmelo Travieso's

defense, the Colonials found Yegor
Mescheriakov

The sophomore forward from
Belarus, with the hard-to-say and
harder to spell last name, was deadly

for GW. hitting for a game high 25

|x>ints on 10 of 15 shooting. To make
matters worse, for the Minutemen,
Mescheriakov also grabbed 1 1

rebounds.

"He was a one-man gang out then
tonight.'' I lint said "Not onlv did he

make big drives but he got big

rebounds. They didn't have to have

Koul out there, he did it by himself."

It was in the second half that

George Washington started to pull

away. Andrei Krivonos hit a jump shot

with I 34b remaining in the game to

give the Colonials the lead tor good

liom there it was just a matter of

how far GW would pull awa\
Mescheriakov pocketed a shot with

just over eight minutes lot t to put

Colonials up bv seven.

Rogets lut a pair of free throws to

give GW a nine point lead, their

largest of the night with 5:07 remain-

ing.

The Minutemen tried to close the

deficit, by taking shots from the

perimeter but the shots were either

oil balance or off-line.

"I thought that most of the shots

that we took were good shots, but we
Jim couldn't get them to tall," Fdgar

Padilla said. "I think that after a while

vvc started to think about our shots a

little bit."

j
U^i^i
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UM sees first A-10 title in 6 years slip away UMass t0 face UNH in

H.E. first round game
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Stall

PHILADELPHIA - A lot ol

things contributed to

Massachusetts 58 49 loss to

George Washington last night.

The biggest factor, however wa-
the 6-foot-7 forward from
Minsk. Belaruv

In a game riddled with frus-

trating fouls, and a first half

with multiple lead changes.
Yegor Mescheriakov was the

centerpiece ol the Colonials
game-plan With GW s big man
Alexander Koul embroiled in a

battle with I MtM'l I an Ketner,

and forced onto the bench with

foul trouble. Mescheriakov
picked up the Colonials and car-

ried them onto the VIO tourna-

ment semi-finals When the du«t

settled. Mescheriakov rang up
25 points, twice that of the
Minutemen's leading icorer
Ketner. who scored 12 points in

the losing effort.

With the score knotted at 50
at halftime. Mescheriakov had
scored onlv eight points

To try to find a single instance

where his play was instrumental

would be tough. With 10:42
remaining in the game.
Mescheriakov took it m«ide lor

two. giving GW' a 45- 43 lead.

That was the cloMtt the
Minutemen would come the re<t

of the way
According to GW coach Mike

larvis. their game plan was to

find Mescheriakov -nice I Mass
did not match up well with him

"I know they had no one who
could matchup with him." larvis

said. "The players started with

Shawnta I Rogers i were smart
enough to realize that and took

advantage of that Nobodv could

cover him. Their big guvs
weren't quick enough."

Mescheriakov got the job done
on the boards as well, pulling

down 1 1 rebounds on the night.

W ith 135 left to go in the game.
Rogers put up a shot, missing,

the score 53-46. With hustle

and determination.
Mescheriakov grabbed the

rebound and worked it back out.

taking precious seconds off the

clock and wind from UMass's
nil
"He was a one man gang out

there tonight." UMass coach
lames "Bruiser" Flint said. "Not

only did he make big drives, but

he got big rebounds They didn't

have to have Koul out there. He
did it by himself."

Consistency was another big

factor in his success. The GW
forward *hot an impressive 10

for 15 from the floor and two
lor lour from three point range.

Net even with such a complete
game, he givers credit to his

team.

"I don t think I took the game
by myselt. Mc-.uheriakov said.

"I was a pierce to the puzzle,

and I give my teammates a lot of

credit for their support."

For GW. the win means it will

look to advance to the A- 10

tournev linal-

For L Mi
The Minutemen are now

forced to play the waiting game.
How many teams will the wiz-

ards from Overland Park take

from the A-10? Speculation
flounder between four and five

Yet depending on who wins the

conference tournament, that

could have a major impact on
I MOM'l Ni \\ hopes.

"I know we are one of the best

64 teams in the country." Hint

laid, "But I said for awhile that I

think that this league's deserves

live teams in the tournament,
and I still feel that wav

By (orin.i Kans.men
Collegian Stall

For the Massachusetts hockey
team, you can compate this week
end's fjrM round Hoekev last plavoll

series to a choru» ol a / Men /" ( '/<'<>

song: the whole 55 game MMM i-

just a bunch of unintelligible gobbi

Iv foL'k. and has now evolved liom

nowhere into the "Mete And Now ."

forget about their No. 7 seed out ol

eight teams in the playoffs; lorget

about the I 9 record in the last 10

game-, and loigct about the lad that

New Hampshire (25 8. ]H 5 in

Hoekev fasti is an overwhelming
favorite over the

UM to kick off season;
battle Dukes on road

By Jonathan Place

Collegian Stafl

UM Baseball

V.S

It's that time again, babv time to

step on deck, oil up the glove, run on
to the field and plav some college base-

ball.

The LMass baseball team is revved

up and ready to start its mq7
Alongside head coach Mike Stone, the

Minutemen look to become Atlantic

10 Tournament champs for the third

summer in a row

With their recenth
shaved heads, the squad

makes their first appear-

ance against lames
Madison University

(6-3-0) in

Harrisonburg, VA on the Long
Field -Mauck Stadium diamond.

The Minutemen face the Dukes
tomorrow and Sunday, both games at

noon (ML has already seen plenty of

action. The Dukes most recently

dropped two to Drexel in a three-

game series

"lames Madison is a good ballclub."

Stone said. "They're playing Clemson
[Mar. 4. 5| and Winthrop |Mar. 6|

before us. That will be good for them.

And it may be good for us. depending

on who they pitch."

The trip to Virginia will allow Stone

to make some early position changes

"I have eight different scenarios

(line-ups], which is good." Stone mM

"We have some depth, but remember.
we onlv get to play 10 guys at a time

"

lltil scries with |ML will enable

Stone to finalize positions, rotations

and line-ups for when he returns

home on March 26.

Against the Duke-. Stone will moni-

tor ihc pitchers closely. "They each
have a pitch count. They need to throw
strikes, pitch tough, and keep us

close." Stone said

A- with any team, Stone must have

leaders, men who not only will guide

the team on the field,

but will help motivate

the team during prac-

IMII '"
te arK' on lnc n>iK '

—**"***
' "I've got some great

leaders in my captains.

|hoD Bennet. Ryan Thistle and I.Xiug

Clark." Stone said. "They bring a lot of

different things to the table."

lunior Muchie Daglicre (North
Haven. CTl will also be looking to

repeat his All-America caliber sopho-

more year as one of the nation's

top-hitting second basemen. I,ast vear

he hit a team-leading .415. ranking

him 23rd in the nation

Along with the experienced seniors.

Ireshmen are an intrigal part of win-

ning ballgames. and the first game of

the season is a great time to show off

their skills

"I think our strongest freshman will

be Travis Veracka (Stow. MA), he's a

Turn to BASCBAU. page 9
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The Massachusetts men's basketball team lost to GW 58 49 last night, end-

ing their A-10 tournament run.

Men's Lacrosse to face

Fairfield to start season
By leremy R. Adams
Collegian Staff

Saturday afternoon, green grass,

sunshine and one minor scuffle

between two lacrosse teams

The above are the perfect ingredi-

ents for one Massachusetts men's
lacrosse season opener. This season.

frought with encounters with top-qual-

ity opponents from across the land, is

bound to be one of the No. I I

Minutemen's niosl competitive cam-

nament

I Mass has to take it one game at a

time, says Cannclla. Its schedule is

packed with tough matchups, Irom

Virginia. Hofstra. Army. Duke and
Brown on the road, to Notre Dame

Turn to LACROSSE page 9

Minutemen
(12-21. 7-17
III)

It- Match, it's

the postseason.

and believe it or

not. anything CM
happen Withoiil relerring to a certain

Bible stoiv. you can bring examples ol

underdogs
|
U st m HI to justify this

stance

• 1-ast year, the Providence lollcgc

Friars made an amazing run through

the plavoll- to take the HI tille awav

from favorites Boston I nivetsitv and

Maine.

• Merrimack College actually get-

ting home advantage in the lit-i

round of the playoffs this c Car. cspc

ciallv over then opponents. Boston

College, who boast U.S. lunior

National team members in Marty
Reasoner. lell Farkas and Blake
Belletuille on their squad.

So. with that said, coach live Mallen

know- a- well that he faces a daunting

task, but he also knows that thi- i- a

brand new season I ike New Year's

Eve. resolutions can be made, and if

you really want them to come true,

it's all up to vou to make them that

VV.1V

"You can get the MM old stull

from everybody at this time ol veat

but everybody*i record li 0,"

Mallen said. "It's the lime of year

where vou reallv want to be playing

goi>d team defense It's also the time

of the year that |ohn Calipari used to

call electric chair' time.

"Yaw back's to the wall, vou re in

the chair and someone's ready to

throw the switch. We have to play

like that, and seniors, juniors ami
sophomores got to go out and play

like it's their last game, and give it

vour all."

The Wildcats have not been plaving

their best hockey of late, either, and
have gone 3-3 since their last meeting

with UMass on Feb. I. On that da\.

UMASS vs. UNH

H.E. First Rnd.

i Ml skated away with a 10-

blowout, helped bv the losses ol two

Minutemen starters to injurs , co-eap-

tain Rob Bonneau and Tom
O'Connor.

Both are fully back in the lineup,

and L Mass will need all the help they

can get to contain the five headed
bea-l of the Wildcat- la-on Krog,

Mark Moweis, I ric Boguniccki. Fric

Nickiil.i- and I 'in Nolan All but two
ol them have cracked the 50-poinl

barnei iNickulas and Nolan i. and the

other three are at the top of the list ol

Hob*) Baker Award candidate-

ing from the Hockey I ast conference

Sophomore goalie Sean Matile

(12 3.52
GAA with a .897

save percentage)

will most likely

get the -tart over

Brian 1 arochelle.

being the first

I Ml goalie to

record back 10 back shutouts MHa
the 1970 71 season. Alter his shutout

,•1 I Ma-- on I eh. I. he went on to

shut out the other state school,

lovvell. si\ davs later bv a HON of

4-0.

1 ailiei in the season, the two teams

played to two tight I and 5 4 DOff*

tests at the Mullins Center, with the

Minutemen unfortunately coming out

on the losing end Mallen would like

K> lorget that last game, and go back

to the succc-s of their first two games
against the W ildc.it-

"The third time we played them, we
were coming off of a disappointing

Merrimack and we got caught

in kind of a tornado, which is a good
!.n -uch I wmdv d.iv Mallen

said. "We've had a very, very tough

schedule in the last 10 games, and
those games either good, bad or indif-

ferent have prepared us for these

gam.

Their schedule in February was
indeed a tough one. facing three

team- in the top ten ol the country in

N.. 6 I Nil. Ni> 7 Boston I niversitv

and No. 9 Maine. After holding dose

to BU and UNH earlier in the season.

the last month held different fortune

with three ol the nation's best, com-
bining to out score I Mass by a 40-8

margin.

But. anything can happen, lunior

goalie Brian Regan is one of the

itio-t underrated goalies in the

region, and the senior class has what
no team can take away — pride.

Bonneau (45 pis) and fellow MWM
Warren Norris (45 pts) are in the

ton 10 in the conlerence in scoring,

elbow to elbow with the stars of
UNH. So. who know- '

Men's LAX

v.s. Fairfield

paign yet.

It all starts tomorrow at I p.m.

against Fairfield at Sacred Heart in

Connecticut. Through strength ol

schedule, strong recruits and one of the

best groups of experienced uppen la-

men in school history, coach Greg
Cannclla looks to start the Gorillas on

a climb to the NCAA tournament.

The Minutemen last made the big

dance in 1995. UMass' 12th appear-

ance, having gone 7-5 in the regular

season. The same record, including

four one goal losses to tournament

teams, was not enough to earn the

Gorillas a dance card in 1946. This

season is a quest to return to the tour-

Hockey East First Round

New Hampshire

Wildcats

Warren
Nornst

C*nt*r

Minutemen
vs

I Jason
Krog

C«nt»f

ON I HF AIR

Radio WHMP AM 1 400 (Friday Brook Hines, Matt Vautour;

Saturday/Sunday: Hines, Hank Morse)
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Students to end occupation today
After six days. Administration agrees to 21 commitments
By Lisa Chiu
Collegian Staff

Students embraced out of joy
and relief early this morning after

a six hour general meeting of the

1 50 students who have been occu-
pying the Goodell Building since

Monday morning. They agreed, by
consensus, to accept a final set of

21 commitments from the
University, [see sidebar]

The meeting was heated and
emotional, but overall, most stu-

dents believed that an incredible

amount of progress had been
made in these negotiations. The
protesters' original demands
included 16 sections with 40
sub-sections.

Following the meeting, the mu
dents agreed to spend their fifth

and final "night" bedded down in

the Controller'- Office of Goodell
before a scheduled exit of the
building today, during a rallv at

1 1 :00 a.m. For the student negoti-

ation team, this morning's events

culminates their efforts through-
out the six-day negotiation
process with the Administration.

Portions of the 21 commitments
guaranteed from the University
include: hiring a staff member to

institute a Native support pro-

gram with an estimate of $70,000
annually for three year-; institute

a process which would reduce the

number of holds due to outstand-

ing bills by May 1; increase
need-based financial aid through
allocations and fund raising
through the FY '98 budget
request; and establish a five-year

private support goal of $5 million.

Yesterday's events began when
the student negotiators left a

meeting with Deputy Chancellor
Marcellete Williams. Vice
Chancellor for University
Advancement Royttcr Hedgepeth
and Associate Chancellor for

Affirmative Action Fred Tillis at

approximately 2:30 a.m.

THANC VO COlLIGIAN

Students refuse to budge while occupying the Controller's Office.

A letter from inside
Editor's note: the following is a letter issued yesterday by the

Student Negotiating Committee at the Goodell Building to the
rest of their supporters inside Goodell.

After five days occupying Goodell and over 1 5 hours in
negotiations with members of the University administration, we
have reached consensus toward a preliminary agreement that
we believe is acceptable to present to the student occupiers for
ratification.

We believe that the draft agreement can begin a process to
resolve some of the inequities which led to this historical occu-
pation at Goodell. The attached draft document presents a
unique opportunity for members of our community to achieve
greater diversity in faculty, staff, administration and student
body; more scholarship and financial aid for ALANA and low
income students: and additional support services for all stu-
dents.

The last five days were a necessary precondition for the sec-
ond phase of our work. Over the next several months we will
be able to gauge the sincerity of the administrators' commit-
ments to meeting all of our demands and can plan further
appropriate actions if satisfactory progress is not made. It is

within this context that we ask you to carefully review Uie draft
agreement.

Through our actions, we have accomplished much. Our col-
lective voice has been heard not only by the campus adminis-
tration, but by the entire Five College community and others
engaged in similar struggles throughout the world. It is impor-
tant that we join together to end this occupation in unity. Our
victory provides the momentum to carry us forward in advanc-
ing the rights of students.

According to several of the stu-

dent negotiators, emotions rang
high for both sides when the stu-

dents expressed struggles since
the beginning of the takeover as

well as their experiences of dis-

crimination at the University

"There wasn't a dry eye in the

house." said President of the
Student Government Association
and student negotiator Maurice
Caston-Powe.
Thursday morning, the student

negotiators presented to Williams,

Hedgepeth and Tillis a nine-point

document which the students
believed focused on the minimal
requirements acceptable in order
for negotiations between both
sides to even begin.

At the meeting Thursday night,

the Administration responded to

the nine points by agreeing to

clearly commit to three points,

not clearly committing to four and
left two vague and unclear The
student negotiation team felt that

by clearly accepting only three of
these points, the Administration
did not adequately understand the

importance of their nine point
preliminary document.

Afterwards the student negotia-

tors continued to confer with the

150 studf>t«- occupying the
Goodell Building about what was
believed to be the final stand-off

with the Administration. Several
students inside the building were
prepared to accept the commit-
ments made by the University in

the nine-point document, while
others expressed anger and a will-

ingness to look into other options

towards achieving their goal.

Yesterday afternoon. Williams.

Hedgepeth and Tillis met again
with the student negotiators and
presented a new 21- point list of

commitments from the University

This document differed from their

response to the nine point docu-
ment

THANC VO / COUeClAN

One of the many speakers addresses the crowd outside Goodell.

In the latter half of this meet-
ing, which lasted late into the
night. Williams was forced to

leave due to exhaustion and ill-

ness. Hedgepeth continued to dis-

suss the document with students

After hashing out the final

details of this 2 1 point list of com-
mitments, both sides agreed that a

final copy of the list of commit-
ments would be presented to and
ratified by the 150 students occu-

pying Goodell. of whom the nego-

tiators were representing

Hedgepeth told Caston-Powe
that the Administration wanted
the students to vacate the building

by 5 a.m. this morning or else

there would be definite police

intervention and removal of stu

dents by force. According to stu-

dent negotiators. Chief |ohn
Luippold of Public Safety corrob-

orated Hedgepeth's statement

After further discussion the
pullout time was delayed until

noon today. According to the
Administration, protesters who do
not vacate the premises at the

agreed upon time will be arrested;

if arrests are made, the University

will not be bound to fulfill their

latest commitments to the stu-

dents.

The 1 50 students discussed and
debated their options well into

this morning. Bill Newman, direc-

tor of the Western Massachusetts
Office of the American Civil

Liberties Union tACLU)
addressed the students, as well as

Prasad Vcnugopal. a graduate stu-

dent and organizer of the outside
support for the takeover.

Several hours of the discussion

was devoted to debate over
whether the students wanted to

accept the commitments from the

University or stay and hope to get

more concessions.

"You all have won, no matter
what they tell you, you now have
21 commitments from the
University that were not there
before," Newman said.

As long as today's scheduled
pull out of Goodell goes as
planned.

Summary of protest results
Editors \o/<- The folluwtng 21

commitments were issued b\ the

I 'niversity last nigfit at 10 p.m. to

the student Segotiating
Committee

1 Achieve and maintain an
overall goal of 2J percent ALANA
undergraduate students through
recruitment and retention

2 A process u> dramatically
reduce the number of holds due to

outstanding bills: an immediate
and continuous process; briefing

statement due May 1, 1997.

V Increasing need-based finan-

cial aid through allocations and
fund raising; through FY '98 bud-

get requested five-year support
goal of $5 million.

4 Greater attention to helping
students resolve financial prob-
lems; immediate and continuing
process; briefing statement due-

May I, 1997

5. Diversifying the staff of the

Bursar's office as positions become
available

b. Diversifying senior adminis

(ration positions as positions
become available

7. Strongly supporting evening

hours for students to meet candi-

dates; request to Departments bv

May I. 1997.

8. Strong support for a time
without classes for student partici-

pation in searches: request to
Calendar and Scheduling
Committee bv May 1. 1997

9 Hiring a UALRC (United
Asian Learning Research Center I

counselor with the next new coun-
seling position; est $40,000 base

budget addition

10 Filling the four ALANA
admissions positions; one filled,

remaining three by August 1997;

full and continuous staffing.

1 1. Seeking funding for an insti

tutional program to complement
SUMMA and Talent Search;
multi-$ 100,000 proposal submit-

ted by November I. 1997.

12. UALRC. BCP (Bilingual

Collegiate Program). CCEBMS
(Collegiate Committee for

Education of Black and Other
Minority Students) Assistant
Directors report to Associate
Director for ALANA recruitment;

immediately

15. Increased publications etc.,

for ALANA recruitment. New pub-
lications have just been done to

carry through 2000; review at that

time; est. $5000.
14, Sufficient budget for

ALANA needs; continuous
review

15 Encouraging opportunities

for students to study Irish. Native

American. Latin American, and
Asian American cultures; immedi-
ate and continuous

16 Reaching 15 percent
ALANA students in the graduate
sshool.

17. Tutoring and operating
money for ALANA support pro-

grams; '98 budget request
$48,000.

18. Hiring a staff member to
institute a Native support; est.

$70,000 annually for three years to

stiver full time staff and program
start up cost and operating expens-
es Spring '98.

19. Convening a Task Force on
Child Care in March 1997.

20. Dedication of
Executive-level administrative
time for the remainder of the
semester to fully discuss all unre-

solved issue-

21. Forming a subcommittee of
the Faculty Committee on the
Status of Minorities to monitor
progress of these agreements
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U2 is back with a

new album, POP.
Check out what we
have to say about it

(see Arts/Living,

page 6).

The big

dance awaits..

The Massachusetts
men's basketball
team earned a No.
11 seed in the East

Division of the
NCAA Tournament,
where they will face

Louisville (see Sports

Weekend, page 12).

WORLD

Women excluded as

Kabul Univ. reopens

KABUL,
letting d<

Afghanistan (A.P) —
Ladling desks, books and female

teachers or students, Kabul University

reopened its doors yesterday for the

first time since the Taliban religious

array took control of the Afghan capi-

tal in September.

The university, once known
among Islamic countries for its high

educational standards, showed the

scirs of 18 years of war and the

restrictions of the Taliban's strict

brand of Islam.

Many of the university buildings

haver been /educed to rubble by

bomb and rocket attacks and much
of thj* campus, littered with land

mines, is off-limits. Marked pathways

lead the way through the mined
areas.

Because the Taliban bans women
from going to school or work, there

were no female teachers or students.

This was expected to significantly

limit the school's standards, since 60

percent of the teachers had been
women

v
Women also rW|da up fboyf

haff the "student body before the

Taliban took control.

The Taliban closed the university

last year, saying it was against Islam

to house female students in dormito-

ries.

NATION

Catholic leaders push

Clinton on abortion

WASHINGTON (AP) — Roman
Catholic church leaders renewed
their call Saturday for President
Clinton to sign legislation banning
what critics call partial-birth abor-

tions.

"Mr. President, you are in a unique
position to ensure respect for all

human rights, including the right to

life which is denied to infants who
are brutally killed in partial-birth

abortion," the National Conference
of Catholic Bishops said a letter

signed by all seven of the church's

U.S. -based cardinals.

A spokeswoman for the confer-

ence, Michelle Powers, said the letter

was to be read in all Catholic church-

es in the United States on Sunday, as

well as at the Vatican where several

of the US. cardinals will be celebrat-

ing Mass
Although not identifying him by

name, the letter referred to a recent

public confession by Ron
FiUsimmons, executive director of

the National Coalition of Abortion
Providers, that he liedjn 1 99S when
he said only a few hundred of the
late-term abortions were performed
annually — and then only to save

the mother's life or abort deformed
fetuses.

Fitzsimmons now says several

thousand of the controversial proce-

dures *rt performed yearly and many
are not medically necessary.
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Takeover ends after 6-day occupation
By Lisa Chiu

Collegian Staff

Over 1 50 Students who have been

occupying the Controller's Office ol

the Goodell Building packed their bag?

and lined up to exit the front doors oi

the building Saturday afternoon. They
left singing a Native American stomp
dance, and were greeted by a sea of

friends, family and supporters.

For the students inside of Goodell.

Saturday began with a feeling of clo-

sure and finality. It was approximate

. If 6 a.m. when the entire group
reached a consensus decision to

accept the administration's 21 com-
mitments in response to their

demands. A consensus decision
reached through hours of emotional

debate and discussion.

For the student negotiating team, it

was just a matter of formality. That

morning, shortly before noon, the

administration entered the building and

were led up two sets of stairs to the

negotiation room. Students stood along

both sides of the stairwell, silently hold-

ing pink signs which read "Child Care

Now." According to the students, it

was the only way they could get a

chance to see the administration's faces

and show their dissatisfaction at their

failure to clearly commit to the demand
concerning child care.

The student negotiators met for

their last time inside of Goodell with

the administration. The entire admin-

istrative negotiating team was present,

except for \ ice Chancellor for Student

Affairs, Tom Robinson who left the

state on Tuesday, and Chancellor
Scott who was in Mexico during the

duration of the takeover. The students

had not seen the whole administrative

team together since the first day of the

takeover last Monday. Deput)
Chancellor Marcellette Williams head-

ed the group along with Vice
Chancellor for Administration and
Finance Paul Page; Vice Chancellor

for University Advancement Royster

Hedgepeth; Acting Provost Patricia

Crosson; Ombudsperson Robert
Ackermann; and Affirmative Action

and Equal Opportunity Office repre-

sentative Fred Tillis.

Both groups examined the final

copy of the administration's 21 com-
mitments and signed off on a docu-

ment which explained the final status

of the results of the takeover. |see

Ed/Op, page 4

1

After the administrators left the

building, the student negotiation
team reflected their work which
began four months ago. As they
walked down the stairs to meet with

the 1 50 students, they were met with

cheers and shouts of "The students

united will never be divided!"

A general feeling of excitement and
relief was felt throughout the large

group. Students signed a banner to be

presented to their many supporters out-

side the building, hugged and laughed

over their six days of communal living.

Earlier that morning, after an emo-
tional and heated six hour general

meeting of the all the students, they

agreed to accept a final set of com-
mitments from the University.

Most students believed that an
incredible amount of progress had
been made in these negotiations. The
protesters' original demands included

16 sections with 40 sub-sections.

Following the meeting, the stu-

dents agreed to spend their fifth and
final "night" bedded down in the

Controller's Office of Goodell before

a scheduled exit of the building
Saturday, during a rally at 1 1:00 a.m.

Portions of the 21 commitments
guaranteed from the University
include: hiring a staff member to

institute a Native support program
with an estimate of $70,000 annually

for three years; instituting a process

which would reduce the number of

holds due to outstanding bills by May
1 : increasing need-based financial aid

through allocations and fund raising

through the FY '98 budget request:

anna nam, couioan

Students left Goodell Building in yictory at 2 p.m. Saturday after occupying the building for six days.

and establishing a five-year private

support goal of. $5 million.

The events leading up to the final

21 commitments began on Friday

morning at 2: 'SO a.m. during a meeting

with Williams. Hedgepeth and Tillis.

According to several of the student

negotiators, emotions ran high for both

sides when the students expressed
struggles since the beginning ol the

takeover as well as their experiences of

discrimination at the University.

"There wasn't a dry eye in the

house." said Student Government
Association President and student

negotiator Maurice Caston-Powe.

On the prewoua day the student

negotiators presented to Williams.

Hedgepeth and Tillis a nine-point
docurfWnt which the student- believed

IcH-uscd on the minimal requirements

acceptable in order for negotiations

between both sides to even begin.

At a meeting which began on
Thursday night, the administration

responded to the nine points by agree-

ing to clearly commit to three point-,

not clearly committing to four and
leaving two vague and unclear. The
student negotiation team felt that by

clearly accepting onlv three of these

points, the administration did not ade-

quately understand the importance of

their nine point preliminary document
Afterwards the student negotiators

continued to confer with the 150 stu-

dents occupying the Goodell Building

about what was believed to be the

final stand-off with the administra-

tion. Several students inside the build-

ing were prepared to accept the com-
mitments made by the University in

the nine-point document, while others

expressed anger and a willingness to

look, jnto other options towards
achieving their goal.

Friday afternoon. Williams.

Turn to PROTEST page 2

Rallygreets"

takeover comes
e"sTers as

to an end

n

By Tomer Carroll,

Laigh fauflrmr A Christina Polefto

Colleawn Staff

aNNTTH w» scorr/ coutcwN

A student leaving Goodell raises his hands in the air in celebration of the satisfaction of the

ALANA demands

Cheers from about 400 supporters of

the student takeover of Goodell Building

greeted the ALANA and while students

as they exited their temporary home for

the past six days, their protest coming to a

close on Saturday.

Supporters began to gather outside of

Goodell at 1 1 a.m.. and the crowd contin-

ued to grow in size for the next three

hours. As the supporters wailed anxiously

for the students to exit the building they

had occupied for six days, the ralliers

spoke, danced and sang inspirational

son^;-

Several people addressed the crowd,

including Peter Ives, minister of the

Church of Northampton

"I followed your progress and I came

here to offer you my support and my eoti-

gratulations for all you have done." Ives'

said.

"What you have done is like throwing a

stone in a pond and spreading ripples of

hope to the farthest corners of the world.

I am here to say that we need people to do

what you have done." Ives said. "Unless

people like you work for aocial justice, we
will never change the status quo.*

Francis Martin, the vice president of

ACME 1 776. also voiced his support.

"I am very happy tMR you got what you

wanted. You need to continue by asking

for permanent boards, where you have

permanent votes." Martin said.

Martin also told the crowd that if the

students and the administration had not

reached an agreement by Monday, all the

unions .on campus went planning to start

a petition in support of the student

takeov cr

Paul Rieckhoff . president of the student

government organization of Amherst

College, told the crowd that all the Five

Colleges were in support of the takeover.

"You are not alone. We are in this

together. A violation of any student is a

violation of all students. We have to con-

tinue this, it can not stop now," Rieckhoff

said.

Braving the cold and stinging snow, the

people continued to gather outside of the

front doors while eagerly awaiting corn-

Turn to RAUY page 2

Senate panel wants to question Dr. Ruth to speak sexually at FAC
CIA nominee's NSC staffers

By Alice Ann Love

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The panel

reviewing Anthony Lake's nomina-
tion to head the CIA wants to interro-

gate his former staff at the National

Security Council and might subpoena

them if necessary to get their testimo-

ny, the committee's chairman sa\s.

Sen. Richard Shelby, appearing
<e«terday on ABC's "Face the

Nation." said Senate Intelligence

Committee staff will talk with NSC
employees today.

Staffers will asl; them to voluntari-

ly answer the committee's questions

about any council contact with

Democratic fund raisers being inves-

tigated by the lustice Department.

Shelby said.

"We're wiping to go as far as we
need to get the information we think

is pertinent to Mr. Lake's ability to

serve as the director of central intelli-

gence," he said.

If they refuse, Shelby said, nobody
will be subpoenaed until after he con

suits the full committee.

lustice investigators are trying to

determine whether fund raisers

passed illegal foreign money to

President Clinton's re-election cam-
paign in last year, when Lake was
Clinton's national security adviser.

Shelby. R-Ala . said he decided to

seek interviews with Lake's former
staff after seeing news reports this

weekend that the FBI warned mem-
bers of Congress last year — but
apparently not the White House — of

intelligence reports that China
planned to pass laundered money
into U.S. political campaigns.

The chairman said a private hear

ing may be scheduled to determine
what l,ake and other Security Council

officials rrlight. or at least should,
have known and shared with the

White House about the FBI warnings
"If they did know about it, what

broke down?" Shelby asked.
"Something's broken,"

The twice-postponed Intelligence

Committee hearings on Lake's nomi-
nation are to begin Tuesday. In addi-

tion to possible problems with fund-

Turn to LAKE, page 2

By Christina Polefto

CoHagion Staff

Dr. Ruth Westheimer, the world renowned psychosex-

ual therapist popularly known as "Dr Ruth." will present

her lecture "Sexually Speaking"
tonight at 8 p.m. in the University of

Massachusetts Fine Arts Center.

Born in Germany in 1928,
Westheimer left the country to

escaped the Onset of Hitler's Third
Reich. She proceeded to study in

Switzerland until the age of 16. when
she traveled to Israel and became a

member of the Haganah to join the

fight for the country's independence.

She then moved to Paris, where she

majored in psychology at the

Sorbonne and worked as a kinder-

garten teacher.

In 1156. Westheimer immigrated
to the United States and earned her

master's degree in sociology from the

Graduate Faculty of the New School

of Social Research, and her

Doctorate of Education in the

Interdisciplinary Study of the Familv

from Columbia University.

After working for Planned Parenthood for a peri-

od, Westheimer proceeded to increase her knowledge
about human sexuality by studying the work of Dr.

Dr.

Helen Dinger Kaplan at the New York
Hospital-Cornell University Medical Center. For five

years, Westheimer worked as an Adjunct Associate
Professor and taught at such institutions as Brooklyn
College, Columbia University and West Point.

He-ides making appearances on "The Tonight Show"
and "Late Night with David
Letterman," Westheimer has also
authored a multitude of books.

Considered the pioneer of Media
Psychology. Westheimer will speak
tomorrow night on what she refers to

as "sexual literacy." a educational lec-

ture she has perfected over the course

of 16 years.

For any students interested in sub-

mitting questions, cards will be provid-

ed at the door. Westheimer will answer
questions during the second half of her
lecture.

This discussion is sponsored by
the UMass Hillel and UMass
Distinguished Visitors Program.
Tickets will be available at the Fine
Arts Center Box Office and at the

door prior to the show. Seating is

general admission.

Admission for undergraduate stu-

dents with a valid UMass ID is free. $10 for the general

public, and $5 for Five College students not from
UMass.

courrrsv mun moum

Ruth Westheimer

'I
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continued from page 1

raising irregularities, the for-

mer Security Council chief

faces scrutiny over his failure

to divest energy stocks for

two years after the Justice

Department had instructed

him to do so. Questions also

have been asked about his

role in the tacit U.S. approval

in 1994 of Iranian arms ship-

ments to Bosnia.

Shelby said he will also

continue to insist on seeing

Lake's FBI Files and will not

accept an offer by the White
House to have FBI director

Louis Freeh review the raw
data and brief Shelby.
"Nobody trusts anybody
totally like that," said

Shelby. Defense Secretary
William Cohen said on
NBC's "Meet the Press" that

the committee has no right

to full FBI files. Raw files

have been surrendered in

only one previous confirma-

tion hearing, for the late Sen.

lohn Tower, R-Texas, to be

President Bush's defense sec-

retary.

"It was very ugly," said

see how people can be
destroyed because raw FBI
files, contrary to public
assumptions, or congressional

assumptions, they are not
reports. Many times it's just

raw sewage that comes in."

Appearing on ABC with
Shelby. Nebraska Sen. Bob
Kerrey, the Intelligence
Committee's ranking
Democrat, said he has not
decided whether to support
Lake. But he said: "The focus

.

here needs to be on, 'Do you
have the capacity to manage
this agency*.*

protest
continued from page I

Hedgepeth and Tillis met again with the student negotiators

and presented a new 21- point list of commitments from the

University. This document differed from their response to

the nine point document.

In the latter half of this meeting, which lasted late into

the night, Williams was forced to leave due to exhaustion

and illness. Hedgepeth continued to discuss the document

with students.

After hashing out the final details of this 21 point list of

commitments, both sides agreed that a final copy of the

list of commitments would be presented to and ratified by

the 130 students occupying Goodell. whom the negotia-

tors were representing.

Hedgepeth told Caston-Powe that the administration

wanted the students to vacate the building by 3 a.m.

Saturday morning or else there would be definite police

intervention and removal of students by force. According

to student negotiators, UMass Chief of Police John
Luippold corroborated Hedgepeths's statement.

After further discussion the pullout time was delayed

until noon Saturday. According to the administration, pro-

testers who did not vacate the premises at the agreed upon
time would have been arrested; if arrests had been made,

the University would not have been bound to fulfill their

latest commitments to the students.

The 130 students discussed and debated their options

well into Saturday morning. Bill Newman, director of the

Western Massachusetts Office of the American Civil

Liberties Union (ACLU). addressed the students, as did

Prasad Venugopal. a graduate student and organizer of the

outside support for the takeover.

Several hours of the discussion were devoted to debate

over whether the students wanted to accept the commit-

ments from the University or stay and hope to get more

concessions.

"You all have won. no matter what they tell you, you

now have 21 commitments from the University that were

not there before," Newman said.

*nn» nam coilicmm

The Life of the party
This New Life display an extensive light show to compliment their performance at Butterfield residence hall

Friday night.

rally

men* on the status of the negotiations.

The tension continued to build as

University of Massachusetts student

Pascale Manineau sang "Lift Every

Voice and Sing." the Black National

Anthem. In unison with Manineau.

the crowd then sang "Amazing
Grace."

At 2 p.m., the student occupants

began to exit Goodell in a single file

line, iheu-
right hands rajsfd. '1 # sign

of victory. Justin Beatty. a Native

American student, led tham'in the

stomp dance.

For approximately 1 5 minutes, the

crowd chanted along while the stu-

dent occupants slowly filed outside.

Many were greeted with smiles of

admiration, hugs, and tears.

The student occupiers grouped in

front of the steps of Goodell and

were addressed by Student

Government Association President

Maurice Caston-Powe.

"It has been a long, hard fight and

| M0lJw)( everyone out here, it would \\

not have happened. What we put
'

together was a living document. •"

which means it will never die."

Caston- Powe said. "It is time for us

to stan this up. Today it was bom. It

is up to us to make sure it grows. We
cannot drop this ball."

The supporters and occupiers con-

tinued to celebrate for another hour.

Several of the student occupiers

addressed the crowd, and one student

praised the public safety officers

treatment of the occupiers.

"The police inside have been our
aTlies. We nave gone through this'

together. wfTn cfh^thy ancHftp^ci."

Caston- Powe satd.

A victory march was announced

for 1 1 a.m. today.

Once upon a pond. .

.

The rope pull

At first, the annual rope pull

was held in the fall, functioning as

an initiation for freshmen. In later

years, the even took place in late

spring, often in conjunction with

other Spring Weekend activities.

The earliest mention of an
annual freshman-sophomore
tug-of-war at the Campus Pond
appears in the October. 1893 edi-

tion of Aggie Life, the precursor of

the Massachusetts Daily
Collegian.

The size of each team varied

widely over the years (there were

as many as 60 men per team and

as little as six), but the outcome
didn't — one team always ended

up dragged into the muck and
mire of the Campus Pond.

The rules changed often with

new "official" rules published

nearly every year. An unusual
result took place in 1907, when
after 12 minutes of "heaving and

resting," the contest was declared

a draw. Because of this outcome,

the rules were changed for the

next year forbidding the use of

the "drop and heave" and dis-

qualifying any man who leans on
the rope. The next year, 1908.

the freshman team was victori-

ous, which reportedly won them

"the privilege to smoke on cam-

pus."

The annual rope pull ceased

some time in the 1960s, for

unclear reasons. One possible

explanation appears in the 1968

Student Senate minutes: in answer

to a question concerning the

absence of the event, a Senator

explained that the tradition dictat-

ed that the event must begin with

the sophomore class president

swimming in the pond with the

rope, and that in this particular

year, the president did not know
how to swim.

In the spring of 1 982, Tau Beta

Pi, the engineering honor society,

resurrected the rope pull by spon-

soring a "tournament of pulls,"

which included eight different

teams. The event made the front

page of the Collegian, where it

was reported that the first place

winner was Eta Kappa Nu.

"Once upon a pond" is a

bi-weekly series by Gail Giroux

from the Special Collections and
Archives Department at the

WEB. Du Bois Library.

CCH*THY UMASS MCMMS

The freshman-sophomore rope pull across the Campus Pond, Oct.

13, 1917.

Got a tip?
If you know of a news story

happening on or off campus,

Desk'at"545- 1762.
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UNFORTUNATELY THIS IS

WHERE PEOPLE ARE PUTTING TOO
MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

Every year, a lot of people make a huge

mistake on their taxes. They wind up tend-

ing Uncle Sam money they could be saving lor

retirement.

Fortunately, that's a mistake you can

avoid with SRAt — tax-deferred annuities from

TIAA-CRKK SRAs not only ease your current

tax bite, they offer an easy way to build retirement

income — especially for the "extras" that your

pension and Social Security benefits may not

cover. Because your contributions are made in

belore-tax dollars, you |>.i\ !<•>.* in taxes now. And

since earnings on your SRAs are tax diiorrril, mum

money works even harder lor \<>u

What else do SRAs olfer? The investment

i h.uie, flexibility, and expertise ofTIAA-CREF

—

America's foremost retirement organization.

Why write oil the chance tor a more rew.u.l

ing retirement? Stop by your benefits ol tic .-

or call us at 1 800 842-2888 ,m,l fin.) out how

TIAA-CRKK SRAs tan help you enjoy many

happy returns.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future

for those who shape h.'

bv=
C Rl > . •>< nl»t «t*« art ibsfnbufW \r> U \ * i HI r Irwit- *|y*J an.1 Institutional Vrvwrt. Im Ksw mr* . mnpVte tntorm«fMMi iih lulling i hargrt and rvpvnarv

tad I ••0W?-2'"i3, evttntwon i.SC* Im « . wrr ent CRrT prmprtfut Rrail the prnsfpei tut , airlwIK Mm *M 'me* or *#tyf morwn IXair at lirst u« ?*" ^

COMPLIMENTARY PASSES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR AMERICAN EXPRESS CARDMEMBERS

WHEN & WHERE.

March 12, 730pm
AMC Hampshire 6

Theatre

WHAT.

Cardmembers get Iwji compli-

mentary passes to a prerelease

screening of Universal's block-

buster Liar, Liar.

HOW.

Just bring the American Express

Card or Optima* Card and your

student ID to the location listed

below to pick up your passes.

NOW.

If you're not yet a Cardmember

and would like to take part in

our exclusive previews, it's easy

to apply for the Card. Just call

1-800-942-AMEX.ext.4114.

MORE TO COME.

Liar. Liar is one in a series of

five major motion pictures to

be previewed on your campus

this year, compliments of

American Express.

I J I M C ARREY I

LIARLIAR

OPENS MARCH 21. HONEST.

PRINTFO 'N It* US »

PICK UP YOUR TICKETS HERE.

Outside The

University Store

March 1 1 - March 12

^-J^r\

Cards
C1997 Amtrican Express Tuvtt Rrittsd Ssrvms Comptny. Inc
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"Diversity and Campus
Media

"

A panel forum designed to inform a diverse campus
about opportunities and the inner workings at three

University resources at work for the entire UMass com-
munity.

Panel members
Massachusetts Daily Collegian Managing Editor

Chris Conner
Union Video Center Station Manager

William Sanchez
WMUA ALANA Affairs Director

David Ducille

A Q&A session will follow the panel presentations.

Herter Auditorium
Wednesday, March 1

2

7-9 p.m.

I would Ilka

I would II

Ontorby
t(5) Of

(s) In a

Name:
Pleas*

American Cancer
k payable to the Ai

ty, 53 Capital Drtva,

' or phone 413*

Thank You!!

DApplication Information
Applications are now available at Financial Aid Services.

You must be a continuing student enrolled m a degree granting program at UMass Amherst:

Talongsummer classes through Continuing Education

Goingon an approved summer international exchange program through IPO.

Workingon a graduate dissertation.

Deadline: April 18, 1997. Late applications will not be accepted.

Please come to Financial Aid Services for an applicationand more specific eligibility requirements.

Financial Aid Services, 243/ 255 Whitmore Administration Building. AmherstMA 01003, (413) 545-0801

JUST IN TIME FOR SPRING
BREAK
TRADE
IN SALE

Bring in any UMass hat in any

condition and receive a 20% discount

on any new UMass hat in stock.

Bring in any UConn hat in any

condition and receive a 50% discount

on any UMass hat in stock.

^UNIVERSITY
mSTOREft

CAMPUS CENTER
545-2619

M - F 9 AM - 5 PM
SAT 10 AM - 5 PM

UMass helps cancer campaign

0*S CHNiK/ CCXLIC1AN

Senior psychology majors Sara Grossman and Zoe Rudner collect signatures in the Campus Center Friday

afternoon to send to President Clinton.

By Laura Forster

ColUgion Staff

The Women's Health Project of

University Health Services (UHS)
solicited support from the University

of Massachusetts community for the

National Breast Cancer Coalition's

(NBCC) signature campaign last

Friday.

The NBCC campaign is working
to collect 2.6 million signatures in

support of breast cancer research

funding to present to President

Clinton and Congress in October.

The 2.6 million signatures, which

are representative of the number of

women living with breast cancer in

the U.S. today, ask that $2.6 billion

be used for breast cancer research

between now and the year 2000. In

addition, the campaign asks that

breast cancer activists have a voice

as to how the money is used.

Peer health educators sat at a table

in the Campus Center Concourse
recruiting those passing by to sign

the petition and collect educational

information about breast cancer
awareness. The educators were hop-

ing to raise about 100 signatures to

contribute to the NBCC.
The peer health mentors work on

alleviating common student igno-

rance about health issues by educat-

ing and reminding them about sta-

tistics through workshops, informa-

tion tables and movies.

Zoe Rudener, a senior psychology

and women's studies major, and Sara

Grossman, a senior psychology
major, are two educators who spe-

cialize in health issues pertaining to

women. Both undergraduates worked
at the table collecting signatures and
talking to students on Friday.

In commenting on the role of

breast cancer among college students.

Rudener said. "Most college wotnen

don't realize the importance of prac-

ticing self-breast exams. Many don't

know how to do them, do not feel

they are at risk, or they just forget to.*

Both women worked to recruit a

variety of people to educate and sign

the petition, yet said they found men
to be more intimidated and hesitant

to come forward to their table.

However, Grossman explained
that after the men thought about
how breast cancer can affect those

women close to them and the fact

that men are able to have breast

cancer as well, they became more
interested in helping out.

Gloria DiFulvio. the coordinator

of the Women's Health Project,

emphasized her belief in support
from both sexes.

"Ultimately our message is that

we are all linked together in the

fight to eradicate this disease — that

no one is exempt from the toll of

breast cancer," DiFulvio said.

According to the American
Cancer Society, the best way to pro-

tect against breast cancer is to try to

detect it as early as possible so as to

treat it immediately.
Recommendations for early detec-

tion include seeing your doctor for

regular breast exams, practicing

monthly breast self-exams and hav-

ing regular mammograms for

women aged 50 and older.

Those with a family history are at

highest risk of developing breast

cancer, but 80 percent of those who
develop the cancer have no history.

The NBCC is a grassroots advoca-

cy group which is already responsi-

ble for increasing awareness of
breast cancer and the amount of

funding used to research it.

Those still interested in signing

the petition can call I-

800-NBCC-838 or access the

NBCC's world wide web site at

http://www. natlbcc. org.

Check out the Collegian online!
Visit our Web Site at :

www . umass . edu/rso/col egian
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UMass
1 1\ .-> i ~i-*iii-»i

I ederol Credit Union

present

NCAA Tournament
Preview

^TFx^
YOU HAVE A FRIEND OR COLLEAGUE HAVE A

PROBLEM V* 1 1 H f. L C J \\ J L J R J 1 H E R ft U G S 1

THERE A R £ REiJURCE*: r.V, IL.BLE 1 J HELP:

Advice Triage Nurse & Urgent Care Clink, University Health Services

For medical situations and questions requiring same-day attention 24-Hours

Employee Assistance Program (EAP), 35 University Health Services 545-03

Assessment, referrals for treatment, serf-help groups and fosow-up for employees

their own or a family member's or colleague's substance abuse problem Weekdays 8

Medical Clinic Appointments, University Health Services S77-S101

For students and UHS Kaiser Permanente members concerning medical situations and

substance abuse questions Weekdays 8:00-5:00

Mental Health Services, 127 Hills North 545-2337

Counseling, groups, 24-hour emergency coverage for students and UHS Kaiser

Permanente members Appointrnents strongly ereouraged Weekdays 8:00-5:00

Urgent Care Clinic at HMs North. Weekdays (545-2337):

1:00-2:30 when semester classes are in session,

1
:
00-2:00 during Winter Session and Summer.

24-Hour Emergency services through the UHS Urgent Care clinic (577-5000).

In a life threatening situation, call 91 1 or your local emergency number for the

an ambulance to transport you directly to the nearest hospital (Cootey-Dtckinson

if
*

is closest to Amherst

)
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The vacation's over
On : thai I as bet m oui timet

.
1 ' pas) I inceHoi Scott?"

Although the occupation ol the Goodell Building is-

aver, the question rem., levant at N was
last week. It has ban a lull wee*- tOsQt '.he ukeovei

began, and yet our Chancellor has -til! sasuad no pub-

nent on the matter If Chancelloi Scot! holds

the chief leadership position at thii i nrversity, why
has he remained silent on an evenl of inch, in-.poi

lance'

Clutncellor Scott has been d 1
• dsjttes, li is

pressing that he immediately make 1 prominent and

latemenl on iht takeover and the demands
ined in ihe Living Document.

The Chance! I

.

cplair I iston to

remain silent on this matter so that the students and
faculty of the University can be assured that he takes

the importance of his position seriously. With access

to the telephone, tax machines and die Internet. such
a statement need not have watted until Scott decides

to once again grace this campus with his presence.

We also emphasize that it is important for the

University to keep the campus community updated
about its progress in fulfilling both the ALANA
Agreements of !^92 and the current list of 21 agree

men Thai should be an ongoing process, so that stu-

dents can be assured that the University is continually

attentive to implementing the changes it has agreed to.

Unsifted editorial* represent the ma/ority opinion

of '.he Collegia'! editorial hoard.

Amnesty for activists
With

I
'. .-. ej and in

»
I

• spi . ituderus who
pan in til ipatioo of the I rntroOer'i Office

in Goodell as well a« those who inside the

. iround tl upp n could
us academic p it 1 retuh oi their

it ~>ors to gl rtmr.c sty to

Professors should keep m min I that

: .ther students mad at enter -

ing Goodcll in order to k. itudc tl lnfJ4c

kcceaa to

-loll was completely restricted to all but a ran

!iul c>f people Although main atti

wen iter and provide the ide with

In addv of classes (hat the DO •on
its are enrolled in was gathered

tea I I

rcademii

met' dents whs

ricipated m the takeover of the Controller's Office

have no assurance of access to notes for classes they

missed

Professors must keep In mind that students who
were involved iti the protest, both inside and outside

of the Goodell Building have not only worked very

hard for something thev believe in very much; they
have also been partktpanu in a very direct form of
education

Ihe social and political issues underlying the
takeover ars ol pressing relevant;.' 10 ail people
Students who participated in this pioresi teamed in a

was shut the elaisruum and books are unable to pro
-.idt The awareness ;h«t than students will take away
hum the bat week's (vents could be ana of the most
imp< nam achievement* of then University careers. It

would |u ti I to punish these students

loi misse . ti sf and !ii«ie« n »\: ilj run counter to

ducatutn

( *! (Hi 1 r«fr>s«.-»i the "'a tintv jputiun

Friends and toes
Nihil the occupstion of

the Goodell Buildinc
ended, a lot of work I

be done fru unity

and action that came alive in

in the protect* must be sus-

tained And the administration
must be held t> littnenta

the

ftaftn

\l

•A : T .

AJin
the agree-

ment
between

1

and the

Daniel
tarn that thev resull

in a document that

DOWCr legallv

ihe

i promises
mediated

I
leparttuent

of lut I be unw
it to adhere to the present
iient

ISO important to

I that "the adminiMra-
and "the University' are not

ingk entities; they arc groups

I a numl
als P i the important
result* of the occupation of Goodell
i* that the po me of

key administrates were
I out into the open.

everal reports, the occupa-
!iad been planned t

tha, and memberc of the

adminivtratton were aware enough
that it was coming that thev

V\ hitmorc down on Monday
A few of the student organizers

reported that in the weeks preced-

ing the takeover thev received what
have been called "intimidating"
phone calls from one key adminis-

trator asking them what they were
planning and trying to dissuade

them from
doing it

Some have
even indicat-

ed that thev

had no 1

1

ble inferring

hints of pos-

sible acade
reprisal

from the

calls

On the

other hand.
there were
admintslra-
t

involved in

the negotia-

ns who
wed a

more sympathetic view of the »lu

dent positions, and struggled to rec-

oncile the pressute* ol their admin
istretJva OVtSM with their desire to

meet the student demand-
I at*l keep in mind that admi;

tive responses almost without

turn assigned monetary values to the

demands in the Living Document To
understand what offices within the

administration these financial matters

most directly affect, it is good to

know that the Office of the Provost

oversees a full 70 percent of the

budget Die entire

administration only has control of the

remaining 50 percent

The University currently ha* no
permanent Provost At the present

time, as throughout the negotiations

"( ndentanding the
dynamics between vari-

ficet and persons
in the administration
will he helpful to the
ongoing process of

fighting structural

racism ai I Mass and
creating non-classist

ess to the
University.

"

Doonesbury

with the students occupying Goodell,

Vice Chancellor Patricia Crosson
occupies the position of Interim

-
1
w hile a permanent Provost is

sought

When he returns from Mexico,
we should also examine carefullym explanations Chancellor

' response to the

takct dd be safe to assume
that S - I about the events of

the past week, if that is so. any deci-

sion about remaining on vacation or

returning to campus must be indica-

tive of attitude toward both
the takeover and the ttudeni
dema- that the occupation
of Goodell has ended, it will be pos-

sible for Scott to address the issue in

the past tense, and in this way lo

avoid most negative reflections of
the situation on his role as

Chancellor We need to try to dis-

cern whether Scott chose to remain
in Mexico in order to protect himself

negative public itv

Remember that Scott's Deputy
Chancellor. Marcellette Williams, is

African-American and comes from a

low- income background With
remaining absent. Williams

was the one visibly in charge of all

administrative responses to the stu-

dent negotiators

Understanding the dynamics
between various offices and persons

in the administration will be helpful

to the ongoing process of fighting

structural racism at I Mass and cre-

ating non-classist access to the
University. Student reformers must
keep in mind that it may be easy to

refer to the administration as a unit-

ed whole, but it is more true that the

administration has elements of sup-

port and resistance to the changes
we seek

it?/ Bodah is a Collegian.
columnist

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

Generation X
Editors note: The following piece

was originally presented as a
speech on the steps of the Goodell

Building on Saturday

There are those out there who
would call us Generation X
To the people who coined the

phrase, the X is supposed to denote
a sense of being lost, lost m space
lost in time, lost in the sea of
morality, lost without guidance,
without direction, without purpose
in our lives. Those who call us
Generation X see

in us despair,
hopelessness,
selfishness and
apathy.

We have been
called lazy, as we
fill our lives with

the electronic

gadgetry which
has been given us

as copiously as

earlier genera-
tions have been given wisdom We
have been called apathetic in the face

on monumentous challenges looming
before us in the form of widespread
pollution, racial division, wars.
before us. And we have been criti-

cized for not valuing our increasinglv

expensive education with its decteas

ing guarantee of employment after

graduation

The people who have gathered in

support of this rally, sacrificing the

safety of a cozy dorm room, not
knowing whether food would come
to them, not knowing whether
enough suppon would turn Irom aca-

demic, and therefore economic, ruin,

these people have made a demonstra-
tion of a deeply powerful and deeplv

moving event which has occurred
among those of us referred to as

Generation X.

With no one left to defend the

value of the character which each
ol us possesses, when many were
content to call us unmotivated,
uncaring, undisciplined, we. for the

last six days, have found each other

amid a chaotic world which at

times seems bent on preventing us

from ever living lives ihat have any
meaning, any significance at all. We
have turned to each other offering

everything that we have for the well

being of thOM
who stand with

haring our
food, clothing,

warmth, med-
ical supplies,
encouragement,
support and
BOO! important-

ly our hope that

we would over-

come the chal-

lenged arrayed
before us

Generation X has stood in the

unwavering unity before this build-

ing and the challenges it represent-

ed, threatening to steal away from
the life-changing significance of an
effort we have thrown out entire

heatts bltO a- wc detend any hope of

ever living a life with any meaning
We have made a symbolic gesture.

taking a first step toward creating

the world WE want to live in

-i\ days, we have camped in

tents outside Goodell awaiting the

return ol our brave warriors who
have taken the battle to what we m
as an expression of inequality and
injustice among us for »ix days, we
have shared everything we have with

each other, our money, our food,
our clothes, our stories, our encour-

"We have made a
symbolic gesture, taking
a first step toward cre-

ating the world WE
want to live in.

"

Timothy Boilard

agement. People from all over the

world have contributed stories,

songs, chants and words of wisdom
from the corner of the world that

they call home, and all have accept-

ed these as the gesture of goodwill

and encouragement as which they

were intended.

The experience we have shared here

has been so powerful to us personally

that many of us, myself included, have

been moved to tears by the suppon we
have received from each other and

from those around us who share our

burning passion for reaching out to

those who wait on the other side of

barriers that others have told us exist

between us; barriers of racism, sexism,

classism, homophobia and religious

misunderstanding.

Most, if not all. of us feel that by

taking part in this demonstration
inside and outside of Goodell. we have

truly taken our education into our own
hands and have learned much about

the power which resides in the human
spirit which can. will and must make
changes for the better in the world

around us For this reason, we believe

it is imperative that what we have done

here reach the ears of everyone who
would live, that they too know that

they can live in justice and peace with

their lellow human beings.

We realize that this is only a first

step in conducting lives to be truly

constructive, and that the meaning
may be lost on those who have not

been here with us. but none of us will

ever see this campus, or each other,

line way again. We wish each

other, all of you. and the world that

we wiil be entering as professional

human beings all of our faith, hope
and love.

Timothy Bollard is a UMass stu-

dent
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Letters to the Editor

Editor's \ote Hue to the

whelming amount of I etters to the

Editor received over the past week.

we will not be able to publish all of
the letters in the printed \er-.

the Collegian Visit the Collegian's

web siff at

http //www umass.edu/rso/colegian

for the full coverage

Social Justice

Education Program
expresses support

In the BsH
The faculty of the Social lustice

hducation Program of the School of

Education wish to express our sup-

port for the urgent concerns and
goals of the ALANA students and
their supporters in Goodell. We are

impressed with the bridging ol mn
cerns from traditionally different

communities of students, specifically

ALANA and white working class stu-

dents, into a powerful coalitional

statement. These student demands
represent a broad range of interests

that will benefit the entire University

community

c CUICCll luocttt denon
for all of us to live up to our stated

about creating a truly multicul

tural and socially just communis In

taking this initiative, the student pr.>

- and their allies remind us of

the need to recommit ourselves to

honoring and implementing the

agreements made with ALANA stu-

ii I'JsO We support the goals

ol increasing the numbers of stu-

dents, staff and faculty of color on
this campus, of providing the needing
support, of eliminating the penalities

visited on students unable to pay
their tutlion bills on time, of estab-

lishing flexible child care and of cre-

ating greater financial access for poor
and working class and first genera-

tion college students We would wel-

come open discussion of whatever
loiistraints hinder the Universitv \

meeting these goals as well as a

timetable for implementation of
agreements made between the admin
istration and the students.

We offer our role as faculty to do
whatever we can to help work
through and implement these diffi-

cult, urgent and long overdue IMM
and are confident that there are many
peopje, at various levels in the

L niver«itv communttv. who share
these student concerns and are will

ing to work to resolve them
Prof. Pat Griffin

Social lustice Education Program
Chair

UMass Dartmouth
supports flagship

To the Editor

I would like to personally congrat
ulate you (the student activists] on
your campus this past week We here
at the Dartmouth campus have been
actively following the situation and
eagerly awaiting to hear of a positive

response from your administration
Your courage and persistence are
truly an inspiration to those of us on
the other campuses, especially
Dartmouth. The road has been paved
and I hope the commitments made to

you from your administration are fol-

lowed, and the fight for students
rights is a true victory for UMass
Amherst. Again I congratulate you
and wish you good luck in the future

Sean M t'arprnter
l Wh-.: Dartmouth Student Senate

Prt sldcni
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Notorious B.I.G. slain in shooting UMass gets Afro-American Ph.D. program
By Poulo Story

Associated Press

I OS ANGELES — The Notorious
B.LG made his name as a gangsta rap-

|x-r burking hip-hop rhymes about his

tnl lift past dealing crack on the tough

rtrtetl of HrookJyn. Yesterday, he diet!

in a drive In slniotiiig.

I lie rapper also known as Biggie
Smalls was the second major rappet to

die in a drive In shooting in the last six

months' Tupac Shakur was killed in his

last fall.

The 24-year-old rap star, whose real

name was Christopher Wallace, was
killed outside a DSJtj while sitting in his

paiked CAR Suburban, which was
punctured bv at le;ist live bullets in the

i vie attack

Wallace vsas rushed in the same vehi

cle to Cedars-Sinai Medical Center,
where In- was pronounced dead [x.lkc

said. No immediate arrests were made
He was attending a party at the

Petersen Automotive Museum in cele-

bration of the 1 Ith annual Soul ham
Musk Awaid- ttafsd on Indav. I

Kevin Kim who witnessed the

shooting with Wallace's estranged wife.

Fahh I vans

"Sonieonc km rolled by and stuned

shooting,' said Kim, who was standing

in the museum pasting lot with 1 vans, a

«ho had a child with Wall
erned friends and tans

gathered in the hospital parking lot earh

Sunday, when- Waaeoe'i bullet riddled

sjxin utilitv vehicle could be seen They
lei I otilv when officials confirmed

Michaud

In inv lile. shoit as K has been. I have

tnirj understood why some indi-

vidual- asfuat to understand the need

potest especially when the protest

would theoretically help them.

\\ hv would some individuals contin

uallv n-tus.- to pay attention to the I.k!

•me students arc more in need of

assistance than olfx

'

\\ hv would anyone
ignore the well d<«.umcTit

ed need of anothet stu

dent"1

Wh\ would anv>

. bbuk fl*- pain

<>t .lii.iiher. and try to oani-
.-(.->' Vtul li

i ing to prove that trwciuir

-l!r».Tficial'
,

Way? oenaan asom who fad asm
t is unnecessary, ill- timed 01

ccssntei productive are usually the ones

that have to benefit Irom the

remaining ihe \va\ it is.

Whv give up the pnvilege that preju-

and discriminating individuals cre-

sb benefit their children? Now,
get too excited. I know some per

jump, stop reading the

and harp on the fact that I called

• - hIv s mama racist, but it'« true

fnosc nch. white individuals have every-

o gain lrt*n the educational sys-

tem that is implemented at mjs and the

u ol institutions around the coun-

I ven the political s\stem in which

hat wc live which was created by the

• hat it main-

tains the wealth in the hands of a few.

Wallace s death

Wallace was shot just alter midnight,

said Police Ol licet Tommy Gallurdo.

A security guard working at a high-

rise across the street said the sound of

gunfire was unmistakable.

"All of the sudden. I heard about live

oi si\ -hots I'ow pow. pow. pow. pow,"

Robert Payne said.

Payne heard people screaming and
saw some pas-engers ol a dark green

vehicle jump out and then jump hack in

before speeding away. The same vehicle

was driving erraticallv right before the

shooting he said

Wallace built his gangsta rap persona

around authenikitv making much of his

past as an ex-crack dealer Irom Bedford-

Stuvvesant sectJotl oi Biooklvn. one of

the city's touglvst neighht)rhoods.

His debut album Ready to Die went

platinum, selling more than I million

OOOSas. His upcoming album, due out

March 23, is titled Uft Mlcr Death

TVDm*Do i i I'an

The rapper worked with Bad Boy
Entertainment run b) I .I't c oast produc-

er Sc.in \\l\\\" C',Klll>

Ihe shooting comes six months alter

Shakur was shot in a drive bv attack in

I .i- \ egas as he mde in a car with Death

Row Records president Marion "Suge"

Knight Shakur died six daw latet

Wallace was considered a rival oi

Shakur. who had accused him of

involvement in a 1494 robbery when
Shakur was shot several times and lost

S40.UK.) in |ew elrv

Wallace who denied anv involve

inent. wats ccsispicuouslv absent from a

Listen up
who benefit the most They then utilize

various methods to keep the |x>oi major-

itv believing in that ajanB) Now I know
you. the reader, is probabh thinking that

I'm speaking in tongues, but rcalk think

about this

Whj do \meiicaiis believe in a sys-

tem in which thev i.an onlv hope and

at oik da) tiros ago wfl enter the

Rl \l stage and have
that American dream.
Why do we work like

md then die?

Because we are what we
can buy yet onlv about

i "i p< tuant i itv population in this coun-

irv can trulv altord jnvthing thai it buys.

The n>t ol u- spen<;

our student loans and other credit card

debts that we acquired in college.

Ihis onxc-st wasn t just about putting

mtin.- Hunganan students on campus |t

was about making sure that alter they

got here that thev would be abh

remain here without financial or acade-

mic womes I run is suncihing everyone
is entitled to no matter what one's hack-

grnund is

Although everyone has lo pay atten-

tion to the t.M th.il though WC all mav
be here freshman year, we all come here

with ditTerent handicaps W'liethet those

handicaps are social or academic li I

pern concern the primary priontv is

whether the I niver>itv Ix-lps everyone

solve their problems equallv It is up to

this bureaucratic sweni to understand

that s,,nie individuals' problems are

greater than others and to provide
appropriate assistance

lolile "rap summit" in Harlem last

tall culled to ease tensions between West
(oast and East Coast rappers after

Shakur's slaying.

Wallace most recently lived in

Teaneck, N.J., in a gated community
where most residents were reluctant to

comment on his death Sunday. But one

girl who used to live near Wallace
remembered him well.

"He always said, 'Hi,' he wa6 really

nice." said Christine Girado. 13. "We
would get all excited."

The rapper had brushes with the law

in both New Jersey and New York,
including his arrest in Teaneck last sum

net lot alleged weapons and marijuana

possession Neighbors had complained

about cars coming in and out "at all

hours of the day and night." police said.

Also, he was arrested in |une 1995

arrest for allegedly robbing a man and

breaking his jaw in Camden, N.|. In

March I44t. he was arrested in New
York alter allegedly using a baseball bat

to deter would-be autograph
seekers.Wallace was honored as rap

artist of the year at the Billboard

Awards in 1^95 and was cited for rap

single of the year for "One More
Chance."

He didn't win any Soul Train awards

this sear. Shakur posthumously won the

best RiV B soul or rap album award for

4// / yet on W<

Don Cornelius, executive producer

and creator of the weekly dance program

"Soul Train." said the show did not

sponsor the party and had no connec-

tion to the event

By Jolene Tamerat
Collegian Correspondent

News

Analysis

Ihe Afro-American Studies depart-

ment at the University of

Massachusetts has finally incorporat

ed a Ph.D. program to its curriculum

The program, which is a result of

nearly 20 years of planning, is one of

only three in the nation and has great

promise to enhance the status of the

department and thi

University. T h i

program differs fron
others nationwide ir

that it deals primarily

with the American expe

rience of African-Americans, rather

than focusing on African subject mat-

ter, or the African roots of African

Americans. "We want to show
[that | a consideration of the Afro-

American experience is nothing less

than a reconstruction of America,"
said Afro-American Studies
Department Head Esther Terry, in a

press release statement

"Our program examines the

enslavement and emancipation of

African-Americans in America in

relationship to the meaning and
development of the country itself and

shows how the two cannot be sepa-

rated." Terry said. Students
enrolled in the program are required

to read a total of 50 major works
prior to beginning their course of

study. They then apply this frame-

work to one of three subject areas in

which they will pursue their degree:

literature and culture, history and
politics, or public policy

In addition, students will be

encouraged to take

part in internships,

will have access to an

abundance of archival

resources, and experi-

ence the teachings of

several renowned faculty. In light of

the movement for social change at

UMass. including last week's
takeover of the Goodell building, a

program such as this is essential to

the progress u | minorities on campus.

According to sociology professor.

Gerald Piatt, a doctoral program in

Afro-American studies will, "elevate

the department to equal footing with

other departments in the University.

It is a very important symbol of

equality, prestige and respect for the

discipline and the faculty
"

"I Many universities) do not want to

give Afro-Am departments the full

status of a research and graduate

studies department... I think it's to

the credit of this institution that it

wants to fully recognize the value of

African-American peoples and cul-

ture," Piatt said, linguistics proles

sor Tom Roeper, who hopes lot a

collaboration of the linguistic

Afro-Am departments, agi

"A university should be as repre-

sentative of human beings ,,•- poaaj

ble," Roeper said. Thei

other advantages to the establishment

of the program. An Afro-Am. Ph.D
program will serve as a driving

in the attraction of scholars to

UMass, especially to those who have

interests in i oncerning
African-Americans. The program may
also very well become a significant

source of money for the I in

and draw in some private donations

By broadening its horizons, the

Universitv is unquestionably taking the

first step toward making its representu

tion of African-Americans more pio-

found while heightening its pi

within the college arena. a

very exciting time Cot I Mas- and. we
hope, for the country at large.

"

remarked in the press release.

The cnticisni that the protest was not

about Martin Luther King's dream is

ludicrous thinking that the protest did

not folkiw along the lines of his dream is

absurd. However the argument that I

stated above was exactly what his dream
was about. Dr King was not planning a

Poor People s March for nothing
Malcolm X did not direct most of his

rhetoric to the poor urban masses to

waste his fiery breath

They did it because they knew that

those were the people who had the most

to lose. They knew that the rich were
leeching oft the poor's man power.

I hose who are privileged need to

re-evaluaie what it is to he underprivi'-

leged. or at least take into consideration

what it means to be disadvantaged. The
advantaged are simply going to have to

that they don't necessarily have

to give up their privilege, but the disad-

vantaged i»ii7 fight to get their own.

Those who are rallying are not
waiting for you lo get comfortable
with then protest. They will continue

whether the powers (hat be agree or

which they never will

Therefore, my advice to y 'all that

walked past Goodell and felt that it

was noise pollution would be to pay
more attention because chang
happening It would be in your best

interest lo listen and leam. instead of

ignoring and hiding. In fact, that was
probabh why some were annoyed by

the protest They heard the sound of

their privilege going down the drain.

T.mie Michaud is a UMass stu-

dent

Hayle's third is a winner
By Millicenl Jackson
Collegian Correspondent

WHERE EVIL SLEEPS
Valerie Wilson Wesley

G.P. Putnam Sons

In this third novel of the
Tamara Hayle mystery series, on
the quest for some hard-earned
peace of mind, private eye
Tamara Hayle leaves her native

Newark and heads for Kingston,

lamaica. on holiday
Unfortunately, there's no
for Tamara as trouble follows

and finds her before she can
really get the opportunity to kick

back and relax.

Once again, Valerie Wilson
Wesley constructs a fast~paced

lageatisi.

the headstrong Tamara. draws*
on the nature of evil as she con-

fronts a hosi of sinister charac-

ters who force her to look
inward Several less than wise
choices propel Tamara into the

middle of a five- man search lor

hundreds of thousands of dollars

in drug money.
Tamara's first mistake is

spending an evening, club hop
ping with three fellow New

(erseyites she meets poolside at

the cheap hotel that is her home
away from home for the week.
Tamara deems Lilah Love, her

husband Sammy Lee Love, and
sidekick Delaware "Bad News"
Brown, and suspects that Sammy
Lee abuses his wife Compelled
by a sense of social responsibili

ly and a glint of fear that she

reads into Lilah's eyes, Tamara
tags along hoping to help the

younger woman wise up.

Before Lilah has a chance to

hear what Tamara has lo tell

her, the lights in the club go out.

are fired and two men are

dead. Promised a considerable
amount of money and coerced
once again by Lilah's childlike

desperation. Tamara jumps from
the pain of hanging out with
criminals and into the fire of
running for her life

Failing to heed her grand
mother's past warnings that evil

begets evil. Tamara ends up
falling into even greater danger.

Wilson Wesley tastefully sprin

kles bits of southern speech in

Tamara's grandmother's voice
and folk wisdom throughout the

novel.

Wilson Wesley has an ear for

convincing dialogue As she
replicates the Tamara's
grandmother, it's familiar and
warm She cleverly conn
the speech of the older, a
Tamara and that of the voung.
devious Lilah Wilson W

\

also captures in convcrsa'
the brutishncss of Samim
Love, as well as Ihe tcndei

of the lamaican born 1'.

Dupree
Tamara describes Basil as the

man from her past who
shiver of lust rumble through
the pit ol your bellv whenever
they cross your mind " Ba-

just the ticket to mellowing oui

all ol the wolciKc going on in

Tamara's chaotic world.

Where l.vil S7et

;

, nick,

and fun read The character

-

motivated solelv by the all

mighty dollar The
entir - Tamara
kill or be killed determination
Tamara is a familiar,
down-to-earth and likable

acler. She is .

- 1 u I and
responsible, with an ol

that justice be served Tan
Haley is a heroine with
do right-woman written all

her

Booty Call takes it there
By Gregory Casimir

Collegian Staff

BOOTY CALL
Directed by Jeff Pollock

with Jamie Foxjt, Tommy Davidson,

Vivien A Fox

Pkrging at Hampshire Six Theaters

a Columbia Pictures

release about black couples dating in the

b nan hnaai Ron I
TVt fmma

show), lotnmv Davidaon tAce
it hen Suture I alls'. Vivica A.

I
'' Independence Day) and

newcomer Tamala kmes.

low and Davidson are Bun/ and

Rushon, rwt rlantst going on a

date that takes several unexpect-

ed turns as thev endeavor to impress ;ind

romance thtardal

Bun/ is blunt, womanizing brother

uith a quick wit He's a steadfast

rt ot eternal bachelorhood, and

a firm believer in the one night stand.

Rushon. on the other hand, is the

itc He'l an ambitious and sensi

nve biother whose been seeing Nikki

Weab Although he

-p feelings for her. he can't turn

est) his boy's taunts that he's

slipptn' as a pl.na So on the night of

the date Rushon and Bun/ make a

gentlemen's agreement that he'll hn

it" before the sun comes up the next

Ihis is the backdrop of the

movie's plot.

Unfortunately for them, their dates

aren't as nq as thev had anticipated.

\ikki. Rushon's love interest, is ready

to take their relationship to the ne\l

' to be sure of his true

feeliiii •she begins to trust

Rushon less and less as she sees Bun/

IK . t on his behavior around her

Nikki refutes to have sex with him

unless he proves his devotion to her

Ihe only card that Nikki has to get

Students gave their love and support lor protestors inside the Goodell Building

COUSTTSY CCXUMS1* wt-nj«

S

Vivica A Fox, Jamie Foxx, Tamala Jones and Tommy Davidson star in

Columbia Pictures' provocative comedy Booty Call

her through this double dote is her

friend I ysterine (the sew lo\i

I ysterine is a very together, refined

woman who is an arbitrageur fur

London based investment firm.

Althixigh s|k- | omes ,h.ross as very coy.

Nikki describes her as an undercover

freak "who never made a man wait for

more lhan W minutes
'

While Nikki and Rushon are trying

lo get closer. Bun/ and I wetine begin

feuding upon sight of one another
However, as the evening progt

their hormones kick in and they

quickly put aside their dilferen

pursuit oi canal paai

I agar that night, the two couples go
Kick to Nikki s house and quicklv sue

cumb to sexual tension in the an Nikki

u. have sex with Rush.ni. but not

unless he has a condom Bun/ and
I vsunne. on the other hand, are ever-

ready freaks who can do it on the drop

of a dime Unfortunately for Rushon.

Killa. Nikki's dog from hell, chews apart

his one and only condom — and per-

haps ruins his chance to win the bet.

Upon Nikki's insistence. Rushon goes

i xit to buy a box of condoms, but drags

Ins bog Bun/ with him. interrupting his

groove. It is in the pursuit of the protec-

tion that their misadventures in

Chinatown begin.

Ihis movie was very funny and enter

taining. although it was unevenly played

ai the end. Despite the directional mis-

fire, lamie Koxx's perfomiancc makes
the movie worth the price of admission

N ic ic .i A. Fox was an excellent female

counterpart to the character of Bunz
This parity between the two of them
allows playas. male and female alike, to

enjoy the movie I give this movie a

pound and a hug

. 3$W»
;
jrlh* mxmd mstuUment m a three-part series dedicated to the trw*li oj

enslaved African* and their jttumey, (hereaftm, in Amerikkka.

1>er«.it re* an end, dey after day of the same crarhy. The mdmg of safety, the

jprc^nur of &? afon of a eaten*, Prelude to a Mm of hot swt-aasdmi'hfim
* W<sA»^rJmiJCr»k
.tolLWreewnlmtia^wf^
afeatb ^lOesK tot* pat at worst J became atmierhJng urmtee .wti A J^ftppet to
* ' '"'

* * a slave, fjav deeth, one might nsk to daffcr I cannot, or

sttrve the difference bccotiic*. aomewhat bwhwant. Death b
r*s' ope kept me alive. Hope that some* I *-i8 {he among

' the strong. The hope of freedom tofe ao^yf*^ to the
' mroagh mud laden field* that mem to fs»2 jft nt the

fajn&tamtomHpmK'U-khiM'ski tsmto

ehi '* '

":)Mh 1

'

' tyj-ij^ - '>' ar-g^iai' 1
' -f 'iH-MSo

to hope, then »m I did everyday fVHudemaldnofhotiuni/
"";wilhSi*t*'#^

"that 1 woufci not give up And at my irrsejttr?} cot my
atdoft. ihor&tnybsavafcaodr. .

fields, which fails to reeKw my pom, m *e bfcxid from my
cendM fanes of red though the cotton... Attd W my back

tgh open wounds.. The Item fcttoned. Though 1

h phyeWl paK ; can fcn»fh a sigh <i asUet ft pto-

ofemimimmcastsunhghtanmmeds^ul. Mthe
a tingling m my wounds, and 1 mdrfed wfft cautious

*«P9& rraAmg a least df my rm^sf He«i.>.,% e wey

t proceed to ptot my escape irom mi* prison of wtane

iww that t did not know whet tiireonta to ntt\ far the

action. To say the host 1 ran. and I raathrouah Reich

heedom Aamy staggered rtepJisssd rne Ih*» my
face Hal fcmd.'rst, tnlaVlij tin tin mv wvaitts- The cover of the wqradamdt failed to

be uij ndblpjeldB^tprtryhmt, stones in hand 1 was prepared lo fttbt far my free

dam, tetny, MUfffh«M me m^On»fohtrtciwrth,Vd>*knotidnf**>
t%tefa-iffiAVH^>^^-!v^'ojrnN?itf eye...

PteOJtfc saeiimef to Mm < ntm oscx*. -•.•,;,;.
OmarO Gayle

Black Affair*, is

Dead...

witfeoBl d e d i c a 1

writers, to keep it sin

The Black Affaiis
Page

is looking foi

creative. \Magbl BIH-
v ok,jn g writers

to rtpreseni on the

page.

If you've been me mwij

to get involved, this is

your time
All members o f the

ALANA commui W i 1

~

t aaaaw 1

a,n interest arc urged to

contact Humphre) l" \

III ai 546-097? or come

down to the Collegian ,

the Campus C e n t e 1

Basement.

This is your
voice.

Take control.
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U2's POP revolution
By Luke Meredith

Cpilog^n Staff

A quick survey of the questions
concerning the new U2 album. POP.

Has U2 gone techno?

Does POP sound more like Prodigy

and the Chemical Brothers than
War?

Is U2 just trying to follow the lat-

est techno trend so

they can sell

records?

Will they ever put

out anything as

good as The loshua
Tree?

The answers?

No, no, not really

and maybe.

It's been five

years since U2 kicked off the Zoo TV
tour, a massive effort that consisted

of 1 8 months of playing massive foot

ball stadiums with possibly the

biggest rock extravaganza yet —
50-foot-high television screens,

Bono dressing up as the Devil, and
cheap Russian cars and handicams as

set decoration. They even put out an

album in the middle of it all. the

fluffy techno throwaway. Zooropa.

Needless to say, U2 needed a break.

The band officially ended its break

Tuesday, with the release of POP. a

brash, techno-influenced effort that

will coincide with this summer's
PopMart tour, undoubtedly the

biggest tour of 1997. U2 has taken its

tans on quite a ride through every

genre of music since they released the

hopelessly idealistic Boy on an inde-

pendent 'abel in Ireland in 1979.
They're now huge rock stars who can

do anything they want musically, and
have made a point to use their posi-

tion in the rock and roll hierarchy to

shake things up.

The '90s have seen a U2 a lot of

people have dubbed "New U2." a

sound American audiences haven't

exactly warmed to. With the release

of "Discotheque". POP's first single,

there has been concern that U2 has

gone off the deep end.

Well, they haven't. POP should
re-establish U2 as a viable
radio-friendly commercial success.

The album has the added benefit of

being a dead-on commentary on the

shallow, transient nature of the mod-
em "electronic age".

It's ironic that the band released

"Discotheque" as their first tingle,

because it really has nothing to do
whh the rest of POP "Discotheque* is

a very well produced, pulsing dance

on the album.

POP is in many ways a classic U2
rock album, underneath the layers ol

samples and drum loops. The album
really begins to flow with the second
track. "Do You Feel Loved." A strong

bass line drives the song, a yearning

number that ranks as a standout. The
flow is interrupted again with "MoFo."
the only real "techno" song on the

album, a fast-

paced elec-

tronic roller

coaster ride

that is really

nothing more
than a sec-

o n d - r a t e

raver. If they

play it live this

summer,
you'll have plenty of time to get anoth-

er beer.

But the bulk of the album is

old-school U2. The middle of POP is

outstanding, and most resembles the

U2 we grew up with. "Staring at the

Sun' is a sincere tune that has an
instantly catchy chorus you can hum in

the shower; "Last Night on Earth" is

classic rock with a new twist: and
"Gone" sounds like very, very early U2
("I Will Follow" era), but stands on its

own because of an undeniable pop
hook.

The only place where the album suc-

ceeds with experimentation is on track

"The emptiness of
modern pop culture has
clearly affected the
band, who have been
trying to make fun of it

for a decade.

"

turn to POP.

1 really dumb Bono quotes
compiled by John Hetidrickson

'We've been telling him to shut up for ages, but he finally

needed to pay someone to tell him. ' — U2's Adam Clayton
on sending singer Bono to a shrink, 1 983

10. "The lyrics are like a puzzle to me, because on October,
I didn't know what 1 was saying a lot of the time."

9. "I never considered myself a pop star."

8. "People are interested in bridges. I guess I've always
been interested in what goes on beneath bridges."

7. "Hey! Let's party. Remember, we're a real serious politi-

cal group."

6. "You know, not everyone can go off and be Batman and
Robin, and right the wrongs."

5. "Let us turn to the sixties and let the music lead the way
to justice."

4. "I could go on stage, unzip my pants, and hang my d—
out and people would think it was some statement or some-
thing."

3. "I feel we must bite the hand that feeds us, even if it's

making us fat."

2. "People think I've got all the answers when in fact I've

just got a whole list of questions."

1 . "If you want to be on this stage, then you must do what
I'm doing!"

Courtesy of The New Book of Rock Lists by Dave Marsh
and fames Bernard.

Achtung, Bono
From Boy to POP, U2's past is explored

By John Hendrickson

Collegian Staff

I^VJW

It's hard to discuss popular music ol

the "80s and '90s without talking

about U2. For the last 17 years, they've

basically dominated the rock world.

Constantly pushing the parameters of

the genre and reinventing themselves

on an album to album basis, U2's dis-

regard for rock tradition has made for

a consistently entertaining and surpris-

ing career. 1997 seems like it will be

their year, too. Their new album, POP.
has just hit the shelves and another

precedent set

ting and
record-smashing

mega-tour is

ready to roll. But

before you get

swept up by

POP's hype and

Bono's ridicu-

lous pontifica-

tions, let's step

back and take a

look at their carver so far.

U2 blew out of Dublin, Ireland in

1980 with their first LP. Boy. on Island

Records, their home ever since.

Featuring "I Will Follow." the album
was a promising debut, introducing

elements of U2 which still prevail

today Singer Bono's variety of vocal

As evidenced by the

pomposity of Rattle

And Hum 's readings of
"Pride" and "Desire,"

Bono was starting to

believe his own press.

number, but it's the only dance song

POP music

U2's Bono ond The Edge hove created POP, a worthwhile follow-up to 1 991' j Achtung Baby ond 1 993's Zooropa
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styles, guitarist The Edge';

echo-drenched staccato attack, and tht

watertight rhythm section of bassist

Adam Clayton and drummer Larrr

Mullen were already firmly entrenched

in the band's sound.

October, their 1981 follow-up, wai

less consistent. Although "Gloria" get

the band more airplay, the record as t

whole can be dismissed as their

"sophomore slump." 1983, howevet,

featured two excellent releases whici

solidified U2's rapidly growing fat

base. War, with the personal and polit-

ical manifestos of "New Year's Day,"

"Two Hearts Beat As One" anj

________________ "Sunday Bloody

Sunday." was

successful fron

start to finish.

Under A Bloot

Red Sky. a liv:

EP culled fron

the War tour, fea-

tures tracks from

their first thre«

albums and is i

bristling mix of the band's focus and

Bono's operatic grandstanding.

Producers Brian Eno and Daniel

Lanios took over the production duties

for 1984's The Unforgettable Fire. The

first album to fully utilize the band'i

potential, Fire touched upon the leg

ends and legacies of Americana with ;

successful tribute to Martin Luther

King |r., "Pride (In The Name Ol
Love)" *nd the preposterous "Elvit

Presley And America." Their live

shows from this era. as seen at Live

Aid and the 1985 live EP Wide Awake
In America, were a mix of melodra-

matic rockers and mesmerizing, epic

ballads such as "Bad."

it was the release of The loshua Tree

in 1987. though, which catapulted 112

to international superstardom. The gor-

geously bitter "With Or Without You."

the pulsing "Where The Streets Hare
No Name" and the celestial 'I Sail

Haven't Found What I'm Looking For"

propelled the album to the top of both

the charts and the critics' picks for that

year.

However, Rattle And Hum whipped

up the inevitable backlash. The bloated

sound trackAkicumentttrv ol the Jvthuo

tVjy^Pftjdfc cyttutxl Wuey^nrWmi Lure Comes To3SpPQ
2ji*d Of Harlem") and atrocious

cover versions ("Hclter Skelter." "All

Around The Watchtower"). As cvi-

Turn to U2 MJSTOffY. page 7
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DOES MULTICULTURISM HAVE A
LAUGHABLE SIDE?

It (.Iocs in Prof. Silver's novel

SHORTCHANGERS
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Signed copies at The University Store only
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Knowledge
Grows Here!

Summer Session at Stony Brook
Term star! June 2 and July 14

260 courses in 40 subjects

Day and evening classes

Low NYS tuition

live on campus or commute
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Please send me the 1997 Summer Session
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So You Can Do More
With Your Future.

Information is the intellectual stock of today's busi-
ness world A business can either build strategies
and technology around the power of information, or
lose ground to the competition EMC was front and
center in proposing that information storage tech-
nology do more In just five years, we've elevated
storage from a commodity to a strategic technology
pillar This major technological achievement has
elevated EMC to a position of strength as the world's
leading provider of independent storage solutions
Our intelligent disk arrays, software products, and
services are the leading information access and
enterprise storage solutions for every major
computing platform in today's business environment

So while you're turning your attention to
career opportunities, focus in on EMC's fast-paced,
team-oriented, dynamic environment

• Software Engineering
• Information Systems)

• Human Resources
• Hardware Engineering

• Manufacturing/Operations
• Marketing

* Customer Service
• Finance

P/ease visit us on campus on Tuesday, 3/1

1

In Rooms 90S-909 from S.OOpm to 8:OOpm

To apply, forward your resume to: Human Resources.
University Recrurtrnent. Code CXR. EMC Corporation.
Hopkinton, MA 01748-9103; Fax: (608) 435-8884;
E-mail: university emc9isus.emc.com (ASCII format
only) Web: http://www.emc.com. EMC is an equal
opportunity employer that values the strength diversity
brings to the workplace.
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Ex-porn star delights Pearl Street

By Daniel Bodah
Collegian Staff

ANNIE SPRINKLE: HARDCORE FROM
1HE HEART

Pearl Street Nightclub

March 8

NORTHAMPTON — Annie
Sprinkle, who has starred in hun-
dreds of pornographic films and
videos, brought her new performance
to the Pearl Street Nightclub last

week for its U.S. premiere.

The show, called Hardcore from
the Heart, is a sort of performance
diary of the various stages through
which Sprinkle has come in her life

and career. An audience of perhaps
200 people filled the folding chairs in

the upstairs section of the club for

Saturday's matinee show. This was
the final performance in Hardcore's
Northampton run.

According to Sprinkle, Hardcore is

still "very much a work-in-progress."

The show is a little bit disjointed, and
Sprinkle occasionally shows signs

that she is still getting her lines

down. However, her abundant per-

sonality and winning combination of

innocence and passion for sex makes
her work both important and inter-

esting.

Hardcore is divided into six main
sections, from Sprinkle's entry into

acting in pornographic films at age 18,

to her present performance art work.

Each of the phases of her life was rep-

resented by a trunk on the stage. At

the back of the stage, a screen showed
clips of Alms Sprinkle has starred in.

Meanwhile. Sprinkle sat in an arm-

chair in the middle of the stage and
talked about how she felt about the

films now, and how she had felt then.

Hardcore had its finest moments
when Sprinkle addressed the contro-

versial and supposedly sinful nature of

the sex industry. In perhaps the most

chilling segment of the show. Sprinkle

replayed a radio broadcast from an

Australian radio personality. The
broadcaster applied numerous epi-

thets, including "Jewish," to Sprinkle,

before playing sections from a speech

by Hitler. The broadcaster then con-

cluded with "Adolf, where are you
now that we need you?"

Sprinkle has a disarming style in

dealing with such criticisms of her

work. Without ignoring the possibili-

ties of exploitation that the sex indus-

try contains, she never presents or

expresses any sense that sex, or
pornography, is wrong.

Sprinkle is now a happily married

woman, and has been monogamous,
she says, for the last two years. She

has gradually moved away from the

graphic sex of her earlier films and
says she now Finds intimacy and rela-

tionships much more arousing.

Playing on this, the show ended with

a song by Sprinkle's wife. Kim Silver,

who walked onto the stage strumming

her acoustic guitar and singing. She
and Sprinkle proceeded to whisper

sweet nothings and smooch while a

video camera duplicated the scene on
the screen in the background.

While this newest show still suffers

from some rough edges, Hardcore

form the Heart turns out to be an

important new work from this con-

troversial and brave artist.

pop
continued from page 6

eight, "Miami." The band's take on the excess of South
Florida is interesting, and it works because the electronic

music is just backdrop, while the song is allowed to

breathe.

The biggest revelation on this album may be that U2 is

feeling the effects of an "ironic hangover" concerning the

last seven years of the band's life. Their are hints, espe-

cially in Bono's lyrics, that the irony of parodying rock

stars (when they are. in fact, the biggest rock stars in the

world), has Finally caught up to them. There's an under-

current of guilt throughout POP. U2 has never been
happy being rock stars. They tried to deny it early in their

career, and then tried to embrace and re-invent with the

Zoo TV tour with mixed results. Don't let the playfulness

of "Discotheque" fool you — it still bothers them.

The personal and religious soul-searching not seen

since The loshua Tree is back in full force on POP But

POP's soul-searching is of a very different vein, far

removed from the political feel of The loshua Tree.

"You get to feel so guilty/got so much for to

little/then you find that feeling just won't go away,"

Bono sings in "Cone." The emptiness of modern pop
culture has clearly affected the band, who have been
trying to make fun of it for a decade. Perhaps the best

example of this is the last track. "Wake Up Dead Man."
an impassioned plea to jesus about the modern world.

"lesus. lesus help me/I'm alone in this world/And a f—ed

The biggest throat

to depression is 7out

awareness of it.

Hollywood Babylon
By Julia Casson
Collegian Staff

ANGEL CITY

Kirby Theater

March 6

AMHERST — The City of Angels, a land of smog
and stars, was depicted in Angel City, an offbeat

satire about Los Angeles life presented last week-
end by the Amherst College Department of Theater

and Dance.
The play, written by Sam Shepard and directed

by Andrew Goodman, possessed a love of movies
that is shared by so many. An inside view of the

world of movies and film was shown but did not

create an altogether warm feeling about the work-

ings of the Hollywood business.

The play featured Michael G. Arauz as Rabbit, a

newcomer into the screenwriting business who is

hungry for power. He is forced to create the ulti-

mate horror movie by his cigar-smoking, fast-talk-

ing boss, Lanx, played by Brian Quinn. Having lit-

tle or no idea what he is doing. Rabbit is trapped
in the studio attempting to produce this perfect

disaster movie.

Wheeler, the money-driven studio producer who
is looking for the big hit, was played brilliantly by

Bryn Manion. Stating that "this city is eating me

alive,* she entrusts the fate of the studio to Rabbit.

As the play progresses, Wheeler finds herself

trapped in the actual world of film.

The two other members of the cast were Dorien

Davies as Miss Scoones, the secretary, and lustin

Tomsovic as Tympani, the drum player. Both were

characters who felt trapped in their world and
wanted desperately to escape into the world of

fame. Miss Scoones yearned to be an actress and

was living her life in a state of constant acting.

Tympani was waiting for his rhythm to happen and

had dreams of owning his own diner.

As the first scene came to a close and the second

scene began, the atmosphere was somewhat remi-

niscent of an insane asylum. Miss Scoones was on

her way to completely losing her mind and the stu-

dio was in a state of mayhem. The second scene

took a turn as the ultimate disaster movie was per-

formed with Wheeler trapped inside.

Both the lights and the music changed according-

ly with the atmosphere of the performance to Cn>
ate an appropriate feeling. The mood of the play

was set immediately as the lights faded on the

stage. This setting was completed by the music per-

formed and composed especially for the perfor-

mance by student |uan Estrada Cruz.

A vast array of talent was showcased this week-
end as both the cast and crew molded together to

create a thoroughly enjoyable evening of theater.

up world it is too." Bono sings in a distorted vocal that

becomes so warbled and troubled in the chorus that you

can feel his most private worries ripped" open and
thrown to the world. "Wake Up Dead Man" is far and
away the best song on the album, and their most beauti-

ful song since "With Or Without You."

POP is a very good album, but the real irony is that

it's not "pop." U2 still has a lot to say, ind any compar-
ison to the transient nature of "pop" and this album is

dangerous. The use of wacky, throwaway sounds to

contrast with some very deep themes is brilliant. POP
is one of the first attempts to examine the shallowness

of modern pop-culture in rock and roll, and it 'i

touching and sincere attempt. The aggressive, "save the

world" sincerity of the old days has been replaced by a

quieter, sneakier sincerity that is actually both scarier

and more poignant. So while POP may sound nothing

like The loshua Tree, it's actually more similar to the

band's 1987 masterpiece than either Achtung Baby or

Zooropa.

Overall. POP is a fantastic album, and an album in

the classic sense of the word — it is a great 60 minutes

of music. The album sounds amazing and can be much
better appreciated on a quality stereo system that will

pick up all of the crazy noises this album throws at

you. Like many U2 albums before it. POP is not only

great in the present, but a sneak peek at the future. A-

U2 history
continued from page 6

denced by the pomposity of the

album's readings of "Pride* and
"Desire." Bono was starting to believe

his own press. He and the band were

now playing the roles of American
roots-rock revivalists/missionaries.

The critical backlash of Hum played a

targe role in determining the direction

of U2's next project.

Recorded in the carnival-Eke atmos-

phere of newly reunified Berlin, with

1 99 Is Achtung Baby, the bard rein-

vented itself yet again. The album
reflects the chaos of its setting, mani-

fested in the Euro-grunge of "Zoo
Station" and "The Fly" and the

hip-hop undertones of "Mysterious

Ways*. "One," though, captured the

unrelenting U2 spirit — preachy and

idealistic but entirely heartfelt. The
accompanying Zoo TV tour intro-

duced Bono's latest incarnation, the

leather-clad rocker MacPhisto.
Complete with devil's horns and sleazy

shades, Bono used this character to

deflate the myth of the "rock star".

After years of listening to him prattle

on aimlessly, though, some of the irony

was clearly lost.

Zooropa, a collection of Achtung
leftovers and hastily recorded tracks

on the road, was an inspired, though

inconsistent, collection released

towards the end of the two- year Zoo

TV trek. Last year's Passengers pro-

ject with Brian Eno was an instru

mental soundtrack without a film.

and Pop seems to have taken ihc

band in the uncharted direction of

trip-hop. However, credit must lx-

given to U2's sense of adventure. A
band of this status could very easily

release the same album over and over

again, with the masses snatching it up
by the millions. Instead, the> haw
chosen to push the limits of Kith

themselves and of the rock format.

Whether or not it is done success! ull\

is almost irrelevant: the fact that U2
is taking such risks is reason enough

to pay attention to their musk.

American Heart

AsMH-iiitiim'w
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The Collegian Poll Rules:
Ballots must be dropped of at The Collegian office

in the basement of the Campus Center or mailed
to 1 13 Campus Center, Amherst, MA 01003.
No Xeroxed ballots.

One ballot per person

Ballots must be filled out with reasonable

completeness. Ballots less than half of the blanks
will be disqualified.

5. Independent Ballot Referees are hired.

6. Decisions of Ballot Referees are final.

7. All Ballots due by Thursday, March 13, 1997.

WIN
PRIZES!

commu-
The Massachusetts Dally Collegian's UMass' Best Is Intended to be a good natured contest among the local „,..„,_
nlty. It Is a fun poll based solely on UMass student opinions. This Is not a harsh competition with results that have
deep and lasting significance. Please do not take It as such, but rather as a basic published poll

Ballot
Name: _
Address:

Phone #:

Student ID#

/. UMass Grub
1

.

Best Pizza Place

2. Best Sub Shop

3. Best Place to Go on a Date

4. Best Place to Eat if Your Parents are Paying

5. Best Ice Cream Shop

6. Best Chinese Restaurant

7. Best Italian Food

Best Florist

3. Best Clothing Store

4. Best Gas Station

5. Best Bike Shop

6. Best Bookstore

7. Best Hair Salon

8. Best Place to Work Out.

9. Best Tan Salon

10. Best Place to Buy Condoms _
IV. Arts & Entertainment

Best Place to Hear Live Music
2. Best Local Band

8. Best Breakfast (Hangover Cure)

9. Best Bagel Shop

10. Best Vegetarian Place

//. UMass Weekend
1

.

Best Liquor Store

2. Best Coffee Shop

3. Best Place to Start the Night Out

4. Best Place to Finish the Night Out

5. Best Shot

6. Best Beer

7. Best Drinking Game
8. Best Bartender (What Bar?)

///. Shops & Services

1 . Best Grocery Store

3. Best Radio Station

4. Best Music Store

5. Best Place to Play Pool

6. Best Cheap Date

7. Best Video Store

8. Best Movie

9. Best TV Show

V. Unique UMass' Best
1

.

Best Thing About UMass
2. Best Apartment Complex
3. Best Class

4. Best Reason to Miss Class

5. Best Reason to Hand in a Paper Late

6. Best Professor

7. Best Place to Read The Collegian

8. Best Excuse for Not Graduating in 4 Years
9. Best Place to Study
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No. 6 Kentucky mauls No. 24 Georgia Jayhawks, Tarheels earn automatic bids

By Ttwwo M. WokW
Associated Press

MEMPHIS. Tenn. — Kentucky is

back on a roll.

The sixth-ranked Wildcats routed

No. 24 Georgia 95-68 yesterday for

their fifth Southeastern Conference

tournament championship in six years

and 20th overall.

Anthony Epps scored a career-high

22 points and Ron Mercer had 20 as

the Wildcats (JO-4) won their third

game in three days by wearing out

Georgia (24-8), which was playing its

fourth game in 62 1/2 hours.

The Bulldogs, who upset fourth-

ranked South Carolina to get into their

first tournament title game since 1968,

stayed close with the Wildcats for only

two minutes.

With the Wildcats pressing every

chance they got, Georgia turned the

ball over nine times in the first 1 1 min-

utes, and Kentucky converted those

into 17 points. Georgia finished with

24 turnovers. The Wildcats led by 44
29 at intermission and never by less

than 20 in the final 1 5 minutes. Every

Wildcat scored including Allen
Edwards, who sat out the last two
games with a strained back, wih 12

points

Kentucky, which lost to South
Carolina last week, has not lost two
straight this season. Each loss has

started a winning streak with runs of

14, six, seven and now three in a row
heading into the NCAA tournament
with the league's automatic bid.

G.G. Smith's driving layup with

18:35 left gave Georgia a 4-4 tie. the

last time the Bulldogs were that close.

jared Prickett grabbed the first of his

three steals in the first half and dunked
to start a 7-0 spurt that Mercer capped

with a jumper for an 1 1-4 edge with

16:04 left.

Kentucky pressed Georgia contin-

uously. Even when the Bulldogs

worked the ball down the court,

they either missed or failed to get

the shot off before the clock ticked

down. Smith, who had a career-high

22 against South Carolina, couldn't

get anything to work as he was
called for traveling with eight sec-

onds left on the shot clock.

Jamaal Magliore hit an easy layup

on the next possession that started a

15-8 Kentucky run highlighted by
two Mercer dunks after quick
turnovers, and the Wildcats led 44-

24 on a Nazr Mohammed free throw
with 2:05 left.

It only got worse in the second
half as Epps keyed a 15-1 run with

seven straight points that left the

Wildcats up 67-35 with 12:46 left.

Kentucky led by as much 72-38 on a

jumper by Wayne Turner at the

1 1:09 mark.

By Craig Horst

Associated Press

By David Droschak
Associated Pratt

hockey
continued from page 12

point, scoring five unanswered goals in

the final period for the 8-2 win. At

game time. Umile was pronounced in

fair condition at Portsmouth Regional

Hospital.

It was the second night in a row that

UMass were close to the Wildcats. But

the offensive strength and manpower
of UNH was too strong for Regan (35

saves), and he could not hold them
back.

"They just had too much firepower,

and I think after the second period I

just started to run out of gas. while

they just kept coming and coming,"

Resan said. "I did all I could, it's plav-

off time and a goaltender has got to

keep a team in it. Our team left every-

thing they had on the ice. and the

senior class played their hearts out."

For Mallen. it is the end of the sea-

son, and the end of the line for his first

recruiting class. A group of players left

out of every other Division One pro-

gram's plans held back one of the

MNCAA

nation's best for as long as possible,

but the win was not to be.

"Well, we had a good start again

today," Mallen said. "Obviously, after

two periods we had a brave effort, but

it was an uphill climb at this stage of

the season. We got a great perfor-

mance by Brian Regan, and a lot of our

seniors tonight, especially Rob
Bonneau and Warren Norris.

"That senior class came here on a

dream, and they came a long way. . . a

long, long way. They have a great four

year career to look at. and we're going

to go out fighting, and that's what they

did."

The Minutemen came out of the first

period with a 0-0 tie, but in a span of

: 1 3 in the second. UNH put two goals

on the board. But a little over a minute

after |ohn Sadowsky's goal. Bonneau
beat Matile on a centering pass from
Norris at the 10:34 mark. Then, after

)ayme Filipowicz' goal to put the

Wildcats up 3-1, junior Mike Gaffney

continued from page 12

Teams advancing from this brack-

et will meet for the East Regional in

Syracuse, N.Y.

While the pre-selection show
debate continued, another frequent-

ly asked question arose — will the

A- 10 get five bids?

Again, the answer turned out to

be yes.

While UMass was the first of the

conference members to be
announced. Temple's |ohn Chaney
literally had to wait until the last

half of the last bracket was

hoop
continued from page 12

The Minutemen's outspoken sopho-

more guard Charlton Clarke agreed
with his teammate.

"We didn't know for sure if we were
in or not. just the anticipation was the

hard part. But when it finally came up.

what a rush." Clarke explained with a

sigh of relief

.

Now that the speculation is over, it's

time for UMass to look ahead to the

contest against Louisville.

"We played them last year, they are

very athletic." Flint said. "Dejuan
Wheat is one of the best guards in the

country. Alvin Sims is as good as you
get and they have some really athletic

freshman. They are not really big. but

they're real good athletes and it's going

to be a tough game.
"

For an in-depth look at the Big
Dance, check out the Collegian's NCAA
Tournament Preiiew this Thursday

announced to find out if his teaml
was going — but the Owls' patience!

was rewarded with a No. 9 seed andl
a first-round game against No. 8|
Mississippi.

Temple is joined in the Midwest|
Region by A- 10 West regular sea-

son champ Xavier, which grabbed!
the No. 7 seed. The Musketeers,

I

who bowed out of the conferencel
tourney at the hands of Temple, will|

face No. 10 Vanderbilt.

St, |o»e<pfi's wori nV rtjgfet to'lhel

conference's automatie^erth byl
capturing the Atlantic 101
Tournament crown. With that!
honor, the Hawks also nabbed the I

No. 4 seed in the West and will face|

No. I 3 Pacific.

Rhode Island also garnered al

tourney bid. giving the conferencel
five bids overall. The No. 9 Rams I

will meet up with No. 8 Purdue in a|

Southeast Region first-round game.
Kansas, the preseason favorite to I

win the national championship.!
received the No. 1 seed in the
Southeast, while Minnesota grabbed
the top seed in the Midwest.

|

Despite winning the SEC champi-
onship. Kentucky was shipped out

|

west as the No. 1 seed in the West.
Louisville is a familiar foe for the I

Minutemen, as UMass faced the
I

Cardinals last year.

"It's going to be a great game." I

Clarke said. "They're going to come
out and fight, we're going to come
out and fight. We're just happy]
we're in the tournament."

InventYour
Future!

SRI International is recruiting at UMass/Amherst

HS.Ms in Electrical Engjnuriaig or Computer Science

('ommunKJDom, Sitpul rVucrwng, Hardware. Software

Summer ttubjem/Co-op interest n aho welcome

Wednesday, March 12

Time: 6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

811-815

Refreshments. Brin^ resumes!

Inventing the Future

for 50 years
^^yi

I y*4^^

SHI Intc-matmiial (lurmcrry the- Stanford Hc-scarch Institute) is an independent, noi-

lor-(>fi'fit MBSBJX li and consulting organiration in Menlo Park. (1A. performing a

hrnad spi < mini aj problem-solving research and development under contract to

government and industry SHI offers a competitive salary and benefits package,

m< hiding iuiim)ii reimbursement Menlo Park is located in the heart of California's

Silicon Valley For more information find sst at vrvrsv.sri com, tystach. ati.com,

•nd oo (oh Irak

blasted a score past Matile. tickling the

net of the top shelf for the 3-2 game
after two periods.

But Jason Krog scored two goals in

the first five minutes of the third to put

UMass away, with Boguniecki going

out in his last game at the Whittemore

Center with two goals himself. UNH
now goes on to the Hockey East semi-

finals at the FleetCentcr this weekend,

and will face Boston College, who beat

Merrimack College in their quarterfi-

nal series.

KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Top-ranked
Kansas completed the regular season
with a 32-1 record and got the Big 1 2's

automatic bid to the NCAA tourna-

ment by crushing Missouri 87-60 yes-

terday.

Paul Pierce tied his career highs with

30 points and 1 1 rebounds, and Jacque
Vaughn had a season-high 12 assists

for the Jayhawks, who routed Iowa
State 72-48 in the semifinals.

Missouri (16-17) is the only team to

beat Kansas this season, winning 96-

94 in double overtime at home on Feb.

4.

Raef LaFrentz scored 16 points for

the Jayhawks, Vaughn finished with 1

3

and Scot Pollard had 10.

Derek Grimm and Jason Sutherland

each scored 10 for Missouri. Pierce

and LaFrentz benefited from Vaughn's
passing as the Tigers could not keep up
with Kansas' fast break. Vaughn had a

scoring surge late in the first half as the

Jayhawks surged ahead. Kansas made
20 of 30 shots in the first half and had
an 18-3 run during a five-minute
stretch near. Two free throws by
Vaughn made it 45-22 with 2:27 left in

the half.

Missouri had no answer for the

Kansas inside game of Pierce, LaFrentz

and Pollard, and seemed confounded
on offense when the Jayhawks went to

a matchup zone late in the first half.

The Tigers, who beat Oklahoma 89-80

in the semifinals, shot 9-for-28 in the

first half.

Kansas led 5 1-26 at the half and 72-

41 following Ryan
Robertson's 3-pointer midway

through the second half.

GREENSBORO, N.C. — Talent

and height won out over desire in

the Atlantic Coast Conference tour-

nament yesterday — but barely. As
an upset-filled ACC regular season

spilled over into its postseason. No.
5 North Carolina ended the mad-
ness in the tournament final by
beating N.C. State 64-54, the first

eighth-seeded team to play for the

title in the event's 44-ycar history.

It was the Tar Heels' 14th ACC
crown — 13 of them under legendary

coach Dean Smith, who moved with-

in two of breaking Adolph Rupp's
all-time victory mark.

Smith has now won at last three

ACC titles in four different
decades.

Shammond Williams sank three 3-

pointers in a span of two minutes
during a second-half surge and
Antawn Jamison added two key
layups six minutes later as the Tar
Heels (24-6) won their 12th straight

to lock up a No. 1 seed in the NCAA
tournament.

Williams led with 23 points and
was selected the tournament MVP,
while Jamison added 17 points and
1 1 rebounds. C.C. Harrison led the

Wolfpack (16-14) with 13 points.

The two teams, who hadn't met in

the tournament since N.C. State's

one-point upset of the No. 1 Tar
Heels in 1987, staged one of the clas-

sic tourney chess matches as the 66-

year-old Smith matched wits with

first-year Wolfpack coach Herb
Sendek, who is half his age and had

half Smith's floor talent.

After trailing by as many as 10 in

the first half, the Wolfpack closed to

36-34 with 1 5:24 left and had a chance

to tie or lake the lead, but Jeremy

Hyatt was called for a charging foul

and Williams then nailed three straight

3-pointers to give North Carolina an

1
1 -point lead.

North Carolina State, who had

defeated No. 7 Duke and No. 22

Maryland, had one last gasp, even

with all five starters playing in all

but one minute of the second half.

A Justin Gainey 3-pointer got the

Wolfpack to 47-45 with 6:29 left,

but Jamison converted a three-point

play off a pass from Williams and

then added a layup less than a

minute later to give the Tar Heels a

52-45 lead.

N.C. State could pull no closer

than four the rest of the way as

North Carolina sank eight straighi

free throws in the final 1:03 to seal

its seventh ACC title in the

Greensboro Coliseum.

The Wolfpack was 1-10 this reg-

ular season -when trailing at half-

time, but 3-0 in the ACC tourna-

ment However. N.C. State couldn't

pull out one lasl miracle, getting

outrebounded 41-21 as the Tar
Heels shot 59 percent.

N.C. State missed 14 of its first

18 shots to fall behind by 10 mid-

way through the first half as North

Carolina worked the ball inside at

will and controlled the boards.

The Tar Heels made seven straight

shots to go up 20-10 before the

Wolfpack closed within four points

on three occasions. A Jamison layup

gave North Carolina a 30-24 halfiime

advantage as all but two of North

Carolina's first-half points came in

the paint or from the foul line.

tmm Copssna OtaatPisnang

OaaMoa Pucaatana • Dawon
Vinyl Signs and Barman

545-0371
Sacond Floor Campus Cantai

This Week
in the

Campus Center
INFORMATION, NEW PRODUCTS & SERVICES, AND SPECIALS
FROM THE CAMPUS CENTER/STUDENT UNION COMPLEX

COLOR IS BACK!
The Campus Center Print Shop will be testing

a Savin Color Copier starting March 11

.

Use Your Bean! The Hatch is proud to

present some tasty vegetarian options, such as

our Three Bean Veggie Chili and

our made to order tacos and

burritos, All fresh as fresh gets.... hat

Save 75%

s^*-
****

University Store
Stop byfor weekly specials!

ALL PICTORIAL
CALENDARS
• WOMEN'S STUDIES BOOKS
• ALL TRAVEL BOOKS (Spring breik is coming!!!

• ALL MARKERS and HIGHLIGHTERS
• ALL UMASS DECALS
ALL New York Times BESTSELLERS

all the time!
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Men's lax dominates in season opener
By Jeremy R. Adams
Collagion Staff

FAIRFIELD. Conn. - The
Massachusetts men's lacrosse season
opener was a chance for the
Minutemen to get out onto the field

and see how they measure up against a
smaller Div. I opponent. The results
are in, and the Minutemen hope that

the 22-3 margin over Fairfield is an
indication of what's to come.
On an overcast day in early March,

the earliest ever UMass men's lacrosse

season opener, the Stags trailed by just

one goal. They kept up with the No. 1

1

Minutemen, scoring on their first two

Massachusetts 22

f airfield
;

man-up situations, and keeping close

tabs on UMass' stellar group of attack-

men.

That was the first quarter.

When the horn blew to start the sec-

ond frame, the Minutemen came out
onto the field just as the sun emerged
from its hiding to shed a little light on
the situation. The Slags' chances of
pulling out a dream upset were soon
replaced by the memories of a close
first quarter and the nightmares that

would be the remaining three periods.

The Minutemen went on a scoring

streak, notching 18 straight goals
before Fairfield could finally get anoth-

er tally on the board. The run included

eight goals in each of the second and
third periods.

Goaltender Jon Kasselakis had to

make just seven saves in his three
quarters of play, as UMass limited the

Fairfield attack to four shots in each of

the first and second quarters — and
just five total in the entire second half.

"We didn't necessarily come out of

the gates the way we wanted to,"

UMass coach Greg Canndla said. "We
started out a little bit sluggish, but the

bunch of goals we scored in the second
quarter kind of put the game out of
reach.

"We just moved the ball well and
finished off most of our chances in the

second quarter [and on.]"

The Minutemen opened the scoring

at 13:12 when Casey Costello sent a

pass from the point to Jim Kennedy
down low. Kennedy quickly shot over

the Fairfield keeper's left shoulder for

the first of his two goals on the day

Jay Robbins won the ensuing face

off and broke through the Fairfield

defense, streaking up the middle and
shooting low while being checked on
three sides by Fairfield defenders. The
unassisted goal came just six seconds
after the first UMass tally.

Fairfield got on the board soon after.

The Stags' Mike Keegan cut around

Baseball takes one, falls twice to JMU
By Jonathan M. Place
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts 8

James Madison !

James Madison 16

Massachusetts 16

COUmST MEDIA ttlATIONS

Senior Brandon Glass rong up a hat trick in UMass season opening blowout

the crease to the right side of the

UMass goal and fired a shot to the

lower left which Kasselakis saved. The
rebound came back out to Keegan.
who scored short side off of a diving

Kasselakis' stick.

The Stags struck again in the first

quarter, ending the actual competitive

portion of the game at 3-2. The second
quarter marked the opening of the

floodgates.

"[After the first quarter) we just

talked about being unselfish, being
mentally ready, we had a bunch of

mental mistakes there in the first quar-

ter." Cannclla said. "They knew where
I was coming from and fortunately

they turned it around."

Chris Grande struck early in the sec-

ond frame to start the scoring blitz

Just :39 seconds into the period he
launched a missile from about 20 yards

out which dented twine in the upper
right.

By the end of the barrage. 12
Minutemen had scored their first goals

of the season and six of them had sup-

plied multiple tallies. Sophomore
transfer John O'Connor led the attack

with four goals, followed by a hat

tricks from senior Brendan Glass and
sophomore Owen Poland. Grande.
Costello and Kennedy each scored two
goals apiece.

The constant call of "double him"
from the Fairfield sideline when Glass

got the ball freed up the other
Minutemen for scoring chances.
O'Connor's production shows the

prominence of the underclass, despite

the strength of the seniors.

"We expect a lot from |ohn. we
expect a lot of goals." Cannella said.

"He's the guy in front of the cage who
is going to get the ball and hopefully

finish it

"This was a great opportunity to get

out and play and see what wc could

do. We played a lot of people, a lot of
young guys in the second half, which is

always fantastic if we can get them
some game experience.*

The Minutemen return to action
on Tuesday at Springfield College
when they host Hartford on the
turf. Gameti
will be broadc
91.1 FM

Nothing could be finer than starting your baseball

season off in Harrisonburg, Va. Unfortunately for

the Massachusetts baseball team (1-2), after split-

ting the double-header on Saturday, James Madison
University (9-6) won
the rubber match on
Sunday.

In game one, senior

tri-captain Jason
Bennett earned his first

win of the year and eighth complete game of his
career, while striking out three Dukes to bring

UMass it's first win of
the season, 8-5.

James Madison
jumped ahead early,

leading 3-2 after four
innings, until UMass

went on a 6-2 run in the final three.

Leading that charge was senior shortstop Brad
Gorrie. who went 2-for-3 with a home run and
three runs scored, while sophomore third baseman
Bryan Mazzaferro had two hits and scored two runs.

JMU catcher Corey Hoch allowed a pass ball to

allow Mazzaferro, who
singled in Gorrie, to

score the gamewinner.
In the later part of

the double-header,
UMass was not as lucky. With big-league rallies late

in the game, the Dukes were able to pull out a victo-

ry over the Minutemen 16-14. even after making
five errors in the game.

Just as JMU jumped out on UMass in the first

game, the Minutemen led 4-1 after three innings
until the Dukes drove in seven runs in the bottom of
the fourth. While JMU led 8- 4, twelve runs were
exchanged in the fifth to put UMass back on top
13-11. But in the sixth, the Dukes tallied five runs
and never looked back. Massachusetts squeezed out
one more run in the seventh, but it was not enough
as JMU earned it's eighth victory. Steve Levy was
credited with his first loss of the season.

Junior second baseman Muchie Dagliere kept up
his All- American Candidate status on Saturday by
recording four hits in the double-header. He hit one
home run, three RBI and five runs during the two
game split. Sunday he wasn't as successful, going
0-for-3 with two strikeouts. Through three games,
Dagliere has gone 4-for-l I, batting .364.

UMass looked to have game three well under con-
trol until the eighth inning when JMU tallied four
runs and snubbed the Minutemen 6-3. UMass got
on the board early when Dagliere, after being hit by
a pitch, made it home on two singles into the out-

James Madison

Massachusetts

COUsfTESi MEDIA Kl»Tir>r}

All-America candidate Mucrtie Dagliere earned four
hits in Saturday's double-dip with JMU in Virginia

field. Sophomore tri-captain Doug Clark was credit-

ed with the RBI. Clark is batting .308 after this

weekend.
Both teams exchanged runs until UMass got a

rally going in the top of the sixth, scoring three runs.

Once again, Clark was the key to the offensive strike

by getting the first hit of the inning and eventually
making for home on one of JMU's numerous errors.

But it was all for naught when the Dukes pounded
the Maroon and White late in the game on a home
run by Marasco. In total, the Dukes scored four runs
on four hits and put the Minutemen away. Cooke
(0-1 ) was credited with the loss.

With three games under their belt, the Minutemen
look to improve on their 1-2 record down in Fort

Meyers. Fla.. where Pace College awaits UMas-'
wrath.

UNH

UNIVERSITY
HARTI-NDING COURSE

50%
Off!!

Of Bask Program wills valid cstikfr

Student I.D.

Classes Start

Wed, March 1 2th

7:00pm
Lord Jeffrey Inn. Amherst

Now Accepting Visa, MAT

conttnued from page 12

Tim Murray. UNH banded together to

pull off a decisive win for its fallen

sacs this weekend became
somewtlat irrelevant in the big picture,

although it was curious to see how
UMass would battle UNH. how long
the team would hang in the game, and
whether it could take one of the three

games before the ferocious fans at the

Whittemore Center.

Still, the UNH victory was almost
inevitable. After all. in 999 out of
every 1.000 instances Goliath annihi

HEY ... DO YOU CARE
ABOUT UMASS?

Just 2 minutcscan help .ill «>i us to meet ;m\. m all. nl

ihc current demands you rvliew in!

Please call email the following (make messages . lean

lates David. With the exception of
Brain Regan's awe-inspiring 90-save
weekend, and UMass twice hanging
tough with the Wildcats after two peri-

ads of play, the main focus of Saturday
evening, and its post-fame interviews,

fell on the lack of Umile s presence.

"He means a lot to all of us and we
missed him, but wc knew he wouldn't
want us to sit down and not play hand
— so we went out and played hard."

forward Tom Nolan said.

Yet, while Umile was missed in

body, his boisterous spirit remained
present.

"He called at about 6:30 and gave
Brian and myself 23 to 30 instruc-

tions." Serino said. "He was excited.

He was Dick. He's an intense guy and
he was wishing he was here. Here's a

guy sick in bed from a heart attack

telling us he's worried that he's letting

the team down by not being here.

We're real happy that we could get a

win for him tonight."

The UNH win of course meant thai

UMass lost, but that was far less mean
ingful than ii would be on a usual night

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian colum-
nist.

l-800-U-CAN-MIX
\i I \.m ; Sp.ii i i-.

^^k ^t This is not a test. ..It's an oppor-

M A tunity. An opportunity to man

M A IV age a fun. productive team while

establishing relationships and

gaining experience for the future. Examine these benefits:

•Hours designed around your class schedule

•Full time hours available during semester

break

•$500 Hiring Bonus

•Learning management skills you

can use for a life rime

•Advancement opportunities

after graduation

•Positions available in Easthampton,

Northampton, Hadley

The prerequisites? Ambition, effective people skills,

proven leadership ability, and good academic creden

tials If you think you can make the grade, send/fax \\AV V i ig

your resume or apply in person at: Burger King: • .^^MK^^F-^
arm: Bob Turner. 353 Russell St.. Hadley. MA. _>.

j
» J[

01035 Fax:413-527-7654 *^> KING ¥f*
"Working Together... To Be The Besr -—•JR
F.P.S. Inc is an Independent Franchisee of Burger King

Corporation.

Chancellor Scott

dkscon@chancellor.umass.edu

545-2211

Pat Crosson. Provost

provphc@provost.umass.edu

545-2464

Paul Page. Vice-Chancellor,

Admin. & Finance

ppage@admin.umass.edu

545-1581

Governor's Office

(617)727-9173

Education Executive Office

(617)727-7785

State House of

Representatives

(617)722-2000

State Senate Clerk

(617)722-1276

EDUCA DO* MAJORS1

1

DOKT JUST WOSJC THIS SUMMER. COME
OtOW PltCnSSIONAlXY AT

IMCmaX/SISTER

WINADU FOR BOYS
iFOftOtRLS

IN WESTERN MASS

From Our Lowfat
Cookbook of the Month

iNltlMil'l.

Employment Opportunities

^W^

DAILY

SPECIALS

Student Union Ballroom
Tuesday March 1 1th

10:00am - 4:00 pm
For more inforrfiation contact:

Student Employment Office

243 Whfimore Bldg. 545-1530

The HAD instructors wish to extend to you an invitation in

joining us for this intensive 1 2 hour program. The class

focuses on options, awareness, prevention, risk reduction,

and physical defense moves.

If you would like to join us remember the following:

• 12 hour commitment (must attend full course)

•NO fee

•16 students per class maximum (first come, first serve

basis)

• class dates: 3/24, 3/26, 3/31, 4/2 from 6:30 - 9:30 p.m.

If you would like to join us, there will be an open
registration at Dickinson Hall Lobby on 3/12 & 3/1 3, from

11 :00 - 1 :00 each day. For registration you will need your

current UMass student and/or staff I.D.

Sony, no phone-ins and no waiting list.

WWE TO SEi TOM UTWiKU
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Tryiae. to quit MMkiiif er chewiei
tekecce? Need help' Support Group

meets every Wednesday trom 7-8pm in

Campus Centei Room 801 Free Call 577

5181 tor moie info oi just drop by

EMPLOYMfNl
Crsilae liaea Niriaf Earn up to

$2000«/month plus free world travel

(Europe. Caribbean, etc I No experience

necessary (9191918-7767 eit C180

{Member Better Business Bureau CARE

ProgremI

I San. STO'a, Alcohol.

Drugs Eating Disorders Stress HIV/AIDS

or Smoking? Call Peer Health Connections

at 577-5168 for answers to your ques

tions Comptetery Confidential

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Excellent 4 bedroom/2 bet* apt on

bus line Beginning 671/97 Call 253-6301

4 info

AUTO FOR SALE

IMS llli BMW I00K miles, perfect

exterior and interior S2000 or 670 546-

3830

I Earn up to $3,000

SS.OOGVmonm in fisheries, parks, resorts,

airfare, food/lodging' Get all the options

Call 1919)918 7767 ext A180

M ferd Escert 5 speed. A/C. 119K.

runs well $1900 or tVO 533 8413

Pwckeaiaf a see* earT Having your

car repaired1 Do you know your rights?

Contact die Student Legal Services Office

922 Campus Center 5450995

1977 Fen) T-linJ good running condition,

many extras $460 Call 536-7800

EMPLOYMENT
Itael Assistants Wealed Fall 1997

Internships with the Student Legal

Services Office get hands-on experience
m trie Legal Field— work directly with

attorneys and chants Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experience in

the Legal Profession necessary— training

provided Stop by the office today and

pick up en application 922 Campus

Save- Be a cessseeser at our Cape Cod

Summer Camp We especially need 1 -2

guys to teach tennis No need to be a pro.

lust basic skills We also need drama,

nature, and all sports Camp Wingate

Kirtland is a coed overnight in Yarmouth

Be supported in our creative and fun com-

munity Call Jim 1508)358-5816 to sat up

an interview or see us et Camp Day, Tues

March 1 1 in d» Student Union

Ceaaaalere ter eeed Northeast

Permeytvanuj overnight Jewish Federation

Camp (3 hours from NYQ- general, spurts

drama. H20 and arts (8001973-3886 _
SUvaf Jewelry Buy Wholesale Direct

From Manufacturer- Sell To Students $99

Investment Brings You $400 Call

18001256-3*91 »

Ceaaaelare: Tap leys Ceaie la

efeieet Get in on en exciting, tun sum

meri Must have good skills, able to

instruct coach or assist Openings in

Baseball. Basketball, Soccer. Tennis.

Hockey. Lax. SwimminglWSII. Water ski

mg and all Water Sports Plus Camping

and Hiking. Ropes and Climbing Wall.

Scuta. English Horseback Riding. Archery.

Rillery. Arts and Crafts. Martial Arts.

AN s Secretaries Top salaries, awesome
facilities, rrjorrvtoerrj/leuridry travel Call

the 1800) number now' (800)473^104 for

an auaonnjiiei x tor an interview on March

1 1 m the Student Union Baftraom. 10am

4pm Or e-mail coobetsraaSeul com or

LMPLOYMENT
write Steve Rubin. Camp Cobbossee
(kah buhseel 10 Silvermine Dr . South

Satam. NY 10680

Premiere Biother Sister Camps la

Massachusetts 0a Campus
leterviewt Counselor positions for tal-

ented and energetic students in all Team

Sports, especially Baseball. Basketball

Roller Hockey. Gymnastics. Field Hockey.

Soccer. Volleyball. 30 Tennis Openings.

Also Golf. Archery. Riflery Ropes and

Rock Climbing. Weights/Fitness and

Cycling, other openings include

Performing Arts Fine Am. Figure Skating.

Newspaper. Photography. Yearbook.

Radio Station. Rocketry, Swimming.

Skiing. Sailing. Wind surfing, and

Canoeing/Kayaking Top salaries room,

board, and travel June 22nd August 20th

Call lot information MAH-KEE-
NACIBoysl 1 •800-753-91 18

DANIEEIGnlsl 1-800-392 3752

Recruiters will be On Campus Tuesday

March 11th. 10am to 4pm at UMass
CatnpOsy

Hl|h Volume Seeseaal Reeteareat

seeks line cooks, hosts, ceshiers. bus

stall, wait staff Interviews in person

March 18. 21 and April 4 Noon till

200pm Navigator Restaurant. Edgartown

Driven Waated Apply at Pinnochio s

between 2 00pm and 5 00pm No phone

cam

Viait Tka Aairaal Fneads tamer
Caaap booth on Camp Day March 1 1th

Spend your summer on Cape Cod teaching

children about proper pet care end the

environment Many counselor positions

available Alio need a cook" Room and

Boirt provided I6i 71426-9' 70

I Lite it cmM ee year ewn
Summer edvermjre/cnallerige at coed res

idem Camp riven YMCA CM Tern Murks

(BO0C48-8244 tor appleation/mrormation

Campus Interviews Merck 1

1

EMPLOYMENT
i YMCA. Lakeville. CT In

search of energetic counselors and super

visois tor an unforgettable outdoor sum

met experience To set up an interview On

Campus March 11 . call Sharon Brown O
(800)545-9387

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
Work in America's National Parks. Forests

and Wildlife Preserves Our materials

uncover rewarding opportunities in the out

doors Call 1206)971-3624 ext N50018(We

are a research and publishing company)

Belckertown Recreetion Depi

Seeking swim coaches (May-July)

Experience preferred M-F. E0E. ADA Call

Beth. Day (413)323-0419 Night 1413)967

4651

Natleael Parke Hirieg Plus Forest.

Beach Resorts. Ranches. Rafting

Companies Up to $l2/nour Nationwide

Openings Call 19191918 7767 ext HMD

MAKE SUMMER MEMORIES
JOBS AVAILABLE

TOP NORTHEASTERN PENNSYLVA
NIACAMP

INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS MARCH
II*

PeeitiMi AvailaWe: basketball, soft

ball, roller hockey, tennis, lacrosse, swim

minrjTWSII. sailingfWSI). water skiing, arts

and crafts (ceramics, sewing, scenery.

woodworking photography, fme arts) sci-

ence and nature, pioneering, ropes course

and climbing wall, archery, gymnastics

drama, music, horseback riding, and gen-

eral courts*kj ;

MUST BE ENTHUSIASTIC AND LOVE
WORKING WITH CHILDREN AND
ADULTSIMI

PLEASE CALL TO SET UP AN INTER

VIEW

TRAIL S EN0 CAMP 1800)408 1404

LMPLOYMF NT
Do Voe Lave KiesT Top Northeast

Residential Camps seek Activity and

Cabin Specialists to live end work with

kids ages 7-16 Great facilities, dynamic

staff I Flexible, diverse programming in all

Water/Land Sports. Creetive and
Performing Arts, plus full renge of out

doors/experiential activities Lots of posi-

tions available Contact Andy at Staff

Search. 1800644 5448 lor more informa-

tion/application Interviewing in Amherst.

March 10-IT

Pert Time Sales Rep* Weated "Lead

the way into the 21st Century' with our

copyright 'Slogan" sweatshirt Be youi

own boss and earn extra money fast

Sand tot details at The 21st Century

Group 332 Bleecker St - 040. NYC. NY
10014

Crsime east Lead Tear Employment work

in exotic locations Meet fun people and

get paid 1 For industry information, call

Cruise Employment Services 18001276

4948 ext C50017 (We are a Research

and Publishing Co I

FOR RENT

Take ever lease NOW m Brandywine

Call Lit 54*8950

FOR RfcNT

r Jacket Black Classic Biker Style

Jacket Mens Site XL 'Wilsons' Leather

Thinsulate Call 546-6733

MUSICIANS

FOR SALE
Lifkt Speed Netckei titanium 50cm

roadbike Almost-new Ridden outdoors

once Paid $1700 Asking $1350 or B/0

Call 253-6452

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Happy Beleted Birtkley Harry We
love you! Love Jax. Cookie and Lainey

INSTRUCTION

GRE/CMAT
30 hours. $395

American Academy

1-800408-Prep

(please leave your name and number)

REWARD
Lee! CoM Rim

Call Lisa 546 2077

(WANTED
Punk/Ska BandB Uare needs a drummer

now! We have practice space and demo

and gigs upcoming! Call Dave and Ryan

665-9112

MISCELLANEOUS

Pledged end didet like ilT Start your

own Fraternity! Veta Beta Tau is looking

for men to start a new chapter If you are

interested in academic success a chance

to network and an opportunity to make

friends in a non-pledging brotherhood, e-

mail ZBTCIBTNationei org Or call Brett

Hrbeck at (31 7)334 1896

SEEKING HtSAJsXuU AWT Get the sys

tern tp help find FREE MONEY FOR COL

LEGE> Detailed profiles on 200.000* indi-

vidual rewards Irom private and public

sectors Call Student Financial Services

(8001472-9575 ext F50017 (We ere a

research and publishing company)

ROOMMATE WANTED
Twe 21 veer aM melee looking tor 2

females to Irve off-campus with fir the

upcoming school year Call Josh or Scott

F 81549-7128

SERVICES

Returnee: Written, Proofed. Printed

Polished. Affordable Packages 548 9632

PrafMHtl Need kelp? Call BirthTight oi

Amherst area for tree testing and assis

tance 549-1906

SUMMER SUBLET

. Fall Option

its Cape Cad

5 bedroom homes lor the season

Reasonable rates Honey Sperco 1508098-

9367 (508)394 2857

1 kedraea la a 3 bedroom apt Pufton

Village On maior bus route 5 mm from

campus/10 min walking distance Electric

not included $275/month Lease ends

8797 Starts ASAP Please cell Larry 545-

0196

Cape Ced group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

1508*776000

Bleck Bekkle Jecket at Pruddy's

Saturday 3/1 Please return No questions

asked Keys end 10 in pocket Reward

5494909 ________

Persia/Slack EMS Jacket Lett in Rm
203 Holdsworth 2/27 Will pay reward

Sentimental Value 1 Call Bridget! O 256

5470

MUSICIANS

Beee Pleyer Wealed tor Rock Band

Potential to play out soon Call Jason tor

details 549-8743

Birthdays. Anniversaries. Roses Balloons.

etc Send the Craiy Gorilla We II go any

where, anytime Student Rates Call 256

0287

PERSONALS

DEBORAH.
I am an older sister with

brown hair and eyes Some of tins is true,

but some might be a lie

Phi LOVE.

Your Big Sis

LML

Happy Amrveraery Deefiaal

I can t wait to move in with

you' I love You

Love.

Burpee

$280/month Chris O 546-8881

TRAVEL

Montreal- Party Weekend April 11-13.

2 nights lodging and round trip but $1 15

Call UMass Ski Club 545-3437

Fart Laeeereele ansa. El March 8-15,

studio. $650/week 14131786-7133 Partial

kitchen

KillmalM Ckeap Sens* Break $239

for 5 nighls/5 days skiing Call UMass Ski

Club 545-3437

WANTED TO RENT

Fear kedreem kease er epertment

wanted for Fall 97 Will take over sum

mar tease Call 549 5362

WANTED
Derm Sin tternaerater Call 546-4538

Tatar tar CasaSci 481 (881) Please call

Greg 549-8969

Personals Policy
VI prnunjl. MUST tat praofcvad bv Co/fcfMn cl*»
* iwtj rr»ipl<*v«-» bettor* payment *nd axecpuner at

LaMt nevntn mat NOT bi uMd mi gmtonsit ONLY
ftftt newnen *nd tfYtfiah jjrr alkmvd The antv csctw-
tK-m Jjnr tar b««Thdsty or « onfr*ulM«x+ parwnaiV m

M thr **M rwnr irvrv b» uM>d
Ph»n« tHtnrhn% m* not .lio*fs»d in p*norv*\\ NO
f\«. [PTK >NS
\tkttrsw% *vt pmm *iktwm4 *n pvrvjnjh itta mvn
durm ixjorri nunrttm » w*jM
rVricxuN ,4 . tnwd>»n«njg or dBOMorv rwtu-v *y*
nut smpiMe Pmon*i\ of a vindvifv* or ltfa*tow«

ntfun 4f*p not * irptA*o4e Pvrwm«lii m»y not be
ixOffd lur the pur(M>%»* tit t\*un*m*r*.

t» P^ewily mmy not be ijMd m pemyiah
f The nnorufk Mclion i> tar ptnonah only The per

ionm tettion m*> MOT be ttmi to mM iWrm, teek
-ounynMrft joVertite rnwlinjjp. etc

8 Ail perton«h rTunt have The awn*. umfiMur* .nd
UMatu I O number ai the Mwdenl pUtina. the »
filled m on the imeftion order Hon-tfufanb pthmi

provide i vejitd driver i ruente and the Interne nurn
her rnu»i be recorded on the insertion order Vm of
te>Ue KiVrtpfK arteort or fTHwepreier»td>tlon ri Mibtett *o
penjltiet under the leTW

4 The tuileittsn r«nerwv the right to rehiw or to edit
any Denonai that doe* not meet the CaMmtan i tttrv

dardt m accordance with the ttatutet ol the
C (immcOTvieaeth of M*nt« huieff*.

Rates
Students

20<t per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

$2.00
min./day

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly We are no! resuomible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type

APAPJTMtNT KM RENT
AUTO FOR SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND 12 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BeRTMDAY
HOUSES FOR RENT

INSTRUCTION
LOST

MUSICIANS
MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

MONDAY. MARCH 10

Lecture— Rhonda L Singer, lec-

turer from the Smith College sociolo-

g) department, will speak about

"Gender on the Court: An Analysis of

Gender Talk and the Construction of

Identities in Youth Basketball." at

4: 1 5 p.m in Seelye Hall, room 207 at

Smith College.

TUESDAY. MARCH 11

Employment — The Student

I niployment Office is sponsoring its

Annual Camp Day from 10 a.m.- 4
p.m in the Student Union Ballroom.

Approximately 60 camps from the

New England Area as well as the Mid
Eastern states will be recruiting stu-

dents for summer employment.

CaVBpe ••'ill be Mlk-nnv! [xisttuin-. in

all areas such as: counselors, life-

guards, arts & crafts, dance, theater,

land and water sports, health and
many others.

film/discussion — Voices Heard;

Sisters Lnseen. a video presentation

and discussion about domestic vio-

lence, including violence and silenc-

ing of lesbians, immigrant women,
Ml\ + women and prostitutes. The
event will take place from 5:50-7:50

p.m. in the Campus Center, room
TBA. The event is free and sponsored
b\ the Stonewall Center

Lecture — "Sometimes Truth is

Stranger than Fiction: The Missing

Yemenite Babies Affair" lecture/dis-

cussion, led by Shoshana Madmont.
will be held at 7:50 p.m. in the Hillel

House Recreation Room.
Meeting — The Distinguished

Visitor's Program will be having a

meeting at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 1 78. All are welcome
and encouraged to attend. Call

545-0046 for more information.

Workshop — A meditation iiBtion

will be held by the Ananda Marga
Club at the Main Lounge of

Butterfield Residence Hall at 8 p.m.

This session will introduce attendees

to basic meditation and Yoga tech-

niques. There is no fee or registra-

tion All are welcome. Please contact

255- 9555 for further information.

Workshop — The Women's
Institute for African Rural

Development presents a seminar

workshop on "Eritrean Women and
lOevetoproent" at 7 p.m. in the 6th

floor lounge of Thompson Tower.

WEDNFSDAY, MARCH 12

Dance — An Israeli dance teaching

session will be held from 8:50-9: 1

5

p.m.. and a review and request from
9:15-10 p.m. in the Chadboume
Residence Hall basement No experi-

ence required. Free. Sponsored by

UMass Hillel.

Film — The Fourth Annual
Multicultural Film Festival will

screen / Can 7 Sleep, directed by

Claire Denis. France 1 195. at 7:50

p.m. in Gamble Auditorium at Mount
Holyoke College.

Meeting — The Animal Rights

Coalition will hold their weekly meet-

ing at 7 p.m. in 506 Student Union.

All are welcome. A woman from the

MSPCA will
-

be speaking about shel-

ter volunteering and how to get

involved at this meeting.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry

Society will have a meeting in the

Campus Center, room 802. All new
members are welcomed. For more
information, and the meeting time,

call Tim at 546-0562 or Kay at

NOTICES

546-1459.

Athletics— UMass Women's Crew
is looking for women 5'5" or less to

cox. No experience necessary. To join

their winning learn, call 545-9484.

Writing submissions —
mOthertongue. multinational jour-

nal published by the comparative lit-

erature department is seeking sub-

mi"kins for its spring 1997 publica-

tion. Now accepting poetry, prose,

lyrics and one-acts in languages

other than English as well as artwork

and photos from abroad. Please

include an English translation as well

to department of comparative lit.,

505 South College. UMass.
Meeting— Common Ground will

be holdmg support and advocacy

meetings for low-income students

and allies every Tuesday in the

Campus Center (room to be

announced) from noon-2 p.m. For

more information, contact Mary
Sutherland at 41 5-525-9725 or

leave a message in our box in the

GEO office, basement of the Student

Lnion.

Band wanted — The UMass
Theatre Guild is currently seeking a

four piece band for the spring pro-

duction of Fame. The band must

include: keyboard, guitar, bass, and
drums. Great publicity possibilities.

For more information call Heather 9
549-5681 or Justin 9 546-0460.

Coffee Shop— Student Valley

Productions is holding a Coffee Shop
in April. They are looking for any tal-

ent coming from the Five College

area in music, songs, poetry, skit-

comedv, etc. For more information,

call Daisy « 255- 6514.

Meeting— The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organization for

undergraduate and graduate students

with disabilities on campus. Everyone

is welcome. Meetings are Thursday

nights from 6-7 p.m. in Campus
Center. Please bring your thoughts

and concerns to the meeting. For

more information, contact Susan

Pilner at 545-0892 or Kregg
Strehom at 545-4602.

Final exams — The spring 1 997
Final Examination schedule will he

available beginning March 1 5. Copies

will be delivered to students in the

residence halls, and will be available

to off-campus students in the

Registrar's Office (215 Whitmore).

The schedule will also be available on

the World Wide Web beginning

March 5 at http://www-

ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Support group— REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support

program is offering two support

groups this semester: A grief support

group for those who have experi-

enced the death of someone close to

them: and an illness group for those

currently coping with the serious ill-

ness of a loved one. If you or some-

one you know is interested, please

call us at 577-5516 for more infor-

mation.

Health senices — Confused,

afraid, or just curious? Do you have

questions about sex. STDs. alcohol,

drugs, eating disorders. HIV/AIDS,
stress management or quitting smok-

ing or chewing tobacco? Don't know
who to ask? Call the Peer Health

Connections phoneline at UMass at

577- 5168. Trained students will

anonymously answer your questions

and tell you where to go for more
help.

Commencement Housing — A lim-

ited number of residence hall rooms
will be available or the relatives and

friends of graduating UMass students

for the night of Saturday. May 24.

Commencement Housing applica-

tions are available at the University

Conference Service Office, 918
Campus Center. To guarantee a

fYH are pubar. service announcements printed

dairy To submit en FYI. Uhait sand e press

release contammg ail pertinent information.

rtducang the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Colltgian, c/o the
Managing fdrtor by noon the previous day

reservation, completed forms with

full payment must be returned to

University Conference Services by

May I . There will be no on-site

reservations.

Internships — Internships are

available working on Earth Day.

Hunger. Recycling and Clean Air.

Call Melanie at MassPirg, 545-0199
or stop by the office at 425-A
Student Union Building.

Attention

Five College

Students:

Your FYI could

be here!

To place an

announcement, con-

tact the Collegian,

c/o the Managing
Editor.
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HSCN Bulletin

Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

BET

BET on Jazz

T UCTV
The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

MONDAY EVENING

KBLiml It 1

C I 6:00 I 6:30. 1 7:00 I 7:30

WFSB
HET
WCVB
WIV1
whoh e

wnc ~ff
wwip a
woby m
tkS-l

4

4 1 HOI ITnoTm M If • A M Mil ft ft T

$1 drinks Vodka Tonic

& always $1 Bud
"light draft

CNN
wsr
"BtST
ispfT
LIFE

HfT
NrCK
"SCIT
TLC

, TNT
USA
HBO
"HAT
SHOW

K

Biassneeaftpt

Tcsl

NewtX
FuBHoumX

Fff»jh Princ*

SWnptom M,

Cmtorm
rwwl M.

ABC Nvwt

___*______-

MarttnX

NBC News

Boaeannel"

IfrBv rllwl

BurtnteH Rpf

ABC News

fwwthour Wilh Jwb Lfnrtf X
Inside Edition Am Journal

CB8 Nnre " Ent Tonight

Inerde Edition Chronicle X
Star Trek: Neil Oaner

Wheat-Fortune IJaaejej-dyix"

Judge JudyX
tnt Tonight

IsOfsa wnp

Wheat-Fortune |JeopardrTl

Real TV (fl) X

fr. l nj.l,.easpaeaj

copja

eWX

Nejtwfhouf With sJifH LshfVf IE

Satrrrakl X [Ent TonsaW

Mad Aba YouBnrerty WBs, M2I0 (m Stereo)" tesnieid X
Family Matters [Family Matters Horns vlo»

Putney Tatting" ~ Eojustoar "AKvayia U»y

C • Cs,mpuB

8:00 8:30
MARCH 10, 1997

Lawns and tjardsne (In Sereo)

Cosby X Raymond

Cosby X ' [Raymond

9:00 J 9:30
Jury Baker Gardening: May I

CybMX I* (In Stereo)

CvbHIX |lr* (In Stereo) IChrcsgo Hops "Growng Pyt

10:00
Jerry Baker

10:30 11:00 11:30
Jerry rialrar Qerdenirto; ftower PomT X

Chicago Hope 'Growing pajw' [Newel [Lata Show

X

Spy Game (In Stereo) I jsHrH ?ria/»s<MM'(iw4, Drum") RJchsidCjefi.(lnSlSrio)gl

Bkaffy tie Vampire Slayer "PitoC^Sarist Pramon) (In Stereo)X Newt

faiworthy IMr Rhodes X I Fnatsr (Bj X Itkm^sdry

In I

Foiworthy Mr. Rhodea X
Place

Malcolm-Eddie

J
Stereo) X

Foiworthy |Mr. Rhodea X IFrsatar (R) X |Men-oedly

Mosahi(R)X

Frsarar (R) I
Married... WHh

John Teeh: The AeaJon Concert (In Stereo)

GoodeBoh

MwvBw>dly

PautyX

MervBadT

Spy Genu (In Stereo) X

Dateline (In Stereo)Xrap)X

TEI»F
(In Stereo)X

Dateline (In Stereo) X

Use Show!
raapeawl ";

Jmny Jones (in Stereo) X

H. Patrol

Coach

t

Wood Wool! Lkide Metty'i Dog Tralnrnj

•V> '1r)ifrtgct«ciri"(l»4, Dnmi) Rlctun) Ore. tV SMrsoj

X

In ma House [Metcobn tdrji |McaeW (R) X jOoode Bah. IMewl

Jukaftoberti.i:i.i„: Vii'v. nia,,; vi\.\ '.:mmw-i!7i\: TnvwMi--miT>rm
I

Newel
Martin X ' "jMad Abo You |RseJI TV (R) X

Show

Tpnffl^H

Babylonion IX

Charlie Rose"

NtgMane X

nOiKliEJZMMiMW 'h ICSSaZB

WorldViewi:

TBnr
BeyondWOO Nisi Step (R) |Wtngs "The HunliTlR)

Up Cross

SupermarkeT

Ren > Stkaipy"

ClarieeaEipT

OdyswyX
Furniture Renovation

OreamOn OssTy

Moneytsne 3

Daily Show
X Croasflrs X

"

(WTV
Prtry Www f> Bunfro-PfooF Iwm/ King Uvt I

%p0lt909fii9f

OaM

______
Tiny Toon

Scs-fl Trader

InlheHestoltheNiojhtX

'Liwvj Legend" X |Hi

____r^^___l___w__m^^^^

Oealgnlrra

SritotodOut

OougX IRugrstsl"

NCAA

Idiot Savants

Tims Tnw (Ft) (In Stereo)m
In the Hast ot theiNtght X

K

I, Drama) L

The Series I~

tt"i Dayt ot Thunder {\990, Drama) Tom Cruise. 'PG-13' X
(S-45) ***"> "ARiverPuns ?7irou9nit"(l992)CriigShiWir. PG'

Biography: Rsipulin Monk Polrot "The Ptymomii Esprets " Miss Marpss (Pan 7 oil)

Slti In* toSched" (I9BS, Cornady) Rprjiay Omaerdekl

£
Prime Time (In Stereo)

IwyAmoWl IhappyOays

Wild Oftcovtry: Crocodile Lightning^Weapn ol Godt ~ Chopper Power: Tech

World Today

On Dalhrery
|
Praam Qn~

Sports Wue IMoneyitneX

Auto Racing: NASCAR Grind National

Llneolvedlsryaltriee (In Stereo) \'Ww»mfL^mdHit*^\m,0^)StM»l\iS[i
Baseball

Tekwar (In Stereo) I
[I Love Lucy X iMuntlen

Extreme Machines

(In Stereo) X"
Roguss Gsjlsry Al Capone

WCWNHtofLiviTX
Wpno WfBXtWOeJ r#Q>feWOn MOOQbjtY NtyBl R#W

»cyr(i9!
,

*** •8«o
-

aovs"(lfl9S, Drsms) Miitm Uwrenos H' X

tt«« "Dead Min rVatrmg (1996. Drama) Susan Sarandon 'R'

Road Rulet lOaria

M.T. Moore

V(R)(mSletso)jr

War on Cancar-KiHsf

Adventures of Robin Hood"

La Femme NrkHs "Gray" X
Reel Si

__T
iTPRe"

law > Order "Sanctuary" X

Dairy Show |Comlc ftaliet

Wild Otecovery ? Crocodile

Sportecanter X
Intimate Portrait

Singled Out llovatne

TwIX |0dd CoupleX
TrmsTm(R (In

Eitremel

«(R) (In Stereo)

Machines (R)

WCWNHro(R)g
Wingsl" IWlngaX

"0rVA-(iW7)
,

NrT

(1996) C Thomai Howrt. ff

tit 0«nc»r*(l995) Shannon Tweed

QMh Match"

'SMaSfLStv"
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Bruno By C. Baldwin
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Robotman By Jim Meddick
ROBOTMAN ® by Jim M«ddick E Mail JimMadcHck«aol com

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adorns
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Today's D.C. Menu Coll 545-26 26 for more information.

. ,

Franklin Worcester

LUNCH
Chicken Pucks

Turkey Chili

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Tilapia Santa Fe

LUNCH
3 Cheese & Macaroni
Spaghetti/Meat Sauce

ntil.

USD

By Mike Rybicki

rAiCHAtt -J0WON T*r)6<.Mi

losts H'.s FATMtf.. B:n Cosiy

TWttxWW lOSt 5 H'.S SON.

SCHOT'.ON? Bill CaSBy SVtoolt>

PlDOPT rtt^MJXH 5o«j»n

BrTuJftN Th£ Two of TXEfA,

FATMEK ANii SON tx)ouit>

tNboRst tvCAy s:ncle

PRODUCT kwotiON TO f»\AN.'

£.

r

TtV.S '.S £VFN

BfnfR THAM

2»M lt>tr\

THAT 0.3.

Srloulb frARfty

kATM'.E LEE!

T

Im SAVING

THE lOOHtb

ONE CtLtRH'Ty

RT A T'.|T\E.

jarter

Hampshire

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Cauliflower Casserole

amiabilities

••mpwn

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Pucks

American Chop Suey

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Fried Shrimp Dinner

LUNCH
3 Cheeses & Macaroni
Spaghetti/Meat Sauce

Spaghetti/Lentil Sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Tilapia Santa Fe

Cauliflower Casserole

Pastabilities

Close to Homo By John McPherson

ARIES
Match 21 April 20
A ami tlmr to plan rntirtelnmrnt

or a dinnCT—your cnenjm will

find focus as a how or hoetna
Culuvafr goodwill at emrt—
turbulent llmm may be afoot

TAURUS
April 21 -May 21
If you re frellruj bored, check

out a new opportunity where your

experience may be valued man
highly Deepening a personal

cornroltjoenl may aleo renew your

affection for another penon

GEMINI
May 22-June 21
Planning an excursion provides a

welcome respite from a frantic

week at work The pressure will

ease when vou learn to better

delegate authority Take the first

etep to bridge a gap between

yourself and an estranged friend

CANCER
June 22-Jnly 22
The covert approach to office

politics may disturb you a lot. but

this week It's Imperative to remain

on the sidelines, at least until

you're eure which way the wind Is

blowing A weekend adventure

provides fodder for contemplation

LEO
July 23-Anfoat 23
A romantic attachment flourishes

when you make an effort to

appreciate your partner's mind as

well as other things A special treat

you plan for your sweetie Is much
appreciated

VIRGO
August 24-September 22
A new venture you be0n la

productive from the start, as long

ae you permit It to develop accord

Ing to Its particular bent Don't be

upset If the reality differs from the

theory, as long as It still worka

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Any extra time you can spend

listening pays off handsornery Not

only could you make a new friend

but the information and expertenre

you gather could be Invaluable as

you head Into a new and different

situation

SCORPIO
October 24-Nowember 22
What seems like a boring week

presents some unique opportun

Idea lor growth. Gtve aid to some

one In need who doesn't expect It—

no act of kindness la ever waated

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
Ae a business deal develops. It

may seem as If one of the parties

Involved Is bring dellberalety

obtuse Take the extra time to

explain the goodwill you cultivate

will pay off one way or another

CAPRICORN
December 22-Januar* 20
A Journey you've begun enters e

new phase as you pass a landmark

along the way Celebrate with a

trusted friend Keep your eyes on a

central objective In order to avoid

being distracted ae the week

leeaa cxtf Jcfm<Mfmmw>» svUxmvssi

frV£

HAIR INSTITUTE
FOR MEM

"Mr. Stekson. twe) are very busy people

Do you want the finest hair-replacement

procedure available or not?"

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18
If there s something vou want more

than anything, this is a good week

to sit down and formulate a plan

for getting It Trust a friend to

advise vou. then stick to your

plan—your goal could be closer

than vou think It let

PISCES
February 19-March 20
It may be time to sever a

relationship that Isn't working

While distance can be painful at

first. It may be the best path

toward a new freedom and

happiness Trust your Inner voice

For Entertainment Purposes Only

Quote of the Day

w w Friends are people who
know you really well, but

still like you.

-Dennis the

Menace
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ACROSS
t. Cougars ag
2. Moaas oaasft

10. Calcutta garb

14. J*
15. PracerJng

IS. Trtjuiatjons

17. Hard-to-caeaae

tairy-tare gal

IS. ' _ store sit

Isnosnng hare

(Vaughn) (2 words)

20. Common abbr

21. Division

22. Air conditioner need

23. Colleen

24. Singer WNtman
28. 1972 Oliver mystery

29. • vMsy Sunday
(Monkess)

33. Twit

34. Pasadena transport

35. Sound ot s comic

book punch

38. Baby's imtabon

37. Caries tor the

Archbsshop

38. FDR's pup

38. • GotsSecrer
40. Moleskin incteatjons

41. Nopal and turk's-

head

42. Hucksters

44. Lustrous fabric

45. Flimsy

48. Return to health

47. Tutl

SO.

51. Stripper's scarf

54, Plucked sTStrurrienl

55. Nude
sStasrcase

(rjuchamp)

58. Stole

SB. Track t

SO.

81. Numt»sutrx
82. IrtvertedV

S3. Salon ottenngs

24. Grooves

25. Rachels sister

28. Bump end grind

27. Furlough

28. Allayed

29. Schedules

30. Rapidry

31. Cape Fear star

32. '

34. StaSsnUand

DOWN
Zoo compartment

•LrtSe Things Mean
" (2 ssords)

A Vicious or Caesar

1 Drverseutt

8. Reverse ot Fortune

actor

7. Actor Adams
8. Fine and dandy.

In space

S. Treasury dept

bureau

10. Bands ot bees

11. Highest ratsig

12. PortofTT) swQe»*ri

13. Aixtont SsjfTssjWojTi

csty

IS Seeing red

22. Arbitrary decree

23. Luxuriant

37. Pertormer

38. Kismet

40. Retrieve s coupon

41. Gtgi pisyer

43. Makemosst

44. Most able

48. After urn. bt or tn

47. Newsman Huntley

48. Take on cargo

48. Impetus

50. Autocrat

51. Kids wheels

52. Sleep (postpone

s decision) (2 words)

53. Becomes senescent

SS. MD'sr
58. OnsGabori
57. 1919 author John

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle
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Did you know thqf a dog with

rabies is thirsty for water - deeply

thirsty, ... they have a fever. They

are crazy for water, but oddly

enough they are also repelled and

frightened by the water.

When they get near a puddle

they become confused. It5 an

odd sight to see a rabid dog circle

frantically around a puddle •

around and around - crazy with

thirst but terrified of the water.

I'm like that with

sweethearts.

Maybe next time when I take

my dog in for a rabies shot /

should ask for a little taste

myself.
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LACROSSE

MARCH 11* 2:00 PM
vs.

MARCH 17* • VMHMNtA
3:30 P.M.

MARCH 14* © Pittsburgh, PA

NCAA TOURNAMENT
vs. #20 LOUISVILLI

SOFTBALL

MARCH 14* 17*

LADY SEMINOLE

INVITATIONAL

©Tallahassee, FL

LACROSSE

MARCH 15* @ HARVARD
1:00 P.M.

MARCH 15*

OHOiVCftOM
3:00 P.M.

BASEBALL
MARCH 1 5* v*. PACI

6:00 P.M.

MARCH 16* vs. KIDIR

10:00 A.M.

MARCH 17* vs. RIDI*

2:30 P.M.

WATER POLO

MARCH 14*

CWPA LEAGUE TOURN.

Q Hanover, NH

MARCH 14* © OOLDIN
COAST COMMUNITY

7:00 P.M.

Questions answered, UMass earns NCAA bid
By Chris Stamm
Colegjon Staff

Willi RSI' - Rearrange your spring

break pint, wipe those three dirty letters

(N.I. L i out of your mind, and pack your

bags for Pittsburgh.

I .i-i nijiht. the MbjmcJmMM men's

basketball team and its fans breathed a

collective sigh of relief when the pairings

for the NCAA Tournament were
announced, and UMass recieved a No.

1 1 seed in the tourney's East Region.

The squad will face East No. b Louisville

in Friday's first round in Pittsburgh.

After an early exit in last week's
Atlantic 10 Tournament when UMass
fell in the second round to'George
Washington, the Minutemen enterred

the ranks of NCAA purgatory as a "bub-

ble team." Last night, the team met at

Lori Ketner and the Miro

Tournament on Friday

IAUMN KOSXV \ COUKMN

face Louisville in the first round of the NCAA

Pinoocio's in downtown Amherst to

watch the selection show, hoping their

bubble would not burst.

i ding to the powers that be in

Overland Park, Kans.. there are four cri-

teria which are considered in distributing

the tournament's at large bids — record

vs. Div. I opponents, record vs. top 100

teams. RPI index, and record in the last

10 games. For Massachusetts coach
lames "Brusier" Flint, he feels it was his

squad's strong schedule that earned an

NCAA berth.

"Our schedule got us in. without a

doubt, our schedule got us in the tourna-

ment," Flint said. "Although we took our

lumps, without that schedule, we
wouldn't be considered. If you know
w ho we're playing next year, we're going

to be playing the same teams again, so

the toughness of the schedule is not

going to stop." *

However. Flint felt that it was not just

his team's traditionally toqgti non-con-

ference schedule that propelled his sea-

son into the post-season but also the

strength of this year's A- 10. loining

UMass in the NCAA's will are four other

A- 10 teams: Xavier, St. Joseph's. Temple

and Rhode Island, none of whom are in

the tournament's East Region.

"I thought our conference was very

very strong this yeaV" Flint said. "I've

said that from day one that the Atlantic

1 was the best it has ever been and that

we were rewarded for that this year. We
got five teams in the tournament and we
proved that we deserved to have five

teams out there."

The past few days were anxiety ridden

for UMass. While everyone filling out

their brackets for the office pool had

their own formula for who was in and

who was not. there is no way to guaran-

tee an at large bid. This year, top schools

like Michigan and Syracuse fell by the

wayside, and UMass was aware that the

same fate could have befallen its team.

"I was hoping it would come out early.

it was great," UMass big man Tyrone
Weeks said of the team's tournament

bid. "Now we can relax and get ready for

Louisville. The last five years have been

great with automatic bids. This year it

was a nail biter, but we knew it was after

we lost to GW. I'm happy the tourna-

ment committee gave us another
chance

."

Turn to hoop, page 6

Minutemen face Cardinals in first round

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

AMHERST — Stop the speculation. UMass is in.

After weeks of wondering by fans and days of

deliberation by the NCAA Tournament selection

committee, the Massachusetts men's basketball team
found out last night if it will be punching a ticket to

the big dance.

The answer is yes.

The Minutemen will face Louisville Friday in

Pittsburgh in a first-round game. UMass earned the

No. 1 1 seed in the East, while the Cardinals picked

up the No. 6 seed.

Team members and coaches, local media and a

camera crew from ESPN were all on hand at

Pinocchio's to watch the selection show.

When UMass' name was announced coach lames
"Bruiser" Flint was not the only one in the room who
was leaping from his chair.

"I'm real, real happy for my kids." Flint said.

Happy just to be in, the Minutemen know anything

is possible in the tournament.

"It's a whole new season," a smiling Charlton

Clarke said of the tourney.

Atlantic Coast champion North Carolina took

home the region's top seed after defeating N.C. State

in the ACC tourney final yesterday. The Tar Heels

will stay close to home and play in Winston-Salem.

N.C. in the tournament's early rounds.

Cinderella herself. South Carolina, will be joining

UMass in Pittsburgh as the East's No. 2 seed. The
Gamecocks dropped to the two-spot after falling to

Georgia in the Southeastern Conference semifinals.

Also in UMass' half of the bracket: No. J New
Mexico will face No. 14 Old Dominion: No. 7

Wisconsin, which was bolstered by beating

Minnesota in their Big 10 finale, will square off

against No. 10 Texas; South Carolina will play

Coppin State.

In the top half of the East bracket. UNC will take

on No. 16 Fairfield: No. 8 Indiana will play No. 9

Colorado: No. 5 California will face No. 12
Princeton: and No. 4 Villanova will take No. 1 3 Long
Island.

Turn to NCAA, pope 8

CUM CtSNBt \ COUfOUN

UMass fans will have a lot to cheer about as the Minutemen's postseason was extended with an NCAA
Tournament bid last night

UMass hockey falls in HE quarterfinals
By Jormo Kovuonon
Colsfpan Staff

IH RHAM, VII - For four out of

the six periods this weekend against

r< New Hampshire, the

Massachusetts hockey team 1 12-231
went tue-io-ioe with

the Wildcats (27^ 9i

C omhtned on both
nights, the Minutemen

mly behind by a

coing into

the final periods, but it was that final

i which told the tale.

\lh-t valiant efforts b\ both junior

Brian Regan (90 saves on the

New Hampshire

Massachusetts

weekend) and UMass' graduating

claw, the upset bid agamM I NH was
not to be. Consecutive 5-1 and 8-2

losses at the Whrttemore Center ended

thi<- quarterfinal series of the Hockcv

East playoffs for the Minutemen
Regan did his best to hold back the

Wildcats on Friday

night, compiling a new
Hockey East and per-

sonal record for saves

made (55 saves). Early

period penalties and
an inconsistent offense hindered any

momentum the Minutemen had estab-

lished in the first two periods. A
superb game plan by coach |oe Mallen.

consisting of relentless trapping

through center ice. eventually

digressed into chippy play, and UNH
skated away with the win.

Mallen saw the talent level of the

Wildcats as just too much as the game
wore on.

"(UNH] has a pretty good club here,

and I'm proud of the

effort our team came
out with in the first

period." Mallen said.

"But. their talent

level picked up in the second and third

periods, and the Mark Mowers', Eric

Boguniecki's and Eric Nickulas' of this

team began to out-man us.

Msw MaMiiiihirt 8

MMMCettSfttS

JCW*» KANSANtN \ COUfGtAN

The Massochusetts hockey team dropped a pair of games to UNH in the Hockey East quarter finals this weekend.

"Once we get those kinds of skilled

players on our team through recruit-

ing, it will make the difference in these

kinds of games."

Yet, the first period did not start out

the way the Minutemen wanted it to.

and junior Brad Norton was assesaed

an early penalty. But Regan came up
with some big saves,

and the power play

ended on a call on
UNH's Nickulas.

UMass took advantage,

shocking the Whittemore Center faith-

ful with a power play goal at the 3:27

mark.

lunior Tom O'Connor fed the puck

down low from the right point, and

seniors Rob Bonneau and Warren
Norris played give and go in front of

sprawled Wildcat goalie Sean Matile.

with Norris picking up his 20th goal of

the season.

The start of the second period

turned out worse, and a 1-1 tie was
changed quickly. Senior Tiger Holland

and Bonneau collided on a UNH
offensive rush, letting Tom Nolan walk

into the zone to feed an open
Boguniecki in the slot at the :34 mark
for the 2-1 score.

UMass solidified their team defense,

and didn't allow any quality opportu-

nities for the rest of the period, until a

late penalty. Boguniecki scored his sec-

ond goal of the game on that power
play, and even worse, with :44 left on

the clock. UNH clamped down on
UMass in the third, scoring two goals

for the final of 5-1.

In Saturday night's game, the

Minutemen once again hung tough
with the Wildcats in the first two peri-

od!, going into the final period down
by only a 3-2 score.

Whether the Wildcats were psycho-

logically affected by the news of coach

Dick Umile's heart attack earlier that

morning turned out to be a moot

Turn to HOCKEY, page 8

Coach's heart attack
casts shadow over
weekend HE action

DURHAM, NH. —
Sportswriters lie.

We would have you believe that

there is nothing in the world greater

that Brian Regan's sparkling,

record-shattering 55-save perfor-

mance Friday night in the Hockey
East playoffs at No. 6 New
Hampshire.

We would have you believe that

a triple overtime NCAA women's
soccer game is the greatest moment
we will ever see in our lifetimes, or

that a no-hitter by Danielle

Henderson in an NCAA play-in

game was truly her greatest accom-

plishment of all of last year.

We would have you believe that

on any given day
the fate of the home
team is the single

most important
thing anywhere.

Saturday after-

noon the New Hampshire hockey

community came to grips with the

fact that there is a far more impor-

tant thing in this world than
whether the team in blue beats the

seventh-seeded Minuetmen — its

well-being.

Word worked its way through

the UNH hockey camp and the

Durham area Saturday afternoon

that head coach Dick Umilc had

suffered a heart attack at his home
and had been rushed to Portsmouth

Regional Hospital

The 1972 UNH grad has long

been known as a fiery leader from

behind his alma mater's bench,

spurring his team on to three

NCAA appearances in the last five

years, and an almost certain fourth

in 1997.

For those of us who look to sport

for relief from the real world's

headaches, which include crime,

homelessness, and political strife in

Washington. Umile's early-morning

heart- attack stopped the presses to

offer sobering reality. Sympathy
immediately began pouring out.

"He's a good gentlemen and I'm

pfoud to be associated with a guy

like him in the league," UMass
coach loe Mallen said after the

game. "All of the coaches in

Hockey Fast have an intense rivalry

because we're all competitors, but

there's still a friendship. I've known
him for a long time and I wish him
a speedy recovery. I hope all the

best for him and for his family.

"I can feel for him. The stresses

of coaching can do a number on
people. I told our guys today it's a

tough job and they know it. They
see the look on my face night in and

night out."

Brian McCloskey
and Chris Serino
minded the Wildcat
bench in Umile's
absence, but it was a

bittersweet position for Serino to

find himself in with his team a win
away from advancing to the league

semifinals at the FleetCenter.

"We just tried to keep it as nor-

mal as possible." said Serino, who
has also served as the school's head
baseball coach since 1994. "There's

enough going on today without us

making a circus in the locker room."
The news concerning its respected

mentor reached the UNH team after

its morning breakfast and hit deep.

"To kids, a head coach is invinci-

ble." Serino said. "Then all of a sud-

den that invincible object wasn't
invincible anymore. It had a major
effect on our kids. 1 saw it in their

eyes when I told them this morning.

"I Umile's wife] |udy talked to us
before the game about a family and
that's what it's like — a head of the

family going down."
Behind senior leadership from

co-captains Eric Boguniecki and

Turn to ONH, page 9
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Shock jock reigns as

Icing of entertainment

Controversial D.|.

Howard Stern's

film, Private Parti

opened this week-

end. Check out our

review (see Arts 6t

Living, page 6).

Lacrosse looks to

remain undefeated

|ohn Kasselakis and

the lacrosse team
look to make it 2-0

when they face

Hartford today.

Catch the lowdown

here (see Sports,

Page 10).

NATION

Tribes lose money in

effort to regain land

CONCHO, Okla. — Two impover-

ished Indian tribes drained their

emergency fund to donate

1107,000 to the Democratic
National Committee, hoping to

regain tribal land taken by the feder-

al government more than a century

ago.

Since the donation last year, tribal

leaders have been wined and dined

in Washington. But the land hasn't

been returned, and now tribal lead-

ers say the DNC and Democratic

lobbyists are back asking for more
money.

"Of course we've been taken

advantage of," Archie Hoffman, sec-

retary of the Cheyenne-Arapaho
tribes' business committee, said

Monday He conceded no promises

about the land were made
"We weren't hoping for any

short-term results," said Tyler Todd.

the tribe's senior adviser on govern-

mental affairs. "We were hoping to

make things a little more easy on

that long-term goal " White House

spokesmerT-WH^ McCurry said yes-

terday he didn't know President

Clinton's reaction to news reports of

the tribes' donation

Boston genetics firms

against cloning humans

BOSTON (AP) — One company
afters the genes of goats so that they

produce exotic medicines in their

milk Other researchers are growing

hearts tn pigs that are meant to be

transplanted into humans.

The state's cutting-edge biotech-

nology researchers and companies *n
working modem-day marvels.

But they're not in a rush to clone

human beings, an industry

spokesman said yesterday.

Mark Skaletsky, president of the

Massachusetts Biotech Council, told

the Legislature's Committee on
Science and Technology that his

group agrees with President Clinton's

ban last week on federal funds for

human cloning experiments.

"Any type ot research directed at

human cloning should not be allowed

at this time," he said, adding that he

believed it was time for a dialogue to

take place on the ethics of the issue.

Clinton barred federal spending on

human cloning research, while

acknowledging that there currently is

no funding for such research. He also

urged a halt in private research —
and biological and medical

researchers immediately agreed.

Massachusetts is one of the leading

centers for biotech research and

industry in the United States, with

more than 1 50 companies in the state

employing more than 1 5,000 people.
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Doctor Ruth brings 'Sexually Speaking' to UMass
DVP, Hillel draw expert's lecture to Fine Arts Center

By Tamar Carroll

& Christina Poletto

Collegian Staff

Last night, Dr. Ruth Westheimer addressed a

packed house at the University of Massachusetts

Fine Arts Center, where she was greeted by a stand-

ing ovation and spoke for over an hour to an enthu- •

siastic crowd.

Westheimer's lecture, entitled "Sexually

Speaking," consisted of two components. For the

first half of the talk, Westheimer discussed common
myths and misconceptions of human sexuality.

"In order for us to have a common knowledge and

be sexually literate, especially before your spring

break, let me put a few issues on the table."

Westheimer said.

Westheimer then proceeded to talk about sexual

education, abortion, homosexuality, sexually trans-

mitted diseases (STDs) including AIDS, masturba-

tion and the importance of relationships to sexual

activities.

"Masturbation is the most difficult topic to talk

about." Westheimer said. "There are so many
American myths about it — that your hair will fall

out or that you'll have to wear glasses."

Westheimer said that in order to dispel these

myths, we must continually educate our population.

"Today there are approximately I million

unwanted pregnancies each year. The reduction

[from 1.5 million in 1989] is from talking about

this myth and taking contraception seriously."

Westheimer said.

Although she rarely debates the concept.
Westheimer is in favor of keeping abortion legal.

"From where I stand, abortion must remain
f legal," Westheimer said. "Before |uly 1, 1970. only

women with money could afford an abortion in

Mexico or Europe. Other women were relegated to

abortionists or coat hangers."

Westheimer refused to directly address issues of

homosexuality, citing lack of scientific data on the

subject on which to base her advice

"All I can say is that I treat them with the same
level of respect as I would treat anybody else."

Westheimer said to audience applause.

Westheimer spoke about the seriousness of AIDS
and urged partners to be honest with each other in

regard to STDs.
"There is no question in my mind that anyone

who is sexually literate, anyone in a new relation-

ship — they have to be concerned with the dreadful

disease of AIDS." Westhiemer said.

"It is a moral issue to say to a partner, Look, I do
have herpes. I have to say that before a sexual

encounter.' The question of communication is not

debatable," Westheimer said.

She frequently cited data from the Masters and
lohnson studies, which Westheimer said consisted

of data compiled from over 140.000 sexual episodes

in a laboratory setting.

"Everything that could be measured was mea-
sured. Who was willing?" she asked. "Fortunately

for all of us, there were medical students and prosti-

tutes that needed money. And then there were those

who volunteered for the sake of scientific investiga-

tion."

The audience responded with bouts of laughter to

Westheimer'* Itequent humorous insert*

She went on to say that almost all women can be

taught to reach orgasm and that most men can learn

to prolong their erections with practice.

Before beginning the question and answer period

of the lecture. Westheimer concluded, "Sex is not

what's between the waist and the knees, it is up here

I in your head|."

Although the audience gave her a standing ova-

tion students offered mixed responses to the lec-

ture

"She was interesting, but she tried to play it safe

on the questions." said sophomore biology and the-

ater major Flly Court.

lack Brady, a junior theater major, was less enthu-

siastic

"I was not impressed." Brady said. "She did not

say anything new. She gave a general safe sex

speech, with some funny stones thrown in."

The Distinguished Visitor's Program and L'Mass

Hillel were responsible for bringing Westheimer to

campus.

HHHAHOtH COlUGIAN

Dr. Ruth Westheimer addresses students questions on sex end relationships at

the Fine Arts Center last night.

AIDS sufferer to talk

on experiences, faith

Laura Fonter
fk a
gSOTT

The Campus Crusade for Christ

will be hosting a presentation

tonight entitled, "Too Young To
Die." by 21- year-old Steve Sawyer
— a hemophiliac who is HIV- posi-

tive and has only a month to live.

Sawyer's presentation will share

his experience in coping with the

difficulties he is facing and the faith

that is guiding him.

In addition to being HIV positive.

Sawyer also has hepatitis B and C.

which are primarily responsible for

most of the physical damage done to

him.

Sawyer, afflicted with hemophil-

ia, a disease which inhibits blood

Jotting, contracted the HIV virus

through a transfusion two years

•go.

Sawyer was previously a student

at Curry College in Milton until doc-

tors informed him of his illness. He
now lives in New Hampshire.

When Sawyer realized how limit

ed his time was. he turned to the

Campus Crusade despite his previ-

ous reluctance toward spiritual faith.

Sawyer then decided so speak to sru-

dents about his experience in order

to help others cope with pain in

their lives as he is doing.

Sawyer has experienced many dil

,
ficultie< besides his deteriorating

physical health, including a divorce

and broken relationships In his pre-

sentation, he will share how he deals

with suffering and pain and how
spiritual faith has brought him hope.

In addition, he will discuss three

unsuccessful ways to cope with «uf-

Uriaj

-Those In attendance will also have

the opportunity to ask Sawyer ques-

tions when he is finished with hi*

presentation.

Pete Baglow. coordinator of the

presentation, said that the reason

Sawyer is so inspirational is because

he has such a "vibrant faith* and an

optimistic perspective on his life,

despite all of the difficulties he is

facing.

Two hundred fifty people are

expected to attend the presentation,

which will take place in the Campus
Center Auditorium at 7 p.m.
Admission is free and all are wel-

come.

Consumer racism addressed in N.Y.
By Joel Stashenko
Associated Press

A I HAM \ \ (kvti Rem A Car and other compa-
nies are refusing to rent automobile* to Hacks, vonnp dit-

ran and Hasidic lews, the speaker ol the 'tale Assembh
charged yesterday.

Sheldon Silver, himself an Orthodox lew from
Manhattan, said his chamber's consumer protection com
mittee will hold a hearing on March 31 in New York C its

to investigate alleged discrimination by Avis and other

rental companies operating in New York.

crimination is insulting and unconscionable under

any circumstance." Silver said. "These allegations may
very well be the tip of a very large iceberg

"

Silver said he has also written to U.S. Attorney General

lanet Reno calling on her office to investigate the busi-

ness practices of car rental agencies.

Assembly Democrats unveiled two bills yesterday they

said they would pass if they found the allegations of bias

against the car rental companies are founded.

The bills would require

•Vehicle rental companies to register with the state

and prohibit companies from refusing to rent on the basis
'

of where a driver is from.

U.S. Rep. Charles Schumer of New York City and the

New York Public Interest Research Croup have long

complained that New York City residents, especially

those in Brooklyn and Queens, are being discriminated

against through higher rental rates because of where they

live

•Prohibit companies from refusing to rent on the basis

ol the creed, religion, marital status, gender or physical

disability of a qualified driver.

•Double from $500 to $1 .000 the fine for violations of

discrimination statutes.

•I imit cash deposits companies can require of drivers

who do not have credit cards.

•Allow drivers who have been discriminated again*t to

sue companies directly instead ol onK referring the cases

to the stale attorney general's offiof lor redress.

The chairwoman of the Assembly's consumer protec

-non committee. Audrey fheffer. (D-Oueens). said her

panel will issue a report exonerating the car rental com-
panies, if that is what it finds. "This investigation is not a

witch hunt." Pheffer said "What we seek is the truth,

plain and simple*

Silver said he assumed the rental companies would

want to appear at the Assembly hearing and give their

side of the story. But he also hinted that the Assembly

could use its subpoena powers to compel people to

appear.

State Attorney General Dennis Yacco's office said 23

discrimination claims have been filed with the state

Division of Human Rights against Avis. Vacco's office is

seeking a meeting with Avis executives to discuss the

uation.

Avis said it does not display bias against it- customers.

"Avis has an unequivocal policy against discrimination of

any kind and doe snot deny or limit car rentals based on

race, religion, national origin or other group affiliation."

it said in a statement.

is being sued in federal court by black customers

who claim the company denies access to rental ^n to

African-Americans. Last week, a former employee filed a

sworn statement saying Avis urged telephone sales agents

in Tulsa. Okla.. to refuse corporate accounts to business-

es owned by Hasidic lews. Agents were told to determine

il lUMoniers speak with an accent and whether they come
from a geographic area where Hasidic lews predominate.

Avis is also involved in a discrimination case before the

state's highest court, the Court of Appeals. V'acco is chal-

lenging the way major leasing companies refuse to rent to

drivers under age 21 or 25. despite a 1977 state law that

prohibits any qualified driver age 18 or older from being

discriminated against.

Master Mechanic
Ktt#*TM W SCOTT . COlUGIAN

Bill Vandervalk, a senior engineering major, has worked at the Bike Co-op for two years and is the head mechanic.

Chief of LAPD
denied 2nd tour

by commission

By Dora Akiko Tom
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Police Chief
Willie Williams, who was brought in

to restore confidence in the force after

the Rodney King riots, should not be

given a second term because he has

not been an effective leader, the police

commission said yesterday.

The city Merit a chief who can gain

the respect of the public as well as the

department's 12.000 officers, said

Ray Fisher, president of the civilian

oversight panel of mayoral
appointees. Williams. 5 V "did not

take steps to become a respected

leader in the department." Fisher told

a news conference, even though his

approval rating has risen and crime

and police complaints have dropped

since his arrival.

Williams held his own brief news
conference.

"I'm deeply disappointed." he said,

and vowed to remain focused on lead-

ing the department. He did not* say

what he might do to fight the deci-

sion.

The city's first black police chief

"does not have the confidence of this

Turn to CHIIF. page 2
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board to serve for the new five years,"

said Fisher, who didn't name any can-

didates to replace Williams. Mayor
Richard Riordan backed the commis-
sion and suggested Deputy Chief
Bernard Parks, a black 32-year veteran

of the LAPD, be appointed interim

chief when Williams' contract ends
|uly 6. The commission's unanimous
decision -was the first exercise of a

voter-approved change in the tenure

of police chiefs. Williams was not
fired; the commission voted against

giving him a second five-year contract.

The 15-member City Council can
override the decision but needs 10
votes.

Councilman Richard Alatorre said

he didn't know if the issue would be

reviewed, but he did not believe

Williams had the necessary votes.

Williams said that he didn't think

anyone else coming into the depart-

ment in 1 992 could have done the job

he has done.

"I've had 34 years of policing and

I've ended at the top,* he said.

The chief was brought from
Philadelphia in 1992 after the LAPD
was criticized for the King beating

and failure to control riots after the

initial acquittals of officers who beat

King.

Williams' predecessor, Daryl Gates,

had long been accused by minorities

of ignoring police brutality. Williams,

who gained recognition for his

emphasis on community policing,

seemed ideal to do the same for Los
Angeles.

IH*» SCOTT \ COUICMM

Stone cold chillin'
Brenda Minisci sculpeted the ftore Verdi in 1971 . The sculpture was a gift from the class of 1970.
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Ififf Positions Available
We are accepting applications for:

* Associate r INANCE Manager

• Assoam Advertising mmm*
* Associate BUSINESS Manager

* Assistant MARKETING Manager

Sophomore students encouraged to apply
all will be considered

For more information call ALYCIA HlNES
AT 545~35°°> OR COME TO THE COLLEGIAN
LOCATED AT 113 CAMPUS CENTER BASEMENT.

Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage
March 8
A two vehicle accident occurred on Fearing Street.

No injuries were reported.

Assault & Battery

March 8
An individual from Prince Residence Hall was

assaulted off campus by another individual with a dan-
gerous weapon. The investigation was turned over to
Amherst Police.

Police responded to a assault in progress outside of
Mahar Auditorium. One individual, 19. was placed in

protective custody and Jonathan W. O'Neil. 18, of J

Bruce Rd., Plymouth was arrested* for assault and bat-

tery with a dangerous weapon (a bottle) and for pos-
session and transport of alcohol.

An individual from |ohn Adams Residence Hall
reported being assaulted and kicked in the head.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering
March 7

A window was smashed on a vehicle in parking lot

22 on University Drive and speakers were stolen.

A vehicle was broken into in the Campus Center
Garage.

Disorderly Conduct
March 8
Individuals in Leach Residence Hall were causing

disturbance and ripping down bulletin boards in hall-

ways.

Disturbance

March 8
Police responded to a report of a fight outside

Coolidge Residence Hall. One individual was trans-

ported to Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Northampton.

Hazardous Materials/ Spills

March 8
Police responded to an explosion noise in the vicinity

of Haigis Mall. Investigation revealed only smoke in the

Larceny

March 7

A jacket was reported stolen from Totman Building.

A radio and CD were stolen from a room in Brown
Residence Hall.

March 8
There was a report of a stolen sign in Cashin

Residence Hall. The sign was relumed.

Liquor Law Violations

March 7

Sreang V. Hoi, 19, of 7 Garfield Ave., Northampton,

was arrested on Massachusetts Avenue, was for posses-

sion and transporting alcohol.

lefferey A. Ucran, 18. of 100 Elena St., Cranston,

R.I. was arrested on Massachusetts Avenue for trans-

porting and possession of alcohol.

C2hristoph B Delacruz, 18, of 39 Martinsville Road,

Basking Ridge N|, was arrested on Massachusetts

Avenue for possession and transporting alcohol.

March 8
Christopher Charles Morton, 19, of 10 Bay Hill Rd..

Leonardo N|. was arrested in Brooks Residence Hall

for possession and transporting alcohol.

Donnette D. Viscay. 18, of 87 Harris St., Revere was

arrested in John Quincy Adams Residence Hall for dis-

orderly conduct.

Suspicious Person/Activity
March 7

lesus Ventura, 26, of 18 Wrentham Rd.. Worcester,

was arrested on Massachusetts Avenue for failing to

stop for a police officer, speeding and reckless and
endangering operation of a motor vehicle.

Reginald A. Remy. 19, of 22 High St., Brookline,

was arrested on Massachusetts Avenue for trespassing

and assault and battery with a dangerous weapon.

David A. Jerry, 18, of 8718 Park Ave.. Worcester,

was arrested on Massachusetts Ave. for assault and
battery with a dangerous weapon and malicious
destruction of property of more than $250.

Traffic Stop

March 9

Stephen M. Wilson. 30. of 463 Washington St..

Norwell was arrested on McClure St., for failing to

stop at a stop sign and operating a vehicle under the

influence.

Vandalism
March 7

A window was smashed on a vehicle in parking lot

22 on University Drive.

A window was smashed on a vehicle in parking lot

33 on University Drive.

A window in Machmer Hall was smashed by a rock.

March 8
A moon roof was smashed on a vehicle in parking

lot 1 1 on Stadium Drive.

March 9

Homophobic graffiti was written on a residents door
in Brown Residence Hall.

GOTA TIP?

IF YOU KNOW OF A NEWS STORY HAPPENING ON OR OFF
CAMPUS, CALL WE COLLEGIANNEWS DESK AT 545-1762
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WEEKLY UPdRTE
University Career Center

Mather Building 545-2224

All Majors:

It's not too late!

Want some valuable work-related

experience, but feel that all the really

good positions have been filled?

WRONG!!!
It's not too late to look for a fall, even

summer internship!

For more information stop by the Field

Experience Office or call 545-6265

Wednesday!!!!

Quick Information

The Career Center is coming to you!

Come visit our table on the Campus
Center Concourse from 9am to 2pm

Disk Registration Workshops
Learn how to use the jobline.

Access employers participating in

campus recruiting and resume referral

programs.

TODAY: Tuesday, March 11,1 :00pm

Wednesday, March 12, 10:15am

both workshops are held in the

Mather building
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FTC to block Staples merger
By Alice Ann Love

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The government moved to block a

merger between office-supply giants Staples Inc. and
Office Depot, arguing yesterday that the $4 billion deal

could make people pay more for paper, pens and other

office and school supplies throughout the country. The
two companies — between them they operate 1,124
stores — contended the chain they envisioned would be a

pencil-pusher's dream of efficiency and low prices.

In full-page newspaper ads they had promised shop-

pers: "When we join forces, our greater efficiency means
even lower prices for you."

But the Federal Trade Commission said the merged
companies could control prices throughout the country.

On a 4-1 vote, the commission decided to seek a court

order before Thursday that would put the deal on hold

while it is investigated.

"The fact is that in those communities where Staples

faces competition from Office Depot, prices are signifi-

cantly lower than where it does not," said William |. Baer,

director of the FTC's bureau of competition.

Todd Krasnow, Staples executive vice president of mar-

keting, said Staples will vigorously contest the FTC's
request for a temporary injunction. The two companies
said they account for only 5 percent to 6 percent of the

$185 billion office-products market. "We've made a

promise to consumers that prices will go down, which is

why we're disappointed in the ruling by the FTC,*
Krasnow said.

Staples, based in Framingham, announced last

September it would acquire Delray Beach, Fla.-based

Office Depot for about $1.5 billion in stock. The value of

the deal has increased to about $4 billion since then as

Staples stock has risen.

Trading in the stock of both companies was suspended

briefly after the FTC announcement yesterday. When trad-

ing resumed, the value of both companies' stocks fell —
Office Depot by 24 percent, Staples by 5 percent.

Shoppers interviewed outside a downtown Washington

Staples store yesterday disagreed about whether they

would benefit from the deal. "They're going to force the

prices (up) because I don't have any other option. They

carry things that most other little stores don't carrv. It's

not good," said Azadeh Sefidroo, 43, who works as a con-

sumer banker for NationsBank.

Wayne Donkerbrook, 40, a self-employed accountant

from Arlington, Va., said he sees the merger as an advan-

tage because he doesn't like to go from store to store com-
paring prices.

"Typically what happens is some things 1 need are only

available at Office Depot, and other things are only avail-

able at Staples. Actually, it would be kind of convenient if

they did merge, for me anyway," he said.

Staples and Office Depot have already agreed to two
week-long extensions of the government-required waiting

period for mergers, but have not been able to come to agree-

ment with the FTC. If federal officials win a stay in court,

they will have another 20 days to decide whether to pursue

a full-fledged antitrust trial. On the 4- 1 FTC vote to seek the

injunction, commissioner Mary L. Azcuenaga dissented.

There is speculation that as a condition for approving

the merger, FTC officials want Staples and Office Depot,

who have so far refused, to sell some stores to competi-

tors such as third-ranked Office Max.
The FTC said that as the deal is structured, competition

would be substantially reduced in markets in 18 states

and the District of Columbia where Staples and Office

Depot are the only office-supply superstores.

In a similar case last year, FTC threats to sue the Rite

Aid Corp. drugstore chain over its proposed $1.8 billion

purchase of Revco D.S. Inc. ultimately scuttled that deal,

even after Rite Aid agreed to close more than 300 stores

to ease FTC fears of higher prescription prices.

Ken Barnard, president of Barnard's Retail Marketing

Report, criticized the FTC action. "This merger, in my
opinion, would have benefited the consumer... its failure

protects, if anything, less-efficient producers," he said.

lamie Love, who watches consumer interests for Ralph

Nader's Center for Responsive Law in Washington, said his

organization informally checked Office Depot and Staples

prices for fax paper in 32 stores scattered across the country.

"We found significantly lower prices for fax paper in

markets where Staples and Office Depot were head to

head." said Love.

UN. court tries rape as war crime
By Misha Sovic

Associated Press

THE HAGUE, Netherlands —
In the first trial to consider rape

as a war crime, prosecutors told a

U.N. court yesterday how three

Muslims and a Croat raped, tor-

tured and murdered inmates at a

prison camp.
The second trial before the

Yugoslav war crimes tribunal is

also the first time suspects have
been tried as a group since
Nuremberg and Tokyo courts
examined World War II wrongdo-
ing.

The suspects — Zejnil Delalic,

48; Esad Landzo, 24; Hazim
Delic. 32; and Zdravko Muck, 41
— rolled their eyes, fiddled with

pencils and sighed as if bored
while prosecutor Eric Ostberg
opened their trial.

Serbs held for months at the

Celebici camp in Muslim-con-
trolled central Bosnia were "mur-
dered, tortured, raped and beaten

by guards at the prison and by

outside persons who were permit-

ted to come into the camp,"
Ostberg said.

A spokesman for the U.N. court

said it was the first trial where
rape was considered a war crime.

The first suspect tried by the

court — Bosnian Serb prison
guard Dusan Tadic — had faced a

rape charge, but the charge was
dropped before the trial because
the alleged victim was afraid to

testify.

Bosnian Serbs see the current
trial as a chance to prove to the

world they were not the only ones
responsible for atrocities during
the Croatian and Bosnian wars.

About 500 Serbs, most of them
civilians, were kept in the camp.
Prosecutors chose 76 survivors to

testify, but a legal squabble over

procedures cut short the opening
day.

A defense attorney demanded
that his side be given the address-^

es of witnesses. Prosecutors
protested, citing the need to pro-

tect the witnesses. Presiding ludge
Adolphus Karibi-Whyte of Nigeria

said he would rule later on the

issue.

Imprisoned for months or years,

inmates were beaten with steel

cables and wooden and metal
bars, burned with heated scissors.

wrapped with fuses that were then

lit and kept in vats of water, a 49-

page indictment alleges. At least

14 died.

Women were raped, it says, and
one man died after a badge with a

Muslim party logo was nailed to

his head. Some prisoners were
forced to act like animals, or per-

form oral sex on each other. The
indictment points to different

roles the four had in the camp.
Delalic, a corpulent, wealthy
entrepreneur, became a Muslim
military commander in 1992 in

the region. Mucic, a Croat, was
the camp's commander. Delic was
his Muslim deputy and Landzo
was a guard.

Delalic allegedly ordered
attacks on several Serbian villages

in the Muslim-dominated district

of Konjic and set up the camp. He
appointed Mucic as the camp's
commander.
Some survivors have said that

Mucic. who feverishly scribbled

notes during most of Monday's
four-hour session, tried to lessen

their suffering but could not con-

trol the guards who carried out

most of the atrocities.

There has been no evidence that

Delalic or Mucic personally com-
mitted atrocities. Even so, they

were indicted as men in charge
who knew about the crimes and
could have stopped them.

Landzo and Delic showed up
yesterday with their heads shaved

but dressed nattily in suits and
ties. They are charged with per-

sonally killing nine people and
directly joining in the torture.

Some survivors are disappoint-

ed that low-level authorities were
charged while Muslim officials

higher up have escaped scrutiny.

Some told investigators they saw
Bosnia's Muslim leader, Alija

Izetbegovic, visit the camp in

1992. Though he never saw them
or the conditions they were kept

*in, they contend he must have
known about their misery.

By contrast. Serbs say, probes
of atrocities committed by Serbs

have led up the chain of command
to the indictments of the top Serb
leaders, Radovan Karadzic and
Gen. Ratko Mladic.

Citadel cadets punished for hazing, harrassment
By Bruce Smith

Associated Press

CHARLESTON. S.C. — A male
cadet at The Citadel was thrown out

of school and nine others were
given lesser punishments in the haz-

ing and harassment of two female

cadets, the military school said yes-

terday.

One cadet was cleared, and the

FBI and state investigators continue

to look into the women's allegations

for possible criminal charges.

"The college made mistakes and
individuals broke rules." interim

President Clifton Poole said. "We
have gotten the facts. We have
Ucajd ibe evidence. anU we. ru
ptinisfted those cadets who Mlft

T "

violated regulations."

Of 1 5 male cadets who faced dis-

cipline, one was dismissed and one
was given the next-most severe pun-

ishment: He is restricted to campus
for the rest of the semester and
must do 120 hours of marching
with an unloaded rifle in the bar-

racks courtyard. Eight of the cadets

received lesser punishments, rang-

ing from shorter marching tours and
demerits to confinement to the bar-

racks. Previously, three implicated

cadets left school and one received

marching and demerits.

Cadets leanic Mentavlos of
Charlotte, N.C.. and Kim Messer of

Clover said their clothes were set on
fire and cleanser was- dul an their

•head* They alsfo <aftl they were

forced to drink tea until they became
ill, made to drink alcohol and forced

to stand in a closet while being
shoved and kicked last semester.

They didn't return to the state

military school for the spring semes-

ter. The Citadel still has two female

cadets. It began accepting women
last |une after a court battle.

"Hopefully this will bring to a

conclusion a most painful chapter in

our history," Poole said. "With
these punishments, The Citadel has

exhausted the remedies available to

it under the college's published
rules.*

The school did not identify the

punished cadets. The dismissed
. cadei.tarj.apply lui readmissioo
after a year

The disciplining of the 1 1 cadets

came after private hearings held by

school officials on March 1. The
results were not released until yester-

day.

Tim Kulp. Ms. Mentavlos' lawyer,

said he still wants to know who in

the administration knew what about
the behavior of its cadets, and
when.

"The administration was not trout

fishing in Montana last semester." he

said. They were there and there are

those who say they let it happen."

Paul Gibson. Ms. Messer's attor-

ney, said the fact that nearly all the

cadets implicated were disciplined

"substantiates the allegations that

have been made by our clients and
shows that they are true."
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Reform or punishment?

Jennifer

Fasulo

Editor's note: This is the second part in a two-part

series on the local effects of welfare reform. The first

installation appeared on Monday. March 3.

Most people from privileged economic classes

think issues of poverty have nothing to do
with them, that people who receive welfare

and other government subsidies are some faceless,

nameless "other" that lives 'out there" in the inner

cities or projects. But in fact, issues of poverty and
access exist right here at this university, and people
struggling for their economic survival rub shoulders

every day with people who don't have the first idea

what it means to experience hunger or the threat "of

homelessncss

In theory, public universities eyist to provide "the

public" with access to advanced education after high

school. But the reality of who actually

attend* universities reveals a much differ-

ent and far less noble mission. Contrary

to idealistic notions of education as a

great equalizer, school systems in the

United States primarily serve to reinforce

social and economic divisions from one generation to

the ne\t II thi> seems hard to swallow, one needs only

to look at the class hierarchy which exists at every level

of the educational system. Tracking doesn't end with

public schools. With few exceptions, it's still the

wealthy who attend private colleges; middle-class kids

that go to universities, working-class kids that go to

community colleges and poor kids that rarely make it

through high school.

The Iniversitv of Massachusetts Administration
like- to wax poetic about the importance of multicul

tural education and diversifying the campus while
steadfastly ignoring and resisting every attempt bv -tu

dent groups and unions to alter the structures and
demand the funds necessary to begin making L'Ma-s an

~ si hie university. This is why it fails to come
through on the ALANA agreements or settle the CEO
contract and would rather spend $20 million toward
gaining acceptance in the American Association of

I niversities than twu million dollais toward improving
the enrollment of uq£OjBMs]fe|d grouj

Th- men or> TAJ DC i "Transitional"'

Aid to Families with Dependent Children) who attend

LMass and countless more who survive through food
stamps and other government subsidies. Contrary to

popular myth, welfare does not pay lor them to go to

school Women on welfare take out loans just like the

rest of us who don't have a wealthy family to foot the

bill of our education. The difference is that they are

single-handedly trying to support a family and go to

school at the same time. Single parents need support
services that an individual does not. such as child care,

transportation and health insurance for their children.

These are services which the ( m\crsit\ does not cur-

rently provide Previously, welfare provided a bare
minimum of these resources, but the new regulations

have put most students on welfare in immediate jeop-

ardy of losing their education.

Under the new law. women are allowed two years

of cash assistance before being cut off. regardless of
whether they've completed their education or have any
alternative means of supporting their families
V» ithout the child care and medical coverage that wel-

fare provides, low-income mothers cannot afford the

time of costs of higher education. Additionally, the

new "work fare" requirement, which requires women
to perform 20 hours of "community service" in order

to receive their welfare checks, is vet another nail in

the coffin ol low-income women's education.

The "work fare" requirement is one of the most
punitive and reprehensible aspects of the so-called
reforms. Since raising children is not recognized or val-

ued as work in our society women must be sent out to

do "real" work in the public sector But no other public

i work, not even minimum wage jobs, pays as
poorly hs welfare wages. The average monthly income
for a family on welfare is 40 percent below the poverty

line. In effect, welfare "reform" has created a new.
legalized form of slave labor, expecting low-income
mothers n> work for practically nothing Not only does
this law punish and degrade low income women for

the "crime" of being poor and eliminate their right to

stay at home and care for their children, it also makes
it nearly impossible for them to pursue higher educa
tion. When the stale legislature passed an amendment
that would make it possible for recipients to use their

school studies toward their "work fare" requirement,

Governor Weld promptly vetoed it. The bitter irony is

that while Weld expects women to pull themselves up
by their proverbial bootstraps, he continually shoots

down every option that might allow them to do so.

Since welfare "reform" was enacted, the drop-out
rate of recipients at Holyoke Community College has

risen to 75 percent. At UMass we don't even know
what the drop-out rate is because there's no system in

place to keep track of the of students by income level

or socioeconomic status. The office of Institutional

Research monitors enrollment levels by gender and
"race" but not by income. It took low-income activists

on this campus several months just to find out the

number of students on TAFDC. UMass would rather

low- income students remain an invisible population.

That makes it easier for the administration to turn its

head when low- income students are

forced to drop out, one by one.

For those of us who care about the

widening gap between the rich and the

poor in this country and the rising tide

of bigotry towards the most disadvan-

taged members of our society, we need to GET
ACTIVE in the class struggles being waged on campus
and in out communities. GF.O, the graduate employee
union, is in its 12th month of bargaining with the

administration for its third contract. Two of the
biggest issues on the table are access issues — afford-

able child care and affirmative action. In particular.

GEO is fighting for a fully-subsidized child care cen-

ter on campus (available to all low-income parents in

the campus community, not just graduate student par-

ents i. substantially increased funding for the recruit-

ment and retention of graduate students of color and
the creation of a new fund for the recruitment and
retention of poor and working class people, single

mothers and immigrants. The latter fund is very signif-

icant because it represents a rare attempt to acknowl-
edge and address the fact that class, race and gender
oppression interact to create a variety of disenfran-

chised groups.

The administration claims that it is tough financial

times and a ugly budget which prevent it from
addressing the dire need for tttordsMe child care and
other issues of access for low-income people, yet we
have all seen the money instantly materialize when it

comes to something deemed important. Money for a

multi-million dollar sports complex? We'll find a way.

Money to institute a costly campus-wide student ID
card? No problem. Money to pay out their own
$100,000 salaries? You betcha. But a modest
$K)0,000 pilot child care center to serve the needs of

low-income students and workers? Sorry, we just

don't have the funds

The issue at hand is not about money, it's about pri-

orities. If the administration saw access and afford-

ability as top priorities, the money would be forthcom-

ing. In fact, if the administration held creating an
accessible and affordable university as a top priority, it

wouldn't be continually up to students to raise the

issues, come up with the proposals and fight for what
should be a basic entitlement for all rather than an
elite privilege for the few. Unfortunately, that is not

the world we live in. Everything that the poor and
oppressed peoples have won in this country has come
from organized struggle. If everyone who cared about
these issues took even a few hours a week out of their

busy schedules to OCT INVOI VF.D in fighting institu-

tional oppression at UMass. we could turn this place

around. Not everyone feels comfortable with the idea

of political activism, but there are a variety of ways
that people can contribute to creating change. Focus
on helping in ways that you feel confident If marching
through the halls of Whitmore feels too intimidating,

consider writing a letter. If letter writing is not your
bag. consider an e-mail tree. If you're too technopho-
bic. or don't have access to a computer, consider
spending an afternoon tying up the phone lines Think
about postering your department or just raising the

issues with friends and co-workers. Every little bit

that we do makes a difference. It's our own apathy
even more than the administration's obstinance that

prevents us from having a socially and economically
just University. If we could overcome that complacen-
cy, wed have half the battle won. Please consider get-

ting involved today.

lertnifer Fasulo is a member of the CEO Political

Action Committee
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Below the surface

Comille

Do we have the faculty or con-

ceptual tools to recognize
racism or sexism when it is

imposed upon us in a subtle manner?
As a campus located in a supposedly

liberal state, the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst takes pride

in its progressivism It is "progres-

sive" because it supports a number of

cultural centers, a lewish center,

employs a number of kick-ass femi-

nists, funds ethnic and women's stud-

ies as well as sexuality theory courses

in order to address our most abhor-

rent social illness: oppression.
whether based on race, gender, reli-

gious affiliation, sexuality or physical

ability.

Oppression has been a social sys-

tem encased in history, a lineage that

extends further back than the e\is

tence of the United States as a

nation. Narratives of Native
American genocide provide the
speech act ol such oppression.

Thousands of years later, we are

now standing in the 20th century

(soon to be 21st ) and supposedly our
school systems have taught us to rec-

ognize oppression and discrimina-

tion, using the data of

historical writing.

Supposedly we haveMM so Tar in,

have. Far enough to

know that we have made
strides to overcome the blatant forms
of discrimination in this country (and
beyond its borders) In other words.

we no longer have those water foun-

tains separated into "colored" and
"white;" segregated schools are no
longer sanctioned by racist laws; sex-

ism is no longer sanctioned by
domestic abuse laws. And how do we
know this? Because affirmative
action tells us so. That is the fegisla

tion that provides other speech act

for our freedom from oppression. It

sanctions us against discrimination

on the basis of race, gender, religious

affiliation, physical ability or creed

We have come so far because we can
now recognize oppression manifested

in its worst form — the Rodney King
incident, the police brutality exer-

cised upon those Mexican immi-
grants. South African Apartheid, the

brutal raping of Croatian women, the

sex-trafficking of South and
Southeast women.
And what if oppression is subtle?

Do we have the mental and instinc-

tive tools to recognize it then, or has

this form of oppression become so

embedded in our subconscious that

we cannot or do not recognize it as

Let activism continue

Tuason Mata

an issue to be raised? Do we even
dare label subtle discrimination as

implicit oppression?

Here are some scenarios. Read
them and consider your method of

analysis.

Case I

A non-white woman (the sole

non-white worrtan in the workplace
I

takes a break in between her
fund-raising calls She is entitled to

this -short break as is any other
employee in the workplace. The
white male manager puts his hand on
her shoulder and queries her about
her well-being, to which she
responds that she is fine and pro-

ceeds to call He then instructs her to

simply go home if she does not want
to work tonight. She tells him that

she docs want to work because finan-

cially she needs to work and contin-

ues to call. He remains befiind her

and then asks to see her in his office

"On what grounds?" she asks. He
asserts his position as manager, but

the non-white woman refuses to

meet his command. He reaches over
to hang up her phone, but she MfcaM
to allow him to do this. She contin-

ues to call, then in

the middle ol a $50
pledge, her coty£ut

er and telephone are

shut off Frustrated,

she becomes angry
and expresses this emotion verbally.

She has not returned to work since.

as a result of this incident

Case 2

A non-white woman asks a fellow

employee whether or not she can
have some of his Brazilian nuts.

Another employee (white and male)
jests, "oh. you want some of his

nuts
"

She tells him pointedly. "That's
sexual harassment," to which he
replies. "I didn't go to the Isexual

harassment) workshop." The work-
shop had been announced over a

period of a week and a sign-up sheet

was posted in the main traffic area of

the workplace.

Case)
A white man repeatedly asks a

non-white woman on dates. He i- not

intimidating, but she does not wel-

come his offers, so she declines
repeatedly. A sexual harassment
workshop has been held to address

instances such as this.

Case 4

Proposition 209 was passed in

California by a committee composed
of two white men. one white woman,
and one non-white man. The propo-

Letters to the Editor

sition slammed down affirmative

action as using "racial preference

bias" to facilitate non- white appli-

cants' entry into the universjty and
professional school system.
Affirmative Action is not all-inclu-

sive of race and yet this proposition

isolates and targets the racial aspect

as being unconstitutional. The pass-

ing of this proposition was in con-

junction with an increase of
non-white students within the entire

student body. There has also been an

increase of women, but the gender
element of affirmative action was not

targeted.

Case 5

A white man joins a non-white
woman at Bart's Ice Cream. "I'm sur-

prised you're not at the rally," he
says. He then describes the students

at Goodell as terrorists because they

blocked passage into an often-uti-

lized building.

"Did you attend the rally at all. did

you hear any of the speakers?" she

asks him.

He replies. "I didn't need to go; I

read the papers."

The rally has been described in the

paper as a minority issue.

As I nivcrsity-educated individu-

als, we pride ourselves on being
in forined because we take theory

Hwui »e< that address such issues. We
freely discuss these concepts in class,

and feel confident in doing so
because the University setting

embraces the teaching of decon
structing paradigms, questioning
unjust symbols thrown in.our face via

the media, films, books... then we
leave.

We enter the workforce and are
suddenly faced with scenarios similar

to those outlined above. We are no
longer within the haven of University

progressivism. What action do we
take to fight for our rights if we feel

they have been breached? Can the

legal system guarantee that all actors'

awareness of race, gender, sex, reli-

gious affiliation, creed and physical

ability has been raised into the con-
sciousness to ensure justice? Can we
comfortably assume this of employ-
ers, fellow co-workers, policy mak-
ers?

Upon reading the scenarios given

above, what types of questions are

put forth, what assumptions arise,

what emotions are elicited? If the vic-

tim (a non-white woman) lodges a

complaint, do we comfortably tell her.

"you're reading loo much into it?"

Camille Tuason Mata is a UMass
student.

To the Editor

The takeover of Goodell was a clear demonstration by us,

the students, that we demand that higher education be a

democratic process, and that we reject a system in which the

power elite dictates much of what goes on in our universi-

ties.

In our culture, the educational system is too much a form
of indoctrination. Students who attain a certain "knowl-
edge" and follow the "rules," are indoctrinated into the

power structure, and are thus given the prominent, ruling

positions in society. The power elite (i.e. the men in Boston),

not only decide what we will Icam — for example "mar-
ketable" knowledge such as science and technology which is

deemed more important that social science— but they also

decide who is allowed to learn. And Governor Weld has

made it increasingly evident that he feels higher education
should only be accessible to those of us who are from
wealthy backgrounds.

What happened last week was so positive in the sense that

we were setting an example of what it is to be students. As
students, we are not passive receptacles who drag ourselves

from class to class to be filled with information. Rather, we
are active persuers of knowledge, imagination and creativity.

We expressed, with great solidarity, that we are the ones
who decide what we will learn (i.e. the demands for new
academic departments), and that we decide who will be able

to learn. The takeover was a very strong statement that

everyone, including poor, working and minority students,

should have access to higher education.

It was excellent to see that so many of us felt deeply for

these issues. Please, let's use this as a springboard for more
action. We must continue to have our message heard.

Dan Miller

Bclchcrtown

Disgusted with Chancellor Scott

To the Editor:

I would like to publicly express my disgust at the conspic
uous absence of Chancellor David Scott last week. While
200 students occupied the Controller's Office in Goodell.
Chancellor Scott lied on a beach in Mexico.
Shame on you. Chancellor Scott.

The Chancellor's absence this past week is symbolic of the
entire problem. David Scott does not have the bask respect
for those who pay his salary even to listen when they raise

their voices. I am afraid. Chancellor Scott, that if you refuse
to listen to the students, the students will refuse to pay those
big bucks.

For six days UMass students rallied peacefully, with digni

ty and respect, for their rights, and for six days the
Chancellor ignored them. Why. Chancellor Scott, do you
refuse us the dignity and respect we deserve? This university
belongs to us. not to you. not to white men with powerful
titles— but to the students When we speak, we DEMAND
that you listen. Shame on you, shame on your apathy. You
disgust me.

On another note. I would like to express a deep gratitude

to every single person who stood up last week and fought
for student rights. To the heroic students who spent six long
days inside Goodell. the people of Tent City who gave sup-
port to those inside, the thousands of students who came
out peacefully to raise their voices, the students of the
Outreach Committee who organized and responded to the

needs of the students inside, the individuals and local busi-

nesses who contributed food and supplies, the Academic
Support Committee and Five College community and
departments and countless others who helped achieve this

victory — you are beautiful and amazing.

We had a revolution for justice... how is your tan.
Chancellor Scott?

Kristy

Am
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With Private Parts, Stern masters yet another medium What's in Howard's future?
By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

PRIVATE PAKTS
Directed by Betty Thomas

\vilb Howard Stem, Robin Quivers,

Mary McCormock
Playing at Hampshire Six Theater

Love him or hate him, Howard
Stern is undeniably the king of all

media. He has climbed to all new
heights of mass exposure in order to

infiltrate the American public with his

crude, tasteless, trashy blend of
pornographic humor... and isn't it

great?

Private Parts, Stern's film biogra-
phy based on his best— selling book,
is a P.C. crusaders dream of loathing.

The film appears on the surface as
nothing more than excessive nudity
and cynicism, yet somewhere, there
exists a heart. Believe it or not.
Private Parts has periods of endear-

ment. Stern himself has admitted to

making the film for his wife, Alison.

The intensity of his compassion and
admiration for her will shock you
more than when he gives a listener

the first radio-induced orgasm in

broadcasting history.

Please do not let the love interest

aspects of the story give you the
wrong idea. Private Parts offers no
apologies for the behavior that made
Stem a god of radio. In fact, the film

itself is an exploitation of all Stem's
exploits, from his earlier work as a

raunchy puppeteer at an nursing
home up through the birth of his first

child in 1985. Together with comedy
producer extraordinaire Ivan Reitman
(Stripes, Chostbusters), director Betty

Thomas (The Brady Bunch Movie)
does nothing more than create an
honest setting for Stern to describe

the trials and tribulations of his

bizarre life.

Private Parts properly chronicles

the successes and failures of both
Stern's private and professional
career. However, the opening scene
will, without a doubt, leave the audi-

ence a bit bewildered about the
story's direction. The film begins with
an establishing shot of |ohn Stamos

(Uncle Jesse of Full House fame) pre-

senting an award to Fartman, a.k.a.

Howard Stern. After descending from

the ceiling to the stage, a very charm-
ing Fartman lets a big one rip, nearly

knocking Uncle Jesse to the floor.

Didn't Paramount already release this

movie in the form of a cartoon called

Beavis and Bullhead do America?
Granted, that film was great, but once
a year is enough. Yet, everything
seems to change when we hear the

thoughts of Stern's discontent
explaining with the most sincere
embarrassment: "how did I get into

this situation." At this point, not only

is the scene saved, but a sense of faith

is restored in the film's potential as a

worthy biography.

The early part of Stern's youth is

portrayed in flashbacks that appear
all too similar to Woody Allen's
Annie Hall. A young Howie sits in the

passenger seat while his father contin-

uously calls him a moron during the

drive to work. Yet Stern's father, a

radio engineer, is his son's inspiration

to become a disc jockey. Eventually,

Howard enrolls himself at Boston
University where the focus is on his

inability to meet girls. Somehow he

manages to graduate with a commu-
nications degree, get married and
work his way up from bad time slots

on dingy stations to prime time NBC.
The film's highlights occur when

Stem is in his most recognizable situ-

ations, surrounded by his real-life

co-hosts with a microphone slightly

banging into his gigantic nose. Here,

Stem recreates his most controversial

moments with the help of Robin
Quivers, Fred Norris and lackie "The
|oke Man" Martling. The fact that

none of them are actors is primarily

the reason Private Parts works so

well, members of Stem's team know
each other and their comfortability is

clearly expressed. During these
scenes, we see a naked woman give

Howard a back message, a friendly

game of fill-in- the blank with the

best obscenity and driving his snivel-

ing production manager crazy with an

ongoing battle of the wits.

Private Parts is careful not to take

itself too seriously in any given direc-

Jonathan M

Place

counts*K£ smut

Howard Stem has risen the ranks to movie star status. His new film, based
on his best-selling biography was number 1 this past weekend at the box
office.

Will Howard Stem soften up? Will

he take the Rosie O'Donnell Express
Train to Niceville? These were the

questions that crossed my mind when
Rosie's show got such great reviews

for being a genuinely nice talk show.
Since people were getting sick of
Letter-man and Leno, could Stem fall

to the same fate?

Don't even think
about it. Howard isn't

going anywhere, and cer-

tainly his image isn't

changing. The only thing

that has been altered is the percep-
tion of Stern since his recent box
office success. Private Parts.

Stern has an audience which
includes people who hate him, people

who love him and people who just

want to be entertained on their way
to work. (Who else are they going to

listen to? Definitely not Imus!

)

I listened to his show on Monday,
not only to hear how well his movie
did, but to see how he acted about it.

To my surprise. Stem was behaving
himself, most likely because Joan
Lunden was there from ABC's Good
Morning America, doing a live broad-

cast about Stern's new film. But
sooner or later, I knew Howard
would not fail me — and he didn't.

To make this short, it seems Lunden
and Stern share the same workout
gym, and pretty soon the conversa-

tion turned into how great of a figure

Lunden has and her tight leotards.

Why Stern's show will never
change is because he just spits out
what is on his mind. He doesn't come
into the radio booth with a script or a

schedule. Certainly, if he knows a

celebrity or an "1 wanna get naked"

lesbian is coming on the show at

10:00, he and the rest of his gang are

prepared for that, but once they're

on, it's no holds barred.

Howard even said it on Monday's

show — "My real life is an act. I hate

my real life, I love radio." Simply
stated: on the radio he says whatever

comes to mind, and
not what people want

him to say.

Outside of the sta-

tion, Stem is a regular

family guy, or at least

as regular as Howard Stem can get.

To make a comparison, he's like

Deion Sanders — on the field, he's

Prime Time Neon Deion, but off the

field he dedicates his life to his fami-

ly. Why is that so bad?
Stem truly believes that in the real

world, all people behave the way oth-

ers want them to. All he does on the

radio is behave the way he wants to.

Why do you think it took him six dif-

ferent stations in five different cities

across the country for him to get

what he wanted? Because he crossed

the line and ventured into territory

where no one even thought of tread-

ing.

Yes, it is safe to say, some of the

things he does on the radio could
constitute acting. But think about
it— once you've hit upon something
that is tangible and works, why devi-

ate from your present course?

Being a morning disc jockey
myself. I'm always looking for that

certain something that can separate

me from the rest of the pack. Stem
found it, and ever since, the rest of

the disc jockeys in this country are

Turn to STERN, page 6

tion. Stem's most conservative rivals

will hate themselves when they realize

what a sensitive guy Howard really is.

Although one may get a bit tired of

the constant references to the unusu
ally small size of Howard's penis, it is,

however, impossible to hate this guy.

After all, he is nothing but honest.

Stem's brilliance is bringing out the

hypocrisy that lies within each of us

—

including himself. Our society is not

nearly as politically correct as we like

to believe we are. and that is why
Stem has had the highest rated radio

show for years. He says the things

that so many of us think about with so

much confidence that we find him
intimidating. Although the film is

surely not ground-breaking cinema, it

is one of the most inspiring comedies
to be recently released. Stem is des-

tined for the role of pop culture icon

and this weekend's box office rev-

enues will prove it. B
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I Customs-Immigration taxes apply I

| Fans subiect to change without
|

notice int'i student I cards i

may be required '

We are begirining to return unsold text books to the
publisher.

Knowledge
Grows Here!

Summer Session at Stony Brook
Terms start June 2 and July 14

260 courses in 40 subjects

Day and evening classes

Low NYS tuition

Live on campus or commute

RISM TRAVEL
.14? rVtodisnn Ave (IV NY Hiwi

212 986 8420-

800 272-9676

thrtavtty ot the

or fruit task

L. -jol

Please send me the 1 997 Summer Sessi

or check out our web page at

HttpyAvww sunysb edu/summer/

Name

Straet/Boi No

City

Telephone

School currently attending

ST#NY
BR»#K
STATE uNrVtOSirv Of NrX YORK

State ?jp

Arte ol interest

Anticipated year ot graduation

Mail coupcan or call 24 hours 1-300-559- 72 13

E-mail summerschoolOccmail sunysb edu
Or write: Summer Session Office. Depl. CN.

University at Stony Brook. Stony Brook,

NY 11 794-3370
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A.E reunitedfor a set at Pearl Street

By Adam Diugocz

Collegion Staff

AGNOSK FRONT
Peari Street

Sunday, March 10

Agnostic Front plays Pearl Street

on their reunion tour and maybe
300 kids show up—pathetic! Okay

so Agnostic Front isn't on Victory

Records and they don't play

three-mile-an- hour, ehugga-chug-

ga death metal, but that's still no

KIM for all you pathetic souls not

to show up. Agnostic Front is one of

the bands that started this whole

hardcore thing and it's disgusting

and disrespectful that everyone into

hardcore was not at the show last

night.

Anyway. Agnostic Front ripped.

Despite the five-year lay- off it was

just like old times with Vinny
Stigma (the godfather of hardcore

for all you neophytes) laying down
the chords: Rob Kabula prowling

the stage; and, of course. Roger

Mirct going off like a rabid dog. As

Agnostic Front pounded away with

song after song, the crowd was
whipped into a frenzy that culminat-

ed with the classic "Crucified.

"

Agnostic Front promised only to

play songs off the first two albums

and they kept their word. Classic

KMip like "Friend or Foe." "Victim

In Pain" and "Blind lustice" had the

crowd moving. While opening

bands had to urge the crowd to

dance, there was no need for that

with Agnostic Front on the stage

because the music solely provided

the motivation.

If you missed the show because

you were afraid that Agnostic Front

could not match up to their past

performances, you better wise up.

Agnostic Front is back for real. How
many bands can turn the entire

upstairs at Pearl Street into one
giant dance floor? You could hear

every word sung by Mirct reiterated

by the crowd, even the kids not in

front were singing along. It got to

the point were Roger could have put

down the microphone and simply let

the crowd take over.

Agnostic Front also demonstrated

their skills with some new songs.

While it was hard to really judge the

new songs, it can be said that they

rip like old times, eschewing the

more metalish approach bands are

taking today in return for the

old-school approach that made
them famous.

The two highlights of the show
were "Society's Sucker" and. of

course. "Crucified." "Society's

Sucker" was special because Roger's

little brother Freddy Cricieon. lead

singer of Madball. came out and
sang along. The brotherly love

shown on stage is one of the true

representations of what hardcore is

all about. Right before AF played

"Crucified," Roger announced that

it was being filmed for a documen-

tary. Well. Roger proclaimed that

the stage belonged to the crowd too

and everyone took advantage of

that. About half the people there

stormed the stage, and as Roger and

the chorus sang along. Vinny Stigma

crowd surfed over everyone. In

other words, it was hardcore

Nirvana.

Besides Agnostic Front's amazing

performance, the other highlight

was provided by the kids who
attended the show. A mix of skins,

punks, rudeboys, old school and

new school, as well as straight edge

kids were all in attendance. Despite

some stupidity that took place at the

end of 25 ta' Life's set, everyone got

along and there was actual unity in

the pit. Everyone was dancing with

respect for the people around them

and if someone hit the deck people

actually swarmed to pick them up. It

was truly special to see a hardcore

band bring together kids from all

aspects of the scene together for one

special night.

Agnostic Front put on one of the

best hardcore shows of recent years.

Sunday's show was about fun. kids

coming together and forgetting their

differences and problems. The show
was primarily dancing and singing

along to one of the all time best

bands. Get a clue— put down the

heavy metal records and go see a

band like Agnostic Front who plays

truly classic hardcore.

Kodo sets an inspiring mood
By Thong Vo
Collegian Staff

KODO
Fine Arts Center

Friday, March 7

On Friday night, the Concert Hall in the Fine Arts

Center was filled with the rhythmic sounds of taiko, tra-

ditional Japanese drumming. Like a dream, the synchro-

nized beat and fluid motion of the performer, Kodo,
transported the audience to another place and time.

The group Kodo, from the Sado Island in the sea of

(apan, stopped at the FAC on their continuous journey of

the "One Earth Tour."

The word Kodo conveys two meanings. First, the word
means heartbeat, the primal source of all rhythm.
Secondly, the word can mean "children of the drum," a

reflection of Kodo's passion to play with the simplicity

and innocence of a child. Kodo's goal is not only to pre-

serve Japanese performing arts, but also to create and
learn new directions of spirited art form.

The songs varied in duration, with some lasting from

six minutes to 15 minutes. Several songs started off with

mild percussion sounds with a gradual transition to softer

sounds, like that of a lullaby then gradually increasing to

an explosive, eye-opening sounds of six different drum-

mers. The instruments were not just restricted to drums.

The use of cymbals, flutes and cow bells complimented

the rhythmic beat perfectly.

All of Kodo's performances included the harmonious

workings of many different drummers and the communi-

cation among the different performers created a harmo-

nious state. This is representative of their belief that in

order for the diverse people on this Earth to live harmo-

niously together, there must be a form of communication.

The final piece started out with a play between the

cymbal and a large drum in a performance called

O-Daiko. The performance then shifted to the

Yatai-Bayashi when the same drummer from the

O-Daiko performance joined two other drummers, a

flutist and a cymbal performer in a display of precision

and concentration for a finale.

With their creative style and an open mind to different

sounds from around the world, Kodo's strong and lively

beat will carry them throughout the big community that

we call Earth.

Stern
continued from page 5

trying to follow suit. I pity those fol-

lowers, because if all they want to be

is like Stem, they become less origi-

nal and the true meaning of being a

creative personality is Inl

Talk radio is a genre all in itself.

You don't need good looks, you don't

need a fancy car or a great looking

wife. All you need is an idea and a

dream. To put in Keyser Soze's

words. "You just need the will, to do
what the other guy wouldn't."

Howard has that dream and the

will, and it's working better than he

could have ever imagined.

There's nothing fake about having

the No. I syndicated radio show in

the country, publishing the No. I

book (twice) and now having the cur-

rent No. I movie. You may not like

him, but you can't deny that he's

original, innovative and will go down
as the greatest radio personality ever

to sail his voice across the waves.

Ba-Ba-Booey.

lonathan M. Place is a Collegian

columnist.

coumis* iooo vwi»c(

The Japanese percussion band, Kodo, played Friday at the Fine Arts Center.
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Th Ht ru H* Appfy at "Die Collegian, 113 Campus Center Basement

The Collegian Poll Rules:

1. Ballots must be dropped of at The Collegian office

in the basement of the Campus Center or mailed

to 113 Campus Center, Amherst, MA 01003.

2. No Xeroxed ballots.

3. One ballot per person

4. Ballots must be filled out with reasonable

completeness. Ballots less than half of the blanks

will be disqualified.

5. Independent Ballot Referees are hired.

6. Decisions of Ballot Referees are final.

7. All Ballots due by Thursday, March 13, 1997.

WIN
PRIZES!

The Massachusetts Dally Collegian's UMass Best Is Intended

nlty. It Is a fun poll based solely on UMass student opinions,

deep and lasting significance. Please do not take It as such,

to be a good natured contest among the local commu-
Thls Is not a harsh competition with results that have
but rather as a basic published poll.

Ballot
Name:

Address:

Phone #:

Student ID#:

2. Best Florist

3. Best Clothing Store.

4. Best Gas Station

5. Best Bike Shop

6. Best Bookstore

7. Best Hair Salon

UMass Grub
Best Pizza Place

Best Sub Shop

8. Best Place to Work Out.

9. Best Tan Salon

3. Best Place to Go on a Date

4. Best Place to Eat if Your Parents are Paying

Best Ice Cream Shop3

6

7

8. Best Breakfast (Hangover Cure).

9. Best Bagel Shop

10. Best Place to Buy Condoms _

IV. Arts & Entertainment

1

.

Best Place to Hear Live Music

2. Best Local Band

Best Chinese Restaurant

Best Italian Food

10. Best Vegetarian Place

//. UMass Weekend
1

.

Best Liquor Store

2. Best Coffee Shop

3. Best Place to Start the Night Out _

4. Best Place to Finish the Night Out

5. Best Shot

6. Best Beer

3. Best Radio Station

4. Best Music Store

5. Best Place to Play Pool

6. Best Cheap Date

7. Best Video Store

8. Best Movie

9. Best TV Show

7. Best Drinking Game
8. Best Bartender (What Bar?)

///. Shops & Services

1 . Best Grocery Store

V. Unique UMass* Best

1. Best Thing About UMass
2. Best Apartment Complex

3. Best Class

4. Best Reason to Miss Class

5. Best Reason to Hand in a Paper Late

6. Best Professor

7. Best Place to Read The Collegian

8. Best Excuse for Not Graduating in 4 Years

9. Best Place to Study
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Army joining Conference USA
WEST POINT. N.Y. (AP) —

After more than a century as an
independent. Army broke with tra-

dition yesterday and joined
Conference USA.

Army will begin conference
play in 1998, giving the league eight

teams. Cincinnati, Houston,
Louisville, Memphis, Southern
Mississippi and Tulane are the cur-

rent members, with East Carolina to

begin play this fall.

"This is an exciting day," Army
coach Bob Sutton said. "From a

football aspect, we recognize that it

will be a great challenge for us.

We've played East Carolina before,

we've played Louisville before, so
we know the competition that we
will be involved in. The challenge
for us is to be able to do that week
after week." There is one caveat:

Army can withdraw from the con-
ference in case of a national emer-
gency.

The change, effective immedi-
ately, comes after more than a year

of discussions. But the final decision

came easily.

"We chatted on Friday, and it

took about 30 seconds to get the

vote," said Dr. Joseph Steger, chair-

man of the board of directors for

Conference USA. "You must under-

stand that to get presidents to unan-

imously do anything is a miracle. All

of the colleges and universities are

looking forward to this. I think it's

natural." The move leaves Navy as

the only service academy without a

conference affiliation — Air Force is

in the Western Athletic Conference.

And it comes after one of Army's
most memorable seasons. The Black

Knights were 10-2 last year, losing

only to Syracuse during the regular

season and Auburn in the

Independence Bowl.

It was the first postseason
appearance for the Black Knights

since they suffered a 29-28 loss to

Alabama in the 1988 Sun Bowl. The
Army brass said it hoped that join-

ing Conference USA would boost

the university's exposure and its

chances of playing in the postseason

more often. The conference champi-

on gets an automatic berth in the

Liberty Bowl, and Conference USA
commissioner Michael Slive said

discussions were underway for the

conference to participate in other

bowls.

Lt. Gen. Daniel Christman,
superintendent of the academy, said

he realized the move is significant

for West Point and many of its

alumni. But he said that joining

Conference USA would create enor-

mous opportunity.

"It will allow us to take the

Army team to the heartland of
America's Army," Christman said.

"We will play all of our games away
from Michie Stadium within a half-

day's drive of many of the major
installations of this great Army.
Soldiers will have the chance to

cheer, chant and maybe even chest-

pump for the great old Army team."

Christman said the university

.sought feedback from its graduates

and got plenty of it. most in favor of

the move.

Ohio State dumps hoop coaches
By Rusty Miller

Associated Press

Trying 96-97'for Huggins and Bearcats

By Jo* Kay
Associated Press

CINCINNATI — No one has more
to prove in the NCAA tournament
than the team that started the season

at No. 1 and fell hard, never to make
it back.

The Cincinnati Bearcats have
failed to live up to their magazine
covers, their rankings and their own
hype — forward Ruben Patterson's

promise of a national title.

As the tournament begins, the
Bearcats (25-7) are in danger of
going down as the biggest under-
achieves in coach Bob Huggins'
eight seasons.

"We realize that now it's do-or-

die," All-America power forward
Danny Fortson said. "We talked a lot

at the beginning of the year. Now it's

time to put up."

Much of what they've put up so

far has been indicative of a good
team by national standards, a subpar
one by Cincinnati standards: four

double-digit losses, the most since

Muggins' initial Cincinnati team in

1989-90.

—A 97-point game by South
Carolina, the most points allowed by

a Huggins team.
n a -

. n r

—Seven players suspended or

benched. Point guard Charles
Williams is suspended heading into

the tournament while the university

tries to resolve questions about his

eligibility.

—A failure to win their confer-

ence tournament for the first time in

six years.

—A 1-3 record against ranked
teams and a home-court loss to

crosstown rival Xavier, which was
unranked at the time.

And it's not getting any better.

Instead of peaking in March, as

Huggins' teams usually do, the
Bearcats are heading into the NCAA
tournament with two losses in their

last three games and more questions

than ever.

Williams is out indefinitely while

his junior college record is investi-

gated. Damon Flint, who fills in for

Williams at point guard, has a nasty

eye bruise from practice. It's unclear

what the backcourt will look like for

a first-round game against Butler on
Thursday.

"I'm not sure who we have,"
Huggins said. "I just left Damon and
he had to get drops put in his eye

and wear sunglasses just to watch
the (tournament) draw. I think he

can play, but...

"It's not ideal. I'd rather go in

knowing what's going on." The
guards are not even the biggest con-

cern. There's more anxiety about this

team's attention span.

"It's like over a period of time our
concentration goes," guard Melvin
Levett said. "One day we're on the

same page, the next day it's bad. If

we're on the same page, I don't think

there's a team in the country that can
beat us."

They haven't been on the same
page very often — with each other or

with Huggins. The dour head coach
has been even more irascible this

season, with most of his anger
directed at the defense. Cincinnati

rose to national prominence with its

unrelenting, pressing style. Huggins
has backed off such play because the

players can't seem to grasp it.

Huggins knows only two ways to

deal with imperfection: screaming
and benching. He's done plenty of

both and not gotten results. "It's just

defense, really." said Patterson, who
has been benched repeatedly for fail-

ing to play it. "There's no excuses for

that. Coach yells at us and we all do
it (play poorly). If we don't do it. we
win."

COLUMBUS. Ohio — Ohio State

made sweeping changes in its men's

and women's basketball programs
yesterday, firing coaches Randy
Ayers and Nancy Darsch.

Ayers and Darsch, both having
enjoyed great success with their

teams in the early 1990s, had two
years left on their contracts. The
men's team has gone 10-17 the last

two seasons, including 5-13 in the

Big Ten this past season. The women
finished 12-16 and were 3-13 in con-

ference play.

"These are terribly difficult deci-

sions, but ones that I felt had to be

made in the best interest of the uni-

versity," athletic director Andy
Geiger said after dismissing both
coaches in separate meetings.

"I have the utmost respect and
admiration for both coach Ayers and
coach Darsch and their years of loyal

service to Ohio State. However, it is

necessary at times to make a change

and I think we have reached that

point with both programs."

Adding to the pressure on both
coaches was the construction of a

new $90 million arena set to open in

the fall of 1998. Sales of seat licenses

have lagged as both teams have suf-

fered.

Ayers met with his team yesterday

afternoon following his dismissal. It

was not yet clear if Darsch spoke
with her players. Ayers was 124-108

in eight years as coach. The firing

came a day after the Buckeyes fin-

ished their season with an 86-81 loss

in overtime to Michigan on Sunday.
Darsch is the winningest women's

basketball coach at Ohio State, going
234-125 in 12 seasons. Seven times '

she took the Buckeyes to the NCAA
tournament.

Under Ayers, the Buckeyes won
Big Ten titles in 1990-91 and 1991-

92 and both times were seeded No. 1

in the NCAA tournament. Ayers was
The Associated Press national coach
of the year in 1991. Darsch guided
the Buckeyes to the national champi-
onship game in 1993, an 84-82 loss

to Texas Tech that concluded a 28-4

season. But for both programs there

have been few highpoints since. The
men's team has had four straight los-

ing seasons, something that had
never happened in the 98 years the

school has had a college team.

Over those same four years, the

women's team never finished higher

than sixth place in the 11 -team Big

Ten.

In 1992, Ohio State's men made it

to the Southeast Regional final, los-

ing to Michigan. Since then, almost
all the news coming from the pro-

gram has been bad.

The next year, the Buckeyes —
having lost star guard Jim Jackson to

the NBA a year early — went 15-13

and were beaten at home in the first

round of the National Invitation

Tournament.
In lanuary of 1993. the NCAA

began investigating the recruitment

of Cincinnati player Damon Flint.

Ohio State admitted to 17 violations.

Flint ended up at Cincinnati, whose
rise in national stature mirrored

Ohio State's fall.

During the four losing seasons,

there were continued problems off

the court. Three players were
charged with driving under the influ-

ence in the span of five weeks in

1994. Various assaults, misde-
meanors and complaints led to the

dismissal of prized recruits Greg
Simpson, Gerald Eaker, Charles

Killer" Macon, (ami Bosley and Scott

Gradney. Two others, Derek
Anderson and Nate Wilbourne.
transferred to escape the commotion.

Ohio State went 5-31 in Big Ten
play in 1994-96. losing 23 times by

at least nine points and had back-to-

back 1 0th- place finishes. At the same
time, Darsch was having her prob-

lems.

She signed one of Ohio's most
acclaimed high school players in

Katie Smith. Smith helped the

Buckeyes make it to the NCAA
championship game as a freshman,

but three disappointing years fol-

lowed.

Despite luring Smith. Darsch was
frequently criticized for not getting

top players in Ohio. Among those

who left the state were Ms.
Basketball award winners Vonda
Ward and Semeka Randall (both

going to Tennessee) and Beth
Ostendorf and Na'Sheema Hillmon
(both to Vanderbilt).

In consecutive games during the

1996-97 season. Darsch's team was
beaten at home by Purdue 76-63 and

Penn State 83-66. Purdue's jannon

Roland and Penn State's Helen
Darling, both Ohioans. had career

highs in those games.

NCAA
continued from poge 10

It must be hard to recruit in the Big

Sky Conference when all the best

athletes have committed to the

rodeo by the time they're 14.

Other than that, the brackets

should be a breeze for the rest of

the top teams. Kami doesn't have

to play anybody until the Elite

Eight, where they'll probably see a

fired-up Duke team. If they can

avoid another choke-job (I still

can't believe they lost to Syracuse),

they'll cruise to Indianapolis. North

Carolina will face nobody better

than Villanova (I know. I know.

that can't be too hard to find,

right?) in the Sweet Sixteen, and

Kentucky will probably see St.

Joseph's in the third round.

My Final Four is a curious one. I

have New Mexico escaping the

East, because the Tar Heels are too

hot. and can only cool down come
tournament time. Kansas will go
through the Southeast like Axl Rose

goes through a bottle of lack

Daniels, their only real challenge

coming from a Duke team that

relies way too much on its perimeter

game. The Midwest will see

Cincinnati advance once the gaping

hole UCLA and Minnesota leave.

and the West will send Wake Forest

out.

Why Wake Forest? I don't

Tim Duncan letting the Deacon*
lose, and Tony Rutland and Rick)

Peral have to start hitting shots

sometime.

The chances of this happening?

Not very good. But I've resigned

myself to an empty wallet a long

time ago. and five bucks lost can't

hum someone who doesn't have five

bucks to stan with

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

Columniit

"Diversity and
Campus Media"

A panel forum designed to inform a diverse campus about opportunities and
the inner workings at three University resources at work for the enfire UMass
community.

Panel Members
Massachusetts Daily Collegian Managing Editor

Chris Conner
Union Video Center Station Manager

William Sanchez
WMUA ALANA Affairs Director

David Ducille

A question and answer session will follow the panel presentations

Herter Auditorium
Wednesday, March 12

7-9 p.m.

.•«.*
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone:(413)545-3500 F.i\: (413)545-1592

APT FOR RENT

Excellent 4 bedroom/2 bath

pi. on bus line. Beginning

6/1/97 Call 253-6301 4 info

AUTO FOR SALE

1985 3111 BMW 100K miles,

perfect exterior and interior

$2000 or B/0 546-3830

1968 Ford Escort 5 speed, A/C,

119K. runs well $1900 or B/0
533-8413

EMPLOYMENT
trJobs

for the

Environment
$2SOO-S4000/Summer

Campaign for clean air and
water

Protect endangered species

Make A Dirterence

Offices in 33 states

Campaign To Save The
Environment

1 TOTS-EARTH

1977 Ford T-Bird good running

condition, many extras $450
Call 538-7608

EMPLOYMENT
Summer Jobs- Martha t

Vineyard Island Food Products

is now accepting applications

for warehouse/delivery posi-

tions Housing available for

exceptional candidates.
Interviews will be held in

Amherst on Wednesday. March
19 For more info or application.

Contact Brian C Smith. IFP. Box

4068 Vineyard Haven, MA
02568 1508)693-2030

Drivers Wanted College stu-

dents, anyone to sell Good
Humor Ice-cream from one of

our vending trucks. Work out-

doors this summer Be your own
boss RTS available in your area

Earn $750$950/weekly Male or

Female Apply now Call Mon -

Sat 9am -3pm. only (203)366

2641

Cruise Linos Hiring Earn up to

$2000+/month plus free world

travel (Europe. Caribbean, etc

)

No experience necessary
919)918-7767 ext C180
(Member, Better Business
Bureau CARE Program)

Alaska Employment Earn up to

$3000-$6000+/month in fish-

eries, parks, resorts, airfare.

food/lodging! Get all the

options Call [919)918-7767 ext

A180

Gays- Bo a counselor at our

Cape Cod Summer Camp. We
especially need 1-2 guys to

teach tennis. No need to be a

pro, just basic skills. We also

neeo drama, nature, and all

sports Camp Wingate Kirkland

is a coed overnight in Yarmouth.

Be supported in our creative and

fun community. Call Jim
(508)358-5816 to set up an inter-

view or see us at Camp Day,

Tues March 1 1 in the Student

Union

EMPLOYMENT
Silver Jewelry- Buy
Wholesale Direct From
Manufacturer- Sell To Students

$99 Investment Brings You $400
Call (800)256-3491

Premiere Brother Sister
Camps In Massachusetts On
Campus Interviews Counselor

positions for talented and ener-

getic students in all Team
Sports, especially Baseball.

Basketball, Roller Hockey,
Gymnastics. Field Hockey,
Soccer, Volleyball; 30 Tennis

Openings; Also Golf, Archery,

Riflery. Ropes and Rock
Climbing, Weights/Fitness and
Cycling; other openings include

'Performing Arts Fine Arts,

Figure Skating, Newspaper.
Photography. Yearbook. Radio
Station, Rocketry, Swimming,
Skiing, Sailing, Wind surfing,

and Canoeing/Kayaking. Top
salaries, room, board, and travel

June 22nd-August 20th Call for

Information MAH-KEE-
NAClBoys) 1-800-753-9118
DANBEtlGirls) 1 800-392-3752

Recruiters will be On Campus
Tuesday, March 11th 10am to

4pm. at UMass Camp Day.

Visit The Animal Frionds
Summer Camp booth on Camp
Day. March nth Spend your
summer on Cape Cod teaching

children about proper pet care

and the environment. Many
counselor positions available

Also need a cook!! Room and
Board provided (617)426-9170

EMPLOYMENT
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY
MENT- Work in America's
National Parks. Forests and
Wildlife Preserves. Our maten-

'

als uncover rewarding opportu-

nities in the outdoors. Call

(206)971-3624 ext. N50018(We
are a research and publishing

company)

FOR RENT
College Kids Welcome to
Capo Cod 1-5 bedroom homes
for the season. Reasonable
rates. Honey Sperco (508)398

9367, (508)394 2857
j

Capo Cod group & summer
rentals. Waterfront houses,
Falmouth area. (508)477-6000

Belchertown Recreation
Dapt. Seeking swim coaches
(May-July) Experience preferred

M-F, E0E, ADA. Call Beth, Day
(413)3230419 Night. (413)967

4651

FOR SALE

yl
Ma

Drivers Wanted Apply
Pinnochio's between 2 00
and 5:00pm. No phone calls

at

pm

National Parks Hiring Plus

Forest, Beach Resorts, Ranches.

Rafting Companies. Up to

$12/hour Nationwide Openings

Call (919)918 7767 ext. FflflO

Part Time Sales Reps
Wanted "Lead the way into the

21st Century" with our copyright

"Slogan" sweatshirt Be your

own ooss and earn extra money
fast Send for details at The
21st Century Group, 332
Bleecker St.- D40. NYC, NY
10014

Cruise and Land Tour
Employment work in exotic loca-

tions Meet fun people and get

paid 1 For industry information,

call Cruise Employment Services

(800)276-4948 ext C50017 (We
are a Research and Publishing

Co)

FOR RENT

Take over lease NOW In

Brandywine Call Liz 549 6850

Susan Sarandon, Mandy
Patinkin, and others to

"Celebrate the Children of

Resistance" Saturday. April 26th

at John M. Greene Hall at Smith
College Special $8 student tick-

ets available at Tix Unlimited at

the Student Union.

Leathar Jacket Black Classic

Biker Style Jacket Mens Size

XL "Wilson's" Leather.
Thinsulate. Cal l 546-6733

Light Speed Natchez titanium

50cm. roadbike Almost-new
Ridden outdoors once. Paid
$1700* Asking $1350 or B/0.
Call 253 6452

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Happy Belated Birthdey
Harryl We love you! -Love Jax,

Cookie and Lainey

INSTRUCTION

6RE / GMAT
30 hours, $395

American Academy
1-800-808-Prep

(please leave your name and
number)

REWARD
Lost Gold Rings
Call Lisa 546-2077

Black Bubble Jacket at

Pruddy's Saturday 3/1 Please

return No questions asked Keys

and ID in pocket. Reward. 549-

0909

MUSICIANS
Base Player Wanted for Rock

Band- Potential to play out soon

Call Jason for details 549-8743

PERSONALS
DEBORAH.

I am an older sister

with brown hair and eyes Some
of this is true, but some might

be a lie „.,„
Phi LOVE,

Your Big Sis

LM.L

Happy Anniversary Douglas!
I can't wait to move

in with you! I love You

Love
Burpee

MISCELLANEOUS ^ROOMMATE WANTED

Pledged and didn't like it?

Start your own Fraternity! Veta

Beta fau is looking for men to

start a new chapter. If you are

interestaj) m academic success,

a chance to network and an
opportunity to make friends in a

non-pledging brotherhood, e-

mail ZBTOIBTNational orgOr
call Brett Hrbeck at (317)334
1898

SEEKING FINANCIAL AID?
Get the system to help find FREE

MONEY FOR COLLEGE! Detailed

profiles on 200,000+ individual

rewards from private and public

sectors Call Student Financial

Services (800)472-9575 ext
F50017 (We are a research and

publishing company)

Gorillagrams
Birthdays. Anniversaries. Roses.

Balloons, etc Send the Crazy
Gonlla We'll go anywhere, any-

time Student Rates Call 256-

0287

Two 21 year old moles looking

for 2 females to live off-campus

with for the upcoming school

year. Call Josn or Scott F at

549-7128

SERVICES

Rental Problems Questions

about your lease/security

deposit deductions? Questions

about subletting/assigning leas

es? Questions about the condi-

tion of your new house or apart

mem? Contact the Student Legal

Services Office. 922 Campus
Center, 545-1995

Resumes: Written, Proofed.

Printed Polished, Affordable

Packages 548-7042

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 549-

1906

SUMMER SUBLET

S min. walk from campus Fall

Option $280/month Chris <S

549-8881

TRAVEL

Party Weekend In Vermont
April 4-6, only $99' Includes

condo, lift ticket. Contact UMass
Ski Club 545 3437

Party In Vermont For Spring

Break Only $139 Over 15 coF

leges attending Free learn to

Ski/Snowboard Add $100.for 5-

Day Lift Ticket Contact UMass
S^rjM^3437

Caribbean/Mexico $189 R/T

Europe $169 0/W Fly The World

Dirt Cheap ONE WORLD TRAV

a

Montroel- Party Weekend
April 11-13, 2 nights lodging and

round trip bus fl15 CalT UMass
Ski Club 545-3437

Fort Lauderdale area. FL
March 8-15, studio, $650/week

*4
_
1_3)786 7 1 33* Partial kitchen

Killington- Cheap Spring
Break $239 for 5 mgnts/b days

sknng Call UMass Ski Club 545

343f

WANTED
Dorm Size Refrigerator

5464538

Tutor for CmpSci 401 (501)

Please call Greq 549 8969

Personals Policy Rates
All penomH MOST be proofread by Co»t$*n cla«-

xiwd (muto.tn before payment and acceptance of

im um MAV NOT bt iwd in pmoMb. ONI*
iit»i iwn and Mate*) an asowad. The only eutp-
now art k» birtSday o» canfaauiMum pmonati »
»nsh caw tv lull none may br mad.
Pttont numbm are not allowed in penoneh NO
fVCfPTIONS
sddreuri are not aUcssed m personals. *in i

Perionats of a tSreesrmng or derogatory natjr* "*
not acceptable Personati at a vinoicsve or libetaut

nature tn not acceptable Personals nuy not b*
utcd tor *» purpott of hauurmw

6 Profanity nwv not be uwd in pettorulv

T. The personals Meson n for personal* only. The per.

tunan Meson may NOT be uwd to wll nem>. see*

roommatev adverMe mu tiy. etc

a. All personals mutt have aw n*mt. wgnature. and
UMau ID number of the vkjdent plac inline at

tilled in on the insertion order Non-uudeno mutt
provide a valid drtver't liceme and die license nun-
bet mutt be recorded on tSr inwnion order Use of

talte identification or mrveprewntation it wbyect to

ptnernes under tie law.

9 The Cortejwn reserve* the right to refute or to edM
any personal that don not meet the Coffee/an > tun.

dardt m accordance with the ttatulet of the
Commonweal*i of Mattachuteftt

Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

$2.00
min./day

NO REFUNDS
Pleas* write clearly and

legibly We are not responsible tor error* esult-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.
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Employment — The Student*
Employment Office is sponsoring its

Annual Camp Day from 10 a.m.- 4

p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Approximately 60 camps from the

New England Area as well as the

Mid-Atlantic states will be recruiting

students for summer employment.
Camps will be offering positions in

all areas such as: counselors, life-

guards, arts & crafts, dance, theater,

land and water sports, health and
many others.

Film, discussion — Voices Heard;

Sisters Unseen, a video presentation

and discussion about domestic vio-

lence, including violence and silenc-

ing of lesbians, immigrant women,
HIVpositive women and prostitutes.

The event will take place from
5:30-7:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room TBA. The event is free

and sponsored by the Stonewall
Center.

Lecture — "Sometimes Truth is

Stranger than Fiction: The Missing

Yemenite Babies Affair" lecture/dis-

cussion, led by Shoshana Madmoni.
will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the Hillel

House Recreation Room.
Meeting — The Distinguished

Victor's Program will hold a meeting

at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 178. All are welcome and
encouraged to attend. Call 545-0046
for more information.

Workshop — A meditation session

will be held by the Ananda Marga

Club at the Main Lounge of

Butterfield Residence Hall at 8 p.m.

This session will introduce attendees

to basic meditation and Yoga tech-

niques. There is no fee or registra-

tion. All are welcome,. Please contact

253- 9553 for further information.

Workshop — The Women's
Institute for African Rural
Development presents a seminar
workshop on "Eritrean Women and
Development* at 7 p.m. in the 6th

floor lounge of Thompson Tower.

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 12

Dance — An Israeli dance teach-

ing session will be held from
8:30-9:15 p.m.. and a review and
request from 9:15- 10:00 p.m. in the

Chadbourne Residence Hall base-

ment. No experience required. Free.

Sponsored by UMass Hillel.

Film — The Fourth Annual
Multicultural Film Festival will

screen / Can't Sleep, directed by

Claire Denis. France 1195. at 7:30

p.m. in Gamble Auditorium at

Mount Holyoke College.

Lecture — The Five College
Program in Peace & World Security

Issues will sponsor a talk by Kathi

Austin on "Weapons Trafficking and

Ethnic Conflict in Central Africa," at

7:30 p.m. in McConnell 103 at

Smith College. Free and open to the

public.

Meeting — The Animal Rights

Coalition will hold their weekly
meeting at 7 p.m. in 306 Student

Union. All are welcome. A woman
from the MSPCA will be speaking

about shelter volunteering and how
to get involved at this meeting.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry

Society will have a meeting in the

Campus Center, room 802. All new
members are welcome. For more
information, and the meeting time,

call Tim at 546-0562 or Kay at

546-1459.
Poetry — Spectrum Magazine is

sponsoring a poetry reading at 7:30

p.m. in the Student Union Visual and

Performing Arts Space. Anyone
interested in reading their poetry or

prose should come to the Spectrum

office located in 406E Student
Union.

Theater — Revisionist History, an

Amherst College Department of

Theater "and Dance presents original

work, created and directed by Derik

Cowan. '97 about archetypical char-

acters caught in a bad situation who
are reincarnated through the cen-

turies until they can break out of

their castes and find a solution to

their dilemma. Performances are

today and tomorrow. 8 p.m. in the

Fayerweather Studio Theater,

Amherst College. Admission is free,

reservations are suggested. Call

542-2277 between 1-4:30 p.m. on
weekdays or until 8 p.m. on perfor-

mance nights.

THURSDAY. MARCH 12

Lecture — Dr. Bill F.ssman of the

Psychology Department at UMass.
will lecture on "Behavioral Models of

Psychomotor Stimulant Drug Action:

Focus on Nucleus Accumbens" in

Tobin Hall, room 52 IB at 12:15

p.m. The lecture is part of the UMass
Neuroscience and Behavior Program

Noon Seminar Series.

Lecture — Sarah Wilcox. Ph.D.

candidate in sociology in at UPenn.
talks about "Constructing and
Deconstructing Identity in the

Politics of Lesbian Health." The
event is free and will begin at 12:30

p.m. in the Campus Center, room
803. which is wheelchair accessible.

Sponsored by the UMass Stonewall

Center.

NOTICES

Athletics — UMass Women's
Crew is looking for women 5' 5" or

less to cox. No experience necessary.

To join their winning team, call

545-9484.

Writing submissions —
mOthertongue. a multinational jour-

nal published by the Comparative
Literature Department is seeking

submissions for its spring 1997 pub-

lication. Now accepting poetry,

prose, lyrics and one-acts in lan-

guages other than English as well as

artwork and photos from abroad.

Please include an English translation

as well to Department of

Comparative Lit.. 303 South College.

UMass.
Meeting — Common Ground will

be holding support and advocacy
meetings lor low-income students

and allies every Tuesday in the

Campus Center (room to be

announced) from noon-2 p.m. For

more information, contact Mary
Sutherland at (413) 323-9725 or

leave a message in our box in the

GEO office, basement of the Student

Union.

Band wanted — The UMass
Theatre Guild is currently seeking a

four piece band for the spring pro-

duction of Fame. The band must
include: keyboard, guitar, bass and
drums. Great publicity possibilities.

For more information call Heather at

549-3681 or lustin at 546-0460.

Coffee Shop — Student Valley

Productions is holding a Coffee Shop
in April. They arc looking for any tal-

ent coming from the Five College

area in music, songs, poetry, skits,

comedy, etc. For more information,

call Daisy 253- 6514.

Meeting — The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organization

for undergraduate and graduate stu-

dents with disabilities on campus.
Everyone is welcome. Meetings are

Thursday nights from 6-7 p.m. in

Campus Center. Please bring your

thoughts and concerns to the meet-

ing. For more information, contact

Susan Pilncr at 545-0892 or Kregg

Strehorn at 545-4602.

FYh are purjec service anrsorancerTieoct printed

daily To submit an FYI. please send a presi

release contarnsng an pertinent information,

nrludfnq trie nan* and phone number of the

contact person to the Co/leoun. c/o the

Manacang fdrtor try noon the previous day

Final exams -- The spring 1997

Final Examination schedule will be

available beginning March I 3. Copies

will be delivered to students in the

residence halls, and will be available

to off-campus students in the

Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore).

The schedule will also be available on

the World Wide Web beginning
March 3 at http://www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu. *

Support group — REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support

program is offering two support
groups this semester: A grief support

group for those who have experienced

the death of someone close to them:

and an illness group for tho-e current

ly coping with the serious illness of a

loved one. If you or someone you
know is interested, please call us at

577-5316 for more information.

Health sendees — Confused, afraid

or just curious? Do you have ques-

tions about sex. STDs. alcohol, drugs,

eating disorders. HIV/AIDS. Bttcn

management or quitting smoking or

chewing tobacco? Don't know who to

ask? Call the Peer Health
Connections phoneline at UMass at

577- 5168. Trained students will

anonymously answer your questions

and tell you where to go for more
help.
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Today's D.C. Menu
Franklin

III Call 545-2626 foe more information.

Worcester

LUNCH
TOP OWN GRINDER
Beef, Ham, Turkey

Italian Sausage Grinder

Hummus Grinder

DINNER
Pinnapple Ham Steak

Chicken / Rice Stuffing

Eggplant Parmesan
GriHed Cheese

LUNCH
TOP OWN GRINDER
Beef, Ham, Turkey

Italian Sausage
Italian Tofu Ball Grinder

DINNER
Cavatelli Supreme

Savory Stuffed Peppers

Pastabilities

First Impressions By Kenneth W.P. Scott
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Hampshire Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Chicken

Chicken Burrito

DINNER
Chicken Breast /Rice

Quarter Pound Burger

LUNCH
TOP OWN GRINDER
Beef, Ham, Turkey

Italian Tofu Ball Grinder

Meatball Grinder

DINNER
Hot & Spicy Wings
Cavatelli Supreme

Savory Stuffed Peppers

Pastabilities

Close to Homo By John McPherson

ARIES
March 21 April 20
A rhib merttntt ts fcttSr t/mmi
for rultrvattn*; a new ewerthean
Share your turret aepsraUons at

the bqeasrdng ofa resattenarrlp-

you ttttjOr) Rod a partner In an
unusual punuM

TAURUS
April 21-ltay 21
A ftirnd's mtatanre in important

plan* vou have marie rauM
<UjnaJ thr need for dearer
i nrnmiintcatson It would he
unwise to dttiuly recalate thr

arts—»nt. raatrr. step berk and
rorrasder esusTfrr srhat your frsrnd

hart to sav

GEMINI
May 22 June 21
If vim rrrl that •nmethlns unjust

hn« occurred don't hesitate to

take regal action You may do
someone, or even yourself, a (real

deal of anod Gel an expert's advice

lo help you through any sticky

Mutations

CANCER
June 2X-JtUy 22
An rln irimli garlget la a souire

of amusement for you and some
close friends, but be aware of time

passing—you may be spending

more time playing than working

Take a walk outdoors lo deer your

mind for action

LEO
July 23-Attguat 23
In making a pun h.isr- this week,

selecting I hi- highest quality you

ran afford will save you money
over the long ntn However
maintain vour budget . or you'll

run short In the near future.

VIRGO
August 24 September 22
If vmi're reeling unusually
hi i ulrnt urmir i nnslder asking a

younger friend for hdp Ynu may
he able to arrange an exchange
that Is mutually brneflctal between

two antagonists

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Fwjrtng Hoar attention to direction*

dSe week could he downright

ene^enteTisrki, aa well as preventinti

a host of everyday snafus Don't

tease a atnetj drtatl of Use Bttsajt
that an presented to you

SCORPIO
October 24-NorembeT 22
Mamtaintrig a strong sense of

humor wtl hetp you ride your way
past a number of dBBruhles thla

week An obnoxsou* co-worker may
have a hidden agenda that

Includes, making trouble far you

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
The urge to compete dominate*

you early this week Avoid the

IStSSJfllnii to overachleve at work
you may spread yourself too thin,

and step on a few tors m the

process Ask people how you can
help Instead of barging ahead

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Making a plan and sticking to It

Is the best tactic to use that week,

whether you want to advance your

career or achieve a financial goal

Wonderful things are on thr

horizon for you. so br ready for

them

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18
A prrlod of stress and achievement

may be coming to an end. but do

not allow yourself to sink into a

lime of malaise Bask In your

accomplishments, but look to the

future at the same time In order to

br ready for even trigger things

PISCES
February 1»-March 20
A rhange In routine could he setting

the stage lor romance Enjoy the

tender affection* of a person who
truly rare* for you An awkward
situation eases at work, aa shifting

politics realign your ro workers Into

a more cohesive group

For Entertainment Purpose* Only

Quote of the Day

• • If you don't kow
where you are going,
any road will take

you there. % %

-Abraham Lincoln
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by Rofer and Saleas Salleoni eites

When I was at the

supermarket I saw a person who
looked exactly like me. I have

seen him before.

For 20 minutes I followed

him around the market ... of a

safe distance. He was dressed

like me and he walked like me.

He wasn't wearing the same

clothes I was wearing that day,

but he was wearing the kinds of

clothes I would wear.

When he got closer to the

check out I quickly lined up

behind him to get a better look.

It was astonishing. I had found

myself.

He looked up at me. It

seemed I was looking in a

mirror.

I was terrified. It was

incredible!

He looked in my eyes and

said, "Can I borrow a twenty?"

.... my soulmate.
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Minutemen, Hawks
battle in Springfield

By Jeremy R. Adams
Collegian Staff

Spring break travel update: for a

great pre-vacation getaway, escape

the snow and murk of Amherst and

take an exciting road-trip to sunny

Springfield. While you are there,

soak up the rays and take in an early

season match-up between the

Massachusetts men's lacrosse team

and the Hartford Hawks at

Springfield College today at 2:00 pm.

The Minutemen are 1-0. having

disposed of the

Fairfield Stags quite

handily by a 22-3
MEN'S LACROSSE vs

tally. The Hawks are

the next step in

UMass' preparation
for its schedule of Division I power-

houses. Traditionally, the Minutemen
take on Virginia in one of their first

contests of the season. This year,

coach Greg Cannella has tried to pre-

pare his team for the contest against

the habitually potent Cavaliers.

But Hartford is not a team to be

taken lightly The Hawks have filled

their own schedule with quality

opponents, including No. 20 Rutgers,

No. 12 Harvard. No. 24 Delaware.

No. 1 3 Hofstra and the 1 1 th ranked

Minutemen.

"They have a very good team, a

team that we were up 9-7 with in the

fourth quarter last year in

Springfield." Cannella said.

UMass beat Hartford last season

14-9. out -shooting the Hawks 42-31

in both teams' season opener. That

was possibly the best unit of Hawks
to date, posting the most wins in a

season in team history. The sq*uad

that went 9-6 has lost six of its top

seven scorers, but expects a group of

transfers and an experienced midfield

to pick up the scoring slack.

HARTFORD

Keith Anzelone and |ason Clark
have joined the Hawks, both coming
off junior college success, bringing

speed and versatility to the front line.

Middle Charlie Fischer is one of two
All-America candidates on the team

and is expected to return as the

Hawks' leading scorers after being

runner-up for that position last sea-

son.

The Minutemen showed against

Fairfield that it will take a strong

offense to beat their experienced
defense, but Hartford is capable of

keeping the score down
as well.

"All four of their

defensive starters are

returning, a goalie and
three defensemen,"

Cannella said. "They're very strong

defensively so it will be a good test

for us."

The neutral site will be considered

a home game for UMass. utilizing the

turf playing surface while the Richard

F. Garber Field awaits preparation

for the Minutemen's first on campus
home contest against Boston College

on March 25.

"We're playing in Springfield,

we've been down there a lot this year

(in preseason practices and scrim-

mages] so we'll treat it like it's our

home field." Cannella said. "We'll

hope it works out."

The Minutemen will be in action

on the road during spring break,

against Virginia in Charlottesville on

Sunday March 16 and against

Hofstra in Hempstead. N.Y. on
Saturday March 22.

The game will be broadcast live on
WMUA from Springfield College,

starting at 2 p.m. with pregame at

1:45. Ion Place and Matt Vautour
will provide play-by-play and color

commentarv

Upsets rock NCAA Lax;

Loyola, Duke tumbling

r*,.i-i ,;..., '•iff

The world of NCAA Division I

men's lacrosse has seen multiple

upsets in the first week of action

this season. Teams within the Top
25 polls have been shuffled and
dealt up and down the charts, due
to a rash of intertwined upset

results Here's a look at what has

taken place thus far.

• Princeton was this year's top

ranked squad in the preseason,

collecting 3 1 out of a possible 47

first-place votes. The Tigers have

defended their position well,

recently pulling out a key 14-13
overtime victory over No. 2

Virginia in a rematch of last year's

\A championship game. Toad
1 icru

his second goal of

the contest at 1:32

of the sudden-death

period to seal the

win Princeton is

now 2-0. and the Cavaliers fell to

1-2 on the season.

Last year's NCAA finalists

return two potential 60 goal scor-

ers in seniors Mike Watson and
Doug Knight, but it wasn't
enough to beat the Tigers.

Virginia will likely fall in the polls,

but not out of the top 10.

• North Carolina has done its

part to shake things up. dropping

Loyola by a score of 17-11. The
I 1 Tar Heels are now 2-1

while No. 6 Loyola falls to an
even I - 1 . The Heels lost their first

game 13-12 to Navy when they

allowed two goals in the last 30

seconds.

The Midshipmen were ranked
So 18 before the upset. However,

the future of the North Carolina

program looks bright, with four

goals coming from freshman
Chase Martin Martin's three

goals in the first half gave UNC a

9- 6 lead at the intermission,

which they only built on after the

break

Loyola will likely fall out of the

top 10. Their spot will probably

be assumed by either Virginia or

the winner of the upcoming
Duke-North Carolina Atlantic

MEN'S I ACROSSE

Coast Conference meeting.

• No. I 3 Brown knocked off

No. 5 Duke in a 9-8 overtime
struggle. Sophomore midfielder

led Dewick scored with 20 left in

regulation to tie it for the Bears,

lust 2:05 into sudden death.

Dewick struck again to seal the

Blue Devils' fate. Falling to 2-1.

Duke was outshot 36-22. Brown
is now I - 1 and may break into the

top 10.

• Perennial powerhouse lohns

Hopkins fits into the mix as a

strong No. 4 which could move up
in the near future. The Blue lays

beat up on Rutgers by a 22-8
tally

The Scarlet Knights were No.
19 before the loss, both teams'

records are now 2-1. One huge
factor in the game
was Hopkins' con-

trol of the ball for

almost the entire

game, producing a

64-29 shot advan-

tage.

• One of the most confusing
teams so far this season has been

Syracuse. The Orangemen, then

the No. 3 team in the nation,

dropped a huge upset to No. 10

Georgetown. Upon returning to

their hospitable confines at the

Carrier dome, they proceeded to

whack Yale 18-8.

There is no better known
home-field advantage in lacrosse.

as the 'Cuse scored five goals in a

period of two minutes to put the

game out of Yale's reach. Another

huge shot advantage came in Mi
one. the Orangemen peppered the

Bulldogs' cage with 51 shots, fac-

ing just 32 from Yale.

•The Massachusetts Minutemen
set offensive and defensive
records in their 22-3 win over

Fairfield on Saturday. It was the

first time since a 20-7 result at

Boston College in 1994 that

UMass had scored 20 or more
goals in a game, and the largest

offensive output since a 25-4
thrashing of St. lohn's in 1993.

On the defensive side, the

Minutemen allowed just two goals

against Yale in 1995, while scor-

ing 1 7 times themselves.

John Kasselakis

UMass Lacrosse

Massachusetts » Hartford

Today, March 1

1

2:00 p.m.
at Springfield College

4V>

COU»US» U«CH» ttLATIONJ

|ay Robbins and the Massachusetts men's lacrosse team face Hartford today at 2:00 p.m. at Springfield College

NCAA Time; Xavier, Temple upset specials
Kids, we're screwed

Yeah, we got in The committee
looked at our tough schedule, key

«in> o\ci RC and Maryland and our

previous tournament success and gave

us one of the very last seeds.

But it was probably one

of worst seeds in the

dance. No. II in the Last?

They might as well have

said. "We think UMass is

gonna get killed* By that

token, they gave us the toughest So ti

seed. Louisville, and put us in the

God- forsaken city of Pittsburgh, best

known for steel, steel, air pollution

and steel.

But I tell you what. We can get into

the Sweet Sixteen without too much
of a sweat. We can beat Louisville,

though it'll be tough. They have one of

the most explosive players in America
in Dcjuan Wheat, but we have one of

the best defensive pla\cr* in America
m C'armclo Travieso. If Travieso can

-rifle Wheat (who can be very, very

streaky), and our frontcourt can domi-

nate a weak Louisville inside game,
we'll be playing New Mexico next

Sunday.

The keys for the Minutemen?
Tyrone Weeks and Lari Ketncr estab-

lishing themselves in the post. Inus

Norvillc giving quality minutes and a

few kc> lumpers from Ldgar Padilla.

If we get that, we can v. in

And then we get the Lobos. Sounds
like a tough match-up. but getting

New Mexico as the No.3 seed is a lot

better than getting Wake Forest or

Cincinnati, don't you think?

And if we beat New Mexico?

I won't go any further than that.

Let's just sec what happens.

Upset City...

Here'« the skinny on who's going

down before the weekend is oui

California will lose to Princeton, but

you already know that. The real upsets

will come early, and often. This year's

tournament is rife with parody, and
there is a mass of teams at the top of

the brackets that don't have over-

whelming talent. We could have a

Sweet Sixteen with as many as six or

seven lower seeds. Some of my upset

specials...

Miami (Ohio) over Clenuon
Clemson has been on a tailspin

since late (anuary. and they really

don't have an abundance of talent, or

much of an inside game. Enter Devin

Davis, the dreadlocked 6-foot 7

Miami senior, who could be the

Dennis Rodman of the MVC
(Missouri Valley, not Merrimack
Valley, tough-guy). The Redskins pull

off their second upset in three years

(Arizona 1995). and Davis celebrates

by kicking a cameraman in the groin.

Xavier over UCLA
Not in the first round, chief, so

relax. They'll meet in Round 2. and
Xavier will pound the Bruins. I'm

telling you. guys, don't listen to those

TV commentators like Dick Vitalc

telling you that UCLA is a lock for the

Final Four I CI.A is overrated, and

dsfl] don't have the team chemistry

needed to make it to Indianapolis. The
Musketeers, on the other hand, have

that one thing people

always scream about

come tournament
time. Great guard
play. You heard it

hear first, kids.

"| HS
MEREDITH

Temple over Minnesota

Once again. I look ahead and see an

upset. Temple might have a bit of a

scare from Ole Miss in the first round,

but they'll get by. Minnesota is a weak
No I seed, who played in a sub-par

Big Ten. and are primed for .in upset

(See Purdue I99M IcmpU plav «

tenacious delen»e. and wilh Ravhccd

Brokenborough providing much need-

ed help on the offensive end. the Owl*
could make a run

Texas ovei South Carolina

Of course, this also ma\ neve( hap-

pen. But. since I nevci *in the pool

anyway. I'm taking I lew risks tin-

year. Texas is vers i.iienied. iKris

Clack is the best playet \ou never

heard of), and they've been tested in

(he NCAA's before, having almost

beaten Wake Forest in the second
round last year. South Carolina has

had a great run. and they're the cute

little favorite and all. but thev don't

have staying power.

College of Charleston over

Maryland
I jni not jumping on the Charleston

bandwagon, but I am jumping off of

Maryland's. The Terps have come
down to Earth after a fantastic start,

and have proven that you can beat

them if you can shut down Keith

Booth. LaRon Profit torn MM nie

but I don't see him taking over games

in the loumament.

Montana ovei Kentucky

I'm |UM kidding, kids I didn't even

know the) had basketball in Montana.

Turn to NCAA page?

DAILY COLLEGIAN
Volume CVI Issue 100

We're all

happy here!

Or are we? lonathan

Rahman scanned
the whole palctle of

emotions at his

recant Iron Horse
show. Check out

our review (see Arts

& Living, page 6).

Men's lax

pluck Hawks

Senior Chris

Grande scored a

pair ol goals includ-

ing the game winner

m ve-terday's 7-4

win over Hartford

veslerday (See

Sports, page ID).

WORLD

With eye on economy
Yeltsin empties cabinet

MOSCOW (AP)— President
Boris Yeltsin ordered his Cabinet

overhauled yesterday, following

through on promises to shake up a

government that has been unable

to pull Russia's fledgling market
economy out of its rut.

The newly invigorated Yeltsin.

who last week castigated his gov-

ernment for lying "motionless"
while the economy drifted, only

guaranteed the jobs of two
Cabinet members — Prime
Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin
and his new top deputy. Anatoly

Chubais.

Yeltsin gave Chernomyrdin a

week to reorganize the govern-

ment. He said it should be trim-

mer, with a smaller Cabinet and
U-wer ministries, although it was
not clear how many officials

would lose- their jobs.

The Russian government has

seemed rudderless miicc at least

luly. when an ailing Yeltsin won
re-election to a second term and
(hen dropped largely out of sight

because of heart trouble and a

bout of pneumonia Only in recent

weeks has he appeared to be fully

back in control

NATION

Hearings begin for

QA Director designate

U ASHING ION (AP) - CIA
Director-designate Anthony Lake
opened his confirmation hearing

today with a vigorous defense of

his integrity and a pledge to keep
Congress informed monthly on
kev intelligence matters.

"II confirmed, my job will be to

present the views of the intelli-

gence community, and my own
judgment — unvarnished and
unprejudiced." Lake told the

Intelligence Committee "We must
have an intelligence process of

absolute integt

Lake defended himself on two
fronts: his failure to sell energy
stock for two years after being told

to do so, and his failure to inform

Congress of a secret U.S. policy

change in 1994 that allowed
Iranian arms to fly to Bosnia.

"I take full responsibility for not

having sold these stocks earlier,"

Lake said. But Lake went on to

quote the lustice Department set-

tlement.which found no evidence

that Lake deliberately concealed

or misrepresented his financial

holdings.

On the Iran-Bosnia issue, lake
said, "I have no apologies for the

policy But I do appreciate that it

would have been better to have
informed key members of
Congi.
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It's tournament time, and many think that UMass can sneak out of Pittsburgh and into the Sweet Sixteen.
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With greater variety & options,

meal plan price faces steep hike

Wednesday, March 12, 1997

By Victoria Groves
Collegian Stall

The cost for the average University of Massachusetts meal

plan is set to increase by 1 2. 1 percent — an additional $220
— next semester, according to the Student Fee Budgets for

the fiscal year 1 998.

Currently the average board cost, based on a 14-meal plan,

costs each student $1,812.00 — remaining unchanged from

last year. For the academic year 1997-1998. board costs will

reach $2,032.00.

Linda Kamik. Assistant Budget Director, explained that the

increase is due to increased meal flexibility and significant

improvements requested by students

"There will be a change in the quality of food — fresh veg-

etables and fruits instead of frozen ones. Other changes are in

the way students can use the hoard plan." Kamik said.

Marc Kenen, Student Center for Educational Research and
Advocacy (SCERA) professional staff director, feels that a

solution to the discontent with the food at UMass should be

devised without charging students more money.

"The cost of going to school here is too much. The
University needs to find a way to improve the quality (of

food] without raising costs to students," Kenen said.

Out with the old. in with the new

Next September, the meal plans will no longer consist ot

the current 10. 14 and 19 meals a week. The plans will be

renamed the UMass Basic Plan (160 meals per semester), the

UMass Value Plan (224 meals a semester) and the UMass
Deluxe Plan (unlimited dining hall access).

Commuter students will be able to take part in the com-
muter dining plan, available to non-resident students and
staff only.

Meals will be deducted on a semester basis, not weekly as

with the current plan. Therefore, students would be allowed

to eat 20 meals in the dining hall one week and none the next,

if they so choose.

All plans will allow students to eat in the dining halls on
the weekends.

The UMass Basic Plan (formerly the 10 meal plan) is

expected to be the most popular

Students currently on the 10 meal plan will be paying an

extra $152 next year, and increase of 9.3 percent. Students

enrolled on the 14 and 19 meal plans will be paying a $220
( 12. 1 percent) and $1 70 1 1 3.8 percent) increase respectively.

Ashoke Ganguli. director of Auxiliary Services, feels that it

is unfair to compare the new board plans with the current 1 0.

14 and 19 plans

"The 10. 14 and 19 meal plans are historv." Ganguli said.

These changes were based on the requests ol students who
wanted more flexibilitv .md an upgrading of the actual dining

services.

"Aw Hical a MMJMUJMMl'l cat one v on eat the

next. Whatever sstsdrnt ptcTercnccs are. we've been providing

the best we can." Ganguli said.

While the UMass board fees will total just over $2000 next

year, Ganguli claims that this is still $1200-1500 less than

most other schools in New Fngland based on the quality of

food.

"I'm very confident we can compete dollar for dollar."

Ganguli said.

lason Vecchio, a SCERA student coordinator, however, is

somewhat wary of the increase.

"My concern is always cost. I become concerned when an
increase in fees occurs on campus. Throwing money at it isn't

going to solve the problem." Vecchio said.

Peter Kilbourne. Associate Speaker of the Student Senate,

is confident that the new board plan will allow students more
flexibility and will serve students better than the current plan.

Kilbourne is also quick to point out that next semester will

be a test, and (he plan may then be revised and expanded
based on the data and student input they receive.

"This is not a direct increase. It is a restructuring of the way
the meal plan works. Old meal plans are non existent. Meals

are being added, and becoming more accessible at the same
time." Kilbourne said.

Cost versus quality

Kilbourne also stressed that although he is not in favor of

the fee increase, the new plan does incorporate many of the

improvements students have asked for.

"I'm not for the price increase. They've incorporated a lot

of what we've asked them for. They (students! just see the

pnee increase. You have to look at all that's going on before

you assume they are trying to rip you off." Kilbourne said.

In a study conducted last fall by Student Affairs Research,

Information and Systems (SARIS). 500 students were asked

to rate their satisfaction with dining services.

When asked "how satisfied are you with the quality of the

food provided by the Dining Services?" only 40 percent of the

respondents claimed that they were either ver\ satisfied or

somewhat satisfied with the quality of food.

On Tuesday, March 18, the Committee for Administration

and Finance will make a recommendation for this board plan.

The full Board of Trustees will then vote on the plan when
they meet April 2.

"This hasn't even been approved by Paul Page, so it could

iv higher." Kilbourne said.

Pennsylvania State I nivcrsitv considered to be a peer insti-

tution b\ the Board of Trustees, has board rates that have
been increasing as well.

"Typically room and board rates go up an average of 3 to 4

percent a year." said Lynn DuBois. Assistant Director of

Housing at Penn State.

Students there can chose from six different meal plans

ranging in cost from $1 .000 to $1 .245 per semester.

If the UMass budget gets approved by the Board of
Trustees as it currently stands, despite widely publicized roll

backs in tuition, the cost of attending UMass for undergradu-

ate residents, will he increased a total of $208 (2.2 percent I

for the fiscal year 1998

Chancellor Scott

discusses diversity
By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

Chancellor David K. Scott issued

a statement yesterday on last week's

student takeover of Goodell
Building at the University of
Massachusetts.

Scott, who was in Yucatan.
Mexico during the six-day occupa-

tion of Goodell. stated his support

for the administration's response to

the ALANA (Asian, Latin

American. African and Native
American) demands which prompt-

ed the protest.

"I have great faith in the

University's management team and
stand behind the agreed-upon set-

tlement," Scott said. "I am especial-

ly pleased that procedures have
been established that will allow us

to do a better job in involving stu-

dents in the budget and planning

process, and that will keep open the

lines of communication between the

administration and students."

The Chancellor's management
team consisted of Deputy
Chancellor Marcellette Williams,

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Torrt Robinson. Vice Chancellor for

University Advancement Royster

Hedgepeth, Acting Provost Patricia

Crosson, Vice Chancellor for

Administration and Finance Paul

Page. Vice Chancellor for Research,

Fred Byron and Fred Tillis of the

Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity Office.

"I especially support this institu-

tion's commitment to increase

financial aid through both our bud-

get process and through Campaign
UMass." Scott said. "For us to have

increased campus-provided scholar

ship money from $1.5 million in

1990 to more than $10 million this

year itself proves commitment to

low-income students."

The Chancellor particularly com-

mended the decision to increase the

population of students of color on

campus to 20 percent — the

demand which served as the foun-

dation of the student protest in

Goodell.

"I am also proud of our record in

terms of issues of diversity on cam-

pus. I support our goal of increasing

students of color to 20 percent — a

percentage that is close to the per-

centage of students of color who
graduate from high schools in the

commonwealth."

The protesters in Goodell
accused the administration of not

upholding the 1992 ALANA agree-

ment to increase the freshman and
overall ALANA student population.

The students also accused the

administration of not only doctoring

the numbers for the freshman class

in order that it appear as though
they met the agreement, but also

being a year late in attempting to

fulfill said agreement.

"I believe that our long-time,

often-stated goal of attaining 20
percent non-white students is

socially and educationally responsi-

ble in light of demographic projec-

tions that indicate 25 percent of the

nation's population is non-white

and nearly 20 percent of the

Massachusetts high school popula-

tion is non-white, and both are

going up." Scott said. "If predica-

tions are accurate, by the year 2000
one-third of the nation's population

will be non-white."

During negotiations, administra-

tors said they could not commit to a

time frame by which the entire

UMass student population of

ALANA students would reach 20
percent, but estimated that it would
happen within 5 years.

"Our goal, as a land-grant insti-

tution, is to serve the common-
wealth — and the nation — and to

be socially and educationally

responsive to many diverse needs,"

Scott said. "I look forward to the

Goodell back to normal after takeover
By Mark McGrath
Collegian Staff

Things are starting to return to normal for the

employees of Goodell Building following the student

occupation which lasted from Monday to Saturday of

last week which disrupted, and even closed down, sev-

eral offices' working environments.

The takeover affected various offices in different

v.a\s. slowing down or bringing to a halt many of the

building's functions over the course of the six-day occu-

pation of the Controller's Office.

The takeover came as a surprise to the workers in the

building.

"M\ secretary came in and said she thought we were

being taken over," said Tom Mathers, the associate con-

troller for the University of Massachusetts Amherst
campus "I iust told everyone to lock the file cabinets

and shut off the computers and see what happens."

According to Mathers, the Controller's Office, which

is located on thefourth floor (underground), is respon-

sible for paying the bills, processing payroll, processing

purchase orders and collecting grant monies, among
other things.

On Tuesday, the second day of the takeover, Mathers

was surprised to find about one-third of his staff in the

office to work. At a meeting they decided, because they

were on computers, it would be possible for them to

conduct their business elsewhere and were dispersed

around throughout the offices of the campus.
"Ii shocked me as to how smooth it went," Mathers

said. "At the end of the week. 80 percent of our work-

ers were doing their jobs in 10 different places. We
were able to keep up with the day-to-day paper pro-

cessing."

Even so. Mathers says that everyone was glad to get

back into the familiar surroundings of Goodell.

Sandi Harris Graves, a clerk in the Graduate Records

Office said that the workers in her office "heard the

mass of students coming in (on Mondavi." but were

able to continue with their work through Tuesday after-

After that, people who could work from their homes
did the best they could and one was relocated to the

Undergraduate Registrar's Office in Whitmore. The rest

had to play the waiting game.

"It was difficult for us," Harris Graves said. "We had

to wait for word as to whether or not we could return to

work, so we were not free to make other plans."

Despite the ability for some offices to relocate, many
people were aggravated by the disruption in Goodell.

"There are students here who work on an hourly

basis who ran the risk of not being paid because they

were forced out of work." Harris Graves said.

Supervisor of the Office of Graduate Records.
Athena Morris said that students who were unable to

access the office handled the situation well.

"The grad students were very understanding, they

had a right to be upset. It was a difficult situation for

everyone.* Morris said.

Director of Graduate Admissions and Graduate
Registrar Robert Swasey said that the rally couldn't

have come at a worse time.

"We had a March I deadline for applications. We
weren't able to receive and process applications."

Swasey said.

Swasey said that nobody worked on the fifth floor on
Wednesday, and that on Thursday he set up a satellite

office in the Registrar's Office at Whitmore. By the time

Friday came along, a half-dozen people were working in

the office behind locked doors.

"We were able to get applications into the hands of

the departments that would be making the decisions."

Swasey said. "(The takeover] came at a very, very poor
time for application processing, it will take three or four

days to dig our way out of the backlog."

Most commented that the building itself was left in

good condition. A combination of respect by the occu-

pying students and a lot of work by the custodial staff

ensured that the building was back to normal.

"The custodial staff did a great job." Morris said. "By

the time we came back on Monday morning, the

restrooms. hallways and offices were cleaned. The floor

on the fourth floor was even waxed."

Vision 2000 attempts to promote equity of the sexes
By Tomor Carrol

Collegian Staff

The New England Council of

Land-Grant University Women is dis-

tributing its recently developed plan for

acheiving gender equity at the six

land-grant institutions this spring.

Entitled Vision 2000. the plan con-

tains nine rccomendations with sub-

points detailing strategies for acheiving

equity of the sexes.

The preamble of the plan states.

"Vision 2000 is a call to our Presidents

and Chancellors to ensure full and equi-

table participation by women in the

New England liind-Grant Universities.

Through nine broad recommendations,

the document sets forth a vision of

where women at our six institutions can

and should be at the beginning of the

next century

'

The nine recommendations are to:

foster accountability, base action plans

on research results, implement diveristy

initiatives, promote family-friendly poli-

cies, encourage women's academic and

career development, correct inequities

in hiring, promotion, tenure, compensa-

tion and working conditions for women
employees, establish and support
women's centers, end gender-bias and

discrimination against women in the

curriculum and end sexual harassment

and violence against women.
Some specific requests include hav-

ing student evaluations of courses
include measures of gender equity in

course content and classroom environ-

ment, integrating scholarship on and b>

women and using content and pedago-
gies (hat are women-friendly in all

General Education classes, elminating

significant gender differences in

achievement of tenure for members of

the faculty, including gender equity as

an important consideration in the plan-

ning and budgeting for facilities, staffing

and programs and providing

campus-based child care.

Carol Wallace, director of the

Everywoman's Center and a member of

the Unviersity of Massachusetts' delega-

tion to the New England Council, said

that the fall 1993 report entitled "The

New Agenda of Women for Higher
Education at UMass" from the Faculty

Senate Council on the Status of Women
was the inspiration for Vision 2000.

"Let me start by saying that a couple

of years ago, women from the six state

land-grant schools got together to form

this council," Wallace said. "Wc
approached the Council of Presidents

for funding and they endorsed the plan

I
for the council |

.

"Between 1990 and 1993. the

Faculty Senate Council on the Status of

Women at Amherst did an agenda for

women [at UMass|. UMass proposed

that the New England Council develop

an agenda for women for the land

grants. We formed a set of nine
rccomendations as a comprehensive
agenda representative of all women on
campus." Wallace said.

Forty women from the six schools

worked together to construct Vision

2000.

"The exciting thing was the collabo-

ration between faculty, staff and stu-

dents. Those kind of collaborations do
not happen often enough." Wallace
said. "I feel like it is a real model for

what is possible — not just for gender

equity, but for any issue."

According to Wallace, the plan will

be distributed to campus organizations

such as the Student Government
Organization and Graduate Student

Senate shortly.

"We're looking for grassroots sup-

port before we present Vision 2000 to

the presidents next fall. Our plan is to

go national and publicize this as a

model for others schools or consor-

tiums," Wallace said.

Wallace also said that she would be

working to incorporate Vision 2000
into Chancellor David K. Scott's

Stategk Action Plan.

"The intent of doing this kind of

work is to improve things for women. I

think it is really important to begin with

a comprehensive plan. The critical

things is to implement the plan. I see

Strategic Action as critical in opera-

tionalizing it." Wallace said. "I will be

working to get this incorporated in the

Strategic Action Plan.
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Gov't seeks

regulation to

help students
BOSTON (AP) — A measure to

protect students from high-pressure

credit card companies is making its

way through the Legislature once
again.

"College kids, particularly on lim-

ited if any income, are sucked into

getting a credit card like it's funny
money,' said Rep. Harold M. Lane
|r., (D-Holden). sponsor of the mea-
sure. "It's bad enough they end up
with the debt they have from col-

lege, but they end up then with a

credit card debt on top of it," he
said.

Under his proposal, the Higher
Education Coordinating Council
would create rules governing credit

card companies' access to all state

colleges and suggest those rules to

private schools. The measure met
with the approval of the
Legislature's Education Committee
yesterday and now requires the
approval of the full House and
Senate, as well as Gov. William F.

Weld.

The proposal has gotten out of
committee in the past, but has not

gotten full approval.

Scott

continued from page I

challenges ahead, and to working
together — faculty, staff and students

— to continuing the real work of this

campus, that of developing more com-

plete and integrative human beings,

and, through them, to create a better,

wiser world."

The Chancellor did not specifically

comment on the student demands, nor

the administrative commitments, which

were deliberated on item-by-item for

five days of negotiations — such as

child care, late fees on semester bills.

ALANA recruitment of students and
faculty or ALANA support programs

"A number of large, complex issues

are involved here, and as is generally

the case in these matters, things shift

and changes occur. Events such as

those of last week make us sharpen and
recrystaiize (ski our focus." Scott said.
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Springfield College
holds anti-PC sit-in
By Jeff Donn
Associated Press

SPRINGFIELD — In a backlash
against political correctness, about 60
Springfield College students mounted
a campus sit-in yesterday to demand
that the school restore its old nick-

name, the Chiefs.

"When the Chiefs were taken away,

the morale of the school dropped,"
said Joel Farrior, a sophomore who
helped organize the protest. He con-

tended that the new nickname for the

college sports teams, the Pride, was
chosen "because of its political correct-

ness."

After a brief rally outside Marsh
Memorial, the students marched into

the building and sat down in the foyer

outside the office of President
Randolph Bromery. From a balcony,

they had strung up a 6-foot-high ban-

ner that said: "Hear us, listen to us,

and respect us!" Some protesters wore
"Springfield Chiefs" sports caps. The
protesters said they want to restore the

old nickname "without any Native
American stereotypes." One protest

leader, Mike Sciucco, said the new
Chiefs nickname would connote lead-

ership and strength.

The symbol for the old nickname
was an Indian's head with a traditional

headdress. Some at Springfield College

complained that the name and image
reflected racial insensitivity. The cam-
pus dropped both the Chief. nickname
and symbol in 1 996 and began calling

itself the Pride.

However, students voted last year to

restore the old name. Sciucco said stu-

dents had tried unsuccessfully in past

days to persuade the administration to

support restoring the old name. In a

move that surprised the protesters,

Bromery emerged from his office

shortly after their sit-in began yester-

day and engaged them in a discussion.

He told them that he doubted their

assertion that the old nickname could

be brought back without suggesting

American Indians.

"I know if we went out in the coun-
try and said. 'Chiefs,' and didn't say

anything else, the first thing that would

come to their minds would be
Indians," Bromery told the students.

He also rejected their demand that

the issue be decided by a binding vote

of students, faculty, administrators and

alumni. "You don't need a president

then." he said.

However, he vowed to work with

the students to expedite decision mak-
ing. He said representatives of campus
groups would consider the issue and
make a recommendation to him.

Bromery, who is black, suggested

with a wry smile at one point that they

consider "Black Panthers* as the nick-

name. He then told them that, in all

earnestness, he would prefer using

some kind of animal as a nickname.

After about 45 minutes of discus-

sion, the protest leaders said they were
now satisfied that the administration is

listening to them and doing its best to

fulfill their requests. They called off the

rest of the protest, which was initially

supposed to end at midnight.

"This is student empowerment, and
this is what college is about," declared

Sciucco.

The issue of a sports nickname is an
especially important one at Springfield

College, a 3 .000- student private school

nationally known as an incubator of

athletes, coaches and other sports pro-

fessionals.

In 1891. instructor lames Naismith

invented basketball at the school.

Three' years later. William Morgan, a

graduate of Springfield College, invent-

ed volleyball in nea-by Holyoke. Other
colleges with Indian and other nick-

names have sometimes changed them
out of worry about potentially insulting

stereotypes. In 1993. student activists

at the University of Massachusetts
demanded that the school drop its

Minuteman sports logo, a reference to

the celebrated militiamen of the
American Revolution. The activists

said the symbol is militant and sexist.

While initially considered, the
demand was later dropped in the face

of an outcry from other students and
alumni.

UMass had adopted the Minuteman
mascot after an uproar over the
school's previous name. The Redmen.
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Zoo Disc Ultimate

ftindraises for tourn.
By Mark McGratti

Collegian Staff

Zoo Disc Ultimate, the University

of Massachusetts ultimate Frisbee

team, has embarked on its annual
frisbee- selling fundraiser in an
attempt to raise money for a trip to

the National Ultimate Frisbee
Tournament in Davis, Calif.,

The team, which was founded in

1968, is ranked seventh nationally

and takes part in weekend tourna-

ments all over the northeast region.

Zoo Disc won the national champi-

onship in 1986 and reached the

finals in 1987, but has had less suc-

cess in recent years.

The team hopes to rise to the top

again with the help of its new coach,

a man the team refers to as "Jethro,"

who played ultimate frisbee profes-

sionally and also serves as the direc-

tor of the English Department at

Greenfield Community College.

"We practice almost every day,"

said Nathan Rogers, a junior

accounting major who is a member
of the team, "lethro has us doing

sprints out there."

With the fundraiser, the team
hopes to make enough money to

support a trip to the national tourna-

ment, where it may compete with

elite ultimate Frisbee teams from

across the country.

The Frisbees, which come in

three varieties — white, teal and
glow in the dark — are priced at $6,

$7 and $9 respectively and will be

available in the Campus Center
Concourse this week. They are

adorned with the traditional Zoo
Disc star, this year with a butterfly

in the middle. After this week, they

will go on sale again when the

weather improves.

According to Rogers, the team's

biggest rival is Williams College,

who went to the Nationals last year.

Rogers expects the Zoo Disc outfit

will meet their nemesis in the Yale

Cup at Yale University in New
Haven, Conn, and at the Clockwork

Orange, a tournament hosted by

Princeton University.

Recently, they went undefeated in

a tournament at Lehigh University,

where they notched victories over

Cornell, the University of Vermont,

Haverford University and Lehigh.

Rogers said that Zoo Disc is open

to any University student who is

interested and who can handle the

sprints in their practices.

"Anyone who wants to come and

play is welcome to come. Especially

freshmen and sophomores, because

we want to train them. They're our

future," Rogers said.

The Zoo Disc unit is considered a

club sport and, according to Rogers,

receives inadequate funding.

"We're being sponsored by Bueno

y Sano (restaurant], so we all have

orange Bueno y Sano shirts. The
University doesn't give us much
money, but we're hoping that our

ranking will help us in that depart-

ment," Rogers said.

WWII internment campi
subject ofcurrent appeal
By Laura Myers
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Latin
Americans interned in U.S. camps
during World War II because of
their (apanese heritage appealed to

President Clinton yesterday to let

them share the financial redress
made to Japanese-Americans.

"1 don't want your sympathy. I

want justice," said Alice Nishimoto,

62, who was held for 2 1/2 years

with her Peruvian family at a camp
in Crystal City. Tx. "We all deserve

an apology. We need our dignity."

Under a little-known World War
II program, more than a dozen Latin

American countries shipped 2,264
citizens of (apanese heritage, mostly

from Peru, to U.S. internment
camps for possible barter with the

(apanese for American prisoners of

war. No such direct prisoner
exchanges took place, although
about 800 internees were "repatriat-

ed" to (apan during the war. After

the war, many of the Latin internees

weren't accepted back home; they

went to (apan or stayed in the
United States.

Rep. Patsy Mink. (D-Hawaii),
said the program "casts shame on
this country."

At a news conference, Nishimoto
and two other former internees —
all U.S. citizens now — displayed

4,000 signed form letters to Clinton

from American, Peruvian and
(apanese citizens. The letters urge

Clinton to issue an executive order

to compensate Japanese-Latin
Americans who have been denied
because they weren't U.S. citizens

when they were interned.

"This callous denial of redress is

inexcusable when it is undisputed
that it was the U.S. government who
forced the Japanese-Latin Americans

to be brought here for incarceration

in camps and forced prisoner
exchange with (apan,* the letter says

in part. "Please act now, and don't

make them wait another day for jus-

tice long overdue."

The White House had no com-
ment on the group's request. Mink
and Rep. Xavier Becerra, (D-Calif.),

are supporting the new redress
claims and said if Clinton doesn't

act, lawmakers will likely introduce

legislation to seek compensation for

the (apanese-Latin Americans
interned.

"This is a true story that belongs

in the believe-it-or-not chapter of

American history," said Becerra. "It

seems to me that any time a govern-

ment believes it can barter for

human beings, it must pay a price."

A class-action suit seeking redress

was filed last August against the

U.S. government in federal court in

Los Angeles on behalf of (apanese-

Latin Americans interned by the

United States beginning in 1942.

But the lawsuit is expected to take

years and the prospects of winning

are slim. Myron Marlin, a

spokesman for the Justice

Department, said Congress wrote
the Civil Liberties Act of 1988 to

allow compensation only for

internees who were U.S. citizens or

permanent residents at the time.

Meantime, the act, which pro-

vides $20,000 in redress for up to

125,000 internees, expires in

August 1998. closing the door on
claims.

White House's 1 996 entertainment bill over $ 1

M

By |ames Rowley
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The cost of

entertaining donors and other private

citizens at the Clinton White House
surpassed $1 million in 1996 — three

times the amount in President Bush's

last year — but taxpayers were fully

reimbursed, administration officials tes-

tified yesterday.

Seeking to capitalize on recent reve-

lations about Democratic donors stay-

ing overnight or attending coffees at

the White House. Republicans repeat-

edly pressed the officials to explain

how they classified political events and
nonpolitical ones.

That* taw real issue." said -Rap. Jim

Kolbe. ("R-Ariz.t. chairman 6fthe
House Appropriations subcommittee

that held the hearing. "You can be sure

that some things they are saying are

nonpolitical... any common-sense per-

son will say. This is really political.'"

Kolbe said he would ask congres-

sional auditors at the General
Accounting Office to review the White

House's entertainment accounts, which

have not been audited since 1991.

Officials for the National Park
Service, which maintains the White
House compound, testified that the

cost of political events at the White
House — coffees for Democratic
donors, dinners and other events —
totaled $592,587 for fiscal 1996. which

ended a month before the election.

That was more than twice the

$261,186 tab that Bush and his

Republican supporters ran up during

the last election year of fiscal 1992.

-14m Democratic National
Committee, the Clinton/Gore cam-
paign or other political groups reim-

bursed the govci ninci u the full amount
for the various events, which included

51 coffee klatches with donors, the offi-

cials said.

The Clinton White House reim-

bursed an additional $454,278 it billed

a variety of sources for other private

social events at the White House, the

officials said.

Kolbe demanded to know how much
of that money came from the Clintons

personally to reimburse the govern-

ment for 938 overnight guests.

Many of the guests were big-money

Democratic donors, rewarded nights in

the White House under a plan

approved by Clinton. He instructed

aides to identify donors who had given

$50,000 and $100,000 and wrote:

"Ready to start overnights right away."

'I can't imagine the president has

reimbursed for 938 individuals." Kolbe

said. He said he wants to determine

whether the DNC or some other group

paid the cost of housing Clinton's

guests.

The White House has said the
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Clintons reimbursed the government

for those expenses, but those payments

are not reflected in the figures supplied

to Kolbe 's Treasury, postal and general

government subcommittee, aides said.

Kolbe said he wants to know who
reimbursed the government for nonpo-

litical groups. He also wants the White

House to supply more information for

overtime paid to White House maids,

butlers, cooks and other support staff

who assisted at these events.

Budget figures show that overtime

for White House staffers increased

from $845 million in fiscal 1992 to

$1.2 million in fiscal 1996. In addition,

overtime for housekeeping employees

whose services are reimbursed by out*

side groups, increased from $134,000
to $294,000 between the same periods.
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My own private protest

Wendy

Darling

Last week hundreds of UMass
students launched a protest that

drew attention from all over
New England. Last year, as a UM.is-

student. I launched a protest that was
considerably less conspicuous: 1 left

UMass and began my senior year on
domestic exchange at the University of
Georgia. On the. surface, these two
protests may not seem related, but in a

very real sense, they were reactions to

the same situation.

A firm believer in

public higher educa-
tion. I came to UMass
because I was offered

an academic scholar-

ship and because I had faith in the

University's ability to provide me with

the education I needed. At first I was
pleasantly surprised. My professors

were excellent and the universitv envi-

ronment introduced me to a wide
variety of new ideas, people and cul-

tures. UMass was not at all the
garbage heap I had been led to believe

it would be.

Slowly, however, the problems of
the University began to creep in on
my vision of paradise. Many of the
buildings were truly decrepit. Outside
the campus was spotted with grassless

fields, mud ruts and sickly trees.

Because of their small numbers, many
African-American students were tok-

enized in and out of the classroom.
The University's computer resources

were practically inaccessible to the
average student. Food at the dining
halls was often inedible. Whitmore
was an impenetrable fortress of forms
and voice mail hotlines. Through all

of this, the expenses on my semester
bill kept going up and up and up. If I

had not been on scholarship. I would
have been in quite a pinch.

Eventual)) not even the academics
were satisfying to me. The journalism
department, from which I am seeking
my degree, was (and most certainly

still is) obviously woefully under-
funded. Its office in Bartlett Hall was
tiny and crowded with books and
boxes the department had no place to

store. Professors worked in what
seemed to be converted study carrels.

Many courses listed in the official cat-

alog were taught only infrequently,
mostly because the department was so
understaffed. Even worse, several
times | fought tooth and nail to make
it into a course only to find that the

professor was incompetent — and
that I couldn't drop the course
because there were no other courses
in the department that could take its

place.

I became fed up with

other aspects of cam-
pus. I was sick of hear-

ing from overzealous
liberals and idiotic

rightwingers. That so
many socialists were actually greedy,

money-centered children astonished
me. GEO was about to kill me with
its endless politicizing and pretentious

grandstanding. After living on the 2 in

20 Floor for four semesters and serv-

ing as Collegian Gay. Lesbian,
Bisexual Issues editor for three, I had
adsorbed and espoused enough radi-

cal queer jargon to last me a lifetime

Finally, however. I had had enough
of the politics, the protests, and all the

rest of it. I wanted peace and quiet. I

wanted a place where things just hap-
pened normally. People weren't »>ing
to be so picky about everything, so
pig-headed. People would just get on
with it instead ol chewing even thing
over and making a fuss.

Here at the Universii\ of Georgia. I

have found that place and. what's
more, a place that is free of almost
even problem that bothered me at

UMass. The buildings on this campus
are both handsome and exceptionally

well-kept The grounds ol this campus
must be seen to be believed — giant

magnolias, flowers everywhere (thev

never stop blooming! I. neat lawns and
absolutely no trampled paths in the
sirass |'he African-Americans who
attend this universitv .ire able to live

their lives with a great deal more con-
fidence and support than those I knew
at UMass. There are more than a
dozen student computer labs on cam
pus, all connected to the Internet and
supplied with the latest equipment
and software available. The labs and

accounts are all free. Dining hall food
is delicious, plentiful and. operates on
the all-you-can-eat. as-often-as-you-

want plan. The school of journalism is

extremely well-funded and provides
an amazing array of resources and
excellent courses for its students and
the community at large.

If I were not a domestic exchange
student. I believe the administrative

side of this university would please
me as well. This school seems to be a

tight and well-run ship, where money
is not wasted, but instead handled
with great care. As for tuition, if I had
been a Georgia resident, I would
probably have been able to attend this

university for next to nothing. In this

state, a lottery supports a program
that allows any high school graduate
with a G.P.A. of 3.0 or greater to go
to a state college or university at prac-

tically no cost — assuming they keep
up their grades. Even if 1 had not
received this scholarship (and 97 per-

cent of the freshmen here do) or even
if I had been an out-of-state student,

my bills would not be nearly as high
as the average UMass student's.

There is one final "problem" absent
at UGA. That, my friends, is student
activism With so much to be satisfied

about, is it any surprise that students

don't protest? There are no rallies, no
takeovers. The newspaper is incredi-

bly bland. There are no flyers paper-

ing UGA's "Campus Center." If there

are radicals or activists there, they are

speaking against the wind and a

crowd of screaming football fan*
besides.

The students at UMass have a lot to

complain about. I suggest that they do
just that and do it as loudly and as
often as they can. Instead of running
off to some other public university

like I did. they should fight for
changes at the one they're at. TheyMm better than this and so do the

people who come to UMass after
them May the struggle eventually
lead to victon'

Wendy Darling is a Collegian
columnist on domestic exchange from
the I niversitv of Georgia in Athens.
GA

Sizing up the Sison situation

Chris

Johnson

A hearing in the Dutch deportation case of
Professor lose Maria Sison will be held on March
19 in Amsterdam. Under pressure from the

American and Filipino governments the Netherlands is

trying to expel lose Maria Sison. a leader of the
Philippine revolution Prof Sison is also serving as thief
political advisor to the National Democratic Front ol the
Philippines (NDFP) in their negotiations with the
Government of the Republic of the Philippines and was
the founding Chairperson of the
Communist Party of the Philippines.

Around the world, revolutionaries, radi-

cals and bourgeois-democrats have rallied

to Sison's defense. Already. 10.000 signa-
tures and letters have been sent to the
Dutch government protesting the proposed deportation
Rallies held at the Hague in the Netherlands and outside
Dutch embassies and consulates have been held in
Manila. Los Angeles. New York, Brussels. Berlin. Oslo.
Milan. Toronto. Vancouver, San Francisco. Tokyo. Hong
Kong. Sydney. Melbourne and Wellington. After spend-
ing a decade in solitary confinement under the fascist
U.S. -backed Marcos regime. President Aquino canceled
his passport while he was abroad in 1988. Sison applied
for political asylum in the Netherlands and was granted
political refugee status by the Dutch Council of State in

1992

The U.S. interest in hurting the Filipino revolution is

huge. The Philippines has long been a dependable semi-
colony for U.S. imperialism, providing raw materials,
cheap labor and a market for U.S. goods.

U.S. imperialists directly control enterprises in the
Philippines worth oyer $1.66 billion and account for
more than half of the foreign capital invested in the
Philippines, with 80 percent of earnings being repatriat-
ed. Since 1898. the United States has had a large mili-
tary presence in the Philippines protecting it* interests
there and throughout Southeast Asia. Until recently, the
largest U.S. military bases not within U.S. borders were
in the Philippines. From 1987 to 1990 the United States
gave the Republic of the Philippines $1/5 billion in mili-
tary aid. U.S. aid accounts for 83 percent of the
Philippines military budget.

Both the Philippine and U.S. governments would like

Doonesbury

to see Sison deported from the Netherlands to the
Philippines where he would face incarceration or death
from paramilitary organizations.

In addition, a Sison deportation can only be designed
to disrupt the negotiations between the revolution and
the government, as these negotiations are being held in

the Netherlands and Sison is an important advisor to the
revolutionaries.

Despite the Council of State refugee ruling, the Dutch
Ministry of lustice has called Prof. Sison a

"terrorist" and accused him of several
crimes he supposedly committed while
being held in solitary confinement by the
Marcos government. These vague and
untrue charges are based on falsified and

ret "evidence" supplied by the U.S. and Philippine
governments

As part of its psychological warfare campaign, the
Ramos regime in the Philippines is trying to lure Sison
back with a promise of a legislative post.

Careful readers of history will remember that bour-
geois-democrat Benito Aquino was lured back to the
Philippines by dictator Marcos in the '80s. and then was
executed on the airport tarmac. Comrade Sison has no
intention of falling for the same trick by the fascist
Ramos regime in the Philippines.

In addition. Ramos' offer also inadvertently contra-
dicts the charges by the Dutch Ministry of justice: Surely
a "terrorist" would not be offered a seat in the legisla-

ture?

The Revolutionary Anti-Imperialist League (RAIL) is

organizing to stop the deportation of Professor Sison as
part of a campaign in support of the Philippine revolu-
tion. We call on all progressive minded people to work
with us to expose the treachery of the reactionaries and
fight within their system to win legal battles while con-
tinuing the struggle and building revolutionary institu-

tions of the oppressed
Readers can send letters protesting the unjust decision

of Ministry of lustice to: the Dutch Ministry of lustice to
be sent to: The Ministry of lustice. Postbus 30127. GC
S-Gravenhage. The Netherlands.

( hns luhnson is a member of the Re\'olutionary Anti-
Imperialist league.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Lost in paradise

Meredith

A status report on the life of

Luke Meredith:

I'm broke.

It's been snowing for three
days. I don't like that.

I have a 10-page paper due in

two days. I haven't started that

paper. Of course, that's not as
bad as the fact that I haven't
bought the books yet.

I have, and this is the
God-awful truth,

$5.92 to my name,
and nothing more
than three boxes of
Stop and Shop
pasta, one box of
Mac and Cheese, a case of Ramen
noodles and some raspberry
"drink mix" from August in my
cupboard.

Being Luke Meredith ain't too
furthest d

Topping off the suckines* that

is my life right now is the knowl-
edge that I am going nowhere for

Spring Break. Now. I don't know
if the Amherst Chamber of
Commerce read my column last

week, or they just called up Fleet,

checked my account and assumed
the obvious, because last night
they sent me a funky little

brochure in the mail.

(They didn't really, but let's

hjef pretend they did and have
some fun. okay?)

It was called. "A Tourists
Guide to Spring Break in

Amherst." It had a picture of
"Reggae Man." the guy that plavs

the steel drum in town, smiling,

standing on a sandy white beach
with the sun shining in the back-
ground. I was intrigued, because
it looked like a good time, and I

didn't even know we had a sandy
white beach in town Must be
Northampton. I thought
Anyhow. I decided to take five

minutes and check this thing out.

Here's what I found...

There were a few blurbs about

sights to see. like the Lord left rev

Amherst Manor. Amherst College
and the Mullins Center, stuff like

that But on the back page, there

was a curious little article about.
"What to do when you're in

Amherst." Sounded innocent
enough, so I read on. There were
five tips, all followed by a little

info. I was shocked at what I saw.
and repeat them only to warn

you. It's a public ser-

vice I give to you.
because I love you
guys. (Does that

make me a public
servant?)

Gel hammered with the

Townics...

I couldn't believe it.

"Shake your college doldrums
sy bv throwing a few back with

the locals." it read. "See how the
other half lives, and learn all vou
never knew about possum.
K-Mart and the logistics ( .t pater-

nity suits lust check out Mike's
Westview on a weeknight. and
grab the guy in the "Kansas is Big
Cock Country" hat. and start
chatting away. You'll be enter-
tained for hours!"

To see such a thing in the
brochure was appalling. I figured
it couldn't get worse. But I read
on. I was intrigued

Spend a day al the Campus
Center Pond...

"Bring the kids to the Pond for

a fun filled day of sun. sand,
water-skiing and chicks. The
scenic beauty of the cement sky-

scrapers in the background, the
swaying of the trees as they dump
their leaves in the crystal clear
brown water and the bubbling
springs of the sewer grates all

lead to a day you'll never forget.

Bring bread, feed the ducks!"
Feed the ducks? What kind of

incentive is that? This thing was

nuts.

Cruise all the bus-stops for

chicks...

This one blew me away. I had
to read it.

"Don't let the PVTA lake your
dream girl away." the brochure
read. "Take the lop off the con-
vertible, cruise the strip of
Amherst and just shout out to any
girl you see at any one of our
9.000 bus stops If it doesn't
work, just turn around and do it

again. Don't gel discouraged,
because you can cruise uptown 37
times in an hour, according to
case studies |ust another benefit

of the quaint surroundings of the

\ allev
."

Could they do that? I was
amazed.

Smoke pot and stare al the

wall..

A rainy day suggestion. I think
"When the weather isn't up to

par. just head over lo the lir<t

d red locked kid you can find and
pick up some "reefer." There are
plenty of walls in the greater
Amhersi area to siare al, but if

that doesn't gel you going, pick
up a Slinky and watch il slink
down a staircase. We here at the

Chamber of Commerce recom-
mend that highlv

."

fhis was the final straw I was
floored, but they have me con
vinced. I'm spending Spring
Break in Amherst

But why do old people alwavs
call it "reefer?"

Aflcr exploring my options, and
having such a helpful brochure al

mv disposal. I decided III spend
most of Spring Break testing the
last proposal I've even ordered a
Slinky and one of those "Magic
Eye" posters, so III have plenty to
stare at. Let the fun begin
Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist.

Letters to the Editor

McManus & Lemar
must be removed!

To the Editor:

We. the members of the Board of
Student Businesses, are outraged at

the recent flyers thai have posted by
Brian McManus and R.|. Lemar. The
flyers stale. "Save Antonio's!" When
people tell you that privatization is

bad for this campus, they're trying to

tell you that Antonio's shouldn't be
allowed to serve you and compete
with the | Dining Commons). This is a

complete misrepresentation. We arc
highly offended that candidates are
able to run on non-issues and false-

hoods in an attempt to win voles. The
same candidates have also slated on
other flyers that they are the only
pro-privatization candidates that want
to protect student businesses.
However. McManus and Lemar have
not attended any of the Board of
Student Businesses meetings or
informed us of how they plan to pro-
tect student businesses and their cus-
tomers.

The Board of Student Businesses is

asking for respect and true informa-
tion regarding the issue of privatiza-

tion. We are asking that the Antonio's
flyers be removed and flyers apologiz-
ing for the false information be put in

their place. We are also calling for the
removal of their nominations for SGA
president and Student Trustee. We
cannot allow students to falsely adver-
tise in an attempt to win votes It i<

simply false information being given
to the constituents. This is inappropri-

ate and unethical. We must have stan-

dards and rules thai will not allow
something like this to ever happen

I orin |. Zinter

and the Board of Student

Businesses

Privatize one step

at a time

To the Editor:

I think thai both sides of the debate
on privatization on campus have
equally good points. Unfortunately,
neither side has evidence supporting
their predictions. I suggest the
University perform a study by allow
ing one outside company to rent space
in the Campus Center for one semes-
ter or ole year. They should define the
space, then open it up to bids from
local businesses. They can choose a
business based on how much they will

pay for the space, and how many stu-

dents they plan to employ. Certainly
one business can't produce all the neg-
ative effects that the opposition to pri-

vatization fears, nor can it produce all

the good effects the proponents
expect However once we have some
information on the actual effects here
at UMass. we can revisit the debate.

Robert S. Huss. Ph.D.
Depi. of Chemical Engineering

tHooray to all!

To the Editor:

Hooray for the student activists
who reminded the University adminis
tration that they must be ever more
vigilant in striving for social justice'

Hooray for ihe Collegian, its

reporters and editors who could teach
ihe forth estate a thing or two about
reporting a story!

Hooray for the Universitv that nego-
tiated with the students and provided
a safe environment for them by sur-
rounding them with friendly police.

And Hooray for the University thai
not only talks the talk but walks the
walk by striving to create a climate of
community diversity and social justice
on its campus!

Last week's demonstration should
be celebrated and honored. It was stu-
dent activism and University reaction
at its best. How sad that the media
once again misses the story.

Barbara and David Schneider

Marblehead

Ufkw* lo the editor should bo typed, 400 word* or less, and signed with contact info (phone number,
email, address) for confirnKrnon purposes. Send them to Mike Burke c/o Daily Collegian,

1 13 Campus Cntr, UMass, Amherst MA 01003 or •mail mem to lrttenOofrvms.oit.umoss.edu
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The students united*

Roughly 1,500 demonstrators outside of Goodell showed their support for the protester

A note from the Editor

The Goodell student takeover will go down in his-
tory as a reminder of the power that students united
can possess. Never before had there been a gathering
as diverse, organized and consistently strong as the
one we all witnessed last week. It is in our best inter-

est that we do not forget the reasons for uniting and
the cause of our struggle, so that those who follow
us as students of this University will be able to stand
that much closer to justice.

While all of these students of color may seem to
back up Chancellor Scott's drive for diversity, it is

also an affirmation that the Chancellor's "multicul-
ruralism" is merely a facade. Hundreds of students
would not protest under a banner that reads, "we are
not your poster children. Chancellor Scott." if it

were true. Nor would the Chancellor act to institute
an Honors College at the expense of students of
color if he were sincere.

Together with the ACTING Provost Patricia
Crosson and others, the Chancellor has developed a
plan to include a Commonwealth College with our
University in order to bring prestige and honor to
our school. However, in doing so. many of the fledg-
ling plans for ethnic studies will never even be given
a chance to exist.

To give an example of the blatant bias present, the
ACTING Provost has insisted on offering Dutch lan-

guage courses. Often they have to be cancelled for
not attaining an enrollment of more than five (the
required minimum). At the same time, the ACTING
Provost refuses to actively support Asian American
and Latin American Studies while attempting to
completely abolish the Indigenous Education/ Native
American focus of study program out of the School
of Education Clearly, because of the desire among
students of color to have these programs, it would be
a lucrative decision for the University to fund these
studies.

The desire is everywhere. Currently, there are stu-
dents working arduously to implement an Asian

American Studies Program. The graduate students
who run the courses are already overworked and
receive no stipend for their contributions. And the
demands of the Asian students on this campus is

immense for each semester the classes are filled.

The question of implementing these ethnic studies
programs was one of the demands given to the
administrators on March Ird, at the Goodell
Takeover. Its response given by the ACTING Provost
Crosson was inaccurate and incomplete showing her
lack of concern for the voices of students of color.
The commitment given to the Goodell student pro-

testers by the University should also be a concern of
ours, for it will play into how the continuing negotia-
tions pan out. What the students involved must
remember is that we are now walking on administra-
tive territory, where the glamour of a administrator's
catered dinner and smile of a vice chancellor can
send »tudcnU into a ci.unk.cn state. Thus making it

easy to forget the cause of the students involved in
Goodell as well as the cry of injustice that resounded
throughout the world.

For those who may not know it, the Graduate
Student Senate has sponsored a UMass Student
Takeover web page
(http://www-vms.oit.usnas3.edu/-gss/takeover.html)
which chronicles the articles written by the Collegian
and other press. With over a thousand hits so far,

from as far away as Singapore. Hong Kong, and uni-
versities and colleges across the United States, as
well as the U.S. Congress, Massachusetts State
Senate, and U.S. Military. The page has been able to
provide instant access on the development of the stu-
dent takeover and the progress of the students
demands on financial aid and Affirmative Action. In
addition, a number of letters of support from organi-
zations and other individuals are included as well as
a list of those who provided material support for the
struggle.

— Christine Soh

WILL NEVER BE DEFEATED!
Where the blame lies

One of the hardest things I had to do last

week during the Goodell takeover, was put
on my reporter's face. I sat through over 70

hours of meetings with the administration com-
pletely silent I quietly observed as major campus
events unfolded before my eyes.

As a journalist I covered the facts. But as a stu-

dent and person of color. I knew the struggle and
the pain of the students only too well. I knew what
it meant lo be the only person of color in your class-

es and one of few in your workplace. I now under-
stood how hard it is to try to make significant pro-
gressive changes al this University — just so thai

someone else won't have to go through what you
went through — only to be stopped in your tracks. I

knew the necessity and the gravitx of the situation

inside of Goodell

When I sat through the negotiations and listened

to the language of the administration. I was not onh
angry but completely disheartened al the tool lack
of compassion for the fact that the students felt so
disenfranchised that they had to take over a build

ing in order to be taken seriously.

Despite what Whitmore may tell Irrseaesii
you. there are distinct individuals who
are completely against a diverse and
multicultural university. And since the

administration tried to divide and con-
quer the students so well last week, its only fair that

I be allowed to divide up the administration today

Chiu

Key figures of

lion

in the UMass admtrustra-

• Acting Provost and Vice Chancellor for
Academic Matters. Patricia Crosson (annual salary

$115,816)

Seventy percent of ihe UMass budget goes
towards Crosaons's office. She in charge of all the

colleges and their Deans, the academic budget as
well as several other areas. Throughout the negotia-

tions, she was said to be one of two staunch oppo-
nents to the demands. Not to mention the fact that

the student negotiation team inside Goodell gave
her a unanimous vote of no confidence.

Acting Provost Crosson also supported
International Programs Director. Barbara Bum in a

Faculty Senate meeting last semester.

Bum has been criticized by several students of
color for failing to diversify her office, the
International Programs Office (IPO), continuing to

use the word "foreign" to describe international stu-

dents from the Third World, as well as treating

Third World international students with less care

than European international students.

Burn was quoted in the October issue of the

Graduate Voice in an interview with Voice reporter

and graduate student from India. Ali Mir. as saying.

"First, we |the IPO) continue to use the term
Foreign instead of International... We are not com-
mitted one way or another. But see, I am an interna-

tional person. You [Ali Mirl are a foreign person.

International includes Americans and the term
therefore is ambiguous." Again. Acting Provost
Crosson supported these statements.

But behind all of the racism of the Acting
Provost, is her emotional wants as well — she really

wants to be the actual Provost. And since her posi-

tion is being decided upon as this article is being
written, it was crucial for her to remain in good
light to the Administration. In order to meet the

students' demands, she would have had to take

funding away from her deans. Taking funds away
from her deans would mean that they will not sup-

port her in the position that she is seeking.
Essentially, her job was on the line, and in order to

insure that she still had a strong running, she com-
pletely ignored the demands of the students inside

of Goodell. Her job meant more than the students.

• Vice Chancellor for Administration and
Finance. Paul Page (annual salary not available.

but roughly between 1 1 5.000 - 1 30.000):
Vice Chancellor Page was also a staunch oppo-

nent lo meeting the students' demands along with
Acting Provost Crosson. Page's rationale was
money. As Vice Chancellor of finance, he knew that

giving in to any of the student's demands would
mean less money to other areas on campus that he
deemed more important His concern for not favor-

ing Ihe student's demands, other than failure to see
the need for more diversity and multiculturalisni SB.

campus (a large part of it ). was money.
Case in point: he hires Elizabeth Dale as the

Director of Business and Facilities Services of the
Campus Center She was the administrator who
dealt with all the controversy surrounding the
apprehension of a black man who was accused of
stealing, and later found innocent Dale's back-
ground is in Hotel management. She has never had
a job which dealt with students or student services.

Her job. under the supervision of Page, is to make
sure thai the university is a financially profitable

place, not whether students of color are being dis-

criminated against.I Facilities in the Campus Center are cur-

rently operating with half the number of
student staff than before — saving the uni-

versity roughly $100,000. at the students

and workers' expense At the same time.

Page is willing to spend $90,000 on a private man-
agement company in Utah, who recommended a
chemical detergent last year, which left several
employees severely ill

Privatization of the Universitv is also Page's pet
project. He is known to be anti-union and in sup
port of bringing in private management and corpo-
rations. What this means to working families and
students are clear.

• Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs. Tom
Robinson (annual salary $ I08.M9):
The biggest reasons whv Robinson deserves

blame is because he was the key administrator who
was actually here in 1992. while administrators
such as Chancellor David K. Scott and Deputy
Chancellor Marcellctte Williams were not. He saw
the students concerns and needs, and during negoti-

ations he continued to state that the university has
done a lot for students of color. It was no wonder
that he ran or was sent out of town on some press-

ing assignment by the second day of negotiations
inside of Goodell. The Vice Chancelkir for Student
Affairs, afraid of students? No way.
And then there is his history, last spring he told

the Collegian that he felt the 20 percent figure for

entering freshman was "unrealistic" since the demo-
graphics of Massachusetts high school seniors did
not represent a 20 percent ALANA. One would
think he's never heard of out of state students.

Robinson also blamed the Native American stu-

dents on campus for not following up on the
re-naming of Columbus Day. one of the agree-
ments of '92. Not to be outdone, he also blamed
area schools for failure to establish the Upward
Bound Program an item on both the '92 agreements
and the demands of '97.

• Chancellor. David K Scott (annual salary
$149,999)

After a week of vacationing in the Yucatan, Scott
returned yesterday and issued a statement which
does not specifically address even one of the student
demands in Goodell or the administrative commit-
ments to the students. Scott's blame is clear — fail-

ure to even come back to UMass while its multicul-

tural agenda was crumbling before the public eye,

failure to address the student demands after he
came back and above all failure to do anything
about any of his top administrators who clearly do
not want or care for a real diverse and multicultural

UMass. Scott should remember that you're only as
good as the company you keep.

Lisa Chiu is a Collegian ailumnist.

Keep up the fight

Deepika

Marya

On March 3 this year, when a

group of students decided to
walk into the Controller's Office

in Goodell and stop work, it was a wake
up call for the administrators. They real-

ized that matters had come to a head
and a resolution was in the waiting. The
students called it a

"peaceful demonstration"
against the callousness
and injustices they went
through many times over.

It was to call to the atten-

tion of faculty and administrators what
students need for a place of learning to

be congenial to its purpose. The follow-
ing days intensified the take-over, stu-

dents on this campus and other colleges

recognized the violation of student
needs and came out to support those
who were occupying Goodell. This was
a protest against the priorities of the
University.

Negotiations began on the very day
occupation began. There were few
assumptions the students had related to

administrators truly understanding what
the students wanted and why we went
about demanding the way we did. Civil

disobedience has been an expression of
protest that is non- violent and yet pow-
erful enough to draw the attention of all

around.

Since task forces and committees
rarely end up resolving anything, to get

somewhere we decided to sit and wait
until agreements were written down.
We wanted to separate the strands; stu-

dent's needs and perception of student's
needs. True, the University claims to
attend to its customers but in a

slip-shod manner, with a lackadaisical

attitude, with a nervous
twitch that tells them
maybe its not that impor-
tant for students to be satis-

fied and have faith in an
institution of learning. Our

demands have been fractionally met
(financial and otherwise) and negotia-
tions will go on perhaps the rest of the
semester regarding the unmet demands.
So the fight is not over. We have begun
to talk about trust and faith with the
administrators but we are far from it

because we have a long way to go
regarding our needs.

The negotiating team is a group of
ALANA and non- ALANA students who
reflected the needs of certain communi-
ties on campus. They decided on the
action of non- action (occupying
Goodell) and their conviction attracted

other students to join in. The faith stu-

dents put in us. those few who are nego-
tiating for the rest is crucial when we
are starting discussions. Those who we
were fighting against while we were in

Goodell remain the forces that we must
combat in the days ahead. Let the

wake-up call not turn into a false alarm.
The University is still not accessible to
low income families; students of color
will still have to fight a hard fight to get
in; and a good education remains the
privilege of the few. It will be a shame
to lose momentum or sight of what we
went into Goodell for. or what we have
received. We should remember theirs
was a good faith gesture indicating that

the administrators were willing to listen.

The week long demonstration inspired
many on the outside and inside of
Goodell to hope for a better tomon-ow.
Yes, hope is eternal but some of us
made it seem real. That hope balanced
with sound strategies and plans for the
future will bring us closer to where our
friends and supporters want us to be
and want to see themselves.

Resistance has led to victory and fail-

ures. This time we are on the threshold
of victory. Let the administration realize

at every meeting what they ought to
have given as necessities. The time to
celebrate is not yet. what we did at

Goodell was remarkable but we have yet

to see the follow up to the initial gesture
of good faith and trust from the admin-
istration. And as we go through the
coming months let us not stop telling

ourselves — the students united will
never be defeated.

Deepika Marya is a UMass graduate
student.

A testimonial to not forget

Justin

Beatty

GOODELL ...

The word still has an
eerie ring to it for me. It

was because of the administra-

tion that I spent more time in

that building last week than I

spent in any other single build-

ing on campus in the past
month. Still. I

want to thank the

administration
for putting the

students of this

campus in a posi-

tion so that they could come
together to attempt to right

what we see as affronts to our
situation. For the first time in

my years here at the University

of Mass-adversity, I saw hun-
dreds of students put energy
and love into standing up for

themselves and for others.

At about 8:30 a.m. on
Monday, I got a call from my
friend reminding me about
Monday's rally at the Student
Union. He told me after I

arrived to be ready for the next

step. I immediately knew what
he meant because we had been
through this kind of thing
before.

As members of the Native
American Students Association

in particular and as members of

the ALANA community, we
know we all have responsibili-

ties to ourselves and to each
other. At 10 a.m. we would
take Goodell. I had just enough
time to get our drum, with the

help of another friend an
ALANA ally, and get back to

Goodell. I can say

that taking the
building was the

easy part.

After we were
inside. I began to

ramifications of
It wasn't the

realize the

what we had done
fact that there were no showers,

or just a single phone to use. It

wasn't the lack of food or bed-

ding that was hard to deal with.

It was the waiting, the not
knowing how the administra-
tion would respond. Would
they try to throw us out?
Would they try to stall? Would
they give us a non-committal
proposal as they had done so
many times in the past? No,
there was something different

about this time. The love and
feeling of community spread
like wildfire. All 190-plus of us
inside worked hard to keep our
spirits up, to comfort and
respect each other because it

would have been hell if we

didn't.

The University played the
waiting game and on a small
level it worked. We were frus-

trated with their inaction and
some began to get discouraged.

This is when you see who has
what it takes to go the whole
way. Some students left, in the

middle of the night, because
they couldn't take it anymore.
By the same token so many
more snuck in and showed us
that the work we were doing
was not in vain.

The generosity of the com-
munity at large was an inspira-

tion to many of us and enlight-

ening as well. I can't describe
the feeling of watching hun-
dreds of students crying out.

NO IUSTICE! NO PEACE!" in

support of our actions.

It was an emotional roller

coaster. From anger, to frustra-

tion, to sadness, to happiness,

to aggravation, to boredom, to

fulfillment, and back and forth

again. I heard the words love,

community, support, unity, gen-

erosity, rights, us. we. together-

ness and one of my personal
favorites... bureaubonics, more
in this past week than in almost

all of my 24 years of existence.

These small words hold more

meaning for me than the action

of taking over the building
itself. I made new friends, the
saying "necessity makes strange

bedfellows" comes curiously to

mind, this I will never forget. I

reaffirmed old friendships and
squashed beefs I had with peo-

ple I didn't get along with.

It's hard when the lohnny
come lately 's claim to have a

better plan than the people who
had been involved from day
one. It's hard when you see the
leaders frazzled at times. But
we showed the administration
and ourselves, that we are not
cattle to be herded along to
financial slaughter. Instead we
are a community that can and
will stand up for ourselves,
putting our differences aside
and making things happen in a

positive fashion.

I don't ever want to forget
the love and support 1 was
shown. If we don't forget, we
will be motivated to work hard-
er, to better ourselves, our
respective communities and the

community as a whole. In the
words of ATCQ... Keep It

Movin!!

Much love.

lustin Beatty is a UMass stu-

dent.
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Who
By John Hcndrickson

Collegian Staff

In the great Holy Trinity of British

rock, the Who have always placed a

distant third. During the '60s. when

the Beatles were redefining popular

music and the Rolling Stones were

setting the precedent which nearly

every rock band since has followed,

the Who were dismissed as merely

the loud band that smashed their

instruments. To write them off as

such is criminal; the Who's output

during the latter half of the decade

matches that of their contempo-

raries in creativity and ranks as

some of the most innovative and

exciting rock music ever made.

Finally, though, the Who are get-

ting the respect they deserve. MCA
Records is in the process of rereleas-

ing the entire Who back catalogue;

unlike their shoddy '80s issues, the

new versions feature

digitally-remastered sound, exhaus-

tively thorough liner notes and as

many bonus tracks as the discs can
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hold. At long last, the Who's peak

years of 1965 to 1970 are being

fully documented in all their glory.

During their first couple of years

as a band, the Who primarily

released singles. However, these

Pete Townshend- penned records

"1967 will forever be

known to rock histori-

ans as the year the

Beatles released Sgt.

Pepper. However, in a

perfect world, it would

be known as the year of

The Who Sell Out.

"

included the amphetamine-driven.

Mod anthems. "I Can't Explain" and

"Anyway. Anyhow. Anywhere." the

satirical and perverse "Substitute."

"I'm A Boy" and "Happy lack." and

their feedback-laden manifesto, "My
Generation." The lack of musical

sophistication was compensated by

excessive energy and attitude (at this

point, the Who were still living up

to their "Maximum R&B" tag).

The Who Sings My Generation.

their debut album, is an uneven mix-

ture of lames Brown covers,

surf-rock instrumentals and pop
nuggets like. "Instant Party

(Circles)" and "The Kids Are All

Right." Look for the expanded reis-

sue later this year.

By late-'66. though, the Who
began to emerge as something more

than just another beat group. Their

second LP. A Quick One. features

the menacing. "Run Run Run." the

gorgeously snide. "So Sad About

Us" and an ace version of Martha

and the Vandellas' "Heatwave."

Each band rn,ember contributed

songs; bassist lohit Entwistle estab-

lished his macabre persona with

"Boris the Spider" and "Whiskey

Man." drummer Keith Moon con-

tributed the bizarre "Cobwebs And
Strange" and Townshend unveiled

his self- styled "mini-opera." the

ambitious "A Quick One (While

He's Away)." The rerclease doubles

the album's length, featuring such

oddities and obscurities as an

acoustic, "Happy |ack," the

"Batman* theme, the surf-o-Hciour

"Bucket T and "Barbara Ann" and

a truly apocalyptic medley of "My
Generation" and the patriotic British

anthem "Land Of Hope And Glory."

Nineteen Sixty-Seven will forever

be known to rock historians as the

year the Beatles released Sgt.

Pepper. However, in a perfect

world, it would be known as the

year of The Who Sell Out. Anchored

by the devastating single, "I Can See

For Miles," Sell Out is at once a

spoof of the marketing of teenage

pop culture, an expose of the seedy

underside of romance and a staged

pirate radio broadcast. With fake

ads for Heinz Baked Beans.

Rotosound guitar strings and

Odorono deodorant sandwiched

between such classic tracks as.

"Armenia City In The Sky."

"Tattoo." "Rael I&2" and "Mary

Anne With The Shaky Hand." this is

probably the Who's most listenable

and certainly their most enjoyable

album.

All of Townshend's operatic and

thematic pretentious of the

mid-'60s culminated in 1969 with

the infamous Tommy. Album,
movie. Broadway play — you name

it — Tommy is the project most

often associated with the band. The

"deaf. dumb, and blind" pinball wiz-

ard's story is actually pretty sedate

on record; for the first time, the

Who released a largely acoustic

album. However, as later live per-

formances would prove. Tommy
would clearly benefit from the

band's dynamic live show as well as

the sheer power of Townshend's
overdriven guitar.

The Who were arguably the best

live rock act of the "60s — their per-

formances at the Monterey Pop
Festival. Woodstock and the Stones'

Rock N' Roll Circus can attest to

that. Managing the difficult task of

bludgeoning out extremely loud

music with dexterity and a surpris-

ing amount of grace, the band had

an innate sense of timing and focus.

Two new releases of shows from

1970. Live At Leeds and Live At The

Isle Of Wight Festival, document the

Who at the height of its power.

Leeds was originally issued the

year it was recorded; however, the

original release only featured five

tracks with the

snap-crackle-and-pop sound of a

bootleg. MCA's 1995 reissue,

though, features a pristine audio

track as well as a total of 14 songs

In addition to the rhythm and

blues/rockabilly standards. "Fortune

Teller," "Young Man Blues" and

"Summertime Blues," a good num-

ber of their early singles are also

performed. The 15 minute long "My
Generation* is an awe inspiring jam

which touches upon some more vin-

tage R&B shouting as well as, "See

Me, Feel Me, Touch Me, Heal Me"
from Tommy before careening back

to its chaotic starting point. It must

be heard to be truly understood —
words can't do it justice. Absolutely

incredible.

Live At The Isle Of Wight
(released on the Columbia/ Legacy

label* one-ups Leeds with the inclu-

sion of the full Tommy opera.

Complete with Townshend's sardon-

ic "assemble the orchestra" intro-

duction, this live version illustrates

the endless possibilities of the sim-

ple guitar/bass/drums line-up.

Vocalist Roger Daltrey never sound-

ed so good, and rarely has since.

Moon was also at the top of his

craft; his talents behind the traps

had yet to be diminished by booze

and drugs. In short, this was the

Who's finest hour. The following

year, they would release the bloated

Who's Next and embark down the

steep road of artistic decline.

Although all of the albums men-

tioned here are well worth the

money, perhaps the best place for

the casual or novice Who fan to

start would be with My Generation

— The Very Best Of The Who. All of

the band's early singles are repre-

sented (including the latc-'60s

gems, "Pictures Of Lily" and "Magic

Bus"), as well as much of their

prime '70s material. A far more
interesting album, though, is the

budget-priced soundtrack to the

documentary The Kids Are All

Right.

Featuring a few studio cuts and a

slew of live rarities. Kids is essen-

tially a live best-of compilation.

However, the pricey boxed set 30

Years Of Maximum R&B devotes

far too much space to the Who's
patchy later work, and many of the

"rare" tracks advertised have since

been released on the deluxe reissues

discussed here. The bottom line,

though, is this— check out some of

these albums! They contain great

music from a great band at the

height of their power and creativity.

Very few artists have matched the

standards'set by the Who at their

peak.

Richman croons in Noho
By Matthew Ludvino

Collegian Correspondent

JONATHAN RICHMAN
Iron Horse Music Hall

March 1 1 ,

NORTHAMPTON — As he

stood downstairs at the Iron

Horse before the show, staring

numbly at pictures of low key

performers who had graced the

music hall at one time or anoth-

er, Jonathan Richman looked

more like a vagrant than a pop
phenomenon, with his tattered

red shirt, and worn out blazer.

He has the saddest eyes I've ever

seen, even on stage where he

seems happiest — stretching and

contorting the English language

to the bemusement of the audi-

ence, telling dead-ended anec-

dotes in his nasal drawl, and
warming the crowd with simple

love songs.

Richman is a complete show-

man, and remains the final word

in low-fidelity pop music. He
strolled somberly on stage,

mumbled something about
warming up with a couple of

instrumentals and belted into a

quiet set of music. His drummer.

Tommy Larkin (subtle, cool and

unaffected) relentlessly tapped

out a steady rhythm under
Jonathan's clean '50s guitar

sound, and infectious crooning.

Richman is the center of

attention at any given moment,
and has maintained what could

only be described as an anti-

rock-and-roll aesthetic. His

amplifier is minuscule, his drum-

mer is discreet to the point of

non-existence and all eyes

remain glued on Richman.

You never quite know what
will creep into a Richman set, as

he seems to work according to

whim. This evening featured

obscure murmurings about Neil

Armstrong and U.F.O.'s, bursts

of the worst guitar distortion in

the world (a joke that worked
every time), and instrumental

versions of "Sex Machine* and

"Moon River."

What no one in the Iron Horse

seemed to understand, is that

Richman is neither a comedian,

nor an amusing lounge act. He is

a songwriter who composes
some of the catchiest dance
songs around, lust watching
Richman move (some might
even say he has the most grace-

ful hips in show business)

should have ignited a frenzy of

movement. The tables should

have been cleared, partners cho-

sen and a dinner theater turned

into a dance-hall. But alas, the

Iron Horse would never allow

such folly, and Richman fans

had to remain content in their

seats.

Richman moved through two

sets of material in a manic fit of

moods and tempos. Aside from

the standard crowd pleasers,

"Vampire Girl," "Lesbian Bar,"

etc., he whirled through an

eclectic mash of songs like.

"Van Gogh." the oddly sardonic,

"Let Her Go Into the Darkness"

and of course his boyish ode to

the "Fender Stratocaster." But

officially at 9:15. Richman
broke my heart. The recent

divorcee sang a song called

"Best Friend" and I swear his

eyes were welling up. as he sang

sweetly about loss. But regard-

less, Richman did his best to

fool the audience, and the show-

man sang one last song, a c»p-

pella before he said "good
night* and blended quietly into

the crowd.
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Carter Family reissues
revisits country's past
By Joshua, Boyd
Collegian Staff

THE CARTER FAMILY

Give Me The Roses While I Live.

Their Complete Victor Recordings
/ 932-33

Rounder Records

One of America's first song
craftsmen, A. P. Carter, along with
his wife Sara and sister-in-law
Maybelle, created a sound from
Tennessee that pre-dated the blue-

grass music that Bill Monroe later

invented in Kentucky, but had the
same overall feel of life's depen-
dence on religion, lonesome feel-

ings and yearnings for home but a

more gentle way of getting it

across. The press back then gave it

a new name, as it was something a

little more homey and soulful than
most American folk. They called it

country music.

Rounder Records' commendable
multi-disc series tracing the Carter
Family's rise to popularity from
the late '20s to the early '30s is

now on its sixth volume. This disc

is filled with the same elevated
three-part harmonies and
Maybelle's invented style of bass
picking on the acoustic guitar that

graced the previous five volumes.
Though in '32 and '33, there was
division amongst the family, which
somehow didn't actually break up
or affect the line-up of the group
— Sara and A. P. divorced.

Back in the hills of Tennessee in

those days, divorce was still some-
thing quite taboo, but the rocky
marriage between the lead
arranger of the Carter Family's
adapted material and their lead
singer just could not follow the

local norms and Sara, especially,

felt the marriage had no more to

offer anyone. Not that she wanted
to break up the group, though.

lust because there was never
much love in the recording room,
there was still room for some love

songs, and Sara lent her stern
voice to the mid-I9th century
courtship tune, "Sweet As The
Flowers In May," "The Winding
Stream" and "The Spirit Of Love
Watches Over Me."

Also, religion was a deep current

in the musical flood of the Family
as nhey were, after all, from the

bible belt. "Will The Roses Bloom
In Heaven" questions what's on
the other side, and "I Wouldn't
Mind Dying" testifies that they'd

welcome death a lot sooner if they

found that there was nothing after,

and despite their riff, Sara and
A. P. take a tremendous duet on
this song. "The Sun Of The Soul"

mourns religious apathy with pas-

sively rocking guitar. "The Church
In The Wildwood" also graces the

magnificent three- part harmony
between Sara, A. P. and Maybelle.

With the Carter Family, we see

what country music once was — a

deep testimonial, confessional and
haunting music as sublime as the

blue haze over the Smoky
Mountains. B+

ERIN GO BRAGH
Celebrate St. Patty's day a week early with the rollicking Irish folk-rock of Black 47, tonight at Pearl Street in Northampton.

COURTESY mi Hi I k> RECOUPS

tnosby
continued from page 10

Minutewomen. Mosby shared her

thoughts on what to expect for the

rest of the season.

"There's still room for improve-

ment, and right now we are ranked

15, and I still have several tricks that

I haven't done in competition yet, so

if I can get those into the routines,

we can definitely improve our scores

and in the rankings," Mosby said.

"The strongest aspect of the team is

probably spirit — how we are able to

go into a meet and just pull each other

on and really do our best, even if it's

not our best day,"

Another important factor, said

Mosby, is the coach. Dave Kuzara.

"I like Dave a lot, of course having

a new coach takes some getting used

to. but we get along great, and I trust

him to make the right decisions for

me. We work well together." Mosby
said.

"Dave is very important because I

think one of his strongest points is his

recruiting and that's how we get all

the good gymnasts in here. That's

what makes up the whole team, right

there, so I'd say that's pretty impor-

tant.

"Also, in the gym he gets everyone

going and he always knows what to

say," Mosby said.

Mosby said thaa she considers her-

self a real team-player, and enjoys

being able to cheer for everyone. But

being part of a team can also be a lot

of pressure, where scores don't just

count for yourself. So far, Mosby has

made a smooth transition from com-

peting individually, to competing with

a team.

"I felt a little bit of pressure, espe-

cially if you are up towards the end of

the line-up, and if there has been a

previous fall already and you know
that you have to hit," Mosby said. "I'm

still. not fully adjusted to it. but it's

coming along.

"I guess Dave expects me to do
all-around in most meets and as long

as I go out there and hit. everything

will fall into place." Mosby said.

Though it's only her first season.

Mosby has commanded everyone's

attention, especially from the UMass
fans.

"Fans have been great. It's really

neat to do gymnastics and have every-

one there cheer you on, then when
you are walking around campus the

next week to have people recognize

you and know who you are," Mosby
said.

And for those who don't know who
she is. there's no doubt Mosby will be

making lots of noise in the years to

come.

Hit Jackpot!
]/o r sVi <? Cl/n&t /,'../

*"

Apply at The Cotleqlan, 113 Campus Center 9ascmcnt

The Collegian Poll Rules:

1. Ballots must be dropped of at The Collegian office

in the basement of the Campus Center or mailed

to 1 13 Campus Center, Amherst, MA 01003.

2. No Xeroxed ballots.

3. One ballot per person

4. Ballots must be filled out with reasonable

completeness. Ballots less than half of the blanks

will be disqualified.

5. Independent Ballot Referees are hired.

6. Decisions of Ballot Referees are final.

7. All Ballots due by Thursday, March 13, 1997.

WIN
PRIZES!

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian's UMass' Best is Intended

nlty. It Is a fun poll based solely on UMass student opinions,

deep and lasting significance. Please do not take it as such,

to be a good natured contest among the local commu-
Thls is not a harsh competition with results that have
but rather as a basic published poll.

Ballot
Best Florist

Name:

Address:

Phone #:

Student ID#:

/. UMass Grub
1

.

Best Pizza Place

2. Best Sub Shop_

3. Best Clothing Store

4. Best Gas Station

5. Best Bike Shop

6. Best Bookstore

7. Best Hair Salon

8. Best Place to Work Out.

9. Best Tan Salon

3. Best Place to Go on a Date

4. Best Place to Eat if Your Parents are Paying

5. Best Ice Cream Shop

6. Best Chinese Restaurant

7. Best Italian Food

8. Best Breakfast" (Hangover Cure)

9. Best Bagel Shop

10. Best Place to Buy Condoms _

IV. Arts & Entertainment

1

.

Best Place to Hear Live Music

2. Best Local Band

3. Best Radio Station

4. Best Music Store

10. Best Vegetarian Place

//. UMass Weekend

1

.

Best Liquor Store

2. Best Coffee Shop

5. Best Place to Play Pool

6. Best Cheap Date

7. Best Video Store

8. Best Movie

9. Best TV Show

3. Best Place to Start the Night Out _

4. Best Place to Finish the Night Out

5. Best Shot__

6. Best Beer

7. Best Drinking Game
8. Best Bartender (What Bar?)

///. Shops & Services

1 . Best Grocery Store
_

V. Unique UMass' Best

1. Best Thing About UMass

2. Best Apartment Complex

3. Best Class

4. Best Reason to Miss Class

5. Best Reason to Hand in a Paper Late

6. Best Professor

7. Best Place to Read The Collegian

8. Best Excuse for Not Graduating in 4 Years

Best Place to Study
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Congratulation! to Ik* New
Members of Alpha Chi Omega!
Welcome Katie. Shannon, Jennifer

B . Alt. Leanne. Amie, Gina, Ui,
laney, Nicole. Susan, Beth. Cathy.

Jamie R , Katie S ., Jennifer $.,

Marianne, Jamie S Kimra Love,

The Sisters of AXQ
Excellent 4 badroonVZ bath apt.

FOR RENT

on bus line Beginning 6/1/97 Call

253-6301 4 info

19SS 318i BMW 100K miles, per-

fect exterior and interior $2000 or

670 546-3830

1981 Ford Eacort 5 speed A/C,
1 19K. runs well $1900 or B/0 533-

8413

Loving, raapooaible, non-smoker

EMPLOYMENT
to care for 2 year old infant sons in

South Hadley home References
required' 536-1899

Summer Job*- Martha *

Vineyard Island Food Products is

now accepting applications for

warehouse/delivery positions

Housing available for exceptional

candidates Interviews will be held

m Amherst on Wednesday. March
19 For more info or application.

Contact Brian C Smith. IFP. Box
4068. Vineyard Haven. MA 02568
15081693-2030

for the

Environment

S2S00S4O00,'

Campaign for clean air and water

Protect endangered species

Make A Difference

EMPLOYMENT
Offices m 33 states

Campaign To Save The Environment

1 100 75 EARTH

Cruii* Lines Hiring) Earn up to

$2000+/month plus free world travel

(Europe. Caribbean, etc.) No experi-

ence necessary 1919)918-7767 ext

C180 (Member, Better Business
Bureau CARE Program)

Alaska Esjeloyaeat Earn up to

$3000-$6000*/month in fisheries,

parks, resorts, airfare, food/lodging 1

Get all the options Call (919)918

7767 ext A180

Silver Jewelry- Buy Wholesale
Direct From Manufacturer- Sell To
Students $99 Investment Brings You
$400 Call (800)256-3491

Driver* Wanted Apply at

Pinnochio s between 2 00pm and

5 00pm No phone calls

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY-
MENT- Work in America's National

Parks. Forests and Wildlife

Preserves Our materials uncover
rewarding opportunities in the out-

doors Call 1206)971-3624 ext

N50018 (We are a research and pub-

lishing company)

Belchertown R*cr*ation Dept
Seeking swim coaches (May-July)

Experience preferred M-F, E0E,
ADA Call Beth. Day (413)323-0419

Night (413)967-4651

National Park* MM*/ Plus Forest.

Beach Resorts, Ranches. Rafting

Companies Up to $12/hour
Nationwide Openings Call (9191918-

7767 ext R180

Part-Time Sale* Rep* Wanted

EMPLOYMENT
'Lead the way into the 21st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat-

shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332
BleeckeiSt D40. NYC. NY 10014

Cruise ead Lead Tour Employment

work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid! For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (800)276-4948 ext C50017

IWe are a Research and Publishing

Co)
Take ever leaae NOW in

Brandywine Call Liz 549 6850

FOR RENT

College Kid* Welcome to Cepe
Cod 1 -5 bedroom homes tor the sea-

son Reasonable rates Honey
Sperco (508)398-9367. (508)394-

2857

Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

(508)477-6000

Leather Jecket Black Classic Biker

Style Jacket Mens Size XL

FOR SALE

"Wilsons' Leather Thmsulate Call

546-6733

6RE/GMAT
30 hours. $395

INSTRUCTION

American Academy
1-800^08-Prep

(please leave your name and num-

ber)

Lost Gold Rings

Call Lisa 546-201

1

DRUMMER WANTED

MUSICIANS

Punk/Ska Band IS Liars needs a

drummer now! We have practice

space and demo and gigs upcoming

Call Dave and Ryan 665-91

U

Bat* Player Wanted tor Rock
Band- Potential to play out soon Call

Jason for details 549-8743

MISCELLANEOUS

Pledged end didn't like it? Start

your own Fraternity 1 Veta Beta Tau

is looking for men to stait a new
chapter If you are interested in aca-

demic success, a chance to network

and an opportunity to make friends

in a non-pledging brotherhood, e

mail ZBTffllBTNational org Or call

Brett Hrbeck at (31 7)334 1898

SEEKING FINANCIAL AID? Get

the system to help find FREE MONEY
FOR COLLEGE i Detailed profiles on

?00,000« individual rewards from

private and public sectors Call

Student Financial Services (800)472

9575 ext F50017 (We are a research

and publishing company)

Gorillagraaa*

Birthdays, Anniversaries. Roses.
Balloons, etc Send the Crazy Gorilla

We'll go anywhere, anytime
Student Rates Call 256-0287

PERSONALS

Alyssa. I have brown hair and eyes

This clue number four is not a lie Phi

Love. Your Big Sister

PERSONALS

Jodi. l'm
(
from Jersey, you are too

Sit back and wait for your next clue

Love, Your Big Sister

Nikole, I'm from N Y . so are you

Do you even have a clue? Phi Love,

Your Big Sister

Stephanio, In clue number two I

told you a few lies NOT about my
hair, but maybe about my eyes Phi

Love. Your Big Sistei

Jamie. Have you figured it out yet?

Do you know who' Or should I give

you another clue1 LMl Your Big Sis

Kate, We have lots in common as

you shall seo In just a low days,

we'll be a family! Phi Love, Your Big

ROOMMATE WANTED

Sis

Looking tor female to share an
apartment with starting Fall '97 Call

Nikki 549-4484

Female to share large bedroom in

Puffton Available ASAP
$197 50/month Call 549-4757 or

665-2067

Two 21 year old male* looking for

2 females to live off-campus with for

the upcoming school year Call Josh

SERVICES

or Scott F at 549-7128

Rn—in: Written, Proofed. Printed

Polished Affordable Packages 548

7042

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

SUMMER SUBLET

testing and assistance 549-1906

S mm wnlk from campus Fall

Option $280/month. Chris © 549-

TRAVEL

ALTERNATIVE SPRING BREAK
Explore Nature/Self 5 Days Music

Dance Sports Meditation
Vegetanan Meals Missouri Ozarks

$155 Renaissance Universal

(800)896-2387

Party Weekend In Vermont April

4-6. only $99! Includes condo. lift

ticket Contact UMass Ski Club 545-

3437

Party In Vermont For Spring
Break Only $139 Over 15 colleges

attending. Free learn to

Ski/Snowboard Add $100 for 5-Day

lift Ticket. Contact UMass Ski Club

54&-3437

Canbbe.n/Mexico $119 R/T
Europe $169 0/W Fly The World
Dirt Cheap ONE WORLD TRAVEL

Montreal- Party Weekend April

11-13, 2 nights lodging and round

trip bus $115 Call UMass Ski Club

545-3437

WANTED

Looking for used UMass Alumni

Directory Mark (413)746-4695

Dorm Sire Refrigerator Call 546

4538 __
Tutor for CmpSci 401 (SOI) Please

549-891

Collegian

Classifieds
call Greg 549-8969

Fort Lauderdale area, a March 8-

15. studio. $650/week (413)786-

7133 Partial kitchen

Killington- Cheap Spring Break
$239 for 5 nights/5 days skiing Call

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

Savings that Work!

Personals Policy Rates
All pmorwK MUST be proofcoad t* CoUtgurt H»
trterd i'nwkj^tm t b—on paymrnl and *x ceptutxr oi

t*V ddJH
Ldnl fUAWi MAY N»OT b* used in prmonjiv ONLY
»i*si rume* *nd initial* jjrr *Jlo%**d The only rxccp-

n tut birthday or it<nftf«tuldtK*m pmoru** in

*h« h . xw rhr lull ntnw ma* be used
Pttone 'HifT*toe»y «w not *N{m**d in pervurutly NO
EXCEPTIONS
AddnpMet art? not itemed m prmonth ttws mmrm
dtarm roum mttvhm a* ***t4l

rVrvMatt at a rhrssvaWntng o* rtfofpuny nature are
nut <K(.epi^*W> fVwnth of a vmActtv* or leWuiis
n<iiur** art- not atceptatore Pffnonait may not be
uwd to* thr purprjte of haraMmeni

Prutanrty may not be tned in penonaH
The prnonaH sottion it iur penonaJi orviv lhe per

trjnak tection may N< ) T be uwd to sell rterm, seek
ioo»nmalii advertise meeting*, a*
All personal* muti have the name, signature, and
UMatt I D number of the student ptannaj the at

tilted in on the insertion order Non-students must
provide a valid driver s license and lhe licerwe num
bar must be ricurdjjd on the inwrtion order Use rjf

~ mnrepre*rn«atM>n rs subset 1 to

the Coilrttun reserves the tight to refuse or to *d#t

any penonal that does not meet the CoHegun s stan

da'ds in accordance with the statutes oi the
CoiTsrnrjnTsveaJlh of Matua*: husetts

Students

20yt per word/day

All others

40yt per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Plea*- write clearly and

legibly We are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

AAa\fOUr*C»*»iTS

APARTMENT FOR RENT
AUTO FOR SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY WRTMDAY
HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 12

Dunce — An Israeli dance leaching

session will be held from 8:30-9:15

p.m.. and a review and request from
9:15-10 p.m in the Chadbourne
Residence Hall basement. No experi-

ence required. Free. Sponsored by
I Mass Hillel.

hilm — The Fourth Annual
Multicultural Film Festival will

screen / Can't Sleep, directed by
Claire Denis. France 1195. at 730
p.m. in Gamble Auditorium at Mount
Hol.oLe College.

Lecture — The Five College
Program in Peace & World Security

will sponsor a talk by Kathi
Austin on "Weapons Trafficking and
Finnic Conflict in Central Africa." at

7:30 p.m. in McConnell 103 at Smith
College. Free and open to the public.

I ecture — Alexandrine
Dcschamps, from the UMass
Women's Studies Department, will

lecture on "Starting from One's
Experience: Another View of the
I polemology of Insidenes* in

Feminist Social Research" from
12 15-1 30 pm in the Campus
Center, room 174-176. Part of the

n's Studies Proseminar Lecture

Series.

Meeting — The Animal Rights
Coalition will hold their weekly meet-

ing at 7 p.m in 306 Student Union.

Ml are welcome. A woman from the

MSPCA will be speaking about shel-

ter volunteering and how to get
involved at this meeting.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry
Society will have a meeting in the

Campus Center, room 802 All new
members are welcomed. For more
information, and the meeting lime,

call Tim at 546-0562 or Kay at

546-1459.

Poetry — Spectrum Magazine is

sponsoring a poetry reading at 7:30

p.m in the Student Union Visual and
Performing Arts Space. Anyone inter-

ested in reading their poetry or prose

should come to the Spectrum office

located in 406E Student Union.

Theater — Revisionist History, an

Amherst College Department of
Theater and Dance original work,
created and directed by Derik
Cowan. '97 about archetypical char-

acters caught in a bad situation who
are reincarnated through the cen-

turies until they can break out of

their castes and find a solution to

their dilemma. Today and tomorrow,

8 p.m. in the Fayerweather Studio
Theater. Amherst College. Admission
is free, reservations are suggested.

Call 542-2277 between 1-430 p.m.

weekdays or until 8 p.m. perfor-

mance nights.

Video — The Student Union Visual

and Performing Arts Space will hold

a "faces of art" video series on Pierre

Bonnard at 4:30 p.m.

Workshop — A workshop for plan-

ning a University Center 2000 will be

held from I I a.m. - noon in the
Campus Center, room 802, and from
noon-l p.m. in the UC office in the

Campus Center. This workshop will

aderett Food Services. Anyone inter-

ested in contributing to creating a

vision for the future of University

Center should attend the meeting

THURSDAY. MARCH 13

Lecture — Dr Bill Essman.
Psychology Dept. UMass, will lecture

on "Behavioral Models of
Psvchomotor Stimulant Drug Action:

Focus on Nucleus Accumbens" in

Tobin Hall, room 52lBat 12:15 p.m.

Part of the UMass Neuroscience and
Behavior Program Noon Seminar
Series.

lecture — Sarah Wilcox. PhD
candidate in sociology at UPenn.
talks about "Constructing and
Deconstructing Identity in the

Politics of Lesbian Health." The
event is free and will begin at 12:30

p.m. in the Campus Center, room
803. which is wheelchair accessible.

Sponsored by the UMass Stonewall

Center.

FRIDAY. MARCH 14

Lecture — lames A. Simmons,
from Brown University psychology
department, will speak on "Dynamics
of Perception by Acoustic Images in

Echolocating Bats." in Morrill
Science Center II. room 319 at 4

p.m. Part of the UMass Neuroscience

and Behavior Program Seminars.

NOTICES
EUctiom — Elections for Student

Government ('resident IrusiefFfod

local area government positions have

been rescheduled to March 26 and 27

due to the student takeover of

Goodell last week. Polling locations

to be announced.

-

Meeting — Common Ground will

be holding support and advocacy
meetings for low-income students

and allies every Tuesday in the

Campus Center (room to be
announced) from noon-2 p.m. For
more information, contact Maty
Sutherland at (413) 323-9725 or

leave a message in our box in the

GEO office, basement of the Student

Union.

Athletics — UMass Women's Crew
is looking for women 5'5" or less to

cox. No experience necessary. To join

their winning team, call 545-9484.

Writing submissions —
mOthertongue, a multinational jour-

nal published by the comparative lit-

erature department is seeking sub-

missions for its spring 1997 publica-

tion. Now accepting poetry, prose,

lyrics and one-acts in languages
other than English as well as artwork

and photos from abroad. Please
include an English translation as well

to department of comparative lit..

303 South College. UMass.
Band wanted — Amnesty

International is looking for a lazz

Band to play for its upcoming
fundraiser this, spring. If interested,

call the Amnesty office at 549-1925
or Babz at 546-3105 as soon as pos-

sible.

Meeftng — The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organization for

undergraduate and graduate students

with disabilities on campus. Everyone

is welcome. Meetings are Thursday
nights from 6-7 p.m. in Campus
Center. Please bring your thoughts

and concerns to the meeting. For
more information, contact Susan
Pilner at 545-0892 or Kregg
Strehorn at 545-4602.

Final'exams — The spring 1997
Final Examination schedule will be
available beginning March 13. Copies

will be delivered to students in the

residence halls, and will be available

to off-campus students in the

Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore).
The schedule is available on the

World Wide Web at

http://www-ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Support group — REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support

program is offering two support
groups this semester: A grief support

group for those who have experi-

enced the death of someone close to

them: and an illness group for those

currently coping with the serious ill-

ness of a loved one. If you or some-

one you know is interested, please

call us at 577-5316 for more infor-

•mation.

Health services — Confused,
afraid, or just curious? Do you have
questions about sex. STDs, alcohol,

drugs, eating disorders. HIV/AIDS.
stress management or quitting smok-
ing or chewing tobacco? Don't know
who to ask? Call the Peer Health

FYts are public service announcements printed

daHy To submit an FYl, pleas* send a press

release containing all pertinent Information.

including, the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Colltgian, c/o the
Managing EcStor by noon the previous day

Connections phoneline at UMSSS Bl

577- 5168 Trained students will

anonymously answer your question-.

and tell you where to go for more-

help

Commencement Housing — A lim-

ited number of residence hall rooms
will be available or the relatives and
friends of graduating UMass students

for the night of Saturday. May 24.

Commencement Housing applica-

tions are available at the University

Conference Service Office. 918
Campus Center. To guarantee a

reservation, completed forms with

full payment must be returned to

University Conference Services by

May 1. There will be no on-site

reservations.

Internships — Internships are

available working on Earth Day,
Hunger. Recycling and Clean Air.

Call Melanie at MassPIRG.
545-0199 or stop by the office at

423-A Student Union Building.

Collegian
Classifieds:

They work!
545-35QO
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Daily Listings sponsored by: Mlffi'SM,
41 BOL I W(IOI) WALK • AMHI i

Member O.C.M.P.
"we accept all major credit cards" 41 ROITWCIODWAlk • AMMKRS1

a HSCN Bulletin

Board

3 CBS/3 Hartford

a CBS/4 Boston

B ABC/5 Boston

m PBS/57 Springfield

I HSCN Movie

Channel

B UPN/20 Hartford

B Weather Channel

ID NBC/30 New
Britain

II Fox/61 Hartford

IB PBS/24 Hartford

13 WOCH&HSCN
14 UMATV
17 HSCN Programming
IB TV-19

ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

B BET

B BET on Jazz

7 UCTV
B The Learning

Channel

B TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

41 H'>l l*CKi|>»AI.( • AMIICRSI

$1 drinks Vodka Tonic

& always $1 Bud
"light draft

Due to technical problems,
we are unable to bring you
tomorrow's TV listings...

...the Collegian regrets
any inconvenience.

Bruno By C. Baldwin
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F.umpy the Clown By Judd Winkle
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Franklin Worcester

LUNCH
Chicken Breast

Ravioli Alfredo

Sloppy Joe
" 1a$q

Hampshire

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Lentil Chill

Masquite Chicken

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken

Rotini

Tomato Sauce

Rataiouille

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tofu Fajita

Pastabilities

Berkshire

Speedy By Todd Hartzler

LDV6 IS A GOOO T>KN&'

LUNCH
Hamburger

Chicken Cutlet

Barbecued Pork

Rolls and Buns

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Baked Ziti

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken

Rotini

Tomato Sauce
Ratatouille

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tofu Fajita

Pastabilities

ARIES
March 21 April 20
Form on thr *malJ thlnjt*

you can do that will make but

tmpmvrmriils ovrr the long run
Homr mrwdrlmg. wnall gr*turr»

to kwrd onr% quitting wnokina. or

starting a vnntblr program of dVt
nr rxrrriar rould all br Mrpe In thr

right dlrrrtlon

TAURUS
April 21-SUt21
Stashing away a hrfty nrst egg

rould br thr Aral step toward

accomplishing something

wonderful. A new romantic horizon

unfolds rrvrallng poaeMHnrs you
may not havr Imagined

CEIUNI
May 22-Juae21
Making commitments romra easily

this week, and pays off in lhe form

of Increased trust and intimacy

Extra understanding Is needed
from * friend who's hurt Thr
healing process may take longer

than anticipated

CANCER
Jane 22-Jaly 22
A distant person s message
confirms a derlskm you i

recently A companion has a

happy surprise—a real celebration

may be In order. The weekend Is

good for social gatherings—you
really enjoy the role of host.

LEO
July 23-Aafnat 23
Although a swretlr demands
an explanation for something

Innocuous, don't condescend In

them That would only feed their

Insecurity Instead, calmly repeat

the story, and address the under

lying fears that are the real culprits

VIRGO
Auguat 24-September 22
If you're planning an unusual
business venture, use the early

mornings this week to maximize
your productivity Networking

helps you stabilize your finances,

and may help you launch

something really spectacular

UBRA
September 23-October 23
An "Iffy" romance is well on the

any to a resolution Pushing for a

certain outcome one way or thr

other, could prove chancy, so

exercise restraint and patience

Donate some of your time to a

worthy charity for an energy boost.

SCORPIO
October 24-Norember 22
A good week to make a malor

purchase you've been thinking of

for awhile Spending time with a

group could be the key to putting

a new spark In your social life

Yi>u might even develop a new
relationship

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
A sibling may have some private

news to discuss— this would be a

great time In reach out and call

them Pay close attention before

offering vour advice—they may
lust want a willing ear

CAPRICORN
December 22-Jajiaary 20
A person with a thrifty streak has

a lot to show you this week. Pay

close attention and then apply

what you learn Planning ahead

will pay off In the near future

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18
A riotous amusement or gathering

means a fitting climax to a

generally exrlting and happy week

Don't try to host It. however—you'll

enjoy It much more If vou don't

have to clean up afterwards.

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Shopping in an unusual place

yields exciting bargains for your

home Avoid forcing vour way

through a barrier—there could be

more to thr situation than meets

your rye This Is a time for waiting,

not action

For Entertainment Purposes Only

Closo to Homo By John McPherson

Dinnertime for working parents Is

reduced to Its most basic form.

Onolr «>!" llio Day

w w Doctors can bury

their mistakes, architects

can only advise their

clients to plant vines. 4 9

-Frank Lloyd Wright
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My Aunt Phyllis blew up our

beach ball in the spring. We
bounced it around all summer,

but she died at the end ofAugust.

I'm gonna leave it on our

porch forever....

Her breath is in that ball.

J
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Lax shoots down Hartford Hawks
By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD — The stage was
already set long before either the

Hartford or the No. 14

Mmstflimlll men's lacrosse teams

arrived at the Benedum Field at

Springfield College yesterday.

I .i*t year was the first meeting
between these two squads, and the

Hawk>. an up and coming Division I

program, took it to the Minutemen
hard and early. UMass squeaked out

a 14-9 victor) late in the fourth

quarter. With its starting goalie and
three elose-defensemen returning,

redemption was on the minds of the

Hawks.
This year wasn't any different: in

fact, the Hawks, for the must part,

outhustled the Minutemen to every

ball, tracking down 35 groundballs

to UMass' 2b. Once again however,

late in the fourth quarter, it was
UMass who pulled out a victory.

7-4.

"They've got a

stingy defense and
some really good solid

offensive players who
were real legitimate

scoring threats." junior goaltender

lohn Kasselakis said.

The shockingly low icon can be

directly attributed to the stellar

Massachusetts

Hartford

defense on both sides of the field.

Both goalies, Kasselakis for UMass
(18 Navesl, and senior Chris

LaMonica who had 21 saves for

Hartford stood on their heads mak-
ing unbelievable save>

The Hawks' defense completely

shut down UMass' sophomore |ohn

O'Connor after he

torched the Stags of

Fairfield, Saturday,

with four goals,

hardly allowing him
to get a quality ibol

on net, let alone a goal.

"I just think Hartford's a real good
lean, They deserve all the credit

they're given." Cannella said.

lfttM> AW

lunior Mike DelPercio winds up before scoring the seventh goal in yesterday's win over Hartford.

Senior co-captain Brendan Glass

had a quiet game, even though he
tallied two goals of his own. Apart

from the goals, LaMonica stood tall

against Glass' shots, but most went
wide.

UMass got on the board first,

when Mike DelPercio stepped up in

the open flat and unleashed the

hounds. His shot whipped past

LaMonica high into the net and set

the tempo for the rest of the game.
But the Hawks answered hack

when junior midfielder lason Clarke

spun around senior defensemen Greg
MacDonald and fired a shot part

Kasselakis. But MacDonald
improved and never allowed Clarke

to gel by him again.

"I think they're a good group
IHartford's attackmenj. They're a

young group but they're solid. No.

I I | Keith Anzelonel was a junior

college All-American. he's just as

good as anybody, and No. 13

ICIarke) is one of the best stickhan-

dlers I've seen." Kasselakis said.

With just under si\ minutes left u>

go in the First quarter. UMass went up
2-1 when Chris Grande, after

trekking the perimeter for 20 seconds,

ran it up the middle himself and sent

a blistering shot past LaMonica
It looked as if the Minutemen

would put the Hawks away when
Brendan Glass scored a pair of goals

in the second quarter to make it 4 I

This was the first time in the game
UMass looked to have the contest in

its pMB
It was not to be. Hartford went on

a 3-1 run over the second and third

quarter, to bring the game within

one.

During (Ml lime, the Hawks con

i rolled the tempo of the game, and
got to more ground balls in the mid-

dle of the field

At 4:2b left in the fourth, senior

midticldct Case) CosteUo cranked a

goal of his own which was the turn-

ing point for the Minutemen.
DelPercio got an insurance goal to

^put UMass up. 7-4. to close out the

•ing.

"But really you've got to give all

the credit to the defense and the

goalie, they were a surprise today."

C amu-ll. i said.

Iven though the Minutemen
teemed to struggle at time*, their

experience and work ethic carried

them to Victor] Cannella will likely

use this game as something to build

on as thev head down to Virginia to

face the No. 5 Cavalier*.

Mosby an all-around team asset
By Lisa M. Oliver!

ColUgon Staff

-omeonc who excels in her sport. Mandy
Mo-h\ got her start in gymnastics in a most unusual

n She didn't go to the gym because of the love

nor did her parents push her to join.

She did it for a t-shirt.

Though she took gymnastics for a few months
when she was three, it wasn't until the age of seven

that Mosby became serious about the sport.

"I was seven when I started. I went back because

my friend took gymnastics and they were offering a

tree t shin to anyone who brought a friend, so she

me along so she could get a free t-shirt."

Mosby said. "And that's how I started."

Not quite the scenario you'd expect from such a

-*ed in an olive sweatshirt and pair of jeans.

Mosby s laid-back appearance was a stark difference

from the serious gymnast she is when she is compet-
ing. She spoke casually, and at times, very shyly,

about her athletic career, UMass and her team.

Growing up down South

\ (ieorgia native. Mosby began her career at

Gwinnett Gvmnasties Center, where she has trained

all her life. Almost immediately, the owner recog-

nized her talent.

"I moved up very quickly." Mosby said. "The
owner of the gym had me in his classes and he put

me on pre-team as soon as he could and I actually

started working out with the teams a year before I

could compete, because I wasn't old enough."

A four-time Georgia State Champion, one of
Mosby s goals when she was growing up was mak-
ing the national team, and when she accomplished
this last vear. she said it was a dream come true.

I ,i-i \cai Mosby was also able to do something

rnanv young gymnasts would have loved, work at

the 1996 Summer Olympic Games in Atlanta. She

MR HOMl for gymnastics, and according to Mosby.

that experience inspired her to do. more with gym-
nastics.

"I never got to be in the Olympics, but it was like

I lived the dream by just being there. When you're

young, everyone has that dream, but by the time I

WM 12. I realized it pretty much wasn't going to

happen." Mosby said.

The college experience

In order to train more seriously, Mosby would
have had to leave home, which she decided not to

do Instead, she focused more on her future.

"I always knew I wanted to go to college." Mosby
said. "When I was It. I considered moving away

home to train, but there was never any ques-

tion that I would go to college, even if I moved
away."

Mosby was one of the top recruits in the nation in

gymnastic!) wanted by schools such as Florida.

Auburn. Arizona. West Virginia and UMass.
According to Mosby, there were various reasons

why she came to UMass.

"It was more of an up and coming program which

I liked." Mosby said. "I liked that better than coming
in and having the expectations of being the best

already I liked 0DNN*Hf 't> and proving to people that

we are good, you know."

According to Mosby. collegiate gymnastics is a lot

more fun and laid-back than club gymnastics, but

certainly not easier.

"You have to compete just about every weekend
here, whereas before. I competed every three to four

weeks. So it's more about keeping yourself healthy

here and still being able to do everything." Mosby'

said. "But everyone has always told me how much
lun college gymnastics is.

"I didn't know what to expect coming in. but it 's

been fun. Especially the meets, with all the cheering

and the whole team situation. Before it was more for

myself, but it's like we're all here for the same goals

I all support each other while we're working
out and in the meets." Moifc) said.

Depending on the day. Mosby said, her favorite

event is floor, and she certainly does shine on that

apparatus. So far this season she has scored a career

best of 9.90, which ties her with current teammates,

sophomore Denise lohnson and senior Liannc l.aing

for second best in UMass history Mosby is also on
the I Mass record books in second place for the bal-

ance beam with a 9.90 and third place in the all-

around with a 38.800.

It's hard to believe that she's only a freshman.

Fitting in with (he team
This year has been one of the best for the

Torn to MOSSY page 7

Defense key in UM win

By Jeremy R. Adams
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD — Lacrosse is

a high scoring game — usually.

When two of the most experi-

enced defensive teams in New
England meet for an early sea-

son game on an icy wet field,

this is not always the case.

The Massachusetts men's
lacrosse team's win over
Hartford was hardly a shoot 'em

up. Rather than bringing out the

"Mike Tyson early and often"

offense used to destroy Fairfield.

22-3, this past weekend, the

Minutemen settled into a chess

match of a defensive game. Both

teams had their chances to con-

trol the momentum and estab-

lish offensive dominance, but

neither team's defense was will-

ing to break down long enough
for that to happen.

For about 15 minutes span-

ning from midway through the

first quarter to the same point in

the second, the Minutemen
owned both ends of the field.

Massachusetts goalkeeper lohn

Kasselakis saw just six shots in

the second quarter, and UMass
goals numbers two through four

were scored in that time.

Hartford had its finger on the

game's pulse for a short while in

the third quarter, when it

mounted a comeback effort and
appeared to be in position to tie

the Minutemen for the first time

since 5:50 in the first quarter
when Chris Grande scored to

put UMass up 2-1.

After Grande notched his sec-

ond tally of the game to give the

Minutemen a 5-2 edge, the
Hawks stormed back to 5—4.

Hartford maintained the pres-

sure, controlling a seven minute
span before Casey Costello took
it upon himself to beat two

defenders and crank a shot top

right from 10-yards out on the

left side.

Aside from each team's limit-

ed dominance, the matching
strong defensive units kept the

pace at medium-to-slow. The
Minutemen said that a higher

scoring game would have been

to their own advantage, but they

were happy with the close-
game experience.

"That's the tempo that they

wanted, we play a similar

tempo," UMass coach Greg
Cannella said. "That's the tempo
we want to play, especially when
we go down to play Virginia this

weekend.
"We're not going to go up and

down with them, we're going to

try to slow it down a bit (against

Virginia]."

Kasselakis agreed with
Cannella, saying, "The lower the

score was the more it played to

their advantage.

"Our D kept everyone out
nice and far and I got good
reads on all their shots. Those
they scored were right in front

of the crease." Kasselakis
added.

The most important thing
about the game being a nail-

biter is that the Minutemen have

both a wide-open style contest

and a pitchers' duel under their

belt going into the more intense

portion of their season.

"We were in a tight game in

the third quarter, our guys
played well and came up with
some big plays and we won the

game," Cannella said. "People
look past a game like Hartford

but the coaches knew [the]
would be a strong opponent).
I'm not surprised right now.
maybe the guys will ready
themselves better [for
Virginia)."

Look at west, like Habs,
killed by charging Hasek

USAM OOVfSI / COUiClAN

Freshman Mandy Mosby strikes a pose on the balance beam.

It's a good thing I'm not a com-
parative literature major. It has
come to my attention that both
lorma Kansanen and myself have
been neglecting the western philo-

sophical argument when we should

shed enlightenment on the entire

league. We've talked at length
about eastern and central
thoughts, but the NHL's Pacific-

rim has been neglected. No more,
it causes bad karma and I no
longer feel at one with the NHL.
The eternal hockey Tao will escape

me no further

• Do you know
the way to San
lose? Good,
because the play-

offs don't. This
team. which
showed so much
promise after mak-
ing runs in the
1993 and 1994 playoffs, awoke
this morning as the worst team in

the Mil with 53 points, even
behind the Bruins.

Oh, and this adds to the dis-

heartening dews that planet Al
lafrale is injured and out for the

season. If this news is at all stun-

ning to you. I have a bridge for

sale. Yeah, real cheap too. It's

hardly shocking that a man who
spent three years under contract
with the Bruins and played only a

handful more games than Clark
Donatclli C.I. Young or myself,

finally gets shipped out of town
and can't play one full year.

Outside of Owen Nolan and
Eddie Bclfour. San lose has the

talent level of the Spice Girls. Oh,
sure, it's their great singing talent

that has us guys going nuts over
them. Ask me. well off the record,

sometime to tell you what I want,
what I really, really want.

• Former Los Angeles Kings
owner Bruce McNall started serv-

ing his prison sentence on Monday
and most of the rest of this team
should join him in the slammer for

impersonating a hockey team.

What ever became of the 1993
Cup finalists? The guys on Yawkey
Way have the curse of the
Bambino and the folks in

Englewood might forever be
cursed by Marty McSorley and his

illegal stick.

Stephane Fisct is one of the

greatest backups in the NHL, but

as he graphically demonstrated in

Ouebec, he is not a quality starter.

Much like Chris Terreri, he per-

forms his best when he isn't on the

ice 60 times a year, just as some
pitchers work best out of the

bullpen or as a fifth starter.

Furthermore the Kings' popular-

ity trails the Ducks. In the trendi-

est. most
what-have-you-done-for-me-late-
ly town on this continent, the

„ LEIGH TORBfli

Kings are Jerry Lewis to

Anaheim's |im Carrey. Same
schtick. vastly different Q ratings

I've been to both the Pond and
the Great Western Forum. The for-

mer is a suburban palace right

near Disneyland, while the latter is

a dump in a ghetto. One team is

owned by a Fortune 500 company,
the other by a group shakier than

the San Andres Fault. Whether
you're a fan or free agent. which
would you rather associate your
self with in this fair- weather
town? The silver and black lacks.

The
Canucklcheads
made a deal early-

Sunday morning

II 11 tnal m '8 r* t pushUl them past Calgarv

I

1

and into the play-' mmm
offs Es'a

Tikkanen will

rejoin the remainder of the New
York Wayne-ger chapter of the

Oiler alumni association, along
with Russ Courtnall. in exchange
for Brian Noonan and Sergei
Nemchinov No analysis of this

dead-even deal will be offered
here, just felt like passing it along.

• Did you see what Domink
Hasek did Saturday night?
Deepest apologies philosophical
ones, but this eastern event must
be mentioned. It's like the
Yin-Yang of Comlit factions, and
to maintain the natural balance
and harmony of nature, this col-

umn can't be completely yang.

On Hockey Night in Canada this

Saturday, with much of the puck-
head community watching
Buffalo's game in Montreal. Hasek
made the mother of all poke
checks.

Tied 3-5 in overtime, the Sabres
were badly caught in a line change
and one could see a Vincent
Damphoussc break-away develop-
ing all the way from behind his

own net. The speedy vet flew
through the neutral zone before
being upended just before the blue
line by a black streak.

Hardly a modified Foxtrax puck,
sporting his team's cool new black
road uniform. Hasek charged 75
feet from his own net and. sliding

like Pete Rose. upended
Damphousse at the neutral zone
face off dot. It saved the game, but
it's hard to believe that Sabres
coach Ted Nolan whole heartedly
supported the move afterwards.

Parting is such sweet sorrow...
but not in the case of spring
break. Drink it up for a week and
hope when we return your team
will be talking about drinking
from the Holy Grail and not some-

Hawaiian country club's 19th
hole.

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian
columnist.
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Coming to the

end of the rood
All-America candi-

date Michele

Warrington is one of

three women's lax

seniors from Ridley,

Penn. looking to

close her career on a

winning note (see

Sports, page 1 4).

Mysteries of

the Unknown
Stars and Ghosts
and Scientologists,

Oh My! The
Collegian tries to

demystify some of

the stuff that goes
bump in the night

(see Arts & Living,

page 5).

WORLD

Gangs seize arms in

Albanian insurrection

TIRANA Albania (AP) — The gunfire

of anti-government insurgents

pressed closer yesterday to the capi-

tal, where gangs carried off weapons
from two military sites and Western

embassies organized evacuations.

Preparations for a* showdown
appeared to be taking shape, with

gangs apparently supporting

President Sali Berisha taking guns
from a vacated military academy in

Tirana, the capital. Police did noth-

ing as the men calmly walked out

with AK-47 automatic rifles slung

over their shoulders.

Hours later, state television reported

that a group of people had stormed

the Yzbensht barracks in a Tirana

suburb yesterday night and seized

weapons. It was unclear whether
they were supporters of Berisha

The unrest came as Bashkim Fino, a

35-year-old Socialist from the sooth-

em town of Gjirokastra, was getting

a first look at the difficulties facing

him as prime minister. He acknowl-

edged it was impossible to force

rebels to put down their looted

weapons. Looters stormed an arms

depot near the industrial city of

FJbasan, 22 rrales southeast of Tirana,

and carted away automatic weapons
— adding to the cache of guns and

munitions seized by mobs the past

two weeks.

NATION

Clinton's plan may
give more to Mass.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Clinton's transportation

plan would provide
Massachusetts with about $580
million per year in highway
funds, a reduction from this

year's level but more than offered

by competing plans.

"With regard to funding for the

Central Artery project, this is the

best credible plan in town," said

Rep. |oseph Kennedy (D-Mass)
The SS80 million is about $130
million more than the lowest

level of federal aid assumed in

the state's December study on
the Central Artery/Third Harbor

Tunnel. The project's estimated

cost is $10.4 billion

Northeastern lawmakers wel-

comed Clinton's plan because it

is much more friendly to their

region than competing plans

such as "Step 21." proposed by

House Majority Whip Tom DeLay
(R-Texas). Currently, states get

money out of the highway trust

fund based on need, a system
that greatly benefits the

Northeast. DeLay wants no state

to receive more than it con-

tributes, an approach that would

cost the northeastern states hun-

dreds of millions of dollars — or

even billions — per year.
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Sawyer talks to UMass students

on his spiritual battle with AIDS

Thursday, March 13, 1997

By Laura Fooler

Collegian Staff

Steve Sawyer is a 21 -year-old male who would be a

senior at Curry College this year. He would be thinking

about finding a job after graduation. He might even be con-

sidering whether there is a woman in his life whom he

could someday see himself marrying.

However, due to an infected donor pool of blood. Steve

will never be able to achieve these dreams.

Sawyer, on his second visit to the University of

Massachusetts, in connection with the Campus Crusade for

Christ, talked to an assembly of approximately 250 individ-

uals last night.

Sawyer's reason for speaking was not. as he said, "to give

an update on AIDS," but to bring inspiration and hope for

those suffering, as he has learned to do in his own life by

finding a relationship with God.
"It's amazing when your dreams get torn away from you.

It causes you to face things with a different perspective,"

Sawyer said.

In explaining the sequence of events of his disease, which
started when he was in high school, Sawyer explained the

emotions and attitudes he felt in dealing with his illnesses.

Sawyer also shared three main lessons he has learned

from his experience: the vast majority of what we
encounter is beyond our control: we often allow circum-

stances to control our attitudes and behavior towards life;

and hope can bring joy despite any circumstance.

Sometime between 1980 and 19S5, Sawyer received the

infected blood and developed hepatitis B and C, as well as

the HIV virus. He needed the blood transfusion for his

hemophilia, a genetic blood clotting disorder.

Sawyer explained how he was finally getting over the

limitations hepatitis had on him when he was told he was
HIV positive. He was able to fight off the hepatitis B but

the hepatitis C has given him cirrhosis of the liver, so that

the organ is now becoming scar tissue.

Sawyer said his first response to his disease was denial,

which he compared to a scene in the movie. Monty Python

and the Holy Grail. He said his attitude was like that of the

knight who fought King Arthur. The knight, despite losing

all of his limbs refuses to admit to his losses and continues

to fight. Sawyer admitted that his denial, which came in the

form of destruction and anger, was not as humorous as

Monty Python's example.

The problem with denial. Sawyer said, is that it builds up
inside of you until it explodes, as happened to him.

As a senior in high school, Sawyer's T-cells (the white

blood cells that fight infection in the body) dropped to 230
In comparison, an individual diagnosed with AIDS has a

T- cell count of 200 or below Sawyer recalls "looking in

the mirror and at someone who was dying."

Sawyer's turning point came to him in a gradual
sequence of events. Sawyer's father, who described the

family as "Christmas Christians" at the time, told his son

that the only one who could help him at this point was
God. Sawyer, who was not even sure he believed in God,
decided to pray. Not long after, his T-cell count jumped up
to 365 and Sawyer became healthier.

However, Sawyer said he still felt reservations about

God until he went on to Curry College. At Curry, Sawyer
met his best friend and roommate Brent, who was a devot-

ed Christian.

It was with Brent's encouragement and practice that

Sawyer began to attend Campus Crusade for Christ meet-

ings. And it was there. Sawyer said, that he found the hope

and inspiration which was lacking in his life.

Sawyer said he realized he had been pushing away God's
love, which he described as the greatest love in the uni-

verse, all of which is free. The inspiration Sawyer acquired

from his new relationship with God didn't heal him com-
pletely but it brought him a strength from within, which

has, as Sawyer said "kept me going for one and a half years

longer than doctors thought."

Sawyer's talk brought a great deal of religion into his

presentation, but not in a way which it is often referred to.

Sawyer said he views religion not so much as being part of

a particular denomination but as having a relationship per-

sonally with God.
Sawyer used the analogy, "lust because you're born in a

garage doesn't mean you're a car, so just because you're a

Christian doesn't mean you're religious."

Despite Sawyer's encouragement of forming a relation-

ship with God, he did not focus on trying to convince the

audience.

He said. "I'd feel 1 was rippin' you guys off if I didn't

offer you the love of God. but I'm not trying to shove it

down your throat."

It was clear Sawyer made an impact on his audience, as

during the question and answer period when one under-

graduate. Helen Martinelli. a senior psychology major,

shared how after previously feeling confused about her

own religion, found Sawyer's insights inspiring and uplift-

ing.

Sawyer now spends moat of his time speaking on cam-
puses across the nation. His T-cell count is presently about

1 79 and he no longer takes medication since he said it only

makes him feel worse.

Sawyer said he has no idea when his time will come, but

that due to his relationship with God. he has an assurance

about death

As Sawyer said, "I would rather have AIDS at 21 and be

dying with Christ, then never have him at all."

As far as the eye can see...

Afternoon shadows produced an interesting image at the Fine

Arts Center yesterday.

Scottish sheep doner takes

stand against human testing

SGA argues over money allocation
By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

By Paul Racer

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Scottish

scientist who cloned an adult sheep

told Congress yesterday "it would be

quite inhumane" to try the technology

on people. A senator told him and a

rapt hearing audience that human
cloning is sure to come "and I don't

fear it at all."

It is wrong and "demeaning to

human nature" for government to try

to stop or limit human cloning experi-

ments, said Sen. Tom Harkin
(D-lowa).

"Human cloning will take place and

it will take place within my lifetime."

he said. "I think it is right and prop-

er... It holds untold benefits for

humankind in the future."

Ian Wilmut of the Roslin Institute in

Edinburgh, Scotland, said that since

the world learned he and colleagues

had cloned an adult sheep named
Dolly, there has been an explosion of

speculation about cloning of humans.

But Wilmut said human cloning is

not practical, possible or ethical.

"Similar experiments with humans
would be totally unacceptable." he

said.

"I don't see any reason why we
would want to copy a person." said the

scientist. "I personally have still not

heard of a potential use of this tech-

nique to produce a new person that I

would flad ethical or acceptable."

It took 277 attempts to produce
Dolly, said Wilmut, and some of the

failures resulted in defective lambs

that died quickly after birth.

"It would be quite inhumane to con-

template using these techniques at this

stage," he said.

Though he agreed with Harkin that

"it is not possible nor even desirable to

attempt to regulate the way that sci-

ence progresses," Wilmut said legisla-

tors should address "the question of

the individuals who will be involved,

the children who would be involved."

Harkin. in a short speech that

dropped the entire Senate hearing

room into attentive silence, said gov-

ernments should not try to slow the

march of science, even for a technolo-

gy as ethically troubling as human
cloning.

He said it was wrong for President

Clinton to issue an order to stop all

federally funded human embryo
research and for Sen. Christopher S.

Bond (R-Mo.) to propose legislation to

make the research ban permanent.

He compared these government
efforts to the 1 7th century punishment

of the astronomer Galileo, who

advanced Copernicus' theory that the

Earth orbits the sun. instead of the

other way around.

"I think to attempt to limit human
knowledge is demeaning to human
nature." said Harkin. "What nonsense.

What utter, utter nonsense to think

that somehow we are going to hold up
our hands and say stop.

Several senators and two witnesses

applauded Clinton's order to ban
human cloning research for 90 days

while the whole issue is considered by

the National Bioethics Advisory
Commission.

"There are aspects to life that

should be off limits to science." said

Bond. "We must draw a clear line.

Humans are not God and they should

not be allowed to play God. It is

morally repugnant."

Dr. Harold Varmus. director of the

National Institutes of Health, said sci-

ence is not technically ready to even

attempt human cloning research, even

if it were permitted. He said there are

technical answers about the process

that can only be answered with animal

research.

Varmus. however, urged that legis-

lation on cloning be carefully drawn so

that beneficial genetic research would
not be affected. He said research into

cloning could teach science how to

control genes and manipulate them to

combat disease and illness.

Wilmut said researchers at his lab

are manipulating genes in sheep now
and that within two years "there will

be animals that produce, in their milk,

proteins that can treat human dis-

ease." He said cloning technology
could be used to develop treatments

for hemophilia and cystic fibrosis and
to help control the protein thought to

cause "mad cow disease" and its

human analog. Cruetzfeldt-lakob dis-

ease.

Such technology, Wilmut said, may
help science learn how to cause some
ihuman cells to regress developmental-

ly to a point where the DNA could be

easily changed to correct a genetic

flaw. Such cells then could be returned

to a patient to treat specific illnesses,

such as blood disorders.

It may be possible, Varmus said, to

use cloning technology to learn how
certain genes could be "turned on" and
caused to make useful tissue. That
could lead to growing of bone marrow
in a lab to treat a cancer patient.

Harkin challenged Varmus and
Wilmut to tell of any human cloning

research they knew of. Both scientists

said they knew of no such research.

"It is unlikely." said Varmus, but "it

is possible."

After much debate at last night's

Student Government Association

(SGA) meeting, the senate voted to

give $2,000 from its finance reserves

to both the UMass Dance Team and
the UMass Men's Volleyball Team for

national competitions.

There was controversy as to whether

money should be given to the volley-

ball team after it was revealed that

there was only approximately $5,000
in the finance reserves at the beginning

of the meeting

The SGA finance Committee starts

each semester with $1 5.000 to allocate

to causes as they see fit. The requests

must pass through the committee and

the senate body.

Sen. Dan Kittredge (Central Area)

felt that had he known the limited

funds left in the finance reserves before

he voted to give the dance team any

money, he would have voted for a

lower sum for each.

"I would have liked to know how
much money we had before we gave

$2,000 to the dance team." said

Kittredge.

Other senators felt that it was unfair

to give the two teams different

amounts, regardless of the balance of

the reserves since the requests were so

similar.

"We very easily gave them
|
the

dance team] money. II we don't show

our support to the \ollevball team,

what does that say of our body as a

whole?" said Sen. Carl Litsch

(Commuter Area), member of the

Finance Committee.

Numerous amendments were pro-

posed to decrease the amount of

$2,000 given to the volleyball team,

but were voted down. Many senators

lelt that it would be unfair, and the\

would be receiving less money simply

because the dance team motion had

been voted on first

"We shouldn't he punishing the vol

ley hall team because we didn't do our

homework earlier this evening." Sen.

Paul F'erro (Southwest Area) said.

The senate voted in support ol gi\

ing the Volleyball Team $2,000 after

reaching a narrow quorum.

Both the Dance Team and the

Volleyball Team claim to have made
efforts to raise a portion of the money
themselves

"We spend a lot of money to go to

tournaments every weekend, so t he-

money has been spent." said Rob
Settemhro. co president of the

\ oMeybel Team.

Mso passed last night was a motion

that a report be presented concerning

the representation and attention given

to the needs of the disabled communi-
ty, the gay. lesbian, bisexual and trans-

gender community and welfare parents

here at LMass.

The motion proposed that it be

enacted that the Office of Student
Allans develop methods to recruit and

retain members from these groups.

Sen. Ferro spoke against this

motion, with the opinion that the gay

community specifically should not be

given special privileges.

\1v vice with this motion is that it

•ingles out people based on sexual

ea," Mid ferro.

Other Motion! passed included a

unanimous vote for lockable display

;.i-c- to be placed in the Cape Cod
lounge for art students to show their

current work, u reduction in the rates

of Bodv Shop lees, and a motion to

allocate al least one student position

on the Chancellor '| 1-xecutive Advisory

Commit tec-

tum to SGA. page 2

Geological findings
IfNNWtll HIT«A« tOUK.IAN

Undergraduate geology majors |im Dutcher (standing) and Mike McCormic calculated the strata of the

stairs at Morrill Science Center for a class yesterday.
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SGA
continued from page 1

The committee currently does not

include any students.

SGA elections for president and stu-

dent trustee as well as area govern-

ment positions has been postponed to

Wednesday and Thursday. March 26
and 27.

A debate has also been scheduled

for Tuesday. March 25. in the UVC
studio. The time is tentatively set at 6
p.m. The debate is open to the public.

Voting will take place from 1 1 a.m.-

2 p.m. each day and then will reopen

between 4:30 -7 p.m.

Polling stations for Orchard Hill

Residential Area students will be locat-

ed in the Franklin Dining Hall.

Students living in Sylvan and
Northeast Residential Areas will be
required to vote in Worcester Dining

Hall.

Residents of Southwest South
(Cance. |ohn Quincy Adams. Pierpont.

Moore. Patterson, MacKimmie,
Washington and lohn Adams
Residence Halls) will vote in Berkshire

Dining Hall, while residents of
Southwest North (Thoreau. Coolidge.

lames. Emerson. Kennedy. Melville.

Prince and Crampton Residence Halls)

will vote at Hampshire Dining Hall.

Commuter and Greek Area students

are required to vote in either the
Newman Center or the Hatch.

Springfield College ralliers

protest change ofnickname
By WrDonn
Associated Pruts

SPRINGFIELD — Their sit-in over,

a group of Springfield College protest-

ers say they are now ready to work
with the school president to try to

restore their teams' old nickname, the

Chiefs.

"When the Chiefs were taken away,

the morale of the school dropped,"
said |oel Farrior, a sophomore who
helped organize Tuesday's protest. He
contended that the new nickname for

the college sports teams, the Pride, was
chosen "because of its political correct-

ness."

After a brief rally outside Marsh
Memorial, about 60 students marched
into the building Tuesday and sat

down in the foyer outside the office of

President Randolph Bromery. From a

balcony, they had strung up a 6-foot-

high banner that said: "Hear us. listen

to us. and respect us! " Some protesters

wore "Springfield Chiefs* sports caps.

The protesters said they want to

restore the old nickname "without any
Native American stereotypes." One
protest leader. Mike Sciucco. said the

new Chiefs nickname would connote
leadership and strength.

The symbol for the old nickname
was an Indian's head with a traditional

headdress. Some at Springfield College

complained that the name and image
reflected racial insensitivity. The cam-
pus dropped both the Chief nickname
and symbol in 1996 and began calling

itself the Pride.

However, students voted last year to

restore the old name. Sciucco said stu-

dents had tried unsuccessfully in past

days to persuade the administration to

support restoring the old name. In a

move that surprised the protesters,

Bromery emerged from his office

shortly after their sit-in began Tuesday
and engaged them in a conversation.

He told them that he doubted their

assertion that the old nickname could

be brought back without suggesting

American Indians.

"I know if we went out in the coun-

try and said. "Chiefs." and didn't say

anything else, the first thing that would
come to their minds would be
Indians." Bromery told the students.

He also rejected their demand that

the issue be decided by a binding vote

of students, faculty, administrators and
alumni. "You don't need a president

then." he said.

However, he vowed to work with

the students in an expedited process of
decision making. He said representa-

tives of campus groups would consider

the issue and make a recommendation
to him. Bromery. who is black, sug-

gested with a wry smile at one point

that they consider "Black Panthers" as

the nickname. He then told them that,

in all earnestness, he would prefer
using some kind of animal as a nick-

name.

After about 45 minutes of discus-

sion, the protest leaders said they were
now satisfied that the administration is

listening to them and doing its best to

fulfill their requests. They called off the

rest of the protest, which was initially

supposed to end at midnight.

"This is student empowerment, and
this is what college is about." declared

Sciucco.

The issue of a sports nickname is an
especially important one at Springfield

College, a 3.000-student private school

nationally known as an incubator of
athletes, coaches and other sports pro-

fessionals.

In 1891. instructor lames Naismith
invented basketball at the school.
Three years later. William Morgan, a

graduate of Springfield College, invent-

ed volleyball in nearby Horyokc. Other
colleges with Indian and other nick-

names have sometimes changed them
out of worry about potentially insulting

stereotypes. In 1993. student activists

at the University of Massachusetts
demanded that the school drop its

Minuteman sports logo, a reference to

the celebrated militiamen of the
American Revolution. The activists

said the symbol was militant and sex-

ist.

While initially considered, the
demand was later dropped in the face

of an outcry from other students and

Student Affaire Special Services

and Undergraduate Registrar

Important Information For
Commencement Proqram Listinqs

The names that will be listed in the Undergraduate
Commencement Program book will be based on seniors of

record/Class of 1997 as of

Thursday, April 3, 1997.

Because of printing deadlines, it is unlikely that names can be
added after that date. However, if you are eligible to graduate,

your graduation status is not affected even if your name
is not listed.

You must immediately contact a member of the "Senior Staff',

Undergraduate Registrar's Office

(207 Whitmore, 5-0555):

1. if you are unsure of your eligibility, have not declared a

major, and/or anticipate changing your date of graduation;

2. if there was an error in the recent mailing from the

Registrar's Office concerning your diploma name and/or
graduation date, and you have not corrected it;

3. if you did not receive the mailing and are expecting to have
all degree requirements completed by May 25, or by
September 1.

Copies of the Undergraduate Commencement information

brochure were mailed at the end of February.

Copies are available at the Visitors Center.

Off in the distance...

Joshua Martin, a junior history major, surveyed the Hakjis Mall yesterday afternoon.

•iNNftn ,.•»*.
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Correction
The photo caption for the photo on page two of the March 10 paper

was incorrect. The band pictured was Somebody's Land Blues, another
band at the event.

The Collegian regrets the error.

COLLEGE
FINANCING IOI

Each year thousands of college students are forced to drop out. The problem is not with
their academic standing, it is their financial status. They can't pass or CLEP out of "College
Financing 101". The Massachusetts Army National Guard has over $21,000 available to each
student who qualifies. Through programs such as Uie Montgomery G.I. Bill and 100% Tuition

Waiver, students can concentrate on grades, not bills. The Tuition Waiver is good at 28 partici-

pating state colleges, community colleges and universities.

All it takes is about two days a month and two weeks I year. Serving your country and
community today can lielp build a better tomorrow.

For more information about the Massachusetts Army MASSACHUSETTS
National Guard call today:

£jnsrr—
l-888-NGPRIDE *$£*
(1-888-647-7433) GU**B
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Peru to alter current rape laws
By Lynn F. Monahan
Associated Press

LIMA. Peru — When 14-year-old |uana was 10, her
stepfather began raping her. He continued to do so for

three years while her mother worked as a live-in maid in

the home of a wealthy family. Her mother found out last

year when Juana became pregnant and told her what had
happened, luana's stepfather was jailed, but he offered
from his cell to "fix" the whole situation: he'd leave his

wife and marry Juana.

He had hoped to take advantage of a'Peruvian law dat-

ing to 1852 that lets rapists go free if they marry their vic-

tims. But he drew a four-year sentence after a local

women's group convinced Juana that her stepfather's offer

would not solve her problems.
That law was expected to be stricken from Peru's penal

code today, when Congress takes up a justice Committee
bill. Women's groups and others say it's about time.

"Imagine a woman marrying an unknown man who had
hurt her. The punishment was for the woman. It's

absurd." said Congresswoman Martha Hildebrandt. one
of the bill's supporters.

A 1991 addition to the old law also allows co-defen-

dants in a gang rape to go free if one of them marries the

woman, a provision Hildebrandt called "grotesque."

Attorney Gina Yanez of the Manuela Ramos women's
group said eliminating the law would be an important vic-

tory for women and for Peruvian society.

She said the case of Juana, a poor child living in Lima's

Villa Maria del Triunfo barrio, is far too common in Peru,

where at least 25,000 women are raped a year. "She could

be any girl by any name in Peru," Yanez said.

Yanez said Peruvian society overvalues virginity, and
Peruvian women often feel they have lost their worth once
they are no longer virgins. Relatives also pressure young
women who have been raped to consent to marriage to

"save the family honor."

In a country where nearly 50 percent of the population

is poor, rape victims sometimes are coerced with money
into marrying their attackers, she said.

Congresswoman Beatriz Merino, who introduced the

repeal measure, said it would eliminate a law that

"offends the dignity of women."
She said under the proposed law, rape is redefined as a

"crime against liberty" instead of a "crime against honor

that could be rectified through marriage."

After much debate, the Justice Commissjpn voted unan-

imously Tuesday to get rid of the old law. If the new law

is approved as expected by the full Congress, rapists no
longer will be able to use marriage to escape punishment.

For many Peruvians, the change is long overdue.

"The rapist is an aggressor. How can you let him get off

by marrying the victim?" asked homemaker Ana Maria
Tejeira. "He'll just continue raping her while they're mar-

ried."

Israel may offer different concessions
By Karin loub
Associated Press

JERUSALEM — Israel refused
yesterday to reverse plans to build

on war-won land in Jerusalem or

improve a West Bank troop pull-

back offer, but suggested conces-
sions on other issues could get

peace talks back on track.

U.S. Ambassador Martin Indyk
told Israel's foreign minister he
expected more generous Israeli

troop pullbacks in September and in

March 1998. when he said "signifi-

cant" chunks of land should be
handed over.

Israel decided last week to sur-

render 9 percent of the West Bank
to Palestinian control in the first

withdrawal — one-third of what the

Palestinians expected.

The decision — coming soon
after Israel angered Palestinians by

approving a Jewish housing project

in historically Arab east Jerusalem
— triggered a crisis in which the

Palestinians warned of a possible

uprising against Israel, and Yasser

Arafat refused to take phone calls

from Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu. The West
Bank troop pullback. scheduled for

this week, has been put on hold
because the Palestinians have

refused to accept it. Foreign
Ministry spokesman Yigal Palmor
said.

"We can't go through with the

plan unless the Palestinians agree to

accept the territory from which we
redeploy," he said. King Hussein of

Jordan, Israel's best friend in the

Arab world, wrote an .unusually
harsh letter to Netanyahu, under-

scoring Israel's growing isolation.

"My distress is genuine and deep
over the accumulating tragic

actions" by Israel which have made
peace more elusive, the king wrote.

Israel radio said Netanyahu, who
was on his way back from Russia,

would convene his Cabinet today to

discuss the crisis. Arafat has invited

foreign diplomats, including the

U.S. consul general in Jerusalem, to

a conference Saturday in Gaza City

to air Palestinian grievances.

Israel, which was not invited,

angrily complained the conference

would violate a peace accord stipu-

lation that disputes should be
resolved in a manner agreed to by

both sides.

"I'm getting fed up with the idea

that everything we do is a violation

of the agreement, and everything

the Palestinians sayjt-ia compliance
with the agreement." Netanyahu
said in Moscow at the end of a

three-day visit.

Foreign Minister David Levy told

Indyk yesterday that the Americans
should not take part, an Israeli offi-

cial said, speaking on condition of

anonymity.

Indyk said U.S. consul Edward
Abington would attend, but he
assured Levy the gathering would
not replace talks between Israel and
the United States.

The United States reportedly
pressed Israel yesterday to delay

construction of 6,500 apartments
for Jews in east Jerusalem, the sec-

tor claimed by the Palestinians as a

future capital. Abington said the

United States remains unhappy over

the planned housing project and
"never stopped discussing the issue"

with the Netanyahu government.
The Palestinians won broad sup-

port yesterday within the U.N.
General Assembly in New York as

speakers from throughout the
world called on Israel to reverse

its decision on the construction.

Indyk did not raise the issue in his

meeting with Levy. However, he

told Levy he hoped the West Bank
territory to come under Palestinian

control will be expanded signifi-

cantly, a source close to the meet-

ing said, also on condition of
anonymity.

Markets propose eliminating price tags

by Jean McMillan

Associated Press

BOSTON — Supermarkets want

to get rid of the price stickers on
individual groceries as they go high-

tech, but consumers say they need
them to comparison shop and
watch for scanning mistakes. At a

hearing before lawmakers yesterday

at the Statehouse, supermarket
industry officials said paper labels

make for inconsistent pricing and
added labor costs. That ultimately

leads to higher prices for the con-

sumer.

They are asking for permission to

conduct a two-year pilot test in

which they would replace stickers

in about a dozen stores with an
electronic shelf label. The new
labels, similar to a digital clock,

would display a product's price on
a small screen mounted to lite shelf.

Because those electronic labels

would be updated at the same time

a store's price-scanning system is

updated, there would be little

chance of discrepancies between
the shelf price and the register

price.

"There's virtually no chance for a

manual error," said Paul M.
Patrick, vice president of ERS, a

Connecticut-based company that

makes electronic pricing systems
for supermarkets.

Patrick also argued that

Massachusetts is behind the times:

44 states do not require individual

pricing. Stop and Shop uses the

electronic pricing system in 54 of

their stores in Connecticut. But
some, including the man who
authored the law to require the

individual pricing, say the new sys-

tem would take away a shopper's

ability to compare prices and add
up what they are spending as they

travel up and down the aisles.

They also argue it would make
shoppers less aware of prices in the

home where the product would no
longer show a price. Edgar
Dworsky, a former assistant attor-

ney general in the consumer divi-

sion, now with the Massachusetts

Consumers' Coalition, said he
helped draft the original law calling

for the individual pricing in 1987.

He said he would be in favor of

stores using the electronic pricing

on shelves, but not at the expense

of individual pricing. He said a sur-

vey done by the coalition supports

this idea. A few shoppers asked yes-

terday about how they felt about

the proposal seemed to echoed the

survey results.

Michael Goes. 43, of Lowell, a

stock clerk at a computer manufac-

turing company, said he doesn't

want the prices on items eliminat-

ed.

"I think it's easier. I would like

both. I go with basically what's on
the box itself. There are many times

they run a different price, and it's

not usually what it says on the

shelf," he said.

"I would probably prefer it on
the box. In case I don't remember
what the price was on the shelf. I

could always pick it up and look at

it," said machinist Bruce Herrick.

of Billerica. 59.

Christopher P. Flynn, president

of the Massachusetts Food
Association, said a typical store has

25,000 items and has more than

3.000 price changes a week. He
said stores would be more apt to

put items on sale if they could just

press a button and not have to affix

all new labels and signs indicating

the sale price.

Florida prepares as 300 criminals get out of jail

By Lisa Hoiewa
Associated Press

TAMPA. Fla. — Mitchell Sexton fatally stabbed his

father with a double-edged knife and used an electrical

cord to hang the body from the handle of an exercise

bike.

Norman James Eastman beat a 2-year-old to death for

vomiting in his Corvette, punching the child so hard that

the youngster's bowels ruptured.

Johnny L. Yearby led a gang of teens who cornered a

homeless man in a courtyard and beat him to death with a

baseball bat as he yelled, "Why are you doing this to me?"
They picked over his body, even removing his shoes to

look for money.

The men were among 300 rapists, robbers and other

felons freed this week from prisons across the state in one
of biggest mass releases of violent lawbreakers in Florida

history. Two hundred more will probably be released on
Monday, and an additional 2.200 will go free in the com-
ing months and years.

The convicts left prison on Tuesday because of a U.S.

Supreme Court decision last month that restored "gain

time" — time off that the state automatically granted to

prisoners to relieve overcrowding, then took away.

"A hell of a lot of innocent people are going to be
robbed, raped and murdered," Lee County Sheriff John

McDougall said yesterday. 'How many people are going

to have to die in order to pay for this blunder?"

Four killers from his county in southwestern Florida

were among the prisoners released, including Sexton, who

was sentenced in 1988 to 22 years for murder.

Corrections Department officials hurried yesterday to

notify local police about the freed convicts, while six

members of the agency's victim-assistance office phoned
and wrote victims who had asked to be told if their attack-

ers ever went free. State law allows victims to ask that

they be notified if a criminal is about to get out.

The inmates were given $100 and were either turned

over to relatives or given a bus ticket to the Florida desti

nation of their choice.

One of those released was David Bombay, who robbed
gas station owner William True of Largo. Fla.. in 1986.

"He shouldn't get out early, but as long as he stays out

of trouble good for him," True said. "I believe in second
chances. If they get a second chance, and they blow it.

well, shame on them and back the)' go."

House Speaker Dan Webster, a Republican, said he
will introduce legislation that would force any of the

released prisoners convicted of another crime to serve all

the "gain time* they were awarded in addition to whatev-

er they get for the new offense. "These guys are hardened
criminals and are going to revert to their old ways." he
warned.

The state introduced "gain time" in 1983. In some cases

an inmate could earn up to two months of credit for ever,

month served. About 4,000 inmates who earned gain time

had been released by 1992.

State Attorney General Bob Butterworth revoked auto
malic gain time in 1992 to prevent violent inmates from
leaving prison early. The U.S. Supreme Court, however,
ruled the state must keep its word.
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Opinion/Editorial

Celebrating Ireland and its heritage

Dunn

So.
what are vou doing on St.

Patrick's n.,\
'

Let me guess. You and a

bunch of your buddies will head oil

to the nearest bar. which if it wasn't

before, will have suddenly "become"
Irish overnight. It will be adorned
with paper shamrocks and lep-

rechauns, it will offer specials on
Guinness. Harp or that perennial.

distinctively "Irish" favorite;

Budweiser or Natural Light dyed
with green food coloring, a true Irish

delicacv The walls will

have 'Erin go bragh" writ-

ten across them, and I'm

willing to hot about half of

the crowd will have no idea

what it MM
Vou and your friends will get good

and loaded, raise a few pints to the

Motherland (whether Of not you're of

Irish descent i stumble home, throw
up and spend all day Sunday nut sing

a hangover

Well, it these are vuur plans, bully

for
J
ou

I used tei enjoy St. Patrick's Day a

lot more lin fact, there's one particu-

lar celebration in San Francisco that's

singularly infamous among mv circle

of friends), but in recent years my
sense of world consciousness and
national pride has gotten the better of

me.

The first place I noticed it was in

re windows and ad campaigns
across the country. Grinning,
green-garbed, grotesque little dwarfs
with red hair, buck teeth, big cars

and little green bowlers atop their

heads while guarding pots o' gold at

the end of rainbows. Aside from
live Americans aaU the Iriek. is,

there any other ethnic group that has

to be inundated with stereotypical

caricatures in the mass-market these

d.IVs'.'

Do we see stereotypical portraits of

McMcans hanging from the windows
of convenience stores during El Cinco

l)e Mayo? Are we subjected to demo-
nized sketches of Hasidim during
Passover or Yom Kippur? Do we
have to stare at disturbing,
minstrel-esque pictures of African

Americans around Martin Luther
King Day or dur-

ing Black History

Month? We don't

and shouldn't be,

but apparently no
one sees a huge

problem with plastering leprechauns

everywhere you look as a marketing

tool.

The second place I noticed a prob-

lem was in steering the holiday away
from national pride and a celebration

of Ireland's patron saint and toward

an excuse to go out and get

s faced, reinforcing the notion that

all of those of Irish descent are a

bunch of "drunk Mick-

Well, regardless of what cereal,

soap and beer companies would have

vou believe, the sons and daughters of

Ireland are not a grinning bunch of

drunken leprechauns whose sole

-ambition in life is to become a

tough-talking priest or a Boston beat

cop.

We are the children of Kings and
poet-warriors. We are the descen-

dant- of those proverbial "barbarians

at the gates" who helped to topple the

Roman empire. We are the keepers of

wisiotu and knuw>edga thai was lost

after the fall of Rome. We are the

long-lost relations of those that were
left to starve by the British occupiers

who could never have been bothered

to aid their own colony. We are the

children of those who came to this

country to find a better life for them-

selves and their families only to be

told that they "need not apply" for

work, or that both they and dogs
were to keep off the grass simply
because of their heritage.

We are part of an artistic and liter-

ary history that spans back to The
Book of Kelts, through the time of

lames loyce and continues today with

authors like Frank McCourt relaying

the stories of their forbears to the rest

of the world.

We're kindred to kings like Brian

Boru and to patriots like Bobby Sands
and Michael Collins, who dreamed of

the day that Ireland could raise its

sons and daughters out from under
the thumb of British rule.

So, when Saturday night comes
around, go ahead and celebrate.

Raise a pint if you want, swill the

green beer if you must, but don't let

the revelry get in the way of the larg-

er picture. While you're out, try to

remember those who have gone
before, that the day should be about

pride in one's ancestry and one's her

itage. Remember the continuing fight

for true Irish independence: that we
are a proud people with a rich her-

itage: that we shouldn't have to have

that heritage trivialized and ridiculed

once a year, rather it should be
revered and celebrated. Try and
remember that when you're out
Saturday night.

Bob Dunn is a Collegian columnist

Where snakes slither to cool off

I
must leave soon.

,
Scratch that — I must leave now
This year's Spring Break couldn't have come at a

better time for me and the majority of mv friends and
colleagues With a departure for Arizona scheduled for

7 a.m. Saturday. Ill be one of the last of the fleeing to

scum to some sunny destination

Yet even those leaving Thursday or Friday have
already been dusted by people who jumped the holiday

gun — hell. I know at least one
guy who's already been to Mexico
and back

I I can't imagine how his

pals are going to explain that

whole kooky Goodell thing to

him.)

As for me, I'm bound first for

Tucson, then to Phoenix for the

latter half of my six-day retreat.

Though a virgin to the Southwest.

I became quite strangely and irre-

versibly, drawn to the premise of

living out to Arizona.

That tse, un til I heard

about the toilet bowl thing.

Now
. mv father only had one

outward phobia — besides that of

hi- children growing up too fast —
of which I was acutely aware: the

I remember watching him
attempt to subtlv cringe when the

family went to see Raiders of the

When the Parent's Day
visitor- at Oie-mut Hill Academv entered the science

iroom, Dad always seemed to find the seat farthest

away Irom the garter snakes' terrarium. And he alw.iv-

seemed to stay in the car or have an errard to run
whenever I had to pick up fish food for my fish.

(He\. smarty pants — yes. you would think it's pret-

iv obvious that fish food would be for fish, failing to

take into account that I have a little sister and little sib-

ling conscience.)

But now I think I owe the big guy an apology. While
the average legless reptile on the East Coast is not a

nasty- natured bearer of venomous death, those in

Vi/.ona are ,i lotallv different story.

Rattlers Real live rattlers.

Rattlers, as I was informed by a friend who should
have paid better attention to the saying "Ignorance is

bliss." have this pesky habit of curling around the cool

porcelain base of toilets when they overheat

I'm not a man who doesn't understand that the laws

Of probability are on my side. Had I opted to camp out

" When the Conner

colon informs the

Conner anus that the

bowel bobsled team is

ready to compete in the

Poop Olympics, there is

a tried and true series

ofe\'ents that must

occur. 1 must first grab

a magazine, preferably

one whose spine I've

not yet creased.

"

C. Taylor Connor

in a log cabin in Maine for optimal writing solitude.

bear warnings most certainly would have come my way
from a number of my New England chums. But at least

there might be the opportunity to see that furry mother
coming, perhaps giving me sufficient time to play dead
or. more realistically, soil my khakis and collapse from
a heart attack like the tough guy I am That I could
handle.

I am almost wholly assured, however, that even the

most clever and undersized of adult

black bears would be hard-
pressed to slink its fat. hairy keister

under and around the Tidy Bowl
Man's kingdom without detection

This is not so in the rattler see

nario.

When the Conner colon informs

the Conner anus that the bowel
bobsled team is ready to compete
in the Poop Olympics, there is a

tried and true series of events that

must occur. I must first grab a

magazine, preferably one whose
spine I've not yet creased. Then,
whether at home or away. I will lay

down four strips of paper across

the four comers of the toilet seat.

Finally, I will drop trou and sit. and
somewhat like a bathroom version

of Captain Picard. I will allow
Number Two to take the bridge.

You'll notice that at no point in

this routine is there a mention of

checking under the bowl for the

murderous descendant of the bastard who threw a

monkey wrench in that whole Eden plan.

But. hey. I've never been a worrier, so why start

now?
Upon landing in Tucson Saturday afternoon, my

skin, which has spent the last seven months almost

completely covered from head to toe, will receive its

first taste of sun — real sun — in what seems like ages.

I'll need sunglasses for reasons other than ice glares

when I drive to campus in the morning. And my new
spring clothes will actually see some wear before
mid-to-late April.

But in the back of my head, there is the image of

some concierge retching at the thought of having to

siphon venom from a body area that will produce bell-

hop snickers for years to come.
Maybe I should have just gone to Mexico — it seems

to be the hot spot for folks to run away from their wor-

ries.

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian columnist.

Dooncsbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Letters to the Editor

ALANA needs
to be more flexible

To the Editor:

As a UMass alum and a fairly

recent one at that, it has been diffi-

cult not to miss the controversy in

Amherst over demands by ALANA
targeted towards the UMass adminis-

tration. I was a student at UMass
back in 1992. when the original list

of demands was issued, and recall the

concern then for the University not

meet.ng particular needs of the stu-

dents

However, while I can sympathize
with the passion and goals of the

A I \NA stance, 1 don't think they

fully understand the dynamics of

actually meeting their demands. If

you think that Whitmore is a bureau-

cratic nightmare right now, just imag-
ine it If everyone had an individual

payment plan, or if students attended

class as long as they want while their

bills went unpaid, all the while trying

to find the hundreds of millions of

dollars needed to finance the new
academic initiatives, new faculty.

increasing of recruitment and
increase of staff.

As a state university, the majority

of the operating budget is determined
by the legislators on Beacon Hill at

the Slate House, not in the cubicles

of Chancellor Scott's Office. That's

one of the troubling aspects of
attending a state school, the funding

isn't there to have such things as an
\l \NA Affairs office, or specific

studies programs targeted at specific

ethnic backgrounds The money just

isn't there

Even if the University were able to

rework the current budget, there still

wouldn't be enough to satisfy all the

conditions that ALANA seems
unwilling to be flexible with. We do
need more faculty of color (although

there are some excellent ones already

on campus), more flexible child-care,

and Lord knows Financial Aid would
love for a Brinks truck to crash on
Haigis Mall. But the way these events

are being perceived by alums and the

media. ALANA's chances for success

are not realistic

ALANA should consider being
more flexible with their demands,
and might consider putting them-
selves in the difficult position that

the administration is in. Right now.
there is a perception among some
alums that ALANA's demands will

do more to serve ALANA than the

University as a whole, that political

gain is more important than practi-

cally implementing change. For what
I just said I may be deemed a racist,

as being intolerant of such things as

diversity and change. Well I am not,

but I think there is one statement
which I think people should be con-

cerned with. I read on the student

protest web page comments made by

the Collegian's Humphrey brown III

as he imagined Chancellor Scott "in

a kilt playing golf." and how that

image made him want to scream.
How is this any different from some-
one saying they want to scream when
they see an African-American "pick-

ing Cotton and eating watermelon
and pork chops." Or Native-
Americans... perceived as savages.

You get the idea. Racism is a disease

regardless of who promotes it. and if

someone uses it to promote even a

noble cause such as ALANA's. then
I'd be hesitant to support their

actions.

Evan Whitney
Class of 1995

evan_whitney@harvard.edu

Columnists
display hypocrisy

To the Editor:

First. I would like to congratulate

ALANA and its supporters on their

achievement. In a decade when states

and universities openly strive to

reverse any progress obtained by
Affirmative Action programs, this is a

fairly unique success story of students

forcing the implementation of diversi-

ty-

In contrast with the protest, which
was seriously committed to non-vio-

lence and to bringing together all stu-

dents. Hussein Ibish and Shyamala
Ivatury's Friday opinion column
struck a disharmonious cord.
Chancellor Scott was depicted as fol-

lows: "Resplendent in sombrero, sun-

glasses, kilt and blue flippers.

Chancellor Scott slowly lifts a limp

arm..." Making such ridiculous cari-

catures of people is not unlike white

racist ln eaaturc , which depicts
African ArnWWti* m brainless and
clffwrqah. oe~Nari literature, which
rK?rtrVrVp** a» pbysicallv grotesque

and demonic.

In the same column, there are also

bizarre derogatory references to

Scott's ethnicity: "...apart from the

unpleasantness about the bag-
pipes..." Ibish and Ivatury come
across just as obnoxious oppose h ..|

other cultures as Robinson. Ingle,

and Crosson. who they attack for

such a stance.

Finally. Ibish and Ivatury claim
that ineffective dialogue is "emotion-

al... hostile, and wholly-counter pro-

ductive." In their hypocrisy. Ivatury

and Ibish fail to identify the exact

same faults in themselves.

Ronen Botzcr

rbotzcr@cluxl.cs.umass.edu

Education

for everyone

To the Editor:

UMass Students: As a former
employee of UMass and one who
strongly believes in the freedom of

education for all people. I can under-

stand your protest But. I have to say

that I disagree with its approach for

various reasons, but mainly I believe

that the situation is not necessarily a

UMass problem, but a national prob-

lem.

Making education accessible to

everyone begins at much higher and
lower levels than an actual campus.
On a lower level, we need to instill

the importance of an education and
staying in school. On the junior high

and high school levels, this needs to

be reinforced along with the informa-

tion on how to get that education, i.e.

scholarships, loans, etc. 1 really don't

believe that we make the average stu-

dent aware of such things due to lack

of personnel/funds in schools.
Having funds made available on an
equal level to these schools to give

them the tools to be able to compete
in higher education arenas whether it

be a vocational or Ivy League school

of their choosing is another key ele-

ment.

This brings us to that higher level:

support for programs that allow tax

cuts for families to be able to afford

to send their children to school:

work-for-education type programs
such as Clinton's plan that he pro-

posed in his first term: and more
funding for student aid.

But... someone has to want the

education.

I had an English teacher once
that told our class that if you want
something bad enough, you will

achieve it. We need to instill that

strong desire to want an education

into our children whether they be a

minority, poverty stricken, middle
class, or wealthy. I am sure you
have all read stories of children

who have done so — homeless chil-

dren graduating from high school

and going on to college, children

Irom single parent families all going

to college (my father's family did

and that was many years ago), kids

that people felt were too "stupid" to

get anywhere in school performing
beyond any teacher's dream. How
did this happen? Someone gave
them a challenge, a glimmer of
hope to become more than thev

thought they could be. I think if

you asked that person what gave
them that chance, they would give

vou someone's name
So I challenge you. as students,

parents and future parents, to put

your energies back into the children

— invest the same number of hours

you have spent in this protest to vol-

unteer to tutor or mentor a child, go
back to your high school and speak

to iiLciciiU about, gelling an oduc.
~4*on. fliva them the iruonnaWan lav -.

' need to get to School, write and write

and write some more to vour con-

gressmen/women on state and
national levels and to major corpora-

tions to get them to join in the fight

to see that the opportunity to learn in

this country is attainable. Help
inspire our youth to excel in all they

do and be proud of what they do
whether it be a graduate or someone
who fixes cars Because when some-
one is proud of themselves and what
they do it makes for a better global

community
You. yourselves, can provide that

key to a child getting a better educa-

tion — don't rely on administrative

figures to solve "problems" that you
yourselves can make a difference in.

Organize your group to meet the

challenge I stated above.

Diane Wheeler
mordrcd@intrcpid.net

Grad organization

expresses support

To the Editor: ,

The Economics Graduate Student
Organization at UMass Amherst
would like to express its strong sup-

port for the students who participat-

ed in (he Goodell struggle. We call

upon all graduate student caucuses
and organizations to join us in sup-

port of these students, by persuading
other graduate students and faculty

to provide the protesters with acade-

mic amnesty, necessary tutoring, lec-

ture notes and proctoring of make-up
exams.

In addition to supporting the
demands made by the students, we
would like to underscore the impor-
tance of transforming the current
regime of education funding and
access in the state of Massachusetts,

and elsewhere. The purpose of state

public education was ostensibly to

bring affordable education to every-

one.

But for too long, working-class
persons have had their pockets
picked by the educational appara-
tus, in the form of tuitions, fees and
regressive taxation policies.
Meanwhile, capitalist enterprises
bear far too little of the cost of edu-
cation. While capitalist enterprises

arc among the main beneficiaries of

educational experience, in terms of
the surpluses appropriated through
productivity gains, workers earn
stagnant, even declining, real

wages.

We call upon other students to

consider, alongside the race, ethnici

ty, and gender aspects, this class

dimension of the education crisis.

Rob Burns
Eric Glynn

Philip Kozel
Economics Graduate Student

Organization Co-Chairs
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Demysti Astrology
Your San Sign: The sign that most people

consider themselves is called the sun sign.

Meaning what sign and by how many
degrees the sun was at the exact time and
place of your birth. Your sun sign, although

quite prominent does not actually represent

your whole personality. Depending on
whether or not you were born towards the

beginning few days or ending few days of

your sun sign, you might be reflecting key

characteristics of other signs. This is called

being bom on the cusp.

Other Factors: What sign your moon is in

also plays a very significant role in determin-

ing your personality. Other aspects include

the sign placement at the time of your birth

in the planets Mercury. Mars, Venus,
Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto. Your
ascendant is also a strong indicator of per-

sonality.

Categorizations of Signs: Each
Astrological sign can be categorized into one
of the four elements, earth, fire, water and
air. In addition, they can also be categorized

into three qualities, cardinal, fixed and
mutable.

The Elements:

Fire: Aries. Leo and Sagittarius

These signs spread warmth and enthusi-

asm. They "fire-up* and motivate others,

and have hot explosive tempers. They are

people of action and make ideas or people

come to life.

Earth. Taurus. Virgo and Capricorn

These signs flow through after the initia-

tive of the fire signs in order to make things

happen. They are solid, practical and real-

ists. They enjoy material things and sensual

pleasures.

Air: Gemini. Libra and Aquarius
These signs are the idea people. They are

great communicators, and are very mentally

active and sociable. They reach out after the

consolidation of the earth signs to 'inspire

others through the use of words, colors and
pictures. They thrive on social contact, dis-

cussion and debate.

Water: Cancer. Scorpio and Puces
These signs are emotional and compas-

sionate. They use all '.he senses and their

imagination. They are the non-verbal com

muntcators who attune themselves to their

surroundings and react to things through the

medium of feelings.

Electrical Charge
The fire and air signs together share an

electrical charge whose characteristic* are

positive, active, open and always expanding
outward.

The earth and water signs together share

an electrical charge whose characteristics

are reactive, negative, nurturing, receptive

and allow energy to develop and take
shape.

The Qualities:

Cardinal: Aries. Cancer, Libra and
Capricorn
These signs like life in the fast lane. They

are the "start- up* signs, that kick off each

of the four seasons. They are the initiators,

anxious to get things done, and are often

impatient.

Fixed: Taurus, Leo, Scorpio and
Aquarius

These signs are steady, stable and always
in control. They happen in the middle of

the season when the initial character of the

season has been established. They are cen-

tered and do things more deliberately and
slowly — but always thoroughly. They
make things take root and integrate experi-

ences.

Mutable: Gemini. Virgo, Sagittarius and
Pisces

These signs embody the principle of dis-

tribution. They prepare the way for change
by breaking up each seasonal cycle. They
distribute the energy to each group. They
are flexible, adaptable, communicative and
move in many directions easily — darting

around obstacles.

The Signs:

Aries: (March 29 - April 19)

A cardinal fire sign whose opposite sign is

Libra and whose ruling planet is Mars. The
Aries key word is "activity" and its key
phrase is "I am."

Positive Aries characteristics: Pioneering,

executive, competitive, impulsive, eager.

courageous, independent, dynamic, lives in

the present «nd quick.

Negative Aries characteristics:

Domineering, quick- tempered, violent intol-

erant, hasty, arrogant, "me first* attitude,

brusque and lack of follow-through.
*

Taoraa: (April 20 - May 19)

A fixed earth sign whose opposite sign is

Scorpio and whose ruling planet is Venus.
The Taurus key word is 'stability* and its

key phrase is 'I have."

Positive Taurus characteristics: Patient,

conservative, domestic, sensual, thorough,

stable, dependable, practical, artistic and
loyal.

Negative Taurus characteristics:

Self-indulgent, stubborn, slow-moving,
argumentative, short-tempered, possessive,

greedy and materialistic.

Gemini: (May 20 - June 20)
A mutable air sign whose opposite sign is

Sagittarius and whose ruling planet is

Mercury. The Gemini key word is "versatili-

ty* and its key phrase is "I think.*

Positive Gemini characteristics: Dual,
congenial, curious, adaptable, expressive,

quick-witted, literary, inventive, dexterous
and clever.

Negative Gemini characteristics:

Changeable, ungrateful, scatterbrained, rest-

less, scheming, lacks concentration and
lacks follow-through.

*

Cancer: ("one 21 - July 22)

A cardinal water sign whose opposite sign

is Capricorn and whose ruling planet is the

moon. The Cancer key word is "devotion"

and its key phrase is "I feel."

Positive Cancer characteristics: Tenacious,

intuitive, maternal, domestic, sensitive.

retentive, helpful, sympathetic, emotional,

patriotic, have good memories, and are tra-

ditional.

Negative Cancer characteristics: Brooding,

touchy, too easily hurt, negative, manipula-
tive, too cautious, lazy, selfish and feeling

sorry for themselves.

Leo: (|«ly 25 -Aug. 21)

A fixed fire sign whose opposite sign is

Aquarius and whose ruling planet is the sun.

The Leo key word is "magnetism" and its

key phrase is "I will."

Positive Leo characteristics: Dramatic,
idealistic, proud, ambitious, creative, digni-

fied, romantic, generous, self- assured and
optimistic.

Negative Leo characteristics: Vain, status

conscious, childish, overbearing, fears

ridicule, cruel, boastful, pretentious and
autocratic.

Virgo: (Aug. 22 - Sept. 22)
A mutable earth sign whose opposite sign

is Pisces and whose ruling planet is Mercury.
The Virgo key word is "practicality" and its

key phrase is "I analyze.*

Positive Virgo characteristics: Industrious,

studious, scientific, methodical, discriminat-

ing, fact-finding, exacting, clean, humane
and seeks perfection.

Negative Virgo characteristics: Ctitical,

petty, melancholy, self-centered, fears dis-

ease and poverty, picky, pedantic, skeptical

and sloppy.

Libra: (Sept. 23 - Oct 22)
A cardinal air sign whose opposite sign is

Aries and whose ruling planet is Venus. The
Libra key word is "harmony" and its key
phrase is "I balance."

Positive Libra characteristics:

Cooperative, persuasive, companionable,
peace-loving, refined, judicial, diplomatic,

sociable and suave.

Negative Libra characteristics: Fickle,

apathetic, loves intrigue, peace and any
price, pouting, indecisive and easily

deterred.

Scorpio: (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)
A fixed water sign whose opposite sign is

Taurus and whose ruling planet is Pluto.

The Scorpio key word is "intensity" and its

key phrase is "I desire.*

Positive Scorpio characteristics:
Motivated, penetrating, executive, resource-

ful, determined, scientific, investigative,

probing and passionate.

Negative Scorpio characteristics:

Vengeful, temperamental, secretive, violent,

sarcastic, suspicious, jealous and intolerant.

Sagittarius: (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)
A mutable fire sign whose opposite sign is

Gemini and whose ruling planet is lupiter.

The Sagittarius key word is "visualization*

and its key phrase is "1 understand."

Positive Sagittarius characteristics:

Straightforward, philosophical,

freedom-loving, broad-minded, athletic,

generous, optimistic, just, scholarly and

enthusiastic.

Negative Sagittarius characteristics:

Argumentative, exaggerative, talkative, pro

crastinating, self-indulgent, blunt, impa-

tient, a gambler, pushy and hot-headed.

Capricorn: (Dec. 22 - |an. 20)

A cardinal earth sign whose opposite sign

is Cancer and whose ruling planet is Saturn.

The Capricorn key word is "ambition" and

its key phrase is "I use."

Positive Capricorn characteristics:

Cautious, responsible, scrupulous, conven-

tional, businesslike, perfectionists, tradition-

al, practical, hardworking, economical and

serious.

Negative Capricorn characteristics:

Egotistic, domineering, unforgiving, fatalis

tic, the mind rules the heart, stubborn,

brooding, inhibited and status-seeking.

Aquarius: (Jan. 21 - Feb. 19)

A fixed air sign whose opposite sign is

Leo and whose ruling planet is Uranus. The
Aquarius key word is "imagination* and its

key phrase is "I know."
Positive Aquarius characteristics

Independent, inventive, tolerant, individual

istic, progressive, artistic, scientific, logical,

humane, intellectual and altruistic-

Negative Aquarius characteristics

Unpredictable, temperamental, bored by

detail, cold, too fixed in opinion, shy. eccen-

tric, radical, impersonal and rebellious.

Pisces: (Feb. 20 - March 20)

A mutable water sign whose opposite sign

is Virgo and whose ruling planet is Neptune.

The Pisces key word is "understanding" and

its key phrase is "I believe."

Positive Pisces characteristics:

Compassionate, charitable sympathetic.

emotional sacrificing, intuitive, introspec

tivc. musical and artistic-

Negative Pisces characteristics

Procrastinating, over- talkative, melancholy.

pessimistic, emotionally inhibited, timed.

impractical, indolent and often feels misun

derstood.

- Information courtesy from Linda
Goodman's Star signs.
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Premium Law School Education

Without a Premium Price
For over twoAmtim law school academics have claimed that a law school

must be expensive to be good and that it can be good without teaching
students the skills they need m practice These propositions are untrue.

But they have led toa median law school tuition in New England of $17740
this year, and to a dearth of courses in practical skills

MSL illustrates that high quality legal education need not be that expensive and
should include extensive education in practical skills. At MSL, up to one-half

the courses you take during your career can be skills courses it you wish,

and annual tuition for hill time study is $9,000 this year (part time is $7200).
a

The difference this makes is that MSL students are paying approximately

$25,000 to $30,000 leas in tuition during their law school careers, and are much
better "quipped to practice when they graduate

Wt oak yat to compart both pnas and trmnmg. Personalty ask schook how many
practical skills counts their students rmhstkmlhjam take. Only personal mauiryam
enable you to learn about courses. And check tuUvns at tndmdual schools - you will

find that MSL's tuition usually m 40% to 60% less than tuitions at other schools.

MSL graduate! are ehgjble to practice law in Vermont. New Hampshire,
Maine and Massachusetts, as well as California and other selectee; states.

For a cacatog or more information, pleaae cal SOS-MI -0800

Massachusetts School of Law
500 Federal Street, Woodland Park, Andover, MA 01810

VMt our video: www.mstaw.edu

After six moiilli*..

new graduates are
often wrtitifnp for their

first job.

Our Co-op MBA's
are waiting for their

first paycheck.

Getting your first |ob isn t easy, unless you're part of Northeastern s

Co-op MBA Program After six months of study you II work another six

months in t paid professional -level position A final nine months of school

completes your degree At the end of the program you'll have built a solid

resume and gained the valuable contacts and experience necessary to

launch your career To find out how you can have a great job in six months

call us at (617) m-S96o or visit our web site at www cba neu edu gsba But don t

wait too long, the next class starts in June

Northeastern
GraSMk ScSoot * tmUmu Sammaraaa

FuHmt programs tot put you to wwt

I N

• 1

T
t

nO1-800-27-ISRAEL)
—

***• <a£ Study Abroad

ftf) Summer
#***> Winter

O Kibbutz

#*# INTERNSHIPS

#9 AND MUCH, MUCH, MORE!

Call laout Odyssey 97: Summer It f . Europs t Israel f

$8fc
ajrW l aji 11 n »»

mermatem*mj**m*+»*%

i
USDONFTC0M COM

110 E St* Street 4th fi \ ^ ias*r% *F
Ntw »<H«. NY 10022 / U9U mmmmNtwYorixNY 10022

fix 21J-7»47»1
linn. I»»n».i

NO BLARNEYABOUT IT! WE'VC GOT THE BEST DEALSAROUND!!
f f Don't Drink

and Drive

Whit«wot«r Rafting

is one of the best ways to

breok out of the mid-semester

blues 1 Our great Spring Rates

make the most exciting season

a real bargain.

FromAprf 1 5mMo> 1 5 raft for as

tesSMmthaZoarGap

section of the OeerWd River

&OUTDOOR

< harlcmont, Massw liusctts

(AllMOWTO DOOM YOUR
fcNM lUniNC AcviNnmtl

800 532-7483

III .(>< K
CASE

IUD, BUD LIGHT, BUD
ICE & BUD ICE LIGHT

CASE OP 24-11 OZ. CANS
+ DEP

GENUINE DRAFT
& GENUINE DRAFT LIGHT
CASE OF 24-12 OZ. a*- aS*Bkv y-I «-k

-T **

"

+ DEP

4 FK. OF DRAFT CANS

sa DEP

6 FK. BOTTLES

f
GUINNESS .-»

STOU1 O'
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
& ANNIVERSARY LIGHT
CASE OF 2-12 FK. CANS

DEP

9
DEP

PAPER CITY BREWING
& BERKSHIRE BREWING
All TYPES «*r aajj Qq1/2 GALLONS

HARPOON
I PA. & MIX PACK
12 PACK BOTTLES

i
DEP

s8 + DEP

~

^f/IN£ OF THE MOUTH )*f

DUNNEVVOOD
CHARDONNAY, ZJNFANDEL
CABERNETSAUVIGNON
TSOht

;s-

ROSSI WINES
ALL FlJiVORS
4 LITER <*

ROBERT MONDAVI
WOODBRIDGE CHARDONNAY
A CABERNET SAUVIGNON
I S LITER sio
COLOUR VOLANT
CHARDONNAY, MERLOT,
CABERNE T SAUVIGNON
no mi

M.G. VALLEJO
CHARDONNAY
TSOML

I
*5

sa
BACARDI.

SALE '3.43

MAIL IN ftlBAll -1.50

FINAL

4 PK BOTTLES COST *f DEP.

LUKSUSOWA VODKA
"THE ORIGINAL SALE '15 99
POTATO VODKA' MAIL-IN REt ' -3.00
1751

FINAL

COST

SEAGRAMS GIN sale'12.49
1. 75L mail -IN REBATE -3.00

FINAL

COST

. -in ncBHiL -j.uu

sQao

BAILEY'S LIGHT
IRISH CH8AM IJQVEVR 750 ML

*^ IRISH WHISKEY

750 ML
1

i JIM BEAM
1.75L SALE '14.49

MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00

FINAL

COST

Clan
MacGregor

Scotch whism

We Accept

Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007
H^ tH3 r-

"

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS. 3/13/97 THRU

WEDS. 3/19/97

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPO
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Is David Lynch lost?
Highway pushes audiences to the brink

By Mottfww Ludvino
Collegian Correspondent

LOST HIGHWAY
Directed by David Lynch

with Bill Pullman, Patricia Arqueffe,

Balthazar Getty

Playing at Amherst Cinema

David Lynch has always been
somewhat of a dark horse in the
motion picture industry. With I986's
Blue Velvet, Lynch painted a vivid

portrait of America; a candy colored
mid western town teeming with dark
secrets, and a mysterious underworld
that lurked just down the block. The
film hit the screen like a Hardy Boys
novel soaked in kerosene, burning
the audience with its ferocious sexu-

ality and violent imagery and boost-

ing Lynch's already growing cult sta-

tus immeasurably.

Throughout his career. Lynch has

mined his own desires and obses-
sions to the delight of fans and crit-

ics, but with his latest film. Lost
Highway (his first in almost four
years), he may have stumbled over
his own surrealistic urges.

Both Lynch and co-writer Barry

Gifford (who also penned the novel

IVi'/d at Heart, on which Lynch's
eponymous 1990 film was based)
have described Lost Highway as "a

21st- century noir horror film," and
whether you come out of the film

grinning, scratching your head, or

clenching your fists, it can't be
denied that this is in fact Lynch's

most ambitious project to date. The
film contains not one story but two.

and is not interesting so much for

the content of those stories, but for

the unique manner in which Lynch
links them together.

Where Blue Velvet told its story

from the perspective of innocence
pecking into a small town's sordid

underbelly for the first time. Lost

Highway remains in the center of

corruption at all times. The first

story deals with Fred Madison

(Pullman), a soft-spoken jazz musi-

cian who is having obsessive dreams
about his wife cheating on him.
Madison is also receiving video tapes

that contain footage of his house, his

living room, and his bed room where
he and his wife, Renee (Patricia

Arquette) are still sleeping. After he

informs the police, the already cere-

bral story takes a jarring turn where
Madison awakens to find his wife

murdered, is found guilty in the

crime and sentenced to prison.

Lynch stretches the threshold of

the viewers' patience to the breaking

point when a guard discovers that

Madison has disappeared from his

cell, and is inexplicably replaced by

Pete Dayton (played by Balthazar

Getty).

This is where the second story

begins. Pete is released to pick up
where his life left off, still haunted

by the mysterious night he disap-

peared. He gets involved with a

mobster's girl (also played by
Arquette) and must deal with the

consequences when they are found
out.

The film is filled with a plethora of

puzzling enigmas. Lynch laces his

film with little hints and clues as to

the connection between these two
stories, and taunts the audience with

calculated gaps in the narrative. Who
is "the mystery man" (played with

eerie delight by Robert Blake) who
invades both our protagonists' lives?

Does Arquette play one character, or

two? What strange force binds Fred

and Pete together? And more impor-

tantly, does anyone care in the first

place? Simply put, the answer to the

last question is easily answered with

a no.

To be fair, the film is beautifully

composed, lit by cigarettes and an

unnatural scarlet red, combined with

Lynch's trademark overlapping
tracks of ambient noise, we are left

with the impression that we are

watching a nightmare rather than a

movie.

COUiTlSV SUZANNf TINNJH

Alice (Patricia Arquette) and Pete (Balthazar Getty), two of the more beautiful creatures in David Lynch's Lost

Highway.

And the storyline is by no means
the unintelligent blather of an
overindulgeni director, as it could be

easily mistaken for. With a little

patience anyone can figure out this

film. The problem is, no one wants

to.

Lynch crafted two stock noir tales

and filled them with the most vacant

characters that have ever appeared in

any of his films. Dennis Hopper's
Frank (from Blue Velvet) is one of

the most kinetic and imaginative per-

formances of the '80s, Nicholas
Cage's mock Elvis drawl made Wild

at Heart a joy to watch and everyone

1 know fell head over heels over Kyle

MacLaughlin's Agent Cooper (from

the short lived television experience

that was Twin Peaks). The closest he

gets to an interesting character is

Robert Loggia's quirky take as a

pornographer who above all else

detests a tailgaiter.

Lynch is often heralded for his love

of secrets, and all those things we
keep wrapped up in curtains. But per-

haps with his latest effort he could

have given us more than card- board

cutouts of forgotten matinee idols,

matched against two non-stories for

the sake of his lofty themes. Lynch is

a twisted intellectual, but the dark

horse is in no way pulling himself

from the critical mire he has been
sinking in with Lost Highway. C+

psychic
continued from page 5

interactive, that she wanted a

dialogue. So she asked me my
name, birthdatc. where I was call-

ing from and my occupation. I

somehow expected her to already

know this kind of information, but

I guess I was wrong. Then she told

me that she would be using tarot

cards to enhance our reading. And
for a while, she had me convinced.

Ruth Ann mostly spoke of my
personality, and the thing that she

kept referring to was how 1 always

look at every situation with a

"would have, could have, should

have" attitude. For example, as

she was telling me this. 1 was
thinking. "I wonder if I should

have called the psychic solu-

tion..."

But she told me that she fore-

saw some sort of global change in

my future, that I had real big plans

for myself, and that I have the

patience to do anything 1 wanted.

Now, to me. that seems pretty

generic. That can apply to anyone.

Then, and ten minutes have gone

by so far, she told me that she saw
a move in my future. Well... obvi-

ously! I am a senior (which I had

told her), so chances are I would
be moving in the near future.

At that point 1 should have said

"thank you, goodbye" and hung
up, but my curiosity got the better

of me and I continued our conver-

sation. I wanted to know more.

What I discovered about Ruth

Ann. was that she would use catch

phrases that could literally be

applied to any situation. She told

me that things in my life were
comfortable, I should trust in

myself, that there would be com-
promises that I would have to

make and that the world was com
petitive and that I could easily

adapt to any situation. Now to me.

this reading was not indicative to

just me. I'm sure Ruth Ann told

the same story to the person just

Turn to PSYCHIC, page 8

Hit Jackpot!
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The Collegian Poll Rules:

1. Ballots must be dropped of at The Collegian office

in the basement of the Campus Center or mailed

to 1 13 Campus Center, Amherst, MA 01003.

2. No Xeroxed ballots.

3. One ballot per person

4. Ballots must be filled out with reasonable

completeness. Ballots less than half of the blanks

will be disqualified.

5. Independent Ballot Referees are hired.

6. Decisions of Ballot Referees are final.

7. All Ballots due by Thursday, March 13, 1997.

WIN
PRIZES!

The Massachusetts Dally Collegian s UMass ' Best Is Intended

nlty. It Is a fun poll based solely on UMass student opinions,

deep and lasting significance. Please do not take It as such,

to be a good natured contest among the local commu-

Thls Is not a harsh competition with results that have

but rather as a basic published poll.

I

Ballot

I

Name:

Address:

Phone #:
,

Student ID#:

/. UMass Grub
1

.

Best Pizza Place

2. Best Sub Shop

3. Best Place to Go on a Date

4. Best Place to Eat if Your Parents are Paying

5. Best Ice Cream Shop__

6. Best Chinese Restaurant

7. Best Italian Food

8. Best Breakfast (Hangover Cure).

9. Best Bagel Shop

10. Best Vegetarian Place

//. UMass Weekend

1

.

Best Liquor Store

2. Best Coffee Shop

I

I

13. Best Place to Start the Night Out

I

4. Best Place to Finish the Night Out

3. Best Shot

6. Best Beer

7. Best Drinking Game

8. Best Bartender (What Bar?)

I

I

II HI. Shops & Services

1 . Best Grocery Store

Best Florist

3. Best Clothing Store

4. Best Gas Station

5. Best Bike Shop

6. Best Bookstore

7. Best Hair Salon

8. Best Place to Work Out.

9. Best Tan Salon

I

0. Best Place to Buy Condoms _

IV. Arts & Entertainment

1

.

Best Place to Hear Live Music

2. Best Local Band

3. Best Radio Station

4. Best Music Store

5. Best Place to Play Pool

6. Best Cheap Date

7. Best Video Store

8. Best Movie

9. Best TV Show

V. Unique UMass' Best

1

.

Best Thing About UMass

2. Best Apartment Complex

3. Best Class

4. Best Reason to Miss Class

5. Best Reason to Hand in a Paper Late

6. Best Professor

7. Best Place to Read The Collegian

8. Best Excuse for Not Graduating in 4 Years

Best Place to Study
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Oscars *

Place

your bets
(AP) Oscar oddsmaker Lenin Del

Oenio hedges his bcis this season by
offering two favorites in tour of ttw
si\ major categories, including the

best picture and besi actor and
acuta m

Del Gcnio's predictions, and a bit

ol his reasoning behind them,
include:

Beat PiCtUK - The Ingltsh I'utnnt

and Shine, e\en money: lerry

ktaguin, Hj largo. S-l: Secrets &
Lm, % i

On The English Patient. "It >ou
look a! ihe historical trend ol films

that have double-digit nominations,
all but one or two have dune exceed
ingly well " Meanwhile. Skint looks

|DQd becaiMC "there's I revolt going
on within the Academy against the

I
big | studios

"

Best Actor Geoffrey Rush
tShine) and Billy Bob Thornton
{Sling Blade), even money: Tom
Cruiac [Jerry Mafu/rr), J i- Ralph
I lennes (//„. English Patient). 5-1:

Woody Harrelson (The People vt

Larry Th„t).K\
"The trend i| Geoffrej Rush had

won everything that had been out
there

"

As for Mj Hob Thornton: "Now
when he goes into a cot lee shop or a
restaurant in Hollywood, other actors

that he doesn't know and don't know
him come up to him and give him a

hug."

Best Actress Kristin Scott
mas [Th$ English Patient) and

Brenda Blethyn (Secret| A Lit
even money: Frances McDormand
(Fargo). 3-1; Diane Keaton {Marvin's
Koi>m). 5 1; F.mily Watson {Breaking
the Waves). 8-1.

"Kristin Scott Thomas's role was
wonderful hut she hasn't really been
out there going to all the award din-
ners and banquets because she's been

>mg in Pans with her child...
There seems : .jj Mg lrw,i sr,e

• t gone out ar.vl hustled enough
"

, ' 1 - P*' 1 France*
MsDormand

Best Supportu,. \

Gooding |r

Armin Mueller Stahl (Shin*), el

'" H Mac) lfmr§
lam. Is (Ghosts of

v I. Edward Norton
{Primal fear). 10-

1

"I think the performance is more
I wortrn ol winning the award tor

>irta

res* — Lauren
Bo,

Ulca ( I he
<- n- Binoche [The

I. Barbara
I' 1 ' •/ a Lady), 5-

I Marianne lean Bapn>le tSeirets A
>. 10-

1

I Lauren Bacall "The role itself

a good role and I think that there
nought older members within the

Academy that are going to reward
her

"

— Anthony
"jncll..

. ,,f 1 ancj

money; k>el

Forman
nt). Ml;

I I

On Anthony Minghella "There
1

*
the MOT) on how he made ii.e lilm
•nd id the brv»ken ankle
and the sands on the lenses and all

•hat He directed with his foot in a

lor entertainment
ports books only

allow betting on sporting events

psychic
continued from page 7

before me.

k about my
job me what
medium ol journalism I would like

lo go into il <said newspapers ». she

quickly agreed with a enthusi.i

getting "

Then she told me that I would
have to only send DM 10 or II

resuii.es before I would hear back
from a company, but that I

shouldn't expect to win a Pulitzer

with my second anicle Sou know,
my mom could have given me the

same advice for tree'

Now I felt at this point that

Ruth Ann was just going in cir

cles. stretching her advice while
stretching my phone bill So I

•sked her if we could switch the
topic to love.

"That's strange. I was just going
to switch to that." she said. Hmm,
that s a coincidence, isn't it?

According to Ruth Ann, I would
have a hot and heavy relationship

in September, and then I would
find a more serious one a lew
months later She told me he
would not be too ambitious, but I

should stick it out lur the long
run She told me our relationship

would be wonderful and harino
nious, and that we would have an
equal part in the relationship.

OK. still pretty generic So I

decided to ask her about money.
My question. "Will I be coming
into money any lime soon''" She
seemed slumped on this one She
hesitated and asked me what I

meant Now next week I am going

to Atlantic City, but I didn't want

Turn to PSYCHIC [Xtge9

Author Cook to read new novel in Northampton
By Tricio Van Winkle
Collogion Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON — Author
Karin Cook is coming to
Northampton on March 13 to read
excerpts from her debut What Girls
Learn, published by Pantheon.

Cook, a Vassar College graduate
with an M.A. from the Creative
Writing Program at New York

University, currently resides in

Brooklyn. N.Y.

What Girls Learn is about sisters

Elizabeth and Tilden. Tilden is a
strong and very mature for her age.

Elizabeth is the typical defiant mis-

chievous teenager.

Elizabeth and Tilden struggle to

overcome challenges: Frances, their

mother, has moved the girls to the

outer parts of Atlanta, hist as the girls

start to get comfortable, Frances
meets a man and he moves them all

up North. The girls not only have to

adjust again to a new home and
school but now there are bigger prob-
lems. Frances discovers a lump in her
breast — cancer. The girls' lives are
now changed forever.

The novel is a fictional book, but it

is drawn from Cook's real life experi-

ences. When she was in college, her

mother died of cancer. The feelings

the girls are experiencing in this novel
are based on Cooks' emotions during
her own mother's struggle.

"There are times when Elizabeth
and 1 fight senselessly... It is in con-
flict that we come closest to the selves

we once were. Our grief filling the

space between us like language,"
Cook said.

"This is a moving portrait of two

young girls growing up with a mother
who has cancer. It is a great first

novel. We are really looking forward

to Karin's visit," said Mark
Brumberg. an employee at the book
store.

What Girls Learn will be read by
Karin Cook tonight at Northampton 's

At The Globe Bookshop at 7:30 p m..

admission is free. There wilt be
refreshments sewed.
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Spring Break on the Web
ghost

Killing Time on the Web
Well campers, it's that time of

year again. That's right, time for

spring break. Hopefully, all of you
who are going to sunny locations get

sun burned and have to spend the

whole time in your hotel room. In

the meanwhile. I will be enjoying
myself in the frigid air of Vermont
and when I want to get warm, I will

throw a couple of logs on the 'ol fire.

Too bad for all of you poor slobs

who are not going anywhere for

spring break. Wait, maybe I should

rephrase that. You
are lucky because
you will have the

whole Valley to your-

selves and you know
what that means,
right? Exactly! You
will be able to get

onto the UMass sys-

tem anytime your lit-

tle heart desires! So. instead of
bringing you the story about the

white supremacists who hacked the

sacred NCAA homepage and were
caught by a Duke student and our
very own Ben DeLong, I will,

instead, give those of you who are

couch bound for spring break, some-

thing to do.

Not Working Over Break?

If you have a lot of time to waste I

suggest some of these sights.

Warning! Be sure to keep some
Visine handy when viewing these

pages.

Library of Congress: Why not?

Hey there is plenty in this web sight

for you to look at. While visiting

check out the guide to the U.S.

Copyright Office and the rather large

database of current legislative infor-

mation. Why not take in the won-

drous paintings and pet Ralph the

Wonder Llama. All joking aside, this

sight can be a very helpful research

tool.

http://www. loc.gov

American Medical Association: If

you are one of those sickos who likes

to watch those operations on The
Learning Channel, then this is not

the place for you. This is. however, a

good sight for researching specific

diseases or ailments by keyword as

well as having access to various med-

ical journals. (Yawn)

http://www.ama-assn.org

Biography Online: This site is

modeled after the program on A&E.
It explores the diversity of history's

famous and infamous. You can look

up your favorite humanitarian or

political figure, enter into discussion

with others and test your knowledge

of history.

http://www.biography.com

These next sites are actually pretty

cool. You can find some really neat

tidbits of information to wow your

friends. Be the intellectual midget

you always wanted to be. Have some
culture for god's sake!

Museum of Modern Art: Located

in N.Y. City, this site magically

makes you forget you are sitting in

front of your computer for a while. It

is almost like being there. You can

look at one painting, sculpture or

drawing for as long as you like and

don't have to worry about the muse

urn closing. You can see what is

going to be up-and-coming at the

museum as well as even visiting the

museum gift shop. The best thing

though, is not having to spend a bun-

dle on the cab and a meal.

httpJ/www. moma.org
NASA: Now this site rocks. I

think this is one of the best places to

get images. Despite all of the great

images here, there is a lot of news

about space exploration, including

latest space shuttle missions, aero-

nautics and astronomy. You can also

learn about the his-

tory of space explo-

ration, as there is a

great deal of docu-

mentation here. Oh
did I mention you
can download some
really cool images

too. Some come
from the Hubble

telescope. Nifty!

http://www. nasa.com
Here are some sights that are for

those of you on the cutting edge of

technology.

C:Nct: This is a page that is really

put together well and is pleasing to

the eye. There is a great deal of infor-

mation on computing and life in the

digital age. Plus there is news and
information regarding technology as

well as reviews of new products,

RealAudio clips and search through

an estimated 1 90.000 shareware

titles.

http://www. cnet.com
HotWired: This is the online ver-

sion of the tech magazine Wired.

Along with some added extras, this

copy delivers everything that the

print version does and is worth
checking out.

http://www.hotwired.com

Need help?

SupportHelp.Com Any sort of

problem that you may be having or

even imagine having can be solved

here. You will find links to many
company pages so that you may
e-mail your problem and voila. a

guru will hook you up. Or you can

browse through the list of technical

support sites, phone numbers and

alphabetically arranged Usenet

groups that may have the answer to

your problem.

http://www.supporthelp.com

Finally we get to the fun part.

Here are some sites that will help

you achieve a sort of Zen existence,

and if they don't, sorry. Maybe they

will at least provide you with a little

chuckle.

Entertainment Drive: This rival to

the online versions of E! and Mr.

Showbiz, is a multi-leveled page

which is rich in entertainment. I will

let you be the judge of the three.

http://www. edrive.com
E!Onlinc: By far. this is one of the

best entertainment sites. I like it bet-

ter than Edrive. You be the judge.

http://www.eonline.com
Mr. Showbiz: This site, in my

opinion, is the best site out of the

three. It is the wittiest, smartest and

most informative out of the three.

But again. I will let you be the judge.

http://www. mrshowbiz.com

Patrick Shanley is a Collegian

Correspondent

continued from page 5

"unearthly, demonic roar." They headed for their

car, and turned back to see that the silhouetted fig-

ure had gotten up and was looking through the win-

dow, but had not pulled up the shade.

A couple of years went by and one of those guys

returned with a new group of ghost-hunters. They
parked the car in front, but did not get out. They
were just staring into the trees. One of the guys

said, "I don't see anything." The other two were

staring at something that the other one who spoke

could not see. One of these two was shaking and

saying, "do you see that?!" The other friend still

could not see anything, and wanted to know what it

was his buddies saw. They never went out of the

car, they just took off. The guy who hadn't seen it

still could not get it out of the other two. The other

two later told him that they'd seen a spectre. A
spectre is an illuminated outline of a human form.

The next morning, the guy who hadn't seen any-

thing woke up to voices in his room, that he said

were right in front of his face. He searched his

room to see where they were coming from. As he

was rounding the corner of his bed. he moved into

a spot where it was very loud, described as a

"shooshing noise," or "a bunch of voices almost

spinning in the air," and then it stopped almost

immediately. He searched the room looking for any-

thing out of the ordinary. He was looking on his

bureau, and his eyes just happened to see his glass

candy jar, in which a piece of candy was falling

from the lop of the jar to the bottom. He took off

the lid of the jar and examined it. but could see

nothing.

He left his room in an almost panic state toward

his parents room. His parents were gone to work.

He was alone in the house He heard many noises

within the house, such as loud poundings, more
voices and something moving throughout the

house. After he "cursed* the ghost, it left him alone

— for that day. He continued to be haunted similar-

ly on singular occasions in the next couple of years.

He talked to one of Tewksbury's "ghost experts,"

and this person said that if my friend wasn't experi-

encing something at the moment, he should still

nevertheless expect to continue to be haunted. The

reason, this "expert" said, that my friend was haunt-

ed and not the two who saw this "spectre" that da)

at Catamount, is because he did not see or even

believe that it existed, but was still afraid of any evi-

dence that it might. The "expert" said that ghosts

will feed off a person's fear and that will be the rea-

son a ghost continues to haunt.

A ghost is on another plane, another dimension

and it will only be visible or audible to humans if it

is in an area where dimensions meet. When a place

is "haunted" as people say. it is but a doorway

between worlds. It is odd that people will believe in

religious phenomena of intervention, but will not

concede to the belief of any other supernatural

beings. Why would one be more real than the

other? Most people desire to keep this world as sen

sible as possible.

The material presented in this article was provid-

ed by an interview with Tewksbury resident Dal

Nguyen.

Josh Boyd is a Collegian columnist

religion?
continued from page 5

Scientology's history is as interesting as it is

bizarre. It is the story of one man's struggle to

build an empire out of absolutely nothing. There is

no mentioning of prophets and martyrs or mira-

cles, however big or small, just a failed writer's

attempt at theological entrepreneurship. Hey, reli-

gion sells!

During the latter part of the first hall of the cen-

tury, L. Ron Hubbard aspired to be an iniluential

science fiction writer. Although he continuously

had Ins works published, he was by no means sue

cessful, especially financially. In 1 950 he invented

the Church of Scientology of California. The scrip-

tures of his hopeful new religion was based on his

self-help book entitled Dianetics. Scientology's

popularity rose tremendously throughout the fol-

lowing decades and came to include a slew of

celebrity members such as (ohn Travolta. Juliette

Lewis. Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman. The
church claims a membership of eight million.

According to the preachings of Hubbard.
Dianetics and Scientology reads much like a

campy sci-fi novel. Supposedly, human nature

spawned from a different galaxy which is ruled

under the harsh dictatorship of Xenu. the overlord

of the 26th Planet Confederation. Xenu trapped

the good humans in ice and sentenced them to

Earth. Here we await the coming of Xenu. and.

yes. we must prepare for our defense against his

wrath.

The Scientology world is regarded as utopic

excluding evil nature, criminality and insanity.

They get in touch with their emotions with the

help of devices called E-Metcrs. yet money is what

reallv seems to make them tick. Scientology has

had a 25 year battle against the IRS. and
Hubbard's own wife was sentenced to a jail term

for infiltrating l.R.S. headquarters. Shady business

deals are not unique in the realm of religious prac-

tice, but where do we draw the line? Incidentally.

Scientology is currently outlawed in several

Lurooean cvuMmb •—'—*'- ffrnaarnt i _ —

Nicole Kidman is one of several famous stars of the silver screen who
Scientology.

coc*thv mMGtN Ttum

is also a member of the Church of

ItTiT difficult to <Te

Scientology
-^1 any religion for thaf rrts*

Hearing that Tom Cruise believes in Galactic

Overlord Xenu is hard to bear, yet how many of us

believe in virgins having children or Moses open

ing seas. I feel the reason Scientology is dangerous

is because it is too limiting. With |udeo-Christian

beliefs we can accept what we wish to and leave

the rest as fairy tales if we so do desire.

Scientology offers no such selection, a bit like the

Mafia perhaps, they accept a family where finan-

cial income is what sets your standings. But after

all. isn't that ironically the wonderful thing about

America, people can believe in whatever they want

to, because everyone feels the need to believe in

something.

Adam Levine is a Collegian columnist.
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The most famous Scientologist?
An award-winning actor, and husband to Nicole Kidman,

Tom Cruise may be Scientology's most famous adherent.

Career Services are coming to Campus!

You are cordially invited to a presentation "Gala Reception

"

on the relocation of Career Services next year.

Monday,March 24, 4 P.M. at the (soon to be old) Career Cent*

37 Mather Drive (plenty of parking nearby)

Hear Vice Chancellor Robinson and Provost Pat Cms:

on the new career services.

View the newest career resources toL£talCtents ai

Meet the career services^]

^-S^l

*V*££5t***$i
Be partiO^f^ftatest advancemf
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psychic
continued from page 8

that fact to be known fw
1 asked again, and she still didn't

have an answer. Instead she-

made up some stuff about how I

will be successful in lite and that

I would profit from all ol t he-

money I would make in my
career. I guess she doesn't exact-

ly know what journalists make
these days...

When she started to get oil

topic once again. I brought her

back by telling her ol rnv vaca-

tion plans. Her comments, that I

will win enough monev to make
my trip worthwhile, but not to

bring any more money than I

could afford to spend. Thanks
again, mom — Instead I just

wasted four minutes and $ 1 2 to

get that gem of advice

Then it was on to past lues.

Instead of telling me where I

lived or what I did in a past

something I've alwavs wondered
about, she told me that Iannis

was important to me and that

there was sorrow surrounding
my past life because I wasn't

able to help serve them as much
as I would have Hu

After this part of the discus

n, as much as I liked talking

to Ruth Ann, I no longer
believed that she was reallv read-

ing my cards, or predicting any

thing for the future She was
merely picking up key words in

our conversation, listening to the

lone of my voice and the ques-

tions I asked, and steering the

conversation in that direction.

I guess psychics are the sd nu-

a* phone sex operators They
have nice voices and can pick up
on subtle signals from their

callers. Now I am not saying that

all psychics are quacks, ;l'm sure-

there are some that honest I v

have a special ability. Rut I'm

sure they are putting their talent

to good use instead ot working

on the other end of the phone
line.

If psychics arc used stricth lor

entertainment purposes. I think

they can be a lot of fun. It's ten.)

bad that they are so damn expen-

sive. They range between SI 41

and $5.99 a minute, which is

way too high for the average per

son.

But in my opinion, as much as

I want to believe thai Ruth Ann.
or anyone else for that matter,

could predict my future. I realize

she is just a good talker that tells

people what they want to hear. I

wanted to hear that I would me
comfortably, have a great rela-

tionship and be able to find a job

without too much difficulty, and
she succeeded in telling me that

much.

So to all you prospective pay-

chic callers out there, keep a few
things in mind. Shop around and
ask your friends who they rec

ommend you call, find out the

prices before you start a reading

and then take the psychic's

advice with a grain of salt. Thcv

may market themselves as a ps\

chic, but chances are a really

good friend who knows vou well

can probably tell you the exact

same stuff.

Lisa M. Oliwri is a Collegtun

columnist.

I
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Guitarist

Whitfield

shows love
From listening to guitarist Mark

Whitfield's latest album, one can sur-

mise one thing: this man has got to

be in love.

Forever Love (Verve) is the new
album, and Whitfield, in the liner

Bote*, openly confesses that he had in

mind the great jazz balladeers when
he put this together. The song credits

inside the sleeve are augmented by
his inspirations to play the songs on
his third album. For example, on
"You Don't Know What Love Is."

the first track, he was inspired by
Dinah Washington's version of the

M.mdard. The thick guitar and lush

orchestration of "You Don't
Know..." sets the basic sound of this

album.

Hailing from Long Island,

Whitfield began his musical life as a

bassist in an orchestra for about eight

years. Despite getting a guitar as

birthdas present when he was seven,

he stuck to bass and his skills on that

instrument got him a scholarship to

go to Boston's prestigious Berklee

School Of Music -at the age of 15. His

family moved to Seattle around this

time, and Whitfield also changed his

instrument to the more melodic
instrument of guitar, and he never

lost skills by changing instruments.

He accepted the invitation to Berklee

(who knew of his change of instru-

ment and his progress since chang-

ing) and around Boston, he jammed
with famous jazz brothers Branford

and Wynton Marsalis. As he was so

close to New York's fertile jazz

scene, he was often in the Big

Apple alongside such talent

as trumpeter Terence
Blanchard and his mentor
guitarist George Benson.

In the '80s. Whitfield

put out three albums for Warner
Brothers, and has since guested on
albums by drummer Carl Allen,

trumpeter Nicholas Payton and
played live with vocalists Betty
Carter and Carmen McRae.

Whitfield's 1994 signing with
Verve yielded the albums True Blue

and 7th Avenue Stroll on which he

teamed u*> with other "young lions"

of jazz such as Stephen Scott and
Christian McBride. With Forever
Loxr. he chose to cast his versions of

songs covered by famous singers, but

nut standards that had "been done to

death by other guitarists," as

Whitfield said in a pre* retaase.

ft Whitfield's deep, sugary gui-

tar wasn't romantic enough, he
employed Dale Oehler (who has

ad with Freddie Hubbard and
Dianne Schuur over a long career) to

arrange and conduct a string orches-

tra. He also called in a regular jazz

group consisting of pianist |im Pryor,

drummer Donald Edwards and
bavsist Roland Guerin. The jazz-gui-

tar- with strings approach had often

been taken on by Wes Montgomery
and Benson, and so Whitfield decid-

ed to join those ranks in putting his

rapid but stately soloing to romantic
use

Plan a trip to an Amherst haven;

Hitchcock has flowers and more

couaitSY n rc« muooch
Mark Whitfield gets real sweet and romantic on his new album for

Verve, Forever Love.

With the orchestra. Whitfield
treats the Nat King Cole- influenced

"Nature Boy" beautifully, taking it

tender at first with the strings and

6V JOSUUA 60YP

then bringing the tune to his quartet

and approaching a commendable cli-

max with it. His quartet also reaches

elevated climax on the only original

on the album, "Forever," augmented
by spare orchestration. He took his

acoustic guitar to work also, provid-

ing solo castings of the classic "My
One And Only Love." the sweet
"Some Other Spring* and Billy

Eckstine's standard "I Want To Talk

About You." Vocalist Diane Krall

lends her firm alto to Leondard
Bernstein. Betty Comden and Adolph

Green's composition "Some Other
Time," and Ralph Bums and lohnny

Mercer's "Early Autumn." This is def-

initely an album for lovers, but unfor-

tunately it's a little late for

Valentine's Day.

On the flip side of jazz, we
have trumpeter Blue Mitchell's

l%5 album. Down With It.

part of Blue Note's exten-

sive "Rare Groove Series."

Unlike previous "Rare
Grooves" reviewed in this space, this

album is not much electric nor funky,

but instead shows the undeniable
soul of Mitchell and his long-time
partner, saxophonist lunior Cook,
putting out some of the most soulful

jazz available. Chick Corea puts in

piano duties on Down With It. and is

downright bluesy, especially on a ren-

dering of an RAB hit from the '50s

"Hi-Heel Sneakers." and "One
Shirt." Cook shows his heartfelt skills

on "One Shirt" also, as well as the

Latin-flavored "Samba De Stacy."

Mitchell plays real chilled and
laid-back, letting his cohorts show
their skills, but he does g*t to really

cast some beauty on the ballad
"Alone, Alone and Alone." A fine

ensemble session, and a good choice

for re -issue.

foshua Boyd is a Collegian colum-
nist.

Be an environmental scientist and
study the Pioneer Valley's rich ecosys-

tems as they become alive with the

growing penetration of the Spring's

bright beams of sunlight. Learn
about the plant and wildlife that sur-

round you on rugged rambles
through the Valley's enchanting

Conservation Areas and find out the

purpose of the peeps and creeks that

ring through your ears at the

Hitchcock Nature Center.

Nestled deep in the woods, the

Hitchcock Nature Center is located in

Larch Hill Conservation Area off

South Pleasant Street behind

Amherst College. Created to foster a

greater aware-

ness and
understanding

of the environ-

ment, the

Hitchcock
Nature
Center's mis-

sion is to develop environmentally lit-

erate individuals.

This center for naturalists has a

bountiful collection of current sci-

ence and environmental educational

materials. It is an excellent resource

center full of an extensive natural his-

tory collection of posters, puppets,

puzzles, games, videos and cassettes.

Although the ground is covered

with snow, as Spring slowly

approaches, the Hitchcock Library of

Environmental Education is currently

featuring the cassettes "The Calls of

Frogs and Toads* and "A Guide to

Night sounds." One can enjoy the

peeps, quacks, and buzzes that make
up a spring night in New England by

listening to these two eco- cassettes.

Currently the Hitchcock Center is

also uncovering the secrets of how to

find premature wildflowers in the

snow. Highlighting the book Enjoying

Wildflowers by Donald and Lillian

Stokes, the center is offering visitors

expert advice on how to get a jump on
spring with a sharp eye for beautiful

vegetation and how to prepare a

"green thumb* for summer gardening.

Enjoying Wildflowers is just one

book of a series of natural history

guides which introduce the life, lore,

and adaptions of plants and animals

in the Spring. Other gardening man-
uals in the series are The Butterfly

Garden by Mathew Tekulsky, Flowers

in the Kitchen: A Bouquet of Tasty

Flowers by Susan Belsinger, and
Xeriscape by Connie Ellefson

As I stated earlier, books are not

Alfresco News
with

Liz

Anderson

the only environmental teferences in

the center that supplement natural-

ists' hunger for eco-knowledge, the

library is also stacked with a collec-

tion of environmental video and
audio tapes. However, always seeking

to improve, the Hitchcock Nature

Center encourages any donations of

educational material about the envi-

ronment on VHS to the resource cen-

ter. The Hitchcock Nature Center

also offers the public free demonstra-

tions on bee-hives and an array of

wildlife classes.

Explore the landscape of the

Connecticut River Valley and capture

it with pen and paper on a journal

writing field trip.

On March 23,

April 6 and 20
and May 4 and 18

from 1:50 p.m.

until 4:30 p.m.

Karl Myer is host-

ing "loumeys and

Journals: Writing in the Connecticut

River Landscape" at the Hitchcock

Nature Center.

On April 1 the Hitchcock Nature

Center is sponsoring a day long

"Search for the Quabbie.* As the ice

slowly melts from the Pioneer Valley's

mini-lakes and reservoirs now is a

perfect opportunity for people to

observe the waterflow that has spent

the winter hibernating under the ice.

Lead by a Hitchcock staff member
participants will explore the Quabin
Reservoir and look for the Quabbie.

Otherwise known as a plesiosaur, a

Quabbie is a leftover creature from

the Cretaceous period. Participants

are asked to bring warm clothing,

boots, food, flashlights and a paper

bag in case a snipe decides to make
an appearance.

On April 10 from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m..

the Hitchcock Nature Center will be

sponsoring a workshop called "Night

Sounds of the Lawrence Swamp Or
Do You Know Where Your Peepers

Are?" Harvey Allen will conduct a

discussion about what causes all of

the terrifying to tranquilizing sounds

that surface from the depths of the

swamp. Participants are required to

bring a flash light and wear a pair of

water resistant boots.

If you are a nature enthusiast or

just plain tired of hiking without

knowing what makes earth's ecosys-

tems "tick" then trek on over to the

Hitciicock Nature Center.

Liz Anderson is a Collegian colum-

nist
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KOAJt H llOWN

Sun Mor 23 O 7 00 pm (Jg)

LORDZ OF BROOKUN
GRATITUOE/ORAlHrtREED* EUHA
Y t { Wed Moi 26 7 30 pm (^

THE DESCENDEHTS
IHl SUKIUi HAIMM 1

* SM4/KS APAR1

imu^

>fe.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ART LOCAL rf T i
AMHERST PHOTOS MAKE
GREAT GRADUATION GIFTS k

'

i>*~*^^s

R |
SPORTS PHOTOS^ POSTJJS

Ws. PI EASAN1 ST. 413-253- 1707

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

EAT POOP ITS HERE

qC!*** Sunday Brunch 7-3 ^••f»

168 M. PUasant St. Amharat 2 53 2291

is. B

SitajrtM twi
SmAprat Ml

21.

in.r tiihrfi OvO-^ob-f O* *K* Ho* **iO*Sp*s>«* I

<- 116 1616 • 100 *Mt *« St-ownW" *>

z-it V*o<»>* '(-.- **** Ino'd <" Anthmr About

„i., r» G**»nftrld * Jm.™t»d «i U **o»i

"1\ - Arv"*fd Mwvk OvHet «•»

io pcnni strcct,
NORTHAMPTON

. .
.'.

. 41 3-5M-777 1 •••• •

DISCOVER
STARSjgXE

g$m$i

Kristi Scott

YAMAGUCHI HAMILTON
|avne Christopher

TORVILL&DIAN
Paul Kurt

WYLIE BROWNING
Ekaterina

G0RDEEVA

BtCHKL k PETROV • ROSALYNN SUMNIRS

|fl I TRENARY • KOVARIKOVA «. NOVOTNY

Directed and Co Produced By

SANDRA BE7IC

FRIDAY, MARCH 21 • 7:30 P.M.

V*3
zrvi \

Tickets $35 50 and $25 50 at the Mullins Center box office and «•£.««» * locations

Tickelntssler Chanje Ry PlHwe 411/733 7500 »..-».«. Gran- tatsrroelioa (?0 er more) 413/545 3001

l**""""Sa"t* "M F"f""""r"r"""f"fB"f"""i 4| i #/""Mf"r'""""r"""e) """B"|s"ea""Bf VB****s** WffaTt "ffP0J»

The Beaver College

London Semester
AT CITY UNIVERSITY

Spend fifteen weeks getting to

know London studying with

British students at City

University. Classes are available

in dozens of subjects. You can

also opt for one or more of our

special classes that explore the

theaters, the museums and the

heritage that prompted Samuel

Johnson to observe,

"When a man is tired of

London, he is tired of life."

There's so much going on, you

might want to stay for the whole

year! Speak to your study

abroad advisor about Beaver

College programs.

Call for a free

catalog today.

1.888.BEAVER-9
cea@beaver.edu

http://www.beaver.edu/cea/

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR & AUTOBODY

53 S. Prospect, Amherst Center

256-8157 • 256-1385

'1 ._ \T

?r- \

a

1

.— 1]

• Imports & other unibody vehicles are

our specialty

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-

1/2 mm)

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European technology painting

and refinishing systems

• We provide substitute transportation

• Users of Sikkens paint products

Remember it's your car and your
choice of repair facilities

^.
Shop Registration # RSI 212

continued from page 14

gram around. Being the most skilled
players on the field four years ago for
the Minutewomen, the trio straight out
of Ridley had to make the instanta-
neous jump to Division I, and instead
of a step forward, they took a step
back in their lacaisse development.

"In their first year we really needed
them on the field, and they didn't have
a lot of time to adjust," McClellan
said. "They were our strongest players
on the field, and as a result, their
responsibility was to bring the other
players up to their level.

"So, they weren't necessarily as
challenged by their teammates, which
is one element to develop the com-
plete player. As the years have pro-
gressed, we've brought in stronger
players, and this year they've been
challenged more than any other year
because of the youngsters making
them step up a little bit."

The first year for Bryan. Hocker
and Warrington was a transitional
one in the purest form of the word.
Their sophomore season, though,
was looked upon as the breakthrough
year, even with their final 3-10
record. The squad was young, skilled

and talented and the addition of a
host of high school All-Americans.
like (oanna Dignazio and Vicky
Nedomansky. and a talented goal-
keeper in Kate Brew brought high
expectations for the program.

Eventually, that assessment was
too early, and last season the team
had to regroup again as they lost all

three of those top prospects to a vari-

ety of academic troubles, and. simply
put. basic human reasons (i.e. matu-
rity). Last season brought a similar

record of 4-10. and the rebuilding of
the program started again

At the center of the second rebuild-

ing? The three Ridley High defenders

"The first two years it fell like we
were finally starting to build up, and
we lost a lot of very good players
[last year|," Bryan said. "It seemed
like we had to start all over again,

and it was hard to stan playing with

new people again."

"It was frustrating." Warrington
added.

Bryan is looking forward to work-
ing with this year's freshmen.

"There was only four or five of us

that played together from freshmen
year, and yeah, it was frustrating."

Bryan said. "Finally, this year, we're
going to have players in here for the

next four years. Francesca has a

group of freshmen that are really

dependable, and will work hard for

her and want to win."

"We actually have a bench this

year, too, and that helps us a lot,"

Warrington said.

"Yeah, we have a bench, and
there's no...," Bryan said.

"Everyone's equal," Warrington
interrupted.

"Yeah, everybody wants to play for

the team," Bryan said. "And play for

each other."

"And it's a lot better," Hocker
said. "Freshmen year it was really

hard coming from our high school,

where everyone was at the same
level, and coming here to find out
you're playing against someone who's
only played for two years.

"I felt like my level of play dropped
after high school, and now it has gone
back up where it should be. It's a lot

better because the other players we
play with have more skill." she added.

"Yeah... there is definitely more
skill." Bryan and Warrington said.

"And you wouldn't think that the

freshmen haven't played at this level

before." Hocker concluded.

Nothing lo lose

If you did not notice. Bryan. Hocker
and Warrington are so much in synch

they not only finish each other's
thoughts, but. especially with this sea-

son, can finish what began eight years

ago. The three have been friends off the

field, and partners in defensive crime

on the field. But. just as the team was
shaken up with all the changes last sea-

son, so was their working relationship.

With gaps to fill in the midfield.

Warrington was moved to that position.

Her confidence paid the price, but with

a quality group of freshmen this year,

she will go back home — defense. With
a young, unproven goalkeeper in Megan
Haggerty starting this year, the three

defenders will be looked upon even
more (or leadership, and McClellan has

no doubts that will happen.

"This year, we're able to give
[Michele] some slack and put her
back on defense, so now we're able

to use her strengths where they
should be," McClellan said. "So,
she's been able to settle down and
focus. It may end up being them back
on the line of defense — Hocker,
Bryan and Warrington — and you
can't beat that."

The Ridley reunion on the defensive

line can mean only good things for the

Minutewomen this year. Combined
with fellow senior Stephanie Walsh,
the young team has plenty of experi-

enced leadership to fall back on, espe-

cially since they are the first four-year,

senior class to graduate from the pro-

gram in almost a decade.

No more inferiority complexes
against teams that were more experi-

enced and no more thoughts about
how not to lose, because winning is all

that is on their minds. Like finishing

each other's thoughts, they want to fin-

ish off this final season together on a

positive note. After three years of being

in the shade of victory, and eight years

together on the lacrosse field, it has all

come down to this for Bryan, Hocker
and Warrington, and at this point, they

really do have nothing to lose.

"I don't think there is anyone on
this team that is not totally in shape
(for this season)." Warrington said.

"Yeah, (the coach is) not easing up
at all this year, which is good."
Hocker said. "Because, usually once
every year, she'll be like..."

"Ooh. we won't scrimmage
today..." Warrington said.

"And we'll just have today off. and
this and that." Hocker said. "But she's

not having any of that this year."

"This year, we want to be a team
that everyone thinks is a great
women's lacrosse team." Bryan said.

"We want..."

"We want to go to the Dance."
Warrington said.

"We want to finally prove our-

selves, and we have to," Bryan said.

"This is our final chance to show
everyone we can go out and win. And
we are a better team. We've been
playing better now that we know
we're up to the level of these other

teams. We do have nothing to lose."

The Collegian's 1997
NCAA Tournament
Final Four picks

Casey Kane
co-Sports editor

Wake Forest,

North Carolina

UCLA, Kansas,

Chris Stamm
co-Sports editor

Utah. North Carolina,
Cincinnati

Kansas,

Luke Meredith

Sports associate

Valparaiso, Fairfield, Illinois State,

South Alabama

Jacob W. Michaels

Editor-in-Chief
Kansas, UMass. Kentucky, Miami

(Ohio)

Lisa Oliveri

sportwriter

Duke, North Carolina, UCLA,
Kentucky

Bob Dunn
ed/op columnist

Iowa. Temple, UMass. Georgia

Laura Stock

News editor

Kentucky. Temple, Kansas, South
Carolina

Lisa Chiu
Multicultural Affairs editor

Montana, Temple. Long Island.

College of Charleston

lercmy Brothers

Arts and Living editor

I really liked "Fargo." I know the

scene with the woodchipper might
turn off some of the Academy mem-
bers, but it still has a dear place in my
heart.

Mike Nam
Collegian rat

Wake Forest.

Carolina. Duke
Cincinnati. North

Dave Voldan
Advertising Production Manager
Kentucky. Kansas. Temple. UMass

hoop
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which the Devils will win.

Kansas shouldn't have too much of

a problem with Rhode Island, mean-
ing it's back to beautiful Kingston for

the Rams. Maryland will benefit from
having to play a stronger in -confer
ence opponents and beat Arizona. It

should be a good game to see. but

Kansas will take the Terps.

That sets up a Duke-Kansas Elite

Eight game, a game I have been dying

to see. Unfortunately for Cameron
Crazies everywhere. Kansas is so
strong underneath the basket (Can
you say Raef LaFrcntz?) and also

able to counteract Duke's perimeter

game. Book the layhawks into an
Indianapolis hotel.

East Region

It's safe to say Fairfield won't be
advancing against North Carolina
and Dean Smith will tic Adolph
Rupp for career wins

While the other eight -nine games
are tough to pick, this one is down-
right hard. And it should be a great

game to boot. Indiana-Colorado
Two key Mr. Clutch players on the

floor in Buff Chauncey Billups and
Hoosicr Andrac Patterson.
Unfortunately, it's been a down year

for the Big 10 (except Minnesota)
and I've been backing Colorado all

year. Take the Buffs.

Princeton, always good for a

early-round upset, will face a really

vulnerable Caidornia squad. This one
has gone empty in my bnckrt*-t""*oiie
awhile, but it's time to decide. Cal will

be without Ed Gray, the Pac 10s lead-

ing scorer (24.8 ppg). who is out with

a broken foot. This hurts the Bears, but

not enough. Stay with the Bears.

Long Island faces V illanova. a
squad that is very beatable. Look for

the Blackbirds, who are led by the

nation's leading scorer (Charles
(ones. 30.8 ppg) and four starters

averaging in double figures to pull off

the upset of the first-round.

Massachusetts faces Louisville in

what the Las Vegas oddsmakers have

given the smallest line in an six- 1

1

game. The Cards are favored by only

one point, but UMass is refocused and
re-energized after receiving an at-large

berth. Be a homer and pick UMass.
Kenny Thomas meet Odell Hodge

Odcll. Kenny. Thomas provides New
Mexico with an all-around game that

is valuable in the Lobo set-up Hodge
is a bruiser who can post up, score and

rebound. Plus Old Dominion is the

No. 14 seed, the same as when they

upset 'Nova in 1995. All the same, go
with New Mexico.

A man told me this week that

Texas is always good for a first-round
wnowi \"g 111 m hi ml Hiinm.ii

the Longhoms th: playing Wisconsin

I guess that means take Texas I will.

South Carolina is Cinderella her-

self, a force in a three- guard set.

The last time the other USC was in

the tourney it lost to North Carolina

State in the first round. This year,

the No. 2 seed gets to play Coppin
State, but look for the Gamecocks to

have better luck this time.

Texas probably won't be good for a

second-round win over an SEC tough

guy. go with South Carolina. UMaas-
New Mexico? I'll stay a homer and
pick UMass. But in the battle of the

three-guard line-ups. this time I gotta

go with USC. Take Carolina over Cal.

and the Northern over the Southern

In Indy. it'll be super seniors in the

final. Duncan and Wake Forest and
lacquc Vaughn and Karma.

Click your heels together three

times and say. "Kansas is the national

champion."

Mark McGralh
Collegian Ooks
Rhode Island. Princeton,

Joseph's. Boston University

St.

foshua Boyd
.4m associate

The teams with the best college
names will be there — Old
Dominion. Marquette. Valparaiso.
Miami (Ohio)

L«oa Latino

Collegian Graphics
Three words: UMass!!!

TRAVEL]
! SMART!
I FROM NEW YORK

LONDON
$130 $245

$202 $379

$235 $438

! TOKYO
. bounding

$799

SchtlilW Mights

Fsrti to worHwilt lulinilioni

f unilpaiiti avslltllt

. Weekend surcharges may apply

I Customs-Immigration lues apply

Fares subiect to change without

I
notice Int I student I cards

may be required

ISM TRAVEL
34? Madison A«f NY NY 101 '3

212 986-8420*

800-272-9676

Here are the answers to the Collegian's NCAA Tournament quiz

(see the NCAA tourney preview for the quiz),

Amman:
1. Three. Arlaons. VUlaoovs, Kentucky.

2. There are four. Clcmioo, Jackaon Slate, Pacific and Princeton.

3. Three. Mai-quene. Coppin State and Boston CoUeje.
4. Three. Boston University (Terriers), Butter (Bolldog-). Georgia (Bulldogs).

5. Tenneswe-Chattanoofja, the Moccasins.

6. The Stanford Cardinal and the Tulsa Golden Hurricane.

7. California Ooldeo Bears. Illinois State Redbirds, Long Island Blackbirds.
Marquette Golden Eagles (the Stanford Cardinal can be used here because it"« aiao a

color).

8. Wake Forest Demon Deacon* and Duke Blue Devils.

9. Fairfield and Southern Caiifumi*.

1 0. Mississippi. Massachusetts wd Navy,
1 1 Valparaiso, Vanderbih and Charleston Southern.

1 2. Providence and St. Mary's (California)

1 3. The Purdue Botlermaker*.

14. Illinois Pightin" tlHni. Utah Rurtnin' Utes.

1 5. College of Charleston (Cougars). South Alabama tjaguan).
16. OW Dominion (Monarchs) and Maryland (Terrapme).

17. Colorado. Montana. Texas. Rhode Island. New Mexico and UCLA.
IS. Wisconsin and Minnesota.

19. Temple. St. Joseph'*. Kansas, Iowa.

20. Southwest Texas State (Bobcats) and Cincinnati (Bearcats).

21 . The Iowa State Cydooes and the Tulsa Golden Hurricane.

22. The North Carolina-Chariotte 49ets and the Oklahoma Sooners.

25. The Cavalier* are from Virginia and the Musketeers are from Xavier (Ohio).
24. South Carolina.

23. Redskins.

26. The Racers.

Nqo-Mascot Answers:

1. Butler Is back in the tournament tor the first time since 1962.
2. There will be no one on the court bigger than sophomore center Brad Millard

(7-foot-3> when St. Mary's (California) starts lt» games.
3. There are eta starters who stand at 3-foot- 10. Long I*land* Dave Masciale,

lackson Stale's Michael Hall. Miami (Ohio)'* Rob Mestas. UhlC-C-hartotis's Roderick
Howard, St. Mary's Kamran Sufi and Southwest Texas State's Geoff Golden.

4. 1/ you're kx>king for someone to hit tne long distance sbott. took to Pacific's Mark
Boehcr The senior guard is hitting 46.9 percent from behind the arc coming into the
tourney.

5. Duke's Trajan Langdon.

6 Cool Colorado guard Chauncey Biitups.

7. Oklahoma is located in Norman, while Illinois State is m Normal.

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS!!

OVER 100 POSITIONS OPEN IN BASE-
BALL.BASKETBALL.CXHJ.0 YMNAST1CS.

HOCKEYiJvCHOSSE.SAIUNG.SOrcER. SWIM-
MINO.TENNTS.WATER-SKr

AMERICAS PREMIER CAMPS
WINADU FOR BOYS
DANBEE FOR GIRLS
IN WESTERN MASS

SALARY/ROOS4UOARD
AND TRAVEL INCLUDED"

COME VISIT WITH OUR
REPRESENTATIVE

THURSDAY. APRIL 3RD
S02 CAMPUS CENTER

10 AM 4 PM
(WALK-INS WELCOME')

FOR MORE INFO CALL
MB IIIU

BEAH
O^t^t Selection

O Classes

* i«

O Hem|>#Twine

Also Featuring
Gift Items

a- r

•Silver jewelry

•PotteV^ •Candles

^Urj^ue Ir^orts

•Picturei/fimes
a, AT*

•Sjjslionery •Cards

H O R S
MUSIC HAL!

20 Cfuter Si North'
i

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

hSursday, march 13 •

'

lettuce
and BOOGIEMAN

tunkenqiuveti \\jne\ • S5 n

friday, march 14 • 10 pm

HUMBERT
plus the figments

sJswavodr. S5 odv

Saturday march 15 -

DUNCAN SHEIK
& JILL SOBULE
May hete to> .p'ing break) • SIO odv

Sunday, march 16 • 10 pm

MOOT fnivous
quirky (antcon folk rodtsrs • SI odv

August

197 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst Ma. 01002

413-256-0276

moodoy, morch 1 7 • 7 an

BIG BAD bollOCkS
St Pattys DoyBtesd- SIO odv

Wednesday march 19
T pm

ROBYN hitchcock
XCflfllfK V0flsT> ffOm Iri'mci vOftiV .

*

friday, march 21 »9 30pm $1750

CARIBBEAN
JAZZ PROJECT

Prxj.-to D'Rrvsra. Dove Samuels, Andy NortN

mooday, morch 24 • dance floor!

ROYALCROWN
REVUE

swingin |ive orchsnrro • So odv • 7 pm

monday, march 31

ASHLEY
MACISAAC

HOOK Rf BEL Item (API BK;

MUSK SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK

Coming ferron Patti RonSberg Nik

lofgren Honeyboy Edwards Corey

Hams Odptlc The Nields Greyooy

Allsto's Jerry Grondl. a UfB Dick Dole

TICRFTS For the Record Northampton

Bo« 0mce or coll 586 8686

24 HOUR CONCERT INFO
J 13 584 0610

The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian
Ncu; England's Largest College Daily

\ \f^E and

sSK ISOCMP
"*" - _ ^B The OffCmmpm Meal PlanOffCjkwM

(888J 211-OCMP

Present

Guide and Map to Area Restaunants

for Info & fares call 545*3500

,&*
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Collegian Classifieds
APARTMENT FOR RENT! EMPLOYMENT

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

Excellent 4 bedroom/2 bath apt.

on bus line Beginning 6/1/97 Call

253-6301 4 info

AUTO FOR SALE

19*5 31ti BMW 100K miles, per-

fect exterior and interior $2000 or

670 546-3830

1981 Ford Escort b speed. A/C.

119K. runs well $1 900 or B/0 533-

8413

EMPLOYMENT
Technical Suaoort/ISP Looking for

a great part-time job? We are a

local, progressive, internet service

provider that is looking for Quality.

Energetic, and Reliable persons to

loin our team Requirements experi-

ence in Windows '95. Windows 3

1

Mac. Diaiup Networking and TC PIP

Call our job hotline today ' (4131587-

4333 or e-mail |ObsOcrocker com

LEADERS NEEDEDI Summer
teenage bicycling trips US. Canada
and Europe Minimum 4-week time

commitment Salary plus expenses

paid Student Hostehng Program.

Ashfield Rd
. Conway. MA 01341

18001343-6132

Loving, responsible, non-smoker
to care for 2 year old infant sons in

South Hadley home References
required 1 536-1899

Summer Jobs- Martha's
Vineyard Island Food Products Is

now accepting applications foi

warehouse/delivery positions

Housing available for exceptional

candidates Interviews will be held

m Amherst on Wednesday. March
19 For more info or application.

Contact Brian C Smith, IFP. Box
4068 Vineyard Haven. MA 02568
(508)693-2030

Craisa Lines Hiring Earn up to

$2000+/month plus free world travel

(Europe. Caribbean, etc I No experi-

ence necessary (919)918-7767 ext

C180 (Member. Better Business
Bureau CARE Program)

Alaska Employment Earn up to

$3000-$6000\/month in fisheries,

parks, resorts, airfare, food/lodgingi

Get all the options Call (919)918

7767w A180

Drivers Waated Apply at

Pmnochio's between 2:00pm and
500pm No phone calls

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY-
MENT- Work in America's National

Parks. Forests and Wildlife

Preserves Our materials uncover
rewarding opportunities in the out-

doors Call (2061971 3624 ext

N50018 (We are a research and pub-

lishing companyl

Belcaertown Recreation Dept.

Seeking swim coaches (May-July)

Experience preferred M-F. EOF..

ADA Call Beth. Day (413)323-0419

Night (4131967-4651

EMPLOYMENT
National Parks Hiring Plus Forest.

Beach Resorts, Ranches, Rafting

Companies Up to $12/hour
Nationwide Openings Call (919)918

7767 ext R180

Part-Tina Sales Raps Wanted
"Lead the way into the 21st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat
shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332
Bleecker St - 040. NYC. NY 10014

Craisa and Land Tow Employment

work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid! For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (8001276-4948 ext C50017

(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

FOR RENT

Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses Falmouth area

15081477-6000

FOR SALE
GIBSON Las Paul studio. Ebony
mint condition $700 549-9266

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MISCELLANEOUS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, CECEH!

You've been an awe-
some roommate and a GREAT
fnendl

-Rachel I

Now. where are MY flowers? :)

Happy 21st Birthday to JESSICA
PHILIPS Love. The Sisters of Tti-SOI
Sigma 1

er Jackal Black Classic Biker

Style Jacket Mens Size XL

"Wilson's" Leather Thinsulate Call

5466733

FOUND
Necklace- Silver with green
beads- its heavy Call Claire to

identify 772-5064

INSTRUCTION

GRE/GMAT
30 hours. $395

American Academy
1-800-808-Prep

(please leave your name and num-

ber)

REWARD
Lost Gold Rings

Call Lisa 546-201

1

MUSICIANS

DRUMMER WANTED
Punk/Ska Band 25 Liars needs a

drummer now 1 We have practice

space and demo and gigs upcoming

Call Dave and Ryan 665-91 1

2

MISCELLANEOUS
Pledged and didn't lika it? Start

your own Fraternity 1 Veta Beta Tau

is looking for men to start a new
chapter If you are interested in aca-

demic success, a chance to network

and an opportunity to make friends

in a non-pledging brotherhood e

mail ZBTOlBTNational org Or call

Brett Hrbeck at (31 71334 1896

SEEKING FINANCIAL AIO? Get
the system to help find FREE MONEY
FOR COLLEGE! Oetailed profiles on

200.000+ individual rewards from
private and public sectors Call

Student Financial Services (800M7?
9575 ext F500i7 (We are a research

and publishing company)

PERSONALS

To my little Erica:

By now you might think

you know who I am Well try again

It was all |ust a scam I talk about

camp day and night We have so
much in common, even our height

Phi Love.

Your big sister

LML

PERSONALS
To the girls at 91 Main St

You all rock my world Have a great

spring bieak. don't have too much
fun in Call KC. "If I knew the

answer to that question. I wouldn't

be here right now 1

"

Mar

To Han -

I love you

Leia

Blaira:

Clue tt was a lie A little something

about me is that I live near by 1

pledged last year at this same time

It's hard to give clues when you're

trying to rhyme My big sister is not

very tall She's uptown every night

until last call

-IMl-

Your big sister

Rachel- 1 have blonde hair like you
Is this true clue?

Deer Leia.

I know
Han

Togal Togal Toga! Have a great

spring break.

from Otter and the rest of the boys

of Delta House

Is that lor ma?
No. son. that's for me

Hay Smullin -

What do you think you re doing 1
'"

The Wednesday Night Ctew

PERSONALS
Jacob,

We may not work on Thursday

nights anymore, but we still know
how to have fun 1

Marianne

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking lor female to share an

apartment with starting Fall '97 Call

Nikki 549-4484

Female to share large bedroom in

Puffton Available ASAP
$197 50/month Call 549-4757 or

665-2067

Two 21 year old makM looking for

2 females to live off campus with for

the upcoming school year Call Josh

oi Scott F at 549-7128

Legal Questions? The Student

SERVICES

legal Services Office offers free

legal assistance to tie-paying stu-

dents Contact us at 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995

You make every day brighter when I

see you at work I'm too scared to

talk to you. but if you might be inter

ested m a boyfriend, wear a red shirt

on Friday and I'll give it a try

A Secret Admirer
'

A shaker of salt If found please con-

tact Jimmy B in Margantaville

To the girl it Time Out
Who are you. and where did you
come from' Stop turning away fiom

me Maybe it's your beer gaggles

Please talk to me tonight

The boy with the baseball cap

Mmaj
Jacob

: Written. Proofed. Printed

Polished. Affordable Packages 548

7042

Progaeat? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549 1906

ALTERNATIVE SPRING BREAK

TRAVEL
Explore Nature/Self 5 Days Music

Dance Sports Meditation

Vegetarian Meals Missouri Otarks

$155 Renaissance Universal

18001896-2387

TRAVEL
Party Weekend In Vermont Apm
4-6. only $99! Includes condo. lift

ticket Contact UMass Ski Club 545-

3437

Party In Vermont For Spring
Break Only $139 Over 1 5 colleges

attending Free learn to

Ski/Snowboard Add $100 for 5-Day

Lift Ticket Contact UMass Ski Club

545-3437

Caribbean/Mexico $119 R/T

Europe $169 0/W Fly The World
Dirt Cheap ONE WORLD TRAVEL

Montrael- Perty Weekend Apr,!

11 13. 2 nights lodging and round

trip bus $115 Call UMass Ski Club

545-3437

Fort Lauderdele aree, Fl March 8

15. studio. $650/week (413)786

7133 Partial kitchen

Killington- Cheap Spring Breek
$239 tor 5 nights/5 days skiing Call

UMass Ski Club 545-3437

WANTED
Looking for used UMass Alumn
Directory Mark (4131746-4695

Dorm Site Refrigeretor Call 546

4538

Personals Policy Rates
AM penoiuk MUST be pronfvvjjd by CoMi0m i tla>-

viliwd employ*** brkjw pay**** and mrpUme o»

2 lam name* mm NOT b* uwd in pmona
tint wm jjnd irMtMh «w Jitowrd TV oaty e*< rp-
t»um m> *or bttlMav or crmmtmMAatwn pmoruU m
wTVJcti taw tbr fuM rtirw m*v br UM>d

1 Phone m#nh*r\ *w not «How*d m pergonals s* I

4 %rttmwi are not jmWed in prnorwH rhn nw«m

rVruvuh u* . ttvwjUmrn or demrufe*v nature are

•vtaMe rVnonaH cr) a %ind»i.ivr or lrhrtnu%
"•* nc* acceptable *ertonal« may mn be

med ror the pmpoae of harawrnim

Ptvfanrtv may not be used m perwinaK
The penunab tectmn n Km perwxut* amtf The per
tonal* mn itrm may fNrOT be uwd to wit rterm «<*fc

n**i»ffia*r» advertae meennĵ i eh
All pBvwrMh rnuti Have the name ttftnatufe and

i D rnynber of ibe tludeni placing the a*
tilled m on me inaflrttjn order NonvtudrnH mutt
provide a tahd driver » tkeme and ibe Ik erne num
bet "mil be recorded on ibe mM*1*on urdt-t

Nton or miveprevrntatwin t% *untecl R>
penartrn under the taw
The t iWlnron feverve* the right to refute or to erf*

any uervknal that dne» not meet the ( ta/Jrff'jn » tfan
<1<irrJb m at t M rtant r with the itlliiNt
I urnrmmweatth .* Mavaac huvrM\

Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Pirate write i learly and

lentbry We are not responsible for erron result-

k*j 'rem jllegible handwriting u» type.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

APARTMENT FOR RENT
AUTO FOR SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND 12 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY MRTHDAY
HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

THURSDAY, MARCH 13

fure — Dr. Bill Essman.
I'-whology Dept. UMas.s. will

lecture on "Behavioral ModcN of

I'svchomotor Stimulant Drug
Aution: Focus on Nucleus
Accumbens" in Tobin Hall, room
52 IB at 12:15 p.m. Part of the

UMass Neuroscience and
Behavior Program Noon Seminar
Sen.

Lecture — Sarah Wilcox. PhD
candidate in sociology at UPenn.
talk-- about "Constructing and
Deconstructing Identity in the
Politic- of Labia Health." The
event is free and will begin at

12:50 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 803. which is

wheelchair accessible.
Sponsored by the UMass
Stonewall Center.

FRIDAY. MARCH 14

nire — lames A. Simmons,
from Brown University psycholo-

gy department, will speak on

"Dynamic- of Perception by
Acoustic Images in I cholocating

Bats." in Morrill Science Center
II. room 3 19 at 4 p.m. Part of the

UMass Neuroscience and
Behavior Program Seminars.

SATURDAY, MARCH 15

Comedy — The UMass
Comedy Troupe will hold an
improv comedy show. Mission
Improvable, at 8 p.m. in the
Campus Center basement at 8
pm. Free.

NOTICES

Elections — Elections for

Student Government President.

Trustee and local area govern-
ment positions have been
rescheduled to March 26 and 27

due to the student takeover of

Goodell last week. Polling loca-

tions to be announced.

-

Meeting — Common Ground

will be holding support and
advocacy meetings for

low-income students and allies

every Tuesday in the Campus
Center (room to be announced)
from noon-2 p.m. For more
information, contact Marv
Sutherland at (415) 325-9725 or

leave a message in our box in the

GEO office, basement of the

Student Union.

Athletics — UMass Women's
Crew is looking for women 5'5' -

or less to cox. No experience nec-

BMarjr. To join their winning
team, call 545-9484.

Writing submissions —
mOthertongue. a multinational

journal published by the compar-
ative literature department is

seeking submissions for its

spring 1997 publication. Now
accepting poetry, prose, lyrics

and one-acts in languages other

than English as well as artwork
and photos from abroad. Please

include an English translation as

well to department of compara-
tive lit.. 303 South College,

UMass.
Band wanted — Amnesty

International is looking for a |azz

Band to play for its upcoming
fundraiser this spring. If interest-

ed, call the Amnesty office at

549-1925 or Babz at 546-3105
as soon as possible.

Meeting — The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organiza-

tion for undergraduate and grad-

uate students with disabilities on
campus. Everyone is welcome.
Meetings are Thursday nights

from 6-7 p.m. in Campus
Center. Plea#e bring your
thoughts and concerns to the
meeting. For more information,

contact Susan Pilner at

545-0892 or Kregg Strehorn at

545-4602.

Final exams — The spring
1997 Final Examination schedule

will be available beginning
March 1 3. Copies will be deliv-

ered to students in the residence

halls, and will be available to

off-campus students in the
Registrars Office (213

Whitmorc). The schedule will

also be available on the World
Wide Web beginning March 3 athttp://www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Support group — REFLECT,
the Five College bereavement
support program is offering two
support groups this semester \

grief support group for those
who have experienced the death

of someone close to them; and an
illness group for those currently

coping with (he serious illness of

a loved one. If you or someone
you know is interested, please
call us at 577-5316 for more
information.

Health senices — Confused,
afraid, or just curious? Do KM
have questions about sex, STDs,
alcohol, drugs, eating disorders.

HIV/AIDS, stress management
or quitting smoking or chewing
tobacco? Don't know who to
ask? Call the Peer Health
Connections phoneline at UMasa
at 577- 5168. Trained students
will anonymously answer your

IVh tn pubkc Mtvtce announcement) annua
da*> To submit an FYI. please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,
ncludng the name and phone number of rhe

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Menagexj tdttor by noon the previous day

questions and tell you where to

go for more help.

Commencement Housing — A
limited number of residence hall

rooms will be available or the rcl

atives and friends of graduating

UMass students for the night ot

Saturday, May 24.

Commencement Housing appli-

cations are available at the
University Conference Service

Office. 918 Campus Center. To
guarantee a reservation, complet-

ed forms with full payment must
be returned to University
Conference Services by May 1

.

There will be no on-site reserva-

tions.

Internships — Internships are

available working on Earth Da>.
Hunger. Recycling and Clean
Air. Call Melanie at MassPir^'
545-0199 or stop bv the office it

423-A Student Union Building.
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Member O.C.M.P.

41 Bill rwoonwALK • AMHfcR^r "we accept all major credit cards»
IMAimS IM8A
4 i ">1 rWOOD WALK • AMHBflM

HSCN Bulletin

Board

3 CBS/3 Hartford

a CBS/4 Boston

m ABC/5 Boston

B PBS/57 Springfield

7 HSCN Movie

Channel

m UPN/20 Hartford

B Weather Channel

10 NBC/30 New
Britain

11 Fox/61 Hartford

18 PBS/24 Hartford

13 WOCH&HSCN
14 UMATV
X7 HSCN Programming
IB TV-19O ABC/40 Springfield

mm NBC/22 Springfield

a CNN
4 CNN/Headline

News
B BET

B BET on Jazz

7 UCTV
8 The Learning

Channel

8 TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

4 1 HOI 1»(W»P*AI ¥ * AMHHts I

$ 1 drinks Vodka Tonic

Ztr always $ 1 Bud
"light draft

THURSDAY EVENING

WEDH IQ
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI

WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
WTIC

WWLP
WQBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

"StT
NICK

SCIfl

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
UaT
SHOW ©
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f

6:00 6:30
Newthour With Jim Lehrer X
Newel TcST

Newel
FullHoueeX

Freeh Prince

SimpeoneX

Creature*

NeweX
BewrtyHW*,

Family Matteri

ABC rWW>

FrwhPrinc«~

rlBC PWWI

Martin X
NBCNewe
RowanneJT
NBCNewe
BueloeeeRpt

ABC Newt

Quinr.y

WtO (In Stereo!

|
Family

"

WorldView X
Tick II

Beyond 2000

DpCl
Supermarket

Ben i Stimpy

CuyUiaEip
TwMohtZonewHIahtl

urniture

OreimOn

No«t Step (R)

Sport

C - Campus
7:00

Womenii CoMoao BaaMbell: NCAA Toum Fwt Round

CBSNewi
lotiot cdrtron

Star Trek: Neit

7:30 I 8:00 I 8;30
Connecticut lor All Seasons

9:00 9:30 10:00 I 10:30
MARCH 13, 1997

Coeeoe Baeksttat: NCAA Tournament First Round Game - Teams TBA

Coeega Basketball: NCAA Tournament First Round Game Teams TBA
*• JJ. — In.j. L.]j... ,1. * .— 1 ,— .] J...

WeKlorGod

ChronideX
Goner.

yrtoot-Fortuno

Judge Judy X
|

Ent. Torwghl iHardCopyX
Home Imp. SetnWd I
Wheel Fortune Jeopardy!X
Nswshour WHh Jim Lehrer X

Jeopardy! I
TV(R)X

SomtotdX

SeinMdX
Home Video*

Ent Tonight

Mad Abo You

Equlirw "Biding tl

Moneytlne X~ "[Cr

Dairy Show (R)

Home Video*

th»El*prianr

oeeflreX

TV Nation

Wings "Stnight Up" (R)

High Incident (In Stereo) X» Tmpuise'llWO, Suspense

Friends X ISudden-SuMn

Caps "Buried n Peace" (R)

Friends I [Sudderi-Susan

FriendeX

Living Single"

Members' Choice

Sudden-Susan

Vital Sign* (In Stereo) X
Theresa Russet, Jsfl Fshey.

Seinfeld X [Naked Truth

Baywstch Nights (R)

Seinfeld X INaked Truth

New York Undercover X
Seinteidl INaked Truth

11:00
K—pinj

College Bseketbell: NCAA Toum Fksi Rd Game

11:30
t. OWHouss
Teams TBA

College Basketball: NCAA Toum First Rd Gams - Tsams TBA
Peter Jennings Beportirvg~Pc<

Lew i Order D-GuT X
pPOT

Lsw4 0reer"f>G»f'I

Law 1 Order "OGlrr X

High
i
Incident (In Stereo) X |VWat Signs (In Stereo) X |Peter Jersnlny rssporttng: Pot

Seinleld X [NBA Besfcetbel Boston Celtics at Dallas Mavericks (Lwe)

<r*» 1/rKxwimori Vibf (1983, Drama) Gene Hackmsn, Robert Steele

Biography: Albert Spoor

Trime New* X | Burden-Proof

eXrWecn
XlBurdei

^Crwng'l

Ancient Mysteries (R)

J*L

|Lsrry Kino Live I
Ntxt Movai" (I960) Ctieech Mann.

Debt

nyToon

Derkside

Renovation

In the Heat of thei Night X
Renegade "Spin Decision" X Highlander: The Series X
»»v>"'N»cwMA/ft)ugrY)eM*(19»1) Scott Bakula. 'PG-13

1

Oeslgnlng

StngiedOut

Tkne Tm "Frsmed'(>i J

Legends of Hockey

Wild Discovery: Great Whiles JMovts Magk
IWortdl

Designing

idiot Sevants

B
(In Stereo)

IritheHeeloftheNlotttI
M

445) "Orel*- ["f>»Yo/(l992) Andrew McCarthy. fG-ty
» "Voe$ This Moan We n Mtrrbd? (1992) Stephane Freiss.

Unsolvad Mysteries (In StereoT

NaitSlop(R)

Unexplained "Enordsm

Illinhra,i« Tmginiwse M.

Jenny Jones (In Stereo) X

Coach X

Tonight

Real TV

Show

(R)X
TofsightShow

peep Space
9"

Tonight Show"

Cherts* Rose (In Stereo)

X
Mad Abo You

MghltlneX

World Today

Comic Relief IDream On"

Prtrne Time (In Slsrso)

Secrel-of Alei |HappyDoy*

Tekwer (In Stereo) X
Real America: 41 Hours

In the Heat of the

Cheerlsadsij

ssrvT (1992, Drama

Chopper Power: Whupenog

Murder n W'(1992, 6rama) Eteabeth Montgomery"

Yo! (In Stereo)

I Love Lucy X [Munster* IM.T. Moor*

Forever Knight "Bad Blood" X
[
Sd-Fl Bun |lnetde Space

Rogues Oajjery"

ffhodT

Night "Brotherly Love" (In Stereo) X
s X "

| *« The QiuppttrtrKt o>

trauma: Ufe-Deeth in ER

ReMTV(R)X
<ntriM^(!99i) Danny Otover.

Lew t Order "Precious" X
Sports Hus

Patty Show

WHd Discovery"

Moneytlne iff"

LOflHc Retief

Great Whites

SportscenterX"

Living

Singled Out

Tail I

Mysteries

Loveline

Odd Couple X
Time Trei 'Framed" (In SlorooT

Beat America: a Hours (R)

Murder, She Wrote

+ "NcX ot Tm" (1995) Johnny Depp. 'R'X

In the Heet of the Night "Givs Me Your Hi
1,

(In Stereo) I
lM>"/1fi<ySl WmCImu, « 'IU m-

—
I^J-__ J

fottht lvtornerV"(1983, Drama) Russell Crows. 'PG-13
1

fa!«/(^har(1996)JetlWincotl R' |Tyson-HolyfW

(1993) John Stamos. X
TD*VA"(1997) Mark Dacascos. "

Wiing* ' IWIngsX

. VtrackM Lost Chid Uurd»r$~

+V, To the Umr (1995) Anna Nicole Smith, fr |"foT575rR
", •Men of War (1995) Dolph Lundgren R' X 'Fortunes-War'
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" thi> is »o irnrtnun
IT 5 SUCH faeoo COOKING.
AWP YOU MAW |T? | poNT
IWDtASTANO. WHY HAVF. yoo
LltO TO

»4f
ALL TMIi Tlf4t?

Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

HEXLO, fMWISftAKTO
THEMAM OP THE HOOSe?

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick

I NEED YOUR HELP

TO NEGOTIATE WITH
rAY BOSS FOR NVORE

TELECOMPUTING DAYS.

I'fA TOO LO&rCAL
TO BE A GOOD
NEGOTIATOR. YOU
NEED SOMEONE
WHO IS RELENT-
LESSLY IRRATIONAL

DOGBERT SAYS YOU'RE

AN EXCELLENT
NEGOTIATOR, RATBERT.

r
IM501TE0.'.'

W/

(Men i &oxo
OP X LOArrTTO

pesifewec

Generation X By Chris Lehman

0R*TM£ MclAIL J miH*TESroF/U :

OA*» 7̂HPM*rP,
I
NOT HAKRASS&
WTMEPoUct"?

Call 545-2626 tor more information.

DINNER LUNCH DINNER
Duchess Meat Pie!!! Interrupting Cow-burger Duchess Meat Pie!!!

Chicken Cacciatpre. Bow Ties
ft

Savory-
fr/frfY ffitigV fattii

Gargantuan Garden Chili " Bean/Cc*T^om*to CassT
Breaded Chicken Tenders Golden Burgers Endless Pastabilities

Berkshire

LUNCH
Convenient Cowburger
Wore. Breakfast Sand.
Bow Ties & Sauce
Golden Burgers

DINNER
Duchess Meat Pie!!!

Chicken Cacciatore

Bean/Com/Tomato Cass.

Possibly Pastabilities

ffi?S 21-AprU20
Ax vou prrparr to Launch a big

nrw Idea, try lo gain an aiiiws*
ofnutctly what cvrry pmon
Invohrd I* frrllng Allhoueti II may
not changr lunh rralltm any
extra sympathy you ran ttvr will

aid Ihr arnrrai <ontt»1ll

sam.-Mar 21
A rantankrrnu« mate or friend

may seem lo br finding fault with

•""Tythlng. but It » poMlblr thai

they have )ti»t been feeling

neglerted lately Spend a link ,

extra time with them and te* If

thai doeanT bring them around

May 22->June 21
Variety I* the »plre of Hie but thla

week you may be m need of a

break. Try relaxing with a tried

and true routine—perhaps a bath
and a backrub from a loved one
Avoid sleeping late aa It i mild

make you even more tired

June 22^July 23
Wh» •e»tr» like an abwrutr
mountain of paperwork clears

up much more qukkrv than you
had expected Treat yourself to a

special night aa a reward for vour
illllgence— perhaps a night on the

town

mJuly 23-Auguat 23
ft a co-worker seems particularly

persnickety offer them extra

responsibilities If you're In a

position lo do so. They may
Just want a chance to prove

themselves and they could

really surprise you.

VIRGO
August 24-September 22
Krpalrs that seem expensive may
be the only way to prevent a real

mechanical dlsasler. so don't

skimp A second opinion could

save you a little money, but
prolonging the Inevitable could

prove costly In the long run

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
A conversatkm with a sweetheart

could lead to an exchange of

confidences Be careful you don't

tieM your sweetie more than she or

he really wants to know What
starts out aa honesty can end up
being hurtful

SCORPIO
October 24 Norember 22
IX you feel overwhelmed by things

you can't change, try focusing

on lust one or two small things

Instead of remodeling the house,

rearrange the utility room
Donating household things lo the

needy will clear out clutter and
leave you feeling good, too

SAGITTARIUS
Norember 23-December 21
Handle a demanding boas by
burying your nose In whatever task

Is at hand You may make a good
Impression, and at the very least

you will avoid a no win situation.

CAPRICORN
December 22 -Janutrv 20
It's important to stav on top of all

your dairy tasks and appointments,

whether professional or personal

Check your calendar to be sure

you don't miss something

Important this week.

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18
An encounter with bureaucratic

paperwork and red tape could have

you feeling a Ml hot under the

collar Case off by handling some
personal affairs that have been

neglected lately, such as writing

letters or visiting relatives

PISCES
February 19-March 30
Changes In vour financial situation

seem tike a windfall at first, but

he fully aware of all the demands
made on your time There may be

more to the arrangement than

meets the eve

Midway through the interview Wayne decides
to see how weii the applicant handles stress

M?" His
9t j i

1 HLsisisH

34
iltrV

mm*

«o m

mm- mt mm
MM*

M Hs7
59 ta^Heo

For Entertainment Purposes Only

Quote of the Day

• • I like March cause

it's easier to spell

than Pebuairy... * *

-Cathy
Collegian Graphics

ACROSS
1. Gnathomcone
S. Sell

9. Frontiersman Wyatt

13. Lhasa (dog

breed)

14. Four-door car

15. Strike replacement

16. Captain s assistant

17. Ransom demanders
19. Org explored by the

Mossad
20. Shrewd

21. Go higher

22. Yule songs

24. Sbckum
26. Type of wave

27. Flapjack maker s tool

30. Mammonist

31. Come oil in chsps

32 Model Carol

34. Scrooge s cries

35. Investxjate

39. Forever .__ day

(2wds)
37. Exist

31. Catcalls

. oompieted

40. Helps

42. Aaron Neville, eg
43. Egad, e g

44. Underneath

45. Disable

47. Very thin

49. Zero

81. -SayHeyKier
54. Give over

(5. Highest point

56. Gay
57. Anemic s need

53 Adpatrss

59. Imitative one

60. Chnstiama now

DOWN
1. Pack down, as

tobacco

2 Fall btrthstone

3. Flabbergasts

4. She fawns over a

lawn

5. BridaJ-shop

mercriandise

9. Author of Science

and Health

7. _ Shan (Chinees

mountain range)

9. Watson and Crick's

TV

Stick-m-the-mud

Last

Poems ot tribute

Up tor

(available)

Similar

Regal topper

9. Spotted

10. Tops

11. Lightly cooked

12
14.

16.

20.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

23
29

30.

31.

33.

35.

33
38.

39.

41.

42.

44.

45.

46.

47. Show fxibkcty

40. Pagans statue

90. Gauze weave
81, Gum lump

52. Smog-watching agcy
53. Gas station's oflenng

54. Labor gp

Leold

People with property

Church officer

Graduate degree

(•bbr)

Foam
Little chad

Pique provoker

regr»

72 convention srle

Slippery

Dirty

Uptight

Actor Charles

Cats pray

The Faene Queens

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle
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by Reger anal Salem SaUeeas eitvt

/ have my life set up into

tittle piles of organized activities.

For instance, on Mon., Tues.,

Wed -r Thurs. I eat vegetarian if

at all possible, but on Friday I

splurge on a meaty thing or fish.

On Monday and Wed. nights I

always practice my karate. On
Thursday I always go to my
meeting.... and so forth and over

and over and over again.

The predictability in itself is

wonderfully comforting to me.

Keeping busy is so unlonely.

If, as happens from time to

time, I get urges for self-

mutilation I try to squeeze it into

my busy weekly schedule. If not

this week don't fret, therell be

time next week.

«

I
( \
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Pennsylvania lax trio leads charge in senior season

Ridley group marks eighth year together

By Jorma Kansonen
Collegian Staff

W hut were you doing eight years

ago?

That's a tough one, some people

can't remember what they did yester-

day. In the larger picture of life,

though, eight years is but one drop in

the proverbial bucket: but right now— today — that span of time can

mean everything.

For the Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team, this Saturday's season

opener at Harvard will signal the

start of the eighth and final season

for a trio of defenders. Erica Bryan,

kristen Hocker and Michele
Warrington took the field for the first

time at Ridley High School in Ridley

Town*hip, Pa., and have been togeth-

er on the field ever since.

If you can imagine what it feels like

ending an eight-year relationship,

than you might have a idea what this

senior season means to them. This

year, the transition from a team strug-

gling since the program's reinstate-

Tourney fans,

here are your

NCAA winners

It seems a bit uncommon for mil-

lions of people to be focusing their

eyes on Indianapolis at a time that is

nowhere near Memorial Day weekend
i Indv 500 time).

But that's what will be happening
starting today, as the 1997 NCAA
Tournament gets underway. Sixty-four

teams will start dancing today and
tomorrow, but only one will be left

standing in Indy's RCA Dome.
Let's break down the contestants,

bracket by bracket:

Miduest Region

Minnesota is the tops seed in the

region and will face Southwest Tens
State in a first-round matchup After

rolling over the Bobcats, the Gophers
will face the winner of

Thjs should be a good game.
Intuition says go with the underdog (a

good risk in the eight-nine game), but

knowledge says go with the Owls any-

wav Son-league opponents always
underestimate Mm Chantey's matchup
zone and it kills them.

Temple has the advantage in the

Minnesota game as well. The Gophers
Illinois j gMa1

I point *h.«.t

ing team, and the Owls can get real

hot at the perimeter

Tulsa faces Boston University
Tunji Awojobi is BU's main man. but

now |oey Beard has drawn some
defensive attention away from the big

man But the Golden Hurricane has
Shea Seals, a force on defense and
offense. Pick Tulsa.

Clemson slumped toward the end of

the regular season, and Miami (Ohio)

is a strong team. But the Tigers will get

back to speed in the tourney and beat

the Redskins

Iowa State-Illinois Slate Iowa
State is overrated, but it has Dcdric
Willoughby a great outside threat.

The Mi-Miun \ alle\ champ Redbirds

have Rico Hill, a 6-foot-6 forward
who is averaging 1 8 9 points per game
Don't overlook Illinois State, but don't

pick 'em to advance either.

Cincinnati's Bob Huggins is

rumored to be going hardship, leaving

the college game after the season for

the NBA. No surprise. Look for the

Bearcats to try to make some noise in

the tournament (maybe if they do
they'll drown out Huggins' whining).

I mcv over Butler, convincingly.

The end-of-the-alphabet battle

between Xavier and Vanderbtlt should

be a good game. Trie four starting

guards are hovering around or above 55

percent from 5-point land. But Vandy's

li dtfclMC dl'ld Xavici like* lO

score. Take the A- 10 West champs.

UCLA-Charleston Southern? Man.
not only do the Bucs get the Bruins,

they also have to play in Deft. >it

I .«.k lor Cincy over Iowa State and

UCLA over Xavier. with UCLA taking

the Sweet 16 battle. Clemson over
Tulsa and Temple, but not UCLA.
Send the Bruins to Indiana

WtH Region

SEC champ Kentucky gets little

known Montana in the first round
Grizzlies, thank vou for playing

Again, go with the No. 9 seed in the

Iowa-Virginia game. Virginia can pull

this one out as long as the Cavs keep

the tempo at a pace they like.

The next game presents a

go-with-your-head or go-with-
your-heart dilemma. My head says

ment in 1995 to a winner is all that is

on their minds. Excitement mingles
with toughened retrospect when they

talk about how this year means every-

thing to them, and after eight years

together, they have nothing to lose.

'lt'l. going to be awesome this

year, because it finally feels like |the

team is) getting real tight," Bryan
said. "The chemistry's there, and we
want to play hard for everybody.
especially all three of us. I just want
to play my hardest, because I want to

have my best year in my senior year."

Mocker agreed.

"It's looking like our last year
together will be the best year."
Hocker said. "We really feel like this

team is going to stick. [The fresh-

men *| level of play is so good, and
you know they're going to be here

until they graduate. This is a year the

program can build upon."

"I don't know... it 's kind of scary

that it's my last season after playing

eight years." Warrington said. It I

coming to an end, and I just want to

play my hatdest We want our team

to play its hardest, and have our best

season. I think we can do it. We have

nothing to lose this year."

I 'Mass coach Francesca McClellan

has witnessed what this trio has
meant to her team, and to each other.

For the past three seasons, they have

been everything for her team.

"I think that they're playing better

than ever together," McClellan said.

"They've sort of rediscovered each
other, having grown up as people and
they now have rediscovered those
new adults. They've been tremendous
for us, and I think it's been a great

experience for them.

"They've been able to grow as indi-

viduals, maintaining both their

friendships with one another, and
their strength on the field."

Three sides to the story

The three sides to their story have

been on the field for UMass, and
together they have been the nucleus

McClellan has built her reinstated pro-

Turn to LACROSSl page ) 1
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Once 6-9, now tourney time

• IOKV1V kVSWM \ COLUGIAN

The UMass women's lacrosse team is boosted by a trio that has played together for nearly eight years. From left:

Kristen Hocker, Michele Warrington and Erica Bryan.
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Sophomore center Lari Ketner (shown dunking over former teammate Marc Jackson) will look to rattle the rims
in this year's NCAA Tournament.

Boston College. m\ heart *av* anv

thing but. Unfortunately. Brycc Drew
and Valparaiso probably don't have it

in them, and BC will win.

St. Joseph's will iu.iii.li up against live

last team to get an automatic berth.

Pacific There are few as deadly from
long distance as Pacific s Mark Boeder
but one who is close is Hawk Rashid

Bey. The Hawks lack NCAA experi-

ence, as do the Tigers, but St. loe's has

played well together all season. Stay in

conference with this one.

Stanford-Oklahoma 1 Brevin Knight

can kill a team when he is on. Defense

will keep the Sooners around, but if

Knight unleashes it's bye-bye OU.
The Wake Forest-Si. Mary's game

provides an interesting match up at

center Player of the Year frontrunncr

Tim Duncan and Big Continent him-

self. Brad Millard (Millard stands
7 -foot- V tall'-st starter in the tour-

ney). But Duncan can. and will, domi-

nate the km 10 watch battle.

I NC Charlotte has run with the big

names in Conference USA and should

not be overlooked in its game with

Georgetown. The inside presence of

ithe otberi Alexander Kuchl heips the

49ers. but the Hoyas have tourney expe-

rience. Pray the refs and free throws

(they are awful from the line) are in

Georgetown's favor and stick with "em.

Keith Van Horn stands three full

inches taller than any Nary starter, a

fact that will hurt the Midshipmen
Navy has been outrebounding oppo-

nents, but that was in the Patriot

League, and this is the Big Dance
Take Utah, no problem.

I've given Virginia one, that's all. Take

UK in the second. Credit St. loe's and

give the A-10 another win over BC this

year But Kentucky will have the Hawks'

number and advance to the Elite Eight.

Duncan won't be denied, especially

in the second round. Look for Tony
Rutland and lerry Braswell to counter

act the Cardinal's outside game and

Wake to win. Georgetown will be worn
down inside after acing Kuehl and Van
Horn will be too much. Utah moves on.

I just said Duncan won't be denied.

Wake will have regained its eariy form
by now and Utah will be a bit harried

after Georgetown, write in the Deacs.

Kentucky is vulnerable — regular

season losses to South Carolina
showed that Dave Odom will study

tape and capitalize, pushing his Deacs
on to Indianapolis.

Southeast Region

Jackson State faces Kansas in the

first round. Knock, knock. Who's
there? B'bye. I don't get it. There's
nothing to get. B'bye.

I have to give Rhode Island the
upper hand in its eight- nine game
with Purdue. The Boilermakers have
played in the parity rich-Big 10 this

year, while the Rams have toughed it

out in a rough and tumble A-10.
Rhode Island also has Tyaon Wheeler,
who is capable of guiding his team in

the first-round.

Maryland showed its muscle during

its ACC conference slate, and it will be

enough to power the Terps by the

College ol Charleston I he Cougars do
have Thaddeous Delaney. the Shaq of

the TAAC. but the combination of

Keith Booth. Laron Profit and
Sarunas |asikevicius will be too much.

Arizona has built itself quite a repu-

tation for being a proponent of the

early exit in NCAA action. Not so this

year. It is surprising the Wildcats

received the No. 4 seed in the region,

especially after an anti-climatic nt
to the season, but count on Lute
Olscn's squad to grab at least one.

Henry Bibby. father of Arizona Mat*
man standout Mike Bibby, has had
quite an impressive rookie coaching

campaign at Southern Cal. But Bibby

and Co. have been reworded with a

game against Illinois. This is another

tough game between the No. b and No.

1 1 . but the edge goes to the I Mini thanks

to a gu\ named Krwanc Garris.

Georgia wrapped up the No 5 seed

alter an imprc**ivc run through the

SEC tournament They face a

Tennessee- Chattanooga team not

many people know 01 wire about. See

va later. Moccasin*

Marquette-Providence provides a

tough battle to call Providence was
alright in a bad Big East, Marquette

was okay in an OM] l USA. Take
Matquettc. but it'll be ptitlv close.

The last time Murray State was in

the tournament ( IW). the Racers had
to tace North Carolina. I uckv them.

This time they have to lace Duke.
Lucky them. Count on an eailv Spring

Break for Murray Stale

Marquette should put up a fight, but

the Blue Devils outside snooting will

take them to the Sweet lb C.corgia

will ride its outside panic and consis-

tent tempo into a matchup with Duke.
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In the early going, it looked like the

Massachusetts, men's basketball team

would be left in the dark — not with

standing the tact that the light* w-.-nt

out in team's Home opener again*t

Wyoming.
Plagued with injuries and faced

with one of the toughest schedules in

the nation, the Minutemen progre**cd

from owning a 6-9 record to a final

mark of 19-15 il 1-5 Atlantic 10)

and an NCAA Tournament berth.

What sparked UMats' >ULLf" in

the later halt d the *ca*on a* it won
12 of it* law 15 regular season
games? The following is a look at

some ol the *ca*oti * IWOetSSl wins

and moM hitter defeatj

I line guard magn
Massachusetts 6), St. Bonavenlure
59

The moat pivotal win of the BBMM
came not o\ei a lop ranked opponent
or even again*t one ol the A-10's
toughest teams On Ian. 14. I Ma**
coach lames "Bruiser" Flint found
what he had been looking for all sea-

son a winning lineup With veter-

ans Tyrone Week*. C'armclo Travtc*o

and I dgai Padilla sidelined with
injuries in the eaily going, Flint

i deep inio hi* bench of rookie

talent. However, when the

Minutemen tra\eled to Olcan. N.\ 10

lace the Bonnie*, flint went with a

starting lineup that bocetcd ihe team

marking the turning point d the sea

Mill

With I an Ketner in the middle.

I E Week* up front. Padilla on
point. Travieao the outside ahootar,

and Charlton Clarke a* penetrating

lasher Flint found consistent depth

Despite a 29-potnt performance
from ihe Bonnie's Rashaan Palmer.

the Minutemen held on for the win

I Ma** boasted three player* with

double digit* in coring as Weeks
(19), rhtviaao (It) and ketner (12).

Massachusetts 40. No. 19 Boston
College 78

The convincing win over the

intrastate rival* in the leCOOd
Commonwealth Classic wa* quick evi-

dence in the threat the three guard

lineup posed to opponent* while kick

ing oil a five game win streak.

Padilla. who MsBJgM with in|une*

early in the *ea*on wa* the driving

m the I Mas* win scoring 24
point* on 7 lot 12 *hooting while he

dished out seven a**i*t* Clarke added

25 point* d hi* own marking the tir*t

time thi* season two Minutemen
scored 20 point* oi more in the MM
MM

\noihei kev pad d the win wa*

the management d the I Ma** big

men. Hint rotated ketner. Week*
\orwlle and Ajmal Basil exploiting

IK * *i/e mi*matche* in order to

*pread out loul* and harass the

l.aglc'* Danva \bram*

Massachusetts 78, No. 10 Man land

61

This wa* the win that put the

Minutemen back on the map Leading

up to the match with the TerapiltS,

I Ma** won nine d it* la*t 10 game*
With a national television audience

and a sold out pro Massachusetts
Worcester Centrum crowd, the

Minutemen rolled to an impressive

victory, ketner had a banner day

pulling down a career high 1*) points

while grabbing 1 2 boards

The Terps' game plan centered
around trying to double team I Ma**
in the paint figuring that Clarke
would not emerge a* a scoring threat.

That did not happen, and in tact.

Clarke tied I career record d hi* own
knocking down S in S hat ! petal

range while he was a point awaj ttoni

tying hi* career high in poml* i22i

I he tough ones

No. 16 Fresno State 102.

Massachusetts 81

When the inlaiiiou* |crr\ latkanian

and hi* Bulldog* invaded the Mullins

Center, things got ugly. Former
(MM College bad BO) *. hri* llenen

returned to hi* home MM and *hot

the light* out scoring 25 point*

For I Ma**, ketner pulled down a

double -double il8pt*. 12 ieb*i while

Ba*it ICOrad lb point* in the losing

effort. While the Minutemen* m*ide

game wa* on the money. the\ CMM
out flat onMM
Virginia Tech 65. Massachusetts 47

The lo** to the llokie* wa* the

club* lowest *conng deleat at ROM
*ince I 4*1 45 rou'ing b\ St

Bonavenlure in l*»86

I Ma** held a one point lead with
*» 5li io in the tir*t hall on a ketner

jumper, yet that was the la*t time the

Minutemen would have the lead the

i the way In the second half

I Ma** Canst wuhin *i\ point* of the

Hokie*. but the\ couldn't bring n am
CMM
The sharp shooting *Xi C u*n* led

the game in scoring with It* point* M
4 fal 4 I poml shooting lor I Mass.

ketner led the wa\ with It* point* d
hi* own
The home beating which was

dished out on Ian 12 marked the low

point d ihe Minutemen'* * t

however it wa* in the very next game
that L Ma** faced the Bonnie* and
began the three guard turnaround

While Massachusetts dropped a

handful d other dOM game* like a

heart-breaking t*4 61 lo** to

Connecticut, two bean at the hands

d St lo*eph « and an 87 84 Ol lo**

lo Vivici at home, one thing wa*

CM* DaepM the team * bailie with

injuries earlv on which re*ulted in a

baptism bv lire tot the \oung MM
coupled with daunting schedule the

Minutemen matured significant!)

from *taii to lini*h ihi* vear A bid

into the NC W* i> more than the

re*ult ol wins and losses and laving a

tough schedule it i* a testament to

hard work and determination

Breaking down the bracket:
a look at the East first-round
When Midnight Madness kicked off

thi* vear * college basketball sea*on

on Oct. I 5. today seemed so far away.

But alter live months ol practice*

scrimmages, games, meetings, press

conferences and interviews, today —
the first dav of NCAA Tournament
action — is finally here.

Fans and membei* of the

\|<i**achu*ett* men* basketball team

waited anxiously last

Sunday to *ee if their

team would be among
the 64 invited to the

Big Dance, and the

•election committee did not disap-

point

The Minutemen (19-15) will Mai
their po*t *ea*on road tomorrow at

10:10 p.m. as the No. 1 1 seed in the

I a*t Region. They drew sixth seeded

Louisville as a first round opponent

in Pittsburgh.

Ihe Cardinal! (23 I) .ire not an

unfamiliar opponent for the

Minutemen, who travelled to

I ouisville's Freedom Hall for a 62-59

I Ma** vie lot v last year.

I Ma** i* in the lower half of the

Fast bracket, meaning that if they

advance through the first two rounds,

the Minutemen would be in a position

to lace ihe region's No. 2 seed before

CASEY

the No I seed (that hinges on
whether or not the top two *eed* al*o

advance!

South Catohna hold* that La*t No
2 spot, a seed the upstart Camecc>ck*

(24-7) garnered after thev roared
through the Southeastern t onlerence

schedule (which included mopping
the floor with defending national

champ Kentucky, twice)

The Gamecocks have

BBS chance to do MM
. . ._ damage in thi* tourney.

KAlWL Rul ,n *' ,r chances reiv

' solely on the *houldet*

of I heir guard* It* 5 point *hooting is

a threat, but South Carolina hurt* on
the boards, meaning I potential Sweet

lb match-up with I Ala** could be
veiv interesting to watch.

To get to the Sweet lb. South
Carolina must first get bv Ml U
(Mid-Eastern Athletic) champion
Coppin State (21 8> In only their

third NCAA. Coppin Stale ha* not

had the luck ol the draw, getting as

tough an opponent a* it* la*t tourney

foe (Cincinnati in 1995).

The South Carolina Coppin State

winner will *quare ot! against the

winner d the W i*con*m lexa* battle

rhe Badgers i 18 9) upended Midwest

Tom to EAST page 8
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NCAATOURNAMENT?teaceai
Bruiser leads team into his first NCAA Tourney

By Chris Stamm
CoMfjaw Staff

In December, who would have
thought that the Massachusetts men's
basketball team would be packing its

bags for the postseason come March?
. Hampered by injuries, three differ-

ent starters were sidelined through

the lirst I I games oi the season
When your first I I games include
teams sudi M North Carolina. Wake
Pores) and Georgetown and yout
bench is lull of rookie talent things

could get tough.

However, first year Massachusetts
coach lames 'Bruiser I lint nursed
his team back to health to a 19-15

James "Bruiser" Flint will lead his troops into his first NCAA Tournament
battle tomorrow.

( 1 1-5 Atlantic 10) record. Though he

may have taken his lumps early Hint

ended his rookie season at the helm
a> the winningest first year coach in

school hlttory. Flint'l mark has

eclipsed some pretty impressive
predicessors. |ohn Calipati went
10-18 his first \eai as Minuteman

ich, while lack Leainan tDi. |'|

former coach and now WHMP cotoi

commentator) earned an I I 14 mark
his full season

With 19 wins going into the tour-

nament. Flint'l win total ties him lor

the filth best record of rookie coaches

with Melvin Watkittl of
UNC-Charlotte. With the Big Danes
kicking off tomorrow, his eye* have

focused on getting his team out of

Pittsburgh and on to Syracuse for the

round of 16.

"He s stepped it up a notch I think.

UsuaJI) he COSnei in here, cracks a

couple of jokes and he's down to

business,* I Mass guard Charlton
Clarke said. "Now as BOOB as he
leaves the locker loom it's all busi-

Btss. He's telling as just what we
need to concentrate on. otherwise,
we'll be back here on Sunday

"

Clarke describes how his coach's

winning attitude will help the team in

the tournament.

"He's fust been Bruiser He's
always smiling, always laughing.
When you lose you always see a

change in -omchov and we've SOSfl

that, but when you're winning he's

the best person to be around. Right

now. he's trying to win games Our
goal is to get to the I lite light and
even the final four

"

One of the key factors in getting

the Minutemen into the tournament
was Flint's implementation of a

three-guard line up whivh sparked an

II I run late in the season While
this set up may have helped I Matt,
theic ate certain aspects ol the game
the squad hSM to be wcuv of - run-

ning the hall COMSl set

"You try to get eas\ baskets Hint

said "People play bettet transition

defense and not onb that, you need

DPoaad SO sou have to rebound
with all live now You have a bigger

group, you don't have to rebound
with all Bve

'You can rebound with essentially

two or three guards but when you
have three guards, that kills pott

Minuteman coach Bruiser Flint is the winningest first-year coach in UMass men's hoop history.

HU CAO ; COUICUN

rebounding wise so \ou have to keep

some extra guvs back to rebound the

ball.

Making the transition from the tra-

ditional lineup to the three-guard
version was got something that came
without hesitation. In those first

|antCS, I lint had a lew concerns
about how effective the new lineup

would be.

"I he only concerns I really had
was that those three guvs would try

•e eVOf] basket, he syid "I

didn't really think we were as good
defensively as we had been and I

know we weren't rebounding the ball

as well, but we have guvs who van

rebound the ball

'Tyrone and Lari are good

rebounders. Where when Charlton
came into the game, he was the pri-

mary scorer, when Carmelo came
into the game, he was the primary
scorer, so when they are in the game,
do they look to score more or give

each oiher shots '.'"

I Mass is not the only team in the

NCAA Tournament to run a

three -guard set, as both Duke and
South Carolina have a similar game
plan.

Wc are closer to Duke than we
are South Carolina." Flint said.

"South Carolina has drivers, Duke
has shooters. Obviously we're closer

to them than we are South Carolina."

In addition, running with three
guards opened up play and acted as a

catalyst for center Lari Ketner. After

sitting out last season due to

Proposition 48, Ketner took some
time to dust off the cobwebs. By the

end of the season, the 6-foot- 10
center was named National
Newcomer of the Year by Basketball

Times magazine.

"One of the reasons why we got

better and (the guards] started to

play better was because we got Lari

to start going to it so people had to

play him." Flint said. "He could actu-

ally dominate you and he's shown
that from time to time."

With the three-guard set roaring

into action, Ketner proving to be a

force in the paint and consistent

Turn to MMJISEt page 6

March Madness last one for UM seniors
Padilla, Travieso and Weeks all primed to make a final tourney run

By Casey Kane
Coll*pin SUN

March Madness is a bittersweet

time lubilation over getting into

the NCAA Tournament can often

be followed at breakneck speed
with the disappointment of having
a season end

That is part ol what makes each
and every tournament game spe-

cial Each bounce of the ball or rat-

tle ol the rim could upset the deli-

cate balance of what the future
holds. There is no garuantee of a

win, no one with a sealed envelope
and a predetermined victor.

Anything is possible.

The members oi the
Massachusetts men's basketball
team, the seniors in particular,
know that the NCAA tourney door
is open to possibility

"We found out that lanvthing's

possible) when we beat Maryland,
which was a top 10 team." senior

guard Edgar Padilla said. "We beat

a lot of supposedly good teams, we
beat them practically easy. We
have to go out there and play out

best basketball and take it one
game at a time."

The Minuteman seniors can take

it one game at a time, a proposition

that would have been jumping the

gun on Sunday. The team gathered

together to watch the tournament
selection show, which would ulti-

mately decided whether or not
L'Mass would play in this year's

tourney

W'hen the name Massachusetts
was one fa the first called, the

emotion from Padilla, Carmelo
Travieso and Tyrone Weeks, the

three seniors, was obvious

"We thought wc deserved to be
in the tournament." Traveiso said.

The senior shooting guard was visi

bly happy when L'Mass' name was
announced, jumping from his chair

to cheer on the selection.

Now that UMass is in the tourna-

ment, the Minutemen must focus

on the job at hand. Thier first

round opponent is Louisville, a

team the UMass seniors are very

familiar with. They have faced the

Cardinals twice before, coming out

victorious in both meetings.

They're a good team, they have

gOod players." travieso said. "I

definitely think we can beat them.

We beat a lot of good teams this

year and played against a lot of

great teams.

"They're a good team, we've
heard they aren't playing too well,

but come tournament time every-

one picks up their play"

Sophomores help key UM
mid-season turnaround

By Lufce

At the beginning of the 1996-97
season, a lot of the talk concering

the Massachusetts men's basketball

team centered around the vaunted
freshman class, seen by many as one
ol the best recruiting classes in

America.

But as the season unfolded, and
the prospects of returning to the

NCAA tournament began to look

grim, it was the play of a pair of

sophomores who helped right the

ship, and lead UMass to it's sixth

straight trip to the NCAA
Tournament.

Lari Ketner and Chariton Clarke

did not have banner years in

1995-96. their freshman campaigns.

Ketner never even stepped on the

court, falling victim to Prop 48 and
having to sit out his first season.

Clarke saw playing time, but a

broken foot in his first five minutes

of college action, sustained in the

season-opening win over Kentucky,

slowed his development.

The 6-foot-5 guard from the

Bronx. NY. returned mid- season,

but the foot injury left him out o.

shape, and he saw limited playing

time for a team that used two
guards, Carmelo Travieso and Edgar
Padilla. almost exclusively.

But this season has been a differ-

ent story for the two members of the

class of '99.

Clarke has exploded with his

increased playing time, the result of

UMass coach lames "Bruiser" Rim's
decision to go with a three-guard

offense. The versatile Clarke started

the last 26 games for UMass. rank-

ing fourth on the Minutemen in

scoring with 10.4 points a game.
Clarke was also named Atlantic 10

Tom to SOPHMCMKS poge 5
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The three seniors on this year's UMass men's basketball team stand during pregame ceremonies before thier

final regular season game.
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p filling out your brackets for a

second. Time out from furiously mark
ing up your TV OhIsV. trying to map out

a tame-watching schedule

Relax for a few minutes and try the

( ollegiun '* second annual NCAA
Tournament quiz.

1. We'll start you off with an easy

one. How many teams in tfiis year's

tourney are called the Wildcats? Who
are they?

2. Okay, there are more Tigers than

Wildcats. Can you name all the Tigers?

>. There are a couple of Eagles m this

year's tournament. How many, and can

you name them''

4. The NCAA Tournament is always a

dogfight, but exactly how many dogs
were allowed into this year's fight?

What schools are they from?

5. There is a team in this year's tour

ney with a mascot that sounds like a
• shoes. What school?

* Two of the schools' mascots are

singular. What arc they?

7. What team's have colors in their

mascot's nan

H Name the Demons and the Devils,

'same the Stags and the Trojans.

10 How about the Rebels? The
Minutemen? The Midshipmen?

1 1 . The Crusaders, Commodores and
Buccaneers?

1? Name the Friars and the Gaels.

IV Do you know the team whose
mascot's name is a drink?

14. Can you name the team with the

word Fightin' in their mascot name?
What about the one with the word
Runnin '

I 5 Name the Cougars and laguars.

lb Name the school with the butter

fly mascot and the one with the turtle

mascot.

17 Animals to be afraid of: name the

Buffaloes. Grizzlies. Longhorns, Rams.
Lobos and Bruins.

18. Not so scary animals: name the

Badgers and the Gophers.

19 Can you name these flying saw-

cots: Owls, Hawks, layhawks.
Hawkeyes?

20. There are Bobcats and Bearcats in

tms year's tourney. Can you name them?

21

.

Name the natural disasters

22 Name the 49ers and the Sooners.

2». Where are the Cavaliers and
Musketeers from?

24. What about the Gamecocks?
2). What is Miami of Ohio's mascot?

26 Murray Stale has one of the cool-

er names in the tourney. What is it?

BONUS - Bonus points to anyone
who knows what the following are:

Hoyas, Tar Heels. Hoosiers.

Non-Mascot Questions:

1. What team is returning to the tour-

nament after the longest hiatus?

2 What team hat the tallest starter?

>, What team has the shortest starter?

4. What player is coming into the

tourney with the highest J-point shoot-

ing percentage?

5. Name the only player in this year's

tournament who isd from Alaska.

6. It's not uncommon to find a hoop
player with a tattoo. Which player has

the word "smooth* written across his

arm?

7 There is a school from Norman and"

a school from Normal in the tourney.

What schools are they?

PagtS
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Basit tries to turn tourney into fun time

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

It has been a long vc.n foi

Massachusetts men'i basketball
player Ajmal Basit.

Playing with an emotional level

that has put him at Hotel ;it oddl
with his coaches and rcfeiecs , Hiisii

wat gi\on a baptism b) tin- .it

I Mass.

Thrown into the starting line up l

be ajaaaei into his collegiate career,
H;isii wai (bread to lean the college

game on the spot.

Mere months utter wavering on
whether or not to even attend the

ichool, Basit was put under the

IUAK
Ajmal Basit has overcome adversity to become a solid player off UMass'

bench this year.

spotlight. It was a difficult adjust-

ment.

Basil's adjustment to the next
level of basketball was made harder

the day he was to be introduced to

the Minuteman media. His grand-
mother, Izora Wells, passed away,
leaving Basit a changed person.

"I went through some personal
problems back home," he said.

That affected the freshman big

man on the court, and Basil's num-
bers suite red.

"I was ju-t frustrated," Basil said.

"I just wanted to play better. I had
to learn my role."

It is said that the postseason
offers players a new beginning, a

new season in which to make their

mark, it could be just what Basit is

looking for.

"I decided to get refocused," he
said. "That's what they say the tour-

nament's for, it's a new season. And
I want to go out and have a good
time.

"I don't get excited anymore. I

feel ttv to have fun, I haven't had
fun in awhile."

« • •

Sitting through several days of
anticipation and guessing paid off

for the Minutemen, and as a result

freshman forward Mike Babul will

have a chance to play in the tourna-

ment he has watched on television

for so long.

"I'm excited," Babul said. "I can't

wait to get there. I've been watching
the NCAA Tournament my whole
life, now I finally get a chance to go
play in it."

Babul was among the team mem-
bers watching the selection show on
Sunday with more than a tinge of
anxiety

"I was relieved." he said about
hearing UMass' name announced. "I

was nervous sitting there watching,
hoping we're going to get in. I

thought we had a good chance, but

you never know with the selection

committee and how they do that."

If Babul was the epitome of
excitement, sophomore center Lari

Ketner. who will also make his tour-

nament debut, was the exact oppo-
site.

Ketner watched to see what teams
got in and where they were placed,

but not with the nrevous eye his

teammates had.

"I wanted to get in. but when we

Turn to FKSHMAN page 6
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Chris Kirkland returns to Pittsburgh

for his collegiate tournament debut
By Chris Stamm
Cossajftaw Staff

When the Massachusetts men's basketball team
got together to watch the NCAA Tournament
selection show last weekend, you could feel the

tension in the room. Would the Minutemen make
the big dance, or would their postseason bubble
burst?

When the team's No. 1 1 seed in the East region
was announced, millions of college hoop fans
from across the nation saw the team erupt in a
flurry of excitement. However, for freshman for-

ward Chris Kirkland the Minutemen's trip to the
Big Dance is even more special because his learn

will play in his native Pittsburgh.

"It's real exciting." Kirkland said. "You get to

see your family, you get to play in your home
town.

Although Kirkland is one of six Minutemen
playing in their first NCAA Tournament, he ball
he can make the adjustment even though he'll be
playing at home.

"That's a dream for everyone, go home and
play in the NCAAs." Kirkland said. "But I think it

puts a little extra pressure on you. But still, you
have to focus on what you have to do when you
get there. They'll be time to see family, but there s

time to blay basketball. You just have to separate
them."

Kirkland was a standout at Sto Rox High
School where he averaged 25.9 points and I 3.

1

rebounds per year his senior year. As a junior, he
led the team to the Western Pennsylvania
Championship averaging 20 points per game and
14.7 rebounds per game.
Since his return to the Steel City was

announced, the 6- foot-6 freshman has been met
with a flurry of request-

"Everything I hear. Oh. can I get tickets, can I

get tickets?" Everybody is glad for me to come
back home to play there."

For now, Kirkland's mind is on working with
the team to prepare for tomorrow's game against

Louisville not on returning home and tourney
hype.

"It hasn't hit me yet," Kirkland said "I guess it

will hit me once we get down there and see the
crowds see the other players and everything else.

Then, it will probably hit me. but right now it

hasn't hit me yet. so I'm trying to prepare for it."

Playing in his first NCAA Tournament and
dealing with the added pressure of playing at

home is just another step toward becoming a bet-

ter ball player

"I think it Iplaying at college level] makes you
grow up a lot physically and mentally." Kirkland
said. "For me. I started out plavmg a lot and then

I went down and didn't play that much. It makes
you think, it makes you a better, stronger person

MU MO I COUICMN
Chris Kirkland's first NCAA Tournament experience will

bring him back to his hometown of Pittsburgh.
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The UMass Five College Federal Credit Union wants you to

win a brand new 1997 Volkswagen letta GLX! Each day
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co-Player of the Week on |an. 25.

alter leading Massachusetts pas)
A-10 foci George Washington and
Temple. His award-winning week
included a 17-point. 12 rebound
performance against the Owli in

McOonigle Hall.

loach Flint c;ills me utilitv

'gliy'." Clarke said. "Anv where email
needs me to play. I have to come out

there read) to plaj thai positon.
That's what I focused my summer
On, coming out ;md contributing

j'anywhere possible. and getting in

Shape."

Ketner never had the troubles
Clarke did in his first year in uni-

form The 6-foot- 10 Philadelphia

native stepped in almost immediate

ly, stinting the List 28 games, and
has provided the much needed post

pretence man) thought would be
lost when Marcus Catnb) left lot the

NBA, Ketner had banner rookie

year, ranking third on the team in

scoring at 1 0.7 points | game and
second in rebounds at 5.3. Ketner

1
!

efforts this year earned nan National

Newcomer Oi the Near honors from
Basketbull I imcs

The reason Ketner ICBTed OflBO

Dents all season is his combination
ol slat and athleticism. The sopho-

more led the All) in blocked shots

with 72. only the third time a UMass
player has blocked over 70 shots in a

COUKTNlr SMITH COUIGUVN

Charlton Clarke was a big reason for UMass' mid-season turnaround this

year

single season. Ketner also showed
his raw talent in the season-ending

win over Temple, in which he
jumped from upwards of 10 feet

from outside the basket to slam
home a missed Minuteman shot

with only 15 seconds left, preserving

a tight 59 55 win over the bitter

conference rival, and eliciting chants

of "I aii. lari," from the William D.
Mullins Center. faithful.

Ketner and Clarke have been solid

all season, but each has elevated his

game to another level when the time

called for it this season. For Clarke.

it vv;is against Boston College. Flint,

faced with a 6-9 record, decided to

put on the floor what he thought
were his five best players, with
Clarke as a third guard.

"Coach thought it would hurt us

at the beginning because I was too

small." Clarke said. "But |Flint|

went to
|
the three- guard let],

because he felt like he had a lot of

confidence in me. like I would come
out and play as hard as I can for

him. and it's worked out for the

best."

Clarke responded with the best

game of his life, dropping a career

high 25 points and six rebounds to

lead UMass past BC 9CV78. The BC
win was one of the two non-confer-

ence wins that would eventually

push the Minutemen off the bubble

id into the dance.

Ketner made the Maryland game
his showcase Alter spotting the
lerps an early lead, the Minutemen
surged and crushed No. 10

Maryland. Ketner led the way,
knocking down a career high 19

points jnJ adding 12 rebounds and

four blocks As much as any other

game UMass won this season, beat-

ing Maryland was imperative. A
quality win over a top ten team from
the ACC. the toughest conference in

America, went far in the eyes of the

selection committee.

Ketner and Clarke are the only

starters returning for the 1997-98

IfaSOB. Next vear thev will be in the

spotlight, but for Flint and the

Minutemen. they'll need to step up
now if I Mass j>. to make a run at

another Final Four

Cn the> do it'
1

We'll have to wait

and see But if their past record in

big games is U ny indication, the

Minutemen will be able to count on
the class of 99.

AWARD WINNING LOCAL SERVICE
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seniors
continued from page3

In order for UMass to succeed in the NCAAs, the

three seniors will have to pick up their play as well.

That should not be a problem for the Minuteman
seniors, who have shown consistent stability during
the postseason.

Padilla recorded the most steals in last year's NCAA
tourney, collecting 19 to rank second in tournament
history for the category. He also is only 12 Steals
behind career tourney steal leader Grant Hill.

Traveiso has scored in double figures in si\ straight

tournament games, a streak that dales back to UMass'
Sweet 16 win over Tulsa. In addition. Travieso hit an
tournament best 20 5-pointers last year.

Weeks has led the senior class to a 8-5 all-time
record in the NCAA Tournament.

But UMass has the chance to play, having been
tabbed as the No. I 1 team in the Fast Region. It would
have been a far different situation, and a far more bit-

ter pill to swallow if the Minutemen had not made the

field of 64.

"Vary," Travieso said when emphasis when asked if

playing in the NIT this year would have been disap-

pointing. "I didn't get much sleep last night thinking

about Iplaying in the NIT|. We would've had to go.

but I wouldn't have been too happy about going there

because I thought we deserved to be in the tourna-

ment.

"

Travieso's backcourt counterpart would have also

been disappointing.

"I don't know." Padilla said when asked if he would
have been let down if the Minutemen had not made
the NCAA field. "It didn't happen so I don't know
how I would have felt."

UMass does have the chance to play, and the
Minutemen are concentrating on getting the job done.

Not just being in the Final Four, but in the last

three tournaments is going to help us going into this

tournament. Experience always helps you, and hope-
lullv we can use this to help us advance to the Final

Four.
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Your UMass, NCAA tourney trivia guide

By Chris Stamm
CoaTjanii Stall

FIctUM it: It k 10:10 tomorrow night and you

are sitting down in front of the television to witch

the Massachusetts men's basketball team mix it up

with LouifViUe in vet another NCAA Tournament.

Tip olt is MCOndl away, and you long to impress

your friends with random facts of UMass NCAA
tourney history. L.uekly you read the Collegian

today.

Did you know?
The team...

• This is the Minutemen's sixth consecutive

NCAA Tournament appearnace and the schools

seventh overall. I Mas* lirM went to the Big Dance

on March 12. 19t>2 I he coach WM Matt Zunic and

the then-Redmen lost to New York University

70-50 at Philadelphia's Palestra.

• I Mass did not reappear in the NCAAs until

1992 w |ien it made its first-ever Sweet 16 appear-

ance. In '93 and '94 the Minutemen advanced to

the second round, while in '94 the) advanced to

the Elite Eight, last year UMass posted its most

successful run with its fust ever final I our appeal

ace.
• This year maiks the tirst time the Minutemen

have entered the Big Dance with an at large bid.

UMass won the last five straight Atlantic 10

Tournaments and their accompanying automatic

bids. In the 1962 campaign, the Redmen captured

the Yankee Conference automatic bid.

• Two wins this weekend will mark the fourth

time in six years UMass has advanced to the Sweet

Sixteen. In that time period, only three other

schools have advanced to the Sweet Sixteen more

than the Minutemen: Arkansas, Kentucky and

Kansas have all made it four times.

• Of UMass s^ven NCAA appearances, they

have competed in the East region six times. The

COUHTCSV MUM MLATIONV

The 1961-62 Minutemen were the first in UMass history to make the NCAA Tournament.

last time they competed in anouther region was in

1994 when they played in the Midwest Region.

• Only I I teams have have played in the last six

NCAA Tournaments. Dean Smith and North

Carolina boasts an impressive 23 straight Big

Dance appearances. Arizona has been there 13

times. Indiana 12, UCLA 9. Kansas and Temple 8.

Wake forest 7, Cincinnati. Kentucky, Louisville,

and UMass six times

The conference...

• This year, the A- 10 has sent the most schools

to the NCAAs ever, as live other conference squads

earned bids into the tournament. St. loseph's

earned the No. 4 seed in the West by virtue of win-

ning the conference tournament. Rounding out the

tblM other at-large bids are Xavier (No. 7 in the

Midwest). Temple (No. 9 seed in the Midwest i.

Rhode Island (No. 9 in the Southeast).

• Atlantic 10 teams have gone 44-41 in NCAA
Tournament games

The seed...

• According to the numbers, UMass has a 50

percent chance of beating Louisville. Since 1985,

the No 1 I seed is 16-32 in first round games. 7-9

in the second round, and 2-5 in the Sweet Sixteen.

• Of all No I I seeds. I.SU has gone the farthest

of any advancing to the national semifinal before

falling to eventual national champion — Louisville

— in 1986
• Last year was not a good year for 1 1 seeds as

they posted a 1-4 record in the tournament. The

only No I I Med win came when Boston College

deleated Indiana 64-51.

The players...

• (. armelo Iravicso has scored in double figures

in si\ suaight NCAA Tournament games I ravieso

averaged I 5.8ppg in the Minutemen's final Four

season last year. In addition he knocked down a

tournament best 20 3-pointers. This year he has

been invited to compete in the NCAA 3- point

competition at the final Four in Indianapolis, Ind.

• Not to be outdone by his backcourt mate.

Edgar Padilla set a record of his own. With 19

steals he took away the most balls in last year's

tournament. Padilla was just four steals awav trom

breaking Mookie Blaylock's record ol 23 steals set

in 1988 when he played for Oklahoma In addition,

the senior posts 27 career NCAA tournament

steals, 12 fewer than all-time leader Grant Mill

who owns 39 steals in 20 games played for Duke

from 199!

• The UMass seniors have an all-time 8 I

Nc \\ record.

• Massachusetts coach lames 'Bruisci" Flint is

the youngest coach in this vcar's NCAA
Tournament field. The 3 1 -year old couch is one d
six rookie coaches to take his squad to the Big

Dance
• Minuteman Ireshman forward Chris Kirkland

and associate coach lohn Robic return to their

native Pittsburgh for the first round ol tournament

action Kirkland was a star at StO Rox High

School, where he averaged 25 9 ppg his Moior vear

last year. Robic played ball at North Hills High

School in the early |

Three from Massachusetts

make cut for the Big Dance
BOSTON (AP) — The suspense

for Boston College and Boston

University was who they would play

in the NCAA tournament. For

UMass, it was a question of whether

they would play in it at all.

So a huge cheer went up from the

players and coach lames "Bruiser"

Flint when they learned Sunday that

they had made it for the sixth

straight year.

Unlike the other five years when

the Minutemen won their confer-

ence tournament, the Uuiwuitj ol

Massachusetts is going as an at-large

selection in the 64-team field, with a

very slim chance to repeat its Final

Four appearance of last season.

"We took our lumps, but our

(tough) schedule got us in." Flint

said.

UMass (19-13)

is seeded I Ith in

the East and will

play No. 6
Louisville (25-8)

in Pittsburgh

tomorrow. Last

season, the

Minutemen made
it to the national

semifinals before

losing to

Kentucky, which

beat Syracuse for

the title.

For the first

time, the state of Massachusetts has

three teams in the tournament. BL

qualified last Friday by winning the

America East tournament and BC
made it Saturday night with the

championship of the Big East tour-

nament
Fifth-seeded BC (21-8) laces No
12 Valparaiso (24-6) Thursday in

the West Regional at Salt Lake City.

Twelfth-seeded BU (25-4) meets

No. 5 Tulsa (23-9) Friday in the

Midwest Regional at Kansas i itv

"We're very happy to be where we

are." BC coach |im O'Brien

"The whole idea of us getting a fifth

seed is pretty surprising." consider

ing that not long ago a berth in the

NCAA tournament was in doubt.

Then the Eagles beat Georgetown

in the Big East tournament semifi-

nals and Villanova in the finals,

both by scores of 70-58.

"Right now. we're really having a

lot of fun and playing our best has

ketball of the season." BC \ Danya

Abrams said.

"I don't know much about

(Valparaiso)." said Scoonie Penn,

the Big Fast tournament's MVP.

"but they have to be OK because

they've gotten in the tournament."

BU must learn about its opponent

too, if it is to improve its chan

avoiding its fifth straight M \A

tournev loss since its last victory fit

1959.
'

"We're playing a team we doj^H
know a lot about." Terriers coach'

Dennis Wolff said. "Coming from

the America East Conference, they

probably don't know a lot about us

either and maybe that will work to

our advantage."

Tulsa certainly knows about 6-

foot-7 Tumi Awojobi. The BU for-

ward is one of live Division I players

with more than

{ wcuztewt
UMass

2,000 points.

1 ,000 rebounds

and 300 blocks.

The others are

David Robinson,

A 1 o n z o

Mourning,
Derrick Coleman

and Pervis

Ellison. BU, 20-1

in its last 21

games, won the

conference tour-

nament with a

victory Friday

over Drexel. which upset Memphis

in the first round of last year's

NCAA tournament.

"We're hoping we can carry the

banner for our conference in the

same way." Wolff said

UMass is one of five Atlantic 10

teams to reach the tournament, a

record for that conference. The

Minutemen were excited about get-

ting in after losing three of their last

live games alter an 1 1-1 streak.

It s rewarding," said guard

Carmelo Travieso. a Hartal on last

vear s team. "We've been through so

much, a lot of tough games and a lot

of tough losses. I thought we
deserved it but I wasn't sure we'd

he picked."

One of Iiavieso's teammates was

not sure either

"I didn't leel verv confident."

I Mas- guard Charlton Clarke said,

"but the (selection) committee
pioved me wrong. I'm happy they

did."

freshman
continued from poge4

got in it wasn't a big shock or anv

thing." Ketner said calmly. "It was

hke. "We're in.' that s was h
"

• • •

Minuteman sophomore Charlton

Clarke knows the position the new

guv* arc in. having been a tourna-

ment rookie last year.

Clarke said he and the older play-

ers have been instructing the

younger players to enjoy the feeling

being involved with NCAAs. but

not to get too caught up in the

moment.He warned them to contin-

ue to focus on the ganu

"Everybody's real energized.

I crybody's up. " Clarke said

an atmosphere that I supposed to

happen right M
A lot ol these young guys don't

know what it is to be in a tourna-

ment I've been there once. I know

what it feels like. Even though I

hadn't played much, but I know
what it feels like It's the best feel-

ing.

"Thai's what the older guys arc try-

ing to carry over right now Tb

what it's all about. Either you're

going to come out and practice as

hard as vou can or you re going to

watch us play. They've just been lol

lowing the lead now

Bruiser

Chris Kirkland
Mike Babul

continued from page 3

numbers coming from power forward

Tyrone Weeks the Minutemen look

favorably upon the road to the Final

Four.

"It vou are not ready to play in the

NCAA Tournament you can't get

ready to play for anything. " Flint said.

"But I told |the rookies
|
just to go out

there and play and have fun. You
can't put too much pressure on them.

I think that is one reason why we
didn't get off to a good start. Guvs

were moping around on the expecta-

tions. You have to go out and play as

hard as you can and let the chips tall

where thev may.
Bruiser Flint

HU CAO / CO.UGUN

Tourney time!
UMass fans have something to celebrate, as the Minutemen start NCAA action tomorrow in Pittsburgh.

Paged NCAA Tournament Guide
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continued from page 1

No. l Med Minnesota to finish the

regular leason and ended up with the

No. 7 seed. Texas ( 16-1 I ), much like

L Meat, waited with crossed ftagen to

BBC it it would get in the tournament

and was rewarded with the region's

No. 10 seed

It was the Longhorns' strength of

schedule that got them in the tourna-

ment (just like UMas>i. a tact that

WW not loal on those broadcasting the

selection ihow,

"Schedule tough people. Il worked
for Texas, it worked lor UMafl,"
I SPN broadcaster Chris Fowler nid
Sunda> night alter the brackets were
announced

Wtaconaia >.ould have one of the

peal names in the tourney (guard

Duany Duany). but it also has a

strong defensive player in Sam Okey.

lexa- has shot poorly all season, and
rebounded even worse — a formula

that spell* potential disaster for the

longhorns

It will either be the Minutemen or

the Cardinals against either be New
Mexico-Old Dominion New Mexico
(24-7l has been bolstered all year by

Kenny Thomas, one of this rggaon'l

marquee names j n the U AC But the

l.obos lack size, their tallest sturtcr

stands t> kvt 8

Old Dominion (22-10) should put

up a fight, led b\ t> K>ot-9 big man
Odell Hodge, who provide- scoring

and rebounding inside. Old Dominion
pulled off the upset over \ illanova

two years ago. if the l.obos take ODU
light!) the) could be in for a surprise.

In the top half ol the last bracket.

No. I seed North Carolina gets the

closest thing to a home -court advan

tage with its first-rounder in

Charlotte. N.C. The Tar Heels (24 6)

lace Ibth seeded Fairfield (11-18)
and. barring the most upsetting of

upsets, will advance to lace the win-

ner of Indiana-Colorado in the sec

ond round

The Stags have their work cut out

for them. They are only the 12th team
(o ever enter the tourney with a losing

record.

Indiana and Colorado provide what

could be one ol the best early games
(and the word early may not even
need to be there > of the tournament

The reason?

It * not the General MM Pulton.

It'l Billupi versus Patterson

Chauncev Billups. the Bulls Mar
guard, and Andrae Patterson, the

Hoosier's Mr. Clutch

Indiana (22-101 has the experience

advantage in this one Bob Knight's

team* are nothing if not battle tested,

while Colorado (21-91 is in it's RrM
tournament since I9t»ij

But as USA loday said in it s tour-

nament preview this week. "Anv team

with a player a* talented as Billups

can be very dangerous
."

Princeton has a new coach leading

the way. but that hasn't stopped the

Tigers from reaching the Big Dance.
Bill Carmody's squad ended the sea-

son 24 i as the Ivy League champs.

Cal (21-81 has ;) strong defense, but

might lose a step now that senior Ed
Ciav i> out with a broken foot.

Caveat hoop*ter Princeton is dan-

gerous (with a capital D) and the

Tigers knocked out i Pac 10 teen
la*l veal

\ illanova and long Island plav m
the Final East Region first-round

game Nova (23-9) could be mad
alter losing to Boston College in the

Big Fast Tournament, or the Wildcats

could come into the game anticipating

an easv win over the somewhat
unknown Blackbird*.

Either way. long Island (21 81 is

not the team you want to take lightly.

The team ha* the nation's leading

COta in Charles (ones, who has pott-

ed a *ick >0 t< points per game aver

age. and a highlight reel of a plaver in

Rkhie Parker

I IL . once famous j* the home ol

basket ball's legendarv Clair Bee, is

KM the home of the nation's highest

scoring team (91.6 ppg). With all but

one Starter averaging in double fig-

ures. 1.IL isn't afraid to run the ball.

. kjin i* a Collegian colum-

nist

i K.IAN

The pressure will be on for UMass' three-guard set (No. 3 Charlton
Clarke, No. 12 Edgar Padilla, No. 24 Carmelo Travieso) during this year's

NCAA Tournament.

iKd^
Individual Player Statistics

Carmelo Travieso
Games played/started

32/30

Average minutes - 36.

1

Field goal percentage - .370

3-point percentage - .362

Free throw percentage -.71

1

Total/average rebounds -

117/3.7

Assists/steals -102/34

Blocks- 13

Average points - 14.8

Senior

Edgar Padilla
Games played/games started

-29/23

Average minutes -31.5

Field goal percentage -.346

3-point percentage -.362

Free throw percentage -.792

Total/average rebounds -

81/2.8

Assists/ steals -158/64

Blocks -6

Average points -8.3

Tyrone Weeks
A

|

^
'

J

Games played/games start-

ed - 28/23

Average minutes -28.9

Field goal percentage -.509

3-point percentage- .000

Free throw percentage -.734

Total/average rebounds -

245/8.8

Assists/steals - 34/38

Blocks -21

Average points -12.5

Lari Ketner
Games played/games start-

ed -32/28

Average minutes -23.7

Field goal percentage -.555

3-point percentage -.000

Free throw percentage -.588

Total/average rebounds -

171/5.3

Assists/steals -23/8

Blocks -72

Average points -10.7

Charlton Clarke
Games played/games started

-32/26

Average minutes -32.7

Field goal percentage -.423

3-point percentage -.355

Free throw percentage -.725

Total/average rebounds -

95/3.0

Assists/ steals - 106/31

Blocks -0

Average points -10.4

Sophomore
Forward/Center

Inus Norville
Games played/games started

-31/4

Average minutes -15.7

Field goal percentage -.474

3-point percentage -.500

Free throw percentage -.609

Total/average rebounds -

1107/3.5

Assists/steals -12/10

Blocks -26

Average points -3.8

Winston Smith
Games played/games started

32/7

Average minutes -13.5

Field goal percentage -.375

3-point percentage -.000

Free throw percentage - .636

Total/average rebounds

72/2.3

Assists/steals -18/10

Blocks -2

Average points -2.3

AJmal Basit
Gomes played/games started

-30/9

Average minutes -13.9

Field goal percentage -.425

3-point percentage -.000

Free throw percentage -.695

Total/average rebounds •

117/3.9

Assists/steals -3/9

Blocks -14

Average points -4.6

Mike Babul
^pfl^^. Games played/games started

ir^m. "25/, °
' ~^ Average minutes -10.2

-J^ ** > Field goal percentage -.441

< 3-point percentage -.000

A^l Free throw percentage -.381

L—fcJHai HLBau. aflHaW

Total/average rebounds -

50/2.0

Freshman • Assists/steals -13/12
Forwmnl

Blocks -7

Average points -1.5

Chris Kirkland
Games played/games started

18/0

Average minutes 7.6

Field goal percentage .435

3-point percentage .000

Free throw percentage .429

Total/average rebounds

24/1.3

Assists/steals 4/6

Blocks 1

Average points 1 .3

Forward

Ross Burns

Sophomore
Quart!

Games played/games start-

ed 8/0

Average minutes 1 .5

Field goal percentage .000

3-point percentage .000

Free throw percentage

.500

Total/average rebounds

1/0.1

Assists/steals 3/0

Blocks

Average points 0.1

Andy Maclay

Sophomore

Games played/games starred

9/0

Average minutes 0.7

Field goal percentage .000

3-point percentage .000

Free throw percentage
1.000

Total/average rebounds
4/0.4

Assists/steals 0/0
Blocks

Average points 0.2
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35 years

behind the shades

For 35 years. Bob
Dylan has brought

insightful lyrics into

rock and folk

music. Check out

our career overlook

feature (see Arts Si

Living, page 5).

UMass ready

for Louisville

Lari Ketner begin

defense of their

East regional title

tonight when they

face Louisville in

tournament action.

For the scoop, (see

Sports, page 8).

WORLD

Dunblane remembers
victims of massacre

DUNBLANE. Scotland — With
candles flickering in windows —
but no formal teremonie> — this

small Scottish town marked the

first anniversary yesterday of the

massacre of 16 kindergartners and
their teacher.

Bereaved parents laid wreaths

in a garden that used to be the

gymnasium where gunman
Thomas Hamilton killed their chil-

dren in a four-minute rampage.
He injured 12 other children and
two teachers before killing him-

self.

Dunblane Primary School
opened 90 minutes late so chil-

dren could be home on the

anniversary of the exact moment
when Hamilton, a resentful loner

and suspected pedophile, burst

into the gymnasium just after 9 30

am
Then, on a gray and rainy da\ it

wac school as usual yesterday. Or
as usual as it ever is now.

"Recovering, we are. but it has

been a much harder process than

anticipated." headmaster Ron
Taylor said in a pre-recorded
interview aired by Sky Television.

NATION

Bill to force disclosure

risk of HIV infections

WASHINGTON (AP) -
States would be required to alert

people to possible contacts with

HIV-infected individuals under a

bill being advanced by a

Republican congressman.

The measure also would create

a national reporting system for

the virus, require testing of any-

one accused of a sex crime,

require insurers to disclose Hl\
test results to applicants and
allow disclosure of HIV status of

children up for adoption. Rep.

Tom Coburn. R-Okla.. said the

provisions will protect those who
aren't infected and help those

who are learn their status as soon
as possible so they can take
advantage of new. life-prolonging

treatments.

The proposal "will return
sound medical practices to our
nation's public health policy and
curtail the spread of the deadly

HIV epidemic." added Coburn,
who also is a physician.

The American Medical
Association supports the mea-
sure, as it has many of the bill's

provisions. But the Human
Rights Campaign, a gay political

group, said the bill would intrude

on the authority of local public

health officials and do nothing to

help at-risk individuals change
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Workshops to hear student voices

on the CC/SU for the year 2000

Friday, March 14, 1997

By I uniar Carroll

Collegian Staff

The Office of Campus Planning and Space Management
is sponsoring a series of workshops to develop a vision for

the Campus Cent?r/Student Union Complex in the year

2000.

|udy Steinkamp, of the Office of Campus Planning and
Space Management, said that these workshops, titled

"University Center 2000." are the first step in a one-and-a-
half to two year planning process for renovation of the

complex.

"We're trying to develop a wish list of components that

people would like to see in the Campus Center," Steinkamp
said. "The workshops are to get ideas from different peo-

pie."

According to Steinkamp, the Student Government
Association's proposal of a capital campaign for a new stu-

dent union this past August prompted her office to begin

considering renovating the Campus Center/Student Union
Complex.

"There were a lot of different proposals out there, and
our job is to reconcile them and ensure the best use of the

space." Steinkamp said. "Everybody is painfully aware that

both buildings need help."

The workshops, which will take place in March and
April, will address nine topics: food services, hotel services,

conference services, retail services, academics. Registered

Student Organizations (RSOs). student businesses, com-
muters and programming.

At each workshop, participants will be asked to draft a

list of ideal components, organization and policies.

Important issues such as privatization will be included in

the discussions, all of which are open to anyone interested

in attending.

Steinkamp said that the majority of the workshops will

be held on Thursday afternoons 4-6 p.m. in order to facili-

tate more student participation.

"We feel that we have to have as much student input on
this as possible because students are the biggest users of

the complex," Steinkamp said. "We scheduled them from 4

to 6 so we can involve more students."

In addition, a follow-up to the food services workshop,
which took place on March 12, has been scheduled for

April 8.

"We did not feel that we had enough student input at the

first meeting, so we scheduled a follow-up," Steinkamp
said. "We feel that [students'] input and needs are of
utmost importance."

Steinkamp and Beverly Wood. Associate Vice Chancellor
for physical planning, will also be available on Wednesdays
in March and April from 12 to 1 p.m. outside of the Coffee
Shop in the Campus Center to hear student, staff, and fac-

ulty opinions on the project.

"(Beverly Wood] and 1 will be at a table outside of the

Coffee Shop to take comments from people walking
through the Campus Center," Steinkamp said.

After all the workshops are completed, reports from each
of the groups will be presented at a "Town Meeting" in

May. The reports and the data gathered from a recent

Student Center for Education. Research and Advocacy sur-

vey will guide the Office of Campus Planning and Space
Management in conducting a space needs assessment this

summer.
"Over the summer, we will see what is where and how we

are using our space." Steinkamp said. "We will see how
much of a deficit of space there is, if any. We will work with

what we have and evaluate whether we need additions."

Steinkamp also said that her office would be sponsoring

a logo contest for the project.

"As part of developing a vision, in order to get funding
sources in place, you need to have a firm game plan and a

logo to represent it." Steinkamp said.

Details on the logo contest, as well as a full schedule of

the workshops, will be posted on a bulletin board outside

of the Coffee Shop. Steinkamp said that her office will also

present a briefing to the SGA on March 26.

Steinkamp said that she is looking forward to the

process.

"I am extremely optimistic." Steinkamp said. "We have a

great opportunity."

The next workshop is the Hotel Group workshop which
will be held March 2b at 1 1 a.m. in CC Room 802.
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Solitary tower
The UMass library stands alone on a cloudy afternoon.

UM Boston cancels class

after explosion &. fumes

NCAA gets report on alleged

misconduct during '95-96 season
Ysterday at 10:45 a.m.. the

Harbor Campus of the

itj of Massachusetts
Boston was shocked by an
explosion, which seriously
injured one undergraduate stu-

dent

Later in the day, a number of
others were taken to the hospital

for observation after fumes were
reported in another building.

According to Anne Marie
Lewis, of the UMass Boston
Information Office, the explo-

sion occurred when one student

opened a refrigerator used for

storing chemicals. A small fire

was started aa a result of the

explosion.

Another student, hearing the

explosion contacted the
Department of Public Health
and the Boston Fire Department,
at which point the injured stu-

dent was removed from the
building.

The nature of the explosion is

currently under investigation by
the Fire Department and the

Department of Hazardous
Material*.

A few hours after the c\,

sion students reported smelling

chemicals in a building adjacent

to the one in which the explo-

sion occurred, and approximate
ly 20 more students were taken
to the hospital for observation

Lewis said that these hospital

izations were precautionary
'You have to take precautionary

measures if you think somebody
might have been exposed," the
said.

At 2:30 p.m., the administra-

tion officially closed down the

campus, cancelling all classes,

events and activities scheduled
for the remainder of the day

Lewis added that the campus
was »hut down under the adviso-

ry of the Department
Hazardous Materials and the

Boston Fire Department, which
are currently conducting their

investigation.

— Mark McOrath

Mork Mcwi'Qiti

Colagjon Staff

Chancellor David K Scott and the National Collegiate

Athletics Association iNCAA) have received a report on
the allegations of misconduct by former
University of Massachusetts basketball star.

Marcus Camby.
The report, which Scott praised as "an

extremely thorough job" and "careful work,"
was confirmed by Bill Saum of the NCAA, who
said that the University has cooperated fully

with the investigation.

According to the Associated Press. UMass
officials are obligated under law not to disclose

the contents of the report because the
University must protect the privacy of present

and former students.

An investigation was ordered after Cambv
went to the Hartford Police in |une alleging

that Wesley Spears, a Hartford lawyer and
aspiring agent, was attempting to blackmail

him.

Spears was arrested in December and charged
with first degree attempted larceny by extorsion and pro-

motion of prostitution after an investigation of the Camby
complaints.

According to an arrest affidavit. Spears threatened to go
public with information that would "bring UMass down."

if Camby didn't pay him 4 percent of his NBA salary and
25 percent of his endorsement fees. Spears was reportcdiv

angrv after Cambv decided to sign with agent lames
Bryant.

The committee responsible for issuing the report was
made up of Universitv and Atlantic 10 officials including.

Associate Chancellor Susan Pearson.

Dean of Students k>- Anne Vanin. and
Associate Athletic Director for

Compliance leff O'Malley and
Commissioner of the Atlantic 10 Linda

Bruno.

The issue came to light last summer,
after the Massachusetts men's basket-

ball team reached the Final Four.

Reports also stated that a gold chain

Camby had been seen wearing before

games was a gift from Spears, and in

addition Spears hired a prostitute to

have sex with Cambv while he was still

attending UMass. Camby has admitted

to accepting S 1 .000 from Spears in May
1995, before his final season at UMass.
If the NCAA rules that Camby had

committed violations during his playing

days at Massachusetts, it can force UMass to forfeit any
games played with Camby during the 1995- 1996 season.

The Minutemen went 55-2 in the 1995-1996 season, and
made the first appearance in the Final Four in school histo-

ry

Marcus Camby

Suspect in Cosby
death has alleged

mob connections

By Jeff Wilson

AjKxioted Prws

LOS ANGELES — A man who was
said to be tied to a Russian car theft ring

was arrested in the roadside slaying of

Bill Cosby's son after a tipster went to

the National Enquirer in hopes of claim-

ing a $100,000 reward.

Police refused to comment on any
Russian connection, saying only that they

had seized evidence tying the suspect to

the |an. 16 slaying of Ennis Cosby-, who
was shot as he changed a tire on his

$ 1 30.000 Mercedes convertible

But the supermarket tabloid said that

the key to Wednesday's arrest may have

been call from a tipster who said "a

Russian gang member was involved."

The identity of the suspect was not

immediately released. A man and a

woman were also taken in for question-

ing.

"We got a call on our Cosby reward

tip line in lanuary. within days of the

killing," Enquirer editor Steve Coz said

yesterday. "Normally it would have
sounded like some nut — the Russian

mob? But this guy sounded so credible,

we began to pursue it." He said the tip-

ster provided an Enquirer reporter with a

pager number and told the tabloid "his

friend heard point-blank that he heard a

Russian gang member say. T shot a black

boy."

The Los Angeles Times, citing an
anonymous source, also reported that

Torn to COSBY, page 2

That's a lot of laundry!
1

1
link of alt the clothes one could wash in this laundry machine found in the Student Union.
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House to decertify Mexico

in 90 days until goals met
By David Briscoe

Associated Press

Cosby
continued from page 1

detectives believed the shooting
involved a gang of about four Russian

robbers.

Coz said the tabloid's tipster helped

police find the gun by pointing out the

area a few miles from the crime scene

where it had been dumped. It was
eventually found after a thorough
search 'of the area with help from
recruits from the Los Angeles police

academy. On Monday, ballistics

experts identified the gun as the

weapon used to kill Cosby's son, the

New York Daily News reported. In a

late-night news conference
Wednesday. Police Chief Willie

Williams attributed the arrest in the

San Fernando Valley to "a lot of hard

work and a little bit of luck.* Williams

said the suspect closely resembled a

composite drawing circulated earlier

of a man in a light-colored knit cap.

Cosby family spokesman David
Brokaw talked to Bill and Camille

Cosby and said. "I sense a real sense

of triumph, exuberance and some-

thing along the lines of some sort of

closure."

In a statement, the couple thanked

police and said they "felt certain and

had every hope that they would find

the suspect and that the process of

jurisprudence would unfold."

The younger Cosby was a doctoral

candidate in special education at

Columbia University

WASHINGTON — The House
voted yesterday to give Mexico 90
days to fully cooperate in the anti-drug

war or lose its certification. President

Clinton is counting on the Senate to

protect his outright acceptance of

Mexico as a full partner in the war.

The 251-175 vote came on a bill

that originally called for immediate
decertification — a proposition that is

losing ground in the Senate. Even if

the resolution wins Senate approval,

the House margin was far short of the

two-thirds required to override an

expected presidential veto.

"This is an effort on our part to help

the people of Mexico, to help the peo-

ple of Colombia and to help the

American people," said House
Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga. Clinton

decertified Colombia but certified

Mexico as "fully cooperative* in fight-

ing drugs. The bill retains Clinton's

right to waive sanctions against

Mexico if he determines that is in the

national interest.

The final vote was closer than the

overwhelming defeat the Clinton
administration expected. The vast

majority of Democrats turned against

it because it sharply criticized

Clinton's anti-drug policies.

Rep. Lee Hamilton. D-lnd.. who
supported the original bill, said the

90-day provision also would put

Mexican officials in a bind, with any

effort to meet the congressionally

imposed goals viewed as giving up on

its sovereignty leading into a July 6
midterm election.

"It puts President [Ernesto] Zedillo

into a real box," Hamilton said before

the House voted 212-205 on the 90-

day amendment.

Rep. Benjamin Gilman. R-N.Y ,

chairman of the House
International Relations Committee,

which voted 27-5 to decertify Mexico

a week ago. said diplomatic relations

"must not override the importance of

fighting drugs in our bilateral relation-

ship." Rep. Tom Lantos. D Calif .

called the House bill an insult to

Mexico and to Clinton. "Passing this

Masspirg urges support

for a bottle recycling bill

By Christina Polefto

Collegion Staff

This week, results were
released from an informal citizen

poll taken last summer in regard

to updating the Bottle Bill — a

law which would provide more
support for the recycling of more
varieties of beverage containers

under the present 5 cent deposit

law.

The Massachusetts Student
Public Interest Research Group
(MASSPIRG) conducted the poll

in approximately 30
Massachusetts communities.
Northampton included.

According to Emily Quies, a

Smith College student and mem-
ber of the research group.
"Masspirg polled 7.500 citizens

in 29 locations across the

Commonwealth, with a 79 per-

cent support rate for the

Updated Bottle Bill."

"Recent polling of over 4.400

more Massachusetts residents

showed a 4 percent increase in

support for the common sense

recycling law; that is. 3.700 citi-

zens, or 83 percent want the law

passed." Quies said.

If the new Bottle Bill is passed

it would essentially expand the

current 5 cent deposit, already

provided on beer and soda con-

tainers, to include most other

beverage containers.

This would increase the realm

of returnable deposit bottles

from a limited few to an expan-

sive amount which would range

from cans and bottles of ice teas,

bottled water and fruit juices to

liquor containers.

Presently, there is an 80 per-

cent recycling rate for aluminum
cans and bottles.

According to Masspirg
sources, this rate is much higher

than any other collective element

that is currently being recycled in

Massachusetts.

State Representative Ellen

Story, along with a multitude of

students from the 5-college area

Masspirg chapters joined togeth-

er to support the ascension in

public support for recycling more
varieties of beverage containers

under the 5 cent deposit law.

Hearings on the Bottle Bill will

begin in April, and students are

urged to support the passing of

Bill s. 1 678 and H. 2457.

For further information, stu-

dents can contact the UMass
Masspirg chapter in 425 Student

Union or at 545-0/99.

Correction
In yesterday's Collegian Tournament Guide, the Southeast and Midwest

brackets were switched. The Collegian regrets the error

Got a tip?

The Collegian is always looking for hard-hit-

ting, timely and informative stories. If you're

aware of any of these, give the News Desk a
ring at 545- 1 762.

UMass
Student
Legal
Services
Office

FREE
confidential
professional

legal services
for UMass
students!

545-1995

cmWDM/
922 CAMPUS CENTER

ill-conceived legislation will make the

Mexican government less likely to

cooperate with us and it will make the

Mexican people justifiably outraged."

Lantos said.

The original House bill would have

declared Mexico uncooperative in the

anti-drug fight but allowed Clinton to

waive sanctions — an option he

already has.

Presidential spokesman Mike
McCurry said Clinton would not be

surprised with defeat by a large major-

ity in the House and was concentrat-

ing his efforts on the Senate. He met

with several in the White House late

Wednesday.
Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass.. said the

senators made it clear to Clinton they

would not accept the current status of

U.S. or Mexican efforts against illegal

drugs.

"1 think the situation in Mexico is

worse." said Kerry, contradicting

administration claims at a Senate hear-

ing Wednesday of progress in

Mexico's efforts. But Kerry said he

and others were willing to accept

Clinton's decision.

Concerns about disrupting Mexico's

fragile economy, souring relations

with a close ally and hindering the war
on drugs dominated discussion at the

Senate Foreign Relations subcommit-

tee hearing. Several Republicans said

they disagreed with the president's

decision but were leaning towards let-

ting it stand. Sen. Paul Coverdell. R-

Ga.. cosponsor of a decertification

measure in the Senate, said he was
looking for a third alternative to

accepting or rejecting the president's

certification of Mexico, something that

"would move us off this no-win
debate." But he did not offer a specific

proposal.

"1 just do not believe at the end of

the day that Congress is going to

accept the status quo." Coverdell said.

Sen. Charles Grassley, R-lowa. said

it was clear Congress was disappoint-

ed with Clinton's decision, but he pro-

posed a resolution that would hold off

on decertifying Mexico while setting

benchmarks the country should meet

in order to keep that status.

Another cosponsor of the Senate

Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage March 1

1

stolen from Boyden Gym.
March 1

1

Two individuals were reported An individual reported cash was

There was a two vehicle acci- fighting in Boyden Gym. stolen from her room in John

dent on Commonwealth Avenue. Adam M. Lunghi, 17, of 95 Adams Residence Hall.

March 12 Weaver Road, Springfield and A jacket was stolen from a class-

There was a two vehicle acci- lames S. Flaherty, 17, of 69 room in Tobin Hall.

dent in parking lot 45 on Chapin Ter., Springfield were
Holdsworth Way. arrested on Commonwealth Ave. Traffic Stop

There was a two vehicle acci- for malicious destruction of prop- March 1

1

dent in parking lot 43 on Eastman erty over more than $250. There was a minor accident in

Lane. March 12

There was a verbal argument
parking lot 45.

Animal Complaint between individuals on Orchard Vandalism

March 11 Hill Drive. March 1

1

There was a report of a bat in A vehicle was damaged in park-

Thoreau Residence Hall. Larceny ing lot 50 on |ohn Adams Road.

March 1

1

A vehicle in parking lot 12 was

Assault & Battery Three telephones were reported damaged.

March 1

1

stolen from Health Services. Several offices in Thompson
A large fight was reported in Numerous nameplates were Hall were damaged.

parking lot 40 on Hicks Way. stolen from office doors in Hills Vehicles parked behind the

House. Mullins Center were damaged.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering A package delivered to Baker
March / / Residence Hall was reported Weapons Violations

A vehicle in parking lot 44 on stolen. March 1

1

Sylvan Drive was broken into. Textbooks were stolen from a A report of paint balls being

room in Patterson Residence Hall. fired from the 13th floor of |ohn

Disturbance A new laptop was reported Quincy Adams Residence Hall.

measure. Sen. Dianne Feinstein. D
Calif., called the State Department's
rationale for certification of Mexico "a

fairytale."

"Whether or not our leaders can
work together is less important than

whether our cops can work together,"

Feinstein said, giving a litany of cor-

ruption and lack of cooperation by

Mexican authorities.

Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison. R-Texas,

appealed for greater protection of U.S.

ranchers and farmers along the

Mexican border who she said are ter-

rorized by drug gangs with "a son of

lawlessness we haven't seen in our

country since frontier days."

But Hutchison said she was inclined

to accept certification and would sup
port an approach that would increase

Mexican cooperation. Sen. |ohn

Warner, R-Va.. indicated outside the

hearing room that he would not vote

for decertification. He said the core

issue was to fight drugs and "at the

moment" he would support retired

Gen. Barry McCaffrey, the national

drug policy director who strongly

endorsed Clinton's position.
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FBI admits possibility of missile

By Pat Milton

Ajjocioted Press

NEW YORK — The FBI agent in

charge of the TWA Flight 800 inves-

tigation acknowledged for the first

time yesterday that the plane could

have been brought down by a shoul-

der-fired terrorist missile.

But so far, there is no evidence to

prove that theory, lames Kallstrom

said. And he condemned as ridicu-

lous, a new flurry of claims that the

jet was destroyed accidentally by the

U.S. military.

Investigators have focused on three

possible explanations for the July 17

disaster: a bomb, a missile or

mechanical failure. Kallstrom said

that it is "technically possible* a ter-

rorist using a shoulder-fired, Stinger-

type missile could have caused the

tragedy, and he said investigators are

examining that possibility. He would

not elaborate on where a missile

could have been fired from or pro-

vide other specifics.

The plane was 10 miles offshore

and more than 1 3.000 feet up at the

time.

Kallstrom said there is no new evi-

dence to support the terrorist missile

scenario over other theories.

Stinger-type missiles are designed

specifically to shoot down planes.

Flight 800 exploded after takeoff

from Kennedy Airport, killing all 230
people on board and scattering

wreckage across a five-mile stretch of

the Atlantic Ocean.

The missile theory has been bol-

stered by people who reported seeing

something in the sky before the disas-

ter.

"There were too many people who
describe strange events like flares and

streaks of light in the sky* to ignore

the missile possibility. Kallstrom said.

Kallstrom's remarks came in a

week rife with reports that a missile

was responsible for the explosion. He
was particularly incensed by claims

by Pierre Salinger, a former ABC
newsman and press secretary to

President Kennedy, that the U.S. gov-

ernment is covering up the real cause

of the blast.

Salinger offered an expanded ver-

sion yesterday of his theory that a

Navy missile shot down Right 800.

At a Parrs news conference, he

released a 69-page document and a

set of radar images from a video. The
tape "completely confirms a missile

fired down TWA 800." Salinger said.

Kallstrom said investigators long

ago eliminated any "friendly fire* sce-

narios or the possibility of a military

cover-up. The FBI reviewed radar

and other sources to conclude the

military could not have shot down
the plane, he said.

Mother Teresa chooses successor

By Chandra Bonar}—
Associated Press

CALCUTTA. India — An ailing

Mother Teresa handed over her glob-

al mission yesterday to an Indian-

born nun who converted to Roman
Catholicism after being inspired by

the works of the Nobel laureate.

Sister Nirmala. born of a priestly

Hindu caste, was selected by a con-

clave of 120 nuns who deliberated

for eight weeks before reaching a

consensus.

'Now I am happy.* said Mother
Teresa. 86. who guided the mission

for a half-century. 'Pray, so that she

can continue God's work."

Sister Nirmala. now known as

Mother Nirmala. immediately
became head of the Missionaries of

Charity, which has more than 4,000

nuns and runs 917 orphanages,
homes for the poor, AIDS hospices

and other charity centers around the

world.

"I am in dreamland right now,*

the 63-year-old nun said. 'It's a big

responsibility.*

Mother Teresa and her successor

appeared on the second-floor bal-

cony of Mother House, the mission's

headquarters in downtown Calcutta.

Behind them a cloth banner pro-

claimed: "We love our dearest

Mother Nirmala.* Flowers and gar-

lands were delivered to the front

door, where the sisters were clois-

tered for the election.

Thursday's election is unlikely to

change the character of the order.

However, Mother Nirmala will have

to work hard to get the access to

world leaders that helped Mother
Teresa, winner of the 1979 Nobel

Peace Prize for her work with the

poor, raise millions of dollars.

"I don't know how far I will be

able to carry out the work successful-

ly.* Mother Nirmala said. "I will try.

and with the blessings of Mother and

God, I will be able to carry it out*
She was not among the leading

candidates for the position, one of

the most visible in the Roman
Catholic church outside the Vatican,

and few people outside the group
even could identify her.
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How do you feel about UMass' chances
in the NCAA Tournament?

"I think they have a good
chance of making it to the

Sweet Sixteen. They'll take
Louisville. Louisville has a

small team. The UMass big

men in the middle will take
care of them, and New Mexico
is overrated."

Mike Herchuck
senior, chemistry

Springfield

"1 don't think they're gonna
make it past the second pair-

ing. They're just not as strong

as they were last year."

"I think they'll win in the first

round against Louisville.

Louisville lost in the first

round last year, so 1 think

we'll take them.*

Brian Salisbury

senior, finance

Attelboro

Erica Takach
sophomore, biology

El Toro, Calif.

"UMass has put together a

good team for the last couple

of years, so 1 would expect
them to do well. They're an
experienced team, and in the

last half of the season, they

really did well."

DonGUIman
Dept df Natural Resources

Minneapolis. Minn.

"1 don't know what their

chances are. If they shoot well

from the outside, they can beat

Louisville. Even if thqy play

their best game, I don't think

they can beat a team like

Kansas or Wake. Anybody can

beat anybody. I'm rooting for

them."

Brandon Fleming

sophomore, biology

Nantucket

"I think if they play like they

can. they'll be in a lot of close

games, and if they win some of

those close games, they can
make it to the Final Four."

Ben Roesch
freshman, undeclared

Paxton

"It will be a very, very tough

road indeed, but if they have

to play Lousville, Old
Dominion, Coppin State,

Fairfield, and then (acksom

State and Navy in the Final

Four, they might have a shot.,

but a slim one at that.*

Mark McGrath
Collegian Graphics

Campus Center Basement

Gymnasts look toward A-10's

By Lisa M. Owveri

Collegion Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Women's Gymnastics team takes

to the road this week, finishing up
their regular season against No. 10

West Virginia. George Washington
and Rutgers.

The following weekend the

Minutewomen will travel to

George Washington for their first

post-season competition — the

Atlantic 10 Championship. The
Minutewomen are ranked No. 1 in

both the A-10 and the Eastern
conference.

The Minutewomen have had a

two week break since their last

meet against New Hampshire.
According to UMass coach Dave
Kuzara. they have used this extra

time to train hard and prepare for

their post-season.

'We've trained quite a bit.

We've been able to get some really

quality training days in.* Kuzara
said. "In the last two weeks we
have had four really great training

days. We have been able to pick up
our conditioning.

"Everybody seems refreshed,

both mentally and physically. It's

amazing what a couple of days off

will do. So I feel really good about

going into these two competitions,

physically."

The Minutewomen are 10-2
overall this season, and have been

going strong all season. As of last

week, they were No. 1 5 nationally,

earning their highest NCAA rank-

ing ever.

In their last meet against New
Hampshire, the Minutewomen
were looking for an impressive

away score. They look to tomor-
row's meet to help them prepare

for their post-season match-ups.

. "The West Virginia meet is

going to be a tremendous meet in

preparation for regionals, and
again, that's a different rotation,

we stan on floor." Kuzara said. "It

helps prepare you for what might

happen somewhere down the line

at regionals or nationals.*

Currently, the Minutewomen are

the regional leaders on balance

beam (Anita Sanyal, eighth nation-

ally) and uneven bars (Tara
Swartz. eighth nationally) and
Lianne Laing is second in the
region on floor. It is this caliber of

gymnastics that should help them
against West Virginia.

"I think we have a few things in

our favor, going into this meet
because we had the weekend off.

but believe me, it will go down to

the last routine.* Kuzara said.

"There's no way we'll be pulling

away from West Virginia.*

Four teams will compete in the

Atlantic 10 Championships on
March 22 — UMass, George
Washington. Rhode Island and
Temple. The Minutewomen hope
to once again hang onto their title.

"A-10's will be a very closely

contested meet. GW always per-

forms at their highest level at

A-10's. Rhode Island is a great

team.* Kuzara said. "We have to

take care of business. But we feel

good about that. We have con-
trolled our own destiny all year,

and we have competed well.

"I don't believe we have peaked

yet.* Kuzara said. "I think we have

some great performances ahead of

us."

Water polo heads to Calif

.

Set to battle No. I UCLA
By Lisa M. OSveri

Collegian Staff

The No. 14 University of
Massachusetts women's Water Polo

team is on the road next week, begin-

ning with the CWPA Tournament at

Dartmouth, before going to California

to face No. 1 UCLA.
The tournament, which takes place in

Hanover today and tomorrow will

include Dartmouth, Brown. Wesleyan

and Williams. The team will then head

out to the West Coast where they will

take on Golden West CC. the University

of Redlands with Indiana. USC and
UCLA. They will round out their trip

with the Claremont Colleges
Tournament March 21-23.

But right now. the Minutewomen
are concentrating on playing well

against the reigning national champi-

ons, UCLA.
"It's tough because we have never

played a team of that caliber before."

said senior Vicky Bamond. UMass'
all-time leading scorer. "We have
never played a team in the top five.

This weekend is Brown, at Hanover.

They are probably our big rival. They
beat us last year by one goal, but they

lost their best player to California And I

don't believe they have any new
recruits."

The Minutewomen have 10 strong

recruits this season, six from

California, two from Puerto Rico, one
from Ohio and one from Michigan.

"They are ail good players, they are

all from junior nationals or junior

Olympics, and we have the national

goalie from Puerto Rico, Peggy
[NievesJ.*

Though a relatively new and young

team, the Minutewomen have been
steadily improving each season. Last

year they were 16-8 overall, and this

year, one of their main goals is to make
it to nationals.

"I think we are well on our way to

where they [the California teams] all

are. Our team is only three years old.

We have gone from being a team who
lost every single meet, or dose to it our

first season, to one who last year almost

made it to nationals,* Bamond said.

According to Bamond, one of the

strongest aspects of team is unity, and
the fact that every one of the women is a

team player, which should help them on
their way to a championship.

"The girls get along very well which

had been a problem in the past. But

now we are very close, we play well

together. There's no selfishness or no
ball hogging.* said Bamond. "Everyone

wants to win. so everyone works extra

hard. The girls have improved on
everything — their swimming ability,

their playing ability.

"I know this year we are making it to

nationals."

lacrosse
continued from page 8

will need continued offensive output

from the likes of Chris Grande. k>hn

O'Conner and Mike DelPercio. as

well as other players stepping up their

play.

This game will give UMass a chance

to see just how strong it really is in the

early going. In its season opener
UMass got an offensive explosion to

cruise to a 22-3 win over a very over-

matched Fairfield team, while

Tuesday's 7-4 win over Hartford was
much closer to the belt.

According to Cannella the

Minutemen will try to play the game
at a relatively slow pace to keep
Virginia's offense from running away
with things.

"We're going to try to slow things

down,* Cannella said. 'We don't want

to get into a running game with
Virginia."

UMass versus Hofstra

While the beginning of the

Minutemen's spring break will bring

them to a warm spot, the end of it will

bring many of the Minutemen home
Hempstead, N.Y. is not only the site

of Hofstra University, but a location in

the heart of 'lacrosse country,*

Several of the Minutemen live nearby.

Hofstra will do its part to make the

homecoming as unpleasant as possi-

ble. After the Minutemen embarrassed

the Flying Dutchman. 11-5. in 1995.

Hofstra nipped UMass, 15- 14. in

overtime.

A trio of returning 20-goal scorers.

Anthony Alexander (26g, 13a — 39).

lared Testa (27g, 5a. 32) and Brian

Langtry (2lg, 10a —3D will hope to

have the Dutchmen flying.

Game notes: Both games will be

broadcast on WMUA, 91.1 FM.
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Intramurals finishing up
The UMass men's ultimate

frisbee team took part in the

Damn Cold Ultimate Frisbee
Tournament in Pennsylvania
this past weekend.
The tournament did not live

up to its name, but that did not

stop UMass from tromping over

its opponents and claiming the

No. 7 spot in the Ultimate
Players Association

collegiate poll.

UMass knew its

first opponent
would be a tough
test. Cornell had
been to the national semifinals

in 1996. and was facing UMass
with a large part of their talent

pool intact.

UMass wasted no time in

jumping to a 3-0 lead. Led by
the line calling of Nathan
Rogers, Zoo Disc kept pound-
ing until it had a 1 3-8 victory.

The next game was one of
revenge for UMass. Vermont
had come out on top in last

year's Yale Cup finals, winning
by two points. Zoo Disc wanted
revenge and got it. in the form
of a 13-7 win.

Zoo Disc knew that a letdown
after two big wins was possible,

and it came in the form of a

rough first half against Lehigh.

But UMass led at the break 7-5.

and thanks to Andrew Wright's

defensive play went on to win
13-8.

Haverford was the day's final

opponent, and UMass used the

game to get its younger players

some game experience. The
rookies did not disappoint,
cruising to a I 3-7 win.

Alex Cook was a standout for

UMass in the tournament, as he

showed impressive layouts and
solid defense.

Women's rugby set to start

season

Spring is here, and that

means that the UMass women's
rugby club is once again ready

to play. Co-captains Lynn
Getchell and Toni Ercoli lead a

group of returning players that

will be joined by almost two
dozen rookies.

The women kick off their

spring slate at UConn on April

2 (6:30 p.m.) and at home
against Princeton on April 5 (3

p.m.). They will be on campus
the following week against

Amherst, before they hit the
road for a pair of games.
Anyone interested in joining

the UMass women's rugby club
should contact Getchell or
Ercoli at 549-7367.

Intramural action

Hockey
Night &

SPORTS

Day swept the
Intramural hockey
championships this

year, after posting

a 7-0 regular sea-

son record. The
Steamers were

their first playoff opponent,
who fell 2-1.

Night & Day's next opponent.
Blood, Sweat & Beers lost 4-2
in the first game and 5-3 in the

final.

Basketball

This week marks the final

week of play for Intramural
hoop. In the Men's Division,
the Tofu Twinkies will take on
the Bad Boy Killaz II. The
Women's final is set with
Suckin' Wind squaring off
against Floor Play III. In the

Co- rec Division, Hey DP will

face Hoop Screams, while
International Males and Sugar
Free will compete for the title

in the Grad/Fac Division.

Wallyball

Intramural Wallyball is down
to only four teams, as the Cape
Codders will meet the Oysters
with No Pearls and Cucoo for

Coco Puffs will face PCCO Hit

Squad. The winners of these
two matches will square off in

the final.

Upcoming sports

Special rosters for spring
softball, cc—rec soccer and vol-

leyball should be turned in to

the Intramural Office at 215
Boyden Building before break.

Captains' meetings are sched-

uled for March 24 and 25 at 6
p.m. There will be singles'
meetings on those dates at 5:30
p.m.

Facility hours

For facility information, call

the 24-hour schedule at 545-
2693. Ail facilities will be
closed March 1 5-23 for spring

break. New facility schedules
effective March 24 will be avail-

able soon.

Sports Briefs was compiled by

Collegian staff member Casey
Kane.

women's lax
continued from poge 8

From 1980-83, she was a

two-time All-American for the

Crimson, and was named Ivy League

Player of the Year twice as well. This

year's team already has one win
under their belts, a 7-3 win over

Boston College on Wednesday, and
were led by three goals from Chris

Shortsleeve.

Recent history against Harvard has

not been kind to the Minutewomen.

but facing a less-experienced

Crimson team holds a lot of positives

for the Maroon and White.

"Coming into this game, we're the

strongest we've ever been at this

point." McClellan said. "We believe

that they are beatable, and we're real-

ly excited about this game, especially

after some fantastic training at

William and Mary.

"We're going to need more disci-

pline to face the history of this game
than the game itself. Once we can get

over any intimidation involved, it

should be a very good game."

After Saturday's possible game
with Harvard (weather permitting, of

course), the Minutewomen will move
on next to the Commonwealth's sec-

ond largest city, Worcester, and will

take on Holy Cross at Hart Omni
Turf Field on Monday (3:30pm). A
training trip to St. Petersburg. Fla.

during spring break will follow the

Holy Cross game, and the team will

return for its home opener a week
from next Wednesday, facing Yale at

Totman Field on March 26 (3:30pm).

Yale is just one of six teams that

UMass will face this season that were

nationally ranked last season.

SPORTS * SPORTS *SPORTS
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The fall ofJericho
On the evening of the four-

teenth day of the month.
while camped at Gigal on the

plains of lericho. the Israelites cele-

brated the Passover. (5:10)

Now when Joshua was near
lericho. he looked up and saw a man
standing in front of him with a

drawn sword in his hand. Joshua
went up to him and asked. "Are you
for us or for our enemies?" (5:13)

"Neither." he replied, 'but as
commander of the army of the Lord,

I have now come. " Then Joshua fell

face down to the ground in reverence,

and asked him. "What message does

my Lord have for his servant?"
(5:14)

The commander of the Lord's army
replied. "Take off your sandals, for

the place where you

are standing is

holy. " And Joshua
did so. (5:15)

V'li' lericho was
tightly shut up
because of the

Israelites. No one
went out and no
one came in. (6:1)

Then the Lord
said to loshua.
'See, I have deliv-

ered lericho into your hands, along
with its king and its fighting men.
(6:2)

March around the city once with

all the armed men. Do this for six

days (6:5)

Have MM priests carry trumpets

of ram s horns in front of the ark. On
the seienth day. march around the

city seven times, with the priests

blowing the trumpets. (6:41

When you hear them sound a long

blast on the trumpets, have all the

people give a loud shout, then the

wall of the city will collapse and the

people will go up. fiery man straight

in it

So loshua. son of Sun. called the

priests and said to them. "Take up
the ark of the covenant of the Lord
and have stren priests carry trumpets

in front of it.
' (6.6)

And he ordered the people.
"Advance! March around the city,

with the armed guard going ahead of
the ark of the Lord " 16:7)

On the seventh day. they got up at

daybreak and marched around the
city in the same manner, except that

on that day they circled the city seven

times lb 15)

The seventh time around, when
the priests sounded the trumpet blast,

loshua commanded the people.
'Shout' for the Lord has given vou
the city!" 16:16)

When the trumpets sounded, the

people shouted, and at the sound of
the trumpet, when the people gave a

loud shout, the wall collapsed; so
every man charged straight in, and
the\ took the city. (6:20)

Then they burned the whole city

and everything in it. but they put the

silver and the gold and the articles of
bronze and iron into the treasury of
the Lord's house. (6:24)

At that time Joshua pronounced
this solemn oath "Cursed before the

Lord is the man who undertakes to

rebuild this city lericho: At the cost of
his firstborn son will he lay its foun-

J^ljj4tMflUum

It will be just a mat-

ter of time before the

final seal has been bro-

ken and America's
judgement comes due
for its final rendering.

Martin F. Jones

dations; at the cost of his youngest
will he set up its gates. ' (6:26) •

So the Lord was with loshua and
his fame spread throughout the land

(6:27)

- From the Book of loshua. The
Old Testament

Does this story sound familiar to

you? If not, I would suggest a

refresher. The story of the fall of

lericho has never been more perti-

nent or relevant to our daily lives. It

is more than just a story of past

events as soon you will learn that the

fall of lericho is. in fact very much a

part of our future; and a more imme-
diate future than we may believe.

Look around you at the world in

which you are living. What is it that

you see?
Floods, earth-

quakes, cor-

r u p t i o n ,

greed, war,
poverty, suf-

fering and an

overall plague

of wickedness

in heavy
abundance.
Many people
have been

warning us all that we are in the last

days, that our day of reckoning is

drawing near. And so we go on living

our lives, totally oblivious to plight of

our world.

Tomorrow. Saturday. March 15,

1 997 is the seventh day of the week
as well as Sabbath, which we were
once told to honor and keep holy. It

is also the seventh day since the
recent siege of Coodell was ended.
That building occupation which last-

ed six days may one day prove to

have been a precursor to the final

seventh day in which the story of the

fall of lericho finds itself resurrected

into our present time.

This year. Saturday. March 1) is

also the day in which hundreds of

millions of Hindus will celebrate the

Holi Festival, an ancient ritual holi-

day honoring the triumph of good
over evil. Coincidentally. this week-
end marks the delayed release of the

final installment of the Star Wars
Trilogy: The Return of the ledi This

film, starring Mark Hamil as the

young |edi Knight Luke Skywalker.

chronicles the final defeat of the

Empire and the triumph of good,
(represented by the Skywalker). over

evil, (represented bv his father. Darth
Vader)

And have you forgotten the Ides of

March? Yes. the Ides (the fifteenth)

of March was that historic day, as

written by the great English play-

wright William Shakespeare, in

which the Roman Emperor lulius

Caesar was killed, an act which
would ultimately predict the fall of

the mighty Roman Empire.

Today, in 1997, there is but one
empire remaining in the world, an
empire that is dying, decayed, and
decadent. This empire is known to

the world as America. The presiding

monarch over this empire, our own
modern day lulius Caesar, is none
other than a former Arkansas gover-

nor named William lefferson Clinton.

He is the last emperor, and it is

becoming ever more apparent that he

is wearing no clothes. Since he first

assumed the office of President of the

United States, Mr. Clinton has been
dogged by an endless succession of

scandals involving allegations of
adultery, incompetence, obstruction

of justice, and illegal campaign
fundraising. As he has yet to be con-

victed or even indicted for a crime, to

date. Bill Clinton has become the

most scandalized and investigated

president in the history of the
Empire.

It must be acknowledged, howev-
er, that while these investigations

have undermined the credibility and
integrity of Mr. Clinton, they are a far

more scathing indictment of the state

of the Empire. Those who are the

most swift in their indictments of Mr.
Clinton and his wife Hillary, are also

the greatest hypocrites, as their inves-

tigations are not driven by the search

for justice, but rather by their own
partisan desires to gain an advantage

over the president to further their

own political agendas. As they wal-

low in their self-righteous rhetoric,

they steadfastly refuse to reckon with

the nebulous ethos of their own cor-

rupt and undemocratic system,
through which they continue to rule

and exploit the people with ruthless

disregard.

In an essay by. Gore Vidal entitled

Requiem for the American Empire
(The Nation, Ian II. 1986). Vidal

writes that "The original republic was
thought out carefully, and openly, in

The Federalist Papers: we were not

going to have a monarchy and we
were not going to have a democracy.

And to this day we have had neither.

For 200 years we have had an oli-

garchical system in which men of

property can do well and the others

arc on their own."
Vidal also quotes Henry Adams,

(the grandson of fohn Quincy
Adams) who in 1910 stated. The
whole of society will go to wrack if

we really lay hands of reform on our
rotten institutions." Adams then
added. "The whole system is a fraud,

all of us know it. laborers and capi-

talist alike, and all of us are consent-

ing parties to it."

And now the newspapers headlines

continue to stack up daily with more
revelations of illegal campaign
fundraising, including new disputed

reports of FBI knowledge of illegal

campaign money being laundered
into the U.S. from China.

If there is anyone out there who
cannot sec the writing on the wall,

then I must recommend an immedi-
ate eye exam. It will be just a matter

of time before the final seal has been
broken and America's judgement
comes due for its final rendering. At
present, the state of the 1996 election

is in serious jeopardy and we may yet

sec President Clinton returned to pri-

vate citizenship within the next ten

weeks. This and other impending
crises are just the beginning, as those

of us living in America ultimately

find ourselves bound up into the
inevitable fall of the world's last

empire.

Beware the Ides of March.

Martin F. tones is a Collegian
columnist.
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The Irish question

Jorma

Walking around campus: or

on North Pleasant Street:

or even Main Street in

NoHo. unless you feel like the
entire world is against you. good
things will probably be going
through your mind. Treading on
the threshold of spring, with green

thoughts that will mirror the soon
green blossoming on the trees, it's

easy to assume that the universal

concept of being at "peace" is fill-

ing your thoughts.

It doesn't matter if you're a

jocko, frat boy/girl, crunchic or

whatever inane stereotype we like

to (tamp on each other, spring
lifts the haze of winterized eyes,

and the world seems to be "good"
— at least for a little while.

Yet. with the beginning of
spring, there is also St. Patrick's

Day to look forward to. and other

thoughts begin to fill my mind. As
I walk the streets of the Pioneer
Valley, peace also fills my
thoughts, but it is a much more
tempered state of mind. I remi-

nisce and rationalize of .

the time, a year ago.
when I walked the
streets of another part

of the world —
Manchester, England.

Times were great, and after a

tough first semester filled with
financial problems, my year-long
exchange was finally starting to get

rolling. On Saturday afternoons,

my flatmates and I would maybe
take a ride into downtown and
spend a little of our excess money
on the streets of Manchester. And.
when the spring sun finally began
to break through the clouds of the

Northwest of England, my spirit

exulted "in the light of spring's

first day!"

But all around me. there was no
exultation in, and no light being
thrown on, the Anglo-Irish situa-

tion. Before I could even imagine,

the shock waves of this

centuries-long debate would soon
shake my very soul.

At the beginning of last year,

negotiations began to break down
between Prime Minister lohn
Major, and the voice of the Irish

independence movement, Sinn
Fein's Gerry Adams.
When talks continued with Sinn

Fein, Major laid on the table the
obnoxious proposition that negoti-
ations would not resume until the

disarmament of each independent
Irish para-military group was
completed. Needless to say. talks

broke down completely.

Listen, I do not condone vio-
lence, or the shedding of blood in

any way. shape or fashion. To pro

Kansanen

where the fundamentalist side of

the Irish independence movement
would have to give up it's only
trump card was ludicrous, to say

the least.

I don't agree with the concept of

violence solving problems. One of

my favorite Transccndentalist writ-

ers is Henry David Thoreau. the

19th century father of civil disobe-

dience, and one of the 20th centu-

ry leaders I look up to the most is

Dr. Martin Luther King. |r.

But the observer has to really

try and understand their philoso

phy: especially when those groups
truthfully believe this is the only
way to unite Ireland. This has
been their way of confronting over
500 years of English presence in

their homeland. Hard line — hard
line after hard line has been the

notorious negotiating style of both
sides, and the debate will never be

resolved if the hard line is what
you have to cross.

Simply put. understanding does
not Mart on a one-way street, and

you have to look
both ways before
you can make it to

the other side.

Consequently,
the IRA resumed

the call to violence, and their first

place to hit was not in the
Northwest, but in London. Hit
someone where it counts? No. not

there, but in their pocket book
instead.

The bombing of the hub of
London's business quarter, the
Canary Wharf, once again sig-

nalled the start of IRA terrorism

against England. Headlines across

the world blasted the renewal of

conflict, but where I was. I didn't

think a thing about it. Yeah, it

bothered me. but I never thought

it could happen to me. Even after

a few false alarms in Manchester. /

still never thought it could happen
to me. It never did, but on the

other hand, it almost did.

Mv vear on exchange ended in

lunc, and both tears of joy and
sorrow were shed by myself and
my friends. I had to leave some
very special people behind, and
losing them just for the time being

really hurt me. After a week of

readjustment, though. I started to

get back into the American flow,

until I saw the Sunday headline of

The Boston Globe.

A week after I had left

Manchester, on the street that I

walked on an endless amount of

times; on the spot where me and
my flatmates would walk by
almost every Saturday afternoon

of the year — and, who knows,
pose such a schematic thought, where my own friends could still

be walking by — an IRA ca- Nsn.o
went off. injuring over 200 peo-

ple.

The warning to the media gave
enough time for people to get

away from the bomb, but not
enough to feel its shock waves. I

felt the psychological shock waves
on my couch in peaceful central

Massachusetts down to my bone
marrow. Rebuilding is still being
done because of the structural
damage done on the neighboring
area, and the overall structure of

Anglo-Irish relations has had to

be rebuilt as well.

If you think terrorism is logical,

it was a logical time to do it. Euro
'96 (i.e. European Soccer
Championships) was going on at

historic Old Trafford. and fans all

over the Continent were in

Manchester to witness the specta-

cle.

Well, a different sort of specta-

cle occurred. Each newspaper in

each of those countries spelled out

the nature of a united Ireland,

written in blood by the hands of

its harshest protagonists — vio-

lence.

I believe in a united Ireland, but

not through violence.

A very large percentage of Irish

people believe in a united Ireland

as well, but their voice of reason

and peace is lost in the shattering

volume of blind, utter violence.

Some of my Irish friends (who do
support Irish independence) don't

even buy discs of The Cranberries.

Sinead O'Connor or even Van
Morrison because of their alleged

sponsoring of Irish para- military

groups. You don't hear that every-

day do you?
But. for me, what it all comes

down to is this: when you are
walking down North Pleasant or
Main Street, and see all of the lep-

rechauns and green plastered all

over the shop windows, just pic-

ture that peaceful street and those

shop windows being blown out
instantaneously by a car bomb.

All these cute little reminders of
what American advertisers consid-

er to be St. Patrick's Day is a

sham. There are people across the

pond, on both sides of the debate,

that are losing their lives every
month over varying conceptions of
Ireland... walking streets just like

ours. Hopefully, this spring will

bring better news for those people.

Raise a glass to them. Enjoy
that state of peace you have here
in the States, but make sure it's a

tempered one.

Am I buggin' ya? I don't mean
to bug ya.

Jorma Kansanen is a Collegian
columnist.
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Dylan's long career:35

years of a music sage
By Joshua Boyd & Justin Beland
Collegian Staff

No other artist in the 20th century
has been more closely scrutinized,

more mimicked, or more loved and
hated (read misundcislood) than
Robert Allen Zimmerman, whom
everybody for the last 35 years, has
known as Bob Dylan. The modern
musician who can lay claim to having
written songs
(such as "Blowin

In The Wind,"
and "The Times
They Are
A-Changin'")
that are almost as

well known as

"London Bridge."

After fleeing the

life the stagnant

Hibbing.
Minnesota Jife

with the yearning

to live as a musi-

cian, the young
boy took off to

New York City,

where he
changed his name
and his entire history to suit his own
whims and to get farther into the

Greenwich Village scene. He played

for some friends at some parties, did

some gigs at the Gaslight and
Gerdes' Folk City, and released his

debut album on March 19. 1962.
Within a couple of years, he did

nothing less than revolutionize soci-

ety and make the people who sup-

ported every government action.

every business scheme for profit and
every racist act. think twice about
their actions and their whole exis-

tence. He was an amalgamation of

lames (ovce and lames Dean — intel-

ligence combined with youth rebel-

lion. And he was that voice-

Years went by and besides putting

out classic albums (see selected

discography). he lived through many
events that are now legendary in

Vital history. In the '60s. he stood

up for every cause: shared a bed with

loan Baez; introduced The Beatles 10

marijuana; got booed off the

Vewnort Folk Festival '65 stage lor

"going electric:" got in a 1967 motor
cvcle accident that may or may not

have happened: conceived the leader

of one of the hottest current rock

bands (The Wallflowers' lead singer

and writer lakob Dylan): hung out

with a bunch of fella* from Toronto

(The Band) in a basement in an ugly

pink house in Woodstock. New
York.: and was one of the first artists

to explore country- rock.

The '70s, however, were Dylan's

biggest time of change. If any of you

have ever seen a chameleon, you've got

the idea. He was a good friend of poet

Allen Ginsberg (that spells trouble

right there), tried to be a movie star

I PAT GARRETT: "Who are you?"
ALIAS (Bob): "That's a good ques-

tion"!, did a tour that was an argument

on wheels with The Band, led the

___^^^^^^^^ biggest bunch of

Dylan 's travelling

shows have gone from
painful ordeals to

intense portraits of a
man who knows what
he's good at and how to

display his rediscovered
talents.

Joshua Boyd &
Justin Beland

musicians, film-

makers and
freaks across

America dis-

guised as The
Rolling Thunder
Revue, suffered a

vicious divorce

from his wile of

10-plus years

(lakob's mother,

Sara), and
towards the end
of the decade, he

found Icmjv

This religious

awakening found

its way on
record, and on

stage in the '80s. There were many lec-

tures between songs to those in a con-

cert crowd who may have not belitred.

This alienated many old fans, but

brought him some new ones, also. He
went on to start drinking more to the

general harm of himself and his fans.

and even tried making another movie.

Hearts Of Fire, which was a classic

flop and which decimated an alrcudv

bruised reputation.

By 1985. with such minuscule
efforts as Empire Bwlesaue and
Knocked Out Loaded, the fingers

were starting to point at Dylan for

being a washed up old star. A hope
to revive himself in the company ol

some old friends in a band who. in

1987, were enjoying relound success

(The Grateful Dead) didn't help, as

his blunt efforts in teaming up with

the Dead on stage practically ruined

the more successful band's summer
tour that vear. He did have one glim-

mer of success near the end of the

decade, as a musical liaison with The
Traveling Wilburys re-awakened him
to the idea of good musicianship and
no-bull songwriting.

IK went on to bring himself and
Ins best friend, the liquor bottle, into

the '90s. His drunken exploits led

him to further ridicule. A story close

to home goes that after his horren-

dous 1991 I Mas- Spring Concert
appearance, he vomited right after

leaving the stage (The Collegian

coowrtsv ccxumsu mccmds

Desire, released in 1976, was a high point in Dylan's roller-coaster

35-year career.

headline for the story that followed

read: "Dylan disheveled, swan
mitled"i His 1991 acceptance
speech at the Grammys for the life-

time achievement award was a

drunken grumble with good inteii

lion*, thanking his parents for every-

thing.

In 1992. a whole bunch of friends

joined him onstage for his 30th
Anniversary, televised worldwide on

public television Bv this time. Dylan

had realized that a decade of alco-

holism was too much, and that he
was a musician, and that was what
was most important to him. Despite

hi- unwillingness to write many new
songs since I99l's L'nder The Red
Sky (except for 1994s "Dignity"), his

travelling shows have gone from
painful ordeals to intense portt..

a man who knows what he is good at

and how to dispi.iv his rediscovered

talents Recent tours have seen the

best turn-outs since The Rolling

Thunder Revue With the 1995 death

ol tine of his best friends, lerome
ketn Garcia, he mourned by paving

tribute, introducing such Grateful

Dead songs as "Alabama Getaway"
and "Friend Of The Devil" into his

setlists. New artists such as lewd and

Ani DiFranco clamor to open for his

shows, and onstage he has also
enjoyed the company of veterans
such as former Steely Dan guitarist

Bucky Baxter, former lurvthmics
guitarist/songwriter Dave Stewart,

and even Patti Smith

For those of you who love (or have

always kept a silent love for) Dylan,

you will get your chance sooner than

you think to see him. as there has

been an Fast Coast tour announced
for April and May (no confirmed
local dates yet), and he went back
into the recording studio with a new
book of originals to be produced by

Daniel l.anois. who had previously

worked with Dylan on 1989s Oh
\len\ as well as past U2 and Nine

Inch Nails albums.

After 35 years of a career that has

seen dizzying high points and gen-

uinely embarrassing low points.

Dylan has swept all that behind him
and continues on i momentum that

he has chosen for himself.

This momentum should keep him
moving off to the side and past the

current, depressing "alternative rock"

sound, and ahead into a new century.

But with a man called "Alias." you
never know what to expect

Discover Stars on Ice to bring the best to the Valley

By Julia Casson
Collegian Staff

These days it seems like every time you turn on
the television there is a figure skating special on.

Ice skating is continuously growing and capturing

audiences of all ages.

The Pioneer Valley will be graced with the

presence ol Discover Stars on Ice next week at

the Mullins Center. Some of the beM singles and
pairs skaters from around the world will be in

Amherst for a one night performance
The show features well-knowna names such as

Kristi Yamaguchi. Scott Hamilton and Ekaterina

Gordeeva amongst (en others. Stars on Ice began

its 6 1 -city tour last November and will close out

the 1996/97 season at the end of March.
Perhaps the group's most famous name is

Kristi Yamaguchi. She has been dubbed "the best

skater in the world" by numerous sportscasters

and it is not hard to see why. She was world
champion in 1991 and 1992 and captured the

world's heart as she won gold in 1992 at the

Albcrtville Winter Olympics This season will

mark Yamaguchi's fifth year with Stars on Ice.

Ekaterina Gordeeva and late husband Sergei

Grinkov caught the attention ol audiences a* they

won Olympic gold medals m 1^)88 and 1994 and
together brought home four world champi-
onships. Grinkov died tragically in 1995 ol heart

failure and Gordeeva began her singles skating

career last year. Gordeeva recently wrote a

best-seller depicting her life and marriage enti-

tled My Sergei: A Love 3t*f)

The renowned attention getter. Scott Hamilton
always seems to bring the audience to their feet

His endless energy, joking personality and signa-

ture backflips have made him a favorite amongst
fans. He won a gold medal in the 1984 Sarajevo

games and won four consecutive world champi-
onships from 1981 to 1984

The evening will also include Canadian figure

skater kurt Browning. Browning has won sever-

al championships including four world and four

Canadian and has also skated in the 1992 and
1994 Olympics. He is regarded as an energetic

and fresh skater who wows the audience with his

impressive jumps and moves.
A local favorite from Somcrvillc MA. Paul

Wylie. will be performing. He snatched the silver

medal in 1 992 and surprised many as skating his

best performance.

Gold medal duo. layne Torvill and Christopher

Dean are one of skating s most popular double
teams. The chemistry and fire that they possess

won them the 1984 gold medal when they skated

what is considered the greatest performance in

figure skating history.

Elena Bechke and Denis Petrov and Radka
kovarkova and Rene Novotny are two additional

pairs skaters who will be performing. Bechke and
Petrov are |v»s)2 Silver medalists and have partic-

ipated in Stars on Ice for three seasons. Kovarka
and Novotny are a married team from the Czech
Republic. They skated in six world champi-
onships and two Olympics and were the 1995
world champions.

Rosalyn Sumncrs. 1984 silver medalist, and lill

Trcnary. 1990 world champion will round off

tins complete list of world renowned ice skaters.

The production is directed and choreographed
by Sandra Bezic. an Olympic and world champi-

on, and promises to be a night of powerful per-

formances and exciting stars.

EMacOMV Stars on Ice will he presented on
Friday. March 21 at the Mullins Center at

I Mass For ticket information call TicketMaster

at (4151 755-2500

The Afflictions provide a different listening experience

By Adam Dlugacz
Collegian Staff

Do you like songs about girls, drunken buf-

foonery, interesting people and stuff? How about

a band influenced by the Replacements. Elvis

Costello, Make Up and Ben Block? Do you like a

band, who according to their lead singer, leremy

Willis sound like what would happen if you
"filled up a submarine with polka musicians and

set them all on fire then you dropped it on top of

a Shriners' convention and play punk influenced,

progressive, garage pop while watching that spec-

tacle?" You have The Afflictions.

That's right, ihe Afflictions have come to save

you from your musical doldrums. The band that

played their first show before Thanksgiving with

Holiday, lust About Done and the Radio Angels

in Greenough House are making quite a stir on

the UMass campus. The band is made up of

Jeremy Willis the lead singer and guitarist. Nate

Langeley on bass and sideburns and Mike Colin

on drums and spiritual guidance.

In a conversation with Willis and Colin last

Friday, they spoke on their band, and their suc-

cess.

According to Willis, success of the Afflictions

can be attributed to the fact "everyone loves us

because we're the best looking band in America

and because Mike | Colin I
broke Dave Matthews'

nose. Honestly. I can't tell what people think

because they're not honest. I mean it's hard to

tell someone you don't like their band."

Another attribute of the band's success could

be the mutual respect they have for each other

That friendship really comes through in their

songwriting.

"Initially I wrote all the songs and they added
little embellishments and their own parts but

recently we've been working together to create

this weird synthesis and it rocks." Willis said.

"This is the first band that I've been in where
everyone gets along and no one 'has attitudes

We're all straightforward and we all try to incor-

porate our styles, and no one has egos. Now wc
also jam more and we all have ideas for grooves

which we work together. It's becoming more of a

band: it used to be all leremy's and now we all do
it," Colin said.

According to Colin, the band is influenced by
more then just drunken buffoonery.

"I think that as a musician, in my drumming I

express everything that went on that day. that

goes on in my life is in my drums. I take that

energy of life and put it out through my music
and it represents me."

As for the local UMass scene...

"There's a lot of different scenes that most

people don't pay much attention to It's pretty

pathetic how few college kids get involved in the

scene or only show interest in one particular

scene. There's a lot of great stuff going on here.

go check out Hallraker. lust About Done and all

the great show at Pearl Street, the dorms and the

Iron Horse." Willis said.

The band started when Colin and Willis, who
lived in Brett House, during a drunken daze, dis-

covered that I angelev pluved bass, and thus, the

seeds were planted. Then when the Colonel Matt

Wang bet Willis $25 that he wouldn't start the

band. Willis began the Afflictions because,
according to him. he was broke and needed the

money.
The Afflictions are a unique garage-punk-pop

band with a lot of soul, so go check them out.

"We want to play in front of as many people as

possible, to record, to play anywhere, parties,

bar-mitzvah's. bowling alleys, clubs, whatever.

We just want to rock and we'd like the world to

know that Matt Wang rules."

The Afflictions will be playing March 28 at

Hampshire College with Hallraker. They will also

be playing at the Loud Music Fest at Pearl Street

in April along with Showcase Showdown and a

host of others. You can contact the Afflictions

through leremy Willis at 405 Brett House or call

him at 546-3292.

The classic Dylan albums
The records that made it all happen

By Justin Beland

Collegian Correspondent

Questioning others

and laughing at himself

became trademarks

Dylan would carry for

years.

Justin Beland

Likewise, his

range from

Trying to pick the "best of" an
artist with 42 albums and over 500
songs is an arduous task in and of

itself Dylan makes it that much
tougher in that some of his best

songs never make it on albums
(witness the Bootleg Series, Vol. I-

3, which contains such master-
pieces as "Let Me Die In My
Footsteps," "Angelina" and the

immaculate "Blind Willie

M c T e 1 1
"

) .

Even his most

heavily criti-

cized albums
(Down In the

Groove,
Knocked Out
Loaded) con-

tain flashes of

genius
("Silvio" and
"Brownsville
Girl," respectively)

live recordings
mediocre (Real Live) to outstand

ing ("Isis." on the Biograph retro-

spective). The following are the

peaks of a roller-coaster 35-year

(and counting) career, in chrono-

logical order

• The Freewheelin' Bob D\lan
(May 27. 1963) — From the ques

tions of "Blowin' In the Wind"
through the raucous "I Shall Be
Free." Dylan's second album, the

first with all originals, paints a

portrait of an artist unlike any
other the world had ever seen.

Questioning others and laughing at

himself became trademarks Dylan
would carry for years.

• The Times They Are
A-Changin' (Ian. 1 3. 1964) — The
title track sent a message to the

older generation that the revolu-

tion was underway. The album
deals more with social injustice

than Freewheelin'. incorporating

-n.ries familiar to everyone in the

country at the time. "Only A Pawn
In Their Game" talks of the mur-
der of civil rights leader Medgar
Evers — but in a display of

Dylan's magical use of lyrics, it is

not an outcry to Evers' killer, but a

condemnation of white Southern
politicians' use of uneducated
white men as a tool against the

Civil Rights movement
"Lonesome Death of Hattie
Carroll" is the true story of a black

S I year-old mother of 1 killed by

William Xanzingcr. a 22-year-old

Southern plantation owner. The
album also contains two ol Dylan's

most touching love songs. "Boots

of Spanish Leather" and "One Too
Manv Mornings.

•Bringing It All Black Home
(March 22. 1965) - Half
acoustic, half electric, the album
meshed the past Dylan with future

Dylan in music and lyrics. Not
everyone got the surrealistic lyrics,

but not many seemed to mind.
Cries against society such as

"Maggie's Farm" and "It's Alright.

Ma, I'm Only Bleeding" meshed
with beautiful ballads like "It's All

Over Now Baby Blue." and rollick

ing raps like "Subterranean
Homesick Blues" and "I 15th

Dream." It also contains Dylan's

nod to the drug culture. "Mr.
Tambourine Man."
•Highway hi Revisited (Aug.

30. 1965) — No one was prepared

for breadth and scope of this

album. "Something is happening
and you don't know what it is."

Dylan sang to critics and critical

fans. His metamorphosis to rock

was complete, and with the excep-

tion of the sprawling. 9-minute
acoustic "Desolation Row," the

album was all upbeat. "Like A
Rolling Stone" kicked off the rol-

licking ride through Dylan's dark,

swirling visions that included
"Tombstone Blues." the classic

blow-off song "Queen lane
Approximately." "lust Like Tom
Thumb's Blues" and the title track.

•Blonde On Blonde (May 16.

1966) — Widely regarded as the

best rock album ever made. Dylan

completed his rock "trilogy" with

songs he himself described as "the

closest I ever got to the sound I

hear in my mind... It's that thin

wild mercury sound. It's metallic

and bright gold, that's my particu-

lar sound." Ranging from sillv

("Rainy Day Women #12 & 35").

to trademark Dylan poetics
("Visions Of lohanna."
"Temporary Like Achilles") to lilt-

ing love songs ("I Want You."
"Sad-Elyed Lady of the Lowlands"
— a song dedicated to his new

wife Sara, whom Dylan had secret-

ly married in Nov. of 1965).

•lohn Wesley Harding (Dec. 27,

1967) — After coming out of

seclusion after his supposed
motorcycle accident. Dylan
shocked evryonp by returninu to

his folk roots. Released in the con-

text of Sgt. Pepper's and the

Stones' At Her Satanic Majesty!,

Request, both of which utilized

styles and imagery Dylan helped

create, the album cared more
about the natural sound of instru-

ments. His
vocals were
rounded and
softer — anger

transformed
into calm res-

ignation even
when articulat-

ing complaints

against the

wicked as in"Dear
Landlord" and "I Pity the Poor
Immigrant." The only tense

moments come in the original

acoustic "All Along The
Watchtower."

•Blood On the Tracks (]an. 17.

1975) — By 1974. Dylan was
being blasted by fans and critics

alike, and his marriage to Sara was
failing. It came to a boil with this

album. Dylan was immediatclv
Dylan again, the poignant claim
of Free- wheelin' was married to

the complex emotional under-
tones of Blonde on Blonde, and it

was a lot closer to a perfect album
than anyone expected. "Idiot

Wind" is the most personal song

he has ever written. Other songs

range from narratives like

"Tangled Up In Blue" and the

nine- minute "Lily, Rosemary and
the lack of Hearts" to hypnotic

blues riffs ("Meet Me In the

Morning") to beautiful love songs

("Shelter From the Storm")

•Desire (|an. 16. 1976) — This

album marked a direct turnaround

for someone who had al»
scorned literal interpretation The
narrative style of these songs
("Hurricane." "|oey" and "Black

Diamond Bay") was more direct

than it had ever been. Dylan
brought in Scarlett Rivera, whom
he found on a streetcorner playing

for quarters, to provide the haunt-

ing violin that permeates the

album. He also brought in

then-new country singer Lmmylou
Harris to sing with him and bring

to fruition some of the most beau-

tiful, chilling harmonics ever
heard. Dylan weaves moods that

are simultaneously dark and
romantic, such as in "Romance In

Durango" and "One Cup of

Coffee." This album leaves a pleas-

ant, dry taste in the mouth .

you and your lover had just come
through a desert.

• Infidels (Nov. I. 1985) —
During a tumultuous down- point

of his career following the Rolling

Thunder Revue. Dylan became a

born-again Christian, giving that

up for Orthodox ludaism. and then

finally returning to the skeptic he
always was. The fans felt after 21

years, he was finally washed up.

Then came Infidels. From the

beginning the album left a power
ful impression. The first song,

"lokerman." was laden with
dreams and visions, made even
more otherworldly with the Dire

Straits' Mark Knopfler's phenom
enal guitar technique.
"Neighborhood Bully" defended
Israeli Nationalism. "Union
Sundown" bore down on the

rapidly rising trend of American
Businesses moving overseas. "I &
I" parallelled "Idiot Wind" in its

rejection of someone who just

doesn't understand.

•Oh Mercy (Sept. 22. 1989) —
Dylan's a'll-time low came directly

after Infidels and lasted until I
stuM

when, inexplicably, in 1989 e\

thing, absolutely everything, came
back into focus. Coming on the

heels of the critically acclaimed
Traveling Wilburys Vol. I. Oh
Mercy proved Dylan was back. He
made even his most critical fans

stand up and take notice.

"Everything Is Broken" became a

"Subterranean Homesick Blues"

for fortysomethings. "Most of the

Time" and "Shooting Star" rank
among the most passionate songs

he has ever written. The album
was confident, coherent, and
proved Dylan could compete with

yet another generation of rnusi

cians that ne himself had influ-

enced.

Have a nice SPRING BREAK'
from:

The Collegian Arts & Living Staff
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Collegian Classifieds
APARTMENT FOR RENT EMPLOYMENT

University ofMassachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

(scaliest 4 ase'reewv? ketk apt. on

bus Una Beginning 6/1/97 Ctll 753-6301

4 info

AUTO FOR SALE

IW fare
1

Etcwt 5 speed A/C. 11*.
runs well $1900 «BA) 533 8413

EMPLOYMENT
AUSTRALIA EMPLOYMENT Student

iota, teacher*, professional, sum tieoes

Woctmg/idvantiKe holt 18.. M/f . sin

gie/mamad. Detailed legal employment

end trevel «atnjctmn« (7081725-0311

Leeel AuiMMU Wanted- Fell tM7
lateraahiee with the Student Legal

Services Office, get hands-on experience

m the Legal field— work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experience m
the legal profatswn necessary— training

provided Stop by the office today and

pick up ap application 922 Campus
Center

Levies, retaeasikle. eae-sataker to

care for 2 year old infant sons in South

HerJey home References required i 536-

1898

Seamier Jeka- Martke'e Viaayard
Island Food Products is now accepting

applications for warehouse/delivery pop

lions Housing available for exceptional

candidates Interviews will be held in

Amherst on Wednesday. March 19 For

more mfo or application. Contact Brian C

Smith. IFP. Bon 4068. Vineyard Haven. MA
0256815061633-2030

Craiaa liaaa Hiriag Earn up to

S2000«/month plus tree world travel

(Europe Caribbean, etc I No experience,

necessary (919)918-7767 est C180
IMember. Better Business Bureau CARE

Program)

r starting I

program Perfect tor students Earn axel

lent (US widiout altering your schedule

No investment, commitment Voice

141318638989 E-Mail

BeelwelOHaaolcoa

Teckaical t«afan/ISP Looking for a

great pan tern job' We are a local, pro-

gressive, internet service provider that is

looking for Quality. Energetic and

Reliable persons to |om our team
Requirements eipenence in Windows

95 Windows 3 1. Mac. Dialup

Networking and IC HP Can our ft hot

line today* (413)587 4333 or e-mail

jobeOcrocker com

I Earn up to $3000

JrXXXKInonth m fishenes. parks, resorts,

airfare. toad/lao>ng i Get all the options

Call (919BH-7767 art A180

Drivers Waatad Apply at Pmnochio's

between 2 00pm and 5 00pm No phone

cafe

NATIONAL PANIC EMPLOYMENT
Work m America's Naoonal Parks. Forests

and Wildlife Preserves Our materials

uncover rewarding opportunities m the

outdoors Cad (706871 3E24 art N50018

(We are a research and pabHahmg compa-

S!

elckertewra Racraatiaa Deet
Seeking swim coaches (May-July)

Eipanenca preferred M-F. EOE. ADA Call

Baft. Day (413B734419 Night (413)967

4851

EMPl OYMfcNT
Natieaal Parka Miriag Plus Forest.

Beach Resorts. Ranches. Rafting

Companies Up to $12/hour Nationwide

Openings Call (91918187767 art R180

Part Time teles Haas Waatad 'lead

the way into the 21st Century' with our

copyright 'Slogan' sweatshirt Be your

own boas and earn eitra money fast

Send tor details at The 21st Century

Group. 332 Bleacker St 040 NYC. NY
10014

Craiaa and Lead Tear fcmplovmant work

m exotic locations Meet fun people and

get paid! For industry information, call

Cruise Employment Services (8001276

4948 ert C50017 (We are a Research

and Publishing Co

)

FOR RENT
Case Cad group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

1508(4776000

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
MAPPYBWTHDAYIIANI

INSTRUCTION
OM/NMAT
30 hours. $395

American Academy

1 800-808-Prap

(please leave you name and number
I

PERSONALS

Clue tb I like Greek man.

and my boyfriend is one of them

LMt Your Big Sis

Cell Use 546-/U11

MUSICIANS

FOR SALE
r Jackal Black Classic Bear Style

Jacket Mane Sue XL "Wileon's' Leafier

Thmsufat* CaH 54*6 733

Necklace- Silver wiih green beads
it s heavy Call Claire to identity 772-5064

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Aeran,

Happy ISth lirtMeyl I

hope this it one of the happiest 1 Hey

maybe since it s your birthday, la let you

play DIABLO, rajah' I love You' Amel

I WANTED
Puna/Ska Band 25 Uara needs a drummer

now' Wa have practice space and demo
and gigs upcoming Call Dave and Ryan

685-9112

MISCELLANEOUS
Pledges' aad dida'i like NT Start your

own Fraternity' Vela Beta Tau is looking

for man to start a new chapter It you are

evamtted m academe success a chance

to network and an opportunity to make
mends m a non-pledging brotherhood, e

mail 7BTc»BTNetionel org Or call Brett

Hrback at (317I334-18B8

SEEKING rasANCIAl AWT Gat the sys

tern to help find (REE MONEY FOR COL

LEGE' Detailed profiles on 700.000* indi

vidual rewards from private and public

sectors Call Student Financial Services

1800)472 9575 ait F50017 (We are a

r**a*eoh and radatatang contrjany)

B HONDA ACCONO This baby s HOT "

Alloy Rims. Rear Spoiler. £350 Sony
System, Fog lamps new eihaust and bat

tary It s obviously wall taken care of Bag

* for $4000 CaH fvMe at (546 51971

High in the sky is where I

reside m my family you will be filled with

PMOE'Guesswho"

Phi love. Your Beg Sis

ROOMATE WANTED
Leekiae, far female to share an apart

mem wi*i starling Fall 37 Call Nadu 543

Female la akara large bedroom in

Putflon Available ASAP $197 50/monti

Call 549-4757 or 666-7067

Two 21 year aid male* looking for 2

females to live off campus with for the

upcoming school year Call Josh or Scott

F at 5437178

SERVICES

Resemet: Written. Proofed. Printed

r\*ahad.Aftadafy<Padujgm 5437042

TRAVEL
Party Weekend la Varment April 4 6.

only $99' Includes condo. lift ticket

Contact UMass Ski Chib 545-3437

Parry la Varment Fer Spring Break

Only $139 Over 15 colleges attending

Free leam to Ski/Snowboard Add $100

for 5-Day Lift Ticket Contact UMass Ski

Club 54^3437

Party Weekend April 11 13,

2 raghis lodging and round Dip bus $115

Call UMassJkiClub 545-3437

Fart Lauderdale area. Fl March 8 15.

studio. $650/week (413)786-7133 Partial

kitchen

Kithngtea Cheap Spring Break $239

for 5 rsofm/S days skiing Call UMass Ski

Club 545-3437

WANTED
Leekiag tar used UMass Alumni

Directory Mark 1413)7464635

I katpT Call ftnnngfrt of

Amherst area tor tree testing and assis-

tance 5431906

MTtNNATrVi SPMNO MKAK t •plore

Nature/Salt 5 Days Music Dance Sports

Meditation Vegetarian Meals Missouri

Oisrks $155 Renaissance Universal

(800096-2387

Calicgiari Classifieds wishes you

a great and safe

Spring Break !!

Personals Policy Rates
I All penonah MUST be proofread by CoUtftn cm*

wind employ*** bairn payment and acceptance of

1 Ian nam MAY NOT be used m pmoneh ONLY
erst namn and >nmaii are allowed The only eww>
aont are lor bmtidey or congraeulaaom personal!. «i

which caw eV lull name may be used.
I Hlon* numbm are not allowed in ppnoruh NO

fXCIPTONS
• Addrruei tn not ailow«d m pmonafc. dm meant

t Protmny may sol b* utrd m penonah.
r The personaa lacaan it for penonah only. The per

loneh wceon may NOT be uted » icll ittcm. teak
roommates, adverate rseeeeeji. etc.

a All personal* mutt have die name, tnjruru'e and
UMatt ID number of rhe isjdeni placing die at

Mlett in on est maaraon order Non-tkidcnn muii
promda a vand drlvaVt hcinw and die weenie num
bar mutt be recorded on #» mwraon order. Use of

I » Subject »

»»vj<val« of a duaetening or denutory naaur are

not acceptable. Penonah of a vmdVave or Mbrloui
nature are not acceptable Pertonali may no* be
ueed tor aV purpose of harai

he faaVanan rwarvei die nehi » refute o> lo edii

any pmonal due don nor meet die CoMef>an > stan-

dards in eccordtnee wiih the tiaiulet ol the
Commomvaehh or MattactHiteea.

Students

20tf per word/day

All others

40tf per word/day

$2.00
min./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly We are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type

Standard Headings
acttvttks

APANTTelENT FON RENT
AUTO FON SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPtOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAP*»Y BaHTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

FRIDAY. MARCH 14

Lecture — lames A. Simmons,
from Brown University psychology
department, will speak on 'Dynamics
of Perception by Acoustic Images in

Echolocating Bats." in Morrill
Science Center II. room 319 at 4
p.m. Part of the UMass Neuroscience

and Behavior Program Seminars.

SATURDAY. MARCH 15

Comedy — The UMass Comedy
Troupe will hold an improv comedy
show, Mission Improvable, at 8 p.m.

in the Campus Center basement at 8
p.m. Free.

NOTICES

Elections — Elections for Student

Government President. Trustee and
local area government positions have
been rescheduled to March 26 and
27 due to the student takeover of

Goodell last week. Polling locations

to be announced -

Meeting — Common Ground will

be holding support and advocacy
meetings for low-income students
and allies every Tuesday in the
Campus Center (room to be
announced) from noon-2 p.m. For
more information, contact Mary
Sutherland at (413) 323-9725 or
leave a message in our box in the

GEO office, basement of the Student

Union.

Athletics — UMass Women's Crew

is looking for women 5'5" or less to

cox. No experience necessary. To join

their winning team, call 545-9484.
Writing submissions —

mOthertongue, a multinational jour-

nal published by the comparative lit-

erature department is seeking sub-

missions for its spring 1997 publica-

tion. Now accepting poetry, prose,

lyrics and one-acts in languages other

than English as well as artwork and
photos from abroad. Please include

an English translation as well to

Department of Comparative Lit., 303
South College, UMass.
Band wanted — Amnesty

International is looking for a Jazz

Band to play for its upcoming
fundraiser this spring. If interested,

call the Amnesty office at 549-1925
or Babz at 546-3105 as soon as pos-

sible

Meeting — The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organization for

undergraduate and graduate students

with disabilities on campus. Everyone
is welcome. Meetings are Thursday
nights from 6-7 p.m. in Campus
Center. Please bring your thoughts

and concerns to the meeting. For
more information, contact Susan
Pilner at 545-0892 or Kregg
Strehom at 545-4602.

Final exams — The spring 1997
Final Examination schedule will be

available beginning March 1 3. Copies

will be delivered to students in the

residence halls, and will be available

to off-campus students in the

Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore).

The schedule will also be available on
the World Wide Web beginning
March 3 at http://www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Support group — REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support
program is offering two support
groups this semester: A grief support

group for those who have experi-

enced the death of someone close to

them; and an illness group for those

currently coping with the serious ill-

ness of a loved one. If you or some-
one you know is interested, please

call us at 577-5316 for more infor-

mal ion.

Health services — Confused, afraid

or just curious? Do you have ques-

tions about sex, STDs. alcohol,
drugs, eating disorders. HIV/AIDS,
stress management or quitting smok-
ing or chewing tobacco? Don't know
who to ask? Call the Peer Health
Connections phoncline at UMass at

577- 5168. Trained students will

anonymously answer your questions

and tell you where to go for more
help.

Commencement Housing — A lim-

ited number of residence hall rooms
will be available or the relatives and
friends of graduating UMass students

for the night of Saturday. May 24.

Commencement Housing applica-

tions are available at the University

Conference Service Office. 918
Campus Center. To guarantee a

reservation, completed forms with
full payment must be returned to

University Conference Services by

May I . There will be no on-site
reservations.

Internships — Internships are
available working on Earth Day.
Hunger. Recycling and Clean Air.

Call Melanie at MassPirg. 545-0199
or stop by the office at 423-A
Student Union Building

Elections — Elections for Student

Government President. Trustee and
local area government positions have
been rescheduled to March 26 and
27 due to the student takeover of

Goodell last week. Polling locations

to be announced.

-

Meeting — Common Ground will

be holding support and advocacy
meetings for low-income students
and allies every Tuesday in the
Campus Center (room to be
announced) from noon-2 p.m. For
more information, contact Mary
Sutherland at (413) 323-9725 or

leave a message in our box in the

GEO office, basement of the Student

Union.

Athletics — UMass Women's Crew
is looking for women 5'5" or less to

cox. No experience necessary. To join

their winning team, call 545-9484.
Writing submissions —

mOthertongue, a multinational jour-

nal published by the comparative lit-

erature department is seeking sub-

missions for its spring 1997 publica-

tion. Now accepting poetry, prose,

lyrics and one-acts in languages other

than English as well as artwork and
photos from abroad. Please include

an English translation as well to

Department of Comparative Lit.. 303
South College. UMass.
Band wanted — Amnesty

International is looking for a lazz

Band to play for its upcoming
fundraiser this spring. If interested,

call the Amnesty office at 549-1925
or Babz at 546-3105 as soon as pos-

sible.

Meeting — The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organization for

undergraduate and graduate students

with disabilities on campus. Everyone
is welcome. Meetings arc Thursday
nights from 6-7 p.m. in Campus
Center. Please bring your thoughts

and concerns to the meeting. For
more information, contact Susan
Pilner at 545-0892 or Kregg
Strehom at 545-4602.

Final exams — The spring 1997
Final Examination schedule will be
available beginning March 1 3. Copies
will be delivered to students in the

residence halls, and will be available

to off-campus students in the

Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore).
The schedule will also be available on
the World Wide Web beginning
March 3 at http://www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Support group — REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support
program is offering two support
groups this semester: A grief support

group for those who have experi-

enced the death of someone close to

them; and an illness group for those

currently coping with the serious ill-

ness of a loved one. If you or some-

FYo are putjfcc service announcernents pnmrd
dairy To Submit an FYI. please send a press

release containing all peronent information.
»* lurjng trie name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Manacang Iditor by noon dw previous day

one you know is interested, please

call us at 577-5316 for more infor-

mation.

Health services — Confused, afraid

or just curious? Do you have questions

about sex. STDs. alcohol, drugs, eating

disorders. HIV/AIDS, stress manage-
ment or quitting smoking or chewing

tobacco Don't know who to ask? Call

the Peer Health Connections phoncline

at UMass at 577- 5168. Trained stu-

dents will anonymously answer your
questions and tell you where to go for

more help.

Commencement Housing — A lim-

ited number of residence hall rooms
will be available or the relatives and
friends of graduating UMass students

for the night of Saturday, May 24.

Commencement Housing applica-

tions are available at the University

Conference Service Office, 918
Campus Center. To guarantee a

reservation, completed forms wiih
full payment must be returned to

University Conference Services by
May I. There will be no on-sile
reservations.

Internships — Internships are avail-

able working on Earth Day. Hunger.
Recycling and Clean Air. Call Melanie

at MassPirg. 545-0199 or stop by the

office at 423-A Student Union
Building.

£
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Frompy the Clown By Judd Winick
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Speedy By Todd Hartzler
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III Call 545-2626 for more information.

Franklin Worcester

LUNCH
RED SCROD
BLUE SCROD

ORANGE SCROD
BLACK SCROD

DINNER
BIG SCROD

SMALL SCROD
TALL SCROD
SHORT SCROD

LUNCH
IRON SCROD

COPPER SCROD
TIN SCROD
LEAD SCROD

DINNER
1 SCROD
2 SCROD
3 SCROD
4 SCROD

Hampshire Berkshire

LUNCH
PUNK SCROD

CLASSICAL SCROD
R & B SCROD
SKA SCROD

DINNER
HONDA SCROD
MAZDA SCROD
CHEVY SCROD
FORD SCROD

LUNCH
POP ART SCROD
BAUHAUS SCROD
AB EX SCROD
CUBIST SCROD

DINNER
CD SCROD
TAPE SCROD

8-TRACK SCROD
VINAL SCROD

BfiNO * STvjrifur «r
CollEfcE rr\tr\us LEP#.H ** &
TO BE TltA.FTy. HIM Pa\E
Some r.rs on tot*) -to

SAVE

[By

Vf l«V)MEy ON Nt>l KLtfWf <
By HftrJtHf. USID 0»afi fXfT TO CRY.

ValMEN THtyftl CtMUCkf
1, mmi uttykt bo»jf

-rr*n5-

TNSTt:A^ OT SuiiSJ AHfT^y (CAjiff

Boy uvs farpfMiwt Sftiy^T.QN
ARfrrY kAj.rF

*

. Ifupny TRoft-.c
V- |Tnm wttt us;«t

JBaacm-.n Bmei»«NT

who owm
ii» sn«.Nc, aPEnk
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ARIES
March 21 -April 20
Aa you approach a derision try to

MCnorr outatde mierfrTence A rlear

hrad wlB potnt you In thr rVfhi

dtrrruon An rxploafvr altuatlon

heala up—u*tnt{ tart may for ynur

onrv hopr for resolution

TAURUS
April 21-laHy 21
Beat the heat with an outdoor

artMty. A Hah Inaajht al work

pmwnta btsrnotrt he you and
your roBcaajun When a fnrnrl

approarhrs you tor advtrr.

ronatdrr carrfulK hrtore you

speak Doubtr mrantn*> may
you thlallmr

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Sprrnltrui rxtra tlmr with a family

mrmhrr mrans rncreasrd

rlosrnrs* and in ifwed Irtsurhi

A trnsr sltiiatlon al work may
woreen Try to rrajaln prrsprrtivr

at homr away Imm thr politic*

SCORPIO
October 24-Norember 22
A ilomrstR dispute thai you

Ihmurht was morvrd may still for

s*J*atajrttng beneath the euriacr

Make the esttra rflbrt to ask
another how they fret, and you II

reap thr bmrftts In the form of

ecMMfwIII and decreased tension

GEMINI
May 22 June 21
A < hcrrful rompanton Is in need

of support this week as a difficult

Ume reaches Its peak. If you fed

taken for granted consider all of

the demands on that person's rimr

and attention before volclne, your

complaint

CANCER
June 22-Jniy 22
A ureal opportunity approaches

from an unexpected direction Use

a light touch In breaklna, some
news to superiors at work—your
tact wID eam you extra respect

snd Influence

LEO
July 23-Atiftut 23
If ft seems like there are i million

things to do. Just try lo get I In-

most Important ones done

Perseveiam e pays off eventiullv

Curb a tendency to worry by

focusing on the positive aspects

of a situation

VTROO
Aufttat 24-September 22
Hi s good tlmr for reviewing all

of your options, rather than for

making large decisions and
commitments Make a small

healthy change rather than a

sweeping lifestyle allenillnn

21
A fragile mate or lontuejtluii fa In

need of extra TLC this week. Do
not aBow profi ealunal and personal

commitments to Urteitere with your

relationships This could be an

unusually Important lime In your

We

CAPRICORN
December 22 January 20
A successful event has you Thing

high aa the week begins, but

Knvsr* sn ***ninsl V-i'town

Plunge Into work to keep occupied

hut rely on a r lose companion to

ease the quiet dismay you feel

AQUARIUS
January 21-Febru»ry 18
A special treat for the one you love

the moat pays dMdends lor both of

vnu TheyII feel renewed and
apprertatIve of your thoughtfotnrss

and youll know you were a source

of support

PISCES
February 19-March 20
If an older person Is cranky, allow

rntr;i lime lo listen lo what's really

bothering them You may have the

power to sotvr their problem. An
Innuendo may Indicate cause for

followup—lis s good week for

rtmwnce"

For Entertainment Purpose* Only

Close to Homo By John McPherson

Whoa! Up 14 pounds since November!
What d you do? Get a job at a doughnut shop?!"

Quote of the Day

,£ 4 -What's on the menu for

tonight, sir?

-Ann! Your favorite dish!

))
Mark Renton

and Mother Superior

from "Trainspotting"

\ J
- 3- 4 '

1

7 B
-

' a TT— T5—n
14 " ,.

17 ,. ,.

20 21 H
23 " 25

26 27 28 29 " 31 ^MMBI
>. 33 34

1
36 37 36 39

40 41 1 43

44

1
46 1

844 49 t 51

53 54 55 " 57 IttHM
58

1

z
60 61 62 63 64

"

1

-

"
:71 " -

ACROSS
1. Abns

•. Frond source

10. »4y Dinner Atotb

14. Car mat no ore

wants

15. -Nasiy fsaetate

16. Anant (2 tads

)

17. Ta* a minukj

(2 woe.)

11. Stouts

19. -The Man"

20. Like Hook and crew

22. Joarae s portrayer on

"Happy Days
-

23. Be famaw with

24. Ivtispetad and

rnratyped words

26. Contract term

30. Novelist Morante

32. Pack's partner

33. Taunted

35 Narta

40. Certifies

42. Like an unopened

Band-Aid

44. Delia or Pee Wee
46. Be beaten

47. Persian poet

4s. Thanks (2 wde.)

50. Hat or Canal

52

56

SI.

66.

66
67.

70.

71.

72.

73.

Seating, section

Author ot Poor

Relations

You can't tan the

players without them

Put in the man
Large volume

Run behind

Pat*4a locale

The Blackboard

Jungle author Hunter
• *»• (2 teds.)

Scotland, tor one

M Descartes

Keyed

12. It rmght tie recessive

13. Kind of nnse

21. Not active

25. Level

26. Blacken the outside

27. Ancient gugar

26. Fatten the poker pot

29. LKahaffaetas

31. Subtracter s word

34. Norway s capital

36. Do a laundry chore
3"* City »i Peru

3u Kind of chosvder

39. Zeus staler

41. Whiskered circus

DOWN
1. Tito, eg
2. Partial prefix

3. Painter Nolde

4. Barbie or Ken. e g
5. Craxapa

6. Rubsrajtam's

'^St'lJmen ,

7. PeKTrslted

8. Place

9. Disorders

10. More prudent

11. Within prefix

43. Cheyenne abode

46. Osman's arnpae

49. Dtrector Rtohard

51. _. Ocean
52. Annoying

53. Verdugo of turns

54. Luncheonette

55. Obsolete

57. Dunne or Worth

60. Shoreline recess

61. Singer Guthne

62. Sortie

63. Netherlands sight

64. Go-devil

Leold

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle

( leolds>|avanet com

)

by Refer anal Sateen Salleem cim

/ know you've heard this

before, but I hove had such bad

luck with girls I'm about ready to

give up.

Maybe I'll go out with a

Cocker Spaniel....

I don't mean go out to the

movies or dinner...

I mean maybe well go for

walks in the park, or play catch,

... try on leashes....

together.

We have some things in

common, ...we both need

leashes.
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UMass to face Louisville in first round of NCAA Tournament

The Massachusetts
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By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

It is a whole new season for the

Massachusetts men's basketball
team. Once the name UMass had
(.nine onto the television screen dur-

ing Sunday night's NCAA
Tournament selection show, every

one of the No. I 1 East seeded
Minutemen felt the relief of not only

receiving a berth to the tourney, but

also of having the chance to almost

start over.

"We're starting 0-0 right now. and
that';- whjt we needed." guard
Charlton Clarke
said of getting a

fresh start in the

toutn.imcnt \\ (

need a 0-0 start

and we ha\c it It'-.

like new life has
been pumped into us."

Clarke is not the only team mem
ber to feel that way.

"The team has a new life now that

we're in the tournament." Lari
kctnei said.

Though unlike many teams' regular

eark sca.vin riMC being in the touma
ment means the Minutemen will Man
uith a heavy hitter. The one (hey drew
ua- No. to seed Louisville, a team they

will (ace- tonight at 10:10 p.m.

Many are predicting the
Louisville-UMass game to be the
closest of all the b- 1 I games I a--

Vegas oddsmakers have put the
Minutemen as a one-point underdog,
while the other No. 6 seeds rate as

three to four point favorite-

"I feel we can make a lot of noise

in this bracket." Clarke said." But I

keep telling evervone. Louisville is

But"

UM vs. Louisville

NCAA First Round

One of the reasons the line is so
close is that each team features
strong guards. UMass' backcourt
duties are in the hands of Edgar
Padilla, Carmelo Travieso and
Clarke, while the Cardinals rely on
Deluan Wheat and Alvin Sims.

"To win at tournament time, you
have to have good guard play,"
Louisville coach Denny Crum said

"Of course, you have to have good
guard play all the time. Those guards
at UMass don't make many mistakes.

They are obviously outstanding play

ers and they have been to the Final

Four.

"

Louisville's

guards aren't

shabby either.

"They're
really athletic

and their

guards are
\er\. very good." Padilla said.

Wheat is the player to note in the

Louisville backcourt. The senior is

averaging 18.1 points per game, a

figure that leads his team. His aver-

age, the highest a Cardinal player has
had since the 1979-80 season, is one
of the reasons he has become the No.
3 all-time scorer at Louisville with
2.1 ^b points.

It is Travieso who has drawn the

unenviable task of defending the
Cardinal star.

"I've faced him before." Travieso

said. "But it's not going to be me
against him. it's going to be UMass
againsi I ouisvillc."

UMass coach lames "Bruiser" Flint

knows that Wheat is one of the main
reasons lor Louisville's success.

"I think we've gotta contain
Wheat." Flint said. "Wheat makes
those guys all better. When he plays

really well, they play really well."

However. Flint knows Louisville is

not a one-man show, and that

Conference USA Freshman of the

Year Nate Johnson will also have to

be contained in order for the
Minutemen to be successful.

Therefore, Flint has assigned the

6-foot-3 Clarke the duty of guarding

the 6-foot-6 Johnson

"(Clarkel's played guys like that

before," Flint said. "Charlton guard-

ed Rashaan Palmer and he's much
bigger than lohnson He guarded
I Keith | Booth in the Maryland game,
so he's been in match-ups like that

all year."

What Louisville is lacking, though,

is a dominating inside presence.
UMass' paint combo of the
6-foot- 10 Ketner and 6-foot-7
senior Tyrone Weeks can pack a

punch that will be contested by a

pair who both stand 6-foot-7.

Case in point: The Cardinals lead-

ing shot -blocker is forward Damien
Dantzler. who has swatted 29 shots

this season, 50 in his career. UMass'
main block threat is Ketner. who has

turned back 72 shots this season (the

only one of his career so far). By
comparison, Inus Norville has 26
blocks.

"We're going to be working on
lour inside game] all week." Crum
said. "We need more production out

of our front line. They have to at

least hold their own. That has been
our weakness all year long."

Either way. everyone on the
UMass squad now knows how
important this "new" season is.

"That's what they say the tourna-

ment is for, it's a new season,"
UMass forward \center Ajmal Basit

said.

Men's lax set to battle No.5 VA;
look to push winning streak to 3
By Casey Kane
CoMegKjn Staff

With a pair of tune-ups already

behind them, when the
Massachusetts men's lacrosse team
takes the field tomorrow, it will be

showtime

For the No. 14 Minulemen (2-0).

showtime means a

330 p.m. tilt with No
5 Virginia in

Charlottesville, a task

MENS'S LACROSSE VS

that UMass has strug

gfod with in years past

The Cavalier* have dominated the

all-time series. 5-0.

But the majority of those wm>
have come early in the season.
Virginia, playing in the South,
doesn't have to face snow or other

weather-related problems, while in

many of those early games, the bulk

either asphalt of the rickety hard-

wood of Boyden Gym.
This year is different however.

Coach Greg Cannella brings a tal-

ented veteran-led squad that has
two games under its belt already.

Virginia hasn't exactly sprinted out

of the gate cither The Cavs have
had to battle top-ranked Princeton

and perennial-power

Syracuse both on the

road and came away
with losses in both
games. Their lone
victory came against

Michigan State at home.

Coach Dom Starsia's troops fin-

ished just a goal away from earning

themselves a National
Championship a year ago and their

talented level hasn't fallen much
They return a pair frightening offen-

sive weapons. Senior attackmen

VIRGINIA

of UMass' preparation had come on Michael Watson (56 goals. 50

assists — 86 points) and Doug
Knight (49g. 26a —75) make up
one of the nation's top scoring
tandems.

The Minutemen aren't likely to be
intimidated though. The defensive

unit featuring veterans Harold
Drumm. Greg MacDonald. Adam
Waxcr. Todd Sokolowski and
emerging freshman Eric Sopracassa
have all played well in the early

going in front of junior goaltender

l<>hn Kasselakis.

\ irginia's defense is no slouch
either. UMass star atttacker Brendan
Glass will likely become well
acquainted with UVA's Tommy
Smith this weekend, as the 1996
First-team All-Amerkan will likely

shadow Glass).

To have any hope for success
against the vaunted Cavs, UMass

Torn to LACROSSE rx>ge 3

Tricky

or treat?

HXKrTM IOI ISV1I I I MIOMRI
De|uan Wheat and the Cardinals are the first round opponents of UMass tonight in the Pittsburgh Civic

Center.

UMass to spend break in Florida
By Luke Meredith
Collegian Staff

Like many college students, the

Massachusetts baseball team is

spending its spring break in

Florida. But unlike the denizens of

kids ready to spend the week party-

ing.. UMass has work to do.

The Minutemen ( 1-2) head down
to Ft. Myers. Florida today, where
they will play seven games during
the next week. UMass will face
Rider in a four game series, fol-

lowed by single games against Pace.

Canisuis and Bucknell.

The Minutemen opened the sea-

son last weekend in Virginia, where

UM to battle Crimson
in womens lax opener
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Winter might still have its grip on
the Pioneer Valley, but for the
Massachusetts women's lai

team, spring has already started
Thankfully for the Minutewomen.
their season opener versus Harvard
(1-0) will not be at home on
snow-covered Totman Field, but
Ohiri Field in Cambridge il p.m.).

Yilt, Mother Nature will still have to

be contended with, and as all of you
native New Englander's know
already, she can be as harsh and as a

stodgy as an old school teacher with
a ruler ready for your outstretched
hand.

But. it will be
UMass looking to

WOMENS LACROSSE VS

learn from the I

already taught this

year by coach
Francesca McClellan. and also U*t
weekend's scrimmages at William
and Man against some of the best in

the country. The last two seasons
have been as hard as 400 level

Honors classes for the
Minutewomen. going 7-20 in that
lime, while facing a schedule filled

with the top teams of the regional
and national lacrosse scene.

For McClellan. she is enthusiastic

about this year's squad, and for good
reason, because she finally has a good
mix of players to work with. After a

tumultuous 1995-96 campaign, with

the loss of some of her top young
prospects to personal and academic
concerns, the coach has senior lead-

ership, youth and bench depth at her

disposal.

"It's really the first time that we've
had both (experience and youth j. and
I think it's a really good formula for

success, certainly for progress."

Harvard

McClellan said.

"With leadership, we've got the

three Ridley kids (captains Erica
Bryan. Michele Warrington and
Kristen Hocker] who just continue to

improve, and Stephanie Walsh has
come back and really stepped up her

leadership I

"So. with that leadership, and len

Bowen as our third captain in that

I
junior | class with Amy Leder and

len Herker. the two classes have been
showing a lot of the right attitude,

and showing the right standard work
ethic-wise."

The return of Laura Korutz on
attack, who shared top scorer honors
last season with Walsh

(20g-8a-28pts). and
Melissa Anderson and
Paige Skiba in the mid-

field boosts the sopho-

more class. A large

freshman class, high-

lighted by midfielder Stephanie
Pavlick and defender Sara MacNabb.
ha- challenged the upperclassmen in

practice, and will get the time on the

plaving field this season as well.

"Then, we have the youngsters,
and 12 out of our 23 players are
freshmen, with a lot of ability and a

lot of smarts," McClellan said. "I

think we have a real smart team on
the whole, and it shows.

"You watch us play and the pass-

ing and the ball movement is beauti-

ful. We're creating opportunities to
score, and a lot of positive things are

happening."

This Saturday's opponent for
UMass has a history with the team in

more ways than one. Not only have
the team's been playing one another
since 1979. but Harvard is also (he

alma mater of McClellan during her
,

own lacrosse days.

Turn to WOMENS LAX. page 3

UM looks to rebound;

head to Seminole Invite

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

For the fourth consecutive
season, the Massachusetts
women's softball team takes its

act south this weekend to
Tallahassee, Florida to run with
the big dogs at the Lady
Seminole Invitational.

Of the 24 schools in atten
dance, there are five national-

ly- ranked teams, three of
which will square up against
the Minutewomen in pool play.

On Friday, UMass (5-8)
opens up with No. 20
Louisiana Tech at

I p.m. The Lady
Techsters have
jumped out to a

19-9 record
behind the arms of

standout pitchers Paige
England and Rebekah
Kilpatrick who boast dominat-
ing 1.01 and 1.02 ERA's,
respectively.

The road doesn't get any eas-

ier for the Minutewomen at 7

p.m.. when they mix it up with
No. 16 Michigan State. The
Spartans (18-4) are led by
freshman phenom Margaret
Hollis whose .373 batting aver-

age is tops on the team.
Friday night at 9 p.m..

UMass closes out their day
against a weak Furman squad
who has mustered only 3 wins
in 15 attempts so far this sea-

son.

The Minutewomen's stiffest

challenge comes Saturday after-

noon at 1 p.m. when they lock

SOFTBALL VS.

horns with No. 14 South
Florida. The Bulls (19-5) have
had little trouble with their
schedule, dropping only 5

games, all at the hands of Top
25 teams. South Florida is led

by sophomore Monica Triner's

.448 batting average.

The Panthers of Northern
Iowa round out the
Minutewomen's pool play
Saturday when the two schools
hook up at 5 p.m. In limited
action. Northern Iowa (3-3)
has received strong play from
junior Amber Sampson who
owns a .526 batting average.

Despite their
deceiving 3-8
record. the
Minutewomen
know they can
contend with every

team in the tournament. Three
of UMass' losses were by one
run. including decisions to No.
3 ranked Fresno State and No.
6 ranked South Carolina. The
Minutewomen also fell to No.
13 Southwestern Louisiana. In

fact. UMass' dreadful early sea-

son schedule is recognized by

the RPI poll who ranks them as

high as No. 13.

"It's difficult We go out on
the road three times in the
early season before we know
who we are and what we are."

coach Elaine Sortino said.
"And we play a very difficult

schedule. Last year our softball

schedule was 13th in the nation

according to the RPI, and I

have a feeling that this year's
will be higher."

they dropped two of three games to

lames Madison. Massachusetts and
IMU split a doubleheader on
Saturday, but the Minutemen lost

the rubber game on Sunday 6-5.

"It was a positive trip in a lot o!

ways." UMass coach Mike Stone
said. "But we're dis-

appointed, because
we feel we should
have won all three
games. We hit well,

and we played great

defense."

Massachusetts has gotten a lot of

support from people that they had
hoped they could count on in the

first three games, (unior second
baseman Muchie Dagliere. the
Minuteman's leading hitter from
last year, went 4-8 in last week-
end's series with the Dukes, includ-

ing a double and a home run in the

season opening doubleheader.

Senior shortstop Brad Gorrie.
who hit .359 with 36 RBIs and 33
steals in 1996. had three hits, three

RBIs and scored five runs last

weekend.
But there have been some -ur

prises from the first weekend con-

cerning a few transfer students.
Aaron Braunstein. a sophomore
from University of South Florida,

went 5-9 with a home run. double

Baseball vs.

Pace, Rider

and four RBIs at f NIL fellow USF
transfer Matt Wolcott. from
Andover. Parted two games behind
the plate last weekend.
The focus for next week for

UMass will be to rack up a few
wins and get some momentum

going for the home
opener, which will be
WeJncsdav. March 26
against Holy Cross.
But according to

Coach Stone, next
week's opponents arc no pushovers.

"All the teams we're going to

play are good, solid teams." Stone
said "It's good competition for us,

(and | we have to be concerned with
how we play*.

The Minutemen do not have
much experience against next
week's opponents UMass is 3-0
all-time against Pace. 2-0 against
Bucknell. 1-1 versus Rider and they

have never faced Canisius

The warm weather will be a wel-

come sight to the Minutemen.
UMass will play all its games at

Fern Park, the former spring train-

ing facility of the Kansas City
Royals.

Last year. Massachusetts went
5-1 on their annual spring trip,

with wins over Bucknell (twice).
Millersville and Niagra.

Trip-hop king
Tricky is back with
new LP
Pre-Millennium
Tens/on. Check out
our review (see Arts

Gt Living, page 6).

Will it be

one more year?

Tyrone Weeks had
16 points and 1

1

rebounds in UMass
loss to Louisville last

week. The senior

could return for

one more year with

the team(see
Sports, page 1 2).

WORLD

Pakistan sends home
30 Indian children

KARACHI, Pakistan (AP) —
Pakistan plans to send home 38
Indian children who have been
detained for more than two years for

allegedly fishing in Pakistani-con-

trolled waters off the southern port

of Karachi

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif

ordered them released as a goodwill

gesture before India and Pakistan —
often hostile neighbors — hold their

first talks in more than three years

this week.

The children, ranging in age from
11 to 13 old, have been living in a

shelter in Karachi since their arrests in

early 1995 They were never charged
with any crime or put on trial.

"The boys are so happy... finally

they will go home," said Abdul
Saddar Edhi. the founder of Pakistan's

only privately run emergency relief

organization Throughout the night

they didn't sleep They were too busy

celebrating
"

Authorities turned the boys over to

Edhi shortly after their arrests and
ordered them detained in a shelter

for homeless children

India and Pakistan have not held

talks in more than thraa years Since

announcing the fresh round of diplo-

matic talks, both countries have
made conciliatory gestures.

NATION

Private investment in

poor countries soars

WASHINGTON (AP) — Private for-

eign investment in developing coun-

tries surged at a record rate last year,

but official aid from governments
declined sharply, the World Bank said

yesterday.

"The growth of private capital flows

•hould continue (in 1997), as more
developing countries improve (eco-

nomic) management and open their

markets to competition ...The stakes

become higher for those countries that

fail to undertake these reforms," lames

Slight/, the bank's chief economist.

said

He said private capital flows would
be unaffected if the federal Reserve

Board decides this week to raise interest

rates in the U.S. economy, because
rates are likely to remain unchanged in

Europe, where unemployment is high

and economic growth slow

Stiglitz, former head of President

Clinton's Council on Economic Advisers,

was commenting on a report from the

World Bank that said private investment

jumped $60 billion in poor countries

last year to a record 1244 billion

Much of the private investment capi-

tal is going to building the infrastruc-

tures of the recipient countries, particu-

larly in communications, the report

said.

Investment in China rose by S 7 bil-

lion to $42 billion, the report said.

Significant advances aho occurred etae-

where in Asia, notably in Indonesia and
Thailand, and in Brazil and Argentina in

Latin America
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Library shelves will be filled

in seven years, says director
By Tomer Carroll

Collegian Stair

The shelves of the colossal WEB. Du Bois Library

at the University of Massachusetts will reach full

capacity by 2004, according to recent studies.

An interim report by the Research Library Council

presented at the March 6 Faculty Senate meeting stat-

ed the stacks will be 85 percent full in just seven years.

Newly appointed Library Director Margo Crist com-
mented on the problem and offered some possible

solutions in an interview.

"We are in trouble," Crist said. "There have been
some preliminary studies done, and we will be talking

it over in the next months. We really need to have res-

olution in the next two years."

One solution would be a remote storage facility,

where less-used materials could be kept and retrieved

when requested.

"Certainly some libraries have solved this problem
with remote storage areas for less accessed material,"

Crist said.

Crist said that materials for remote storage would be

selected by circulation record and publication date,

depending on the discipline.

"They will still be easy to get." Crist said. "Within 24

hours, they could be delivered back and charged out.

Delivery time is certainly important."

The storage facility could be located either on cam-
pus or nearby. One possibility would be a shared Five

College building.

"That way UMass doesn't have to pay the whole
cost," Crist said.

Another partial solution to lack of shelf space is

on-line access to journals and other resources.

"Technology should help us here," Crist said.

The journal Storage Project (j-Store) is an example
of recent undertakings to provide on-line access to

journals and other research materials.

J-Store is currently digitizing 100 academic journals

from their original publication to their most recent

issues. The American Historical Rei'iew, The Journal of
Politics, The /ournal of Applied Econometrics and The
Annals of Mathematics are some of the titles selected

for digitization by (-Store.

"We hope to make the decision on subscribing [to

J-Store] this spring," Crist said. If UMass decides to

subscribe, the journals would be available as early as

fall 1997.

Increasing sophistication in technological resources

will necessitate training for students, faculty and staff.

Crist said this will be an important consideration of the

library staff, and pointed to a new tutorial available in

the reference floor as an example of what is possible.

The new tutorial was designed to help undergradu-

ates leam to use the library. It is accessible on a dedi-

Turn to LIBRARY, page 2

By the year 2004, the stacks at the WEB. Du Bois Library will be filled to capacity.
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Chinese market boom spurs

U.S. lobbyists to vie for favor
By Jim Drinkord

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The investiga-

tion into whether China tried to buy

influence in Washington has over-

shadowed Beijing's most effective

lobbying force: U.S. businesses eager

to tap the world's largest market.

Corporate America has hired lob-

byists to urge favorable trade status

for Beijing, underwritten trade mis-

sions and fact-finding trips for U.S.

officials and enlisted the help of for-

mer diplomats, even a former presi-

dent, to open doors.

Trade and foreign policy profes-

sionals say China fares best when it

stays in the background and lets

American businesses take the lead in

promoting their mutual interests.

"I wish they'd stay the hell out of

It," said (ohn Motley, lobbyist for the

National Retail Federation. "They are

their own worst enemy, from
Tiananmen Square to Taiwan to this

ham-handed attempt to try and do
something in the American political

arena."

In lobbying reports for 1996, the

issue of renewing China's favored

trade status was among the most fre-

quently mentioned issues for U.S.

corporations — which spend hun-

dreds of millions of dollars a year try

ing to influence policy in the nation's

capital. Another issue important to

China, admission to the World Trade

Organization, also is a priority for

U.S. firms.

The company with the most at

stake, and the leader in keeping trade

channels open, is aircraft maker
Boeing. Company officials are travel-

ing to China this week with Sen.
Patty Murray, D-Wash. Vice
President Al Gore, there on a sepa-'

rate mission, expert* to sign a $1 bil-

lion deal for China to buy Boeing
777s.

"Almost every major company in

the United States has an interest in

China now," said Greg Mastel of the

Economic Strategy Institute, a

Washington research group.

Yesterday, a former Clinton admin-
istration economist said it's easy to

understand the rush to China. "China
is in fact our most rapidly growing
export market, and it is 20 percent of

the world's consumers," Laura
D'Andrea Tyson, former chairwoman
of the National Economic Council,
said on Meet the Press. "If we don't

stay engaged... we are going to lose

over time to other national competi-

tors.

Besides Boeing, the list of major
players includes McDonnell Douglas.

General Motors. Ford and Chrysler;

Procter & Gamble. Amway.
McDonald's and Coca-Cola:
Motorola and AT&T; General
Electric. IBM. Allied Signal. Pfizer.

China also represents a huge
prospect for American wheat, soy-

beans, cotton and com and for finan-

cial services like insurance, banking

and investment.

American companies often enlist

former U S leaders to open Chinese

doors.

Last April, former President Bush

flew to Beijing with Dean O'Hare.

president of the Chubb Group of

Insurance Cos. While there. Bush
introduced O'Hare to Chin's presi-

dent, |iang Zemin, and brought him

to meetings with the China
International Trust and Investment

Corp., the government's investment

arm.

Other high-profile former govern-

ment officials whose names carry

weight in China include Henry
Kissinger and Lawrence Eagleburger.

former secretaries of state, and ex-

national security adviser Brent
Scowcroft.

Tokyo trip allows Gore
to address key agenda
By John King

Associated Press

TOKYO — Adding a new dimen-
sion to relationships traditionally

anchored by economic and security

interests, Vice President Al Gore is

trying to bring Japan and China more
into his personal agenda of protecting

the environment.

His discussions on reducing emis-

sions of greenhouse gases offer Gore
an opportunity to put his stamp on
Clinton administration foreign policy

with issues that have brought him a

mix of praise and scorn back home.
In Tokyo on Monday, Gore was

proposing that the United States and

Japan take the lead in persuading
industrial countries to significantly

reduce levels of carbon monoxide and
other greenhouse gases released into

the atmosphere. Aides said Gore
hopes the agreement can be complet-

ed in time for a global environmental

conference in Kyoto, Japan, next
December.

Gore's one-day visit to Tokyo
included dinner with Foreign
Minister Yukihiko Ikeda, a courtesy

call on Japan's emperor and empress
and meetings with Prime Minister

Ryutaro Hashimoto to discuss poli-

cies on China and trade as well as

U.S. leases for military bases in

Okinawa.

"Japan is America's key ally and
closest partner in Asia," Gore said as

he arrived yesterday. "There is no
more important bilateral relationship

in the world than that between the

United States and lapan."

Given the attempts to bring North
and South Korea together for formal

peace talks. Gore said, "this would be

the very worst time" for the United

States to consider shrinking its mili-

tary commitment in the region. That

includes around 40,000 troops in

South Korea as well as Navy, Marine

and Air Force units in Japan. The
environment also is high on Gore's

agenda for four days of talks in

China, during which the vice presi

dent and Chinese Premier Li Peng
will discuss China's plans to quadru-

ple its energy supply over the next

decade.

Coal is China's most abundant
energy resource. With many of its

older power plants spewing sulphur

dioxide into the air, China is on a

path to pass the United States early

next century as the largest emitter of

carbon dioxide.

Already, five of the world's 10
most polluted cities are in China.

More broadly, China's remarkable
economic expansion has come at a

high price to the environment. For

the first time in China's 5,000-year

history, Gore said, the Yellow
River runs "bone dry for some peri-

ods in the year." Chinese crop
yields are threatened by high soil

acidity caused by the heavy reliance

on coal, he said. Japanese officials

complain of acid rain they blame
on China's coal -dependent econo-

my.
In the view of U.S. officials, China

has ignored or denied its environ-

mental problems for years. Gore
began discussing the issue three years

ago with Li and other Chinese offi-

cials and now says China has devel-

oped "a sophisticated level of exper-

tise in how to address these prob-

lems."

Still, administration officials said

improvements in China's environ-

mental record are likely to come
slowly. One obstacle: reluctance of

the United States to share nuclear-

energy technology with China
because of the danger it will be used

by the Chinese military or shared
with countries the United States con-

siders unfriendly.

Last week, China's State Council

suggested that by lifting such restric-

tions, the United States also would
ease its trade deficit with China.

Initially, economics was not a high

priority for Gore on his week-long
Asia trip. But new government fig-

ures illustrating that U.S. imbalances

are growing with both China and
lapan forced the prickly issue of trade

arid open markets into more promi-

nent role on the vice president*
agenda.

UMass junior awarded
fellowship in nursing,

joins select nat'l group

By Christina Poletto

Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts stu-

dent Julie Watson, a junior in the

School of Nursing, was awarded
the 1997 Fuld Fellowship for the

state of Massachusetts in

February.

"I was really excited just to be

nominated, especially out of the

entire School of Nursing. 1 had no
idea 1 would be chosen— I was
shocked," Watson said.

The fellowship is offered

through the Helene Fuld Health

Trust, one of the nation's most
immense charitable trust founda-

tions, which works exclusively to

further education in the field of

nursing.

Approximately 52 students from
across the nation will be attending

this fellowship program, one par-

ticipant from each state and terri-

tory, including Guam and Puerto

Rico.

By winning this prestigious

award, fellows will be provided
with an all expense paid trip to the

International Council of Nurses
(ICN) 21st Quadrennial Congress

from June 1 5-20 in Vancouver.
British Columbia.

This assembly, which will be
frequented by fellowship winners

from more than 1 12 nations, will

provide opportunity for the stu-

dents to participate in the ICN stu-

dent assembly and to attend and
partake in educational programs.

All 1997 Fuld Fellows will be
components of the U.S. delegation

under the leadership of the presi-

dent of the National Students
Nurses' Association.

Out of 250 nominees, Watson
was selected precisely for the lead-

ership she has demonstrated in the

areas of accademics, community
service and participation in stu-

dent nursing organizations.

Prerequisites for the award
require that students be nominat-

ed by their dean and have a mini-

mum grade-point average of 3.4

with above-average standing in

all clinical couses, as well as

being an active constituent in

Registered Student

Organizations.

"We're all delighted for Julie

and congratulate her on winning

this much -deserved honor." said

Brenda Millette. interim dean of

the School of Nursing in a press

release.

"She is a thoroughly remarkable

young woman who has worked
very hard and has availed herself

of every opportunity to excel in all

that she does." Millette said.

Watson is currently a member
of the Alpha Lambda Delta honor

society and is a member of the

UMass. Massachusetts and
National Student Nurses'
Associations.

In the past Watson has also held

the position of representative for

the committee on academic mat-
ters for the School of Nursing, and
presently is an active member of

the University's judicial hearing

board.

She has volunteered exclusively

for a multitude of Pioneer Valley

organizations, including AIDS
Care of Hampshire County,
Amherst Survial Center, the

American Red Cross and the

American Diabetes Association.

"Five students from UMass will

traveling to the 45th National
Student Nurses' Association in

Pheonix. Arizona." Watson said.

This event, slated for April 9-13.

will recognize all nominees from
the university. Yet, only Watson
will travel to Vancouver in June.

According to Watson, "There
have only been about 500 Fuld
Fellows total, so this program is

still rather recent, approximately

10 years running."

Because Watson was awarded
the 1997 fellowship, she automati-

cally becomes eligible for the

award of Distinguished Fuld
Scholar.

"We're asked to write an essay

about our experiences during the

week and the best essay out of all

250 participants will win,"
Watson said. "Upon my return

from being a [fellowship) partici-

pant, I have to agree to educate
faculty and students about my
experiences. It was an honor just

to be nominated.*
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Fishing Frozen!
Rob Desmarais of Potsdam, N.Y. and |ohn Francis of Northampton try to keep warm while spending time yesterday afternoon fishing at Puffers Pond.
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library
continued from page I

cated terminal in the reference sec-

tion, and takes 15 to 30 minutes to

complete.

Other issues brought up in the

interim report of the Research
Library Council include the library's

lack of adequate staffing and the

need to improve the physical condi-

tions at the library.

"We are understaffed for the size

of the library and the size of the cam-

pus." Crist said. "I am optimistic that

it will be possible to see some
increase in resources in the coming
years."

The University will be seeking
funding for the library from a variety

of sources, including $5 million from

Campaign UMass.
"We need to be creative" anjT"open"

t in terms pf where funding may come
from." Crist safd. "Different kinds- of

funding will fulfill different kinds of

needs. There's an awful lot that's

really on our plate right now and that

we arc thinking about."

Crist said that she will solicit opin-

ions from students and faculty on

what directions the library should

move in.

"We will have focus groups in the

spring or fall to talk with faculty and

students about their thoughts on the

library." Crist said. "We will try new
things and get feedback."

The Research Library Council also

noted that improving the physical

conditions and the resources of the

library arc necessary to reach
Chancellor David K. Scott's Strategic

Action Plan goal of membership in

the Association of American
Universities (AAU) and the creation

of an honors college.

"To achieve these goals will

require a MMior campaign io

i(n*Prove*(*Jc quality and facilitu

the Library v\Mem and the accessi-

bility of its resources for the bene! it

of the Honors College, the entire

campus, the surrounding communi-
ty and school systems, and the gen-

eral public." the interim report

said.

Hong Kong counts

down hundred days

remaining of Brit rule
By Raymond Chow
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WEEKLY SPECIALS

HONG KONG — With colo

nial rule ending in 100 days, thou-

sands of marchers paraded
through Hong Kong on Sunday,
some waving flags proclaiming

"Welcome return to China."

Ignoring a light drizzle and a

small group of protesters, the

marchers beat drums, blew trum-

pets and waved both the five-star

flag of China and the post -colonial

Hone Kong flag.

Other people welcomed the

100-day countdown to In l\ I by
joining in elaborate banquets or
running in a celebratory jog.

"At last it's coming." said Lydia

Lau. a secretary who took her 3

year-old son on the march.

Organizers said more than
6.000 people joined in the one-
mile march, which began in a

park named after Queen Victoria,

who reigned when Rritain set up
the colony in 1841.

Near a bronze statue of the
queen, the marchers passed by
four demonstrators closely guard-

ed by dozens of policemen.

"We support the end of colonial

rule." said l.ee Kin-yin. 19. one of

the demonstrators. "But Hong
Kong should return to a country
that cares about the interests of its

people."

"They arc singing and dancing
to cover up the gloomy future."

said l.ee. protesting what he said

were China's plans to water down
Hong Kong's human rights laws.

Chan Kam hung, a jewelry
shop salesman, clapped his hands
while watching the march in

front of his shop, on | street fre-

quently used for pro-democracy
rallies.

"Today's march is peaceful and

fun to watch. I am tired of protest

rallies. I worry that people would
get too emotional and might take

radical action," said Chan.

Meanwhile. Chinese officials

opened a pavilion in Hong Kong's

New Territories to mark the 1 00th

day before the turnover People

also planted trees symbolizing
wishes for a good future for Hong
Kong. Big banquets were planned

Sunday evening.

Not everyone was so festive.

though.

Gov. Chris Patten urged China
to honor its promise that Hong
Kong can maintain a high degree
of autonomy for 50 years.

He said on a government-run
radio show that Hong Kong
should be governed "with a light

touch... You can't mm the clock

back on what Hong Kong has
become, any more than you can
reverse the countdown."

Patten has been at odds with
Beijing for his political reforms,
made without China's approval.

After the changeover, a

Chinese-organized provisional leg-

islature will replace a democrali
cally elected one and serve until

new elections arc held, probably
in mid 1198 Controls on rights |o

demonstrate and have political

links with foreign bodies, loos-

ened in recent years, will be light-

ened again

Patten's successor. Tung Chcc
hwa. joined teachers and students

in a jog around a sports stadium.
More than 3.000 students joined

in a relay run totaling 1. 300 miles,

equal to the distance between
Hong Kong and Beijing

In Beijing, a largci ihan usual
crowd visited Tiananmen Square,
where they posed lot snapshots in

front of a clock counting down
the davs to the turnover.
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Fri. bombing may slow talks
By Doha linier

Associated Press

JERUSALEM — Israel's Cabinet was expected yes-

terday to suspend political talks with the Palestinians

following a suicide bombing that killed three Israeli

women, a top aide to Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu said.

In Hebron, Palestinians bombarded Israeli troops

with rocks and empty bottles for the third day in a

row. Palestinian police formed human chains to keep
the protesters away from Israeli-controlled areas where
the city's 500 Jewish settlers live among 130.000
Palestinians.

Fearing new attacks, Israel stationed troops at shop-

ping mails and parks where children and parents cele-

brated the lewish holiday of Purim. At a checkpoint

outside Jerusalem, border police shot and wounded
two Palestinians.

Netanyahu was to meet Sunday afternoon with

Cabinet ministers to discuss Israel's response to

Friday's bombing by a Palestinian militant at a Tel

Aviv cafe. Three Israeli women were killed. His aide,

David Rar-Illan. told The Associated Press that the

ministers would probably decide that contacts with

the Palestinians could only continue in regard to secu-

rity and preventing terrorism. "Until we see some
movement on this level there will be no talks," he

said.

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat accused Israel of

destroying the peace process. Speaking to the

Organization of Islamic Conference, he said con-

demned Israel for its plans to construct Jewish settle-

ments in historically Arab east Jerusalem.

"Very serious events and developments concerning

the peace process... have led us almost to a dead end

that threatens the whole process," he said

Relations between Israel and the Palestinians have

deteriorated sharply following Israel's decision to go
ahead with the Jewish Har Homa housing project in

east Jerusalem. Arafat has refused to meet with

Netanyahu, and last week's ground breaking for the

project set off violent protests in Hebron and
Bethlehem.

Sporadic contacts have continued despite the

impasse, but an announcement by Israel that it was
stopping talks would make it more difficult to bring

two sides back to negotiating table. Before the break-

down, talks had been underway on unresolved issues

from the peace agreements signed by Israel's previous

governments — such as prisoner releases and travel

between the West Bank and Gaza Strip — and Israel's

promised troop withdrawals from rural areas of the

West Bank. Talks on a final peace settlement — includ-

ing issues such as the future of Jerusalem and
Palestinian statehood — were supposed to start March
VI.

Bar-Man accused the Palestinians of failing to crack

down on Islamic militants and of releasing leaders of

the militant group Hamas instead.

Police set up roadblocks at the entrances to Tel Aviv

and other coastal cities and Tel Aviv's main thorough-

fare. Dizengoff Street, was closed to traffic.

Palestinians were barred from entering Israel from the

West Bank and Gaza Strip.

Yesterday, Israeli troops opened Tire on a Palestinian

at a roadblock between Jerusalem and Bethlehem. Two
Palestinians were wounded and taken to the hospital,

police said.

The army also placed a curfew on the West Bank vil-

lage of Zurif, where suicide bomber Moussa Abu
Deiyah Ghneimat lived, and on the downtown area of

Hebron where violent clashes erupted Saturday
between Palestinians and Israeli troops.

Israeli troops sealed Ghneimat's home and barred

reporters from the area. The army ordered the house

demolished, but Israel radio said the family appealed

the order to Israel's Supreme Court. Israeli cities

decided to go ahead with planned Purim parties

despite Friday's attack, but national police commis-
sioner Hefetz called on the public to be on alert at all

public events.
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The New I. D. Card's
Got Everything...

Except A Name!

a
Library
Card

Residence
Hall Key

Meal Plan
Ticket

/ %%%
A Cash
Card

\Mew IP. Card - Fall 1997

Enter our contest to name the new
student and staff id card

coming in the fall!

The name should identify the card with UMass and also suggest its many uses,

because it's a lot more than an ID card. It'll also serve as a library card, a Meal

Plan ticket, a residence hall key, and a cash card for on-campus purchases.

Entries will be judged by a five-member panel of staff and students.

Any actively enrolled UMass Amherst

student is eligible to enter. Bring youi

entry to the ID Office, Franklin Dining

Hall or e-mail your entry to name-the-

card@admin.umass.edu. Entries must

be received by $pm on March 27, 1997.

Three winning entries will be chosen:

1st P«ih: S100 gift certificate for

Travel

2«to Pviv. S50 gift certificate from the

University Store

3»o Prize: $25 gift certificate from the

Top of the Campus

entry form

Name

Local/Campus Address

Local Phone Number

Name the New I. D. Card:

Drop off your entry at the ID Office and when you come in,

HAVE YOUR PHOTO TAKEN FOR YOUR NEW ID CARD...

AVOID THE FALL RUSH!

Haitian leaders assess struggle
By Michael Norton

Associated Press

PORT-AU-PRINCE. Haiti —
Politicians are blaming a month of

violence that killed 50 people on a

power struggle that has strength-

ened former President Jean-Bertrand

Aristide and left his successor with

even less clout to implement inter-

nationally-backed economic
reforms.

"The insecurity has been planned.

It's a struggle for power," said popu-

lar leader Chavannes Jean-Baptiste

of the Papaye Peasant Movement.
His association — one of the largest

in the Caribbean nation — was
influential in Aristide's election in

1990 under the banner of Lavalas,

the grass-roots movement that swept

him to power.

"Forces within the Lavalas move-
ment are involved in the insecurity,"

Jean-Baptiste told the group's annu-

al meeting last week.

Lavalas is split by divisions that

began with a rift between Aristide

and and his one-time protege Rene

Preval at the 1995 election that

Aristide could not contest.

Differences have grown since

Preval became president and, with

little choice since he inherited near-

empty coffers, decided to implement

economic strictures recommended
by the International Monetary Fund.

They include cutting government

spending, laying off thousands of

workers from the bloated bureaucra-

cy, privatizing state enterprises and

opening the Haitian market to for-

eign imports. All are unpopular
moves that have provided fuel for

Aristide to inflame growing anti-

capitalist sentiment against donors
whose aid is tied to economic
change.

"We're disappointed in Preval.

The government hasn't done any-

thing to help us. All we need is

jobs," said Franklin Richard. 38. an

unemployed slum dweller.

Aristide has returned to the
hard-line anti-Western rhetoric

that he had moderated temporarily

after a U.S. military intervention in

1994 ousted the soldiers who had
chased him from power three years

earlier.

Haitian anger at the economic
sacrifices demanded by Preval's

Premier Rosny Smarth turned to

outrage during a surge of violence

against which the government and
its police force appeared helpless.

Aristide charged that Smarth's

U.S.-backed government was direct-

ing the crime wave.

"Insecurity is one means they are

using to cow us and make us

accept* an open-market economic
policy, Aristide told grass-roots mili-

tants last week.

Others pointed their fingers at the

former president, noting that the

shantytown gang lords that began

the violence with a drug turf war

once were close to Aristide. who
remains Haiti's most popular politi-

cian.

Fifty people were shot and killed

within four weeks, including six

police officers.

Elected officials of differing politi-

cal hues have accused Aristide of

masterminding a destabilization plot

against the government through vio-

lence and street protests.

"Aristide would like to see a pop-

ular uprising appeal to him as the

one and only alternative to the gov-

ernment," said former Pcrt-au-

Prince Mayor Evans Paul, who has

fallen out with Aristide since he led

his 1940 election campaign.

Some senators loyal to Preval also

have blamed Aristide. Paul's rival.

Port-au-Prince Mayor Mano
Charlemagne, on Thursday accused

Aristide's Lavalas Family of orga-

nizing the violence for political

gain.

Last week. Preval said far-right

army partisans might stage a coup if

the violence continued.

Suddenly, on March 13. the

killing stopped But by then the gov-

ernment bad lost so much support

in the Parliament that Smarth was
expected to receive a humiliating

censure from legislators this week.

Aristide solidified the divisions in

January when he formed a new
party, the Lavalas Family, saying the

government had lost touch with the

people.
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Task force targets cigarette labels
BOSTON (AP) — Trying to expand on the Liggett

Group's agreement to label its cigarettes as addictive

and carcinogenic. U.S. Rep. Marty Meehan said he

wants to make all cigarette warning labels bigger and

more blunt.

Meehan. a Massachusetts Democrat who co-chairs

the Congressional Task Force on Tobacco and

Health, said he would introduce a bill in the next two

weeks to change the warning labels.

The labels would be placed on the front and back

of cigarette boxes and pack a more powerful message:

"Cigarettes Kill" and "Cigarettes contain nicotine, an

addictive drug."

"If you're going to warn people, you might as well

warn them accurately." Meehan told the Boston

Globe in an article published yesterday. "This is long

overdue."

The bill will be co-sponsored by U.S. Rep. |im

Hanson. R Utah. Meehan said.

Their proposal follows last week's decision by

Liggett — the Durham, N.C. -based maker of

Chesterfield, Lark and L&M cigarettes — to settle 22

state lawsuits by potting warning labels on packs that

say smoking is addictive and causes cancer

Other major tobacco companies — Philip Morris,

R.|. Reynolds, Brown & Williamson, and Lorillard —
have refused to make the same concessions.

RJR spokeswoman Peggy Carter said she could

not comment on Meehan's proposal until it is

filed. But she said that the new labels "don't

impart much tv-'w information in that people have

known for decades that smoking may be difficult

to stop." Public health advocates question how
effective the new labels will be given that many
smokers already claim to know about hazards the

labels address.

Current warnings, which alert users to risks of can-

cer, heart disease and the effects of smoking on preg-

nancy have lost their bite, especially in younger peo-

ple.

A Stanford University medical school study

released last week found that "a sizeable portion of

adolescents are not seeing, reading and remembering

warning labels.* It also found that those who under

stood the label did not cut back on their habit.

Meehan conceded that new labels alone will not

stop young smokers. He becks a^UDQxerjjmfpi aVof
advertisement* danger,

i that new labels alone will not

#4gjyrfBff!y

1000-plus rally for unity in Albania
By Mento Dnimo^oko

Associated Press

TIRANA. Albania — More than

1.000 people demonstrated in the

capital yesterday to press for an end

to the unrest that has traumatized

Albania since popular high-risk

investment schemes began to unrav-

el.

Demonstrators held small wooden

sticks inscribed with the names of

Albanian cities, and called on
Albanians to remain united. They

shouted: "South and north. Albania

is one!"

Albania has been gripped by

chaos since February, following the

collapse of the financial schemes in

which most Albanians lost money.

Many blame the government for not

warning people, and some claim it

profited from the funds.

Tirana is one of the few cities

where police have managed to

restore order. The government is

trying to extend its authority beyond

the capital, and for the second day

in a row residents rallied to support

its efforts

More than 1 1 .000 Albanians have

fled to Italy since the turmoil turned

into armed insurrection earlier this

month, after anti-government pro-

testers in the south began raiding

armories and barracks for weapons.

Five would-be refugees were miss-

ing yesterday after a speedboat fer-

rying them to a larger craft ran out

of fuel and they jumped overboard.

The boat was carrying 23 passengers

across the Adriatic Sea.

Two boats carrying about 200
Albanians reached the Italian port of

Brindisi overnight, as the exodus

from the poor Balkan nation picked

up again. Bad weather and the start

of Italian naval patrols had caused a

lull

In Italy, Foreign Minister

Lamberto Dini suggested that a

naval blockade might be imposed to

bar illegal immigration, the ANSA
news agency reported. He also said

that if necessary. Italy, in agreement

with Tirana, should control

Albania's ports to keep a check on
departures

Albanian state media reported

that more parts of the country were

returning to normal, and police said

yesterday that the port of Durres

had resumed operations after more

than a week.

But the chaos continues in much
of the south, where gunmen prevent

food, medicine and other necessities

from reaching much of the popula-

tion.

Explosions and shooting were
heard overnight in Bcrati. 30 miles

south of Tirana, and armed gangs

broke into stores and private hous

es. the ATA state news agency
reported Sunday. There is no police

presence in the cn\

Italy's La Repubblica newspaper

quoted Albanian President Sali

Berisha as declaring he would not

step down, as demanded by rebel

leaders in the south.
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Are we there yet?
Serena April, Callie linden and Scott Lindell take a stroll in North Amherst yesterday to enjoy the brisk and

bright afternoon.
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A small town gal grows up
My

parents have moved to the big city.

After 30 years of living in the same, peace-
ful, idyllic New England town, they've packed

it up and moved across the country to Texas.
So this past week, 1 paid my first visit to Texas, kind

of with jittery feelings of small town girl heading off

into the great unknown.
And it really was unknown because my knowledge of

Texas is on the scanty side.

I know, size-wise, Texas would take up all of New
England and New York state. I also know that it has
bred such characters as David
Koresh and Ross Perot.

As for history, 1 remember the

Alamo and not much else.

A good friend would also helpful-

ly remind me from time to time that

poisonous creatures dwell in Texas,

things like scorpions, spiders,
snakes — you get the picture. Not
pleasant little creatures to have in

your in your backyard.

Popular legend has it that Texas
is cowboy country, where big is bet-

ter and rattle snakes are barbecued
for dinner and served with a side of

cactus salad. I also knew that this

city replaced San Jose. Calif., as the

high-mecca — the new Silicon
Valle>

So when I stepped off the plane. I didn't know
whether I'd be surrounded by lasso-wielding cowboys
or lap-top toting computer jockeys.

Understand. I was little apprehensive.

The first thing I noticed about Texas is that it is big.

Really big.

Now lots of people like big. I have several friends
who think the bigger something is, the better it is.

They'd really like Texas.

Keep in mind you can drive three hours in any direc-

tion (mostly) and still be in Texas. Someone informed
me that he had driven nine hours and hadn't reached
the border.

As a small town girl. I like small. I like coziness. I

like knowing where I'm going. I like knowing people,
knowing who they are and where they are going. There
is a conation to smalmess. much like a puzzle with all

the pieces fiuin 'ogether. Sure it may be dull and gos-
sipy, but there's a , Jacv for you in a small town, where
as in a big city, you might spend the rest of your life

looking for that little niche that is screaming your
name.

Big city life doesn't exactly radiate small town
charm. No little mom and pop stores here. Instead,
stores pay homage to the idea of big. Every intersection
is home to giant malls, boasting several Wal-Marts.
Home Depots, Office Depots. Sam's Club — the list

goes on. It's almost like a vision of retail heaven, where
the parking lots are always full and the prices low.

In order to get to these shopping dreams, you have to

drive. Driving in the big city versus the little town is

quite the trick. In Texas, rodeo style driving rules apply.
I've noticed that green light, red light — it's all the
same. You want to go, you go. Signaling tends to be a
fluke — people signal if they remember, but don't count
on someone warning you they're turning into Wal-Mart.
And they drive fast here, really fast. I suppose that 60

mph in a residential zone is okay, when you consider

"My parents' new
home, as the prototype

big city, redeems itself

by its friendliness.

Nowhere else have peo-

ple tried to say our last

name and keep trying

until they get it right.

"

Seema Ganqatirkar

that Texas is so gosh dam big that if you don't drive as

fast as you possibly can, you're never going to get
where you want to go.

As a result, insurance rates are incredibly high.
Don't bother applying for insurance here unless you
can produce eight forms of I.D., a spotless driving
record (for the last 25 years) and don't forget to
promise your first-born child to the insurance company
either.

In small towns, the roads kind of meander their way
through the town. There are hardly any traffic jams and

when the lone light turns red, you
all kind of stop and just wait
patiently for it to tum green.

Not here in the big city. The
honking starts the very same second
the light turns green. And don't
bother missing your turn, otherwise
you may find yourself out of the
country before you're allowed to

tum around. Unfortunately in some
big cities, like the one my parents
moved to. you are forced to drive.

Walking doesn't seem to be an
option, since it appears that side-

walks are a luxury here. Also, a dri-

ver is likely to run you down in his

attempt to get to work on time. And
you're forced to drive, since any

where you want to go is at the end of a long highway.
Most people will take their pick-up trucks when they

are trying to get somewhere. Pick-up trucks are the vehi-

cle of choice down here. Any presidential candidate trying

to puck the gold mine of electoral votes that is Texas
probably can carry the state by promising a pick-up truck
in every driveway.

As for cuisine, a big city offers more ethnically diverse

food than a small town would. In a single block. I spotted
Tex-Mex. Italian, lapanese, Thai and Chinese restaurantv
There are also all types of people here, all types of lan-

guages and all types of music

A big city makes it easy for people to meet others of
their background, to share ideas, culture and values, while
a small town is hopelessly homogenous.

There is a blessed anonymity about the big city. No one
knows who you are. In my hometown. I couldn't walk out
of my door without meeting someone who I knew, some
one who wanted to know what the heck I was doing with
my life. It was almost like a recording: "Yes. Mr. Smith.
I'm doing well, so is my brother."

In the big city, no one seems to care who you are.

Everyone is going somewhere, everyone is doing some-
thing. And since there are so many people here, so
many people doing things, you can just lose yourself in

the crowd.

I suppose it could be lonely, but if you're prone to
antisocial tendencies, you may want to move to the big
city.

My parents' new home, as the prototype big city,

redeems itself by its friendliness. Nowhere else have
people tried to say our last name and keep trying until

they get it right.

It might be the sunshine that keeps people so friend-

ly, but I think it's possible, that maybe in your little

niche of the big city, someone actually wants you to
have a nice day.

So, have a good day. y'all

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian columnist

I had a dream...

I
had a dream, that on a

warm day in Atlanta. Ga. I

met former President Martin
Luther King at Ebeneezer Baptist

Church.

I had a dream that M.L.K. was
alive in 1997.

I had a dream that M.L.K. wa.;

once the President

I had a dream that

a rainy day in front of

the Loraine Motel in

1968 never hap-
pened.

In that dream I was
there in Atlanta on that cold
November day interviewing one
of the greatest presidents of all

time. I was there to talk to him
about the presidential election

and to reflect on his campaign of

1976. He looked great for a man
of 63. like he was ready to con-

quer the world, again.

His voice bellowed and it took
me by surprise. He said he gave
up giving interviews about candi-

dates for public office but knew I

was there for more.
We began to talk about the

election of 1976 and how it was
a cold November day in Atlanta
when America went to the polls.

He said that today in 1997 it was
as cold as that day in '76 and
how it reminded him so of that

day... that he was the first black

man to ever run for the presiden-

cy and was on the last legs of a

journey that started in a

Montgomery church in 1954
It was then that a man and his

destiny would be forever inter-

twined with the conscience of a

nation. Martin Luther King had

led the fight for desegregation,
equal rights for blacks by gaining

the right to vote, and a campaign
for the poor. It was a great day
on which M.L.K. became presi-

dent because we were alive with
hope for the future. His grandfa-

ther was born into slavery and
now he was leading the nation

that had
oppressed him.

We talked
about what he did

in helping the
poor and how he

was able to get legislation passed
for universal health care and a

minimum standard of living. He
said he was most proud of his

domestic policy work, that the
literacy rate of all Americans had
risen to and is at 100 percent.

More Americans today go to col-

lege than ever in our history and
King was responsible.

Before he was President he
was instrumental in ending the

Vietnam war. He would often
lament that if Robert Kennedy
had lived, he would have stopped
the war earlier.

In the area of foreign policy he
thought his work with normaliz-

ing relations with Cuba and the

end of the Cold War were his

two greatest accomplishments.
Never again would the world fear

nuclear holocaust. Never again
would the world see war while
democracy is flourishing.

While President, he helped end
apartheid in South Africa. He
helped Israel and Palestine form
a joint government with peaceful

coexistence. He helped the

Iranians and prevented the oil

embargo. He created the U.S.
relief agency that has continued
to help feed the world while
exploring the ways of new farm-
ing techniques that has ended
world hunger. He balanced the

budget while increasing aid to

the poor and doubled the GNP.
Under his leadership we became
the true moral leaders of the
world In 1984, at the end of his

presidency, there was a cry that

he should be able to run again.

He said diplomatically no man
should serve more than eight
years.

Where would we be today if he
had lived? If that fateful day at

the Loraine Motel was just a

nightmare that had not hap-
pened? What if the attempt on
his life failed? Would King
would have forgiven James Earl

Ray? Would he have continued
his work?
M.L.K. was a man of destiny

and we were robbed of him. If he
were still alive there would never
have been the problems with
what to do next. Jesse Jackson,
Ralph Abernathy... they failed in

keeping the Dream Alive.

The problem with history and
living after the death of someone
great or one we love is that we
must go on living and not know
what they might have done —
and the loneliness of the missing.

"Free At Last. Free At Last
Thank God Almighty
I'm Free At Last"

Joseph Fountain is a Collegian
columnist.

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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Letters to the Editor

Voting makes
a difference

To the Editor:

While a majority of the students on
this campus are not aware of it. elec-

tions for Student Government will be
held (this week). Your vote will make
a difference in this election! Only five

percent of the students actually vote in

the elections. With so few voting, that

means your vote is able to carry more
weight. There are actually some people
in Student Government who are happy
with this percent. In fact, some (not

all) have this misconception in their

minds that students don't care, that's

why they don't. Students do care.

they're just not aware of what the

issues or candidates on that ballot rep-

resent.

1 encourage everyone to vuli

Student Government is a wonderful
organization that effects you. This a,

the governing body who can help to

make campus life better. This is the

governing body that allocates money to

all RSOs and Student Businesses. With
your vote, you can directly effect the

representation in this association.

Take the time to find out what the

candidates are representing, better yet.

how they can serve you. That's why
they're elected, to represent and serve

the students of this University. Don't
just vote for someone because you saw
their flyer, make an educated vote.

What if there's no one that appeals to

you? 77mti write in someone who you
know could make a difference •»-

someone who would meet the chal-

lenge of standing up for the student

body's interests. On your way to
the polling booths, stop and ask one of

those candidates: "What changes will

you make? What are you going to do
for me?" Let them earn their position,

and don't let them forget why they're

here, to represent you! There are good
representatives in the senate, and then

there are senators who have forgotten

how they got there. / urge ex-eryone to

vote. Don't cast a blind vote, make one
that will make a difference.

Chris Gasbaroo
Amherst

Bosnia coverage
impressive

To the Editor:

As a UMass alumnus and a member
of the of Friends of Bosnia I would- like

to thank the Collegian and Adam
Klein for the excellent coverage you
provided for the "Bosnia: Road to

Recovery?" conference. From the arti-

cle Mr. Klein wrote it is clear that he
attended many sessions during the
conference and took the time to learn

about Bosnia before writing

Ou.- conference was attended by
nearly 200 people, hosted two Pulitzer

Prize-winning journalists and provided
an important forum for grass-roots

organizers. Mr. Klein's article was a
great way to end an exciting confer-

ence.

Tom Balazas

Amherst

Where's the
beef?

To the Editor:

In fewer than three publication
days, the students at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst will be
asked to choose their Student
Government President and Student
Trustee. The President and Student
Trustee will act as the student face of
the University for the entire state. Over
the coming year, they will meet with
University administration, state gov-
ernment officials and other student
government representatives across the

state. The two students chosen in next

week's election will have a profound
effect on student politics both on and
off campus. In addition, there are two
referendum questions on politics both

on and off campus. One determines
the reauthorization of the only state-

wide student environmental organiza-

tion in Massachusetts |MassPIRG|:
and the other could profoundly affect

the face of UMass by advising on pri-

vatization of the Student Union.

In spite of the importance of the ref-

erendum questions and the position-.

of Student Government President and
Student Trustee, coverage in the
Collegian has been grossly inadequate.

Not only haven't the issues or candi-

dates been covered, but notice of the

elections has been buried in the FY1
>ection of the paper. The students at

UMass depend on the Collegian to

report cm pertinent student issues and

. a* a student rvcwspapci. this is your
responsibility. There is nothing more
pertineW than who we choose to rep-

resent us.

Jennifer Mueller

Hadley
This leticr was signed by 36 other

students including 1 1 representatives

from the Board of Student Businesses.

Hey! I,am a
minority too

To the Editor:

In response to the illegal occupation
of the Goodell Building recently by an
overry-vocal mob of students. I would
like to share my testimony as well.

Since I am a male and since there are

more women than men in the world,

that very fact by definition qualifies me
as a minority. But that's not all: I am
also a man of color. The color of my
skin happens to be pink or tan.

Furthermore, since I was bom in the

U.S. as were my parents and grandpar
ents before me. that makes me a

native-American. And since many gen-

erations ago my ancestors came to the

U.S. from Germany. Belgium and
England. I qualify as a European-
American. And why did my ancestors

come here? Some of them were fleeing

from religious or political oppression.

Therefore I should be able to sue the

present-day citizens of those countries

because their ancestors persecuted my
ancestors hundreds of years ago. By
the way. since I am 38-years-old and
since the majority of people in this

world are not 38-years-old. that
makes me a minority on another count
as well. Furthermore. I also speak
Spanish. Finally, in case you haven't

guessed by now. I'm conservative, too.

The under-representation of 38 year
old men, native-American. European-
American, Spanish-speaking, conserva-

tive men of color at this University is a
disgrace On behalf of my brothers, I

call on the administration of this

school. Senator Kennedy and President

Clinton to institute Affirmative Action
policies so that my particular minority

group will have equal opportunity for

admission and hiring at this University.

We have been oppressed too long.

Steve Parker

Amherst

More parking
problems

To the Editor:

Because not all people having plane

reservations show up at the airport,

the airlines are allowed to overbook
each flight Should all the ticket hold

ers arrive on time, those bumped are

placated with the gift of a free ticket.

Because not all UMass employees
are on the campus at any one time,

more permits than parking spaces are

sold for many parking lots But if a lot

is too greatly oversold, and arriving

employees find an assigned lot filled,

what is the outcome? Here is the treat

mem I suffered the other day.

I pay $70 for a space in Lot 62. I

arrived 1 5 minutes before I was to

meet my class of more than 400 stu

dents. Because way too many cars are

assigned to this lot it was full (a daily

occurrence), and drivers were circling

and hoping a spot would open. I

pulled the car onto the grass border,

jumped out. and explained to the tick

et office officer that the lot was full

and I had to meet a class in a few min-
utes. "Keep circling or I'll have your

car towed." was her unsympathetic
reply. I tried to educate her to the fact

that it was not my fault that the lot

was oversold, and if she had my car

towed she would be punishing an
innocent person: the guilty here were
those individuals who oversold the kn.

1 might as avell have been talking to my
hubcap. ~fyy orders are to tow." was
her responie I then tried explaining

the University's raison d'etre: faculty

are here to teach students, and 400 of

the latter had paid for my presence in a

few minutes. The guard simply repeat-

ed her mantra. In her mind, as in those

of her superiors, the University's mis-

sion was not to take precedent over
the campus parking policy. Out of des-

peration. I begged her just to ticket the

car. feeling sure I could win a post-

incident appeal. "Not a chance." was
her answer, and with radio in hand she

warned. "I have a tow truck on the

way here right now." I was about to be
fined as a law breaker and have my car

seized.

Her threat was not a idle one: I have
several colleagues who have been
towed, and have heard of many others

who have suffered the same fate All

have had. like myself, valid parking
permits for their lots. Its costs $85 to

get one's car out of impoundment
This is a situation that should not

exist. After years of studying the park
ing situation on campus, the Parking
Office must have learned exactly how
many permits should be issued for
each lot. That being the case, the fact

that some lots are now so heavily over-

sold gives every impression that the
excess must be intentional, and if it i-

deliberate, selling an unrealistic num-
ber of parking spaces — spots that do
not exist — fulfills the exact definition

of fraud, and as such, violates the rule

of law.

It is not unrealistic for us, after
being forced to pay $70 for a permit,

to feel we have the right to park in our
designated lots. But that logic is not
shared by the parking office When —
due to no fault of mine — a lot is full,

if we try our own solutions it can cost

us another $85 in fines and seizure of
our cars. The lack of fair play and jus-

tice here is appalling.

How can such an arrogant, probably
illegal and unintelligent situation be
allowed to exist at a "house of learn

ing." Must those of us attempting to

carry out the University's fundamental
mission have to struggle with this hur-
dle also? The administrators responsi

ble for this insanity must be replaced

by people with common sense, intelli-

gence and the ability to recognize the

difference between good and bad
rules.

I doubt that corrections will be
made. Employees and students have
come to understand that the so-called

Parking "Services" Office rules
supreme on campus, and that any
future policy changes will most likely

be for the worse. Thus we are left with
only hope: hope that the next time our
parking-policy people are bumped by
airlines, that the action will be fol-

lowed by having them arrested for
showing up at the airport with pre-
paid, valid tickets.

John D. Palmer
Professor of Biology
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Obi-Wan Tricky?

British trip-hopper Tricky vies for mainstream success with new album Pre-Millennium Tension and spiffy Star

Wors-esque robe.

Tricky trips into next Millenium
By Matin J. Keone

Colegton Correspondent

Often the simplest way for us to

rationalize the relative unpopularity of

our favorite pop musk is to say that the

performer is "ahead of his time." If

there were ever an artist whose ambi-

tion and ego were suited by that ratio-

nalization, its England's 2R-year-old

self-proclaimed superstar Adrian

Thaws (a.k.a. Tricky). This

genius-in-progress has moved beyond

not only hip-hop but also trip-hop. the

"alternative" scene in which he first

made his name. Despite constant adu-

lation from the press on both sides of

the Atlantic. America's notoriously

conservative music market has barely

begun to appreciate Tricky's achieve-

ment what better proof of his

importance could there be?

Tricky's brilliant debut album.

I995's Maxinquaye (Island), was one

of the most critically revered records in

recent memory, although it barely

caused a ripple on the Billboard Top
200 chart. Songs like "Overcome" and

"Pumpkin" fully realized Tricky's great

est gift — the ability to mesmerize and

capture the listener through a serto aj

drum 'n' bass beats interspersed with

sampled soundbites from artists like

Public Enemy and The Smashing
Pumpkins. Throughout the 12 songs

that comprise Maxinquaye. the com-

plex palette of sounds and aural tex-

tures that Tricky visited was staggering

Each song afforded the listener a

chance to hear Tricky's attempt to cre-

ate a magical place where musical

boundaries are constantly being chal-

lenged and broken down through sheer

innovation.

Looking at Maxinquaye in retro-

spect, it turned out to be just a preview

of Tricky's manic ambition. In the last

two \ears. the scrawny scowler has

produced, written and remixed songs

for admiring peers ranging from Elvis

t'ostello to Garbage. Also, he's

released two collaborative side projects

on his own brand-new label Durban

Poison — a full-length CD with

famous friends like Bjork and Nena
Cherry modestly titled Nt-jr/y God, and

Turn to TWOCY. page 7
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Edwin M. Rossman
Alumni Career Forum

Job-Hunting Strategies for First-Time Job Seekers

Date: Tuesday, March 25

Time: 4:00 PM
Location: Campus Center 903

Sponsored by:

University Career Center

UMass Alumni Association

Alumni/ae Panelists:

Nancy Cohen 79
"Political Ecology

7'

Maryann Davis '81

"Animal Behavior & an Evolutionary

Approach to Human Behavior"

Jim Kenefick '94

"Organizational Development"

Dusty King '95

"Creative Writing, Technical

Communication & Document Design"

News Director

WFCR
University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA

Assistant Professor

Center for Psychosocial and
Forensic Services Research

Department of Psychiatry

University of Massachusetts

Medical Center
Worcester, MA

Training and Organizational

Development Specialist

American Management Association

New York, NY

Senior Information

Development Specialist

Lucent Technologies (formerly Bell Labs)

North Andover, Ma

Star Wars myth still holds true
A long lime ago, in a galaxy far, far away. .

.

You know the feeling. That sense of anticipation right

before |ohn Williams' orchestra kicks in and the title words

"Star Wars* jump right out of the screen on to your lap, and

you just want to leap out of your seat and scream,
"Yeeeeeehaaaaaaa!" Your whole body tenses up when the

screen goes black, then releases once the huge yellow words

pan past your eyes.

Jonathan M.

Place

'But with the blast shield down I can t even see.

We've all talked about it before, and it's

only right to address it again after all three

movies have been rereleased. (Basically. I'm

going to talk about it because I can.) It was

better than I could of ever imagined. (Not

even the Kiss Reunion tour can top this).

Once again, my old crush on Princess l.eia was rekindled,

and her outfit in the beginning of Return of the ledi was just

too much for any man to take. Oh, she was so hot before the

cocaine...

" Well, I guess you don 't know everything ahou t women.

"

When I saw these movies again for the first time (sorry).

my mind traveled back to my childhood and remembered

my brother and I pretending that we were Luke and Darth

Vader battling for the good of the galaxy, or at loast. our

backyard. (Don't laugh. You were probably pretending you

were Koko B. Ware and the lunkyard Dog. At least my
heroes are still cool.) I was always Luke, wielding my yellow

Wiffleball bat as my light saber. Brandon's was black, to

symbolize Vadar and evil. Of course. I always won. using my

ultimate spin maneuver that no other |edi possessed (or I

would slash my brother's knuckles, which in that case con-

stituted a victory).

"Impresiii e »u >st impress:
1

1

As far as the actual movies are concerned, some of the

additioas could of he-en iivoided, and it was easy to see why

the labba scene in Star Wars never made the original open-

ing 20 years ago. And that computer animat-

ed Muppet Show-esque song during the

beginning of ledi went too far. But did you

notice all the touch-ups and little extras that

made the trilogy that much more spectacular?

(It was awesome!) The color to the rocket

bootUn were enhanced and the light sabers looked sharper

and more deadly.

"Look at the size of thai thing'

"

Let's go through all the additions. There were the extra

landscape shots in all three movies, and more footage during

the lawa scene on Tatooinc. 1 loved the added shots ol the

snow creature eating the taunton in The i.mpire Strikes Hack

(the meat dripping from its mouth was a nice touch, too).

What about Bespin. Lando'l city? Lucas added windows
and sky shots to the sides of the buildings where there used

to be walls, which made the scenes look less like they were

done in a studio. But by far my favorite addition was the end

Turn to STAR WARS, page 1
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"Friends, Romans, Countrymen..."

Darth Vader preaches to whiny son Luke Skywalker during the climax of The Empire Stikes Back.

For more information, please contact:

University Career Center 545-2225

ALANA GRADUATE STUDENT FORUM

"ISoyoml Kbonics
A Conversation with

W

Dr. Orlando Taylor

Dean of the Graduate

School

Howard University

and

Dr. Walter Wolfram

William C. Friday

Distinguished Professor

North Carolina State

University

Dr. Harry Seymour (Moderator)

Chair Department of

Communication Disorders

Date: Wednesday March 26, 1997
Place: Room 101 Campus Center

Time: 11:30 am - 1:30 pm

Afro-American Studies

ALANA Graduate

Student Network

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity

SGA

SPONSORED BY:

Communications Studies Graduate Student Senate

Communication linguistics

Disorders Women of ( }oiot Program

( ir.iduate School 1 -nglish Department

Women's Studies

Furtado's rolling guitar blues
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

TONY FURTADO
Roll My Blues Away
Rounder Records

Out in the music world, there are certain personalities

that seem to just fly around between styles, while mar-
keters for major record labels get headaches trying to

pin them down like a person with a fly swatter. One of
these artists is guitarist and banjo player Tony Furtado
and his record label. Rounder, gives him plenty of air to

breathe and no worries of being stuck in some category
in which only part of him belongs.

Furtado's latest album for Rounder, Roll My Blues
A way, is a mostly instrumental collection of some of the

liiiest acoustic music to hit record stacks in a long time,

lurtado, who has been pegged by most as a bluegrass
musician, also turns his attention now to blues.

Furtado, however, does his blues in an almost
impressionistic way — painting moods and textures
instead of Bo Diddley-style riffing. "The Ghost Of Blind

Willie lohnson." stands deep and guttural, with rising

and falling slide sounds coming at you from all ends,
providing a swampy feel as if you were stuck in the

muddy Mississippi Delta itself. The traditional tune.

"Boat's Up The River." with Kelly )oe Phelps lending

some vocal duties, is a line, open blues meditation with

very motivated improvisational jamming, especially

between Furtado on banjo. Tony Phillips on bass and

Mike Marshall on mandocello.

Elsewhere on the album, moods just flutter in and out

of Furtado's stylistic window like pollen on a late sum-

mer's day. "The Stark Raven" is a piece that stands

alone in terms of genres. It is its own self, its own audi-

ble being, and with this ambiguity, it goes off in a few
different directions in its almost five minutes time, but

is never confusing. "Can You Hear The Rain?" is a

romantic, lyrical tone poem, while "Song For Early,"

carries the listener on a reflective riff that feels like a

deep breath of mountain air.

Finishing off this collection is "Crow Canyon." Its

feeling of the open Western U.S. — Furtado is an

Oakland. CA, native — allows a feeling where anything

can happen under a big sky. The sounds of Stuart

Duncan's fiddle helps provide an almost vocal presence

to give the tune true direction.

Furtado has ciafted here a fine structure of American
music, and' is one of the few artists who don't need
words to express the magnitude of a fully comprehen-
sive sound. The only flaw with the album is that a lis-

tener may get bogged down in so many instrumental

tracks all taking on the same sound design which
embraces mostly slide guitar, banjo, bass and some per-

cussion. B+

star wars

Tricky
continued from page 6

a five-song EP wyh budding New
York rappers and R&B singers called

Tricky Presents Grassroots.

Pre-Millenium Tension (Island)

crawls along the same barren lodge of

clinical anomie as Nearly God, but

makes that record sound like the

extended jam session it was. Supported

by the soulful Martina. Tricky once
again mutters about racial inequities,

betrayal, failed love and naked egotism

in a set of caustic raps, murky drones

and ghostly dirges. Trie sinister element

in each song is unmistakable as often

times it feels like Tricky is possessed

and sent here to deliver the devil's mes
sage. All the while, there is an underly-

ing force that beckons you to hear him

out. Much of the lyrical rantings
'

involve Tricky threatening the listener.

On the album's first singly

"Christiansands," he proclaims "I'll

master your language, and in the mean-

time I'll create my own." Later, on the

autobiographical "Tricky Kid," he chal-

lenges the listener to "Look deep in my
mongrel eyes — God will receive us,

got me like lesus."

While not as immediately grabbing

as its predecessors, Pre-Millenium

Tension still adds something new to

those previous efforts. The newly
found lyrical maturity on this album
and dark, sinister undertones more
than make this a worthwhile album.

The real pleasure in this record is how
Tricky turns dead-end despair into a

deeply satisfying buzz by weaving his

COLLEGIAN GRAPHICS...
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Between March 24
and April 4S come to the

Campus Center Concourse and have

your picture taken for the new
UMass I.D. Card; Monday-Friday,

10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

The photo is FREE, takes about 2 minutes, and

you'll AVOID SOME BIG LINES IN THE FALL.

The new card will be issued then, and it's going

to make your life a lot easier! THE ALL-CAMPUS

CARD can be used as your library card. Meal

Plan ticket, residence hall key, and as a cash

card for on-campus purchases.

I.D. Card photos are also taken in the I.D. Office,

Franklin Dining Hall anytime during regular

business hours.

Don't miss this photo opportunity

nightmarish vision into blissful grooves

— that is, into the trip-hop that he so

adamantly disclaims.

Tricky's will to recreate himself

anew every time out is laudable, and
to some degree essential to the devel-

opment of any artist. But the only

way to achieve that is not to escape

the here and now but to inhabit it in

some unexpected way. In attempting

to create a sonic blueprint for the

new Millenium, he joins other elec-

tronic artists such as The Chemical
Brothers, Underworld and D|
Shadow in challenging and reshaping

the face of popular music through

the fusing and deconstruction of gen-

res in order to concoct something
original.

continued from page 6

of Return of the fedi. Instead of the

tribal Ewok song and dance we
were used to, a new concluding

song was added and shots of other

cities rejoicing over the destruction

of the Empire made the circle more

complete. If you look more closely

to the Empire's major city celebrat-

ing the Rebels victory, you can see

the people tearing down the statue

of the Emperor and then beating up

some poor storm trooper.

"I'm sorry I couldn't do more, but

right now I've got my own prob-

lems.
"

I know, it's pathetic. I'm a Star

Wars junkie, and I'm going through

withdrawals as we speak, but how
can you not be? It's the greatest

story ever to cross the big screen,

and a universal story at that. There's

the classic theme Good vs.

Evil, and a mystical religion which

binds everyone. Don't forget, Yoda
was teaching Luke long before Mr.

Miyagi was teaching Danielson.

What about Han Solo? Isn't he the

quintessential cowboy with his

trusty steed (the Millennium
Falcon) and his partner in crime.

Chewbacca.

"You've never heard of the

Millennium Falcon?"

I only wish that the first time I

saw these movies was in the theater.

I did see Return of the ledi in the

theater, but I was only five and was
content with seeing R2-D2 beep
and Yoda talk backwards (for a

five-year-old, the Ewoks were a

nice touch). When I saw the trilogy

this year, I had already seen each
movie well over 100 times. So this

time around, I was just looking for

the new additions.

"Wail, Luke! It's too dangerous!"

A few of my friends had the luxu-

ry of viewing these masterpieces for

the first time this year in the theater.

Yes, I know, how the hell could you

of gone this long without seeing

these movies? Believe me, these

people do exist and thrive in vast

numbers.

"Why you no good smuggler. You 've

got a lot of guts coming here after

what you pulled.

"

At least they now love the movies

and respect them. And you can see a

little bit of the force is growing
within each and every one of them.

One of them even has the sound-

track and has become frightened of

Darth Vader's theme music.

"You don't know the power of the

Dark Side.

"

The trilogy is one of the most

beautiful things ever created in the

twentieth century (I hope you have

all come to except that). It symbol-

izes hope, and, of course, once
everything is said and done, good

will always conquer evil.

"But how will I know the good side

from the bad?"

It took George Lucas 20 years to

rerelease this series, and it was
worth the wait. My only wish is that

the new movies that are being con-

structed, as we breathe, will be nan

died with care and love and will

have the same aura that the origi-

nals have had. There has never been

a greater set of movies made, and I

doubt there ever will be. I know
there are some outstanding movies

out there, but never before have

three movies done what these

movies have, or are still continuing

to do so.

"The Force will be with you...

always.

"

Hey! If you recognized all of

these quotes and can tell me who
said them, to whom they spoke,

when, and which movie they were

in. then "you truly belong with us

among the clouds.

"

lonathan M Place is a Collegian

staff member

oscar

We want you

to write for us!

Call the

Collegian

at

545-3500

continued from page 5

had an equally mesmerizing character portrayal, but within

a more serious circumstance. The relatively unknown Emily

Watson for Breaking the Waves dwells in the shadows of vet-

erans Diane Keaton and Kristin Scott Thomas. Keaion who
is nominated for another independent film called Marvin's

Room did not receive the hype needed to grasp the Oscar

and plus she already has one on her shelf from Annie Half.

Also, if the Academy does decide not togive everything to

The English Patient, then Kristin Scott Thomas will be the

one to lose out. Like I said, the Academy owes more to

Ficnnes, which will thus push Thomas out of the nng.

And what more could 1 say about Shinr! From the second

the images take form on the screen to its very last instant.

Shine pours with utmost brilliance. Yet, its hope for the big

one will be shunned with disappointment as it attempts to

compete with its more stable contenders. Scott Hicks' mas-

terpiece is destined for legendary status, although chances

are it will come a close second place in the ballot boxes for

all the major awards. Hicks' made the film for a mere $5

million and it has already racked up a most impressive $46

million in its world wide gross to date. Proof to the majors

that it doesn't take a lot of money to make a lot of money

and produce a quality film at the same time.

Geoffrey Rush played the pan as the insane piano prodigy

David Helthgott with frightening resemblance to the real

life character. Yet, Billy Bob Thornton should also not be

overlooked for his a role in Sung Blade (which he has jImi

been nominated for in the Best Adapted Screenplay catego-

ry) which stands as the antithesis of Forrest (Sump.

Unfortunately both don't stand a chance up against more

"established" nominees.

As for Jerry Maguire, the only film in the ijtcgurv to be

released by a major studio, Cuba Gooding, Jr. has the Best

Supporting Actor nomination in the bag. The Academy has

been under tremendous scrutiny as of late tor its blatant dis-

regard lor minority representation The main point is that

they have to give Maguire something and Gooding's perfor-

mance was excellent. Everyone who has seen the him muld
not easily forget the end when Gooding screams to his wile

in the crowded locker room about how much he loses hei

If 1 could give out the award it would definitely £<> M
Mike Leigh's Secrets and Ues. Not in years has a film gen-

uinely touched me so deeply. Leigh who has had a Jong con-

secutively successful career in the international an house cir-

cuit deserves the Oscar for both Director and Best Original

Screenplay. Secrets and Lies expresses the true an <>t film as a

means of self expression and not as a money making medi-

um to fame and fonunc. With my parting words, may the

best actors and filmmakers win and never before have there

been such wonhy contenders.

Adam Levtne is a Collegian columnM

Never mind the critics— Lt. Gov. Cellucci s Oscar picks
BOSTON (AP) — The following are the Oscar selections made by Lt. Gov. Paul

Cellucci. a lifelong movie buff. They are listed by the award category, whom
Cellueci thinks should win and whom, if different. Cellucci thinks will end up get-

ting the Academy Award.

Best Picture

Who will win:

The English Patient

Who should win:

Targo

Best Actor

Who should win:

(rcoffrcs Rush

Best Actress

Who should win:

lr.mi.es McDormand
Supporting Actor

Who will win:

Billy Bob Thornton

Who will win: McDormand

Who should win: Who

Cuba Gooding. |r. Cuba Gooding, |r

Supporting Actress

Who should win: Who will win:

loan Allen loan Allen

Art Direction

Who should win: Who will win:

The English Patient The English Patient

Cinematographs

Who should win: Who will win:

Exita The English Patient

Documentary
Who should win: Who will win:

When We Were Kings When We Were Kings

Dramatic Score

Who should win: Who will win

The English Patient The English Patient

Original Song

Who should win: Who will win:

Evita Exita

<2S

Live in

NewYork City
This Summer
NYU Summer Housing

May 18-August 9, 1997

Living In an NYU residence hal often a

safe and convenient home base while you

are working, taking classes, or doing

an Internship.

• Minutes from New York's business

and cultural centers.

• Apartment-style and traditional

residences; single and double occupancy.

• Outstanding sports-recreation facility.

• Over 1,000 day and evening course*.

• Apply early to secure a space.

For more information, call toil free

l-800-77MNYU.ext.9l2
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J" rdU 'ah A F H I t M J R COLLEAGUE
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i K E 8 t .n't kt^JUKCt \ iL-BLt li) HELP

Self Help Groups On & Off Campus \»

Alcoholics Anonymous 532-2111 t

;/*• Narcotics Anonymous 538-7479 5 ,'
.

' ' C <- Alanon 253-5261

[tor fnends ind relatives of alcoholics)

k

Adult Children of Alcoholics 253-5261 -' . .». : ~-, - .

_ .
•'- J Vy ^re^

Inloim.it.on Provided by U H S \ ^
M
f
n!al Hea"n Services 545-2337

I 1 I 1

I KEEP THAT GREAT SUMMER LOOK! I

jfijS FREE

! TANNING
package of

10 Sessions

with any
salon

I

TANNING SPECIAL, 10 VISITS FOR $40 with coupon
Our WOLFF bed really ivorks

I

We are your Full Service Salon from Head to Toe .

We offer professional
I Hair Care • Waxing • Facials • Nail Care
Make-up Applications • Wolff Tanning • Lash & Brow Tinting 1

1 QStyles by Deborah

1 .-;. «
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Softball faces tough field

in Lady Seminole Tourney
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By |ackie Leroux
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts softball team

took a (rip to Tallahassee, Fla., over

Spring Break, but there wasn't much
time to lay out in the sun.

The Minutewomen (7-13) had a

grueling schedule as they competed
in the Lady Seminole Invitational.

They played in the toughest pool of

the tournament as they faced three

Top 25 teams, two of them on the

same day.

Although they came back with a

4-5 record, the trip still has its suc-

cesses. The women needed to

improve in three areas: hitting, pitch-

ing and defense, and they managed to

work on two of the three.

"I think we hit better, and we got a

great effort from our pitchers. We
just need to work on our defense,"

coach Elaine Sortino said.

The Minutewomen opened the

tournament on March 14th with a

lough three-game day. They started

off against No. 20 Louisiana Tech

and. despite getting 10 hits to

Louisiana's four, lost 2-1. UMass put

in the first run, with a RBI single

from junior Kim Gutridge. but was

unable to score again.

The Minutewomen then played

against another ranked team. No. 16

Michigan State, the tournament's

eventual winner. UMass fell behind

5-1. but had a three-run fifth inning.

It wasn't enough, however, and the

Minutewomen lost the game 5-4.

The women ended the day on a

good note, beating Furman 3-2.

Sortino got a strong pitching effort in

the game using Liz Wagner. Sarah

Watters and Danielle Henderson.

Senior Chris Martens went 3-for-4

in the game to lead the

Minutewomen at the plate.

On Saturday. UMass fell 2-1 to

No. 14 South Florida, but beat

Northern Iowa 2-1. Junior Tracy

Osier lied the all-time career steal

mark at UMass with a theft in the

fifth inning. She had a total of three

steals in the Invitational to give her

5 1 in her career, tying Sue Peters on

the all-time list. Senior Stephanie

Mareina put in a strong performance

against Northern Iowa, hitting a dou-

ble and a triple, including the

game-winning run.

After the Invitational the

Minutewomen remained in Florida

for doubleheaders against Western

Illinois and Northern Iowa. They split

both doubleheaders. beating Western

Illinois 4-1 in the first game and

dropping the second 6-1. They then

lost to Northern Iowa 4-1 in the first

game and beat them in the second

10-5. Osier broke the all- time steal

mark in the first game against

Western Illinois, when she stole sec-

ond base in the first inning.

Sortino is confident over the

team's recent improvements.

"Even though we keep losing,

we're getting better. If we keep
knocking on the door, we'll get

there," Sortino said.

lax
continued from page 12

baseball
continued from page 12

Barnsby's first win of the year.

Rider finally pulled one out in the

third meeting of the four game
series. UMass led 1-0 in the top of

the seventh, but Rider exploded for

si\ runs to end to its three game los-

ing streak to the Minutemcn. |eff

Puleri held Rider scoreless for six

innings on five hits, but couldn't get

through the seventh. Northampton

native Adam Robinson relieved

Puleri and let up the final two runs

of the ballgame.

Massachusetts catcher lason

Kudrikow put on a show in the final

game against Rider on Thursday,

going a career high 5-for-5 to lead

UMass to a 13-3 win. lason Bennett

picked up his second win of the trip,

throwing seven innings of one run

ball to improve to 3-0 on the year.

After Friday's game with Canisius

was rained out. UMass finished up

the trip by outlasting Bucknell 8-6.

Sophomore designated hitter Aaron

Braunstein went 4-for-5, and Doug

Clark pounded the game-winning

home run. a 400-foot shot, to give

UMass the win. Ryan Cameron
picked up the victory in relief, allow-

ing three runs and four hits in 4 2/3

innings.

Massachusetts returns to action on

Wednesday, when it faces Holy Cross

in the home opener at Earl E. Lorden

Field. Game time is 3 p.m.

ItREMYB *DAMS/COUJ(.IAV

Chris Martens had two assists against Hofstra and two goals against Virginia for the

UMass men's lacrosse team over break.

onds remaining in the first overtime, when he
!
Wtt

assessed a one minute penalty for slashing Freshman

Chris Campolettano took over in the UMass net,pop-

ping one shot, until Hofstra's timeout allowed UMass

coach Greg Cannella to put Xasselakis back on the

field. . „ t

Massachusetts played stride for stride with Uotstra

defensively, never allowing the Dutchmen to lead by

more than a goal. That fact was encouraging lor

Cannella, considering Hofstra has already put down

No. 9 Brown (9-4) and No. 10 Towson State (13-10)

this year. „_
"Defensively we played great," Cannella said. he

effort was there, it was a great effort. We played well.

Offensively. Massachusetts look charge in (he

fourth quarter. Twenty-one seconds after

Kasselakis turned back an Alexander shot, senior

midfielder Chris Grande tallied his first goal ol the

game. Grande collec(ed the ball 35 yards oui from

(he goal and sprinted past his defender before lir-

ing his shot. The score broke the games lie and put

UMass on top 5-4 with 11:07 remaining in regula-

tion.

What the Dutchman defense did not catch the tux

time, slipped by it the second time. In near

instant-replay fashion. Grande gave UMass a two-goal

cushion with 9:51 left in (he fourth.

That lead, however, was not sale. With 5:5b let! on

the clock. Hofstra took advantage of an extra man

opportunity to pull within one on a Mike Clark goal.

larred Testa tied the game to force overtime with only

36 seconds remaining.

Mike DelPercio. Brendan Glass and lason Hem/e

added UMass' other scores.

The game against Hofstra was UMass' second over

Spring Break. The Minutemen travelled to

Charlottesville. Va. earlier in the week to face off

against Virginia.

Despite a pair of two-goal scorers in Grande and

Chris Martens. UMass was noi able lo upset the

then-No. 5 Cavaliers, falling 16-10.

Virginia took a 4-1 lead on three first-quarter

goals from David Wren, but the Minutemen poured

in seven tallies in the second (o Inch ahead of

Virginia.

However, the Minutemen could only find the

Cavalier net once in each of the final two quarters,

while Virginia stayed hot on (he aitack.

Mike McKeefrey. Harold Drumm. |ohn O'Connor.

lay Negus. Glass and Casey Cosiello also scored (or

UMass.

IVloncleiLi: Apartment for Rent

For Sale

Wednesday: Personals

Thursday: Auto for Sale

^4C0I

Call US r3t

545-35DD
or visit us

at ( )ur

Newstanri

or at our

Campus
Gent it

Basement
Office

DAILY COLLEGIAN
Net*; England's Largest College Daily

and

150CMP
The OffCampus Meal Plan

(888] 211-OCMP
Present

BIACK&DECKER

Sales. Markeriiq. DeWALT
Event Marketiig Careers »»«-»«««••»•

with tn Industry tndtr

For All SOM Majors. . .

Are interested In a sales/mariceting career

Have strong communication, organization, and interpersonal skiHs

Have high energy

Join us for an Information Session

Tuesday, March 25 from 7:30 - 9:30 pm
In Campus Center Room 168,

Interviews will be held

Wednesday & Thursday at SOM

Mhoop
continued from page 12

"They did a betler job peneirating and getting into the lane (in the second
half], especially Wheat, he took advantage when we stopped playing defense,"
Travieso said.

year
continued from pogel2

Travieso also reflected on his career with pride.

"We had some real good times there. When you look back at all the things
that we've done we can't put our heads down. We were fortunate to get the
opportunity to play [at UMass]."
The team's other senior, Tyrone Weeks, was put in a delicate situation after

the loss. Because of a recent change to the NCAA's Prop 48 rules, Weeks has
the chance to return to UMass for another year, because he is scheduled to

graduate in |une.

But the forward has not made up his mind just yet.

"I'm trying not to think about it right now, because I'm still kind of upset
about the loss. It'll be soon because I don't want the University of
Massachusetts to wait on me to make my decision."

Johnson
continued from page 12

with his in-game play. The Camden, N.J. native was the Cardinal catalyst —
Louisville's "Can't-Miss Kid."

He poured in a game-high 21 points, which came on 5-for- 7 shooting from
the field and a perfect 10-for-lO from the line.

With 6:22 remaining in the game and Louisville leading by one, Johnson con-

nected on a shot from behind the arc to give the Cardinals a four-point cushion
48-44.

"When he hit the three from the comer, that was as big a shot as there was
in this game," Louisville coach Denny Crum said.

Two minutes later, Johnson hit both ends of a one-and-one that pushed the

Louisville edge to 52-49.

Johnson was not finished.

UMass pulled within one when Charlton Clarke hit a jumper that made the

score 52-5 1 . Louisville inched further ahead to a 55-52 lead.

With just over a minute remaining in the game, Johnson took his place at the

charity stripe and hit a pair. In the next 53 seconds. Johnson single-handedly

iced the game with four more free throws.

"I was so proud of my freshman here." Crum said. "He came into the game
ready to play. He concentrated and he did his job out there.

"He hit some key free throws for us coming down the stretch. It just shows
that even rookies can get their job done out there if they're focused."

In the press conference following the game, lohnson was anything but ner-

vous. The freshman sat before a sea of reporters with an excited but exhausted

look on his face.

Any nerves he might have had were long gone, replaced by the feeling only a

win can bring.

PAUL MLCOt III i COLLEGIAN

UMass' Edgar Padilla guards Louisville's Alvin Sims during the teams'

NCAA first-round game.

Tar Heels beat Cardinals

to advance to Final Four

By Jim O'Connell

Associated Press

SYRACUSE. N.Y. (AP) — Dean
Smith is taking his imposing
records, a long winning streak and
a pretty good basketball team to

the Final Four.

Top-seeded North Carolina beat

sixth-seeded Louisville 97-74 yes-

terday to win the East Regional

and give the Tar Heels their 16th

straight victory and 13th Final

Four berth.

Eleven of those have been under
Smith, who became college bas-

ketball's winningest coach last

weekend and now has 879 career

victories.

North Carolina (28-6) has been

to the Final Four in each of the

odd-numbered years in the '90s.

with 1993 being Smith's second
national championship.

The Tar Heels will play

Southeast Regional champion
Arizona next Saturday in

Indianapolis

Smith is also the winningest
coach in the history of the NCAA
tournament and win No. 65
seemed assured by halftime as (he

Tar Heels took a 54-33 lead.

North Carolina shoi 63 percent

from the field in the first half, and
held the Cardinals (26-9) without

a field goal over the final five

minutes, outscoring them 19-6.

But Louisville, which trailed at

halftime in all four of its NCAA
tournament games, had other

ideas.

The Cardinals started the sec-

ond half with a 19-5 run and
used a 3-point barrage to get

within 69-66 with 8:19 to play.

However, they went into anoth;

er long scoring drought. and a

12-0 run over the n«XI -14
i

increased North Carolina's: lead

to 81 66.

"That win came over u coura

geous, gutty team thai was down
by 21 points and came back,"

Smith said. "You also have to

hand it to our players for the

way they responded and pi.

great over the lasi leveti min-

utes. You have to admire thai

for a team that's been like that

all year."

North Carolina lost its first

three Atlantic Coast Conference
games this season for the first

time ever. The Tar Heels were
being written off by many, but

they haven't lost since January

29.

"This was a great feeling to cul

down those nets after the way we
started the ACC season." North
Carolina forward Antawn lamison

said. "We came together us ,i

team and put all our differences

aside. It shows how hard we
worked and that hard

off-

Louisville senior guard Deluan
Wheat, who sprained hi-

ankle in the regional tenuOnal

lory over Texas and wai

ered doubtful for Sund^
started but was limited in wl

could do.

The Cardinals' leadnv

and best ballhandler h

pointer in five attempts in the

half and two of the the

turnovers. He finished with

points on 2-for-l I shoeing.

had eight assists in a gun
minutes.

EDUCA riON MAJORS!!

DOtTl JUST WORK THIS SUMMER. COME
OROW PROFESSIONALLY AT

AMERICA'S PREMIER BROTHER/SISTER
CAMPS

WTNADU FOR BOYS
DANBEE FOR GIRLS

IN WESTERN MASS

SALARY/ROOM/BOARD
AND TRAVEL INCLUDED"

COME VISIT WTTH OUR
REPRESENTATIVE

THURSDAY. APRIL JRD
•02 CAMPUS CENTER

10 AM 4 PM
(WALK INS WELCQMBI)

FOR MORE INFO CALL
t00-*94-623l

Massachusetts women's lacrosse splits a pair to start season

By Jormo Konsonen
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER — Rosy cheeks were

not only had by the thousands of St.

Patrick's Day celebrants in Worcester

last Monday afternoon, but the

Massachusetts women's lacrosse team

had their share of them as well.

On top of a cold and blustery Mount
St. lames. UMass (I -I) closed out its

first weekend of the season with a

1 1-2 rout of the Crusaders at Hart
Omni Turf Field. BaMlng sub- freez-

ing temperatures on one of the seven

hills of Rome, the Minutewomen were

powered by 10 different scorers,

including two goals by freshman mid-

fielder Rebecca Minaker.

It was not the only battle amidst

harsh weather for UMass on this

opening weekend. A trip to Harvard's

Ohiri Field on March 15 was can-

celed due to snow. The season opener

for the Minutewomen was then
moved to Boston University's

Nickerson Field, but the change in

field conditions did not move the

team to victory. Down by a 5-3
score at the half. UMass was not able

to move past Harvard in the second

stanza, and lost to the Crimson by a

close, hard-fought final score of 6-5.

The seniors led the way. with attack-

er Stephanie Walsh netting four goals

(5 goals, 1 assist. 6 pts). and tri-cap-

tain Michele Warrington <2g. 2pts)

also scoring for the Minutewomen.
For coach Franceses McClellan,

the success of the offense, particular-

ly against Holy Cross, was not the

only measuring stick of their success.

The defense is what stood out for her

on the weekend, especially the last

line in freshman goalkeeper Megan

University of Colorado at Boulder

USE SUMMER TO
CCELERATE

PHOTOGRAPHIC ART LOCAl
AMHERST PHOTOS MAKE
GREAT GRADUATION GIFTS

YOUR ACADEMIC
PROGRESS

Summer session on the Boulder campus is something spe-

cial With over S00 campus courses to choose from, it's a

relaxed, comfortable learning environment. Classes are

smaller And when you're not in class. w>u can soak up Boulder's

mellow charm Or explore Boulder's backyard, a high country

playground that includes some of the country's most rugged and

spectacular terrain.

Summer is a great time to gel a jump on the next phase

of your educational goals.

FOR EXAMPLE:

VISITING STUDfrTTS. Take advantage of CI resources to

complete or enrich your own degree program.

HIGH SCHOOL STUDfNTS. Take a college course for

experience, to enhance your college application, or to

see if CU is the right school for you.

TMCHfftS. Earn recertification credits and tap into every

thing the University has to offer

PftOfESSIONftL DfVltOPMfNT. Increase your knowl-

edge base and build skills to enhance your capabilities.

ENRICHMENT. Give yourself the pleasure of an academic

challenge at CU this summer.

FOR MORE INFORMATION.

Call 303- 492-5146 or 800-331 2801 to request

a Summer Session catalog . Or visit our web site

www.colorado.edu conted Summer

w v IM I \s \\ | si. 4i; .
'

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

UMass
Student
Legal
Services
Office

FREE
confidential
professional

legal services
for UMass
students!

Haggcrty (14 saves).

"We're excited about this start,"

McClellan said. "Our defense is play-

ing tough, good ball, and our goalie is

doing great for being young.
(Haggerty is] making the saves she

needs to make, and she's stepping up
more and more each game she plays.

Offensively, we're not quite as

smooth. "What we've done, before

each one of these games, is we've

learned a new play specifically for the

team we're playing against, and they

have successfully executed those
plays. So. Pm really excited about the

fact that our offense it smart, and
they're really beginning to start to

read the defense well
"

In the Holy Cross game, it was
UMass that came out with the first half

lead, and would not relinquish it. At

the 5:13 mark, junior midfielder |cn

Herker got the Minutewomen up early,

rushing from her left to right for the

first goal on Crusader goalie lulie

Novak. After a goal by Walsh, the

senior attacker assisted on
Warrington's eventual game- winner at

the 12:59 mark, putting UMass up 5-0.

A 5-0 score going into the second

half Was a little deceptive, because

the game was already out of reach for

Holy Cross The Minu:
tough defensive si

down on the Crusa.;

the start, and after

goals to start the

bench took over the game-

Goals by senior n I

Bryan, freshman midfielder (

Wales and attacker Megh i

the first 10 minute- of th

slammed the dooi
Cross. For sophi

>c«.ond icediut

season, hard w
the 2207 mark :

IO-0 on an assist from Magce

late goals b> the I ru pure

ly academic, and the 1

1

had by the Minutewomen
"I'm really liking what we have seen

so far." McClellan Hid
we're outrunning lei

balls and we're dl

that can perform, whieh - i.n e

that is new for us. p\
some rest to come back in I

"I think we're >

stronger, and finish i

our mission is to finish with th

in the net. of course. MM
the side of the net. and
we've been working

545-1995

emmm/
922 CAMPUS CENTER

p ^nckdf9

/ SpGclnliAlA

236 ?/. (pkasant St
CbnJuuui ma
253U997

Vim Sat lib

EAT GOOD IT'S HERE
morningOnoonOnight Wf^

<SkP M-Sat.7-.9- A *•'
)£P* Sunday Brunch 7-3 °*e>

1SB N. Pleasant ft. Amherst 2 S3- 2291

The Massachusetts women's lacrosse team had no b
Cross this weekend, as it beat the Crusaders 10-2.

vith Holy
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fn\: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Trying to quit smoking
or chewing tobacco?
Need help? Support Group

meets every Wednesday
from 7-8pm. in Campus
Center Room 801 Free

Call 577-5181 for more
information or just drop

by

Concornod about Sox,
STD'o, Alcohol. Drugs.

Eating Disorders. Stress.

HIV/AIDS or Smoking?
Call Peer Health
Connections at 577-5168

for answers to your ques-

tions Completely
Confidential .

EMPLOYMENT

Delivery or Kitchen
Help Must be able to

work 20 hours/week
Apply at D P Dough

Amherst Leisure
Services is now accept-

ing applications for sum-

mer positions Aquatics
positions: Pool

Maintenance Supervisor,

EMPLOYMENT
Canoe Instructors.

Assistant Pool Manager,
Lifeguards. Swim
Instructors, and Cashiers

Day Camp Positions: Camp
Counselors, SpecialNeeds
Coordinator/Supervisor in

Mainstream setting.

Special Needs
Counselor/Aides in

Mainstream setting. Camp
Art Director. Camp
Resource Manager Sports

Positions: Ball Field

Maintenance, Youth
Tennis Instructors

Applications are available

at the Town of Amherst
Human Resources and

Leisure Services Offices

Return completed applica-

tion by the preferred

deadline of 3/31/97 to:

Town of Amherst Human
Resources Office. 70

Boltwood Walk. Amherst.

MA 01002 An EO/AA
Employer

Legal Assistaats
Wanted Fall 1937
Internships with the

Student Legal Services
Office: get hands-on
experience in the Legal

EMPLOYMENT
field— work directly with

attorneys and clients.

Earn up to 15 undergradu-

ate credits No experi-

ence in the Legal profes-

sion necessary— training

provided Stop by the

office today and pick up

an application 922
Campus Center

EMPLOYMENT
Alaska Employment Earn

up to $3000
$6000 + /month in fish-

eries, parks, resorts, air-

fare, food/lodging! Get

all the options Call

(919)918-7767 ext. A180

Technical Support/ISP
Looking for a great part-

time job? We are a local,

progressive, internet ser-

vice provider that is look-

ing for Quality. Energetic,

and Reliable persons to

join our team
Requirements: experience

in Windows '95. Windows
3 1, Mac, Oialup
Networking and TC PIP

Call our job hotline today!

(413)587 4333 or e-mail

iobsOcrocker.com

Cruise Linos Mirimaj Earn

up to $2000+/month plus

free world travel (Europe.

Caribbean, etc ) No expe

rience necessary
(919)918 7767 ext C180
(Member. Better Busintss

Bureau CARE Program)

Drivars Wanted Apply at

Pinnochio's between
2:00pm and 5 00pm. No
phone calls.

Part-Time Sales Raps
Wanted "Lead the way
into the 21st Century"
with our copyright

"Slogan" sweatshirt. Be

your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send
for details at The 21st

Century Group, 332
Bleecker St - D40. NYC.
NY 10014

Cruise and Land Tour
Employment work in exot-

ic locations Meet fun

people and get paid! For

industry information, call

Cruise Employment
Services (800)276-4948
ext C50017 (We are a

Research and Publishing Co )

FOR RENT
Summer Rental- West
Hyannis Port Cape Cod
three bedroom Walk to

Craigville Beach
Available 5/25-8/31
(508)778-6519

Cape Cod group & sum-
mer rentals. Waterfront
houses. Falmouth area

(508)477-6000

FOR SALE

3 Piece Teak Bedroom
Sot $200. Xmas tree $25.

clothes rack $20 467-

3084

INSTRUCTION

GRE/GMAT
30 hours. $395

American Academy
1 800-808 Prep

(please leave your name
and number)

MUSICIANS

MUSICIANS
DRUMMER WANTED

Punk/Ska Band 25 Liars

needs a drummer now!

MUSICIANS

We have practice space

and demo and gigs

upcoming Call Dave and

Ryan 665 9112

SERVICES

Rental Problems
Questions about your

lease/security deposit

deductions? Questions
about subletting/assign-

ing leases? Questions

about the condition of

your new house or apart-

ment? Contact the

Student Legal Services

Office. 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995

Photophilo? Me too I'll

pose, you shoot Iris 587-

0850

Pregnant? Need help?
Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance 549-1906

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Wowl It's my birthday

too! Let's celebrate -

maybe we could burn

stuff

TRAVEL
Caribbean/Mexico $119

R/T Europe $169 0/W Fly

the world dirt cheap ONE
WORLD TRAVEL

Party Weekend In

Vermont April 4-6. only

$99! Includes condo. lift

ticket Contact UMass Ski

Club 545-3437

Montreal- Perty
Weekend April 11-13. 2

nights lodging and round

trip bus $115 Call UMass
Ski Club 545-3437

Fort Lauderdale area,

FL March 8-15. studio.

$650/week (413)786-

7133 Partial kitchen

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

n*i*nafte**M»agfc

Student

Coupon

Use this coupon

to get an extra

special student

discount on

Collegian

Classified ads -

just 20tf per

word/day

No further purchase necessary

One coupon per customer pet

\isil p<T day per ad Not valid

svhen combined with other

often Not vjIk) whew void pro

hitwed by Ijw or arneralls '"to"

d.ml SCT-Clusi/wdsKtionon

p4gr I') lor further details. No lur

Iher purchase necessars I inr

coupon per customer per visa per

dj* im ** Not vchd whan tombKwd

piu*i*i—dby la» «|W
W ( U»**d vwl-in on [MflK 10 *W h*ta>
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penalties under the law
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MONDAY. MAr

Poetry — Poet Laureate of the

United States. Robert Haas,
author of Field Work; Praise;

Human Wishes; Sun Under
Wood and other works, will be

joined at a poetry reading by

Branda Hillman. author of

Coffee; 5 a.m.; White Dress;

Fortress, Death Tractates; Bright

and Loose Sugar, in

the Main Lecture Hall of the

Franklin Patterson Hall at

Hampshire College at 8 p.m.

Free and wheelchair accessible.

TUESDAY. MARCH 25

•ure — UMass Hillel will

hold a lecture and discussion on
"St. lean; New Immigrants of

Israel in the I990' 1>. Absorption.

Conflict & Racism." led by
Sho^hana Madmoni. instructor if

Hillel course. Divisions and
Conflict in Israeli Society, at 7:30

p.m. in the Hillel Recreational

Room.
Meeting — Students Helping

Ana Reach-out Efforts

(SHARE) will hold a general

meeting at 6 p.m. outside 504
Goodcll Building. New members
are welcome. Free pizza.

WVF jr ESDAY, MARCH 24

Dance — UMass Hillel will

sponsor Israeli Dancing in the

basement of Chadbourne
Residence Hall. There will be a

teaching session from 8:30-9:15

p.m. and review and request

from 9:15-10 p.m. No experi-

ence required.

Discussion — |oe Salvatore. an

M.F.A. Dramaturgy graduate stu-

dent will hold a discussion on the

presence of queer ideas and
themes in Jate 20th century

American theater, called

"Peeking Out of the Closet

Door." at 4 p.m. in the Rand
Theatre. The event is free and
open to the public, sponsored by

UMass Theater Educational
Services.

Lecture — Dr. Maria
Nikolajeva of the University of

Stockholm will present a lecture

entitled "The Swedishness of

Swedish Children's Literature" at

7:30 p.m. in Thompson Hall,

room 102. The lecture i^ m
English and is open to the public

free of charge.

Lecture — The Women's
Studies Proseminar Lecture

Series will feature Kathy Peiss.

from the UMass history depart-

ment, on "Producing a Consumer

Culture: Women in the American

Beauty Business," from
12:15-1:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 174-176. Free and

open to the public. Coffee and

tea will be available. Feel free to

bring a lunch.

Lecture — Zoe Perry will pre-

sent a slide show involving her

experiences as a lesbian at the

Beijing Women's International

Conference in the Campus
Center (time to be announced).

Part of the GLBT Cafe Series and

sponsored by the UMass
Stonewall Center.

Meeting — The Animal Rights

Coaltion will hold a meeting at 7

p.m. in 306 Student Union. New
members welcome.

Meeting — The Student Health

Advisory Board (SHAB) will

hold its meeting in room 304 in

the University Health Services

from 5:30-6:30 p.m. All are wel-

come to attend.

NOTICES

Elections — Elections for

Student Government President.

Trustee and local area govern-

ment positions have been
rescheduled to March 26 and 27

flue to the student takeover of

Goodcll last week. Polling loca-

tions to be announced.-

Meeting — Common Ground
will be holding support and
advocacy meetings for

low-income students and allies

every Tuesday in the Campus
Center (room to be announced)

from noon-2 p.m. For more
information, contact Mary
Sutherland at (413) 323-9725 or

leave a message in our box in the

GEO office, basement of the

Student Union.

Athletics — UMass Women's
Crew is looking for women 5'5"

or less to cox. No experience nec-

essary. To join their winning
team, call 545-9484.

Writing submissions —
mOthertongue, a multinational

journal published by the compar-

ative literature department is

seeking submissions for its

spring 1997 publication. Now
accepting poetry, prose, lyrics

and one-acts in languages other

than English as well as artwork

and photos from abroad. Please

include an English translation as

well to department of compara-

tive lit., 303 South College.
UMass
Band wanted — Amnesty

International is looking for a jazz

Jand tc»j) I ay Tor its upcoming
fundraiser thisapring If interest-

ed, call the Amnesty office at

549-1925 or Babz at 546-3105

as soon as possible.

Meeting — The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organiza-

tion for undergraduate and grad-

uate students with disabilities on

campus. Everyone is welcome.
Meetings are Thursday nights

from 6-7 p.m. in Campus
Center. Please bring your
thoughts and concerns to the

meeting. For more information,

contact Susan Pilner at

545-0892 or Kregg Strehorn at

545-4602.
Support group — REFLECT,

the Five College bereavement
support program is offering two
support groups this semester: A
grief support group for those

who have experienced the death

of someone close to them: and an

illness group for those currently

coping with the serious illness of

a loved one. If you or someone
you know is interested, please

call us at 577-5316 for more
information

Health senices — Confused,

afraid, or just curious? Do you
have questions about sex. STDs,

alcohol, drugs, eating disorders.

HIV/AIDS, stress management

FYh are pubhc senate announcement! printed

dairy To submit an FY1, please tend a pmi
release containing all pertinent mtorrrvXion,

ncturjng the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o Ihe
Manacano, EcMor by noon the previous day

or quitting smoking or chewing

tobacco? Don't know who to

ask? Call the Peer Health
Connections phoneline at UMass
at 577- 5168. Trained students

will anonymously answer your
questions and tell you where to

go for more help.

Commencement Housing — A
limited number of residence hall

rooms will be available or the ret-

ain cs and friends of graduating

UMass students for the night of

Saturday. May 24.

Commencement Housing appli-

cations are available at the

University Conference Service

Office. 918 Campus Center. To
guarantee a reservation, complet-

ed forms with full payment must
be returned to University
Conference Services by May I.

There will be no on-site reserva-

tions.

Internships — Internships are

available working on Earth Day.
Hunger, Recycling and Clean
Air. Call Melanie at MassPirg.
545-0199 or stop by the office

at 423-A Student Union
Building.
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ARIES
March 21 April 20
TTsr tubtlr approach to a rUfftcult

Muatkm may prtrk vour

. but It wtO aavr

I In lhr> lonfl run Juat

makr certain thai you an
compktrlv honcat down th* road

with yourarir. and with everyone

involved

TAURUS
April 21-May 21
A cleser remark make* vou Ihtnk

Follow up on whatever Ideas you

come up with - there may be a real

dttmond In the rough there Great

atnde* can be made if you make

the eittra effort.

GEMINI
May 22^June 21
Fait thinking action prevent* a

minor caeaater from becomlna a

major one You ought to consider

taking the Initiative more often A

new Idea tuma out to be OK after

aS

CANCER
June 22-JnlT 22
Visiting an old friend Is a good

idea. You II reforge old bonds,

which could be useful In tlir

future Besides, you might have

fun. A good day for other

communications efforts, alao-

should you write a letter^

LEO
July 23-Aafu*t 23
An unusual assortment of co-

worker* or friends could help vou

solve a problem you thought was

impossible Lavish ihem with

appreciation If things work ML
and be ready to return any favors

In kind.

VIRGO
Aufust 24 September 22
An unexpected long distance

phone call brings welcome news

Pasa It along and make another's

day. but don't gossip A work

related dispute comes to a head

over an unrelated issue.

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Your enthusiasm and leadership

create an Ideal environment to

arrompttah great things this week.

Allow an Intellectual to take the

lead, and vou 11 go even further

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
An innovation on an old routine

may seem threatening, but It's a

change for the better Ease Into the

new pattern slowly, and you may

be surprised at how eaay It ta to

ad|usl

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

A rlub meeting Is a good forum for

tackling a complicated subject In

theory Be careful that the Ideas

you come up with are practical

before vou try to put them Into

action. It might he wlae to wait

awhile

CAPRICORN
December 22 January 20
A frivolous acquaintance gets on

your nerves with their chatter, but

be careful not to complain directly

Rather, distract them with an

excuse, and then get back to work

You'll be more productive In a quiet

Franklin

LUNCH DINNER
Burgers or Something Burgers or Somethin

S.ilad Salad

Cereal C
Lunch Surpn/e fanner

LUNCH
Two All Beef Patt

Special Sauce. Lettuce

Cheese, Pickles, Onions

On a Sesame Seed Bun
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OK, young main, thart does It! Wtsen we

get home you are having a time-out!"

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

Set up an appointment with an

expert to discuss a problem that's

been worrying you. Your difficulties

may be more easllv solved than

you Ihlrtk. so It's worth the

expense to calm your mind

PISCES
February 19-March 20
A sporting event la fun for a larger

group, but beware a group member

who may not value moderation as

vou do. A tactful approach will

prevent embarrassment

tor Entertainment Purpose* Only

Quote of the Day

mm)
I usually just wait

until somebody says

something stupid »
-Overheard

regarding "quote of the day'
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Dear Lynn,

I was gazing out my
window this moming. It was

lovely and I thought ofyou.

I was washing my face

last night. As I stared into the

mirror I thought about you.

I stubbed my toe and I

thought about you.

I poked my dog 30 or 40
times until she bit me and I

thought about you.

How've you been?

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle
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Basketball's '97 rollercoaster halted by Louisville

Flint
}
guards look back,

while Weeks looks ahead

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

PITTSBURGH — As Massachusetts men's basketball

coach lames "Bruiser" Flint spoke to reporters outside of

the post-game interview room at the Pittsburgh Civic

Arena following his team's NCAA Tournament
first-round loss to Louisville, there was not a negative

word to be heard.

There was no talk of what could have been done better.

There was no mention of whose defense could have been

tighter. There were no comments about whose shot selec-

tion was off.

Instead, as the rookie coach walked away from the last

official press gathering of his first year, there were only

words of praise and thanks.

"I just want to thank my team, they made my first year

special," Hint said. "They helped me get out of a hole.

They gave us a chance to get into the NCAA Tournament,
which was one of my dreams.

"IThe seniors] were fantastic. We've got a lot of young
guys on this team that didn't necessarily know what this

was about or what they should do. Those guys led by

example, they helped us reach our goals."

Flint also talked about the highlight of his first year.

'We always talk about Refuse to Lose' at UMass." Flint

said. "This season was definitely about refusing to lose,

because we were dead at one point. Our guys rose up and
they decided to make a good season out of this, to keep
fighting

"That's what I'm going to remember most from our first

Meson, that our guys kept fighting and showed great char-

acter ."

The end of Hint's first year at the Massachusetts hoop
helm alto drew* the collegiate careers of Kdgar Padiila

and Carmelo Travicso to a close.

The pair, noted for :heir accomplishments in leading

UMass to the 1 996 Final Four, and for playing together on
the Puerto Rican Olympic team this past year, reflected on
their time at UMass after the Louisville loss.

Padiila spoke about taking what he grew at UMass and
looked toward the future.

"It think it's been a great experience going through
these four years at UMass." Padiila said. "We won a lot of

games, we got better as persons and players Hopefully we
can take this to the future and do some things.'

Travieso agrees with Padiila. noting that he too matured
while at the school.

"I don't ever regret picking the University of

Massachusetts." he said. "I thought my four years were a

learning experience. I grew as a person and I got better as

a basketball player.*

Turn to YEAR page 9

UMass' three seniors

loss to Louisville.

Tyrone Weeks, Carmelo Travieso and Edgar Padiila — leave
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the final seconds of UMass' NCAA

Johnson leads

way for Cards

against UMass

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

PITTSBURGH — Playing in his

first NCAA Tournament, it was
understandable to think that

Louisville men's basketball freshman

Nate lohnson would be a bit nervous

when his Cardinals took the floor

against Massachusetts in the teams'

March 14 first-round game.

If there were any butterflies, how-
ever, they certainly did not show,
lohnson took control of his nervous

energy and took control of the game,

leading Louisville to the second
round courtesy a 65-57 win over
UMass.

'It wasn't that I was nervous,"
lohnson said after the game. "I was
just focusing and concentrating on
this game and what I had to do to

help my team win.

"I knew I just had to be focused

and go out there and play my hardest,

do whatever I had to do to help my
team win."

When the Minutemen found out

that the Cardinals were to be their

opening opponents, it was not
lohnson who commanded the most
attention. Instead it was Louisville's

standout senior point guard. Deluan
Wheat

It was understandable that Wheat
was the most talked about of UMass'
individual opponents. One of the 12

finalists for the 1997 Boost/Naismith

Player of the Year award. Wheat
earned top Cardinal scoring honors

with his 18.1 points per game aver

age.

But lohnson deserved his fair share

of the attention. Going into the tour-

ney, the Conference USA Freshman
of the Year averaged 9.8 ppg and 5.

1

rebounds per game.

If he was lacking for pre-game
attention, lohnson made up for it

Turn to JOHNSON, poge 9

Louisville dominates the inside game to put down UMass in NCAA Tourney
By Chris Stomm
Colegion Staff

PITTSBURGH — This year's Massachusetts men's bas

ketball team likes to excite First it turns around a 6-9
record to win 12 of its last 1 J Then, the Minutemen place

themselves on the NCAA
Tournament bubble, and
eventually land a spot on
Selection Sunday.

In true heart-stopping
Minuteman fashion. UMass fought down to the wire in

the NCAA appearance before coming up short.

The Minutemen came out hot. yet despite leading by as

much as nine points on four occasions in the first half,

they fell to Louisville 65-57 in the first round of NCAA

Louisville

Massachusetts 57

Tournament action at the Pittsburgh Civic Arena.

In the final minutes of the first half, UMass secured the

lead 26-17 on a Carmelo Travieso pull-up jumper with

5:28 to go. However, the Cardinals closed out the tir-t

frame with a 7-0 run of their own finishing it off with a

Deluan Wheat 5-pointer as the clock wound down, which
cut the Minuteman lead to three. 28-25.

It was a dogfight the rest of the way.

Seconds into the second half. Wheat struck again, swish

ing a trey that knotted the game at 28 UMass recaptured

the lead when Lari Ketncr took it strung over Louisville's

Beau Z;ich Smith for a one point advantage 37 36.

Wheat, who finished the game with 16 points, tied it up
at 40 when he tallied a layup at 1 1 25.

The Minutemen knotted it one last time at 42 when
Tyrone Weeks, who led UMass in the first half with 10

points and finished the game with 16 points, grabbed the

offensive board and put it back for the MOM with nine

minutes remaining in regulation

Charlton Clarke took it the length of the court for the

hoop and one to give UMass the lead once again 49-48 This

was the last time the Minutemen would hold the advantage

The rest of ihe way the Cardinals capitalized on the

strength of their foul shooting, as freshman Eric lohnson

went a solid 10-for Hi Irom the charitv stripe.

"They posed mismatch problems at the two and the three

We knew they were going to try to post their guards because

they are pretty much famous for that." Massachn
lames "Bruiser" Flint said after the game.

"lohnson had a great game He went to the line and
knocked down some foul shots and did a great job getting

it inside and posting the ball."

With the exception of Weeks, who was the lone UMass
force inside. Louisville suffocated the Minutemen's play in

the paint

"I think it was more of their ball pressure than it necessarily

«... rlieir big guy*.." Hint said "They did a good job of push
ing us out and giving us had angles with their ball pressure.

"They really made it crowded in there when we tried to

go high low. they rushed our guys. They did a good job in

the high low putting pressure on the ball to keep us from
lobbing it In to Lari."

Travieso, a player Flint has touted as the best defensive
pl.i>,. i in the country, did an outstanding job with Wheat
in the first half. However, in the second frame, the
six-foot Louisville senior tore it up with 1 5 points.

Tum to HOOP, page 9

Lax falls to Virginia, Hofstra over break

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

HEMPSTEAD. NY. — Five different times the No. 7

Hofstra men's lacrosse team held a one-goal lead in its

matchup with No 15 Massachusetts. Unfortunately for

the Minutemen. one of those times when the teams shook
hands at the game's end.

UMass rallied to pull even with the Flying Dutchmen
four times, and even held a two-goal advantage late in the

game. But after pushing the contest to overtime. Hofstra

sent home the winning

Hofstra

Massachusetts

strike in the second extra

period to claim the victory,

7-6.

After calling timeout,
which allowed UMass to reinsert junior goaltender
|ohn Kasselakis into the lineup, the Dutchmen
attacked the UMass zone. They got the ball to Tony
Alexander, who beat Kasselakis with a shot by the

goalie's feet. The score came at 1:25 of the second
sudden death period.

"I thought I saw it." Kasselakis said. "I'm taking

full responsibility for this one. I lost my head for a

minute in the first overtime and it changed the

momentum."
Kasselakis was forced out of the game with 29 sec-

Turn to LAX. page 8
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UMass goalie John Kasselakis was strong in the net, but came up just short in an overtime loss

Baseball puts doom Rider,

wins five on Florida trip

By Luke Meredith

Gollegian Staff

The Massachusetts baseball
team completed a successful
spring break road trip in Florida

this past week, taking three of

(on. from Rider and beating both

Pace and Bucknell to finish 5-1 on
it's annual spring trip.

The Minutemen are now 6 5 on
the season, and await their home
opener on Wednesday against

Holy Cross

UMass opened the trip with a

I ! 4 pounding of Pace. Shortstop

Brad Gorrie had four hits and
drove in two runs and catcher
Brian Sumela had three RBIs,
including a home run. Senior
l.ison Bennett went seven innings

for his second win of the season.

Massachusetts made it two in a

row last Sunday, beating Rider

10-7. Third baseman Brian
Mazzaferro had three hits and
three RBI for the Minutemen. who
pushed across four runs in the
seventh inning for the win.
Sophomore Bill Cooke went the

distance, scattering 1 5 hits to pick
up his first win of the year. Gorrie
added two hits and scored two
runs, and Pete Gautreau recorded
two RBI and three stolen bases.

UMass cruised to its third win
in a row on Tuesday, knocking in

I 5 runs behind six innings of
two-hit shutout pitching from
junior Scott Barnsby to crush
Rider 15-2. Mazzaferro had
another great day for the
Minutemen. going 4-for-5 with a
double, a triple and five RBIs.
Muchie Dagliere and David Giglio
each drove in two runs in

Tum to BASEBALL page 8
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Sexual desire

and car accidents

David Cronenberg's

latest thriller, Crash,

explores society's

fascination with sex

and how it relates to

automotive destruc-

tion, (see Arts &
Living, page 5).

The Eagles

have landed

Today, senior

Brendan Class and

the UMass lacrosse

team hosts Boston

College at 3 p.m.

on Carber Field

(see Sports, page
12).

WORLD

Scientists who cloned

sheep look to pigs

EDINBURGH, Scotland (AP)—
The company that helped clone

Dully the sheep said yesterday it

hopes to clone pigs with hearts

suitable for human transplant.

PPL Therapeutics, which is col-

laborating with the scientific team

that cloned Dolly, said it hoped
the research would ultimately ease

a massive shortage in donor
organs and save millions of lives.

Scientists already are studying

using pig hearts, livers and kid-

neys because there aren't enough
human organs available for people

who need them.

But some have raised concerns

that transplants from animals
could introduce new viruses to the

human population. A study by
British scientists published this

month supports these concerns: It

concluded that a virus apparently

found in healthy pigs can infect

human tissue.

Despite a moratorium in Britain

on using animal organs in

:,uii,«ns, PPL Therapeutics man-
aging director, Ron lames, said he

plans to go ahead with the

research.

NATION

Alabama ruling may
block smokers' suits

MOBILE, Ala. (AP>— On the same

day Liggett Croup settled with 22

states suing over tobacco-related

medical costs, the company also

turned a little noticed case here into

a potential barrier to all future smok-

ing claims

A proposed settlement in the

Mobile lawsuit, tentatively approved

by a state judge on Thursday, would
require the dismissal of pending or

future lawsuits filed by smokers,

their survivors and victims of sec-

ond-hand smoke
It also would create a "settlement

fund board" to determine who gets

how much in payments, according

to court documents. It was not yet

known how much money would be
in a settlement fund. The proposal

was tentatively approved by Circuit

judge Braxton Kittrell on Thursday,

the same day Liggett admitted
smoking is addictive and agreed to

settle lawsuits filed by 22 states to

recover costs of treating Medicaid

patients with tobacco-related illness-

es.

A hearing is scheduled for |uly 1

1

to determine if the pact in the

Mobile case is fair. Some lawyers are

already lining up against it, saying

their clients would not recover much
money because Liggett is struggling

financially.
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UM career services reorganized;

system based on network model

SGA candidates to face off

in pre-election TV debate

By Christina Poletto

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Campus Career Center yesterday

held a gala reception in honor of a

new program that will decentralize

the career services from the Mather
Career Center to a number of

on—campus locations.

According to loan Stoia, director

of Career Services, "The University

is engaged in a complete re-design

of its existing Career Center into a

new Campus Career Network."

Stoia attributes the impact of
technology and organizational
change in the job market to the tran-

sition from a centralized model to a

network model.

These advancement services

include newly acquired databases,

placement programs and the hiring

of new staff members. Students will

be able to peruse field-related career

options on-line for co-op's, intern-

ships and pan and full- time jobs.

The new services, which will be

implemented in the fall of 1997,
were invented primarily in response

to continual complaints about the

inconvenient Career Center loca-

tion.

"The building's location was a ter-

rific obstacle. We really felt we had
to do something substantive and
dramatic to take students from their

first year through their senior year,"

Stoia said. "It's an intimidating jour-

ney to the perimeter of campus."
The program will re-locate the

basic services offered by Mather and
expand them to within seven acade-

mic areas including Arts and
Humanities, Social and Behavioral

Sciences. Food and Natural
Resources. Management, Education
with Nursing and Health Sciences,

Engineering and Natural Sciences
and Math.

Along with reestablishing services

in major academic buildings around
campus, a team of two career spe-

cialists will be hired in each of the

seven areas to provide career and
job placement assistance to students

and consulting for faculty.

Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs Thomas R. Robinson, opened
the reception.

"We're committed to the concept

of lifelong learning." Robinson said.

"We're interested in preparing stu-

dents for life after college.

"It's an exciting time. This is the

beginning of a journey to make this

transformation happen." Robinson
said.

Arlene Cash, director of

Undergraduate Admissions,
addressed the crowd as well.

"Career services is the number
one issue on the list of students

looking for ways to prepare for their

future." Cash said. "Traditionally,

we've worked very well, but to have

a program integrated into the differ-

ent colleges is a milestone for us."

The teams in each of the academ-
ic areas will embody a career advisor

and a field experience cootdinator

with related background in the

respective college.

Career advisors will provide
one-on-one coaching to students
along with educational and mentor-

ing programs, employer tours and
presentations, career courses and
instruction in field of study job
searches.

Field experience coordinators will

cultivate employers, coordinate stu-

dents' experiences throughout their

four years, help students construct

individualized portfolios and devel-

op their own networks of profession-

al contacts.

"We are convinced we need to

offer different career services to dif-

ferent types of majors. What works

Turn to NETWORK, page 2

By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

Say "cheese!"

Candidates running for Trustee and
President of the Student Government
Association (SGA) will debate various

election issues tonight from 7-8 p.m.

intheUVC-TV 19 studio.

The candidates will lace a panel con-

sisting of representatives from
UVC-TV 19, WMU A and the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

Panelists will have the opportunitv in

compile a list of questions to ask the

candidates, the time limits which will

be monitored by Elections Chancellor

|odi Bailey.

Set up in standard debate form, the

candidates will be required to WW
questions in an allotted amount of

time, and will also be given time to

rebut statements made bv other candi-

dates.

"All candidates will have an opening

and closing, a set time to answer que-

tions. and a rebuttal time." Bailey said.

Candidates for the office of Trustee

are R.|. Lemar. Rob McDonald and
Brian Tirrell. Candidates for the office

of SGA President are Brian McVlanus
and l.ia Wong. Lemar and MgMmm
are running as an unofficial ticket, as

are McDonald and Wong. Brad
Davidson, previously running for

President, dropped out of the IMCC \es

terdav.

Along with the races for Trustee and
President, there will also he two rclcr

endum questions on tomorrow s bal-

lot.

Question one will concern student

opinion on potential privatization at

the University of Massachusetts.
Voters will he asked how the> would
rather see the UMvwsitJ invest in a

new Student Union building — by

opening its doors to private companies,

or by continuing to secure and man-
date that all services remain publicly

provided, sponsored and maintained.

Question two concerns the

Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group (MassPIRG). It asks voters if

they are in support of the continued

existence of the MassPIRG chapter at

UMass Amherst. The chapter is funded

through a $5 per student per semester

Mlivable fee. Any student choosing not

to support MassPIRG may waive the

fee.

Stacey Shackford, UMass Amherst
chapter chair of MassPIRG. is confi-

dent that the question will pass.

"MassPIRG is a statewide move-
ment with over 23 campus chapters.

We pool our resources so we have

-tatewide impact. The stuff we do real-

Iv does make a difference." Shackford

said.

SGA election polls will be open
tomorrow and Thursday from 1

1

a.m.-2 p.m. and from 4:30-7 p.m.

Polling stations for Orchard Hill

Residential Area students will be locat-

ed in the Franklin Dining Hall.

Students living in Sylvan and
Northeast Residential Area will be

required to vote in Worcester Dining

Hall.

Residents of Southwest South
i Once. |ohn Quincy Adams. Pierpont.

Moore. Patterson, MacKimmie,
Washington and lohn Adams
Residence Halls) will vote in Berkshire

Dining Hall, while residents of

Southwest North (Thoreau, Coolidge.

lames. Emerson. Kennedy. Melville.

Prince and Crampton Residence HalKi

will vote at Hampshire Dining Hall.

Commuter and Greek Area students

are required to vote in either the

Newman Center or the Hatch

Administrators negotiate

after Goodell occupation
By Christine Sort

Collegion Staff

HNNtTH W P SCOTT COtUGUN

|ane Williams and Cassia Ponusky, employees at the Campus Card Office, take pictures for the mandato-
ry new student identification cards in the Campus Center yesterday.

The first negotiating meeting
between administrators and students

since the occupation ol Goodell took

place yesterday in the Campus
Center

The agenda covered logistical

information regarding future negotia-

tions and lightly touched upon MOK
of the commitments made during the

protest. Three administrators of the

original seven were present to discus-

the issues with nine student negotia

tor-

According to student negotiator

Deepika Marya. "The administrators

did not even call | everyone for the

meeting!." Mavra -aid that onlv live

minutes before the meeting began,

she ran into Ombudsman I
l

Ackermann who said he had not

heard about the meeting.

The first item that was to be dis-

cussed regarded academic study pro-

grams such as Irish studies. \sian

American studies. Native American
studies and Latin American studic*

This topi., was put on hold until a

future unspecified meeting date due
to the fact that Acting Provost
Patricia Crosson could not attend.

According to Associate Chancellor

for the Affirmative Action and I qua I

Opportunity (AAFO) Fred Tillis.

Crosson had a "serious illness on the

I her husband." as well as "per-

sonal reasons
"

Next Marya asked that clarification

be given to item nine of the 21

administrative commitments from the

I niveisity to the students' "Living

Document " Item nine reads. "Hiring

.i I M.RC counselor with the next

new counseling position: est. $40,000
base budget addition

"

Deputy Chancellor Marcellete
W illiams specified that the budget for

the fiscal year '98 would probably

include a budget request for this posi-

tion "At which time." Williams said,

"we will make a strong recommenda-
tion | lor it|."

A question was then posed by stu-

dent negotiator Daniel Lizana regard-

ing the forwarding of the commit-
ments and information surrounding it

to other administrators and faculty.

Williams then acknowledged student

expectations of values and adminis-

trative responsibilities and told those

it that these commitments
would not slip through the cracks as

thev did in 1992.

"This is not '92," the Deputy
Chancellor said.

Rovster Hedgepath corroborated
W illiams' statement by mentioning
that progress is being made on item

19 of the 21 administrative commit-

Turn to GOODELL. page 2

Prime minister of Zaire resigns as

government struggles with rebels

Saudi bombing suspect detained in Canada

By Bern Duff-Brown
Associated Press

KINSHASA, Zaire — Zaire's

prime minister resigned yesterday,

bowing to pressure from lawmakers
who blamed him for mishandling an

insurgency by rebels who have cap-

tured a third of the country.

Leon Kengo wa Dondo's depar-

ture came a day after his mentor.
President Mobutu Sese Seko,
emerged from seclusion, promising

to make clear "within 48 hours" his

plans to reunite the country.

"The prime minister met the presi-

dent of the republic... and he was
obliged to present his resignation."

said Zola Kinkela. secretary-general

of Kengo's Union of Independent

Democrats. Mobutu accepted
Kengo's resignation and asked him
to do everything he could to allow a

new transitional government to take

power, state TV. reported.

Mobutu, who returned Friday

from an extended stay in Europe,

himself did not appear on TV or

issue any statements yesterday.

Parliament had voted a week earlier

to oust Kengo. accusing him of being

soft on the Tutsi-backed rebels

because his mother is a Rwandan
Tutsi. The Mobutu regime initially

rejected the vote, saying it was
unconstitutional because not enough
legislators were present for a quo-
rum.

Mobutu's decision yesterday to

accept his hand-picked prime minis

ter's resignation underscores the

power struggle within the govern-

ment as it struggles to deal with the

rebel march across eastern Zaire.

Opposition lawmakers planned to

meet today to discuss a transitional

government and urged all members
of parliament to join them.

Supporters of Etienne Tshisekedi,

a popular opposition leader and
longtime Mobutu foe. say he should

take over as prime minister and
begin talks with the rebels.

Parliament elected Tshisekedi prime
minister in 1992 but Mobutu refused

to confirm him and instead backed
Kengo for the job.

Tshisekedi has pledged to negoti-

ate with rebel leader Laurent Kabila,

form a coalition government and pre-

pare the country for its first multi-

party elections.

By Michael J. Sniffen

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — A Saudi s U s

peeled of having driven a vehicle

during a bombing of U.S. military

housing in the Arab kingdom came
through the United States on his

way to Canada, law enforcement
officials said yesterday.

Rather than a blunder by U.S.

authorities, that brief transit

through the United States may turn

out to be a lucky break that pro-

duces a chance for FBI agents to

question the 28-year-old directly

about the truck bombing last lune

that killed 19 U.S. servicemen near

Dhahran, according to these offi-

cials, who spoke on condition of

anonymity.

Hani Abdcl Rahim Al-Sayegh. 28.

who was arrested in Canada last

Tuesday, came through the United

States last August at Boston on his

way from Saudi Arabia to Canada,
these officials said. At the time he

fled to Canada, Sayegh was not the

subject of U.S., and possibly not

even of Saudi, suspicions, the U.S.

officials said.

But since Saudi officials detained

up to 40 suspects in the case last fall.

authorities have come to suspect that

he may have driven either the truck

that carried the bomb or a getaway

car used by the truck driver to flee

before the blast at a U.S. military

housing complex these officials said.

On Saturday, the FBI praised the

government of Saudi Arabia "for

invaluable assistance leading to the

identification and location of

Sayegh." One U.S. law enforcement

official said the U.S. suspicions
about him come solelv from Saudi

information. Sayegh did not Nag
long in the United States and may
not have even encountered U.S.
immigration authorities. U.S. offi-

cials said. Many passengers on
international flights that refuel at

U.S. airports en route to other
countries never leave an interna-

tional arrivals area, don't go
through U.S. customs or immigra-
tion and don't technically enter the

United States.

Canadian officials, who arrested

him on suspicion of engaging in ter-

rorism and being a threat to

Canadian securitv. will try to deport

him this week or next, the U.S. offi-

cials said.

He could be deported to his

homeland. Saudi Arabia, or to the

country from which he entered
Canada, which was the United
States, the L S. officials said. They
thought he might choose to be sent

into the U.S. legal system rather

than into Saudi Arabia's. U.S. offi-

cials said they would like to ques-

tion him in Canada if he is not sent

to the I lined States.

Details of the case against Savegh
will be kept confidential until a fed-

eral judge hears his case, a

spokesman for the Canadian
Securitv Intelligence Service said.

The FBI said Saturday. "The
assistance of Saudi Arabia repre-
sents another positive step forward

in our mutual efforts to solve this

tia^ic act of terrorism."

Recently . Attorney General lanet

Reno and FBI Director Louis |.

Freeh openly criticized Saudi Arabia
for shutting FBI agents out of active

participation in the investigation.

In particular. Freeh has sought
permission for FBI agents to inter-

view the suspects detained by the

Saudis. He has complained of get-

ting only summaries of Saudi-gath-

ered evidence. Despite three visits

to the kingdom by Freeh, there is no
indication that such interviews have
occurred.

I
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for students in the humanities is

very different from what works for

engineers," Stoia said.

"New customers-graduate stu-

dents, ALANA, students with dis-

abilities, older students, gay and les-

bian students, foreign and both
recent alumni and mid-career pro-
fessionals require more sophisticat-

ed approaches than the old struc-

ture can provide at present. The
Career Center is attempting to serve

a much larger and more complex
customer base than its size, configu-

ration and location were designed to

handle," wrote Stoia, Robinson and
Interim Assistant Vice Chancellor
Kenneth Burnham in the University

Career Services Network publica-
tion.

The Mather Career Center will

prevail as the central office of the

University's career department.
Remaining in the center will be
employment services including
on-campus interviewing and elec-

tronic resume referral, job develop-

ment and alumni services.

"UMass Amherst is reinventing

itself for a new century of teaching,

learning and service in preparation

for a world where the student body
is more diverse, experience counts,

parents are concerned about their

students' job prospects and educa-
tion and training take place across

the life span," Stoia said. "We rec-

ognized for many years that we have
to be part of the academic experi-

ence."

Scrub-a-dub-dub
Annette Quail, a senior biology major cleans up at Earth Foods after a smooth day.
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WEEKLY UPDATE
UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER
MATHER BUILDING 545-2224

It's not too late for COOL Summer and

Fall placements!

New positions received each

week!
While you enjoyed Spring Break, the Field Experience Stafffilled books

with the following new positions...

R
ER

Whnr lhc

I'rcscni

Meets the

RETURI

TO SCHOOL

Z0L
DETjffe

Nokia

Allyn and Bacon

Wyman Gordan

Xitec

Spectrum Analytical

Cape Cod Commission

New Seabury Co.

The Mount

Overly Publications

Toxikon

Amrec

KmChng
Dudley Sports Marketing

hardware/software/R&D
ENGIVCOMM
PHYSIC
EE, CSE
ENVISCI, CHEM
CE
SPTMGT. HRTA
(Edith Warton's home) HIST. LIBART, ED
ART
CHEM
CHEM/CEE
ENVISCI. CHEM
SPTMGT

(AY

CONSlT
MAI

CBS Sports Summer Internship with the Olympic Unit

FREE FISH if you co-op with BIO SHELTERS in Amherst!

Accounting and liberal arts students apply for these and other cool scientific

positions!

FREE AIRFARE TO COLORADO if you co-op with BLUE MOUNTAIN
ARTS! If you are interested in editing and creative designs of greeting cards

apply today!

For more information visit the Field Experience Office or call 545-6265.

MERC inc.

Looking for a position in education K - 12?

Come to Massachusetts Education Recruiting

Consortium orientation meetings held in Mark's

Meadow Auditorium:

Tuesday, April 15, 1997 from 4:30 - 6:00pm

Wednesday, April 16, 1997 from 6:00 - 7:30pm

Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage March 18 March 23
March 14 A vehicle was broken into in the A coat was reported stolen from
A two vehicle accident occurred Campus Center Garage. Kennedy Residence Hall.

on Commonwealth Avenue.
A minor two vehicle accident Health/Safety Hazard Suspicious Person/Activity

occurred on Kennedy Road. March 18 March lb
March 20 Water was dripping through a loshua K. Finlay, 19, was arrest-

A two vehicle accident occurred light fixture in Worcester Dining ed on North Pleasant Street for (res

on Massachusetts Avenue. Common.
March 23

passing.

Alarm— Fire An abandoned car battery was Vandalism
March 23 removed from parking lot 40 on March 14
A car fire occurred in Southwest Hicks Way. Four vehicles in parking lot 1 3 on

Residential Area circle. Authority Way had their windows
Larceny smashed.

Annoying Behavior March 18 March lb
March 14 Illegal entries using codes of indi- A vehicle was damaged in park-
Derogatory flyers were placed viduals were made on a computer in ing lot 44 on Sylvan Drive.

under residents' door in Leach Lederle Research Center. March 21
Residence Hall. March 21 A windshield was smashed on a

Two lamps were stolen from an vehicle in parking lot 1 1 on
Burglary/Breaking and Entering office in Whitmore Building. Stadium Drive.

Goodell
continued from page l

ments — "Convening a Task Force on
Child Care in March 1997."

"Number 19 of the commitments is

one that affects me and my staff

directly," Hedgepath said. 'I've met
with some of my staff and they know
that (child care) is a high priority."

Student negotiator Rodina Cave
brought up the issue of ALANA
(Asian, Latin American, African and
Native American) student recruit-

ment. She presented to the negotiat-

ing team the publications currently

used by the Admissions Office and
suggested the production of specific

and updated information packets to

target the individual ALANA student

groups.

Tillis responded positively saying.

"This is basically what we do in the

Arts Department." No resolution was
made on this issue.

"I knew it couldn't be resolved
today because (hey didn't have specif-

ic infemation. It is very disappoint-

ing that we always have to remind
them like that," Cave said.

"We have as much power as we
had in Goodell and we have just as

much leverage. But we would like

more student participation like we
had while we were inside. This effects

every student of color on campus and
we would like to have students voice

their opinions, inform the administra-

tors, and stress the point," Marya
said.
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ALANA GRADUATE STUDENT FORUM
»» WBeyond Ebonics

A Conversation with

Dr. Orlando Taylor Dr. Walter Wolfram

Dean off the Graduate William C. Friday

School and Distinguished Professor

Howard University North Carolina State

University

Dr. Harry Seymour (Moderator)

Chair Department of

Communication Disorders

Date: Wednesday March 26, 1997
Place: Room 101 Campus Center

Time: 11:30 am - 1:30 pm

Afro-American Studies

ALANA Graduate

Student Network

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity

SGA

SPONSORED BY:

Communications Studies Graduate Student Senate

Communication Disorders Linguistics

Graduate School Women ofColor Program

Women's Studies English Department
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U.S. TB cases at historic low
By Malcolm Ritter

Associated Press

NEW YORK — The number of new tuberculosis cases
in the United States dropped last year to the lowest level

since record-keeping began in the 1950s, the federal gov-

ernment announced yesterday.

It was the fourth straight year of decline, suggesting the

nation is recovering from a rise in TB from the mid-80s to

1992. officials said.

"We're on the right track toward the elimination of

tuberculosis in this country," said Dr. Ken Castro of the

federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. "We
now have the rare opportunity to eliminate tuberculosis in

the United States." However, he and others at a New York
news conference cautioned against relaxing the fight

against the disease, saying that's what made TB surge in

the 1 980s after a long decline.

Castro noted that 20 states and the District of Columbia
showed no reduction or even had increases from 1995 to

1996, and that sporadic outbreaks of drug-resistant TB
continue to be reported. Last year's nationwide count of

new TB cases was 21,527. down nearly 7 percent from
1995. That's the fewest cases recorded by CDC since it

started national surveillance in 1953. Over the same peri-

od, the total population has almost doubled.

Officials credited programs that seek out people with

infectious tuberculosis, diagnose them and make sure the

patients take their full course of therapy. To be cured, a TB
patient must take drugs for six months or longer, even
after symptoms arc gone.

The TB case total in 1996 was about where it would

have been a decade earlier if the TB resurgence hadn't

interrupted years of decline, Castro said.

From 1985 to 1992, TB cases rose almost 20 percent,

said Dr. Charles Felton, speaking on behalf of the

American Lung Association. The reason is that federal

funding aimed specifically at TB control had been replaced

with general public health block grants to states, which led

many states to cut back their anti-TB efforts, Felton said.

Congress restored much of the anti-TB money by 1992,

he said. "If we do not continue to support Tb control

efforts, we will face an inevitable rise in tuberculosis cases

once again," Felton said. "And the next time, the fight

against TB will be much more costly."

Among the areas reporting TB increases or no change in

1996 were the District of Columbia, up 36 percent, and
Oregon, up 22 percent, Castro said.

He said it would take further study to determine why
they and 19 other states bucked the nationwide trend.

Many are probably still rebuilding their anti-TB programs,

he said. And some may simply be getting better at detect

ing the disease, he said.

Castro also noted that an increasing proportion of this

nation's cases is being found in people bom outside the

country. They accounted for 37 percent of cases in 1 996,

up from 22 percent a decade before, and two-thirds of

them were born in Mexico, the Philippines or Vietnam, he

said.

Part of that trend is due to an influx of immigrants, he

said. Many people diagnosed with TB probably entered the

country with harmless, latent infections of TB germs,

Castro said. These infections can turn active after years of

dormancy.

Whafs in the case?
UNNtTMMr SCOn COutCUW*

Rajit Seth, a senior communications major, takes a break from business and reads Bocho'% Revenge on the

Campus Center steps yesterday afternoon.

The
Edwin M. Rossman

Alumni Career Forum

Bachelor's Degreezirifobulw^
Job-Hunting Strategies for First-Time Job Seekers

Date: Today, March 25

Time: 4:00 PM
Location: Campus Center 903

Sponsored by:

University Career Center

UMass Alumni Association

Alumni/ae Panelists:

Nancy Cohen 79
"Political Ecology'

Maryann Davis '81

"Animal Behavior & an Evolutionary

Approach to Human Behavior"

Jim Kenehck '94

"Organizational Development"

Dusty King '95

"Creative Writing, Technical

Communication & Document Design"

News Director

WFCR
University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA

Assistant Professor

Center for Psychosocial and
Forensic Services Research

Department of Psychiatry

University of Massachusetts

Medical Center

Worcester, MA

Training and Organizational

Development Specialist

American Management Association

New York, NY

Senior Information

Development Specialist

Lucent Technologies (formerly Bell Labs)

North Andover, Ma

For more information, please contact:

University Career Center 545-2225
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Pete, Shaun and Snoopy from Kleeberg Sheetmetal lower an exhaust fan for the refrigeration evacuation

system in the tower library yesterday..

Lawmakers "Get Tough " with slumlords
By Lawrence L. Knutson
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The nations
top law enforcement and housing
officials announced a joint crack-

down yesterday against private land

lords who enrich ihcmsclvc* on fed-

eral subsidies while allowing the

apartments they manage 10 crumble

and decav

Attorney General |anet Reno and
Housing and Urban Development
Secretary Andrew Cuomo targeted

the 50 big cities Irom New York to

Los Angeles in which most of the

nation's federally assisted low-
income rental housing is located.

They announced a $50 million

"Get Tough" campaign in which the

government will send investigators

into the field, identify violators, take

enforcement actions and. when war-

ranted, file civil or criminal cases
against them

They also proposed legislation to

prevent landlords from using the

bankruptcy laws to stall foreclosure

on mortgages and to make people
convicted of illegally pocketing fed-

eral housing subsidies liable for all

Millered by the government.

"The message is simple." Cuomo
said. "If you misuse federal
resources we will find out. we will

track you down, we will make you

pay."

"If the housing isn't safe, clean

and decent, then you have a serious

problem." he said.

"It is illegal, it is wrong, it must

end — and beginning today it will."

Cuomo said.

At a news conference, Cuomo
showed video and still photographs
ol lederally assisted private housing

that is seriously run down, infested

with vermin, and have poor heat and
plumbing systems. Reno said that

typically such badly deteriorated
housing is a breeding ground for

crime.

Cuomo said the department will

examine some 44b.OOO HUD Natal

ed housing units occupied by about

a million low- and moderate income
people in the 50 cities

Overall HUD pays $9 billion each

year to subsidize rents for the 4 3

million people who live in some 2.5

million privately owned apartment
units. Many of the occupants are

elderly or disabled None ol the

units involve public housing owned
and operated by state and local

housing authorities.

Cuomo said the majority of land-

lords running subsidized housing are

not to blame but that the exceptions

were causing "intolerable" condi-

tions.

He said he did not know what
percentage ol the targeted federal

housing may be in violation ol leder-

al regulations or laws or how much
federal subsidy monev i> a! risk Hut

the problem is clearlv significant, he
said.
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Volunteer

The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian
New England's Largest College Daily

and

LHOCMP
The OffCampus Meal Plan

(888) 211-OCMP
Present

A Guide and Map to Area Restaurants

\

call 545-3500
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The candidates speak out

Today's Ed/op page is dedicated to this year's candidates for SGA
President and Student Trustee. Each of the candidates have been

granted space to present their views and ideas.

In tomorrow's paper look for features on all of the candidates

and the Collegian's endorsements.
Elections are being held tomorrow and Thursday from 1 1 a.m. to

2 p.m. and 4:30 to 7:00 p.m.

Candidates for SGA President

Brian McManus
Have you ever looked down on your dinner tray

and found a scrod staring back at you? Or waited
anxiously in line to find out if they were serving
chicken slimy, chicken squishy. or chicken smelly?
Have you or one of your friends ever been carried
out of the D.C. on a stretcher'' Or maybe noticed
the labels on the food carton- in the kitchen:"Grade
D Meat — Not Fit For Human Consumption" If you
answered "yes" to any of these questions, you want
to vote for R.|. Lemar for Trustee and me. Brian
McMaMM lor President. If you like the food, then
we're probably not your guys — we're going to
change it.

You might ask how we can succeed where the
SGA has been trying and failing for years. The prob-
lem is. they've been too caught up in their political

games to make a Wlom effort to deal with the
issues that really matter. The student leadership has
been taking what the administration has given them
calling it a triumph. Instead of making a real effort
to improve the food, the SGA proudly announced
that we'll have an extra guest meal next year
(Applause). If we are going to have better food we
need to break the University monopoly. The food
will improve after we force the D.C. s to compete
with private businesses (like Antonio's in
Southwest) on campus that accept the new all cam-
pus card coming next year While the SGA should
have been protecting the Student Businesses by
involving itself in the negotiations for the new card,
they were negotiating to buy a dozen new $400
chairs for the SGA office so they could look "more

important."

Instead of trying to look more important, the SGA
should be working toward important accomplish-
ments. The obvious number one priority of the SGA
should be improving the quality of food and other
services on campus by opening the door to privatiza-

tion while protecting student businesses. I ran for
Senate last fall on a pro-privatization ticket, and I

have fought with paranoid special interest groups
that oppose change. Protecting Student Businesses
is very simple — we won't allow any company into
UMass if it provides goods and services currently
being provided to us by student businesses.

Instead of the SGA Fighting over who should be
allowed into the Senate, the SGA should be Fighting
for things worth fighting for; like lowering our
tuition, improving safety, fixing the parking fees and
ensuring a successful spring concert. The political

games within the SGA must end and we need to get
serious about listening to students and helping them
where it matters. The SGA can be so much more
than a playground for political science majors. It's

up to the voters to make that change — R.|. Lemar
and I have tried to accomplish this from the inside
but we need your help. The same people have been
running the SGA for a long time and they will pull
out every trick in the book to mislead you. If you're
frustrated with the way things have been going.
Vote for Brian McManus, R.|. Lemar. and privatiza-
tion on Wednesday and Thursday. Your vote is

important so use it.

Brian McManus is a candidate for SCA President

Lia Wong
UMass-Amherst is full of possibilities. I have found

the importance of the students' voice and the power
the students hold. I realize that this University is not all

it is cracked up to be. and I have decided to do some-
thing about it. I joined the executive board of Asian
American Students Association, the Asian American
Studies Coalition, the ALANA CaUCM .md the Student
Government Association.

I also know that it is not an "I". but a "We" Student
Government must be closer to the students. We can
not get stuck on personal agendas that fail to serve the
interest of the student population.

We must improve the quality ol life of even student
on this campus. I will work to build bridges of under-
standing between all elements of the Univcr-itv com-
munity.

I will focus on three key areas of student life on this

campus: tuition and fees. Housing Services and Food
Services. Additionally. I will hold administration
accountable and ensure that it lives up to the agree-
ments that it has made with students, including the
commitments they made to student- in the Goodell
Takeover "97. With the better utilization of current
University funds, these changes can occur without dig-
ging deeper into students pockets

Parking fees should not be raised. It is not the
responsibility of the students to have to pay for the
deferred maintenance of $600 million on this campus
The state is responsible for this. It should be the one
paying for improving the sour state of conditions our
parking lots are currently in.

Privatization is an issue that effects all students. It

Candidates for Student Trustee

RJ. Lemar
As students of this University,

we are subjugated to exorbitant
fees on top of one of the nation's

highest tuition rates for a public

eduication. Both in and out of
state students feel a financial
burden that rivals that of private

institutions. For this we receive
limited services, terrible food, an
unsafe campus, little accessibili-

ty to classes and disregard from
an administration that works for

us. We all complain about these
and other problems, but for
some reason, students on this

campus have been unwilling to

initiate change. Our apathetic
nature has allowed our voice to
be ignored.

As student issues advocate for

Gov. Weld, and as an SGA
Senator. I have worked this past

year to push our concern- to the

foreground of the policy agendas
in our educational system V-

your Student Trustee. I will con-
tinue to represent each student
equally. I will not allow mv-ell
to become a puppet to strong
-pecial interests groups on cam-
pus, and I will not place a per-
-onal agenda ahead of concerns
for the entire univcr-itv

There are many issues that
this campus needs a Student
Trustee to address, issues such
as:

I. Rollback Tuition for
Out-of-State as well as In-State
Students:

We must continue to make the

University accessible to all. The
five percent reduction for
Massachusetts residents is a
great start, and it must continue.
We must also reduce the
$17,000 bill the out-of-state
students face.

2. The Administration Must
Honor All Agreements with
Students:

Regardless of personal views,
we must assure that the adminis-
tration is responsible for uphold-
ing agreements with all groups,
(i.e. ALANA Affairs, Greek
Affairs, lewish Affairs. RSOs.
GLBTA. etc I.

3. Quality of Dining Services:

Simple — our food sucks, and
we pay too much for it! Either
make dramatic improvements, or
privatize.

4. Opening the Door for
Privatization, while Protecting
Student Businesses:

Allow private companies
(Antonio's. McDonald's. Barnes
& Nobles, etc.) to move in and
give students greater selection.

We must be responsible in this

endeavor in order to protect
existing student businesses, and
assure that their service is not
lost

5. Continue the Fight for a

Safer Campus;
Since 1977. the administration

has been aware of potential
"high risk" danger areas on cam-
pus, but they have done hardly
anything to improve these prob-
lems. The Escort service also
needs substantial improvement
in -ervice accessibility.

I know that many of these
issues that I have briefly men-
tioned affect almost all of you. I

have heard the complaints focus-

ing on all of these problems for

over two years. They will be my
major concerns as Student
Trustee. On tomorrow and
Thursday, vote for strong leader-

ship that will improve this
-chool. and reduce our unheard
uncomplaining.

Vote Brian McManus for SGA
President and R.|. Lemar for
Student Trustee.

RJ. Lemar is a candidate for
Student Trustee.

Rob McDonald
If elected to the Trustee position

for the University, my goal will be
to work entirely for the student
body. The issues I believe affect

students the most are within the
areas of tuition and fees, food ser-

vices and housing services.

I feel that the University of
Massachusetts is too expensive as

it is currently the fourth most
expensive public flagship
University in the country. In the

past two years, in-state students
received 5 percent rollbacks in

both tuition and fees; I will make
this my goal for next year for both
in- and out-of-state students. In the

past. I have worked at reducing
tuition and fees by lobbying at the

Statehouse in Boston.

Throughout my educational
career here at UMass I have heard
and experienced how awful the
food is here. Over the years I have
worked at making both the quality

and service of Food Services bet-

ter. Since the food is still not at

the level it should be. it will be my
goal to continue working at the
improvement of food here at the
University. I have worked on
improving the standards of food
served on campus, i.e. bagels and
Stonewilly's Pizza. I have also
worked on making the Dinning
Commons more accessible to the

students by working with the
Student Government Association.
I have enabled Food Services to
implement a 10-meal plan that
students can use to eat with on
weekends, beginning next year.

One of the areas that affects stu-

dent lives the most is Housing
Services. Areas that need improve-
ment in Housing Services are the

cable channels offered, the candle
and incense policy and the cancella-

tion fee that can be charged when a

student moves off-campus. Until

this year, there have been no cable

channels for students at all. After
working with Director of Hou-ing
Services Michael Gilbert. I was
actually able to attract the channels
we have now. I know that many
students prefer MTV and ESPN
and I have fought hard to get those
for this year, however, because the

idea of having cable channels for

the dormitories was relatively new.
there was not enough money in the

budget to receive them. I will work
to get these channels and many oth-

ers that the students want for next
year. Secondly, the fact that a stu-

dent cannot have candles and
incense in his/her room for reli-

gious purpose- is wrong. I do not
feel that a public in-titution should
have the right to restrict one's reli-

gious beliefs.

The last of many more is-ue-

dealing with Housing Services I

would like to work on is the can-
cellation fee Housing Services has
started a fee where a student is

charged if he/she does not notify

them that he/she intends to move
off-campus by a certain dale.
Currently, this date is before the

majority of off-campus housing
becomes available. I do not believe

it is fair that a student can be
charged something before he/she
even has the ability to look for a

place to live.

In conclusion, if elected Trustee.

I will fight for these and many
other issues. However. I can not
work towards making these
changes without your help and
involvement here at the University

If we work together, we can make
the University the best place it pos-

sibly can be. Therefore, please vole

for me. Rob McDonald, this
Wednesday and Thursday.
Together we really can make a dif-

ference.

Rob McDonald is a candidate
for Student Trustee.

Brian Tirrell

Doonesbury Flashbacks

In the past three years. I have
worked on many issues that con
cern students I helped negotiate
an on-campus polling place that

had only been talked about for

more than 20 years, served on
the SCERA board that oversaw
the "UMass Votes* project that

registered many thousands of
-ludent- to vote and confirmed
10.000 students registered. I was
a member of the SATE task force

that has already obtained
$200,000 for Student Admin-,
-topped housing from doing ille-

gal room searches of floors and
entire buildings and served on
the committee that revised the
policy to prevent future infrac-

tion! ol student rights. MJCO
fully lobbied -late legislators for

increased funding to UMass:
stayed in the Goodell building
for six days to promote issiu•-

that were getting nowhere
through the regular administra-
tive process.

Issues such as financial aid.

child care, recruitment and
retention. (ALANA students
specifically and all students gen-
erally! and allowing greater stu-

dent participation on important
committees I have been a stu-

dent government senator and the
associate speaker of the senate.

I am currently a member of the
Campaign cabinet for "Campaign
UMass." the to dream, to act. to

lead people who are raising
$130,000,000 for new buildings,

including an expansion of the
Student Union to provide desper-
ately needed space for student
organizations and clubs. I am
currently a member of the
Student Legal Services advisory
board. I am the Speaker of the

undergraduate student senate
and am working to stop the park-

ing fee as well as housing fee

increases, moving (through the
bureaucracy) toward better food,
getting ATMs at the munehie
stores. I will also seek to improve
safety by providing adequate
lighting, call boxes and expanded
escort -ervices to bring you to
your dorm, not the just to south-
west horseshoe and will bring a
-ick student to Health Services. I

will ensure that the administra-
tion does not destroy the student
businesses bv refusing to provide
card readers for the new debit
card system next semester and
make sure they don't have terri-

ble glitches in their system that
will cost student- money
New i-ue- that I would like to

tackle include:

• One slop shopping at

Whitmore to make all of the
offices able to handle any trans-
action you need to make. No
more shuffling students from
financial aid to the bursar to the
uyi-trar and back again.

• Easy access to your records,
including financial aid and grades
over the phone and Internet.

• Review and support Student
Informaiion Systems (SIS) and
Administrative Redesign (ARD)
that rightfully make students the
-u-tomers and navigating
Whitmore and the rest of the
Administration easier for stu-
dents.

Most importantly, the student
voice needs to be maintained
through a strong and continuous
presence on Beacon Hill, where
the legislature decides our bud-
get and ultimately how much
every student must pay to attend
this school, the Board of
Trustees, where students at this
campus have only one vote every
three years.

Brian Tirrell is a candidate for
Student Trustee.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU Doonesbury Flashbacks BY GARRY TRUDEAU

encompasses and affects many aspects of the institu-

tion: student business, food services, employments, etc.

A simple "yes" and "no" is not enough. Student
involvcnieni is vital and should be in all decision mak-
ings regarding any type of privatization. Students must
have a say from the beginning to the end of all discus-

sions and negotiation in establishing and implementing
any form of privatization on our campus. This is our
university and is for the students, not McUniversity
belonging to corporations who are not here to serve the

interest of the student body.

Tuition and Fees have always been a major issue and
continue to be so. We should not be one of the most
expensive flagship institutions in the country. There is

a definite need for continued tuition rollbacks for all

students I will ftghl for an increase of funding allocat-

ed for financial aid to ensure thai monetary difficulty

will not prevent any student from obtaining a higher
education.

Housing services and Food Services must continue to

improve. Policies and actions which invade students'
rights, such as rooms sweeps, must not exist.
Administrative excuses are not acceptable. They must
take responsibility to provide u- with quality services at

reasonable price-

As your President. I will ensure that students are
taken -enou-lv I can not do this alone. It will take
hard work and dedication of the entire student body to
send Whitmore a message: Students will not be taken
lor granted We are the reason why the University
evi-t- Our voices will not be ignored!

Lia Wong is a candidate for SCA President.
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"Ink" finally makes prime time Mo/OT StUiiioS left OUt of OsCOT night Spotlight
By Ftazier Moore
Associated Press

NEW YORK - "My head is

pounding! Why did I take this job?
Sometimes the pressure is just
insane!"

That's Mary Steenburgen as Kate
Montgomery, harried managing editor

of the Sew York Sun. on a recent
episode of the comedy "Ink."

But you might well imagine it's

Diane English speaking instead. After

all, it was she who, amid last sum-
mer's dog days, took over the sitcom
under siege conditions after four lack-

luster episodes had been shot, then
scrapped

Less; than two months later, the
English edition of "Ink" premiered on
CBS' Monday night lineup (it current-

ly airs at 9:30 p.m. EST, with a TV-
PG rating).

What remained from the original

version was little more than the news-
paper setting and the co-stars —
Steenburgen and her real-life mate
Ted Danson, who plays Sun columnist

Mike Logan (and Kate's ex-husband).

"The pressure was just phenome-
nal." recalls English, echoing Kate.

But over tea on a visit to Manhattan
not too long ago, she chuckles at the

memory rather than, as Kate might,

letting out a moan.
"I don't want this to sound like I'm

tooting my own horn," English says,

"but I'm an unbelievably organized

person. I don't really get ruffled

under pressure."

Let's recap the chronology of what
didn't ruffle her:

On Aug. 25, English got that des-

perate call from the network and pro-

duction company.

"It really blew me against the wall."

she says, conceding surprise, "because

our company (Shukovsky English

I ntertainment ) had really chased Ted.

We came very close to signing him.

then lost him to DreamWorks. Then
his show landed back in my lap."

Forty-eight hours later, she signed

on — "I really wanted to work with

him."

With English an executive producer

along with Danson and Steenburgen.

the first reformulated "Ink" was shot

Oct 8 "Ink" finally premiered Oct. 21.

"In between, we had to write

-enpts. put a crew together, create

new sets, assemble a supporting cast

from scratch," says English, who had

j through this routine at a much
jpMfrplrce when she crested such sit

"Love A War" and "Murphy
Brown," 'This it usually a five-month

process.

How did she do so much so quick-

ly?

For one thing, by adopting a

reverse approach to the casting chore:

Instead of matching actors to precon-

ceived characters, many of the sup-

porting players (who include

Christine Ebersole, Charlie Robinson

and Saul Rubinek) were chosen from

a hastily compiled "wish list" of

actors who were both good and
instantly available. After they were
brought on board, English molded
characters to fit them.

But even once the show debuted, the

pressure didn't let up. Having resumed

production so far behind schedule,

"Ink* is stuck in catch-up mode.

"I just try to stay healthy," English

explains, when asked how she copes

with a system where each episode is

wrapped only days, not weeks, before

its air-date.

"No drinking, no caffeine, no
drugs, no sugar," she says. "I try to be

in bed by 10:30 every night, and get

eight hours of sleep if I can. I try to

get to the gym early in the morning. I

got a flu shot this year.

"It's kind of a boring lifestyle," she

says with another rolling chuckle, "but

I just really gel off on the work."
Good thing. The workload is only like-

ly to increase for English next season.

as she rejoins "Murphy Brown" for its

10th and almost certainly final season,

after several years' absence. She will

take the title of executive consultant.

Meanwhile. English's much-cher-
ished budding project, a sitcom titled

"Lawyers," is being discussed as a

CBS mid-season entry. Despite her

success, English doesn't fit the image

of a comedy writer, if for no other rea-

son than her smartly turned-out look

and Chanel wardrobe ("I'm not a

jeans sport shirt grungy person"). But

declaring "I love comedy. I love the

camaraderie in the writer's room," she

paints a vivid picture of the sanctuary

where "Ink's" scripts come to life:

"There's no political correctness

and nobody censors themselves, or

you can't be funny. We laugh so

much at the stuff that flies out of the

writers' mouths! It's the hottest show
in town.

"We spend half our time saying,

'How can we clean this up? How can

we find another way to make the joke

just as funny without the word
(unprintable here, dear reader) in it?'

Then we decide it can't be done, and

we abandon that joke a^d move on."

Just as well Back at the New York

Sun, "Ink" is always facing a deadline.

Premium Law School Education

Without a Premium Price
For over two decade* law school academics have claimed that a law school

must be expensive to be good, and that it can be good without teaching
students the skills they need in practice. These propositions are untrue.

But they have led to a median law school tuition in New England of $17740
this year, and to a dearth of courses in practical skills

MSL illustrates that high quality legal education need not be that expensive and
should include extensive education in practical skills At MSL. up to one-half

the courses you take during your career can be skills courses if you wish,

and annual tuition tor full time study if $9,000 this year (part time is $7,200).

The difference this makes is that MSL students are paying approximately

s. • ii iniViunirv, in tuition during their Law schi*>l carvers antlarvmuih
better equipped to practice when they graduate

We ask you to compare both prices and trammg Personally ask schools htw marry

practical stalls courses their students realistically can take 6nly personal inquiry can

enable you to learn about counts. And check tuitions at mdntdual schools -youuill

find that MSL's tuition usually a 40% to 60% less than tuitions at other schools

MSL graduates are eligible to practice law in Vermont, New Hampshire,
Maine and Massachusetts, as well as California and other selected states

Fora calSOa-MI-OMO

Massachusetts School of Law
500 Federal Street Woodland Park. Andover, MA 01810

Visit our video: wwwjnslaw.edu
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HOLLYWOOD, Calif. (AP)— The
major studios were uncharacteristical-

ly snubbed in last night's Oscar
awards, as many of the major players

could only watch at smaller indepen-

dent films took away most of the

hardware.

The only major award for

Hollywood studios went to Cuba
Gooding , the football star who
repeatedly asks his faltering agent to

"Show me the money!" in jerry

Maguire. He won the supporting
actor Oscar.

After hugging ferry Maguire star

Tom Cruise on his way up to the

stage, Gooding shouted out thank-

yous and l-love-yous and jumped
around like he had just caught a

game-winning touchdown. The Shrine

Auditorium audience loved his exu-

berance and applauded as he yelled

out thanks to his family and everyone

connected to the movie.

"I know I have a little bit of time so

I'm going to rush and get in everyone.

You can cut away. I won't be mad at

you," the excited Gooding warned the

audience as he exceeded the 40-sec-

ond acceptance speech limit.

Another award The English Patient

didn't get went to Billy Bob Thornton,

for his adapted screenplay of Sling

Blade, in which he also starred and
directed.

Besides McDormand's award.
Fargo also won for original screen-

play.

Oscar specializes in sentiment . and

a high point was reached when the

documentary feature Oscar was pre-

sented to the producers of When We
Were Kings, which depicts a key fight

in the career of former boxing cham-

pion Muhammad Ali.

When the producers gave credit to

Ali. who was seated in the audience

with his wife, the crowd applauded

wildly in a standing ovation.

Ali. who has Parkinson's syndrome,

made his way hesitantly to the stage

along with one-time opponent George
Foreman, who is also in the film.

"Well, thank heavens there wasn't

a song in The English Patient is all I

can say." said Andrew Lloyd Webber
as he and Tim Rice collected the orig-

inal-song Oscar for "You Must Love

Me" from Evita.

Before the show, the contenders for

top honors were largely unknown to

most Americans.

Except for Cruise, Diane Keatot

Hacall and a couple of ol

the 20 acting ncijrtTaV% BSfeTfotltn'-
much play ia Peoria la fact, tlftatei

were nominated for their very first

movies: Emily Watson, Breaking the

Waves; Edward Norton, Primal Fear.

and Marianne |ean-Baptiste, Secrets

and Lies. Fourteen others were never

before nominated.

And in the best picture category,

four of the five nominees were inde-

pendent films with relatively small

audiences: The English Patient,

Fargo, Shine and Secrets & Lies. Only
Jerry Maguire was released by a major

Hollywood studio. But the scarcity of

big names and blockbuster movies
among this year's Oscar contenders

didn't dampen enthusiasm for

Hollywood's 69th rite of spring.

"We're going to sec some stars!"

said Elmer Armstrong, 54, of St.

Louis, one of hundreds of fans who
had camped outside the Shrine
Auditorium since Saturday. "We have

some wonderful seats here."

After a three-year absence, comedi-

an Billy Crystal returned as host of

the three-hour-plus ceremony, tele-

cast live on ABC. He received a

standing ovation for an opening act

that put him in scenes of the night's

big films.

In a previously announced award.

Michael Kidd, who created the
dances for Seven Brides for Seven
Brothers, Guys and Dolls and other

musicals, received an honorary award
for career achievement.

This year's nominations reflected a

growing attitude among the
Hollywood superpowers: Let the for-

eigners and independents make their

human dramas with little box office

appeal; we'll aim for the block-
busters.

That philosophy makes sense to

the studios. If they can combine some
big-name stars and a sure-fire con-

cept, they might produce a Mission:

Impossible or a Ransom. One such

moneymaker might be enough to

keep a company in the black for a

year — and guarantee the jobs of stu-

dio heads.

Veteran screenwriter William
Goldman [Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid. All the President's

Men) proclaimed 1996 "the worst

year in Hollywood history."

"The most startling and depressing

thing about the recent Academy nom-
inations is not that ferry Maguire was
the only studio film to get a Best

Picture nod." Goldman wrote in a

recent magazine article. "The crusher

•a thai h-rry M.,, nr, was the onlv

\iuWsimvr\ft ai -aircirtcvsa.'if rcsr-
PLiurc n dilution.

i atfMP

-i^—^- .
cou«Tis» nnsT«««cnj«<

tew 'Cruise vvas Jented an Oscar at tast night's award ceremony
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Access to computer porn debated
BOSTON (AP) — Mayor Thomas Menino says he's

happy with a compromise to place fillers only on com-

puters accessible to children in the city's public

libraries. Other terminals available only to adults will

remain unfiltcred.

Menino originally wanted to filter pornography from

all of the city's library Internet terminals, but a free

speech debate threatened to ensue.

"All I wanted to do was make sure the children

wouldn't get on those pornographic sites," Menino
said.

Menino ordered the library to bar access to online

pornography last month after learning that children

were browsing nude pictures at some of the library's

26 branches.

A police officer in the Dorchester section of the city

contacted City Councilor Maureen A. Feeney after

receiving complaints from two irate parents.

But library president Bernard Margolis said he was
concerned a total ban could prevent some people
from conducting legitimate research on controversial

topics.

So Menino and Margolis agreed to install a software

program to block out objectionable Internet sites on all

computers available to children. "It appears the

Internet question is all worked out now," library

spokesman Arthur Dunphy told The Boston Globe.
"We'll be installing the software."
The program, called Cyber Patrol, will allow the

library to choose what it censors from a list compiled
weekly by a team of monitors who scan for sexually
explicit and violent material.

Dunphy said the library's Internet committee is

investigating how much to filter. With Internet access
booming over the past few years, towns, libraries,

schools and employers have been forced to deal with
pornography using the new medium. In Florida, for

example, the Orange County library system hired a

computer company to block porn on its computers.
The American Library Association, the largest orga-

nization of public librarians in the country, opposes
such moves along with the Electronic Privacy
Information Center in Washington, D.C.
The privacy center successfully challenged the

Communications Decency Act — which banned certain

types of Internet materials in a federal court in

Philadelphia. That case is now before the U.S. Supreme
Court.

"We don't support the use of software filters,"

Director Marc Rotenberg said last month. "We feel a

library has to make a commitment to protect intellectu-

al freedom."

Government discusses Internet censorship
By Scolt Lindlaw

Associated Press

BURBANK, Calif. — If the U.S. Supreme Court
strikes down a law criminalizing indecency on the

Internet, Congress probably will draft another, an influ-

ential senator said Saturday.

But Sen. )ohn McCain (R-Ariz.) said any new mea-
sure that resembled the Communications Decency Act

probably would not survive the Senate Commerce
Committee that he chairs.

Last week, the Supreme Court began weighing the

constitutionality of the law that would make it a federal

crime to put indecent or "patently offensive" words or

pictures online where they can be found by children.

President Clinton signed the act last year, but a

three-judge federal panel blocked it as an unconstitu-

tional restraint on free speech. The high court is expect-

ed to rule by |uly on the law.

At a news conference, McCain said it was "entirely

likely" that Congress would try again if the act is struck

down. "But it's not clear whether something like that

would pass." he said.

McCain, whose committee oversees telecommunica-
tions, told a conference on the media, technology and
politics that he voted against the act, and said it is

vague and smacks of censorship.

"I'm the father of small children, they all are far more
computer literate than I am." McCain said. "I've seen
some of the stuff that they see and it disturbs me terribly.

"But I didn't know how you would implement that

(law]. I didn't know who would decide what's decent."

McCain said he favored other means of keeping inde-

cent material out of children's hands, such as an elec-

tronic blocking device or providing parents with infor-

mation on Internet content.

MUSIC ••OPTWARI MOVIES' BOOKS

MEDIA PLAY
Sole ends March 29, 1 997

STORE HOURS: MON-THURS: 10AM °:30PM, FRI SAT: 10AM 10PM; SUN: 11 AM 7PM

Hampshire Mall Hodley, {41 3) 58? OilONowington Commons Ptaia Newingfon, (860) 594 7272

Statoline Plasa Enfield (860) 253 4777«Cros»roads But k land Hills. Manchester. (860) 648-5870
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lames Spader and Holly Hunter share an intimate moment in the back of Spader's crashed car in David

Cronenberg's new film, Crash.

Sex and psychosis collide in Crash
By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

CRASH
Directed by David Cronenberg

with lames Spader, Elias Kotcas.

Holly Hunter
Playing at Pleasant St. Theater

The sign on the poster said in bold

yellow letters: Sex and Car Crashes.

What possibly do these two extreme*

have in common? (Other than each
are so often perceived as dangerous.)

According to David Cronenberg, sex

and car crashes share a tremendous
bond and for some, a common goal.

From within his character's psyches
lie an obsession with impact — the

impact of a car collision and of an

orgasm. To these people these word*
are synonymous. Crash is a unique
exploration into their particular psy

ches. offering no apologies nor expla-

nations for this peculiar, yet frighten-

ingly disturbing behavior.

In 1991, Cronenberg did the

absolute impossible by transforming

William S. Burroughs' unintelligible

Naked Lunch into a true cincmagraph-

ic achievement. Perhaps out of sheer

cockiness, he has now attempted more
of the same with I G. Ballard's 1971

underground semi-autobiographical

novel Crash. The story's freaky absence

of plot "narrative" deals with the men-

tal fascination society has with destruc

tion — in this case, car aceidentv
Sexual intercourse is added to heighten

the intrigue, thus creating a dark,

haunting look into our most hidden

and unhealthy desires.

The film version of Crash is as

equally anti-climactic, reiving more on
shock value than any sense of tradi-

tional linear narrative. Cronenberg
allows his camera ;o carefully follow

the images he is recording from a safe

distance. The audience watches the

film's situations as spectators, mesmer-
ized with awe at what they are witness

ing. As the audience, we must set our-

selves apart from the circumstances on

screen. To indulge loo closely could be

considerably harmful to one's stability

as a viewer. Yet. Cronenburg's imagery

is so captivating that, at times, one
could forget they are watching a

movie. Viewed must struggle to recap-

tua- their bearings and not allow them
selves to become too emotionally
involved. Viewers may discover that

through this fear, they recognize
aspects of this insanity lying within

themselves.

Il is lot these reasons that (.rash is I

far better film in theory than in actual-

ity. There is an apparent criticism of

technology that Cronenberg has exam
ined before in films such as They
Came From Within. I he Hy and most

specifically. Videodrome. Former |ohn

Hughes stock actor Elias Koteas.
whose character is named V'aughan,

serves us the liaison into the realm of

se\ and car crushes and explains that

the cur accident is the source toward

the transformation of the human body
through modem technology

Any trace of a plot can be analwed
from this statement as we see Rosannu
Arquette bound in leg braces (which

appear more like an S & M outfit) and

covered with scars that clearly symbol

i/c the female sexual anatomy.

lumes Spader plays Ballard, a yup-

pie T.V. producer who. on his wuv
home one night, skids of the road into

the oncoming traffic. The impact o!

the crash with (he other car sends the

other driver flying out of his car and
right through Ballard's windshield.

The wife of his victim. Dr. Helen
Remington, is played strangely
enough by Holly Hunter, who not

only forgives him for the murder of

her husband, but sets out on a reck-

less sexual relationship introducing

him to the eroticism of car acci-

dents Remington introduces
Ballard to V'aughan, a sort ol

sell-proclaimed prophet-ivpe, who
performs real life reenactments ol

famous movie -tars' lulal accidents

One of the film's mosi engaging
moments is when Vaughan displuv*

a step-by-step performance of

lumes Dean's 1953 crush

Cronenberg feels no obligation to

explain anything about the narrative,

and thus most of the story appears jum-

bled und confusing. We are left with no

understanding of why the characters

think or act the way they do. What
makes Crash almost dangerous,

though, is that absolutely no moral

judgements are made on the characters

or their situations. We witness exces-

sive infidelity and mental abuse, and it

is portrayed in a most "matter ol luct"

manner. The characters neither grow as

individuals nor do they pay for the sins

of their obsessive sexuality.

Yet Cronenberg does not glorify

their behavior, either— instead he-

creates a very uncomfortable and
straightforward portrait of the sort ol

desire that is not easily talked about.

Crash is almost a documentary in the

most untraditional sense of the

term— or perhaps just a story told

for no other reason to inflict fear.

Crash is not the sort of film that is

eusilv judged whether it is "good" or

not. Rather, it transcends such limited

semantics. To dismiss the film as such

is careless, as it deserves an honest

and critical analysis. At times ii seems

that there is nothing more than light

pornography occurring with a beauti

f li I woman rubs her naked body
against a well polished airplane. Later,

though, the pornography becomes
more psychotic and allows the true

complications to occur Whenever
there is j crush, whether on T.V, or in

reality, the characters engage in fits ol

mutual masturbation. Although it

appears distasteful to the average
innocent eve. one can not ignore the

artistic inclinations involved in such

obscenitv. I ven though Crash muv no!

sit well in one's stomach. Cronenberg
has created u masterpiece ol smut and
psvehosis I ike it. hate il or just

rcspeet its absurdity but do not deny

Qwfe us potentially the most contro-

versiul film of our time (no grade
given)
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Atlanta's Turner Field almost finished Williams explores Sox lineup options
ATLANTA (AP) - Although Turner Field is still

crowded with hundreds of construction workers.
Braves officials insist the bulk of the project will be
completed in time for the first exhibition game-
Saturday against the New York Yankees.
The grass field has been installed, the scoreboard is

operational and crews are scrambling to finish numer-
ous other details in time for the opening game at the
49.000-scat stadium. "What has to be done?
Decorating, basically." Braves president Stun Kasten
said yesterday while giving reporters a tour of the
facility. "We also have a lot of work to do at the con-
cession stands, getting equipment in and things like
that. But it will be done. On Saturday. 90 percent of
the decorating will be done." Kasten looked out on
the field, where sprinklers watered the outfield grass

and workers prepped the dirt around home plate. "As
you can see. we could play a game here today if we
had to," Kasten said, a somewhat optimistic assess

ment considering the number of workers still on the

site.

They are working to complete the studium's conver-

sion from an 85,000-seat track and field facility used
during last summer's Olympics to a ballpark.

After two exhibition games against the Yankees this

weekend, the Braves will open the regular season with
three games at Houston before returning to Turner
Field for the home opener April 4 uguinst the Chicago
Cubs.

Atlanta also announced that cominunicalions giant

BellSouth had signed u three-year sponsorship deal
with the Braves.

By Jimmy Golen
Associated Press

FORT MYERS, Fla. — Designated

hitter Mike Stanley doesn't think it

really matters where Mo Vaughn
huts in the Boston Red Sox lineup.

"He hits the ball so hard, the guy
on deck can score," Stanley
quipped.

Vaughn drove in 143 runs last

year, baiting mostly third with Jose

Canseco protecting him from the

cleanup spot. Canseco was traded

in the offseason, and Vaughn batted

fourth all spring until Friday night.

But manager |imy Williams said

he now likes Mo better in the No. 3

spot. Vaughn likes it, too, because
he feels like he leads off the second
inning too much when he bats
cleanup.

As for losing RBI chances if he-

abandons the No. 1

run-producer's traditional spot at

cleanup, Vaughn said

confidently, "The way I approach
it, if they're on base, they're in

scoring position."

In his initial lineup, Williams
planned to have the center fielder

— probably either Shane Mack or

GRADUATION

Sunfire

$400 Bucks of Incentive* Zero Incentive

Hot Looks

Great Performance

Drives Like a Shoebox
Looks Like a Shoebox

Land Big Job

Working Two Jobs

Summer Home Living Back With Parents

Nobel Prizes

&%#*'
Join Bowling Team

m- Excitement nr Rapture w Bliss m- Boring «r Dullsville w Miss

PONTIAC SUNFIRE
DRIVING EXCITEMENT POR AROUND »13.500"

Call 1 -800-SUNFIRE

©1997 GM Corp All rights lewved Always weor safety belly even wiifi on bogs

*S« yom participating Pontioc dealer for details on the J400 College Graduate purchase incenirve GM reserves the right to change or withdraw this offer

*$1 3. S 14 MSRP including dealer prep and destination charge fax license and other optional equipment «xtra Prices higher m CA MA and NY Price o» of °/ 1/96 subject to chonge

AFRAID OF OVER-STUDYING?? TAKE A BREAK! WATCH HARD ROCK LIVE PRESENTED BY PONTIAC SUNFIRE SUNDAY 8 P.M. AND 1 A.M.,

MONDAY 8 P.M., SATURDAY 5 PM ALL TIMES EST/PST ONLY ON VH1 www hardrocklive msn.com

Darren Bragg — bat leadoli. Tin
Naehring second, lohn \ulentin

third and Vaughn fourth. Now
Williams likes Valentin second,

Vaughn third. Reggie lellerson

fourth against right-handed pitchers

and Naehring fifth. Stanley would
bat fifth against lefties.

"I think this gives us chance to

get on the board quicklv." Williams

said. "As good a No. 2 hitler us

Naehring is. I think he's un RBI guv

and he's belter off hitting a little

farther down in the lineup. I don't

want his mentality to be. 'Protect

the runner.' I want him lo hit."

Told that Vaughn likes butiing

third betler. tern. Williams suid.

"Maybe he and I should go out to

dinner. And he buj

Valentin baited second in 9b oi

his 129 games last year Naehring
was in every position <ii tone point

but most of his time. 4b games, was
spent in the fifth spoi

Mack has not led off since 1992.

when he hit .3 15 with 16 homers
and career highs of 75 RBIs and
101 runs.

"I feel fine leading off." he suid

"I'm not the type oi guv who walks

a lot, but the last nine I led off. I

think I had one oi m\ best {rears.

You have to try to see pitches und

cut your swing down, but it doesn't

matter to me."

Jefferson suid he didn't care
where he hit. Hut he likes the idea

of a guaranteed \uughn at-bat in

the first inning.

"For Mo, the quicker we can get

him up there, the better," lellerson

said. "If we can gei him up there in

the first inning, that gives him a

chance to do sonic damage right

away."
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baseball
continued from page 12

binge, stealing 41 bases in two
weeks. He'll break down in tears

after stealing six bases in one game,

and fast therapist |an Hooks will

run out to the field and carry him
off. The crowd will go nuts, and

Nike will make millions.

White Sox (87-75)
Prediction: Albert Belle will beat

up an entire 4th grade class taking

a field trip to Comiskey Park after

the kids start chanting, "Albert's

got a big butt." Belle will then go

on 20/20 and break down in tears,

telling Barbara Walters that he's

"misunderstood." t

Minnesota (82-80)
Prediction: After signing

free-agents Bob Tewksbury and
Terry Steinbach, the Twins players

revolt when their paychecks
bounce. Minnesota management
has to borrow money from Barry

Bonds to cover their debts.

Milwaukee (82-80)
Prediction: Upon realizing that

they have to beat both Cleveland

and Chicago to win their division,

the Brewers jump into the big vat

of beer reserved for their mascot in

the outfield, and don't return until

late |uly, complaining of a massive

hangover. Surprisingly, it doesn't

affect their play.

Kansas City (71-91)
Prediction: The Royals |uly 4th

celebration at the local sports bar is

cancelled when it is discovered that

half of their roster is under 2 1

.

AL West
Seattle (90-72)
Prediction: Alex Rodriguez and

Ken Griffey |r. will combine to bat

.470. with 180 home runs and 600
RBls, and Randy lohnson will lead

the league in ERA at a tidy 5.97.

Angels (83-79)

Prediction: Daffy Duck will beat

out Inn Leyritz as the starting

catcher, and Disney will insist that

the playoff system be changed so

that the eight teams with the high-

est marketing revenue, not the eight

best records, make the playoffs.

Proposal actually passes at the next

winter meetings.

Rangers (79-83)

Prediction: lohn Wetteland will

quit his new team when he finds

that the Texas trainer mistakenly

washed his lucky hat. The Rangers

coax him back by insisting that they

won't wash anything of his ever

again. Wetteland proceeds to save

50 games, and garner the nickname

"Pigpen."

Athletics (68-94)
Prediction: A's ownership goes

nuts when they find out they actual-

ly have to hire a pitching staff.

Manager Art Howe, remembering
he pitched once five years ago, asks

lose Canseco to be their opening
day starter. Canseco's 5-22 record

and 8.65 ERA will end up leading

the team.

AL Wildcard: Chicago
MVP: Ken Griffey. |r.

Rookie of the Year: Todd
Walker. Minnesota

Cy Young: Charles Nagy.
Cleveland

AL Champ: Seattle

National League
NLEast
Atlanta (96-66)

Prediction: The opening of the

new Ted Turner Field is delayed

when the 80-foot statue of )ane

Fonda slated for the centerfield

bleachers isn't ready for opening
day. The Braves will play their

home dates for the first half of the

season in the parking lot of the for-

mer Fulton County Stadium, and
still win the National League by 20
games.

NHL

Florida (91-71)

Prediction: After spending $89
million on free agents over the win-

ter, Florida owner Wayne Huizenga
raises ticket prices to $280 for box

seats, $180 for bleacher seats.

When fans complain that Huizenga

is out of control and that owning
every team in town is unethical,

Huizenga counters by threatening

to bring back Orestes Destrade.

Fans withdraw complaint.

Montreal (84-78)

Prediction: Ownership forces tal-

ented young players like Rondell

White and Vladimir Guerrero to

wear "For Sale" signs on their back

when the Expos draw 4,000 fans

for the home opener. Manager
Felipe Alou once again does the

best managing job in baseball, but

has to coax brothers Matty and lose

out of retirement when his outfield

is sold to the Yankees for Graeme
Lloyd and $37.

Mets (71-91)

Prediction: FBI officials finally

solve the mystery of TWA Flight

800 when they discover that the

crash was caused by a baseball hit

by Todd Hundley last summer. Bud

Selig then finally admits that the

ball is juiced.

Phillies (71-91)

Phillies management holds a

"Name three Phils, win a new car"

contest. Nobody wins.

NL Central

Reds (90-72)

Prediction: They'll get consistent

starting pitching, Deion Sanders
will energize the offense and they'll

capitalize on a weak division.

(Sorry, but without Marge Schott.

there are no Reds jokes.)

Cardinals (89-73)

Prediction: St. Louis, still

stunned from letting up 32 runs to

the Braves after taking a 3-1 lead

in last year's NLCS. will experience

a group flashback during their first

appearance in Atlanta. Todd
Stottlemyre is taken off in a

straightjacket. muttering to himself.

"No more Ryan Klesko, no more
Ryan Klesko."

Astros (77-85)

Prediction: Houston will try to

trade Derek Bell to the camp I

work at when they find out that the

best two pitchers in the Houston
area are the Ginsburg brothers,

who are 12 and 10 respectively and

pitch for me during the summer. I

eventually trade them for Shan
Reynolds and Donnie Wall, an

finally win the elusive "Berkshire

Championship."

Cubs (70-92)

Prediction: Cubs management
sends a one sentence memo to the

cross-town rival White Sox with

the words "Na. na. na na na!" after

learning that despite the fact that

the Cubbies lose 22 more games
than the Pale Hose, they outdraw
them by 500.000 at the gate.

Pirates (58-104)

Prediction: Pittsburgh owner
Kevin McClatchy is forced to sell

the club when he comes up short

on his dinner bill at a local restau-

rant. After washing dishes for two
hours and giving the restaurant the

Pirates, his bill is cleared.

NL West
Dodgers (93-69)

Prediction: Mike Piazza will hit

50 home runs. Karim Garcia will be

the sixth straight Dodger to win

Rookie of the Year, and they'll

choke in the playoffs. Dodger man-

agement will insist that "we're still

maturing as a ballclub ."

Padres (82-80)

Prediction: Ken Caminiti will

play most of the year with two bro-

ken legs and one eye. and still be

See why wart one of

the most popular programs

in Now England!

Tol 617 287 7904

Fax:617217-7922

Email dco9umbskycc.umb.odu

Wob: www.contod.umb.odu

Mail:

UMass Boston Suinmor Sessions

Division of Continuing Education

100 Morrissoy Blvd.

Boston, MA 02125-3393

atUMass Boston

You II benefit from

• our distinguished (acuity

• morning, midday, afternoon, and

evening classes

over 400 coarse sections

our convenient Boston Harbor

location

sessions starting May 27, June 30.

and July 14

mail, phone fax, or walk-in

registration

• and costs you can afford.

City I i. up UMass J f o"s t o n

the best (hird baseman is (he game.

The res( of the team will jump on

his back, literally, causing Cammy
to throw his back out and miss the

end of the season. Padres fall apart.

Rockies (80-82)

Prediction: The Rockies will

score more than the Broncos, and

let up more runs then the lets. The

cries of "Red Sox West" will only

get louder.

Giants (78-84)

After lending Minnesota the

money to meet payroll. Barry Bonds

will plead with the world that it

proves he's a "nice guy." That

assertion falls apart when it is

revealed that Bonds actually owed
them the money anyways, because

he made a bet with Twins manage
ment a few years back saying that

he'd never make more than an

entire team.

NL Wildcard: Florida

NL MVP: Gary Sheffield. Florida

Rookie of the Year: Scott Rolen,

Philadelphia

Cy Young: Greg Maddux,
Atlanta

NL Champ: Atlanta

Expect tight races in the NL East,

where Florida should mount a chal-

lenge to incumbent champ Atlanta,

and the AL East, where four teams

(yes. I'm counting the Red Sox)

could win the division. The
Dodgers will make (he playoffs, but

inexperience will kill them, again.

The White Sox could break a

record for HR's hit in a season, but

lack of depth in the rotation will

prove to be their Achilles heel.

Look for Seattle, with the addition

of Scott Sanders and |eff Fassero.

to put it all together and reach their

first ever World Series. They'll see

Atlanta, and in what could be the

last hurrah for that pitching staff,

watch the Braves take their second

World championship back to the

Peach State.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist.

continued from page 12

with the addition of Adam Oales.
Rick Tocchet (who actually has got

off his butt to play) and Bill

Ranford. the Caps should barely

hang on to their spot. A different

story is in store for the Habs, and it

will take a big effort by a club that's

still reeling from a midscason slump
caused by the knee injury of forward

Saku Koivu.

Tampa Bay has been hot, even
without cx-RPI goalie Daren
Puppa, so if any team can take over

the last playoff spot, they will.

Ottawa and Hartford should be ton-

centrating on their draft picks, but.

oh, wail a second. The Bruins have

Hartford's pick again this year due

to the trade in 1994 of former
Boston defenseman Glen Wesley to

the Whale. That's what you
get for acquiring someone who miss-

es an open netter in the Stanley Cup
finals!

Now, the B's just have to learn to

draft correctly.

OK. let me get it off my chest.

The Bruins are not going to make
the playoffs, and thirty years of mak-

ing them is almost assuredly at an

end.

There... 1 said it, and believe me,

that was tougher than you think.

But. I am a rational man. and like

what |eff Goldblum said in The Big

Chill. "Rationalization is better than

sex." A lot of rationalizing has been

going on this season for both the

Black and Gold, and their more

than- dedicated fans.

And besides, when was the last

time you went a week without a

rationalization?

Answer: Certainly not a defense-

man. Ask Hartford, they definitely

excel in picking non-defensmen.

lorma Kansanen is a Collegian

columnist.
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At this point of the season, the only way the B's can beat Ottawa in the playoffs is with their fists, as the Bruin's

Rob Dimaio and Ottawa's Denny Lambert show here.
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Nashua, NH 03061-2029; I mail: kdunn@mailgw.sanders.lockheed.com

For information on additional opportunities, visit our home page at:

http://www.sanders.com

The Sanders' Engineering

Open House
Thursday, March 27th; 4pm-8pm

Sheraton Tara Hotel,

Tara Boulevard, Nashua NH

Bonus available for individuals hired

from this special, one day event.

Applicants selected may he subject to a government security investigation and

must meet eligibility requirements lor MOM to cl.issilied information

Sanders is an equal opportuniiy/afllrmativc action employer

Directions to the Sheraton Tara Hotel:

From the North: Take exit one off the Everett Turnpike (Rte.

3). Take a right at the end of the exit onto Spitbrook Road.

At the 2nd set of lights, take a right onto Tara Boulevard.

From the South: Take exit one off the Everett Turnpike (Rte.

3). Take a left onto Spitbrook Road. At the third set of

lights take a right onto Tara Boulevard.
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A Lockheed Martin Company
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Calipari offends press , apologizes
EAST RUTHERFORD. N.|. —

lohn Calipari and the New lersey Nels
have apologized for an incident last

week in which the coach called writer
Dan Garcia a "Mexican idiot-

Calling it "an inappropriate way lo
push Garcia's buttons." Calipari's
agent Craig Fenech said the coach
apologized for making ihe remark,
but meant it as a joke.

The Nets issued a statemeni saying
the organization "deplores any racial

or ethnic remarks by any member of
the organization or anyone else." The
Nets also said they supported
Calipari. and his apology put the inci

dent behind them.

The incident took place on
Thursday, after the team finished a

practice at Ramapo College in

Mahwah. Calipari was being inter-

viewed by New York Post reporter
l-'red Kerber when he gestured toward
Ciurcia. a writer for The Star-Ledger
of Newark, who was talking to anoth-
er Nels official 30 yards away.

Garcia would not comment on the

incident other than to admit it hap-
pened. Hut Kerber said that Calipari

was complaining about media cover-

age, and said "Mexican idiot" loud
enough for Garcia to hear.

Kerber said thai started a scene
I hat lasted for about 10 minutes,
where Garcia said, "I don't appreciate-

any ethnic remarks," and Calipari
responded, "You can't take a joke? If

I've offended you, I apologize."

Calipari also asked Garcia if he
thought he was doing a good coach-
ing job, to which Garcia apparently
responded, "No, I ihink you're a 5-

year-old coach."

Kerber said (he answer enraged
Calipari, who said Garcia deserved to

be punched for the comment.
Garcia, a Mexican-American who

has covered the Nels for nine sea

sons, reported the incident to the
NBA. Brian Mclnlyre, an NBA
spokesman, said yesterday the league-

had yet to receive the letter and
would not comment on the incident.

An editor at the newspaper said it

had written to Nets president
Michael Rowe immediately after the

confrontation. "Obviously we were
appalled." said sports editor Kevin
Whitmer. "We can only hope the

coach was sincere in his apology, and
it's our hope lhal Dan can do his job

in the future without being
harassed."

Arizona underdogs in Final Four
By Pool Newberry
Aiiocioted Press

BIRMINGHAM. Ala. - Well, this

sounds familiar.

Arizona will show up at the Final

Four in Indianapolis as the clear
underdog in a field that includes
three No. 1 seeds. Kentucky, Norih
Carolina and Minnesota. In other
words, the Wildcats should feel right

at home.

"We leave the favorites and under
dogs to the people in Vegas." said

guard Miles Simon, who equaled his

career high with 30 points Sunday as

Arizona won the NCAA Southeast
Regional with a 96-92 overtime vic-

tory over Providence. "That doesn't

have anything to with this team."

Arizona (23-9) finished fifth in the

Pac-10 conference with a talented,

but untested team. This was sup-
posed to be the year the Wildcats got
a token taste of the NCAA tourna-
ment

By now. they were supposed to be
looking ahead to next season and t he-

prospect of having one of the top
teams in ihe country. Bui this is a

persistent bunch. Arizona stunned
top-seeded Kansas in the regional
semifinals, then escaped against
Providence after blowing a seven-
point lead in the final 1:15 of regula-

tion. "We came into this season just

worrying about growing and matur-
ing as a learn." sophomore guard
lavoii Terry said. "Some people
thought we were a year away, but

we're here now."

Inexperience has its advantages
and disadvantages. Against Kansas,
the Wildcats weren't the least bit

intimidated by a supposedly superior

team, a trait that will serve them well

when they go against Dean Smiih
and the Tar Heels.

Against Providence, though.
Arizona frittered the lead away by
shooting quickly in the final minute
instead of running the clock as coach
Lute Olson had ordered.

"We've had lo grow up quickly this

year, and we're still growing." said

Olson, who is making his third trip to

the Final Four with Arizona after

going once with Iowa. "It's OK lo be

confident, but you've goi to use your
head along with being confident."

A FIRST/SECOND RM
DUOUESNE UNIVERSITY

HUM iUlOOf AU I COUtGIAN

Coppin State surprised hoop fans around the nation when it upset South Carolina in tourney action last

week.

G-Town's PageNBA bound lacrosse

By Joseph White
Assoc Kjted Press

WASHINGTON — Victor Page,
the Big East's leading scorer this sea-

son, has dropped out of school and
will become the second sophomore
in two years to leave Georgetown
early for the NBA draft. The univer

sity announced yesterday that Page
will follow the trail blazed last year

by Allen Iverson. the first player in

coach |ohn Thompson's tenure to
turn pro before graduating.

"I understand Victor's decision,

particularly with the academic
demands of Georgetown."
Thompson said in a statement
released by the university, "and we
wish him the best of luck in hi-

future endeavors.

"We all recognize that in today's

society, the individual has the free-

dom to examine non-traditional
options in planning his future."

A streaky shooter with unrefined
raw talent, Page shouldered most of

the offensive burden for the Hoyas
this season, averaging 22.7 points

and leading Georgetown to the Big

East 7 regular-season title. A late run

got the Hoyas a bid to the NCAA
tournament, and Page said he made
his decision to turn pro after a first

round loss to North Carolina-
Charlotte.

"It was after the season, after we
lost in Tucson." Page said in a brie)

interview with The Associated Press.

"I talked to Coach Thompson and
my grandmother and then made the

decision myself. When I told Coach

and my grandmother, they both said

they would support me 100 per-
cent."

While Page often struggled
through cold-shooting streaks (16-

for-57 at this year's Big East tourna-

ment), ihe larger battle was his
attempt to balance basketball with
books A Washington, native, he
attended four high schools in three
slates and the District of Columbia
over five years, and spent an extra
summer session at a boarding school

in New York to get his high school
diploma.

Once at Georgetown, he admitted
to ihe difficulties ol the Mealing with
the higher standards of discipline.

"It was real tough, man," Page
said in an interview after an exam
period earlier this season. "Practicing

as long as we do. then being tired,

then have to go and study. It was
real lough. "But if you want to get

there, you have to do it. Coach don't
worry about what time it is. As long

as you get the work done, he's satis-

fied."

Thompson ordered Page to skip a

week ol practice in lanuary lo catch
up on his schoolwork. By the end of
the season, however, the sophomore
appeared to have come to terms with
the academic rigors and said he
would stay at the school until gradu-
ation.

"(The tutors have) been helping
me so good this year compared to

last year. That makes me want to

stay more." Page said after the Big
East tournament "... The NBA is

not on my mind right now."

continued from page 12

"Offensively they have some peo-
ple who we II really have to play
well, including both of those people.

their returning leading scorers."
Cannella added.

lusi like BC. which has dropped
decisions to Duke as well as
Harvard. Massachusetts has had its

struggles with the nation's best
already this season. UMass dropped
close games to No. 4 Virginia and
No. 7 Hofstra on the road during
spring break.

The Minutemcn played strong
defense against (he two top- 10
opponents, limiting the potent
Flying Dutchmen offense lo seven
goals in the overtime loss. A.

Virginia, UMass hung tight with last

ye*"'s NCAA finalists, trailing ihe

Cavaliers by a 9-7 tally through
three quarters of play.

"We played tremendous defense
against Hofstra and Virginia."
Cannella said. "We'd love to score

more goals. The way the game went,
the tempo of the game, we put our-
selves in position to win the game."
Cannella insists that the

back-to-back losses this past week
arc not indicative of poor play or
lack of discipline

"We've played well in all of our
games." Cannella said.

"Unfortunately we've come out on
the losing end at Virginia and
Hofstra.

'We have great chemistry. This is

a team that really has committed
itself, il really sticks together."

Cannella added. "Its just a matter of
that chemistry coming all together."

The strength of chemistry has
come in the form of a strengthened
defensive unit and balanced scoring,

including both senior leadership and
a healthy proportion from the under-
classmen.

Senior midfielder Chris Grande
leads the Minutemen with nine
goals, scoring two or more in each
game. Senior attacker Brendan Glass
has notched seven goals on a team
record 33 shots.

lunior Mike DelPercio has netted
four goals and made two assists

from his spot at middie. and sopho-
more transfer attackman lohn
O'Connor has scored five times, four

in the win over Fairfield.

The University of
Massachusetts-Boston College game
will be broadcast live on WMUA
(91.1 FM) in Amherst. Patrick
Sheeran will provide play-by-play
action, with the prcgame show
beginning at 2-45 p.m.. face-off at 3

p.m.

RELAX?
FORGET IT!

PLAY HARD to STAY HARD
JOIN THE BEST

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS
90 Gatehouse Road

256-6446
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ROUTE 9

HADLEY, MA

YEAR 'ROUND
http /Awww j»vant»ty-mrburger/

INSTITUTE FOR STUDY ABROAD
BUTLER UNIVERSITY

UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES IN

GREAT BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA
IRELAND

NEW ZEALAND
Fully integrated study at British, Irish,

New Zealand and Australian universities

FALL OR SPRING SEMESTER • FULL YEAR

INTERNSHIPS

§r
,
uriv Abroad Information Session

Representative: To" Roberts

rjate . Wed. March 26

10:00 - 12:00

At Table
Campus Center Concourse

Location:

For further information please contact: Your Study Abroad Office on campus

or the Institute for Studv Abroad. Butler University. 4600 Sunset Avenue.

Indianapolis. IN 46208. Tel: 317/940-9336 or 800/858-0229 Fax: 317/940-9704

STUDY
THIS

11 ^ This nut tost. ..It's an oppor-

M A M tunity. An opportunity to man-

M ^ I W age- a fun. productive team while

establishing relationships and
gaining experience for the future. Kxamme these benefits:

*Hours designed around your class schedule
•Full time hours available during semester

break

•$500 Hiring Bonus
•Learning management skills you
can use for a lite time

Hewlett-Packard—
Performer ofthe year.

We like the sound of that

Hewlett-Packard, the world's most admired technology company, is also

Forbes magazine's 1995 Performer of the Year. We are a world leader in

the design, manufacturing and distribution of computer and electronic test

and measurement equipment because of a core set of rjerformance-based

values we call The HP Way." Currently, we have ernployment opportuni-

ties available for Electrical Engineering majors (BS. MS. or PhD) in the ft*

lowing departments:

• Research and Development

• >lanufarturing

• Marketing

• Technical Support

•QA
• Custom Solutions

Successful candidates must have excellent interpersonal, problem solving,

and written/verbal communication skills Individual must be self-motivat-

ed, detail-oriented, and able to work in a team environment

Interested candidates please contact the I nnvrsity Career I enter
and meet with our hiring managers on campus .April 8, 1997 Anyone
interested in meeting with the hiring managers are invited to attend a social

gathering Monday. April 7th It will held in Room #803 from 6:00 pm to

8:00 pm To learn more about HP and our employment opportunities,

visit our Homepage on the World Wide Web at: http://www.jobs.hp.coni
Hewlett-Packard Company is an equal opportunity employer dedicated to

affirmative action and work force diversity.

(VI
HEWLETT*
PACKARD

Advancement opportunities

after graduation

•Positions available in Easthampton,

Northampton, Hadley
The prerequisites? Ambition, effective people skills

proven leadership ability, and gcx>d academic creden

tials. If you think you can make the grade, send/fax

your resume or apply in person at: Burger King:

attn: Bob Turner. 35.3 Russell Si.. Hadley. MA.
01035 Fax: 413-527-7654

"Working Together... To Be The Best"

F.P.S. Inc. is an Independent Franchisee ol Burger King
Corporation

\iii

Summer

In Vietnam
Vietnam Today:

Culture. History,

Politics

On Nantucket!

Ptaywriting an

Performance

y
learning at

UMass Boston ranges far

and wide.

In Mexico

For information!

TO
coui scs av.nl.ibli

summei

Division of Continuing Education
University of Massachusetts Boston
1 00 Mon-issey Blvd
Boston, MA 02 1 2S-J3«3

In Ireland

Ireland Today

I Along th« New England
[Coastline

Exploring the Coastal

Environment

On Nantucket Island

Marine Biology

T.I 417 2S7-79IS

Fax 41 7 207-7922
Web www.conted.umb.edu

%Mn m cm » a. Ci—wee
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Looking for a home away from

home 7 Come to Sigma Kappa
Open Rush Mon. 3/24 5-7pm
(Dinner), Tubs 3/25 6-8pm

.

Thins. 3/27 6-8pm Please call

256-6887 to RSVP Located
behind Hillel House

AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing a used car?
Having your car repaired? Do
you know your rights 7 Contact
the Student Legal Services
Office, 922 Campus Center. 545-

1995

1984 Ford T-Bird auto trans.

A/C. 5 OL V8. 59.500 miles
Telephone (413)253-7036 $2000
or B/0

EMPLOYMENT

Drivers Wanted College stu-

dents, anyone to seir Good
Humor Ice Cream from one of

our vending trucks Work out-

doors this summer Be your own
boss RTS available in your area
Earn $750-950/weeklv Male or

Female Apply now Call Mon -

Sat 9am. -3pm only (203)366
2641or|800«99-1009

EMPLOYMENT
Crabapple White Water
Looking for one person to greet

trips Work in restaurant and
retail store Full-Time Summer
Job Some positions. Looking for

multi-talented, friendly person

(413)625-2288

SOpportunityS Looking for sev-

eral exciting, enthusiastic, and
dedicated people to expand an
already lucrative market Great
opportunity for those who are
serious Interested persons call

Todd at (413)739-4669

Summer In Maine- Camp
Androscoggin for boys needs
staff to teach tennis, soccer,

lacrosse, baseball, swimming,
sailing, archery, photography,
nature, fishing, mountain biking,

art, ropes, radio HAVE FUN
Have an impact Write. E-mail,

or call collect 601 West Street.

Harrison. NY 10528(914)835-
5 8
htlp://www coolworks com/sho
wme/camp/andro

Earn great money and valuable

Sales/Marketing experience
Memolink's Memoboards are

coming to UMassI We need one
highly motivated individual to

direct our sales project Contact

David at (800)563-6654

EMPLOYMENT
Delivery or Kitchen Help
Must be able to work 20
hours/week
Dough

Apply at DP

Amherst Leisure Services is

now accepting applications for

summer positions. Aquatics
positions Pool Maintenance
Supervisor. Canoe Instructors,

Assistant Pool Manager,
Lifeguards, Swim Instructors,

and Cashiers Day Camp
Positions Camp Counselors,
Special Needs
Coordinator/Supervisor in

Mainstream setting. Special
Needs Counselor/Aides in

Mainstream setting, Camp Art

Director, Camp Resource
Manager Sports Positions: Ball

Field Maintenance. Youth Tennis
Instructors Applications are
available at the Town of

Amherst Human Resources and
Leisure Services Offices Return
completed application by the
preferred deadline of 3/31/97 to

Town of Amherst Human
Resources Office. 70 Boltwood
Walk, Amherst, MA 01002 An
EO/AA Employer

Legal Assistants Wanted
Fall 1997 Internships with the

Student Legal Services Office;

get hands-on experience in the

Legal field— work directly with
attorneys and clients Earn up to

EMPLOYMENT
15 undergraduate credits. No
experience in the Legal profes-

sion necessary— training pro-

vided. Stop by the office 'today

and pick up an- application 922
Campus Center

Technical Support/ISP
Looking for a great part tune
job? We are a local, progressive,

internet service provider that is

looking for Quality. Energetic,

and Reliable persons to join our

team. Requirements: experience

in Windows '95, Windows 3.1

Mac, Dialup Networking and TC
PIP Call our job hotline todayl

(413)587-4333 or e-mail
]Obs@crocker com

Cruise Lines Hiring Earn up to

$2000+/month plus free world
travel (Europe. Caribbean, etc.)

No experience necessary
919)918-7767 ext C 1 80
(Member. Better Business
Bureau CARE Program)

Alaska Employment Earn up to

$3000 $60[)0+/month in fish-

eries, parks, resorts, airfare,

food/lodging! Get all the
options Call (919)918-7767 ext

A180

Drivers Wanted Apply at

Pinnochio's between 2:00pm
and 5 00pm No phone calls

EMPLOYMENT
Part-Time Sales Reps
Wanted "Lead the way into trie

21st Century" with our copyright

"Slogan" sweatshirt Be your
own boss and earn extra money
fast Send for details at The
21st Century Group, 332
Bleecker St - D40, NYC, NY
10014

Cruise and Land Tour
Employment work in exotic loca-

tions Meet fun people and get
paid! For industry information,
call Cruise Employment Services

(800)276-4948 ext C50017, (We
are a Research and Publishing

Co)

FOR RENT

Sugarloaf Estates Ultra mod
ern, two bedroom apartments
Free heat/hot water New
kitchens, baths, carpeting,
washers/dryers and more! On
bus line Minutes to Amherst
Great specials! Now leasing
Spring and Fall Call 665-3856

FOR RENT

Cape Cod group & summer
rentals Waterfront houses,
Falmouth area (508)477-6000

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

I'lVI ''

19th Birthday JBurt
our 7th Floor Wannabe

West Hyannis
Port Cape Cod three bedroom
Walk to Craigville Beach
Available 5/25-8/31 (508)778-

6519

HOUSE FOR RENT

Uptown, Great location!
Corner of Kellogg St

Downstairs, great for two peo-

ple $500/month 549-6265
Summer/Fall

INSTRUCTION

GRE / GMAT
30 hours, $395

American Academy
1-800-808 Prep

(please leave your name and
number)

MUSICIANS

DRUMMER WANTED
Punk/Ska Band 25 Liars needs a

drummer now! We have practice

space and demo and gigs

upcoming Call Dave and Ryan
665-9117

PERSONALS
Sisters,

Congratulations on
your initiation into Alpha Sigma
Sigma Get ready for a spring of

fun-filled days and pub-nights

Thanks for pledging- Alison,

Briana. Myah, Kerry, and
Christine

Love Your Big Sisters,

Tammie and Marie

SERVICES

Know Your Rights Do you have

questions about your rights 7 Do
you think your civil rights have
oeen violated7 Find out! Contact

the Student Legal Services
Office, 922 Campus Center. 545-

1995

Photophile? Me too I'll pose.

you shoot Iris 587-0850

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 549-

1906

TRAVEL
Caribbean/Mexico $189 R/T

Furope $169 0/W Fly the world

dirt cheap ONE WORLD TRAVEL
587-0001

Party Weekend In Vermont
April 4-6. only $99! Includes

condo, lift ticket Contact UMass
Ski Club 545-3437

Montreal- Party Weekend
April 11-13. 2 nights lodging and

round trip bus $1 1 5 Call UMass
Ski Club 545-3437

Your ad could

be here....

/
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Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

AMiCUNCEMEMTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BtRTHDAY
HOUSES FOR RENT

INSTRUCTION
LOST

MUSICIANS
MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

TUESDAY. MARCH 25

/ mure — UMass Hillel will

hold a lecture and discussion on
k\in New Immigrants of

land m the 1990**, Absorption.

I i inflict & Racism." led by
Shoshana Modmani. instructor of

Hillel course. Divisions and
Conflict in Israeli Societ>. at 7:30

p.m. in the Hillel Recreational

Room.
Meeting — Students Helping

Area Reach-out Effort! (SHARE)
will hold a general meeting at b
p.m. outside 504 Goodell
Building New members are wel-

come Free pizza.

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 26

Dunce — UMass Hillel will

sponsor Isrucli Dancing in the

baVMMM of Chad bourne
Residence Hall. There will be a

teaching session from 8:30-9: 1 5

p.m. and review and request from
9:1 5-10 p.m. No experience

required.

DiKUItiem — |oe Salvatore. an
\1 I V Dramaturgy graduate stu-

dent will hold a discussion on the

presence of queer ideas and
themes in late 20th Offsets*)

American theater entitled

"Peeking Out of the Closet Door."
at 4 p.m in the Rand Theatre.

The event is free and open to the

public. sponsorecFE|e*Ml8*l (

Theater Educational Service*

lecture-- Dr Mafia Nikolaieva

of the Universitv of Stockholm
will present a lecture entitled

"The Swedishness of Swedish
Children's Literature" at 7:50

p.m. in Thompson Hall, room
102. The lecture is in hnyilish and
is open to the public free ol

charge.

Lecture — The Women 'l

Studies Proseminar Lecture Series

will feature kathv Peiss. from the

UMass history department, on
"Producing a Consumer Culture:

Women in the American Beautv

Business." from 12:15-1 50 p.m.

in the Campus Center, room
1 74-1 76. Free and open to the

public. Coffee and tea will be

available. Feel free to bring a

lunch.

Lecture — Zoe Perry will pre-

sent a slide show involving her

experiences ,is ;i lesbian at the

Beijing Women's International

Conference in the Campus Center
(time to be announced). Part ul

the GLBT Cafe Series and spon-

sored by the UMass Stonewall

Center

Meeting — The Animal Rights

Coalition will hold a meeting at 7

p.m. in 506 Student Union. New
members welcome.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry

Society will hold this week's meet-

ing at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 911. Anyone inter-

ested in listening to or reading

poetry are tree to attend New
members are always welcome. For

more information, contact Tim at

546-0562 or Kaye at 546-1459
Meeting — There will be a

meeting of the Biracial/Multiracial

Student Association at 7 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room
81 1-15. We will be discussing the

communities we identify with as

people of mixed race

Meeting — The Student Health

Advisory Board (SHAB) will hold

its meeting in room 504 in the

University Health Sendees from
5:30-6:30 p.m. All are welcome
PO attend.

H nrkshop — There will be a

Hotel Group planning workshop
for Universitv Center 2000 in the

Campus Center, room 168-C
from 1 1 a.m.- 1 p.m. All students,

faculty, staff and administrators

are encouraged to be a part of cre-

ating a vision for the future of the

Campus Center/Student Union.

NOTICES

I lections — Flections for

Student Government President.

Trustee and local area government
positions have been rescheduled

to March 26 and 27 due to the

student takeover of Goodell dur-

ing the week beginning March 10

Polling locations to be

announced.

-

Dance — The UMass Ballroom
Dance Club invites everyone to

come dance with us. Meets everv

Tuesday and Thursday. 5:15-7

p.m. in the Totman Gym.
Newcomer/beginner
Tango/Rumba instruction starts

March 27.

\lcctmg — Common Ground
will be holding support and advo-

cacy meetings for low-income stu-

dents and allies every Tuesday in

the Campus Center (room to be
announced) from noon-2 p.m.

For more information, contact

Mary Sutherland at (415)

323-9725 or leave a message in

our box in the GEO office, base-

ment of the Student Union
Athletics — UMass Women's

Crew is looking for women 5'5"

or less to cox. No experience nec-

essary. To join their winning
team, call 545-9484.

Writing submissions —
mOthcrtongue. a multinational

journal published by the compara-
tive literature department is seek

ing submissions for its spring

1997 publication Now accepting

poetry, prose. knes and one -acts
in languages other than English as

well as artwork and photos from

abroad. Please include an English

translation in addition to the sub

mission to Department of

Comparative Lit.. 303 South
College. I Mass

Hand wanted — Amnesty
International is looking for a la//

Band to play for its upcoming
fundraiser this spring. If interest

ed. call the Amnestv nil ice at

549 1925 oi Babz at 546-5105 as

soon as possible

Meeting — The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organization

for undergraduate and graduate

students with disabilities on cam-
pus. I veryone is welcome
Meetings are Thursday nights

from 6-7 p.m. in Campus Center
Please bring vour thoughts and
concerns to the meeting For more
information, contact Susan Pilncr

at 545-0892 or Kregg Strehom at

545-4602.

Support group — REFLECT.
the five College bereavement sup-

port program is offering two sup-

port groups this semester: A grief

support group for those who have
experienced the death ol someone
close to them and an illness group
for those currently coping with

the serious illness of a loved one.

If you or someone vou know is

interested, please call us at

577-5516 for more information

Health senices — Confused,
afraid, or just curious? Do you

FYta at* tjuber-iervw annau»»f*w*<>n prti'i*l

daily to lubmit an fv% please tand a prru
rrleas* containing tH pertinent information

nckidmg the nam* and pnone number at tr»

contact person to the Collrgian co the
Managing Edrtot by noon the previous day

IbBW questions about ha, SII)s,

alcohol, drugs, eating disorders.

Hl\ /AIDS, stress management or

quitting smoking or chewing
tobacco'' Don't know who to

ask' I all the Peer Health

Connections phoneline at L Mass
at 577- 5168. Trained students

will anonymously answer vour
questions and tell vou where to

go for more help

( (iinmencement Housing — A
limited number of residence hall

rooms will be available or the rel-

atives and Inends of graduating

UMass students for the night Of

Saturday May 24.

Commencement Housing applica-

tions are available at the

University vonlercnce Service

Office. 9 ic< Campus Center. To
guarantee a reservation, complet-

ed forms with full payment must
be returned to Universitv

Conference Services by May I.

There will be no on llet reserva-

tions

Internships — Internships are

available working on Earth Day.
Hunger. Recycling and Clean Air

Call Melanie at MassPirg.
545-0199 or stop by the office at

423-A Student Union Building.
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Much Music
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Close to Homo By John McPherson

Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Dilbert By Scott Adams

AVOIO THE POINTY-

HAIRED QOSS TODAY.

I PROVED HIrA WftONG

ABOUT SOMETHING.

OH, TERRIFIC. NOW
HE'S IN * STATE OF
BOSS DISEQUILIBRIUM
UNTIL HE PROVES HES

RIGHT ABOUT
SOMETHING.

THEY'RE PHOTOCOPIES 1

YOU DON'T NEED TO

PROOFREAD
EACH ONE!

LUE'LL SEE

ABOUT
TH»(AT.
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Today's D.C. Menu III
Franklin

LUNCH
Scrod

Burgers

Chicken Puck

DINNER
Scrodball Grinder

Burgers

Chicken Puck

Caff 545-26 26 for more information.

DINNER
Vegan Burgers

Chicken Puck
Rastabilities

Hampsh

LUNCH
Burgers

Chicken Puck
Mandarin Scrod-fry

DIN
Burg

Chicken

Scrod Kiev

CUlcken Puck
Scrodabilities

DINNER
Burgers

Pineapple Upside

Down Scrod

AMIES
March 21 -April 30
Abrupt mood awtnga may mean
there » tnmrthinc unexpected

bothrrtnt you Trust a rloar Mend
to help you sort out a coaipbcatrd

uwue Aim. don't negkrt health

laawa That » another potential

aourre of trouble

TAURUS
April 21 -May 21
Ustrnlna to a UBjoy at work

mate ii you want to erream. but

the patient approach works

wonder* lanorr this person aa

much aa paaaabte. acid foru* on

the thlnaa vou rnfoy moat to help

you let through the week

GEIaTJJfl

Bsarraa-JeaMai
An InvenarUve omkMton may have

you freUna deprmeed Try to keep

vour chin up and ask youraetf Are

these the sort of people you want

to be your friends? Try to develop

a thicker skin

CANCER
Jane 22-July 22
A rharttabk contribution may be

redirected to a cause you don't

approve of. Your values are

Important, too. so don't allow

vourwlf to be railroaded A
misunderstanding at home mav
be causing stress

LEO
July 23-Auguat 23
Careful attempts at

communication clear up a

misunderstanding you thought

was terminal See—It really wasn't

your fault Someone you love very

much Is planning a surprise

VIRGO
Auguat 24-September 22
What you thought was a (ovful

piece of news Is a source of

consternation for someone close to

you. Dort worry—theyll come
around Planning for large social

events goes well

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
A distant friend Is thinking of you

Make the effort to get In I

you could make them very I

Indulge this weekend in i

relaxation You're king overdue for

9CORPIO
October 24-Norember 22
A small gesture hits home and

rcaltv makes your day Paaa the

favor alone—It's a good way to

r a new friend A carcfultv

1 criticism may still sting,

but see If you can pull it together

and make a dtptomatir reply

SAGITTARIUS
-21

A narrow minded Individual says

something you don't agree with It

may be Impossible to argue with

them directly, but a more subtle

approach may work wondera.

CAPRICORN
December 22-Jannery 20
Anv conflicts you encounter this

week are likely to escalate, so

either steer clear, or use your

strongest diplomacy A close

friend may need support during

a difficult time

AQUARIUS
January 21-rebnsary 18
An enthusiastic companion makes

an evening outing extra special If

you go out with a group It could be

even more fun. but watch a

tendency to overspend Maybe you

should leave the credit carde at

home

PISCES
February 19-afarch 20
A siltv |oke mav offend you. but If

vou speak privately to the Jokesler.

you may make a lasting Impression

Be careful that It's not a bad one-

try not to make a scent.

For Entertainment Purpose* Only

Quote of the Day

• • I am unalterably

opposed to all who
are absolutely right.

-Albert Camus
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Uncle Remains has a

bad heart condition.

The doctor said he could

die at any hour.

He said he's inviting his

friends over for a deathwatch.

It'll be a potluck.

I asked him if I could

invite my little cousins who've

never seen anyone die.

He said, "Sure, but no

heckling.
"

Answers to

Yesterday's

Pu/./.le
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Women's gymnastics team defends Atlantic 10 title

By Lisa M. Oliveri

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's gym-
nastics team defended their Atlantic 10

Championship title last Saturday, beating George-

Washington, Temple and Rhode Island with a

score of 194.350.

This was the second straight A- 10 title for the

Minutewomen. In addition to their first place team
finish, senior l.ianne Laing took first place on the

floor exercise (9.850) and senior Tara Swartz
claimed first place for the second consecutive year

on the uneven bars, tying her own school record

with a 9.950. Sophomore Anita Sanyal won the

balance beam with a 9.875.

"We hit 19 routines, and they were 19 incredi-

ble performances — I was real pleased with that."

UMass Coach Dave Kuzara said. "The thing that

was good about this Atlantic 10 meet was that

even though we didn't hit 24 for 24. we didn't flat-

ten out. We were able to pick ourselves up and
have some really outstanding performance v

The Minutewomen got off to a great start with a

fantastic vault by junior Penny LeBeau, who
scored a career best of 9.825. helping the

Minutewomen set a new school record of 49.075

on vault, lunior Karen Maurer also scored a career

high, leading off on the balance beam with a 9.75.

"Nobody's talked about my juniors all year.

They each did one event, but in my opinion, they

won the meet for us." Kuzara said. "Penny starts

off with 9.825. You have to be fearless in the

lead-off position. Penny and Karen don't have big

egos, they leave them at the door."

Other solid performances were given by fresh-

man Mandy Mosby who scored a 9.825 to finish

MOOad on floor. Sophomores Michelle LoPresti.

Betsy Colucci and Denise lohnson rounded out the

team with their consistent impressive routines.

I Vspite some shaky performances on bars and
beam, the Minutewomen carried at least a point

lead throughout the meet. According to Kuzara,
there was never a real question as to whether the

team would come out on top.

"I pretty much knew the whole time, especially

since we started so strong on vault," Kuzara said.

"We were basically up a point the entire meet. I

knew that on bars we were counting a fall, but I

also knew that GW had fallen twice on beam, I

could see that out of the corner of my eye. We had
four really good performances on bars, so I felt

that picked us up a notch.

"Then we go to floor and what has been tradi-

tional with our team is that we never quit. And
that's what I said to them right before floor.

'We've never quit in the four years I've been here

and I don't want this to be the first team to ever

quit.' We had the meet pretty much won."
The Minutew omen's A- 10 winning score is the

The Minutewomen won their second straight Atlantic-10 championship last Saturday.

second highest in conference history. (West
Virginia scored 195.500 in 1995.) The team
proved once again that they are a force to be reck-

oned with, and are pleased with the outcome and
score of the meet.

"I don't think that we are ecstatic, because
obviously we had some breaks, but the A- 10
Championship is a win that will, as every da> KM
by, mean more," Kuzara said. "We were the MM
team there. There is no doubt about that."

In addition to the team trophy. Mosby was
awarded the Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Year.

"I was kind of surprised, I guess. I didn't really

expect it," Mosby said. "I didn't even know what
awards they gave out. It was a thrill."

Mosby's performance has steadily improved all

season, and with a 39.050 last weekend against

West Virginia, she became only the third woman
in UMass history to score over a 39.00 in the all

around.

"I usually improve as the year goes on." Motbj
said. "It all comes together and you get more com-
fortable with your routines and you get adjusted

to everything you're doing."

Kuzara was also the recipient of an award. He
was named Atlantic 10 Coach of the Year for the

second year in a row.

"It's easy to coach when you have great talent."

said Kuzara. "I have a great team this year. I have

probably the best captains I have ever been mm
dated with. I've got two juniors that I can't MJ
enough about — they are consummate team peo-

ple, seven sophomores who are e\tremel> talented

and who have really learned from their freshman

year. And then I follow up with two of the best

freshman I have ever had."

The win came just a week after the

Minutewomen finished third against host West
Virginia and George Washington, beating only

Rutgers. However, the loss didn't hinder their

performance in any way. in fact, it may have
helped them

"Obviously we were pretty upset about the loss.

but in my opinion it was better to lose by 500 the

week before than to win by .500 because I think

that complacency would have set it." Kuzara said

"GW is a good team, they almost beat us the first

meet, they did beat us at West Virginia. It

easy to say. but if we hadn't lost. I don't know if

we would have performed as well |in the

A-10's|."

The Minutewomen have only one more hurdle

to overcome on their quest for the national title

— next Saturday's Regionals in Columbus. Ohio.
According to Kuzara. they will use the ne\t two
weeks to prepare mentally for that meet

"Obviously, 1 wish we would have hit more, but

we're going to work the next two weeks to jum u\

and take the pressure off." Kuzara said. "It just

seems like we're trying to win the national cham-
pionship every meet now. and we just need to

take it one routine at a time."

UMass goes into Regionals as the number lea
seed, behind Ohio State. Both Kuzara and \i

foresee the team performing well.

"We were going in |to A-10'«| hoping to win
and we did that so we are really happy." Mosb\
said. "And now we're going to Regionals and
hopefully Nationals. We know we can do it

" Sophomore Betsy Colucci helped the team with her floor exercise score

of 9 775.

Baseball's back...

predictions for '97

It- the pitching, stupid

That, in a nutshell, is what the 1997 season will be

all about Hitting won't be a problem for anyone,
except maybe Pittsburgh or Kansas City, so anyone

who want-
dethrone the
Yankees better

have a strong
pitching Mail
and a middle
relief core that

can both eat up
innings and bol-

ster the 80 per-

cent of starters in the league who will be lucky to see
the sixth inning, in this, the decade of the longball.

Below are guesstimated records, order of finish and
a little something extra from me, cause I love you
gUVs

AL East

Baltimore (88-74)

Prediction: Owner Peter Angelos will trade leffcry

Hammonds. Rocks Coppinger and the rights to I enn
Sakata to Wendy's for those spit guards they have
above the salad bar. Angelos connects them all, places
them above the grandstand and declares Camden Yards
a "spit-free, family ballpark."

Toronto (86-76)
Prediction: Roger Clemens will start his first appear-

ance in Fenway Park in a lays uniform by throwing the

first pitch into the press box. clunking Red Sox GM
Dan Duquette in the head Clemens will insist it "just

slipped."

Yankees (84-78)

Prediction. The Sew York Post will use the words
"Cecil Fielder" and "chubby" in the same headline by
early May. and George Steinbrenner will fine Darryl
Strawberry for refusing to shave his sideburns.

Red Sox (79-8))

Prediction: |ohn Valentin will play second to a rela-

tive degree of efficiency someone will play left. |ohn
Wasdin and Butch Henry will surprise more than a few
people, and they'll still go nowhere. Oh— and some-
where in New Kngland someone will refer to Tom
"Flash" Gordon as "Flash in the Pan" Gordon.

Tigers (67-95)

Prediction: Detroit will invite Mickey Lolich. Denny
McLain and Chet Lemon back for an Old-Timer's
game, and then shock baseball by signing them to con-
tracts. Tigers will then proceed to be better than they

were last year.

AL Central

Indians (94-68)

Prediction: Kenny Lofton, in the first stage of "I'm

not fast" denial, will steal only three bases in April,

and then break down in early May and go on a fast

Turn to BASEBALL page 8

Men's lax home opener today
By Jeremy R. Adorns
Collegian Staff

In any sport, the Massachusetts — Boston College

rivalry is as lively and serious as any in the nation.

and men's lacrosse is no exception. When the

tete-a-tete resumes today at Richard F. Garber Field

at 3:00 p.m.. there will be no love lost between the

two m state foes.

BC comes into Massachusetts' home opener hav-

ing already lost the battle for greater Boston brag-

ging rights this season. The Fugle- fell to Harvard at

home in a 18-9 drubbing on the ides of March. No.

15 UMass is the only other high profile Division I

men's lacrosse program in the state, so the result- •>)

the matches among the three teams are important

factors in deciding which New England teams are

given NCAA tournament berths

The last meeting between the neighborly warring

tuitions was last season when the Eagles entertained

the Minutemen at Chestnut Hill. Massachusetts con-

tinued its dominance over BC with a 15-9 schooling,

increasing the lopsidedness of the all-time series to

23-0 in UMass' favor. The Minutemen hope to keep
their record unblemished against the Eagles by tak-

ing advantage of their edge in experience

'I think we match up well with them."
Massachusetts coach Greg Cannella said. "They're a

very athletic team, you look up and down their ro-u i

and see they're a very young team.

"It's difficult, as we've seen in the past, lor a

young team to go out and play against the top notch

level schools." Cannella added
Boston College returns its top tw both

capable of wreaking serious havoc upon Opposing
defenses and goalkeepers, as shown in their multiple

goal performances this season. Senior midfielder

Mark Trowbridge scored five of his seven geiuls in a

15-14 loss to Stony Brook, and junior attackman
Kevin MacLane has notched a four-goal game and
two hat tricks already this season.

"They have, in particular, a couple of real good
players. One of them is Kevin Macl ane em attack, he

was their leading scorer last year as a st>phomore i >K

goals. 29 assists) and he's a junior now." Cannella

said. "Marc Trowbridge (39 goals. 12 assists l i- the

best athlete on the team. He's got great size and
speed and he's a tremendous shooter.

Turn to LACROSSE page 9

IttlM- . tolAN

The men's lacrosse team hosts Boston College on Garber Field at 3 p.m. today.

Slow week in NHL
y

B s have no chance

And the race is em. and here comes pride up the back
-tteteh heartache I- 0OMMJ de>wn the inside

Mdb i- the kev word for the rest e>l the NHL season with

nine games and some change remaining for most of the

te'um- out there- in Puck l.and. A potpourri of playoff spots

il open, with a

total of ten ti

within three points

of each e>tber in both

the Fastern and
W e s t e r n
l oiilereiu

Man. that's as

elo-e as a shave with

u ehain saw that leaks oil and is ready to blow. More bkxxly
than don really, but that's what the stretch drive of this sea-

son lias in store - si\ -pot- centered around one of the clos-

est plaveifl battle- in rcecnl Mil hi-ton

• In the We-t. lour teams of the five in the playoff race

already have their BOM above water Hut. pe>sitie>ning will

be the key. and il i- I matter of plaving Cokirado in the first

reiund. a dodgy prope>sitie>n at best. or someeme a little bit

more beatable like Phoenix
. I elmoiiton and Anaheim should

make the poitMMMJ (73 peiint-l. but Chicago is treading
waki unh (. ali-.in ,n 70 |>oint-. and both are just one point

behind St. Imril

Il look- bad fot the Rlaekhawks. playing six of their last

nine game- MMIM leaiii- they're alreadv battling with down
the -tivtch (Edmonton, St. I e>uis and two with Anaheim and
Calgary). But. it's worse for the Flames with games against

Colorado and Detroit (i.e. pretty much quality opponents),

and two with CMofD,
After the firing of ex-ogre Mike Kccnan. the Blues have

been |Mn| teams the blue-- instead of singing "Back on the

Chain Gang." and should make it to the Promised Land.
Calgary i- a Mrprtte after an anonymous season, and it

won't be a surprise to see them get jumped by Chicago.
IX-fcn-e- wins playoff -pot-, at least, and the Hawks have the

edge.

For the Flames, just one question: What the hell is a
Zarley Zalapski '

— answer at the end of the column.
• In the Fast, Washington and Montreal (66 points

apiece) hold the last two playoff positions for their own, but
Hartford. Tampa Bay and Ottawa are within striking dis-

tance One ol the keys to this battle is that the top two teams
have nine games left, while the others have 10 games left.

Do the math. For Kith the Capitals and Lcs Habitants, the
rest of their schedule holds some tough team-

Montreal faces Pittsburgh and Philadelphia (both at

home), with games against contenders like Washington.
Ottawa and Hartford (two games) still on the docket. The
(. 'apitals have the worst of the deal, though, with seven of
their last nine opponents either fighting for a playoff spot

(CNCMO. Ottawa and Montreal), or alreadv hold a playoff

spot (Chilly. Buffalo and Florida).

But. in my inadmittable. I mean, inimitable opinion.

Turn to NHL, page 8
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BC lacks

in lax

UMass' Chris
Grande, the
Minutemen's lead-

ing scorer, netted
two goals as his

team rolled over the

Eagles yesterday
(See Sports, page
101.
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Milo Goes To

Northampton

Pop-punk legends

the Descendents
perform tonight at

Pearl Street, so get

a cup of coffee and

check out our pre-

view (See Arts (t

Living, page 5).

WORID

Alabanian Premier

tries to end anarchy

TIRANA, Albania (AP) — With
foreign aid trickling in yesterday.
Albania's caretaker government tried

to find ways to safeguard the humani-
tarian supplies from looting mobs that

have plunged the country into anar-

chy.

Restoring a semblance of order is

the top priority for Premier Bashkim
Fino's government as it struggles to

get the help il needs to rebuild
Albania, shattered by weeks of chaos.

"Time is needed to restore order.

We not only hope, but know, that the

Interior Ministry will try to reorganize

the police, but even in this it needs the

assistance of Europe." Agriculture
Minister Haxhai Aliko said yesterday.

Albania has been wracked by mob
violence since February, when
Albanians impoverished by the col-

lapse of high-risk investment schemes
turned their anger on the government.

The protests grew into armed insur-

rection after anti-government protest-

ers in the south began raiding
armories for weapons. Many of the

southern rebels have turned to crime,

robbing and terrorizing the popula-
tion.

The violence has led nearly 12.000
Albanians to seek refuge in Italy by
crossing the Adriatic in rickety ves-

sels

NATION

Albright & Helms
becoming friends

WINGATE. N.C. (AP) - Call it a

goodwill visit to the lion's den Or
maybe the domestic version of a State

Department engagement with a poten-

tial foreign foe.

While Vice President Al Gore was in

Beijing meeting national leaders and
encouraging good relations. Secretary

of State Madeleine Albright did much
the same thing yesterday with Senate

Foreign Relations Chairman lesse

Helms. (R-N.C.l on his own political

turf

Near the end of their day together.

Albright said the two were "developing

a pretty good friendship' and Helms
declared in a joint news conference
that he was ready to negotiate Senate

ratification of a chemical weapons
treaty — one of the highest priorities

of the Clinton administration. Until

now. Helms has blocked the treaty,

which is set to go into effect without

U.S. participation April 29.

"If they sit down and be realistic

about it. there's certainly a chance
we'll get a treaty." said Helms, who
has previously insisted on State
Department and U.N. reform as well

as changes in the treaty before he'll let

it go to the Senate floor for a ratifica-

tion vote.

"It's an overrated treaty. It's not

going to do one thing... to protect

Americans." Helms said when asked

about his previous rock-solid opposi-

tion. "It maybe has some good points

that are sort of hard for me to find.

But I'll go ahead and look for them,

particularly with the secretary."
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SGA elections today, tomorrow
President & Trustee candidates

square off during televised debate

By Victoria Groves
and Laura Stock
Collegian Staff

Last night's Student Government
Association (SGA) President and
Student Trustee candidate debate
was more of a question and answer
session where the nominees did
respond to panelists' questions, but

did not have the opportunity to

address each other in true debate
fashion.

The debate, which was filmed for

live broadcast in the UVC-TV 19
studio, consisted of candidates'
opening and closing statements, as

well as approximately 45 minutes
of responding to questions posed by

a panel of three reporters, each
from UVC. WMUA and The
Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

Questions presented to the
Trustee candidates R.|. Lemar, Rob
McDonald and Brian Tirrell. and
SGA President candidates Brian
McManus and Lia Wong, covered
such topics as the student occupa-
tion of Goodell Building and poten-

tial privatization on campus.
A total of 21 questions were pre-

sented to the candidates, each
regarding separate issues. However,
only one issue prompted differing

opinions among the candidates, and
that was the question posed to the

Trustee hopefuls regarding their

support of raised academic stan-

dards for University admission and
the creation of an Honors College

on campus.
R.|. Lemar responded to the

question of how a raise in academic
standards could affect Asian. Latin

American. African. Native
American (ALAN A) enrollment.

"ALANA enrollment needs to be

protected," Lemar said. "With
increased academic standards there

needs to be increased recruitment,

ALANA and all students."

McDonald agreed with Lemar,
regarding recruitment of ALANA
students.

"I believe this is a University of
the Commonwealth." McDonald
said. "Yes, I support raising acade-

mic standards, but we have to focus

on recruitment and retention of stu-

dents... in order to increase acade-

mic standards, not just raising SAT
(Scholastic Aptitude Test) scores."

While both Lemar and McDonald
supported raising academic stan-

dards and the creation of an
Honors College at UMass, Tirrell

was opposed to both ideas, based
on the fact that a public university

should not place such restrictions

on prospective students.

"I don't necessarily support rais-

ing academic standards." Tirrell

said. "The vision for UMass is that

it is for the Commonwealth, and we
should not make it so only elite

could come here."

Tirrell did say he supported
UMass President William Bulger's

plan for offering free tuition to the

top two graduates in each class in

Massachusetts high schools.

All candidates discussed the con-
troversial issue of privatization dur-

ing the debate. However, when
presidential candidates Wong and
McManus were asked: "Have you
contacted any student businesses
about how they will be affected by

the possible privatization of UMass.
and what are your plans to secure

their livelihood?" they did not spec-

ify what they would do to protect

student-run businesses.

"I have contacted student busi
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The Ocandidates for SGA President and Student Trustee at the UVC 19 debate last night.

nesses. and they are very concerned
about competing business," Wong
said. "I told them they will be
involved in every aspect from
beginning to end."

While McManus supports privati-

zation, he said it must be "done
responsibly" to protect student
harnesses.

"Most Istudent businesses) are

adamantly opposed to privatiza-

tion." McManus said. "I agree that

if it's done irresponsibly they do
have a lot to lose.*

With regards to privatization.

Wong said it was not a "yes or no
issue." McDonald's stance is simi-

lar, in that he supports privatiza-

tion with the stipulation of student

involvement.

Tirrell said he will only suppe>rt

privatization if that is what stu-

dents want, as long as jobs and stu-

dent businesses aren't sacrificed in

the procc-

The panel also asked the presi-

dential candidates about what role

the-v played in the Goodell takeover

and whether or not they felt it was
productive.

"I think it was very produetive in

that it got student*, involved in the

I niversity," McManus said. "The
ALANA community in particular

has a lot of problems, with adminis-

tration breaking promises.

"I attended several rallies, but

didn't go in." McManus continued.

"I didn't feel it was an appropriate

political environment."

Wong, who was in Goodell dur-

ing the takeover and acted as a stu-

dent negotiator, stressed that the

event was not simply for Al W \

students and that it came about
because of "issues the administra-

tion failed to address."

"The takeover was not just an
ALANA. one group issue," Wong
said. "There were over 2000 stu-
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Brian McManus. a sophomore dou-

ble major in political science and his-

tory, has been active in politics since

high school. Serving for two years as a

staff member for congressman Ed
Markey before arriving at UMass.
McManus has held the position of

Deputy Attorney General within the

executive cabinet of SGA and is cur-

rently a senator representing
Southwest Residential Area.

McManus feels that his biggest

accomplishment within SGA was the

formation of the Dining Services

Committee.

"The Dining Services Committee is

responsible for reviewing every aspect

of dining services at UMass. I think

that students and administration can
work together as a team to effectively

make changes at this University."

McManus said.

Among the issues that will be tar-

geted first during his administration

should he get elected. McManus cited

food services, safety on campus and
social segregation.

"There are very few call boxes with-

in the main campus areas and there

are large areas with poor lighting."

McManus said.

"Within the social circuit, white

students go to parties with white stu-

dents, and black students go to parties

with black students. There isn't a

great mixing with individuals."

McManus said. "I would want to

encourage ALANA organizations to

continue diversity and end the social

segregation that exists at UMass."

When asked about the current state

of SGA itself. McManus felt that

members need to remember that they

are working for the students.

"SGA needs to be reminded regu-

larly that they are working for stu-

dents. Students elected them to help

represent fellow students, not them-

selves," McManus said.

One of the main issues of the elec-

tion concerns privatization and

Turn to MCMANUS. page 2

Lia Wong, a junior communications

major, became an SGA senator her

sophomore year as a member of the

ALANA caucus, and since then has

been a senator for Northeast
Residential Area. Chair of Public Policy

and is currently Assistant to the SGA
President.

Focusing on safety on campus,
Wong is concerned about the lack of

lights and call boxes near the Haigis

Mall.

"One of the issues I'm concerned
about is safety." Wong said. "There are

places around Haigis Mall where there-

are no lights or call boxes. The escort

service is inadequate. By the time you

get to the Horse Shoe fin Southwest |.

you might as well have gotten
mugged."

Wong would like to address the

state of SGA and how she would help

repair it if she is elected President.

"SGA needs to focus more on repre-

Turn to WONG, page 2

R.|. Lemar. a sophomore double
major in political science and sociology.

says that the most important issue of

this campaign is to make sure that all

students on campus are treated equally

"The most important issue is the

equality of students. We need to make
sure administratiem keep-- its deals with

students." Lemar said. "We need to

make sure tuition rolls back for in- and
out-of-state students, deal with the

accessibility of classes and make sure

there is fair representation within all

governing bodies."

Lemar has been active in

Massachusetts state government in the

past, working on Governor Weld's sen-

ate campaign over the summer, sen ing

as a link to college students.

"It was my responsibility to call Me
dents and be the liaison between college

students and the governor's office."

Lemar said.

As a senator representing Orchard

Turn to LAMAR, page 2

Rob McDonald, a first-year senior

majoring in political science, served in

the Executive Cabinet this year as

Secretary of Administrative Affair* In

the past he has served as lieutenant gov-

ernor and governor of Central Area
Government, as an SGA senator and as

a campus organizer for Student Center

lor I ducational Research and Advocacy
- si I RA>.

The most important issues at hand in

this election are tuition and fees.

Housing Services and Food Services.

according to McDonald.

McDonald cites his most important

efforts in SGA a* advocating for the 1

meal plan on weekends, lobbying at the

Suite House for an increase in the state

budget and working on a motion to end

the cancellation fee charged to students

moving off campus.

I Mass is the fourth most expensive

flagship university in the nation. We can

reduce the cost and still attain

Turn to MCDONALD page 2

Poll information for elections
By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

Elections begin today to decide
the offices of Student
Government Association (SGA)
President. Student Trustee and
area government positions for the
1997-1998 academic year.

The only contested race within
area government is for Governor
of Orchard Hill Residential Area,
between Michael Dlott and
Arvind Khanna.
The main issues fueling the

Presidential and Trustee cam-
paigns have been privatization,

campus safety and tuition and
fees. All of the candidates see the

need for more student activism

on campus as an integral part of

completing their agendas, should

they be elected.

Two referendum questions will

also appear on the ballot con.

ing privatization and
Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group (MassPlRG).
Flection polls will be open

today and tomorrow from 1 1 a.m.

-2 p.m. and from 4:30 -7 p.m.

Polling stations for Orchard
Hill Residential Area students

will be located in the Franklin

Dining Hall.

Students living in Sylvan and
Northeast Residential Areas will

be required to vote in Worcester

Dining Hall.

Residents of Southwest South
(Cance. John Quincy Adams.
Pierpont, Moore, Patterson,
MacKimmie, Washington and
lohn Adams Residence Halls) will

vote in Berkshire Dining Ha"
while residents of Southwest
North (Thoreau, Coolidge. la

Emerson, Kennedy. Melville.
Prince and Crampton Residence
Halls) will vote at Hampshire
Dining Hall.

inmuter and Greek Area stu-

dents are required to vote in either

the Newman Center or the Hatch.
The winning candidates wilt be

announced by SGA officials on
Friday.

Brian Tirrell. a junior political science

major, has served in the SGA since his

freshman year, filling the positions of

senator. Associate Speaker and is cur-

rently serving as Speaker of the Senate

Feeling that students need more of a
voice on campus. Tirrell plans to work
towards more student and administra-

tion interaction.

"My whole philosophy in student

government is you need to have stu-

dents' voices heard. A lot of people
want to ignore students and they per-

ceive the University as administration."

Tirrell said.

Tin-ell's major efforts at formulating

this chapge have been running the

UMass Votes campaign, opposing the

parking fee increase, being instrumental

in the new Stuelcnt Union proposal and

getting a polling place on campus.

"It (an on campus polling place] has

been talked about for 20 years. We
finally did it. It was key to having stu-

dents heard in town." Tirrell said.

When asked what issues he would
tackle fint if elected. Tirrell cited safety

on campus, food and Administrative

Re-design (ARD).

"We're attempting to design a

one-stop place to process information

even if you're at the Bursar's Office and
you have a problem with the Registrar's.

rhe -tueients will he happier, and with

the technology, there's no excuse to be

bounced around." Tirrell said. "You
can't just be a number. I want to be in

that process and be very involved. They
[students] are not here to navigate a

maze of administration, they're here to

get an education."

Tirrell has an extensive view on priva-

tiAition. stating the many different areas

of consideration, should UMass decide

to pnvatize.

"I think the University should buy a

franchise if it's determined by the stu-

dents that they want one. But we need
to include in this process student busi-

nesses, the students who have to eat the

bad food. Auxiliary Services, which has

Turn to TIRRELL page 2
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McManus
continued from page 1

whether it belongs at UMass.
McManus's stance is that if it is

done in a orderly manner, it will ben-

efit both students and the University.

"The students at UMass have been

historically unhappy with food ser-

vices at UMass." McManus said. "For

the past 20 years the University has

made promises to improve, which it

hasn't fulfilled.

"I believe if private companies are

brought in carefully without destroy-

ing student businesses, that the quali-

McDonald

ty of life on campus will significantly

improve.
"1 understand the fear of student

businesses, and the importance of

them, however, with University sup-

port I believe private and student

businesses can coexist effectively and
benefit all students on campus,"
McManus said.

McManus says he is dedicated to

fighting for diversity and will work to

"force administration to uphold every

agreement it makes with students.*

debate
continued trom page 1

dents supporting it."

Student apathy and SGA grid-

lock were also topics raised by the

panelists. When asked how they
would deal with bi- partisan bick-

ering in the senate, the presidential

nominees discussed recruitment
ideas.

"I would recruit students to get

involved [in SGA]." Wong said.

"Students in Goodell (takeover]
showed interest in getting involved,

which I feel, is a trend that will

continue."

Wong also said, as President, she

would place advertisements with all

media on campus to garner student

participation.

McManus said that "political

games" would have to cease in the

senate for students to want to par-

ticipate in SGA.
"If you pick up a Collegian on

Thursday, all you read about is the

games that occurred Wednesday
night (in the Senate meeting]."

McManus said. "We have to stop

the games through responsible lead-

ership."

UVC-TV 19 may rebroadcast the

candidates debate throughout the

elections. Contact the station for

schedule information.

continued from page 1

University goals," McDonald said.

At the privatization rally held last

month in the Student Union,
McDonald came forward against priva-

tization, but has since changed his

stance.

"I'm in favor of privatization so long

as there is student involvement," said

McDonald.

As Trustee, McDonald explained that

he will make the concerns of UMass
Amherst students known at trustee

meetings.

"As Trustee, advocating on tuition

and fees, one of my plans is not to just

advocate on the board, but make myself

known at the State House as Trustee of

UMass Amherst." McDonald said.

Recognizing that he will need stu-

dent input to present campus opinions

to the board. McDonald says he will

frequently ask for student views.

"I think that there is really only so

much I can do as one person, and stu-

dents need to help me out by communi-

cating with administration." McDonald
said.

He agrees that efforts need to be

made to increase diversity and tolerance

at UMass and within SGA as well.

"The University is no where near

where they say they are in terms of

diversity," McDonald said. "I have seen

things happen and it discouraged me.

"As far as SGA is concerned we need

to start moving forward and start

pro-student activism. This year's cabi-

net has been very strong, the cabinet for

next year needs to continue its work,"

McDonald said.

McDonald is also interested in

appointing students to University wide

committees so that there is more stu-

dent input on University issues.

"I want to have students on
University wide committees so students

will understand some of the processes

of administration, and administration

will see students thoughts and con-

cerns," McDonald said.

Jtrrell

continued from page 1

the job of supervising food distribution

and the unions who, if privatization is

done in the wrong way. could lose their

jobs or their standards of living will go

down." Tirrell said.

Asian, Latin American. African and

Native American (ALANA) students

are in need of more resources as well,

according to Tirrell.

"ALANA students need to have addi-

tional resources and specific offices that

they can approach to help solve prob-

lems with administration and in gener-

al." Tirrell said.

Tirrell hopes students will become
more active in the running of the

University in the future.

"Students aren't really that apathetic

if you take the time to tell them the

issues." Tirrell said.
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ATTENTION STUDENTS INTERESTED IN
CROSS-CULTURAL EXPERIENCE!!

The International Programs Office is looking for motivated students to work either as

1, Peer Advisors for the 1 997-98 academic year or 2, Orientation Week (August 24-

29) student workers.

1. Peer Advisors. In this position, students will serve as mentors for new international

students and UMass students who plan to study abroad. Additional responsibilities

include work during orientation week as tour leaders for a variety of trips, as well as

discussion leaders for a variety of workshops planned for 1997-98. The following is

information on eligibility and the application process. To be eligible, you must be
enrolled as a full-time student AND must plan to be enrolled as a full-time student

in 1 997-98. All students- regardless of country of citizenship - are welcome to apply;

preference will be given to upperclass (juniors/seniors) and graduate students. Work
study eligibility is a plus. In addition:

You must be in good academic standing and continue in this status in 1997-98

International students must be in a visa status which permits on-campus employment.

U.S. students must have international experience (education, work or living abroad)

You must be available for an interview, a weekend retreat in April, 1 997, and you
must agree to return to the University one week prior to the start of classes for the

1 997 Fall Semester. You must also be available to work the full week of our orienta-

tion program, 23-29 August, 1 997.

You will be expected to work 40 hours during the week of Orientation for new inter-

national students. You will also be expected to accompany new students on a trip to

Boston on the Saturday immediately following Orientation Week. Additional respon-

sibilities will be spread throughout the academic year.

You must have good communication skills.

Salaries will be small but expenses for trips and social event will be covered.

2 Orientation Week Workers. A small number of students will be hired specifically

to work during the week of August 24-29, 1 997. Please see Orientation week details

as listed for Peer Advisors.

Salary for this week: %5.25/hour, up to 40 hours for the week.

APPLICATION PROCESS

If you are interested in applying for either position, stop by our office, Room 469 Hills

South, to pick up an application. Deadline for submitting applications is

April 4, 1997,

Wong
continued from page 1

seining the students' voice on cam-
pus. We somehow deterred from
that. Goodell was the beginning of

the turnaround," Wong said.

Running on an unofficial ticket

with Rob McDonald, Wong sup-
ports privatization as long as the

safety of student- run businesses is

preserved.

"I support privatization on the

condition that jobs won't be affect-

ed." Wong said. "Students who will

be affected will have full voice
throughout the process. I would
keep a tab on administration, I

would talk to Chancellor Scott to

make sure student businesses be on
board."

If elected, Wong states that she

will work to appoint more students

to University-wide committees.

"There are numerous committees

on campus that numerous students

are interested in being on. As
President, I will appoint and fill all

committee seats," Wong said.

As a student who participated in

the Goodell takeover, Wong says

that she will inform the campus of

what progress the administration is

making towards the agreements.

"I want to provide weekly reports

to campus. That way students will

know what administration is doing

and what SGA is doing. I'm definite-

ly going to do this. I want to hold

administration accountable for what

they said in Goodell," Wong said.

As the only female and minority

student running for the position of

SGA president, Wong feels that this

will be an important step for all

minorities at UMass.

"I think that when I become
President, it will set a precedence

because I will be the first Asian

American woman to fill that posi-

tion." Wong said. "I think just by

being actively involved and standing

up for the rights of students, I will set

an example for all people of color,

regardless of gender, that anything is

possible and that student involve-

ment is vital to student voice."

Lamar
continued from page 1

Hill. Lemar feels that the most impor-

tant motions he has worked on include

increasing handicapped accessibility to

the Mullins Center and allowing lewish

students to bum candles in their dorm
rooms during Hanukkah.

If elected. Lemar states his goals for

Trustee as making sure tuition and fees

continue to roll back for everyone and
assuring that issues of equality are ade-

quately addressed.

"The Trustee needs to take issues his

campus wants and present them to the

Board of Trustees. We need to decide

whether or not a public institution

should set goals that may exclude

underprivileged or traditionally over-

looked students." Lemar said.

The issue of privatization remains a

central issue in the McManus/Lemar
campaign, and Lemar supports allow-

ing privately run businesses to establish

themselves on campus.

"I'm for privatization, but not against

student businesses." Lemar said. "This

is one of the few campuses that ha.s sue

cessful student businesses. We can not

have them [private businesses] directly

competing with student businesses."

Within the SGA senate, Lemar
would like to devote special attention to

recruiting under-represented groups as

senators.

"Women and minorities have not

been represented in senate and we need

to concentrate on hearing their voices,"

Lemar said.

Lemar explained that this will be

accomplished through a reorganization

of the senate so that senators represent

their constitueivy more completely.

"Right now. it's so politically oriented

that the benefit to students isn't clear.

We need to reorganize and have more
communication between a senator's

constituency. Most people don't know
who to go to if they have a problem on

this campus." Lemar said.
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Last chance to see

Fax From Sarajevo
by Joe Kubert
Exhibit ends April 6th

140 Main St.

Northampton MA
01060 586-8545

Restless loy Paul Mavndcs
April 10th -June 1st

Thursday, April lOth
6:30-8:30 PM

Paul is the guest speaker at

2nd Creators' Forum

Saturday, April IQth
10:30 AM

Paul will conduct a tour of his exhibit

for Museum Members and answer

questions about his work

12 PM: Museum opens to the public

1-4 PM: Paul Mavrides signing 4th Floor

6-9 PM: Restless Joy opening reception >
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A doggy, dog world
A dog sits in front of a restaurant waiting for his owner yesterday afternoon in Amherst.

ALANA GRADUATE STUDENT FORUM
**Beyond Ebonics**

A Conversation with

Dr. Orlando Taylor Dr. Walter Wolfram

Dean of the Graduate William C. Friday

School and Distinguished Professor

Howard University North Carolina State

University

Dr. Harry Seymour (Moderator)

Chair Department of

Communication Disorders

Date: Wednesday March 26, 1997
Place: Room 101 Campus Center

Time: 11:30 am - 1:30 pm

Afro-American Studies

ALANA Graduate

Student Network

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity

SGA

SPONSORED BY:

Communications Studies Graduate Student Senate

Communication Disorders Linguistic

Graduate School Women ofColor Program

Women's Studies English Department

Flames erupt from inmate's head
By Ron Word
Associated Press

STARKE, Fla. — A condemned
murderer's black leather face mask
burst into flames as he was electro-

cuted yesterday, prompting the attor-

ney general to warn killers to stay

away from Florida "because we may
have a problem with the electric

chair." The governor said the state

will consider changing its method of

execution after the grisly death of

Pedro Medina, a Cuban refugee con-

victed of stabbing a teacher who had

befriended him.

"We've had an occasion of smoke
before." Gov. Lawton Chiles said.

"But the question is really. 'Is this

something that is torturous or
painful?'"

However, Attorney General Bob
Butterworth said Medina's gruesome
end would be a deterrent.

"People who wish to commit mur-
der, they better not do it in the state

of Florida because we may have a

problem with our electric chair,"

Butterworth said.

Medina, one of nearly 125.000
Cubans who came to the United
States during the 1980 Mariel
boatlift. was executed for stabbing a

woman to death in 1982.

It was the second time an inmate's

mask has burst into flame during a

Florida execution. The first time, in

1990, executions were suspended for

three months.

While there was no visible reaction

from yesterday's 39 witnesses, some
later said they were nauseated by the

sight and the smell.

"It was something entirely out of
the ordinary. I have witnessed 1

1

executions and have never seen any-

thing like what we saw this morn-
ing." said a visibly shaken Gene
Morris, spokesman for the

Department of Corrections.

Medina, 39, had appeared calm,
pursing his lips and looking up while

he was strapped into "Old Sparky,"

the three-legged oak chair built in

1923. He never looked at the wit-

nesses seated in front of him on the

other side of a window.
"Pedro was somewhere else when

he was in there." said the Rev. Glenn
Dickson, who spent the night outside

Medina's cell. "He told me he was
not afraid of dying."

Medina's last words were: "I am
still innocent."

Then the black leather mask was
lowered over his face to conceal his

expression from the witnesses, and
2,000 volts of electricity were sent

through his body.

There was a small flicker on the

right side of the mask and then
orange and blue flames up to a foot

long erupted and burned for about
10 seconds.

Tighter regulations on piercing proposed
By Trudy Tynan
Associated Press

CHICOPEE — This city is the
latest Massachusetts community to

regulate body piercing establish-

ments and some now say it's time
the state got involved.

Currently, you can get your nose,

navel, eyebrows or tongue pierced

in most Massachusetts cities and
towns without anyone checking the

cleanliness of the facilities and nee-

dles used.

"There needs to be some regula-

tion for the protection of the pub-
lic." said state Rep. Michael
Bcllotti. (D-Quincy). who is spon-
soring a bill directing the state

Department of Public Health to

come up with some guidelines.

At the same lime. Bellotti said

yesterday, he is wary of some of the

local rules that have been adopted,
contending the^v are aimed more at

discouraging the craze among
young people.

"We need to regulate a business
that is sorely lacking in regulation,

but at the same time we need to be
reasonable about it," Bellotti said.

"I intentionally didn't get too
explicit in my bill, because I want
the state health department to set

its own standards. It has informa-
tion that is not available to me."

Within the past two weeks, state

legislatures in Alabama. Arizona.
California. Delaware and Maine
have debated regulations on body
piercing. Bellotti said he expected
committee hearings to be scheduled
soon on his proposal.

Body piercers are outraged at

some of the restrictions enacted by
Massachusetts communities.

"It's nothing but a witch hunt."

said Mik Miller, who owns a

Quincy body piercing establish-

ment. He is challenging the legality

of portions of a Quincy law, adopt-

ed last month that would shut him
down until he completes a 15-week
anatomy course and serves an
internship under a licensed body
piercer.

"Of course, there isn't anyone
with a license for me to study
under." Miller said. "And I've been
doing this for 20 years.

"It's a shame, because the indus-

try needs regulations," Miller said.

"But they shouldn't be written by
people who are against it from the

beginning and want to put us out of

business."

The New I. D. Card's
Got Everything...

Except A Name!

a
Library
Card

Residence
Hall Key

A
Meal Plan
Ticket

/ $$$
A Cash
Card
$$$

Enter our contest to name the new
student and staff id card

coming in the fall!

The name should identify the card with UMass and also suggest its many uses,

because it's a lot more than an ID card. It'll also serve as a library card, a Meal

Plan ticket, a residence hall key, and a cash card for on-campus purchases.

Entries will be judged by a five-member panel of staff and students.

Any actively enrolled UMass Amherst

student is eligible to enter. Bring your

entry to the ID Office, Franklin Dining

Hall or e-mail your entry to name-the-

card@admin.umass.edu. Entries must

be received by 5pm on March 27, 1997.

Three winning entries will be chosen:

1st P»ize : S100 gift certificate for

Travel

2nd Pnn<: S50 gift certificate from the

University Store

3ro Pmu: S25 gift certificate from the

Top of the Campus

entry form

Name

Locallampus Address

Local Phone Number

Name the New I.D. Card:

Drop off your entry at the ID Office and when you come in,

HAVE YOUR PHOTO TAKEN FOR YOUR NEW ID CARD...

AVOID THE FALL RUSH!
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Vote Wong & Tirrell
Today marks the first day of elections to choose the

new Student Government President and Student

Trustee. We hope students take the time to educate

themselves on the individual candidates and issues

.

and cast their ballots.

The Collegian urges students to vote for Lia

Wong for SGA President and Brian Tirrell for

Student Trustee. Both students have continually

proven their dedication and commitment to the bet-

terment of students, from their terms in SGA to

their recent participation in the Goodell occupa-

tion.

Wong has extensively prepared for her role as

President by acting as Assistant to current SGA
President Maurice Caston. as well as serving as the

Chair of Public Policy and as a member of the ALANA

Caucus.

The Collegian supports Wong's view on privatiza-

tion and we commend her pledge to increase safety on

this campus.

Like Wong. Tirrell has also been actively involved

in campus politics; currently he serves as Speaker of

the Seriate, one of the most important and demanding
jobs in the SGA.

Tirrell has already improved student life in numer
ous ways and we expect him to continue if he is elect-

ed. Examples of his on~campus activism include estab-

lishing an on-campus polling place and helping to reg-

ister 10,000 students to vote as part of SCERA's cam-

paign. 'UMass Votes."

We urge UMass to vote for Lia Wong and Brian

Tirrell.

The referendum questions
Besides the election of SGA President and Student

Trustee, this year's ballot contains two referendum

questions that deal with MassPlRG and privatization

on campus (See page 3 for complete questions
|

Question One: Privatization in the Student Union.

The Collegian urges students to circle #2 on the .ref-

erendum which, at this time, would maintain a pub-

licly run Student Union.

Before any definite decisions are finalized on this

issue, greater discussion is needed.

Most importantly we must remember to protect

student-run businesses such as Campus Design &.

Copy which would quickly go under if a corporation

such as Kinko's was allowed into the Student
Union.

UMass' primary' function is to educate students and

there is little question that students involved in a

cooperatively run student business such as Karthfoods

will learn far more than if that same student was
microwavtng Big Mac's for McDonuld's.

But p is only needed for student-run busi-

twaesi Allowing a Barnes & Noble to compete with

tk* lextbtwk Anne* should only help the University

under the assumption that these private computus -

make a commitment to the University thai all student

workers are student-, first and workers second.

Question Two: MassPlRG
We do support the existence of MassPlRG on cam

pus but we do not back the waivable fee as it current-

ly stands and for this reason we urge students to vote

on Question Two.
There is little question that MassPlRG is a much

needed organization in Massachusetts: and the local

chapter is a part of a statewide network that has con-

sistently advocated for environmental and social

actrvism

On the other hand, we can not en.

MassPIRG's waivable fee. We feel that the orgam/a

tkm should seek a different means of funding such as

a positive check off.

Referendum questions, such as this, do not

rately measure the actual support for MassPIRc.

while a positive check oil OB tuition bills would serve

this purpose.

I rtstgncd editorials represent the majority opinion

of the Collegian's editorial hoard

Our dying hospitals

McAfee

The movement of the subway
train was hypnotic as lose

stared out the window at the

gray sky. The ride home from
school never deviated from the

norm: even the tone of the Orange
Line announcer's voice seemed as

though it was always the same.

Today had been an exciting day.

since lose had qualified for a schol-

arship that would
enable his family to

send him to

Northeastern. His
grades were good,
which had already
gained him acceptance to the uni-

versity, and whatever the scholar-

ship did not cover, his job at the

video store would probably suffice

as a payment option.

lose lived in a run down tene-

ment building on School Street in

Roxbury. a few blocks from my
house in fact, and I saw him
almost everyday on the train ride-

home. His father had been killed

long ago in an industrial accident

at a GE plant in Lynn, loses
mother worked two jobs to keep
food in the mouths of lose and his

little sister. That and lose's own
employment secured the rent.

No one in the family had medical

insurance. When lose's sister had

an ear infection several months
ago, her mother took her to Boston

City Hospital for treatment,
because it was the only facility thai

would treat emergencies without

approval from insurance providers.

BCH was widely used by poor fam-

ilies in Boston.

"Jackson Square, next stop Stony

Brook." the announcement wailed

in its usual monotone.
lose stood up and walked out

into the muggy lunc air. He
ascended the steps, passed through

the turnstile and strolled out onto

Center Street. It was a hot overcast

afternoon, and riaefl lose was not

in any hurry, he decided to walk up
Columbus Ave. to Egleston Square
for a soda, before turning down
School Street.

It was busy in the square this

afternoon, people bustling about,

kids playing on the side walk.
There was a pleasant feeling dis-

played on most faces.

lose was just about
to enter the corner
grocer when several

loud cracking noises

rang through the air.

and something that felt like a hot

knife hit him in the back and threw

him to the sidewalk.

He could not see what was going

on around him. but he could hear

children crying, people yelling, the

clinking of glass and the screeching

of tires He could not feel the pain

|usf vet His hack was wet with his

own blood, and he was beginning

to feel cold even though it was 84
degrees.

It would be 20 minutes before

paramedics would arrive on the

scene and inform him that a .22

caliber bullet was lodged in his

shoulderhlade.

I step away from this scene,
which I learned about the next day
at school, to look from a slightly

different angle at this problem. I

mentioned that lose does not have

medical insurance. What do you
think will happen to him?
As of this summer, the former

Boston City Hospital was merged
into the facilities of Boston
University. It was hotly protested

by the Service Employees
International Union who represent

the nurses and other service work-
ers at the facility. Their contracts

were in danger due to lohn Silber's

unti- union policy. I was present at

Doonesbury Flashbacks

an event at Boston City Hall where
union members and community
activists performed an occupation,

not unlike the student protest at

Goodell. to pressure city officials

not to approve the merger.

The story of BCH is replicating

across the country all the time. In

addition, the rise of HMOs (Health

Maintenance Organizations), giant

corporate health providers, will

ensure that while people are dying

in the streets, all that will guaran-

tee proper treatment is the monev
to pay for it

This, ladies and gentlemen, is

what privatization is about, making
money, not providing services. As
with food services, to it is with

health care. When hospitals are

laying off physicians and hiring

a-M-tants to provide care, bec.iu-c

it lowers costs, a doctor decides

you don't need an important test

because he can't iiistitv the expense

to his expense, that is bad manage-
ment for the sake of saving a few
bucks

It is not necessary for the pur-

of this column for you to

find out the fate of young lose In

tact the only reason you might care

is that I have taken the time to

introduce him to you. Bui the fact

is that kids like lose get gunned
down in cross fire everyday. In

addition to that, people in low

income communities have medical

emergencies all the time that with-

out insurance, private hospitals

will not treat. Privatization in

health care is a cruel and greedy
scheme that reeks of neoliberal

economic interpretations of peo-

ple's everyday need. We can allow

our health to be translated into a

matter of preserving the bottom
line.

Sam McAfee is a Collegian
columnist.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

It's only a game

Mark

McGrath

What a difference a year makes.

Last March, you, me and
almost every other UMass

student were giddy with anticipation of

the final Four. Remember when we
saw Marcus Camby as the toast of the

town, not some second-rate clown?
Remember when we thought Coach
Cal was the man to end all men?
Remember when all those rich people

started giving us, the poor students of

UMass, thousands of
dollars for our tickets to

the big game?
Those were the days.

Oh, what we didn't

know, or should I say

what we didn't acknowledge.

Since the high-water mark UMass
basketball reached in the

Meadowlands, much of its mystique

has come crashing down before our

very eyes. Shortly after the season

ended. Camby flew the coop, leaving

behind a mess that involved, among
oilier things, blackmail, gold pendants,

large sums of monev and shady agents

And did I mention the hookers? It

remains to be seen whether he also left

a forfeited season which could take

UMass basketball out of the record

rxHiks for good.

Now Camby is sitting pretty .isto-s

the border, playing basketball in

Toronto, for a team called, get this, the

Raptors. With the millions of dollars

he's making, he can now afford his

own gold pendants and hookas

Calipari isn't doing so badly himself,

outside of the fact that he has to work
in New lei so\ and has io deal with

"Mexican idiots" |Calipari's own
words | . Once revered as God by our

campus and virtually the entire

Western Massachusetts area, he

high-tailed it out of town as soon as

the roof stalled giving way, joining his

buddy Marcus in the ranks of the NBA.
How's that for loyalty?

And all those ticket-grubbing rich

people could give a rat's ass about

UMass.

Oh what a difference

a year makes.

I cried when the bas-

ketball team bowed out

of the tournament to

Kentucky on that chilly

Saturday evening a year ago. After that,

I got drunker than I've ever been in my
entire life. Then I cried more. We were

so close We had it in our fingertips,

and then it was gone.

It's kind of funny how sports are

able to do that, how they affect people

ihe w.tv they do. The basketball team

captivated a college campus, an area, a

state and eventually a whole region,

pulling on emotional strings that

haven't been reached in an awfully long

lime I mean we hit the whole spectrum

— pride, joy. ecstasy, sadness, disbelief.

and eventually anger, which resulted in

the Southwest rioting, causing over

$10,000 in damage.

Watching bits and piece- ol the tour-

nament this year. I experienced mixed

emotions. 1 remembered how nice it

was to be on the top of the pile, but I

also wonder if it was worth it. All the

emotions we spilled were apparently

spilled over the fate of a bunch of

crooks with some good guys mixed in.

Why do we allow this to happen for the

sake of five tall men running around in

sillv uniforms?

Being swept up in the hype of the

final four is not a phenomenon unique

to our University. I see the same thing

happening to the fans from Kentucky,

Minnesota, North Carolina and

Arizona as they make their way into

Saturday's Final Four games. I wish I

could tell them that it's not worth all

the luss. but as far as they're concerned

basketball is the only thing in the world

that really matters.

This year, the UMass community will

not be riding the roller coaster, and for

that the team's early exit may be seen

a gift. Instead, we have the opportunity

to observe the effects of Final Four fever

on the previously mentioned universi-

ties l"hey will paint their faces and their

bare chests. They will be making lots of

noise and many will call them a bunch

of yahoos, but we will know better. II

anybody knows how ordinary people

turn into yahoos, it's the fans of UMass.

Eventually three of the four teams

will reach the end of the line, and their

tails will reach some of the very same

realizations that UMass fans came to

alter last season, that their dream ride

was too good to be true.

And folks in Arizona, and Kentucky

.

and Minnesota and North Carolina will

he crying, and more will be getting real-

ly drunk, and maybe, just maybe, a few

will stop to realize that after all. it's |hm

a game.

Mark WcGrath is a Collegian colum-

nist

Baby, Vm gonna miss you
This is the ston of the passing ol a temth. My tooth.

Tooth #2 >

I'll start hv giving a little background on the champ
of all teeth. Tooth #2>. It's the middle tooth on the bottom

Whether that's a bicuspid, a molar or whatever. I'm not sure-

Mi I know is that it was on the front lines. It came to play

even day t very meal, it was there. Chewing,

separating. Whenever I ate sunflower seeds,

looth #2> was the one tracking it open. \\ hen

I was a kid. it ripped open countless eandv bar

wrappers, chewed countless pieces ol Ba/ooka.

munched on countless flavor Ices

It didn't share the glory ol looth »7 and Tooth tlt>. who
had the abilitv to open beer bottles mot exattl) the brightest

idea, but I could never get the lightei iruk downi. a ! ,
» •th

#12. which got a filling when I was nine and was in the spot

light lor a while But Tooth »2v alwavs got the first bite It

was alw.iv- there lor mc _
I guess that's what makes it so htxd K) believe it's dead.

The story begins last Tuesday. 1 wake up in the middle of

the- night, because mv front tooth hurts I'm reasonablv mis

erable, but this is nothing I go downstairs waish a little T\ .

go back to bed Not too bad.

Wednesday. Tooth is getting worse I spend the night play-

ing Mil vjt, arKj vvorrxing about the- tooth Bui when I goto
bed. I'm hoping it'll go awav

It doesn't goaw..v

1:00 a.m. -Wake up in a lot of pain. Take two Advil, go

back to bed.

I:K) a.m. Wake up. it's even worse.

tBv the way. do vim know that ludith I lghi. the mom in

"Who's The Boss", now hawks "Miracle Cream" on a late

night inlomerst.il ' Apparently she had acne, and "Miracle

Cream" fixed it. compelling her to tell the world. How far the

mighty have fallen. I

4:30 a.m. I go to Health Services Thcv give me MM
codeine and send me home.

Thursday. I see a dentist (By the way. how do you bexe>me

a dentist? Do doctors pick on vou"' And. who's higher on the

pecking order. Podiatrists, ophthalmologists or dentists ' lu-i

random thoughtsi. who tells me the problem is that I'm

grinding Tooth #23 in mv sleep She- says that it's eauscd bv

stress, and if I relax, the problem will go away.

Easy enough. I take the- dav oil. go to the mall, buy some-

thing, come home and chill. Plav moie Nlll ~<*b. Tooth is

starting to feel better. Kinda.

Friday. Tooth ain't better I tried to ignore it. but when I

drink a beer and the pain prevents me from finishing it, we
have problems. Go to Health Services again, get more
codeine. Codeine isn't enough by now.

Saturday. Pain is intense I'm taking six Advil every two

hours. Mv housemates are back from spring break, so of

souise I -crew the pain and drink many beers with Slump.

Beer makes the toevth feel better (Actually, I

was loo drunk too feel much of any thing I

Sunday. Pain is beyond belief, i Imagine

KAt=smA't¥t~\ someone seeing your gums and thinking.

lYlCrt?\Jllll "Hey. let's hang up a poster." and sticking the

tacks in your gums.) I go to Health Service-

Bain, they prescribe pain killers They do nothing I have to

go again at 7:10. because I have tears in mv eyes from the

pain I linallv get what I need. The nurse -,nv lake off your

pants, we have to put the shot in your butt "
1 1 siill think thcv

were iust checking me out hut that's another matter i

live minutes latoi . ftp in what I'd like to call "Happv
I and " All ol a sudden the room is floating, and I'm on a

cloud. I can't see why both nurses and my housemate Sammy
just laugh at me every time I speak. I go home and drift to

sleep \lv hodv is numb.
Mv teeth still hurt

Moiidav Wake up. guess what hurts. Yup. Tooth #2v Bv

now . mv gums are twice the size of my face, and I'm talking

like I liner fudd. though I'm still in "Happv I and
"

Go to the dentist in horrific pain. They take X-rays of the

Tvioth

' V\ e ve lound the problem. Luke. You tooth is dead."

And there it was. Tooth *21 is dead, and it was starting to

kill the- other teeth. It had to be dealt with

So I had a root canal Monday. It wasn't that bad. except

lor the hole it> Tooth *2\ that was excreting dead tissue

even live minutes il'm sorry guys, that was a little natty.) I

have to go back today so they can finish the job.

The pain has gone away for the most part I can eat again,

and I might go to class today. But Tooth #2 > will not be for-

gotten There's loo much k<ve for Tooth #25.

It was a good tooth It never bit anyone. It did all it could

to help the cause, and because I used it too much, it's dead.

Oh sure, it's still there, like a dead tree, but it's not the same
The physical pain of the tooth is gone, but the emotional

pain remains, like the mournful ballad straining in the wind,

struggling to..

i »k OK. it was just a tooth But dammit. I'm still going to

miss ii.

/ like Meredith is a Collegian columnist.

Letters to the Editor

McManus on Wong:
"She can barely

speak English

"

To the editor

This letter is regarding SGA Presidential candidate

Brian McManus. I thought everyone should know about

the incident that ocetirred on Monday I was in the lobby

ol lohn Adams and Brian McManus and a friend of his

were walking through The friend asked if he |McManus|
was worried about the debates that were to take place on
Tuesday night McManus replied that. no. he wasn't

because, "she can barelv sjveak I nglish." referring to I ia

Wong, the other SGA Presidential candidate. I just want-

ed anyone that was planning on voting in Wednesday's
and Thursday's elections to be aware of this incident, and
to take it into consideration when deciding whether or. not

Brian McManus is the type ol person they want as their

President

Katie Stewart
Southwest

MassPlRG defends
their existence

The Massachusetts Student Public Interest Research
Group |MassPIRG| is a non-profit, student directed, stu-

dent funded, statewide organization that works on environ-

mental, consumer and democracy issues. For the past 25

years. MassPlRG has been representing students as citizens

in the state and local community
Last semester at UMass, students gathered over 1.500

signatures for a Toxics Right-To-Know bill, collected over

three tons of trash from the Amherst Conservation Area,

raised over $2,000 for hunger and homelessness charities,

and worked with the SGA and SCERA to register over

8.000 students to vote.

This semester, the MassPlRG chapter is working to

increase recycling by updating the Massachusetts Bottle Bill

and continuing our efforts to fight hunger and homeless-

ness. The chapter is also working on a Clean Air and
Alternative Transportation campaign and is coordinating a

Five College Earth Day Celebration on the Amherst
( ommon.

Because MassPlRG is a statewide network, the efforts

of UMass- Amherst students are joined by the efforts of

students at 25 other state, community and private col

Ibe students at these campuses learn essential orga-

nizing skills while working to make a real impact on state

issues MassPlRG is coordinated statewide by the State

Board of Directors. The Student PIRG board is made up
of elected representatives from each campus to make deci-

sions on campaigns, issue positions, and budgetary con-

MM \ major strategy ol the State Board has been to hire

campus organizers to work with campus students. You
m.i\ have met the UMass campus organizer. Melanie
L'ndcm. We think she's great. Melanie is a trained profes-

sional capable of teaching us skills needed to be effective

on issues we care about as well as motivating the chapter
as a whole.

MassPlRG is funded through a $5 waivable fee on the

tuition bill. Every two years students decide whether or not

to continue supporting the UMASS chapter through a vote

during Student Government elections taking rjlace March
26 and 27. This allows the majority of students to effective-

ly fund the organization while allowing the minority to

chose not to support and waive the fee. Any organization

can go through the referendum process and put a waivable
fee on the bill

One of the decisions the UMass Chapter is most proud of

is the decision to pool our resources statewide. We know
that UMass. acting alone, could never accomplish our goals,

like passing the Updated Bottle Bill. We also know that

UMass has an abundance of resources and can help support
several other chapters in addition to our own. By pooling
our resources statewide, all chapters benefit from an effec-

tive student network for students' concern* as
Massachusetts citizens,

UMass Amhcrst-Board of Directors Representatives of

MassPlRG

Arts & Living
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Punk godfathers hit Pearl St,
By John Hondrickson
Collegion Staff

The Descendents are back. Of course, the common
question following such a statement is "Who the hell are
they?' To say that they were just another 'SOs punk band
is to do them a grave injustice; the Descendents' influ-
ence has played a large role in determining the course of
alt-rock in the '90s. To put it bluntly, if the Descendents
had never designed the blueprint for catchy, melodic
pop-punk, bands such as Green Day and the Offspring
would simply not exist.

The Descendents emerged from Orange County, Calif.,
in the late ^Os. Formed by drummer Bill Stevenson, the
band's first release was the "Ride The Wild" single in
1978. However, the addition of singer Milo Aukerman in
1980 completed the Descendents" creative axis. Milo's
"anyone can sing" vocal style and "everyman" persona
coupled with Stevenson's caffeinated. relentless drum-
ming defined the band's sound and set the precedent for
the remainder of their career.

Along with Milo came the concept of "All" — the total
extent. Using copious amounts of coffee as fuel, the band
began to write seconds-long songs about fishing and food
in addition to adolescent rants about girls and how they
couldn't get any. Their first two releases with Milo. the
Fat EP and 1982's full album. Milo Goes To College, fea-
tured such blasts of "All" as "I Like Food" and
"Weinerschnitzel," as well as the anthems "Hope." "My
Dad Sucks," and their scathing condemnation of
Southern California's homogenous middle-class waste-
land, "Suburban Home."

After a three year hiatus (Milo. in fact, did go to col-
lege), the Descendents returned in 1985 with / Don't
Want To Grow Up. perhaps the finest punk album of the
decade. The raw thrash of their earlier releases was tem-
pered with a large dose of pop nirvana; from the
unabashed sentimentality of "Silly Girl," "Good Good
Things" and "In Love This Way" to the lifestyle reaffir-

mation of "Pervert." "My World." their theme
"Descendents" and the title track. "Grow Up" still stands
as their masterpiece.

1986 saw the release of Enjoy!, which would match its

predecessor if not for the thin scatological humor of the

title track and the two "Orgo" entries. "Kids" is further
testimony to the mystical power of the coffee bean;
"Green," "80s Girl," and the thrashy "Hurtin" Crue" con-
tinue the social condemnation theme evident throughout
all their work; "Cheer" and "Get The Time" are both
endearingly poppy odes to girls; and "Sour Grapes" is

perhaps one of the greatest put^lowns of a member of
the opposite sex in the rock n' roll canon. Throw in an
ace cover of the Beach Boys' "Wendy" and Enjoy! truly

lives up to its name.
One of the defining characteristics of the Descendents

was their ever changing line-up. Although Aukerman and
Stevenson remained constant, the guitar and bass person-
nel changed almost annually. In late '86, though, Salt

Lake City natives Stephen Egerton and Karl Alvarez took
over the instrumental duties and provided the band with
their strongest sound yet, as evidenced on 1987's All LP.

All could have been easily titled Milo Goes Back To
College, since that's what he did shortly after the album's
release. However, the Descendents' swansong featured
some of their best moments. From the one-second long
title track to the self-deprecating "Coolidge" ("I'm not a

cool guy anymore/as if I ever was before") and an ode
their "D-o-d-g- e-R-a-m" in "Van* through the pop
bliss covering the good and bad side of relationships
("Cameage" and "Clean Sheets." respectively), All sounds
much more assured than their previous releases. And the
concept of "All* is laid out in the "All-c—gistics." a list of
commandments to follow in one's Allular quest. Most
important: "Thou shah not partake of the dreaded decaf."

Amen.
However, after "87's Finall tour. Milo left the band to

pursue a degree in biochemistry. Two live albums from
the last tour were released the following year; Livage is a

dynamic collection of "greatest hits" and Hallraker fills in

the remaining gaps. I99l's Somery is a more convention-
al best-of compilation, featuring tracks from 1980
through 1987. But the big surprise was last year's
Everything Sucks, a bona-fide Descendents reunion
album.

Shortly after Milo left the Descendents in '87. the band
replaced Milo and continued on under the surprising
moniker of All. Although All's output was generally
solid, it never matched the intensity or had the charismat-

Orad 8chool?

Lowell? Why Lowell?!

Yee. The Graduate School

at UMass Lowell.

Choices, qualify

affordable.

They're conneored to industry

and doing mega research.

i

What about

Getting a job?^ I'll finish with a very

competitive advantage,

have industry connections

and begin a career,

not just a job.

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS LOWELL

OM UNIVERSITY AVENUf • LOWELL. MA • 01SS4
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When You
Shop at Atkins,

Your Easier will be Pretty,

Nutritious & Delicious
Pretty is from our FLORAL

DEPARTMENT
Traditional Easter Plants &

Colorful Blooming Spring Plants

Lttls In Clnxme hmm'

EASTER LILIES,

TULIPS,
HYACINTHS,
PRIMROSES,
AZALEAS,

'HYDRANGEAS!
Beautiful

BASKET ARRANGEMENTS
/.///> Spring HlnssDtiis & Pitssyinlhifs

icic/hiiti ihiiiu I'nih't sPETER RABBIT
lloitvi I'til Htniiiiwl

Nutritious is from...

Produce
rlfmfJMt; .Wuu-hcnicf and All Ibe Traditional /Vav

Specials 3/21-3/27
Young, Tender

A1

Counthy. Mahkat

TKINS
FARMS

SWEET CALIF
CARROTS 99c

3-lb pkgs

SUMMER &
ZUCCHINI

SQUASH 49<7fc

Now Crop,
Young, Tender

GREEN BEANS
99< *.

Fresh Ground
DOMITVS

HORSERADISH
99<<5or

SWEET POTATOES Fresh BEETS
49* ih.

-

rjStVW

Corner of Bay Koad A We. I Id, v.uth Amlirrst tt.l 9528

Open D.iil> MAM "PM

CLOSED FAM FR SIMMY

, Delicious from
F our Bakery j

]
Hoi Cross Ikm.s whok Grain
B.il>k;i Bread Urcads

( 'ream.
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Irml nes
Dinner Kolls

("ollmakes
Muffins s\

Donnls
Assotlecl

I'.islnes

Decorated
Cakes

of

Baskets, F^gs,

Ikmnelstt
K.ihhils

Cheesecakes

More Nutritious

& Delicious from 3
Meat & Seafood

Scttlkfv. Unlmnn, ktod, Shnmp, IkuUnkf, Pollock

COBSMOKEDHAMS
SPIRAL CUTHONEYHAMSAND..

Specials 3/21-3/27

Atkins Angus

BOTTOM ROUND
$1.99/>>

Atkins Extra Trim

I'artyk.i 01 Mine Seal

EASTER
KEELBASA
$2.49//-

Veggie Stuffed

PEPPERS $2<

Triple M Munkk-ss
EASTER HAMS

$2.39<'W<<
$2.59w/

TOFU SALAD
$3.25//>

Ladies and Gentlemen, the Descendents

Stevenson.

cousnsv i pita»h kcosos

Left to right: Milo Aukerman, Shephen Egerton, Karl Alvarez and Bill

ic appeal of the vintage Descendents catalogue. Thus,
when word appeared that the now PhD-holding Milo was
coming back to the fold, skepticism ran amock.

All (urn...) fears were washed away with the release of
the album, though. Everything Sucks doesn't, to say the
least. Instead, all of the old topics are revisited. "She
Loves Me" "Hateful Notebook" and "Rotting Out" are
the prerequisite "girl" songs; "This Place Sux" deals with
Milo in the drearily adult workplace; "We" is a genuine-

love song; and "Coffee Mug* is, as the song says, "liquid

prooP as to what keeps four guys well into their thirties

so damn hyper. Musically, the band has never sounded as
tight, blending melodic pop sensibilities with manic punk
roar. Nearly 10 years after their demise, the Descendents
returned with an album stronger than most of their origi-

nal work.

And what better way to announce said return than
with a tour? The Descendents are even more impressive
on stage than record. Milo is still the same bespectacled
geek he was as a teenager, and the band's complex inter-

play is tighter than ever. Their show in Providence last

December left me speechless. The Descendents seems to
be the best show to come up the pike all semester (thank
you. Beck). And this is one gig which is not to be missed.
Don't pass up the chance to see a legendary band touring
behind what was this writer's pick as the best album of
'% — after all. you never know when Milo might decide
to get another degree.

The Descendents are playing tonight at Pearl Street in

Northampton with The Suicide Machines and Shades
Apart. Doors open at 7:10. Call the club for ticket infor-

mation at 584-7810.

Campus Activities Presents

"Something Every Friday"
Comedian

Michael Dean Esters
March 28, 1997 8pm
Bluewall Cafe • FREE

Michael's energy creates a high speed delivery that relies on a

twisted intellect and good material without using bad language

to captivate audiences.

For more information check out our website:

http://www.umass.edu/campact/events/calendar.htm

The movie "Mars Attacks" will be shown immediately

after the performance.

This program made possible by a Grant from the

Auxiliary Services Office, the Vice-Chancellor for

Student Affairs and the Daily Collegian.

Staying in Amherst This Summer7

Looking for a job 7

mmsctf/
Full & Part Time Jobs

Are Available Working For

Summer Conference Housing

SMART CHOICES FOR

Work with UCS in Providing Residence Hall

Accommodations to over 70 Conference Groups
Meeting at Umass This Summer

Many Different Types of Jobs are Available

Applications and Job Descriptions

are Available at the Conference Services Offices

Room 918-Campus Center Ninth Floor

Completed Applications are Due By Friday, April 11, 1997
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With revamped lineup, UK back MLB on a trading frenzy
By Mike Embry
Associated Press

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Kentuckians have a pen-
chant for giving nicknames to their favorite
University of Kentucky basketball teams.

It started in 1948 with the Fabulous Five. Along
came the Fiddlin' Five in 1958. Rupp's Runts cap-
tured their hearts in 1966. The Unforgettables
emerged in 1992. And then the Untouchables from
last year's national championship team.
And this season?
"Somebody gave me this nickname, I think it's

more the Unbelievables because I don't think I

quite believe it," said Kentucky coach Rick Pitino,

who picked up the label from a Danville (Ky.)
Advocate-Messenger sports writer.

It does seem unlikely that the Wildcats, who play
Minnesota in the semifinals Saturday night in

Indianapolis, would be in position to defend their

national title.

Four players from last year's team that finished
34-2 are playing pro ball. Another player from that

team was redshirted and another transferred. And
midway through the season, leading scorer Derek
Anderson went down with a knee injury.

But Kentucky (34-4) is two games away from
becoming only the second team since UCLA in

1973 to repeat as national champion. "This team
has played a top five schedule, and being young, I

think they've accomplished more than any basket-

ball team I've coached." said Pitino. who has his

third team in five years in the Final Four. "The only

one that would rival this team is Providence" in

1987.

Even the players are surprised by how they pro-

gressed during the season.

"We've come through it all and we're in a posi-

tion now that nobody thought we would be in,

especially when Derek went down." said guard
Cameron Mills. "If we can pull off two more victo-

ries, then I would definitely agree with that nick

name."
"I think when Derek went down everybody start-

ed doubting us." Allen Edwards said.

"It's pretty unbelievable. A lot of people didn't

think we could do it."

Through the NCAA tournament. Pitino has
reminded the Wildcats that they should play like

defending champions.
"He says, "You're the defending national champs,

and until they beat you, you're still going to be
that." said forward Scott Padgett.

"I think he's been focusing in on letting us know
that everybody on this team is talented, and if we
go out there and focus in shutting the other team
down, then we can win this thing again."

Now the Wildcats return to the site where they

opened the season with a 79-71 overtime loss to

Clemson.
"The five weeks before that game and right after

that game I thought we were in serious trouble,"
Pitino said.

"I thought it was going to be a .500 season or a

little bit better, because we'd come on at the end of
the year.

"We were very green and didn't practice well.
From that point to this point. I'm very, very
pleased. I'm very proud of how the players dedicat-
ed themselves to be a great basketball team."

I
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By Ben Walker
Associated Press

Kevin Elster had seen his share of ballplayers, having
spent time in eight different big league systems in the

past five years. That, however, did not prepare the

shortstop for what he saw — or didn't see — when he
walked into the Pittsburgh clubhouse lor the first time.

The Pirates had 70 players in camp, most in the majors,

yet Elster did not recognize a single face.

"It's been a strange spring, but I'm getting used to

that." said Elster, who had 99 RBIs for Texas last sea-

son.

Because as Elster and everyone else in baseball
knows, it's hard to keep track of who's where these
days.

The big names, that's simple. Even casual fans proba-
bly know that Albert Belle signed with the Chicago
White Sox, Roger Clemens took off to Toronto and lose

Canseco is back in Oakland.
The most active teams were easy to track, too. The

Florida Marlins signed Bobby Bonilla. Moises Alou.
Alex Fernandez and manager |im Leyland. The New
York Yankees lost World Series MVP |ohn Wetteland
(to Texas), |immy Key (to Baltimore) and |im Leyritz

(to Anaheim).
And the big trade Atlanta and Cleveland made

Tuesday was major news. The Braves sent David lustice

and Marquis Grissom to the Indians for Kenny Lofton
and Alan Embree.

But what about Luis Polonia? OK. it's a trick ques-

tion — he just signed with the expansion Tampa Bay
Devil Rays, who assigned him to Mexico City while
waiting to join the AL next season.

All in all. though, it takes more than a scorecard.
New Pirates manager Cene Lamont stuck a printed ros-

ter in his back pocket, helping him identify his young
club.

Pittsburgh moved so many players in the offseason
that it confused outfielder Al Martin.

"I reported on the first day of spring training, looked

around and wondered where everybody was," he said.

"It was like I'd been traded to another team."

Plenty of players were on the go this winter.

Matt Williams was traded to Cleveland by San
Francisco, which completely rebuilt its infield with |.T.

Snow, Jeff Kent, lose Vizcaino and Mark Lewis. Former
AL batting champion |ohn Olerud was traded from
Toronto to the New York Mets and Chili Davis was
swapped from Anaheim to Kansas City for Mark
Gubicza.

Among the free agents, Delino DeShields is St. Louis'

new leadoff man. Steve Avery is pitching for Boston and
Terry Steinbach is catching for Minnesota. Mike
Bordick is in Baltimore, playing shortstop with Cal
Ripken now at third base.

Eddie Murray took his 500 home runs and 3,000 hits

to Anaheim. Lee Smith and his record 475 saves signed

with Montreal, which lost closer Mel Rojas to the Cubs.
Deion Sanders (Cincinnati) returned from the NFL

and Shane Mack (Boston), Scott Cooper (Kansas City)

and Darrin (ackson (San Francisco) came back from
japan.

Clemens' new teammates in Toronto include Benito
Santiago, plus three players the Blue (ays got in a trade

with Pittsburgh - Carlos Garcia. Orlando Merced and
Dan Plesac.

"It's different." said Clemens, who had spent his

whole 15-year career with the Red Sox. "I've seen nod
of these guys, but there are a few new ones I'm getting

to know."

lay Bell and |eff King had the benefit of knowing each
other when they were traded from Pittsburgh to Kansas
City for a package that included |oe Randa.

Bell and King have played together in the majors and
minors since 1989, and their wives and children are best

friends. Bell's 5-year-old daughter. Brianna. began weep-
ing when she heard they were moving to a new city.

Then he was told King and his family were going, too.

"She immediately stopped crying and asked what the

color of our new uniform was." Bell said.

End Adv weekend editions. March 29-50.
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SPORTS

Soccer (C) A.S.Af

Spring Volleyball (C) ..A.S.A.P.
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Badminton Doubles (M/W/C)....3/31

PAID OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR SOFTBALL AND
H SOCCER.
CALL FOR CUNIC DATES.

PAID OFFICI

Don'l Miss The

Action

For entry forms
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545-2693

145-0022

Prom® Night At The T@C

Tonight at VM PM

S&L&0

1 l
,h Floor Campus Center

THE BEST BEER
IN AMERICA

Hours: Mon-Fri 4:00- 1 2:30

Sat 5:00-Close
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Mhokey
continued from page 10

Unfortunately for BU. the hare
smoked the tortoise when these teams
met last year. The early bird got a big
juicy worm that could make any fly
fisherman jump for joy. lust 4:57 into
the game BU was down two-love and
searching for shelter. The Terriers tried
a comeback, but in the thick of the
evening when the dealing got rough,
I
Michigan | was too pat to open and
too cool to bluff.

Expect the same this year. Shawn
Bates can only have so many short-
handed breakaways. Chris Drury can
only get so many three-on-three over-
time goals. Michigan has 1 1 players
who have already been drafted by
NHL teams, and seven players with 21
or more goals, both of which have to

be some sort ol record.

A more experienced BU team will

fare better than in last year's epic
shutout, but expect the lower line
matchups to settle the titanic
East-West dispute. BU lacks depth
this year while no collegiate hockey
team and three quarters of the NHL
teams don't have depth like Michigan,
which should overpower the Terriers
in the end. Scarlet Begonias are a
touch of the blues after all. In this

case, the scarlet will be a more
Dylanesque tangled up in blue.

It could be an illusion, but I might
as well try: This is precisely what so
many New Hampshire and Clarkson
players, now residing in insane asylums
felt, when looking at wide open top
right hand corners of net against CC.
|udd Lambert awed the Worcester
Centrum crowd at the East Regionals
with one of the best glove hands this

side of Ken Griffey |r. He carried the
arm low all weekend, taunting oppos-
ing snipers only to show them up like

Susan Lucci at the Emmys.
Make no qualms about it. CC is a

tremendously talented team that's

exceptionally well-balanced in a classic

pro-form style. But. without Lambert's
stellar effort, and NHL-caliber glove
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hand, all CC would be seeing of
Milwaukee this week is a "Uverne &
Shirley" rerun and cans of MGD.

I had one of those flashes, I'd been
there before: En route to claiming last

year's title Michigan defeated
Minnesota in the quarterfinals, BU in

the semis and CC in the national
championship game.

This year the Wolverines again
knocked off their rivals from the Twin
Cities to advance to their fifth final

four in six years, where they will again
meet the Terriers. The Tigers could
again be Michigan's final opponent,
provided they take the fight out of the
Sioux.

• More deja vu came out of this

year's tourney back East, where the
Pioneers of Denver blazed a familiar
trail. In 1995 DU got shipped East to
play a UNH team that had been upset
in its conference tournament and faced
a two-week layoff. DU crushed the
'Cats 9-2 and then lost narrowly to
Hockey East champion Maine the next
night.

Last weekend. DU shocked the
Cats of Vermont, a team given two
weeks off after getting bounced from
the ECAC tourney early by Princeton,
before falling narrowly in overtime to
HE champ BU the next night.

The sky was yellow and the sun
was blue: So in summary, Michigan
might not claim the national title

Saturday afternoon. So what if they've
won their five CCHA and NCAA play-
off games by a combined score of Sb-%
— a rare strain of the Ebola virus
might break out in Milwaukee. Fire,

flood, earthquakes, locusts, tornados
or a Richard Simmons locker room
speech would take care of it.

But. in all seriousness, the following
is a list of reasonably conceivable ways
the Wolverines will get their hopes
shreaded:

Enough said.

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian colum-
nist

UMass
Student
Legal
Services
Office

freT
confidential
professional

legal services
for UMass
students!

545- 1 995
CAU TODAW

922 CAMPUS CENTER

TONITE

Featuring

TRICKKNEE
-The Music of Sex-

9:30-1:00

Drink Specials

Captain Morgan & Coke - 16 oz - 2.00

Sloe Gin Fizz- looz - 2.00

Rolling Rock -12oz Bottles - 1.50

Red Dog- 16 oz Draft- 1.50

15 East Pleasant St.

The boys of summer?
COUK.IAN Hit

While it may not feel like baseball weather yet, the UMass squad returns to Earl E. Lorden Field tomorrow
when they face Holy Cross at 3 p.m.
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GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

Hewlett-Packard

—

Performer ofthe year.

We like the sound of that

Hewlett-Packard, the world's most admired technology comiuny. is also

Forbes magazine's 1995 Performer I >f the 'Hear We are a world k-ader in

the design, manufacturing and distribution of computer and electronic test

and measurement equipment because of a core set of |ierfonnance-hased

values we call The HP Way." Currently, we have employment opportuni

ties available for Electrical Engineering majors (BS, MS. or Ph. I)) in the fejl

lowing departments

• Research and Development

• Manufacturing

• Marketing

• Technical Support

•QA
• Custom S)lutions

Successful candidates must have excellent interpersonal, problem solving,

and written/verbal communkation skills. Individual must be self-motivat-

ed, detail-oriented, and able to work in a team environment

Interested candidates please contact the University Career Center

and meet with our hiring managers on campus April 8, 1997 Anyone
interested in meeting with the hiring managers are invited to attend a social

gathering Monday. April 7th It will held in Room MOS from 6:00 pm to

8:00 pm. To learn more about HP and our empl< >ynient opportunities,

visit our Homepage on the World Wide Web at: http://www.jobs.hp.com

Hewlett-Packard Company is an equal opportunity employer dedicated to

affirmative action and work force diversitv

m HEWLETT'
PACKARD

Knowledge
Grows Here!

Summer Session at Stony Brook
Terms start June 2 and July 14

260 courses in 40 subjects

Day and evening classes

Low NYS tuition

Live on campus or commute

Please send me the 1 997 Summer Session 1

or check out our web page at

HttpyAvww.sunysb.edu/sijmmer/

Nam*

Stfeet'Boi No

City

Telephone

School currently attending

ST«NY
BR##K
st»rf uwvf rsii* Of New roan

Stat* Zip

*r«a ot mttrttt

Anticipated year ol graduation

Mail coupon or call 24 hours 1-800 55*7213
F mail summerschoolOccmail sunysb edu
Or write Summer Session Oftae. Depl CN
University at Stony Brox*. Stony Brook,

NY 11 794 3370
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Looking lor homo away from

home7 Come to Sigma Kappa Open
Rush Mon 3/24 5-7pm (Dinner).

Tues 3/25 6-8pm , Thurs 3/27 6-

8pm Please call 256-6887 to RSVP
located behind Hillei House

AUTO FOR SALE

1992 Ford Exploror 4x4 A/C. 5-

speed, 2 door, 90K. looks and runs

excellent $9500 549-6994

19S4 Ford T-Bird auto trans. A/C.

5 0L V8. 59.500 miles Telephone

(4131253-7036 $2000 or B/0

EMPLOYMENT
Sails Rapt Expanding company
seeks motivated people to earn

extra money Full or Part Time Will

train (4131732-0699

Luting Agents Full and Part Time

tor the busy summer session Must
be outgoing, friendly, and willing to

work many hours Responsibilities

include collecting rent, processing

applications, answering phones and

general clerical work Please apply

in person at CMfside Apartments

between 14pm No phone calls

please EOF

Summer Airline Positions

Excellent pay/benefits

Call today tor more information

(504)429-9229 Ext 501 6A11

Cribiiili Whin Witir Looking

for one person to greet trips Work
in restaurant and retail store Full

Time Summer Job Some positions

Looking for multi-talented, friendly

person 1413)625-2288

EMPLOYMENT
{Opportunity! Looking for several

exciting, enthusiastic, and dedicated

people to expand an already lucra-

tive market Great opportunity for

those who are serious Interested

persons call Todd at (413)739-4669

Summer In Main- Camp
Androscoggin for boys needs staff to

teach tennis, soccer, lacrosse, base-

ball, swimming, sailing, archery,

photography, nature, fishing, moun-
tain biking, art. ropes, radio HAVE
FUN Have an impact Wnte. E-mail,

or call collect 601 West Street,

Harrison. NY 10528 (914)835-5800

http //www coolworks com/showme
/camp/andro

Earn great money and valuable

Sales/Markating experience
Memolmk s Memoboards are com-
ing to UMass 1 We need one highly

motivated individual to direct our

sales project Contact David at

(800)563-6654

Delivery or Kitchen Hilp Must be

able to work 20 hours/week Apply

at D P Dough

Amherst Laituri Services is now
accepting applications for summer
positions Aquatics positions Pool

Maintenance Supervisor, Canoe
Instructors. Assistant Pool Manager.

Lifeguards. Swim Instructors, and
Cashiers Day Camp Positions Camp
Counselors. Special Needs
Coordinator/Supervisor in

Mainstream setting, Special Needs
Counselor/Aides in Mainstream set-

ting. Camp Art Director. Camp
Resource Manager Sports Positions

Ball Field Maintenance. Youth
Tennis Instructors Applications are

available at the Town of Amherst

Human Resources and Leisure

EMPLOYMENT
Services Offices Return completed

application by the preferred deadline

of 3/31/97 to Town of Amherst
Human Resources Office, 70

Boltwood Walk, Amherst, MA
01002 An E0/AA Employer

Legal Assistants Wanted- Fall

1997 Internships with the Student

Legal Services Office, get hands-on

experience in the Legal field— work

directly with attorneys and clients

Earn up to 1 5 undergraduate credits

No experience in the Legal proles

sion necessary— training provided

Stop by the office today and pick up

an application 922 Campus Center

Technical Support/ISP Looking for

a great part-time job? We are a

local, progressive, internet service

provider that is looking for Quality.

Energetic, and Reliable persons to

join our team Requirements experi-

ence in Windows '95. Windows 3 1

,

Mac. Dialup Networking and TC PIP

Call our job hotline today! (413)587

4333 or e-mail jobsfflcrockei com

Craisi Linn Hiring Earn up to

$2000+/month plus tree world travel

(Europe. Caribbean, etc I No experi-

ence necessary (919)918-7767 ext

C180 (Member. Better Business

Bureau CARE Program)

Alaska Employment Earn up to

$3000-$6000Vmonth in fisheries,

parks, resorts, airfare, food/lodging 1

Get all the options Call (9191918-

7767 ext A180

Drivers Wanted Apply at

Pmnochio s between 2 00pm and

5 00pm No phone calls.

EMPLOYMENT
Part Time Sills Raps Wanted
"Lead the way into the 21st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat-

shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332
BleeckerSt D40, NYC, NY 10014

Cruise and Land Tour Employment

work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid' For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (800)276-4948 ext C50D17

(We are a Research and Publishing

Co.)

FOR RENT

Sugarloaf Estates Ultra modern,

two bedroom apartments Free

heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washers/dryers

and more 1 On bus line Minutes to

Amherst Great specials! Now leas-

ing Spring and Fall Call 665-3856

Summer Rental- West Hyannis
Port Cape Cod three bedroom Walk

to Craigville Beach Available 5/25-

8/31 1508)778-6519

Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses, Falmouth area

1508)477-6000

HOUSE FOR RENT
Uptown, Great location! Corner of

Kellogg St Downstairs, great for

two people $500/month 549-6265

Summer/Fall

INSTRUCTION
GRE/GMAT
30 hours. $395

American Academy
1 800-808-Prep

(please leave your name and num-

ber)

MUSICIANS

DRUMMER WANTED
Punk/Ska Band 25 Liar* needs a

drummer now! We have practice

space and demo and gigs upcoming
Call Dave and Ryan 665-91 12

MISCELLANEOUS

Fundraiser- Motivated groups
needed to earn $500+ promoting
AT&T. Discover, gas and retail cards

Since 1969. we've helped thousands

of groups raise the money they need

Call Gina at (800)592-2121 ext 110

Free CD to qualified callers

ROOMMATE WANTED

Two bedroom apt ASAPI Mill

Valley Estates Rent negotiable Call

253-0592

SERVICES

Legal Questions? The Student
Legal Services Office offers tree

legal assistance to fee-paying stu-

dents Contact us at 922 Campus
Center 545-1995

PhotophileT Me too I'll pose, you

shoot Ins 587-0850

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

SUMMER SUBLET
3 bedroom Puftton available 6/1

549-5941

TRAVEL

Caribbean/Mexico $189 R/T

Europe $169 0/W Fly the world dirt

cheap ONE WORLD TRAVEL 587-

0001

Party Weekend In Vermont April

4-6. only $99' Includes condo. lift

ticket Contact UMass Ski Club 545-

3437

Montreal- Party Weekend April

11-13, 2 nights lodging and round

trip bus $115 Call UMass Ski Club

545-3437

All ARI,

PR Ft ADMISSION

II I ( C( >MMUNICATIONS

I

CAMP COUNSO.OKSI!

OVER 100 POSITIONS OPEN IN

BASEBALL, BASKETBALL, GOLF, GYM-

NASTICS, HOCKEY, LACROSSE, SAIL-

ING, SOCCER, SWIMMING, TENNIS,

wATER-SKl!

AMERICA S PREMIER CAMPS WINADU

FOR BOYS DANBEE FOR GIRLS IN

WESTERN MASS

SALARWROOM/BOARO
AND TRAVEL INCLUDED1

1

COME VISIT WITH OUR REPRESENTA-

TIVE

THURSDAY, APRIL 3RD 80SCAMPUS
CENTER

10AM-4PM
(WALK-INS WELCOMED

FOR MORE INFO CALL 800-494-6838

SAVE!

CMSSf-

Personals Policy Rates
Alt pmoiuK MUST be proottvjd bv Colle$asn cl*»

viitrd rmplovvn before p*yr***nt and act rpunce of

th*- | U»ittrd

IM oavntn MAY NO! be utcd in pmonab ONLY
I
>«•* *nd inaHife *fr JsMowed The unl> rtiep-

i*om awr tor bxthdav or t ongrattutttium prmxuiv tn

v»huh im the full rume may be u*ed
lumbet* are not aJk>w*d in pertunaK N< »

Adrh*%*a*k tn not allowed m prnonah rrm mman

rVrwruK irf a threatening or {fcro*jfur> nature an?
xaj atteptable FV**onaH of a viradtctive or libetout

nature are not acceptable Pergonal* mav not be
u«ed tor thr output* of haraument

b Profanity may nut be med tn penurvaK
7 The perionaJ* aetlaun is tor personal* only The per

tonal* asvcuon may NOT be mod to tell rterm. trek

roommate*, adwrtue meeting* etc

6: All personal* must haw* the name, >ignature, and
UMass ID number of the student placing the as

tilled m on the insertion order Non-students must
provide a valid driver's license and the license num-
ber must be rec urded on the insertion order Use of

false identifKaiion or mrsrepretentatton is subfett to

penalties under the lav*

H The CoVfcyian reserve* the fight to refuse or to edit

any personal that doe* nut meet the Co/legwn i stan-

dards in accordance with the statutes gtj ttM
CornnxKnvealth or Massac husetts

Students

20C per word/day

All others

40tf per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

NO REFUNDS
Please write i learly and

legibly. We are not responsible tor errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type

APARTMENT FOR RENT
AUTO FOR SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BSRTMOAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 26

Dance — UMass Hillei will

sponsor Israeli Dancing in the

basement of Chadbourne
Residence Hall. There will be a

teaching session from 8:30-9:15

p.m. and review and request from
9:15-10 p.m. No experience
required.

DiltUitkm — loe Salvatore. an

M.F.A. Dramaturgy graduate stu-

dent will hold a discussion on the

presence of queer ideas and
themes in late 20th century
American theater, called "Peeking

Out of the Closet Door." at 4

p.m. in the Rand Theater. The
event is free and open to the pub-
lic sponsored by UMass Theater

r durational Services.

lure — Dr. Maria
Nikolajeva of the University of

Stockholm will present a lecture

entitled "The Swedishne
Swedish Children's Literature" at

7:30 p.m. in Thompson Hall,

room 102. The lecture is in

I nglish and is open to the public

free of charge.

lecture — The Women's
Studies Proseminar Lecture
Series will feature Kathy Peiss,

from the UMass history depart-

ment, on "Producing a Consumer

Culture: Women in the American
Beauty Business." from
12:15-1:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 174-176. Free and
open to the public. Coffee and tea

will be available. Feel free to

bring a lunch.

/ ccture — Zoe Perry will pre-

sent a slide show involving her

experiences as a lesbian at the

Beijing Women's International

Conference in the Campus Center

(time to be announced). Part of

the GLBT Cafe Series and spon-

sored by the UMass Stonewall
Center.

Meeting — The Animal Rights

Coalition will hold a meeting at 7

p.m. in 306 Student Union. New
members welcome.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry

Society will hold this week's
meeting at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 911. Anyone inter-

ested in listening to or reading

poetry are free to come. New
members are always welcomed.
For more information, contact

Tim at 546-0562 or Kaye at

546-1459.

Meeting — There will be a

meeting of the
Biracial/Multiracial Student
Association at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 811-15.
We will be discussing the com-

munities we identify with as peo-

ple of mixed race.

Meeting — The Student Health

Advisory Board (SHAB) will hold

its meeting in room 304 in the

University Health Services from
5:30-6:30 p.m. All are welcome
to attend.

Workshop — There will be a

Hotel Croup planning workshop
for University Center 2000 in the

Campus Center, room 168-C
from 1 1 a.m.- 1 p.m. All students,

faculty, staff and administrators

are encouraged to be a part of

creating a vision for the future of

the Campus Center/Student
Union.

NOTICES

Elections — Elections for

Student Government President,

Trustee and local area govern-

ment positions have been
rescheduled to March 26 and 27

due to the student takeover of

Goodell last week. Polling loca-

tions to be announced
Dance — The UMass Ballroom

Dance Club invites everyone to

come dance with us. Meets every

Tuesday and Thursday, 5:15-7

p.m. in the Totman Gym.
Newcomer/beginner

Tango/Rumba instruction starts

March 27.

Meeting — Common Ground
will be holding support and
advocacy meetings for

low-income students and allies

every Tuesday in the Campus
Center (room to be announced)
from noon-2 p.m. For more
information, contact Mary
Sutherland at (413) 323-9725 or

leave a message in our box in the

GEO office, basement of the

Student Union.

Athletics — UMass Women's
Crew is looking for women 5'5"

or less to cox. No experience nec-

essary. To join their winning
team, call 545-9484.

Writing submissions —
mOthertongue, a multinational

journal published by the compar-
ative literature department is

seeking submissions for its

spring 1997 publication. Now
accepting poetry, prose, lyrics

and one-acts in languages other

than English as well as artwork

and photos from abroad. Please

include an English translation as

well to department of compara-
tive lit., 303 South College,
UMass.
Band wanted — Amnesty

International is looking for a la//

Band to play for its upcoming

fundraiser this spring. If interest-

ed, call the Amnesty office at

M9 1925 or Babz at 546-3105
as soon as possible.

Meeting — The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organiza-

tion for undergraduate and grad-

uate students with disabilities on

campus. Everyone is welcome.
Meetings are Thursday nights

from 6-7 p.m. in Campus
Center. Please bring your
thoughts and concerns to the

meeting. For more information,

contact Susan Pilner at

545-0892 or Krcgg Strehom at

545^*602.

Support group — REFLECT,
the Five College bereavement
support program is offering two
support groups this semester: A
grief support group for those who
have experienced the death of

someone close to them; and an ill-

ness group for those currently

coping with the serious illness (g

a loved one. If you or someone
you know is interested, please call

us at 577-5316 for more infor-

mation.

Health senues — Confused,
afraid, or just curious? Do you
have questions about sex,

STDs. alcohol, drugs, eating
disorders. HIV/AIDS, stress

management or quitting smok-

fYh are puMc strvste annourx ement j printed

daily To submit an FYL pleas* tend a preys

release containing aN pertinent information.

ndudng the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Colltgion, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day

ing or chewing tobacco? Don't

know who to ask? Call the Peer

Health Connections phoneline
at UMass at 577- 5168
Trained students will anony-
mously answer your questions

and tell you where to go for

more help.

Commencement Housing — A
limited number of residence hall

rooms will be available or the rel-

atives and friends of graduating

UMass students for the night of

Saturday. May 24.

Commencement Housing applica-

tions are available at the

University Conference Service
Office. 918 Campus Center. To
guarantee a reservation, complet-

ed forms with full payment must

be returned to University.

Conference Services by May 1

.

There will be no on site teserva-

tions.

Internships — Internships are

available working on Earth Day,
Hunger. Recycling and Clean
Air. Call Melanie at MassPIRG.
545-0199 or stop by the office

at 423-A Student Union
Building.
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HSCN Bulletin

Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming
TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

» CNN
a CNN/Headline

News
B BET

B BET on Jazz

7 UCTV
The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music
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$ 1 drinks Rum & Coke

& always $ 1 Bud
light draft:

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
vync
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E
CNN
COM
DISC
ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK

SCIFI

TLC

TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW
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Crtalurtt

Nawral

Buainaaa RpT

CBS

Naara X
Full Houm X

Fraah Princa

Stmpaonal

Craaturat

NawaX

ASCNawa
Fraah Princa

NBCNaw*
Martini

NBC

Romanna g
NBCNtwa
Buainaaa Rpt

ABC New.

Bavarty Mllla, 90210 (In Slereo)

Family Mattara | Family Maltara

Quincy images"

WorldViawX

Tick I
BayondaOQO

UpCloae

Suparmarkai

Ban A Stimpy"

Oariaaa E«pi

Twilight Zona"

Furniture

Dream On

Next Slap (R)

Ntwahour With Jim lehrer X
Edition

CBS News

Inaida Edition

Am Journal

Ent Tonight

Star Trek: Nexl Gener

Chronicle X

Wheel-Fortune iJeopardyl'l

Judge Judy X
Ent Tonight

Home Imp.

Wheat-Fortune ]Jeopardy! I

Real TV

Hard Copy X
SeinleW X

Newthour With Jim lehrer X
Seinfeld X
Seinfeld X

Ent Tonight

C- Campu s

Survival "

Nanny (B) I
Nanny (R) X
Grace Under

Sitter, Sitter

NewaradtoX

Temporarily""

Temporarily

Coach X
Sitter. Sitter

Single Quy X
Sentinel "Pnvate Eyes' I
NewaradtoX IStngleOuyl

Bett-of Beverly HHIt, 90310
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Live From Lincoln Center New York City Opera Puconis La Boheme
Fedt Missing Pieces" I
Fadi • Missing Pieces' I
Drew Carey X Araanlo I
Jamie Foxi X
Winge (R) X

WayanaBrot

Just Shoot Ma

Star Trek: Voyager "Wartoru"agar_

|JuttWrnga(R)X |Juat Shoot Be
Party of Five^TLittle Faith" X

Newtradio X [Single Quy X |Wlnga jR)X |Juat Shoot Ma [OatHlne (In Stereo) X
n Carter T

EZ Strata (In Stereo) X
EZ Street! (in Stereo) I
PrimetJme Live X

Dateline (In Stereo) I
LAPD

Dateline (In Stereo) I

Live From Lincoln Carter New York City Opera Puccm's La Boheme"

Newt X
Encore!

Late Show X
LateShowI
raghtana X

Jenny Jonet (In Stereo) X

H Petrol

Coach X

Grace Under [Coach I~ |Drow Carey X
|
Araanlo I

NBA Batketbafl Boston Celtics at Washington Bullets (Live

Home Vidaoe [Home Vldeoa NBA Baaketball Detroit Patons at New York Knicks (Live) X
Equator "Lullaby ot Darkness'

Monoyline X
Petty Show (R)|TV Nation

CroaaflraX"

Sportecenter

Debt

Sports

TinyTt
35

SB Toon

Singled Out

Darktide

DougX

Renovation

tn the Heal of the Night X
fienegedo Liars Poker" X
Five American Handgun

t

Winge "ME 109: The legend"

laPTPara

Dettgnlng

New Edge

m

Vitalef

Peetflning

Idiot Savanta

RugrattX

In the Heat of the Night X
151

Primetime Live X
Jewtof Boaton

Biography "Debbie RqmoJoV

Prima Newa X |Bufdeo-Proof

Paula Poundttone

Wild PiKovery Death ValleyJ |Pi»covar Magazine (R;

American Juttice (B)

Larry King Live »

Paula Poundttone

Final Four |Men't Final Four

Martin X
Intde-NBA

20th Century (B)

World Today X
Comic Relief IDream On"
Who i Afraid of... Cats

March Madneaa: The Finalt IBaeeMI

Untotved Mytttriea (In Slereo)
|
'Visoni ot Murdtr" (1993, Suspente) Barbara Eden

Prima Time (In Slereo)

Hay Arnold! |Happy Oayt |l love Lucy X | Bewitched

itawpj tvcwunia l.vjwjii.

Get Up. Stand IJenny M

Viewert' Choice

SeeTek (R) [Pop Science lEquinoT

"The Hiinohpac* '(1997, Drama) Mandy Patmkm, Rchard Harris

rvewnan i Old

njM
I Couple]

Slghtlnga(R) (In Stereo) X
Alien Encounters

**4
«*') "Star Trek IV~The Voyage Homt" (1986, Science Miction) William Snalner. \*t "Star Tttk V: Tha Final Frontier" (1989) William Shalnet.X |

'Soprraj'5 Cnoice"(l982. Drama) Meryl Streeo

l/Fronf»y (1989) William Shalner. I fwii

NwWS „n,

Mad Abo You Real TV X

Tonight Show

ITVX
Tonight Show'

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show
Charlie Boaa

Nightkne X

»e "AcfwoJHc*son"(l988)

Law* Order Silence X
Sports Illut

Daily Show
Moneytinel

Comic

Wild Oitcovery Death VaUay"

Sporttcenter X
Uvtng

Singled Out

TaiiX

New Edge (fl)

SeeTek (R)

Myttertet

lovtline

M T. Moore

Matlen

Pop Science

Comedy Hour: Smbad

Grumpier OW Man" (1995, Comedy) Jack Lemmon PG-

1

3
tat ''gciucaW>^-(t983.C<xnepV|Mkiriaai(>Fe~TC

i Hbm«"(1986, Science Fiction) William Snatnet. |«t "Star Trek V: The Final Frontier [\9t9) William Shalner. X |Vi

*«* '^furcWr in the F)r«f"(1995, Drama) Chnslan Slater R | Tracey Takea [Larry Sandera » "Fair Game "
( 1

9

* "FriOavthe 13th. Put VI Jason Unt^ (1986) Itt'VOarttmariH/. D»DaAmanO«''(l996) R' *** "Bitot and MFrtiar ffie 13th, Part VI Jason Lrv»s"(1986)

"The TmHgfitof tra)Oo*a"(l997, Drama)

"««'> ''Darkman)H:Pie^r)cmanOia^(1996y'R' |»«t "Black and White in Cotor"

«**W l

ir>t^r)gTj'"(19»5,C^rri«aV)JolwTravote>ai |Poltergeiat
'
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Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winkle
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Close to Homo By John McPherson

ARIES
March 21 -April 20
If you head out on an advmruir

ihi» mrk. makr surr vmi Ukr
luVmu a rompanlon—ui i k I albtf oat

with thr Hhlltty to think on thrtr

fm They may he abtr to art you

out of a arrapr or two

TAURUS
April 21 -May 21
A rluttrmt nd^trnc* may be

*lowty drtvlna you nutn If n't

your atuff. then oraanlzr it. by all

mean*, but tf It'* another prrwn'i.

tomtdti an Indtrert approach to

rhan«r their behavior Whatever

you do. don't just yell

GEMINI
May 22-June 21
You ran learn a treat deal from a

'tiKltmis penon Some of their

strengths would be valuable aaeets

lor your own future It's also a Hood

time for big derisions, so tp tor It

CANCER
June 22-July 22
If you've been feehng gulltv lately,

dig a little deeper for the reasons

why. and then take action! You

don't have to be miserable Ran
ahead, so that you re working lor

the results you want

LEO
July 23-August 23
An Impulsive start to a fun activity

could make you forget to check

your wallet Squandering

resources this week could be

disastrous You don 1 want to go

Into debt (ust lo Impress someone

VIRGO
Auguet 24-8eptember 22
An outdoor activity Is » great way

to meet someone wonderful today

Plus, you'll get some Invigorating

exercise Beat the heat by talking

to a friend In a cool place,

especially If you haven't heard

from them In a while

LIBRA
September 23-C*tober 23
It s important to make good on

vour promises this week Take

stock of what you've said and don't

miss deadhnri or you could really

dksappouii someone Important to

SCORPIO
October 24-N<rreasber 22
Spending qualm time with a friend

or roommate mav be a good Idea

this week You mav be feeling

lonesome and they may be feeling

neglected, so you can kill two btrds

with one stone

SAGITTARIUS
Norember 23-December 21

An Impulse to spoil vour sweetie

may misfire If you overestimate

your resources Don't worry—you

are beloved Just aa you are

Besides, you may be able to

Increase your Income soon

CAPRICORN
December 22-Jaauary 20
Postponing chores Is not a good

way to create quality time for

sotnethlng etee Youll Just be

robbing Peter lo pay Paul

Reassessing your priorities may be

the way lo go this week

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18

A conflict you're experiencing

may be a sign lhal lines of

communications are frayed

lie Iwee n you and someone dear

Make an extra effort to really listen

lo them before you get too angry

PISCES
February 19-March 20
An old dream may suddenly seem

possible onie again Try to

evaluate your risks carefully, but

once the decision Is made, don't

hesitate You may have watted too

long already
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mini Today's D.C. Menu Mil Call 54 5-26 26 tor more information.

Franklin Worcester

LUNCH
Chicken Puck

Meatball Grinder

Wheatball Grinder

Turkey Bacon Pita

DINNER
Beans k Rice

Grilled Chicken Sand.

Roast Beef

Turkey w/Citrus Glaze

LUNCH
Tacos

Hungarian Noodle Bake

Ziti

Veggie Taco

DINNER
Pastabilities

Roman Rice & Beans

Turkey w/Citrus Glaze

Tortelfini

Hampshire Berkshire

LUNCH
Hambuger

Chicken Puck
Tacos

DINNER
Roast Beef

Turkey w/Citrus Glaze

LUNCH
Taco
Ziti

Veggie Taco

DINNER
Turkey w/Citrus Glaze

Veal Parmesan
Roman Rice & Beans

Roast Beef
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ACROSS
1. Fatara

2. UquJdmaaaun)

10. Nautical word

14.

U. Go i

16. Whaacia

17. Caaed

1*. What -Open i

opened

20. DrarnaMt-actor

Shepherd

21. BoHon
Orchaatra

22. Showt conlrtbon

24. apkM
25. Jofttan •JtcitirTVsaytsOn

port

2*. tnabundanc©

29 *-*i 'Si Iittv*

Us ROTHjOT eMtaebJsl

34. Haastiy hangoub
25. Toetheane

M. r*g**ngales symbol

37. Corrupt

20. L*e a baaao t voce

31. WakarEvan'a

50. Fodder locale

51. Swaareaat

S4. He loved an mah
HOW

S6. Sana
St. Wall Street parse

25.

26.

SO. Actor Estrada

40. Shaka__!(2«rdi

41. Menu

43. Like a bread knrle

44. Stogana

48. la the right sue

40. Psal mgredient

47. Switl product

tl. Pay attention to

02. Ward and Ozim on

TV
03. Sapid

DOWN
1. Coaaga entrance

taata(abbr)

2. Rand Corp

ajmrnodlly

3. Motion picture

4. Ls E (1982

Derby winner)

5. Your Local

Shanf!

0. Ptummata

7. ElyandQudry
0. Harrtman's nickname

0. Winner at Ota

Olympics

10. Doatavor
11. Credit

It kadeapot

13. Sonny and Char, a g
10. Ski-nosad comedian

23. Jaunty headssaar

24. Harootan
autobiographic novel

"Word up." a g
t pfps

27. Anom

» Oajwai
30. Rotund rvvwwor

ftootf

31. Tak« can ot (2 wdt

)

32. Sorts

aa. vanrjaont

37. In need of repair

41. Pie variety

41 kM (John Ford

Mm)
44 Actor O Shea

40. Chances

47. It's often cut at a

40. Have in one's

bonnet (2 woe I

40. Mosaic piece

SO. Quoth

$1. Naa wadtig bad

52. Mass

53. Counting out word

aa. sTtprjnara ame
S7. Literary orts

LGOIG ( leoldO,avanat.cani

)

ay Rogar ana] Salara Sallaoai cn*M

No one knows this but I

was born with a congenital

deformity. Most of the time it

makes me feet lonely.

I have a lonely organ.

It's right next to my stomach.

My arms and legs feel

jittery and nervous. Late at

night I get scared and

desperate.

My stomache aches.

Sometimes I even groan and

hold my stomach.

My mother doesn 't like

me telling people about this.

I think she 's just jealous

I have an extra organ.

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle
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Lax smacks Boston College 12-5
By Jeremy R. Adams
Collegian Staff

MASSACHUSETTS 1?

BOSTON COLLEGE b

The 12-5 result may look like a run-of-the-mill,

been happening every year since 1974,

Massachusetts men's lacrosse win over Boston

College (1-4). but the victory is as important as

any other the No. 1 5 Minutemen may get this sea-

son.

The win
improves UMass'
record to 3-2.

ending a two
game dry spell.

The Minutemen endured a spring break road trip

that included close losses to top 10 opponents
\ irginia and Hofstra. the second of which was a

one-goal overtime heartbreaker.

"We've lost two games that were tough, but we
have a lot of big games coming up." senior captain

Brendan Glass said. "We've got Army this week,

and Loyola. Notre Dame and Syracuse coming
down, so we've got a big season ahead of us

."

"It's very important that we got that win today."

Midfielder and leading scorer (1 1 goals) Chris

Grande said. "We've got to carry that confidence

into West Point."

The seven point advantage held by UMass at the

final whistle was not indicative of the close battle

that carried on through the mid-point of the third

quarter.

The Eagles put up a fight, especially in the sec-

ond frame, the only quarter in which BC out-shot

UMass (8-7). Sophomore attacker Pat

McCavanagh notched a true hat trick for BC in

that quarter, scoring three consecutive goals which

tied the game at four with 7:41 to go in the second

period.

However, later in that period, UMass emerged

from its rut to break the tie. Senior Casey Costello

passed the ball to sophomore midfielder lay NqfM
behind the net. Negus cut around the BC cage to

Eagle goaltender Anthony Cirri '| right side, and
proceeded to beat his defender sending a low shot

far side with :58 seconds remaining before the half.

The Minutemen followed with a strong third

quarter, outscoring the Eagles 4-1 in that period.

Costello put his own number up on the scoreboard

4:14 into the third when he scooped up a loose

pass in the BC zone and fired a shot over two lung-

ing Eagle defenders before being flattened by a

third.

Glass followed the eventual game-winner by

Costello. notching his second of the contest at

8:11. The Senior attacker received a crossing pass

from |im Kennedy, leaving the BC zone defense lit-

tle time to shift to their right and cover the

All-America candidate. Glass sent a low under-

handed shot at Cirri, who conceded the goal

between his legs as he moved from the left post to

square up on Glass.

lunior attacker Kevin Macl.ane brought the

Eagles back to within two goals of the

Minutemen just under a minute later. MacLane
took a feed down low at the creuse from mid-

fielder Tim landovitz and won the point-blank

bi.it tie with UMass goalie lohn Kasselakis to make
it 7-5.

lunior Chris Martens and freshman lason Heinze

rounded out the scoring in the third on assists from

Mike DelPercio and Negus. Heinze's tally was a

one-on-one deek-fest against Cirri, in which the

BC keeper fell for a far-side shot fake and left

Heinze and open near-side to net his third goal of

the season.

The fourth quarter was all maroon and white.

Ken Sussi matched his first quarter assist with a

goal at 9:45 of the fourth. The senior attacker cir-

cled around the BC cage and fired a shot across the

goal to the lower left. )ohn O'Connor scored the

remaining two goals to bring his season total to

seven, and push the score to 12-5. sealing the

UMass win.

The late rally by the Minutemen was similar to

their first quarter surge, in which Grande scored

twice and Glass and DelPercio each added one to

take a 4- 1 lead early on the Eagles.

The Minutemen will be back in action on
Saturday, March 29. when they meet No. 1 5 Army
at West Point.

RUMV MMMS / COUiCMN

|im Kennedy (No. 1 1 ) chipped in two assists in yesterday's 1 2-5 win over Boston College.

Grande day forUM,
middle offense leads

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

If there is one name oppo-
nents associate with the

Massachusetts men's lacrosse

team this year it is Brendan
Glass. However, opponents may

soon be very familiar with the

name Chris Grande.

Grande has bro-

ken out as UMass'

early scoring

leader, tallying 1

1

goals through yes

terday.

"Chris is play-

ing with a lot of

confidence. That's

something he's

lacked in the

past." UMass
coach Greg
Cannella said.

"He's got all the

phytic*] tools and all the mental

tools, and I'm very happy ko MS
him stepping it up as a senior

and putting it all together. He's

playing with a lot of confidence
."

Confidence has indeed bol

stered Grande's play. He has

scored at least two goals in every

I Ma-s (3-2) game this year.

Last week against Hot-tra. he

tied his career-high single game
goal total with three goals

Nesterday against Boston
College. Grande was the lirM ol

nine different Minuteman play-

ers to -uce^slully fire on the

1 jglc cage Hi^ lirst goal w.iv ,i

straight shot on the goal from 25

yards out with 12:35 remaining

in the first quarter that put

UMass up 1-0.

Grande's second tally came
with 31 1 left in the same peri-

od. The middle swept m from
.iltcndct Anthony Cirri's

right to beat the keeper and give

the Minutemen a 3- I advan-

Chris Grande

tage.

"I'm pretty confident on my
ability, but if they give [the ball]

to me I'll take it." Grande said.

The work the senior midfield-

er has done on opponents' nets

has taken some of the pressure

off of attackman Glass. The
two time All American has been

hampered by shin splints that

caused him to

miss 10 days of

preseason prac-

tice.

"I'm getting

old," Glass said

with a laugh.

The fact that

Glass, UMass' top

returning scorer
this season, has
been slowed a bit

by injuries makes
what Grande has

done even more
important to the team and Glass

MM quick to credit Grande for

his work and improvements.

"That's what we need. He's a

senior, and that's exactly what
he's been doing, he's been rising

to (he occasion." Glass said.

"He's going to start becoming a

marked man out there, and he'*

going to have to deal with that."

"But he's doing a heck of a

job. and I think all the other
seniors and other midfielders

should be watching him," Glass

continued. "He's been taking it

upon himself and it's great to

PM |t*l great to see a lot of pres-

sure off our attack too."

Grande, though, is interested

in the team aspect ot his play,

caring more about wins than
goals.

"As long as I'm doing my job.

a- k • 1
1

g

1 a- we continue to win
games. I don't care about the 1

1

goals. I just want to win." he
said.

Women's lacrosse hosts Yale in season home opener at Totman
ByMM Konsooco
Colepon Staff

If there ever was a distinct case of

two sides to a story, than today's

home opener for the Massachusetts

women's lacrosse team (1-1) would
be the prototype. The Elis of Yale

L nuemty will be going up against the

Minutewomen today at Totman Field

(3:30 pmi. and the two teams could

not be on different sides of the spec-

trum.

Yale has been one of the top teams

in the region the past few seasons, and

again will be in the hunt for both the

Ivy League Championship and an
NCAA berth. On the other hand.
UMass has been gradually developing

as a program since it's reinstatement in

1993 — better than lower caliber

teams, but on the losing side versus

higher caliber teams.

For UMass coach Francesca
McClellan, there are two sides to her

own story concerning this game.
Before UMass. she coached Yale for

eight seasons, and she is both cautious

and confident about this game: two
sides to two stories that hopefully will

translate into a singular win.

"This is a midweek game, so we're

not certain how we're going to come
out against Yale." McClellan said. "But

if we can maintain the intensity from

our games with Holy Cross and
Harvard, we should play a very good

game. Yale is not as strong as it was
before, and we're getting stronger. So.

our talent level's are getting pretty

even at this point.

"Yeah, it was tough the first year

Ifacing Yale|. but I have got over it

and the last class I recruited there

graduated last season."

True, the competitive gap between

the two teams are becoming closer and

closer every year: especially this sea-

son, with an Eli squad minus their two

leading scorers from last season, and

third-team All-Amcrican defender

Michelle Murray.

five players will have to shoulder

the scoring load for Yale this season,

led by senior Ali Del.aCru/. who tal-

lied 19 goals and four assists last year

Sophomore Erin Porta will be the play-

maker, scoring a goal and 22 assists

la-t vear in nine games before being

sidelined with a knee injury

Senior Betsy Hagmann. and juniors

Amanda Cox and two- sport -.tar

l^urie Belliveau (hockey and lacrosse),

will round out the five-some

Amanda Leary will count on for

offense this season. On the other ridt

of the field, sophomore Alison Cole
won the goalie job as a rookie in a

landslide, compiling a 7.20
goals-against -average and a .690 save

percentage, good for second best in the

nation.

For UMass, two consecutive recruit-

ing classes have given the team a solid

matrix on offense and defense to work
with, and those truths have already

been self-evident for the

Minutewomen. This season, the team

I* looking to make the jump from the

middle of the road to the private

cul-de-sac of the top teams in the

region.

\ eterans like attacker Stephanie
Walsh i5g la-opts) and defender
Michcle Warrington (2-0-2) were key

in their close 6-5 loss to perennial

regional foe Harvard, and ten different

scorers, including freshmen Rebecca

Mmaker and Meghan Magee (2 points

each), were the catalysts in their 1 1-2

rout of Holy Cross.

The \ -factor for UMass this season,

though, is between the pipes, and the

team does not have the reliable luxury

of one of the nation's best. Freshman

Megan Haggerty has had to step up
into unfamiliar territory, but has been

making the saves needed to be made
so far this season.

A luxury the Minutewomen do have

is junior and senior experience in the

midfield and defense to help Haggerty

shoulder the defensive burden, junior

\im I .eder. and the Ridley High tno

• I 1 nca Bryan. Kristen Hockcr and
All- America candidate Warrington

combine for a solid defensive nucleus.

and have teamed up with their goalie

to allow only 3 goals in their last three

halves of play.

"We re excited, and the kids want to

continue that excitement," McClellan

said. "Each game is a whole different

ball game now. and there are no old

conceptions of what was happened
before. We've gone into each game
this season with a fresh attitude."

II >»M» KANSANtN / COUJGUN

Women's lacrosse coach Francesca McClellan hosts her alma mater Yale in her squads home opener today on
Totman Field

Hockey's Final Four: Michigan will win

COU»TISV MICHIGAN MIOIA dlLATIONS

Last year Michigan rolled over BU en route to the National Championship and expect the same result when the

two meet in a national semi-final tomorrow night.

Oh. I hate this

Not hodn vnu ding-bat. but having a song stuck in my
head the entire day. At some point before I wrote this in the

dingy Campus Center basement office that the Collegian

calls home yesterday. "Scarlet Begonias" by the Grateful

Dead embedded itself in my mind.

So rather than fight such a peaceful melody. I'll just incor-

porate it into a discussion of why divine

intervention is the only thing that can

stand between Michigan and the college

hockey championship at this weekend's

final four in Milwaukee.

Once in while you get shown the

light in the strangest of places: Why
would you ever want to go to Grand
Forks. North Dakota? What the hell

would you ever do there? So, ever the curious wisi

called the Ch.amb.rr of ( ommerce.
After mentioning the North Dakota Museum of Art. the

lady at the Visitor's Bureau had to put me on hold to search

for some events that might interest a 21 -year old coming to

town. A minute's pause brought the revelation that for

whatever weekend I mentioned, a Wissippee powwow
would be highlighting that weekend on campus. In other-

words. I might be happier going the 70 miles to Fargo and
just getting killed, eh.

Not the ideal place for a college hockey power, but coach

Dean Blais has built a team that might sneak away with the

title. Led ollen-ively by David Hoogsteen's 24 goals, (some-

one I'm totally unfamiliar with but love the name), the

WCHA champion Fighting Sioux can not be counted out.

A year after losing high-scoring forward Tceder Wynne
(another great name!), the Sioux are 3-1-1 this year against

Colorado College, their semifinal opponent, including a 5-1

scalping of the Tigers two weeks ago in

the WCHA semis.

I ain't always right but I've never been
wrong: It all comes down to matchups

M I CUP w,u'n talking about how Boston University

ULLLQL doesn't have a prayer against Michigan.
This one. despite BU being a tremendous
hockey club, ranks right up there with The
i.nglish Patient experiencing a box office

surge on the "duh. that's a safe bet" stale.

BU's general strategy that it employed all year involves

pacing itself during the early stages and exploding late to

secure the victory. BU's first period goal total is dwarfed by
its second and third period lol.iK

Michigan, on the other hand, jumps on you early and just

throws it into cruise control. In Sunday's NCAA West
Regional final, the Wolverines went up 5-0 on No. 3

Minnesota just 57 seconds into the second period, before

backing off in a 7-4 win.

Turn to HOCKIY. page 7
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There's no place

like home

Jeff Puleri and
the Massachusetts
baseball team
thrashed Holy Cross

yesterday in the
Minutemen's home
opener (see Sports,

page 12).

Spicing up
the music scene

International
singing sensations

The Spice Girls

have released
their debut
album. Spice.

Check out our
review (See Arts 61

Living, page S).

WORLD

Railway blasts raise

fears of IRA campaign

LONDON (AP) — Three explo-

sions In Britain and Northern Ireland

yesterday raised fears of an IRA
bombing campaign in the days
before Britain's May 1 general elec-

tions.

After twin explosions at a major
British rail artery yesterday morning,

a man fired an explosive device late

yesterday at a police station in

Coalisland, a town in central
Northern Ireland, police said.

Police returned fire, hitting a 19-

year-old man, who was in serious

condition with a gunshot wound to

the abdomen, said a spokesman for

South Tyrone Regional Hospital in

nearby Oungannon. It was not
immediately clear if he was the man
who fired the device.

Two women also were admitted
to the hospital after being hurt in an
ensuing scuffle, said the spokesman,
who spoke on condition of

anonymity One was treated for *

minor back injury and the other for

shock. The morning blasts, in

Wilmslow, 160 miles north of

London, occurred hours after a tele-

phone warning from a man claiming

to represent the Irish Republican
Army, and a day after Scotland Yard
warned of possible pre-election IRA

attacks

NATION

Designer fires back
at Internet accusations

NEW YORK (AP) — Stung by
baseless cyberspace allegations of

racism, fashion designer Tommy
Hilfiger has launched an e-mail cam-
paign to assure minorities that they

remain valued customers. In a six-

paragraph memo posted on internet

sites with anti-Hilfiger rants, the
internationally known designer
shoots down an "ugly rumor" that

he made racist remarks about Asians

and blacks

"The facts are simple and incon-

trovertible," the e-mail says.

"Tommy Hitfiger did not make the

alleged inappropriate racial com-
ments ... Whether these rumors *re

part of a misunderstanding or a

deliberate act of malice, they have
absolutely no basis in fact"

The message comes in response
to postings detailing a pair of ficti-

tious television appearances. The
first tale asserted that Hilfiger

appeared on CNN's "Style with Elsa

Klensch" and said that Asians did
not look good in his clothes. The
second claimed that Hilfiger

appeared on "Oprah," made similar

comments about blacks and was
thrown off the show

The truth: Neither event ever took
place. Spokeswomen for both shows
said neither CNN's Klensch nor
Oprah Winfrey has ever even met
the designer

"We're doing everything we can
to set this straight," spokeswoman
Catherine Fisher said yesterday.
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Two UM students die over break
Sutton native dies from
injuries during car crash

Dennis R. "Den" Bcllville. 21. of Sutton died March
14 from injuries suffered when the ear he was driving in

the hazardous weather slid across Route 20 in Oxford
and collided with an oncoming vehicle. Bcllville was a

junior at the University of Massachusetts. He was
returning home for spring break.

Bcllville was currently enrolled as a pre-med major at

the University and lived in Brett Residence Hall. He was
an active participant in the intramural basketball-
league at UMass and played in summer basketball
leagues in Sutton.

He was born in Worcester and resided in Sutton for

most of his life. He was a 1993 graduate from Sutton
lunior/ Senior High School where he was a member of

the National Honor Society and team co-captain and
starter for the varsity basketball team in his senior year.

Bcllville attended Bridge-water Stale College before
enrolling at UMass.

Bellville was a member of the First Congregational
Church of Sutton and its Pilgrim Fellowship.

He leaves his parents. Robert H. and Barbara Bellville

of West Millbury Road in Sutton; a brother, Robert R.

Bellville of Worcester: a sister. Robin E. Bellville of
Millbury: uncles and aunts; and a niece.

The funeral service was held on the morning of March
18 in Paradis Funeral Home in Oxford. Bellville was
buried in North Cemetery. Oxford.
Memorial contributions may be made to the New

England Chapter, Asthma and Allergy Foundation of
America. 220 Boylston St.. Chestnut Hill. MA 02167.

Christina Poletto

Former UMass student
dies in NJ car accident

Sham Khorozian. 20. of Oradell. N.|.. died March 19
from injuries sustained in an auto accident. Khorozian was
a junior at the University of Massachusetts living in

Coolidge Residence Hall.

Khorozian withdrew in December 1996 to transfer to St.

Peter's College in lersey City, N.|., where he was majoring
in business.

In addition to Khorozian. who was driving a 1992
Mercedes Benz 190. his uncle |ohn Shenloogian. 43. a

physician from Sparkili N.Y. and father of two young chil-

dren was also killed in the accident.

The two men were killed instantly shortly before 9 p.m.
when Khorozian's car left the southbound Palisades
Interstate Parkway about a half-mile north of Exit 2 in

Alpine said Detective Lt. Michael Carlino. a senior investi-

gator in the Bergen County (N.|.) Prosecutor's Office.

Carlino said the vehicle slid off the road into a clump of
trees but why Khorozian lost control of his car is under
investigation.

The two men were on their way to pick up Shenloogian's

car which was in a shop for repairs when the accident
occurred.

Khorozian is survived by his parents Krikor and Irene

Khorozian: one brother. Ara; and his maternal grandpar-
ents Carnig and Virginia Shenloogian.

Funeral arrangements were made by Frank A. Patti and
Kenneth Mikatarian Funeral Home. A wake was held for

Khorozian on Sunday at which approximately 2.000 family
members and friends attended. He was buried at George
Washington Memorial Park in Palisades on Monday.— Leigh Faulkner

Caston bids farewell;

election, privatization

discussions continue

Governor Weld sees way around his two-term pledge

By Glen Johnson
Associated Press

BOSTON — For months now Gov. William F. Weld
has said a major hurdle to him seeking a third term
would be his earlier pledge to serve only two terms as

the Mate's chief executive. But now the governor is

offering the first glimpse of how he might justify run-

ning one more time.

Weld told WGBH-TV's "Greater Itpilon' on
Tuesday that serving a total of 12 years as governor
would be consistent with his calls for 12-year U.S.
Senate terms, since the offices of senator and governor
have similar "heft."

He also argued that running again would be consis-

tent with hi« support for the state's new term limits law
— sin^e it would technically allow him to seek one
more term.

"I'm the same place I was before: I'll make a decision

(about runningl in or around September. Those are just

points that had been suggested to me by supporter* of
mine who arc also supporters of term limits." Weld

said yesterday in a follow-up interview with the
Associated Press.

When Weld was elected governor in 1990. he
pledged to serve only two four-year terms. He even
signed on as a national co-chairman of U.S. Term
Limits

Weld, however, has been weighing the idea of run-

ning for a third term ever since he lost his U.S. Senate
bid last fall. Publicly he has said he is afraid that a

Democratic governor would roll back many of the

social and financial reforms he has made over the past

mv years.

Privately, he has told aides he would relish a

matchup with U.S. Rep. loseph P. Kennedy II. a likely

contender for the Democratic gubernatorial nomina-
tion. Beating a member of the famed Kennedy political

family could help restore Weld's national reputation in

the aftermath of his Senate loss.

The principal stumbling block, however, has been
Weld's fear that he would lose credibility if he reneges
on his term limits pledge. Next to his vow to never
raise taxes, it has been one of his political hallmarks.

By Victoria Groves
Collegion Staff

'Pumpkin Man pleads guilty to sexual contact charges

By Victoria Brett

Associated Press

ALFRED. Maine — Before plead

ing guilty to two counts of unlawful

sexual contact yesterday, former
prep school teacher David Cobb
changed out of his bright orange
prison garb so he would not rcsem
ble the "pumpkin man" who had so

traumatized his victims, lusiice Paul

Fritzsche accepted Cobb's plea
agreement that includes an 18-month
jail term to be served concurrently
with the 8- to 15-year sentence he is

serving in New Hampshire.
"Everything Is done. Now there is

closure as to the charges." said

Cobb's lawyer. Thomas Connolly,
who requested that his client be
allowed to change out of his prison

clothes so he wouldn't be the same
color as a pumpkin.
Cobb. 60. was indicted in York

County Superior Court last lune on
two counts of unlawful sexual con-

tact from a 1985 incident involving a

girl. 9. and a boy. 12. boih from
Lebanon.

The Maine indictments came a

month after Cobb was convicted of

attempted sexual assault and hun-
dreds of child pornography charges

in New Hampshire.

The girl, now 21. cried as she

spoke at Cobb's sentencing hearing.

"It has been said he is a wonderful

teacher. What he is a despicable
child molester." she said. "He's been

a teacher of deception and evil."

Cobb was an English teacher at

the prestigious Phillips Academy in

Andover, Mass.. when he was arrest-

ed in August 1995 while walking
with a boy in downtown Farmington.

N.H. He was carrying a backpack
containing children's underwear, a

pumpkin mask, hundreds of porno-

graphic photos, a bottle of hand
lotion and a pay scale for "helping

pumpkin" perform various MS,
The publicity of the trial prompted

several Lebanon residents to come
forward with charges that Cobb had

approached them in a similar fashion

when they were children

On luly 3. 1985. Cobb approached
four children playing by a river in

Lebanon that divides Maine and New
Hampshire. He told them he would
pay two of them $5 each to help him
remove sand from a retarded per-

son's bathing suit.

SGA President Maurice Caston gave his final speech to the Student

Senate last night.

* We have a job to do... I believe

in you guys, that's why I joined this

organization. The game time is

over So let's just jump in the

process and keep going."

Members of the Board of Student

Businesses were present for part of

the meeting addressing election

concerns.

Amy Howland. from Earthfoods.

spoke before the senate citing cam-
paign flyers for Trustee candidate

R.|. Lemar and SGA presidential

candidate Brian McManus as stat-

ing false information about privati-

zation.

"They said they haye ways to

protect student businesses They
have never approached us.

IPrivatizationl has nothing to do
yyith the D.C.s and it has nothing to

do with Antonio's." How land said.

In response to this concern.
Lemar insisted that he and
McManus have sought the input of

student businesses and that an
anti-privatization vote will nega-

liycly affect Antonio's in Southwest

Residential Area.

"We've answered all these ques-

tions to the Election Commission
and we feel A ntonio's and the

D.C.s will be substantially hurt if

an anti-privatization decision

Student Government Association

(SGA) President Maurice Caston
Powv gave his final address to the

undergraduate senate at last night's

SGA meeting.

Caston Powe thanked many SGA
members past and present that he-

has worked with through his term,

and then had the senate members
stand with their hands in the air

and eyes closed as he spoke to

them.

"I know it's been real rough for

this body over the past three

months. I know you guys wanted to

throw your hands up in frustra

lion... think about all the students

who have thrown their hands up
because student government hasn't

represented their needs." Caston
Powe said.

Caston Powe showed the senate

a funnel to demonstrate the
University's dealings with students.

"The University is constantly try-

ing to process students by pouring

us through. When we simply
process motions, we are doing that.

We don't appreciate sacrifices stu-

dents make when they enter this

body." Caston Powe said. "In my
heart I believe this body can turn

itself around. Turn to SGA poge 2

SGA elections are extended today; ballots for referendum questions were stolen from SGA offices

By Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

The Student Government
Association (SGA) election polling

hours have been extended today as a

result of delayed poll openings and
lack of referendum question ballots

yesterday morning.

According to |odi Bailey, chair of

the SGA Elections Commission. 2000
referendum question ballots were
stolen from the SGA offices between
10 and 1 1 a.m. yesterday morning. As
a result, polling booths in the dining

halls were forced to operate until I

p.m. without the ballots.

During those morning hours, stu-

dents could vole in the SGA
President and Student Trustee elec-

tion, however they could not vole on
Questions One and Two. which deal

with privatization at the University of

Massachusetts campus and funding

for the UMass chapter of the

Students waited in front of the Hatch yesterday afternoon to vote in SGA elections.

nnnm wrtAS / cou/gian

New SGA election
polling times

Polling booths will be
open from 1 1 a.m. - 7
p.m. today. They will nor

close between 2 and
4:30 p.m. as previously
scheduled.

Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group (MassPIRG). respec-

lively.

"For anyone who missed voting on
the questions, we will open polling

booths from 1 1 a.m.-7 p.m. | today I."

Bailey said.

The previously scheduled polling

hours were I 1 a.m. -2 p.m. and
4:30-7 p.m. Bailey said she hopes the

extra two and a half hours, as well as

posted notification of the circum-

stances, will allow everyone who did

not gel to vote on the referenda to

return to the polls.

Bailey also said she will submit a

list of everyone who voted yesterday

on the candidate race and not the ref-

erendum questions to polling workers

so thai students will be able to return

and vole fully.

When asked how the SGA plans to

safeguard potential stuffing of the

boxes with the stolen ballots. Bailey

said the questions stolen were
color-coded, and any ballot received

in those colors will be cancelled.

SGA officials are currently investi-

gating who stole the ballots.

The polling locations lor elections

will remain the same. Orchard Hill

Residential Area students must vote-

in the Franklin Dining Hall; Sylvan

and Northeast Residential Area stu-

dents must vole in Worcester Dining
Hall: Southwest Residential
Area-South (Cance. |ohn Quincy
Adams. Pierpont. Moore. Patterson.

MacKimmie. Washington and lohn
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SGA
continued from page 1

comes down," Lemar said. "Any
questions, we've answered them.
They [the Board of Student
Businesses] have launched a cam-
paign against us."

Howland asked the SGA to sup-

port the student businesses on cam-

pus and said the board will be

appealing the vote.

"Student businesses have been
operating for the last 25 years. We
want to know if SGA supports us

and how they will in the future. We
plan to appeal this vote... we need to

stop the lies. I'm here so we can sup-

port each other," Howland said.

A motion was also passed unani-

mously last night regarding the dead-

line for students to leave the dorms
for scheduled breaks.

"We are asking that the University

extend deadlines for leaving dorms in

situations hazardous to students safe-

ty. Because of University policy, stu-

dents died." Senator Resa Singleton

(ALANA Caucus) said.

The motion stales that under cir-

cumstances including hazardous
weather conditions, should students

feel it unsafe to leave campus they

should be allowed to remain in the

dorms.

It also states that the requests of

the students shall only be denied if a

Residential Director has appealed to

the Housing Director. Students
would be allowed to stay in their

room during this process.

"Last week they were kicking peo-

ple out of the doors with no regard to

safety. Peoples lives are more impor-

tant than paying people money to

stay an extra day. If you run into an
RD who thinks your point isn't valid,

right now there is no University poli-

cy that says they have to allow you to

stay later." Singleton said.

Other motions passed last night

included having Plexiglas surround-

ings at the Pioneer Valley Transit

Authority (PVTA) bus stops, and
having the $81 Intercollegiate Ticket

Athletic Fee portion of the mandato-

ry $361 "service fee" be made an
optional fee.

"We're getting so screwed over by

this fee. I'm specifically going after

the ticket fee portion. A lot of stu-

dent- can't make the games. Should
they be forced to pay for these tick-

ets? No way." said Sen. Bill Ramsey
(Commuter Area).

UM prof to examine funding
Econ prof elected to commission seeking alternative funding

By Julliette Doro
Collegion Correspondent

University of Massachusetts professor of economics
Robert Costrell will examine alternative sources for

public school funding in the state as part of an
II -member commission appointed by Gov. William

F. Weld.

The group called the Tax Alternative Commission
will take a look at how other states and countries

fund public education for kindergarten through grade

12.

"We are going to try to benefit from other states'

experiences whether negative or positive." Costrell

said.

Currently, local property taxes, where each town
sets a tax rate on the value of homes, are the primary

source of funding for public schools. The state also

gives aid to supplement local revenues based on a for-

mula for a greater degree of equalization between dis-

tricts.

He said that one of the options the commission will

examine is the sales tax system that Michigan has

recently implemented.

Costrell said he is keeping an open mind. The com-
mission will consider many alternatives although con-

tinuing with the current system is one possible recom-
mendation. He said that it is too early to make any
judgements since the commission hasn't had a sub-

stantive meeting yet.

"I'm going to bring my economist's viewpoint to

this," Costrell said.

Costrell has worked on economic analysis of educa-

tional standards for the past 7-8 years. He said that

this research will be interesting because of the com-
plex issues involved, such as equity and incentives

with regard to the localities.

The commission is made up of three gubernatorial

appointments and eight legislators, including Sen.

Stanley C. Rosenberg (D-Amherst) and Rep. Ellen

Story (D-Amherst). The commission's findings,

which will be reported by February 1998. will only be

a recommendation to the Legislature.

American Heart

Association

.
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If this'

is the

only

pressure

you

cKeck.

vour

"tires

may
outlast

you.

Checking your tire pressure is a

good idea Checking your blood

pressure is an even berter one.

High biood pressure greatly

increases your risk ot heart attack

and stroke. And those are harder

to deal 'vith than a flat tire.

To learn more, contact your

nearest American Heart

.Association at 1-dOO-AHA-L'SAl

or online at

http://'.vww.amhrt.org
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Monday:

Tuesday:

Apartment for Rent

For Sale

WednEsday: Personals

ThiLJrsday Auto for 5ale
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Call us at

545-35DD
wvisit us
at nur

Newstand
or at our

Campus
Center

Basement
Office

Campus Activities Presents
»t

Something Every Friday"

Comedian
Michael Dean Estsrs

March 28, 1997 8pm
BluewaH Cafe • FREE

Michael's energy creates a high speed delivery that relies on a

twisted intellect and good material without using bad language

to captivate audiences. % m
u

For more information check out our website:

http://www.umass.edu/campact/events7calendar.htm

The movie "Mars Attacks" will be shown immediately

after the performance.

This program made possible by a Grant from the

Auxiliary Services Office, the Vicc-Chancellor for

Student Affairs and the Daily Collegian.

Top of The Campus

RESTAURANT
t?t

you're in a. hurry, call and we'll
Have lunch waiting for you.

545-3216

Mtnday Friday 1130 130

IHIi flttr if the Murray D. Lincoln Campus Center

WJE IOW TAKE OCMI!

Student Affairs Special Services

and Undergraduate Registrar

Important Information For Seniors
Commencement Proqram Listings

The names that will be listed in the Undergraduate Commencement
Program book will be based on seniors of record/Class of 1997 as of

Thursday, April 3, 1997.

Because of printing deadlines, it is unlikely that names can be added
after that date. However, if you are eligible to graduate, your graduation
status is not affected even if your name is not listed.

4

You must immediately contact a member of the "Senior Staff,

Undergraduate Registrar's Office (207 Whitmore, 5-0555):

1. if you are unsure of your eligibility, have not declared a major, and/or
anticipate changing your date of graduation;

2. if there was an error in the recent mailing from the Registrar's Office

concerning your diploma name and/or graduation date, and you have not
corrected it;

3. if you did not receive the mailing and are expecting to have all degree

requirements completed by May 25, or by September 1.

Copies of the Undergraduate Commencement information brochure were
mailed at the end of February. Copies are available at the Visitors Center.
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Florida lawmakers opposed to

changing manner of executions
By Jackie Hallifax

Associated Press

TALLAHASSEE, Fk. — Florida lawmakers showed little

interest yesterday in changing the state's method of execu-

tion, even though flames shot from an inmate's mask during

his electrocution.

Gov. Lawton Chiles said yesterday he would consider

switching to another method of execution, possibly injec-

tion, and Attorney General Bob Butterworth proposed a law

making injection an option. But legislators opposed giving

up the electric chair, saying switching to another method
such as injection would just delay executions and not be fit

punishment.

"A painless death is not punishment," said Locke Burt,

the Senate's Republican Majority Leader. "I think it's impor-

tant that there is a deterrent and a punishment element."

The Vatican called Tuesday's electrocution of Pedro
Medina "barbaric" after flames shot from the right side of

his black mask. Witnesses later said they were nauseated by

the sight and smell of burning flesh.

The problem probably came from a synthetic sponge in

the helmet, officials said.

Medina was executed for the 1982 murder of Dorothy

lames, a teacher who befriended the Cuban immigrant after

he arrived in the United States in 1980.

"That witness was stabbed 10 times, a rag stuffed in her

mouth and left to die. We often forget the victims," said

Senate President Toni Jennings.

Burt said switching from electrocution to injection, which

is used by 34 of the 38 states with capital punishment,

would just slow down executions. Texas, for example, saw
its number of executions drop from 18 in 1995 to two last

year because of a change to injection, he said.

Maine lawmakers pass gay marriage ban
By Glenn Adams
Associated Press

AUGUSTA, Maine — Maine law-

makers approved a ban on same-sex
marriages yesterday, avoiding what
was shaping up as a contentious ref-

erendum campaign on the issue in

the fall.

The Senate's 24-10 tally came a

day after the House voted 106-39
for the ban. Gov. Angus King has

said he would not veto the measure.

Maine becomes the 18th state in the

past year to ban same-sex mar-
riages.

Because the bill was initiated by a

petition drive, a vote by the
Legislature to kill it would have
automatically triggered a November
referendum.

Republican Sen. John Benoit said

he voted for the ban because his

constituents don't believe society is

ready for same-sex marriages, but

also to avoid a long, nasty debate.

"I don't want to see people at

each other's throats... hashing this

out," Benoit said.

Sen. Joel Abromson, also a

Republican, said he too wished to

avoid a rancorous campaign, but he

dismissed the ban proposal as

"mean-spirited."

"I shall pray it will be declared

null and void by the third branch of

government," he said.

Carolyn Cosby, leader of

Concerned Maine Families, the

group that organized the petition

drive, said lawmakers had "wisely

moved to protect the institution of

marriage from the marauding of
opportunistic gay activists."

Sen. Susan Longley, a Democrat
who voted against the ban, chal-

lenged whether the state has a com-
pelling interest in promoting tradi-

tional monogamous marriage
between a man and woman.
"The definition [of marriage] is

changing," said Longley, adding
that the fitness of a person to be a

parent "has nothing to do with sex-

ual orientation."

She also said the ban is not need-

ed because a similar federal law is

already on the books.

President Clinton in September
signed the Defense of Marriage Act,

which allows states to declare them-

selves off limits to same-gender
marriages.

Join the legion...

Read the Collegian

The New I. D. Card's
GotEverything...
EXcFptAName!

A
Library
Card

. Meal Plan
„ .7 Ticket
Residence
Hall Key

$$$
A Cash
Card
$$$

Jo* Student

New ID Card - Fall 199/

Teamwork...
tr+»H JOniAS / COUKSAN

Tom itop) and Leon Terault. both from the physical plant, built a wood covering over the front door at

Memorial Hall yesterday afternoon.

Enter our contest to name the new
student and staff id card

coming in the fall!

The name should identify the card with UMass and also suggest its many uses,

because it's a lot more than an ID card. It'll also serve as a library card, a Meal

Plan ticket, a residence hall key, and a cash card for on-campus purchases.

Entries will be judged by a five-member panel of staff and students.

Any actively enrolled UMass Amherst

student is eligible to enter. Bring your

entry to the ID Office, Franklin Dining

Hall or e-mail your entry to name-the-

card@admin.umass.edu. Entries must

be received by 5pm on March 27, 1997.

Three winning entries will be chosen:

1st Pmn: S100 gift certificate for

Travel

2no Prize: S50 gift certificate from the

University Store

3«o Prize: S25 gift certificate from the

Top of the Campus

entry form

Name

Local/Campus Address.

Local Phone Number

Name the New 1.0. Card:

Drop off your entry at the ID Office and when you come in,

HAVE YOUR PHOTO TAKEN FOR YOUR NEW ID CARD...

AVOID THE FALL RUSH!

Hai0ftOftMPl»
VOLUNTEERS ARC NEEDED!!!! COME JOIN THE HAIGIS HOOPLA TEAM.

WHAT: A non-profit, 3on-3 basketball festival organized byjhe
University of Massachusetts Sport Management Program

WHEN: April 25-27, 1997
WHERE: Haigis Mall on the University of Massachusetts Campus

POSITIONS

AVAILABLE

Campus Center Table

Goodie Bag Stuffing

Registration

Site Set-Up

Court Monitor

Booth Monitor

Take Down

Hospitality

There will be three volunteer training

meetings prior to the event Anyone

interested in becoming a volunteer

should attend a brief meeting at one

of the listed times

April 1" • 4:00 • Barlett 65

April l
a

• 7:00 • Herter 231

April 2" • 4:00 • Herter 231

Call 256 5473 for more details or stop by

the Haigis Hoopla Office located in

the Curry Hicks Building

All volunteers will

receive a free staff

uniform, meals while

working at the event

and be invited to a

pizza party prior to

the event where prizes

will be awarded in

an exclusive

volunteer raffle.
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A message from the editor:
Yesterday, a flyer, put out by MassPIRC, appeared on campus. The flyer had the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian's nameplate, along with a letter from the UMass Amherst- Board of Directors Representatives of
MassPIRG published in yesterday's paper. The flyer did not identify the text as a letter.

The Collegian wishes to make sure students understand this flyer in no way reflects the opinion of the paper. In
fact, the Collegian editorial board believes students should vote no on Question Two.
The board wrote, in an editorial published yesterday, that, despite the important advocating work done by

MassPIRG. their funding should come from a positive checkoff, not a negative one.
Furthermore, it is disturbing that MassPIRC should choose to print this flyer this way. There seems to be little

purpose behind omitting the "Letters to the Fditor' banner and the headline included with the piece other than
making it appear the position in the letter came from the Collegian. The back of the banner clearly shows
MassPIRG does have many supporters on campus, and the group should have used their names in their campaign,
not the Collegian 's.

Jacob W. Michaels

Editor in Chief

Fear and loathing in Phoenix
The six degrees of separation

theory? It's a piping hot load of

sloth dung, and now I've got

proof there's scarcely one degree,
courtesy of a sports bar. in downtown
Phoenix

If you read my column on the
Thursday before Spring Break, you'll

remember I was planning to spend the

vacation in Arizona. You'll also be
happy to know that the only thing
even close to a snake I saw was the

shedded skin of one such creature

while out on a distance run.

I did. however, proceed to cruise

back to the hotel at two- minute mile

pace upon seeing said reptile remain*

Yet this episode did not rank as the

most frightening for the trip; in fact, it

look the brom*. bested by the suneel

Tammy Faye parade of overmade
women one witnesaes in me Dallas/Ft

Worth airport and the aforementioned

bar encounter.

To elaborate on the

latter. I had just strolled

over from America
Wot Arena, where the

Phoenix Suns had just

ret.eivt.-d a thorough thrashing from
the Los Angeles Clippers. In retro-

spect, that Rod Serling-esque event

alone should have tipped me off that

this would be one of those kooky
evenings

I happened upon a sports bar in the

downtown area, propped myself upon
a stool and. like any virtuous Division

One athlete, fulfilled my craving for a

nice, cold glass of milk. It was the per-

fect night: a pro game. SpomCenter

C. Taylor

Connor

on several giant television sets and a

refreshing mug of cow juice to cap it

all off before beddy-bye. And best of

all, no one I knew within hundreds
upon hundreds of miles.

Or so I thought.

I was down to my last sips of lac-

tose when a familiar figure from
UMass sauntered into the establish-

ment. Instantly a Casablanca para-

phrase leapt to mind: "Of all the

sports bars..." My holiday solitude

had been snatched away by one man's
random urge to drink in this random
saloon. Curse my weakness for the

sweet nectar of bovine teat!

On the drive back to the hotel, it

bcsjme apparent to me that this

occurrence was not the fault of a gent

who probably just wanted to relax

with Keith. Dan and the rest of the

ESPN crew like'any red-blooded
American, nor could it be blamed on

my addiction- in -denial

to the white stuff

(preferably skim, the

way Gooden and
Strawberry ingested it).

We meet too many
freaking people. That's just it — too

many folks shake too many hands,
kiss too many lips lor rear ends in

some sycophantic cases) and say too

many hello* in their lifetimes. Is it any
wonder why all of a sudden we can't

wander into an Estonian Taco Bell

without running into somebody's a)

girlfriend, b) cousin or c) proctolo-

gist?

(Note to self: Use of word "proctol-

ogist* in above sentence marks the

umpteenth anal reference in last two
columns. Analysis by Freudian thera-

pist may be something to consider.

)

It's gotten to the point for most of

us that a 50-meter walk through the

Campus Center has become a chal

lenge roughly akin to running the

"American Gladiators" gauntlet with a

grain alcohol hangover — a dizzying,

deafening dash. I can recall so few
prenames that the casual observer
might think all of my peripheral
acquaintances' names are either
"What's shakin'?." "What's up?" or

"Hey."

You have to wonder if there's any
clear remedy to this phenomenon of

social discomfort. One could reinvent

oneself to be the Helen Keller of the

hollow conversation arena, pretending

not to see or hear any fringe contem-
poraries, thus allowing only real

chums and lovers the pleasure of our
full and undivided attention.

But where would that get us? The
flip side of the dilemma is that, of

course, we all need to kill time, hook
up or. quite frankly, use the hell out of

someone at some time.

Honestly, there are at least 1.477

worst things in the world to ponder,

but in a college environment where
faces have a regurgitant tendency to

pop up in the same place at the same
time each and every day, sometimes
you can only wish you were some-
where in some remote bar enjoying a

tall one of the alabaster drink a la

vache

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian
columnist.

Southwest: What happened':?

Editors Note: On May 8, the Collegian celebrates its

10th anniversary as a daily newspaper To commemo-
rate this occasion the Collegian will be publishing edi-

torials spanning the last 30 years. Today we feature a
column originally published Sept 14. 1967

The hotel concept of the Southwest "high-rise-
buildings is acceptable enough to us. The interior
design, in fact, brings us pleasantly back to the era of
grandiose old hotels of New York, with the deep blue
and green and red carpets, the distinctive

lounges, the individual room telephone
service, the common toilet.

The rooms fit in with the hotel idea. It

is possible to reserve the traditional dou-
ble-occupancy room, or, upon request, to

hire a single room. or. if you are a digni-

tary of sorts, to secure a suite.

1\ach of the five 22 story buildings is

furnished with three public lounges.

More private lounges are on each of the

18 other floors. Each public lounge is divided into sev-

eral areas, by floor-to-ceiling sheets of plate glass, in

some cases. There is a main lounge and a TV lounge

There are separate rooms for private gatherings. There
is the date nook — an area walled off from the main
lounge — two of which are hidden from each public

lounge.

The elevators are automatic, though, and we some-

times greet the morning sun with slightly hunched
shoulders, feeling in a way, the absence of "Eleventh
floor! Going down!" drowned that awakening way.
The lobby is the lifeblood of any hotel, with the ele-

gant entrance, the desk clerk, the tropical plants, the

hundreds of mailboxes, the people. At any hour of the

day or night we choose, we are welcome to come down
from our room, plop ourselves in one of the over-
stuffed chairs and observe, over our newspaper or
magazine, people whom we should like to meet.

The absence of the newspaper-maga-
zine-gum-candy-cigar-
cigarette-counter, although noticeable to

the degree that we notice a letter in our
mailbox, is nothing that concerns us. In

our otherwise complete hotel, this void

exists, we are certain, because the racks

|9y7 f° r ,ne provisions haven't arrived yet

Much to our immediate fulfillment,

though, we regard the vending machines
as temporary installments in rooms that

were first designed with small cocktail lounges in

mind And as we are not the person to criticize others
for delaying, we can wait.

And while we are waiting for the finishing touches
to our hotel, we think of the building as more of an
office building — the walls dreary, the people solemn

Paul Robert Hallock was a former Collegian colum-
nist

Doonesbury Flashbacks BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

An appreciation

I
started college in Florida. I was
naive and had a vision of study-

ing under palm trees, bathed by a

cool Caribbean breeze, sipping Pina
Coladas and laughing while my
friends suffered through
Northeastern winters.

What I got was an off-campus
rich kids dorm filled with snotty
girls only concerned with their
tan-lines and dudes who paired
their existence with their BMWs and
pectoral muscles. Lost in the lights

of the cheesy clubs and blinded by
the glare reflecting off my dorm's
pool, I knew I'd be better off at a

real University. And here I am.
about to graduate.

Like many of you. I went to
Florida over spring break. I didn't

go to any of the MTV hot-spots,
but rather hung out with my
cousins in West Palm Beach. Once
again in the murky quagmire that is

Florida, it was quickly apparent
why 1 left.

My exile was instantly justified

when I stepped foot into the many
clubs of Southern Florida. Lost in a
steamy room of ubiquitous flesh,

pounded by the electronic doom of
techno music, and ripped off by the

rapacious, pony-tailed bartenders,
my only hope was to get smashed to

forget this dimension of dementia I

had entered.

After-hours the drugs came into

full view. Ecstasy. GHB, crystal

meth. cocaine and Special K were
thrust up the nostrils of the absurdly

beautiful Floridians as I observed
from my alcohol cloud. The D|
spinned more nightmarish techno as

buff dudes break-danced from the

chemical inspiration the) received.

Body-builders cuddled Playboy bun-
nies in superficial harmony as the sun
rose and I waited for Alligators to

swarm out of the canals and devour
us all...

Searching for a

student leader

To the editor:

I attended Tuesday night's debate
in the hopes that a future student
leader would be present. After asking

them ray questions, none were to be
found. What are the issues? The
same thing that everyone complains
about every year: the need for better

food, adequate public safety and
lower tuition. Every candidate for

president and trustee for the past

four years (has| been saying that they

will fight to improve those main
issues for the next year, but they
never tell us how they will accom-
plish them.

Some of the candidates are con-
cerned about the lack of call boxes on
campus and say that the campaign
for better public safety will be a long

and hard one in order to get funding

from the administration. None of
them knew that there are 36 call

boxes in cold storage and that it will

only take about $20,000 to install

them on campus.
In addition, do any of these "stu-

dent leaders" know what privatiza-

tion really is? Have they researched

the facts and brought it to the stu-

dent body's attention? No. Most of
the candidates were poorly prepared

for the debate and didn't know the

facta behind the issues. Students
*

don't care what your issues are: they

want to know how you will accom-
plish them.

One candidate wanted to put a stu-

dent business in the Hatch. This dis

places union workers. The candidate

was for installing a student business

in the Hatch, eliminating union labor,

and in effect, put the student bust

ness by privatization. These candi-

dates don't know that it's the poor
management of union labor in the

Hatch and the Bluewall that creates

their bad image. If the Auxiliary
Services management used union
labor efficiently, then the Bluewall

and the Hatch could offer better food
and service.

Some students don't want UMass
to become a McUniversity. Even if

McDonald's was let on-campus. I

hope that it never happens, do the

candidates really think that students

who eat at Earthfoods will now bring

their wallet to McDonald's? The
problem with this election is educa-
tion, education about the issues.

None of the candidates have
researched any possible answers to

the campus' problems. They haven't
educated themselves of the campus.
That's why people think that "Wong
McDonald" is one person, not two
So all students going or thinking
about voting please take this advice.

Don't vote for candidates based on
the number of posters you see. don't
vote because they were at Goodell.
vote because you think the candidate
is a good leader. A good leader
should know how the University is

run and will try to manage SGA well.

Don't vote for the referendum ques-
tions unless you know what they're
about. Make the educated vote.

Arik Colbath

Mill Valley

During the day I cruised the long,

straight boulevards and observed the

crumbling moral decay that is

Florida. I stared out my window at

huge "Adult Video Warehouses,"
saw countless pawn shops with neon
signs of guns and diamonds in the

window, and noticed "Beverage
Discount Centers" advertising
cheap, syrupy malt liquor on every
corner. Blockbuster Video and other
corporate nightmares dominated the

bleak, flat landscape and seemed to

eye me pugnaciously as I stared in

horror.

I was glad to get

back to the pseudo-
it topic world of
Amherst. My New York
driver instincts get

frustrated when I have
to yield to slow- mov-
ing pedestrians in

town but it's nice that

we brake for each
other here.

Jeremy Hurewitz

The class structure was an obvi-

ous dichotomy from my passenger
seat. At stoplights we'd pull up to a

handsome guy in a Mercedes,
dressed sharp, adorned with gold,

and flanked by a startlingly beautiful

girl. My cousin would lean over the

wheel of his sports car and the two
would trade knowing, nefarious
smiles.

The poor people, of all races and
creeds, walked along the sides of the

boulevards. They seemed to crawl

out of the bushes and prickly crab

grass along the sides of the roads in

mass numbers. The men staggered

along with stained armpits or no

shirt, hairy fat bellies hanging over

dirty jeans, sweat dripping on to their

bare feet.

They wore styrofoam baseball caps

and their eyes were lodged deep with

in their sad wrinkled faces as they

stumbled to the nearest "Beverage

Discount Center" for another 40 oz.

The women meandered along drag-

ging enormous bags of

God-knows-what. Their hair was
always disheveled and they seemed to

be smiling at the sun in a supine day-

dream.

I shuddered at everything and felt

good, despite my hangover, to be fly-

ing out of that state. Visit someplace

that's not a vacation resort and take a

look at a map to see its position in

relation to the other states and I

think you'll agree that Florida is just

a swampy turd stuck to the butt of

America.

I was glad to get back to the pseu

do-utopic world of Amherst. My
New York driver instincts get frus-

trated when I have to yield to

slow-moving pedestrians in town but

it's nice that we brake for each other

here. 1 don't quite trust coffee-house

mentality but I like the fact that peo-

ple are congregating at little estab-

lishments to ponder life's big ques-

tions.

I like the way people put their

ideals into action the way they did at

Goodell recently I look around at the

eclectic people, marvel at the acade-

mic opportunities available and gen-

erally take in the natural splendor of

the Pioneer Valley and I thank God
that I escaped the shallow decay that

is Florida.

leremy Hurewitz is a Collegian
columnist.

Letters to the Editor

Privatization is

a bad idea

To the editor

Students are voting this week on
an advisory question as to whether
the L'nivt«rMtv should privatise cer-

tain services on campus, particular

ly food services in a newly renovat-

ed Student Union. Privatization
would essentially mean bringing in

private outside companies to pro-
vide and operate these services for

a profit.

For reasons which have a lot to

do with the administration's
inability to manage and operate
such services in a quality manner
and at a reasonable cost, the
administration has been pushing
these ideas for several years now.
Each time they fail to convince stu-

dent leaders that this is a good
idea, or fail to overcome Student
Union opposition, they wait for the
next group of students to make
their pitch again. However, this is

not simply an issue of better food
or other -services — privatization
would have a number of serious
negative consequences, including
the following:

1

.

Loss of local control by students

and the community over these ser-

\kt.-s

2. Replacement of jobs with decent
pay and benefits by jobs with low
wages and few or no benefits, and
possible loss of student employment
and student-run services such as
Earthfoods

3. Decline in the local economy
through loss of profits to distant cor-

porate headquarters, to pay high
executive salaries and returns to
wealthy investors.

4. No guarantee of improved quali-

ty of services (many private products
and services are not good quality for

the money; and many university-run

services, here and elsewhere, even
food services, are of very good quali-

ty).

We Americans, and particularly

young people, are constantly bom-
barded by commercial messages
designed to make people "want" or
"need" something. This manipulation
usually works well, or advertising

would not be the multi- billion busi-

ness that it is. But really, does the

golden arch on that wastefully pack
aged burger really make it taste bet-

ter or more nutritious? In many
ways, this question raises the issue of

free choices versus social and psy-

chological manipulation by corporate

media.

Again, if food and other services

are currently inadequate, this is pri-

marily a problem of poor manage-
ment. The University is currently

engaged in a number of initiatives to

improve quality and customer satis-

faction of various campus services,

and is expending considerable
resources to do so. So why are they

pushing privatization? If students,

workers and administrators work
together in good faith to solve prob-

lems, there is no reason that they

cannot be solved, and quality

improved.

Please think carefully about

these concerns. And please sup-
port your fellow students, workers
and the local community by voting

"No" on the privatization ques-
tion.

Tom Coish
I or the I Mass Ainhersi

ProftKionaJ Staff Union. Local Wt.
Services Employees International

Union

MassPIRG responds

to Collegian piece

on question #2

To the Editor: .

I would like to respond to the edi-

torial about the MassPIRG referen-

dum question. If an editorial is

going to be written, the author(s)
ought to get the facts straight. I am
treasurer, board representative, and
coordinator of Hunger and
Homelessness and I personally
know that not one Collegian repre
sentative talked to the MassPIRG
office to get all of the information
and potential repercussions ot v. t,

NO on #2.

The Collegian does support
MassPIRG's work, yet encourages the
destruction of it. That is quite a con-
tradiction If students vote NO. then
MassPIRG will NOT exist on cam
pus. What about the positive local

and state-wide projects that they do
for environmental, social, and con-
sumer issues? They work with 23
other schools to achieve great feats.

Voting YES will keep this on the
UMass campus It is a student run.

grassroots organization that wel-
comes new student volunteers and
campaign ideas This is one |of| the
most successful groups for student
activism and empowerment in exis-

tence.

Does the Collegian therefore sup-
port bureaucracy? Is student activism

a taboo? If I remember correct, the
Collegian is just another student run
organization. Their stand on question
#2 will ultimately only weaken stu-

dent empowerment groups like them-
selves.

The Collegians main problem with
MassPIRG is the waivable fee on the
tuition bill. It is waivable. Therefore
students who do not support
MassPIRG have the choice to waive
the fee. Once again, students are in

direct control.

loumalism should be objective, but
taking a stand on Student
Government election and referendum
questions is hardly objective. The
facts should also be accurate in order
to keep an open and honest line of
communication between students on
this campus. The Collegian should
have included in the editorial what
would happen to MassPIRG if stu-
dents vote NO on question #2. It

would be counter-productive and
would weaken student empower-
ment. Vote YES to keep activism
alive.

Veronica MacDonald
MassPIRG Student

Representative

Arts & Livirw
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The Spice Girls prepare to conquer the U.S.
By Martin J. Keane
Collegian Correspondent

SPICE GIRLS

Spice

Virgin

The
Spice
Girls,
England's

latest
(and
best
look-
ing)

musical export, are a vastly dif-

ferent group than the traditional

bands that have been crossing
the Atlantic to America recently.

Instead of anthemic guitar-based
rock like Blur or Oasis, the Spice
Girls do not play instruments. ..

fact, only one song on their debut
album. Spice (Virgin Records
America), utilizes live guitar.

Many in this country have likened
them to a female version of the infa-

mous New Kids On The Block,
which is not exactly flattering com-
pany. Critics have almost unilaterally

dismissed their music as the latest

flavor-of-the- month, totally Lacking
in substance. It seems that these
detractors have failed to dispense
with the silly pretenses and just
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enjoy the Spice Girls for what they
are, fun party music.

Spice is an album that is best
enjoyed while listened to on a Friday
night after a long week of classes
while you are getting ready to go out
partying. The album's inherent
appeal lies in that the listener need
only press play to be instantly grati-

fied through the masterful pop song-
writing that Spice contains in abun-
dance.

The album
already boastsfour
number-one
singles in

t h e

United
Kingdom
and the

current
hit "Wannabe" has topped the

charts in 31 countries, includ-

ing the U.S. Potentially, every
song on the album is a hit sin-

gle. With the hit-creating
machine (otherwise known as MTV)
frolicking in Spicemania and playing
the "Wannabe" video non-stop, it is

only a matter of time before a Spice
Girls TV. movie airs on FOX. With
a summer tour in the works and an
upcoming appearance on Saturday
Night Live (April 12). takeover
seems to be imminent, resistance
futile.

The Spice Girls' only musical
ambition is to craft catchy, dance-

able pop songs that grab the listener

and magically transport them to
their own private party. The closest
thing to a social commentary is

when the girls encourage condom
use in "2 Become I." This approach
works extremely well throughout
almost all of Spice, save for a couple
of sappy ballads entitled "2 Become
I" and "Naked," and one horrid
TLC impersonation, "Last Time
Lover." For what the Spice Girls do,
they do it quite well. It also does
not hurt album sales when all five

members of the group are young,
sexy, and beautiful.

Beginning with everyone's
guilty pleasure "Wannabe,"
the party atmosphere is clear

from the outset. The chorus
of "Ifyou
wanna
be my
lover,
you
gotta get

with my
friends" is

instantly memo-
rable and sticks in the listener's head
like crazy glue. Later tracks such as
"Say You'll Be There," "Who Do
You Think You Arc" and "Love
Thing" continue the album's overrid-

ing theme of ultra-catchy R&B
tinged dance/pop tunes.

Perhaps more interesting than the

songs are the girls themselves. While

musically dissimilar to Oasis, the

Spice Girls have been known to

engage in a little rock n' roll

debauchery on occasion. In England,
the girls named Spice are a daily fix-

ture on the front pages of supermar-
ket tabloids with sordid stories
detailing wild nights with groupies
(!) and naked photos of Sexy Spice
(a.k.a. Geri Halwell) in wide abun-
dance. So popular are they in their

native land that a recent phone-in
poll asking people their favorite
Spice Girl generated an amazing
100,000 responses.

The Spice Girls, while clearly the

result of a brilliant marketing cam-
paign, are memorable and worth
checking out not just because of
their looks and carefully crafted

image that each girl projects.

Ultimately, it is the songs that

are the most rewarding aspect
of these saucy newcomers. With
a current shortage of pop songs
not sung by Celine Dion on the

radio.

S p i
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seem
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struck a couarisvvwcmttcoacrs

nerve in people across the globe that

should ensure a long, fruitful career
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Seeing benefits of Equal Vision

King
who.

By Adam Dtugacz
Collegian Staff

Equal Vision Records jusi
dropped a bomb on the hardcore
community and the beneficiaries
are all the kids who love hardcore.
I know you're probably thinking
"with the departure of Shelter,
108, and Shift left who does EVR
have left?" Ten Yard Fight, Hands
Tied. Refused, and One

Down, that's

• Hands '

Tied _
seven-inch or
CD Ep. Say the name
Hands Tied really slow-
ly and then say it again
until you've got it mem-
orized because this is a

band on the cusp of
greatness. Combine
Gorilla Biscuits, Sick Of
It All. Faith. Minor
Threat, and later-period

Mouthpiece and you
have Hands Tied. This
is in your face, youth crew. SXE
(straight edge), finger pointing
hardcore that doesn't let up for a

second. They also offer SXE as a

positive alternative lifestyle and
judging from their lyrics you can
tell that they love hardcore, lust
check out the lyrics to "Nothing
Can Compare."

"There's a feeling in the air.

nothing can compare. Not a lime.

Not a place. It surrounds every-
where. Can't just sit back and take
up space. Gotta move up front,

move at my own pace. Nothing
can compare. I'll watch out for
you. You watch out for me. Gotta
keep it together. Cooperation is

the key." Yeah, positive hardcore.
• Ten Yard Fight — Hardcore

Pride Ep. When vocalist Anthony
Moreschi sets this off by scream-
ing "Hardcore Pride" the only
thing that comes to mind is Ray of
Today. Okay, so the Fight's brand

with Adam
Dlugacz

of SXE posicore sounds exactly
like Youth Of Today. They're Mill

a lot of fun to listen to. You get

the six new songs from the
Hardcore Pride Ep and the 1995
Goal Line Stand demo. The demo
has surprisingly good sound qu.ili

ty and the hilarious lyrics that

combine SXE with football arc a

throwback to the sense of humor
exhibited by Gorilla Biscuits in

their prime. It's not origi-

nal but it sounds
great and will

make you want to

yell Go!
• Refused —

Everlasting Ep. This
seven song Ep by
Europe's leading SXE
band is bound to keep

ji Refused at the top of
the hardcore world.
Okay, the first song
"Burn It," which rips.

sounds exactly like the

Snapcase song on the
"Anti" compilation and
the rest of the CD doe*

sound like Snapcase. This disk is

still worth investing in. Refused
play groove oriented hardcore
with enough tempo shifts, time
changes, and fast parts to keep
you interested. The excellent.
intelligently written political lyrics

are also noteworthy. Don't dismiss
this band because they're from
Europe as they hold (heir own
with most American bands

• One King Down — Bloodlust

Revenge Lp. All-out metal that
sounds like Earth Crisis circa the
"All Out War" Ep. Okay, this style

of music has been done to death
and I'm not really a big fan of it.

but the production of this album
combined with the heaviness and
intensity of One King Down is

enough to keep you interested
between breakdowns. The lyrics

are a little heavy handed but noth-
ing that will make you want to slit
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Thursday April 3 10 - Midnight Yukon jack
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FJRiPAy
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Giant Iguana

Mountain Bike

give - away from

AXLER's
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10 - Midnight
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In Vietnam
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learning at

UMass Boston

In M-

On Nantucket
Playwriting and

Performance

Island

For information

ranges far

and wide.

Lfl *" •r*|and

Ireland Today

Along the New England
Coastline

Exploring the Coastal

Environment

On Nantucket Island

Marine Biology

Division of Continuing Education
University of Massachusetts Boston
100 Morrieaey Blvd.

Boston, MA 02

1
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Tel 41 7 287-7* IS
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Web www.conted.umb.edu
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Mobley inspires

Grand Central
Not one of the most remembered

saxophonists to ever have lived, Hank
Mobley (1930-1986) did, however.

make his mark on the jazz world with a

sound that swung between tender and

soulful and back, often within the same
phrase. Besides making numerous
albums for two of the most famous jazz

labels — Prestige and Blue Note— in

his prime (the 1950s and "60s), he also

worked with Miles Davis, taking up
Miles' saxophone chair, vacated by his

predecessor |ohn Coltrane. and was
one of Art Blakey's original |azz

Messengers.

Tribute is paid lo Mobley by Grand
Central, a band featuring Lenny
Kxavitz' drummer Cindy Blackman.
and Coltrane's son. Ravi, on tenor sax-

ophone. Ravi Coltrane and Craig
Handy create the double-tenor attack

that makes Grand Central so strong.

Strong is certainly a word describing

the band's new Tenor Conclave: A
Tribute To Hank Mobley on the

Evidence Music label.

Besides Handy. Blackman and
Coltrane ((he latter two being the only

remaining members of this band that

was first featured a while back on their

Evidence debut Sax Storm, with
Antoine Roney providing the second

tenor), we also have, on Tenor
Conclave, Billy Childs on piano and
Dwayne Burno on bass comprising
Grand Central this time around.

As Mobley was a large figure in the

"hard bop* vein of jazz, that is what
one mostly finds here, as the album's

compositions are mostly Mobley's.

"Take Your Pick.
-
and the

opener 'This I Dig Of
You* are both

Softies set to rock Hampshire
Bradley Skaught
Collegian Staff

Of

V4Tr.

Infamous producer Bill Laswell (al

bass duties to jazz/funk band Third

Space Age.

bandmates. pianist Rob Bargard and
drummer |immy Cobb (another
'50s/'b0s jazz veteran), as well as

Walter Booker on bass and the always

compelling Antonio
Hart on alto and

COUHTISY THI-IINH u

examples
no- bull

hard
bop.
Childs'
wild
piano style makes
golden whatever it

touches, especially

on the two above
tunes. Classic dou-

ble-tenor playing

abound on "Hank's
Symphony" (aug-

mented by a meditative, torn-heavy
solo by drummer Blackman) and "East

Of The Village." The only new original

here. Hands \ "Hank.sville" is a simpie

bc-bopjam.

Evidence Musk has also brought out

a new disc from a legend from that

fruitful Prestige/Blue Note era of the

'50s and '60s: Nat Adderley's new
release. Mercy. Mercy. Mercy. The
trumpeter, who is also the brother of
the late, great alto saxman Julian

"Cannonhall" Adderley. takes his

sweet, muted cornet (a higher relative

of i he trumpet) to only slight promi
nence on Mercy Joining him for this

album are two of his regular touring

^jjBKB BMi

e>v jo$uua e>ovD

phones.

Mercy.
Mercy. Mercy
is a terrific

album to sit

and listen to,

having been
modeled after

a tvpical

Adderle> live show, complete with two
Ming* with blues > vocals by Adderlcs
well spread apart, and a typical he -hop
tune Irom his brother "Cannonball"
("Spontaneous Combustion"). The
vocal tunes are the jazz standard. "On
The Sunny Side Of The Street." and
Richard loncs" "Trouble In Mind." fea-

turing some alright blues singing. Joe

Zawinul's title track is laid-back groove
jazz, but the real champ here is

Adderley's original. "Hunimin." The.
inodcUod in. • compelling wavaj
each of the soloing instrument*

(comet, soprano sax. and piano in that

order), they lull around in a minimal,
calm space playing with either |ust

so owner of Axiom Records) lends his

Rail on their new album. South Delta

piano or just bass before the rest of the

rhythm section comes in. These breaks

belore the full solos provide a good
break-up that holds attention. Also, the

solos are terrific once fully whipped up.

Moving away now from
straight-ahead contemporary be- bop.

we have guitarist lames "Blood" Ulmer.

one of the most daring guitarists in

jazz/rock fusion, who has put together

a new band with ex-Meters drummer
loseph "Zigaboo" Modeliste, former
P-Funk keyboard maestro Bernic
Worrell, bassist Bill Laswell (better

known as an ambient producer), and
Amina Claudine Myers on a second
organ. This band is known as Third

Rail and their debut is now out on
Antilles/Verve, entitled South Delta

/33? SPEEDMARK
\ / TRANSPORTATION INC

INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT FORWARDING

DYNAMIC \SIAN BASF.D INTERNATIONAL FREIGH1
K)k\\\RI)l Ks|IKs|\|Ri,| ||( |\|)|\ |[)i \\ S FOR
OL'R OPERATIONS SALES DEPARTMENTS Wl OILER

\ POSITM WORK I NMRONMENT, <>l Isl ENDING
GROWTH OPPORTl NITIES A COM PI HTIVE STARTING

s\| \kN Wl) \ COMPREHENSIVE BENEFITS
PACKAGI COLLEGE DEGRE1 PREFERRED. BIT WILL
IR\I\ llll Kit .11 1 PERSON II INTERESTED PLEASE

MAI) kl SI ME TO:

ATTN: MR. TONY LIU AND/OR
MR. MIKE MACDONALD
SPEEDMARK TRANSPORTATION INC.

440 McCLELLAN HIGHWAY, SUITE#118
EAST BOSTON, MA 02128

Hewlett-Packard

—

Performer ofthe year.

We like the sound of that

Hewlett-Packard, the world's most admired techrK>k>gy 1 1 >m|>any. is also

Forbes magazine's 1995 Performer of the Year. We are a world leader in

the design, manufacturing and distribution of computer <uv] He<lr<>nk- test

and measurement equipment because of a core set of performance-baaed

values we call "The HP Way." Currently, we have rmp|uym<-nt opportuni

ties available for Electrical Engineering majors IBS. MS. or PhD) in iht- to!

lowing department I

• Research and Development

• Manufacturing

• Marketing

• Technical Support

•QA
• t usitorn Solutions

Successful candidates must have excellent interpersonal, problem solving,

and written/verbal communication skills. Individual must be x-lt -motivat

ed, detail-oriented, and able to work in a team environment.

Interested candidates please contact the I nrviTsitv Career Center
and meet with our hiring manager* on campus April 8, 1997 Am
interested in meeting with the hiring managers are invited to attend a social

gathering Monday, April 7th. It will held in Room #803 from ftOO pm lo

8:00 pm. To learn more about HP and our employment opportunities.

visit our Homepage on the World Wide Web at http://www.joos.hp.com
Hewlett-Packard Company is an equal opportunity empkiyer dedh atirl to

affirmative action and work force diversity.

m HEWLETT*
PACKARD

It seems like only yesterday that

the hardest working woman in

indie-pop, Rose Melberg, graced

the Valley with her gorgeous voice

and stellar songwriting. She was
touring with her band Go Sailor at

the time, supporting its self-titled

debut. Now she's back with her

other band, The Softies, in support

of their sophomore release, Winter

Pageant. Truly, Melberg has been
working overtime with a handful of

seven inches and compilation
tracks squeezed in between the two
albums and national tours.

The hard work is paying off,

however. Both Winter Pageant and
Go Sailor showcase an increased

depth and confidence in Melberg's

writing, and as she continues to

grow artistically, so has the admira-

tion of colleagues and fans grown.
Melberg has quickly established

herself as a talent of great impor-

tance — an artist fiercely indepen-

dent and consistent.

Melberg's career began with K
Records' pop darlings Tiger Trap,

who released one full length, an EP,

and a string of seven inches before

breaking up. Tiger Trap's forte was
infectious punk/pop laced with
sparkling harmonies — a bubbly,

rollicking jangle that was as sweet

as it was tough. Melberg's
post-Tiger Trap duo, The Softies,
showcases a different side of her
immense talent.

The Softies' debut, "It's Love," is

a gentle, introspective album —
hushed, bell-like guitars wrapped
around the glowing, nearly whis-
pered vocals of Melberg and |en
Sbragia. Their latest. Winter
Pageant, continues in the same
vein, but with more confident and
dynamic songwriting from both
women. The Softies sing weeping
willow love songs — gentle and
unobtrusive, but carefully woven
with threads of bitter introspection,

glorious beauty, and an artist's eye
for detail. The Softies' albums are
consistently rewarding — unfolding
and growing with repeated listen-

ings.

Undoubtedly their live perfor-
mances with be similarly illuminat-

ing and moving. Playing at the
same place Go Sailor performed
only a few months ago. The Softies

will present their songs like pre
cious gifts to a small army of loyal

fans, and lovers of beautifully craft-

ed pop as well. Sure. Melberg will

probably return with some other
project in the next few months, but

any chance to catch her in action is

well worth the effort — bring a

love of brilliant pop, and maybe a

handkerchief or two.

Weekly

Drink Special

Space Age.

South Delta Space Age moves as a

vehicle carrying Ulmer s tastes lor funk

and singing. Yes. he pulls some run-

of-the-mill funk lyrics out of him to

soothe a passion he has for that type of

stuff. This is certainly not a jazz album
per se. but yet another of the many
fusions with other musics that allow

jazz artists to hop across genre-specific

CD racks in stores. The songs are often

saturated with the double- organ sen-

sual drone produced by Worrell and
Myers and heavy grooves. Some of the

better, more motivated jams come
through on "In The Name Of." "Blues

March" and the closer. "Lord Thank
You."

losh Boyd is a Collegian columnist

jazz
continued from poge 5

your wrists.

• Project Kate — "...The Way
Birds Fly" Lp. I'm going to bite my
tongue and simply say this is

acoustic folk rock with female
vocals along the lines of Kristen
Hersh or Ani DiFranco. Norm
Arenas. Sergio, and Alan Peters all

appear on this album.
All of these releases can be pur-

chased through Equal Vision
Records. PO Box 14. Hudson NY
12534.

Adam Dlugacz is a Collegian
columnist.

Looking for something to 4o this weekend?
Check out the Classifieds page and the Five College

Community Calendar to find out what's going on this weekend.

Captian Morgan

A Coke
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Sloe Gin Flxx
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loot

Rod Dog

16ox Drafts
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Rolling Rock

IS oi Bottles
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1/8 Price
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Thurs-Fri-Sat

Thurs-Fri-Sat

Dancing

No Covet* Charge

Before 10pm

15 East Pleasant St.

SpRiNg WhiTcwatEr!

•
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Whitewater Rafting

is one of the best ways to

break out of the mid semester

blues! Our great Spring Rotes

make the most exciting season

o real bargain

From Apr! lS-Atoy 15 raft for as

w Mis $54 on the Zoar Gap

sedan of the DeerM River.

2III t IMIIIH

< li.irlcinnnl M.isvk liuxfts

CAU NOW TO BOOK YOUR
Spwhc IWnr*: Advehture!

800 532-7483
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Percy Hill, surprisingly, is not the name of a Dickens' heroine — they're a band

Percy Hill to work their magic at Butterfield
By Jean Sienkewicz

Collegian Correspondent

Their logo, curly purple outline
guys, in the throes of dance-induced
ecstasy, says it all. Percy Hill, with
its significant grass-roots Northeast
following, and more importantly —
its reputation for jammed nut
high-energy live shows, makes even
those dancers with the highest stami-

na and strongest constitutions shake
their bones til the need to sit and
catch their breath (for just one
minute) kicks in.

Mark Dagos tino from 77i? Boston

Globe sums Percy Hill up perfectly.

"If you get the chance to experience
Perey Hill live and you aren't moved
to dance, you better check your vital

signs." And now, Butterfield pre-
pares to be raised from its founda-
tions Saturday night, when Percy
Hill is scheduled to rattle the roof.

So who, exactly, is Percy Hill? The
band, impressively enough, is com-
prised of six hard-working, talented

musicians, all of whom are under 25
years of age! Fronted, for the most
part, by Tom Powley and |oe Farrell.

who both play guitar and trade off

on lead vocals, the band also has. as

Between March 24
and April 4, come to the

Campus Center Concourse and have

your picture taken for the new
UMass I.D. Card; Monday-Friday,

10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

The photo is FREE, takes about 2 minutes, and

you'll AVOID SOME BIG LINES IN THE FALL.

The new card will be issued then, and it's going

to make your life a lot easier! THE ALL-CAMPUS
CARD can be used as your library card, Meal

Plan ticket, residence hall key, and as a cash

card for on-campus purchases.

I.D. Card photos are also taken in the ID Office,

Franklin Dining Hall anytime during regular

business hours.

Don't miss this photo opportunity

a vocalist, Nate Wilson on keyboards
(and occasionally a big Hammond
organ). His brother Zack adds a per-

cussion twist to Percy Hill's sound
(bongos, cowbells, tambourine, etc.).

and the ensemble is rounded off by
Dylan Halacy (hidden at the back of
hi- Mage behind his huge drum kit)

and |on Hawes on bass.

Percy Hill's music is almost inde-

scribable. The band themselves have
written, "Percy Hill is a jam band
fused between their Latin, rock, jazz

and more recent hip-hop influ-

ences." which, while true enough, is

an understatement of the xpower
Percy Hill commands over an audi-
ence. Latin beats, courtesy of Zack
Wilson and Halacy. as well as blues.

Southern Rock, jazz, and bluegrass
all combine to create the "danceable
grooves" of which Percy Hill is

famous. A typical Percy Hill song

running five to seven minutes with
toned-down studio jamming on CD
shines live for a good fifteen min-
utes (at times longer).
Bandmembers jam and solo, no
holds barred, to produce music that

just about anyone (who's into good
tunes and solid live playing) can
appreciate.

Although their new live CD, repre-

sentative of Percy Hill's on-stage
energy, slated for release next week
on the day of the band's fourth
anniversary, won't be around in time
for their UMass gig. students (and
the general public) can get a taste of
them ahead of time.

Experience Percy Hill in Butterfield

Basement this Saturday. March 29
from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. Tickets are
available at the door. No drugs, alco-

hol or backpacks are permitted, and
a picture ID is required for entrance.

Knowledge
Grows Here!

Summer Session at Stony Brook
Terms start June 2 and July 14

260 courses in 40 subjects

Day and evening classes

Low NYS tuition

Live on campus or commute

<^ylKlons from

r of thai

or fruit truik

Please send me the 1997 Summer Sessio

or check out our web page at

Http^/www.sunysb.edu/summer/

Name

Strc«t/Bo> No

City

Telephone

School currently attending

ST«NY
BR«I#K
STAtt uNIVf.RSITt Of NfV* TOUR

State lie

Area of interest

Anticipated year of graduation

Mail coupon or call 24 hours 1-800-559-7213

E-mail summefschootOccmail sunysb edu

Or write Summer Session Office. Dept CN.

University at Stony Brook, Stony 8nx*.

NY 11 794-3370

Never too late to ski
Northeast Easter offerings a real treat
Now is the prime time to travel

up north and enjoy New England's
endless winter fun. Although ice
water is beginning to rapidly flow
over the tops and through the
crevices of reservoir boulders; and
Peter Cotton Tail is due for his
annual appearance, experience
winter this spring at Stowe;
Killington, Loon, Waterville
Valley, Sugarbush and Mount
Snow.

If you find yourself free of reli-

gious obligations this weekend
then escape the Pioneer Valley and
celebrate the arrival of spring on
Stowe's marvelous mogul fields.

Before you
retire your
shinny
boards,
challenge
your alpine

expertise in

Stowe's
Bumps and
Beach Contest this Saturday.
Absorb the sun while your knees
absorb mighty bumps of snow on
Stowe's steep and narrow slopes.

Registration is on the day of the
competition between 8-9 a.m. at

the main lodge.

Killington Mountain is welcom-
ing spring with the "Ma-
Ma-Ma-My Corona Promo."
Blasting music from the Boston
radio station Kiss 108 this "spring
fling" will begin on March 27 and
last until March 30. Featuring a

Frozen T- Shirt Contest, a Lime
Dance, a Pinata. and their very
own wacky version of the
Lambada, Killington will be host-

ing the Corona Promo in

Mahogany Ridge at the base lodge.

To the beat of adrenaline pump-
ing music Killington will also be
holding a "Becks on the Deck"
party at the base lodge. On March
27, Killington will be maintaining a

long standing New England tradi-

tion, Pond Skimming.
A ritual that first took place in

the spring of 1965. Pond
Skimming, challenges skiers and
snowboarders to ride the tail of
their skis/snowboards down a

snow covered slope, and skim the
top of a shallow pond. Even
though this event will take place in

the spring. Killington advises all

participants to dress warmly,
because this 15 seconds of fun
surely will not be water proof.
Prizes will be given out to "The
Best Wipe Out." "Longest Skim."
and "The Best Costume."
On Easter Sunday Killington

encourages all skiers and snow-
boarders to leave their Sunday
bests in the closet, get dressed up
in zany threads, and ski or ride in

the Costume Parade. All snow
enthusiasts in the parade will

Alfresco News
with

Liz

Anderson

receive a free ticket valid for next

year. The grand prize winner for

the best costume is a 3-Day
Killington Golf School Weekend
including lodging. Registration lor

the parade is at the Snow Shed
Lodge between 8-9 a.m. on Easter

Sunday.

Killington is not the only moun-
tain acknowledging Easter Sunday.
Loon Mountain will be having a

sunrise religious service at 5:15-6

a.m. free of charge on the top of

the mountain. Loon Mountain will

also be hosting the Snickers Snow
Board Competition at 8:30 a.m. on
March 30. Registration is from 7-8

a.m. and
there is a

$10 fee to

participate
in this all

terrain open
event.

Waterville

Valley is

also hosting a sunrise religious ser

vice on Easter Sunday at 5:15 a.m.

on the top of the mountain. All

outdoor enthusiasts are invited to

celebrate Easter from the top of the

world at Waterville Valley due to

their accessible lift service free of

charge. Following the religious ser-

vice there will be a traditional New
England breakfast in Waterville
Valley's base lodge.

Don't worry if you can not get

away this weekend because the fol-

lowing weekend (April 4-6) the
Green Mountains will be swelter-

ing with hot music festivals.

Vermont will be jammin' with
Rasta rhythms from as far north as

Sugarbush to Mount Snow's south-

em apex.

Sugarbush will be hosting a

weekend long Reggae Festival fea-

turing the bands UNI, Channel
DUB Band, and Motel Brown. On
April 5, North Sugarbush will be
holding their annual Pond
Skimming Contest.

If you can not make it up to

Sugarbush, then enjoy Mount
Snow's Baccardi Reggae Festival,

during the weekend of April 4-6.

On April 4, Mount Snow will be
hosting the (amaican Bobsled
Team, and lively music of Motel
Brown and Mighty Charge.
On Saturday night Mount Snow

will be hopping with a Beer
Garden and Barbecue to the live

music of One People and The
L-Tooes. The resort's Snow Barn
will be have live music by UHF and
Entertain also on Saturday night.

Before replacing your skis/snow
boards with a pair of swim trunks,

try them on together and go spring

skiing at New England's endless
winter hot spots.

Liz Anderson is a Collegian
columnist.
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STEINBECK

COLLISION REPAIR & AUTOBODV

53 S. Prospect. Amherst Center
256-8157 • 256-1385

• Imports & other unibody vehicles are
our specialty

• State of the art equipment for precision
frame and unibody straightening (+or-
1/2 mm)

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European technology painting
and refinishing systems

• We provide substitute transportation

• Users of Sikkens paint products

Remember it's your car and your
choice of repair facilities

^ Shop Registration # RSI 21

2
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Golden Gophers no longer

in the college hoop shadows
By Steve Herman
Associated Press

COUH1ISY ItllOTT lANOr

Backed up by the Band, Tom Pacheco's new album is worth checking out.

Pacheco recalls the summer of love
By Joshuo Boyd
Collegian Staff

TOM PACHECO
Woodstock Winter

Mercury Records

Woodstock Winter is the album of

an observer. Of course, one of the

most common characteristics of folk

is the observation of what is going

on in the world around the singer or

writer. Pacheco's lyrics clearly

denote what he is singing/writing

about, but do not necessarily

embrace the complexities of lan-

guage, therefore finding themselves

as lyrics most anyone can write, and

in terms of the music on Woodstock

Winter, that is also pretty much
straight-forward.

Not to say the performances of the

music is not indicative of talent or

experience. There's plenty of that in

the personnel playing on this album

Pacheco only plays rhythm acoustic

guitar, but has a voice which has a

story-telling clarity to it. with a

wavering that may have been picked

up from his many years in Europe

(Ireland and Norway especially). His

band -mates on Woodstock Winter

are none other than The Band. What
could be more Woodstock?

Guitarist |im Wcider. Keyboardist

Richard Bell, and drummer Randy
Ciarlante, new members of the revi-

talized Band, play on most tracks.

However, appearances from original

Band members, drummer/singer
Levon Helm and virtuosic key-

boardist Garth Hudson are not at all

rare. Rick Danko. also a charter

-(and current) member of The Band
— who were also once Bob Dylan's

backup band in the mid- '60s and

again in the '70s — playing bass and

taking most lead vocals for the origi-

nal Band (which also consisted of

guitarist/songwriter Robbie
Robertson and the late pianist/singer

Richard Manuel) for backing vocals.

Together with Pacheco (and session

bassist Rob Leon: Danko also plays

bass on one song. "Nobody Killed

Billy The Kidd"). The Band casts

sweet melodies and chum out some

fine folk-rock performances. Weider

sticks close to his predecessor

Robertson's singing, down-home
soulful style when playing lead gui-

tar, allowing his fellow new
Bandmates to fall in comfortably

behind. Anytime Hudson touches the

keys (whether it be synthesizer or

organ), the usual magic is emitted.

Helm takes the drumming duties

over from his young protege

Ciarlante on "She's A Smart
Wom«n." "Christmas On Times
Square" and is more expressive with

his stylings.

The opening song. "The Hills Of
Woodstock" hearkens back to a time

when, in the late '60s, Pacheco lived

in Woodstock before 500.000 hip-

pies and other assorted rainbow chil-

dren descended on the town for that

big festival there. Back when it was a

quiet little upstate New York hillside

town. Back when he could walk into

a general store and run into locals

Hudson and Helm buying studio

snacks for the recording of their

1968 landmark album. Music From

The Big Pink, and Dylan (also a

Woodstock resident from '65-'7C0,

who might've been buying Pampers

for his baby boy Jakob (now the lead

singer and songwriter of The
Wallflowers).

Other songs question ideals of

patriotism, especially the Oklahoma
City Federal Building Bombing three

years ago ("Real Americans?*), and

divine intervention ("Four Angels." a

charming acoustic song). There are

two straight- up tribute* to

American music pioneers ("Hey Hey
Robert lohnson" and "letTy's Gone."

the latter for the late Grateful Dead

guitarist/singer and songwriter ferry

Garcia). Despite the mid-tempo rep-

etition of most songs, this disc does

give a little known singer/songwriter

the chance to jam with some friends.

and for Pacheco. after having been in

Europe so long, he can also write

some straight-up songs about
American people and American
places. B-

INDIANAPOLIS — Two more wins

and Clem Haskins will have all the

attention he'd ever want. Until then,

he'd rather stay in the shadows.

Trouble is, by just reaching the Final

Four, Haskins and the Minnesota
Golden Gophers are no longer a sur-

prise team amid some traditional

NCAA heavyweights.

"We have no problem with that. We
know we have a fine club," Haskins

said yesterday during a conference call

of Final Four coaches. "In the Big Ten,

if you win 16 ball games, you know
you're doing something right. People

around the country are starting to rec-

ognize that now."

Minnesota, which wasn't invited to

the tournament last year despite an

18-12 regular-season record, plays

defending champion Kentucky in one

semifinal game Saturday, while

Arizona plays North Carolina in the

other matchup. The winners meet

Monday night in the NCAA title game.

Of the four teams and four coaches,

Haskins and the Gophers are the only

ones in the Final Four for the first

time.

Anonymous, maybe, but still very

dangerous, Kentucky coach Rick

Pitino said.

"1 can't find many weaknesses they

have." he said. "I've watched about

eight films of them so far. Last year,

they probably deserved to be in the

NCAA and they got valuable experi-

ence from the NIT and took that to a

new level this year.

"They're as well schooled in funda-

mentals as any team we've faced,"

Pitino said.

Minnesota (31-3) also has the best

record among the Final Four. The
biggest question for the Gophers, per-

haps, is the status of point guard Eric

Harris, the key to the team's defense.

who bruised a shoulder in a double-

overtime win over Clemson last week.

He received treatments with ice and
electrical stimulation and may be
ready to play on Saturday. Haskins
said.

"Any time you have that type injury,

it doesn't heal in one week," the coach

said. "He hasn't practiced since that

game but we'll test it and see what
happens. We feel he will be able to

play."

And the Kentucky depth, which had

been suspect after the loss of four

players from last year's championship

team to the NBA, also concerns
Haskins.

"They have eight or nine really quali-

ty players," he said. "They have good

depth, and Ron Mercer without doubt

is one of the finest college players.

He's very explosive."

Minnesota has an explosive player of

its own in Bobby Jackson, the Big Ten
player of the year.

"He's been one of the best-kept

secrets in the country. We're hoping

to keep it a secret for two more
games," Haskins said. Kentucky (34-

4), whose six previous NCAA titles

are second only to UCLA's 1 1, will

end the season where it began, in the

RCA Dome. The Wildcats lost their

season opener to Clemson in overtime

last November, and with the loss of

four players to the pros, the transfer of

another player, and a knee injury to

leading scorer Derek Anderson at

midseason, Pitino didn't expect to

return to Indianapolis with a chance

for another title.

"I'm very surprised the way we've

developed," he said. "The preseason

was a nightmare, as far as our expecta-

tions. We had to lower our expecta-

tions a little bit and tried to be the best

we could each day.

"The guys did a tremendous job

focusing in with all the adversity.

They've earned it."
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Calipari and Halberstam

fined for off-color remarks
NEW YORK (AP) - The NBA.

punishing non-game related speech

for the first time in league history,

fined New |ersey Nets coach |ohn

Calipari $25,000 and Miami Heat

broadcaster David Halberstam

$2,500 yesterday.

"Discipline... has historically been

limited to comments about the game."

commissioner David Stern said.

"However the recent statements by

[Calipari and Halberstam] have

forced us to re-examine this role and

our responsibility. This is uncharted

territory for an NBA commissioner."

Calipari was fined for calling

reporter Dan Garcia of the Newark
Star-Ledger "a (bleeping] Mexican

idiot" during a heated argument after

a Nets practice last Thursday. The

coach has since apologized, maintain-

ing it was an ill-advised attempt at

Sumor.
Halberstam. who has been Miami's

announcer for five years, was fined

for remarks he made last Wednesday

while broadcasting a game against

Golden State.

Remarking on a pass thrown by

guard |ohn Crotty. Halberstam said:

"Thomas Jefferson would have been

proud of that pass. When Thomas
Jefferson was around, basketball was

not invented yet, but those slaves

working at Thomas Jefferson's farm,

I'm sure they would have made good

basketball players."

Several Miami players said they were

offerwed. and Halberstam has apolo-

gized for the remark.

"The discrepancy [ in the fine

amounts] is not intended to reflect

any judgment as to which of the

marks was worse — in my mind they

were equally intolerable," Stem said.

"The disparity in amounts results

from a realistic acknowledgement of

the differing financial impact the fines

will have on the individuals involved."

"These gentlemen, and everybody

associated with the NBA. should

understand that racially insensitive or

derogatory comments are not accept-

able.-
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Injuries have been more than abundant on women s Final Four teams
By Joe Kay
Associated Press

CINCINNATI — They've rehabbed
lorn knees, taped up broken fingers,

limped around on bum ankles and
wondered where oh where it would
all end.

Old Dominion lost its backup center

to Hoshimoto's Disease. Tennessee
lost its starting point guard to a torn

knee ligament during a preseason
pickup game.
Things got so bad that Notre Dame

suited up its student manager for the

NCAA tournament. Stanford resorted

to calling in an All-America volleyball

player.

The road to Cincinnati has been a

major pain for the four teams com-
peting for the women's* national
championship this weekend at

Riverfront Coliseum. They've had to

be as concerned with the breaks as

with their brackets.

"I'm so proud of this team." said

Notre Dame coach Muffet McGraw,
who has painted her nails green to

celebrate her team's first Final Four

appearance. "They've played with

tremendous heart and they've not

hung their heads at all."

There were plenty of reasons to

count all four finalists out along the

way. One starter would go down, fol-

lowed by her replacement.

No one has been hit harder than
Notre Dame (31-6), which was down
to seven scholarship players at one
point because of injuries. A student

manager suited up during the NCAA
East Regional just to give the Irish a

chance.

The whole season has been that way
for the Irish. Twenty minutes into the

first practice of the season, guard
Danielle Green tore an Achilles' ten-

don, ending her season.

In Game 5, guard Niele Ivey tore a

knee ligament, ending her season.

Volleyball player Kristina Ervin
joined the team and broke her nose

after six games.

It didn't end there. In February,
guard Kari Hutchinson broke her
hand and missed eight games. And
guard Adrienne Jordan injured her

hip in the Big East tournament.

Somehow, Notre Dame kept win-
ning.

"All we've heard all along is we only

have seven or eight people, we don't

have enough horsepower, we don't

have the depth, we don't have the
size and we don't have the quick-
ness," McGraw said. "This team likes

to hear what they can't do, then they

turn around and do it."

Notre Dame (31-6) can compare
scars with Tennessee (27-10) in their

semifinal on Friday night. The Lady
Vols lost point guard Kellie Jolly

before the season began, one reason
for a poor start. Then Laurie
Milligan, who replaced Jolly at the

point, tore cartilage in her knee and
had surgery Feb. 13.

"At the time we were going through
that, we were wondering if we were
going to see the end of the tunnel, so

to speak," coach Pat Summitt said.

Fortunately for Tennessee, Jolly was
able to return and play effectively.

The Lady Vols were 1 0-6 without her

and 17-4 since her return, putting
them in position for their fifth nation-

al title.

"When we started the season, I did
not think this basketball team could
win a national championship,"
Summitt said. "On paper, I said
we're not supposed to win. But I'm
not going to count this basketball
team out."

Stanford (34-1) was just looking for

players when a series of injuries —
strained knees, a broken finger —
depleted the roster. Coach Tara
VanDerveer turned to Kristin Folkl,

an All-America volleyball player who
led Stanford to the national champi-
onship in December.
Folkl played as a freshman, sat out

last season to play volleyball, then
came back in Stanford's time of need.

"I don't know that I've ever been on
a team that's so close." Folkl said.

"You wouldn't believe the bonding
that goes on. It's rare that everyone
on a team is so committed to one
goal."

Old Dominion (33-1) has been the

healthiest of the bunch. Backup cen-

ter Angie Liston has been sidelined

since Jan. 31 by a thyroid condition

called Hoshimoto's Disease. Clarisse

Machanguana missed a couple of

games with pneumonia.

The main question about Old
Dominion is not its health, but its

strength. The Lady Monarchs have
struggled in the tournament, needing

overtime to beat Purdue and going

scoreless in the final 6:35 of a victory

over Florida.

As long as All-America point guard

Ticha Penicheiro stays healthy, Old
Dominion figures it has a chance.

hoop
continued from page 1
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20 turnovers.

Seeing the Ireshman manhandle the experienced senior
was symbolically significant, because it marked that
changing of the guard — the passing of the torch from the
outgoing graduate to the blossoming freshman.

flashback four years and you'll find the mirror image of
the Arizona-Kansas/Vaughn-Bibby matchup. Second
round, Duke vs. California. In other words, Duke senior
point guard Bobby Hurley vs. Cal freshman PG lason
Kidd.

Duke, while not favored as heavily as Kansas was this

year, had destroyed the Southern Illinois Sulukis in the
first round to set up the game with the Golden Bears.

A national player of the year candidate. Hurley was
considered by many to be the paradigm for future point
guards. Tenacious on defense and incredibly creative on
offense. Hurley was a four-year starter for the Devils and
the Most Outstanding Player of the 1992 Final Four.

But Duke couldn't get the job done and as the Blue
Devils faltered down the stretch of the game. Kidd just

plain outplayed Hurley.

The headline the next week in Sports Illustrated —
"Changing of the Guard."

It seems onlv fittine that Bibbv's performance be com-

pared to Kidd's.

When Providence coach Pete Gillen was interviewed
on WFAN AM radio before his team's Elite Eight tilt with
Arizona he made reference to Bibby and Kidd.

"Our assistants told me he's a very Jason Kidd-type
player, he's very Jason Kidd-like." he said.

He is. Bibby can rebound, he can pass, he can play
defense. But unlike Kidd, Bibby can shoot. And if the
comparisons hold true, Bibby has a bright future ahead of
him.

Just to add to the comparison: Guess who Bibby's
favorite player is? Jason Kidd.

• Rick Pitino has a habit of naming his teams, especial-

ly the ones that make runs at the Final Four. In 1992.
when the Wildcats lost to eventual champion Duke in the

Elite Eight. Pitino dubbed his squad "The
Unforgettables."

Last year's championship team received the name "The
Untouchables."

This year's team, which has been leveled by injuries

(Kentucky had eight players dressed for its Elite Eight
game against Utah), stays with the Un-theme. The name:
"The Unbelievables."

Casey Kane is a Collegian columnist

softball
continued from page 12

Michigan State, Louisiana Tech
and South Florida.

Things aren't going to get any
easier either. After tomorrow's
game against Princeton, the
Minutewomen jump right into

conference play with double-
headers against Dayton on
Saturday, and St. Bonaventure
on Sunday.

Part of the reason for the
Minutewomen's struggles has
been that they have yet to prac-

tice outside this season. The
softball fields are still

unplayable, and so they have
been forced to practice in the
Boydcn gym.
The team has been doing some

situational hitting, and continues
to improve in pitching. Their
biggest problem right now, how-

ever, is their defense. Practicing

in the gym is just too different

from the field for them to be
able to make much improve-
ment.

"It's really different taking a

ground ball in the gym compared
to outside." Sortino said.

Despite their recent struggles

and the lack of quality practice,

the women have been bolstered

by the recent improvements in

their play, especially hitting and
pitching. The pitchers have been
putting forth a lot of effort, and
Kim Gutridge has been hitting

incredibly well, batting close to

400.

"It's not like we're just going
to walk in and roll over." Sortino

said. "They're going to have their

hands full too."
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to finish strong.

The following day. Rutgers held a

criterium on its I Kingston, N.|. cam-
pus. UMass again showed a strong

presence, despite the club's low num-
bers.

Last weekend. UMass travelled to

Philadelphia for a criterium against

the University of Pennsylvania. With
a tough hill climb and a fast down-

hill, this race was designed with the

experienced racer in mind.

Sunday. UMass finished the week-
end with another criterium, hosted by

Penn State in Allentown. Pa. The flat,

fast course was dominated by LM.. -

two women riders. Neilie Fabian and
Tara Male, who finished third and
fifth respectively.

UMass still has a busy schedule

lined up, racing until mid- May. For

more information about the club or

its schedule, call Dan Cordy, club
president, at 256-«l75.

Intramural action

It may not feel like spring, but the

UMass Intramural Office has already

gotten its spring sports program
underway

Although several rosters have been

filled, there remain a few special

spots on various teams' rosters. For

information about these spots and the

sports in action, stop by the office at

2 1 5 Boyden or call at 545-2693.
• The new facility schedule for the

last part of the year is now available.

Call the 24-hour facility line at

545-2693 for more info.

Sports Briefs was compiled by
Collegian staff member Casey Kane
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SPRING SALE
Now until April 15 th
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Calvin Klein

sdbOoff
Calvin Klein

Basic Underwear
Styles

2 Weeks Only!

March 27-April 10

J.RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 Masonic Street

Northampton • 586-6336
Open 7 Days

20% off mesl laase Bemd*. all BatfN. Pursw.

Pillow «. A Tapmtrtan.

10% off all paper product- including

Journals Album*, Cards. \olec»rdK Slaliaaarv

Free pewter charm with S5 purchase St I hi- Ad

197 N. Pleasant St. Amherst 256-0276

What in the World
Can You Do With Your Education?

IMI

EXPERIENCE

l&WorldTeach
1-800-4-TEACH-O • lnfoSworldteach org

www igc orq/worldteach
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Post Spring Break]

Party
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After six months,
new graduates are

often waiting for their
first job.

Our Co-op MBA's
are waiting for their

first paycheck.

G*ttins your first job isn l easy unless you re pari of Northeastern s

Coop MBA Program After six months of srudy you II work another six

months in a paid professional-level position A final nine months of school

completes your degree Ai the end of the program you'll have built ,i solid

resume and gained the valuable contacts and experience necessary to

launch your career To find out how you can have a great job in six months
call us at (617) in woo or visit our web site at www cba neu edu'gsba But. don t

wan too long, the next class starts in June

Northeastern
School ol Basinets Administration

Ful-Dme programs Hat put you to work
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Looking lor homo away from

home? Come to Sigma Kappa Open

Rush Mon 3/24 5-7pm (Dinner),

Tues 3/25 6-Bpm . Thurs 3/27 6-

8pm Please call 256-6887 to RSVP

I orated behind Hillel House

.

AUTO FOR SALE
1992 Ford Explorer 4x4. A/C. 5

speed. 2 door. 90K. looks and runs

excellent $9500 549-6994

19*4 Ford T Bird auto trans A/C.

5 OL V8, 59.500 miles Telephone

(41 3)253 7036 $2000 or B/0

EMPLOYMENT

Abt Telephone Research Center

seeks candidates for interesting

part- time telephone assignments to

collect data on a variety of research

topics Absolutely no selling

involved Computer/typing skills

required Flexible hours Monday
Friday. 5 pm-Upm. Saturday 11 am-

5pm. and Sunday 12pm-5pm and

5pm- 10pm Must work a minimum of

20 hours per week Start at

$5 75/hour with paid training and

earn up to $8 00/hour Conveniently

located in the new Venture Center,

with free rides on nearby bus lines

Interested candidates please call'

1413)587-1607 An equal opportunity

employer

Need a summer joh? Knew the

web7 Sell MCI Internet Websites to

anyone whenever you want to work

Low cost, nice income for you Call

1800)372 7683 or e-mail for more
information dlengarOaol com

EMPLOYMENT
$300 $500 Weekly!
Full/Part Time processing HUD/FHA
mortgage refunds No experience

Own hours Call 24/7 days (504)429-

9233 ext 5016012

Leaders Needed: Summer teenage

bicycling trips US. Canada. Europe

Minimum 4-week time commitment

Salary plus expenses paid Student

Hosteling Program. Ashfield Rd
.

Conway, MA 01341 (800)343-6132

Sales Reps Expanding company
seeks motivated people to earn extra

money Full or Part Time Will train

(413)732-0699

Leasing Agents Full and Part Time

for the busy summer session Must

be outgoing, friendly, and willing to

work many hours Responsibilities

include collecting rent, processing

applications answering phones and

general clerical work Please apply

in person at Cliff side Apartments

between 1-4pm No phone calls

please E0E

Crabapple White Water Looking

for one person to greet trips Work in

restaurant and retail store Full-Time

Summer Job Some positions

Looking for multi-talented, friendly

person (413)625-2288

(Opportunity? Looking tor several

exciting, enthusiastic and dedicated

people to expand an already lucra-

tive market Great opportunity for

those who are serious Interested

persons call Todd at (413)739-4669

EMPLOYMENT
Summer In Maine- Camp
Androscoggin for boys needs staff to

teach tennis, soccer, lacrosse, base-

ball, swimming, sailing, archery,

photography, nature, fishing, moun
tain biking, art, ropes, radio HAVE
FUN Have an impact Write. E-mail,

or call collect 601 West Street.

Harrison. NY 10528 (914)835-5800

Imp //www coolworks com/showme
/camp/andro

Earn great moaay and valuable

Sales/Marketing experience
Memolink's Memoboards are com
ing to UMasst We need one highly

motivated individual to direct our

sales project Contact David at

(800)563 6654

Amherst Leisure Service* is now
accepting applications for summer
positions Aquatics positions Pool

Maintenance Supervisor. Canoe
Instructors. Assistant Pool Manager.

Lifeguards. Swim Instructors, and

Cashiers Day Camp Positions Camp
Counselors. Special Needs
Coordinator/Supervisor in

Mainstream setting. Special Needs
Counselor/Aides in Mainstream set-

ting. Camp Art Director. Camp
Resource Manager Sports Positions

Ball Field Maintenance, Youth
Tennis Instructors Applications are

available at the Town of Amherst

Human Resources and Leisure

Services Offices Return completed

application by the preferred deadline

of 3/31/97 to Town of Amherst
Human Resources Office. 70

Boltwood Walk. Amherst. MA
01002 An E0/AA Employer

EMPLOYMENT
Legal Assistants Wanted- Fall

1997 Internships with the Student

Legal Services Office, get hands-on

experience in the Legal field— work

directly with attorneys and clients

Earn up to 15 undergraduate credits

No experience in the Legal profes-

sion necessary— training provided

Stop by the office today and pick up

an application 922 Campus Center

Technical Support/ISP Looking for

a gieat part-time job? We are a

local, progressive, internet service

provider that is looking for Quality.

Energetic, and Reliable persons to

join our team Requirements experi-

ence in Windows '95, Windows 3 1.

Mac. Dialup Networking and TC PIP

Call our job hotline today! (413)587

4333 or e-mail jobsOcrocker com

Cruise Lines Hiring Earn up to

$200Of/month plus free world travel

(Europe. Caribbean, etc ) No experi-

ence necessary (919)918 7767 ext

C180 (Member. Better Business

Bureau CARE Program)

Alaska Employment Earn up to

$3000 $6000+/month in fisheries,

parks, resorts, airfare, fuod/lodgingi

Get all the options Call (919)916-

7767 ext A180

Part-Time Salat Reps Waatad
"Lead the way into the 21 st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat-

shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332

Bleecker St D40 NYC. NY 10014

EMPLOYMENT
Cruise and Land Tour Employment

work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid! For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (800)276-4948 ext C50017

(We aie a Research and Publishing

Co)

EDUCATION
MAJORS!!

DONT JUST WORK THIS
SUMMER. COME CROW
PROFESSIONALLY AT
AMERICA'S PREMIER

BROTHER/SISTER CAMPS
WINADU FOR BOYS
DANBEE FOR GIRLS
IN WESTERN MASS

SALARY / ROOM I BOARD
AND TRAVEL INCLUDED!!

COME VISIT WITH OUR
REPRESENTATIVE

THURSDAY, APRIL 3RD
802 CAMPUS CENTER

I OAM 4PM
(WALK-INS WELCOME!)

FOR MORE INFO CALL
800-494-6238

FOR RENT

Sugarloai Estates Ultra modern,

two bedroom apartments Free

heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washers/dryers

and more! On bus line Minutes tb

Amherst Great specials i Now leas

ing Spring and Fall Call 665-3856

FOR RENT
Summer Rental- West Hyannis

Port Cape Cod three bedroom Walk

to Craigville Beach Available 5/25-

8/31 (508)778-6519

Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses, Falmouth area

(508)477-6000

FOR SALE

Buy wholesale, not ratail. The

last phone card you will ever own
MCI Pre paid only $2 00 for U) min-

utes This card is rechargeable Mail

$2 00 and SASE to Collegiate

Communications. P Box 785.

Attleboro. MA 02703 (800)372-7683

HOUSE FOR

Uptown, Great location! Corner of

Kellogg St Downstairs, great for

two people $500/month 549-6265

Summer/Fall

INSTRUCTION

GRE/GMAT
30 hours $395

American Academy
1-800-808-Prep

(please leave your name and num-

ber)

MUSICIANS

P unT*K"anffcWri Wis a

drummer now! We have practice

space and demo and gigs upcoming

Call Dave and Ryan 665-91 12

MISCELLANEOUS
Fundraiser- Motivated groups

aaadad to earn $500+ promoting

AT&T. Discover, gas and retail cards

Since 1969. we've helped thousands

of groups raise the money they need

Call Gina at (800)592-2121 ext 110

Free CD to qualified callers

PERSONALS

Adam-
Even though you won't be able to

sail along the Rhine with me, I'll be

thinking about you. especailly next

semester when you're soaking up

that California sun!

-Your secret admirer

You think that I don't pay any

attention to you but I remember our

four classes together Don't give up.

I've got your numbers I

-Your S0M lover

To the girl at the Whitmor.
Snack Bar

I like the way you melt my cheese 1

ROOMMATE WANTED

Two bedroom apt. ASAPI Mill

Valley Estates Rent negotiable Call

253-0592

SERVICES
Know Your Rights Do you have

questions about your rights7 Do you

think your civil rights have been vio-

lated? Find outi Contact the Student

Legal Services Office. 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995

SERVICES

Piercings by the Bearded Lady

222 State St Northampton 586

0829

Lagal Ouastions? The Student

Legal Services Office offers free

legal assistance to fee-paying stu

dents Contact us at 922 Campus
Center, 545-1995

Photopbile? Me too I'll pose, you

shoot Ins 587 0850

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

SUBLET

Summer Sublet

3 bedroom PuHton available 6/1

549-5941

I badroom apartment available

immediately Call Tricia for more

info (617)247-2388

TRAVEL

Caribbean/Mexico $119 R/T

Europe $169 0/W Fly the world dirt

cheap ONE WORLD TRAVEL 587

0001

Parly Weekend In Vermont April

4-6. only $99' Includes condo. lift

ticket Contact UMass Ski Club 545

3437

Montreal- Party Weekend April

11-13. 2 nights lodging and round

trip bus $115 Call UMass Ski Club

545-3437

Personals Policy Rates
All ptfMMuU MUST he proataed bv (a/JqpeVi do>
>i*»rd efnplov«» before pstyment *nd jeuepuncr of

the 'Unified
L*»t name* MAY NOT be used mi penonaK. ONIY
fml twnes and tnetmU are allowed Thr only encep-

Ikkh are tor bermdav or congratulatM am, personal* in

wh*. h raw the Kill name* may be used
Phonr number* ate not allowed in personal* NO
EXCEPTIONS
AdoVe**e* are not allowed m personal* rhi* mean*
dorm room numben as well.

PersunaH oi a dsfeatening or derogatory nature air

nut acceptable Per****-*als of a vindVltt* or libetou*

naturr are not acceptable Personal* may not be
u*ed h i the purpose of barmttrw nt

b Pmfanrtv mas not be used tn personal*

7 The personal* mxIkhi * tor personal* only The per-

sonal* section may NOT be used to sell items, seett

Mjonvnate* adverme meetinip. ftc

H AH personal* must have the name, signature, and
I Mass I L> number of the ttudent pi* ing the as

filled in am the insertion order Non student* must
provide * valid driver'* license and the Ik ens** num-
ber mutt be recorded on the irtteriKin order Om a\

talse tdeH-lifkatH-n or mniepresentation is suotett to

pename* under the law
9 The i'ttilegum reserves the right to refuse or lo edit

*n\ personal that does not meet the Coihfpjn s stan-

dards in accordance with the *iatule> >>t tne
( <•mm Kiwealth or Massat hu*ett*

Students

20^ per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Pleas*? write t -early tind

legibly We are no* responsible tor errors result-

inn trum illegible handwriting or type

Standard Headings
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AMIOUNCSMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND 12 DAYS FREE)
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MOUSES FOR RENT

INSTRUCTION
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ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
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TO SUBLET
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WANTED TO RENT
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THURSDAY, MARCH 27

CoHCtrt — The UMass Outing

Club (UMOC) presents Entrain

performing in the Student Union
Ballroom. Stairwell opens with

an acoustic set starting at 8 p.m.

Tickets available at Tix
L nlimited for $5.

Discussion — Rodney Wilson,

the founder of Gay and Lesbian

rfiitory Month and a history

baadm in St. Louis, will disvu^

I i-vbian and Gay Activism: The
Next Generation." The event is

free and will begin at 12:30 p.m.

in the Campus Center. 903.
which is wheelchair accessible.

Part of the GLBT Lecture
Series

Film — Yvonne Rainer,
renowned filmmaker, dancer,

writer and winner of the Mac
Arthur Foundation Lifetime
"Genius" Award will premiere

her new film at 7 p.m. in the

Main Lecture Hall at Hampshire
College. The film. Murder and
Murder, is Rainer's seventh fea-

ture and was the recent winner

of the Teddy Award at the 1997
Berlin Film Festival. The event

is free and wheelchair accessi-

ble.

Info-social — An informal

Info Social will be held tonight

at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium for those involved

in the Goodell Takeover.
Drinks, snacks and music will

be provided. For more informa-

tion, contact Lynn in the

Campus Activities Office at

545-4716
Lecture — American Civil

Liberties Union (ACLU) presi-

dent Nadine Strossen will speak

at Mount Holyoke College at

7:30 p.m. as part of the new lec-

ture series to honor Mary Lyon,

the college's founder. The event

is free and open to the public

and will be held in the college's

Art Museum in Gamble
Auditorium.

Voting — MassPIRG reminds

our members and supporters to

vote yes on Question two to

keep the MassPIRG chapter at

UMass. The polls are at Newman
Center, the Hatch, and the din-

ing halls from ll:30-a.m. - 7

p.m.

FRIDAY, MARCH 28

Lecture — Former Olympian
swimmer Greg Louganis will

speak about his decision to go
public with his homosexuality

and the fact that he has AIDS at

Mount Holyoke College at 7:30

p.m. in Chapin Auditorium. The
event is free and open to the pub-

lic.

NOTICES

Financial aid — Applications

for summer Financial aid are now
available at Financial Aid
Services. You must be a continu-

ing student enrolled in a degree

granting program at UMass: tak-

ing summer classes through
Continuing Education; going on

approved summer international

exchange program through IPO:

or working on a graduate disser-

tation. Deadline is April 18. Late

applications will not be accept-

ed.

Dance — The UMass Ballroom

Dance Club invites everyone to

come dance with us. Meets every

Tuesday and Thursday. 5:15-7

p.m. in the Totman Gym.
Newcomer/beginner
Tango/Rumba instruction starts

March 27.

Meeting — Common Ground
will be holding support and
advocacy meetings for

low-income students and allies

every Tuesday in the Campus
Center (room to be announced)

from noon-2 p.m. For more
information, contact Mary
Sutherland at (413) 523-9725 or

leave a message in our box in the

GEO office, basement of the

Student Union.

Athletics — UMass Women's
Crew is looking for women 5'5"

or less to cox. No experience nec-

essary. To join their winning
team, call 545-9484.

Writing submissions —
mOthertongue. a multinational

journal published by the compar-

ative literature department is

seeking submissions for its

spring 1997 publication. Now
accepting poetry, prose, lyrics

and one-acts in languages other

than English as well as artwork

and photos from abroad. Please

include an English translation as

well to department of compara-

tive lit., 303 South College.

UMass.

Band wanted — Amnesty
International is looking for a |azz

Band to play for its upcoming
fundraiser this spring. If interest-

ed, call the Amnesty office at

549-1925 or Babz at 546-3105

as soon as possible.

Meeting — The Peer Mentor

Network is a student organiza-

tion for undergraduate and grad-

uate students with disabilities on
campus. Everyone is welcome.
Meetings are Thursday nights

from 6-7 p.m. in Campus
Center. Please bring your
thoughts and concerns to the

meeting. For more information,

contact Susan Pilner at

545-0892 or Kregg Strehom at

545-4602.

Support group — REFLECT,
the Five College bereavement
support program is offering two
support groups this semester: A
grief support group for those
who have experienced the death

of someone dose to them; and an

illness group for those currently

coping with the serious illness of

a loved one. If you or someone
you know is interested, please

call us at 577-5316 for more
information.

Health sen'ices — Confused,

afraid, or just curious? Do you
have questions about sex. STDs.
alcohol, drugs, eating disorders.

HIV/AIDS, stress management
or quitting smoking or chewing
tobacco? Don't know who to

ask? Call the Peer Health
Connections phoneline at UMass
at 577- 5168. Trained students

FYls are pubic servi i announcements
printed daily To submit an FYI. please

send a press release containing, all per-

tinent information, including trie name
and phone number of the contact per-

son to the Collegian, c/o the Managing
Editor by noon the previous day

will anonymously answer your

questions and tell you where to

go for more help.

Commencement Housing — A
limited number of residence hall

rooms will be available or the

relatives and friends of graduat-

ing UMass students for the night

of May 24. Commencement
Housing applications are avail-

able at the Universiu
Conference Service Office. 918
Campus Center. To guarantee a

reservation, completed forms
with full payment must be
returned to University

Conference Services by May 1

.

There will be no on-site reserva-

tions.

Internships — Internships are

available working on Earth Day.

Hunger. Recycling and Clean
Air. Call Melanie at MassPIRG.
545-0199 or stop by the office

at 423-A Student Union
Building.
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IB

1*7

IB

HSCN Bulletin

Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

3 CNN
4 CNN/Headline

News
BET

BET on Jazz

7 UCTV
The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

! K"l l*o.>l)« Ml . \MHIKH1

$ 1 drinks Rum & Coke

& always $ 1 Bud
light draft:

THURSDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN"
ropr
MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

o
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6:00 1 6:30 7:00 I 7:30
Creeturea [Business Rpt.

NewtX CBS

Newel
FuN House X

Fft*h PfmC#

Simp*on* «

CrMturtt

Ntwt X

ABC Newt

Freeh Prince

NBC Newt

Martin JT

NBCNewt
Roteanne X
NBC

ButrneetRpT

ABC Newt

Beverly Htrtt, 9C810 (In Stereo)

Family Mattert | Family Batten"

Qutncy "Even Odea;'

WorldVlewX

(<O0>

Beyond 2000

UpCteee

Supermarket

Ben a Stlmpy

Clarttet Expi

Twilight Zone

Furniture

Dream On

Newahour With Jim Lehrer X
Intidt Edition Am Journal

CBS Newt

Intide Edition Chronicle X
Ent Tonight

Star Trek: Neil Gener

Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! I
Judge Judy Xudoe

ntTlEnt Tontflht

Home l Tip

Wheet-Fortuna |Jeopardy! X

Real TV f

Hard Copy X
Seinfeld .If

Newthour WHh Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld I lEnt Tonight

Seinfeld ft

Home Vldeoi Home Videoa

Equator "Silent Fury"

MoneylineX [Crossfire¥
Dally Show (R)|TV Nation

Nam Step (R) |WJnge "Duel Over Korea (R)

Sporttcenter

Debt

Sportt(R)

Tiny Toon

DaSeT

Renovation

In the Meet of the Night X
Stationary Tti

4 45

ry Target

Detlgnlng

Singled Out

Doug X IRugrett X

C - Campus MARCH 27, 1997
8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

New Exptortrt (In Stereo) X
Peter Rabbit and Friendt

rVVVf neJODn erftQ rnVfiQV

Figure SlMBngi"

* Tire SWi 11980. AoVenturt

Friendt I Sudden-Sutan

Cape "The Accusation" (R) I
Friendt X
Martin (RjT

Friendt V
T. Old Haute

a."
rvSu*Sudden-Sutan

Living Single

Sudden-Sutan

Drt. on Call

Figure Skating X
Mad Abo. You" Sentinel "Private Eyes" X

Atlanta Brevta: New Home

Biography: Elizabeth I Queen

Prime Newt X |Burden-Proof | Larry King Live X

Myttery! "Cadlaer "The Dewfi Novice' X
Moloney "loved and Loaf X
Moloney "Loved and lott" X

Slgnt jln Stereo) X
NcotaiCagi

Seinfeld (R) I [Naked Truth

Beywelch Nlghtt (R)

Seinfeld (R) I [Naked Truth

New York Undercover "Hubnt"

Seinfeld (R) X INaked Truthm

41 Hourt (In Stereo) X
Wirt lor God

M Hourt (In Stereo) X
Turning Potntl

Law t Order "Showtime' X
ILAPD

Law I Order "Showtime" I~

Lew A Order "Showtime' X
Mytteryl "Catfaer the Devifs Novice" X |From Brutality

Vrial Signt (In Sieteoj X
[
Turning PoinTx

Star Trek: Voyager "Warlord

« t "fi/» B«Ot" (1 990. Adventure ) NicotM Cage

Martin X

Ancient Myeteriot tJnetytaJned

World Today X
eet IMannaffan MurderMy«»7 (1993. Comedy) Alan Aide, Woody Aain. |Dream On

) ITiiSulerhood (Ri

Coeege Batketbefl: NIT Championship Teams TBA

Movie Magic

Detlgnlng

Idiot Savants

Time Trti (R) (In Stereo)

Homelime

§In the Heat of the Night X
ifl

MgMenderThoSerlotX

4:30 foksr he*
[
Q^Perftcqpe'(1996)

i Ketoey Grammar

"The CrMysWar* ( 1995) Beverly fJAngeto.

** VapMn flon"(1992, Comedy) Kurt Rustel. 'PG13' X

NentStep(R) |time Traveler (R)KSMp(R) ma
geBetketbell

T OidHoute

NewtX
Ancestors 1
Late Show I
LeteShowX
Ntghflme ''•

Jenny Jonet (In Stereo) X

H. Patrol

CoechX

Tonight Show

ReelTVX
Tonight Show

DeepSpeco9

Tonight Show
Charlie Roee (In Stereo)

NeJWt X
Mad Abo You Reel TV X

Nightlin? |

«« . Uncommon vaior"(1983)

Law A Order "AnTx"

Spoftt IHm. Mejotyiint IE

Dally Show

Sleterhood (R)

Comic Relief

i«wni is> i \st iaiiruivn34iBu *• icams ign vmniyJi wewamtartwii jteaiii uvi» a j-r \jm n

Uneotved Mytlertet (In Stereo) I 'Betrayal of Trut." (1994, Drama) JuoWt Light, Judd Hirsch

Stem Dunk i 3-Pomt Championihip (Live

Prime Time (In Stereo)

Secret of Alen |HappyDayT

Viewert" Choice

[
Yol (In Stereo)

llLoveLucyl IBewitched

Living

Reel America: 41 Hourt Close Encounter! of Fifth

-

* "Foul PI*y"(197B, Comedy) Chevy Chate, GoMe Hewn.

rsewnen m. Odd Couple X

CeMofthtLrFOtjR)

Intide Space

Out

Sportecenter

Mytteriet

Lovehne

M.T. Moore

Time Trsn (R) (In Stereo)

Real America: 41 Hourt (R)

Murder, She Wrote X
e t "Au»$$iM"^m, Drama) Syrrt

«« "Three tyi5hei"(i995, Drama) Patrick Swayie. 'Pd' X
**"i "Staigtlt'^m. Science Fiction) Kurt Ruttell. 'PO-13'

|««^ "Major L9ague"(l969 CorneoV) Tot Berenger. X
iyrvetlerStalliyie.(lnSWW)'R

,

ll) ,*****'

*th"titetf)^'(l9^)SWIayMacUf?
"
IngtX IWIngtX

Assassins

Wi

« *7^ie

llcemen Tepee: WHh a Killer

1996) Robert Dty|.'R'X I* 'ZappeaFff

in >Va*lnfl"(1995, Dramaj Susan Stfandon.
lR
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Non Sequitor By Wiley

TWE MoiT EfFECTIVE

CRIKAE DETERRENT IN

UoLLYWooD...

Drabble By Kevin Fagon Dilbert By Scott Adams
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COHEN I U)AS YOUR AGE.

COE HAD things CALLEO
"PiXOrAOTIONS" AND
"RAISES "

TH€SE DAYS YOU CAN
ONLY GET AHEAD 0"Y

LEAVING THE COMPANY
FOR A YEAR THEN
CODING BACK AS
A HIGH-LEVEL
MANAGER

.

COMPANY IS. . . f

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick

SO THE THEORY MUST
BE THAT ANYONE LOHO

(ajOULD RETURN TO THIS

Social Norm By Mr. K

4oe-»V at iaaw«- rU I

e
tf«Arlil*'r**S

:

zyi^

i<iAy^ iyJm>* do you

ISJSL

Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddkk

Calf 545-2626 tor mere information.

LUNCH
Burger of Cow

Bow Ties w/ Sauce
Red Beans
Oatburger

DINNER
Mandarin Chick, or Tofu

Southern Fried Steak

Squash Bake
pasta: Amer Chop Suey

Berkshire

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Southern Fried Steak

Tap Water
Tap Water w/ Ice

LUNCH
Cowburger

Pizza

Bow Ties w/ Sauce
Black Bean Burger

DINNER
Mandarin Chick, or Tofu

Southern Fried Steak

Squash Bake
pasta: Baked Ziti

LftCROSSF .S TtiE (-RPWKWlE'.rj'S

.TNONVftR OF SPOUTS-

MERE Too hftvt A HocWT-l.kE

&rY*\E Plfiylt) on ft FootBam
ftfLD ,n WlttH

V
A>J ToSS

f\kO>it> A 8ftSltyMi VJVN&

n BASkfcTBftH H*# on f\ Sr.cK.

L\

BnwttN Phi the repil Starrs'

Now y^ Cam

Save T.mc 8 7

WA7CM;ng TWEirt

All AT ONCE

Y
_&

Close to Homo By John McPherson

ARIES
March 21 -April 20
If thr peer terms hrrtlc. take

heart -N should tkm down tn the

near futurr C'rrattve thinking will

also help rase Ihr stm* Ynii may
be able to And a tbonrr path from

point In prxnt

TAURUS
April 21-Mae 21
Ooaaepmc this wrtk ha* an

unlnlrndrd rffrrt *n it m«\ ttr

wtsrr lo rrfraln A poor opinion

teeaeene has alrradv formrd abcnii

rou win beromr «n in stone this

wrrk If you re not rarrful

GEMINI
May 22->Iune 21
It's a fond time to take matters

into vour own hands tnd art

thinaja settled - vmill be morr

aatttDrd when thr ilrnslon Is

made whatrvrr it is Manage
monrv rarrhilly Ixrausr a big

purchase rmM br in Ihr offing

CANCER
June 22-Juljr 22
Although liking » vacation this

wrrk would br wonderful. It mav
not br thr rrsponslblr thing to do

Rrfrrsh yourself with » frw small

Indulgmcrs llkr * hot bath, and

tfirn plan a real trip for a morr

ronvmlrnt tlmr

LEO
Jul* 23-Aufuet 23
A provoratlvr rnrountrr keeps jmu

gimslng as thr wrrk progresaes

Subtle hints could further your

cause -Just be sure that outsiders

arrn't watching, or you may
attract morr than your sharr of

attention

VIRGO
Aofnit 24-September 22
A powrrful prrson's act of

compassion is food for thought

both for you and a close frlrnd

Takr II to hrart. brcatisr you may
have an opportunity to make
someone elsr's lifr easier In thr

nrar futurr

LIBRA
September 23-Octobcr 25
Maantaming a good frame of mind

may takr up much of your energy

It may be wiser to let tempers flarr

and die of their own accord rather

than Irving to keep the seas calm

SCORPIO
October 24-Noeeaber 22
Someone close to you may have an

aitimdr problem If so. trv lo stay

out of their way It's not in your

best Interest to try to improve thrlr

mood, since thrv may takr it out

on vou In a very unpleasant way

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
The rnrrgrtlf approach virlds great

rrsults this wrrk and krrpa you

frrllng grral A prarrful wrekend

with a dear companion ta advteabk
aa a way to maintain vour good

mood and productivity

CAPRICORN
December 22-Jannary 20
Maintaining vour srtf rrspect

this wrrk mav be difficult with

pressure coming from a dotrn

different directions Try to krrp

vour equanimity Intact, and don't

sell s oursrlf short - vou can do It

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18
A creative solution to an old

problem earns you respect at work.

Be careful that you only take the

1 rrdil which Is due vou. hosrever

Takr the opportunity to toot

another's horn tt you ran -It will

reflect well on you

PISCES
February IB-March 20
Another prrson's mistakes may

appear to be your fault Don'l

worry, because thr truth will come

<iiii eventually Mranwhlle. take

the fallout with aa much grace aa

you can muster and try to avoid

pointing fingers

Loold By Roger & Salem Salloom

Quote of the Day

• • I know a girl called

Elsa, she's into Alka-

Seltzer. m m

-Oasis

"Supersonic"

t. Tb the

4. Windshield yyipet und

I. Kimono eaart

12. Saudi native

14. P0tivon#r o( PheWoOfi

15. Muddw. tntormatty

17. Y«wn#f

It. unto branchet

t». OuaMled
20. Tesat headwear
22. Laundry equipment

23. Caroo units

24. Oeapondency
26. The Booth farrary.

• g
29. Timber

30. " Anybody Seen
MyGair

33. Map
34. Inoemous Goldberg

35. Be obllntjfajd

36. Cats -Go away'"

37. Emulate Samuel
Adams

39. Smack
40. Brotherhood brother

41. Send forth

42. Darling, in Dwon

43. Rep's foe

Arithmetic, tor short

4S. Humphrey's honey

SI.

55

M.
56

99.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64

My Iter

Fords rosy

IgnoMity

Moreno or Rudner
for a song

Injurious

-do-wen
Reporter's "hook"

He loved Lucy

Mecaca (abbr

)

Struck an attitude

Eye cover

DOWN
1. Collars

2. Horse soart

3. Raped rodent

4. Relay rods

5. Sources of suburban

6.

7.

6.

9.

10.

11.

13.

16.

Onaaataetal
Lasete for one
Type measures
Windy airport

"Blessed event' party

(2»rde.)
" ofCapn"
Wager makers

HawnaVtand

IMM

21 Categon^e

22. Faahson-consaoua

fellow

24. Sparring match
25. Piercing target

26. Suffered dull pain

27. Attendee land

26. Rigorous supervisor

29. tnesrsya anger

31. Conscious

32. Begin to prevail

(2 wds)
37. Juaa's Or ZhrvQO

36.

39.

41.

42.

45.

47.

46.

49.

50.

51.

52.

S3.

54.

56.

57.

Sacrament

Avoided

Janmngs or Ludwig

Fratricide name

Phobias

Country's Haggard
Ocean flier

Expired

Java holders

Daredevil Kntevef

Emphatic Spanajti

affirmative (2 vrds

)

Ptummeled
Yelp

The Plastic

My dad is so busy during the

day.

When I coll him I get

nervous, and I try to talk as fast

as I can.... and listen as fast as I

can.

Then, I quickly say goodbye
so he won't feel bothered.

The other day I was reading a

long note from him.

I read it as fast as I could.

I didn 't understand it.

But, I don't think he'll

notice.

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle
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UMass tramples Crusaders 14-8 in chilly opener

L7M scores 1 1 runs in first three innings, then holds on until game is called off

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

The frozen tundra... of Earl E.

Lorden Field?

Battling temperatures in the 20s, a

stiff wind and less than ideal playing

conditions, the Massachusetts base-

ball team (7- 5) outlasted Holy Cross

yesterday. 14-8. in the home opener

at Lorden Field. The game was called

with two outs in the bottom of the

seventh due to darkness.

llHjRTfM VHimWHTK'V
UMass shortstop Brad Gorrie stole four bases in yesterday's 14-B win

over Holy Cross.

Massachusetts 14

Holy Cross 8

UMass committed six errors,

including four in the seventh, but

sophomore designated hitter Aaron
Braunstein and freshman left Fielder

Shaun Skeffington each drove in

three runs to push the Minutemen
past the Crusaders for their sixth win
in their last seven ballgames.

"We weren't crisp today," UMass
coach Mike Stone said. "Those were

tough conditions. This was one of the

coldest das'- I can ever remember, a

tough day |to play baseball). We're a

lot better than we showed today, but

at least we got (the game] in. and at

least we got the win."

UMass lefthander Travis Veracka

picked up the win in relief, allowing

one run on one hit in two innings,

(unior |eff Puleri started the game,

and let up three runs, one earned,

and seven hits in four innings of

work.

The only thing that was warm all

da\. j! least in the first ihuv innmgv
was the Massachusetts bats. UMass
lit up Holy Cross starter Shawn Mroz
like a pinball machine, touching him
up for I I runs in only two-plus
innings.

Minuteman rightfielder Pete

Gautreau led the charge, going
2-for-4 with three RBIs. including a

solo home run to lead off the second.

Braunstein had only one hit on the

afternoon, but he made the most of it,

utilizing a stiff wind blowing out to

Princeton up next for softball team
By Jockie Leroux

Collegian Staff

Tv/o defending regional champions will clash

today when the Massachusetts softball team heads

to New jersey to take on the Princeton Tigers at

2 30 pm.
The Tigers are the current Ivy League champs,

while the Minutewomen are the current Atlantic 10

champions. The Minutewomen have been strug-

gling so far, and go into tomorrow's game at 7-1 3.

The Tigers have also struggled lately, their record

now stands at 8-9. but they should give UMass
quite a challenge.

"They're always tough to play." coach Elaine

Sortino said. "They have always been a formidable

foe"
Princeton is one of the top three teams in its

region, but facing a high-ranked team i- nothing

new for UMass. The Minutewomen's season thus

far has been incredibly difficult, as they have
already faced several top 25 teams, including

Turn to SOfTBAlL page °

oduaWm
Stephanie Mareina and the UMass softball team hit the road to New jersey to take on Princeton today.

right Held to smack an opposite field

three- run homer, pushing the UMass
margin to 6-1 at the end of two.

"I just tried to make contact, and
hit it opposite field with the wind
blowing out," Braunstein said.

Massachusetts put the game away
in the third, adding five more runs to

make it 11-1. Two Holy Cross errors,

a pair of untimely walks and a

two-run double by Skeffington did in

the Crusaders. After consecutive
dropped balls by the Holy Cross out-

field, Mroz walked third baseman
Ryan Thistle and first baseman David

Giglio. scoring sophomore catcher

Brian Samela from third. An
All-Atlantic 10 shortstop last year,

Brad Gorrie then singled, driving in

another run. before Skeffington's

double scored Thistle and Giglio.

Holy Cross made it interesting in

the top of the seventh. Trailing 1 1-4,

the Crusaders benefitted from a Rich

Hartman walk to centerfielder Brian

Issit. and three straight errors from
the UMass infield to rack up four

runs before the Minutemen could reg-

ister an out. But Hartman got

Crusader Brian Nawrocki to ground
into a double play, and a harmless

grounder to third baseman Adam
Correa ended the threat.

Massachusetts got three back in the

bottom of the seventh before the

game was called. Gorrie led the

inning off with a walk, and then stole

his fourth base of the ballgame, and

12th of the season. After walking two
straight batters. Holy Cross pitcher

James Jenkins let up a single to

Gautreau, knocking in two runs.

The single made the score 14-8.

and the margin, combined with an

increasing darkness and freezing tem-

peratures, prompted home plate

umpire Billy LaRue to call the game.

No one in the bitter cold conditions

registered a complaint

UMass travels to Blacksburg. \ a .

to face Virginia Tech in a three-game

series this weekend to begin confer-

ence play. Massachusetts has w< . the

last three A- 10 tournaments, and
beat the Hokies twice in last year's

tourney to win the title

im vtinum

Second baseman Muchie Dagliere went 2-for-3 with 2 RBIs in the

UMass baseball team's win

Bibby beginning to look more like Kidd

There was a sense of something
very familiar in the air when the

Arizona and Kansas men's basketball

teams faced each other in an NCAA
tournament Southeast Regional
Sweet 16 game last

week. A feeling of

deja vu. a feeling

that history could

repeat itself.

A few hours
later, the Kansas
players tearfully

consoled one
another while the Wildcats celebrat-

ed their stunning 85- 82 upset over

the region's No. 1 seed.

The game, besides being the shock-

er that put serious wrinkles in almost

every office pool (as if the whole
Southeast region hadn't done that.

Need I remind you of Chattanooga?),

also marked a figurative and literal

changing of the

guard

Coming into the

game. Kan-.,i^

senior point guard

and Mr.
All-Every thing
lacque Vaughn
was considered by

main to be the reigning example of

what being a point guard is all about.

He passed, he shut he created He
had a game vision and he was a true

floor general.

I ntering the same game. Arizona's

freshman PG. Mike Bibby. was mak-
ing his case tut freshman of the year.

The Wildcat can shoot, man. can he

*h»vt He can pass and create, he has

a \ i-ion. he is on his way to becoming

a premier point guard in not only the

Pac 10. but in the nation.

When Vaughn faltered in the

'Zona game. Bibby look over The
freshman racked up 21 points,

including a pair of key free throws in

the ganie^ final 18 seconds He was
also at least partly responsible in

forcing the layhnwks into committing

Turn to HOOP page 9

Bike racing club starts spring racing slate

Editor's note: The Collegian's Sports Briefs column is

designed to give attention and credit to the athletes who
don 't play at the collegiate vanity level, but instead play

on club, intramural and recreational teams.

The feature runs every

Thursday, and is comprised

of information sent in from
the teams and athletes.

Submissions for Sports Briefs

should be sent to the

Collegian offices, and are due each Wednesday at noon

Submissions can be sent or brought down to the offices at

SPORTS

II) Campus Center Basement or faxed to 545-/592.

// there are any questions call co-sports editors Casey
Kane or Chris Stamm at 545-07/9.

The UMass bike racing club kicked off its collegiate

road racing season at Columbia University's Harlem
Criterium on March 8.

A criterium located right along the Hudson River proved

a good challenge for all the cyclists involved. UMass' only

crash this season happened during the Columbia race, when
Erik Miller fell He proved himself, though, by coming back

Turn to BRIEFS page 9
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Beck Odelay's

in Amherst

Alternative hero

and posterboy Beck

brings his unique
style of music to

Amherst College

tonight. Check out

our preview (see Arts

& Living, page 5).

Men's lax

faces Army
P.C. Massey and

the Massachusetts

men's lacrosse

team traveled to

West Point to face

Army. For the pre-

view (see Sports,

page 10).

nrwp scorr m in m.n\
UMass bike racing club member Keith Burgoyne bombs down a fast downhill in Fairmount Park in Philadelphia

last weekend.

WORLD

Haitian premier survives

efforts to oust him, but
promises future changes

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) —
Premier Rosny Smarth survived a

motion to oust him from government
yesterday, but still faces the economic
and political crises that prompted the

censure vote. "Too many serious prob-

lems remain unsolved, " Sen. Samuel
Madistin told The Associated Press.

"Change has been put off to another

day. (But) pressure on the government
will grow." Despite prevailing in parlia-

ment, Smarth told reporters that he
was considering some Cabinet
changes. Most likely to go is

Commerce Minister Fresnel Germain,
whom many accuse of being indiffer-

ent to the high cost of living.

The challenge to Smarth came from

supporters of former President Jean-

Bertrand Aristide who have attacked

the prime minister's plans to privatize

state-run industries and streamline

government bureaucracies.

Since leaving office a year ago,

Aristide has used the prospect of even

more severe economic hardship to

build up opposition to the govern-

ment, and m January he started a new
party

Smce then, the government has tost

its outright majority in the Chamber of

Deputies and will probably retain only

a minority in the Senate after partial

elections April 6. Candidates spon-

sored by Aristide who oppose the eco-

nomic program are favored to win.

International donors keeping Haiti

afloat have demanded the austerity

measures, which would cost thousands

of jobs in a country where industry

employs only 40,000 of the 7.2 million

people. Most Haitians are unemployed
or survive on odd jobs

NATION

Manson denied parole again,
says he doesn't want freedom

CORCORAN, Calif. (AP) — A
gray-haired Charles Manson was
denied parole yesterday for the
ninth time after telling prison offi-

cials he's just too busy to be free.

"I'm involved in too many
things," he said. "I have a web site

I'm working on."

Manson, now 62, rambled on for

about an hour, giving the three-

member panel of the state Board of

Corrections a taste of the rhetoric

that has marked his appearances
before other parole boards in past

years. He insisted he did not kill

actress Sharon Tate and six others

in 1969.

"I've killed a lot of people in my
life," he said. "I have. But I was
convicted for things I didn't do and
I was let loose for things I did."

Manson at first sent word that he
did not want to appear at the hear-

ing, but showed up at the last

minute. His gray hair was wavy and
neatly combed, his face craggy
with age. His forehead still bore the

deep swastika that he carved there

during his 1970 trial. Manson
showed that he was keeping up on
the news by almost immediately
mentioning the mass suicide of 39

people in suburban San Diego a

day earlier.
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Math Prof, dies at 57
University of Massachusetts

Mathematics professor Mary
(Catherine Bennett. 57, died on
March 15 after suffering a stroke

due to a ruptured aneurism a week
earlier. She is survived by one
brother, Father Thomas F. Bennett.

Bennett was an UMass alumnus
who received her M.A. in 1965 and
her Ph. D in 196b. She was then

hired by the University as an
Assistant Professor. In 1968.
Bennett moved to Dartmouth
College and became a John Wesley

Young Research Instructor for two
years before returning to UMa-
become an Assistant professor
again in 1 970.

In 1979 Bennett became a math-

ematics professor at UMass where
she remained until the time of her

death.

In 1995. Bennett published a

research literature book, Affine and
Projective Geometry, which was
named Outstanding Academic
Book of 1996 by Choice, a journal

of the association of College and
Research Libraries.

Bennett was currently serving on
the Provost Search Committee.

Funeral arrangements were made
by Amherst Funeral Home and the

monies were held at the

Newman Center on March 19.

Father Bennett presided over the

funeral.

— Leigh Faulkner

Cult mass sucide leaves 39 dead

Story says UMass budget

request increased by 17 mill.

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

Representative Ellen Story
(D-Amherst) spoke at yesterday's

Faculty Senate meeting on the state

budget and its impact on the

University of Massachusetts.

"On my annual visit I thought I

would talk a little about what was
going on at the statehouse, about

the budget request." Story began.

Story said that this year's budget

request for UMass Amherst was
$197.7 million — up from $180 mil-

lion last year. She noted that it was
approximately half of the $403 mil-

lion total request for the entire

UMass system and that state funding

for the UMass system has increased

in the past five years.

Story also spoke about the impor-

tance of private Financing for state

institutions of higher education.

"The new state endowment pro-

gram has been a huge success. The
state is putting pressure on public

institution* to beef up their

fundraising... The state is matching

$1 for every $2 raised by the institu-

tion from private sources. This
sends a clear message that the state

is not going to cut back [because of

additional private funding]." Story

said.

She went on to address the Fair

Share Bill, which would ensure that

the -tale would pay a minimum of

three-quarters of the cost of a stu-

dent's education at a community
college and two-thirds of the cost at

a state college or university.

I ,nr Share just had a hearing and
it will be coming to the senate
floor," Story said "There is a lot of

support for it. but there's some ner-

vousness about |>he passage of| this

bill

The reason I think it is important

is in order to place a floor — that

the universities can not get less than

ihil amount. If it doesn't get

through this year, hopefully it will

ne\t \ear."

Turn to MJDGfT. page 2

RANCHO SANTA FE. Calif. (AP) — Thirty-nine mem-
bers of a cult of computer programmers systematically killed

themselves by washing down drugs with vodka, their suit-

cases packed for what they thought vas a rendezvous with a

UFO trailing the Hale-Bopp comet.

"It seemed to be a group decision," Dr. Brian
Blackboume. the San Diego County medical examiner. "It

was very planned, sort of immaculately carried out."

The victims included 21 women and 18 men.
Blackboume said, with most carrying identification packets

in their shirt pockets, along with little pieces of paper con-

taining a suicide recipe: take pudding or apple sauce and
mix it with phenobarbital. drink it down with alcohol, lay

back and relax.

The victims apparently died in separate groups: 1 5 the

First day, 15 the second and the remaining nine the third

day.

Blackboume said the second group cleaned up after the

First, the third after the second. The last two alive removed
plastic bags from the last seven bodies and then killed them-

selves.

"We believe they were the last ones and they did have
plastic bags over their heads," Blackboume said.

The dead ranged in age from 20 to 72. and because each

had closely cropped hair, it was difficult initially to deter-

mine their sex.

One victim was Canadian, two were black, a few were
Hispanic and the rest were white, he said. Authorities with-

held IDs until family members were notified.

Each victim had a packed suitcase at the foot of their bed

or cot, and each had $5 bills and quarters in their pockets,

Blackboume said.

Police showed a videotape taken from inside the mansion

showing bodies all dressed in black — identical sneakers,

long-sleeve shirts and pants — lying on neatly made bunk
beds.

All had a purple shroud covering their upper bodies, some
had eyeglasses folded at their sides. Computer equipment

filled the nine-bedroom house.

The group made money with a web design firm called

Higher Source and also proselytized through a web site

called Heaven's Gate, on which they had put out a statement

saying the comet's appearance meant their time had come.

"Hale-Bopp's approach is the marker' we've been waiting

for," says the statement on the World Wide Web site. "We
are happily prepared to leave this world.'"

A Beverly Hills businessman who hired a former cult

member said yesterday that another member told him sever-

al months ago that a space ship following the comet was
coming to pick then up. "They did not say they were going

to commit suicide, but they did indicate to me that they

would be leaving the planet," Nick Matzorkis said.

Matzorkis. president of Interact Entertainment Group,
said an employee he identified only as Rio who used to

belong to the cult had received a package late Tuesday with

a farewell letter and two videos.

The letter said that by the time Rio read it. his friends

would have committed suicide or. in their words, "left their

containers," Matzorkis said.

After opening the package Wednesday. Matzorkis and Rio

drove down from Los Angeles to the mansion, where they

discovered the bodies and called police.

UMB suspends prof, over explosion
BOSTON (AP) — A University of Massachusetts

chemistry professor has been suspended while authori-

ties investigate a chemical explosion and Fire in his labo-

ratory that left one student severely burned.

jean-Pierre Anselme was suspended with pay from all

teaching and research until the university determines

whether his handling and storing of chemicals con-
tributed to the Fire. University Provost Louis Esposito

said.

I -posito said the investigation would take at least a

month. "The concerns are about how records are kept

on chemicals, how chemicals are handled, how students

are used and trained." he said

The city's fire department also is investigating, and
spokesman Stephen Mac Donald said the department
might bring charges if any laws were broken.

The March 1 3 explosion injured a student who was
alone in the laboratory at the time, and forced the build-

ing to be closed for 10 days.

Firefighters found a container of highly explosive

picric acid in his desk drawer, and workers cleaning the

laboratory Tuesday found several other containers of

unidentified chemicals, school officials said.

Also, sodium azide. which may have caused the fire

when the student knocked it over while cleaning a

refrigerator, was not on a list of chemicals provided to

the fire department under a requirement of federal law.

Anselme, a 32-year veteran of the UMass faculty, was
not at his Cape Cod home yesterday and could not be

located for comment. His laboratory and others in the

building were cited for violations of chemical storage

and labelling rules in 1995 following a fire in a nearby

lab. said Fire Capt. Thomas Scavitto. The entire campus
was closed for several weeks three years ago after sever-

al staff members and students complained of fumes and
became ill.

Tests did not determine the cause of many com-
plaints, but officials said the heating and air condition-

ing system was inadequate. It has since been over-

hauled.

CH«BTO»M€« A rnNtK'.COUIOAN

On top of the world!
Chris Linfjstrom, a Masspirg volunteer poses in front of a giant replica of the earth in front of the Hampshire

D.C. yesterday.

Book by UM prof, shows

how to ace job interviews

By /Mark McGroth
Collegian Staff

Retreat aims to vocalize disabled community concerns

Students preparing to enter the

job market soon — facing numer-
ous job interviews — may be inter-

ested that a member of the
I nivcrsity of Massachusetts School

of Management faculty has written

the book on the subject.

Richard Fein, the director of

placement in the School of
Management, has again translated

his knowledge on the job hunting
process into print with his latest

book. Ill Dynamite Ways to Ace
Your lob Interview

"This book covers the whole
stream of questions you are likely to

be asked and includes a chapter of

questions for you to ask employ-
ers." Fein said.

The book was constructed in a

manner that makes it both easy to

read and easy to understand.

"It's designed to be in bite-size

form, which gives you a principle,

and then an application." Fein said.

The questions the book will pre-

pare a reader for. include every-

thing from the commonly asked.
"Why do you want to work with
us?" to the terrifying "You've told

me about your strengths, now tell

me about some of your weakness-
es."

As part of the writing process.

Fein contacted over 1000 hiring
companies, asking each what they

liked to see and hear from intervie-

wees. He received responses from
over 300 of them, incorporating
many of them in the advice of the

book.

"There's a lot of input in this

book," Fein said. "This isn't just

Richard Fein sitting down and writ-

ing his happiest memoirs."

Asked how the job market looks

for graduating college students,

Fein said that when the economy is

good, as it is now. there are more
opportunities out there, but that is

no reason to worry less about find-

ing a job.

"Companies may need to hire 10

people, but they don't just want 10

people they want the best 10 peo-

ple... It's always competitive It just

so happens that when the economy
is good it's easier for someone look-

ing for a job to get an interview,

but just because the economy is

good doesn't mean it's time to

relax. This is your chance to get in

good now for the next 45 years of

your life." Fein said.

Dealing with students on a daily

basis in his School of Management
office is an asset to Fein when
working on his books.

"Working with students gave me
a lot of ideas to talk about. These
ideas are not unique to UMass stu-

dents, or even to students in gener-

al. They tend to apply to people
who are going into the job market."
Fein said.

Fein also emphasizes the impor-
tance of showing an interest in the

interviewer by asking questions
yourself.

"The questions you ask can be at

least as important as the answers
you give at the interview." Fein
said.

His previous book is built around
that premise. Titled, 101 Dynamite
Questions to Ask at Your lob
Interview, it followed his previous

guides. First lob and Cover Letters.

Cover Letters. Cover Letters

Not surprisingly. Fein's next
book, which he is currently working
on. will be tilled 101 Hot Tips for a
Dynamite Resume.

By Laura Forster

Collegian Staff

The first annual Retreat for Students and. Faculty with

Disabilities is being held today for these individuals to

voice their opinions and brainstorm ideas about how to

make their situations known in society.

The goal of this Retreat is for individuals with disabili-

ties within the University of Massachusetts and Five

College communities to join together with the larger

Amherst community in order to make themselves heard.

Those in attendance will have the opportunity to talk

on. an open microphone to state their personal opinions,

and roundtable discussions will take place to formulate

ideas about what can be done in establishing themselves

in society.

If the Retreat goes well enough, the collective group

may even present their ideas to governmental agencies in

Washington, D.C.
Paul O'Leary. a doctoral student from the School of

Education at UMass and partial organizer of the retreat,

explained the importance of the students organizing

together since the more people who speak up will be
likely to tell others and the ideas will "grow exponential-

ly"

O'Leary described the student's efforts as "similar to a

body of water — throw a pebble into the water and
watch the ripples that form."

The major issue behind individuals with disabilities

according to O'Leary includes a number of different

forms yet all involve "some aspect of their life which
they are deprived of."

The Retreat will be held in the Student Union Ball

Room. Students and faculty are welcomed to drop-in

whenever they have time between 9 a.m.- 5 p.m.

Those with questions, information or an interest in

subscribing to the new Individuals with Disabilities

Discussion List mav send email to

DISABILITYGDavDawn com or MLPETERS
•S'stauf.umass.edu.

Ramseys hold up key DNA tests

BOULDER. Colo (AP) — Key
DNA analysis in the lonBenet
Ramsey case is being delayed
while her parents decide whether
they want a representative to

observe the testing.

"Testing has not begun because

we have not worked out the tech-

nical issues of the counsel support

for the family," city spokesman
Kelvin McNeill said yesterday.

McNeill said DNA evidence
from the strangling of the 6-year-

old beauty queen has been sent to

Cellmark Diagnostics in

Germantown. Md. The testing at

the lab could take up to six weeks.

A call to family spokesman Pat

Korten was not immediately
returned.

McNeill also confirmed that

authorities have subpoenaed
videotapes from CNN of an inter-

view in lanuary with |ohn and
Patsy Ramsey. The city spokesman
said the girl's parents still have
not agreed to an interview with
police.

The girl was found slain in the

basement of her home Dec. 26.
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Pinsky to be named poet laureate

By Brian Witte

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Robert Pi.isky.

a computer-adept poet, will be
named the nation's new poet laureate

today.

Librarian of Congress James H.
Billington, who will announce the
selection, said in a statement that

Pinsky was chosen for his achieve-

ments in translation, his interest in

making poetry accessible through the

Internet and his own probing poetry.

Pinsky, 56. teaches at Boston
University in the graduate creative

writing program. He has written five

books of award-winning poetry. His
1994 translation of Dante's Inferno
won the Los Angeles Times Book
prize in poetry and the Harold

Morton Landon Translation Award,
bestowed by the Academy of
American Poets.

Pinsky, who grew up in Long
Branch. N.J., was poetry editor of
The New Republic through most of
the 1980s. He is currently poetry edi-

tor of the weekly Internet magazine
Slate, a Microsoft Corp. publication

where Vice President Al Core's eldest

daughter, Karenna, 25. is an editorial

assistant.

He will take up his new duties in

the fall.

The job of poet laureate, a two-
year post, pays $35,000 per year and
has minimal specific duties, accord-
ing to the Library of Congress. That
gives the poet maximum freedom to

create and promote poetry in schools

and workshops.

Fire Fantasy...
O tSTOWn », aSKK\C0UK4*M

Red fire trucks in front of the Amherst Fire Department may persuade some people to become fire fighters
when they grow up.

U.S. troops sent to the West Bank
By Hilary Appelman
Associated Press

JERUSALEM — U.S. mediator
Dennis Ross returned to the Middle

•.Mcrday to try to save the col-

lapsing Israeli-Palestinian peace
process d> Urid anticipating more
violence — sent troop reinforcements

to the West Bank.

Ross met for two hours with
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat in

Morocco, then flew to lerusalem yes-

terday night and talked with Israeli

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.

Rom would not talk about the con-

tent of his meetings, but in

Washington. President Clinton said

Rots' discussion with Arafat was
helpful

"I don't have anything else to tell

you. but he was encouraged by the

response of Chairman Arafat to the

matters that we discussed here before

he left." Clinton said at the White
House.

But the Palestinians are wary of

American participation in the peace

W, and Israel is prepared for

more unrest in the West Bank.

The Palestinian legislative council

accused the United States of having a

pro Israeli bias, and joined calls for

Palestinians to demonstrate Sunday
against Israeli land expropriations.

Arafat said Israel's construction of

lewish housing in disputed east

lerusalem was "a real crime against

the peace process." Near the West
Bank town of Ramallah, hundreds of

Palestinians threw stones at Israeli

soldiers on the eighth day of protests

against the Israeli construction.
Israeli troops fired tear gas and rub-

ber bullets, and Palestinian police

moved quickly to disperse the pro-

testers.

Concerned that the violence will

intensify with Sunday's protests.

Israel deployed more troops around
Palestinian cities in the West Bank.

"We will not .wait to see how
things develop." said the armed
forces chief of staff. Lt. Gen. Amnon
Shahak.

The gaps between Israelis and
Palestinians appeared far more diffi-

cult to bridge than the last time Ross
visited the region, when he brokered
Israel's military withdrawal in

lanuary from most of the West Bank
town of Hebron.

Israel demands that before peace
talks can resume. Arafat send a clear

signal to Islamic militants that he will

not accept terrorist attacks against

Israel, and (hat Palestinian stone-

throwing riots end. Netanyahu claims

Arafat gave the militants tacit

approval for attacks before last

Friday's suicide bombing in a Tel
Aviv cafe.

The Palestinians want Israel to

stop construction of the lewish Har

Homa housing project in east

lerusalem. which they claim as the

capital of their future state. Israel

captured the eastern sector in the

1967 Mideast War.
The Palestinians also want the

United States to guarantee that there

will be no further settlement build-

ing. But the United States, while crit-

icizing Israel's decision to go ahead
with the Har Homa construction,

twice vetoed U.N. resolutions
denouncing the project.

"We condemn the American posi-

tion." the Palestinian legislative coun-

cil said in a statement. "We consider

this protection and support of Israeli

aggression and blatant Israeli viola-

lions."

Nabil Shaath, a Palestinian nego-

tiator, said Israel should not be sur-

prised by the Palestinian stone throw-

ing.

"When Israel is treating the

Palestinians as an occupier, it must
expect that the Palestinians react as a

people of the intefadeh." Shaath said,

referring to the 1987-93 Palestinian

uprising.

In a show of unity. Fatah —
Arafat's Fatah faction of the PLO —
held a joint news conference yester-

day with the Islamic militant group
Hamas at the Palestinian Information

Ministry to announce joint protests

on Sunday.

Hamas has claimed responsibility

Gore talks with several Chinese officials

By John King
Associated Press

SHANGHAI — Al Gore took some heat yesterday

from American interests who don't think he got
China's leaders to commit sufficiently to progress in

areas important to the United States — trade and
human rights

And. as the vice president neared the end of a five-

day visit that's had some rocky moments, Chinese
emotions bristled anew over allegations that Beijing

may have illegally tried to influence last November's
elections in the United States.

U.S. Ambassador lames Sasser said Chinese offi-

cials told him they arc angry and offended.

And a Chinese foreign ministry spokesman said

American government officials had been "irresponsi-

ble" in making such allegations

On the business front. Gore met privately with the

American Chamber of Commerce in Shanghai and
presumably briefed them on what he learned of new
opportunities for U.S. business.

He thanked its members for their "frank" views and
assured them that the Clinton administration was
determined to try to get China to "remove the trade

barriers that so many of you face in this market."

While applauding that line, several participants said

they had hoped Gore's visit would be met by some
Chinese action opening up to American products.

Meantime, in a statement issued in Beijing. Human
Rights Watch, a monitoring organization based in

New York, criticized Gore for dealing with the human
rights issue entirely behind closed doors. The organi-

zation said Gore should have done something pub-

licly. For example, he could have stopped in Hong
Kong, a British colony that is to revert to Chinese
control |uly I, the group said. Or he could have visit-

ed a legal aid clinic in Beijing.

The organization questioned whether Gore gave
Kci|ing "the impression that no matter how many
international human rights standards were violated.

the strengthening of U.S.-China relations would pro-

ceed apace."

On Wednesday, Gore told reporters he got a "more
receptive response" on human rights than in previous

discussions.

Sasser. a former Democratic senator from Gore's
home state of Tennessee, made his comments to

American reporters as Gore flew from Beijing to Xian
and then to Shanghai.

Sasser said China's strong feelings about the cam-
paign funding allegations did not surface in discus-

sions with Gore because the Chinese wanted the ses-

sions conducted in a businesslike manner. He said

Chinese officials told Gore they had investigated the

allegations but found no basis for them.

"Unofficially. I know that there was an investiga-

tion and they say the investigation turned up noth-

ing," Sasser said. "That is what they say."

China's sensitivities were reflected in comments by
Foreign Ministry spokesman Cui Tiankai, demanding
the United States investigate how such reports got

out.

"Some news media have already created a sensation

out of this affair before they got conclusive evidence.

I think this is irresponsible." he told reporters.

"Furthermore, there are some people, possibly some
government officials in the United States, who also

are frequently irresponsible and reveal this so-called

intelligence to the news media in breach of U.S. law.

This affair also should be looked into."

Wednesday, after his meeting with President |iang

Zemin, Gore was asked whether he found the Chinese
denials credible and said. "I'm not in a position to

judge."

The vice president said that in his talks with liang

and Premier Li Peng there was "further elaboration

on the denial but, you know, no specifics."

Before the election, the FBI warned several mem-
bers of Congress of a possible effort by China to curry

political favor by channeling money to U.S. cam-
paigns.

Campus Police Log
Accident — Personal Injury Service Drive. Hall.

March 25
A pedestrian reported being Fraud Malicious Damage

struck by a vehicle in the cross- March 2b March 2b
walk at Sunset Avenue. The vehi- An individual reported never Papers affixed to a door in
cle left the scene and the pedestri- reciving a credit card and has Brown Residence Hall were lit on
an declined medical attention. The been receiving substantial bills for fire.

accident is under investigation. charges.

Traffic Stop
Accident — Property Damage Larceny March 2b
March 2b March 24 Damian H. Gates. 21. of 123
A two vehicle accident occurred A cell phone and clothing were Lake Elizabeth, Craigville, was

on Campus Center Way. reported stolen from a room arrested for operating a motor
March 27 Coolidge Residence Hall. vehicle with a suspended license.
A vehicle struck curbing on March 25 March 27

Commonwealth Avenue and dam- There was a report from Totman ieff C. Kromenhoek. 21. of 147
aged two tires. Building that a number of items Coventry Ln.. Fairfield CT. was

were stolen during Spring Break. arrested on University Drive for
Animal Complaint An individual reported unautho- operating a vehicle under the
March 25 rized use of a credit card. influence of alcohol.

Environmental Health & Safety March 2b
removed a deceased duck from the An individual reported that gas Vandalism
Campus Pond area. had been siphoned from his vehi- Murch 27

cle in parking lot 32 on A window was smashed in
Disturbance Massachusetts Avenue. Pierpont Residence Hall.
March 25 March 27 A fire extinguisher was thrown

Parking control officers were A credit card was reported through a window in Washington
allegedly threatened on North stolen from Cashin Residence Residence Hall.

budget
continued from poge I

In response to faculty criticism of

the amount of state funding for the

University system. Story comment-
ed. "We still have a governor who is

not particularly interested in public

higher education."

In other business. Chancellor
David K. Scott emphasized his

Strategic Action Goal of admission
into the Association of American
Universities and offered his thoughts
on the Goodell takeover

Scott began by addressing the
general issues that the takeover was
concerned with.

"It was a very broad range of
issues: child care, diversity, class

and class conflicts and poverty —
these are issues that the whole coun-

try is facing. We need to work hard-

er on these issues," Scott said. "The
agenda of the students was not fun-

damentally different from the agen-

da of the administration."

Scott went on the criticize the dis-

ruption of the staffs' work at

Goodell and the coverage of the
takeover by The Massachusetts
Daily Collegian.

"I do have some concerns... I have
increasingly heard that there is a

problem of communication on this

campus... it should not take a

demonstration to bring that back,"
Scott said.

"Secondly. I found the ad
hominum attacks on members of my
administration to be a disturbing
and dangerous sign." Scott said.

"We all need to be on guard to chal-

lenge the Collegian when they write
this way."

Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs Thomas B. Robinson
announced the appointment of

loseph C. Marshall, of California

Sate University at Fresno, to assis-

tant vice chancellor for enrollment

service.

Marshall will assume his position

in August and will be responsible for

setting and achieving enrollment
goals for the campus.

Professors Donald St. Mary, head
of the math department, and David
Foulis. of the math department, pre-

sented a moving tribute to Mary
Katherine Bennett, a professor in the

math department who died March
15.

"She participated fully in all

aspects of being a faculty member.
She was an excellent teacher... she

loved this University." St. Mary said.

"She was a department head's dream
— she never said no when you asked
her to do something."

"M.K. was recognized by her
department as a gifted teacher. She
gave generously of her time and ser

vices." Foulis said. "Her sense ol

humor was legendary."
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Photo Essay

Two days ago the UMass campus
looked cold, wet, and dismal, (as seen in

the upper right). As for yesterday,

UMass students and ducks enjoy the

firsts signs of spring when the tempera-

tures were recorded in the sixties.

Free Workshops!

Artists!
Get the Edge!

Caution urged in gov't Internet spying

T

making flrtr
1

making a Liuing
Wednesdays,

April 9, 16. and 23, 4 to 6:30 p.m.

The marketing Edge

Wednesday, April 9

Audiences, opportunities, promotion,

publicity, pricing, and morel

The Funding Edge

Wednesday, April 16

Funding sources,

proposal writing basics

The Legal and Financial Edge

Wednesday, April 23

Protecting your rights, budgeting for art

projects, making financial decisions

Plus!

Careers in Arts

Administration
Wednesday, April 30, 4 to 6:30 p.m.

Settings, jobs, qualifications,

opportunities in museums,

art centers, theater, and more!

Uf<lORRIED about making it as

an artist? Artists have always

been survivors. But, the 'oos

pose an especially challenging

environment Artists who know

where to seek opportunities,

how to promote themselves

and their work, and take con-

trol of their career goals have

the best chance of surviving

the challenges of the '90s and

living a fulfilling life as

working, earning artists.

All workshops in 125 Bartlett Hall

on the UMass/Amherst campus.

Seating is limited for this popular series!

Presented by the

Arts Extension Service,

Division of Continuing Education,

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Funded by the UMass Arts Council

PARIS (AP) — A 29-nation eco
nomic policy council adopted broad
guidelines yesterday for government
eavesdropping on Internet communica
lions, urging nations to balance the

needs of law enforcement with the

rights to privacy.

The United States had pushed the

Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development to

endorse an international system giving

law enforcement agencies access to

Internet communications that have
been scrambled for secrecy.

Since messages on the Internet are

easy to intercept, some people and
businesses are protecting their privacy

by snoop-proofing their communica-
tions.

U.S. officials argued that greater

government access to the scrambled
communications was essential to keep-

ing criminals — including drug traf-

fickers and terrorists — from exploit-

ing the Internet.

The OECD did not specifically

include the U.S. plan in its guidelines

yesterday; instead, it urged govern-

ments to take the desires of law
enforcement, businesses and individu-

als all into account in whatever eaves-

dropping policies they adopt.

Although Internet privacy-rights

groups said otherwise, the U.S. envoy

to the OECD insisted the general
guidelines were a victory for the U.S.

campaign for greater government
access.

"This is a very important step for-

ward and we are very gratified by it,*

envoy David Aaron said.

Aaron said further negotiations
between governments would be neces-

sary, but that members had endorsed

the spirit of the U.S. plan and more
concrete taws in each country could be

expected to follow.

The United States had proposed an
international system of computer-secu-

rity codes, which could be held by gov-

ernment agencies and only be accessed

after obtaining government approval.

Under the so-called "key escrow"
system, governments would keep
copies of user's computer "keys" used

to scramble messages and files.

Objections to the key escrow por-

tion of the proposal were that it would
interfere with commerce and that

users would not accept having their

own or any other countries having
access to their security codes. There
also were doubts about whether an
international key escrow system was
even technically viable. Except for

Britain, the United States was alone in

the OECD in backing the key escrow,

said David Ranisar, an attorney with

the Electronic Privacy Information
Center in Washington. DC. EPIC was
an adviser to the economic policy

board on the guidelines. "The reality is

that the OECD member countries

actively rejected the U.S. proposal
because it wasn't acceptable to them."

Banisar said.

Dr. O. Wyss of the Swiss Federal

Office for Foreign Economic Affairs

said his country was among those with

grave doubts about the guidelines.

"They only became acceptable for

Switzerland following a softening of

several key points." namely, the key

escrow provisions, he said in a state-

ment Last week.

Internet privacy-rights groups say

the U.S. plan would violate civil liber-

ties.

"Our view is that forcing individuals

to escrow the keys with a government-

approved escrow agent is a violation of

U.S. constitutional rights and a viola-

tion of human rights." said Daniel

Weitzner of the Center for Democracy
in Technology in Washington. D.C.

'Basically, it's forcing people to con-

sent to a search in advance of doing

anything wrong," said Weitzner. who
had been a member of the U.S. delega-

tion on the issue.

The guidelines ultimately approved

by the organization were far vaguer

than the U.S. plan.

Governments were "challenged to

draft cryptography policies which bal-

ance the various interest at stake,

including privacy, law enforcement,
national security, technology develop-

ment and commerce." the economic
policy organization said in a press

release.

"The fundamental rights of individu-

als to privacy, including secrecy of

communications and protection of per-

sonal data, should be respected in

national cryptography |coding| poli-

cies," the adopted guidelines said

To sign up and ensure your seat, call AES, 545-2360.

Simpson to turn over trophy and jewelry

By Jane E. Allen

Associated Press

SANTA MONICA, Calif. — The judge in the 0|.
Simpson case agreed yesterday to order Simpson to turn

over more than 100 of his belongings, including his

Heisman Trophy, his golf clubs and an Andy Warhol
silkscreen of himself.

The nearly $500,000 inventory was culled from
insurance records by the plaintiffs who won a $33.5
million verdict holding Simpson responsible for the

slayings of Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald
Goldman.

"I think I will sign this order. Let the sheriffs take

ahold of this property and the parties fight it out."

Superior Court fudge Hiroshi Fujisaki announced after

a one-hour hearing.

After the order is served. Simpson has seven days to

turn over the items to the Sheriff's Department for sale

to satisfy the judgment. He has the right to seek exemp-
tions, including a $5,000 exemption for jewelry and art.

plaintiff attorneys said.

The turnover order was requested by Goldman's fam-

ily. At the hearing, it was learned Fujisaki granted a

similar order Monday for the estate of Ms. Simpson.

That order included 66 items, some not on the

Goldman inventory, including a a Yamaha grand piano

and signed letters from former President Richard M.
Nixon congratulating Simpson on his football victories.

The Brown and Goldman families have been squab-

bling over collecting their share of the verdict. The
question appears to be who can collect first.

Fujisaki admonished the attorneys in the case: "You
guys are just running up money, expenses for everyone.

I'm really getting disturbed by this whole process."

Among the items sought by Goldman's estate were
$43,860 in awards and trophies; Simpson's $5,100
Heisman Trophy; a $700 Buffalo Bills football helmet; a

$24,480 Tiffany-design leaded glass lamp: a $25,500
Andy Warhol silkscreen of Simpson; a $40,000 14 carat

gold necklace with 89 diamonds: and a $26,500 amber
fox fur.

Goldman's estate also sought silverware, rugs and
Lalique and Baccarat crystal, Simpson's $60,000 Chevy
Suburban, and stocks and other interests in five

Simpson companies including O.J. Simpson Enterprises

Inc. and Orenthal Productions Inc.

Simpson's lawyer, Phil Baker, argued that "99 per-

cent of the items" sought by the Goldmans were no
longer Simpson's and had been placed in trust for

Simpson's children.

The trust was set up March 10. Goldman family

attorney Peter Gelblum said that was the same day the

damage judgment against Simpson was entered.

"It has the earmarks of a fraudulent conveyance. He's

trying to hide his assets," Gelblum told reporters. "He's

using his children to hide his assets."

But Baker told the judge that the trust was set up as

"partial satisfaction" of the judgment and that the

money would go to Simpson's children.
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The real Anthony Lake
The favorite son of the Five College community, W.

Anthony Lake, was on the brink of taking us where
we always knew we really belonged. During his

stint as Clinton's National Security Advisor. Lake was
lionized up and down the Valley academe in various cere-

monies and convocations, while the national press anoint-

ed him the sublime savior of virtue in the Washington
cesspool.

Recently we were at the edge of transcendence, going
(one can almost hear a steely-eyed Hannibal Lecter hiss it

through tightly clenched teeth) "all the way to the top, all

the way to the C... I... A..."

Alas, little Starling, it was not to be.

Lake was ostensibly dismissed for incompetence.
jccused. in effect, of being unable to command the NSC
(National Security Council) staff with the authority of

your average teenage McDonald's manager. •

The spin-doctored party line is that due to his pure-

hearted naivete he was innocently unaware of the fantasti-

cally corrupt uses to which the Clinton campaign was
putting his agency.

This of a man whose political B.A. was earned at the

U.S. embassy, which directed the orgy of torture and
assassination in Saigon in the early

'60s; whose M.A. was acquired in the

Kissinger NSC. which was the great-

est academy of mass murder and
cold-blooded cynicism in recent histo-

ry; and whose Ph.D. came from the

Carter State Department, among
whose stellar accomplishments was
the planning and approval of the

Kwanju Massacre in South Korea.

Of course Lake's specialty has
always been to bail out of ugly and
damning situations, like the Vietnam
War for example, drenched in blood

yet smelling like a rose. Lesser men
nii(_ht be judged hard-boiled veterans

of some of the most brutal campaigns of American
Imperialism with such an impressive resume, but not

Saint Anthony of Mount Holyoke.

despicable Lebanese crook Roger Tamraz (how our
nment in Beirut would love to get their hands on

that parasite) for campaign donations, even exploiting

Tamraz' CIA files for this money grubbing scheme Why.
that would mean that Anthony the Pure placed his boss'

reelection land, hence, his own political future) over the

law. security concerns, and minimal common sense.

Instead, we are supposed to content ourselves with the

|jir\ tale that Professor Lake is a macrosyphilitic idiot

with the management skills of a squashed apricot. Even
more outlandish!), we are asked to interpret this incredi-

ble stupidity an inspiring manifestation of principle in pol-

ituv which corrupt Washington politicians, such as the

Intelligence Committee, cannot abide.

Well, what has our preux chevalier been doing as NSC
advisor and foreign policy director during the past four

years? Why practicing principle in politics of course. The
embargo on Iraq for example, which has killed at least

500.000 children, who otherwise would have lived, by
systematically denying them food, medicine and the other

basics of life So one in Bosnia. Rwanda, Afghanistan.

Somalia. Chechnya or anywhere else can boast of killing

so many little boys and girls during this time period. An
edifying display of morality indeed. By the way, Lake.
who is well aware of the genocidal massacre of Iraqi chil-

dren his policies have effected, has repeatedly stressed

how "proud" he is of his record in dealing with the Iraqis

The people of Haiti were also blessed with a taste of
Lake's halo-ringed approach to politics. While l.ake had
his boss Clinton hugging and kissing deposed President

Aristide in public, their intelligence services created and
bankrolled the FRAPH thugs led by Toto Constant. Lake
and Clinton paid Constant and FRAPH to shoot, beat and
terrorize any dissenters who would dare to challenge the

junta. Meanwhile, our serene Bodisatva systematically

committed piracy on the high seas, arresting all the

"Instead, we are sup-

posed to content our-
selves with the fairy
tale that Professor Lake
is a macrosyphilitic
idiot with the manage-
ment skills of a
squashed apricot.

"

Hussein Ibish

^stm\

Haitians who were fleeing from the U.S. funded goon
squads and either putting them in inhuman concentration

camps or sending them back to the tender mercies of the

junta and FRAPH. In the end. they manipulated the situa-

tion with such cynicism and ruthlessness that they effect-

ed the occupation of Haiti by U.S. troops for the

umpteenth time this century. This was truly an exercise in

"moral politics" worthy of Lake's guru, Kissinger himself.

In Somalia. Lake and company's insane campaign to take

over internal Somali politics by murdering Mohammed
Farah Aideed led to the deaths of thousands of Innocent

Somalis and a humiliating defeat for the United States. In

Bosnia, Lake's policies seem to have been designed to keep
the war going as long as possible and certainly contributed

to its continuation, culminating in the U.S. coordinated eth-

nic cleansing of 700.000 people from Krijena.

Such was the nature of Mr. Chips' morality in action,

represented in the Clinton foreign policy of which he was
the acknowledged architect. Such is the behavior of a

man whose moral purity blinded him to the corruption

with which he was surrounded.

Of course, the real reasons for Lake's rejection are

quite different. Lake is still regarded as too liberal and a

turncoat by much of the right wing,

which will never forgive him for

resigning towards the end of the

Vietnam War, in which he had played

such a major role, and then success-

fully pretending that he had been
opposed to it all along. In a perfect

example of what Richard Hofstadter

called the "paranoid style in

American politics." the far-right even
views Lake as a kind of Communist,
in spite of the fact that he is a classic-

liberal imperialist most of whose
career has been devoted to thuggery

of one sort or another on behalf of

the American Fmpire.

Democrats, led by Bob Kerry, stepped away from l.ake

as the extent of his involvement with crooked Clinton

fundraising efforts became clearer and the prospects for

the "naivete and mismanagement" fiction holding up
under public scrutiny became more remote. The shabby
truth is that Lake was just another corrupt bastard in

Clinton's army of corrupt bastards

Furthermore, the timing of Lake's withdrawal, at the

moment when Chairman Shelby began insisting that

Lake's FBI files be disseminated to the whole Committee.
suggests that Mother Teressa indeed has something juicy

to hide. We shall never know. Pity

Finally, for all these reasons and more, the CIA staff

clearly had a deep aversion to the idea of being led by man
of Professor Lake* description. Doubtless they fear that

following the countless espionage, cocaine, murder and
other scandals, and the absolute lack of justification for its

pc-i cold war existence, the calamity of a Lake regime
could at long last constitute the Company's coup de grace.

Lake's sanctimonious and laughable letter of withdraw-
al attempts to paint the picture of a Christ-like self-sacri-

fice, following persecution by vindictive Republican
Pharisees, the enemies of good government. He calls it

evidence of a world "gone haywire." Naturally this hog-

wash has been lapped up by most of the media, as it

allows everyone to continue to view Lake, and by exten-

sion Clinton's brutal foreign policy, as morality incarnate.

The truth is that l.ake was hoist on his own petard of

cynical power politics. His comeuppance is as delicious as

it is overdue. The fact that he will go down in history as

the first nominee for DCl to be. in effect, rejected by the

Senate, and on the grounds of both incompetence and
corruption no less, is merely the icing on the cake.

Presumably, our erstwhile Messiah will be slinking

back to the ivy-encrusted enclave of Mount Holyoke to

lick his wounds, rejoin the Five-College community, and
resume instructing young ladies in the fine art of political

virtue.

Hussein Ibish is a Collegian columnist.
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Keep them short— about 400 words.
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emailed to letterspoitvms.oit.umass.edu. or
snail mailed to 1 1 3 Campus Center, UMass,

Amherst, MAO 1 003.
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Martin Luther King
Editor's Note: On May 8. the

Collegian celebrates its 30th
anniversary as a daily newspaper.
To commemorate this occasion the

Collegian will be publishing editori-

als spanning the last 50 years.

Today we feature a column origi-

nally published April 5. 1968

Dr. Martin Luther King
|r. is dead. He was assas-

sinated yesterday evening

in Memphis. Tennessee,

where he had planned to

lead his second non-vio-

lent protest march in support of the

striking Negro sanitation workers.

The details of Dr. King's fight for

civil and human rights are univer-

sally known. Dr. King was the lead-

ing advocate of non-violence in a

country that has had a history of

violence, but the real tragedy of

King's death is that the racists have
removed the greatest leader of

Black Americans. Dr. King repre-

sented a symbol of strength for the

black community, and despite some
of our disagreements with his tech-

niques, we all shared a sense of

pride when King led his marches

1967 1997

1968

confronted the white society.

Dr. King assumed the role mag-
nificently and he captured the

imagination of an overwhelming
majority of Black Americans. No
black leader, in fact, no previous

figure in history, has done more to

raise the hopes and aspirations of

Black Americans. There was always

a certain reverence for

King, even among his

most severe Black

Militant critics. King was
admired for his courage,

convictions and commit-
ment to the civil and human rights

of all people.

America is a sick society and,

unlike many of us. Dr. King never

lost faith in the efficacy of the

non-violent movement to change
this society. King was as keenly

aware of the underlying racism in

America as anyone, but he

remained committed to the view

that non-violent militant action can
awaken the moral conscience of

this nation and eventually ovci

come the persuasive and powerful

influence of racism.

Many of us questioned King's

delivered his eloquent speeches and faith in non-violence. We won-

dered how a country which can

wage a war leading to the destruc-

tion of a country and people in

Southeast Asia, a war that King
himself had grown to hate, and
simultaneously remain insensitive

to the sufferings of millions of sup-

pressed people in this nation, can
ever be motivated to act because of

non-violent actions and appeals to

conscience.

But for some reason, we still lis-

tened to King, and many of us

skeptics were quietly hoping that

Dr. King's show- down of non-vio-

lence in Washington D.C., this

spring could effect some significant

changes. Only Dr. King could gen-

erate such hope among a disillu-

sioned and frustrated people. But

King is now dead!

II here do Black Americans Go
From Here?

William lulius Wilson was an
\sst\iant Professor of Sociology at

UMass in 1968. He is currently a
Malcolm Weiner Professor of Social
Policy at the lohn F Kennedy
School of Government at Harvard
timers, i. lie was named one of
America's 25 most influential peo-

ple by Time magazine in 1996.

Big companies gone bad
Before spring break a friend of mine called rental

car agencies. A number of these companies
refused to rent her a car because she is under 25.

and those that would charged her an extra fee because

of her age.

Currently, the Attorney General of New York is

investigating claims that Avis refuses to rent to

African- Americans and Jewish Americans. Meanwhile,
the company faces a class action suit in both North and
South Carolina.

In New York City. Avis regularly charges higher rates

for residents of Queens and Brooklyn, two boroughs
with large Jewish and African-American communities.
Both groups are accusing the company of discrimina-

tion. The two groups have contacted the attorney gener-

al and their legislatures complaining
about Avis's discrimination. The state is

not taking their claims lightly.

One of the original plaintiffs, an
African-American woman, in the North
Carolina class action suit was clearly dis-

criminated against when she arrived at an Avis fran-

chise in Wilmington. N.C. in |uly. The woman called to

reserve four mini-vans for a family trip to Disney
World. The operator confirmed the reservation, but

when she arrived at the franchise the attendant at the

counter lied to her. He told her there were no vans
when in fact the lot was filled with them.

About a week after the initial filing by three plain-

tiffs, over a hundred other people came forward with

complaints about Avis. Employees from Oklahoma and
both Carolines have stepped forward and admitted that

the company has a clear discriminatory policy.
Managers give attendants clear instructions not to rent

to blacks and lews — especially Hasidic lews. If

employees do not discriminate, then the company docks
their pay. claims employees.

Matthew

Wurtzel

Avis is not the only big company discriminating. A
few months ago Texaco was slapped with fines for dis-

criminating against employees. Texaco executives
refused to promote African-American employees, and
often promoted under qualified white employees before

black candidates.

When Texaco executives met. they often used racial

epithets and made insensitive comments about various

cultures and religions. One executive was caught on
tape saying. "I'm still having trouble with Hannukah,
[and] now we have Kwanzaa?" Some people may
ignore his comments as simple ignorance, but he leads a

huge corporation and disregards other people's culture

because it is different.

I thought the days of Christian Only and Mm Crow
Laws were over However, they continue
to flourish in big businesses like Avis and
Texaco. Despite good business practices,

big corporations are more likely to dis-

criminate then smaller and struggling
firms according to economic studies. It's

good business to serve any customer whether they are

black, white, lewish. Catholic, Irish. Russian, gay or
straight. As long as customers can pay. then busiru

should provide them with the products.

A similar rule of thumb should exist for employment
If an employee is capable of doing the job. then hire the

individual. If they are doing a good job, then promote
the individual. Race, ethnicity, creed, religion, gender
and sexuality have nothing to do with employment.
When hiring and promoting, only one thing matters:
ability.

We shouldn't need laws and education to tell us dis-

crimination is wrong, we just need common sense. And
common sense should tell you not to rent a car from
Avis and fill it with Texaco gas.

Matthew Wurtzel is a Collegian columnist.
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Cardigans to

hit Amherst
By Mike Burke
Collegian Staff

In one of the most bizarre triple
bills in recent memory, Beck, the
Cardigans and Atari Teenage Riot take
the stage tonight at LeFrak
Gymnasium at Amherst College. From
Beck's smorgosboard of hip-hop,
rock, blues and everything else, to the
Cardigans' bubblegum pop, to Atari
Teenage Riot's apocalyptical version
of techno punk — be prepared for a
perplexing concert -going experience.

Beck is coming off an unbelievably
successful year. Besides proving to
skeptics that he is hardly a "one-hit
wonder." Beck managed to rank in

two Grammy's and "Artist of the
Year" by Spin, Rolling Stone. New
Musical Express and the Village
Voice. And Beck deserved every bit of
praise.

His 1996 album Odelay stands as a

simply unbelievable piece of art. mak-
ing his previous output look puerile.

heck has proven to be one of a few
rock artists to transcend the so-called

"alternative rock" world into making
music that literally tests the bound-
aries of popular music.

Folk singer Odetta

to play Iron Horse
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

Atari Teenage Riot opens up for Beck.

The question remains though, can
Beck pull off a live set that rivals

Odelay — an album jam packed with

samples and soundbytes — or will

Beck stray to a more traditional live

set?

Squashed in between the innovative
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Beck will deliver art alternative

showcase to Amherst College.

visions of Beck and Atari Teenage
Riot, are the Cardigans.

Hailing from Sweden the Cardigans
have become one of the surprise suc-

cess stories of the past few months.

Six months ago the Cardigans were
seen as one of the brightest lights on
an underground pop scene from conti-

nental Europe alongside such obscuri-

ties as Red Sleeping Beauty and Le
Mans.

But with the release of their single

"Lovefool" the Cardigans have explod-

ed into the big time.

Turn on the radio anywhere and
you are sure to hear the

Madonna-esque chorus, "Love me,
love me. say that you love me" played

between everything from Kenny G to

Bush to Notorious B.l.G. The
Cardigans have become Sweden's
biggest musical export since ABBA
and Ace of Base.

Musically, the Cardigans are — for

the most part — a by- the-numbers
loungy pop band.

Surprisingly though, on stage the

band is known to turn up their amps
and rock.

Tonight they will have to, or else

they will be blown off the stage by the

others — especially Atari Teenage
Riot.

While Beck and Cardigans may
dominate the headlines and the air-

waves. Atari Teenage Riot should
prove to be the most exciting and
exhilarating portion of the evening.

Described as "one of the strangest

counnsr Ot CMNO KOYAl

live acts in the world." Atari Teenage
Riot should prove as quite a shock to

all of the Cardigans' lovey dovey fans.

Atari Teenage Riot will open the

show with their disturbing and frantic-

version of techno meets hard core
punk with most "songs" racing along

at over 200 BPM.
Hailing from Berlin, Atari Teenage

Riot is part of an underground scene

led by Alec Empire who also heads up
the label Digital Hardcore Recordings

(distributed domestically by Grand
Royal) which also features Ec8or,
Shizuo and Sonic Subjunkies. Besides

their similarities in music, the bands

share a political vision.

Atari's first release in America was
the seven-inch single "Deutschland

(Has Gotta Die)' and their first

German single was "Hunt Down the

Nazis."

In an interview with Rolling Stone.

Empire stated that he started Digital

Hardcore, "to destroy and disturb the

simulated harmony the government
wants. All you hear on the radio is

music that doesn't cause any emo-
tions. It's there to keep everything

quiet."

Not Atari Teenage Riot.

Beck, the Cardigans and Atari

Teenage Riot perform at LeFrak
Gymnasium at Amherst College
tonight at 8 p.m.

At press time, tickets arc sold out to

the general public but still available

for students with an Amherst College

ID

With a single guitar, Odetta
has changed the world of music.

Well, passively, at least. Her first

albums in the '50s with just her

deep, broad voice singing classic

folk, religious and blues songs
and her simple guitar grew on a

young Robert Zimmerman from
Hibbing. Minn.. The influence of

Odetta and other musicians like

Woody Guthrie. Hank Williams
and Blind Lemon Jefferson, com-
bined with the visual poetics of

Dylan Thomas and T.S. Eliot

moved this young man to take up
music and change his name to

Bob Dylan. As Dylan has moved
through his various incarnations

over the last 35 years, we can
still find Odetta in a little club

like the Iron Horse singing
"Kumbaya."
Odetta has been passing on

American folk music from the

Mississippi Delta, New England,

sea chanties and the religious

pantheon, to a new generation

for over 40 years now. Until she

was 1 9, she could not stand any

thing but classical music and
especially could not stand the

guitar, often the centerpiece of

the music her step-father lis-

tened to on the famous country

radio show. "The Grand Ole
Opry."

With this love of classical

music. Odetta studied religious

choir music (she felt that being

African-American, she didn't

have much chance of getting into

an opera company), and soon
ended up singing and touring in

the chorus of the musical
"Finian's Rainbow." At a party

during this tour circuit, there

was a lot of folk and acoustic

guitar playing, and she picked up
on it from there. A friend of hers

gave the young Odetta a guitar

that wasn't being used around
her house, taught her some

chords and Odetta went to find

the songs that represented the

people and the culture of the

United States.

The Library Of Congress
caught on to her in the '50s and

recorded Odetta's earliest work.

such as her epic folk debut
album, Odetta Sings Ballads And
Blues, released in 1956 on t he-

Tradition label. Since then, she-

has bounced between record

labels and folk festivals like no
other performer. She has been to

the former Soviet Union. |apan

and Israel to perform also, with

those cultures considering
Odetta a rich resource to teach

them about American history

and folklore.

Nowadays, she is a simple-

woman who either loves being

around lots of people and enter-

taining them or going into a "her-

mit stage." as she calls it. remain-

ing in her New York City apart-

ment looking out the window.
observing people on the go as

weii as enjoying ncn views M
Central Park and the lake within

its boundaries.

When she performs, she-

appreciates just sitting down on

a stool, with a stick of incense

burning at the end of her guitar,

and she likes to communicate
with the crowd as much as rx>-»i

ble. to get as intimate as a per-

former can. Her voice has lost

some of its strength with age. but

still can move a person, even
when singing something as sim-

ple as "Home On The Range."

With Dan Bern opening (see pre-

view by lustin Beland). the

acoustic guitar, the original

American folk instrument will be

in full prominence and all prac-

ticing acoustic guitarists out

there are urged to attend.

Odetta will perform at 7 p.m.

on Saturday night. Tickets are

available from The Northampton
Box Office and For The Record

Dan Bern opens Call the club at

584-0610 for more details

American Heart

Association-v
WEEKLY

DRINK SPECIALS

Captain Morgan

& Coke

16 oz

2.00

Sloe Gin Fizz

2.00

16oz

Red Dog

1 6oz Drafts

1.50

Rolling Rock

1 2 oz Bottles

1.50

1/2 Price

Appetizers &
Nachos

3-5 and 7-11

Thurs-Fri-Sat

University of Colorado at Boulder

USE SUMMER TO
CCELERATE

Thurs-Fri-Sat

Dancing

No Cover

Charge

Before 10pm

1 5 East Pleasant St.

YOUR ACADEMIC
PROGRESS

Summer session on the Boulder campus is something spe-

cial w ith over 500 campus courses to choose from, its a

relaxed, comfortable learning environment. Classes are

smaller And when you re not in class, you can soak up Boulder's

mellow charm Or explore Boulder s backyard, a high country

playground that includes some of the country's most rugged and

spectacular terrain.

Summer is a great time to get a jump on the next phase

of your educational goals

FOR EXAMPLE:

VrsmtlG STUDENTS. Take advantage of CI! resources to

complete or enrich your own degree program.

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS. Take a college course for

experience, to enhance your college application, or to

see if CIJ is the right school for you.

TEACHERS. Earn recertification credits and tap into every

thing the liniversitv has to offer.

PtrOfESSIONHL DEVELOPMENT. Increase your knowl-

edge base and build skills to enhance your capabilities.

ENRICHMENT. Give yourself the pleasure of an academic

challenge at CI' this summer

FOR MORE IMFORMhTIOM
Call 303- 492-5146 or 800-331 2801 to request

a Summer Session catalog Or visit our web site

www.colorado.edu/conted/Summer

*»*mm*ims
Monday Apartment for

For Sale

Wednesday: Personals

Thursday Auto for Sale

4/h|4)0£

us at

545-35DD
or visit us
at uur

Newstand
or (^t our

Campus
Center

Basement
Office

Borlcuas Unidos
Presents

I)J music by

Saturday, March 29,

O*30 piM"XaOO aHaVDinner will be served exclusively from 6 30 - 8 00 pm)

Student Union Ballroom
University of Massachusetts. Amherst

yji^rwna ay;

ena
$8 College Students with valid ID.$12 General Public

For Further information call Boricuas Unidos at (413)577-0051

.

Advanced tickets call TIX at (413)545-0412
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Kim brings the real deal to Northampton Dan Bern to open for Odetta
By John Hendrickson

Collegian Start

The name Kim Deal had been
ubiquitous with the college/alterna-

tive/indie (or whatever the hell you

want to call it) rock scene for the

last decade. From the Pixies to the

Breeders to the Amps and now back

to the Breeders. Deal had been
unable to stay out of the studio and

off the road.

Ohio native Deal first came to

prominence with Boston's legendary

Pixies. Handling the bass duties as

well as providing a sultry foil to

singer/guitarist Black Francis' psy-

chotic escapades, she soon began to

suffocate under Francis' creative

iron fist. The Breeders provided the

creative outlet she needed. Along

with another fellow frustrated song-

writer (Tanya Donelly of Throwing

Muses), the band's 1991 debut Pod

14AD) definitely allowed both musi-

cians to show off their chops. The

result was one of the best albums ol

the early 90s; from "Iris" to a truly

twisted cover of the Beatles'

"Happiness Is A Warm Gun." Pod

was an unqualified success

1992 was another year of transi-

tion for Deal. The Pixies spent the

first part of the year opening up sta-

dium shows for U2 before splinter

Kim Deal

ing and dissolving. Although their

demise came in somewhat of an

anticlimactic manner for one of the

most important bands of the last 20

years, it gave Deal the freedom to

devote all of her time and creative

energy to the Breeders. The band

featured a different line-up for '92's

Safari EP; in addition to Deal and

Donelly. Kim's twin sister Kelley

and British bassist losephine Wiggs

After appearing on the

1994 Lollapalooza ros-

ter, though, the band

went on another hiatus,

largely due to Kelley 's

heroin bust and subse-

quent rehab and solo

career— "Kelley Deal

6000" and some new,

godforsaken project

with Skid Row's

Sebastian Bach and
ex-Pumpkin Jimmy
Chamberlain.

John Hendrickson

entered the fold. Safari continued

the Breeders' creative progression.

The title track was the Breeders'

hardest rocking moment to date.

"Do You Love Me Now?" was a

prime Deal, and another '60s cover

tthis time, the Who's "So Sad About

Us") provided another gender-bend-

ing take on rock history

1993 saw the Breeders (minus

Donelly. who left to form BelleO hit

the commercial jackpot with their

second full- length LP. Last Splash.

By Justin Belond

Collegian Correspondent

im MacPherson

Featuring the mega-hit

"Cannonball" and its follow-up sin-

gles "Divine Hammer" and "Saints,"

Last Splash continued expanding

upon the precedent established with

their first two releases.

After appearing on the 1994

Lollapalooza roster, though, the

band went on another hiatus, largely

due to Kelley's heroin bust and sub-

sequent rehab and solo career

(Kelley Deal 6000 and some new.

godforsaken project with Skid

Row's Sebastian Bach and

ex-Pumpkin |immy Chamberlain).

Last year saw the debut of Kim's

new project, the Amps (also featur-

ing Breeders drummer |im

MacPherson), and '97 has brought

us the latest Breeders incarnation.

The other Deal and Wiggs are gone;

only drummer MacPherson and Kim

remain from the heyday of Last

Splash. Currently road-testing songs

for their next album, the Breeders

Vol. 3 should, judging from the con-

sistency and quality of their back

catalogue, be expected to deliver the

goods yet again.

The Breeders appear tonight at

Pearl Street in Northampton with

Brendan Benson and Lutefisk.

Doors open at 7 PM. Its 18*. And

\ou can go see Steve Westfield &
The Slow Band for free downstairs

with your ticket stub Cool

The new precedes the old this Saturday when
Sony/WORK recording artist Dan Bern opens for leg-

endary folkie Odetta at the Iron Horse. Seeing Dan Bern

in concert, it's easy to see why many critics have skipped

the "next Bob Dylan" moniker given to so many undeserv-

ing new artists and have labeled him "the Real Deal." Too

few artists in any musical genre, let alone the folk scene,

possess the energy and raw talent Bern does, and those

qualities seem to explode from him in front of an audi-

ence. His sound has been called "folk/pop/punk/talking

blues/rock." but that barely brushes the surface of what

his mmtc represents.

Standing solo with an acoustic guitar, Bern's stage

presence has an immediate effect on the viewer; a bulky

young guy with a flat-top interweaving terrific guitar

skills with the most brilliant, poetic lyrics in recent mem-

ory. He tells his audience in the song "Jerusalem." his

usual opening number: "Don't ask what kind of music

I'm going to play tonight/ just stay a while/ hear for your-

self a while." This plea comes with good reason — Bern

flows with astonishing ease through songs that are

uproariously funny to sad and tragic, and this gamete is

run at all his shows.

No matter how varied the subject matter. Bern's songs

always roll into each other beautifully, from songs ques-

tioning what would happen if Marilyn Monroe had mar-

ried Henry Miller instead of Arthur Miller ("Marilyn") to

questioning the youth of today's choice of idols (
Kurt,

as in Cobain.) to his theories on where humans came

from ("Aliens came/ and f***ed the monkey).

Even with their vast diversity, the songs never alienate

the audience; instead they seem to pull the listener in and

leave them humming and contemplating the lyrics for days

afterwards. Indeed, his audience is so much a part of his

music that he even has songs about them (including a

song about two female students that he met at a

Northampton show last year).

Bern's debut e.p. "Dog Boy Van" garnered incredible

reviews (the LA. Daily called the seven-song demo the

Album of 1996, even with two months left in the year),

and his brilliant eponymous debut album (featuring a full

backing band and Dylan/Springsteen producer Chuck

Plotkin) is currently collecting similar accolades.

Listening to the two. it's easy to see the maturation ol

the young man over only a year. Of course, he logged

60,000 touring miles last year (including opening stints

for Ani DiFranco at Smith College and StrangeFolk at the

Iron Horse), and wrote a song a day. which most likely

moved the maturing process along at a good clip. This

year. Bern will continue to tour with DiFranco. play sever-

al music festivals, and cross the country dozens of times.

A new artist of Bern's caliber won't be unknown for long.

and the Iron Horse is the perfect setting to sec him shine

Dan Bern will be opening for Odetta at the Iron Horse

on Saturday at 7 p.m.. Tickets are available at

Northampton Box Office and For The Record. Call the

club at 584-Ob 1 for more details.

Highs and lows at the Oscars
( AP) — Ah, the Oscars: the

pageantry, the pomp, the goofy over-

thc-topness of it all. This year's 69th

Academy Awards didn't disappoint

— though some carp that the 3 1/2-

hour show didn't have as many of the

show-stopping, deliciously embar-

rassing moments of years past.

Still, here are a few of the more

piquant moments
• Most Authentic Surprise (tie).

Lauren Bacall. the heavy favorite for

best supporting actress, who didn't

win it. and luliette Binoche, who did.

"I thought Lauren was going to get it

and I think she deserves it," said a

wonderfully shocked Binoche.

"This is a dream. It must be a

French dream. I think Bye." (Tip for

those who taped the show: Catch the

moment when the Binoche's name is

announced and watch the faces of

Bacall and Binoche.)

• Worst Dance Production: Both

of them. (Ah. just what did Michael

Flatley and the Irish step dancers in

"Lord of the Dance" have to do with

the Oscars, anyway?)
• Best Dance Production: Cuba

Gooding |r . who did a really snappy

midair kick and a few high steps

across the stage after winning best

supporting actor.

• Most Exuberant Moment:
Gooding — hands down. He
exclaimed "I love you!" 14 times dur-

ing his acceptance speech, which was

interrupted by the orchestra.

Gooding kept going. He started with

his wife, moved on to God. next sin-

gled out co-star Tom Cruise and fin-

ished with. "Everybody who was

involved in this. I love you! I love

you! I love you!"

• Best Acceptance Quip; Andrew

Lloyd Webber, accepting the Oscar

for best original song for Evita

"Well, thank heavens there wasn't a

song in The English Patient, is all I

can say."

• Worst Staged Moment: Debbie

Reynolds, stopping amid her scripted

remarks introducing an award, to

gripe "Who wrote this drivel?" Her

daughter. Carrie Fisher, then

appeared sheepishly from the wings

— on cue — to confess that this was

her first year writing for the show.

• Most Animated Couple: MTV's

animated characters, and really cool-

movie star introducers, hee-hee,

Beavis and Butt-head.

• Least Animated Couple: Chris

Farley and David Spade, with their

inane "Saturday Night" schtick

• Best Trouper: Celine Dion, who
stepped in for an ailing Natalie Cole

on one day's notice to sing "I Finally

Found Someone." music and lyrics by

one Barbra Streisand. La Streisand

initially had sent her regrets to the

ceremony, with more catty observers

speculating it was because she felt

her film. The Mirror Has Two Facts.

had been snubbed. She unexpectedly

showed up. however, and the camera

helpfully honed in on her carefully

composed face when host Billy

Crystal praised Madonna's class in

showing up to sing despite not being

nominated for her star tum in Evita.

• Most Prophetic Statement: From

Bette Midler, presenting the Oscar

for best original song with The First

Wives Club co-stars Goldie Hawn
and Diane Keaton "I voted for you.

darling." Ms. Midler told Ms. Keaton.

referring to her best actress nomina-

tion for Mamn's Room. "But you do

already have one. so it won t be the

end of the world if you don't get

one." She didn't. Oscar went home
with Frances McDormand. for her

role as a pregnant cop in Fargo.

• Slimmest (sort-of) "Pregnant"

Woman: Actress Helen Hunt, svelte

and elegant in a shimmcry. cham-

pagne-colored gown by Isaac

Mizrahi. On television's "Mad About

You." her character is due to give

birth during the May sweeps. But

Monday night. Hunt looked anything

but expectant. "I carry it well, don't

I
?" she said, laughing.

• Sweetest Acceptance Speech: |an

Sverak, director of the foreign-lan-

guage winner. Kolya. who spoke

directly to his Oscar, adding that he

hoped he would one day make a

brother for him.

• Biggest Tear-jerking Moment:
When Muhammed Ali. afflicted with

Parkinson's disease, appeared quietly

dignified on stage with George
Foreman and the makers of When
We Were Kings, the documentary on

the boxers' 1974 fight in Zaire.

• Those Boots Were Made for

Winning: Billy Bob Thornton (Sling

Blade) who, clad in a ZZ Top base-

ball cap and cowboy boots, said he

"can't really help" being a hillbilly.

Even while wearing an old-fashioned

tuxedo and siring tic. Thornton could

just as easily have been dressed in

overalls.

Oprah hosts special children s program

By Jennifer Bowles

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Ask a kid what he's always won-

dered about and you might be surprised: "I want to

know if grasshoppers have brains."

Ask another what he knows about sex and you get

this: "It means that when you kiss somebody you don't

stop."

These questions and more are posed to children of

varied social, economic and racial backgrounds from

KMM ,n <-' country in a two-hour ABC special. "About

Us: The Dignity of Children." airing at 8 p.m. EST

Saturday, rated TV- 1 4.

Hosted by Oprah Winfrey, the special offers a

refreshing and insightful look into the world of chil-

dren through their own words.

The show is an "intimate portrayal of what it's like

to be a child, the very experience of childhood itself."

Winfrey says inopening the program. "Something that

too many of us have probably forgotten."

The children impart their thoughts to an unseen

interviewer on a variety of topics, anything from their

fears, frustrations and wishes to their feelings about

their heritage, siblings or absent parents.

"I think a normal family is people who love each

other, look after each other and make... make... make-

sure everything is OK." says an 1 1 -year-old.

A Chicago teen-ager says: "I think grown-ups some-

times forget that kids are as smart as they are. They

forget that we see things and we hear things and we

feel things." Unlike many specials, this one doesn't

offer any so-called expert opinions

"The minute that people start to talk to vou from a

place of knowing more than you do, I find that a turn

off," said executive producer Fred Bcrner.

Berner hopes the special, if nothing else, leaves

adults with one impression.

"My hope is that by feeling and being touched emo-

tionally, that they'll never look at children quite the

same way. that something will be planted so there's a

slightly different way of seeing children and hearing

them and the hope that we become better listeners
"
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Cuba Gooding |r. won a Oscar for Best Supporting Actor.

Hewlett-Packard

—

Performer of the year.

We like the sound of that

Hewlett-Packard, the world's most admired technology company, is also

Fortes magazine's 1995 Performer of the Year. We are a world leadf t in

the design, manufacturing and distribution of computer and electronicM
and measurement equipment because of a core set of performance-based

values we call The HP Way" Currently, we have employment opptirruni-

ties available for Electrical Engineering majors (BS. MS, or PhD) in the fol

lowing departments:

• Research and Development

• Manufacturing

• Marketing

• Technical Support

• QA
• Custom Solutions

Successful candidates must have excellent interpersonal, problem solving.

and written/verbal communication skills. Individual must be self-mouvat

ed. detailoriented, and able to work in a team environment

Interested candidates please contact the I nrvi-rsit\ Career Center

and meet with our hiring managers on campus April 8, 1997 Anyone

interested in meeting with the hiring managers are invited to attend a social

gathering Monday. April 7th. It will held in Room #803 from 6:00 pm to

8 00 pm. To learn more about HP and our employment opportunities,

visit our Homepage on the World Wide Web at: http://www.joba.hp.ror i

Hewlett-Packard Company is an equal opportunity employer dedicated to

affirmative action and work force diversity.

HEWLETT*
PACKARD
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Minutewomen to open softball season at Totman
By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

There will be no place quite like

home for the Massachusetts soft-

ball team this weekend, when they
return to Amherst for their home
opener after a brutal early season
schedule leaves them with a 7-13
record.

The Minutewomen open up
their A- 10 season Saturday and
Sunday afternoon at I p.m. at
Totman Field, when they wage war
against Dayton and St.
Bonaventure in double- header
action, respectively.

Though they have struggled
early, UMass can find comfort in

their proven ability to hang in

there with the top teams in the
country.

The Minutewomen have already

dropped heartbreaking one-run
decisions to No. 5 Fresno State,

No. 6 South Carolina and No. 14

South Florida.

Also slated on their early season
schedule have been tough out-
comes with No. 13 Southwestern
Louisiana. No. 16 Michigan State

and No. 20 Louisiana Tech.

The road has been tough for
UMass, and returning to the cozy
confines of Totman Field appears

to be the best remedy for the
homesick and slumping
Minutewomen.
This weekend, the

Minutewomen will need to get the

ball rolling by dismantling their

overmatched A- 10 foes Dayton
and St. Bonaventure.

The Flyers attack is led by 1 496

All A 10 team member Megan
Gue.

Cue's team-high .339 batting

average accompanied by her
team-high 21 hits, has paced
Dayton through early season tur-

moil en route to a disappointing
5- 13-1 start.

Gue is the center of a weak
Flyer lineup that has had trouble

scoring runs so far this season,

while hitting at only a .239 clip.

The Bonnies have faired slightly

better thus far, jumping out to a

deceiving 9-1 mark, but have yet

to play a team higher than
Division III.

UMass will be the first true test

of their season.

St. Bonaventure standout
lessica Gauby leads the team with

an impressive .424 batting aver-

age.

The Bonnies have so far proven
the theory that pitching and
defense wins ballgames, outscor-

ing their opponents 87-20 over 10

games.

To be successful, UMass will

need strong outings from sopho-
more Danielle Henderson who
took home A-10 pitcher of the

week honors last week.

Despite a lack of run support

which won her only 3 of six

games, Henderson yielded just

two earned runs, a stifling 0.43
earned run average.

For those stats buffs, you can
bet on the Minutewomen taking

control of matters this weekend.
UMass has dominated their home
openers, winning 19 of 21, reeling

off the last 12 straight.
COURTIS* MtOA DILATIONS

The Massachusetts softball team kicks off its home season this week-

end.

water polo
continued from page 10

Another important accomplish-
ment last week was the win over
USC, a team who has a reputation for

being violent and playing dirty, and
who the Minutewomen lost to just a

few days prior. According to

Newcomb, the loss was significant in

making the team realize that it should

not have been an 11-5 loss, and that

our team can play with them.

"We didn't try and play dirty, we
just went out at them, as opposed to

sitting back and letting them get us,

and it was a great game," Newcomb
said. "It was never more than one
goal away."

"I think they came out thinking

that they were just going to walk all

over us again, but we came to play

and they didn't. I think that made the

difference," freshman Katie Grogan
said.

There were many things that the

team wanted to do on this trip,

according to Newcomb, including

beating Redlands, Washington,
Indiana and winning the Claremont

Colleges Tournament, which they

came very close to doing.

"I think it was a great opportunity

for us. from here all the way down
we just played one great game after

another, and that's what we were try-

ing to do." Newcomb said. "We were

trying to go out and play against the

best teams — we did that. To play

well against the best teams — 1 think

we did that as well."

One of the key assets for the team

has been Grogan. the leading scorer

thus far this season. To date. Grogan
has 48 goals. 43 assists and 57 steals.

According to Newcomb. she has had

a tremendous impact on the program.

"She is just an outstanding ability,"

Newcomb said. "We are excited

about having her here, and she is

making her impact felt right from the

start."

This past week Grogan scored in

all but one of the matches, racking up

22 more goals during this road trip.

After scoring six goals to helping lead

the Minutewomen to a victory over

Claremont. she continued to impress,

scoring another four goals against

Washington.

Another player who made her pres-

ence known this trip is senior tri-cap-

tain Cathy Leeburg.

"Cathy has an incredible game
sense," Newcomb said. "She knows
where she needs to be. what she-

needs to do, and always is there. She

always has herself in the position to

get an assist."

Currently Leeburg is second only

to Grogan, with 21 assists and 24

goals. She scored four goals against

Claremont, and helped the

Minutewomen down Indiana with

three goals.

"We have a crew of leaders in our

captains, Nancy MacNeil. Barbara

Hickey and Cathy Leeburg, who arc-

doing a great job as far as keeping the

team motivated and psyched about

playing and coming to workouts and

working hard. They are doing a real

good job," Newcomb said.

According to Hickey. the team
gives each other a lot of support,

which is one reason the confidence

level is so high.

"Comments like. 'That's a great

shot' from your teammates means a

lot to people. For someone who is my
teammate to see something that I did

is more important because they are

playing at the same time and are see-

ing the situation," Hickey said.

"Most of the confidence comes
from our own team, i think our team

together is very strong. Support wise.

I think that everyone really helps

each other," Bamond said.

Can the Sox be any good in 1997??

By Jimmy Golen
Ajjooated Press

FORT MYERS. Fla - Don't
expect to see Boston Red Sox man-

ager |imy Williams making proposi-

tion bets between exhibition games
in Las Vegas this weekend. He
won't even commit to breaking
.500 this season.

Asked yesterday if he would echo

the marginally optimistic prediction

Dick Williams made in Boston's

pennant-winning season of 1967 —
"We'll win more than we lose" —
the current Williams declined.

"But I certainly feel that. I really

feel that (we will]." he said before

the team broke camp and headed
for Las Vegas to continue its exhi-

bition schedule. "Our goal is to

play in October. You have to win

more than you lose to plav in

October."

The Red Sox wrapped up the

Florida portion of their exhibition

schedule with a 6-1 loss to the

Chicago White Sox. then finished

packing up their lockers for the

truck to Boston.

Yesterday's loss dropped the Red

Sox to 9-17-1 in Florida, including

just four victories in their last 22

games.

"Regardless of the record. I think

we're fine. I feel good about it."

Williams said. "There are some
very, very good hitters here who
haven't hit the way they're going to

hit.

"I like these guys. They're good

players. There are good arms on

that pitching staff*

After the game, the team headed

to Nevada for games against

Seattle. San Diego and two against

the New York Mets. Then, it will

be off to Anaheim to open the sea-

son against the Angels on
Wednesday.

Williams, who isn't a gambler,

said it will be all baseball when he

gets to Las Vegas. Same with

pitcher Vaughn Eshelman. whose

spot on the roster is not yet

assured.

"I'm going to catch up on my
rest. I can't wait for a night game,"

he said, noting also that he has read

several books on blackjack. "It's

not a vacation for me. It's still a lot

of hard work."

Third baseman Tim Naehring.

whose dashing good looks make
him a favorite of the newspaper
gossip columns in Boston, will stay

out of trouble meeting with busi-

ness partners for his youth pro-

gram. Bret Saberhagen said he has

nothing special planned.
Designated hitter Reggie Jefferson

and his wife will try to take in some
shows, playing a little blackiack

here and there.

But at least one of tfft teammates

has big plans.

"I'm going to eat. I'm going to

seriously eat," said opening day
starter Tom Gordon, who planned

to head straight for the Tropicana

Hotel buffet he remembers from a

trip there in 1989. "I'm going to

pay for the buffet and see how long

I can stay before they kick me out."

|ohn Valentin was listening to

some interviews at the next locker

when a radio reporter tried to thaw

his mood with the ill-conceived

comment, "You don't look happy."

"Does it matter?" Valentin replied.

Well, no. It probably doesn't.

Second base or shortstop,

pleased or disgruntled, traded or

still in Boston, it probably doesn't

matter what Valentin docs or how
he feels. That's just the problem

with the Red Sox this year. )ust

two years away from a division

title, the Red Sox are likely headed

for a fourth-place finish and a 79th

consecutive year without a World
Series title. Only six players that

faced Cleveland in the 1995 AL
playoffs are still with the team, but

Boston's revolving door roster

would really start spinning if

Valentin gets his wish for a trade.

"In "95, we were a couple of

players away, but we've changed a

lot of faces. It makes it tough." first

baseman Mo Vaughn said. "When
you change roles from year to year,

it makes it tougher to fill in the

gaps. You just hope you can fill

them in before you're 6-19."

The Red Sox did indeed open 6-

19 last season, the result of a fran-

chise-worst start that doomed them

to also-ran status even with base-

ball's best record after the All-Star

break.

During the off-season. Red Sox
perennials Roger Clemens and Mike
Greenwell left angrily. Slugger lose

Canseco demanded a trade — and
got his wish — after manager Kevin

Kennedy was fired. And before the

first pitch of the spring. Vaughn
lashed out at management's failure

to keep pace in the competitive AL
East.

The grousing only intensified

after Valentin was moved from
shortstop to second base, a long-

expected but poorly handled deci-

sion that exhumed the turmoil of

last fall. The shuffle installed

Nomar Garciaparra at shortstop

and Wil Cordero, who spent the

winter trying to learn second base,

in left.

"I would have gone on a cruise."

he smirked.

Shane Mack, a free agent signee

who spent the last two years in

lapan. will play center and Rudy
Pemberton and Troy O'Leary seem

to be platooned in right. Reggie

lefferson and Mike Stanley are slat-

ed to platoon at designated hitter.

Tim Naehring. who became a

free agent after the new labor

agreement was approved, passed up
a more lucrative offer from
Cleveland to stay in Boston and

stay at third base. Bill Haselman
will catch.

The bullpen has Heathcliff

Slocumb as closer and about nine

interchangeable others fighting for

the five remaining spots. The com-
petition might have been more sus-

penseful if it weren't a near certain-

ty that the Red Sox — who used 53

players in 1995 and 55 more in '96

— will go through all of them and

more during the season.

Final 4: Notes from Indianapolis
By Jim O'Connell

Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — Dean Smith

is again chasing Adolph Rupp. Rick

Pitino is going for history. Lute

Olson is looking for respect. Clem
Haskins is trying to shake the rook-

ie tag.

The Final Four always has a solid

group of coaches and this year is no

exception.

Saturday's first matchup has

Smith and his North Carolina Tar

Heels going against Olson and his

Arizona Wildcats, a rematch of the

teams' season-opener won by
Arizona 83-72.

Then it will be Pitino's defending

national champion Kentucky
Wildcats against Haskins'
Minnesota Golden Gophers, who
are making the first Final Four
appearance in school history.

College basketball is a sport of

coaches and this Final Four is no

exception.

Smith moved to the top of the

coaches' victory list in the second

round of the NCAA tournament,

passing Rupp with win No. 877.

Two wins in Indianapolis will move
Smith past Rupp and into second

place on the Final Four victory list.

This is Smith's ] ith Final Four,

one behind |ohn Woodcn's record,

and a title would be his third and

break him out of a logjam of seven

coaches with two. Wooden won 10

titles. Rupp had four and Indiana's

Bob Knight has three.

"From 1967 to now a lot has

changed even with the Final Four,"

said Smith, whose 65 tournament

victories are well ahead of

Wooden's 47 on the career list.

"The big hoopla came somewhere
between our trips in 1972 and
1977. In 1977. I couldn't believe

the difference. Yet I believe I'd like

our team to approach it as Arizona

is the next game on our schedule."

The Tar Heels (28-6) are on a

16-game winning streak and
haven't lost since Jan. 29. Their

first loss of the season was to

Arizona in the Tipoff Classic at

Springfield. Mass.
"1 won't even let our team watch

that game," Smith said. "Both
teams are so different now."

Arizona (23-9) pulled off the

upset of the tournament in beating

topranked Kansas in the Southeast

Regional semifinals and then had to

sweat out an overtime win over

Providence in the finals. "1 think

we're playing very well. We've not

made it easy in terms of getting

there with all four games going

down to the wire," Olson said. "But

without a doubt we're playing the

best basketball that we have all year

long."

Olson took Iowa to the Final

Four in Indianapolis in 1980 and
this is his third trip with Arizona.

Still, he's a coach whose name is

more synonymous with being on
the wrong end of first-round upsets.

"I think our program stands on

its own and you can't control what

people say." Olson said. "Our pro-

gram has been a outstanding pro-

gram for a number of years now
and we don't feel the need to pro-

tect that at all."

Kentucky (34-4) won it all last

season and is two games from
repeating despite losing the crux of

last year's team to graduation, the

NBA and a midseason knee injury

to star guard Derek Anderson.

Pitino is trying to become the

seventh coach to lead a team to a

repeat title, the last being Duke's

Mike Krzyzewski in 1992. "With

this team the only thing we've been

trying to do is get better and
improve." Pitino said. "We never

thought in terms of. well I

shouldn't say that, we did think in

terms of defending the national

title. When Derek went down all

we did was try to get better. Now
we have an opportunity to do that

but we understand we're playing

Minnesota and it's going to be a dif-

ficult task." The Golden Gophers
(31-3). who have won 16 of their

last 17 games, are the newcomers
to the Final Four hoopla, but it

doesn't seem to faze Haskins in the

least.

"We try to treat it like any game
on the road. It's an opportunity

once in a lifetime," he said. "We're

here to play a couple of hours a

day, relax a couple of hours a day

and then enjoy what's going on
with the kids.

There was a time when Cameron
Mills had trouble getting noticed on

the Kentucky bench. Now he's a

marked man in the NCAA tourna-

ment.

The former walk-on received that

kind of attention from Utah in the

Wcst Regional final after scoring a

career-high 19 points in an 83-68

semifinal victory over St. loseph's

Utah did a superb job on Mills,

holding him scoreless and limiting

him to just one shot. But Kentucky

won 72-59.

"It felt good. I guess," Mills said

of the defensive attention. "Once
you concentrate so heavily on one

player, it's going to help out the

rest of the team because that's

going to leave other guys open."

Mills, a 6-foot- 3 junior guard, has

been hot in the NCAA tourney. He
is averaging 12.3 points, third best

on the team, while hitting 72 per-

cent (13-of-18) from 3-point range.

"Cameron has been a major fac-

tor in us going to the Final Four."

said Kentucky coach Rick Pitino.

whose team faces Minnesota in the

semifinals Saturday night. "We
could not have done this without

him because somebody had to step

us and get us points." North
Carolina plays Arizona in the other

semifinal for a spot in the NCAA
championship game.

Mills admits to being slightly

overwhelmed about his postseason

play. After all, before this season

his playing time was sparse and
always came when the outcome was

well in hand for the Wildcats.

Pitino said Mills has improved
steadily, and while the guard
doesn't have great quickness or

leaping ability, he does have a pret-

ty jump shot.

WESHRN MASSACHUSETTS SOFTWARE ASSOCIATION

41 Main Street • Florence. MA 01060 • 413-584 3449 • fax 413-584-2495
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Tuesday, April 1, 11 a.m-7 p.m.

Springfield MA Sheraton Monarch Hotel Grand Ballroom

OVER 30 COMPANIES SEEKING!

Software Engineers • Technical Writers • Systems Analysts

Network Specialists • MIS Professionals • Application Programmers

Quality Assurance • System/LAN Administrators

1 Software Managers . and many morr!!!
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Friday March 28 10 - Midnight CROWN ROYAL
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Aprl5
MUSON
MGHT

Shoot for the

WrfWUVE
10-1
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

AUTO FOR SALE
Purchasing used car? Having

your cat repaired 1 Do you know your

rights'' Contact the Student Legal

Services Office. 922 Campus Center.

545-1995

1982 Ford Explorer 4x4. A/C. 5
speed, 2 door. 90K. loots and runs

excellent $9500 549-6994

EMPLOYMENT
Hadley Office hat 10 part-time

openings for Field Service Reps in its

Customer Service Division

Responsibilities include Marketing.

Service, and light Deliveries in

Amherst, Hadley. and Northampton
areas

$87J12bour

Call 584-7696

10am to 4pm
Ask for Frank Biasi

Vermont Adventure! Farm and
Wilderness is now hiring summer
staff We need people who want to

provide positive guidance and sup-

port to adolescents coming of age in

the 90s Counselors, nurses, cooks,

general staff Organic farming, back-

packing rock climbing, waterfront,

carpentry, crafts Challenging

wilderness environment in the Green

Mountains of Vermont Contact
Philip Tobm 1802)422-3761 or

fandwOsover net
Ihttp //www fendw org)

EMPLOYMENT
Hadley Office hee severel part-

time positions available in its

Marketing Dept

• Evening and Weekend Shifts

• Fun Atmosphere
• Daily. Weekly, and Monthly

Bonuses
• On Bus Line

• 15 to 35 hours a week
$7/$10hour

Call 584-7696 between 2pm and

9pm

I College students,

anyone to sell Good Humor Ice

Cream from one of our vending
trucks Work outdoors this summer
Be your own boss RTS available in

your area Earn S750-950/weekly
Male or Female Apply now Call

Mon -Sat 9am - 3pm only.

(203)366-2641 or (800)899-1009

Need a summer job? Know the

web? Sell MCI Internet Websites to

anyone, whenever you want to work

low cost, nice income for you Call

(800)372 7683 or e-mail for more
information dlengerOaol com

Salet Reps Expanding company
seeks motivated people to earn extra

money Full or Part Time Will train

(413)732-0699

Leasing Agents Full and Part Time

for the busy summer session Musi
be outgoing, friendly, and willing to

work many hours Responsibilities

include collecting rent, processing

applications, answering phones and
general clerical work P'ease apply

in person at Cliff side Apartments

between 1-4pm No phone calls

please EOE

EMPLOYMENT
Crsbapple White Water Looking
for one person to greet trips Work in

restaurant and retail store Full-Time

Summer Job Some positions
looking for multi-talented, friendly

person (413)625-2288

SOpportunityS Looking for several

exciting, enthusiastic, and dedicated

people to expand an already lucra-

tive market Great opportunity for

those who are serious Interested

persons call Todd at (413)739-4669

Earn great money and valuable

Sales/Marketing experience
Memolink's Memoboards are com-
ing to UMassI We need one highly

motivated individual to direct our

sales project Contact David at

(800)563-6654

Amherst Leisure Services is now
accepting applications for summer
positions Aquatics positions Pool

Maintenance Supervisor. Canoe
Instructors. Assistant Pool Manager
Lifeguards. Swim Instructors, and
Cashiers Day Camp Positions Camp
Counselors. Special Needs
Coordinator/Supervisor in

Mainstream setting. Special Needs
Counselor/Aides in Mainstream set-

ting. Camp Art Director. Camp
Resource Manager Sports Positions

Ball Field Maintenance, Youth
Tennis Instructors Applications are

available at the Town of Amherst
Human Resources and Leisure

Services Offices Return completed

application by the preferred deadline

of 3/31/97 to Town of Amherst
Human Resources Office. 70
Boltwood Walk. Amherst. MA
01002 An E0/AA Employer

EMPLOYMENT
Legal Atsistents Wonted- Fall

1997 Internships with the Student

Legal Services Office, get hands-on

experience in the Legal field— work

directly with attorneys and clients

Earn up to 15 undergraduate credits

No experience in the Legal profes-

sion necessary— training provided

Stop by the office today and pick up

an application 922 Campus Center

Technicel Support/ISP looking for

a great part-time job? We are a

local, progressive, internet service

provider that is looking for Quality,

Energetic, and Reliable persons to

loin our team Requirements: experi-

ence in Windows '95, Windows 31,

Mac, Dialup Networking and TC PIP

Call our |0b hotline today! (413)587-

4333 or e-mail jobsOcrocker com

Craise Lines Hiring Earn up to

$2000+/month plus tree world travel

(Europe. Caribbean, etc I No expen

ence necessary (919)918-7767 ext

C180 (Member. Better Business
Bureau CARE Program)

Alaska Employment Earn up to

$3000-$6000%/month m fisheries,

parks, resorts, airfare, food/lodging 1

Get all the options. Call 1919)918

7767 ext A180

Part-Time Seles Reps Wanted
lead the way into the 21 st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat-

shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332
Bleecker St - 040. NYC. NY 10014

EMPLOYMENT
Cruise end Lend Tour Employment
work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid! For industry

information, call Cruise Employment
Services (B00I276-4948 ext C50017
(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

FOR RENT

4 bedroom apartment 2 bath. 2

large living rooms located on bus

route in South Amherst. Call 256-

1561

Summer Rentel- West Hyannis
Port Cape Cod three bedroom Walk
to Craigville Beach Available 5/25-

8/31 (508)778-6519

Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

I508I477-6000

FOR SALE

Buy wholesale, not retail. The
last phone card you will ever own
MCI Pre-paid only $2 00 for 10 min-

utes This card is rechargeable Mail

$2 00 and SASE to Collegiate

Communications, P Box 785.
Attleboro. MA 02703 (800)372-7683

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Nyer.

Wish I was getting the

cash today 1 You cra;y bagel Live up
the Big Nineteen i

love and Beyond.

Twit

INSTRUCTION

GRE/GMAT
30 hours, $395

American Academy
1-800-808- Prep

(please leave your name and num-

ber)

Gold Chein end Pendant
Boyden Great personal value to me
Please call Hilary 256-4546

MUSICIANS

DRUMMER WANTED
Punk/Ska Band 25 Liars needs a

drummer now! We have practice

space and demo and gigs upcoming

Call Dave and Ryan 665-91 12

MISCELLANEOUS

Fundraiser- Motiveted groups
needed to earn $500+ promoting

AT&T, Discover, gas and retail cards

Since 1969. we've helped thousands

of groups raise the money they need

Call Gma at (890)592-2121 ext 110

Free CD to qualified callers

ROOM WANTED
Looking for apartment on bus line

for Fall '97 Please call Amy 546-

0706

ROOMMATE WANTED

Two bedroom apt. ASAPI Mill

Valley Estates Rent negotiable Call

253-0592

SERVICFS
Legal Questions? The Student

Legal Services Office offers free

legal assistance to fee-paying stu-

dents Contact us at 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995

Piercings by the Bearded Lady
222 State St Northampton 586

0829

Legal Questions? The Student

Legal Services Office offers free

legal assistance to fee-paying stu-

dents Contact us at 922 Campus
Center. 545- 1 995

Pregnant? Naad help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

SUMMER SUBLET

3 bedroom Puffton available 6/1

549-5941

TO SUBLET

1 bedroom apartment available

immediately Call Tncia for more
info (617)247-2388

TRAVEL

Party Weekend In Vermont April

4-6. only $99( Includes condo. lift

ticket Contact UMass Ski Club 545-

3437

Montreel- Pnrty Weekend April

11-13, 2 nights lodging and round

trip bus $115 Call UMass Ski Club

545-3437
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Personals Policy Rates
I Ml prrviruh MUSI tar proutrr«d bv CoH*$tsn iUv

•tTsfkluvct?* tartar* perymmi jnd «crpuncr of

todOMM
: lj*i wnr* MAY NOT tar uvrd in penonih ONLY

ftftt iumn and intful* *n» drftowrd Thr onK rurp
m fa* h*rtrxl*to or t unflrjtutjteom prrx>n*>* m

flat fuJI rumr nwv he u»rd
I PHune *u*ntoam *rr no* allow*** m pertontK VO

4 AdaVrw, are not itemed m

ProUnrry may not be wed in prnondnS
Thr prnonaK trction t% tor pmoruK only Thr ptr-

wnal* WKlton may NOT tar used to *eiT item* teei.

roommates , advents* mretings etc

AM pergonal* nufti have the name signature, and
UMmi ID number at me student placing the at

tiWrd <n on thr inwrtion order Non-Uudem* mutt
provide a valid driver'* Itcrme and the Ik erne num-
ber mutt tar recorded on the insertion order U» of

•aKr idrrsttiVabort or mnre^reterttabon it tubtert to

fVrwrtak « * a thrtaWfti.ru or de*o*afc*ry nature are

r-utahtr Pervoruh of a vindictive or libetou*

an not acceptable Pervunalt may not be
1 ' thr purpene at haratarntnt

prnattitn under thr law

The C .WAm> Co/ieffAan reserve* thr right to refute or to edit

any personal that dor* not mret thr CoMafun't stan-

dard* in accordant*? with the ttaiulet ot thr
l (tmmonwearth ot Ma**a< hutettt

Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
PltMvf v\«i!i' I If.irly and

legibly We are not responsible tor errors resuh-

<nn (rum illegible handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

APARTMENT FOR RENT
AUTO FOR SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND 12 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BSRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM (WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

FRIDAY. MARCH 28

Ilecture — Former
Olympian swimmer Greg
Louganis will speak about
his decision to go public

with his homosexuality
and the fact that he has

AIDS at Mount Holyoke
College at 7:50 p.m. in

Chapin Auditorium. The
event is free and open to

the public.

Corned* — The UMass

SATURDAY. MARCH 29

Improv Comedy Troupe
will present its free, week-
ly improv comedy show.
Mission Improvable, at 8
p.m. in the Campus
Center basement.

NOTICES

financial aid —
Applications for summer
financial aid are now
available at Financial Aid

Services. You must be a

continuing student
enrolled in a degree grant-

ing program at UMass:
taking summer classes
through Continuing
Education; going on
approved summer interna-

tional exchange program
through IPO; or working
on a graduate dissertation.

Deadline is April 18. Late

applications will not be
accepted.

-

Meeting — Common
Ground will be holding
support and advocacy
meetings for low-income
students and allies every

Tuesday in the Campus
Center (room to be
announced) from noon-2
p.m. For more informa-
tion, conact Mary
Sutherland at (413)
323-9725 or leave a mes-
sage in our box in the

GEO office, basement of

the Student Union.

Athletics — UMass
Women's Crew is looking

for women 5' 5" or less to

cox. No experience neces-

sary. To join their winning
team, call 545-9484.
Writing submissions —

mOthertongue. a multina-

tional journal published by

the comparative literature

department is seeking sub-

misssions for its spring
1997 publication. Now
accepting poetry, prose,

lyrics and one-acts in lan-

guages other than English

as well as artwork and
photos from abroad.
Please include an English

translation as well to

department of compara-
tive lit., 303 South
College, UMass.
Band wanted —

Amnesty International is

looking for a Jazz Band to

play for its upcoming
fundraiser this spring. If

interested, call the

Amnesty office at

549-1925 or Babz at

546-3105 as soon as pos-

sible.

Meeting — The Peer
Mentor Network is a stu-

dent organization for

undergraduate and gradu-

ate students with disabili-

ties on campus. Everyone
is welcome. Meetings are

Thursday nights from 6-7

p.m. in Campus Center.

Please bring your
thoughts and concerns to

the meeting. For more
information. contact
Susan Pilner at 545-0892
or Kregg Strehorn at

545-4602.
Support group —

REFLECT, the Five

College bereavement sup-

port program is offering

two support groups this

semester: A grief support

group for those who have

experienced the death of

someone close to them;

and an illness group for

those currently coping
with the serious illness of

a loved one. If you or
someone you know is

interested, please call us at

577-5316 for more infor-

mation.

Health services —
Confused, afraid, or just

curious? Do you have
questions about sex,

STDs, alcohol, drugs, eat-

ing disorders. HIV/AIDS,
stress management or
quitting smoking or chew-
ing tobacco? Don't know
who to ask? Call the Peer

Health Connections
phoneline at UMass at

577- 5168. Trained stu-

dents will anonymously
answer your questions and
tell you where to go for

more help.

Commencement
Housing — A limited
number of residence hall

rooms will be available or

FVb are pubkc tentce announcement! printed

dally To womit an FYI, pteave send a press

rrieaii containing ill pertinent information,
nctudng the name and phone number of the
contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Ecttor by noon the prevmn day

the relatives and friends of

graduating UMass stu-

dents for the night of
Saturday, May 24.

Commencement Housing
applications are available

at the University
Conference Service Office,

918 Campus Center. To
guarantee a reservation,

completed forms with full

payment must be returned

to University Conference
Services by May 1. There
will be no on-site reserva-

tions.

Internships —
Internships are available

working on Earth Day,
Hunger. Recycling and
Clean Air. Call Melanie at

MassPirg, 545-0199 or
stop by the office at

423-A Student Union
Building.

s
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Daily Listings sponsored by: MIR'8Ml
41 BOLTWOOD WALK • AMHERST

Member O.C.M.P.
"we accept all major credit cards" ii ». i ivi, .>|. a ,, , . ^, M | „

to
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1*7

IB

HSCN Bulletin

Board
CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

BET

BET on Jazz

1 UCTV
The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

4 1 Rr >| ItVCnnt > ; r> • a tvt M h h - i

$ 1 drinks Rum & Coke

& always $1 Bud
light draft

FRIDAY EVENING

WEOH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvfT
WTIC

WWIP
WGBY
WQGB
WSBK
WTBS
AAE
CNN
COM
DISC

ISPN
LIFE

"mtv
NrCK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
TtBO

-

MAX
SHOW

at

Ji
J.

T

JO

21

6:00
Creatures

Newel

6:30
Business Hpt

CBS Newt

Newel
Full House!

Freeh Prince

Simpsons I

Creatures

ABC News

Freeh Prince"

NBC News

MarttnX

NBC News

RoseanneX
-

uor MannIWV IMRI

Business Rpt.

AiC
Beverly mils, 90210 (In Stereo)

Family Metiers |FemHy Metiers

wmcyveed and Alive

WortdView Ii

7:00 7:30
Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Inside Edition

CBS News

Inside Edition Chronicle X

Am Journal

Ent Tonight

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! X
Judge

Ent T<

Judy I
EntToniohl

Home Imp,

Wheel-Fortune
|Jeoperdyfx

Real TV S

HartCopyJL
Seinfeld X

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X

Seinfeld «

C • Camput

8:00
Wash Week WaN St Week

8:30

JAG The Guardian" (In Stereo)

JAG "The Guardian" (In Stereo)

*7S
yMettersjBc

"WverofOeei

FamtlyMatters|BoyWorld

9:00
McLsuflhHn

9:30
Connecticut"

Orleans "Luther's Temptation"

Orleans 'Luther's Temptation"

Sebrine-Witch

ct>"(1969. Adventure) Michael

Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo) jOstsHne (In Stereo) X
"The OtvTt Bef (1994, Drama)mtutntovj | lag*, mania

Uneotved Mysteries (In Stereo)

^icoeette

SMdert "The Last of Eden" X
Oeteline (In Stereo) I

Unsolved Mystsrlee (In Stereo)

Wesh. Week

Seinfeld X I Ent Tonight [Family Matters IBoyWorM | Sebrine-WHch [Step by Step

Wall St Week

(In Sterec

Sheridan. JoeLando

Millennium "Walkabout" X
Oeteline (In Stereo) X
State We re In I frug. Gourmet

NBA Beeketbetl Boston Celtics at Philadelphia 76ers (Live)

Preeeeeon Baseball Atlanta Bravesn Cincinnati Reds, (l^e) X
Equalizer Zebra 17"

MoneytineX [Croesrlr

»«Vi •Tjrxwlpuiwr»/("(1989, Cotnedy) BUI Murray. Dan Aykroyb
7

Beyond 2000

UpCtoee

Supermarket"

RentStlmpy

ClarlseeEipt

New Edge (R)

Furniture

Nest Step (R)

Bfortacenter

Debt

Week in Rock

Tiny Toon

AntkravitjL
Renovation

In the Meet of the Night T
'The Maltese Indian

(4:30)

Wlnge "The Rubber Planes" (Ft) |WHd Piecovery: Serpent

Biography: Humphrey Booart

X|Bu roof

«»V8eaflr>ePavir

Larry IQruj Uve X

MARCH 28, 1997
10:00

Fourth Estate"

10:30
First nights

Nash Bridges "Out of Chicago"

Nash Bridges "Out of Chicago

20/20 X

Crisis Center (In Stereo) X
LAPD

Crlets Carter (In Stereo) X

Crisis Center (In Stereo) X
Testing With Oevid Frost I
20/20X

IMartin X

11:00 11:30
World at War "British Victory"

NwWt JL ILate Show!
Late Show «

News I INJghtfinel

Jenny Jones (Rl (In Stereo) X
News

H. Patrol

News

CoachX

Tonight Show

Reel TVT
Tonight Show

"

Deep Space 8

Tonight Show
Charlie Roee (In Stereo)

NewsX NightwneX

Mad Abo You

**^^^^^2M5[^^5^rtp^;
Reel TV I

wa^Twnsai
*H TreYnvryania 6-6000" (1 965.^^Comedy) JeH foldblurn. |««'^ "Gtwttbusttrs ff (1989, Comedy) Bil Murray. OanAvkroyd

Women's College BeeketfaaH: NCAA Semifinal -Teams T8A

Choppers on Patrol (R)

Dish

Singled Out

OougX

3 Blind Dates

Idiot Savants

She-Wolf of London

RugratsX

Music Videos (In Stereo)

Hometlme(R) |Hometime (R)

In the Heat of the Night I
ghlender: The Series X

Sports on the Silver Screen (R) X
*<* "The r»ef"(1995, Suspense) Sandra Bullock 'PG-13' X
«» ''UHflov>"(l995,Drama)ChnsO'Donnetl PG-13X

Wire [Pandora

World Today!
Lew a Order I
Sports Mm- IMoneyWnel

iTioppsrs on retrot \n)

Womon'e College BaeketbaH: NCAA Semifinal Teams TBA
** "U^irthmml" liOn rV«m.\ Inhn Ditlor PrJki rVxrar

1
Wild Piecovery: Serpent

* "HMitbur (1993, Drama) John Rittet, Polly Qrapei

KaMami

Viewers' Choice

]l Love Lucy X [Bewitched

Beevts-Butt.

Newhart X

Quest (R) [Whet a World | Close Encounters

NBA Beekotbatt Indiana Pacers at Charlotte Hornets (Live) X

Sports

Odd CoupleX
Friday the 13th The Series

Quest (R)

Figure Skating: Champions on Ice

»«k "Tr)e-floc*)e"(l990, Drama) Clint Eastwood. K X*

*t "Carried Away"(l995, Comedy-prama) Dennis Hopper,
'ft'

« "fl»-Dome"(1996) Pauty Shore. 'PG- 13' X |30-Mln. Movie

NbABeeketbsl

La Femme Nftha "Charity" X

«sh(R)

Singled Out

Tiiri

—

SportscsnteT

3 Blind Dates

ihe-WoH of London

LOVtrsTX

M.T.Moore

Pu—t(R) IWhataWortd

"Crnih Dve
** ^fiiHoi

Outer Limits

(1997) Micftaal Oudikoll. -fr ffi

Qaines"(l992, Suspense) Her

: Timberwotves at SuperSoncs

l"Howtno ;i... WeTewor

I Dennis Miller

) Harrison Ford 'R' x"
|
PcJtergstst: t he Legacy I | -jevinny"
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

Know ma'am ... i NOTitto voue,'
SAtt OH CMOCOLMl MS.S. AND I

WAS \MtOOm» If VOU HAD ANY
JIMSK.MT 0*1 SOMCTMINO

Robotman By Jim Meddick

\CH &H0ULD\ Wi SM0UL5 1 f

KT LEAST )'WtRE:'S V» Ot4t

Tp,KCTVtW L KWWD»A£
HA.T OFF
IWIH6 THE

MOVIE

iTr.'

TWNK HSrJKl.'^TRtTCH" ff KM DON'T RCkkOVE
TUKT WAT BT WE TllnE THE PfitvttW & STMH"

,

T«A G0N^»^ Tjt>SVCH ^ NUMBER ON YCAJP.

SHINS,YOO'LLftECRA»1^^4• OlER THIS
STICKY, <SV**- LADEsJFLOOR TO MOnVAM'

IT'S KNNO,(tN& IAE

^1

OueTDyNfA

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilberff By Scott Adams

UQUJ OO I GET OCT \ 1 Cr\H KlfjutR (T^o iaw

WmMOUTOFWOSPITAL^
^N0THtY
AREN'T

EVEN
FUNNY.

\

THIS ONE
HAS OUR
MISSION
STATEMENT.

Frumpy Hie Clown By Judd Winiclc Non Soquitor By Wiley

5o,sif?,You AaiDENrAaVL
HIT THI5 MAN IH TUB WEAO
WITH VOOR 6CCP uoe ?j-

This show-DN't »e a pvobHh
SMCt VOU^fe BOTM MEMSeRS
OF THE GX)Nn?V CUJB r

[u)fca,KicrrEv.ACTvyl

IAT?l\ J' / c

you SAip tou u)tn?e a

MOW MANY MfMB0?S
C«AUL UHV&t A C
ttNce ro eer m ?

Non Sequitor By Wiley University 1 By Frank Cho

*u«e
Aewr -rev'

1 M

YWlMi

1 w lecN

SlMCS 1 C«L»

>>u k*t>rr it

o/r

'

JTTU 4UU.I •<*»!>
Ttir a UTrur «f»

A UTTU
off
i«p Aitp tms r*f
•SiAl. ^

—

ilUVI ^»

IP**,-*.

CMicsiaiar »»*> ro onae '» covbiii co.kcikxc umnnir'cui-octi

Drpi £*y o^i
1 **** -

My rrj
U>oKutCi
Cot)
AlWAPy

XM lOUL «**&
Leedee By Mike Rybkki

Todays P.C. Mtnu CevN 545-2636 IW

Franklin Worcester

LUNCH
taco

veggie taco

,.. i aiiniaslUi m
reuben sandwich

DINNER
cod

pasta w/ lentil sauce

4 tiutgm pi i—
LUNCH

captins catch

grilled chicken sandwich

jiksatMUini

DINNER
cod

Korean bbq totu

Hampshire

blade eye peas 1 12 time deli

Berkshire

LUNCH
burger on bun

grilled chicken sandwich
captins catch

DINNER
cod
pasta

and sauce

LUNCH
captins catch

fettuccini

wheat balls

DINNER
cod
pasta

stir fry

ravioli

UrtTJ THIS. COOMTK/ Mttft

An EvtRyTjftY TEpjti FrA
rlvjn\AN TuRu.

V

ST00l"uVNrJ fHb 'CIOO
1

ftRE

roe. rVj»US,*JW' "«Cn* pu«t>

tCOKJo' ARE Too CMilMSM.

THt C-W0«6 PMfc THE S-WoUt
ftRE Too DaxYearo "tturffAwr'
TfCfV rr»wr«;''»i»io"rjiKcrr-;oN'

ftft£ CowFUSlhi foR THE LffflW.

THE SW> PtttT '.S,

leuk Com'.C

ALWAYS

^VCE5 PEOPLE
TH'.VJK OF
TURD.

Jat

ON, EAT

Refuse.

ARIES
March 21-Aprll 20
Prresurr at work raw* as thr

wrrk hcgtns Takr thr r»oportunlr>'

to attend to notnr prreonal aflalrs

you'w bren ncglrrtlng An old

friend may hr trrllng » bit

lorgottrn

TAURUS
April 21-May 21
A rrrklrss frfllns may Irad you

into a situation that's ovrr your

hrad Don't hrsltatr In ask for

hdp. attlCT the conscqiK-nrrs of

not doing so could br dlrr A
sporting rvrnt Is a sourer of

amusrmral

GEMINI
May 22-June 21
Somronr who rubs you thr

wrong way Is about to grt a frrsh

opportunity b> prrparrd If

you'rr awarr ahrad of tlmr. you

may not find thrlr actions qultr

so obnoxious

CANCER
June 22~July 22
An old frlrnd may nrrd your

support In handling a difficult

problem Br prrparrd to Irnd an

ear. or perhaps some financial

support. If you'rr ablr A llttlr

compassion goes a king way.

LEO
July 23-Augnet 23
A group pro)rct flows nicely once a

group leader permits rvrryonr to

havr an rqual say A light touch

gore a long way toward rasing a

situation that haa become tense

VIRGO
Auguat 24-September 22
A relationship deepens with

some effort and attrntlon Be clear

about what you want, and your

companion will rqual your honestv

It i Important to give trust In order

to have trust

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Stick out n i 'inhising relationship

for a little while longer You may

gatn Insight even If It still riorsn t

work out The effort you make to

.ivoKl hiirtlnji another person will

come beck to you tenfold

SCORPIO
October 24-Norember 22
A happy announrrmenr may make

you thr renter of attrntlon rarty,

this wrrk Enjoy II whllr you ran—
strrsshil momrnls may br

lolkmlng closely behind.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
A brilliant Insighl on the part of a

co-worker may srem silly at first,

but glvr thr Idea the benefit of the

doubt A trial run may be the very

ihlng to prove Its value

CAPRICORN
December 22-Jannary 20
Planning a big event proves more

exhausting than you had

antk Ipatrd so mllst help from

someone you trust to get things

done In time Save some enenp

so you can enjoy yourself, toot

AQUARIUS
January 21 February 18
A visit with a close friend or

relative brings you up to date on

some gossip you've missed Ignore

a catty remark from a eo workrr

since their spltefulness la probably

rooted In Jealousy Living well Is

the best revenge

PISCES
February lS-March 20
A good week for ratrhlng up on

minor projects you've been

Ignoring Cover all your bases

before making an off-the wall

suggestion—you don't want to

make others think you're a fool.
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ACROSS
1. Grain locale

5. Johnny Maths) hn

9. Jack of dubs
12. Lucys pal

14. Superstar

15. Action word

16. Aj*>

17. Celebration

la. uoiurnrwst DOrrosCK

19. Treasure Is/arirJ

author's monorjrani

21. Egyptian deity

23. Reese of basaba*

27 Early bloomirig plant

31. Bug brW upshot

32. Sash of the East

34. Slop

35. Brazil's -Black PearT

36. Musical selection

N. Youth group (abbr.)

39. HaroW Maude
41. Neckwea
42. Blubber

46. Gunpowder holder

Of yore

49. Parser's concern

52. Reach

54. Compass *
55. Biblical preposition

56.

59

90.

91. Storm center

62. Leveling wedge
96. Saturate

67. Emulated a

btoodhound

72. Black-eyed legumes

71 Nastase of tennis

74. Triangular traffic sign

75. Hankering

79. Houstonetal

77. Plaod. efl

DOWN
1. UnseW of the NBA
2. Slugger trom Gretna

J. Cry of surprise

4. Mies van Rohe
5. Light carnages

8. Nesjhbor ot Wyo
7. Actress Jeenette

9. In the current fashion

(3wds)
9. By means ot

10. Body pari

11. Businessdeg

13. HarpDke mstrumenl

15. Hawks
20. Budget Director

ML Feted pastries

29. rVhereor_'
27. Figures of speech

29. First-pJace fkittsfars

29. CIA forerunner

30. Harper valley gp
33. Object of nOxxM
37. Has- (tatenstar)

40. LyrifastHal^

e ntaepc*ia9>9iy

44. Strike

45. Baunttop

47. Miss Marple novel

49. Trust

50. Bartends Indian

51. Gigi's refusal

S3. Things on a est

57. _ Gay
99. Counting out word

91. Pieces (out
i

62. TVsl •

93. Back half of a laugh

64. Actor Holm

N. BojnWMH fMOy
and fire

69. Salad-dressing

99. Coral, lor one

70. Shftoif'i Wfi

71.

Reduce
Tree of Life site

21 Grttt ExptctMfions
hsKO

24. SufT>m»T. In Nice

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle

LGOIQ ( leoWOiavanet.com j

by Rafltir aittl SauMH Sadoexa ciee*

My mom can 't afford

health insurance for us.

She took my little sister

to a specialist to look at her

big toe.

He didn't do much

except look at her toe and

talk to my mom. He charged

my mom $135. She cried in

the waiting room when she

saw the bill.

I told her he was a

specialist in toes and in

installing pure white marble

floors in his wife's kitchen.



SPORTS The Massachusetts

Minutewomen lose tough one to Yale 20-5
By Jonna Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Going into the home opener «m
No. 10 'tale University, high expecta-

tion- were had by all who are involved

with the Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team. For good reason,

because since the reinstatement of the

program in 1993. this season the

\linutev»omen finally had a good mix

of young talent and
senior leadership to

draw from.

But. all that hap-
pened to UMass (1-2)

on Totman Field yesterday afternoon

u.i- expectations were shattered, and
the only thing high was the final score,

a 20-5 dismantling at the hands of Yale

(4-0). Alter their first two games where
the Minutewomcn were either close to

fcttWJ (6-S loss to Harvard), or ran

av» jy with a victory (an 11-2 rout of

Holv Cross), only positive thing- mm
expected for a home opener on the first

sunny afternoon of spring.

But. the Elis dominated the

Minutewomcn in all phases of the

game, from picking up loose ground
Kill- to -titling defense to a high-pow-

ered, la-t break offense. After a off-

season where Yale lost three important

contributors, senior Ali DeLaCruz and
junior Amanda Cox single-handedly-

led the team today, together scoring

nine goal-.

For UMass coach Francesca

Mc( lellan. she has been excited about

her team's effort HI far this season. But.

she has also been hesitant about the

pi>ssible ramifications a midweek home
opener can have on a team's effort and

concentration — those fears were con-

firmed.

"\\ | look tired, and we did not look

sharp." McClellan said. "It was a typi-

cal first midweek home game reaction,

which I expected. But, the way we
-(aned I thought they had beaten that,

and they didn't.

"They just did not look like the team
we know and love. My team did not

-how up today."

The stan of the game did not bode
well for the Minutewomen |u-t :27

into the conte-t. junior I .aunt Belliveau

made a run from behind the UMass

MASSACHUSETTS 5

net, beating freshman goalie Megan
Haggertx (U sa\e-i low to her left to

put Yale up 1-0. After a five minute
span where Haggerty came up with a

series of big saves. DelotCruz put Yale

up 2-1 on a nifty left to right cut.

UMass had their share of the ball

early in the game, but sloppy transition-

al play and poor passing hurt any
inkling of momentum they established

early. When Belliveau was knocked out

of the game at the 6:23

mark, things began to

look up for the

Minutewomen.

After DeLaCruz'
goal, though, the Elis ran off six unan-

swered goals to put them up 7-1. Any
mistake UMass made. Yale was all over

them, would gain possession and their

fast break offense would have the ball

on Haggerty's doorstep within three to

four pa—

M

Another goal by Herker off of anoth-

er penalty shot at the 21:19 mark
stopped the bleeding at 7-2, but the Eli

pressure was too much. The
Minutewomen could not make a run

on the scoreboard before the end ol the

half, and two more Yale goals made
the 10-2 score at the break

lunior tri- captain kn Bowen opened
the second half with a score at the 1:31

mark, but once again, the Elis went on
a run to make the score I 3-5. Bowen
scored again at the 6: 1 7 mark off of a

dandy pass by sophomore attacker

Laura Korutz. Bowen leaped to pick

the ball out of the air in front of the

net. and in one motion beat Yale goalie

Alison Cole for the 1 3-4 score. One
score by Korutz. and seven b> the Elis

ended the 20-5 game — thankfully for

all involved.

"We match up with Yale on a good
day. but we didn't come close in match-

ing up with them today." McClellan

said. "The kids did not remember the

details. They were slow to react on
everything, which makes Yale look

great because they beat us to ground
balls, to loose balls, on draw reactions.

We iusi didn't step up."

UMass' next game is against No. 7

Temple in Philadelphia. Pa. tomorrow
at I p.m.. and will return to Totman on
April 4 with a game versu- New
Hampshire.

KMM* KANSAMN COUiCUN
Kristen Hocker and the women's lacrosse team could not outrun Yale

yesterday at Totman Field, losing 20-5.

UM off to Virginia Tech to face Hokies
By Jonoihon M. Ptoce

CoMegion Staff

The Virginia Tech baseball team
had a great season last year. Its squad
ua- the Atlantic 10 regular Maaof
champions, and looked to carry its

-IK..C-- right up to the tournament's

championship. The Hokies did just

that, but unfortunately had its red car-

pet taken right from under its feet by

the Minutemcn. who won its third

Atlantii. 10 championship in a row.

This weekend, the Massachusetts

baseball team travels down to

BldA-burg. V A. to battle the HbUn
(12-12) in a three game series. The
first two games will be played tumor
row in a double-header. The all-time

record
Baseball vs.

VRGNATECH

between
these
t w o
schools
is 2-2.

Although UMass posts an impres-

sive early season 7-3 record, winning

six out of its last seven, the win
against Holy Cross on Wednesday was
far from pretty

Ml Mill vc OUfGIAN
Doug Clark and the Minutemen look to spank the Hokies in the A-10

season opener

"It was not a good game. We
i. we won. thiit- about the onl\

po-itnes I can give." head coach Mike
Stone said. "We've got our work cut

out tor us this weekend. Virginia

Tech's going to be our best opponent
so far."

So far I Mm has shown consider

able progress during the first quarter

of its season. During its stint in

Florida over spring break, the pitching

wa- -tarting to conic around and the

lineup was showing sign- ol solidarity.

In regards to Wednesday's game, it

>lii. loo cold for baseball, and
while the day grew okl. the weather

became even more chilling. The nippy

weather took its toll, and the

Minutemen recorded six errors on the

da\

"It was not the kind of game \ou

want going into the weekend." Stone

said.

The state of Virginia should be clear

ot -ub 30 temperatures, which would

make the PHK much more bearable

to play in The Hokies are on an eight

game winning streak (not including

yesterday's game) after dropping 12 of

the teams first 16 games.

"Virginia Tech.'s a good ballclub

They're at the top of the league."

Stone said "We've got our hands lull.

We're capable of beating them, but

this w ill be the best game of the year."

Virginia Tech has played some of its

tougher opponents as of late, and have

performed to the task, sweeping
George Washington in a three game

Before the teams current win-

ning streak, the Hokies lost three to

Georgia Tech.

Playing like they can would be

impressive, and with one more win
jason Bennet can join a great group of

pitchers — "The Twenty Win Club,"

which features former great |eff

Toothaker. Doug Welenc. Carl Bote/e

and Phil Tarpey. This year. Bennet is a

perfect 3-0, with an ERA of. His o\er

all record for the past four years

stands at 19-3.

Rookie pitcher Travis Veracka has

shown great potential thus far in the

season He picked up his first colle-

giate win versus Holy Cross on
Wednesday allowing only one run in

two innings.

I verybodv- looking good," Stone

said. "Defense has looked fairly good.

Pitching is going well. I'll be starting

lason Bennet and Bill Cook on
Saturday and Scott Bamsby will pitch

on Sunday."

The real season has begun, as the

Atlantic 10 conference games start for

the Minutemen this weekend. The
Hokies are the teams toughest oppo-

nent so far, and the outcome could set

the tone for the rest of the season. It

may be too early to speculate, but if

UMass wins this weekends series, a

fourth A- 1 victory will not be too far

out of reach.

"If we play like we know we can,

then our chances are good," Stone

said.

Women's pcio

goes 6-3
By Lisa M. Oliveri

Collegian Staff

The lni\ersii\ a| Massachusetts
women's water polo just returned
from one of their most succe--lul

road trips. The No -» Minutewomen
went 6-3 on their west coast trip,

bringing their overall record to 1 3-3.

The Minutewomen began with a

14-1 win against Indiana and an
1 1-4 win against Redlands They fol-

lowed with a 5- 1 1 loss against USC
and a 6-16 loss against No. I UCLA,
but quickly came back winning 9-5
over Claremont. 22-5 over Whit tier.

14 4 over Washington and 6-5
(20T) in their second match against

USC. They finished with a 3-6 loss to

No. bUC ' Davis

A definite highlight of the trip was
the 6-5 double overtime win over No.

8 USC. marking the first time UMass
has beat a top 10 team.

"Beating USC was the best leeling.

Everyone on the team was trying not

to cry because we didn't want the

othi r team to think it was a big deal
'

. U-. but at the same time we were

so emotional." senior Vicky Bamond
said.

A relatively new program, only in

its third year, the win against USC,
and their overall record so far. is insi

a glimpse of what to expect from this

promising team.

"We can play with anybody," said

UMass head coach Bob Newcomb.
"This road trip was probably the

biggest indicator of how far we have

come in past years." Bamond said.

"Beating USC was probably the

biggest marker of how far we've
loiiic It was exciting at one point, to

be able to prove what our team can

really do. and on the other hand it

was nervous thinking well, if we
don't, they're still going to think

we're just UMass. We really made
them work to beat us

."

A very important game for the

Minutewomen was against the

defending national champions UCLA.
Though they lost the match.
Newcomb said he felt that it was
important in terms of realizing that

UMass is just as good as any one of

the California teams.

"By the end of the UCLA game. I

think they felt like UCLA was not

that big team you put on a pedestal

anymore," Newcomb said. "UCLA is

the team that's not any stronger than

us — they may be a little faster than

us. they're just a little more talented,

they have a ton more scholarship
money, and they have the reputation.

"Plus, they're out in California
where all the best players are. but

they are not superhuman people who
can do all these amazing things, and
we can." Newcomb said.

Turn to WATER POLO, page 7
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Men's lax off to Army;
seek 2nd straight win

By Jeremy R. Adams
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's
lacrosse team is going off to

West Point this weekend, not to

join the Army, but to beat it.

UMass is trying to gain some
momentum after improving to

3-2 with a mid-week 12-5
thrashing of Boston College.

The win over the Eagles
snapped the Minutemen out of a

two game slide that included a

double overtime loss at Hofstra

and a tough loss at Virginia.

Army is ranked No. I 3 in the

country, just

two places
higher than
t h e

Minutemen.

Mens Lax vs.

The Cadets
are 4-1.
with wins
against Cornell. Georgetown,
Bucknell and Holy Cross.

The all-time series between
the schools is 9-8 in Army's
favor, the one-game advantage
coming at last year's meeting
between the schools

The Cadets took a 9-8 over-

time win. after UMass had made
a 6-1 comeback run to tie the

game on a Inn Kennedy goal
with ;21 seconds remaining in

regulation.

"Tnis game is a huge chal-

lenge." Massachusetts coach
Greg Cannella said. "Army is a

national lacrosse power, perenni-

ally. We can't take this game
lightly

The Minutemen are led on
attack bv -enior midlielder Chri-

Grande (II goals) and senior

attackman Brendan Glass (9

goals, 2 as-i-i-i

As a two-time All-American,

Glass has received tight cover-

age, combined with an early sea-

son shin splint problem this has

allowed room for others, such as

Grande to step up their produc-

tion

Now that Grande is known as

a serious threat coming from
outside, it may open up the

UMass offense significantly

"We expect him to receive
-ome added attention, playing

with the pole (defended by a

long-stick player |. he's going to

get a double team a little quicker

and people arc going to I step up|

a little earlier on him." Cannella

said.

"He's going to have to look to

dish it of and move the ball a lit-

tle bit more.

"Hopefully the guys who
I have |

got the short sticks can
create a little bit. that's Mike

ARMY

DelPercio and Chris Martens."

In a similar pattern. Army's
attack is anchored by two experi-

enced upperclassmen, one for-

ward and one middie. junior

attackman Chad Hadlock leads

the cadets in scoring with 17

goals and 3 assists, followed

closely by senior midfielder Ross

Yastrzemsky who has amassed
1 5 goals and 4 assists.

"Ross Yastrzemsky is an out-

standing player, he showed us

that last year. We're going to

have to shut him down,"
Cannella said. "Chad Hadlock is

a big kid and he possesses a

great shot.

We'll have to

'stay on his

hands and
keep the ball

away from
him. There
I a re J other

guys who can hurt you if you fall

asleep."

The teams' respective goal-

keepers are similar in their expe-

rience and suck
Along with junior Harold

Drumm at close defense. UMass'
lohn Kasselakis is the corner-
stone of a defense that is allow-

ing just 7 goals per game.
Army's Lou Kousouris. a junior,

has been guarding the Cadets'

cage just as aptly this season,

allowing an average of just 8.6

goals per game.
"Their goalie has played well."

Cannella said. "In the game that

we saw them play against
Georgetown — at the time
Georgetown was ranked fifth in

the country and Army beat them
at | Georgetown's | home field —
he played very well.

"He's a pretty athletic goalie,

in and out of the cage, so we're

just going to have to shoot well."

Cannella continued.

At 3-2. with eight games
remaining, seven of which are

against ranked teams, UMass
expects this to be one of many
hard fought contest* that make
up its schedule.

"In the remaining eight games
we have, we're going to face

top-notch people, and top notch

goalies." Cannella said. "So it's

going to be up to us to step up to

the challenge."

The Massachusetts versus
Army lacrosse game will be
broadcast live on 91.1 WMUA,
Amherst.

Face-off is at 1:30 p.m. on
Saturday, March 29. with
pregame show starting at 1:15.

Jonathan Place will provide
play-by-play and Larry Harding
will add commentarv.
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The new pollution

rolls into the Valley

Grammy winner

Beck shook

Amherst College

this weekend.

Check out our

review (Arts St

Living, page 6).

Men's lax takes

soul to the hole

With a new team

motto in place,

P.O. Massey and
the Minutemen
routed Army 12-10

Saturday. See
Sports Weekend
(page 10)

WORLD

Japan bids farewell

to storied coal mine

TOKYO — (apan's largest coal

mine closed yesterday with a cere-

mony of thanks for past efforts and

prayers for its dead miners, includ-

ing 458 who died in a 1963 explo-

sion in japan's worst mining acci-

dent

Unable to compete with cheaper

imported coal, the Miike Mine
stopped operations after 1 24 years,

throwing 1,207 workers out of

work, said Koshi Uehara, a Mitsui

Coal Mining Co. official. The closing

ceremony was held after the last

1 60 miners came out of the mine at

Omuta on the southern main island

of Kyushu, 560 miles southwest of

Tokyo.

Workers and officials, including

mine head Shmtaro Isoda prayed

silentfy for }0 seconds for victims of

mine accidents and expressed
thanks for all the workers who kept

the mine going for more than a

century

Aside from the 1963 explosion,

major accidents also Included a

mineshaftMM that kitted 62 miners

in IMS.

NATION

Tenn. looks to gov't

in wake of tornadoes

CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP) —
Tennessee's governor sought feder-

al disaster relief yesterday for vic-

tims of a round of tornadoes that

caused an estimated $45 million in

damage in one county alone.

Robert Achata's apartment is still

standing, but many of his neigh-

bors weren't as lucky

"Total., mass destruction," Achata

said

The Hickory Villa Apartments,
where he lived, were among the

hardest hit by tornadoes late Friday

and earty Saturday.

Gov. Don Sundquist requested

federal disaster relief after seeing the

destruction Such assistance would

allow victims to apply for temporary

housing, grants and low-interest

loans from the Small Business

Administration

Officials have also requested assis-

tance to help local governments pay

for the cleanup

Preliminary property damage esti-

mates are in the J45 million range

in Hamilton County, where
Chattanooga is located. Eighteen

condominiums and 50 houses went

destroyed. Three apartment com-
plexes, 600 homes and one business

were damaged
Bradley, Overton, Polk and Smith

counties also sustained damage as 1

3

tornadoes touched down.
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Tirrell, Wong win by generous margin
By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

After various election problems
ranging from rescheduling election

dates to ballot theft, the winning can-

didates for the Student Government
Association (SGA) election for the

academic year 1997-1998 were
announced early Friday morning.

Lia Wong defeated Brian
McManus for the office of SGA
President, and her term will begin

when she is sworn in at this

Wednesday's Senate meeting.

Wong said that her primary concern

is to deliver on all of the statements

that she made during her campaign.

"I will do my utmost to fulfill what 1

promised. 1 want to keep the adminis-

tration in check and make them live

up to their words." Wong said.

Wong has 30 days to choose her

executive cabinet and said she is

looking for individuals who have
knowledge of the issues, but are also

dedicated to changing the University

of Massachusetts for the better.

"I'm looking for individuals with

dedication and commitment," Wong
said. "In terms of representing the stu-

dent body. I'm definitely looking for

those students who know the issues.

"I prefer someone who knows the

issues so they can get things done
immediately, but if they don't, and they

show dedication to making change and
improving the University for the student

body, that's just as important."

Brian McManus, who lost to

Wong, said that he is proud of the

campaign that he and former Trustee

candidate R.|. Lemar ran.

"I think we put up a very hard fight

and we ran a clean campaign,"
McManus said. "I won Southwest
(Residential Area] by a two-to-one
margin and I'm very grateful to every-

one who took the time to help me
organize this campaign. I'm going to

continue in the Senate and push forth

my platform and agenda."

In the Student Trustee race, Brian

Tirrell was triumphant over Rob
McDonald and R.J. Lemar. Tirrell will

not assume the position until current

Trustee Sean Carter steps down in July

Tirrell commended the other can-

didates on keeping their campaigns
focused on the issues.

"I think as the candidates go. every

candidate did a very good job in

keeping the issues out there and
respecting the other candidates and
providing for a discussion about
issues like privatization and the quali-

ty of food services." Tirrell said.

Tirrell said the issues he will tackle

first as Trustee concern
Administrative Redesign (ARD).

"The first issue I'm going to attack

is Administrative Redesign. That has

to do with getting Whitmore to be

more open to students," Tirrell said.

Elections Commissioner )odi Bailey

said that overall she was happy with

the way the candidates ran their cam-
paigns, and is pleased with the voter

turnout.

"I think that all of the candidates

did a really good job. They (the cam-
paigns] were pretty clean for the most

part, and over 2,000 voters came out.

which is good," Bailey said.

The two referendum questions on
the ballot concerned privatization

and the UMass chapter of the

Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group [MassPIRG].
Seventy-seven percent of voters

elected to support the $5 waivable

fee for MassPIRG
Chapter Chair Stacey Shackfotd

said that MassPIRG is very pleased at

how close they came to reaching their

goal of 80 percent.

"We were very happy. We came
pretty close. We usually get 60 per-

cent of the people to pay the $5 waiv-

able fee," Shackfotd said.

When asked what MassPIRG
intends to do on campus in the near
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Brian Tirrell

future, Shackfotd said that they will

continue their Hunger and
Homelessness campaign, and at least

one environmental project. This
week, MassPIRG is planning to clean

up their election fliers.

"We're going to be organizing a

post-election day clean-up to get rid

of all campaign posters. Since we
contributed in some way to this.

LAUWN KOSKY \ COUiOAN

Lia Wong

we're going to try to get the candi-

dates to come with us and clean up
the campus," Shackford said.

Question One. the privatization

question, may be thrown out due to

voter confusion, according to Bailey.

"There have been some questions

about the privatization question.

People marked off both parts of the

question." Bailey said.

Search for new provost begins
Group of candidates to face committee, public interviews

By Tomor Carrol
Collegian Staff

Daniel Fogel, a candidate for the provost position,

which many consider to be the second most important

administrative role on campus, will speak with students at

6 p.m. tonight in Memorial Hall.

Fogel is one of three candidates for the post that will be

brought to the University of Massachusetts campus in the

next two weeks for interviews with administration, facul-

ty, staff and students.

(Catherine Fite. a professor in the psychology depart-

ment and a co-chair of the search committee to find a

new provost, commented on the significance of the deci-

sion.

"It's probably the most important appointment that will

be made at this institution in the near future." Fite said.

The provost is the vice chancellor for academic affairs,

controlling the budgets for all of the academic depart-

ments and programs on campus — a total of two-thirds of

the entire University budget. As chief academic officer. 1

1

deans report to the provost, in addition to the directors of

the libraries and Fine Arts Center.

"It is really the academic core of the University." Fite

said of the provost position. "It is what the University is

all about."

Robert Hallock. a professor in the physics department

and Fife's co-chair on the search committee, also empha-
sized the importance of the appointment of a new provost

to the campus.
'

I think that any high-level position that is filled is sig-

nificant because they have an opportunity to fundamental-

ly effect the course of the University." Hallock said. "Any
time that a high level position is open, it is a chance for

the University to acquire stable leadership."

The history of the search

The committee is currently nearing the completion of its

nationwide search for a new provost, which began in

October, 1996. The 18-person committee is comprised of

administration, faculty and staff, as well as two under-

graduate students and one graduate student.
Approximately half of the committee was appointed by

the Faculty Senate, and the other half by Chancellor David

K. Scott and his administration.

"There is a good mix of staff, faculty and students,

essentially." Fite said.

Hallock stressed that the students on the committee had
an equal vote.

"On the committee, the students are equal members."

Hallock said. "There is good student representation."

The committee began its search by placing an advertise-

ment in The Chronicle of Higher Education, requesting

submissions of resumes and references from interested

candidates. The advertisement said that prospective candi-

dates should demonstrate prior experience in academic
administration: the ability to work well with faculty, stu-

dents, staff and administration: and a strong commitment
to Scott's Strategic Action Plan.

At this point in time, the committee has received 85 to

90 applications for the position. Although it is an open
search process, which means that applications will be
accepted until the new provost is named, the committee
does not expect to receive a significant number of new
applications.

"We do not expect we will get very more." Fite said.

"We probably have all of the people in the applicant pool

that are going to be considered."

The committee sat down as a group and examined each

application in a screening process. They selected a group
of 12 candidates for off-site interviews and from that

group, a smaller pool for on-site interviews.

"We decided that these would be the ones that the

whole campus should see." Fite said.

The candidates will be on campus for two days, during

which time they will meet with administration, faculty.

staff and student leaders, and attend an open forum for all

UMass students. The candidates will then travel to Boston
for a half-day visit with the President's Office

"These two-day on-campus interviews will be very

intensive." Fite said. There will plenty of chance for inter-

action with the students."

During all of the interview sessions, evaluation forms
will be available. Fite said that her committee would take

the forms into consideration when they make their final

recommendations to the chancellor.

"That (evaluation forms] will be very important to us as

the feedback from the campus. It will be a very important

factor in the final selection." Fite said.

Hallock said that it was very important for students to

come to the forums.

"We care about their opinions and we want them to

participate in the open forum." Hallock said. "The more
'

views we receive, the stronger we will feel that we have an

accurate idea of student views on campus."

Cindy Gargano. a student member of the search com-
mittee, agreed with Hallock.

"It is extremely important that students come to these

forums." Gargano said. "If we do want a student that

responds to students' needs, we need to show that to the

candidates. We can not do that with a small group of stu-

dents."

Student Trustee Sean Carter feels that including two
students on the search committee and having meetings in

Turn to PROVOST, page 1

ELECTION TOTALS
Trustee: Tirrell 924 McDonald 516

Lemar 478
President: Wong 1 148 McManus 839
MassPIRG: yes 1092 no 292
Privatization: to be announced

Saudis ask for custody

of suspect in bombing
RIYADH. Saudi Arabia (AP) —

The Saudi suspect held in Canada for

last (une's bombing that killed 19

American servicemen should be
extradited to Saudi Arabia, not to the

United States, an Interior Ministry

official said yesterday.

Hani al-Sayegh was arrested in

Ottawa on March 18 for possible

involvement in the deadly truck
bombing at Dhahran in eastern Saudi

Arabia.

Canadian officials claim al-Sayegh

is a threat to Canadian security and
want to deport him. U.S. officials

have said that since he entered
Canada from the United States. al-

Sayegh could be deported to U.S. ter-

ritory rather than Saudi Arabia.

But the Interior Ministry official,

speaking on customary condition of

anonymity, said al-Sayegh should be

sent to Saudi Arabia since he is a

Saudi and the bombing happened on
Saudi territory.

The official told The Associated

Press that Saudi Arabia had made a

lot of progress in the investigation

into the blast and needed to internv

gate al-Sayegh to fit the pieces

together. He also said the United
States was not the right place to try

anyone implicated in the Dhahran
blast. The official said Canada has

expressed understanding for Saudi

Arabia's request.

Al-Sayegh is to appear at an April

28 court hearing to determine
whether he will be deported. He has

requested refugee status in Canada,
claiming he was persecuted in his

homeland for religious reasons. He is

a Shiite Muslim, while the majority

of Saudis are from the mainstream
Sunni sect of Islam

Canadian officials said Thursday
they believe al-Sayegh, 28, conducted

surveillance at the military housing

complex in Dhahran and drove the

car that signaled the go-ahead to the

driver of a fuel truck packed with 2

1 12 tons of explosive*.

Al-Sayegh denies any involvement

in the bombing and says he was in

Syria at the time. He says he is being

targeted by the Saudi government
because of his opposition to the ruling

regime. A Canadian Security

Intelligence Service report, parts of

which were made public Thursday,

said al-Sayegh is a member of Saudi

Hezbollah, a militant Shiite group
with alleged links to the pro-Iranian

Hezbollah in Lebanon.

It also said he contacted Iranian

diplomats in Ottawa and made ref-

erences to the 1996 bombing in

phone calls to Iran and to his wife

in Saudi Arabia.

The report did not identify the

sources for the allegations, but the

claims are believed to have origi-

nated with Saudi and U.S. authori-

ties.

Louganis talks about Olympic career, HIV at MHC
CofwoKxi Start

Last Friday night at Mount Hoh/oke

College, former Olympic gold medalist

Greg Louganis spoke to an adoring

jam-packed crowd on a stop on his

nationwide book tour.

As well as being an accomplished

actor, speaker and diver. Louganis has

had to overcome many other obstacles

in his life. In 1988. he tested positive

for HIV and has since become a sur-

vivor battling the everyday battle asso-

ciated with the virus. He is also the

survivor of a six-year long abusive

relationship as well as several other

forms of homophobia endured after he

came out to the Olympic committee in

1995.

Before Louganis made his entrance

on stage, a short film was shown about

his Olympic diving career, which
helped to make him a household name
around the world. As he made his

entrance onto the dimly lit stage, the

entire audience stood from their seats

to award Louganis with a standing

ovation.

Starting off his speech with a point

that he mentioned for the duration of

his time on stage, he stressed the fact

that everyone needs to "let go of

secrets." and if that is accomplished,

then the "truth shall set you free" in

the long run. Louganis said his struggle

stemmed from his initial inability to

share his sexuality and HIV status with

the world.

Louganis told the crowd of the vari-

ous types of homophobia that exist in

the world of diving, but couldn't help

mentioning that a lot of it could stem

from bask "jealousy" of his diving. He
was told not to speak of his homosexu-
ality in the media, since it could hurt

his career and cause people to talk.

When he tested positive for HIV in

1988 his initial reaction was "if I'm

HIV positive. I'm gonna lock myself in

my house and die." This was two
weeks before the Seoul Olympics, the

year the now infamous accident in

which he hit his head on the diving

board. Medicated by AZT at the time,

Louganis went to the Seoul games and
walked away with top honors in each
event he competed in.

Feeling utterly alone when he
became aware of his HIV status,

Louganis decided to keep it all a secret,

only sharing the information with his

cousin, who was also his doctor. This

caused him to become extremely isolat-

ed, he said, which was when is his

ideal, "the truth shall set you free." sur-

faced. He finally decided to tell his div-

ing coach his big secret — this turned

out to be a successful decision and
helped Louganis through this rough

period in his life.

During this time. Louganis was also

involved in an abusive relationship

with a former lover. According to

Louganis, in this relationship he was
raped at knifepoint by his lover and
was made to believe that he deserved

it. It took him six and a half years to

get himself out of the relationship,

finally realizing that "nobody deserves

that, not even me."

Keeping his spirits high, and sharing

his wonderful sense of humor with the

adoring crowd. Louganis began to

speak of his father. After he and his

abusive lover split up, Louganis's

father was diagnosed with cancer. The
diagnosis brought him and his father

closer together and they became
involved on what he calls a "crusade

for life."

Unfortunately his father lost that cru-

sade, but Louganis felt that the time he

Turn to LOUGANIS page 1 Greg Louganis
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spent with his dying father helped to

settle the year's of turmoil between
them. To help cope with the emotional

pain that he was suffering, he started

taking morphine It was at this point in

1993 that he started getting sick and
he felt that "this was the end."

Later that year, he started suffering

from fevers and went to Florida to die,

still hiding his HIV status from the

public. After recovering, he flew to

New York and saw the play leffrey. a

story about gay dating in the '90s.

Touched by the story, he contacted his

manager to find out about acting in it.

Eventually he got the part he desired

and acted in the show for six months.

It was at this point that he decided

to write his book, for which he con-

tacted a writer named Erik Marcus,

and began his book therapy. Through
the book process. Louganis under-

went a form of therapy in which he

spoke honestly about himself and
revealed that which had been bottled

up for so long.

Until recently, he had kept a lot of

his feelings and emotions inside.

Louganis said. Through his book tour

and his public speaking, he said he has

helped to heal himself. As he finished

up his speech he told the crowd that

"life is an incredible journey . greatness

is not achieved on your own. you
always need a group of support and
the love and trust of your friends.*

provost
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Rocked da house...
NYC + 1, a music group from UMass, performed at the lota Phi Theta talent show in the Campus Center

Auditorium on Saturday night.

continued from page 1

the evening around students' sched-
ules is a positive thing; however he
encourages all students to get
involved in the provost interviews.

"[Students] should find out more
about what the provost does, and
find out what needs their particular

college and department have," Carter

said. "Some questions that should be
asked are 'Do you support a

four-course curriculum over a

five-course one?' and "What value do
co-curricular experiences have in

education?', for example."

Diversity a concern in provost
search

The search committee will finish it

work in the first two weeks of May,
at which time it will recommend
three to five candidate for the post to

Scott. The final decision rests in his

hands, and he expects to make his

choice within two weeks of the com-
mittee's final recommendations.

Fite said that Interim Provost
Patricia Crosson is one of the final

candidates and will be scheduled for

an on-campus interview in a few
weeks.

"She is definitely a serious consid-

eration." Fite said.

Both Fite and Hallock were
impressed with the pool of candidates.

"1 think the pool of applicants is

excellent," Fite said.

"I am very optimistic. We have a

very fine pool of candidates." Hallock

added. "It now remains to be seen
how the rest of the campus views the
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candidates."

Hallock said that the issues (such

as diversity on campus and multicul-

turalism) raised by the Goodell

Building takeover were important to

the search committee in their selec-

tion process.

"The fundamental issues that the

Goodell takeover was concerned with

were issues we were concerned with

from the very beginning." Hallock

said. "(The candidates) have to

demonstrate their concerns for these

issues by the kinds of actions they

have taken in the past and the actions

they propose to take in the future."

Fite said the ALANA (Asian, Latin

American, African. Native American)

background of the candidates was an

important consideration of the com-
mittee, but there were very few appli-

cants of color.

"It has been a very important con-

sideration. We have not yet finished

our process," Fite said. "There is one

ALANA candidate that we are sched-

uling in this group ot six, and there

are four males and two females so far.

There is certainly the possibility of

more ALANA and female candidates.

"The really hard part of all this that

at this academic level, there are not

that many people of color in the

applicant pool."

The other candidates scheduled at

this time are Robert Smith. April 4 at

6 p.m. in Memorial Hall and
Kenneth Smith. April II at 6 p.m. in

Memorial Hall. More candidate inter-

views will be announced shortly.

The Collegian!
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:
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Correction
An Associated Press arti-

cle printed in Friday's

Collegian contained an
incorrect headline, stating

that U.S. troops were sent

to the West Bank. It should

have read that Israeli troops

were sent to the West Bank.

The Collegian regrets the

error.
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Campus Center
INFORMATION, NEW PRODUCTS & SERVICES, AND SPECIALS
FROM THE CAMPUS CENTER/STUDENT UNION COMPLEX

tome see the new spring styles m thej

Between March 24
and April 4, come to the

Campus Center Concourse and have

your picture taken for the new
UMass I.D. Card; Monday-Friday,

10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

The photo is FREE, takes about 2 minutes, and

you'll AVOID SOME BIG LINES IN THE FALL.

The new card will be issued then, and it's going

to make your life a lot easier! THE ALL-CAMPUS
CARD can be used as your library card, Meal
Plan ticket, residence hall key, and as a cash

card for on-campus purchases.

i.0. Card photos are also taken in the I.D. Office,

Franklin Dining Hall anytime during regular

business hours.

Don't miss this photo opportunity!
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\i\V\ Stop by for weekly specials

Women's Studies Book Gardening & Nature Books

All New York Times Best Sellers all the time

Poetry Books in Honor of April Poetry Month

3LUEWALL CAFZTEPIA PASTA BAP.
}\ 3 PASTAS <m$\

MARINARA SAUCE V
MEAT SAUCE
PESTO SAUCE
SALAD
GARLIC BREAD

16 OZ. SODA $H.?5
MONDAY-THURSDAY. 5:30-8.00 pm

Customized Graduation Announcements

are now available at the

Campus Center Print Shop.

Call 545-0371 for more information.

Campus Center Student Union

WEEKLY SPECIALS
For Week of March 31

~ NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL ~

Sea tragedy blamed on Italy
Albanian authorities call for int'l inquiry of crash

By Merita Dhimgjolca

Associated Press

TIRANA, Albania — Survivors from a capsized
Albanian refugee boat say an Italian warship pur-

posely rammed their craft, killing at least four people,

Albania's ambassador to Italy said yesterday.

Albania's foreign minister called for an internation-

al inquiry into Friday's collision.

"The Italian forces have acted arbitrarily, when
they could have used many other methods to stop the

boat." Foreign Minister Arjan Starova said. He wrote
his Italian counterpart, Lamberto Dini, to request the

investigation, state radio reported.

Four bodies were recovered from the Adriatic Sea
and 34 Albanians were rescued after the boats collid-

ed. There were fears that many more people may
have drowned. Estimates of the number of passen-

gers range from 45 to 1 50.

Italy has rejected allegations it was at fault, saying

Saturday that the Albanian vessel steered into its

path, causing the collision. However, the Italian

ship's commander has been placed under investiga-

tion, the Milan newspaper Corriere delta Sera report-

ed yesterday.

Albania's ambassador to Italy, Pandeli Pasko. inter-

viewed the 34 survivors Saturday night. Based on
those interviews, he provided police with a list of 79
more people who were believed on the boat, which
was carrying refugees attempting to flee the chaos in

Albania, Italy's ANSA news agency said.

"The (Italian) frigate hit the boat two times, first in

the back and then on the side, after which the boat

capsized... and according to the Albanians this was
done on purpose," the ambassador said in a state-

ment.

But Piero Fassino, Italy's undersecretary for foreign

affairs, told RAI state radio that the Italian navy "had

no intention of ramming" other ships.

"The truth is that the opposite happens. Some of

these ships, and their captains, when they find them-

selves facing our ships, ram them so our ships have to

save them," he said.

Nearly 200 people have died in Albania and hun-

dreds have been injured since the violence began in

lanuary, sparked by the collapse of investment
schemes in which nearly every family had invested.

Thousands of Albanians have fled, crossing to Italy

on rickety boats.

Italian warships have been patrolling Albanian
waters recently, seeking to discourage the exodus by

turning back boats.

Ehrman Rapushi, 19, who lost his mother in the

collision, said about 120 to 130 people were
aboard, including 30 children. "We put the women
and little ones under cover to protect them from the

cold. Instead it was all useless. That Italian ship

came on top of us voluntarily," he said, ANSA
reported.

President Sali Berisha declared today a day of

mourning for the victims.

The allegations were sure to worsen relations with

Italy, with which Albania has traditionally had close

ties. It also could cause ill feelings against Italian troops

heading an international force due to arrive within two
weeks to help calm the situation. As expected,
Parliament yesterday approved the deployment of the

force. Starova, the foreign minister, told parliament

that about 200 foreign military experts were also

expected to help reorganize Albania's police forces.

Parliament's resolution said the international force

should work only with national and local government
officials, not rebels. The Democratic Party threatened

on Saturday to pull its ministers from the government
after the Socialists signed a rebel declaration on
Friday asking for Berisha's resignation.

Grenade blast kills 1 1 in Cambodia
By Som Sortano

Associated Press

PHNOM PENH. Cambodia — A
grenade attack apparently targeting

an opposition leader killed 1 1 peo-

ple and wounded more than 100
others yesterday, threatening the

future of Cambodia's fragile democ-
racy.

Opposition leader Sam Rainsy
escaped with only a shrapnel wound
in the leg. A bodyguard who shield-

ed him was killed.

The attack came as Rainsy was
leading some 200 supporters of his

Khmer Nation Party in a demonstra-

tion against the governing
Cambodian People s Party outside

the National Assembly.

It followed predictions of worsen
ing political violef*:c„a> .pafties

maneuver before legislative elections

scheduled for November 1998.

Rainsy appeared at a news confer-

ence shortly after the attack, his

clothes soaked in blood and the left

lens of his glasses cracked. He
blamed police and army "terrorists"

taking orders from the formerly
communist CPP, led by his rival

Second Premier Hun Sen.

"Hun Sen... should be sentenced

and arrested," Rainsy said. "This is a

terrible setback for the democratic

process in Cambodia. It bodes ill for

the national elections."

Khieu Kanharith. secretary of

state for information and a member
of the CPP. denied the allegation.

"The CPP has long experience with

politics and does not commit acts of

violence against innoceat po#pW,"

Grreat

At least 1 1 people were killed and
1 12 wounded. Kanharith said. The
injured included a U.S. citizen, Ron
Abney, 55, of the International

Republican Institute, a democracy
advisory group. Abney, of Cochran,

Ga . was wounded in the groin.

Initial accounts said three

grenades were thrown from a white

car that drove past the crowd, but

Rainsy said grenades came from sev-

eral directions.

The first was thrown by a member
of the crowd near him. he said. A
second grenade was tossed from
behind a wall and two others came
from ;he car.

Two reporters from local newspa-

pers were reported killed. A corre-

spondent for China's Xinhua News
Agency and four Cambodian jour-

nalists were injured.
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Clinton plan to burn forests debated
By Scott Sooner

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Smokey Bear

made a career of stomping out fires,

so it might seem odd to think of the

Forest Service setting trees ablaze.

"When I grew up, fire was always

the enemy of the forest. Now it's a

friend?" Rep. Dale Kildee. D-Mich.

asked at a recent hearing.

Not everybody's happy with
Clinton administration plans to

increase so-called prescribed burn-

ing from 750,000 acres in 1997 to

1.3 million acres next year to clear

overstocked national forests of dead
and dying timber.

Rep. Bob Smith. R-Ore., chair-

man of the House Agriculture
Committee, sees "a lot of hidden
problems in prescribed burning"
and prefers salvage logging to

clear forest floors of tinder
instead.

"People will always make mis-

judgments. Nobody can predict the

weather," said Smith, worried
about blazes getting out of hand.

Forest Service Chief Mike
Dombeck agreed, telling lawmakers
fire must be treated with respect.

"There isn't a burn that's not dan-

gerous."

But he added that more con-
trolled blazes are needed to reduce

unprecedented fuel loads that

threaten catastrophic blazes at one-

fifth of the 191 million acres of U.S.

national forests — the result of
decades of "extensive, overzealous if

you will, fire suppression."

That's right. The Forest Service
has done too good a job of fighting

fires, even as the government set an
average of 300.000 acres burning to

get rid of dead and dying trees every

year for the past decade.

Until recently, federal firefighters

who saw 6 million acres burn natu-

rally last year tried to douse every

blaze. As a result, they upset the

natural cycle of fire that for 10,000
years made way for more mature
trees.

"The price that we have paid for

60, 80 or 100 years of very effective

fire suppression is that we have
changed the succession of ecosys-

tems," said Interior Secretary Bruce

Babbitt.

The problem has been com-
pounded by clearcut logging that

stripped forests of native tree

species. Babbitt said. Many were
replaced by less fire-resistant trees

that are more susceptible to insects

and disease.

In arguing for prescriptive
burns. Babbitt used the analogy of

a person with "a long history of

poor eating habits and indigestion.

...We need to burn off the
unhealthy fat, not practice forest

liposuction."

The Forest Service wants $30 mil-

lion to $50 million for the burning

program for fiscal 1998 to set

850.000-1O-I.5 million acres on fire.

Dombeck said that with a

planned burn, the Forest Service can

pick favorable conditions, tempera-

tures, humidity, wind direction and

speed.

"If there's a disaster. Mother
Nature takes its own course. There's

no ability to control the situation,"

Dombeck said. Environmentalists

prefer prescribed burning as a more
natural alternative to removal of

dead and dying timber. The charred,

decaying wood left by fires helps

nurture the soil and provides habitat

for wildlife.

"We don't buy the argument that

you have to get in there and har-

vest timber in order to make the

woods safe from fire." said Greg
Aplet. a forest ecologist for The
Wilderness Society in Denver. A
clear cut doesn't leave "the biologi-

cal legacy of a natural fire," he
said.

Rep. Smith, however, believes

there's too much dead wood in the

forests now to rely on prescribed

fires.

"When you get the kind of fuel

loading we have now. you can't fight

fires. You just get out of the way."

he said.

Applewhite son issues statement
By Amanda Covarrubios

Associated Press

SAN DIEGO — Private guards

keep watch at a hilltop mansion. A
son apologizes for a father he
barely knew. Friends and relatives

of cult members who killed them
selves seem resigned to their loss.

"I am deeply hurt by the knowl-

edge that people have now lost

their lives in connection with my
father," Mark Applewhite said in a

statement Saturday. "My sympathy

and prayers go out to all those

who are suffering the loss of loved

ones."

Applewhite, 40. is the son of

Marshall Herff Applewhite, the

Heaven's Gate cult leader who
committed suicide Wednesday
with 38 followers in a swank man-
sion in Rancho Santa Fe.

"We're of mixed emotions," said

Applewhite, who described him-

self as a born again Christian
"with the real ticket to heaven

."

"My father is dead — that's

painful. It's sort of like we've been

through a grieving process and
now we're seeking closure." he
said.

Applewhite hadn't seen his

father since he was 5. when his

parents got divorced. It had been

years, too, for the loved ones of

many of his father's followers

Investigator Bob Engel, who has

been notifying families of the

deaths, said most relatives were
subdued.

"They seemed resigned to it."

Engel said. "These families realize

these people took their own lives

of their own choosing." Autopsies

continued Saturday, with bodies

stored in a refrigerated truck out-

side the coroner's office. Most
families sent funeral homes to col-

lect bodies rather than make the

trip themselves.

"We got towels, we're crying so

much," said Eartha Hill of
Cincinnati, whose daughter-in-

law, Yvonne McCurdy-Hill, was
among the dead at the nine-room

estate rented by the Heaven's Gate
cult. Twenty-one autopsies were
finished and pathologists planned

to work through the weekend to

finish the rest.

The family of cult member Erika

Emst went to the coroner's office

in two campers. They refused to

speak with reporters and were the

only relatives to personally claim a

body.

Another family, two women and
a nun. visited late in the afternoon

and left without speaking to

reporters.

The dead were found In their

beds with purple shrouds over
their faces. They left behind video-

tapes and Web pages explaining

their philosophy and reasons for

suicide — to rendezvous with a

spaceship trailing the Hale-Bopp
comet.

Sam Kouchcsfahani. who owns
the mansion, stopped by the front

gate, fuming over the trouble his

tenants had caused him. He angri-

ly waved off a reporter but was
overheard telling neighbor Bill

Strong that he never knew so
many people were living in the

house.

"I turned the TV on. and they

say I'm a tax evader and I get con-

nected to these people. My kids

are devastated," Kouchesfahani
said.

Strong said the cult members
had promised Kouchesfahani there

would be seven people, at the
most, living at the house.

Kouchesfahani hired a private

security team to guard the proper-

ty. As evening approached and a

gentle golden light settled over the

hill, gawkers milled in small
groups. Betsy Lewis and Chrissy

Hill, both 20. from Simi Valley,

were amazed at the cult's space-

ship beliefs.

"They really thought they were
going. They were just sure of it.

They were whacked. " Ms. Lewis
said.

Meanwhile, the University of St.

Thomas in Houston, where
Applewhite taught music from
I9bb to 1970. denied reports that

he was flieO for having an affair

with a male Student

"He had tremendous musical
talents and was well-received by
the faculty and students." universi-

ty president loseph McFadden said

in a statement.

Frances Riddle Redman, a

friend of Applewhite's mother,
remembered him as "a sweet little

thing" who had to deal with a

domineering father. Presbyterian

Pastor Marshall H Applewhite Sr

"He was terribly authoritative. He
always had the answer in two sec-

onds to everybody's problem."
Mrs. Redman said.

Of the boy who would become a

cult leader, she said: "I worried a

lot about that child."
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Why we shouldn't balance the budget? |

Seema

A couple weeks ago, the
Balanced Budget Amendment
failed to pass by one vote.

Under the Balanced Budget
Amendment, the federal government
would be required not to spend more
than it takes in tax revenues.
Currently, many state governments
operate under such a fiscal policy

because they are required to by their

states' constitution.

However, the current

debate is centered
around whether or not it

is a fiscally viable option

for the federal govern-

ment to pursue.

In conservative economic theory, a

balanced budget sounds like a good
idea. According to the theory, balanc-

ing the budget would get rid of the

deficit, thus leading to more savings,

which would stimulate greater invest-

ment and consumer spending. In

turn, investment would spur more
growth in the United States' econo-

my.

However, most economists oppose
a Balanced Budget Amendment for

several reasons. University of

Massachusetts Economics Professor

Stephen Resnick calls balancing the

budget similar to "running a race

with [the] feet tied."

In times of a strong economy, a

balanced budget would not hurt. But
when the economy slips into a reces-

sion, a strict rule requiring a bal-

anced budget would make it nearly

impossible to revive the economy.
Currently when a recession occurs,

taxes automatically fall while govern

Gongotirkar

matic response to the recession stabi-

lizes the economy, but increases the

deficit.

Under a Balanced Budget
Amendment, the government would
be required to equal its expenditures

to its tax revenues. In the case of a

recession, the government would be
forced to either raise taxes or reduce

expenditures.

According to Resnick, the govern-

ment will do every-

thing to avoid raising

taxes. The alternative

to raising taxes would
be reducing expendi-

tures. Cutting expen-
ditures would involve reducing the

amount of money to fix or create
roads or spending on education, wel-

fare and other public expenditures.

Reducing spending on expendi-
tures decreases a society's productivi-

ty. Spending on roads or education
enhances society's capacity to pro-

duce, thus increasing investment,
which in turns promotes growth.

Balancing the budget would reduce
the deficit, which is a major concern
of many Americans. In times of high
spending — like war — or a reces-

sion, the deficit can be used to stabi-

lize tax rates by maintaining high
rates one year and low rates another
year.

Major arguments against a budget
deficit include lower national savings,

lower investment and a trade deficit

— in the short run. In the long run. a

deficit may lead to a smaller
steady-state capital stock and a larger

foreign debt. In addition, opponents
ment expenditures rise. This auto- point out that running a deficit will

affect generations to come. As
Herbert Hoover remarked, "Blessed

are the young, for they shall inherit

the national debt."

Within the context of the argument
against the Balanced Budget
Amendment, economists argue that

running a deficit can shift the tax

burden from the current generation

to the later generations. The money
can be made up later by levying taxes

on later generations.

And while being in debt sounds
horrible, the United States ranks
nowhere near the top of in-debt
countries, when debt is taken as a

percentage of the GDP. Belgium
takes the top prize at a 136 percent,

while the United States is lower on
the list of 19 countries at 64 percent.

Probably the best example of using

a deficit to bring the economy out of

a recession grew out of President
Reagan's fiscal policy. Going against

the conservative viewpoint that pro-

moted the idea of balancing the bud-

get, Reagan chose instead to increase

military expenditures and lower
taxes. In the process, he not only ran

up an enormous deficit, but also pro-

moted major expansion.

If there had been a Balanced
Budget Amendment at the time,
Reagan would have been unable to

use a deficit to bring the country out

of the recession.

Balancing the budget, in some
aspects, has its strong points, but
constraining the budget to equalize

its tax revenues to its expenditures in

the long run will hurt the economy.
Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian

columnist.

PG-rated capitalism
Last semester, my friend Matt gdt a copy of

NWA's Straight Outta Compton as a gift. He
loved the album and had lost his old copy, so he

was looking forward to listening to it again. He was
pretty surprised when he notice** \ry. the words to the

songs were significantly differer — every trace of
filthy language was AWOL. ant -I! uses of the word
"nigger" (which is in the band's name) had been
replaced with less controversial words. What he lis-

tened to was a kinder, friendlier NWA. an NWA that

any mom could love. No child's mind would be filled

"community stan-

'Our freedom of
speech shouldn 't be gov

chief executive officers

and boards of directors

who are accountable

only to elite investors.
"

Daniel Bodah

with words deemed obscene h»

dards" when they listened to this

eviscerated album.

It turns out the CD came from
Media Play. The packaging of the

CD gave no sign of the gutted lan-

guage it contained, so how was
one to know? Needless to say. the ^fJied by the whims of
CD got returned.

Media Play isn't alone in this

type of censorship. It's actually a

pretty common practice with huge
chains, going back at least as far

as the decision by the nationwide

7-1 1 convenience store chain to

stop selling Playboy. Penthouse
and Playgirl some years ago.
Walmart. whose dodgy pricing

practices have driven hundreds of local businesses into

extinction, also refuses to stock products whose con-
tent offends some conservative moralities.

Blockbuster Video, who controls 25 percent of the

video rental market, also has a censoring influence on
the content of art. The controversial new movie by
David Cronenberg, Crash, will lose nearly half of its

length in a video edition aimed at being acceptable to

the store. Blockbuster does not stock any movies with
an NC-1 7 or higher raring.

These decisions by major economic players bring up
an important point about market forces — they aren't

necessarily in our interests. For instance. I worked in

two small video stores in a typical small U.S. town. 1

know for a fact that these stores, although they were
by no means specifically adult movie shops, made a

great deal of their money from rentals of pornography
The demand for pornography is a pretty strong and
reliable economic force. What would cause a corpora-

tion to neglect that demand?

What is really disturbing me. though, is the possibil-

ities for oppression present in our nation's increasing

moves toward privatization. Our leaders are trying to

get private companies into everything. Clinton came
into office with big talk about public health care, but
now pushes the glories of private health care
providers. Even our prisons are becoming privatized,

with companies given the opportunity to try to fill

their private coffers by exploiting prisoners of the state

— and many of these prisons are private facilities

holding criminals under contract with the state.

As the government gives more and more of its roles

over to private companies, what
happens to our rights? Private

companies have no motivation to

protect or defend the freedoms
that are ours simply because we
are human. In fact, they make it

clear that whenever possible they

will take as much advantage of the

people as they can. There have
been numerous complaints about
poor prisoner care in private pris-

ons, numerous examples of
employee exploitation and
union-busting by corporations in

all sectors of the economy.
The New World Order we are

heading toward is not based on
any dream except that of ripping off others in order to

become the wealthiest mothers on the planet. Part of
this Order is the bankrupting of the government
(brought about by the Reagan/Bush regime) and the

selling off of its remains to private corporations.

We can't expect that these corporations will sudden-
ly break with all traditions and decide that yes. in fact,

it is important to respect the dignity and rights of all

people, that our freedom of speech shouldn't be gov-

erned by the whims of chief executive officers and
boards of directors who are accountable only to elite

investors. What we can expect is more and more of the

sorts of censorship that Media Play. Walmart and
Blockbuster practice.

Welcome to the kinder, gentler world of the future.

Please be sure to use appropriate language as you
enjoy the rewards of citizenship in the country that has
mastered the art of screwing others. With so much
money to spend, who has time for freedom?

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian columnist.

Doonesbury Flashbacks BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Horsewhipping
Editor's Note: On May 8, the Collegian celebrates its

30th anniversary as a daily newspaper. To commemo-
rate this occasion, the Collegian will be publishing edi-

torials spanning the last 30 years. Today we feature a
column originally published on Sept. 25. 1969.

J

n the wake of protests against the Vietnam war and* the military-industrial complex have come
polemics against "big government." Accordingly, the
Nixon Administration has announced its

desire to return government to the people
and has introduced the "New Federalism."

However, the president's main course
of action has been to let local areas decide
issues such as school integration. This is

most pleasing to the South, for the administration is

thus allowing Southern whites to rule as they please in

this areas. As one Southerner in the Administration has
said, the government has stopped horsewhipping a sec-

tion of the country. Thus, in the name of limited gov-
ernment, the rights of black individuals are being
denied.

Certainly the federal government should be small, or
limited, in its power over private persons'. It should
refrain from prosecuting individuals for their opinions,

appearance, or personal conduct so long as no oncis
actually injured by these personal matters.

1967 1997

1969

However, there are instances where big government
is needed. As the supreme power in the United States,

the federal government has responsibility to act when
local governments trample or adulterate the rights of

citizens. If a local government is failing in its duty to

protect citizens, the federal government must step in.

The federal government has no right to stop segrega-

tionists from speaking or thinking as they wish. It does
have an obligation to protect blacks from being denied

full use of public schools, for public is an
inclusive term. Those whites who wish to

send their children to a segregated school

must look outside the public school sys-

tem for educational facilities.

The government must not allow de jure

or de facto segregation. There are times when a section

of the country, such as the south or the Massachusetts,
because of its "Chastity Laws," is deserving of horse-

whipping. It is the federal government, as the highest

repository of the people's sovereignty, which must act.

It is the agent which must be willing and able, if local

governments are not. to protect the rights of the indi-

vidual citizen.

The federal government must act, must be "big." in

such cases, because individual rights are what America
is all about.

This column originally ran as a policy editorial

Letters to the Editor

Scientology
cleared up

To the Editor:

I recently read Adam Levine's
column ostensibly regarding the
Church of Scientology. My first

reaction was to dismiss it as a hur-

riedly done, poorly researched and
opinionated piece by a young stu-

dent writer. I eventually decided,
however, that to complete the
record it might be important to cor-

rect some of its misstatements and
to fill in the obvious gaps.

The first problem appears in the

first paragraph. Mr. Levine claims
that if you evaluate any religion's

foundations outside the context of
religion, those foundations will

show themselves to be "insanity."

This is an appallingly dim view of

the entire subject of religion. I won-
der if he thinks that The Ten
Commandments or the belief that

one should live a moral and ethical

life — both of which are common
in one form or another to many
religions — is "insane." If anything.

the world suffers from too few of
these kinds of ideas.

From this ominous jumping off

point, the article contains at least

the following deficiencies:

• Contrary to Mr. Levine's state-

ment, the Church of Scientology
has long been recognized as a bone
fide, vital religion. Long before the

IRS granted all Churches of
Scientology and related organiza-
tions tax exempt status in 1995,
court decisions, scholars of compar-
ative religion and clergy of other
faiths had recognized the Church of
Scientology as a bone fide religion.

In fact, the available material in

support of Scientology's religious

nature is so overwhelmingly volu-

minous, it's hard to believe some-
one could get it wrong.

• Mr. Levine's general statement
that "religion has always been a

money making industry" is decided-
ly anti-religious in tone. Although it

is true that the Catholic Church,
the Jewish faith, the Lutheran
Church and others raise a great
deal of money, their purposes are
not to "make money." A great deal

of the money raised by these
churches stays in the local commu-
nity to serve their congregations'
and the community's needs.
Likewise with Churches of
Scientology — the donations it

receives are used to provide better

service to its membership — and to

serve the communities in which the

church is located. All Churches of

Scientology are actively involved in

their communities. This is well doc-
umented, well covered by local
press and attested to by the many
proclamations and awards received

by Church programs every year.

• It is false that the IRS consid-

ered the Church of Scientology a

business prior to 1993. For exam-
ple, the Boston Church of
Scientology received its tax exemp-
tion letter in the early 1970s, as did

other Churches. Many parishioners
have claimed Church donations on
their income tax for years.
However, the IRS's position prior
to 1993 was confused as not all

Churches were treated the same.
The IRS's 1993 granting of tax
exempt status to all Churches of
Scientology and Church related
groups clarified this confusion and
afforded all Scientologists equal
treatment with members of other
faiths.

• Mr. Levine's comments about
the founder of Scientology, L. Ron
Hubbard are simply ignorant. It is

well known that Mr. Hubbard was
a wildly successful and influential

writer prior to and after his devel-

opment of Scientology and
Dianetics. For example, between
1927 and 1941 he published 15
million words of fiction and was
popular as a writer of mystery,
western, adventure, fantasy, science
fiction and even romance. He was
also respected by other writers —
at the age of 25 he served as the
President of the New York chapter
of the American Fiction Guild. He
was one of the earlier writers who
helped kick off the Golden Age of
Science Fiction.

Although he took a break from
fiction in 1950 to concentrate on
his work with Dianetics and
Scientology, he returned to fiction

after a 30 year absence with the
1980 bestseller Battlefield Earth
This was followed up by the 10-vol-

ume magnum opus Mission Earth.

In all, during the 1980s and 1990s,

Mr. Hubbard had 21 consecutive
international bestsellers.

No less important have been his

contributions to the field of writ-

ing. For example, in 1983 he initiat-

ed the Writers of the Future Award
which has become science fiction's

most prestigious award for new and
developing writers, judges for the

contest have included Robert

Silverberg. Frank Herbert, Jerry
Pournelle, lack Williamson. Andre
Norton and Anne McCaffrey. The
annual contest anthology has been
the most successful of its kind and
the contest has helped to place
more than 100 new novels on
American shelves.

• Mr. Levine displays more of
what seems to be anti-religious sen-

timent in mocking comments about
what he thinks are Church beliefs

and then goes on to claim that
Scientology is outlawed in several

European countries including
Germany. I'm not sure how or why
he is making these things up, but
Scientology is not outlawed in
Europe. The truth is that elements
of the German government have
attacked Scientology (there's a
unique concept — that some peo-
ple in a German government would
engage in anti-religious rhetoric!).

This time, though, the world has
Germany's number.
The State Department has criti-

cized Germany for its discriminato-
ry treatment of Scientologists, vari-

ous branches of the United Nations
have initiated investigations and the
entertainment community, includ-
ing the likes of Dustin Hoffman.
Goldie Hawn. Mario Puzo. Aaron
Spelling. Oliver Stone and Gore
Vidal — all non-Scientologists —
publicly blasted Germany for its

policies in an open letter to
Chancellor Helmut Kohl.
Scientologists for their part have
not forgotten — and neither has the
rest of the world.

Scientology is an applied reli-

gious philosophy which members
study on the basis of "if it is true
for you, it is true."

Books on its tenets and proce-
dures are broadly available in pub-
lic libraries or bookstores such as
Dianetics: The Modern Science of
Mental Health. Scientology:
Fundamentals of Thought and
many others. For those with
Internet access, there are over
50,000 pages of information avail-
able in several languages on
Scientology related web sites. I'd
suggest starting with www. Scientol-
ogy. org.

Scientology is a growing, dynam-
ic and important international reli-

gious movement. I would invite
readers of the Collegian to explore
some of the resources mentioned
above to find out more about it.

David Aden
daden9world.std.com
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Kwame Ture: Remembering

a Freedom Fighter
Editor's Note: Legendary Civil

Rights Activist and Freedom
Fighter, Kwame Ture, will be mak-
ing his very last public appearance
in the United States at the
University of Massachusetts.
Monday. April 14, in the Campus
Center Auditorium. Next Monday s

Black Affairs Page will be dedicated
to Kwame Ture. The following edi-
torial is a brief peek into the life of
the man who gave us Black Power.
It is an account of a lecture, given
by Professor Thelwell in the New
Africa House library.

Michael

Aleo

Professor Michael
Thelwell met
Kwame Ture —

then Stokely Carmichael
— as a freshman at

Howard University, and
the two grew together politically.

Having met and worked with many
of the great actors of the Civil
Rights Movement (Bayard Rustin.
lames Farmer, Martin Luther King,
Huey Newton, Robert Moses, H.
Rap Brown. Malcolm X, lames
Baldwin, etc.) Thelwell claims that,

"Stokely was most striking, charis-

matic and quite extraordinary in his

ability to attract people... inspire

confidence... courage and bravery."

In 1964, Carmichael and
Thelwell worked together in the
Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC). They were
assigned to do field work in the
Mississippi Delta. When a black
man stepped off the train in

Mississippi, he feared for this life.

In an anecdote illustrating
Carmichael's bravery and wit,

Thelwell remembers an incident
that happened involving southern
cops in Mississippi.

While in town. Carmichael and
Thelwell were approached by "big
southern, redneck looking cops."
Soon, the two were surrounded.
"Boy." the sheriff called. "You in

Mississippi and you ai.it got no
rights!"

Carmichael raised his hand at the

(H'Iko officer to hold his attention
•

and responded. Thelwell, fearful for

his life, cautioned Carmichael to be
careful. "Sweets," Carmichael said

to the officer — who had probably
never even been called "Sweets" by

his mother — "Have I not told you
that my name ain't 'Boy'... It's Mr.
Carmichael."

Needless to say, he was quickly
arrested.

This was the situation in

Mississippi and the whole of the
United States. The police were
there to preserve law and order; yet

that law and order embodied hun-
dreds of years of oppression to

Black America and
posed a lethal

threat to the black

community.
Courage was a

necessity for black
people. Stokely had that courage,
and people trusted and followed
him.

1965 was the year that saw the

assassination of Malcolm X and
also saw Stokely Carmichael
became executive secretary of
SNCC. This was also the year that

the term "Black Power" was coined,

after lames Meredith was shot on
his "March Against Fear" in

Mississippi.

The legislative battles of the Civil

Rights Movement were being won.
Blacks were successfully winning
the right to vote and were desegre-

gating public facilities and space.

However, this victory, though not a

hollow one, did not insure the lib-

eration of black people. The effec-

tiveness of integrationist methods
were being questioned.

In Mississippi. Fannie Lou
Hamer and the Mississippi Freedom
Democratic Party (MFDP) were
fighting to form a strong, black
political voice. In Mississippi, the

Democrats were racist and the
Republicans were non-existent.
The alternative was to create an
independent black voice.
Carmichael. assisting the MFDP,
also initiated an independent politi-

cal party in Loundesi County, Ala..

which took as its symbol the black
panther. "Black Power" was the
term he used to describe this politi-

cal move.
The coining of this phrase threw

Carmichael into the history books,
for better or for worse. Some called

him a dangerous, racist separatist;

others called him a hero.

Black Power became the wave of
the late '60s. Carmichael was a

popular figure across the country.
Thelwell explained that everywhere
he went, Carmichael earned peo-
ple's admiration and trust. He gave
particular mention to the fact that

older women would often refer to

Carmichael as "son," and he would
refer to them as "mother."
The FBI's war on Black America

is a historically documented fact.

Carmichael was viewed as a nation-

al security threat by certain agen-
cies of the National Government. It

was known that his life was in dan-
ger. That immediate danger is what
prompted Pan-Africanist Ghanian
President Kwame NKrumah. who
had led his nation to political inde-

pendence, to call for Carmichael to

come to West Africa to study with

NKrumah and be his personal assis-

tant. There Stokely Carmichael
became Kwame Ture. and has since

been working as a Pan-Africanist in

exile.

It is of great significance to com-
memorate the life of Kwame Ture He
is back in the United States due to the

most tragic of circumstances. Ture is

now receiving treatment for prostate

cancer It was last reported that things

were going well and he should be
strong. Professor Thelwell and the

Afro-American studies department are

calling on concerned faculty, students,

organizations and community mem-
bers to pool resources in order to wel-

come this legend to our campus. Some
refer to him as the "heir to Malcolm
X" and he is known for having
inspired Steven Biko to action in South
America. Please welcome him to

UMass
Michael Aleo is a Collegian cor-

respondent.

Breaking the color barrier
Nowadays, one need not be

an avid reader of black lit-

erature to realize that the

business of black books is a

lucrative one. There is indeed a

new generation of African
American writers emerging with
strong voices. These voices are
now being shared in a variety of
ways with literature ranging from
best selling mysteries, commer-
cial fiction, romance novels and
biographies.

How and when
did this sudden
change come about

Millicent

Jacksonone might ask?
The fact is that

there has always been a serious

need for our stories as African
Americans to be told, the prob-
lem being that the publishing
industry was not trying to hear
them.

The majority of literature by
African Americans appearing
from the '30s through the early

'60s were aimed at white audi-

ences. We were telling them who
we were and what was wrong.
Times have since changed. This
new "Black Aesthetic." as author
Trey Ellis calls it, doesn't feel the

need to justify their existence, let

alone prove anything to white
people. African American writers

no longer feel the need to create

characters that need to be por-

trayed in ways that degrade them
or undermine their capabilities;

instead they are stepping up and
showing that as a people we work
hard, are educated, live in nice
homes, travel and are resilient.

Best selling mystery novelist

Walter Mosley. famed for the tri-

als and tribulations of his reluc-

tant detective. Ezekiel "Easy"
Rawlins, explains that for the
longest time the attitude of the

publishing world was that, "white
people don't read about black
people. Black women don't like

black men. and black people
don't read " None of this is true

as Mosley concludes — rather it

is quite the contrary.

. . ^.. ,

Due to the blockbuster success
of Terry McMillan's 1992 best-

seller, Waiting to Exhale
(700,000 hardcover and 3 million

paperback copies sold to date),

publishers have found that not
only do white people read about
black people, but black people
read about black people a lot.

The beauty of McMillan's craft is

that she writes intimately about a

middle class black experience in

which White America is largely

irrelevant. A recent

article written in

"Newsweek" about
the best-selling
author highlighted

that McMillan's colloquial narra-

tives have the casually cathartic

flavor of pop songs, allowing
them to reach audiences her more
literary peers never will.

Clara Villarosa. owner of the
largely black Hue-Man
Experience Bookstore in Denver,
describes the McMillan revolu-
tion this way: "When you look at

the literature of Toni Morrison or
Alice Walker, a lot of it reported
on experiences in rural areas or
back when.

"Contemporary black fiction,

in a black woman's voice, was a
total void. These women weren't
reading the Toni Morrisons.
They'd say, 'Honey. I want it to

sound like me.' and when it did,

they loved it," Villarosa said.

Needless to say, not only has
McMillan managed to overthrow
unattractive publishing industry
wisdom, she has also spawned a

cottage industry of black pop fic-

tion writers who are following
closely in her steps. All of these
writers began publishing after

McMillan and. like her. steer
clear of writing about racial prob-
lems, focusing instead on the
problems of contemporary
African-American women.
Connie Briscoe's, Sisters A

Lovers (1994) sold more than
100.000 copies in hardcover and
325.000 in paperback. Her new
novel. Big Girls Don't Cry. has

100,000 copies in print. Even
controversial bestselling author
E. Lynn Harris, known for his

steamy commercial novels of
male bisexuality and homosexual-
ity, has more than 152,500 copies
of his current best seller, And
This Too Shall Pass in print.

Excited by these figures, the
overwhelmingly white American
publishing industry is going to
even greater lengths to tap the
black audience. Last |une, power-
house publishing company Alfred
A. Knopf published black poet
Sapphire's gritty first novel.
Push, for which they paid a half a

million dollars. These figures are
steadily rising as publishers con-
stantly remain on the look out for

the next "fresh"
African-American new voice to
sweep the nation.

It is not uncommon for writers'

advances to range from the high
thousands anywhere up to six fig-

ures, in addition to possibly
securing themselves a movie deal.

Once again, due to the success of
Waiting to Exhale the movie.
Hollywood, too, has recognized
that African-Americans will

spend money to see stories about
themselves.

This goes without saying.
There are many more of us "out
there" waiting to be discovered
and have our voices heard. We
need as many voices and as many
stories as are willing to come
forth. Although we are not in the
strict sense of the word histori

ans. we are in fact making histo-

ry. As Terry McMillian said in a
speech given in 1990 in Tucson.
Arizona. "We, as
African-American writers, are
capturing and making permanent
and indelible reactions to. and
impressions of. our most intimate

observations, dreams & night
mares, experiences and feelings

about what it felt like for "us" to
be African-Americans from the
'70s until now. the '90s."

Millicent lackson is a Collegian

correspondent

.. . . . — U^L

Conference aims to educate students

on music industry and networking
ly Lisa Chiu
Collegian Staff

Kwame Ture speaks at on African Liberation Day celebration by (he All African People's Revolutionary Forty

This Friday and Saturday, the
Black Mass Communications
Project (BMCP) will present its 8th
Annual Communications
Conference at the Campus Center
The conference will serve as an

opportunity to educate young
adults about the music industry, as

well as the importance of network-
ing. Event organizers anticipate
that this event will draw more par
ticipants than in past conferences.

The scheduled keynote speaker is

Thembisa Mshaka. Rap Editor of
GAVIN magazine. Mshaka's work
with GAVIN includes adminstering
radio and retail charts, communi-
cating with influential underground
D|'s. breaking new artists and
coordinating the rap industry's net-

working event. The Gavin Seminar.
Workshop and panel discussions

will address topics such as "Behind
the Scenes |obs in the Industry,"

"Publishing and Copyrights."
"Distribution." "Beat makers and
Producers" and "Sistas in the
Industry," as well as many other
topics.

Events will include a fashion
expo, music performances, a bas-

ketball tournament and label repre-

sentatives.

"Among other reasons. BMCP
exists to facilitate the flow of dia-

logue in the realm of Black Music
which in America has served as the

foundation for nearly all other gen-
res of music. It is the root of
American culture and we honor it

as such." a BMCP press release
read.

BMCP was founded in 1969 by
students concerned over the lack
of diversity at WMUA. the
University of Massachusetts col-

lege radio station. For the past 28
years. BMCP can be heard exclu-

sively on WMUA and is one of the

oldest and largest RSOs on cam-
pus.

BMCP has sponsored such

speakers as Tony Brown. Spike
Lee. Cornell West, Honorable
Minister Louis Farrakhan. Lani
Guinier. Angela Davis and lames
Mtume. The organization has also

worked with University
Productions and Concerts to spon-
sor acts such as Public Enemy.
Brand Nubian. O.G.C.. KRS One.
Onyx. De La Soul. The Roots.
Tribe Called Quest and others.

The organization also holds its

annual fall leans and T- shirt party
and spring Funk-O-Thon. which
each draw at least 1500 college
students from the Northeast area
and beyond.

For more information on
BMCP's Communications
Conference, contact the BMCP
office at 1413) 545-2426 or visit

the office in room 402 in the
Student Union. UMass students
can register at the Collegiate
Committee for the Education of
Black and other Minority Students
ICCEBMS) office on the 2nd floor
of the New Africa House.

An excerpt from the poem.

Love Hurts

If..

If only You could know how much you had hurt me when you said no
If only You had waited for me, then we could have found the love we

have been searching for in each other

If only You didn't push my love away

If only You had waited for me. then I could have stopped the last bat

from shattering you last hope of true love

If only You would stop coming & going and just stay

If only boys would grow up to become honorable & respectable men,
then I wouldn't have to write this

If only boys realized what they are doing when they give false pretense of

the word love to a young female. Then our pain would stop

If only it was as simple to say it as it is to prove it

If only You would stop giving me excuses to why I shouldn't love You
If only I didn't rush it & let nature take its course

If only I did not fall for you so easily

If only You had waited for me to sweep You off your feet

If only I knew You were the one I was destined to be with, then I would

have to stop searching and waited for You

If only You had waited for me. You could have seen that my love was
real

If only my sisters had stopped playing me. then I would still trust and

respect You today

If only nice guys came in first place instead of last place, then I wouldn't

feel that I have to be a dog to win your love

If only You were not so superficial and independent of me. then I would

be able to trust You
If Only

Instead, you push me away with angry words, you say I am like the rest of

them without giving me a chance to prove my love to you.

By Dimitry Frederique

One Time for the Mind: Race across the Atlantic

Allana E

Todman

On March 15. 1997, I had my
bay packed and ready to go on a

performaance tour to London
and Paris with my performing arts troup.

Boston City Lights This tour, which hat-

ed for two weeks, opened my eyes to view
twYthing around me in a more analytical

way.

Boardnrg the plane, I sat

down in my assigned seat

number, prayed for a safe

arrival and closed my eyes

until the plane lifted off. As
we reached thousands of feet into the air.

the plane began to experience turbulence

I just sat there with my seatbeh clasped

tightly around me.

Every now and then. I would look at

the flight attendants, who were trying

their hardest riot to appear as if they were
scared about the plane crashing like the

rest of the paganigcis , including myself,

were.

Finally, we landed safely in London,
and the first thing I noticed about the peo-

ple was that I hardly saw anyone in jeans

or sneakers, including the little children

Everyone dressed very casually. That's
why all seven of us. dressed in our
Converse uniforms with our sneakers to

match, were constantly being pointed out

as the group of Americans. As people con-
tinuously stared at us, we started to fed
proud that we were from the USA
Though we were in a foreign land in

lenkn. I stiD fdt dose to home because
the people spoke English. But as soon as

we entered Paris it was a different case.

Not only did I not understand French but

the culture of Parisians was very interest

Tg
The first thing I looked for was the

brothers and sisters. I wanted to see how
they dressed, the way they spoke, and the

kind of musk that they

listned to. I wondered if

they had the same socio-

economic ryroblems that

we did as black

Americans. Lastly. I

wondered if racism was more or less

when compared to that of America.

The first group of African Europeans

that 1 saw were at one of the hottest dance

clubs in Paris, THE HOT BRASS The
night of our performance, there was a

French rap battle right after us. With this

night being the night for individuals 1

8

and up. the troupe and I were excited to

see some of our black peers.

Unlike young African-American men
who commonly wear baggy jeans for com
fort and style. African Europeans were

mostly sporting straight fitted jeans, with

casual sweaters, or Tommy Hilfiger gear.

They also seemed to love matching bfue

jean and jacket matching outfits.

All the females I saw were similuit to

that of African- American women, except

that they all seem to either have full

weaves or microscopic braids that looked

as if they took three weeks to do.

Though the common dress code for the

African European man or woman was

slightly diflerent. it seemed that their sori-

economic problems were not too far off

from ours in America.

They saTTaTarly ajaajajaaj issues through

their rap music, as we do in the United

States, so I tried to understand the issues

that were affecting African Europeans
through the interpretation of my friend

who spoke pretty good French.

One of the phrases from one of the

French rapper's was. "In the street you
have to have money because if you don't

have money the cops wont respect you,

so you have to make the cash."

As the rap battle continued, many of

the rappers' messages mirrored each
other, making it very dear that the white

society in Europe had a problem witih

completely accepting black men or
woman as individuals in the economy or

in social dass.

After their performance ended, many of

the rappers came to us and asked mem-
bers of our troupe who rapped to jointly

freestyle together. At this time. I was very

proud to see African Americans and
African European men come together to

express themselves through the common
art of rap.

One of the comments that the African

Europeans gave us was the fact that it was
hard for them to see a troupe as ours

mixed with difft.ent races because
although the laws prohibit racial discrimi-

nation, inwardly, the people are still very

racist.

I found their comment* to be very true

after the troupe and I were not allowed to

perform at a major dub in f^ri* because

we were not Portuguese. As the bouncer

asked us to not enter the building, we
were very upset

After talking with more Black
Europeans, they expressed to me that

it's harder to get ahead in France
because of the heavily structured class

system.

Many of them also revealed to me
that if they could move to America they

would.

On the journey back to Boston. I met
an African man who lived in Paris for

sometime and had just become an
American citizen.

He expressed to me that as an
American. I shouldn't spend all of my
time straining the social problems and
prejudices of this country because
when compared to the rest of the
world. America is a land of oppurtuni

ty-

As he continued to share his struggle

with me. I realized that maybe I could
have taken a lot of the principles this

country stands on for granted.

Overall this trip abroad has been a

life learning experience. For me to com-
municate with other people of African

descent was very inspiring. The strug-

gle for black people is not only on for

African-Americans, but for all people
of African descent, worldwide.

Allana E. Todman is a Collegian

staffmember
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Alterna-god Beck shows a soW-out Amherst crowd what you con do with two turntables and a microphone

Beck shows Amherst "where it's at

Breeders vol. 3 - a raw Deal
By John Hendrickson
Collegian Staff

THE BREEDERS
Pearl Street

March 28, 1 997

Friday night was representational of the past, pre-

sent and future of Kim Deal's musical career. For

starters, her old Pixies bandmate Black Francis

(a.k.a. Charles Thompson or Frank Black) was in

attendance The Breeders, initially Kim's side pro-

ject while still a Pixie, were the featured act Friday

night. But this edition of the Breeders had the same

line-up as her most recent group. _____——

—

the Amps. So the band on stage at

Pearl Street was not really the

Breeders, but also not the Amps.
Got that? Neither do I.

The show started out promis-

ingly. The opening salvo of

"Mom's Drunk" and "Pacer-
grabbed the crowd's attention:

"Iris" and the brand-new "Yo"
(the band thought up the title on

Kim Deal is an

incredibly charismatic

and likeable performer.

Constantly smiling and
chatting with the audi-

ence, she's a breath of
the spot) were also some of the fresh air in the hlODer-
set's early highlights. However. . .

i u
the Breeders' performance soon than-tllOU WCk
became repetitive and monoto-
nous, with too many sluggish, mid-paced numbers

drowned out in dissonance and feedback, thus

weighing down the show. That factor coupled with a

relatively unfamiliar set unuch of their catalogue

the albums Pod and Last Splush and the Safari KP
— was ignored in favor of unrcleased new songs and

about half of the Amps' LP) resulted in a nasty G-M
of audience boredom.

And that's a damn shame. because Kim Deal is an

incredibly charismatic and likeable performer.

Constantly smiling and chatting with the audience.

she's a breath of fresh air in the hipper-than-thou

rock world. Her voice and demeanor clearly belie

her somewhat ratty appearance; the former
high-school cheerleader still knows how to project

her enthusiasm to the crowd. Kim's enthusiasm and

willingness to deconstruct the traditional band/audi-

ence barrier was welcome, appreciated and perhaps

the one saving grace of the show.

Although the band's sound was overwrought with

too much ambient noise (i.e. too much dissonance),

the new edition of the Breeders have a solid musical

base of fundamental rock skills. The focal points ol

the five-piece band are Kim's fuzzed-out acoustic

guitar and drummer |im MacPherson's solid back-

beat, though often the sound was augmented with a

third electric guitar, violin, pedal steel guitar and

even a second bass (can you say "Ned's Atomic-

Dustbin"?). Unfortunately, these occasional quirks

only made the prevailing dull-

ness of the rest of the set all the

more obvious.

The Breeders picked up the

pace towards the end of the

show, saving it from being a

complete washout. Most of their

better known songs were
ignored, so when the loopy bass

introduction of "Cannonball"
started up. it galvanized the

audience. The encores continued

the momentum, with the rousing

country-rock of "Drivin' On 9"

(which Kim dedicated to every

one who has to commute from Northampton to

Amherst) and Pod's "Fortunately Gone," which gave

the show its most emotional moment ol the evening

However, it was simply a case of too little too late

— the strong finale couldn't redeem the show's

overall blandness

Unfortunately, Kim Deal's songwriting seems to

be heading in the same direction as former Pi\ies

bandmate Black Francis' — down. Comparisons
between the two are unfair but ultimately inevitable,

as their post r__M pru|ecis will always be held up

against their old group's vastly superior body of

work. Hopefully, this show wasn't representational

of the current edition of the Breeders; if it was, one-

can only pray for a Francis/Deal reconciliation and a

Pixies reunion.

yy
Descendents in form at Pearl St.

By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

BECK
Amher$t College

March 28

likely in an attempt to ward off mainstream status,

dlteina icon Beck Hansen has veered far from larger

venues to embark on a national college tour. This past

Friday, he brought his eccentric blends and styles of

genre meshing to Amherst College. His entirely unique

sound of hip-hop. blues, folk, country bluegrass and rock

has put Beck not only at the top of the charts, but has won
the respect of eoncertgoers and music critics alike

Surrounded by a five-piece ensemble decked out in clas-

sic mod attire. Beck's set screamed of '70s-retro homage.

He entertained the sold-out house by bouncing around the

stage with the vigorous energy of a young child, though he

stopped for far too long in between each number to either

introduce the song or tell a random story with flaky pseu

do- intellectual blabber

The evening began promptly at 8 p.m. with the flickering

d the overhead lights over the anticipatory crowd. What
then occurred was a shock to the audience members who
were strictly there for Beck and plastic poppers, the

Cardigans. Germany's Atari Teenage Riot hit the stage-

equipped with two singers and two D I V Atari set the

night off in the nght direction with their disturbing chants

of apocalyptic revolution Frontman Alec Fmpire continu-

ously directed his internal rage at the confused kids in the

crowd, who at first stared with wide ~M and then seemed

to tum off their attention

Atari's set was a loud and angry mix of punk and indus

trial. \et referred to by the band as digital hardcore. The
highlight was the title track from their recent I P Scl to

Death. "I'm sick to death like I've never been sick before.*

Fmpire and his stage partner ripped through each song,

taking turns singing while the other jumped furiously

around the stage. All in all. Atari lived up to their reputa-

tion as one of the most entertaining and bizarre live a^t^

around.

The best way to describe the second stage of the evening

is with one direct word: buzzkill! After the extreme intensi

tv of Atari Teenage Riot. Swedish sensations The Cardigans

took the stage with their cutesy, radio-friendly ballads Led

by the ear-piercing screeches of singer Nina IVrssun. the

prepubescent members of the audience cheered on and on.

The Cardigans' set consisted of one song warping its way
into another — the only tune that stood apart was the rec-

ognizable Top 40 hit "Love Fool." The band's obvious late

MK metal influences wen- the only distinction they had

from all the members of their genre, like I titer* to (

B\ the time Beck came on. the gymnasium was nearly

packed to full capacity The set began in a true epic lashion

with a short intro by the D |.. who was then joined by the

rest of the band, minus Beck. The guitarist then gave a little

veil, "let's here it for Beck'" The new king ol college radio

then came running out from off-stage, giving a sincere-

warm welcome to his fans He set the night off with

"Devil's Haircut," the first song off his critically acclaimed

album Odeluy During the chorus, the crowd looked in awe

at the stellar light show that flickered about the gymnast,

um. The band appeared in front of a symmetrically shaped

backdrop which looked more like kitchen wallpaper circa

1975

Throughout the next couple numbers. Beck & Co.

appeared to be putting their hearts into it. but the crowd

seemed a bit withdrawn. Halfway through the set. Beck

decided to slow things down and had his band take a

breather backstage Equipped with an acoustic guitar, he

performed two lolksier songs from earlier in his career He-

introduced one with an exhaustingly long, yet amusingly

cvnical explanation of nitrous oxide abuse. At this point

many people sat down and listened patiently until Beck

changed tempos.

tually the band returned and kicked through an

amazing rendition of "Where its At." For the first time,

the entire crowd got up and danced, chanting along with

Beck to the chorus of "two turntables and a microphone
"

The remainder of the evening maintained the same level

ol energy, and by the end ol the show there were MM
dous expressions of complete satisfaction by everyone pre-

sent.

The majority of the set was taken in almost numerical

order form Odelay. Only a few songs Irorn 1994's Mellon

Gold were played and. surprisingly enough, "loser" was

one left absent Rather, songs like "Beer Can" and
hole" were mixed in with newer tunes, including the

recent single "The New Pollution." as well as the country

twang of "Lord Onlv Knows " Beck proved himscll to be

quite the showman as well as talented pcrlormer An
evening with Beck, although a bit odd at times, is still an

experience not easily forgotten.

By Adam Dfugocz

Collegian Staff

DESCENDENTS
Pearl Sheet

March 26

The Descendents are a band that

trantcend all boundaries. Regardless of

your sex. race, scene or whatever, it

you like fast, loud, well-played music

you were at Pearl Street last

Wednesday night. The crowd, of

course, ate it up as they pogoed.
skanked and danced with abandon.

Despite the fact that it fell like Pearl

Street exceeded the maximum occu-

pancy by a thousand with its

sauna-like conditions, there wasn't a

frown to be found at the show.

One aspect of the punk scene in the

'90s has been the return of bands who.

after huge layoffs, fell flat on their

faces. The Sex Pistols and Misfits arc-

two prime examples. The Descendents

however continued to go against t he-

grain by coming back and rocking as

hard as ever. Maybe it was the

unbreakable trio of Karl Alvarez. Bill

Stevenson and Stephen Egerton who

• -" "**"*"*
t! r'TlTfii—rif

logged in years with All before bring-

ing back the Descendents. or maybe
vocaliM Milo Aukerman is someone to

whom anyone whose ever felt left out

or rejected can relate. Then again it

could be the fact that when you sec the

ndent>. everything melts away as

yxxi enter a punk nirvana.

The Descendents opened up with

thematic "I'm ~ftt A Loser" and from

then on proceeded to destroy Pearl

Street "Everything Sucks" and "I'm

The One" were next and perhaps best

exemplified why the Descendents'

comeback has been so successful.

Although those songs were written this

year, after Milo's layoff, they still

sounded just as good as the classics

and proved that the band has not

missed a beat.

While the new songs were good,

they weren't what the crowd shelled

out their hard earned money for.

"Hope." one of the best songs about

lost love ever written, came fourth,

and the crowd reached a frenzied state

as the band played away. "Coolidge."

"Descendents." "I Don't Want To
Grow Up." "Bikeagc" and "Wanna Be

a Bear" are |ust a small sample of the

songs played. They even threw in the

Beach Boys cover "Wendy." a song

they had omitted from their first cou-

ple of shows Despite the Hades- like-

temperature and the fact that the

crowd was packed in like sardines, no

one let up as the band played for over

an hour

While Mlto leaned into the crown*

as he sang and Karl and Stephen
bounced around showing off the few

dance moves they learned in years ol

being in All, you realized nothing

could be better. What separated the

Descendents from other punk bands

is that they do it all for their fans. At

every show, they pour every bit ol

sweat and energy into their set. and

no matter how hot it is or how tired

they are. the smiles never leave their

faces. In a time when too many bands

arc involved in punk for the monev
and the fame, it's nice to sec a band

that does it purely for the love of the

music. To prove that they were differ

cm. after their entire catalogue had

been exhausted and two encores, thev

came out and blasted into a three

se>ng homage to Black Flag beginning

with "Wasted." It was that little extra

that made Wednesday a truly magical

night.
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THERE ARE RESOURCES BLE 10 KELP

Alcohol and Drug Education Program. 248 University Health Services Room
General information, referral, training, peer workshops 577-5181 Whdays 8:30-5 00.
""

I Ask for the Alcohol/Drug Educator in the Health Education Division

First Call for Help, Town of Amherst
|

Information about resources and self help groups in the local area. 256-0121HArr Weekdays 9 00-4:45. *

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

Get a Boost This Summer
atUNH

Request the UNH
Summer Catalog

or go online!

Over 300 day and evening
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• Courses are 5, 8, or 10 weeks

• Four Convenient Terms
June 2-)uly 3

)une 2-August 8

|une 16-August 8

July 7-August 8

Take 2 terms, back-to-back

and earn 8 or more credits
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Athletic Health Enhancement Program (AHEP). 256 Boyden Gym
Information, educational programs, consultation and referral for student athletes,

coaches and staff. 545-4588 Weekdays 8 30-5:00

Importedm Th*Bc»

I
Residential Education Alcohol Program (REAP). Moore Lobby In Southwest

Referral, multi-session education and court-mandated counseling, individual

counselino. for students. 545-01 37 Weekdays 9:00-5:00 i

—

Get info & register on the web!
http://www.learn.unh.edu

Registration begins March 3/
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Wildcat win continues repeat quest Arizona underdogs chomp on UNC
by Jim O'Connell
Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS - When Ron Mercer was in the game,
his shots weren't falling. When he was out, his cramping
legs were on ice. That combination should have had
Kentucky in a bad way. Instead, the Wildcats will get a
chance to defend their national title. Kentucky's tenacious
defense and a sudden burst of balanced scoring by
Mercers teammates gave the Wildcats a 78-69 victory
over Minnesota on Saturday night.

Mercer scored 19 points on 7-of-21 shooting as
Kentucky (35-4) advanced to the NCAA championship
Monday night against Arizona, which beat North Carolina
66-58.

The one thing for sure is that the winner will be the
Wildcats. It will either be Kentucky's seventh title or
Arizona's first.

"I have tremendous admiration for our basketball team
that overcame a lot of problems, from foul trouble to
cramping and was still able to dig deep down and win this
ballgame," Kentucky coach Rick Pitino said.

Mercer, who had 20 points in the national championship
game against Syracuse last season as a freshman, couldn't
get untracked against Minnesota (31-4) A 50 percent
shooter during the season. Mercer was 3-of-13 in the first

half as the Wildcats took a 36-31 lead, then was bothered
by the leg cramps.

"I just started catching cramps in the second half." he
said. "I tried to continue to play on. but it was worst when
I was jumping and it kind of affected my jumping a little

bit." That would have meant bothering his shooting as
well.

"Sometimes you're going to shoot good and sometimes
you're not," said the 6 foot -7 sophomore, who has already
announced he will enter the upcoming NBA draft. "I had
pretty good shots 1 didn't get enough lift on my shot, but
I'm just glad we won. I not really concerned about my
shot right now."
The Golden Gophers, who were hounded by turnovers

against Kentucky's varied pressure delense, still hung in

during their first ever Final Four appearance.

They took their first lead of the game with 10:51 to play

on a 3-pointer by Bobby lackson. It was also their last.

"Anytime you get a lead like that you have fought an
uphill battle." Minnesota coach Clem Haskins said. "We
didn't do a good job of taking care of the basketball. The
pressure got to us and we were forced into quick shots.

That's what happens when you go against pressure."

Kentucky broke /rom a 54-54 tie with a 14-3 run with
five players, none of them named Mercer, scoring the

points. Cameron Mills almost matched his 5.6 scoring
average for the season in the run with five points, includ-

ing the 3-pointer that capped it and made it 68-57 with
4:18 to play.

Anthony Epps had 1 3 points for Kentucky and Mills fin-

ished with 10.

Bobby lackson scored 23 points and Sam (acobson and
|ohn Thomas each had 10 for the Golden Gophers,
lackson, Minnesota's star throughout the tournament, was
also forced to the bench because of cramps in the second
half.

"They did a good job of containing us and pressuring us
and we just had careless turnovers," lackson said "I wish
we could have the game back but we can't. We came out
and we were scared. I think we were scared. We gave it

all we could. That was the main point." Pitino will try to

become the seventh coach to lead a team to consecutive

national championships. The last was Duke's Mike
Krzyzewski in 19*fc — among the others was Kentucky's
AdolphRuppin 1949.

Kentucky's six national championships are second only

to UCLA's 1 1. The Wildcats were installed as seven-point

favorites over Arizona. "We're not last year's team." said

Pitino. who lost four players to the NBA draft. "I've never
coached a team with this much heart in my life. We're
tired, we're banged up and these guys just keep digging

in."

Minnesota had 1 5 turnovers at halftime. one more than
it averaged this season. The Golden Gophers finished

with 26. even more than Kentucky's average of forcing
22.7 per game.

MUGAOVCOUKMN

Batter up

Senior Sam Cardenas went 4-for-o in yesterday's double- header with St Bonoventure with three RBIs ond two doubles

while scoring a pair of run*.

softball
continued from page 10

earned run", just three hits, and struck out an astound-

ing nine batter'-

"I'm happy we won," Henderson said "I hope we will

be able to go on a win streak now. We're doing a lot of

things better."

Massachusetts 5. Dayton (5 innings-rain)

Saturday afternoon the Minutewomen celebrated

their home opener and the start of their A- 10 season

with a trouncing of Dayton in the rains at Totman Field.

After a slow start. UMass pounded the Flyers in the

fourth inning for four runs on as many hits

A Tracey Osier RBI infield single ignited UMass. An
RBI single by Mareina followed, and the inning was
capped off by an RBI rope double by Gutridge.

Once again. Henderson was called on to pitch, and
dominated the Flyer lineup. Henderson went the five

innings, giving up no runs on three hits, while striking

out five before the game was called due to lightning and

Collegian Sports is

looking for writers

like you!

Come visit the

Collegian Sports

desk at 113 Campus

Center Basement.

baseball
continued from page 10

Bennett had been flaw-

less, going 3-0 and reach-

ing one game shy of
reaching the 20-win
mark. Unfortunately, in

game one of Saturday's
double- header. Virginia

Tech got Bennett's num-
ber and called him on it.

The Hokies scored I 1

runs on 1 1 hits during the

five and a third innings he

pitched.

The Hokies' ace Denny
Wagner (4-2) pitched
four scoreless innings
before giving up two runs

in the fifth and sixth

against the Minutemen.
Wagner went the dis-

tance, allowing only nine
hits while striking out
nine. Massachusetts 7,

Virginia Tech I

In the nightcap of
Saturday's double-header.

UMass turned things
around. and the
Minutemen slid in with
their eighth win of the
season. 7-1.

The starting shooter for

the Minutemen was Bill

Cooke (I- I), who
allowed one run on five

hits while surrendering no
walks. Senior catcher
lason Kudrikow went
4-for-5, while Doug
Clark and Brian Samela
each hit home runs to
clinch the victory for the
Minutemen.
Also contributing to

Virginia Tech's demise
were Pete Gautreau, who
added three hits, and Brad
Gorrie. who had two hits

of his own and scored two
runs, taking Hokies pitch-

er Matt Lichtel out of the
books.

ByMikeNlodek
Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — Too quick, too clutch and simply too

tough for mighty North Carolina, Arizona is only one more
improbable victory from its first NCAA tide.

just eight days after knocking off No. I Kansas, Arizona

defeated North Carolina 66-58 Saturday night behind the

shooting of Miles Simon and Mike Bibby.

"As many Final Fours as they've been to and as many times

you've seen them playing on TV in the championship, all the

good players that have come through," Simon said, "I'm just

glad that it's Arizona's time now."

Simon, rejected by North Carolina coach Dean Smith four

years ago, scored 24 points, and Bibby shook off a horrible

start to hit four 3-pointers down the stretch as the Wildcats

won a game for the first time in three Final Four appearances.

Arizona (24-9), the only team that wasn't a top seed in its

region to reach the Final Four, will play in today's champi-
onship game against the v inner of the Kentucky-Minnesota
semifinal played later Saturday.

"They're not afraid of anyone, and they play that way,"
Arizona coach Lute Olson said of his players. "I think the

Kansas win gave us a confidence that, hey. if we can beat

Kansas, we should be able to beat any of the teams we come
up against. I don't think our guys are walking with a swagger,

but. .. the mindset we have right now is perfect."

North Carolina (28-7), which won its previous 16 games,
shot 31 percent and committed 17 turnovers. The Tar Heels,

who have reached the Final Four 1 1 times in Smith's 36 years,

won't get a chance to bring their coach his third title in the

same season in which he broke Adolph Rupp's record for

coaching victories.

"We've had a great season, but I didn't tell them that,"

Smith said when asked what he told his players afterward. "1

said they tried hard but they have to look back at this and learn

from each experience.

"Arizona did an excellent job with their interior defense.

They are very quick. And we just weren't shooting well."

Arizona, which also used its quickness to shock Kansas in

the Southeast Regional semifinals, didn't shoot much better—
33 percent. But the Wildcats made shots when it really mat-

tered. Bibby. a freshman, missed 10 of his first 13 shots but

kept firing and finished with 20 points. He made six 3-point-

ers. "My mentality is to shoot the rock," he said. "I'm not wor-

ried. I finally started hitting some. I just knew my shots would
fall if I kept taking them."

Vince Carter had 21 points, but only five on 2-for-7 shoot-

ing in the second half, as North Carolina ended its season the

same way it began — with a loss to Arizona. The Wildcats

defeated the Tar Heels 83-72 in the Tipoff Classic on Nov. 22.

Shammond Williams hit a 3-pointer for North Carolina's

first points of the game. But he missed his last seven shots

from behind the arc and finished 1 -for- 1 3 from the floor.

"I said, 'Mike, you have got to get to him by the time he gets

to the three-point line', " Olson said.

And Bibby listened, helping the team with his defense

before putting Arizona over the top with his clutch shooting.

The Wildcats led only 47-42 with 9:50 to play before Bibby

and Simon scored all their team's points during a 14-4 run that

made it a 1 5-point game.

Simon, who still has the rejection letter he received from
Smith hanging on his bulletin board, began the sta-tch with a

3 pointer. Bibby then hit a 3-pointer to make it 53-42. After

two baskets by Serge Zwikker sandwiched Simon's 1 5-footer,

Bibby hit two more 3-pointers for a 61-46 lead.

North Carolina scored the next seven points, but the cool

Bibby made another 3-pointer to put Arizona up 64-55.The
game still wasn't wrapped up. though, as the Wildcats missed

the front ends of three consecutive I -and- 1 free throws wtaie

Carter made a dunk and Ed Cota hit a 3-pointer to bring the

Tar Heels to within six points.

But Carter, Williams and Cota missed 3-pointers, and
Donnell Harris made two clinching free throws with 27.8 sec-

onds left. Arizona's players looked much more excited before

the game than their Carolina counterparts. When introduced,

Bennett Davison ran onto the court, held both index fingers

aloft and pointed at Arizona's cheering session, while Simon
did a little shimmy dance as he left the bench.

Inexperience, injuries can't stop Cats

By Mike Embry
Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — When Kentucky lost its stars from
last year's championship team to the NBA, not many peo-
ple gave it a shot at winning the title again

But with an undermanned and ailing team, the Wildcats
are just one victory away from their second straight

NCAA crown. Kentucky used its trademark pressure
defense to overwhelm Minnesota 78-69 Saturday night

The Wildcats started three sophomores and one fresh-

man to go along with senior guard Anthony Epps.
Nonetheless, the lack of experience didn't faze Kentucky
in the national semifinal. "This is a sophomore-dominated
team and they're mentally as tough as I've ever had."
Kentucky coach Rick Fhtino said. "I don't think it really

matters what class you're in any longer." After beating

Syracuse for the national title last year, the Wildcats lost

seniors Tony Delk and Walter McCarty and sophomore
Antoine Walker to the NBA. Then they lost leading scorer

Derek Anderson to a knee injury in (anuary

Anderson, however, came off the bench to shoot two
free throws on a second-half technical foul on Minnesota
coach Clem Haskins. He hit both to give the Wildcats a
49-43 lead, and left the game "This team is sort of like a

family trying to overcome tragedies." Anderson said.

Not counting Anderson, the Wildcats used nine players

against the deeper Minnesota team. And they lost sopho-
more Scott Padgett to fouls while lared Prickett and Nazr
Mohammed each picked up four. Even without last year'*

powerhouse lineup, the Wildcats used their smothering
full-court pressure to force 26 Minnesota turnovers.

"These guys are young, and you don't see that type of

performance from young players. ... We've now beaten

two teams in the top five to get to the championship
game, and I'm blown away from their grit." Pitiiu> s.ud

The Wildcats are trying to become the first team since

Duke to repeat as champions. The Blue Devils won in

1991 and 1992. Sophomore All-American Ron Mercer.
who is leaving for the NBA after this season, hit just 7-of-

21 shots lor Kentucky and grabbed only three rebounds.
And when he was forced to the bench in the second half

after getting elbowed in the head, the other Wildcats
picked up the slack.

Epps scored 1 3 points, including 4-of-5 free throws late

in the game, and hit two 3s that put Kentucky in control

in the opening minutes. The senior guard also came
through with seven assists and five steals.

"That was tough but the good thing about Ron is that

he knew he was struggling so he fried to get the ball to

everybody else," Epps said.

Simon: 'Luckily, I was able to be on*
by Nancy Armour
Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — An hour before rip-off. Miles Simon
entered the RCA Dome singing and bopping to music blaring

from his headphones while his Arizona teammates walked
silently around him. When the headphones came off and the

game began, it was Simon making all the noise again for the

Wildcats

The lifekmg North Carolina fan missed Arizona's victory

over the Tar Heels in the Tipoff Clank because of academic
problems But he made up for that absence Saturday, scoring

24 points a* the Wildcats (24-9) beat North Carolina 66-58 in

the semifinals of the NCAA tournament

Freshman point guard Mike Bibby. who struggled in the

first half, made four 3-potnters down the stretch and scored

1 7 of his 20 points in the second half

"Luckily. I was able to be on." said Simon, the only return

ing starter from last year's squad. "My team ... kept saying.

Man. you've just got to keep taking it.' and that's what I tried

to do. I just put up shots and took what was coming to me."
With six seconds left to play. Simon turned to die Arizona

fans, held up his index finger and mouthed. "One more
game." The Wildcats, who upset top-ranked Kansas in the

semifinals of the Southeast Regional, play the winner of the

Kentucky-Minnesota game today for the national champi
onship

It will be Arizona's first appearance in the title game. "I

don't think our guys are cocky or walking with a swagger or

anything else." coach Lute Olson said "I think they've got an
inner confidence in what their teammates can do and what
they can do."

The only thing to mar Arizona's victory was lason Terry's

hospitalization for dehydration. The sophomore guard, who
had a cold earlier this week, had three points in 20 minutes.

While Bibby and Mike Drckerson. Arizona's leading scorer.

struggled. Simon gave North Carolina (28-7) a game all by

himself It was sweet turnabout for the Fullerton. Calif.,

native, who still keeps his rejection letter from Dean Smith on
the bulletin board in his bedroom.

Smith said he quit recruiting Simon because he had two
young shooting guards.

Simon downplayed the personal significance of the game,
saying he was more concerned with the NCAA title But

Arizona forward Eugene Edgerson said Simon's public itxlil

ference was an act "He was just basically like this We need
to kill these people They recruited me. but they didn't recruit

me hard enough. We've got to make them pay." Edgerson
said.

And that's |ust what Simon did. The Tar Heels led by 1

1

when he took a Bibby pass in for an easy layup. then followed

up with back to-back treys to cut the margin to 17 14 with

11:57 left in the first half

His jumper tied the game at 24 with 721 left in the half,

but he didn't get any help from his teammates as Arizona hit

another drought Dickerson's pair of free throws gave the

Wildcats a 26-24 lead — their first since Simon's opening
layup but North Carolina scored seven unanswered points

After free throws from A | Bramlett and a Bibby 3-pointer.

Simon scored on a hook shot following a North Carolina
turnover. He was hacked as he put it up. and converted on
the 3-potnt play to give the Wildcats a 34-31 halftime lead.

He finished with 1 5 points in the first half on 6-of-8 shoot-

ing. "That first half, when it seemed like nobody else could
(score), he really did a great job of holding us in there until

other guys started hitting some shots." Olson said.

WERE WILL BE A MANDATORY

SPORTS STAFF

MEETIN0 ON TUESDAYAT 7:00 P.M. IN

Wi COLLEGIAN OFFICE.

CALL (MIS OR CASEYAT 5451749 IF

YOU CANT ATTEND.
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Collegian Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS I

EMPLOYMENT

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 F<i\: (413)545-1592

Concerned about Sex, STD's,
Alcohol. Drugs. Eating Disorders

Stress. HIV/AIDS or Smoking' Call

Peer Health Connections at 577
5168 for answers to your questions

Completely Confidential

Trying to quit smoking or chewing

tobacco? Need help? Support Group
meets every Wednesday from 7-

8pm in Campus Center Room 801

Free Call 577-5181 for more info or

lust drop by

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Summer Apt. Available 6/1 with
Fall option Clean. 7 bedroom in

Brandywine $775/month includes

gas. hot water and heat On bus line

1 mile from UMass 5490879

AUTO FOR SALE

17 Ford Escort

A/C. F/M, 5-speed

. 104K miles. $1725

(413)256-1238

1M5 Toyota Corolla good shape

129K miles. $1000 Call 253-3264

1913 Red Renault Alliance Coupe
Only 76K miles, automatic transmis

sion. runs well, body in excellent

condition new brakes, starter bat-

tery. Clarion AM/FM cassette Must
sell' $10Oti or B/0 549-4594

1992 Ford Explorer 4x4. A/C. 5-

speed. 7 door. 90K. looks and runs

excellent $9500 549-6994

NEED MONEY $50 a week, short

morning hours Contact Mark or

Alycia at 545-3500 or stop by The

Collegian in the Campus Center

Basement

SUMMER JOBS
Communication Assistant- MA
Telecommunications Relay Service.

Holyoke. MA Requirements Typing

55wpm. clear speaking voice, good

phone skills, dependable, positive

attitude, full-time and part time

positions Flexible shifts Call

|4 1 3)493- 1 1 00 for an appointment

Hadley Office has 10 part-time

openings for Field Service Reps in its

Customer Service Division

Responsibilities include Marketing.

Service, and light Deliveries in

Amherst Hadley. and Northampton

died^

$8/$12hour

Call 584-7696

10am to 4pm
Ask tor Frank Biasi

Vermont Adventure! Farm and
Wilderness is now hiring summer
staff We need people who want to

provide positive guidance and sup-

port to adolescents coming of age in

the 90s Counselors, nurses, cooks,

general staff Organic farming, back-

packing, rock climbing, waterfront,

carpentry, crafts Challenging wilder-

ness environment in the Green
Mountains of Vermont Contact
Philip Tobin (802)422-3761 or

fandwOsover net
(http //www fandw org)

EMPLOYMENT
Hadley Office has several part-

time positions available in its

Marketing Dept
• Evening and Weekend Shifts

• Fun Atmosphere
• Oaily. Weekly, and Monthly

Bonuses
• On Bus Line

• 15 to 35 hours a week
$7/$ 10 hour

Call 584 7696 between 2pm and

9pm

Need a summer job? Know the

web' Sell MCI Internet Websites to

anyone, whenever you want to work
Low cost, nice income for you Call

(800)372-7683 or e-mail for more
information dlengenOaol com

Leasing Agents Full and Part Time
for the busy summer session Must
be outgoing, friendly, and willing to

work many hours Responsibilities

include collecting rent, processing

applications answering phones and
general clerical work Please apply

in person at Cliffside Apartments
between 1 4pm No phone calls

please EC*

Crabapple White Water Looking

for one person to greet trips Work in

restaurant and retail store Full-Time

Summer Job Some positions

Looking for multi-talented, friendly

person (413)625-2288

{Opportunity* Looking for several

exciting, enthusiastic, and dedicated

people to expand an already lucra-

tive market Great opportunity for

those who are serious Interested

persons call Todd at (413)739-4669

EMPLOYMENT
Earn great money and valuable

Sales/Marketing experience
Memolink's Memoboards are com
ing to UMass 1 We need one highly

motivated individual to direct our

sales project Contact David at

(800)563 6654

Legal Assistants Wanted- Fall

19(7 Internships with the Student

Legal Services Office, get hands-on

experience in the Legal field— work

directly with attorneys and clients

Earn up to 15 undergraduate credits

No experience in the Legal profes-

sion necessary— training provided

Stop by the office today and pick up

an application 922 Campus Center

Technical Support/ISP Looking for

a great part-time job7 We are a

local, progressive, internet service

provider that is looking for Quality.

Energetic, and Reliable persons to

join our team Requirements experi-

ence m Windows '95. Windows 3 1

.

Mac. Dialup Networking and TC PIP

Call our job hotline todayl (413)587

4333 or e-mail jobsOcrocker com

Part-Time tales Reps Wanted
"Lead the way into the fist Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat
shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332
Bleecker St - D40. NYC. NY 10014

Cruise anal Land Tow Employment
work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid! For industry

information, call CfUue Employment
Services (800)276-4948 ext C50017
(We are a Research and Publishing

Col

FOR RENT
Sugarloef Estetes Ultra modern,
two bedroom apartments Free
heat/hot water New kitchens,
baths, carpeting, washers/dryers,
and morel On bus line Minutes to

Amherst Great specials! Now leas

ing Spring and Fall Call 665 3856

4 bedroom apartment 2 bath 7

large living rooms Located on bus
route in South Amherst Call 256-

1561

Summer Rental- West Hyannis
Port Cape Cod three bedroom Walk
to Craigville Beach Available 5/25-

8/31 (508)778-6519

Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

(508)477 6000

FOR SALE

Lite Speed Titanium 50 centimeter

road bike Ridden once Need imme-
diate funds Paid $1700. asking
$1150 or B/0 253-6452

Gold Chain and Pendant
Boyden Great personal value to me
Please call Hilary 256-4546

MUSICIANS

DRUMMER WANTED
Punk/Ska Band 25 Liars needs a

drummer now 1 We have practice

space and demo and gigs upcoming
Call Dave and Ryan 665 91 12Edwin.

PERSONALS

There is so much to say but I don't

think I can ever say them all Just

remember that I love and care about

you very much I can't imagine
spending my life without you I'm

always here for you babe! Te quiero

mucho 1 Love. Su Novia Sue

ROOM WANTED

Looking lor apartment on bus line

for Fall 97 Ple<

0706

SUMMER SUBLET
Summer/Fell Option 1 bedroom in

a 2 bedroom Sunny, huge, clean 10

mm from campus Available 5/15 or

6/1 Jen 259-1581

CHEAP SUBLET- Summer/Fall
Option Two bedroom apartment on

Sunderland bus line $500/month
Shelly 665-0087

3 bedroom Puffton available 6/1

549-5941

TO SUBLET

Four girls to sublet an apt/house

for fall '97 Must be on bus route

Please call either Rory at 6-2778.

Heather at 6-1872. or Katy/Renee at

6-3114

1 bedroom apartment available

immediately Call Tncia for more
info (617)247-2388

EMPLOYMENT

97 Please call Amy 546-

I Gas Dryer $40 (413)565

5169

Buy wholesale, not retail. The
last phone card you will ever own
MCI Pre-paid only $2 00 for 10 min-

utes This card is rechargeable Mail

$2 00 and SASE to Collegiate
Communications. P Box 785
Attleboro. MA 02703 (800)372 7683

INSTRUCTION
GRE / GMAT
30 hours $395

Aejajfcaj AtfiMbj
1-800-808 Prep

(please leave your name and num-
ber)

ROOMMATE WANTED

Two bedroom ept. ASAPI Mill

Valley Estates Rent negotiable Call

253-0592

SERVICES

Piercings by the Bearded Lady
222 State St Northampton 586-

0829

Pregnant? Need helpT Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549- 1 906

TRAVEL

EUROPE $175.

Within USA $79 $129

Canbb /Mexico $199 r/t

Cheap Fares Worldwide!!!!!)

http //www airhitch org

AIRHITCH (800)326-2009

Petty Weekend In Vermont April

4 6. only $99! Includes condo. lift

ticket Contact UMass Ski Club 545-

3437

Montreel- Party Weekend April

11-13, 2 nights lodging and round

trip bus $115 Call UMass Ski Club

5453437

EDUCATION
MAJORS!!

DONT JUST WORK THIS
SUMMER. COME GROW
PROFESSIONALLY AT
AMERICAS PREMIER

BROTHER/SISTER CAMPS
W1NADU FOR BOYS
DANBEE FOR GIRLS
IN WESTERN MASS.

SALARY / ROOM / BOARD
AND TRAVEL INCLUDED 1

!

COME VISIT WITH OUR
REPRESENT ATIVE:

THURSDAY, APRIL 3RD
802 CAMPUS CENTER

IOAM 4PM
(WALK INS WELCOME!)

FOR MORE INFO CALL
800-494-6238

Collegian

Classifieds -

because

they work!

Personals Policy Rates
All prnonatU ML ST br praoffrmd b> Cotkrgt^n < Ijrs-

tftMnd rmpt.rvrrx hrtnrr payment *nd eKiCfXeVtrt? o*

atrntdMlW
lid iwnn MAY NOT br ut*d m pcrton*!* ONIV
f*m namtn and inttuk are aWowryd The only nc#p-
(Him mt mr btrtndav a* confratoiatam penonart. m
*h* h . *« fhc fuM name mav br wwd
Phone number* are not allowed in personal* NO

AddwMeU are not attooed m penonalt Hit* m**r*
dorm room member* a* weM
fVr*onal* o* a frVtaOtnorsg or dernjufeor> nature *t

rouble Pervmah of a vHtoictrve or libelout

i«*iufi are not atteptabte Personal* may not be
mrd fnr the purptite of rtarattment

6 Pfoianrtv may not br used m penonah
f The pmonah section t* for personal* only The per

tonal* section may NOT be used to tell item*, seek
roommate*, advertne meeting* eft

n All per*onals mutt have the rune signature and
UMjss I O number of the student placing the a*
filled m on the insertion order Nor* students mutt
provide a valid driver s lueme and the liteme num-
ber mutt be recorded on the irvjertion order I *e <>f

lahw identmc ahon or mrieenmirntation t* subtect to

penartirs unaer thr lav*

** The t n"rg*an reserves the rsght to refuse or to edit

any personal that doe* not meet the CoVIegsan % stan-

dards m actordanrr with thr* statute* of thr
CnrnmonsaWeh of Ma*** huvett*

Students

20C per word/day

All others

40tf per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Plane write clearly and

krsj'blv We ire not responsible tor errors result

-

ing from illegible handwriting or type

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

APARTMENT FOR RENT
AUTO FOR SAL!

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND 12 DAYS FREE)

HAPRV BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

TUESDAY. AF-Kil I

Colloquium — Aorewa
McLeoa, a Five College
Women's Studies Research
^associate from the University
of Auckland. New Zealand,
will give a colloquium entitled.

"Silenced Narratives: Why New
Zealand Women Stopped
Writing." at 7:30 p.m. in the

Dickinson House Living Room
of the Five College Women's
Studio Research Center at

Mount Holyoke college.
Informal reception to follow
talk. Free and open to the pub
lie.

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 2

hibil — The Bottom
Drawer t i sculpture and paint-

ing exhibit by Harriet Diamond
and Linda Batchelor. will open
today and run through April 24
in the Student Union Visual
and Performing Arts Space in

the Student Union. An opening
reception will be held April 4
at 5 p.m. and an open panel
di^ussion will be held April at

10:45 a.m.

Lecture — The Five College
Program in Peace and World
Security Studies (PAWSS) will

sponsor a talk by Dr. Cynthia

McClintock on "Peace and
Rebellion in Latin America
After the Cold War." at 8 p.m.
in the Hasbrouck 20. The event
is free, open to the public, and
wheelchair accessible.

Lecture — The Women's
Studies Proseminar Lecture
Series will feature Lorna
McLean, a visiting Canadian
historian, on "Gender,
Community and Crime in the
19th Century Ontario." from
12:15-1:30 in the Campus
Center, room 162-175. Coffee
and tea will be available. Feel

free to bring a lunch. Free and
open to everyone.

Meeting — The Animal
Rights Coalition will hold its

weekly meeting at 7 p.m. in

306 Student Union. New mem-
bers welcome.
Reading — The Five College

Women s Studies Research
Center will host a reading and
book signing for editor Arlene
Avakian ana local contributors
Martha Ayres, Sally Bellerose.

)yl Lynn Felman. Jennifer Ire

and Cheryl Savageau. of the
book Through the Kitchen
Window: Women Explore the
Intimate Meanings ofFood and
Cooking at 7:30 p.m. in the
Dickinson House Living Room

of thr five College Women's
Studies Research Center at

Mount Holyoke College.
Informal reception to follow
talk. Free and open to the pub-
lic.

Seminar — The UMass
Amherst Neuroscience and
Behavior Program Seminars
will feature lames E. Crandall.

Developmental Neurobiology,
from the E.K. Shriver Center,
on "Early Development of the

Cerebral Cortex." hosted by
Thomas Zoeller. at 4 p.m. in

Room 319 of Morrill Science
Center II.

NOTICES

Financial aid— Applications

for summer financial aid are
now available at Financial Aid
Services. You must be a contin-

uing student enrolled in a

degree granting program at

UMass: taking summer classes

through Continuing Education:
going on approved summer
international exchange pro-
gram through IPO; or working
on a graduate dissertation.
Deadline is April 18. Late
applications will not be accept-

ed.

-

Meeting— Common Ground
will be holding support and

advocacy meeting* «4br-
low-income students and allies

every Tuesday in the Campus
Center (room to be
announced) from noon-2 p.m.
For more information, contact
Mary Sutherland at (413)
323-9725 or leave a message
in our box in the GEO office,

basement of the Student
Union.

Athletics — UMass Women's
Crew is looking for women
5'5" or less to cox. No experi-

ence necessary. To join tneir

winning team, call 545-9484.
Writing submissions —

mOthertongue. a multinational

journal published by the com-
parative literature department
is seeking submissions for its

spring 1997 publication. Now
accepting poetry, prose, lyrics

and one-acts in languages
other than English as welfas
artwork and photos from
abroad. Please include an
English translation as well to

department of comparative lit..

303 South College. UMass.
Band wanted — Amnesty

International is looking for a
Jazz Band to play for its

upcoming fundraistr this

spring. If interested, call the
Amnesty office at 549-1925 or

Iiabl«iit
,

^46-3I05 as soon m
possible. -. j.

Meeting —The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organiza-

tion for undergraduate and
graduate students with disabili-

ties on campus. Everyone is

welcome. Meetings are
Thursday nights from 6-7 p.m.
in Campus Center. Please bring
your thoughts and concerns to

the meeting. For more informa-
tion, contact Susan Pilner at

545-0892 or Kregg Strehom at

545-4602.
Support group — REFLECT,

the rive College bereavement
support program is offering
two support groups this
semester: A grief support
group for those who nave
experienced the death of
someone close to them; and
an illness group for those cur-

rently coping with the serious
illness of a loved one. If you
or someone you know is inter-

ested, please call us at
577-5316 for more informa-
tion.

Health senices — Confused,
afraid, or just curious? Do you
have questions about sex,
STDs. alcohol, drugs, eating
disorders, HIV/AIDS, stress

management or quitting smok-

tNIs arc- public service announcements ponied
daily To submit an FYI, plant send a press
release containing all pertinent information,

relucting the name and phone number of trie

contact person to the Collrgion. c/o the
Managing (ditor by noon the previous day

ing or chewing tobacco? Don't
know who to ask? Call the Peer
Health Connections phoneline
at UMass at 577- 5168.
Trained students will anony-
mously answer your questions
and tell you where to go for

more help.

Commencement Housing —
A limited number of residence
hall rooms will be available or
the relatives and friends of
f'raduating UMass students
or the night of Saturday. May
24. Commencement Housing
applications are available at

the University Conference
Service Office, 918 Campus
Center. To guarantee a reser-

vation, completed forms with
full payment must be returned
to University Conference
Services by May 1 . There will

be no on-site reservations.

Internships — Internships
are available working on
Earth Day. Hunger. Recycling
and Clean Air. Call Meianie at

MassPirg. 545-0199 or stop
by the office at 423-A
Student Union Building.

e
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AMES
March 21-April 20
Candy or flowrre air thr gifts

of chotct to heal a romantic rift

this wtrk Talk la cheap at the

moment, at least as far aa your

sweetie la concerned It's still

Important to keep the lines of

communication open, though
so don't be afraid to try again

TAURUS
April 21 May 21
Your complete attention helpa you
pick up on a detail others will

miss Tactfully pointing this out

could save a large project from
certain disaster A subtle reminder

keep* a family member from
committing a major faux pas

GEMINI
May 22^June 21
An argument between friends has
everyone begging you to take their

side Don t be tempted even

Ihough things may seem cut and
dried lo you. You'll create even

more alienation and prolong the

healing process

CANCER
June 22-July 22
A summer heat wave may have

you feeling as though you can't

cope A brief real and a cool drink

may be all It takes to recharge

your batteries Don t hesitate lo

take a long weekend, though. If

things are really bad

LEO
July 23-Aug-uat 23
A road trip will be more fun If

someone else offers to do the

driving A careful, pre trip check

may reveal a mechanical problem

thst's small -for the moment. A
financial situation begins to

Improve

VIRGO
Angnat 24-September 22
Acquiring a new skill proves to be

a worthwhile enterprise this week.

Your adaptability may soon be put

to the test A good week to find

ways to economlw-your ingenuity

Is flowing freely

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
An expansion. Involving either your

professional or your personal life,

seems unnerving. But once you
have all the Information, you 11 be

able to make a good decision Don't

allow a small risk to dissuade you.

SCORPIO
October 24-No»ember 22
A stubborn person may give you

fits, especially If you work with

them A good time for catching up
If you've let some work slide for a

while Joint finances may be a

source of tension - discuss them
freely with all concerned parties

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
Although It's easy to squander

money this week, try to avoid the

temptation A major expenditure

may be in the offing. A group that

shares your Interests may be a

good place to look far a romantic

partner. If you're In the market

CAPRICORN
December 22-Januarr 20
High energy levels and enthusiasm

carry you through a particularly

busy time Compromise la In order

when you knock heada with a

strong willed Individual - the

results could be extremely

productive

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18
A sweetheart may be In need of

extra TLC Find out what's

bothering rhem when you have the

opportunity You'll be much better

equipped to help that way Little

things, like cooking a meal for

Ihem. will help their morale a lot

PISCES
February 19-March 20
A gathering of friends provides

fertile ground for a discussion

Brainstorm as many ideas ss

possible, and then let the group's

expertise sort out the genuine

possibilities

Close to Homo By John McPherson
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for Entertainment Purpote* Onlu

Quote of the Day

U Mondays are the

potholes of the road

of life. + *

-overheard

Speedy By Todd Hartzler
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Robotmon By Jim Meddick
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Caff 54 5-26 26 for more information.

Franklin Worcester

LUNCH •

Mesquite Chick Wich
Sausage Grinder

Pizza

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Beef Stroganoff

Tofu Fajita

Chicken Hoagie

LUNCH
Chick Cut Wich

Ziti

Szechuan Tofu 'n'

Broccoli

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Cod
Tofu Fajita

Stuffed Shells

Hampshire Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger

Chick Cutlet Sandwich
Sausage Grinder

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Beef Stroganoff

LUNCH
Pizza

Chick Cut Wich
Ziti

Mac, Lentil and Matoes

DINNER
Beef Stroganoff

Chicken Fajita

Tofu Fajita

Stuffed SheHs

J

Leold By Roger & Salem Salloom

ACROSS
1. Claaamcation

6. Jeffs tan mend
10. Source of roughage

14. Meerer fruition

15. On the main

It. Attraction

17. Miss Quested of

APassapetol
1$. Harmenngs

20. TixkrogHn I

21. Reedytorlhe

23. Fort Knox unit

24. Malt beverage

25. Get a watch going

27. Queen of slsjutridom

30. &dewa* de-icer

31. Wticult situation

34. Frsoles

35 From CarrJrlt

M. Turkish title

37. FK of pique

30. Rosa. CaMornia

30. Frank

40. German article

41. Inclines

42. Bear

43. Opposite of SSW
44. Certain wines

45. Petite

46. Slight decreases

47. Smurf lans

48. Feature

51. Author George

52. CSA member
55. LeM rryrxjcttttcal

5e. Socrotfy wr*d

•0 Cornmeeiursh

01. Top of the head
02. Pnze-grver Alfred

03. Big Dipper

component

04. State of disorder

05. Saccharine

DOWN
1. Snelch

2. Dtsn*)yt*%nd ofafttlQ

3. Emulated

4. PAs neighbor

5. Tools for some
cnxArerbanats

e. MetropoHtan enjejt

7. Spent

0. Traxsttonal Enghah

beverage

1. and leather

10. ConceakTierTt spot

for hunters

11. WinrJeor chair pari

12 Mythotogcal ship

13. Treetop home
10. Beethoven's choral

syrnphony

22. Shout that's a

stopper

24. Twisted

25. Disney and Kelly

20. She esked Sam to

piayitagam

27. He played a

Clamper)

20. Leader of the

Bolsheviks

20. Singer Frankie

31. Victory over
"

(Ellen Gacbrtet)

32. KAOS operative

33. Barry Mentow hit

30. Magic rods

30. Ooze
. otnger Hedrjng

41. Overueed

42. Makes unhappy

45. Racket

40. Orson chopper

47. Capshaw and Smrth

40. Cook's measures

(Abbr)

40. Urban chaos

50. The King of Swn s

governaaa

51. Speedy Atlantic

52. Peignoir

53. Rapier

54. Bible or conveyor

SO. Engine speed (abbr)

57. _ Claire.

Wisconsin

50. Deuce deecnption

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle
H

*

'

nnnn qdo
nana oqd
lllilUlaalYli

•if p

SEE

I am going to join a

support group for teenagers

who don 't have problems.

The big question is

how soon will they throw me
out?

Ah who cares

anyway. Once they see that

I'm worth the trouble they'll

feel guilty about letting me go

out into a world I don 1
understand.

Life is good..
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Lacrosse

April 5 @ Duke

Lacrosse

April 1 Brown

ApriMOUNH

April 6 @ St Joe's

Baseball

April 2 @ Uconn

April o @ Hartford

April 5 and 6 Dayton

April 2 Hartford

April 5 Rutgers

Men's lacrosse hangs tight to top Army 12-10
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts 1?

Army 1

1

WEST POINT, N.Y. — Former Massachusetts basket-

ball star (ulius Erving has been popping up recently in

commercials for his new Converse sneaker with the say-

ing. "Take the soul to the hole." The UMass lacrosse

team has recently adopted the alumnus' saying as it's

team motto.

Saturday at No. 13 Army, the Minutemen definitely

lived up to their motto, taking the soul — and everything

else they had — to the hole against the

Cadets and coming away with a 12-10
win.

"We have a little statement that we
bring the soul to the hole," senior
Harold Drumm said with a smile. "And
we brought the soul to the hole today."

The Minutemen did so with four different
multiple-goal scorers and four other single-goal scorers.

According to UMass goaltender |ohn Kasselakis, the

offensive output was the best of the season.

"Offensively we did a great job," the junior goalie

said. "We did great on ground balls, which is always one
of Army's strong points. But offensively, that was one of

our best qutputs."

UMass coach Greg Cannella agreed.

"It was a tremendous victory for us, especially coming
off the loss last week and not playing well on Tuesday
and coming down here too." Cannella said. "It's not an
easy place to play. I was really proud of the guys today."

UMass got on the board first, as Brendan Glass fired a

shot from the left side over Army goalie Lou Kousouris'

right shoulder to open the scoring 45 seconds into the

game.

lay Negus followed just under a minute later with a

shot through the middle that gave UMass a two-goal
advantage.

Negus' goal woke up the Army attack, and the Cadets
closed the gap to one goal with 11:18 remaining in the

first quarter. Ross Yastremsky beat Kasselakis when he
fired a bullet from 1 5 yards out.

UMass immediately went back on the offensive. With
8:42 remaining in the period. Ken Sussi fed (ason
Heinze with a pass from Kousouris' left side Heize col-

lected the ball and beat Kousouris high on the goalie's

right.

Literally seconds later, P.G. Massey received the ball

from the faceoff, sprinted up the middle and fired a shot
before Kousouris had even recovered from Heinze's
shot.

The Cadets called on Yastermesky once again to close
the gap. Yastremsky responded with a five-yard shot fed
by Greg Tily which beat Kasselakis on the left.

With the score 4-2 in favor of the Minutemen. and
five minutes remaining in the quarter, neither team's
goaP.' could rest assured. With 4:20 left, Chris Martens

put up his first of the day to make it a
5-2 game. Yastremsky mustered one
more tally for Army in the first period
when he found the UMass net on an
extra-man opportunity.

With UMass focusing its defensive attention on
Yastremsky, Army coach lack Emmer went to his other
offensive players for production. A minute and a half
into the second quarter, lordan Gros sent home a tally

for the Cadets. Twenty seconds later, Gros assisted Ryan
McCormack for another Cadet goal.

Undaunted. UMass turned to its hottest goal-scorer.
Chris Grande. Grande has scored at least two goals in each

of the Minutemens games so far and he continued his

streak on Saturday. With 1 1:51 remaining before the half,

Grande five-holed a shot to the back of the Army net. Six

minutes later, Grande's streak remained intact when he sent

his second goal of the game past the Cadet keeper.

UMass' Mike DelPercio capped the first half scoring with
a direct shot from 1 8 yards out which ripped through a hole

in the Army net.

Massey tallied his second goal of the day to start off

the second half, giving the Minutemen a 9-5 advantage.
"He played outstanding." Cannella said. "P.G's day in

and day out one of the best players we have. He comes
up with big plays all the time. We expect a lot out of him
and he's been outstanding."

After two Cadet goals cut the UMass lead to two
goals, 9- 7, a five-goal output in the fourth propelled
the Minutemen to victory. Martens tallied his second
goal of the day while |im Kennedy's first goal of the day
gave UMass a 12-8 lead. Army managed two more goals

in the final frame, yet failed to pull off the upset.

UMass' Chris Grande, who has averaged
Saturday's win aver Army.

IAUKN KOSIOr \ COUfGiAN

at least two goals per game, continued his streak with two tallies in

Baseball takes two of three against Va.
By Jonathan M. Place

& Luke Meredith
Collegian Staff

Before the Atlantic 10 baseball

season began, all the coaches put
in their bids for the number one
teams in the West and East divi-

sion. Virginia Tech (14-14, 4-2
A- 10) was picked to top off the
West, while Massachusetts (9-4,
2- 1 A- 10) was the favorite in the

East.

Virginia Tech 1

1

Massachusets 2

So with these two teams picked
to dominate the conference, and
the fact that UMass took the A-10
Championship trophy right out of
the hands of the Hokies last year in

the final series, this weekend's
three-game series was undoubtedly

COUHRY MC0U «fl>T10NS

With Dovid Giglio on base, senior shortstop Brad Gorrie (pictured) singled
before Adam Correa hit the pair home in the top of the ninth for a come from
behind win yesterday.

Massachusetts

Virginia Tech

going to be a clash of the titans.

Massachusetts 4, Virginia Tech
2

Sunday's Easter matinee turned
out to be the best game of the
weekend. Sophomore third base-

man Adam Correa hit a

three-run-homer in the bottom of

the ninth, leading the Minutemen

to a 4-2 come from behind win
over the Hokies. UMass trailed 2-1

from the second inning on. but
David Giglio and Brad Gorrie
banged out consecutive singles,

and Correa. a transfer from base-

ball powerhouse Rollins College,
followed with his first home run in

a Massachusetts uniform.

lunior righthander Scott Barnsby
earned the complete game win to

improve to 2-0 on the year.
Barnsby let up six hits and notched
four strikeouts, but Virginia Tech
could only muster three hits after

scoring two runs in the second
inning. Catcher Brian Samela.
sophomore centerfielder Doug

Massachusets

Virginia Tech

Clark and senior shortstop Brad
Gorrie each banged out two hits

for the Minutemen, who will play

at Connecticut on Tuesday.
Blacksburg. Va. hosted two

games on Saturday, and the battle

was just as expected. The Hokies
took the first game 1 1-2, stunning
UMass' ace |ason Bennett and giv-

ing him his first loss of the season.

In the second game, the two teams
switched sides and it was Va. Tech
this time that got the spanking.
7-1.

Virginia Tech II, Massachusetts
2

This year, senior pitcher |ason

UMass bests the

Bonnies; Softball wins

Tom to BASEBAU, page 7

Women's lacrosse stumbles early, falls to Temple
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Everybody goes through an iden-

tity crisis at one time or another,
and it can happen at any time in

your life. Whether you are a tod-

dler, teen or an old-timer, it hap-
pens. Sometimes it might happen at

a good time, and sometimes, at the

worse times possible.

For the Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team (1-3), that time of

an identity crisis is now, and they

face a major one. After a 25-5 loss

to No. 7 Temple this weekend in

Philadelphia, the Minutewomen
have now dropped their last two
games by a score of 45-10. That
combined score goes back to the
20-5 loss to No. 10 Yale in

Thursday's home opener, and now
UMass has to try and start the sea-

son afresh.

The identity and focus the team
had its first two games has now
been entirely lost, and for UMass
coach Francesca McClellan. the
team needs to just go out and play
the game.

"It is not about
skills or ability right

now. but it is all

about pressure, and
feeling pressured," McClellan said.

"It is not about who we're playing
right now, its all about us.

"There are some individuals on
our team that are trying too much,
and are doing everyone else's job
instead of worrying about their
own."

Temple

Massachusetts

It all depends how you look at it,

but if it was going to happen at any
time, the early part of the season
would be the best for the optimistic

side of the debate. For the pes-

simistic side, a situation that looked

tailor-made for UMass success at

the start of the year has now gone

awfully wrong. But

whatever side of

the debate, some-
thing has to be

done very, very
soon to get back to winning ways.

"It's been a familiar pattern over

the past few seasons," McClellan
said. "We start out the game fast,

but then we slip into old habits and
routines. We need to concentrate

on getting back to basics this week,

and get back to fundamentals."

The season does not get any easi-

er for the Minutewomen this week,
and they will face No. 1 5 Brown
tomorrow at 4:00 pm in

Providence. This game will mark
the fourth out of five games this

season that UMass has faced a
nationally ranked opponent.

Minutewomen Notes: After a
slow start, sophomore Laura
Korutz (5g-3a-8pts) has tallied

four goals and two assists in the
past two games to become the
team's leading scorer... For the sec-

ond straight game, senior Stephanie
Walsh (5-1-6) was unable to crack
the 100-point barrier in career
points scored. She would be the
tenth athlete in UMass history to
accomplish that feat.

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

For the Massachusetts softball

team. Easter Sunday seemed to

inspire the resurrection of their

slumping, yet powerful offensive

attack.

Led by a barrage of hits, walks
and stolen bases, via 1 1 trips to

the plate. UMass took control
with six early first inning runs in

Game No. 1. leaving their oppo-

Massachusetts 9

St. Bonaventure 1

nent St. Bonaventure and pitcher

Amy Ingham confused and bewil-

dered, forced to prepare for
Game No. 2 a bit early.

Sam Cardenas began the
onslaught for UMass with the
first of her two doubles, plating

teammates Kim Gutridge and
Stephanie Mareina. Cardenas
later came home on a Chris
Martens single. Martens scored
on a single off the bat of Mandy
Galas, and Becky George doubled
her in. Following a single by
Katie Kenderski, a St.

Bonaventure error granted
UMass its final run of the open-
ing frame.

When the smoke cleared, and a

half dozen Minutewomen had
rounded the bases, head coach
Elaine Sortino entrusted the lead

and the ball into the comforting
hands of second- year pitcher Liz

Wagner.

Massachusetts

St. Bonaventure

Last year's Atlantic 10 Pitcher

of the Year did not disappoint.

Wagner refused to let the
Bonnies get back in the game,
allowing only one run and five

hits, while striking out seven
before the mercy rule let the
Bonnies off the hook, ending the

game prematurely in the sixth

inning.

"The thing that she [Wagner]
did that I liked, was when she

had bases loaded, and she wasn't

getting any pitches, and she
wasn't hitting her pitches, she
was still OK." Sortino said.

"Pitchers can go ballistic on you
like that."

6. Si.Massachusetts
Bonaventure I

After a less than exciting
1 5-minute interlude watching the

grounds crew line the field, both
teams were anxious to take the

field once again.

St. Bonaventure knew what
they were getting into when they

saw last week's A- 10 Pitcher of
the Week. Danielle Henderson,
take the mound.

But the Minutewomen had to

have been surprised by the early

innings performance of St.

Bonaventure pitcher Alyson
Dennis. Dennis, audible for miles

because of her Monica Seles-like

grunts. stifled the
Minutewomen 's red hot bats over
the first three innings, yielding
only two hits, and one unearned
run.

Likewise. Henderson was hav-

ing little or no trouble dealing
with the Bonnies lineup. Over the
same three-inning span, not one
Bonnie had even reached first

base against Henderson, let alone
gotten a hit off her. She struck
out six Bonnies, five in a row.
while throwing a limited amount
of pitches.

Massachusetts

St. Bonaventure

With two outs in the St.

Bonaventure half of the fourth
inning, the game briefly became a

game again. Following two con-
secutive singles, a throwing error
by Octavia Brown, and an
edge-of-your-seat, collision at

the plate jarring the ball from the
mitt of Kelly Buckley, the scat-
tered St. Bonaventure faithful at

Totman Field appeared from the
stands to celebrate their team's
first genuine effort of the day.

Unfortunately for the Bonnie*,
their jubilation would only last

until the bottom of the inning.
Nicole Faessler, with Cardenas
on second, took a Dennis offering
long over the left field fence to
put the Minutewomen ahead for
good.

Henderson closed the door on
St. Bonaventure the rest of the
way, pitching perhaps her best
game of the season. Over seven
innings, Henderson gave up no

Turn to SOFTBALL pope 7
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DKYLEE KOLEEJUWI
UMass once again

goes to shootout

Senior tri-captain

Buddy Hoffman and
the Massachusetts
Lacross team travel

to chestnut Hill to

take on the Eagles

of Boston College,

(See Sports page
10)

Ernest is back in a

major way, but it's

not Verne he's

chasing after. Cet
the skinny (see Arts

& Living
, page 2).

WORLD

2Pac, Notorious B.I.G.

found louging in Cube

CUBA (AP) — Two prominent rap

artists presumed dead were found alive

and kicking in Cuba, the country where
would-be recording maven Fidel

Castro wooed them with plentiful rich-

es

Tupac Shakur and the Nototnous
B.I.G are among a growing handful of

music artists who have faked their

demise at the lure of Castro's generous

offers. The most famous of the bunch ,s

the King himself, Elvis Presley.

"fiddy — I mean, Fidel — promised

me a hunk-a hunk-a bumin' cash and
all the peanut butter and whatever
sandwiches I could eat." said the nearly

700-1b Presley as he motioned to a

landfill-sized heap of ready-made
sandwiches.

Shakur said he also could not resist

the luxury of the money or the

SOO-acre viHa given to him by the man
he affectionately refers to as "O.D.C

*

— "OW Dirty Castro
"

"You think I was about making Poetic

luitKe 117" Shakur laughed He then

rolled up his shirt to reveal that the

"Thug Ue" on his chest and torso had
bwn Hunt to read TBmwn tire

Castro, a failed mambo king, said he
first devised his conspiracy to rob the

United States of its musical genius
when on an acid-riddled trip to the

Htmore West in disguise, he "got realty

wigged by that |kti Mormon dude
"

Career center relocates

AMHERST (AP) — Sources at the
University of Massachusetts revealed

yesterday that the Mather Career
Center wM be moving to an even more
remote location — UMass-Worc ester

"We fed mat in order to facilitate the

job search process for students, we
should relocate to, well, frankly, a

school that will get you |obs," said

Hedy Uperass, director of the Career

Center.

Uperass added that internships and
co-op programs will most likely be lim-

ited to those in the medical fields, how-
ever, branch offices will remain open
on the Amherst campus solely for

School of Management and engineer-

ing majors

"Those are the only majors we cater

to anyway," Uperass said.

Students here at Amherst are dissa-

pointed with the move.
"We have a Career Center? Where the

he* is it'" said SaHy Hairspray, a Delta

Delta Delta sorority member.
Uperass said a special Peter Pan bus

route wiH be designed to leave from
the Haigis Mall once a month to travel

to the new Career Center in Worcester

The site of the present Mather Career

Center wiH be renovated into a mock
fast food restaurant that will serve as a

training facility for University seniors,

soon to enter the job market. The
course offered at the facility will fulfill a

componant of the general education

requirements.

"We feel that the exposure to the vari-

ous meat products used in the fast food

industry will improve our students'

understanding of the wide range of

possibilities in meat manipulation,"

Uperass said.
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UMass administration takes captains chair

over Student Union Building
Special to the Collegian

The Center (or Investigative Reporting

What began as an normal administrative meeting inside

Whitmore turned into a full-fledged occupation of the

Student Union yesterday by the University of Massachusetts

administration.

According to witnesses, a meeting held inside the

Chancellor's Office in the Whitmore Administration Building

was being conducted "as usual" when Chancellor Scott sud-

denly "snapped," jumped on to the executive table and pro-

claimed that the UMass administration has gone "haywire"

and that it is time for the administration to leave its "contain-

ers" and take back what by divine right the group believes to

be theirs — the Student Union.

What witnesses later confirmed was that the meeting had

been mistaking!) catered by the Hampshire Dining Commons.
The food re-triggered Scott's personal battle with mad-cow
disease, which occurred exactly one year ago today.

Scott and his executive administrative team then proceeded

to rally other administrators, whereupon they marched carry-

ing banners reading, "UMass for the privileged, not the pub-

lic." chanting. "Hey. Hey. -Ho, Ho. Race Relations has got to

go." and "The suits united will never be divided," towards the

Student Union Building.

Members of the group apparently scheduled the administra-

tive uccupa'ion to follow the Hale-Bopp comet which was
due to pass over UMass on Friday night. A spaceship follow-

ing the comet was scheduled to take the administrators back

from where they came— the Ivy League.

Apparently, they missed the spaceship due to a meeting

with students, and this, combined with the Chancellor's reoc-

curring mad-cow syndrome, inspired the group to occupy the

Student Union.

Scott issued a statement saying that the gruup will halt the

functioning of the Student Union until students understand

that the administration is the most important part of the

University. They will not leave the building until their set of

2000 demands are met.

Their extensive list of demands include: more administra-

tive access over student functions: dissolving the Student

Government Association, the Collegian, all ALANA RSOs
and GEO: as well as using the empty space left over to build

luxun apartments for themselves. They also plan to install

"Administrative Studies 101 ." for they claim their community
has been underepresented and ignored in the campus curricu-

lum.

According to Interim Provost Patricia Crosson. one of the

administratis e protestors. "It's simply oppressive for us to

drive so far to work. Having the Student Union renovated into

luxun apartments would ensure that we have more time work
and continue to run this University the way that we raws I

We've been suffering way tng long."

Upon issue of the list of demands a student task force was

quickly set up by various student leaders. They agreed that it

was imperative for them to isolate the matter and diffuse the

situation before it got out of control. PVTA buses are standing

by outside of the Student Union should the group get out of

hand and need to be transported to Worcester Medical

Center.

Student negotiators Njeri Thelwell and Malwin Davila were

the first student negotiators inside. They asked the administra-

tors if they would be willing to meet in a neutral location such

as the parking garage. Administrators Marcellette Williams

and Royster Hedgepath were at first in agreement with the

suggestion because, according to the student negotiators,

"they wanted to get some air. Imagine if you had to take part

in an occupation and weren't able to loosen your neck tie or

take off your heels."

Apparently suspicious of the neutral location move, the

administrators denied the request. Negotiations will now be

conducted inside Cannibis Reform Coalition Offices, for rea-

sons unspecified.

Initially. University police were confused over what to do.

In a surprise move. Chief of Police lohn Luippold decided to

join the group holed up inside, at which point Pierre Elyssee.

still recovering from the University Store incident, arranged a

group of his personally trained student security cadre to moni-

tor the movements of the administrators.

Students were asked to leave their offices, at which point

several laughed in the administrators' faces.

Tonight the administrators dined inside Earthfoods after

truckloads of gourmet food were sent in. The Chancellor's

personal caterer was also present to insure that the mad-cow
risk would be down to its minimum.
The administration has set up camp and plans to stay inside

the building at least overnight. Chancellor Scott has supposed-

ly bedded down with the Office of ALANA Affairs, reportedly

reinforcing that fact that he "still believes in a diverse cam-

pus." While Marcellette Williams will be sleeping in Campus
Activities — apparently she never knew that she was in charge

of the office and is so enamored with it that she hasn't yet left

their room. Paul Page has set up residence in the GEO office,

re-naming it "U.O.T.E.O. (Union of the Elite and Overfed)."

And. according to sources. Provost Crosson has organized a

union party (Student Union, that is) in the SGA office. While

dancing to the tunes of Barry Manilow. Crosson has already

declared the occupation a victory. A sign has been taped to

the doors of the SGA saying, "for Sou t hie Manilow fans

only!"

The administrators are seeking food and bedding, specifi-

cally requested from Bread and Circus and Bloomingdalo
respectively. Donations may be brought through the East door

of the Student Union Building or may be airlifted by heli-

copter to the recently installed landing- pad on the roof. Tom
Robinson is requesting Godiva Chocolates.

Bulger explains conspicuous absence

By Bob Dunn
Conecjion Staff

Amid growing accusations that

William Bulger. President of the

University of Massachusetts, is a

"ck>-nothing" President, an explanation

for his conspicuous absence since tak-

ing office has surfaced.

He was never informed he got the

job.

"It sounds incredible. I know, but

it's the honest to God truth." said

UMass Chancellor David K Scott.

"Mr. Bulger never received word of his

appointment, which explains why he's

never around. I suppose."

"I can't believe that I was even con-

sidered for the post, never mind actual-

ly getting it." Bulger said. "I mean. I'm

really not qualified and I certainly

don't have the foggiest notion about

running a state university, but now
that I know I'm President. I guess I'll

take the job. I'll bet it's a really great

way to get lots of neat stuff from con-

tractors and lobbyists."

When asked whether or not he
thought he was up to the task of run-

ning the five UMass campuses, Bulger

replied. "I'm in charge of five whole
campuses? Cool."

According to Scott, news of Bulger's

appointment failed to reach him due to

a convoluted set of circumstances that

began almost immediately after the

in iMon tn appoint Bulger was made.

"Well, first we were going to mail

the notice . ut. but no one had a stamp.

Then we were going to call him. but I

couldn't find his number and then I

was going on vacation and. well. I just

assumed word would reach him some-

how. Whoops," Scott said.

"Thank goodness he decided to take

the job after all, otherwise I might
actually have to do something around
here. Who knows what kind of trouble

could result if I made one of those...

those. . . what do they call those things'7

Oh. decisions! Yeah, one of those.

Whoo! Then there 'd be trouble
'

Bulger, whose comments were spo-

radic at best due to the fact that most
of his attention was occupied by a

small piece of string, could only offer a

brief overview of his plans for the

UMass system.

"Well, first I guess someone ought

to let me know exactly where my office

is." he said. After that. I've probably

got a lot of mail to go through. I proba-

bly won't get to it all, seeing as it will

almost certainly cut into my nap time.

Then I guess I should form a task force

or a committee or something, isn't that

what presidents do?"

When asked about specific plans for

the Amherst campus. Bulger's only

response was. "Amherst? Where's
that?" before nodding off and going to

sleep for several hours.

Upon awakening, and drinking an

entire six-pack of Ensure, Bulger was
slightly more lucid and consented to a

brief interview.

Bob Dunn: I want to thank you for

giving us this interview, Mr. Bulger.

William Bulger No problem, always

glad to help. Hey. would you like a

piece of string''

BD: No. thanks.

WB: Come on. it's fun.

BD: Um. no I'm all set. Mr.
Bulger

WB: Please, call me Betty.

BD: Why?
WB: (long pause) No reason.

BD: Well, then about your
Presidency...

WB: Hey. you ever watch those Die

Hard movies back-to back-to back?

BD: No. not really.

WB: Man. that's fun. You ought to

try it sometime. But. I'm sorry. I keep

interrupting you, Tom.
BD: Um. it's Bob. sir.

WB: Sorry. Erank. Yes sir. I'm

going to be one heck of a President.

BD: Now. what makes you say that 9

WB: Because. Larry. I can do this. .

{At this point Mr Bulger grabbed his

eyelids, and folded them up ox-er his

eyeballs. He then preceded to run

around the room shouting. "Watch
me! Watch me! " and performing som-
ersaults. After about two minutes of
this behavior, he returned to his

chair)

BD: How does that qualify you to

be President of a major state universi-

ty system?

WB: Well, it's more than that Scott

guy can do.

BD: I suppose it is. I'm afraid

that's all the time we've got, I'm
going to have to cut this short.

WB: Oh. no! Please don't go!

\jiok. I've got (iffy-Pop and six loan

Crawford movies! Stay! It'll be fun!

We'll build a fort! We'll make crank

calls to the other University
Presidents!

BD: Well, as much fun as that

sounds like, I'm afraid that I have to

be going.

WB: Sammy, do me "one small
favor before you go?

BD: What's that. Mr. Bulger?

WB: Could you set the clock on my
VCR? I keep thinking it's noon all

day long.

unnitww* scon /Qomam

This toilet in the Campus Center provides a pleasant reading environ-

ment.

Riot erupts in SGA meeting

over TirrelPs stolen sweater

By Orange Groves & Wood Stock

Collegian Staff

Chaos and utter bedlam broke out

last night at the Student Government
Association (SGA) meeting, as Speaker

of the Senate and Student Trustee-elect

Brian Tirrell ceased all motions, and
even roll call, to announce the kidnap-

ping of his beloved blue sweater.

"First it was the ballots, and now it's

my sweater." Tirrell said, with a waver-

ing voice, regarding the ballots stolen in

last week's SGA elections.

Tirrell. who arrived at the special

meeting of the Senate shirtless and
red-eyed, produced a ransom delivered

to him yesterday morning in the SGA
offices.

"This little piece of blue lint signifies

all that I have left of my precious gar-

ment." Tirrell said. "Attached is a ran-

som note, suiting "Your sweater i* siti-

we want a re-count. Make it quick, or

we start pulling threads'."

Tirrell then proceeded to lament his

Ih>.n b\ displaying family snapshots of

him in the sweater, from losing hit first

tooth to his high school graduation. A
special framed photo featured the

sweater in Tuesday's SGA election

debate.

"All of you senators know that this is

all I wear to SGA functions. How can I

possibly continue to go on without it?"

Tirrell said, the tears now streaming

down his face.

His passion even led him to take his

gold-plated gavel and light it on fire

before the Senate.

Too overcome with emotion. Tirrell

stumbled from the podium. Associate

Speaker Peter Kilbourne then had to

take over the meeting. However,
Kilboume's voice could not be heard

above Tirrcll's radio, which was blaring

The Sweater Song." by Weezer.

Tirrell eventually had to be
restrained by President-elect Lia

Wong, because he was screaming, i la

Mel Gibson in Ransom. "Give me back

my sweater!"

Senator |en Casasanto (Southwest

Area) announced that a website has

been created to help find the nuking
sweater. It contains the sweater's vital

statistics, such as the brand name. size,

that it's a wool-polyester blend and a

plea that it must be hand washed and
hung to dry.

An alleged anti-sweater website has

also been established by the

Pro-Student Caucus la.k.a. Republican

Club), complete with pictures of people

wiping their asses with blue sweaters.

Senator Paul Ferro took the podium
next, stating that he had witnessed

Tirrell "doing vodka shots in |.A. in

that sweater."

UMass police are currently investi-

gating the case of the stolen pull-over.

According to Chief |ohn Luippold. this

crime is close to being solved.

"Well, forensics studies have been
performed on the ransom note, and
though I cannot reveal the names of the

current suspects, it appears that pizza

grease found on the note was traced to

Antonio's of Southwest, and beer stains

were that of Colt 45. presumably a 40
ounce bottle." Luippold said.

The chief also said though the kid-

nappers used cut-out newspaper letters

to phrase the ransom note, they were
not clever enough to do likewise when
signing their names.

When asked about the riotous SGA
meeting, an unnamed senator said.

"Oh, it's always like this. We never get

anything done."

UPC brings Big Hair and testosterone back to UMass
By Mike Xirke

Colegian Staff

University Productions and Concerts

(UPC) announced that there will be a

Spring Concert this year. According to

Stacey Puck, a UPC representative.

Spring Concert will be a throw back to

the guod of days of Big Hair metal bands.

"We are trying for something new this

year. Instead of getting new hands 'vith

talent we dug out some great '80s bands

that the kids are sure to love." Puck said.

Among the bands rumored to perform

are Ouiet Riot, Twisted Sister. RATT and

Skid Row.

Puck denied the rumor that UPC
didn't have the money or the brains to

find any other bands.

"We had originally booked the Beastie

Boys. REM. and Dr. Dre. but we decid-

ed that acts like Skid Row and Twisted

Sister had just as much to offer, if not

more," Puck said.

"We tend to view UPC as a ground-

breaking organization that brings the cut-

ting edge to the campus. The Beastie Boys

are old news. Big hair is back, fust look at

my new 'do," exclaimed Puck as she got

her hand stuck in her recently feathered

hair.

In an exclusive Collegian interview,

Sebastian Bach, lead singer of Skid Row.
discussed playing at UMass.

"Dude I can't wait! I thought nobody
digged us anymore but I must be wrong."

he said. "We haven't played a show in

front of more than 1 5 people in a long,

long time except for that bar mitzvah for

my nephew."

"We see Spring Concert as the begin-

ning of our big comeback. I can feci it

now. All these new acts like Beck just

don't have what it takes. We have it all.

including the hair. I am getting my hair

ready right now and the concert's not for

another month." Bach said in an inter-

view from a trailer home in Berwick, ME
where the band is currently working on a

comeback album with Steve Albini.

Reaction on campus to the rumored

line-up for Spring Break has been mixed.

"What about Tiffany and Debbie
Gibson?" complained Michelle

Hillwoman. Women's Issues editor at the

Collegian. "This is just another example

of sexism on this UMass campus. I am
sick of it. First we built an erect library

and now a testosterone-filled Spring

Concert. The womyn united, will never

be defeated."

The Everywomyn's Center has sched-

uled a protest concert to take place on the

lawn of the PIKE dormitory featuring

Vixen and Lita Ford.

"We praise UPC for attempting to

revive the Big Hair Metal movement of

the I980's. But we must remember that

you can have Big Hair without having a

penis. This is why we are bringing Vixen

and Lita Ford to campus," said Kath\

Mclreland. spokeswoman of the

Everywomyn's Center.

"We are having the concert at PIK I to

improve our relations with the Greek
community at this campus. We want to

show those frat boys that womvn can

rock too!"

The frat brothers at PIKE were excited

with the possibility of Lita Ford playing

on their lawn.

That babe has nice tits. I sure would
like to..." moaned an unnamed member
of the fraternity.

In response to the Everywomyn's
Center Protest. Puck replied.

This is ridiculous. We are getting the

best Hair bands ever and those
femi-Nazis are off whining. I bet Quiet

Riot could put those bitches in there

place. I'm sorry, but Lita Ford's hair is

simply not big enough."

loining the Everywomyn's Center
protest is MassPIRG.

"As an organization we appreciate

Skid Row and Quiet Riot — though we
wish Nelson was playing — and we
understand that Big Hair is Good Hair,

but as environmental freaks we can not

Turn to HAIR BANDS page 2

'"
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condone the massive amount of hair

spray that will be present at the concert.

What about the ducks — they have feel-

ings too!." said MassPIRG representative

Stacy Shackford.

Rumors of the concert have created a

buzz in the Southwest Residential Area.

"Yeah man! Rock 'n' roll!" said

Shawn Sixpacke as he downed a can of

Natty Light. "It's time that UPC brought

good bands to campus. I am sick of all

these freak bands that play around here.

And those women who sing about

empowerment. Skid Row all the way!"

Project Flatboy is scheduled to open

the show representing the best of UMass'

Big Hair.

Spring Concert is planned for May / /

on the lawn by the Campus Pond.

Admission is free with a valid student

I.D. For more information call UPC at

545-HAIH

Amherst buys UMass: Good stuff cheap

ByCT.C.
Collegian Spice Boy

In an unprecedented deal, the state

of Massachusetts sold the University

of Massachusetts-Amherst to

Amherst College yesterday for the

estimated sum of $200 million.

The exchange marks the first time

the title to a state school has been

sold to a private institution. No plans

for the future of the University have

been officially announced, but it has

been rumored that Amherst will allow

UMass- Amherst to remain in opera-

tion — as a research facility for

Amherst.

"We've been eyeing the property

for years." an anonymous official at

Amherst said. "It's a great opportuni-

ty for our students to take a safe,

well-endowed descent down the

lower rungs of the evolutionary lad-

der."

Preliminary plans may, according

to early-draft documents, include: the

Dining Commons Laboratories, in

which testing using current DC food

on students will be done: the

Whitmore Center, in which experi-

ments pushing the psychological

boundaries of students in inane and

incomprehensible situations will be

completed; and the Southwest
Zoological Area, the most ambitious

of the proposed projects.

"Our studies indicate that more
than 50 percent of Southwest is func-

tionally illiterate, and the other half is

either drunk or stoned all the time"

the Amherst source said. "Thus the

dorms' transformation into the

world's only and largest human zoo

probably won't even disturb the resi-

dents from their substance-induced,

dull-witted slumber of an existence."

According to the official, the entire

residential area will be locked down,

replete with the students now habitat -

ing the buildings, and will be accessi-

ble to Amherst students and profes

sors for observation.

The Southwest dwellers will be fed

a daily diet of various calzones and

40s, but will not be able to exit their

buildings for any reason other than

medical emergencies, in which cases

they will be escorted via ambulance in

Vietnamese tiger cages.

"It is imperative that security not

be breached, especially for fear of

interbreeding between the Southwest

species and our own Amherst
brethren." the source said.

For UMass students other than the

Southwest residents, courses are still

available, but curriculum has been

reduced to feature only five courses:

English 112, English 113. Math 001.

Math 002 and Sociology 001, a new

offering from Amherst entitled "The

Way It Is: Basic Principles in Obeying

Your Socioeconomic Overlords."

"Amherst felt as though it was

responsible for the continued educa-

tion of these quasi-simians, such that

they will one day make valuable man-

ual laborers." the source said.

Neither Chancellor David K. Scott

nor University president William

Bulger was available for comment.

Both are said to be enjoying the cases

of Beefeater and lameson's. respec-

tively, sent to them by the new
University owners.

According to the anonymous offi-

cial, Amherst is confident the

takeover will go off without a hitch.

"If it's true that most of the UMass

population doesn't watch the news,

read the Globe, or even go to classes.

then our arrival should go virtually

unnoticed." he said. "Hell, you think

they're even reading anything other

than sports and comics in their own
paper?"

Campus Pig Log
Uncxplainable Incidents

Ides of March
A PVTA bus was found on the

top of the W.E.B Du Bois library.

Police are investigating the inci-

dent with help from the physics

department.

A fire hydrant was stolen from

somewhere on campus. The fire

department is very upset and
would like it returned.

A bologna sandwich was found

at Earthfoods dining area. All deli

meats were confiscated upon
investigation.

Student-related Disturbances

March 666
A group of suspects were

apprehended outside of the

Franklin Munchie Store in

Central Residence Area. Upon
questioning they told that they

just needed to get some "Mad
Chow, Dude."

Phil McCrakin of Purgatory res-

idence hall was arrested for uri-

nating on a duck. The duck is

fine. (We're not too sure about

Phil).

Seething Rosie O'Donnell fans

were caught on video surveillance

at Worcester Munchie store steal-

ing all of the ring dings and devil

dogs, while holding the clerk at

Twix- point, screaming obsceni-

ties because their yoga classes

interfere with Rosie's new time

slot.

The Collegian office was taken

over by enthusiastic Lee- Dee
fans protesting that the popular

Mike Rybicki comic strip should

be given 20 percent of the overall

comics page. The group disband-

ed when told that Lee-Dee is just

a stick figure and they should just

chill.

Police were notified of a series

of explosions occurring on the

filth floor of Field residence hall

in Orchard Hill. Suspects were

constructing atomic bombs using

recipes from the Internet.

Unidentified Human Objects

(UHOs)
April 3 5

Chancellor David K. Scott was

mistakenly arrested for imperson-

ating a University administrator

when he was seen on campus.

Assault and car batteries

A long time ago in a galaxy far,

far away...

|ohn MacAffee of Toronto,

Ontario was arrested in the horse-

shoe in southwest on charges of

assault with a deadly, impractical

kitchen utensil- — a "spork"

from Taco Bell.

Assorted Smells

All the time

The smell of fun was detected

throughout the hallways of Baker

Residence Hall.

A foul odor was detected com-

ing from a Butterfield bathroom

stall. Appropriate search and res-

cue teams were notified.

Something was burning some-

where.

Specialists makeover Love, campus
By Bob Dunn
Collegian Staff

Revolutionary Now Drug to solve Administrative forgetfutness woe*.
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Arts & Living

A statement released from the

University of Massachusetts Laundry

and Morale Office (ULAMO) claims

that the same 12-person team
responsible for the transformation of

Courtney Love from scabbed-over

smack mama to freshly- scrubbed

prom queen will be called in to

beautify the Amherst cumpu*
The plan to refurbish the campus

comes in the wake of a report

released yesterday which claims that

the total property value of the

UMass Amherst campus as it

presently exists amounts to $13.75,

twelve beads and an undisclosed

amount of small, shiny objectv

"It's outrageous." said Richard

"Tricky" Dick, founder and head of

ULAMO. "A University ol this Ml
should fetch oh. >iv -even thousand

dollars on the open market. That's

why we called in the team."

The "team" is the group of make-

up artists, freemasons. pharmaciMv
sandhlasters. psychotherapists and

fashion designers, collectively

known as Transparent Ploys, Inc.,

who were responsible for Ms. Love's

new. "cleaner" image.

"Courtney's metamorphosis
wasn't as* difficult as one might

expect," claims F.A. Schist, head of

Transparent Ploys. "Once the psy-

chotherapists broke her will and her

spirit, the rest was fairly straightlor

ward."

After an extensive tour of the

campus. Schist gave a brief state-

ment outlining some preliminary

plans for the refurbishing which is

slated to begin next fall.

"The first place we'll probably

start is the Fine Arts Center, w CM
repair the leaks very easily The
same pancake makeup used to cover

up and fill in Courtney's track marks

also makes an outstanding spackle."

Schist said

Another point raised was whether

I run-parent Ploy- could do anything

about making Morrill Science Center

easier for students to navigate

through. Schist said that while his

team couldn't take on a task as large

as completely reconstructing the

building from scratch, they could

introduce a psychoactive drug into

the water coolers inside the building.

"The students still won't know
where they are, but they'll be very

happy to be there. It should work

very well, it's the same technique we

used to get Courtney to show up to

the Oscars," Schist stated.

According to ULAMO. the deci-

sion to call in Transparent Ploys was

an easy one.

"Once we learned that there was a

group of people who could trans-

form embarrassing eyesores into

things you'd be proud to show par

ents, the choice seemed clear," said

Dick

When asked to comment. Ms.

Love, who was receiving "treat-

ment" from Transparent Ploys' resi

dent pharmacist at the time, only

said. "Fleedle. grup. ookle. bleh.

glubble," and then spent the rest of

the afternoon drooling quietly and

ottered no further comment.

"We'll wake her up in time for her

next interview," Schist said.
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Deadly Fire stars Worm, Spice
By Joe Gilli j

Collegian Staff

DCADiYFIRE
Directed by Rertny Hariin

With Dennis Rodmon, Miro Sorvino,

Jared Leto

Playing at Hampshire Six Theatres

The action-adventure genre is far

from dead, as is Renny Harlin's

career. Veteran action director

Hariin is back with an impressionis-

tic film that skillfully combines
death-defying stunts and deft come-

dy. The plot revolves around a

cruise ship taken hostage by a mys-

terious femme fatale. but what
Hariin makes most interesting are

the little side-tours into the human
psyche.

Mira Sorvino stars as the epony-

mous terrorist who believes that a

lover from a past life is onboard the

cruise ship. The character, Deadly

Fire, was originally created for

Harlin's wife. Geena Davis. Sorvino

makes Deadly her own. however: a

tragic figure that reminds us why
she was last year's "it girl

"

As the captain of the ship. Dennis

Rodman (in a role originally intend-

ed for Matthew Modine.) is hypno-

tized into becoming Deadly's slave.

The passion that Hariin creates

between Sorvino and Rodman can

only recall Bertolucci's Last Tango

in Paris, combining issues of gender

and control to an extent that you

forget it's an action movie.

Fnter lared Leto. Fans familiar

with Leto's work might best remem
ber him as the dyslexic lordan
Catalono from the terribly

short-lived My So-Called Life, but

Leto has grown up and become one

of the most viable action stars in

recent memory. As the cabin boy.

Leto discovers that he is, in fact.

Deadly Fire's lover, not Rodman, in

a former life through a series of

avant garde short films — some-

thing you might get if you crossed

Proust with MTV-style editing.

A thrilling conclusion with an

explosive finale end a thrilling ride

of an action film. But what gives the

film substance is a cameo appear-

ance from the Spice Girls as a gym-

nastically-enabled S.W.A.T. team

disguised as waitresses.

Hariin says this js really only the

beginning of a series two other films

planned that will complete the ideas

that the Spice Girls started here. It

may not make sense if you take it

out of context, but Hariin assures

us that when it's all over, they're

going to change the history of

American cinema. We believe him.

B+

Ernest epics re-released, star Hayek
Mira Sorvino (shown with co-star Dennis Rodman, in disguise) shows off her talent as a massuese in the new

action film Deadly Fire.

By Keyser Soze

CoMegKjn Staff

|ohn Cherry, following in the foot-

steps of his mentor. George Lucas,

announced last week that this Friday

Ernest Goes to Camp, Ernest goes to

lail. Ernest Saves Christmas, and
Ernest Scared Stupid will reunite in an

epic rerelease (oining Cherry is Coke

Sams who directed the bomb. Ernest

Goes to School. Sams' movie will join

the other four to make this a quintet to

remember.

"There's just something about these

movies that hits the heart and inner

child of every American. They're

changing lives." Cherry said.

Cherry also announced that the spe-

cial effects which drew thousands of

fans to the theaters the first time have

been remastered by Industrial Light

and Magic. George Lucas' personal

technical editing crew.

"I only feel that the best technical

crew should work on these films.

These films have always had the possi-

bility of being the biggest blockbusters

ever," Lucas added.

More than anything else, the new
footage of the illustrious and elusive

Verr, are what people will be filling the

streets to see. Vern, who represents

the human equivalent to

Snufflelupagus, will actually be seen in

the new films.

|im Varney. the man who starred as

Ernest has publicly rejected the releas-

ing of the new footage. He felt it added

to the nostalgia that no one ever saw

Vem's face.

"I don't want to sound like a egotist,

but I am Ernest. There is no point in

showing Vem. I am Ernest and Vem is

everyman. or Godot — I'm not sure

which, actually, but he's not real and

he's definitely not a she... " Varney
say-

Incurring Vamey's wrath even fur-

ther, it has been leaked that Salma
Hayek, the starlet from Desperado and

From Dusk till Dawn will star as Vern.

The new releases have all had their

ratings changed from PG to PG-H.
due to adult language and adult situa-

tions, which were edited out of the

original releases. Varney felt the

abridged versions never needed to

touch upon the true relationship

between the two.

"Flrnest was just a goofy guy, not

some gigolo. The introduction of

Hayek into the films adds a dimension

to the already dense sub-text that

America is going to hate. It's going to

teach these people to leave the classics

alone," says Varney.

Test-screenings have produced the

more positive feedback from any of the

previous Ernest films ever.

"I watched all the films before, and 1

don't think I really ever understood

what was going on." says one of the

viewers of the test-screening.

Spice Girls go punk, Minor Threat returns

Courtny Columbia Pxturw

Salma Hayek is Verne.

Welcome to another edition of "Keepin It Real"

and there has been a flurry of events in the hard

core world that you should all be informed

of.

•In local news The
Afflictions/Dave Matthews schism

has elevated. After Afflictions drum
mer Mike C. broke Dave's nose
responded by recording a double live album

entitled "lust To Make The Afflictions

Suffer." Afflictions vocalist leremy Willis

responded by attacking Dave Matthews with

an arial onslaught of wet Twinkies. Willis

said. "I just couldn't take it, I mean two CDs
of Dave Matthews is enough to drive any

man insane."

• Hallraker has just been signed to Virgin

Records to a contract similar to R.E.M.'s.

Hallraker will be putting out eight albums
over the next 10 years. The only factor that Time
Warner insisted on was that the Spice Girls sing

back up vocals on every track. While lead vocalist

lim Belisle was a little upset, he admitted that the

appeal of the Spice Girls is sure to catapult them to

the forefront of the punk scene.

•Earth Crisis has broken up! Lead vocalist Karl

Buchencr broke down last week and ate three live

cows. He claimed he did it to make up for years of

not doing anything remotely fun and simply thinking

about how miserable the world is he broke

down. Earth Crisis is looking for a

new vocalist and it is rumored
that Pete Steele of Carnivore fame

is the number one candidate.

•Minor Threat is back together.

Despite the fact that none of the origi-

nal members except for Brian Baker
are in the band, they are playing all of

the classics. They aiso recently signed

to Time Warner Records, and while

the newer stuff is poppier, the band
feels they will have the same impact on
the hardcore scene! Baker was quoted

as saying "Hey it's better then
lunkyard."

•Sick Of It All is releasing a new
album hot on the tales "Built To Last."

It will be an all a capella release featuring every

member of the New York hardscene. They will be

doing all Frank Sinatra covers.

•25 Ta' Life's new album is coming out on Keepin'

It Real Records. The album has 10 songs — five are

"Keepin' It Real." three disco remixes of "Keepin" It

Real." one live version of "Keepin' It Real," and one

Agnostic Front cover. Lead vocalist Rick Healy said.

"Hey I'm just keepin' it real."

with Milo

Aukerman
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Branagh tops himself

with Hamlet

Director Kenneth

Branagh's Hamlet is his

epic which has

become famous tor its

four hour running

time. Check out our

review (see Arts &
Living, page 6).

Playing in

the snow

Scott Barnsby and

the Massachusetts

baseball team hope

to brave the snow
and get today's

game with UConn
in. For the scoop,

(see Sports Page 10).

WORLD

American president to

take office in Guyana

GEORGETOWN, Guyana (AP) —
When he — a Guyana man born of

indentured Indian immigrants —
asked for her hand in 1943, her

father threatened to shoot him.

When she — a |ewish woman from

suburban Chicago — accompanied

her new husband home to Guyana,

his family was furious he'd taken a

foreign bride.

Five decades after nurse lanet

Rosenberg first met dentist Cheddi

lagan, then studying for his doctorate

at Northwestern University, she is

now set to follow her husband on

one final step of their remarkable

odyssey — this time, succeeding him

as president after his death in office

March 6.

lagan, 76, is getting ready to move

out of Guyana's wooden presidential

mansion. State House. Few doubt

she'll be moving back in as president

after elections due by lanuary, given

the adoration with which many
(juyanam regard her.

Part of the lagans' popularity and

success stemmed from the fact that

as a couple, they experienced first-

hand the kind of racial tensions that

divide the country.

NATION

Woman Marines bring

out heavy artillary

CAMP LEIEUNE, N.C. (AP) — The first

women to undergo Marine combat

training alongside their male com-

rades threw live grenades and fired

btg guns yesterday on a remote cor-

ner of this sprawling base.

"We're getting |u$t as dirty as they

are," said Pvt. lessica Greer of Silver

Spring, Md ., after firing a grenade

launcher. Camp Lejeune is the home
of the Manne Corps' infantry school

for the eastern United States The

Corps said the training is designed to

prepare non-infantry Marines for port

or airport secunty missions

"We have to protect our post. It's

kind of valuable to know what to

do," said Pvt. Rheanna Stebbins, 19,

of Las Vegas. She will work as a postal

clerk after combat training.

Previously, women in the Marines

received only limited combat training

as part of boot camp. They are still

banned from combat assignments in

the Marines, which have been the

most restrictive policy on women in

combat.

The Army, Air Force and Navy allow

women in combat aircraft; the Army

and Marines bar women from serving

in infantry, artillery and armored

units

Yesterday, Greer was learning to fire

a hefty Mark 19 40 mm grenade

launcher, which takes three people to

operate. It spits out fist-sized shells
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Former UtA student UUed;

Police suspect foul-play

Former University of

Massachusetts freshman Jeffery

Levitz, 18, of 45 Old Maple St..

Stoughton. was found dead with a

gunshot wound to the head on
Sunday in Colonic N.Y., a suburb

of Albany.

According to Colonie Police

Detective Lt. Steven Heider, a man
walking through Shaker Bay. an

upscale development area, found

the body on a trail in the woods.

Heider believes that the body

had been there since the time of

death.

Due to his badly decomposed
body, police were not able to make
a positive identification of the

body, but a wallet containing

Levitz's license and credit cards

was found on the body.

Based on results of an autopsy

conducted yesterday by Dr. Jeffrey

Hubbard at the Albany Medical

Center Hospital, Hubbard con-

firmed the deceased as Levitz.

Levitz. a former resident of

Cashin Residence Hall withdrew

from the University on Dec. 25,

1996.

He left UMass on Feb. 1 with a

group of female friends headed for

Troy, N.Y. srven miles northeast

of Albany.

He was last seen driving away
from his friends and going to visit

his aunt in Albany.

According to his parents, Robert

and Deborah Levitz, he never
made it.

A search team was formed on

Feb. 4 after his parents reported

him missing to the Troy Police

Department.

Levitz' car was located in

Colonie a few days later

At this time. Detective Heider

has ruled the cause of death a

homicide due to the gunshot
wounds to the head.

The investigation is ongoing.

— Leigh Faulkner

Students evacuated in JQA fire;

Dorm candle may be the cause

UM students to campaign

for Amherst town election

By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

Ten University of Massachusetts

students are running for public office

in the Amherst town elections, which

are being held today. All students

registered to vote in Amherst and

Southwest Residential Area residents

are eligible to vote.

This semester, a program was
offered to all UMass undergraduates

to introduce them to town govern-

ment, and the process of running for

public office. Twelve students arc

participating — nine are running fur

town meeting seats arraV Student
Trustee-elect Brian Tm*ifis running

for Amherst Selectman

loanne Levenson, director of

Commuter Service and Housing
Resource Center, has been coordinat-

ing the program.

"We've had various guest lecturers

come in and talk about their areas of

expertise, such as the Town
Manager." Levenson said.

"(If the students are electedl they

will be the best informed town meet-

ing reps ever. They will be the best

versed on the town warrant and
Amherst town history." Levenson
said.

Tirrcll said the main reason that he

is running for Selectman is to encour-

age students to utilize the polling

place that will be available on cam-

pus for the first time and to be "an

independent voice for unbiased deci-

sion making."

"My main reason is to get students

out to vote to keep the polling place

in Southwest, and eventually make a

polling place available for everyone

on campus." Tirrell said.

Despite the fact that, if he wins the

election, Tirrell would hold the posi-

tions of Selectman and Student
Trustee simultaneously, he is confi-

dent that he would be able to handle

both offices.

"It would be a significant time

commitment I think I could do both

jobs," Tirrell said.

Upon turning in candidate registra-

tion papers, candidates were given a

list of registered voters in Amherst.

According to Levenson. approximate-

ly 900 students are both registered to

vote in Amherst and live in

Southwest Residential Area.

After about 20 years of attempts, a

polling place has been established on

the UMass campus. All voters regis-

tered in Amherst and living in

Southwest Residential Area will be

able to vote today at the Hampden
Dining Commons between the hours

of 12-8 p.m.. regardless of the

weather.

The Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy

(SCERA) will be contacting all eligi-

ble voters to inform them about the

election, according to Marc Kenen.

SCERA staff director

"We are calling all registered vot-

ers in Southwest, we are putting

posters up. and we will have people

outride the Dining Commons, urging

people to vote." Kenen said.

"It takes a lot to make a polling

place on campus work," Levenson

said. "It will take student response to

show that a polling place is needed.

Student government is hoping if we
have a large enough response there

may be a polling place for all residen-

tial areas in the Campus Center,"

Based on the voter turnout of this

election, the town will evaluate the

results, and may agree to institute a

polling place for the entire campus.

"The town would like to see that

this makes a difference — having a

polling place on campus. As long as

we do better than last year, it will be

viewed as a success," Kenen said.

A glimmer of hope
MNNfTHW r SCC

Last night during the snow storm the only reminder of spring was
housed in these greenhouses located near the Morrill Science building.

CHWSTOrHtH A CISMEK ' COUfCIAN

The Amherst fire department was called in to extinguish a fire on the sixth floor of |QA yesterday afternoon

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

At 4:40 p.m. yesterday. UniverMi\

of Massachusetts Police received an

active fire alarm call from the

Cluster office and the sixth floor of

lohn Quincy Adams Residence Hall

in Southwest Residential Area.

"A few minutes after that, we
received phone calls from residents

saying that there was smoke coming

out from under a resident's door."

LMaac Police Chief lack I uipr>c#^

s«d.
, ,

The alleged source of thc/tte
which took place In room f- 1 i Hi I

burning candle.

The resident of the room report-

edly had a burning candle and his

windows were opened. The draft

from the window may have caused

the candle flame to catch papers on

fire.

The UMass Police Department had

not confirmed the cause of the fire

by the time of print.

Two residents who live on the

sixth floor. Aaron Nickels and |oe

Tessari said they smelled smoke
coming from the floor and went to

locate the fire when the> realized it

wasn't coming from their room.

^According to the two residents,

%
they located wtuajtHhc smoked

tyjuuig liuui. thc> wanted to „

.j r in but said their

TalWnt
wouldn't allow them to. allegedly

telling the residents they would be

written up if the> pulled it.

Cash was not available for com-

ment.

Tessari said that another resident.

Adam Chiazoli. finally pulled the

alarm once he saw the smoke com-

ing out from under the door of room
615.

lohn Adams residents knew that

the alarm was real when the

Amherst fire fighters made the

Residential 1 ife staff leave the build

ing.

Residential staff was allowed back

in the building at 520 p. in and resi

danta»aATi- let r>...k m .1 5 ^SJI-m. —
„ began.

c'd on!\ minor

•frartrape" ic fhe rcsfd>nf"T room.
Sprinklers were not activated in the

halls.

Laura Forster contributed to this

article

Former UMass student among cult members

By Dan Seufert

Associated Press

BOSTON — lulie LaMontagne's family spent nearly

20 years and tens of thousands of dollars searching for

her after she joined Marshall Herff Applewhite
Heaven's Gate cult

On Friday, the search ended when the family got the

devastating news that LaMontagne. the cult's dietician

and a personal nurse for Applewhite, was one of 59

who committed suicide in a mansion in Ranche Santa

Fe. Calif.

Family members said they will fly to California to

retrieve her body today. She will be buried in St.

Michael's Cemetery in Brimfield. her hometown in the

western part of the state, sometime around April 10.

LaMontagne's brother. 43-year-old Andrew
LaMontagne. was left reeling with grief for his sister,

whom he hadn't seen in 18 years. And he was filled

with anger for Applewhite.

"This son of a bitch just took my sister away from

me. He took my sister's life, and I ain't forgiving him

for it," he said by phone from his Windsor. Vt., home.

"Look at the guy. he looks like a lunatic. He's a mon-

ster. He took my sister."

Her stepmother. Theresa Boucher of Brooksville.

FTa.. last saw LaMontagne at her Florida home in 1 990,

when LaMontagne briefly came out of hiding, only to

disappear again. At the time. LaMontagne told her

stepmother that she took pride in serving the group

with her medical training.

But briefly seeing LaMontagne didn't erase Boucher's

fear of the cult, which recruited her in Amherst in

1975

"We lost a daughter, but we really lost her 21 years

ago," Boucher said in a telephone interview Saturday.

"This was just the final loss."

Andrew and lulie were raised by Boucher in

Brimfield after their parents divorced when lulie was 4.

Doris LaMontagne brought her five children to an

orphanage in West Springfield after lules, a factory

worker at US Rubber in Chicopee. left the family.

lulie LaMontagne graduated from Tantasqua
Regional High School in Sturbridge with Diana
Prescott, who said she recognized her former classmate

immediately from the cult videotapes.

Prescott. who lives in Keene. N.H.. recalled

LaMontagne as a national honor society student who
was a nice person and "a little on the quiet side."

lulie LaMontagne graduated in 1974 from the

University of Massachusetts-Amherst nursing school,

full of promise and looking forward to her future.

Boucher said.

When her father died in the early 1970s, lulie

LaMontagne's life fell into disarray, her brother said

"She loved him so much, she thought he was her

knight in shining armor." Andrew LaMontagne said.

"When he passed away lulie just freaked out. And then

she met those people, and it was all over
"

When Andrew LaMontagne last saw his sister 18

years ago at a family gathering, she tried to explain her

newfound religious beliefs.

"At that time, she was preparing helpless people for

their future life, she said she was taking the aged and

the sick and preparing them." he said. "I told her I

thought she was crazy to follow them, but she just told

me she had another belief." Months later, lulie

LaMontagne wrote a letter saying she wanted nothing

more to do with her family, he said.

"She was a weak, unstable person," he said. "My par-

ents spent the next 20 years trying to find her."

The family was concerned but had no way of finding

her. She left no address, and the cult was in hiding.

But LaMontagne's family never thought she would

take part in a mass suicide.

"I'm amazed that she went along with it." Andrew
LaMontagne said. "But I guess I'm not surprised

because she probably wanted to be with her father."

"She had never talked about suicide, she was the

opposite of that. She really looked forward to living

life." Boucher said, her voice quivering. "1 wish I knew
why any of this happened. All I know is they were all

brainwashed. Once they are brainwashed, they can be

talked into anything."

Passenger train derails in Spain; at least 22 killed

By Leon Lazaroff

Associated Press

HUARTE ARAKIL. Spain — A
train loaded with families returning

home from Easter holidays derailed

yesterday, killing at least 22 people

and injuring 87.

As darkness fell, rescuers were try-

ing to extricate trapped passengers

from the five-car train, which
derailed just before it entered the sta-

tion in lluarte Arakil. a northern

town 20 miles west of Pamplona.

Some of the train's 250 passengers

— including children — were

trapped under the locomotive,

Spanish national radio reported. "It

all happened in a second," an

unidentified woman told Spanish

state radio. "The suitcases tumbled

down, people were thrown into the

aisles. Everything was crushed
together and the people inside were

screaming. It was horrible.

Horrible." Rescuers laid bodies in a

row on the tracks and covered them

with blankets. A child's feet, wearing

running shoes, protruded from under

one.

Dozens of ambulances rushed to

the crash site and ferried the injured

to hospitals in several cities.

State radio and private Antena 3

Television said 26 people died, but a

Red Cross spokeswoman in

Pamplona said she could confirm

only 22 deaths. Seventeen of the 87

injured were in critical condition, the

spokeswoman, Elena Marco, said in a

telephone interview. It was the worst

train wreck since Sept. 24. 1980.

when 26 people were killed after a

train collided with a bus.

The train began its journey in the

Mediterranean city cf Barcelona, the

state news agency EFE reported. It

was headed for Irun in the Basque

country when it derailed.

It was not immediately clear what

caused the wreck, but the Guardia

Civil paramilitary police said the train

may have been going too fast when it

crashed, the Europa Press news
agency reported. Authorities also

were looking into possible problems

with the track switching system.
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Meeting addresses skateboardingparks Snow storm socks region

By Christina Poletto

Collegian Staff

Got a tip?

If you have infor-

mation about a

potential news story,

call the Collegian

News Department at

545-1762.

There's a grand controversy brewing over the present

plans to build a parking garage in downtown Amherst.

While some residents are complaining about the lack of

parking spaces, others are presenting the question:

Wouldn't a parking garage in Amherst only increase the

traffic entering town?

Van Kaynor, an Amherst resident, is looking to expose

"non-motorized transportation" and "mass transit" alterna-

tives that would alleviate pollution and congestion on
Amherst's streets.

"I am interested in getting support to examine the town's

traffic pattern problems," Kaynor said. "I don't know exact-

ly what the result will be, but my goal is to bring facts to

light about these parking problems."

Kaynor, with the help of other concerned Amherst inhab-

itants is forming a discussion group to "expand the parking

problem" to include more enviro-safe transportation.

"Amherst center is for people, whether they arrive by car.

bus or train, on foot or by bicycles. We want to celebrate

and continue our downtown as a lively resource for diversi-

ty and human-centered economic development." )ohn

Furbish said. Furbish is an Amherst denizen who is promot-

ing this new action group.

This association, which will address parking and trans-

portation issues will meet from 5:30-6:45 p.m., on
Thursday, April 3, in the Bangs Community Center.

Kaynor is spearheading a petition, which will be present-

ed on Thursday night.

"The reason I was circulating a petition is because I feel

there has not been an exploration and study on the effects

on traffic problems including bicyclists, pedestrians, walk-

ers, etc.. in Amherst center." Kaynor said.

"The space for cars have to come from somewhere— I'd

imagine it would increase, not decrease, traffic in the down-
town area." Kaynor said.

Prior to the discussion, beginning at 5 p.m., a video

about skateboarding will be shown. The video's purposes,

according to the press release, is to portray the skateboard-

ing scene that used to exist and thrive in Amherst center.

The interviews in the video were combined by a former

University of Massachusetts student who depicts high

school and college skateboarders throughout various seg-

ments that are bracketed with music.

Many of the comments from this UMass alum cite skate-

boarding as an alternative to violence and an opportunity in

which young women can partake.

Currently, Amherst center has placed a ban on skate-

boarding. Anti-skateboarding symbols were spray- painted

on the sidewalks once the ban took effect last year.

Following the video, two subgroup discussions will take

place between 5:30-6:45 p.m. The first session will focus

on pedestrian and bicycle opportunities in Amherst center

and throughout town.

Included in this conference will be reports presented by

Van Kaynor. who also served on the 1972 Select
Committee on Governance, and by |ohn Coull of Vally

Bicycles, Ltd.

"We want to introduce bicycling as an innovative trans-

portation alternative. Our society should be able to survive

without so many autos." Kaynor said.

Following this discussion, attendees will collectively form
a plan of action spotlighting non-motorized and transit

issues, and the course of action to proceed further.

The second discussion to run simultaneously will focus

on the possible creation of "Skateboard Parks", specifically

in local schools.

"Here, the university presents the strongest option: with

lots of skateboarders living in the Central and Orchard Hill

dorms and with that cast-side area slated as a site for future

campus expansion." Furbish said.

The meeting is scheduled to begin at 5 p.m. in the Bangs

Community Center. The discussion is free and open to the

public.

(AP) High winds, heavy snows. It's

beginning to look a lot like... spring?

March headed out like a lion yes-

terday as windswept snow pounded
the region in what forecasters said

was no April Fools' prank — it could

be the biggest storm of the 1996-97

season.

Heavy rains gave way to wet. blus-

tery snow by midday in many parts of

the state and the National Weather
Service issued warnings of blizzard-

like conditions.

By early evening, a foot of snow
had fallen in the western
Massachusetts town of Worthington.

"Tomorrow. April I , may be April

Fools' Day. but this storm is no
joke," Peter LaPorte, director of the

Massachusetts Emergency
Management Agency, said yesterday.

Travelers were stranded at Logan
International Airport as flights were

delayed and canceled by the north-

easter.

Many schools sent their students

home early yesterday. Some superin-

tendents, anticipating accumulations

of as much as 20 inches, were telling

their students to stay home today as

well. "It's all coming in on us. We are

going to get bombed." said North
Adams Mayor John Barrett III, who
took a good look at the projected

track of the northeaster and ordered

his little city in the state's far north-

west corner shut down.
Barrett's solution to a bad snow

storm was simple: Order all cars off

the street, encourage businesses to

close and keep everybody inside until

the plows and sanders finish their

work. Forecasters said the heavy

snow, which could continue through

today, could fell trees and down
power lines. Winds were strong

enough to blow out a window in

Town Hall on Martha's Vineyard yes-

terday afternoon, said National

Weather Service meteorologist Glenn

Field.

Utility companies said they had

extra crews on call.

Boston Edison, which provides

power to 650.000 customers in 40

communities, had 78 crews ready,

spokesman Mike Monahan said

Massachusetts Electric, which serves

950,000 customers across the state,

had 250 crews standing by.

The snow turned the highways into

a slushy mess in time for the home

ward commute yesterday.

Kevin Sullivan, commissioner of

the state highway department, said all

3.000 of his crews would be out

plowing and sanding the roads

overnight.

"It's a tough one when you have

the high winds." he said. 'It's diffi

cult to maneuver through as far as

motorists are concerned. The good

point is that this has been a well-pub

licized storm."

Although this winter was mild

compared to last, the slate highway

department has plowed and salted 43

times so far this season. Sullivan said

unmth w r scon i cchiioan

Overtime
Shayna Adelson, a graduate student in interor design works late on a project last night during the snow

storm.
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Investigators rule out copycat suicides
By Matthew Fordahl

Associated Press

SAN DIEGO — There's no evi-

dence that more members of the
Heaven's Gate cult are planning to

kill themselves, although such reports

are being investigated, authorities

said yesterday.

Such fears of copycat suicides by
far-flung cull cells are real. In 1994,

48 members of the Order of the Solar

Temple killed themselves in

Switzerland. Later that year, five

more members committed suicide in

Canada, followed by 16 in the French
Alps in 1995 and five in Canada on
March 22.

Nonetheless, sheriff's Lt. |erry

Lipscomb said authorities have found

"nothing, absolutely nothing" to sug-

gest that anyone other than the 39
members of the high-tech UFO cult

planned to commit suicide.

One member who left the group
about a month ago because he didn't

want to kill himself received two
farewell videotapes on March 25
from cult members describing their

death plans. The next day. he and his

employer drove to the hilltop man-
sion, found the bodies and called

police.

As for reports that members may
have killed themselves because leader

Marshall Applewhite had convinced
them he was dying of cancer, medical

examiner Brian Blackbourne said

Applewhite did not have cancer. In

fact, none of the victims had a termi-

nal illness, he said.

The bodies were being tested for

HIV. at the request of relatives, he

said.

Thirty-nine members of the
nomadic group, which made its living

lately developing Internet Web sites,

were found dead March 26 in a rent-

ed mansion in exclusive Rancho
Santa Fe. They were dressed alike

and covered in purple shrouds, their

bags neatly packed in anticipation of

a trip to outer space.

Authorities say the cult members
died in groups, consuming a mixture

of phenobarbital and alcohol and
then placing plastic bags over their

heads.

Blackbourne also said that two
Vicodin vials were found near the

bodies of the last two cult members
alive inside the mansion — and traces

of the painkiller were found in their

bodies in addition to the drugs that

helped kill the other 37.

Blackbourne said all autopsies
were complete and toxicological tests

would be finished by Friday.

Lipscomb said yesterday that

investigators still believe it was a

mass suicide, and although they're

trying to determine where the cultists

got so much phenobarbital. it's

unlikely the answer will lead to crimi-

nal charges.

"We're not going to charge anyone
with anything, and who would we
charge?" Lipscomb said.
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Lookingfor a position in education K-12?

Come to Massachusetts Education Recruiting

consortium orientation meetings held in

Mark's Meadow Auditorium:

Tuesday. April 15, 1997 from 4:30 • 6:00pm

Wednesday, April 16, 1997 from 6:00 - 7:30pm

HRTA MAJORS!
It's not too late for summer co-ops!

Marriott Courtyard in Newport, R.I.

Marriott Courtyard in Newark, NJ.

Holiday Inn in Dedham, MA.
Red Rood Inns across New England.

Land's End Inn

Town of Yarmouth

MORE INTERNSHIPS
FOR THE SUMMER AND

FALL...

Jim Henson in California

Rosie O'Donnell Show in N.Y. City

CBS Sports

Representative Christopher J. Hodgkins

THE GREAT BENEFITS
OF CO-OPS!

Free Fish for students on Co-op with Bio Shelters!

Free Airfare to Colorado if you co-op with Blue Mountain
Arts!

For more information on summer andfall co-operative
educational experiences, visit the Field Experience Office

or call 545-6265.

National/International

Survivors seek unpaid insurance claims U.S. port restrictions lifted

By Tim Whitmire

Associated Press

NEW YORK - The pursuit of jus-

tice for lews betrayed during World
War II widened yesterday as lawyers

accused seven of Europe's largest

insurers of stealing billions of dollars

Irom Holocaust survivors and their

heirs.

A $7 billion class-action lawsuit

filed on behalf of a dozen American
plaintiffs, some in their 80s and 90s.

accused the insurers of failing to

honor policies bought before the war
and. in some cases, giving money to

Nazis instead.

"We were victims twice." said

plaintiff Amalia Kranz Burstin. 67. of

Brooklyn, whose father survived the

Buchenwald concentration camp but

couldn't collect on his insurance poli-

cy after dying in 1967.

Many lews bought life, disability or

property insurance from companies in

Austria. Germany. France and Italy

during the tense years before World
War II. said attorney Edward Fagan.

who hopes to expand the suit to a

class-action involving more than

10.000 plaintiffs.

But once the war started, insurance

companies became part of the war
machine as companies turned over

the proceeds of policies to Nazis who
had stolen policy numbers from the

victims, the lawsuit claims.

After the war, Jews were turned

away by the companies, which said

they could not locate policies or that

policyholders stopped paying premi-

ums and the policies had been can-

celed, according to the lawsuit.

Another plaintiff. 69-year-old

Marta Drucker Cornell of Queens,

said she tried twice after the war to

collect on policies her father bought

from Italian companies before her

family's 1942 deportation from
Czechoslovakia.

In 1945. she said, she was told the

policies were canceled because her

father stopped paying premiums in

May 1942. when he was sent to

Auschwitz.

When Mrs. Cornell wrote to the

companies again in 1964. she received

a letter saying the policy principal had

been used to pay the remaining premi-

ums and that because the insurance

company's Czechoslovakian branch

had been nationalized in 1948. ihe

company was no longer responsible

for the policy.

"The money that my lather paid for

his life insurance doesn't belong to

the company." she said. "It's not

about the money — it's about the

right thine
"

Fagan earlier filed a lawsuit claim-

ing Swiss banks still hold Holocaust

victims' assets worth up to $20 billion

counting penalties and interest.

Yesterday's lawsuit accuses the

insurance companies of concealing

vital information, requiring the pro-

duction of death certificates that had

never been issued, acting in bad faith

and enriching themselves at the

expense of Holocaust victims.

The class as identified by the law-

suit consists of anyone who between

1920 and I94t bought life, property,

casualty insurance policies and whose
policy proceeds were wrongfully with-

held. The accused companies all still

exist and regularly conduct business

in' New York stale. according to the

lawsuit filed U.S. District Court in

Manhattan.

By Karen Gullo

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — For the first time since the 1950s.

Chinese ships can dock near U.S. military installations

with just a day's notice — a result of the Clinton adminis-

tration lifting a Cold War-era restriction still imposed on

the former Soviet republics. In one of three deals in the

past year helping Beijing's main shipping company, the

United States quietly agreed to end the requirement that

Chinese ships provide four days notification when enter-

ing one of a dozen sensitive ports.

In exchange. China agreed to provide new business

opportunities it had first promised American shippers in

1993 but had not yet delivered. Officials say implementa-

tion of that offer is progressing slowly.

The primary Chinese beneficiary of the deal struck in

the spring and summer of 1996 is China Ocean Shipping

Co. (COSCO). the state-run shipping company which par

ticipated in the negotiations. "The Chinese clearly signaled

to us that they wanted one-day access to the ports and we
said we wanted the American companies to do container

services in China." explained the U.S. Maritime
Administration's Bruce Carlton, a member of the U.S.

negotiating team.

The deal, long sought by China, has both economic and

symbolic benefits. COSCO can now guarantee with more

certainty when its clients' shipments will arrive and its

vessels have the same status as those Irom other friendly

countries.

The change is one of three separate U.S. decisions that

recently have benefited China's state-run shipper, one ol

the world's largest and fastest growing.

Last spring. COSCO struck an agreement with Long
Beach, Calif., officials to lease a vacant Navy station in a

controversial deal now under scrutiny because it never

received a security check. Earlier this year. COSCO also

won a U.S.-backed $138 million loan guarantee to build

ships at an Alabama shipyard.

COSCO ships have been involved in several recent con-

troversies. One ran into a crowded boardwalk in New
Orleans last year and another was unwittingly used by gun

smugglers to transport 2.000 submachine guns into north-

ern California.

Experts say the deals involving COSCO show that fears

of an imminent threat from Communist aggressors have

faded as interests in building stronger business ties with

China take center stage. "It reflects the current state of the

world." said Bernard Cole, a former Navy officer and
expert in maritime strategy and U.S. -Asian foreign policy.

"Those port cities are already fairly open."

The four-day restriction on entry to a dozen military-

sensitive ports had been imposed in the 1950s to provide

U.S. officials early warning about ships arriving from

Communist coun:ries that could have an interest in spy-

ing.

Though China has been freed from the requirement, it

still applies to now-democratic Russia and the other for-

mer Soviet republics as well as Cambodia and Vietnam.

Dealings with China have come under the spotlight

since the lustice Department and Congress began investi-

gating reports that Beijing may have tried to curry favor

with U.S. leaders by funnelling illegal money into last

war's elections.

Wall Street's troubles continue
By Farrell Kramer
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Stocks tumbled yesterday and
pushed the Dow |ones industrial average to its worst

back-to-back point decline since the 1987 crash, rais-

ing concerns about the 6 1/2-year bull market. For a

stock market that has been able to do little wrong, the

event is enough to give pause. But. analysts say. the

bouts of selling may be part of a market correction, a

measured decline that while painful, generally won't

mean a prolonged erosion in prices. The Dow is now
7.1 percent, or 501.68 points, below its record close

of 7,085.16 on March II. But even with the two-day

decline, it remains ahead for the year, albeit just 2.1

percent.

"It's a necessary consolidation in an ongoing bull

market, as far as I'm concerned." said Peter |. Canelo.

chief investment strategist at Dean Witter Reynolds, a

brokerage.

The market's main barometer plunged 157.11

points, or 2.3 percent, yesterday to 6,583.48. That

followed a 140.1 1 -point drop Thursday and brought

the average's two-day loss to 297.22 points. The
decline also represented the index's sixth-biggest

point decline in history. But the bull market remains

intact, dating back to the fall of 1990. when the Dow
stood at about 2.360.

Selling from the Dow's high in early March began

with concerns that the Federal Reserve would raise

fmeresr rates to forestall inflation, which it finally did

last Tuesday. At first, the market took it well

On Thursday, though, prompted by some data

showing the economy was still going strong, traders

started dumping stocks. The market was shut down
for Good Friday.

Then word came vestcrdav thai personal incomes

rose 0.9 percent in February, more than expected, and

other strong data raised inflation tears once again.

Higher rates tend to hurt corporate profits, which

drive stock prices

Despite the selling, traders and investors seemed

orderly. The cavernous floor ol the New York Slock

Exchange was calm and professional. Activity picked

up toward the end. when the Dow was down as much
as 179.39 points, but there were no signs ol panic "I

have not seen a stampede." said Muriel Siebert. presi-

dent and founder of the discount brokerage firm

Muriel Siebert & Co. Vanguard Group, the nation's

second-largest mutual fund company said there was

no flood of phone calls from investors looking to sell

While eye-popping, yesterday's drop pales next to

the 616.35 points the average lost on Fridav. Oct lb.

1987. and three days later — Black Monde.) Ii lell

26.2 percent during that two-day selloll Starting

from a higher level, the current two-day drop cost it

just 4.3 percent.

One hallmark of the current bull market has been

the willingness of individuals to stick wnh I heir

investments. In fact, many big scllolls have been lol-

lowed by rallies as stocks were snapped up at a bar-

gain

"The question is: Are we moving into a bear mar

fcanarsiW. " said loc Battipaglia. chiet ol investment

policy at the brokerage firm Gruntal & Co "M> led-

ing is that we are not."

Potential jurors introduced to McVeigh
By Michael Fleeman

Associated Press

DENVER — In a courtroom pro-

tected bv barricades and armed
guards. Oklahoma City bombing
delendant Timothy McVeigh gazed

intently at potential jurors vestcrdav

as they spoke of their willingness to

impose the death penalty for the

deadliest terrorist attack ever on U.S.

soil.

McVeigh, wearing a buzz haircut,

an open-collared blue shirt and
khakis, smiled and shook his attor-

ney's hand as he was brought into the

courtroom from a basement holding

cell lor the start ol jury selection. He
nodded and mouthed "Good morn-

ing" through a grin when the judge

introduced him to potential jurors.

But during detailed and excruciat-

ingly slow questioning. McVeigh's

stare tightened over his lolded hands

as prospective jurors discussed how
thev could recommend execution if

he is convicted in thy April 19. 1995.

blast that killed 168 people and
injured hundreds more.

'It's hard to, place youixtf jn the

role of deciding the late of another

human being on these terms." said a

middle-aged man identified onlv as

No X5K "Yet there has to be some

ultimate price in pav
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The self-employed financial adviser

said he has not formed an opinion

about McVeigh but believes there

may be other suspects who have not

been arrested. "There are elements,

potentially people out there that are

ancillary to this case, that might want

to make I hen strength and presence

felt." he said.

The man. who once lived in Tulsa.

Okla.. said he visited the bombing
site before the gutted shell of the

building was

demolished, feeling "I guess all the

things a normal human being would

feel. I think I cried a little."

The second prospective juror ques-

tioned, a churchgoing grandmother
in her 60s. said she too cried and

prayed for the victims as she watched

television coverage of the bombing.

Her dominant memory of McVeigh
was the footage of him in an orange

jail jumpsuit being led out of a coun-

ty jail in Oklahoma
"I fell very sorry for him." she said.

"For such a voung man to waste his

life."

McVeighaiiurncy Stephen |ones

Ipen asked "You didn't feel sorrv

because thev arrested the wrong
man?"

"I didn't know." she said.

As the prospective lurors took the

stand to talk about everything from

their view of the justice system to

their opinions on the 0.|. Simpson
case, they were hidden behind a par-

tial wall from nearly everyone in the

audience section of the courtroom.

U.S. District ludge Richard Malsch
has promised the prospective jurors

that their privacy will be protected

during the questioning. Given the

slow pace — only four potential

jurors were questioned by midafter-

noon — it could take two weeks or

more for lawyers to choose 1 2 jurors

and six alternates from a pool of hun-

dreds, and all those picked must be

willing to consider the death penalty

as punishment.

Heightened security was evident at

the stone and glass courthouse,
which is ringed by concrete barriers,

huge stone planters and temporary

metal fences Police officers on foot,

on horseback and in cruisers made
regular passes around the complex,

and at least one sharpshooter, wear-

ing military fatigues, was stationed at

the top of a parking structure across

the street Reporters and observer*

were screened by Ua^gjflkk**^ metal

detectors before be||EjHgBjacd iruo

the second floor com I'atpQue. Only a

lew victims lamiliea ahggvtd up to

watch, and an auxiliary courtroom
set up to handle an overflow crowd
was filled mostly with reporters
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The suicidal sensation

Mark

McGrath

It
seems like suicide's in again.

The deaths of 39 people in San

Diego last week confinned that, at

least in my eyes. The question

most people are asking is "why?" Why
did these people choose to hold the ulti-

mate going away party? 1 know, 1

know... they were trying to hitch on

with the alien spaceship, discarding

their souls' containers (bodies) for a

better way. Yeah. Yeah. Yeah we get

the picture. .

.

The question is still "why?" If not

why they did it. then why were they so

dumb? What led them to "D_." our

favorite charismatic

alien and cult leader? I

saw his recruitment

tapes on television and I

have to admit, he was

one fantastic speaker.

But comets. $5 bills, UFOs,
Christianity, castration and suicide?

Come on guys, you don't think we're

going to go for that, do you? Why?
Perhaps the biggest "why" may

involve the amount of television and

press coverage you received. For the

three days following your "event." all I

saw or heard were reports on the mass

suicide. Pictures of your dead bodies

covered with purple cloaks, your

farewell tapes, explanations of your

cult

If I had it my way. your story would

never have made its way out of

California (where it fits quite comfort-

ably with the prevalent cultural

themes) All I could think was. "They're

glorifying a bunch of nutcases because

they did something crazy." Why? Was
the media alerting potential suicidal cult

members out there to the dangers of

such activity, or were they trying to cre-

ate a new sensation? If you ask me, it's

the latter.

Hey kids, suicide's in.

lust look at (ohn E. Curtis |r., the for-

mer CEO of Luby's, the largest cafete-

ria chain in the country, who took his

own life two weeks ago and who was

also featured prominently in many
major news magazines. Curtis, who was

earning more than $350,000 dollars per

year slashed his wrist and upper
abdomen with a kitchen knife before

severing his jugular vein.

Thank you, Mr. Curtis.

I have a few words for you... you're

an idiot, an absolute

idiot. You weren't even

50 years old. you had a

wife and three children.

the youngest just 15

years old. You made
more money each year than I'll ever see

in my life, and you decided to leave

yourself face down in a pool of blood.

But apparently, you had a couple of

really good reasons for what you did.

You didn't want to have to tell your

Board of Directors that your profit mar-

gin was down, though still healthy. Or
was it that you couldn't bear to lay off

one percent of your 13.000-person

work force? |ohn. Listen to me— that's

only I 30 people. You know there were

other ways.

Then there's the issue of assisted sui-

cide and our dear friend. Dr.

Kevorkian. His little episodes arc so

regular that they remind me when to

change the baking soda in my refrigera-

tor Every time it's just the same old

>tor> ... person commits suicide with

Doc's help, authorities call for Doc's

head, Doc lives to fight another battle

Even the government has had its

problems with suicide. In the past few

years. America has witnessed the sui-

cides of White House lawyer Vince

Foster and Admiral Michael Boorda.

There's suicide all over the place, and

outside of these ones, which involve

national security, none have told us any-

thing but that there are lots of cowards

out there.

And the coverage they get is phenom-

inal. Why?
Of all deaths, suicide is one of the

most disturbing To think that there are

forces out there so strong that they can

make someone take their own life. . . it

really is sad. It's tragic. But does that

mean we have to be bombarded with

these images every time we open a mag-

azine or click on the TV? Need we be

reminded?

With all of the fame and the glory

our media seems to be showering down
on victims, they may as well scream

out, "Suicide, it's the cool new alterna-

tive to living. When you feel bad or

can't cope with events of your life, just

hop on the boat. It's quick, it's easy it's

a way out."

Americans are beaten, raped and

killed every single day. but very rarely

will their cases get as much attention as

a bunch of cult members drinking poi-

son. It's sad, and I'm afraid that every

kid out there who needs attention is

going to see suicide as a way of getting

that attention. Attention is what's u-ual

ly behind teen suicide anyway.

As tragic as the act of suicide is. we

don't have to make it out to be more

than it is, an act of desperation by

someone who doesn't know the value

of their own life.

Mark McGrath is a Collegian colum-

nist

Blame it on the Twins, not the rain

Torbin

Somewhere in Oxford. Miss today. Lamar Chance i-

dressed in solid black. The former Assistant Director

of Media Relations at UMass, who now holds a com
parable position at Ole Miss, is hardly mourning his

beloved Tar Heels' loss to Arizona though. Rather, he is sad-

dened by the onset of opening day. the American tradition

that baseball and Yankee fans alike have awaited since

her.

I mostly disagree with Lamar. For all the pages of this

paper I've filled with senseless hockey dribble over the

years, baseball is still my favorite sport. No
matter what exorbitant ticket fee the Boston

Red Sox decide to charge this year, you'll

find me on warm summer nights at Fenway

with a hot dog and jumbo bag of peanuts

Hut. lamar is right in one respect... base-

ball is indirectly responsible for nearly all of the ills of our

society today i am not talking about some Crossetonian

sociological BS of how these egregious ills are mirrored in

the big business aspects that have corrupted the once-inno-

cent child's game. No. through its historical actions, baseball

has inflicted actual malice to the fabric of America, injuring

it in a palpable and irreversible manner.

With the whimsical spirit of April Fools' Day in mind

(although all of what you are about to read is sad but true).

several of America's shortcomings can be traced historically

to a personnel action made 52 years ago by the Minnesota

Twins

The Twins were known as the Washington Senators in

1945 and they were desperate for ballplayers. Due to the

war. they tried out a pitching prospect from the Ea Salle

school in Santiago, Cuba by the name of Fidel Castro. The

Senators didn't like his stuff, but Castro still went on to

some reasonably noteworthy accomplishments back home.

When the Cold War heightened. Castro went to New
York City where he was wined and dined by both President

Kennedy and Soviet Premier Nikita Krushchev. Castro was

pursued like a free agent, and shunning natural geographic

sense, he signed a multi-year deal with the Reds, not the

Yankees.

Subsequently, if Castro had allied his nation with the U.S.

and not Russia, the Cuban Missile Crisis and Bay of Pigs

Invasion never would have occurred. Relations with Cuba

would probably be like those with Canada and Mexu
Many people, including Oliver Stone in his epic /FA.', have

argued that it was pro-Cuban sympathizers who arranged

for the assassination of President Kennedy on that fateful

day in Dallas in 19t>3

So. aboard Air Force One, beside a blood-splattered and

newly-widowed lackie Kennedy. Lyndon lohnson was inau

gurated as our nation's new chief executive, lohnson would

never had become president with Kennedy alive.

Immediately upon arriving in

Washington, one of lohnson's first acts was

to increase our presence in Vietnam. Thus,

lohnson turned what could legitimately be

called a "police action" at the time into a

full-scale war that might not have been the

but was certainly the most gruesome indeadliest,

American history.

While the war did give us Apocalypse Now and
Platoon, overall, the escalated Vietnam Conflict is the

root of most of America's problems today. People don't

trust their own government much anymore, something

certainly amplified by the publication of the Pentagon

Papers, which exposed the terrible misuse of force in

Vietnam by the Nixon Administration, and its lies about

the Army's effectiveness.

The high school and college dropouts of the '60s are

now often the parents of dropouts in the '80s and '90s,

perpetuating a growing American problem. Having the

war beamed via satellite into every living room in the

country certainly helped desensitizing America to vio-

lence, which makes movies like the ones above perfectly

acceptable viewing these days. Drug use skyrocketed after

war escalated and now shows no signs of calming down.

I could go on seemingly forever with the long term haz-

ards of Vietnam, but there's only so much space here.

lust remember this on opening day. If a grand
American holiday is being overshadowed by dark clouds

in your life today, someway, somehow, it can probably be

traced back to the Minnesota Twins and a bad personnel

decision.

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian columnist.

Letters to the Editor must be typed, no more than 400 words, and include

name, address, and phone number for confirmation purposes. They can be

submitted to Mike Burke, Daily Collegian, 113 Campus Center Basement,

UMass Amherst MA 01003, or by e-mail to: letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu
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Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

Abortion law tragedy
Editor's Note: On May 8, the

Collegian celebrates its 10th annncr
sary as a daily newspaper. To com-

memorate this occasion, the Collegian

will be publishing editorials spanning

the last 10 years. Todax MM feature </

piece originally published on
September lb, 1970.

The tragic death of a coed from a

nearby school as the after-

math of an attempted abor-

tion and the weekend visit of

Bill Baird were a grim coincidence

which once again focused the atten-

tion of much of the University coin

munity on the problem of abortions

Again, we may predict, emotions will

soar, indignation will rise, rhetoric will

become sharper, and the gulf will

widen between those who continue to

defend time-honored standards and

those who insist that all which is not

new is worthless or irrelevant.

Ultimately, the heat of pas-ion- nuiv

subside as new is-ues take their place

at center-stage and we shall find that

some new light has been shed I ad)

time the discussion is intensified there

i- hope that a few more adult- will

have ventured from the comfort of

their cherished moral stronghold- and

may have even dared to share with -tu-

dents the bold search lor a code of

action which is more closely related to

reality and for a legal framework
which meets today's needs

Change will come, as it has in the

past, even in Massachusetts. Only four

veai- ago. it became legal to provide

birth control information and devices

to married women — and now a feder-

al court has ruled that the

M.i-sachu-c'tt- law prohibiting similar

-et vices tor unmarried women i- di-

et immatory. Unreal and essentially

punitive restrictions on abortions will

almost surely have a similar fate in the

lien future.

In the1967-1997

1970
meantime,
what of the

pte-etit and

the couples

w ho during this year will know person-

ally the anguish and fear of the couple

in Holyoke? It would be comforting to

hope, but unieal to believe, that pre-

vention would be uniformly -ucce—lul

We as a community, therefore, must

be prepared to recognize the need- o!

those among u- who are troubled and

to meet tho-e nccc\* effectively with

resource- which are available

For some couples faced with an

unplanned pregnancy, all that is

needed i- support lor their beliel in

each other and encouragement that

parental wrath over premature mar-

riage will be much le-- -evere that

they, in their anxiety, can picture.

Marriage which had been planned

will be hastened, but no serious prob-

lem will lollow For others the need

will he tor information that now.

even in MtMMC hu-ett-. a safe, legal

abortion can be obtained for reason-

of health (usually psychiatric). The

number of therapeutic abortions per

formed in Massachusetts has proba-

bly increased four or five times in

two years. Others need to learn of

legal opportunities for abortion

which are now readily available in

New "t oik. less than two hours away.

The especially tragic feature of the

recent death is that today it didn't

need to happen. Somehow the couple.

who-e affection was so binding that

they had the will to share a bold and

dangerous plan to solve their prob-

lem, should have had access to better

information. Perhaps most important,

they should have been able to share a

trust in some resource in their school

communities (one of which was
UMassI from which they could have

gotten help. At some time in the

future, abortion services will be more

readily and openly available; in the

meantime, there are adults in the

I diversity community who can be

trusted and are eager to be helpful in

finding an-wers to problem-

The staff of the health service-

solicits the trust and confidence of

-tudent- We aim to help anyone face

a health problem and find an answer

which is sati-factory. practical, and

consistent with -elf respect. We may

not always succeed, but we are always

willing to trv

Robert \\ Gage W /' is thi former

r ot I tnicrsitv Health Serines

Examining 209
Proposition 2(.W was an amendment to allinnativc

action, lobbied Kir and supported bv California

Governor Pete Wilson and hi- cronie- According

to the NAACP (California chapter), amendments

such as this have been proposed for years hv pre

ceding governors and other political well to fjo'l who
consider affirmative action as the sliding

back door into universities for those

non-white individual- who would not have

been able to get in otherwise, due to poor

grades and low SAT score-

Such a stereotype could not be further

from the truth. Unfortunately, erroneous -tercotvpc-

have contributed to the passage of Proposition 209.

What Proposition 209 has done is to affix a "race pret

erential bias" wording onto the Affirmative Action legi-

lation. and in passing it. California universities mav n
longer include an ethnic checklist as part ol the applic.i

tion. However, the gender identification a- well a- the

physical ability check list will remain intact, othei mat

ginalized categories that are also protected by affirmative

action

If one collected data of the number of non white

applicants' entry into California universities over the

past 10 years, one will be able to observe that there has

been a marked increase. The rising numbers can then be

juxtaposed against the appearance of bills attempting to

defile the efforts of affirmative action. Propo-itioti 209

being one of them. Can we assume that there is a corre-

lation? (I think so). If we take thi- a -tep further, we
may even be able to accuse Governor Wilson of being

unable to cope with racial difference at California uni-

versities by virtue of this amendment
Why was the racial aspect of affirmative action target-

ed? Has there not also been an increase in women enter-

ing universities? What about tho-e who are differently

abled? Why weren't the two latter elements targeted?

It appears, in isolating and criticizing the "racial pref-

erence bias" (assuming, of course, there is a racial bia-

1

the issue i- race and the racism is thi- long held (it nut

pervading) perception that non- white individual- are not

as qualified as white individuals. Should we -it comfort

ably with this accusation'

Apparently. Governor Wilson is not alone in hi- taci-t

viewpoint. In Texas, affirmative action was struck down
as a utility point for entry into medical school, no thanks

to a prospective white medical student who accused a

Texas medical school for "discriminating" against him

on the basis of race, as he was passed over for

"not-as-qualified" non- white applicants He -ued and

won with the Texas court agreeing that the Other appli-

cants had indeed been accepted -olely on the basis of

race. As a result. Texas schools may no longer use the

ethnic cheek-list on their applications, a ruling amid

wording on applications that universities arc committed

to racially diverse campuses.

Apparently, neither the state of Texas nor Governor

Wilson bothered to check in with admissions administra-

tors. If admittance into a university were based solely on

race, GPA and SAT -cores, there would also be a num-

ber of white applicants denied. Fortunately, these arc not

the only three criteria considered. When considering

"qualification." admissions administrators also look at

extracurricular activity, job experience (not WHAT, but

rather whether or not there has been working experi-

ence) — basically candidates who will contribute to and

maintain the running of the universities' services I ook

around UMass. for example, besides local workers, who
else operates the People's Market, F.arthfoods, The
Hatch, The University Store. The Munchie Stores? Are

those students we see?

Camille

Tuason Mara

But let - retreat a bit and consider the other tool- of

criteria namely the (JPA. What factors can influence the

rise and fall of the GPA? Could over-extending oneself

due to family obligations affect GPA? Perhaps the fact

that English i- the second language could lower GPA.
What about sell e-teem. could thi- impede one from

truly excelling at school? If society contin

ue- to enforce upon non-white tndivtdu

als that they are unqualified (and then re-

enforce this by legal mandates), they

eventually believe this. Therefore I believe

-elf esteem would definitely be a factor

I have an old high school chum from Laos, a refugee

whose second language i- I ngli-h She had difficulty in

-chool because of this "handicap", (which could hardly

he con-idered a handicap -mce she spoke the lao lan-

guage brilliantly), but there were other factor- Her
chores at home precluded her from devoting as much
time on school work a- she would have liked. She was

required to cook the evening meal, clean the house and

therefore had very little time to afford toward
after ached actnitie- and studies She managed to get

her Bachelor of Science in Medical Technician and cur-

rently works at Hood Company.
Another fnend (African-American) is one ol the mo-t

eloquent speakers and writers I know. He also has a very

good command of American history, world history, and

the electoral prove— . yet his GPA would be considered

rather low. He has been involved in a number of campus
rallies and was instrumental (along with others) in

achieving a diver-itv -ection in the Collegian He is cur-

rently working towards his Bachelor of Arts degree.

How does one determine, then, qualification?

A number of statistics were invoked to justify

Governor Wilson's erroneous claim, one of which
showed the total of rejected applicants to those accepted,

categorized by race. The greatest number was white

applicants. Fortunately, also included were numbers
indicating the total number of applicants; the number of

white far exceeded non-white In real numbers, if a uni-

versity attracts 1.500 white applicants versus 435
non white, the number rejected of the former group will

naturally be greater than the latter. Not all white appli-

cants will be accepted and that goes ditto for non-white
applicants. Even if all the applicants were white, the

probability of acceptance remains 50/50 (this percentage
i- u-ed loosely, by the way) given that eligibility i- detei

mined not simply by SA I HOYM and GPA.
I ask the question, again, "why wasn't gender or physi-

cal ability targeted"?

It is not my intention to pit marginalized groups
against the other, but I find it rather suspicious that race

would be upheld as the example of the "ineffectiveness"

of Affirmative Action, for if we adhere by Pete Wilson's

logic the "preferred" race is non-white and applicants

are being admitted despite being unqualified. We can
-atelv stipulate that he accuses California schools of

reverse racism. When universities maintain a higher
number of white students to those who are not white,

why isn't this decried as racism? And why is it that

whenever white student- are accepted, the assumption i-

always that their entry is credited to "good qualifica-

tion." not affirmative action, while with non-white stu-

dents, it is almost always the reverse?

When the majority of universities around the coun-
try, private and public, accord entry to a higher num-
ber of white students, why are they not accused of

"racial preference?" Better yet. would a politician
support such an allegation if it were made ..perhaps
by )oe Kennedy?

Cumille Tuason Mata is a UMASS student.
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Hundreds of mourners carry the body of Abdullah Khalil Salah, 20, at his funeral on Easter Sunday, March 30,

1997 Salah was killed by Israeli troops during protests in Ramallah in the occupied West Bank. There have been

1 2 days of protest in West Bank since Israel began building a new |ewish settlement, called Har Homa, in occu-

pied East Jerusalem. Father Michel Sabah, the Catholic Patriarch of lerusalem, said in his Easter message that for

Palestinians, "the evil is all around us." He said "Violence is still in the hearts, and blindness to the rights of others

is still in the minds, of leaders." On Sunday, the Arab League voted unanimously to restrict diplomatic and trade

ties to Israel.

"We don't judge you because you're white, we don't jud^c fou been - we don't

judge you because you're brown. We judge vmi became of bai j W do .uui what fOU practice. And
as lone as you practice evil, we're against fan " -- Malcolm X, Rochester, NY. Nto
Take action against opresston everywhere, write tor the Developing Nations l\-sk | Lisa

at 5-1851, or come down to the CoUegyin tn tht- Campus ( Center Batemem

Easter Statement by Ortristian Paltjstinians

Editor's Note: The following is a statement by the Sabeel

Palestinian Christian organization, delivered on Good Friday,

on the Israeli settlements at Abu Ghnetm (Har Homa').
located on the «*riurts of Occupied East Jerusalem.

"W«r tto, ))0U niters o/ th$ home ofJacob aitd chiefs of
tfie house of Israel, who abhorjustice and pervert alt equity.

who build2km with blood and Jerusalem with wrong!. . . Yet

they lean upon the Lord and my, 'Surely the Lord is with us!

No harm JtetS omm upon us'. Therefore because of you
'/ion sAoi* be plowed as a fieidt femxalem shall become a

heap ofnum.,. "(Mieah 3&1QX
On Tuesday, March 18, 1997, Israeli bulldozers started

their work to build t new jfcwiah settlement on Jabal Abu
Ghnete, near Bcthkiimi, cantaay to the expressed wish of

the irtetwrtoidoarrtriwriey. Tl» intention is to build 6,300

liousing unita for 25,000 Jewish settlers on approximately

462 acres, it is r^BStjnisns, rafter than Jews, who have dire

liousing needs. Even while ttasre are huge vacant land areas

in West Jenwakai (much of it Paksslnian owned before

1948). and more than 12 percent vacant arjartments even in

the settlement* on the West Bank and Gaza (all illegal).

Israel confiscates more r\dtar^nts« land A major c*teetive of

the project h to ensure fcwtthdmKjgTaprtk superk*% to uV
terusakm area.

The beautiful and serene landscape overlooking
Bethkhem will be ruined, and will be replaced by apart

merits, shopping centers end hotels that will trartsforrn the

beauty of nature into vulgar stone structures. But whatever

its architeciunil value and ecological damage, the project is

unjust.

The building of the settlement is an act of injtistjee agaiiist

the people from whom the land has been confiscated.

Politically, it aims at closing the circle of eacrusrvety (ewish

settlements around Palestinian lerusalem and changing its

demographic character, ft is a further step in hidaising

lerusalem before the final status talks. It aims at weakening

Palestinian claim ewer Baa terussJem by creating new facts

on the ground, which will hinder the attainment of their

legit imate national aspiration.

Economically, by buMng hotels, shopping centers and
tourist industries on the settlement, Israel will devour the

-I trade from the Palestinian towns of Bethlehem and
Beit Sahur (Shepherds' Field) and deprive the F>alesbnians ot

then main livelihood. Bethkhem and Beit Sahur will be

places where tourists will go for a brief visit while the eco

rKJmk benefits wiJD be diverted and reaped by Tsethlehem
"

- Har Homa shopping anter.

Moreover, the corwfrjction will threaten the remains of

fifth and sixth century Byzantine churches and monaster

in the area of Abu Ghneaii.

The project reflects the arrogance of Israeli power, its

obsession with dorninatkm over, and eciniomic exploitation

of the Palestinians. It has and will fuel resentment, deepen

the hate, ensure the passion for revenge, and bring about an

inevitable future of bloodshed and violence, already -ecu in

the suicidal bombing in Tel -Xviv on March 21, 1997, so

rightly condemned as an inhuman act of tenorism.

We m Sabeel condemn the violence of the construction at

Abu Ghneiiii, perpetrated by the State of l-taci It is a vio-

lence against the aspirations of a whole nation. It i- a vio-

lence directed against the peace process. It is a violence

against the future generations of Palestinians and Israelis

who must live as neighbors in peace and security It is a vio-

lence against the environment and again-t a Christian arche-

ologkal site. The American veto also i- interpreti-d by many
as aa act of violence against justice, giving the Israelis, the

'green light' to proceed. Alas, the project will adversely

the future of miliUms of people who ultimately must share

lerusalem and its hinterland.

Christians should condemn all violence that deprives

future generations of the nght to live in peace with ju

including the unrelenting repressive policies of the state Ihe

structural evil of state policies is no less offensive than indi-

vidual acts of violence.

We call on the government of Israel to abandon it:

knee against the Palestinian people, its partners in peace

and to consider the grave outcome of its actions.

We invite it:

• To interpret the biblical injunction which Christian-

share with lews, "love your neighbor as yourseir (leviticus

19:18; Mark 12:31) as iiaving an mclusiv; interpretation,

that includes the Palestinians.

• To accept the sharing of lenisalem as a key to a ju-t

peace.

• To terminate the building of settlement-, which makes a

fetish and idol of the land.

We call on the U.S. government to fulfill it -ommitmeni

to peace, by injecting the concept of justice into the peace

process as its most important ingredient. Without justice lor

the Palestinian*, the peace process i- a sham. I nlet !ve out-

come of the peace process achieves the withdraw

from the Occupied Territories (including I i vafcnu

there will not be justice, and without justk e. there will not be

security. The United States i.< entrusted with an historic

responsibiltty to create a just peace.

Both rVlestmians and Israelis are strangers and sojcruiner-

on the land, which belongs to God: 'The land L- mini

me you are but aliens and tenants' (Leviticu I et u-

share it under the one creator God, who has placed both of

our people on it.

Iiaving endured a prolonged Crucifixiou. tlv. Palestinians

await the dawn of Resurrection — krusalcm. Ciood Fridav

1907

The truth about Deng Xiao Ping
Editors Note: The following was sub-

mitted in response to another editorial

which appeared on the first

Developing \attons page'Vf this

temester about the life of Deng \uv
Ping, the Chinese leader who passed
away this past February.

The first "Developing Nations" page

of the Daih Collegian published an

article with the title "Deng Xiao Ping,

paramount leader of largest

I \-v eloping Nation and Citizen of the

World." written by Yang Eingyan. a

Chinese graduate student

It is remarkable to see that the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, which

is supposed to be based at one of the

most progressive universities in this

country, published an article which
gave readers misleading information

about the Chinese Revolution. Chinese

socialism, and the era of Deng Xiao

Ping, it makes me feel obligated to say

a few words

The author begins her article by say-

ing that Deng Xiao Ping "led his peo-

ple to turn the nation pragmatically

from a starving Stalinist regime of 1.2

billion people into a rapidly growing

economic superpower* (A minor
problem: China's population was 600
million in the mid- 1950s . about 800

million when Mao died, and did not

reach I 2 billion until the early 1990s.)

Starving as they were, the life

expectancy of Chinese people was
increased from 35 years in 1950 to 65

years in 1976. In this respect China

was well ahead of many so-called

"middle-income countries." despite

her much lower per capita income.

China's per capita production of

grain (a major indicator of "starving"),

had grown rapidly between 1950 and

1957. It dropped sharply in the early

1960s, but has grown steadily since

then and came beck to the 1957 level

by mid-1970s. This achievement was

made despite an increase of population

by about 200 million and a loss of

almost half of the total arable land By

contrast, in the same period, the per

capita production of grain in many
Third World countries had declined

like what has happened in China
between 1 984 and now.

People usually give Deng Xiao Ping

credit for his agricultural reform which

led to de facto privatization of China's

agriculture and supposedly brought

about the agricultural miracle in the

early 1980s, however, without asking

the question how this "miracle" could

be achieved without the infrastructure

built under the collective communes
and failing to notice that this "miracle"

has been replaced by stagnation in

grain production since more than a

decade ago.

"A rapidly growing super power?"

As if the Chinese economy was not

already growing rapidly before Deng
came to power. Between 1952 and

1978. China's GDP per capita had

grown at an average annual rate of 3.9

percent. Among the 100 more
Developing Countries, only about a

dozen countries had higher growth

Minqi

rates than China. In the 1950s China

began with an industry smaller than

that of Belgium's and became a

world-class industrial power when
Mao died. And this achievement was
made with little foreign capital and
technological assistance

Is China becoming a superp

Well, the Chinese ccotioniv i- indeed

growing very rapidlv However capital

ism does not always, and actually u-u

ally does not bring about rapi>;

nomic growth, certainly not in this

country, nor in Europe, nor in lap.m

nor in most Third World countries.

and not in "free" and "democratic

"

Russia This rapid economic growth i-

simply based on the cruel exploitation

of hundred- ol million- of (. hme-e
workers. It is not unusual lot a

Chinese worker in a private fact

a foreign-owned

factory or a

so-called "town
and village" fac-

tory to work
more than a 1

2

hour day. 365 days a year, receiving a

wage of one-fortieth of what an aver-

age U.S. worker receives, and working

under the most terrible and dangerous

conditions It is the cruel exploitation

of hundred of millions of Chinese

workers that makes huge profit fol

Chinese and foreign capitalist -

I xploitation under capitalism is a pri-

mary necessary condition for any rapid

economic growth. But this kind of eco-

nomic development based on the

exploitation of "cheap labor" also

leaves China increasingly dependent

upon foreign technology and equip

ments (in contrast to Maoist economic

development which pursues indige-

nous technological progress).

China is fixed to an unfavorable

position in the capitalist international

divi-ion of labor — to be exploited by

advanced capitalist countries, and
therefore destined to stay as a depen

dent and underdeveloped capitalist

country.

Yan Eingyan also portrays M
China as a repressive and totalitarian

-ociety where people have no freedom

and rights whatsoever, an "idelolgy

dominated every inch of every citizen's

daily life."

Maoist China was so totalitarian

that ordinary working people were

provided right to employment, to free

health care, to a basically free educa-

tion, to housing (free, or unbelievably

cheap), and to many other basic needs.

These were the rights that Chinese

working people had under socialism,

the rights that were as inalienable for

Chinese working people as freedom of

speech for Americans. All of these ben-

efits are called the "Iron Rice Bowl" in

China. Which means that workers

have got an "iron rice bowl" that will

not be broken, and thus thy do not

have to worry about their basic needs

anymore.

Nor did the author say anything

about how Chinese workers practiced

"two participations." The "two partici-

pations" basically means, cadres (man-

agers, bureaucrats, party leaders) must

participate in manual labor, and work-

er- mu-l participate in management.
Hve fact is. despite its many flaws and

cpntradiciton-. under Maoist China.

ordinary working people to a large

extent had control over social and eco-

nomic development and over their

own lives — something far beyond
what a worker in an ordinary capitalist

society can imagine When Den,

Ping came to power, he threw away
the "two participations" and restored

the Soviet -style Stalinist economic sys-

tem the one man system, under
which workers have no say in factory.

Still not satisfied with the Soviet sys-

tem, he launched the campaigns to

break the Chinese workers' "iron rice

bowl." Thus taking awav those funda-

mental social and economic rights that

Chinese workers acquired after

the Revolution and turning

them into capitalist workers
who have to sell their labor

I
power to make a living

Yang Eingyan writes: "Mao
Zedong often compared himself to and

even scorned the first emperors of the

most powerful dynasties throughout

3.000 year- d Chinese history ." Here,

again, she trie- to de-crib.
'

new feudal emperor What she says

here is actually based on one of Mao's

well-known poem- written in the

1950s [The Spring of the Qin
Garden/On Snow or l)m ) uan Chun /

Xue), in which after summarizing the

achievement- of all the great emperors

in Chinese history, Mao finished his

poem bv saying a sentence para-

phrased as. "Who can really be count-

ed as heroes in history? I et- find

them in today's world." For anyone

who i- tamiliar with Mao Zedong and

the Chinese Revolution, it is apparent

here that Mm ll -aving that great

achievements of the ancient emperors

were by no means comparable to the

great cause that contemporary commu-
nist revolutionaries are pursuing,

which will lead to the liberation of the

great majority of people from all kinds

of oppression and exploitation. At the

very least, the meaning of the sentence

i- -ubiect to different interpretations.

and a proper interpretation must be

based on correct understanding of the

lii-totic.il context. The author howev-

er, imposes her interpretation on the

readers without citing any sources and
giving anv explanation of the context,

as if Mao had indeed said something

which could be understood, without

ambiguity, that he was comparing him-

self to ancient emperors It is even

more mysterious where the word
"often" comes from For to my knowl-

edge, and to the knowledge of many
people. (Ml ) uiin Chun / \uc. i- the

only ca-e among Mao'- thousands of

published works where Mao talks

•bout "The first empemrs of the most
powerful dynasties throughout 3.000

pearl of Chinese history."

The author describes the Maoist era

as an era of "ideological extremism.'

while the era of Deng Xiao Ping is one

of "pragmatism." Well, Mao was so

ideologically extreme, that his wife, ids

brother, and his sister all died in the

revolutionary war. His son was sent by

him to Korea, to fight- U.S. imperial-

ism, later k*trig*hie rw AndJvvhat of

Deng's sons and daughters It is com-

mon knowledge in China, that his sons

and daughter are among the richest,

and therefore the most corrupt families

in China. These "pragmatic" people

certainly know how to make use of

their father's influence to turn them-

selves into billionaires (in today's

China, there is definitely an equiva-

lence between billionaires and corrupt

-

ncs-l.

Deng has a well-known saying,

"White cat or black cat. it is a good cat

as long as it catches mice." It can be

said nowadays that the foUowtng is the

watchword of the Chinese ruling class,

"socialism or capitalism, what makes
me rich is a good system."

When Mao died, hundreds of mil-

lions of people inside and outside

China cried, with their own tears (but

of course they were "ideologically

dominated" weren't they?) When
Deng died, who cried except h:> rela-

tives?

Why do people have so different

opinions about Mao Zedong and Deng
Xiao Ping? This is not difficult to

explain if you understand that these

two great men served the interest of

two completely different social classes

and groups. In Maoist China, ordinary

working people made enormous gains

in Kith material and spiritual terms.

But the ruling class was not free to

exploit people, and the intellectuals

who were, historically, a privileged

group lost their economic and social

privileges. Under Deng's China, there

has been rapid economic growth, but

social inequality has also been devel-

oped rapidly. Last year, according to

official statistics. 40 percent of China's

urban families suffered from an
absolute decline in the real living stan-

dard. The Chinese capitalist economy
continues to grow at a rate of near 10

percent, but it no longer benefits the

great majority of people. More impor-

tantly, ordinary working people have

lost their social and economic rights

provided by socialism, and also lost

their control over their own lives.

Nowadays, the rulers are free to

exploit people, and the people are free

to be exploited.

Towards Mao Zedong, the Chinese

upper class and middle class have

nothing but hatred, but Chinese work-

ing people will always remembtr him

a- their "great leader." Towards Deng
Xiao Ping, not only the Chinese ruling

class and intellectuals, but also the

western media have already had a lot

of good words. And Chinese working

people will not forget him either, for it

is him who took away everything that

Chinese working people have achieved

with the socialist revolution. But of

course, sooner or later, with a new
great revolution. Chinese working peo-

ple will take all of these things back.

Li Minqi is a UMass Graduate
Student.

COUKTlsVr MAJITIfu urTHCB KING WtA'r*'

Martin Luther King |r (1929 - 1968)

A rime to break silence

The following are excerpts from the

historic address Dr Martin Luther

King lr delivered at a meeting of
Clergy at the Riverside Church in

New York City on 4 April 1967. a

year before he was assassinated

Although this was not the first time

he had expressed opposition to the

urn War. it was the first time

he linked it to the civil rights move-

ment And it was the first time that

he airectly attacked the lohnson
administration 's war policy.

"Over the past two years, as I

have moved to break the betrayal of

mv own silences and to speak from

the burnings of my own heart, as I

have called for radical departures

from the destruction of Vietnam,

many persons have questioned me
about the wisdom of my path.

Why are you speaking about the

war, E> King? Why are you joining

the voices of dissent? ... And when
I hear them... I am nevertheless

greatly saddened, for such questions

mean that the inquirers have not

really known me. my commitment
or my calling. Indeed, their ques-

tions suggest that they do not know
the world in whkh thev live..."

"We were taking the black young

men who had been crippled by our

society and sending them eight

thousand miles away to guara

liberties in Southeast Asia which
they had not found in southwest

Georgia and East Harlem. So we
have been repeatedly faced with the

cruel irony of watching Negro and

white boys on TV screens as they

kill and die together for a nation

that has been unable to seat them
together in the same schools. So we
watch them in brutal solidarity

burning the huts of a village, but we
realize that they would never live on
the same block in IVtroit

"They (the Vietnamese) must see

Americans as strange liberators...

All the while the people read our
leaflets and received regular promis-

es of peace and democracy, and
land reform. Now they languish

under our bombs and consider us,

not their fellow Vietnamese, the real

enemy... They know they must
move or be destroyed by our
bombs. So they go — primarily

women and children and the aged
"

"They watch as we poison their

water, as we kill a million acn

their crops. . . They wander into the

hospitals, which a- least 2V casual-

ties from American firepower for

one "Viet-cong" inflicted injui

far we may have killed a million of

them, mostly children.. The.

the children degraded by our sol-

diers as they beg for food. Thev -ec

the children selling their sistei

our soldiers, soliciting foi iheir

mothers..."

"The war in Vietnam is but a

symptom of a far deeper muladv

within the Amen-an -pint, and if

we ignore thi- sobering reality arc

will find ourselves organizing .

and laymen concerned coininittee-

for the next generation. They will be

concerned about Guatemala and
Peru. They will be concerned about

Thailand and Cambodia. They will

be concerned about Mozambique
and South Africa... Such thought-

take us bevond \ ictnam. but not

beyond our calling a- son- ol the liv

ingGod..."

"Increasingly, by choice or by

accident, this is the role exit nation

has taken — the role of those who
make peaceful revolution imrvwsrble

by refusing to give up tin- privilege-

and the pleasure- thai on from
the immense profits ol

:>.,
| |

"A true revolution of values will

soon look uneasily on the glaitng

contrast of poverty and wealth

This business of burning human
beings with napalm, ol filling our

nation's homes with orphans and
widows, of injecting poisonoui
drugs of ha»e into veins of peoples

non.ially humane of sending men
home from dark and bloody battle

fields physically handicapped and
psychologically deranged, cannot be

reconciled with wisdom, justice and

love. A nation that continue-

after year to spend more mom
|

military defense than c<n programs

of social uplift is approac'-'ng spiri

tual death. ."

"These are revolutionary time-

All over the globe men are revolting

against old system- or. expl

and oppression and out ol

wombs of a frail world new' systems

of justice and equality are being

born. The shirtless and barefoot

people ol the land are nsiiif up a-

never before..."
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New Hamlet is fine work of art
By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

HAMLET
Directed by Kenneth Branagh

with Kennetfi Branogn, Kote Winslet, Derek Jacobi

Playing at Academy of Music

The hype oi the art house circuit has finally arrived to

Northampton — Kenneth Branagh's epic monster
Hamlet. Uncut and featuring a cast of the same niagni

tude of j '70s disMter flick. Hamlet weighs in just I few

minutes shy of four hours Also, it is the 1 1 r>t lime a full

production of Hamlet has ever been filmed.

I<\ tackling such a daunting lask, Branagh not only

createf a datsliag Hemic! . he makes going to the

movies an event — reminiscent of an era where seeing

a movie wa> doing something substantial and not just

something to do. The addition of an intermission 10 the

film suggests the "quality" that's associated with the

theater

Yet, Branagh's latest never tries to divorce itself from
its medium. Hamlet is tilled with striking images that

arc unique to film — the majority of which come from

Elsinore'l main hall: two-way mirrors line the walls of

the room as the floor is suggests the life-si/ed chess

game that Hamlet sets up.

\m the eponymous melancholy Dane. Branagh seems

to be neither melancholy, nor a Dane. Updating the set

ting into the l^th century. Hamlet — with his

bleach-blond tresses and jet-black waistcoat — looks

like a classy Nazi. Branagh's interpretation ol the char-

acter correlates: gone are the days of Hamlet sitting

around postulating "to be or not to be." Branagh stares

and screams and seems to insert action into a character

who seems to have none. His Hamlet and his Hamlet arc-

sleek and beautiful — true wonders that anything can

seem sleek at four hours long.

Branagh also does well in his choices for supporting

roles. Highlights are a gracefully aging lulie Christie as

Gertrude and a smarmy Derek |acobi as Claudius.

There is something revolting about these two heads ol

state frolicking about like two love-sick teens, some-

thing that makes us empathize with Hamlet's mission.

As another standout performance, Kate Winslet's

Ophelia shines in her dementia. Gone are the days ol

demure flowers: behind Branagh's Mirrors lies a

strait jacketed Ophelia in a padded cell. She thrashes

and screams, showing the pain after Polonius' murder.

Hamlet is not flawless, however. Several scenes

betray themselves as sub-standard: Hamlet's meeting

with the ghost of his father looks like something of a

ride at Disney World and Branagh's final speech before

intermission is done with a painfully obvious
blue screen behind him. Of the star- studded cast.

Robin Williams' Osric seems to be the only perfor-

mance untouched by Branagh's skillful hand as a direc-

tor — the messenger's effeminate portrayal is unfunny

and bordering on the offensive. These flaws are minor

and barelv scratch the surface of a monumental film. A

COtHIf SV DANNY CUNCH

The bod boys from Boston, The Miqhty Mighty Bosstones, return with their 6th full-length release.

The Bosstones pay homage to ska roots

By Adam Dlogocz

Collegian Staff

camns*vn uojh'mh

Kenneth Branogh writes, directs ond stars in Shakespeare s Hamlet as the obsessive prodigal son determined to avenge

his father's murder

MIGHTY MIGHTY BOSSTONES
LETS FACE IT

MerojryNBig Rig Records

The Bosstones are back, and
after the disappointing Question
I he Kmtwen. they have an awful

lot to prove. The Mighty Mighty
Bosstones success can mostly be

attributed to their combination of

hardcore punk, heaw metal and
ska into an amalgamation that

boils nvcr with fun. In other words
— the Bosstones are the perfect

parly band. However, after the

release of their last album, there

was a feeling that maybe the novel

ly had worn olt and success had

gotten to the hci-ds ol these Boston

native*.

laW'j Facts // isn't the complete

return to form that some of us had

been hoping for but it is » start Ihc

Plaiii Bovs ol Boston have torsaken

some of the speed and metal of their

past albums for a much more
roots oriented ska album The (SCO

cious guitar licks ol |oc Gittlcman

are no longer the mainstay of the

songs as the horns have moved to

the lorefront The Bosstones seem

to be moving in the direction of

other ska bands like Hepcat. the

Slackers and others who are going

for a more rock steady approach

The newer side of the Bosstones

is best exemplified on tracks like

"Royal Oil" and the title track

Face It" "Royal Oil* which

cnioyed some commercial success as

a single belore the album came out

is a total roots song that harkens

back to the day of Desmond

Decker. The Wallers and the

Specials The song's slow

molasses like beat will have you

skanking in no time "let's Face It",

an anti- racism and sexism song

uses a reggae beat and had lead

singer Dukcy Barrett toasting,

albeit in a rather hoarse voice.

"Noise Brigade" and "The Rascal

King" kick off the album in fine-

fashion showing oil the Bosstones

new found mellower side, but will

keep vour leet moving These stings

also bring out most ol the

Bosstones' strengths The combina-

tion of the horn section with

Dickey's trademark vocals never

sounded better and if vou'.e liked

the Bosstones since Devil't ^t^ht

Out. you will thoroughly enjoy
these songs

Perhaps the one song that rcallv

>fu.w> the Ik- slypes at their best is

J also be titled

"Somedav I Suppose Pi 2". The
song's uuhv chorus hooks vou in.

the guitars pound vou. and the

horns provide you with the momen-
tum to dance to the beat. The onlv

disappointing thing is that this is

the BtyH the Bosstones do best and

it seems thev have lorsakcn it

While this album is a huge
improvement over Question The
\ntwen it does have its downfalls

The biggest problem are the lyrics.

The Bosstones are fun when talking

about drinking beer, or evading
cops, or about bars, but when it

comes to more serious issues, they

tall short.

For instance, the lyrics to "Let's

Face It" "It's so hard to lace that

in this day and age somebody's race

could trigger somebody's rage and
somebody's preference can drive

some total stranger to make some

bod) somehow feel the wrath ol

their anger Be rasist. be s t-\ist. be

bigot, be sure." While those lyrus

are nice, it's something we've all

heard a thousand times and it hasn't

helped a thing. Maybe il the

Bosstones sang about the tad that

thev were an interracial band and

Aire so successfu I they d have
something a little more tangible

The af^um also lalls shoii on
-.ngs Impression That I

Get", "Xnothei Drinkin' Song" and

Meverssind Me." Those songs arc

plain cheesy, thev drip sap. and the

IOCStone I have to understand thai

ire at their best when they're

piavmg high powered ska core 01

even the newer more rock Stead]

Stuff It's the emotional slowed
down songs that are terrible and
were the down fall of their last

album, as well as this one. B

ly»VW«»< -~*~~* MOND/Sf-FR'CAY

Meeting 9)fotfoe]\^
Top of the Campus. Incorporated (TOC, Inc.)

will hold its annual meeting in

Campus Center 903, May 8, 1997, 2:00p.m.

•Free Estimates

•Lifetime Repair Warranty

•Auto Glass Replacement

•Car & Truck Rental

V2
PRI^Ef

ACADEMIC MANAGEMENT SERVICES

Saturday, April 12* « Over 100 Positions Available

• Office Positions in Customer Service, Data Entry

• Seeking Individuals with Stong Communication Skills,

Computer Keyboard Experience
• Flexible Work Schedule (Days, Evenings, Saturdays)
• No Sales. Paid Training, Fast Paced Environment
• Potential for Continued Employment During School Breaks
• Casual Office Attire

recast dcUduti to

lettrmujOr* tU

MJtifo
by CmUm

(401)435-2900

located at
, Vision Bouh
East Provldenoa

'

Island 02911
Ing to Swa
during the

[
r

North Amherst Motors
78 Sunderland Road, North Amherst MA

549-2880
(One Mile from UMass on the bus route)

[kJtfM (L
WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS SOFTWARE ASSOCIATION

II Main Sweet • Horem MA 11960 • IU-M4-3449 • fax 41

23233T*

fj sum ioum
A KA U l. '

-\

FAIR '97tJUl
Tuesday, April 1, 11 a.m-7 p.m.

Springfield MA Sheraton Monarch Hotel Grand Ballroom

OVER 30 COMPANIES SEEKING!
Software Kiigmcers

Nctwoik *i|icn inliin

(_£u.iln\ Anmii.iiilc

Software Maoaajsn

•
I lim, -il Wnieri 'Systems \h.iIvms

• MIS IVik-ssmiuls • Applit.iuon Ptiit>i.inmier«

• swciti/I-AN AdanMstraaan
. . , tvut rrumy moifffi

FREE ADMISSION BRING YOUR RESUME

JavaNet

M
APPLIKI) PC

MassMutual
The Blue Chip Company ,M

For more

Msraaakn

srt»://wwa.rsujrt
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Folk icon Odetta enchants her crowd

By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

ODETTA
Iron Horse Music Hall

March 29, 1997

With 40 years of professional
singing experience, and a catalogue
of seemingly hundreds of folk tunes
in the English language embedded
in her mind, the pleasant lady,
Odetta, took the Iron Horse stage
on Saturday night.

Odetta appeared as she always
has — elegantly and colorfully
dressed, with just her acoustic gui-

tar, the only thing accompanying
her voice in song. Well, then again,

she did prompt many sing-alongs to

many age-old tunes, such as the
opener campfire tune, "Kumbaya,"

which was first brought into our
culture by her peer folk singer Pete

Sceger.

She continued the evening with
traditional spirituals as well as blues

and topical songs, such as "Johnny's

Gone For A Soldier," passed on
from Ireland after the 1916 Easter

Rebellion in Dublin. This was sung
in her straight, deep storytelling

voice that sounds wiser as she has

gets older. From this otherworldly,

authoritative tone, she sunk right

into the deep, folk blues of "I Hate
To Hear That Lonesome Whistle
Blow." On this song, she employed
a very lowdown voicing reminiscent

of Howlin' Wolf.

Continuing on through the spiri-

tual "I'm A Poor Wayfaring
Stranger," Odetta, after 30 minutes,

realized she had the crowd's full

attention and so she continued feed-

ing lyrics to the audience so that the

people could sing the lines with her,

to bring the full force and soul of

the songs out into the open.

Odetta's performance and the

large crowd of people who attend-

ed, proved to any skeptics that

there is still a desire to hear these

age-old tunes, most of which arc

not necessarily written as much as

they were just performed by one
person and passed down orally
through generations. This oral
tradition would often occur until

some Library of Congress or
Smithsonian field worker finally

put them to disc and paper. Dan
Bern's opening performance fur-

ther proved that folk is alive and
well, and that the subjects of folk

have moved from "Stagger Lee"
and "John Henry" to Monica Seles

and Kurt Cobain.

BC coach latest OSU interview
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —

Add Boston College coach Jim

O'Brien to the list of candidates

for the Ohio State coaching job.

O'Brien arrived in Columbus
yesterday to interview for the posi-

tion, sports information director

Steve Snapp said.

"He has meetings with (athlet-

ics director Andy) Geiger and
other university officials," Snapp
said.

Snapp said he did not know if

O'Brien would be offered the job

during the meetings. O'Brien, 46,

has coached at Boston College for

1 1 seasons.

O'Brien left campus late yester-

day afternoon with a comment to

reporters.

Ohio State has tapped Boston

College for a coach before. The
Buckeyes took Gary Williams

from BC in 1986 and he coached
Ohio State to a 59-43 record in

three seasons before leaving for

Maryland, his alma mater.

O'Brien is 168-166 at BC and
234-216 in 15 seasons of college

coaching. The Eagles are 41-20 in

the last two seasons and have won
17 or more games in four of the

last five years. They made it to the

NCAA final 16 four years ago,
and won the Big East regular-sea-

son and tournament titles this

year.

O'Brien has two years left on a

contract that reportedly pays him
between $350,000 and $400,000 a

year.

Geiger also has talked with
Kevin Stallings of Illinois State.

Steve Alford of Southwest Missouri

Slate and Mike lands of George
Washington. Two coaches thought

to be top candidates going into the

search. Bob Huggins of Cincinnati

and Pete Gillert of Providence,
apparently have not been contact-

ed.

Geiger plans to interview final-

ists for both the men's and
women's jobs on campus this

week. The vacancies were created

March 10 when Geiger fired men's

coach Randy Ayers and women's
coach Nancy Darsch.

San Diego State coach Beth

Burns, a former Ohio State gradu-

ate assistant, also reportedly met
with Geiger yesterday.

Amy Tucker, associate head
women's coach at Stanford, said

she met with Geiger for about an

hour in Cincinnati on Sunday. The
former Ohio State player said

Geiger did not offer her the job

during the interview.

Martina Hingis on top of the world
By Steven Wine
Associated Pren

<"
' Itfltl HCS H* ' t*'1

Vp and coming folk ausician Dan Bern wpressed his audience at the Iron Horse last Friday.

Rising star Bern surprises Iron Horse

KEY BISCAYNE. Fla. — Martina

Hingis became the youngest No. I

player in tennis history yesterday,

making her the teen to beat. The
16-year-old Swiss sensation likes

her new role, and she's uncon-
cerned about any pitfalls or pres-

sure that may await her.

"Everyone is expecting you to beat

every player in the world right

now," Hingis said yesterday at

Hilton Head Island. S.C.. where
she'll compete this week in the

Family Circle Cup.
"But if you don't make it. it

doesn't matter. In tennis you have

so many chances. When you don't

play well in one tournament, the

next week it's another one."

Hingis, who claimed her fifth title

of 1997 at the Lipton
Championships on Saturday, sup-

planted Steffi Graf in the WTA
Tour rankings released yesterday.

Graf had held at least a share of the

No. I ranking since lune 1995.

Monica Seles, who reached the top

of the rankings at age 17 in 1991.

was the youngest previous No. I

.

Because Graf has been sidelined

for two months with a knee injury.

Hingis was assured of No. 1 even if

she lost her opening match at Lipton.

Instead she won the tournament,
blitzing Seles 6-2, 6-1 in the final.

"I am unbeatable in this year right

now," Hingis said. Her record in

1997 is 26-0. and her dominance has

been deceptive. She lacks the power
of Graf or Seles, but she anticipates

well and mixes her shots with an
intelligence uncommon for one so

young.

Hingis left Key Biscayne with a

crystal trophy. $215,000 and plenty

of testimonials from those she beat.

"She's very fast, and she gets
back a lot of balls." Seles said. "She
creates shots out of places you don't

expect them." "When she's playing

well, you have to play almost per-

fect tennis to beat her." Mary |oe

Fernandez said.

"I think there is once in awhile,

once in a hundred years, this kind of

player." |ana Novotna said.

Melanie Molitor. Hingis' mother
and coach, clearly is doing something

right — although the child prodigy

might be reluctant to admit it.

"You don't want to really listen to

somebody else." said Hingis, sound-

By Justin Belond

CoHsgion Corrwpondent

MNMN
Iron Horse

Morch28

The circle proved to be unbroken Friday night at the

Iron Horse, as Dan Bern, one of the most engaging new
singer/songwriters in recent memory opened for the leg-

endary Odetta. Bern, a relative newcomer to the folk

scene left a lasting impression on the crowd as he
weaved beautiful melodies with his unique brand of lyri-

cal poetry and humor. He opened his set with
"Jerusalem." the first track off his self-titled debut
album on Sony/Work records, by singing to his audi-

ence, "If you must put me in a box. make sure it's a big

box." This indicated that, though primarily a folk singer,

there is certainly no single label that he can be tagged
with.

Bern's next song, about the stabbing of tennis star

Monica Seles, was written that very day. and Bern told his

audience that he was playing it to earn "brownie points"

with Odetta. Bern expressed his admiration for the folk

pioneer several times, saying she was an inspiration for

him to get into folk music in the first place. Even though

his career is young. Bem has already attracted quite a fol-

lowing, and cheers erupted when he played the crowd
favorites "Kurt," in which he laments over the loss of

Kurt Cobain. another inspiration of his. and "Marilyn." a

song which he describes as "a love song for two people
who never met." Marilyn Monroe and author Henry
Miller.

Though only on stage for about 20 minutes. Bem won
the crowd over almost instantly and with no difficulty at

all. He left the stage to tremendous applause from the
crowd; a crowd which was undoubtedly happy to see that

a folk scene which has been wavering in recent years has
an extremely talented young artist to breathe new life into

it.

After the show, as fans approached him to give their

praise. Bern said this newfound fame has come very
gradually. Regarding the praise he gets, he said though
he hasn't quite gotten used to it. but "why would you
want to?" Bern, who acknowledged that he tries to write

a song a day, said that though some songs deal with topi-

cal and political issues, they're all things that effect him
personally. "If it doesn't touch me. why write about it?"

he asked. "I write about things that make me laugh,
make me cry. get me mad. and if those are issues that

are out there, well, okay." Bern's talent has led many
music critics to name him "the Real Deal." a name he
says he enjoys.

Bern will be in our vicinity again, opening for Ani
DiFranco in Durham. N.H. on April 20. (He also men-
tioned that he and DiFranco may be working on a record

together in the Fall). "The Real Deal" proved he deserves
that name to the Iron Florse crowd on Friday, and since

his tour schedule shows no signs of letting up. it won't be
long before Dan Bem secures a status as one of the best

new artists in the business.
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Knowledge
Grows Here!

Summer Session at Stony Brook

Terms start June 2 and July 14

260 courses in 40 subjects

Day and evening classes

Low NYS tuition

Live on campus or commute

^rfyltdorts from

lUft'tavlly oJ the

or fruit rnrt*

'/ Do we know how tc&poil you?

O wori.e. owned CollectiveCopics

t*.5^I

-•

Please send me the 1997 Summer Sessifl

or check out our web page at

HttpyAvww.sunysb.edu/summer/

Street/Bon No

City

Telephone

School currently ettending

ST#NY
BR##K
StATC UWVfRSITY Of N€V* *0RK

State 2ip

Area ol interest

Anticipated y**f of peduetion

Mail coupon or call 24 hours 1 -800-559-72 13

E-mail summerschoorOccmailsunysb.edu

Or write Summer Session Office. Dept CN.

University at Stony Brook, Stony Brook,

NY 11 794-3370

Calvin Klein

fcOoff
Calvin Klein

Basic Underwear
Styles

2 Weeks Only!

March 27-April 10

H J.RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 Masonic Street

Northampton • 586-6336

Open 7 Days

ing like a typical teen, "because you

have to be on the court by yourself

anyway."

Molitor named her daughter after

Martina Navratilova and began enter-

ing her in tournaments in

Czechoslovakia at the age of 4.

Hingis became the youngest French

Open junior champion at 1 2. and the

youngest Grand Slam champion in

this century at the Australian Open in

lanuary.

Now. she is the youngest No. I,

fueling anticipation of her next meet-

ing with Graf. Hingis has lost five of

six matches against Graf, but they

have yet to play this year.

Graf will be sidelined for at least

four more weeks.

"Steffi at her best and Martina at

her best is a great match." Fernandez

said. "Martina has the legs to run

down Steffi's big forehands. She's

able to come in and put Steffi on
defense. Steffi has the big serve and

can maybe outhit her on her forehand

side. "I can't say that one is better

than the other."

Hingis looks forward to the show-

down.

"For sure one day it's going to

come." she said, "and we'll see who's

the belter player."

Ann in. i ii Hi. ii I

AssuU.lllllllM
Volunteer

....« Mi em' '

R E LAX?
FORGET IT!

PLAY HARD to STAY HARD
JOIN THE BEST

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS
90 Gatehouse Road

256-6446

MUSKIER TOURS & SUMMER DISCOVERY
Counselors needed for our student programs and/or our pre-coHege

enrichment programs. Applicants must be 2 1 years old

We Need:
by June 20. IW7

* Mature
* Hard Working
* Energetic individuals who can dedicate 4-7 weeks this summer
working with teenagers.

Foe mocfl information ano appneaoons:

iali»W (51*) til -07H In NY or («M) tSUMMTW or tmai : mWp—mini hm.com
•r

V«rt our tour director on April 1 4th in rm. 902 Campus Canter from 9-5

BUMBELB
382 DwlQht St. > Springfield, Ma • 413-734-8123

V
oft
&

Largest Say

Entertainment

temple* in

Scuttiei ii New
England

V

Dance

%

Club!!

ALL MALE REVIEW FRIDAY NIGHTS
Dancers and Bartenders Wanted Call Bob
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Collegian Classifieds
APARTMENT FOR RENT EMPLOYMENT

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

Take over our leas* Of will sublet

starting June 1st 2 bedroom in

Brandywine Rent includes heat and

* Call 549-0530

Summer Apt. Available 6/1 with

Fall option Clean. 2 bedroom m
Brandywine $775/month includes

gas. hot water and heat On bus line

1 mile from UMass 549-0879

AUTO FOR SALE

17 Ford Escort

A/C. F/M 5 speed

104K miles. $1725

14131256-1238

IMS Toyota Corolla good shape.

129K miles $1000 Call 253-3264

1983 Rid Renault Alliance Coup*
Only 76K miles, automatic transmis-

sion, runs well, body in excellent

condition, new brakes, starter, bat-

tery. Clarion AM/FM cassette Must

00 or 670 549-4594

1M2 Ford Explorer 4x4. A/C. 5-

speed. 2 door. 90K. looks and runs

excellent $9500 549-6994

EMPLOYMENT

PAINTERS- Full-time summer,
EXPERIENCE PREFERRED, vehicle,

references, heavy lifting required

9 00-5 00 ONLY 247-9480

Sunraar ia Maiae- Camp
Androscoggin for boys needs staff to

teach tennis, soccer, lacrosse, base-

bail swimming, sailing, archery,

photography nature fishing moun-

tain biking, art. ropes radio Have

Fun Have An Impact Write, e-mail,

or call Collet 601 West Street.

Harrison. NY 10528 1914)835-5800

http //www coolworks com/showme
/camp/andio

EDUCATION
MAJORS!!

DONT JUST WORK THIS
SUMMER. COME GROW
PROFESSIONALLY AT
AMERICA'S PREMIER

BROTHER/SISTER CAMPS
WINADU FOR BOYS
DANBEE FOR GIRLS
IN WESTERN MASS

SALARY I ROOM I BOARD
AND TRAVEL INCLUDED!!

COME VISIT WITH OUR
REPRESENTATIVE

THURSDAY. APRIL 3RD
802 CAMPUS CENTER

1 0AM 4PM
(WALK-INS WELCOME!)

FOR MORE INFO CALL
800-494-6238

Capa Cad West Yarmouth Resort

needs reliable maids Saturday only.

9 30am - 4 30pm $60 00 per day

Bonus if you stay through 8/30
(508)775-0985

Driven Weatad College students,

anyone to sell Good Humor Ice

Cream from one of our vending
trucks Work outdoors this summer
Be your own boss RTS available in

your area Earn $750-950/weekly
Male or female Apply now Call

EMPLOYMENT
Mon Sat 9am-3pm only 12031366
2841 or (800)899- 1009

NEED MONEY $50 a week, short

morning hours Contact Mark or

Alycia at 545-3500 or stop by The
Collegian in the Campus Center
Basement

SUMMER JOBS
Communication Assistant- MA
Telecommunications Relay Service,

Holyoke, MA Requirements Typing

55wpm. clear speaking voice; good
phone skills, dependable, positive

attitude, full-time and part-time
positions Flexible shifts Call

(41 3)493- 1 1 00 for an appointment

Vermont Advaataral Farm and
Wilderness is now hiring summer
staff We need people who want to

provide positive guidance and sup-

port to adolescents coming of age in

the 90s Counselors, nurses, cooks,

general staff Organic farming, back-

packing, rock climbing, waterfront

carpentry, crafts Challenging wilder-

ness environment in the Green
Mountains of Vermont Contact
Philip Tobin (802)422-3761 or

fandwOsovar.nat
(http //www fandw org)

Hadlty Otfica bat II part-time

openings for Field Service Reps in its

Customer Service Division

Responsibilities include Marketing.

Service, and light Deliveries in

Amherst. Hadley. and Northampton

areas

$8/$l2hour

Cad 584-7696

10am to 4pm
Ask for Frank Biasi

EMPLOYMENT
Hadley Otfica hat several part

time positions available in its

Marketing Dept

• Evening and Weekend Shifts

• Fun Atmosphere
• Daily. Weekly, and Monthly

Bonuses
• On Bus Line

• 15 to 35 hours a week

$7/$10hour

Call 584-7696 between 2pm and

9pm

Naad a summer job? Know the

web7 Sell MCI Internet Websites to

anyone, whenever you want to work

Low cost, nice income for you Call

(800)372-7683 or e-mail for more

information dlenger@aol com

Laatiag Agent* Full and Pan Time

for the busy summer session Must

be outgoing, friendly, and willing to

work many hours Responsibilities

include collecting rent, processing

applications, answering phones and

general clerical work Please apply

in person at Cliffside Apartments

between l-4pm No phone calls

please E0E _______^_^
Earn area! money and valuable

Sales/Marketing experience

Memolink's Memoboards are com-

ing to UMass! We need one highly

motivated individual to direct our

sales project Contact David at

(800)563-6654

Technical Support/ISP Looking for

a great part-time job 7 We are a

local, progressive, internet service

provider that is looking for Quality

Energetic, and Reliable persons to

join our team Requirements expen

ence in Windows 95, Windows 3 i

Mac. Dialup Networking and TC PIP

Call our job hotline today 1 14131587

EMPLOYMENT
4333 or e-mail jobsfflcrocker com

Part-Time Salet Rapt Wanted
"Lead the way into the 21st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat-

shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group, 332
Bleecker St - 040. NYC. NY 10014

Cruita and Land Tour Employment

work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid 1 For industry

information call Cruise Employment

Services (800)276-4948 ext C50017

(We are a Research and Publishing

Col

FOR RENT
Sugarloaf Estate* Ultra modern,

two bedroom apartments Free

heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washers/dryers,

and more 1 On bus line Minutes to

Amherst Great specials 1 Now leas-

ing Spring and Fall Call 665-3856

4 bedroom apartment 2 bath. 2

large living rooms Located on bus

route in South Amherst Call 256-

1561

Summer Rental- West Hyannis

Port Cape Cod three bedroom Walk

to Craigville Beach Available 5/25-

8/31 1508)778-6519

Capa Cad group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses Falmouth area

1508)477.6000

FOR SALE
Lite Spaed Titanium 50 centimeter

road bike Hidden once Need imme-
diate funds Paid $1700. asking

$1150orB/0 253-6452

Buy wholesale, not retail. The
last phone card you will ever own
MCI Pre-paid only $2 00 for 10 min-

utes This card is rechargeable Mail

$2 00 and SASE to Collegiate

Communications, P.O. Box 785.

Attleboro. MA 02703 (800)372-7683

INSTRUCTION

GRE / GMAT
30 hours. $395

American Academy
1-800 808-Prep

(please leave your name and num-

ber)

Gold Chain and Pendant
Boyden Great personal value to me
Please call Hilary 256-4546

MUSICIANS

DRUMMER WANTED
Punk/Ska Band 25 liart needs a

drummer now 1 We have practice

space and demo and gigs upcoming

Call Dave and Ryan 665-91 12

PERSONALS
• You waited on me in the I D

Office I think you re hot so please

meet me if interested, m TOC © 9 00
tonight for an experience vou won't

forget

PERSONALS
Edwin, There is so much to say but I

don't think I can ever say them all

Just remember that I love and care

about you very much I can't imagine

spending my life without you I'm

always here for you babel Te quiero

mucho 1 Love. Su Novia Sue

FOR RENT

Two bedroom apt ASAPI Mill

Valley Estates Rent negotiable Call

253-0592

SERVICES

Rental Problems Questions about

your lease/security deposit deduc-

tions? Questions about
subletting/assigning leases 7

Questions about the condition of

your new house or apartment 7

Contact the Student Legal Services

Office, 922 Campus Center, 545-

1995

Piarcingt by tha Bearded Lady
222 State St Northampton 586

0829

Pregnant? Naad halpT Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

Summer/Fall Option 1 bedroom in

a 2 bedroom Sunny, huge, clean 10

mm from campus Available 5/15 or

6/1 Jen 259-1581

SUMMER SUBLET

CHEAP SUBLET- Summer/Fall
Option Two bedroom apartment on

Sunderland bus line $50C/month
Shelly 665-0087

SUMMER SUBLET

3 bedroom Puftton available 6/1

548-5941

TO SUBLET

Four girlt to tublet an apt/house

for Fa" '97 Must be on bus route

Please call either Rory at 6-2778.

Heather at 6-1872, or Katy/Renee at

6-3114

1 bedroom apartment available

immediately Call Tricia for more

info (617)247 2388

TRAVEL

EUROPE $175.

Within USA $79 $129

Canbb /Mexico $199 t/t

Cheap Fares Worldwide 1 Hill

http //www airhitch org

AIRHITCH (8001326-2009

Party Weekend In Vermont April

4-6, only $99! Includes condo. lift

ticket Contact UMass Ski Club 545-

3437
;

Montreal- Party Weekend April

11-13 2 nights lodging and round

trip bus $115 Call UMass Ski Club

545-3437

Personals Policy Rates
'- pr.nttr-fjd bv C otlegitn cUs>

M pjvmrnt *nd JttrpUncr at

I he u!*d m penonah ONI V

. Mr *ri*o-v«-d The only ncip-
x (ongrsiuUliom penoneh, m

hr lull njmp ma> br uwd
Ml jiiinftod in pmonel* NO

*f» not JtaiHwed m
\

I *uTtm i* »«Hl

at * thffjM*rtir*n t«r i

jh*r PmvantH at a v*naWt«w cm idheiuu*

MM Mirpubt* fVnotuI* may not be
r purpow o* HeVatumrnt

b Profanity mjv nan be used m pensjneh
f Tha panonah section * (or panonaft onfy The per-

onak Melton may NOT be used to mpM Harm, teak
TOoTwriMa* aoveftiM meetings, efc

A All pergonal* mutt have tha name, tt(nature and
UMa«» I O number of tha ttuoant placing the ..

lilted m on the imartton order Non-Mudann mutt
provde * valid driver'* Itceme and tha license num-
ber mat be lettjwawJ on the tmartion order Uw of

(aba identification or mivepietantafeon * iubtat.1 to

panaHm under the law
9 tha CofMfMn reterwt the right to retina or to edit

any penonaf thai doe* not eieet the Cnthfun > »tan

di'di m tjuordance wtth the »iatute« ot the
CornrrKVMMMeS of Mmathu*ett»

Students

20C per word/day

All others

40(£ per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

Standard Headings

NO REFUNDS
Pleave writ* < Irarly and

leRihlv We are not responsible tor errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY mflTHDAV

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE (WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

TUESDAY. APRIL 1

C nlUx/uium — Aorewa McLcod. a

riw College Women's Studies

Research Associate from the

I ni\cr-n\ ot Auckland. New Zealand,

»ill fiva a Colloquium entitled.

'Silenced Narratives: Why New
Zealand Women Stopped Writing." at

7 >o p m in the Dickinson House

Ining Room of the Five College

n s Studies Research Center at

Mount Hohoke college. Informal

lion to follow talk. Free and

open to the public

n house — Thatcher Foreign

language Programs and Thatcher

international Program are hosting an

open house from 6:50-7:50 p.m. in

Thatcher Hall. Northeast Residential

Area. Vision, will have the opportuni-

t> to leam about programs, sign up for

one or more of them next year, or just

pi refreshments.

WoHnkop — A yoga and medita-

tion session will be held by the

Ananda Vlarga Club at the Main

Lounge in Butterfleld Residence Hall

at & p.m. This session will introduce

attendees to basic meditation and

Yoga techniques. There is no fee or

reinitiation All are welcome. Please

contact 2t> 9953 lor more informa-

tion

WEDNESDAY. APKIL 2

Exhibit — 77i* Bottom Drawer, a

sculpture and painting exhibit by

Harriet Diamond and Linda

Batchelor. will open today and run

through April 24 in the Student Union

Visual and Performing Arts Space in

the Student Union. An opening recep-

tion will be held April 4 at 5 p.m. and

an open panel discussion will be held

April at 10:45 a.m.

Film — The Student Union Visual

Arts and Performing Arts Space

"Faces" series will screen a video on

Marc Chagali at 4: 50 p.m.

Forum — A "Society and

Starvation' forum will be held on the

Student Union steps from noon-

1

p.m. Speakers will address problems

in society and what students can do to

help these issues. This event is spon-

sored by MastPIRG.

Lecture — The Five College

Program in Peace and World Security

Studies tPAWSS) will sponsor a talk

by Dr. Cynthia McClintock on "Peace

and Rebellion in Latin America After

the Cold War," at 8 p.m. in the

Hasbrouck 20. The event is free, open

to the public, and wheelchair accessi-

ble

Lecture — The Women's Studies

Proaeminar Lecture Series will feature

Loma McLean, a visiting Canadian

historian, on "Gender. Community

and Crime in the 19th Century

Ontario." from 12:15-1:50 in the

Campus Center, room 162-175.

Coffee and tea will be available. Feel

free to bring a lunch. Free and open to

everyone.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry

Society will meet in the Campus
Center, room 905. at 7 p.m. New
members are always welcome: come

and read or just to listen and talk. For

more information, call Tim at

546-0562 or Kaye at 546- 1459.

Meeting — The Animal Rights

Coaltion will hold its weekly meeting

at 7 p.m. in 506 Student Union. New
members welcome.

Reading — The Five College

Women's Studies Research Center

will host a reading and book signing

for editor Arlene Avakian and local

contributors Martha Ayres. Sally

Bellerose, |yl Lynn Felman. lenmter

Ire and Cheryl Savageau, of the book

Through the Kitchen Window:
Women Explore the Intimate

Meanings of Food and Cooking at

7:50 p.m. in the Dickinson House

Living Room of the Five College

Women's Studies Research Center at

Mount Holyoke Cplfcge. Informal

reception to follow talk. Free and

open to the public

Seminar — The UMass Amherst

Neuroscience and Behavior Program

Seminars will feature lames E.

Crandall. Developmental

Neurobiology, from the E.K. Shriver

Center, on "Early Development of the

Cerebral Cortex." hosted by Thomas

Zocller. at 4 p.m. in Room "5 1 »-» of

Morrill Science Center II.

THURSDAY. APRIL 3

Discussion — The Five College

Coastal & Marine Sciences Alum

Career and Grad School panel divi-

sion will be held at 7:50 p.m. at

Amherst College. Pratt Museum, room

5.

Workshop — Thinking about

Graduate School? Grad students and

professors will offer advice and tips on

taking the GRE, applying for grad

school, etc.. at 5:50 p.m. in Gunncss

Student Cetner. Everyone is welcome.

Organized by Tau Beta Pi National

Engineering Honors Society.

NOTICES
luggling (Tie I Mas» luggling

Club will meet on Fridays .it 5 p.m.

ne\t to the Information Desk in the

Campus Center No experience

required.

hmaiuial aid — Application- lor

summer financial aid are now avail-

able at Financial \ul Seniles Viu

MM he .i continuinj' Mudent enrolled

in a degree granting program at

UMass taking summer classes

through Continuine I ducation: going

on appto\ed summer international

exchange ptoj/ram through IPO: or

woridajj on a indents dassartatlon

Deadline is April IK l-ate application*

will not be accepted -

Meeting — Common Ground will

be holding support and advocacy

meetings for low income students anil

allies even Tuesdaj in the Campus

(.enter iroom to be announced) from

2 p.m. Pot more information,

conael Mary Sutherland at (41 5 I

^2> sl72i or leave a message in our

rx>\ in the Of v> office, basement ol

the Student I nion.

Meeting - The Peer Mentor

Network r a MataM oi^.ini/ation for

undergraduate and graduate students

with disabilities on campus I vervone

is welcome Meetings are Thursday

fVb are pubac lervice announcements printed

daily To tubmit an FYI. please tend a prtn
release containing all pertinent information,

including, tbe name and phone number at the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day

nights from 6-7 p.m. in Campus
Center. Please bring your thoughts

and concerns to the meeting. For more

information, contact Susan Pilner at

545-0892 or Kregg Strehorn at

545 4602.

Support group — REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support

program is offering two support

groups this semester: A grief support

group for those who have experienced

the death of someone close to them:

and an illness group for those current-

ly coping with the serious illness of a

loved one. If you or someone you

know is interested, please call us at

577-5516 for more information.

Health wrvftM — Confused, afraid.

or just curious'' Do sou have ques-

tions about sex. STDs. alcohol, drugs,

eating disorders. HIV/AIDS, stress

management or quitting smoking or

chewing tobacco? Don't know who to

ask? Call the Peer Health Connections

phoneline at UMass at 577- 5168.

Trained students will anonymously

answer your questions and tell >ou

where to go for more help.

i
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Movie
Channel
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Weather Channel
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Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming
TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

3 CNN
4 CNN/Headline

News
BET

BET on Jazz

7 UCTV
M The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music
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Fall menu
'til 1 a.m . -

Every night!
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WEDH A M CrMtUTM BuewwesRrX. Newehour Wntt Jim Lehrer I Nova "Kidrvapoed by UFOsr X Frontline (In Stereo] X World ol rtooonel Geographic Imaging America X
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l
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WBZ o (T) rwWt CBS News Ent Tonight Mytteriou* Man of the Shroud *« The Ltsl Boy Scout" (1981 Drama) Bruce Wilis. X New* Late Show!
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LUNCH
Hamburger

Grilled Cheese
Chtctten Wtngs

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Southern Fried

'car

Garden Chslt

LUNCH
Hamburger
Spaghetti

Hac

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Pastabilities

Stctttan Spaghetti

Hampshire Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger

Grilled Cheese
Chicken a la King

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Southern Fried Steak

LUNCH
Hamburger

Harvest Burger

SPaghettii

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Ribs

Pastabilities

Sicilian Spaghetti

ARIES
March 21 -April 20
Thr best way to handle financial

problems this wrck la by tinting

eapeiiara Rrrvalualr nurtly what
Is a tMTnalty and what I* a
luxury and you should notice

results almost tmmedtatetv

TAURUS
April 21-llay 21
A professional derision begins to

Impart your worfclnsj environment
early tht* week Although change
ran be stressful, try to think of aO
tbe implications—there may be
some that are favorable to you.

especially financial

GEMINI
May 22 sJune 21
Getting together wtth a partner

means more than doubling your

effectiveness for a particularly

knotty problem Avoid taking
f redlt cards when you go shopping
this week, because the temptation

to spend what you don't have may
be too great

CANCER
June 22-sJu1t 22
A problem thai flares up again

may be nearly solved. If you step

back from il and change your

perspective a little Avoid all

distractions to Improve your odds
of finding a solution, and don t

allow office politics to Interfere

with your efforts

LEO
July 23-Aufust 23
Someone In a position of power is

likely to notice anything unusual

that happens (his week Making
an extra effort to Impress theni

without being obvious, is likely to

pay dividends at this time Put on

ynur thinking rap. and go for Itl

VIRGO
August 24-8epteniber 22
A good week fur making long-term

plans. Your Insight Is kern, and
your diplomatic streak Is running

strongly vnu ran probably get

certain people to do Just about

anything Arrange (or a discussion

on a controversial subject.

LIBRA
September
Advice from an old friendprima to

br right on the money In Snanrssl
matters Seeking aftrmatr sources

of Income may prove fruitful

—

perhaps you can market a sldByou
didn't realise you had Avoid a
tendency to overspend and break
thebudarl

SCORPIO
October 24-NorembCT 22
A recent fling may have left you
feeling broke Economizing In little

ways will keep creditors at bay and
leave you feeling stronger If health

prubksa* are bothering you. do
your own research. The experts

may have missed a vital clue

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21
An Itch to travel may be an early

rdan of burnout Take easy steps to

refresh your energies est well,

sleep enough and ask for extra TLC
from friends and famUv Planning a

vacation carefully means It will be

relaxing Instead of stressful

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
An evening get together Is fun

for everyone Involved, so perhaps

you should Issue a few extra

imitations just to spire things up
A chance you take m the romantic

arena could pay off big-time, if you
say what you really feel

AQUARIUS
January 21 February IS
This week, your pi m tk alltv Is

a virtue as you stretch your

paycherk through a ranch Plan

on a few Indulgences In the near

future, though, so you don't fed

deprived A class that's forming

now could be Just what you're

looking for

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Something you've been pondering

for a long time could suddenly

become very clear. If you stop

Rgonuing and focus on another

topic for awhile Enjoy a younger

person's fresh Ideas and optimism

lor a break In your everyday

routine

Close to Homo By John McPherson

For Entertainment Purpome* Only

Tn^T7ct^Tat!uneScur!piye'-v< < -yi

,sf4*a»J"av' irwvr j«qtv nn c

OK, Mr. Feldman Your* all propped for surgexy.

Onolc «>! I lie l>ii\

M People who wish to commit
murder, they better not do

it in the state of Florida

because we may have a prob-

lem with our electric chair,_ ^
Florida's Attorney General

Bob Butterworth
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Hey I'm only is. but I'll

bet IfJesus knew the

atrocities done in the name of
Christianity, he'd go offby
himselfto the local park and
have a good cry.

No, no, no, you know what
he'd do?

.... He'd go shopping grab
himselfsome credit cards and
go to the mall.

He 'd buy so much stuff
he 'd start foaming at the
mouth and start telling a
bunch ofJokes.

Moses, Mohammed and
Ron Kurtz were already there.
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UM to face Connecticut if weather allows
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts baseball team
went into this weekend's action against

Virginia lech I little worried, having

rolled in on the heels of an OTTO* tilled

14-8 win over Holy Croat OS
Wednesday. The Hokies were last

\c.ii s \ |o West regular season cham-

pion- and L Mass had to begin confer-

ence play with a three game set against

what many consider the Minutemen's

main competition for the A- 10 crown.

But after dropping the opener 1 1 -2,

the Minutemen rolled, spanking
Virginia Tech 7-1 in

the second of a double-

header on Saturday,

and then coming back

to beat the Hokies 4-2

on Sunday. The
Minutemen ate now in first place in the

Atlantic- 10 East division, and have
some momentum heading into today's

scheduled match-up at Connecticut

(3:00 p.m.). If. as expected, the game is

postponed, the Minutemen will next

pla\ at Hartford on Wednesday.

"We played well for two of the three-

games." UMass coach Mike Stone
said." It's real good for us to win a

game like | Sunday I
it's good for our

dc\clupmcnt hi win a game where we
have to come from behind. K
we'u- usually been up in the games that

we've won. Scott Barnsby pitched a

great game |as welll."

UMass had its most dramatic and
inoM important win of the season on
Sunday. Down 2-1 in the top of the

ninth, sophomore transfer Adam
Correa hit a three run home run. giving

the Minutemen a dramatic 4-2 win

0W the Hokies. lunior Scott Bamsby
pitched I complete game six-hitter to

improve to 2-0 on the year.

"The team showed a lot of character

coming back and winning.|on Sunday].

| Adam | Correa did what every kid

dreams about, hitting a home run in

the ninth to win the game." Bamsby
said.

The Minutemen have
won eight of their last ten.

and have had their second

straight A- 10 Player of

the Week. Sophomore
catcher Brain Samela took

the honors by batting .545 last week,

including three doubles and a home
run. Bryan Mazzafero won the award
for the week ending Ntatvh 24th.

Samela and senior catcher lason

Kudrikow have provided punch from

behind the plate. Kudrikow is batting

.524 this year (9-for-17). and Samela
is hitting .433 with two home runs in

nine games.

"We're fortunate to have two guys

swinging the bat as well as they've

been." Coach Stone said, "lay had a

great game Sunday, and Brian was
player of the week in the A- 10."

UMASS vs.

UCONN

COURITM MtDKKtl ATIOSS

Doug Clark and the Minutemen hope to keep their winning streak alive

today vetHM L Conn, if in fact they actually play.

Chicago and LA top pre-season predictions
With the championship game of the NCAA Final

Four basketball tournament between Kentucky and
Arizona over, many pools being analyzed, torn up
and discussed due to the results, and the fact that

New England was spanked with a Nor'easter on
the eve of April Fool's, it is not surprising that

Major League Baseball's opening Jay will go unno-
ticed I ct's be honest, come October, no one will

care or remember if the White Sox beat the

Bluelays. today, or it Yankees went into extra

innings against the Mariners, but

they might remember the two leet

of snow the\ had to trudge through

to get to cl.:

But -till, you know you'll watch
almost every game. We will all be

glued to the television this sum-
mer compfainirig about a typical

Red Sox (Or Yankees, gotta be
P.C.) three game losing streak.

veiling about Dan Duquette, saying (imrny
Williams -hould be fired b\ All star break, and
all the rest of the trash we talk. But. in the big

picture, these games just don't matter, right?
\\ rong

Remember last year, when the Red Sox ended
the second half of the season as the hottest team
in the league? Well, if they had managed to win a

game in the first two months of the season, the

vnulJ have been a shoe-in to go to the play-

So I ma\ sit here and tell you today's games
mean nothing, but don't believe me. they do

Today's match-ups may not be too far away
Irom what we will see seven months from now.
Fron what all the experts are speculating. New
York, Chicago. Seattle and Toronto will all be
contending to the big show in October. The big
question is who will win'.' I think it is time base-
ball gives us one of the most exciting years in

hi-tory Since the recent juicing of the baseball.
last year, maybe this year will record the kM*M
number of home runs in baseball history.

JOHNATHAN M. PLACE

Fortunately, that will never happen It is inter

esting. however, to toss things up in the air and
predict who you think will win the whole
tamale.

On the National side of things, the BravM have
once again been crowned NL Champs without
even playing one game. Talk about the team «i

the '90s. SitKc 1990, no team in sports has been
a- dominating or more hyped.

I'm afraid, however, that LA, will take the Nl

rn storm. Mike Piazza has

been waiting for his chance
all the way \\ ith his

dwiamite bat and solid per-

lonnancc behind the plate, it

just might be enough. Last

year, no other batter went to

the opposite licld more sue

cessruH) than Piazza. From
top to bottom, the Dodgers'

rotation seems solid enough. Hideo Nomo will

lead the charge, while Ramon Martinez comes in

a- No. 2. The line-up lesvei nothing to be
desired. Eric Karros Raul Mondesi and Todd
Zeile sequentially follow up Piazza from third to

sixth. Last year, the one- two-three-four punch
combined in knocking 1 14 four baggers out of

the park.

My juicy pick for the American league i>

Chicago Putting personal feelings about Albert

Belle aside, this team rock- the Central Division.

I'm pulling for Frank Thomas to finally get a

chance to go to the dance. (Cleveland, you had
your dance. Now you're going back to the
pre-Major League days.) This time the Big Hurt
will have a partner to tango with, in Belle. The
only problem with the White Sox is that in the

everyday line-up is a bunch of old men Harold
Baincs. Ozzic Guillen and Ron Karkovicc I he
still can perform, but if Chicago doesn't win thi-

year. how long can disss gu\- play?

Moving along to the BoSox. This >ear may be a

humbling experience, or a season that will sur-

prise everyone. The whole year is riding on the

production of the team's suspect rotation. Tom
Gordon will lead the charge on the mound, but

no one has much confidence in his consistency.

Now that his painful divorce is over, the one that

distracted him last year, he should improve on
his 12-s) record. If Tim Wakefield can put two
halves of a season together and Aaron Selc can
bring hack the killer curve ball he used to domi-
nate with, the rotation might be dangerous. But

evsryens knows that Wakefield will only play for

half the season, and Sele's confidence is shot to

hell.

In the most recent Sports Illustrated. Roger
Clemens made a great point. What Dan
Duquette has to do is the let the rotation work
things out for themselves. Even if Sele loses his

tir-t three outings, don't send him back down to

Pawtucket with his tail between his legs.

Keeping him up in the bigs' is the only way he
will bring back the fire he had during his rookie

campaign.

Mo Vaughn will be solid, so forget about the

-ub 500 average he had during spring training.

No matter what he has said about the ball club,

when the first pitch is thrown, there is not one
other player in the league who demonstrates as

much class as the Hit Dog. He'll play out the

remainder of his contract, and then we can worry
about it.

So, I've got Chicago versus Los Angeles this year

in the World Series. A little different than what the

experts are saying, but what the hell, I ain't no
expert. If you could have seen my Final Four grid,

you would seen that none of my teams are -till

alive, let alone made the final four.

It has come to that time again, when cotton

candy, roasted peanuts, and ballpark franks have
become a regular part of our everyday diet.

Play ball!

I< "luthan M. Place is a Collegian columnist.

Simon leads

'Zona home
By Hoi Bock
Associated Press

l MEPIA Kl I
a *

Sophomore catcher Brian Samela was named A- 10 player of the Week after going 6-for-l 1 last week, as the
Minutemen went 3-1.

INDIANAPOLIS — For most
teams. Kentucky's pressure defense

is 94 feet of misery, hands swiping

at the ball all over the court, mak-
ing the trip from one end to the

other an awful adventure. For
Arizona's Miles Simon, it was an
opportunity, a chance to convert
the Wildcats' quickness into a

national championship. "We're not
scared of them," he said on the eve

of last night's NCAA tournament
title game. "If we can beat the pres-

sure it will just mean easier shots

for us down the court."

Simon knew that South Carolina
had beaten Kentucky twice with that

formula.

"Our guards have the same capa-

bilities as South Carolina's guards
and can cause the same kind of prob
lems." he said. They did and it did.

Simon refused to let Kentucky's
reputation for defensive disruption
shake his confidence. Rather, he
converted their intensity into an
advantage for Arizona. He scored
30 points, converting 14 of 17 free

throws in the 84-79 overtime victo-

ry. This was Simon at his best, set-

ting the pace, making the big plays
and big shots.

It was typical of his style.

Coming out of high school, he
was turned down by North
Carolina, where he wanted to play.

There was no room for a shooting
guard at Chapel Hill, but there was
space at Tucson. So Simon pinned
the rejection letter on his wall and
then blistered the Tar Heels in the
NCAA tournament semifinals.

Women's Lax struggling;

Seek turn-around today

By Jorma Kansonen
Collegian Staff

women -

It was the best of times, and it

was the worst of times.

Oddly enough, Charles Dickens

seems appropriate when you refer

to the historical leap backwards
the Massachusetts
lacrosse team ( 1-3)

has taken in their

last two games. From
t h e

not-always-rational

statistics category, in

the Minutewomcn's

WOMAN'S LAX vs

BROWN
lirst two

games against No. 14 Harvard and
Holy Cross, the difference
between goals SOOrsd md allowed

was a very manageable lb-7 in

favor of UMass.
But, in two games versus No.

10 Yale and No. 7 Temple, that

stat has jumped up to 26-52.
Unfortunately, these stats do
make sense, and the team will

have to correct them at No. 15

Brown (3-2) this afternoon at

4:00 pm.
For UMass coach Franceses

MeClellan. the best of time- toi

her team has quickly evolved into

the worst of time-. Hue to certain,

wintery-like conditions, the game
will probably be cancelled today,

and for some people, that could

be a blessing in disguise. But tot

the coach, she want- her team to

get back on track as soon as pos-

sible.

"We need to regroup."
McClellan said. "At this moment,
wc need to concentrate more on
what we need to do. then what the

other team is going to do.

"We could really be upset about

(hi- situation, or wc could move

on and try to get this thing fixed.

We have nine games left in the sea-

son, so we have a little time to

work with."

Freshman goalie Megan
Haggerty (13.25 GAA, .515 save

percentage) has literally jumped
from the frying pan into the fire.

After two solid starts, the defense

has collapsed in front of her,

allowing 94 shots on
net in comparison to

20 shots in the first

two games. Gradual
acclimation to a new
position has become

a emotional and physical onslaught

of major proportions for such a

young player, and her confidence

has to be at stake. The
Minutewoman defense will have to

help the freshman out. and keep
the offensive pressure to a mini-

mum.
On the other end of the field,

though, junior Becky lavani has a

similar save percentage (.550), but

her defense has allowed much
fewer shots on goal, resulting in a

b .80 GAA. Only in their 14-5 loss

to Mai viand did the Bear defense

allow more than ten goals to be
-..ored on Tavani.

To counteract that. UMass has

had good news to report, and that

i- -ophomorc attacker Laura
Korutz. Last season's second
leading scorer has begun to feel

the flow, and to help the defense,

the offense has to start to control

the ball more efficiently and pre-

cisclv

The .Minutewonien will return

home to Totman Field this week-
end, facinj New Hampshire at

4:00 pm on Friday afternoon, and
St. Joseph's at high noon on
Sunday.

I MAH7WWHVCOI in.uv
Freshman Stephanie Pavlick and the women's lacrosse team try to get back
on track today against Brown.

Now favored Kentucky, the
defending champion, was on deck.

Simon was ready.

"He's our leader." freshman Mike
Bibby said. "He helps everybody out

there. He's been there before. And
everybody just listens to him He
knows what he's doing out there."

Simon likes that role.

"I've been looked on as a leader

since my freshman year in high

school," he said. "I like to direct play-

ers and be a second coach out there."

That's why the start of Arizona's

season was so difficult for the first

coach. Lute Olson. Simon was acad-

emically ineligible hv NCAA guide-

lines for the first 1 1 games.

"He decided to take a vacation the

first semester," was the way Olson
chose to describe it.

When Simon got academic clear-

ance to rejoin the Wildcats, he

started just one of his first eight

games back. He didn't regain his

starting job until February, but by
the time the NCAA tournament
was under way. so was Simon.
He was the MVP of the Southeast

Regional, scoring 50 points in the

overtime win against Providence
that thrust Arizona into the Final
Four.

Then, when North Carolina shot to

a 15-4 lead in their semifinal match.
Simon brought the Wildcats back.
He seored eight of the 10 points that

got Arizona back in the game and
assisted on the other basket

He finished with 24 points, told
North Carolina coach Dean Smith
how honored he was to play
against him. and turned his atten-
tion to one last game — 40 minutes
and then five extra ones for acham
pionship.

At the end. he held the game
ball, another trophy to place next
to North Carolina's letter of rejec-
tion.

Campus Perspectives
lompiled by Bob Dobbs « Photos by Rick Stedman

What do you see as the most pressing

issue for UMass students today?

"Everybody always tells me
what a big head I have... but

I'd swear that it's been shrink-

ing over the last few days."

"Two words: White Trash!" "The rampant lack of glam-

our here at the University."

"Ever since I got elbowed
by Tyrone Weeks, I haven't

been able to see straight. So,

Ty's elbow is very pressing for

me."

"Genetic experiments gone
wild. I said jay Leno or Conan

O'Brien, not both."

"Students who look like

something out of a Star

Trek episode. It worries

me.

"On this campus, it is socially

unacceptable for men to wear
bras."

Connor O'Chris

Better than you

Billy Joe Bob Ooks
Somewhere in 'Bama

Le Suzanne
Paris Model

LeQris Sta'amm
Minuteman guard

Jayconan Lenobrien

Late Nite TV
Kamali Thornell

Starship UMass
Meredith Lucas

Sports Bra

ARIES (March 21-April 19)

— Your next date will force

you to seriously consider bes-

tiality. Christ, do you ever take

a shower? Please refrain from
drinking the toilet water at

work.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
— You'll never guess who's
sleeping with your mother —
and we'll never tell you. You
can pick your friends, you can

pick your nose, but you'll still

never guess who's bopping
your mom.
GEMINI (May 21-june 20)
— You're going to die right

now. That's a damn shame
since the wealthy, nympho girl

of your dreams will be the first

to find your carcass.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
— A disease favored by basket-

ball players who would've just

shaved their heads anyway.

LEO (July 23-August 22) —
If you have a soul, do not do
your child the disservice of

naming him (or her) Leo. The
kid will be a royal fuck-up,

trust us.

VIRGO (August
23-September 22) — The
good news is you're about to

bring a bundle of joy into the

world. The bad news is you're

18, haven't been a "Virgo" (if

you catch our drift) for some

time, and it's your third bun-

dle.

LIBRA (September
23-October 22) — Writers of

this piece, both Libras, should

beware of right-wing, NRA
member loonies who objected

to "Virgo" section above.
Other than that, you're perfec-

to.

^SCORPIO (October
2f-November 21) — You were
born to be a loser, plain and
simple. Might as well hop on
the Internet and find some way
to end it all now.

SAGITTARIUS (November
22-December 21) — Looks.
Brains. Riches. If you had any

of it, your resume might not

read like the directory of the

local mall's food court.

CAPRICORN (December
22-January 19) — Horace
Mettlemeier is not the man for

you, so don't marry him. If you
don't know who he is, disre-

gard this message.

AQUARIUS (January
20-February 18) — Ignore the

advice of your friends, family

and psychotherapist. They are,

in fact, all out to get you.

PISCES (February 19-March
20) — Honey, you're 5' 11" and
fit into a size -3 — and you
still claim you're fat. Here's a

tip: eat something.

For entertainment Purposes only, you loser

Today's D.C. Menu Call I -BOO-HOT LUST for more information.

Scrodville Jonestown

LUNCH
Human Feces

Anything but Scrod

Scrod Feces

Giblets (Human)

DINNER
Charbroiled Flesh

Satan burgers

Satan Fires (Fries)

Satan on a platan

LUNCH
Cyanide Kool-ade

Phenobarbitol

Strong Liquor

Draino

DINNER
Tossed Genitalia

Catch o' the day
Lunch Lady Stew

Clifford the Big Red Dog

Sweden Meatvillt

LUNCH
Open Bar (must be 1 2)

Coach Cal

Bugs

(slimy, yet satisfying)

DINNER
Swedish children

Wax
Swedish Moms

Stonewilly's Sperm

LUNCH
Duct Tape Fajitas

Diarreah

Sphincter Baby!

Coctail Weenies

DINNER
Make your own Fetish

Compost
Phlegm

Beanburger
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NON-SEQUITOR by Wiley

Quota of the Day

4 » You're happy...

DIE!

-joe Schmo
Collegian Graphics

Quote of the Day

4 4 Do you let your dog

see you naked?

})
-Overheard

Collegian Graphics



Sports Notice:

Despite the ridiculously large amounts of snow
which tell upon the valley last night, all UMASS
sports events will he played as scheduled. SPCtlftts The Massachusetts
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Booze, BMWs no obstacle to rising UMass hoop stars
By Don Shaughnessey & Kerby
Longford

Wonno-be Collegion Staff

For the last two seasons, the
Massachusetts men's basketball team
was led by the backcourt of Edgar
Padilla and Carmelo Travieso. who
were born on the same day in the
same island. Wanting to keep that tra-

dition alive. UMass head couch lames
"Bruiser" Hint has been looking for a

duo to match the graduating seniors'

backcourt prowess

He just hopes their past won't catch
up with them.

After a long search. Flint has
announced the signing of Methuen
native Luke Meredith and Andover
product LaQris Sharif Sta'amm, two

guards who were born on the same
day in the same hospital, Lawrence
General, on a small island in the

Merrimack River.

"I saw them play against each other

on the Horseshoe. Even though
Sta'amm left early because his BMW
was being buffed, and Luke was clear-

ly drunk, muttering things like 'You in

mv house, you in Methuen, baby.' they

had a connection you could feel. I had
to have them. Carmelo and Edgar
were special, but to be honest with

you. these two could be the best."

Once seen as potential NBA
prospects from an early age, the pair

fell along the basketball wayside and
made a triumphant return to the
court. Though neither has been play-

ing basketball for years, Bruiser

Doctor L, also known as Luke meredith is leaving his white trash past
behind him in permit erf his dreams

believes in his two new guards.

"They can play," Bruiser said. "1

recruited Luke when he was 1 1 and
playing youth ball in Methuen, but we
all know the tragedy. It's a rough
town, Methuen, and it can eat you
alive. But to be honest with you, if

white trash like Chris Herren can
work out at Fresno State, we'll take

our chances on Luke. Sta'amm never
had it so tough, but when Meredith
was dodging bullets. Sta'amm was
dodging BMW's. It's almost the same
thing. Sta'amm left the game for years,

I'm just glad he decided to make his

return with us."

Big Talent. Big Problems
Those who know basketball history

know the story of Luke Meredith,
known to many as the "Pimp Daddy".
Meredith was so good at the age of ten

that he was recruited by Valparaiso,

South Alabama. Fairfield and
Montana, but decided to enter the
NBA draft. Luke was picked eighth
overall.

"We saw potential, even though he
was ten [years old]," Laker coach Pat

Riley said. "We figured he'd crack an
NBA starting lineup in eight or nine
years."

Meredith, best known for his
ill-fated "Unsilent Majority" comic,
was traded to Denver on draft day for

Kiki Vandewegde and Alex English,

but he never reported to the Nuggets.

He went to Italy, and played for seven
years with Team Lasagne in Milan,
garnering European Player of the Year
honors at the age of 1 5 But it was not

all good for the Pimp Daddy.
"I was shit-faced the whole time."

Meredith said. "The Italians, they can
drink that wine. I'll tell ya. I used to

polish off a bottle before game time,

and used to do shots of laegermeister

during time-outs. I would rage at the

clubs all night, but something was
missing. I think playing pro ball before

I grew pubic hair hurt me emotional-

ly
"

Meredith returned to America in

1991. shaved his head, finished high
school in Methuen. quit the bottle and
stopped playing hoop. But his love of
basketball and booze combined to
from an alliance he couldn't resist. He

started playing hoop again, but the
booze problem only seemed to help
him now.

"I just need one beer before a game
now," Meredith said. "And one at

halftime. Oh, and I still do the shots of

laeger during timeouts. But I don't
need booze so much anymore. I just

need it to relax. Is that so bad?"
How he hooked up with Sta'am is

an interesting story.

Back in the day
The history between Shammgod

and Sta'amm spans roughly a decade
when the pair were the top two youth
prospects in the Merrimack Valley.

Back then, things were simpler.
Stamm had all the advantages
Meredith, who grew up on "the other

side" of the river, never had. By the

age of 10, when Meredith was swig-

ging 40s in a drunken haze, Sta'amm
was the picture of success

After inking a lucrative shoe deal

with Stride-Rite, an ad deal with
Toughskins. a six-figure sponsorship

deal with OshKosh and a weekly
late-night show on Nickelodeon, he
went on to become a high ranking
official in the Church of Scientology.

Sta'amm got weekly phone calls hum
all the big boys. |ohn Thompson,
Dean Smith and Mike Krzyzewski —
he was going places. Then it hap-
pened

One day. while D-ing up against

Meredith in the under- 12 Greater
Lawrence Y-League Championship,
the young hoodlum tagged Sta'amm

LeQris Sta'amm, basketballer extraordinaire prepares for his role in the
UMass backcourt next season

with an elbow up-side the head, send-

ing him crashing into the bleachers

and the arms of a 300 pound,
35-year-old proctologist. Scarred for

life, Sta'amm swore he would never
play the game he loved again. Luke
swears that listening to House of Pain

lyrics over and over made him do it.

"Bust a nut inside your eye," was all

Luke could mutter as he left the court.

Sta'amm turned to a life of journal-

ism. He quit his successful Y-League
team, Buffy's Soys and became the
squad's beat writer for the Lawrence
Eagle Tribune. Upon graduating from
high school, he went on to UMass
wbere he continued his love for bas-

ketball writing, covering the
Minutemen in their '96-'97 campaign.
After the team fell to Louisville in the

first round of NCAA action, Sta'amm
broke down on the floor of the
Pittsburgh Civic Center, eyes burning
with regret. "It could have been me. it

could have been mc," he screamed at

the top of his lungs. He was deter-

mined to play ball again.

Re-united and it feels so good
Now the two are on the same team.

Luke, a junior All- American candi-

date, and Sta'amm, also a junior All

American candidate, have resolved
their differences, though Sta'amm was
heard to call Luke a "Bon lovi-ioving

piece of white trash" at a recent prac-

tice. But there is love.

"He's a good kid. I guess," Sta'amm
said. "Growing up in Methuen doesn't

help, but he's okay "now. If he could
cut out the booze, he could be the
best."

As Luke and Sta'amm begin their

careers, they reflect on what they hope
to accomplish at the collegiate level.

"I guess what I'm looking forward
to most, more than the gymbags full

of cash and the free cars, are da bitch-

es. I hear there's a great agent in

Hartford who can hook us up." Luke
said.

Sta'amm agreed. "The bitches, defi-

nitely the bitches."

Sta'amm thought for a minute, and
then added.

"Oh and I guess a chance to win a

National Championship would be
cool too."

Men's Hoop toface Coleman, Sox sign Softball team; mascot beats Bonnies
washed up Child TVAHStars

By Booty Schwog
Collegian Staff

In a move designed to increase
lagging attendance at the Mullins
Center, the Massachusetts men's
basketball team, in conjunction
with the ^asi uf "227" and the lesu~

Christ Church of Latter Day Saints

has scheduled an exhibition game
with the 1980s Child TV All-S-

Game time is scheduled for 7:00
pm.
The Child TV All-Stars have been

competing professionally for years,

but did not reach prominence until

1992. when the cancellation of the

TV show "Growing Pains" freed up
the service* of point guard Kirk
Cameron. Cameron, who played
Mike Seaver on the show, has aver-

aged 28 points and 9 assist a con
test, despite a curious habit of wear-
ing a brown leather jacket and acid
washed jeans over his uniform.
"That Seaver kid is tough,"

t Mass coach lames "Bruiser" Hint
said. "They play
good defense, thev

work the ball

around the perime-

ter well, and they

take good shots. To
be honeest with
you. we're going to

have to play good
basketball I

successful tonight."

The Child TV
All-Stars also
boast of point
guard Gary
Coleman. best
known for his work
on the hit show
"Different
Strokes" Coleman
leads the team in

assists, but was benched during a

game against the Sweathogs on
Saturday when he reportedly yelled

at All-Star head coach Balki
Baltokomouus over lack of playing
time. Sources close to the ballclub

say Coleman said. "What choo talk-

ing about. Balki!" during practice.

Coleman will not start, but is

expected to play.

"Yeah, Coleman won't pop off

again. I got his little punk- ass
under control." ( (MeJl Baltokomous
said.

The All-Stars also have the age-

less |ohn Ritter. who's on the team
because we couldn't find a picture

of anyone besides Danny Pinatauro

(the kid from'Who' The Boss") to

put in this su>ry.

|ohn Ritter, on the

have this photo

'Yeah. I'm upset," Collegian
Sports Editor Chris Stamm said.

"Our pictures of Dana Plato keep
getting stolen bv lorma."

A special presentation will be
given at halftime by the lesus Christ

Church of Latter Day Saints.
Chruch ministers will lead the
crowd in a rendition of it's early
80's TV commercial smash hit.

"Who Broke my Window?"
Promoters also hope that the kid
who sang the now notorious "I con-
fess. I confess' will make an appear-
ance.

Coach Flint is the man behind
getting the Latter Day Saints to
Amherst. According to Hint, he was
a bit of a "badass" in his youth, but
the tear-jerking commercial righted
hi* ways.

"Man. that changed my life," a
weeping Flint explained. "Whenever
I saw that ad. I would stand up and
sing. "I broke your window*, and
then cry for the rest of the day. I

knew I couldn't be a punk anymore.
It's going to be
special for me."
Contrary to

poular belief, the

Minutemen aren't

taking the TV
All-Stars lightly.

"They can play,"

Charlton Clarke
said. "But I used to

watch limmie
Walker when I was
little, and I know
his moves. He tries

to pull any
Dyno mite with
me. he's gonna get

a facial up in his

grill."

"Mike Seaver
can be guarded,"

Tyrone Weeks added. "And I'll tell

you how. Were gonna get that Kate
girl, and make her run around
naked, shakin' that ass."

There was an incident during a

TV All-Stars game against the cast
of Friends in which Kate. Mike
Seaver's girlfriend, ran around
naked. Seaver only scored five
points.

For UMass, the game will mark
the debut of Luke Meredith and
Chris Stamm, who are looking for-

ward to the challenge.

"The way I see it, I peaked at ten.

and so did these guys. Now we're
all old and sucky. It'll be an inter-

esting matchup."
The game will be broadcast live

on UVC.

By VWmy Dai Torino
Colaxjicn Loonie

Convinced that the Hale-Bopp
comet is the sole cure for the Curse of
the Bambino, the Boston Red Sox
committed mass suicide on Saturday
in a Chestnut Hill mansion by watch-
ing a tape of Game b of the 1986
World Series.

Searching for the best team in the

Commonwealth to replace the Dead
Sox by tomorrow's opener in

Anaheim. GM Dan Duquette
returned to his Amherst roots and
signed the UMass sotfball team.

"The folks in Boston should really

dig this bunch." Duquette said
"They've won nine A- 10 titles in 1

1

years, and we haven't won jack squat

in ages. Plus, with a Harry and a Bert

on the roster, we don't even have to

get used to new names."

The news was delivered to the for-

mer-Minutewomen by the Lord him-
self, who spoke in the form a tremen-
dous lightning bolt that abruptly
ended Saturday's drubbing of Dayton.
With the pesky twin-bill out of the
way, the team was reminded through
mental telepathy to remove their
cleats when entering Totman gym so
they don't tear their ACLs. and went
to their locker room. There
Commander Scott of the USS
Enterprise beamed the team to

Anaheim.

The relocation was more than wel-

comed by the four players from the

greater LA. area, who will have an
opening day homecoming. The four

are also pleased it's the Angels and
not the Dodgers they're facing so they

will have thousands of empty seats for

their relatives to choose from.

"Am I excited to be playing back
home...

heck yeah, no diggity. no doubt."
said Kim Gutridge of
La Mirada, just a hop.
skip and a jump down
the road. "I'll get to eat

at a Carl |r's tonight

instead of those crappy

McDonalds places they

have back east. Carl |r's

is a McDonalds with
fried chicken and a

Pizza Hut. It's just so
much more."

The team's strong
Yankee-fan contingent

has also been swayed to

join the club for a run that will end
with their World Series victory over
the Cubs in October, according to the

Lord's publicist The final hold out.

sophomore second sacker Mandy
Galas, had held out initially to fulfill

her dream of turning a double play
with "that hottie Derek |eter." but
finally caved in and will replace the

Danny Pintauro, just

because

disgruntled lohn Valentin at second.

Meanwhile back al the ranch
In their haste to leave Hampshire

County for Orange County, the
Minutewomcn left something behind
Mort. the team's fabled rubber chick
en and unofficial mascot was left

behind in the rain-soaked dugout.

Early Sunday morning, the Easter
spirits rose into the neglected chicken
while grounds -keepers Mike Isabel

and Dennis O'Neill prepared some
kcrosine to burn the
standing water off the
field, like Sherman in

Atlanta, for a double-
header against St.

Bonaventure.

The combining forces

produced an explosion

in the UMass dugout
from which a deified
dynamo emerged. The
all- powerful rubber
chicken charged at the

grounds crew.

"That thing was scary,

like Cujo or something." Isabel said.

"It started to chase me around the
field and he told me he was going to

beat me up and steal my Garth
Brooks tickets Finally. I got a read on
it but I felt like Rockv chasing that lit

tie chicken around Dennis and I

finally got him cornered though."

But then, as O'Neill sliced the

counts* «•

chicken with a rake. Mort turned to a

gel. like the bad guy in Terminator 2.

and slithered away down a drain.

Reportedly. Mort then took over
Goodell. but his admission for chick-

ens plan was mocked and we was
nearly served up at the Berkshire DC.

At noon, while the Bonnies thought
they had two easy forfeit wins. Mort
emerged in a tattered UMass uniform,
like the Incredible Hulk, and proceed-

ed to single-handedly sweep the
twin bill 17.281-0 and a much closer

8,476-0, allowing only a scratch sin-

gle to kn Bovee on the day.

• In late breaking news. Mort is

expected to ink a S50 million deal
with Frank Purdue today, saying that

"I'm way too fast for one of those
Nike sympathy fests. What's Kenny
Lofton got that I don't? I'm finger

licking good, baby!"

"I think Mort could be the ultimate

role model for fine young chickens
everywhere." Purdue said.

The new ad will reportedly have
"The Mort-inator" beating the piss

out of Chicago Bulls forward Will
Purdue in a game of one-on-one.
Rumor has it Dennis Rodman will

make a special appearance and kick
cameramen wearing T-Shirts for
Weaver and Tyson chicken in the
balls. A major movie role opposite
lenny McCarthy and is also in the
works.

Brazil's Rudinho drinks 151, gets hooked
ByYorMoh
CoAegion International Comwpondarrt

courmv *p

team because we

ROME. Italy — Angels sung in the distance; the air

was electric with excitement; the sun shone down on
the seven hills of Rome; and. oh yeah, there was a foot-

ball match being played in Olympic Stadium.
Amid world-wide protest and outrage. Rudinho, the

ageless Brazilian National team captain, came through
again for his samba-samba mates in their match
against the FIFA World All-Stars. The massively his-

torical confines of Olympic Stadium held witness to

the most bizarre site in football history — including

England's World Cup win.

The executive consultant for the Massachusetts soc-

cer program headed a crocs past Manchester United's

keeper Peter Schmcichel in the final seconds of injury

time for the 3-2 win. But, that was not the bizarre

thing about this match. No. mate, not bloody close.

The only bloody thing was Rudinho's face, with Wood
streaking down his wrinkly mush from the fishing

hook cnlodged in his forehead.

Yeah, that's right, a fishing hook.

Due to a freak fishing faux pas on vacation in the

Virgin Islands, the Satchell Paige of international foot

ball had to gut out his hapless injury. Attempting to

cast his line into the Caribbean Sea, the Brazilian cap-

tain fell pray to one of the oldest fishing accidents.

Unintentionally, he entangled his hook in a tree, and

while yanking it out. caught it right smack in the fore-

head.

Weighed down by masculine pride. Rudinho
refused medical attention from the locals. Instead, a
bottle of 151 rum kept his injury welWubed for the
game a week later

"Yeah. I would just slap a shot of rum on my fore-

head, and let it trickle down." Rudinho said of his

unorthodox, first-aid treatment. "Not the best way to

drink 1 "5
1 , but still damn good therapy for both mind

and body. I say."

His much younger head coach agreed kind of

"Actually, I think he did more of the drinking part

than anything else." coach Christobal Chamidingo
said "Come on. a week with a five-inch fishing hook
stuck in your head? What else are you going to do?
Maybe a little samba, with a little lady, and some
Campari on the side, but that s it

"

Consequently, after clearing customs and the metal
detector at Rome International Airport, outrage from
the international football community followed him to

the pitch.

"I teel ya, I wood loov it, I mean, /our it if thay loost

tha match!," ex-Newcastle United manager Kevin
Kcegan babbled incoherently, on the 19th hole of St

Andrews yesterday "Even against Man-United play-

ers, mate."

"Michael, cast your line off shore. ..hallelujah!,"

U.S. National team defender Alexi l.alas belted out.

The two have a history, culminating in fisticuffs three
years ago in a not-so-friendly in Giants Stadium.
"Captain Hook, how does it feel? Call mc
Howdy-Doody again, why don't ya!"

By no artistic surprise, the game was tied at 0-0
until the final five minutes. Brazils Bebeto curved a
twenty-live yard blast past Schmeichel at the 87:01
mark. UFA struck right back just :30 later, with Dutch
international Danny Blind sending World Player of the
Year George Weah into the box on a thirty yard pass
down the right flank.

"Ah. it was more in his general direction than any-
thing." Rudinho said. "I spit in their general direction!"

Controversy literally hit Weah a little later, and
while he and Rudinho went up for a header, the
Rra/ilian appeared to consciously head-butt the Serie
A star. The fish hook caught Weah right in the mush,
causing a three-inch gash, and forced him out of the
game No vellow card was assessed by the English ref-

erees (no kidding?), and the game continued.
"Ah. Weah's a wimp," Rudinho said "No cahones."
The Wunderkind's. Brazils hminho and Ijverpool's

Robbie Fowler, both were sent on breakaways in the
final 2: 1 9 behind panting defenses, setting up Rudinho
for the late-game heroics. As the head ref put his lips

to the final whistle. Roberto Carlos sent a long cross
into the box, with Rudinho's fishing hook beating
Marcelo Balboa's pony tail to the far post header, and
the 3-2 win.
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Texas

Blues

Townes Van Zandt
(left) and Cuy Clark

both released new
live recordings.

Check out our
review (See Arts &
Living, page 6).

Will he stay

or will he go?

Tyrone Weeks is

expected to

announce if he will

return to the UMass
frontcourt for a fifth

year based on
recent changes to

Proposition 48 (See

Sports, page 10).

WORLD

Aid workers unable

to reach refugees

KISANGANI, Zaire (AP) — One
hundred thousand Rwandans are

camped in dense forest along a

road in eastern Zaire, and rebels

forcing them slowly southward are

making it hard for aid workers to

reach them with food.

U.N. officials say the relief work-

ers' task is even more difficult than

in November, when 600,000

Rwandans walked out of the

Zairian forest and all the way
home.

This time, the refugees have fur-

ther to go — at least 300 miles—
and rebels fighting to end President

Mobutu Sese Seko's 31 -year dicta-

torship are pushing them ever

southward, despite their exhaus-

tion.

The Zairian rebel alliance won't

let the refugees near Kisangani, a

major river port the rebels captured

March 1 S. It insists the refugees

turn around and go home.

This is not only inhumane, it

will also make it logisticalty imprac-

tical to reach them," Pam OToole,

spokeswoman for the U.N. refugee

agency, said yesterday in Geneva.

NATION

FAA orders airlines

to inspect Boeing jets

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Federal Aviation Administration,

acting after a flap ripped off a

Boeing 767, will soon order oper-

ators of the aircraft to inspect all

takeoff and landing flaps.

"We intend to issue an airwor-

thiness directive" requiring the

inspections, FAA spokeswoman
Allison Duquette said yesterday.

But she said it was not yet clear

when the agency would do that.

Boeing, anticipating the FAA's

move, issued a bulletin informing

operators to be prepared to

inspect the oldest 767s in service,

especially those with the most
flight hours.

The expected order is the result

of an incident last week in which

a 21 -foot section of a flap tore

loose from the wing of a Delta jet

preparing to land at Dallas-Fort

Worth International Airport. The
plane landed safely and no one
was injured.

|ohn Clabes, an FAA spokesman
in Oklahoma City, said the

expected order does not mean
that the Boeing jetliners are

unsafe, but it will require that

"everybody take the proper pre-

cautions in a timely manner."
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L7M student killed;

fouUplay suspected

Editor's note: This article originally appeared in yesterday's paper. It is

being re-printed due to the closure of the University yesterday.

Former University of Massachusetts freshman leffery Levitz, 18. of 45
Old Maple St., Stoughton, was found dead with a gunshot wound to the

head on Sunday in Colonie N.Y., a suburb of Albany.

According to Colonie Police Detective Lt. Steven Heider. a man walking
through Shaker Bay, an upscale development area, found the body on a

trail in the woods.

Heider believes that the body had been there since the time of its death.

Due to his badly decomposed body, police were not able to make a posi-

tive identification of the body, but a wallet containing Levitz's license and
credit cards were found on the body.

Based on results of an autopsy conducted Monday by Dr. leffrey

Hubbard at the Albany Medical Center Hospital. Hubbard confirmed the

deceased as Levitz.

Levitz, a former resident of Cashin Residence Hall withdrew from the
University on Dec. 23. 1996.

He left UMass on Feb. I with a group of female friends headed for Troy.
N.Y, seven miles northeast of Albany.

He was last seen driving away from his friends and going to visit his

Aunt in Albany.

According to his parents. Robert and Deborah Levitz, he never made it.

A search team was formed on Feb. 4 after his parents reported him miss-

ing to the Troy Police Department.

Levitz' car was located in Colonie a few days later.

At this time Detective Heider has ruled the cause of death a homicide
due to the gunshot wounds to the head.

The investigation is ongoing.

— Leigh Faulkner

SGA nullifies results of

privatization question
The results for last week's referen-

dum question on privatization have
been thrown out bv the Student

Government Association (SGA)
Election Commission.

\scording to Election

Commissioner |odi Bailey, the word-
ing of the question was too confusing.

"The question was voted on by

over 1000 voters and only 252 (bal-

lots! were voted on correctly." Bailev

said.

The question consisted of parts A.

supporting privatization at the

University of Massachusetts, and B.

opposing it. Within their selection,

voters were supposed to select how
they would like A or B to be

achieved. Most students filled out

both A and B.

The Election Commission voted on
the matter, and decided to add the

question to next fall's Senate election

ballot.

"We are going to take off the priva-

tization question and put it on next

year's Senate election ballot." Bailey

said. "It wasn't understood by all stu-

dents and to be done accurately, stu-

dents have to have sole input.

"Even the people who wrote the

question voted wrong on it."

Maydad Cohen, from Campus
Design and Copy, as well as a mem-
ber of the Board of Student

Businesses, had sent a four page peti-

tion to the SGA. urging them to can-

cel the vote, because of the confusing

wording of the question.

"I wrote the petition just in case

the Election Commission decided to

count the question." Cohen said.

The Board of Student Businesses

will meet Wednesday to discuss the

issue.

— Victoria Groves

UMass faculty members
win Eisenhower grants

By Mark McGralh
Collegian Staff

Two University of Massachusetts

faculty members have recently

received an Eisenhower grant to con-

tinue their work in bringing modem
technology to the mathematics class-

rooms of four area high schools.

Edward and Mary Ann Connors,
both of the Mathematics and
Statistics Department, have been
educating high school teachers from
the public schools of Chicopee,

Easthampton, Hampshire Regional

and Holyoke on using calculators to

make mathematics more accessible

to high school students.

"The name of the project is

'Implementation of Technology
Across the Secondary School

Mathematics Curriculum.'" Mary
Ann Connors said. "And that's pre-

cisely what we're doing, using calcu-

lators as a lab tool to have students

and teachers explore and discover

mathematics."

Edward Connors said in many
high schools, the mathematics cur-

riculum as a whole isn't sufficiently

connected.

"It's fragmented. In many schools,

the same people teach algebra, and
others geometry..." Edward Connors
said. "There's little communication

."

"[The calculators! facilitate mak-
ing connections between algebra,

geometry, trigonometry, calculus and
statistics," Mary Ann Connors said.

The "technology" takes the form of

Texas Instruments' Tl- 92 calcula-

tor, which looks more like a little

computer than anything else. In fact.

Edward describes it as "the calcula-

tor that thinks it's a computer."
The model is a graphing calculator

capable of carrying out many more
complex functions than previous

models, providing a split screen for

viewing more than one graph simul-

taneously and making available a text

editor.

Campus is calm after storm;

police cite no major problems
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

With the arrival of an early spring blizzard and the

cancellation of classes at the University of Massachusetts

yesterday, many campus officials were left anticipating

potentially dangerous student actions across campus.
During a snow storm in early December 1996, the

UMass campus lost power, and a crowd of 500 students

marched to Amherst College to start a snowball fight and
caused severe of destruction to property and some per-

sonal injuries.

However, UMass Police Chief lack l.uippold said the

campus was a lot calmer last night than in the previous

storm.

"After the basketball game last night sometime after

1 1 p.m. and into the early morning hours there were a lot

of snowball fights on campus, but nothing to the level of

what happened last time. I don't believe anyone went
downtown." l.uippold said.

l.uippold also said that across campus, "sonic windows
were broken but not many. Two individuals were arrest-

ed in separate incidents for malicious destruction [of

property), for breaking windows with snowball*.

"

According to police reports, at 1:20 a.m. a student was

arrested breaking windows at French Hall Greenhouse
and charged with malicious damages over $250.

Again, at 2:15 a.m.. another student was arrested for

breaking windows at Kennedy Residence Hall with snow-

balls and charged with destruction of property over

$250.

The police station also received reports from
Residential Staff at Brooks Residence Hall that they had

a broken window. Nobody was arrested.

U anticipated the possibility of snowball fights with

the cancellation of classes." l.uippold said. How ever, he

said there were no major problems on campus due to the

storm.

Due to the storm and icy road conditions, there were
also two car accidents reported. One occurred on
Governors Drive between two vehicles. A driver, with

minor injuries was taken to Cooley Dickinson Hospital in

Northampton and the second driver refused medical

attention.

The second accident occurred off-campus between an

automobile and a PVTA bus.

Frosty and friends
IMASM (OH* ' COIUC.MN

Sarah |illings, a history graduate student, Catherine Sangster, a linguistics graduate student and Don
Blair, a senior philosophy and classics major make a snow man yesterday on North Pleasant Street in

Amherst

Additional equipment can make
the calculator more specifically use-

ful for classrooms. One piece, which
interfaces with the calculator pro-

duces the screen's image on a form
that can reproduced with an over-

head projector, allowing teachers a

virtual electronic chalkboard.

With this special display, students

could hook their calculators to the

overhead, doing examples in front of

the class or displaying saved home
work.

The calculator, which sells for

$260 at the University Store, can be

obtained by high schools at whole-

sale prices for about $160, a price

that Edward Connors explains is very

affordable.

"Schools can buy 1 of these cal-

culators for the price of one comput-
er." Edward Connors said.

Also. Texas Instruments has a

loaner program, through which
schools cam borrow numbers of cal-

culators for a period of about three

weeks. If schools choose to huv

some, they can save their prooi

purchase and use thi;m to receive

additional technology

The Connors' program teaches

teachers about the use ol this tech-

nology with hopes th.il thev can reap

rewards in their own daMfOOM
each of the Connors have been doing

for a number of veat - Mary Ann
Connors savs that she has been
bringing technology to classrooms

for over 30 years, and Edward
Connors has been working with a

calculus slass in | uMhampton.
Requests for proposals lor the

Eisenhower grants began what
Edward Connors describes as a "for-

tuitous chain of events." culminating

in the receipt of a $38,000 grant

through the Massachusetts Board of

Higher Education, whose locus this

year happens to be on both mathe-

matics and technology.

With this grant the Connors have
brought about 25 interested teachers

to four already completed in -house

workshops, and will lollow up with

an intensive two-week session this

summer.
"The teachers are very excited

about the course." Mary Ann
Connors said "It's wonderful to see

them excited and the students excit-

ed about it

"

She explained that all of the teach-

ers taking part have volunteered, and
want to be there, and thev include

voung and old teachers alike

"I believe dedicated teachers

always stay abreast of the latent

methods in order to prepare students

lor the future." Mary Ann Connors
said. "\\ I must he aware of develop-

ments-
Eisenhower grants use federal

funds, but are distributed through
the states, in this case, the

Massachusetts. Board of Higher
Education. They are for use in pro-

grams of professional development
in education.

JQA fire evacuates residents;

candle determined to be cause
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is an updated
version of the story that originally ran

yesterday. It is being re-published

due to the the closure of the

University yesterday.

Minor damage occurred in a resi-

dent's room on the sixth floor of lohn

Quincy Adams Residence Hall in

Southwest Residential Area when his

room caught on fire at 4:40 p.m.

Monday.
The fire, which reportedly took

place in room 61 5. "was ruled acci-

dental as the result of a candle."

University of Massachusetts Chief of

Police lack Luippold said.

UMPD received an active fire

alarm call from the Cluster office and
the sixth floor of |QA.
"A few minutes after that we

received phone calls from residents

saying that there was smoke coming
out from under a resident's door,"

Luippold said.

Two residents who live on the sixth

floor, Aaron Nichols and |oe Tessari

said they smelled smoke coming from
the floor and went to locate the fire.

According to Nichols and Tessari.

they wanted to pull the fire alarm but

said their Resident Assistant Aaron
Cash wouldn't allow them to, alleged-

ly telling the residents they would be
written up if they pulled it.

Another resident, Adam Chiavoli

pulled the alarm once he saw the

smoke coming out from under the

door of room 615.

Cash refused to comment.
However. Chiavoli said, "I think

Aaron (Cash! was just a little nervous

and didn't realize the severity of the

situation."

Residential staff was allowed back

in the building at 5:20 p.m. and real

dents were let back in at 5:35 p.m. —
an hour after the fire began.

1 ire lighters reported only minor
damage to the resident's room.
Sprinklers were not activated in the

halls.

/ aura Imcstcr contributed to this

article.

Bombers die in suicide attack

outside Jewish settlement

By Ibrahim Barzak

Associated Press

NETZARIM. Gaza Strip —
Israeli troops shot and killed two
Palestinians and two others blew
themselves up in bungled suicide

bombings yesterday, one of the

deadliest days yet in a growing cri-

sis in Middle East peacemaking.

The bombers apparently had
meant to destroy Israeli school

buses outside lewish settlements

in the Gaza Strip. Israelis said.

The attacks come during a dead
lock in Israeli-Palestinian peace
talks, which broke down last

month over new Israeli construc-

tion in disputed east lerusalem.

and triggered new BccuaatjaM

from both sidai

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu insisted that the sui-

cide bombings were evidence that

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat

has sanctioned attacks by Islamic

militants.

"Today's twin attacks tare)

proof that the terror campaign
continues." \etanyahu said.

Arafat said it was Israel's pro-

longed security closure of

Palestinian areas that created a

climate of violence. "We are all

doing our best ... to control the

situation." Arafat said. Both sides

refuse to resume peace talks

unless the other makes key corn-

Turn to KILLINGS page 2
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Clinton to liquor industry: No business with kids

By Sandra Sobieraj

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President

Clinton, who Kored political points

in taking on the tobacco industry,

targeted liquor distillers' TV ads )aaj

terday.

"Liquor has no business with

kids." he declared.

But even as Clinton argued he was
protecting children and helping par-

ents, he struggled to explain why his

move against liquor ads — which

stopped just short of recommending

a regulatory ban — did not touch the

far more pervasive television adver-

tising lor beer or wine.

He acknowledged that his aim. for

now, is a return to the status quo last

fall — before distillers lifted their 50-

year, sell -imposed ban on radio and

TV ads. Vintners and brewers, a

politically powerful lobby that spends

millions of dollars in Washington,

have freely advertised all along.

"I think we ought to start with the

principle of no backsliding,' Clinton

said in outlining his request that the

Federal Communications
Commission study the impact of lift-

ing the ban and make recommenda-
tions for possible federal action.

"We must do nothing, nothing,

that would risk encouraging more of

our young people to drink hard

Relaxing on the side of the street
Roberto Soto, a senior education and biology major, and '

' ,i»*-.er Chu, a freshman art major, enjoy the

sun, while waiting for a bus in Amherst yesterday.

NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY
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liquor," Clinton said in a Rooscm.Ii

Room ceremony with Vice President

Al Gore.

Distillers voted in November to

end the ban after Seagram's ran a

limited number of ads in Texas. Ever

since. FCC Chairman Reed Hundt
has sought an official inquiry but the

commission remained deadlocked 2-

2 on the question.

Hundt hoped Clinton's announce-

ment would sway dissenting commis-
sioners lames Quello and Rachelle

Chong, and allow the investigation to

proceed.

While saying he hoped the industry

would voluntarily agree to stay off

the airwaves, Clinton said that if the

agency finds liquor ads harmful to

youngsters, "1 think the FCC has
grounds to act."

Pressed several times to explain

why beer and wine ads were left out

of the directive, Clinton said: "I think

the liquor industry itself once
thought that there was a distinction

to be drawn, if for no other reason
than alcohol content, between beer

and wine and hard liquor, which is

why they observed this distinction

for 50 years... I think they were
right."

He appeared to leave open the pos-

sibility of broadening the FCC study,

saying that "if there is no difference,

if there are problems, the FCC can

evaluate whatever evidence comes

in."

But White House spokesman Mike

McCurry later told reporters. "I'm

not aware of anyone foreseeing a

next step that suggests that you look

at beer and wine. I think we're just

taking it one step at a time."

Cracking down on tobacco indus-

try ads aimed at children proved a

good issue for Clinton in his re-elec-

tion campaign. Yesterday's liquor

announcement, which mostly reiter-

ated past policy statements, was

meant to reinvigorale a similarly

good "pro-family" issue that Clinton

first seized upon in a Father's Day

radio address last year.
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promises.

The Palestinians demand that

Israel stop construction of a lewish

neighborhood in east Jerusalem, the

sector they claim as a future capital.

Until the work stops. Palestinians

say they will refuse to help Israel on
security, such as detecting Islamic

militants plotting attacks on Israelis.

Netanyahu insists that Arafat

restore order and peace before nego-

tiations resume. He refuses to halt

the construction.

In Washington, President Clinton

discussed the growing crisis with

King Hussein of Ionian, who recent-

ly and dramatically blamed
Netanyahu for the breakdown in

relations. Clinton declared Middle

East leaders should show "zero toler-

ance" for terrorism. Clinton said he

would send Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright to the region

once he decides on a strategy to end
the negotiating impasse.

Yesterday's first explosion went
off about a m'le from the lewish set-

tlement of Netzarim, south of Gaza
City. A Netzarim school bus was
running late, which meant it was
away from the site when the bomb
exploded.

Palestinian police disputed Israeli

allegations that the other explosion,

at Kfar Darom. was a suicide bomb-
ing. They said Israeli troops threw

explosives at a taxi and a donkey
cart, killing a Palestinian bystander

and wounding seven taxi passengers.

But Israel's military chief. Lt. Gen.
Amnon Shahak. said Islamic mili-

tants set off both blasts. He said the

suicide bombers wore Palestinian

police uniforms and were Islamic

militants belonging to either the

Hamas or Islamic jihad groups.

Israel TV said the explosive kits

were similar to one used by a

Hamas-affiliated suicide bomber
who killed three Israeli women in a

Tel Aviv cafe on March 2 1

.

A caller to Israel Radio claimed

responsibility in the name of Hamas,

but Hamas political leaders and the

Izzedine al-Qassem military wing of

the group denied involvement.

Two other callers to Israel TV and

Israel Radio's Arabic service claimed

the attacks on behalf of other, previ-

ously unknown groups. North of the

West Bank city of Nablus. about

1.000 Palestinians clashed with

troops at an Israeli army checkpoint.

Israeli troops there shot and killed

a plainclothes Palestinian policeman.

Haitham Mansour. Palestinians said.

Hospitals treated 32 protesters for

wounds from rubber bullets and for

tear gas inhalation.

THE EDWIN M. ROSSMAN ALUMNI CAREER FORUM

WOMAN'S STUDIES
"Different Paths, Many Choices"

DATE: WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2, 1997
TIME: 6:00 p.m.

LOCATION: Campus Center 168-178

SPONSORED BY:
UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER

UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
WOMENS STUDIES

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their experiences in the working
world. Don't miss this important panel discussion.

ALUMNI PANLLIST

""a n'u Brown *M Profi am Dire* tor

VMm - A. I

Fin*- Artist

Director o4 lean Programs
• YMCA Northampton TWn Center

Robin Johndon it** Aaautanl Office Manager
As.-.isLiint Volunteer Coordinaloi

Ten hnicaJ Resoui -

Family Planning Count >>

..i w> vt. i j L Maitaat liir '

T.im.i Phill Elemental \

ESdiM alion I

Weal Street Eiementar;

Granbi Public School System

Light dinner reception follows program

m

Staying in Amherst This Summer'
Looking for a job9

mmsew
Full & Part Time Jobs

Are Available Working For

Summer Conference Housing

SMART CHOICES FOR

Work with UCS in Providing Residence Hall

Accommodations to over 70 Conference Groups
Meeting at Umass This Summer

Many Different Types of Jobs are Available

Applications and Job Descriptions

are Available at the Conference Services Offices

Room 918-Campus Center Ninth Floor

Completed Applications are Due By Friday, April 11, 1997
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Jury candidate

:

McVeigh seems

like a "nice kid"

By Michael Fleemon
Associated Press

DENVER — A prospective juror
looked across the courtroom at

Timothy McVeigh on yesterday and
couldn't believe the young man with
the buzz cut. blue oxford shirt and
quick smile could be a terrorist

bomber.

"He looks like a nice kid." said the

middle-aged woman. "It's over-

whelming for me to think that this

person who looks like the average

type of person could do such a

thing."

But the soft-spoken woman said

she could still recommend death for

whoever was responsible for the

April 19. 1995, blast that tore apart

the Oklahoma City federal building

and killed 168 people, including 19

children.

"If he has done this," she said,

"you pay for your crime." McVeigh
leaned forward, arms on the defense

table, eyes glued to the woman as

she spoke. In the front row,

McVeigh's father, William McVeigh,
sat with his head down.
As jury selection crept along —

only nine prospects had been inter-

viewed after a day and a half — the

woman was the latest prospect to

reveal strong feelings about the case.

Most of the comments, however,
have dealt with the blast itself and
its aftermath rather than the state of

the evidence.

Only one prospective juror, an
agent for photographers and artists,

said she's already made up her mind
that McVeigh's guilty, based on
what she seen of media reports.

All but one of the candidates have

said they would be willing to recom-

mend execution — a requirement to

MM on a capital trial in federal

court.

One of the prospects was dis-

mi>scd yesterday — the first publicly

announced dismissal — after she

cried in court while describing her

problems with stress

The woman initially said that

despite her problems she felt she

could serve.

"I'm a very honest person and I'm

a good listener and there are a lot of

qualities I would bring to this." she

said.

Three killed in Air Force

plane crash in Honduras

By Freddy Cuevas
Associated Press

Tracks
Animal tracks cut through the snow by the campus pond yesterday.

LAuMN KOS«V / COUIGIAN

TEGUCIGALPA. Honduras — A
U.S. Air Force cargo plane overshot
a runway, crashed into a busy street

and burst into flames yesterday,

killing three of those aboard.

Alter touching down on the run-

way of Tocontin International

Airport in the Honduran capital, the

plane rose into the air again. But it

dropped down again, went off the

end of the runway and slid 200 yards

and into the road, said Col. Fernando
Soto, chief of the government civil

aeronautics office at the airport.

The plane caught fire as it came to

a stop on a major artery often crowd-
ed with cars and pedestrians and
lined with offices, stores and fast-

food restaurants, lt wound up about
100 yards from two gasoline sta-

tions.

"I had just gotten off of a bus

when I saw the plane was coming
right at me." said Luis Armando
Montoya. "I ran desperately for the

other side of the street. It is a mira-

cle I am safe, but I am still fright-

ened."

The spokeswoman for the U.S.

Embassy. Marti Estell. said three

people aboard the C- 1 30 died and all

seven others were injured. Their

names were withheld pending notifi-

cation of relatives. No one on the

ground was reported injured.

Soto said it was not clear what
caused the crash. The Air Force was
investigating.

The plane was part of the 440th
Airlift Wing based at General

Mitchell International Airport in

Wisconsin and was flying out of

Howard Air Force Base in Panama.
U.S. officials said it was carrying

food and electronic goods for U.S.

servicemen based in Honduras
The United States has at least 800

personnel based at Palmerola air

base. 40 miles north of the capital.

The three most seriously injured

were taken there lor treatment. Capt.

|crry Warner said at the base.

Col. lose LaGuardia. chief of the

Tegucigalpa lire department, said the

plane spilled more than 4,500 gal-

lons of fuel as it slid from the run-

way to the street

Pedro Atala. whose farm equip-

ment dealership was near the crash,

said he gave first aid to some of the

survivors

PHOTOGRAPHIC ART LOCAL
AMHERST PHOTOS MAKE
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REGISTER NOW, SPACES ARE LIMITED!!!
THREE OR FOUR PLAYERS PER TEAM

REGISTRATION FEES: Before April 9, 1997 $15 per player

After April 8, 1997 $18 per player

If you have any questions call the

New Balance Haigis Hoopla office at (413) 545-5689

Remember; Registration Deadline April 18, 1997

TWELFTH ANNUAL MATHEMATICS
PETITION )

L 9, 1997 AT 7:

oo\l> H/103 LEDERLE E CENTER

FIRMPrJB $1600 IN CAS
SECOND WOZE: $ 1 000 [N CAS
THIRD PRIZE: $400 IN CASH
CORPORATE SPONSORS; EDS(ELECTRONIC DATA SY

AND CSC(CONSULTING & SYSTEMS INTEGRATIO

The competition Is open to all Freshman and Sop
degree students currently enrolled at UMass

Continuing Education students, previously 1 st pi

nors, and relatives of Math/Stat faculty are not eligible.

SIGN UP IN ROOM 1623-D BY APRIL 8 AND BRING ID ON
APRIL 9.

/
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ACADEMIC MANAGEMENT SERVICES

Saturday. April 12" ; Over 100 Positions Available

• Office Positions in Customer Service. Data Entry
• Seeking Individuals with Stong Communication Skills,

Computer Keyboard Experience
• Flexible Work Schedule (Days. Evenings, Saturdays)
• No Sales, Paid Training, Fast Paced Environment
• Potential for Continued Employment During School Breaks
• Casual Office Attire

'
Silver Jewelry
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AUTO S TRUCK RENTAL
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Omiwud via
25SU997

Won -Sat 11b

North Amherst
Motors

78 Sundertand Rd

North Amherst. MA

549RENT
^ *J

Weekend Special

Noon Friday to Monday AM - Starling at $59.95

• Cart • Mini Vans -WeRentto
• Trucks Qualified Drivers

•Cargo Vans 21 years or Older

• 1 5 Passenger Vans . a,** Billing To
•Low Daily/Weekly/ in%wmC9 Co.
Witkrnd Rites

(One Mile From Umass on the Bus Rt.)
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The call of conscience
All recognize the right of revolution; that is, the

right to refuse allegiance to. and to resist, the

government, when its tyranny and its inefficien-

cy are great and unendurable. But almost all say that

such is not the case now.
— Henry David Thoreau. 184^)

When the naturalist and pacifist from Concord penned
these words almost 150 years ago. he cited the seem-
ingly ingrained habit of citizens to offer their govern-
ment the benefit of the doubt. But. why given the
growing number of examples of government waste,
fraud and mismanagement? The fact is that all of us.

to varying degrees, carry faulty beliefs or myths inside
us which foster passivity — even when our own inter-

ests are being disregarded. One of these myths is: the
main way to make a difference is to vote. Another one
is: A lot of companies are being forced to layoff work-
ers because of the economy. Or try: wc cannot afford

to slash the military budget because it would leave the

country weak.

Beliefs such as these, reinforced in general conver-
sations and on television and in the printed media.
are rarely examined carefully. But scrutinize each
one. With mounting alarm, countless citizens and
even many elected representatives — are pointing to

the need of campaign finance reform. As it now
stands, important state and Federal positions are
available — or at least malleable — to the highest
bidder. The pressure to raise massive sums to pur-
chase advertising, particularly on TV. leads even
decent candidates la mold their messages to suit the

agendas of top contributors This is not to say voting
i- u-eless; rather, it is but a tool — and hardly the
most potent one — to advance one's vii-»<

Regarding layoffs, while MMM companies do suffer,

others are recording record profits And some of the
most profitable firms are receiving huge subsidies
and tax breaks from Uncle Sam while the salaries of
top men ement soar. This corporate welfare is

hush-hushed while every dollar going towards the
impoverished is publicly debated.

As for the military budget, does anyone recall the

"peace dividend?" In the late "80s. concerned citizens

anticipated an upsurge of government spending on
social programs occasioned by the breakup of the
Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War. Instead.
Pentagon political wonks decided such a priority shift

would send the wrong message. Weapons and parts

are warehoused in obscene quantities officials soberly

explain the need to be prepared to fight two world

wars and dissenters are muffled through the usual
tcli.tins about "national security" and weakening the

nation. And thus do countries decline.

So how do we break free the stranglehold of such
beliefs before something really horrific happens or we
go bankrupt? Again, many of us have been taught to

look to daily news reporting for the real story. Less
publicized are the advertising and corporate mandates
which determine which slant to put on what stories —
and what stories to omit. The news glut is also numb-
ing. In the words of Thomas Merton: "News becomes
merely a new noise in the mind, briefly replacing the
noise that went before it and yielding to the noise that

comes after it." Clearly then, to become better
informed one must seek out alternate sources of infor-

mation. Libraries are good sources for books and mag-
azines written by independent thinkers and lectures,

workshops and study groups can help liberate one
from the crushing weight on mainstream disinforma-
tion. This is not to say that mainstream writing inten-

tionally falsifies the news. But as historian Howard
Zinn reminds us: "It is important to continuously ask
one-elf: What is being omitted '" For example, if the
governor is in town for a business ceremony, did the
media cover the demonstrators outside or point out
this same firm just pushed through layoffs of the
rank-and- file?

Overall the average citizen faces daunting obstacles
to discovering what is really going on — but it can be
done. Perhaps the most destructive myth is the view
that nothing ever changes. Yet the abolition of slavery

and child labor (at least in the United States) and the

8-hour workday and unemployment insurance only
came after prolonged and widespread agitation and
organizing. It is estimated that only 25 percent of the
early colonists wanted an end to British rule. And
more recently Texaco made huge concessions regard-
ing its treatment of African-American employees after

Rev lesse lackson proposed a boycott of their prod
Ucts

To return to the words of Thoreau once more:
Action from principle, the perception and the per
lormance of right, changes things and relations."
Common sense, principles and courage have been
ptc-ent at every real advancement of the human
species. Somehow, alone and in unison, we must
muster a deeper commitment to the demands of con-
scious and resist being co-opted by the myths and
slogans of mass society. We are only powerless if we
insist on it.

R jay Mlam is a 1973 graduate of L Mass

Big Brother on the web

Wurfzel

The government is threaten

ing to curtail our freedom

of speech and right to pri-

vacy with new laws concerning
the Internet. About a year ago
President Clinton signed the \99b
Telecommunications Act that

brought competition into phone
and cable markets, but also
brought the specter of censorship

to the Internet. Now
the President is spon-

soring legislation that

allows the govern-
ment to peek into

any bc>dv's encrypted

electronic mail.

Although political analw
gest Congress will not pass the

bill. I fear those reports are wrong
because Congress is the same
body that passed the
Communications Decency Act

(CDA). The CDA is the amend
ment to the !->-)(-

Telecommunications Act that

makes varying forms of "indecent"

speech on the Internet illegal.

Meanwhile the Supreme Court is

hearing challenges to the constitu

tkmality of the CDA brought by a

coalition of groups that include the

American Civil Liberties Union.

the Center for Democracy and
Technology and a librarian's union

The CDA does not simply out-

law pornography on-line, but it

eliminates sex and health educa-

tion and some everyday speech we
take for granted. Its language is

broad because some of the origi-

nal Congressional proponents of

the amendment were hoping to

also ban pro-choice speech and
sex education on-line. Its wide
berth potentially places a large

group of Americans at risk of

being thrown in prison for two
\car- — the punishment if found
guilty under the CDA.

Imagine going to prison for sim-

ply talking about sexual experi-

ences with friends in an Internet

chat room It is legal tor u- to tulk

on the telephone about it. but
under the CDA we could not hold

such discissions m chat rooms
without the fear of

imprisonment. Last

week when the

Supreme Court
heard arguments
against the CDA.

lustices Brcyer, O'Conner and
Souter -hneked at the thought of

high school and college students

behind bars (c>r talking about sim-

ple rites of passage.

Maybe we could do without
teenagers and college students
talking about -e\ ,>n the 'Net. but

can we let art fall by the wayside
of the Information Superhighway?
If the CDA were enforced, web
pages dedicated to artists like

Michelangelo. Boticelli or other
great masters who painted or
drew nudes would become illegal.

Maybe the police will knock on
former Surgeon General C.
Everret Koop's door to arrest him
for his web site dedicated to health

issues that includes some sex edu-

cation information. A middle aged
woman worried about breast can-

cer could no longer comb the 'Net

lot the latest information.

CDA supporters argue that pro-

tecting children from pornography
i^ worth curtailing an adult's free-

doms. However, these nearsighted

individuals overlook the difficulty

of getting on the 'Net and the ease

of curtailing a child's use of the

Internet. CDA proponents equate
the Web with the Internet — to

them the two are interchangeable

rather than the Web being a part

of the vast Internet. Although it is

easy to log on to the Web, it is a
challenge to master other parts of

the Net like chat, telnet and
newsgroups.

Most people had a friend in

middle school who had all the
cable channels known to man in

the late 1980s. Remember sleep-

ing over that person's house all set

to watch the fabled late night
broadcasts on Showtime and
"Skinamax," but to your disap-

pointment his or her parents had
locked out the two channels?

This technology exists for per
sonal computers. Microsoft has
built into internet Explorer, the

software Goliath's web browser,

filtering systems that eliminate
pom and other unwanted sites —
similar plug-ins exist for Netscape

Navigator, the most commonly
used web browser in the world. A
few programs even go further than

simply blocking children out of
the Internet's red light district, but

it locks them out of whole areas of

their parent's computer like dirty

files or simple personal finance

applications like Quicken.

Despite existing technology that

empowers parents to censor what
their children see. CDA support-

ers are simply out to curtail our
rights in the name of protecting

children. When we find reasons to

curtail one constitutional right,

then the other rights come into

question on varying grounds.
What's next?

Matt Wurlzel is a Collegian
columnist.
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Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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Freedom for sexists

1967-1997

1971

Editor's Sole: On May S. the
Collegian celebrate* ii\ 30th
anniversary as a daily newspa-
per. To commemo-
rate this occasion,

the Collegian mil
be publishing edi-

torials spanning
the last 30 years

Today we feature a piece origi-

nally published on h'eb 22
1971

The Queen is dead: I on|
live the Queen!
One can only admire Inn

LaMacchia's courage and sincere

intentions in running lor Winter
Carni Queen Mi-* \iiuru.i tvpe

contests do. in the words of Mr.
I j Mac chia. "dehumanize women
and perpetuates a system ol

competiveness and goal -oi tenia

tion for their own -ake ' The
-election procedure ol the
Winter Carni Queen has been
less than regular and did not

need to be challenged. Mi
LaMacchia has succeeded in

making people question "se\

ism" and its manifestations on

campus.
But who speaks for the old.

for tradition, for those who cling

to their past and
cannot change?
The General

Court's decision to

void last week's
Winter Carni elec-

tion and to hold new elections

tin- week was a ju-t one. Like so

many Supreme Court opinion-
how ever, the General Court
neglected to resolve the basic
i--ue in question — does a

lemale Winter Carni Queen
infringe upon the rights of men
and liberated women? By failing

10 rule on this, other than bv

inference, the Court has di-te

garded the rights of a minontv
to practice a peculiar life style.

that did not prevent another
group fronj practicing its style of

life

The Winter Carni female
Oueen i- a voluntary tradition

No one i- lotced to "degrade"
them-elvc- No one i- fotced to

vote II the Court had wished to

take u broader look at the basic-

question, it might have ruled
that a Winter Carni King would
be established, to insure t In-

equality of opportunity both
sexes.

What happened Friday h.i-

been happening throughout the

world with alarming frequency:

weathermen and pukes trash

buildings, thinkers disregard
facts in favor of feeling, all tt.i

ditions are mocked without
questioning their worth.
Humphreys are not allowed to

speak, the distinction between
pigs and people i- made Right-

are abrogated in the name of
freedom, people are destroyed
for the Peoples' Cau-e
A great many student- are

going to be hurt by what
amounts to the fortification of

the Winter Carni farce The next

time a blow is about to be -truck

for equality and sex liberation. I

hope that those revolutionaries
of the New Society remember
that one dav. they too. will be
old

/>i>/! Glickstein is a former
Collegian columnist

The suicidal sensation

Mark

McGrath

Editor's Sole: This column originally appeared in yes-

terday's paper We are reprinting the column due to

Ihe closing of school wstcrday

It
seems like suicide- in again.

The deaths of 39 people in San Diego last week
confirmed that, at least in nn eve- The question

most people are asking is "why'.'" Why did these peo-
ple choose to hold the ultimate going away patty'' I

know. I know. . they were trying to hitch on with the
alien spaceship, discarding theit -oul-

containers (bodies) for a better way.
Yeah. Yeah. Yeah we get the picture...

The question is still "why?" If not why
they did it. then why were thev so dumb?
What led them to "D_," our favorite
charismatic alien and cult leader? I saw his recruit-

ment tapes on television and I have to admit, he was
one fantastic speaker But comets. $5 bills. UFOs.
Christianity, castration and suicide? Come on gu\-
you don't think we're going to go for that, do you''

Why?
Perhaps the biggest "why" may involve the amount

of television and press coverage you received. Fot the

three days following your "event." all I saw or heard
were reports on the mass suicide Pictures of your
dead bodies covered with purple cloaks, your farewell

tapes, explanations of your cult.

If I had it my way, your story would never have made
its way out of California (where it lit- quite comlortably
with the prevalent cultural theme- 1 All I could think

was, "They're glorifying a bunch of nuio-e- beciu-e
they did something cra/v W In ' Waj the media alert-

ing potential suicidal cult members out there to the dan-
gers of such activity, or were they trying to create a new
sensation? If you ask me. it's the latter.

Hey kids, suicide's in.

lust look at |ohn F. Curtis Jr.. the former CFO of
Luby's. the largest cafeteria chain in the country, who
took his own life two weeks ago and who was also fea-

tured prominently in many major news magazines.
Curtis, who was earning more than $550,000 dollars

per year slashed his wrist and upper abdomen with a

kitchen knife before severing his jugular vein.

Thank you. Mr. Curtis.

I have a few words for you... you're an idiot, an
absolute idiot. You weren't even 50 years old. you had
a wife and three children, the youngest just 15 years
old. You made more money each year than I'll ever set

in my life, and you decided to leave your-elt lace down
in a pool of blood.

But apparently, you had a couple of really good rea-

sons for what you did. You didn't want so have to tell

your Board of Directors that your profit margin was
down, though still healthy Or wa> it that vou couldn't
bear to lay off I percent of your 15.000 pet- OM work
force' lohn I isten to me — that's onl\ 150 people
Yea know there were other ways.
Then there's the issue of assisted suicide and our

dear friend. Dr. Kevorkian His little

episodes are so regular that thev remind
me when to change the baking soda in my
refrigerator. Every time it- |u-t the -ame
old story... person commit- suicide with
Doc's help, authorities call for l>

head. Doc lives to fight another battle

I sen the government has had its problems with sui

cide. In the past few years. America has witne--ed the
suicides of While House lawyer \ in r and
Admiral Michael Boorda There - -uicide all over the
place, and outside of these ones, which involve nation
al -ecurity. none have told us anything but that there
ate lots of cowards out there.

And the coverage they gel is phenomenal. Why''
Of all deaths, suicide is one of the most di-turbing

To think that there are forces out there -o strong that
they can make someone take their own life it reallv

is sad. It's tragic But does that mean we have to be
bombarded with these images every time we open a
magazine or click on the TV? Need we be reminded '

With all of Ihe fame and the glory our media seem-
to be showering down on victims, they ma\ a- well
scream out. "Suicide, it's (he cool new alternative to
living When you feel bad or can't cope with event- of

your life, just hop on the boat. It's quick, it - ea-v it -

a way out."

Americans are beaten, raped and killed every single
day. but very rarely will their cases get as much atten
tion as a bunch of cult members drinking poison It-
sad. and I'm afraid that every kid out there who need-
attention is going to see suicide as a wav ol getting
that attention. Attention is what's usually behind teen
suicide anyway.
As tragic as the act of suicide is, we don't have to

make it out to be more than it is. an act of despera-
tion by someone who doesn't know the value of their
own life.

Mark McGrath is a Collegian columnist

Missed the Collegian's annual April Fools issue
because of the storm?
Check out our web site at:

http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian for all the fun.

Big hair metal is back!
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Third-biggest snowstorm paralyzes Mass.
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By Jon Marcus
Associated Press

BOSTON — A record-setting
spring blizzard gave students and
workers across New England the day
off yesterday, but the fun soon turned
to drudgery as falling tree limbs left

nearly a million people without power
and authorities predicted that it could
take days to clear all the roads.
The April Fools' Day blizzard was

the third-biggest snowstorm in

Boston history, smashing the previous
snowfall record for the entire month
of April in just a few hours.
Two feet fell at Logan International

Airport and as much as three feet in

areas of western Massachusetts and
eastern New York. One Boston com-
muter. Karen Wallach. called it

"Mother Nature's April Fools' joke."
Nearly 1 5 percent of the region's

population was without power during
the peak of the storm, and emergency
crews were called in from as far away
as Maryland and Canada. Officials

estimated that it would take at least

three days to fully restore power.
Massachusetts Gov. William F.

Weld declared a state of emergency

and most schools and many universi-

ties and colleges were closed —
including Harvard Law School, for

the first time in nearly 20 years.

Public transportation was crippled,

cars were buried under snowdrifts,

roads were barely passable, interstate

highways were closed, airports were
shut down and major cities looked

like ghost towns. Even snowplows
and senders got stuck.

High winds broke off a mast on the

U.S.S. Constitution, the world's old-

est commissioned warship, moored in

Boston Harbor. Navy officials said the

damage was minor and would be

repaired before the ship's 200th
anniversary this summer.
The effects of the storm system also

continued to be felt in other states

along its path.

Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Ridge
declared a disaster in eight northeast

counties and the National Guard was
dispatched with front-end loaders to

dig out cars stalled in the middle of

some highways. Interstate 84 was
closed by an accident involving eight

tractor-trailers and two cars.

About 1,000 motorists spent

Monday night and yesterday morning

stranded in their cars and 4,000 oth-
ers stayed in shelters. Volunteers with
snowmobiles and four-wheel drive
vehicles rode to the rescue.

Two feet of snow fell in some sec-

tions of New Jersey, causing delays on
N| Transit commuter trains. Service
was suspended on the Port |ervis line

because of fallen trees and signal

problems. And the Baltimore Orioles
postponed their opening-day game
against the Kansas City Royals
because of cold weather and high
winds.

In Massachusetts, minor flooding

and coastal erosion left a house on
Nameloc Street in Plymouth teetering

at the edge of the ocean.

Still, as far as flooding goes, "it's

actually not been a bad storm." said

William Harrison, fire chief and
emergency director in coastal

Duxbury.

The biggest problem was downed
trees and utility poles, which broke
electric wires and left nearly a million

New Englanders in the dark. At 5

p.m., 205.000 homes in

Massachusetts alone were in the dark.

"Trees are coming down like crazy,

like toothpicks," said Paul Miller, an

inspector for Boston Edison, as he

took a break in his idling truck in

Lexington.

More than 1 60 trees were reported

down in Boston alone, where Public-

Works Director Joseph Casazza said

the cleanup would take several days.

Six of the city's 27 ambulances got

stuck in snowbanks.

New England Electric had 250
crews out working to restore power,

and 1 80 more on the way from New
York. New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

Maryland and eastern Canada. Boston

Edison had 1 00 crews working, and

called in 56 more from New York.

Pennsylvania, Vermont and Ontario.

Canada.

Two of the three major transmis-

sion lines leading from the Seabrook.

N.H., nuclear power plant were
knocked out, and officials said the

plant would be shut down today if the

problem wasn't fixed by then.

Three of the four main power lines

to Cape Cod and southeastern

Massachusetts also were out of ser-

vice, and Commonwealth Electric

spokeswoman Cindy Angus said the

company was hoping that the fourth

didn't give out.

17. S. says Russia still

building war bunkers

By John Diamond
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Russia continues to build bunkers to protect its

leaders in case of nuclear attack, a Pentagon official said yesterday.

"The Russians are building and have been building for some time vari-

ous underground facilities in Russia," Pentagon spokesman Kenneth
Bacon said. "These were done in the Soviet Union and they're being con-
tinued by Russia today."

"We do not regard the program as a threat," Bacon said. "We don't

understand why they are continuing to do this but they are."

Better to spend money on underground shelters, than on new kinds of
offensive weapons. Bacon said.

The existence of extensive shelters and shelter construction in Russia
and. earlier, the Soviet Union has long been known. Bacon's comments,
however, came the day of a report in The Washington Times that quoted a

top-secret CIA study on the Russian program.
"The underground construction appears larger than previously

assessed," the CIA reported, according to the newspaper. "The purpose of
the Moscow-area projects is to maintain continuity of leadership during
nuclear war."

Bacon pointed out that the United States maintains underground facili-

ties to shelter leaders and key military commanders in the event of a

nuclear attack. The United States employs other means, such as aircraft

capable of serving as command posts in a nuclear war.

China warns U.S. against interfering

on Taiwan after Gingrinch pledge
BEIJING — The United States should keep its nose

out of China-Taiwan relations. China said yesterday
in an attack on Newt Gingrich's promise that

Washington would defend the island against Chinese
attack.

"We don't need any foreigner making indiscreet
remarks on this question." Foreign Ministry
spokesman Shen Guofang said.

Gingrich, who is wrapping up a four-nation tour of
Asia, was in Tokyo on yesterday where he met with
the head of the powerful Ministry of International
Trade and Industry. He was to visit Taiwan today.
China regards Taiwan, which the Nationalists have

ruled since they fled the advancing Communists in

1^44. as a breakaway province. Beijing has not ruled
out using force to retake the island.

Ciingrich told a senior Chinese official Sunday, the
final day of a three-day stay in China, that the United
States would defend Taiwan if China launched an
offense.

Asked about Gingrich's comments. Shen said
Beijing wants Taiwan to reunify peacefully with
China. If Taiwan declares independence or foreign
lorcc-s interfere on the island, "then of course we will

take other necessary measures." he said.

Whatever method is used to resolve the question
of Taiwan is an internal affair of China." he said at a

weekly briefing, restating Beijing's longheld
position

Shen accused the United States of supporting pro-

independence forces on Taiwan and hindering peace-
ful reunification with China by "selling large amounts
of advanced weapons" to the island. The United
States says it sells only defensive weapons to Taiwan.
Washington has recognized China's claim over

Taiwan since President Richard Nixon's historic-

opening of ties in 1972. But a 1979 law. passed after

Washington switched formal diplomatic recognition
to Beijing, requires the United States to aid in the

defense of Taiwan, a staunch Cold War ally.

Gingrich's visit to Japan — he arrived on Sunday
— came just days after the Cabinet approved a

sweeping reform package aimed at overhauling the

troubled financial system and cutting government
regulation.

During a luncheon speech yesterday at the Japan
National Press Club, he said lapan can both strength-

en its economic recovery and soothe trade troubles

with Washington with a single policy: deregulation.

Reliance on rising exports or government spending
will only weaken the economy, he said. He said the

key to opening the economy is transferring power
from bureaucrats to Parliament.

"Any move toward deregulation must involve

increasing the influence of directly elected represen-

tatives at the expense of an unaccountable bureaucra-
cy." he said.

In lapan, bureaucrats write the country's laws, and
are credited with engineering Japan's rise to affluence

after its defeat in World War II.

New immigration policies take effect

By Doriene Superville

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — A new law

that makes it easier for the govern-

ment to deport illegal immigrants

and block the entry of others took

effect yesterday after a federal court

turned back a challenge by immi-
grant-rights groups.

"We're going forward. The law
and accompanying regulations are

being implemented as originally

planned." said Andrew Lluberes. a

spokesman for the Immigration and
Naturalization Service.

But the law has thousands of ille-

gal and legal immigrants fearing the

future. Several hundred people, many
of them Haitians, took to the street

-

yesterday near an INS office in

Miami to vent their frustrations.

Many of the immigrants had come to

the United States in search of new
lives.

"Now all of a sudden they've

changed the rules. They're telling

them to go back home." said Cheryl

Little, executive director of the

Honda Immigrant Advocacy Center.

In Washington, both sides

returned to court yesterday as the

American Civil Liberties Union and
the Lawyers' Committee for Civil

Rights pursued another part of their

complaint. A judge scheduled a hear-

ing on that issue for Friday.

Having lost their bid to delay the

law's starting date, the groups want
U.S. District ludge Emmet Sullivan

to issue a temporary restraining order

blocking provisions that deal with

political asylum for immigrants.

Under the new law. INS officers

may refuse entry to anyone bearing

invalid or fraudulent documents
unless a credible fear of persecution

or asylum claim is made. It also

reduces the rights of federal courts to

review decisions about deportation

and exclusion. Advocates for immi-
grants maintain the INS is violating

the law and the intent of Congress by

not ordering immigration officers l*>

routinely inform people of their right

to apply for asylum and consult with

an attorney.

INS says immigrants will be told of

that right at a point in the process

called "secondary inspection." If the

initial INS agent isn't sure how to

proceed, the immigrant is sent to

another agent. If the second agent

denies admission, the individual must
be told of the right to apply for asy-

lum.

But advocates say they should be

informed much earlier in the process.

Robert Rubin of the Law-yet

-

Committee said that under the law.

immigrants with valid reasons for

fleeing their homelands are being

summarily denied admission because

they can't articulate them.

Previously, such decisions could be

appealed to an immigration judge.

"If that is not immediate and
irreparable harm, I don't know what
is." Rubin said in court, arguing for

an injunction. Linda Wendtland, a

lawyer for the lust ice Department,

which oversees the INS. said an

injunction would be moot because

the complaint doesn't name specific-

individuals or make a "concrete

showing of injury."

On Monday, the groups scored a

brief victory when Sullivan decided

that the law shouldn't take effect

until Saturday. They argued that the

government failed to publish regula-

tions implementing the provision 50
days before it was to take effect, as

administrative law requires.

But an appeals court overturned

Sullivan early yesterday. Other provi-

sions of the immigration law. signed

in September, will:

• Make it easier to deport illegal

aliens unless they can prove their

removal would cause "exceptional

and extremely unusual hardship" to a

close relative who is a U.S. citizen or

legal permanent resident.

• Bar aliens seeking to re-enter the

country after living here without

authorization. Undocumented immi-

grants who spend 1 80 days here

unlawfully after April I will face

three years of banishment, or 10

years if they stay a year or more.
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Two Texan singers share new releases and a legacy

By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

TOWNES VAN ZANDT
The Highway Kind
Sugar Hill Records

GUY CLARK
Keepers — A Lire Recording

Sugar Hill Records

Two of Texas' best singer-song-

writers in this last half of the 20th

century arc in record stores again,

this time both with live recordings.

Gil) Clark (a native of Monahans, an

oil town in the west part of the Lone

Star State), and Townes Van Zandt

(Fort Worth) shared much more in

life than just the same home Mate.

They shared a long, loving friend-

ship. They shared musical influences

such as Hank Williams, Sr.. and

I ightnin' Hopkins. They shared many
bottles of beer and liquor, especially

Van Zandt. whose alcoholism put

him into a nearly seven year personal

exile. They shared the same Durham.

N.C. record label. Sugar Hill. One
thing thai is unfortunately no longer

shared is life. Van Zandt passed away

on New Year's Day oi this year, due

to complications from a hip injury.

11m Highway Kind finds the ram-

bling Van Zandt in various solo live

settings over the past few years until
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The lineup of Guy Clark's live recording, Keepers (L-R): Darrell Scott, Su/i

Ragsdale, Kenny Malone, Guy Clark, Verlon Thompson and Travis Clark
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his death. Van Zandt's life was one

of the highway kind. He followed in

the footsteps of the influences listed

above in that he was always either on

the road, or hidden from the public.

Despite his upbringing in a promi-

nent oil family, he decided to not let

family tradition rule his life and fell

in love with music, specifically music

about the road, lost souls, wild

women and lots and lots of alcohol.

The opener "Still Looking For

You." a self-deprecating song about

desire, is sung the way all the cuts on

The Highway Kind are — with a

deep and low voice which employs

the same high, lonesome voice bend-

ing as Hank Williams often used. His

only accompaniment on the 1 1 live

tracks is his subdued guitar. His

words are always the most important

to him
The song listed as "A Song For" is

actually the song "Lover's Lullaby."

Van Zandt was jusj having fun in

calling it the former. "Loser's

Lullaby" is about his eternal friend

leancane. also his ex-wife and moth-

er of his children, and it is a beautilul

song. He sings his sad credo on "No
Deal": "I come through this lile a

stumbler, my friends and I expect to

die that way." "Rake" is a classic

reminiscent about wild youth.

Van Zandt always loves to channel

old musicians with his covers. His

1994 album Road Songs was all cov-

ers. On 77»e Highway Kind, he brings

out the sad soul of Hank Williams' "I

Heard That Lonesome Whistle-

Blow," Peter LaFarge's ballad of the

drunken "Ira Hayes" and the Roy
Acuff tune with blucgrass flavors.

"Wreck On The Highway." He also

took his buddy Guy Clark's tune

"Dublin Blues" into the studio, with

nice accompaniment by a band that

includes Kelley )oe Phelps on dobro

and Rise Payne on fiddle.

Clark's album, Keepers, is called

that because, as he says, "They're the

lolder songs of his) that I still sing,

every night... and I wouldn't do 'em

if I didn't think they held up." These

I lassies, like 'South Coast Of Texas,"

"Better Days" and "Texas — 1947"

hold up like a designated driver hold-

ing up his drunken pal. The album is

completely live and has a spectacular

band, consisting of his son Travis on

bass, Suzi Ragsdale on accordion.

Verlon Thompson on guitar.

jjffiffff^Bl
d/ a /fee ride.

Announcing the AT&T

"Ultimate Road Trip"

Sweepstakes

.

Going abroad this

school year? ATfcT

would like to help

pay your way.

10 Grand Prize Winner*

- Round-Trip Air

Transportation from the

U.S. to the country where

you 1 11 be studying.

Plus thousands of chances

to win high-quality currency

converters (hey, you may find

it more valuable than the

air transportation)

.

call

Boo 157-5 1* 11* •«*• 3 00

Or you can enter on-line at

http: www.dti.com /tudent abroad

Do it today.

Ms psrehue r*ec*s*asy Void ittete prohibited Sweepetafce- ends '

Open ti residents ol the US II ywera or older, enrolled et s U.f.
during the ' •*?•'»• school yeer end traveling

i days or sore- See your Study Abroad Counselor or
•tent.abroad for official rules and derails

Live in

NewYork City
This Summer
NYU Summer Housing

/V\ay 18-August 9, 1907

Living In an NYU residence hai oSar* a

ufe and convenient home base white you

are working, tailing classes, or doing

• Minutes from New York's business

and cultural centers.

• Apartment-style and traditional

residences; single and double occupancy.

• Outstanding sports-recreation facility.

• Over 1 ,000 day and evening courses.

• Apply early to secure a space.

For more information, call toll free

l-800-77l-4NYU.ext.9l8

Nawfert UnMartity it an aftVmaB— acnon*aaual opportunity imUujuoo

singer-songwriter Darrell Scott on
various string instruments like dobro

and mandolin and Kenny Malone on

various percussion. All except

Malone lend harmony vocals.

These harmonies between Clark

and his cohorts elevate songs like the

spare love song "Like A Coat From
The Cold." "The Last Gunfighter

Ballad" (originally done as a duet

with |ohnny Cash in the '70s studio

version) and "That Old Time
Feeling," which Clark says is "the

first song I wrote that I kept." The
band gets into some country and
blues rave-ups also, such as

"Heartbroke," "Homegrown
Tomatoes" and "A Little Bit Of
Both." The album is dedicated, saying

simply "for Townes Van Zandt
1944- 1997." These two albums
show two of the most talented

singer-songwriters in the century

bearing their soul to audiences who
loved their music and will pass on the

tales of their common legacy.

By John F. Bonfonti

Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA- Temple cen-
ter Marc laekson will give up his
final year of college eligibility to
enter the NBA draft, sources told
The Associated Press.

laekson scheduled a 3 p.m. news
conference at the school to make
the announcement.
The Atlantic 10 Player of the

Year, Jackson, a 6-foot- 10, 270-
pound junior, was the Owls' lead-
ing scorer and rebounder the past
two seasons, averaging 16 points
and nine rebounds last season.
He will be only the second

Temple player to leave school
early. Junior Donald Hodge was

drafted by Dallas in 1991.

Jackson could declare himself eli-

gible for the draft and go back to

Temple for his senior year, whether
he's drafted or not, as long as he

doesn't sign with an agent.

"We've sat down and talked
about his options for some time,"

Temple coach |ohn Chaney told

the Philadelphia Daily News. "He
has to make his judgment, based
on what's the worse that could
happen to him."

Most draft evaluators don't see

Jackson as a first-round choice.

Don Leventhal, in his most recent

rankings, had Jackson rated as the

sixth pick in the second round,
No. 3b overall.

But Leventhal's ratings don't

include several other underclassmen
who are expected to announce they

will enter the draft, players who fig-

ure to be selected ahead of Jackson.

While first-round picks get guaran-

teed contracts, with this year's final

pick in the first round guaranteed a

three-year deal at about $1.75 mil-

lion, second-round selections don't.

Still, Jackson may have other,
more lucrative offers in Europe if

he doesn't make it in the NBA.
Former Owl Derrick Battie. a

solid, but unspectacular college
player, made $150,000 last year
playing overseas.

lackson's strength is his size and
soft touch around the basket. His
weakness is his limited leaping
ability.

By Ken Peters

Associated Press

ANAHEIM, Calif. — The Boston

Red Sox and Anaheim Angels, both of

whom experienced hard times in

1996, get a fresh start with some fresh

faces tonight when they play their sea-

son opener.

Boston's Tom Gordon (12-9) will

face Mark Langston (6-5) in the game

at Anaheim Stadium.

Each team looks considerably dif-

ferent than on the final day of last sea-

son, but probably not different enough

to be serious contenders for division

titles.

Over the winter, the Red Sox fired

manager Kevin Kennedy and also said

goodbye to longtime ace Roger

Clemen*, outfieider-DH Jose Canseco
and outfielder Mike Greenwell.

They added, among others, manag-
er Jimy Williams, pitchers Steve Avery
and Bret Saberhagen, and outfielder

Shane Mack.

Only six players remain from
Boston's AL East champions of 1995.

Bemoaning all the changes. Red Sox
first baseman Mo Vaughn said.

"When you change roles from year to

year, it makes it tougher to fill in the

gaps. You just hope you can fill them
in before you're 6-19."

Last season. Boston began with a

franchise-worst 2-10 record and went
on to win only six of its first 25. The
Red Sox could not overcome that

poor start despite posting the majors'

best record after the All-Star break,

COUHUSY SUCAU I

The late Townes Van Zandt.

TONITE

X
&*o*

c

Featuring

TRICKKNEE
-The Music of Sex-

9:30-1:00

Drink Specials

Captain Morgan & Coke - 1 6 oz - 2.00

Sloe Gin Fizz- looz - 2.00

Rolling Rock -12oz Bottles - 1.50

Red Dog - 16 oz Draft - 1 .50

15 East Pleasant St.

GRADUATION

P» ^

$400 Bucks of Incentive* Zero Incentive

Hot Looks

Great Performance

Drives Like a Shoebox
Looks Like a Shoebox

i%

National buying power means you save more!

• t
April April April Apr,/

4 5 6 7

Super

SAVINGS!
Whatever you teed for cycling fun. it's

ON SALE next weekend at SuperSale!

Looting for a ntw Wire? t light*>-

helmet? Comfortable cycling shorts?

Get the best brands and save •none'/ at

SuperSalt, America's biggest and best

bicycle and accessory sale.

Don't miss it!

EVERYTHING WE HAVE IS ON SALE!
Some Examples:

& Tubes reg. $12-$15 for 3 3 for $6.99

c'
2. Mini Pump reg. $22.00 $15.99

«'2> Handle Bar Ends reg. $20.00 $14.99

tb Computers reg. $34.99 $24.99

TM£P< BIKES ARE ON SALE!
Our best deals of the season on Mountain,

Road, Hybrid and BMX bikes.

EST 1971

319 Pleasant St., Northampton

586-3810
http://www.javanet.com/~nohobike

ft

Land Big Job Interview After Interview

Working Two Jobs

Summer Home Living Back With Parents

Nobel Prizes

gSfriM
*

Join Bowling Team

r Excitement w Rapture w Bliss Boring w Dullsville iw Miss

PONTIAC SUNFIRE
DRIVING EXCITEMENT l=OR AROUND «13 BOO"

Call 1-800SUNFIRE

©1997 GM Corp All right* reserved Always wear safety belts even wt(h air bogs

'See your portaipohng PontKX dealer for details on the $400 College Ciraduate purchase incentive GM reserves fne rtghl to change or withdraw ifus offe»

'$13 514 MSRP including dealer prep and destination charge lax. license and other optional equipment extra Prices higher in CA MA and NY Price as of 9/1/96. subject to change

AFRAID OF OVER-STUDYING?? TAKE A BREAK! WATCH HARD ROCK LIVE PRESENTED BY PONTIAC SUNFIRE SUNDAY 8 P.M. AND 1 AM.,
MONDAY 8 P.M., SATURDAY 5 P.M. ALL TIMES EST/PST ONLY ON VH1 . www.hardrocklive.msn com

winding up third in the division at 85-

77.

The Angels, who lost a one-game

playoff to Seattle after tying atop the

AL West in 1995. slumped to 70-91

in 1996, 19 1/2 games out. They also

have a new manager, Terry Collins,

and while their roster hasn't been

shaken up as much as the Red Sox.

there are many other changes with the

club, including Anaheim replacing

California in the name.

The Angels will be starting their

first full season with the Walt Disney

Co. running the show. Gene Autry

remains the majority owner, but

Disney bought in last year and has

assumed operational control.

Among the changes are new, pin-

striped uniforms, a new logo, and
even a newly remodeled stadium, with

phase one of a two-year project com-
pleted.

"I feel like this is a new team.

Although I didn't test the free agent

market. I might as well have," said

outfielder Tim Salmon, who was given

a $22-milLun, four-year contract

extension though the 2001 season.

Gone are DH Chili Davis, two-lime

Gold Glove-winning first baseman |.T.

Snow and utility man Rex Hudler, a

sparkplug for the team over the past

few seasons.

Also gone is popular left-hander |im

Abbott, who was 2-18 last season and

didn't show any signs of improvement

this spring, posting a 13.50 ERA.
Abbott, sent home from camp early,

was unconditionally released Monday
by the Angels, who ostensibly will

have to eat the final two years of his

three-year, $7.8-million contract.

Back, in his old role as pitching

coach, is Marcel Lachemann. who
resigned as manager last season, then

was asked by Collins over the winter

to rejoin the staff.

Newcomers include starting pitch-

ers Mark Gubicza and Allen Watson,

plus first baseman DH Eddie Murray
and catcher |im Leyritz.

"You can't put a value on experi-

ence and leadership," Anaheim short-

stop Gary DiSarcina said.

"When you add the guys that we've

added, it's going to rub off. Eddie
Murray commands respect as soon as

he walks into the clubhouse, and it's

the same with the other guys who
have been brought in. although not on
Eddie's level. It can't do anything but

help."

The Angels and Red Sox also have

in common the fact that they had for-

gettable exhibition records this spring.

Boston was 11-19. with only one AL
team with a worse mark — the Angels

at 9-21.

Calipari receives

fine and reprimand
for insulting remark

EAST RUTHERFORD. N.|. (AP) •

New lerscy Nets coach |ohn Calipari

received an official letter of repri-

mand from team officials I I days
after l.„ called a reporter a "a (bleep-

ing) Mexican idiot."

Calipari. fined a record $25,000 by
the NBA on March 2b. made the
comment to Dan Garcia of the
Newark Star-Ledger after a practice

March 20.

Calipari has apologized, maintain-

ing it was an ill-advised attempt at

humor.
Nets chief executive officer Henry

Taub and club president Michael
Rowc issued the reprimand Monday
after a two-hour meeting with
Calipari.

"It was a very serious meeting in

which ownership expressed their con-

cerns over coach Calipari '$ actions a
week earlier and the damage to all

concerned." Rowe said.

"Management reviewed all possible

courses of action that were left to be
taken In view of the NBA fine, it was
felt there was no benefit in assessing

additional monetary penalties."

Calipari is a former coach of the

University of Massachusetts.

i"
TRAVEL ]

! SMART! :

{ FROM NEW YORK
|

)
0n« Way Raaatflrit

London I

J

$199 $370
|

Route of Irlilan

I $340 $635

I $246 $460 I

TOKYO
. Round trip

$879
SYDNEY $898

I

I

I

L
I Schelulid lll|ktt. '

|
Fares to worldwide tfastinaliom

|

I

fur jilpanei airailallt

Weekend surcharges may apply

J
Customs Immigration lanes apply

J
I Fares subtect to change without I

| notice Int I student I D cards
|

may be required

ISM TRAVEL
31? Madison « 101/3

212-986 8420'

800-272-9676
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 F<ix: (413)545-1592

FOR RENT
Great apartment uptown! 5 mm
walk to campus One bedroom
Begin 6/1 $6307month 256-6441

Take over our lease or will sublet

starting June 1st 2 bedroom in

Brandywine Rent includes heat and
hot water Call 549-0530

Summer Apt. Available 6/1 with
Fall option Clean. 2 bedroom in

Brandywine $775/month includes

gas. hot water and heat On bus line

1 mile from UMass 549-0879

AUTO FOR SALE

(I Pontiac Grand Prix {900 m
new pans $2000 or B/0 587-0328

1991 Ford Escort GT red. excellent

condition, runs great, standard,
stereo. A/C. sun roof. $3900/6
Call Ian 665-0486

t7 Ford Escort

A/C, F/M 5-speed

104K miles. $1725

1413)256-1238

1M5 Toyota Corolla good shape,

129K miles. $1000 Call 553-3264

1983 Red Renault Alliance Coupe
Only 76K miles, automatic transmis-

sion, runs well, body in excellent

condition, new brakes, starter bat-

tery. Clarion AM/FM cassette Must
sell' $1000 or 670 549-4594

EMPLOYMENT

We need two people to work in

Southern Vermont Country Inn Do

EMPLOYMENT
dishes and rooms, wait tables, tood

prep, etc Room and board plus

salary, tips Call (802I874-4140

PAINTERS- Full-time summer;

EXPERIENCE PREFERRED, vehicle.

references, heavy lifting required

9 00-5:00 ONLY 247-9480

Summer in Maine- Camp
Androscoggin for boys needs staff to

teach tennis, soccer, lacrosse, base

ball, swimming, sailing, archery,

photography, natuie. fishing, moun-

tain biking, art, ropes, radio Have

Fun Have An Impact Write, e-mail,

or call Collet 601 West Street.

Harrison. NY 105?8 (914)835-5800

http //www coolworks com/showme
/camp/andro

NEED MONEY $50 a week, short

morning hours Contact Mark or

Alycia at 545-3500 or stop by The

Collegian in the Campus Center

Basement.

SUMMER JOBS
Communication Assistant- MA
Telecommunications Relay Service.

Holyoke, MA Requirements Typing

55wpm. clear speaking voice, good

phone skills, dependable, positive

attitude, full-time and part-time

positions Flexible shifts Call

(413)493-1 100 for an appointment

I Farm and

Wilderness is now hiring summer
staff We need people who want to

provide positive guidance and sup-

port to adolescents coming of age in

the 90 s Counselors, nurses, cooks,

general staff Organic farming, back-

packing, rock climbing, waterfront

carpentry crafts Challenging wilder-

EMPLOYMENT
ness environment in the Green
Mountains of Vermont Contact
Philip Tobin (802)422-3761 or

fandwttsover net

(http //www fandw org)

Need a summer job? Know the

web' Sell MCI Internet Websites to

anyone, whenever you want to work
low cost, nice income for you Call

(800)372-7683 or e-mail for more
information dlenger®aol com

Leasing Agents Full and Part Time
for the busy summer session Must
be outgoing, friendly, and willing to

work many hours Responsibilities

include collecting rent, processing

applications, answering phones and
general clerical work Please apply

in person at Cliff side Apartments
between l-4pm No phone calls

please EOE

Earn great money and valuable

Sales/Marketing experience
Memolink's Memoboards are com-
ing to UMass 1 We need one highly

motivated individual to direct our

sales protect Contact David at

(800)563-6654

Technical Support/ISP Looking for

a great part-time job 7 We are a

local, progressive, internet service

provider that is looking for Quality.

Energetic, and Reliable persons to

join our team Requirements experi-

ence in Windows '95. Windows 31.

Mac. Dialup Networking and TC PIP

Call our job hotline today 1 (4131587

4333 or e-mail |Obsfficrocker com

Part-Time Sales Reps Wanted
"Lead the way into the 21 st Century'

with our copyright "Slogan' sweat-

EMPLOYMENT
shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send (or details at

The 21st Century Group, 332

BleeckerSt D40, NYC, NY 10014

Cruise and Land Tour Employment

work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid! For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (800)276-4948 ext C50017

(We are a Research and Publishing

Col

FOR RENT
Sugarloal Estates Ultra modern,

two bedroom apartments Free

heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washers/dryers,

and more 1 On bus line Minutes to

Amherst Great specials 1 Now leas-

ing Spring and Fall Call 665-3856

4 bedroom apartment 2 bath. 2

large living rooms Located on bus

route in South Amherst Call 256

1561

Summer Rental- West Hyanms
Port Cape Cod three bedroom Walk

to Craigville Beach Available 5/25

8/31 (508)778-6519

Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

(508)4/7-6000

FOR SALE

Two Metalhca ticket* for April 4

in Hartford $70 or B/0 Call 546-

5716

Laptop Notebook $99. VGA Color

Monitor $75. Hard Drive $10.

FOR SALE
Software $5. 386 Motherboard $25
Call Steve 566-3325 ext 2

Lite Speed Titanium 50 centimeter

road bike Ridden once Need imme
diate funds Paid $1700. asking
$1150 or 8/0 253-6452

Buy wholesale, not retail. The

last phone card you will ever own
MCI Pre-paid only $2 00 for 10 min-

utes This card is rechargeable Mail

$2 00 and SASE to: Collegiate

Communications, P Box 785,

Attleboro. MA 02703 (8001372-7683

FOUND
Gold Earrings O Totman 3 weeks
ago Call Phil 6-4074

Small Black and Tan Hound mix.

very sweet, graying female Red col

lar. no tags Found in East Leverett

on Easter Sunday 549-3586

Keychain with

key and car keys

5318

Karen house

Call Katie 546-

INSTRUCTION

GRE / GMAT
30 hours. $395

American Academy
1 800-808-Prep

(please leave your name and num-

ber)

EWARD! Gold Chain, small dia

mood Melanie 546 5738

Watch Lost at Skinner bus stop on

Friday Fossil, silver band Girl who
found it, please return Veronica

549 7314

MUSICIANS
DRUMMER WANTED

Punk/Ska Band 25 Liars needs a

drummer now 1 We have practice

space and demo and gigs upcoming

Call Dave and Ryan 665-91 12

ROOMATE WANTED
Two bedroom apt. ASAPI Mill

Valley Estates Rent negotiable Call

253-0592

SERVICES

Piercings by the Bearded Lady
222 State St Northampton 586
0829

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Ai.iherst area tor free

testing and assistance 549 1906

SUMMER SUBLET

Mill Valley Summer Sublet ! bed

room. 2 oath fully furnished On bus

route 1 month FREE' 253-6503

FullyBrandywine Fully furnished
$775/month Call 549-6452

Summer/Tell Option 1 bedroom in

a 2 bedroom Sunny, huge, clean 10

mm from campus Available 5/15 or

6/1 Jen 259-1581

SUMMER SUBLET
CHEAP SUBLET- Summer/Fall
Option Two bedroom apartment on

Sunderland bus line $500/month

Shelly 665-0087

3 bedroom Puffton available 6/1

549-5941

TO SUBLET
Four girls to sublet an apt/house

foi Fall '97 Must be on bus route

Please call either Rory at 6-2778.

Heather at 6-1872. or Katy/Renee at

6-3114

1 bedroom apartment available

immediately Call Tricia for mo'e
into (617)247-2388

TRAVEL

EUROPE $175.

Within USA $79 $129

Caribb /Mexico $199 r/t

Cheap Fares Worldwide!!!"!

http //www airhitch org

AIRHITCH (8001326 2009

Party Weekend In Vermont April

4-6. only $99! Includes condo. lift

ticket Contact UMass Ski Club 545-

3437

Montreal- Party Weekend April

11-13 2 nights lodging and round

trip bus $115 Call UMass Ski Club

545-3437

EMPLOYMENT

EDUCATION
MAJORS!!

DONT JUST WORK THIS
SUMMER, COME GROW
PROFESSIONALLY AT
AMERICAS PREMIER

BROTHER/SISTER CAMPS
WINADU FOR BOYS
DANBEE FOR GIRLS
IN WESTERN MASS

SALARY / ROOM I BOARD
AND TRAVEL INCLUDKD"

COME VISIT WITH OUR
REPRESENTATIVE:

THURSDAY. APRIL iRI>

802 CAMPUS CENTER
10AM 4PM

(WALK INS WELCOME!)

FOR MORE INFO CALL
800-494-6238

NEITHER RAIN %

NOR SLEET NOR R

SNOW CAN STOP l|f

THE ClASSlfllKI
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PHone number* are not allowed in pertonjh NO
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*VfH»njK of a threatening or 0efoa,Mo*> nature are
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Students
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All others
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Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

APARTMENT FOR RENT
AUTO FOR SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND 12 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

'hi Calendar
WEDNESDAY. APRIL 2

Wednesday, April 2
Exhibit — The Bottom Drawer,

a Mulpture and painting exhibit
h\ Harriet Diamond and l.inda

Batchelor, will open today and
run through April 24 in the
Student Union Visual and
Performing Arts Space in the
Student Union. An opening
reception will be held April 4 at D

p.m. and an open panel discus
sion will be held April at 10:45
u.m.

Film — The Student Union
Visual Artv and Performing Arts
Space "Faced" Btriei will screen a

video on Mare Chagali at 4:30
p.m.

Forum — A "Society and
Starvation" torum will be held on
the Student Union steps from
noon- 1 p.m. Speakers will
address problems in society and
what students can do to help
these issue*. This event is spon-

I by MavsPIRCi.
mre — The Five College

Program in Peace and World
Securit) Studies (PAWSS) will

sponsor a talk by Dr. Cynthia
McCHntock on "Peace and
Rebellion in 1 atin America After
the Cold War." at 8 p.m. in the
Ma-brouck 20. The event is free,

open to the public and wheelchair
i Me.

Lecture — The Women's
Studies Proseminar Lecture

Series will feature Lorna McLean,
a \i-iting Canadian historian, on
"Gender. Community and Crime
in the 19th Century Ontario."
from 12:15-1:30 in the Campus
Center, room 162-175. Coffee
and tea will be available. Feel free

to bring a lunch. Free and open to

everyone.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry

Society will meet in the Campus
Center, room 903. at 7 p.m. New
members are always welcome:
come and read or just to listen

and talk. For more information,
call Tim at 546-0562 or Kaye at

546- 1459.

Meeting — The Animal Rights

Coalition will hold its weekly
meeting at 7 p.m. in 306 Student
Union. New members welcome.
Reading — The Five College

Women's Studies Research
Center will host a reading and
book signing for editor Arlene
Avakian and local contributors
Martha Ayres. Sally Bellerosc. lyl

Lynn Felman. lennifer Ire and
Cneryl Savageau. of the book
Through the Kitchen Window:
Women Explore the Intimate
Meanings of Tood and Cooking at

7:30 p.m. in the Dickinson House
Living Room of the Five College
Women's Studies Research
Center at Mount Holyoke
College. Informal reception to

follow talk. Free and open to the

public.

Seminar f- The UMa^
Amhefst Neuroscience and
Behavior Program Seminars will

feature lames F. Crandall.
Developmental Neurobiology,
from the E.K. Shriver Center, on
"Early Development of the
Cerebral Cortex." hosted by
Thomas Zoeller. at 4 p.m. in

Room 319 of Morrill Science
Center II.

THURSDAY. APRIL 3

Duauuon — The Five College
C u.i-tal & Marine Sciences Alum
Career and Grad School panel
discussion will be held at 7:30
p.m. at Amherst College. Pratt

Museum, room 5.

Theater — Amherst College
Department of Theater and
Dance produces Phaedra by
Elizabeth Egloff. directed by
Courtney Munch. Starts today,
and runs through Saturday. April

5. Show time 8 p.m. Admission is

free but reservations are suggest -

ed. Box office hours are 1-4:30
p.m. weekdays, and until 8 p.m.
performance nightv
Workshop — Thinking about

Graduate School? Grad students

and professors will offer advice
and tips on taking the GRE.
applying for grad school, etc.. at

5:30 p.m. in Gunness Student
Center. Everyone is welcome.
Organized by Tau Beta Pi

National Engineering Honors
Society.

FRIDAY. APRIL 4

Conference — Student and
community activists from across

the country will participate in

workshops and grassroots organi-

zational training at Hampshire
College's Eleventh Annual Fight

for Abortion Rights and
Reproductive Freedom confer-
ence from today-Sunday. April 6.

Sponsored by the Hampshire
College Civil rCights and Public
Policy Program. Free, open to the

fublic. and wheelchair accessible.

or schedule of events or more
info, call 582-5645.

NOTICES

higgling — The UMass luggling

Club will meet on Frkl.n- •" J

p.m. next to the Information
Desk in the Campus Center. No
experience required.

Tinancial aid — Applications
for summer financial aid are now
available at Financial Aid
Services. You must be a continu-

ing student enrolled in a degree
granting program at UMass: tak-

ing summer classes through
Continuing Education; going on
approved summer international

exchange program through IPO:
or working on a graduate disser

union Deadline is April 18. Late
applications will not be accepted.

Meeting — Common Ground
will be holding support and advo-
cacy meetings for low-income
students and allies every Tuesday
in the Campus Center (room to

be announced) from noon-2 p.m.
For more information, contact
Mary Sutherland at (413)
323-9725 or leave a message in

our box in the GEO office, base-

ment of the Student Union.
Meeting — The Peer Mentor

Network is a student organization

for undergraduate and graduate
students with disabilities on cam-
pus. Everyone is welcome.
Meetings are Thursday nights
from 6-7 p.m. in Campus Center.

Please bring your thoughts and
concerns to the meeting. For
more information, contact Susan
Pilner at 545-0892 or Kregg
Strehorn at 54 5 4602.
Support group — REFLECT,

the Five College bereavement
support program is offering two
support groups this semester: A
grief support group for those who
nave experienced the death of
someone close to them: and an
illness group for those currently

coping with the serious illness of
a loved one. If you or someone
you know is interested, please call

us at 577-5316 for more infor-

mation.

fYh an put* service announcement} printed

dairy To submit an fYl please send a press

release containing all pertinent inlormation,

mclucfcng the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian c/o the
Managing EdHor by noon the previous day

Health services — Confused,
afraid, or just curious'.' Do \ou
have questions about scv STIX
alcohol, drugs, eating disorders.

HIV/AIDS, stress management Of
quitting smoking or chewing
tobacco? Don't know who to

ask? Call the Peer Health
Connections phoneline at UMass
at 577- 5168. Trained students
will anonymousK answer >out
questions and tell you where n>

go for more help.

Commencement Housoig — A
limited number of residence hall

rooms will be available or the a-la-

tives and friends of graduating
UMass students for the night of
Saturday, May 24.
Commencement Housing applica
tions are available at the Unrversrh
Conference Service Office. 918
Campus Center. To guarantee a

reservation, completed tonus with
full payment must be returned to

University Conference Services In

May I. There will be no on site

reservations

Internships — Internships are
available working on Earth Day.
Hunger. Recycling and Clean Air
Call Melanie at MassPirg.
545-0199 or stop by the office at

423-A Student Union Building.

to
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17
IB

HSCN Bulletin

Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

II BET

SB BET on Jazz

W7 UCTV
81 The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

MMwnBUS fcRUJu
l»< 'I I Ml

$ 1 drinks Rum & Cokk

& always $ 1 Bud
light draft:

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
WTIC
WWLP
WOBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

s

s

m
®

ii

*
22

20

2*

6:00
Creature*

NawaK

6:30
Business Rpl

CBSNewi

Nawi X
Frt»h Prlnct

Frath Princa

Slmpaona I~
News

Creature*

NawaX

ABC News

Fresh Prince

NBC
Martin X
NBC News

Roseanne R.

NBC Newt

Business Rpl.

ABC News

Bewrty HHIa. 9W10 (In Stereo)

Family Matters [Family Matters

Quincy "A Question ol Death'

WorldView X
TickX

Movie Magic

Op Close

Superroartot |DtW

Dream On

Sportscenter

7:00 7:30
Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Inside Edition

CBS News

Inside Edition Chronicle X

Am Journal

Ent. Tonight

Star Trek: Neit Garter.

Wheat-Fortune Jeopardy! X
judge J<

Ent.Toni

udy *

light

Home imp.

Wheel-Fortune |Jaopardyi"X

Real TV X
Hard Copy X
Seinfeld X

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld X
Seinfeld X
Home Videos Home Video*

Ent Tonight

Mad Abo. You

C - Campus

8:00
Mark Russell

Nanny I
Nanny X
Grace Under

Sister. Sister

Newsrtdio X

8:30
Polar Bear Rte

Temporarily

Coach ¥

Smart Quyi~
Single Guy I

Sentinel "Black or While" (R) I
Newsrtdio T |SirtgleGuyX

Beverly Hill*. 90210 (In Stereo)

Newsradiol ISMgleQuyl
Mark Ruisell

Grace Under

Lincoln Center

Coach X

9:00 9:30
Discover America

Feds "Somebody
1

* Lyin" X
WEB. Du Boss - A Biography In Four Voices (in Stereo) 1

Fed* "Somebody's Lym " X
Drew Carey X ArsenioX

Jamie Foil X
Wings X
Star Trek

• V.

WayanaBroa.

Man-Badly

[Man-Badly

(In Stereo)

Party of Five X
Wing* I IMen-Btdty

APRIL 2, 1997
10:00 I 10:30 11:00 11:30

IZ Streets (In Stereo) I
EZ

Primeome Live X
(In Stereo) X '

Law a Order "Mad Dog" I
TDgD

Law t Order "Mad Dog" X

Great Performance* "Emmehne" (In Stereo)

Law a Order "Mad Dog" I

Drew Carey X |ArsenloX
Sentinel Black or While" (R) X |8tar Trek: Voyager (In Stereo) |New»

Law 1 Order "Heaven" X
Moneyllne

X

ICroaaflreX

Daily Show (R)
|
Praam On

NaitStep(R) [Wlnga "Avenger" (R)

5.30) Music Video* (In Stereo)

lari»saE»pl
[
Tiny Toon

Twilight Zona

Furniture

Darkside

Renovation

In the Heat ol the Night X
Renegada "Stud*" (in Stereo) Highlander The Serle* X

Intimate Portrait

Discover Magazine

| Major League Baseball Chicago Cubs at Florida Markns. (Live) X

Singled Out

DougX
Quantum Leap (In Stereojai

Hometime (R) |Hometlme (R)

Idiot Savants

Rugmls Kugr

Si

in the Heat of the Night X

(5:4S)"o« "Ghost"(1990 Fantasy) Patrick Swayze.'PG-l3
rB

lighl

Pa

tt -Tommy 8oy"( 1995) Chris Farley. PG-13'iB IDoubleTearirm 5 "Weekend $1 Burn's //"(1993) 'PG' 1!

N8A Basketball Atlanta Hawks at Charlotte Hornets (Live) X

Primetime Uve X
asanin x

Biography: John Dillmgei

Prim* New* X Burden-Proof

Dream On Dream On

Wild Discovery: Grmlies

Mu*ic Videos (In Stereo)

American Juitk* Mob Ladies'

Larry Wng UveX

.!

New* X Late Show X
Late Show X

New* X |Nightllne X
Jenny Jones (R) (in Stereo) X

H Patrol

Coach X

Tonight Show
Real TV I
Tonight Show"

Jeep Space 9

Tonight Sh

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

News I
Mad Abo. You Reel TV *

kightkna X

NBA Beakotbatl: Rockets at Suns

20th Century (R)

World Today I
«*"i TopSKretl" (1964, Comedy) VH Kaner, Lucy Qutlwlrjoa

ICIA-Secret Warrior*

Law* Order Old Friends"

X

Sports lllus

Daily Show
MoneyllneI
Comic Relief

Wild Discovery: Grmlies

Unaolvad Mysteries (In Stereo) | "Praam is t Wish Your Heart Makes: Funrcato"

[Major League Baseball: Teams TBA

Hey Arnold; X
Seaquest DSV (In Stereo)(In Store

WondrWeathr Urtrascfonce

Day* I Love Lucy X |
Bewitched

Forever Knight (In Stereo) X
Ancient Prophecies One

***<,•> "The ffoad IV«fr?or"(19«1. Adventure) Mel Gibson

Real World ¥

Newhart X
Jenny M
Odd

Sightings (In Stereo) X

iy»t

Couple]

Real Bionic Man (R

Vie

Living

ngktd

Six
Out

Tai

Quantum Leap

Wondr-Weathr Uitraictence

Mysteries

Loveline

M.T. Moore

In Stereo) X

"8eastm3ttoUl.thtEy9 0tBraxus"(\m)UtrcSir)Qei

Murder, She Wrote (In Stereo)
| "A Prayer inlhe Part" (1997, Drama) Lynda Carter. (In Stereo)X IWingsX IWingsT

tVi 'Two if oySM"(t996) Denis Leary "rTM

metorm-[\m) Cotter SmiHv (In Stereo) R'
»~

.

*Vi The Scirtef Leffef"(t995. Drama) Demi Moore. 'fTx~

Twister Tracey Takes | Larry Sanders | « * '.j "Mo' Money" ( 1 992)1wisrer iiraceyiwee |L«rry»«no»re \*tt wo money
** "Copycat" 1995, Suspense) Sigourney'Weaver. 'R' X |"i

R' I *t* "I0"(1979, Comedy) Dudey Moore. Julie An*
I'ltie K'mQ-At"

"KT(1Q79. Comedy) Dudey Moore. Julie Andrews VtX
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

i^At t<m navrs r»».T<t^A ^>L scout.
J i w« stoo»»«, u» m% cArttrr,

AMP «ov rMto TO Jcoo» IT

Aitisn rnoM iMOt*. lil

RtqCTOR CORE IflElTOaiUN IN 5 miNUTES.

*l
I.UH.. I JUST WANTID TO St * r**T, I

WAt Ai wavs so CLUMSY AMD OfJUvsoU}.

'

kl.. o»ai i HAVC no juyririCATieW.

r. -^bwAmo AtASOM, jost InAAMASntMT.
, >> TMAT WHY 1HI MfMOAY Of »U V

I A . V&S1*YtP UlTM «(»«» lOMOT^,

wju carrrLto <ou*\\3

[tncn«>NM.orvuomtK
rORCAteTTT AMP I |i

TM0U44IT I MAt> A
SsOECT IOOTH

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

HEATTOUIN IN S TOINUTES, S3 5ET.0NW meattouiK w 3 miNUTK,e2 skwb*j...
\vv^vVV\AM^VVV\WVWVVV'
NOf NO ' NOT TMt\TM TWINS I IV TRYING '

"MtLLO KITTY" \ IWT THE *«#7. TBrjLU

PLASTIC CUAHSEJ DOLL IS IN TME WW ! f.

.

Dilbert By Scott Adams

PeMMM.LTWIMKHOO
GOT Mi INVITATION

TO NACK.1'6

ftiETWCM

UMlf MCKl'O MOfAfetr

-(^^PUTGUTltR IN OROER TO REDUCE

EXPENSES, ONLV THE

ErAPLOVEES IN ESSENTIAL

J06S /AAY HAVE.

BUSINESS CAM5S.

CARa, ORDER S0f*£ KiEtJ

BUSINESS CARDS FOR
rAE.

OOH. NO CAN DO.

BUT YOU CAN
eORROLO SO*E
OF /-VINE.

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick

Is:

Speedy By Todd Hartzler

£~?
/mt m0tt I

TMB HKrioH is rrtu

*>m.CD 8V THS MA4$
Sotdoe t^T>iVTY-N»ie

-nt!jrrV "W*t CA$«?
OF B**\t*iNASHCT)

hrtWilAJAii.TWirrY--

nlut usss fecrai

Pd« Soqal seoAffrY.

LLLLLll 1

Non Soqultor By Wiley University 1 By Frank Cho

CohTIPMATIoH
THAT YoU ME

aiLL Col^DKCD
K T4aVE-NoT\.

Attention Student Comic Artists

The Collegian loves your creative

work — but we can't run it if it's not

here. There are a number of artists on
our waiting list hoping for a shot at

spaces you currently hold. If you have
a scheduling conflict or if you wish to

reduce your contributions, please call

Chris Conner at 545-1809.

Todoy't P.C. Mtim Call 3*3-34)** #*r -..r. ImtmwmmHetm.

Sorry, no menu today due to

technical difficulties. But

does it really matter anyway?

fifiiclt:2 1 April 20
An Invnilnirnl In vour luuirr that

•asj rnadr Ions; ago (prrtiape you'vr

IssjHMl lt'1 hr0n» to pay ofl (hi*

wit Ottlrsii trsr br« oral whm
\tk\ nrsioUatr I* a «lmptr mairrr n(

brinn a good aaleaptnstm. «n pollsih

.ill VfMir -tjipk^'

ApriF^f-Mar 21
A i>i«»t wrrk to arrnmpllsh imall.

dlstaMffiil lanks Thr ttrline you'll

lirt upon completion will morr
than offset the bother of the work
ii«rll A careful plan of attack

rouM makr vour tanks even renter.

May22^June 21
A( crptlnn adsire from someone
coTSsiaVratilv older rould he a ajood

move If you're In the prorew of

rnaklns a tits; derision Take action

in protect your health In the face

of some hazard—this Is not a good

week to go withour wearing a

vathell

!£p
RA

sptember 23-October 23
rinl«hing up something you
started a long time ago hrtnga a

real ar imm of acrompHahment
( ongraluUtiomt Pssy ilor

.itlrntlon to a friend or acquaint

anre who haa trouhk doing thing*

In moderation Your aaassUnre

mav be needed

SCORPIO
October 24-Norember 22

irrllim a con!

Interests, consult an expert Un
advsrr Although It '» fni*!rata>eV

vou may need to delegate «nr
authority in this ultuatlon to keep

from bMtjnilng the object of

traJouey or dlstrust

SAGITTARIUS
Norember 23-

CANCn
June 22-J'al«22

>a TooSomeone who « looking for a

handout could benefit much morr

from an opportunity Espress your

l.illh In tlwli abilities, and then let

them handle the rest A relaxing

interlude with a friend keep* you

lively In (he time ahead

July 23-Auguat 23
Social activities are besl conducted

In the *un»hlnc Ihln wrrk Plan a

lookout or sprnd tlmr at a park to

make the m<™t ol vmir spare time

Treat a youngster to a special.

iiniisii.il .M itviiv ihe quality time

»1ll mean a stronger relationship

Aitguat 24-Scptember 22
If you spend much time shopping

this wrrk. avoid high pressure

sales tactics The strain on your

budgrt i mild be tremendous.

An(l< Ipatlng a lense situation may
mean you'll worsen It. or rvrn

create It Just tw ynurself. and
breathe deeply

December 2

1

Vnu mav leel responslblllurs

dosing In on you. perhaps even

threatening to choke you Resist

thr temptation to run away Imm
all obligations Communicating
with Ihe people Involved may help

make things seem less threatening

A gvrlmia evrnlng Is I"

aaasTg whether vmi'w planned a

sprrlal Intrrludr for a significant

other or )ust need a relaxing

evening at home, you'll he

pleasantly surprised by how
much veil rn|ov yourself

Jfhuary 21 -February 18
When vou lin.illv sit down to

schedule a bis dale vcui may
encounter unexpei led setlwrks

or problems He open to the

possibility of delaying It until a

morr opportunr time, and you'll

find a way to work everything out

In vour sarisl.ii lion

February 19-March 20
A haunting mrmory rnrmwhrs
on your peace of mind this week

Discuss It with a friend wli

aware of your past, and they mav

be able to help you diffuse your

misgivings Head to the barbecue

grill for weekend tun In Ihe sun

For Entertainment Purpomes Only

Close to Hem* By John McPherson
IflQ; (j* M r- -Lt- ^-K ^.-^

OH, I THOUGHTJ /1XO\ .

you 4Bot/r /m^/ eveur ^\
HOMC*Y. W£C*/£$MY, r#/DAY )
AKD "SJirvRCXY WbMT HE \
HAre APOLtc-4 FHfiTYHeee \

Mori t ph ua/tu /*i/0tf/t#r/

1

The Norstadts devise a subtle plan to force their

newly returned adult son to move out.

Ouoto of llio I>iiy

6 6 I went through

Heaven's Gate. The

proof is in the

pudding ))

Seen on a T-shirt

1 5 5 ' r | o
5- ' M TS

-
TT

-

14 • 16

" 18

.

IfM 28

28 » 32 33 34

15 37

41 42

44 45 4o

T»

52 53

40

P •••51 *
57 58 59

1

1
81 82 "
B4 65 "

ACROSS
I . Knacks

5. Luiunou*

10. Rbeumgfc
14. Father of rtaaan

15. Grady of aong

tl National League

stadium

17. Premeditated

18. Singar VTkki

20. OytJan's ' For

Lov*)"

21. Parrolflsh rrstou

22.

24.

25. Hit the feedbeg

28. Qymnaats' faati

28. Fairytale tjtowhard

32. Lambs dad

35 Pork cuts

38. Fatigues

37. Son __ gun'

(2 one)
38. Lilted
38. Rocky Horror Picture

Showgirl

40. Don! bet I

(2wds)
rVVUnk

42. Enthuse*

43. Unlike CIA

50.

S3

M
57.

SB.

61.

82.

63

84.

65.

Oeep-boAed hemng
Light

27. SenSnass stasons

Jungle sound

Putting up with

Restaous recluee

la <o*

Popuiaf cookie

Great Lakes

acronym

Eft

28. Subsided

30. Shasssy poems
31. Said yes

33. Ardent

34, MfknasttM
38. Coffee) NeurinaVy

38. Mov*) sash a fsrfc

40. Amorss sffSjar

42. Takeabrst*
43. GWTWnams
48. Manner * maps

41

DOWN
1. TUTA'S-H- actor

2. Whirl

3. Lofty

4. ksssisr. in Incsa

1 Fusees at the toosng

1 Star of The Pnde

And Trie Pasaion

7. Op with the right

Stuff

8. Perch

8. Go* club part

10. Gentleman'* tie

11. Oversaw Ihe prom

11 * Come The

50. MyFnend
51. Head hoorjurrt

52. Root m Ihe memory
53. Close nois*V

54. Add to the staff

55. Afresh

56. " The Sun In

Thaksorrsng'

<2wde)
58. Uy of iiscovwy

80. Heavy .sight

44. Presidential irnts

45. Oath of surprise

46. Admonishes

47. Author McBam et at

13. Arm or stick r,

18. John Buff* paisanos

23. Blockheads

24. Oiscovsr

28. Kind of fund

Answers to

Puz/le

c « kbIm u aaal r ifBN
c]a s 1 . p 1

m}l
'.','

• V 1 oloii TjC]N ONI
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an
a onn
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. € nano u DO
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tinno nnnt naac nnrl
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(la nn
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i ly

i* i

i

[I

N O a > I
I U f "M IN mt l,r|

LCO1Q ( leoldstiavanet com )

by Roger aaej Saleei Salteen oim

My dad has this feature on our

home phone called " call

waiting". So that if someone
calls while you're talking you

can answer and tell them

you're on the other line and
you'll be right back to them.

So, listen to this...

I'm talking on the phone
to my friend Benny.

My dad gets a call from

his mother. So I click the

phone so he can talk to her.

Dad finishes and
somehow ends up saying to

Benny.....

" / love you very much
and your're in my thoughts

often. Good-bye."

Benny said,

" Thanks Mr. Brownie,

you 're in my thoughts too. I 'II

stop by soon to say hi.

"

Life is good.



SPORTS NOTICE:

There will be a mandatory Sports Staff meeting

tonight at 7 p.m. in the Collegian office.

.

SPORTS The Massachusetts

Weeks to announce plans today;

Travieso participates in shoot-out

Wednesday, April 2, 1997
Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Whalers bailing out of Hartford

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts men's basketball forward Tyrone
Weeks will announce his intentions concerning his eli-

gibility at a press conference today.

The 6-foot-7 Weeks has the option of returning to

UMass for another season because of a change in

Proposition 48 rules that was voted on by the NCAA
earlier this year. Because he is scheduled to graduate
this May. Weeks, who sat out his first >ear at UMass
due to Prop 48 regulations, could remain at UMass for

one more season.

Weeks would not comment on his situation follow-

ing the Minutemen's 65-58 loss to Louisville in the
first round of the NCAA tournament.

"I'm going to decide soon." Weeks said after the
NCAA game. "I don't want the University of
Massachusetts to have to wait on me."
The press conference will be held at 4 p.m. today.

See tomorrow's Collegian for the ttory.

UMass guard Carmelo Travieso and coach lames
"Bruiser" Hint were on hand for the festivities sur-

rounding the final Four in Indianapolis this past week
end.

LaM Thursday night. Truv ItM was one oi' the contes-

tants in the three point shootout, while flint judged
the slam dunk contest. The two contests, us well u .i

women's three-point shootout, feature some of the
nation's top seniors in those categories.

Travieso struggled as one of the shootout's first two
contestants, hitting tor 1 I points in the OOatMt.

Flint's job did not call for him to be on the floor,

but instead in a judge 'i MM loining Flint on the side-

lines were the mayor of Indianapolis. Cincinnati coach
Bob Huggins and Marshall Faulk.

Flint has also been devoting some of his time to act-

ing. The coach did not have to prepare much for his

big screen role — he is playing the coach of UMu-- in

the recently released The Sixth Man.
The movie, starring Marlon Wayans and Kadeeni

Hardison. is the story of a college basketball player
whose brother conies back as a ghost to help the team.
Hardison plays the ghost, while Wavans has the role of
a University of Washington hoop player

I lint is not the only recognizable face in the movie.
as several other college hoop names make appearances
in the movie

I he Sixth Man is currently playing at a theater near
you.

^\ll

Arizona knocks offKentucky for title

By Mike Node!
Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — Self-doubt
Ml ne\er an option, self-pity never a

possibility. Fearless and peerless.

Arizona simply used overtime to

show why it deserved to preside over
all of college basketball.

When the Wildcats came out of the

huddle at the start of OT, having
blown a four-point lead with less

than a minute left in regulation, "it

was still our game to win," Arizona
captain Miles Simon said.

And sci. they won.

Displaying the resiliency that
became its trademark in the NCAA
tournament. Arizona opened over-

time with a 10-2 run and finished off

defending champion Kentucky 84-79
Monday night for its first national
title

Vn/oiia i25 9) reached the Final

aiui linishing fifth in the Pac-

I getting the fourth seed in the

Southeast Regional Kcntuckv ( 35-5)

wa- (lying to join Duke as the only

repeat champions since UCLA's
stretch of seven straight titles ended
in 1975.

In its six tournament game*
Arizona either needed to come from
well behind to win or needed to pull

out a game after losing a late lead.

Along the way. Arizona became
the llrsi team in tournament history

to knock off three No. I seeds —
Kansas. North Carolina and now
Kentucky, three programs that have
won more games than any schools in

college basketball history.

"They've gone through three num-
ber one seeds." Arizona coach Lute
Otsofl said, "and in every one of
those cases, that was the point: Are
we u/ugh enough? Can we be the
ones that run other people out of

I an we get the tough rebound

down the stretch. e\en though you're

exhausted?' And I think they

answered that for everybody
tonight."

With freshman point guard Mike
Bibby starting alongside three juniors

and a sophomore, next season was
supposed to be Arizona's lime to

shine. That everything happened
more quickly than even Ol-un
thought possible just made his team*
accomplishments more remarkable.

"This team, there's no fluke."

Kentucky coach Rick Pitino said of

Arizona. "They're a great team who
got better and better " Arizona won
the first overtime championship
game of the 1990s' by repeatedly
burning Kentucky's vaunted fullcourt

press, by holding All-American for-

ward Ron Mercer to nine shots, by

going 54-of-4l from the tiee-ihiow

line, and by getting a career-high 50
points from Simon.

"Miles Simon's toughness is unbe-
lievable." said Olson, who finulls

won a title in his fourth Final Four
appearance after coaching Arizona to

the decade's best record. "Mile>
understanding of the game is beyond
anything that you can teach. He just

has a feel for it."

Simon, who missed the MMOa'l
first 1 1 games due to academic ineli-

gibility, was named the Final Four
MVP. He was 14-of-l7 from the lu

throw line, including 4ol-4 in over-

time. Some of the foul shots came
after he and Bibby broke Kentucky'*
press; others came after he took
charge when Arizona's ollense broke
down.

"Miles was in a zone." teammate
Michael Dickerson said. "He kept
-aving. They can't stop me! Thev
can't stop me!' And he had 50
points, so they obviously couldn't
stop him And we kept giving him the

ball."

Dickerson, Arizona's top scorer
lln* reason, was held to five points

lor the second consecutive game But

he helped shut down Mercer

Dicfceraon, Simon and lason Terry

took turns making life miserable tor

the NBA bound sophomore, who had
15 points and committed five

turnovers

"I haven't been played like that all

year." said Mercer, who had 20
point* against Syracuse in the 1996
title game and wa> one of Kentucky's
lew returning players. "They made it

very lough. Every time I curled
around, thev had somebody waiting

for mi1
"

Mercer went through long stretch-

es without even touching the ball, but

he did make a long, off-balance 5-

pointer with 51 second* left in regu-

lation that cut Arizona's lead to 72-

71. After Bibby made two free
throws. Anthony I pp* hit a 5 pointet

with 12 1 seconds lell to send it into

overtime at 74 74.

But Arizona took command in OT.
scoring all 10 ot its points ON tree-

throws alter beating the press that

had helped Kentucky win its pi

I I NCAA tournament games
II I had my druthers I wouldn't

have pressed at all." Pitino said. "I

did not want to press much because I

lelt that pressing wasn't the way to

go"
Said Scott Padgett, who led

Kentucky with I 7 points "They did a

great job of handling our pressure

Before the game, thev said thev OONM
do it and they went out there and
kept their cool."

Nobodv was cooler than Simon
and Bibbv

"We've been working on the press

since day one." Bibby said "I think

the greatest competition is what we
see every day in practice And our
team is |usi so quick out there."

I guess I don't have a sense ol humor. I had no clue
that the Sports Notice in yesterday's Daylce Koleejun
was just a joke, and that UMass games were cancelled
yesterday. So I drove to Hartford wearing my
hand-made UMass softball replica game uniform,
with No. 44 on the back, to see what's left of the team
that was teleported to Anaheim.
Much to mv dismay, this paper lied. The game was

cancelled, and I found myself all alone and cold in one
of my least favorite states. While I was there, so the

day wasn't a complete waste. I went over to the great

mall on Trumbull Street, beckoned
by a giant going-oul-of business sign

that is visible clear out to Nashville

and Minneapolis.

They're calling their lone major
league sports team the "Hartford
Bailers" an hour to our south. The
Whale is skipping town after this

season... lost and gone forever, oh
mv darling Clementine. For the remainder of this col-

umn the franchise will be simply referred to as . the

team formerly known as the Hartford Whalers

_ owner Peter Karmanos |r. and Connecticut gover-

nor |ohn Rowland broke off talks last week and the

team's up for bids like a Hoover vacuum on contest's

row on "The Price is Right " Rowland offered a new
$147 million facility with 80 luxury boxes and guaran-
teed Karmanos $51 million in revenues each vear until

the new facility is built

Prompting several members of the Hartford media
to wonder whether or not Karmanos was bargaining
in good faith, he decided that the reasonably lair deal
was so radically far off of what he needed that he's

paving $24 million to get out of his | t „c C

In October the _ might wind up in Nashville.
Minneapolis or join BC basketball coach Jimmy
O'Brien in Columbus. Ohio. A local group led bv the

owner of the CBA's Connecticut Pride is also valiantly

attempting to save the whale, but nothing has been
resolved at all about the _ futuie

• One of the best, true hockey brawls in years
occurred last week in Detroit where the NHI.'s M\ I*

(Most Valuable Pest I. according to Don Cherry's
Rock em Soik em 7. Claude 1 cmicux played his first

game in the aptly named |oe Louis Arena since bash-

ing Red Wing Chris Draper '« face into a Denver Ja*li

er board during la*t vear* phyoffi

LEIGH TORBffll

Collegian NHL columnist Matt Vautour says it stands

for "Most VidotU Prick.
"

Netminders Patrick Roy and Mike Vernon locked

in a bloody centerpiece match amidst a full-ice donny-

brook. Generally goalies just wrestle each other to the

ground and watch guys like Red Wing enforcer

Darren McCarty beat the crap out of people. Roy was

bloodied and actually injured his shoulder in the fight.

• With the season over, several teams have begun

tapping the college hockey market to improve them-

selves for either a Stanley Cup run, or next year in the

case of the Boston Bruins who last

week signed Hobey Baker finalist

Randy Robitaille out of Miami.
Ohio.

Meanwhile. Hobey Baker winner

KJ Brendan Morrison might sign soon

with the Devils as that team looks

ahead to a possible second cup in

three years. The Michigan forward

who led the nation in scoring this year, would be a

solid addition to a club that proved its commitment to

win with the acquisition of Dougie Gilmour last

month
The question always is though if Morrison could

shake the so-called Curse of the Hobey. lust as many
recent Heisman winners have stunk out NFL stadi-

ums. Heard anything about 1996 winner Brian Bonin

or 1994 winner Chris Marinucci lately? The steady-

play of 1995 winner Brian Holzinger in Buffalo and
Ail-Star play of 1995 winner Paul Kariya is encourag-

ing though.

Meanwhile, three of Michigan's underclassmen will

also test out pro waters, lunior Marty Turco. who was
expected to become the winningest goalie in NCAA
historv next year, signed with Dallas yesterday, joining

teammates Bubba Bercnzwcig (NY Islanders) and Bill

Muekall i Vancouver).

Three 1 996-97 Minutemen have already tried their

hand in the AHL. Warren Norris has signed a

free-agent deal with Toronto and been assigned to his

home-town St. lohn's Maple I eals Wilbraham's Rich
Moriarty has also suited up for his local AHL affiliate,

dressing for a few games with the Springfield Falcons.

Meanwhile. Dennis Wright has played a few games
lor the Worcester IceCats, where he tussled with
renowned AHL tough-guy Kevin Sawyer in his first

-sional game
An aside to the M\ P comment above, former l.eigh Torhin is a Collegian columnist

SCHEDULE NOTICE

The UMass baseball game scheduled for 3
p.m. today at UConn has been postponed to
May 8 at 3 p.m. at UConn. The Minutemen
are scheduled to play at the University of
Hartford on Wednesday at 3 p.m., weather
permitting.

The women's lacrosse game that was sup-
posed to be played at Brown today has been
postponed until May 1 at 4 p.m. at Brown.
The UMass softball doubleheader scheduled
for 2:30 p.m. today at Hartford has been
postponed. No make up date has been set.

On the frozen tundra of Garber Field?
iMinu «ns«Y / coni cjan

Monday night's blizzard played havoc on UMass' playing fields, putting a damper on the spring sports schedule
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Up, up
and away!

With comics get-

ting more attention

in Hollywood, we
examine whether
they should contin-

ue to be relegated

to the children's
section (See Arts &
Living, page 5).

Ready for

regionals

Anita Sanyal and
the UMass
women's gymnas-
tics team will travel

to Columbus, Ohio
this weekend for

Regionals (see
Sports, page 12).

WORLD

Earthquake hits Japan
causes some injuries

TOKYO (AP) — A strong earthquake

hit japan's main southern island early

this morning, and at least three people

were injured by falling objects.

At least three houses were dam-
aged, roads were torn up in several

places and about seven landslides were
recorded, according to the state
police

The magnitude 5.5 quake struck at

4:33 a.m. today (Japanese time), the

Central Meteorological Agency said,

and was centered 30 feet below the
ground near Sendai on the island of

Kyushu, about 560 miles southwest of

Tokyo

The national television network
NHK showed footage from inside an
office at Sendai town hall, where
books, file cabinets and other equip-

ment was scattered on the floor

One person in the town was cut
dUet being hit by a chest of drawers,

while a second suffered a broken arm,

local police said. The agency said there

was no danger of tidal waves.

A magnitude 6 2 quake struck the

same area on March 26, injuring at

least 22 people and damaging at least

sssnf* houses Roods w*re torn up and
23 landslides were recorded

NATION

Smokers' lawyer

won't appeal decision

MIAMI (AP) — A lawyer for a half

million Flondians suffering from smok-
ing related illnesses won't appeal a

ludge's refection of the bulk of their

dawns against cigarette makers.

Dade Circuit judge Alan Postman
on Friday threw out allegations that

the tobacco industry didn't warn the

plaintiffs about the health risks of

smoking, concealed what it knew
about those risks, and tried to use
advertising to fool consumers about
the risks

"It's a blow to the smokers of
Florida, without a question," said

Stanley Rosenblatt, who represents

the smokers "But It's not a crippling

blow ft just makes our job harder."

Rosenblatt said he wouldn't appeal,

because it would further delay the trial

in the S25 billion class-action lawsuit

now set for Sept 8
"That's what the tobacco industry

would love," Rosenblatt said "We'd
piddle around for a couple of years

while smokers would go on dying."

Postman allowed the plaintiffs to

continue with claims alleging cigarette

makers committed fraud and misrep-

resented its research over the yean.
Philip Morris attorney Michael York

said claims that smokers were defraud-

ed into smoking against their will

weren't valid.

"The plaintiffs want you to believe

that people can't quit smoking," York

said. "We very much believe the evi-

dence will show they can."

Rosenblatt also represents more
than 1 50,000 flight attendants in a

separate class-action lawsuit claiming

they were sickened by second-hand
smoke
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Results of elections

ratified by Senate

Students and administration meet;

continue discussion on UALRC
By Lisa Chiu

Collegian Staff

JENNHI JUT«AS i COLLEGIAN

Lia Wong was sworn in as SGA president last night.

By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

In a rare show of solidarity, the

Student Government Association

(SGA) unanimously ratified last

week's election results at last night's

meeting.

According to the Election

Commission, this year's voter turn

out exceeded last year's, with the

help of MassPIRG.
"The total voter turn out was

2072. which was higher than last

year. I want to thank MassPIRG. they

called over 2000 people in two days,"

said lodi Bailey. Election

Commissioner.

Brian McCarthy, a member of the

ludiciary branch of the SGA. swore
in both trustee-elect Brian Tirrcll.

and president-elect Lia Wong.
In her first speech as president,

Wong thanked the students at the

University, for voting, all campaign
workers, her running mate Rob
McDonald, and outgoing president

Maurice Caston Powe. among others

"There was an excellent turnout

and I want to thank them | students |

for reading the issues and taking the

time to vote... I want to thank them

I campaign workers | for working so

hard for something they believed in,"

Wong said. "And I want to thank my
running mate Rob McDonald for

sticking with me to the end, and
Maurice Caston for being a role

model.

"I look forward to working with

everyone on this campus, we have a

bright future. I made promises and I

will do my best to keep them." she

said.

Tirrell was sworn in. but does not

take office as trustee until |uly.

Area government election results

were also available at last night's

meeting.

Representing Orchard Hill

Residential Area for the academic
year 1997-1998 will be Avi Khanna.
Governor; Shana Orcyk. Lieutenant

Governor; Kate McLeod, Secretary;

and Treasurer. Ingrid Bruns.

Turn to SGA page 3

The second official meeting between the University of
Massachusetts administration and the student negotiators

from the Goodell Building takeover ended after two hours
of discussion surrounding the Asian. Latino. African and
Native American (ALANA) Academic Support Services yes-

terday night.

Discussion centered around the United Asia Learning
Resource Center (UALRC). The final commitment from the

University administration concerning UALRC reads; "9.

Hiring a UALRC counselor with the next new counseling
position; est. $40,000 base budget addition."

Salwa Shamapande. chair of the meeting, asked the

administration what it would take for the position to be
implemented.

"Does the position need to be created before there is

funding for it, or vice-versa?" asked Shamapande.
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Tom Robinson

answered, "More often than not. generally, the requirements
for positions is done so that funding is secured by the pre-

sentation, merits and supporting documents |for the posi-

tion!."

Kenneth Burnham, interim dean of Enrollment Services,

said he supported the creation of a new UALRC counselor,

but that tbe earliest that the position can be put into the

budget request is for Fiscal Year (FY) 99. The FY99 budget
request begins in late September of this year.

"I will make certain that we do add ir in our budget

request for FY99 but I can't guarantee it will be funded,"

Robinson said.

Deputy Chancellor Marcellete Williams briefly explained

the budget process. According to Williams, in September,
each unit of the University will be asked to update their par-

ticular unit, and support their requests. That request then

goes to the next administrative level until it reaches the

executive level. At this level Williams and all the other Vice

Chancellors integrates all the given requests.

Williams then receives requests from the Vice

Chancellors, prioritizes them and a merged document is

then complied with both the Vice Chancellors' requests and
all other non- academic budget requests. Simultaneous.
Interim Provost Patricia Crosson receives an executive plan

from the Vice Chancellor for University Research and put 1-

together the Academic side of the University budget

request.

After discussion. Chancellor David K. Scott, Crosson,

Williams and the Budget Director work to prioritize the

total requests. Scott then has the ultimate decision in imple-

menting the budget.

Thus far, Bumham has committed to allowing the posi-

tion to be requested lor in the FY99 budget — meaning thai

it will have to follow the process outlined above by

Williams, with no guarantee the position will be implement-

ed.

"So, let met get this straight, you're saying that it's top

priority, but it can't be number one on the list." student

negotiator lacquelyn Leon said.

"I'm not guaranteeing that it will be number one, it's a

very high priority. |but] I'm not sure." Robinson answered.

Student negotiator Deepika Marya then presented the

1995- 199b annual report for UALRC by Director Dr. Lucy
Nguyen.

Marya read from the report, "While personnel needs have
been greatly satisfied by the induction of two T.A. positions,

the long-term need to hire one more full-time staff member
remains, especially as Asian students continue to be the

largest growing minority group on campus."

According to Marya, UALRC which has been operating

at a student-to-counselor ratio of 200-to-one. has been
requesting these positions for three years now in their annu-
al report.

Burnham acknowledged the position was requested in the

annual reports, but also said it was not in the budget
requests.

"It's come up four times now, and it's been declined four

times. It's very disappointing to us," she said. "We still don't

know where your priority lies. How can we trust you that

you will do it now? When you say 'priority' you should

mean that you will drop everything and do it now. not oh
maybe we'll get around to it.' We may be students, but

we're not stupid."

After continued discussion over whether or not the posi-

tion will be supported for in the FY99 budget process

Williams said. "I'd be hard pressed to justify a no."

Vice Chancellor for University Advancement Royster

Hedgepeth added that it will depend on the other requests

that are in the FY99 budget requests. One example he gave
was the financial aid increase which the administration

agreed to in commitment three of the "living document
commitments

Frederick Tillis. associate chancellor for the Affirmative

Action and Equal Opportunity Office, added. "You've made
it pretty clear that you feel strongly about this, you may
have to shave off some of the others to get what you want."

The group agreed that the ALANA Academic Support
Services would need to be discussed further at the next

scheduled meeting.

Williams also briefly outlined commitments from the

University towards the implementation of the Native

American support program.

UM proposes creation of

honors college at school

By Tomor Carrol

CoBscjion Starr

Administrators from the University

of Massachusetts this week urged the

Massachusetts Board of Higher

Education to create an honors college

at UMass Amherst.

Deputy Provost Norman Aitken rep-

resented the Amherst campus at

Monday's meeting of the Board's

Commonwealth College subcommit-

tee. Aitken presented a slide show and
promoted the idea of building an hon-

ors college, to be designated the

Commonwealth College, at

UMass-Amherst.

"Can you imagine us not being the

Commonwealth College?" Aitken

asked the Board members.

Aitken stressed to the subcommit-
tee that, as the flagship institution of

the state system, UMass-Amherst

should also house the Commonwealth
College. He said the campus would
double the number of the 1 ,600 hon-

ors students presently on campus and
consider constructing a new building

for honors classes.

In an interview after the meeting.

Aitken said he felt the Amherst pro-

posal and presentation had gone well.

"They seemed very interested in it

and asked us what services we could

provide to higher education in the state

as a whole." Aitken said. These ser-

vices could include helping other state

colleges develop honors programs at

their campuses.

UMass-Amherst is not the only col-

lege interested in housing a

Commonwealth College, however. The
Board of Higher Education began dis-

cussing six months ago the possibility

of establishing a special honors college.

Turn to HONORS page 2
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Chess anyone?
Ben Harper and Chris Moran (L to R), both seniors at Amherst Regional High School, played a game of chess

outside of Rao's Coffee in Amherst yesterday.

Census' mixed-race category stirs debate
By Paul Shepard

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Linda

Mahdesian grew up feeling a part of

the black Chicago neighborhood in

which she was raised. But as the

daughter of a black father and white

mother, she never felt completely at

ease identifying herself as black when
filling out forms at school or work.

"All my life. I could never truly

identify myself," she said. Now
Mahdesian and others of mixed race

may gain a new measure of recogni-

tion from the U.S. Census Bureau.

The bureau is considering count-

ing people of mixed race as a sepa-

rate category for the first time, an

idea that is stirring an emotional

debate.

Supporters say the move would
help foster a sense of pride and self-

affirmation among the swelling ranks

of mixed-race Americans, many of

whom feel ignored by the larger soci-

ety.

But some civil rights advocates

worry that the new category would
reduce the numbers of blacks and
Hispanics recorded in the census,

imperiling minority voting districts

and financing for minority aid pro-

grams.

For Ramona E. Douglass, a

California activist who is of mixed
parentage, the issue is simple.

"I don't want to be invisible any-

more." said Douglass, president of

the Association of MultiEthnic

Americans, a San Francisco-based

advocacy group for multiethnic and
multiracial people.

"The census form allows me to

select other' as a choice, but I'm not

an other." Douglass said. "I'm a

multiracial person and I should be
represented."

A preliminary decision on whether
the next census will include a new
category for multiracial people is

expected from the federal Office of
Management and Budget in June or

luly.

Debate over the new category

underscores what some demogra-
phers have called a silent explosion

in the number of mixed-race people
in the United States.

Between I960 and 1990. the num-
ber of interracial married couples

ballooned from 1 50.000 to more
than I I million, according to census
figures.

The number of children of interra-

cial families leaped from 460.300 in

1970 to more than 1.9 million by

1990.

"America is changing in ways pre-

viously unimagined." said Rep.

Thomas Sawyer (D-Ohio) who
chaired a House subcommittee on
census reform. "We could become
perhaps the first transethnic and

transcultural society."

For example. Sawyer said. 60 per-

cent of lapanese people who marry in

America wed someone of another

race. Such trends should compel the

government to make sure the census

accurately reflects "who we really

are," he said.

America's method for tracking

race has always been fluid. The first

census in 1 790 gave just three choic-

es: free white male, free white female

or slave.

In 1890, the census included cate-

gories for octoroon and quadroon to

measure those of one-eighth and one-

fourth black ancestry. It also listed

Chinese and lapanese as separate

races. The last census offered five

options: black, white. American

Indian or Alaskan Native. Asian or

Pacific Islander, and other. It asked a

follow-up question to get a separate

count of Hispanics, who can be of

any race.

Candidates for bombing jury

discuss views on death penalty
By Michael Fleeman

Associated Press

DENVER— All citing the Bible,

two prospective jurors in the

Oklahoma City bombing trial said

they could recommend execution

with a clear conscience, while a third

said she couldn't live with herself if

she did.

The candidates for the panel that

will sit in judgment of Timothy
McVeigh were questioned as jury

selection entered a third day. Their

answers took the tone of a theologi-

cal discussion. A computer analyst

who teaches a Bible class for teen-

agers said he considered the

Christian belief of turning the other

cheek but still concluded "you could

support the argument for the death

penalty."

"I'm not a strong advocate of the

death penalty." he said. "1 think it

should be used in very rare cases."

Another prospect, also a computer
analyst, said she recalled |esus" teach-

ings that only those without sin

should cast the first stone. "I don't

feel capable of throwing that first

stone," she said.

"I could consider all of the evi-

dence but I couldn't live with myself

if I had to decide if somebody was to

be put to death." said the woman
identified as furor No. 101

.

The next woman questioned, a

farmer's wife identified as |uror No.

779, used her own view of the

Golden Rule to back the death penal-

ty-

"I was always taught: Do unto oth-

ers what you would want others to do
unto you," she said. "If he's guilty, he
should get the death penalty."

Because the federal charges of

murder and conspiracy against

McVeigh carry a penalty of death by
injection, a willingness to impose the

death penalty is a requirement. Of
the 1 9 questioned so far. only two
have opposed it.

With the process plodding along
and some prospects being ques-

tioned for an hour or more, it is

expected to take weeks to whittle

the pool of 350 prospects to 12
jurors and six alternates. In another
development. U.S. District ludge
Richard Mat?ch scheduled a hearing
today on a petition filed by a group
of news media representatives who
want public access to the jury selec-

tion process.
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Tenn. passes

Amendment
By Karin Miller

Associated Press

NASHVILLE. Tenn. — lust after

the Civil War, the 1 5th Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution guaranteed

that no one could be denied the right

to vote because of their "race, color

or previous condition of servitude."

Only 127 years later. Tennessee
became the last state to formally

agree

The state's House of

Representatives and the Senate voted

unanimously yesterday to make
amends, unanimously approving a

resolution that ceremoniously ratified

what has been the law of the land

since 1870.

"It's embarrassing, only that the

state hasn't done it already. Let's get

on with it." said Sen. Steve Cohen
(D-Memphis).

The resolution was sponsored by

Rep. Tommie Brown (D-
Chattanooga) who learned in

September from constitutional schol-

ar Gregory Watson of Austin, Texas,

that Tennessee had never post-rati-

fied the amendment.
The 1 5th amendment was submit-

ted to the states for ratification after

it was approved by the 40th U.S.

Congress on Feb. 26. 1869. Three-
quarters of the 37 states in existence

at the time approved it; the bill was
ratified on March 30. 1870.

Sen. Keith Jordan (RFranklin)
reminded his colleagues that because

Tennessee was the first state to rejoin

the union after the Civil War, it was
not required to ratify the 13th. 14th

and 15th Amendments as were other

Southern states.

Many states post-ratified the
amendment later, including Delaware
in 1901; Oregon in 1959: California

in 1962; Maryland in 1973: and
Kentucky in 1976.

continued from page 1

called the Commonwealth College, to

attract academically talented students

to the state system of higher education.

The Board has received 1 1 proposals

for creating a Commonwealth College,

including one from North Adams State

College.

Tom Aceto, the president of North

Adams State College, proposed the ere

ation of honors colleges at Amherst

and North Adams to the subcommittee.

"Why not offer multiple options?"

Aceto asked the Board members. "That

makes a lot more sense than to just sin-

gle out one institution, one kind of

campus."

Aaron Spencer, chair of the Board's

Commonwealth College subcommittee,

spoke about instituting honors pro-

grams at several or all of the state's

more than 24 colleges and universities.

"This ought not to be a 'winner takes

all' program," Spencer said. "That is

the direction my head is going in."

The subcommittee will makes its rec-

ommendation to the full Board in the

next two to three months, at which
time the Board as a whole will decide

if, and where, a Commonwealth
College should be built.

Material from the Associated Press

contributed to this article.

People watching...

Ki-fae Nam, 3, enjoyed the sunshine and watched people passing

by in front of Health Services yesterday afternoon.
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage
March 31

A two vehicle accident
occurred on Governors Drive.
One operator, Asaph M. Murfin
was transported to Cooley
Dickinson Hospital in

Northampton.

Alarm — Fire

There was a false fire alarm in

Grayson Residence Hall.

Annoying Behavior
March 29
A large group of people were

being loud and disturbing resi-

dents on Orchard Hill Drive.

Residents complained about
bongo drums on Orchard Hill

Drive.

March 31

There was a snowball fight on
the Southwest Mali.

There was a snowball fight on
Fearing Street.

April 1

A window in |ohn Quincy
Adams Residence Hall was bro-

ken due to people throwing snow-
balls.

Bottles were thrown at individ-

uals participating in a snowball
fight in Van Meter Residence
Hall.

Snowball fights took place on
North Pleasant Street.

Massachusetts Avenue, Infirmary

Way and Eastman Lane.

leffery Durocher, 18. of 211
Patricia Ln., Dracut. was arrested

for throwing snowballs and
breaking a window in French
Greenhouse. He was charged
with destruction of property of

more than $250, and possession

of a class D drug.

There was a snowball fight near

Kennedy Residence Hall.

Kyle Quinlan. 19. of 7

Granaudo St., Southwick, was
arrested for throwing snowballs
and breaking a window in

Kennedy Residence Hall. He was
charged with destruction of prop-

erty of more than $250.
Individuals from Brett

Residence Hall were throwing
bottles at Plant employees
attempting to clear the sidewalks.

Snowball fights occurred on
Sunset Avenue, and Fearing
Street.

Assist Agency
April I

A broken window from
Emerson Residence Hall was
reported to Housing Services.

Disturbance
March 28
There was a food fight in the

Hampshire Dining Common.
There was a report of students

arguing with Student Security in

Washington Residence Hall.

March 29
Robert M. Farrow. 21. of 104

Maplewood Ter.. Hamdcn.
Conn., was arrested for disorder-

ly conduct, indecent exposure,
resisting a police officer's lawful

arrest and assault and battery on
a police officer.

March 3

1

There was a snowball fight on
Eastman Lane.

April I

Residential Staff from |ohn
Adams Quincy Residence Hall

requested assistance with a large

unruly party.

There was a snowball fight on
Orchard Hill Drive.

A snowball fight occurred at

Brooks Residence Hall and win-

dows were reported broken.

Hazardous Materials/ Spills

March 28
Heavy equipment was leaking

diesel fluid on Forestry Way.

Health/Safety Hazard
March 28
There was a problem control-

ling the temperature in Tobin
Hall.

Larceny
March 28
An individual from Patterson

Residence Hall reported a past

larceny of a laptop computer.

A small amount of cash was
reported stolen from the

Hampshire Dining Common.
March 29
Tires were stolen from a vehicle

in parking lot 33 on University

Drive.

March 31

A vehicle in parking lot 49 on

Clark Hill Road was broken into

and the stereo was stolen.

A resident from James
Residence Hall reported personal

items stolen.

There was a report of a trumpet

stolen from the practice room in

the Fine Arts Center.

Suspicious Person/Activity

April I

There was an individual throw-

ing snowballs at Gorman
Residence Hall.

Traffic Slop
March 28
A 16-year-old juvenile was

arrested for operating a motor
vehicle without a license, and
without authority from owner.

Michael A. Dagilus. 23. of 32

South St. Montague, was arrested

for operating a vehicle without a

license.

Vandalism
March 28
A vehicle was damaged in park-

ing lot 22 on University Drive.

Another vehicle was damaged
in parking lot 22 on University

Drive.

April 2

Racial graffiti was scratched
into a wall in the 10th floor of the

Campus Center.

Snowballs were thrown at win-

dows of Mackimmie Residence
Hall.

Come visit the Collegian on line at:

www.umass.edu/rso
/colegian

and don tforget to eat a good breakfast!!.]
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or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we

recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax-

delered annuities designed to help build additional nu ll

— money that can help make the difference between

living and living «*•// after your working yean are over.

Instant tax savings.

Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from vour

salary on a pretax basis, soyou pay less in taxes now. And

iincr earnings on vour SRAs are also tax-deferred until

you receive them as retirement income, the money you

don't send to Washington can work even harder for vou.

Loans and more.

What else do SRAs offer? A valuable loan

option, plus a full range of investment choices and

the financial expertise of TIAA-CREF— America's

largest retirement organization.*

The sooner you act,

the sooner relief begins.

To find out more, stop by your benefits office or

give us a call at 1 800 842-2888 Well show you how
SRAs can lower your .axes.

Do it today. It couldn't hurt.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future
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TIRG addresses homelessness
"Society and Starvation" forum shows how to give aid

By Laura Forstsr

Collegian Staff

^^P^ \

The Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group
(MassPIRG) held a "Society and Starvation" forum yes-

terday afternoon on the steps of the Student Union, in

which a variety of speakers addressed the issue of
homelessness in society and what stu-

dents can do to help.

Glenroy Buchanan, a volunteer at the

Amherst Shelter for Adolescents.
stressed his belief that "a society is only

as strong as its worst citizen."

Buchanan explained his experience in

working with adolescents who due to

problems such as abuse, neglect and
incest have become homeless. Buchanan
said that despite all of the problems in

society which can become overwhelm-
ing, tuning in and realizing that any-

thing we can do to help is important.

Presenting a different approach, Vin
Lyon, a graduate anthropology student

at the University of Massachusetts,
pointed out the "systematic issues" around the country

which affect the number of homeless people.

Lyon, also a former associate of the Grove Street Inn

shelter in Northampton, presented statistics concerning

the unequal distribution of wealth within the country.

According to Lyon, the amount of money controlled by

the wealthy has increased by about 24 percent over the

last 25 years. In addition, the amount of low-income
renters has increased while the amount of units avail-

able to them has decreased, leaving 4.7 billion people

without residency.

Presently, there are no policies to address these

issues which is why the Living Wage Campaign, a

coalition of about 25 groups, has formed to work on
increasing minimum wage to a "living wage." This "liv-

ing wage" would make it so that those whose jobs are

with benefits could make $7.50/hr. and those without

could make $9.507hr. They say workers would be able

to afford housing this way.

Further building on Lyon's speech. Dedrick Snoek
from the Next Step Collaborative, emphasized the

problems of the nation's existing economic situation

JCNMTM JUTSAS / COUfCJAN

Amherst Select Board mem
ber Hill Boss.

and that the homeless are not at fault for their condi-

tion.

Snoek, who also works on the Living Wage
Campaign and at the Emergency Shelter in

Northampton, explained that most homeless people are

"invisible," in that they try not to make their situation

known to others due to the risk that they'll lose the

respect of peers, employers, etc.

Snoek explained that to help out,

students may donate to charity and vol-

unteer at shelters. Also, Snoek encour-

aged students to study the economic
systems established in the country and
the distribution of wealth responsible

for much of the homelessness.

"Do you really want a slim work-
place so that we can compete with
Hong Kong?" Snoek asked.

Hill Boss, who was re-elected to the

Amherst Select Board Tuesday, and a

member of the Amherst Friends for

Homeless, also discussed ways for stu-

dents to help out within the communi-
ty. Boss mentioned an annual event

which takes place every last Sunday in October named
"Shelter Sunday," in which volunteers gather for three

hours and raise $15,000 to be given directly to local

social service agencies.

Students may also attend the annual volunteer fair

every September in the Campus Center where agencies

request their needs and students may sign-up to help out.

Laurie Sarafin, from the Franklin County Winter
Shelter, read a letter entitled, "Thoughts of Homeless,"

written by a homeless person expressing their feelings

of overwhelming hopelessness. Sarafin stressed the

need to show support and bring hope to the homeless

"so that they know they are not alone."

Veronica MacDonald, a sophomore psychology and
anthropology undergraduate at UMass who is a mem-
ber of MassPIRG. was the host of the forum.
MacDonald summed up the forum by announcing the

upcoming "Into Amherst Day" on April 26 at 9 a.m. in

the Triangle Park in Amherst. This event will be for

volunteers to work on both social and environmental

issues within the community by cleaning up shelters,

rivers and soliciting pledges.

Use of hallucinogen up among nation s youths
BOSTON (AP) — A loss of reputa

lion and a drop in potency and price

have, boosted the popularity of the

hallucinogen LSD among young peo-

ple, according to a drug specialist.

"Here's a drug that's very cheap,

widely available and doesn't turn up
in routine urine tests," Mark
Kleiman of the University of

California at Los Angeles told the

Boston Globe.
"All of that wouldn't be enough

however, if LSD still had among kids

the horrible reputation it got at the

end of the "60s." he said. "What put

an end to the first wave of LSD use
was the casualties. Everybody knew
somebody who had a very, very, very

bad trip."

A single dose of LSD today may
cost $5, less than it was 30 years

ago, and the doses are smaller.

Smaller doses mean fewer users are

hospitalized, and that and the lack of

some obvious drug-using signs may
hide LSD's popularity today.

However. Michael Cunniff of the

U.S. Drug Enforcement
Administration's office in Boston said

LSD "is really everywhere" in New
England and the rest of the country.

Surveys by the University of
Michigan's Institute of Social
Research showed that the percentage

of students nationwide in the 8th.

10th and 12th grades who said they

had used LSD at least once rose

from 1991 to 1996.

And the percentage was higher

than that for students in the three

grades who said they had used
cocaine or heroin.

"There's no question there's been

a resurgence of LSD in recent years."

said Lloyd lohnston. who runs the

study.

However, Wayne Alexander,
principal of Barnstable High
School, thought the use of LSD
was far behind the use of marijua-
na. And a teen-ager in Attleboro
said twice as many young people
there smoked marijuana than used
LSD.

Making up
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It vim have » course to make up--or if you simply want

to get ahead in your cuurework for next fall-come hi

Northeastern University i his Summer With

Northcaslern's flexible part-time Summer scheduling-

-4 week. 5 week, and lit week Classes offered morning,

noon, and night-making up and getting ahead-isn't

very hard to do.

( all (.17-37.V24UI or TTV 61 7-373-2825;

http.//www ncu.edu/uc

Fint Summer session suns June V; Register May 27-2V

Northeastern Universtiy
Part-time Programs
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Shop Scott's&Save Lots$!H!

- Thank you for your patronage -

Busch & Busch Light jo pock* $ 1 1 .99 deP
Bud Ice & Ice Light jo-poc*» $14.99 *d.P

Corona 12 pack bom** $8.99 +oep

Harpoon IPA 12 pock $9.39 «**>

Keystone Light so-pack. $10.99 *d.P

Miller Genuine Draft reg *iight 24- 1202 bar wis $9.99 o.p|

Red Dog & Ice House 12 pock bom.* $6.99 aeP
PeteS WiCked 6-pack. (All Flavors) $4.99 r*p

Cider Jack 6-pock. <Appl.. Cronowry) $4.99 nodep.

our Other Orot In ttorm tmoolmlm

Cuervo Gold Tequila 7somL $10.99

Captain Morgan i7&t2LCc*. $17.99

Jim Beam 7somL $8.49

Poland Springs Vodka \.m $8.99

Alize Liquor 7somi $11.99
Romana Sambuca 750ml $16.99

After Shock & Avalanche 7somL $14.99

Beringer White Zinfandei 7somi $4.99

Turning Leaf Chardonnay 750ml $5.99

Boone's 750ml 3 for $6.00

Tequila Monster 750ml $4.99

Check Out Our Other Great
In Store Specials

Tele-Check for

»sim»your personal check

6 University Drive
at Newmarket Center, Amherst
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junior educational, Latin American and Spanish studies major Deborah Shaner enjoyed the plantlife in

Durfee Conservatory yesterday afternoon.

SGA
continued from page 1

In Northeast Residential Area, the

following students were elected to

positions: lay Dupont, Gov.;
Jennifer Garrett, Lt. Gov.; Chris

Campbell, Secretary; and Erik

lernberg. Treasurer.

Representing Commuter Area
government will be Mike Meideros,

Gov.; Rick Barrik, Lt. Gov.; Quetial

Mount, Secretary. The position of

Treasurer remains vacant.

Southwest Residential Area will

be represented by Daniel Friedman.

Gov.; Emily Livingston, Lt. Gov.;

Sheila Tunney, Secretary; and Astar

Lambert, Treasurer.

Representing Sylvan Residential

Area will be Eleanor Gerome. Gov.;

lustin Cardullo. Lt. Gov.; Bill

Toffell, Treasurer.

Dan Kitteridge was elected to the

position of governor in Central

Residential Area but said he is hesi-

tant to take the position because it

would mean giving up his senator-

ship.

"I'm not sure I want this iob." he

said. "I enjoy being a senator and

being on the Ways and Means
Committee... 1 was a write in. I

don't know who did it."

All three remaining seats in

Central Residential Area are vacant.

The position of secretary is also

vacant in Sylvan Residential Area
because of a tie involving write in

votes.

Eleven students were written in

for the position, all receiving one
vote each. They have yet to be con-

tacted about whether they seek the

position, but those who do will be

voted upon by the senate body dur-

ing an upcoming meeting.

Friedman. Livingston and Tunney
were the only newly elected area

government officers to be sworn in

at last night's meeting.

One motion was also passed at

the meeting, involving the final

exam schedule which currently

holds exams on Saturdays, a holy

day in some religions.

Written bv Senator R.I. Lemar

(Orchard Hill Area), the motion
was written after a discussion at

Hillel House concerning the SGA's
support of lewish issues.

"The University would never even

think of putting exams on Sundays.

I can imagine some religions being

very upset that their holiday be used

for exams... The final exam sched-

ule does not mention religious con-

flicts,* Lemar said.

Sen. |en Casasanto (Southwest
Area) agreed with the motion.

"I think this is a really good
motion. If they can give us leeway

enough if we have two or three

exams scheduled in one day, if there

is one on a religious holiday, they

can be flexible on that too... Let's

go down to the faculty senate and
bring this up." Casasanto said.

Collegian News,
You hear it first.
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Stop cloning around

Dunn

The scientific world got lurned

on its collective ear a couple
of weeks ago when it was

announced that a team of scientists

successfully cloned a sheep.

Vee-freaking-ha!

Cloning has been, for many years

now. the golden fOOK oi scientific

thought. Authors and futurists have
been debating the plausibility and
practice of cloning for

years, more so lately

.

The idea was given ter-

rifying treatment in

lurassic Park and lam-

pooned in Multiplicity

(Yeah. I paid money to see it, you
got a problem with that?) but onl\

in the last lev, weeks has the idea

been seriously looked at. The
President even got involved, promis-

ing to deny federal funding for any
experiments in human cloning.

That didn't stop Sen. Tom Harkin
(D-lowa) from getting onto the
floor of the Senate saying that not

only would cloning experiments
continue but that the> should con-

tinue to the point where cloning
humans is perfected. Harkin went
on to say that halting human experi-

ments would be "demeaning to

human nature."

Huh?
Let's take this one step at a time.

First off. cloning itself is the most
wasteful use of time and technology

since the Newton. Hooray! Some
guys made a sheep! Well, you know
what? There are sheep being pro-

duced every day without the benefit

of a test tube: I've seen some. We
certainly don't need to waste time
and money making pseudo- sheep in

a laboratory.

What some people fail to realize

is that in order to produce "Dolly"

the cloned sheep. 277 failures had
to precede her. One out of 277
makes for a success rate of about
0.0036 percent. Granted this is a

first try, and mistakes will be made
when attempting any kind of new
procedure, but keep in mind we're
talking about living beings here, and

many of those 277
failures were sheep
with major birth
defects who suffered

and died shortly after

birth.

So. you've made a sheep. Congrats.

Oppenheimer would be proud, but

what next? Why, people, of course!

Never mind the extremely low s U c

cess rate, never mind that there is no
real practical purpose to clone
humans, never mind that the scientif-

ic community is just so gosh-darn
happy to have a brand new toy to

plav with that they'll ignore the moral
and ethical implications of it. let's

|ust crank out MM clones!

Win would you possibly want to

clone people in the first place?
We've got far too many real people
on the planet already, and most of
them are jerks. What possible role

could clones fill? Is it ethical to
breed clones for organ transplants,

manual labor or cannon fodder? Is

it a good idea to try and clone even
a single person when the possibility

for failure is so high?

I'm not talking about
run-of-the-mill genetic engineering

here. I'm not arguing about the ben-
efits of mutating viruses in the
hopes to find cures fa diseases I'm

not talking about breeding genera-

tions of fruit flies in the hopes of

learning more about genetic predis-

position, disease transmittal or any-

thing else we could glean from the

little critters. I'm talking about a

bunch of eraserheads in lab coats
getting a wild hair up their butt and
deciding to be God for a day.

I can hear them all out there,

yelling and waving their slide rules

around like villagers with torches

screaming about "the halt of
progress" and "scientific persecu-
tion." and all the other hyperbole
and rhetoric that the supposedly
"higher minds" spout when their

grant money looks like it's about to

be cut off. Frankly, they all need to

quit their whining and get back to

work on something important. Oh.
you made a sheep? Really? How's
that AIDS vaccine coming along? Is

that cancer cure ready for the
shelves yet? Well, at least we'll have
plenty of wool around.

No one is saying theories
shouldn't be advanced. No one is

saying that scientific progress
should stop altogether. Overall, sci-

ence has improved the quality of life

for most of the people on the plan-

et. But. there has to be a line

drawn, here and now.
Do not pass go. do not collect a

Nobel prize, abandon all hope ye
who enter here, knock it off. You've
proven cloning is possible, yippee. I

hope you get a plaque, maybe get

your face on the cover of a journal

i't something. Now. you can stop. In

this day and age, don't we know
enough to leave Pandora's box
closed?

Bob Dunn is a Collegian colum-
nist.

The other Chestnut Hill

Conner

We stood for the final time as a class of 41 in

May. 1994. all of us identically adorned in

the blue blazers, shirts and ties and white
chinos of the graduation ceremony

I arrived at the Lniv ersity of Massachusetts, my
first public school, in the fall, hoping to take a

breather from the claustrophobic trappings of
Chestnut Hill Academy in Philadelphia. We'd been in

a school of 500 students — kindergarten through
12th — for 10 years, so the majority of our class, as
was expected, elected to attend small or moderately
sized private colleges.

The choices came down to Syracuse Michigan or
UMass for me. an obvtou:- tipoff that big schools and
big snowstorms were my leaning And while I may
silently curse the frigid, white blanket
which spreads across my car. doorstep
and walkway for months at a time. I'm
wholly convinced Western Mass. was
the best possible place for me.

It hasn't always been that way.
Imagine yourself as the son of a Harvard Business
graduate, a man who implored you to go to Syrac use-

primarily for name reasons. Consider the number of
plastic smiles you'd receive when you told some of
your friends' parents you'd be attending a state
school that wasn't a tough out-of-state contender
like Virginia or North Carolina.

Had I not been a big. dumb jock recruit. 1 might
have even been viewed as a failure within a rjatoefi

that boasts a 100 percent college matriculation rate,

with many attending Ivy League or "I ittle Ivy" insti-

tutions.

Despite the fact I loved and stj|| | ve CHA dearly
(although from the initial tone of the piece vou might
think otherwise), the elitist sentiments resonating
throughout its walls had become a tad tiresome by the
close of my studies I was well aware we came from a

privileged environment I didn't need to hear it in

MM subtle or overt form on a consistent basis.

Yet. the majority of my classmates, who I still feel

are my 40 brothers, went out into the ranks ol the
collegiate and retained much of this mode of thought.
In their defense, however, the thinly veiled snobbery
of the prep school education is a learned behavior —
which is why I set out to break free of its naive con-
straints.

Perhaps I already had a slight advantage on the rest

of the bunch My mother had been the first college
graduate in her immediate family and my father's
father never even completed high school. In addition.
I was black and tended not to see the world in as
idyllic a light as many of my peers.

When you grow up around the area of Chestnut
Hill, as many of my classmates did. with an actual
Cricket Club directly across the street from your
school. I suppose you might fall prey to a highly ide-

alized scope of the way things arc. Fven as many of
CHA's finest were steeped to the neck in wave
dysfunction — ranging from parental hyperpressure
to alcoholism — everyone went about their business
as society folks, folks for whom a lane Austen novel
mirrored reality

Vou had to be conscious of your every maneuver
for fear of the disapproval of those whom you knew
were always watching — and you knew they'd tell

So how do well-adjusted people possibly emerge
from the crushing omnipresence of Big Brother in a ).

Crew/I.. L. Bean outfit? How do you
cope with the paradox of the woodsy
warmth of a country-style house offset

hv its coldly stoic inhabitant" '

More specifically, how do CHA grads
handle college when they'\e already

endured the average burnout of a second- year law
student?

Those of us, myself included, who got an early
grasp on when to turn on or turn off your society face
seemed, for the most part, to escape with minimal
scarring Hell. I even had one buddy, now an alco-

holic with a Dean's List GPA at an Ivy League
school, who never even pretended to play the "tea
and crumpets" niceties game. Ironically, for all of his

aberrant nihilism, maybe he was the smart one.
Sadly, however, many of us who were on the

precipice of self-destruction before even receiving a

diploma hit the wall when the intoxicating taste of
college life first greeted them. A brilliant friend at

another Ivy League school dabbles in hardcore nar-
cotics and his decision-making often rivals that of

i fie Costanza.

Another pal. a talented but parentally harangued
squash player who attends a small Connecticut col-

lege, has dropped out of school and smokes
beyond-cathartic amounts of marijuana.

And although he would return, yet another of my
classmates failed out of a prominent Southern univer-
siiy. his excessive senior year workload at CHA
replaced by excessive drinking during his first term.
Of course, there are also the kids who never had a

worry, will never change and who will never lose my
love regardless of how much like their fathers they
become.

This is precisely the reason those 40 other men are
still 40 brothers in my mind — family is family.

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian columnist.
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Blind leading the blind
Editor's note: On May 8. the

Collegian celebrates its >0lh
anniversary as a daily newspaper
To commemorate this occasion, the

Collegian will be publishing editori-

als spanning the last 50 years
Today we feature a piece originally

published on Feb 2. 1972.

The Ad Hoc Committee on
Teacher Fvaluation wasn't complete-

ly a waste of lime and effort; they

did come out with one
good recommendation.

Recommendation
number six in their

series of seven recom-

mendations reads:

"There should be established an
Office for the Evaluation and
Improvement of Teaching, reporting

to the Vice Chancellor for Academic-

Affairs, which would be responsible

for the administration and interpre-

tation .' tajM.-c.ir-c fvaluatton
Ouestfortru^XJnit for the HV i

ment of serUje* to help the facultv

further develop their teaching
skills

"

It is astonishing how little train-

ing is required of college prot,

More is required of a candidate for

high school teaching, as far as

teacher training is concerned, than

is of a professor. It is even more
shocking when you realize that high

1967-1997

school and elementary school teach-

ers receive their preparation in col-

lege What you have. then, is a pro-

fessorate that has had little ten ma!

teacher training itself, and no ele

mentary or high school teacher
training, going into PfrrTftTr oi edu
cation to train primary and sec

ondary teachers. It isn't quite the

blind leading the blind, but rather a

more miraculous medical prpot
the blind giving sie;hl to others.

And so we finally

have an attempt
(which is the reeom
mendation) to put
within the faculty s

reach, some type of
formal teacher training that would
not be embarrassing as other w.ivs

Ihis Office "I leaeher Improvement
would be staffed with experts m
teaching techniques, who could help

a faculty member to improve his

«t\le and help his students
awake-

Some of the methods are quite

interesting. Video taping can be
used. The faculty member would
have one of his lectures taped, or he

could be shown how to use the
equipment, then he would sit down
and look at it with a professional or

by himself and try to analyze what
he is doing right and what he is

doing wrong.

I here is another scheme used
called micro-teaching. The faculty

member tries to teach one concept

to about five or six students in a

limited amount of time, usually fi ve-

to 10 minutes Alter lie is done, the

students tell him what he did right

and wrong, thereby giving the

instructor imnied>ate feedback

There are many other methods of

helping the faculty to improve their

teaching, but to aid the faculty in

upgrading teaching is a long-range-

solution to a problem. It does noth

ing to help the students that are

here and trapped by bad teaching. A
bad teacher does more than just

waste the students' time, he robs
them of what could have been an
exciting experience in learning. A
student's time hcie is limited: he

must have a method by which he

can decide where he wants to spend
that time and with whom.
The ^(clitiejMfraJle-eirttiiuld like an

evaluation sys^m around to evalu

ate that small portion of the
I niversitv devoted to teaching. The
faculty should have an evaluation
system around so that they can start

to learn how to teach And students

need an evaluation system so that

they can avoid the faculty members
that waste their time.

\uh \postola is a former
nan columnist

Better with age?
Here's my life, in a nutshell

I wake up. I go to class, write columns about
ex- girlfriends, teeth and Bon lovi. watch

SportsCenter. go to bed. Besides the fact that I have no
money, ever, life is pretty good right now

But it won't be for long

You see. when this year ends. I will be a senior. As
such. I will have to start looking for a job pretty soe.n \
real job. a job with a purpose, medical insurance and
enough of a paycheck so I don't have to go back to

Methuen and live with my dad until I'm 50.

Vou see. it won't be long before I can't do what I do
anymore. Yesterday. I got slightly "funny" at live in the

afternoon, and instead of thinking.

"Hey. what if Scooby- Doo hooked
up with Velma?" or "Why aren't

their yellow Flavor-Ices?" I was
thinking. "Jesus. I can't be doing
this anymore. I'm too old to waste a

day like this."

And that's the thing lately I \e

already begun to live the boring life

I will when I get out of college, even
though I have a full year left. I don't

go out and raise hell on a Tuesday
night anymore, just because I can
debating what I have to do the next day. I'll think.

"Well, whose going to be there?" and "I kinda feel like

sitting around the house and watching TV."
What's wrong with me?
I'll tell you what's wrong with me. I'm old. that's

what. I don't listen to music like it's the most important
thing in the world anymore. I don't stay up too late, I

worry about my future. Basically. I've become a

lame-ass. the exact same kind I promised myself I'd

never be when I was 16.

Think about this. (I'm speaking to my over-21 broth
ers and sisters here, kiddies). What happened to M? I

sometimes see 18-year-old kids hammered, not know-

"I've become a
lame-ass, the exact
same kind I promised
myself I'd never be
when I was lb.

"

Luke Meredith

I think about it.

ing a damn thing, having the time of their lives simply
because they don't know better, and I think. "Man. that
used to be me ."

I wonder sometimes if these younger
kids look at me and are like. "Wow. that kid's, like.

old."

I used to be just like them. My whole life was geared
around Thursday. Friday and Saturday night. I would go
anvwherc. do anything. If my friends heard about a
party, no matter where it was. I'd go Wouldn't even
care where it was I was that kid on the PVTA with a
backpack on yelling "Yeah. Hohart rule

Sow, if you can even drag me out to a party, it has to
be at a house where I know at least three people who

live there, have had a decent time in

the past, and have at least a 50/50
chance of getting a free cup. I used
to drink gallons of Natural Light,
puke it out. and then drink more.
Now. I only drink "good beer" (if

I'm not at the bars. I mean), and il I

get drunk, it's a "classy" drunk, and
nobody really has to know about it

e I'm old. and I just can't do
that anymore

I saw some old friends, really good
old friends, and we're going out tonight for my birth-
il.iv 1

1
kruiw. but don't worry about it. You can get me

a card next week.). One ol these friends likes to tell

people that when he first met me. I was a fresh-faced
kid who didn't have a clue about the world. In a way. he
was right But tonight, after he tells that story to every-
one we run into (and believe me. Mike will). I'll have a
lew beers, talk to people I already know, tell stories I've
already told, and go home in time for work tomorrow. I

already know the night I have in front of me.
I'd rather it was like it used to be. when I had no idea

what night I had in front of me. That was so much more-
fun, don't you think?

I tike Meredith is a Collegian columnist.

BE HEARD!
The Cottegim welcomes letters to the editor. Please
keep them snort - around 400 words and typewrit-
ten. You can drop letters off at the Collegian, locat-
ed in the Campus Center Basement. Letters can

also be e-mailed to

letters@oltvms.olt.umass.edu.

Mil r *fi

aren't just

funny books anymore

and

Child abuse. Genetic manipula-
tion and cloning. Alcoholism.
Government abuse of power.
Where are you going to find all

these topics? The library? The
newspaper? Sure, but you
can also find them in a

comic store.

Often dismissed as

kids' books filled with
scantily clad women
large-muscled men merely hitting

each other, modern comics can be

far more.

lack Shadoian, an associate pro-

fessor in the English department,

uses comics in some of his classes,

including "Men and Women in

Literature" and "Practical

Criticism."

"It supplies a different kind of

experience and, arguably, comics,

Jacoh W
Michaels

along with movies perhaps, may be

the most important literature of

American life," he said. "There's no
overestimating or thinking that its

impact is minor or minimum.
Certainly [comics have]

more impact on
American life than the

works of Keats... great

as they may be."

Shadoian said students are often

surprised when they learn they will

be reading comics in his classes,

and think it's a joke.

"(There is | incomprehension
partly because there's a perceived

gap between what people will pick

up at a newsstand and what is

assigned at school."

One of the problems, according

to Timur Voskoboinik, vice presi-

Tom to COMICS, page 9
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Four-color comic books
impact the silver screen
By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

Comic books have given movies a

shot in the arm — both financially

and creatively of late. In the past few
years, audiences have seen more
movie adaptations from comic books
than ever before. With an influx of
new films due this year, we can only

expect more if any modicum of suc-

cess is shown. Has Hollywood run
out of ideas, or are comic books
starting to be recognized as well-

springs of creativity for filmmakers
to dip into?

The connection between comic
books and films is nothing new —
Superman, Batman and Captain
America were being adapted for seri-

als in the early 1940s. It seems like

an almost natural translation
between these serials and their comic
sources. The cliffhanging ending
might have its roots in the serial nov-
els of Dickens and Hardy, but has it

ever been so perfectly expressed
when the credits begin rolling as
Batman and Robin are tied up and
being slowly lowered into a vat of
boiling pig fat?

As feature films, comic movies
have also seen a fair amount of suc-

cess since Christopher Reeve donned
Superman's tights in I978's
Superman. It spawned three sequels
— the last of which Superman IV:

The Quest for Peace was released in

1987. The franchise also opened the

door for the darker vision of Tim
Burton's 1989 Batman. Burton's
gothic sensibilities pervaded
Gotham's skyline- placing Michael
Keaton's ironic Batman in a land-

scape stolen from Fritz Lang.
Batman showed unparalleled success

— not only as a film adaptation from
a comic, but by breaking box office

records for opening weekend
receipts.

Burton's dark sensibilities looked
almost juvenile in comparison to
I994's surprise hit The Crow. J. M.
O'Barr's nightmarish tale of revenge
was a cult phenomenon as a comic
and the crossover was just as suc-
cessful — with no small amount of
help coming from the accidental
death of star Brandon Lee while
filming.

This summer should mark a new
high for comic books on the big
screen. The release of Batman and
Robin is one of the few threats that

The Lost World has to look out for.

What might be most impressive
about this franchise is that it has not
only survived the departure of Burton
and Keaton after the first two films

(|oel Schumacher took over the helm
of director with Val Kilmer as the
eponymous hero with the third film
— Batman Forever), but it shows no
signs of letting up. Replacing Kilmer
with "E.R" sensation George
Clooney. Schumacher will also intro-

duce baddies Arnold Schwarzenegger
and Uma Thurman as Mr. Freeze and
Poison Ivy and Clueless star Alicia

Silverstone as Batgirl.

The test that comic book movies
will have to face, however, is

whether less well-known comics will

be as successful as the Batman Films.

This August audiences will have the

opportunity to check out Spawn.
starring Michael |ae White as the
eponymous hellion and Martin Sheen
and |ohn Leguizamo as the baddies
and next year The Death of
Superman, a filmed version of the

1992 limited series.

Comic convention

to hit Northampton
By Jocob W. Michaels

Colegtan Staff

The Happy Valley's history is rich

in many areas of culture, including

comics. The creators of the Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles — Kevin
Eastman and Peter Laird — are

from this area. Northampton is the

home of both the Comic Book Legal

Defense Fund (CBLDF) and the

Words and Pictures Museum. This

weekend, all of those elements will

come together during the

Northampton ComicCon.
Bob Mankus. who owns the

Bob's Comics stores in Springfield

and Northampton, and Bill

Verheggen will be hosting the

two-day show at the Hotel
Northampton this weekend.
Among the confirmed featured

gucts are Dave Sim. the writer of

Cerebus: Mike Zeck. an artist at

Marvel comics known for his work
on Captain America and the

Punisher. Ed Hannigan. an artist

for Marvel and DC comics; Tom
Sniegoskc. a writer for Vampirellu:

Rebecca Guay. who did the art for

Black Orchid, one of DC's Vertigo

line titles, and some "Magic: The
Gathering* cards; and Hanibal
King, who also does artwork for

Magic.

Mankus said this is the second
time they've done a show like this.

Approximately 500 people came to

the first one. in October 1995.

"(It was] excellent." he said.

"That was incredibly great."

Mankus said he puts on the

shows because "we find there's a lot

of artists and writers and fans con-

centrated in this area... What we
wanted to do was present a show
like the New York or Philadelphia

conventions in .our area here. It

worked out very well."

Mankus said, in addition to the

professionals in attendance, the

Comic Book Legal Defense Fund
and the Words and Pictures
Museum will be in attendance.

There will also be retailers selling

current and back issues of comics,

including Bob's Comics and the

Card and Comics Company.
The cost for the show is $5 each

day. or $8 for both days. The
guests will be signing autographs
for free.

Collegian Arts...

We're more than just a bunch of cartoon char-

acters, we're the bunch of cartoon characters
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Whatever you teed for cycling fun. it's
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looinngfor a new bike? t lightweight

helmet? Com/arable cycling shorts?

Get the best brands and save money at

SuperSale. A~enca's biggest and best

bicycle and accessory sale.

Don't miss it!

EVERYTHING WE HAVE IS ON SALE!
Some Examples:

Q Tubes reg. $12-515 for 3 3 for $6.99
Mini Pump reg. $22.00 $15.99

*2> Handle Bar Ends reg. $20.00 $14.99
nt2. Computers reg. $34.99 $24.99
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Our best deals of the season on Mountain.

*
Road, Hybrid and BMX bikes.
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319 Pleasant St., Northampton
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Valley poetry readings

By Justin Beland
Collegian Staff

COUtnST H Tl« K3VINO

A big screen version of Todd McFarlane's Spawn is planned to hit the theaters

soon.

With National Poetry Month
upon us. and the poetic activity

heating up in and around ihe

Valley, poetry fans at the
University of Massachusetts
and in the Amherst community
need to be informed.

This column will hopefully
grow more in-depth as it goes

on, but for now, it will serve to

give notice of upcoming read-

ings (who, where and when)
along with brief biographies of

the poets reading, update you
on forthcoming publications
from both established and
up-and-coming poets, and
share any other news or events

of note from the world of poet-

ry. Even in the poetry-saturat-

ed community of the Valley,

this info can be astonishingly

hard to come across, and I

hope to provide an outlet for

the hungry.

In honor of National Poetry

month, the Academy of
American Poets has launched
the most comprehensive and
lively poetry site to date on the

World Wide Web. at

www.poets.org. The site fea-

tures hundreds of poems,
biographies, photographs, and
even recordings of poets read-

ing their work. It also provides

a place for readers and poets
alike to share their ideas about
poetry, and is well worth
perusing.

In local news. Sophie Cabot
Black will be reading at

Wooton's Books on North
Pleasant Street, Amherst at 8
p.m. on April 8, as part of the

Amherst College Creative
Writing Center Reading Series.

Black is the author of The
Misunderstanding of Nature.
which won the Poetry Society

of America's Norma Faber
First Book Award in 1994. She
has also received the Masefield

(1990) and Medwick (1996)

Awards from the Poetry

Society of America. Going
beyond awards, she is an
extremely engaging presence

and a brilliant reader.

Karl Kirchisey. the 1996-97

Grace Hazard Conkling
Writer In Residence at Smith

College will read from his lat-

est verse-play Fragments of a

Poetic Drama, at 7:30 p.m. on

April 5, in Smith's Alumnae
House Living Room.
The Globe Bookstore in

Northampton continues its

Wednesday poetry readings on

April 9 at 7:30 p.m. with lean

Valentine. Valentine's Crowing
Darkness, Crowing Light

(Carnegie Mellon Press) is

already receiving pre- release

accolades. Amy Dryansky also

reads in what promises to be a

terrific evening of verse.

The UMass English
Department's M.F.A. Program
brings Gillian Conoley to

Memorial Hall at 8 p.m., April

10. Conoley won the Pushcart

Prize in 1994. and her book
Tall Stranger is nominated for

the National Book Critic's

Circle Award.
Lastly, combining the art of

the written word with the art

of painting and sculptures is

nothing new. but it hits close

to home as Amherst College's

Mead Art Museum kicks off an
exhibit called Language as
Object. The exhibit features all

mediums of visual art showing
the ways in which contempo-
rary artists have paid homage
to and been inspired by
Amherst- born-and -raised
poetry legend Emily
Dickinson. One example is a

lithograph by artist Lesley Dill

which depicts Dickinson's
words "I am afraid to own a

body/I am afraid to own a

soul* scrawled on a woman's
neck. The opening reception
will be held April 3 from 5-7
p.m.. and the exhibit will run
throughout April and May.
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Snowstorm delays spring, helps boaters
Mother Nature wins this year's

prize for the most extraordinary
April Fool's joke when she encour-
aged Monday's terrific snow storm
and invited winter to chill-out in
the Pioneer Valley for a few days.
We must not criticize her for taking
part in our foolish folklore, and
instead we should applaud her for
increasing the water levels of rivers
throughout Western Massachusetts.

Despite the fact the earth is

once again blanketed in heavy
"white stuff," Mother Nature
has just made the beginning of
this year's kayaking season
even better with a surplus in

run-off water from snow and
ice.

Although there is a general
perception that kayaking is an
aquatic sport exclusively for
thrill-seekers, and not a recre-

ation that can be enjoyed by the
average lane or Joe. nothing could
be farther from the truth. In fact,

this adventure sport has become so
safe that, according to The World
Of Kayaking, more people choke on
peanut butter and jelly sandwiches
than die while kayaMng each year.

Thanks to aquatic engineers,
kayaking no longer only involves
short narrow constricting kayaks
that are inherently unstable, but
also boats that are longer, wider
and more stable than their Whitewa-
ter cousins. Otherwise known as
tandem kayaks, these vessels even
have foot-controlled rudders for

easy maneuvering.

Tandem kayaks are used only on
flat water and allow their occupants
to relax, while Whitewater kayaks
are made for the rapids and expect

their occupants to leap tall waves in

single strokes. Now is the time to

think about enjoying both worlds of

kayaking as the warming weather
begins to melt the snow into run off

that will flow into turbulent. river

rapids.

A kayak is very different from the

classic rowboat most of us probably

have used at least once or twice at

summer camp. The kayak paddle is

not fixed onto the boat and a stroke

on a given side can easily turn the

kayak to the left, right, or not at all.

Kayaking uses families of differ-

ent paddle moves to navigate down
roaring rapids or calm currents. The
most basic forms of kayak paddling
include the power, the forward and
reverse, the sweep, the stern, the
rudder and the pry/draw strokes.

Kayaking is a highly technical activ-

Alfresco News
with

Liz

Anderson
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ity and is not easily self-taught.

This spring Wildwater Outfitters

is offering some of the finest and
most complete kayak instruction in

New England. All courses are
taught by American Canoe
Association (ACA) certified instruc-

tors using techniques developed by
the ACA. American Red Cross and
members of the Wildwater Outfitter

staff.

Each class is small and consists of

a student/teacher ratio of five to

one on the river. The main objective

of Wildwater Outfitters is to enable
participants to paddle comfortably
on two to three rivers after complet-
ing a weekend course. In the sea
kayaking course. Wildwater
Outfitters' goal is to provide stu-

dents with the skills they need to

paddle on a multi-day touring trip.

The Beginners Course will be
held on May 17-18. |une 7- 8,

28-29. My 12-15, Aug. 9-10 and
Sept. 6-7. This course is a two day
clinic for people with little or no
kayak experience. It has been
designed to provide basic skills and
to prepare the boater the Whitewa-
ter paddling class.

The first day is spent in the class-

room and on a pond where the
basic strokes and the Eskimo are

demonstrated and practiced. The
second day of the clinic is spent on
a class two Whitewater river incor-

porating all of the strokes learned
on day one, in addition to learning

about the dynamics of fast moving
water.

The Intermediate Course will be
held July 6-7 and Sept. 14-15. This
two day course allows intermediate
paddlers with river experience a
chance to develop and advance
his/her river skills, perfect the roll

and learn new and advance strokes.

The clinics places heavy empha-
sis on river playing and tech-
niques that are used in river
running.

Wildwater Outfitter will also
be hosting cflnics on Eskimo
Rolling on June 7 and 28; July

12, Aug. 9 and Sept. 6. If you
have not already had the oppor-
tunity to check out the UMass
Outing Club's Friday night sem-
inars on Eskimo Rolling, then

take advantage of Wildwater
Outfitter's half day course and leam
the basics of the roll. This clinic is

designed for people who have trou-

ble learning the roll and to learn
river rescue basics.

Clinics on Sea Kayaking will take
place on May 51, June 1. |uly
12-15, Aug. 2-5 and Sept. 15-14.
This one day clinic is designed for

the person who is planning to go on
a multi- day tour or who just pur-

chased a sea kayak. All of the basic

strokes are covered along with tan-

dem and self rescue techniques.

Wildwater Outfitter provides all of

the equipment needed for the cours-

es. If participants own their own
equipment it is recommended that

they use it so they will become famil-

iar with the equipment. Registration

forms for these kayaking clinics are

at the Wildwater Outfitter Store
located on route 9 across from the

Super Stop and Shop Center.

Don't let Mother Nature's April

Fool joke get you down. Instead just

laugh right along with her. and take

part in one of America's coolest
aquatic sports. Learn how to ride

raging waves or how to coast rolling

currents at the Wildwater Outfitter

and enjoy the snow inspired rapids

in rivers throughout western
Massachusetts.

Liz Anderson is a Collegian
columnist.

Between March 24
and April 4, come to the

Campus Center Concourse and have

your picture taken for the new
UMass I.D. Card; Monday-Friday,

10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

The photo is FREE, takes about 2 minutes, and

you'll AVOID SOME BIG LINES IN THE FALL
The new card will be issued then, and it's going

to make your life a lot easier! THE ALL-CAMPUS
CARD can be used as your library card, Meal

Plan ticket, residence hall key, and as a cash

card for on campus purchases.

I.D. Card photos are also taken in the I.D. Office,

Franklin Dining Hall anytime during regular

business hours.

Don't miss this photo opportunity!
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13 — He can sneer all he wants, he still can't be Bono.

.

13 is a lucky number for blues fans
A hot breath of air. tainted by car-

bon monoxide, has blown through
the blues, and it's actually quite
refreshing. It comes in the form of

the blues-rock band 15. featuring

Lester Butler. A brand new name to

the world of blues. 1 5 lormed early

last year, and is made up of a cast of

young, session-men from various

bluesmen's bands.

Butler, a Virginia native and the

writer of all the band's originals on
their self-titled debut on Hightone
Records, is a veteran of a big-time ^k
LA. club band called the Red *
Kings (which recorded a live album
King King produced by Rick Rubin
and distributed on Rubin's label,

then called Def American). The rest

of the band has been a revolving door
of players coming off jobs with
Screamin' lay Hawkins. Rod Piazza

and The Blasters.

The album itself. 13 Featuring
Lester Butler, is refreshing in that, as

a contemporary album in the blues

vein, it is not a completely soulless,

clean production. This is dirty stuff

we're talking about here. The sound
has pure Chess-era blues fuzz and
Butler's harsh harmonica playing

catches one off guard like a swear in

church. The originals are non-stop
action, driving with hard beats and
Butler's confident shouting, especial-

ly on -HNC," "Black-Hearted
Woman" (with some slamming piano

by Andy Kaulkin). and "Way Down
South." with its funky riff giving a

slight break from the straight-ahead

blues thrash of the rest of the album.

The band tackles covers like a line-

backer. The classic Howlin' Wolf
blues "Smokestack Lightnin" is here

as well as "So Mean To Me" by
Elmore lames, all done with thunder-

storm ferocity.

Less intimidating is New
Orleans-based Black Top Records
artist Gary Primich. With an image of

having no image (does a person really

have to say they are a "regular joe"— can't they just be one?), he is still

able to get over that hurdle and pre-

sent some fairly original songwriting,

as on his fifth, most recent album,
Company Man. Hailing from the

steel-manufacturing town of Gary,
Ind., Primich would often make trips

into neighboring Chicago to be influ-

enced by Big Walter Horton and oth-

ers.

He took his Chicago influences

By Joshua Boyd
down to Austin, Texas and mixed
Chicago and Texas blues with a few
other styles and came up with a sta-

ble harp sound that doesn't sound
imitating nor too original. It's just

there. It is the backbone of songs on
Company Man such as "My Home,"
"The Briar Patch" and "Varmint." the

latter two taking up a little influence

from Austin blues kings, the

Fabulous Thunderbirds. Some tongs

stand out from the Texas blues of the

above songs, such as the swampy
"What's It Gonna Be?." the old-time

jug blues of Smiley Lewis' "Jailbird"

and the organ-drenched jazz-blues of

"Ain't You Trouble?"

Black Top guitarist Snooks Eaglin.

a New Orleans veteran bluesman.
was able to make it over to Japan for

his first time at the end of 1995. and
the new Live In Japan features his set

from the Park Tower Hall in Tokyo.

Eaglin started out way back in the

early '50s in the R&B group. The
Flamingoes (which also featured a

young Allen Toussaint. a prominent

producer and arranger), and then

went on to record his

R&B/Cajun-influenced blues romp
for various labels as a solo artist.

His one original on Live In Japan.

"I Went To The Mardi Gras." is a
nice jumpy piece, accentuated by
Jeffrey "lellybean" Alexander's calyp-

so-styte drumming. Classic band
chemistry can be heard on Earl
King's "Soul Train." the soul blues

ballad "Nine Pound Steel" and the

contemporary shuffle of "Travellin'

Mood." Charles Brown's "Black

m> Night" is not as dark as the origi-

nal, but commendable on Lii-e In

Japan as there is a compelling bass

solo by George Porter, Jr. whose
phrases help Eaglin right along all

through. Guitar solos on Live In

Japan are seemingly rare except on
Stevie Wonder's "Boogie On Reggae
Woman."

Part two of Smithsonian/Folkways'

"Lead Belly Legacy" series (based
around recordings the legendary folk

bluesman made for Folkways founder
Moms Asch), Bourgeois Blues holds

up Smithsonian/Folkways' reputation

for churning out larse amounts of
music on tingle discs (Bourgeois
Blues features 28 songs), with the

most informative liner notes around.

Lead Belly's Bourgeois Blues is

scattered with such songs as the clas-

tic "Midnight Special." the title track

(about a Washington. D.C. that in

the 1940s was very racist). "Alabama
Bound." featuring Woody Guthrie
and Cisco Houston, and many others

that feature either Lead Belly solo

(sometimes even a cappella) or with

help from the two folk stars above or

by Sonny Terry. Brownie McGhee
and Pops Foster. This disc's liner

notes present a literary caricature of

Lead Belly by Guthrie, biographical

notes by Smithsonian/ Folkways
archivist Jeff Place, notes on all songs

and even a bibliography and discog-

raphy. Smithsonian/Folkways should

definitely keep up the good work.

loshua Boyd is a Collegian colum-
nist

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE
Curtain Dally 7:00pm (NO SHOW SAT. APRIL 5)

MATINEE SUNDAY APRIL 6 at 1:00pm

n.m.

WIlllAM SHAklSriAKt

LET
A KENNETH BRANAGH f I I M

For your convenience - Due to length of film

|
TICKETS MAY BE PURCHASED IN ADVANCE FOK ANY SHOWING

Box-office Daily from Noon thru Showtime

Phone Res 584-9032 (1-SpmONLY)

-of course TICKETS AT D0CR - But Arrive Early -

ACADEMYcrMUSIC
NORTHAMPTON (fatojfkc 5848435

RUSSELL'S
- LIQUORS -

t>^*
W

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-544l
V
°*0*f-

featuring "Bud Dry" 30 path * 1 0.49\V -i
rBuytl
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Genuine Draft & Light
$9.

4
*/case bots!

Som Adams Lager
s

16."/case bots!

Elm City Ale
$ 13."/case bots!

"Fantastic Pricing!"

"MICRO MADNESS" CONTINUES!
Red Hook Harpoon

Pete's "ALL FLAVORS!" Calarr7ount

Mix & Match "TWO" 6/pks . . .

$i

Wow!

I*All Been Plut Deposit • QEJ3H 9:00AM - 1 1 :00PM VISA/MASTERCARD 'Delivery Available*
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Captain Morgan

& Coke
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Red Dog
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Boy, these kids really are gonna live forever: the cast of Fame prepares
for their debut this weekend.

Theatre Guild achieves Fame
By Sarah J. Kimmel
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Theatre Guild will be performing the

award winning musical Fame at the

Bowker Auditorium in Stockbridge
Hall this weekend.
Fame, adapted from the book by

lose Fernandez, is the story of stu-

dents attending a high school for the

performing arts. The students are
dancers, singers and musicians striv-

ing to be the best in their class. They
are reaching to achieve their goals

'.nd to reach for the stars.

Fame was originally set in the

1980s, yet the cast and crew of this

show decided to set this edition of

the musical in the '90s. Directed by
UMass student Tim Fisk. this adap-

tation was selected in the hopes of

emphasizing issues such as homo-
phobia, drug addiction, race identity

and illiteracy.

The script follows these students

through their four years of high
school. It draws pictures of
romances and falling outs. The
revised script incorporates the
sounds of dance club mixing, elec-

tric guitar and keyboard in order to

strengthen the feel of the "90s. The
set. designed by Deb Gaouette.
emphasizes the feeling that hope is

kept in the human heart, not in a

house or school.

Fisk described the musical as an
agent lhat "embodies all that is pure
and magical in our lives.'

Fisk said, "this production is great-

ly indebted to those who chose not

to keep their hands in their pockets
and feet inside the car at all times."

This is Fisk's seventh and final

performance with the UMass
Theater Guild.

Fame stars romantic leads, laime

Perez as Nick Piazza and Elaine
Emme as Doris Katz; supporting
leads, Richard A. James as Leroy
(ackson and Toks Olagundoye as

Cocoa Diaz; and comedic leads,

loseph Diaz as Raul Garcia and
Fatima Elmi as Lisa Washington.
Fame is being performed April 3, 4

and 5 at 8 p.m. There will also be a
matinee on Saturday at 2 p.m.
Tickets are $4 for senior citizens and
student and 56 for adults. They may
be purchased at the Fine Arts Center
Box Office, at 545- 2511, or at the

door. For more information call

545-0415

UMass
Student
Legal
Services
Office

FREE
confidential
professional

legal services
for UMass
students!

545- 1 995

922 CAMPUS CENTER

>fc»

EAT GOOD IT'S HERE
morningOnoonOnlght JV/a*

r^jVO M-S.t.T--*- ff
kf^n* Sunday Brunch 7-3 ^m%+

i«8 N. IMeaseM St. Amherst 3 33-2291

Pakula falls short in The Devil's Own
By Adam Levin*

Collegian Staff

THE DEVIL'S OWN
Directed by Alan J. Pakula

with Harrison Ford, Brad Pitt, Treat

Williams
Playing at Hampshire Six Theater

The Devil's Own is neither an
intricate look inside I.R.A. terror-
ism nor the suspenseful action
drama it appeared to be marketed
as. Rather. Alan Pakula's latest is a
hopeful attempt at intriguing char-
acter analysis, which doesn't neces-
sarily work, but has a lot of poten-
tial.

There was a time when Pakula
was regarded as a magnificent up
and coming drama director. His
early credentials include such
thrilling suspense films as Klute and
All the President's Men. Yet, the
years have not been kind to Pakula,
or perhaps it is all a result of some
poor decision making. More recent-
ly. Pakula has been the man respon-
sible for such mediocre action melo-
dramas including Consenting
Adults. Presumed Innocent and The
Pelican Brief. What is so painful
about The Devil's Own. is that we
are forced to witness Pakula's digni-

fied attempt to rekindle his flame
with little success.

The Devil's Own, like Patriot
Games or Blown Away is

Hollywood's inconsiderate portrayal
of the I.R.A. as a non problematic
bad guy. Regardless of one's politi-

cal beliefs towards the situation in

Northern Ireland, a film should
have a responsibility to offer moti-
vation for the narrative's conflict.
Hollywood merely depicts the I.R.A.
as terrorists who can contribute to
the framework of a riveting sus-
pense drama. If the general audi-
ence actually knew what the I.R.A.
were fighting for, then the conven-
tional film just wouldn't work as
well.

Brad Pitt plays this aforemen-
tioned role surprisingly with a great
deal of depth. He is Frankie
Maguire. who at a young age
watched his father gunned down in

front of him. From this point,
Pakula urges us to understand
Maguire's situation and permit him
to do whatever he wants in order to
combat those personal demons, and
still remain the story's hero. It is

now years later, and Maguire has
risen the ranks to become number
one on the British Government's
most wanted terrorist list.

Maguire has come to New York
in order to purchase weapons from
a shady businessman, played by
Treat Williams. While the deal is

going through. Maguire, who now
goes under the alias of Rory
Devaney. has managed to infiltrate

an unsuspecting family, which
includes Harrison Ford as the father
with the heart of gold. Ford is Tom
O'Meara. a police sergeant who has
to struggle every day to do the right

thing and constantly convince him-
self that he's really doing it. These
unlikely new friends come together
in the most unusual of circum-

stances until they must be pitted

against one another in a tacky battle

of the thin line between right and

wrong.

Of course Maguire's deal goes all

wrong and O'Meara inevitably uses

his sharp insight to put all the

pieces of the mystery together.

However, The Devil's Own is not as

much about plot as about the rela-

tionship of the two central charac-

ters. We first witness them bond
over a few beers. Guinness no
doubt, and a game of pool against

some obnoxious anti-Irish locals.

Eventually we see Maguire almost
cling to O'Meara as the father figure

he lost, desperately hoping he will

understand his situation once the

truth is in the open.

The Devil's Own could have used

these characters to really dig deep
into the heart of something.
Unfortunately. Pakula seems to lose

control of the film's direction right

at the beginning. Pakula wants to

say so much about the human con-

dition and yet manages to say really

nothing at all. He builds his charac-

ters up as saints without proving to

us why they should be. The end
result is a lack of sympathy for two
interesting characters that should
have created a moving climax, yet

(here is no reason to care about
them at all. The Devil's Own wants
to be the sort of psychological
thriller that Pakula used to make,
yet he has lost himself to a newer
Hollywood where decent plots
come secondary under big name
stars. C
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college hoop
continued from page 12

before staving off South Alabama in
the first round before turning back a
tougher- than-you-think College of
Charleston team in the second.
That meant a Sweet 16 game

against everyone's (mine included)
predestined darling. While college
hoop fans everywhere — the mayor
of Tucson and Bobbi Olsen notwith-
standing — were already snapping up
the hot-off- the-silkscreen "Kansas,
1997 National Champions" t-shirts.
Simon and Co. said. "Wail a minute!
I don't think so."

In stunning, dramatic fashion,
Arizona proceeded to knock off the
season-long favorite in Kansas, the
regional's other Cinderella in
Providence (in overtime), the all-time
winningest coach in Dean Smith and
North Carolina and the defending
national champs in Kentucky.
No problem.

The fact that it was not Kentucky or
North Carolina cutting down the nets
made the post-game ceremonies
refreshingly fun to watch. Both the
other Wildcats and the Tar Heels are
perennial poll toppers, big name
schools with big name stars. Both have
the marquee players who leave the col-

legiate ranks early to go hardship. Both
have won a recent championship.

Arizona doesn't have all lhat. Sure,
it's a big name program with its share
of strong players coming out of the
McKale Center. But often it is not
'Zona players who declare their eligi-

bility for the professional draft, it is

not Lute Olsen whose name is on
Coach of the Year ballots.

Olsen himself deserved this cham-
pionship. As the coach at Iowa. Olsen
took his squad to the Final Four in

1980 where the Hawkeyes were con-

sidered by many to be the most talent-

ed team. He again visited the Final

Four in 1988, when Danny Manning
would not be denied. He was there,

too. in 1994, but again could not get

his hands on that elusive trophy.

Three final fours in two decades,

never a win in the semifinals, never a

trip to the finals, never a runner-up
plaque. Instead, Olsen had to deal with

the constant reminders of his lack of

tournament success, the first-round

exits, the early flops. Finally now,
Olsen can exorcise those demons and
be thought of as a champion.

Greg Hansen, a writer for the
Arizona Daily Star, said recently that if

a book is to be written about this

1996-97 installment of the Wildcats,

the title should read "Guts and Glory."

Guts and glory indeed.

• Now that the playing days of the

1996-97 schedule have come to an
close, it is open-season on coaching
changes — and make no mistake
about it, names are flying.

The most recent of switches comes
from |im O'Brien, former head coach of

our rivals down the road. O'Brien will

leave Boston College after accepting yes-

terday the head position at Ohio State.

The 46-year-old O'Brien, who
coached at BC for 1 1 seasons, was
offered the Ohio State job after

Clemson's Rick Barnes and
Georgia's Tubby Smith both turned
down the offer.

The Boston Herald reported that

the offer O'Brien received included a

base pay of $ 1 50.000 a year, with the

total package — including outside
endorsements and radio/television

contracts — to be worth nearly

$650,000 a year.

The Ohio State vacancy came after

Randy Ayers left the position. With
its 10—1 7 record this past season, the

Buckeyes finished ninth in the
11 -team Big 10.

O'Brien becomes the second head
man the Buckeyes have plucked from the

fine Jesuit institution in Chestnut Hill.

Gary Williams flew the Eagles' coop to

become the Buckeye leader in 1 986.

In other coaching news. Jerry Green,
whose name went perfectly with the
school he used to coach — Oregon —
will now lead the troops at Tennessee.

Rutgers, the job nobody wants, is

reportedly talking to Florida State's

Pat Kennedy and Rider's Kevin
Bannon. Danny Nee of Nebraska,
who coached at Brick, N.|. High early

in his career, was also reportedly
approached by the school.

• If you didn't make it to
Indianapolis this year and were rele-

gated to watching the Final Four on
TV. fear not. Applications for tickets

to next year's Final Four — to be
held at the Alamodome in San
Antonio — are now available.

The applications, which are avail-

able until May 9, can be obtained by
calling (913) 671-7707 between 8
a.m. and 6 p.m. Central time, or by
writing to: NCAA men's Final Four.

P.O. Box 411477, Kansas City. MO
6411411-1477.

There is a limit of 10 applications per

person and there is a $2 handling fee per

application. Applications for Final Four
tix will be accepted before May 29.

Approximately 10.000 tickets will

be allocated in a June lottery draw-
ing. Tickets are $100 or $80.

Casey Kane is a Collegian columnist.

Weeks
continued from page 12

"When I went home for

spring break, on about
Thursday of spring break, I sat

down and told my mother and

my guardians that I'm going

back," Weeks said. "I got a little

upset watching the tournament

on TV and 1 know that we
could have done better, so my
goal is to come out next year

and go far in the tournament."

The main conflict for Weeks
was deciding what he would do
if he did not return to UMass
next year. According to the

team tri --captain, he was toying

with the idea of, "Maybe going

overseas and playing some ball,

trying to make a little money.
There were a couple of things I

had on my mind before the rul-

ing came out, and that's what
gave me the most problems,
deciding what I was going to do
after school."

Weeks feels that Prop 68 is a

much needed amendment to

current NCAA partial qualifier

legislation.

"It was kind of unfair,"

Weeks said. "For me, I worked
hard in high school — not a lot

of people can say that they grad-

uated high school in three years.

I put a lot of effort into it. I just

couldn't pass my SAT. It hurt

me coming into my freshman
year not being able to play. I

worked hard enough to get my
grades up and stayed on honor
role all through high school and
then 1 couldn't play."

comics
continued from page 5

dent of the Cards and Comic Company, is that people have a bad opinion of
comics.

"People still think of them as kids' books." he said. "And I'll tell you there's
very little kids' books. More are geared to older, more mature readers."

Comics fan lames Harrahy. a freshman history major, said he thinks "a lot of
people could get a lot out of comics. They're just not willing to try it because
Ihey see it as some kind of medium for 13-year-old boys with raging hor-
mones... There's so much more to it than that."

Shadoian agreed that people shouldn't think of comics as just children's fare

anymore.

"The day should be over by now when people should have an automatic pejo-
rative view of comics." he said. "There's a lot of good stuff written. Even in the
old days, when comics were heavily divided into genres, there was very interest-

ing work being done. There's no reason to son of discount them as literature

because, at least in the past, they've been printed on crummy paper.
"1 think a major reason (comics are viewed badly] is that comics, since about

1955-65, were severely restricted and emasculated by the comic code authority
that prohibited most sons of subjects that could be dealt with and then a son of
Super Hero era came into being with Marvel and DC son of dominating the
field..." he said. "It became a kind of kiddie thing because it was so dominated
by Riper heroes. It Lasted for a decade and then gradually began to increase its

the mature themes in some boms, comics have other attractions forH^
Harrahy. said he enjoys "the developing characterization and plotlines as they

develop over the course of the year. | A character) can start out as a whining jerk

MUSKIER TOURS & SUMMER DISCOVERY
Counselors needed for our student programs and. or our pro-cofega

enrichment programs. Applicants must be 2 1 years old

We Need:
by |une 20. IW7

* Mature
* Hard Working
* Energetic individuals who can dedicate 4-7 weeks this summer
working with teenagers.

Far mora tntarmaoon and appacaoom

€aMmm(SU)ai-nit^Htor(m»)t5Wmm mbmta:tutmtminim l>mjcom

Vnh our tour da-actor on April MtrTm rm 902 Campus Canter from 9-5

and over the years he develops into a more mature character."

Getting people to change their mindset about comics isn't that easy, however.
According to Bob Mankus. the owner of Bob's Comics, most of the traffic in his

store is from people who are repeat customers. The problem is getting people
who read comics when they were younger and then stopped to try reading a

comic again so they will regain interest in the field.

Mankus and Voskoboinik said comics stunts, such as the Death of Superman;
Batman having his back broken; and a current storyline that has Superman with
new powers and a new uniform bring media attention and older readers back
into the store to see what's happening to the characters they remember reading
about as children.

However, if the stories aren't well written, "people might be totally lost and
put it back down." said Evan Skolnick. former writer for Marvel's New Warriors
and currently the editor of Acclaim Comics' young reader line.

"I think that writers and artists in the comics industry in general try to make
their work as accessible as possible to the new reader." he said.

Another area where companies are trying to become more accessible is for

female fans. Although women only comprise about 10 percent of comics fans

according to Mankus, there are an increasing number of books that appeal to

them.

"Wonder Woman is a big draw for a lot of women. The Vertigo line that DC
does. The female readership would concentrate mainly on those titles." he said.

Other non-super hefjUjbooks. such as Elfquest. Strangers in Paradise and
Preacher, also break the stereotype of comics being for little boys with raging

hormones.

In the end. though. Skolnick said, there shouldn't be that stigma. After all.

there are TV shows for kids and adults, and the same should exist for comics
without prejudice. Comics featuring Disney and FOX characters aimed at very

young readers such as Skolnick edits exist side by side with the stereotypical

super hero comics made for young teens which exist side by side with mature
comics.

It's only the prejudice of those who haven't picked up a comic book recently

that makes them no more than "kiddie books."

Jacob W Michaels is a Collegian columnist.

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR & AUTOBODY

53 S. Prospect, Amherst Center

256-8157 • 256-1385
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• Imports & other unibody vehicles are

our specialty

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-

1/2 mm)

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European technology painting

and refinishing systems

• We provide substitute transportation

• Users of Sikkens paint products

Remember it's your car and your

choice of repair facilities

Shop Registration # RSI 21

2

Sea why ware on* of

the most popular programs

in New England!

UMass Boston

Tel: 117 217-7904

Fax:617217-7922

Email: dc*#umbsky cc umb *du

Web: www.contad.umb.adu

Mail:

UMass Boston Summer Sessions

Division of Continuing Education

100 Morrissay Blvd.

Boston, MA 02125-3393

You II benefit from

our distinguished faculty

morning, midday, afternoon, and

evening classes

over 400 course sections

Mr convenient Boston Harbor

location

sessions starting May 27. Jena 30,

and Jury 14

• mail, phone, fax. or walk-to

registration

Bennett
continued from page 12

"It's been great," Bennett said.

"We've had a lot of success, had a lot

of good times. A lot of friendships
have formed. I've had great success
here. I have no regrets about coming
here. We've been A- 10 champions
the three years I've been here.
Hopefully we'll do it again."

The success he refers to started dur-

ing his first two seasons on the
Minutemen staff. Bennett went 10-0 in

his first 20 appearances, with a 3.71

ERA. Even with his success, Bennett
knew he had more to accomplish.

"I still had something to prove to

myself, to get into a starting role. My
sophomore year, when I was 8-0, I

was mainly a weekend reliever, week-
day starter. I still wasn't at my goal,"

Bennett said.

During his first two seasons in a
UMass uniform. Bennett looked to

older members of the squad for guid-

ance.

"There was a lot of competitive-
ness within the staff," Bennett reflect-

ed. ")ay Murphy, who was the ace
that year, he provided a lot of that.

He was always right at your back, try-

ing to get the most out of you. You
did something wrong, he let you
know about it. He was very good at

pushing people to get the most out
them."

UMass coach Mike Stone has been
there for all of Bennett's four years at

the collegiate level.

"He's been an incredible coach,"

Bennett said. "He adapts well to the

players. He's one of the best coaches
I've seen around.

"I think if he has the confidence in

you. and he has confidence that you
can pitch out of certain situations,

he'll let you do it." Bennett added. "If

you can prove yourself to him. prove

that you can get yourself out of a jam.

then he'll let you do it."

The faith Bennett has in Stone is

reflected by the coach.

"He's been one of our most reliable

pitchers over the course of four
years." Stone said. "He's a real com-
petitor, someone who has command
of three, four pitches. He's a good
team member."

lust as Bennett learned from
Murphy when he was younger, he
hopes the freshman look to him for

leadership — especially Travis
Veracka. who is wearing the same
shoes Bennett was four years ago.

"I hope he looks at the way I pitch

and learns from it." Bennett said. "It

gives them an example to go by —
work hard, practice, have good
mound presence out there. Not just

go out there and throw the ball, but

work the hitter*

By mound presence, he doesn't just

mean how a pitcher looks standing

on the mound, but how he carries

himself during the game, through
thick and thin.

"If you give up a hit. just don't

worry about it." Bennett said. "Don't

let them see any fear in your eyes. Let

them know that you have confidence

to throw any pitch. You can come at

them with any pitch."

In Bennett's junior campaign, he
went 6-3. with a 4.35 ERA. They
may not be the numbers he had in

his first two years, but he became the

solid starter that he wanted to be.

pitching on the weekends and in

clutch situations. That meant facing

better teams and better hitters in

harder-to-win games.

"I'm a spot pitcher. I use control,"

Bennett said. "I feel comfortable. I'll

throw any pitch at any point in the

count. I don't just try to throw it by
him.

"I feel just as comfortable throw-
ing a 3-2 changeup, or a curveball,

which, at this level, throws guys
off." he continued. "With a 3-2
count or a 3-1 count, they're think-

ing fastball. I'll give them an
off-speed pitch and hope they'll be
fooled by it."

What gives the right-hander the

edge is his repertoire, which consists

of a fastball, changeup, curveball.

and slider. He has realized that with

the way baseball is shaping today, no
pitcher will go anywhere with just

one pitch.

"The hitters are getting stronger
and stronger," he said.

What helps Bennett on a more per-

sonal level are the superstitious
beliefs he thinks help his pitching.

Many athletes have superstitions: Ray
Bourque practically beats his goalie

to death with his stick before each
period; Ebby Calvin "Nuke" Laloosh
wore a garter belt in Bull Durham;
and |ason Bennett has a list of his

own.

He smiles, sighs, and thinks deeply.

"Let's see. I've got the basic ones —
not stepping on the line going out to

the mound. The jacket's gotta be on
the same hanger, every inning. My
hat and my glove have got to be to

the right side of me when I come off

the mound."
Superstitions or not. no pitcher

lives in a bubble. Everyone is looking

to see what one pitcher has that is

better than the next. Since last year's

season of the juiced ball, it's not hard

to find a pitcher in the majors to

emulate.

"I like to watch (Greg) Maddux,
see how he does, how he works the

hitters." Bennett said. "Maddux can't

go out there and just beat people
with his fastball. He's got unbeliev-

able pitches, and movement that no
one else has, the way he changes
speeds all the time. I try to copy
that."

One thing Maddux has is respect

from the umpires. When a pitch is a

little outside, he gets the call.

"You have to establish a base in

the first couple of innings."
Bennett explained. "If you estab-

lish control early in the game, and
then move it out. they'll five it to

you."

As with many young athletes in the

New England area. Acushnet native

Bennett idolized Roger Clemens, the

hurler every talented young pitcher

wanted to be like.

"People knew before they faced
him that the odds were against them.

More than likely, he waa going to

dominate"
Bennett, too, has dominated. He

has become what he has wanted to

become, an ace pitcher. He has the

respect and admiration of his

coach and team, and is on the road

to becoming the most successful
pitcher in UMass history. When
the Minutemen set their sights

towards the Atlantic 10
Championships and the College
World Series this feaV, it will be
Bennett guiding the way.

"He's the kind of guy we can count

on." Stone said. "He's going to be a

winner."

Build Your Savings!
f Summer Employment Opportunities

:

Dean of St Office

Full or Part Time

The Dean of Students Office is currently acceptinq

applications for the Summer Toll-Free Helpline Full-

and part time positions are available to assist students

and parents with questions related to financial aid,

billing, and housing assignments Paid training in all

aspects of Bursar, Financial Aid, and Housing

Assignment Office policies is provided Dates of

erTpfoyment are from June 2 - August 30, 1997.

:

for o dftoM iob applhotwn or to aprJr pkme vnil the Dean of

Studfnti Olke 771 Whilmore Applitanh mm! be currently

enrolled student* in good Ending

Application deadline is April 9, 1997.

INGRELD
382 Dwlght St. • Sprlngflsld. Ms - 413-734-8123

T^7 Largest Say ^y

°$

Dance

Entertainment

temple* in

Scuthem New
England

\
Club!!

All Male Review Friday nights
Dancers and Bartenders Wanted Call Bob
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Collegian Classifieds
APARTMENT FOR RENT! EMPLOYMENT

University of Massachusetts • Phono: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

Greet apartment uptown! 5 mm walk

to campus One bedroom Begin (/I

S630/moMh 256-6441

Telie ever our lease ui will sublet start

ing June 1 st 1 bedroom in Brandywirw

Rent includes heat and hot water Call

549O530

Sumner Apt. Available 6/1 with Fall

option Clean. 2 bedroom m Brandywine

J77Vmonth includes gas. hot water and

heat On bus line 1 mile 'rem UMass

AUTO FOR SALE

M Peetiac Greed Prix $900 in new
pans JTOOOorB/0 5870328

IM1 Ford Escort ST red eocellent con

druon. runs great, standard, stereo A/C.

sun root $3900/B Call Ian 665-0486

17 IHI CSCOft

A/C. F/M. 5-speed

104* miles, $1725

14131256-1238

1*85 Teyou CereMe good shape. 129K

miles. $1000 Call 253 3264

EMPLOYMENT

loaol Assieteatt Waated Fall 1997

Internships win the Student Legal

Services Office gat hands-on experience

in the legal field)— work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to IS

undergraduate credits No experience in

the legal profession necessary— training

provided Stop by the office today and

pick up an application 922 Campus
gas*.

Leaders Needed: Summer Teenage

Bicycling Trips US. Canada Europe

Minimum 4 -week time commitment

Salary plus expenses paid Student

Hostehng Program. Ashfield fld Conway.

MA 01 34 1 18001343-6132

CAPC COO West Yarmouth Resort needs

reliable maids Saturday only. 9 30- 4 30

$60 per day Bonus if you stay through

8/30 IS08I775-09B5

AMBITIOUS CUMBERS Only positive,

open-minded team players need apply

International company new to area seek-

ing key individuals for Sales/Marketing

Environmental/Health Industry Call for

appt 584-6192

We need two people to work in

Southern Vermont Country Inn Do dishes

and rooms wait tables food prep, etc

Room and board plus salary, tips Call

(802B74 4140

PAINTERS- Full-time summer EXPERI

ENCE PREFERRED, vehicle, references,

heavy lifting required 9 00-5 00 ONLY

2479480

EMPLOYMENT

SUMMER JOBS
Communication Assistant- MA
Telecommunications Relay Service.

Holyoke, MA Requirements Typing

55wpm, clear speaking voice, good phone

skills, dependable, positive attitude, full-

time and part-time positions Flexible

shifts Call 14131493-1100 for an appoint

men!

EMPLOYMENT
Cruise and Land Tour Employment work

m exotic locations Meet tun people and

get paidi For industry information, call

Cruise Employment Services (8001276

4948 ext C50017 |We are a Research

and Publishing Co

)

r as Maine Camp Androscoggin

for boys needs staff to teach tennis, soc

car. lacrosse, baseball, swimming, sailing

archery, photography, nature, fishing,

mountain biking, art ropes, radio Have

Fun Have An Impact Write, e-mail, or call

Collet 601 West Street Harrison, NY
10528 19141835-5800 hup //www cool-

works com/showme/camp/andro

NEEO MONEY? Morning Paper
Delivery $50 a week, short morning

hows Must have vehicle Contact Mark or

Alycia at 545 3500 or stop by The

Collegian in the Campus Canter

Basement

Vermont Adveatnrel Farm and

Wilderness is now hiring summer staff

We need people who want to provide

positive guidance and support to adoles

cents coming of age in the 90 s

Counselors, nurses, cooks, general staff

Organic farming, backpacking, rock climb

mg. waterfront, carpentry, crafts

Challenging wilderness environment in

the Green Mountains of Vermont Contact

Philip Tobin 18021422-3761 or

tandwtlhover net Ihrtp //www fandw orgl

Need e seamer jekT Know the web?
Sell MCI Internet Websites to anyone,

whenever you want to work low cost,

nice income for you Call I8O0I372-76B3 or

email for more information

dtengartJaol com

Ear* treat money and valuable

Sales/Marketing experience Memolink s

Memoboards are coming to UMass' We
need one highly motivated individual to

direct our sales prefect Contact David at

I8O0I563-6654

Part Time Seles Reps Wanted 'Lead

the way into the 21st Century' with out

copyright 'Slogan* sweatshirt Be your

own bbss and earn eitra money fast

Send for details at The 21st Century

Grnup 332 Bleecker St D40. NYC NY
10014

EDUCATION MAJORS!!
DONT JUST WORK THIS
SUMMER, COME GROW
PROFESSIONALLY AT
AMERICA'S PREMIER

BROTHER/SISTER CAMPS
WINADU FOR BOYS
DANBEE FOR GIRLS
IN WESTERN MASS.

SALARY ROOM I BOARD
AND TRAVEL INCLUDED'!

COME VISIT WITH OUR
REPRESENTATIV I

THURSDAY, APRIL 3RD
802 CAMPUS CENTER

1 0AM 4PM
(WALK INS WELCOME!)

FOR MORE INFO CALL
800-494-6238

FOR RENT
4 bedroom apartment 2 bath. 2 large liv

ing rooms Located on bus route in South

Amherst Call 256 1561

Summer Rental- West Hyannis Port

Cape Cod three bedroom Walk lo

Craigville Beach Available 5/25-8/31

I508I778-65J9

Cape Ced group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

(508)477-6000

FOR RENT
I to share home in New

Salem Separate in-law apartment with

kitchen, living room, private bath, small

bedroom, furnished No pets No smoking

$475/month All included 15081544.8427

Seterleel Estates Ultra modern, two

bedroom apartments Free heat/hot

water New kitchens baths, carpeting

washers/dryers and more' On bus line

Minutes to Amherst Great specials' Now
teasing Spring and Fall Call 665-3656

FOR SALE

Qjdsill 'Shaming of the Sun" Available

April 29th Call (800)742 7269 for a pre

view www indigogirls com

Two Metallica tickets for April 4 in

Hartford $70orB/O Call 546-5716

Laptep Nelekeek $99. VGA Color

Monitor $75. Hard Drive $10 Software

$5. 386 Motherboard $25 Call Steve 566-

3324 ext 2

Lite Speed Thames* 50 centimeter road

bike Ridden once Need immediate funds

Paid $1700. asking $1150 or 670 253

6452

Bay wkolesale. eel retell. The last

phone card you will ever own MCI Pre-

paid only $2 00 tor 10 minutes This card

is rechargeable Mail $2 00 and SASE to

Collegiate Communications P Box 785.

Attleboro. MA 02703 (800)372 7683

Gold Earrings 2 Totman 3 weeks ago

Call Phil 6-4074

Small Black and Tan Hound mix. very

sweet, graying female Red collar, no

tags Found in East Leverett on Easter

Sunday 549-3586

Keychain with name Karen house key and

car keys Call Katie 546-5318

REWAROI Gold Chain, small diamond

Melanie 546 5738

Watch Lest at Skinner bus stop on

Friday Fossil, silver band Girl who found

it. please return Veronica 549-7314

MUSICIANS
DRUMMER WANTED

Punk/Ska Band 8 lien needs a drummer

now! We have practice space and demo

and gigs upcoming Call Dave and Ryan

665-9112

ROOMMATE WANTED

Two bedroom apt. ASAPI Mill Valley

Estates Rent negotiable Call 253 0592

SERVICES

GRE / GMAT
30 hours $395

ajpjBj| pjj Ijajjapjaj

1 800 808 Prep

(please leave your name and number!

SUMMER SUBLET
2 bodroom/Brondywino with Fall

Option Available 6/1 Call 549-4982

2 bedroom Crestview Available 6/1

Call 549-9210 David

TRAVEL

Mill Volley Summer Sublet 3 bedroom.

2 bath, fully furnished On bus route 1

month FREE' 253-6503

2 bedroom opertmoat in Brandywine

Fully furnished $775/month Call 549-

6452

CHEAP SUBLET- Summer/Fall Option

Two bedroom apartment on Sunderland

bus line S500/month Shelly 665-0087

3 bedroom Putties available 6/1 549

5941

TO SUBLET

Four girls lo suklet an apt/house for Fall

97 Must be on bus route Please call

either Rory at 6-2778. Heather at 6-1872.

otKaty/Reneeat6-3114

tT-liiiut (Classic JEours, Jiu.

270 Sylvan Avenue

EnglcwixaK lilts, NJ 07632

1-888-733-2742
Fax:(20l)871 1X20

CHINA
Great Experience

Student Tours:

Beijing 8D6N $235+air

Beijing/Shanghai/Hangzhou

9D7N$47l+air

Beijing/Xian

"D7N $425+air

Departures May-August

hiir deuilv please cull or visit our

web Hie

http://wwvi rhinsclsMk x uoi

Piercings ky the tears*. Lady 222

State St Northampton 586-0829

Pregnant? Need help? Call Birthright of

Amherst area for tree testing and assis

tance 549 1906

1 bedroom spsisnesl available immedi-

ately Call Tncia for more info 1617)247

2388

TRAVEL
Ski and Parly at Killington for only $109'

2 nights condo lodging and TWO daily lift

tickets Call UMass Ski and Board Club

545-3437 434 Student Union

WANTED TO RENT
Wonted 4 bedroom apartment/house

on bus route for Fall Willing to take over

summer lease Call 546 4285 Amy.

Party Weekend Is Vermont April 4-6.

only $99' Includes condo. lift ticket

Contact UMass Ski Club 54V3437

I April II 13.

2 nights lodging and round trip bus $115

Call UMass Ski Club 545-3437

Personals Policy Rates
Vi prfMiotK MUST br pruurrrtd r» CiUkygun c let*

wtM?d mpkiyfe* Mot* pat>f/r>rnt and -kc *t**r+r ot

fthp. dtMWs,
l*»t fUffm MAY NOT be tried m pmorutv ONLY
totf yn>n And inilijh *f* JliO»**d Tht* onK e*x«f>

No** air tor rhuirVJdv or tonyr atiut.ittorn panontH m
wh«h L<t*js* the full fievnv m*t> br uwd
Phone number* dire nut jllowed in personal* NO
t \C r P
AoVai-r^wi are nut allowed m penunal% ttm mr«im
dorm room nurnher i m wef

f

rVjOsgtMi, i if a tfmajjjvntng or damtQjtkxv nMutv are

not acceptable PervjruK 0. a vindictive or librtou*

nature are not acceptable Personal* may not be
uvd for the porpote of haramment

Profanity may not be u»ed in peryonaH
The perwknaU tetTion is Km personals onry The per
sonals section mav NOT be used lo sell ttems srek

foomniates advertise meetings etc .

Ml personals must have the name, signature *nti

D number of the student placing the as

tilled in on the insertion order Non-student* must
provide a valid driver s license and the license ngm-
her most be recorded on the insertion order Use ot

false identitKation or miwepresentatKm is subject In

penalties under the lavs

! he < oVirgian reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the ( "o/ZeBjian i stan

" accordance with the statutes fit thr

t urrvnoriwealth of Massac husette

Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write c learlv and

legibly. We are not responsible for error* mull-
ing trom ilU'giblt* hjixiwf iting or typo

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

APARTMENT FOR RENT
AUTO FOR SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY WRTHOAY
HOUSES FOR RENT

INSTRUCTION
LOST

MUSICIANS
MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE (WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

THURSDAY. APRIL 3

Discussion — The Kive College

Coastal & Marine Sciences Alum
Career and Crad School panel discus-

sion will be held at 7:30 p.m. at

Amherst College. Pratt Museum.
room 5.

Lecture — Mount Holyoke
College's Kconomics Department will

present a lecture on "Industrial and
Trade Policies in Developing

Countries: Which Role for the

Government?" at 7:50 p.m.

IViussing the topic in Gamble
Auditorium at Mount Hol>oke'< Art

Museum will be T.N. Srinivasan.

Yale LniversitN. and lance Taylor.

New School for Social Research. Free

and open to the public

Theater — Amherst College

Department of Theater and Dance
produces Phaedra by Elizabeth

Kgloff. directed by Courtney Munch.
Starts today, and runs through

Saturday. April 5. Show time 8 p.m.

Admission is free but reservations are

suggested. Box office hours are

1-4:50 p.m. weekdays, and until 8

p.m. performance nijtliiv

Workshop - Thinking about

Graduate School? Grad students and
professors will offer advice and tips

on taking the GRE. applying for grad

school, etc., at 5:50 p.m. in Gunness
Student Center Kvcryone is wel-

come. Organized by Tau Beta Pi

rial Engineering Honor> Sooetv

FRIDAY, APRIL 4

Conference — Student and com-
munit> activists from across the

country will participate in workshops
and grassroots organizational train-

ing at Hampshire College's Eleventh

Annual Eight for Abortion Rights and
Reproductive Freedom conference

today -Sunday. April 6. Sponsored
h\ the Hampshire College Civil

Rights and Public Met) Program.

Free, open to the public, and wheel-

chair accessible. For schedule of

events or more info, call 582-5645.

Religious — A NFTY/Kesher
Reunion and Regular Service will be

held at the UMass Hillel House at 6
p.m. All are welcome.

Comedy — The UMass Comedy

SATURDAY. APRIL 5

Troupe will hold its weekly improvi-

sational corned, how, "Mission

Improvable" at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center basement. Free.

NOTICES

RSOs — Francellis Nunez, secre-

tary of registry at the Student

Government Association, would like

to announce that the following inac-

tive groups are in danger of being

removed from RSO status: APICS.
Bridge Club. Brush Up Your Shake
Spear. Cheerleaders, Clean Rivers

Coalition. Collegiate 4-H. European
Club. Hellenic Association. Honors
Students Association. Italian

American Students Association.

I esbian. Bisexual. Gay Alliance.

Marching Band. Marketing Club,

Omega Psi Phi. Out of State Students

Association. PHNORD, Russian

Club. Soviet Community
Empowerment. SHMAI. Tennis Club,

Travel & Tourism. Truth Task Force.

Twenty/Twenty Vision and the

Wrestling Club. This is the last

chance for groups that have been

inactive for six or more semesters to

reactivate their status. To reactivate,

call Nunez at 545-0541.

higgling — The UMass higgling

Club will meet on Fridays at 5 p.m.

next to the Information Desk in the

Campus Center. No experience

required.

Financial aid — Applications for

summer financial aid are now avail-

able at Financial Aid Services. You
must be a continuing student

enrolled in a degree granting program
at UMass: taking summer classes

through Continuing Education: going

on approved summer international

exchange program through IPO; or

working on a graduate dissertation.

Deadline is April 18. late applica-

tions will not be accepted. -

Meeting— Common Ground will

be holding support and advocacy

meetings for low-income students

and allies every Tuesday in the

Campus Center (room to be

announced) from noon-2 p.m. For

more information, contact Mary
Sutherland at (415) 525-9725 or

leave a message in our box in the

GEO office, basement of the Student

Union.

Meeting — The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organization for

undergraduate and graduate students

with disabilities on campus. Everyone

is welcome. Meetings are Thursday

nights from 6-7 p.m. in Campus
Center. Please bring your thoughts

and concerns to the meeting. For

more Information, contact Susan

Pilner at 545-0892 or Kregg

Strehom at 545-4602.

Support group — REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support

pi ogi ain is offering two support

groups this semester: A grief support

group for those who have experi-

enced the death of someone close to

them; and an illness group for those

currently coping with the serious ill-

ness of a loved one. If you or some-

one you know is interested, please

call us at 577-5516 for more infor-

mation

Health sen-ices — Confused,

afraid, or just curious? Do you have

questions about sex. STDs, alcohol,

drugs, eating disorders. HIV/AIDS,
stress management or quitting smok-

ing or chewing tobacco? Don't know
who to ask? Call the Peer Health

Connections phoneline at UMass at

577- 5168. Trained students will

anonymously answer your questions

and tell you where to go for more
help.

Commencement Housing— A lim-

ited number of residence hall rooms
will be available or the relatives and
friends of graduating UMass students

for the night of Saturday. May 24.

Commencement Housing applica-

tions are available at the University

Conference Service Office. 918
Campus Center. To guarantee a

reservation, completed forms with

full payment must be returned to

University Conference Services by

May 1 . There will be no on-site

reservations.

Internships — Internships are

available working on Earth Day,

Hunger. Recycling and Clean Air.

Call Melanie at MassPIRG.
545-0199 or stop by the office at

425-A Student Union Building.

RSOs — Francellis Nunez, secre-

tary of registry at the Student

Government Association, would
like to announce that the following

inactive groups are in danger of

being removed from RSO status:

APICS. Bridge Club, Brush Up
Your Shake Spear. Cheerleaders
Clean Rivers Coalition, Collegiate

4-H. European Club. Hellenic

Association. Honors Students

Association, Italian American
Students Association. Lesbian.

Bisexual. Gay Alliance. Marching
Band. Marketing Club, Omega Psi

Phi, Out of State Students

Association, PHNORD, Russian

Club, Soviet Community
Empowerment. SHMAI, Tennis

Club. Travel & Tourism. Truth

FYh arc pubsc service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release contamtng all pertinent information.

»xJud»xj the name and phone number ot the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing editor by noon the previous day

Task Force. Twenty/Twenty Vision

and the Wrestling Club. This is the

last chance for groups that have

been inactive for six or more semes-

ters to reactivate their status. To
reactivate, call Nunez at 545-0541.

juggling — The L Mass luggling

Club will meet on Fridays at 5 p.m.

next to the Information Desk in the

Campus Center. No experience

required.

Financial aid — Applications for

summer financial aid are now avail-

able at Financial Aid Services. You
must be a continuing student

enrolled in a degree granting program
at UMass: taking summer classes

through Continuing Education: going

on approved summer international

exchange program through IPO: or

working on a graduate dissertation.

Deadline is April 18. Late applica-

tions will not be accepted. -

Meeting — Common Ground vv ill

be holding support and advocacy
meetings for low-income student

-

and allies every Tuesday in the

Campus Center (room to be

announced) from noon-2 p.m. For

more information, contact Mary
Sutherland at (415) 525-9725 or

leave a message in our box in the

GEO office, basement of the Student

Union.
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Daily Listings sponsored by: 1MH1 SIM
41 Nin*iiH|l*/MK • AMIIIH" I

Tlrtd of tht same old over-priced, pub-stylo food?
Sick of boring, crappy, plastic chain restaurants?
For groat food, cooked to ordor, try Walker's Grill.

Wo don't take anyone else seriously, either
41 (OlTWIXiri VAI K • *Stlll I

HSCN Bulletin

Board

9 CBS/3 Hartford

4 CBS/4 Boston

M ABC/5 Boston

m PBS/57 Springfield

7 HSCN Movie

Channel

9M UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

10 NBC/30 New
Britain

11 Fox/61 Horfforc7

m PBS/24 Hartford

13 WOCH&HSCN
14 UMATV
17 HSCN Programming

IB TV-19
BO ABC/40 Springfield

MM NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

BET

BET on Jazz

7 UCTV
8 The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

41 f%fl I»<«)|hk;ai.K • AMHFHM'I

This week's

$1 drink:

Tom Collins

THURSDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHOM
WTXX
wvrr
WTTC
WWLP
WGBY
WOGB
WSBK
wtls"
A*E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
TrT
MTV
NICK

SCIfl

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

I
i

f

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 6:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30
Creatures

jr

Business BpT

CBS News

NewtX

Fresh Prince

Simpsons I

Creatures

NrrnX

ABC News

rfsjrjjtl rrinc#

NBC
Mtrlin X
NBC"

RoseanneX

NBC News

Business RpT

ABC News

Bsvsrty HIBs, 90210 (In Stereo)

FsmHy Matters j Family Matters

Quincy

WorldVawX
TicsX

Movie Magic

Dream On

Up Close

Supermarket

(5 30) Musk Videos (In Stereo)

Clarissa"m
Twilight Zoos

Pumitu

Ns«t6tsp(R) [wings (R)

Sportscenter

Nswshour With Jm Lshrsr X
(nstoe Edition

CBS News

Inside Edition FoodNew

Am Journal

Ent Tonight

Star Trek: Next Gener

Wheet-fortuns JtopardylX

Judos JudyX
Ent Tonight

Home sup.

Wheal rortuns |Jeopardy! X

RaalTVI
Hard Copy!
Seinfeld X

Nswshour WHh Jim Lshrsr X

Seinfeld «

C - Campua

Live From Lincoln Csntar Debussy

Diagnosis Murder (In Stereo^

Diagnosis Murder (In Stereo)

High Incident "Remote ControT

«* Trjdrjxw, (l9e», Adventure'

Friends (R) X Naked Truth

Caps "Reogwi Wed Rids" X
Friends (R) I [Naked Truth

Martini

Friends (R)

X

TOM House

Living Single

Naked Truth

Ore. on Can

Seinfeld I lEnt Tonight |H^tnclderit "Remote ControT | Vital Mgns (In Stereo) X |Tiirnsr>g PolnTl

Moloney "Ban and Chati""X

Mystery! "Cadtaer "St Peter's FaFl"

Moloney "Ball and Cham" I
(In Stereo) I

uos Van Damme
Sslnfsld (R) X [Naked Truth

B»yw*tch

Seinfeld (I

Nights 'ZargtJia

(R) X [Naked TrutF

New Yorii Undercover (R) X
EM Truth

41 Hours (In Stsrso) X
41 Hours (m Stereo) X
turning PointX

EH "Btaird" (R) (In Stereo) X
Tlapd

ER "Btasrrj" (R) (In Stereo) X~

ER "BtomT (R) (In Stereo) X
tsW4torrld JMVsajfyl -Cadlaar "Si. rWt Fas" X

NHL Hockey Boston Bruins at New York Rangers (Lrve)

Home Videos [Home Videos |Msfor League Baseball Atlanta Breves at Houston Astros (Uve) X
Law a Order Manhood" X
aa Jl r

wontywrTjp j

Daily ShowPatty Show [Rj [Comic Belief

Crossfire I
Biography "Henry Ford" (R) Ancient Mysteries "Before Their Time: Ancient Teclwofogy" X

XlBurden-PiPrime News X roof llarry King Uve X
tett The FrifWO Wrr(t979, Cc^jQane Wads

World Today X

Wild Discovery: Crocodiles | Mystery Untv [Movie Magic [Wings "Flight Deck" (R)

Debt

Tinytoon
Dsrkstde

OougX

In the Heat of the Night t
Renegade (In Stereo) X

NHL Hockey Teams to Be Announced (Lye) X

1 Night Stand IDresmOn

Singled Out lldiot Savants"

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)X
Renovation Homeome (R) JHomeUme (R7

RugrstsX

In the Host of the Night X
fagrsartder: The Series X

Music Videos (In Stereo

Secret of Ales |Happy DaysDay

Seaqusst DSV "Games" I
I Lova Lucy 81

Real America: 41 Hours

Forever Knight Blood Money"

Passion of the Saintsi (R)

tee •float/ 11*0979, Drama) Sylvester StaHona, Talis Shim.

iBtsebatl

Intimate Portrait "Bene Midler
[
Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo) |frtH "UunltrBtwten FiitntH" (1994, Drama) Timothy BusfJeTd

Vol (In St

NewhsrT X
Sci -Fi Bull

Odd Couple I
Inside Space

WoffmsrvMyth and Science

APRIL 3, 1997

Watt for God

News »

News X

Keeping Up

Late Show I
Late Show I
WgNtnaX

Jsnny Jones (In Stereo) X

H. Patrol

Coach X

Tonight Show

RaafTVX
Tonight Show

fjeap Space >

Tonight Show
Charlie Rose (In Stsrso)

I
Mad Abo You RealTVX

rwJntlB># X

irfDovbkbwcrim)
LawaOrdsrX

Dairy Show

MoneyUneX
f niwlr flailsifOrnic neiw

WHd Discovery: Crocodiles

Sportscenter I
Living IMysteries

Singled Out [Loveene

TikTx M.tMoor.
Quantum Leap (In Stsrso) X
Beet America: 41 Hours ;R)

Murder, She Wrote X

4 45

**'/> "The rommy*trloa>er»"(l993, Hcirror) JsTWiySmits"X

IS I5)«»* "SaiplM (1992)11) s^'r^Oiae of Cards' (1 993, DrOTa) Katt^n Turner 'PG-tyiB «« "To D* For (1995, Satire) Nicole KlrJman. (In Sttreo) 'Ff m Talked to Death (In Stereo) X
*ii^'1i^)nfarla"{W3)WtowQ'**>W'P(ri3M !»«% ^<)<feo^'(1994,rjrami)FairuMBafx.'R' |**'^ "Darfffnin II: The Return o/Our»Tf"(i995) \Vukmsrt#

*** •Jawini978,rWfoScrlaTrJs7

WmgsX 5Wings]

wmryf^raYir(j995) I "DutmanW
[see "A PyromaniKS Low Srory'(1995) 'PO' X |*'.i 'rVMfl»r(1995, Wsstam) Jeff Bridges, 'R' \"Night T»rm,"(\m. Honor) Robert EngHnd. (In Stereo) 'ff \"tis\i» Pm*k

Jx.
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Robotman By Jim Meddick

rntlTtJOlIlN IN I miNUTt, W 5ECQNIJ5
- w

IT'S (*OV)S£. I CAN'T SHUT OCvirJ HIS

REACTOR CORE THIS WAV 1 GUESS
IT'S " WRATH OF KHAN" Tllv\"

' HUH'

REMtMStR IN " WRATH OF KHAN" WWfcU
N* SPOCK SACRlFlCtP HIS Uf-t B.V

ENTEftlHG We RM«ATK)N CHANAgeR

,

FtPAlRlN6 TV4E reftRPEM&tNCS ANP^
SAVINS THE. tAT? ^2

MDNTY, \ ACXVAILV, 1 WA1* THINWHG YoO'P
IWRfc 1 Q0 IN THERE , 1 WAS PIANNINTS
A TWLY TO STAY OUT HERE AND EnWJLATE.

W081.E 1 DON KNOTTS IN "THE SHOKT ANO
SOU I.../—i KAR CHICKEN"

.C

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

4-J
THE ONLS TMlN»5 UtoRfjfc

TUAM MACiNxS A CAH»2>
UAUIN6 A60sLTW-lQO»0aJ&

CAT'

I HATE TO INTERRUPT

YOU* LOUD CONVERSATION

OUT5I0E N\Y CUBICLE. .

BUT IF VOO DON'T GO
AWAY, I'LL POUND YOUR
INCONS.IOERATE HEAO SO

FAR INTO YOUR TORSO
THAT YOU HAVE TO DROP
YOUR PANTS TO SAY HELLO.

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winkle University* By Frank Cho
CANT TALK | N0WAV.9OTI

IF YtJOUJANT
•ReMAtU FAVORITE

GRANDPARENT, Vt3U
GOTTA STAV SHAfiP.

WAKT5
T-bHMTSl?

Non Sequitor By Wiley
Generation X By Chris Lehman

HEYllrWENlYSEEA]

A^B*WY1EARS/
WHAT rwrtmib \T\

Leedee By Mike Rybicki

I tHWK \T LOST

X~ (5JLP

lT55rV:CHARlNWIS
£ANCtr\-CA0SiH6.

Today's D.C. Menu

*M...lrt PROBABLY

JOST UNPOPULAR.

yH..Jrk\Nr<S.M

7L

Call 545-2626 for more information.

1 DRo^Jc BV f\ SCHOOL

toR The Dthr" TV4t OTHER

CPiY. I OJONbER If THOSt

STUbENT^ ' PlRE BUCMtbTO
TfMK IN CLfVSS.

PNb HovO

bo TMEY

ciftss \s

CWER? 1r*1

crny hepir

THE WLL.

These k:t>s get

Arftoi^fwr of
S'.lENtt JXiKNG

the Pledge of
^IK'.Pjjce!

UIH0 Uo THEY (ptr

TOR SUttSTTMTt TEjXHERS?

m'.r^Es:

Trl'.s '.s Fun.
LETL P'.CK. Ofv

THE BLlNb A»B

THE CR'.fPlEb

NEKT.

\

Franklin Worcester

LUNCH
Cowburger

Quiche Lorraine

Meatball Grinder

Wneatball Grinder

DINNER
Greek Lemon Chicken

VealCordon Bleu

Fiesta Rice & Cheese
1 1A (cheese) Burger

LUNCH
Turkey Burger

Beef Stew
Fettuccini & Sauce

Seasame Noodles h Peas

DINNER
Greek Lemon Chicken

Savory Stuffed Peppers

Manicotti with Sauce

Apple )uice •

Hampshire Berkshire

LUNCH
Cowburger

Grilled Chick. Sand.

Savory Turkey-Bacon

Swiss Folded Pita

DINNER
Greek Lemon Chicken

Veal Parmesan
Croutons

Water

LUNCH
Turkey Burger

Reuben Sand, on Rye

Fettuccini & Sauce

Seasame Noodles fit Peas

DINNER
Greek Lemon Chicken

VealCordon Bleu

Garden Chili

Manicotti w/ Sauce

AlienHon Student Comic Artists...

The Collegian lovet your creative work — but wo can't ma It if

iff not hero. There oro o number of ertittf on our waiting lift

hoping for a that ot toaeet you currently hole!. If you have a

scheduling conflict or if you with to reduce your contributions

,

please call Chris Connor at $45-1809

Close to Home By John McPherson

ARIES
Marc* 21 -April 20

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

csvMbroBUv
UsrtamrMis

lie sat |

can hrSf >ni aa*) Ihr nsmmr you

nrrd lo art lo Ibr next ir%Tt Somronr*

mm br (Mr* you • woiir hex thai »o

ni vrt pkknluei

l R ramra lo r

of thrhran

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

It t tear lo lake action on •

thai turn insjBm at jrou for

ISnrf dbffuailon trSJ onpr orw
That spinal tnmnnt roukl hi

•tiKihmi on hki or hrr nund

you rr Jim ihr person u stan

GEMINI
May 22^June 21

Don't allow a rarnrRtltcr I

•I work to tint an Krrp \

, lhlna>

an)

* w«

Irorl

SCORPIO
October 24-Nowember 22

Sprrd is thr krv lo mon asTk-uMra thai

wrrk An you tnrwtna too slowly on a

pnerrf HrrklwMly faai no thai you eaka

ssajeilaia drtaai? ram on wairhsw

your «prrd al thr t«mr -m trafllr too

rsrrlul drMna roukl br • malor tww
kir vnu Si Ihr wrrks shrad

SAGITTARIUS
Korember 23-December 21

•rtjnun Somronr rould propoor • wBrl

and muy Idra II may <mund ear tun

but t» II worth thr rtiS" Thw* rwlrr

brforr SottW ruon* with Ihr i mwd

CANCER
June 22-OrJy 22

Whrrr • baltlr of wH» and powrr M
mmniird you'd do wrl to slay aa fcu

away wraa thr ronfsrt as powwblr An

If you'rr I

trral yoursrlf lo a tyrtlr advmlurr

Srarrh for burird tmaurr. or hM «aer

a arral nrapr You don't nrrd to travrl

lonn dwanrrs so ntid riauuliaaa k

rould br wanna you rkthl m thr (arr

wnnrprrird dtrrnkm Comktrt rarrfuaV

brfarr sMna your anawrr An old frtrnd

has wmr happy nrws

LEO
July 23-Aafrust 23

If you'rr larrd with a cNfflruh situation,

«»rp back for a momrnl and lake tlmr lo

ilr<Hr rxactly what vt«i wanr Thm «rt

Ihroiarh lo Ihr prmon who has thr

power lo As Ihmca and Mart lalklmi

Just dont (hr m and rvrrvthina ahmikl

work mil

VIRGO
Aognat 24-September 22

Slay away frnm a battling parr thrv

rould try lo rntaraOr vou In thrlr

ronfkrt. and ynu don't want to art

rauttM In Ihr rnkklr Krrp oprn ihr

anrt of romrnunlrallrpn with your

swrrllr lo avoid a prtty anrummt In

an rvrntr* akmr |u»l thr two of you

CAPRICORN
December 22-Janaary 20

A»old rrrluriB imm thai will bum your

brklar* hrhmd ynu romprnrnttra awJ

work murh brttrr at rnabhtat you to

arhlrvr your tons trrm anal* An Intrnar

rrlaUmihlp ctniki br IVwiKlrrln|ir-do

vou havr rnouati In rornmnn lo makr

II work?

AQUARIUS
January 21 February 18

Aarsikirriploralliinlakraholdofyou
' Hub wrrk and you rould br rrady to

rhmb mounuuna Inotrad of btowtna

your vacation on a prohfrativr^

rxprnahr trip, try to rhaner thr Ihasfp

In vnur ISr that rauar vou atrrss. A
ro worker may not tmdrraUnd whrrr

you n* romtna; trom

PISCES
February 19-afarch 20

AlihouKh II may irrm aa thouall a

rorrrmatiT haa arromptlahrd r»ahln«

thr (roundwork la m pkMT far aomr

rrslly rarltlnl drvrlopmrnls Br patlrnl

and watch Ihtnea takr off Take on a

lllllr ratra rrarjraiaebley and youl

notlrr rratilt*

'He learned how to climb out, so
we greeted the crib."

Ftor Entertainment Purpose* Only

Quote of the Day

*jij If I wanted

lemon on my
chicken, would I

be here?! }}
-Overheard

at Franklin

1 9 T~ '

1

' *—7 ' a 8— TB-

tl 14
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J
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•

30
aTaTeaT.

"

S^23 ?4 25

' r 28 29

31

1
1
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34
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37 "

^
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1
53

40

J
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44 45 Baal
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51 52
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1
57 Bj5t

a
-

90 81 .

ACROSS
f. Breech of secrecy

5. Space between

*. Go ksam 1

11. In i

12

14. T»m Years Before

Trie Mast sutfwr

15. AUhor Parent

It. Turtn
20. Sign for another

4t. K«x) ot properly

54 rh«ingup«nth

St. Oessnas org

ST. BfrdfLaknl
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My mom doesn't like me
coming home late at night, so

before she goes to bed she turns

out all the lights and rearranges

the furniture to try to make me fall

when I tip toe in.

We Uve in a small apartment

building and the apartments look

alike. One time I slept the whole

night in the wrong apartment.

In the morning I had

breakfest with these two nice old

people. They sat very still at the

kitchen table, spoke softly and

were calm and peacful.

They told me not to worry

about being in the wrong

apartment because we were

relatives.

They said we were actually

related by rent checks.

Actually they do look a little

like me.

How cool.

Now I have family in the

building.
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Women's gymnastics travels to Ohio for Regionals
By Lisa M. Oiiveri

Collegian Staff

The Mimchutcltl women's gym-
nastics team has had jts best H
so far. After a phenomenal home
stretch, in which they won every
meet, the Minutewomen continued
on their warpath by defending their

title as Atlantic 10 Champions.
The No. 22 Minutewomen now

head to Columbus. Ohio, on Saturday
for their sixth consecutive NCAA
Northeast Regionals. Going in as the

No. 2 seed (Ohio State is ranked No.
I ) for the first time in school history

Minutewomen hope for spot at Nationals
with a 194.255 average score, the

Minutewomen are looking to win this

competition and qualify for the
NCAA National Championships.
April 17-19 in Gainesville, Fla.

The Minutewomen finished third

out of seven teams at last year's
Regionals with a score of 191.900.

The winners of the five Regional
competitions will automatically
secure a spot at Nationals, and seven

other spots will be awarded to the

UV» M OUVtlB ' COUfCUN
The Minutewomen will miss Michelle LoPresti's solid floor exercise and

uneven bars performances this weekend.

teams with the highest overall scores

UMass coach Dave Kuzara predicts

that at least two, and maybe three

teams from the Northeast region will

travel to Florida.

"I think there are five teams that

can win." Kuzara said. "I think there

is a chance that three teams can go
on to Nationals, that's how good this

region is this year, and we just want
to give ourselves the best opportunity

to get to the next level.

"Last year, we were like, 'We've
got to fight and go out there and have
fun. but this is probably the last meet
of the season,'" said sophomore
Michelle LoPresti. "But this year,

everybody is not looking for this to

be the last meet of the season.

"(Our) confidence level is way up
this year," she said.

Since the A- 10 championships, the

Minutewomen have had two weeks
to train and prepare for this meet.
Kuzara said that the team is mentally

prepared for this competition, and
feels confident that they will continue

to perform their best.

"The last couple of years I have
aJways felt really on edge about it, but

this year I just feel like, we are going to

do what we are going to do." Kuzara
said. "I feel pretty good about the whole
meet and training has gone well."

The Minutewomen's major compe-
tition at Regionals looks to be Ohio
State. Though UMass has beaten the

Buckeyes the last two years, Ohio
State has the home advantage. But
according to Kuzara. the
Minutewomen are focusing mostly on
their own performance*.

"We've got to really focus on our-

selves, and we know it's going to be a

big home field advantage for them."

Kuzara said. "But we're just going to

try and take it one routine at a time

and really try and make things hap-

pen for us. And all we can do is con-

trol how we're going to compete."
The Minutewomen will, however, be

without the help of LoPresti, who com-
petes mostly on the floor exercise and
uneven bars. I^ast week during prac-

tice. LoPresti had a fall on the balance

beam and dislocated her left elbow

According to LoPresti. it will be
four to six months before she can
return to gymnastic* But she said she

is confident she will return stronger

Kuzara said he is positive the team

will be able to step up in Regionals
and not let LoPresti's injury hinder it

too much.
"Well, her injury has affected us a

little bit. but that's part of any sport,

and 1 think that Michelle has handled
it well, and the team has handled it

well, in terms of having to pick up,"
Kuzara said. "Obviously it sets you
back a little bit, but we have never
used injuries as an excuse.

"Every single person is needed to

have a quality team, but I think we
can pick up. It's something that we
are all trying to learn from, but it was
just an accident," Kuzara said.

One of the Minutewomen's strongest

features is their depth. According to

Kuzara, he is looking to sophomores
Sara Kelly or Betsy Colucci to compete
in place of LoPresti on bars. For floor,

he plans to warm up three people, but

make the final decision right before

competition.

"Our team is so strong and deep,

it's not really going to affect anybody,"

LoPresti said. "There is someone who
can step up and take my place."

The Minutewomen's first rotations

will be bars and beam, two events that

are not their strongest. But according to

both Kuzara and LoPresti, the

Minutewomen strive on being behind,

being able to prove themselves.

"Going in. we know we are not going

to be in the lead of this meet in the first

two rotations, because bars and beam
are difficult to start on. but we know that

we are a very good come-from-behind
team." Kuzara said.

"We have never lost focus, we've
always been able to keep fighting and
scratching. So if we can stay focused

through bars and beam, and if Ohio
State has a break or two, I feel like »c
will just really be able to step on the gas

and put everybody away." Kuzara said.

I oPresti has her own thoughts

"My team. I don t know why. we
just strive on being the underdogs.

nine t hi«- season, we seemed to

let it go the first event and then we
were behind by a point or two. but

we've pulled it off a lot of times this

season. I think that made our season
a lot more exciting.

"I think this meet is going to be the

most exciting in the longest time,

because we have such a shot." she
said "We really do. We really have a

good chance of going to Nationals."

With experience, Bennett now UM's ace

Senior pitcher Jason Bennett has the chance to become UMass' best pitcher ever this season.

By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

No baseball team can win with only one pitcher

It usually takes a college team around seven pitch-

ers, starters and relievers combined, to make a

team successful. But every now and then, a team
gets a shooter that a coach and a team can look to

and have confidence in.

He sits quietly awaiting his questions. He answers
them just as quietly. One might think after meeting
him that his demeanor on the mound would be just

as tame. They would be sorely mistaken
In a likely prediction, senior tri-captain |ason

Bennett will become the winningest pitcher ever to
step foot on a UMass mound. Three former UMass

cowrrw Mtow motions

pitchers have posted 20 career wins. Bennett cur
rently stands at 19-4, 5-1 this season.

His winning percentage is second overall in

Minuteman history, but ranks first for pitchers
with more than 15 games, at .826. He also has
three Atlantic 10 Championships under his cap.

UU M OlM«1 / COUtCUN
Lianne Laing will try to help her team finish on top at this Saturday's

Regional competition.

Weeks decides to return

to L7M for another year

By Chris Stamm

The Massachusetts men's bas-

ketball team re-gained a major
asset in its frontcourt yesterday
when senior forward Tyrone
Weeks announced
that he will return

to UMass for his

fifth vear of eligibil-

ity.

Weeks came to

UMass four years
ago as ,i

Proposition 48 par-

tial qualifier Due
to sub-par high
school exam scores.

Weeks was ineligi

ble to compete for

the Minutcmen his

first year and was
granted only three
years of eligibility.

However. the 6-foot-7
Philadelphia native was allowed to

return for a fifth year (fourth year

of athletic eligibility i because of
the NCAA's recent Proposition 68
ruling announced at the NCAA
Convention in lanuary

The amendment allows athletes

like Weeks, who were partial aca-

demic qualifiers forced to sit out

their freshman year, a fourth year

of eligibility. The rule states that if

the student -athlete completes his

undergraduate degree in four
years, he can return and work

towards a second undergraduate
degree or a masters while compet-
ing as a fifth-year senior

"I think this is a good opportu-

nity for me." Weeks said in a

press conference at the William D
Mullins Center yesterday. "With

the second degree

I can get into

teaching after my
basketball career

is over. I would
hope to get invited

to some NBA
camps next year or

maybe play over-

seas, but if not, I'll

be ready to start

my career in edu-

cation,"

As an education

major. Weeks will
Tyrone Weeks he working

towards a second
undergraduate degree in

Afro-American Studies next year.

The third team All-Atlantic 10

selection struggled with the deci-

sion to stay or go since the Prop
68 ruling was announced
mid-season. In fact, after the
Minutemen lost to Louisville in

the first round of the NCAA
Tournament. Weeks said that he
would announce his decision as
soon as possible. However, it was
not until last week that he made
up his mind.

Turn to WEEKS page 9

Simon was unforgettable

in Arizona's championship

Turn to BENNETT, page 9

There was something unforgettable

about Miles Simon's smile Monday
night As (he junior clutched the ball he
had touched so many times with suc-

cess that night, it was hard to imagine
there could be a more deserving person

named National Champion.
If you look at the whole season, the

whole year, an
argument could be

made for others
deserving of a

championship ring:

the seniors who
spurned the NBA
draft for another
year of textbooks
and term papers;
the record- breaking, I -can -do
-anything -with -five -people -and
-a -ball coach; the season-long No. 1

choice.

But look at Simon, the kid who
was forced to sit and watch the first

part of his team's season. As a cap-
tain and team-leader. Simon knew it

was important to be at all of his
team's games, so while he was serv-

ing a suspension for academic prob-
lems he went to the Wildcat games as
a fan — oftentimes racking up travel

bills he alone was responsible for.

He did that

because he loved
his team, because
he felt a sense of

obligation that

went beyond just

getting up to see
the team bus off.

While early on
Simon looked like

he had the stuff champions are made
of. Arizona didn't appear to be cham-
pionship material in the tournament's
early-going.

The Wildcats took it to the wire
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Dude looks like

an old lady

Boston's classic

rock Bad Boys,

Aerosmith are back

(again) with Nine

Lives. Check out

what we have to

say about it (see

Arts k Living, page

5).

Looking for

Southern hospitality

Mike DelPercio
and the UMass
men's lacrosse

team travel to

Durham, N.C. this

weekend to take on
the No. 3 Duke
Blue Devils (see

Sports, page 10).

NATION

Six chained & shackled

prisoners die in fire

DICKSON, Tenn (AP) - A van

transporting prisoners burst into Home
on a highway today, killing six of them

as the driver tried vainly to save the

chained and shackled men. authorities

said. The driver was burned on his

arms and was token to a Nashville hos-

pital tor treatment

Cindy Armour of the Tennessee

Department of Safety said one inmate

survived His condition was not imme-

diately known A guard assisting the

driver was unhurt

Safety Department spokesman
Anthony Kimbrough said the fire

apparently was started by a broken

drive shaft that pierced the vehicle's

fuel tank Emergency officials said the

problem may hove been a broken axle

rather than the drive shaft

No other vehicles were involved. Ms
Armour said The charred gray van

come to rest on the median of Interstate

40, about 45 miles west of Nashville

Its windows were blown out ond glass

was scattered on the highway

*The ortsoners were consumed In the

fire,' said Lt Mike Dover of the

Tennessee Highway Patrol He said the

prisoners were chained ond shockled to

each other but not to the vehicle

WORLD

Serb woman recalls

repeated rapes

THE HAGUE Netheflands (AP) —
She was arrested on a trumped-up
charge and token to a Bosnian gonern -

ment-run comp On the first nigra, she

was raped Then she was roped ogom
and ogam Giving this testimony yester-

day uetore the Yugoslav war crimes tri-

bunal, the Serb woman recalled scream-

ing 'God. in case you exist, why did

you not protect me from this?*

Listening Mitofka Anhc was the man
she says threatened to kill her ond raped

her repeatedly during the 2 1 /2 months

she spent in Celebtci comp in mid- 1 992
Slouching in hit chair in the defen-

dant's dock, Hazlm Delic appeared
unmoved by Antic's testimony He smiled

once as the talked and occasionally

checked his watch

Delic is on trial with two other

Muslims ond a Croat charged in alleged

murders, rapes ond torture at Ceiebici, a
former Yugoslav Army compound in the

Kon|ic region of central Bosnia

According to the indictment, Zegnil

Deiolic was o military commander with

overol responsibility for the region ond
camp. Zdrovko Muck, a Goat, was the

camp commander, Delk his deputy, ond
Esoa landzo a comp guard

All have pleaded innocent to the

charges against them and all face maxi-

mum life terms if convicted

So tor, most of the 75 suspects indict

ed by the tribunal are Serbs, who are

blamed for most of the atrocities in the

Bosnian war The tribunol points to the

Ceiebici comp case at proof it is judging

all participants in the war equally
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Football upgrade & retirement

options mulled over by Senate

Friday, April 4, 1997

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Director

of Athletics Robert Marcum addressed

the Faculty Senate yesterday on a variety

of topics, including moving the UMass
football team from Division l-AA to

Division 1-A.

Marcum began by discussing the suc-

cesses of the UMass athletics depart-

ment, stating that UMass leads all

Atlantic 10 (A-10) schools in academic

achievement of student athletes with 40
percent of UMass student athletes

receiving a 3.0 or higher grade point

average (GPA).

"We have wanted to be the best over-

all athletic program in the A-10 and at

the same time be the best academically."

Marcum said. "We have achieved both."

Marcum also said that UMass is one
of only 16 institutions of higher educa-

tion in the country in compliance with

Title IX. a federal law which states that

overall, women's athletic programs
must receive the same funding as men's

athletic programs

He credited the success of athletics

department to the drive of the student

athletes and coaches, and the financial

support of the administration.

"The commitment really starts at the

very, very top." Marcum said. "Without

this commitment, we could not move
forward and be successful."

Marcum then went on to comment

on moving the UMass football program
to the more competitive Division 1-A,

saying that it was a complicated issue

that the University must thoroughly
examine.

"It is something that this institution

should consider," Marcum said. "We
need to look at the situation very care-

fully."

According to Marcum, upgrading the

football program to Division 1-A would
cost the University an addition 1.5 mil-

lion dollars, but could bring in lucrative

television contracts.

"1 hope we do not pass up opportuni-

ties." Marcum said. (For more on this

issue, seepage 101.

In other faculty fenate business.

Chancellor David K. Scott reported on
the early retirement program which 85
faculty members and 450 staff employ-

ees have opted to take.

Scott said that the University's budget

for replacing these employees next year

will include only 50 percent of the total

salaries of the faculty who are leaving

and 35 percent of total salaries of the

staff leaving. This means that the

University will be decreasing its num-
bers of both faculty and staff.

In an interview after the meeting.

Scott said that the effects of the down-
sizing will not be felt on campus until

1998.

"It will not really be visible until

1998." Scott said.

Scott also said that administrative

redesign will help to minimize the

impact of the losses on the campus.

"We have to re-balance the equilibri-

um of the University," Scott said. "We
have to make it work."

Professor Ann Ferguson, Director of

the Women's Studies, led the Faculty

Senate in ratifying a motion that urged

the Chancellor to address matters of

access to the University for low-income
students.

Ferguson said that because of the

welfare reform acts passed by the feder-

al government in the past two years,

867 current UMass students may be
unable to continue their education at

UMass unless the University makes a

commitment to aid them.

"We feel that it is very timely to go on
record supporting access for

low-income students," Ferguson said.

"We think that it is important to address

this in a much more concentrated way.

because the situation is getting worse...

We need to work on this now."

The motion specifically asked the

Chancellor to address issues including

affordable, alternative housing and meal

plans, flexible and extended hour child

care, scheduling policies to allow stu-

dents who work or have dependents to

attend classes and affordable tuition.

"Qualified student should be able to

attend institutions of public education

regardless of their means," Ferguson
said.

The Faculty Senate also voted to

Van Meter incident

under investigation
At approximately 2:30 a.m.

yesterday morning University of

Massachusetts Police and med-
ical personnel responded to a

medical emergency at Van
Meter Residence Hall in Central

Residence Area.

"Upon responding to the call

we found a young man laying on
the ground and immediately
called for an ambulance. He was
transported to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital (in Northampton!, said

Chief of Police lack Luippold.

"As of this afternoon he was
under going tests for head
injuries and was reported to be

in stable condition," added
Luippold yesterday.

Officials do not know the
cause of the accident which is

under investigation.

The individual, whose name
has not yet been released, is a

UMass student and lives

off-campus.
Police have been unable to

speak with the student or wit-

nesses. They are asking anyone
who has information about the

incident to please call

545-2121. All information will

be held confidential

— Leigh Faulkner

Election results corrected;

new SGA officers sworn
The Commuter Area

Government election results, rati-

fied at Wednesday's Student
Government Association (SGA

I

meeting, have been changed.

The students elected were not
commuters and therefore cannot
take office, according to Election

Commissioner |odi Bailey.

"The people who were elected

weren't commuters and therefore

weren't eligible. These people I the

new officers] are actually com-
muters and should have been the

ones voted in." Bailey said.

The new commuter area officers

for the academic year 1997 I 99K
are: Angela Cervini. Governor;
lolynn Wells. Lieutenant Governor;

leremy Cottrill, Secretary: and
Chris Millan, Treasurer.

— Victoria (;

AC conference on capital punishment

A natural tree house
CMWTOfMM * CESNCK COlliOIAN

If you were an owl you could live in a hole in a tree similar to this

one — but you're not.

By Christina Poletto

Collegian Staff

On Saturday and Sunday. April 5-6. Amherst College

will be hosting a conference on the topic "Capital
Punishment in Law and Culture" in the Lewis Sebring

Commons of Valentine Hall.

The conference, which is sponsored by the Charles
Hamilton Houston Forum on Law and Social lustice and
the Department of Law. |urispru«Unce and S

Thought at Amherst College, has invited a congregation

Of distinguished scholars from around the country for the

two day discussion.

Ironically, this particular weekend marks the 25th
anniversary of Furman v. Georgia, a landmark case in the

jurisprudence of capital punishment.

"Generally, in the past, scholarship on capital punish-

ment has been narrowly focused on whether capital pun
ishment is moral or constitutional." said Amherst College

Professor Austin Sarat.

"We're going to focus on what capital punishment tells

us about the legal system that regulates us." Sarat said.

Included within the discussion will be an examination

of the historical and political uses of capital punishment
in the United States and abroad, and an exploration of

hov. the death penalty is portrayed in law. literature and
throughout American culture.

The program is divided into a two part series, the first

to begin at 9:15 a.m.. following the 8:30 a.m. registra-

tion. Professor Sarat is scheduled to introduce the event

along with William Cromwell. Professor of Jurisprudence

and Political Science at Amherst College.

"Capital Punishment in the Constitution ol Potttka and

Society," will be discussed by professors from around the

country, including lecturers from Westfield State College.

Amherst College. Rice University. Harvard LWvcrwrj
and University of Pennsylvania

The second component of the days agenda will begin at

2 p.m. and continue until 4-30 p.m. The topic in discus

si. in will be "The Culture of Capital Cases."

Professors from Mount Holyoke College, and Miami
Sew York, and California-Berkeley Universities will be

lecturing.

On Sunday. April 6 from 9 until I 1:30 am. "from
Ethics to Policy in the Debate about Capital
Punishment." will be deliberated by professors from
Amherst College. Tufts.. John Hopkins, and
California- Berkeley

.

"Were lucky to have them present." commented Sarat

on the impressive list of professors scheduled to attend

Amherst. "They represent a wealth of experience and
understanding in capital punishment."

A $20 registration fee is mandatory for participation in

the conference. Admission for Amherst College commu-
nity members are free.

For further information about this two day event, con-

tact Amherst College Professor Austin Sarat at 542-2301
or lean Zilcwicz at 542-2380.

Genetic cloning explained in lecture
By Michelle Hillman

Collegian Staff

Stock market turmoil has 'bear

resting on investors
1

lips & minds
By rarrell Kramer
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Hugh lohnson. -a

market pro since Lyndon lohnson
was president, decided Wednesday to

pull some of the $260 million his

firm manages for investors out of the

stock market.

That decision was not taken lightly.

But the market has been so weak
recently that even the most seasoned

Wall Street investors are beginning to

whisper the unthinkable.

"It's a correction." lohnson says.

"Now the question is. is it going to

deteriorate into a bear market?"

Important government figures on
employment in March, due out today,

are more critical now than ever. A
stronger-than-expected job picture

might prompt the Federal Reserve to

raise interest rates again, dampening

the economy.

If that's so. the 6 1/2-year bull

market may be in jeopardy. The trou-

ble, of course, is that no one really

knows.

Like many others, lohnson. First

Albany Corp.'s chief investment offi-

cer, doesn't think a bear has yet come
knocking. But bear markets are like

quicksand, often hard to recognize

until it's too late.

Stocks tend to ebb and flow, but
since the fall of 1990 a rising Dow
(ones industrial average has been
pretty much a constant. Despite two
presidential elections, an uncertain

economy, military operations from
Haiti to Bosnia and political scandal,

investors have been consistently
rewarded.

The current rise took the Dow
from about 2.360 to a high of
7.085.16 on March 11. It has since

lost 8.6 percent — almost completely

erasing its gains for the year.

Yesterday, the index closed at

6,477.35. down 39.66 points

Last March was the last time the

market had a case of the jitters,

shortly after a February 1996 jobs
report was released that showed real

strength. The Dow tumbled 171
points

The problem then was a concern
that the Feds would stop cutting
interest rates to stimulate the econo-
my.

The concern now is that it will

raise them again, after doing so last

week for the first time in more than
two years.

In a frank and informal
"inter-action," University of
Massachusetts professor of Biology of

Cancer and AIDS and recipient of the

Teacher of the Year Award, Albey
Reiner, spoke yesterday in the

Campus Center.

The inter-action titled. "Cloning:

Simple Biology. Profound
Consequences." dealt with the basic

biological methods used to clone ani-

mals thus far and discussed some of

the ramifications if cloning were to

extend to human beings.

The inter-action is a student initi-

ated concept, organizing resources

and fo urns for interdisciplinary com-
munication and coordination.

Reiner began by differentiating

between two types of cloning — the

cloning of genes and cloning in order

to make an identical copy of a living

organism. The cloning of genes,
which has been done to replicate the

human insulin gene, is the isolation of

genes, cloning them and then making
copies and expressing them in cells,

according to Reiner.

The "other" type of cloning in

which living organisms are copied

involves using egg cells and embryo
cells. Reiner began with the example

of a tadpole that was created about

22 years ago by fusing an egg cell and

an embryo cell. Genetic material was

removed from an egg cell and an

embryo cell removed from an
embryo, with the nucleus still in tact.

These two cells were then fused

together, which created a tadpole,

according to Reiner.

"It acts as if it's a fertilized egg and
turns into a tadpole. They cloned an

embryo cell and created a tadpole,

but it didn't turn into a frog." When
i|iKstioned if this tadpole was really a

clone. Reiner responded "if it turned

into a frog, we might all agree it was

cloning."

Turn to REINER page 2
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UMass professor Albey Reiner spoke about cloning in the Campus
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Zionists for Action sends

students to conference
By Sarah J. Kimmel
Collegian Staff

Reiner
continued from page I

Bringing the discussion up to date.

Reiner then began to talk about last

year's successful cloning of a lamb.

The difference he cited between
cloning a lamb and a frog was "you
actually do get an animal from the

embryo. You get a lamb," said

Reiner.

"One year ago that wasn't news, it

wasn't exciting." said Reiner of the

lamb cloning. This year they did it

with monkeys, that's a little more
personal."

Reiner then pointed out "if you
clone an adult cell then you don't

need men." which led to a short dis-

cussion of a female Utopia, in which
it would be possible for women to

clone women without the aid of men
by using adult ccllv

Reiner concluded his interaction

by citing several positive reasons

generally given to clone, including

saving endangered species, allowing

infertile couples to reproduce and
removing cells and cloning them in a

laboratory in order to remove
defect-

Twenty five University of
Massachusetts students will depart
this Saturday evening for the
American Israel Public Affairs
Committee (A1PAC) Annual Policy

conference in Washington D.C.

The A1PAC conference is a three

day seminar of high level briefings

from top Israeli and American
politicians about the Middle East.

Among these featured speakers are

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu. Vice President Al Gore.
United Nations Ambassador Bill

Richardson, Ambassador Dennis
Ross, Speaker of the House Newt
Gingrich. Minority Leader Richard

Gephardt, and Senators John Kerry

and Ted Stevens.

These speakers will be addressing

such issues as the Middle East

peace process, U. S. -Israel rela-

tions, and pro- Israel political

activism on campus and in the com-
munity. One of the lectures, by Vice

President Gore and Melvin Dow,
president of AIPAC. is titled, "In

search of the new Middle East."

There are also several forums that

students may attend that focus on
topics such as, "Making Waves:
How technology is Changing
American and Pro-Israel Politics,"

and "What's in a Name: Are We
Heading Towards a Palestinian

State?"

The Policy Conference will culmi-

nate with the largest pro- Israel

lobbying effort of 1997. where over

2,000 activists will go to Capitol

Hill to discuss with Congress the

importance of a strong U.S.-Israel

relationship. The activists are stu-

dents from 270 colleges from all

over the United States.

Special events, such as a 3-D vir-

tual reality tour through the Middle

East, are also offered. Students will

be able to tour the area on very

large maps, touch life size models

of weapon systems developed by

the U.S. and Israel as well as feel

the threat that unconventional
weapons pose to Israeli citizens.

The UMass delegation to the

AIPAC Conference is sponsored by

the Zionists for Action, the

pro-Israel organization at UMass in

conjunction with UMass Hillel.

Jay Bragg, the University of

Massachusetts campus liaison to

AIPAC. says that the Policy
Conference is important so that stu-

dents may "Better understand the

importance of a strong U.S.-Israel

relationship." Bragg also said that

"It is important for University stu-

dents to be provided with informa-

tion that will foster leadership."

Former Israeli Prime Minister
Shimon Peres said. "AIPAC is the

strongest bridge between the
American people and the state of

Israel."

Former Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin said. "AIPAC has
been and will remain the spearhead
of the special relations between
Washington and Jerusalem.

"

Arms threatening U.S embassy

removed from Albanian homes
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By George John

Associated Prev-

TIRANA. Albania — Police seized

dozens of submachine guns and
boxes of ammunition from homes
around the U.S. Embassy yesterday,

to put an end to gunfire that hit sev-

eral cars in the diplomatic compound
overnight*

A U.S. diplomat said Marines
traced the origin of some of the gun-

fire and worked with Albanian police

to stage the raids. None of the

Marines returned fire, but were pre-

pared to respond if necessary, the

diplomat said on condition of

anonymity

In the rest of the country, the law-

lessness that began in February —
whcn,*hpd> investment schemes col-

lapsed and took most Albanians' life

savings with them — continued to

grow.

A woman and her 15-year-old son

were killed in Fier. 30 miles south of

Tirana, after they refused to pay pro-

tection money. In Gjirokastra. near

the Greek border, armed rebels

stormed the Greek consulate seeking

entry visas.

And even in Tirana, the most
secure city in Albania, a man with a

submachine gun opened fire yester-

day on another man in the downtown
area. He missed, and fled when police

appeared.

European countries have been dis-

cussing how to help end the lawless-

ness.

But the lop international envoy for

{Albania, former Austriap Chancellor

Ev rail versity
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage

April 2
There was a two vehicle acci-

dent on University Drive.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

April 2
A vehicle in parking lot 13 on

Authority Way was broken into

and the stereo was stolen.

Health/Safety Hazard
April 3

Large potholes were reported in

parking lot 21 on University
Drive.

Larceny

April 2
An individual from Leach

Residence Hall reported that tires

were stolen form his bicycle.

An individual reported a jacket

stolen form the Fine Arts Center.

An individual from Gorman
Residence Hall reported two indi-

viduals entered his room and took
personal property. The case is

under investigation.

University Productions and
Concerts (UPC) reported four
portable radios and a charger
stolen from the office located in

the Campus Center.

Traffic Stop

April 2
loshua I. Walker, 21. 102

Eastman La,, Amherst, was arrest-

ed on Massachusetts Avenue for

operating an unregistered motor

vehicle with a suspended license.

Anthony Kansco Gugliuzza, 24,

of 3642 Degbigny St.. Metairie,

LA, was arrested on University

Drive with a warrant.

April 3

Trevor G. Spiers, 25, of 1040

North Pleasant St., Amherst, was

arrested on Montague Road for

operating a vehicle under the

influence of alcohol, driving out of

marked lanes and defective rear

lights.

Vandalism
April 3

An ID card reader at

Mackimmie Residence Hall was
damaged.
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Door puzzle
CHMSTOIWH A CISMU \ COUiGUM

This close up of a pair of doors belongs to a building on campus. Can you guess which building it

belongs to?

.1
1 1

1 1
... 1

EDGE SALUTES MEN'S INTRAMURAL EXCELLENCE

Intramural Champions
Basketball

The Tofu Twinkles: William Condon, Darren Glidden, Rick Rodrick, Matthew

Quesenberry. Aiden Murphy, Dan McMamara, Kevin Sweeney, Jason

Brightman, James Titus

Floor Play III: Ainslee Press, Kyle Rothenberger, Becca Myers, Amy Robertson,

Amy Ott, Laura Phelan, Kate Putnam, Katherine McClellan, Erica Johnston

Hoop Screams: Chris Chamides, Kathryn Gleason, Becca Myers, Amy
Robertson, Shelly Fowler, Michael Reiss, Jim Strub, Katherine McClellan

Sugar Free: Christopher Antonetti, Daniel Gladstone, Ted Curvy, Brett Davis,

Jeff Gearing, Jim Williams, Marc Ross. Lyle Henry

Wallyball

Oysters with No Pearls: Adam McMamara, Stacy Hare, Alex Luhowy, Eric

Savage

Spring Ice Hockey
Might & Day: Joseph Albano, Daniel Wassung, Chris Smith, Ryan LaVangie,

Joseph Flaherty, Mike Montessi, Matt Trinceri, Bart Moylan, John Curry,

Michael Curry, Jonas Killeen, Philip Dorman
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Campus Perspectives
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In light of its poor elections turnout last

week, how can SGA get more students
interested in what they do ">

"I think they should put their pictures
on their flyers. The way it is [now],
they're just names. Maybe having public
debates outside during the day when
students can see will help.*

Juliet Cikonyo
junior, biochemistry

Nairobi, Kenya

"Perhaps they should
speak to some of the larger

lecture halls, announcing
when the elections are,
who's running and what
they're all about."

"I don't think they're
known. They should adver-

tise what they're about,
going outside and giving

speeches would help."

"They have got to get out
there more. I have no idea

who anybody is, so I'd like

to see them speaking."

"they need to be more
involved with student
activities. The spring con-

cert... what's with the
spring concert? Isn't that

student money? Our
money should be put
toward something we can
all appreciate."

Tanaka Barosy

junior, biology

Brooklyn, N.Y.

Amanda Koelker
senior, dance
Berwick, Me.

Sandi Okun
junior, wildlife and fish-

eries consen'ation

New City. N.Y.

Mike Billand

freshman, political science

Remsen. N.Y.

Chris DeMarco
junior, fisheries

wildlife conservation

Sheiton. Conn.

and

"I think that they should
let students know what
power they have, how
much money. They should
let their beliefs be known. I

think that if you let the stu-

dent body know what you
can do for then), you'll get

them more involved."

Tracy Johnson
senior, nursing

Hubbardston

"I think that the major problem
with SGA is that they've set them-
selves apart from the campus by
becoming a monster RSO. SGA is

made of people who are already
involved and their friends. It's like an
old boy's network. We should make
them accountable and make them
stand in front of students. Currently,

they spew a lot of rhetoric, but every-

one's out for him or herself. They're
not doing enough for students."

Area Leckong
junior, economics/communications
Brooklyn. N.Y.

UM hosts effects of violence symposium UM ranks 16th in world competition
By Mork McGrath
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
will be hosting a day- long sympo-
sium addressing violence and its

effects on families on April 23 in the

Campus Center.

The event, which is being spon-
sored by the UMass Center for the

Family and UMass Extension's 4-H
Youth and Family Development
Program, will bring together experts

from numerous fields to discuss the

problems with societal violence.

"This symposium underscores our
goals for the Center for the Family."

said Maureen Perry Jenkins, the cen-

ter's director said in a press release.

"By bringing together researchers,
outreach professionals and policy
makers, we hope to go beyond dis-

cussions of violence and families and
move toward comprehensive solu-
tions."

lames Garbarino. a professor of
human development and family stud-

ies at Cornell University and interna-

tionally renowned for his work with

violence, children and families will be
the keynote speaker, presenting his

talk, "Children and Families in a

Socially Toxic Environment."

In addition, the seminar will host

UMass communications professor
Sut Jhally. and his presentation.
"Scared to Death: Media and the
Representation of Violence."

According to Jhally, his presenta-

tion will be about understanding
media violence.

"If you ask a question about vio-

lence in the media." Jhally said. "You
have to ask the right question. The
wrong question is 'does watching it

make you violent?" The right question
is, 'Does watching media violence
make you more scared of the- world?'"

Four separate panel discussions
will also be held within the sympo-
sium, each dealing with a different

shade of violence. Panel members
include public officials, professors
and representatives from community
interest groups.

"Violence in Neighborhoods and
Communities." will biing together
Kathleen Alexander, community edu-

cation and staff development training

at the Northampton District
Attorney's Office; Rebekah
Crampton, an associate justice in the

Springfield Juvenile Court and Chris
Womak of the Boston mayor's office.

"Violence Against Children"
includes Garbarino; Joyce Strom, the

executive director of the
Massachusetts Society for the
Prevention and Debra Sicilia of the

Department of Social Services in

Springfield.

The panel discussion on "Partner
Violence" includes Mary Christine
King of the UMass School of
Nursing; Laurie Salame from The
Americorps Domestic Violence
Project; Patricia Mota-Guedes of the

Everywoman's Center and Steven
Botkin. from the Men's Resource
Center in Amherst

All events during the symposium
will take place in the Campus Center
and are scheduled from 8-30 am to

4 p.m. Registration is necessary. For
additional information or to register

by-today's deadline, contact Brian
Runck at 5-5020.

By Mork McGrath
Collegian Staff

A team of three University of Massachusetts stu-
dents placed well in an international undergraduate
programming competition in San Jose, Calif, early last

month.

The team, which consisted of undergraduates Brian
Hanechak. Ben Horowitz and John Sullivan, placed
16th overall in the finals of a contest which included
over 1000 teams worldwide.
The contest, sponsored by the Association for

Computing Machinery, the leading computer science
technical society, pitted teams of three against each
other in a battle of wits and resourcefulness in solving
computer problems.
The team, organized through the Computer Science

Department, began its route to the finals last fall,

when interested UMass students faced off against each
other within the department to determine the makeup
of the team.

The students who made the cut were Horowitz,
working on a second bachelor's degree to go with his
Philosophy from Wesleyan; Hanechack. a computer
science and mathematics major and John Sullivan, an
international student from the University of Cork in

Ireland.

"The students who competed are among the brightest
in the department." said Richard Moll a professor and
the coach of the team.

Next, they went to the Rcgionals. which were hosted
by Westfield State College, and again finished second,
this time tied with Harvard for the distinction of fol-

lowing M.I.T. With that performance, they earned a
berth in the California Finals.

"The invitation to the international finals and our
fine showing, both regionally and in the international
finals is a tribute to these students and the strength of
our undergraduate program." Moll said.

The team will start up again next fall. Interested stu-
dents can contact Professor Moll in September
through the Computer Science Department.
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The dawning of the New Age

Martin F. Jones

As the sun rose in the great eastern city of Asmara,
capital of the ancient Aksumite Empire, and bib-

lical home of the legendary Queen of Sheba, a
large, powerful bird departed the earth to take flight

towards its home in the west. It had flown across the
Great Ocean to see the land called Africa, where man
was conceived. Over the course of its journey, the bird
would travel for more than 19,000 miles, visiting the
Island of Goree. the Cape of Good Hope, the great
Victoria Falls and the womb of humanity — the Olduvai
Gorge. The bird would arrive home as the sun rose in

the great western kingdom of America, its light shining
upon a gleaming obelisk in her municipal city. Emerging
from within the body of the great bird, the new Queen
and her daughter were greeted by their King, as they all

went to worship together on the holy day called Easter.

Around the world, millions of devotees gathered to

mark the resurrection of their earthly spirit of salvation.

Known to his followers as Christ, he would be remem-
bered on this day of hope and
renewal as the Great Redeemer, that

one who would one day return to

institute a new era of peace and
enlightenment for the whole world.

Many believe that the second com-
ing of Christ is imminent, and that

he will return at some point during
the 1.000 day period which will

begin tomorrow and end on Ian. I

.

2000.

At numerous other Easter Sunday
>et sices, however, there was a

sobering message about the need to

keep one's faith during a period of tremendous fragility

dcro-s the globe. In the holy city of lerusalem, and near-
by settlements across the West Bank, tensions contin-
ued to mount over the recently initiated construction of
a lewish housing complex in the eastern sector of the
city Concurrently, a resolution was passed by the Arab
I cuyue calling for a freezing of all normalization of
diplomatic ties with Israel. And finally, enroute to

• House Speaker Newt Gingrich sternly warned of
U.S. retaliation against any military action against
Taiwan by the Chinese, with whom he had just complet-
ed a diplomatic \isii

But by far. the most disturbing reflection which char
acterued the Easter sermons was the tragic suicides of

59 members of a UFO cult called Heaven's Gate. Over
a period of three da>>. the cult members "exited their

bodies" to ascend to "the Level Above Human" where
they believed a spaceship trailing the Hale-Bopp comet
awdited their arrival. They saw the arrival of the
Hale-Bopp comet as a cosmic signal that it was time to

initiate their great departure, and that the end limes
were near. A press release explaining their actions stat-

ed that they intended to "offer a doorway to the
Kingdom of God at the end of this civilization, the end
ol this age. the end of this millennium."

Clearly, the mass suicide was a terrible tragedy, one
which resulted from a deadly combination of a turbu-
lent, decadent world, alienated groups of people disillu-

sioned with life, and a charismatic, yet terminally ill cult

leader who convinced his followers that through the
mass suicide they would all enter the Kingdom of
Heaven. As the world watched the 69th Oscar Awards
on the night of March 24. the Heaven's Gate cult quiet-
ly and meticulously organized and initiated their divine
l> inspired departure from this life

Bizarre as it seems, the Heaven's Gate cult suicide
did serve as a wake-up call for humanity. Many of the
ideas promoted by the cult were fed and nurtured by
not only years of UFO conspiracies and movies such as
Independence Day. but also by much of the traditional

(udeo-C'hristian doctrines which preach of salvation in

the afterlife, and that our time on earth is served merely
to establish our place in a spiritual realm such as heav-
en While the Heaven's Gate cult believed that suicide
would deliver them to heaven via a spaceship, many of
us have been taught since childhood the same basic doc
trine: that the only sure way to peace and happiness is

through death followed by deliverance into the place
known widely known as heaven. Given the state of the
world today, the mass suicide of the Heaven's Gate cult
members should surprise no one.

And so we may yet leam an important lesson here,
one that should pave the way towards a new conscious-

" There is a great need
for clarification on this

question, and it may
have already been pro-

vided by the Heaven's
Gate cult.

"

ness around the world. The lesson simply put, is that

lite is a precious miracle, and that our world, even in its

current state, is a miraculous place to be. Heaven, that

conceptual paradise towards which many people believe

they will transcend, is right here on earth. Entry to the

Kingdom of God bears no prerequisite admission, for

we already exist within it. As this millennium draws to a
close, it is time for the people of earth to collectively

realize this truth. Out of this earth we came, and back
to it shall we return. The solution therefore to the
world's problems is not a transcendental escape on an
imagined spaceship, but rather to see the reality of this

life and of this earth in all of their true glory, and to

treat them both accordingly.

The world we live in today, consequently, is the result

of the decisions which humanity has made in the past,

and the future will be defined by those it is making in

the present. Now. the time has come to recognize that

the future is ultimately what we make it. Hopefully, the
sun will one day rise again with the

dawning of a "New Age" in which
the human evolutionary level

towards which the Heaven's Gate
cult aspired to. is instead, reached
through our collective activities

right here on this earth. No longer
must we continue to needlessly
inflict upon ourselves the scourges
of war. hatred and poverty. Indeed,
while it seems that the mass suicide

was a cop-out to taking responsibili-

ty for life's shortcomings, those of
us who foolishly continue to con-

tribute to the suffering of humanity are no better.
Because they are too selfish, too arrogant and too stub-

born to change, a small minority of people with more
than their share of resources and power are making life

a living hell for everyone else The naive masses in turn
uccept this reality, for so many of them have been con-
vinced that one day they will eventually die. and if they

are obedient, they will go to heaven and live forever in a

spiritual paradise.

The press release issued by the Heaven's Gate cult

contained a statement asserting that "... No one can
enter the Kingdom of Heaver by trying to live a good
life in this world, and then thinking that when this

world takes your body, you get to "go to heaven." The
only time that Neit Kingdom can be entered is when
there is a Member or Members of that Kingdom who
have come into the human kingdom, incarnated as we
have, offering clarification of that information..."

Well said. There is a great need for clarification on this

question, and it may have already been provided by the

Heaven's Gate cult. Could it be that our ascension to the
next evolutionary stage will require us to turn our atten-

tion to the here and the now? Can there truly be a "New
Age" on earth if so many of the world's people choose
only look forward to life in some kind of afterworld?

The timing of the Heaven's Gate suicide is quite extra-

ordinary, as that week's front cover of Time revisited the

whole question of the legitimacy of the belief in Heaven.
It may very well turn out that the Heaven's Gale cult

members have actually become unknowing martyrs
towards the realization of a perspective that stands in

total contrast to the group's own belief system. The
bizarre nature of the Heaven's Gate cult and its leader

Marshall Applewhite has significantly moved us all to

address what may be the greatest barrier to establishing

a real-life Utopia on earth — our near-unshakable com-
mitment to living that Utopia in another realm. It has in

fact, all but destroyed what should be a concrete devo-
tion towards improving and preserving this life that God
has blessed us with right here! When that principle has
been upheld to an adequate degree, only then will the
earth cease to become a wasteland for those who would
escape to their heavenly elsewhere and continue their

life of boundless greed and gluttony.

Our goal then should not be to live forever in some
spiritual paradise, but to work hard at earning our claim
of stewardship over this earth by preserving the envi-

ronment, supporting the vast planetary wildlife, and
uplifting all of humanity. When there has finally been
established an actual global consecration of this hal-

lowed truth, only then will the dawning of the New Age
truly become a reality.

Martin F. \ones is a Collegian columnist.
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Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

A never-ending circus
Editor's Note: On May 8, the Collegian celebrates

its 30th anniversary as a daily newspaper. To com-
memorate this occasion, the Collegian will be publish-
ing editorials spanning the last 30 years. Today we
feature a piece originally published on Feb. 8, 1973.

It has been several months since I resigned from the
UMass Student Senate. Amherst's own Barium and
Baily sideshow. After a full year of wasted
Wednesdays. I used my disgust over a Senate reappor-
tionment decision as a pretext to bail out of there. It

was the most intelligent decision I ever made.
In writing, I find it extremely difficult to convey to

the reader an accurate impression of these Wednesday
night Circuses. In order to under-
stand, in case you've never been
down there under the big top.
you've got to see it for yourself.

But this I am not recommending.
Watching "Ozzie and Harriet"
re-runs on the tube would be a

much more worthwhile expendi-
ture of energy.

But they're spending our
money, you say, ...hundreds of
thousands of dollars. Sure they
are, but don't waste your time
fretting about it. I spent an entire

year of fretting, about my money
and yours. Fretting in vain. While I entered the
Senate with high hopes of restoring some degree of
responsibility in the handling of student money, I was
only one vote. The majority of my fellow senators had
concerns other than responsible student action. You
might as well accustom yourself to an annual
fork-over of 35 or so dollars to the Senate, to be
spent as they see fit. Like it or lump it.

After my resignation, or escape, I receive a Boy
Scout letter from Senate Speaker |ohn Hogan, who
presided as Ringmaster for the Chattering Chimps
during my term as Senator. |ohn, in very formal fash-

"It has been several

months since I resigned

from the UMass
Student Senate,

Amherst's own Barnum
and Baily sideshow.

"

Matt Tuckoff

ion. appealed to me to retract my decision to resign. If

I remember correctly, he urged me to disregard the

petty politics and go on with the work I had undertak-

en as Senator from Field House.

Well, last week lohn succumbed to the overwhelm-

ing pettiness, the all-pervading boredom, the school-

boy shenanigans, and the monumental insignificance

of the Student Senate. It took me only a few months in

the Senate in order to make that discovery. Poor John

blew almost four years. It's difficult to live with your-

self after wasting all that time. Time is just to precious

to squander.

lohn's resignation last week left the Senate in what

is traditionally the most ludicrous of situations: the

"power vacuum." Now the stu-

dents at UMass are asked to sit

tight and witness the scramble of

the opportunists, the little power

seekers who are the mainstay of

the Senate. For most student sena-

tors, elevation into a "prestige"

position is the goal of a substantial

portion of his or her effort, a

prime motivator. It looks good on

the records for graduate school, so

they tell me.

I went down to the Senate pro-

ceedings last night, in order to

check up on the cast of characters

in the big scramble for the podium in front of the

Senate Chambers. It should be remarked that the posi-

tion of Speaker of the Senate inevitably gets in front of

the Collegian cameras to a far greater degree than any

other position in the Senate. Last year the pages of the

Collegian were graced many times with various poses

of lohn Hogan's lighting a pipe-full of Middleton's

Cherry Blend, or some such concoction.

When I asked about the candidates. I was informed

that the election for speaker may not occur this week,

for lack of adequate attendance. Ho-hum.
Matt Tackeff is a former Collegian columnist.

Massachusetts
Injustice system

To the Editor:

Prison guards woke up 1 40 prison-

ers in the middle of the night on
March 8. put them in leg irons and
handcuffs, and took them to the air

port for a charter flight to Dallas. Tx.
— to a prison system with conditions

even worse than Massachusetts, far

from family and friends.

Back in 1995. Governor Weld took
the first 299 prisoners hostage in his

budget publicity stunt to get more
ripney to build more prison*. Welti
sent these prisoners away frofn their,

families down to the Texas control

units. One prisoner has already died

of AIDS (he was refused his medicine

in Texas! and others developed seri-

ous health problems that went
untreated. Meanwhile their families

are left in Massachusetts wondering
how they are going to afford to make
visiting hours in a Texas prison.

The DOC [Department of
Corrections) manufacture the over-

crowding crisis and claims it is so
severe they had to send another 140
prisoners to Texas "indefinitely.*

There are empty beds in
Massachusetts'- prisons but because
the state of Massachusetts classifies

its prisoners into higher security units

than necessary, they end up with
overcrowded high security prisons.

Add this over-classification to the

ever increasing number of people put

behind bars in the so-called war on
drugs and it's no surprise that the

United States is number one in the

world in per capita incarceration.

Undersecretary of Public Safety
Robert Krekorian admitted that these

transfers are bad for prisoners and
their families. Eighty of the original

transfers were returned to

Massachusetts over the weekend and
Krekorian tried to claim that this was
because of the kindness of the crimi-

nal "injustice" system.

"We're trying to rotate the inmates
down there, if you will, precisely for

the reasons that people have suggest-

ed that when you send an inmate to

Texas, for all intents and purposes
you sever their family ties."

Krekorian said.

Conditions in Massachusetts pris-

ons are not good by any standards,

and the criminal "injustice" system
does not work. While we fight to

change the system we are also fight-

ing for smaller reforms. The
Revolutionary Anti-Imperialist
league [RAIL] is currently organiz-

ing to end control unit torture in

Massachusetts prisons, and to have
the deported prisoners returned to

this state.

Chris lohnson

Revolutionary Anti-Imperialist

League

More UMass
mis-communication

To the Editor:

I am a student who depends upon
financial aid to attend the University

of Massachusetts. This morning I

found out that my Mass State
Scholarship had been dropped. Now
I have been in contact directly with
the Financial Aid Office for a loan
increase — at no point was this

brought to my attention. I found out

from the Registrars that I had only 10
credits. I knew then, that the direct

cause was "Leadership in the

Letters to the Editor

Nineties" a course taught by Rick
Townes.

Rick made it clear that there was a

problem with the class not showing
up on our schedules. Rick took the

proper actions because, he knew that

this would directly affect financial

aid. These actions took place before

my scholarship was dropped.

This to me is a clear cut example of

a management error, due to miscom-
munication. I, the student in desper-

ate need, should not have to suffer.

This is just another classic example of

unjust actions taken by management
This is the very reason I slept outside

in the freezing cold loutaide the
Oewdall ardent takeover! with only

a step as (nvpilluw^*-
lessica Miller

Amherst

Don 't forget

the little guys!

To the editor:

Did you know that on March 8 the

men's gymnastics team won ECAC's?
Or how on March 22 |eff Lavalee
came in second in all-around compe-
tition helping his team to a second
place finish in the EIGL's (Eastern

Intercollegiate Gymnastics League)?
How many of the gymnastic team's
accomplishments have you even
heard about? Probably not many, but

you probably know about every win
and loss the men's basketball team
has had throughout their season.

Yes I, like many other Collegian
readers, like to hear about those
exciting overtime basketball games
played at the Mullins Center, or the

hockey games where the decisive
goals are scored in the last five min-
utes. The only problem is that I also

like to hear about other sports teams
as well, teams that don't seem to get

a lot of attention, but are just as

deserving of the publicity. Maybe my
concern is more of a personal issue

because I am a member of the UMass
women's track and field team, a team
that I feel does not receive the kind

of recognition it should. Nonetheless
it is aggravating to see the whole last

page of the Collegian filled with pic-

tures of basketball players, or hockey
players, and not athletes from other
sports. I'm not trying to put down, or
lessen the accomplishment of other
fellow athletes; I believe that all ath-

letes deserve credit and recognition

for what they have contributed in

order for their team to be successful.

My point is that I don't think it's fair

that other collegiate teams such as

track and gymnastics are being over-

looked...

Overall I think the Collegian does
a good job covering the activities that

it writes about, and I enjoy reading it

everyday. Expanding the coverage of
sports would not only be beneficial

for me, since then my team's accom-
plishments would be recognized, but

it would also be beneficial for the

paper because it would appeal to

more readers. Not all readers are just

interested in the basketball games.

Monica Elmore
Southwest

Clinton: burning
down the woods

To the Editor.

When we heard about the Clinton

Administration Plans to increase pre-

scribed burning from 750,000 acres

to 1.3 million acres next year to clear

over-populated national forests. I

was appalled. By going in and setting

millions of acres of our precious
forests on fire, he is not only playing

with our delicate eco- systems, but he

poses the risk of scorching any valu-

able land. I agree with Forest Service

Chief Mike Dombeck. who told law-

makers. 'There isn't a bum that's not

dangerous." If the prescribed burning

was to rage out of control, we would
have a dangerous situation which
would be detrimental to our eco-sys-

tem. Our nation's forest has been pil-

laged and raped by greedy clear cut-

ters and now the Clinton administra-

tion -eek>, to torture our forest as a

solution Perhaps what is needed is

some new method or a compromise
which would ultimately benefit our
sacred forests.

Cara Ginsberg

Amherst

A breath of
fresh air

To the Editor:

Well, it's about time! After reading

page after page of meaningless drivel,

day after countless day, Daniel
Bodah's anti-censorship article who a

breath of fresh air. Why must we be

continuously subjected to the triviali-

ties of everyday campus life when
there are so many pertinent issues in

our society to report? Is it really nec-

essary to repeatedly print idiosyncrat-

ic editorials about what went on at

the Pub on Friday night? Do we real-

ly need yet another journalist to

express their opinion of the food :n
the Dining Commons? Hey. it's col-

lege. The food sucks. Get over it.

It is unfortunate that the Collegian

often places important topics, like

freedom of speech, on the back burn-
er in order to clear up space that we
can read about someone's best
friend's favorite pick-up lines. It may
be written to be light- hearted and
humorous, but reality tells us that

there are more news-worthy stories

to print. While we may not agree
with Mr. Bodah's politics entirely, it

is nice to see that someone on your
staff finds it necessary to bring issues

such as censorship to the campus
community. Hopefully in the future,

the Ed/Op page will follow Mr
Bodah's lead and attempt to educa-
tion the UMass population. After all.

we are here to learn, not merely to be
humored over food selections such as

"chicken pucks" and "scavioli."

Suzanne Fortsch

Northeast

Bill Dcmpscy
Sunderland
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Music matters: not the politics
I think that a couple of people in the world of hard-

core may be confused as to the purpose of this col-
umn. I will therefore devote an entire column to you,
my fans, in hope of answering some questions.

First of all this is a column dedicated to hardcore
music, not a political forum. However
because of the nature of hardcore music,
politics eventually come into the mix.
Therefore politics sometimes come across in

this column, I'm willing to admit that. So I

will say this about politics, I think politics

sucks, I also think that militancy and intol-

erance of any kind have no place in hard-
core. That is why I tend to put down the
hardline all the time. I also like to make fun
of Earth Crisis because it's fun.

Back to the music, (which is what hard-
core is really about anyway). I like what
most people would consider old school and
mid school hardcore. I therefore love bands
like Minor Threat, Black Flag. The Descendents.
Agnostic Front, Murphy's Law, Gorilla Biscuits,
Youth Of Today. Agent Orange. DYS. Bad Religion,

etc. That style of music was fun. frenetic, fast paced
and full of energy — in essence it was how hardcore
was meant to be played.

I also like post hardcore and emo because they both
seem to be logical progressions of hardcore. Bands like

Quicksand, Falling Forward. Dag Nasty, Fugazi. Shift.

Rites Of Spring, and Soulside all took hardcore to it's

next logical plateau. I like the intricacy and complexity
of these bands, and while I admit that it does some-

times get slow, it is interesting.

1 hate metal. 1 have always hated heavy metal, and I

always will. Sure some metal is fun to listen to, and it

does have a certain influence on hardcore, however
there is a real problem when people are putting Slayer

and Napalm Death in the same sentence as

Minor Threat or the Cro-Mags. We have to

understand that death metal is not hard-

core and no matter what you say there is a

difference. I do not have a problem with

heavy metal bands playing hardcore shows
or being on hardcore labels, but I don't

have to like it.

Here's something that a lot of people
seem to have a problem with, but it's

something I can't help. I'm from New
York, Long Island to be specific. That is

the scene I come from, I'm influenced by,

and am closest with. I can't help it that I

live in New York and I make no apologies

for it. Barring Hallraker, the Afflictions and Onslaught

the only time I hear from the local crowd is when
they're complaining.

Listen guys, hardcore is not as big as some of you
think it is, it is the best scene, in my opinion, to be

involved with, but it is not the be all and end all of

existence. It is a form of music and it is a way for kids

who feel shunned from mainstream society to repre-

sent themselves in an honest way. When we start judg-

ing each other and worrying about every record review

we start to lose out on the fun and intent of hardcore.

Adam Dlugacz is a Collegian columnist.
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[We've got what It takes to get that reaction]
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MEDIA PLAY
All product shown ot everyday low price
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Back in the saddle agaia

album.
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Aero-Force One has taken off again with the release of Nine Lives, Aerosmith's ace new

Aerosmith returns with Nine Lives
By John Hendrickson
Collegian Staff

Aerosmith is the cockroach of the

rock n' roll animal kingdom. No mat-

ter what is thrown at them, they

refuse to die. Heroin? Band infight-

ing? Nervous breakdowns? Sexual

addiction? Management firings?

Sex-symbol daughters? The death of

AOR radio? Old age? Please — the

self-described "Bad Boys from
Boston' are back with Nine Lives

(Columbia), a strong new album
continuing the Aerosmith tradition

of hard-rock riffs, overblown power
ballads, and Steven Tyler's utterly

ridiculous sexual innuendos and dou-

ble entendres.

Why is it that Nine Lives debuted

at number one on the Billboard

charts upon its release? Because
Aerosmith fufills a need in the col-

lective psyches of the rock audience.

Aerosmith is the rock n' roll id.

Loud, carnal, and as subtle as a blow
to the head with a hammer, the band
could be synonymous with the term
"guilty pleasure". If Beavis And
Bullhead were a band, guess who
they'd be? Am I making myself
clear? Most of the drivel filling the

airwaves today is far too self-con-

scious to even think about adressing

the truth of the matter. Let's face it.

rock music is not an intellectual

medium. Thank God. The term "rock

n' roll" was black slang for sex. Sex

is the bottom line in rock music. And
Aerosmith is the last word in rock

music about sex.

But enough Freudian analysis of

the cultural significance of Steven
Tyler's perversions and fetishes.

Let's talk about the album. The frist

thing the listener notices (aside from
Tyler yapping like a Chihuahua on
ritalin) is not the music itself, but the

sound. Even at low volume, this

record is loud. Chalk that up to

We have a unique opportunity for someone very special.

The person we're looking for might be an accountant, a forester, or a

teacher Or maybe a retired nurse, a farmer, a mechanic, or a hanker

We need someone to soin the 6,500 people already working in 91 developing
countries around the world. Someone who can help others to help mem-
selves

Someone who would like to spend two years in another country To live and
work in another culture. To leam a new language, acquire new skills and
sharpen existing ones

We need someone special. And we ask a lot But only because so much is

needed If this sounds interesting to you, maybe you re the person we're

looking for A Peace Corps Volunteer Find out Call us at (413) 545-2105 or
visit us on campus:

INFO. MEETING: FEB. 10, 7 PM
ROOM 905-909, CAMPUS CENTER

2*. PEACE CORPS
The toughest job you'll aver love.

Kevin Shirley's bone-breaking pro-

duction. "Nine Lives" kicks off the

album with a ferocity previously

unassociated with Aerosmith. The
sound is damn near thrash, and you

can be sure this is a response to the

Great Punk Revival of '94. a resur-

gence which should have rendered

the Aero Force obselete. However,
the rest of Nine Lives is pretty much
Aerosmith-by-the-numbers.

Which is not necessarily such a

bad thing. Since Permanent
Vacation, their "comeback" album a

decade ago, Aerosmith have general-

ly followed the same formula for

each album. Soaring power ballads

("What It Takes". "Cryin".
"Amazing"), morality and survival

pieces ("Monkey On My Back".
"Livin" On The Edge"), and lewd,

witty rockers ("Love In An
Elevator", "Fever", and, of course.

"Dude [Looks Like A Lady]") have

always been the three main ingredi-

ants. and who can argue with multi-

platinum success? Vacation, 1989's

Pump, and '93's Get A Grip all sold

well into the millions, so basically, if

it ain't broke, don't fix it

And they haven't. Nine Lives has

got enough of the above to please

any 'Smith fan (excluding those tra-

ditionalists who hate everything the

band has done since 1979 - but
that's their loss). From the punchy
brass highlights of "Falling In Love
(Is Hard On The Knees)" to the

raunch of "Pink". "Attitude
Adjustment" and "Crash*. Aerosmith
meets the "kick-ass" quota of their

recent albums. Likewise. "Hole In

My Soul" is destined to be the power
ballad of choice at senior proms all

over America this year, and "Fallen

Angels* closes the album in a similar

epic vein.

Musically, the band is in top form.

|oe Perry reaffirms his status as a

perennial guitar hero. Brad Whitford
is his able rhythm sidekick. Tom
Hamilton's plummeting bass lines

feel like a kick below the belt, and
loey Kramer's drumming is the per

feet blend of muscle and dexterity.

Tyler's voice is as elastic as ever and
his lyrics are as effective as they ever

were (which isn't necessarily saying

much, actually). Favorite couplets:

"Some kind of verbooty / That fits

me like a velvet glove / She's talkin'

to me juba to jive", followed by
"Jellybean / Thorazine /

Trancesdental |et-Lag". What? Who
cares. The bottom line is this - Sine

Lives is prime Aerosmith Much like

the band itself, this record is charis-

matic, absurd, heartfelt, and com-
pletely unpretentious. Plus, it kicks

ass. Aerosmith may have lived the

archetypical life of rock n' roll

excess, but they haven't used up
their ninth life yet.

Sot*»
e
Eve

April 4th

8 pm
Bluewall Cafe

Leighann Lord

followed by

Michael
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Office and the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs and the Daily Collegian
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Headspin is Hip-Hop

Go be

Let us all take a moment before we
commence the inaugural edition of

Headspin to celebrate the fleeting

career of one of hip-hop's shooting

stars. Christopher Wallace, aka Biggie

Smalls.

Biggie might not have

had the best rhymes or

the best flow, but he was

certainly one of the most

entertaining artists to

explode across the

hip-hop nation in a long time. Biggie

was an artist who pulled no punches.

His refreshing honesty, unique voice,

and dope beats made Ready To Die one

of the most listenable albums in recent

years. I prefer to remember Biggie as I

first heard him through an unreleased

twelve inch. "Dreams of P'king and
R&B B"ch.' It was the Notorious one

at his best: bass pumping, voice gravely.

Biggie clowning on attractive R&B
singers. It's a pity that the mass media

will focus on Biggie's darker side rather

than on his accomplish-

ments and his body of

work. Biggie's last

P/>cAnh*r album Life After
Death. ..isoutnow.

• Also due out this

spring is a new release from the sage of

Hip-Hop. KRS-ONE. The songs to

check are "The MC" and "Throwdown"
featuring the Cold Crush Brothers. Peep
it: "A real MC never dis New York/ If

Turn to HEADSPIN page 7

Genes newest stays afloat
By More Santo
Collegian Staff

GENE
Drawn From the Deep End

Polydor

British pop fans beware! The
London bared Gene is back with their

sophomore release Drawn From the

Deep End, and frontman Martin
Rossiter is moodier than ever. To
everyone who knows Gene and lis-

tened to Olympian, be prepared to

spend more countless hours in your

room.

Only this time around, you proba-

bly won't be sulking or contemplating

suicide. Drawn From the Deep End
introduces a new side to the band.

No. Martin Rossiter isn't on Prozac

— the ballads of self pity are still

there, but there is a sense of hope
revealing a possibly content side to

Martin. Maybe the success of
Olympian shed some light on the
man. or maybe — as lyrics suggest —
he's in love.

To those who don't know Gene,
brace yourselves for an emotional and
intense album. The ballads are slow
— beautiful in orchestration and rich

with emotion. The remaining songs
are typical of their ballads that begin

with Martin whispering, but Gene is

known to finish their songs with
intensity. Guitars distort and Martin
almost always ends up screaming.

The album is Morrissey-esque lyri-

cally and late ride musically. Drawn
From the Deep End is a roller coaster

ride through emotions that shouldn't

be missed. &+

India nite
The Indian Students Association

(ISA) will present its annual
"India Nhe* this Sunday. The cul-

tural ahow wflt feature traditional

Indian dances, instrumental per-

foxmances, a skit on immigration

and other expositions that will

serve as an orientation to Indian

culture.

The scheduled performances
will include three professional

acts. The first will be given by the

Asian Music and Dance
Department who will perform a

classical Indian dance.
Professional dancer, Aparna, will

also be performing a traditional

dance. Several OMass undergradu-

ate students will present a light

music performance, and there will

be performances by students from
Smith College and Mount Holyoke
College as well.

The ISA puts on this annual
gala to expose students on campus
to Indian culture). Among its other

activates are the productions of
Indian IrfUependertce Day celebra-

tions and the Festival of Diwali. or
Fcstival of Lights.

The main purpose of the ISA is

to help new Indian students orient

themselves, and to help students

out with any problems they might
have.

The show will last approximate-

ly two and a half hours and will be
followed by a traditional Indian
dinner and a film.

The program starts at 5 p.m.
and will last throughout the
evening. Admission is free for the

cultural show and film. The cost of
the dinner is $S.OO.

— Christine Soh

Lord Hill mixes up alt-rock roots in Northampton.
COU«mv»MYHlD

Lord Hill performs CRC benefit
By Jean Sienkewicz
Collegian Staff

http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

Imagine what the result would be if Pearl |am circa

1993 and lane's Addiction circa 1990 were transplanted

from Seattle and L.A. respectively to the Berkshires of
Western Massachusetts. Toss in the twist of bongo/conga
percussion and some disco bass and you've ultimately got

Lord Hill circa now.
An eclectic quintet hailing from Housatonic. Lord Hill

is a band often billed as "hipsters of homegrown
mod-rock." At first listen, they break down any expecta-

tions the mod-rock description might feed your head. One
lead vocalist sounds uncannily like Perry Farrell and
another (they have three) belts it out with as much soul

and passion as Eddie Vedder ever did — the trait that had
me hooked on Pearl |am in high school.

Aside from that, although Lord Hill has those short

lane's guitar lead-ins and Stone Gossard-ish wailing

rhythms. Lord Hill manages to separate itself from past

influences. By incorporating folk and blucgrass roots,

sweet harmonies and a variety of instruments (Six and
12 string acoustic guitars, harmonica, mandolin, piano,

organ, banjo and an assortment of percussion) into their

lively improvisational set-up, Lord Hill has proven them
selves to be truly a band of their own.

Having performed previously with Pete Seeger, as well

as at notable events such as the 25th Anniversary of

Woodstock in Bethel NY., the Lord Hill show at the iron

Horse in Northampton this Saturday night promises to be

a night of talented and experienced musicians pumping
out danceable. appealing tunes (both originals and covers

I

and in general, a good time for all.

Lord Hill and the opening hand. Free Beer and
Chicken, perform at the Iron Horse Music Hall Saturday

night at 10 p.m. Tickets are J5 in advance and $7 at the

door. For more information, call the Iron Horse at

584-06 10. The shows is a benefit for the UMass
Cannabis Reform Coalition with a portion of the proceeds

going to the Amherst chapter ofNORML.

JMtf

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE
Curtain Daily 7:00pm (NO SHOW SAT. APRIL 5)

MATINEE SUNDAY APRIL 6. at 1:00pm

WI11IAM N M \ k I s P I A K t

AMLE
KENNETH BRANACH Ell At

For your convenience - Due to length of Him
TICKETS MAY BE PURCHASED IN ADVANCE FOK ANY SHOWING

Box-office Daily from Noon thru Showtime
Phone Res. 584-9032 (l-5pmONLY)

-of course TICKETS AT DOOR - But Arrive Early -
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GAZETTE Ptiarrand by dit UNfan SpatMae— PSfSS—

new bcaonce MB"

April IfsXoll
REGISTER NOW, SPACES ARE LIMITED!!!
THREE OR FOUR PLAYERS PER TEAM

REGISTRATION FEES: Before April 9, 1997 $15 per player

After April 9, 1997 $18 per player

If you have any questions call the

New Balance Haigis Hoopla office at (413) 545-5689

Remember: Registration Deadline April 18, 1997

Fur more information, call 545-0415

\\i\mi(m\\KA\niK\\ m) IWgBEaEOg

he Collegian Is taking applications for:

WERTISING
REPllESENTATH

We are looking for Enthusiastic, Energetic, Organized

Self-motivated Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors from

If you are guilty of any of these traits, contact Luis or

Craig at the Collegian Advertising Office at 545-3500 or

stop in and fill out an application at

,<*> 113 Campus Center Basement

imn\\\\\\ wiifflltiWWllM

CJowkcr
Auditorium

April 3, 4> 5 3:00pm

w ^at. 2.00 Matinee
T'«-'«t; A va''«-'* a« '*< FAC3^x office

545-2511. or at the door

Students and Senior Citizens 84.00 Adults SS.00

Featuring

Cv*wc%<J *«d f}«%«V

^o*,C F<*«**J*I ><««q *<»

Rick Pitino
Will be signing copies of his new book

SUCCESS IS A CHOICE
at the University Store

Campus Center

I Copies are now available at the
/ University Store

Campus Center
545-2619

M-F 9-5

Sat. 1 1 -4

UNIVERSITY
STORE*
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Wornen s tennis starts new season
By Mike Corey
ColUgiofi Staff

M^n^"' an°,her sprin
« in New En«,a"d has

Massachusetts sports teams struggling to get outside

ennis c°o. h Z*% la8
»
Week * ha ' "M.S women's

tennis coach Judy Dixon had her Minutewomen out-
side practicing, preparing for their first spring match.
However, due to the inclement weather UMass

begins the spring season inside in home match today
a. it takes on Fairfield at Hampshire College at 5 p.m

. I • I~? "" seaso". UMass went 3-1 with
matches in February as the Minutewomen took care of
Fairfield. Colgate, and Central Connecticut with their
only loss coming at the hands of nationally ranked
Yale. Likewise in the fall, UMass' only two losses

Dartmouth'
011 "^ ^^ AmherSl College and

One thing is for sure, the Minutewomen throughout
the year have played consistent tennis, but in the
mind of Dixon, they need to take that next step in
search ol a national ranking themselves.
"We beat the teams that we should beat, but we

have to beat a ranked team in order to get a national
ranking, Dixon said. "Right now we lose to the
ranked teams, and we beat those teams that aren't
ranked, the teams that we should beat I think we
have to get a little bit a little more ferocious. We're
looking for that breakthrough match."
As the Minutewomen begin the spring season they

will also be looking for the resurgence of No. 1 singles
player freshman Ola Gerasimova, who in the fall was
hampered by an injury and only competed in five
matches.

"She's sort of been rushed along, and she's strug-
gled some, but she's had some good fight and some
good results," Dixon said. "But I think that she's
developing into a more mature player, and I think that
every match that goes by. she just tucks a little more
information into her back pocket."

In the No. 2 singles spot, junior Marie Christine
Caron fills the void that has once troubled the
Minutewomen in the past at that position, and she
adds experience to the lineup.

"She makes a difference in our team tremendously."
Dixon said. "She is a very talented and athletic play-

er"

As the lone senior on the team, Liz Durant will be
looking to put together a strong spring at the No. 4
singles spot as she closes out her career.

"She hoping to put some matches together in the
spring and take this maturity and use it the rest of the
way," Dixon said. "I count on her to make a differ-

ence in the lineup."

For UMass at the No. 3 singles spot, sophomore
Jackie Braunstein has been consistent for the
Minutewomen, likewise so has junior co-captain
Caroline Steele at the No. 5 spot, and junior co-cap-
tain Lana Gorodetskaya at No. 6 singles.

The doubles point is probably the most important
point in the match, as the team taking two out of the
three, wins the point. The Minutewomen have done
well in doubles this season as Steele and Gerasimova
are the No. 1 doubles team, with Durant and Caron at

No. 2, while at No. 3 is Braunstein and Gorodetskaya.
"I've been very happy with our doubles, and that

has been one of our strengths this year, that we have
had very good doubles combinations," Dixon said. "I

consider now that we know how to play doubles
well."

The Minutewomen have only lost the doubles point
three times this year, which have been in the three
matches they have lost against Amherst. Dartmouth,
and Yale.

Fairfield will be no easy task for the 8-3
Minutewomen, who will be looking to start off the
spring with a win. UMass will be without the services
of Marie Christine Caron at No. 2 singles who is

unable to play in the match. Instead freshman Gillian
Kane will be making the start at No. 6 singles and
everybody will move up one spot.

"Fairfield is a very tough match for us, we beat
them 4-3 last time, and without Marie, I expect that
this will be a very difficult match for us," Dixon said.

Fairfield comes into this match at 3-6. coming off a
9-0 loss to Seton Hall. UMass holds the all-time lead
in the series at 4-0 which began back in 1989.
"The difference in the match last time was, we were

much more emotional and much more intense than
Fairfield was. and we wanted it more." Dixon said.
"The talent, Fairfield versus UMass, was similar, but
it was a matter of wanting it more."

Due to this week's inclement weather, sev-
eral games were either postponed or resched-
uled. Here is a list of some of the rescheduled
games:

Women's lacrosse
Today's game against New Hampshire has been rescheduled for April 19 at 1 p.m.
Sunday's game against St. Joseph's Is still on as scheduled.
Last Tuesdays game at Brown has been rescheduled for May 1 at 4 p.m. in
Providence.

fiasfibail

Tomorrow's doubleheader against Dayton has been pushed back until Sunday.
Sunday s game against the Flyers has been moved to Monday.
Last Tuesday's game at Connecticut has been switched to May 8 at 3;30 p.m. in
Storrs.

Last Wednesday's game at Hartford has not yet been rescheduled.

SfiftbaJl

Last Tuesday's game at Hartford has not yet been rescheduled.

O'Brien has work cut out for him at OSU
By John Seewer
Associated Press

COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) — Jim
O'Brien wasn't Ohio State's first

choice when its head coaching posi-

tion opened up. He wasn't even
number two.

But the former Boston College
coach said he was excited by the
opportunities that are in place at

the Big 10 school.
"1 was extremely impressed by the

commitment to success of the peo-
ple I talked to, and 1 believe there is

reason for great optimism," O'Brien
said in a written statement.

O'Brien planned to meet with his

new team yesterday afternoon and
then attend a news conference.

He accepted the Buckeyes' offer
Wednesday after two other coaches
— Clemson's Rick Barnes and
Georgia's Tubby Smith — turned
down the job.

O'Brien inherits a program that
has plummeted from a national
contender to one that has had four
straight losing seasons — a first in

school history.

The program also was put on
NCAA probation for one year in

1994 after investigators found 17
recruiting violations.

A steady stream of crimes and
misdemeanors by players followed.

Five players were kicked off the
team for disciplinary reasons. But
O'Brien also sees potential within
the Ohio State program. All five

sophomore starters return from last

year's team that finished 10-17.

A new 19,500-seat arena will be
ready for action in the fall of 1998.
But perhaps most importantly,

other coaches have proved that
success can be found at Ohio State.

O'Brien's predecessor. Randy
Ayers, won two Big 10 titles and
was the national coach of the year
in 1991.

men's lax
continued from page 10

has also contributed eight assists on
the season.

While the offense will undoubted-
ly play a major role in this week-
end's tilt, the defense, the goaltend-
ing in particular, will be just as
important. UMass netminder John
Kasselakis has seen all but 15 min-
ute* this season in the UM cage and
has posted a .633 save percentage
and a 7.54 goals against average.

His counterpart. Duke's |oe

Kirmscr. has shared time with two
backup goalies this season, but still

owns the Devil cage. Kirmser has
put up a 7.2 GAA and a .676 save
percentage in 386 minutes of work.

It's definitely a challenge [to face
a good goalie] because you want to
match saves with him." Kasselakis
said. "The goalie can set the tone for

the whole game. He didn't have a
good day last year, so I'm sure he's

going to be ready this year."

women's lax
continued from page 10

with 21 points < 12 gutb. 9 assists),

with the threesome of senior
Carolyn Wood (9. 5. 14 points),

junior Megan Maher (8. 4, 12). and
sophomore Anne Vandergrift (7, 3.

10) bunched up right behind her.

On the other hand. UMass does
not have any player that has broken
double figures in scoring yet. but the

attack combo of senior Stephanie
Walsh (5, 1,6) and sophomore
Laura Korutz (5, 3. 8) can be an
imposing duo. Walsh is on the verge

of breaking the 100 point barrier

for career scoring, while Korutz has

been the UMass offense of late,

scoring six points in her last two
games. But, after letting up 45 goals

in the last two games, defense will

be the tale to tell.

The mission for the

Minutewomen this week has been
the return to fundamentals. For
Pearsall and McClellan. the minion
has been successful, and they want

to bring 'hat side of the story to the
field on Sunday.

"I think we've ha* some really

good practices this week, and
they've been tough mentally and
physically." Pearsall said. "We've
been working on our skills, and
we've got back to basics. They're
really ready to play, and they want to

play today. They know they've been
practicing real well, and they want lo

put that into a game situation."

McClellan agreed.

"It's going to be a fresh start."

McClellan said. "The kids are really

looking forward to these group of
games, and want to put their best

foot forward and feel better about
their team play.

"Every game from here on in we
need to play our game, and play our
game well. We have a lot of
coin-toss games coming up, which
is really exciting for us because it is

time for us to put on a show."

Hewlett-Packard

—

Performer ofthe year.

We like the sound of that

Hewlett-Packard, the world's most admired technology company, is also

Forbes magazine's 1995 Performer of the Year We are a world leader in

the design, manufacturing and distribution of computer and electronic test

and measurement equipment because of a core set of performance-based

values we call The HP Way." Currently, we have employment opportuni-

ties available for Electrical Engineering majors (BS, MS, or Ph.D) in the fol-

lowing departments;

I Development

Marketing

•Technical Support

•QA
• Custom Solutions

Successful candidates must have exceDent interpersonal, problem solving,

and written/verbal communication skills Individual must be self-motivat-

ed, detail-oriented, and able to work in a team environment

Interested candidates please contact the Unrvenfty Career Center

and meet with our hiring managers on campus April 8, 1 997. Anyone
interested in meeting with the hiring managers are invited to attend a social

gathering Monday, April 7th. It will held in Room #803 from 6:00 pm to

8:00 pm. To leam more about HP and our employment opportunities,

visit our Homepage on the World Wide Web at http://www.jorw.hp.com

Hewlett-Packard Company is an equal opportunity employer dedicated to

affirmative action and work force diversity.

HEWLETT*
PACKARD

softball
continued from page 10

The Lady Knights have been hav-
ing a mediocre season so far. They
now stand at an even 10 wins and
10 losses, with a 6-3 home record.

Rutgers is a young team, led by the
pitching duo of sophomore Juliette

Brooks and freshman Angie
Fancuberta. Brooks has been putting
in the best performances, with a
record of 7-4. and an ERA of 2.48.

Fancuberta has struggled in her
rookie season, with a record of 3-6
and an ERA 4.59.

The Lady Knights have had little

problem at the plate however, with a
batting average of .300. Danielle
Dolbow has been a solid force for
them, hitting at .429. a* has Brooks,

vftfcjjn average of .396,
n so. they should lave their

hands full against the

Minutewomen's Danielle
Henderson. Henderson has been
named the Atlantic 10 Pitcher of the
Week for the second straight week,
having put in a spectacular perfor-

mance last weekend. Henderson
struck out 24 batters in 19.2
innings, a performance which
included her 200th strikeout in the
win over Dayton. The strikeout put
Henderson at sixth on the all-time
career list at UMass. She now has a

record of 5-9. with an ERA of 1 .58.

loining Henderson in the A-IO
honors is freshman Nicole Faessler
who was named Rookie of the
Week. Faessler had her first career
borne run against St. Boaavemurc. a

twvvoui home/. Sbe.k«d* the team
with her .357 average, and 7T4
slugjrfng percentage

COU«TU» HIM KUTIONS
Rutgers batters will have to face the imposing Danielle Henderson this week-
end when the Minutewomen and Lady Knights do battle at Totman Field.

WEEKLY
DRINK

SPECIALS

Captain Morgan

&Coke
16 oz

2.00

^a^/
*^*\

I - T
* &h»wln|i

atari

^ April 7th

^5li1 1 oc.il ion *r

•fl ciiwtiiB
m w W nmh

^j§ W UncoTnReal&state
Wk as N. Pleasant Street^^ *» - 7879

SpRitMg WhiivwatEr'

H

7.1

*******"

Whitewater Rafting

is one of the best ways to

break out of the mid semester

blues! Our great Soring Rates

I make the most exciting season

a real bargain.

From Apr! lS#iy 15 raft for as

-«£ Me as $54 on the Zoor Gap

section of the Deerfieki Rww

i —

^b^Lb*"-
'

'

Charlemont, Massai hiiM.-tts

CAU NOW TO BOOK YOUR

Spwnc Rafting Adventure!

800 532-7483

Sloe Gin Fizz

2.00

16oz

headspin

Red Dog

16oz Drafts

1.50

Petes Wicked
Madri Gras

1.50

Tonight
Mountain Bike
give-away

with
WHMP-LIVE

Friday &
Saturday

Dancing

Wo Cower
Clurqe

Before tOpm

continued from page 6

you know the time while you
rhymn' MCinV You know that New
York is hip- hop"s Garden of Eden."

• Quote of the Bi-week: Hip-hop
is dope knowledge, the only known
antidote for prime time sensory
deprivation, there is no such thing

as alternative hip-hop. because the

only alternative to hip-hop is dead
silence.

• Headspin is a column devoted
to hip-hop culture. If you have any
comments or suggestions you can
reach me at my Email Gaber@stu
dent.umass.edu or at the CoUegian.

Gabe Rosenber is a UMass stu-

dent.

h»»r it

1 5 East Pleasant St.

a groove experiment

Butterfield
• eseaeet
{MMnl 8:30 pm

Trick Knee y
sway,

poop dreans

lbl«l VtaMlt ••< ln<d 'tditbfhi If

Noise laboratories

this friday 4/4
*H brought »p bfMvW How bnbl A •%

tJ h iiugs,o«ii«tis,or ikohol r^

CD rrtoait may I
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Collegian Classifieds
APARTMENT FOR RENtB EMPLOYMENT

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 F<ix: (413)545-1592

Great apartment Motown! 5 mm
walk to campus One bedroom
Begin 6/1 $630/month 256-6441

Take over our lease or will sublet

starting June 1st 2 bedioom in

Brandywine Rent includes heat and
hot water Call 549-0630

Summer Apt. Available 6/1 with
Fall option Clean. 2 bedroom in

Brandywine $775/month includes

gas. hot water and heat On bus line

1 mile trom UMass 5490879

AUTO FOR SALE
Purchasing a used car? Having
your car repaired7 Do you know your

rights 7 Contact the Student Legal
Services Office. 922 Campus Center

5450 996

U Dodge 600 nice. runs. $600 584-

4807

IS Cutlass Ciora low miles. PS.
PW. PL AC AM/FM. cassette.
cruise $3795 549 1215

II Pontine Grand Prix $900 in

new parts $2000 or B/0 587-0328

1991 Ford Escort GT red excellent

condition, runs great, standard,
stereo. A/C, sun roof $3900/B
Call Ian 665-0486

17 Fo

A/C. F/M. 5-speed

104K miles. $1725
(413)256-1238

1915 Toyota Corolla good shape.

129K mnes. $1000 Call 253-3264

Summer Jobs on Nantucket Work
on the beach Positions available

now Start date around May 20th

Short order cooks Aerobics
Instructor For immediate considera-

tion, call 15081325-6347 Housing a

possibility

Legal Assistants Wanted Fall

1997 Internships with the Student

Legal Services Office, get hands-on

experience in the legal field— work
directly with attorneys and clients

Earn up to 15 undergraduate credits

No experience in the legal profes-

sion necessary— training provided

Stop by the office today and pick up
an application 922 Campus Center

We nsad two people to work in

Southern Vermont Country Inn Oo
dishes and rooms, wait tables, food

prep, etc Room and board plus
salary, tips Call (802)874-4140

PAINTERS- Fulltime summer.
EXPERIENCE PREFERRED, vehicle,

references, heavy lifting required

9 00-5 00 ONLY 247 9480

NEED MONEY? Morning Paper
Delivary $50 a week, short morning
hours Must have vehicle Contact

Mark or Alycia at 545-3500 or stop

by The Collegian m the Campus
Center Basement

SUMMER JOBS
Communication Assistant- MA
Telecommunications Relay Service.

Holyoke. MA Requirements Typing

55wpm, clear speaking voice, good
phone skills, dependable; positive

attitude, full-time and part-time
positions Flexible shifts Call

1 4 1 3493- 1 1 00 for an appointment

EMPLOYMENT
Vermont Adventure! Farm and
Wilderness is now hiring summer

staff We need people who want to

provide positive guidance and sup
port to adolescents coming of age in

the 90's Counselors, nurses, cooks,
general staff Organic farming, back
packing, rock climbing, waterfront,

carpentry, crafts Challenging wilder-

ness environment in the Green
Mountains of Vermont Contact
Philip Tobin (8021422-3761 or

fandwfflsover net

(http //www fandw org)

Nsad a summer job? Know the
web' Sell MCI Internet Websites to

anyone, whenever you want to work
Low cost, nice income for you Call

(800)372-7683 or e-mail for more
information dlengerfflaol com

Earn great money and valuable
Sales/Marketing experience
Memolink's Memoboards are com-
ing to UMass i We need one highly

motivated individual to direct our
sales project Contact David at
(800)563-6654

Part Time Sales Raps Wanted
"Lead the way into the 21 st Century"
with our copyright "Slogan" sweat
shirt Be your own boss and earn
extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332
BleeckerStD40.NYC.NY10014

Cruise and Land Tour Employment
work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid 1 For industry

information, call Cruise Employment
Services (8001276-4948 ext C5O017
(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

FOR RENT
3 Bedroom condoa Hobart Lane

Gas. heat, hardwood floors, heated

basement Now showing for June
and September Lease $1300+ 253
7879

Amherst Center 1. 2. and 3 bed-

room apartments Gas. heat, hard-

wood floors We are now showing
for June and September leases
Lincoln Real Estate 253-7879

Female Wanted to share home in

New Salem Separate in-law apart-

ment with kitchen, living room, pri-

vate bath, small bedroom, furnished

No pets No smoking. $475/month
All included (508)644-8427

4 bedroom apartment 2 bath, 2
large living rooms Located on bus
route in South Amherst Call 256-

1561

Summer Rental- West Hyannis
Port Cape Cod three bedroom Walk
to Craigville Beach. Available 5/25-

8/31 (508I77B-6519

Cape Cod gioup & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

(508)477-6000

FOR SALE

Two Metallic! tickets for April 4
in Hartford $70 or B/0 Call 546-

5716

Laptop Notebook $99. VGA Color

Monitor $75. Hard Drive $10
Software $5 386 Motherboard $25
Call Steve 566 3324 ext 2

FOR SALE
B8 -M0MB Hard Drive Brand new
Digital SVGA Monitor Brand new
16 bit Multimedia kit including Acer
CD. $100's worth of software
Asking $800 Call B at 546-3842

Lrta Speed Titanium 50 centimeter
road bike Ridden once Need imme-
diate funds Paid $1700 asking
$1150 or B/0 253-6452

Buy wholesale, not retail. The
last phone card you will ever own
MCI Pre-paid only $2 00 for 10 min-

utes This card is rechargeable Mail
$2 00 and SASE to: Collegiate
Communications. P Box 785
Attleboro. MA 02703 (800)372-7683

CompacPresario-Bought for $2500
in Sept 1 5GB Hard-drive 16MB
RAM. 32 bit Full Multimedia
Package and TONS of software
including Utilities programs.WIN 95.

Quickens Many many more Asking
$1400 Call Carina at 546-601

1

FOUND
Gold Earrings 9 Totman 3 weeks
ago Call Phil 6-4074

Keychain with name Karen house
key and car keys Call Katie 546-

5318

INSTRUCTION

GRE / GMAT
30 hours. $395

American Academy
1-800-808-Prep

(please leave your name and num-
ber)

REWARD! Gold Chain, small dia-

mond Melanie 546-5738

Watch Lost at Skinner bus stop on
Friday Fossil, silver band Girl who
found it. please return Veronica
549-7314

MUSICIANS

DRUMMER WANTED
Punk/Ska Band 25 Liars needs a
drummer now! We have practice
space and demo and gigs upcoming
Call Dave and Ryan 665-91 12

MISCELLANEOUS
Have you aver abandoned a pat?
Do you have an animal you won t be
able to care for over the summer 7

Looking for people to talk to for

Research Project Anonymous,
Confidential Please call Carolyn
586-0161

SERVICES
Rentel Problems Questions about
your lease/security deposit deduc-
tions 7 Questions about
subletting/assigning leases 7

Questions about the condition of

your new house or apartment 7

Contact the Student Legal Services
Office, 922 Campus Center, 545-
1995

Piercings by the Boarded Lady
222 State St Northampton 586
0829

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

SUMMER SUBLET
3 bedroom Putfton Apt. Great
price Available 6/1 546-5681

3 bedroom apartment June-
August. Sunderland Pool/Courts
Call 665-0298 Ten minutes from
UMass

2 bedroom/Brendywine with Fell

Option Available 6/1 Call 549-4982

2 bedroom Crestview Available

6/1 Call 549-9210 David

Mill Valley Summer Sublet 3 bed
room. 2 bath, fully furnished On bus

route 1 month FREE! 253-6503

2 bedroom apartment in

Brandywine Fully furnished
$775/month Call 549-6452

CHEAP SUBLET- Summer/Fall
Option Two bedroom apartment on

Sunderland bus line $500/month
Shelly 665-0087

3 bedroom Putfton available 6/1

549-5941

TO SUBLET

1 bedroom in Brendywine
Available May 1 Call 549-0520
Possible Fall Option

Four girls to sublet an apt/house
for Fall '97 Must be on bus route

Please call either Rory at 6 2778
Heather at 6-1872. or Katy/Renee at

6-3114

TRAVEL
Ski and Party at Killington for only

$109! 2 nights condo lodging and

TWO daily lift tickets Call UMass
Ski and Board Club 545-3437. 434

Student Union

Party Weekend In Vermont April

4-6. only $99' Includes condo. lift

ticket Contact UMass Ski Club 545-

3437

Montreal- Party Weekend April

11-13. 2 nights lodging and round

trip bus $115 Call UMass Ski Club

545-3437

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted: 4 bedroom
apartment/house on bus route for

Fall Willing to take over summer
lease Call 546-4285 Amy.

Ccllc tjiun

Crupl.ics

Personals Policy Rates
• prcorread by ( ip/<r»un 1 las

<>pk»<-m hrliire pasmrnl and etcrolance or

OedaavaVaj
last names MAS NOt he utrd in personals ONIY
l«l names and maulsM anWed the onty nop.
im» are «• tMthdiv o> cnapatutasora personals m
«.n«h lw me rati name nvty tar used
Phone numbm are not s Ilowed ,n personals. NO
f\lff
VSdressrs are not allowed m pnnuh rhn mum
duem room numbm as welf
rVturuh ot t irmarmne of aVaroaaaorv nature are

i*abtr Personals at * vtmKcin* or hbrtous
lew not acceptable Personals may mil be

m>d try mp purpuw t» harjvunrnt

ProfemlY mm not be used in personals
The personals wstion it tor personals only The per
sonars wstron nu, NOT br used to sell ikm use*.

roommjMn. adsvrltse meetings, etc
nil personals mini hay* the name signature and
i «»i l O number ot the Mudenl placing the ai
tilled in on the insertion order Non ttudenrs muu
provsle a valid driven licrme and (he license nun
her mini be recorded on the imertion order Use ot
tahr •deruirk etlon or mwtpie at matron n vubfecl 1u
peeierJws under the lau
the Co/reaian reserves the right to rerus* or to edit
any personal that don not meet the CuMeasan t Man
dards in accordant* yyrlh the statutes ot the
CommuiMfreaJMl & Matva hutrm

Students

20<t per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

lenibrv We aire not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting err type

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANreTXJNCSMaauTS

APARTMENT FOR RENT
AUTO FOR SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND 12 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

FRIDAY. APRIL 4

Friday. April 4
Conference — Student and com-

munnv jjuiv|< from across the
BOHfeTj will participate in workshops
and grassriHUs organizational train-

ing at Hampshire College's F.leventh

Annual Fight for Abortion Rights and
Reproductive Freedom conference
from today thru Sunday. April 6.

Sponsored by the Hampshire College
Civil Rights and Public Polio
Program Free, open to the public,
and w heelchair accessible. For sched-
ule of events or more info, call

645
Reltgtous - A NFTY/Kesher

Reunion and Regular Service will be
held at the UMass Hillel House at 6
pm All are welcome.
Community senice — MassPIRG

is sponsoring a post- election
clean-up to rid (he campus of left-

over campaign posters The group
will meet at 4 p.m. outside the
M.t»sPIRC office, located at 425A
Student L nu>n All are welcome. For
more information, call Stacey at
545-0199.

SATURDAY. APRIL 5

- The I Mass Comedy
Troupe will hold its weekly improvi-
saiional comedy show. 'Mission
Improvable" at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center basement. Free.

NOTICES
RSOs — Francellis Nunez, secre-

tary of registry at the Student
Government Association, would like

to announce thai the following inac-

tive groups are in danger of being
removed from RSO status: APICS.
Bridge Club. Brush Up Your Shake
Spear. Cheerleaders. Clean Rivers
Coalition. Collegiate 4-H. European
Club. Hellenic Association. Honors
Students Association. Italian
American Students Association.
Lesbian. Bisexual. Gay Alliance.
Marching Band. Marketing Club.
Omega Psi Phi. Out of State Students
Association. PHNORD. Russian
Club. Soviet Community
Empowerment. SHMAI. Tennis
Club. Travel & Tourism. Truth Task
Force. Twenty/Twenty Vision and the

Wrestling Club. This is the last

chance for groups that have been
inactive for six or more semesters to

reactivate their status. To reactivate,

call Nunez at 545-0541.

luggling — The UMass luggling
Club will meet on Fridays at 5 p m
next to the Information Desk in the

Campus Center. No experience
required.

Financial aid — Applications for

summer financial aid are now avail-

able at Financial Aid Services. You
must be a continuing student
enrolled in a degree granting program
at UMass: taking summer classes
through Continuing Education: going
on approved summer international

'exchange program through IPO: or
working on a graduate dissertation.

Deadline is April 18. Late applica-

tions will not be accepted. -

Meeting — Common Ground will

be holding support and advocacy
meetings for low-income students
and allies every Tuesday in the
Campus Center (room to be
announced) from noon-2 p.m. For
more information, contact Mary
Sutherland at (415) 525-9725 or
leave a message in our box in the
GEO office, basement of the Student
Union.

Meeting — The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organization for

undergraduate and graduate students
with disabilities on campus. Everyone
h welcome. Meetings are Thursday
nights from 6-7 p.m. in Campus
Center. Please bring your thoughts
and concerns to the meeting. For
more information, contact Susan
Pilner at 545-0892 or kregg
Strehorn at 545-4602.
Support group — REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support
program is offering two support
groups this semester: A grief support
group for those who have experi-
enced the death, of someone close to

them: and an illness group for those
currently coping with the serious ill -

ness of a loved one. If you or some-
one you know is interested, please
call us at 577-5516 for more infor-

mation.

Health services — Confused,
afraid, or just curious? Do you have

questions about sex. STDs. aH
drugs, eatirnjffisorders. HIV/AIDa.
stress management or quitting smok-
ing or chewing tobacco? Don't know
who to ask? Call the Peer Health
Connections phoneline at UMass at

577- 5168. Trained students will

anonymously answer your questions
and tell you where lo go for more
help.

Commencement Housing — A lim-

ited number of residence hall rooms
will be available or the relatives and
friends of graduating UMass students
for the night of Saturday. May 24.

Commencement Housing applica-
tions are available at the I nivcrsitv

Conference Service Office, 918
Campus Center. To guarantee a

reservation, completed forms with
full payment must be returned to

University Conference Services by
May I. There will be no on-site
reservations.

Internships — Internships are
available working on Earth Day.
Hunger. Recycling and Clean Air
Call Melanie at MassPIRG.
545-0199 or stop by the office at

425-A Student Union Building

RSOs — Francellis Nunez, secre-

tary of registry at the Student
Government Association, would like

to announce that the following inac-

tive groups are in danger of being
removed from RSO status: APICS.
Bridge Club. Brush Up Your Shake
Spear. Cheerleaders. Clean Rivers

Coalition. Collegiate 4-H, European
Club. Hellenic Association. Honors

American Studs**** Association,
Lesbian. Bisexual. Gay Alliance.
Marching Band. Marketing Club.
Omega Psi Phi. Out of State Students
Association. PHNORD. Russian
Club. Soviet Community
Empowerment. SHMAI. Tennis Club.
Travel & Tourism. Truth Task Force.

Twenty/Twenty Vision and the
Wrestling Club. This is the last

chance for groups that have been
inactive for six or more semesters to

reactivate their status. To reactivate,

call Nunez at 545-0541.
luggling— The UMass higgling Club

will meet on Fridays at 5 p.m. next to

the Information Desk in the Campus
Center. No experience required.

Financial aid — Applications for

summer financial aid are now avail-

able at Financial Aid Services. You
must be a continuing student
enrolled in a degree granting program
at UMass: taking summer classes
through Continuing Education: going
on approved summer international

exchange program through IPO; or
working on a graduate dissertation.

Deadline is April 18. Late applica-

tions will not be accepted. -

Meeting — Common Ground will

be holding support and advocacy
meetings for low-income students and
allies every Tuesday in the Campus
Center (room to be announced) from
noon-2 p.m. For more information,

contact Mary Sutherland at (415)
525-9725 or leave a message in our
box in the GEO office, basement of

da.ls

service announcamenis pnrxed
an FYI, please send a press

release containing alt pertinent information
ndudmg trie name and phone number at the
contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous dry

the Student Union

Meeting — The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organization for

undergraduate and graduate students

with disabilities on campus I veryone
is welcome. Meetings are Thursday
nights from 6-7 p.m. in Campus
Center. Please bring your thoughts
and concerns to the meeting. For
more information, contact Susan
Pilner at 545-0892 or Kregg
Strehorn at 545-4602.

Support group — REFLECT, the
Five College bereavement support
program is offering two support
groups this semester: A grief support
group for those who have experienced
the death of someone close to them:
and an illness group for those current-

ly coping with the serious illness of a
loved one. If you or someone you
know is interested, please call us at

577-5516 for more information

Health senHces — Confused, afraid,

or just curious? Do you have ques-
tion* about sex. STDs. alcohol, drugs,
eating disorders, HIV/AIDS, stress

management or quitting smoking or
chewing tobacco? Don't know who to

ask? Call the Peer Health Connection-
phoneline at UMass at 577- 5168
Trained students will anonymousK
answer your questions and tell you
where to go for more help.
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We accept
all major

credit cards!

FRIDAY EVENING
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This week's

$1 drink:

Tom Collins
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World at War
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H. Patrol
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Show
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

COB IPtLTPQuiH IN HFTY-HsMt SttOWS
FrFTY-E\6HT FlFTY-^WtN f|FTY-5lX-

MrjKTYS mv&O WG. 06A0LV WXWiVTiC»4

CHAMBER TO SrWT PO»JN 90aow4*>'S

F.FTY-FWt fffTX-RWR fVFTt-TWWE
FIFTY -Tuia FtfTY..

/VW\MV

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams
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Yr\ SENDING >00

TO A TRAINING
COURSE THAT RUNS
»\T NIGHT SO YOU
LOONT MSS ANY
t>OORK.

if IT NIGHT SEEN\ LIKE
AN ifWORAL AOUSE
OF (AV POWER, OUT
I LIKE TO CALL IT

"A MUTUAL INVESTMENT
IN YOUR CAREER."

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick Speedy By Todd Hartzler

11

Non Sequitor By Wiley LEIDII By Mike Rybkki

SO ITMSoeL,!

WHftT Dib

loM THINVC
OF THE •

RECENT
EIECT.ONS?

University 1 By Frank Cho

\

TT's ft lOELL.

KNOWN FftCT THr\T
PEOfur PiftE

STVjP.b p\nt>

OnT.t to VotE.

wJE l:vt ,N A GxjntRt UHtRE
ririsoScoPES ftwD Psurjix. Han:»«s

H»\»t TO COfAE VJ.TH 0-.SOFU»\tRS

f|Nb GMN&liNC HAS TO BE CVADE.

IllECFkL to PROTELT THE ttfiOHX

fRO»r\ Tr«mSELVCS.

JL

LOEU, X
THINK PEOPLE

FiRE SmftKT
EMOvjCH TO
LHooSt THE'.A

OWN LEMyUS.

Illlll I

Today's D.C. Menu
Franklin

Mil Call 545-26 26 for more information.

Worcester

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Fish Munchies

DINNER
Country Style Ribs

Baked Ziti

Charbroiled Chicken

Breast SMNlWJLli"

LUNCH
Fish Munchies

Chicken Sandwich
Bow Ties/Pesto Sauce

i Cassewle"

DINNER
Beef Strips/

Snow Peas &t

Mushrooms

Hampshire Berkshire

Attention Student Comic Artists...

TtiE CoIIeQIAN loVES yOUR CREATIVE WORK — tlUT WE CAf/T RUN IT if Ifs NOT AlERE

There are a numIxr of artIsts on our waItInq llsr Aop//vg foR a sk)T at spaces

you cuRRENiiy hold IfyouluvE a scHEckdlNq conAIct or if you wish to

REducE youR coNTRlbuTlONs, pIease caII CUrIs Conner at 545-1809

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet

Sandwich
Breakfast Sandwich

DINNER
Beef Strips/

Snow Peas &
Mushrooms

Tilapia Santa Fe

LUNCH
Fish Munchies

Chicken Sandwich
Ravioli

Vegan Ravioli

DINNER
Beef Strips/

Snow Peas &
Mushrooms

Stir Fry Veggies

iffl^OTK— #^«»

ARIES
March 2J -April 30

UBRA
September 23-October 23

rorvM on buSrani up tcw ••»*>
There rontd be a rant 4m coMaa; up.

and bms mtfmtahfuynm bat

rtwirnfnrtkai Don 1 h* under •

sinew penon • rnjrrM That count

br an urtennr monrr at nor*-and a

akan> one at that

1 . ajaaaaiaj ('I <ii aas i
'nn*

open das week, aj reapn toursr*

la the fart that you mail aakr a

deraaon and dan dot Onceis

aaaje. don t took bark Second.

vaaaaj ajaraef would rah al tht

pn0twm fou"** nHalt to daw

TAUltm
April 31-Ha> 21

SCORPIO
October 24-Ntreember 22

Yrru don 1 hare lo MS nervthlnil you

bw ewndi nil aaba tad thai

•eeh hi particular akwe noukt br

theM count ot artwi rarna
(real rtlearoi. but ahn pararytrs

Thir* tour opaora thranfs and then

takradfctL

A paaaant lone m tour totct wtl

suprtoat rem the bmerea pel Be

saryekar both to youraHf and to

others about what you ejrpecl and

yeul he faery •«" *• o*am
Eatond a deajdhne • you need neoee

lane—farua on auesty net auandty

Sf 22-JtaM 21

SAGITTARIUS
"orember 23-December 21

Gear up (in buey otek Get down

to birarne and yrjnl beat a USHI

deadane Donl be «h> In aakmi far all

the rtksant kalorvMdoti. ctther Mod

thne paw ahead a Ittlt fiartbrr. and

tour oerfannanct ale or mn own
avanaBrrt

A hutanaaaar araaaan wont eaae

until you take ihtfahi amon Phai a

restart for tourae* for after tou do

somethwa partlcularh ddlruk-treat

youraHT and a Mend to a axerte. or

|uat lake Una to lark with sorneone

you mha vers much

CANCER
Jsjm 22-J-Jy 22

CAPRICORN
December 22-Jaanai7 20

Aah far tnanrtal advtct btfcrt tou

Mart a new Mrrwan prajpatn Amid

ihr irraptailon lo ao on a ineridra]

aprrr irtrr tht pfaatr at home An

older friend baa aunt atadom to ihart

about a problem that • been troubtini

an

LEO
July 23-Ao|1a»t 23

You're at tour beat trurtnn an

unufanii il roertins A rnmantrr

reaacn ipartra your inteitat manra
way You mtahl want lo make a

cgajraJtaajnt-lli a amd time for that

A mutual admiration society fee* you

a chance to do more than talk

Although rahl now R fetal Bat vou

hate ant tt all it a Important lhal you

donl neajeti the feelkaa of someone

rkar to you EipecaJly < you are

bun al work, you could be anoflra,

some hlrry eenoue cttea for attentfon

Someone close to you avea you good

adtlrr that a pertinent to your km

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18

Donl eve up your foals in response

to a small setback Instead, forua on

the obartltea thai had to your anafa

You may be due for a dstBruh leaton-

ihe more open you are lo suanaiuna.

Ihr better oft you 11 be

VIRGO
Aofost 24-6eptet9b«r 22

You re rooUooae and fancy (ret Una

•reek mundane uahl hokt no

insertatfartou It diadann loom

|trt ytmraetf a aulrt that frame far

baa* Irresponsible and carefree—then

force yourac* to Mk-k to It It shard

but you may he inspired

PISCES
February lO-March 20

Sttrtt lo faady when II comes to

rlaruarara, personal metiers

AluVouSh It's temptlne to bare your

soul efaewhere thks week It would be

a bad Idea Slav out o( the llmelldW

someone could nrrw etrn more

rnvkna than ihey aktadv art

For Entertainment Purpoees Only

Close to Homo By John McPherson

C 'W jpjrvi Hr^NB^MvChi m t*m-w Pm\ S-*»< it • -

(?)

•A32j_ ffUti/: C4)Wa^Vr>g«yieWr^rWeV>t.O0rS7

Df?termineKl to Increase productivity,

management finds a way for employees

to work straight through lunch.

Quota of the Day

* • Where ever you

go... there you are...

-Buckaroo
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ACROSS
1. To be in Para.

S. Fad fne kitty

10. Wftcrsaa

14. After asm

15. Actaer

IS. Anfiopoftt nivt

17.

IS
19. Solo promgoar

20. 2 000 pounds

21. Oarectadmood
22. Enpanae voucnare

23. Ftowars

28 Esduarve

27. HoSow. ae a ttsraat

2S Arwaj Of Th.

Days

M. up (trppad C0)

34. Ready

35 •Pooh' character

M. Bibttcal book

37. Actor Claude

M. feed tea flavoring

40. Famata rabbit

41. Noaagay hotdar

42. Mambo steps

41. Eetaernad

45. Robtne retreat

40. Greyhound rider

47. Neghtctube

40. Rub the wrong way
52. Wasargate burglar

53. Hack's vehtd.

SS. Tramp

SO. Director Sergio

SO. VeracKM
SO. Copser

00. MapeecBon
01. Barn topper

02. Japan.*.

03. Actreat Pahrser

04. ERA. a g

DOWN

SO. Church ptcture

17. naLfratUta

SO. On th.oc.an

90. Mata(abbr)

41. otKaahrrw

42 Brat

44. EiaKteJsTi

1. Coupd _
2 PUBM
3 Sejnad up agam
4 Naval officer (abbr |

5 Take ovetr

t Parte of speech

7 Star
*

S Erection add-on

0. Wfjfby end KUdara

(abbr)

10 Queeti

11 Wka) region

12 Bothe/aonse maact

13 Smkt m the mirjrs.

21 B<»n.l

22 Lead
24 POsKTat Of •KoMod

on a laOaVTaond

47. HmMmmgh*
4S Finn4»tl baarttl

40. Actor Evatett

00. Kactana oatatrtony

devotaes

St. Buayaa
(2wue)

52. Qalagivar

54. The Queen
(Erdnch novel)

SO. Ad
57. tVtndde

50. Ensartajnrnent

25. tiaur^sr wttar

20. Dropper 'a word

20. Heardacaae
20. Bluebtood

30. Words
aooontpa/tying "Oonl

touchr (2 wda

)

11. Mors, units

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle

LGO10 ( leoldOTiavafiet com )

by Roger orvd Saleoa Salleeeai ctm

/Ve had plenty of time to

improve things for myself, but

I haven 't done much.

My favorite bonsai died.

I spent the heart of last

Saturday night painting its

dead leaves different subtle

shades ofgreen.

I need someone who

thinks putting makeup on a

tiny dead tree is

compassionate ....someone

who would say, " How lovely,

L eold. You 've worked so

hard this evening. Why don 't

we go out now and have some

tea?".

And when that someone

dies, I'll paint makeup

on their face or

vice versa.

•
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Division I move possible

for football, Marcum says

By Luke Meredith
Collegian Staff

The idea of the upgrading of

the Massachusetts football pro-

gram from Division l-AA to

Division I has been the subject

of much debate in recent years.

"> csterday afternoon, UMass
Athletic Director Bob Marcum
addressed the issue, among
other things, during a speech to

the Faculty Senate.

According to Marcum, mov-
ing the football team to

Division I status will take a

"sizable investment over a

number of years," because of

stadium questions and increas-

es in scholarships and person-

nel.

However. Marcum said the

Massachusetts football program
currently operates with a bud-
get of $1.7 million, and brings

in about $250.00 in revenue. If

the program were upgraded
Marcum believes the school
could "cut its losses," meaning
that if the budget for football

was increased by another $1.5
million, the money made from a

D-l move would reduce an
annual loss that is currently
..round $1.5 to $1.4 million
dollars.

"Without l-A football, we
jeopardize the opportunity for

exposure |for the University 1."

Marcum said. "(Division) I- A
football is something that this

institution should consider. At
the same time, collect the nec-

essary data, and make a good
decision as to whether or not

M should move forward."

Marcum pointed out that
although the men's basketball

program is nationally recog-
nized and that most games are

televised, the revenue generat-

ed from television contracts
pales in comparison with

potential TV revenue a Division

I football team can bring in.

Marcum said that the men's
basketball team generated
about $120,000 in revenue
from TV contracts during the
1996-97 season, most of which
goes to the conference, the
Atlantic 10.

By consequence, each school
involved in a nationally tele-

vised Division I football game
will earn about $525,000 for a

Thursday night game on ESPN,
and $650,000 for a Saturday
afternoon game on a major net-

work.

According to Marcum, televi-

sion contracts concerning col-

lege athletics are up in 2000,
and conferences that feature

football will have an advantage
because football, not basket-
ball, will be the driving force

behind those contracts.

"I hope that we don't pass up
an opportunity that we passed

up previously," Marcum said.

"We had two opportunities to

join the Big East conference,
and we turned both of those
opportunities down several
years ago. Today. 1 think that

looks like a bad decision.
Maybe at the time it was a good
decision and people lived with

it. I feel the same way about
l-A football."

The question of where UMass
would play should it go l-A
was not discussed. Division I

regulations state that a school

must have a stadium that seats

over 30,000 to compete in

Division I football The
Minutemen's current home.
Warren P. McGuirk Alumni
Stadium, seats 17.000.

Marcum said that he would
devote his entire Faculty Senate
address in the near future to

the matter of upgrading the
program if desired.

Minutemen escape snow with trip to Duke
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

COUrUSY MfOU MLATOMS
Goalie John Kasselakis and the No. 12 Minuteman lacrosse team will escape the winter weather,

but not the tough competition, this weekend at No 3 Duke.

While the post-Easter Nor'Easter has wreaked

havoc on spring sport schedules across the North,

the Massachusetts men's lacrosse team will not

have to deal with the fluffy white schedule-buster

this weekend.

The No. 12 Minutemen, taking their cue from

migratory birds and wealthy vacationers, will head

south this weekend for a matchup against No. 5

Duke tomorrow at 1 p.m. at the Duke Lacrosse

Stadium in Durham, N.C.

UMass (4-2) is coming off a 12-10 upset at

then-No. 12 Army last weekend, a game which saw

eight different goal scorers find the net for the

Minutemen.
Duke, meanwhile, has been on a warpath, post-

ing a 6-1 record that includes a 1 1-10 nipping of

then-No. 5 Maryland, a 12-9 victory over then-No.

4 Navy and a devastatingly large blowout over

Boston College (21-5). The Blue Devils' only loss

has come at the hands of then-No. 13 Brown, .i

team that has also handed defeat to perennial con-

tender Syracuse.

UMass marks the seventh nationally ranked
opponent for the Duke so far this season. While the

Blue Devils do own a 5-1 record against teams in

the top 20, they know the Minutemen will be no
pushover.

UMass owns a 3-1 edge in the all-time series

between the two schools, with the Minutemen
claiming the most recent matchup (a 13-9 upset at

Richard F. Garber Field).

The fact that the Minutemen are also coming off

that win at Army, and have had a full week of prac-

tice — albeit indoors — under their belts, ensures

that the game will be no cakewalk.

"When you play a team like Duke, you need a

full week to prepare." UMass coach Greg Cannella

said. "But, we have a lot of confidence right now
and hopefully we can carry that over

"

That confidence has come in the form of

increased output from several members of the

UMass offense. Chris Grande leads the Minuteman
with 1 3 goals and has tallied at least two scores in

every UMass contest this year.

Brendan Glass follows closely behind Grande
with 10 goals, while Mike DelPercio and |ohn
O'Connor are deadlocked at 7 tallies apiece

The source of Duke's success can be found in the

Blue Devil offense, lunior attackman fohn Fay leads

his team with 22 goals, nearly twice as many as

Duke's next-leading goal scorer. Fay. the two-lime
co-Atlantic Coast Conference player of the week.
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Sunday will tell the tale for women's lacrosse
By Jormo Kansonen
CoJUgian Staff

There are always two sides to a
story: sometimes there are three sides,

and sometimes a million — yet, there

are always two sides. That fact is indis-

putable, unless you are a resident of

some militaristic country, and then

there is just one story w hich is popular

Iv known as "the party line."

When you put the Massachusetts
women's lacrosse team into the equa-

tion, the recent dirge of dreariness due
to the dumping of a foot and a half of

snow on the ground produces two sides

to the story as well

Does the cancelling and rescheduling

of games produce a span of time where
the Minutewomen can regroup after

two tough losses, or does getting back
on the proverbial horse mean some-
thing, too?

weekend, UMass (1-3) will

have a chance to get back to winning

vith St. Joseph's (2-3) coining to

Totman Field for a game Sunday at

noon. A game versus New Hampshire
originally scheduled for 4 p.m. today
was rescheduled to Saturday. April 19
at I p.m.

i he Minutewomen coaching
staff, the two sides to this season's

Morj translates to a time when the

entire story could be at stake. The next

few games will be the judge of success

or lailure for the remainder of the

UMass' schedule, and while the weath-
er outside has been frightful, so have
the results of the last two contests
(UMuss has been outscored 45-10).

"I think the funky weather has been
fiviM rating for us to get into a routine,

and get some practices done in a row,"

UMass coach Francesca McClellan
said "But the timing could be a little of

I silver lining, because it has enabled us

to regroup, and take a little bit of a

deep breath."

Assistant coach lill Pearsall sees both

sides to the debate, but she is a little

partial.

"It's definitely been a problem,
because we want to be out there play

ing on a field, not indoors." Pearsall

said. "Yet. I think it has been good
indoors because they've been able to

use their space more effectively, and

get back to working on those r

But. we'd rather be outside. It's

spring!"

After a stretch of the season having

to face three nationally ranked oppo-
nents in the first four games (Harvard.

Vale. Temple), while having to resched-

ule a game against No. 15 Brown, the

Hawks will pose a return to earthly

competition for the Minutewomen

While St. loe's has had its own
20-goal games — a 26-3 win against a

non-powerhouse Mercy hurst team.

Siaiisiics are very much padded when I

team faces such competition, vet the

i Of MONTI lor the Hawks do boast

some admirable numbers. Senior
Shannon feite leads the team in coring
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Women s water polo set

to host UMass Tourney
By Lisa M. Oliver.

Collegian Staff

KMMA HANVANIN COUEGIAN

Sophomore midfielder Melissa Anderson and the UMass women's lacrosse team will be back in action this

weekend.

The Massachusetts women's
water polo team will host its first

home tournament of the season
this weekend. The No. 9
Minutewomen just finished a road

trip to California where thev went
6-3. They are 1 3-3 overall.

first up this weekend is Boston
College at 7 p m. tonight at

Totman Pool. Tomorrow UMass
Wellesley at 2:15 p.m. and

No. 19 Harvard at 8:30 p.m.
Sunday's match is against MIT at

3:30 p.m. The games Saturday and
Sunday will be held at Amherst
College.

This weekend is important, not

only because it is the
Minutewomen's only home tourna-

ment this season, but also because

if UMass wins, it will be the No. I

seed going into the New England
Championships at Williamston in

two weeks.

"It would be nice if we were
anticipating on being the top seed

going into this tournament, which
should give us a nice easy way to

warm up before we have to get

back in and play Brown and proba-
blv Harvard again." UMass coach
Bob Newcomb said.

This weekend's biggest rival for

the Minutewomen will be Harvard,
which they lost to twice last year in

double overtime. Harvard also
competed in the Claremont
Colleges Tournament last weekend
in California, losing 26-6 to USC.
a team that UMass beat. So while

Newcomb said he is not using
Harvard's loss as a whole gage, he

said he feels the Crimson are not as

strong or as deep as they were last

year.

Newcomb is confident that the

match between the two teams will

have a positive outcome for

UMass.
"That's our big emphasis for this

weekend — we want to go in and
try to dominate them as much as

we can." Newcomb said. "So it will

be a good game for us to see if we
can keep some of the intensity

from California."

While Newcomb cites Harvard as

the biggest obstacle this weekend,
he also said that the Minutewoman
should be able to handle both
Wellesley and MIT. and probably
Boston College as well.

"But Harvard is really our big

push this weekend." Newcomb
said

This year is Boston College's first

year in the league, and their coach
is an alumnus from UMass.
According to Newcomb. their team
has a really good mix of talent, but

he is unsure of how the
Minutewomen compare, as he
hasn't seen BC play this year.

"The same goes for Wellesley
and MIT." Newcomb said. "We
don't know a lot about them, but

they have good coaches and they've

got some kids who know how to

play the game.

"But I don't think they are going
to be really deep, or not as fast or
as strong or as physical or have the

ability that we do," he said.

After a week of Mother Nature's harsh reality, spring sports back on diamonds
By Jonathan M. Pioce

Collegian Staff

Mother Nature must not be a sports fan, because she's

thumbed her nose at all the games this spring.

To say the least, the snow has really dampened the spir-

i veryone on campus. Not only is there mud every-

where, but the weather is resembling a mid-summer's
night, and thanks to the melting snow, the Earl E. Lorden
field now resembles a mud wrestling pit.

After going the whole week without a contest, due to

postponed games at UConn and Hartford, the
Massachusetts baseball team (9-4. 2-1 Atlantic 10) hosts

Dayton (7-17. 2-1 A-10) for a three-game weekend
The battle will begin with a doubleheader starting

at noon on Sunday and the final game at noon on
Monday, The original schedule of Saturday and Sunday
was moved back a day due to the splendid assortment of
precipitation that has dropped on Amherst.

lason Bennett (3-1) will start the series off on the
mound for UMass. Bennett is looking for redemption after

suffering his first defeat of the season against Atlantic 10

Schedule moved a day as baseball hosts Dayton
rival Virginia Tech last weekend.

Scott Barnsby (2-0), who gets the nod in the after

noon's second game, leads the rotation with a 3.93 ERA
and opponents batting average of .190. After shutting

down the Hokies in the rubber game of last weekend's

three-game tilt, it's no doubt Barnsby is looking to repeat

his recent success.

Rounding out this weekend's hurlers is Bill Cooke, who
picked up his first win of the season in the night cap of
Saturday's doubleheader against Virginia Tech.

Softball hosts Rutgers after a week of practice

By Jackie Leroux

Collegion Staff

After a couple of great games last

weekend, and a full week of prac-

tice, thanks to old mother nature,

the Massachusetts Softball team is

set to play again this weekend.

The Minutewomen will head

down to Piscataway, N.|. on
Saturday to take on the Lady
Knights of Rutgers.

While UMass has had problems
with this season's tough schedule,

they now stand at 10-15, things

have been picking up for them. The
Minutewomen are currently on a

three- game winning streak, having

beaten Dayton last Saturday, and
Si Bonaventure in both games of
Sunday's doubleheader.

UMass was scheduled to take on
Hartford last Tuesday, but the
game was cancelled due to the
snow.

Turn to SOFTBALL page 7

Sophomore catcher Brian Samela. the Atlantic 10
Player of the Week, is looking to repeat on last week's
.433 hitting performance. The native of Cheshire. Conn,
went 6-for-l I against the Hokies, with four doubles and
one four-bagger.

Second baseman Muchie Dagliere is swinging .396.
with 1 homerun and 16 RBIs. while ccnterfielder Doug
Clark is batting .407, with 3 homeruns, and 1 3 RBIs
The Minutemen are coming off a road trip to

Blacksburg. Virginia where they took two games from the

Hokies. The final game of the series was highlighted by
Adam Correa's three-run dinger in the top of the ninth
which gave the Minutemen the victory.

The Flyers of Dayton may not have the best record in

the league, but Ryan Fleming, the teams top hitter, is bat-

ting .437 with 2 homeruns and 17 RBIs. John Bishop
(3-1 ) will most likely get the call to start the first game on
Sunday.

This weekend's scries starts a 10 game homestand for

the Minuteman. who will next face Providence College on
Tuesday at Lorden Field. First pitch for that contest is set

for 3 p.m.
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I'm a
Believer

Rhino Records
gives the Monkees
some respect with a

massive reissue pro-

ject. Check out
what we have to say

about it (see Arts &
Living, page 6).

Lax loses

at Devil's Gate

Despite a 1 7-save

effort from keeper

John Kasselakis, the

Minutemen fell 8-7

in double OT to

Ouke on Saturday

(See Sports

Weekend, page 10)

WORLD

Children's health

prompts cease-fire

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) —
Afghanistan's warring factions

agreed to a temporary cease-fire to

allow volunteers to vaccinate chil-

dren against polio, aid workers and
officials said yesterday.

In a massive campaign funded by

the World Health Organization and
the United Nations Children's Fund,

3 4 million children across the war-

battered country will receive oral

vaccinations over the next five days.

"This program will protect our

children against a terrible disease,

but peace is necessary for it to

work," Mullah Abbas, the Taliban's

public health minister, said at a

launching ceremony in the capital of

Kabul

The Taliban, who control the

southern two-thirds of the country,

has agreed to stop fighting until the

campaign is complete, he said.

Leaders of a northern-based coali-

tion battling the Taliban agreed to

the cease fire, said Dr Mohammed
Kakar, a WHO spokesman in Kabul

After almost 20 years of civil war,

Afghanistan suffers one of the high-

est child mortality rates in the world,

according to UN figures

NATION

FBI director mulls over

possibility of quitting

WASHINGTON (AP) — FBI

Director Louis Freeh said he has con-

sidered quitting his |ob, according to

a published report "I have wondered
about leaving," Freeh told Newjwee*
in an article appearing on newsstands

today

The magazine also quoted uniden-

tified friends as saying they have
heard Freeh wonder aloud, "Have I

run out of my string' Am I hurting

the FBI'"

Sm<-e becoming director Sept I,

1993, Freeh has had to defend an

agency hit by one controversy after

another Republican lawmakers
accused him of presiding over the

ruination of the bureau's reputation.

Among other things, critics have

accused the FBI's crime lab of mis-

handling evidence, and the agency
came under close scrutiny for its

investigation of Richard lewell, who
was ultimately cleared in the Olympic

Park bombing
Freeh was in conflict with the

White House when Clinton adminis-

tration officials accused him of failing

to fully brief the White House on
China's alleged efforts to contribute

money to U.S. political campaigns.

During an appearance before the

House subcommittee last month,
Freeh told lawmakers that he
shouldn't hold his |ob if they cannot

trust him
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English professor dies

after 35 years at UM
University of Massachusetts

Emeritus English Professor H.
Leland Varley. 86. of Amherst, died

on Tuesday. April I . He joined the

English department at what was
then Massachusetts Stale College in

1938, and taught thousands ol stu

dents over five decades, until his

official retirement in 1973.

Varley's principal course for

more than 30 years was entitled,

"Contemporary British and
American Fiction." He also helped

attract many writers to UMass for

lectures and writing classes.

Me was the original master of

Orchard Hill residential college at

I Mass in the I9t>0s, and he received

one of the University'', earliest

I )istmguished Teaching Awards.

An article in the UMass alumni

magazine described Varlev a- "a

combination of Abraham Lincoln

and Ichabod Crane, tall, angular

and slightlv disheveled

Varlev received a Fulbrighl fel-

lowship to Hokkaido UWwerait) in

1958-54. where he developed
long-standing ties with lapan He
eventually became an authority on
William S. Clark, the early presi-

dent of LMav- (then Massachusetts

Agricultural College) who helped

establish Sapporo Agricultural

College, the forerunner of
Hokkaido I tuver-itv

After Varlev retired from L Mass,

he accepted several appointments
over several years to teach in lapan,

then received another Fulbright

grant to teach in Malaysia. He also

taught American literature at

Holyoke Community College for

two years. An avid gardener, he
had an extensive collection of bon-
sai trees.

Stephen R. Clinginan, current

chair of the English department,
said "Varley was a great reader and
retained 'his wide-ranging intellec-

tual curiosity until the end. asking

for more titles to add to his reading

list. He will be remembered with

pleasure by his friends both here

and in lapan."

Born in Melrose Sept 28. 1910.

\ .ii lev held bachelor's and master'*

degrees from Wesleyan College,

and a Ph.D. from the University of

Wisconsin in Madison

He is survived bv one son. lacob.

of Permaquid Beach. Maine, and
two daughters. Stephanie
Stephenson, of New Hampton.
\ 11.. and Natalie Varley, of
Amherst; seven grandchildren and
two great-grandchildren.

I here will be no services I he

Amherst Funeral Home is handling

arrangement Memorial gilts may
be made to The Friends of the lones

Library. 43 Amitv St., Amherst.
01002

— Laura Stock

Famed Beat Generation poet

Allen Ginsberg dead at 70

•OttlT MASK

Beat generation poet Allen Ginsberg died on Saturday

By Lorry McShone
Associated Press

NEW YORK - Allen Ginsberg,
the counterculture guru who shat-

tered conventions as poet laureate of

the Beat Generation and influenced

the next four decades of art. music
and politics, jjed early Saturday at

age 70.

The bearded, balding Ginsberg died

in his Lower F.ast Side apartment sur-

rounded by eight "close friends and
old lovers." said his friend and
archivist. Bill Morgan. The poet was
diagnosed eight days ago with termi-

nal liver cancer, and he suffered a

fatal heart attack. Morgan said

"He made us see that poets were
pop stars." said I ennv K.ive. guitarist

with the Patti Smith Group and a

recent Ginsberg collaborator. "He had

a sense of liberation — sexual libera-

tion, philosophical liberation
"

Ginsberg, whose blend of drug-

inspired visions, hedonistic sex and
gut-wrenching autobiography first

emerged during the 1950s, spent sev-

eral days in a hospice after his diagno-

sis. On Thursday, he suffered a

stroke, fell into a coma and never
regained consciousness.

He had returned to his apartment a

day earlier after expressing .1 desire to

die at home.

He wrote about a dozen short

poems — one titled "On Fame and
l>eath" — and "wore himself out talk-

ing to friends." Morgan said. David
Cope, a friend and fellow poet.

ived one of those phone calls

"He called all of his old friends

trom many generations prriiirnJrj to

make contact with us one last time,

voice to voice." Cope said Saturday.

To me. it was a beautiful gesture."

Ginsberg's influence was almost ines-

timable. His extraordinary Hat of

acolytes ran the gamut from Abbie
Hoffman 10 Smashing Pumpkins
singer Billv Corgan. Czech President

Vaclav Havel to punk poetess Patti

Smith. Yofco Ono to Bob Dvl.in

Dylan said he was the greatest

influence on the American poetic
voice since Whitman." said Gordon
Ball. Ginsberg's editor and friend of

30 years. "I think that's certainly

true." During the conservative.
McCarthy-era 1950s, when TV's mar-
ried couples slept in separate beds.

Ginsberg wrote "Howl" — a profane,

graphic poem that dealt with his own
homosexuality and communist
upbringing.

"I saw the best minds of mv genera-

tion destroyed bv madness, starving

hysterical naked." the poem began.

"Howl" then careened wildly
through scores of surreal images: "a

lost battalion of platonic conversa-
tionalists jumping down the stoops off

Tire escapes." people who "walked all

night with their shoes full of blood on
the snowbank docks waiting for a

oVaM in the East River to open a room
full of steam heat and opium."

"Howl" was dedicated to Carl
Solomon, a patient he met during a

stay in a psychiatric ward. Forty years
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Salman Rushdie honored at AC,
gives lecture on Indian literature
By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

AMHERST — Controversial author

Salman Rushdie was awarded a

Doctor of Humane Letters degree at

Amherst College Friday night in a rare

public appearance for the Booker
Award-winning writer.

The Bombay-born Rushdie has
been living underground following

the 1988 publication of The Satanic
Verses. At that time, the Iranian
government pronounced a fatwah, a

death sentence, upon Rushdie's
head — including a $2 million
bounty.

The degree was awarded to Rushdie

by the Trustees of Amherst College in

recognition of his courage facing the

fatwah by continuing to write, publish

and make unexpected public appear-

ances.

"You represent to us three of the

things that we hold most precious: lit-

erature, freedom and courage." -aid

Amherst College President Tom
Gerety as he presented the award to

Rushdie "In inviting you here, we join

you in proclaiming that no book shall

ever be censored, no voice should ever

be stilled."

Security at Amherst College's
lohnson Chapel, where the ceremony
took place, was strict. A limited num-
ber of tickets were available for

Amherst College students Friday after-

noon, while the lecture was simulcast

in other locations across campus.

Rushdie, however, was not fazed by

the guards and metal detector, calling

the Iranian threat a "fundamentally
banal, unintelligent threat."

"Rather than banal matters, I shall

talk 10 you about India." Rushdie said.

With the 50th anniversary of India's

independence approaching in August.

Rushdie lectured in an often humor-
ous manner about the body of litera-

ture that has come from India in the

past 90 years, arriving at the conclu-

sion that the greatest achievements in

literature have been written in

English, rather than the lb different

vernacular languages.

Rushdie claims that English has
become an Indian language because it

lacks regionally and the problems (hat

come with the use of vernacular lan-

guages Critical assaults upon English

literature in India have accused them
of abandoning their heritage, of "being

the literate equivalent of MTV."
Rushdie explained

"I iterature has little or nothing to

do with a writer's home address."

Rushdie said, trying to bridge the gap
between the Hindu. English and ver-

nacular languages h;, reminding peo-

ple of common denominators.

"The music of India is in all of our
heads — there needs not be an adver-

sarial relationship between the lan-

guage — for we all drink from the

same well." Rushdie said.

After his lecture. Rushdie partici

paled in a question-and- answer ses

sion with the audience. Rushdie
responded to a question from a young
Hindu woman who asked him his

opinion on the validity of the sacred

Vedas as a basis of scientific knowl-

edge. He said that he found large

tracts extremely boring, but very
important nonetheless.

"Most good artists I know have a

deep sense of literary tradition and if

you're going to reject literary tradition,

you should know what it is you're
rejecting," Rushdie said

The audience at lohnson Chapel

also wanted to know what effect the

fatwah had upon other wnters.

"The victory of the fatwah isn't with

writers no longer expressing them-
selves, but with planting hesitancies

and terrifying publishers. If you try to

tell writers what not to do, they are

more likely to do it," Rushdie said.

In a press conference following the

question and answer session, Rushdie

spoke more about the fatwah and
commented on European countries

continued trade relations with Iran, as

opposed to the stance the United
States has taken with economic sanc-

tions.

"The American Government has
had the nght idea, the Europeans —
largely by reasons of greed — have
taken a softer approach." Rushdie
said.

HWMV MOTHHS COUCCUN
Author Salman Rushdie spoke at Amherst College Friday night

Provost candidate screened
By Tomof Correal

Colegion Staff

L nivervitv of Massachusetts provost candidate Robert

Smith promised students at a meeting last Friday that if

he was appointed, he would be accountable for his

actions as provost.

"Anything I say I am accountable for." Smith said. "If I

tell you I am willing to advocate for you. I am willing to

be accountable to you."

After a brief introduction by Ashavan Doyon. a junior

Soviet and East European Studies major and a member of

the Provost Search Committee. Smith addressed a small

group of 10 students, including newlv elected Student

Government Association President l.ia Wong, for over an
hour in Memorial Hall

Smith began bv discussing his academic experience,

ranging from his undergraduate studies in pharmaceutical

sciences at St. lohn's Universitv in New Yotk to his most

recent position as Vice Provost for Research and Dean of

the Graduate School at Washington State University

"I have been very active with undergraduate siudents at

Washington State." Smith said "I have a genuine concern

in undergraduate and graduate education."

When asked by senior anthropology major Njen
Thelwell if he was interested in working directly with fac-

ulty members. Smith said that he had met with over 125

faculty members at Washington State in the past five

years to talk to them about their "research and scholar-

ship, and their teaching
"

Smith also promised that il appointed to the provost

position at UMass. he would schedule time each week to

meet with student leaders.

"If I were here. I would set aside a lunch hour once a

week to meet with groups of students from campus."
Smith said.

Many of the student present at the meeting expressed

concerns similar to those raised at the Goodell Building

takeover. The student-, asked Smith how he felt about
grouping ALAN \ 1 vm.iii. I^tin American. African and
Native American.) support services into one support sys-

tem and expressed concern about losing staff positions in

the support programv

"If there is a discomfort level, that is a problem." Smith
replied. "I certainlv am willing to listen This ^ important

to have these kinds of interactions with students, so I can
bnng these stories to faculty and challenge them."

Freshmen engineering major Sahva Shamapande said

that he fell the current administration was not always
forthcoming in their discussions with students and asked
Smith if he was prepared to speak honestly with students.

"If you say it is a priority, we want it to get done."
Shamapande said.

"I'll never say yes' if I do not mean it," Smith
answered.

When asked by a student if he was willing to step onM to advocate for the students. Smith said that he was.

but that changes can not always take place immediately.

"I have done that I have fired people. I have made
changes in programs." Smith said. "Sometimes you can-

Turn to PROVOST page 2

Faulty generator cuts short shuttle mission
By Marcia Dunn
Associated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. — Space

shuttle Columbia and its seven astro-

nauts will return to Earth tomorrow.

12 days earlier than planned, because

of a deteriorating and potentially

explosive power generator

It is only the third time in space

shuttle history that a mission has been

cut short by equipment failure.

While NASA considered comman-
der lames Halsell |r. and his crew to

be in no immediate danger, shuttle

managers did not want to take any

chances with the generator and. yes-

terday, cut short the 16-day science

mission.

"The conservative thing to do is

land on Tuesday." shuttle program
manager Tommy Holloway
announced at a hastily arranged news
conference

Holloway said a landing today was
ruled out in order to allow for an
orderly return, and because
Columbia's two other electricity-pro-

ducing fuel cells were working fine.

The fear was that hydrogen fuel

and oxvgen in the degraded generator

could mix. overheat and blow up if

voltage in the unit dropped far

enough. Flight controllers had the

astronauts turn off the unit yesterday

to reduce, if not eliminate, that risk.

The crew also shut down all non-criti-

cal equipment to conserve power.
"Our plans would be to manage this

fuel cell in a way that's not a threat to

crew safety and. indeed, we are
extremely confident in the two
remaining fuel cells and their ability

to support an orderly and methodical

preparation for landing, and landing."

Holloway said.

To slow the decline in voltage,

Mission Control first had the astro-

nauts reduce the power load on the

degraded fuel cell But the voltage
continued to dwindle. Engineers

Turn to SHUTTLE page 2
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continued from page 1

not change things right away. You have

to respect faculty. You can persuade

and reason with people. . . That is what

it most important for a provost.*

Smith said that he wants to come to

UMass because he feels that he would

have an opportunity to make positive

changes.

"I think that despite concerns, this

really is a fine institution. It has a good
national recognition.* Smith said.

There have been lots of financial prob-

lems in the past few years, but there is

some reason fa- optimism.

There is a new system president, a

bettering economy, and faculty retire-

ments... There will be opportunities to

make changes and effect the

University."

Smith went on to discuss the impor-

tance of balancing research and under-

graduate education.

"You have to balance your priorities.

You have to be responsible.* Smith

said. "It is really sad to sec the W.E.B.

Du Bob Library with bricks falling off

it. Those safety issues have to be dealt

with first."

After Smith and the students fin-

ished their discussion. Doyon asked the

students to fill out evaluation forms rat-

ing Smith's suitability for the provost

position.

Smith is one of seven candidates cur-

rently scheduled to interview for the

provost position at UMass. |ane Winer,

the next candidate scheduled, will

answer students' questions tomorrow

at 6 p.m. in Memorial Hall.
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Hoop dreams
A group of students play hard at the Orchard Hill basketball tournament yesterday afternoon.
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shuttle

continued from page 1

continued to dwindle. Engineers

debated a few hours before deciding

to shut down the unit - once turned

off, it cannot be restarted in the event

another fuel cell fails.

While a shuttle can land safely with

two fuel cells, it's uncertain what

would happen if only one fuel cell

was available because of all the vital

systems that would have to be shut

down for lack of power.

Each $5 million fuel cell uses

hydrogen and oxygen to generate

electricity for the numerous shuttle

systems, and produces water as a

byproduct. National Aeronautics and

Space Administration flight rules stip-

ulate that all three fuel cells be work-

ing properly in orbit, otherwise a mis-

sion must be cut short.

Mission Control had been monitor-

ing the mysterious decline in voltage

in the fuel cell since Friday's liftoff.

As it turns out, brief jumps in voltage

were, detected in the unit several

hours before launch, but managers

determined it was working properly

and cleared Columbia for flight.

Holloway admitted that "with 20-

20 hindsight." the countdown should

have been halted and the fuel cell

replaced. Launch controllers made
the best decision at the time with the

data available, he said.

Engineers have no idea why the

fuel cell slowly was losing voltage.

The unit has flown before in space

without problems. A failed fuel cell

forced an early landing during

NASA's second shuttle flight in 1981;

in that case, the unit was flooded with

water. The only other time a shuttle

mission was cut short for equipment

failure was in 1991, because of a

failed navigation unit. Halsell did not

sound surprised when Mission
Control radioed up the bad news.
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Hewlett-Packard

—

Performer ofthe year.

We like the sound of that

Hewlett-Packard, the world's most admired technology company, is also

Forba magazine's 1995 Performer of the Year. We are a world leader in

the design, mamiiacturing and distribution of computer and electronic test

and measurement equipment because of a core set of performance-based

values we caD The HP Way." Currently, we have employment opportune

ties available for Electrical Engineering majors (BS. MS, or Ph.D) in the fol-

lowing departments:

Riauavh and Development • Technical Support

Manufacturing • QA
Marketing • Custom Solution*

Successful candidates must have excellent interpersonal, problem solving,

and written/verbal communication skills. Individual must be self-motivat-

ed, detafloriented, and able to work in a team environment.

Interested candidates please contact the I Iniversity Career Center

and meet with our hiring managers on campus April 8, 1997 Anyone

interested in meeting with the hiring managers are invited to attend a social

gathering Monday. April 7th. It will held in Room #803 from 6:00 pm to

8:00 pm. To learn more about HP and our employment opportuniti.--,

visit our Homepage on the World Wide Web at http://www.foba.hp.com

Hewlett-Packard Company is an equal opportunity employer dedicated to

affirmative action and work force diversity.
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PACKARD
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First impressions
A group of prospective students get a first look at the Fine Arts Center during a campus tour last week.
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Canadian historian talks on
gender/crime link in Ontario

Grant for L/M School of Nursing

provides clinic training for students

ginsberg

By Mftchefte HtPman
ColUgan Staff

Canadian historian Loma McLean
spoke last Wednesday as pan of the

Women's Studies Proseminar Lecture

Series in a lecture entitled "Gender,

Community and Crime in 19th

Century Ontario.*

McLean, who received her doctor-

ate from the University of Ottawa,

chose to study criminal justice

because she was interested in law and

society. McLean started by looking at

criminals in four counties of 19th cen-

tury Canada.

Her study took a quantitive

approach to determine why "there

were more women than men incarcer-

ated in urban jails.* She began by

examining jail logs in order to deter-

mine social reasons for the higher per-

centage of women jailed than men.

McLean incorporated a compara-

tive approach to "cover a span of set-

tlement periods" from 1840-1881
"which was a critical period of state

formation in Ontario.* She discussed

only two of the counties studied, the

urban center of York county,

Toronto, and the rural frontier. Gray

County in Owen Sound.

McLean founrf ih»i\>nc*W"

sons women were incarcerated more

often than men was because "in

sparsely populated, newly founded

communities, iails provided a surro-

gate medical and welfare services.*

In the 1840's the Canadian judicial

system served as a way to instill val-

ues and moral behavior not previous-

ly regulated by the authorities such as

drunkenness and vagrancy. "Settlers

in Ontario built jails in response to

social problems," McLean said, also

noting that "judicial institutions

ofTered a value system upheld by the

law.*

She found that almost always there

was a "direct correlation between
vagrancy and drunkenness in urban

and rural communities, and among
187 vagrancy charges some were
pregnant women, some were young,

poor, sick, disabled or insane.*

McLean then cited several exam-
ples of how women were allowed to

remain in the jails for extended peri-

ods of their choice, and how they

were often found to be released with

the onset of spring. Women in

Toronto often considered the jails a

"refuge* or retreat because they were

clean and food and sometimes even

medical care were provided, accord-

ing to McCfean.

By Loura Footer

Colegon Staff

University of Massachusetts nursing

students have been provided with the

opportunity for clinical training thanks

to a $7,000 grant the School of Nursing

received from Phoenix Home Life

Mutual Insurance Company.

The grant enables a community clinic

at Mohawk Regional School in Buckland

to be maintained for its third consecutive

year.

Nurse practitioner Sandy Founds, a

clinical assistant professor at UMass.
along with volunteer help from nursing

students around the Five College com-
munity, provide care to uninsured and

underinsured residents of Franklin

County and students in the regional

school system.

Founds said she enjoyed her job as

nurse practitioner because "I get to deal

with a wide variety of common and
uncommon problems.*

Founds performs a wide-range of

health care for patients from basic physi-

cal examinations to gynecological care,

and has even detected tumors and dia-

betes in patients.

Lisa Miller, a graduate nursing s*a>

dent at UMass. is one frequent vohmteer

ai the Buckland TJinic. where she edu-

Rick Pitino
Will be signing copies of his new book

' SUCCESS
ISA CHOKE

at the University Store

Campus Center

''li^ Tuesday, April 8, 1997 1p.m.
"' following his appearance at the

. weekly Sports Luncheon

\/ Copies are now available at the
University Store

Campus Center
545-2619

M-F 9-5

Sat. 1 1 -4

UNIVERSITY
MSTORE&

cates and gives primary care to patients.

Miller, who has performed nursing

internships in Jamaica and Ghana, said

she has enjoyed working at clinics such

as Buckland, and said she hopes to con-

tinue this area of work when she gradu-

ates this May.

"It's nice to help people who have a

lot of gaps in their healthcare..." Miller

said. "A lot of people who work for min-

imum wage cannot afford HMO or they

are making it. but if anything goes

wrong, they're in trouble.*

Sharleen Moffat, health coordinator

for the Mohawk Trail Regional School

District, recognized the importance of

grants since the clinic would not open
without them. In addition. Moffat point-

ed out the importance of nurses manag-
ing the clinic, which the grant also

enables.

'Nurses are very oriented to patient

teaching." Moffat said. "When they pro-

vide care, we find there's much more
health education and wellness informa-

tion passed on to the patient.

*

There is a chance the clinic may
extend its hours in the future, as

Founds suggested, in which case more
nursing students from UMass. includ-

ing underaraduatn. nay be able build

on their exueileiite by volunteering at

the clinic.

„ |

continued from page 1

later, Ginsberg was reciting his

poetry on MTV for Generation X-

ers.

Ginsberg's poetry placed spon-

taneity over metered verse, frank

language over flowery words. His
work was often confessional, dis-

cussing his homosexuality, his moth-
er's death, his relationships.

"Kaddish." one of his most
famous works, was an Oedipal
poem dealing with his mother's life

and death in a mental hospital. It

was written in his Manhattan apart-

ment, stream of consciousness-style,

fueled by a combination cf amphet-
amines and morphine.

His first exposure to the nascent

counterculture came when he was a

17-year-old Columbia University

freshman. There he met fellow
future beatniks Jack Kerouac.
William S. Burroughs and Neal
Cassady. The group, disillusioned by

conventional society, created their

own subculture of drugs and hedo-

nism.

"Basically, just a gang of friends

who were very into being literate,

and who were interested in art, and

loved each other,* Ginsberg once
said of the Beat Generation's found-

ing fathers. "Some gay, some
straight.*

Ginsberg was in the gay camp,
and became a proponent of homo-
sexual rights — one of many causes

the activist poet embraced. In 1960,

he went on television to call for the

decriminalization of marijuana. He
was arrested in 1967 for protesting

against the Vietnam War in New
York, and was tear-gassed a year

later while protesting at the

Democratic convention in Chicago.

He dittoed (.hat FBI director \.

Edgar Hoover had placed him on a

"dangerous security list* in 1965, a

distinction that led to airport strip

searches for several years whenever

he returned to the United States.

Last year, he was one of the plain-

tiffs in a U.S. Supreme Court case

aimed at knocking down federal reg-

ulations on the hours that 'indecent

programming* could air on televi-

sion and radio. Irwin Allen Ginsberg

was bom (une J. 1926. in Newark.
N.|., the second son of poet Louis

Ginsberg and his wife. Naomi. The
family moved to Paterson, N.|.,

while Ginsberg was a youngster.

Ginsberg intended to follow his

brother Eugene into the legal profes-

sion, and enrolled at Columbia. But

while still a teen-ager, he fell in with

a crowd that included Kerouac,
Burroughs and Cassady — the lead-

ers of what became known as the

Beat Generation. *l think it was
when I ran into Kerouac and
Burroughs when 1 was 17 that 1

realized I was talking through an
empty skull,* Ginsberg once said. "I

wasn't thinking my own thoughts or

saying my own thoughts.*

Another seminal event in

Ginsberg's life came in 1948: his

vision of poet William Blake while

he was lying on the couch of his

East Harlem apartment. Ginsberg

said he had a "hallucination in 3-D*

of Blake reading his poem "Ah,
Sunflower."

Ginsberg's first taste of notoriety

came after the publication of

"Howl" in 1956. Copies of the book

were seized by San Francisco police

and U.S. Customs officials, and
publisher Lawrence Feriinghetti was
charged with publishing an obscene

book.

In 1991 interview with The
Associated Press — where Ginsberg

briefly worked as a copy boy in

1948 — he recalled the '50s as a

time of "total paranoia, suspicious-

ness, fear, the rich robbing the poor,

and complaining about the poor. ...

Marketized, mechanized fake emo-

tions.*

Feriinghetti was acquitted in

1957. but the case generated enor-

mous publicity for Ginsberg and his

work. Ginsberg was suddenly in

demand.
Ginsberg experimented heavily

with drugs, taking LSD under the

guidance of the late Timothy Leary

in the 1960s. But he was also a

practicing Buddhist, began each day

with a contemplative exercise fol-

lowed by a cup of hot tea with

lemon.

As he grew older, Ginsberg
became a guru to the counterculture

movement. He coined the term

"flower power" during the mid-'bOs.

And he eventually became more
accepted by the mainstream.

His National Book Award came in

1973 for "The Fall of America: Poems

of These States. 1965-1971." He was

a finalist for a Pulitzer Prise in poetry

in 1995 for his book, "Cosmopolitan

Greetings: Poems 1986-1992."

Ginsberg toured with Dylan's
Rolling Thunder Revue in 1977,

doing spontaneously composed blues

poems. He toured Eastern Europe in

1986, receiving an award in the for-

mer Yugoslavia, recording with a

Hungarian rock band and meeting a

congress of young Polish poets.

Ginsberg remained vital and
active well into his 60s. performing

in Manhattan nightclubs and doing

poetry readings. Last year, he
recorded his poem "The Ballad of

the Skeletons" with musical backing

from Paul McCartney and Philip

Glass. Kaye produced the single.

The funeral will be private. In lieu

of flowers, donations should be sent

to Jewel Heart Buddhist Center in

Ann Arbor. Mich. He was survived

by his stepmothw, rdufa rVT kTrq_
of Paterson.. N J ; his.btptk**,*
Eugene: and several ah*** *»4 i

nephews.
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REGISTER NOW, SPACES ARE LIMITED!!!
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Remember; Registration Deadline April 18, 1997
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"America,,

by Allen Ginsberg
America I've given you all and now I'm nothing.

America two dollar?, and rwentvscven cents January
17, 1956.

1 can't stand my own mind.

when will we end the human war?
Go t elf with your atom bomb.

•n't fed good don't bother me.
I won,'t write my poem till I'm in my right mind.

America when will you be angelic?

When will you take off your clothes?

When will you look at yourself through the grave?

When will you be v. vour million Trotskyites?

America why are your libraries full of tears?

Krica when will you send your eggs to India?

I'm sick of your insane demands.
When can I go into the supermarket and buy what I

need with my good looks?

America after all it is you and I who are perfect not the next world.

Your machinery is too much lor me.

You made me want to be a saint

There must be some other way to settle this argument. Burroughs is in Tangier* I don't think hell come back
smkter

Are you being sinister or is this some form of practical joke?
I m frying to come to the point.

I refuse to give up my obsession

rica stop pushing I know what I'm doing.

America the plum blossoms arc falling.

1 haven't read the newspapers for months, everyday somebody goes on trial for murder,
"ca I feel sentimental about the Wobblies.

I used to be a communist when I was a kkl

i not sorry.

I smoke marijuana every chance 1 get.

I mi in my house for days on end and sure at the roses in the closet.

I go to Chinatown I get drunk and never get laid. My mind is made up there's going to be trouble.
r*ou should have seen me reading Marx.
'

f psychoanalyst thinks I'm perfectly right.

1 won't say the Lord's Prayer

I have mystical visions and cosmic vibrations.

America I still haven't told you what you did to Uncle Max after he came over from Russia.

I'm addressing \

Are you going to let your emotional life be run by Tune Magazine?
I'm obsessed by Tun* Magazine
I read it every week.

cower stares at me every time i ujystorc.

read it in the basement ol the Berks ilways telling me about responsibility. Bust
Movie producers are serious. Everybody's serious but

I am America.

I am talking to myself again.

it's

i is rising i

sven't got a chinaman's chance.

I'd better consider my national resources

. tional resources consist of two joints of
Mions of genitals an unpublishaWe private literature that goes 1400 miles an hour and twenty-five

MMsj IsjasJtatsaai I ^.n sxcbfesj ilxiut av, pritOSM IW ihe niillivms of underprivileged who bve in mv
-. under the light of five hundred suns.

bohshed the whorehouses of France. 1 angler* is the next to go.
n is to be President despite the fact that I'm a Cairn

America how can I write a holv litany in your sffly mood?
I will continue Kke Henry Ford my strophes are as individual as his automobiles more so they're aO <

America I will sell you strophes $2500 apiece $500 down on your old strophe
America free Tom Mooney
America save the Spanish Loyalists

America Sacco it Varret 1 1 must not die

America I am the Scottsboro boys.

lerica when I was seven momma took me to Com-
munist Cell meetings they sold us garbanzos a handful per ticket a ticket costs a nickel and the speeches

tree everybody was angelic and sentimental about the workers it was ail so sincere you have no idea what a good
thing the party was in 1855 Scott Nearing was a grand old man a real mensch Mother Bloor made me cry I once
saw Israel Amter plain. Everybody must have been a spy.

America you don t really want to go to v

America it's them bad Russians.

Them Russians them Russians and them Chinamen
And them Russians.

Russia wants to eat us alive. The Russia's power mad. She wants to take our ears from out our garages.
Her wants to grab Chicago. Her needs a Red Readers' Digest Her wants our auto plants in Siberia firm big

bureaucracy rurming our fllungsutions.

That no good, ligh Him make Indians learn read.

teed big black ruggers Hah. Her make us all work sixteen hours a day. Help.
Anv Hte serious.

Americ

An
sion I get from looking in the television set.

I'd better get right down to the job

ue I don't want to join the Armv or turn lathe*

pathic anyway.

America I'm putting my queer shoulder to the wheel.

parts factories. I'm nearsighted and psycho-

Berkeles, lanuary 17. 1956

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

HEY, OU>XAV' HOU/P
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Send your letters to:

Letters to the Editor, c/o Mike Burke

113 Campus Center, UMass-Amherst

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

No bright side to the gas crunch
Editors Note: On May 8, the

Collegian will celebrate its 30th
anniversary as a daily paper. To
mark the occasion, the Collegian is

reprinting an editorial from each of
the last 30 years. Today, we feature a
piece originally printed on Feb. 13,

1974.

Perhaps the gas shortage and gas

rationing will end all traffic

congestion in Amherst.
Perhaps there will be no more

parking hassles on campus because
of lack of cars and Amherst Towing
Inc. will lose a hell of a lot of busi-

ness.

Other than the two things stated

above I can't think of anything else

on the bright side of the gas shortage

in Amherst.

However, as I rose
the Belchertown Road
(BR) bus from Rolling

1967 1997

Green Apartments to

campus this morning
with my own and
someone else's books in my lap, with
one elbow in my face and one person
standing on my toes, I thought of one
more problem: we need more buses.

Last semester the BR bus was
crowded on occasion, mainly at peak
traveling times such as on your way
to your 9:05 and on your way home
from your 5:35. At any other time
you could ride with a whole seat to

yourself and sometimes even two
seats to yourself.

This semester the gas stations
along the BR route tell the new story.

1974

Some don't have any gas, others are

open only an hour or two a day and
others give gas by appointment only.

People can't drive to school any-

more.

The result is gross overcrowding of

buses. And not only at peak travelling

times but all of the time.

Last Tuesday the 7:15 a.m. BR bus

had to bypass the last two stops on
the way to campus because there sim-

ply wa3 not enough room for any

more passengers. The 1 1:10 p.m. BR
bus heading off campus that same
day had standing room only. The
crowding problem exists throughout

each day.

The Orchard Hill, Campus
Shuttle and Southwest buses are

rarely overcrowded. There is no
increase of passengers on these

buses because of the

gas shortage; those
who use them seldom
drive their cars to

class anyway since the

majority live on cam-
pus.

These buses traveling three to six

miles or more off campus, however,

cannot handle the increased number
of passengers.

Oftentime buses spend more time

at stops unloading and loading up
again than they do on the road
between stops.

We need more buses and we need
buses more often on the off campus
routes.

Dr. William P. Goss, professor of

engineering here at the University

and the man who worked out the

first federal grant for the Student

Senate Transit Service, is now work-

ing in conjunction with the service on

a request to the federal government

for a grant for more buses.

For a while though we will still be

riding the same crowded buses

together. Let's try to do a few things

to make our bus riding more com-
fortable and hassle free.

Unless it's dark, don't ask your bus

drive to make unscheduled stops. It

just means wasting gas and time.

While taking over 150 bus rides 1

observed that those people who ask

the driver to stop at unscheduled

stops are usually those who are over-

weight and need the walk anyway
and the same ones who complain
when the bus is not precisely on time.

When the bus driver tells you that

there is no more room on the bus,

don't stand with one foot on the bus

and one foot on the ground insisting

he let you on (I've have seen a num-
ber of people doing this).

When the bus driver asks you to

move to the back of the bus, don't

pretend that you are hard of hear-

ing.

Don't smoke on the bus.

If you only want to take the bus a

few blocks, why not walk instead?

Don't bitch at the bus driver for

being two minutes late by your
watch. Be thankful that with the

gas shortage, you can get where
you're going. And for free even.

Barbara Voorhees is a former
Collegian columnist.

A happy media
Who the hell really likes the Spice Girls? Are they

serious about themselves?

The Spice Girls are a group of beautifully

made-up women with as much musical talent as a cork wall-

board. They are not good. Their albums sell because of one lit-

tle fact that media fatcats hope you. the American viewer, do
not ever fully realize. Girls with sexy stomachs and too much
eye make-up can sell anything on earth.

Think I'm wrong? Then explain to me how in the world No
Doubt EVER became popular. They are a talentless band
Musically, they simply suck. But who needs good music when
MTV can over-expose a stomach like Gwen Stefani's?

Still think I'm wrong? Remember ABBA? SOS.?
A friend of mine came up with the Coca-Cola advertise-

ment of the future A woman, semi-reclined on a silky couch,

completely naked and spread-eagled towards the camera. The
sub-heading: "Drink Coke."

I think it has promise I don't know about ^^H
anyone else, but sexy chicks with too much |fi
make-up make me want to buy stuff.

Who's in charge? I want someone to tell

me. Somebody has to know the answers. I

want to know who is responsible for the retardation of the

American public. Is it Bob? From Bob's discount furniture?

When that guy dies. Satan himself is going to be pissed about
having to share the same space in hell with him. Personally. I

hope he joins Brutus and Cassius in the inferno.

But those ridiculous Bob's commercials do have a purpose.

They are the prime example of my "chicken and egg" theory

on the American media. What came first: Stupid Americans
or stultifying media? Every time I see one of those commer-
cials, I get dumber I can fed it. A little chunk of my brain

(somewhere towards the back) starts to throb, then POP' It's

gone forever, lost in the world of mindless, pure evil that we
have come to know as the "media."

After all. what do shows like "Martin" have to offer?
Movies like Two Days in the Valley? |ohn Grisham books?
"Flex" magazine? The Enquirer? What are they trying to tell

us?

Young

You actually have to become dumber to find this stuff

entertaining. You have to mentally shut down different parts

of your brain, like the conscience and the intellect, to really

understand this trash for what it is. In this way, the media

hope that you never understand what they know; we. the

American people, just aren't that smart

Disagree? Well then, why do the Spice Girls and No Doubt
sell? Marion Barry is still in office. What does this say about

our culture? Americans are being told that it is okay not to

take personal responsibility for anything. What can any one
person do? What can any one small group do? Alone we are

powerless Others are in charge — let them make the deci-

sions that affect every facet of our lives.

Right?

Every day. hundreds of thousands of times a day. all across

the country, we are being told who to be. what to do. what to

look like, who to respect. Beer commercials tell

men that they have to be more jacked and wear

their hats backwards to pick up all those

Playboy ccnterfold-esque women who are

slurping up Coots Light at the other end of the

bar. We have to be stronger, faster, richer,

drive better cars, have status. Smell hke Michael Ionian Buy
sofas from idiots Lease SUVs that get 10 miles to the gallon

and can climb up computer-generated mountains. Watch, as

we the people at Fox, show you the worst accidents and disas

ten and grisly, gruesome trampling-b) -elephant deaths that

have ever been captured on videotape. Here! Be entertained

by other people's death, pain and sorrow!

It's beyond sickening and disgusting. If the media were sim-

ply sickening and disgusting, it might be okay No. most of
what we are bombarded with is even worse: it is dulling. It

makes us all lose contact with humanity. Instead of telling us

to "be more stupid" it teUs us to "be stupider
"

Don't challenge what you know, don't think about any-

thing hist sit there, remote in hand, absorb, consume and rot

It's the only thing that the media truly promotes.

Evan Young is a Collegian columnist

The bonfire of the liberties

Daniel

Bodah

What does the First Amendment do for us? I can't

quite remember, but I'm sure it's something
about freedom of the press — isn't it something

about how you can, like, print lots of cool stuff like

Marlboro ads and articles about how chicks can get (and
keep) a man? I think there's something in there about not
printing really messed up stuff, though. I mean, we gotta

keep it cool, right?

lason Moreland is finding out about Georgia-style free-

dom of the press firsthand. He was the editor of a little

'zine (nickname for a self-published and distributed mag-
azine) called Rise Abo\'e that had an official circulation of

33 issues. Rise Above came out in May of last year and
contained a bunch of anti-authoritarian quotes, song
lyrics and graphics. Some of the people who got it made
more photocopies of it, so there were a few more than 33
issues floating around in Clayton
County.

Officer Peabody of the Clayton
County cops got his hands on a copy of

the zine in |uly and started investigating

it, but he didn't make any moves against

Moreland at this point. It was only some time later that

Clayton County's protectors and servers decided to
pounce — just at the right time, coinciding with the
national hysteria about the bombing at Centennial
Olympic Park during the Atlanta Olympic Games.
Moreland was arrested when he showed up at the

police station to "talk with [police] about his publica-
tion." His crime? Well, it seems that our friend Moreland
had advocated the overthrow of the government of
Georgia! Can you believe it? This character Moreland
turns out to be an anarchist and he put all these things

about how much government rots in Rise Above. Not
only that, but there was a really wrong recipe for Molotov
cocktails in the 'zine, too.

Moreland didn't have any money, and the American
Civil Liberties Union felt his rights were being violated (I

guess they missed all that stuff in the First Amendment
about keeping what you print cool — they seem to think

it says you can print anything) so they took on his case.

Eventually the District Attorney decided to change the

charges from "advocating the overthrow of the govern-

ment of Georgia" to "unlawful training in the use or mak-
ing of deadly weapons." •

But then in February, the DA dropped the indictment
against Moreland. Clayton County's good old boys in blue
were none too happy, let me assure you, and they got the

DA to re-indict Moreland in March. He's got a trial set

for April 1 6, and he's looking at possible prison time and
financial devastation. Why? Well, after all. he did print

stuff that was against the government, didn't he? If we let

people do that, why, we might have (gasp) anarchy! As
the cops of Clayton County apparently know, we better
nip that in the bud

Seriously, what's going on here? Nothing uncommon.
Maybe some teenage idealist's civil liberties are being
crushed like a slow-moving possum wandering across a
highway, but there's a good reason for it, we can be sure.

After all. the Centennial Olympic Park bombing had just

shown again that we are all threatened by scary people
who aren't happy about America.
When some big thing like this — or the World Trade

Center bombing, or the Oklahoma City Federal Building
bombing, or the TWA Flight 800 explosion —
happens, isn't it a good idea to start cracking
down and protecting ourselves from "terror-

ism?" So after each of these events, of course
we have to start hunting down and arresting
all the dissidents out there, all the people who

are resisting the rule of law and order in our lovely coun-
try.

When we have these witch hunts, we can't just go out
and get these people, because unfortunately we have that
dumb constitution giving them rights. I mean, we know
who they are, but we can never just shoot them or stick
them in jail and get it over with. We need to pass a few
new laws that make it illegal to exercise all of our rights.

After all. isn't it worth a little less freedom to be free of
threats to our freedom?
Making these laws — for instance the new powers to

search without warrants and confiscate property without
pressing charges that we gave our cops to help them fight
the "war on drugs" — also gives our wholly honest and
perfectly scrupulous "elected representatives" a way to look
like they're doing something important for us over there in
the capitol. Now we know they've got it all under control.

Hey. I'm realizing these atrocities are actually like par-
ties! Not only do we get to make new laws to bypass a lot

of those feisty rights, but we can also have our little witch
hunts and get rid of all the weirdos out there — like
Moreland. or Arabs in general, or the militia freaks.

And do you know what, all of you reading this out
there? I think you're starting to seem a little strange,
too...

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian columnist.
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FOUR PAGES OF

OFF-CAMPUS LIVING OPTIONS
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Setting the Standard for Apartment
Living r* r*

THE
BOULDERS

X Large 2 Bedroom Apartments
• New Appliances*
• New Counters / Cabinets*
• New Carpets I Tile*

* Selected Units

X State of the Art Exercise Facility

• Stairmaster • Lifecycle • Nautilus

I Free Heat & Hot Water

I Professionally Landscaped Grounds
I On Site Laundry Facility

I Free 5 College Bus Stop on Property

I Professional Maintenance Staff on Site

I Central Mailbox Facility

I Rent Starting At $695

Call About Our Specials*

(subject to availability)

UjJLJJJi-

Heat.

Water S
Electricity

& 3 Bedroom Garden
,e Units

so Townhouse Style for 2

EDROOM)
Convenient to Amherst, UMass &

Interstate 91

Scenic Hiking Trails on 28
Wooded Acres

lympic Size Pool
Tennis, Volleyball and Basketball
Free Public Transportation
24 Hour Maintenance

256-8534
From Amherst center take Rt. 116 south to East Hadley
Rd. The Boulders is located 1/4 of mile down on the left.

MON - FRI
- 8:30 - 5:30

1 SAT
10-2
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Alpine Commons
Phone:
256-0741

Type Of Complex:
Apartments

The Boulders
Phone:
256-8534

Type Of Complex:
Apartments

Price Range:
Starting At $695

Brandywine
Address:

16G Brandywine Dr. Amherst

Phone:
549-0600

Type Of Complex:
Apartments, 1 - 2 Bedroom

Cliffside

Apartments
Address:

248 Amherst Rd, Sunderland

Lincoln Real Estate
25 N. Pleasant Street

Z53 - 7879

Phone:
665-3958

Type Of Complex:
Apartment Community, 1 - 3
Bedrooms

Location:

5 Miles From UMass On Rt. 1 16

Price Range:
$540 - $850 / Month

When Available:

Currently Throughout The
Summer

Best Feature Of
Property:

All Utilities Included, On Bus

Route

Hampton
Gardens
Address:

73 Barret St, Northhampton

Phone:
586-1405

Type Of Complex:
Multi Family, 1 - 4 Bedrooms

Price Range:
Have Section 8 Subsidy List 8c

Mkt Rate

When Available:

By Application

Best Feature Of Property:

On Site Management

Harlow Properties
Address:

73 Main St, Amherst

Phone:
256-3442

Type Of Complex:
Apts, Condos, Houses

Locations:

Greater Amherst / Northhampton

Area

Price Range:
$S"S0- 1350 /Month

When Available:

June 1. 1997

Length Of Lease:

Oik Year

Kamins Real
Estate
Address:
55 South Pleasant St, Amherst

Phone:
253-2515

Type Of Complex:
Studios, I - 4 Bedroom Apts, &
Houses

Locations:

Amherst, Sunderland, Belchcrtown

Price Range:

$360 -$1,400

When Available:

ASAP

Length Of Lease:

All leases Expire Aliens! 31

Lincoln Real

Estate
Address:
2S N. Pleasant St, Amherst

Phone:
253-7879

Lord Jeffrey Apts
Address:

121 N. Mam Si. Isdchertown

Phone:
323-SS35

Type Of Property:

Ap.ii intents

Price Range:
30% OfIncome Or $499 - $56S

When Available:

3 To 6 Months

Length Of Lease:

One Ve.u

BOTHERS,«»* PIZZERIA

Conveniently Close to
Brandywine, Puffton,
Amherst Townhouses

& Hobart
Positions Availabi i

dt 7dffi

prices
f Buy Any^T !I

<t

S2f
or More

*1185 H
x $1 OFF Pleasant

dine in or * ,*»,««, «*,..« 'Streetdine tn or take-out

exp 5/15/97

OAF ESTATES

war
il wMinukffrwtiVluUif

Ptcnfe Are*, VoHc4b*H,

M*i»rtmj*K*

srrvsTODAVi

amwmw
Modern, four bedroonvtwo bath

-APARTMENTS-
Deluxe kitchens, baths, carpeting,

and sliding doors to private balconies

All Utilities Included
~ On Bus line -

Minutes to

BUS
STOP

lake out x _"L
VT7

. J

*"*l"» "Am&Vstffecial" >^M
C
° si i $2 OFF '

\ dine in or take-oul I

exp V/5/97 j^

OFF>

x Dinner
\ Entree '

\ i

549^6643

You are eligible for the best deal

in town for financial services!
Formerly the Student Creidt Union, the UMass Five

College Federal Credit Union allows any UMass student

to join and receive benefits like:

• No Fee checking

• Free ATM cards

• Low rates on computer loans

• Easy terms on car loans

• Free 24 hour audio teller service

• Stafford and PLUS student loans

• Just a short stroll from the bus stop

Football Stadium

Bus Stop

Rafter's I I

r-j
[]

UMass f

1—
' S o u t h iv c s I

Bus Stop

Amity Street

5| UMass live College
Federal Credit Union
iMimln Club

Scott's I

Victory Supermarket

Across the street from Rafter's in the Victory Market Shopping Via/a

UMass
Five College

Federal Credit Union
AMHERST WORCESTER DARTMOUTH

6 University Drive • Amherst • 5-49-7400

Across the street from Rafter's

Convenient Hours
Walk-up

Monday. Thursday. Friday

7:30 am - W0 am
3:30 pm - b:O0 pm

lobby

Mon-Thur 9:7,0 am - 3:30 pm
Friday 9:30 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday ^-.oo am - Noon

Best Feature Of Property:
Rural Setting

Mill Valley
Address:
'(20 Riverglaclc- Di. Amhc-isi

Phone:
253-7377

Type Of Complex:
Apartments

New Puffton
Village

Apartments
Address:

1040 N. I'lcasant St, Amherst

Phone:
549-0145

Type Of Complex:
Apartments

Second Hond - Vintage • All Styles, Makes & Models

USED and RECONDITIONED

BICYCLES
Buy-Sel lTradeConsign
Hampshire Bicycle Exchange (413) 586-4781

(EVERY SUNDAY] 9am-4.pm at

JacksOIl'S Mountain Farms Mall

Flea Market Route 9 Hqdley> j*

ne.m-Spm. 18th year 1 YEAR-ROUND « INDOORS]ope

CURRENTLYACCEPTING SPRING and SUMMER
CONSIGNMENTS of GOOD QUALITY BICYCLES

.Lord Jeffrey
Apart
Ilk.

Price Range:
Starting At $545 / Month
Includes Heat, Water

When Available:

June

Length Of Lease:

12 Months

Best Feature Of Property:

Proximity To Campus

Squires Village

Apts
Address:

279 Amherst Rd, Sunderland

Phone:
665-2203

Type Of Complex:
Apartments, 1 - 5 Bedrooms

Location:

5 Miles From Campus

Price Range:
$525 -$1,005

When Available:

June 1st And September 1st

Length Of Lease:

One Year (Sublets Allowed)

Best Feature Of Property:

Pool, Laundry Room, On Bus Rt

Sugarloaf
Estates
Address:

28 River Rd, Sunderland

Phone:
665-3856

Type Of Complex:
"Apartment Homes, " 2

Bedroom

Bekhertown

One & Two bedroom Apartments in

Lovely Rural; setting. NaT, Hot

Water, & Laundry Facilities

Included. Rent is

based on 30% on

your Income ir you

qualify. No Pets.

One Year Lease.

APARTMBUT GUDE

STAFF
Advertising Manager
Craig J. Brody

Special Issues Coordinator

Ryan Duques

Production & Cover Graphic

Marc Dionne

Advertising Production

David Voldan

Squire Village

Apartments

"A Country Setting With a
Convenient Location."

- Minutes to UMass -

Spacious Bedrooms • Air Conditioning
• On Bus Line • Inground Pool

• Laundry Facilities

279 Amherst Road • Route 116
Sunderland, MA 01375

b,i£

665-2203

Puffton Village
Your First Choice

l, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments

Newly renovated units

that include:

New appliances

New carpeting

New kitchen cabinets

& counter tops

Central air conditioners

Rents starting at $615 per month

featuring

or
Traditional units

that are:

Fully applianced

Freshly painted

Carpeted/Tiled Floors

Central Air Conditioned

Rents starting at $545 per month

All rents include Heat, Hot Water & Cooking Gas and use of an Olympic size pool,

5 tennis courts, basketball court, laundry rooms and on-site parking.

Now accepting rental applications for summer and fall. Call today 549-0145

Puffton Village Apartments • 1040 North Pleasant St., Amherst, Mass
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We have your
reasons for living

off-campus!
Come by and see our model
Monday - Friday 8 am - 4 pm

or
Saturday & Sunday 10 am - 4 pm

Spacious 1 and 2 Bedrooms -Beautiful Grounds • On the Bus

Line • Swimming Pool • Private Balconies • On-site Laundry
Facilities • Close to UMass • Heat, Hot Water, Gas Included •

Central Air Conditioning • Private Parking • Sorry, No Pets

Brandywine Apartments

549-0600
16G Brandywine Dr., Amherst, MA 01002

Now...The lifestyle you've been waiting for...

Luxury two and three bedroom apartment in Amherst
4 ///en itie s Inchide

.

• Central Location

• Mountain Views

• Private Entries!

Select Apartments

• On PVTA Bus route

• On site daycare center

• Play areas

• Victory Gardens

• Tennis & Basketball

Courts

• Laundry Room

253-7377

We Offer:

•Heat tt Mot Water

included in your rent

• Wall to Wall Carpet

• Washer Dryer

Hookups

• Air Conditioning

• Fully Applianeed

Kitchens dish Mashers,

disposals

• Intercom (Entry)

System

• Professional On Site

Management

• 24 Hour Maintenance

Equal Housing

Opportunity

420 Riverglade Drive, Amherst
Just off Rt. 9, Take West St. (Rt. 116s) to East Hadley Rd.

Take First Left onto Riverglade Drive.
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Black Affairs
Monday, April 7, 1997

Editor's Note.

This week's Black Affairs

,

dom fighter Kwame Ture (formerly Stokely Carmichael). We u,

Affairs desk understand the need to recognize the significance v,

like Kwame Ture and Out knowledge, insight and wisdom that can
gained by such importun{figures in Mack culture. We, as a black nation,
are at a point where the cries for revolution have been hushed by com-
placency and acceptance. It seems as if we've gotten so used to being
discriminated against that we find it meaningless to bother fighting. No
longer do we seem to possess the fire and drive it takes to moke real

change, as our parents and grandparents did before us. It is important
that we team to listen to the voices of those that were fighting racism
during the "50s, '60s and JOs, to that we may regain our insight ai

reasons as to why we need to continue that fight now. We cannot,
tinue to accept the bam* that at* thrown to us on the regular. We fight

ourselves for the small percentage of fobs and access to the 'ben
things" this country has to offer, rather than fight the system to get

more. Eventually, if we don't make the call for true revolution, we'll

choke on the very bones we cherish so much. Kwame Ture has been
rejecting scraps offreedom his entire life. On April 14th, in the Campus
Center Auditorium, h is the hope of myself and the entire Black Affairs

Desk, that everyone reading this wid take the time to hear Ture speak

and listen to the voice ofBlack Power.

— Humpltrey brown III.

Editor of the Black Affairs Page

The radical tragedy of a generation:

From Stokely Carmichael to Kwame Ture
— from Nonviolence to Pan Africanism

ism
;

\

'

Ight ,

me
get

!

The last tour freedom
fighter

By Gregory Cosimir

Collegian Staff

On April 14. militant black activist

and international spokesman Kwame
Ture will be a featured speaker in a

program at UMass.
Ture was diagnosed with cancer in

1996. for which he is currently being
treated, but his appearance at UMass
will be one of his final in America
before he returns back to Africa at

the end of the month.
Formerly known as Stokely

Carmichael. Kwame Ture is regarded
as one of the three most influential

Civil rights/black liberation leaders

of the 60s. along with Dr. King and
Malcolm X.

In 1965, as chairman of the
Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC). Carmichael
championed for the development of

independent political, economic and
cultural resources for the black com-
munity. This concept took on the

identity of the slogan "Black Power."
— • phrase that resonated through-

out Africa, the Caribbean, Europe
and America.

In 1967, Carmichael came to
Africa under the invitation of Dr.
Kwame Nkrumah. Pan-African theo-

retician and first president of the
newly independent Ghana After the

assassination of Dr. King in 1968.
Carmichael moved his base of opera-

tions to Guinea where he served as

the exiled President Nkrumah s polit-

ical secretary until the president's

death.

At the invitation of President
Ahmed Sekou Toure. he made his

home in Guinea. In tribute to his two
mentors, he changed his name to

Kwame Ture. and remained active in

Africa and the U.S. as the president

of the All African People's
Revolutionary Party, a Pan-Africanist

organization.

Prof. Esther Terry. Chair of the

WEB. Du Bois Department of
Afro-American Studies, expressed
what having a person of Ture's cal-

iber come to UMass meant.

"His life encompasses so much of

the contemporary political history of

the black world in our time. We in the

department thought there should be

some public recognition of that in the

Valley." Terry said.

This tribute will take place in the

Campus Center Auditorium. This pro-

gram is being sponsored by the W.E.B.

Du Bois Department of
Afro-American Studies and the

Distinguished Visitors Program, the

Campus Activities Office, the Black
Mass Communications Project and the

Black Student Union.

The panelists for the tribute will

include: fudy Richardson, the co-pro-

ducer of the prize-winning documen-
tary Malcolm X Make It Plain. Bill

Strickland, a faculty member of the

W.E.B. Du Bois Afro-American
Studies Department, the author of

Malcolm X Make It Plain, and a

member of the Board of the Rainbow
Coalition; and Ekwueme Michael
Thelwell. a student activist with Ture
at Howard, novelist, and former chair

of the W.E.B. Du Bois of
Afro-American Studies at UMass.

This event is free and open to the

public. For more information, call

545-2751 or stop by the W.E.B Du
Bois Department of Afro-American
Studies on the third floor of the New
Africa House building.

Affair* it Dead.

without dedicated writers to keep it alive.

The Stock Affairs Page

is looking for

creative, thought provoking writers

to represent on the page

If you've been meaning to get involved, this is your line

All members of the ALANA community with an interest are urged to con-

tact Humphrey brown III at 546-0977 or come down to the Collegian in

the Campus Center Basement.

This is your voice.

Take control.

Though at 55, still a relatively

young man, Kwame Ture's public

career, more so than any of his con-

temporaries, is epochal. That is, it

recapitulates with remarkable fidelity

the evolutionary twists and turns, tri-

umphs as well as disappointments, in

the political struggles of an entire

generation in the black world.

The very geography of his life

reflects the pattern of the Diaspora.

Born Stokely Carmichael in the
Caribbean, he attended high school

and began his political activism in

New York City in the '50s where, as

a teenager, he got his first lessons in

political organizing by helping Bayard
Rusin organize, "The Youth March
on Washington for Integrated
Schools."

He served his political apprentice-

ship in Mississippi and Alabama in

the nonviolent Civil Rights
Movement and. later, assumed a

national and international presence as

spokesman for black power/black lib-

eration. Now, as Kwame Ture, he
divides his time between Africa and
America as a proponent of
Pan-African unity. Whatever else, the

brother has stayed the course. And
what a remarkable course it has
been!

Even in a generation assuming it

could change the world, his career
was precocious. The mentors of his

youth were Bayard Rustin and Martin
Luther King, radical pacifists and
later Malcolm X. the very avatar of

black independence.

The 10th grader organizing his

peers to March on Washington
became the college sophomore doing

60 days on a Mississippi prison farm
for Freedom Riding, the crime of -it

ting on a bus next to a white friend

As a full-time organizer for black

voting rights, he would be arrested

21 more times, because he never
could, "take low." bile his tongue or

shut up as required of blacks in the

peculiar etiquette of southern racism

By 1965. he had helped Organize

for the March on Washington, ihe

Mississippi Freedom Summer, the

Mississippi Freedom Democratic
Party's (MFDP) challenge to the
Democratic National Convention in

Atlantic City. He had come through
terrorism, beatings, shootings, bomb-
ings and witnessed the murders of
Medgar Evers. Schwemer. Chaney.
Goodman, other friends and later the

murder of his friend and neighbor.

Malcolm X.

Not yet 25. he had began to doubt
the effectiveness of nonviolence and
the possibility of integration as a

viable solution for the problem- pi

the black community as a whole Hi-

ringing call for Black Power, there-

fore, reflected the logic and experi-

ence of the struggles he had been a

part of and which had formed him li

was also a hard examination of the

concrete realities not really addressed

by the term "integration." It was the

cry of a generation, heard around the

world

He. for example, predicted and
warned of a coming urban decay
because:

Our goal cannot be to escape the

black community, but to transform
and empower it Net to transcend"

black consciousness, but to embrace
and be strengthened by it. Sot to

reject black culture, but to explore

and develop it

— Black Am er

Ekwueme

Michael

Thelwell

Then there was Vietnam, that

sorry, foolish, callous sacrificing of a

generation. The children of the black,

the Latino and the poor were being

drafted disproportionately and sent

home, sometimes in body bags or

sometimes traumatized, drug addict-

ed and broken in spirit.

"Hell, no." he dissent-

ed. "We won't go."

Drafted. like

Mohammed AM. he
refused induction. In

this case, the army
blinked. Their team of
psychologists found it convenient to

declare him "emotionally unbal-
anced." and "unfit for military ser-

vice ." It is believed that they thought

it best not to provoke the nation's

black youth by jailing their

spokesman

I. Edgar Hoover and his FBI saw it

differently, however. This young
black man of 25 was a "dangerous"

Nmq, "a threat to national security."

to be "neutralized, eliminated or oth-

tnrtoa discredited." They began by
placing him under 24- hour surveil-

lance. Your tax dollars at work.

Still, he wouldn't shut up.

The day, in 1968. when his friend

and ally. Martin, was murdered was a

turning point of sorts. I spoke with

him that day on the phone from
Washington. The brother was more
angry than I can ever remember hear-

ing him
"They did it. man If they can kill

Martin, goddamn Look. I can't talk

now. I'm going into the communitv
"To do what?" I asked.

"Organize."

That night. I saw him on television

calling for rebellion. Washington's
inner city erupted in flames. The gov-

ernment took off the gloves. It got

real dangerous after that.

I have since seen FBI papers which
boast of planting rumors around the

world, thai he was a CIA agent, hop-

ing to get him killed One FBI report

brags gleefully of midnight phone
calls to his mother's house, warning
her of non -existent teams of assassins

allegedly dispatched to kill her son.

Three days later, the letter gloated,

"he and his wife were en route to

Africa." The FBI took credit. Bui.

that was a mistake too.

Because, still, he wouldn't shut up.

The most fearsome and dreaded of

U.S. government agen-

cies would be mobi-
lized to the attack after

Carmichael married
Miriam Makaba. the

scintillating, politically

conscious. South
African singer. An

extraordinary artiste, whose powerful

renditions of traditional Xhosa songs

had won her international celebrity*.'

Makaba was in political exile from
her native land. Soon her young hus-

band would also be exiled from his

adopted country and banned from his

native land and she unable to work in

this country. The dreaded agency
was. of course, the Internal Revenue
Service, whose continuous and unre-

lenting harassment made it impossi-

ble for the singer to perform profes-

sionally in this country. Another rea-

son lo leave.

But still he would not shut up.

For now there were independent
black countries in Africa that could

offer at least some security. Kwame
Nkrumah and Sekou Toure. lowering

figures in the struggle for African inde-

pendence, adopted him. He became
political secretary to Nkrumah. and at

least for the moment, beyond the reach

of the arrogance of U.S. power.

It would be amusing to read the

official report of the diplomat
assigned to collect the brother's pass-

port and, who finding him in the

presence of three African body
guards, was unable to do anything
but sputter when he refused to sur-

render the document.

"May I remind you. Mr.
Carmichael, that is a document of the

United States government?"
"If that is true, sir, why don't you

take it

"

Tangible, if limited, black power?
In any event, Stokely Carmichael. for

mer nonviolent integration activist.

reincarnated as Kwame Ture.
Pan-Africanist

It would, however, be a mistake to

underestimate the reach and resolve of

U.S. power. For equally suddenk. it

we believe the slate department, this

unrepentant, outspoken young black

man becomes the major international

danger, threatening the internal securi-

ty of 26 of America's client states

around the world. Britain. France, even

Trinidad, the country of his birth, pro-

nounced him persona non grata

Countries he had neither intention nor

interest in visiting announced that he
would be denied the enirv he had
neVt rcqTgerWT
AhofMr 'mistake.

L

For there were countries only too

glad to welcome his militant presence

and what he had to say. And still, he

would not shut up, surfacing in

places like Cuba. China. Algeria and
North Vietnam, who not only invited

him. but offered- him a platform from
which to speak.

And the things he had to say in

those countries about capitalist

exploitation. American racism and the

arrogance of their foreign policy did

not exactly endear him in Washington.

Especially to those agencies that had
hounded him out of the country in the

first place.

There is. of course, much more that

could be said, but we are out of space

for now. Those were, indeed, extraor-

dinary times, troubled and troubling

times. Much has happened, but the

brother has stayed the course he has

set for himself. Whatever one might
think or say about that course, his love

for. commitment to. and pride in his

people has never been questioned, nor

derailed. Nor, has his courage, tst his

audacious, unrepentant fighting spirit

ever been seen to flag or waver. This is

good, for he will be needing them all

now. more than ever... his courage
and his people.

Michael Thelwell is a professor in

the W.E.B. Du Bois Department of
Afro-American Studies

Ture's aunt not surprised by activism

Kwame Ture speaks at an African Liberation Day celebration by the All African People's Revolutionary Party

By Kafhy Ann Waterman
Trinidad Sunday Express

In the 1960s, Stokely Carmichael
was jailed 21 times in the American
South, during the struggle for black

voting rights

All this came as no surprise to his

aunt Elaine Letren of Trinidad. In

fact, to the old lady who had taken

care of the boy after his parents had
left for New York, both the voting

and the tailings seemed quite appro-

priate and even inevitable. Ms. Letren

tells the story of the first election

with universal adult suffrage in

Trinidad, when Stokely was seven. It

explains why she wasn't surprised.

The first present his mother sent

back home from New York was a

beautiful, grown up blue suit with

long pants and wide lapels. When he

dressed up for church in the suit,

with a bow tie and handkerchief in

the breast pocket, people called him
the "Little Man."

In 1948. Trinidad's first general

elections were held, Ms. Letren
recalls. One of the candidates was
Uriah R.A.B. Butler, a militant labor

organizer who had organized general

strikes for independence and been

jailed by the British for sedition

against the crown. "RAB" Butler,

now one of Trinidad's national
heroes, was released from jail to con-

test the elections.

Long before that day came, the

young Stokely had been nagging his

aunt Elaine to cast her ballot. She
kept telling him that, she did not want
"to get involved in politics."

"But Tante Elaine." the boy cried.

"Didn't Mr. Butler go to jail for us?"

She told him yes.

"Then I want you to vote for Mr.
Butler, Tante. If he could go to jail

for us, then we must support him so

he could do even more."

The aunt was still not convinced.

But the polling station was only
two streets over from the house in

which the boy lived with his grand-

mother, three aunts and two sisters.

On election day, the young Stokely

attired himself in his "Little Man"
suit and presented himself to the vot-

ing table.

"I come to vote for Mr. Butler," he
informed the returning officer.

"I'm sorry, little man, you have to

be 21," the officer replied. Upon
which, the boy ran home in tears to

complain. "Oh Tante Elaine. 1 4 more
years is too long."

He wheedled, cajoled, wept and

refused to be comforted until his aunt

got dressed and went down to vote in

order to escape from her nephew
with the hooded, brooding eyes and
political concerns that seemed entire-

ly too heavy for a boy of seven.

One hopes that after all that. Tante

Elaine voted for the radical national-

ist who had been jailed for his coun-

tries freedom, but she wouldn't say.

"But the boy Stokely was always
different." she recalled. "He used to

hide food in a butter can to take to

school to give to a classmate who ate

only dried crackers for lunch."

Another time, she said, a friend of

his grandmother's scolded him for

keeping company with some bare-

foot, ragged, scruffy looking boys.

According to Tante Elaine, her
nephew told the woman:

"Ms. Annie, in Sunday school we
sing that lesus loves all the children

of the world. You don't love them
just because they're poor and haven't

got? I'm sorry Ms. Annie, I can't lis-

ten to you. I got to listen to the
Bible

"

"The family wanted him to be a

doctor," Ms. Letren said. "But you
can see how he was. even from when
he was small small..." the aunt
smiled proudly
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Monkees reissue

program designed

to earn respect
By John riandricluon
Collegian Staff

Everybody knows the Monkees.
Nobody likes the Monkees. Why?
Since their inception over 30 years

ago, the made-tor-TV quartet has
had a serious public relations prob-

lem. A series of high-profile public

embarrassments, ranging from alle-

gations that they couldn t play their

own instruments back in the '60s
right up through their half- baked,
nostalgia-laced reunion tours of the

last decade, have obscured the
importance of the band's importance
in rock history. Hell, even Monkees
fans are the musical equivalent of

Trekkies. However, Rhino Records is

trying, for once and for all, to set the

record straight regarding the
Monkees' legacy and to secure their

rightful status high in the pantheon
ofrock history.

The "concept" of the Monkees was
based on tne
Beatles' antics —

—

in 1964's A
Hard Day's
Sight — four
untamed, wise-
ass kids with
charisma and
attitude to

spare. Open
auditions were
held in

Hollywood the
following year:

of the 400+ applicants.
Dolenz. Mike Nesmith
and Peter Tork

"The Monkees actual-

ly could play; they were
a more than capable
garage band and would
have fit in perfectly

with the punk move-
ment ten years later.

Micky
Davy (ones

were cast as the
Prc-fab Four. In September of '6b.

The Monkees debuted on NBC,
'Luol Train Tu C'mrks » illc' was
released, and the question of
whether they were a television show
or a rock band was first asked.

The verdict may still be out on
that one. but if the Monkees are to

be judged strictly on the merits of

the show, they can only emerge as

winners. The Emmy-winning pro-

gram ran from 1966-68 and, in addi-

tion to offering slapstick comedy,
subtle drug humor and sly social and
political commentary, it also created

something now known as the music
video Rhino is currently in the
process of releasing all of the
episodes on videotape, and cable
channel VH-1 will oe airing the

enure scries beginning in lune.

However, most of the negative
atlention clouding the Monkees'
legacy focuses around their music, as

opposed to the TV show. And it's

high time this matter is cleared up.

The Monke-.-s' first two albums. Tne
Monkees and More Of The Monkees
held the number one position on the

Billboard album chart from October
'66 through May '67 — every con-

secutive week — and More was
knocked off by Headquarters, their

third LP (in '67, the Monkees out-

sold the Beatles and the Stones com-

bined). But the issue here isn't

record sales, it's who's actually on
the records themselves. And it ain't

the Monkees. Due to their hectic

shooting schedule and Micky
Dolenz's slightly dodgy grasp of the

drumsticks, the band was only
allowed to contribute vocals to their

first two albums (although Nesmith
was granted production duties on the

songs he wrote). However, with ace

session musicians laying down the

tracks and such top pop songwriters

as Neil Diamond, Boyce and Hart,

and Coffin and King penning the

tunes, music supervisor Don
Kirshner had found a formula which
sold millions of records and made
even more millions of dollars. And
then the Monkees rebelled.

In what TV Guide called the
"Great ReVolt of '67," a frustrated

Nesmith (displaying astounding
integrity) called a press conference

announcing that the Monkees
weren't allowed to play on their own

records; he then
threatened to quit

unless they were
given complete
musical control.

And it worked.
The Monkees'
next two albums.
Headquarters and
Pisces. Aquarius.
Capricorn. A
/ones. LTD.
(both released in

'67). featured band members on
most of the instruments and were
appealing collections of rock, folk

and psychedelia (as with the rest of

their catalogue. Rhino has reissued

both albums with extensive liner

notes and loads of bonus tracks).

Although these albums represented
their creative peak, sales began to

slip dramatically. One needs only to

listen to Live 7967 (their opening act

that tour was the |imi Hendrix
Experience) for proof that the
Monkees actually could play; they
were a more than capable garage
band and would have lit in perfectly

with the punk movement ten years

later.

However, by 1968 the Monkees'
fortunes began to slip — the show
got cancelled, the records weren't
selling, and they couldn't shake the

"manufactured stigma. Frustrated
and bitter, they decided to make a

movie. The result was I968's Head.
Directed by series creator (and noted
filmmaker) Bob Rafclson and written

by the band and lack Nicholson, the

Monkees attacked the pop culture of

the day. the Hollywood machine.
Vietnam, and. most of all. them-
selves. Spoofing their television
theme song, they declared. "Hey hey

we are the Monkees / you know we
love to please / a manufactured
image / with no philosophies." Pretty

heavy when compared to. "And then

I saw her face / now I'm a believer."

Ramming the point home, the film

Local artists shown on campus

By Julio Casson
Covsgion Starr

The University of Massachusetts
Fine Arts Center is home to abundant
opportunities, talent and diversity, all

ot which arc apparent at the various

galleries found on campus
• Women Artists/Massachusetts

Educators is the title of the exhibit

showing at Hampden Gallery. It fca

lures Liza Folman. an associate pro-

fessor of an at the Art Institute of
Boston and Rosannc Retz. an associ-

ate professor of art here at UMass.
Retz says that "through my art-

works, I am responding to what I find

beautiful in nature." This thought is

t ident in the intricate designs of her

woodcuts. Dense forests with minute
details seem to be her trademark
work.

• I iza Folman is "interested in the

fragility of the moment." Folman is

showing her work entitled Time
Pieces which depict the aspects and
cfleciN of time. Her setting for these

prints was an empty lot in a small
town. Her work is reminiscent of
photographs and is extremely realis-

tic.

• Imagination takes over when
viewing the work of world-
renowned artist Papo Colo, who has

displayed his work at the Herter
Gallery for the past month. His paint-

ings have an abstract and flowing

quality about them and his exhibit

contained paintings with great feel-

in
fc
Papo Colo and kanette Ingberman

are co-founders of Exit Art: First

World, which is located in New York
City and exhibits work of young
arliMs

This April marks the 50th
anniversary of iackie Robinson break-
ing the color barrier in major league

baseball. African-Americans were
banned from the major leagues in

1 887 and many proceeded to play on
segregated teams. In honor of the
anniversary, the Augusta Savage
Gallery, located in the New Africa
House, is presenting an exhibition
entitled Bases Loaded: A Tribute to

Negro Baseball Leagues.

The various artists portray many
aspects of this piece of history
through paintings, sketches, sculp-
tures, ana collages. The assortment of
eight artists include UMass professors

Michael Coblyn and Dorrance Hill,

and locals Lorna Ritz and Greg
Stone. Also featured are Tomie Aral,

Frank Diaz Escalet, Grace Williams
and LaVon Van Williams. )r

• The talents of young artists of
UMass-Darimouth can be viewed at

Wheeler Gallery. The exhibit is at this

campus via an exchange program
between Amherst and Dartmouth.
The vast array of talent is evident
through the many different styles and
techniques of art.

coumiruZA HUMAN

Acclaimed artist Liza Folman's Time Pieces, a collection of prints, is on
display at the Hampden Gallery in Southwest now through April 1 7th.

continued from page 10

"It was obviously a timeout call in
double-overtime.*

While the late-game call would stand
as questionable in its own right, what
made the call down right controversial
was Cullen's involvement.

For three years as an undergrad,
Cullen wore the Blue and White of a
Duke uniform. A three-time
Ail-American who still holds three
records at his alma mater, Cullen's con-
nection to Duke nins deep. In addition

to being a player, he also coached the

Blue Devils for eight years.

It is not unheard of to have a
school's graduate back on his home
field in the stripes of a referee's uni-

form. The Minutemen themselves have
had an alum call games on Richard F.

Garber field, so Cullen has to be given

a minuscule benefit of the doubt.
However, when controversy erupts and
bias seems apparent, something is

wrong.

Casey Kane is a Collegian colum-
nist.

By Jim Cour
Associated Prtss

SEATTLE — The loss was almost
irrelevant to the Seattle Mariners.

What mattered most was that
Randy Johnson pitched — and
pitched well.

Boston rookie Nomar
Garciaparra's three-run homer in

the ninth inning off Norm Charlton
rallied the Red Sox to an 8-6 victo-

ry Saturday night over the
Mariners.

"I'm back now, but I still have to

continue to take small steps before I

can get out there and do the things

I used to do," Johnson said after

making his first start since last May.

"But this was a step in the right

direction and I'm pretty pleased

with tonight."

Garciaparra's first homer of the

season spoiled a night when 57,1 10

welcomed Johnson's return to the

Kingdome mound and saw Ken
Griffey Jr. hit his fourth homer this

season.

continued from page 10

Braunstein followed Clark's lead with a

two-run dinger to right, giving the

Minutemen a 5-2 lead after three.

After Dayton catcher Jason
Seigfried's solo homer in the fourth

made it a 5-3 game, the Massachusetts

bats exploded, putting away the Flyers.

UMass first baseman David Giglio
reached on an error to start the bottom
of the fourth, and Gome followed with

an infield single. After a sacrifice and a

flyout from A-10 preseason Player of

the Year Muchie Dagfiere, Otto walked
Braunstein to load the bases with two

I sT<§1 TMKV k% Z4 atf m 13 T4

The band everybody loves to hate. The Monkees, is back with an extensive reissue program covering their entire catalogue. L-R: Peter Tork, Micky

Dolenz, Davy |ones, and Mike Nesmith

ends with the band committing sui-

cide. The critics didn't understand
it. and thus hated it. The general
public never had a chance to sec it.

as it only played in one New York
theater for three days. Rhino has
recently rereleased Head on video-

tape: almost thirty years later, it

still stands as a scathing indictment
of Hollywood's warped morality
and a testament to the social and
political climate of the late '60s.

The Monkees decided to end
their last year atV a quartet with a
i itriolTc- paVg/~v> hich ended up
being a whimper. Determined to

bring their discontent to a large
audience (something the failure of

Head couldn't accomplish), in

December of 1968. they filmed a

TV special. 33 J/3 Revolutions Per

Monkee. Loosely based on
Darwin's theory of evolution
(humans from monkeys — get it?).

33 //3 detailed their artificial ori-

gins and their inability to cast that

albatross. Featuring lerry Lee
Lewis. Little Richard, and Fats
Domino, the show was even more
overwhelmingly cynical than Head

NBC. detecting this, ran the special

up against the 1969 Academy
Awards, effectively rendering it

DOA. Rhino's recent release on
videotape marks the first time the

show has been available since its

original broadcast.

After the filming of 35 //3. Peter

Tork quit the band, and the
Monkees continued on as a trio.

Their last two albums with Tork.
though, rank with Headquarters
and Pisces as their best. Tne Birds.

The Bees, and The Monkees and
the Head soundtrack find the indi-

vidual band members pursuing
their own musical paths; from
Nesmith's country-rock to Tork's
Eastern mysticism, the Monkees
were creatively peaking.

Their next two albums. Instant
Replay and Present, were essential-

ly solo ventures for the three
remaining Monkees. Although both
are patchy, lones' "You And I"

(with Neil Young on guitar) high-

lights Replay and Nesmith's anthem
'Listen To The Band* is arguably
the Monkees' finest hour (Present).

However, the records were ignored

and in early 1970 Nesmith jumped
ship. The remaining two members
released a truly terrible album.
Changes, and vanished. The
Monkees were dead.
And then MTV (created by

Nesmith. incidentally) began rerun-

ning the show in 1986 to high rat-

ings. Reunion tours followed (minus
Nesmith. now a successful filmmak-

er and solo artist), and Rhino mined
the vaults with the release of the

excellent Live /967. the four-disc

Listen To The Band boxed set. a
definitive Grrutrs-t Hits package,
and the rarities and unreleased
tracks compilations Missing Links
Vols. 1-1. To commemorate the
band's 30th anniversary, the band
fully reunited to record the surpris-

ingly rocking lustus album (Rhino),

an ABC television special which
aired in February, and a highly suc-

cessful European tour last month
(look for some U.S. dates, with
Nesmith. this summer). Rhino also

produced an hour-lone documen-
tary. Hey. Hey. We're The Monkees
for the Disney Channel and pub-
lished a companion coffee-table

book of photographs and anecdotes.

Expect an expanded video of (he

Hey. Hey special to hit stores later

this year.

Back in the day. the Monkees
counted such musical and social

icons as Timothy Leary. Frank
Zappa and. yes. the Beatles amongst
their fans and supporters. Three
giants of the '60s cultural landscape
managed to get over the "hipness"

factor and appreciate the Monkees.
for what they were (and still are) —
a damn good pop-rock band and a,

unique and talented comedy group.)
Shouldn't you? Thirty years down
the line, the music, the television

show, and even Head have aged sur-

prisingly well, appearing much less

dated than some of the works of

their contemporaries (when was the

last time you've been able to listen

to any Doors album with a straight

face?). Any fans of rock history,

pop culture, or '60s rock are
advised to seriously give them a

chance and check out some of the

Monkees recorded legacy. Thirty
years of disrespect has been long
enough.

The biggest threat to
depression is your
awareness of it.
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A capella group Six Minutes performed pop hits to an enthusiastic audi-

ence at Benzanson Recital Hall Friday night.

DEPRESSION
http://www save org

TAKE ACTION!

Help promote responsible

representation of body SiZe and

shape in the media!

Stop by our Campus Center table on

April 7, 8, 9, and 11 to find out more.

Sponsored by: s College Eating Disorders Committee,
and the UHS Womens Health Project

Do wc Know how to spoil you?

Worker-owned Collect iVCCopiCS

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Frieids aid Families

Thursday, April 10, 1997
Room 917

6:30 - 8 p.m. - Murray Lincoln Campus Center, UMass

I think my roommate has an eating disorder.

How can I be sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help.

How can I convince her to see a professional?

Who should I suggest.. Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia.

She says it's under control, but I don't think it is.

I'm really afraid... What can I do to help?

If you are concerned about someone who you know or suspect is struggling

with an eating disorder, come to this informal workshop to explore how you
can help and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call University Health Service!)

Health Education at 577-5181 or General Medicine 2 at 577-5233

GRADUATION

Sunfiire Some Other Car

$400 Bucks of Incentive*

Hot Looks

Great Performance
Drives Like a Shoebox
Looks Like a Shoebox

Land Big Job Interview After Interview

Raises Working Two Jobs

Summer Home Living Back With Parents

Nobel Prizes

wr Excitement m- Rapture wr Bliss Boring w Dullsville mr Miss

PONTIAC* SUNFIRE'
DRIVING EXCmSAABMT FOR AROUND flBSOCT

Call l-800-SUNFIRE

01997 GM Carp Al nghh imrvad Afcwjyt wvor >of*ty Mi. Mn wrih o* bop
*$•• vow porticipoHng Pontine d»aW lor data* on ft* 1400 Colag* Groduol* purchow incanHv* GM imtvh *» right to cKonoe or wrfhdraw #>i» onW

•Jl 3,514 MSRP including dwld prap and oWinolion chorg* lax, Iiokim ond o*wr optional aquipmw* m*o Prieaj highw in CA, MA ond NY Pric« a» ol 9/ 1 /96, KjbfKtto

outs. Clark then blasted a grand slam

over the rightcenterficld fence, a 410
foot bomb that gave UMass a 9-3 lead.

"It was just one of those days," Clark

said. "Everything was going for me. I

had some timely hits."

UMass pitcher Adam Robinson
pitched one inning in relief of Bennett,

letting up two runs on one hit, but

struck out Schwade to end the game.

Dayton 4, Massachusetts

It would have been great if the

Minutemen took half of its runs from

the first game and put them towards

the second, but that just doesn't hap-

pen in real life. The exploding rockets

that controlled UMass' bats from the

first half of the doubleheader turned

into duds, while Dayton managed to

squeeze out four runs — more than

enough to win the game, 4-0.

"We just hurt ourselves," Stone said.

"We didn't compete at the plate, like

we should."

Bill Cooke now drops to 2-2 after

surrendering four runs (three earned)

on five hits, with only one walk.

After four and a third, Ryan
Cameron came in to finish off the game
on the mound for UMass. He allowed

no runs and no hits in the two and
two- thirds innings he pitched, while

striking out three Flyers.

"Cameron threw very well," Stone

said.

Combined, the two hurlers for the

Minutemen did the job, but it just

wasn't enough as the line-up gave

them no run support.

"We just couldn't get on board,"

Clark said. "We didn't make things

happen." Clark who had four hits over

the two games was picked off by pitch-

er |ay Toth at second base in the fourth

inning after getting a hit and then steal-

ing his way to the second bag.

h was things like this that made the

game more painful. The Minutemen
have great skill at the plate, from top to

bottom, but they couldn't get on a grip

on Toth's sidearm delivery.

The lack of competition at the plate

in the second game gave Stone some-
thing to be concerned about — the

team batted .230 in the second game,

compared to hitting .538 in the first.

Every conference series is important,

no matter what team it is. Winning
tomorrow's game is a must for the

Minutemen.

"[We've] got to win every series in

order to have a chance in the A-10
tournament. ' Stone said

The Minutemen host the rubber
game against Dayton tomorrow at

noon on the Earl E. Lordcn Field.

lacrosse
conttnueO from page 10

left off in the first, applying offensive

pressure quickly and capitalizing on then-

opportunities. Mike DdrVnao scared an
a low shot from 20 yards out in front of

Karnser.

Duke retaliated once again, this time

Fay returning Diggs' favor by assisting

the sophomore on the high shot from the

top of the box. UMass
|

turn and regained a one goal lead i

tesy of pm Kennedy.

Two minutes later, it appeared that

the Blue Devils would have the opportu-

nity to even the score. UMass sopho-

more Eric Silbercassa was awarded a one
minute slashing penalty for making a

successful, though illegal, last ditch

attempt to curtail a Duke scoring bid.

The Blue Devils fired off four shuts dur-

!
extra man opportunity.

Grande added a fifth goal for

Massachusetts, which took the two goal

lead on an assist from Glass with 1 7 sec-

onds to play in the half. The score went

unchanged for almost 10 minutes, until

freshman (ason Fines scooped an under-

handed pass to Kinnser

Duke countered with Adam Dretler

notching his team's fourth goal.

DdPeroo tallied has second for UMaas at

1:31 of the third, and it appeared that

the Minutemen might pull away.

Entering the fourth frame, the score

stood at 7-4.

In the fourth quarter a series of penal-

ties and turnovers triggered a quick ero-

sion of the UMass lead, and at the end of

regulation, the Minutemen were back to

ground zero, yet couldn't pull it out in

thetwoOTs.
UMaas will hope to rebound at home

from the loss, as they host New
: on Tues. at Garber Field

AFRAID OF OVER STUDYING?? TAKE A BREAK! WATCH HARD ROCK UVE PRESENTED BY PONTIAC SUNFIRE SUNDAY 8 P.M. AND 1 A.M.,

MONDAY 8 P.M., SATURDAY 5 P.M. ALL TIMES EST/PST. ONLY ON VH 1 . www.hardrocklive.msn.com

gymnastics
continued from page 10

The Minutewomen finished the

competition with their strongest

event, the vault. There was hardly a

brighter moment at the meet for

UMass than when Rokia Madore. in

the lead off position, nailed her fault

for a 9.70.

"Rokia has been training great,

she's worked so hard. Here's a kid

who is the epitome of this team. She

goes and scores a 9.70 for us and it's

a counting score." Kuzara said. "It

may have been the best performance

of our vaulting line- up. other than

Lianne's vault. Now what do you say

about that? You say just unbelievable

things."

LeBeau, Swam and Mosby all had

strong vaults as well. Colucci ended

her evening with a 9.725. Vaulting

was finished off by Laing who earned

a 9.85.

"Everybody down the line did an
incredible vaults and this team did

exactly what you'd want a team to do
— perform," Kuzara said. "And I'm

very pleased with them."
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Tryief la aait saekia| or chawing

tobacco? Need help? Suppoit Group

meets every Wednesday from 78pm in

Campus Center Room 801 Free Call 577-

5181 lor more into or jusl drop by

I Sen. STD's, Alcohol.

Drugs. Eating Disorders Stress HIV/AIDS

or Smoking? Call Peer Hearth Connections

at 577-5168 tor answers to your ques

tions Completely Confidential

APARTMENT FOR
RENT

if Pentiec Grand Prix $900 in new

pans $2000 or B/O 587-0328

EMPLOYMENT

LAST CHANCE
Leeal Asaialarrta Wauled April 18th is

the last day to apply to the Student Legal

Services Office about Fall 1997

Internships! Gel hands-on experience in

the legal field Woik directly with attor-

neys and clients Earn up to 15 undergrad-

uate credits No experience in the legal

profession inquired— training is provid-

ed Contact Student Legal Services today

545-1995 922 Campus Center

! 5 mm walk

to campus One bedroom Begin 6/1

$630/month 256-6441

Taka ever ear kaaaa or will sublet start-

ing June 1st 2 bedroom in Brandywine

Rent includes heat and hot water Call

5490530

AUTO FOR SALE
1*U Hyundai Eleatra excellent condi-

tion, auto. A/C stereo 49K miles $3500

Hyon 256-1285

Be 61 5 speed fully

equipped with sunroof. PS. air. new
stereo. Thule rack full records Kept

garaged in winter Excellent condition

Must see 90* miles $3500 or B/0 549

4995

Perckeuag a need carT Having your

car repaired? Do you know your rights?

Contact the Student Legal Services Office.

922 Campus Center 545-1995

I mce. runs $600 584 4807

» Cattaea Cere low miles. PS PW. PI.

AC. AM/FM cassette, cruise $3795 549-

1215

I Work on

the beach Positions available now Start

date around May 20th Short order cooks

Aerobics Instructor For immediate consid-

eration call 15081325 6347 Housing a

possibility.

We aeed twe peeele lo work in

Southern Vermont Country Inn Do dishes

and rooms wait tables food prep, etc

Room and board plus salary tips Call

180218744140

PAINTERS- Full time summer. EXPERI-

ENCE PREFERRED, vehicle. $6 50

$900/hr heavy lifting required 900-5 00

ONLY 247-9480

Vereseat Adveaterel Farm and

Wilderness is now hiring summer staff

We need people who want to piov.de

positive guidance and support to adoies

cents coming of age in the 90 s

Counselors nurses cooks, general staff

Organic fanning, backpacking rock climb-

ing waterfront carpentry, crafts

Challenging wilderness environment in

the Green Mountains of Vermont Contact

Philip Tobin 18021422 3761 or

tandwCsover net Ihttp //www tandw orgl

Need e aaaHaar job? Know the web'
Sell MCI Internet Websites to anyone

whenever you want to work Low cost,

nice income tor you Call 18001372 7683 or

e-mail tor more information

dlengenflaoUom

Eara great weeey and valuable

Sales/Marketing experience Memolmk s

Memoboards are coming to UMass 1 We
need one highly motivated individual lo

direct our sales proiect Contact David at

I800663-6654

Pert Time Seles Reps Wanted "Lead

the way into the 21 si Century
-

with oui

copyright "Slogan" sweatshirt Be your

own boss and earn extra money fast

Send tor details at The 21st Century

Group 332 Bleecker St D40 NYC NY

10014

Crane aad Land Tear t mployment work

in exotic locations Meet tun people and

get paid 1 For industry information, call

Cruise Employment Services 18001276

4948 est C5O017 |We are a Research

and Publishing Co.)

FOR RENT

Uptown etadie aeartweet for rent

available lasi week of May $440 pei

month Call Oan 256-5473

2 kidn eai BieadywrM Apt Available

from June 1 Sept 1 Sublet or take over

our lease Hot water and heat/AC includ-

ed $750 a month Call 549-7504 On bus

route

Minutes to Amherst Great specials' Now

leasing Spring and Fall Call 665-3856

fteeai far Real Private home $335 1 util-

ities Kitchen privileges.

Kosher/Vegelanan preferred laundry,

parking, furnished Available May 1 549-

4853

] kedreera ceadoe Hoban Lane Gas.

heat, hardwood floors, heated basement

Now showing for June and September

Lease $1300 253 7879

Amherst Ceater 1 2 and 3 bedroom

apartments Gas. heal, hardwood floors

We are now showing for June and

September leases Lincoln Real Estate

253-7879

Bay wholesale, ael rateil. The last

phone card you will ever own MCI Pre

paid only $2 00 for 10 minutes This card

is rechargeable Mail $200 and SASE to

Collegiate Communications. P Box 785

Attleboro. MA 02703 18001372 7683

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Michael: I hope you have a wonderful

22nd fcrthday Cheers to days in Burma

SERVICES
Legel Questions? The Student Legal

Services Office offers free legal assis

tance to fee paying students Contact us

at 922 Campus Center. 545-1995

Ciao.

3 kedreeas haStaa June 1 Rant $825

Call 549-3913

Segarleef Estate* Ultra modern two

bedroom apartments Free heat/hot

water New kitchens baths, carpeting

washers/dryers and more 1 On bus line

I to share home in New
Salem Separate in-law apartment with

kitchen living room, private bath, small

bedroom furnished No pets No smoking

$475/month All included 1508)544-8427

4 aedmeas aaerwaeat 2 bath. 2 large Irv-

ing rooms Located on bus route in South

Amherst Call 256- 1 561

Cape Cad gioup & summer rentals

Waterfront houses Falmouth area

I5O8M77-6OO0

FOR SALE

I Tria USAk Ticket. Anywhere in

the Continental US Expires 6-14-97

Asking $300 Call Jess 54fr5268

Laptop Netekaek $99 VGA Color

Monitor $75. Hard Drive $10 Software

$5 386 Motherboard $25 Call Steve 566

3324 est 2

your damn

INSTRUCTION

GRE/GMAT
30 hours. $395

American Academy

1-800-808-Piep

(plena leave your name and number I

MISCELLANEOUS

Have yea ever aeaedeeed a pet' Do

you have an animal you won t be able to

care for over the summer? Looking tor

people lo talk to tor research project

Anonymous Confidential Please call

Carolyn 586-0161

I Questions about your

lease/security deposit deductions?

Questions about subletting/assigning

leases? Questions about the condition of

your new house or apartment? Contact

the Student Legal Services Office. 922

Campus Center, 545-1995

Piercings by the Bearded Lady 222

State St Northampton 586-0829

Preanaat? Need heta? Call Birthright of

Amherst area for free testing and assis-

tance 549-1906

SUMMER SUBLET

3 bedreoea apertaseat- Puttton

Available 6/1 with Fall Option

$825/month 549-6954

r Sublet 3 bedroom

2 bath, fully furnished On bus route 1

month FREE I 253-6503

3 kedreoai Pettier. Available 6/1 549-

5941

TO SUBLET

1 bedroom/8rendywin* Aft- lasl,V ,l,s

4 Excellent condition $740 Call Knsti or

Melissa 549-7474

1 bedroom ia Braadywiaa Available

May! Call 549-0520 Possible fall Option

50

Mia Ridden once Need immediate funds

Paid $1700. asking $1150 or 8/0 253

6452

i i -,:>-i] kj eaaj MB)
promoting AT&T Discover gas and retail

cards' Plan now for tha next semester to

get priority for the best dates Call Gma at

1800)592 2121 ext 110 Free CD to quali-

fied callers

PERSONALS

Thank You Saint Judo"

ROOMMATE WANTED

Laakksf far twe people to share room

in a house For more into contact Michelle

5-5836 or Lu 9 60225

Looking for Sewer tablet? Beautiful

5 bedroom house Has all needed utilities

On bus line and even has a yard' Next to

Mike s Westview Call Angela or Carey 0)

549-1859

1 keareeai ia 2 kedreeea sunny big

clean. 10 mm from campus On bus route

Fall Option Call Now' Jen 259-1581

3 kadraasa Patftea Apt Greet price

Aveilable6/1 546-5681

3 kedreera epertateat June August

Sunderland Pool/Courts Call 665-0298

Ten minutes from UMass

2 kodrooet/Braedywiae with Fall

Option Available 6/1 Call 549 4982

TRAVEL
EUROPE $175

Within USA $79 -$129

Canbb /Mexico $199 r/t

Cheap Fares Worldwide 1 ' "!

'

http //www airhitch org

AIRHITCH 1800)326-2009

Ski and Party al Killington tor only $109'

2 nights condo lodging and TWO daily lift

tickets Call UMass Ski and Board Club

545-3437 434 Student Union

ksewtreef Party Weekead April 11 13.

2 nights lodging and round trip bus $1 15

Call UMass Ski Club 545-3437

I,,",
1

.. -IMMiil
Looking let apartment

Fall 9/ Please call Amy 546-0706

Worsted 4 1

on bus route for Fall Willing to take over

se Call 546-4285 Amy.

Why
should

you buy
Collegian

Classifieds?

Because
they

work,
14?

why!
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Students
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All others

40^ per word/day
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NO REFUNDS
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Film — Germinal, directed by

Claude Bern, will be screened in

Merrill 1 on the Amherst College

Campus, at both 4 and 7:30 p.m.

In English. Free and open to thepublic.
Lecture — Ayesha Shartff. a

professor of women's studies &
American studies at Smith College

will give a works-tn- progress talk

entitled. "Pitching Gender:
Representations of Femininity and
Masculinity in Twentieth Century
American Baseball Fiction." at

4:50 p.m. in the Dickinson House
Living Room of the Five College
Women's Studies Research Center
on the Mount Holyoke Campus.

TUESDAY. APRIL 8

Discussion — An open panel

discussion will be held at 10:45
a.m. in the Student Union Visual

and Performing Arts Space, to dis-

cuss Harriet Diamona and Linda
Batchelor's exhibit. The Bottom
D r a w e r .

Lecture — Robert Meeropol,
son of Ethel & lulius Rosenberg
will give a talk, entitled "Children.

Families and Human Rights: The
work of the Rosenberg Fund for

Children" at 4 p.m. on the eighth

floor of the Campus Center.
Lecture — Prof. Jon McGowan

will lecture on "The History of
Renewable Energy Research at

UMass" in the Campus Center.

room 90S. Part of the Renewable
Energy Forum.
Lecture — The seventh annual

Retail Lecture Series will be held

at 4 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 101 . The Series is sponsored
by the Apparel Marketing
Program and the Department of

Consumer Studies. This year's

topic is "Home Fashions: An
Explosive Growth Industry." Lee
Williams. Executive
Vice-President of Country
Curtains, is the featured speaker.

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 9

Blood drive — The American
Red Cross will hold a blood drive

from 10:50 a.m. - 4:50 p.m. in the

Campus Center, rooms 174 today

and 168 tomorrow. Sponsored by
First Aid Services Call 545-1885
for more information.
Discussion — A new Medical

Marijuana Users disillusion and
support group will be meeting at

the Bangs Center from 6-8 p.m. If

you or someone vou care about is

using marijuana for a medical con-

dition, please consider joining us.

Sponsored by the UMass Cannabis
Reform Coalition. For more infor-

mation, contact Andrew
Hasenfeld at 549- 7879.
Film — The Student Union

Visual and Performing Arts
Space's weekly video series

"Faces" will feature The Hague

School today at 4r30 p\m.
Lecture — The Animal Rights

Coalition will be hosting a free lec-

ture from the Living Earth series,

entitled "Our Food, Our World"
at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 165. Refreshments will be
served. For more information, call

5 4 5-1925.
Lecture — The Women's

Studies Proseminar Lecture Series

will feature Esther Katz's. "The
Editor as Biographer: The
Margaret Sanger Papers Project"

in the Campus Center, room
162-175 at 3:50 p.m. Free and
open to the public.
Meeting — The Student Health

Advisory Board (SHAB) will hold

a meeting from 5:50-6:50 p.m. in

Room 504 of University Health
Services. All are welcome toattend.
Presentation — "Norwegian

Nature & Culture at Teletrtark

College," an Interdisciplinary
Study Abroad Program focusing

on society and the natural environ-

ment in a Scandinavian context,

will be presented at 5:50 and 4:50
p.m. in Holdsworth Natural
Resources Center, room 202.

NOTICES

RSOs — Francellis Nunez, sec-

retary of registry at the Student
Government Association, would
like to announce that the following

inactive groups are in danger of

being removed from RSO status:

APICS. Bridge Club, Brush Up
Your Shake Spear, Cheerleaders.

Clean Rivers Coalition. Collegiate

4-H, European Club, Hellenic
Association, Honors Students
Association, Italian American
Students Association, Lesbian,
Bisexual. Gay Alliance. Marching
Band. Marketing Club. Omega Psi

Phi, Out of State Students
Association. PHNORD. Russian
Club. Soviet Community
Empowerment, SHMAI. Tennis
Club. Travel & Tourism, Truth
Task Force. Twenty/Twenty
Vision and the Wrestling Club.
This is the last chance for groups
that have been inactive for six or

more semesters to reactivate their

status. To reactivate, call Nunez at

5 4 5-0541
luggline — The UMass higgling

CIud will meet on Fridays at 5

p.m. next to the Information Desk
in the Campus Center. No experi-

ence required.
Financial aid — Applications

for summer financial aid are now
available at Financial Aid Services.

You must be a continuing student

enrolled in a degree granting pro-

gram at UMass: taking summer
classes through Continuing
Education: going on approved
summer international exchange
program through IPO; or working
on a graduate dissertation.
Deadline is April 18. Late applica-

tions will not be accepted. -

Veiling — Common Ground
will be holding support and advo-

cacy meetings for low-income stu-

dents and allies every Tuesda> in

the Campus Center (room to be
announced) from noon-2 p.m. For

more information, contact Marv
Sutherland at (4131 525-9725 or

leave a message in our box in the

GEO office, basement of the
Student Union.
Meeting — The Peer Mentor

Network is a student organization

for undergraduate and graduate
students with disabilities on cam-
pus. Everyone is welcome.
Meetings are Thursday nights
from 6-7 p.m. in Campus Center.

Please bring your thoughts and
concerns to the meeting. For more
information, contact Susan Pilner

at 545-0892 or Kregg Strehom at545-4602.
Support group— REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support

program is offering two support
groups this semester: A grief sup-

port group for those who have
experienced the death of someone
close to them: and an illness group
for those currently coping with the

serious illness of ;i loved one. If

you or someone you know is inter-

ested, please call us at 577-5516
for more information
Health services — Confused,

afraid, or just curious? Do you
have questions about sex, STDs.

FYls are pubax service armouncrmetMs pnrttdd

daily To submit an FYI. please send a press

release contaartmg all pertinent information.

ndudmtj the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegtan. c/o the
Menaqmg Edrtor by noon the previous day

alcohol, drugs, eating disorders.

HIV/AIDS, stress management
or quitting smoking or chewing
tobacco? Don't know who to

ask? Call the Peer Health
Connections phoneline at

UMass at 577- 5168. Trained
students will anonymously
answer your questions and tell

you where to go for more help.

Commencement Housing —
A limited number ol residence

hall rooms will be available or

the relatives and friends of
graduating UMass students for

the night of Saturdd\. May 24.

Commencement Housing appli-

cations arc available at the
University Conference Service
Office. 918 Campus Center. To
guarantee a reservation, com
pleted forms with full payment
must be returned to University

Conference Services by May 1

.

There will be no on-site rater-

v a t i o n s

Internships — Internships are

available working on Earth
Day. Hunger. Recycling and
Clean Air. Call Melanie at

MiissPirg, 545-0199 or stop by
the office at 425-A Student
Union Building.
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Daily Listings sponsored by:MUM (Ml
TWOOP WALK: AMHERST

VEGETABLE SONORA O SCAMPI O TBONE STEAK O CHICKEN BBQ O PASTA ROJA

PORTEBELLO MUSHROOMS O CHICKEN QUESADILLA O MUSHROOM ONION CHEESEBURGER

BLACKENED CA TFISH O SPANISH ORZO O STUFFED PORK CHOPS O NACHOS
BERKSHIRE BREWING COMPANYO MARGARITAS O BLACK FOREST CHEESECAKE

SCREAMING COWBOYS O AND MUCH MORE..

We accept all

major credit

cards!

HSCN

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN

ID

11

IB
13

1*7

IB

Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weafher Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

B BET

B BET on Jazz

1 UCTV
8 The Learning

Channel

B TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

it nm r*i«>i>»M> • A.MHI ns t

This week's

$1 drink:

Rum&Coke

MONDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
imr
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
"WTXX"
WVIT
wnc
WWLP
WQBY
WGQB
WSBK
WTBS
A*E
CNN
esr
"dSc"
ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SOFT
TLc-

,
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

Creaturae IBualneaaRpt

I

CBSNawa

NaanX

Creaturae

Beverly HWa, BM10 (In Slarao)

ABC Nam
FfBHi Pflrtc*

nSc
t

rtOC Bwl
T~

nbl mwi

ABCNawa

FarnHy Mallei i Family ktatlera

Qutncy "The Deptn of Beauty"

WondYlewi:

Tick I
Movie Magic

Up Ctoaa Sportacerrlar

>uparmarkaT~ Dabt

5:30) MueJc Vttiaoa (In Sterto)

Ctartaea Expi

Odyaaayl
Furniture

Praam On

NaU Slap (R)

Nafwthouf Wnh Jim Lthrtr X
InBOO Edttfon AftvJouroe^

CBS Neva

ktaWM Edition CwofwcH X
StB Trtfc: Nut Gsntr

Win 111 it* tBtinrBl fBUMBJhfc

Eflt, TOfllflm

Coeby(R)I liVywand CybMll link (In Slarao)
ICWtago Hope (In Starao) I

Coabyfojl Irtayttcnd

raiia^^alatdJrsia pay »

MjL.-l Pmii ' I- .1 i rlnl ff*WTBB rOnUnt aWOPBujI Jt

akidBiT aiudy X
EM. TOfWyW

howb wwp.

WfBB FOftUfB tsBOpBOyl X
Ntwthour Wnh Jim LbVbX

AaejTVI bithaHouaa'

Hart Copy!!

Seinfeld!

HOtTB VtdtMM HOfTW VkWOS

Mad Abo. You

Law A Order "Renunciation" X
Moneyllnel

Dairy Show (f..

Wlnga "Duel Over Korea"

Croe afire (

(fi)lcoe^F«alta7

C - CwnpuB

6:00 1 6:30 I 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 T 10:00 1 10:30 11:00 I 11:30

S
U»a From Lincoln Carter Great Performers

Ink (In Slarao) IChicagjo Hope (In Staraoi Jt

m: ' '^''jjjiio^r/KZj
r» Maasian "Sevan Is EnoujiV |p><n^t>ieVa>s»ptre>>eyei I
Foiarortiy

' Ten. |Heara |LAPD

PrwailJayTrWrTia^UajteLttpail

APRIL 7, 1997

PulHno, Qui All the Slope

Late Show I
Lata Show I
" » -" t

'

'-* 'M'J-'..Mt.:< 77TTr7, 7afr.7^iTTnf-71irVTr.TTT?T>'^l
Jenny Jonaa (In Stereo) X

Fosworth

Place (In Starao)8
|Boalon Coat.

Live From Uncotfi Canter: Great Paitomianl

n^totMty-Valantrai Pay-

In tha Houaa |>parka(R)

H. Patrol

TMIIaai WaWO LOpaz. flt

rv,%rrir^iimL^f^7ib
,)T IMaJtuaa Cddle |oooda Bah. [Natn

IStralgw Talk (In Starao) T
othw.B

NBA Baakattall Mrami Haal at Petrol Patens (Live) I

Biography "Marilyn Monroe Tha Mortal Goddess" (ft)

PrW^tliaWrW llarr, kjnfl L)va»

TlnyToon

Scr>l Trader

Ranovatjon

ki the Haal ot tha Ntghli:

Portrail

OuMMa tha Unaa

EvaParoo

i:is»L :, 'sy~TT3 "Ty.7TT-tJI.rr7 Ii;l

Martin X

Coach I

(Wight

SfTVHaelTVT

Tootpjht Show

Babylon

TOT
5X

CharltaRoaa (In Stereo)

Show

Naart I |ew>ykela1is# X
Mad Abo. You IBaalTVX

tthr •Sbmawte rVafeftno Mar (1978, Myatary)

Wortd Today I
Part 1 of 2)

OnDaHvary |Dtaam6n~

Outkewa and Laarman (R)~

Itaaaball

SmgWdOut l ldsotSavanta

Pougl IFamtyandTV

i\TV7ri'7rr:7im*zirmv;<ri7r?r?ri^r77iiu\ fj'Tviff i«r

Quantum Lay (In Slarao) X
Howtatliwa (R) fnomatlma (R)

ffi

(Ini

jjjS

In stsa Haat of tha Ntjht X

Indta Outing I Sporta (R)

1^ AmoMI I IWubbutouanary wiiwui i»i inwiwMi
Saaquaaf1

09V fjn Starao) X
tXtTBH# MBlhmBl (R)

Mubc VtQwKX (In Stof»o)

ILovtLucyT BwrHdwl

WCWNwro(Uvt)M

I Lovt Lucy X |1

GtbW EgypBWB
Fotavar Kntoht (kvSlarao) 1!

W.

Henegada •Paraaae Loaf X raqhtander Tha tariae I
(S:4S)i «**» Tha Attontum ot Baron I'n,:,'v",)ifrrxsimviirnz
\t-y.-)jTi:'k : 7i:<?7TdiT7:.vtrnx7r, pq-u

RoadRutaa
tlaseili asi "*T"IPIHIMHT Jl

V Iteration

Dane

OddCouplaX
Day" (in Stereofj"

wm
AdwntufM of Robin Hood

U Famma NHtrta "Choea" I

\$M)*lib^SonaSpkmr, {\m,Ftrt$*i) |MyLHe-0og \to
,?p^'lM l

St*mnfa)9mKrwbi.'KtK

Wortd WraatBng Fadaradon Monday Nsght Raw ^_
[tr«H rmW»ri: TbtMitmnHonJvWIS) ITelked lo Death (R) (In Starao) X

. luJT ' UtlHt tJ .m_\t_l/ il •ft'iaS LA 'UL^iBl.L:UJhaaL ,

Law I Ordar "Benevolence" X
SporttHua MonaywnaX
Party Show CowK Rbbv

WHd DiacovarY: Baby AnrmaH

Sportacantar X
Ovtng

StnotadOut lovtHna

Taxi » IM.T. Moora

Quantum Leap (ki Stereo) X~
Filiari>aMaditnaa(R)

WCWNrtro(R)I
Wlnga I wVs.ngaJ

Countdown ITaatwiqua-y

** "Camed /4wav* II 995) frB
nr*'.™;r™rjn-7:A*xr7friiKa\i:--,7™-.m
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim M-eddick

Htt, WHIM t HtAN
Lli*l. WHICH wtfj BcotomA

(p^

HMrA. WtLL THt WN Altti
lovta Ttauui.. AMO.ortH.t KmowJ
jtm Bjgaj n that way-

r
KoAt>r •*• wav, vjeni

3 OK AM A*kVUMI«T CAMASfeMA
^LUAt HO kOAOS FOA OS

U»ta»> Ttmn JSMT
,

kMCOUAMM THt firw>s

Uhu catitaust ataaatTutU''

\or oua caotrntY. t«(N
|THi» mieaetjur au. a
]»«eeMAM WCM PffMlllw.CMf irsl

U-t *«H4M KIT

' OH AW»nt LiKt
iTrtATi HAL \tH AHCUCAMl

urn

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

\

«**<)
weuo? UI,R»\LPIA!

IT'5
WD-MECK'

K4Q -MeCK UiUO?T DM) ft raoOABbf T\\tOMW

ATf^S, u \ rW^WO^TMANOKtfRsEMC^
CJo^/ \Hto*Wt10H&jCK

Frumpy Hi* Clown By Judd Winkle

[GerOOT OF TH6 CHAIR
'""

II NfTTJTTrrTT

VASSS e/

t

Non Sequitor By Wiley

PPofC4aoNW.

CoURTt6Y

OO By Mike Rybicki

Ivi CXcbtft To STftRT

niMVvNG PilcoHOL. fROrA NOW
on, I'tA Goimg to y.w hi Inn
N'.&kTS U:TH DIomVEn Rtvt\«Y!

WHt? *\)»U ftlftEftrjY

blSwuSTlN. ftijc ftk/kjoyih.G

&itt:n» tmu<t i^joohj BE
RlVWN»HT.

* V

WFU, TKftT

SOBfRiD

lT\£ R-.tnT M?

9

rVrt) I TH'NK

yevvt OMit>
ENOMCH lltAbALBtS

nx6 >»V#\:tim& .

V

The April 3rd edition of "Leedee" appears to have been considered objectionable by

certain parties. Please understand that it was in no way my intention to offend; the

comments made about the hearing impaired were meant only to be deliciously and

darkly ironic.

— Mike Rybicki

Close to Homo By John McPherson

ARIES
March 21 -April 20

A* tnwfcm fcn anrm of your Mr awn.
esorae rouks be Ini wiiie Heewnere >ev

LIBRA
Saptembcr 23-October 23

Turn treeh mm reek «tth m certy

•unrllnret vmi >r hem einaul weh Ihr

pi urwiH trevr Ihr mda rerdi it hnmr

or you ceakl eukiair) im rirM< your

TAURUS
April 21-Hay 21

Aek your sweetheart to ttrtp yoi I

e ddlkak Wlueoori Ik- nc ihr atay ram
laet the rsdat blend uf lart and Brastsrae

now for a prraro you've been wantfaf to

ufcr on—by ihr rear rou haw a bra

mouth nrm r«a, Ihr mar «• or rtaht

Ctcaam
May 22-Jnc 21

Yeu way br frrttm a tmlr wmtmr
lately tnetrad of taklnf. a out on othera.

sedetfc/ teckadr yourark Don t twiorr a

rtnakej ehtav. theuah. or vou rouM

mtae out on an aaaortam opportunity A

told irtaOoaaMp booeta your mood

toward the wtrkmd

CANCER
June 22-Jnly 22
Your prratafrnrr and rflorts m a

peraaal rHettoneMp err twekvntntl to

pay off In term of smiraaed trust aad

itntoarjon couktH pnorri

pmtitrnin lhan vou mmht

Ac eurt you erenl

hokkna back on anylhrnrf tnH work

Lett)

July 23-Auguat 23

Treat ynunrtf to « mini artavay a dttve

Ui Ihr rountry could rrtrrah vou and

kwptrr you to new rrtahte Invar •

anwp ot rhrnda over thw nrrkrnd for

ronvrrtatlon and aamrs You could

rrarh a nrw unoVritandlnsl vrrth one of

them, to your mutual rtdvantaar

VIRGO
Auftut 24-September 22

If you rr having; trmibtr maklnsl

vnnrthlng happen, or wrr thai yourr

aakasi ihr rtjhi qunHkm 3uuitUiik»

a II tekn la a Irnh pmprrttvr Don't

overvmrk yourarll. or youH skip over an

obvtoui mtolakr Imtntd »lcp asldr and

"ww bark to thing* latrr

la jrrat anwr of ksaaer

SCORPIO
October 24-Norember 22

m markrr. of the brart yeu need lo br

looklnt! for autawasr arorr roartrr ot fart

Fokow a frsrnd » advSrr whrn H ronara to

haadona a louah eereonel cholrr Spend

aaorr rear lhan iwuaLeiw IS an a nrw

akal or li iruHQur k wtY br veAaahtr m
the mr fulurr

SAGITTARIUS
Norember 23-December 21

Your funm honr to extra arnarovr thru

wrrk to irrai yourariT to a bHk/ amah

or two vnthwatofonr you date to act to

know brltrr An old frsrnd rake with

mirrrwung; nrwa Hr or ahe way need a

favor OHrr to help to any way you can.

and voiir own outlook

CAPRICORN
December 22-Janwkuv 20

Srtbarka makr you muy thai wrrk

raeertaly * they're oot of your own

makkxt Try to be
L

yourarf wsth thsnkstt] al aratt you oan

tnvpmvr this sHuaxlon thr nrsl llmr An

rvrnlnri (athrrtnsi hokta thr imiiadidki of

a nrw ronnrrtlon

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18

ktakr a break In vour routine by dotna

iwimrthtrai rraiy creay You don i nrrd

to be tnvaprjsstabk? to rrtrrah yourarll

Take a bubNr bath, try a new artrrtty

call aomronr out of thr blur Corwklrr It

an invrwrmrnt In vour wrB hrma and

ynu won't br dlaappolntrd

PISCES
February 19-March 20

You may frrl aa thouah youvr brrn

(ok« a mur a mrnulr Parr yourarlf

and you frnd your •rrand wind

An outdoor artrrtty lp*r» you thr

opportunllv to makr aornrnnr wry

happv If you rrrrtw an offrr makr

wire thrrr arr no atnnea altachrd

yi, w., ,.n .«. w ^^
wkap in i MMv* i nttL-. c tce*mnbnema>HPw>&Hi.e*< »

y

"Just bo taw don't havtj a rtupeat of this morrrirvg t

fiasco, I supasi^lusd a tack to the snooze button

ITS AH OrW CASKET I WN'T THINK f VA. lofJKC. V)r\TP6KCS.-W>rXT.A
I CrXW LOOK WITHOUT BRGNVt\N»S WrVN

V^AklP SOr»t»4<a L\KC; N UTTLC B«BV

T^TD9CSTfit>w6
rAONT, WOOtWE
\UA|trGD a THAT

V.sVY.

^.tVIHATiS TvuVT IM HIS HANt>?J

IT'S A
IrNWERVM.
ftttAOTE.

woirTY
SPtCtftCrMLV.
REQWECTEP
QNtlMV
VM1LL.

I HIS

Ht HN) a THEOVty A THAl'f SO BE AlTTlHIl

!

THptT IH HttoVH /HUM, Hyrf,rtt4,, Ht/W.

TrtCR^T) VJE V— lr
—

•

UMUfAiTCOCArXE \ ^ ¥
Wrm 1WE PDS&VBIE
tWXFTlOW OF THE ,

PlAVftOV A wl )J\^
CWLNNEl-

DHbort By Scott Adams

ALICE, VOCM PERFOR^NCE
IS GOOO, BUT tQU MUST
LJIARN TO DEAL WITH
AMGIGUITY.

010 I JU5T GET
BLAMED FOR VOUR
EN0EC131VE LEADER-
SHIP?

( I rA NOT INDECISIVE^
in FLEAIBLE.

THAT tOOULO

EXPLAIN HOU)

VOUR HEAO
GOT COHERE

IT 15.

Speedy By Todd Hortzler

,kfo. i'mtvit

(Tn' ikJ THE

ew.

f0 (fT&Vov
jbHecATsffjaVT

HfwriarOU&M

-tfflAH

ma.Ha.ha

TEUtW

Univorsify* By Frank Cho

Todays D.C. Mono C.JI 543- 24* 16 tW i

Franklin Worcester

LUNCH
Chicken Pucks

Turkey Tetrazzini

Philfy Cheese Steit

DINNER
Cricken Breast w/ Stuffing

Spaghetti w/Sausage
,r
tfalianTofu Balls

Quarter Pound Burger

Hampshire

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich
American Chop Suey
Spaghetti vv/SaU

Hearty Latin Stew

DINNER
Chicken Breast

Black Eyed Peas
- imrnnmm--m

Meatball Grinder

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Pucks

Turkey Tetrazzlni

DINNER
Chicken Breast

w/Stuffing

Spaghetti w/Sausage

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Spaghetti w/Sauce
Wheatball Grinder

Grilled Cheese/Branola

DINNER
Chicken Breast

Shrimp (ambalaya

Black Eyed Peas

Pastabilities

For Entertainment Purposes Only

(Jll«>tC <>l" I lie- l>i»y

44ife is like film; it will

develop only if you take

your best shot, a ^

-Bazooka joe

T*T" '

1

!

14 '5 18

17 ' 19

20 21 22

aftftl f!

|fj?4 2S

M 31 32

»

36 38

39 40

42

PJ4S

47 48 49 51 52 53

54 55

1
cI

1
" "

51 62 a

ACROSS * Q-vyOfAOarava U. Couch potato'»

aurho, tafvakon
1. HokJupi 47 Q^n^. jj -The !>»*. to a tar

5. Summarua M vtrak-attocatad M. TtoHncmm*
10 Mafwgany traa M ajrstworaJton 2*. Provaaaional
14. Sojorry' ^ to a laiaTidry chore specialty

*" .f " »* Taugh-ki- atom 30 VWed mewaoa
cooM**, Johnson 31. Practtca caeca

1»- Ru,n M Jury 32. Change m
17. Chaer. from tha M Q^yn oatt Oettuahua

Ctrmtn chorus ^ ijertrnal product 34. Taka* the wet away
la. Part of SLA ^ tkKhm.<nUmtha 37. Wreidraw, at cart*
20. Btowup „ Turoj aa. Traataaalraclaa 0»™ 40. Opaque

c«,nidr»)
41. OkJ KJrig or Nat King

M ^.r^rw-^to. DOWN " C "**
24. Uogs doneaon to a ^-*»ww»» ^ LiuaakJ.li

hangover rakaf 1. American Gorhc ^ Eatary
23. Shepherd s dog 47

'

tjatirjaa

23. Sound ot a 2. Saantfy '

,
2 ^rja )

"

padaatrian 3. Store sign ^ Frara* mofhar
33. Felt sore 4. Attacker M ^i
34. Artornra. to tha 8. Sew a new pocket gn Advance

flomeni 6. Ptacea ot agraaa 51 b carried rtarculea.

38. Hot season m Pahs 7. Rajee to the third Thaaaus and others
38. Ha want over tha power j2. warty one

mourttarn 8. Olrrjsdnrik M Sorrw are bitler

37. Brother (French) 9. Each, informally «g LP ,nto
38. Ma ultra 10. Irartructs aV Sheep bleat

38. Singing syllable* 11. Steep (2 wds i

40. Fancy protechve 12. Bouquet

doth 11 Sut The Brave

41. Bakef 19. R*a s rVesf Srje

42. Covered with glossy Story role

paint 21. Malar

44. Wheedles 24. venerable

48. Parr makers 29. Great rating

LGOIQ ( leoJMjavanet.cofn

)

by Roger and Salstn SaUiMs* cieee

Today my neighbors

assasinated o slug with salt. It

shriveled up. I found the

evidence on our doorstep when
I came back from my walk.

People don 't care about

slugs the way they care about

monkeys. Monkeys sort of

look like little kids.

I think it's the same with

people's race. The more they

look like us and sound like us

the more we think, they have

feelings.

I'm gonna bury the slug

in a real slug grave and say a
little slug prayer.

I'll do all the burial

preparations pretty slowly ....

you know..... out ofrespect.

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle
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BASEBALL
Mon. - DAYTON

Tues. - PROVIDINCE

Wed. -- © Central Conn.

Sat. - TIMPLE

MBTS

LACROSSE

Tues. - NIW
HAMPSHIRE

Sat. - LOYOLA

SOFTBALL

Wed. - CENTRAL CONN.

Thursday - 6 Harvard

Sat. -- LA SALLE

LACROSSE

Wed. - @ Dartmouth

Sat. RUTGERS

Duke downs men's lax in double OT
By Jeremy R. Adams
Colegwn Staff

DURHAM, N.C. — Scott Diggs netted a goal with 3

minutes 35 seconds remaining in the second sudden

death over time period to stifle the upset bid of the No.

12 Massachusetts men's lacrosse team, and push the No.

3 Duke Blue Devils past the Minutemen 8-7.

Diggs' goal came in the both minute of play, on the

heels of a controversial Duke timeout.

The Minutemen faithful in attendance

argued that before the Blue Devils

gained possession of the ball to call

timeout. UMass had already scooped up

a ground ball and made an overlooked

request for a break in action.

For the 4-3 Minutemen. the bizarre twist was an

upsetting close to a game of balanced offense and

hard-nosed defense, a game in which they did not trail

until the final Blue Devil strike.

"It's unfortunate, how well we played as a group. We
just came up short." UMass' John Kasselakis said. The

keeper praised his defense, saying they played one of

their best games yet. and coach Greg Cannella agreed.

Puke

Massachusetts

Double 01

"Ikiisselakisj played tremendous, the guys in front of

him were tremendous too." Cannella said. "All the guys

that played did great against a team with a lot of Are

power."

The Minutemen showed early that they would not

back down from the challenge of defeating the Blue

IX-vils (7-1. 2-0 Atlantic Coast Conference), drawing

first blood at 12:34 in the first quarter. Senior midfielder

Clin- Crande shook his defender out on the perimeter,

broke in towards the goal and fired a quick shot past

Duke goaltender loel Kirmser to take

the lead.

The Blue Devils replied soon after, in

the form of a quick >trike from their

leading scorer lunior attackman |ohn

I .i\ took the ball behind the UMass net

cutting quickly around the back of the

cage to Kasselakis' right. Fay released a quick toss into

the near side upper comer for the score.

Casey Costello scored a second goal for the

Minutemen from Brendan Glass and lared I rood, which

Blue Devil Diggs matched.

The Minutemen picked up in the second where they

Turn to LACROSSE, poge 7

KANE

IAJKN «OSt» / COUKJAN

Despite a valiant effort in Saturday's game, UMass fell to Duke on the road 8-7.

UMass doesn 't get the

call; ACC refs missing

the mark
DURHAM. N.C. — There must be special training

courses for Atlantic Coast Conference referees and it's

safe to say while in ref training school, ACC lacrosse

official Tony Cullen excelled in his "late game contro-

versy" classes.

Cullen put those skills on display Saturday after-

noon as the main official involved in a controversial

situation during the second overtime period of the

Mi^suchusetts men's lacrosse game against host

Duke.

After lay Robbins
went head to head
with a Blue Devil play-

er in the faceoff to

start the second sud-

den death period, the

ball came loose and four different players converged

upon it in front of the UMass bench. Robbins gained

control of the ball and Minuteman coach Greg
Cannella immediately culled timeout. But Cullen, who
was nearest to the scramble — and the UMass bench

— did nothing to stop the play for a UMass timeout.

In a split second, Duke knocked the ball out and

gained control. In the blink of an eye, the Blue Devil

troops were crowding around their bench after Cullen

acknowledged and honored Duke coach Mike
Pressler's cry for a timeout.

Knowing the game was still at stake. Cannella

regrouped his players and prepared for another play

.

The damage was done, and the game's momentum
had swung Duke's way. Only 25 seconds after

Robins' faceoff and five seconds after the questionable

timeout. Blue Devil lim Ganella assisted the

game- winning tally.

Cannella took the high road after the game, prais-

ing hit team's valiant effort and refuting to comment

on the officiating In similar fashion Robbins gave a

matter of fact description of the play without criti-

cism.

"The ball shut up in the air I came down with it

had it for a few seconds while (Cannellal was calling

timeout." Robbins said. "Apparently, the ref didn't see

that It was a tough one, and they got the break."

UMass attack Brendan Glass, who tallied three

assists on the afternoon was not as kind

"We had our opportunities in overtime and dou-

ble- overtime.* Glass said. "You fly down here, make

a long trip, put a great effort out, and you expect the

sane effort by the referees and you could tell from the

starting whistle to the ending whistle that one guy

ICuUenl was on a different page than the other two.

You could sense it

"I don't want to blame it all on the ref. we had our

opportunities, but we did a great job in the game and

we expect the same from the refs. It's their job.

Turn to ACC, page 7

Gymnasts place
4th at regionals
By Lisa M. Oliveri

Collegian Staff

COLUMBUS. Ohio - The
M.i^ui.husetis women's gymnas-

tics team finished its "cestM i'ii

Saturday with a fourth place fin-

ish at the NCAA Northeast

Regionals in Columbus, Ohio.

The Minutewomen's score of

1^2 500 was a significant

improvement over last year's

regional score of 141 cjoo.

Top honors went to Penn Slate,

which turned in a score of

194.150. Second place was a tie

between Ohio State and Kent
State, both of which received .i

193 800.

UMass coach Dave Kuzara.
though disappointed at not going

to nationals, was extremely
pleased with his team's perfor-

mance.

"We hit. you know, we didn'i

just hit — we rocked." Kuzara
said. "We know it's a very eoni

petitive regional, and we are

fighting to gain national recogni-

tion, and a team like I'enn Suite

who won the meet, has been there

live iiut ol the last six year- So
we fight and fight and we're not

ever going to stop doing that."

Going in as the number two
seed. UMass had a rotation >>t

bars. beam, floor and vault, thus

placing them on their toughest

apparatus HM
Bui the Minutewomen

answered the call

The uneven bars were an event

in which the Minutewomen were

already lacking in depth. With the

injury to Michelle l.oPresti just

two weeks prior, things looked

tough for UMa»s, but like they

have done all season, the

Minutewomen were able to turn

in tome excellent performance*

First up was Sara Kelly who
until this meet, only competed
twice this season on the bars She

nailed her routine KOriafl a

9.025 and got the team oil to I

strong start. Also stepping up lor

UMass was Betsy Colucci. who

competed all-around for the first

time tin* season vet --cored a

8.b75 l.ianne l.aing. Mandy
Mosby and Anita Sanyal fol-

lowed, all turning in solid scores

Tara Swartz. the Atlantic 10's

leading gymnast in the bars,

wrapped things up with a 9.75.

"Scoring wa> low at this region.

h*l historically low," Kuzara said.

"We think we have a gTeat region

and this was a great meet tonight,

but the scores were not high."

"The judging is definitely

tougher at regionals. at this

regional, and a- long as that was

going on evervwhere else, it's

line, hul it's not They're getting

ludged the way they have been all

nid we're getting judged

harder
"

Next up for the Minutemen was

the balance beam Karen Maurer
Matted it oil with a strong rou-

tine, scoring a 9 575 Colucci.

l.aing and Swartz followed

Mosb) turned in a solid routine

lor .,
-

finishing up for the

Minutewomen was the A-10
beam champion Sanyal. Her
9.825 was good enough to give

Bed osciall. but it *j- ium

shv of the li'st plasc spot which

would have sent her to nationals.

"It breaks my heart, that Anita

finishes second on the beam
the winner gets to go to nation-

alv Ku/ara Mid "The same goes

lor I lanne."

UMass rotated to the floor

next, an event that has been one

of their strongest all season.

Pennv I eBe.iu the Minutewomen
oil u- a good start with a 9 550

Sjnv.il lollowed with a 9.60.

I Ma*- certainly had its moments
ol hnllianic on the floor, cspecial-

Iv Swart/ s tumbling pass which

Kuzara -aid i* the most Jiltuult

in the region. Swart/ turned in a

4 129 Movbv and I atng rounded

out the floor with a 9 80 and a

9 825. respectivelv I aing's floor

pertormarue earned her the sec-

ond place overall on the floor.

Turn to GYMNASTICS, page 7

Baseball splits pair with UD Flyers

Uf Lufce MHWMh
& Jonofnon M. Pkk#
CdUgon Staff

After getting an unexpected week
off because of last week's snow, the

Massachusetts baseball team didni

take long to get back in the swing of

things, trounc-

ing the

Universitv of

Dayton 14-6

in the first half

of yesterday's

doubteheader. Unfortunately. UMass
wasn't at successful in the second

game, losing 4-0

Dayton

Massachusetts

Massachusetts 14. Dayton 6

Massachusetts started off Sunday s

doubleheader with a power show,

courtesy of sopho-

more centerfielder

Doug Clark. Clark hit

two home runs,

including his first

career grand slam, for seven RBI to

lead the Minutemen past

Dayton (8-18. 3-2 A-10)
14-6. UMass also got

round- trippers from Aaron
Braunstein and Brad Gorrie

to improve to 10-4. 3-1 in the A-10.

Senior righthander lason Bennett

pitched six innings, letting up four

runs, to jump to 4-1 on the year and
20-4 for his career. The 20 wins ties

the UMass record for career wins

Massachusetts 14

Dayton

"It was a good win," coach Mike

Stone said. "He wasn't as sharp, but

he was up."

The Minutemen
jumped out to an
early 3-0 lead in the

firtl inning, thanks

to Clark's first home
run of the day. With two outs and

runners on second and third. Clark

Mai Dayton pitcher |osh Otto deep

over the rightfield fence for his fourth

home run of the season. Bennett let

up a solo shot to Flyer shortstop

Brian Schwade in the top of the sec-

ond inning to cut the lead to 3-1 . and

leltfielder Pat Bell's RBI double in the

top of the third made it 3-2. But

Turn to BASEBALL, page 7
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Yesterday, after crushing Dayton 14-6, UMass fell 4-0 in the second half of a doubleheader.

Women 's lax, Walsh excel in victory

By Jotmo Kontonen
Collegian Staff

A little over 200 years ago. the shot

heard round the world started the

American Revolution, and a new
country was created. Yesterday, and
in much less historical terms, the sigh

heard round the Valley ended in a

11-6 win for the Massachusetts
women's lacrosse team, and a new
season within a season began.

Yesterday afternoon at Totman
Field the Minutewomen (2- 3) were

able to hold on to a 5-0 halftime lead

over St. Joseph's (2-4). After two big

losses to nationally ranked opponents,

UMass was able to bounce back in

style, led by the scoring of junior

tri-captain |en Bowen (3 goals. 3

assists in the game) and senior attack-

er Stephanie Walsh (4 goals).

It was historical in a sense yester-

day for Walsh, and with her first goal

at the 10:08 mark of the first half, she

became the 1 1th player in UMass his-

tory to reach the 100-point mark (95

goals. 8 assists).

For coach Francesca McClellan. she

could not have been more pleased

with her team's bounce back effort,

and her top two stars of the day.

"I'm really pleased with how we
came back today from somewhat of a

rut." McClellan said, after a sigh of

relief. "Our defense swarmed them,
which we didn't do against Yale and
Temple. There was no doubt that our

starting lineup controlled the game
readily, and we got our whole bench

in, which was impressive."

The game appeared to be in the

Minutewomen's hands halfway
through the second half, but St. |oe's

made a run. The visitors gave UMass
a go for it, scoring three goals in the

10 minutes to make the game 9-5.

But Walsh and sophomore Laura
Korutz (2 goals, 3 assists) scored two
goals in a minute to clinch the win.

For two of the team's 26 stars on
this day, a week of tough practices got

them back on the winning track.

"We had a good week of practices.

and I think it showed today." Bowen
said. "We had an intense week, both

mentally and physically Wc really

pushed each other.

"At halftime. the coach said that we
knew that they were going to come-

back fired up. F.ven with a five-goal

lead, they could still come back, and

thev Mopped up
."

"It was all about team work."
WkMl s.iul We Mel) played togeth

er. and moved the ball well. There
were times in the game where | the

pace of the game| lelt slow, but over-

all we really seemed to turn the cor-

ner.

"I'm glad I didn t jinx myself |with

the coring mark|. but it leeU good."

coumvi mcdu mIATIONS

The Minutewomen's Stephanie Walsh became the 11 th player in school

history to hit the 100-point mark yesterday with 95 goals and 8 assists.
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Kaddish

for Ginsberg

The memory and
poetry of Allen

Ginsberg is remem-
bered, plus check
out our photo
montage of today's

recent hit movies,

(see Arts & Living,

page 5).

End of an era

for UMass, UNH
Brendan Class

plays UNH for the

final time today at

3 p.m. today at

Richard F. Carber
Field. Get the
scoop (see Sports,

page 10).

WORIU

Police superintendent

testifies in South Africa

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa

(AP) — With about 30 Zulus chanting

outside, a police superintendent testi-

fied yesterday at the start of a long-

awaited inquest into the bloodshed

that ended a 1994 march by Zulu

nationalists

The march through downtown
Johannesburg left dozens dead,

including eight people killed when
guards at African National Congress

headquarters opened fire into a

crowd of Zulus armed with spears,

clubs, guns and other weapons.

The Zulus were marching to

protest South Africa's first all-race

elections. The slaughter has become

a 'allying point (or Zulus who oppose

ANC rule, and Zulu leaders have

demanded prosecution of the ANC
guards.

About 30 Zulus chanted and sang

outside the Johannesburg High Court

for the start of the inquest Some car-

ried small cowhiOe vhnWs tfxi wood-

en sticks in keeping with Zufu tradi-

tion.

Polke superintendent Peter Calitz

testified that he believed polke had

not provided adequate security for

the march.

NATION

FTC to examine goals

of beer advertisers

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Federal Trade Commission has
opened an inquiry into whether two
major beer marketers — Miller

Brewing Co and Anheuser-Busch —
aim advertising at underage drinkers,

company officials said yesterday.

Both companies said they are

cooperating with the agency, and
one, Anheuser-Busch, issued a state-

ment saying, "We do not target our

advertising toward young people,

period."

An FTC official said it is agency
policy not to confirm or deny that an

investigation is under way.

The agency's responsibilities

include determining whether adver-

tising is unfair or deceptive. And a

product marketed to young people

not able to buy it legally might fall

within that definition.

Both Miller and Anheuser-Busch
mounted ad campaigns last year on
the television network MTV, an esti-

mated about half of whose audience

is underage, according to

Advertising Age, whkh first reported

on the FTC investigation.

In Milwaukee, Susan Henderson, a

spokeswoman for Miller Brewing
Co., said the company received an

FTC request for information on
media buying on Jan. 14.

"We sent information as requested

and are cooperating fully," she said.

She declined to answer additional

questions except to say Miller

received an FTC letter.
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Parents* execution, KGB reports

to be discussed by Rosenberg son

Elementary students

get a start in the arts
By Laura Stock

CoWegion Staff

Robert Meeropol will respond to

recent testimony from a retired KGB
agent about his parents' 1953 execu-

tion today in a special appearance at

the University of Massachusetts.

Son of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg

and founder of The Rosenberg Fund
for Children (RFC), Meeropol will dis-

cuss former Soviet spy Alexander
Feklisov's claims that the Rosenbergs,

the only Americans ever to be executed

for espionage, did not deserve to die.

"We do have a major break in my
parents' case," Meeropol said. "Alex

Feklisov, who claims to be a retired

KGB agent, came forward and said,

'yes, 1 worked with Julius Rosenberg,

but he was not an atomic spy, and
Ethel was completely innocent."

Feklisov told the New York Times

and Washington Post on March 16

that Julius Rosenberg did pass U.S.

military secrets to the Soviets, but did

not understand anything about the

atomic bomb. He added that Ethel

Rosenberg may have known about it.

but had nothing to do with her hus-

band's actions.

"There are those who claim this guy

is a liar and cannot be trusted, and
some who say he is telling the absolute

truth," Meeropol said of Feklisov.

"What I am going to be doing is saying

where 1 stand."

Meeropol, who has granted an inter-

view for a Discovery Channel docu-

mentary along with his older brother,

did not wish offer his opinions on
Feklisov before today's discussion.

In addition to his talk, Meeropol will

promote the fund- raising event the

RFC will hold at Smith College on
April 26. entitled "Celebrate the

Children of Resistance." Actress Susan

Sarandon, actor Mandy Patinkin.

UMass professor Martin Etpada and
others are scheduled to give dramatic

readings to benefit Meeropol 's fund.

"This really is the chance of a life-

time," Meeropol said. "I have seen

Susan Sarandon in movies, but never

live. To be able to hop on a bus to

Northampton, pay $8 and see Susan

and Mandy Patinkin perform live is

pretty remarkable."

The RFC is a public foundation that

provides for the educational and emo-

tional needs of children whose parents

have been harassed, injured, lost jobs,

imprisoned or died in the course of

their progressive activities.

"That means parents who work for

peace, the environment... and have

been targeted for their work and have

children, they may be eligible for

grants through the RFC," Meeropol

said.

Meeropol. who was 3-years-old

when his parents were arrested,

6-years-old when they were executed

and 7-years- old when he and his

brother were adopted, said "those four

years were pretty horrible."

"There are children today with simi-

lar experiences, so what I am going to

be talking about is the story of what

happens as a child in that situation."

Meeropol said.

Meeropol's lecture is open to the

public, and will be at 4 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 811-15. It is

sponsored by the departments of politi-

cal science, legal studies, women's
studies and social thought and political

economy.

By Tomar Carrol
Collegian Staff

Robert Meeropol wil visit UMass today

This Thursday, 90 fourth and fifth

graders from Kensington Avenue
School in Springfield will come to the

University of Massachusetts and view

their artwork, which is hung in Herter

Gallery this week.

The Kensington students, accompa-

nied by their parents, teachers and
principal Timothy Babcock. will be

addressed by a group of art education

majors, whose work is also on display

at Herter this week.

According to Professor |ohn
lenkins. Deputy Director of the Fine

Arts Center, this project is a

University first.

"This is unprecedented for

University students and elementary

students from inner city Springfield to

have a joint exhibition," lenkins said.

After their reception at Herter
Gallery, the Kensington students will

view the exhibition of

African-American quilts at the

University Gallery and the (ackie

Robinson and Negro Baseball League

exhibition at Augusta Savage Gallery.

Art Education Professor Martha
Taunton, who helped coordinate the

project, explained the purpose of the

field trip.

"We want to get them comfortable

with going into galleries and learning

about artwork." Taunton said. "We
also want to celebrate their artwork.

This will be like an opening for them
for their work."

Kerri Warfield, a sophomore art

education major who hung the stu-

dents' work in Herter, was excited

about the project.

"This is a wonderful space,"

Warfield said "It will make them feel

special."

The project also gives the 37 art

education majors involved an oppor-

tunity to show their own work, and to

learn how to hang and organize an

exhibition.

"They are learning how to hang art-

work. That is good for them,"
Taunton said. "They are also going to

show their own work."

Carrie Lantz, a senior art education

major, felt that displaying her work in

this exhibition was a great learning

tool.

"It is an important process to leam
how to display your work." Lantz
said. "It is important to know for the

future because hopefully, you will

continue to do your own work."

ARTSTART - The larger program

This field trip is just one of many
projects incorporated into ART-
START, a collaborative effort

between the University and the

Springfield school system to use

dance, music, theater and visual arts

to improve the education and achieve-

ment of inner city elementary stu-

dents.

ARTSTART began in 1993 with a

Chancellor's Strategic Initiative Grant

of $20,000 under the leadership of

lenkins. Dr. Elaine Anderson, a mem-
ber of the Fine Arts Center's Friends

Board of Directors, and Springfield

Superintendent of Schools Peter

Negroni.

The program brings visiting artiM^

such as concert pianist Terrence
Williams, the University Dancers and

the Everett Dance Company to

Kensington to expose the students

there to the arts.

"We try to help them see artiM-

that represent the cultures that are

theirs to help their self esteem."

lenkins said. "We want to let them
know that the arts are not just for

someone else. They are not all elite,

they are not just for one group."

Faculty from UMass. the visiting

artists and Kensington teachers work
together to plan and teach instruc-

Turn to AtTSTART page xx

Project Pulse surveys UM
about drug use on campus
By Loura rorstaf

CdUown Staff

Recently released results of a Project

Pulse telephone survey performed by

the Student Affairs Research.
Information and Systems (SARIS)
Office in November 1996 found that a

majority of University of

Massachusetts students describe them-

selves as "light" or "moderate"
drinkers. In addition, none of the stu-

dents interviewed defined themselves

as "alcoholics."

The survey aimed to investigate the

alcohol and drug use of students on
campus. Of the 470 students inter-

viewed, 52.3 percent were female and

47.7 percent were male. Women
respondents were much more likely to

refer to themselves as "light drinkers"

(53.6 percent), than men (33.7 per-

cent). In reverse, men composed the

majority of the "heavy drinkers" at

13.8 percent, while women only made
up 1 9 percent.

Sally Damon, a University Health

Services Educator, has done research

on students' perceptions of peers using

alcohol and drugs in regards to Project

Pulse results.

Damon, who has worked at UMass
for the past four years, compared sur-

veys from 1992, 1994 and 1996 and

found that in each of these years, the

majority of students referred to them-

selves as "light" or "moderate"
drinkers leading her to question the

accuracy of students' perceptions of

their drinking/drug behavior.

Damon feels the problem with tele-

phone surveys are that "students are

afraid they'll get in trouble [if they

admit how much they drink or take

drugs) and often student* will overesti-

mate their friends' and peers' drinking

habits and underestimate their own,"

she said.

Project Pulse found that a majority

ol students (35.9 percent) said they

drink once or twice per week, with the

next most common response being

23.5 percent reporting they drink two

to three times per month.

The intoxication rates of respon-

dents found 71 percent reporting they

had been intoxicated within the past

month. Intoxication rates showed
males to be more frequently intoxicat-

ed than females.

Concerning the frequency in which

specific types of alcohol are consumed,

beer drinkers were found to be the

highest with 37.3 percent reporting

they drink once or twice per week and

18 percent of the beer drinker, living

they drink three to four times per

week. The majority of beer drinker*

reported drinking four to six beers per

sitting

For those who drink hard liquor.

27.7 percent reported drinking about

once a month. The least frequent

drinkers were those who drink wine —
50.5 percent reported that they drink

less than once per month.

Despite what Damon says many
people think, she has discovered that

the number of student drinkers has

decreased over the years. In 1990. 94

percent of students reported drinking

within the year, while in 1996. the

number decreased to 84.8 percent.

Turn to PULSE, page 3
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Frosty dairy dessert
Cassandra Morine, a senior sociology major, enjoys the warm day while eating ice cream with her mother

at Bart's.

President wants to resume peace talks

By Bony Schwied
Associated Press

Clinton appoints Atlanta activist

as new director ofAIDS policy

By Sonya Ross

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Pledging an

open door to an adviser who
"speaks the truth unvarnished,"

President Clinton named Atlanta

activist Sandy Thurman yesterday

as his third director of AIDS poli-

cy.

In a brief ceremony in the

Roosevelt Room, Clinton reiterat-

ed his commitment to halt the

spread of AIDS and assured

Thurman that the Office of AIDS
Policy would have the resources it

needs to help "succeed in this all-

important task."

"My door is open to her,"

Clinton said. "I've worked with

her. and I can attest: She tells it

like it is. She speaks the truth

unvarnished. She won't hold back

in this office."

Thurman. an Atlanta native, is a

longtime AIDS activist and mem-
ber of the president's AIDS advi-

sory panel. She replaces Patsy

Fleming, who did not return for

Clinton's second term. Clinton's

first adviser. Kristine Gebbie.
resigned in My 1994.

Thurman pledged to improve
housing, Medicaid and welfare ser-

vices for AIDS patients and to

"counteract the devastating effects

that homophobia and racism con-

tinue to have on this epidemic."

"The president has given me his

personal commitment... and in

Turn to POLICY, page 2

WASHINGTON — With Israeli Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu at his side. President Clinton

declared yesterday that he would explore "any reason-

able opportunity" to get Mideast peace talks back on

track. But he refused to endorse Netanyahu's call for a

Camp David-style summit.

At the outset of a two-hour White House meeting.

Clinton said he agreed with Netanyahu that Israel should

not have to make concessions to the Palestinians to end

terrorist attacks on Israeli civilians. "No one should ever

have to bargain to be free from terrorism," Clinton said.

Clinton also renewed his call for a statement from

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat of "zero tolerance" for

terrorism.

Afterward, Clinton described his talks with Netanyahu

as "very thorough." but there was no sign of a break-

through.

"We discussed a number of ideas to move the peace

process back on track, assuming that the battle for ter-

rorism is engaged effectively," Netanyahu said at a news

conference.

"These are preliminary discussions. Nothing formal,

nothing definitive was said. And I'm sure we'll have the

opportunity to continue these exchange of views over the

coming days and weeks
"

Clinton said he would consider "any reasonable oppor

tunity" to get peace talks up and going again. But he

indicated he was not prepared to set up a summit meet-

ing between Netanyahu and Arafat under U.S. auspices

or make any other dramatic move right away. "It's

important not to jump into this." Clinton said.

His chief mediator. Dennis Ross, also suggested there

would be no quick fix. said the United States could not

impose a solution.

"We can't wave a magic wand and put things back on
track," Ross said at the annual conference of the

American Israel Public Affairs Committee, a pro-Israel

lobby. "But we can serve as a bridge to put this process

back on track."

According to White House spokesman Mike McCurry,

the president gave Netanyahu "some serious things to

think about." McCurry declined to say whether they had
made progress toward ending an impasse in Mideast

peacemaking that is Clinton's first foreign policy crisis in

his second term.

Clinton described his session with Netanyahu as thor-

ough and said he would do his "very best" to reopen

peace talks.

Netanyahu began the day with a speech to an enthusias-

tic gathering of thousands of Christians and lews who held

their fourth annual unity conference in support of Israel.

"If they want peace, they must fight terrorism." the

prime minister said.

He ridiculed a Palestinian assertion that Israel's deci-

sion to build a new Jewish neighborhood in lerusalem

amounted to a declaration of war against the peace
process. "It's the terrorism of walk-up rentals,"

Netanyahu said as many in the audience whooped their

approval.

In a serious vein, Netanyahu said 75 percent of the

land on which Har Homa was being built was owned by

lews and that Israel was building 10 neighborhoods for

Arabs, as well.
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turn, i offer the community my com-
mitment to the efforts to develop vac-

cines, to find a cure, to stop the
transmission of HIV." Thurman said.

"This is not an epidemic of a few;

this is an epidemic of us all."

Thurman served as executive direc-

tor of AID Atlanta from 1988 to
1993 and as director of a task force

on child survival and development
for The Carter Center from 1993 to

1996.

Some AIDS advocacy groups
cheered Thurman's appointment. The
Human Rights Campaign, a gay and
lesbian group, called Thurman "a solid

choice to take the Office of National

AIDS policy to the next level."

AIDS Action, a coalition of 1.400

community-based AIDS groups, said

Thurman's appointment is an impor-

tant first step toward winning the

fight against AIDS. "We hope that

this first step is followed by a signifi-

cant investment in staff and budget
resources Ms. Thurman will need,"

said executive director Daniel
Zingale. However, ACT UP, a gay
activists group, said Clinton should
have selected someone with greater

name recognition and criticized

Thurman. a friend of Democratic
strategist lames Carville who cam-
paigned for Clinton in 1992.

ARTSTART
continued from page I

tional units that incorporate the arts

into the daily curriculum at

Kensington.

The 400 Kensington students also

visit UMass several times during the

year, to attend performances, meet stu-

dents and learn about the opportunities

available to them in higher education.

"It is an important partnership to

let the children see possibilities that

are open to them." Jenkins said. "The
goal is to let them know that higher

education can be for them and to get

them excited about it."

It appears that ARTSTART has had
an impact on the students at

Kensington in the past four years. The
Iowa Tests of Basic Skills showed
improvement is all grade levels last

year, and attendance and parental

involvement have increased markedly.

"We have seen some individual

children totally turned around by this

project." lenkins said. "We are seeing

that their test scores are climbing and

parent participation in the schools are

increasing."

This past January, ARTSTART
expanded to two other elementary

schools in Springfield, Milton Bradley

and Rebecca Johnson schools, to

bring the total number of students

involved to 2, 1 00.

lenkins said that ARTSTART is

looking for UMass students from all

majors to volunteer at the new sites.

Students are also invited to stop by

one of the three galleries from 1 1:45

to 12:15 Thursday, when the

Kensington students will be having

their lunches.

"Stop by and say hello," Jenkins

said. "Three minutes of a UMass stu-

dent caring could have an impact on
two or three of these kids."

For more information on ART-
START or to volunteer to help with

the program, write to John lenkins.

260 Fine Arts Center, UMass
Amherst.

Campus Police Log

Spring
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has sprung

Miss Esther Strong's thermometer reached 70 degrees Fahrenheit

today in Amherst.

Accident — Property Damage
April 4
A vehicle struck a parked vehicle

on Commonwealth Avenue and left

the scene. «

Animal Complaint
April 4

A dog tied to tree lunging at peo-
ple was taken to the pound.

Annoying Behavior

April 3

There was a report of an individ-

ual going through trash containers

at Whitmore Building.

April 4
Individuals were screaming on a

balcony at Van Meter Residence
Hall.

David A. Rothenberg, 19, of 10
Laurel Ave., Tenafly, N.J., was
arrested for disorderly conduct, dis-

turbing the peace and two counts
of assault.

Individuals were drinking out-
side of Brett Residence Hall.

April 5

Bottles were being thrown from
windows at Dwight Residence
Hall.

Assault & Battery

April 3

There was a report of two indi-

viduals fighting at the Hampshire
Dining Common.

lames E. Callahan III, 29. of 218
Sunset Ave., Amherst was arrested

for assault and battery with a dan-

gerous weapon.

April 5

lason Lang. 22, of 42N
Southpoint Dr.. Amherst, was
arrested for domestic assault and
battery.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

April 3

An individual from Mackimmie
Residence Hall reported cash and
CD's stolen.

Disorderly Conduct
April 3

An individual exposed himself to

a woman on the 6th floor of the

VV.E.B. Du Bois Library.

Disturbance

April 4

A fight was reported in progress

at the Worcester Dining Common.
April 5

A fight in progress near Van
Meter was broken up.

Individuals at Pierpont
Residence Hall were involved in a

verbal argument.

Drug Law Offenses

April 3

Eric Scott Donnellan. 20. of 62
Bayberry Rd., Whitman, was arrest-

ed in John Quincy Adams
Residence Hall for possession and
transporting liquor, possession of

class D drug and possession of a

false ID.

Health/Safety Hazard
April 3

An electrical smell in the
Mechanical room of Cashin
Residence Hall was reported. The
Physical Plant was notified.

An individual was extricated

from an elevator in Cashin
Residence Hall.

April 5

A manhole cover on Thatcher
Way was missing.

Larceny

April 3

A chain saw was reported stolen

from the Marshall Hall Annex.

A license plate was stolen from a

vehicle in parking lot 1 1 on
Stadium Drive.

Keys were stolen from
Greenough Snack Bar.

April 4

An individual from Crampton
Residence Hall reported a check-

book stolen.

An individual from Washington
Residence Hall reported mountain
bike stolen.

A license plate was stolen from a

motorcycle in parking lot 63 on
Stockbridge Road.

April 5

An individual from Kennedy
Residence Hall reported clothing

stolen.

A jacket was reported stolen

from the Mullins Center.

Malicious Damage
April 5

Paper on a resident's door was

set on fire and burned the carpet in

Brown Residence Hall.

Suspicious Person/Activity

April 4
Keith |. Gallant. 19. of 230

Webster St, Fitchburg, was arrested

for attempting to commit a crime

and nighttime breaking and enter-

ing into a motor vehicle.

Shane M. Shaffer. 19. of 44
Conrad Rd., Melrose, was arrested

for possession and misuse of a false

ID and larceny from a building.

April 5

Richard G. Sambus, 19. of

Wagamon Dr.. Woodbury, N.Y.,

and David L Cateletto, 18 of 113

Dayton Ln., East Hampton, N.Y.,

were arrested for nighttime break-

ing and entering and larceny under

$250.

Vandalism
April 5

A vending machine in Coolidge

Residence Hall was damaged.
A window was broken at Furcolo

Hall.

Three large windows of the sec-

ond floor of Franklin Dining
Common were smashed.

A rock was thrown through a

window in Emerson Residence
Hall.

A vending machine was broken
in Patterson Residence Hall.

Warrant Service

April 3

Scott S. Proulx. 21. of 31 Valley

Road. Lincoln Park, N|, was arrest-

ed at the school of management.
Ibraham S. Ali. 23, of 698 Alden

St.. Springfield was arrested at

Tobin Hall.
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The Collegian Is taking applications tor:

DVM1TISING
REPRESENTATIVES

We are looking for Enthusiastic, Energetic, Organized and

f Self-motivated Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors from any major.

If you are guilty of any of these traits, contact Luis or

Craig at the Collegian Advertising Office at 545-3500 or

stop in and fill out an application at

life
113 Campus Center Basement
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GRAND Full Size Huffy Final Four
daeketball Backboard
with Stand $150 value

OTHER PRIZES Final Four daeketball

I Kj/~ I I |DF T-$hirte - Hate - 5armere

Fatriote Hate - Flaqs - Sweatehirte

DRAWING
WILL BE HELD
FRI.. APRIL 11

AT 4:00PM

^UNIVERSITY c
»rrc» £ster

MSTORE& w?£
Name

ENTER
| Mdreee

™ *™
I Local Phone

[ _ University 5tore Employeee Are Ineligible I

Collegian Open House
April 18tfa

Food & Drink
10 «.m. - 4 p.m.

Weekly update
University Career Center

Mather Building 545-2224

INTO AMHERST
Thinking Globally, Acting Locally

A Day of Community Service Dedicated to

the Town of Amherst and Neighboring Communities

UMass Folks and Amherst Folks

Joining Together to Make the Town
Cleaner, Brighter, & Lovelier

Saturday, April 26, 1997

9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

For more information, contact the

UMass Community Service Program at 545-3368

MERC inc.
Lookingfor a position in education K-12?

Come to Massachusetts Education Recruiting consortium

orientation meetings held in Mark's Meadow Auditorium:

Tuesday, April 15, 1997 from 4:30 - 6:00pm
Wednesday, April 16, 1997 from 6:00 7:30pm

FIELD EXPERIENCE POSITIONS...
(Two examples of hundreds of positions...)

PHYSICS. EE. & ME GRADUATE STUDENTS!!!
Would you like a co-op which could easily lead into a job?

BAYER AFGA is looking for applicants to make high

speed film and processing equipment for

the publishing industry.

Competitive wages!

LIBERAL ART / ACCOUNTING MAJORS...

Bio Shelters in Amherst have several exciting co-op
positions which you should look into!

For more information, call the Field Experience Office at

545-6265 or visit the library in the Mather Building.

Vandermead speaks on scandals
House counsel visits campus as first guest of Politics Club

By Chris Wilson
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Politics Club hosted
its first speaker last Wednesday afternoon in the Campus
Center for a talk on ethics issues in Congress.
Ted Vandermead, chief counsel for the Committee on

Standards of Conduct in the U.S. House of
Representatives, spoke to a group of 25 on the difficul-

ties of managing conduct issues in a Washington environ-
ment and media culture which both thrive on scandal-
making.

"Vince Foster was right [in his suicide note] when he
said that [Washington] is a city in which destroying peo-
ple is considered sport," began Vandermead in his talk.

Vandermead spoke of the 1989 House Bank and Post
Office scandals, and made references to the events which
brought down former Speaker Jim Wright (D-Texas), and
to the recent ethics violations of Speaker Newt Gingrich
(R-Ga.).

"Members are very quickly realizing that if their staff,

accountant or attorney files any documents on their

behalf, they'd better read it over very carefully them-
selves, because any mistakes can and will be used against

them by their political rivals." Vandermead said.

According to Vandermead. "The U.S. House actually has

the tightest ethical and outside income restrictions of any
legislative body on the planet," and often meets with for-

eign government leaders from emerging democracies who
come to learn about our government's processes on
which to model their own.

"They are shocked when we tell them that House mem-
bers are not allowed to practice in their fields of medi-
cine, law or accounting for payment while they are serv-

ing in Congress," Vandermead said.

Vandermead commented on the increasing lack of

M Pulse

civility among members.
"If 21 5 members need to have a retreat in the Poconos

for a week to lighten tensions and increase civility, it's

obvious that we have a problem." For example, members
of the Standards of Conduct Committee have recently

been criticized for their service, under allegations that

they are playing down issues raised against their party

leaders. The recent charges which plagued Nancy
Johnson (R-Conn.) were used as an example.

The confidentiality of his committee's process at times

can hurt its members, recounted Vandermead, in that

even after leaks have been publicized in the media,
members — who are sworn to secrecy until investiga-

tions have been completed — cannot comment on the

allegations, which are usually anonymously made to

reporters. He criticized papers such as the Washington
Post for printing such allegations without first checking
on their accuracy.

"The worst thing a member can do is try to ignore an
ethics allegation. Some form of response is essential,"

Vandermead said.

ln response to a question, Vandermead said he believes

that for Congress to improve its stature in the eyes of the

public, bi-partisan agreement on campaign finance
reform is absolutely essential. Also necessary,
Vandermead said, is for members of the House to cease
using the Committee for political sniping at opponents
and to allow investigations to be conducted privately,

without the frequent leaks to the media on unresolved
matters.

The Politics Club is a new student organization, con-
sisting of both undergraduates and graduate degree can-

didates in the Political Science department at UMass.
They plan to host speakers from a variety of ideological

points of view, and to hold debates and discussions on
contemporary political issues.

continued from page 1

Damon said many students tell her the

only thing to do on campus is drink,

which makes those students who do
not drink (16 percent) invisible.

Project Pulse found marijuana and
hashish to be the most popular drugs

on campus with 50 percent of respon-

dents reporting they had used it within

the past year. No more than 20 percent

of students reported using any other

drugs within the past year.

Unlike alcohol use, the amount of

drug use has increased by 14 percent

since 1990. Fifteen percent of students

said they have used hallucinogens

within the past year and Damon has

received a large number of calls from
students worried that they are addicted

and cannot quit.

Concerning drug availability prefer-

ences at parties, over half of the

Project Pulse respondents reported

only beer, while 18.3 percent preferred

neither drugs or alcohol be available

and only three percent preferred only

drugs.

Damon showed concern over the

static 20 percent of students who
admit to drinking and driving since

1990, despite the increased education

and awareness which has been done.

In addition, the number of students

who have been passengers in a vehicle

driven by someone who has been
drinking has increased by seven per-

cent since 1990.

Another area of concern for Damon
is the violence which she says often

accompanies alcohol use and con-

tributes to 95 percent of the discipline

problems on campus. In addition,

national figures, reflective of UMass
figures, show that 85 percent of rapists

and 75 percent of victims are under

the influence of alcohol when the rape

occurs.

Damon has found an increase in the

number of students who come to her

worried about their own alcohol and
drug problems or those of a friend,

over the last four years.

Concerning the increase of students

seeking help for drug/alcohol prob-

lems, Damon says she doesn't know if

it should be attributed to "a greater

awareness of the clangers of abuse, of

Health Services availably, or the acce-

sibility of Alcoholics Annoymous in

the Campus Center and the Newman
Center.'

Any students who feel they may
need help for themselves or a friend

related to alcohol and drug use may
call the Campus Center Information

Desk at 545-0012 for various services

or may call Sally Damon at 577-5181.

TMANC WO ' COUICJAN

Art in motion
Cheri Ehrlich will be having some art from her BFA thesis project displayed on PVTA buses in the Amherst

area.

Haitian elections annulled due to poll-tampering

By Michelle Foul

Associated Press

PORT All PRINCE. Haiti —
Haiti's opposition parties denounced
parliamentary elections as a farce

and called on the government yester-

day to annul the results.

With a feeble turnout — some
polling stations reported no voters at

all in the Sunday elections —
Haitians showed their disapproval of

politicians and of the evolution of
democracy in their Caribbean
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40%off
any one reg. price item

WW. April 9, 1997onh/l
Choose from: • Sportswear • Dresses • Activewear • Outerwear

• Intimate Apparel • Handbags & small leathers • Jewelry

• Accessories • Children's wear • Home accents • And more!
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Merchandise availoble in depls regularly found in your favorite Cherry & Webb store!

Coupon valid Wed April 9, 1997 only! One per customer.

nation.

An observer with the U.S.
Republican Party. Utah Lt. Gov.
Olene Walker, said yesterday that

she saw election officials tampering
with result sheets at two collection

centers in Port-au-Prince, the capi-

tal.

Leading Republicans have criti-

cized past Haitian elections as well

as U.S. policy in Haiti. President
Clinton ordered 20.000 American
troops there in 1994 to disband the

military regime and restore democ-
ratic rule.

The Clinton administration, how-
ever, praised the elections as free

•nd fair and said they were an
important step in consolidating
democracy.

U.S. State Department spokesman
Nicholas Burns said the Haitian
National Police helped ensure peace
and order during the elections.
Noting that turnouts often arc low
in the United States. Burns added.
"The important thing is that the dic-

tators never allowed people to vote,

and now they can."

At stake in the election is an
internationally driven program to

modernize Haiti's economy, with
tens of millions of aid dollars tied to

the plan. It is being challenged by
the new Lavalas Family party of for

mer President lean-Bertrand
Aristide.

The election also could strengthen

Aristide. who is eligible to run again

for president in 2000. Results are
expected in about 10 days.

Haiti's Provisional Electoral
Council shocked observers Sunday
night by announcing turnout figures

of 30 percent and 50 percent in

some districts. Foreign observers
and reporters who visited hundreds
of polling stations estimated turnout

at little more than 5 percent of regis-

tered voters.

Former Sen. Turnep Delpe, co-

leader of the opposition coalition

National Front for Change and
Democracy, urged the government
"to ii fniin TlTllTljlii| to male iK
people vwallow the adulterated dec
tioni."

"The authorities should show a

minimum of courage and annul the

elections." Rene Theodore, leader of

the opposition Movement to

Reconstruct the Nation, said on
Radio Vision 2000.

Aristide's party was expected to

gain a Senate majority in the elec-

tions, which included balloting for

nine of 27 Senate seats, two seats in

the Chamber of Deputies and thou-

sands of officers for 697 local coun-
cils

The councils will help choose a

permanent electoral council to

supervise elections for the next 10

years.

UMASS
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Who's afraid of Ellen?
It's

official: Ellen DeGeneres is "coming out."

The 39-year-old actress has spent the past year

dodging rumors her character on her self-named

show on ABC is a lesbian. Neatly sidestepping the

issue. DeGeneres would make jokes, sometimes saying

"I'm really a Lebanese."

But on April 30, DeGeneres will come out, both in fie

tion and in real life. While DeGeneres will not be the

first homosexual portrayed on television, she will be the

first major character to come out of

the closet. ^——
DeGeneres' move signifies much.

Not only does she acknowledge the

presence of a gay community, she

will now bring that community to

television — a medium with the

power to influence millions

In the past, television has played

it safe. Characters are usually white,

heterosexual and upper class.

Television exists to transport view-

ers to a fantasy world, where people

are beautiful and elegant. There are

no real problems in TV- land, or at

least nothing that can't be solved in

a half-an- hour.

As such, minorities have been
pushed to the sidelines as the token black or Asian.

These minor characters exist to pacify a growing minori

ty, and yet. these same characters emphasize stereotypes

of different ethnic populations.

With the exception of "Cosby" and "Family Mattetv

"

the three major networks do not have
African-Americans in leading roles in sitcoms. On the

other hand, the newer networks like Fox, WB and
Paramount, feature predominantly African-American
actors and humor.

I know of no shows on television featuring lead Asian.

Latino or Native American characters.

Rhea Perlmans new sitcom. "Pearl" features an Asian

woman — as a stereotypical nerd with little social skills

"Dr. Quinn. Medicine Woman" pays lip service to

Native Americans, stereotyping them as gentle, spiritual

healers.

The major networks have a profound fear of alienating

"Right now, television

provides nothing close

to intelligent portrayals

of marginalized groups.

ABC now has the task

of revealing homosexu-
ality in a positive and
sympathetic way.

"

Seema Gangatirkar

viewers by portraying characters in a light which is com-
plimentary. Losing viewers means losing advertising dol-

lars. It is the fear holding ABC, CBS and NBC back from
showing ethnicity, class, race or homosexuality promi-
nently in their line-up.

These are issues Americans are afraid to talk about
and television caters to that fear.

Most people receive their information from television.

The blatant stereotypes of Latinos, Asians, blacks and
Native Americans reinforce those

stereotypes in the minds of viewers,

thus ensuring certain racist beliefs.

Stereotypes make it easier to lump a'

group of people together, creating a

view that can be universally accept-

ed

Shows like "Real Life Tales of the

Highway Patrol" feature criminals

who, for the most part, are lower

dm minorities. Real life dramas
can make for exciting entertainment,

but can also perpetuate the notion

that minorities are responsible for

the majority of criminal activities.

ABC has taken a major step for-

ward, in permitting DeGeneres to

"come out" on "Ellen."

Understanding and tolerance comes from intelligent

information. Right now. television provides nothing
close to intelligent portrayals of marginalized groups.

ABC now has the task of revealing homosexuality in a
positive and sympathetic way.

And hopefully, "Ellen" will provide a way for more
homosexual characters on television, as well as more
minorities

As a popular medium, television has an obligation to

fairly show all parts of America. The fact the United
States is not a homogenous population ought to be the

impetus to show more gay characters, more minority

characters.

If there is no move to change television to represent

the complex issues making up our society and lives, then

television will continue to simplify and trivialize

Americans to the point of fantasy.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian columnist.

Global giants tip the scales
Editor's Note: On May 8. the Collegian celebrates its

10th anniversary as a daily newspaper. To commemorate
this occasion, the Collegian will be publishing editorials

spanning the last 30 years Today we feature a piece origi

nally published on February 13. 1975.

There is much to be said for the heightened con-
sciousness of the American public in foreign affairs,

particularly sharpened by the events of the interna

tional economic crisis. Price instability, trade
deficits, unemployment — all disrupt our lofty visions of a

better America. Public criticism is then understandably
directed at the Arab oil-producing nations, the Third
World in general. Blunted, though, is our awareness of

the generally depressed economies of the Third World -
the inflationary spirals of their indus

trial imports, their perpetual indebt-

edness, and their low standard of liv-

ing. But perhaps the most telling

influence on both of our economies
has been the multinational corpora-
tions, private concerns (such as Gulf
Oil Co. and International Telephone

"For our own concern

with "bigger is better"

and "more is not

enough ", we have per-

and Telegraph) which market on a petUOted gTQVC injus-

tice in these territories.
global scale

We have no one to blame but the

architects of our foreign policy for

perpetuating the oil crisis and the

subsequent collapse of the world
economy. One must trace the history

of our economic development to

understand why our foreign policy

went awry Because of the growth of

business from mergers to multinational corporations, for-

eign polic) has been dominated by the corporations rather

than controlling them The dynamic center of any future

catastrophe would, inevitably, find these firms taking a

leading role Our failure to recognize this growing power
has led our officialdom to overselling the idea of an "Arab
conspiracy." We pay for their error in judgement:
Kissinger's miscalculations.

Because the American economy is so internationalized

and the international economy so Americanized, what our
multinational corporations do and say has vital conse-
quences for each and every one of us. The growing power
of these giants is suggested by facts compiled by the

United Nations in a document circulated within the U.N.
community. Statistics show that foreign investments in

just four African Territories exceed $10,000 million. In

Angola, the monopoly capital of the United States com-

Our lofty visions become
twisted dreams.

"

1967-1997: 1975

Doonesbury

pletely controls the extraction of diamonds, petroleum,
manganese, copper, and other minerals Almost all of the
cash crops, import and export trade, and banking of
Mozambique are monopolized by the capital of the U.S
In Southern Rhodesia, over 80 percent of the mining
interests are owned by the capital of certain Western
Powers. In Southern Africa, the foreign investment
exceeds $6 billion and monopolizes the local gold and
coal mining, oil refining, chemical and machinery indus-

tries. The report emphasizes that foreign economic inter-

ests are carried on only in those sectors which yield the

highest profit — much to the expense of the indigenous
population

Statistics show wages for black laborers in Angola.
Mo/ambique. So'uthem Rhodesia, and Southwest Africa

_^_^_^_ average annually (per capita income)
about $20; over 90 percent of the

population in these foreign economic-
controlled areas is illiterate; over 50
percent of the children die premature-

ly before the age of 10 because of a

conspicuous lack of medical facilities.

Why do these people live in the abyss

of dire misery with such abundant
resources^ The report concludes that

the high profits earned by these for-

eign monopolies continues to be
returned to the United States. These
profits are not invested for the
improvement of the economic, cultur-

al, and social conditions of the indige-

nous populations We have only our-

selves to blame for failing to recog-

nize how cruelly these corporations decide the fate of
these people. For our own concern with "bigger is better"

and "more is not enough", we have perpetuated a grave
injustice in these territories. Our lofty visions become
twisted dreams. Some of the major offenders are listed in

this U.N. report: Diamond Distributors: General Electric;

General Tire and Rubber: Cabinda Gulf Oil; Amerada
Hess; Sun Oil; Amoco International Oil; Bethlehem Steel:

Union Carbide: Goodyear Tire and Rubber: IBM World
Trade; Eastman Kodak of America: Getty Oil; and
Standard Oil of California (operating through Chevron
Oil) — among many others.

For the American people it is time to abandon their nar-

rowmindedness of our current foreign policy, for the

greatest difficulties are where we are least looking for

them — that is. in our multinational corporations.

. Dennis Perry was Collegian commentator.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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Is honesty absent at

Amherst?

To the Editor

As Amherst College President Tom
Gerety presented an Honorary Award
to Salman Rushdie, he proclaimed.

"You represent to us three of the

things that we hold most precious : lit-

erature, freedom and courage." Note
that of these qualities Mr. Gerety holds

most precious to his dear little heart,

conspicuously absent is the word
"Honesty."

I am currently enrolled in an Afro-

American History class. A group of

Amherst College students are also

enrolled in this course. I was devastat-

ed to see that five men of Amherst
College were cheating like fiends dur-

ing the examination. After the exam,
my fury increased as I heard from a

colleague that a group of women from
Amherst College, sitting in the third

row were also cheating as if there were
no tomorrow.

Mr. Gerety, the students of your
institution have fulfilled those things

which are most precious to you : a love

of literature (copied from thy neigh-

bor), freedom (to cheat), and courage
(risking a career for one exam). I do
expect that Mr. Gerety will award
these students with an Honorary
degree for their fine work. Mr. Gerety.

instead of chastising Iran for its "fun-

damentally banal, unintelligent threat."

I suggest you concentrate your efforts

on the banal lack of morals demon-
strated by at least eight members of the

institution which you head.

Mr. Gerety. here at the "third class

institution" (as judged by U.S. News)
L'Mass-Amherst. we focus our efforts

on the diversifying of our perspective

and a obtaining tolerance to all ideals

At Amherst College, you seem to be

intent on exacerbating the otherwise

peaceful community of Muslims in the

Pioneer Valley.

But. Mr. Gerety. this is the United

States of America, and you have a full

right to invite and honor the man who
claims that my ideals and principles

are based on "Satanic Verses." In this

respect. I humbly allow you to propa-

gate your unnecessary and
uncalled-for hostilities. However, for

the sake of fairness. Mr. Gerety. please

do ensure that your students are ade-

quately honored.

Zaffar K. Haque
Amherst

IRA are no "good
guys"

To the Editor:

I am writing to respond to Adam
Levine's review of the current
Ford/Pitt movie The Devil's Own
(April 3) in which Mr. Levine express-

es a controversial view of the Irish

Republican Army (IRA). The reviewer

complains that films like Patriot

Games, Blown Away, and The Devil's

Own present the IRA as mere terror-

ists around which to base a suspense-

ful plot. He goes on to suggest that if

the audience knew what the IRA were
fighting for, the films wouldn't work.

In my mind this raises serious ques-

tions. Whether Mr. Levine realized it

or not he presented an article which
implies the IRA are "good guys." I

want to show people in this country

Letters to the Editor

that the IRA are anything but.

Yes. they have a cause: the IRA
wishes to liberate Ireland from British

rule and to unite both sections of

Ireland into the one country it was up
until the early '20s.

How have they tried to achieve
their aims? Murder, bombings and
vast damage. The IRA are what the

free world calls "terrorists." Earlier

this semester, one student tried to

convince me that these atrocities are

not so bad because they are political

methods by which the IRA can
achieve their aims. I see this as an
uninformed American view.

There are many Americans, par-

ticularly in Massachusetts, that feel

the IRA are noble and their goals

are morally driven. This is ignorant,

for when the IRA pant bombs which
murder English in London, maim
children in Manchester and kill

women in Belfast. I fail to see the

nioraljlv In Enniskillen. Northern
Ireland just a few years ago. a young
boy was severely injured in a bomb
blast and had to have his face
reconstructed. He was an innocent
victim and I am certain he did not

understand the complexities of the

Irish problem As ever, the IRA sent

their apologies, which is customary
when women and children are killed

in their attacks, but such regret

could have been so easily avoided. I

believe no cause is worth such a

high cost.

I must also add that the IRA is a

very small minority of Irish. In

recent elections only 1-3 percent of

the Republic of Ireland voted for

Sinn Fein, the party that represents

the IRA in politics. The vast majori-

ty of the Irish in Ireland despise the

IRA and last year on St. Patrick's

Day. I participated in a peace
protest calling for an end to vio-

lence. This occurred in Galway. one
of the Republic's larger cities. Many
Irish participated.

Many British people resented
when President Clinton tried to

interfere in the Irish problem and
forge a quick solution, perhaps for

political gain in this country. Who
knows? I however welcomed
American intervention because it

was a step toward peace. Too many
Americans, both delegates and peo-

ple, believed that the IRA was
morally motivated and that the
Republican atrocities were not as
bad as the British claimed. If

Americans wish to say that the IRA
is noble, let me counter that by say-

ing the Oklahoma bombing, or the

bombing of the World Trade Center
was noble Both bombs were for a

cause and this country found the
incidents morally reprehensible. The
American media strongly con-
demned both attacks. They were
very similar to the IRA attacks on
Belfast. London and other commu-
nities. How can this be justified?

Let individuals follow the lead of

Gandhi in India, of Martin Luther
King in the United States and in

Ireland Daniel O'Connell and
Charles Stewart Parnell. They
showed that peaceful protest does
reap rewards. Terrorism, be it in the

Middle East, be it by white
supremacist Americans or by the
IRA is unacceptable and should
never be condoned.

Simon Burke
Southwest

A modest proposal

To the Editor:

I wonder whether it would make
sense to establish regular meetings, at

least one a semester, between adminis-

tration representatives and any inter-

ested students, at which all parties

could ask questions, provide informa-

tion and present concerns. As far as I

know, there is currently no forum for

talking with administrators that is

open to all students, whether or not

they've been elected to office or a
negotiating team or have occupied a

building.

Margaret Smith

Hadlcy

Ode to Allen

Ginsberg

To the Editor:

Your fury of energy scribbled on the

page is more like stone today. More
like an order handed down from on
high commanding:

Take these words, for this man has

suffered all there

Was for him to suffer. Take these,

his words, and go hence

From here. Mourning leads to morn-
ing, and then another's day

Will have come. So be gone, but

never forgotten. Give these trials

And triumphs and joys and defeats,

give them a seat upon that

Stuff of your spirit That substance

of soul that is neither matter

Nor non-matter — but soothing
wonder — that lubricates the wheels

Of the world and lets us all live

another day.

Think of this man's tears, and feel

the sweat of his nervousness.

Be discomforted and made nau-
seous. Use the toilet if you must.

But read on. Laugh at the insanity of

the 'sanity' — laugh,

Howl like a mad person — scream
with rage. Beat your arms against

The air around you — furious,
appalled. Feel the blood rush through

Your veins; rage, rage!!

Hold onto your conviction. Hold
on...

Feel that breeze of wisdom?
Can you taste the hope in his clair-

voyance?

Grab on. gently, to that small thread

you now see. I needn't tell you.

But it leads to heaven! Follow it.

look for it in all the eyes of the

World. If ever you see it matted and
knotty, give it a brush and

Untangle it. For this thread is the
weaver of Life!"

Gray as your beard were the skies

today —
An omen of passage, a passing

away.

No sparkle of light, no glint in your
eye—
A shade of deep brood painted the

sky.

Twas like a stutter-step in time—
A slip of the tongue,

A lump in the throat, your day had
come!

It is sad to think that you are gone.

Steven Harris

Sylvan

Letters to the Editor must be typed, no more than 400 words, and include name,
address and phone number for confirmation purposes. They can be submitted to Mike
Burke, Daily Collegian, 113 Campus Center Basement, VMass Amherst MA 01003,
by e-mail to. letters@oitvms.oit.urnass.edu

Letters may be edited for length, clarity, and style.
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Theater Guild performs Fame Here's a look at some recent releases

By Alex Iglesias

Collegian Correspondent

FAME
Bowker Auditorium

April 3-5

Three days after the hottest and
most energetic musical in years hil

the stage of Bowker Auditorium,
half of the UMass student body is

still humming or ad-libbing that

ever so catchy tune, "Fame! I'm
gonna live for ever..."

The UMass Theater Guild hosted
four packed shows, ending with
their largest attendance on their
closing night. Did the ticket-sellers

forget to count? It seemed like every
person and their mother was at the

show, saving seats at all costs, and
those unfortunate late-comers had
the "pleasure" of standing against

the walls for a gruelling three hours

I must give my thanks to D| Cool
Regg. Those three hours could have

felt like 30 hours if we didn't have

his fill-ins between act changes
which gave a nice breather for the

audience to relax, dance and await

the next explosion.

Explosion is correct as the entire

cast danced their hearts away. The
powerful, yet creatively simple
choreography by Michelle Alyse
Ouellette, captured the audience
members' eyes without room for a

wink. Scene 10 was a rush as the

cast came out with a reprise of fame,

but the real heater was the sexy duet

by Richard lames (Leroy) and Tricia

Gransewicz (Iris) as their stage set

kiss seemed more than just an act.

Nice job kids.

Act by act, the crowd was at a

constant uproar as they anticipated

each scene and began to feel the

lives of the characters as each year

went by— but what happened to the

plot? It was somewhere on planet X.

As far as I know, it seems like we
were in high school, watching the

everyday life of our past with no

meaning. Until now, 1 believe the
last time I was at a talent show was
in my senior year of high school.

Give me a show, not a talent compe-
tition.

Except for the few higher octave

note misses by a few of the cast

members, the vocals weren't shame-
ful at all. Maybe a few more catchy

tunes and a few voice lessons could

have hyped up the show's beat a bit,

considering the Rent look was in.

Hey, NYC, homosexual topics, con-

fusion with life, poverty and who
could miss the '90s Rent attire?

Very nice touch. Thank God some-
body knows the '80s are out in

musicals.

If we had a plot, it would hit the

spot. Otherwise marvelous show.
Spectacular dancing! Great perfor-

mances shaped this stunning musi-

cal accented with a high-power
dance finale and a refreshing pinch

of humor, thanks to our dancing
teacher characters. It was an awe-
some show.

cocmrisv mclinda sue cohdon

Better off Dead

Theater Dept to put on famous musical

By Alex Iglesias

Collegian Correspondent

COUamr UMASS tmim cuno

The UMass Department of Theater will be
preforming The fantastic* April 1 5 through 1

9

at 8p.m.

Tomorrow night's the night. The costumes, the last minute

prayers, and the audience rolls in as the UMass Theater
Department proudly presents its new production of Tom lones

and Harvey Schmidt's heartwarming musical. The Fantasticks.

The Fantasticks has been considered the longest- running

musical of all time and has helped audiences around the

world capture that little magic within them... and now it's

here to capture yours.

Youthful and vibrant, Director Max Mount has made a

remarkable attempt to revive musical theater to the Theater

Department after a dry-spell of 16 years. Why so long?

"Nobody had a fire in their belly big enough in the depart-

ment to put on a musical." Mount said.

Mount mentioned that most of the performers need the

opportunity to expand their careers. By taking a stab at the

musical scene, these performers have a chance to explore and

step away from the typical conversational, dialogue- infested

theater plays.

A Chicago native. Mount has worked numerous years

directing musicals for inner city youth theater groups and is

now a graduate student at the University of Massachusetts,

working toward his masters degree in fine arts. The
Fantasticks is his first musical endeavor at UMass. and hope-

fully not his last.

"Smiles everyone!" Mount emphasized during a recent

rehearsal, as his energetic cast of 12 began a run-through.

Theater majors, non-majors, dance and music majors from
UMass. Mi. Holyoke and a couple of the surrounding towns
collaborate perfectly together like the pieces of a puzzle, to

spark the "fantastick" magic.

With stage veterans such as Mike Chiavaroli and Dave
loseph. a stunt-man within himself, the show reaches the

finest level of acting —not to mention the innovative musical

arrangements of piano and harp, by Musical Director Greg
Silverman.

All in all. The Fantasticks contains a sparkling mixture of

romance, drama, comedy and a twist of adventure, taking the

audience through the life and love of a young boy and a

young girl in a fantasy world of their own. But don't be mis-

taken, the cast will give you a mnaround with its mystical

characters.

This show will capture your hearts, but attend soon
because the entire first week is sold out, and the remaining

tickets may soon be gone.

The Fantasticks plays April 9-12 and 15-19 at 8 p.m. with

matinees on April 12 and 19 at 2 p.m. Reservations
Suggested. Tickets cost $3.50 for students and seniors and 56
for the general public. For tickets, please call 1413) 545-
2511.

John Cusack is back! The '80s heartthrob has a new film out called Cross Point Blank, a dark comedy about a

hit man who returns home for his high school reunion.

COUHTIST I HANK CONNOI

No true saint

The suave Val Kilmer makes a play for the illustrious Elizabeth Shoe in The Saint. A tale of love and espionage
loosely based on the classic T.V. show which starred Roger Moore.
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In The 6th Man, Kadeem Hardison plays a ghost who helps his team and
his brother, Marlon Wayans, to win the NCAA championship.
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Top of the Campus, Incorporated (TOC, Inc.)

trill hold its annual meeting in

Campus Center 903, May 8, 1997* 2:00p.m.

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Frieids ni Families

Thursday, April 10, 1997
Room 917

6:30 - 8 p.m. - Murray Lincoln Campus Center, UMass

I think my roommate has an eating disorder.

How can I be sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help.

How can I convince her to see a professional?

Who should I suggest.. Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia

She says it's under control, but 1 don't think it is.

I'm really afraid... What can I do to help?

If you are concerned about someone who you know or suspect is struggling

with an eating disorder, come to this informal workshop to explore how you

can help and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call University Health Services

Health Education at 577-5181 or (.eneral Medicine 2 at 577-5233

ROUTE 9

fegL HADLEY.MA

l^K? YEAR 'ROUND
http //www javanatZ-mrburgar/

R E LAX?
FORGET IT!

PLAY HARD to STAY HARD -

• JOIN THE BEST
HAMPSHIRE FITNESS

90 Gatehouse Road
256-6446

.*** •Free Estimates

•Lifetime Repair Warranty

•Auto Glass Replacement

•Car & Truck Rental

North Amherst Motors
78 Sunderland Road, North Amherst, MA

549-2880
(One Mile from UMass on the bus route)

MUSKIER TOURS k SUMMER DISCOVERY
Counselors needed for our student programs and/or our pre-college

enrichment programs. Applicants must be 2 1 years old

We Need: by June 20. IW7
* Mature
* Hard Working
* Energetic individual* who can dedicate 4-7 weeks this summer
working with teenagers.

For mom Information and appScabona:
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I want you to want us back
The classic rock band Cheap Trick has returned to the spotlight. After a decade of touring stadiums and anoth-

er decade of touring dingy clubs, the Trick have returned to the big leagues. They will be opening up for Stone

Temple Pilots at the Mullins Center

India Nite a cultural celebration

By Christine Soh
Col leg ion Staff

The Indian Students Association

presented it* annual cultural cele-

bration. India Nite, on Sunday.

Hosted by graduate students, Ali

Rata and Deepika Marya, the event

featured musical performances and
traditional dances. It displayed "but

a small slice of some of our cultural

traditions, both ancient and contem-

porary.* Raza said.

In August of 1947, India became
independent of British colonial rule.

Quoting lawaharlal Nehru. Raza
said. "A moment comes, which
comes but rarely in history, when we
step out from the old to the new.

when an age ends, and when the

soul of a nation, long suppressed.

V\tftWr 4ot?S

finds utterance. It is fitting that at

this solemn moment wc take the

pledge of dedication to the service

of India and her people and to the

still larger cause of humanitv

This spirit was present throughout

the evening's performances The dis

plays presented in the cultural show
ranged from the opening two \ eena

recitals to the fusion dance entitled,

"Bombay meets Boston."

Several appearances were made
by professional dancer Aparna who
impressed the audience with three

different performances. The third of

these was a part in a skit entitled

"Visa: It's nowhere you want to be."

presented by the Forum of

Progressive Artists.

This short play focused on the dif-

ficulty international students and
travellers have with obtaining U.S.

visas.

"The turmoil and tensions ej

going to a U.S. consulate to ask for

a visa is one that all of us from i he-

so-called Third World are familiar

with." Raza said

Skit-writer Raju Sivasankaran
used "the symbolism of the queue
that forms outside each U.S. con-

sulate in India to highlight some of

the issues we have all confronted

and the questions they raise for us."

Raza said as he introduced the short

play.

Also displayed as part of the cul-

tural celebration were several dance

performances given by students

from the Five College area. One
dance entitled "Choli Ke Peeche Kya
hai* was performed by a dance
group featuring UMass undergradu-

ates. It was a traditional song usual-

ly performed the night before wed-

dings describing the situations a

young bride faces. The unique per-

formance given on Sunday integrat-

ed the Peruvian style with the Indian

style.

The cultural show was brought to

a close when the Indian national

anthem was sung. It was followed by

an Indian dinner with traditional

dishes and the Hindi movie. "Raja

Hindustani."

Homage to Beat icon Ginsberg
Mien Ginsberg: June 3. 1926 -

Apri!5. 1997
"Genius Death your art is done /

Lover Death your body's gone /

Father Death I'm coming home" —
from "Father Death Blues"

After his reading in the UMass
Fine Arts Center last year, I

approached Allen Ginsberg and
asked, if it wasn't too much trouble,

if he could sign my copy of his

Collected Poems 1947-1980. His

deep, friendly eyes stared back
through his thick glasses, a smile

clearly visible through his

graying beard. "I can. if

you believe I can." he
replied.

In the end, we have his

words, his "Starving, hys-

terical, naked" words. One side will

tell you that, if poetry is behavior,

he did nothing but misbehave — he

rambled, he possessed no structure,

he wrote about nothing.

The other side, the side that was
kept up nights reading his crazed

visions, his "bop lyrics," his dark

fears, darker fantasies and even
darker dreams, will tell you he ram-

bled, he possessed no structure —
but he wrote about everything, and
that's what wc love about him.

"First thought, best thought." he

wrote in the introduction to

Collected Poems 1947-1980
(Harper & Row), "spontaneous
insight — the sequence of

thought-forms passing naturally

through ordinary mind — was
always motif and method of these

compositions." Thought-forms that

were both eloquent and disturbing,

more so than any of his Beat coun-

terparts. Some did beautiful things

with words, but couldn't grab your

attention. Others got your attention,

but didn't deliver the "poetic goods"

that college professors will tell you

are necessary. Ginsberg fueled both

fires, releasing manic thoughts and

ideas through brilliantly written

poetry and prose that burned like an

inferno on the page. His love for life

could be seen in both his poetry and
his journals ("Being is the one thing

/ All the universe shouts" from
"This Is About Death"), as could his

fear of death ("One time is all time /

if you look at it out of the grave"

from "In Death. Cannot Reach
What is Most Near").

There were the arrests, the

pro-drug and anti-censorship cam-

paigns, the heavily publicized

escapades with lack. Neal. Bill.

Peter and the rest of the Beats, the

turn to Buddhism. He could be seen

at anti-war rallies, gay rights rallies,

with Bob Dylan (who called

Ginsberg "the single greatest influ-

ence on American poetical voice

since Whitman") in the 60s. with

the Clash in the '80s and on stage

playing his accordion and
finger-cymbals in the '90s. During

the '90s he exhibited the same
intensity and clarity of madman's
vision that he had exuded 50 years

before.

His best eulogies are possibly

from his own poems: From
"Metaphysics.": "There is no other

world. The Circle is complete. / I

am living in eternity. / The was of

this world / arc the ways of

Heaven." From "Kaddish." a poem
dedicated to his late mother who
died in a psychiatric hospital: "The

key is in the window, the key is in

the sunlight at the window — I have

the key — the key is in the bars, in

the sunlight in the window." And
possibly the most appropriate epi-

taph, from "Adapted From Neruda's

Ouc dispierte el lenador'" "And
here I say farewell / I'm nothing

more than a poet: / I want love for

you all / I didn't come here to solve

anything. / I came here to sing. /

and for you to sing with me." We
can still sing with him. If we believe

we can.

Let's see if we can't cheer our-

selves up a tad, shall we? The
Pulitzer Prize for Poetry was given

away yesterday to the very deserving

Liscl Mueller, for his powerful
Alive Together: New and Selected

Beland
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REGISTER NOW, SPACES ARE LIMITED!!!

THREE OR FOUR PLAYERS PER TEAM
REGISTRATION FEES: Before April 9, 1997 $15 per player

After April 9, 1997 $18 per player

If you have any questions call the

New Balance Haigis Hoopla office at (413) 545-5689

Remember: Registration Deadline April 18, 1997

Poems (Louisiana State University

Press). Mueller, 73, is a German
immigrant who also won the

National Book Award for poetry.

Alive Together is his seventh book
of poetry — a compilation of 35

years of his work exploring a wide

range of subjects including cultural

and family history, music and lan-

guage. Mueller's breathtaking lin-

guistic virtuosity is as impressive as

it is enchanting, memorable and
imaginative. Of course, that's prob-

ably why they gave him a Pulitzer.

In other awards

news, for those of

you who haven't

heard. Polish-bom

poet Wislawa
Szymborska was

the recipient of last year's Nobel
Prize for Literature for her brilliant

collection View With a Grain of
Sand (Harcourt Brace). The collec-

tion, like all of Szymborska's work,

is both sensual and intellectual, ten-

der, wise, feminine and above all

—

human. She interweaves history, sci-

ence, physics, philosophy and
nature with extreme ease, masking

the exceptional intelligence and
philosophical depth of her work
with self- irony and an exquisite

sense of humor. This is definitely a

collection worth checking out.

Szymborska continues the line of

poets that have won the Prize,

including William Butler Yeats

(1923). T.S. Eliot (1948), Pablo

Neruda (1971), Czelaw Milosz
(1980) and last year's winner,

Seamus Heany.

UMass' own Dara Wicr put forth

a stellar reading last Wednesday at

the Globe Bookstore in

Northampton. Reading older poems
as well as new material form her

perpetually- delayed new book ten-

tatively entitled Our Master Plan,

Wier's words ignited the

standing-room-only audience.

Crowd warmer and local fave jack

Haly was magnificent as well. Look
for Wier's new book from Carnegie

Mellon Press early next year, and
look for the Globe to continue its

terrific series on Wednesday with

Growing Darkness. Growing Light

(Carnegie Mellon) author lean

Valentine, with guest Amy
Dryansky.

One item mentioned last week
that definitely bears repeating:

Sophie Cabot Black will be reading

tonight at Wooton's Books, down-
town Amherst at 8:00 p.m., as part

of the of the Amherst College
Creative Writing Center Series. Her
work has appeared in a number of

anthologies, including The Best

American Poetry /99J. edited by

Louise Gluck. Black has received

the Grolier Poetry Prize (1988).

Poetry Society of America's

Masefield Award (1990) and

Medwick Award (1990). and the

Norma Faber First Book Award for

her first collection The
Misunderstanding of Nature
(Graywolf). Also worth repeating is

Gillian Conoley reading at UMass'

Memorial Hall on April 10 at 8:00

p.m. Her book. Tall Stranger

(Cornell University Press), was
nominated for the National Book
Critic's Circle Award for poetry.

Speaking of NBCC nominees,
another brilliant UMass teacher and

poet, Martin Espada joins a phe-

nomenal group including folk singer

Pete Seeger, Academy-Award win-

ning actress Susan Sarandon and

Tony and Emmy award winning
singer/actor Mandy Patinkin to

team up for "Celebrate the Children

of Resistance," a benefit for the

Rosenberg Fund For Children. The

event takes place Saturday. April 2b

at 7:30 p.m. at )ohn Greene Hall at

Smith College. Tickets can be pur-

chased through the Northampton
Box Office (586- 8686), Tix
Unlimited in the UMass Student

Union, Food For Thought Books in

Amherst and the Odyssey Bookshop
in South Hadley. Espada. whose lat-

est book. Imagine the Angels of
Bread (Norton), snagged a NBCC
Award for Poetry nomination last

year, will also be reading at the

Odyssey on Wednesday, April 30 at

7:30 p.m. Espada's reading is the

second in a one-two National

Poetry Month- ending punch, as the

incomparable Adrienne Rich gives

the UMass English Department's

semesterly Troy Lecture on April

29. More on all these big-time

goodies in the coming weeks.

And finally, since we're all sad-

dened by Ginsberg's passing, I feel

it necessary to lighten the mood a

little. A copy of Very Bad Poetry

(Vintage) should do. Containing
such masterpieces as Matthew
Green's eloquent "The Spleen" to

Georgia Bailey Parringion's haunt-

ing and insightful "Elegy to A
Dissected Puppy" (no. I'm not mak-

ing this up — I wish I were), ihis

collection stands to overshoot any-

thing Oxford or Riverside ever put

out.

That's all for now. Tune in next

week when I tell you whether or not

"semesterly" is a real word.

// you have any information on
upcoming readings you would like

to contribute, please send it to the

Collegian, care of this column
luslin Beland is a Collegian

Columnist

comns* mucmiv «ko«os

The world will surely miss the bitter yet fragile words of a true American
poet. Although Allen Ginsberg may not have been the nicest or most sta-

ble individual to walk this earth, his eccentricities and creative genius
should inspire us all.
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Women's tennis beats on Fairfield Stags 5-2
By Mike Corey
Collegian Staff

For the University of
Massachusetts women's tennis
team, there was a definite sense of
urgency for a dominant match last

Friday night as they took on
Fairfield University at Hampshire
College. The Minutewomen (9-3),
who beat the Stags 4-5 in early
February, were looking for a more
convincing win this time around,
and they got it, 5-2 behind some
strong overall team play.

The doubles matches were first

on the courts, and the No. 1 dou-
bles team of freshman Ola
Gerasimova, and junior Caroline
Steele performed well, knocking off
the duo of Nancy Searle and Amy
Hanson of Fairfield. The match was
close in the beginning until
Gerasimova and Steele took a 5- 4
lead and never looked back. Every
ball that was softly lofted over the
net, Gerasimova put away with one
hit, and the duo simply proved too
strong and cruised to an 8-4 victo-

ry-

The No. 2 doubles combination
for UMass was senior Liz Durant,
and sophomore Gillian Kane, who
played together for the first time in

the doubles competition. Kane,
playing in the absence of Durant's
usual partner, Marie Christine
Caron, came out strong with the
senior as they jumped out to the
early lead 3-1. However, unable to

seize the opportunity to go up 4-1.

Fairfield closed the gap to 3-2. and
then took over the lead, on their

way to an 8-6 win.

With those two matches complet
ed, the doubles point rested on the

shoulders of junior Lama
Gorodetskaya, and sophomore
lackie Braunstein in the No. 3 dou-
bles match. With the support of
the team behind them,
Gorodetskaya and Braunstein bat-

tled back from a 7-6 deficit to take

the win. 9-7 in exciting fashion to

cap off the doubles competition,
and the point to go up 1-0 in the

match.

"This team needed to get togeth-

er themselves and play, and I'm
happy with the result." Assistant

coach Tom Lowry said. "We
haven't played a duel match since

February, and this is the beginning
of our spring season, and I think

they came together well and they

did a good job."

As the singles began, there were
only three matches being played at

the same time, with no thanks from
the old folks of the retirement
home that took up court No. 4. In

any event however. Durant wasted
no time in freeing up a court as the

senior dismantled Deirdre Tindall

of Fairfield 6-2, 6-0 in a match
that took under a half-hour.

Durant said her serve was what
gave her the advantage, along with
having the doubles matches first,

which got her warmed up and ready
to go. After the match, Durant was
complemented by her teammate.
"She played like a senior,"

Gorodetskaya said. "She went on
the court, took care of business,
and she left. That was a senior per-

formance."

Gerasimova, at No. 1 singles, was
next to finish and had her way as

well playing against Fairfield's
Lenka Hurton, winning 7-5, 6-0.

Gerasimova continued her strong
play that she showed in the dou-
bles, and mentally took her oppo-
nent out of the match as well.

"I had to do everything that I

could, and I just kept it going,"
Gerasimova said.

Playing at No. 3 singles,

Braunstein also kept the winning
going as she won her match as well

very handily by the count of 6-3,
6-1. Bruanstein had the edge in

the match, with the knowledge of
her opponent Amy Hanson, who
she had played three times previ-

ously, and beaten every time.
"1 was a little nervous in the

beginning because I was expected
to win." Braunstein said. "But it

was just a matter of playing the
match, and I knew how to play
her."

Steele, whose match at No. 2 ver-

sus Searle of Fairfield went on for

hours before Searle took the win in

a very tight match of two players

whose skills and styles were equally

alike. The final was 6-3, 5-7, 7-6
(7-3). Steele had her serve work-
ing well, but it was only a matter of

who was going to blink first, as

both players were pushed to the
limit tracking down hard hit balls

by the other.

As for Kane, who was playing in

only her second collegiate singles

match at No. 5, put up a good fight

and showed some signs of good
things to come, however she lost

the match 2-6, 1-6.

Gorodetskaya finished off the

competition at the No. 6 spot, play-

ing a pro-set match ( First one to 8
points ) knocking off a familiar

opponent for her as well. Candice
Srubar. as she downed her 8-0.

"We've played so many times
already, and I already know my
plan, where to play, how to hit. and
I know her weaknesses and her
strengths, and you just have to go
out there and stick to your plan,"

Gorodetskaya said. i,

The Minutewomen took four of

the six singles matches and the dou-
bles point for the 5-2 victory, start-

ing off the spring 1-0 and improv-

Alomar returns to action;

O's lose to Royals 6-5

By Craig Horst

Associated Press

KANSAS CITY. Mo —
Booed when he was introduced
and booed even louder when he
came to bat. Roberto Alomar
returned to baseball yesterday.

Alomar had two hits and said

he was just happy to be back on
the field.

"I just want to go out there

and play the game of baseball."

Alomar said after Baltimore lost

6-5 to Kansas City in the
Royals' home opener.

"The fans are entitled to their

own opinion and that's all I can
say about it. You just have to

try and enjoy the game and do
what you are capable of doing.

For me. all I have to do is go
out and pay the game of base-

ball."

The Baltimore Orioles second
baseman was playing for the
first time since completing a

five-game suspension for spit-

ting in the face of umpire |ohn

Hirschbeck last season.

The autograph hounds sought

out Alomar before the game.
but he received a less hos-
pitable reception when his

name was announced over the

public address system at the

Kansas City Royals' home open-

er.

He was booed in all four
plate experiences.

Fans cheered politely when he

made a nice play on a bad-hop
grounder in the second inning,

but they also cheered when he

struck out in the third.

"The main thing for me was it

was good to be out there,"

Alomar said. "It was a good day

for me. Not for the team, but

hopefully we can come here

(tomorrow) and win a game."

The booing picked up for his

first at-bat. Alomar, the game's

second batter, sacrificed after

Brady Anderson's leadoff dou-

ble. Anderson scored on a sacri-

fice fly by Rafael Palmeiro.

Alomar started at second
base, playing on a sprained
ankle that he said was almost

fully healed.

He spent nearly 10 minutes
before batting practice signing

about two dozen autographs for

about a 100 fans around the

third-base dugout. They seemed
to have put aside the September
spitting episode that polarized

players and umpires and further

discouraged fans already upset

about baseball's labor prob-
lems.

"He was wrong, but there is

not a person around who hasn't

made a mistake." said leremy
Earl. 16. who landed an Alomar
autograph. "Forgive and for-

get." said Chris Bell. 22. who
had a game program signed by

Alomar.
When Alomar had to leave,

those who did not get auto-
graphs were understanding.

"I appreciate your taking the

time, Mr. Alomar," said one.

"Thank you very much, Mr.
Alomar," said another.

Alomar rejoined the Orioles

after an extended stay in

Florida to treat his ankle. He
had hurt himself stumbling on
stairs in his apartment building

in Baltimore, then aggravated
the injury before spring training

in a charity basketball game.
He received about 1 5 minutes

of treatment on the ankle
before the game, and the ankle

was heavily taped.

Alomar declined to talk about

the suspension as he dressed in

the clubhouse before batting

practice.

"Let's talk about baseball,"

he said. "I want to leave it at

that."

When pressed about how he

felt to finally play again,

Alomar tried to deflect the

questions.

"I just try to go out there and

play my game," he said. "If you
worry too much about things,

you can't do the best you can."

Orioles manager Davey Johnson

supported his second baseman.

"I know he's going to be sensi-

tive about it," lohnson said. "I

know he's going to hear things.

I told him when they didn't

have emotion, that's when he

has to worry."

KXMA UNSVtfN' COUECIAN

Led by Ola Gerasimova, the UMass women's tennis team beat Fairfield

5-2 on Saturday.

ing their record to 9-3. Total team
play was the key in this match, and
UMass knows how important it is

to get these wins, so that when the

tougher competition comes along
they can be prepared, and put up a

solid fight.

The next match for UMass will

be at home this Wednesday when
they take on Connecticut at 2:30
p.m. on the upper Boyden tennis

courts.

Pesky booted from dugout;

Legend bumped to press box

By Jimmy Golen
Associated Press

BOSTON — In a break with tra

dition that rivals the departure of

Roger Clemens and a new bill-

board above the famed Green
Monster, the Boston Red Sox have

banished longtime coach and good-

will ambassador lohnny Pesky from
the dugout.

The 77-year-old former short-

stop known to generations as "Mr.

Red Sox" was told by the team that

he can continue to hit grounders
during fielding practice, but then

he must change out of his uniform

and watch the game from the pre--

box.

"It hurts me quite a bit. to be

honest with you." Pesky told The
Boston Globe in yesterday's edi-

tions. "I don't have much time left

and I was hoping they'd let me stay

in the dugout. I think some of the

players like having me around
there."

Pesky did not return a call from
The Associated Press seeking com-
ment.

"He is a permanent member of

the Red Sox. We have an agree-

ment to pay him for the rest of his

life. Nobody's throwing lohnny
Pesky out of anywhere." said for-

mer spokesman Dick Bresciani.

who saw his own duties change as

the Red Sox try to become more
corporate. "It's not a slap. We
want to expand his role. He was
getting away from doing a lot of

the things he had been doing" like

working with minor leaguers and
in the community, Bresciani said.

A reporter who stopped by the

team's Fenway Park offices was
told that neither general manager
Dan Duquette nor CEO |ohn
Harrington was available for com-
ment. But fans and players let their

opinions be known immediately.

"After all these years? That
stinks." said Darren Schriever. a

Red Sox fan who was scrubbing
graffiti off the Cask & Flagon bar

across the street from Fenway Park

in preparation for Friday's home
opener.

"I'm 24. and he's been there my
whole life. He was as much a part

of the dugout as the benches."

John Michael Paveskovich —

Pesky's full name — broke in with

the Red Sox in 1942 and led the

league in hits his first three sea-

sons, which were interrupted by

three in the military. He was trad-

ed to Detroit in 1952. then to

Washington in '54 before retiring

with a lifetime batting average of

.307.

His playing days are best remem-
bered for a gaffe, though: He
allegedly held a relay throw too
long during the 1946 World Series,

allowing F.nos Slaughter to score

from first on Harry "The Hat"
Walker's double with the winning
run in Game 7.

But since then. Pesky has won
over the typically unforgiving
Boston fans with his geniality and
love for the game, demonstrated in

a half-decade as coach, manager,
broadcaster and advertising sales-

man. More recently, he had been a

"special assistant for player devel-

opment." a nebulous position that

most recently involved helping
with infield practice and sitting on
the bench during home game- in

case his years of experience were
needed. "How can you let No. 6
not be around the kids? He does

nothing but help them. He likes it.

He likes to be there for them." first

baseman Mo Vaughn told the

Globe.

"That's lovely, man. lohnny
Pesky gave his heart and soul to

the Boston Red Sox. He's a great

man and he should be appreciated

for all this time. He should be here

with us, on the road with us, talk-

ing with us. lohnny Pesky, if any-

body should be here, it's him."

Pesky told the Globe that

Duquette called him before spring

training and told him he wouldn't

be welcome in the dugout, banish-

ing him to the press room.

"I don't know. Maybe they want

me to go away." he told the paper.

"I guess they'll tell me what they

have planned for me." Added
Vaughn: "Most people want to go

to their home at his age. And he

wants to come out here. He should

be an untouchable person in this

organization. But. I thought that

Roger Clemens was untouchable,

too.

"Pesky ain't nothing but a good
man. A good man. a good baseball

man. He's good to have around."
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women s gym
continued from page 10

low on bars, and that really affected

the outcome towards the end of the

meet," Kuzara said. "There were a

million other routines that ended
up being scored higher. A lot of
that you could attribute to bars

being the first event. The judges

gave a 9.50 for Mandy IMosby]
and a 9.60 for Anita [Sanyal), and
they just weren't going to go that

much higher.

"The scores weren't going for us.

I just have nothing but a great feel-

ing about this meet, and yet I feel

like we have to go home and
re-evaluate everything in terms of

what we are doing to get to the

next level."

The Minutewomen had four
all-arounders competing on
Saturday — Laing, Swartz, Betsy

Colucci and Mosby. Mosby placed

fifth in the all-around with a score

of 38.575, tied for fifth on the floor

exercise with a 9.80 and tied for

sixth on the balance beam with a

9.725.

Colucci, whose all-around per-

formance was the first of the season

for her, finished 14th with a score

of 37.725. She also finished ninth

on vault with a 9.725. She shares

similar sentiments as Kuzara.

"I am so proud of the whole
team, the way we just stuck
through everything. We picked it

up and we didn't lose spirit. The
scores didn't go our way, but I am
really proud of us. we had a great

year," Colucci said "I think this

meet is a big step for us. We realize

how good we are and next year we
are going to be back."

And let's talk about Karen
Maurer. Maurer hasn't competed
much this season, but what she has

done has really given the team the

edge. Kuzara in a previous inter-

view commented on how nobody
talks about his juniors. These past

few weeks Maurer has turned in

powerful performances on beam.
But perhaps it was the huge smile

on her face after she nailed her first

combination on beam that said it

all.

"That's the hardest position, first

up on beam. There's so much at

stake, and Karen had the best rou-

tine of the year. That was better

than the A 10 performance, it was
better than any routine she's done
all year," Kuzara said. "The scoring

was really tough on beam. We
nailed beam, we can't do beam any

better than that."

The Minutewomen were equally

impressive on the floor exercise.

Again, two of the women who nor-

mally compete on floor didn't, but

UMas«' depth allowed them to gar-

ner the same solid scores. Both
Penny LeBeau and Sanyal. who has

competed a handful of times on
floor this season, had counting
scores.

"We knew we were a great floor

team and a great vault team. And
floor and vault went exactly how I

thought it would go from a perfor-

mance aspect. Penny, unbelievable

floor routine, but it's a 9.55,"

Kuzara said, stressing that he
believed LeBeau should have
received a higher score.

Though the low scoring obvious-

ly had an impact on the outcome of

the meet, it was continually said by

team members that they were very

proud of their performances, and
happy with the experience gained at

regionals. Sanyal gave her thoughts

on the team's accomplishments.
"1 think this season was an amaz-

ing season. I think we finally start-

ed to realize how much potential

we really have and we started to

gain a lot of confidence, especially

by the end of the season," Sanyal

said. "And I think that regionals by

far was our best, best, best meet
and even though we may have not

scored as high as some of home
meets, we really pulled together so

hard and we performed as well as

we ever could have."

The Minutewomen will be gradu-

ating two seniors, Swartz and
Laing. who have been with the

team as long as Kuzara has. He said

his two seniors were very special to

the program, and commented on
their place at regionals.

"Well, they wanted a storybook

ending, and the last three or four

weeks the> were putting a lot of

pressure on themselves," Kuzara
said. "And the team was putting a

lot of pressure on themselves, and
there's a certain amount of that

which is good, and there's a certain

amount that is kind of holding us

hack. I think.

"To have been through what
they have been through towards the

end of this year. I think they will

always be remembered. We didn't

need to make it to Nationals for

this year to be a successful season.

1. 1 1. 1 and I. i.i n tie have had a great,

great career."

Swartz also talked about the past

year.

"Overall this season was a great

season, we knew we had the talent

to be at regionals. and that's impor-

tant." Swartz said. "But there's

another year, another season and
each >ear the team improves and
gets closer and closer |to Nationals]

and we are going to get there, it *

just a matter of time
"

men's track
continued from page 10

Tying for a season best for high

jump were Senior Ron Tauro and
Sophmore Ryan Fortune with the

height of 6'5".

Others placing first for UMass
were Conception in the 400 meters

(48.4) and Fortune in the triple

jump ( 1.96m).

"It was a comfortable victory for

us. especially since so many people

stepped up." Coach O'Brien said

This year's team is looking
extremely sharp and could be even

better than last year's squad.

"We thought the B.C meet would
be closer. But this year's team looks

stronger than last year's. I think we
will be sending more people to

IC4's than last year." sophomore
Dan Leboeuf said.

The Minutemen return to action

on Saturday. April 12 when they

will host Holy Cross, lona. and
Providence College at Llewelyn
Derby Track at 12:00 p.m

It will be the last home meet of

the sear, as UMass prepares for the

larger meets of the season.

women's track
continued from page 10

senior Kristen Donaldson record-

ed an 18:34.75 in the 5000
Sophomore Nicole Way. the

former triple jumper who
switched events due to nagging
injuries sustained in an accident

over the summer, placed second

in only her second ever appear-

ance in the 800. with a time of

2:18.79.

Other key contributions
included Raqueil Shelton's third

place showing in the 100 meter
dash with a 12.55 and Irish fol-

lowing at 12.61. In the 200. Irish

took third at 25 63. with
Freshman Andrea Comeau and
dell also picking up points finish-

ing fifth and sixth respectively.

Comeau also picked up third in

the 100 meter high hurdles at a

personal best time of 14.72.

Another freshman. Sarah
llirsch. placed fourth in the 3000
and just missed placing in the

I 500 by blowing out her heat but

losing out to times in the second

heat. Tracy Meagher finished
sixth in the 3000. also picking up
points Lacking Kenku. the
4x400 relay team came in a

strong second, featuring Cooper.
F.aton. Irish and Comeau.-
Next week the Minutewomen

travel to Southern Connecticut to

face Brown. Northeastern.
Boston College, and Southern
Connecticut.

softball
continued from page 10

winning streak when they clash with

the Lady Blue Devils of Central

Connecticut State (2- 1 3) in an out-of-

conference twinbill.

Over their successful stretch. UMass
has celebrated the resurgence of their

offensive attack, and the stability of

their pitching staff. Through
the past five games, the Minutewomen
have shown little mercy, outscoring

their opponents 35-6. This outburst

was emphasized by a Nicole Faessler

dinger against St. Bonaventure, and
two grand slams in one game Saturday

against Rutgers by Kim Gut ridge and

Kelly Buckley, a UMass record.

Also, the consistent overpowering

performances from second-year pitch

ers Liz Wagner and Danielle

Henderson has shut down opposing

lineups.

This week. Henderson's efforts were

recognized when she was named A- 1

Pitcher of the Week for the second

consecutive time. Since the A- 10 sea-

son began last week. Henderson has

allowed only one earned run over 18

innings, plummeting her ERA to a

dominating 1 .56 runs per game.

Meanwhile, Wagner hasn't done
much to tarnish her standing as 1996
A- 10 Pitcher of the Year. Wagner
pitched two games last week and sur-

rendered only four runs, lowering her

ERA to 3.02.

Central Connecticut State comes
into town haunted by a ten-game los-

ing streak. Over this time, the Lady
Blue Devils have been outscored 68-6.

This is not a mistake. Not producing

many runs, and giving up plenty of

them, the l.ady Blue Devils are running

into a dangerous UMass squad that is

finally running on all cylinders.

The l-ady Blue Devils bat . 1 66 as a

team, and give up 5.09 runs per game,

while UMass bats at a .233 clip and
gives up 2. 1 9 runs per game.
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Collegian Classifieds
APARTMENT FOR RENT I EMPLOYMENT

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

3 bedroom Puffton Aat. Take over

lease June 1st Please call Mark.

Seth. Of Scott 549-2645

Great apartment uptown! 5 min

walk to campus One bedroom
Begin 6/1 $630/month 256 6441

Take over our laata or will sublet

starting June 1st 2 bedroom In

Brandywine Rent includes heat and

hot water Call 549-0530

AUTO FOR SALE

1912 BMW 733i 160K. blue,

inspected, good condition $4000
5462604 '

1992 Hyundai Elaatra excellent

condition, auto. A/C. stereo. 49K
miles $3500 H'/on 256 1285

K Volkswegon Jetta Gl 5 speed.

lully equipped with sunroof. PS. air.

new stereo. Thule rack, full records

Kept garaged in winter Excellent

condition Must see 90K miles

$3500 or B/0 549-4995

Purchasing a used car? Having

your car repaired'' Do you know your

rights 7 Contact the Student Legal

Services Office 922 Campus Center

545-1995

H Dodge 600 NO*, runs. $800 584-

4807

19 Cutlass Ciara low miles. PS.

PW PI AC AM/FM. cassette.

cruise $3795 549-1215

Environmental Sales. Hallo? Oo

you believe in being in the right

place at the right time? International

Marketing Co is rapidly expanding

into the Western Massachusetts

area You'll never know unless you

call {413)827 7555

Drivers Wanted College students

anyone to sell Good Humor Ice

Cream from one of our vending

trucks Work outdoors this summer

Be your own boss RTS available in

your area Earn $750-950/weekly

Male or Female Apply now Call

Mon-Sat 9am -3pm only (203(366-

2641 or 1800)899-1009

Cape Cod West Yarmouth Resort

needs reliable maids Saturday only.

9 30-4 30 $60 per day Bonus if you

stay through 8/30 1508)775 0985

LAST CHANCE
Legal Assistants Wanted April

18th is the last day to apply to the

Student Legal Services Office about

Fall 1997 Internships! Get hands-on

experience in the legal field Work
directly with attorneys and clients

Earn up to 15 undergraduate credits

No experience in the legal proles

sion required— training is provided

Contact Student legal Services

today 545-1995. 922 Campus Center

Vermont Adveaiurel Farm and
Wilderness is now hiring summer
staff We need people who want to

provide positive guidance and sup

purt to adolescents coming of age in

the 90s Counselors, nurses, cooks,

general staff Organic (arming, back-

packing rock climbing, waterfront,

carpentry crafts Challenging wilder

ness environment in the Green
Mountains of Vermont Contact
Philip Tobin {802)422-3761 or

EMPLOYMENT
fandwOsover.net
|http://www fandw orgJSummor
Jobs on Nantucket Work on the

beach Positions available now Stan
date around May 20th Short order

cooks Aerobics Instructor For imme
diate consideration, call (508)325

6347 Housing a possibility

PAINTERS- Full time summer;
EXPERIENCE PREFERRED, vehicle.

$6 50-$9 00/hr. heavy lifting

required 9 00-5:00 ONLY 247-9480

Wa need two people to work in

Southern Vermont Country Inn Do
dishes and rooms, wait tables, food

prep, etc Room and board plus

salary, tips Call (802(874-4140

Need a summer job? Know the

web? Sell MCI Internet Websites to

anyone, whenever you want to work

Low cost, nice income for you Call

(800)372 7683 or e-mail for more
information dlengerOaol com

Part-Time Sales Rapt Wanted
Lead the way into the 21 st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat-

shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332
Bleecker St 040. NYC. NY 10014

Cruise and Land Tour Employment

work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid' For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (800)276-4948 ext C50017

(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

FOR RENT
House- 4 large bedrooms Main
St On bus route 5 minutes from

Upton Call 253-5188

dio apartment foi rent-

available last week of May $440 per

month Call Oan 256-5473

2 bedroom Brandywine Apt.

Available from June 1- Sept 1

Sublet or take over our lease Hot

water and heat/AC included $750 a

month Call 549-7504 On bus route

3 bedroom Puffton June 1 Rent

$825 Call 549-3913

Sugarloaf Estates Ultra modern,

two bedroom apartments Free

heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washers/dryers

and morel On bus line Minutes to

Amherst Great specials! Now leas

ing Spring and Fall Call 665 3856

i for Heat Private home $335
utilities Kitchen privileges.

Kosher/Vegetarian preferred

Laundry, parking, furnished

Available May 1 549-4853

3 bedroom condos Hobart Lane

Gas. heat, hardwood floors, heated

basement Now showing for June
and September Lease $1300+ 253
7879

Amherst Ceater 1. 2. and 3 bed-

room apartments Gas. heat hard-

wood floors We are now showing
for June and September leases
Lincoln Real Estate 253-7879

Female Wanted to share home in

New Salem Separate in-law apart

ment with kitchen, living room, pri-

vate bath, small bedroom, furnished

FOR RENT
No pets No smoking $475/month
All included (508)544 8427

4 bedroom apartment 2 bath. 2

large living rooms Located on bus
rouie in South Amherst Call 256-

1561

Cape Cod gioup & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

(508)477 6000

FOR SALE

ATTENTION SNAKE LOVERS
Selling 1 juvenile Ball Python and 1

proven male Albino Burmese Python

I must sell and you must see Call

549-5893

Round Trip USAir Ticket
Anywhere in the Continental US
Expires 6 14-97 Asking $300 Call

Jess 546 5266

Laptop Notebook $99. VGA Color

Monitor $75. Hard Drive $10.

Software $5. 386 Motherboard $25
Call Steve 566-3324 ext 2

Buy wholesale, aot retail. The
last phone card you will ever own
MCI Prepaid only $200 for 10 min-

utes This card is rechargeable Mail

$2 00 and SASE to Collegiate

Communications. P Box 785.

Attleboro, MA 02703 (8001372 7683

PERSONALS

Thank You Saint JudaM LP & LP

INSTRUCTION
GRE/GMAT
30 hours. $395

American Academy
1-800-808-Prep

(please leave your name and num-

ber)

Lost Pictures- possibly fell out of

car or were taken from car in Puffton

Village around 1 1 00 p m Friday 4/4

Sentimental Value Please return

Reward 546 2426

SERVICES

Know Your Rights Oo you have

questions about your rights? Do you

think your civil rights have been vio-

lated? Find out! Contact the Student

Legal Services Offices. 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995

Piercings by the Bearded Lady
222 State St Northampton 586-

0829

Pragaant? Naad help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

SUMMER SUBLET
Sunny on* bedroom furnished

South Prospect St Amherst
$300/month Call Karolee 256-41 19

3 bedroom apartment- Puffton

Available 6/1 with Fall Option

$82Vmontf) 549 6954

SUMMER SUBLET
Looking for Summer Sublet?
Beautiful 5 bedroom house Has all

needed utilities On bus line and

even has a yard! Next to Mike's

Westview Call Angela or Carey O
549 1859

3 bedroom Puffton Apt. Great

price Available 6/1 546 5681

3 bedroom apartment June
August Sunderland Pool/Courts

Call 665-0298 Ten minutes from

UMass

2 bedroom/Brandywina with Fall

Option Available 6/1 Call 549 4982

Mill Valley Summer Sublet 3 bed

room. 2 bath, fully furnished On bus

route 1 month FREE! 253-6503

3 bedroom Puffton Available 6/1

549-5941

TO SUBLET

2 bedroom/Brandywina Apt.

Easily fits 4 Excellent condition

$740 Call Knsti or Melissa 549-7474

1 bedroom in Brandywine
Available May 1 Call 549-0520
Possible Fall Option

TRAVEL

Ski and Party at Killington for only

$109! 2 nights condo lodging and
TWO daily lift tickets Call UMass
Ski and Board Club 545 3437. 434

Student Union

TRAVEL
Montraal- Party Weekend April

11-13. 2 nights lodging and round

trip bus $115 Call UMass Ski Club

5453437

WANTED TOP RENT

Looking for apartment on bus line

tor Fall 97 Please call Amy 546 0706

Wanted: 4 bedroom
apartment/house on bus route for

Fall Willing to take over summer
lease Call 546-4285 Amy.
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TUESDAY. APRIL 8

Discussion — An open panel dis-

cussion will be held at J 0:45 a.m. in

(he Student Union Visual and
PirK'tming Arts Space. 10 discuss

Harriet Diamond and Linda
Bachelors exhibit. The Bottom
Drawer.

Lecture — Robert Meeropol. son of

Ethel & lulius Rosenberg will give a

t.ilk entitled "Children. Families and
Human Rights The work of the

Rosenberg Fund for Children" at 4
p.m. on the eighth floor of the
Campus Center.

Lecture — Prof, fan McGowan will

lecture on "The History of Renewable
Energy Research at UMass" in the

Campus Center, room 903. Part of

the Renewable Energy Forum.

Lecture — The seventh annual
Retail Lecture Series will be held at 4

p.m in the Campus Center, room
101. The Series is sponsored by the

Apparel Marketing Program and the

Department of Consumer Studies.

Thi- \oars topic is "Home Fashions

Rati EsfmBeTWJ Growth Industry." Lee
Williams. Executive Vice-President of

Country Curtains, is the featured
speaker

Meditation — A Yoga and medita-

tion session will be held by the
Ananda Marga Club at the Main
Lounge of Butterfield Residence Hall

ut 8 p m This session will introduce

attendees to basic meditation and
Yoga techniques. There is no fee or

ation. All are welcome. Please

contact 253-9555 for more informa-

tion.

Meeting — There will be a Food
Services Workshop from 4-6 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 168C.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9

Blood drive — The American Red
Cross will hold a blood drive from
10:50 a.m. - 4.50 p.m in the Campus
Center, rooms 174 today and 168
tomoirow. Sponsored by First Aid
Servicies. Call 545-1885 for more
information.

Ditcussion — A new Medical
Marijuana Users discussion and sup

port group will be meeting at the

Bangs Center from 6-8 p.m. If you or

someone you care about is using mar-

ijuana for a medical condition, please

consider joining us. Sponsored by the

UMass Cannabis Reform Coalition.

For more information, contact
Andrew HasenfeW at 549- 7879

Film — The Student Union Visual

and Performing Arts Space's weekly

video series "Faces" will feature The
Hague School today at 4:50 p.m.

Lecture — The Five College
Program in Peace & World Security

Studies (PAWSS) will sponsor a talk

by Professor Eqbal Ahmad on
"Ideology and the Intellectual: Profiles

in Dissent." at 750 p.m in Main
Lecture, Franklin Patterson Building,

at Hampshire College The event is

free, open to the public and wheel-

chair accessible.

Lecture — The Animal Rights
Coalition will be hosting a free lecture

from the Living l-'arth series, entitled

"Our Food. Our World" at 7 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 165.

Refreshments will be served. For
more information, call 545-1925.

/ 1 nurt- — The Women's Studies

Proseminai Lecture Series will feature

Esther Katz's Margaret Sanger Papers

Project. "The Editor as Biographer:

The Margaret Sanger Papers Project"

in the Campus Center, room 162-175

at 3:50 p.m Free and open to the

public.

Meeting— There will be follow-up

meetings for University Center 2000
from 1 1 a.m. -noon in the Campus
Center, room 802. and office meet-

ings from noon- 1 p.m. in the Coffee

Shop.

Meeting — The Student Health
Advisory Board (SHAB) will hold a

meeting from 5:30-6:30 p.m. in

Room 304 of University Health
Services. All are welcome to attend.

NOTICES

Presentation — "Norwegian Nature

& Culture at Telemark College." an
Interdisciplinary Study Abroad
Program focusing on society and the

natural environment in a

Scandinavian context, will be present-

ed at 3:30 and 4:30 p.m. in

Holdsworth Natural Resources
Center, room 202.

Conference — The Women of

Color Conference will take place from
April 1 8-20. Sign-up sheets wilt be in

the Student Union, room 416 and on
the Campus Center Concourse.

RSOs — Francellis Nunez, secre-

tary of registry at the Student
Government Association, would like

to announce that the following inac-

tive groups are in danger of being
removed from RSO status: APICS.
Bridge Club. Brush Up Your Shake
Spear. Cheerleaders. Clean Rivers

Coalition. Collegiate 4-H. European
Club. Hellenic Association. Honors
Students Association. Italian

American Students Association,
Lesbian. Bisexual. Gay Alliance.

Marching Band. Marketing Club.
Omega Psi Phi. Out of State Students

Association. PHNORD. Russian
Club, Soviety Community
Empowerment. SHMAI, Tennis Club.

Travel & Tourism, Truth Task Force.

Twenty/Twenty Vision and the

Wrestling Club This is the last

chance for groups that have been
inactive for six or more semesters to

reactivate their status. To reactivate,

call Nunez at 545-0341.

juggling — The UMass Juggling

Club will meet on Fridays at 3 p.m.

next to the Information Desk in the

Campus Center. No experience
required.

Financial aid — Applications for

summer financial aid are now avail-

able at Financial Aid Services. You
must be a continuing student enrolled

in a degree granting program at

UMass: taking summer classes

through Continuing Education: going

on approved summer international

exchange program through IPO; or

working on a graduate dissertation.

Deadline is April 18. Late applica-

tions will not be accepted. -

Meeting — Common Ground will

be holding support and advocacy
meetings for low-income students

and allies every Tuesday in the

Campus Center (room to be
announced) from noon- 2 p.m. For
more information, contact Mary
Sutherland at (413) 323-9725 or

leave a message in our box in the

GEO office, basement of the Student

Union.

Meeting — The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organization for

undergraduate and graduate students

with disabilities on campus. Everyone

is welcome. Meetings are Thursday
nights from 6-7 p.m. in Campus
Center. Please bring your thoughts

and concerns to the meeting. For
more information, contact Susan
Pilner at 545-0892 or Kregg Strehom
at 545-4602.

Support group — REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support

program is offering two support
groups this semester: A grief support

group for those who have experienced

the death of someone close to them:

and an illness group for those current-

ly coping with the serious illness of a

loved one. If you or someone you

FYh are pubac service announcements printed

deny. To submit an FYl, please vend a preis

release containing all pertinent mtormauon.
nckjdmg the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing hater by noon the previous day

know is interested, please call us at

577- 55 16 for more information.

Health senices — Confused, afraid

or just curious? Do you have ques-

tions about sex, STDs. alcohol, drug*,

eating disorders. HIV/AIDS, stress

management or quitting smoking or

chewing tobacco? Don't know who to

ask? Call the Peer Health
Connections phoneline at UMass at

577- 5168. Trained students will

anonymously answer your questions

and tell you where to go for more
help

Commencement Housing — A lim-

ited number of residence hall rooms
will be available or the relatives and
friends of graduating UMass students

for the night of Saturday, May 24.

Commencement Housing applications

are available at the University
Conference Service Office, 918
Campus Center. To guarantee a reser-

vation, completed forms with full pay

ment must be returned to University

Conference Services by May I . There
will be no on-site reservations.

Internships — Internships are avail-

able working on Earth Day, Hunger.
Recycling and Clean Air. Call Melanie
at MassPirg. 545-0199 or stop by the

office at 425-A Student Union
Building.
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Living

T.

ingjed

ixlX

Out Loveline

Quantum Leap

Medicel Detect

Myaterle*

M.T. Moore'

In Stereo) X~
Danger
I3r bo^^cWltJeip-

Wing»X

Doubt* Team | T«»vjm-(19W) Cotter sWi. (In Staraoj'ffX

*+*+ VvSo framed Roger flaoor (1968) Bob Hotkln*. VQ 1M

rZone

Wing* I
TraceyTake*

omnpAaV
Red Shoe
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

rttt* riUNKIt, WHAT AM
*H) DOwM> HtM? | HltAN
WrlAT rvAOt YOU Ottlot To
be ow TMta ANARCHt tkvf ».
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Robotman By Jim Meddick

1 WMtU'T FULL^f C0M6. TO TfcQMi WITH
rADNTY'S ttflTHYCT. I KtEPFtCUMO
HIS PRESENCE. AND fcY-PfcOiMG HifATO

SHOW uf W ANY rAOMENT, EvEfl TMOUSH I
KNOW It* sluVT

DrobbU By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

PieaeevAritevfoor
aexjountnumber on
sourcheck.

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winkle

SUS ATE YfXiR WHOtt
60RRITO? IT5 B'&oeR
tmam sue is trrrmrrm

SMeu her Tweee's
SALSA ON HER BP£ATW

|tTnTmTTnTTTT7TTTT\f

Non Sequitor By Wiley

BCK, a KEEN oftCESVEC

of ANUAAL BCWAVloC,

TUC EMntENCED
CoWRoY tfoTt TWE
EAPLY tXN Of k
BC411EU UEPD...

VISK

Loodoo By Mike Rybicki

THt Lousiest M:ts.' linii oR
NO VrvR'-iT/'. THE fAOST
OftscuftE Songs F*o»\ No
PrWiOJlftR bEO\bE. (\»X>

faWKiy WtRi Sxk or fy
"TVj; mjAjL. aVaMBaVaal

woMommowi
cjccirmc mew comes wturrtM by

rtuow vmmss stvpsarst
omtm rat couccitutt

ARIES
March 21 -April 20
F.iptct me uimprctfd. raptrttlly whin
wcamm to obtaowi* prnMaakm lor a

iwsr proffd You fOUM BWl MOl
rtrt dwrtlonm an anrxpr

Sund up and iay dial mi brtnr In.

men if ihtnaa donl fp your vay. ttm
rour urm^ih Youl nrfd it aaaai won

TAURUS
April 21 May 21

5»V d» Ipllnr will br Ihr kfy lo

•rhNMnf rour aMb In thr near hmirr

CaB thtffl *kr rou wc (hrm but or

aware of thr rflrrt that your trank

apaaan rould haw on another'! sen*

r»'rrfii f f |aa] frvnrl ullrr* .* BjaaMBI

10 cry on after • upaattai* rraaade

GEMINI
May 22-xfaae 21

Fomt on fnong out of debt to you r-in

plan your fa*nra Bprxind «omethin*|

fun A rsratton rouM await if vou'rr

prudent Extn effort st wort payi off tn

the form of rnrmued reaponalbtriiy If

you are a jpft that would be perfm for

•omeonr. don't delay -putrhaae it'

CANCER
June 22^JuIy 22

A team rflort pav* bta; dtvidenda as you

arcompliah jprat Ihlnjfi tofrther Make

• note of the team member* for future

rrterence Get prafeaatona) adrtot when

11 come* to pianniTUj your finance* You

rould be mtaatrsj out on some important

baatra

LEO
July 23-Au|u»t 23
If you're feebng left out of thr loop, don't

koae heart There rould be a aurpnaw for

you tn the near future A kind thtrMj you

aay makes a btg impreaaton. eapetlalry

to a ywrajrr pereon When encountering

oppoatrJon. try to feel them out before

you take any derisive action

VIRGO
Aiiafust 24-6eptember 22

Push the envelope tn a personal matter

and you could forfr an even stronger

bond with a sweetheart Follow It up

With a commitment, if it s appropriate

Now la a good lime to plan for a major

imtsunent You- could discover a new

any to have fun without spending a lot

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
(heck rour datebook to see If there's

aosTkelrang rou ve rnnard Gel all checks

m the mas catch lap on correspondence

and then a* n sntl frets bate you Ve

forasften BoaMiblng. check with your

partner He or she will have the answer

and it could be right under rour nose

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22
A peaky dtacracitcm threattna to nam
rour roncentratwn al a crucial moment

Take a deep breath and ask what the

intruder wants If he or the cant td
you. then pay no attention from that

point on But do it tactfully You may
need a change m venue

SAGITTAJUU3
November 23-December 21

Although repetition ran cause you to

feel stagnant aornetlmea. this week

it's a sfrurtty blanket that allows your

creativity to take fttght Plan something

exciting as a reward for your hard wort

and to break out of the routine-too

much of anything Isn't good for you

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
Auk for advice when planning how to

tackle a btg problem Sorneone could

have a labor saving trick that you would

never have thought of Also, you rould

be able to trade your brains for sorneone

elae's brawn Use the time you save to

plan a special treat for someone rou like

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18

An exotic poasfcttltji U closer to

becoming a reahty. so If It's something

you want - go for It' Scope out the

t nmpetttron clearly before you take on

an impossible task Your winning

daptotnauX skefta are a sure fire key to

some important Information

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Your careful saving and investing begin

to pay off. but don't blow It all on a wild

spree Instead, discuss It with your

sweetie you could come up with an

exciting and ineapenarre poaaaMlty that

will mean more Relative* have some

MartHng advice Follow K if it feeta right

Close to Homo By John McPherson

For Entertainment Purposes Only

e: exffttrtrrr. ma>mf*J*cr *e cav"

EMERGENCY
TbDAY. APRIL G™ IS

CAP day!
FREZ CAP TO ALL
EHER6ENCV ROOM

PATIEA/rSf

Quote of the Day

4 ri> I'm glad we get to

turn the clocks ahead
tonight, it'll give me an
excuse for not knowing
what the hell I did am
between 2 and 3 am. ss

-Overheard

HERE'S THE MEU) ORG
CHART. I HAD TO
REARRANGE. THE LAYOUT
TO rAAKE IT FIT.

iiL

WHY IS IAY BOX LOWER
THAN ALICE AND WAlLY9
IT rnEANS

NOTHING..
NOTHING
AT ALL.

OKAY, WHO TOLD YOU
THAT EVERY YEAR I FISH

YOUR SECRETARIES' DAY
CARD OUT OF YOUR TRASH

AND SAVE IT FOR NEXT
TIrAE?j-

Gonoratlon X By Chris Lehman

THE.-oHsHisCAHl

D»P You GRADfc MY
\V KgWpI PP.

\

i^6MVT

University 1 By Frank Cho

H«l l'*4K
Tty ths «w
ttm*. TH»T
I Hirevuf
3tn TcU. M*»7«

i i+*m sa» veavs tnnor»o t»* rnaaPt f tr CC% i Frt»OS* Of

Today's D.C. Menu Call 545-2626 tor more informal,

Franklin Worcester

LUNCH
Hamburger

Hungarian Noodle Bake
Native American Tacos

Veggie Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

Ratatouille

Veal Parm Sandwich

LUNCH
Clam Roll

Native American Tacos

Ziti

Veggie Casserole

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken
Lemon Pepper Cod

Pastabilities

Bean h Rice Provencal

Hampshire Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger

Native Amerian Tacos
Grilled Chicken Sand.

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

LUNCH
Native American Tacos

Ziti

Broccoli Casserole

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Ravioli Alfredo

Meatloaf

Pastabilities

ACROSS
Writer S*to»

Nunonlhei
Scraarrosac group

Plaatar brace

1.

t.

».

IJ.

14,

IS. That Thome* Gal

1«. Yukon cry

17. Champ » opponent

It. Before, to Bum*
20. Hawian guitar tor

ahorl

21

.

Germen 'one"

22. Frequently to Keet*

22. Taeler

25 Java holder

27. N can be a drag or

«•. Tea* a tale

52. Long toaowar. In a

tale

M* GvToog dMin)

57. Oppoeae ol WSW
M Porter or stout

50. Wracked

•2. And omers labor

)

St. Aacurrent

64. ReturrvmaH requeet

(abbr)

(S. Crfot SheiN

M. Saxk-market order

67. WM *TTmaa*Ve

U Aatrm

12. Legal nrrong

15. B*H ot rare

11 TheOular
20. Forekmb bone

14. or! (delay)

25 Youth gp
*«. andGertunkel

29. SuvTffnajf of "A

m%. WiaMtor's rnovo

33. Dawn'

35. NewOrteane
trumpeter Al

36. Fkver to the Engkah

Channel

37. 1 Rock'

aO|
36. "Here Santa

Caaa*
36. Jodie Foeter. tor one
40. Semis

42 Woodwind

43. ToneMa* cooae. tor

ahorl

45. Type ol meroacope

47. Go* norm*

46. Federal tax agcy

DOWN
1. SvirvrM

2. TheOaa*

30. Exaggerated

11. Pan
32. Ouickcul

33. Attempt

34. Planrat Gael*

36. andtoaar

34V Waaap WMt rr«tAoT

41. BN> Of CraJfTI

43. SiOaXva* for oraj

44. ntffaaYI aXMJOd

45. Lovors rraMttng

47. n*fefT*afir>

43. PoctLiMff*

3- CoMcMOfl

4. Exlrooat oop/oc

5. Adropinrho
m\ BBBa BTBBBB i-» naiki
o. WkXKaWiQ pony

7. Caf , MotHn
Ftoo/(2wd»)

6. School named tor

Eaho

* Diego

10. Deecarte*

Tharetore"

11. Musical eymbol

50. Okapiskm
51. Monica of leonl*

S3. Doe* sum*

S3. Model Crawford's

ex husband

The . Office

Space org

Meanysgp
Knock Nghtfy

62. 'Where id was there

*hai_ be"

M

61

Leold ( reotd4tjevanet.com

)

ay Roger and Salem Salloota oi»m

Did you know that a dog

with rabies is really thirsty for

water- deeply thirsty,... they

have a fever. They are crazy for

water, but oddly enough they

are also repelled and

frightened by the water.

When they get near a

puddle they are confused.

Sometimes a rabid dog will

circle frantically around a

puddle- around and around-
crazy with thirst but terrified of
the water.

I'm like that with girls.

Maybe next time I take

my dog in for a rabies shot

/ should ask for a little

taste myself.

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle

A

c
M
e

a

a

«

i a Njai
•

u » «<
1 UjONBjWJS I C I

i a|N aBBmj a a l o
: r>U Lm e

'

n a c a
o f |pj77 Ml n ] naoaj

m%" '•

lO
i noonnnani
IhI i ! nl t Baa a i v !o n

ran
inn i i noon

^ItJClT 1 ,0]Naaa.r A n S

BBBi_
O OBBv 1

L Q
in i

t iTaTt c s

., J|. .

liBl 1 » L

IB* IN*
dMo s

i v »]a « r f

a a ylTMalAle
a AIPII
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UMass defeats Rutgers twice over road trip

By Jockie Leroux

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Softball team is

all smiles after last weekend, when it

extended its winning streak to five

games with a doubleheader beating of

Rutgers University. The Minutewomen

traveled to Piscataway, N.J. to take on

the Lady Knights, and put in two

praiseworthy performances

that had the whole team

and their coach grinning

from ear to ear.

UMass won the first

game 5-3. After Rutgers

scored with two unearned

runs in the second, UMass
tied the game with RBI sin-

gles from Tracy Osier and

senior Stephanie Mareina in the top of

the third. Osier put in a bases loaded

two-RBI single in the fourth, along

with an RBI single from sophomore

Becky George to put UMass up 5-2.

The Lady Knights would manage to

score only once more in the game,

with a run in the fifth inning.

lunior pitcher Liz Wagner held her

own on the mound for UMass. allow-

ing six hits and three runs, one earned.

The play of the Minutewomen has

been on the rise in the past week, and

it was capped off Saturday with a pair

of grand slams from juniors Kelly

Buckley and Kim Gutridge. Head
Coach Elaine Sortino is more than

pleased with her team's performance.

UMASS

Rutgers

UMASS 10

Rutgers 1

"Things are really starting to pick

up, we're getting a lot better. The kids

are showing a lot of teeth, they're smil-

ing a lot," she said.

Gutridge's big hit came in the top

of the third. With the bases loaded and

UMass up by one, Gutridge sent the

ball flying over right field, and upped

the score to 5-0. Buckley cleared the

bases in the sixth inning, with her first

home run of the year, send-

ing the score to 10-1, and

ending the game for the

Lady Knights.

This is only the eighth

time in UMass history that

the Minutewomen have hit

two homers in one game.
The last time it happened
was March 31. 1996, when

Amy Powell hit two against Long
Island University.

Sophomore Danielle Henderson

took over the pitching in the second

game. The A- 10 Pitcher of the Week
struck out seven players, gave up only

one run on one walk, and seven hits.

This is the second week in a row
Henderson has been named Pitcher of

the Week, as she has gone the dis-

tance in her last 11 starts.

The Minutewomen now stand at

12-15. and seem to be well out of the

slump they were in earlier this season.

"Their hitting is better, but we still

need to work on defense. Our defense

needs to get tighter and tighter,"

coach Sortino said.

Softball team turns it around

By Corey Peter Goodman
CoMOKjn Staff

It's finally starting to feel like spring

for the Massachusetts Softball team

After a cold, unfriendly start to their

season left them reeling with a 7-15

mark, head coach Elaine Sortino and

the Minutewomen are beginning to

smell the roses and are corning togeth-

er of late, posting five straight wins

over the past week.

Today at 3 p.m. at Totman Field.

UMass ( 1 2- 1 5) will look to extend this

Turn to SOFTBALL poge7

COUTH SV MfOM KLATKXS

UMass junior hurler Li/ Wagner and Minutewomen swept Rutgers this

weekend in New jersey.

Minutemen lose 2nd straight; fall to Dayton
By Lima MaradHri

Coasoran Staff

In the second game of Sunday's

doubleheader against Dayton, the

Massachusetts baseball team only let

up five hits, but couldn't get the bats

hot. and lost 4-0.

Yesterday afternoon. UMass resur-

rected themselves at the plate, banging

out 1 2 runs on 1 1 hits, including five

home runs

But this time, it was the pitching

that couldn't get hot

In the rubber match of a three game

series with the Flyers, Dayton ripped

into UMass pitching all day. and beat

the Minutemen 19-12 at Earl E.

Lorden Field.

Dayton shortstop Brian Schwade
went 4-for-6 with

five RBIs. including a

three-run triple in the

fifth to lead the Flyers.

Mike Boub pitched

seven innings of relief to pick up the

win for Dayton, who improve to 9-18.

and 4-2 in the A- 10. UMass has now
lost two straight, and fall to 3-3 in

Atlantic- 10 play

Dayton

UMass

"We just weren't sharp [today)."

I M.i" LO<Kh IBka Stone said "We
didn't make good piuhes when l

too. we didn't make the plus* we had

to make. (But) it '•> KM the end oJ the

world We |uM h.i\ I

to bounce back."

Dayton put the

game out of reach with

a six run seventh

inning, breaking open a 10-10 kill

game. The Flyers put runners on firM

and second thank* 10 two UMass
errors, and Schwade dropped an

infield single between UMass third

nunc vo* rrxtfOAN

Muchie Dagliere went 2-for-4 with a home run and two RBIs, but it wasn't enough for UMass, who ended up

losing to Dayton 19-12.

baseman Adam Correa and pitcher

Veracka, loading the bases.

Alter inducing an infield fly from
Dayton clean up hitter Collin Abels.

-.i then surrendered a two run

Mn^le to make il 12 10 fivers Dayton

put another run OH the board with a

single, and third baseman Dave Grewe

cleared the bases with a towering thtee

run shot that gave the flyers a six run

cushion

\m ka 1 1 1 1 look the loss for the

Minuteincn. his first i>| the year, after

tatting up five runs in 1 2/3 innings.

lunior right hander Scott Barnsby

started the game, and settled down
after letting up four runs in the first

inning But Bamfe) let up four more
runs in the filth, and left for the

left handed Vamcfca with the bases

I and two outs

"We scored 12 runs, and usually

that - enough to win." UMass second

baseman Muchie Dagliere *aid. "|But|

their hats were hot today."

The Minutciiitn jumped on Dayton

Matter |ohn Bishop tor eight runs in

two plus innings of work, and led 8-4

after thtee Thev touched up Boub for

four runs and six hits in seven innings,

but could onlv manage two runs tiom

the aerantJi on Dvjptol MOftd nine

runs m the final three innings.

Massachusetts continued a

; long torrid pace at the plate

!,iv Right fielder Pete Gautreau

hit two home runs, and three run

hoaacri front senior first baseman

David Oajjao and Brian Samela gave

I Maaj tin cvrlv lead Giglio's homer.

Baa lirst ol the yeai. was a 435-foot

blaM o\er the centei field bleachers.

and Dagliere hit one almost as far later

in th«. inning, dropping one on the hill

right txlow the Mullins ('enter practice

rink

The Minutemen have two more
games aj home this week. Tomorrow,

tkej t ,ie e- I'tovidence. and Central

Connecticut visits on Wednesday. Both

games are 3:00 p.m. starts.

Men's Lax to face UNH;
Final game vs . Wildcats

By Jeremy R. Adams
Collegian Staff

Today is the first day of the rest

of the season.

The Massachusetts men's
lacrosse team, at 4-3 and ranked

No. 12 in the netion. entertains

New Hampshire today at Richard

F. Garber Field. The Minutemen
will embark on the last six games

of their regular season with the

necessary ferocious attitude of a

team scorned.

"I think we have the mentality, I

think we're going to be ready to

play, but we've got to go out on

the field and prove it." UMass
coach Greg C a unci I a said.

The Minutemen are coming off

an 8-7, double over-

time loss to the No. 3

Duke Blue Devils in

Durham, N.C. The
focus now shifts to a

different team from a

different Durham, the Wildcats,

whose program is in its last year of

existence, and who are battling to

avoid heading in the opposite

direction of the Blue Devils

"They're going to come out hard

against us, "Cannella said. "It's a

long lasting New England rivalry

and we hate to see it end."

The Massachusetts-New
Hampshire rivalry is one of the

oldest in New England, dating

back to the last game of the sec-

ond year of UMass lacrosse. The
Wildcats defeated the Minutemen

1 1-1 in 1955. and won the annual

meeting every year until

Massachusetts finally beat UNH in

1963. just 6-5.

The all-time series now stands

at 29-12 in UMass' favor, includ-

ing a stretch from 1966-1982
when the Minutemen were unde-

feated against the Wildcats. The
demise of the program will be only

a minor distraction for the

Minutemen. who realize the

importance of winning the 30th

game of the series, not for

UMASS u

all-times sake, but for the survival

of their NCAA tournament hopes.

"Every game is big, our guys

have got to realize that," Cannella

said. "We're one of the biggest

games on their schedule and

they're going to be ready for us."

Because of their inability to

recruit top caliber players, the

make-up of the Wildcats is heavily

laden with experience.

"They have a lot of experience, a

lot of guys on the team are

seniors," Cannella said.

Senior Dave Hanchett has

racked up 122 career points, 74

goals and 48 assists, and has

picked up seven goals and six

assists in his six starts this season

for the 1-5 Wildcats. Chris

Bromby, also a

senior, is leading

the team this sea-

son with 13 goals

and eight assists.

Mike Szweda is the

top scoring underclassman, with

his nine goals and three assists,

while starting just two games.

The struggling Wildcats have

lost two games to opponents that

they have in common with the

Minutemen, 9-7 to Hartford and

10-3 to Hofstra. Massachusetts

lost to Hofstra during spring break

in double overtime, and beat

Hartford 7- 4 in the second game
of the season.

Both Massachusetts and
Hartford (with whom Cannella

says the Wildcats matched up
well) play slower, defensive styles

than Hofstra. The UMass coach

does not anticipate too many
changes to his team's style of play

any time soon.

"I think we are a team that has

to stay within the game plan that

we have chosen for each particular

game," Cannella said. "On the

whole that's the way we play, we
play very conservatively on offense

and on defense. We're not going to

change that too much no matter

who we play."

UMass finishes up year;

One of best seasons ever

By Lisa M. Ofcveri

CoteOKW Staff

The Massachusetts women's gym-

nastici team had an incredible season.

In fact, you could say it was their best

season yet. For the first time ever, they

had a meet in the Mullins Center, a

great sign that the program is getting

stronger and gaining national recogni-

tion. They had a

superb home stretch,

where they won every

meet in front of

cheering fans. Their

overall record was
impressive as well. 14-4.

For their second consecutive year,

the Minutewomen walked away as

Atlantic 10 Champions, winning four

out of five events. The UMass gym-

nasts proved to everyone this year that

they are a great team, and only getting

better.

Last Saturday was the end of this

remarkable season, when they took

fourth place at the NCAA Northeast

Regional*. Their competitive season

came to a close in the parking lot of a

7-11. with coach Dave Kuzara buying

them all (and even myself) Slurpees, all

the while telling his team how proud

he was of them.

The Minutewomen certainly do
have many reasons to be proud of this

meet

"We hit 23 out of 24 routines two

years in a row now. we haven't count-

ed a fall." Kuzara said. "We have work

WOMtNSGYM

SEASffllNKVEW

to do. obviously, to get better, to get

more difficulty, but 1 can't ask more...

I can't say enough about my athletes
"

To begin the meet, the

Minutewomen were missing two ath-

letes who consistently did bars rou-

tines. They needed to fill the gap that

was left, and they did so with little

problem. Sara Kelly was the first

woman to compete for UMass. and she

did so with flair, giving her team a 9.0

to start the evening off

right

"I thought if we
could get a 9.0 out of

the first two routines. I

would be thrilled out

of my mind. And when Sara came up

with a 9.0. I was set." Kuzara said. "I

thought Lianne (Laing] did a great

routine that should have been scored

two-tenths higher, but what happens

is. the first three routines are at a little

bit lower level, and it costs the last

three routines."

And that it did. Tara Swartz. who is

the Atlantic 10 bars champion,
received at least a 9.90 throughout

most of the season, often tying her

own school record of 9.950. But her

performance at regionals, which was as

strong as it has been all season, only

received a 9.75. She finished 12th

overall in the all-around with a 38. 1 25

and 14th on the uneven bars.

Kuzara said that he felt there was a

definite judging error on bars.

"I thought we were about a point

Turn to WOMEN'S ©YM page 7

Men's track crushes Boston College Women's track grabs 2nd at UConn

By Matthew Perrauh
Collegian Staff

Spring fever is capturing all of us. including the

Massachusetts mens track and field team.

The Minutemen went into Saturday's meet with

Boston College at Llewelyn Derby Track with high

hopes and came out smelling like a rose, with a

103-48 victory.

BC came out like a shot, winning the first four

events. The Eagles were looking to ride their

All-American twin brothers to victory. The
McGeherty brothers. Mark and Sean, finished first

and second in the NCAA hammer throw in 1 996 and

were supposed to do damage to the UMass throwers.

Freshmen Victor Morency, realizing that he need-

ed to have a big day. came up huge for the

Minutemen, winning the lavelin (57.92) and the dis-

cus (46.9m).

"To have a freshmen step up and show his mettle

like that was extraordinary. Our throwers really got

us going after a slow start and were the cornerstone

of the meet." UMass Coach Ken O'Brien said

The Minutemen then got into a grove in the run-

ning events. Sophomore Tom Toye became the other

star of the meet, taking first place in the 100 ( 1 1 .0)

and 200 (21.8) meter dashes and ran the opening leg

of winning 4x 1 00 relay with a time of 4 1 .9.

Other members of the winning 4x100 were Senior

Co- Captain Christian Abbott. Sophmore Neil

Conception, and Sophmore Eugene LaFlamme.

The four combined to run a time that tied a

15-year-old mark for the third-fastest in school his

tory.

Sophmore Albie Vasquez won the pole vault with

a height of 4.05 meters.

"We thought BC was good but we did better

Winning by 50 points was unexpected" Vasque/

said.

Turn to MEN'S TRACK, page 7

By Greg Thurell

Collegian Corespondent

The Massachusetts women s track

and field team placed second behind

Connecticut in a six-team field on

Saturday at the University of

Connecticut sports complex.

Connecticut led the way with 180

points, with the Minutewomen fol-

lowing with I2H and Rhode Island

behind at 123. SUNY Albany.

Providence College and Central

Connecticut rounded out the field.

I In strong showing was all the

more impressive considering the fact

that key contributors were on the

shelf for this meet, including juniors

Kabecci Donaghue (heel) and Silifa

Kenku (hamstring) and senior

iptafal Molly Dunlap (Achilles

tendon). These are the latest in a

long list of injuries that have haunt-

ed the Minutewomen from the

beginning of the indoor season.

"Overall, the kids did really

well," Coach lulie LaFreniere said.

The Minutewomen took first in

three events on the day. Sophomore
Melanie Bell won the long jump with

a jump of 1710. 25". Then, in the

400 meters, the Minutewomen got a

1-2-3 sweep, with sophomore
Michelle Cooper taking first at

59.75 seconds closely followed by

freshmen teammates Mary Eaton

and Yves Amazan. In one of the

most impressive performances of the

day, the 4x100 meter relay team,

featuring junior Emma Gardner, and

sophomores Melanie Bell. Raqueil

Shelton and Shelanda Irish won
with a blazing time of 47.23 sec-

onds, second fastest in UMass histo-

ry

"They were fantastic," LaFreniere

said. "They still can clean it up a lit-

tle and most likely will break 47 sec-

onds this year, barring injury".

This team cut about 1.5 seconds

off its time from last week in

Raleigh. N.C. at the Raleigh Relays.

The throw events featured some
solid performances against an
extremely strong field. Senior
Stephanie Townson took fourth in

the shot put and discus, and sixth in

the hammer throw, lunior Shana
Mitchell took fourth in the hammer
and sixth in the discus. Both throw-

ers were close to personal bests,

with Townson setting one in the dis-

cus at 129' 5".

Two runners also qualified for the

New England Championships during
this meet, lunior Christy Martin ran

a 4:46.22 in the 1500 meters and

Turn to WOMEN'S TRACK, page 7
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The hits just

keep on truckin'

Exciting new releas-

es from old

favorites — the

Grateful Dead and
the Allman
Brothers. See what
we have to say, (see

Arts & Living, page

5).

Twin

no-hitters

.V J

Liz Wagner along

with Danielle

Henderson both

pitched no-hitters as

the UMass Softball

team crushed Central

Connecticut 12-1

and 8-0 yesterday

(see Sports, page 12).

WORLD

Israel's ongoing battle

over residency rights

JERUSALEM (AP) — Away from

the bulldozers and stone-throwing,

another battle for lerusalem is under

way.

Palestinians and Israeli human
rights groups charge that Israel is

quietly and deliberately revoking resi-

dency rights of Palestinians who live

in lerusalem in order to strengthen

its gnp on the disputed city.

The policy is not new: Palestinians

who don't become Israeli citizens and
who move outside the city — even to

the West Bank — can lose their resi-

dency permits, which means they

cannot legally return to live in

lerusalem

Only now. the groups say. the

Israeli government is enforcing the

policy with new vigor. Palestinians

returning after living elsewhere have

been notified that their permits have

expired and they have 1 5 days to get

out

The idea is simple." Yuval Ginbar

of the Israeli group Betselem said

Monday. "Israel will do anything to

make Palestinian! leave leruiilem ."

Bctsctem and Hamoked. another

Israeli human rights group, issued a

report Monday accusing Israel of

revoking the rights of hundreds, per-

haps thousands, of Palestinians to

live in lerusalem during the past 18

months Betselem's Yael Stein said

the polio was part of the govern-

ment's goal to "decrease the number
of Palestinians and increase the num-

ber of lews living in the city."

NATION

Illinois courtroom
attacked by bomber

URBANA. 11 (AP) - With Bttle secu-

nrv to stop him. a hooded man walked

into court yesterday and hurled a fire-

bomb that bounced off a judge's head

and ignited a blaze that gutted the room
but caused no venous injuries

The man fled after the attack, which

came during testimony in a medical mal-

practice case.

Three people were slightly hurt as

jurors and others in the courtroom

rushed toward the only exit, and Circuit

fudge George Miller suffered a cut on the

scalp when he was hit by the flaming,

fuel-filled bottle

"It was obvious that he was pretty

much aiming it at the judge and trying to

hurt the judge." said juror Abra Bunnell.

"Everybody left the jury box scream-

ing"

"He didn't say a word," said another

juror. David Chambers. "He came in,

looked around, grabbed the bottle out. hi

it and then threw it. I looked back, and

the judge's bench was on fire, and it went

up the back wall uf the courtroom."

Workers at the Champaign County

Courthouse detained a man in a

black, hooded sweatshirt shortly

after the fircbombing in the third-

floor courtroom. But after he was
shown to witnesses, investigators

decided he was not the man who lit

the rag-filled bottle containing an

amber liquid.
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Rosenberg son speaks at UM;
recounts effects of childhood
MarkMcGralh
Collegian Staff

The youngest son of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg spoke

yesterday in the Campus Center about growing up in the

wake of his parents' execution and how those crucial

events contributed to the development of his current char-

itable efforts.

Robert Meeropol. whose parents were executed for

conspiracy to commit espionage in 1953. spoke willingly

about memories of his childhood, his charitable founda-

tion and what be sees as the innocence of his parents — a

belief he has held throughout his life and which was sub-

stantiated by an ex-KGB agent last month. Meeropol did

not comment specifically on the man's statements.

"When I was three years old. my parents were arrested

and charged with being master spies for the Soviet Union,

more specifically
. for stealing the secret of the atomic

bomb." Meeropol began. "When 1 was six, they were exe-

cuted."

Meeropol is inspired by his parents' resistance to give

in to the government despite constant threats to lock

away their two sons.

"From the moment of their arrest they were given a

choice: they were told to cooperate, name names, say

what we want you to say, and if you do that your lives will

be spared -- and that they were killed," Meeropol said.

"From the very beginning, my brother and I were used as

tools to extort cooperation from my parents."

Because of the Red Scare of the 1950s, his relatives

were hesitant to take the children into their homes, and as

a result the boys were shuffled around New York and

New Jersey until they were adopted by Abel Meeropol, a

Hollywood musician blacklisted because he was commu-
nist, and his wife Ann.

The Meeropols were not wealthy, but through the gen-

erosity of others, Meeropol and his brother were able to

live a relatively normal life

There were so many people who went out of their way
when I was a child to help me out," Meeropol said. "One
of the things that my parents' attorney did... he traveled

around the country and raised a trust fund on our behalf."

As a result, the brothers were able to attend a number of

special camps and schools where they were supported and

not singled out because of what happened to his parents.

Meeropol explained that in the 1970s, through the

Freedom of Information Act. he and his brother were

involved in a number of lawsuits, and expected to receive

a number of settlements. The Rosenberg Fund for

Children was how they planned on spending that money.

"We didn't win all that money, but the idea of paying

Turn to ROSENBERG page 2

Provost candidate visits UM;
Winer speaks with students,

issues of access discussed

By Tamor Carroll

Collegian Staff

Provost Candidate Jane Winer
assured students at a meeting last

night that if appointed, she would
address issues of access to the

University of Massachusetts for dis-

abled students.

"1 do not think there would be any

choice." Winer said. "It is against

the law."

Winer met with a handful of stu-

dents for 45 minutes last night at

Memorial Hall, speaking briefly

about her experiences as Dean of the

College of Arts and Sciences at Texas

Tech University before answering the

students' questions.

Winer is the third candidate for

the provost position to interview at

UMass. The provost position is gen-

erally considered the second most
important administrative role on
campus, overseeing all academic
departments and budgets.

The meeting began with an intro-

duction by Ashavan Doyan, a junior

Soviet and East European Studies

major and one of two undergraduate

student members of the Provost
Search Committee.
Winer quickly proceeded to dis-

cuss her priorities as a dean at Texas

Tech
"I have been Dean of the College

of Arts and Sciences, the largest col-

lege at Texas Tech. for almost six

years." Winer said. "In terms of

being a dean, it has been important

to improve the quality and the quan-

tity of advising for undergraduate
students in my college."

Junior microbiology major Nancy
Verma questioned Winer on how
she would allocate funds if she were

to become provost at UMass.
"I think it is important to consult

the experts," Winer said. "The facul-

ty, students and staff are the experts.

They know how the money should

be spent."

When Verma asked for elabora-

tion, Winer replied. "This University

has the same general missions as my
University: teaching, research and
service.'

Winer said that anything that does

not fall into one of those categories

"need not" be included in the

University budget.

Continuing Education student

Jennifer Restle stated that she felt

there were many violations of dis-

abled students' rights occurring at

UMass, and asked Winer what she

would do about those issues if she

were provost.

"There is a need for an education-

al program to bring those errant fac-

ulty into a better sense of reality,"

Winer said.

Winer stated that at Texas Tech,

faculty members are required to dis-

tribute a statement of disabled stu-

dents' rights on the first day of class

each semester.

"There is a clear and repeated

message every year," Winer said. "It

is a very clear and simple stan-

dard."

Winer also spoke about the

importance of integrating research

into undergraduate education.

"We need to make research
important to undergraduates by

involving them in some way, shape

or form." Winer said.

"I think that the University can

focus more on teaching while con-

tinuing research. I think it can be

done."

The next candidate scheduled for

interview. Kenneth Smith, will meet

with students at 6 p.m. Friday in

Memorial Hall.
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Robert Meeropol speaking about his parents execution and the Rosenberg Fund for Children in the Campus
Center yesterday afternoon.

SGA explains Title VII
and how it affects UMass
By Julia Siegol

Collegian Correspondent

Talks staR on Colombia's prison crisis

By Frank Bajak

Associated Pleas

VALLEDUPAR. Colombia —
Inmates released a prison secretary as

a good faith gesture yesterday to gov-

ernment negotiators trying to end a

standoff involving 1 2 other hostages.

The prisoners released Hilda

Rivero late yesterday evening, said

Thierry Grobet. director of the

International Red Cross in

Valledupar.

"She is in good condition and with

her family." he told The Associated

Press.

Inmates also released a list of

demands including freedom for the

leaders of the prison takeover,

improved conditions and the with

drawal of police from the jail.

National Ombudsman lose Castro

told Radionet.

Talks to end the crisis have been

slow, as negotiators waited for

inmates in the Valledupar jail to

respond to a government offer to dis-

cuss improving prison conditions if

they free their captives.

"They told me that they'll respond

to us in writing. All we can do now is

wait." said negotiator Jose Noe Rios.

sent by President Ernesto Samper to

Valledupar, 400 miles north of

Bogota, to try to end the impasse.

So far, all contact between negotia

tors and the inmates has been con-

ducted by telephone.

About 10 inmates have demanded
bulletproof vests, a cellular telephone

and buses to take them to freedom,

as well as foreign asylum. The gov-

ernment has refused.

"{We hope] they understand that

what they're asking for is an impossi-

bility," Cesar state Gov. Mauricio

Pimiento said.

The takeover began Thursday
when prisoners overpowered guards

and seized weapons. Three guards

and a police officer were killed in the

uprising. Two hostages were released

Friday. Since then, the hostage-takers

have set up sand bunkers in a court-

yard outside the offices where they

are holding the remaining captives.

Grobet said the hostages were in

good condition and receiving food

and medical attention.

"They're all being held together

and doing well." he said from a cellu-

lar phone from inside the jail. The
rest of the prison's 600 inmates
apparently are not participating in the

takeover.

Meanwhile. 1.200 inmates took
over a portion of the Modelo jail

Monday in Bucaramanga. 1 90 miles

northeast of Bogota, to demand bet-

ter conditions.

Some threw rocks while others

threatened hunger strikes if officials

don't improve conditions. The jail,

built for 620 inmates, is operating at

nearly double capacity.

Also yesterday, inmates in F.I Bame
jail in Tunja released a guard they

had taken captive, after officials

promised to improve prison condi-

tions

In a special presentation last

night, the Student Government
Association Title VII Select

Committee and Task Force
attempted to provide a basic under-

standing of what Title VII is. along

with the process that will be used

to obtain the final document.

Title VII was initiated as an
effort to organize the structure of

the many organizations that exist

on campus
There are currently two types of

organizations on campus: Agencies,

which consist of SGA agencies and
Campus Activities Office (CAO)
agencies, and Registered Student

Organizations (RSOs), of which
there are over 200.

"There is a lot of confusion
about this because there is no real

definition of the word agency,"

Tom Sadlowski. co- chairperson of

the Title VII Select Committee
said.

There are many discrepancies

between the SGA and CAO and
what each defines as an agency.

The SGA lists such groups like

WMUA and University Productions

and Concerts as agencies, while

CAO has groups like the Student

Union Art Gallery and Student
Legal Services Office on their list

of agencies.

"Agencies have evolved over
time with no real forethought or

definition." said Tom Coish. staff

attorney for Student Union
Services. "One of our goals is to

clarify things here." he said.

"In actuality, there are many
organizational categories,"

Sadlowski said. "When Title VII

was started, it intended to solve

four problems: definition of an
agency, rights and responsibilities,

registration and suspension proce-

dures and discrepancies between
various offices,* Sadlowski said.

The SGA has added 10 other
problems which need to be solved,

some of which include use of

funds, line of authority, grievance

Turn to SGA. page 2

Me and my shadow
The early afternoon sun creates shadows on the ground at the entrance of the Campus Center yesterday
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continued from page I

back the community that nurtured me
by starting a foundation that would

benefit children today in similar situa-

tions." Meeropol said.

The Rosenberg Fund for Children

directs its funds toward children whose

parents can no longer provide for them

because they have been harassed,

injured, lost jobs, been imprisoned or

killed as a result of their progressive

activities.

"I have a profound respect for any-

body who would take it upon them-

selves for the benefit of the greater

good to put themselves on the line."

Meeropol said.

Examples of the beneficiaries are the

families of a black tenant strike leader

from New York who was murdered by

a landlord's agents in the late '80s and

a Latino activist from Chicago who was

assassinated for political reasons.

Those are the type of people in this

country who we've been supporting."

Meeropol said.

As a way of ensuring the future of

the fund, the group is trying to raise an

endowment of a million dollars. To

raise that money, the fund will be host-

ing an event in conjunction with the

Smith College Chapter of Amnesty

International this month.

The event will feature dramatic per-

formances by actress and children's

advocate Susan Sarandon. actor Mandy

Patenkin. singer Pete Seeger and the

University of Massachusetts' own
Martin Espada. a poet and professor in

the English Department.

The benefit will take place at 7.50

p.m. on Saturday. April 26 at the John

M. Greene Hall at Smith College

Student Ticket price* are $8 and are

available at the Northampton £ku

Office. Tickers Vnlimited. Food for

Thought Books and the Odyssey

Bookstmp
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A cracked view
A broken window on the second floor of Herter distorts a view of campus

Workshops plan for new Campus Center

By Christina Poletto

Collegian Staff

The Office of Campus Planning and

Space Management is continuing to host a

variety of workshops to prepare for the

future renovations of the Campus Center

and adjoining Student Union, set to be com-

pleted for the year 2000.

The last of two workshops that targeted

food service options were held yesterday

afternoon in the Campus Center basement.

Thus far, telephone surveys have

addressed the issue of food services on cam-

pus, but another survey coordinated by cam-

pus planning is set to pinpoint these "ser-

vices" more directly.

The following workshops, which will con-

tinue until the end of April will address the

remaining topics of student businesses and

agencies, commuter services, programming

and Registered Student Organizations

(RSO's).

According to Judith Steinkamp. Senior

Planner for Campus Planning and Space

Management, the remaining workshops will

address the most important topics oi the

UMaat community.

Scheduled for this Thursday between 4-6

p.m., a workshop on student businesses and

agencies will be held in Rm. 174- 176 of

the Campus Center. On the following

Thursday, there will be a workshop address-

ing RSO's and commuters, also from 4-6

p.m. The last Thursday afternoon workshop

will address programming on campus and

possible methods to update programming

services for the year 2000.

Participants of the workshops will not

only be asked to compose a list of proposals

and ideal components relating to the topic,

but also to integrate their ideas into the core

of the basic planning.

According to Steinkamp and other cam-

pus officials, there has been a drastic lack in

the amount of student input on these pro-

posals.

"We've had a hard time getting students

to participate." Steinkamp said.

In order to combat this shortage in stu-

dent opinion. Steinkamp and Associate Vice

Chancellor Beverly Wood will be available

for questions and comments outside of the

Coffee Shop in the Campus Center on

Wednesdays in April from noon- 1 p.m.

We* very wired about! tbeJposfi»mr

ties. There is a lot of opportunity. But differ-

ent kinds of input are needed at each differ-

ent stage of the process," Wood said. "We'll

just keep trying to find avenues of commu-
nication. We're trying to be accessible to get

out to people."

According to a survey that Campus
Planning has coordinated with the Student

Center for Educational Research and
Advocacy (SCERA). student interests pri-

marily lay within acquiring more centralized

academic advising services and resources,

like computer labs. As well, students would

like to see such facilities as movie theaters

and recreation rooms made available in the

new campus center.

"This summer, we'll look at all the pro-

grams, all the square footage, make a wish

list and project how much space we would

require." Steinkamp said.

Bud Wilkes. Senior Associate Director of

the Campus Center attended UMass when
the present campus center was officially

opened. He concluded with the importance

of student participation in the entire plan-

ning process.

"The opportunity is unique. We didn't get

much input into what we got in the Campus
,C/njter jlnd neighs* did the students. 1 don't

i rank we were iivhere a year before we start-

ed making changes." Wilkes said. '

SGA
continued from page 1

process, and problems with political and reli-

gious group funding.

"When it comes to political and religious

group funding, as SGA, we have to watch out for

them." Sadlowski said. "There have been law-

suits at other schools because students don't

want to finance groups when they may not agree

on that point of view. We don't want to be

sued."

Title VII does not involve the allocation of

money to RSOs or space that they will receive in

the Student Union. The SGA Ways and Means

Committee controls the RSO budgets and the

Campus Center Student Union Commission is

responsible for division of office space for each

RSO.
Title VII will affect all groups on campus

including area governments. Greek organiza-

tions, house councils. RSOs and student busi-

nesses.

"Title VII involves 70 percent of all under-

graduates, or close to it." Sadlowski said.

Sadlowski proposed a Senate Select

Committee which would include 50 senators.

Their main task would be the passage of Title

Vn. as defined by the SGA Bylav

Their next meeting has yet to be determined.

TONICHT COME TO UPC $
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All Procedes

April 9, 1997 in the Student Union Ballroom

Doors open at 7:30pm

Tickets will be available for $2 at the Door only!!

info 545-2892 Help with Spring Concert!
UPC weekly meeting*- Tuesday 6:30pm Barllett 61
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Mail bomb in Burma fuels

thought over government rift

RANGOON, Burma (AP) — A
bombing at the home of one of Burma's

ruling generals fueled speculation yester-

day of a rift in the top ranks of the mili-

tary government.

The government said the bomb
exploded Sunday night at the house of

Lt. Gen. Tin Oo, the army chief of staff.

The explosion killed his daughter, Cho
Lei Oo. 54, wife of an army major and

mother of two children.

According to a government state-

ment, a mail bomb was suspected in the

"terrorist bomb explosion."

Ethnic and student rebel groups
denied responsibility for the blast, saying

the attack suggested an internal power
struggle between Gen. Maung Aye, a

former field commander allied with Tin

Oo, and the powerful head of military

intelligence, Lt. Gen Kliin Nyunt. Those

claims could not be proven.

Sunday's attack was the second time

in five months that Tin Oo has been the

apparent target of bombs. On Christmas

Day. two blasts tore through a Rangoon

pagoda he had visited hours earlier. Five

people were killed and 1 7 injured.

The bombing came amid a major gov-

ernment offensive against student and

ethnic Karen National Union rebels and

followed attacks by Buddhist monks last

month against minority Muslims.

Man Sha, vice secretary-general of

the Karen National Union, attributed

the attack to a rivalry within the ruling

State Law and Order Restoration

Council.

"Inside their army, they're having

more and more power struggles." he

told The Associated Press in

Bangkok.

The government made no initial accu-

sations in the bombing. The regime has

blamed past bombings on communists,

rebel groups and Nobel Peace Prize win-

ner Aung San Suu Kyi's pro-democracy

movement.

"This is an act of cowardice. I'm

deeply sorry about it," a vice chairman

of Suu Kyi's beleaguered National

League for Democracy, Tin Oo, told

The Associated Press in Bangkok by

telephone. He is not related to the gener-

al.

Opposition groups have denied

responsibility for past bombings and

accused the military of staging them as a

pretext for crackdowns.

A veteran of campaigns against ethnic

and communist insurgents, Lt. Gen. Tin

Oo has threatened in public speeches to

"annihilate" opponents of the regime.

But he rarely speaks publicly of politics

and is a popular commander with the

troops.

Several soldiers were seen outside the

closed gates of his compound yesterday

morning. No damage to the one-story

building could be seen from the street.

In a separate incident, the govern-

ment news agency reported that 289

diehard members of the defunct Burma

Communist Party rebel group surren-

dered Sunday at a ceremony in

Maungtaw, 350 miles northwest of

Rangoon. There was no apparent con-

nection with the bombing.

Bomb-laden jet vanishes, no answers yet
By Michele Boorstein

Associated Press

PHOENIX — Capt. Craig Button

took off in a $9 million Air Force

attack jet last week for a practice

run. Within minutes, the plane and

its arsenal of four 500-pound bombs
were gone.

All that's known for sure is that

the A- 10 Thunderbolt was last spot-

ted on radar over the Colorado
Rockies — nearly 800 miles off

course. That was last Wednesday.

Did it crash?

Was it sabotaged?

Or did the pilot steal it. like some-

thing out of the movie Broken
Arrow?

"Anything you can think of has

probably been looked at." said Staff

Sgt. Rian Clawson at Davis-Monthan

Air Force Base in Tucson. "But the

evidence so far doesn't indicate any

of these wild hypotheses, like he was

trying to steal it, or he went off to

Telluride to go skiing."

The Air Force rebuffs the idea that

Button purposely veered the plane

off course. But officials acknowl-

edged yesterday that investigators

are looking into Button's back-

ground.

"The investigation... includes all

aspects of the plane and pilot, any-

thing to do with the situation." said

Staff Sgt. Bret Zieman at Davis-

Monthan.
People who live near the base con-

sider anti-government or even cult

activity possible.

"It sounds fishy," said Bob Jones,

a customer at Famous Sam's
Restaurant and Bar. "He could be

part of a militia, for all anyone
knows."

Officials had theorized the pilot

could have become incapacitated

and may have put the single-seat

plane on autopilot. But radar and
witness accounts suggest the plane

was being maneuvered and wasn't

simply gliding.

The mystery began last

Wednesday morning about 90 min-

utes after Button's plane took off in

formation with two other A- 10s

bound for the Barry M. Goldwater

bombing range in southwestern
Arizona. The plane was carrying

conventional, not nuclear, weapons.

One of the jets reported seeing

Button's plane flying in the rear, but

a minute later the lead pilot radioed

Button and got no response. When
the other pilots realized the plane

was missing, they broke formation

and began the search.

Initially, the search focused in

Arizona, but it shifted to Colorado

three days later after authorities

checked radar records and witnesses

there reported seeing a low-flying

plane.

Pentagon officials were looking

into the time Button spent at

Laughlin Air Force Base in Del Rio,

Texas, where he was a flight instruc-

tor until he arrived in Tucson in

February to train on the A- 10, an

ungainly anti-tank plane commonly
known as the Warthog. CBS report-

ed Monday that Button had asked

that his training flights at Laughlin

be routed through Colorado.

An Air Force official at the

Pentagon, speaking on condition of

anonymity, said Button had made
many cross-country flying trips dur-

ing his training, and they may have

involved stops in Colorado. Button

has a brother in Denver.

Button's relatives said they knew
of nothing suspicious involving the

32-year-old Massapcqua, N.Y.,

native.

GOP seeks accord on chem weapons treaty vote
By Dovid Briscoe

Associated Press

China to sign U.N. rights

document by end of year
BLUING (AP) — In another

attempt to head off international con-

demnation of its human rights

record. China announced yesterday it

will sign a U.N. rights treaty.

In a meeting Monday with French

Defense Minister Charles Millon,

Chinese President liang Zemin
declared China's readiness to join the

International Covenant on Economic.

Social and Cultural Rights by the end

of the year, the state-run Xinhua
news agency reported.

The timing of the announcement
seemed clearly designed to influence

voting at the 53-nation U.N. Human
Rights Commission, meeting in

Geneva. China wants to punish

nations that confront it on human
rights and reward those that don't.

Denmark said Monday it would go

ahead with a resolution condemning

China's human rights abuses, despite

France's insistence it would not sup-

port the motion and it would block

the European Union from doing so as

well.

Ti^iWr iot?5

liang told Millon that French
President lacques Chirac's decision

not to support the resolution was
"wise and farsighted." Xinhua said.

"It shows France has an indepen-

dent foreign policy of peace and
shows French determination in devel-

oping the Sino-French partnership."

it said.

liang, saying he looked forward to

Chirac's May visit to Beijing, added

that prospects are good for trade

between their nations. Chirac hopes

to sell billions of dollars of Airbus

airplanes to China.

If Denmark insists on censuring

China, Chinese Foreign Ministry

spokesman Shen Guofang warned
Monday that economic, trade and
political ties could suffer. Denmark
"will be the biggest loser," Shen told

reporters.

U.S. State Department spokesman

Nicholas Bums said Washington will

work with Denmark and hopes to foil

behind-the-scenes lobbying by China

to kill the resolution before it can be

debated.

The covenant is one of two U.N.

treaties that Washington and other

Western nations have urged China to

sign. The other is the International

Covenant on Civil and Political

Rights.

WASHINGTON — Senate Majority Leader Trent

Lou said yesterday that Republicans were still seeking

an agreement with Democrats that would allow an

early vote on ratification of a global chemical weapons

treaty.

"There is no agreement to schedule a vote," Lou,

(R-Miss.,) said, though he added he hoped to con-

clude such an accord today.

"A number of issues, both substantive and proce-

dural, need to be resolved, and I hope they will be

soon." he said.

Hours earlier. Senate GOP leaders had said the rat-

ification vote would occur before the treaty takes

effect in three weeks. Democrats have threatened to

block action on all other legislation until obstacles to

the pact's approval have been removed.

Lott provided no other explanation for why
Republicans were now saying there was no agreement

to hold the vote.

The GOPs earlier promise of a vote came in the

midst of long-delayed Senate Foreign Relations

Committee hearings in which Sen. (esse Helms, (R-

N.C) the committee chairman, lined up four former

defense secretaries against the treaty.

In a hastily arranged rebuttal. Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright appealed to Helms' committee

late yesterday for help in passing the treaty, which she

said is "one of the president's top foreign policy priori-

ties."

lust before Albright's appearance. Senate

Republican and Democratic leaders separately

announced a breakthrough on scheduling a ratifica-

tion vote for the 161 -nation pact.

Ratification requires a two-thirds Senate vote.

Lott. declined to set an exact date for the vote but

assured Democrats it would come before the April 29

deadline.

The Republican leader said he would not decide

whether to support the treaty until several issues are

resolved.

Senate Minority Leader Tom Daschle. (D-S.D..)

lifted a threat to stall Senate action on all legislation

after Lott agreed to schedule a vote. Daschle said he

expects the final treaty vote to come next week,

although Lott was not that specific.

Daschle earlier told reporters that up to 32 separate

and unrelated issues, including support for a ballistic

missile defense system, were being linked to

Republican support for the treaty. Lott, however, said

there was "no quid pro quo" for a treaty vote.

At the afternoon hearing. Albright and Helms

greeted each other warmly, reflecting on their meeting

last month in Helm's home state of North Carolina.

Albright praised his committee for its "strong support

and wise counsel" on previous treaties.

"If we are ever to rid the world of these horrible

weapons, we must begin by making not only their use.

but also their development, production, acquisition

and stockpiling illegal," she said.

The chemical weapons treaty does that, Albright

said. At the morning session, former Defense
Secretary lames Schlesinger argued that the treaty

would ban use of crowd-control chemicals such as

tear gas, impair development of defenses against

chemical weapons and open the way for industrial

espionage in the chemical industry. Also testifying

against the treaty were Caspar Weinberger and
Donald Rumsfeld.

A fourth former GOP defense secretary, Dick

Cheney, said in a letter read at the hearing that ratifi-

cation would "lead to a sense of complacency totally

unjustified given the flaws" in the treaty.

The treaty, with broad support among Democrats

and many Republicans, would ban all chemical

weapons production or stockpiling and set up interna-

tional inspections. Helms and several other senators

oppose it as dangerous to U.S. defenses and a threat

to the U.S. non-weapons chemical industry.

McVeigh blames FBI in Waco fire

By Michael Fleeman
Associated Press

DENVER — In a letter to an Oklahoma City news-

paper made public yesterday. Timothy McVeigh
blames the FBI for the 1993 fire that killed 81 people

at the Branch Davidian compound near Waco.
Texas.

"The public never saw the Davidians' home video of

their cute babies, adorable children, loving mothers or

protective fathers," McVeigh wrote in a letter excerpt-

ed for Wednesday's weekly Oklahoma Gazette.

"Nor did they sec pictures of the charred remains of

children's bodies. Therefore, they didn't care when
these families died a slow, torturous death as they

were gassed and burned alive at the hands of the FBI."

Authorities claim McVeigh bombed the federal

building in Oklahoma City to retaliate for Waco on

the two-year anniversary of the siege.

Cult leader David Koresh and 80 of his followers

died by fire or gunshots six hours after the FBI start-

ed filling the compound with tear gas during a raid

that ended a 5 1 -day standoff. Davidians and their

attorneys blame the government for starting the fire.

FBI officials said the blaze was started by sect mem-
bers.

In the letter. McVeigh referred to FBI agents as

"wizards of propaganda" who molded the facts to fit

their own purposes. McVeigh's attorney. Stephen

lones. said the letter was authentic. It was written to

Gazette reporter Phil Bacharach in November, several

months after he interviewed McVeigh in prison.
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1997 ANNOUNCEMENT OF RFP AWARD RECIPIENTS
The Chancellor's Counsel on Community, Diversity and Social Justice is pleased to announce the funding ofthe

following 13 proposals in response to its recent Request for Proposals program. A review committee selected these

thirteen from the total oftwenty-three proposals which were received.

"Facilitated Conversations,' a series of discussions between officers from Public Safety

and students of color. Submitted by Toiansanita McNeil, Zeta Phi Beta, Barbara O'Connor,

Public Safety, and Pat Crutchfield, training and Development.

"You're an Advisor, not a Therapist: Making Referrals for Students at Risk," a day long

symposium for faculty and others in advising roles. Submitted by Judy Davis, Couseling

and Academic Development, and Linda Scott, Mental Health, on behalf of seven other

sponsors.

"Hofyoke Garden Project Internship: Building Community " a multigenerational

community gardening project. Submitted by Karen Barshefsky, UMass Extension, and

Daniel Ross, Nuestras Raices.

"Training Program for Writing Program leaching Associates," a workshop series on

teaching which combines writing instruction with student involvement in community

agencies. Submitted by Zan Meyer-Goncalves and Thomas Deans, English Department.

"Developing a UMass Amherst Web-based Women's Resource Guide," a project to

develop comprehensive information on women's resources. Submitted by Emily Silverman,

W.E.B. Du Bois Library, on behalf of the Foculty Senate Council on the Status of Women.

"Self-Advococy Skills for Women," a course for women, especially women of color,

aimed at increasing retention by building skills needed to address academic and
bureaucratic difficulties. Submitted by Alexandrine Deschamps and Karen Lederer,

Women's Studies.

"ALANA 'Social Diversity in Education' Pilot Section," development of a course which

examines issues of social identity among students of color. Rosie Castaneda and
Maurianne Adams, Social Justice Education Program, and Madeline Peters, Disability

Services.

"Development of a Course Addressing Latino/a and African Descent Intergroup

Relations," an experimental course based on intergroup dialogue. Submitted by Ximena

Zuniga, Barbara Love, Rosie Castaneda and Torin Moore, Social Justice Education

Program.

"1997 Multicultural Mini Curriculum," a program for middle and high school students

which explores issues of diversity and multiculturalism through peer forums. Submitted by

Veronica Williams, Counseling Psychology, and Evelyn Golaenberg, Amherst-Pelhom

Regional High School.

"A Collective Visual Portrayal: Photography and Art with Undergraduates and
Newcomer Youth," a cross-cultural community development project linking

undergraduates with Cambodian and Vietnamese youth. Submitted by Magda Amhed,
Christine Chin and Rin Mouen, Student Advisory Council, Center for International

Education.

"Indonesian Dance Project with I Ngurah Supartha," a two day, intensive learning event

featuring an internationally- known Indonesian choreographer, composer and performing

artist. Submitted by Krystin MacAlpine, Alive with Dance.

"Diversity and Videodocumentary Pilot," a course with student-generated video

documentaries of campus diversity as a section of Education 210: Social Diversity in

Education. Submitted by Maurianne Adams, Social Justice Education Project, Lorelle Paul,

Union Video Center, and Michael Burchell, Residence Life.

"Addressing Class and Classism on Campus," a semester long series of activities

including a week of campus-wide educational programs exploring issues of class and

.

classism. Submitted by Felice Yeskel, Stonewall Center, and Joseph Connolly,

Labor-Management Workplace Education Program, on behalf or eleven other sponsors.
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Arthur Ashe Jr. citizen of the world
This year the United States Tennis Association's

National Tennis Center (site of the U.S. Open)
will open a brand new center court stadium.

Recently it was decided that the stadium would be

named after a pioneer in the tennis world, Arthur Ashe.

)r.

For many, Arthur Ashe will be remembered for that

magical day in the early summer of 1975 when he put

away an overhead smash to defeat limmy Connors and
become the first African-American male to capture the

crown jewel of tennis, the Wimbledon tittle. However,

the notoriety he gained as a black participant in an

overwhelmingly white sport allowed him to transcend

his sport and become a political activist, an educator, a

businessman and a crusader in the fight against AIDS.
I was extremely fortunate when I was younger,

because my family was acquainted with Mr. Ashe —
that is to say he knew my mother by first

name. 1 was in the company of this digni-

fied and reserved man on several occa-

sions. Part of the inspiration for spend-

ing over 10 years of my life playing ten-

nis was simply because of my encounters

with Ashe — a man who put a serious dent in the per-

ception that tennis is only for the white upper class

country club type.

Soon after he passed away I read his newly published

memoir Days of Grace and learned of his accomplish-

ments beyond the tennis court: his belief in and practice

oJ civil disobedience, his passion and action in the fight

against South African Apartheid, his belief in raising

jijJcmic standards and most importantly his philoso-

phy of self- improvement and empowerment through a

connection with, and knowledge of the world around.

He called this type of thinker a "citizen of the world,"

who read and exhibited curiosity simply because they

are a part of the world.

Especially in the aftermath of the Goodell takeover.

Ashe's concerns with activism, the advancement of peo-

ple of color and overall sense of equity are so impor-

tant, his message should be considered by the campus
community, despite the fact that it has been over four

sears since his passing.

Ashe felt what he called the "burden of race"

throughout his life, from hi* childhood in the 4cgreg.1i

ed south to hi* stays at MUtnuid finalN on the mm-
professional tour. As a young man he was often chased
off the pwNic letmr* courts in Richmond. Va. His moth-

er passed away when he was only six. and his father was
loving but demanding. His childhood, taken into con-

sideration with the fact that most of the time he was
one of very few people of color in his surrounding envi-

ronment, probably had something to do with his

reserved nature. His on court style, however, was
exceedingly flashy and unpredictable, helping him cap-

ture the first United States Open Title in 1968 while

still at UCLA.
Ashe expressed concern with what he considered

three disturbing trends in African-American advance-

ment: the frequency with which political movement
emphasized violence, the institutionalization of affirma-

tive action and the hampering of relationships between
African and lewish Americans.

While at UCLA, several of Ashe's teammates with

whom he formed lifelong friendships were lewish (he

joked about eating bagels and lox for the first time

when he visited their homes.) Ashe felt there was a

great parallel between the double-consciousness that

lews and Blacks felt as Americans. He wrote in his book
that no religious or ethnic group had done more to help

African-Americans than lews, and that he could not

understand how the climate between the two groups

had changed so radically (referring to. as evidence, the

riots in Crown Heights Brooklyn in 1991 ).

'Whatever wrong that individual lews may have
done to blacks. I find no justification whatsoever for the

blanket attack on lews as a people that a few so-called

leaders of our people have launched and encouraged.
"

After he had established himself as a known profes-

sional. Ashe has hired by the ultra-exclusive Doral
Country Club in Miami Fla as a celebrity head tennis

instructor for the holiday season It was here that he

met Sam Tolkoff. a lewish basketball coach from the

Bryan

Schwartzman

South Bronx who worked as Director of Activities at

the hotel for the holiday season. Tolkoff befriended

Ashe and introduced him to a basketball/boxing train-

ing schedule which boosted Ashe's physical condition-

ing and agility. (Ashe began training intensely with a

jump rope, a great exercise for all would be racquet

sport players.)

The two men shared a vision of social justice and a

harmonic world, and shared a friendship and correspon-

dence for the remainder of Ashe's life. Ashe would
address his letters to "the authority." acknowledging
that, Tolkoff, through his experiences with basketball

players, had a deeper understanding of inner city youth

than he did. It is quite remarkable that one who dealt

with racism his entire life was able to hold such high

regard for what a white individual had been doing to

better African-American high school students and
ballplayers. I was disappointed that

Tolkoff was not mentioned in Days of
Grace, but it is understandable that one
who was forced to put up at least some
sort of facade for most of his life would
have difficulty displaying his affection

and appreciation in a public forum.

Despite its shortcomings, the friendship of these two
men was based on mutual understanding and a desire

for the advancement of all people, and has served as a

symbolic example throughout my own life.

Ashe saw education as the primary means of advance-

ment and strongly advocated to have higher academic-

standards for college athletes. Ashe was one of the few

African- American sports notorieties who supported
NCAA Proposition 48. which did just that. Ashe spent

many hours on the phone with personalities such as

|ohn Thompson, coach of the Georgetown Hoyas, trying

to persuade him to change his position. Thompson had

been staging several on- court protests and argued that

Proposition 48 would merely keep more young
African-Americans from attending college. I find it

interesting to speculate if Ashe, with his strong love of

social activism and an equally strong dislike of affirma-

tive action, would have supported the recent Goodell
takeover. (One thing is for sure, he would have paid

attention.)

Lastly I would like to mention several examples ol

Ashe's involvement id social justice. Ashe, who was rel-

atively inactive during the height of the 1960s civil

rights movement, began traveling to South Africa to

protest Apartheid and advocate U.N. sanctions in the

late '70s. He also advocated strongly for a more open
U.S. policy towards Haitian refugees and in 1992 he
was arrested in front of the White House for participat-

ing in a rally against U.S. policy.

Ashe considered his meeting with Nelson Mandela
during Mandela's first visit to the United States in 1990
one of the greatest moments of his life.

'To have spent 27 years in jail for political reasons,

to have been deprived of the whole mighty center of
one's life, and then to emerge apparently without a
trace of bitterness, alert and ready to lead one's country

forward, may be the most extraordinary individual

human achie\-ement that I have witnessed in my life-

time
"

While in prison, Mandela had read Ashe's three vol-

ume work. A Hard Road to Glory. The Struggle of the

Black Athlete, and upon their first meeting referred to

Ashe as "brother." I point this out to illustrate that

Ashe's reputation carried itself as far as Mandela's
prison cell.

An image that has forever been implanted in my mind
was seeing Ashe three weeks before he passed away,

transparently thin and unable to stand up in his golf

cart During uncertain times such as these I feel a

strong need to bring light to his memory, and hope the

best for his wife and daughter who lost a husband and a

father too soon.

The final chapter of his book was dedicated to his

daughter, but words applied to us all.

"Along the way you will stumble, and perhaps even

fall; but that too is normal and to be expected. Get up,

get back on you feet, chastened but wiser, and continue

on down the road.
"

Bryan Schwartzman is a Collegian columnist.

A secret presence
Editors Note: On May 8. the

Collegian will celebrate its )0th
anniversary as a daily paper. To
mark the occasion, the Collegian is

reprinting an editorial from each of
the last 50 years. Today, we feature

a piece originally printed on April

6. 1976

Universities are also used as

cover for covert operations

abroad. The best known
case was exposed in 1966. when it

was revealed that the CIA had
poured $25 million into Michigan
State University from 1955 to 1959
to run a covert police training pro-

gram in South Vietnam. Five CIA
operatives were concealed in the

project's staff.

Another example was recently

unearthed at the University of

Miami. The CIA paid a still classi-

fied amount of money to the
University for lease of part of its

campus grounds located far from
the center of the school. The area

was turned into a massive military

camp which housed over 100 offi-

cers and was used to launch
post-Bay of Pigs operations against

Cuba in the early '60s.

A more widespread use of the

campus and student organizations

as cover for covert action was
"Project 2." This program, initiated

in 1969 by the CIA's Plans
Directorate, was to recruit students

for intelligence gathering abroad.

During the period 1970-1974, 23
agents were recruited. To prepare
themselves for their ,m^aaaaja

assignments abroad, Tv^jaTv/i
these agents would ^^ajjjataajfajjfjaj

infiltrate radical orga- 1 07A
nization to acquaint

|

**

themselves with the

theory and rhetoric of the "New
Left."

During this process, called "red-

dening" or "sheepdipping," the stu-

dents were debriefed by their CIA
officers. Although the trainees were
warned by their superiors that their

mission was not to gather intelli-

gence on domestic dissident
activists, "contact reports" were
prepared after each debriefing ses-

sion, and the information gathered

was provided to "Operation
Chaos." It must be remembered
that these files are still intact and
are being held by the Agency, pend-

ing completion of the current inves-

tigations.

The Rockefeller Commission
reported that "despite efforts to

Project 2 case officers to have their

agent trainees avoid taking an
activist role in domestic dissident

groups, that did occur on occa-
sion." (Commission, p. 139) Thus

student agents not only infiltrated

radical groups to create their cover

for covert operations abroad, but in

the process gathered intelligence

and in certain instances influenced

the course of events.

The CIA's placement
of students abroad as

covert agents for intelli-

gence gathering purpose

places all students trav-

elling overseas under a cloud of

suspicion. The fear and mistrust

consequently engendered by this

activity jeopardizes not only legiti-

macy of independent students and
groups, but perhaps their lives as

well.

The CIA continues to be a secret

presence on our campuses.
Students and their professors
should begin the process of

re-establishing the university as a

true sanctuary of learning. Some
campuses already have laws pro-

hibiting secret research, but restric-

tions should be broadened to pro-

hibit any covert recruitment, sur-

veillance or use of university prop-

erty or personnel as cover for

covert operations. Independent
education, nurtured in an atmos-

phere free from mistrust and
manipulation, must be preserved.

Felix McCrackin is a former
Collegian columnist.
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The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers
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Yeah, yeah, yeah

Meredith

La.
la. la la. hev. la. la la. hey, la.

la la la...

Hey, what's up kids I in

gonna let you in on a little secret. I

don't feel like writing tonight. Maybe
I do. maybe I don't. I don't know
anymore. Here, let me explain m>>cll

I wrote a column this week. It was

really, really bad. My idea, because 1

didn't really have one. was to talk

about "huck'ums."
you know, like when
a kid asks you "how
come?" but it sound*

like "huck'um"?

We met some kids

from the neighborhood this weekend
when we were soaking up sun. hang-

ing out. and they did that. It remind-

ed me of my campers from Camp
Greylock. who do that all the time,

because they talk too fast. Sounds
like a cute Idea, right?

Or a stupid idea.

Exactly. Not very funrn

I'm sorry guys. But hey. I'm jusi

like you. Sometimes, it's just not

there, and you have to think of some-

thing funny, and you just try to write

something and it's really stupid. Like

this, for instance.

But I have been thinking about

things. Like, when is Bon |ovi going

to step it up and come out strong

with a new album? They've been
away too long, and I sense comeback.

I've been watching a lot of baseball

lately, if that means anything. I was
watching the Red Sox lose to

Oakland Monday night, throwing

back a few beers. Pretty interesting Tanglewood last summer, and we

stuff.

Seven year old Isaac, from down
the street, said a funny thing to me
and Slump on Friday afternoon. We
MM hanging with him when he com-

plained that he had to share a room
with his brother. We tried to under-

stand, but then he said, "Yeah, but

it's not like living with college dudes,

all drunk and stinky all the time."

Isaac's a funny kid.

1 talked to my friend

from England last

week. We met as coun-

selors at my camp two
years ago. and he's

coming back this year. He's coming

to visit at the end of May. I'm pretty

excited about that. He's been in

Australia for nine months, where he

got in trouble because he kept calling

me m (he company phone, got into a

bfT brtfwt. and met yet another girl

He's rrJMtv • nice guy though. Trust

me. kids.

My tooth had a re-flaring this

week, and my dad was like. "Hey.

look Luke. You have to deal with the

problem completely, or it won't go
away." But then it went away, prov-

ing once and for all that I know more
than my dad.

I keep listening to lames Taylor's

live CD. because of spring and all.

He's just so happy, and I don't think

he minds if listening to him makes
you want to drink a few Busch
Lights. More than a few. maybe not. I

don't think lames would be down
with that. But I saw lames at

were all hamnvered. He didn't seem

to mind then.

My friend wants to break up with

his girlfriend. He says he wants to

"explore other options." That's cool, I

said. "Ijve your life." I said. That was

my brilliant advice.

One of my new dramas is the con-

flict of "running shoe, no socks." See.

I like to wear my sneakers with no

socks if I'm wearing khaki shorts, but

then my sneakers get all funky, and I

have to wash them. But in the sum-

mer, I can't wash my shoes every day.

What am I going to do?

My current saving is "Nice. nice,

nice." It does the job. but it's no
great saying. When I was in eighth

grade. I called everybody "Big Guy."

That one was good. This summer,
every night out was the "biggest

night ever" anal stupid things got a

"whatever" Those were good, too

I'm working on a new one. and it

has the potential to break in big

time. If something is stupid now. it's

"interesting." It may not sound
funny, but if you ask me to say it. I

might break off a little "nugget." But

only if you're nice.

Well, that's what you get from me
this week. I'm sorry guys. I hope I

didn't let you down. The only way I

can think of making it up to you is by

handing this off to my man lames

Taylor, who once said:

"Come ah. come ah. come ah.

come on. Yeah. yeah, yeah."

That's how I fed tonight

Luke Meredith is a Collegian
columnist

Letters to the Editor

Racism persists

on campus

To the Editor:

Last semester, on Oct. 4. I was falsely accused of Malt-

ing at the University Store. This experience has unveiled

to me the way in which this University operates. I discov-

ered that a dedicated group of white students were hired

and trained to follow students of color upon entering the

store. Under that code. I was not an exception. After my
humiliation and degradation by fellow students, I was
mentally depressed and traumatized to the point of having

to see a psychologist. Consequently, for weeks following

the incident, I was unable to concentrate on my studies.

Ironically, according to the University's Store lawyer, who
I believe is paid with students money, everything was
done according to the book. Was the book well written?

He claimed that the University store has lost about
$125,000 annually in shoplifting. Assuming that their

lawyer is trustworthy, those in charge of the Store are not

qualified to be at their positions since they are not at a

level where they can stop their shrinkage without expos-

ing students to humiliation and degradation. After ail,

there is no need for them to be concerned about the stu-

dents' respect and dignity since the University has provid-

ed them lawyers to justify their malpractice. Students, on
the other hand, neither have the time nor the money to

fight the established system. Since I am under this catego-

ry, I bring my case [ against | the University Store before

the students to let them be my lawyers.

The University has a moral obligation to provide stu-

dents an environment where they can reach their maxi-

mum potential. Clearly, it has failed to provide me with

that opportunity. Elevating myself above their irresponsi-

ble behavior, I was able to compete with the best engi-

neering students around the country, for admission at

MIT. Today, my families, my professors, my friends, as

well as the campus community are all proud of me for

being admitted to the Graduate Program in Electrical and
Computer Science at MIT. Having a chance to go to MIT
has no equivalent money value, yet I was almost deprived

from that honor.

I would like to conclude by commending the Director

of Business at the Campus Center, Ms. Elizabeth Dale for

her dedication in creating a Campus Center that is as

diverse as the campus community. It is my hope that her

example will be followed by the rest of the campus admin-
istration. We may not be able to prevent racism on this

campus but we can commit ourselves to get a big bite out

of it. Recall as long as racism persists on this campus so

will we!

Pierre Arthur Elyscc

Sylvan

Anti-American
activities on campus

To the Editor:

I thought 1 would bring to the attention of the Collegian.

and the rest of the campus, a very sad state of affairs present

within the Student Crovernment Association. On Wednesday.
March 26 a bill was presented, that if enacted, would have put

an American flag in the center of each residential area. The
flags would have cost a very nominal amount, and several resi-

dential areas already have flagpoles. The bill failed by a vote of

17-14. Among those voting against the bill were Senators
Shackford. Parenti. Keller. Rolfe. Alam, Fink and every

"ALANA" senator present at the meeting. It is pure and utterly

disgraceful that these senators would vote against a bill that

promotes patriotism and recognize symbolically all the oppor-
tunities available through a university such as UMass. I strong-

ly urge any student who is represented by one of the above list

ed senators to express their most heart-felt disapproval of this

outright sentiment of ann-Americanism.

Senator Philip Milson

Sylvan

Not the time

for Honors College

To the Editor

I am writing because 1 am very concerned about Chancellor
Scott's proposed Commonwealth College, a new college for

Honors students. His proposal contains some very dangerous
ideas, including reassigning the best faculty from the campus
to the Commonwealth College, adding new residential build-

ings for the Commonwealth College students and adding new
technological resources exclusively for the use of these stu-

dents. Basically, this school as proposed, would give far greater

educational opportunity to a small group of 3.200 "academi
cally talented" students at the same cost as the main campus,
while deteriorating the educational opportunities of the
remaining 20.000 plus students on campus.

I seem to recall the administration saying less than a month
ago that there simply was not money to meet the demands of

the students m Goodell. This school can't afford child care, it

can't afford an office of ALANA Affairs, heck, it can't even
afford to put pencil sharpeners in the classrooms. Now, how-
ever, when they want to improve the academic reputation of
the school nationally, they can come up with the money to

build an honors school. How nice.

I urge the student body to demand equal educational opportu-
nity for all. and 1 urge the administration to deal with the existing

academic shortcomings of the University as a whole before it

tries to create a better place of education for the select few.

Benjamin F. lackson

Amherst
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It's 1974 all

over again:

Dead live

By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

THE GRATEFUL DEAD
Dick's Picks. Vol. 7: London,

September 1974
Grateful Dead Records

THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND
FUlmore East— February 1970

Grateful Dead Records

Grateful Dead archivist Dick
Latvala recently told David Gans
(host of the nationally syndicated
radio show "The Grateful Dead
Hour") in a radio interview that "the

universe was calling for a show from
'74." What Latvala probably meant
was the high amount of e-mail he's

gotten and the large number of online

tequests in the Dick's Picks chatroom
on the Deadnet Conferencing site for

shows from that banner year in the

Dead's three-decade career.

Latvala always aims to please and
so he dug into a little- known run of

shows from Alexandra Palace in

London over a three-night period,

September 9-11. 1974. As he had
done with last fall's largely successful

Dozin' At The Knick set (a best-of set

from the 1990 run at Albany. N.Y.'s

Knickerbocker Arena), for D.P.7, he

again chose the best songs from the

three nights, breaking the "complete,

unedited shows" theme that had per-

meated the previous six Dick's Picks

COIMTISV SUA tNCIN»t«INC/rtO«rtI HUNTEI

Bob Weir's past is once again out on disc with Dick's Picks 7, a 3-CD set

chronicling a series of 1974 Grateful Dead concerts in London.

that were released over the last three

years.

Basically, what Latvala brings us is

the Dead, no warts. The new 3-CD
set starts off with "Scarlet Begonias."

which in 1974 was brand new. and
without its later companion song
"Fire On The Mountain." Yes,
jam-fans, the Dead once played it

almost exactly as it appears on their

album from that year. From The Mars
Hotel, but with a little noodling near

the end. and fine off-beat drumming
by Billy Kreutzmann providing a nice

syncopation.

The first disc continues through

some short material like

guitarist/singer Bob Weir's "Mexicali

Blues" and a cover of (esse Fuller's

"Beat It On Down The Line" (beauti-

MONTEREY
SUMMER
LANGUAGE

PROGRAM

JUNI 18 — AUGUST 14. 1997

English as a Second Language

JUNE 17 — AUGUST 20. 1997

Arabic, Chinese, Japanese and Russian

JUNE 24— AUGUST 20. 1997

French. German, Italian and Spanish

For Ni'wmaCjuii nuiiajtij Cawtona aa. Karaart,

atoo, Thas a WHnatna aa contact: OLC (40S) M7-SV4S

MONTEREY INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
425 Van Buren Street, Monterey. California 93940

Telephone (408) 647-41 15 FAX (408) 647-3534

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL FOR INTERNATIONAL CAREERS

Put the world at your fingertips.

• Computer Science • Math • Physics

With Raytheon Electronic Syatoma. you'll Croat* tha tachnoloq.as

that daftna th« futuro of tomorrow's world. You'll work on ••citing

program* liha Commercial Electronics, Dofsns* Electronics. Air

Traffic Control, Radar Technology. Surface Transportation, Vessel

Traffic Systems, and Environmental Monitoring. We will provide

the training you need to apply your talent on our winning

development team.

Raytheon Electronic Systems will be visiting campus soon With

ovr 350 opportunities available for graduates with degrees in the

above areas, we'll want to talk to you! To find out more about the

challenges we have to offer, please contact the Career Placement

Office to sign up for an interview.

For additional information on Raytheon Electronic Systems, please

see our homepage ati http://www.raytheon.com/re*

Raytheon offers an eaceptional benefits package, including

educational assistance and advanced study programs. Interested

candidates who are unable to meet with us on campus may send a

resume directly tot Raytheon Electronic Systems, Professional

Staffing, M/S T2SL2. 50 Apple Hill Drive, Tewkebury. MA
01876-0901. Faai (508) 858-1163. E-maili staffing9res.ray.com

U.S. citizenship may be required for some positions. We are an

equal opportunity employer.

Raytheon Electronic

Systems

ful harmonies on this by Weir and
backup singer Donna Godchaux).
but also some longer material, like

"Row Jimmy." which sounds like the

Dead just got off a vacation in

Kingston. Jamaica; and the always

jam-friendly piece "Playin' In The
Band." which clocks in at just under
24 minutes here, with the usual jazzy

interlude, but nobody really lakes the

lead, but instead there is frightening

chemistry throughout, with some gui-

tar accents by |erry Garcia and Keith

Godchaux's Fender Rhodes electric

piano here and there, adding to the

jazziness.

The second disc kicks off with
Weir's classic song cycle, the

"Weather Report Suite." which
segues into a song that often featured

Garcia's most sincere, tender singing,

"Stella Blue." The disc goes through

some short material that doesn't real-

ly stick out. like Johnny Cash's "Big

River." and the Garcia/Robert Hunter

tune "Brown-Eyed Women." The
band gets back on their wild horse

with the boogie blues of "Truckin'."

however, which here clocks in at over

10 minutes, with Garcia soloing on a

riff that leads the whole band into

numerous climaxes and into a jam
that Latvala has titled the "Wood
Green Jam." The disc then finishes on

a magnificent rendition of 'Wharf
Rat"

Don't let the quickie "Me And My
Uncle" fool you at the beginning of the

Turn to DEAD page 7

Gates's deal fuels debate over PC-TV
By Joanna Averse
Associated Press

LAS VEGAS — Microsoft Corp. is betting that its

$425 million planned purchase of WebTV Networks
Inc., whose devices let people cruise the Internet from
their TV sets, will spur the merging of personal com-
puters and televisions.

"Through their efforts... we hope to dramatically

accelerate the merger of the Internet and television,"

said Microsoft's senior vice president, Craig Mundie.
announcing the deal Sunday at the National Association

of Broadcasters convention.

Microsoft, which already has a $5 million stake in the

Palo Alto. Calif., company, intends to operate it as a

separate subsidiary, Mundie said.

"You can expect some Microsoft technologies to

show up in the future of WebTV," he added in an inter-

view.

Microsoft's announcement comes as the computer
industry and existing TV set makers race to define what
the next generation of digital TV sets will look like.

The prize: $1 50 billion in spending needed to replace

the existing 220 million analog TV sets in the United

States.

The computer industry's vision is essentially a large-

screen computer in living rooms that people use not

only to get a crystal-clear TV picture, but to surf the

Internet and send e-mail as well.

TV set makers have a different vision: a wide-screen

TV with superior picture and sound quality but little, if

any, computer capability.

For the computer industry's vision to work, broad-

casters would have to transmit programs in a different

format than they now use to display pictures on TV
sets. Thus far. broadcasters have not shown any signs of

doing so.

Microsoft. Intel Corp. and Compaq Computer Corp..

which have jointly developed technical specifications

for digital PC-TVs, are at the NAB convention trying to

woo broadcasters.

"This is TV central." said Robert Steams, Compaq's
senior vice president. "We're hoping to open a dialogue

with broadcasters for what we think would be a more
effective model of digital TV."

Microsoft. Intel and Compaq executives predict that

by next year there will be PC-TVs on the market, capa-

ble of receiving digital television, and will not be much
more expensive than existing personal computers.

Phillip Farmer, president of Harris Corp.. one of the

biggest makers of broadcasting equipment, disagreed

with the computer industry's vision.

"I think TV is an entertainment medium and the TV
in the home will continue to be a separate device." he

said.

Harris is selling equipment that willlet TV stations

broadcast in digital and an even sharper format called

high definition.

To whet both consumers' and TV stations' appetite

for digital television, Harris and the Public

Broadcasting Service are putting together a "road
show" featuring demonstrations for the public and tech-

nical training for TV station engineers. Farmer said.

The first show will be this fall, and officials expect to

hit 50 major cities over the next two years, he said.

|oe Flaherty, senior vice president of science and
technology for CBS, said TV stations will each have to

spend from $1 million to $2.5 million for new equip-

ment to provide digital television, including high defini-

tion.

"If you don't do it, you'll go out of business," he told

TV executives and engineers.

Last week, the Federal Communications Commission
cleared the way for broadcasters to begin offering

movie-quality digital television to the American public.

Most importantly, the action means that after 2006
the existing analog system of broadcasting dies. That
means people will either have to go out and buy new
pricey digital TV sets or converters for existing analog
sets to work.

Because it is more efficient than existing analog tech-

Turn to MICROSOFT pooe 6
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University of Colorado at Boulder

USE SUMMER TO
ACCELERATE

TOMITE

LIVE MUSIC
FEATURING

Carnival
Drink Specials

Captain Morgan & Coke 16 ox 2.00

Sloa Gin Fizz 16 oz 2.00

Pete's Wicked Mardi Gras 12 oz 1.50

Rod Dog Draft 16 oz 1.50

2.00
Cover

Smoking
Section

10-1

YOUR ACADEMIC
PROGRESS

Summer session on the Boulder campus Is something spe-

cial With over S00 campus courses to choose from, it's a

relaxed, comfortable learning environment. Classes are

smaller. And when you're not in class, you can soak up Boulder's

mellow charm Or explore Boulder's backyard, a high countr)

playground that includes some of the country s most rugged and

spectacular terrain.

Summer is a great time to get a jump on the next phase

of your educational goals

FOB EXAMPLE

VOTING STUDENTS. Take advantage of CI' resources to

complete or enrich your own degree program

WON SCHOOL STUDENTS. Take a college course for

experience, to enhance your college application, or to

see if CU is the right school for you.

TEACHfRS. Earn recertification credits and tap into every

thing the University has lo offer

ParOttSSrONAL DEVELOPMENT. Increase your knowl-

edge base and build skills to enhance your capabilities.

ENMCHMENT. Give yourself the pleasure of an academic

challenge at CU this summer

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call 303- 492-S146 or 800-331-2801 to request

a Summer Session catalog . Or visit our web site

www.colorado edu/conted/Summer
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Gallery opens up to area youth
By Tricio Van WanlcU
Collegian Corespondent

Herter Art Gallery at the

University of Massachusetts is

featuring young, up and coming
artists this week in a display
called Spring 1997 Art Education

Exhibition. "ArtStart Ourtreach
Program" is in gallery one and
"Multimedia Exhibition" is in gal-

leries two and three. These talent-

ed new artists bring a breath of

fresh air to the gallery with their

new works.

ArtStart Outreach Program is

an exhibition of choice works of

art by forth and fifth grade stu-

dents from Kensington Avenue
School in Springfield. The works
ranged from pictures of the chil-

dren's favorite activities to self-

portraits. There is also a section

that entails pictures of places

where the children feel safe.

"I sense that a lot of the teach-

ers have a interdisciplinary

approach. They (make the chil-

dren] use words and drawings to

express their point. I feel one of

the most engaging of the chil-

dren's works are a group of mixed

media self portraits. They are

about 17 inches in height, the

chest opens up and has a little

essay which talks about each stu-

dent's strengths. This is an exam-

ple of the writing and drawing
combined." said Carol Struve,

gallery director and UMass Art

Department associate professor.

The art is full of a child's per-

spective but mature enough for

any adult to appreciate.

In galleries 2 and 3, the

Multimedia Exhibition is full of

color and life. The B.F.A. and
M.A. UMass art education stu-

dents have a selection of multime-

dia works. Multimedia includes

paintings, drawings, sculptures

and photos.

"There is a considerable range

of imagery represented. There are

many abstract pieces. It is a won-
derful range of materials." Struve

said.

Titles including "Enchanted
Forest" by Canie Lantz. "Scituate

Summer" by Christie Martin and
"Escape From Chaos" by lessica

Farley left the viewer to come up

with their own interpretations

about the creations.

"There is a small sculptural

array by )ulie Parsons. The images

refer to dolls and childhood, they

are powerful yet playful. They are

made of felt and doth," Struve

said.

The new exhibits bring a spring

breeze to the gallery. The works
are full of life and color. The

exhibit is one not to be missed.

Spring 1997: Art Education
Exhibition can be seen in the

Herter Art Gallery in Herter Hall

at the University of
Massachusetts from April 7-11.

The closing reception is Fri. April

II. 5-7 p.m. The gallery hours

are Mon-Fri II a.m.-4 p.m. and
Sun noon-4 p.m. Admission is

free.

COU«mV NUTIt CAUItY

"Watercolor" by Jessica Farley is just one of the pieces awaiting you at

the Herter Art Gallery.
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TV digital: giveaway of century
By Jtannine Aaversa
Associated Press

LAS VEGAS — Critics call it the biggest corporate give-

away of the century: broadcasters getting television chan-

nels worth billions of dollars — not just for the upcoming
digital TV, but also possibly to sell new products such as

stock quotes or all-sports channels.

The broadcasting industry, which is meeting here this

week, has thwarted thus far efforts in Congress to force

them to pay for the new airwave space. Even Bob Dole,

when he ran the Senate, couldn't make that happen.

"This gift takes federal largesse to a breathtaking new
level." complains Sen. |ohn McCain, (R-Ariz.). who has

tried repeatedly to force broadcasters to bid on the chan-

nels at a government auction.

Said cable industry chief Decker Anstrom: It "makes the

sale of Manhattan for a few beads look like a hard bar-

gain."

The second channels have been estimated to be worth as

much as $70 billion.

Broadcasters bristle at words like "gift" and "giveaway."

They say the channels are simply on loan. Once they

switch to digital and its cinema-quality pictures, broadcast-

ers will hand back their existing analog TV channels to the

government, which will auction them for non-broadcast

uses like mobile phone service, two-way paging and wire-

less Internet access.

Because digital technology is more efficient than exist-

ing analog, broadcasters will use one-third less spectrum
than they now use once the switch to digital is complete,

said National Association of Broadcasters President

Eddie Fritts. "Most people outside the Beltway would
consider our return of the spectrum a giveback, not a

giveaway."

But the new digital technology gives stations the equiva-

lent of Ave extra channels on the same-size slice of the air-

waves they are allotted. Thus, they could choose to use the

extra space to provide new services — possibly for a fee —
like an all-sports channel or stock quotes fed to laptop

computers.

Given that, President Clinton says broadcasters should

have more public-interest obligations in exchange for using

the nation's airwaves for free. Current obligations include

educational shows for children, public-affairs shows and

low-cost political ads.

The Federal Communications Commission, which

decided Thursday to give each of the nation's 1,600 TV

stations a second digital channel, doesn't have the authori-

ty to make stations pay for the channels. And efforts to

require payments died without action in Congress last

year.

FCC Chairman Reed Hundt. who has raised more than

$20 billion for the Treasury by auctioning other slices of

the airwaves, would love to sell off the broadcast channels.

But his hands are tied.

Hundt calls it "the single biggest gift of public property

to any industry in this century."

Donald Simon. Common Cause executive vice president,

says it "may be the largest corporate welfare giveaway in

our nation's history."

Over the last decade, major broadcast interests have

given more than $9.5 million in political contrioutions.

Common Cause reports.

Broadcasters are effective lobbyists and have the power

to shape the news and control how and if politicians get on

the air. the report said. Broadcasters rebut those charges.

TV stations will have to spend millions of dollars each

for new equipment to deliver digital TV. the industry says.

and they can't afford to spend billions to acquire the digital

channels.

There's a remote possibility that Congress, as it tries to

balance the federal budget, may look to digital TV auctions

as a source of revenue. Cable and computer companies will

push for this. Dole, now out of government, remains a sup-

porter.

Legislation attempts to limit junk email

By Joel Stashenko

Associated Press

ALBANY. N.Y. — "Erin" and
"Amy" say they "have really missed

you!!" and "really want to see you!!"

With just a few key strokes of a

computer keyboard — and, no
doubt, more than a few dollars —
the curious are directed to find out

more at their address:
http://www.seductress.com.

It's just one example of the grow-

ing volume of unsolicited electronic

mail being dispersed across the

internet. Legislation proposed by

state Attorney General Dennis
Vacco would prohibit such "junk" e-

mail in New York unless it is clearly

identified as an advertisement, gives

addressees instructions on how to be

removed from the distribution list

and contains the postal address and
telephone number of who sent it.

The "Erin" and "Amy* note does
include "remove" instructions to pre-

vent future transmissions, but it oth-

erwise would be illegal under
Vacco's bill. The message is dressed

up to look like the personal notes

that people on the Internet customar-

ily send to each other and there is no
hint, except for the e-mail address,

who is behind it.

Audrey Pheffer, the Democratic

state assemblywoman from Queens
who is sponsoring the bill in her

chamber, said the state should
extend the same rules to junk e-mail

as it has established for unsolicited

fax transmissions.

Pheffer confesses to being comput-

er illiterate, but she said she has

heard many complaints about
unwanted electronic mail and knows
"what garbage sometimes I have got-

ten in my fax machine."

"As these new technologies pop
up. we have to put the same protec-

tions into place," she said.

Vacco said unwanted electronic

mail — sometimes called "spam" by

BODY IMAGE AWARENESS WEEK

XACTION
PLAN

For your consideration... from the items listed

below, pick one thing to do for yourSelf and one

thing to do for "the cause"—Womankind!

1. Plan not to Weigh yourself for two weeks,

a. StOp talking about your WeiCj ht for two weeks.

3. Make a list of the women you adm ire moSt
and post it where you'll see it often.

4, Write to a company whose ad S Offend you.

5. Stop tdlking about other people's weight for two

weeks, ie "you look great-did you lose weight?"

ViSit our Campus Center table on

April 7, 8, 9, and 11 to find Out more.

Sponsored by: the s College Eating Disorders Committee,

and the UHS Womens Health Project

computer buffs — can be more oner-

ous than similar come-ons carried to

people's homes by the postal service.

While people can discard unwanted
mail in a trash basket relatively easi-

ly, Internet users are usually paying

on-line charges as they wade through

junk e-mail for personal notes.

Though Internet providers like

America Online and CompuServe
say they have tried to minimize
"stealth* e-mail — transmissions for

which providers are not compensat-

ed — there is clearly more of it being

distributed over computer networks
than ever before.

Companies like the Philadelphia-

based Cyber Promotions Inc.. in fact,

offer companies to send their junk e-

mail to millions of Internet addressee

for a monthly fee of about $50.

The founder of Private Citizen

Inc., a suburban Chicago company
which fights mail, e-mail and tele-

marketing solicitations, says Vacco's

bill does not go far enough.

Bob Bulmash said it is clear that

most personal computer users, like

most people contacted at home or at

work by telemarketers, do not want
the unsolicited come-ons. Instead of

requiring an "remove* function,

Bulmash said the legislation would
be stronger if companies are
required to get an affirmative "opt-

in" notice from people before they

could send them e-mail advertise-

ments.

Bulmash said "spammers* are

growing at a rate of 750 to 1.000
percent a year.

'They seem to breed faster than

fruit flies." he said.

microsoft
continued from page 5

noiogy. digital gives broadcasters the

ability to cram more services in their

same-sized slice of the airwaves —
for instance, a pay-per-view sports

channel or stock quotes to laptop

computers.

That is the route Microsoft. Intel

and Compaq are pushing TV stations

to take.

"Digital TV has got to be more
than pretty pictures." Mundie said

But stations that provide the next

step up from digital television — high

definition — will not have as much
extra space.

MB OBW fi**» ^
.Wanted

rhe Collegian is taking applications for:

INERT!SING
REPRESENTATIVES

We are looking for Enthusiastic, Energetic, Organized and
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These guys are off the wall...
The Jonathan Kreisberg Trio will open for the Creyboy Allstarts tonight at the Iron Horse Music HaH in

Northampton.

Dead
continued from page 5

third disc. This last run of songs
includes the penultimate Dead jam
tune. "Dark Star." Coming from a jam

on Buddy Holly's "Not Fade Away," we
find the band taking a free jazz stance

on "Dark Star," playing downright

chaotic at limes. At one point, just

Kreutzmann. Garcia and bassist Phil

Lesh fool around on their own before

the whole band comes back. Garcia

plays at one point in a thick jazz tone

reminiscent of Wes Montgomery. After

22:00 of rolling moods, we Finally hear

the surreal lyrics of Robert Hunter via

Garcia 's singing.

After "Dark Star" and the also

chaotic "Spam lam," the band brings

the lights and dynamics way down
with "Morning Dew." not without its

own bright improvisational moments.
The band closes out with the humor-

ous "U.S. Blues." right off of Mars
Hotel. Already. Deadheads on the

conferencing are coming up with
ideas for Volume 8. and Dick's also

going to be looking around soon. too.

With The Allman Brothers' live set

of Fillmore East — February 1970
(recorded on a whim by the Dead's

then- soundman Owsley Stanley
when the little-known Macon, Ga.
band opened for the Dead). Grateful

Dead Records feature their first disc

with no involvement by any Dead
members whatsoever.

Fillmore East — February 1970 is

pure blues-rock for the most part.

The single disc set does feature some
nice, tight jamming orr "In Memory
Of Elizabeth Reed." probably the

shortest live version of this on disc,

but nonetheless it carries some fine

repetitive climaxes at some points.

"Mountain |am" is also here. The title

says it all. Other than that, it's mostly

blues covers, such as Willie Dixon's

"Hoochie Coochie Man." and Muddy
Waters' "Trouble No More." If you
like blues-rock, here's your stuff, but

if you're into the more progressive

side of the Allmans' joy. check out

other live sets like the later Live At
The Fillmore East and Live At Ludlow
Garage. Fillmore East — February
1970- is made for completists

Dick's Picks. Volume 7 and
Fillmore East February 1970 are

both available only from Grateful
Dead Mercantile Call them at

1-800-225-5125 and ask for a free

issue of "The Grateful Dead
Almanac " from which you can order

the above two and other dins.

Write for Aits and Living...

and bring ne#ljfe&ning to your

Staytr nerst This Summer7

Lool

mmsew
Full & Part Time Jobs

Are Available Working For

Summer Conference Housinq

SMART CHOICES FOR

Work with UCS in Providing Residence Hall

Accommodations to over 70 Conference Groups

Meeting at Umass This Summer

Many Different Types of Jobs are Available

Applications and Job Descriptions

are Available at the Conference Services Offices

Room 918-Campus Center Ninth Floor

Completed Applications are Due By Friday, April 11, 1997

Ohio State: O'Brien not fired by BC
By Rusty Miller

Associated Press

COLUMBUS. Ohio — Ohio State

athletics director Andy Geiger

Monday labeled as false a published

report that his new mens basketball

coach was hired despite being recent-

ly fired at his old school.

)im O'Brien was announced last

Wednesday as Geiger's choice to

replace Randy Ayers, who was fired

after a second straight 10-17 season.

A column by Will McDonough in

The Boston Globe Saturday said

Boston College President Rev.

William P. Leahy, angry over leaks he

felt came from O'Brien, withdrew a

proposed contract extension and told

O'Brien "he was no longer the basket-

ball coach."

The column did not site a source.

"It's not true because the coach
says it's not true. The alleged meeting
he alludes to never took place."

Geiger said.

A column in Sunday's Boston
Herald refuted McDonough 's story.

Referring to Boston College adminis-

trators, basketball writer Mike Shalin

wrote: "The leaks all came from them.

Heck, maybe they just wanted to run

him out and this was a convenient
way to do it." i

O'Brien did not return a telephone

message left for him in the Ohio State

basketball office. He was touring the

campus Monday with his Boston
College coaching staff.

"They're taking a look at the jobs

and have been meeting with our per-

sonnel people and learning about

Ohio State," Geiger said. "1 think that

some of them may wind up here — all

of them might wind up here — but

they need to go back and consult with

wives and do all that stuff before all

of that happens."

In related matters, Geiger said the

university was close to reaching an

agreement on the buyouts of the con-

tracts of both coaches fired at the end

of the season — Ayers and women's
coach Nancy Darsch. Both were fired

March 10.

Beth Burns, formerly of San Diego

State, was hired last Thursday to

replace Darsch.

Meanwhile, the director of the seat

license program at Ohio State's new
Value City Arena said the hiring of

O'Brien did not produce a large

response in seat-license sales.

Celtic pride cant lure Pitino from UK
By Jimmy Golan
Associated Press

BOSTON — Kentucky coach Rick

Pitino stopped by Boston on Monday
to pitch his new motivational book.

The bad news is, he isn't staying.

The man many hope will return

the Boston Celtics to their former

glory said he isn't interested in the

job.

"It's not that I don't have any
interest in coming here. I have a lot

of interest," he said at a bookstore at

Boston University, the school where
he began his coaching career. "But I

am infatuated with my players at

Kentucky."

Speculation that Pitino. who led

the Wildcats to the NCAA title in

1996 and to the final game this year,

would take over the Celtics increased

in recent days when it was reported

Larry Bird had spoken with him
about the job.

The former Celtics star, who
stayed on with the team as a special

assistant, reportedly was given per-

mission by owner Paul Gaston to talk

with potential successors, even
though M.L. Can is still coach.

Pitino told Bird to wait until the

college season was over. Two days

after Kentucky lost in the NCAA
final, Bird called again. But Pitino

stressed Monday that it was merely a

"casual conversation" — not a job

interview.

He also said that Bird did not

express dissatisfaction with Carr,

who is also the Celtics player person-

nel director.

"He (Bird) is someone with a lot

of Celtics pride," Pitino said. "He's

not upset at any person. He's upset

at the state of the organization."

The Celtics (13-63) are headed for

the seventh-worst record in NBA his-

tory and a franchise-first 1 Ith con-

secutive season without a champi-

onship. But they are also in line for

the first pick in the draft, with anoth-

er high pick coming due to a trade

with Dailas. That would give Pitino

— or whoever coached the team next

year — a lot to work with in a

rebuilding program. But he also has

plenty to work with at Kentucky,
which lost in the NCAA title game to

Arizona.

Point-shaving claimed of
c

80's Pistons
NEW YORK — The NBA yesterday

denounced as "baseless* a book's claim

that heavy gambling losses by Isiah

Thomas and lames Edwards raised

questions about point-shaving during

two Detroit Pistons games in 1989.

lei trey Mishkin, the league's chief

legal officer, called "absolutely false"

the contention in the book Money
Players that the NBA recently

reopened an investigation into point-

shaving in the late 1980s

Mishkin said the only investigation

occurred after the book's authors —
ABC correspondent Armen Keteyian,

New York Times sports columnist
Harvey Araton and Sports Illustrated

reporter Martin Dardis — sent letters

to Thomas and Edwards, questioning

them about point-shaving.

The book, which cites five primary

unidentified sources — four of them
gamblers — quotes both Pistons play-

ers denying any involvement.

"I've never, ever been involved in

point-shaving, betting on games,"
Thomas said in the book.

Thomas, now general manager of

the Toronto Raptors, told The Sports

Network on yesterday: "During my
lime in college, high school and some-
times in the pros, yeah you know you
play cards, you shoot dice. But I never,

ever point -shaved, gambled or bet on
games.*

|oc Dumars. who played for the

1989-90 Pistons and is still with the

team, said he never saw anything to

substantiate the charges in the book.

"I never saw anything to indicate to

me that would even possibly be the

case." Dumars said yesterday. "You
look at that, you're talking about a guy
who was the most competitive guy thai

I ever played with. So it would be hard

for me to believe that."

Mishkin said both players forwarded

ihe letters to the NBA. and the league

then looked into the issue.

"It should be clear to anyone that

the authors were also unable to find

any substantiation for their claim,

which is based entirely on unnamed
sources with no factual support."
Mishkin said. "It is regrettable that in

their unrestrained eagerness to create

publicity for their book, the authors

have chosen to hurl baseless charges at

the expense of NBA players and their

families."

Keteyian called the NBA statement

inaccurate.

"We never used the word 'charges,'"

he said. "We said 'concerns.' That's

different. We never accused them.

'The league skipped the most seri-

ous allegations of high stakes gambling

and charges that Thomas lost up to S

I

million in high stakes dice games. .

.

"It seems to me that an issue they

should be concerned about when two
starters arc accused of associating with

crime figures. The NBA tried to take

what we wrote out of context and spin

it into damage control.*

CASH SAlt
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Tennis teams host home matches today

By Mike Corey
Collegian Staff

After an incredible fall start, the Massachusetts men's

tennis team is continuing its winning ways this spring

tearing up the courts. Thus far, the Minutemen have

gone 4- 1 to improve their overall record to 12-1 on the

year.

What is even more impressive about this is that

they're doing it with five freshman. This past weekend

in Philadelphia. UMass took care of the Hawks of St.

loseph's 6-1. and the Explorers of LaSalle 5-2. behind

the team play of five freshman newcomers.

With their usual players out of the lineup, the

Minutemen were undaunted and took the doubles point

in both matches, and lost only three matches in singles

all weekend — two by default of not having the sixth

player. Freshman Pat Slyman took care of the competi-

tion at the No. 1 singles spot, winning 6-3. 6-2 against

St. loe's. and 6-4. 6-3 against LaSalle.

In the No. 2 singles spot. Rob Manchester defeated

his St. loe's opponent 7-5, 6-1 and most definitely had

his way with LaSalle. coming away with a shutout 6-0.

and a 6-1 victory.

Rufino Navarro who played at No. 3 came away with

a win against St. loe's, but lost to LaSalle. while Parsa

Samii won both matches including a shutout at the No.

4 spot. Kevin Curley. who had yet to play in a match all

year, defeated his opponents handily over the weekend

as well.

"The five freshman came together, and in my four

years here. I've never seen a weekend like it." UMass

coach |udy Dixon said. "These five young men who now
have formed a nucleus of this team, came together in

such a way that they were not going to lose either one of

those matches this past weekend. They bonded and

played to the best of their ability."

Last Friday's scheduled match against Temple was

cancelled before the Minutemen went to work on

Saturday and blasted out two victories to improve their

record to 4-1 this spring. Previously in February, they

defeated Vermont and Duquesne. with their only loss of

the year to Colgate.

This past weekend exemplifies the hard work that this

men's team has showed throughout the whole year.

Quietly, they are beginning to make a name for them-

selves.

"We had kids that had never in the lineup before

come out and do the job. and that's what team is all

about." Dixon said. "The future is extremely bright for

this team."

Today the men's team is on the road taking on Div. Ill

Tufts University, looking to improve on their already

increasingly strong record with a match at 3 p.m.

"Tufts will be a tough match, it's one of those things

if you look past it, you can get in trouble." assistant

coach Doug Knuth said. "So we're just going to go out,

be real intense, be real strong, and get them right from

the first point."

Women's Tennis:

For the UMass Minutewomen, they will take to the

courts this afternoon as they take on Connecticut at

2:30 p.m. on the Upper Boyden tennis courts.

The Minutewomen are coming off of a strong outing

in last Friday's win against Fairfield 5-2. Thus far, the

team sports a 4-1 spring record and an overall record of

9-3.

"We need to play very efficiently, and play a very

clean match and not take them lightly." assistant coach

Tom Lowry said.

Connecticut is having a struggling season and this will

be another match that the Minutewomen will be favored

to win. and need to win, in order to climb up the ladder

for a national ranking.

NHL
continued from page 12

and Dave Ellett. the Devils have

exploded. They look like the team

from the metro-New York area that

will make the run for the Cup this

\ear

• What is up with all of the friski-

ness lately in the league?

Donneybrooks have been erupting all

over the league.

Why? Rat out. the playoff chase is

to blame.

Not even families are safe, and

Keith and Wayne Primeau. of the

Whalers and the Sabres respectively,

gave it a go in Hartford's 4-2 win on

Monday night. It was speculated that

Mother Primeau had both of her

naughty little boys by the ears after

the game, but that could not be fac-

tually determined as of press time.

• It's very curious what's happen-

ing with the Eastern Conference

playoff hunt, and my lock choice in

the Caps are floundering. Their big

trade with Boston seemed to solidify

their team, but au contraire. I really

can't believe I'm saying this, but the

Whale has a shot, and their win over

Northeast Division leading Buffalo

was as huge as Moby Dick's tailfin.

• Everybody keeps talking about

Mario Lemieux's farewell tour, and

for good reason, because in many
respects he's an extraordinary player.

He has gone through a tough battle

with Hodgkin's disease, a benign

form of cancer and a series of bad

back injuries.

Amidst all of this, he continually is

at the top of the scoring lists. But.

this man would not be on my
all-time NHL team (maybe as a

fourth line center), and let me tell

you why.

I don't like his style of play.

Lemieux is a whiner; he makes after

his namesake. Claude, and dives

when barely touched: and while con-

sidered a consummate gentleman,

he's really a cheap shot artist. Not as

blatantly flagrant as Ulfie. but it's

been seen many times by these eyes.

I like them tough on the ice. and

here are my picks for (orma's top

three all-time centermen, in case you

are curious: Cretzky. Bobby Clarke

(executor of the Slash Heard Around
The World in the 1972 Summit, who
never shied away from being consid-

ered cheap), and Eric Lindros (basi

cally. Lemieux with attitude and
fists). Gordie "Razor Elbows" Howe.
would be there, but he switched back

and forth from wing and center.

forma Kansanen is a Collegian

columnist

lacrosse
continued from page 12

we'd like to sec him do that in every

game." Cannclla said. "Bui it's tough

in the midficld. because you don't

really get that many chances."

Following DelPercio's first of the

period. Justin McAleer scored to

bring the score to 14-5. Mitch
Ocampo followed with a goal of his

own 25 seconds later.

However. UMass rolled on, netting

three goals in the game's final min-

utes on strikes from Costello.

DelPercio and |ohn O'Connor.

Minuteman goaltcnder |ohn
Kasselakis recorded 1 1 saves in the

win; UNH goalie Gary Foster made
16 stops.

Correction

The official named in Monday's lacrosse arti-

cle, "UMass doesn't get the call; ACC refs

missing the mark," was misidentified. The
Collegian regrets the error.
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Packaged together for Double Protection

CarePlus™ gives you 2 simple-to-use methods
to help prevent HIV (AIDSj, sexually
transmitted diseases (STD's), and Pregnancy,
when used together, each time you have sex.

Now available at leading stores.
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Mercy, Mercy Me
After invoking the mercy rule in both frames of a double header with Central Connecticut, UMass rolled to 1 2-1

and 8-0 wins respectively.

softball
continued from page 1

2

warmed up just fine, throwing smoke by seemingly every

Central Connecticut hitter who dared to step in the batter's

box opposite her.

UMass opened up the game with four runs in the bottom

half of the second.

After three consecutive hits from Karen LaFrenier.

Octavia Brown and Galas loaded the bases, Cardenas

ripped a two- run single into centerfield. (Cardenas had

two hits and four RBI's on the day.) Gutridge followed this

with a two-run double of her own. The mercy rule was

later invoked in the fifth inning after UMass' eighth run

crossed the plate.

Meanwhile Henderson was busy polishing off her perfect

day. Her final line read five innings pitched, no runs, no

hits, no walks and seven strikeouts.

"We're really hitting better, and playing better as a

team." Henderson said. "Things are starting to come
together."

Sortino was enthused with her pitchers' efforts.

"I thought both pitchers did very well, but our pitchers

have been doing a great job all year," Sortino said. "They're

both very capable of pitching the way they did today."

Sortino was also happy with her team's performance as a

whole.

"I'm very pleased because we're doing intelligent things

at the plate now," Sortino said. "We're showing a lot of

patience and poise, which is something we really needed to

work on."

Check out Collegian Sports coverage
on our website:

ass.edu/rso/colegian

Summer
Session
1997

| May 27June 26 bSSkaJl June 30 July 31

• Hundreds of undergraduate and graduate courses in business, education, history,

accelerated languages, science, women's studies, technology and more

• Weekend and certificate courses

• Travel and learn courses in the U.S. and abroad

• High school students and visiting students welcome

• Continuing Education courses available

UN IVERSITY
Tat Cafcote Unt»osay in Newjeney- Founded in 18% • 400 South Orange Aw. South Oonajt, NJOTr1

) • hrtp.'wwwihucdu

CALL (201) 761-9363 FOR A SUMMER CATALOG
or e-mail summercat(<i lanmaU.sbu.edu

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES PRESENTS
Something Every Friday

COMEDIAN
MELV1N GEORGE II

April 11, 1997 8:00pm

Rluewall Cafe Free

Melvin, also known as "the King of Smooth" has performed on the stage of Carnegie Hall, as
well as with Chaka Khan. Gladys Knight. Patti Labelle. and The Temptations. His brazen
sense of "cool" is sure to entertain you with his easy delivery of a nightclub veteran.

For more information check out our website:

http://www.umass.edu/campact/events/calendar2.htm

The movie "Metro" will he shown immediately after the performance .

Starring

EDDIE MURPHY
Thit program it made pomible by a Oram from trie Aumtliary Service! Office, the Vtce-ChaceHor for Student Affairs, and the Daily Collegian

UM faces No. 10 Dartmouth; Walsh helps to lead senior charge

By Jorma Kansanen
Col legion Staff

lust when you think you know all the answers, some
higher power, entity or person changes all the questions
on you. It happens, it's awful, but you have to deal with
it.

After a strong start to the season, the Massachusetts
women's lacrosse team were confronted with two ranked
opponents in then-No. 10 Yale and then-No. 7 Temple.
At that time, the spirits of the Minutewomen were high,
but unfortunately, so were the final scores of those two
contests. Confusion from top to bottom abounded after
two straight shellackings, and answers became questions.
The upperclassmen had to step up and show their lead-

ership, and last Sunday's game versus St. loseph's was
looked upon as a benchmark for the new season within a
season. It happened, and with a 11-6 win over the
Hawks, the Minutewomen (2-3) have positive momen-
tum to face No. 10 Dartmouth (5-1) in Hanover. N.H.
today at 4:00 pm.
Along with junior tri-captain |en Bowen. one of the

upperclassmen that stepped up against St. Joe's was
senior attacker Stephanie Walsh, scoring four goals (9
goals-1 assist-10 points), while elevating herself above
the 100 career point plateau (95-8-103). Walsh is now
the 1 1th player in UMass history to eclipse that mark, but
it has not been a easy road — this season, or any season.

In some circles, the waiting is the hardest part. For
Walsh and her senior teammates, the wait for a solid,

winning nucleus has been hard as well (12-34 since rein-

statement in 1994), but it appears to be on the horizon. It

does not take a psychology major to know that
Dartmouth is perennially a tough test for any team, and
this psych major feels they can answer the winning ques-
tion.

"1 think the hardest part is over." Walsh said. "We have
the worst out of our way. and the teams we're going to

play are beatable. It's an attitude we have to have — we
can win. "The thing about the Yale and Temple games
was that we could compete with them, but we put our

heads down and checked out. Wh:-n we play Dartmouth,

they might be better skill-wise, but we still have to go in

with the altitude that we are going to play our best. We
need to show teams that we can give them a good game."

The strain of the pursuit of winning is hard on every-

one, especially someone like Minutewoman coach
Francesca McClellan. Walsh has given her a consistent

offensive option to rely on in her four years here at

UMass. but it has not been without its bumps along the

way.

"She's had a tremendous career here." McClellan said.

"She continues to fight back for us, work hard and keeps

putting herself out there. She's definitely gone through

some ups and downs in her own game, and with the team,

but she's really grown a lot.

"Not only on the field as a player, because she has real-

ly made changes in her game, but really as a person as

well, and that has been tremendous and a joy to watch."

Born to run

No, Walsh's lacrosse career did not start in Asbury

Park, N.|., but in sixth grade at Newton Country Day in

eastern Massachusetts. It was a very advantageous situa-

tion for her, because most public institutions did not offer

the sport until high school.

She stayed there until tenth grade, and transferred to

perennial powerhouse Newton North HJ|h ScCoB far Mr
junior year. Most public school lacrosse players only had

two years experience at that time, and her five years of

experience helped her to two All-League selections.

"I had that advantage skill-wise, and I didn't feel like I

was better, but I had more experience." Walsh said. "The

reason why I went to Newton North was because of the

athletics, and I wanted more attention towards my athlet-

ics. A small private school didn't really accommodate for

that.

"So. when I transferred I was interested in soccer,

track, which they didn't have at my private school, and

also lacrosse. I love to run, and it's a running game. If I

wasn't playing lacrosse. I would be running track. I like

the whole part about scoring goals, and attacking the

net."

Her affinity to many sports was good at the time, but

became a dilemma when she had to choose a specific

sport for the collegiate level. Success in track, soccer and

lacrosse tugged at her competitive bone, but the success

of her lacrosse game won out in the end. Yet, she was nut

recruited by UMass, and it was totally by chance that she

made the first lineup of the reinstated program.

"I originally wanted to run track, but then I saw that

the program for lacrosse was reinstated, and I had such a

strong spring with lacrosse my senior year in high

school," Walsh said. "So, 1 left Francesca a note, and she

called me. It was more of chance that I came here."

The will to win

Even for the weekend warriors out there, winning is

what drives you to competing in your favorite sport.

Those commercials showing golfers throwing their clubs

in the ocean might use a little artistic license, but the feel-

ing is well represented — and truthfully, it happens more
than you might think.

Walsh's inner competitiveness has painted her as a self-

ish player, and she has battled that first impression over

the last four years — and truthfully, her will to win has

overshadowed the team-first concept. But, like the true

validity a first impression has on judging the worth of

someone, that conception has now been thrown out the

window. In seasons past, Walsh had to shoulder the scor-

ing burden because the team was losing and gaining play-

ers at a frustrating rate, and she was the only offensive

constant amidst the lineup's turmoil.

Now, with young talent and upper class experience,

she's not the only one that will walk across the fire for

her team.

"Bottom line. I'm very competitive, and I really want to

win, and I'm going to do anything to help the team win."

Walsh said. "One of my strengths is to score goals, but if

I can make a pass to score a goal. I feel just as good. That

is what I've learned from my freshman year, and I've

learned to be more of a team player.

"I want to win, and sometimes that takes over me. I

want to win so bad that I'll try to score as many goals as

possible. Now, everyone on the team can score. I'm not

the only one."

McClellan knows that Walsh has at times been a little

too trigger happy, but she will also miss her after this

senior season. The coach knows that all her senior attack-

er wants is to win. and that has helped her reinstated pro-

gram.

"She has become a leader." McClellan said. "When she

started out she was a very individual player, but she has

really grown into being a team player.

"She's really been committed to the program from the

start, and we're going to miss her. I'm really going to miss

her, because after doing this | motioning her hands like

two butting heads] for four years, I tell you she really

cares about us, her play and her team."

Through the help of the Ridley High trio, defenders

Erica Bryan. Kristen Hocker and Michele Warrington, the

complete player has emerged in Walsh. But. the shoulder-

ing of the offense has had its impact, though, and her

body has begun to pay the price. Last week. Walsh was

diagnosed with a degenerative back ailment, and she will

have to play in a brace the rest of the season. If this hap-

pened last year, thoughts of medical redshirting. or even

retirement, would have floated around her head.

Wit the fjplejB that both Walsh and the team possess,

lucV ha£been • rare quality. It happened, it waf awful.

but trie team has dealt with it. It's been a tough road, but

Walsh believes they can turn the corner. The destination

of this team bus is national respect, and a winning season

will help that continuing journey to no end.

"It's been unlucky, to say the least." Walsh said, "it's

been a long road, and on the bus | last week] the coach

was talking with us four seniors. She looked at us, and we
almost had tears in our eyes.

"We were thinking back about all the bad luck we've

had. when it comes down to almost getting there, and

then not getting there. The thing that was hard, and can

still be hard, is sticking with it and still believing that we
can do it — we can turn the corner. That's all I want to

do (his year."

KMMA KANSAMN I COLltCIAN

Senior Stephanie Walsh's scoring touch has reigned over Totman Field (background), making her the 11 th play-

er in UMass history to break the 100 point plateau.

hoop
continued from page 12

(the fact that an Emory envelope

with $1000 cash had fallen into the

wrong hands didn't exactly help mat-

ters either).

But Pitino shrugged off those who
said he wouldn't last at the school.

He looked the other way when writ-

ers criticized him.

Instead, he started building a pro-

gram, his program. Much like Rupp
had built the tradition years before.

Pitino. in Dick Vitale's famous
Frank-Lloyd-Wright-mode, jump
started the Wildcat team and recon-

structed the Kentucky empire.

What stands as his crowning
achievement now is the pinnacle of

college basketball. When he won the

National Championship in 1996.

Pitino capped his effort at bringing

Kentucky's little darlings their defini-

tive place in history by cutting down
the nets in the Meadow lands

By staying at Kentucky when crit-

ics said he would be gone in five

years or fewer, by winning the

National Championship, by earning

the right to be considered one of col-

lege hoop's greats. Rick Pitino mixed

the right ingredients with terrific tim-

ing and whipped himself up a whole

lot of success.

Casey Kane is a Collegian colum-

nist.

[TRAVEL]
: SMART!

FROM NEW YORK

One Way Raanftna

London
$199 $370

Rome or Milan

$340 $635

esse, Costa Rica

$246 $460

TOKYO
SYDNEY

. Round trip

$879
$898

baseball
continued from page 1

2

blast, the first of his college career.

This is only Kudrikow's second sea-

son playing for Coach Stone, seeing

limited action in 1995 and red-shirt-

ing last year. He came into the 1997

season with only seven career hits,

but has hit .476 this season while

platooning with Brian Samcla behind

the plate.

"He left the pitch up. and I didn't

know it was out until I was halfway

to second base and I heard my team-

mates cheering." Kudrikow said. "It's

a good feeling to be able to con-

tribute to the team when I get my

chance."

Samerfe and Kudrikow have more
than filled the void left by the gradu-

ation of Andy Kiah. Samcla is hitting

.359. with three home runs and
seven RBIs. and has already earned

A- 10 Player of the Week for March
24-31.

The Minutemen play their fifth

game in four days tomorrow when
they host Central Connecticut. Game
time is 3:00 p.m.

I

I..

Schtivlti llifktt

| Faraa to »oiliwlf« •tslmilioni

f nilatttti itrtllabli

Weekend suiclurgts rru» apply

. Customslmrmgrtlion Uus apply

I Fares subteel to change without

| oouc* lat i. itudajit M
may be required

RISM TRAVEL
34? Mldison Ave NY HI 10173

212-986-8420-

800-272-9676

'/ Do wc know how to spoil you?

^ worker-owned CollectiveCopics

ncrvo

Gilreath
Manor Condos

on Hobart Lane

Showings

Start in

for June or

September

Occupancy!

• 3 Bedroom
• I

1 'Baths
• Heated
Basement

• Gas Heat

& Hot water
• Hardwood Floors

• 1/2 mile to

campus
• On Bus Route

Lincoln Riai Estate • if N. pleasant st • 2SI-7B7?

UMass
Student
Legal
Services
Office

FREE
confidential
professional

legal services
for UMass
students!

545- 1 995
C/tU 7VDAW

922 CAMPUS CENTER

^>ilV£r Jewelry
**

SpQCiallAtA

Stdsxiio"
236 71. pleasant Si.

Cbnhvut WIG
2S3-W97

nhii-Sal 11b

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends aid Families

Thursday, April 10, 1997
Room 917

6:30 - 8 p.m. - Murray Lincoln Campus Center, UMass

I think my roommate has an eating disorder.

How can I be sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help.

How can I convince her to see a professional?

Who should I suggest.. Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia.

She says it's under control, but I don't think it is.

I'm really afraid... What can I do to help?

If you are concerned about someone who you know or suspect is struggling

with an eating disorder, come to this informal workshop to explore how you

can help and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call University Health Services

Health Education at 577-5181 or General Medicine 2 at 577-5233

Redefine the Surj#ner Months

Attend Brandeis University

Summer School

V7ive your summer new meaning,

a summer you'll never forget. Soak

knowledge that will get you ahead.

Earn credits. explore new
accelerate yyiir degrel

ASK AiOUT OUR EARUfJrKROLLMlJT DISCOUNT! i

Jjou will be f • ft **""*• \
Summer

As a summer school studeni

taught in small classroom settings by

regular faculty. This means you are

assured the same high standards of

excellence enjoyed by our students during

the regular academic year.

And because we're conveniently located

near the junction of Rte. 128 and the Mass.

Pike, you will spend less time in the car and

more time learning.

To receive 1 Summer Bulletin, call the Brandeis

Summer Program Office at 617-736-3424,

FAX us at 617-736-3420 or reach us by e-mail:

summerschoolOiogos cc.brandels edu.

Check out our offerings on the Web: http://www.brandels.edu/tumtch/Rabb.fitinl

NNUAL
BUS SUMME

Muse Festival

• Archaeological
Field Research
in Israel

• Brandeis in

Cracow

• Intensive Hebrew
Language
Institute

• Law, Medicine,
and Health
Policy Program

• Liberal Arts

4> Premeoical
Sciences

See way we're one of

the most popular program*

in New England'

UMass Boston

Tel 617 287 7904

Fax 617 287 7922

Email: dce9umbtky.cc.umb.edu

Web: www corned umb.edu

Mail:

UMass Boston Summer Sessions

Division of Continuing Education

100 Mornssey Blvd.

Boston, MA 02125-3393

You'll benefit from

our distinguished faculty

morning, midday, afternoon, and

evening classes

ever 400 course sections

our convenient Boston Harbor

location

sessions starting May 27. June 30.

and July 14

mail, phone, fax. or walk-in

regittration

IBBSI titnm

City, siiia tip
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ACTIVITIES
Check out the UMass Parachute

Club demo next to the Pond this

Thursday at 12 45 Stop by out office

at 309SU to make a skydive or call

us 545-0005

FOR RENT

Uptown Apartment starling June
1

' Gieat for one or two. very afford-

able' Call us at 253-7109 soon'

3 bedroom Puffton Apt Take over

lease June 1st Please call Mark.

Seth. or Scon 549-2645

Take over our lease oi will sublet

starting June 1st 2 bedroom in

Brandywine Rent includes heat and

not water Call 549-0530

AUTOFOR SALE
86 Dodge Caravan- automatic air.

gei new wiring, rebuilt

engine, runs good $1500 or B/0
Scott 253-7938 u

For Sale 1S79 VW Bas runs well,

good condition $1200 566-3074_

1912 BMW 733i 160k, blue

inspected, good condition $4000
546-2604

1992 Hyundai Elaatra excellent

condition, auto. A/C. stereo. 49k

miles $3500 Hyon 256- 1285

K Volkswagen Jetta GL 5 -speed

fully equipped with sunroof. PS. air.

new stereo. Thule rack, full records

Kept garaged in winter Excellent

condition Must see 90k miles

$3500 or B/0 549 4995

Purchasing a used car? Having

your car repaired7 Do you know your

rights'' Contact the Student Legal

AUTO FOR SALE
Services Office. 922 Campus Center.

545-1995

K Dodge 600 nice. runs. $600 584-

4807

19 Cutlass Ciara low miles. PS.

PW. PL. AC. AM/FM. cassette,

cruise $3795 549-1215

EMPLOYMENT
EXTREME Progressive Company
looking for five aggressive pro-active

individuals to capitalize on cutting

edge environmental market trends

Call (413)747-7399

New Hiringl The Indentured

Servants are looking for people with

experience in painting landscaping,

rarrtenmg Flexible hours $6 50 to

10 00 starting Call now 584-8070

Leave a message

Environmental Sales Hello' Do

you believe in being in the right

place at the right time? International

Marketing Co is rapidly expanding

into the Western Massachusetts
area You'll never know unless you

call (413)827-7555

LAST CHANCE
Legal Assistants Wanted April

18th is the last day to apply to the

Student Legal Services Office about

Fall 1997 Internships 1 Get hands-on

experience in the legal field Work
directly with attorneys and clients

Earn up to 15 undergraduate credits

No experience in the legal profes-

sion required— training is provided

Contact Student Legal Services

today 545-1995. 922 Campus Center

Sa—Jir Jake oa Nantucket Work
on the beach Positions available

EMPLOYMENT
now Start date around May 20th

Short order cooks Aerobics
Instructor For immediate considera

tion. call (5081325-6347 Housing a

possibility

PAINTERS- Full-time summer.
EXPERIENCE PREFERRED, vehicle.

$6 50-$9 00/ftr. heavy lifting

required 9 00-5 00 ONLY 247-9480

Vermont Adventure! Farm and
Wilderness il now hiring summer
staff We need people who want to

provide positive guidance and sup

port to adolescents coming of age in

the 90s Counselors, nurses, cooks,

general staff Organic farming, back-

packing, rock climbing, waterfront

carpentry, crafts Challenging wilder-

ness environment in the Green
Mountains of Vermont Contact
Philip Tobin (8021422-3761 or

fandwOsovernet
(http //www fandw orgl

Need a summer jokT Know the

web7 Sell MCI Internet Websites to

anyone, whenever you want to work

Low cost, nice income for you Call

(8001372-7683 or e-mail for more
information dlengerfflaol com

Part-Time Sales Reps Wanted
"Lead the way into the 21st Century*

with our copyright "Slogan* sweat
shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332
Bleecker St - D40 NYC. NY 10014

Cruise and Laad Tow Employment

work in exotic locations Meet fun

people and get paid 1 For industry

information, call Cruise Employment

Services (8001276-4948 ext C50017

(We are a Research and Publishing

Co)

FOR RENT
Take over lease from June or Sept

South Point Townhouses. 2 bed-

room, 1 1/2 baths Hot water includ-

ed On bus line 253-1457

2 bedroom apt. On bus route

$510/month washer/dryer 5 minute

walk to rail trail Available June 1st

Summer with option for Fall Call

2530368 Leave a message

4 bedroom apt Available 6/1 253-

6473 On bus route

3 bedroom. 2 batkroom Puffton

Apartment Available June 1 On bus

line Rent $825/month Call 549

3986

House- 4 large bedrooms Mam
St On bus route 5 minutes from

Upton Call 253-5188

Uptown studio apartment for rent-

available last week of May $440 per

month Call Dan 256-5473

2 bedroom Brandywine Apt.

Available from June 1- Sept 1

Sublet or take over our lease Hot

water and heat/AC included $750 a

month Call 549-7504 On bus route

Sugarloal Estates Ultra modern,

two bedroom apartments Free

heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washers/dryers

and more 1 On bus line Minutes to

Amherst Great special:' Now leas

mg Spring and Fall Call 665 3856

Room for Rant Private home $335

utilities Kitchen privileges.

Kosher/Vegetarian preferred

Laundry, parking, furnished

Available May 1 549-4853

3 bedroom condos Hobart Lane

Gas. heat, hardwood floors, heated

FOR RENT
basement Now showing for June
and September Lease $1300* 253

7879

Amherst Canter 1. 2. and 3 bed-

room apartments Gas. heat, hard-

wood floors We are now showing
for June and September leases
Lincoln Real Estate 253-7879

Female Wented to share home in

New Salem Separate inlaw apart-

ment with kitchen, living room, pri-

vate bath, small bedroom, furnished

No pets No smoking $475/month

All included (508)544-8427

4 bedroom apartment 2 bath. 2

large living rooms Located on bus

route in South Amherst Call 256-

1561

Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

(508)477-6000

FOR SALE
Mountain Bike Giant ATX 160
aluminum frame ridden once Chris

64697

U2 Ticket available for Giants

Stadium in NJ May 31st Best Offer

Call Jen © 253-0609

33 $ Fax Mod— 8x CD-ROM Drive

Call Rafael 549-4529

ATTENTION SNAKE LOVERS
Selling 1 juvenile Ball Python and 1

proven male Albino Burmese Python

I must sell and you must see Call

549-5893

Round Trip USAir Ticket
Anywhere in the Continental US
Expires 6-14-97 Asking $300 Call

Jess 546 5266

FOR SALE
Laptop Notebook $99. VGA Color

Monitor $75. Hard Drive $10.

Software $5. 386 Motherboard $25

Call Steve 566-3324 ext 2

Buy wholesale, not retail. The

last phone card you will ever own
MCI Pre-paid only $2 00 for 10 min-

utes This card is rechargeable Mail

$2 00 and SASE to Collegiate

Communications, P.O. Box 785.

Attleboro. MA 02703 (800)372-7683

INSTRUCTION
GRE / GMAT
30 hours. $395

American Academy

1 800-808 Prep

(please leave your name and num-

ber)

Lost Pictures- possibly fell out of

car or were taken from car in Puffton

Village around 1 1 00 p m Friday 4/4

Sentimental Value Please return

Reward 546-2426

PERSONALS

Jut- Always remember this day as

special for us; past, present and
future You will always mean the

world to me Love Always and
Forever- Kelly

Thank You Saint JudaM LP & LP

Macintosh Solutions

SERVICES
Trouble shooting, training/guidance

hardware/software installations,

upgrading maintenance and service

for Mac OS- based Computers and

peripherals Your home. dorm, or

SERVICES
office Flat rates, student discounts

Please call Mac Magic 584-7904

Piercings by the Bearded Lady
222 State St Northampton 586
0829

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

SUMMER SUBLET

3 bedroom house with Fall Option

August rent is free Call 549-9290

One big bedroom in a 2 bedroom
apartment $182 50/month with Fall

Option Call Regtna 253-6405

1 kadroom apartment for June.

July, and August Only $430/month

On bus line Call 253-6401

Sunny one bedroom furnished

South Prospect St Amherst
$300/month Call Karolee 256 41 19

3 bedroom apartment- Puffton

Available 6/1 with Fall Option
$825/month 549-6954

looking (or Summer Suklat?
Beautiful 5 bedroom house Has all

needed utilities On bus line and

even has a yard' Next to Mike's

Westview Call Angela or Carey O
549-1859

3 bedroom apartment June-
August Sunderland Pool/Courts

Call 665-0298 Ten minutes from

UMass

2 bedroom/Brandywiaa with Fall

Option Available 6/1 Call 549-4982

SUMMER SUBLET
Mill Valley Summer Sublet 3 bed

room 2 bath, fully furnished On bus

route 1 month FREE !
253-6503

3 bedroom Puffton Available 6/1

549-5941

TO SUBLET

2 bedroom/Brandywina Apt.

Easily fits 4. Excellent condition

$740 Call Kristi or Melissa 549-7474

1 bedroom in Brandywine
Available May 1 Call 549-0520

Possible Fall Option

TRAVEL

Ski and Party at Killington for only

$89 2 nights condo lodging and

Two-Day lift ticket Call UMass Ski

Club 545-3437, 434 Student Union

EUROPE $175.

Within USA $79 $129

Canbb./Mexico$199 r/l

Cheap Fares Worldwide I III ! I

http //www airhitch org

AIRHITCH 1-800 326-2009

Ski and Party at Killington for only

$109' 2 nights condo lodging and

TWO daily lift tickets Call UMass
Ski and Board Club 545-3437. 434

Student Union

Montreal- Party Weekend April

11-13. 2 nights lodging and round

trip bus $115 Call UMass Ski Club

5453437

WANTED TO RENT

Looking lor apartment on bus line

for Fall 97 Please call Amy 546 0706

Wanted 4 kadroom
apailmaat/keaea on bus route for

Fall Willing to take over summer
lease Call 546-4285 Amy.

Personals Policy Rates
1 AJI pmtxult MUST br pracktirjd by Calkgtsn cUt-

kiiard «-nipH>s-n--> bgtone pervmrNit -will ace e-ptavxr of

thr (i i

.' L**r .umn MAi NOT br u*rd m prwrviH ONIV
ftnl ndtfitr-* jnd inatiaU art? jJlow-rd Tho; ontv rucp
MaPf-i Jf* Ha? bttlhildv or lOfagrettuljtKJftk prn*r>ruH in

~t*m* mj> be in-rd

1 rttoftr tmtvtwis an not ,iH->vvd--d tn prrwruK NO

4 *ajjfan i il i artr nul jltowvd tn penonsH thn n*sn*
•**n\ M Mr«1l

'. rVtMMtjaH of * ttv-ra-etontnf, or dvftMsMory nalur*? ave

•V.rfteV rVnanoH of a vmdictrvt? at lsfap*ow»

nature *»* not aKcrpta-sM-p P-mmvijU may not be
u-«-<i tuf ttw puvpow of rWetwnrnt

b Profaw>#tv may oof be u*wd tn penunaJt
7 Thr prnajnaVt taction it, tor prnonok onK Thr prr-

Mtrwli w-Ltkon mjy NOT br utrd to »eil tar-m* *eek

njutnmMe* avK-oMti* nwtMt-ngv rk
8 All pertonai-t mutt have thr name, .ignaiufe j'kJ

I Mjn I D number of thr ttutirnt pUt ing the at
tilled in on the insertton order Non-ttuderttt tou«i

provide a valid driver t Itcente and thr krmr num
brr mutf be recorded on the imeriwn urder Ute of

tahe tdeftftfttafkon or mtwepre^erttabon it vubttxt tu

penahm under thr law
'* The < tta-Jeffian irtervet the n-ajht to refute or to edrl

any perirenal that doet not meet thr (oVregMft t vtan

<J«rdt in accordance with the tiafufr-

tortwnormearthot MaMarhut*M»

Students

20«£ per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

$2.00
min./day

NO REFUNDS
Ptane write t t-rarly etrtti

lt*t»ibi> We art- not retpon-atbk' tor errors ft-M-it

ing from illegible handwriting or type

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMErVTS

APARTMENT FOR RENT
AUTO FOR SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE (WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 9

HIdoJ drive — The American Red
will hold a blood drive from
i m - 4 JO p.m in the Campus

Center, rooms 174 today and 168
tomorrow. Sponsored by First Aid
larvtotl Call 545-1885 for more infor

mat ion

llncussion — A new Medical
Marijuana Lvrrc discussion and support

group will be meeting at the Bangs
Center from 6-S p.m. If you or someone
you care about is using marijuana for a

medical condition, please consider join-

ing us Sponsored by the UMass
Cannabis Reform Coalition. For more
information, contact Andrew Hasenfeld

179.

film — The Biracial / Multiracial

Student Association presents Imitation

i.l I ik- tonight, followed by a discussion

on "The Mulatto of the 90s " Come to

Campus Center room 804-08 at 7 p m
For more information, call lordan at

546 5548

him — The Student Union Visual

and Performing Arts Space's weekly
video series "Faces" will feature The
Hague School today at 4:50 p.m

I he luc College Program
in Peace & World Security Studies

IPAWSS) will sponsor a talk by

Professor F.qbal Ahmad on "Ideology

and the Intellectual: Profiles in Dissent,"

.it J M p m in Main Lecture. Franklin

Pattern, n Building, at Hampshire
College The event is free, open to the

public, and wheelchair accessible.

Intra — The Animal Rights

Lualiiion will be hosting a free lecture

from the Living Earth series, entitled

"Our Food. Our World" at 7 p.m in the

Campus Center. room 165.

Refreshments will be served. For more
information, call 545-1925.

Lecture — The Women's Studies

Proseminar Lecture Series will feature

Esther Katz's Margaret Sanger Papers

Project. "The Editor as Biographer: The

Margaret Sanger Papers Project" in the

Campus Center, room 162-175 at 5:50

p.m. Free and open to the public

Meeting — The UMass Poetry

Society will have a meeting at 7 p.m in

the Campus Center, room 805. All arc

welcome, contact Tim at 546-0562 or

Kaye at 546-1459 for more informa-

tion.

Meeting — All students are invited to

the University's Democrats meeting at 8

p.m in the Cape Cod Lounge We will

be discussing upcoming events at well

as the College Democrats State

Convention to be held at Boston College

on April 12. Any questions, call Toby at

546-5415

Meeting — There will be follow-up

meetings for University Center 2000
from I I a.m.-noon in the Campus
Center, room 802. and office meetings

from noon- 1 p.m. in the Coffee Shop

Meeting — The Student Health

Advisory Board (SHAB) will hold a

meeting from 5:50-6:50 p.m. in Room
504 of University Health Scrvi.

are welcome to attend

Presentation — "Norwegian Nature

Sc Culture at Telemark College." an

Interdisciplinary Study Abroad Program

focusing on society and the natural envi-

ronment in a Scandinavian context, will

be presented at 5:50 and 4:50 p.m in

Holdsworth Natural RaMMNaa. Center,

room 202

THURSDAY, APRIL 10

Lecture — Dr Christine Wagner,

from the UMass Psychology

Department, will speak on "Hormonal

Sensitivm ol the Rruin Pregnanes jnd

Development as Unique Endocrine
Models" at 12:15 p m in Tobin Hall,

room 52 IB.

Reading — The Vititiag Writers

Series, sponsored by the M.F.A.
Program at UMass. presents Gillian

Conoley. who will read from her poetry

at 8 p.m at Memorial Hall. \ Pushcart

Prize recipient in 1994. Conoley has

received various awards and fellow-

ships Her collection Jail Stranger, was

nominated for the National Rook.

CMafc'l CMc Award. Free and open to

the public

Wurkshup — There will be a Student

Business workshop from 4-6 p.m in the

Campus Center, room 174.

NOTICES

DaSfNftMR - Lome experience the

cultural diversity of the

Prince/Crampton Graduate Residence

Hall. From April 8 - May 10. icideni".

from many countries around the world

will be participating in discu*Mi>n* and

presentations about their experiences in

their home countries Scheduled topics

Europe. April 8-14; Asia. April 15-21;

Africa, April 22-28; North America.

April 29 - May 5; Latin

America/Caribbean. May 4-10. The
program is free and open to the public

/Wrry — Spectrum Magazine is look

ing for anyone interested in reading

their poetry or prose in the next read-

ing. The reading will be held on April

16 at 7:50 p.m. in the Student Union

Visual Arts Space. All readers are wel-

come. Sign up at our office. 406E
Student Union or call 545-2240

( i inference — The Women of Color

Conference will be taking place from

April 18-20. Sign-up sheets will be in

the Student Union, room 416 and on

the Campus Center Concourse.

RSOt — Francellis Nunez, secretary

of registry at the Student Government
Association, would like to announce
that the following inactive groups are in

danger of being removed from RSO sta-

tus: APICS. Bridge Club. Brush Up
Your Shake Spear. Cheerleaders. Clean

Rivers Coalition. Collegiate 4-H.
European Club. Hellenic Association.

Honors Students Association. Italian

American Students Association,

Lesbian. Bisexual. Gay Alliance.

Marching Band, Marketing Club.

Omega Psi Phi. Out of State Students

Association. PHNORD. Russian Club.

Soviety Community Empowerment.
SHMAI. Tennis Club. Travel &.

Tourism, Truth Task Force,

Twenty/Twenty Vision and the

Wrestling Club. This is the last chance

for groups that have been inactive for

six or more semesters to reactivate their

status. To reactivate, call Nunez at

545-0541.

luggling — The UMass luggling Club

will meet on Fridays at 5 p.m. next tu

the Information Desk in the Campus
Center No experience required.

Financial aid — Applications for

summer financial aid are now available

at Financial Aid Services. You must be

a continuing student enrolled in a

degree granting program at UMass: tak-

ing summer classes through Continuing

Education, going on approved summer
international exchange program through

IPO. or working on a graduate disserta-

tion. Deadline is April 18. Late applica

lions will not be accepted. -

Meeting — Common Ground will be

holding support and advocacy meetings

for low-income students and allies

every Tuesday in the Campus Center

(room to be announced) from noon-

2

p.m. For more information, contact

Mary Sutherland at (415) 525-9725 or

leave a message in our box in the GEO
office, basement of the Student Union

Meeting — The Peer Mentor Network
is a student organization for undergrad-

uate and graduate students with disabil-

ities on campus Everyone is welcome

Meetings are Thursday nights from 6-7

p in in Campus Center. Please bring

your thoughts and concerns to the meet-

ing. For more information, contact

Susan Pilner at 545-0892 or Kregg
Strehom at 545-4602.

Support group — REI-I.ECT, the Five

College bereavement support program

is offering two support groups this

semester: A grief support group for

those who have experienced the death

FYts arc pubkc mtvkc announcement! printed

dairy To submit an FYI, pleas* send a press

release contamtng aN pertinent information,

rxljcbng the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Mnor by noon the prevwoi day

of someone close to them: and an illness

group for those currentU coping with

the serious illness of a loved one. If you

or someone you know is interested,

please call us at 577-5516 for more
information

Health services — Confused, afraid.

or iust curious"* Do you have questions

about sex, STDs. alcohol, drugs, eating

disorders, HIV/AIDS, stress manage-

ment or quitting smoking or chewing

tobacco? Don't know who to ask? Call

the Peer Health Connections phoncline

at UMass at 577- 5168. Trained stu-

dents will anonymously answer your

questions and tell you where to go for

more help

Commencement Housing — A limit-

ed number of residence hall rooms will

be available or the relatives and friends

of graduating UMass students for the

night of Saturday. May 24.

Commencement Housing applications

are available at the University

Conference Service Office. 918 Campus
Center. To guarantee a reservation,

completed forms with full payment
must be returned to University

Conference Services by May I . There
will be no on-site reservations.

Internships — Internships are avail-

able working on Earth Day. Hunger,
Recycling and Clean Air. Call Melanie

at MassPIRG. 545-0199 or stop by the

office at 425-A Student Union Building.
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CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
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Much Music
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light draft
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams
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nAeiT^eeetM

THL NECO OP.& CH^R,T HFxS
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rAE/xKi ANYTHING.

SEE? IT lOODLON'T

ALL FIT ACROSS THE
PAGE. IT'S JUST A

GRAPHICAL LAYOUT
TMING, THAT'S ALL

HEY, DIL-BOY, PUT A^l

HEAO ON THIS ANOJ
FETCH fAY

'

rAAIL.
ARE YOU
ASKING
fAE TO BE
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fAENTORT

y

Ll_i

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick
"ffTTTT

Speedy By Todd Harzler
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o»? iU Kick towot
faM 8UTTS

"

WOFtoUPTASHAVrXlkeT
, MWfT 1 4W$4 i'u HAvrrp

j k|iKarrT) fVH-5»tcr

Non Seqoitor By Wiley University-* By Frank Cho

PTC-CIVlLlATIoN

KMIoNaLE...

tu

CIVlLLffD

WkTloNrJI

IkA UUNGfiY.

AND IN oBOtC To lAAKt

MY PCBfotoVAANCC BoNLK.,

YoUR JOB WILL
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Non Seqoitor By Wiley

If MOrtte Br\N

CITY HALL..

Tod-ay,i P.C. Menu
Franklin

LUNCH DINNER
Grilled Chicken Roast Pork

Hot Corned Beef Turkey Divan

Ravioli/Tomato Sauce yragetdr*agj>
ftr|fct.

Vegan Ravioli Quarter Pourvd fiorger

Cuff a1«S-S«Ja) tmr i

Worcester

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken

Fettuccini

TomaLo/jyka-

DINNER
Roast Pork

Cheese Spinach Strudel

KorgaQBgCiTofu

»-M VlsKii

By Mike Rybicki

7* kXtW. TrftT S

r\ ftEMY B^KMI

IMrwFHor. mi
t» iw fttwprys

Sfty T)iAT ?

wen, Being

A Dot, fcr.*,'

Jcl ST COrAtS

NfttxjWtlY.

So U)E Shwib

Bf Rn.il> !N

*JUR Pttxa-Mtotg

or cr:»\e.

[

my 0R.t.rj«L

SVOtAM UJftS

Tf\ATE WHM

Hampshire

msjaaJAQTc
PastasVB

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger

Chicken Cutlet

Mac & Cheese
Rolls

DINNER
Roast Pork

Turkey Divan

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken

Fettuccini

Tomato Sauce

Rataouille

DINNER
Roast Pork

Turkey Divan

Spicy Vegetable Pasta

Pastabilities

ARIES
March 21 -April 20
Your hontr and fetn% candMam

r-*UtI«tri*hl";i j-CftvteV-* %uf*ra4'l ^i«1 gr<r%

vnu i runr-r lo vairr cuwrim Your

nrttjB-Waty to hta^wMwri but othrr* mm
rmt nrf your tirV of thfns> Oftr ihnn

ttmr and thn It rim* retminrl

TAURUS
April 21 M.y 21

Thtna* arm I m Ihrv wt *nd mur
•txlh ww t* wndm* vtmi «torMl« r»v

4llmtmn Rrtnrmtirtlfia a *pn*l
arc««m ww infer > fevnd <« biMI>

nwmh^T wi i tMf>er cfltie at*!™,*' 1

IK—.ailllltl nuld br |uM thr nrv>

mi atr wuinw ht St* a 10 dM plana.

GEfcONl
May 22^June 21

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Tru«l vnur rVad ffrtj "four heart rUstit

now PaTnw up thr rhanrr far a hrh«Kl

the rcrtirs rnctMt**r »'• nof worth thr

lrhij—I and prnf>%-*nr*al prtrr Hr(,t«n«

a (rtrnd routd pev of tn ll» fan* run

but br fatrful not to profntor too murh

Br iw-rpttw lo new Idtaa and wUnwttn
:i« aftaati

SCORPIO
October 24-Norember 22

I'rIV rlttMltton tO rl

nfhrr* may not *ht*r -four hnnraf

approach wairh your oerk^

you arc rat an aAV baa thrlr own afp-nda

A frtond or tafnth mtmtkm mav rtprrt

aomHhirai far oofhintt Tni«4 your

Intuttkvi and don't ator tn

CANCER
June 22-J«ty 22
Your apod Mraa huhWr mrr. br aurr 10

(trt thmaa on paprr ao rmjtl rrmrmbn

rwrythana A abort Irlp nr rxruralon

raukl hrh) you ferrp Ihmaa In prrapn

Ovr and bnKhlm your outlook Hold oft

on Haajor purrhaara. but trr.1 rourarlf lo

a arnaD mrfiitarnrr WaYWJ raxnrd H

LEO
July 23-Auguat 23
Nairn narrhdlv and rrad brharrn thr

tnra (Ithrra arrn I Irlltna: rvrtylhlna

thry know Prraonal and pmtraalonal

nWajaatmn. may daanint your iiaual

rouimr but <ban(r tan br brnrnraal

Work drmanda par up bm ynuD br at*

to hmdw IMne» and ww rnmr out on

Inp

VTROO
Aurtiat 24-September 22

Ynu And a pwtnrr or trlmd work wrll

ln«rthrr and airnmnllah a lot lull Y""

ahoiiktn t art .rvm.mftnVtil lam i br put

off bv financial ronrrrn* or a prrnallNt

bill An otdrf prrann offrm ((uldanrr and

aupport romr^ from an unrTurrlrd

aourrr Youll «rt am nrw Idraa lo

hrllrr uar whaf la avallabk

Yntll ronfldrnrr hfta a prak and

nbalarlra )uat arrm to aaril •«•» You l»

Irrwna hrtlrt about thanfa and » ahowa

A tnrnd oe rrtaaair may offer a uMqur

way of lookmc at a prontrm Don I

nratrrl pwprrwork and makr aurr forma

Mr flllrd out ' omptrlrlv for brat raataWc

SAGITTARIUS
Norember 23-December 21

Fwat raprrtrnrr* rould ahrd Mftbt on

rurrml pmbkiw. Am thr nant ojura

i and youl an thr ana.m you

nrrd lo makr thr rotrrrt droaton WakX

mtltf and do marr aaamtm ihan talk

ma Now H Ihr tklw lo wan Ihtnca out

Your i

Close to Home By John McPherson

<W7 aw* akl*a. aaaTJW i*T .k*^a"

CAPRICORN
December 22-Jannary 20

What arrm akr obatacira ran brromr

nirpptnfi atonra If you atav fcruard on

your aawl Somronr ta watrhma out for

vou. though vou may not br awarr of H

on profraalooal aoMrr brtorr isaldnl a

war that rould mm out roatly Trial

Mmr out lot yourartf and jnul an an

unrxnrrtrd brnrfll

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18

A vtiall Ihnuabthil aratun- on your

part mrana a lot lo a trtrnd or rrlalrvr

rVtaang pwra off I'ttn IhoiMth vou mav

haw lo waa lo arr Ihr n-auHa Don I

ni"h thmaa paawnrr tan br a bat aaart

right about now Somronr you rcmatdR

nrulral la artualty on your aldr

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Good drrda romr bark for you: ihoar

you hrlprd In Ihr p>« rnurn Ihr favura

whrn vou nrrd Ihrm Prrarvrranrr paya

ao forar ahrad with profrrta and taaka

that nrrd lo an donr atakr apmal

plana now jot heat rrauka Cmallylty

and mlhualaam an? aputaatalrd.

rMtrtlrularty tn a group anting

For Entertainment Purpose* Only

Sco*£ a>v/'ewe qxf
( YOU CAtf MAK£ IT/
K Fo* crW ourioufif

d

SOMEBODY Gtr ftff

SCHOOL NURSEft

Having discovered a taint pulse in his lab frog,

Doug quickly began CPR.

\ r
-

5 I 5 s 7 «— 5 1 IB TT- T5" 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

i-- 22
2*

Baa.
25 26

- 14 t 1
28 J29 30 31

34

37 39

*: 42

,i 44

aaaaal > H46 47 48 49

52 '

56 47
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'

SO 61

:
63 64

Onole of tlic- l>i»y

Q^ Peculiar travel

suggestions are

dancing lessons

from God. * m

-Kurt Vonnegut

ACROSS
t. Savings and

S. Loafed

10. It rraght be tranareve

14. Lhasa (dog

breedl

15. Powng place tor

Monroe

16. Central American

toad

17. Eiaminavon

IS. Protuberances

19. Terra ftrma

20. Original

22. Promise

24. Ten gafton, tor one

25. Got rid of hunger

pangs

26. Rivals

27. Larry tod

20. Butte s cousin

29. Eiuttantcry

32. Thoseopposed

2$. Wooed with muse
37. AndTntn Trajra

Nona
36. Sctioo' division

39. Prurty detritus

40. Absolve

42 Hallow

43. Farm home
44. The New Yonier

founder

45. Musical twosome

46. Goth;'

47. Knave

40. f ranch beverage

51. Deckne again

54. Certain rack asm

56. Foe of the demon
den

57. Model Alt

AWof rhyme

Countenance
Carnivore dewgfits

Garftetrrs pal

Layers

A m*on to one e g

60. Frencri <

61. City oo the Mohawk
River

62. Sunder

03. GrftloifaHr

04. Chores

06. Apparel

DOWN
1. Gate securer

2. "FaWaff.'eg

3. Pkjs-etde entry

4. "Cm i Ford.

LmcokT (Gerald

Ford) (2 wds

)

5. Kindle

0. Hard

7. Do a stevedore s «*
0. Summer in the Criy

ot Lights

0. Ham
10. Dees

11. Zounds!

12. Ladder unit

13. Commanded
21. Pueblo tribe of New

Mexico

23 on Me'

26

27.

20.

20.

30.

31.

33. "ha Voice You

LGOIU ( leo4daiavantt.com

)

by Roger ami Salara Satloorn eim

I spend a lot of time

drawing these things. I don't

know what they are.

Sort ofpretty..

I have drawn thousands of

them.... maybe ioo.ooo.

Actor Donahue14

35

36

38

41

42
«•>

46

47

50. Requisites

51. Country singer

McEnttre

52. Warren or Wilson

53. Very preose

54. Onassisand

Woody Gufhne S son

Kind of saw

Embodiment ot love

Unopened "towers

Cowboy town

Rubbernecks

Judy Garland lam.

with The

Type ota

Hockey

55. vibrant

SO. -One Day

Time' (2 wds I

/ wonder why / draw these

things?

I do it a lot.

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle

So.... how do you dull your sexual

energies?

$ >f*wwi j»o.
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Pitino visits UM to promote book
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

Former Massachusetts point guard and current

University of Kentucky basketball coach Rick Pitino

was on campus yesterday, to speak at the weekly

sports luncheon in the Campus Center, and to auto-

graph copies of his new book. Success is a Choice.

Although he was in town to promote the book,

fans in the luncheon had much more in mind for

Pitino. mostly wondering about consistent rumors
concerning the head coaching job with the Boston

Celtics. Former UMass coach lack Leaman had a

little fun with his former athlete, introducing Pitino

as someone who "looks good in blue, but might

look better in green." but Pitino gave every indica-

tion he'll stay with the Wildcats. Pitino left a col-

lege job once before, leaving Providence in 1987 to

coach the Knicks. According to Pitino. the move to

the Knicks was painful, and to this day he still feels

like he let Providence down.
"Would it be a great dream to coach the Celtics,

yeah sure." Pitino said. "But how do I face my ten

returning players... I'm infatuated with Kentucky,

and I'm very happy
I there |."

Pitino also addressed the issue of players leaving

early lor the NBA. a subject he came face to face

with in February when All-American Kentucky
sophomore Ron Mercer announced he would forgo

his last two years of eligibility to enter the NBA
draft.

"I lost the best high school player in America
because he only wanted to play one year." Pitino

said of Lamar Odom. a 6-8 forward from Troy.

NY who verbally committed to Nevada-Las Vegas

early this week. "He didn't like my answer, and heM to UNLV. I'd rather see these kids go to the

pros rather than play one year [in college|."

But Pitino, who was on the search committee
that hired former UMass coach lohn Calipuri.

praised the Minuteman hoop program.

I Mass is a great success story, because they're

nationally known for hoop. I thought with
(Calipari) that they could be competitive in the

A- 10. I never thought he'd be in competition for a

National Championship."

After leading the Wildcats to the National
Championship in 1996. Pitino took Kentucky,
minus the services of star guard Derek Anderson.

to the final game this season before falling to

Arizona. Pitino has been coaching at Kentucky

COUtnSV KfNTUCKV MUX* MLATIONS

Former UMass guard and current coach of power-house University of Kentucky Rick Pitino
returned to promote his new book.

since the 14X4 1440 season, and has led the

Wildcat to three Final I ours in his tenure.

Pitino said that the book is about raising goals,

and overachieving to find success both in business

and in life. Pitino has been lecturing on the corpo-

rate circuit for over 10 years, but said he didn't

want to put his words on paper until he won a

National Championship
Like current Rhode Island coach and former

Minuteman star Al Skinner, who he played with

and insisted -liould have his number retired. Pitino

played under leaman and was a two year leiterwin-

ner in 197 > and 1974. Pitino ranks seventh all-time

in assists at UMass.

"|Pitino| always knew who he was. where he was
going, and how to gel there." Leaman said. "He was
a very good basketball player, but he was always

much smarter than he was talented. On the court

he was like a coach because of the way he knew the

game."

UMass basketball head coach lames "Bruiser"

Hint was on hand yesterday, and had nothing but

praise for Pitino

"He always has things to say." Flint said. "You'll

see a tft of Rick in my coaching, and hopefully I'll

be ablftto match his success somed.

Men's lacrosse whacks Cats 17-7
.**/

By Casey Kane
CoHegion Staff

LMJKN IOW I COUtUAN

The UMass lacrosse team drubbed UNH I 7-7 yesterday
on Carber Field.

In what could have been the final meeting

between the Massachusetts and New
Hampshire men's lacrosse teams yesterday at

Richard F. Garber Field, the Minutemen
made sure the game was a memorable one.

Showing no signs of let-down after a well

played but tough-to-handle loss at No. 3

IXike Saturday, the 12th ranked

Minutemen dismantled the
Wildcats 17 7. behind a four-goal

effort from midfielder Mike
DelPercio

UNH I 1-6) may drop its pro-

gram at the end of this season because of lack

of funding and Title IX reasons.

Playing without Adam WaxeT (hamstring

injury) and lay Negus i shoulder), who have

been futures m the Minuteman lineup.

UMass (5-3> struggled in the game's early

going.

I) the end of the first quarter, the
U Qdcata had staked a 3-2 lead on goals from
Chris Bromby. Mike Sweda and Neal
Anderson Brendan Glass and Casey Costello

had each tallied to keep the Minutemen with-

in one.

In the second quarter. UMass came alive

by ripping off five unanswered goals Ken
Sussi tied the game at three with his first oJ

the afternoon with 1 2: 34 remaining in the

half.

Chris Grande, who saw his two-goals a

game streak snapped in North Carolina, jump
started I he streak by pouncing on the UNH
net twice in the second quarter, the first with

10:49 left in the period and the second on an
.issist from lim Kennedy 2:37 before half-

time

Massachusetts 17

New Hampshire 7

DelPercio began his scoring spree in that

second quarter, netting an unassisted tally

with just under seven minutes left before the

break. Todd Sokolowski pushed the lead to

6-3 when he sent home his first goal of the

season I I minutes into the period.

DelPercio. who has not had a hat-trick

since his senior year in high school, was
pleased with not only his performance, but

that of the team.

"We stepped it up in

the second quarter, we
scored a lot of goals and
I think that got them
away." DelPercio said. "I

felt really good today. I

was in the right place at the right time, every-

bt>d\ was hitting me."

With a four-goal lead and momentum in

hand, the Minutemen came out of the inter-

(1 relaxed and in control.

New Hampshire finally put another mark
on the board when Dave Hanchett scored on
an extra-man opportunity with 1 1:02 left in

the third quarter. But the score came after

UMass had already upped its score to nine

potato on goals from Glass and DelPercio

After Hanchett's tally, the Minutemen
lorcJatd the Wildcat target for another four

bull's-eyes in the quarter. Mike McKcefrey
put one home with just under 10 minutes

remaining in the period; Glass completed his

hat-trick: Sussi connected for his second:

and P.G. Massey added to his two assists.

DelPercio knocked in a pair in the final

period to seal the Wildcats fate, but neverthe-

less. UNH made a run at the Minuteman
goal.

"[McKeefrey's] an outstanding player, and
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A recipe for success

on & off the court

Rick Pitino seems to have found

the recipe for success, at least suc-

cess in college basketball.

Start with a lump of tradition.

The lump should be sizeable, but

not too large. If the tradition is

overwhelming, increase the amount
of patience and determination
added later.

Add equal parts education, expe-

rience and ability.

Mix well with
large quantities of
patience, drive,

determination, hard
work, the ability to

listen and energy.

Add dashes of composure,
charisma, flash and persuasiveness.

Sprinkle with penache, humor
and style.

Put in the spotlight.

Follow this recipe and if every-

thing goes right, and the precise

amounts of each ingredient are in

the mix, the result should be suc-

This has been Pitino's recipe,

and the end-result was just what he

was hoping for.

His post-playing days career has

taken him to Hawaii, Syracuse.
Boston University, the New York
Knicks. Providence, the Knicks
again and ultimately — at least for

the time being — Kentucky.

At Kentucky. Pitino put all the

ingredients together that resulted in

his success. He started with a lump
of tradition, a big one at that.

The name Adolph Rupp is syn-

onymous with Kentucky basketball

— and success. As one of the

game's most successful coaches.

CASEY

Rupp built the framework of the

legendary program. He was the one

who brought Wildcat basketball to

national prominence. He was the

one who kept it there.

When he left the school, his mis-

sion had long since been accom-

plished. He had ingrained UK with

a tradition, and he had cultivated

the fans into never accepting sec-

ond place.

That fact makes
Kentucky one of the

toughest jobs in the

IfonO country. That the fans

ItClllw are ruthlessly focused

on winning, that bas-

ketball is like a religion in the

Bluegrass State, means the Wildcat

coach must have those extra bits of

patience and determination.

Pitino also had the education,

experience and determination. He
had learned under lack Leaman.
the man who coached lulius

Erving. at UMass, he had assisted

Inn Boehiem at Syracuse.

He had experience. By the time

he took the Kentucky job. he had

been the assistant coach at two
schools and one pro franchise and

head coach at two schools and one

pro franchise. He had a Final Four

under his belt.

He had determination.
Remember, this is the man who left

his wife in their hotel room on their

wedding night to interview for the

Syracuse job.

With those components in place.

Pitino took the reigns at Kentucky

amidst a wave of controversy.

Eddie Sutton had just left the

school after a scandal had been
uncovered by a local newspaper
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Wayne-gers slump,
Mario can't bump

Everybody loves the red. white and
blue.

Yeah, they're the colors of our
nation, man. and you can either love

it or leave it.

Yeah, that's right, and don't you
ever forget about it!

Whoa, got a little loo Republican

on you but hey.

cockroaches and
GOP-ers can sur-

vive nuclear bom-
bardment. But
one NHL team
thai has not sur-

vived any kind of

bombardment this

season wears the red. white and blue

as well: the New Y'ork Rangers.

I hate the red. white and blue.

Yeah, they're the colors of our
nation, but when Ulf Samucllton
puts on the N.Y. jersey, I think of

shoving more than loving, man.
Yeah, that's right, and don't you

ever forget about it!

The Old Folks Home; the

ex-Edmonton Oilers Retirement
Association: whatever you want to

call them, the Wayne- gers are nose-

diving and spiralling into a possible

first round playoff loss. If the season

were to end today, the Broadshirts

would be playing at Buffalo in the

first round, and an offensively ane-

mic, yet defensively solid, team lit

them up for a 5-1 final last weekend.

They're just too old. The young tal-

JORMA KANSANEN

ent that this team does possess (i.e.

Nicklas Sundstrom) doesn't get the

playing time because the older play-

ers still have priority. Great, and
speaking of great, Wayne Gretzky
(25 goals-68 assists) is having a fan-

tastic year for them, and Mark
Messier ( 36g- 43a) is always a force,

but what has that

given them?
Answer: a battered

squad aching over old

injuries, and now. no
time left in the season

to recover properly.

At the beginning of

the season this was
the major question: loaded with

experienced talent, but can they

stand the grind of a 82-game season?

No.

Sorry. Messier, but no promises
will win you games the way your
team has been playing lately.

Instead, a neighboring team like

the New lerscy Devils has skated

right by them, and now hold the top

spot in the Eastern Conference —
that means home playoff games
throughout the playoffs at the Arena
Formerly Known As Brandcnberg (I

will not acknowledge Continental
Airlines Arena) instead of MSG.
Wayne-ger fans. After making just

one trade for experienced leadership,

in ex-Maple Leafs Doug Gilmour
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Minutemen squeak by Providence
By Luke Meredith
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts

Providence

It took five home runs, some
solid fielding and a

whole lot of nail bit-

ing, but the

ichusetts base-

ball team broke a

two-game losing

streak yesterday with a 7-6 win
over Providence at a chilly Earl E.

I.orden Field.

UMass jumped out to 4-0 early

lead, but had to stave off a bases

loaded, no out rally in the top of

the ninth inning to improve to 1 1-6

on the year lunior |eff Puleri (1-1)

pitched eight innings to pick up his

first win. and lason Bennett earned

his first save by inducing a

game-ending double play. The
Minutemen once again supplied the

long ball, with home runs from
Muchie Dagliere, senior catcher

lason Kudrikow, Brad Gorrie and a

pair from sophomore Aaron
Braunstein. UMass has now hit 14

home runs in their last four games,

and 28 in 16 games this year.

"Puleri pitched a great game on a

tough day to pitch." UMass coach

Mike Stone said. "He had all his

pitches going."

The Minutemen
led 7-3 after se\en

innings, but

Providence tagged
Puleri for two runs

in the eighth to make it a 7-5 ball-

game. Stone left Puleri in for the

ninth inning, but after walking the

first two Friars, Stone called in

sophomore Bill Cooke from the

bullpen. Cooke let up a single, load-

ing the bases, but struck out

Providence pinch hitter Dan
McGowan for the first out. Stone
then brought in Bennett. UMass's
number one starter, who was avail-

able because he's not slated to pilch

again until this weekend. Bennett

let up a single that brought the

Friars to 7-6, but he got Providence

third baseman lulian Bracali to pull

a low fastball down the line.

Massachusetts third baseman Ryan
Thistle fielded it cleanly, tossed to

Dagliere at second and turned the

game-ending double play.

le from some late-inning dra-

matics, the main story of this edi-

tion of the L Mass baseball team has

been an explosion of power-hitting

The Minutemen started off yester

day's game with Providence b\

drilling three home runs in five

pitches Gorrie. an All A- 10 selec-

tion at shortstop in 1996, took the

second pitch from Providence
starter Rob Corraro over the left

field fence for a 1-0 lead. Senior

catcher lason Kudrikow then took

the fourth pitch from Corraro over

the right-center field fence, and
Dagliere ended the barrage with an

opposite field fence for a 3-0 lead,

a pounding that is symbolic of how
the Minutemen have been winning

hallgames all year. The 28 home
runs are only three away from last

year's total of 3 1 . and UMass made
it the NCAA Regional Finals in

1996.

The highlight was Kudrikow's
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Softball wins two on Totman Field

By Corey Pater Goodman
Collegian Staff

Things could not be going much
better for the Massachusetts softball

team. Though it was brutally cold and
windy yesterday at

Totman Field, an
unpleasant day to

watch or play Softball,

the faces of the

Minutewomen were illuminated with

the joy only a winning streak can pro-

vide.

Behind a complete team effort that

included no-hitters
from both Liz Wagner
and Danielle
Henderson, and also

two mercy rules

invoked. UMass swept

Central Connecticut State in swift

fashion 12-1. 8-0, extending their

winning streak to seven games.
This is only the second time in

school history that UMass has
received two no-hitters in a double-
header.

The Lady Blue Devils were put
away right from the get- go. UMass

Massachusetts 1?

Cen. Connecticut 1

Massachusetts 8

Cen. Connecticut

crushed Central Connecticut hurler

|en Coleman for nine first inning runs.

The Lady Blue Devils appeared
stunned and overmatched, committing

three of their six errors on the day in

the very first frame.

lunior Kim Gutridge

got the Minutewomen
started when she dou-

bled in Mandy Galas
and Stephanie

Mareina. Gutridge lit up Central

Connecticut for four hits and five

RBI's on the day.

Kelly Buckley singled in Sam
Cardenas. Galas sin-

gled in Becky George.

A series of errors,

walks and a fielder's

choice set the stage for

Cardenas once again

who delivered a two-run single to fin-

ish the scoring.

When it was all said and done, a

lackluster pitching performance, and a

weak effort in the field helped plate

nine runs and seal the fate for Central

Connecticut early in Game No. I . The
mercy rule was invoked after four and

a half innings.

Meanwhile another story was brew-

ing as Wagner continued to mow
down opposing batters. The only
blemish on Wagner's line was a lead-

off walk in the fourth. Other than
that. Wagner was untouchable. She
went five innings, gave up one earned
run. no hits, one walk and eight strike-

outs, just one short of her career high.

"Liz had great pop on the ball."

head coach Elaine Sortino said. "I

thought she pitched a great game."

Massachusetts
Connecticut State

8. Central

In Game No. 2. UMass picked up
right where they left off. putting two
quick runs on the board in the first.

Mareina singled in Galas to open
the scoring, and Gutridge doubled her

in before the close of the inning

The Lady Blue Devils weren't
pleased to see two-time A- 10 Pitcher

of the Week Danielle Henderson take

the hill.

While the bats of the Lady Blue
Devils grew colder in the brisk wind
at Totman Field, Henderson's arm
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Osolo
Mullins...

The Mullins

Center is giving stu-

dents a unique
opportunity to see

the opera (fat ladies

and all). Check out

our cover story

(See Arts & Living,

page 5).

Minutemen exorcise

troubles against Devils

Pete Gautreau's

two-run home
run in the eighth

inning was just a

tenth of what
UMass had to

offer\ (see Sports,

page 1 4).

WORLD

Iraqi pilgrimage

defies UN sanctions .

IIDDAH, Saudi Arabia (AP) —
Defying U.N. sanctions, Iraqi President

Saddam Hussein sent an airliner full of

Muslim pilgrims to Saudi Arabia yester-

day tor devotions at Islam's holy cities

The Iraqi Airways jet with 104 peo-

ple aboard landed without incident at

King Abdula/t/ International Airport in

this Red Sea port.

The Saudi interior minister said two
fighter jets were sent to intercept the

Iraqi plane after it entered the king-

dom's airspace without clearance.

But it was allowed to proceed once

it became clear the passengers were

pilgrims. Saudi officials said little could

be done to stop Muslims from making

a hajj — the pilgrimage to the Saudi

cities of Mecca and Medina — even

those defying a ban on flights from

Iraq

It was the first international flight

dispatched by Saddam since the U.N.

Security Council banned flights in and

out of his country after Iraq's 1990
invasion of Kuwait

In New York, the U.S. ambassador

to the United Nations, Bid Richardson,

called the flight a "flagrant violation"

nf tl N sanctions Me said the United

States, which monitors the Persian Cuff

region with ships, aircraft and sophisti-

cated equipment, would demand a

strong statement from the Security

Council condemning it

NATION

Some of FDR's family

want disability shown

WASHINGTON (AP) — just weeks
before the FOR Memorial is to open
near the National Mall, 16 descen-

dants of Franklin Roosevelt said

yesterday the monument should do
more to show their grandfather gov-

erned from a wheelchair.

Coping with his disability "most

likely gave FDR much of the strength,

courage and determination that

made him the great president and
leader he was." the grandchildren

wrote in a two-page statement. "It

would be a disservice to history and

the public's interest if the impact of

polk) on the man were to be hidden."

The signatories represent more
than half of FDR's 29 grandchildren,

but they stressed that there is no
"family position" on the memorial.

They said they were worried that the

controversy would "senousfy detract

from and disrupt the memorial's pub-

lic dedication ceremonies" on May 2.

Disability groups already have
demonstrated at the monument site,

and have requested a permit to

demonstrate during the dedication,

planning to bring busloads of activists

to town for *>e occasion.

As now planned, none of the mon-
ument's three statues of Roosevelt

suggests a wheelchair or the steel

braces he wore But the memorial's

entry building will display a replica of

one of FDR's wheelchairs and a rare

photograph of him in a wheelchair A
timeline states that after being strick-

en with polio in 1921, FDR "never

again walked unaided
"
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New UMass website to address

student concerns with advising
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Members of the Resource Network met yeserday with

a member from the Office of Information and Technology

(OIT) to discuss the planning of an advising website for

students at the University of Massachusetts.

The website, which is in the early planning stages, will

be divided into four basic areas of advising: academics,

personal, career and resource. Through the site, members

of the Network hope to make a broad spectrum of infor-

mation available to students, staff, faculty and adminis

tratorv

An example of the Career Advising site would include

links to lists of all academic advisors on campus, academ-

ic deans, the University Career Services Network. Mather

Career Center. Rossman Alumni Career Forums, career

fair listings, internships and the Center for Counseling

and Academic Development.

"We want to give students and faculty easy and quick

access to information. What we usually do when we need

general information is to pick up the phone and call

someone we know," said Gary Bernhard. director of

University Without Walls. "With a web site all that can

change."

One of the main reasons for creating an advising web
page is to cut down the number of frustrated students on

campus who can't get the information they are looking

for.

The group discussed that many students who are dou-

ble majoring often have problems when seeking advice

from their advisors because one advisor usually doesn't

know very much about the other major.

Another concern was there is so much information

available on campus that faculty, staff and administrators

are not trained to help students identify where they need

to be.

"One of the ways UMass gets a bad reputation as an

institution is that we don't train people to find the appro-

priate place to send students if they're not in the right

place," said Dori McCracken, from the University

Advising Center. "UMass' reputation will improve and

students will be happier if a person refers them to some
place else. Even if that place is the wrong place, the stu-

dent knows they were still trying to help."

The group discussed different items to include in the

web pages.

One idea that was mentioned was the presence of a

button, when clicked, would display "hot numbers" or

help numbers in different departments for people who are

not comfortable searching the web.

"If a person wants to talk to someone immediately or

does not want to search the web any further they need to

have access to phone numbers and e-mail addresses,"

said Pat Kochin, senior software and networking consul-

tant at OIT.

Besides the website, the Network also discussed the

need for a central dispatch area where a student can get

information to almost any type of question about the

campus they might have.

The group discussed the idea of hiring people to man-

age e-mail sent through the websites, answering student

questions via telephones

"Yes, people can search the web, but some people

don't have access at all and others just are not comfort-

able and they need to have the same advising situation in
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A nice warm drink
Mike Mann, a post doctorate in geo-sciences, drank coffee to keep warm while waiting for the bus yester-

day afternoon in Amherst.

Appointment debated in SGA
By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

A number of potentially impor-

tant motions were passed over by

the Student Government
Association (SGA) at last night's

meeting in order to debate an

appointment to the Administrative

Affairs Committee.

Chair lennifer Casasanto
(Southwest Area) was appointed to

the committee after a long debate

concerning her objectivity and past

performance. The main arguments

were presented by members of the

Pro Student Caucus.

Many said they felt that, during

previous meetings, Casasanto had

tried to block senators from voting

potential senators into the senate

who didn't align with her political

beliefs.

"I think that through her actions

in the senate she has proven that

she cant be objective. She's made a

lot of decisions in the past that

show her sneaky, political ways."

said Sen. Will Serwetman

(Southwest Area).

Casasanto said she has never told

any senators how to, vote on
appointments and apologized for

the problems her appointment was
causing the senate.

"I'm sorry this is causing such

divMoa. I don't think this is good
for the senate. I don't think there

should be sides. I have never told a

single person how to vote. I get very

angry that they make these allega-

tions against me. I feel it's my job to

have discussions with other senators

and to present why I am going to

vote a certain way, in hopes that

they see my view." Casasanto said.

Tom Sadlowski, chair of the Title

VII committee, came to Casasanto's

defense, claiming that her appoint-

ment would add balance to an
allegedly stacked Administrative
Affairs committee. He also com-
plained to the senate that the debate

was a massive waste of time.

"As for her objectiveness, she is

very objective. As a whole, I doubt
the committee's objectiveness, so I

think len would be beneficial... This

will cause the other group (Pro

Student Caucus] not to have a

majority. All in all. this is wasting

the senate's time. We're supposed

to be working for the students,"

Sadlowski said.

Sen. Paul Ferro (Southwest Area)

said the alleged stacking of the

Administrative Affairs committee is

unfounded and voted against the

appointment of Casasanto.

"The claim that the

Administrative Affairs committee is

stacked is overly paranoid... Mr.

Sadlowski's claims of the committee

is unfounded... Miss Casasanto has

a lot of problems in her closet con-

cerning her ability to be objective. I

think Miss Casasanto is not quali-

fied to screen candidates for the

senate." Ferro said.

Sadlowski feels that up until now
it was very hard for a student not

affiliated with the Pro Student

Caucus to get appointed to the com-

mittee because of their majority in

the committee.

"Right now the Pro Student
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Students y administration

discuss financial priorities

By Lisa Chiu

Collegian Staff

The third meeting between the

administration and student nego-

tiators to finalize the demands
from the Goodell Building
takeover was held Tuesday night.

Facilitated by student negotia-

tor, lose Escribano, the meeting
began with concerns brought to

Escribano's attention by chair of

the Student Government
Association Ways and Means com-
mittee. |en Corbett.

According to Escribano, Corbett

was told by an unspecified person

that $50,000 of student fees are

being held for "Goodell" purpos-

es, from a $150,000 budget which
is to be allocated out to students.

Deputy Chancellor Marcellette

Williams said there was no direc-

tive given from the administration

saying that they are holding money
for the Goodell Building takeover.

"That money may be held by

Campus Activities: Ric Townes
[assistant vice chancellor for

Campus Activities], has no juris-

diction for that money, but I will

certainly look into it," said Tom
Robinson, vice chancellor for

Student Affairs.

The agenda then moved to a

continuation of the previous meet-

ing between students and adminis-

trators concerning the Asian,

Latino, African and Native
American (ALANA) academic
support services.

Escribano said the students

would like to allow the existing

ALANA support services to be

able to have the same academic
power as CASIAC or the other

University support services. These

powers include adding courses

past the deadline or dropping
courses with a "W".

According to Kenneth

Burnham, interim dean of

Enrollment Services, his office is

currently in discussion with the

three directors of the ALANA sup-

port services.

Burnham said that giving such

powers to the ALANA support

services, "makes a lot of sense,"

and added that he is just going

through the bureaucracy of mak-
ing sure it can be implemented.

Before discussion continued,

students brought up the issue of

the meaning of the word "priority*

in the University budget, which
was then heavily debated.

"We still don't know about the

UALRC [The United Asia
Learning Resource Center] posi-

tion; you say it is a priority but we
don't know if it will be done, how
does a priority become a top prior -

ity?" asked Graduate Student
Senate President Deepika Marya.

"I can't decide top priority now,

that's 10 months to a year down
the road. I don't know what issues

will come up. I can't guarantee

that just because something is put

into the process that it will go
through," Robinson said.

Burnham added that the ques-

tion raised during the budget
process is, does this request com-
pete against others such as com-
munity service programs, police,

or financial aid.

Robinson said the highest prior-

ity for him in this year's budget

was phase two of the SATF relief

which is on a four year plan,

brought forth by the SGA.
"What we want is the [ALANA]

support staff to be number one."

said student negotiator Salwa
Shamapande.
Shamapande added that he

would like to see Robinson's list

of priorities for FY 98. Robinson
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Student union evacuated

due to two electrical fires

An electrical fire broke out in the

University of Massachusetts Student

Union laundry room yesterday, requir

ing over 200 people to be evacuated

from the building. No injuries were

reported.

According to Kay Scanlan, a

spokesperson for the University, the

Amherst Fire Department received a

telephone alarm yesterday at 2:30 p.m.

"A fire was discovered in an electri-

cal sub-panel in the laundry room."

Scanlan said. "It was immediately

extinguished using a dry chemical

extinguisher."

The laundry room was evacuated

when the fire was discovered.

"In the process of turning off power

to the room, a second fire was discov-

ered in an electrical service panel in

the Student Union electrical distribu-

tion room," Scanlan said. 'That fire

was also immediately extinguished."

Upon discovery of the second fire,

the entire Student Union was evacuat-

ed. Power was disrupted to the build-

ing for about 10 minutes.

The Campus Center was not affect-

ed by the fire, however the connecting

tunnel from the Student Union to the

Campus Center remained closed until

4 p.m.

An estimate of the cost of damages
has not yet been made. Costs will be

incurred due to the damage to the

laundry, clean-up and repairs to the

electrical system, according to

Scanlan. Power is fully restored,

except for the laundry room.— Laura Stock

Mobutu fires his prime minister,

replaces him with army general
By Oonno Bryson

Associated Press

KINSHASA. Zaire — President

Mobutu Sese Seko had soldiers pull

the prime minister off the streets

yesterday as his reign appeared to

crumble even further.

The White House urged him to

make way for a democratic govern-

ment, calling his three-decade dicta-

torship "a creature of history."

The Zairian president, who had
declared a nationwide state of emer-

gency on Tuesday in response to

rebel advances, named an army gen-

eral as the new prime minister. Gen.

Likulia Bolongo had previously

served Mobutu as defense minister

and army chief of staff.

Likulia promised a crackdown on

civil liberties, saying his primary goal

was "the restoration of public

order."

The four-star general, dressed in

his army uniform and surrounded by

four other officers, did not elaborate

on the crackdown at a news confer-

ence, but said measures would be

taken against the news media if they

published articles that "affected the

morale of the military."

Several foreign journalists, includ-

ing an Associated Press photograph-

er and APTV cameraman, were beat-

en and had their cameras stolen by

soldiers during an anti-government

demonstration yesterday. <

And in southeastern Zaire, rebels

bent on ending Mobutu's nearly 32-

year dictatorship reportedly captured

Lubumbashi. Zaire's second-largest

city. They have already captured the

eastern third of Zaire in their seven-

month campaign.

The United States increased pres-

sure on Mobutu to leave office, with

White House spokesman Mike
McCurry saying that U.S. officials

want to see a transitional govern-

ment, then elections.

"That clearly reflects our view that

Mobutuism is about to become a

creature of history," McCurry said.

Last week, political parties allied

against Mobutu named Etienne

Tshisekedi as their choice for prime

minister. Mobutu accepted his nomi-

nation in what was seen as a ploy to

weaken the opposition by splitting it

between Tshisekedi s supporters and

those ready to join rebel leader

Laurent Kabila.

Tshisekedi is revered in Zaire for

the suffering he endured during his

decades of opposition to Mobutu.
Since his appointment, he had
moved to undermine Mobutu by

ordering parliament dissolved,

annulling the constitution and offer-

ing Cabinet posts to the rebels.

The opposition lawmakers who
had nominated him said he had gone

too far, and they joined Mobutu sup-

porters in calling for his ouster.

Yesterday, Tshisekedi tried to lead

thousands of supporters to the prime

minister's office to assume control.

Walking in the huge crowd with his

hand raised in a victory salute,

Tshisekedi confronted a row of sol-

diers backed by troops in armored

personnel carriers. The showdown
took place near a monument to

peace and freedom erected in a traf-

fic circle.

,
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Caucus has the majority. Every
motion that goes through is to their

benefit. It's very hard for regular

students to get into the senate
because if it comes down to a regu-

lar student and their interests, their

interests will get in. I feel that

[Casasanto] has the best interest of

the student body in mind."
Sadlowski said.

Sen. Neil Collins (Commuter
Area) worked with Casasanto as a

member of the Finance committee
which she chairs.

"The only way to create an objec-

tive senate is to have objective peo-

ple on committees. I don't think she

will help with that process." Collins

said.

After approximately 30 minutes

of discussion, Casasanto was voted

in by a majority vote.

Noho attracts volunteers

for clean-up campaign
By Christina Poletto

Collegian Staff

Open House
Info:

See page 8

This Saturday the Massachusetts

Public Interest Research Group
(MassPIRG) chapter of Smith
College will host the 13th annual
Hunger Clean-Up campaign in

Northampton.

Mayor Mary Ford will start off the

campaign with a press conference at

10:50 a.m. in the Northampton
Survival Center. Students are invited

to attend.

Sponsored by the National
Student Campaign Against Hunger
and Homelessness (NSCAHH). the

Smith Hunger Clean-Up committee
has presently solicited approxi-
mately 200 student volunteers from

the college to offer time and sup-

port at one or more of 12 area

locations.

Among these establishments are

the Grove Street Inn.

Necessiues/Necesidades. the

Northampton Survival Center and
the YWCA of Western
Massachusetts. •

NecesMtio/\ci.\:Mdades, a shelter

thai houses women who have been

battered, is one of the Northampton
establishments involved in the

MassPIRG Hunger Clean-Up pro

ject.

Elethea O'Dell. shelter coordina

tor. said that like last year, all volun-

teers will most likely be cleaning,

painting and doing yard work.

These are just a few of the varied

activities that volunteers will take

part in on Saturday.

"We've had MassPIRG students

from all the three colleges of UMass,
Amherst and Smith Colleges." said

Karol Rothery. administrative direc-

tor of the Northampton Survival

Center.

"I cannot tell you what a differ-

ence it makes to have these students

clean and paint and to come in and

do basic behind the scenes work that

can't be taken care of on a daily

basis." Rothery said.

Rothery said that last year a dozen

or so students dismantled all of the

food shelves at the center and
cleaned behind them before repaint-

ing them.

"It's a wonderful service. This is

the eighth year they've come to vol-

unteer. We've really looked forward

to the idea that the academic com-
munity would support these human
services." Rothery said.

A projected goal of $2,000 is

expected from the sponsors' pledges

for the students' volunteer work.

According to the press release,

one-half of all endowments will be

donated to one of the 12 local shel-

ters where student volunteers will

inhabiting.

Another fraction of all donations

will be distributed across the country

solely to higher education students

who arc working to further organize

projects that aim lo curb homeless-

ness and hunger.

A portion of the proceeds will also

be donated to NSCAHH's interna-

tional projects, three of which will

work to curb severe poverty around

the nation this vear.

For over 13 years, the NSCAHH
Hunger Clean-Up project has
involved more than 85.000 students

in thousands of community work
projects. Over $1 million dollars has

been raised, making this program
one of the nation's most successful

student and community events.

Marie McCarthy, a sophomore at

Smith and the committee chair of the

college's MassPIRG chapter Hunger
Clean-Up. said she believes the

Hunger Clean-Up is essential lo both

the Smith and Northampton commu-
nities.

"It strengthens the relationship

between the two communities by

actively tning to improve the hunger

and homeless situation," McCarthy
said.

DO YOU HAVE A FRIEND OR COLLEAGUE HAVE A

PROBLEM Y UK k L C U K L UK 31 HER QRUbS?

THERE ^ ft E RESOURCES AVAILABLE 10 HELP:

Advice Triage Nurse & Urgent Care Clinic, University Health Services 577-5229

For medcal situations and questions requiring same-day attention 24-Hours

m

Employee Assistance Program (EAP), 35 University Health Services 545 035^4 h

Assessment, referrals for treatment, self-help groups and folow-up for employees concemQ^^H
tieir own or a family member's or colleague's substance abuse problem Weekdays 8 30-12 00. V0Q-:

Medical Clinic Appointments, University Health Services 577-5101

For students and UHS Kaiser Permanente members concerning medical situations and

substance abuse questions Weekdays 8 00-5 00 „v «•

Mental Health Services, 127 Hills North 545 2337

Counseling, groups. 24-hour emergency coverage for students and UHS Kaiser \
Permanente members Appointments strongly encouraged Weekdays 8 00-5 00

Urgent Care Cam: at Hills North. Weekdays (545-2337):

1 00-2 30 when semester classes are m session.

100-2 00 during Winter Session and Summer

24-Hour Emergency services through the UHS Urgent Care dime (577-5000)

In a life threatening situation, call 91 1 or your local emergency number fa Ihe

an ambulance to transport you directly to the nearest hospital (Cootey-Ockmson

f
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SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOR

If you dldn t sign up for

ROTC as a freshman or

sophomore, you can still

catch up this summer by
attending Army ROTC
Camp Challenge, a paid

six-week course in

leadership. Apply
now. You may qualify

for a $4,000 scholarship

and advanced officer

training when you return

to campus in the fall.

You 11 also have the

self-confidence and
discipline you need
to succeed in college

and beyond.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

For details, visit the Aimy ROTC Building or call

545-2321/2322
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Lunchtime...
Hoping for a scrap of pizza, this hungry dog loitered in front of Antonio's yesterday afternoon.

Correction
Monday's article on Salman Rushdie's appearance at Amherst College included some incorrect terminology. The

national language of India was misindentifled. The language is called "Hindi." Additionally, the term "Fatwah* was
defined incorrectly. A Fatwah is an individual opinion of a legal scholar in the Islamic legal tradition.

The Collegian regrets these errors.

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES PRESENTS
Something Every Friday

jl.oMEl

fiaTvci
•MEDIAN

MFI VTTfcKORGK II

\,.ril 11. lWT 8:00pm

Blut-wall Cafe Free

Melvin. also known as "the King of Smooth" has performed on the stage of Carnegie Hall, as

well as with Chaka Khan, Gladys Knight Patti LabeJIe. and The Temptations. His brazen

sense of "cool" is sure to entertain you with his easy delivery of a nightclub veteran.

For more information check out our website:
http://www.umass.edu/campact/events/calendar2.htm

The movie "Metro" will he shown immediately after the |wrformam-e .

Marring

EDDIE MURPHY
The program it made poawWe by a Oram from the Awafcary Semen Office, tie VtceCheceaor tor Student Aflan. and the Daily CoMaearv

Get The Credits You
Need Fast This Summer

Without Disrupting Your
Usual Activities.

OneWeek CoimsEsAMjusr
One Of The Advantages Of Coming

To BentieyThis St mmer.

• More scheduling ffaubttiR than

am other Beaton .irc.i college:

i >n<\ (WO or nix week options
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Harvard Extension,

Northeastern and Stltlolk.

To learn more e-mail at

summer®lx-ntle\ ,edu;
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fax l 617 B91-272901 return

the COttpOlt.
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priorities
continued from page 1

said that he would not allow him to

see it "in isolation."

"Every vice chancellor has lists,

pulling out any one piece is not

appropriate, its distorts the budget

cycle," Williams said.

Escribano suggested getting the

list of priorities from Enrollment

Services' as well as all other

offices; put them together and see

what priorities come first.

"My office has never been closed.

We could have a conversation bet-

ter than this forum... I find this

very uncomfortable, I guess,"

Burnham said.

Student negotiator Justin Beatty

replied. "The issue of how comfort-

able it is to us is irrelevant. As
head of a department 1 would

assume that you be able to provide

information. If you ask me a ques-

tion as a student, whether or not

I'm in my room, I'll tell you what's

on my mind... we just want a copy
of the priorities."

Tara Dixon, a student negotiator,

asked. "When we can't even get

one piece of paper saying how
something is done, how are we sup-

posed to believe that the rest can

be done as well?"

"It would be a miscarriage of

your time if all you're asking for is

a piece of paper," Williams said.

The meeting ended without fur-

ther discussion of ALANA support

services and both sides agreed to

discuss the issue at the next sched-

uled meeting.

Northeast GOP changes name to diversify

By John King
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Looking to

exert greater influence in national

GOP affairs, an organization
founded by Northeastern moder-
ates is changing its name and
adding a more diverse mix of

Republicans to its ranks.

Effective today, the Committee
for Responsible Government will

become the Republican Leadership

Council. The new organization
held its first fund-raiser last night

in Washington. Its hosts were
1996 GOP presidential nominee
Bob Dole and New Jersey Gov.
Christine Whitman.
Board members of the current

organization include Republican
Govs. George Pataki of New York.

William Weld of Massachusetts,

John Rpwland of Connecticut,
Pete Wilson of California, as well

as former New Jersey Gov. Tom
Kean.
Among the new additions are

Gov. John Engler of Michigan and
Sens. Pete Domenici of New
Mexico and John Kyi of Arizona.

Also joining the new organization

are Sen. Alfonse D'Amato of New
York and Reps. Bob Franks of

New Jersey, Bill Paxon of New
York and Jack Quinn of New
York.

The new name of the organiza-

tion is certain to encourage com-
parisons with the Democratic
Leadership Council, an organiza-

tion founded in 1985 by centrist

Democrats unhappy with the liber-

al tilt of their national party.

President Clinton, who as

Arkansas governor was a found-

ing member of the DLC, used the

organization as a springboard to

national prominence, and it has
been an influential voice in

reshaping the Democratic Party's

views on tax and spending
issues, welfare reform and free

trade.

Organizers of the new GOP
effort said they hoped the
Republican Leadership Council
would become an influential voice

for a "common sense conservative

message" on themes that unite the

vast majority of Republicans. But.

unlike the DLC, they said it was
not designed as a counterweight to

any particular faction within the

Republican Party.

"To the contrary," said Lewis
Eisenberg, the organization's
chairman. "The goal of the
Republican Leadership Council

is to unite the party and to work
with the national party to keep
us together on the common
principles that guide us as the

common sense conservative
party."

Also unlike the DLC, Eisenberg

said the GOP group would be
focused, at least initially, more on
fund raising and campaign support
than on policy development. The
Republican Leadership Council
will establish state and federal

political action committees to sup-

port GOP candidates.

Eisenberg is chairman of the

New York-New Jersey Port
Authority and heads a New York
investment firm. He has been
active in GOP affairs for years and
most recently was New Jersey
finance chairman for Bob Dole's

1996 presidential campaign.

web
continued from page 1

real life," Kochin said.

Bemhard said it was "interesting

that the planning of a virtual office

was driving the planning for a real

office of advising."

Kochin said, "One great thing

about the websites is that they are

not static. Changes can be made to

them constantly. They are not like

a paper copy."

Two staff members from the

Undergraduate Admissions office

said that included in the web pages

would be class equivalents from
other colleges and universities.

Last January, a conference on
advising, "News Perspectives on
Advising Needs and Resources,"

was held.

At the conference a student
panel offered some suggestions of

some "fundamental characteristics

of successful advising," according

to a report released by the

Resource Network Steering
Committee.

The students said that a personal

relationship with professional
adults in the University but outside

the classroom is important, and a

competent advisor needs to ask
questions, plant ideas and chal-

lenge the assumptions in addition

to giving encouragement and sup-

port.

A way to enhance these charac-

teristics, according to the students

is to improve information
resources on campus, create

opportunities for faculty and staff

to share ideas and information,

create training and development
opportunities for advisors.

"A lot of people at the confer-

ence said that the availability of

information is an issue," Bernhard

said. "How do you get it? How do

you know where to start? How do

you know where you need to go.

"On a campus this size if you

stumble into someone who knows

the information you are very

lucky," he said.

Another important aspect the

members brought up was the

amount of accessibility that faculty

and staff have to the web.

"If we are pushing this technolo-

gy we have to be able to give peo-

ple access to the technology,"
Kochin said.

All computer classrooms are

connected to Netscape except for

the Crampton Residence Hall

classroom in Southwest
Residential Area which has access

to the web in text only format.

However not all staff, faculty

and administrators have access to

the web in their offices.

The members of the Resource
Network hope to have the web site

on advising on the web and func-

tional by September.
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Afternoon break...
Daniel Stokes. Amherst, read the autobiography of Johnny Rotten in front of Bonducci's Cafe yesterday.
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Editor's note
To the campus eommuniiv

:

Over the past two days, various students have been
distributing a handout attacking the Collegian alleging

that the paper "feels ashamed" to print a letter written

by a student. Pierre Elysee.

The Collegian would like to state for the record that

we do not feel at all ashamed to print any letter to the

editor. Mr. Elysee's letter did not appear in the news-
paper because it was midftled when it was initially sent

to the Collegian.

As editor of the Editorial/Opinion desk. I spoke with

Mr. Elysee on the night of April 3 concerning his letter

This was the first time such a letter was brought to my
attention. I assured Mr. Elysee that his letter would be

printed in the Collegian this week; the letter was print-

ed yesterday.

Even after the publication of Mr. Elysee's letter, stu-

dents continued to distribute this deceiving hand out
Underneath a copy at Mi letter was another

letter by Kirk lames Macolini. with the heading,Type
of letter the Collegian feels obligated to print."

Mr. Macolini* letter appeared in the Collegian at

least two semesters ago. and does not represent the edi-

torial decisions of this current semester's

Editorial/Opinion page. In addition, the

Editorial/Opinion Desk does not at ail feel obligated to

print any letter which it receives.

In my semester as Editorial/Opinion editor, the desk
has made great efforts to diversify the page and I hope
that these efforts have been noticed.

I apologize to Mr. Elysee for the delayed publication,

but would like to add that the letter which is circulat-

ing around campus is a misrepresentation of the work
of the current Editorial/Opinion desk.

Sincerely,

TiAAJL 7]>v^.(_
Mike Burke

Editorial/ Opinion Editor

Profits, Prisons and the Pentagon
One of my earliest memoric- is

the election of Ronald
Reagan as President of the

United States. Throughout my child-

hood, my parents instilled within me
a sense of criticism of the foreign and
domestic policies imposed by this

lunatic and his band of thieves and
mercenaries

From the late 1940s until the fall

of the USSR., the U.S. government
developed an elaborate military

industrial complex (perfected by
Reagan), fueling the growth of many
industries through lucrative contracts

with the Department of Defense.
Reports of the power of the Evil

Empire were vastly exaggerated in

order H justify this abysmal VMM of

money, and continue hiking th<

it rates of weapons manufacturers
like Raytheon and Lockheed.

Once the Soviet Union finally col-

lapsed, driven into bankruptcy by the

arms race, it was necessary for the U.

S. policy makers to devise a new
strategy to fuel the public subsidy of

private corporations. We are now
faced with two new myths, intricately

linked in their racist ideologies

The first strategy involves the

domestic state of affairs, where mil-

lions of poor Americans, dispropor-

tionately black and Latino, have been
driven to desperation by vanishing

government services at a time of mas-
sive job loss and corporate downs j/

ing. The public has been hoodwinked
into believing that prisons are the

answer to our problems.

The old military industrial complex
has been usurped by a new system

that relies on racist fears and decay-

ing cities to justify a lucrative endeav-

or, building prisons. In California for

example, the state now spends more
money on subsidizing prison con-
struction than it does on education.

When a prison is built, the govern-

ment contact* a construction company
to build it. a security agency to man
age it and a high tech security firm to

equip it. Each of these industries and
several others, in order to make their

profits, are dependent upon public

opinion that pnsons are needed.

The desperate populations of inner

md poor rural areas are driven

to crime by the lack of jobs and

McAfee

opportunities available to them in

this great new era. Those who end up
in prison typically find themselves
leased as slave labor to the same cor-

porations who downsized them out

of a job in the first place. The compe
tition with prison labor undermines
the wage bargaining power of other

workers, and pits the working class

against one another in a struggle for

the crumbs that remain.

The second strategy, involving for-

eign affairs, requires an equally racist

and elaborate myth to sustain the

remain-
ing mili-

tary
industrial

complex.

Instead
of fighting communism, it focuses on
lighting "terrorism." and propels the

growth of the informational technolo-

gy. MM, fuel and several other indus-

The category which U.S. policy

refers to as "terrorism" typically con-

T popular struggles against

repressive, undemocratic regimes,

like that of Indonesia or Peru, which
are bent on protecting corporate
interests at the expense of the popu-

lation The label "terrorism" is never

applied to the kinds of state repres-

sion supported by the United States,

like the regime of the recently
resigned Mobutu of Zaire, who was
put in power by the CIA and commit-
ted massive atrocities against the peo-

ple of Zaire

\ike benefits heavily from the mili-

tary regime in Indonesia. That gov-

ernment uses U.S. weapons, training

and advising to crush labor and com-
munity organizations and keep the

wages paid to Nike workers at below
survival levels Nike claims it is pro-

viding employment to an otherwise-

desperate population However, they

are desperate because U.S. -spon-
sored state terrorism has placed them
in such a position

In Peru, the MRTA still holds their

position in the residence of the

Japanese Ambassador. The U.S.
media are quick to label this group as

terrorists for the extreme measures
they have taken. However. President

Fujimori is never labeled a terrorist

for ordering the military to execute or

imprison thousands of labor and
community leaders. This is partially

because his economic policies are

good for U.S. corporations invested

in the area.

The American media plays along

with the "terrorism" myth by portray-

ing terrorists as fanatics (usually peo-

ple of color) who are driven to kill

innocent Americans for their mania-

cal schemes and fundamentalist val-

ues. The favorite target of the press

are Arabs, but any third world person

will do just fine to fuel the racist

fears of U.S citizens. It is under the

threat of this terrorism that we are

willing to submit to the draconian
measures of the Crime Bill and and
terrorism legislation vufcich include

more FBI wire taps, leal search and
seizure protection, and support for

state military repression at home and

abroad.

We must snap out of this trance

and recognize that the policies of the

United States, both foreign and
domestic, are geared for one purpose-

alone — protecting corporate power.

All must fall before the mighty dollar.

It is necessary for them to play on our

fears and insecurities in order to trick

us into supporting policies which are

contrary to our interests.

When we engage in day to day
struggles with the establishment,
such as fighting the UMass adminis-

tration for fully subsidized child

care, we must keep in mind the

national and international context in

which this struggle takes place. The
education of its citizens is not a pri-

ority of the U.S. government (nor

that of the state of Massachusetts)

What is their priority is providing

profitable opportunities for corpora-

tions. That is why the Massachusetts

State legislature won't simply give

UMass enough funding for all of our
needs, but will instead place us in a

position where we must attract fund-

ing from the private sector, while

simultaneously giving Fidelity a $5
billion tax cut. This is not a matter of

money, it is out there for sure; it is a

matter of how they spend it, and they

will do as they please until we tell

them otherwise.

Sam McAfee is a Collepan columnist

Letters to the Editor

No doubting

No Doubt

To the Editor:

Although I am glad someone wrote about the decline of

quality in today's media, I am disappointed that Evan
Young decided to pick on No Doubt, and even compare
the group and Gwen Stefani with the Spice Girls. I won't

deny that some of the songs on No Doubt's album. Tragic-

Kingdom, lack much substance. But Evan, perhaps you
haven't heard theit best song. "Don't Speak." How can
you not like that song? I bet even the Pimp Daddy likes

that song. You must admit that it does have some nice

musical qualities about it. If you can't, then you have no

Doonesbury

business critiquing muMi
I heard that song, and liked it immediately, without

even considering Stefani's "sexy" stomach. And it's not

sexy. She's not that attractive. Gwen can choose to wear
whatever she likes. She doesn't wear what she does to

allure boys. No Doubt "sells" because people like the

songs they hear on the radio.

Perhaps in another article, you can discuss radio's influ-

ence on record sales. If you still think that Gwen Stefani

and her stomach are selling No Doubt's CD's, then I have

one question for you. Evan: Why do so many people of

the female gender like No Doubt? And I don't think they

all find her sexually attractive. It's fun music, that's all.

The rest of the article was excellent, by the way.

Geoffrey Harm
MacKimmic

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Like what?

I
can't say I wasn't warned about "like

"

We were in fourth grade, and we were sore afraid.

Afraid of the legendary disciplinarian who stood
between us and fifth grade matriculation

Afraid of a man called Koch (pronounced "Cook." inci-

dentally, for all fans of UMass soccer or former New York
City mayors)

He was the type of guy who made you eat your PB&I
sandwiches despite the daily batterings that usually

reduced them to a sticky-sweet primordial slush. When an
adult entered the classroom, the Koch rules demanded
you respectfully rise from your seal And. most of all. the

thing worse than tossing a gaggle of Gremlins in the

swimming pool, was the growingly popular usage of "like"

as sentence filler.

God save your sorry hide if you used
improper. |eff Spicoli-esque context. If

there was one mistake all of us struggled

valiantly not to make in the presence of

Gerry Koch, it was this one — but it was'

so hard at the time. We'd been trained to

say "Pardon?." "Sorry?" or "Fxcuse me?"
rather than the socially inappropriate and rudely blunt.

"What?." but to discontinue peppering our speech
with our beloved "like" was inconceivable.

It was so difficult for some of us that when called upon
unexpectedly in class, wi would often inadvertently spufl

out an odd neologism -* "lum." the ba>tatd offspring of
"like and the "urn"

"like" in its

C. Taylor

Connor

induce insta-wince in Mr. Koch had now begun to work
it* evil magic on me. magic more irritating than that of

David Copperfield. I almost thought about calling my for-

mer teacher and apologizing for my each and every utter-

ing of the word — but quicklv realized I might have to

stay in school for a fifth-year if I did so.

Since- my former classmates and I were systematical!)

deprogrammed over 10 years ago. I guess I was never fully

aware of the far-reaching and prolific nature of

"like-oids." When I found myself pining for the stammer-

ing idiocy of "lum" after a short time at UMass, I had to

take some course of action to alleviate this burning aural

tension.

So I made a few games of listening to my afflicted

University peers, the best of which seemed to occur in

sociology classes — shocker, huh? From the nio-i

deeply slurred and often quite literally

half-baked neo hippies to the white-hat-

ted legions of narrow-minded Gingrichian

conservatives, everybody seems to have an
opinion they're ready, willing and dying to

voice. Thus, the environment is perfectly

dandy for my studies in "likeology."

Although I've probably developed at least 10 differ

ent means of likeological entertainment, there are two
I especially relish The first involves counting how
loag a student can speak before £ "like" slips into the

ionic folks don't even last one second, a-

we|d clumsily insert in our alw ** the) habitually preface thair every phrase with the "I"

self- conscious phrasing.

At the time, "like" was at the core of the "Square Pegs-

influenced speech pattern of the day. None of us 10-year-

olds could even comprehend why this old fogy would so

desire to squash our linguistic tic. It was. much like

Michael Jackson's Thriller, a pop cultural phenomenon
that seemed to know no crossover boundaries.

And like Michael lackson himself, in retrospect, per-

haps it became a bit too attached to youth.

By the time I had completed my first week of college

classes. I can recall thinking that usage of the word more
than five times in one sentence should automatically

prompt an instructor to drop the user's letter grade by a

third

The gratingly gratuitous overuse of "like" that could

word.

A simple variation on this game that makes it a tad

more enjoyable is to count the number of times an indi

vidual says "like" in a sentence, or. as lends to happen in

the sociology arena, tally the total number of "likes" in a

long-winded, self-righteous declaration. If you're ambi-
tious and mathematically-minded, you can even deter-

mine the "likes" per minute or sentence.

By this point, it may seem as though I have taken the

ehti-t high ground of language, but what it really boils

down to is that in an environment in which basic commu-
nication skills are imperative, it's. like, not conducive
like. to. like. hear. like, something, like, you just, like

read

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian columnist.

The mysterious Cosmo attraction

I
don't understand.

That's all I can say, I don't

understand how women
whose opinions and intelligence I

normally respect can wallow in

tripe like Cosmopolitan maga-
zine.

Not only is the magazine more
often than not hostile or downright

hateful towards men, but it pan-

ders to the worst images and nega-

tive stereotypes of women that men
usually get blamed for perpetuat-

ing

All that you need to do to check
out my little claim is to take a

minute to glance at the cover of the

April issue of Cosmo. In the center,

is some anonymous, anorexic
Ober- model (who strangely

enough becomes less attractive the

more you look at her) and she's

surrounded by the titles of the

"articles" that fill the space that's

left over once the ads have been
inserted.

For your convenience, I've

included the titles of April's cover

stories with a brief commentary fol-

lowing. Keep in mind I am not
making these articles up.

• "What men think when they

first see you naked."

I've got a little hint for women
who are worried about what men
think when they first see a woman
naked. They think one word.
"Yippie." By the time a woman
has consented to getting naked in

front of a man. the guy will proba-

bly already have a very good idea

what they're in for once all of the

window dressing is gone. I feel

pretty safe in saying that unless

you have a previously unmen-
tioned penis or a full-back "Born

to lose" tattoo, there wont be any
complaints once the disrobing
starts.

• "Dating survival secrets from
the women who wrote The Rules"
The women who wrote The

Dunn

Rules are Ellen Fien and Sherrie

Schnieder and one piece of their

stellar advice is that even in this

day and age "Man must pursue
woman." Huh'' This is the sort of

obsolete, archaic garbage that pass-

es for "advice" today? The notion

that a woman cannot pursue some-

one she's interested in was anti-

quated 20 years ago. let's move on.

shall we?
• "Brand-new breast implants:

Softer, sexier and yes, safer."

What? Is Cosmo actually advo-

cating
elec-
tive,
danger-

o u s

c o s -

metic surgery simply to increase

the size of a woman's breasts?

I've got news for anyone who
might be tempted to swallow this

advice. Outside of reconstructive

surgery following a mastectomy,
breast implants are really pretty

unnecessary. The reason? Men
really don't care about breast
size. Shocking, but true. Bigger
breasts have slightly more novelty

value, but once again men aren't

nearly as discriminating as Cosmo
would have you believe they are.

Men. more often than not are just

happy to have a woman agree to

go out with them in the first

place, regardless of their cup size

• "The 'Melrose Place' workout."

And here I thought that fad

diets and celebrity workouts were
fodder for supermarket tabloids

and nothing else, whoops! Guess I

was wrong. 1 suppose that the

workout involves sleeping with
everyone in your building several

times trying to boost your opti-

mum heart rate and thereby shed
all that extra fat, Once the extra

pounds are gone, your cup size

should be smaller and then you
can get one of those new. sexy

implant jobs to boost your bust
right back up to acceptable size.

Genius!

• "Are you an emotional basket

case? How to get over it."

And here. Cosmo gets to show
lis sensitive side. What better way
to show your readers (some of
whom may have actual emotional
problems) that you care, then by
calling them (or cornering them
into calling themselves) "basket
cases." Once you've humiliated
them, what's the solution to their

problem? Why, to just "get over
it." of course! How simple! Where
would these emotionally disrupted
women be without the sage advice
of the editors of Cosmopolitan''
My guess is probably much better

off.

What I wish that women would
realize is that the "advice" in
Cosmo is hardly that. It's the worst
kind of popular tripe which man-
ages to insult everyone's intelli-

gence at once.

Do the editors at Cosmo really
think that their audience's one goal
in life is to snag a husband? And
that the only way to do that is to
cinch their waists, inflate their
breasts and remove every last iota

of free will and rational thought
from their brains?

My gut instinct is that people,
men and women both, have a lot

more respect for women who are
intelligent, articulate and secure
enough in their own self-image to
ignore the garbage that rolls off
Cosmo'% presses every month,
than those who treat the informa-
tion as gospel simply because it

comes from a "women's" maga-
zine.

Based on the long-term success
of the magazine, however, that
seems to be exactly what's happen-
ing. I just don't understand.
Bob Dunn is a Collegian colum-

nist.
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National 'Reisopera production s of on a magical island

opera

elite -

^jeorge Frederick Jiandet's : liana,

- usually considered an activity for tin-

can be experienced at a relatively inex-

pensive price (freejor students, actually. .

.

1
//; a

unique setting: 'The .Mullms Center. Yes, as we
speak, the .Mullins Center is making prepara-

tions to host a motorcross event tin* weekend,

but in an attempt to maintain their statu* as tin-

most diverse sports arena on campus. thc\- will

bring a 400 year-old art form to life.

SX product oj the Italian Renaissance, the fu>t

opera was fDajne,
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composed bx Jacabo

'Pen alongside

Ottano 'Rmuccmi, a

contemporary poet,

in 1597 . 'The next

few years saw operas

appearing all over

Italy, including 'Peri

and 'Rinuccini's Eundice,

the music oj which is the

earliest surviving opera.

Opera became jashionable

all over 'Europe, while Italy

remained at its heart —
where many opera singers

studied their craft — with

notable contributions being

not too much oj

n stretch from those

oj Circe in -lhc\

Odysitf and
'Prospero in -lhf\

Tempest. : ileum s

island becomes the

site for a jarcical

confusion, where

disguised lovers

anise much confu-

sion — a

perfect plot

to test the suspension of disbelief of opera /u//s

everywhere.

laoil production from the Netherlands is

being brought to ilmherst as part of the •

.Massachusetts International - 1 estn-al of the
*

{Arts in conjunction with several other events m
taking place in the valle\-. i^y. •
Other events include ^j Wtt • • ••
Schubert in I'lenna a w£* I

cabaret concert at the IVInte

Church in 'Deeifield on ,

lipril iz. at $ p.m.;

"'Taustus m Africa.' a mod-

ern retelling of L/oethc try the .south African

Jlandspnng 'Puppet Company at the : Uademy
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Johnson Chapel at S p.m. and the always popular ' iito

Puente — the world s greatest Latin jgxz percussion-

will perjorm at

'Purcett.

^eorge Tredenck .Handel, a ^erman-born

ist -
Jiolyoke's 'War .Memorial

.Hall on lipnl 20 at S p.m.
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composer who spent most of his life in

England, is one of the few opera composers

still performing today Mb ffj operas were

rarely performed until a continuing renvoi

began at the turn of the 20th centiin When perform .Humh-is : /lam/ at

he died at 74, he was commemorated with a the Mullins Center on . 1/tnl

burial in Westminster tlbbcy. .Handel is com- iS at S p.m. and on :tynl 20
monly associated with what is called the Barogue at 1 p.m. -Tickets arc mmlable
'Teriod" — CK style that arose from 1000 and lasted at the .Mullins tenter Box
until /750. exhibiting elaborate ornamentation. Office, (jlj) S45"°5 5 lir

The neqlect Handel's operas have received might through Tickctmastcr. Tickets

• • • • • *have something to do with his contempo- are $5 for cdildren /S and

%
raries' criticisms oj poor structure of his vounger and students mth tin

% anas, which featured long repetitions that I'D. Sfdmission for 11. Mass
• interrupted the progress of the plot, and Hampshire College stu-

^Knother reason might be that many of the dents are free, tickets for

m male roles were written for castrah— a Il.Mass and .Hampshire facul-

mmale singer who had been trained for the ty and' sta/jfare half-price,

^^^smce his youth, when the child would Jeremy 'Brothers is a
be castrated to stop his voice from chang- C olleguw columnist

ing. 'Thankfully, the practice of castration

has fallen on the wayside— an example of
which can be seen in the .National

'Reisopera s .'flc/nn. where two of the men s

(castrati) roles will be performed by
women.
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Is the disaster that the/re running away from themselves? Elizabeth Shue and Val Kilmer in The Saint.

COUtTlSY PMAMOUN I PtC TUMS

Kilmer's latest: Run, don't walk, away from The Saint
By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

THE SAINT
Directed by Phillip Noyce

with Val Kilmer, Elizabeth Shue, Rode
Serbedzija

Phying at MS. Forms Theater

Somehow. Phillip Noyce's latest

international espionage thriller —
The Saint — is able to supply the

viewer with a bizarre sense of
uncomfortability. The film's text

appears to hover over the audience,

attempting to infiltrate them with a

spark of intrigue, yet accomplishing

nothing short of feelings of nausea
and dizziness.

The Saint is not merely a bad Him.

in fact, it lacks the proper conven-

tions that would constitute an even

remotely watchable movie in the first

place.

Noyce (Clear and Present Danger.

Sliver) has created a darker persona

of The Saint which was inspired by

the bO's television series and a num-
ber of novels. At least Roger Moore,

who played the original screened
Saint, successfully balanced intelli-

gence and wry humor to establish

depth in his portrayal of Simon
Templar, which is the supposed

birth-name of the mysterious Saint.

In Noyce's world, depth or even com-
passion for characters is not an is>ue;

rather we are reduced to watching
ridiculous people try to look suave
from one mundane action sequence
to the next.'

Yet. there is so much more to The
Saint than a boring rehashed plot and
unmotivated characters In fact, these

are the least of this film's problems.
If it was just another awful action
flick, like, let's say. Minion
Impossible, then we could just dis

miss it as one more Hollywood film

made for no other reason than for

money. However, The Saint's prob-

incial Aid
Application Information
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lems go far beyond anything
Hollywood has released in quite
some time. The Saint is constructed

to appear like a bad dream, hazy and
disoriented, offering no particular

reason for its existence. This him
exemplifies the type of movie-going
experience that — no lie — nukes
one leave the theater feeling numb
and violated, or perhaps stupider
than when they first entered.

Val Kilmer plays the role of the

lead character void of any emotion
— more like a Vulcan or a robot —
than like the master thief he pro-

claims himself to be. He continuous-

ly changes costumes, alwa\s choos-

ing the name of a Catholic saint as

his alias — what we must assume for

no other reason than because it

sounds cool. His love interest, Dr.

fcmma Russell (Elizabeth Shue). con

tains all the personality in the story,

but in all the wrong ways. We are

supposed to believe she is a brilliant

chemical scientist who has found a

way to harness cold fusion.

However, she is portrayed us a

goofy, blond bubblchead who naively

falls goo-goo for Templar and his

mysterious <iura.

To give a plot summary for The
Saint would be giving this film more
credit than it surely deserves. There
wj-.. for MM strange reason,
absolutely no editing done to the pic-

ture, creating an uneasy sense of

lediousness in the viewing. The nar-

rative drags along, never instilling

any sense of emotional response,
whether it be negative or positive.

For over two hours. Templar and
Russell run about the streets of
.Moscow being chased by the Russian

mob. yet no matter how much these

characters keep running, they man-
age to go nowhere. The Saint is

Hollywood's way of proving that

through proper marketing and adver-

tising, people will go see anything. F
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TUESDAY, APRIL I S @ 9:00 PM

NORTHAMPTON PRIDE MARCH

BENEFIT
DANCI

EVERY TUESDAY

6AY MftlU
FREE BEFORE I O-.OOpm

Pride Kirch Fundraiser TueuJay April ISM

EVERY THURSDAY
^..-'TTMriTr^a^

HTcm i?ir?r?r

A FULL HOUSE EVERY I

EVERY FRIDAY 9-2am @
KM Km NImIII
FREE BEFORE IO OOfun

MUSIC FROM THE 70 s. 80 s & 90 s

EVERY SATURDAY
Snapcase returns with a disc worth checking out — Progression through Unlearning.

COUtKSV VICTOHV Mcoaos

Pulitzer finalists announced
UMass' Nissenbaum's X-Mas history a finalist

for reporting on crimes against

humanity from Rwanda. South
Africa. El Salvador and Guatemala.

• Feature writing — Lisa Pollak of

The (Baltimore) Sun (winner), for

portrait of baseball umpire enduring

the death of one son and illness of

another from the same disease;

leffrey Fleishman of The Philadelphia

Inquirer, for account of flight of 1

5

Buddhist monks from Tibet through

the Himalayas; |ulia Prodis of The
Associated Press for stories about a

photo of the Oklahoma City bomb-
ing, teen-agers on a deadly journey

and a vacuum cleaner that catches

prairie dogs.

• Commentary — Eileen

McNamara of The Boston Globe
(winner). for columns on
Massachusetts people and issues;

Tony Komheiser of The Washington
Post, for a range of writing, from
sports to politics, heroes to fools;

Deborah Work of the Sun-Sentinel,

Fort Lauderdale. Fla.. for personal

columns about being a parent, citi-

zen, critic and philosopher.

• Criticism — Tim Page of The
Washington Post (winner), for music
criticism; Herbert Muschamp of The
New York Times, for criticism of

HlVsKBlif Latest Snapcase release is worthwhile
PROPER (0 AND DRESS REQUIRED

By Adam Diugacz
Collegian Staff

THE BLACK REBELS
Sun. Apr. 6 © 7:00 pm (g)

THE INDEPENDENTS
TIUO BOrSMESTIESAAKT SAY

Wed Apr 9 «; 8 30 pm (jji

THE BOGMEN
rhu. Apr. 10 ® 9:00 pm (ft)

FAT BAG
osmiooe farm

Sol Apr. 12 i 8 00 pm @
LOBSTERS FROM HAM

nuuiNi.i n ST.

ffj APRIL 18 20 (g)

THE REALLY LOUD
MUSIC FESTIVAL

THE BUSINESS^ARZ0NE
CONVERGE/SPRING HEELED JACK
IMmmrim Cm tor Jtorrwrs or mummnt

\<l\(M'ill<'

Wed April 23 7 30 pm (

STRIFE
BASE UNI Of FIKl/OHt KINO OOWH

TWv A»nl ;« ACOtBTK MCTWN It.

Snapcase
Progression Through Unlearning

Victory Records

Since their inception in the early

'90s. Snapcase have been one of the

fastest rising bands in the hardcore
scene. Therefore, the release of

Snapcase's second LP Progression

Through Unlearning has easily been
one of hardcore's most anticipated

releases of the year.

At first glance, the biggest differ-

ence between this LP and their debut

Lookinglasself is Frank Vicario
replacing Scott Dressier on guitar.

However, one listen to Progression

Through Unlearning will prove to

you that this band has undergone a

major maturation process since their

first LP, When listening to this

album, one must understand this is

not the same band who released
Lookinglasself

The biggest improvement is in the

vocals of singer Daryl Taberski
Taberski's voice is full of confidence

and vitality, and you can hear the
emotion and energy in every word he
shouts. Although Taberski is a
screamer who relies on volume over
melody, the fact that be doesn't
sound like he's choking on glass is a
nice change from the latest crop of
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Put the world at your fingertips.

• Computer Science • Math • Physics

With Raytheon Electronic System*, you'll create the technologies

that define the future of tomorrow's world. You'll work on eliciting

programs like Commercial Electronics, Defense Electronics, Air

Traffic Control, Radar Technology, Surface Transportation, Vessel
Traffic Systems, and Environmental Monitoring. We will provide

the training you need to apply your talent on our winning
development team.

Raytheon Electronic Systems will be visiting campus soon. With

ovmr 3S0 opportunities available for graduates with degrees in the

above areas, we'll want to talk to you! To find out more about the

challenges we have to offer, please contact the Career Placement
Office to sign up for an interview.

For additional information on Raytheon Electronic Systems, please

see our homepage atl hrtpt/Vwww.raytheon.com/res

Raytheon offers an exceptional benefits package, including

educational assistance and advanced study programs. Interested

candidates who are unable to meet with us on campus may send a

resume directly tot Raytheon Electronic Systems, Professional

Staffing, MS T2SL2. 50 Apple Hill Drive. Tewksbury. MA
01876 0901. Fan: (508) 858 1163. E mail: staffing9res.ray.com

U.S. citizenship may be required for some positions. We are an

equal opportunity employer.

Raytheon Electronic

Systems

hardcore vocalists. Taberski sounds
sure of himself and brings to mind a

young Lou Koller.

The production on this album is a

huge improvement over Snapcase's

past releases. Drummer Tim
Redmond never sounded better, as
his beats are crisp and lay a solid

foundation for the songs. Guitarists

loe Salemi and Frank Vicario along

with bassist Bob Whiteside are
tighter than spandcx, and give each
song a nice full sound. Producer
Steve Evens has cleaned up
Snapcase's sound and therefore
showcases them as the excellent
musicians they are.

Now for the songs. "Caboose" sets

the album off in a raging manner.
The song brings about images of a

crowded stage, bodies flying, fingers

pointing and sweat pouring from the

walls — hardcore heaven.
"Caboose.* as well as the entire

album, displays an energy and vitali-

ty never exhibited by Snapcase
before. It's an important track as it

clearly demonstrates the progression

Snapcase has made. "Vent," with its

cadence-like drumbeat, and
"Breaking and Reaching* standout
on this album.

Snapcase plays a style similar to

what Helmet would -uund like if

they were on crystal meth. Every
song on Progression Through
Unlearning is full of the stops and
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gos and time changes that Helmet
made famous. While the album is

faster and catchier than most bands
of this genre it's way too noisy for

punk purists. Each song lays down a

solid groove that builds in layers and
then explodes in a crashing crescen-

do with Taberski's voice carrying it

over the top

There are two major drawbacks to

this album, and both are problems
akin to hardcore in general, as

opposed to Snapcase specifically.

Hardcore is a form of music best

experienced in a live setting. While
Snapcase has a good studio presence.

they fall short of their awesome live

shows. The second problem is that

the tempo on this album rarely

changes. Around "Killing Yourself to

Live" and "She Suffocates* — the

sixth and seventh tracks — the

album begins to blend together.

Minor Threat may not have been
the most original band, but
Snapcase's songs are too long for

that approach. One should also note

that "Vent* appeared on the Ami
Matter compilation and "Guilty By
Ignorance" and "Breaking and
Reaching" have all been in

Snapcase's live roiation for quite a

while

Overall Progression Through
Unlearning is an excellent album.
Snapcase's positive, progressive out-

look is a refreshing change of pace
from most of today's hardcore bands.

It's also nice to see a band build off

of past releases and continue to grow
— rather then resorting to heavy
metal or rehashing their past works.

Snapcase is an original, innovative

band that maintains hardcore's ener-

gy and frenetic fun while playing a

sound of their own. B+

Associated Press — Finalists for

the 1997 Pulitzer Prizes. Pulitzer

juries make up to three recommenda-
tions in each category without listing

them in order of preference. The
Pulitzer board, which awards the

prizes, is not limited to these recom-
mendations in choosing a winner.

JOURNALISM
• Public service — The Times-

Picayune. New Orleans (winner), for

series on threat to world's fish sup-

ply; the Los Angeles Times, for
revealing inefficiency and misman-
agement in county justice system; The
Philadelphia Inquirer, for Donald L.

Barlett and lames B. Steele's report

on widening gap between the rich

and poor.

• Spot news reporting — staff of

Newsday, Long Island, N.Y. (win-

ner), for coverage of TWA Flight 800
crash; The Philadelphia Inquirer
staff, for coverage of police con-
frontation with |ohn DuPont follow-

ing murder on his estate, St.

Petersburg Times staff, for shooting

of black man by white cop and ensu-

ing riot.

• Investigative reporting — Eric

Nalder, Deborah Nelson and Alex
Tizon of The Seattle Times (winner).

for reporting corruption and inequity

in federally sponsored housing for

Native Americans; The Boston Globe
staff, for expose of retirees' abuse of

disability benefits; |im Haner of The
(Baltimore) Sun. for revealing that

city housing officials owned neglected

inner-city properties.

e Explanatory journalism —
reporter Michael Vitez and photogra-

phers Ron Cortes and April Saul of

The Philadelphia Inquirer (winner),

for series on how patients sought
death with dignity; (ohn Crewdson of

the Chicago Tribune for reporting on
training and equipment shortcomings

for meeting medical emergencies in

air: Gregory Kane and Gilbert
Lewthwaite of The (Baltimore) Sun,
(or how slavery is practiced in the

Sudan.
• Beat reporting — Byron Acohido

of The Seattle Times (winner), for

rudder problems of Boeing 737 and
other aerospace industry coverage;

Celia W. Duggcr of The New York

Times, for immigration problems of

woman who fled her homeland to

escape genital mutilation; Craig
Flournoy of The Dallas Morning
News, for reporting on local misuse
of federal low-income housing
money.

• National reporting — staff of The
Wall Street lournal (winner), for cov-

erage of numerous facets of fight

against AIDS: Ronald Brownstein of

the Los Angeles Times, for presiden-

tial election coverage. Bill Moushey
of the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette for

shortcoming in the federal Witness
Protection Program.

e International reporting — |ohn F
Bums of 77te? New York Times (win-

ner), for coverage of regime imposed
on Afghanistan by the Taliban: the

Chicago Tribune staff, for reporting

on global overpopulation; Tony
Freemantle of the Houston Chronicle.
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nd frenetic fun while playing a on global overpopulation; Tony
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NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY §
WEEKEND WORKSHOP «':WEEKEND WORKSHOP

architecture; Leslie Savan of The
Village Voice, New York, for analyti-

cal columns about advertising and
consumerism.

• Editorial writing — Michael
Gartner of the Daily Tribune, Ames,
Iowa, for editorials on issues affect-

ing local people: Margaret ta Downey
of the Poughkeepsie (N.Y.) lournal.

for writing on economics and educa-

tion; Peter Milius of The Washington
Post, for editorials on effect of federal

welfare reform on the poor.

• Editorial cartooning — Walt
Handelsman of 77ie Times-Picayune.

New Orleans (winner); Chip Bok of

the Akron (Ohio) Beacon lournal:

leff MacNelly of the Chicago Tribune.

• Spot news photography — Annie
Wells of The Press Democrat. Santa

Rosa. Calif, (winner), for shot of fire-

fighter rescuing teenager in flood:

Corinne Dufka of Reuters, for photo

of Liberian prisoner being executed:

Alexander Zemlianichenko of The
Associated Press, for Russian
President Boris Yeltsin dancing at a

rock concert (winner in feature pho-

tography).

• Feature photography —
Alexander Zemlianichenko of The
Associated Press (winner), for Yeltsin

dancing; leffrey L. Brown of Copley
Chicago Newspapers, for an illegal

immigrant's clandestine journey from
Mexico; |on Krai of The Miami
Herald, for conditions in Venezuelan
prisons: Michele McDonald of The
Boston Globe, for terminally ill

woman preparing to die.

ARTS
• Fiction — "Martin Dressier: The

Tale of an American Dreamer." by
Steven Millhauser (winner)
"Unlocking ihe Air and Other
Stories." by Ursula K. LeGuin. "The
Manikin." by (oanna Scott

e Drama — "Pride's Crossing." by
Tina Howe; "Collected Stories." by
Donald Margulies; "The Last Night of

Ballyhoo." by Alfred Uhry. (No
award given.)

e History — "Original Meanings:
Politics and Ideas in the Making of
the Constitution." by lack N. Rakovc

Turn to fUUTZER page 8
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IN NH'l WHITI MOUNTAIN*
Sum Up m tw Craft Crwitw

LOCATED ACROSS FROMTHE HATCH

WORKSHOP INCLUDES : LODGING AT THE OUTING CLUB'S CABIN,

MEALS, T-SHIRT. FULL INSTRUCTION ON CAMERA USE. FREE DARK
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•Same Day Service

•Billed Directly to

Insurance Company
•Windshields

Replaced

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS -

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 255-544
1

~ "''if

Featuring "Genuine Draff & Light" 30-pk * 1 0.49

V Sg»*f "5

Miller Lite
$
1 5.^/30-pk!

Elm City Ales
s

12."/casebots!

Heineken & Amstel
$9."/12-pkbots!

"Fantastic Pricing!"

"MICRO MADNESS" CONTINUES!
Red Hook Harpoon

-ReleV "ALL FLAVORS!" Catamount

Mix & Match "TWO" 6/pks . . .

S9^
Wow!

• All Beers Plus Deposit* Q££M 9:00AM - 1 1 :00PM VISA/MASTERCARD •Delivery Available*
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Spring snowboarding and skiing
loin the annual spring pilgrimage

of daredevil hikers, skiers, and
-nowboarders, on a

hand-over-fooi elimb in

Tuckerman Ravine, and experience

an extreme adventure. Located on

the southeast shoulder of Mt.
Washington in New Hampshire's
White Mountain National Forest.

Tuckerman Ravine, is famous for

it-, spectacular scenery, deep snow,

.mil challenging terrain.

Tuckerman Ravine resembles a

large bowl that collects snowf
blowing off the Presidential

Range of the White Mountain
National Forest. Unstable
snow conditions and the

threat of avalanches can
make winter skiing and
snowboarding not only
unwise, but also life threat-

(1 1 miles south of Gorham and 15

minutes north of Conway, N.H.).
There are no ski lifts; skiers and
snowboarders must climb and
carry all of their equipment, food,

and cold weather gear from
Pinkham Notch.
While hiking up to Tuckerman

Ravine it is best to wear hiking
boats and carry ski boots in a

frame backpack. Skis should be
separated and attached to the sides

of the backpack. The tips of the

Alfresco News
with

Liz

Anderson
ening.

Tuckerman Ravine has a snow
basin that averages about 55 feet

and provides a unique opportunity

for people to enjoy late spring ski-

ing and snowboarding after New
England's ski resorts have closed

for the season

During the end of March.
Tuckerman Ravine's awesome con-

ditions begin to invite adventure

seekers to enjoy spring skiing and

snowboarding until the end of

Mas However. Tuckerman
Ravine's terrain conditions in the

spring are not necessarily safe and

can invol\e less snow, exposed
rucks, and CfCWMM
For the most part, skiing and

snowboarding only take place in

the bowel of Tuckerman Ravine.

but sometimes hearty winters pre-

serve tnow conditions allowing

alpine enthusiasts to ski or snow-
: all the way down to the base

ol the mountain.

.» to skiing or snowboard-

ing in Tuckerman Ravine requires

hiking from the Pinkham Notch
\ iiitor Center at the base of the

mountain located on Route 116

skis must be tied together forming

a triangle over the skier's head.

Snowboards should be attached to

the back of a frame backpack cen-

tered in the middle of the snow-
boarder's back.

Once a skier or snowboarder
reaches Tuckerman Ravine he/she

will find a pile of large stationary

boulders surrounded by snow.
Known as the "lunch rocks." these

boulders are snow free due to their

position in the sun.

They serve as an excellent base

for skiers and snowboarders to

store their backpacks, change into

their alpine boots, and relax before

climbing up and carving down the

steep walls of Tuckerman Ravine.

When skiers and snowboarders
are ready to climb up the slopes of

Tuckerman Ravine they must look

carefully down at their route to

make sure that it does not exceed
their skiing/snowboarding ability.

Skiers and snowboarders should
be aware that in the early spring,

afternoon shadows often bring icy

snow conditions, which are
extremely treacherous.

pulitzer
continued from page 7

iwinner>; "Founding Mothers and

Fathers." by Mary Beth Norton;

"The Battle for Christmas." by
Stephen Nissenbaum.

• Biography — "Angela's Ashes

\ Memoir," by Frank McCourt
(winner); "In the Wilderness:
Coming of Age in Unknown
Country." by Kim Barnes;
"Herman Melville: A Biography.

Volume I. 1819-1851." by
Hershel Parker

• Poetrv — "Alive Together:
New and Selected Poems.* by
Lisel Mueller (winner); "The
figured Wheel." by Robert Pinskv

"The Willow Grove." by Laurie

Shcck.

• General non-fiction — "Ashes

to Ashes: America's Hundred-Year
Cigarette War. the Public Health,

and the Unabashed Triumph of

Philip Morris," by Richard Kluger

(winner); "The Inheritance: How
Three Families and America
Moved from Roosevelt to Reagan
and Beyond,* by Samuel G.
Freedman; "Fame and Folly," by

Cynthia Ozick.
• Music — "Blood on the

Fields." by Wynton Marsalis (win-

ner); "Dove Sia Amore." by |ohn

Musto: "Passacaglia Immaginaria."

by Stanislaw Skrowaczewski.

It is important for skiers and
snowboarders to plan carving

down the bowl in the morning
before the slopes are in the shade.

Skiers and snowboarders must
always ski/snowboard under con-

trol.

"Hot-dogging" or circus

skiing/snowboarding is stupid and

must be avoided in Tuckerman
Ravine. Reckless conduct not only

endangers the skier/snowboarder,

but also other people in

Tuckerman Ravine.

Never ski or snowboard if

visibility is poor. Crevasses,

rocks, other people, and
falling ice are difficult to see

in fog or low light.

Tuckerman Ravine is notori-

ous for its unpredictable
weather and has injured and
killed numerous foolish

alpine climbers, skiers, and snow-
boarders.

Beware of the weather's erratic

trends. Although it might feel like

spring at Pinkham Notch (the base

of Tuckerman Ravine), winter-like

conditions occur all year long on
the mountain.
Even if it is clear and sunny in

Tuckerman Ravine, skiers and
snowboarders must be prepared
that conditions in the bowl can
change quickly, and become
extremely severe. Weather informa-

tion is available at the
Androscoggin Ranger Station,

Pinkham Notch Visitor Center, and
the Hermit Lake caretaker's build-

ing.

For current information about
snow and weather conditions con-

tact the Androscoggin Ranger
District at (605) 466-2725. Hike,

ski, or snowboard in one of New
England's only glaciers. Test your

athletic agility and take part in an

intense tradition at Tuckerman
Ravine.

Liz Anderson is a Collegian
columnist.

$1 SUSHI
ROCK 8 ROLL
10:30 pm
to 2:30 am
Thur Sat .

The sounds of Mandela, and more
Documentary filmmaker Jo Menell's newest movie,

Mandela: Son of Africa, Father of a Nation follows the

acclaimed leader of post-Apartheid South Africa

through the days leading up to his election. Attention

also flashes back to flesh out a biography of Mandela

from his birth as Rolihlahla Dalibunga Madiba
Mandela, child of Xhosa nobles to his later movement
through the ranks of the African National Congress,

imprisonment, and eventual freedom.

Island Records has released a soundtrack to the film

that reveals some interesting jazz and
popular sounds from the '50s, a couple

of traditional pieces, and a few lamenta-

ble modern pop songs, the worst of

which seems to have been composed
specifically for the film. However, over

the whole album an impression devel-

ops that may approximate an overview

of urban South African music in this

half of the century.

A lot of the music you'll find here is

of that great modern American form.

jazz. From the smooth textbook swing of The Skylarks,

to the cool sounds of The Manhattan Brothers, this is

the music that a young Mandela was grooving to in his

early years. And it's full of a life and happiness that

glows despite the atrocious social divisions and oppres-

sion of his land at the time it was recorded.

On the second half of the CD. some vocal choir

music can be heard, most notably the excellent "Toyi

Toyi Mix" from the African National Congress Choir.

There are also a number of short pieces composed for

the film which break up some of the modern pop that

takes over from the earlier jazz tunes. It's sad that these

original score cuts are so short, because they really

stand out and are often better than the longer songs

around them.

As the music becomes more pop-oriented it also

starts to express more of South Africa's indigenous

musical heritage. While some songs, such as The
Specials' "Nelson Mandela" and Vusi Mahlasela's

"When You Come Back", use the disappointingly famil-

iar keyboard sounds of early '90s cheesmo-ballads, they

paradoxically step onto more independent. African

melodic turf. Several tracks here happily do stay clear

of the annoying keyboards, most notably the CD's final

cut. the moving "Black President" by Brenda Fassie.

Overall, this album is an interesting document of

Apartheid and post-Apartheid South Africa's musical

directions. It also makes for some good listening. Too

bad a few bad tunes get in the way at times. B-.

• A new world music label. Alula

Records, has taken off running with its

first two releases.

Voices, the first, presents searingly

gorgeous and high-flying vocal work
from luminaries like The Bulgarian

Voices (formerly Le Mystere des Voix

Bulgare) and famed Tuvans Huun-
Huur-Tu, as well as powerful artists

Hamlet Gonashvili (former member of

the much-praised Georgian ensemble
The Rustavi Choir, now sadly deceased)

Earborn, Mikhail Alperin. Sarband. Trinivox. and Tarn

Echo Tarn.

Often blending vocal styles from several regions into

viable and potent hybrids, these artists all have their

feet firmly rooted in tradition. But tradition isn't some-

thing pure and unchanging — tradition is constantly

being created and reinterpreted. These musicians know
it and do it. B+

• The second Alula release is \ucal. by renowned fla-

menco guitarist Gerardo Nunez. Flamenco, so dark and

moving, flows uninhibited through Nunez's guitar.

Although he takes on a couple of tangos here ("Isa" and

"Marques de Porrina"). Nunez clearly delves into heady

mysteries on his bulerias — especially "El Duendecillo"

— and it's here that we can share with him the trea-

sures he finds. The album's final track, "A la Nana* is

an 1
1 -minute lullaby that is wrenchingly gentle and

viciously soft. Potent stuff. A.

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian columnist.
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STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR & AUTOBODY

53 S. Prospect, Amherst Center

256-8157 • 256-1385

• Imports & other unibody vehicles are

our specialty

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-

1/2 mm)

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European technology painting

and refinishing systems

• We provide substitute transportation

• Users of Sikkens paint products

Remember it's your car and your
choice of repair facilities
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Weekly Speci.ils

•
I Hfeta SPRING SALE
Now until April 15th

WHERE IN AMHERST CAN YOU BUY...

Silver Jewelry

Picture Frames

Incense - Oils

Tapestries

Cards -Journals

Stationary

AT THE BEAV STORE

197 N. Pleasant

Amherst, Ma

Shop Scott's &

Wind Chimes
Clocks

Pottery

Hair Accessories

Bags - Purses

Save Lots$!!H
- Thank you for your patronage -

Rolling Rock 241201. bo, bom* $13.99 +o«p.

J.W. Honey Brown 12 p* bom™ $7.99 <**>

Bud Dry 30 packs $10.99 *a»P

Latrobe Craft Beers « pock $4.99 *df>

Corona or Heineken 2202 $1.70 +<**>

Bud & Bud Light immh ban* $2 1.99 d.p
Killians Red 12 pack $8.39 +d«P

Chock out our Olhor Oromt Im •(•!•• tpoolml,

Bicardi Limon 750ml $9.49

Malibu Coconut Rum 750ml $9.99

Jack Daniel Country Cocktails * p*. $3.49

Homsbys Cider 1 pocks $4.99

Emerald Springs Vodka 1 mm $7.49

After Shock & Avalanche 750ml $14.99

Lindemans Bin65 Chard $6.49

TCooks Champagne 7somL $3.99

Sauza Giko Tequila 1 75 m* $12.99

Check Out Our Other Great
In Store Specials

6 University Drive
at Newmarket Center, Amherst

• •ft.r.a
AI.I..P
Sjwll.my

413-256-0276

C9 ED OB 1 .31 Jft

~~—;
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Buddhist memorial for Ginsberg
By Verena Dobnik
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Beat Generation poet Allen Ginsberg
was remembered Monday by several hundred shoeless
mourners who sat on pillows surrounding his coffin in a
ceremony that combined elements of Buddhism and
Judaism.

"There is no birth and no cessation," they chanted as
gongs were struck, bells chimed and incense burned
during a four-hour service led by a high priest at a
Buddhist meditation center.

Kaddish, the Jewish prayer for the dead, was read in
Hebrew.

Ginsberg had liver cancer and died of a heart attack
Saturday at 70. Though born to lewish parents, he was
a Buddhist, beginning each day with a contemplative
exercise followed by a hot cup of tea with lemon.
Punk poet Patti Smith sat crouched by Ginsberg's

feet, his closed coffin draped with a yellow, red, blue
and white silk flag bearing the image of the sun, a sym-
bol of the Shambhala Buddhist community. Kurt
Vonnegut also attended.

Ginsberg's remains were to be cremated.
Ginsberg shattered conventions as poet laureate of

the Beat Generation in the 1950s and influenced the
next four decades of an, music and politics. Followers
included Abbie Hoffman and Bob Dylan, as well as
Generation X-ers who listened to him recite his poetry
on MTV.

In I95fc. he published the groundbreaking poem
"Howl!" The work dealt graphically with Ginsberg's

COMTtSV «0»f KI (HANK

Allen Ginsberg, who died earlier in the week, was
remembered by friends and fans.

homosexuality and communist upbringing, and shocked
the Eisenhower '50s. Another of Ginsberg's best-known
works, "Kaddish," dealt with his mother's life and death
in a mental hospital.

Polling parents on TV ratings system
By Icaniune A versa

Associated Pwi

LAS VEGAS - The TV industry

will ask parents whether major
changes should be made to the 3-

month-old ratings system, lack
Valenti^ the executive who oversaw
its creation, said Monday.

Ranging from "TV-G" for all audi

ences to "TV-MA," mature audience-

only, the voluntary ratings have been

under a barrage of criticism from
lawmakers and children's advocacy
groups for not providing parents with

enough detailed information about
shows' sexual, violent and language
content.

Valenti. who also is president of

the Motion Picture Association of

America, made his remarks in an
interview at the National Association

of Broadcasters convention here

Public Opinion Strategies and poll-

ster Peter Hart will jointly interview

more than 1.000 randomlv selected

parents beginning next month.
But Valenti wouldn't say what

results would trigger major changes
to the six-tier, age-based ratings that

went into effect |an 1

.

"Is it 51 percent or 64 percent? I

don't know." he said. "There's no
line in the sand."

Other studies say parents want
more detailed ratings than the movie-

like ones now in use.

Later, in prepared remarks to the

convention, Valenti said: "I have said

publicly that we are flexible about
changing the guidelines. But we have

no intention of making large revi-

sions, unless and until the parents ol

America tell us they want a change."

In addition to the polls. Valenti

said the TV industry would be talking

to the nation's roughly 1.600 TV sta

tions to get parental feedback on the

ratings' effectiveness

Despite critics' complaints about
the ratings, Valenti said in the inter

view. "I'm confident that whai we're

The Massachusetts
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OPEN HOUSE!
April 18 • Food & Drink

io - 4 pm
Campus Center

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

thursday and fridoy opr 1 & 1

1

THE NIELDS
4 10

MtRRiE AMMLWbuKtj OPENS 4 I I

Saturday, opril 12. 7 pm • SlOodv

MONSTER MIKE WELCH
& SETH YACOVONE blues band

double Ml o 1 7 ytor old blues monsters

Saturday april 12 10 pm • $<

and DISCO BISCUITS

Sunday & monday, opr. 13&14 7pm

theSAWDOCTORS
Ireland's #1 rrxkers on US tour • SI 5 odv

tuesday, opril 15 • 7 pm • SIO odv

COMMANDER CODY
AND HIS LOST PLANET AIRMEN

& BILL KIRCHEN
Psycho Tax Day Tony i Wicked Tderasttr Twang

friday, opril 18 • 7 pm

MICHELE BALAN
hard hitting lesbian comedian • SI odv

friday, opril 18 • 10pm • SSodv

SCHLEIGHO
plus TNI KATS FAMILY

groovy CD RELEASE PARTY!!!

monday april 28 *1 pi •

BOB MOULD

thursday, may 1 • 7 pm • SIO odv

CHRIS WHITLEY
law & ragged with his band

MUSIC SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK
Cdnnig Ai '' jf loaf Skeleton Key

Merl Sai Dole Boukon Ginen

ICKE1

I

I I

EAT GOOD ITS HERE
morningOnoonOnight JWj)

**^JkP M-Sat. 7~.9"" £ •*

qC**^ Sunday Brunch 7-3 ^••jt

168 N. Pleasant St. Amhtrit 2 5 3-2291

After six months,
new graduates are

often waiting for their
first job.

Our Co-op MBA's
are waiting for their

first paycheck.

Getting your first job isn i easy unless you re part of Northeastern'*

Coop MBA Program After six months of study, you II work another six

months in a paid professional level position A final nine months of school

completes your degree At the end of the program, you'll have built a solid

resume and gained the valuable contacts and experience necessary to

launch your career To find out how you can have a great job in six months.

oil us at ((1171 !71 vj6o or visit our web site at www rba neu edu gsba But don t

wan too long the next class starts in |une

Northeastern Uni
Graduate School ot Bmlntn Admmutratic

Full-time programs that put you to work

Red Sox suffer early season loss to A's

By Rob Gloster

Associated Press

doing is right and useful... It's very

easy to criticize."

In his prepared remarks. Valenti

said: "Our system is not designed for

Congress or advocacy groups. Our
aim is to make our guidelines helpful

to real parents. They and they alone

are the final arbiters of its worth."

Responding to critics, some execu-

tives of Fox. cable leaders and some
trade association officials have been
floating the notion of adding "V." "S"
and "L" to existing ratings to note

violence, sex and language that some
may consider offensive.

The Senate Commerce Committee
chairman. Sen. |ohn McCain (R-

Ariz.) has signaled that unless the

industry acts on its own. he will

move forward on legislation that

would require the TV industry to

provide more-detailed ratings.

Valenti said he has briefed McCain
about the industrv's polling plans.

"He gave no assurances or quid pro

quos." Valenti said.

OAKLAND, Calif. — A 4:45 a.m.

wakeup call. A flight delayed 3 1/2

hours by fog in frozen Colorado
Springs. A missed connection in

Phoenix. And, finally, a win for the

Oakland Athletics.

"It's been a wild day, an interest-

ing day," said Aaron Small, who
arrived just in time to pitch the A's

to a 4-3 win yesterday over the

Boston Red Sox. "That's OK, this is

supposed to be exciting."

Geronimo Berroa hit his fourth

homer and Scott Brosius drove in

the winning run with a bases-loaded

walk in the 10th inning. Small (1-

0), promoted from Edmonton of the

Pacific Coast League earlier in the

day, pitched one inning for the win.

Rick Trlicek (2-2) was the loser.

Small found out Tuesday night,

while playing cards and eating
pizza, that he was joining' the A's.

His Edmonton team was playing in

Colorado Springs, so he awoke
before dawn yesterday to catch a

flight to Oakland.

But the 6:40 a.m. flight was
grounded for 3 1/2 hours by fog,

and he missed his connection in

Phoenix. He sprinted to get another
flight, and arrived at the Oakland
Coliseum at 1:30 p.m. — the end of

the fifth inning.

Fueled by the peanuts he

munched while on the plane. Small
borrowed a glove from Willie
Adams and grabbed a pair of spikes.

"They said to go ahead and stretch

and be ready. I was running around
like a chicken with its head cut off,"

he said.

Small pitched a perfect top of the

10th. With one out in the bottom of

the inning, Ernie Young walked and
Scott Spiezio bounced a one-hopper
over the head of first baseman Mo
Vaughn for a double. George
Williams walked to load the bases
before Trlicek got pinch-hitter Matt
Stairs on a short fly to center.

But Brosius, who earlier in the
game got his first RBI of the season
on a sacrifice fly, walked on a 3-1

pitch to drive in the winning run.

"I thought he looked tired in the

last inning. He just looked like he
was laboring and working to throw
strikes." Brosius said of Trlicek.

"I'm definitely up there with the

idea of making him throw me a

strike. I just wanted to make him
work as hard as he had to."

Trlicek appeared in five of
Boston's eight games on the season-

opening road trip that ended yester-

day.

"You give what you've got left.

Yeah. 1 was tired, but I can pitch

tired. It comes with the job," he
said. "I want to be in those situa-

tions. It's what I live for."

Reggie lefferson had a two-run

double and Nomar Garciaparra
added an RBI single for the Red
Sox, who went 4-4 on the road trip.

Mark McGwire had an RBI double

for Oakland. Berroa, who also dou-

bled in the fourth, is hitting .433

this season with a .933 slugging

percentage.

Vaughn went 0-for-5 and his

average dropped to .207 as the Red
Sox headed to Boston for their

home opener Friday.

"I'm glad to be going home,"
Vaughn said. "I've been hitting the

ball hard this whole trip, but I don't

have too much to show for it."

A's starter Steve Karsay allowed

one run and seven hits in six

innings. Aaron Sele allowed two
runs on six hits in six innings for

Boston.

Notes: All of the A's wins this

season have come in the seventh
inning or later... The Red Sox
signed designated hitter lefferson to

a $6.6 million, two-year contract
extension that will keep him with
the club through 1999... The A's

starting rotation is the only one in

the AL without a win... Garciaparra

stole second in the fifth inning,

making him 7-for-7 on steals in his

major-league career... The A's
placed left-hander Billy Brewer on
the disabled list with an inflamed
ulnar nerve in his left elbow and
purchased the contract of Small
from Edmonton.

Hornets sting Celtics for 50th win
By Joe Mocenko
Associoted Press

CHARLOTTE. N.C. — The Charlotte Hornets would
have you believe they're not the least bit impressed with

winning 50 games. "It's definitely not at the top of the

list. It's just a small goal." Anthony Mason said. "To
shock some people in the playoffs and go deep, maybe
even go all the way — that would be the biggest goal."

A 136-111 victory over the Boston Celtics yesterday

night gave the Hornets 50 victories for the second time

in the franchise's nine-year history.

"In my mind that definitely wasn't a goal." said Glen
Rice, who led Charlotte with 29 points. "I've always

expected us to do much better than that. From day one
I've really felt that we were going to have a special sea-

son, just because we're at 50. I don't want the team to

get satisfied and relax. Our goal is to go into the play-

offs and get as far as possible."

Rice, who sat out the final I 3 plus minutes, was one
of six Charlotte players to score in double figures as the

Hornets recorded the highest point total by any team in

the NBA this season. Charlotte's output surpassed that

of the Chicago Bulls, who scored 1 34 in a Feb. 18 victo-

ry over Denver.

The Hornets made a Jranchiac record 15 3-point

attempts and built a 25-point edge after three quarters

and went on to their widest margin of victory this sea-

son.

Rookie Tony Delk had 18 of his season-high 25
points in the fourth quarter as the Hornets
improved to 50-26. The only other time Charlotte

won as many games was when the 1994-95 team
went 50-32.

"We want to win more," first-year coach Dave
Cowens said. "And this team believes it can do some

damage in the playoffs. Nobody really knows what
we're all about to a certain degree because we haven't

been healthy with this particular roster ever during the

season."

Mason is the latest example of Charlotte's injury

problems. He returned to the lineup last night after

spending seven games on the injured list recovering

from a partially tom tendon in his right arch. He played

37 minutes, made four of 10 field-goal attempts and
wound up with eight points, 15 rebounds, six assists

and four turnovers.

"I felt a little winded and my shot was rusty," said

Mason, who missed six of his 10 field-goal attempts. "It

will take a few more games before 1 get back into

things.*

Charlotte, which has clinched no worse than the sixth

seed in the Eastern Conference playoff bracket, made
59 percent of its field-goal attempts. That included a

71 -percent showing — 15-of-21 — from 3-point range.

"The 3-point shooting for the Hornets was astound-

ing," Boston coach M.L. Carr said. "When they start

shooting the ball that well, you know it's going to be a

tough game."
The Celtics, who lost their 10th consecutive game,

came in with five players on the injured list, and three

more were unable to play. Rick Fox has the flu. Dee
Brown a sore right big toe and Eric Williams a bruised

right knee.

Boston's thinned ranks showed most in bench scor-

ing, where Charlotte had a 49-25 advantage in sending

the Celtics to their ninth straight loss on the road.

Antoinc Walker had 32 points and Todd Day added
24 for the Celtics, who fell behind by as many as 33.

"The job we did on defense is not how we want to

finish the season," Carr said, "so we're going to keep
pushing."

Collegian on-line at:

www.umags.edu/rgo/colegian

This Friday, April 11

Karaoke

Hours: Mon - Fri 4:00PM - 12:30
Sat 5:00PM - 12:30PM

Wukly Drink Specials Murobrtws, Frt» Popcorn;
Muntii Specials Mon-Fri From 4:00 to 1:00
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Softball and soccer roll;

lacrosse club takes three

Sports Briefs needs submissions
to stay alive. This column features

the work of UMass' non-varsity
athletes and it depends on the
contributions of those very people.

Submissions to Sports Briefs,

which runs every Thursday, can
be dropped off at the Collegian
before noon on Wednesday.
Submissions can also be faxed to

545-1592.

If there are any questions con-

cerning Sports Briefs, call
.

. i Sports editors Casey Kane or
Chris Stamm at 545-0719.

Inlramurals underway

The UMass Intramural Softball

season is underway. The games,
which begin at 5 p.m. and run
through 8 p.m.. are held on the

Boyden lower fields.

The recent weather problems
have forced over 100 intramural

softball and 35 soccer games to be

rescheduled.

• Volleyball Special has begun
its season in the main Boyden
gym. with games at 6 p.m.
Mondays and Tuesdays and 6:45

p.m. on Thursdays.

• There is still time to enter the

tennis doubles tournament. World
Cup soccer and Ultimate frisbee.

Entries are due April 14, with play

beginning April 25. Call the

Intramural Office at 545-2693 for

more information.

• For information about all

workout facilities, call the 24-

hour facility schedule
545-2693.

at

Lacrosse successful despite

sloppy conditions

The UMass lacrosse club has

been hard at work in the mud and
frigid wind, but that hard work
has been rewarded with three

wins.

Victories over UConn, Keene
State and Williams have brought

the UMass team's record to 3-2.

The team continued its season yes-

terday against the Army junior

varsity squad. Results were not

available at press time.

The team's success has started in

net and carried forward to the

offense. Mike Nolan has been a

wall in the UMass goal-mouth, and
the skills of defenders Paul Barron.

Erik Becker and David Dyer have

triggered the offense during the

recent winning campaign.

Brendan Keenan has been a

vacuum for groundballs, while
midfielders lohn Soares, Mike
Dyer, |ason McKenzie and Tim
Mooney have been solid as well.

On attack, Jude Costello,
Trevor Spiers and Dan Seideman
have all been key finishers for

Judy Dietel's squad.

For information about the
UMass men's lacrosse club, con-

tact Dietel at 545-38 » 5.

Sports Briefs was compiled by
Collegian staff member Casey-

Kane.

Masters
continued from page 14

It is safe to say that Norman's odds are that

low because he has to win sometime, and the

bookies don't want to lose a whole lot of money
once he finally does. But in Norman's lengthy

career the jacket seems to be getting more and
more elusive every time around. Every year
though, we always seem to say, 'this could final-

ly be the year.'

Woods has so far proven he can play with the

big boys. After finishing an impressive 22nd in

the U.S. Open last year as an amateur, he is

ready to show the world he can win the whole
tamale as a professional. He has three amateur
titles under his belt, more than any other golfer

in history, but now everyone wants to see what
he can do in the real major tournaments.

Tom Lehman, a clutch pick to take the sport-

coat, is another golfer to look out for. He placed
third on the probable winner chart behind Faldo

and Woods, tied with Norman at 8-1 odds. He
has been overshadowed by Woods since last

year, but no one puts together a more consistent

four rounds than Lehman.
Phil Mickelson, who recently became the

youngest golfer to win 10 tournaments, is anoth-

er prodigy to watch this weekend, as he tries to

show trie golfing audience that Tiger is not the

only good young golfer out there (he currently

stands at 10-1 odds). The 26-year-old
Mickelson's only problem lies in his swing. He's
a lefty, which poses a problem. Augusta
National was designed to favor righties (if it

favors anybody) and Phil will have his hands full

this weekend, trying to cut the ball on the dan-

gerous doglegs.

Most of the viewers arc keying in on Wood's
performance this weekend, to see whether or
not the 21 -year-old can achieve such a lofty

goal — a major tournament victory. It would
surprise this sportswriter if he achieves a posi-

tion higher than fifth place come Sunday.
The Masters calls for the best, and without

question Woods is one of them, but beginners luck

doesn't come into play on the slopes of Augusta.

Undoubtedly, the Cinderella Story starring

Tiger Woods is what everyone is watching this

year. It has been predicted that this year's
Masters will host the youngest crowd ever to

witness a major event

Criticism has risen since the arrival of Woods.,
Golfers have expressed their unhappiness due to

the disrespect given by the youthful crowds.
(Those damn Generation X people.) The faithful

"I'm Tiger Woods' crowd that follow the

Stanford alum from hole to hole, sporting Nike

apparel. It is said they are loud, obnoxious and

do not follow proper golf etiquette while view-

ing a match. Could it be that Woods is not only

changing the actual game of golf, but the entire

perception of the sport?

Faldo may be the favorite to win. coming off

of last year's victory, but who is to say who will

slide into first this year? He's a steady European

player who will be in the thick of it come
Sunday afternoon.

Norman should be the man. The one who has

to fight off all the demons in his head in order

to focus on the business at hand.

, • Getting on with il:

So after all these predictions, who's it going

to be this year? Faldo, Norman, Woods,
Lehman. Mickelson? Weighing the competition,

it will most likely be the Woods and Norman
show. The most successful golfer for the last 10

years, and likely the best golfer for the next 20.

This year could also present the thickest field in

recent memory, with golfers flocking front all over

the world — Bernard Langer, Steve Ballcsteros.

Nick Price, Ian Woosnan, and Ernie Els.

Maybe the green jacket isn't that ugly after all.

lonathan M. Place is a Collegian columnist.

horn

DePina signs with UM
as letter makes it official

The Massachusetts men's basket-

ball team announced today that South

ipatOH guard lonathan DePina has

signed a national letter of intent to

play for the Minutemen next year.

The 5-foot- 10 DePina played for

Bill Loughane this year at South
Boston, and led his team to an 18-5

record Averaging 26 points, 6
rebounds and 4 steals a game in his

senior season, he garnered his second

selection to the Boston Globe's Fab
Five team. He was also honored on the

Boston Herald's Dream Team twice

and was aWiir lim All-City league

pick.

DePina waned every game of his

career at South Boston and finished

with more than 1.800 career points.

His point total included a 48-point

outing against Bishop Fenwick.

"lonathan gives us a pure point

guard who has the ability to score

and distribute the basketball,"
UMass coach lames "Bruiser" Flint

said. "He is an exciting young play-

er who makes good things happen
on the court and will be fun for our
fans to watch. I'm hoping he can

come in and push our older guys
and help us get better that way."

DePina will join former South
Boston backcourtmate Monty Mack
at UMass. The two led the high
school to a pair of state titles during

the 1994-95 and 1995-96 seasons.

The official signing gives Hint two
recruits for the upcoming season, as

Rafeal Cruz committed to the

Minutemen during the fall signing

period.

— Casey Kane

continued from page 14

Michigan-Indiana game on CBS.
Michigan was up late, but the
Wolverines choked.

A. |. Guyton drained two clutch

three-pointers to lie it up and the

Hoosiers went on to steal one. 84-8

1

in overtime, at Crisler Arena.

So, as its team walked off its home
court dejected and Scan McDonough
signed off. the Michigan hoop band
drummed up the school fight song.

Which leads me to ask, if your fight

song is named "Hail to the victors!"

why do you play it after your team
loses ugly?

Hail! To the victors valiant!

Hail! To the conquering hems!
Hail! Hail! To Indiana??"
The leaders and the best!

• This had to be mentioned some-
where and there just aren't enough
other Collegian sports writers clam-

oring to get Garth Brooks
FleetCenter tickets to notice or care.

On Mar. 29. Dick Trickle won a

Busch Grand National race.

The 1988 NASCAR Winston Cup
Rookie of the Year, at age 48, still

has yet to win a Winston Cup race,

and this was his first BGN crown.
Trickle's Dura-Lube-Chevv looked

like Cole Trickles ' Mello
Yellow-Chevy from Days of
Thunder, blazing around Hickory
Motor Speedway the day before
Easter in the Galaxy Foods 300.

With one of the greatest names in

spons history. Trickle has long been

a favorite of ESPN's SportsCenter

staff, the big show's Keith Olbcrman
and Dan Patrick in particular, who
revel in his weekly 28th place finish-

es.

Now if the Wisconsiniie could only

beat Rusty Wallace and not just

Randy La|oie

• The Red Sox have four wins so

far this year, while the Yankees only

have three entering last night's con-

test against the Angels. Life's been

good to me so far.

• Always a fan of classic

old-timers, it was nice to see that the

Chicago Cubs signed journey-man
catcher Crash Davis. Kevin Costner's

character from Bull Durham, the

other day. They had themselves a nat-

ural disaster at Turner Field the other

night when the sprinklers magically

turned on during a game against the

Braves. It might have been funny for

the UMass softball team, which had

the same thing happen to it in Florida

last year, but it was hardly funny for

the poor Cubbies who have sucked

with the force of a black hole in the

early going.

In the scene from part of baseball

movies' holy trinity with Major
League and Field of Dreams. Davis

said that "sometimes you win. some-

times you lose, and sometimes it

rains." Opening their season with
I 2 -straight against Florida and
Atlanta, the 0-7 Cubs might have to

make a deal with Monty Hall to see

whdt's behind door number one in

the foreseeable future.

• Trivia answer: In 1979 Sortino

replaced embattled Boston College

Athletic Director Chct Gladchuk.
who led the team to a 26-2-1 mark.

• Please explain to me how North

Carolina is ranked No. 16 in the

college lacrosse poll with a 2-6
record, and only dropped two spots

after losing 20-5 at Virginia on
Saturday.

• While the Bruins and Celtics will

probably both finish dead last, it's

good to see some things never
change. WWII veteran George Bush
commemorated Pearl Harbor Day on

Sept. 8, not Dec. 8, en route to get-

ting clobbered by Bill Clinton in the

1992 election. Making an appearance

in Milwaukee during the hockey final

four, Bush was asked on the eve of

the BU-North Dakota championship

game for his prediction, and said that

he liked Michigan.

I wonder how he spells potato.

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian colum-

nist.
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tennis
continued from page 14

UMass will take its 5-1 spring

record down to Rhode Island this

afternoon as it is scheduled to lake on
the Lady Rams at 3 p.m.

"Now we look to Rhode Island, and
we'raalso gaanng tutvaaaWihc Auaniic

10 tournament, to every match now
gets us ready for that." Dixon said.

"We have to play confidently, so we'll

try to do the same thing. We seem to

be on a pretty good roll right now. and

we just need to keep it going.
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5715/ • Both Located at •

• 25 N. Pleasant .

! St. Amherst !

Cup ar Homemade Soup

Boar'i Head Alf Beef Hat Pa)
with •minute chili uuee if yeu eheeit

aaaj
SVlSv

1
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

95t
with coat

expires $715/97

tax

YOGURT SHAKES, SMOOTHIES, & AWARD WINNING CATERER

We Offer: •

NATIONAL
ADVERTISING COMPANY

Seeks Career Minded. Outgoing Individuals.

Starting salary In $20's • Commission
• Benefits • 401K Program • Travel
• Guaranteed appointments
• Positions available across the country
• Management potential

First Year Income: $28-$45 K
College Degree Required

Positions Available In Sales & Public Relations

Mail or fax resume to:

CGI. 8 Tobey VUlage Office Park
Pittsford. NY 14534 . Fax: (716) 383-3175

Summertime in PARIS from $ 1 99* one way
Hon Slop 1747 win from loston

HotoH from S3t par rook baud on double occupancy/

fWribii wuchar program 90 « you plan*.

Pkone tares- ajwwi Hostel 10 (arts - Metro rassts - Museum

ta»t lal Penal - U issaat oa ta spot

folaataBatsoffflaajUe

•Pay iaU More Apr! 1 $ In and sow S50.00 off t»

r.t lire, (re* cards ekome no fee

20% - 7SX Discount to ol students on scheduled corners,

«mn service to Soon rtory Oarmony I France. Domestic

irovel also included

AIR TRAVH. SPECIALISTS
Phone: To* Pre* M«-»37-«44*

Fax: (310)937-6517
littp://wwwJtancejtiaveicotn

SmcUI €raj«p Tickets Avaflabia
far tha) Celtics Vf. Baxters t aaaa

It's the lon.j-a^aitajtf return of UMtlSa star center Mavcus Camby.
dents tialp welcome Mpfcus back to Mi ,jchuaetta

as they tate on the young. e*o»t!nQ Boston Celtic* at tt

FleetCenler 0orrt mae Raptor Marcus Cambylfae debut at

the FleetCaatljr on Sunday Aprlf 20 vs. Toronto 1 pjn.

Special Senafe for Groat* ol 20« mare lock

• A welcome 0*4 the Jumbcaron scoreboard
• A visit to your taction by the Parquet Pa

Tickets start at just $10 For more Q/aaap tldaat Information,

call Paul at Boston Carta* Oftk» M 017)*54-8079. For
individual tickets, caflTlckatrri aster at (81T> or (508)931-2000.

KLEIN*S ALL*SPORTS
: Gets You Roilin "':

» BEST BRANDS* BEST SELECTION* BEST SERVICE IN THE AREA! -

Hampshire Mall • Rt 9 H a d 1 c y
SELECTION MAY VARY BY STORE
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Dagliere
continued from page 14

his offensive production.

"The main ihing we count on
Muchie lor is offense." Stone said.
"He's improved his defense over the
last two years, and he"s a solid defen-
sive player."

The 1997 Minutemen haven't start-

ed as hoi as last year's club, but
Dagliere says the potential is there.

"This year's learn is a lot different

than last year. This year we have so

many aspects that we can take advan-

tage of. We have so much speed, and
lately we've shown we have some
power. Our offense and defense, from

the players' perspective, is pretty solid.

"Especially this year, because of our

reputation, every team is going to

come after us." Dagliere said. "They're

going to throw their ace, they're going

to have their best lineup in all the

time, and that's when our pitchers

have to step up and realize that they're

going to have their best people in all

the time because they want to beat us,

they want to knock us off. They want

to say that they beat UMass, because

that says something for them."

Last year's trip lo the NCAA
Kegionals in Florida was a ground-
breaking achievement for UMass base-

ball, one thai Dagliere says this year's

team can build on.

Muchie Dagliere's defensive skills have bolstered the UMass baseball team this year.

baseball
continued from poye 14

counnvr midu hutions

"We learned (at the Regionalsj that

if we play well we can beat anybody.

We learned that we can keep up with

anyone. After that week in Florida, we
learned that we can play with anyone,

we jusl have to bring that to the field

every day. T

For all of Dagliere's baseball skills,

there's also quite a hockey player

dying lo get out. He scored 50 goals

and added 60 assists at Taft High
School in Connectieul, where he was
a baseball teammate of current UMass
pitcher Scott Bamsby. But a shoulder

injury and some coaxing from his high

school baseball coach — who hap-

pened to be Stone's father — directed

him to UMass.
"Hockey's my first love, and it

always will be. 1 went to prep school

for hockey. |But| my baseball coach at

Tafi was coach Stone's father, and he

guided me more towards baseball,"

Dagliere said. "I was looking al some
schools to play hockey, but I hurt my
shoulder midway through my senior

year, which ended everything for

hockey, and I signed early at UMass.
"I'd love play hockey here, bui

coach Stone says don't even think

about it." Dagliere joked.

Stone might have some trouble

stomaching the thought of his

All-Conference second baseman play-

ing hockey, considering his value 10

the Minutemen.

"Muchie's a positive influence on
the ballclub." Stone said. "He's a

leader in his own way. by what he
does on the field."

rest of the Minutemen. reaching base six times.

with three walks, two singles and a double
Muchie Dagliere once again performed flawle--l>

in the field today for t Maes, .issisiing on seven
defensive plays, while putting out three Blue

Devils. Along with his defensive play, he went
I -for- J. with an RBI and two runs.

Clark hammered another scud over the fences at

Lorden \esterda\. while batting 2-for-c. with si\

RBIs and scoring ihree limes Brian Seniela went

J-for-5 and reached base six times on J singles. He
had three RBIs and two walks and was hit in the

foot by a pitch.

"As long as we execute, we are capable of win-

ning." Stone said.

SpRiNg WhiTewatEr!

ly***-^ ajaa

HeV« *lf

Whitewater Rafting

is one of the best ways to

break out of the mid semester

blues! Out great Spring Rates

moke the most exciting season

real bargain.

Iron Apr* I SJtoy 1 5 rah for as

•He as $54 on the Zoor Gap

sadan of» DeaTaeei fetec

CASH S*\A

&Ml I II1111K

( ll.lll'
I ~*.ll llusvtts

Cau mow to book your

Spwnc Rattinc Advimtuiu!

800 532-7483

ACADEMIC MANAGEMENT SERVICES

Saturday, April 12* » Over 100 Positions Available

• Office Positions m Customer Service, Data Entry

• Seeking Individuals with Strong Communication Skills.

Computer Keyboard Experience
• Flexible Work Schedule (Days, Evenings, Saturdays)
• No Sales. Paid Training, Fast Paced Environment
• Potential for Continued Employment During School Breaks
• Casual Office Attire

ruast Sduiuu an

(tUfiiutJjor tU

(4011 435-2900

I nderstanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Frieids aid Families

Thursday. April 10, 1997
Room 917

6:30 - 8 p.m. - Murray Lincoln Campus Center, UMass

I think mv roommate has an eating disorder.

How can I be sure? What should I do?

1 think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help.

How can I convince her to see a professional?

Who should I suggest.. Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my fnend who has bulimia.

She savs it's under control, but I don't think it is.

I'm really afraid... What can I do to help?

If you are concerned about someone who you know or suspect is struggling

with an eating disorder, come to this informal workshop lo explore how you

can help and cope with these issues.

For more information, pleave call University Health Services

Health Education at 577-51gl or General Medicine 2 at 577-5233

0«W« MNVtNtN I COUiCIAN

With authority!
Junior Liz Wagner pitched a no-hitter against Central Connecticut

Tuesday and will be on the mound for the Minutewomen today.

* Lincoln »r

Real Estate
SS3-7879* 2S N. Pleasant St.

H.i-. the hesi mi ol l ,2.fcVJ

bedroom Apartments with ^.i^ hoot

Wc begin showing
apartments in April

and May for lune or

September occupancy

Hewlett-Packard

—

Performer ofthe year.

We like the sound of that

Hewlett-Packard, the world's most admired technology company. a also

Forces magazine's 1995 Performer of the Year We are a world leader in

the design, manufacturing and distribution of computer and electronic test

and measurement equipment because of a core set of performance-based

values we call The HPWay" Currently, we have empfoy-ment opportuni

ties available for Electrical Engineering majors (BS. MS. or Ph D) in the fat

lowing departments:

• Rrararrh and Development

• Manufacturing

• Maria-ting

• Technical Support

• Custom Solution*

Successful candidates must have excellent interpersonal, problem solving,

and written/verbal communication skills Individual must be self-motivat-

ed, detaiioriented. and able to work in a team environment.

Interested candidate* please contact the I nhrmity Career Center

and meet with our hiring managers on campus Apeil 8, 1997 Anyone
inirrested in meeting with the hinng managers are invited to attend a social

gathering Monday, April 7th It will held in Room #803 from 6:00 pm to

8:00 pm To learn more about HP and our employment opportunities,

«M our Homepage on the World Wide Web at: hCtp-y/www iobs.hp.com
Hewlett-Packard Company is an equal opportunity employer dedicated to

affirmative action and work force diversity.

HEWLETT*
PACKARD

•.
The Massachusetts

X

DAILY COtfEGIAN
New England's Largest College Daily • Founded in 1890 • Daily Since 1967

^y April 18 • 10 - 4 pm c/ Food & Drink served

what filn?
T^.tHTjClCHT f"

I HAD MONO
FOR AN ENTIRF YEAR

IT TURNED OUT
I WAS JUST

.EALLY BORED
iind out at council
niiiiiniiMitj
: London $191

Paris $266
: Madrid $265
ffrt* m t«* My lm< t« nwnatrif M*- 3

fctrnirtdal VtMVMR) c«4. tiw M Mimjk «< "na»vJnJ«yi»M.

Travel

44 Main Street.

Amherst .

Tel : 413-256-1261

1

travel*:"
real life fli

S
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Rhone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ACTIVITIES
Cluck eat Dm UMats Para hute Club

demo next to the Pond this Thursday at

12 45 Stop by out office at 309SU to

make a skydrve Of call us O 545 0005

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Uptown Aeartraeat starting June 1

>

Great for one or two. very affordable 1 Call

us at 253-7109 soon'

3 eaeVeew PaMaa Apt Take over lease

June 1st Plant can Mark. Setfi. or Scon
5492645

AUTO FOR SALE

Red Cerraae VW- For Sale by Owner

Please call 6 0814 ASAP

Pmcnasine a aaad car? Having your

cai repaired7 Do you know your rights?

Contact the Student legal Services Office.

922 Campus Center 545-1995

M Dodge Caravaa- automatic, air 7

passenger, new wiring, rebuilt engine,

runs good JlSOOorbVO Scott 253 7938

EMPLOYMENT
CAPf COO West Yarmouth Resort nee*

reliable maids Saturday only 9 30 4 30

$60 pei day Bonus if you stay through

8/30 (5081775 0985

HELP WANTED ON MARTHA S VINE

VARO Positions available at Bed and

Breakfast Free room and board For info

call 15081693 1045

leaden Needed: Summer Teenage

Bicycling Trips US. Canada. Europe

Minimum 4-week time commitment

Salary plus expenses paid Student

Hosteling Program Ashfieid Rd Conway.

MA 01 34 1(8001343-6132

EMPLOYMENT

Far Sale 1*71 VW Baa runs >

condition $1200 586-3074

Ml. good

1M2 BMW 733a lfjfJK. blue inspected

good condition J4000 546 2604

M VinXewaaaa Jelta 81 ^ speed fully

equipped with sunroof. PS air new
stereo. Thule rack, full records Kept

garaged m winter Excellent condition

Must see 90K miles $3500 or BA) 549-

4995

EXTREME Progressive C iaejaae look

ing tor five aggressive pro-active individu-

als to capitalize on cutting edge environ-

mental market trends Call (41 31747 7399

New Hiriag I The Indentured Servants

are looking for people with experience in

painting, landscaping, gardening

Flexible hours $6 50 to $10 00 starting

Call now 584-8070 leave a massage

Eatrireataeetal Seles Halle? Do you

believe in being in the right place at the

right time' International Marketing Co is

rapidly expanding into the Western

Massachusetts area You'll never know

j call (413)827 7555

I
a aaad car 7 - . .

car repaired7 Do you know your rights 7

Contact the Student legal Services Offr

922 Campus Center 545-1995

I nee, runs. $600 584-4807

LAST CHANCE
Aaaiataata Wealed April 18th is

the last day to apply to the Student legal

Services Office about Fan 1997

Internships i Get hands-on experience in

the vajgal field Work directly with attor

nays and clients Cam up to 15 undergrad-

uate credits No experience in the legal

profession required— training is provid

ad Contact Student legal Services today

545-1995 927 Campus Canter

PAINTERS- Full time summer. EXPERI

ENCE PREFERRED vehicle. $6 50

$9 00/tir. heavy lifting required 900-5 00

ONLY 247 9480

er Jake on Nantucket Work on

the beach Positions available now Stan

date around May 20th Short order cooks

Aerobics Instructor For immediate consid

eration. call (508)325-6347 Housing a

possibility

Verraeat Advealaral Farm and

Wilderness is now hiring summer staff

We need people who want to provide

positive guidance and support to adoles

cents coming of age in the 90 s

Counselors, nurses, cooks, general staff

Organic farming, backpacking, rock climb-

ing, waterfront, carpentry crafts

Challenging wilderness environment in

the Green Mountains of Vermont Contact

Philip Tobin (802)422 3761 or

fandwOsover net (http //www tandw org)

Need a saaseier job? Know the web7

Sell MCI Internet Websites to anyone

whenever you want to work low cost.

nice income for you Call 1800)37? 7683 or

e mail for more information

dlengerOaol com

Part Time Sales Reps Wanted "lead

the way into the 21st Century' with our

copyright "Slogan" sweatshirt Be your

own boss and earn extra money fast

Send tor details at The 21st Century

Group 33? Bleeckei St D40. NYC. NY

10014

Cruise aad Lead Tear Employment work

hi exotic locations Meet fun people and

get paid 1 For industry information call

Cruise Employment Services 18001276

4948 est C50017 (We are a Research

and Publishing Co

)

FOR RENT
Six kedreem newer kerne Close to

UMass Call 549-4770

FOR RENT
er Rental 2 bedroom cottage in

Oenms on Cape Cod May 15 Sept 1

Close to bike path. golf, playground, pri

vate yard Sleeps 4 $4800 (508)385-4333

Teke aver laaaa from June or Sept

South Point Townhouses. ? bedroom. 1

1/2 baths Hot water included On bus

una 253-1457

2 kedroem apt. On bus route

$51Q/month washer/dryer 5 minute walk

to rail trail Available June 1st Summer

with option for Fall Call 253-0368 leave a

message

4 bedroom apt Available 6/1 253-6473

On bus route

3 kedroem. 2 bathroom Puffton

Apartment Available June 1 On bus line

Rent $82Vmonth Call 549-3986

Uptown stadia apartment for rent

available last weak of May $440 per

month Call Dan 256 5473

Sagarloaf Ettatat Ultra modern two

bedroom apartments Free heat/hot

water New kitchens, baths, carpeting,

washers/dryers and more 1 On bus line

Minutes to Amherst Great specials 1 Now
leasing Spring and Fall Call 666-3856

a far Rata Private home $335 < util

ities Kitchen privileges.

Kosher/Vegetarian preferred laundry,

parking, furnished Available May 1 549

4853

FOR RENT
Cape Cad group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

1508)477 6000

FOR SALE
4 Jaap Tirea- excellent condition

30x9 50R15LT Kelly Tires $700 or B/0

Call Jennifer 548-9770

Havem InMrt iBl IntlH rTiej iRelli
BlitaT 'Shaming of the Sun" Available

April 79th Call 1800)742 7269 tor a pre-

view www indigogirts cam

Msuntmn Bike Giant ATX l»0 alu-

minum frame, ridden once Chris 6-4697

U2 Ticket available lor Giants Stadium in

NJ May 31st Best Offer Call Jen O 753

0609

PERSONALS
Jut- Always lemember this day as special

for us, past, present and future You will

always mean the world to me love

Always and Forever Kelly

Tkaak You Saint Judell IP & IP

SERVICES

Macintosh Solutions

Trouble shooting training/guidance, hard

ware/software installations, upgrading

maintenance and service tor Mac OS

based Computers and peripherals Your

home. dorm, or office Flat rates student

discounts Please call Mac Magic 584

7904

SUMMER SUBLET
Sunny one bedroom furnished South

Prospect St Amherst $300/month Call

Karolee 256-41 19

3 kedreora apartment- Puttton

Available 6/1 with Fall Option

$875/month 5496954

TRAVEL

33.1 Fax I

Rafael 549 4529

8x CO ROM Drive Cart

I help? Call Birthright of

Amherst area lor free testing and assis

tance 549-1906

SUMMER SUBLET

Looking tan Summer SuMet? Beautiful

5 bedroom house Has all needed utilities

On bus line and even has a yard 1 Next to

Mike's Westview Call Angela or Carey O
549-1859

3 kedroem apartmeat June August

Sunderland Pool/Courts Call 665 0298

Ten minutes ttom UMass

2 kedroem/Broadywine with Fall

Option Available 6/1 Call 549 4982

3

5941

Available 6/1 549

i let Renovated 3 bed

ream 2 bath apartment m Puffton Call

549-697!

3 kedroem ceadee Hoban lane Gas

heat, hardwood floors heated basement

Now showing tor June and September

lease $1300. 753 7879

Amherst Center 1 2, and 3 bedroom

apartments Gas. beat, hardwood floors

We are now showing tor June end

September leases Lincoln Real Estate

253-7879

ATTENTION SNAKE LOVERS: Sailing 1

juvenile Ball Python and 1 proven male

Albino Burmese Python I must sell and

you must see Call 549-5893

leptep Natakaak $99 VGA Color

Monitor $75 Hard Drive $10 Software

$5 386 Motherboard $75 Call Slav* 566

3374 exi 7

Bay wkalesale. eat retail. The last

phone card you will ever own MCI Pre

paid only $7 00 for 10 minutes This card

is rechargeable Mail $7 00 and SASE to

Collegiate Communications. P0 Box 785.

Attleboro MA 07703 (800)37? 7683

2 kedreem apaitaaaat with swimming

pool. A/C On bus route in Brandywine

Call Francine 549 4480 Available June 1

Croat 3 kedreem eat In prime location

5 minutes to campus. 5 minutes to town

Call Rachel tor more info 753-6449

TO SUBLET

2 kedreem- Brandywine $750/month

Available 6/1 549 4198 Take over our

- possibly fall out of car or

were taken from car m Puffton Village

around 1 1 00 p m Friday 4/4 Sentvnenul

Value Please return Reward 5462476

I ksanum Braadywtae Available 5/1

Great for 1 parson or ? 549-4357

3 kedreem kaaaa with Fall Option

August rant is free Call 549 9790

Osm k«j aadraaej in a 7 bedroom apart

mant $18?50/month with Fall Option

Call Heg.na 753 6405

4 Excellent condition $740 Call Knsti or

Melissa 549-7474

1 bedroom la Braadywiee Available

May I Call 549 0570 Possible Fall Option

TRAVEL

Ski aad Part* at Killington tor only $89

? nights condo lodging and Two Day lift

ticket Call UMass Ski Club 545 3437 434

StudeM Uruori

Ski aad Party at Killington for only $1091

7 nights condo lodging and TWO dairy lift

tickets Call UMass Ski and Board Club-

545 3437. 434 Student Union

<£. Iiittji (Cinaair (T intra,

3nc.

270 Sylvan Avenue

Bnglewood Cliff!., NJ 07612

1-888-733-2742
l-iu:<20l>X7l -MM

CHINA
Great Experience

stu.U in Tour*:

Beijing MH.N $2J5+aJr

IsetJInst/ShanKhai/Hangzhmi

•D7N $471+alr

Beijing/Xiao

VD7N $425+aJr

Departures: May-August

For details. pleaM call

im visit our wen site

http ://» v* w .chlnnclanrUt- -cimii

Fall 97

1 kedreem apartmeat tor June July

and August Only $430/month On but

line Call 753 6401

I April 11 13.

7 nights lodging and round trip bus $115

Call UMass Ski Ckib 545-3437

WANTED TO RENT
on bus line for

call Amy 546-0706

: 4 bedroom ape

i

tmelit/house

on bus route for Fall Willing to take over

summer lease Call 546 4785 Amy

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

TRY IT...

YOU'LL LIKE IT

(MIKEY LIKES IT!!)
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Rates
Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

$2.00
min./day

St,andard Headings
ACTIVITIES

NO REFUNDS
Pleas* write clearly and

ktajbly We are not respnmrble for erron result-

ing from iiiegjbte. havidwnung or type

APARTMENT FOR RENT
AUTO FOR SALS

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND 12 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BaRTHOAY
HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

THURSDAY. APRIL 10

1 ccture — "Indigenous
Organizing & Resistance: A Kuna
Perspective." a talk by Mr. Puk>u
Igualikinya of the Kuna Nation of

Panama, will be held from 4-545
p.m. in the Campus Center, room
811-15. Sponsored by the Five

College Latin American Studies

Lecture — Dr. Christine
Wagner, from the UMass
Psychology Department, will

speak on "Hormonal Sensitivity of

the Brain: Pregnancy and
Development as Unique
Endocrine Models" at 12:15 p.m.

in Tobin Hall, room 521 B.

Meeting — UMass Zoo Disc
will be holding a meeting for new
players at the Cape Cod Lounge
at 7:30 p.m. Anyone interested is

encouraged to attend, or call Bill

at 253-C594
Reading — The Visiting

Writers Series, sponsored by the

M.F.A. Program at UMass. pre-

sents Gillian Conoley. who will

read from her poetry at 8 p.m. at

Memorial Hall. A Pushcart Prize

recipient in 1994. Conoley has

ed various awards and fel-

lowships. Her collection Tall

Stranger, was nominated for the

National Book Critic's Circle
Award. Free and open to the pub-

lic.

Workshop — There will be a

Student Business workshop from
4-6 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 174.

SATURDAY. APRIL 12

Comedy — The UMass
Comedy Troupe will hold its

weekly improvisational comedy
show. Mission Improvable, at 8
p.m in the Campus Center

ment. Free and open to the

public.

NOTICES

Discussion — Come experience

the cultural diversity of the

Prince/Crampton Graduate-
Residence Hall. From April 8 -

May 10, residents from many
countries around the world will

be participating in discussions

and presentations about their

experiences in their home coun-

tries. Scheduled topics: Europe.

April 8-14; Asia, April 15-21;
Africa. April 22-28; North
America. April 29 - May 3; Latin

America/Caribbean, May 4-10.

The program is free and open to

the public.

Poetry — Spectrum Magazine

is looking for anyone interested

in reading their poetry or prose

in the next reading. The reading

will be held on April 16 at 7:30

p.m. in the Student Union Visual

Arts Space. All readers are wel-

come. Sign up at our office.

406E Student Union or call

545-2240.

Conference — The Women of

Color Conference will be taking

place from April 18-20. Sign-up

sheets will be in the Student
Union, room 416 and on the

Campus Center Concourse.

RSOs — Francellis Nunez, sec-

retary of registry at the Student

Government Association, would
like to announce that the follow-

ing inactive groups are in danger

of being removed from RSO sta-

tus: APICS. Bridge Club. Brush

Up Your Shake Spear.
Cheerleaders. Clean Rivers
Coalition, Collegiate 4-H.
European Club. Hellenic
Association. Honors Students
Association. Italian American
Students Association. Lesbian.

Bisexual. Gay Alliance. Marching
Band. Marketing Club. Omega Psi

Phi. Out of State Students
Association. PHNORD. Russian

Club. Soviet Community
Empowerment. SHMAI. Tennis

Club. Travel & Tourism, Truth

Task Force, Twenty/Twenty

Vision and the Wrestling Club.

This is the last chance for groups

that have been inactive for six or

more semesters to reactivate their

status. To reactivate, call Nunez
at 545-0341.

Juggling — The UMass luggling

Club will meet on Fridays at 3

p.m. next to the Information Desk
in the Campus Center. No experi-

ence required.

Financial aid — Applications

for summer financial aid are

now available at Financial Aid
Services. You must be a contin-

uing student enrolled in a

degree granting program at

UMass: taking summer classes

through Continuing Education;
going on approved summer
international exchange program
through IPO; or working on a

graduate dissertation. Deadline
is April 18. Late applications
will not be accepted. -

Meeting — Common Ground
will be holding support and
advocacy meetings for

low-income students and allies

every Tuesday in the Campus
Center (room to be announced)
from noon-2 p.m. For more
information, contact Mary
Sutherland at (413) 323-9725 or

leave a message in our box in the

GEO office, basement of the

Student Union.

Meeting — The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organization

for undergraduate and graduate
students with disabilities on cam-
pus. Everyone is welcome.
Meetings are Thursday nights

from 6-7 p.m. in Campus Center.

Please bring your thoughts and
concerns to the meeting. For
more information, contact Susan
Pilner at 545-0892 or Kregg
Strehorn at 545-4602.
Support group — REFLECT,

the Five College bereavement
support program is offering two
support groups this semester: A
grief support group for those who
have experienced the death of

someone close to them; and an
illness group for those currently

coping with the serious illness of

a loved one. If you or someone
you know is interested, please

call us at 577-5316 for more
information.

Health services — Confused,
afraid, or just curious? Do you
have questions about sex. STDs.
alcohol, drugs, eating disorders,

HIV/AIDS, stress management or

quitting smoking or chewing
tobacco? Don't know who to ask?

Call the Peer Health Connections

phoneline at UMass at 577-
5168. Trained students will

anonymously answer your ques-

tions and tell you where to go for

rvh are pubkc service announcements printed

dairy To submit an FYI, please send a prest

release containing all pertinent information

irxluckng the name and phone number of the

contact person to Ihe Colltgian, c/o the
Manacang Editor by noon the previous day

more help.

Commencement Housing — A
limited number of residence hall

rooms will be available or the rel-

atives and friends of graduating

UMass students for the night of

Saturday. May 24.

Commencement Housing applica-

tions are available at the

University Conference Service

Office. 918 Campus Center. To
guarantee a reservation, complet-

ed forms with full payment must

be returned to University
Conference Services by May 1

.

There will be no on-site reserva-

tions

Internships — Internships are

available working on Earth Day.
Hunger. Recycling and Clean
Air Call Melanie at MassPIRG.
545-0199 or stop by the office

at 423-A Student Union
Building.
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VEGETABLE SONORA O SCAMP/ O TBONE STEAK O CHICKEN BBQ O PASTA R&JA

PORTEBELLO MUSHROOMS O CHICKEN QUESADILLA O MUSHROOM ONION CHEESEBURGER Full menu 'til 1 A.M.
BLACKENED CATTISH O SPANISH ORZO O STUFFED PORK CHOPS O NACHOS

BERKSHIRE BREWING COMPANYO MARGARITAS O BLACK FOREST CHEESECAKE

SCREAMING COWBOYS O ANDMUCH MORE.
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HSCN Bulletin

Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming
TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

13 CNN
14 CNN/Headline

News
IB BET

IB BET on Jazz

V7 UCTV
IB The Learning

Channel

IB TV Land

IO Comedy Central

IB Much Music
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$1 drink:

Rum & Coke
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

Tstl BP.UMOT itMS WMIM too
HAVt to r/tt MTtmiOM, WHEN
CROHIMO A MAO Out IT'S ALSO
WHtKC too TSUiVr AfftLlClATL HOT
peuvilhKr OM KOAM COTS, CARS
PtDCJTWAWS I MAN, LIKE
COMi OM, WHO NEEDS IT ?
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Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

SOff WS ISNT HEANENiTX^S

XWR CUMCT... I

AS YOU CAN S&£ Br 00R CASTCOU L0»etL)»T/
CHART, >Wfi£ NOT AS. HEAOV^ t& SOlVC. BUT
TMMsiKS TD THt ICiYAi ttPWsS OF 1WCWWOOt
DfXlCf ^AztTTLTOVK. Snit >VU\<E ANP KICK«N<S.

WrWS T\«ST OJE.TW STARTS IN TUt
WESOZCMC ERK AND WTCNDS OUT m
naTHECls!l>C(FTIWi£?^ v/

Dllb«rt By Scott Adorns

I NOTICE THAT THE KtUJ

ORG CHART HAS VOUR

BOX LOWER
THAN BEFORE

Net! Sequitor By Wiley

WELL, THIS. 14

ONLY oUC FIP4T
4£44loN, BUT KAY

YEAJ?4 or TPA1NINO
AND CXPC«?ICNCE
TELL -AC THAT
You r>AAY K.
OCALlr*i WVTU

toKAC «Lf-C4TECM
144UC4 WEUC...

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick

Nen Sequitor By Wiley

Generation X By Chris Lehman

y^WmiME-T)ME.

He 06JEcTtD 7o T7t€ WMfAl ASKED WHAT
V%bUU> m>i &EH A
Mitx Schooling
OFTHEMdAE,

Leedee By Mike Rybicki
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f^Mb THEy PROVIDE VftLUAtit

Protects fttAiwsT

ftTOOMC IaJEDC'.ES.'
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jrooLooK K'.m

TREK' UN'. Fawn

University 1 By Frank Cho

Today's P.C. Mtnw Caff 545-3«*2« «br i Max fffaN

Franklin Worcester

LUNCH
Burger Ham
Pizza Cheese

Sandwich Vegan Falafel

"•*»

DINNER
Tender Chicken Breaded
Patty of Jamaican Beef

Casserole, Bean, Corn
Sandwich Qveese.Gritted

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sand.

Elbows h Sauce

Lentil Chili

Green Eggs & Ham

DINNER
Chicken Tenders

Mexican Vegie Stew
Stoned WiMy's Pizza

Hampshire Berkshire

LUNCH
Roll on a Hamburger

Sandwich Chicken Grilled

Bun on BBQ Beef

Steve Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Tenders

Jamaican Beef Patty

Massachusetts Daily

Collegian

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sand.

Pizza

Elbows & Tomato Sauce
Lentil Chili

DINNER
Chicken Tenders

(amaican Beef Patty

Mexican Vegie Stew
Crayola Casserole

Close to Homo By John McPherson

ARKS
March 21 -April 20

»t (font nrgtrri yeur rssassa

rourd ton a>narnai Yauanan*M«|
to ind She nmavr w a anajanf rawaasa
but rs worth n Puttaw; raur itnaaMa

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

- *rt« Man on aaaja anal nal
hnw pSrn(\ (4 lime for rrar and rrlana

non Ix* i an cm»s*jl m est nrtahnimn

anew with • fnrnd or tMMfv wrnibii -

faqaw and (wan Yeu raiaM br *xn«

TAURUS
April 21 May 21
It ihit br (u*t thr rlfihi tdnr to trral

vour*»Mf to onel MidalB ''*' **• *»

rerrliit noi ie owvrvfwml Haiirh lr»r

rserB*M Vnrtmi herti jrnur ptarn now

remap****
vtth jrour pletM tt yeu

r.t mini

May 22-Junr 21
Your fhoUf|tlt» and tutuittnri arf or Urfrt

Veil hmw fiw thr qur^tinn* B a»k B
|rt thr .inawTT^ vnw nrrrf YmtTI tv abtr

to «er and umlrrMarwt rhtnen that othtr^

(tortl An old frtrnd roeit*-. baclt Into

the ptnurr and tmild hrlp brhind thr

xYnra Krrp an ryr I

hralro pttlh tiattj(ht» and aitrarTtnow

can br antinii fsTnrwhrrf

SCORPIO
October 24 November 22
A Wwn awsttrd pmarrt (Tl* ttart**d at

lam pi uf tm arcew atsv but fhint*

rralhr art novlnf; **onf nvrty Mrh >m

a frimd or e<Mrorirr • kreoetrdair and

Ueliftta Id krrp thmsa fei prraprrthr You

know etui nmU to br done and hoe to

kM «ir,wl> I

CAWCER
Jane 22-July 22
PaprTsvork muid hr a pn>t>lrm so rrsotvr

to loss over thtnjr* rarrhiltv and rrad

bn su.u the llnrs Thw may br thr tttnr

to rail m a pnJtVMMnal inhii arrond

t^ptntnn Br rwrptlw fo r*t7 brat »*•. or

MBJMtkie«~thry cmitd pay off h*x VHH
frtrnd or JtjMNrf mrtnbrt vou havrn (

arm w whttr

LEO
July 23 August 23
Working with a crnup trsdi to srratrr

prnout ttvltv and srcoirspts^hrnrfit (nr

yeu Your tradenOrip ataltitr** tmnr
thrtniiih and you II dtarovrr vnu'rr prrtty

•nod at rs»*«lvirtn dtanittra anrl gnting

proplr in work togrthrr Other propk
apprertate your rffon* and you'll ajrt the

rrrdli thai '* due

VIRGO
August 24 September 22
Job pwaaurca tmrresr. hui you'll hr

able tt handk (hem hrtauae a family

or hntnr rrkiu H rnnh-rd to \out um
lartmri Motirn innrrnii also tlrar up

and mill rnmr out ahead. Keep your

form and don i j»ri rattled, a «loe and

fttrsdy perr art* thr hr^t reaulti Walrh

SAGITTiUUUS
November 23-December 21

nirtif* arr Vnoklnfj up vtfh a frtrnd or

lamilv tmmhrr A rrt>ati\r profrct could

hkwwrn. and your takmi wirl riwnr

stttninc thnwias. Youll br sfatr to

coifMnaaVastastr your ntsw and (ri proplr

on your atdr IVrnronr rtoar to ymi may
hew their own arjrnda «* hr rttutloua

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20
rvrsonal and prser niriwial preaaurrs art

on a rnaranm raonr. run rou ran kirp

ihlisja from (rnme, nil of hand a vail

pay atrmtK'n and ntantali piiontm.

Turn Io frimd* and family to hrlp you

krrp control of thr utuallon Youll «rl

thr Nippon vou nrrd if vou aak for It

AQUARIUS
January 21-Febniary IS

Vou haw ffianv ihinftn ajptng on at onrr.

< II hr ahlr 10 hamllr thrm A

famllv mrtnhrr . ailuattoti Improvr*. and

thing* will *onn hr hark to normal Tafcr

a brrak wttrnrwr po*alhlr to rlrar your

hmd and krrp your foot* A anon trip

or > niatM out wt) booul your aptrtM and

do wotidrr* fur your outlook

PISCES
February 19-Marcb 20

Domrttlr Mluatun* rroutrr a majot

llmr rommltmrnl Krrp on top •) thrm.

or you rtt* •prradmf vounrlf too Ihm

Siay m thr hariaround and do morr

li«iriinm than iJlktiar Hold off on a

irwlor purrhaar unul you vr door your

honrrwork Romanrr rouM hrni up.

and Ihrrr may br a aurprtar

"Hey, Phil, bring rhe net. This woman just

picked little Jerry, the orphan with the deformed

claw that all rhe other lobsters pick on."

Ounle of I lie* I>iiy

u
Did you O.D. on

your pompous
pills today? }}

'

-Overheard

< - s i mm s vr a 4 sasjid n rs
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34

41
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47 | M*e i

54 S6 |

w50 51

5t 59 M 61

B2 J«3 1

::86 B67 r60 B70 I-
ACROSS
1. Vary wiae

1 Plantagam

10. Rio (Wayne lam)

14. Pflch

15. Elude

16. Isaac'a aldast eon

17. Satan of aw

62. Egyptian god

•*. Un
65

16. Brave s homa
16. AmvadbyMjt
20. Foreman

22. Stations

24. Artful

24. ATM bras

26. Slack he

30- Actor MtaBBri

31 ANa (Adanrtauar)

34. Boasts abode

36. Not barefoot

37. Elected

St. Fall Kowar

41. Unafratatad votara

abbr

42. Checks

43. Union general

44. Piano's wghty^rght

46. Lat n stand'

47. Stbnant sound

46 Desaart labia traats

SO. Denaaa

52. Conrad's Jm
SI Cheerful Fr

54. Mackerel

57. Consecrated

66. Setoflaws

67. Gordbnck

66. Diego Rivera s

60. Groundbreaking

toots

70. Ron and to!

71. King or Norman

DOWN
1. Smart wedge

2. Vague teelmg

1 Happyfaca

4. Fashion rjaatrjrnst

ScrtraparaM

5. Repeals a story

6. Bar none

7. Plant fluids

6. Lyric vara*

6. Gardener who
doasnlmurch

10. Sprtnga

11. City founded by

Harold III

12. Night crawler a g
13. Threa retjra tha arda

21. Youth group abbr

23. Tennyson's Arden

25. Lingane itam

26. Baau

27. Oaaart wel spots

Moreno and

Hayworth

Talking aqurna

(2»rds)

TatftiporaM BX)

Twiofl^l

Shjpid p-jopto

First rBtTW m
31.

32

13. Caeauraa

36. Tramped

36. Faataoar

40. Doanaidoor
gardanar's rob

45. Cambers

46. Double-edged

SI. Sack aubajanoa

S3. Cables

53. Order deeverer

54. Gannan composer

55. Typee" sequel

56. Protubaranca

87. fSanvhaigton power

soot *ifr sral

56. Racetrack

St. TrWrMyMv
60. Rock Hal of Famar

61. Active parson

64. Nabokov herome

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle

>jp;»!i<
» r '

s (

i o\ t uMv f * e

' 1" '

n|0|0 r ^P

aaassna

1 BOal
jOieMpTf \' • |
«ac|i|» sTsB"
t n,« i (» <

,t.y|1 _ laaBBal
s JJm^ k 3P> '
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B F r *

alal i Ii

S SlaT«[L lis

rUism.sBr.o.aiS

LGOIO (laoldOiavanet.com)

Ivy Ragar and Salara SatUata c irn

I have my life set up and

into little piles of organized

activities.

For instance, on Mon.,

Tuts., Wed. + Thure. I eat

vegetarian if at all possible, but

on Fri. I splurge on a meaty

thing or fish.

On Mon. * Wed. nights I

always practice my karate. On
Thursday I go to my meeting....

and so forth over and over

again.

The predictability in itself

is wonderfully comforting to me.

Keeping busy is so unlonely.

Ifas happens from time to

time, I get urges for self

mutilation I try to squeeze it into

my busy weekly schedule. Ifnot

this week - don't fret, they'll be

time next week.

%
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Minuteman batters sharp as UMass batters Central Connecticut
By Jonathan M. Hoce
Collegian Staff

After dropping two to Dayton, and just squeezing out a

victory over the Friars of Providence on Tuesday, it

would be safe to say that the Massachusetts baseball

tcjim (12-6, 3- 3 A-10) was looking forward to the

match-up against overmatched Central Connecticut
Suite.

The Blue Devils (12-7.
3-1 Mid-Continent
Conference), having played

as many games in as many
days as the Minutemen,

had sucked its pitching staff dry. due to conference com-
petition, and had to start centerfielder Ryan Solesky (0-1

)

an the mound of Earl E. Lorden Field.

The four walks that Solesky surrendered in the first

Massachusetts 20

Central Conn. 1

inning set the tone for the rest of the game, and UMass
rolled to a 20-1 victory.

"We looked sharp." UMuss couch Mike Stone said. "If

we're sharp, we're going to win most games
Northampton native Adam Robinson (I 0) started

and picked up his first win of the season. He also col-

lected five strikeouts, which is the most strikeouts that

any one Minutemen pitcher has accumulated this M*
son. It also ties Robinson's career high in strikeouts,
which he also recorded against CCSU last April.

"I pitched well," Robinson said "I was excited to pitch,

and things worked out. The umpires were consistent, I

had movement on my change-up for the first time all year,

and I kept my pitches down."
The right-handed sophomore allowed only one hit, an

opposite field homerun by CCSU's lamie Palmese. That
blast in the top of the fourth was the only stroke of luck

the Blue Devils received.

This mid-week victory was key in Stone's eyes, as it

was important to get a strong outing from his starting

pitcher.

"He did a good job. dealing with the conditions," Stone
said. "He was consistent. He kept his pitches down. His
change-up was looking good."

It was an impressive win for Robinson, who battled the

sub-springtime temperatures and picked up his first win
since beating the Blue Devils last season
Coming in for Robinson after five innings was another

sophomore in Rich Hartman. Hartman was flawless in the

last four innings, giving up no runs on two hits, with three

K's and no walks.

The Minutemen got on the board early scoring five

runs in the first inning, in which Solesky walked four of
UMass' first six batters.

In the fourth, the Minutemen did a number on the lefty,

posting four runs off of Doug Clark's rip into right field.

An error by CCSU's rightfielder on the play carried Clark

all the way to third base, clearing the previously filled

bases.

It was more than enough for UMass' pitching staff, and

Clark's three-run blast in the fifth just put icing on the

cake.

From the sixth on. the Minutemen took advantage of

the fatigued arms of the Blue Devils and scattered seven

runs throughout the lineup. Pete Gautreau's two run

homerun in the eighth finished off the scoring for

UMass
The hitting department, which took the Blue Devils

weakened pitching staff to school, was led by third base-

man Adam Correa, who went 3-for-3, with two RBI
while scoring four times. The sophomore from Amherst,

who is filling the gap at third left by Bryan Mazzaferro

(out with a broken foot) came up big for Stone and the

Something for

all, from Cubs
to D. Trickle

There's something odd on the
results sheet for the Harvard softball

team that the University of
Massachusetts will face today. I

thought I'd heard of just about every

school there is out there, and then

last year St. Joseph's went out and
beat Madonna College. The Hawks
pounded the Material Girls who took

their beating with dignity, saying
"don't cry for me. Argentina."

Now this. In between Santa Clara

Minuteman baseball is now his first love

By Um6 Meredith

Collegian Staff

Second baseman Dagliere shining

and VC Davis. Harvard took a 7-3
decision over Wiscon sin-Stout.
h this a team or a microbrew in

M.idison? Sounds like something
you'd order, "hey bartender, give me
a Wisconsin Stout." If a

finely-poured Guinness Stout is the

nectar of the Gods, then
W i^consin-Stout must be the nectar

of the cheeseheads.

• Ladies and gentlemen, boys and
girls, crunchies and metalheada. red-

neck* and stock broken. Israelis and
Palestinians, human beings and
UConn fans, I give you Providence
C liege men's basketball coach Pelc

Gillcn on life in the Big East...

"Everybody stabs you in the eye-

balls with can openers. Everybody
hates everybody. It's kill or be killed

It- tough to be relaxed when people
are trying to tear out your gall blad

der with a scalpel. 'Great game
ODacfc, you won!' Yeah, but where's

my freaking gall bladdeT?"

And. just for laughs. Gillen on PC
fans when his team's losing...

They burn my house, shoot my
cat. They gave me a dog the day
before the selection show but told me
not to get too attached,"

All this from the coach of a team
thjt answers loan Osborne's ques-
tion. "What if God was one of us?"

• Today's trivia, and I wouldn't ask

thi- unless it was a real good answer.

Elaine Sortino is expected to step

down — again — from her UMass
II coaching duties after this sea-

son, completing an 18-year career
with 542 wins and counting, the

most of any northeast region coach
ever. The question is, who did she
succeed to become coach?

• I his one's been eating away at

me for almost two months now and
it's got to get out On Feb 16. I was
watching the end of the

Turn to HORN page 10

All you need to know about
Muchie Dagliere is tattooed on his

right arm.

Right above the bicep. below the

shoulder, the junior Massachusetts

second baseman has a tattoo of a

baseball, with his No. 7 at the top

and the "UMass" logo at the bottom.

Dagliere got it during last season, a

season in which the Minutemen won
40 games and made it to the NCAA
East Regional Finals, two games
away from the College World Series.

For someone who could go down
as one of the greatest players in the

history of Massachusetts baseball, it

is a permanent reminder of not only

what he means to the UMass base-

ball team, but what UMass baseball

means to him.

"I got the tattoo because basically,

for my whole time at UMass, base-

ball has been my life, and the memo-
ries of UMass baseball I'll have for

the rest of my life." Dagliere said.

"Everything about last season, the

18-game winning streak, the 13-12

game against South Honda (in the

Regionals], just everything going
well. I'll always remember UMass
baseball, and [The tattoo] seemed
like a perfect symbol for that."

Dagliere has anchored second
base for the Minutemen since the

first day he set foot on Earl E.

Lorden Field as a freshman two sea-

sons ago. A 5-foot- 7 junior from
North Haven, Conn., Dagliere put up
the offensive numbers in his first two
seasons to warrant all the pre-season

hype he's received. He hit .343 his

freshman year, with eight homers. 38
RBIs and 50 runs scored, only to fol-

low it up with a sophomore season

in which he hit .415. good for 23rd
in the nation, with 53 RBIs and a

L' Ma<.s record 81 hits He also gar-

nered All Atlantic 1 honors.

Coming into this season. Dagliere

was named A- 10 Pre- season Player

of the Year, and was being touted as

an All- American candidate. But
according to him. the hype really

doesn't mean that much
"There's pressure every game, but

I try not to think about it It's not a

big deal. I still have to go out there

and play the game just like everyone
else if I want to eam that respect,"

Dagliere said.

Offense has always been the name
of Dagliere's game, and this season

has been more of the same. He's
back up to a 403 average, with three

homers and 19 RBIs in 17 games.
He's been hitting in the No. 3-spot

all year, but Dagliere isn't your pro-

totypical three hitter.

"My job is to hit line drives and
get people over. I'm not a home run

hitter. I'm a line drive hitter, and I

get the ball where it has to be hit.

I'm kind of a table-setter in | UMass
coach Mike Stone* | eyes."

Dagliere was a shortstop in high

school until his senior year, but
switched to second when he realized

that's what he'd play in college. It

was a move Dagliere didn't warm to

immediately.

"I struggled during my freshman
year, especially turning double plays.

I wasn't ready for this level delen
sively. But it's during the winter
when we practice in the gym. that's

when everything becomes fluent." he
said.

"I wasn't worried about the

offense at this level, it was more the

defense I was worried about. Last

year I started to feel a lot more com-
fortable in the field," he said. "I

wasn't as worried. It just comes with

seeing ground balls and putting a lot

of work into it."

While Dagliere has focused on his

defensive skills. Stone has noticed

Turn to DAGUERE. page 1
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Junior second baseman Muchie Dagliere has been a force for the Massachusetts baseball team this season
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Watch for Woods ,

Norman and Faldo

in golfs greatest

There's Lord Stanley's Cup, the

Vince Lombardi Trophy, glistening

gold medals, and what's that you
say?... A green jacket?

Yes. the ugliest award presented
to any one athlete will be displayed

this weekend at the Masters
Championship, which just as it so

happens, starts today. As usual, the

majestic fairways in Augusta. Ga.
will host the greatest professional

golf event of the year.

• Addressing the Ball:

Last year we had the privilege of

watching a rare event. A tourna-
m e n t

that was JOHNAIHAN M.
neverwon
(Huh!).
Sure,
Nick Faldo "| score at the top of the

charts earned him the
single-breasted green trophy, but
he didn't win the Masters. Nope,
no one won ... Greg Norman lost.

(We'll just call last year a mulli-

gan.)

He exploded from day one, scor-

ing remarkably low for the first

three days. It was in the bag for

Norman, and Faldo was sitting

comfortably in second place await-

ing a handsome check.

But suddenly everything went
wrong. (The fourth round resem-
bled a boxing bout sponsored by
Don King It almost looked as if

Norman was throwing the match.)

Not a face was smiling when the

tournament came to a close, after

Norman dropped from first to sec-

ond, and Faldo, who made no mi>
takes and scored for par. took the

jacket.

After Faldo received his reward
for getting the lowest score, he
made it clear to the press that he
wasn't thrilled about being
crowned champion. What could he
say? "Yes. thank you. That jolly of
chap really blew that one. Ha! Ha!
Hal-
How could you be happy, after

seeing your friend and colleague
make an utter fool out of himself?
Faldo knew he didn't deserve the
victory.

• The Caddy's Predictions:

Norman has heard more about
last year's Masters than he wants
to remember, and the only redemp-
tion he can think of is squelching
the talk about his incapability by
v inning a major event. The Shark
is ready to strike.

Las Vegas has announced that the

odds of Norman winning the Masters
is 8-1. just behind Faldo and Tiger
Woods' leading odds of 7-1

.
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Women's tennis quickly escapes the cold Minutewomen 's travels to Harvard
put two winning streaks in jeopardyBy Mike Corey

Collegian Staff

Yesterday afternoon's match
between the Massachusetts women's
tennis team and the Lady Huskies of
Connecticut was finished in les* time

than it took to thaw out after watch-
ing the match
The Minutewomen wasted little

time in sub-zero weather and ridicu-

k-u^ly strong wind conditions, as they

blanked UConn 6-0. on the Upper
I *Jm tennis courts.

The six singles matches were
played first, and the doubles match

•icelled, as the weather certain-

ly had an effect on the way this

match was played. The
Minutewomen. however, did not
struggle the least bit in this contest

on their way to their fifth win of the
spring season, and an overall record
of IO-3.

"This was not really an indication

of anybody's tennis ability, but I

think that we were very tough men-
tally," coach |udy Dixon said. "I

think in playing conditions like this,

that's what you have to do, and I'm

plca-cd with them
"

However, what was a true indica-

tion of tennis ability was the way that

sophomore Gillian Kane of the
Minutewomen played at No. 5 sin-

gles, taking care of her opponent.
Sarah Russo. 6-2. 6-1 in the first <.in

gles win of Kane's career.

"It felt good. I was mixing things

up, coming to the net more, and my
backhand was definitely working
well," Kane said.

On the day, there wasn't one play-

er for UMass that really had a scare

from any of the Huskies. Freshman
Ola Gerasimova. playing at No. 1 sin

gles, was toying with |en Ounjian
while coming away with two modest
shutouts at 6- 0.

Likewise, junior Caroline Steele, at

No. 2, was dominant with a 6-1, 6-0
win over Tracey Apone.
"We knew that their team was a

little down from last year, but we
didn't want to take them lightly,"

Steele said. "ludy [Dixon] told us

some things to work on, that we
don't normally do, and we just

came out and took care of busi-

ness."

To say the least, the Huskies are

in a little bit of a downfall, as they

came into this match with four
freshman players. injuries.

absences, and a tough schedule
The loss drops their record to 2-7

in the spring and 9-1 I overall on
the year.

"We're inexperienced, and we
haven't had much practice so far this

spring." UConn assistant coach Rich

Tallo said. "I just told them to stay

positive, to hang in there, and not

beat themselves ."

The Minutewomen. however,
knew this was another one of those

matches that needed to be taken
care of quickly and efficiently while

they prepare for the tougher teams
on the schedule That, plus the sim

pie fact that no one wanted frost-

bite, hurried the Minutewomen yes-

terday.

No. 3 singles player Jackie
Braunstein ruled her court with a

6-0. 6-1 victory, as did senior Liz

Durant at No. 4 singles. Durant beat

up on Diane Aivano by the same
score.

Lana Gorodetskaya, at No. 6.

rounded out the competition with
two shutouts over her opponent, for

the 6-0 victory.

Windy, cold weather was the

major factor in this match with many
unforced errors, mishits, long shots

and frustration. Unfortunately for the

Huskies, most was on UConn 's side.
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By Jackie Leroux

Collegian staff

Somebody's win streak is about to come to an end.
After beating Central Connecticut 12-1 and 8-0 yes-

terday the Massachusetts softball team is on a

seven-game win streak. The Minutewomen (14-15) top-

pled such teams as Dayton. St. Bonaventure and
Rutgers.

The competition will get tougher today when they
head to Cambridge to play a doubleheader with the
Harvard Crimson. First pitch is set for 3 p.m. The
Crimson are on a six-game win streak, with wins over
Holy Cross. UC-Davis, Wisconsin-Stout and Santa
Clara.

This is the first time Harvard and UMass have played
each other since 1984. when the Minutewomen won both
games.

"We're going into this blind." coach Elaine Sortino
said. "I know that they're a top Ivy League team, but
other than that, I really have no idea what to expect from
them. We used to have a big rivalry many years ago. but
•%'s been so long since we played them."
To date. Harvard has compiled a 16-10 record, for a

.615 winning percentage. The Crimson has been hitting

well, with an average of .270. but it's barely above its

opponents average of .265. Harvard has also given up
just as many hits, 186. as it has made itself.

Harvard is led at the plate by senior co-captain Katina
Lee and senior Melissa Kreuder. In 26 games. Lee has a

batting average of .360, and has a slugging percentage of
.467. Kreuder has been batting at 313 with a slugging
percentage of .388.

UMass struggled with its hitting earlier this season, but
it has seen dramatic improvements recently Against
Central Connecticut on Tuesday the Minutewomen got in

10 hits in their first game and 12 in the second, upping
their batting average from .233 to .249. Their opponents
have been hitting at .224.

Even though Tuesday's win was against a lackluster
team — the Lady Blue Devils have now lost twelve in a
row — the Minutewomen are riding high off the dramatic
improvements in their play. The team is finally beginning
to pull together and play like the defending A 10 champs
they are.

Kim Gutridge has been solid at the plate for the
Minutewomen so far this season, with an average of 31 1

.

She had four hits and five RBIs against Central
Connecticut. Sophomore Mandy Galas has also seen some
improvement lately. She had five hits and two RBIs on
Tuesday, and is now batting .302.

The pitching of the Minutewomen has been incredible
in recent games. Junior Liz Wagner and sophomore
Danielle Henderson are both coming off no-hitters from
Tuesday's game. Henderson has lowered her ERA to 1 .49
and Wagner is now at 2.80.

Taking on UMass on the mound for the Crimson is

junior Tasha Cupp. Cupp has a win-loss record of 10-4.
and an ERA of 1.74. She is backed up by sophomore
Kathleen Brown, who has an ERA of 3.84.
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New York,

New York...

An impressive new
hardcore compila-
tion has hit the
streets in New York

Underground.
Check out our
review in Keeping it

Real (see Arts &
Living, page 5).

Lax looks to

slow Greyhounds

Todd Sokolowski
and the
Massachusetts
men's lacrosse

team will tangle
with Loyola tomor-
row (see Sports,

page 8).

WORLD

Denmark presents

resolution to U.N.

GENEVA (AP) — Undeterred by
political threats and economic
muscle, the United States and a

group of European countries sub-

mitted a resolution yesterday crit-

icizing China's human rights

record.

Underlining the disarray in the

European Union over the issue,

Germany, France, Spain and Italy

were notably missing from the

European co-sponsors.

Instead, Denmark — encour-
aged by Washington — agreed to

lead the way, presenting the res-

olution to the U.N. Human Rights

Commission, which is meeting in

Geneva.

The resolution's mildly worded
text voiced concern at "continu-

ing reports of violations of

human rights and fundamental
freedoms" in China, and
"increased restrictions" on
Tibetans.

It cited the "persecution and
harjh sentences imposed on per-

sons who have peacefully availed

themselves of their freedom of

assembly, association, expression

or religion."

NATION

Accused Nazi's U.S.

citizenship revoked

CHICAGO (AP) — A federal
judge revoked the U.S. citizen-

ship of a retired machinist yes-

terday, ruling he lied about his

Nazi past and "unquestionably"
participated in a massacre of

hundreds of lews at the
Treblinka death camp
The U.S. attorney's office said

the government would seek to

have Bronislaw Hajda deported

The government charged in a

lawsuit that Hajda had covered

up his Nazi past when he

applied for a visa to the United

States in 1950 and later when
he became a citizen.

It sought to have his citizen-

ship revoked and have him
deported.

During his trial last month,

the 73-year-old Hajda emphati-

cally denied the allegations,

telling the judge he was a victim

of misidentification.

But U.S. District |udge David

H. Coar rejected Hajda's claim,

saying documents presented by

the government proved that

Hajda served as a Nazi guard.
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Students rally at Whitmore; confront Scott
By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

Despite cold weather, approxi-
mately 75 undergraduates, members
of the Graduate Employment
Organization (GEO) and Goodell
Building takeover supporters
marched to the Whitmore
Administration Building yesterday,

protesting the administration's lack

of action regarding child care and
other issues.

The rally started on the steps of

the Student Union when University

of Massachusetts student Tom Taaffe

began speaking to the gathering
crowd.

"For the last 12 years the adminis-

tration has been moving childcare

from committee to committee... their

answer is to put it in a committee
and bury it," Taaffe said. "Goodell
was about addressing this problem.
We need to remind the administra-

tion who pays for their job."

Taaffe went on to list a number of

administrators who he felt should be

"administratively withdrawn."
including Paul Page, Vice Chancellor

of Administration and Finance;
Patricia Crosson. Interim Provost;

and Thomas Robinson. Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs.

"Tom Robinson is the weakest
representative for students I have
ever seen. His job is to shut you up,"

Taaffe said.

He went on to outline the three

priorities he felt the administration

should have, amid the cheers of sup-

porters.

"Students, teachers, books. If it

doesn't relate, what is it doing here?

Very little of the budget is spent on
us," Taaffe said.

Mary Sutherland, student organiz-

er around issues of access and pover-

ty, echoed the concern of administra-

tive accountability.

"If we are worried about where we
will live, how we will eat and who
will take care of our children? We
must hold administration account-
able." Sutherland said. "Basic human
rights are beinf violated.*

Former Student Government

Students march into Whitmore yesterday and confront Chancellor Scott.

Association (SGA) president
Maurice Caston Powe addressed the

crowd, urging them to continue
working towards the issues fought
for in the Goodell takeover.

"I've noticed in the last few weeks
is that the work we started in

Goodell is still undone," Caston
Powe said. "We could sit in Herter

[Hall | all day and talk to administra-

tion I'm sick of talking.

"People are telling me now (that) I

wasted six days of my life in Goodell.

I refuse to believe that I'm willing to

work h»rd to make sure what we
started is finished... we still don't

have answers. Don't let this die."

Before heading to Whitmore,
numerous other students took the

microphone and addressed the
crowd.

"A lot of children are going to suf-

fer because the administration
doesn't come through on it's promis-

es. Now is the time to say 'handle

your business, or we're going to han-

dle it for you'," UMass student Justin

Beatty said

Chancellor speaks lo marcher* in

Whilom*
The protesters entered Whitmore

Administration Building at approxi-

mately 1:15 p.m. and were there for

about I 5 minutes. All office doors
were closed and few people were in

the hallways.

"Why are the doors closed?
Because the> re scared." Beatty said

Standing outside the office door
of Chancellor David K. Scott, the

group chanted slogans reminiscent
of the Goodell takeover and banged
on the walls and doors until

Chancellor Scott exited his office to

addre-s the crowd.

"The discuasions in Goodell led to

a lawk force." Scott said.

omsTomu * cesnu coojgian

Students complained that there

was a task force in place before the

Goodell takeover, and that no action

is currently being taken to remedy
these issues.

"Many of us involved don't feel

that anything is being accomplished.
We need direct answers." said Amy
Howland, member of the Student
Board of Business.

Scott said that one ol the prob-
lems was that a Fixed group of stu-

dents were not participating in the

negotiation process.
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Case shows holes in UM child care
By Laura Forsssr

Colegian Staff

Rebecca Woodworth has been an undergraduate stu-

dent at the University of Massachusetts lor the past two
years. Woodworth. a transfer student, hopes to graduate
in seven weeks, except she has a problem: she is a moth-
er of two year-old Sara Beth, and has just been told she

will have to pay $600 per month on her bill for
University funded child care — money she doesn't have.

Woodworth was told at the beginning of the academ-
ic year that she would be receiving a scholarship and
would not need to pay additional fees, but later, at the

end of the fall semester she was told there had been a

mistake.

Woodworth was informed that she would have to

reapply for a scholarship for her daughter to be enrolled
into preschool day care instead of toddler day care,

since Sara Beth is over two years and nine months.
Woodworth is unable to find financial aid this late into

the school year.

Over the past two weeks, she has been struggling
to find child care for her daughter. W oodworth
sent Sara Beth to stay with her parents last week at

their home in New Hampshire which is four hours
from UMass.
Woodworth described her frustration at her present

condition as "(a] single mother whose financial aid is

maxed out... and when my daughter calls me up crying

'Mommy when are you gonna come get me?', what am I

going to do?"

Yesterday. Woodworth. attempted to bring Sara Beth

to class with her but was told not to do it again by her

professor.

She is also facing frustration with UMass' Child Care
Center, which she feels has not been helpful and have
only accused her of not following her contract of agree-

ment with the Center, by failing to pay.

"It is bad enough that I cannot pay, (but) for them to

accuse me of doing this intentionally..." Woodworth

Maryanne Gallagher, director of the University Child

Care Center, said that the Center was still willing to

work with Woodworth on her situation and spoke on
various measures the Center is trying to improve upon.

Gallagher said a meeting held by a planning commit
tee for the Child Care Center, yesterday, was established

under the request of Chancellor David K. Scott. Thi«

meeting brought up the following issues for the Center
<rk on: defining needs; identifying funding sources;

reviewing current sources and proposals of salaries for

programs.

Gallagher said she would like to increase advertising

of the Center since she doesn't thmk enough people arc

aware that the University has one. In addition, starting

in July, she is hoping to open a part-time child care pro-

gram to increase accessibility for parents

Commenting on the Center's future plans. Gallagher

said. "We're not starting with a clean slate here but
we're bringing it all together to move forward."

Restraining order placed

on dorm room intruder
University of Massachusetts Police

are investigating with the District

Attorney's Office several reports of

an individual entering residents'
unKikcd rooms in a Southwest Area
Residence hall during earls morning
hours.

Some victims and witnesses have
also reported the individual climbing

into bed with the resident.

"We are having several ongoing
conversations with individuals who
have given us reliable information as

to the identity of the individual which
will assist us in completing the inves-

tigation." said UMass Chief of Police

lack Luippold.

According to Luippold. police have

a strong lead and have obtained a

restraining order against the individ-

ual throughout all residential areas

on the UMass campus.
However, reports so far have only

been received from residents in a

"certain Southwest residential hall."

Luippold said.

Public Saftey wants to remind
campus residents the importance of

keeping doors locked at all times
whether they are in or out of their

rooms.

If anyone has any further informa-

tion about these incidents, police

encourage students to call 545-0895.

Public Saftey also encourages stu-

dents to report any suspicious activi-

ties on residential floors to call 91

1

or 545- 2121 . All information will be
kept confidential.

— Leigh Faulkner

Editor preserves Sanger's papers
By Michelle Hillman

Collegian Staff

Editor and director of the

Margaret Sanger's papers project,

Esther Katz spoke on Wednesday on
the complexities of compiling histori-

cal documents as an editor.

According to Katz. Sanger, who
died in 1966 at the age of 87 was
nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize,

and was one of the 50 most influen-

tial people in the 20th centurt . us

well as one of the first in the fight for

birth control rights.

Sanger's life was also full of failure

because, according to Katz. "she
never won the Nobel Prize she so

badly wanted." and "the birth control

legislation she fought for, never
passed in her lifetime."

According to Katz, the "intoxica-

tion and the rapture" of Sanger's let-

ters and documents don't carry over

into a biography. The biography is

primarily the voice of the author.

Katz later added, "the value of col-

lected editions is that the voice of the

editor does not intrude so much, you

can chose to read the annotation or

not."

She stated reasons she chose to

take on the 10-year Sanger project

as editor instead of biographer.

"A biographer knows more about
the subject than can be published —
for this reason I chose to edit

| Sanger's | papers."

As an editor. Katz must define his-

torical sources, analyze and edit the

papers before they are published.

Katz collected more than 1 00.000 of

Sanger's documents, including let-

ters, diaries, reports and "anything
written to or by Sanger."

The documents, which are housed
at New York University, were then

compiled into two indexed series on
microfilm, with a 250 page guide.

Katz's intent was to "provide a cen-

tralized collection of the documents."

"I Sanger] left a legacy as contro-

versial as the birth control movement
itself." Katz said, which made it diffi-

cult to determine what not to include.

"Biographers have to make diffi

cult decisions when reconstructing a

life." Katz said. She is also working
on a book edition focusing on
Sanger's life which would be "an
intense look at Sanger the individ-

ual."

The Sanger project which is "offer-

ing an alternative form to biography"
will be mounted on the Internet
"hopefully by the end of the month.

allowing readers to jump from docu-

ment to document." Katz said.

Katz concluded her talk discussing

funding cuts for her project and
other historical projects by 'the

National Endowment for Humanities

and the National Historical

Publications and Records
Commission.

"Historical editing takes a great

deal of careful research, time and
money." Katz said.

The cuts are expected to hit

women's programs hard, according to

Katz. She noted that the future of

women's papers do not look promis-

ing.

She added that she was not con-

vinced that the papers of women like

Jane Addams or Elizabeth

Cady-Stanton would be preserved

like the "great dead white men," such

as George Washington. Thomas
Jefferson or Woodrow Wilson.

"Women have left their mark, but

you have to know where to look,"

Katz said.

Katz's talk was sponsored by the

Women's Studies Proseminar Series

as part of the Graduate Certificate in

Advanced Feminist Studies and is

co-sponsored by the Graduate
School.
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Third Annual Kennedy Coffee House
Sophomore Sam Calef, performs two original songs Wednesday

night.
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"It's my understanding that the

people meeting are different. My
view is if it were a fixed group of

people, by and large, it would be

more benefieial. I suggest we try to

get a defined group of people con-

sistent from one week to another,"

Scott said.

Referring to a past meeting with

student negotiators and administra-

tion, Beatty said that the adminis-

trators present were not committed
to working with the students.

"Almost every administration
member was trying to get out of that

meeting as soon as possible," Beatty

said.

Students also expressed concern
over what they consider a lack of

notice about the meetings.

"I'll check. I don't know how the

meetings are advertised," Scott said.

Marching lo

Committee meeting
Childcare

After exiting Whitmore, protest-

ers marched to the Campus Center

and walked in on a meeting in

progress of the Campus Childcare

Planning Committee. The group sat

quietly as the committee finished its

business.

"We share the enthusiasm that

there's so much support to raise

awareness about the need for child-

care on campus. We feel it's really

important to keep everyone posted,"

said Maryanne Gallagher, Director

of University Childcare and commit-
tee chair.

(ennifer Fasulo, a rally facilitator

and GEO member, said that after

researching and creating a proposal,

the Family Issues Committee met
with administration at the bargain-

ing table. According to Fasulo,
administration was only willing to

give them one third of what they

had requested for childcare.

"We asked for $300,000. and
they said they would give us
$100,000. That's less than
Chancellor Scott's salary," Fasulo

said. "We see them putting money
into things we don't think have pri-

ority. We want to have a voice in

the decision making process of

where money goes. We want to be
in the room.

"We don't want to wait until it

happens and protest it. Who makes
the list of priorities? Why can't stu-

dents participate? We don't even
get to see the list."

Karen Fogliaiti, also from GEO,
said that while this rally was cen-

tered around childcare, it concerned
many other issues of concern to stu-

dents as well.

"There's a feeling that the discus-

sions are going to stall in committee.
We don't want to spend the next

weeks, months, years in committee.

We want action," Fogliatti said.

"The issues are making the
University accessible to people of

color and those with low incomes.
Also, affordability. childcare. hous-

ing, better recruitment and reten-

tion."

"It's about all the issues that were
raised in Goodell," Fasulo said.

An outreach through email

In reaction to a press release

issued by the UMass/Goodell
Student Rights Group and distrib-

uted from the GEO office.

Chancellor Scott has sent an email

message to all individuals with
UMass accounts.

Scott said claims that the admin-
istration is "backsliding from their

written agreements with the stu-

dents* are unfounded.

"The campus administrators who
have been negotiating with an
ever-changing group of student
spokespersons have remained steady

in their conviction to negotiate in

good faith with elected student rep-

resentatives and appropriate task

force members," Scott wrote "They
remain open to constructive argu-

ments presented in an on-going dia-

logue."

A memo accompanied Scott's

message, concerning the ongoing
discussions of unresolved issues. It

was listed as coming from
Marcellette Williams, Deputy
Chancellor; Frederick Byron, Vice
Chancellor for Research; Royster
Hedgepeth, Vice Chancellor for

University Advancement; Frederick

Tillis. Associate Chancellor;

Crosson, Page and Robinson.

The memo read that the adminis-

tration does not believe that the cur-

rent meeting format is advancing

resolution of the unresolved issues.

"In each successive meeting there

have been fewer and fewer of the

students with whom we held discus-

sions in Goodell. It is our impres-

sion that the purpose of the meet-

ings has shifted from discussions

about unresolved issues to accusa-

tions, innuendoes, and allegations...

we are unwilling to continue to be

interrogated and impugned," read

the memo.
It calls for a core group of no

more than 15 students to be com-
posed to meet and negotiate with

the administration. Any other stu-

dents will attend the meetings as

observers.

The memo also read that the

administration will be arranging for

a facilitator/mediator to ensure a

more constructive direction for dis-

cussions.

Group displays negative & positive depictions of women
By Laura Forster

Collegian Staff

In an attempt to prevent body image

disturbance and eating problems for

women, the Five College community,

with support from the Five College

Eating Disorder Committee and the

Eating Disorder Awareness and
Prevention Program of Seattle, have

launched a campaign to target respon-

sible and irresponsible advertisements

of body shape and size in the media.

Students and health educators with-

in the Five College area chose 10
advertisements, five of which they

thought give responsible images of

women, and five images which were
irresponsible.

University of Massachusetts began

its part of the campaign Monday by

setting up a table in the Campus
Center concourse displaying the adver-

tisements.

The agencies which were selected as

representing positive images include:

lansport, the National Fluid Milk
Processor Promotion Board. Playtex

Apparel. Tommy Hillfinger and the

Weathervane. The irresponsible agen-

cies include: Miu Miu. Charles David.

Bergorf Dooman. Vogue magazine and
Lagerfeld.

Gloria DiFulvio, University Health

Services educator and coordinator of

the Women's Health Project, feels that

with the support of Five College com-
munity, representing 35,000 students,

the campaign will prove successful.

DiFulvio explained that the goal of

the campaign was not only to make
agencies aware, but to make students

aware of the issue of body image in

their own lives since there are more
people on campus with eating disor-

ders than are diagnosed.

"We're trying to say it's okay to be

who you are. you cannot force yourself

to be a specific image," DiFulvio said.

Adrianne Zahner, a freshman educa-

tion major, is one Peer Health
Educator helping out on the campaign.

Zahner hopes that the campaign will

help promote more diversity in the

body images depicted in advertise-

ments so that people can fed comfort-

able with their bodies and take care of

them in the right ways.

Zahner gave an example by saying,

"It \ okay to say [you] want to go jog-

ging, but not if it's because of an
image."

In replying to some students arguing

that the advertisements are not being

credited for their artistic quality,

Zahner replied. "They may be interest-
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ing in a museum, but not for selling

clothes." •

Students who did not agree with the

chosen advertisements were also

encouraged to give their feedback. One
such example is Melissa Bemis, a

sophomore dance and pre- communi-
cations major, who felt that the adver-

tisements chosen as negative images
were actually closer to her body type

and that she could never achieve the

bodies depicted in the positive image
advertisements.

The table displaying these images is

located in the Campus Center
Concourse and will be open for the

last time today from 9:30 a.m. - 3

p.m. Students are encouraged to fill

out surveys giving their feedback on

the advertisements and sign the letters

of support and petition, as well as

pick up various informational pam-
phlets, such as national body image

statistics.

Nikilani AkaM *)d L« NeUts. jjj; at art infon qfele aimed at promoting a healthy body image for women.
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Artists! Get the Edge!
WORRIED about making it as an artist?

Artists have always been survivors.

But, the '90s pose an especially chal-

lenging environment Artists who know where

to seek opportunities, how to promote them-

selves and their work, and take control of their

career goals have the best chance of surviv-

ing the challenges of the '90s and living a

fulfilling life as working, earning artists.

All workshops in 125 Bartlett Hall on the

UMass/Amherst campus. • Seating is limited

for this popular series! • Presented by the

Arts Extension Service, Division of Continu-

ing Education, University of Massachusetts at

Amherst • Funded by the UMass Arts Council

MAKING ART/MAKING A LIVING

Wednesdays, April 16. and 23, 4 to 6:30 p.m.

The Funding Edge
Wednesday. April 16

Funding sources, proposal writing basics

The Legal and Financial Edge
Wednesday. April 23

Protecting your rights, budgeting for art projects,

making financial decisions

PLUS

CAREERS IN ARTS ADMINISTRATION
Wednesday. April 30, 4 to 6:30 p.m.

Settings, jobs, qualifications, opportunities in

museums, art centers, theater, and more!

To sign up and ensure your seat, call AES, 545-2360.

Puf(ton Village . • .

Your First Choice
I, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments

featuring
Newly renovated units that include:

New appliances New carpeting New kitchen cabinets & counter tops Central air conditioners

Rent* starring at $615 per month

or
Traditional units that are:

Fully applianced Freshly painted Carpeted/Tiled Floors Central Air Conditioned

Rents starting at $545 per month

All rents include Heat, Hot Water & Cooking Gas and use of an Olympic size pool,

5 tennis courts, basketball court, laundry rooms and on-site parking.

Now accepting rental applications for summer and fall. Call today 549-0145

It's back to Connecticut

for UMass women s track

By Greg Thurell

Collegian Correspondent

After coming off a third place

finish against a strong field of

teams in Connecticut, the

Massachusetts women's track

and field team faces another diffi-

cult meet this weekend as it trav-

els again to the Constitution
State.

This time the Minutewomen
take on the Northeastern
Huskies. Brown Bears, Boston
College Eagles and host Southern
Connecticut.

"This meet has four of the top

programs in New England,"
according to coach Julie

LaFreniere. "Brown is a very
strong program, especially in the

jumps and throws, while BC has

national quality distance runners.

Northeastern is a strong program
overall."

With the hopeful return of a

few runners, this meet could pro-

vide a good measuring stick for

3-2 Massachusetts as it faces the

New England indoor champion
Huskies. The rest of the field will

also provide a strong challenge

for the Minutewomen to over-

come.

So far this season, the sprints

have been extremely strong for

UMass. The 4x1 00m relay team
has looked impressive early this

season, already placing second,

by .02 seconds, on the UMass
all-time performers list. All four

athletes on the relay team (Emma
Gardner, Melanie Bell, Shelanda

Irish and Raqueil Shelton) have

qualified for the New England
Championships in the 1 00m and

have solid chances of scoring on

Saturday with Bell, Irish and
Gardner also in the hunt in the

200m with freshman Andrea
Comeau.

Irish could score in the 400m
along with teammates Michelle

Cooper, Mary Eaton and Yves
Amazan.
The hurdles look to be another

area the Minutewomen hope to

excel in, especially if junior Silifa

Kenku can return to the 400 hur-

dles from a week's absence due
to a hamstring injury. The 100
high hurdles feature two New
England qualifiers in Comeau
and Melissa Ward.
The mid-distance and distance

events could be helped by the

possible return of junior standout

Rebecca Donaghue, the all-time

UMass record holder in the

1500m and standout in the 800m
as well.

Nicole Way holds the seasons

best in the 800 while Christy

Martin and Sally Hirsch are the

top two 1500 runners this sea-

son. This group has displayed the

ability to hold its own with the

strong BC contingent. Hirsch and
Martin will double in the 3000m
while Kristen Donaldson and
Tracy Meagher will be looking to

score in the 5000.

The throwing events look to be

progressing nicely, with

Stephanie Townson and Shana
Mitchell in the discus and ham-
mer, with Townson also looking

to place in the shot.

With Northeastern and Brown
as the favorites, the

Minutewomen come into this

meet with a chance to sneak up
on them by showing solid perfor-

mances in all areas.

Fenway billboards get mixed reviews
By Jimmy Golen

Associated Press

BOSTON — Lauded by |ohn

Updike as a "lyric little bandbox,"

Fenway Park is fast becoming a lyric

little brand-box now that three 20-

foot high Coke bottles have been

hung conspicuously above its

famous Green Monster.

The advertisement covers three

sides of a light standard, just above

the net that keeps home runs from

pelting Landsdowne Street below.

The Red Sox have said the bottle-

boards will bring in more than $1

million (some of it for charity) —
money necessary to compete with

big-market teams with their layers

of luxury boxes and megabucks
marketing deals.

"Anything that brings in that kind

of revenue, I'm for," general manag-
er Dan Duquette said yesterday as

his team prepared for today's home
opener against Seattle. "It's a

Classic Coke for a classic ballpark."

But others wonder if the presence

of the bottles is defacing the

beloved ballpark.

"If this is the way they're going to

treat Fenway, they might as well

tear it down," said |ohn Carroll,

head of the Carroll Creative Inc.

men's tennis

advertising firm in nearby
Brookline. "There's no question the

Red Sox are getting squeezed. But

you would hope that some things

would be off-limits."

Red Sox marketing vice president

Larry Cancro did not return a call

seeking comment. But CEO |ohn

Harrington said during spring train-

ing that the team decided the ads

are less intrusive than the rotating

signs behind home plate that other

ballparks are using to maximize TV
exposure.

Harrington also noted that the

New York Yankees had signed a

deal with Adidas for $95 million

over 10 years to put its name and
logo all over Yankee Stadium.

Other arenas — including the

FleetCenter, which replaced the

beloved Boston Garden — have sold

their names outright. And nothing is

more recognizable than Kenmore
Square's landmark Citgo sign, visi-

ble over the Wall even though it is

several blocks away.
"The Citgo sign is arguably there

for some historical value. It's not as

blatant a marketing tool," even
though it once was, Carroll said.

"There's only one reason for this:

money." He also noted that the

Citgo sign is not on the ballpark

premises, which makes it different

in his mind than advertising on the

back of a turnpike toll ticket or in a

subway car.

"Why is it different?" he asked.

"Because Fenway has a different

position in people's experience and
there's an attachment to it more
than a toll ticket."

Carroll's objections notwith-
standing, advertising is as much a

part of the ballpark experience as

trampled peanut shells. Old parks,

as well as many minor-league and
spring training sites, have their

entire outfield walls covered with

ads, including Fenway's 37-foot-

high Monster before it was painted

green in 1947.

"Those look almost charming at

this point," Carroll said. "It's one
thing to sell every inch of space
inside the ballpark, but I think this

is worse. There's something about

the high-tech relentlessness of the

advertising now that I think strikes

'he wrong cord."

Harrington stressed that some of

the money — at least $100,000 —
will go to the |immy Fund, a cancer

charity long favored by the Red Sox.

Additional donations will be made
for each time a player hits one of

the bottles with a home run.

continued from page 8

a win, and since knowing the fact that we hadn't beaten them

in so long," Slyman said.

The Minutemen are back in action tomorrow with a dou-

ble-header on the road as they take on Seton Hall in the

morning and Fordham in the afternoon.

"It's going to be tough, Seton Hall is a Big East team, and

they play a tough schedule, so they're going to be strong."

Knuth said. "I think as far as pure talent goes, we're better,

but again it going to come down to which team wants it

more, and can perform that morning." Knuth said.

Every match from here on out is preparation for the

Atlantic 10 tournament and the Minutemen will be looking

for a significant finish in this year's tourney. However, first

things first as UMass has two big matches this weekend.

"Going down there we're very confident, and we feel that

going into any match, that we should win if everyone plays as

well as they can." Slyman said. "The expectations are to play

as well as we can. and hopefully we'll come out with the win."

lacrosse
continued from page 8

with goals by junior midfielder

|en Herker and freshman mid-

fielder Rebecca Minaker keeping

the Minutewomen in the game,

but to no avail. The pace of the

game, with the sub-freezing
temperatures, fell considerably

in the second frame. But. UMass
played to the final ticks of the

clock, frustrated Dartmouth to

no end.

Next up for the Minutewomen
will a return to the friendly con-

fines of Totman Field, with the

Lady Knights of Rutgers (6-2)

coming to the Valley at 1 p.m.

tomorrow afternoon. The two
teams know each other well, and

the combined score in their last

two contests is a very close

15-12, with Rutgers on the win-

ning side in both games.

The Lady Knights appear to

be making the next competitive

step, upsetting No. 12 Brown on

March 1 5 by a 9-5 score — and

that win Bears has propelled

them to a 5-1 mark since that

time.

To say the least, the offense

has been explosive, with Dina
Cavallo (26-5-31), Brandi
Bailey (14-13-27) and Amanda
Mazzarella (12-7-19) combin-

ing for an impressive offensive

threesome. Goalie Paula

Chamoun (.685 save percentage)

has held the other team back,

and has not allowed more than

nine goals in a single contest this

season.

"We've had a history of close

games with Rutgers, and we'll

probably be looking at that

again." McClellan said. "But, this

time we want to be on the win-

ning side."

baseball

Get in the

game...

Write for

Sports,
For info, speak

with Chris or Casey

at the Sports Desk.

water polo
continued from page 8

first with 10 goals. Grogan played in

the goal for three quarters, allowing

only one goal. Nieves finished up

the game, allowing one goal and

making two saves.

UMass heads to Williams College

next weekend. April 18- 20. for the

CWPA New England
Championships where the

Minutewomen are seeded No. I.

continued from page 8

swinging for them all the time, and

forget how to hit the ball."

Since the partial success over the

last five games (3-2) and the with the

consistency from various players on

the team. Stone has many options to

work with, both on the field and at

the plate.

"Braunstein is taking charge of the

situation in left field. Gautreau is hit

ting well." Stone said. "But we're still

unsettled in a couple of spots."

Brian Samela and lason Kudrikow

have been sharing the duty of catch-

Seven O s

ing this season. Although Samela has

seen the majority of the time behind

the plate, due to his defensive skills,

Kudrikow has improved greatly on

the offensive side.

"Samela has got the edge." Stone

said. "He throws better and receives

better. Kudrikow is hitting very well

right now. but Samela's a lefty |which

helps balance out the lineup)."

Kudrikow is currently batting .407

with 1 5 RBIs; while Samela is batting

.391. with 3 HRs and 10 RBIs. Stone

has consistently kept both players in

the lineup, covering both the catching

and designated hitter spots.

What has to keep Stone happy is

Sunderland's Spot
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the depth UMass has behind the

plate. Both players are acquiring great

experience and come clutch time

(A- 10 tourney) he will appreciate

having two quality players to work
with.

First base has also displayed double

talent with Dave Giglio and Matt

Wolcott, who combined are batting

.286. with 12 RBIs.

"Wolcott may see some time as the

designated hitter," Stone said. Giglio

has taken most of the time at first

base, most likely due to his longer

stretch.

Temple, just like any other confer-

ence opponent, poses a definite

\AS
ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

The 14th Annual

y^slan Ni$kt

threat. As Stone has said before, any

baseball team can win on any day.

"They're a scrappy team from
Philadelphia." Stone said. "They
always play us tough. We have to

focus on playing well. As long as

we're sharp we'll be tough to beat.

But every series counts."

This series counts even more con-

sidering UMass' recent series to

Dayton last weekend, when they

dropped two out of three to the

sub-500 Flyers. Currently, the

Minutemen are sitting on top of the

Atlantic 10 charts, and wins this

weekend will strengthen the team's

chances come tournament time.

THE NEW l YORK
ALL MALE
REVIEW

APRIL 30THCENTERFOLDS
SPORTS CHANNEL, ESPN, ESPN 2 NESN • 6 TV'S & BIUARDS

Never a (Over at SEVEN ()\

Kt. Il(». Suncieriiind • 5 Miles North of I Muss Kxil • 665-H78X

TRA INISFORMATIONS

TONIGHT!
Cultural Performances

Talent and Fashion Show
followed by Catered Reception and Dance

6 PM - 1 AM
Campus Center Auditorium

FREE ADMISSION
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The politics of liberation

Stokely

Carmi

Editor's \nte On Monday night. Kwarme Toure, the

former Stokely Carmiehael. will speak at the Campus
Center \uJitoriurn at 8 p.m.. in what will most likely he

his last public speaking engagement in tlte I nireJ States.

The following are excerpts from the preface of Black
Power: The Politics of liberation in America,
Carmiehael' s most influential work co-written with
Charles \ Hamilton

This book is about why, where and in what manner
black people in America must get themselves together. It

is about black people taking care of business — the busi-

ness t ,| and for black people. The stakes are really very

simple: it wc tail to do this, we faced con-

tinued subjection to a white society that

has no intention ot giving up willingly or

easily its position of priority and authority.

It v.e succeed, we will exercise control

over our lives, politically, economically
and paychkaHy. We will also contribute to the develop-

ment of a viable larger society; in terms of ultimate social

benefit, there is nothing unilateral about the movement
to free black people...

We aim to define and encourage a new consciousness

among black people which will make it possible for us to

proceed IThis consciousness] might be called a sense

of peoplehood: pride, rather than shame, in blackness

and un attitude of brotherly, communal responsibility

among all black people for one another. .

.

Black people in America have no time to play nice.

polite parlor games — especially when the lives of their

children are .11 stake Some while Americans can afford

to apeak soitlv tread lightly, employ the soft-sell and
put oil lor is 11 put down?) They own the society lor

black people to adopt their methods of relieving our
oppression is ludicrous. We blacks must respond in our
own way on our own terms, in a manner which fits our
temperaments. The definitions of ourselves, the roles we
pursue, the goals we seek are our RaponaJbUhy.

Il is crwal clear that the KHaft) is capable of and will-

ing to reward those individuals who do not forcefully

condemn it — to reward them with prestige, status and
material benefits But these crumbs of co-optation
should be rejected. The over-riding, all-important fact is

that M j people, we have absolutely nothing to lose by

refusing to play such games.

Camus and Satre have asked: Can a man condemn
himself? Can whites, particularly liberal whites, condemn
themselves? Can they stop blaming blacks and start

blaming their own system? Are they capable of the shame
which become a revolutionary emotion? We — black

people — have found that they usually cannot condemn
themselves; therefore black Americans must doit...

Anything less than clarity, honesty and forcefulness

perpetuates the centuries of sliding over, dressing up and
soothing down the true feelings, hopes and demands of

an oppressed black people. Mild demands and hypocriti-

cal smiles mislead white America into thinking that all is

fine and peaceful. They mislead America
into thinking that the path and pace chosen

to deal with racial problems are acceptable

CmQGI to masses °' black Americans. It is far bet

I
ter to speak forcefully and truthfully. Only
when one's true self — white or black — is

exposed, can this society proceed to deal with the prob-

lems from a position of clarity and not from one of mis-

understanding...

Finally, it should be noted that this book does not dis-

cuss at length the international situation, the relationship

of our black liberation struggle to the rest of the world.

But Black Power means that black people see themselves

as part of a new force, sometimes called the "Third
World;" that we see our struggle around the world. We
must hook up with these struggles. We must, for exam-
ple, ask ourselves: when black people in Africa begin to

storm lohannesburg what will be the role of this nation— and of black people here? It seems inevitable that

this nation would move to protect its financial interests

in South Africa, which means protecting white rule in

South Africa. Black people in this country then have the

responsibility to oppose, at least to neutralize, that effort

by white America.

This is but one example o) many such situations which
have already arisen around the world — with more to

come. There is only one place for black Americans in

these struggles, and that is on the side of the Third
World

Stokelv Carmiehael and Charles \ Hamilton from
Black Power: The Politics oj liberation in America. The
book was originally by the Colonial Press. Inc. in 1967.

UPC sells out
Anticipating a free Spring

Concert on May 10? Well. I'm

here to tell everyone that it is

not going to he free — unless we act

now
Plus the show does not feature

what we want. Why? University

Productions & Concert (L'PC) never

asked us directly who we wanted to

pla\ Instead UPC decided to book
the show bv fitting ^__^^^^^_
musical act* into

specific stereotypes

which UPC refers to

as "music genres"
i-uch as blues,

alternative >

hip-hop etc 1

The*e so called

-genres- wiii not finally use your power.
bring this campus
together, but onlv

further segregate

us. I will not stand for this and I

hope that none of \ou will either.

I personally took on UPC by going

around and asking students it they

would support having a D| at the

concert. I hope UPC realizes that I

conducted this survey to help the

organization because of its financial

difficulties

Two weeks ago UPC sponsored
Spring Elation: an all- night rave in

the Campus Center Basement thai

was supposed to raise money for

Spring Concert. This is where UPC
messed up big time.

As a student organization UK hi

here for the students of L'Mav and
for this reason promotions for UPC
sponsored events should be centered

around the campus community —
apparently this was not so for Spring

Elation.

"We already pay
enough money. Fight

for your rights. Use
your voice to be heard,

use vour wisdom and

Jessica M. Miller

Record
stores in

Philadelphia.

New York.
Boston and
who knows
where else,

were promot-
ing Spring
Elation by
handing out
L PC flyers.

UPC was supposed to be hold this

event to educate the students and
bring the campus together for an
entire night.

Instead. I see this as an intended
invasion on our school.

Plus, UPC charged the same
admission price for UMass students

and non-students. By the way. the

event cost $25 — more than half my
paycheck.

I his is my question for UPC was

Spring Elation for UPC or us. the stu-

dents of UMass? Decide for your-

selves! Don't forget — your tuition

money sponsors UPC.
Can we really trust UPC? This is

the ultimate question we as students

are facing.

Back to Spring Concert. $2 is not a

lot of money but once you put money
in front of this concert, it is my belief

that it will never be free again — if

anything, next year will probably cost

more
We already pay enough money,

fight for your rights. Use your voice

to be heard, use your wisdom and
finally use your power. Everyone is

created equal and it is our birthright

to be treated as so.

Vow it's time for the results of the

survey I conducted asking students

whether or not they wanted a local

D| at Spring Concert and if yes. who
would you want? The Greenhouse
Effect won nuff said.

I want to now thank all those who
helped me accomplish my mission. If

you are still not sure what my mis-

sion is — it's quite simply, 'unity.'

that's what I'm all about. l\et's keep
it real.

lessica M Miller is a UMass stu-

dent.

The new liberalism
r\ note On May 8. the Collegian will celebrate its

>0;/r iitMfwffajajj </s a daily paper To mark the occasion.

the Collegian is reprinting an editorial from each of the

last It feature an editorial originally

printed »n Sept J 5 1978

When the Class of 1981 first shuffled through the halls

of Yale University last fall, over 50 percent of those stu-

dents reported in a released poll that their political views
were conservative. Such was the case in col-

lege campuses across the nation where the

angry activism and national concern d Mil

dents from the sixties seemed to have faded

completely over the horizon. The newly
empowered Southern politician in the pre-

sent White House seemed to have shovelled in a new wave
ol conservatism which had even infiltrated the hardy minds
ol the young.

Politics is a game, we've heard, but worse, politic? is a
game of words and labels which are often evasive and
misleading. And the reported bout of "conservative" is

point in case.

iservatism has been associated with laissez-faire

politics the belief that an economic system be left for

the most part, to its own natural ways. In short, conserva-

tivism is passive politics, the belief that whatever happens
by course, is for the best

1967 1997

1978

last month in the New York Times. 85 percent of those

reporting conservative political sentiments also reported

they were in favor of increasing social welfare programs
and a national socialized medical program. These last

views certainly cannot be called traditionally conservative

views.

Social welfare and socialized medical care certainly rep-

resent activism and certainly represent the desire to take

hold of an economic system and not let it run its natural

course These views also represent the idea

of "sharing the wealth" and are totally oppo-
site to the conservative notion that "the best

shall succeed and | that J it be rightly so."

Obviously the term conservative as used

by both college students and U.S. citizens in

polling is both evasive and misleading in consideration of

these instances where reports of overriding conservative

viewpoints in the United States may not actually be exist-

ing as reported.

Then, on the other hand, conservatism has always been

considered from the right of the political spectrum to the

norm and one can deduce that perhaps that norm now is

supporting socialized programs.

If this be the case, one can simply see a change in the

American point of view — that is, that conservatism may
no longer be "conservatism" as we have traditionally

known it. but actually a new form of liberalism.

But in a recent poll taken across the nation as reported Lisa Melilli is a former Collegian commentator.

Write a letter to the editor!
letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

Notes from Campus Center Basement

Jeremy

Brothers

A man walks up to the gates of

heaven. Saint Peter peeks his

head over the top of some
great big book and says "What were

you doing during the 90's?" The man
looks up and says, "I was an under-

graduate at UMass." Saint Peter

looks surprised and says, "That's all

you did?" The man responds. "Well.

I had a double major and two
minors..."

A bad joke, that's

what my life is becom-
ing.

I told myself a few
weeks ago that I was
going to approach the

impending "day °o graduation." (see.

I'm trying to make it sound fun...)

with as much optimism as I could

muster. Yesterday, someone asked
me how my semester was going and I

lied.

"Oh, I can't wait to linish. the

light at the end of the tunnel is in

sight." or some other foolish plati-

tude.

The entirety of my following class

was spent wondering where I could

add another major and wouldn't it

be silly to be called a "Sixth Year
Senior."

I made a little chart and put it on
the floor below my desk. I was
resolved to march over to CASIAC
and demand that they let me into

whatever section of the major chart

that my piece of paper landed on.

It was really exciting for a few
minutes. I thought we might be able

to market a game show based on this

concept. I came up with a very hum-
mable theme song in my head

What would my new major be?
Classics? Art History? Linguistics?

(You might notice a trend forming
with my choices...) The moment of

truth had arrived.

journalism. That's where my for-

tune lay according to a piece of paper

that I blew off my desk. I thought of

the prospect of spending another few

semesters with a bunch of Scoop
Brady poseurs bitching about getting

good clips and intern-

ships where they don't

just make you get cof-

fee. I wretched.

So. I guess I'm
graduating. Who

would have guessed?

There are a few things that should

be cleared up before this week ends I

don't want to polarize the campus
anymore, but I've realized that there

are two kinds of people who go to

UMass: people who get it and people

who don't It's hard to define these

two categories, but I'm sure that this

is a debate which has gone on long

before there ever was a UMass. and
therefore we can try to point them
out.

1 Insert banal, almost obligatory,

bit about how the Collegian is run by

a bunch of hard -working kids with

good hearts, some of whom allow

on to get the better of them.)
"People who don't get il" —

People who get upset loo easily when
the comics are repeated (alternate

choices include: when the Collegian

runs something they don't find

funny, when the Collegian doesn't

run something they find "vital.");

people who don't understand what a

"review" in music review is (alter-

nate choices include: movie reviews

and theater reviews).

"People who get it" — A much
smaller group of people at L\l.i-

They obsessively look for spelling

errors and split infinitives, marking

up the Collegian with a red magic-

marker and when they're done, they

throw this copy out. The majority of

this group stopped reading the

Collegian years ago, when they start-

ed getting deja vu.

Quick fun fact for those who were

either scratching their heads or just

didn't get it after looking at yester-

day's opera cover story. George
Erederick Handel is one of the lew

18th century opera composers whose
work is still being performed today,

not one of the few opera composers
still performing today I'm sonj lot

those who were excited b\ this, hut

no — Handel will be at the Mullins

Center for either the Motorcross
competition this weekend nor the

performance of his opera next week-

end

Hev. remember folks, keep those

cards and letters coming. We love to

hear from you and your ideas.

Special thanks to the floor in

Orchard Hill who thought that a

comparative essay of the dining com-
mons of the Eivc Colleges would
make a great cover story. We'll keep

that in mind.

leremy Brothers is a Collegian
columnist

Letters to the Editor

Fund call boxes

not flagpoles

To the Editor:

As one of the 1 7 Senators who voted against the motion
to place an American flag in the center of each residential

area. I would like to explain my motives for doing so.

Primarily. I feel that the SGA has other things to spend
money on. I personally would prefer to see an extra call

box on campus than to see the "beautiful" stars and
stripes waving over me on a dark night.

Secondly, if we want to beautify the campus, we should

do it with art or flowers, not with flags. Eor hypothetical

purposes, let us imagine that flowers and art were scarce

and we did resort to flags. Wouldn't it be wonderful to sit

on a PVTA bus and pull into Hagis Mall and see a multi-

tude of flags? U Mass-Dartmouth does it. why shouldn't

the flagship University? One flag for every ethnic group
represented on this campus. Imagine seeing the flags of

American, Cape Verdean. Irish, Puerto Rican (among oth-

ers) waving side by side. This show of solidarity would
illustrate the diversity on campus. I am sure that the

administration would not mind since it would certainly

help heal UMass's reputation of being insensitive to the

needs of "minorities

In closing. I would like to apologize to any of my con

stituents who found my vote "utterly disgraceful" las

Senator Milson put it). As an ALANA Caucus Senator. I

feel that my vote fairly represented the sentiments of my
constituents. ALANA students do not need American
flags to remind them of where they are. We know we are

in America when we are followed around stores, when we
have to take over buildings to be recognized and when we
are the lone colored faces in lecture halls. The few beans

in a sea of white rice — only in America.

Senator Diana Estrade

ALANA Caucus

No more child care

No more children

To the Editor:

I am appalled at how this "Child Care Now!" campaign
has been advertised in the Campus Center. They covemi
up and taped over most of the other people's signs that

were posted on the Campus Center and the Student Union

Doonesbury

bulletin boards. The excessive and repulsive amounts 1

paper used was not only terrible for our presently critical

environmental crisis, but it was mean-spirited and disre-

spectful towards fellow, inruicent students who also want
to voice their causes, (unctions or iu>t to sell something.

The campaign is not the only guilty partv who selfishly

covers all the other signs — many do, but not usuallv to

the extent that this "Child Care Sow'" campaign has.

I think we need to find a solution to this soon. Perhaps.
solution could be that we are each only allowed to put

up one sign on each board. This would be fair because
each time I go to hang up a few of my own signs, within

hours. I go back and they are usually coveted up
To address the "future procreators" (on the "Child Care

Now '" signs), there are already more than five billion peo-
ple on this planet and this planet can oh\ iouslv not sustain

us in the way we are living. Until we can work out a bene-
ficial way to sustain life in this delicate eco-system that

we live in. it is selfish and ignorant to continue to propa-
gate on this planet: to go on living the way our ancestors

have, seems impossible at this time without suffering

severe consequences. It is time to ask why we have chil-

dren and the consequences it might have. It has been
determined that the number one threat to the environ-
ment is over-population because it drives all movement
on this earth.

I know there are women who are exceptions to this, but

to create more child care on this campus would be advocat-
ing that it is fine to have children before someone has fin

ished college and financially prepared to support a family

This is extremely irresponsible Women, before choosing
either to have or not to have children you should be able to

take responsibility for your choices. I think we should have
more control over our sexual drives — we are not animals

Eurthermore. I am tired of these student takeovers,
occupying buildings and threatening these administrators
until they get their way. Threats are not a fair way to cre-

ate change — it is not democratic. |To the administra-
tors.] just because a groups wants something, does not
mean that it is best to appease them, just because thev ve
made some noise. It seems as if there is no deliberation
over whether these threats are fair or if they should take
priority over all the other problems on this campus

I hope that there arc people who agree with me — it

seems these days that everyone on this campus has the
same beliefs or maybe it is their few voices that drown out
the rest of us.

Rebecca DiSilencio

Amherst
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New compilation where it's at
Well, most of you have probably spent your

hard-earned cash on the new Snapcase release, or you're

saving it for the new Integrity and Strife albums that are

about to come out. However, if you have any money left

and are willing to take a chance on an excellent hardcore
compilation check out New York Underground! Hardcore
and Beyond Vol. I.

New York Underground is an excellent look into some
of the lesser known New York hardcore bands. In fact

the only bands on this compilation who have had releases

prior to this are Muddfoot and Cleanser.

Day In The Life is the first band on the compilation

and they contribute two songs: "Spin Control" and "Self

Serve." Day In The Life feature ex-Mind Over
Matter vocalist George Reynolds and are

about to become very well known. They
play a driving style of post-hardcore

similar to Drive Like |ehu. However
they are not as eccentric as |ehu and at

they're speedier moments sound a little

like newer Snapcase.

Muddfoot are the second band on this com-
pilation and they contribute "Low Budget" and
"Call You Back In 10 Minutes." Muddfoot
used to sound like Into Another crossed with

lawbreaker, however this compilation shows
them forgoing the Into Another side for a more
straight up pop- punk sound. "Low Budget" is

probably the best song on this compilation.

The other standout band is Kill Your Idols.

Kill Your Idols are another Long Island band

and feature ex-members of Clockwise. They play straight

up old-school hardcore in the vein of Minor Threat, and

they're brand of posi-core is a nice edition to the hard-

core world. One song "Lost In Space" is a S.O.A. cover.

Look out for these guvs.

Pacifier contribute two tracks and are another throw-

back hardcore band. Pacifier sound like Black Elag, only

with a little more melody and not quit as dynamic a

sound. |ohn Henry feature ex-Token Entry, ex-Black
Train lack drummer Ernie. |ohn Henry play solid punk
rock more reminiscent of the lam then anything else.

|ohn Henry are a proficient band but neither of the songs

stayed in my head or stood out. The Drastics play

oi/punk the way it was meant to be played, fast guitars

with a snotty vocalist. Cleanser contribute "Many Days"

and "Rebel."

Every compilation has it's duds and this one is no
exception. Reach's version of Leeway meets Into Another

with Adam

Plugacz

is interesting on "Insecurities* and then falls flat on it's

face on the second song. Ouiji Pig take the prize for

dumbest name and worst songs. These guys sound like

Bush and shouldn't be on this compilation, actually the

only thing anyone should do to these guys is shoot them.

New York Underground! Hardcore and Beyond Vol. I

can be ordered from Clean Recordings, P.O. Box 585,

Woodmere N.Y.. 11598.

• Also out is the debut full-length from Cleanser.

Cleanser's album entitled Grime showcases this Long
Island band at it's best. Cleanser play metal influenced

hardcore, however they sound like a hardcore band
incorporating metal rather then a heavy metal band

passing themselves off as a hardcore band. The
songs are surprisingly catchy and intricate,

s^ I don't actually consider these guys a
'" I hardcore band as they strike me as

erno-metal if you can imagine the con-

cept. However fans of 108 or Bloodlet

should check these guys out. The only

weakness is that the vocalist doesn't quite

have the vocal power to match the bands

intensity. Grime can be ordered through

None Of The Above Records. P.O. Box
Farmingville. NY 11758.

• In upcoming shows we have the Very-

Loud Music Festival at Pearl Street and

Strife will be playing at Pearl Street around

the end of April.

• Some upcoming releases: A split full

length CD from Fully and Lady Luck on l|T

records. Lady Luck features Roger Miret on bass and

Fully features Sergio from Quicksand on bass. 25 Ta' Life

have a full length coming out on Another Planet Records.

Silent Majority have a full length coming out on Exit

Records. Exit Records should also be releasing a split CD
with Tripface and Indecision. In My Blood is releasing a

compilation featuring Floorpunch. 97A, Rain On the

Parade, Atari, Pushed Too Far and Ensign. None of the

Above Records will be releasing full lengths from
Tension and Kill Your Idols. 2Damn Hype Records is

releasing a Clash cover album featuring Shelter.

Murphy's Law. H20. Merauder, Shift. Swinging Utters.

Rykers. Down By Law and more. Another Planet

Records have a live CD coming out featuring Murphy's

Law. H20. Crown Of Thornz. Skarhead. Sub-Zero.
Down Low, 25 Ta Life. Coldfront, Warzone. Rejuvenate,

Maximum Penalty and Nine Lives.

Adam Plugac: is a Collegian i-olumnist

Web TV isn't where it's at...

Patrick

Shanley

What is this new phenomena that

is hitting the idiot box?

WebTV.
How about that. Recently I have

been reading, hearing, and seeing a

lot about this new medium for

crawling the net and surfing the

web. Everything that I have come
across has been very mixed. Most of

it, though, has been real negative. I

am one who has to see to believe

because otherwise how is one sup-

posed to know what is good and
what is bad by what others tell you.

So being the curious person that I

am, I went to a local Circuit City

and asked the nice salesperson for a

demonstration and a test drive on
my own.
When you purchase a

Web TV package for

about $300, you are

getting a set-top box,

which is essentially a

33.6Kbps modem,
allowing you to log onto the

Internet and to surf the Web. Unlike

conventional hookups, you do not

have a choice between ISPs
(Internet Service Providers). You
must pay Web TV Networks (the

ISP) a sum of $19.95 a month for

cyberspace privileges

For your money, you gel up to six

different e-mail users per account, a

custom web browser with a simple

menu interface and a remote for

navigation. For an additional $80
you can get a wireless keyboard —
Yippee! One of the cool things is

you're automatically given software

upgrades and are notified about it

too. At this time, there are very few
plug-ins available for the system.

So what did I find when the sales-

person left me to my own devices?

Well, I considered the possibility of

trying to pull a racey web page and
leave it in plain view on the large

screen demo TV, but my conscience

got the belter of me. Actually', what
I did find is that I should have lis-

Becau.se today is

mystery meat day
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tened to those who told me it stinks.

because it really does.

First and foremost, the system
does not have the extensive and
endless possibilities that a regular

PC and say Netscape have.
Secondly, the resolution of images is

just nothing compared to a PC.
Some of the pages thai I pulled up
included the Museum of Modern
Art, NASA and National
Geographic. PC screens are far

superior than TV.
Another very big draw back is the

fact that there is no downloading or

printing capabilities as there is no
hard disk.

There is no port or plug or any-

thing for this system. Also, even
though e cash is not

really big here in the

U.S. yet. there is,

however, a slot for a

smart card. But
unless you have a

smart card, forget doing any e-cash

transactions on the web.
I guess that Web TV really stinks,

but could have a lot of potential.

Yes, I think thai is the accurate

word, potential.

There are a lot of things that

would have to be added to Web TV
in order to grab PC users away from

there desktops. Why would some-

one with all sorts of goodies want to

go to something without any and is

hard to use even for seasoned veter-

ans? Exactamundo!
There are a few promising aspects

that could lure even the most die

hard net head.

A) you will soon have liquid

crystal television, thus enhanced
resolution.

B) you could lie in bed surfing

the net at night before you fall

asleep.

That was the other thing that got

me. also, the fact that this new
medium is marketed towards fami-

lies and novice net surfers. I don't

understand how they can portray

this system as easy to use. because it

is not.

It took me a good 15 minutes just

to get used to the dang thing. Even
then. I was still a bit shaky with it. I

would guesstimate that it would
take a novice at least four to five sit-

tings of about three hours each to

ge t proficient with it. D-
Patrick Shanley is a Collegian

columnist1. '
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Captain Morgan

A Coke

16 oz

$2.00

Sloe Gin Fizz

16 oz
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Red Dog
16 oz Drafts
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Thurs-Fri-Sot

Dancing

No Cover
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BODY IMAGE AWARENESS WEEK

XACTIONV
PLAN A

For your consideration... from the items listed

below, pick one thir.3 to do for yourSelf and one

thing to do for
w
the cause"-Woman kind!

1. Plan not to Weigh yourSelf for two weeks.

2. StOp talking about your Weight for two weeks.

3. Make a list of the women you admire fTloSt

and post it where you'll see it often.

4. Write to a company whose ad S Offend you.

5. Stop talking about other people's weight for two

weeks, le "you look great-did you lose weight?"

ViSit our Campus Center table on

April 7, 8, 9, and 11 to find Out more.

Sponsored by: the 5 College Eating Disorders Committee,

and the UHS Womens Health Project
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Collegian Classifieds
APARTMENT FOR RENT | EMPLOYMENT

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 F<i\: (413)545-1592

3 bedroom aeetteieat on but route

Available 6/1 Great location Call 256

5034

1 eedreei Mha Aft Take over lease

June 1st Please call Mart. Seth. or Scott

5492645

AUTO FOR SALE

For Sale 1»» VW Be* runs well, good

condition J1200 596-3074

1M2 BMW 733i 160K blue, beige

leather interior, inspected still elegant

good condition $4000 546 2604

M VeJkewafM JeS» St 5-spasd. fulry

equipped with sunroof PS. air. new

stereo. Thule rack, full records Kept

garaged in winter Excellent condition

Must see UK miles $3500 or B/0 543-

4995

EMPLOYMENT
National Parke Hirtnejl Plus Beach

Resorts Ranches Ratting Companies, etc

Benefits bonuses' Nationwide openings

Call 19191918-7767 est R180

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS FRIDAY

4/11 University Directories is hiring stu-

dents to sell Yellow Pages Advertising

this summer m Amherst for the Official

University of Massachusetts- Amherst

Campus Telephone Directory Weekly pay

plus bonus structure Training program

excellent Advertising. Sales. Marketing.

and Public Relations experience Call

18001743-5556 art 122

Crwise and Lead Taw Eaaplsraieat

Earn up to $2000- month plus free work)

travel (Europe. Caribbean etc I No experi

ence necessary Food, lodging 1919818-

7767 ext C180

HELP WANTED ON MARTHA S VINE

YARD Positions available at Bed and

Breakfast free room and board For info

call (508)693 1045

EXTREME Progressive Company look

ing tor five aggressive pro-active individu-

als to capitalize on cutting edge environ

mental market trends Call (413)747 7399

Eavironmental Selee. Hello? Do you

believe m being m the right place at the

right time7 International Marketing Co is

rapidly expanding into the Western

Massachusetts area You'll never know

unless you call 1413)827-7586

LAST CHANCE
leeal Assistants Weatea April 18th is

the last day to apply to the Student legal

Services Office about Fall 1997

Internships 1 Get hands on experience in

the legal field Work directly with attot

nays and clients Earn up to 15 undergrad-

uate credits No experience in the legal

profession required— training is provid-

ed Contact Student legal Services today

545-1995. 922 Campus Center

PAINTERS- Full-time summer. EXPERI

ENCE PREFERRED, vehicle. $6 50

$900/nr heavy lifting required 900-500

ONLY 247 9480

Pan-Taaa Sales Rape WaaSaa "lead

ttie way into the 21st Century" with our

copyright 'Slogan" sweatshirt Be your

own boss and earn extra money fast

Send tor details at The 21st Century

Ocoup 332 Bleecker St D40. NYC. NY

10014

Craioe and Lead Tear Employment work

in exotic locations Meet fun people and

get paid 1 For industry information, call

Cruise Employment Services (8001276-

4948 est CS0017 IWe are a Research

and Publishing Co I

FOR RENT
One bedroom apansiest available May

1st $520/month on Hobart Lane Call

549 1565

Six bedroom newer kern. Close to

UMass Call 54^4270

Available Jane lei Renovated 3 bed-

room. 2 bath apartment in Puffton Call

549-6971

Seiier Raatal 2 bedroom cottage in

Dennis on Cape Cod May 15 Sept 1

Close to bike path. golf, playground, pn

vate yard Sleeps 4 $4800 (508)385 4333

Teke over leeaa from June or Sept

South Point Townhouses. 2 bedroom. 1

1/2 baths Hot water included On bus

line 253-1457

2 bedroom epf. On bus route

$5!0/month washer/dryer 5 minute walk

to rail trail Available June 1st Summer

with option for Fall Call 253-0368 Leave a

message

4 bedroom apt Available 6/1 253-6473

On bus route

3 kedreom. 2 bathroom Puffton

Apartment Available June 1 On bus line

Rent $82S/month Call 549-3986

Uptown stadia eeertmenl for rent-

available last week of May $440 per

month Call Dan 256-5473

FOR RENT
3 bedroom condos Hobart lane Gas

heat hardwood floors heated basement

Now showing for June and September

Lease $1300+ 253 7879

Amherst Cealar 1. 2. and 3 bedroom

apartments Gas. heat, hardwood floors

We are now showing for June and

September leases Lincoln Real Estate

253 7879

Capa Cad group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

(508)477-6000

HAPPY BIRTHOAY SUMMER SUBLET
Happy 24th Birthday Jamoyl

EI
lost say KEYS on PVTA. Tuesday
mght I need them beck Offering »

rewerd call 256 6324

ROOM FOR RENT
2 bedroom for sublet or lease from 6/1

On bus route Water paid for. a great

place Call 253-4627

FOR SALE

Bicycles

Buyjna/Sellina all styles good quality

large inventory (413)666-4781

4 Jeep Tires- excellent condition

30x9 50R15IT Kelly Tires $200 or B/0

CeH Jarmifer 548-9770

Maantein Bike Giant ATX BBS alu

minum frame, ridden once Chris 6-4697

SERVICES

Macintosh Solutions

Trouble shooting, training/guidance, hard-

ware/software installations, upgrading

maintenance and service for Mac OS-

based Computers and peripherals Your

home. dorm, or office Flat rates, student

discounts Please call Mac Magic 584

7904

a tax Real Private home $335 « util-

ities Kitchen privileges

Kosher/Vegetarian preferred laundry,

parking, furnished Available May 1 549-

4853

33J ran Modem 8x CO-ROM Drive Call

Rafael 549 4529

ATTENTION SNAKE LOVERS: Sailing 1

luvenile Ball Python and 1 proven male

Albino Burmese Python I must sell and

you must see Call 549-5893

Laptep Nelekaak $99 VGA Color

Monitor $75 Hard Drive $10. Software

$5 386 Motherboard $25 Call Steve 566

3324 ext 2

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Happy Belated Birthdey la ear

tavornw Las Mis fan We love you Julie

love. An and Lauren

I kelp? Call Birthright of

Amherst area tor free testing and assis

tance 549-1906

SUMMER SUBLET

1 roam in Pufttoa in a 2 bedroom apart

ment Easily fits 2 females Furnished, on

bus route 1 month tree 1 Call Beth 549

5526.

3 kedreom- Petflon Just renovated

Furniture available Starts 6/1 549-4334

2 eedraerae ha The Boulders Apartments

Available 6/1 Call 2560384

3 kedroom/2 ketfe in Puffton Excellent

condition $75u7montt> 549-8745

2 bedroom opertmeat with swimming

pool A/C On bus route m Brandywme

Call Francine 549-4480 Available June I

2 bedroom- Brendywiaa $750/month

Available 6/1 549-4198 Take over our

lease ______^_^____

1 bedroom- Brendyvvtaa Available 5/1

Great for 1 person or 2 549-4357

3 kedreom keaea with Fall Option

August rent is free Call 549-9290

1 bedroom apartment lor June. July,

and August Only $430/month On bus

line Call 253-6401

Sunny one bedroom furnished South

Prospect St Amherst $300/month Call

Karolee 256-41 19

Leaking tar Sessaaer Setter? Beautiful

5 bedroom house Has all needed utilities

On bus line and even has a yard 1 Next lo

Mike's Westview Call Angela or Carey O
549-1859

3 kedreom apartmeat June-August

Sunderland Pool/Courts Call 665-0296

Ten minutes from UMass

2 kedroom/Brandywine with Fall

Option Available 6/1 Can 549-4962

3 bedroom Puffton Available 6/1 549

5941

TO SUBLET

3 kedreom renovated Puffton Apt

Available 6/1 with Fall Option 549-9224

2 ke«toaeVBreadvwiaa Apt Easily fits

4 Excellent condition $740 Call Knsti or

Melissa 549-7474

TRAVEL
Ski and Parly at Killington for only $89

2 nights condo lodging and Two-Day lift

ticket. Call UMass Ski Club 545-3437. 434

Student Union

Ski and Party at Killington tor only $1091

2 nights condo lodging and TWO daily lift

tickets Call UMass Ski and Board Club

545-3437. 434 Student Union

„.- Party Weekend April 11-13.

2 nights lodging and round trip bus $115

Call UMass Ski Club 545-3437

WANTED TO RENT

Looking tor apartment on bus line for

Fall 97 Please call Amy 546-0706

^fes?
Personals Policy Rates

1 *JI prf>o»il» ML ST be p»ourtr*d b> Caltogunil**

*<ffd r*fTn>t(jv*4rt brtorr prtymt** *fMJ Jcccponcr a4

2 law* natmrt MA> NOT hr used <n prn*xvir, ONL>
tint <>arnr» and initial, at* sHowtd TV only •?««*>

nam dm tor b**ihd»> or conopd*ul*)on» pmorrul. m
• '*ar full rumr may bo> u*ed

J Ptwsr tot jlhvtted m pc¥Mfa*hv MO

4 kfr+rstf, .w* not stowed >n pmonmh thr» mwm
(farm roam twtntmn *s •*•>«

5 rVwrvah at a ttoMrmng or cW,-*«jr> net**** **
not KCB?pUrfaaF rVwnaH of a vrnaVttv* or leti-rtou.

ftdffur* are not acc»?p*n>b«> PvrKmaU rnsy not be

iitwd tar rhs? purpot* o* Kai aarjwwnt

Prtifanity mj> not br uwd m per *>n«il\

The pamdjnata tvclion it tar pgnontk orwy The pet

tonal, tcction may NOT be used to tell rw-rm *eefc

roomrtvaiw, atKertne meetin(r> eh
AH pergonal* mu*t have the n*me, vgnaturr *nd
i Main i D number o* the .tudent plat m* the aj

tilled m on the trttd-ftiort ordrc Non vtuovnts mutt

provide a valid driver > Upmr and the Itceme num-
ber must be trcorded t»n the in*ertnjn order Ut* at

talvr tdentitnation or mivrtiirewntalion i* tubfeci to

prn^Hpe* under the law

The Colitgun retenrn the nfht to rrfu*r or to edit

any pervnrval that doe» not meet the (ailegutn % tun-

dard*> m accordance with the >tatute> o' the

Cornmoovvealth ot Mnut huwit»

Students

20<t per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please wntr dearly and

lesibtv We are not responsible for errors result-

mu trom illegible handwritinn or type

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES
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AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND 12 DAYS FREE I
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TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

SATURDAY. APRIL 12

Comedy - The L'Mass Comedy
Troupe Yvili hold its weekly improvi-

sationai comedy show. Mission
Improvable, at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center Basement. Free and open to

the public.

SUNDAY. APRIL 13

/ 1 sbbj — "Color in the Cage." fea-

turing the UMass Twi.-lers. L'Mass

Color Guard, the University of

Delaware Performing rnsemble. and

other twirl teams and indoor guard*

from around New England, will be

held in the Curry Hicks Cage at 2

p.m Admission is free with a valid

UMass ID.

NOTICES

Discussion — Come experience

the cultural diversity of the

Prince/Crampton Graduate
Residence Hall. From April 8 - May
10. residents from many countries

around the world will be participat-

ing in discussions and presentations

about their experiences in their home
countries. Scheduled topics: Europe.

April 8-I4; Asia. April 15-21;

Africa, April 22-28; North America.

April 29 - May J: Latin

America/Caribbean. May 4-10. The

program is free and open to the pub-

h

P&eiry — Spectrum Klafjzine is

looking for anyone interested in read-

ing their poetry or prose in the next

reading. The reading will be held on

April 16 at 7:50 p.m. in the Student

Union Visual Arts Space. All readers

are welcome. Sign up at our office.

406E Student Union or call

545-2240.

Conference — The Women of

Color Conference will be taking place

from April 18-20. Sign-up sheets

will be in the Student Union, room
416 and on the Campus Center

Concourse

RSOs — Francellis Nunez, secre-

tary of registry at the Student

Government Association, would like

to announce that the following inac-

tive groups are in danger of being

removed from RSO status: APICS.

Bridge Club. Brush Up Your Shake

Spear. Cheerleaders. Clean Rivers

Coalition. Collegiate 4-H. European

Club, Hellenic Association. Honors

Students Association. Italian

American Students Association.

Lesbian. Bisexual, Gay Alliance.

Marching Band, Marketing Club.

Omega Psi Phi. Out of State Students

Association. PHNORD. Russian

Club. Soviet Community
Empowerment. SHMAI, Tennis Club.

Travel & Tourism, Truth Task Force.

Twenty/Twenty Vision and the

Wrestling Club. This is the last

chance for groups that have been

inactive for six or more semesters to

reactivate their status. To reactivate.

call Nunez at 545-0541.

Juggling — The UMass luggling

Club will meet on Fridays at 5 p.m.

next to the Information Desk in the

Campus Center. No experience

required.

Financial aid — Applications for

summer financial aid are now avail-

able at Financial Aid Services. You
must be a continuing sludent

enrolled in a degree granting program

at UMass: taking summer classes

through Continuing Education; going

on approved summer international

exchange program through IPO; or

working on a graduate dissertation.

Deadline is April 18. Late applica

tions will not be accepted.-

Meeting — Common Ground will

be holding support and advocacy

meetings for low-income students

and allies every Tuesday in the

Campus Center (room to be

announced) from noon-2 p.m. For

more information, contact Mary
Sutherland at (415) 525-9725 or

leave a message in our box in the

GEO office, basement of the Student

Union.

Meeting — The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organization for

undergraduate and graduate students

with disabilities on campus. Everyone

is welcome. Meetings are Thursday

nights from 6-7 p.m. in Campus
Center. Please bring your thoughts

and concerns to the meeting. For

more information, contact Susan

Pilner at 545-0892 or Kregg
Strehom at 545-4602.

Support group — REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support

program is offehng two support

groups this semester: A grief support

group for those who have experi-

enced the death of someone close to

them; and an illness group for those

currently coping with the serious ill-

ness of a loved one. If you or some-

one you know is interested, please

call us at 577-5516 for more infor-

mation.

Health services — Confused,
afraid, or jusi curious? Do you have

questions about sex. STDs, alcohol,

drugs, eating disorders. HIV/AIDS,

stress management or quitting smok

ing or chewing tobacco? Don't know
who to ask? Call the Peer Health

Connections phoneline at UMass at

577- 5168. Trained students will

anonymously answer your questions

and tell you where to go for more
help.

Commencement Housing — A lim-

ited number of residence hall rooms

will be available or the relatives and

friends of graduating UMass students

for the night of Saturday. May 24.

Commencement Housing applica-

tions are available at the University

Conference Service Office, 918
Campus Center. To guarantee a

reservation, completed forms with

full payment must be returned to

University Conference Services by

May 1. There will be no on-site

reservations.

Internships — Internships are

available working on Earth Day.

Hunger. Recycling and Clean Air.

Call Mes^nie at MassPirg. 545-0199

or stop by the office at 425-A
Student Union Building

Discussion — Come experience the

cultural diversity of the

PriiKe/Crampton Graduate Residence

Hall. From April 8 - May 10. resi-

dents from many countries around

the world will be participating in dis-

cussions and presentations about

their experiences in their home coun-

tries. Scheduled topics: Europe. April

8-14; Asia. April 15-21; Africa. April

22-28: North America. April 29 -

May 5; Latin America/Caribbean.

May 4-10. The program is free and

open to the public

Poetry — Spectrum Magazine is

looking for anyone interested in read-

ing their poetry or prose in the next

reading. The reading will be held on

April 16 at 7:50 p.m. in the Student

Union Visual Arts Space. All readers

are welcome. Sign up at our office.

406E Student Union or call

545-2240.

Conference — The Women of

Color Conference will be taking place

from April 18-20. Sign-up sheets

will be in the Student Union, room
416 and on the Campus Center

Concourse.

RSOs — Francellis Nunez, secre-

tary of registry at the Student

Government Association, would like

to announce that the following inac-

tive groups are in danger of being

removed from RSO status: APICS,

Bridge Club. Brush Up Your Shake

Spear. Cheerleaders. Clean Rivers

FYb Mt pubk service announcements printed

daily To Submit an FYI, please send a pre»

release containing aS pertinent information

ndudng the nam* and phone number of the

contact parson to the Collegian, c o the

Manacang tdnor by noon the previous day

Coalition. Collegiate 4-H. European

Club. Hellenic Association. Honors

Students Association. Italian

American Students Association.

Lesbian. Bisexual. Gay Alliance.

Marching Band. Marketing Club.

Omega Psi Phi. Out of State Students

Association. PHNORD. Russian

Club. Soviet Community
Empowerment. SHMAI. Tennis Club.

Travel & Tourism. Truth Task Form,

Twenty/Twenty Vision and the

Wrestling Club. This is the last

chance for groups that have been

inactive for six or more semesters to

reactivate their status To reactivate,

call Nunez at 545-0541.

juggling — The UMass luggling

Club will meet on Fridays at 5 p.m.

next to the Information Desk in the

Campus Center. No experience

required

Financial aid — Applications for

summer financial aid are now avail-

able at Financial Aid Services. You
must be a continuing student

enrolled in a degree granting program

at UMass: taking summer classes

through Continuing Education: going

on approved summer international

exchange program through IPO: or

working on a graduate dissertation

Deadline is April 18. Late applica-

tions will not be accepted.

-
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Daily Listings sponsored by: IMU'SQiM
41 ROLTWlKVlWALIt • AMIIDBM

VEGETABLE SONORA O SCAMPI O TBONE STEAK O CHICKEN BBQ O PASTA ROJA

PORTEBELLO MUSHROOMS O CHICKEN QUESADILLA O MUSHROOM ONION CHEESEBURGER

BLACKENED CATFISH O SPANISH ORZO O STUFFED PORK CHOPS O NACHOS

BERKSHIRE BREWING COMPANYO MARGARITAS O BLACK FOREST CHEESECAKE

SCREAMING COWBOYS O AND MUCH MORE.

we accept all
major credit

Cards!

M HSCN Bulletin

Board

a CBS/3 Hartford

4 CBS/4 Boston

m ABC/5 Boston

m PBS/57 Springfield

I HSCN Movie

Channel

m UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

lO NBC/30 New
Britain

II Fox/61 Hartford

IB PBS/24 Hartford

13 WOCH&HSCN
14 UMATV
17 HSCN Programming

m TV-19O ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

BET

BET on Jazz

UCTV
The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

onrl SftONO, I WANTED
TO ASK 100, MOULD YOU DO
THl rWattaT «JJM Poet Ml?

Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan DHberff By Scott Adams

se5Yvv€u-,t»je^mwrJj6
6lR^PPtARe)TO0l>

lUORO&S^RAhsK
^CX)fNAAW

VA*\e> AfttcEO TO 6iCXrVMr4eM Ce«TlPrCATtl P0OM
TsAfc r3ARr3eRt^46 fiCADtMH '

lijWT.' HA5
TUMCOMd

BetM
PKOPtRLW

rttaslll ir VMiA\

I DON'T CARE WHAT H
"LOOKS" LIKE ON THE
OKG CHArVT.' YOU^RE AN
TNTERN, NOTrAY BOSS.'

I JU5T SAD THE NEtJ

ORG CHART. CONGRAT-
ULATIONS ON YOUR
PROMOTION, ASOK!

LET'S GO
rAAKE SOfAE

STRATEGIES

AND PRETEND
IT'S COORKJ

;not so
1 LOUD. THE

|
L-U-S-E-R

! ttlGHT

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winiclc Speedy By Todd Hartzler

Ml. RWr *w Vs, hoco

Non Sequitor By Wiley Non Sequitor By Wiley

C©a?n>Y,
BUT VoU'PC
Too LATE.

\ JIKT ttTTLCD
A CXAeVtV ACT\oN
OilT WiTU TWC
TVIAL ATToBNEV

IN TWC
NEXT ALLEY

M» VI=K

University 1 By Frank Cho

VISKs-a

llll Today's D.C. Menu llll

Leedee By Mike Rybicki

Franklin Worcester

LUNCH
Mesquite Chicken

Sandwich
Hot Beef SarKlvvich

Capt. Catch!

DINNER
Rotisserie Chicken

Cheese Spinach Strudel

1 1A Burget-

1 1A Chedder Burger

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Raditore Alfedo Sauce

Harvest Burger

Vegan Falafefcjyr-

Hampshire
i' auMI li i

Berksh

DINNER
Rotisserie Chicken

Hot & Spicey Veggie
Pasta

-~r»aa»>ar»JMi L>ui aaaa

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Cheese
Capt. Catch

YUM!

DINNER
Rotisserie

Chicken

Cheese Spinach

Strudel

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Krabbycake Sandwich
Raditore

Harvest Burger

ire

DINNER
Rotisserie Chicken

Pineapple Ham Steak

Veggie Gumbo
Stuffed Shells

It" Looks CoulD k'.li,
'.'

LOOOib BE REWiy ErrsY

To h'.&E THE fnuRbER
UJEftPON.

f
L.

ftH Wo UptvE TO DO iS SlYvilE

THE COPS Uootb SAY, *TT
:ovh>n't have becw that Gw
ThAT &UYS SrA'iL.MfcT

7'

Why ARE Yoo

iY\E L'.kE THftT

Look,N& (\T

?

It* \xiot,7H

A SHOT.

ARIES UBRA
March 21 -April 20 September 23-October 23

Br aar 10 *m m'ap of thssfi sad Brm of "tan emns on awnd
BnWi what irau aun LrttMil**. rw-anr* orrurmj Mend Ihr

•tdr no* could rmm cmMraa UUt mm but ihrrr arr cturs Do «nf
T »ia»nimi aiilSn im thma raamm and Km tkm » ihr umr

mfr a dud reunnr Oshrt praalr mm u, ukr ihr ntmm aid br bold Tra»rt

to kn> mu hw «r» uMurr bow foul mi rdunUon. prrbapa werlhrr roukl

rrsaoDd ao br anaSout aid acreta rhrir br on ihr honaon CaSra up on phoor

arMrr m Ihr apn » la onVrrd am and nranoa

TAURUS SCORPIO
April 2 1 -May 2

1

October 24-No*ember 22

Tatar on addrd uaka and riapwvahll You haw mar rnrnrr and rwlii Hum
PJra ifjatrwrStOM« ilalnill lo a but don't an drawn m orrr vour head

ll««aiulll and wul haw plmlt of nww You mm br kuatrawd wah a rnrnd who

and rarrajr la mumiuaar n
manm Vrp tout plana aanpw fcr thr Know whm lo bark awar from a

GEMINI
May 22^June 21

You hstw tatw lo i wtch tap on

•Hi M "lift"/ ynuf I>n

cam bertt to haunt rou i -nu n- not

OJarWt TOUT frftalUbV wSafrffW"* Mid V**J

rould hr ihr oop olhrni turn lo for

ojpport ainr] flUtrluKr Br hrtpttil but

rrfuir to *r* Amm intn bad «tu»>41on

CANCER
June 22^Joiy 22

Pmoud and prukmwwiml BrrMwtt way
br buttdlnc up («b* but hanji art—vou

fr)H rtMnr mti thrad in (hr rod Fwnflr

and nrtrnch hrtp you krrp lhtnt> In

prripfTliw Your rMlatiaaawn attrarta

cAhm and proplr wtfl labr your ater A
ojutr a trtp Of apmal rnitrt out wfl booat

four aptnti and rw harar vnur battrrm

LEO
July 23-Augaat 23
Srr vmimrn* a* olhrn wr mu. and arr

othrra In a rrakwlt afjii Now la not Ihr

Umr lo lakr Ihnvra for eranlrd Makr
aun rou rrad ihr ftnr prsm and rhrrk

out ihr drtaaa Draw mapwation and

aotutlont from peal Micrraara to dral

with rurrral problrma

VTROO
Aoftiat 24-aeptember 22
Trust your matinrts Somranr rou

rtauadrr a frtmd may br nore kslejeeMd

In ntmi (omrihmt hr nouun| at your

ntprnar Keep an eye on your tMxkjri

Don l neaart rlnaaaaUc cnoma and •

reeponataktiFS Loved onra win ramr

ihrouati *hm ihry'n nrrded moal

and rnrour*aje?tfwfni Irooi a tovad on*1

who wanta to oflhr H

SAGrTTARIUS
-oTtmbei 23-Decetnber 21

Makr an rflort to bealanrr work and

kWm9f r*lTBjtO»?JttlTllW»W«hrw

i t)Dthin*a*«h

nabor Taldr« a

tnodrraw? rlak rauid Irad Is a btj rrward

Try to krrp a rrrrt Ukoia|h ma. br

hard You"Q bf dad rou did

CAPRICORN
Dectmbfr 22-Janiury 20

rVik quriUona and dp prratatrnt to ajrt

ihr arwwwra rou wrd Support front a

lYtrnd or farntK mtrmbrr timid havr

ftrtna? attachrd br awarr and drrtdr if

rou want to pay thai prtrr Otdn prraon

oflrra hraprul advtrr and yourtajra*

prraon • rnthuwjaarn provra conta0cKi*i

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February IS

You havr ihr umr and Ihr information lo

find Ihr aourrr of a prantrm and Hrar H

up SlrTw In arr Ihr hip, ptcTurr and

trfuar lo pjrt boajrd down wah amafl

dnalb. Dont br too proud lo arrrpt hrtp

from frtrnda and family mrmbrra Takr a

najl bn-ak and pn away from thliuM to

roDm vour lhou|hta

PISCES
February lsVMaxco 20

You know thr rtajht thlni lo aay and thr

radii tlmr to aay Sororow who has

brm osp*an| you tooan ovw lo yeur

akh You oouM rrunflr wKh old frtrnda

Ualmlnj to a frtmd or kmd onr who

nerds lo talk rould ararr potntt as wrl

aa ihr you a new peraprctrrr

Close to Home By John McPherson

For Entertainment Purpoaea Only

O war jean strawaawOw »y \*-mw ewa» Sua—

H&fV»~ ex*etmm-*«mK*T*.an

Parentontca

ACROSS
1. ChjiwTTirwMtrt't

Quote of the Day

UMy car doesn't need

a mechanic.it needs

an exorcist. 4 4

-f. Smith

Courville

S. Graaa uret

10. Trio tor one

14. Mideast land

15. Ha" of Famer Hank

IB. Green vectatabt.

17. Fore* rawlri

IS. Furrcms
as. fi-a -* - * -

i aaa n ai

19- r^Ofcayf uoCaWTwOOn

I2wde)
20. Pads
22. Slept bnetly

24. Hater al Assad's

25. Navy oft

28. Tubers

27. Expensive car. tor

short

2S. Bui. m Barcelona

2B. Quiet mouse

(2 was)

32. C^evJenger

ao. uorvajoeaawjs

37. Spring in Israel

SB. Heads

SB. Leave out

40. JFK Space Center

caps

42. Pool rrterribec

43. Compass tssedrng

44. Optimists phrase

(2vrds)

46. Flightless bird

4B. InadOtion

47. Evergreen

48. Home ot Satnfwlcr

51. VW
54. Morel

56. Cooto. tavonse

57. Lrteteas

BB. ir»»fUont(19B5

hetTil

sMl
"

A!of»y VVWkhj*.

You Very vVetr

(2vrds)

81. Subside

82. Roman trac* post

83. Leflermsn's toe

84. Gathered reaves

66. Pttrjher S»*erhegan

DOWN
1. SoHo studios

2. Granuun corundum

3. Brave one

4. Actress Held

5. powder

6. Keglers hangouts

7. Onassisetai

8. Speck

B. Traps

10. Jumps rope

11. Miner's need

12. Tdcdhing can need

"(George

Herbert) (2 wds

)

11 Peddle

21. Small duck

23.

J8

Sing an alpine song

Hit tor pSJI

Ont o* Jupwavr't

iTVOtXI*

(^uwTWwnoo

30.

31.

31.

33

Oxioeming (2 vrds.)

Le Mans event

Blenk Czech' Lend

34. Liana

36. Adgood and

36. Crumb
38 "Anqe

41. Depraved

42. Orrsnded

46. Coined

48. Snapshot

47. Strong point

48. SF athlete, to a tan

46. Actress Davis

Zagreb native

Bubble and chum
Exhort

50.

51.

52.

53. "Mme eyes have

54. Disclosure of s

secret to the press

SB. Leg. eg.

SB. Cagers'gp

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle

LGOIQ ( reoldOjivanet.com )

by Rogtr aa4 SaUtw Saltaia. nm

Leold was especially struck

by his first lesson in psychology

101 class taught by Smokey

Robinson on the subject of

obsessive-compulsive disorder as

it might manifest itself in a

powerful love addiction.

I don 't like you, but I love you

Seems like I'm always thinking of

you.

Oh, oh, oh, you treat me badly,

I love you madly.

You really got a hold on me.

I don 't want you, but I need you

don 't want to kiss you, but I need

to

Oh, oh, oh, you do me wrong now

my love is strong now.

I don 't want to leave you.

don f want to stay here

don t want to spend another day

here

Oh, oh, oh, I want to split now

I can't quit now.

You really got a hold on me.

You really got a hold on me... Baby!

I love you and all I want you to do

is ....Hold me, Hold me, Hold me.
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Season's toughest stretch starts with Loyola
By Jeremy R. Adams
Collegian Staff

There are a few especially visible

programs in college lacrosse, and
Loyola College has one of them. The
No, 9 Greyhounds are currently 4-2,

and in just as crucial need of winning
this Saturday at Richard F. Garber
Field as are their hosts, the 5-3
Minutemen.

The all-time series between the

two schools weighs in Loyola's favor,

at 4-0. The Minutemen first met the

Greyhounds in 1963, and most
recently in 1992. Loyola won the last

meeting 17-10.

I Mass is ranked No. 12 in the

country right now, coming off a

home win against New Hampshire on
Tuesday. The Minutemen's season
has had its ups and downs, from back
to back losses to top-caliber oppo-
nents Hofstra and Virginia, to a

strong showing in a win over peren-

nial power Army.
"We're where we want to be.

Obviously we wanted to be 8-0. but

the team has progressed well. Being

able to be [practicing] outside consis-

tently, hopefully that will help us,"

said Massachusetts coach Greg
Cannella.

Inconsistent performance by
Mother Nature has not affected the

Minutemen lately, regular outside

practices have aided them in prepara-

tion for the match-up with the

Greyhounds
Loyola boasts one of the all-time

best lacrosse programs in NCAA
Division I history, and this year is no
break in tradition. The Hounds' four

wins are over strong Division I oppo-

nents, including Air Force, No. 8
Notre Dame lApr. 20 at home on the

Minutemen's docket). Fairfield and
No. 1 1 Brown.

Cannella praises the Greyhounds,
citing them as a team with many
strengths

"They're a very talented team,
they've got great team speed,"
Cannella said. They love to play the

transition."

"They've got great shooters and are

very well coached team, a good group

of athletes. They will be ready for

Pl«M» • ADAMS \ COUICIAN

Jay Robbins, UMass' face-off man, will literally go head- to-head with Loyola tomorrow.

us." Cannella added.

One concern of the Minutemen
against Loyola may be shoring up
some transitional problems, as New
Hampshire was able to capitalize on
the absences of defensive players

Adam Waxer and lay Negus due to

injuries.

"You certainly miss people when
they are hurt, especially Adam."
Cannella said. "He's a great commu-
nicator on the field, and a very

intense player. Hopefully he'll be

back in action on Saturday."

Waxer saw limited action in the

close loss at No. 3 Duke due to a

pulled groin muscle, and sat out the

UNH win Negus was sidelined in the

Duke game when he suffered a par-

tially separated bruised shoulder.

"They're going to both try to give it

a go in practice, but you've got to be

careful because there are four more
games to go after this Saturday they

have to be healthy for and we want to

make sure they are," Cannella said.

The remaining schedule for the

Minutemen after Loyola includes

home meetings with No. 8 Notre
Dame, and No. 5 Syracuse. Harvard

and Brown are the Minutemen's two
remaining away games of their regu-

lar season

The game will be broadcast live on
WMUA. 91.1 FM. Pregame begins 15

minutes before the 1 p.m. face-off.

UMass baseball hosts Temple for three game-series
By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

|€NN*t» lUTHAS COUfGIAN

Aaron Braunstein, who has helped the UMass baseball team with his offensive output, will be

called upon when the Minutemen face Temple this weekend.

Starting tomorrow at noon, the Massachusetts

baseball team (12-6. 3-3 Atlantic 10) squares off

against Atlantic 10 rival Temple (6-18. 1-5 A-10)
in a three-game conference series. Saturday will see

a doubleheader at Farl E. Lorden Field, with the

third game of the series at 1 2 p.m.

This weekend's matchup carries along with it

more than just another conference series. What's
exciting about this weekend's games are not neces-

sarily the contests themselves, but that there are two
records just waiting to be broken.

The first record is that of career games won.
which is deadlocked at 20 between senior co-cap-

tain lason Bennett and UMass alumni |eff

Toothakcr. Doug Welenc. Carl Botcze and Phil

Tarpey

"He's got to be sharp." coach Mike Stone said of

his first- game starter. "He pitched well against

Dayton. His slider is back, and he's using all four of

his pitches well."

For good reason. Stone was reluctant to talk

about Bennett breaking the record because he didn't

want Bennett to lose focus on the business at hand
— pitching well.

Bennett has appeared in 37 games during his col-

legiate career, 21 of which he has started. His career

record stands at 20-4. The most important thing is

a win for the ballclub. but this record is long

deserved for Bennett, who has paid his dues and is

currently the team's No. 1 pitcher in the rotation.

The other record is not a career record, but the

total number of last year's homeruns hit. last sea-

son, the Minutemen hit 31 balls over various fences

along 'the East Coast. This year, led by the bats of

Doug Clark (6 HRsi and Aaron Braunstein (6),

UMass (30) only needs one more homerun to tic

last year's mark.

The homeruns are good, but Stone wants to make
sure his team doesn't forget how to get base knocks.

"I'd prefer to see them hit line drives." Stone said.

"It's nice to have the runs, but soon they'll be

L/M women face Rutgers

after close loss to Green
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

As both teams walked off of a

frigid Chase Field, the

Minutewomen (2-4) had their

heads held high, while the Big

Green (6-1) were getting ready for

a verbal thrashing from coach Amy
Patton.

Despite a toughly fought 8-6

first half score, and a balanced

scoring attack, UMass was not able

to come back and pull off the upset.

The difference between good and

great teams is the great ones make
the winning run on the scoreboard,

and Dartmouth did just that. Five

unanswered goals starting the sec-

ond half culminated a 7-0 run for

the Big Green, and they held on for

the win.

The fact of the matter was the

Minutewomen were just not going

to walk into Dartmouth's home
opener and stroll away with a victo-

ry. UMass had to play their best,

and in this game, they were close —
to the frustration of Big Green play-

ers like senior defender Andrea
Krumholz. Frustration was mir-

rored on the faces of the home
team as the visitors kept up the

comeback bid. and in the second

half, sportsmanship evolved into

hard, cheap fouls by the hosts.

For UMass coach Francesca

McClellan, this is the team she

wanted to see against their other

nationally ranked opponents this

season. In six games, the

Minutewomen have faced four top

I 5 teams, with all of their losses

coming to said teams.

"We are very pleased with the

team's effort." McClellan said.

"And there were two important

things that evolved from this game.

One. our team play, because we
played as a whole unit on offense

and defense. Two, we played for 60

minutes. The game never really got

totally away from us, and we're

continuing to improve."

The game started out strong for

UMass, with sophomore attacker

I aura Korutz (8 goals. 6 assists. 14

points) scoring off of the opening

draw, giving the team the lead just

: 1 4 into the game. Dartmouth came

back with three unanswered goals,

until senior attacker Stephanie

Walsh (11. I, 12) put on a scoring

move clinic, netting her first of two

goals in the game at the 1 1 45 mark

for the 3-2 lead. After a Big Green

timeout, the teams traded goals for

the rest of the half, with the hosts

rattling off two important goals in

the final minutes for the 8-6 lead.

The scoring run continued until

the 8:44 mark of the second half.
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junior midfielder Amy Leder and the UMass women's lacrosse team

will face Rutgers this weekend.

Men's tennis downs Tufts

as spring season rolls on
By Mike Corey

CoBegton Staff

Turn to BASEBAU page 3

The Massachusetts men's tennis

team is continuing to roll over the com-
petition, with its latest victory coming
on the road in a 5-1 win over Tufts

University on Wednesday.

The unseasonably cold weather once

again played a factor as the doubles

competition was cancelled, although it

didn't matter as the Minutemen
wrapped things up early, to improve to

1 3-1 on the season. 5-1 in the spring.

Minutewoman water polo cruises in CWPA Tournament
By Lisa M. Oliveri

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's
water polo team successfully fin-

ished the CWPA League
Tournament last weekend, winning
all of the matches. The No. 9
Minutewomen are 17- 3 overall on
the season, a new school record for

single- season wins.

The first match took place
amidst a cheering crowd that

included Chancellor David K
Scott Friday night at Totman pool.

The Minutewomen crushed Boston
College 26-0, the fourth time in

their history that they had a

shutout.

They came out strong in the first

quarter, scoring nine goals in the

first eight minutes. Freshman
Emily Didinger led the team with
four goals. Laurie Edwards, Marcie

Hupp, lacqui Tichenor and Andrea
Vazquez all scored three goals
apiece.

UMass coach Bob Newcomb said

thai one goal for this game was to

keep up the intensity of play that

they had in California, as well as

executing fundamental game skills.

He was very pleased with his

team's performance.

"BC is a little on the weak side.

and we were much faster than they

were, so it really allowed us to go
right down and get a jump on
them." Newcomb said.

Sophomore Peggy Nieves was in

goal, where she tallied five saves,

had five steals and one assist.

One of the obstacles that UMass
had to overcome was having a

shallow end goal. According to

Newcomb, with Nieves' height, it

makes a big difference in the game.
"This is just one of the limita-

tions we have in this facility, the

fact that we have to play with a

shallow end goal, which looks

gigantic here and with a short

goalie it is even more of a disad-

vantage, but we really tried to

press them defensively and they

only had a couple of shots in the

whole game." Newcomb said.

"That's a credit to our defense."

The win against BC was a good

start for the Minutewomen,
preparing them for the rest of the

weekend.
"We've never played BC before,

we really just dominated the game
from the very beginning and I

think we just played like UMass
water polo and this year we are

really good," senior Nancy MacNeil

said. "We have a strong team, a lot

of depth and BC is a new program
— this is the first year they have

been in the league — so I think wc

just played really good right from
the beginning, we started off and
took control of the game and did

really well."

On Saturday. UMass took on
Wellesley College in the teams'
first meet of that day. downing the

visitors 20-1. The Minutewomen
came out strong again in the first

quarter of play, tallying eight

goals. They scored six in the sec-

ond quarter, three in the third and
three in the final. Senior Vicky
Bamond led the Minutewoman
offense with five goals.

Nieves was in goal for the

Minutewomen and had five saves.

The only goal she allowed came in

the last quarter of play. Vazquez
also came out strong for the
defense, making five steals.

That evening the Minutewomen
headed over to Amherst College's

Pratt Pool to take on rivals

Harvard University. Last year,

UMass lost to Harvard in double
overtime 9-7. The Minutewoman
totally dominated the Crimson this

year, however.

UMass had 24 goals to

Harvard's four, scoring 1 1 goals in

the second quarter to make it their

strongest of the game. Freshman
Katie Grogan had eight goals

against the Crimson, breaking not

only the record for single-game
scoring, but also the record for sin-

gle-season scoring at 59.

Nieves also set a new school
record — she had 1 5 saves on 1

9

shots.

The Minutewomen finished up
the tournament with a 21-2 win
over MIT. Continuing the pattern

they started in the BC game, their

highest scoring quarter was the

Turn to WATER POLO, page 3

"The big thing was to find out which

team was tougher." assistant coach
Doug Knuth said. "I challenged them
to be tougher, and fight through the

elements, and they did it. right from the

first point."

UMass took five of the six singles

matches for the win. with freshman
Rob Manchester at No. 3 singles setting

the pace. He notched his team-leading

15th singles victory 6-3, 6-1 over

lames Kinnera.

Freshman Patrick Slyman kept up
the strong play of the newcomers as

well with a 6-3, 6-0 win at the No. 2
spot.

"I think all the freshman have got a

lot closer with a team." Slyman said.

"[Wednesday] was a tough day, cold,

and windy, and we knew it was going

to be tough, but we came out and
played pretty good."

The other two first-year players.

Rufino Navarro at No. 5 and Parsa

Samii at No. 6 both came away with

straight set victories as well. 7-6, 6-2.

and 6-2. 6-3 respectively.

Junior Alejandro Aller. and sopho-

more Todd Cheney were back in the

lineup. Aller was a winner 6-2, 6-4
over Adam DeMezza at No. 4 singles,

while Cheney fell to Andy Schwartz
6-2.6-1.

The victory for UMass marked the

first time that they had beaten Tufts

since the mid-1970s, and that most
definitely had an effect on the way the

Minutemen went about this match.
They came out strong, erasing that sta-

tistic and picked up a solid win.

"It felt good, with the weather condi-

tions and all to come out of there with

Turn to MIN'S TENNIS, page 3
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But can you get it

at the Kwik-E-Mart?

All of The
Simpsons' theme
music has been col-

lected for Songs In

The Key Of
Springfield. Check
out what we have to

say about it (see Arts

& Living, page 6)

Sah-wing

Bat-aah!

Baseball's |ason

Bennett and soft-

ball's Danielle

Henderson each
broke team records

on the mound (or

UMass this week-
end, (see Sports

Weekend, page 1 2).

WORLD

Coptic Christians react

to suggested army ban

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — Christians

should be purged from Egypt's army
tor the sake of national security, the

leader of Egypt's largest Muslim fun-

damentalist group said in remarks
published yesterday.

Mustafa Mashoor, the supreme
guide of the Muslim Brotherhood,
told the weekly Rose El Youssef mag-
azine that Coptic Christians should

also be forced to pay a religious tax

that was once levied on Christians

and lews in the Muslim world.

Christian leaders criticized the
remarks, saying they pointed to the

group's intolerance. The brother-

hood, which has renounced violence

since the 1970s, has repeatedly said

it would treat Christians and
Muslims equally if it were ever in

power.

"The remarks unveil the ugly face

of the group's ideology and
removes its tolerant mask," said a

front-page editorial in Watani, the

newspaper of the Coptic Christian

community.
Christians make up 10 percent of

Egypt's 60 million people. Mashoor
could not be reached for further

comment, but a tape of his inter-

view was played for The Associated

Press.

Mashoor said that ridding the
Egyptian army of Christians would
better serve Egypt's security

NATION

Customs agents seize

suspected drug funds

EL PASO, Tesas (AP) — U.S.

Customs agents found more than $5 6
million in suspected drug money hid-

den in the false ceiling of a tractor-trail-

er in one of the largest seizures of cash

headed across the U.S. -Mexico border

The money was found Wednesday
when agents Starched the truck trying

to enter Mexico over the Bridge of the

Americas Authorities were trying to

determine the money's source and
intended recipient. Customs Special

Agent in Charge George McNenney
said that the agency suspects it is

related to drugs, considering the
amount and the effort taken to hide it

"When you see currency in this

amount, hidden in the ceiling of a

trailer, it is more than likely drug
money," he said

The rig's driver, who was not identi-

fied, was not detained. Possession of

cash — even in large amounts — is

not a crime. U.S. law requires border

crossers to declare if they are taking

more than $10,000 out of the coun-

try, but authorities usually cannot
detain a person if they unwittingly

moved cash.

"Before we can make an arrest we
have to have probable cause to

believe that the person involved com-
mitted a violation," said Customs
investigator |oe Webber.
One expert predicted that drug

lords will react violently to the seizure,

seeking retribution for a significant

cash loss.
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NCAA: UM 'did not know*
of alleged Camby violations
By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

The National Collegiate
Athletic Association's (NCAA)
enforcement staff announced on
Friday the University of

Massachusetts, "did not know nor

should |it| have known." former
basketball star Marcus Camby
received benefits from a sports

agent while a member of the

men's basketball team.

When allegations claiming
Camby. last season's consensus
National Player of the year, violat-

ed NCAA regulations when he

accepted gifts from Hartford.
Conn, lawyer Wesley Spears.
Chancellor David K. Scott named
a committee to examine the case.

If evidence showed the Univer»it\

was aware of Camby's interaction

with Spears, the NCAA would be

in a position to penalize the
school's athletic department.

Though this recent develop-
ment shines favorably upon
UMass, an official ruling will not

be issued until the NCAA
Executive Committee examines
the report when it convenes May
6-8.

The UMass investigative com-
mittee was chaired by Associate

Chancellor Susan Pearson; Glenn
Wong, head of the department of

sport studies and the Universiu 'i

faculty athletics representative to

the NCAA; |eff O'Malley, assis-

tant athletic director for compli-

ance; |o-Anne Vanin. dean of stu-

dents and associate vice chancel-

lor for student affairs: Patricia |.

Vittim, associate professor of

entomology and co-chair of the

Faculty Senate Athletic Council;

and Linda Bruno, commissioner
of the Atlantic 10 athletic confer-

ence.

The committee submitted its

findings for review by the NCAA
enforcement staff in mid-March.

Scott said that Pearson's com-
mittee played a large part in the

speed with which the NCAA
addressed the issue.

"Their thoroughness and atten-

tion to detail has enabled the

NCAA to move on this matter
with expediency." Scott said.

In a letter to Scott, the NCAA's
William S. Saum said the enforce-

ment staff, "appreciates the

University's thorough review of

this matter."

Freedom fighter comes to UMass
Kwame Ture to speak tonight in one of last U.S. appearances

By Gregory Casimir

Cosegian Staff

Tonight, in the Campus Center Auditorium, militant black

activist and international spokesman Kwame Ture will be a

featured speaker in a program at University of Massachusetts.

Ture was diagnosed with cancer in 1 99b for which he is

currently being treated, but his appearance at UMass will be

one of his final in America before he returns hack to Africa at

the end of the month
Formerly known as Stokely Carmichael. Kwante Ture. like

Dr. Martin Luther King |r and Malcolm X. is regarded as

one of the most influential Civil Rights/Black liberation lead-

ers of the '60s.

In 1965. as chairman of the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Con AC i >, Carmichael championed

Prominent '60s activist Kwame Ture will make a rare

appearance tonight.

the development of independent political, economic and cul-

tural resources for the black community. This concept took

on the identity of the slogan "Black Power." — a phrase that

resonated throughout Africa, the Caribbean. Europe and
America.

In 1967. Carmichael went to Africa under the invitation of

Dr. Kwame Nkrumah. the Pan-African theoretician and first

president of the newly independent Ghana. After the assassi-

nation of King in 1968, Carmichael moved his base of opera-

tions to Guinea where he served as the exiled President

Nkrumah's political secretary until the president's death.

At the invitation of President Ahmed Sekou Toure. the

then-Carmichae! made his home in Guinea. In tribute to his

two mentors, he changed his name to Kwame Ture. and
remained active in Africa and the U.S. as the president of the

All African People's Revolutionary Party, a Pan- Afriejnisi

organization.

Prof. Esther Terry, chair of the W.E.B. Du Bois

Department of Afro-American Studies, expressed what hav-

ing a person of Ture's caliber come to UMass means.

Hi- life encompasses so much of the contemporary politi-

cal history of the black world in our time. We in the

Department thought there should be some public recognition

of that in the Valley." Terry said

The tribute will take place in the Campus Center
Auditorium. This program is being sponsored by the W.E.B.

Du Bois Department of Afro-American Studies and the

Distinguished Visitors Program, the Campus Activities

Office, the Black Mass Communications Project and the

Black Student Union.

The panelists for the tribute will include: |udy Richardson,

the co-producer of the prize-winning documentary
"Malcolm X: Make It Plain;" Bill Strickland, a faculty mem-
ber of the W'.E.B. Du Bois Afro-American Studies

Department, the author of Malcolm X Make It Plain, and a

member of the Board of the Rainbow Coalition: and
Ekwueme Michael Thelwell. a student activist with Ture at

Howard, novelist, and former Chair of the W.E.B. Du Bois of

Afro-American Studies at UMass.

77iis event is free and open to the public. For more infor-

mation, call 545-2751 or Hop by the WEB. Du Bois

Department of Afro-American Studies on the third floor of

the New Africa House building
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Goodbye, Coach
Pam Hixon has announced she will leave her position as

Massachusetts field hockey coach to concentrate on coaching the

U.S. National team full-time. UMass' winningest field hockey and
women's lacrosse coach, Hixon leaves the school after 1 7 years. She
coached the U.S. in the Summer Olympics in Atlanta last year. See
Sports, page 1 2, for a full story

Students
y
SGA members

question provost candidate

By Toroor Corrol

Colagtan Staff

Provost candidate Kenneth Smith

told students last Friday that he wants

to work together with them if he comes
to the Lniversitj i>t Massachusetts.

Wc v. ant to build a community and

we want to build it on respect." Smith

said. "That should be the underlying

philosophy"

Currently a teaching faculty member
at the L.'niversity of Arizona at Tuscon.

Smith spoke to a group of 10 students

jt Memorial Mall last Friday evening.

Smith began h\ describing his pro-

nal career and experiences at

Arizona, where he was Dean of the

College of Business and Public

Administration and vice provost before

he returned to teaching

"During the time I have been there,

the University has improved dramati-

cally in our faculty and our academic

programs." Smith said "We have been

successful in making the quality work
for students."

Smith said that the University of

Arizona had undergone a transition in

its perception of its mission.

"We have gone from thinking of our-

selves as a research Universits to think-

ing of ourselves as a student-centered

program." Smith said. "We need to

think of things more from a students'

perspective."

Smith went on to say that he felt that

(he nature of higher education and the

needs of students are changing rapidly.

He tell that it was important for stu-

dent" to evaluate their academic and
life-time goals

Turn to SMITH page 3

Second NELSC conference

succeeds in Latino unity goal

Air Force uses U-2 radar in search effort for A-10
By Rich Soskal

Associated Press

By Gregory
Concgion Staff

The second annual weekend-long
Northeast Latin Student Conference

(NELSC). held in the Campus Center,

came to an end yesterday at 2 p.m.

The conference was directed b\ the

Steering Committee and 1 5 volunteer

Universitv ot Massachusetts students

The members of the committee includ-

ed Ernie Casada. Tara Sanabria,
Victor Perez. Yuisa Perez. Rosa
Rodriguez. Mayra Anderson. Ana
Genoa. Melissa Hernandez. Westley

Pereira. lackie Leon. Malwin Davila

and Wilma Crespo.

Pereira expressed his opinion on the

necessity of a conference for Latino

students.

"The purpose of the conference is to

promote I atino unity in the neighbor-

ing Northeastern states, and to also

help create a network among Latino

students in the college area." Pereira

said.

The theme of the conference was.

"Nuestra Cultra." NELSC offered

three days of informative and educa-

tional workshops that centered around

an exploration of the history, society

and community of Latin American
peoples.

Among some of the workshops that

took place were "Roots: Identifying

our Roots," which featured Louis

Reyes Rivera, a poet, historian and

author from New York, and a work-

shop led by Lynette Bloise. the associ-

ate director of mental health at

UMass. that addressed the issue of

drop-out rates in the latino commu-
nity.

Tara Sanabria. a psychology major,

spoke on the origin of the conference.

"it comes from a need to address

certain issue that pertain directly to

us," Sanabria said.

"In order to create unity among

other people, we must first create

units among ourselves," said sopho-

more Yuisa Perez.

The conference attracted many -tu

ilcnts from UMass and other schools

as well. UMass Boston and Lowell

were in attendance, as well as students

from New York. Pennsylvania and
Rhode Island.

In addition to the insightful work-

shops, the NELSC also offered a cul-

tural gala to celebrate their heritage

and culture. Cayena. the UMass
Dominican student dance troupe, per-

formed as part of the festivities. There

was a poetry reading, and a party as

well.

On the last day of the conference.

Sanabria gave a speech that urged all

the participants to keep the work
started at the conference alive.

"By remaining committed to our
community, using the ideas and action

plans from the conference, as well as

the connections that you will make,
you will turn concepts into reality."

Sanabria said.

By the amount of people in atten-

dance, many people involved felt that

the NELSC was an overall success.

A statement issued by the Steering

Committee read. "A good conference

is not only made up of the planning

and organizing that goes into it. but by

the contributions made by those in

attendance."

For those people who were not of

Latino descent, there was something
for them as well.

"We all have similar issues." student

Rosa Rodriguez said. "There isn't

something like this for Cape Verdean
students or other groups. This is a

good event for all to benefit from."

Senior Victor Perez, a finance
major, conveyed his thoughts on the

true spirit of the NELSC.
"It was more than a conference. It

kit like a family," Perez said.

EAGLE. Colo. — Abnormal shapes in the snow have

provided the only tangible tips for the Air Force in its

search of the rugged Colorado mountains for a missing

pilot and his $8 million warplane.

While skiers have provided useful information. U-2
radar photos provide the best chance of pinpointing

where Capt. Craig Button may have crashed his A- 10

Thunderbolt 1 1 days ago.

Any wreckage would be covered by snow, but the high-

tech U-2 radar cameras can see through the snow Photos

taken this weekend will be analyzed to see if the shapes

under the snow are just rocks or pieces of the plane's

engines, which investigators say are likely to have sur-

w\ed a i. rash

"They are abnormal shapes that return on the radar

different from normal, natural phenomenon." I.t. Gen.
Erank Campbell said yesterday. "We need a little more
information before we put ground crews at risk in high-

snow area-
"

The photos have led investigators to focus on six spe-

dfk -ites within a 476-square-mile wilderness area about

Turn to PLANE pope 2
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A Roaring Evening
The traditional Lion Dance was performed at the 1 4th Annual Asian Night by the Gung Ho club Friday

night in the Campus Center Auditorium.
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Remaining hostages freed

in Colombian jail drama
By Ricordo Mazalan
Associated Press

plane
continued from page 1

20 miles west of Vail. They
will be analyzed at Beale Air

Force Base near Sacramento.
Calif.

One U-2 spy plane searched

for Button along with 10 air-

planes and 10 Army heli-

copters yesterday.

The search for Button, 32,

and the A- 10. which was car-

rying four 500-pound bombs,
shifted from Arizona to
Colorado on April 5 when
faint radar signals were detect-

ed in the central Rocky
Mountains. Radar data and
witness accounts indicate
Button consciously broke
away from a three-plane train-

ing formation over Arizona
and flew to Colorado. Air
Force officials previously sug-

gested Button could have
become incapacitated and put

the plane on autopilot.

Campbell said investigators

plan to re-interview people
who reported hearing boom-
ing noises in the Vail area on
the day Button disappeared.
Other witnesses have said they

saw dark clouds that could
have been smoke.

VALLEDUPAR, Colombia —
Heavily armed inmates in control of
this northern city's overcrowded
prison released their 1 1 remaining
hostages yesterday after authorities

promised no reprisals and improved
living conditions.

Under a 12-point agreement
reached during negotiations
Saturday, the 10 inmates controlling

the Valledupar district prison agreed

to free the hostages yesterday and
today surrender weapons including

submachine guns, semiautomatic
rifles and more than 1 ,000 rounds of

ammunition.

"Everyone's tired. I think everyone's

happy that this is coming to an end,"

said local International Red Cross
coordinator Thierry Grobet, who
helped mediate the 1 0-day standoff.

The 1 1 freed captives, including

prison deputy director Isabel Maya,
walked out of the jail's only gate in

the midday heat, some shaking hands
with their former captors before
entering Red Cross vehicles that took

them to a hospital for checkups.

Chief government negotiator lose

Noe Rios promised not to retaliate

against the mutineers, who killed

three guards and a policeman in the

failed April 5 escape attempt that led

to the takeover.

During the course of negotiations,

they freed five hostages. The 10 muti-

neers include three ex-policemen and
most are either serving time or await-

ing sentence on charges including

murder, kidnapping and sedition.

The government also pledged to

create a special commission that will

review inmates' cases, and said it

would allow those from other parts

of the country to be transferred to

prisons closer to their homes.

The more than 580 inmates who
did not take part in the escape
attempt were not confined to their

cellblocks and, authorities say, put
pressure on the mutineers to resolve

the crisis peacefully. The prison was
built to house 120 inmates.

Grobet said no one was hurt in a

brief exchange of gunfire before
dawn yesterday between security

forces surrounding the jail and the

mutineers.

"Those in the prison say it was a

provocation from outside. And those

outside said that that all the gunfire

was inside," he said. Colombia's jails

are plagued by overcrowding, unsani-

tary conditions and corruption among
guards, some of whom participated in

more than two dozen disturbances
and riots this year to protest a plan to

replace them with police.

Critics have said the prison
inmates would never have been able

to get to the weapons locker had
guards been more professional and
less chummy with inmates.

justice Minister Carlos Medellin
said Saturday that the government
would create regional committees to

study the corrections situation and
present to Congress legislation that

would free inmates convicted of less-

er crimes and to expand house
arrests.

Once upon a pond. .

.

The Regatta
On July 21, 1871 the first college crew of

Massachusetts Agricultural College scored an out-
standing achievement when they beat the crews of
Harvard and Brown Universities in the first

Intercollegiate Regatta of American Colleges. Mass
Aggie's team was comprised of farm boys who had
practiced just over a week, from a College that had
been in existence for only four years.

An account of the miraculous win appeared in
the Springfield Republican: "The crew have prac-
ticed but 10 days under josh Ward, and their boat-
ing knowledge has been gained in a old boat...

Ward says that the time was so short that he con-
cluded not to put the boys on severe training. So he
has given them coarse food and plenty of advice."

Despite a poor start and an outside position, the
M.A.C. boys quickly pulled ahead, and by the time
they crossed the finish line three miles down the
river, they were in the lead by a dozen lengths.

nearly two minutes ahead of second- place

Harvard, setting the record for a six-oared crew.

When victory became apparent from the side-

lines, a spectator observed William Smith Clark,

president of the Massachusetts Agricultural

College, shouting, jumping and throwing his hat

into the air. Later, as the triumphant team marched

proudly through Amherst, the delighted President

Clark followed behind shouting loudly. "We've
won, we've won!"
The crew of 1 87 1 's inspiring victory caught the

entire nation's attention and helped to put the

young Massachusetts Agricultural College on the

map.
Text by Gail Ciroux. Special Collections and

Archives Department on the 25th floor of the

W.E.B. Du Bois Library. To learn more about the

University 's history and traditions, visit the depart-

ment Monday-Friday from 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
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The winning crew at the Ingleside Hotel on the Connecticut River in Holyoke in 1871
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Students talk on 'whiteness' class 'I™!*
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By Mark McGratfi

Collegian Staff

A group of University of
Massachusetts students gave a presenta-

tion on the nature of white society, the

focus of a new Women's Studies class,

in Thompson Hall last Wednesday
evening.

The presentation was an adaptation

of one they gave at the Conference on
Whiteness and White American Culture

in Burlington, N.|. this past winter

The students have extensively dis-

cussed these issues in the class, "The
social construction of Whiteness and
Women," taught by Women's Studies

Department Professor Arlene Avakian.

Avakian said that the concept of

whiteness was a growing interest of

hers, and because of the amount of liter-

ature now available, she was able to

institute the course.

The presentation, which summed up
some of the discussions and concepts the

students experienced over the course of

the last semester, opened with students

reading journal entries on the nature of

the course and some of their feelings

regarding the issues being discussed.

One of the goals of the presentation

was to explore race through a limited

number of primary and secondary
sources. The class selected and read

three brief passages from their class

materials. The passages then served as a

springboard for discussion amongst the

students.

The first selection came from a book
called Killers of the Dream, which was
written by Lilian Smith and was origi-

nally published in 1949.

Avakian explained that Smith was a

Southern woman reflecting on the ways

racism affected white people and the

contradictions between their society's

establishments of Christianity and
racism.

The induced discussion involved ideas

such the relationship between sexuality

and racism and the oppression involved

in each.

The second selection came from The
Invention of White Race: Racial
Oppression and Social Control, a book
written by Theodore Allen, who sug-

gests that racial oppression may be sepa-

rated from race. As an example, he uses

the oppression of the Irish people over

time.

"We're so conditioned to look at race

as biological... once you separate race

from biology theoretically, it turns your

head around," Avakian said.

The students' follow-up discussion

explored a number of comparisons
between oppressed groups in the United

States and the distinctions between
them. The question at hand was, "Is

racism an issue of color?" The discus-

sion did not allow adequate time to

come to a conclusion, but opened up
many doors, and many ways of looking

at the situation, Avakian said.

The last reading was taken from a

Toni Morrison book titled Playing in the

Dark. The book discusses the creation

of whiteness through literature and
other forms of media.

The specific passage discussed tans

and hair color and related them to com-
plex issues for race and what society

sees as attractive.

In the following discussion, the mu-

dents discussed the nature of the para-

dox that says that attractive skin is dark-

er, yet at the same time, society sees

lighter hair as more beautiful. Some sug-

gested that tanned skin is attractive

because it is seen as exotic, but that the

light hair represents a person's desire to

retain their whiteness.

The students then took the opportuni-

ty to relate their discussion to the UMass
campus — more specifically the Coodell

takeover in which many of the partici-

pants were involved.

Some of the students suggested that

although the leaders of the takeover

emphasized that it was not just limited

to ALANA students, issues of race could

not be separated from the takeover and
that many of the actions taken could be

seen as attempts not to isolate white stu-

dents by making the takeover a race

issue.

Following the discussion, audience

members were given a chance to intro-

duce related topics for discussion, and

add their own spin to the talk.

Many of the students who have taken

this course and were a part of the pre-

sentation praised the course as one of

the best they have ever taken.

"What's most interesting about this

discussion is the responsibility it necessi-

tates from the white people who partici-

pate," said Erin Feldman, a senior social

thought and political economy major.

The course "The Social Construction

of Whiteness and Women" will be avail-

able for next semester through preregis-

t rat ion

"I want to challenge white students

on this campus to enroll in this class

next semester so they can start con-

fronting their own white privilege,

because as a white people, we have a lot

of work to do." said Kathy McGarvey. a

senior Women's Studies major who was

part of the presentation. "Because this is

a great place to start."

H*A MOOCAU/ COUIGMN

Dirt Devil' > um^^ cm,

Jason Boron of Leverett. a junior mechanical engineering maipr, fltw through the air at the MullinsCenter

at the Arenac rcrts friday night - »•'' L«mmm

continued from page 1

"We need to help them [students]

formulate a better understanding of

what they want to achieve in their edu-

cation," Smith said.

Speaking on the role of the provost,

Smith said that a provost's relationship

with students was a critical pan of the

job.

"The provost should be a voice for

the students." Smith said. "One of their

responsibilities would be their ability to

build a strong relationship with stu-

dents."

Smith then invited the students to

ask him questions.

"I would be interested in seeing

UMass from your eyes," Smith said. "I

would like to know how this would be

an even better place to go to school."

Addressing students' concerns

Student Government Association

(SGA) Trustee-elect and Speaker of

the Senate Brian Tirrell asked the first

question, inquiring how Smith felt

about the proposal to create an honors

college at UMass.

"Well, one of the things about a

University like UMass is that we have

great diversity in the student body,"

Smith replied. "The real trick is how
within a big institution you make it

seem small and personal, to tailor to

the needs of specific students."

Smith said that he felt the University

should pursue initiatives like the hon-

ors college proposal and others that

target the needs of specific group of

students, while maintaining a larger

sense of community.

"My answer is basically to say that

we would like to lake a lot of these ini-

tiatives and develop a stronger

response," Smith said. "One caveat is

to develop sense oi community that

brings people together and to make
sure that students take advantage of the

richness and diversity of the campus."

SGA President Lia Wong asked
Smith for his view on ethnic studies at

UMass.

"There are two contexts, academic

programs and support services." Smith

said. "We need to look at what are the

things we can do to make sure that the

University is providing a learning envi-

ronment in which students are success-

ful."

Continuing education student
lennifer Restle then questioned Smith
on his feelings about access for dis-

abled students at UMass.

"The University of Arizona is one of

the more accommodating universities

in the country. We have had some
good results." Smith answered. "We
also have one of the best programs in

the country for learning disabilities.

What that means is we are more expe-

rienced."

Wong continued the discussion by

askjng Smith for.haHMra on student

activism

-uU "i—hi \
iL r '-' tauild a relationship

with st'idents so that problems could be

SAVE MONEY BY PUTTING
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account will become active automatically.
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Bank of Boston customers call l-8(K)-252-6(KX), or stop by your nearest branch.

BayBank
www.bankboston.com

BANKOF BOSTON

BankBoston
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solved in the normal course of things,"

Smith said. "If we have a demonstration,

it tells us that the normal processes are

not working effectively. I would be dis-

appointed if it got to that point. I would
hope that we could have an ongoing dia-

logue on these Issues."

Smith said that he would schedule

regular meetings with students leader-

ship in order to improve communica-
tions on campus.

"I would want to have regular con-

tact with students," Smith said. "A reg-

ular time to meet with representatives

of student leadership to make sure that

I understand things that are developing

on campus."

The meeting closed with Smith

explaining his reasons for applying for

the provost position at UMass.

"What I have done in my career is I

think I have made a difference in help-

ing the organizations I have been
involved in significantly improve,"
Smith said. "I would like to join a

University that I could contribute to.

where 1 could make a difference. I see

it as an opportunity to help a university

to realize its potential and become even

better than it is."

Smith uvs the fourth candidate to

interview at UMass for the provost

position. The next candidaw scheduled

for intennew is Dario Cortes, who will

speak with students tonight at 6 p.m.

in Campus Center 804-8.

Students interviewed provost candidate Kenneth
Friday evening.

COU»TN.r SMITH/ COUtGiAN

Smith at Memorial Hall

Between April 14-May 2,
come to Hampden Lobby, South-

west and have your picture taken

for the new UMass I.D. Card;

Monday-Thursday, 3 p.m. to 8 p.m.

and Friday 3-5 p.m.

When you do, you'll got a coupon worth 50e at

Antonio's* plus a FREE small soda at

Hampden Snack Bar!

'Hampden location only

The photo is FREE, takes about 2 minutes, and

you'll AVOID SOME BIG LINES IN THE FALL

The new card will be issued then, and it's going

to make your life a lot easier! THE ALL-CAMPUS
CARD can be used as your library card, Meal

Plan ticket, residence hall key, and as a cash

card for on-campus purchases.

I.D. Card photos are also taken in the I.D. Office,

Franklin Dining Hall anytime during regular

business hours.

Don't miss this photo opportunity!
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An objective press?
Last week clashes erupted on the West Bank over

the building in Har Homa, a new suburb in the

lerusalem area. The American press has con-
demned the building as a provocation and have practically

accused Israel of breaking international law. Meanwhile,
Yassar Arafat has used Har Homa as an excuse to kill

innocent Israeli civilians. In response to Arafat's breach of

international law. most American leaders short of
President Clinton condemned his actions, but the press

ignores their condemnations.

last week at the American Israel Policy Affairs

Committee (AIPAC) national conference in Washington.

D.C., Democratic and Republican leaders addressed the

conference. All agreed that Arafat

was wrong. However, if you read

Associated Press ankles or watched
v \\ broadcasts about AIPAC, then

you only heard House Speaker Newt
Gingrich (R-Ca.) and Israeli Prime

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu con-

demn Arafat and the complacent
American press that helps him wage
war against the innocent. The press

did not mention a word about the

speeches from Nice President Al

Core. Sen. lohn Kerry (D- Mass.)

and House Minority Leader Dick
Gephardt ID-Mu.l, all of whom
agreed with \etanyahu and Gingrich.

Earlier this month, both Democratic and Republican

senators co-sponsored a bill to remember the 30th
anniversary of the reunification of lerusalem. Names on
the original proposal include Patrick Movnihan (D-N N i.

Alfonse D'Amato (R.-N.Y.) and Jesse Helms t R-N.O
How can our leaders on both sides of the aisle be

wrong'' When Democrats like Gore. Kerry and Gephardt
agree with the likes of Gingrich. D'Amato and Helms, it

becomes clear who is right and who is mistaken

The press clearly has an agenda that distorts issues sur-

rounding the Arab-Israeli conflict On CNN's "Reliable

Sources," they refer to AIPAC delegates as extremists who
will do anything to quail those who hold dissenting opin-

ions about Israel. However. AIPAC is right. The press has
.in .icviVsi.1 jsj.iiii-t Israel

Ilk- media Ji»pUyaJ n>. u .

Wtmm »> wwnim IX-. crat*. leader- and
fsjcuxng on the pretence of the lone Republican speaker at

the coherence, they painted a pdaVe of AIPAC defcsjMl
as hard line conservatives rather than a mixture of liberals.

moderates and conservatives who are all concerned about
the future of Israel.

"In the first half of 1996

the New York Times

referred to Netanyahu as a

hard liner 53 times, but

only used the reference

twice for Syrian dictator

Hafez Assad.

"

Matthew Wurtzel

of the media's inaccurate coverage of Middle Eastern
affairs,. In the first hall of 1996. the Sew York Times
referred to Netanyahu as a hard liner 33 times, but only

used the reference twice for Syrian dictator Hafez Assad.

Although Assad is not an elected leader, in the same peri-

od the Times never referred to Assad as a dictator.

More recently, the press has not given us all the facts in

the recent insurgencies surrounding Har Homa. and the

"lerusalem question." The new suburb was once part of

East lerusalem in lordan before the 1967 war. The
lordanians fortified all the hills in East lerusalem. The
snipers atop the hills regularly killed innocent Israeli civil-

ians. After the Israelis captured East lerusalem in the 1967

war, the government decided to build

residential neighborhoods on the

hills, so no one could use those hill-

as forrifications. Har Homa is the last

undeveloped hill.

When Old lerusalem was under
lordanian rule before 1967. the

lordanians barred all lews and most
Christians from entering the city to

pray. They allowed Jewish and
Christian holy sites to fall into di-tc

pair and ruin. Today, the Israelis

keep the city open to all faiths, and
the\ permit maintenance on all reli-

gious sites.

The media refers to East lerusalem as Traditional Arab
East lerusalem The traditional and Arab references su>i

gest that the area is predominately Arab. However. East

lerusalem is home to 200.000 lews and only 175.000
Arabs. Clearly the press is misleading the public.

Not only does the press fail to inform readers about Har
Noma's history and the truth about lerusalem. they often

omit the fact that the Israelis are building 2000 new homes
in lerusalem for Arabs in addition to the 5000 for lews in

Har Homa.
Only the media and Arafat talk about the lerusalem

question. The politicians and diplomats know there is

no question surrounding the citv's future because the

Oslo Accords clearly state that lerusalem will remain
unified as the Israeli capital. The Accord- forever bar

the notion of a Palestinian capital there

JThc media tails, to fulfill it- role as messengei ol

iiulh vkhcoaflbey ffeglect to place current events in con
teM bv dpMng background hi-tory The media - fail-

are. fcveMr I heir bia- in lavor ot the \iabs I he
media's inaccuracies and biases are just as much a

threat to the Peace Process in the Middle East as
Arafat's use of terrorism

The coverage of AIPAC is clearly not the only example Matthew Wurtzel is a Collegian columnist.

Honoring Kwame Ture

Hussein

Ibish

Tonight at the Campus Center Auditorium, the UMass
commumtv will be presented with a rare and invaluable

opportunity In honoring Kwame Ture. the Univcrsitv

rises to embrace ideals it often espouses but seldom enact-

When we honor Ture. me honor freedom of thought and
expression, resistance to oppression, dissent from arrogance,

determination in the face of daunting odds and a steadfast

commitment to the truth.

Valuable above all will be the opportunity to listen to the

words of ttas extraordinary figure. Tine's speech promises to

be one of the most important given to the live Colleges fa)

many years, because the concerns and perspec-

tives hie brines with him couldn't be more time-

iy

Ture's historic call for "Black Power" in the

mid 1960s was a bombshell. It separated the

first period of the civil rights movement, which
challenged the dc jure segregation of the |im Crow south, from
the empowerment movement- of the- late '60s. which chal-

lenged the de facto segregation of the I nited States as a whole.

The issues railed by Ture's call for Black Power 50 yean ago
remain largely unresolved. Dc facto apartheid in housing and
education, for example, are still standard features of American
-*oeiv \\ ith chillingly prophetic prescience. Ture and Michael
Thehvell wrote in 1 9t>6 that the increasingly African American
inner cities "can either become concentration camps with a bit-

ter and volatile population whose only power is the power to

destroy, or organized and powerful a immunities able to make
constructive contributions to the total society." Thirty-one
years later, this observation and its implications are at least

pressing as when it was first made.
•\ crucial aspect of Black Power for Ture was identification

with the Third World. Ture explained that African Americans
had a responsibility to oppose and try to neutralize United

States imperialism, and support ami- colonial struggles. In our

era of the New World Order, where the United States styles

it-elf the "sole remaining superpower" and seeks unprecedent-

ed world dominance, this necessary moral imperative bears

almost constant repetition.

was a dose associate of the Pan Africans! independence lead-

ers Kwame Nkrumah and Sekou Toure.

Having spent the last few decades living in Guinea working
to advance this agenda. Kwame Ture brings to us a Pan
African vision of tremendous importance. The post-Cold War
era has brought about a renewed colonial rivalry among west-

em powers for control in Africa. A particularly destructive

Franco-American rivalry is being played out in Zaire. Rwanda
and elsewhere.

Worse still. African states are being increasingly turned

against each other to benefit western interests. The frenzied

American campaign against Islamism has led to

the creation of an anti-Sudanese front in the

Great Lakes region involving Uganda. Eritrea.

Ethiopia. Rwanda and Burundi, as well as

Egypt to the north, serving as a reminder of the

degree of manipulation that continues to char-

acterize intra- African relations.

furthermore, western powers continuously stymie and sub-

vert any attempts to find African solutions to African prob-

lems, reenforcing divisions and dependence.

The Pan African vision, which involves increasing degrees of

African unity and cohesion, remains a potent intellectual force

with widespread appeal and a potentially mighty weapon in the

cause of freedom and justice. Ture's Pan African voice speaks

to the most pressing issues facing the entire continent. It is the

clearest and most coherent response to colonialism's
still-favorite divide and conquer tactic

Ture's commitment to truth and justice are also reflected in

his unwavering support for Palestinian human rights. During
these days of terrible suffering in Palestine, it will he reassuring

to welcome and honor here at UMass. this great friend of the

Palestinians and all colonized peoples. In this regard again.

Ture's moral vision carries the utmost urgency.

Tonight's tribute to Kwame Ture will be a profound and
moving occasion, not just because it allows the University to

fulfill its highest missions, but because it will give all of us the

chance to listen to a man whose wisdom and insights the

world desperately, and increasingly, needs.
Ture became a dedicated Pan Africanist and socialist and Hussein Ibish is a C ollegian columnist

Calling all writers!

The CoOtgkm Ed/Op page will be holding two workshops for anyone Interested In writing for

Fall 97, Come down to the Collegian Open House this Friday, April 1 8, from 1 a.m. - 4 p.m. and
speak with Mike Burke to sign up - or call 545-1 491 .

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

Mite luctexfci^^

Gay rights now!t

Editor's note: On May 8. the Collegian will celebrate

its 30... anniversary as a daily paper. To mark the otxa-
sion the Collegian is reprinting an editorial from each of
the last 3U years Today we feature an editorial originally

printed on March 15, 1979

The subject of homosexuality is one that causes much
trauma, whether it be from misunderstanding, ignorance,
or just plain bigotry. It is a subject that evokes a great

deal of emotion and tension, perhaps as

much as differences between genders.
between race- and between ethnic group-

1967-1997

Homosexuals in our society have been
under attack and have suffered a great deal

because of these misunderstandings While
the-e attack-, ignorances and fears can be understood.
they -imply cannot be justified.

It is for this reason that we support the legislation now
pending on Beacon Hill that would guarantee basic-

human and civil rights for homosexuals. These bills

would prohibit discrimination against any person for his

or her "affectional or sexual preferences." House bill

2650 would grant equal opportunity in public cmplov-

1979

mem. while House bill 2527, a more general bill, would
cover the private sector. This would protect homosexuals
from discrimination in such areas as credit, housing and
private employment. More outdated sex laws, the kind

that have been arbitrarily applied to persecute and entrap

homosexuals, would be prohibited by House bill 5498
The homosexual community is not asking for any spe-

cial privileges or rights, but just an equal chance to live

m -ociety and to be free from undue harassment. All they

want is a fair shake, and it is wrong to

deny them one.

We believe that it is time to consign
these laws to the mentality of Puritani-ni

It is not the function of the government to

pass judgment on anyone's bedroom activi-

ties, nor should it be ours. This legislation which now sits

before the state legislature goes a long way to assure free-

dom from harassment and a decent life for homosexuals.
Any human being, regardless of affectional or sexual

preference, deserves no less than that.

This column ran as an unsigned editorial representa-

tive of the majority opinion of the Collegian Board o)

Directors

Jk ***» «r KMhljj

Lettf :
r to the Editor

Still waiting for

an apology

To the Editor

In the April 5 edition of the
Collegian, a comic strip named
"l.eedee" written by Mike Rvbicki
depicted two characters making fun of

people with disabilities. That evening,

after seeing and hearing about the strip,

about 1 5 students with disabilities went
into the Collegian and demanded an
apology. We were told that a retention

would be printed. On April 7. Mike
Rvbicki wrote that the "comments
made about the hearing impaired were
meant only to be dcliciously and darkly

ironic."

We do not believe this to be an apol-

ogy and that his "comments" were
nothing but ignorant. It is this igno-

rance that perpetuates the stereotypes

that are inflicted upon people with Ml
abilities cverulay We are sick and tired

of the ignorance and stereotypical

labels that are branded on us by t he-

majority in our society. We are students

who happen to have disabilities and we
face enough discrimination on this

campus without the Collegian promot-

ing these stereotypes. Some people who
read this may think that we are too

insensitive and to those people we say

that if they had to face the blatant dis-

crimination that we do everyday on this

campus, as well as in our society, they

would be writing this letter

Richard Mallcy

Amherst

Harassment at the
Munchie Store

To the Editor:

Have you ever just been relaxing in

your dorm around eleven o'clock when
you suddenly feel thirsty? You know
the only thing that can -lop vour thir-t

is a Snapple. Sprite or a Fruitopia?

Well, we all know we can get a Sprite

out of a machine, but what about the

other drinks? You then get the idea to

go to the Southwest Munchie Store to

get the juice and you think to your-elf. I

just might get a slice or two. However,
when I went on my routine trip to the

Munchie Store. I ran into more than I

bargained for. I ran into harassment.

When I arrived at the Munchie Store. I

brought a Snapple and cracked it open
while I decided between pizza or a

cookie. I took a stroll to the back of the

Munchie Store and gazed at the people

on the court. I then decided a juice was
enough, as I walked to the door. I

heard a voice saying "Did you pay for

that?" in a rude, obnoxious voice. I

turned to the individual and said, "Ask
your supervisor, she just rang me up."

The supervisor stated that she did ring

me up. However, he continued to argue

with me, saying I stole the juice even
though his supervisor clearly told him I

did not.

We then began to argue. When it

was finally over. I left and told him
never to accuse me of something I did

not do again or I would not take it

lightly. I foolishly thought the incident

was over I again, about a week later

when back to the Munchie Store and
bought a Sprite. He again began accus-

ing me of stealing, even though his

co-worker told him she rang me up. At
this point. I realized this worker was
harassing me. I again began to argue
back, and I proceeded to remind him of

what I said previously; that being 1

would not take this harassment lightly

Abo to all of you who think it's just

a black thing, it isn't Many other
nationalities, including whites, have
complained of the rude, arrogant
behavior of this worker I am writing

this article to inform the UMass popu-

lation of this individual. This individual

who thinks he has the right to wrongly

accuse someone of stealing and harass

them and get away with it As a student

of UMass. I should not have to worry
about being harassed. So if you run
ink) the ominous figure in the beck of

the Munchie Store wearing glasses,

where the frozen yogurt is, and he
begins to accuse you of stealing, do not

take it sitting down, report him. I just

wonder how someone with no people
skills or personality can work in an
environment surrounded by people?
Go figure. To all patrons of the

Southwest Munchie store, remember
ihi- -tudent worker with too much time

on his hands is watching!

Cherry lenkins

Southwest

Let your voice be
heard

To the Editor:

I write here about an issue which
will affect all graduate students at

UMass. and which I feel demands
attention.

On next Tuesday night, April 15 —
tax day, no less — the Senate will be

voting on its annual budget. I have been

a member of the Senate Finance
Committee for the past two years and
unlike last year when the Senate
approved its consecutive annual deficit

budget, this year we have been working

hard to approve a budget which will

yield a surplus. There are only two
problems that I can see: one is that we
have to raise the Senate tax to do it. and

the other
t
is that the budget contains a

number of items which I feel should

already be cut.

Raising the tax is an issue that I actu-

ally support insofar as it is justified by

the depreciation of monetary value due
to annual increases in the cost of living.

The Consumer Price Index (inflation)

has risen just over 10 percent in the

years since we last raised the tax and so

I support a tax increase of 10 percent to

maintain consistency with the value of

money. That means your current annual

tax of $70 could increase to $77

However, you should know more
about the actual Senate budget. The
Senate proposes to raise over $250.(X>0

with your taxes this year (last year we
taxed more of vour for over $250.0001

Of that $250,000. the Finance
Comminee is proposing to spend over

$104,000 on Senate operations —
that's over 45 percent of your taxes

being used to support salaries for the

four student Executives who run t he-

Senate (two make $10.01 1 a year, the

other two make $13,791 each) plus

anywhere from $25,000 to $40,000 to

maintain the office personnel (depend-

ing on the proposed deal), and another

$10,000 or so in administrative expens-

es and overhead. And a full $10.01

1

stipend goes to the editor of that fine

graduate student publication. The
rata
The Finance Committee is proposing

adding another student employee (at

$10.01 1 ) to the budget to do office cov-

erage when the Senate already pays four

I \ecutives full TA salaries and main-
tains another professional staff person. I

do not think this proposal is rational or

fair. I think more of the Senate tax

should be going back to more graduate

students, not to the few who run the

Senate.

I clearly see a financial disparity

that exists in the Senate, despite the

otherwise good intentions of a lot

of Senators, including the current
Treasurer. I believe that we need to

raise the tax to get the Senate out
of its current budget deficit and
rebuild our reserve base, but we
must also be held accountable for

our actions, which are. in the case
of this year's budget, not in the best

interests of all graduate students
You can best express your interests

by being present at the Senate
meeting next week when this issue
comes up for debate. Please come
to the meeting and make your voice
heard, regardless of where you
stand on the issue.

You should have more say in where
your $77 is going to go next year, and if

you don't want to about $34 of it going
to run an organization which has spent
itself into deficits the past three years,

then you should come to the Senate
meeting on April 15 and be heard (can
you imagine 45 percent of our income
taxes going back to maintain govern-
ment salaries and operations? In reality.

le-s than 2 percent of our federal tax
dollars go to operating the U.S. govern-
ment ). Of course, if you do want $34 of
your money to go to Senate operations,
then you should be heard as well.

And if you just don't care about giv-

ing the Senate that money, I'm sure
we'll gladly take it and spend it without
your input.

Timothy Shary

Amherst
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113 Campus Center
Basement

Take the

escalator down
from the

concourse,

walk all the way
down the hall

past the ATMs
and TV. Look for

k
the room filled

with food and
- smiley happy

k people.

now come down
and see how

college daily comes

o free food!
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Suede return with new album
By Martin J. Keane
Collegian Correspondent

cconns* suvi PYKI

BRITPOP ALERT! - Blur deliver an outstanding self-titled fifth LP. L to R - Dave Rowntree, Graham Coxon,
Damon Albarn, Alex James.

Blur set Britpop precedent yet again

COMING UP
THE LONDON SUEDE

Columbia

With Oasis dominating the music headlines coming out of

England recently, other groups in the Britpop genre have suf-

fered greatly. The Stone Roses, for example, followed up an
amazing debut album with a subpar sophomore effort and
broke up last October in the face of endless ridicule from the

notoriously judgmental British music press. The London
Suede, pioneers of the Britpop sound, seemed destined for a

similar fate, especially considering the departure of chief song-

writer and lead guitarist Bernard Butler in 1994 and the hiring

of unknown 17-year-old Richard Oakes to replace him.

Much to the chagrin of their critics. The London Suede have
returned in triumphant form, and their new album, Coming
Up (Columbia) is the group's most compelling ellort to date.

The album features an eclectic blend of tart, gripping pop
songs and dreamy, soaring ballads that serve as a masterful

articulation of the world which lead singer Brett Anderson
lives in. Already a triple-plaiinum smash throughout Europe.

Coming Up has finally arrived here in the U.S. and comes with

a bonus multimedia disc that contains audio live performances

and video clips that can be viewed on any CD-ROM drive.

The new recruits (Oakes and keyboardist Neil Codling)

bring much to the table and bolster an already solid line-up of

Anderson. Simon Gilbert and Mat Osman. Oakes. while not

the virtuoso that Butler was. creates the perfect guitar accom-

By John Hendrickson
Collegion Staff

"Blur Vs. Oasis." That one phrase

Ninglehandedly sums up the essence

of the British music scene of the '90s,

The competition between the two
bands effectively ended in late '95,

though. Blur released The Great
Escape, their fourth LP. within weeks

of Oasis' sophomore effort iWhat's

The Story) Morning Glory'' Glory

broke sales records in Britain and
reached the Top 5 on the U.S. album
charts Escape didn't come close to

matching these achievements. With
the release of their eponymously
titled fifth album, though. Blur has

civ put an end to the specula-

tion and doubt which has dogged
them for the last two years.

In order to fully appreciate Blur

i Virgin i. one must take a look at Blur's

body of recorded work. Their 1990
debut. Leisure, echoed the sounds of

the then-burgeoning Manchester scene

and featured the hit. "There's No
Other Way." However, Leisure and its

lollow-up. Modern Life Is Rubbish.

failed to ignite the band's fortunes on

either side of the Atlantic. I994's

Parklife. though, changed all of that.

Virtually defining all that is Britpop.

Parklife was a collection of wry charac-

ter studies and snide commentary rem-

iniscent of Ray Davies' finest work
with the Kinks. Musically. Blur mixed

synth-pop. orchestration and post-

punk stylings to create a totally unique

sound during a time of musical

grave-robbing. By I995's The Great

Escape, the production was even more

lush and the lyrics were almost entirely

inaccessible. Considering the path they

seemed to be following. Blur comes as

an unexpected shock.

The most startling aspect of Blur is

the record's production, or lack there

of. Gone are the gloss and sheen of

their last couple of albums: Blur's lo-fi

values serve to compliment the band's

new-found energy. The crushing
wall-of-noise dynamics of "Song 2"

and the punk explosivencss of

"Chinese Bombs" are the most obvious

departures in style, with the Twin
Peaks-ish spookiness of "Theme From
Retro" and the morbidly brooding
"Death Of A Party" also breaking new
ground. Th» sly "Beetlebum."

Bowie-esque "Look Inside America"
and rollicking "M.O.R." and "On Your
Own" adhere to more traditional ruck

conventions, while the disarmingly
effective ballad "You're So Great* is

minimalist to the point of sounding

like it was recorded on a cassette

recordcr.

Although the deconstructionalist

sensibility of Blur is evident through-

out, it neither obscures the power of

the songs nor the band members' indi-

vidual performances. Singer and lyri-

cist (and Britpop pester boy) Damon
Albam's acerbic wit is as sharp as ever

and his delivery has never been this

assured. The propulsive rhythm sec-

tion of Alex lames and Dave Rowntree

compliment Blur's new sound perfect-

ly, but the album's star is Graham
Coxon. Hands- down the best guitarist

in modem British rock. Coxon's work
on Blur is his finest yet.

Blur is the band's most "American"

sounding album vet and thus potential-

ly their most icMttibtl to the U.S.

market. Will Blur follow Oasis and
Radiohead to American success?
Hopefully, because Blur is easily the

best thing released sd far this year.

paniments to Anderson's musings in his glam influenced riffs

and also displays some fine songwriting skills. Codling also

articulates himself well in his debut outing; his keyboard play-

ing helps to give the new album a much fuller sound than in

previous recordings which helps to bring out the inherent rich-

ness in the songs themselves. Instead of repeating

the depressing undertones that plagued 1994's Dog Man Star.

a more positive and upbeat mood prevails on Coming Up. This

ebullience and buoyant nature comes through on several

tracks. "Starcrazy," "Trash* and "Filmstar" each utilize crisp

wah-wah guitar riffs that bring back memories of Molt The

Hoople, or even Ziggy Stardust- era David Bowie. "Beautiful

Ones" is a witty and poignant commentary on rave culture in

which Anderson voices his discontent with the current state of

England's social scene. His frustration with the techno move-

ment is obvious as he rails on those who are "psycho for drum

machine."

It is unfortunate that the energy of those songs is transposed

onto some of the lackluster material which permeates the

album and dilutes its overall quality. What prevents ( oming Up
from being considered a "great" release is the overabundance ol

b-side quality ballads that accentuate Anderson's feminine,

nasally singing voice. "She." for example, is a particularly poor

song about lost love that features Anderson singing like a whiny

teenager. These songs seem to be a showcase lor Anderson's

more gratuitous, banal moments where he wallows in his own
self- importance and slows the momentum of the album.

Taken on the wltole, Coming Up is more a testament to the

gritty perseverance of Anderson and Co. than anything else.

Having been around the block a time or two. The London

Suede speak from experience and their lyrical cynicism is what

ultimately makes this album so memorable.

New Simpsons as absurd as ever
By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

THE SlfrVSONS: SONGS
IN THE KEY Of SPRING-

FIELD

Various Artists

Rhino Records

As a television show, it

can be said that "The
Simpsons" not only gave

the Fox network a fight-

ing chance, but brought

animation back to the

forefront of the public's

interest by breaking away
from the kids-only world

of Saturday morning car-

toons with their

prime-time slot. It seems

only fitting that the suc-

cess of "The Simpsons"

has spawned a sound-
track.

Before you can even
listen to the new compi-

lation of "Simpsons"
material, you notice that

the disc itself looks like-

one of the beloved
donuts of the Simpson
patriarch. Homer. Funny
and cute, isn't it? Better

yet. you remove the disc

from the holder and
notice that the "donut"
has left a greasy stain on
the CD liner underneath.

Downright clever, as is

the case with nearly

everything that comes
from "Simpsons" creator

Matt Groening and com-
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tonight at the meeting with the
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Campus Center room 101 at 7:30 p.m.
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Egyptian pulp novels raise furor How hard is jazz supposed to rock}7

By Nodia Abou Al-Magd
Associated Press

CAIRO. Egypt — With titles including Searching for
Peace with Sex and The Hookers ' War: Jewish Women
and Arab Politicians, a paperback genre is filling a
shadowy niche in the Egyptian psyche.
The books, their covers sometimes illustrated with

the Jewish star of David and sultry women in lingerie,

are a hot item in Cairo book shops and at stalls on the
city's crowded streets.

Their theme: Israel uses its women to corrupt Muslim
youth, recruit spies, control Arab politicians or some-
how get an edge in the Mideast peace process. They
exploit an Egyptian fondness for conspiracy theories, a
widespread hatred of Israel and a fascination with
Israelis' more liberated sex lives.

"Sex is more dangerous than nuclear weapons.
...Israel has been using this weapon to confront us for

some lime. However, recently it has reached a provoca-
tive level," wrote Amr Nassef. author of Normalization
with Sex.

The rhetoric persists nearly 18 years after Egypt
became the first Arab country to make peace with
Israel. But Israelis always have complained that Egypt
maintains a "cold peace." limiting contacts and making
it difficult for Egyptians to visit Israel.

The peace has become even chillier since the election

of right-wing Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu last May added snags to Israel's peace talks

with Palestinians. Syria and Lebanon.
Columnist Mohammed Wagdi Qandil wrote in the

Akhbar Al-Youm newspaper "Egyptian youth go to

work in Israel and then they fall in the spider webs by
temptation with money and sex. ...It is very obvious
that the (Israeli intelligence agency) Mossad uses sex in

recruiting spies.*

In February 1997, the sex-spy link slipped over into

reality when Egypt announced it would try an Israeli liv-

ing in Israel, Azam Azam. as a spy. It alleged he used

Israeli women to recruit an Egyptian and gave the man
women's underwear soaked in invisible ink to help send

messages back to Israel. *

Israel called for Azam's release, saying he has no
links to Israeli intelligence. Egypt refused to free him.

but has set no trial date.

While Mohammed el-Ghiti said his book. The
Hookers' War, was distributed in neighboring countries,

it and others of the same ilk did not seem to be avail-

able elsewhere in the Arab world — at least in major

bookstores.

Lior Ben-Dor. cultural attache of the Israeli Embassy
in Cairo, said it saddened him to see the books being

peddled.

"I'm not going to waste my time in reading books
about tramps and sex. and I deny everything in them,"

he said.

Sociologist Mediha el-Safty at the American
University in Cairo says these books have credibility

with many Egyptians because of the reservoir of hatred

from the three wars fought by Egypt and Israel

"It emphasizes Israel's sabotage in the past. So it is a

natural reaction that there are more anti-normalization

feelings among Egyptians and a tendency to accuse
Israel of everything." said el-Safty.

Sex is another appeal in Egypt's prudish Muslim soci-

ety, where women are expected to be virgins at mar-

riage, and young men are told it's a sin to look at — let

alone talk to — strange women.
Not all of Israel's Egyptian foes approve of the books'

message. Novelist Youssef el-Qaid. a staunch opponent
of normalizing relations with Israel, said he dislikes the

presentation of Israel as a kind of paradise of uninhibit-

ed sex.

"I'm against giving Israel this illusionary victory," he

said. "Besides, our struggle with Israel is political and
cultural. It's not in our interest to transform it into a

sexual invasion."

WRITS FOR ARTS!
Simpsons

continued from page 6

The Simpsons: Songs in the Key

of Springfield is a must have for any

"Simpsons" fanatic. In addition to

the main title theme from Danny
Elfman and the show's ubiquitous

"Itchy and Scratchy" main title

theme, the disc includes many of

the musical numbers that have
made entire episodes great. For
example. "Who Needs The
Kwik-E-Mart?" is a sly satire on
i he classic musical, while "We Do
(The Stonecutters Song)" is a seem-

ingly typical drinking-song about a

mysterious illuminati who "keeps

the metric system down..."

One of the more impressive
aspects of the disc is it's magnitude.

With 59 tracks reaching almost an

hour, you get more for your prover-

bial buck than one might expect

from an anthology from a cartoon.

In addition to the musical num-
bers, the disc offers clips of dia-

logue that surround the music. For

example, after a musical number.

Homer says. "Hey. he lied to us

through song. I hate when people

do that!" These will no doubt be

put to good use on phone answering

machines everywhere.

Although "Simpsons" fans will

find this collection indispensable,

the rest of the viewing public might

not deem the disc necessary for

their collection, nevermind a tad

tedious — like you're watching the

same repeats, over and over and
over. .
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PufSton Village . .

Your First Choice
1, X and 3 bedroom apartments

featuring
Newly renovated units that include:

New appliances New carpeting New kitchen cabinets & counter tops Central air conditioners

Rents starting it $6 IS per month

or
Traditional units that are:

Fully applianccd Freshly painted Carpeted/Tiled Floors Central Air Conditioned

Rents stjrting ji $545 per month

All rents include Heat, Hot Water & C<x>king Gas and use of an olympic size pool,

5 tennis courts, basketball court, laundry rooms and on site parking.

Now accepting rental applications for summer and fall. Call today 549-0145

Does alternative-sounding distortion

guitar belong in jazz? Well, that sounds

like a fine question to begin this lat-

est edition of \/B Weekly. The

answer is yes, and even fur-

ther than that, yes, anything

will belong in jazz, and most

instruments from the violin

(played most well-known by Stephane

Grappelli) to the ancient Brazilian iastru-

nient, the berimbau (employed often by

jazz/world-fusion percussionist Airto

Moreira) have had their place on great

jazz albums. Heck, the distorted, dirtv.

heavy guitar is not new to the jazz world

— it goes way back to the late '60s with

a man named |ohn McLaughlin, but we
won't get into that.

We will however, take a quick look at

the second Grammavision/Rykodisc
release from trumpeter Ron Miles, who
brings along guest Todd Ayers to add
crunching guitar lo a few tracks on the

new album Woman's Day that may
sound just as much at home on a

Nirvana album as it does as a visitor to

Woman's Day. A member of Bill

Frisell's Quartet. Miles naturally asked

his guitar-playing boss to record with his

main trumpeter, once again a band
leader.

Woman s Day shows a man obsessed

with melody lines instead of just be-bop-

ping the night away. Indeed Miles was

very much into the Beatles while putting

the songs on Woman's Day together.

Songs like "Dew," and "You TaMe ..."

present sustained melody lines by Miles

and Frisell (using a clean, echoing tone

that is all his style) over the pool of

Ayers' distortion guitar. Without Ayers

there, as is the way most tracks on this

disc go, he still presents dense trumpet

and guitar over subdued beats (by Artie

Moore on bass and the stvle-chameleon
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Rudy Royston on drums for most tunes).

Songs like "Bom Liar" and "Bath" well

illustrate this general sound design.

There's even a tribute called "Cobain"

which justly goes through many mood
swings in its nine and a half minutes.

Speaking of unusual setups, the New
York label ECM is the

crown-keeper in that field.

Their latest Issue is a 1 2-part

duo suite by Norwegian
pianist Ketil Bjornstad and
American cellist David
Darling called The River.

You can almost feel relaxed

just reading about that, eh?

Well, you're not too far

off. The River is a relaxing

song cycle, but in the right

dreamy mood (ECM is also

the king of dreamy, moody
jazz), you can truly hear the

feeling of quiet ponderings as

Bjornstad plays arpeggios and

revolving themes on piano

and Darling brushes by with a low. gut-

tural cello moan that's like a wind flow-

ing downstream with the water (you see

comthy ecHAao *t urson

Pioneering jazz

trumpeter Ron Miles
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%/jk» time with saxes blowing

*r^ rapidly, you will feign to even

think of this in that genre.

Jazz, my friends, works in mysterious

ways.

Not that jazz does not often hop right

into that be-bop influenced stereotype.

Be-bop revival is actually the hot thing

these days, which can be very repetitive

and very unfortunate.

The cast of Hip Bop/Silva Screen's

Jackie's Blues Bag- A Tribute To lackie

McLean were able to emit some of the

guipelly soul of the classic alto sax-sling-

ing personality of the old '50s hard-bop

world, but they didn't do much to bring

him into the future. Then again, the man
is actually not dead, so he can go ahead

of them himself

Jackie's Blues Bag does

feature quite an all-star

cast (and guess what —
they even call themselves

The Essence All- Stars),

with veterans Branford
Marsalis and |oe Lovano
joining forces with "young

lions" like Craig Handy.
lavon lackson. lustin

Robinson and many others

providing horn tribute on

various tracks. Idris

Muhammad on drums,
LaMont lohnson on piano

(a regular member of

McLean's Quartet from
1964-68) and Rodney Whitaker on bass

provide rhythm on ail tracks, and they

actually end up the real stars.

Marsalis is rather lazy on "Bluesnik"

on tenor, but provides fine, loping sopra-

no sax on "Dr. tackle." Handy, who had

]ust finished Grand Central's tribute to

Hank Mobley shortly before, puts one of

the finest horn parts in on "Blue Fable."

but Lovano takes the reed cake home
with his wild, full sax sounds on "Blues

Inn." The MVP of this disc, though, goes

to the man who actually got to play

McLean's soulful music originally,

lohnson. His piano runs make this disc a

fine listen.

Well, to end off this week, let's take a

trip down memory lane to I95S-54 in

California. Sure, I was bom 21 years

alter West Coast Live (Pacific jazz/Blue

Note) was originally recorded by Chet

Baker and Stan Getz with Baker's band

of I am Bunker (drums) and Carson
Smith (bass) for 1953. and Russ
Freeman (piano). Smith and Shelley

Manne (drums) for 1954. providing

backup in two different L.A. clubs.

However, I'm here 21 years after I was
bom for the tapes from those perfor-

mances to finally surface.

West Coast Liw is a two-disc set of

standards and other songs (no originals

by either Baker or Getz) performed with

such wonderful chemistry and inter-

weaving tones by the two leaders.

Surprisingly, they didn't really get along.

You could swear they were on the same
wavelength and jazz philosophic- on
such songs as "Winter Wonderland"
(yes. the Christmas carol). Denzil Best's

"Move* and the two versions from the

two performances of Rodgers and
Hammerstein's "All The Things You
Are." one quick and compact (I95">),

and the other with a fine, loose jam
(1954).

loshua Boyd is a Collegian columnist.
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baseball Pittsburgh's Super Mario bids farewell to Boston fans Softball

continued from page 1

2

walk, followed by two singles by

Muehie Dagliere and Clark. Two
baiters later. Samela popped his

seeond homerun of the game to

put UMass up 1 1-6.

|eff Puleri did the job Stone

needed him to do and shut the

Owls down for seven straight

innings. He wasn't stopped until

the ninth, when Rick Marinez
sent a solo homerun over the left

field fence. In total. Puleri gave

up 7 hits, I run. 2 walks and 3

K's.

"1 felt I just needed to come in

and keep us in the game." Puleri

said. "I was getting a lot of hit-

ters out with my breaking ball,

and spotting my fastball pretty

well."

This win was just what the

Minutemen needed, taking its

first three game A- 10 series of

the season.

"The pitching stepped it up
this weekend," Samela said.

The doublcheader on Saturday

featured a complete game perfor-

mance by lason Bennett (5-1),

earning him his fifth win of the

season (21-4 career) and making

him the all-time wins leader in

UMass history.

"It was very important to

conic out here and throw well,"

Bennett said "Get the monkey
off my back. It was something

that was in the back of my head.

I wanted to get it over with."

The hitting for UMass made it

that much easier for Bennett and

Bill Cooke (3-2) to pitch, post-

ing 25 runs in the doubleheader.

"It's a whole different ball-

game.* Bennett said. "You just

have to go out there, relax, and

pitch your ballgame."

"It's a lot easier when you're

getting defense too." Cooke
pitched a complete game for his

third win ol the season said.

This weekend's hitting charge

was led. once again, by sopho-

more captain and last WMk'l
A- 10 Athlete of the Week. Doug
Clark. He went 7-for-9. with 10

RBI and two homeruns, which

included his second career grand

slam.

"All week we concentrated on

execution." Clark said.

"(Saturday] we did it perfectly.

We've got talent, speed, we've

got power and pitching. If you

have that, you can be a good

tiam. no matter who you play."

With Brad Gome's six stolen

bases this weekend, he is just

three bases behind Ryan lette's

stolen base record of 83. Gorrie

has a perfect mark of 25 stolen

bases on 25 attempts thai season.

He also went 6-12 at the plate

this weekend, with 3 RBI

Bennett

By Howard Ulman
Associated Press

BOSTON — Mario Lemieux was

in a very strange situation. One of

hockey's greatest players felt lost on

the ice.

As video highlights of his brilliant

career flashed on the scoreboard, as

Frank Sinatra's "My Way" played, as

hats and cheers poured down for

five minutes. Lemieux rested his

,

Write for

Collegian Sports!
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right elbow on the boards in front of

the Pittsburgh Penguins bench and
took it all in yesterday.

"That was pretty neat," he said. "I

didn't know exactly what to do. 1

waved a couple of times, and the

fans just kept going." There was still

3:07 left in his last regular-season

game, a 7-3 loss to the Boston
Bruins in which Lemieux had two
assists, when the multimedia tribute

took place during a timeout.

It didn't end there. Wins ware few

for the Bruins this season — they

had the NHL's worst record — but

their fans were rooting for Lemieux.

They wanted to see him score in the

city where he got his first NHL goal

on his first shot on Oct. 1 1, 1984.

"That's the way it's been since I

announced that I was retiring,"

Lemieux said with a grin. "Seems
like maybe 1 should have done that

my first year in the league."

There were signs all over the

FleetCenter: "NHL won't forget 66."

"A Votre Sante Mario," "Sad to See

You Go Super Mario." With 42 sec-

onds left in yesterday's game, the

chant began — "Mario. Mario."

With 31 seconds left, he jumped
off the bench for his last shift.

With seven seconds left, he had

the puck in the slot. 20 feet in front

of goalie |im Carey. He shot. The
fans hoped.

"1 felt I had a chance at the end

but didn't put anything on the

puck." Lemieux said. "1 was kind of

pressured there." Carey made a rou-

tine save and. when the game was

over, all the Bruins left their bench

to shake Lemieux's hand.

So ended his last regular-season

appearance in a city where he got

the first of his 613 goals, seventh in

league history, and 1,494 points, the

sixth most.

c ontmued from page 12

Massachusetts as a reliever and

occasional weekday starter going

10-0 in his first two seasons His

sophomore season was one to

remember, as he went 8-0. with

a 2.63 ERA in*5l innings, walk-

ing only 14 and striking out 45.

Massachusetts coach Mike Stone

put Bennett in the weekend rota-

tion last season, and he respond-

ed by going 6-3. and finishing

six of his nine starts.

According to Stone, it's

Bennett's consistency and ability

to keep hitlers off-balance that

have made him so successful.

"He's got three or four pitch-

es, and he can throw a slider and

a curve, and he can throw them

for strikes." Stone said. "He
competes, he makes big pitches

when he has to. He gets people

out. and he wins
."

Durability has been Bennett's

strong point He's finished 9 of

the 21 games he's started in his

career, and according to Stone,

consistency has helped Bennett

become successful.

"He's been consistent, [and

has the ability) to step up and

pitch according to the compcti

tion. and get those people out."

Stone said.

At this point in the season.

Bennett has been the stopper for

the Minutemen, who have strug-

gled at times to get quality

innings from the bullpen. But

UMass's team ERA of 5.81 going

into the weekend is much lower

than their opponents. UMass hit-

ting — .353 as a team — has

roughed up opposing pitching to

the tune of an 8.20 ERA. The
Minutemen have already sur-

passed last season's home run

total of 31 in the first game on

Saturday, and sophomore Doug
Clark drove in 21 RBI over the

week. But despite the fireworks.

Saturday belonged to Bennett.

"I never thought about [the

record |." Bennett said. "I knew I

could be successful, I knew if I

did (he things I had to do. mix-

ing up pitches, keeping hitters

off balance, pitching my game. I

knew I could be competitive at

this level, but I never thought I'd

do this well."
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Minutewomen scored twice in t he-

fourth, with Mareina scoring on a

wild pitch, and Kim Gutridge being
brought home on a single by Faessler.

Senior Stephanie Mareina had an
RBI in the bottom of the fifth to
bring in Katie Kenderski for another
run. La Salle would make an attempt
to come back in the sixth inning,
scoring off of Biddies second RBI of
the game. But Sortino put Henderson
in to pitch for Liz Wagner, and she
struck out four of the five batters she
faced, collecting her third save of the

season.

On Sunday the Minutewomen took
on a Virginia Tech team that didn't

seem to quite have it together. The
Hokies are usually very strong offen-

sively, but got off just two hits in the

first game. Henderson dominated the

game, striking out every player at

feast once, with the exception of
Michelle Meadows.

"I think they were intimidated by
Henderson." Sortino said. "She had
them scared."

Virginia Tech's defense was severe-

ly lacking in the first game, chalking

up a total of seven errors. They had a

lot of holes, and UMass found every

one of them. The Minutewomen
scored eight times in the game, off

nine hits, including two RBI's from
senior Sam Cardenas.

The mercy rule was invoked in the

fifth inning to give UMass the 8-0
win.

In the second game of the twin bill,

UMass got off to a hot start, scoring

three runs in the first inning, with
RBls from Gutridge, Kelly Buckley
and Faessler. They would continue
the scoring spree into the fourth,

when they scored twice more, and
would add another run in the fifth.

The Hokies remained scoreless until

the top of the fifth. Sara Rowley had
an RBI, and Sarah Wolf stole home
to give Virginia Tech their only runs

of the game.
The softball team is now unbeaten

in their last 13 games. Last Thursday
they traveled to Cambridge for a dou-

bleheader against Harvard. The
Minutewomen won the first game
2-1. junior Liz Wagner pitched six

shutout innings for UMass, but was
pulled out in the seventh after giving

up two hits. Henderson finished up
the game allowing only one run, and
getting her second save of the season.

The second game saw yet more
spectacular pitching from Henderson,
with 1 1 strikeouts and only three

hits. Harvard's Tasha Cupp also
pitched well, with 10 strikeouts and
four hits. Both teams remained score-

less through eight innings of play,

when the game was finally called due
to darkness.

The Minutewomen now stand at

19-15-1. They will be back in action

on the seventeenth when they head to

Rhode Island for another double-
header.
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Danielle Henderson threw 12 K's in five innings against Va. Tech. yester-

day — the most K's in a five-inning game in UMass history.
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the second set. With some defensive

adjustments, the Greyhounds success-

fully remedied the problems posed in

what was one of UMass' best first-half

performances.

The Loyola longsticks completely
shut out the Minutemen in the second

half, a remarkable deed considering

the play of Brendan Glass early in the

game. Glass tallied a hat trick, scoring

the Minutemen's second, fifth and sev-

enth goals, taking a breather for a cou-

ple of minutes in the first quarter
when he left the game with a hand
injury.

"First half we came ready to play,"

Massachusetts coach Greg Cannella
said. "We hit on our shots, we played

good defense. Things were going our
way in the first half. Our shots fell,

people stepped up.

"[Glass] played well against Duke.
New Hampshire and today it was nice

to see him get in there early in the first

half with a couple of big goals."

The Greyhound defense did not shut

down the man-on- man matchups in

the second half to beat the Minutemen.
Instead they threw UMass a curve they

were not expecting.

"They threw a zone at us in the sec

ond half and a new goalie, and he was
a left handed goalie." Glass said. "I

didn't realize he was a new goalie until

late in the third quarter after I had
taken about 10 shots on cage."

"(The Loyola coaches] did a great

job. they adjusted and played a lot of

zone in the second half." Cannella

said. "I take responsibility, I didn't

think they'd play us with a zone.

"We knew they were a group of

good finishers. I feel we played good
defense, we've got to give them a lot of

credit they played very well."

To credit the Minutemen's offense,

it was able to tally eight goals in one
half against a team that typically

allows opponents just over 10 goals

per game. Chris Grande resumed his

position as the team's leading scorer,

notching a hat trick to update his total

at 19 goals on the season. |im Kennedy
supplied one goal and one assist and
Ken Sussi assisted on two goals.

The Minutemen return to action on
Wednesday, April 16 at Harvard
University in Cambridge.

Woods plays 'A-game,'

masters Augusta course

women's lacrosse
continued from page 1
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first half.

"Great second half, and that was the

team of new," McClellan said. "The
team of old showed up in the first half,

and it's frustrating for the players and
the coaches to be going through this

inconsistency, though it is part of a

developing program.

"I'd rather have one good half than

no good halves, but it's frustrating. I'm

frustrated right now because this is not

something I can control, and it has to be

the players' responsibility to show up
and be ready to play."

The first half can truthfully be judged

as one that every person involved with

the team would like to forget. Any confi-

dence built up from the game against

Dartmouth was unseen, and it seemed
that UMass was letting the physical play

of Rutgers get to them. The difference in

the scoring was that the Minutewomen
just could not capitalize on their offen-

sive zone possession, and they had their

share of shots on goalie Paula Chamoun,
outshooting the Lady Knights by a

25-16 margin for the game.

A 6-0 halftime score appeared to be

daunting, but UMass took the comeback
initiative. After Anderson's goal, sopho-

more attacker Laura Korutz beautifully

fed freshman defender Lynne Young
from behind the net to make the game
9-4 at the 26:32 mark. Seniors Michele

Warrington and Stephanie Walsh kept

the run intact a 1:17 later, with Korutz

completing the comeback bid with a

score less than a minute afterwards.

"Rutgers is strong, and I knew they

were going to be that way." McClellan

said. "But. I thought we would compete
a little bit better. We beat ourselves

today."

Minutewomen Notes: With her two
goals against Rutgers, Walsh is one goal

shy of the 100 goals scored mark in a

career She will be able to remedy that

situation this Wednesday when UMass
will take on the Flying Dutchwomen of

Hofstra at Totman Field (4:00 pm)...

Korutz continues to statistically lead the

offense, with her goal and a assist on
Saturday now giving her 16 points (9

goals. 7 assists).

Loyola
continued from page 12

Enter Sean Gaiser. a senior who
looked to be the Greyhounds top net-

minder two seasons ago. Gaiser earned

the right to take a stab at the Minutemen
and responded immediately.

In his 30 minutes of action Gaiser

came up with nine slops and zero goals

allowed.

"|immy Brown had been our starter

and had an unbelievable year last year.

Sean Gaiser was whe we thought was
going to be our starter two years ago."

Cottle said. "Sean has been practicing

great. I made a decision I was unhappy
with our team's practice Thursday, and I

told them that I thought Sean Gaiser
deserved a chance to play and I was
going to play him today. But I didn't

know when.

"The way it was in the first half I

thought we needed a boost and Sean
really played great in the second half."

While the goalie change certainly bol-

stered the Loyola defense, it was the

switch to a zone defense which stymied

the Minuteman offense.

"We went back and looked at their

tapes last year and looked at their tapes

this year, nobody had zoned them."

Cottle said. "They're an invert team, a

one-on-one team, and you can't run a

zone offense with short sticks behind the

goal. So we went into this game wanting

to zone them."

Zone 'cm they did. The Greyhounds
were able to get a pair of tallies in the

third quarter, while the closest UMass
got to the Loyola net was fleeting looks

inside the zone.

"They did a great job." UMass coach
Greg Cannella said of the Greyhounds.
"They adjusted, played a lot of zone in

the second half, played a little zone in

the first half."

As the second quarter aided UMass'
goal-scoring cause, the fourth quarter

was the Greyhounds* shining time.

With five unanswered goals in the

fourth period, including Mark Frye's

fourth of the day. Loyola was able to

shut- down UMass.
"I didn't think they had good shots."

Cottle said. "They had a lot of shots that

hit the scoreboard. So even if they would
have scored we were going to stay with

the zone because of the kind of shots

they were getting."

With this learning experience at his

back, Cannella knows UMass will proba-

bly sec more zone defenses in the future.

"I'm sure we will (see other zones]."

Cannella said. "It depends on each team,

if a team is ready to play zone, they'll

play zone against us.*
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By Doug Ferguson
Associated Press

AUGUSTA. Ga. — Tiger Woods
found himself in a rare position

yesterday. He had already played
two shots on No. 8, a par 5 mea-
suring 535 yards, and he still

couldn't see the hole.

lust as surprising was that the

pin was still in the cup. Woods,
who won the Masters by shooting

a record 18-under 270 for an
unprecedented 12-stroke victory,

could have won the tournament on
the par 5s alone.

He played them in 13 under for

the week. On all but three of the

16 par 5s. he was either putting or

chipping from just off the green
for an eagle.

This is why lack Nicklaus said

Woods was capable of winning at

least 10 green jackets, why lesper

Parnevik suggested that Masters
officials set up "Tiger tees" some
50 yards back to keep him from
winning 20 of them.

But Woods didn't annihilate
Augusta National on length alone.

When he turned the Masters into a

runaway with a 7-undcr 65 on
Saturday, he missed only one fair-

way and one green.

"In order to get to some of these

pins, you've got to be on certain

sides of the fairway." Woods had
said two days before the tourna-

ment began.

He also shared another element

that was even more telling about
his chances of becoming the
youngest Masters champion.
"It does help to have local knowl-

edge of a golf course," he said.

"But when a guy gets his A-game
and still has his A-game, he's

probably going to win."

When his accuracy did falter.

Woods had so many other shots in

his bag to carry him along.

After bogeys on two of the previ-

ous three holes yesterday. Woods
hooked his approach on No. 8 into

the woods, the ball settling on a

bed of pine needles with a head-

high mound blocking his view of

the flagstick.

Colin Montgomerie, who melted

under Woods' A-game in the third

round, was in the same spot on
Saturday and took a bogey.

POUMA UNVWtri I COUIGIAN

The UMass women's lacrosse team fell to Rutgers at home this weekend.
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APARTMENT FOR RENT EMPLOYMENT

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fnx: (413)545-1592

3 k**r***i aaertSMM on bus route

Available 6/1 Great location Call 256

6034

AUTO FOR SALE
IMS Mercury Capri Mack. 2 door, stan

daid sunroof good condition reliable

$1000 or 8/0 Must sell 1 Kara 549 6061

M Dodie Carevaa- automatic, air. 7

passenger new wiring rebuilt engine

Runs good $1 500 or B/0 Scott 253 7938

Far tat* 1(71 VW Oat runs well, good

condition {1200 586-3074

1112 BMW 73Ji 160K. blue, beige

leather interior inspected, still elegant

good condition $4000 546-2604

m OX 5 speed fully

equipped with sunroof. PS. air new
stereo Thule rick, full records Kept

garaged in winter Eictllent condition

Must see 90K miles {3500 or B/0 549

4995

EMPLOYMENT
Call*' Car* Pr»»i**i seekfcg responsi-

ble loving, and active person fun filled

summer For boys 2 and 9 years Fulltime

weekdays Call 253-7973

Cam* Ca**4**si*. f*c*ae Mint
Pennsylvania Eicellem residential coad

summer camp Counselors to teach ten-

ms scuba, water skiing lakefront. motor-

cycles gymnattics. arts and crafts. WSI..

and more Great salaries 8/21/97-

8/18/97 Call 18001832-8228 tor an appfi

cation

I aave a eteafar* skirt car and am
lookmg tor a person who will teach m*

how to drive it Will pay Dents 545-0479

ltam-Opm

National Parke HiriaaJ Plus Beach

Resorts Ranches. Ratling Companies, etc

Benefits bonuses 1 Nationwide openings

Call 1919)916 7767 eit RI80

University Directories i> hiring slu

4**ts to sell yellow Pages Advertising

this summer in Amherst tor the Official

University ol Massachusetts- Amherst

Campus Telephone Directory Weekly pay

plus bonus structure Training program

excellent Advertising Sales. Marketing.

and Public Relations experience Call

18001743-5556 ext 122

Cruise and 1**4 Tear Employment

Earn up to S2000»/month plus free world

travel (Europe. Caribbean, etc ) No experi-

ence necessary Food, lodging 19191918-

7767 ext CI 80

Environmental Sales. Hello? Do you

believe in being in the right place at the

right time 7 International Marketing Co is

rapidly expanding into the Western

Massachusetts area You'll never know

mini rnii ul' 14131027-7555

LAST CHANCE
Legel Assistants Waatad April 18th a
the last day to apply to the Student Legal

Services Office about Fall 1997

Internships' Get hands-on experience m
the legal field Work directly with attor-

neys and clients Earn up to 15 undergrad-

uate credits No experience >n the legal

profession required— training is provid

*d Contact Student Legal Services today

545-1995. 922 Campus Center

PAINTERS. Full time summer EXPERI-

ENCE PREFERRED vehicle 16 50

S9M/V heavy lifting required 900 500
ONLY 247 9480

EMPLOYMENT
Part Time Sales Rape Wanted "Lead

the way into the 21st Century" with our

copyright "Slogan" sweatshirt Be your

own boss and earn extra money fast

Send toi details at The 21st Century

Gioup. 332 Bleecker St D40. NYC. NY
10014

Cruise aad Lead Tew Employment work

in exotic locations Meet fun people and

get paid 1 For industry information, call

Cruise Employment Services 18001276

4948 ext C50017 IWe are a Research

and Publishing Co I

FOR RENT
Hokart Laae Apartment Available 6/1

Call 549-4376

FOR RENT
Seamier Reatal 2 bedroom cottage in

Dennis on Cape Cod May 1 5- Sept 1

Close to bike path. golf, playground, pri

vate yard Sleeps 4 $4800 I508I385TO3

Take over loose from June or Sept

South Point Townhouses, 2 bedroom. 1

1/2 baths Hot water included. On bus

line 253-1457

4 kwdrown apt Available 6/1 253-6473

On bus route

] kodroem 2 katkreom Puftton

Apartment Available June 1 On bus line

Rent $825/month Call 549-3986

Ultra modern, two

bedroom apartments Free heat/hot

water New kitchens, baths, carpeting,

washers/dryers, and more 1 On bus line

Minutes to Amherst Great specials' Now
leasing Spring and Fall Call 665-3856

3 bedroom Peffton Aportmont
Available June 1 $855 Includes heat and

hot water 549-5376

Take ear 1 kadroon apartneet
Available June 1 Very quiet Puftton

Apartment Call 548-8042

On bedroom opart**** available May
1st $520/month. on Hobart Lane Call

549 1565

Sin kodroom newer ke*>*. Close to

UMass Call 5*9-4270

Availaklo Jwa* 1st Renovated 3 bed

room. 2 bath apartment in Puftton Call

549 6971

i tor Rant Private home $335 » util

mes Kitchen privileges.

Kosher/Vegetarian preferred Laundry,

parking, furnished Available May 1 549

4853

3 kodroom condot Hobart Lane Gas

heat, hardwood floors, heated basement

Now showing tor June and September

Lease $1300* 253-7879

Amherst Center 1 2 and 3 bedroom

apartments Gas. heal hardwood floors

We are now showing tor June and

September leases Lincoln Real Estate

253 7879

Cap* C*d group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses Falmouth area

I50W4776000

FOR SALE

TrakM only $450 Trek 830 only $300

Both brand new and each with kryptonile

locks' Weight bench and Olympic

Weights. $250 Playstation with games.

only $700 Call 548-8042 now'

FOR SALE
Bicycles

Buying/Selling all styles, good quality

Large inventory 14131586-4781

4 Jeep Tires- excellent condition.

30x9 50R15LT Kelly Tires $200 or B/0

Call Jennifer 548-9770

Mountoin Oik* Giant ATX 1160 alu

minum frame, ridden once Chris 6-4697

N
Laptop Notekoek $99 VGA Color

Monitor $75. Hard Orive $10, Software

$5. 386 Motherboard $25 Call Steve 566

3324 est 2

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Happy Birthday Jonn McCawl I know
it s your 21st B Day but don't get too

craiy' I Love You, Zach.

Lest my keys o* FVTA Tuesday night I

need them back Call 256 6324 Reward
Offered

PERSONALS

BJORN V SADfACE. The telephone's

for you'

ROOM FOR RENT

2 bedroom for sublet n lease from 6/1

On bus route Water pard tor a great

place Call 253-4627

ROOMATE WANTED

I
tor 1 er 2 female non-smokers

to share 4 bedroom apartment Call 665

7712

ROOMATE WANTED I SUMMER SUBLET
3 kodroom apartwal in North Amheist

Close to campus Starts 671 Call anytime

548 8976

•king tomal* to share a room

in a 3 bedroom apartment On bus route

Real nice place with great roommates

Must see Please call Jessica 549-8513 to

set up meeting and get more information

SERVICES

Macintosh Solutions

Trouble shooting, training/guidance hard

ware/software installations, upgrading

maintenance and service for Mac OS-

based Computers and peripherals Your

home, doim, or office Flat rates, student

discounts Please call Mac Magic 584-

7904

Pregnant? Need kelp? Call Birthright of

Amherst area tor free testing and assis

tance 549 1906

SUMMER SUBLET

Free couch. TV. aad la/y Boy it you take

over our spacious 2 bedroom apartment 2

people $200 a month Available 5/26 If

you can beat this deal. I'd like to know'

Call Erik or Alysia at 665 3695

1 root* in Puffl** in a 2 bediooni apart-

ment Easily fits 2 females Furnished, on

bus route 1 month free' Call Beth 549-

5526

3 bedroom Puftton Just renovated

Furniture available Starts 6/ 1 549 4334

2 bedroom* in The Boulders Apartments

Available 6/1 Call 256-0384

1 kodroom aaarkanat Fall Option On

bus route Spacious with closet space

$430.'month 256-8190

2 kodroom apertmeet m Sunderland

Available 6/1 to 8/31 Great deal' Call

665-8894 tor moie details On bus route'

SPACIOUS AN0 FURNISHED
loom apartment On bus route with Fall

Option ONE MONTH FREE RENT Tennis

and basketball courts CALL NOW 546

6342

2 kodroom apartpjoal with swimming

pool. A/C On bus route in Brandywine

Call Francine 549-4480 Available June 1

2 kodroom Brandywm* $750/month

Available 6/1 549 4198 Take over our

lease

1 Bedroom Brondywio* Available 5/1

Great tor 1 person or 2 549-4357

3 kodroom k*a*a with Fall Option

August rent is tree Call 549-9290

Soaay en* kodroom furnished South

Prospect St Amherst $300/month Call

Karolee 256-41 19

3 kodroom apartment June-August

Sunderland Pool/Courts Call 665-0298

Ten minutes from UMass

2 kodroom/Brondywiae with Fall

Option Available 6/1 Call 549-4982

3 kodroom Piffles Available 6/1 549

5941

TO SUBLET
3 bedroom renovated Puftton

Apartment Available 6/1 8/31 with Fell

Option 549-9310

3 kodroom renovated Pultton Apt

Available 6/1 with Fall Option 549 9224

TRAVEL

EUROPE $175

Within USA $79 • $129

Caul* /Mexico $199 r/t

Cheap Fares Worldwide i "" <

http //www airhitch.org

AIRHITCH 1 800 326-2009

Ski and Party at Killington tor only $89

2 nights condo lodging and Two-Day lift

ticket Call UMass Ski Club 545-3437. 434

Student Union

WANTED TO RENT

We ***d a house! For a group ol 7 with

5» bedrooms in Uptown Area Pleas* call

253^T268

I bedroom in a

3 bedroom apartment On bus line mm
utes from campus June-August Call

Debra at 6654463

Personals Policy Rates
aTtggl Ml Si (>- (Win otrfeMl b» ( (VlefUJO t l*Wr

***w"d .rrnfrfoyajej , hr*>re pjvrnt*fM and acceptance of

last wwin MM NOT br uwd *n p*ran*ik (>Nt >

tir>t ruffln and initial, are alkMied The only eitccp-

Ttom *w* Kx b*rrhd*3> or ioff$fttxAthoiy% ptrtunak m
whet h - ate rhr ruM tumr mav bo> u**d
PSikHr Humbert ar* not jtknvtfd in poHVxuU M >

r total
*dd*r*»r» «yp not aJ«iw*d m pfrwxvsl, th* rno»an»,

Jorm iium numtam as »*HI

•Viortih oi * ihw' joinowg or dVaouiorv ruttirv *r+

not * k r%Ajb*r Ptnonak col a .swrfictrv*? or librsout
'ijiyr are nut mi rotable Personals may not be
u*rU Ha the purpose of htrtmmm*

Prutamlv m*t> nut be used in pertonal*

The personal* teuton n tur penrivuh only The pr*
tonal* trvtHjn rru> NOT be used to ie4l item* *eei
itk*rnnuoe« au\erinr meetings. eK
All uer»onal* must have the name tignjlutr and
UMirt I D number a* the vtudem placing th«r a*

tilled in on the imert^in order Non-f4udent> mint
provide a valid driver | kerne and the license num
ber must be recorded on the •nteftion orde*

lahe tds*rM*fH*)iM»n or mnnanteraUtkm r» vubfet t tit

(.•"\j*1i«rt under the I*m
The Co/ieajjioin retarrvm the right to refute or tu rdtf

-tn\ pmorwil rh**t doe* not rvw** the ( rWlrptun * vUn
djtrdt >n *ic(ord*inte «*ith the >tjtutet 01 ih*<

Cow»rwory*j»e#rrh <>1 *1wiirrNi>»rtTi

Students

20(2 per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Pleatt* vtritt- ( U'.idy and

k*K»Wy Wr are nxM r>-*>p,»m.hle km errors rr*%ull-

inii in wii ilk^ible handwriting «x type.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

APARTMENT FOR RENT
AUTO FOR SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND 12 DAYS FREE)

HAF»PY StRTMDAV

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

TUESDAY. APRIL 15

Meeting — Comedy writ-
jre needed to write

scripts lor a new "Saturday
Night Live"-tvpe show
that begins in the fall on
UVC-TV 19. A meeting
will be held at 7:30 p.m. in
the Student Union Suffolk
Room. Any questions, call
loshat 546-7183.

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 16

Him — "Slavery and its

Legacy" a film se'ries pre-
sented bv the Interfaith
Pilgrimage of the Middle

jge, will show Sugar
Cane Alley, directed Dy
Ethan Palcy, at 6 p.m. in
Thompson Building, room
1 04.
Lecture — The Visiting

Writers Series, sponsored
bv the M.F.A. program at
UMass. will feature Tomaz
Salamun. Slovenia's lead-
ing poet, who will give a
question and answer ses-
sion at 4 p.m. in Herter
Hall, room 227.
Meeting — The UMass

Poetry Society will be
holding, a meeting at 7
p.m. in The Campus Center,
room 805-809. All are
welcome. Call Tim

[

546-5062 or Kave
546-1459 for more infor-
mation.
Meeting — The Queen

Fan Club will meet at 6:30
.m. in the Campus
enter, room 802. All fans

of the legendary band
Queen are invited to
attend.
Workshop — A Note

Taking & Study Skills
Workshop will be offered
by the Learning Support
Services from 1:30- 2:45
p.m. on the 10th floor of
the W.E.B. Du Bois
Library. Free. Call
545-53*34 to register.

NOTICES

Community —
"Redevous wfth the Soul."
mediation, music and
R raver meetings, will be
eld from 4-5 p.m. weekly

on Tuesdays until the end
of the semester. Room in
the Campus Center to be
announced. Sponsored by
the UMass Baha'i Club.
For more information, call
Chris at 549-4982.
Discussion — Come

experience the cultural
diversity of the
Prince/Crampton Graduate

Residence Hall. From Apri
8 - May 10, residents from
many countries around the
world will be participating
in discussions and presen-
tations about their experi-
ences in their home coun-
tries. Scheduled topics:
Europe, April 8-14; Asia,
Aprir 15-21; Africa. April
22-28- North America,
April 29 - May 3; Latin
America/Caribbean. May
4-10. The program is free
and open to the public
Poetry — Spectrum

Magazine is looking for
anyone interested in read-
ing their poetry or prose in

the next reading. The read-
ing will be held on April
lb at 7:30 p.m. in The
Student Union Visual Arts
Space. All readers are wel-
come. Sign up at our
office. 406E Student
Union or call 545-2240.
Conference — The

Women of Color
Conference will be taking
place from April 18-20.
Sign-up sheets will be in
the Student Union, room
416 and on the Campus
Center.Concourse.

ss
on

I

1

juggling — The UMa
uggling Club will meet (

ridays at 3 p.m. next to
the Information Desk in

the Campus Center. No
experience required.
Financial aid —

Applications lor summer
financial aid are now avail-
able at Financial Aid
Services. You must be a
continuing student
enrolled in a degree granti-
ng program at UMass: tak-
ing summer classes
through Continuing
Education; going on
approved summer interna-
tional exchange program
through IPQ: or working
on a graduate dissertation.
Deadline is April 18. Late
applications will not be
accepted. -
Meeting — Common

Ground will be holding
support and advocacy
meetings for low-income
students and allies every
Tuesday in the Campus
Center (room to be
announced) from noon-2
p.m. For more informa-
tion, contact Mary
Sutherland at (413)
323-9725 or leave a mes-
sage in our box in the
GEQ office, basement of
the Student Union.
Meeting — The Peer

Mentor Network is a stu-
dent organization for
undergraduate and gradu-

ate students with disabili-
ties on campus. Everyone
is welcome. Meetings are
Thursday nights from 6-7

P.m. inCampus Center,
lease bring your thoughts

and concerns to the meet-
ing. For more information,
contact Susan Pilner at
545-0892 or Kregg
Strehorn at 545-4602.
Support group —

REFLECT theTive College
bereavement support pro-
gram is offering two sup-
port groups this semester
A grief support group for
those who have experi-
enced the death of some-
one close to them: and an
illness group for those cur-
rently coping with the seri-

ous illness of a loved one.
If you or someone you
know is interested, please
call us at 577-53 T6 for
more information.
Health services —

Confused, afraid, or just
curious? Do you have
questions about sex, STDs.
alcohol, drugs, eating dis-
orders. HIV/AIDS, stress
management or quitting
smoking or chewing tobac-
co? Don't know who to
ask? Call the Peer Health
Connections phoneline at
UMass at 577- 5168.

IYh aw pubkc service announcements printed

dairy To submit an FYI. please send a press
release containing all pertinent information,
mcrocknci the name and phone number of the
contact person to the Collegian, c o the
rvtanecpng Editor by noon the previous day

Trained students will
anonymously answer your
questions and tell you
where to go for more help.
Commencement Housing— A limited number oT

residence hall rooms will
be available or the relatives
and friends of graduating
UMass students for the
night of Saturday. May 24.
Commencement Housing
applications are available
at the University
Conference Service Office.
918 Campus Center. To
guarantee a reservation,
completed forms with full

payment must be returned
to University Conference
Services by May 1 . There
will be no on-site reserva-
tions.

Internships —
Internships are available
working on Earth Day,
Hunger, Recycling and
Clean Air. Calf Melanie at
MassPirg, 545-0199 or
stop by the office at
423-A Student Union
Building.

i

c
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Daily Listings sponsored by: MLEffil fiilLrL
I KOI IWOiinWALK • AMI i| H - r

a HSCN Bulletin

Board

3 CBS/3 Hartford

4 CBS/4 Boston

m ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

I HSCN Movie

Channel

m UPN/20 Honrord
Weather Channel

lO NBC/30 New
Britain

II Fox/61 Hartford

IB PBS/24 Harrforc;

13 WOCH&HSCN
14 UMATV
17 HSCN Programming
IB TV- 19O ABC/40 Springfield

99 NBC/22 Springfield

aa

37

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

BET

BET on Jazz

UCTV
The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

VEGETABLESONORA O SCAMPI o TBONE STEAK O CHICKEN BBQ O PASTA ROJA
PORTEBELLO MUSHROOMS O CHICKEN QUESADILLA o MUSHROOM ONION CHEESEBURGER

BLACKENED CATFISH o SPANISH ORZO O STUFFED PORK CHOPS O NACHOS
BERKSHIRE BREWING COMPANYo MARGARITAS O BLACK FORESTCHEESECAKE

SCREAMING COWBOYS O AND MUCH MORE..

we accept
All Major

Credit Cards

II B< 'I 1 *TX 1! ) «/ A I K . 4MHI-H*! r

This week's

$1 drink:

Gin& Tonic

MONDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
-WBT
WCVB
wiyi
WHDH
WTXX
WVTT
wnc
WWLP
WGBY
WOOB
WSBK
WTBS
A*E
CNN
"cor
DISC

ESPN
UFE

NICK
scTfT
-TILT

TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

S

6:00
Creature*

6:30
BuainaM Rpt.

CBS

rwWS JJ

Fifth Ptioc*

Froh rnncc

SffflMOftS Ji.

Crmtunt

Itvwly HMw, 10210 (In $Ur»o)

Fmttty Mftttfrft

ABC Newt

Fraah PrinoT

NBC New*

Martin 1C

NBC N#Wt

RoMtnnt IT

NBC Newt

Buelnea* Bpl,

ABC News

Quincy

Family Matters

WorldVlew 1C

Tkkl
Movie Magic

UpOoe*
>up*rmtrk«f Debt

(5:30) Muak Video* (In Stereo)

Dream On

NertBtap(R)

Spor1sc*nl*r

7:00 7:30
Ntwtrtour With Jim Lahrar X
Insio* Edition

CBSNtw*
Inaid* Edition

Am Journal

Ent Tonight

Star Tr**: NntGanar

Chronic** *

Wheel-Fortune

JuooaJudyT
Em. Tonight

lfont* Imp

Wheel-Fortune

Jeopardy! »

R*«l TV X
Hard Copy »

Scinfttd It

Jeopardy! X.

Nwrahour With Jim lehrer X.

jmireiu *

Seinfeld X
Horn* Video*

Hofyok«Ho»p

Mad Abo. You

C - Campus

Auction

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 I 10:30
APRIL 14, 1997

Cosby (R) X
Ctwby (R) X

Raymond

Raymond

Relativity "Hearts and Bones'

7th Heavan "ChocM" X
W*fk-Huno*f Com.

CybiTI (Rj X
CybaT(R)X_

Ink (In Stereo)

Ink (In Stereo)

Body Human 2000

Body Human MOO
«« "fiajlify B»»s" (1994. Comedy-Drama) Wnona Ryder Xiomedv-Dran

X |N*w*

"MywgjdGorMKiiar (1997, Drama) Edward James Otmos

Forworthy |Bo«ton Co*

kkslros* Place (In Stereo) X

Bufty th* Vampire Slayer 3

Vighttcream (1997. Suspense) Candace Cameron-8ure. X
LAPD

Forworthy |Boston Com.

Mystwt** of D**p SpaceX
Relativity Hearts and Bones'

HotpioodConlUintmr (1997, Dram*) Edward Jamas Olmo*

'rVigW»cnnrn"(1997, Suspense) Candaca Cameron-Bur* X
Pacific Palisade* (In Stereo) 1

1

'1*ghtscm$m' [W7, Sutpens*) (^rxaica Cam*ron-Btir« X~
''TrPoM95omeCf*fl*.4MioVeslern''(1998)I | Structure*

*« "HrMtfyB^es "(1994, ComedyDratni) WsTona Ryder X

Lew I Order "Doubles" X
klaior Laagu* Baseball Cmcinnali Reds >i Anania Braves (Lrve; X

MoneytlnaX

Dally Show (R)

Wlng*(R)

Crossfire It

Comic Relief

Biography "F Scott Fttzoeraicf

PrimeNawaXlBgrrJan-Prool
.

-8*ndD*w-(1987, Comedy

Polrot Problem at Sea"

Larry King Uv» X
Bruce VVia, Km Basnger

"

Clftw* EipT

MyaaayX
!umrture

TtoiyToon

Scl-FI Trader

Renovation

mth«ri»alo«m» Night T
n*n*g*de Hound Downiown

iS_00J_

(<-30)

IrtMmat* Portrait

Singled Out

.Wild Ditcovary: Serpen! |THanic-lnv»«tig«tion

10ul»i<lathaUn«a(R) |Rgure Skating Work) Championships"^?

Martin J

11:00 I 11:30
Auction Continues

New* X Lata ShowX
Let* Show I
Nightltn* I

Janrty Jona* (In SWreo) I
Tonight Show

H. Petrol

Coach a

Real

Tonight Show

Babylon 5 X
Tonight Show"

Charli* Row (In Slereo)

N*w*X INighttine X
Mad Abo You Real TV X

Mi** Marph) (Part id 2)

Tainted Blood" (1993) Raquel Welch.

World Today I
On DaHvary |Dreem Qn~
Shipwreck - Th* Lusltanla"

OotigX

Quantum Leap

Hom*tim*X

idiot Savants

ftugreu

InSterecarao) R_

Hometime x
IntheHaatallhaNighlX WCW NHro (Lrve) X
Highlander: Th* S«ri*t X

"i7wfli^Bunriy/r^dB^rirwMovig'(i979)'G'

— Weekend »t6*mi»-iiri\m)i>6ti
look Who's T*)»mg"(1989) John Travoibi 'PG-13' X.

Unsolved Mystert** (In Slereo)

Indie Outing

Hey Arnold! X
Sport* (Rj

Happy Day*

S—ou»«t DSV "Bad Water" X
Extreme Machine* (R)

'In the flart Interest ol the ChMdwn" ( 1992, Drama)

Road Rules

Baseball

Video* (In Slereo)

ILovUicyX lB*wtlch»d

tpac* (Part 1 o(5T

Dans

OddCoupwt

Vampire* > Witch**

World Wrestling Federation Monday Night Raw

"Twoi/t)ySrM"(1996)DenisLeary 'R'X

*«* "Tngflodiy Horror Mure Show"(I975)1T

Mystery of th* Ghos t Galleon

Adventures ot Robin Hood

L* F*mm* Niklta 'Rescue «

Law a Order Wedrled Bliss" X
Sports lllus

Daily Show

Moneyllne X
Comic Relief

Wild Discovery: Serpent

Sportscenter X
Homiclrk: Llf* on th* Street I
Singled Out

T»«i I
Lovclin*

M.T.Moor*

Quantum Leap (in Slereo) X
Extreme Machine* (R)

««• "Dracula Deed and Loving It" (1995) 'PG-13'

WCW Nitro (R) ]T

Silk Stalking* f

16 1>aMique"(i996. Suspense) Sharon Stone R 1 X
Doubt* Team |»« "fltoodi Donuts" (199S) Gordon CutrW R

1

'i> "ffouseou«5l"(1995, Comedy) Sinbad. (In Stereo) PG'"ffi~

n Slereo)

:

Anaconda

Lap Dancing"

Dolores Clat>'
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Bruno By C. Baldw

frMt SOOMMArfk WAMOtKv*. OSVOrttb
orr %t PUNKS AT HI*. JOU«m*y'a
at4.irtN.kK, AC«M| THt tmaiH IMC
JMMtCtKi,* DAM,1am, f+on

Robotman By Jim Meddick

PRETTY SDOM ><bl)U WpVE.

*\ BOW, TOO! FLESH PWD
BLOOD AND. HE H( hCH. I
GUESi I HAVt k LiTTLE.

TOO MUCH FLESHMEJrt

Uw\,C&N

iec
BACK
TOKAY
SHELF-
MOW?

IYE ALSO SOT Ui feNMCrflNG
\N?R0kVlr4 MAWl

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

oAOojW^ARe^oo
hiding eeuwo A

_B05M?

l'rVtU»0lr4GW6Re6OT
CAK(>1CHTlA60Oe
rwAT'5 eee»4 diggimg

It lMCXJRMAROcAX2JcN
^llGWT ,

"Z C
h "i :.

OOIT>*>DUTUINK
Tweooc3iLiiu,piac
OP SOOR <5Cer4T?

60R&H00 0O' WOOJLX)
40U THINK I POUND HOUV

DAP NW6T BC
ttt/ftW... I **u.
BACVeCuTMOCE

Dilbert By Scott Adams

ALICE, I MEED
THIS ASAP.

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winkle

HATE evTEYTWIN6 IN THAT
STUPID PLACE, ANP I

rveveR 6oiw*v BAor

I PBTECT A MOTE OFVUVill1

SVMPHONY

Dilbert By Scott Adams

ASAP? DOES THAT
STAND FOR & STUPID-
ACTING PERSON, I.E.,

SOMEONE WHO IGNORES
TASKS UNTIL THE DEAD-
LINE?

THAT WAS
EMBARRASSING

.

I HOPE THE OTHER
THINGS I SAY
DON'T r^EAN
ANYTHING.

MOM, KIM'S
,
SHOVIIV&.;
HCRBCOCS
|cou>n -rxe

I TOrLtTT

CAKOL, I OONT MEAN
TO BE CRinCAL ABOUT
THE OEPARWNT
PHONE LIST YOU PUT
TOGETHER...

BUT IT'S TRADITIONAL
TO LIST PEOPLE
ALPHABETICALLY, NOT
SORTED BY PHONE
NUrABER.

BECAUSE

U)HAT

POSSIBLE

USE...?

INCOMING
CALL PROfA...

LETS SEE-
ITS CUALLY... I

CAN IGNORE
IT.

( . fart

t r£\tl
Non Soqultor By Wiley University1 By Frank Cho

YOU i^OrVT'UfcVt
K CmAWM. PUJ..

YOU DONT KNOW
M4Y CXLCBIriTIU,
kAUQU LLU. CVCP
UMP m ILLICIT

LftitoN WITU oNt...

JUtT (JOrV Do You
tXPSCT To K TkKEH
4tP1oU4LV D*oUU4 U.
K tVKTCP ToOToM
TVIC ToD»\Y tttoW?

Tb Reru/ L'.KE TO
ttEET THE mr\RKET;NG

tXECuT.Vt'VjvJHo VJft(T\tU

CHtE2f -VWi2.

TH,S Guy r-wUD/HEY'.

SPW\7-C^N CMUZE U:Nt^

LooKS L'.ki SorAEOrt TAk',N0

A WH:2! LItj Cam IT

•CHtEiEWh;?
1 "

_9.

wHaT DoTMfy Have

fooRm -G^btes HWMS,
THEIR PRO&OCTS?

BE THAMkfvL

THEY Dw»T

!W<E fvrttE
'-y

3

ARIES
March 21-April 30
SUrl HIM* mil * fnur ptan* fur big

PWn Inc Ihr hHiirr and la? Ihr (mund

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

o*Jpf aikmi and *w*am
llul Ihr hrul

olhrallh

TAURUS
April 21 -May 21
Wstrh voiir «**! • bargain routd turn

tun to be roetty tn Ihr tone TXtn *'* n
prtrm and study snyihtng brforr npitng
N rikM»jjrr» ran hirti In ihr Anc print

Dear '

You sir a top aii t ra«

lo br with rou «nd orrk vmi out tar

adVirr ana supearL wner arrrmi tt a

couwartar you'l atao br abtr to taarn

aVun otters Try to twee <wt and hjoear

arearatr to brrp rtitnsa tno*tn| mooathh
hnth ptarrs [ton 1 wrTrrairnd yeurarif

October 24-Norember 22
Vnu hew lo mil *uh thr pisnrhrs

Iwinnuni *M br iirisiablr. and jroul

haw to da soma tannr tootwnrh to bare

up Donl (rt (wrTwhthiird and 0^ "P
jrau snouod >osar thtouj*/) Inr- Tnlnes

Close to Home By John McPherson

irVMWr An important prrsen Ml vour 1

rauld br rhaltrnctnsv but It wflJ pass

GEMINI
May 22-Jnne 21
^Idw la Ihr tfenr to br eta

You'll tram worttpUrf- and f

srrrrts but krrp ihrm to yoursr* That

strattf, wlB pay off Krrp i rloar wat< h

ran prrsrni siiuattons to pirvrnt sreafl

pror4rm« (rorn tfrtitrif btiMpY Tatar ttmr

for ynuraeV and mskr nmr for saaar

lavtirrtr artrvMlrai

CANCER
June 22-J11I7 22
Tatar carr of unjmt bustneas and don't

attoar younrtf to worry too much about

thin** thai realty arm t that Mpnrtant.

Owe business la out of ihr war. grt

inerthrr aith friends and family to relax

Tskinx s low key approach now n thr

brat way in an others on your star

LEO
July 23-Augu«t 23
You ran take on btayr and better

protrrts and lasks If you make a chotre

now to are thttafs thrmiajh You tl

owrrornr dNcntiraffment and mow
toward vour aoal YouTI haw ihr rharae

to uar worthing, you recently learned

Other propfc*. rnrhidlnc s towd onr sre

ready and wtlling in help vnu if ssk

VTROO
August 24-September 22
l»ractire pattrnrr and Iry to stay In ihr

barkjrround If poaalbsi Play irrtn«s safr

iuA donl mskr anv rash oWtstona or

Malemenls Art tike s sp««n|K> and soak

up Information—vnu II he ahlr lo use II

lalrr You will haw the rhanre to repay

a debt lo a friend oc fowd one

soon and voul haw a rhanre to look

bark and taugh

SAGITTaARIUS
Norcmbcr 23-December 21

Your tntutllon and aMRdra are on lanjrt

1 sn-rul not 10 reach loo (ar too tael

Group wtiialton turns ta>

)

and vouH «rt a rhanre to

ideas Romanrr rnuM be on your

ao br sure to take somr prrsonal ilmr lo

keep thtngjs in peraerrtlw

CaAPRICORN
December 22-Jsmu*try 20
Stay out of a euraaruJ situation and uar

your atafl aa a nwdtotor to cafcm ihtnet

down Br helpful but don I let others

walk all raw you Walrh your step

around money and fmanrlal matters

Stick with health and dtei plans

AQUARIUS
January 21-February IS

Now la the llmr to offer vnur opinions,

Ihev II he taken sert«i*h You gel

support and eneoursy nwrtl from an

uneirperted wnirrr Play your cards close

lo the wst and don't tell all vou know
Some who wem lo lw allies wilt show

Ihetr true colors snd your position wfl

be sirondjer

PISCES
February 19-March 20
Tskr lime lo atudv sttt.stlons and proplr

before committing time or rnoney Pui

raid hurls and diasppolntmrnls tn the

past and realUe that things change owr
time An raider prrson or a ymmgMer
could glw your sptrtt* a r*erdrd boost If

'-repllw Be willing lo laugh al

yourself

For Entertainment Purposes Only

r«J3 * »i
www arc vst rnrr

f>
"N,

HEY BIG Mr/ ^O^^t^Sf,
DADDY^ lirrit rvti J "fl

Hc'lkJFKJ*^- fii s-cA>selb/»xoeGampuaerY<r.ror>7

(Juotc ol" llic*> l>iiv
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Franklin Worcester

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sndwch

Turkey Chilli

Scalloped Spaghetti

vv/ meat

DINNER
Tacos/Veggie Tacos

Fried Shrimp
m pounder

LUNCH
Charbroiled Chick. Swch

Fettuccini

w/Tomato meat sauce

Golden Burger
i» mttJemm

DINNER
Tacos/Veggie Tacos

Fried Shrimp
Pastabilities

Chicken Patm§san

Berkshire

LUNCH
Burger on a roll

Chicken Cutlet Sndwch
Amercian Chop Suey

DINNER
Tacos

Ravioli vv/ Tomato Sauce

Stone Willys

Summit Subs

LUNCH
Charbroiled Chick. Swch
American Chop Suey

Golden Burger

DINNER
Tacos/Veggie Tacos

Fried Shrimp
Pastabilities

Chicken Parmesan
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by Roger sag Salaon Salloota cito*

Benny hasn't been able to

drive his car for six months.

He got a real bad stiff neck. It kept

his head tilted down and to the

left.One afternoon a policeman

stopped him and took away his

license because he kept going

around the block.

Nowadays, he can drive

around bigger circles. He's learned

not to take the first left...

People adjust.

Things have not all been bad

for Benny. He's doing better with

girls.

Because his head is bowed
down now, he looks shy., and.... he
lets them drive.

Girls don't like to be taken

around the block.
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BASEBALL
lev*, i

APR 16® Harvard

3P.M

1P.M
APR 19 Fordhom

12P.M

APRtt, 20 vs. APR 20 • Fordhom

NOTKI DAMI 12P.M

1 : 30 PJw\. APR 22 © Beanpot Toum (Fwtway))

2P.M

SOFTBALL

2 PM
APR 19 O Temple

12P.M
APR 20 O St. Joseph's

12P.W

APR 22 # Connecticut

3P.M

LACROSSE TENNIS WATER POLO
APR

4 PM
APR 16 vs. N* N.

4 PM

Aft 13 vs.

APR 16 O

TRACK

3:30 PM

2 PM

New APR 19 © r4orhNeostern w/

Columbia

W*iom,lown
APR20v».NwvMompsl»in»

12 P.M.

APR 19©

APR It, 19, 20, 21 • AUonfe 10, Wocksburg, VA
weft men s Mm

10 A.M.

Greyhounds out-run UM lacrosse
By Jeremy R. Adams
Collegian Staff

The No. 12 Massachusetts men's lacrosse team's NCAA
tournament hopes may be in jeopardy, courtesy of a disap-

pointing second half in which they were
shut-out 7-0 en route to an 11-8 loss to

No. 9 Loyola College.

The loss drops the Minutemen to 5-4
with four crucial games remaining against

Northern opponents. Loyola improves to

5-2. also with four remaining games on its docket.

"It's tough to explain. You come out, work real hard for

30 minutes and then we just slow up in the second half,"

Loyola ^
Massachusetts 8

senior co-captain Brendan Glass said. "You've got to

hand it to Loyola. They came out in the second half and
made some adjustments that really worked."

Trailing 8-3 with three minutes to go in the second
quarter, Mark Frye notched the second of four goals to cut

the Minutemen's lead to four. UMass would hustle and
scrap through the second half, but

Loyola was as strong as their finely-aged

lacrosse tradition would dictate.

One minute into the second half. Matt

Shearer hit net off a quick feed from
Gewas Schindler. Shearer found a seam and made a cut to

the crease, where he waited unmarked for the dish from
Schindler to bring the Greyhounds within three goals

From there it was just a matter of time, as Loyola's

1 1 H KTM V SMITH / COlUU *N

Ken Sussi (No. 5) notched two assists as the Minutemen fell to Loyola Saturday on Garber Field

offense worked for shot after shot, and hit on enough to

climb out of the five goal deficit and eventually take the

lead.

"In the first half we gave it our all." sophomore defend-

er Harold Drumm said. "In the second half it just seemed

like their shots were falling when in the first half they

weren't.

"We knew they had 6 good sticks, any of them could

dodge or shoot or feed at any time so it was a big chal-

lenge for us. I don't know if we met the challenge, but we
gave it our all."

Loyola's offense played a large part of its second half

renaissance, but its defensive unit was equally as solid in

Turn to MEN'S LACROSSE, page 9

Despite a 4-3 first half
advantage, Minutemen
stumped by Loyola zone

By Casey Kane
CoMegian Staff

They did not expect it and it showed. They adjusted, but

the damage was done.

When I ovola switched to a zone defense in the second

halt of Saturday's game against the Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team, the Minutemen suffered and ultimatelv tell

11-8.

With the Greyhounds playing a man-to-man defense in

the first half, UMass took charge. Led by two goals from

C'hns Grande, the Minutemen staked a 4-3 first quarter lead.

The second quarter only aided UMass' cause. Brendan

Glass added to his first quarter tally with two more in the

second period. Grande pocketed another goal. Casey
Costello. who assisted |im Kennedy's first quarter tally, put

one in the net himself.

But that was it for the Minutemen. An eight-goal first half

and a four-goal lead at halftimc was negated in the second

half when Loyola switched goalies and switched defenses.

"UMas* totally took the play to us in the first half. I

thought they were beating us to the ball." Greyhound coach

Dave Cottle Mid. "We made some adjustments at the half

that came back and helped us."

One of the adjustments was putting a new goaltender in

front of the l.oyola cage. Sophomore goalie |im Brown, who
saw the first 30 minutes of action for the Greyhounds, made
seven saves and allowed eight goals.

Turn to LOYOLA, page °

Hixon to end
UM career for
National team
By Casey Kane
Cosogjan Staff

Massachusetts field hock

leave the school to become the

National team on a full-time

Department announced Friday.

Hixon. who has coached the Minutewomen
yean, has served as the National team

She took the reigns of the UMass field

in 1978 following her playing days at Spnnji

and as a member of the U.S. team.

As the Minutewomen's coach, Hixon led IM»-
winning seasons. 1 7 trips to the postseason an.

final (ours, live of her players have played on Otymptc

teams, and 27 have received All-America honors

has also coached one National Player of the Yea:

Strong in 1981) and one Broo\

(Megan Donnelly in 1986).

in's UMass resume also includes eigt

•n'» lacrosse coach t!9~
women's lax team to an NCAA title in I Mass'

only national championship — and two other final (bur

appearances

She leaves the school as the wtrtningest field h.

coach ' 18) and winningest women's lacrosse

sh (91-30- 2).

"Obviously, we hate to lose someone with the ..

and enthusiasm of coach Hixon," said Athk>

Bob Marcum. "But I think it shows a lot about the cal-

iber of the coaching staff we have at the Iran- -

its that tht

Association would choose her to lead the nations! team.

"

ii earned Coach of the Year honors after It.

the Minutewomen to the fi

game in 1981. She has also been named the Allan

:nes. and was chair of the

1

said. "I've had many great yea

ries. But I am very excited aba
give me the opportuni'

Nations) team over the past r

for a medal at the Svdi

UM baseball sweeps three-game series
By Jooomon M. riocs

CoHsoKsn Stafr

The Massachusetts baseball team
(15-6. 6-3 Atlantic 10). playing

some of its best baseball vet. swept

the Temple Owls
(6-21. 1-8 A-IO) in

a three game series

this weekend
It would have

seemed, after the

Massachusetts baseball team pum-
meled the Owls 1

1 -I and 14-4 in

the doubleheader on Saturday, that

Sunday's third game, would have
been a walk in the park. However,

the Owls had other plans, and
decided to give UMass a run for its

money.

After jumping out to an early

6-3 lead, the Temple pitching staff

collapsed and UMass' dominating

lineup, with the help of great pitch-

Massachusetts 11

Temple

ing from leff Puleri, won the game
11-7.

"It was a struggle at first."

UMass coach Mike Stone said. "We
hung in there, maintained our
poise, and did a good job at com-
ing back."

In the tirsi

inning of the

game. Temple
thirdbaseman |oe

Kerrigan got on
with a single, and after two outs

Mike Peltz took a fastball from
Scott Bamsby. sending it high over

the fences of Farl F. I.orden Field.

The Minutemen
quickly answered
back with a couple

runs of their own.
Doug Clark racked

in a double, driving in Brad Gome,
and two batters later. Brian Samela
sent a single into the outfield which

Massachusetts 14

Temple

brought Clark all the way around
to score.

In the second inning. Temple
continued to knock Barnsby's
pitches around the field and scored

four more runs. The attack by the

Owls was made on

three singles and
one double, a field-

er's choice and two
walks. Bamsby was
falling behind in

most of his counts, and after

throwing 42 pitches in the first two
innings. Stone brought in leff

Puleri (2-1). who got Wenzel
Walker to pop up
and end the inning.

The Minutemen
*tnred one more
run in the third and

at the end of three. UMass trailed

6-5

It wasn't until the sixth inning.

Massachusetts 1

1

Temple 7

when Samela and Aaron
Braunstein knocked back-to-back

homeruns over the fence, that the

Minutemen started to open it up on
Temple's Peter Moore. UMass tal-

lied three in the sixth to tie the ball

game. 6-6.

"They left their

pitcher out to dry."

Samela said. "But I

guess they had
nobody else."

In the next inning, the

Minutemen accumulated the go-
ahead run when Braunstein
whacked his second homerun (8)

in as many at-bats and sent this

one 4 35 feet to the trees out in

dead center.

The eighth inning featured
efforts from the entire lineup.

Adam Correa got on base with a

Turn to BASEBALL, page 8

Bennett sneaks his way
into UM record books
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

Jason Bennett broke the all time

UMsss record for wins in a career the

same way he pitches

He just kind ot snuck up on it.

Massachusetts senior pitcher lason

Bennett's eomplele game III win
over Temple in the first gsme of a

doubleheader on Saturday gave him
21 career wins in a UMass uniform,

breaking the record held by lour dif-

ferent players. Bennett is now 5-1 on
the year, tops on the team, and
improved his career mark to 21-4.

"I The record | means a lot." Bennett

said. "There's been a lot of great

pitchers |at L'Mass|. a lot of great tra

dition on the mound here, and to be

regarded with them is an honor."

Saturday's performance was vm
tage Bennett. He scattered three hits

over seven innings, t doubleheader
games at the college level are only

seven innings i. keeping Femple oil

balance, inducing mostly ground ball

outs and getting strikeouts when he

had to

The benchmark of Bennett's career

has been sneaking up on people. In

high school he went lb 3 lor New
Bcillord High, leading the Whalers to

the state championship in 1993
Bennett started his

Turn to BENNETT, page 6

Softball run reaches 1 3
By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Staff

Massachusetts

Harvard

It was a big weekend for the

Massachusetts Softball team.

They pulled out four wins in dou-

bleheaders against LaSalle on
Saturday and Virginia Tech on
Sunday. Saturday
first game was a nail-

biter, going into extra

innings. Both teams
locked each other up
and remained scoreless for eight

innings of play.

Finally in the top of the ninth.

freshman Nicole Faessler coolly
stepped up for the Minutewomen.
Pinch hitting for

Tracey Osier, and
with the bases

loaded. Faessler hit a

single up the middle

to bring in Mandy
Galas and the game winning run.

"Niki has a tough mind-set. that's

why I put her in," said UMass coach

Flaine Sortino. "I knew she would be

able to handle it She's a great hit

ter."

"I was just trying to breathe and

Massachusetts

Harvard |

relax and concentrate," Faessler said.

"I'm happy I was able to get some-
thing done."

Also in the first game, Danielle

Henderson put in one of two record

breaking performances of the week-

end. She struck out an amazing 17

Explorers, breaking an 1 1 -year-old

record for the most
strikeouts in a game.
In the first game
against Virginia Tech
on Sunday.

Henderson set a new record for most
strikeouts in a five inning game with

12

"She's in a league all her own,"
Sortino said. "She's the creme de la

creme. the top of the top. I think that

by next year, she'll be

one of the best pitch-

ers in the country."

The scoring
increased slightly in

UMass' second game against La
Salle, but it was still tight, with the

Minutewomen winning 5-2. The
Explorers would get on the board
first, with an RBI from Kristen

Biddlc in the second inning. The

Turn to SOFTBALL, page 9

Women 's lacrosse falls
to Rutgers at Totman
By Jorma Kansonen
Coiegion Staff

For most people, seven is a lucky

number. You pick it for your daily

lottery numbers: it's almost always

the first number taken on a sports

team: and hey. the seventh day of the

week is Sunday— enough said

However, for the Massachusetts

women's lacrosse

team, seven has been

their unlucky number
as of late. In the sev-

enth game of the sea-

son for the

Minutewomen (2-5), a 7- run by

Rutgers to start the game gave them a

lead they would not relinquish. The

Minutewomen's 11-6 defeat to the

I.ady Knights last Saturday afternoon

at Totman Field mirrored their last

game against No. 10 Dartmouth,
where another 7-0 run culminated a

1 3-8 loss to the Big Green.

Yet, the two games this week for

UMass could not have been more dif-

ferent. Battling sub-rfreezing tempera

tures last Wednesday in Hanover,

Rutgers

Massachusetts

N.H.. the Minutewomen came out

with their best effort of the season

against the Big Green, playing a full

60 minutes against one of the

nation's best. In Saturday's game,
though, the team let Rutgers control

the game out of the gate.

In the second half. UMass came up
with a similar effort as in their con-

test against Dartmouth, outscoring

the l.ady Knights by 6-5. but to no
avail. A goal by
sophomore mid-
fielder Melissa

Anderson at the

23:20 mark sparked

an exciting 4-0 run. eventually mak-
ing the game 9-6 with 3:18 left on
the clock. But senior midfielder
Brandi Bailey (4 goals in the game)
stuck the nail in the coffin at the

27:51 mark for the Lady Knights,

with another Rutgers' goal with sec-

onds left in the game finishing the

1 1-6 final.

For UMass coach Francesca
McClellan, she liked her team in the

second half, but not so much in the

Turn to WOMEN'S LACROSSE, page 9

Senior |a$on Bennett became UMass' career leader in wins (21) after pitch-
ing a complete game win over Temple.
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Bob Dylan to play

Smith College

For over 30 years,

Bob Dylan hasre-

mained one of

rock's most leg-

endary icons.

Check out our pre-

view of tonight's

show (see Arts 6
Living, page 6).

UMass destroys

Rhode Island

Liz Durant and the

women's tennis

team spanked
Rhode Island 11-3
and are preparinmg

for two challenging

foes. Get the scoop

(see Sports, page
10).

Note from the Editor:

Due to the lateness of the

event, coverage of Kwame
Ture's lecture last night will be

on the front page of tomor-
row's paper.

WORLD

West Bonk settlers give

Israeli soldiers trouble

JERUSALEM (AP) — |ewish settlers

turned on Israeli soldiers yesterday,

pelting them with stones, eggs and
tomatoes then soaking them with a

water hose while Palestinians in the

West Bank town of Hebron watched in

wonder.

After nearly a month of stone-

throwing riots by Palestinians, the sol-

diers were stringing chicken wire

above a gate outside the Bert Hadassah

settler compound to block stones.

Angry settlers said more fencing at the

tightly guarded compound made it

feel a ghetto

One settler tried to stab a police-

man, but was overpowered Police

spokeswoman Linda Menuhm said two
settlers were arrested

"This is good for us," said a

bystander, Ahmed Abo Sneineh. "Now
the pokce w* see the settlers as provo

cateurs, too." Israel Palestinian rela-

tions essentially collapsed last month
over an Israeli housing protect in dis-

puted east Jerusalem, which the

Palestinians claim as a future capital

The resentment has played out in

near-daily Palestinian rioting in

Hebron, where about 500 Jews live.

About 1 30.000 Palestinians live in the

Hebron area But in recent days, there

have been signs of mending

NATION

Clinton associate gets

three-year sentence

Limi ROCK. Art (AP) — A federal

ludge yesterday sentenced lames
McDoogal to three years in prison for

18 felonies, after Whitewater prosecu-

tors said that President and Mrs.

Clinton's former business partner has

"truthfully and substantially aided"

their investigation

McDoogal, who had faced a maxi-

mum ot 84 years in prison, also backed

away from his statement a year ago
that he expected the Clintons to be
absolved from wrongdoing in the

wide-ranging investigation of their

finances

"I wouldn't go to the bank on that"

McDoogal said during an impromptu
news conference after his sentencing.

He declined to be more specific

Whitewater independent counsel

Kenneth Starr said McDoogal had "led

us to documents and led us to witness-

es" and brought to light information

that "was previously unknown to us."

He declined to say whether the infor-

mation dealt with the Clintons. U.S.

District |udge George Howard also

ordered McDoogal to pay a $10,000
fine, pay $4.27 million in restitution to

the federal government and serve

three years of probation, including

one-year of house arrest
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UM police respond to disturbances; Thefts plague UM dorms

arrest two students at Asian Night
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Two University of Massachusetts

students, Anh H. Nguyen, 23. and Hai

V. Nguyen, 18, were arrested for

assault and battery and fighting at

Asian Night held in the Campus Center

on Friday. April 1 1

.

The fight, which broke out at 1 1:20

p.m., began next to a police officer

who was responding to a report of

another fight. The officer arrested both

men and according to Chief of Police

|ohn Luippold, "one of the two men
was resisting arrest and the police olii

cer was having a problem so he had to

useOC."
O.C. stands for Oleoresin Capsicum,

the active ingredient in pepper spray.

Luippold also commented that at no
time did the officer use extreme force

or were any of the fights believed to be

gang related.

"There was also a concern that

friends were trying to help the individ-

ual avoid arrest too," he said.

In additon, another student was
stabbed and immediately brought to

University Health Services where offi-

cers responded to the incident and
completed an interview with the vic-

tim.

According to the UMass Police Log
for Sunday April 1 1 . the victim report-

ed, "while attempting to intervene in a

disturbance on the first floor of the

Campus Center, he was punched in the

back. He was unaware of who hit him,

but realized that he had been stabbed.

Student hurt in Campus Pond;

incident under investigation

A medical emergency which
occurred at the Campus Pond early

Sunday morning is currently being

investigated by University of

Massachusetts police

Police responded at 2: 18 a.m. to s

report of an individual lying face

down in the Campus Pond. When
police arrived at the scene, friends

had already pulled him out of the

water and officers assisted in the

medical care according to UMass
Chief of Police |ohn Luippold.

The Amherst Fire Department
ambulance •ransported the uncon-

scious individual, who was showing

signs of psralysis, to Bay State

Medical Center in Springfield

At the scene, medical personnel

believed that the victim's neck was
broken but this was not yet con-

firmed by medical staff at Bay State.

Luippold said.

1 uippold also said that the inves-

tigation is ongoing, but he believes

that a group of students "jumped
into the pond on a dare."

Other individuals involved were
escorted to University Health
Services, where they received tttnus

shots

If anyone has any information

about the incident, police encourage

individuals to call 545-2121. All

information will remain confidential.

— Leigh Faulkner

Volunteers give town time;

go "Into Amherst
11

for day

oy uvMnu roMffo

Coaegion Staff

In a collective contribution to the

town of Amherst, students and town
residents will be volunteering on April

26 in the fifth annual "Into Amherst"

Day. a day where participants give

back to the community by beautifying

the town for the spring

This annual community service day

will run from 9 a.m. to 3 p m in the

surrounding areas of Amhi
I

University of Massachusetts mu
dents, who spend more than 40.000
hours in volunteer work each year, find

that Into Amherst is one of their most

rewarding endeavors.

"Into Amherst is a great event that

brings students and townspeople
together, contributing to a cleaner

environment and building stronger

community ties." said Kreg Espinola, a

student employee of the Community
Service Program at UMass.

Typical projects volunteers should

expect to encounter include painting

buildings and swimming pools, clean-

ing up parks and nature trails, repair

ing school playgrounds, planting flow

ers and shrubs and preparing the town

cemeteries for the upcoming Memorial

Day holiday.

Ester Ralson. an employee at

Amherst Leisure Services found sue

cess with student volunteers in the past.

"Into Amherst is a great help in

preparing town pools and parks for the

summer. They [students] are willing to

do any job, big or small I couldn't

open my outdoor pools without them."

K.ilston said.

Students who participate in Into

Amherst have proven to be enthusias-

tic and a tremendous help." Ralston

said.

In addition to the town of Amherst,

two new sites have been added this

year, thus expanding the project

perimeters to accommodate Holyoke

and Leeds

The Holyoke project will take place

at the Skinner Community House.
Additionally, volunteers will be planti-

ng trees and flowers and repairing the

plcis ground at a multifamily housing

site in the Holyoke area.

Camp Hodgkins. a special needs

camp that serves students in the

Hampshire County School District will

also be prepared next Saturday for the

upcoming summer season.

Local businesses are also planning to

contribute to the day's activities, either

through food or monetary donations.

Once again, the Black Sheep Cafe will

provide pastries and coffee for partici-

pants at 9 a.m. in Sweetser Park, locat-

ed directly across the street from the

Amherst police station on Main Street.

Hampshire County |ail. Bertucci's,

Antonio's. College Pizza. Cantone's and

Domino's will also be contributing food

for the volunteers throughout the day.

Any UMass students interested in

volunteering should contact Kreg
l.spinoloa or Karen Flam at the UMass
Community Service Program at

545-3327. Town residents are encour-

aged to contact |ohn Clobridge at the

Bangs Community Center at

256-4057

Crime fighter.
p storr ((hik.us

Officer Bill Koski of the Amherst Police Department, a graduate of

UMass class of 1 988, patrols the streets of Amherst.

"His friends immediately took him

to Health Services for treatment and

he was then transported to the [Cooley

Dickinson) hospital by the Amherst

Fire Department Ambulance. The vic-

tim, a non-student, age 19. received

stitches for a wound in his lower back

and [was] then released."

Luippold has not confirmed that the

stabbing was related to the activities at

Asian Night and the Asian American
Student Association refused to com-

ment on either of the incidents that

evening.

Police have no suspects or leads to

the crime and are investigating the

incident. Anyone who has information

should call the Community Disorders

Unit at 545-0893 All information will

be kept confidential.

University of Massachusetts
Police are investigating over 20
cases of vending machine vandalism

which occurred last weekend in

three of the five residential living

areas on campus.

Among the buildings in which the

vending machines were vandalized

are Washington and |ohn Quincy
Adams Residence Halls in the
Southwest Residence Area; lohnson

and Mary Lyon Residence Halls j n

the Northeast Residence Area and
Field and Grayson Residence Halls

in the Orchard Hill Residence Area.

Chief of Police |ohn Luippold
said that police suspect the cases

are related on the east side of cam-
pus because only money was stolen

and no food was touched.

"Some person or persons were
involved in a majority of the cases

for the intent of stealing the money

and leaving the food," Luippold
said. "All the cases on the east side

of the campus occurred in the early

morning hours."

The machines that were broken

into in Southwest have not been
confirmed as related cases.

In addition to the vending
machines, police are also cooperat-

ing with Sylvan Residential Area
Staff in investigating the disappear-

ance of two televisions out of study

lounges in Cashin and Brown
Residence Halls.

The televisions which were locked

with cable cords were stolen early

Friday evening and the wires were
cut through.

UMass police are investigating the

rash of break-ins and looking for

any students who may have infor-

mation.

— Leigh Faulkner

Provost candidate commits to students

By Tomor Carroll

Collegian Staff

Provost candidate Dario Cortes spoke to University of

Massachusetts students last night and stressed the signifi-

cance of student involvement in University affairs.

"I am very committed to the idea of a student centered

institution." Cortes said. "Students are very important to

the culture of a university."

Cortes, who is currently Chief Operating Officer of

Fairleigh Dickinson University, met with a small group of

five students in an open forum in the Campus Center.

Before answering the students' questions. Cortes spoke

briefly on his views ej student participation in the work-

ings of universities

"I think this is a good opportunity for me to talk to mu
dents. Many times at this level, there is a perception that

the administration does not have contact with students."

Cortes said. "In many cases, the role of student involve-

ment is not understood or fully valued."

Cortes said that he felt it was important for students to

participate in campus committees because of their unique

viewpoints

"I would like to have students on committees," Cortes

said. "You bring a totally different perspective
"

lunior Soviet and East European studies major Ashavan
Doyon. a member of the Provost Search Committee.
asked Cortes who, ss provost, he would meet with

There has lo be a tone or perception that the provost is

available, that he is willing to listen." Cortes replied. "I

make sure that I respond to people."

Cortes then elaborated on his view of the role of a

provost.

"You are. in my eyes, one of the two constituents that I

work for," Cortes said. "One is faculty and the other is

students."

Cortes promised that as provost, he would maintain an

"open door" policy so that any faculty member or student

could bring his or her concerns to him.

"You have to hear people, listen, and make decisions,"

Cones said. "You have to make sure that you are account-

able for those decisions."

In response to a student's question. Cortes explained

his feelings on student activism. He said that he had expe-

rience with student protests both as a student and as an

administrator at the University of Pennsylvania, and that if

students truly feel strongly about an issue, they should not

"feel guilty" about their activism.

"If nothing else, it shows you are passionate about your

issues." Cortes said. "Sometimes you have to do some-

thing because it is important."

Continuing Education student lennifer Restle inquired

how Carta felt about access for disabled students and
what he would do if a faculty member denied disabled stu-

dent

"I list of all. the faculty member is probably unaware of

the law He should be made aware." Cortes answered. "1

will have the faculty member, their chair, and their dean
in mv 0001 In the future, he or she should support the

student."

Cindy Gargano. a sophomore psychology major and
member of the Provost Search Committee, asked Cortes

for his view on undergraduate advising

"The formula is very simple: students plus faculty

equals success." Cortes said. "It is very important from
the beginning to have someone you can trust to advise you
and be supportive.

"

Curres was the fifth provost candidate to interx'iew at

UMass. Patricia Crosson, the interim prwost. has dropped

out of the applicant pool The next candidate scheduled

for interx'iew is Risa Palm, who will speak with students

Thursday at 6 p.m. in Campus Center 174-67.

Hi there!
1 4-month-old Griffin Racine of Northampton plays on the town common yesterday
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AIPAC addresses peace in Israel
Students make presence felt at Washington conference

Bw SmJbJ Kjmmal Israel Benjamin Netanyahu and not be resolved in violence: that

y* ,.'» Speaker of the House Newt Gincnch issues must be resolved in direct s
By Sarah J. Kimmel
Coiegion Staff

WASHINGTON, DC. - The 38th

annual American Israel Public Affairs

Committee (AIPAC) Policy

Conference met in Washington DC.
last week to discuss relations between

the two countries. Two thousand dele-

gates, half of whom were college stu-

dents representing 50 states and 270

universities, gathered at the

Washington Hilton to discuss the

advancement of the peace process.

American Foreign Aid to Israel and the

stability of lerusalem

The goals of AIPAC are to educate

the public of the issues that affect the

future of Israel as well as to lobby

Congress to help Israel morally and

financially in their constituencies and

their ballots.

Featured politicians such as Vice

President Al Gore. Prime Minister of

News

Israel Benjamin Netanyahu and
Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich

spoke of these issue- to the delegates

of the AIPAC convention.

The Peace Process

The Middle East peace process is

one of the top priorities of Unites

States foreign policy. At the AIPAC
convention. Vice
President Al Gore
spoke of the ft

process and how the

United States will

stand by Israel until

peace is achieved.

"We will never permit anyone to

drive a wedge between The United

States and Israel," Gore said.

Gore listed three resolutions ol the

United States that will he kept

throughout the peace pnx.es>

The three resolutions say that the

issues in pretention cannot and will

Analysis

not be resolved in violence: that the

issues must be resolved in direct give

and take relations with the parties

involved and that outside pressures

will only be counterproductive; only

the countries themselves can deter-

mine the outcome.

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu

also spoke of the Middle East peace

process.

"We can't fight the battle

for peace unless we fight

the battle for truth and you

are our ambassadors of

truth." Netanyahu said.

Foreign Aid

American Foreign Aid to Israel is an

issue that AIPAC considers not only as

assisting Israel financially, but also as a

major moral backbone in the peace
process. AIPAC feels that foreign aid

Turn to KACi. page 3
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Campus Police Log
Assault & Battery

-4pn7 12

An individual from Cashin
Residence Hall reported being
assaulted and kicked in the head by

three individuals. The victim was
taken to Health Services, treated and
released.

Area/ Building Check
April 14

Daniel T. Ryan. 40. of 28 Vladish

Ave. Turner Falls was arrested in the

Curry Hicks Cage for Nighttime
Breaking and entering, possession of

burglarious instruments and larceny

under $250.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

April 12

A vending machine was damaged
and the money was stolen in the

Morrill Science Building.

A vending machine was bro'ken

into in Field Residence Hall.

A vending machine was broken
into in Grayson Residence Hall.

A vending machine was broken
into in Lederle Research Building.

A vehicle was broken into in park-

ing lot 43 on Eastman Lane.

Disorderly Conduct
April 1

1

Anh H. Nguyen. 23, of 25
Bellevue Ave.. Springfield and Hai

V. Nguyen. 18. of 61 Richmond St..

Brockton, were arrested on the

Concourse level of the Campus
Center for assault and battery and
affray.

Disturbance

April U
The Residence Staff in Wheeler

Residence Hall reported having
problems with an individual.

There was a report of a fight in

progress in the Campus Center.

April 12

There was a report of a fight at

|ohn Adams Resdence Hall. The
individual involved left the scene.

Drug Law Offenses

April 10

Keith Edward Burke. 18. of 178
Charles Ave., Stoughton was arrest-

ed in Kennedy Residence Hall for

possession of a Class D drug, posses-

sion and transportation of liquor.

Jonathan | Lynn, 18, of 30 Tucker
Ave., Tiverto, R.I., and Benjamin N.

Tei, 18. of 104 Chestnut Ln.,

Woodbury, N.Y., were arrested in

Brown Residence Hall for possession

of Class D substances.

April 12

Joshua P. Bradford. 18, of 32
Outlook Rd., Swampscott. was
arrested in Brown Residence Hall for

possession of class D drugs.

Larceny

April II

A television was reported stolen

from Cashin Residence Hall.

A television was reported stolen

from Brown Residence Hall.

A stereo was reported stolen from
the Fine Arts Center.

April 12

Two individuals from Coolidge
Residence Hal reported their laptop

computers stolen from their room.
An individual from John Adams

Residence Hall reported his wallet

being stolen from his room.
Liquor Law Violations

April 11

Michael O. OCallaghan. 20. 1

5

Spruce St., Milton, was arrested' in

Coolidge Residence Hall of liquor

possession and transport.

April 12

Roger White. 19, of 30 Heart St..

Woburn, and Justin TV Randazza,
20. of 35 Pine ridge Dr.,

Bridgewater, were arrested on
University Dr., for possession and
transporting liquor.

Medical Emergency
April 11

Police responded to University
Health Services report that an indi-

vidual had been stabbed. The victim,

a non-student, 19, was transported

to Cooley Dickinson Hospital in

Northampton and received stitches

for a lower back wound then
released.

April 12

An individual in the Campus Pond
was transported to the hospital by

Amherst Fire Department ambu-
lance.

Vandalism
April 10

Homophobic graffiti was written

on the walls of the pool room in

McNamara Residence Hall.

April 11

A vehicle in parking lot 46 on
Infirmary Way was damaged.
A vehicle was damaged on

Melville Road.

Twelve vehicles in

Fraternity/Sorority parking lot on

Olympia Drive were reported dam-

aged.

Graffiti was written on a poster on

a room door on in John Adams
Residence Hall.

April 12

An individual reported windows
smashed and tires slashed on his

vehicle parked in the Campus Center

Garage.

A large window was smashed at

Hampshire Dining Commons.
Individuals were throwing rocks at

windows in Kennedy Residence Hall.

A vending machine in John
Quincy Adams Residence Hall was
damaged.

A vending machine in Hills House
was damaged.
A vending machine in Washington

Residence Hall was damaged.

A vending machine in Johnson
Residence Hall was damaged.

A vending machine in Mary Lyon
Residence Hall was damaged.

A window was smashed in

Washington Residence Hall.
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YOGURT SHAKES, SMOOTHIES, & AWARD WINNING CATERER

Weekly update
University Career Center

-

Mather Building 54S-2224

MERC inc.

TODAY
Looking for a position in education K-12?

Come to Massachusetts Education Recruiting Consortium

orientation meetings held in Mark's Meadow Auditorium!

Today, April 15, 1997 from 4:30 - 6:00pm

Wednesday, April 16, 1997 from 6:00 - 7:30pm

ALANA STUDENTS
Are you interested in discussing your career opportunities,

your resume, or other services which the carver center offers'

call Ruth Carev at 545-6265

n; is

CO- 3

CCE majors!
AMREC is an environmental company who uses contami-

nated soils and process it for use as building materials. They

are currently recruiting applicants for a summer co-op position.

TURN TOXIC WASTE INTO CONCRETE.
For more information, come to the Field Experience Library.

WANT TO BE A U.S. MARSHAL?

Learn about the training program and hiring process.

Opportunities include Financial Investigation, Asset Seizure,

Witness Protection, Special Operations, Judicial Security

Thompson Auditorium on Monday, April 28th

For more information, call Ruth Carey at 545-6252.

INTO AMHERST
A Day of Community Service Dedicated to

the Town of Amherst and Neighboring Communities

Saturday, April 26, 1997

9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

For more information, contact the

UMass Community Service Program at 545-3368

Call for Nominations for Election of

the 1 997-98 Executive Committee
of the Graduate Student Senate

Available Positions
President - serves as chief administrative officer of the Graduate Student

Senate; chairs the Executive Committee, Student Affairs Subcommittee of the

Graduate Council; holds regular office hours; speaker of the Senate, and other

duties.

Approximately 20 hours/week; June 1. 1997-May 31, 1998; $9,378 stipend,

tuition waiver & GEO health benefits for academic year, and approximately

$3,000 for summer.

Vice President - chairs the Election Committee, vice chair of Finance

Committee, serves on other committees, and other duties in the senate.

Approximately 20 hours/week; September 1, 1997-May 31, 1998; $9,378
stipend, tuition waiver for academic year & GEO health benefits.

Treasurer - chief financial officer of the senate; chair of Finance Committee;

manages Trust Fund; oversees Line Item, Ad Hoc funding & Revenue Sharing,

finances & accounting records, & development of budget; serves on committees.

Approximately 20 hours/week; June 1, 1997-May31,1998; $9,378 stipend,

tuition waiver & GEO health benefits for academic year, and approximately

$3,000 for summer.

Executive Officer - coordinates all GSS committee appointments & acts as

liaison between University & the GSS; serves on committees, & other duties in

the senate.

Approximately 20 hours/week, September 1, 1997-May 31, 1998; $9,378
stipend, tuition waiver & GEO health benefits for academic year.

Eligibility - All Graduate Senate tax-paying students at the Amherst campus of

the University of Massachusetts.

Nominees must submit their names to the Graduate Student Senate office in

writing MO LATER THAN 5PM, TUESDAY, 29th APRIL 1997.

CANDIDATES' NIGHT WILL BE HELD THURSDAY, 1st May, 7:15 PM, IN

CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 174-176.

Candidates are expected to present a 3-5 minute talk and answer questions.

Balloting begins at GSS General Meeting on Tuesday, 6th May, in Campus
Center 904-908 and continues Wednesday & Thursday, 7th & 8th May,

1 0AM -6PM in front of the Grad Lounge on the Campus Center Concourse.

For more information, contact the Grad Student Senate Office, 919 Campus
Center, 545-2896.
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UM Color Guard hosts showcase event * peace

By Frank Campaillo
Collegian Staff

Curry Hicks cage was the site of
the 11th annual "Color in the Cage"
show Sunday afternoon at the
University of Massachusetts.

The non-competitive event was
hosted by the UMass Minuteman
Marching Band Color Guard. The
event showcased performers from
UMass, the University of Delaware.
Rutgers University and several sec-

ondary schools.

"It's a chance for the color guard
and high schools to show what they

are about and what they can do," said

Becky Baldwin, the Vice President of

Service for Tau Beta Sigma, which
helped sponsor the event. "It's also a

chance for the UMass Color Guard to

do solo work which they don't nor-

mally get a chance to do."

The Color Guard gave two perfor-

mances. The first was by the tech

class comprised of color guard mem-
bers, band members and other
UMass students. The performance
was based on the song "Pinball

Wizard" from the play Tommy.
Dave Hautanen, coordinator of the

Color Guard and the show, was

pleased with the performance.

"They did a great job," Hautanen
said. "You're always happy when you

see the students performing for a

couple months, but look as if they

have been performing for a long
time."

Sheilla Martinez, captain of the

color guard, and Michele Horhota. a

performer, both agreed.

"It was very, very good," Martinez,

a junior exercise science major, said.

"It made me really happy that it came
together in such a short time."

"It's the first time in front of an

audience and we did well," Michele

Horhota, a sophomore biochemistry

major, said.

The second performance was by

the multibands ensemble made up of

guard members from the fall color

guard. This performance was done at

the Multibands Concert last fall.

"Performing for the crowds who are

so appreciative and to know we can

go out and entertain them is a thrill,"

said Robin Steidinger, who also gave

a solo performance.

The guards not only were happy
with the job they did, but also to be

part of the color guard. Erin

Angelopolus, a sociology major, put

it best when asked what is her

favorite reason to be with the team.

"Working with a really awesome
bunch of chicks," Angelopolus said.

Other collegiate performances
included the University of Delaware
Performance Ensemble. UMass Team
Brick House, UMass Twirlers Tech
Class and the UMass Twirlers, who
will be competing in the

Northeastern United States Regional

Baton Twirling Championships for

the first time on April 26.

Some of the secondary perfor-

mances came from South Hadley
Middle and High School, West
Springefield High School.
Bellingham High School.
Masquerade David Prouty High
School, Maynard High School and
Douglas High School.

There were also a number of solo

performances including Rebecca
Nyahay, the 1996 and 1997 New
leiwy State twirling champion from

Rutgers University. Meredith Yetsko,

the 1997 collegiate Miss Majorette of

Massachusetts from UMass and
Sanford |ones also from UMa>v
Group performers were given par-

ticipation plaques and individuals

were given medaK
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Free Spring!
These flowers are a reminder that Spring is truly around the corner despite the cold and windy conditions

of late.

continued from page 1

sends a message that America stands with Israel.

Featured speaker and Executive Director of AIPAC
Edward Kohr, said that "It is up to us to make sure that

Israel remains strong... to achieve the peace." Kohr, as well

as Gore. Netanyahu and many other AIPAC supporters.

shares the feeling that "America must stand solidly with her

ally Israel."

It is the belief of AIPAC that foreign aid promotes vital

American economic, political and security interests abroad

as well as providing thousands of jobs in America.

Gore said that it is his "unshakable belief that this... rela-

tion [between the U.S. and Israeli is good for the United

States of America."

Netanyahu is thankful for this undying support of his

country by the United States. "You give your heart and mind
to the State of Israel and for this I thank you with all my
heart." Netanyahu said to AIPAC.

lerusalem

For 19 years (1948 - 1967) Jerusalem was divided by
Jordanian occupation of the eastern parts of the city, lews

were not permitted access to that section of the city. It is a

fear of some that this separation will be reinstated, dividing

the Israeli population from the Palestinian population.

Netanyahu insisted in his AIPAC conference speech that

"We certainly, under no circumstances, will ever redivide

lerusalem... lerusalem is one city... it shall stay united."

The Prime Minister also touched on Israel's current rela-

tions with lordan. "We know the people of (ordan. the army
of lordan and the King of Jordan will do everything in their

power to prevent terrorism," he said.

Several of the speakers gave their views on the terrorist

activities that have occurred in the Middle East. Gore spoke

directly to the terrorists in part of his speech. "We will find

you. we will hunt you down to the ends of the Earth, you
shall have no rest." Gore said.

Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich is also angered by

the recent terrorist attacks. "It is clear that Arafat is not will-

ing to keep the peace he made three years ago. Over 230
Israelis have been killed in bombings and terrorist attacks

over these three years," Gingrich said.

Gingrich said that the only way to cease the terror is

to, "say that no... terrorism will go unpunished on this plan-

et."

"Nothing justifies terrorism... the attempt to excuse it is

the attempt to justify war crimes. Terrorism is a war crime,"

Netanyahu said.

Yet the Prime Minister is optimistic that the terrorism can

be halted. "Terrorism must be stopped and 1 believe it's

within our capacities," he said.

Netanyahu addressed the issue of the settlements he had

made in lerusalem. He described it as. "not an area in Arab

East lerusalem, it's mostly private land 70 percent owned by

lews... It's a neighborhood designed to alleviate the housing

problem in lerusalem."

Netanyahu continued by saying that he was planning to

build 10 similar settlements for entirely Arab housing.

"There will be... more for Arab citizens... [Israeli takes care

of it's residents whether Jewish or Arab," Netanyahu said.

This year's AIPAC conference focused on a bill celebrat-

ing the 50th anniversary of Jerusalem's reunification. The
bill states, "On many occasions Congress has affirmed its

commitment that lerusalem remain an undivided city in

which the rights of every religious and ethnic group are pro-

tected." This bill is a resolution commending the people of

lerusalem for this achievement.

Later in the conference, the delegates were bused to

Capitol Hill to lobby their Senators and Congressmen. It is

this effort to pass pro-Israeli bills in the legislature that

prompts these words from the Prime Minister of Israel.

"You represent our best hopes for the future and the pre-

sent," Netanyahu said.

Racial tensions erupt in the City of Brotherly Love

By Dinah Wisenberg Brin

Aisociated Press

PHILADELPHIA — White residents

came out onto their front steps yester-

day and turned their backs on about

500 blacks who marched through the

working-class neighborhood in a

protest against racial violence.

Hundreds of police kept watch on
the mostly white Grays Ferry section.

where racial tensions have been run-

ning high since the beating of a black

family by a mob of whites and the

killing of a white teen-ager during a

rubben

Angry words flew between some of

the marchers and the onlookers, but

there was no violence, ana there were

no arrests.

"They're turning their backs on the

reality that Philadelphia has to become
a city of brotherly love," said Rasheeda

Ali, who marched through the narrow

streets of the rowhouse neighborhood

with a baby in her arms. "They're turn-

ing their backs on brotherly love."

"Grays Ferry Residents Marching in

Unity." one banner proclaimed. Many
marchers carried the red. green and
black flag representing black national-

ism. Others held signs that read "Bring

good to the hood."

"They walk by here, they stroll, they

want to start trouble." said while resi-

dent Michael McBride.
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Pter Health Educators...

...leirn about cool stuff

.teach workthopt in the residence halls and Greek araa.

...jive put eondomt and other goodies at

the Campus Center and special events.

...Make new friends.

...MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

PEER HEALTH EDUCATION

PUBLIC HEALTH 213/214 or EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits • 2 Semester Commitment Required

For permission of the instructor call the

Division of Health Education 577-5181.

Class will meet on Thursdays from 4:00 - 6:30pm

Priority is given to those who meet with the instructor before April 24 th.
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Announcing the) AT&T

"Ultimate Road Trip"

Sweepstakes

.

Going abroad this

school year? AT&T

would like to help

pay your way.

10 Grand Prix* Winrvara

- Round-Trip Air

Transportation from the

U.S. to the country where

you'll be studying.

Plus thousands of chances

to win high-quality currency

converters (hey, you may find

it more valuable than the

air transportation)

.

To enter, call

i 8oo 157-51*14- ext 3 00

Or you can enter on-line at

www.ojtt.com Jtudent dbroctd

Do it today.

Mo purchase necessary Void where prohibited. Sweep* take* ends 1/1/09.
Open to residents of the V.8., 19 years or older, enrolled at « U.S.
college or university during the '97- '91 school year and traveling
internationally tor 14 days or store. See your Study Abroad Counselor or
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Mark

McGrath

He> everybody, it's that time of year again.

No, I'm not talking about the return of base-

ball, the income tax deadline or even the onset of

spring fever; what I have in mind is something we all. as

I Mass students, have the pleasure of dealing with in the

middle of each April and in November.
Let me give you a clue.

"Please enter a two digit action code."

Or how about, "I'm sorry, the action you requested

could not be processed. Please enter a two digit action

code."

Pre-reg is back and this time it's taking no prisoners.

Now before I ruffle any feathers. I feel compelled to

say that the system we have working for us isn't that

bad. considering that I've heard tales of

students in the Midwest huddled inside

tents in sub-zero temperatures for three

days prior to their registrar's registration

day doors opening celebration just to get

a crack at the good courses like "Cow '

—

Milking 101" or "The Sociology of Intra- familial

Relationships
"

Could you picture what Whitmore would look like if

the students of this campus had to pre-register in per-

son? You think the place is a poorly -organized over-

sized file cabinet as it is. Therefore, as far as conve-

nience is concerned, the system is of value to our cam-
pus

I do, however, have a number of problems with the

pre registration system as it now stands. First of all,

there's the time thing As we have already established, it

is now April. We will not find out which course-, if any.

we have actual!) gotten into until MM time in August

As a student who will be graduating a year Irom now.

and who also needs a certain number oi -peciti- eowm
to graduate. I do not like the idea of waiting for four

long months to know whether or not I will be lucky

enough to get into those classes.

I have nightmares about opening my course schedule

only to find out that each and every class I have selected

has been "oversubscribed."

Knowing that the number of classes in my major has

been shrinking dra-tically. I have become all too aware

oiWH
Personally. 1 have been exceedingly lucky in getting

what I want, but have friends who haven't been able to

get anything. Is it only a matter of time? I guess I'll have

to wait until August to see. You'd think with the com-
puters running the system, that the verdict would be

able to come through earlier.

As 1 pick up the phone to request classes for next

semester, a number of other thoughts run through my
head.

The first of these thoughts inevitably involves my per-

sonal ID number (PIN). Specifically, where the hell is it?

Sc\cn times now, they've sent me my special invitation

to pre- register, and seven times, I've managed to lose

the damn thing. They've even printed it on
bright yellow paper as a way of aiding my
plight, but even that has not helped. This
semester, I put it in a special place for the

specific purpose of not being able to lose it.

and my place was so good that I haven't yet

been able to locate it

Luckily, the good souls at the Registrar's Office have

done the campus the favor of changing the system so

that a student can retain his or her PIN the same over

hi- tit her college career In my excitement at hearing the

good news. I immediately had the number tattooed on
the back of my hand. Pioblem solved.

Then there's the problem of actually getting through

to the system. Trying at any point on the first day is at

best challenging and at worst futile. (You thought get-

ting V2 tickets was j task.) If you want to get into
1 ites' Civil War class you'll find out what real

Desire" is.

And then there's that woman. You know, the one on
the other end of the line Soli, sweet mellow voice. "You
have requested Lnglish three. ..fifty. ..four." All too

often. I find myself wondering who she is. what she's

doing back there in that computer, what she's wearing...

but we'll leave that one for another day.

I''t registration, while it may have it- tie up- i- M
good a system as we're going to ever have at this

University, so we'll just have to get our fingers ready.

And remember., for a good time call 546-9000.

of the frustrations of not being able to get necessary Wark McGrath is a Collegian columnist

Letters to the Editor

Nationalism on
campus

To the Edr

After I read Philip Milson's letter in

the Collegian (April 9) 1 asked nivsell

wh> did we need an American flag in

every residential area? Maybe the

flags were intended to remind us that

we were living in America, this "great

land of opportunity and dream" and
not in Mexico. Dominican Republic

Asia. Africa and so forth.

Well, we do not need the flag

that for us: our experience as people

of color, as workers and as poor of

this "great nation" is doing what the

American flag intends to do. We
know we live in America and we do
not need the flag. Mr. Milson's
flag-waving fever is like pouring salt

on a wound. Please, give us a break,

and save us all some money, too.

But why did the bill to put up more
flags on the campus come up in SGA
meeting 9 No one can answer the

question better than Milson himself

He says (in) his letter that the bill

"promotes patriotism and recognizes

symbolically all the opportunities

availiabie through a university such as

UMass " Thus, what the bill suggest

ed was that some ami American ele

ments were behind the student move
ment, and the student protesters

should admire the UMass administra-

tion and shut up In other words, the

bill was a declaration of war against

the current student movement and
their demands for child care and
access.

To put up the American flag at the

time when many students including

those from ALANA have mounted a

movement to diversify the student

body of UMass is nothing but a

shameful attack against the students

of color and the anti-racist movement
at this University.

Moreover, presenting the bill is a

devious attempt to raise a new agenda

such as patriotism vs.

anti Americanism in order to divide

and divert the student body and this

community The bill is a right wing

al maneuver to fire up and bol-

ster the sentiment of patriotism,

which is the American version of

nationalism

In the last few decades, if

Americanism defined itself by fighting

the "evil empire," it now reflects itself

in fighting the "alien invasion" of

America and the people of color as a

whole.

Mr. Milson's nationalism reminds

me of National Socialist Party in

Germany, the genocide and the ethnic

cleansing in the former Yugo
LePen in France and Zyranovsky in

Russia.

Nationalism means war and
destruction. It's the massacre of chil

dren and elderly. It signifies the rap-

ing of women. It is the burning of

town and villages to the ground. I am
•mparing Mr Milson to war

criminals. However. I am simply try

ing to say that there is a very thin line

between nationalism and fascism

Nationalism and national pride is a

truly inhumane and shameful senti

ment. It is a disgrace for huma:

ety Nationalism is a dangerous illu-

sion that subjugates the worker to the

capitalist, the poor to the rich, the

ruled to the ruler Mr Milson. we are

human beings and that is how we
need to define ourselves

Your rhetoric about patriotism and
anti- Americanism cuts human beings

from their common human and uni-

versal character. Mr. Milson's nation-

alist agenda is dangerous, and it

should be categorically rejected.

At the end. I would like to com
mend and congratulate all those SGA
senators who defeated the bill I.

•

whatever reason they voted down that

ugly bill, they have done the right

thing Many students in this campus
actively support their courageous
action Thi< campus without people

like them cannot change for the bet-

ter. We are proud of those senators

who opposed the bill, and I want to

thank them all for being there

Mahmood Kctabchi

Amhersi

The truth

about the IRA

To the Editor

Whatever one might think of the

new Brad Pitt film. 77ie Devi/ '.v Own
it does at least do one thing that

Simon Burke's letter does not it

attempts to contextualize the conflict,

and more importantly, it points the

finger at the British occupation of

Northern Ireland as being the root

cause of the conflict

Out concern however is not with

the film but Mr Burke's one
characterization of the conflict

Terrorism is one of the most emotive

words in the English language. It is

also one of the most problematic

By Mr. Burke's criteria, the likes of

Nelson Mandela and other noted
anti imperialists who used 'physical

force' would be tarred with the same
brush as the Oklahoma bombers.
Perhaps George Washington's attack

on sleeping British soldiers on
Christmas Eve would merit inclusion

in Mr. Burke's typology — an event

that is often condoned and even cele-

brated here. Mr. Burke also fails to

mention that while (his heroes)

Daniel O'Connell and Charles Pamell

fought the parliamentary fight, it was

the militant agitation that coincided

with these movements which caught

the attention of the Establishment.

It is curious for Mr. Burke to

dnoribl Ireland as one country' up
until the 1920s — I doubt if the Irish

would have described it like that

then. Ireland was a colonial posses-

sion, the Irish were a subject people

and the British has to be heaved out

of the majontv of the territory by the

Irish people and particularly an entity

called the Irish Republican Army. The
rump that was created by the British

alter partition called Northern Ireland

was ,t place hideously inhospitable to

the Catholic minority population.

Everydav lite for them was a mixture

of intimidation and terror. In jobs.

housing and schools, they faced

almost penal discrimination. Mr.
Burke is conspicuous!) silent about

this tenor

He is also silent about the fact that

the original civil rights associations

that rose in the 1960s to combat
these inequalities were pacific, politi-

cally modest and modeled themselves

enormously after the likes Mr.
Burke's political heroes.

What happened? They were
smashed off the streets and burned
out of their houses, by the combina-

tion of thugs from the local Protestant

supremacist Orange Order and the

Protestant dominated Northern Irish

Police force When these Catholic dis

trtct- were routed, the IRA was nick-

named "I Ran Away" — a reference

to what ,i sleepy, spent organization it

had become. It was as a response to

political terror that nurtured the rise

of the new. militarily formidable para-

military organization — the

Provisional IRA.

One may be repelled by many of

the actions they have committed, but

to label them as "terrorists" in the

way Mr Burke does only compounds
the problem. It is simply ridiculous to

equate the violence with the

Oklahoma bombings

Mr. Burke is right to point out that

Sinn Fein has negligible presence in

the Irish Republic, but it is an organi-

zation that has between 40- 50 per-

cent of the support of the Catholic

population in the epicenter of the pre-

sent conflict.

Sinn Fein or the IRA are not going

to be scared away by Mr. Burke's ter

totist' taunt. Mr. Burke mentions
nothing of the current British govern-

ment's intransigence or the atrocities

committed by the British Army of

Protestant paramilitary organization.

For sure, there might be a degree of

romanticism and ignorance in the

Irish American representation of the

contemporary IRA. but there isn't

silence about the British culpability

that was so evident in Mr. Burke's let

tet

Paul Doheny
President of the Irish-American

Students Association

Carl Bromley

Northeast
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Why we print what we print
Editor's note: On May 8, the

Collegian will celebrate its 30th
anniversary as a daily paper. To
mark the occasion, the Collegian

is reprinting an editorial from
each of the last 30 years. Today,

we feature an editorial originally

printed on September 3. 1980

It
is the will of the Universe

that different opinions be

held by different people. By
communicating their views
among themselves, individuals

come to more erudite conclu-
sions, which helps them to act

more intelligently, which betters

the prospects for humankind's
success.

In much the same wa>. drivers,

by allowing their eyes to wander
occasionally Irom their cars' hood
ornaments, manage to get out of

serious traffic jams with only

minot collision occurring

The Collegian editorial staff is

not a group to contest omniscient

forces. So we have made a few
ground rules to provide an editor

ial section for a productive
exchange of personal biases This

we term an "editorial policy."

I irst. and most obviously, mate-

rial submitted to the editorial

pages that i- substantially libelous

will not be printed. This includes

all letters, columns and editorials

implying commission of a crime

tending to injure a person in hi-

profession or job. inciting public

ridicule or contempt and so on.

which the writer does not know to

be true. Of course, this goes for

news articles too.

Second, the Collegian does not

uphold the right of the intolerant

to act intolerably This means we
will not publish contributors to

the editorial pages who express

the opinion that their perceived

enemies should be silenced (cen-

sored, sealed in their dorms, paaj

forth into the desert or otherwise

denied their Constitutional free-

doms). The reason for this is sim-

ple: Such severe views block the

process of information exchange
by stifling individuals who should

feel free to offer their views, unin-

hibited by intimidation. The exis-

tence of freedom of communica-
tion (which is the duty of the

media to provide an essential pur-

pose of our government to pro-

tect) requires that all opinions be

tolerated, up to the point where
one excludes another's right to be

expressed

An extreme example would be a

letter the Collegian received last

semester from a student, who. in

response to a column criticizing

the nuclear industry, said that all

anti- nuclear activists should be

put on boats and sailed out to sea

where they would then be sunk by

a "made to look accidental" attack

of F-l 1 1 fighter-bombers. He was

serious. The decision not to print

this letter was effortless, but the

matter is not always so clear. We
are bound to make mistakes, to be

too lenient or restrictive in some
cases, because we are new at this

We will make a sincere effort to

explain our errors.

Third, the editorial pages will

not carry material which is bla-

tantly sexist, racist or in some
other way approximates an uncrit

ical exhibition of its writer's mali-

cious prejudices. This policy is

consistent with the second (stated

above) since prejudice is a form of

intolerance But, more important-

ly, this policy respects the glaring

need at this University for our
prejudices to be examined, rather

than established. So while the

neuter "he" will continue to be an

acceptable reference to a proper

noun, feminine or masculine. Nazi

propaganda. Ku Klux Klan ethos

and P.|. O'Rourke-style National

Lampoon editorials will not be

The existence offree-

dom of communication

(which is the duty of

the media to provide an
essential purpose of our

government to protect)

requires that all opin-

ions be tolerated, up to

the point where one
excludes another's right

to he expressed.
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printed

This leaves a tremendous gray

area between extremes; plenty of

room for espousing capitalist

patriarch) or socialist democracy
or \our favorite form of social and

political organization — as long as

it's not Nazism, etc

A normal newspaper (one that

is privately owned) earns its repu-

tation as either "leftist" or "liber-

al" or "moderate" or "conserva-

tive" or "rightist" by handling this

area in a particular way. in keep-

ing with its publisher's policy of

news selection. In the past, the

Collegian, a publicly owned and
run newspaper, has published let

ters. columns and editorials,

expressing differing views along

the full gamut of the contributor-'

political spectrum, in reasonable

proportion to the volume of each
received This has always seemed
appropriate given that the

Collegian owes its existence to the

effort of volunteer student con-
tributors all of them, from left

field to right

But we are going to share a

secret with you which isn't really a

secret at all. It is. instead, some-
thing critics of public newspapers'

editorial policies seem conspired

to ignore: In journalism, as in real

life, some opinions are better than

others. What distinguishes a good
opinion from a bad one is

research. A good opinion is an
informed opinion: it is also articu-

lately stated. Columnists and com-
mentators will be required to

show evidence of having put a

great deal of thought and effort

into the material they submit (this

doesn't affect letter selection

much, however. We try to print as

many letters possible).

We feel our power to decide
what bent the Collegian will take

is derived democratically. This

view is upheld by observing anoth-

er occurrence in real life. A
democracy is who participates in

it. Democracy fails by this defini-

tion, when people are systemati

cally excluded by entrenched par-

ticipants from participating. For

example. American democracy has

become more undemocratic
thanks to the effort of our nation's

leaders to make the citizen's vote

ineffectual and difficult to cast

(due in greater part to the elec-

toral college and voter registration

systems).

Has the Collegian developed
exclusionary practices? No. At
least not intentionally. There aic

things inherent in the way the

paper functions which tend to

keep certain kinds of people lioin

wanting to contribute.

For one thing, newspapei wotk
like politics, is show biz.

Newspaper people love to entei

tain and impress — with what
they exclusivelv know loumalist-

are essentially egotistl and a

-i\ piece collection of t\>llegian

columnists' egos would fit lightly

and convulsively into Buydcn
Gym. This is not to imply their

egotism is detrimental to their

work — it is as respectable I

motivation for ellort as anv but

it- concentration here in the

office can be a real turn off to the

timid and altrui-iu

Another characteristic of the

paper discourages the socially

insecure Collegian statlci

which there are roughlv 200 at

an> given point in a MSMttCT,
olten gain each other's friendship

during their tenure TMl i-n t

always the case, but we try to get

along. The staffers on the uppei

end of the division of labot the

editors— tend toward greater

chumminess because we work
more closely together and have
known each other fot at least one
semester When one editor write-

a staff editorial, he or -he u-es the

tirsi person plural "we" to indk.itc

thoughts and actions referred to

are a consensus of the group, foi

which the group take- responsibil-

ity. This is because we must make-

decisions as a team Newspaper
editing is a team sport

We don't all sleep together M
hire our outside friends to
high-paying positions (there aren't

any), but we do out for a drink

now and then, joke about our m
demic terrors and have a thousand
laughs So we are good friend-

Some people feel uncotntnitable

walking into thi-. as people will

feel nervous upon entering a party

to which they are invited but
where they know no one But
maybe they like the band. M thev

stay.

Perhaps by far the most impot
tant factor restraining widei p.ii

ticipation is the casually held view

that the Collegian is not a "good
paper." We maintain that it ha-
been neither a "great paper" nor a

"bad paper "
It is a new-paper

which, with some repairs, has the

potential to be a rewarding paper,

both for its contributor- and its

readers.

Think of this let's say you own
a car. You rely on your car, to

degree, to run properly but

it is not running well at all. It

stalls in intersections and acceler-

ates sporadically, often at the
wrong times There is a group of

people known as mechanics who
have certified themselves compe-
tent to repair your car. They have
not. by the evidence, been doing a

very good job. You might contin

ue taking the car back to the
mechanics, hoping they've either

improved with experience or
hired new personnel. Or you
could learn to do some auto
repairs yourself. Maybe you're too

busy, are preoccupied with other
things more crucial to you or pre-

fer not to be associated with a

group of incompetents The
mechanics shrug energetically at

your complaints.

This column expresses the opin-
ions of the Fall 1980 Collegian
Board of Editors.
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Goodell lives; negotiations stalled by administration

TMANC VO COli K.IAN

Hundreds of protestors stand outside of the Goodell Building during the second day of the student occupation
as seen from a top floor of the WEB. Du Bois Library

Student negotiator speaks out
It is a commonly held perception on

tin- campus, with an element of truth

in it, that to have our needs heard, stu

dents ot colot must take over a build

ing. One wishes it wa- an exaggera-

tion, but takeovers have become an
olten occurring event at UMass
\inherst for students of color.

• In 1 988, students of color took

I 'V --I the New Africa House which then

led to the restoration of th>

Africa House as a cultural center for

ALANA students.

• In \W2, students ol color took

OVM Memorial Hall in protest ol I

-ampu- riddled with racial tensions

such as the mauling of an African

\merican Resident Assistant and racial

•r.illiti Ihi- takeover led to the i<N2

\l \NA Agreements which include

several agreements concerning greater

BOOM lor students ol color

• In 1997 students of coior took
vet the Goodell Building, once again.

to address ALANA issues and issues of

Students of color are therefore

-tereotyped as "rowdy, rabble-rou-ing

mi-cieanis" who incessantly make
demands on the administration which
according to administration, have
always looked out for these students.
" fhe student's mouths never shut." the

administration complains, "no matter

what food we are putting into them."

The filling of the mouth is an inter-

esting metaphor because it could
mean. 1 ) filling it with food and nour-

ishment, or 2) filling it with the idea

that food is on the way. Both sides are

the alternative interpretation

ot thi- figure of speech. Students think

i if example one and the administration

thinks of example two and both won-
der where they are going wrong.

|s the situation hopeless? Do we
ic.illv not know how to communicate
and make sense of what the other is

-aving'' The problem is not with
semantics or multiple meanings but

with dodging the issues It lies in inten-

tion and what is being said, in the

desire for clarity which brings blurred,

uncommitted statements from the

.iiliiunistration to light.

I.et me start by saying that we left

Goodell with a document signed by

the top brass on the campus. This

Living Document is a list ol commit-
ments the administration -igned off on
as an initial gesture to give prioritv to

issues related to students of color

There was an agreement made to have

ongoing discussions on those deniaml-

which did not make it to the li-t ot the

final 21 commitment-, that have been

agreed upon b> the administration A

commitment, hv common knowledge
is a firm agreement honored b\ both

-ide- Of the 21 "commitment-' the

administration made, mam have vet to

be confirmed What thi- mean- to us is

that we have a commitment which was
never meant to he honour!

Are student- of color t>ut ot line hv

asking for timeliness'' What good is

>our word if vou can I tell u- when a

commitment will see the light of day''

How seriously can we take a commit
ment" when the administration doesn't

want to commit to assuring us when a

particular need will

begin to be fulfilled''

The Kafkaesque -u

uation breeds disen

chantment. despair

and utter outrage at

the blatant Lnsensitivity of our admin
i-trator- who have claimed, at almost

all public gatherings their commit
ment is to multiculturalism and diver

sity. Students of color have become a

cause, and "a worthy one" for admin
istrators and many white students

"Morally" and "ethictllv." how could

one do better than wanting to help "a

poor minority" student'' I am now and

always have been grateful for that.

Chancellor Scott So then. wh\ thi-

di-gust with the negotiation-'' It i-

because we are tired of commitments
and priontie- What do priorities

mean to an administration thai cannot

see and hear when students have
brought evidence to theit existing

problems'1 What does a priority mean
when it is on the bottom of a list^ The
rhetoric never ends.

While it is exciting to watch the

absurd play with words at negotiation

meetings, it i- alarming to realize the

extent of racism prevalent at the high-

est level ol the .idiiiiiii-ii.ttion \\i we
have to continue taking over buildings

Deepika

Marya

to let the administration know that

matters are in diie straits? Playing

with words like "priority" and
mitment" is disgusting becau-e those

word- ate our hope- l"he\ demon-trate

our need and the "good faith" in

which we have continued to negotiate

— hoping to come to a better under-

-landing and resolve some issues we
put down as demands The adminis

nation OHM claim to have recipro-

-ated our "good faith" and trust in

negotiations

We have met lout time- since we
left Goodell and we are still trying to

get confirmed timeliness and a con
firmed plan of action on what has
already been agreed upon. And the

nightmare continues Agreements
without a plan that is agreed upon, is

no agreement at all! Every se--ion

end- with rhetoric inflated with noth-

ingness Soft words, understanding

pretence of genuine concern
doe- not help retention of

ALANA students, or of

ALANA students being
able to secure jobs on
campus as white students

II the administrators along with the

faculty share anv re-pon-ihilitv in their

role .t- educator- on thi- campus, the

impact of this run-around on the stu-

dents ha- been completely negative.

What are you teaching them about
keeping a commitment'* What about
the i- the importance of having the

nil i.il coinage in be forthright in one's

dealings'" What is the significance ol

clarity in discussions'' Wh.it does the

administration imagine the impact will

be in the K ire being taught

hv them of mistrust?

As far as the students are con
cemed. the general understanding is

that negotiations have yet to begin

because we are still clarifying and
qualitvnik' the -o willed commitments
We negotiate when an issue will be
brought to the table No new issues

outside the 21 commitments have
been discussed at any of the negotia-

tion- rhi- I- an outrage, does it take

sti long to confirm commitments9 But

I guess fot the administration it does,

when it comes to the needs of ALANA

Editor's note: The following is a update written by the

student negotiating committe on their current negotia-

tions with the administration

After student protesters left the building, they initiated

further talks with the administration to set a timeline to

fulfill the agreements of The Living Document
The Problem. The administration has not been forth-

coming with any of the information students have
requested, leading the student negotiators to the conclu-

sion that the administration as a whole, has no more
intention of keeping its word now than it did in |v)92.

The Evidence: Since the occupation ended, negotia-

tors of the Document have met with Deputy Chancellor

Marcellette Williams and Vice Chancellors Royster
Hedepeth. Ken Bumham and Tom Robinson on three

separate occasions. At each of these meetings requests

were made for certain documents as well as letters of

amnesty for faculty and staff, and each time these

requests were denied. When students tried to get enroll

ment statistics and other vital information pertaining to

the ALANA Agreements, some faculty and staff were
reluctant to help them for fear of retaliation from the

administration. We asked that a general letter of reassur-

ance be issued to those who supported the students stat-

ing that their jobs were in no danger because of their

political or ethical beliefs. The administration refused to

comply with this gesture of good faith, listing various

excuses, namely that such a gesture would make them
"look guilty." They also said their employees didn t state-

any such fears. Students pointed out that if any staff or

faculty felt threatened, it would hardly be in their best

interests to admit it

Another obstacle came in the form of necessary, public

information, i.e. the budget requests for the upcoming
year. Deputy Chancelbr Williams managed to rearrange

her personal budget in order to gain funding for the

Native American Student Advising Center that will be

formed in the wake of Goodell. Since no other adminis

trative official offered such assistance, the only other way
to gel the funds for the other programs and positions

promised in The Living Document is to reque-t it from
the legislature. While the student negotiators under-tand

that requesting money from the state does not actually

guarantee receiving that money, they need evidence that

the Vice Chancellots in charge of Student Activities and
Financial Aid have at least prioritized the items request

ed. Despite assurances that The Living Documtmt and all

it entailed is "top priority." to these administrators, they

have not even included the relatively nuxJe-t request lor

$40,000 to establish an advising position lor UALRC.
The Director of UALRC, Lucy Nguyen, has been docu-

menting her need for another counselor for four years

now. and point nine of The Living Document states that

her request will be granted immediately When the

administration has not been forthcoming on just one
point of The Living Document, how can the students

negotiating with them establish any sort of faith?

During this last meeting, held last Tuesday, a number
of students expressed their frustration with the udiniins

trators' tactics, which appeared to everyone in the room
to consist of vague assurances, overly-emphatic deniul-

and "bureau- bonics." Many expressed our ongoing dedi-

cation to the issues and pointed out that we were pre-

pared to struggle as long as we had to in order to keep

the administration in check and to assure ourselves and
each other that this time they uphold their end of the

bargain.

In response to these avowals. Chancellor David K.

Scott, who ha- refused to be a part of these tmff 'nations,

issued a letter to all students on campus condemning
conduct he never witnessed, and canceled ail further

administrative negotiations until students agreed to the

demands forwarded by the administration. These
demands are:

• A list of 15 students to carry out further negotia

tions of The Living Document
• A facilitator to mediate these disc u

What Scott and the other administrators would like

the rest of the student body to forget is that they

already have a list of the students who were elected to

negotiate with administrators during the occupation.

Since the administrative representatives have been
unwilling to meet at a time convenient for the majority

of those negotiators - who are, after all, students with

busy schedules — they have not seen the familiar faces

they were once accustomed to, and seem to desire. And
although these students have been empowered to speak
by the groups they represent, these issues are the con-

cerns of all students and the meetings are open to the

public

When student negotiators were inside Goodell. they

asked for a neutral facilitator to mediate their discus

-ions, but the administration saw this as uiinece--aiv

We are grateful that Scott and the others have finally

seen the need we anticipated a month ago, and once
again we propose the same facilitator suggested inside

Goodell — a representative of the Department of
lustice who mediated the \W2 ALANA Agreemeni-
and is already familiar with the issues He offered his

services again in March, for this very reason: due to the

time constraints and complicated nature of some points

in the document, the negotiations and the groups they

represent on campus feel that he would be the best per

son for the job. Get informed! Don't let them manipu
late the truth' If you are curious about the progress of
negotiations, come to the next meeting on April 18.

750-9. JO p.m. in the New Africa Hou-e Library, locat-

ed on the second floor.

tedntt rwi||| Un uiiiuuiiuii ilu»i has
i, - BnDIBI i'v i 'iilil t'e.ii -'Helen'

as shoddily as students of color have

been treated on this cainpu-

Where do we go from here 9 We
plan to continue meeting the adminis-

tration and clarifying what has been

"committed" to and hope we get to

disCttH and negotiate on those
demands which did not receive a

friendly nod from our administrators

We want to make this campus as mul-

ticultural as the administration pro-

claims it to be. We want to see -tu

dent- integrated and not pitted against

each other along color lines as the

administration wants it to be Perhaps

there could be a more effective way of

achieving our common goals rather

than stalling, dodging and insensittvi

ty. The administration has always
expressed how much students oj

mean to them at public forums

healthy resolution to our demands
should not be far.

Mr Chancellor, having sat in task

forces and committee meetings run by

your administrators for year- we
know what we need to get this task

done: clarity, respect for students of

color and truth If this campus is not

to become a breeding ground for

self-promoting administrators and
ideologies, let student- > t

see they are an important constituency

on this campus We throw this as an
open challenge to you and the admin-

istration.

Deepika Marya is a UMass gradu-

ate student, and a member of the stu

dent negotiation team.

^

speak out on oppression

coum s» ha wonc
The administration poses for a final photograph directly after negotiations inside Goodell ended with a list of

21 commitments from the University Negotiations are currently ongoing. (R-L) Associate Chancellor for the
Affirmative Action Office Frederick Tillis, Deputy Chancellor Marcellette Williams, Vice Chancellor for University

Advancement Royster Hedgepeth, Acting Provost Patricia Crosson, Interim Vice Chancellor for Research Federick

Byron, Vice Chancellor for Administration and Finance Paul Page, and Ombudsman Robert Ackermann. Not
shown: Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs; Tom Robinson.

"Where
there is no
struggle

there is no
progress/'
— Frederick

Douglass

w'

loin in the strug-

le for equality,
rite for

Developing
Nations. Come to
the Collegian in
the Campus
Center Basement,
or call Lisa Chiu at

545-1851.

A Statement by the General I Irwm of

Palestinian Women, lerusalem.

Palestine. March 1947

Palestinian women express their

grave concern over the deteriorating

situation in Palestine caused by the

continued denial of Palestinian

national rights and the flagrant vio-

latkwis of their human rights by the

Israeli government.

The great sacrifice the

Palestinians offered when they

launched their Peace Initiative in

1 988. accepting to negotiate while

their country remained occupied,

wa« in good faith and in recognition

of the solidarity shown to their cause

by the international community.
Their initiative aimed at sparing

luture generations the horrors of

war and securing a just peace for

their people. However, when they

went to Madrid in 1991. they did

not do so to capitulate or to forfeit

their legitimate rights. The frame-

work for the peace process was
clearly declared — UN Resolutions

242 and 'S3X which unequivocally

proclaim the inadmissibility of

acquisition of land by war.

To out dismay, however, the

process is gradually being reduced to

negotiations- between two unequal

partners an occupying power
with all the arsenal and tools of sub-

jugation and a defenseless people

restricted in ghetto* and generally

held hostage to the whims of the

oteupiers

Israel continues its illegal actions

and measures on all fronts foremost

amongst which is the corrfiscauon of

land and the building and expansion

of settlements (especially in and
,ut mnd lerusalem) which are already

illegal by intematkmal law and under

the terms of 242. Moreover, Israel

continues to muster support by its lip

service to peace while waging a

relentless war against our people in

every sphere. We are extremely dis-

tressed at the position of the

American gt'vemment which contin-

uously offers its unwavering support

to Israel even as it flagrantly vkaiates

human rights and defies the will of

the international community. The
.American Government, which took

upon itself the task of replacing the

international community and spon-

soring the Peace Process, k certainly

expected to be impartial and unhin-

dered by political ainskierariors and

vested interests in its actions and
policies.

As women whose concern for the

future of mankind and the sanctity of

htHTwm Hfe, we cannot witnes- imtil

ferentfy the pains and tribulations • <t

our people as they are being dispos

sessed, subjugated and pushed in a

comer under gun- point and forced

to give more and more conces-i'

that contravene human law and all

international conventims

Real and permanent peace can
only be achieved when rights are

restored and injustice? redressed. It

can never be attained by depriving a

defenseless people of their righi

their freedom, their livelihood their

memories and their human dignity

We call upon the international

community to stand by our ju-i

demands that are the imfy guarantee

for peace in our region which can be

expressed by the following princi

pies:

1. The reaffirmation of all UN res

oiutions regarding the inalienable

rights of the Palestinian people

2. The recognition of Palestinian

rights of self- determinauon. return,

territorial integrity and the establish

ment of their independent states,

krusak-m as capital.

V Illegality of all settlements

4. lerusalem is the heartland of

Palestine. No peace can be attained

without practicing our rights in

lerusalem.

In order to enable the Palestinians

to attain these goals, we demand the

following steps be taken immediate

iy=

1. An end to the confiscation of

Land, the building and expansion of

settlements and the immediate with

drawal from all occupied territories

including the existing settlements,

thereby ensuring the territorial unity

and integrity of the Palestinian State.

2. The restoration of Palestinian

rights in lerusalem and an end to

measures mat will jeopardize these

rights.

3. The release of all Palestinian

political prisoners.

4. An end to travel restrictions and
closures ofareas.

5. An end to the Israeli oppressive

measures which include random
killings, detention, the demolishing

of homes and destruction of crops.

It is high time for Palestinian

women to realise their aspirations

and dreams of justice, freedom and
security for themselves, their people

«id their children. We urge you to

stand by us in our struggle so that

together we may forge a peaceful

world for aB.

— Sameeha S Khalil. President of

the General llnkxi of Palestinian

Women, Interior section.
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You'll Never Guess What I |ust

Heard... Thai is the catch phrase of

just about every kid in middle and
high school when they are about to

spread a vicious rumor that is

undoubtedly untrue. How many
times here at UMass have you heard

those tales, rich in detail and imagi-

nation yet sadly untrue? Yes, we all

have. Here is a tale th.it everybody in

my classes has been talking about,

which involves technology. One even

said that they really had an attack of

the Good Times virus.

Yeah. OK buddy.

The Good Times
Virus

This rumor is the

biggest farce of them
all. No one is sure when this e-mail

prank began, but it is still haunting

ihe likes of a lol of newbie users.

Shame on the seasoned net heads for

scaring the newcomers.

About two years ago, a user on
AOL sent a phony e-mail to a ran-

dom assortment of people on the

net. The subject of the mail was
-INTERNET VIRUS WARNING."
and contained within was a phony

report by the FCC. It warned about a

highly destructive new virus that

spread via e-mail. The virus, which

caused your hard drive to be deleted.

MM contained in e-mails that had
the subject heading of "Good
Times."

Supposedly, when you opened the

mail containing that subject heading,

a data-destroying virus jumped into

your hard drive and began its dance

macabre. Obviously, we all watch a

little bit too much television because

it would be impossible for something

like this to happen. Mr. Gates him-

self has no idea how to do that.

So watch out for that eerie Good
Times virus because this myth is still

out there and is frightening a bt of

people. LXm't be fooled too.

Ah Yes! It's All Coming Back To
Me Now...

Feeling a bit strange? Got cabin

tcver? Are you ready for this stupid

weather to just get on with it and get

warm already?? That's what I

thought. So for the next couple cold

days that you need to sit inside in

front of your computer drooling, I

have pulled some magic nose gob-

lins, cr urn. I mean some weird web
siics lor you to look at. I picked them

Dispell'

The |ohn Gotti Tribute Page

Don't ask. I do not know why
someone would, actually they

wouldn't. But he would. You can see

what Mr. Gotti is doing these days.

Check out hi'- legit business associ-

ates and check out links to other

wise guys online.

www.goiti.com

Gastroenterology Consultants,

PC
Well my gassy

brethren, here it is.

Finally, all your mw
lical questions about

gas. constipation,

digestion diseases and liver ailmcnti

will be answered. There are also a lot

of scry, how -.hall I sa>. descriptive

QuickTime videos and photos for

your pleasure.

wwu:gastro.ivin

Mr. Edible Starchy Tuber Head
Homepage

Here you can find all the informa-

tion about potatoes that you always

wanted to know, but were afraid to

ask. There is a lot of bizarre stufl a^

well as some very entertaining and

informative information.

uiiiiueaisu buffalo edu/potatoe

Effect of Ale, Garlic, and Soured

Cream on the Appetite of Leeches

Don't ask how I found this, lu-t

check it out

it it ii uih no/isf/peopte/Joc/leedi.

htm
Killer Fonts

This is a rather unique page
because the creator decided to make
fonts gaining his inspiration from the

handwritings of dangerous
sociopaths. For example, you could

get the DahmerBits font if that is

what you had an appetite for or if the

stars move you then try the Zodiac

Cryptik font. Definitely a must see.

MM klllerfontscom

Adventures with an Ice Pick: A
Short History of the Lobotorm

This site contains the chronic

U

the life and times of Dr. Walter

Freeman, the man who gave us the

ice pick lohotoim

www.imsa.edu/-silence/tohoio-

m\ html

Patrick Shanley is a C ollegian

Colufnnist

The free wheelin Bobby Dylan will play Smith tonight

By Justin Beland

Collegian Staff

It has been 55 years since a young

rambler from Hibbing, Minn, named
Robert Allen Zimmerman began

putting out brilliant albums under the

name Bob Dylan. His creative force

and vision took over the world and

quite simply changed the face of music,

f ami the way it was played to the way it

was recorded.

Thirty-five years, and we still flock

tu see him. To gaze at ihis man. this

myth, who has altered himself, his past,

his music and his ideals to suit his

whims. Thirty-five years, and we know
little more about him now then we did

back then. We know of motorcycle

accidents and failed marriages, we
know of found and then lost spirituali-

ty, we know of up- and-coming off-

spring, but we know little else. But still

we go to him. Ages 1 5 to 65, in black

sunglasses and top hats or jeans and

t-shirts. In Volvos, VW Buses or

Triumph Motorcycles, with license

plates reading MYBKPGS or DYLN-
FREK.

It doesn't matter what identity he's

going by on any particular evening.

Whether he's Uncle Bobby, Zimmy.
Maestro. Mr. Zim, St. Dylan, Lucky,

the lester. the Boxer. Alias, the

Song-and-Dance Man, Renaldo. |im

Visium, Blind Boy Grunt or just plain

Bob—there is. has been and always will

be. only one Bob Dylan.

There are those who say that he has

lost it. that he should have quit while

he was ahead. Then there are those that

have actually seen him play recently.

The past lour years have seen Dylan

achieve a musical intensity unparalleled

since his Rolling Thunder Revue of the

Q
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The UMass Department of

Music & Dance
T

D

Presents

PrismI
A showcase of our finest ensembles

Malcolm W. Howell, Jr., Coordinator

Wind Ensemble, Chamber Choir, Chamber Jazz Ensemble, Opera
Workshop, Percussion Ensemble, Saxophone Quartet, UMass

Marimbas, various chamber ensembles & soloists

Guests: poet Ron Welburn & mime artist Robert Rivest

Friday, April 18,b
, 8 pm Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Tickets - $6.*° students, elders and children; $1 1.°° general public:

UMass students admitted free with valid ID ~ are available at the

Fine Arts center Box Office (4 1 3-545-25 1 1 ) or at the door.

Co- Sponsored by:
C-/m
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What would you like to know? How do you want it?

fill out this survey to take a chance to win a prize. (And to help us help you!) Drop this survey off at the Student

Health Advisory Board table in the Campus Center on Tuesday, April ISth or Wednesday the 16th, or mail it to arrive

at the Health Education Division of University Health Services (UHS) by Friday, April 2Sth. You might win a gift

certificate or a t-shirt!

How interested are you in learning about \\\

services offered at UHS? (Please circle:) •*-
m m m m

Not Intcrottd • • • Very Intrrttted

How interested are you in learning more [7]

about health issues and staying healthy? <+-

lh m lh
Not IniMMted • • • Very Interested

What issues would you like

more information about?

What's the best way to give you this information?

(Please number in order of importance: I is least important, I is most important

)

Collegian Pamphlets at UHS Television (Housing Services Cable Network)

Hail Bulletin Boards (Where?) Table Tents in the Dining Commons

UHS Web Sue Other (Please list:)

Your name: Your phone number:

late '70s. He rips through songs he has

played literally thousands of times us it

it were the first lime he had ever played

them. His aeoustie performanees show
that his voice, despite years of abuse

through cigarettes, alcohol and
top-of-his-lungs singing almost every

night can still sing with the rock-solid

Midwestern drawl that caught so many
ears in the early '60s.

Although he has been pulling out

some surprises in recent shows, it's still

relatively easy to predict what songs

you're going to hear. Yet. almost his

entire collection of songs that he will

play live (over 300) have been retooled

over the years. He'll open with "Crash

on the Levee (Down in the Flood)."

turning it from the slow, happy
sing-along of 1975's The Basement
Tapes to a rollicking blues-riffed mind-

blower that immediately lets the doubt-

ful know that, despite what they wen:

expecting, Bobby's back! The perennial

song number three has been "All Along

the Watchtower* for almost eight

years. Dylan does the song more like

|imi Hendrix's version than his own
1968 original from fohn Wesley
Hurtling, which was acoustic, and con-

siderably more mellow. Song number
six is "Silvio," from 1988's underrated

Down in the Groow. Dylan turns the

short, snappy number (co-written with

Grateful Dead lyricist Robert Hunter)

to a seven to 10 minute jam tailored to

his own desires, leaving out or rear-

ranging verses, depending on how
much he's enjoying playing the song.

This is part of Dylan's incomparable

live spontaneity, for which he is rarely

given enough credit.

Songs seven through 10 are the first

acoustic set Dylan docs. As of late,

song seven has been a beautiful rendi-

tion of the Dead's "Friend of the

Devil," with guitarist Larry Campbell

(new to Dylan's band on this tour)

playing fiddle behind Dylan's acoustic

guitar. Songs 10-12 are where the real

surprises lie, with Dylan playing songs

as well known as "Highway 61

Revisited," "Maggie's Farm" and

"Leopard- Skin Pillbox Hat" to lesser

known, but no less intense songs like

"Seeing the Real You At Last," "Lenny

Bruce" and "I & I."

The encores start with the

crowd-pleasing "Like a Rolling Stone"

and end with the house lights coming

up for a rowdy version of "Rainy Day
Women #12 & 35," with the crowd
belting out the famous "Everybody

must get stoned" chorus right along

with Bob.

Though the songs have gotten easier

to predict, seeing a 55-year-old (56

next month) Dylan rip through his

updated versions with more energy

than his Wallflower son |akob. is truly

something to behold. The |ohn Greene

Hall crowd should expect an amazing

performance from one of the most

important musical minds in history.

Bob Dylan plays fohn M Orcein

Hall on the campus of Smith College

tonight at H.00 pm. The show is sold

out.

V PHOTO

Bob Dylan will play |ohn M.
Greene Hall at Smith College
tonight for what is Certain to be an
unforgettable evenlrtg *"

Now Hiring
The Collegian Graphics

Dept. Is Hiring

Day Advertising
Production staff.

Anyone Interested Is

welcome to stop by
our office In the
Campus Center
basement and
fill out an
application.

Computer
experience
helpful.

Also Hiking
Associate

Business Manager
paid Internship

most be Sophomore

deadline 4/18
call Ryan at 545-3500

1 co4*t?

a*4*7

uaAck?

cvAenc?

evAtf?

Grant Writing

Workshop
With Delphine Quarles of the Student

Affairs Cultural Enrichment Fund &
Maren Brown of the UMass Arts

Council

Thursday, April 17, 7 - 8:30 p.m.

Campus Center, Room #904 - 908

An opportunity to learn how to

apply for funding for R.S.O.

Events!

ITS

CC

o

Z
o

S

s

o

John M. Greene HallT April 24, 1997

$10 Smith Students w/ID (limit 2) $15 General Admission
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all around."

Along with Durant. the
Minutewomen need the freshman
Ola Gerasimova step it up as well.

"Another thing we're looking at is

for Ola IGerasimova] to establish
herself as the team leader, and as
our No. I player," Lowry said. "It's

gotten to the point now where she

can't hide behind the other team
members anymore and needs to step
up as our No. 1 player and as our
team leader."

This week and these two matches
will be important for UMass to
come out with intensity and emo-
tion and translate that into the
matches. The competition is only

becoming tougher, and this is where
it all begins.

"We need to get the "match" that

justifies our hard work as coaches
and players." Lowry said. "We need
a match that sort of justifies our
position and gives us an indication

of how good we are and how ready
we are."-

The Institute for Conflict Resolution Studies

In Cooperation With

The Free University of Brussels and

The Institute of World Affairs

Presents

The 1st Annual Student Symposium on

International Relations

July 26 to August 14 in Brussels. Belgium

- This is a special opportunity for all students. ICRS, a Washington, D.C.-

based institute, and one of the world's leading conflict intervention

organizations - the Institute of World Affairs - is presenting a three-week

program focusing on conflict resolution in Europe, the Middle East and the

Developing World. This symposium, endorsed by leading American

universities , provides students with an invaluable and accredited opportunity

to study and discuss world issues with diplomats and foreign policy experts

from around the world.

-- Students will have the opportunity to speak to leaders of the European

Union, diplomats from Asia, Africa, and the Middle East, and conflict

intervenors. Students will attend special sessions of the European

Parliament , the World Court , and visit NATO headquarters . You will be

joined by students from around the world in one of Europe's most

cosmopolitan cities and the crossroads of the international diplomatic

community.

~ The symposium takes place on the campus of The Free University of

Brussels , one of the most well-respected institutions of higher learning in

Europe. Students will be housed in single-person dormitory rooms . Room,

board, course materials, cost of speakers, field trips, career placement

sessions and our three-day conflict intervention training session is included

in the cost of the program .
•

-- Among our special guest speakers: officials from the US State Department,

British Foreign Ministry, European Parliament, NATO, the International

War Crimes Tribunal, the Organization for Security and Cooperation in

Europe, the World Bank and IMF. and the United Nations - as well as

specialists who have negotiated the Oslo Accords, the Maastricht Treaty, the

North American Free Trade Agreement, GATT, and the Dayton Accords -

will all be in attendance.

- You can be a part of special evening sessions, featuring discussion groups

on leading world problems, with students from Asia, Africa, the Middle

East, and Europe who will be attending the symposium. Already, ICRS has

received applications from students in Malaysia, Israel, Indonesia, all parts

of Europe, North Africa and South America.

A Special Three-Day Conflict Intervention Training Session

Presented by

The Institute of World Affairs

( >ne of the world's leading trainers of diplomats, foreign policy experts, and

world leaders - the Washington, D.C.-based Institute of World Affairs —
will present a three day special session on track one and track two

diplomacy. This world-renowned team of experts will lead student attendees

through every aspect of a conflict - from preventive action to conflict

management, from conflict intervention to reconciliation. A full scale

diplomatic simulation will assess your personal diplomatic abilities at the

same time that it teaches you conflict resolution, mediation, and negotiation

skills.

Who Can Attend?

Any currently enrolled college student or recent graduate is eligible. While

the deadline for applications is May 1. there is still time to apply, there is

still space available. Just call us at the number below (202-483-2063) and

we will send you an application. You can email us at icrsui vi.org - or visit

our web site and fill out the apphcation there: www.waf.org/icrs. While the

deadline for our program is May 1, ICRS is willing to extend that deadline if

specifically requested. There are 125 spaces available and not all of them are

vet filled . All students who have maintained a high quality of academic

work and who are currently enrolled in any college undergraduate or

graduate program can apply. Just fill out the application on our website, call

us at the number below, or send us your email: we have a rolling admissions

policy, so the sooner you apply the sooner you will hear whether you are

accepted.

Call Us Now at 202-483-2063 . or email us at icrs@vi.org.

The Institute for Conflict Resolution Studies

2001 S Street, NW, Suite 740, Washington, D.C. 20009

Orlando Pace ready for NFL Draft
By Rusty Miller

Associated Press

COLUMBUS. Ohio — Pro
scouts aren't the only ones who
marvel at Ohio State's oak of an

offensive lineman, Orlando Pace.

Thinking back to the pudgy kid

with the voracious appetite, his

mother shakes her head and says

with a laugh, "I still try to figure

out where this kid came from."

Now Pace is poised to become
the No. I pick in the NFL draft.

Scouts describe him as a ballerina

in a 6-foot-6 1/2-inch shell, or
"Twister" tipping the scales at 330
pounds.

But this is a tale of two Paces,

the dominating blocker and the kid

from Sandusky with a smile for

everybody and an easygoing manner
— off the field, anyway. He said he

doesn't care which team picks him
Saturday.

"I'm just ready to go out and play

football for whoever that may be."

the soft-spoken Pace said. "The
anxiety is building up every day."

lust like his reputation.

Pace's legacy includes the "pan-

cake" body count at Ohio State — a

particularly vicious block thafflat

tens a defender.

Notre Dame coach Lou Holtz
described Pace last fall as "one of

the best tackles in football today.

And 1 didn't say college football. I

said football."

An opposing defensive lineman.
Wisconsin's Tarek Saleh. wasn't

just worried about being blocked.

"For that split second after he gets

his hands on you. if he gets his legs

underneath him, then he's going to

body-slam you. And then you're

done."

Nonetheless, the football star is a

kind, gentle soul off the field.

Apparently there is room for two
people in that frame. His voice is so
quiet it seems to come from a child.

He is good-natured and friendly, as

pleasant socially as he is imposing
physically. Kids gravitate to him, a
massive Beanie Baby with two
Lombardi Awards.
He started life at 8 pounds, 4

ounces, but that was the last time
he was average.

"I kept him in sports to keep him
out of trouble." said his mother,
loyce Caffey. who along with her
father and brother helped raise her
family. "I tried to keep him busy
because he didn't have a father fig-

ure."

The hardest part was feeding a

growing boy. His mother worked
the night shift at a crayon factory,

so every morning she cooked a full

breakfast — eggs, bacon, toast,
grits — for Orlando and his sister.

Pace was an anomaly from the

outset: quick feet on a huge body,
Mire hands with such girth. And in

rabid Buckeye country, he loved
Michigan.

"He ran the floor like a guard,"
Michigan coach Lloyd Carr said,

remembering trips to scout Pace
playing basketball during the win-
ter.

But after visiting Ohio State.

Pace knew he fit in. He never
Milted a practice or game in his

three years, and the Buckeyes went
31-7.

"I'd hear about him going to

Michigan or Miami or Southern Cat

or wherever," Buckeye coach John
Cooper said, "but every Sunday
night he would call me and tell me

FORGET IT'
PLAY HARD to STAY HARD

, JOIN THE BEST

90 Gatehouse Road
256-6446

UHS SURVEY
1 )TAKE A MINUTE

LET US KNOW
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PUS CENTER TABLES APRIL 15TH & 16TH

doui*Tou)u«
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he was still coming to Ohio State."

Pace's Sandusky High School
basketball coach. John Schlessman.

said he saw Pace lose his temper
only once in three years as a starter.

when a player confronted him.

"The next thing you know.
Orlando pushed him and the kid

slid across the floor and out of
bounds. He almost went through a

bass drum that was just off the

court." Schlessman said.

By the time Pace was a high
school senior, football coach Larry

Cook worried that the big kid
might hurt a teammate in a pilcup.

"I never saw him in a foul mood."
Cook said. "But once he was on a

football field, he didn't smile and
he didn't say a whole lot. He just

would light you up."

Pace capped a storied college

career when the Buckeyes beat
Arizona State in the final seconds
of the Rose Bowl to finish No. 2 in

the polls. After much deliberation,

he decided to give up his last year

of college and turn pro.

Pace's mother is already fretting

that her youngest might end up
going to the Oakland Raiders with
the No. 2 pick. (The lets have the

top pick). She missed a day of
work last week, fretting over the

prospect of her son being three
time zones away.

But Pace said there's no need to

worry, no matter how far away he
is, how much money he has or how
many people are trying to knock
him down to get to his quarter-

back.

"I'll pretty much stay the same."
he said. "I don't see myself ever
doing too many out-of-the-ordinary

type of things." Except, of course,

on the field.

baseball
continued from page 10

fastballs on the team, but lately it

just haven't been enough. His ERA
has fallen to 8.40 since his last two
starts. What coach Mike Stone
needs to do is get Barnsby back on
the mound as soon as possible to get
his confidence back up.

The key to good pitching is con-
stant performance, and freshman
prospect Travis Veracka ( I - 1 ) has
seen much time this year. In the Ijm
two weeks. Veracka has only
pitched in one game, which was for
his first loss against Dayton. His
current ERA is 3.86. and he has
recorded six strikeouts.

Closing the Book
All in all. the baseball team has

put its pieces together Only a few
players arc in slumps right now. and
that's great for a national contender.
UMass faces the University of Maine
in a mid-week doublehcadcr on
Wednesday, starting at 1 : 30 at Earl
E. Lorden Field, behind the Mullins
Center.

Open House

Apr* 15, It97
113

ID-4

London $396

Paris 554

Frankfurt 554

Rome 652

Madrid 566

Athena 780

Prague 690
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STA TRAVEL
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Collegian Classifieds
APARTMENT FOR RENT EMPLOYMENT

University ofMassachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

2 bedroom/Brandywine
Available 6/1 549-5132

2 bedroom apartment in The
Boulders Available 6/1 Call

253 7872

3 bedroom apartment on bus
route Available 6/1 Great loca-

tion Call 256-6034

AUTO FOR SALE

Toyota 40 87 runs great. $2000
or 6/0 253-9938

Purchasing a used car?
Having your car repaired? Do
you know your rights? Contact
the Student Legal Services
Offices, 922 Campus Center.
545-1995

1985 Mercury Capri black. 2

door, standard, sunroof, good
condition, reliable $1000 or

B/0 Must sell! Kara 549-6061

For Sale 1973 VW But runs
well, good condition $1200
586-3074

EMPLOYMENT
Summer Employment

Experienced truck drivers for

part-time Approximately 12 or

more days in Mid June and Mid-

August $105.00 to $13500 a

day- (508)653-7422

Summer Employment
Looking for extraverted people

to help run our office Must have
good telephone and organiza-

tional skills $7 25 per hour
(508)653-0488 (Natick)

FUN! FRIENDLY! Coed
Summer Camp seeks staff for

male groups Welcoming and
supportive environment
Positions include- Leaders and
General Bunk Counselors, as
well as. Heads and Instructors

for Swimming. Water-skiing,

Hockey. Archery. Soccer, and
Volleyball A great summer job'

Day-off accessibility to Boston,

New York. Montreal Call Today!

Camp Schodack (800)851 1164

e-mail schodackOaol com

Now Hiring Punters for

employment in The Southern
Worcester County Area Must
have own transportation but no

experience required Call 546

4269

Vermont Adventure) Farm and
Wilderness is now hiring sum-
mer staff We need people who
want to provide positive guid-

ance and support to adolescents

coming of age in the 90s
Counselors, nurses, cooks, gen-

eral staff Organic farming, back-

packing, rock climbing, water-

front, carpentry, crafts

Challenging wilderness environ-

ment in the Green Mountains of

Vermont Contact Philip Tobin
(802)422-3761 or

fandwQsover net
(http://www fandw org)

HELP WANTED ON
MARTHAS VINEYARD
Positions available at Bed and
Breakfast Free room and board

For info call (508)693-1045

Drivers Wanted College stu-

dents, anyone to sell Good
Humor Ice Cream from one of

our vending trucks Work out-

doors this summer Be your own
boss RTS available in your area

Earn $750-$950/weekly Male or

Female Apply now Mon -Sat.

9am 3pm only (203)366-2641

or (800)899-1009

CAPE COD West Yarmouth
Resort needs reliable maids
Saturday only. 9 30 4 30 $60
per day Bonus if you stay
through 8/30 (508)775 0985

Child Care Provider seeking

responsible, loving, and active

person Fun-filled summer For

Boys 2 and 9 years Full-time

weekdays Call 253-7973

Camp Canadensis. Pocono
Mtns. Pennsylvania Excellent

residential coed summer camp
Counselors to teach tennis,

scuba, water-skiing, lakefront.

motorcycles, gymnastics, arts

and crafts WSF and more Great

salaries 6/21/97- 8/18/97 Call

(800)832-8228 for an applica-

tion

I have a standard shift car
and am looking for a person who
will teach me how to drive it

Will pay Denis 545-0479 11am-

8pm

Natioael Parks Hirinel Plus

Beach Resorts. Ranches. Hading
Companies, etc Benefits, bonus
es 1 Nationwide openings Call

(919)918-7767 exl R180

EMPLOYMENT

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
NO SALESI!

Apply Now!
MA-TBS

489 Whitney Ave. Sle 100

Holyoke MA 01040
413-493-1100

University Directories is hir-

ing students to sell Yellow
Pages Advertising this summer
in Amherst for the Official

University of Massachusetts
Amherst Campus Telephone
Directory Weekly pay plus

bonus structure Training pro-

gram, excellent Advertising,

Sales. Marketing, and Public

Relations experience Call

(800)743-5556 ext 122

Cruise and Land
Earn

Tour
up toEmployment

$2000*/month plus free world
travel (Europe. Caribbean, etc.)

No experience necessary Food,

lodging (919)918-7767 ext CI 80

Environmental Sales. Hello?

Do you believe in being in the

right place at the right time?
International Marketing Co is

rapidly expanding into the

Western Massachusetts area
You'll never know unless you
call (413)827-7555

LAST CHANCE
Legal Assistants Wanted
April 18th is the last day to

apply to the Student Legal
Services Office about Fall 1997

Internships 1 Get hands on expe-

rience in the legal field Work
directly with attorneys and
clients Earn up to 15 unoergrad

uate credits No experience in

the legal profession required

—

training is provided Contact
Student Legal Services today

EMPLOYMENT

545 1995. 922 Campus Center

PAINTERS- Full-time summer.
EXPERIENCE PREFERRED, vehi-

cle. $6 50-$9 00/nr heavy lifting

required 9 00-5 06 ONLY 24f
9480

Part-Time Sales Reps
Wanted "Lead the way into the

21st Century" with our copyright

"Slogan" sweatshirt Be your

own boss and earn extra money
fast Send for details at. The
21st Century Group, 332
Bleecker St - D40. NYC. NY
10014

FOR RENT

Sunny 5 bedroom house near

Amherst Center Yard. bus. June
1. references 323-9290

Hobert Lane Apartment
Available 6/1 Call 549-4376

Sugerloaf Estates- Ultra mod-
ern, two bedroom apartments
Free heat/hot water New
kitchens, baths, carpeting,
washers/dryers, and more 1 On
bus line Minutes to Amherst
Great specials 1 Now leasing
Spring and Fall Call 665 3856

3 bedroom Puffton Apartment
Available June 1 $855 Includes

heat and hot water 549-5376

Take our 1 bedroom apart
meet Available June 1 Very
quiet Puffton Apartment Call

548 8042

One bedroom apartment
available May 1st $b20/month.
on Hobart Lane Call 549-1565

Six bedroom newer borne.
Close to UMass Call 549 4270

Available June 1ft Renovated

3 bedroom. 2 bath apartment in

Puffton Call 549-6971

FOR RENT
253-1457

3 bedroom, 2 bathroom
Puffton Apartment Available
June 1 On bus line Rent
$825/month Call 549 3986

Room for Rent Private home
$335 + utilities Kitchen privi-

leges. Kosher/Vegetarian pre-

ferred Laundry, parking, fur-

nished Available May 1 549-

4853

3 bedroom condos Hobart
Lane Gas, heat, hardwood
floors, heated basement Now
showing for June and
September Lease $1300+ 253-

7879

Cape Cod group & summer
rentals Waterfront houses,
Falmouth area (508)477-6000

FOR SALE

Weider home gym with stair

stepper Excellent condition

$75 Electric keg cooler $75
Both for $125 Wni deliver 549-

5035

Pentium lOOMhi
16MB RAM 126BHD
SND Card. Modem
Monitor included

546-5549

Trek 950 only $450 Trek 830
only $300 Both brand new and
each with kryptomte locks!

Weight bench and Olympic
Weights. $250 Playstation with

games, only $200 Call 548-8042

now 1

Bicycles
Buying/Selling all styles, good
quality Large inventory
(413)586-4781

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SUMMER SUBLET SUMMER SUBLET

Laptop Notebook $99
Color Monitor $75.

VGA
Hard Drive

$10. Software $5. 386
Motherboard $25 Call Steve
566 3324 ext 2

r»J 2 bedroom cot

tage in Dennis on Cape Cod
May 15 Sept 1 Close to bike

patn. golf, playground, private

yard Sleeps 4 $4800 (508)385

Take over leese from June or

Sept South Point Townhouses.
2 bedroom. 1 1/2 baths Hot
water included On bus line

FOUND

Found one silver ring with
phrase "Je t'Adore" engraved on
it Contact James 253-6427

PERSONALS

Jeanne (gene). You rock the

house of satin 1
1 -KQ+fiE

Dear Gisela. Happy B Day!
We're gonna pump you up!

Helmut & Co

Happy Birthday Jenn McCue!
I know it's your 21st B-Oay, but

don't get too crazy! I Love You,

Zach

Lost my keys on PVTA Tuesday

night I need them back Call

256 6324 Reward Offered

ROOM FOR RENT

2 bedroom for sublet or lease

from 6/1 On bus route Water
paid for, a great place Call 253
4627

ROOMMATE WANTED
Looking for 1 or 2 female non-

smokers to share 4 bedroom
apartment Call 665-7712

Female seeking female to

share a room in a 3 bedroom
apartment On bus route Real

nice place with great room-
mates Must see Please call

Jessica 549 8513 to set up
meeting and get more informa-

tion

SERVICES

GRADUATING SENIORS D '

let potential employers pass you

by Put your resume in front of

millions Check us out at

www gr online com or call

(407)4818545

Pregnant? Need helpT Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 549-

1906

SUMMER SUBLET

Sunny Specious House Two
bedrooms available Great sum-
mer location with hiking and
bike paths, deck and backyard 5

miles from UMass 256-6336

1 bedroom apartment in

Crestview 6/1 8/31 Short walk
to UMass On bus line Hot
water included Will be partially

furnished $550/month Call 549

7605

2 bedroom apartment with Fall

Option 1 month free rent Call

549-4089

2 bedroom renovated Puffton

Apt Great location near
pool/courts Heat/hot water
included $640/month Available

6/1 549-7762

Free couch, TV, and Lazy Boy
if you take over our spacious 2

bedroom apartment 2 people

$200 a month Available 5/26 If

you can beat this deal. I'd like to

know! Call Erik or Alysia at 665-

3695

1 bedroom apartment. Fall

Option. On bus route Spacious

with closet space $430+/month
256-8190

2 bedroom apartment in

Sunderland Available 6/1 to

8/31 Great deal! Call 665 8894
for more details On bus route 1

SPACIOUS AND FURNISHED
2 bedroom apartment On bus
route with Fall Option ONE
MONTH FREE RENT Tennis and
basketball courts CALL NOW 1

546-6342

One large fully furnished
bedroom in a 3 bedroom apart-

ment On bus line, minutes from

campus June-August Call

Debra at 665 8463

3 bedroom apartment in North

Amherst Close to campus
Starts 6/1 Call anytime 548
8976

1 room in Puffton in a 2 bed-
room apartment Easily fits 2

females Furnished, on bus
route 1 month free 1 Call Beth
549 5526

.

3 bedroom- Puffton. Just reno-

vated Furniture available Starts

6/1 549-4334

2 bedrooms in The Boulders
Apartments Available 6/1 Call

256 0384

2 bedroom apartment with
swimming pool. A/C On bus
route in Brandywine Call

Francine 549-4480 Available
Junel

2 bedroom- Brendywine
$750/month Available 6/1 549-

4198 Take over our lease

3 bedroom house with Fall

Option August rent is free Call

549-9290

3 bedroom apartment June
August Sunderland
Pool/Courts Call 665-0298 Ten

minutes from UMass

2 bedroom/Brandywine with

Fall Option Available 6/1 Call

549-4982

3 bedroom Puffton Available

6/1 549 5941

5 bedroom house across from

Season's on bus route. Summer
sublet with Fall Option 256-

6324

TO SUBLET

2 bedroom Brendywine Apt.

Easily fits 4 Excellent condition

$740 Call Kristi or Melissa 549
7474

3 bedroom renoveted Puffton

Apartment Available 6/1-8/31

with Fall Option 549-9310

3 bedroom renoveted Puffton

Apt Available 6/1 with Fall

Option 549-9224

TRAVEL

only $89 2 nigh

Ski and Party at Killington for

nights condo lodging

and Two-Day lift ticket Can
UMass Ski Club 545-3437. 434
Student Union

WANTED TO RENT

We need e house! For a group

of 7 with 5+ bedrooms in

Uptown Area Please call 253
0268

INSTRUCTION

CHECK OUT A OREAT CLASS1
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or EDUCATION 213/214

6 credits - 2 Seme»tcr
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WEDNESDAY. APRIL 16

Film — "Slavery and its Legacy"

a film series presented by the

Interfaith Pilgrimage of the Middle

SBB, will >.how Sugar Cane
Alley. Kthan Palcy. director, at 6
p.m. in Thompson Building, room
I04

/-tint — The UMass Objectivist

Club will present a videotaped

debate. "Capitalism vs. Socialism"

featuring socialists Gerry Caplan

and |ill Vkkcrs vs. capitalists

Leonard Peikoff and |ohn Ridpath.

at 7 p.m in the Campus Center.

room 91 1.

Lecture— Ronald P. Hammer,
psychiatry department, New
England Medical Center, will lec-

ture on "Hypothalmic Opioid
Regulation of Reproduction" at 4

p.m. in Morrill Science Center II.

room 319 as part of the

Neuroscience and Behavior

Program Seminar.

Lecture— The Visiting Writers

Series, sponsored by the M.FA.
program at UMass. will feature

Tomaz Salamun, Slovenia's leading

poet, who will give a question and
answer session at 4 p.m. in Herter

Hall, room 227.

Meeting— University Center

2000 follow-up meetings will be

held in the Campus Center, room
802. from 1 1a.m. - noon.

Meeting— University Center

2000 Office meetings will be held

in the Campus Center Coffee Shop
from noon- 1 p.m.

Meeting— The UMass Poetry

Society will be holding a meeting at

7 p.m. in the Campus Center, room
805-809. All are welcome. Call

Tim 546-5062 or Kaye 546-1459
for more information.

Meeting— The Oueen Fan Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 802. All fans

of the legendary band Queen are

invited to attend.

Workshop — A Note Taking &
Study SkilK Workshop will be
offered by the Learning Support
Services from 1 :30- 2:45 p.m. on
the I Oth floor of the WEB. Du
Bois Library Free. Call 545-5334
to register.

THURSDAY, APRIL 17

Dunce — The UMass Ballroom

Dance Club is proud to announce
its first "Hooked on Ballroom"
dance from 7 p.m.- I a.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom. Everyone

is invited to join us in this free

event Beginner dance instructions

start at 7 p.m. and will include

Swing, Hustle. Merengue. Rumba.
Cha Cha and Tango. General danc-

ing starts at 9:30 p.m There will be

a dance exhibition by dance pros

and club members. Casual attire

recommended. For more info, call

256-5410.
Rally— "Stop the Clock:

Women Unite Against Violence"

march and rally will lake place at 6
p.m., starting at the Unitarian

Church on Main Street in

Northampton. After the first rally,

there will be a candlelight march

FYH jrr? pubdc wrvtce announcement*, printed

djity To submit »n FY), pleat* vend » prett

reteave containing, all pertinent information

including the name and phone number of Vie

contact person to the Colltgion, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day

through the streets of Northampton
which will end at Dewey Hall.

Smith College. The second rally will

begin here at 8 p.m. and should last

until 9:30 p.m. Following this will

be a Coffeehouse at the

Northampton Center for the Arts

All women are encouraged to per-

form at the open mic at the

Coffeehouse. For more information,

contact Heather Foran at the

Everyman's Center at 545-5834.

-Si

Q

E

Daily Listings sponsored by: fMII'S GI1M
«l IV 11 I WC l()|i*AI K • AMIII-.RST

VEGETABLE SONORA O SCAMPI O TBONE STEAK O CHICKEN BBQ O PASTA ROJA

PORTEBELLO MUSHROOMS O CHICKEN QUESADILLA O MUSHROOM ONION CHEESEBURGER

BLACKENED CATFISH O SPANISH ORZO O STUFFED PORK CHOPS O NACHOS
BERKSHIRE BREWING COMPANYO MARGARITAS O BLACK FOREST CHEESECAKE

SCREAMING COWBOYS O AND MUCH MORE. .

.

Full menu
'til 1 A.M.

"Every Night ~

HSCN

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN

ID

II

13
M
1*7

IB

Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weatfter Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming

7V-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

37

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

BET

BET on Jazz

UCTV
The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

HMAKBS tolHfcfc
\MHf f< . 1

This week's

$1 drink:

Gin & Tonic

TUESDAY EVENIN G C • Campus APRIL 1 5, 1 997
C 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

WEDH C Creature* Business Rpt. Newshour With Jim Lehrer X Auction Auction Continim

WFSB j NtwtX CBS Naws Inside Edition Am.Joumal Meerkat Family Saga X "Deep Family Secrets "(1997, Drama) fiicha/d Crenna X NtrWS M. LateShowX

WBZ i Naws CBS News Ent Tonight Meerkat Family Saga X "Deep Family Secrets" [ 1997. Drama) Richard Crenna. K News LateShowX

WCVB i Nawa 3. ABC News Inside Edition Chronicle X Home Imp. [Soul Man X Home Imp. [Spin City X NYPD Blue (In Stereo) (PA) X NewsX Nightline X
WLVI 1 Fraihr>rinc« Fresh Prince Star Trek: rent Gem *»'i "Memphis Bene" (1990, Drama News Jenny Jonas (In Stereo)

WHOH i Nawa NBC News Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! X Mad Abo You Something So Frasier X [Caroline Oataana (In Stereo) X Naws Tonight Show

WTXX (T) Frtth Princa Marlm :• Judge Judy X ReelTVX Moesha iRj X Social Studies Burning Zone (R) (In Stereo) X News |LAPD H Palrol Real TV I

wvrr I 10 Nawa NBC News Ent. Tonight HardCopyl Mad Abo You Something So [Frasier X [Caroline Dateline (In Stereo) X Naws Tonight Show

WTrC iI ti StanpaoniX RcaeanneX Home Imp. Seinfeld I ** "SfrrtinaDejIaTia Naws Coach X Deep Space 9

Tonight Show.marc if-nzzwrnm NSC Naws Wheel Fortune Jeopardy! X Mad Abo. You Something So Frasier X [Caroline Dateline (In Stereo) X Naws

WOBY * Craaturaa Business Rpt Newshour WHh Jim Lehrer .1 Nova [In Stereo X Frontline "The Fixers" I Imaging America X Charlie Roaa [In Sti

WOGB | Newt I ABC New, Seinfeld X Ent. Tonight Home Imp Soul ManX Home Imp. JSpin City X NYP0 Blue (In Stereo) (PA) X New* " Nightline X
WSBK Beverly HWa, 90210 (In Starao) Seinfeld X Mad Abo You Moesha (R) I Social Studies Burning Zone (R) (in Stereo) X News Martin X Mad Abo You Real TV I

WIBS Family Mattera [Family Matters Homevideoe Major League Baseball C «** "The Shagjy Dog" (1959) f red MacMuro

AaE Oumcy "Promises lo Keep" Law! Order X Biography "Patton A Genus for War" (1 Biography "Jackie Robinson

"

Law 1 Order "Pi

CNN fl
WorMVIaw'i: MoneyNneX Crossfire X Prime News X Burden-Proof Larry King Live X World Today X Sports lllus Mootylinf m.

COM ,0 TlckX Dream On Daily Show [RJ vwiwc nenei T. Davidson T.Devtdeon Sinbad: Brain Damaged (R) Viva Variety |DreamOn Daily Show Loftiic n#iwf

DISC Movie Magic Next Slap (R) Wings ME 109 The Legend" Wild Discovery: Alaska WildMe New Detectives (R) (Part 3 ol 3) Advanturea-20th Century Wild Discovery: Alaska WMIite

ESPN UpCtoea Sportscenter {Major League Baseball Los Angeles Dodgem at New York Meu (Lfva) 3 Sportscenter X
LIFE i Supermarket Debt Intimate Portrait Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo) "Cepfive"(1991. Suspense) Barry Bcstwick. Joanna Kerns. Homicide: Life on the Street X
MTV i (5:30) Mualc Videos (In Slcec Singled Out Idiot Savants Unplugged (In Stereo) Mualc Videos (In Stereo) Buzzkill World Tour (R) Singled Out LovtHnt

NICK ( Clarissa Eipt Tiny Toon DougX RugratsX Secret-of Ales [Happy Days 1 Love Lucy X |Bewitched NewhartX OddCoupteX Tan | M.T. Moort

SCIFI i Twilight Zona Daritaide Quantum Leap In Stereo) I Seaquesl DSV "The Regulator" Space (Part 2 of 5) Quantum Leap (In Stereo] 1

TLC € ) ;. Furniture Renovation Hometime V Hometime X Medical Detect |Danger Zone Real Frankenstein: Untold |My*tery of Twins Medical Detect
| Danger Zone

TNT i Tn the Heat ol the Night " In the Heat ol In > Night I

Series X
NBA Besketbel

Murder, She Wr

Utah Jazz at Phoenix Suns (Lrve)X [Insde-NBA "Robin Hood: Men in Tights"

USA € Renegade "Rio Reno" 1 Highlander Th« ote (In Stereo) [Boxing Charles Murray vs Ray OUveira. (live) Silk Stagings (R) nn Stereo «

HBO i * "Houst ol Cards '

11993, Drama) Kath ie "Head Above viaie ** "Waiting to Ex/w»"(1995, Drama) Whitney Houston 'R' I IComedy Jam

MAX i (4:15) "Sanaa" **•/> "Act Of Conscience" (1997) 'NR'X eetVi "Shallow Grave" [\9%) Kerry Fox 'R' ttV, "Passengersr^m) Wesley Snipes. 'R' |*'i "Hear No Evrf" (19931 'R 11

SHOW i (4:S6j' "Jonnny* » VI "Caplan Nuke ana the Bombetbon "
( 1 995) ** "The American Pres>denr(l995) Michael Douglas '1 |**W "Nixcvt"[199S

l
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Robotmon By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

u**£NTWATDOGG»€5
BACK INTOOORSARO
I'lt SQUIRT IT UHTW
Tv^WOOt

etcAivoe'^ooiRTiNe
v0ATERaAU0rV\A>iX
WMTOOl^C»PUr4E.A

C*CC)0»5e.TuX)Rt«! TUMblACXO^aJRhnOnvA
lAlXMTrAtlO^TAS
OOTOPTUtrXNTRW'

CATBERT: EVIL H.R. OlRrJCTOR

THE COMPANY HAS TAKEN
OUT A. LIFE INSURANCE
POLICY ON YOU, CUALLY

vi

U)E PAY THE PREMIUMS
AND WE COLLKT THE

INSURANCE COHEN YOU
DIE.

IS THIS BECAUSE
I'fA 50 VALUABLE
TO THE COMPANY?

IT'S BECAUSE
CUE THINK YOU'LL

BE MORE
VALUABLE
OEAO.

THIS IS
EXACTLY WHY
I DON'T LIKE

rl

»
Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winkle

WWAT WAPPe/vieD TO K7M AT
SCHOOL TTJPAV?rrTTT

/.lilt.

fl
sne Got xw ihj

TUB LOtOfSST _
f?CADINe» <3<30UP3

AU. TUB K1W> /M HER CLASS
ojeut CALUrJr> ne» dumb

\ AKJD STUFF
[r v 1 1 m

SO.Swe HAS A LITTLE '

TROUBLE RCACXU6> WMV
WOULD Twe^ MATC8 swjtg

IT'S HACDTO HOMlLJATeT
BACH OTKtaR Befetqr
PUBCRTV

Speedy By Todd Hartzler

cr>
IT*ST»?UC I VWP

ILIKIDPEAS Amp no
OrvSE LOOOO) STLOITM
McT t=t« A Loe£«- n

TTTT7

m
WO«X uf» Fo« TlOfr? wooOS
HeT Kf<J«0 COMfteTI? 8L.TT

I'rJTHC rMSTEAS. HtT HAS

S£T Trie STAHM* O fa?

e«eu.eA/c£ . cool

< /t H-T-I' JJfflhjL.

Non Sequiffor By Wiley Dooosbury By Gary Trudeau

*5 HHtHI* FUUAti PCWK

THOtf mUbtfTY
HtMHAv (**(** YOUHtot TO
c*co mtrts of *wioe*<xo

\ji&y±>

University1 By Frank Cho 111 1

1

Today's D.C. Menu

By Mike Rybicki

IT ITYtUS- |T\£ Sflu WHErJ
I SEE PEOfLE lAjA',T.r«6 foR
T>i^:R TR'.EMbS OUTSIDE
(THE CfXFElEK'.fV

VA

THAT BftS'XWiy ftEANS ^U
LikE Youft FR'.EnDS |T\oRE

THpirJ ThEY L'.KE Yoo.
THfy Doier HftVE THE GorS
TO STAWCi Yovj UP ENT.REiy

So Th£y ^ost met -V-a
feu SwEftT A *- U
L.TTLE g'.T. s/\/

A.

TS TH'.S"

WHY Voo

ftLUrVYS

EftT

Alone?

THAT ANb THE
fACT THAT I
SfrNELL ruwfjy.

\

A L\

Franklin

III Call 545-2626 lor more inlormati

Worcester

LUNCH
Hamburger

Kielbasa Grinder

Chicken Burrito

DINNER
Pineapple Ham Steak

Chicken with Rice

Eggplant Parmigiana

Grilled Cheese

LUNCH
Chicken Burrito

Bean Burrito

Ziti

DINNER
Hamburger

Harvest Burger

Pastabilities

Manicotti

Hampshire Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger

Grilled Chicken Sand
Chicken Burrito

DINNER
Hamburger

Chicken with Rice

LUNCH
Chicken Burrito

Ziti

Bean Burrito

DINNER
Burgers

Chicken Wings
Manicotti

Harvest Burger

ARIES
March 21-April 20
You w hrrn »bk lo rrlu talrtr but

today it t bark 10 thr annd Kwimwi

i In ton* mm 61 your Mr

Try lo rrtmit lo a pier* of pracr and
quiff to rcaevra four aqusaarluin Tall

• faraway fnrnd far a pti k mr up

thrv will haw flood nrm to •horr

TAURUS
April 21 May 21

The quest for romance could retry

i"u laf ihi* »T^k 1 Kirn if umii hr*<l

m w»a ao your hrart and youl do

|u»i ane Thai la a spot week lo

rhonejr your «*> for thr brttrr >
you'y* brrn ihmUnj aboui ending *

bad habit, now n thr time

GEMim
May 22-June 21

A tuddrn wmdTaH could br m thr

offlnf Prudence •houM da-tate m
u«e Althouati you may be irmptrd to

live high on the hog. you would do

well to pion ahead for a rainy day. An
old tnend offers aoi

LIBRA
September 23-October 23
Ybu'rr sucrffasiul hrvond your

undYf^iaimfing thtt wvrk Giw rredft

kkrsri

>'«. Naaaa)

tf you csn drfu«r thr tteur brfarr

rnrmv Trwi -

CANCER
June 22-Jul? 22
Thn is good wit* to fivt your

rooteriaptairvf enrrgirs a frrt rrm You

rnuld *iwrowr a BtanHnsI Itiatijeht Put

ti to use in t^uapSraX your future plans

Your herd-fmrktni attiiudr rould

makr a ht|{ imprrsalon on sonvwnr

nrar von, so keep up ihr (ood work'

LEO
July 23 Au|uit 23
Dnnt tlajhi thlrupi this wrrk tnstrad

go with the flow. Look lor an answer

to br toritet>m.fag; on a dlnVuh
quratlnn A friends ronMenre roiild

be the source of conflict for you. but

try to matntatn silence In the long

run. mill be glad you did

VIRGO
August 24 -September 22

Your practical nature and seme of

humor are tn rare form this week.

Go ahead let yourself giggle This

la a Hood time to take siork of the

peoayeaa you've made over the last

year of an If you're better off. great

If not. what ran you do differently'1

SCORPIO
October 24 November 22

Fmiah your chorea before Indulging

I decadent Don't look for

( Hi i book this week

Tou>r better off aemnj ihe bull by ihe

home and fooklng tor msiahi at ihr

real world Give a fomtrr membei a

little eitra TLC' this weekend

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

A hot tempered person has a major

impact on your peace of mmd This

at a good week to ask someone tor

sdvtce. but not for fowowlna It bandry

V you're m doubt, an a second

opinion Although you may want a

commitment, now Is not the time

CAPRICORN
December 22-xIanuary 20

Close to Homo By John McPherson

A rfMnpltrated love life could be due to

factors beyond your control If you're

not ready to answer a question donT

allow yourself in be bulited Avoid

being drawn tnto a pointless

argument If (here *. nothing to he

gained, then you're belter occupied

elsewhere

A9UARIUS
January 21-February 18

Takr a strong stance with someone

who's been putting you off The

outcome rould be belter than you

expect Don't worry about one who
seems ungrateful Your kindness has

not gone unnoticed

PISCES
February 19--March 20

Your drat impulse might not be the

right one to follow tWs week Be sure

to allow yourself a cooling -off time if

a major decision looms Focus on

finding s csreer ( hallenge especially If

you're feeling bored Don'i spend more

lhan vou ran afford this weekend

For Entertainment Purposes Only

In an effort to emphasize both physical fitness
and academics, officials at Westbury High

devised aerobic algebra.

Quote of the Day

tf Act well your part,

there all the honor

lies. m ^

yy
-Edgar Allen Poe

ACROSS
1. Ibrahan the

Temmakar's son

S. Ran in neutral

10 Bouquet gamt
mgreejient

14. Rafshswtfe

11 Actress Arvarado

IS -riaary* Maataas

tT. -a-brac

IS Tunes

15. South American

capnal

20. Money earned on

money
22. Least wbrant

24. and toast

29. Capp and Capona
26. Suflragiet Stone

27. Yep

20. Late Shirley Temple

20. Through

32. Wise to

36. Eye-catching

37. Shake s Wn
36. Spirited horee

30. Mother Fr

40. Sporting cohorts

42. Sycophanrs answer

43. Go down a stops

44. Elevator improver

46. Seek put*c office

46. Gutter* Clapton

47. Ptrystcsunft

46. Obstruct

51. Showy flower

64. natreahmg dnnk

M Truck trailer

87. In that place

59 Ordinary Man"

(My FMir LadyI

(2**)
60. ScotBthcapa

61. Dmer
62. Secures

63. Bum soother

64. Rostrum

66. On a voyage

DOWN
1. Certain track

2 French department

3. Shark Bernardo's gal

4. Strewf Scene
playwright

6. Pronoun

6. Impurity

7. Shreds of yam
6. London's locale

abbr

6. Argued

10. Like the Bad Lands

11. Nobekat VViesel

12. Edges
13. _ around the bush

21. Priceless

23. Bullets In poker

To. fnvoiyios

27. ChBts

26. Indians ot central

Canada

26. Contends

30. About

31. Stores wine

32. Esse umrs

33. After board or aide

34. J*
36. Cockloft

H. Fade
*Jal CJtm n 1 1 rsi i'i I a a
eSSV rSBB ClwrapWfSBWy

41. OsrVr > fQu—

I

42. Chntjrnas

4$. Farrtod sefvof^fTitfh

46. Fur_
47. Basque cap

46 - at Sea'

46. VartagaCad envy
qua'*.-

SO. High IQ orgarwation

51 Nek Charles dog

52. Ertthustaam

53. Buaets, tor short

94. Certain ray

95.

St. Pnnca of produCaTtg

LeOlQ (leoldOiavanet.com)

by Rogtr and Sslsta Sillooaw ciee*

When my girlfriend and I

go out to get pizza. I pay for It.

If I didn't we couldn't go out

very much. I make more money
than she does.

Sometimes she says I pay

for everything so that I can kiss

her at the end of the night. But

that 's not why I do it. Some
guys think that way but I don't.

When I kiss her something
takes over my body. She has

neat lips.

I don 't know why I make
more money than she does.

She's as smart as me... even

smarter in some ways.

It's all confusing.

All I really do know is that

since last February ist she owes
me $123.48 for pizzas and
drinks.

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle JelatoMu.N.n iV'

I I
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UM men's track sweeps Holy Cross, PC, Iona
By Matthew Perrauk

Collegian Staff

A- the weather begins to heat up. so

does the mens track and field team.

The Minutemen are gearing up for

what should be an exciting postseason

run by destroying everything in their

current path.

Their latest \ictims were Holy
Cross, Iona College and Providence

College this past Saturday afternoon

at Llewelyn Derby Track. The closest

competitor finished 59 points behind.

UMass. fresh off their thrashing of

Boston College last weekend, was
read] to tackle the competition in

their final home meet of the MMOt It

turned out to be another huge victory

far the Minutemen
Sophomore Tom Toye was again

outstanding on the track. He was a

double winner, taking the 100 sprint

(11.0) and 110 hurdles (15.8). Toye
w.i- rin the opening leg of the 4x100
team which ran a school record time

of41.5

The 4\100 team's time broke the

mark that was set in 1971. Running
for UMass along with Toye were
senior Christian Abbott, sophomore
Neil Concepcion and junior Scott

Price

"We are pretty excited about the

school record. We knew it was com-
ing, we just didn"t expect it this soon.

But we are not done yet and the year

i^ not over yet. We are going for the

New England Championship, and we
should be in the hunt." said Toye.

On the field events, freshmen
Victor Morency captured both the

javelin and di-cu- It was second con-

secutive week that the freshman had a

double win meet. His Discus throw of

1
67

'6 qualified him for the New
England- and IC4As and is second on
the all time UMass list behind Dennis
Boisvert

BaitVWl'l record discus throw of
182' was made when he was a senior

at the I niversity. He would go on the

win IC4A title that year This bodes
well for the youngsterv who should

have three more years to try and break

the mark
Also winning for UMass were

sophomore Ian Stevens, placing first

in shot put (51.6 1/4) and second in

the Hammer (141.6) and sophomore
Albie Vasquez who broke the school

record for pole vault with his winning

height of 14-7.

"We were very good that day. We
knew that Holy Cross and Providence

wouldn't be that tough and after B.C.

last week, we are gelling together. I

thought the 4x100 was really impres-

sive" said Vasquez.

Overall, UMass won 15 of the 19

first place finishes and scored total of

1 1 1 to Holy Cross's 52. Providence's

22, and lona's 18. The Minutemen
improve to 5-0 on the season.

Head Coach Ken O'Brien was
extremely pleased with his team's per-

formance.

"We did very well this week. Our
team has been solid and we are now
well balanced. We have some kids

who have been together for a while

now, indoors and out, and it shows,"

O'Brien said. "We haven't been
known for our depth but some blue

chip kids are starting to make their

way to the front of their event and
that is what you need to score a lot of

points and win championships."

UMass seems poised to make a

good run in the postseason. They are

coming together at just the right time

and realize that there is a lot more
work to be done. Overconfidence
should not be a problem for this team.

The runners have the experience
together to understand what needs to

be done.

Most of the 4x100 team has been
together since the indoor season and
with the addition of sophomore Neil

Concepcion and the improvement of

senior Christian Abbott, the team is

running on all cylinders.

"Christian Abbott has made some
big improvements. He has worked
hard all four years here and it's paying

off. He wants to go out with a bang."

said Toye. This team, with the excep-

tion of Abbott, ran together all indoor

season. We train together and are

pretty close. We're hungry"

Next up for the Minutemen is a

meet at Northeastern against the host.

UR1 and Dartmouth next weekend at

12 noon and then it's on to the Penn
Relays and the A- 10 Championships

courrtsv miou mlations

Scott Price and the Massachusetts track team swept Providence, Iona

and Holy Cross this weekend.

UMass baseball beats up with the weather
By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

What the Massachusetts baseball team is doing
now is playing consistent, hard nose ball and
coming up with great results Since this week-
end's defeathering of Temple's Owls, the UMass
ballclub is batting a combined .357.

while the pitching staff carries a 5.55

ERA

knocking two out of the park. At .825. Samela
has the highest slugging percentage of any UMass
starter. Along with his hitting performance.
Samela has a perfect fielding percentage.

Muchie Dagliere is continuing right where he
left off last year. Last year's All-American
Candidate is batting .415. with eight doubles,

three home runs, and 25 RBI.

BASEBALL

Who* Hot at the Plate

Doug Clark has been on fire for the

last two weeks Last week, he was named the

Atlantic 10 Athlete of the Week, but that was
before he went 7-for-l0 against Temple improv-

ing his batting average to .454. He had two home
runs against the Owls including a grand slam.

Clark is leading the team with 37 RBI and is tied

with Aaron Braunstein with eight home runs.

Brad Gorrie continues to dominate on the

bast-pads. This weekend he stole six bases, which
improved his mark to 25- for-25. He currently

stands three -h> of Ryan lette's mark of 83. He
bo U .tit- the team in walks (20).

Brian Samela has taken the sixth spot in the

lineup by storm He is currently batting .421.

which is second for everyday starters The catch-

er hit a hot streak this weekend, batting .545 and

NOTEBOOK

On the Mound
lason Bennett (5-1) is the

number one pitcher in UMass'
rotation. The senior tn captain

captured the 21st victory of his career on
Saturday, making him the winningest pitcher in

Minuteman history His ERA has dropped back
down to 4.72 after giving up 1 1 earned runs to

Virginia Tech two weeks ago He's pitched in 40
innings, with two complete games. 22 K's and is

only giving up a batting average of .295.

Bill Cooke (5-2) earned his third win t h i

-

weekend against the Owls. He leads the rotation

with three complete games while posting 5.40
ERA, below the team average. In 55 innings, he
has only given up four walks, the lowest among
regular starters.

Ryan Cameron (1-0) has the lowest ERA on
the team at 5.09. In six appearances, he has only

given up I I hits, and six runs while giving up the

second lowest batting average — .214.
Unfortunately, the starting pitchers excelled this

weekend and Cameron saw no time out of the

bullpen.

Adam Robinson ( I 43) picked up his first win
of the season last week against Central
Connecticut State. His ERA (5.86) is currently

tied ioi Moond on the pitching staff, while in the

seven innings he has pitched he has only given up
live hit-

Coming up big for the Minutemen over this

weekend was |eff Puleri (2-1). He gave UMass
7.1 innings on Sunday while only surrendering
one run and striking out three His ERA has
come down to 5.40.

Who's Not at the Plate

David Giglio started out on fire, but over this

past weekend he only recorded one hit in ten at

bats against the Owls He i- still batting .506 in

the ninth spot. For the lineup UMass has. every-

one is allowed a slump here and there.

lason Kudrikow was batting .407 before this

weekend, but after going hitless against Temple,
he has dropped to 555.

On the Mound
Scott Barnsby (2 0) has one of the hardest

Turn to BASEBAU. page 7

Women's tennis destroys Rhode Island
By Mike Corey
Collegian Staff

The I MtM women's tennis team
i- continuing to play flawless tennis,

with their latest victory coming this

past Thursday in a 7 blanking of

Rhode Island in Kingston, to
improve to 1 1-5 on the season. 6-1
this Spring

They go right back at it this after-

noon as they are taking on No. 6
ranked Williams at the Upper
Boyden tennis courts in a match
that begins at 5:50 p.m.

"Williams i- Division III. but they

are sjmh in the country, so I think

this is a good opportunity for the

team to prove to themselves that

they are as good as we have been
telling them they are." UMass assis-

tant coach Tom Lowry said.

This match will be one of two
very important matches for the
Minutewomen this week as they
have no time to relax. Tomorrow
they take to the road to take on
nationally ranked and Division I

I n University This week will

be key for UMass. as they get ready

for the Atlantic 10 tournament
The win on Thursday was a

match that the Minutewomen were
favored to win. They certainly
didn't disappoint, playing up to

their potential, in the kind of match
that was necessary for them to dom-
inate.

"It was a really tough match
because it was extremely windy, and
it was on the coast." Lowry said.

"The hard part about the match was
just to get through it and not to let

it break our concentration, because

our focus since spring break was on
this week coming up here. We had
to shut them out."

Once again. UMass wasted little

time in pulling away for the victory,

as they spend more time traveling

on the road than they did on the

courts, in blasting the Rams for

their sixth win in seven matches this

spring.

The Minutewomen did not allow

any of the Rams to rack up any
more than two points in a singles

match, and every one of the players

for UMass cruised to straight set

victories.

freshman Ola Gerasimova at No.
I singles was once again rolling

right along with a 6-0. 6-1 win over

(ill Estes of URL Back in the lineup

at No. 2 singles, junior Marie-
Christine Caron came away with
two 6-1 victories to keep up the

pace.

Sophomore Jackie Braunstein at

No. 5 came away with her team
leading 15th singles win. 6-0, 6-1

and senior Liz Durant at No. 4 sin-

gles came away an easy winner as

well with two 6-1 wins. Junior

Caroline Steele at No. 5 won 6- 2,

6-1, and junior Lana Gorodetskaya

playing at No. 6 had a 6-0 shutout

and a 6-1 win.

The doubles competition was the

same type of situation, as the No. I

doubles team of Gerasimova and
Steele came away with an 8-5 win
over the No. I team of URI of I -te-

and |en Baccari. Both the doubles

and singles win were Gerasimova's

1 0th of the season. The No. 2 and
No. 5 teams allowed only two
points combined on the way to cap-

turing the doubles point.

For today's match Lowry believes

that the Minutewomen have the

stronger team, but that they have to

be ready mentally and continue to

play strong tennis.

"It's just a matter of being men-
tally efficient." Lowry said. "We
worked on that down in Rhode
Island, and we worked on concen-

tration."

Lowry says they are looking for

two things this week to happen
along with the sweep of the match-

es.

"We're looking for a really strong

finish for Liz [Durant]. and she has

to concentrate a lot of leaving some
thing behind and showing what it

means to be a senior and finish

strong, and what kind of reputation

or legacy she is going to leave

behind." Lowry said. "We try not to

put too much focus on her, but we
looking for her to have a good week
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Tiger conquers Augusta;

transcends golfing world

He's part Asian-American, but

everyone describes him as black.

He's too young, and doesn't have

the experience to win the big ones.

Right?

(Well, that's what I've heard.)

He walks modestly to the 18th

green shining his sparkling white

teeth to the gallery of fans, who, by

this point, have gone berserk,

cheering and applauding his

accomplishments. His attire is an

island of hope in a sea of tacky

khakis. All of his clothes exhibit

the familiar swoosh that represents

his No. 1 endorser.

Tiger Woods, the man, not the

myth, destroyed the playing field

this weekend and won the Masters

Championship.

"He's the greatest golfer in the

world," Paul Azinger said.

That could be an understate-

ment. The list of what Tiger did

this weekend is long and distin-

guished. He not only went against

all odds and earned

his first of what
could be many green

jackets, but achieved

the lowest score ever

to be written on a

Masters' scorecard — 18 under
par.

Is it finally time to admit he is

the greatest golfer ever to step foot

on to a course?

I think it i-

I'm not going to get into it with

you on what he did this weekend.

If you're reading this, you definite-

ly know what he has done by now.

But let's think about it for a

moment. Close your eyes and pic

ture yourself at 21 years and four

months of age. While most of you

are thinking about putting back a

cold one, are there any of you envi-

sioning winning a national title
'

I consider myself an average
golfer for 19. but in two years let's

just hope I'll be able to score in the

low 80s. let alone win the Master-

The most compelling moment of

the day was watching Tiger coming
off the 18th green to embrace his

father. Earl Woods, who had just

undergone heart surgery six weeks
ago. They clutched for a good 30
seconds, while the tears rolled

down their faces. It was not only

Tiger's moment, but a moment for

the entire Woods family, and
mavbe for every young athlete as

well

Ever since Woods was three

years old. he knew his destiny.

JOHNATHAN M.

PLACE

Every night before he went to

sleep, he saw a list of lack
Nicklaus accomplishments that

was tacked on the headboard of his

bed.

Tiger had only one goal this

weekend, and that was to win the

Masters. He masterfully broke all

kinds of records, but more impor-

tantly, he changed golf as we know
it. Rightfully so. Tiger acknowl-

edged Lee Elmer and Old Tom
Morris, two black men who came
before him and paved the way for

Tiger to be able to compete today.

Elmer was the fir-t

African-American golfer to play in

the Masters back in 1975. Under
constant guard and supervision,

Elmer survived the weekend. In the

Butler Cabin while excepting the

green jacket. Woods declared how
he is forever in their debt, and that

he thought of them during the

entire tournament

Place him with Henry David
Thoreau. Sit him
down with Michael

lordan. Put him next

to Jackie Robinson.

Tiger is the tran-

scendentalist of golf.

While watching the final round

outside of the Collegian in the

basement of the Campus Center. I

sat next to five other people. Two
of them were black, one was a

white, and the other two were
young kids, around the ages of nine

or 10. We all were in awe of Tiger,

and couldn't believe what he has

done for the sport. We even talked

about how if it were five years ago.

most of them wouldn't even be

watching golf and I would have
been the only one sitting there

watching the tournament. (|ust

because I'm golf junkie.) These
young kids were actually watching

golf, and were not losing interest

Tiger has made golf cool

Remember when everyone wanted
"to be like Mike"? Now, everyone

is Tiger Woods.
If you're the longest hitter on

tour, that's something to talk

about. If you're the youngest
golfer ever to win the Masters,

that'll stick out. If you're a s tK

MMM Asian- African-American
golfer, that's something to dbcOM
Now put them all together, and
you have what could possibly be

the greatest golfer ever to play the

sport.

lonathan M. Place is a

Collegian columnist
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Nothing wrong
with So Wrong

Alison Krauss &
Union Station's new
album, So Long, So

Wrong is an instant

classic. Check out

our review (see Arts

& Living, page 5).

Gorrie walks on,

steals way into short

Senior Brad Gorrie,

who joined the

UMass baseball learn

as a walk on, is now
the starting shortstop

who looks to eclipse

the career steal mark

this season (see

Sports, page 10).

WORLD

U.N.: no criticism for

China on human rights

GENEVA (AP) — After an intense

lobbying campaign marked both by

threats and tantalizing promises. China

succeeded once again yesterday in

blocking U.N. criticism of its human
rights record. It was the seventh

straight year that the world's most pop-

ulous nation avoided rebuke by the 53-

nation Human Rights Commission, the

United Nations' top human rights

watchdog.

The commission also voted yesterday

to condemn human rights violations in

Nigeria and put the country under spe-

cial scrutiny in a procedure reserved

for the worst violators. It denounced

human rights violations in Sudan, Iran,

Zaire and Bosnia, and Israel's occupa-

tion of southern Lebanon.

To cheers from Beijing's Asian and

African supporters, the commission

voted 27- 1 7 to uphold a Chinese proce-

dural motion stating that the body

should take no action on a mildly

worded resolution expressing concern

about us human rights record. Nine

members abstained.

The vote blocked the resolution.

presented by Denmark, which cited

"continuing reports of violation! of

human rights and fundamental free-

doms
"

NATION

FBI's takes their turn

to admit incompetence
WASHINGTON (AP) - FBI crime

lab agents produced flawed scientific

work or inaccurate testimony in major

cases such as the Oklahoma City bomb-

ing, the lustice Department inspector

general said yesterday, lie recommended

dtactpBne for five agents and transfer of

the original whistle-blower

But Inspector General Michael

Bromwich concluded in his report that

agents of the world renowned crime lab

did not commit penury or fabricate evi-

dence.

Attorney General lanet Reno said the

damaging findings already have been

raised by defense attorneys in 1 3 court

cases and "there has been no change in

the outcome of the case." Hundreds of

prosecutions that used lab evidence

remain under review.

Despite "significant instances of tes-

timonial errors, substandard analytical

work and deficient practices," the lab is

still "capable of performing its mission."

Reno said.

Bromwich also criticized lab manage-

ment and the qualifications of agents in

its explosives unit, where he recom

mended that only scientists be employed.

He emphatically endorsed the FBI's cur-

rent effort to get the lab accredited by

outside experts for the first time.

In a typical criticism of work on high-

profile cases. Bromwich blasted lab

supervisor David Williams' 1993 testi-

mony that a 1.200-pound urea nitrate

bomb damaged New York's World
Trade Center
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Led by Liz Durant, the women's

tennis team spanked URI 11-3.

Here's the pitch...
Steve Levy and the Minutemen host Maine in a doubleheader on

Wednesday. Came time is 1 pm.
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Ture: a never ending fight for freedom
By Humphrey brown IK

Collegian Staff

WMTHwr SCOTT \ COUIGUN

Kwarrve Ture, the former Stokely Carmichael, brought the revolution to the Campus Center Auditorium Monday
night.

On Monday night in the Campus
Center Auditorium. Pan- Africanist,

freedom fighter and revolutionary,

Kwame Ture (formerly Stokely
Carmichael), spoke to u standing room
only audience at over 300 — most of

whom gathered to pay tribute to one of

the most intluential figures in the Civil

Rights and black liberation move-
ment-

Monday's tribute marked one of

Ture's last public appearances in the

United States before his return to

Guinea, his adopted homeland.

Chairman of the W.E.B. Du Bois

Department of African American
Studies. Esther Terry, began the night's

program by calling for a welcome of

applause to be extended to Ture from

the entire UMass community. In agree-

ment, nearly everyone stood up to

honor Ture lor -peaking at UMass.

There were a number of contribu-

tors that helped in bringing Ture to

UMass Chief organizer and one of the

night's panelist. Ekwuemc Michael

Thelwell, expressed his appreciation

for the dedication and sense of unity

that was exuded when the idea of

bringing Ture to UMass was proposed.

"This is a very special night for me."

Thelwell said, "as we worked to put

this thing together, it became clear

why many of us had stayed at this insti-

tution for so long. There really is,

despite efiorts to divide us and confuse

us, a real community of spirit and com-
mitment here."

Some of those contributors included

Dr. Ruth Simmons of Smith College,

the Black Student Union.
Distinguished Visitors Program. New
World Theater the entire WEB. Du
Bois Afro-Amencan Studies Program
and a host of other RSO's and organi-

sations throughout UMass and the sur

rounding live College area.

Thelwell. who was a student activist

with Ture at Howard University, also

summarized the reason and purpose

for the night's gathering.

"Shakespeare had one of his charac-

ters, Mark Anthony say, 'We've come
to bury Caesar, not to praise him',"

Thelwell noted. "As you can see,

Kwame Ture is very much still with us.

so we have come not to do anything

else, but to praise him."

The Panelists

The first panel speaker, other than

Thelwell — who doubled as panelist

and host of the event, was Regional

Chairman of the Rainbow Coalition

and faculty member of the Du Bois

Department of Afro-American
Studies, Bill Strickland.

Strickland spoke on the political

contribution and example that Ture
made in every city, state and country

that he ever inhabited.

"There is a book, which I think is

out of print, called Stokely Speaks,"

Strickland said. "If you read Stokely

Speaks, that is if you go to the library

and pick it up, it is as on time today as

it was when many of the speeches in

Havana, in Berkeley and elsewhere

were written."

The focus of Strickland's speech
centered around the consistency of

Ture's principals and power that he

had to move people to organize and
seek out revolution.

"The revolution was in the air. People

may scoff about it now. but the revolu-

tion was in the air and even Southern

Texas presidents would go before the

Congress of the United States and talk

about the Black Revolution." Strickland

explained. "It was the age of revolution

and Stokely\Kwame was there saying

intemperate things... intemperate
things.

"What is it that radicalized Garvey?

What is it that radicalized Du Bois,

because it was the same thing that rad-

icalized StokelyAKwame and that radi-

calized many of us. We didn't come
into this world as radicals," Strickland

concluded. "America radicalized us

and radicalizes us . still.'
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Stop the Clock rally set

to educate people about

violence against women
By Mane McGiutfi

Collegian Staff

Tomorrow night, hundreds of
students and area community mem-
bers will take to the streets of
Northampton as part of the "Stop
the Clock" march and rally in an
attempt to educate people about
violence against women and to

empower women themselves.

The event, which until this year

was known as the "Take Back the

Night." has undergone a change in

name because of some of the racism

associated with the title and its ori-

gins in the predominantly black
neighborhood of Harlem.

"I feel the name change is very

significant, and a way to get away
from the stereotype of when and
where rape occurs and who the typi-

cal rapist is." said Heather Foran. of

the Everywomen's Center, and coor-

dinator of "Stop the Clock."

According to Noelle Rev. a senior

government and sociology major at

Smith College, the renaming of the

event has been difficult to get used

to. but is worth the trouble

"I think the name change is con-

fusing, but I definitely support the

idea," Rey said. "I love the new
name, but I think it's hard for peo-

ple to understand the transition."

The name "Stop the Clock" is a

title designed to pray on statistics

that show a woman is raped every

1.3 minutes and beaten every nine

seconds in the United States.

The planning committee has been

working since February in prepara-

tion for the event, and is made up of

students from throughout the Five

College area. In addition, they have

received an added boost of support

from area high school students this

vear

"I'm really excited that Amherst
High School is participating." Foran

said. "There are three Amherst
women on the committee."

One of those students. Demma
Rodriguez, will actually be giving a

talk at the rally. In her speech she

will focus on dating violence in the

Latino community
Events are planned for the entire

evening, and are designed to pro-

vide something for everyone.

At approximately 6 p.m.. partici-

pants will meet at the Unitarian

Church in Northampton, where they

will take part in the first of two ral-

lies scheduled for the night.

Following will be a candlelight
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Haigis Hoopla returns to UMass
Record number of teams set to play in this year's tourney

By Mark McGrarh
Collegian Staff

The Iniversn. ichusetts Sports Management
Department will again be sponsoring the largest

three-on- three basketball tournament in Western
Massachusetts as Haigis Hoopla returns for its seventh

year on campus
Haigis Hoopla, which was born in the spring of 1991.

brings together basketball players of all ages and abilitie-

to put their best ball forward in an attempt to take home
New Balance sneakers and bids for next years' tourna-

ment
Event organizers are expecting a record number of par-

ticipating teams this year, when the cap will he upped to

450 teams and over 1300 players Since its inception.

Haigis Hoopla has grown from II teams and 330 players

to where it now stands.

According to Damien McDowell, the Director of Media
Relations for the event, the Hoopla has grown in more
ways than the number of participants will indicate Players

now come from all over the northea-t to take part, as evi-

denced by the presence of teams from Maine. New York
City and New lersey.

McDowell explained that 80 percent of the participants

used to be L Mass students, and now 33 percent are not

from the Univer-nv

Also, the number and prestige of event sponsors has

seen a marked increase. This year, in addition to New
Balance, such large corporations as Pep-i. Gatoradc and
Champion will have their presence felt. Local establish

nients such as Bueno v Sano and Die Massachusetts Daih
Collegian are also sponsoring the tournament

"We're looking forward to making it the biggest and
best vet." McDowell said.

The Haigis Hoopla staff consists ol I 7 undergraduate

and nine graduate students who were selected through an

application and interview process to take part in a class

specially designed around tlic project. Their jobs cover the

entire range of operations, from hospitality to volunteer

management.
jnid-iK." McDowell said. "It's practical experi-

ence in what we learn in the classroom."

Also included is a group of students from Amherst
Regional High School, who are helping organizers attract

high school and junior high aged players for their respec-

tive divisions.

The event is in no way limited to the tournament, as

there will be many other attractions, which are expected

to draw over 1 1 .000 spectators for the weekend.

Included are stations for children, a mini dunk contest

an appearance by the New England Blizzard and daily

chances for students to hit a long shot for a Volkswagen
letta II \

In the UMass legends' game, revered hoopsters from
years gone by will have the opportunity to prove they

haven't lost a step. Slated to play are |im McCoy and Will

Herndon. who led the Minuteman basketball program
back into prominence, and a number of unconfirmed play-

ers.

"There's going to be a heap of stuff." McDowell said.

Haigis Hoopla is a non-profit event which will benefit a

number of communitv funds and agencies, including two
-ihol.ir-hips in memory of Frik K. Kjeldson. a founder of

the Sports Management program: the Greg Menton
Memorial Water Polo Tournament, the Amateur Athletic

Association (AALi of Western Massachusetts; the Sigma
Mpha Mu Pediatric AIDS Fund and the Big Brothers Big

Sisters program.

Interested players can register a team in Haigis Hoopla
until Friday at 5 p.m. at the Curry Hicks Cage. The entry

fee is $ 1 8 per person.

Fire tears apart Saudi tent city;

over 300 pilgrims feared dead
MINA, Saudi Arabia (AP) — Fires

driven by high winds tore through a

sprawling, overcrowded tent city yes-

terday, trapping and killing pilgrims

gathered for an Islamic ritual. The
official death toll was 181. but wit-

nesses said at least 300 died.

Saudi Arabia said more than 800
pilgrims were injured in the fire,

which witnesses blamed on exploding

canisters of cooking gas. Most of the

dead were Indians. Pakistanis and
Bangladeshis, many of them elderly,

witnesses told The Associated Press.

Some were trampled to death as pil-

grims fled the fire on the plain out-

side the holy city of Mecca.

"Men panicked and ran in every

direction." said an Indian pilgrim

who spoke to The Associated Press

by telephone and identified himself

only as Irfan. Helicopters dropped
water from above while civil defense

workers used firetrucks' hoses on the

flames.

Hundreds of thousands of pilgrims

were stranded after the fire destroyed

an estimated 70.000 tents, which the

pilgrims use for shelter in the final

days of the Hajj. Civil defense forces

from Mecca and nearby liddah and
Taif rushed to the scene, handing out

tents and supplies.

The fire erupted shortly before

noon as Muslims gathered for the

Hajj. or pilgrimage, were beginning

to move to Mount Arafat, where the

Prophet Mohammed delivered his

final sermon in the seventh century.

There, two million Muslims will

stand together in prayer today in the

climax of the pilgrimage to the
Muslim holy sites.

The Hajj has been the scene of sev-

eral recent tragedies, including the

deaths of 1.426 people in a 1990
stampede.

Less than an hour before the fire

Turn to 0*8. page 3
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Walk softly and carry devil stix
Kevin Zumbruska a senior Astronomy major plays with devil stix by the campus pond yesterday afternoon.
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Strickland joked about Ture being

banned in 25 countries being only b feet

2 inches tall, but it wasn't lure's height

that those countries were afraid of. and

Strickland touched on what he consid-

ered the greatest thing about Ture.

"The greatest compliment that we
can make him is not one that we can

remake," Strickland said. "It was the

reckless, almost unimaginable fear that

he cast into the heart of the enemy.

"What were they afraid of? They
were afraid of that audacious spirit that

told much more truth than certain soci-

eties could stand," Strickland said, who
concluded by wishing Ture, "many
more days to be audacious and to be

bold and to speak truth to the people."

Executive-producer of the prize-win-

ning documentary Malcolm X: Make it

Plain, |udy Richardson, with whom
both Thelwell and Ture joked about

having a crush on during their time

with the Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC). was

the next panelist to speak.

"With all the joking and all the good

humor, what's wonderful... is to see

(Ture] as radiant and wonderful as

he's looking," began Richardson, as

the audience clapped in agreement.

Richardson spoke of the more
funny, humorous and warm side of

Ture.

"What was amazing to me, and it's

been amazing throughout my life, that

Stokely showed us, that you could be

infinitely political and at the same time

be infinitely human, infinitely caring,

infinitely funny and charming,"

Richardson said.

She talked about fond memories of

Ture doing a dance called "the Uncle

Willy" and having a good sense of fel-

lowship and brother hood with every-

one.

Richardson focused a lot on the

leadership of Ture in the context of

SNCC and the kind of people involved

with SNCC at that time

"SNCC changed how I thought
about myself. It changed how I

thought about the world. I ultimately

changed my world view," said

Richardson, who spent the duration of

her speech speaking of those people in

SNCC, particularly the women, and
the bond they had with Ture.

She spoke of the women who helped

form SNCC and went above and

'

Splendor in the grass
Kate Merrill a sophomore anthropology major studies on the grass early yesterday afternoon.

beyond the call of duty; the women
who showed strength, wisdom and
inspired Ture.

"These are the women who helped

to form us," Richardson stated. "And
it's one of the major reasons why
StokelyXKwame could be as supportive

of us as women as he could, because

he saw all of the women who were role

models to him.

"I felt, because of Stokely\Kwame
and Thelwell and all the other brothel's

who were around me, and the sisters,

that I could do anything and that they

would support me in whatever 1 did,"

Richardson said.

Richardson concluded, by speaking

on the life lesson she learned, from Ture.

on getting a sense of and grasping the

human spirit to bring people through

times of severe adversity and trials.

"You realize that survival is day to

day. And you start to realize and grasp

the depth of the human spirit. You
start to understand your own ability lo

cope, no matter what," Richardson
concluded. "In a lot of ways, that's

what a lot of us are learning from
Stokely\Kwame."

After a series of stories and anec-

dotes, told by Thelwell, Kwame Ture
was introduced to a standing ovation.

Ture Speaks

"Once you sacrifice for the people,

the people will sacrifice for you." said a

very gracious Kwame Ture, who took

the podium and immediately began

thanking everyone that had anything to

do with the organization of the tribute

and those in attendance that night.

After the thank-you's, Ture began

his speech by commenting about the

cancer he was diagnosed with in 19%
and its origins.

"I tell you this, it sounds crazy, but I

promise you, even before I die.

depending on how long I live it might

come to light, but even after I'm dead.

I'm sure it'll come to light. The FBI

gave me cancer." Ture said. "And if

you study some German chemical war-

fare and what this country is doing...

you might be surprised what they're

doing to you."

Ture also expressed that the name
change from Stokely Carmichael to

Kwame Ture and the years passed

since that change, has little if anything

to do with the level of his radicalism.

"Shakespeare said that a rose by

any name still smells the same, and

Kwame Ture is just as revolutionary

as Stokely Carmichael would be in

1997," Ture said

Ture spoke a lot about the problems

surrounding education in America and

the relay of knowledge to its people,

particularly college students.

"You must go to primary sources if

you want to understand things." Ture

explained. "Do not let anybody think

for you. You're college students. You

can read just like anybody else can

read. You need the primary sources."

Ture also focused much of his dis-

cussion around the act of revolution.

"Revolution is made on the basis of

truth, not lies." Ture said. "America is

more ripe for revolution in 1997 than

it was in 1968."

"I'm tired of hearing people telling)

me. Oh I wish 1 was in the '60s. You

were so organized'," Ture said. "We
were not organized, we were mobi-

lized. Mobilization is for temporary

purposes over, usually, singular issues.

Organization is permanent and deals

with, all issues."

Ture cited the Rodney King riots as

being a perfect example of mobiliza-

tion that could have gone off better if

there had been organization.

"Can you imagine what is going to

happen when these Africans organize a

rebellion in Los Angeles?" Ture asked.

Another distinction Ture made was

the destinction between tactics and

principles. To clarify this destinction.

he used the issue of non-violent protest

and the way it was used in the struggle

by Martin Luther King. Jr and SNCC.
"For Dr. King, there was no middle

ground between violence and non-vio-

lence, once he took it as a principle. At

SNCC it wasn't a principle, it was a

tactic," Ture explained. "Dr. King

never compromised his principles,

because he was honest, but for us it

was a tactic. If it's working, fine. If it

ain't working, I'm chuckin' a hand

grenade, 'cause I'm gonna be free."

Ture closed, emphasizing the

responsibility that is being placed on

college students

"You as students have a really

important responsibility. " Ture said.

"You must be shining examples of

what students really are... lovers of

knowledge and alleviators of |the] suf

ferings of humanity. That's what stu

dents are.

"Knowledge is to help the people If

you help the people, they will always

help you If you sacrifice for the peo-

ple, they will sacrifice for you. It you

serve the people, they will let nobody

harm you," Ture said.

"You must come to show /hat you

have the ability to change the world

and the only way you can change it is

b) serving humanity, by advancing

progress, by fighting against all forms

of injustice. And the first form you

have to fight against, as a student. Is

limning of knowledge to a small group

in this society."

After a brief question answer ses-

sion, Ture lelt with one last piece of

advice for students and humanity in

general.

"One thing you must know now."

Ture said. "You must never get tired of

doing good."

CHANG ES
Full Service Salon for Men and Women

Hair • Nails • Skin

On Fridays...

Hair is Not The Only Thing Thats Gut!

Price Gut From $20.00 to $15.00

For Students With I.D.

(Includes Shampoo, Gut, & Style)

Located on The 2nd Floor of Thornes Marketplace

Northampton 586-2600
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rally

continued from page 1

march through Northampton to

Smith College's Dewey Hall, where
the second rally will take place.

After that, the Northampton
Center for the Arts will be hosting

a coffeehouse, to which partici-

pants are encouraged to bring
musical talent and poetry for an
open mic forum.

According to Foran, one of the

major changes this year will be the

inclusion of a number of speakers

from different backgrounds and
experiences.

Among the speakers are Yoko
Kato, who has spoken at four pre-

vious rallies. She lost a daughter
and grandson to domestic violence.

and will share her experiences with

those in attendance.

fancy Gordon, from the

Clothesline Project, will be talking

about Patty Hennessy of the

Framingham Eight, a group of

women who were all imprisoned

for killing their batterer husbands,

and once in prison banded together

for support and who tried to have

each other released. Hennessy is

the last of the eight to remain in

prison.

Valley Women's Martial Arts

will also be giving a demonstration

on self defense. Other speakers will

include Carrie Richard, a

University of Massachusetts stu-

dent and poet; Brenda Lopez, from

the Springfield Police Department

Domestic Violence Bureau, who
will be discussing lesbian battering;

Pat White, who is the mother of a

former Smith College student who
was killed by her husband in

Virginia; and women from Smith

Safe, who will talk about incest and

how it affects adult survivors.

"I think we have a good mix of

personal stories and people from
within the system," Foran said.

According to Foran, candles will

be provided, and anyone who is

interested in the issues is encour-

aged to attend, including men.
"We do like male participation."

Foran said. "The Men's Resource
Center will even have a table set up
at the Coffeehouse."

"It's a very empowering march.

My experience is that you get a

high going to it." Rey said. "Even

though you get second-hand expe-

rience of how horrible violence

against women is, you also get

empowerment stories." Love bug
A Volkswagen Beetle parked on Main street in Amherst.

UNMTH W P SCOTT \ CCXKCIAN

fire
continued from page 1

began yesterday, security forces had thrown up a cordon

around the entire plain, closing it to new arrivals to stop

further overcrowding, witnesses said.

The fire was started by exploding gas cylinders, which

pilgrims use for cooking in the tenK they said.

Fanned by winds of nearly 40 mph. it swept across the

plain and quickly spread chaos through the camp,
crammed with row after row of white tents.

"There was chaos everywhere... Panic spread through

the camps as fast as the fire." said a newspaper reporter at

the encampment who spoke on condition of anonymity..

The injured were carried away on stretchers and in peo-

ple's arms, while others wearing white robes for the pil-

grimage fled along smoke-filled alleys between the tents.

Witnesses said they had seen hundreds of bodies. Saudi

newspaper reporters who visited the site said at least 300
had died, most of them trampled underfoot in the pande-

monium.
Three hundred fire engines helped battle the blaze,

and helicopters dropped water on the blaze, witnesses

said.

After about three hours, it was brought under control.

Hours after the fire was put out. a cloud of smoke still

hung over the encampment, and was visible miles away.

By yesterday afternoon, as temperatures soared to 104

degrees, the desert plain was a scene of devastation.

Pilgrims wandered amid the smoldering remains of

tents Many appeared lost as they searched for relatives or

friends, witnesses said.

Clean-up operations were launched quickly, with work-
ers sweeping away the charred remains of hundreds of air

conditioners, mattresses and burned pages of the Koran.

Islam's holy book. Some tents are reinforced with wood
and equipped with such amenities as air conditioners and
stoves.

The Pakistan government set up a 24-hour emergency

Please Note:

number to field calls from relatives. India planned to send

a senior official from New Delhi to make sure Indians

received assistance. United News of India said.

Every Muslim who can afford it must perform the pil-

grimage once in a lifetime. Every year, the Hajj brings

together one of the largest groups of people in a single

place anywhere the world. Saudi Arabia has spent billions

of dollars in upgrading Hajj facilities to ensure the com
fort and safety of the pilgrims. It takes deep pride in its

ability to maintain order during the huge gathering and
has created a special cabinet portfolio for running Hajj

affairs.

The Collegian Open House date
has been moved to friday, april 25

It is no longer on the 18th as advertised

SPRING SALE
Now until April 15th

WHERE IN AMHERST CAN YOU BUY..

Silver Jewelry

Picture Frames

Incense - Oils

Tapestries

Cards -Journals

Stationary

Wind Chimes
Clocks

Pottery

Hair Accessories

Bags - Purses

AT THE BEAD STORE

197 N. Pleasant

Amherst Ma 413-256-0276

Come see us at the Boston Marathon

Sports and Fitness EXPO

Hynes Convention Center

April 1 9th and 20th, Booth I 29

CHECK OUT A GREAT CLASS!

BEING IN THIS COUPON AND G JQC

15% OFF
Your purchase of Birkenstock shoes

at Overland Trading Company

With this coupon

Offer expires May 31, 1 997

BIRKENSTOCK

Overland

Peer Health Educators...

...Uirn ibouf cool ttvff

.teach workshops in the residence halls and Greek area.

...jive out eondomi and other joodiaa at

the Campus Center and tpeeial events.

...aaake near friends.

...MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

PEER HEALTH EDUCATION

PUBLIC HEALTH 213/214 or EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits • 2 Semester Commitment Required

For permission of the instructor call the

Division of Health Education 577-5181.

Class will meet on Thursdays from 4:00 - 6:30pm

Priority is giwn id those who meet with the instructor before April 24th.
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The new Right's hate politics
Editor's note: On May 8, the Collegian will cele-

irs 30th anniversary as a daily paper. To mark
Ike occasion, the Collegian is reprinting an editorial

from each of the last 30 years. Today we feature an
editorial originally printed on September 10. 1981

Ronald Reagan likes war. He wants to build

new missiles to keep up
with the Russians. He

wants lo strongly oppose
America's enemies. He wants a

strong America. He even liked

the Vietnam War.
Vietnam was a "just cause."

Reagan has said. The tens of
thousands of Americans who died

there did not die in vain, he said,

and our only regret should be
that we didn't win.

Apparently not everyone has

learned the lessons of the '60s

and '70s. Apparently the tragedy

•f a worthless war wasn't
enough. Apparently the violence here at home that

divided the nation did not make an impact.

The1 new conservative movement in this country
points to the need for a stronger nation. It's not
enough to have [the missile power] to wipe out 95
percent of "the enemy," we must be capable of wip-
ing out 100 percent. Nobody should kick the U.S.A.
around, because the U.S.A. won't stand for it

And the "new right" has chosen Ronald Reagan to

be their leader. And as their torchbearer. Reagan has
done an admirable job preaching the philosophy of
war, of unlearned mistakes, of self-destruction. If the

facts do not support the conservative position, he

invents new ones in an attempt to confuse everyone.

His followers believe him, or are too dumb to recog-

nize his follies. Like lemmings to the sea they follow,

carrying their torches and wearing their white hoods.
The politics of hate has always been successful.

Everyone loves to hate somebody and will listen to

anyone who offers them someone or something to

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa hate. The politics of hate has
made leaders; leaders like Adolf
Hitler, Richard Nixon, (oseph
McCarthy or Mohammed Reza
Pahlevi. Hate breeds more hate.

rest Of the hate freaks Of which breeds despair, death and
destruction.

Likening anyone to Adolph
Hitler or the Shah is not fair. But
while the motives and ends may
be different between the two and
Reagan, the method is the same.
And like a snowball, or the
ever-popular "domino theory."

the real hate will grow, until it

manifests itself into something
real and tangible: something dangerous and deadly.

If America is as truly great as Reagan and the rest

of the hate freaks of the new right say it is, then it

deserves something better than a leader built on hate.

It needs a leader who is innovative, willing to take
new avenues, willing to let bygones by bygones and
trust someone else to do the same. To distrust and
hate another nation will naturally lead that other
nation to do the same. To be trusting, friendly and
cooperative will lead to likewise results from others.

Everyone want,s peace, but belligerence is no way
to achieve it.

Ed Le\-ine is a former Collegian commentator.

IfAmerica is as truly

great as Reagan and the

the new right say it is,

then it deserves some-

thing better than a

leader built on hate.

1981

"About a Girl"
It's

April now, and someday soon,

(orat least this is what Michelle

Michaels and the "NewsCenter 7

Weather Station" tells me), it will get

warm and actually stay warm until

next semester. With summer looming.

I'm starting to think about my last

stammer romance, which was really

none too romantic.

ActtsaNy. let's call it a "situation."

became to caN it a "romance" would
he a bit of a stretch. Actually, it'd be
a kef of a stretch

h was more Kke a

uVmttwMu spurn

that almost Little did I know that

I had just punched in•ut. lit warm
again, and with

ift« apparent for a summer ofa self
yansfcr of like

induced spiral hell.

Luke Meredith

i; . o » o
booty-shaking
hollies lo the

VWan-Concrete
campus. I've

come lo one completely irrational

coetctuaton.

What the he'll, baby Abuse me
again. "Red Scare

"

The story goes Hkc this. Last sum-
slier I met a ghi while working as •

uuaamtkji at a camp in the Berkshire*

Well. I met her the summer before,

but I bjrw her off. (I told her Id call

her. hot I didn't. It's a long story
itrvorving a girl from Georgetown and
the trees behind Woody's Roedhouse
tit— i over some time. We'll talk)

first night out in the summer of
'•*. I see her (the girl I didn't call).

She looks better than I remembered
Imm ediately, all those times I sat in

my dorm room tMnking I blew it with
The Red Scare,* (the names have

changed to protect the not -so

I), and how I should play this

•He right If I ever got another whack
atH.
So after she pretends she didn't

remember me at first (yeah, right

baby), we start lo hang out a little bit.

I buy her a beer (another reason Bud
Light kt the worst beer in the world)
and it's going welt. I figure the only
.way •« lay some groundwork for a lit-

tle "summer lovin'" is to offer to take

her out to dinner, as both an apology

and a beginning. She finally relent

v

and at the end of the night, when we
say goodbye...

Yup. A little smoothie-smooch
action (Sometimes they can't slop
the lure of the Pimp Daddy, baby »

This sealed the deal It was like a let-

ter of intent that said. "Yes. Luke I

wanna chill with you this summer." I

was a very happy man.

Little did I

aaaaaaa——aaaaa— know that I had
just punched in

for a summer of a

self-induced spi-

ral hell

I take her out

that next week,
drop $52 on din-

ner (for which I

got a piece of
crappy fish and a

potato), we have
a glorious

evening and I'm convinced that not

only will I have a girl all summeT. I've

found Mrs. Right. (I get like that

sometimes).

Next night, my friends go to our
bar. I stayed in and did laundry In

that time, she apparently met an
attractive young man from Kansas.
I'm out of the picture already, and *fl

not even |une. I should have known
then to get out. But deep in my heart.

I still feel the love for "Rock\
Dennis."

This is where the spiral get- u^K
I go to a certain bar all the time,

cause she might be there. We go out

maybe once a week, but those dates

are shady ones in which I try in cram
in a relationship between a I am.
curfew and nights at our favorite

townie bar, watching bands with
names like the "Dalton Crew." I call

her way more than she calls me. I

analyze our conversations, the whole
nine. I say things to my friends like,

"You don't know what she's like

when we're alone." and "We're so
much alike, man. It's scary."

My friends have conversations
(when I'm not there, of course) about

how stupid 1 am. I meet a beautiful

sororitj girl from the University of
Nebraska, who for some reason digs

inc. I never call her, even though I

said 1 would. (Yes. it's a bit of a pat-

tern with me and the phone).

You know why ?

Because I'm all about "The Red
Scare." I can't help it.

I am. in fact, a mess.

The summer ends. I do not marry
the "The Alabaster Fiend." but in my
heart I'm convinced we had some-
thing, and that if it wasn't for the dis-

tance, we'd be together.

Eventually. I get my head out of my
ass. and get on with my life. I tell

myself that I will not let myself be
jerked around again.

"I will have hand next time,
damnit." I say. "I will be strong."

It kind of went that way for the rest

of this year, except for the random
bouts of stupidity that have me
famous in my house. I was happy. I

was in control I counsel friends of
mine who are going through their

own spirals. I say. "Dude, it's rough.

I've been there."

But my "anti-spiral" stance seems
to have taken on a nasty side effect. I

don't have any girls to worry about. I

am free to watch "SportsCenter" as

much as I want. I can go anywhere
uptown, because I have no shady
agenda.

Basically. I'm bored as hell.

Thus. I think my attempts at sanity

are coming to an end. (spring in

Amherst will do that for ya'). At a
certain point. I think I have to resume
my stupid ways. Granted, most of the

time you'll end up drunk at 5 a.m. on
a Saturday night listening to "You
Give Love a Bad Name" and thinking.

"This used to be our song." But for

some people, (once again, this is what
people tell me), it works out.

Yeah. I guess self-destructive rela-

tionships with girls who might be a

little "psycho" is an unhealthy prac-

tice.

But hey, at least it beats being
bored.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian
columnist.

off to ah* whom campus? Anyone interested in writing for the Ed/Op page next

•• our open house, from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. next Friday the 24th, and speak
with Mike Burke - or call us at 545-1491

Dooncsbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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Remembering Bloody Sunday

A s we mourn, in the 25th
anniversary year, the senseless

deaths of the 14 unarmed Irish

citizens who were shot dead on
Bloody Sunday 1972. we must not

forget Britain's _^^^_^____
devious involve-

ment on that day
and its repercus-

sions in today's

struggle for last-

ing peace in

Ireland. During a

civil rights rally

in the northern
city of Derry,
British soldiers

carried out a

seemingly pre-

meditated
ambush on the

unexpecting and
innocent Irish

crowd from the

city's

walls

In a time close- t0 belieVC
ly following the

atrocious acts of

violence nervous-

ly enlightened. Britain's justification

of the murders was that they fired in

reaction to Irish gunfire and denied
that they ever had any snipers hidden
in Derry s city walls. Britain, to this

day. even after all the contradictory

evidence against her. claims that the

only soldiers were a parachute regi-

ment on the ground and they
returned fire in self-defense from
supposed members of the IRA.

All Britain has ever had to do to

sway worldly and British opinions of

past troubles, it to mention the IRA
and the majority of the world will

connotate a prevention of terrorism

to their actions, regardless of where
the fault lies. But do not believe all

Like the American

government's cover-up

and possible involve-

ment in the assassina-

tion ofJohn Fitzgerald

Kennedy in our home-

land. Bloody Sunday

also has a far greater

scale ofgovernment

interx'ention and guilt

sievated than the public ii Ittud

Michael J. Saunton

that you read or hear, the prevention

ol communism »j> the major excuse

fed to the American public when our

country's military was involved in for-

eign dispute, iti Central America and

BBBBBaaaaaaBBBsaaaaaaa the Middle I Ml
and the American
public swallowed
it hook, line and
••inker.

It has been
proved, by Irish

and American
line. illative stud-

io- J one on the

victim, after they

died, that many
of (he latal bullet

wounds came
from high angles

that coordinate to

the city's sur-

rounding walls.

How then can
Britain* present
defense Mill claim

that it was solely

an unexpected
ground attack un
their part?

If we look at a similar cover-up
that occurred in the United States'

history, we can see how powerful
governments can manipulate and lead

the general public consensus by utiliz-

ing their light control over the
omnipresent media sources. Like the

American government's cover-up and
possible involvement in the assassina-

tion of President |ohn Fitzgerald
Kennedy in our homeland. Bloody
Sunday also has a far greater scale of

government intervention and guilt

than the public is lead to believe.

Bui one huge difference, in this

aspect, between the two sorrowful
events is while the theories surround-

ing the assassination of |FK are multi-

Letters to the Editor

pie and foggy. Britain's involvement

on Bloody Sunday is universally cut

and dry. With such a strong case
against Britain, how can she still

refuse to give an apology to the vic-

tim's suffering families and to the mji

vivors of that day. It is exactly this

imperial ignorance that is perpetuat-

ing the distressful situation today.

Without responsible leaders acting in

an honorable fashion, we can't even
dream about achieving lasting peace.

On the 20th anniversary of Bloody
Sunday. 1992. the prime minister of

I upland. |ohn Major, publically com-
mented on the events of that day but

never did he apologize for Britain's

crimes. The jagged pill made of pride

and truth prevented him from repent-

ing for his countries actions, and it's

sadly discouraging that leaders from
established world powers can't be
mt uno enough to admit their fault.

It also being the 1 50th year ol the

Laval ) jiume," is it really too much
to esk-for«ritatn to be mature and

c'uuf. enough to say that they are
sorry? I know it won't be bringing
hack those who have died but it is a

motion of decency that might be a

bigger step than people think. If

Britain legitimately wants to establish

permanent peace in Ireland, she must
be big enough to display outward
sympathy and take responsibility for

her past action.

Although those who had their lives

taken will not be forgotten, we can
only hope and strive for a future
without blood shed in Ireland. But
this dream will remain in the uncon-
. cious of the night, if maturity and
civility aren't displayed on both sides

of the struggle. Respect is a two way
street

Michael /. Saunton is the
V i. <• President of the Irish- American
Student Association

Goodell continued

To the Editor:

The 21 point agreement, reached by the AI.ANA led stu

dent coalition and the University administration at the

close of the Goodell Hall occupation, appoints the Faculty

Senate Council on the Status of Minontie. lo oversee the

fulfillment of its terms Though the Council was not direct-

ly involved in these negotiations, wc would like to express
to the University community our commitment to imple
menting the agreement

Council members are strongly supportive of both the

overall spirit and the specific goal, of the student protest-

ers. We are committed to making UMass more financially

accessible to low-income students and to allocating the
needed resources to crucial support services. We recognize
that an academic support network (including tutors, advi-

sors and peer groups) is critical for all student", and partic

ularly so for the retention of AI.ANA student.

The Council has met once with representatives ol the
student negotiators. We plan to continue to meet in com-
ing weeks with both student leaders and the administra-
tion. We encourage interested persons to contact one of
the Council members with your isjaaj

The Faculty Senate Council on the Status of Minorities

Same old anti-

arguments
IRA

To the Editor:

It was with great dismay that I read Simon Burke's letter

concerning the IRA in Tuesday's edition ol Ihc Collegian
(April 8). He had nothing new to offer but the same tired

arguments. One must be careful how they throw around
the term "terrorists." George Washington was himself
branded a "terrorist" by the Brits back when they thought
they had a right to this country too. Many lives were lost

and at times it looked as if our Revolutionary War would
be lost but we can thank "our terrorists" for sticking to
their dreams of a free nation. We cannot simply rely on the
spin the British government puts on the IRA.

Mr. Burke states that the IRA have tried to achieve their
aims through "murder, bombings and vast damage." I can
assure you, having been born in Ireland into a Republican
family that no one wants bloodshed. The British govern-
ment has had many opportunities to return what is Irish

soil back to the people of Ireland. Every time a cease fire

has been called the British government have applied a tac-

tic of stalling in order to increase surveillance operations
and cause division within the ranks of the IRA. How can
vou expect the IRA. who in good faith lay down their arms
lor the sake of peace, to stand idly by as the British contin
ue rounding up "suspects" and harassing families.

N M Simon, you may have chanted some peace songs in

Galway last year but this wont cut it in the Catholic areas
of Belfast Imagine not being spoken lo or getting a job
because your last name sounds Catholic Imagine that!
Back in the 1860 s this country went to war with itself

over a similar form of bigotry. Would you call Abraham
Lincoln a "terrorist" because he held firm to his ideals?
Should he have backed down and let the South continue
because blood was spilled? I would answer no to both
because ignorance and bigotry can be powerful forces
especially in the hands of people who need to have a race
of people as a lower class.

Scan Morgan
Central

Anti-anti Americanism

To the Editor:

This letter is in response to Senator Philip Milsons com
ments in the Collegian (April 9) about those senators who
didn't vote for the placing of American flags in every resi-

dential area. Senator Milson accused many senators,
including myself, of being anti-American, which is a very
strong accusation considering I have never been personally
introduced to him. I feel that he should first remember my
argument thai I made at the SGA meeting of why I didn't
vote for this motion. It's not thai I am Anti-American, it is

that I feel the University's money could be spent on other
things. The University doesn't need to spend its depleting
resourced on items that will benefit the student body as
much as items such as call boxes would. I think that we
should first concentrate on making the campus a safer
place so that one day we will be able to walk around cam-
pus without fear, and notice that there aren't any flags in

the residential areas. Thus I feel that the senator is

unfounded in his statements and should be careful of
accusing people of Anti-Americanism. What is this the
1950s? I didn't know McCarthyism was back. And I am
actually very proud to be an American, though Senator
Milson feels otherwise, and he should know that true
Americanism comes from the heart and not from flagpoles.

Senator Sam Rolfe

Northeast
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Local poetry lives on
National Poetry Month contin-

ues and it's another big week in

our little Valley. Tonight April
Bernard and University of
Massachusetts' own lames Tate
and Agha Shahid Ali pay tribute
to Emily Dickinson's inspiration
in their work at Amherst
College's Mead Art Museum at

8:00 p.m. The trio

will be reading selec-

tions both new and
old from their

Dickinson-inspired
poetry, and there will

be a reception and
signing following the

reading. The read-
ings continue the
Mead's tribute to

Dickinson, which
shows the way vari-

ous artists and poets alike have
been inspired by the Amherst leg-

end's work.

As a side note, those of you
who missed Gillian Conoley's
wonderful reading at Memorial
Hall last Thursday also missed
lames Tate's warm introduction
of the poet.

Also this afternoon, legendary
Slovenian poet Tomaz Salamun
will hold a question-and-answer
session in Herter Hall, room 227
at 4:00 p.m. Salamun will also
give a reading this evening at 7:30
p.m. at the Globe Bookshop in

Northampton. His latest book.
Four Questions of Melancholy
(White Pine Press) contains trans-

lations by Christopher Merrill,

Charles Simic and others.

Unfortunately both this reading
and ihe Dickinson tribute take
place on the same evening.

Agha Shahid Ali is especially

busy ihis week. In addition to the

Dickinson tribute, the UMass pro-

fessor will read selections form
his new book Country Without A
Post Office (Norton) on April 18

at 4:00 p.m. at Woolon's Books in

downtown Amherst. UMass
undererads with an interest in

Justin

Beland

vmn

poetry should be pleased to know
that Professor Agha will be leach-

ing the English Department's
"Contemporary Poetry" class next

semester. It's a rare occasion
when he teaches an undergradu-
ate class.

At 7:30 p.m. on April 18,

William Corbet! will read from
his Furthering My
Education: A
Memoir, also at

Wooton's Books.
This is quite an
afternoon of verse
— thanks to

Wooton's for con-
tinuing its program
of fine readers,
including the MFA's
"Live Lit" program
which takes place

every other Friday night.

In contest news, the 74th annu-
al Kathryn Irene Glascock
Intercollegiate Poetry Contest
takes place at Mount Holyoke
College on Friday and Saturday,
April 18 & 19. Friday's events
include "Life and Letters -

Conversation With the fudges."
with X.|. Kennedy, Tony Sanders
and Grace Schulman in the
Stimson Room Library at 3:00
p.m., and the contestant's reading

in the Gamble Auditorium at 8:00
p.m. On Saturday is the judge's
readings, in the New York Room
of Mary Woolley Hall at 10:30
a.m. All these events are free and
open to the public.

And it would be just plain
wrong if I didn't mention Bob
Dylan's NoHo appearance last

nighi. While his lyrics may be
poetic, those with more literary

interests should check out his

only book entitled Tarantula
(Vintage). Some say it's poetry,

some say it's a novel. If you're a
Dylan fan, you'll notice the book
reads like the bizarre liner notes
of his early albums.

fustin Beland is a Collegian
columnist.
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Alison Krauss and Union Station (L-R: Dan Tyminski, Ron Block, Adam Steffey, Krauss, Barry Bales) release a welcome companion to past classic efforts.

Krauss & co. release another acoustic classic
By Joshua Boyd
Collagian Staff

ALISON KRAUSS & UNION
STATION

So Long, So Wrong
Rounder Records

What we have here is simple — per-

fection. It can't be said any easier. It's

there in every song, every moment of

Alison Krauss and Union Station's new
collection of songs about love, loss of

innocence, a longing for home and reli-

gious devotion. Truly these are typical

bluegrass and country roots music-

themes, but So Long. So Wrong is

nonetheless sincere

Krauss is not a shy woman, as any-

one who has ever read an interview

with her would know. Thankfully so
— she's noi afraid to assert herself

with her wonderful voice, ranging
between soprano and lenor, all over

this and her past albums, such as

1995s Sow That I've Found You: A
Collection, which went platinum and is

the highest-selling bluegrass album
ever.

Only 25 years old. Krauss has many
honors to her credit. A sample list:

youngest member of the Grand Ole
Opry, two Grammys for Best Bluegrass

Recording for two albums. The
Country Music Association's Female
Vocalist Of The Year Award and
Rolling Stone's Country Artist Of The
Year title for 1995. The rest

of Union Station, each a few years

older than Krauss. are no normal back-

up band. Banjoist Ron Block wrote
two completely different songs on So
Long. "There Is A Reason" and the

more upbeat "The Pain Of A Troubled

Life." where he takes lead vocals on
the latter track.

Barry Bales, bassist and harmony
vocalist, has played on albums by
Vince Gill. Tony Trischka and Michelle

Shocked. Mandolinist Adam Steffey.

hailed as "one of bluegrass' most
accomplished players." has had studio
time beside AKUS with Randy Travis

and even jazz guitarist Bill Friscll. Dan
Tyminski's booming tenor, wavering
with the lonesome howl that Bill

Monroe was so well-known for. lakes

lead on three songs on So Long. His
guitar skills are an added treasure.

Put them all together and what do
you gel? Placid chemistry, boiling
stews of upbeat acoustic music, vibrant

playing and emotionally effective lyrics

and voicings of these words Block's

banjo arpeggios provide the frame-
work for the steady opening title track

with Krauss' high soprano choosing a

stream of regret.

The album is well sequenced, with
some heart-breaking songs interwoven
with the more upbeat tunes mentioned
above. "I Can Let Go Now" is the fit.t

song that hits like a hard weight.
Mostly just Krauss' singing with

Tyminski's acoustic and Block's
National resonator guitars, h's a tune
that's sung so well and just drips out of
the speakers into your lost hopes, its

sound lingers in the mind throughout
the duration of the album. Not to suv

that "Ii Doesn't Matter," a fine ballad
that could hold up in any genre, or
"Looking In The Eyes Of Love" and
the ironically titled "Happiness" aren't

just as effective.

Most Krauss fans will probably find

a new fave with "Find My Way Back
To My Heart." Songwriter Mark Bonos
crafted a true shining piece of art here

With its mid-tempo rhythm actually

thrown offbeat a bit by the band, it

sticks out. especially with Krauss' "I

did wrong" lyru

By year's end. Miss Krauss and her

bandmates should have a few more
statuettes, honors and compliments
from the highest echelons of the music
an due to the gentle, rolling composi-
tion of So Long. So Wrong. A

Weekend Special

Noon Friday to Monday AM - Stirling at $59.95

Do wc know how to spoil you?

worker owned CollcctiveCopics

North Amherst
Motors

• Cars • Mini Vans

•Trucks

•Cargo Vans

•15 Passenger Vans

• Low Daily/Waekly/

Weekend Rates

•W« Rant to

Qualified Drivers

21 years or Older

• Direct Billing To

Insurance Co.

(One Mile From Umass on the Bus Rt.)

cmonstrate search techniques chat work with any internet

search program. Come and learn how to powersearch.

The book will be available at a special price.

There will be a limited supply of t-shirts free to participants!
QJJNIVKKSITY
AMSTOREto

Campus Activities Presents

Swwcthmc .»very Friday

f««
*Jr

Juston, a Boston native, is a man with policies problems: No one understands
them! Whether it's riding the escalator or chewing gum with a friend, obviously
the people in his life missed a memo. His crazy characters and edgy observations

make him the smoldering ember of the college comedy scene.
For mors information check out our website:

htttp:// www umass edu/camact/events/calendar2 htm

The movie "ScfttAM" will be shown immediately after the performance in the Student Union
Ballroom

This program is made possible by a Grant from the Auxiliary Services Office, the Vice-
Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the Daily Collegian.

—

BARENAKED LADIES
WITH LETTERS TO CUO Now Hiring

John M. Greene Hall April 24, 1997

$10 Smith Students w/ID (limit 2) $15 General Admission

The Collegian Graphics
Dept Is Hiring

Day Advertising
Production staff.

Anyone Interested Is

welcome to stop by
our office In the /
Campus Center
basement and
fill out an
application.

Computer
experience

helpful.

4 l s o

Associate
Business Manager

paid Internship

must be Sophomore

deadline 4/18
call Ryan at 545-3500
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The Fantasticks is fantastic!
By Alex Iglesias

Collegian Correspondent

THE FANTASTICKS
The Curtain Theater

April 9-19

First week, sold out. Second
week, sold out. This show definitely

deserves another week running.
Especially with its anxiously wait-

ing, box office late comers hoping

that maybe one ticket wasn't count-

ed for, or a no- show came up.

Folks, you don't know what you are

missing if you haven't seen the

Fantasticks.

"I love it... I'd see it again!" were

the enthusiastic words of one stu-

dent as he impatiently awaited the

second half of the show. Well, I'm

right there with you, my boy.

After a "wonderful* Saturday
night shower by mother nature, the

audience was humbly greeted by the

marvelous music of Greg Silverman,

whose classy-jazzy night clubbish

improvs gave a nice touch, easing

the crowd and removing the dread-

ed pre-show chitter-chatter.

With the wink of an eye, the

music made a U-turn as the show
began. The great warmth about the

show was its personal relationship

with the audience, as its untradi-

tional set changes were done right

before your eyes and the whole
story-line was directed to your
attention as Dave loscph
(Narrator/El Gallo) began the show
with the catchy lyrics of "Follow,

follow, follow..."

The costumes were spectacular.

Are Mike Chiavaroli (Hucklebee)
and Brad Beacom (Bellamy) actually

college students? Their scruffy look-

ing, middle-aged fatherly types were
as real as could be. As for our two
love birds, Keith Ruthkiewicz
(Matt) and )enn Keating (Luisa).

they were as cute as could be.

strolling along in a strapping young
lad college sweater and virgin-white

dress. Along with the dancers'
sparkling green sequin-filled tops,

"The Players'" (Daniel Popowich/Ed
Patterson) comical Shakespearean
attire. and El Gallo's

Spanish-romantic, cape wearing vil-

lain took over the stage.

The icing on the cake wasn't the

costumes though, oh no. Not with

performances as immaculate as

these. Chiavaroli and Beacom were

both sensationally humorous. They

brought tears to my eyes with lines

as "Son, you're an ass." But it didn't

stop there, as the continuous battle

between humor and drama was
swept away by the rest of the cast.

"The Players" were a constant tear

jerker winning the older audience

member's hearts with only a breath

and the youthful voices of Keating

and Rutkiewicz brought a delightful

touch of life into the show.

The true showstopper was Dave
loscph. I really believe this man
thought that he was "El Gallo."

Joseph danced, leaped, juggled,

back flipped, swung from a rope,

fought, acted and last but definitely

not least, sang with such passion

and confidence as he sold the show.

A true master of the stage.

Along with the playful musical

accompaniment, the enchanting and

mysterious shadow-puppetry of the

dancers, and the surprising special

effects. The Fantasticks were
incredible. It's a shame the theater

was so small.

"Next year. Next year... Bigger

auditorium!" director Max Mount
said.

Gorrie
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Tom Cruise says no to cross-dressing

continued from page 1

top three players he had ever
coached." Gorrie said. "That meant
something to me. and it gave me some
confidence coming here. When I'm
having a hard time, or have made an
error. I can always look at that, and it

can help me out.

"He wasn't very liked by a lot of his

players." Gorrie reflected. "He would
get in your face and tell you what you
did wrong, but at the same time, he
was fair. He had coached for a long
time, and had a great knowledge of the

game."

Gorrie is never one to toot his own
horn and credits his team's defense as

contributing to his success. For most
of the season, the infield has been
made up of Dave Giglio at first base.

Muchie Dagliere at second. Adam
Correa at third and Gorrie closing that

gap at shortstop.

"Since Mazzaferro's been hurt,

Adam's done a good job," Gorrie com-
mented. "He's a talented player. He's

got a tremendously strong arm.
Muchie's solid. He's there day in and
day out. He'll make the plays.

"Dave Giglio's been a surprise," he
continued. "He's finally been given the

chance to play this year, and he's done
a good job. He's made a lot of good
picks. I feel a lot more comfortable at

short. 1 made a lot of errors last year,

so I want to make less errors."

While Gorrie commented on his

NHL

counterparts. Stone was quick to

praise his speedy shortstop.

"His | Gorrie) asset is his jump, his

range, his quickness to the ball." Stone

said. "He's one of the guys we're
counting on."

Baseball was not the only sport

Gorrie grew up playing. In addition to

starting at shortstop for four years on
the Algoquin High baseball team, he

started on the Tomahawks' basketball

team as well.

"I love basketball." Gorrie said.

"Baseball has grown into my favorite

game, because I respect the game and
have a better understanding of it.

Especially after going to Regionals and

seeing that kind of quality baseball.

But, in the beginning, basketball was
my favorite, my love."

Brad was part of last years' team
that came two games from making it

to the College World Series. This year,

for UMass to make it again, it will take

as much, if not more.

"I think we're a very talented team

this year," Gorrie said. "I compare this

team a lot to my freshman year. The
difference is. my freshman year, we
didn't go anywhere. We didn't make
the regionals, we didn't win the A-10
tournament, because we really didn't

gel together.

"This year, we're very talented, but

we have to gel and come together, and I

think we're starting to do that. If we do.

then maybe we can go back. We've seen

what it takes, we understand. Time will

tell. It's too early in the season."

As the leadoff man, it is important

for Brad to be successful at the plate.

His late start this year can be directly

attributed to his taking the summer off.

"I was drafted by the Yankees real

late [last year] (91st round) and 1

expected to go a little higher," he said.

It was the late selection in the draft

which made Gorrie dig down deep to

find himself. This last week has been a

major confidence booster for him as he

has improved his average to .397.

"I can almost feel my swing is com-

ing back to me. I'll start to see belter

pitches, and just concentrate on get-

ting on base and doing my role."

• * •

The Massachusetts baseball team

(15-6. 6-3 Atlantic 10) is on a five

game winning streak and is looking to

keep the streak alive against northeast

rival Maine tomorrow in a mid-week

doubleheader, starting at 1:30 p.m. at

Earl E. Lorden Field.

"It's a big challenge for us," Stone-

said. "They're always one of lop teams

in New England. It's important we
play well, so that we can be one of the

top teams in New England. It will be a

real good test for us."

Look for Gorrie to surpass both

lette and Knight's records tomorrow
against the Black Bears.

NEW YORK (AP) — Tom Cruise won't say exactly

what he's doing in Stanley Kubrick's new psychological

thriller Eyes Wide Shut, but he's not wearing a dress.

"I've read a lot of stuff. No one's gotten it right

They're reaching," Cruise told the Sew York Daily News
when asked if Kubrick had him dress in women's cloth-

ing for the film.

The actor and his real-life wife. Nicole Kidman, play

out a variety of sexual fantasies in the film, currently in

production in England.

He admitted that "it can be grueling' working with

Kubrick, the director of Dr. Strangelove and A
Clockwork Orange.

"He rehearses, we work on the scene, then he rewrites

again." said Cruise, nominated for an Oscar this year for

lerry Maguire. But. he said, "as an actor, you have to

support the director. It's his vision."

ARLINGTON. Va. — Dan Aykroyd is finally ready

lor prime time.

The original member of the Not Ready for Prime Time
Players on "Saturday Night Live" is starring in "Soul

Man." a new sitcom that premiered last night on ABC.
Aykroyd plays a motorcycle-riding minister who lives

down the street from Tim Allen of "Home

Improvement."

"People usually think of me in wilder or unconvention-

al roles." Aykroyd said in yesterday's USA Today. "It

made me laugh and smile right away. I figured if it could

work for me."

The show is only slated to run three weeks in May. but

may return in the fall. Aykroyd will be busy this summer
filming The Blues Brothers 2000. the sequel to the 1980s

film. Aykroyd co-wrote the script with director |ohn

Landis. and lames Belushi will replace his late brother,

lohn.

NEW YORK — Supermodel Tyra Banks is through
dating celebrities — and model groupies.

"When you date a modelizer, you get insecure because

you don't want them to see you not looking like a

model." Banks said in the May issue of Details magazine.

Banks, who has been paired with Seal and lohn
Singleton, said she would much rather date a normal guy
who's not famous. But what's the best way to treat a

model-girlfriend?

"Don't tell her that she's beautiful when you see her at

work, because then she thinks you're talking to the

model." Banks said.

"Tell her when she comes out of the shower."

continued from poge 10

MSG. Too bad that all they'll be selling

are second round Knicks tickets.

Western Conference

Colorado-Chicago

IK — The Dream Police. I'm going

out of my head! Only a comeback
attempt of Cheap Trick-ian propor-

tions could win this series for Chicago,

and they'll probably be singing

"Surrender" by the lime its over. The
Lanche are the dream team of the NHL.
and the Hawks will be going out of

their head after this one. Me and
Wookies like Tony Amoole got to stick

together, but Chicago does nut have a

chance in Tattooine.

LT — Is Colorado going to win this

series? His head still ringing from a cer-

tain lish hook, the great Rudinho. a clos-

et puckhead. would probably answer in

this manner "The sun... a bear... and
Howdy Doody. Does the sun rise in the

east, does a bear sh** in the woods and

does Howdy Doody have wooden balls?

The answer to all of these is yes.'

Dallas-Edmonton

IK — Revive with Vivarin... help

me. please. Calgon take me away!
Dallas in four games.

LT — You know what would be
wicked awesome, just totally bitchin'

cool, like radical? If Def Leppard is

invited to sing the national anthem
before the first game of this series,

causing the roof to collapse so we
won't have to watch this. This could be

the only first-round series I plan on
paying absolutely no attention to

what-so-ever. Dallas is a

classicly-styled playoff team, right out

of early '80s Islanders mold, that will

have the country music fans in Big D
chasm' that neon rainbow.

Dctroit-St. Louis

IK — A classic Norris Division

matchup that isn't a Norris Division

matchup anymore. The Blues will be

seeing Red, as in Wings, and not of the

Buffalo kind, either. The Wings got

some "tude right now, as the Lanche

found out in a Pier Six brawl a few
weeks back. St. Louis will need the

spiritual return of Bob and Barclay

Plager to beat Detroit.

LT — This rough-and-tumble series

probably won't please KC and the

Sunshine Band fans. These rivals will

not do a little dance, there certainly will

be no love, and the only way they're

getting down is if they're upended by a

real good hip check. Weak defense will

hurt Detroit in the long run, but the

Wings will do a little dance as they

shuffle into the second round. Besides,

you can't dance to the Blues, but

Motown...

Anaheim-Phoenix

IK — Run for the border (i.e.

Phoenix wins). A complete team will

beat a one-line team, and All-World

players like Tecmu Sclannc and Paul

Kariya will not bring the Ducks a sec-

ond round series. Disney magic on
Arrowhead Pond will be needed to pull

this one out. I just have to say it...

Nikolai Khabibulin Say it three times

fast, I dare you!

LT — So. I was standing on a cor-

ner in Winslow, Arizona, when such a

fine sight to see. a girl, my Lord, in a

fiat bed Ford, slowed down to take a

look at me. She was planning of tak-

ing a left onto 1-15 to ride into the

Valley of the Sun to see the Coyotes

and Ducks battle for southwestern

supremacy. Foolishly thinking the bat

tie for southwest supremacy would
mean a lower war between Kennedy
and Coolidge, I accepted her invita-

tion and unknowingly hopped aboard

the Phoenix bandwagon.

lorma Kansanen and Leigh Torbin

are Collegian columnists
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Women's tennis sweeps Williams 7-0 at home
By Mike Corey
Collegian Staff

For the UMass women's tennis team, the prepara
tion is now complete. After yesterday's sweep of
Williams (7-0) at the upper Boyden tennis courts, the
Miputewomen are now looking towards a very tough
match at Boston University today and the Atlantic 10
tournament this weekend.
"Our team is really maturing at the right time, and

the, schedule couldn't be more perfect," coach )udy
Dixon said. "At this moment, we couldn't be more-
ready. I think we're really prepared mentally, and the
most focused that I've seen all year."
Avenging a 4-3 loss to Williams last season, the

Minutewomen took no prisoners once again yesterday.
They defeated the Ephs handily as everyone won their
respective matches in straight sets to improve to 12-3
on the year, 7-1 in the Spring, and to cap off the last

home match of the year on senior day.
Speaking of which the lone UMass senior, Liz

Durant, went out in style at No. 4 singles with a 6-4,
6-0 win over Tyler Lewis of Williams. She played
strong and focused tennis just like she had since day
one, when she set foot on the courts. Throughout her
four year career, Durant won 62 of the 92 singles
matches she played in.

"She really knew what her job was and she went
out and did it the way a senior should, and I was real-

ly pleased." Dixon said.

The doubles started things off, and the
Minutewomen took care of all three matches, knowing
how important it was to get the advantage early on.
The No. 3 doubles team of junior Lana Gorodetskaya
and lackie Braunstein took the win 8-2 setting the

tone, playing very solid and putting the competition
away early.

Freshman Ola Gerasimova and junior Caroline

Steele at No. 1 were down early, but came back with

emotion and took over as the overhand shots they

delivered were too powerful for Williams and they

finished things off 8-6.

The No. 2 team of Durant and Marie-Christine
Caron came away victorious as well, with a 8-5 win

as the Minutewomen took the point to go up 1-0.

For the singles matches, the Minutewomen did not

hold back. Gerasimova at No. I singles defeated

Lindsay Morehouse 6-1, 6-3. Caron at No. 2 was suc-

cessful as well, and quick to finish her tennis lesson

that she delivered to Daphine King of Williams, win-

ning 6-1, 6-0.

"She played probably the best singles match and
was the most focused and most intense that I've ever

seen her in a tennis match," Dixon said.

(ackie Braunstein at No. 3 is continuing to win qui-

etly but consistently over the opposition. She pounded
out the victory 6-3, 6-1 over Sarah Marks.

"She continues her possession of No. 3 were she is

very calm and very focused and does the job day in

and day out, and puts the "W" on the board every

time.

At No. 5 singles, Steele took the win 7-5, 6-3, and

at No. 6 singles it was Gorodetskaya a winner 6-4,

6-0.

"It was important to win every single match, and
every match counts." Gorodetskaya said. "We've past

the first step, and we need to play with the same
intensity during the next step on the way to the

A-10's."

Today UMass is off to Boston University for a tough

match versus the nationally ranked Terriers.

"This is where we need to be," Dixon said. "We've
lost to Yale and Dartmouth, nationally ranked pro-

grams, and we know have another one, and we're get-

ting closer to that moment and our breakthrough
match, and we'll see what we can do."

Men's tennis 13-1 going in to A-10's
By Stanford Appell

Collegian Correspondent

The beat goes on for the winningest
Massachusetts men's tennis team in school history.

With two regular season contests and two tourna-
ments yet to come, the squad has already compiled

13-1 record for the entire year. The Minutemen
re 5-1 in the spring season, with its lone loss

oming from an experienced Colgate team.

Tomorrow, the battle with divisional opponent
Fordharn waits in the wings. This match will be
he first meeting between the Minutemen and the

Rams, adding a little intrigue to the matchup.
The one knock on the superb performance this

ear, has been that the team has come against
ub-par competition. UMass has played mostly the

ower end of its Atlantic 10 counterparts.
However, Fordharn falls somewhere in the middle
f the pack.

Coach |udy Dixon feels this a positive factor
oing into tomorrow.
"This match could not have come at a better

ime. We must be ready for tough competition
with the A-10 tournament coming up," Dixon
aid. "We have not really tested ourselves against

he top level yet."

While this may be true, the team has played
with such focus one can almost see the fire in their

n their eyes. The success of the team can be par-

ially attributed to excellent preparation. Dixon
has prided the team in hard workouts.

"The practices have been terrific all year. Every
player has given it their all. and has played with
real determination," Dixon noted.

This high level of energy and enthusiasm must
ontinue now, with a rough match and travelling

chedule lying ahead in the next few days. After

driving down to the Bronx, N.Y. for the Fordharn
match, the team will head up to UMass. After
eturning for the evening, they will leave for a

Thursday morning flight for Virginia. They will be
n the court by Thursday afternoon at Virginia

Tech to begin preparing for Friday's Atlantic 10

ournament.

The team has overcome adversity all year, so

this should be just another minor obstacle.

Perhaps the biggest story behind this team is its

contributions from the younger players.
Tomorrow's lineup against Fordharn provides fur-

ther proof of this theme.

Sophomore Todd Chaney will play first singles.

Freshman Patrick Slyman will play second, fresh-

man Rob Manchester slides in at third, junior Alex
Aller fourth and freshman Beau Navarro rounds
out the top five. It is rare that even one or two
freshmen crack the first five at this critical junc-

ture.

However. Dixon has displayed confidence in

these players all season.

"I have constantly put the younger players in

pressure situations, and they have constantly
rewarded my confidence in them," Dixon said.

"They have been fearless, assuming leadership
roles so early on in their careers here."

One of these talented freshmen. Beau Navarro
has been almost taken aback by the unbridled suc-

cess of the team.

"At the beginning of the season, we set out to

win nine or 10 matches. Once we started at 5-0,

we knew it was time to set higher goals," Navarro
said. "As the season moved on, the goals kept get-

ting bigger. Right now we are peaking at the right

time."

Looking ahead, the Atlantic 10 tournament and
the New England Championships are weighing
heavily on the minds of the team members and
Dixon. These competitions will probably pose the

greatest challenges for the team this year.

However, Dixon is already getting things ready
for next year as well.

"Now that we have proven we can win matches,
we must up the level of competition. Soon, we will

incorporate Ivy League and nationally ranked
teams into our schedule." Dixon said. "Perhaps
then, we will see where this is program is headed,
but right now the players can truly enjoy their suc-

cess.

"It is a truly wonderful time for UMass tennis."

Dixon said.

women's lax
continued from poge 10

two teams have shared this season

was in No. 10 Yale, with losses for

both sides coming in each respec-

tive contest.

Yet. history could literally be

made in another sense today for

the Minutewomen, with senior
attacker Stephanie Walsh treading

on the fine line of 100 career
goals (career: 99 goals. '97: 13).

Walsh would only be the fifth ath-

lete to surpass that scoring mark
in UMass history, and that feat

would be even more impressive

against a strong keeper in

Hofstra's senior Stephanie Clarke

(.654 save percentage. 6.04
GAA1.

Clarke only allowed nine goals

against both teams' last opponent.
Rutgers, but that came in a losing

9-4 effort on Monday afternoon.

Seniors Rebecca Wales (21 goals,

12 assists) and Tierney Clark (I8g.

9a) scored two goals each in the

loss, and both are at the top of the

Flying Dutchwomen's scoring
charts this season.

"Their goalie is real good."
McClellan said. "But their field and
team players might not be as good
as Rutgers.

"If we play like we did in the

second half against Rutgers, we
should be in great shape. Our
upperclassmen really need to step

up and lead this team the rest of

the way."

The Minutewomen game against

New Hampshire has been resched-

uled to Saturday morning at 10
a.m. at Totman.

men s lax
continued from poge 10

stand that they have to step up and

try to — you're not going to eliminate

mistakes — but try to limit the num-
ber of them."

The Minutemen will be very con-

scious of limiting mistakes, because

ajL * j | MsaBBBser*'
*

Hdrwin) hu^ the firepower to capiid!

ize. Junior Mllce FerrucCf leads the

team with 22 goals, twice the number
of his nearest teammate, and 17

assists, lunior |im Bevilacqua is the

team's second leading scorer with 1

1

Mat. am JaataaaaV * At ^9*
goals and 13 feeds

CHrts Otende currently leads the

goal list for UMass with 19 tallies.

while Brendan Glass reigns on the

point list with 22 (16 goals. 6
assists).

Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Yesterday, the women's tennis team blanked the Ephs of Williams 7-0 at home.
UMJWN KOSrr / CCXllCtW.

PRIL 25 10-4 pm free food and drink!

PU!_BMfiaFiILD
382 Dwlght St. • Sprlngfltjld. M. 413-734-8123

v

cfi

Largest Gay

Entertainment

Complex In

St uthei ii New
England

V
*,

Dance Club!!

All Male Review Friday nights
Dancers and Bartenders Wanted Call Bob

nffli»

Gilreath
Manor Condos

on Hobart Lane

Showings

Start in

a

for Jine or

September

Occupancy!

• 3 Bedroom
• I' 'Baths
• Heated
Basement

• Gss Hest

& Hot water
• Hardwood Floors

• 1/2 mile to

campus
• On Bus Route

Lincoln Rial Estate • i$ n piiasant *t lfi-Ttn

UHS SURVEY
INTAKE A MINUTE

2) LET US KNOW
IN THE COLLEGIAN APRIL 15TH OR AT CAM

PUS CENTER TABLES APRIL 15TH & 16TH

p i opr, \ iJo

lo-ffW

Applications are now being accepted for the following

elected positions positions for next semester.

Editor in Chief

Managing Editor

Arts Editor

Black Affairs

Developing

Nations

Ed/op Editor

GLBT Affairs

Jewish Affairs

Multicultural

Affairs

News Editor

Photo Editor

Sports Editor

Women's Issues

Candidates' night will be Monday, April 28.

Applications can be picked up in the Collegian offices in 113 Campus Center Basement.
For more information, call 545-3500

The Collegian is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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FOR R€IMT

2 bedroom/Brandywin* Available

B/1 549-5132

2 bedroom apartment in The

Boulders Available 6/1 Call 253-

7872

3 bedroom apartment on bus

route Available 6/1 Great location

Call 256-6034

AUTO FOR SALE

(8 Pontiac Grand Pril $900 in

new parts B/0 587-0328

Honda Accord LX 1J07 5 speed

sedan with air Great running car

J3500/orfer 549-2999

Toyota 40 17 runs great. $2000 or

B/0 253-9938

19>S Mercury Capri black. 2 door

standard, sunroof, good condition,

reliable $1000 or B/0 Must sell'

Kara 549-6061

For Sal* 1979 VW Bus runs well,

good condition $1200 586 3074

EMPLOYMENT
Student Help Wanted- Earn $$$
before your summer even starts by

hosting the biggest event of the

year 1 The Alumni Office is now
9 applications for Reunion

Weekend student help Must be
available June 5-8 Housing accom-

modations available Stop by the

Alumni Relations Office in Memorial

Hall to fill out your application

today Questions' Call Ann
Thompson at 5-2317

Summer in Maine- Camp
Androscoggin needs staff to teach

tennis soccer, lacrosse, baseball

swimming, sailing, archery, photog-

raphy, nature, fishing, mountain bik-

ing, art. ropes, and radio Have funi

Have an impact 1 Contact 601 West
Street, Harrison. NY 1052819141835

5800 campandroOaol com or visit

us at

http '/www codworts conVshowme
WW nosi

Experienced truck drivers for part

time Approximately 12 or more days

m Mid-June and Mid-August
$105 00 to $13M0 a day 1 508653

Looking tor eitraverted people to

help run our office Must have good

EMPLOYMENT
telephone and organizational skills

$7 25 per hour (508)653 0488
(Natickl

FUN! FRIENDLY! Coed Summer
Camp seeks staff for male groups

Welcoming and supportive environ

ment Positions include Leaders and

General Bunk Counselors, as well as.

Heads and Instructors for

Swimming. Water-skiing, Hockey,

Archery Soccer, and Volleyball A
great summer |ob' Day-off accessi-

bility to Boston, New York,

Montreal Call Today 1 Camp
Schodack 1800)851-1164. e-mail

schodack©aol com

Now Hiring Painter* for employ

ment in The Southern Worcester
County Area Must have own trans

portation but no experience required

Call 546-4269

Vermont Adventure! farm and
Wilderness is now hiring summer
staff We need people who want to

provide positive guidance and sup-

port to adolescents coming of age in

the 90s Counselors, nurses, cooks,

general staff Organic farming, back-

packing, rock climbing, waterfront,

carpentry, crafts Challenging wilder

ness environment in the Green
Mountains of Vermont Contact
•Philip Tobm (8021422-3761 or

fandwOsover net
(http //www tandw org)

CAPE COO West Yarmouth Resort

needs reliable maids Saturday only.

9 30-4 30 $60 per day Bonus if you

stay through 8/30 (508)775-0985

Child Care Provider seeking

responsible, loving, and active per-

son Fun-filled summer For boys 2

and 9 years Full-time weekdays
Call 253-7973

National Park* Hiriwj! Plus Beach

Resorts. Ranches. Rafting

Companies, etc Benefits bonuses'

Nationwide openings Call 1919)918-

7767 ext R180

University Directories i* hiring

(Indent* to sell Yellow Pages
Advertising this summer in Amherst

for the Official University of

Massachusetts- Amherst Campus
Telephone Directory Weekly pay
plus bonus structure Training pro-

gram, excellent Advertising. Sales.

Marketing, and Public Relations

experience Call 1800)743-5556 ext

122

EMPLOYMENT
Cruise and Land Tour
Employment- Earn up to

$2000*/month plus free world trav-

el (Europe. Caribbean, etc ) No
experience necessary Food, lodging.

(919)918-7767 ext C180

Environmental Sale*. Hello? Do
you believe in being in the right

place al the right time' International

Marketing Co is rapidly expanding

into the Western Massachusetts
area You'll never know unless you

call (413)627-/555

LAST CHANCE
Legal Assistsnts Wanted April

18th is the last day to apply to the

Student Legal Services Office about

Fall 1997 Internships 1 Get hands-on

experience in the legal field Work
directly with attorneys and clients

Earn up to 15 undergraduate credits

No experience in the legal profes-

sion required— training is provided

Contact Student Legal Services

today 545-1995. 922 Campus Center

PAINTERS- Full-time summer.
EXPERIENCE PREFERRED, vehicle.

$6 50-S9 00/hr. heavy lifting

required 9 00-5 00 ONLY 247 9480

Part-Time Sales Reps Wanted
"Lead the way into the 21st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat

shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332
Bleecker St - D40 NYC, NY 10014

FOR RENT

Available June 1*1 One bedroom

apartment $S25/month 10 minute

walk to campus 549-4561

UPTOWN! 2 bedroom apt.

Greatest location in Amherst 1 Lease

starts 6/1 Call 253-4682

Hobart Lane Apartment Available

6/1 Call 549-4376

FOR RENT
Take our 1 bedroom apartment
Available June 1 Very quiet Puftton

Apartment Call 548-8042

Available June 1*1 Renovated 3

bedroom, 2 bath apartment in

Puffton Call 549-6971

Ultra modern,

two bedroom apartments Free

heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washers/dryers,

and more 1 On bus line Minutes to

Amherst Great specials' Now leas-

ing Spring and Fall Call 665-3856

3 bedroom Puffton Apartment
Available June 1 $855 Includes

heat and hot water 549-5376

I 2 bedroom cottage

in Dennis on Cape Cod May 15-

Sept 1 Close to bike path. golf,

playground, private yard Sleeps 4

$4800 (5081385-4333

Room for Rent Private home $335

utilities Kitchen privileges.

Kosher/Vegetarian preferred

Laundry, parking, furnished

Available May 1 549-4853

3 bedroom condos Hcbart Lane

Gas. heat, hardwood floors, heated

basement Now showing for June
and September Lease $1300+ 253

7879

Cap* Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

(508)477 6000

FOR SALE

Macintosh 550 $650 Ball Python- 2

years old. with cage $1 10 253-0743

American Airline* Transferable

$200 Voucher Price- $110 cash Call

546-3657

IS.5" Gary Fisher Paragon
Mountain Bike Excellent condition

Comes with accessories Also,

(new). Shimano Ml 10 Mountain
Bike Shoes Size 12 5-13 Call John

at 546-2501

Fell Size Bad- Bought Sept 96

$225 or Best Offer Call 253 4682

4 Jeep Tires excellent condition

30x9 50R15LT Kelly Tires $200 or

B/0 Call Jennifer 548 9770

Weider home gym with stair step

per Excellent condition $75 Electric

keg cooler $75 Both for $125 Will

deliver 549-5035

Pentium lOOMhi
I6MBRAM126BHD
SND Card Modem
Monitor included

546 5549

Trek SSt only $450 Trek 830 only

$300 Both brand new and each with

kryptonite locks' Weight bench and

FOR SALE
Olympic Weights, $250 Playstation

with games, only $200 Call 548
8042 now!

Bicycles

Buying/Selling all styles, good
quality large inventory (413)586

4781

Laptop Notebook $99. VGA Color

Monitor $75. Hard Drive $10.

Software $5. 386 Motherboard $25
Call Steve 566-3324 ext 2

FOUND

I one silver ring with phrase

"Je t Adore" engraved on it Contact

James 253-6427

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Happy Birthday Jnnn McCue! I

know it's your 21st B-Day, but don't

get too crazy 1
I Love You. Zach.

MOTORCYCLES
1980 Suzuki GS750L Good engine,

needs some work $400 Call Evan

323-9517

MISCELLANEOUS
Fundraiser- Motiveted groups
needed to earn $500* promoting

AT&T. Discover, gas and retail cards

Plan now foi the next semester to

get priority for the best dates Call

Girva at (800)592 2121 ext 110 Free

CD to qualified callers

PERSONALS

SO. LP. JO. AL SH. SO Thanx 4

the cop! I luv u all. Helen

CJB.
Thanks tor making our

movie watching experience a lot less

blue and a little more yellow

Roommates
From Your Loving

ROOMMATE

2 bedroom tor sublet or lease from

6/ 1 On bus route Water paid tor. a

great place Call 253-4627

ATTENTION
GRADUATING SENIORS

I am a gredueting senior looking

for one or a few fun. interesting and

cool people to look for an apartment

and be roomies together in Boston

Give me a nng-a-ling if you are inter-

ested O 546-2227 and we can take

it from there

ROOM FOR RENT

Looking for 1 or 2 female non-

smokers to share 4 bedroom apart-

ment Call 665-7712

Female seeking female to share a

room in a 3 bedroom apartment On
bus route Real nice place with great

roommates Must see Please call

Jessica 549-8513 to set up meeting

and get more information

SERVICES

GRADUATING SENIORS Don't let

potential employers pass you by Put

your resume in front of millions

Check us out at www gr-online com
or call (407)481 -8545

Pregnent? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

SUMMER SUBLET

Single bedroom in a 6 bedroom

house 5 minute walk to campus
H/HW included $280/month Chris

549-8881

Huge four bedroom house
Amherst Center Furnished, cheap'

546- 1 1 52 (Ben) or 549-5462 (Mike)

1 bedroom ept. with Fall Option

$430 furnished Call 256-4594 after

6pm

3 bedroom apartment Puffton

Village Available 6/1 Call 549-5405

2 bedroom Brandywine includes

utilities $550/month Available

5/26 548-8813

Sunny Specious House Two bed-

rooms available Great summer loca-

tion with hiking and bike paths, deck

and backyard 5 miles from UMass
256-6336

1 bedroom apartment in

Crestview 6/1 -8/31 Short walk to

UMass On bus line Hot water
included Will be partially furnished

$550/montti Call 549 7605

2 bedroom apartment with Fail

Option 1 month free rent Call 549-

2 bedroom renovated

Great location near pool/courts

Heat/hot water included

$640/month Available 6/1 549

7762

Free conch, TV, end La/y Boy if

you take over our spacious 2 bed-

SUMMER SUBLET
room apartment 2 people $200 -a

month Available 5/26 If you can

beat this deal. I'd like to know! Call

Erik or Alysia at 665-3695

1 bedroom apartment. Fall Option

On bus route Spacious with closet

space $430+/month 256-8190

2 bedroom apartment in

Sunderland Available 6/1 to 8/31

Great deal' Call 665-8894 for more

details On bus route!

On* large fully-furnished bed

room in a 3 bedroom apartment On

bus line, minutes from campus
June-August Call Oebra at 665-8463

3 bedroom epertment lo North

Amherst Close to campus Starts

6/1 Call anytime 548-8976

1 room in Puffton in a 2 bedroom

apartment Easily fits 2 females

Furnished, on bus route 1 month
free' Call Beth 549-5526

.

3 bedroom- Puffton. Just renovat-

ed Furniture available Starts 6/1

5494334

2 bedroom* in The Boulders

Apartments Available 6/1 Call 256-

0384

2 bedroom epertment with swim-

ming pool. A/C On bus route in

Brandywine Call Francine 549 4480

Available June 1

2 bedroom Brandywine
$750/month Available 6/1 549-

4198 Take over our lease

3 bedroom apartment June-

August Sunderland Pool/Courts

Call 665-0298 Ten minutes from

UMass

2 bodroom/Brendywine with Fall

Option Available 6/1 Call 549-4982

3 bedroom Puffton Available 6/1

549-5941

Take over enr lease! Two bed-

room apartment in Brandywine
Available June 1st Call 549-6015

2 bedroom Brendywina Apt.

Easily fits 4 Excellent condition

$740 Call Knsti or Melissa 549-7474

3 bedroom reneveted Puffton

Apartment Available 6/1-8/31 with

Fall Option 549-9310

TRAVEL
9224

EUROPE $175.

Within USA $79 $129

Catibb /Mexico $199 r/t

Cheap Fares Worldwide!'!!!

http //www airhitch.org

Airhitch (9(8001326-2009

Ski and Party ai Killington for only

$89 2 nights condo lodging and

Two-Day lift ticket Call UMass Ski

Club 545-3437. 434 Student Union

TO SUBLET

We need e house! For a group of /

with 5+ bedrooms in Uptown Area

Please call 253-0268

What* your talent? Entertainers

wanted for Kids Karmval Jugglers,

artists, magic, etc For more info call

545-5590

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

NO SALES!!

TRAVEL

WANTED

3 bedroom renovated

Available 6/1 with Fall Option 549

Five College C o in m u n i t y C a I e n d a r

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 16

him 'Slavery and Ht legacy* a film

serin prcwnicd by iht Intcrfanh Pilfnmafc of

ihr Middle Passage will show Sugar Cane

Alley. F.than Paky. director, lit pin in

ThumcMon Building, room 104

Film — The UMass Objectivisi Club will

prraenl a videotaped debate. "Capitalism v<

Socialism* featuring socialist! Gerry Caplan

and fill Vfckert vs. inpilaliali Leonard Peikutl

and lohn Ridpath. n?pm in the Campus

Censer, room 4| |

Film — The Student Union Visual and

IVHortninf Am Space wiT feature a video on

fduardo Chillida. Basque sculptor, in their

"Faces" series at 4 JO p.m Free and open to the

luture — Ronald P Hammer, psychiatry

mem. New England Medical Center, will

r on "Hypothalamic Opioid Regulation of

Reproduction" at 4 p m in Morrill Science

Center II. room 319. Part of the Neuroscience .

and Behavior Program Seminar

.'i — The Visiting Writers Series, spun-

«>rcJ by the M F A program al LMass. will

feature Tomar Salamun. Slovenia* leading

poet, who will give a question and answer ses-

sion at 4 p m in Herter Hall, room 227

•ig — The Western Mass. Prison Issues

Group will hold a meeting at Food For Thought

ii6 pm L Mass professors will be speaking

h>r more information, call M<*- 41 19

Meeting — University Center 2000

.p meetings will be held in the Campus

Center, room 802. from 1 1 am -noon

Meeting — Lmsersitv Center 2tXX> I

meetings will be held in the Campus Center

Coffee Shop from noon- 1 pm
Merring — The UMass Poetry Soviets »ill

be holding a meeting at 7 pm in the Campus

Center, room 805-ftW All are welcome Call

Tim 346-3062 or Kaye 346-1439 for more

information

Merring — The Uucen fan Club will meet at

6: 30 p m in the Campus Center, room 902 All

tana of the legendary hand Uueen are invited to

attend

Workshop — A Note Taking A Study Skills

Workshop will be offered hi the I.earning

Support Services from I 30- 2 43 pm on the

10th floor of the WEB Du Bob Library Free

Call 343-3334 lo register

THURSDAY. APRIL 17

Dance — The LMass Ballmum Dance

Club ts proud to announce its first "Hooked on

Ballroom* dance from 7 pm- I am in the

Student Union Ballroom Fveryone is invited to

join us in this free event Beginner dance

instructions start at 7 p m and will include

Swing. Hustle. Merengue. Rumba. Cha Cha and

Tango General dancing sitrts at 9 30 p m
There will be a dance exhibition by dance pros

and club members Casual attire recommended

For more info, call 236-3410

Lecture — Attorney Leonard Wcingum will

speak on his defense of Mumia Abu lama!, a

former radio reporter and Mack activist who

was convicted in the 1981 slaying of a

Philadelphia police officer and sentenced to

death, and the death penalty at 7 30 p m m the

Main lecture Hall ej irankhn Patterson Hall.

Hampshire College Free, hanshranped accessi-

ble

Lecture — Dr Robert A F Thurman. the les

Tsong Khapa Professor of Indo Tibetan

Buddhist Studies at Columbia Lnnenm sstll

lecture on "The Irish Already l>d It Otkc

How the Tibetans Can Save Civilisation Again"

at 4 30 p m in Stirn Auditorium. Amher«t

College Free and open to the public

Rally — "Slop the Clock Women L nilc

Against Violence" march and rally will take

place at 6 p m . starting al the Unitarian

Church on Main Street in Voflhampton \ltcr

the first rally, there will be a candlelight march

through the streets of Northampton which will

end at Dewey Hall. Smith College The second

rally will begin here al 8 p m and should lest

until 9 30 p m Following this will be a

Coffeehouse al the Northampton Center lot the

Arts All women are encouraged to perform al

the open mike at the Coffeehouse For more

information, contact Heather Foran at the

f sen-women * tenter al 343-3834

It r* srrop — A Commuters Workshop for

the University Censer 2000 will be held in the

Campus Center, room 162- 1 73. from 4-6 p m

NOTICES

financial Aid — I Masi I inancial Aid

Services would like to announce that May I is

the last day to apply for a new or increase

Federal Direct Student or Parent Loan fur the

current academic year

( ommumtx — 'Rendezvous with the Soul."

meditation, musk, and prayer meetings, will be

held from 4-3 p m in the Campus Center,

room 803-809 weekly on Tuesdays until me

end of the semester Sponsored by the UMass

Ha ha i Club For more information, call Chris al

349-4982

Discussion — Come experience the cultural

diversity ol the Prince/Crampion Graduate

Residence Hall From April 8 - May 10. resi-

dents from many countries around the world

will be participating in dncusssa

taiions about their experiences in I

countries Scheduled topics: Asia. April 13-21:

Africa April 22-28. North America. April 29 -

May 3: Latin America/Caribbean. May 4-10

The program is free and open to the public

Poetry — Sprrrrum Magazine is looking for

anyone interested in reading their poetry or

prose in the next reading The reading will be

held on April 16 at 7 30 pm in the Student

Union Visual Arts Space All readers are wel

come Sign up at our office 406F Student

Union or call 343-2240

I 'inference — The Women ol Color

conference will be taking place from April

18-20 Sign-un sheets will be in the Student

Union, room 416 and on the Campus Center

Concourse

lugglmg — The UMass higgling Club will

meet on Fridays at 3 p.m next to the

Information Desk in the Campus Center Nc>

experience required

Financial aid Applications for summer

financial aid are now available al Financial Aid

Services You must be a continuing student

enrolled in a degree granting program at

UMass. taking summer classes through

Continuing I.ducatson. going on approved sum-

mer international exchange program through

IPO. or working on a graduate dissertation

Deadline is April 18 late applications will not

be accepted -

Warring — Common Ground will be holding

support and advocacy meetings for low-income

students and allies every Tuesday in the

Campus Center (room to be announced' Inaii

noon-2 pm For more information contact

Mary Sutherland at i4l'i 323 9725 or leave a

message in our box in the GEO office, base-

ment of the Student Union

Meeting — The Peer Menlor Network is a

student organization for undergraduate and

graduate students with disabilities on campus

Fveryone is welcome Meetings are Thursday

nights from 6-7 p.m in Campus Center Please

bring your thc>ugtit.s and concerns to the meet

mg For more information contact Susan Pilner

at 343-0892 or Kregg Strrhom al 343-4602

Support group — RFFT.Ft T. the five

CoBep* bereavement support program

big two support groups this semester. A grief

support group for those who have experienced

the death of someone close to them: and an ill

ness (roup for those currently coping with the

serums illness of a loved one If you or someone

you know is interested, please call us at

377-5316 for more information

Health services — Confused, afraid or just

cum ii- ' Do sou have questions about sex.

STDs. alcohol, drugs, eating disorders.

Hl\ 'AIDS, stress management or quilting

FYts are public service announcements printer

daHy To submit an FYI. please send a pm
release containing al pertinent information
»K«jdmg the name ana phone number of tftt

contact person to the Collegian, c/o th

Manaosng Editor by noon trie previous day

smoking or chewing lohacco'' Don't know who

lo ask? Call the Peer Health Connections

phoneline at UMass at 577- 5168 Trained ttu

dents will anonymously answer your questions

and tell you where lo go for more help

Commencement llou%mg - A limited num

her of residence hall rooms will be available or

the relatives and friends of graduating UMass

students for the night of Saturday. May 24

Commencement Housing applications arc avail-

able al the L nivetsits Conference Service Office.

918 Campus Center To guarantee a reservation,

completed forms ssith full payment must be

returned to University Conference Services by

May I There will be no on - sue reservations

/nirrnsftips — Internships are available work

ing on Farth Day. Hunger. Recycling and Clean

Air Call Melame al MaasPirg 343-0199 or slop

by the office al 423-A Student Lnson Building

Film — "Slavery and its I egacs " a film series

presented hv the Interfaith Pilgrimage ef ihe

Middle Passage, will show Sugar Cane Alley,

Fihan Palcv director, at 6 pm in Thompson

Building, room 104.

him -The UMass Obscctivist Club will pre

sent a videotaped debate. "Capitalism vs.

Socialism" featuring socialists Cierry Caplan and

lil! \ickers i> capitalists Leonard Pcikoff and

Min Ridpath. at 7 pm in the Campus Center,

room 91

1
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CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
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Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming
TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
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BET on Jazz
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The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music
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This week's

$1 drink:

Cm & Tonic

WEDNESDAY EVENING c - campus APRIL 16, 1997
C 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 L 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

WEDH o u Creatures Business Apt. Newshour With Jim Lehrer X Auction Auction Continues

WFSB
WBZ
WCVB

o 1 Newtl CBS New* Inside Edition Am Journal Nanny (ft)

X

Nanny (Rj I CBS Reports Enter the Jury Room (In Stereo) X News iLateShow «

o 4 NpwS CBS Newt Ent Torvght Nanny (R)

X

Nanny (R)

X

CBS Report*: Enter Ihe Jury Room (In Stereo) X Newt Late Show I
i News 1 ABC New* Inaide Edition Chronicle X Grace Under Coach I Drew Carey X Drew Carey 5 rihnetkne Uv* X News 1 [Ntghtkne I

WLVI o Fresh Prince Fre»h Prince Star Trek: Nest Oener Sitter, Sitter Smart Guy X Jamie Foil X Weyent Bros Newt Jenny Jones (R) (In Stereo) X
WHDH u Neva NBC New* Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! X NewsradtoX Singh) Guy X Wings 8 Man-Badly Law 1 Order "Double Down X News Tonight Show
WTXX • Freeh Prince Martin X Judge Judyl BaalTVX Sentinel 'Bind Man s Bluff X Star trek: Voyager "Alter Ego" Newt |LAPD H. Patrol Real TV X
wvrr to New* NBC News Ent. Tonight Hard Copy X NeweradioX ISingJeGuyX Wing* X [Man-Badly Law 1 Order "Double Down" X New* Tonight Show
WTrC o 11 Simpsons $. Roseenne X noirfv imp. SetrtfetdX Beverly Hill*, 90210 (In Stereo) Pacific Palisades The Bet X Newt Coach « Deep Space 9

WWLP o
CD

21 New* NBC News Wl**B^rOrtui>t Jeopardy! X NewtradioX ISingJeCuyX WmgtX |Men-B*dly Law 1 Order "Double Down" X NktWS Tonight Show
WGBY * Creature* Business Rpt. ftowthour With Jim Lttirtr I New Eipforar* (In Stereo) X Fight in Ihe Fiehft: C**ar Chavez and Farmworkers Charlie Rot* fin St

WGGB CD 20 NewsX ABC New* seimeHj a. EnL Tonight GrtceUnder (CoechX Drew Carey X [Drew Carey X Primetime Live X News F Nighttine X
WSBK CD Beverly Hills. 90210 (In Stereo) SeinfeldX Mad Abo. You Sentinel "Bind Men's Bluff' X Star Trek: Voyager "Alter Ego" new* Mstftrfl X Mad Abo. You ReelTVX
WTBS fH Family Matters ] Family Matter* Home Videos Home Video* NBA Basketball Chicago Built al Mi Intde-NBA tt'i nelch"\\m

AaE O Ouincy "Semper Fideiis Law a Order White Rabbit Biography: Jacqueline Kennedy American Justice (R) 20th Century (R) Law 1 Order

CNN tt) 2i WorldViewT MoneylineT. Crossfire X Prime New* X [Burden-Proof Larry King Live X World Today X Sports lllut Moneyline %
COM © 30 Tick 1 Dream On Daily Show (R) Comic Belief * * Vj Ferns Buemft D»y (XT

{
1 966. Comedy) Matthew Brodenck, Met Sara. |Canned Ham Daily Show Comic Relief

DISC *D Movie Magic Ntit Step (R) Wing* "The Rubber Planet" [F Wild Discovery "Wild Boars' |Ditcover Magazine "Speed |Trea*ur* of King Charles 1 Wild Discovery "Wad Boars'

ESPN U) UpCloee Sportecenter | Major League Baseball Teams lo Be Announced (Live) 1 | Baseball Sportscenter X
LIFE (1> Supermarket Debt Intimate Portrait Unsolved Mytterie* (In Stereo) | "Under the P«tno"(l996. Drama) Megan Follows Homicide: Lite on the Street <r

MTV 0D (5 30) Music Videos (In Singled Out Idiot Savants Music Video* (In Stereo] Rest World X Jenny M Singled Out Lovelme

NICK it) Claris** Eipl. Tiny Toon Dougjr RugretsX Hey Arnold! X |Happy Day* 1 Love Lucy X
]
Bewitched Newhtrt X OddCoupteX Tan | M T. Moore

SCIFI CD Twilight Zone Tales/Darktide Quantum Leap Jn Stereo) X Seequett DSV "Seawest" X Space (Pari 3 ol 5) Ouentum Leap (In Stereo) X
TLC fh 2* Furniture Renovation HometimeX HometimeX Wondr-Weathr |Ut!raicienct Unexplained Witches Bermudt Triangle Wondr Weathr lUltretcience

TNT CD In Ihe Heel ol the Night tr In the Heat of the Night X **t "David" (1997. Drama) (Part t of 2) Leonard Nrnoy ttt Oawd" (1997, Drama) (Part 2c

USA d' Renegade "Love Hi Highlander The Series X Murder, She Wrote (In Stereo)
i
"Not m This Town" (1 997. Drama) Kathy Baker SiikStaikingtiH in Stereo)

HBO
MAX
SHOW

CD
(3D

— *»"i "flelmin Forever" (1 995, AdventurojVal Kilmer PG-U t'; 'Money 7Va/n"(1995. Suspense) Wesley Snipes. R'X TraceyTake* | Larry Sanders •Back m Business" (1997) 'R' 11

(500) |*''i "Empire rs*cord»"(1995) Anthony LaPagba "ChMmoltheComlll Urban Harvesf"(l 995) | "The Crave "(1996, Suspense) Crakj Shelter R' ttt "Two Deaths "(1995) 'R'

ffl st "The Twilight ol (he Go*J*"(1997, Drama) Jennifer Beals ttt flaHin«rs"( 1990, Suspense) Kieter Sutherland ft" IX |Potterg*ttt |t Xap Otncing" [\m\l

Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

'nope. »ihcx
seu left, BRUNO.
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dllbert By Scott Adams
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THERt'5 BtEN As LOT OF

JOKING AMD GRUMBLING
SINCE THE COMPANY TOOK

OUT LIFE INSORArsiCE

POLICIES ON ALL OF YOU.

SO COE'RE HAVING
THESE CATERED LUNCH
rAEETTMGS TO DISCUSS

YOUR FEELINGS.

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick

WHAT' REALLY? HMMN \

he cooa> 8e«is«r WCt*),

VKNOLO, SHE TJOCS MlVt UP
i.vtqos a car. rrrrrTTTTrn

, ste* c ' opesthat m&a»j
I'M &ONMfi> ife RBAUX

'"Sin

I
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First Impressions By Kenneth W. P. Scott

luWa-rs up du4<, ?

OO YOU U»ANT THE

rAAD COU) BURGER OR
THE CHICKEN BONE
SURPRISE?
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Non Sequitor By Wiley University 1 By Frank Cho
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Speedy By Todd Harzler
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Today's D.C. Menu

By Mike Rybicki

i once took f\ Health aptss-

UJHEtt TWty ThyciHT rAE

THE SEMEN WARNING S-fcNS

Of K7poTnew*v.r\..

2 m Uei S0K.L lot KjEEb

MVEN gftMNG s;6us oF
HYfOTrttWfY I TrliNK By
THE TlfAE I GET 3 o*. H
UflftjlNG SMS
TV\ Go:nG

BACK isttlE,

VkNOW?

L

T rAEAM, Aft, X SvjTfOSED

lO UJft'sT 'TILL T P\\Sb TvjRrJ

&.0E -JvJST TO ftW SulE 7

1t"5 AtooT

T'.rr\E SofrfONE

AbRESSEli

TH'.S *,SSyE.

Franklin Worcester

LUNCH
Chicken Sandwich

Sloppy joe

Ravioli Alfredo

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Tilapia Santa Fe (fish)

Broccoli & Cauliflower

Mesquite Chicken

Hampshire

LUNCH
Philry Cheese Steak

Rotini w/ meat
Rotini w/ lentils

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Cauliflower Eggplant

Pasta

Cheese Lasagna

M-.li alasaiasOCTKSiniv

LUNCH
Hamgurger

Chicken Pucks

Bar-b-qued Pork

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Fried Shrimp Diner

LUNCH
Philly Cheese Steak

Rotini w/ meat
Rotini w/ lentils

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Tilapia Santa Fe (fish)

Cauliflower Eggplant

Cheese Lasagna

For The Week Of March 23-29

ARIES
March 21-April 30

UBRA

alisas auant Pair Has*

Inia v*ir i

snssss sa to I

1 InlaWBl SapjnOjl. Rt Oil 0tmW&.

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

You mas' ism to anon* a* Ito tarts ism

ssssst so ssato an answrtaw dmslDn

*» tto umaqmnei. and totss sssur

assaaa* to ssmrwe ottonwae r™ ass*

bar ito adsanlaay hsriudp assstr (l

rsssr ssretonet psans srtottor as a baas

nstr or a soak » a ssm tub

GEnnfn
Mar 22-Jua« 21

assik Drtw arrpn. and stsvl roafct

dssrasssr sossr undntysn* ticuusfa A

saut bMn| araturr roukt taato a bt*

dsilrrrniT Oonl Irl flnanrra en bi Ito

ay ot actan b i* a ton* lam. faaL

CAIfCER
June 22-July 22

An Idra thai srrmrd )ji uMabst could

to m nrrd of a Httlr rrvaniptna ronault

an rxprn and itoti lafcr ll from ihrrr

Yn*ir i rrallrttv could to put to tto tral

but tto rrauNs sssll to srorlh tto rnort

Cut csxeas fat from sour budasi and

you* raster rtnanrlal asms In tto nrar

hriurr

LCO
July 23-Au»ruat 23

lan|tln( nrnssa and hlsjl ssrraa Irwls

nsran that you nrad a attlr pnsrr and

quirt losnsrd tto awtond Turn oft tto

pnonr and amort ito doortotl Uar

sssur rommnn smar rattor than vour

rmottons lo makr i sound drrssson m
Ito mtdrtlr of Ito area

baa a Marfan* at

cuausui ai a atoa* i n « n isssssa
TnsssH psssss arr ssssaad. srtostor B s

asamsra

SCORPIO
24-floreaaber 22

i rlrar Ito was Ssr bbj

proarraa astrr ihss sink Cast an your

ranrwetfons lo tons yau *rf obal yasi

sssnt bias* m aii iMasua « your

fulurr art totna Thss ssraarnd rasrh

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

You may to Irawitf coisKiabad Uaa

an a InMaad of outrsstil frsuajan. try

to And smya around tto pasts Yau asay

toabtrtoi

to pay** Hrtra atsmttan to your

CAPRICORN
December 22-Januarjr 20
SJsssatailin an old dmasan roukt to a

pnartlor mosT tins wrak Donl lato bs|

iSaka without arrunf a* of tto mforma

uon hr* Tlahlm your seat ton and

nan* on bti rbanars an? bi Ito air A

VTROO
Aufuet 22

Look to nrsr ktras and Innmrallons

lo rbwr up a problem that arrmrd

liapuaslb Calrh up on paperwork and

other chores tolore the waebend Be

, sensitive lo another persons

You roukt msss out on a subtlr

* l\*r to what the real problem is

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18

You can avoid a lot of truaundersund

Iruf thu week |uM by svaenlng closely

If you re leebn* realty enereMSt. try

channrlma vour rneia>ra Into some

Smd of learning experience This

wrrkend spend tbnr with a new friend

Opt tar a spontaneous adventure

PISCES
February 19-March 20

Tto quest for pr i festlon roukt cause

some unpwaaant talout to Ito mar

fulurr tYton ksstdng ksr answers,

proto carefuty to to certain you rr

aelllna tto entire truth Donl skimp on

materials for a prolert you're rmbsrkma.

on Bememtor esrhaar to asrbaar osrt

Close to Home By John McPherson w 5tH^2

"

r

'Could you pnMM Mt th*t In th« brejak room?

My d.«trtl#jn nay* that taKorvdhjind snacks

ron't good for me

tor Entertainment Purpoee* Only

Quote of the Day

• w I never thought I

would have the lead

like I did. }}
-Tiger Woods after winning

the Masters by 12 strokes

ACROSS
t. Mett ttadajm

$. Partner ol civapter

10. Oefroet

14. Bur*b*rJ*

15. Rat

it. "To HN) Own'

17. Eapectmg the best

It. Canaeta t card

20. UpsuTi t atjation

21. CSA« Robert

22. Jerry-buk*. Mructur*

23. erUebook
24. CtsopparJ tver t

upk3«vri km
28. Foxy

20. Old pro*

33. PopeandPnor
34. Poof move
35 Oogfi

30. Bear Fr

37. Center

30. hthmeel eg
30. VVrjrtd txwrar abbr

40. Martian. eg
41. Raptdrty

42. fleeaoni tor

54. Ouett

57. ACiTOaU SOfTHTeOf

50. Count ol Today*

SO. Ptycrioanarytt

Efsknon

00. VisVaaTou* look

01. Oat on one* feet

02. Wagart

DOWN
1. Gael

I E«psscta»on

3. Kaft of the oorntc*

4. \sjaa eayaxj

(2s»t1»)

5. like some threat*

0. FordBop

7. Csajtortvary

20. Ume
30. Cry aboard

31. Smart m dreee

32. Oaraivaiooii

34. Trsr** m th*

Focintaan

37. SfVotch

30. Sssnrrimaf Sottz

40. Stvtgfssy

41. Fkoorrjoa

43. Qtoorny

44. Crtoudedovar

40. -tvtack trie Knee-

0. Bot ordvam
0. Uat-ending abbr

10. Tie up

11. Lepond

12. Scored on eerve

13. Toddser't conetant

47. F^rs»rn*ki

rrryetery ssslnng

40, \M» iDaaT
40. Amorxj prefbi

SO. Taeeome one

01. Actree* Uxetta

52. Emulaswt*

"Jeopardyt"

53. Staoa4gttt

44. Sufferer

45. rvameint after dinner

40. Highland dagoar

47. She goee home svith

10. Cat cans

22. Plant pert

23. Tony* gang

24. Tsvo-time A/genbrie

54. Grvaalhenod

St. Large kettle

SO. Yank* toe

40. Bach svork

50. Youth op

S3. Attach to

25. PoYeertut partcse

20. Nozzle

27. Monopoly prop

20. Aired l

LGO10 ( leoldOlavanet corn

)

tvy Rsftf and Sal(tM Soils-soft* 01*94

/ was watching TV on a

school night at a friends house.

I'm not supposed to watch Won
school nights.

My dad called me and told

me to " shut it off:

I think it is amazing that

he can tell if I'm doing

something wrong no matter

where I am.

When he leaves the house

I never know what he 's doing.

It's not fair!

I'm gonna do that to my
kids.

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle
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p ver or acrosse Women s lax hosts Dutchwomen
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Do not let the Massachusetts men's lacrosse team's
18 3 .ill i mie record against Harvard fool you. Do not be
slaved by the Crimson's 19-6 loss to Princeton last week-
end Do not locus on I Mass' upcoming matchup with
Notre Dame.

Instead, icali/e what Minuteman coach Greg Cannella
knows; today*! game at Ohiri Field (5 p.m.) counts just as

much as the rest do.

The No. 18 Crimson (5-3, 5-1 Ivy League) have not
been I Mass' fiercest lacrosse rival, but a look at this

veai - team and the record it has posted, as well as a look
at last veai's N>\ score will tell you that Harvard will no
doubt be up for this game.
Of the team's three losses, two have come at the hands

of top three teams. A 16-5 loss to Duke and a 19-6 defeat
at Princeton speak more about the strength of the oppo-
nents than the weaknesses of the Crimson.

This past weekend thev lost to Princeton 19-6,"
UMass coach Greg Cannella said. "But that is only an

indication of how good Princeton is

_
The No. I I Minutemen stand with a similar record

(5-4). with all four loMN coming against squads in the
top 10. UMass is coming off its most recent defeat, an
11-8 contest against Loyola that Introduced the
Minutemen to the /one defense.

Since Saturday, Cannella has been prepping his troops
in the event that they tace I /one .n Harvard
"We expect |the zone| a little bit." he said. "They're

only had two days to prepare too. We worked on it yeata
day and today, and hopefully we'll be ready il thev do
throw a zone at us."

Cannella has also been talking to his players about late-

game intensity. Last year the Crimson came back in the
second half of the tilt in Ankara* to eventual)) claim the
win, 12-10, and it has been in the second hall this >ear
where the Minutemen have found most of their tumbles
"We changed practice to try to keep practice intense

through the end," Cannella said "We talked about it yes-

terday at the scout meeting The guvs have got to under

Turn to MEN'S LAX, page

By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Today, the No. 1 1 Minutemen travel to Cambridge to face the No. 18 Harvard Crimson

Memories... like the corners of
my mind.

No, this is not Barbara
Streisand's "The Way We
Were", or Tom Hanks' Big, but it

i- a small step back into the
recent history of the
Massachusetts women's lacrosse

team (2-5).

Like scattered pictures, the
I lying Dutchwomen of Hofstru
(6-5) will make their return to
Totman Field this afternoon at 4
p.m. Almost two years ago to the
d.is. a scenario evolved between
UMass and Hofstra that encapsu-
lates the reinstated program's
history in a nutshell.

With seven seconds left in the

game, the Flying Dutchwomen
culminated a late game surge to

score the winning goal in a
11-10 Minutewomen defeat on
April 18, 1995. It can be said

that UMass literally snatched
defeat out of the jaws of victory,

but the fact of the matter is the

team has tread upon the fine line

of winning, and has not crossed
that line yet.

It's a tough skill to learn, and
some of the best athletes in

sports have never learned it —
look at the recent addition of the
Golden State Warriors, or any
Chicago Cubs squad in the past

50 years.

The learning process is contin-

uing for UMass. but at that time.

the loss was a tough one for a

young program. Today, they can
make it up ten-fold, and for
coach Francesca McClellan. that

is what she wants her team to

do.

"We really have high hopes for

this game." McClellan said.

"Rutgers was beatable last week-
end |a 1 1-6 loss], at least in the

nd half, and we need to put
two halves together. Hofstra can
be a real good start for us.*

One of the seniors that has felt

the sting of defeat too much for

her liking is tri captain defender
I rica Bryan. She concedes the

fact that the team has seen the

top of the mountain, but can't
find the right path to get there.

"The coach has talked to us.

and said that it's up to |the
seniors] now." Bryan said. "It's

our decision to do what we want
with the season. Its weird, we
sometimes feel that we can't win,

but we have the ability to win —
there is no doubt about that.

"The rest of our schedule has
games that are win-able for us.

and the coach has said that if we
play like we practice, we'll be in

great shape. We had two bad
practices before the Rutgers
game, so we want to work this

thing out."

Hofstra's winning record
might be a little deceptive, with

none of their wins coming
against ranked opponents. One
of the common opponents the

Turn to WOMEN'S LAX. page 7

IOUMA UINUMN I (OueCtAN
The Flying Dutchwomen come to Totman Field today when they face

Stepanie Walsh and the women's lacrosse team

Playoffs kick off in NHL;
Can our gurus pick 'em ?
Mark this date on the calendar. .

.

we. rfcf Collegian puckhcads. are

going to shut our collective yape.

and let the writing do the talking.

And like Ihe Holy Grail, in the

tro/en lands of the NHL. they had
to eat the Collegian's minstrels

jnd there was much rejoicing.

Yeah! I*t the playoff picks begin!

inference

New lerscy Montreal

lorma Kan\unen. the fix-Bruin

Formerly Known As larmo
Kckalainen — Got to go away
Irwm homeland homer-ism here,

and pick the Devils in a sweep. It

foak like an abdominal pull to say
this but the return of Finnish inter

national Saku Koivu to the Hah
lineup onl> means they'll compete
lov vev il a legit Cup contender,
and visions of 1995 will be dancing
around puck-heads in the Arena
Formerly Known As Brendan
Bvrne

Leigh lorhtn. the Hotkey Player
\e\cr formerly Known As
bfjtfMitj |ust as the Spice Girls

are silicone-enhinced clones of
Abba. BMW Mil teams are just

Jones of the Devils, and just as
Dancing Oucen" is a better tune

than "Wanna-be." the original still

rules, especially over Montreal. The
Hah*' new building, the Molson
Centre, is nicknamed "the Keg" b\

the local media, and the
Canadians' heads might feel like

thev ve just done some keg stands

after Scott Stevens. Dougie
Gilmour and company complete
their first round la-k.

Buffalo-Ottawa

Ik I h. Ottawa in the play-

offs? Why don't you take out my
Ireakin' gall bladder with a dull
skate blade? Yes. the Senators
have been rejoicing, but Sabre
goalie Dominik Hasck will do the
eating The rubber man devours
the vulcanized kind (i.e. a puck),
an'! solid squad, even without the
services of Matthew Barnaby will

shut down any kind of pah-tay
Ottawa wants to continue.

LT — I have met three
bona-fide Sabre fans in my three

years here. One is on the Softball

team, and another is a girl a buddy
of mine hooked up with for a while

last year. The third is my freshman

year roommate's former girl-

friend s roommate, which like

Lone Star and Dark Helmet in

Span-halls, make* us absolutely

nothing — which is what Ottawa is

about to become. The Senator*
wear a Roman soldier on their

chests and, compliments of
"Sugar" Rob Ray. will go down
like that mIIv mII> F.mpire did
1.500 years ago.

Philadelphia-Pittsburgh

/A — In-stale rivalry... umm.
chocolate But really, it will take a
Willy Wonka-esque rocket ride for

the Pens to make a Cup run.
They're cold, and a 7-3 loss to the

Bruins in the season finale hurts

With all of their stars. Mario
Lemietn will still have to cam the

team, and his back ain't so good no
more. Goalie Patrick Lalimc has

gone from rookie flash to flash in

the pan. This will be a good test for

the Flyers, who should've ended
the season in the top spot, but
injuries have literally hurt. This one
might go the distance.

LT — It's just so sad that the

great career of Mario Lemieux will

end in the first round. Why didn't

he just call it quits in 1992 when
he was on top. where the games
most prolific scorer belongs'' I'm

all vechlempt and can say no more.
Talk amongst yourselves.

Florida-New York
IK — No matter what any of you

Ranger fans say. the Wayne-gcrs
are old, and they play that way.
Anyone besides defensively-orient-

ed teams like the Panthers would
give the Blueshirts a golden chance
to advance, but in this case, no
dice It's all about defense at this

time of year, and I give former
Ranger John Vanbicsbrouck the

nod in net It's hard putting down
a World Cup MVP in Mike
Rkhtcr but would he've been the

Marur laM summer if The Beezer
wasn't injured?

I.T — There's a lady who's sure

all that glitters is gold and she's

buying a stairway to heaven.
There's a lot of ladies mistakenly

thinking that the glittering

Wayne-gers are gold, or better still,

silver like the Cup. and they're buy-

ing second round playoff tickets at

Gorrie to steal his way into UM history
By Jonomon M. Place

CoKegion Staff

I out when Brad Gorrie.

then a scniot at Mgoquin Regional
High School, mm looking m ooBega

he never even contemplated going
to UMa« He jum wasn't aware- of the

program. If it wasn't for a former assis-

tant Massachusetts baseball coach who
just so happened to see Gorrie play, he
may never have circled the bases of
Earl F. Lorden Field. Stone was intro

duced to Gorrie's game and the next

vear. he was a walk-on at UMass.
"It's just something that's hap-

pened." Gorrie said.

Now. the shortstop from Northboro
is the only senior op the team who
starts every game.

Not hod for a former walk-on.

"He's the kind of guy who gets on
base and makes things happen." coach
Mike Stone said "He's a good leadoff

hitter
"

Brad Gorrie learned to play baseball

when he was five years old. Like many
homes, sports was the nucleus of fami-

ly entertainment. Having a sport loving

father, and being the middle child of

two either brothers, Gorrie learned
how to play competitively at a young
aee

"My house is a big baseball house."
Gorrie said. "My dad kives the game
My brothers always had me out playing

wiffleball. We had homerun derhv

tests at my house all the time |lt 's| ,i

competitive fanulv

But that suits him just fine I vet

since playing the game as a child.

Gorrie has had to deal with adversity

COUSTfVY MtniA MLATPONS

and make the adjustments necessary to

compete.

"I love being in competitive situa

tions." Gorrie said. "It's my nature
Coach | Stone] gave me an opportunity

to play here. When I came here I

wasn't expecting to play, it just fell into

place."

Gorrie was a walk-on in his fresh-

man year, but after the first tw,. weeks
of the season, he stepped into a start-

ing role. For two years he played third

base and batted ninth, hatting before

leadoff man Ryan let'e

Ictte currently holds I Mass all time

stolen base record (83) Alter success-

fully stealing 25 bases this year, Gorrie
(80) has slid into second place all-time,

and only needs lour more steals to
swipe the crown from ktte.

"The record is not something I've

put much thought into." Gorrie said

"I've been on a roll. This is the second
year that I've had the green light.

[Stonel pretty much has the confi-

dence in me to allow me to steal."

"He's pretty good at choosing when
to go." Stone said.

Not only could Gorrie surpass lette's

record of steals this year, but he is also

only three runs away from surpassing
Bill Knights all-time record of 157. a

teeord he secured from 1992-95. His
skill at base stealing can be stemmed
from his tremendous ability and quick
ness.

"lit takes] a good jump," Gorrie
said. "But also the experience of know-
ing when to steal. The people batting

behind me have done a good job.
either letting me steal or protecting me
when I do go Fither swinging through
the pitch, or fake bunting, it gives me a
good opportunity to steal."

Since lette's departure. Gorrie has
taken the spot as the leadoff hitter

He's started out slow this year, but
lately has turned it up. Over the week-
end's series against Temple. Gorrie
reached base eight times, scoring every
time, with six steals.

"This year. I'm the No 1 hitter
instead of the No. 2 hitter." Gorrie
said. "It's just something that came
about, not something I was trying to
achieve."

What helps Brad find the confidence
he needs is written on his glove. The
name is of a man who sits very close to
his heart — Arnold Baker, his former
legion baseball coach, who has passed
away.

It was obvious that Baker was more
than a coach to Gorrie. Baker helped
mold him into the player he is today.
In fact, before Baker died, he gave
Brad the greatest compliment he has
ever received.

"He told me that I was one of the

With 80 career steals under his belt, senior shortstop Brad Gorrie needs just four more to eclipse Ryan lette'
school record.
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Pumprump up
the volume

The Very Loud
Music Festival is

coming to the
Pearl Street night
clubthis weekend.
Check out our pre-

view (See Arts 6
Living, page S).

Harvard
seeing red

Brendan Class
scored four goals
in the
Minutemen's 12-6
win over the
Crimson yesterday

on the road (see
Sports, page 16).

WORLD

343 dead in fire near
Islam's holiest site

MECCA, Saudi Arabia (AP) — The
death toll climbed to 343 yesterday

from a tent city fire near Islam's

holiest site, while authorities strug-

gled to save badly burned survivors

and helped anguished relatives

track down the missing.

The annual Muslim h«n went for-

ward, with 2 million pilgrims pray-

ing at Mount Arafat. In their sheer

numbers, they helped explain why
the annual Muslim hajj seems des-

tined to be jolted by tragedies like

Tuesday's blaze.

While the Saudi government has

worked to keep up with the ever-

growing influx, ensuring safety for

the pilgrims is a monumental task.

Each year the numbers grow, and
so do the demand for security and
services.

Yesterday, an Indian preacher

demanded something be done so

those who make the pilgrimage, or

hajj, do not have to bring along
small gas cooking stoves — believed

to be the causa of the fire.

"The Saudi government should

start community kitchens so that

individual haj|is don't have to cook

their own meals," Syed Ahmed
Bukhan said at the main mosque in

New Delhi, India

NATION

Cigarettes companies
may settle lawsuits

(AP) — Abandoning their all-out

defense of cigarettes, the nation's

two biggest tobacco companies
now seem willing to cut their legal

losses for up to $300 billion and
retire |oe Camel and the Marlboro

Man if the government backs oft its

threat to regulate nicotine

R|R Nabisco and Philip Morris are

in early talks with the attorneys gen-

eral of eight states in hopes of win-

ning blanket protection from law-

suits over smoking-related health

problems, it was disclosed yesterday.

In return, the cigarettes compa-
nies would pay hundreds of billions

of dollars and agree to cut back on

ads, especially ones like |oe Camel
that appeal to children and those

that depict people, such as the
Marlboro Man
The cigarette companies' willing-

ness to even consider such conces-

sions marks a startling turnaround.

For decades, the tobacco industry

has fought a no-retreat battle on all

fronts

In the past few years, however,

the industry has been barraged with

lawsuits filed by 22 states and
countless individuals, and the litiga-

tion is hurting stock prices and tak-

ing management attention away
from the business of selling ciga-

rettes
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Local band called racist due to Five arrested after CVS

depiction of black UM student found Pot on Photograph

By Lisa Chiu

Collegian Staff

A flyer which has been circulating

in the Pioneer Valley has brought
forth accusations of racism from sev-

eral members of the University of

Massachusetts student community.
The flyer depicts a hand cut-out of

a photograph showing an
African-American student with his

fist raised outside of the Goodell
Building takeover last month. The
original photograph appeared on the

cover of one of The Advocate's
March issues.

Over the cut out picture were
drawn horns on the student's head as

well as a caricature curly mustache.

There was also a penta-

gram drawn on his jacket

and a symbol of an S that

was placed in his raised

right hand.

The flyer was an adver-

tisement for Skindog's
Army, a local four-member
band from Holyoke. The
flyer advertised a perfor-

mance on April 15 at the

Springdale Turnhall in

Holyoke. The S symbol is

the band's logo.

The student in the pic-

ture was UMass freshman

psychology major, Tony
jno Baptiste. |no Baptiste

was first presented with

the flyer by a co-worker.

Baptiste wrote in an
essay for class, which he

later submitted to the

Massachusetts Daily
Collegian, "On Monday,
the element of death strut, k

as one of my co- workers

handed me my corpse. I

can still remember his

words, 'Tony I have some-

thing that's going to make
you upset and I want to give

anywhere.'

"He handed me a flyer. Suddenly
the intensity of my heartbeat made
me quiver and I could feel the rush of

my heated emotions were imprisoned

in my motionless body... Tears of

pain and anger trickled down my face

as I stared at my dead body distorted

from a fatal accident."

Skindog's Army speaks

Skindog's Army's lead singer, who
goes by the name 'Skindog,' said he

considers the group "pro-white" not

"anti- black."

"We get slack for being called a

neo-Nazi group. We just speak the

truth; if people can't deal, that's their

problem." he said. "We're not trying

COUKMANHU

to dis|-respectl anybody. We iu>i

think that you should make pride uni-

versal, so no one gives in... We're not

a prejudiced band, if we offend peo-

ple that's their problem, not mine."

According to 'Skindog,' he is not

racist because many people have told

him he has more African-American
friends than anyone else they know.

'Skindog' also spoke against affir-

mative action.

"The black race has been given the

advantage through affirmative action

— how come you
[African-Americans

|
get to get a 96

on a cop test, and if you're white
you've got to get a 102? If I were
black, I would be insulted by affirma-

tive action It 'f basically saving that

blacks are dumber." he said

Skindog's Army's drummet
who goes by the name
'Muerto.' or death in Spanish.

disagreed.

According to 'Muerto.' the

group has "plentv ol black and
Puerto Rican friends" and do
not base their group on any
ideologies of race.

'Muerto,' who works at the

Springdale Tumhall is also the

artist who cut out lean
Baptiste's picture from the

Springfield Advocate and drew
in horns, a pentagram, mus-
tache and the S logo.

"I cut him out of the paper
be. a use I thought he was reallv

strong looking and up front

and that he had something to

say. that's why I picked him I

thought he was cool looking.

I've got nothing against him or

anything." 'Muerto' said.

Muerto' said he does not see

himself as a racist He also

commented on 'Skind.

statement on being pro while

saying that he | 'Skindog' | was

By Christina Polerto

Collegian Staff

This is a copy of the contravers.al flyer for Skindog's
sPcakin? for himself and that

j^, uK~. -uu w«„, .„ *,„*^ a |oca| band whjch has been C|rcu |al)ng m the
.1 to you before you see tt pj^ v,|ley

Muerto' had no idea what
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On the afternoon of Friday, April

II, Amherst police officerI

responded to a call from the CVS
Photo Lab in Amherst Center about

some developed prints that depict-

ed a group of five young men pos-

ing with illegal marijuana plantv

The men. all residents of 244
I usi PWaaant St.. Amherst. W9tt
shown posing either seated or

>tanding by the plants.

The police affidavit said the men
were also seen assuming comical
position-, "with their mouths open
<i~ it they're about to bite MHBC
leaves oil a plant." according to an
article in the Daily Hampshire
Gazette.

All of the men arc now lacing

legal incrimination lor drug MMM
sion and desire to trallic a Cla-s I)

substance

Alexander Lea. a Univertit) ol

Massachusetts student, and one ol

the inhabitants ol the 1 ast PlaMMM
Street residence, was the only one
home at 5:50 p.m. on April 15

when Amherst polite arrived with

a search warrant

Upon entering the quarters, five

Amberet police ofRccn discovered
10 marijuana plants, all varying in

height from 20 to 44 inches

rding to the Gazette, offi-

cers found a multitude of H alee

growing lights, "and other para-

phernalia that appeared to show
the drug was being cultivated lor

more than personal use

I t lei I rev Rov of the Amherst
I'oluc Department lold the Gazette

that evidence found at the house
suggested thev were distributing

the marijuana.

The Omztttt said the Amherst
Polite said plants were found in

every room, including an area in

the basement that the tenants had
built b\ lon-tructing a false wall

Some ol the marijuana was alleged-

lv being dried under intensive heat

lamps as well.

The value of the confiscated mar-

ijuana has yet to be determined.

Rov told the Gazette that the

Amhertl CVS personal policy dic-

tates thev automatically turn over

pictures of suspected criminal

activh) to the police.

• iding to a report in the
Springfield ( NJOfl \cn s. CVS man-
ager Michael McMahon said CVS
owns all pictures developed at the

store and ictuses to sell photos
bai.k that depict illegal activities "

CVS employed have since

refuted to comment on the matter,

and have referred all questions to

I red McCrfll, a l\S nokCMMl at

the corporate headquarters. As of

yet. corporate headquarters has
also left phone calls unreturned.

Other photo shop managers in

the Amherst region, though, tend

to iHiagiaa with c\ S'i policj

Hv law. we're onlv required to

submit photos depicting incidents

ol child pornography." said Ocick
Timberlake. manager of the
Camera Shops in Northampton

It s the internal decision of the

employees to decide whether the

lilm will be printed."

Sarah Lavery. an employee at

Ritz Photo in Amherst center said

she thought likewise.

icrallv. it's up to the print-

er's discretion whether they want
to print photos of sexual activity .

Our general rule is that il it's

obscene we won't print it
"

I avcrv

said

"lis illegal for the customer to

drop olt photos of pornographic
nature |to the photo processing
center |, but not so much is done
about marijuana use." Lavery said.

I averv aUo -aid that their policy

on "illegal" photo* is not generally

made known to the customers

Turn fo CVS poo* 2

MHC students hold rally to get list of demands met
By Laura Stock

CoHcoKvi Staff

Students at Mount Holyoke College

arc seeking support from the the Five

College community in their ongoing
protest against their adminstration and
for their rally today for cultural centers,

need-blind admissions and retention of

the chaplaincy on campus.

Student protesters said they will hold

a rally outside of the Eliana Ortega

House at 9:50 a.m. today, one of the

two cultural centers on campus, in

preparation for the 10 a.m. meeting

between the negotiating team of six stu-

dents and Mount Holyoke President

loanne Crcighton.

Amanda Sapir. one of the Mount
Holyoke student negotiators and rally

organizers, said that while problems

have been rising since Creighton was

hired two years ago. the situation i

lated last week when the Catholic,

lewish and Protestant chaplains were

fired and replaced with one Dean of the

Chaplaincy.

"A group of students met Friday

night, and started to talk about con-

cerns about the chaplaincy." Sapir said.

"In the process, we talked about other

decisions the administration has made
irrespective of what the students have

asked for."

The things students have asked the

administration for over the past two
years have evolved into a list of 1

1

demands, which they presented to

Crcighton in meetings on Monday and

Tuesday, according to Sapir. They have

prioritized three as the most important

on their list, though they are in no par-

ticular order of significance.

First, the students, who originally

requested a fourth chaplain for stu-

dents of Muslim faith, have asked lot

four chaplains to be hired by the spring

of 1998

Secondly, the students object to the

college's decision to move from
need-blind to need-sensitive admis-

sions for 5 to 10 percent of applicants

Under the proposed changed bv the

administration, the college would take

financial status into consideration when
granting admission.

Thirdlv. the students are protesting

the college's denial of cultural space for

gay. lesbian, bisexual and transgender

students and Asian American students.

The college currently has two cultural

centers on campus — the Eliana

Ortega House for Pan-African students

and the Betty Shabazz House for I .at ma
students. Additkinallv . the second floor

of the Eliana Ortega House is the

Zowie Banteahe space for Native
American students

"We are also asking lor tenure track

m (or Asian American
|

sors in the Asian American
Department." Sapir said She added
two were rcsentlv hired, but not in

tenure track piograms.

' collecting 418 signatures on a

petition (Mount Holyoke «tudent body

is 1.900) and holding two meetings

with administrators, students rallied on
the steps ol their campu* center
Mondav to inform the campus of all the

Later that night. Sapir said, "at least

1 50 students went in orderly fashion to

Crcighton's house" where for two
hours thev cheered, held a candlelight

vigil and sang the Mount Hoivoke alma

malci

Students spent yesterday educating

the campus through forums and orga-

nizing today's rally

While students are addressing specif

ie demands which, so far. the adminis-

tration have denied. Sapir said the

underlying phiksophy of the protest is

to set an example among their private

education peers.

"I think this is representative of a

I.iiiM -n-1- in \merican highc! eJuca

lion, specifically private, that when
changes need to be made or when
endowments need to be larger, cuts are

made on the backs of students." Sapir

said.

"It is time for one college in this

country to say it will not follow the elit-

ist ttack that higher education has been

following for decades." Sapir said.

"Since Mount Holyoke was the I

oiler higher education to women, it is

the perfect place to start."

Student senators pass

9 motions with ease

in meeting last night

By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

There was little bickering at last night's Student

Government Association (SGA) senate meeting, as

nine motions were passed, five of them unani-

mously.

Two of the motions specifically concerned
Butterfield dormitory (Central Residential Area),

calling for repairs to be made to the closed stair-

way located on the north side of the building.

The other motion concerned approximately 50
trees that were cut down on the west side of the

dormitory.

"The community was outraged at the loss of

trees," Chair Stacey Shackford said.

The bill stated that the cut down trees have left

"a plethora of debris for the Butterfield communi-
ty to clean up... be it enacted that the University

replace the missing trees as soon as the weather
permits."

The bill was opposed by Sen. Paul Ferro
(Southwest Area) because of a bill voted down by

the senate in a previous meeting. The previous bill

was concerned with flag poles being bought for

each residential area.

"The only reason they are saying they couldn't

put flagpoles up is because it's too expensive.

Tonight they passed a motion that has the

University putting up 50 trees next to one dorm...

it's very hypocritical of the senate," Ferro said.

One of the reasons the flag pole motion was
voted down was because many senators voiced the

opinion that call boxes should take priority over

other expenses.

"They are saying they want to fund call boxes

over flags, now they are funding trees over call

boxes." Ferro said.

Turn to SOA page 2

Bathed in sunlight...
lunior environmental science major Brian MacKinnon rested near the campus pond yesterday afternoon.
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Also passed last night was a

motion concerning the escort ser-

vices and its current practices. The
bill called for increased efforts to

be made to recruit more women
employees so that all students
requesting escort services be given

the option of a male or female
walking escort or van driver.

"A number of residents didn't

feel comfortable getting in a van
with a male... this isn't mandating
anything, it's saying this is some-
thing to think about, that some
people don't feel comfortable with
male drivers." Sen. Brian McManus
said.

Questions were raised as to the

extra wait time this might cause
students waiting for an escort. Sen.
Emilie Codega explained that the

majority of students would not be

requesting a female escort, but this

motion is for those who do feel

uncomfortable with the current

practices.

"The option would be open to

get a female escort. This just gives

students a choice," Codega said.

The Senate also unanimously
passed a motion concerning the All

Campus Card that will be intro-

duced to the University in the fall

of 1997.

It is slated in the bill that "there

has been serious question as to

whether the student body has been
involved in this process" and calls

for the "UMass CASH" balance on
a student's card not to be accessed
in order to pay any outstanding
debts without the student's permis-

sion.

Sen. Seth Avakian (Southwest
Area), the author of the bill, said

that this motion is an attempt to
avoid a potential problem from
happening.

"This is a new way of legislating

stuff in this body... by saying we're
not going to allow this stuff to hap-
pen. This allows students to con-
trol their own finances," Avakian
said.

The Senate also passed a lengthy
motion written by Sen. Jeff Howe,
of Orchard Hill Area. The motion
was to not allow smoking in the
lounges and common areas of the

dormitories.

Howe wrote that "the dormito-
ries are not equipped with ade-
quate ventilation to support a large

amount of smoke in the air... and
that smoking be prohibited from all

areas furnished by the University."

"You pay money for activities

like pool tables... and those who
are allergic to smoke can't use
these areas. This protects the rights

of non smokers," Howe said.

Avakian argued against the
motion. He said he felt it disregard

smaokers' rights.

"I feel that I have a right to
smoke in my building. The com-
mon area is the only place I can
smoke," Avakian said.

Also last night, Associate
Speaker Peter Kilbourne
announced his candidacy for speak-

er of the senate for the upcoming
year. This office is voted on by the

senate body.

CVS
continued from page 1

when they drop off their film.

Again, employees of the North

Pleasant Street CVS refused to

comment on whether or not

they warn customers of their

policy on "illegal" photos.

Bill Lewis, spokesman for

Photo Marketing Association,

told the Union News. "We like

to be moral people and all, and

make sure to try and stop
crime, but it's not the photo
finisher's job to do that."

Lewis added that, contrary to

CVS policy, the customer owns
the images on his or her film.

"It's the customer's property

that is brought in to have con-

verted from one form to anoth-

er," Lewis said.
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'Skindog' mcani by calling the band
"pro-white."

"I'm just playing music. I'm just

trying lo have fun. A lot of people
have forgotten what music's all

about... |The flyer is] not racist to

us. We just cut a picture out of a

paper. I was kinda pissed off btCMM
people thought we were a black
band. I don't want them thinking
that, because we're not," 'Muerto'
said.

He also commented on the penta-

gram he drew on lean Baptisle's jack-

et. 'Muerto' said he believes in witch-

craft and Satanism and drew the

symbol to show his beliefs

The other iwo band members —

'Cyclops' on lead guitar and 'Rabies'

on bass — could not be reached for

comment.
The flyer also included an adver-

tisement for several other bands
which were to perform this past
Sunday. These bands include Torque,
Digression. Push Button Warfare and
a local UMass band. Hallraker.

It also had an advertisement for

Sike Records in Northampton. Sike

Records is owned by Pedro Garcia
and Scott Lee. a publicist and book-

ing agent for the Pearl Street night-

club in Northampton.

According to Garcia, Skindog's
Army is not under the Sike Records
label, but Hallraker is. Garcia said

that after Hallraker was informed
about the flyer, they pulled out of the

concert. He added that although
Skindog's Army is not under the Sike

Records label, he is good friends with

Muerto' and the rest of the band.

"I don't know the story. I have no
idea what's going on. My friend Rob,
or 'Muerto,' is not prejudiced. He's a

friend of mine, and I'm Puerto Rican.

I hang out with a lot of Puerto Ricans

and 'Skindog' hangs out with us too.

I know they're not prejudiced,"
Garcia said.

Local band pulls out

According to Inn Belisle, vocalist

for the four-member band Hallraker.

SPRING SALE
Now until April 15th

WHERE IN AMHERST CAN YOU BUY...

Silver Jewelry • Wind Chimes

Picture Frames

Incense - Oils

Tapestries

Cards -Journals

Stationary

AT THE BEAD STORE

• Clocks

• Pottery

• Hair Accessories

• Bags - Purses

what film?.

"NICE party, t

:. . . I SEE A lot

of FAMILIAR ,:

TwOiaH
ur.i out at council

: London $191
Paris $266

• Madrid $265

the band did not know anything
about Skindog's Army when they
agreed to perform at the concert.

Belisle said one of Hallraker's
bandmembers was asked by
Skindog's Army if they were willing

to play in the show. He said the
group was always looking for a place

to perform, so they agreed to play.

After being shown the flyer, however,
the band decided to pull out.

"Those guys who put this flyer

together just saw the Ad in The
Advocate and thought it'd be cool to

make a flyer about it, not knowing
anything about Goodell, since they

don't go to school here. It was pretty

moronic actually, " Belisle said.

According to Belisle, Hallraker.
who did not want to be portrayed in

the same light as Skindog's Army,
called the group to inform them they

were pulling out of the show and did

not want to be represented as the

flyer portrayed them to be.

"It was blatantly racist, and so
against what any decent person would
do. That guy (|no Baptiste] didn't

deserve the grief, and I apologized to

him about that," said Hallraker drum-
mer, Chris Bevilacqua.

According to Belisle. the Skindog's

Army's reaction to Hallraker pulling

out was very negative. Belisle said the

group told Hallraker members they

had legal representation, and were
willing to go to court over the fact

that they [Hallraker] were pulling out.

"They thought the flyer was a joke.

How can anyone do that to some-
one?" said Bevilacqua. "We just

didn't want to be associated with
that."

Belisle said he believes that

Skindog's Army was upset because
the members thought Hallraker was
"going to come down on them, and
that we had lawyers too."

>fc»

"We knew that there was a misun-

derstanding, and they were just

preparing for the worst... They really

have no impact of what they did, but

I want to make it clear that Hallraker

or any of us [band members] as indi-

viduals do not have anything to do
with that [Skindog's Army] thought."

The other band members in

Hallraker include |im Shey on bass

guitar, and )im Peon on guitar.

Editor in Chief of The Advocate.

Dan Caccavaro, said Skindog's Army
did not violate any copyright law in

using their picture. The picture in the

way it was presented is considered

public domain.

"I don't want The Advocate to be

associated with anything racist or

demeaning to people, that's the oppo-

site of what we're all about," said

Caccavaro.

Caccavaro also added. "I can see

why people can take it [the flyer] as a

racist thing, but if they took a picture

of a white person and did the same
thing, would they have the same
response? 1 don't know the people

involved to know whether it is a

racist band or not... I And this whole
thing just foolish and childish."

EAT GOOD

i—v

IT'S HERE

i«ul fail 1 1 m tm*. Imp «• aat

i

Travel w.]( HI 1 1 lU I

1

44 Main Street,

Amherst
Te4:U3-256-»261

morningOnoonOfiight !•//

•1'Jkp M-Sat. 7--»"" A •*

)C™ Sunday Brunch 7-3 •e**

168 N. Pleasant St. Amherst 233-22*1

197 N. Pleasant

Amherst, Ma 413-256-0276
travel
real life flicks/

Puffton Village . . .

Your First Choice
1, x and 3 bedroom apartments

featuring
Newly renovated units that include:

New appliances New carpeting New kitchen cabinets & counter tops Central air conditioners

Rent* starting it $615 per month

or
Traditional units that are:

Fully appltanced Freshly painted Orpcted/Tilcd Floors Central Air Conditioned

Rents warring ji $545 per month

All rents include Heat, Hot Water & Cooking Gm and use of an Olympic si/c pool,

5 tennis courts, basketball court, laundry rooms and on-site parking.

Now accenting rental applications for summer and fall. Call today 549-0145

THE

EDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI/AE CAREER FORUM

STPEC
DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

Friday, April 1 8, 1 997

4:30 PM
Campus Center 903

SPONSORED BY:

Now Hiring
The Collegian Graphics

Dept. Is Hiring

Day Advertising

Production staff.

Anyone Interested Is

welcome to stop by
our office In the /
Campus Center
basement and
fill out an
application.

Computer
experience
helpful.

Associate
Business Manager

paid Internship

must be Sophomore

deadline 4/18
call Ryan at 545-3500

UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER

UMASS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
' SOCIAL THOUGHT AND POLITICAL ECONOMY (STPEC)

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni/ae and discuss their experiences

in the working world. Don't miss this important panel discussion!

ALUMNI/AE PANELISTS:

Steve Matthews '82

Tanagra Melgarejo '96

Penny Schwartz 77

Christopher Williams '86

Attorney for non-profit

South Middlesex Legal Services

Education and Outreach Coordinator

Housing Discrimination Project. Holyoke

Labor and Public Relations

Representative

Massachusetts Teachers Association

Professor of History

Long Island University

For more information. Please contact;

Mather Career Center
545-2224

Thursday, April 17,

UM to host human rights conference
By Laura Forster

Collegian Staff

The Five College Native American Studies
Curriculum Committee will hold a two-day confer-
ence entitled. "Human Genomes/Human Rights" this
Friday and Saturday. Critics from around the world
will gather to discuss the Human Genome Diversity
Project (HGDP).
The aim of the conference, according to one Individ-

ual of the planning group "Is to refocus attenUon on
how Indigenous peoples might be preserved by pro-
tecting their fundamental human rights."

What Is considered to be one of the most controver-
sial scientific projects of recent time, HGDP works to

provide a global map of human genetic variation.
Scientists from HGDP collect raw data of indigenous
peoples, from around the world, through blood, hair
and Ussue samples. Many of these groups are faced
with displacement and extlncUon. thus scientists of
HGDP feel the need to work quickly to collect data.

However, critics of HGDP feel that, because the
data collected becomes the property of scientists and
corporaUons. they are the ones proflUng while those
from whom the data is taken gain nothing and have
their rights violated.

Currently the United Nations Declaration of the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples, which was designed to

protect indigenous peoples. Is being examined global-

ly before It Is submitted to the United NaUons General
Assembly.

Speakers, from around the world, will be present at

this weekends" conference to examine the Declaration,

the HGDPs relaUonshlp with It, and speak on various

topics In behalf of Indigenous people.

On Friday, conferences will be held throughout the

day on all the five college campuses. A lecture at 2
p.m. at Hampshire College. Franklin Patterson West
Lecture Hall, by Jonathan Marks, professor of physi-

cal anthropology and genetics at Yale University, will

embody his view of the racism associated with HGDP.
A panel discussion will be held at Smith College.

Wright Hall Auditorium, from 3-6 p.m. with Vandana
Shiva, director of the Research Foundation for

Science. Technology and Natural Resource Policy in

Dehra Dun, India: Deborah Harry, member of the

Northern Palute Nation of Nevada: and Steve
Newcomb. member of the Cherokee Nation of
Oklahoma and director of the Indigenous Law
Institute In Eugene. Oregon.

At the University of Massachusetts, a film will be
shown every hour from 1-4 p.m. at the library enUtled

"Gene Hunters."

Lastly, a lecture will be held at Amherst College.

Converse Hall at 4 p.m. by Btrgil Kills Straight, mem-
ber of the Oglala Lakota Nation and co-director of the

Indigenous Law Institute: Victoria Tauli-Corpuz. exec-

utive director of the Cordillera Women's Education
and Resource Center In the Philippines: and Nalani

Minton. International Peoples" Tribunal In Hawaii.

Saturday will be the plenary session at UMass.
Marcus Hall. Room 131 at 9 a.m. entitled, "The
United Nations Declaration of the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples and the Human Genomes
Diversity Project." This panel will be held by faculty

members within the Five College community.

Work and play
On the grass near North

AfltAS / COUKKAM

grass near North East residential area, sophomore's Mike Cocchi and Dave Ostrowski (L to R)
worked on their homework while Dawn Clark watched.

THI^o^'iTWo^aTidsTaping major, Hielps in the construction of

4 rock gardenjifcljpnujf fl^eU Hall.
,

Scandal becomes Netanyahu's worst political crisis

By Dan Perry

Associated Press

TEL AVIV. Israel — In a move that could
bring down the Israeli government and snarl

the peace process, police have recommended
Indicting Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
for breach of trust In an Influence-trading
scandal.

Although scandals in Israel are not infre-

quent, the recommendation police handed to

state attorney Edna Arbel yesterday was the

harshest ever against an Israeli government.
Arbel was expected to announce by early next

week whether he would Indict Netanyahu.

Police recommendations are not binding or

always followed. Yet this one has the poten-

tial to break apart Netanyahu's coalition —
more brittle than ever since the allegations

surfaced in January. An Indictment would
ruin chances of bringing the opposition
Labor Party into the government, a plan
Netanyahu has been contemplating as a way
of rescuing the disintegrating Middle East
peace process.

The scandal started with Netanyahu's
appointment of a political crony as attor-

ney general. Jerusalem lawyer Ronl Bar-
On resigned after only a day In office under
criticism that he was a legal lightweight

chosen for his political connections.
Days later. Israel TV claimed the appoint-

ment was part of a conspiracy by senior offi-

cials who expected Bar-On to end the corrup-
tion trial of Aryeh Deri, leader of the religious

Shas Party. Deri. In turn, would ensure the

two Shas Cabinet ministers gave Netanyahu
the necessary backing for the Israeli troop
pullback from most of the West Bank town of

Hebron.
Netanyahu denied the allegations and

called the inquiry. After 12 weeks and the
questioning of 60 witnesses. Including
Netanyahu. Investigators on Tuesday handed
the state attorney their 995-page report.

Summertime in PARIS from $ 1 99* one way
Non Stop 874/ vervict from Boston

Holers from $38 per mght based on double occupancy/

flexible voucher program go as you please

Phone cards Youth Hostel ID Cords Metro Posses

Museum Posses Had Posses All issued on the spot

(01 Rentals also ovadoble

Credit cards welcome no fee.

20% 25% Discount to ol students on scheduled com

en, with service to Spam, Italy, Germony t France.

Domestic travel also included.

AW TRAVEL SOCIALISTS
*• Fr~ Slt-»37-644a

Fax; (3X0) 937-65*7

HOLYOKE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
SUMMER A T HHC

JOIN US THIS SUMMER AT HHC. ENJOY STIMULATING SMALL CLASSES TAUGHT BY FACULTY COMMITTED TO TEACHING EXCELLENCE TUITION ANO

FEES ARE ONLY S82, PER CREDIT. BOTH DAY ANO EVENING SESSIONS OFFERED. FREE PARKING WITH QUICK HASSLE-FREE REGISTRATION ANO

ONLY 20 MINUTES FROM AMHERST!

Selected Credit and Non-credit Courses (Course fees vary for non-credit courses)

Arts and Humanities
Basic drawing

Basic Still Photography I and II

Painting I and II

Music Fundamentals
Fundamentals of Writing

Language and Literature I and II

The Short Story

Children's Literature

Ethics

Speech
Human Relations

Introduction to Animation

Conversational Spanish

Elementary Spanish I and II

History of the US I

The US in the 20,h Century

Business
Accounting I and II

Business Math

Principles of Management
Principles of Marketing

Principles of Economics
Business Communications

Science and Nutrition
Introduction to Cell Function

Microbiology

Biology

Human Anatomy and
Physiology I and II

Environmental Science

Physics for Engineering

nutrition

Computers
Microcomputer Business

Applications

Living with Computers
Computer Concepts with

Applications

Problem Solving with Basic

Advanced Microcomputer
networking Software

Fundamentals of C++
Programming

Social Sciences
State and Local Government
Introduction to Psychology

Mystique of Gambling
Introduction to Sociology

Sociology of Death and Dying

Marriage and Family Living

Corrections Operational Practices

Infant & Toddler Behavior &
Development

Math
.

Topics in Math
Elementary Algebra

College Algebra

Pre-calculus Mathematics

Introduction of Calculus

Analytic Geometry and Calculus

Statistics

Non-Credit Courses
Internet

Understanding flf Using Personal

Computers
Understanding the Mac
Desktop Publishing

Computer Aided Drafting

Microsoft Office

Windows 95
Electronic Imaging

Computer Assisted Illustrations

First Aid and CPR
Country/Western Line Dancing

The Power of Hypnosis

Woodworking
African Mask Carving

Sign Language
Golf

7 WEEK SESSIONS*
5 WEEK • IH SESSION JUNE 2 • JULY 3

5 WEEK • 2ND SESSION JULY 7 • AUGUST 7

I 1

To obtain a summer bulletin and registration

materials contact 552-2850 or complete the fol-

lowing form.

Name

Address

City. State Zip_

Mail to:

Continuing Education & Community Service

Holyoke Community College

303 Homestead Avenue

Holyoke, MA 01040

HOLYOKE
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

I I
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From the circular file

C. Taylor

Connor

Think oi the mammoth flops of recent scars. Patrick

I wing's one-point playoff performance. Al tunc
attempting to clap in rhythm Bret fusion Ellis'

follow up novel to Leys Than Zero Am Paul) Shore
Mini.

failure abounds, failure is real and pure and failure is

an unruly bitch we might as well all embrace Mv columns
have appeared in the Collegian for three years now. and
I'm not ashamed to suv that since I've become a weeklv

contributor, some of my pieces have, as WC suy in clinical

terms, sucked the dead trout.

While I won't admit to which columns m particulat bit

the llama's knee. I am more than happy to

share the ones — none of which will ever
soil Collegian pulp — that were so horritic

that even my mother's lather snubbed
them Might I Motion he's been dead tor

almost 40 years

It is as such that I will only now print these "lost

in excerpt form, as am pi these in whole might
sause the average leader to take their index fingers and do
the Method acting version ol "Oedipus Rc\ " Cod knows
I wouldn't want the burden of a mass sell-inflicted

>uging on my hands. Accordingly, please proceed
with caution

"The second contest" (abandoned Oct. lb, 1996):
Well, I have to sjv I'm pretty disappointed in vou
guvs | jjuvt- vou an entire month to apply for the C
Taylor Conner" scholarship for the perfect student,
and not one person applied I mean, how hard is it to

find a SCaMsart) virgin who doesn't masturbate and
has never seen an R- rated film'' For Christ's sake.

''ecu to the Northeast dorm area before.
ma.

umn interrupted as all computers at Collegian
v shut down simultaneously Screen-sa\cr

iff from "geek-o-rama. inc " appears moments
later, reads "Sou- who's having trouble getting things

up. tough guy?'

>

"Leftover freshman blues" (abandoned March 30,
1995): Uptown, shmuptown. I say. All ol us freshmen...

pardon, freshpeople know that the way to go is stuffing

ourselves into a dorm room to drink until nine at night,

then cramming into a P\TA autobus d'amour, and cap-
ping the evening of I by suffocating in an overcrowded
pat in in either Hobart. Puffton, Brandywine or
Townhouse

iumn left hanging ivhen I turned 21 a month into

junior year I

"The MassPIRC experience" (abandoned Sept. 10,

1994): No doubt about it. the most important and least

intrusive organization on campus is

MassPIRG. and they have the flyers to
prove it. All it takes is one walk through
the Campus Center to find this out.

iColumn idea tossed out when I took a
•ltd walk through the I'C, receiving

enough flyers to wallpaper the Metropolitan Museum of
If) nine out i "A woman at heart"
(abandoned Oct. 28. 1995): I know what it's like to be a

woman
[Column, sent M file purgatory when I found out

the Smith student I was wooing was already
pre-wooed by phallus-free individual, and thus
unimpressed by sensitive-guy rhetoric — or any guy
tor that matter.

)

"The sucker masses" (abandoned April 16. 1997): If.

as the I sual Suspects suggests, the greatest trick the
Devil ever pulled was convincing the world he didn't
exist the greatest trick I've ever pulled is convincing you
I actualK care about vou. tin embarrassinglv loyal read-

ers.

(( • 'Iumn pushed way. way back to the end of the line

when I realized ij there are indeed any 'embarrassing
loyal readers, they might actually remember that my
hauntmgh feminine prename is spelled much the same
as "glisten" and "listen." but fa pronounced like nei-

ther I

( laylor Conner is a Collegian columnist

I
sn't it true that some people

-marter than others?
Fatter than others'' More tal-

ented than otht

Sometimes, when I'm intro-

duced to people I don t know. I

feel like saying "Hi. I couldn't
care less about you and It's not

nice to meet you. In fact, you're

not worth the effort it takes me
hake hands. You're ugly and

vou don'i seem as smart tl I

am "

But that would be a little

over-expressive wouldn't it''

People can't handle honesty it

M it we are all

tiptoeing around each
Olhet afraid to

say what it is that we
really think because
once you say what you
think, you are at the met
simple minds who are quick to

categorize vou into one of two
convenient, personality- reduc-
ing stereotypes So what II it be.

Liberal or Conservative? When
the truth comes out. once you
speak your mind, you've gut to

be one or the other, right''

If I were to go up to an obese-

man and M) W , w
. you're really

fat and disgusting Why don't vou
do something about it?" He
would get angry What's the rea-

nply told him the
truth.

•Ml of us have a fear of the
truth I'm beginning to think that

I basic human thing: the out-

rageous ability to be deceitful
about your genuine emotions ,md
opinions in an inane attempt to

pander to others We all wear
masks and take vows of silence in

deference to some sort of unwrit-

ten golden rule, a rule that tells

us to never get to the heart of the

matter, never express your true

feelings, never let people know
what you really think. If you
don't have something nice to say.

lie your face off and hope the\

We holdxhese truths
believe^bu. Lie unto others as

you would have them lie unto
vou

What is this phenomenon ol

deceit'' It's almost inexplicable.

We talk about others behind their

backs — I do it all the time.
Some people simply can't be told

the truth about themselves their

looks, or their lack of abilities. In

our society, there is a well beaten
path around that bush, because

.one puts on a show
one has their charade for

others; we keep strangers and
Inends alike at an arm's length

away, outside
Of striking dis

tance where our
emotions and

are safe
i attack.

When someone hits too close-

to the truth, people lash out.
Take, for example, the proposal
for a Commonwealth College
here ai I Mass \\hv would anv-

one be opposed to a such a

thing'' It would create a chal-
lenging environment for the
more intelligent, harder working
and opportunistic students on
our campus

Wait a minute. . what does- this

mean''

Da I mean to say that some
students are better than others '

Get out of town! God forbid we
give the smart students better
facilities and better professors,
because the dumber students
might realize — through their fog
ol ineptitude — that the\
being left out W hv would we
give the cream of our societal
crop the opportunities to learn
more or grow more? Why would
we put anyone in a position
above oiir-eU-

Because America tells us that

all men are created equal. It must
be true: it says so right in the
I etter Ol Ml I etters. the end all

of almighty truths adherent to

the entire human race, that won-
derful Declaration Isn't that the

truth'

I believe that in our society.

each and every one of us has the

opportunity to prove their compe-
tence and ability The beautiful

thing about capitalism is that in

order to succeed, you have to be
better than the next guy. Yes. this

means that some people will not
succeed where others will. In this

way. it becomes obvious that not
even one is created equal. We all

have differing talents, differing

intelk

So why is this such a hard pill

to swallow ' Why do parents raise

hell when their little lohnnv isn't

put into the ACF program at

school, but little Billv down the
street is ' Win is there a backlash
at our school when it is proposed
that a Commonwealth College be
set up'' Is it such a hard thing to

admit that, indeed, you |ust aren't

talented as some
one with a higher GPA?

People can't handle the truth.

My girlfriend tells me that it's

not necessary to be completely
honest with people ail the time.

It s disgusting, but she is right.

People need to be deadened to
the truth, they need to be told

that their hair looks nice, that

thev look thinner, that the reason
that girl ignored you when you
tried to hit on her at the bar was
because she must have been a

lesbian. The more we think that

reality lies within the 20" screen
sitting six feet away from your
planted ass on the couch, the
better.

It's a shame how apathetic we
have become in our disillusion-

ment and dishonesty. In lying to

others, in catering to their easily

bruised opinions, we onl\ create

a false and damaging reality for

all.

;n Young is a Collegian
columnist

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Should the proof be in the picture??

Dunn

Remember when taking pictures was as simple as

point and shoot? Not anymore, pal. Now you
better make sure nothing unseemly is in Iront ol

the Instamatic before the shutter starts clicking because
vou might wind up staring down the business end of a

police bust.

\s cording to articles published in The Daily
Hampshire Gazette and the Springfield I nion V
group of live men dropped off a roll of film at an
unidentified photography shop in Amherst tluter identi

lied as CVS) in good faith, and instead of receiving

Spotty, color prints t ,| treasured memories thev got a
visit from the local police. The police then
proceeded to bust the rosidcfltl of the
house with possession charges, based on
the presence of marijuana plants in the
pictures. The police also decided to get

the Amherst building commissioner
involved in possible code violation!

Welcome to I9M7. -\mhetst ( her Mies

According to the article the pictures lound their wu\
into the claws of the Amherst P.D. when an emplo.
of the photo store reported that a roll of film that had
been developed contained photos of the men in ques
tion with marijuana plants in "various stjges of cultiva-

tion
"

First off. it's not CVS' or an\ photo lab s job to
enforce the law. It's their job to develop pictures, that'aps
all It's certainly not their job to don the mantle of riBf^V
righteousness and decide, on their own. to take tan law
into their own hands and narc out a group of psxn;

based solely on a set of photographs
We re not talking about pictures ol child pon

ph> here (the only kind of photos a lab is obligated to

hand over to police, bv the wavi. we're talking about
some guvs w ho took some pictures around their house
and. yes. the house contained marijuana plants

Was a crime being committed in the house 1 Maybe
Yes. possession with intent to distribute Is illegal, but
I'd hate to think that C\ S i> wing to become the
newest branch of the Amherst p [) '| urcotici
bureau.

I contacted the CVS photo lab. and they offered no

comment. They, in turn, referred me to the CVS home
office (401-765-1500) who couldn't give me any fur-

ther information, either I was informed b> the janitor

who actually answered the phone that the person I was
looking for wsn'l around.

The question I wanted to ask CVS was if they

Informed their photo customers beforehand that the

film could be used as evidence against them if there

seemed to be anything unsavory going on in the devel

oped photos. My guess is. "no." which puts this little

fiasco right near the top of obscene civil rights viola-

tions

How many people would willingly drop
their film off if they knew there was a

chance the photos would be handed over

to the police and used as evidence to

obtain a warrant?

Maybe I'm going out on a limb here,
but this whole thing smacks of other "notable" law-

enforcement activities such as illegal wiretaps, imntfftl
sarv surveillance, police harassment and other gestapo
tactics.

When people drop off film at a processing lab. they

because they don't have the equipment, time, or
know how to process it themselves Photo labs provide
a so vice |g those people and that's it. CVS manager
Michael McMahon told the I nion V«WI that i VS
owns all pictures developed at the store."

use me?
How dare one store or chain of stores, who claim to

provide an innocuous service claim that cithers pho-
tos art not onlv then property, but that thev can iust

simplv decide to hand that "property" over to the
police?

Again, we're not talking about the photographed
abuse of an innocent child We're talking about a group
of adults growing plants in their house who happened
tfl get their photos developed by a self-styled
sell righteous group ol fascists who have nothing bet-

ter to do than enforce their own brand ol lustue. and
stepped wm over the line of acceptable behavior in

doine.

Hob Dunn is a Collegian columnist

Letters to the Editor

Don't forget... Collegian open house:

April 25, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. refreshments will be served.

Student group gives

official response

to Chancellor's letter

To the I dltor

The administration has indeed
done number 20 on the 21 point of

the Living Document so far The
administration has made the series

of two hour long meetings since we
exited the Goodell Building on
Saturday. March 8 to the present

time. In this month of post Rnjotio-

tions. we have had less than 15
hours of time to have dialogue on
these pressing issues, and if we fol-

low the administration's action plan

for negotiations, we will only have
10 more hours of negotiations until

the end of the leflsMtei
Twenty-three hours of negotiations

from March 8 to March 22. to dis-

cuss, gather information and come-

to logical conclusions, on issues
which have been a part of this

University for more than a <l

(This is a really bad estimate It is

closer to 154 years i The dttlinit

tration is claiming good faith

efforts. I am insistent upon a more
committed effort, because 25 hours
is not enough!
The administration says, "In each

successive Meting there have been
fewer of the students with whom
we held discussions with in

Goodell." I must remind the admin-
istration, that when we were in

Goodell. their administration nego-
tiating team fluctuated from seven
to two at various times (People who
live in glass houses should not
throw stones! Not to mention, stu-

dents do not get paid over
$100,000 to sit in meetings with
you all night). With the departure
of the Vice Chancellor of Student
Allans. Tom Robinson, during the

height of the negotiations and the

inconsistent appearances of several

administrators like Patricia H.
Crosson and Paul Page, we were
put in a position where we were
wondering |about| the administra-
tion's commitment to students who

put their academic lives and gradu-
ation at great risk because of these

Sg issues So I am sorry if the

administration seems to feei intet

rogated and impugned at meetings,
but that is what sitting in commit-
tees and ignoring these ctucial
issues for more than a decade will

• please do not get enraged at

us. if wc ask for more than 25
hours ol \our time To vou. I know

.

it seems like a lot since you are in

the habit of creating committees
which only meet once a month (i.e.

Chancellor's Committee on
Diversity and Social lusticci. but in

this instamc once a month is not

enough
In response to the rest of the

AdministVation's Ixcutive
Negotiation I earn s requests. | must
ask that thev contact the Student
Vgotiating Team and request it. It

would surprise me that these peo-
ple, whom we pay exttcnicK well.

would do something so unwise,
like, send an e-mail. We would like

verification on this interesting and
mind baffling letter/c-mail/memo
It would seem si|K to me that the

Administration would consider dia-

logue through e mails, as an eflec

live way to bring any matter to a

reasonable conclusion.

The Student Negotiating Team

Another response

to Scott 's letter

To the Fditoi

Once again it baffles the mind to

icrionil] consider that the
Chancellor of the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst would
display such a bad example of lead-

ership. Surely the Chancellor must
not believe that e-mail is an effec-

tive way of communication. Please,

contact the Student Negotiating
Team if you. indeed, did write this

letter/e- mail/memo.
I will not conduct further dia-

logue on this issue, until we find

out who is behind this disturbing

letter/e-mail/memo However. I

will comment on a few of my con
cerns about negotiations

I The Chancellor has not yet sat

down with the students in Goodell.
formally, la state anything

ing me to wonder, if he cares
or even knows what is going on.
Perhaps he [if] satisfied with his

10 minute debriefings on student
issues

2. The Administration Executive
Negotiating Team would seem, by
some, to be stalling on issues
(maybe this is. maybe not That is

not the point!). I would sinccrelv
hope that thev do not believe this

will end at the semester's end. The
Student Negotiating Team planned
on Oct 6. 1996. that they would he
all willing to stav up at UMass to
see this thing to the conclusion We
lelt that it was our obligation to the
tfodtntS who gave up six days of
their academic career.

I. If the administration does feel

that there are fewer and fewer stu

dents who started the negotiations
present at these meetings, mav we
propose, again, the option of

Saturday meetings (This was pro-
I at the beginning of the

month I. This would ensure their
desired attendance.

4. II the administration also feels

that a facilitator/mediator would be
Useful may we propose, again.
Martin Walsh tthis was proposed in

Goodell. on March 4)

Finally. I encourage the
Chancellor and the Administrative
Lxectitive Negotiation Team to:

I
I find out who is sending these

absurd e mails.

2) Please, contact a member of

the Student Negotiation Team,
instead of sending these types of
messages over e mail I am a stu
denl. you are the administration. I

should not have to tell you that
e-mail is not an effective way to
resolve tensions. In fact it only
adds to the confusion and bad
relations you have between stu-
dents.

Salwa Shamapande
Student Negotiator
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been compared lo a lighter version of

lawbreaker and their debut release on Grass

Records proved that. These guys have a new
album coming out on Dr. Strange records and

are on the verge of stardom. Plus almost every-

one in the valley can probably hum
-Offshore-

Boston's oi. rockabilly hero's The Bruisers

will be making a second appearance at the fes-

tival. Then a band who needs no introduction.

Warzone, will be storming the stage. Straight

out of the Lower East Side of New York,
Warzone's blend of hardcore and oi music
have helped spark the hardcore scene.

Warzone is a band that has stayed true to their

beliefs throughout their 1
1 -year existence and

are sua* to be one of the festival's highlights.

All the way from England the band that car-

ries the oi banner, the Business, will be making
their first valley appearance. Classic songs like

"Drinking and Driving" and "Saturday's
Heroes" as well as their blue collar approach
to music have made the guys famous. Combine
the best aspects of punk, hardcore, and oi and
you have the Business.

Saturday, noon
Saturday's show features bands from every

genre of hardcore. Ranging from folk to heavy

metal the line up is an eclectic one. This is the

show that forced them to call it the Really

Loud Music festival. Converge. Deadguy.
Coalesce. Despair. Crisis, Cast Iron Hike,
Hallraker. lesuit. Ire, Unionsuit, Project Kate.

Fastbreak. and Drowning Man are playing.

Drowning Man. featuring the ex-singer of

The Champions, will start the day off. Next up
are Connecticut youth crew champions
Fastbreak. Be prepared for circle pits and mass
sing-a-longs when these guys hit the stage.

Project Kate will then mellow things out with

their female fronted folk rock. Unionsuit. from

Boston, an intense live band will bring their

noisy brand of emo into the mix. Ultra politi-

cal, grindcore band Ire. from Canada, will be

up next lesuit. known for their live presence,

play a very heavy, noisy, screechy, brand of

metal core.

Local heroes Hallraker are up next. Already

known for their intense and insane live sets.

Hallraker's debut seven- inch on Ellington

records has been burning up the charts. If you
cross Black Flag, Swiz. and Nation of Ulysses

you have Hallraker. They even cover
"Super-touch" by the Bad Brains.

CM Iron Hike who have already made a

name for themselves in the valley will be play-

ing. Cast Iron Hike play an eclectic brand of

post hardcore that brings to mind bands like

Quicksand or Shift. Cast Iron Hike will be
putting out a full length on Victory Records.

Metal Blade's female fronted, heavy metal

terrorists Crisis are up next. Lead vocalist

Karen Crisis has helpecUthis band rise to the

top of the metal class. Buffalo's Despair, who
feature ex-members of Slugfest, will be up
next. Despair play heavy, fast-paced hardcore

and fans of Integrity. Snapcase or any of the

Victory bands should check them out. They
are also really nice guys.

Out of Kansas is Coalesce. Coalesce's brand
of ear- splitting metal have helped make them
famous throughout the hardcore scene. This

band had a split with Napalm Death and are

known to be scary in a live setting, lust in case

you have any sense of hearing left. New York's

Deadguy is up next to give you tinnitus.

Despite major line up changes, Deadguys cross

of Neurosis. Black Flag, and Rorschach are

always crowd pleaserv

Headlining this diverse bill is Converge.
Converge will be making a rare school year

appearance and are another band that draws
kids from all over the country. Converge play a

CM of intricate heavy metal and emo with
some intense demented vocals. Their two CDs
have proved them to be major players on the

hardcore scene.

Saturday, 3 p.m.

The evening show is quite a change from the

afternoon ruckus. While the earlier bands will

maul you. the later bands will have you smiling

and po-going in no time. Weston, Thumper,
Showcase Showdown. The Hutus, Knuckle
Sandwich. Howitzer. Yell Boy, Jiker. Sweet
Sixteen. The Afflictions, and Pop-A-Wheelie
will be playing.

Pop-A-Wheelie will be opening up. Then
the valley's sexiest band, the Afflictions, will

rock the stage. Despite the fact that they have
no releases out. their good looks and slick

stage moves have helped the Afflictions build

themselves quit a following.

Coming from Springfield is the all-girl

Sweet Sixteen. Sweet Sixteen brings a happier
version of riot-girl punk to the table. |iker

brings a toe-tapping version of punk to the
festival. Straight out of Westchester is

Howitzer. Howitzer plays skate punk that will

have you longing for an empty pool or a street

corner to grind. Local boys Knuckle Sandwich,
who have made a name for themselves on the

UMass campus, are up next.

Showcase Showdown, who are quite famous
in the Boston punk scene, will be making their

second festival appearance. The Showdown
play oi-influenced punk with some very |ello

Biafra-esque vocals.

Weston, who were one of the highlights of

last year's festival, will be headlining this

happy bill. Weston stay truer to their pop roots

then their punk roots but everyone seems to

love them. In fact, a Weston show without
tons of kids singing along to songs like "New
Shirt," ")ust Like Kurt." or "Got Beat Up" is

unheard of. Plus they're one of the goofiest

bands around.

Sunday, noon
This strictly hardcore matinee show is sure

to feature a brutal and sweaty pit. The show
also feature a lot of bands from the Western
Mass/ area. Bring your tank top and boots to

this one. Madball. Pushbutton Warfare,
Holdstrong, Hatebreed. Catchthirteen, and
Onslaught will be playing.

Onslaught, out of Northampton, will set

things off. Onslaught who owe a lot to
Bulldoze and 25 Ta' Life have a demo out and
are making a name for themselves in the local

area. Also from Western Mass. is

Catchthirteen, who since their inception in

1996 and with the addition of new lead singer

lay Paquette. have been showing crowds what
they can do.

New Haven's Hatebreed continue the inten-

sity with their brand of heavy hardcore.
Hatebreed is a band that has been able to

build a huge following purely based on their

live shows. Hatebreed spends very little time in

the studio but they spend more time than just

about any band on the road. If you like pit-ori-

ented hardcore with intense evil vocals check
out Hatebreed.

Two more bands from the Western Mass.
area playing the show are Pushbutton Warfare
and Hoidstrong. Both bands have built suc-

cessful followings with their breakdown ori-

ented hardcore. Both bands are great to dance
to and are a lot of fun to watch.

Headlining this show is Madball, a band
whose influence can clearly be seen through
this bill. Coming out of the ashes of Agnostic

Front, Madball has continued the tradition of

hard, street-oriented New York hardcore.
Madball is a band that embodies the hardcore

spirit and are the perfect band to headline this

bill.

Sunday, 5:30 p.m.

Sunday's evening show closes off the festival

on a much mellower tip. Taking a break from
the hardcore onslaught, the festival concludes

with a ska show. Put on your pork pie hats, get

out your two tone suits, get your dancing
shoes and come to the show. Spring Heeled

lack. The Pilfers, The Slackers. Johnny 2 Bad
and the Strikeouts, The Agents. The
Mugwams, and Big D and the Kids Table.

While all of the bands do an excellent job at

representing the ska scene the two standout

bands are Spring Heeled lack and The
Slackers. Straight out of Brooklyn, N.Y.. The
Slackers come through representing the old

school ska sounds. While too many ska bands
today try to incorporate punk and metal into

their sound The Slackers have stayed true to

the swing jazzier sounds of ska. Combining a

tight horn section with the soulful vocals of a

Haitian lead singer they have become well

known throughout the ska scene. Come down
and skank to their jazzy beats.

Spring Heeled lack are headlining this excel-

lent bill. Spring Heeled lack are from
Connecticut and have risen to the top of the

ska scene purely on the basis of a self released

demo tape. Now that they are on Moon
records it is only a short time before they take

over the world. Spring Heeled lack play fast

paced, up-beat ska that manages to stay true

to the sounds originated by bands like the

Specials and the Toasters.

Adam Dlugacz is a Collegian columnist.

festival
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festival showcased a wide variety of talent

but there was a serious lack of local repre-

sentation. This year Hallraker, The
Afflictions, The Marshes, Knuckle

Sandwich, and Onslaught, all from the

Amherst-Northampton area, will be play-

ing. In addition Converge, Cast Iron Hike,

Unionsuit, Sweet Sixteen, Pushbutton

Warfare, Holdstrong, and Catchthirteen,

all from the Western Mass. area will be

playing. It's nice to see that local bands are

finally getting the exposure they deserve.

Another factor that could actually go

either way is that the festival will focus

strictly on hardcore, punk, and ska music.

In the past the festival featured an eclectic

blend of indie music ranging from pop to

metal to hardcore punk to folk rock.

Although this year's festival will have any

hardcore, punk, or ska fan drooling, the

more casual fan of this genre may not find

the festival as enticing.

The weekend long festival will showcase

almost every aspect of the punk, ska, and

hardcore world. The shows will all be at

Pearl Street Night Club in Northampton

so you won't have to move at all during

the weekend, except on the dance floor of

course. The festival has stayed true to its

roots in the sense that only indie acts will

be playing, as this is an excellent chance to

catch up on some lesser known bands.

You will also get a chance to support your

local scene, something we all need to do.

Lee has worked hard to make sure that

everything runs smoothly and that the line

ups will please everyone. So come to Pearl

Street and enjoy a weekend that is sure to

keep your feet moving and your ears ring-

ing.

The Really Loud Music Festixal will be

held at Pearl Street Nightclub in

Northampton. The shows are all ages.

Friday's show starts at 7 p.m.. Saturday's

afternoon show starts at noon and the

eivning show starts at 3 p.m.. the Sunday
afternoon show starts at noon and the

evening show starts at 5:50 p.m. Each
individual show is $10. the whole day is

5/5. and a weekend pass is 530
Adam Dlugacz is a Collegian columnist

April 25
10 to 4
Free food!
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Because

Between April 14-May 2,
come to Hampden Lobby, South-

west and have your picture taken
for the new UMass I.D. Card;

Monday-Thursday, 3 p.m. to 8 p.m.

and Friday 3-5 p.m.

When you do. you'll get a coupon worth 50e at

Antonio's* plus a FREE small soda at

Hampden Snack Bar!

*H*mp4«n location only

The photo is FREE, takes about 2 minutes, and

you'll AVOID SOME BIG LINES IN THE FALL

The new card will be issued then, and it's going

to make your life a lot easier! THE ALL-CAMPUS
CARD can be used as your library card, Meal

Plan ticket, residence hall key, and as a cash

card for on-campus purchases.

I.D. Card photos are also taken in the I.D. Office,

Franklin Dining Hall anytime during regular

business hours.

Don't miss this photo opportunity

all-nighters

aren't always

spent in

the library

VISA

It's every^k01*

you "want to be*
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Corn opens off-Broadway
Musical retells Hatfield/McCoy story

HORSE
MUSK H A L I

By Mary Campbell
Associated Press

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

friday, april 18 •

MICHELE BALAN
Upbeol leshuin comedian • SlOodv

friday, april 18 • 1 pm • S5 odv

SCHLEIGHO
groovy (0 RELEASE PARTYM"

tuesday, april 22, 1 pm, SI 2 50 odv

MERL SAUNDERS
AND THE RAINFOREST BAND

heavy duty Son Francfsco Fundsler

april 23, 7 pm s?0odv

DICK DALE
the King ol Surl Cuilm 1

Wednesday, apr. 23, 10 pm

ARCHERS OF LOAF
SKELETON KEY

best bargain in town, only S6 odv

thursday, april 24 7 pm

Bookan Ginen
THE NEW NILE ORCHESTRA
political world beat from Haiti $10 odv

thursday april 24 • 3 pm • slOodv

STRANGEFOLK
Al IHE NORTHAMPIOII CEHUR FOR THE ARIS

m downtown Noilhaiiipton • all oge^ ol (ouise

monday, april 28, 7 pm, SIS odv

BOB MOULD
sao ACOUSTIC • NOW ON SALf

tuesday april 29 7 pn

PETER WOLF

thursday, may 1, 7 pm •SlOodv

CHRIS WHITLEY
tow & ragged with his bond

MUSIC SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK
Coming Moonooot lot-' Lsano L»von Helm

Ro»y Block Ct-mnon McBnd* John Moyol!

TICKETS fo' the Record at the

Northampton Bon OHi<e or call S86 8686.

24 HOUR CONCERT INFO

413 584 0610

NEW YORK — A musical with the

name "Corn," written for the
Ridiculous Theatrical Company, has a

license to be corny, camp, satirical

and hilariously lowbrow.
The late Charles Ljdlam took out

the license and used all its particulars.

"Corn." which he wrote in 1972 for

the company he founded in 1967, was
revived Tuesday by the Ridiculous at

the off-Broadway Chelsea Playhouse.

Pluses for "Corn" are some quite

good country-western songs engaging-

ly sung by Lisa Herbold. Minuses are

a couple of scenes with a phony doc-

tor and nurse, the latter phony both

as a nurse and a female. While the

rest of the show is a knee slapper.

these scenes are painful, suffering in

comparison with Marx Brothers and
vaudeville.

The plot has Ms. Herbold as coun-

try singer Lola-Lola deciding to go

home to Hicksville. to revisit her

roots and see if she can patch up the

famous Hatfield-McCoy feud. Maw
McCoy and two daughters live across

the tiny stage from Paw Hatfield and
two sons.

In Ridiculous tradition, the casting

contains some gender benders. |immy
Szczepanek plays the lusty Melanie
McCoy and Stephen Pell, with a face

like a dried apple, plays Aunt
Priscilla. a religious healer who really

ends the feud.

Randy Lake displays a fine voice as

Ruben Hatfield, singing to Christa

Kirby as sweet Rachel McCoy. Everett

Quinton plays Paw Hatfield and
directs.

"Com" is good natured. It aims for

the level of summertime tent shows
which once toured rural America and
makes no attempt to be as textured

as. for instance, "Cowgirls," which
ran for months off- Broadway. To best

enjoy it. one needs a real taste for

corn.

"Improv" to tickle University
Troupes to visit from local area colleges
By Tricio Von Winkle

Collegian Correspondent

Do you want a good laugh? This

weekend the University of

Massachusetts will host the perfect

thing for you. In the lower level of the

Campus Center there will be an

"Improv Jam" on April 20.

The "Improv Jam" will welcome
improvisational comedy troupes from

colleges all over New England. There

are 21 college troupes invited, includ-

ing M.LT.'s "Roadkill Buffet." Yale's

"Viola Question" and Boston
University's "Spontaneous
Combustion." Local schools partici-

pating are Amherst College's "Mr.

Gad's House Improv." Smith
College's "SIKO" and
UMass-Amherst's own "Mission:

Improvable." Each college will per-

form for approximately 50 minutes.

The "Improv |am" is Aaron Krebs'

idea. He is the director of UMass'
"Mission Improvable." He was part of

an organizing committee for another

"improv jam" last year, and wanted to

have one here at UMass. Krebs
researched on the Internet to see

what other schools had improv
groups.

"It will be a really big event. It is a

great opportunity for people unfamil-

iar with the improv groups to become
familiar with them," said Krebs.

Not only does the "Improv |am"
plan to bring a smile to your face, but

it will benefit some who are unable to

attend. All proceeds from this week-

end's events will go to the AIDS ser-

vices and programs of The Family
Planning Council of Western
Massachusetts. The Family Planning

Council was chosen for the donation

because it is a local organization.

based in Northampton.

The students involved in the

improv have no scripts or lines to

memorize. What comes out of their

mouths i> just as new to them as it is

to on-lookers. There are skits that are

acted out. The audience doesn't only

watch, they also get involved. The
details to the skits are provided by the

audience.

You might think this would be ter-

rifying, but according to )eff Durand,

a member of "Mission Improvable."

"it's a lot of fun just to go up there,

and having no script makes it very

interesting."

The New England College Improv

lam will be held April 20 in the lower

level of the Campus Center. The ei'ent

is scheduled to begin at 2 p.m. and
should end around 9 p.m. The cost of
the ei'ent is 53 for students and $5 for

non- students.
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WE DELIVER!
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MICRO
KEGS!

SAM ADAMS
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Self Help Groups On & Off Campus >]•

,

Alanon 253-5261

(tor friends and relatives of alcoholics)

Adult Children of Alcoholics 253-5261

Information Provided by U H S Mental Health Services 545-2337

SAVE MONEY BY PUTTING
YOURACCOUNTON HOLD

THIS SUMMER!
Lf you're a student and won't be using your BayBank or Bank of Boston account this

summer, simply put it on hold We 11 waive monthly fees on your account this summer,

as long as you're not using it.

SAVE TIME.
To reactivate your account, simply use your BayBank or Bank of Boston (^ard for any banking

transaction or purchase, write a check, or use Telephone Banking or Home Banking.Your

account will become active automatically.

SIGN UP TODAY!
It's easy. BayBank customers call 7«8-S(KH) or ( 1 ^80<>-788-S(XX) from outside Massachusetts)

Bank of Boston customers call l-8(K>-252-6(XK), or stop by your nearest branch.

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR & AUTOBODY

53 S. Prospect, Amherst Center

256-8157 • 256-1385

>v

'1 ._ \~
£\_

1

L— i]

Ba/Bank
www.bankboston.com

BANKOF BOSTON

BankBoston

• Imports & other unibody vehicles are

our specialty

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-

1/2 mm)

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European technology painting

and refinishing systems

• We provide substitute transportation

• Users of Sikkens paint products

Remember it's your car and your

choice of repair facilities

Companies MrmhrrFDK. Shop Registration # RSI 21

2
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Dylan rocks loving NoHo crowd
Enduring entertainer plays favorites with exciting new ideas

By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

BOB DYLAN
John M. Greene Hall, Smith College

April 15, 1997

Bob Dylan used to be so old
about five years or more back. He
had his problems. Often drunk in

the late '80s- early '90s, he was not

at the top of his game, and his lyrics

came out garbled when he sang. It

may have even seemed that he just

didn't care about anything anymore.
But he's "younger than that now" as

the old song goes. The past five

years have been hailed as "Dylan's

Renaissance" and Tuesday Night at

Smith was no exception to this pre-

sent course that one of the most
important musical and lyrical minds
of our century has been on.

Dylan likes to play make-believe,
especially in terms of his costume.
In the past few years, he's strolled

out on stage in flashy gold spandex
pants, a fully silver suit, and at

times, a t-shirt and jeans. It all

depends on his mood. Tuesday
night, he was in the mood for a

ho -down. He strolled out in a white
suit and hat that brought to mind a

mix between Colonel Sanders and
I930s-'40s cowboy singer Gene
Autry.

Right off. the band rocked out on
the usual opener "Crash On The

Levee (Down In The Flood)" from
the 1967 sessions that produced the

1975 album The Basement Tapes
"Crash On The Levee" is a good
choice for opener as it introduces

what's going to be the sound and
feel for the evening: straight-up
blues-influenced rock and roll, with

terrific extended solos by Mr. Dylan
himself, who was always more
known for his words than his musi-

cianship. New drummer David
Kemper (from the old ferry Garcia

Band) kept a bashing pulse all t he-

way through-.

Dylan's coherent singing (a bonus
unto itself) helped along the coun-

try classic "Lay Lady Lay" as the

first surprise for the evening. He
took "Lay Lady Lay" into his heart

and let out some fine, smooth
singing as a companion to Bucky
Baxter's pedal steel playing. The
standard third song, "All Along The
Watchtower" was ripped right

through with a ferocity that has
nothing to do with Dylan's original

lohn Wesley Harding (1967)
acoustic version, but more with limi

Hendrix's or the Dead's heavy
run-throughs.

The band moved through the mel-

low rocker "Shelter From The
Storm" and the country-blues shuf-

fle of "Watching The River Flow"
(from 1979's Slow Train Coming)
which preceded the usual sixth song
in recent Dylan shows, "Silvio," a

real basher that he co-wrote with

the Dead's lyricist Robert Hunter,

with more wailing solos by Dylan.

After "Silvio" came three acoustic

numbers, with accompanying slides

of lewish temples being projected

on the back screen. "Friend Of The
Devil," the Dead's bluegrass-rclatcd

number was taken more straight

and mellow. "|ohn Brown" present-

ed Dylan's mastery of narrative

songwriting and "Don't Think
Twice, It's Alright" highly pleased

the crowd, with a little more energy

in it than the 1963 original. Dylan
paid tribute to his friend Allen
Ginsberg with projections of slides

of the late, famous poet.

The momentum just rose after

that. He pulled out two ripping
songs from 1966's Blonde On
Blonde: "Stuck Inside Of Mobile"
and "Leopard-Skin Pillbox Hat"
which were loved by all, sandwich-

ing the tender "I'll Remember You."
"Like A Rolling Stone," the first

encore brought all to their feet and
everyone sang along. The
sing-along continued with high
spirits on the acoustic "It Ain't Me,
Babe" and the usual show-closer
"Rainy Day Women #12 & J5."
That song's chorus "Everybody
must get stoned!" was belted out
with faith by all age groups. That's

what this night was about: music
spans all generations, especially Bob
Dylan's.

Forests allow opportunity to enjoy nature
"Full many a glorious morning have I seen
Flatter the mountain-lops with sox-ereign eye,

Kissing with golden fact- the meadows green...
"

— William Shakespeare

Climb up to the inspirational heights of Shakespeare's
poetry and enjoy Spring's glorious sun from Pioneer
Valley's mountain ridges. Experience golden lace views
ol the Connecticut River, New England's majestic
mountain peaks, colonial villages, and farmlands from
the open summit-tops of Ouabbin Park, D.A.R. State

Forest and Northfield Mountain Recreation and
Environment center.

Located off route 9 in

Belehertown, Quabbin Park is a sec-

tion of the Quabbin Watershed that

is widely known for its quiet beauty
and wild nature trails. These foot-

paths are marked by numbered junc-

tions and painted blazes that offer

hikers the opportunity to extensively explore the remote
areas of the Quabbin Park.

Quabbin Hill (the most traveled route at the park) is a

moderate climb through a densely populated forest of

oak. maple, hickory, and white birch trees. The trail is

marked with circular yellow blazes and steadily climbs
up to a lire tower that is excellent for making scenic sur-

veys of the valley below.

Quabbin Park also consists of a network of footpaths
that snake through blueberry bushes and pass large

glacial boulders to the Enfield Overlook or the Prescott

Peninsula. The park's MDC Visitor Center is an excel

lent resource center full of interesting displays about the

reservoir as well as informative literature and trail maps.
If you do not have the time to drive all the way out to

Belehertown then check out West Quabbin Reservoir
From the center of Amherst one can reach West
Quabbin Reservoir by driving east on Main Street until

it becomes Amherst-Pelham Road.

Alfresco News
with

Liz
Anderson

A short uphill drive on Amherst-Pelham Road will

bring you to the junction with US-202. Drive straight

across the highway onto a gravel road thai will lead

down hill to a small parking area at Quabbin

Reservation gate number 1 1.

The West Quabbin Reservoir offers hikers numerous

hiking routes along stone walls and streams through wet

lands which change with an increase in elevation from

low level vegetation to hemlock and mountain laurel

understory. Many of these footpaths also follow along

Purgee Brook through forests of White Pine carpeted

with thick ferns.

Located on the western edge of

the Pioneer Valley, D.A.R. State

Forest is the best known camping

and swimming recreation area in

Western Mass. D.A.R. State Forest

wraps around Upper Highland Lake

offering the public deep solitude in

hemlock woodland and fantastic

vistas of the Connecticut River Valley.

Its acreage consists of about 1 4 miles of foot and bri-

dle trails on dirt or gravel roads. At 1.697 feet, Moore's

Hill is the forest's highest point, offering hikers not only

super scenic views, but also a moderate climb over gen-

tle slopes.

D.A.R State Forest's trail system marks all of its hik-

ing routes with blue triangles, bridle trails with red tri-

angles, and winter sport trails with orange triangles. The
most direct way to reach the forest from Amherst, is to

pick up route 9 in Northampton, follow it for 15 min-

utes to Goshen, and turn right (north) onto route 112.

D.A.R State Forest's well marked entrance is located on
the right just under a mile from route 9.

Northfield Mountain has more uses than any other

mountain in the Pioneer Valley. Northeast Utilities owns
the mountain as well as some of its surrounding area

and uses it as a storage pump facility. Water is pumped

Turn to NATURE, page 1
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CarePlus1* gives you 2 simple -to- use methods
to help prevent HIV (AIDS), sexually
transmitted diseases (STD's), and Pregnancy,
when used together, each time you have sex.

Now available at leading stores.
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The Collegian would like to

Congratulate

the winner of

a Dinner for ^j^ Carmen

^
two at ^> Gutierrez

Pinocchio's

i i/\n Don't Drink
and Drive

Feci the satisfaction

of making a valued

contribution to the

Jewish State.

Live and work side by -side

with the young men ft women
of the I Of.

ISRAEL NEEDS YOU NOW!
Perform M-coabnttvc duties at Israeli •ppty °* totemikc haw.

FROM $799

VOLUNTEERS FOR ISRAEL
330 W. 42 St. Ste 1618 • NY. NY 10036

phono (?17) 643 4848 • email vol4i»roe..oo» com
http //member aol com/vo»4i»rael
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BUSCH* BOSCH

CASE OF 30-12 OZ. CASS
DEP

ICEHOUSE & RED DOG
CASE OF IHI 2 OZ. CANS

MAGIC HAT
ALL FLAVORS
6 PK. BOTTLES

s9 ^DEP

DEP

BffK'.Hf I R & BECKS DARK

I2FK.BOTTLES ftT» DEP

GENESEE SALE '9.49

RED. KE. CREAM ALE MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00
CASE OF 30-12 OZ. CANS .S *4SaJ?
1/2 KEGS
BUD. BUD LT. LITE. ICEHOUSE S
RED DOG. MICH. MICH LI

MICHAMBER BOCK *DEP

yjWINE OF THE MONTH I

CONCHA Y TORO
SI NRISE ioo'\ \.\RIETIALS _
CHARDONNAY, MFIRLOT. ~"»W'50A

SAVVIC.NON BIANC, CABERNETSAVVIGNOS

GALLO
LIVINGSTONCELLARS
ALLFLAVORS

sa
s6

3 outer

INGLENOOK
ESTATE CELLARS
CHARDONNAY,
MEMLOT,
CABERNET SA UVlGNOlT u;3 '

15 LITER SALE '6.99

MAIL-IN REBATE -1.50

FINAL sSa:

STRACCALI CHIANTI
750 ML

MANISCHEWITZ
KOSHER WINES
ALL FLAVORS
750 ML

SALE '2.99

Shrank
^COOLERS ^
ALL FLAVORS
4 PK. BOTTLES

MAIL IN REBATE

TINAl <m
COST *T

1.00

SALE '2.99

MAIL-IN REBATE -1.00

FINAL $*W99
COST "^W , D(P

LUKSUSOWA VODKA
THE ORIGINAL SALE '15 99

potato vodka- MAIL -IN REBATE -3.00

FINAL

COST

MYERS'S RUM
Otfglnai LfimA

750 ML $1IO

SAUZA
COLD TEQUILA 150 Ml

flEISCHMANHg. f|i
PREFERRED WHISKEY 1. 75L

BEEFEATER GIN

We Accept

Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007
N™i E3 P*-"J

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS. 4/17/97 THRU

WEDS. 4/23/97

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

Ideas for alternative grilling this spring
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I saw a budding leal on a tree yes-
terday.

And you know what that means...
winter elothes shed off our bodies
like Arizona fans after a NCAA
Championship (yes, the headline in

the student newspaper was "Loud.
Drunk, Naked Fans Storm Tucson"),
and also, there is

a certain je ne
sais quoi in the

air.

It's love. baby.

No, not that

kind of love, you
freakin' horny
toads. I'm a man,
but not a leg humpin' Pimp Daddy.

It's the love of barbecue. (Hey,
work with me, my goombas. this is a

food column, so I have to talk about
food.)

It's the time of the year when the
Finnish Kitchen moves into the cra-

dle of Mother Nature — the back
yard, the front porch, the parking lot.

etc. It doesn't matter, anywhere
where quality meat can be thrown on
the barbie, and we can act like the
primates we really are.

Like the spring weather so far this

year, there are many different kinds
of barbecue, and one kind is different

than the other. I would like to
demonstrate, through the everpreseni

power of the written word, some dif-

ferent styles and types of barbecue
I've used in my tenure as a chef: in

and out of the Finnish Kitchen

I have to warn you. don't try any of

this without u lot of supervision
(hint: pah-tayl. and truthfully, yotl

hav« tu poncH the right equipment
(hint: no implied hint towards a
man's masculinity). All of what I'm
going to show you has to be done
with quality cooking equipment, not
a hole in the ground. Quality cooking

needs qu ility

accessories.
Some of this

Mull can be pre-

pared with a

plain, old grill

(i.e. charcoal),

but one of my
m a s t e r p i t C 1 1

needs a gas grill, with a two-tier
setup inside.

From herbivores to carnivores. I'll

try to touch upon every arena of culi-

nary influence. Here we go:

• If you want to make » veggie
feast that will have all of Central
pounding at your door tin a political-

ly correct manner of course i, \ou tan
slice your favorite tuberous vegeta
bles into steaks. Yeah, lhat'l right.

steaks.

lust take your eggplant, zucchini,

squash, etc.. and slice lengthwise into

inch-wide steaks The best type for

this kind of slicing is in the real big.

lat ones that you used to tint) in your
mama's garden.

But. as always, the key is in the

sauce. Ooh-la-ta

You can use your standard barbe-

cue sauce, but the way I like it is this

way. Before you slice all of your

tube-steaks up, I have a dandy little

treat lor you to prepare. Take some
olive oil, and add (to luste, of course,

you always must taste while you
cook) some salt, ground while/black

pepper, balsamic • gar and some
freshly crushed g< c, and blend like

a mad person wi a whisk. Let the

steaks marinate in A\ mixture for

a little while, abou. rfteflfl minutes

Then, with your gt.i! nice and hot.

slap the lube-steaks on to the grill,

and brush with the marinade. You
don't want to over cook them,
because the best vegetable is al dente
(cooked yet still crisp, with mega-fla-

voi•). so flip them over when they get

i hose nice grill marks.

Pre-prepare some Mexican rice, or
uiss liesh pasta with the marinade,
and lay the steaks over the top.

Magnifiuue.

Suggested Drink: White wine, of

course, but a nice one If you want a

good buzz quick, try a chardonnay
Irom the Kendall lackson vineyards.

Their chardonnay has a distinct taste,

a little oak e\ lor some wine connois-

seurs out there, but it is wonderful
a 1992, preferably (reasonable

price, but not of Gallo proportions).

• Now for my masterpiece — and
you II need the gas grill for this one.

It sounds like a lot of work, and
you're going to need some quality
utensils like a meat thermometer.
metal spatula, solid barbecue fork

(with the handle and two prongs at

the end), etc., but the effort is well

worth it.

r
25th Anniversar

come In to
Register for Man

reat prizes

FULL REDEMPTION CENTER

Specials
II City Brewing $4."

(I.P.A., Porter, Pale Ale) 6 pock

Red Hook Ales $4."/6 pack

(E.S.B., Rye. I PA. Porter.

Hefeweizer)

Magic Hat $5. "/six

(#9, Ale, Blind Faith)

Micro-Brewed Beer Kegs
in Stock

Wme Coolers . Ice • Muers • Mni Keqs . Btvt Glasses

Beer Specials

|

Michelob Reg &Light
I2pocko(boltlti

%7 ,

M
\

I Miller High IiieN Miller

Genuine Draft
30-pac* »10.*

Icehouse & Red Dog
12 pi 6«llr»

S6.
9,

|

Warsteiner
^^^^^^ 12 pk bonks*O.

|

AfiUKtti»wothuMar fiiwuf
Co"(I PA Country Ale, Hat Brown,

rish Red) $85* /64 oz bot U"\

@L3P!

Liquor Specials

iBucardi Spiced
,8.'9/750 ml

Jim Beam , „.
*8.w/750 ml

|Southern Comfort
s
7.**/750ml

|S.S. Pierce Vodka
l
9.

4,
/l 75 liter

253-MM
Rt 9 East College Street

one frole e*sl of Amrurrtl Crntm
on ni 9£

BARENAKED LADIES
WITH UTTERS TO CUO

John M. Greene Hall April 24, 1997

Available at Northampton Box Office,

(at UMass), & For the Record (in Amherst)

And guys, if you make your gals

this one, spring will literally spring all

over you after din-din.

For starters, you'll need two eor-

nish game hens (or two chickens the

size of a football) and enough new
potatoes for two people (about a

dozen and a half — about two
pounds). You'll need to
pre-prepare the Chateau potatoes, so

take the potatoes, slice them in half,

and put them on a wide sheet of alu-

minum foil (wide enough so you can
completely wrap the potatoes). Next,

slice up some Bermuda onions, and
layer over the top of the potatoes.

Sprinkle ground garlic and pepper on
the potatoes-onions, and then drizzle

olive oil over everything (not a lot,

but enough to make the potatoes
become crispy).

Fully wrap the Chateau potatoes
with the foil — double wrapping if

you have to. because the enclosure of

the potatoes has to be complete, and
set potatoes to the side.

Warm up the grill at high tempera-

ture, and then turn down to medium.
Rub hens with olive oil, and sprinkle

salt, pepper and tarragon (fresh,

please) over the entire hen. Place the

hens breast down on the grill, brown
and turn over. When the hens have a

nice golden brown color, take them
off the grill. Proceed to double wrap
the hens with aluminum foil, length-

wise and widthwise (hint: make sure

you can't see any of the hen, com-

Internet provides humor
By Lisa M. Hamm
Associated Press

NEW YORK - It starts insidi-

ously. An e-mail pops up in your
mailbox with a mildly amusing
oke. Then another, then another.

Soon you find yourself on the

distribution list of some joker who
collects gags and e-mails them to all

his family, friends and colleagues,

and the jokes start piling up in your
mailbox.

Then the guy sitting in the cube
across from you laughs in the mid-
dle of a workday, his "hee hee hee"
echoing across the computer termi-

nals.

Via e-mail, discussion groups and
the World Wide Web. thousands of

people across the globe are wasting

an incredible amount of time hav-

ing fun in front of their terminals.

Everyone's a comedian in cyber-

space these days. But this emerging
"sit-down" comedy has one distinct

advantage over stand-up — it's

impossible to throw a rotten tomato
through a computer.

People spend hours of spare time

compiling off-the-wall Web sites lor

public consumption. -

|osh Rantanc, a computer science

major at Ohio University, has creat-

ed a website
(http://voyager.cns.ohiou.edu/-jran

tane/menu/pig.html) that will con-
vert any Web site — and all its

links — to pig Latin.

More than 95,000 people have
visited the Mentos Gallery
(http://www.karelia.com/mentos),

a self-described "horrible butcher-

ing of great art" compiled by a

group of UCLA graduate students

who sneak a package of Memos
candy into works by artists from
Michelangelo to Mondrian.

V Space is still available for

m dj'ujjjuj'jyjj iiixiitj - May 25

Call for more information N
545-3216 /,

r
=7 I

^The UMass Department of

Music & Dance
Presents

PrismI
A showcase of our finest ensembles

Malcolm W. Rowell, Jr„ Coordinator

Wind Ensemble, Chamber Choir, Chamber Jazz Ensemble, Opera
Workshop, Percussion Ensemble, Saxophone Quartet, UMass

Marimbas, various chamber ensembles & soloists

Guests: poet Ron Welburn & mime artist Robert Rivest

Friday, April 18'", 8 pm Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Tickets - $6.°° students, elders and children; $1 l.m general public:

UMass students admitted free with valid ID ~ are available at the

Fine Arts center Box Office (413-545-251 1) or at the door.

|\ Co- Sponsored by:

L UuAdvocate
ini .

WT
w~rc a ra30

DAILY COLLEGIAN-^
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CHANG E
Full Service Salon for Men and Women

Hair • Nails • Skin

On Fridays...

Hair is Not The Only Thing Thats Cut!

Price Gut From $20.00 to $15.00
For Students With I.D.

(Includes Shampoo, Gut, & Style)

Located on The 2nd Floor of Thornes Marketplace
Northampton 586-2600

EI n

3

4

Grant Writing

Workshop
With Delphine Quarles of the Student

Affairs Cultural Enrichment Fund &
Maren Brown of the UMass Arts

l Council
l

(\»6eH,7)\ Thursday, April 17, 7 - 8:30 p.m.

(^rf^7)i Campus Center, Room #904 - 908

An opportunity to learn how to

CuA4t^7j\ apply for funding for R.S.O.

i

i-

LTV

o
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The cast of Falsettoland prepares for their debut at Smith College this weekend.

Smith College puts on Falsettoland
By Alex Iglesias

Collegian Correspondent

It's been musical fever in the valley

for the past few weeks and now
another hit is about to roll in with its

"Teeny Tiny Band..."

Tonight the stage is set and the

doors swing open as the Smith
College Theater Department anxious-

ly awaits to start its performance of

William Finn and lames LaPine's

Off- Broadway smash, Falsettoland.

At the helm of the show is senior

theater major, Director Liz

Fenstermaker who is actually making

her directing debut with

Falsettoland. Unlike the extensively

sized cast and crews of the University

of Massachusetts Theater and Guild

Departments, the Smith College

Theater Department is of a smaller

size — making rehearsals and set

productions a handful. Never fear,

for Fenstermaker is the "captain,"

having the utmost respect from her

cast and crew as they see her differ-

ent directing style. Ambition seems to

be her forte.

The cast is composed of a lucky

seven actors, ranging from three of

the Five-Colleges: including the

department's home school Smith.

Hampshire, and two of the neighbor-

hood boys from UMass — Keith

Hall worth and Ben Hellman. Acting

and voices should be at their finest

with each cast member being veter-

ans of the stage, not to mention the

grueling rehearsal schedule these

folks have been going through for the

past few weeks.

Fifteen to 25 minutes ot

warm-ups. and not <i second is lost as

Fenstermaker asks for silence, so the

hours of 'fun' rehearsal can begin. A
strong advantage of Smith's Theater

department is the one-on-one rela

tionship between director, cast, and

crew. Everyone is a student. It's a

student run department like the

UMass Theater Guild.

Musical accompaniment is at its

basic form with a total of only three

instruments. It's been said before —
a "Teeny Tiny Band..." and it sure is

tiny. A drum, a piano, and a synthe-

sizer are still as unique as the original

Off-Broadway version. Musical

Director Dana Maiben is extremely

enthusiastic about the show, due to

the fact that there isn't much dia

logue at all. Even so. (he

Opera-bound composer Maiben
believes it still contains an "interest

ing dramatic punch." Falsettoland's

music is filled with your typical

happy go lucky, humorous lyrics that

not only bring a smile, but bring

about a few life-like fears.

New York City, homosexuals, and

a drop of insomnia and this show
begins to sound like another version

of Rent— we'll consider it an earli-

er version of Rent. One of the early

'80s. when the fear of the "gay can-

cer' was starting to come into full

effect. This show is one you definitely

should have the opportunity to see. It

will touch your hearts and help you

see the ignorance which once
occurred over this dreaded dbtaM
called AIDS.
The show will keep you on the

edge of your seats, as you find your-

self feeling for the characters.

Falsettoland is a ground-breaking
musical that brings to the theater a

sensitive — and back then forbidden

— subject as AIDS. Remember, the

audience now knows more about the

disease than the characters do.

Falsettoland will grab your hearts

— twisting and turning them — and

educate your minds at the same time

A show you definitely cannot mi-.-.

"We're hoping for quite a few."

said Heather Bell, the Smith Theater

Department's publicist when asked

about the expected turnout for the

production.

Falsettoland plays at Smith
College's Theatre 14, April 17-19.

April 23-26. April 20 at 2 p.m. $5
Gen. Public / $3 Students & Seniors.

For Info/Tickets call 5*5-3220/585-
3374. TTY April 19. 24. 25, Special

Performances for the family night,

hearing impaired and a benefit for

the Hampshire County AlDS/Care
Call for more information.

C*mpuj Activities Presents

SomctWne Cvcry PrWay
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Juston, a Boston native, is a man with policies problems: No one understands
them! Whether it's riding the escalator or chewing gum with a friend, obviously
the people in his life missed a memo. His crazy characters and edgy observations

make him the smoldering ember of the college comedy scene.

For more information check out our website:
htttp:// www umass edu/camact7events/calendar2 htm

The movie "ScfttAM" will be shown immediately after the performance in the Student Union
Ballroom.

This program is made possible by a Grant from the Auxiliary Services Office, the Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the Daily Collegian

Teenie tiny dolls, huge demand
Squealer the Pig and Kip the Cat popular happy meal toys

Ru rliff cj^j, promotion — in anticipation of heavy demar
By Cliff Edwards
Associated Press

CHICAGO — Move over, Tickle Me Elmo; you're

last year's news. The smaller siblings of Beanie Babies

are creating a sensation at McDonald's.

A five-week stock of Teenie Beanies has evaporated

after just five days at McDonald's restaurants in some

areas, and "they probably won't be around much
longer" anywhere else, said l.isam Howard, spokes-

woman for the Oak Brook, Ill-based chain.

"People are buying them like there is no tomorrow,"

she said. She estimated that nationwide, the supply

probably will be exhausted in around two weeks from

now.

McDonald's grabbed hold of the hottest kid craze of

'97 to lure tiny spenders and their parents into its

restaurants.

The chain said it had ordered nearly 100 million of

the colorful beanbag toys — its largest order ever for a

promotion — in anticipation of heavy demand.

The company on Friday recommended to its owner-

operators that they limit the sale of Happy Meals to 10

after some customers bought them by the caseload to

get the Teenie Beanies. But even that didn't stop the

frenzy, Howard said.

Ty Inc., also of Oak Brook, brought out the first

Beanie Babies — characters like Squealer the Pig and

Kip the Cat — in 1994. By now, more than 100 differ-

ent versions have come out. stores can't keep them in

stock, and versions of the models that have been retired

command big bucks with collectors.

The McDonald's Teenie Beanies, smaller than the

originals, come in 10 versions including Patti the

Platypus and Pinky the Flamingo.

Two animals were to go on sale each week until sup-

plies ran out.

But different restaurants sold different versions, and

some parents reported they spent much of the weekend

driving around to get all 10 versions.

NBC wins rating wars with "ER" episode

By David Bauder
Associated Press

NEW YORK — To crack the top

10 in the Nielsen rankings last

week, a television show either had

to be on NBC's Thursday night

schedule, be a newsmagazine or fea-

ture an angel.

Television viewers welcomed orig-

inal episodes of "ER" back from a

lengthy absence. It was the week's

most-watched show, enabling NBC
to win the week with a 9.8 rating

and 17 share, Nielsen Media
Research said Tuesday.

CBS finished a strong second with

a 9.1 rating and 16 share. ABC was

third with a 7.7 rating and 13 share,

followed by Fox's 6.5 rating and 1

1

share.

It was a particularly disastrous

week for ABC. which finished with

the lowest rating in decades for one

of the top three networks during a

television season.

As frequently happens in weeks

without reruns, the top five pro-

grams for the week were NBC's
Thursday night shows. That includ-

ed the premiere of "Fired Up," a

comedy starring Sharon Lawrence.
"60 Minutes* led four news

magazines in the top 10. including

two editions of "Dateline NBC."
CBS' telecast of Tiger Woods' vic-

tory lap in the Masters golf tourna-

ment would have been the week's

third-rated show. But since it did

not start in prime time, it is not

included in Nielsen's rankings.

Two freshman programs solidified

their recent success: CBS'
"Everybody Loves Raymond" contin-

ued to benefit from its move to

Monday night with a 19th place

showing, and Fox's animated "King

of the Hill" outrated its Sunday
night partner. "The Simpsons."

Without a Thursday night time

slot. NBC's "Single Guy" plummeted

to 75th place in the ratings, having

lost more than half its audience with

a shift to Wednesday night.

Among the emerging networks.

UPN had a 3.2 rating and 5 share

and the WB had a 2.4 rating and 4

share.

A rating point represents 970,000

households, or 1 percent of the

nation's estimated 97 million TV
homes. Share is the percentage of

those televisions tuned to a given

show during a specified time period.

NBC's "Nightly News" won the

evening news competition with a 7.9

rating and 18 share, the 16th week

in a row it has either won or tied for

the lead. ABC's "World News
Tonight" had a 7.6 rating and 17

share, while CBS" "Evening News"

had a 6.7 rating and 15 share.

For the week of April 7-13. the

top 10 shows, their networks and

ratings, were:

"ER." NBC. 23.6; "Seinfeld."

NBC. 21.7; "Fired Up." NBC. 18.8;

"Friends." NBC. 16.3; "Suddenly

Susan." NBC. 15.7; "60 Minutes."

CBS. 15.2; "Touched By an Angel."

CBS. 13.7; "PrimeTime Live." ABC.
12.9; "Dateline NBC — Friday."

NBC. 12.4; "Dateline NBC —
Tuesday," NBC. 12.1.

The Jonasivl. & Sadie Rennert
a • • mm
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Ivy League Torah Study Program

lets youWWWV rr
fl rK1._Located in the Heart of the Catskill*! ^J

|
| J| ^

at the Shaloh Center I in Dairyland

Man's Praajraaat July 1 - August 6

at the 5haloh Center II in Naponach.

While You Learn!
Thle program <• * atlmuUtma. cna»enatna. and uniaue aummer fellowship m Judaic Studiea for unKrerelty •tuaenta Thie aumrrw.

ettutert* rror* aero* Ncrt* t^merlcaar* around them

mountain setting

The Ivy League Torah Stuoy fVoaram * el-encoinpeeewe. #Mna

participant* the opportunity to learn in a totally Jewteh environment. In

every aspect of their day - from why rt'a Important to eat the deftetoue

kosher meals the proaram provide* to studying the foundation of Judaism,

the Torah. to hanging out with other Jewish students'

For More Information, contact:
RabM Mendel Hecht
Program Coordinator
824 Eastern Parkway
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11213

1-800-3 3-NCFJE CM? 718-735-0200
Students receive room, tward and a fellowship of %MXX3 while attending an

intense program of studies. BlHieal Studies. Hetrew language. Jewish

Ethics. Jewish law & customs. Jewish History. Talmud. Chassidtc Philosophy, tutorials and independent study projects areJust part of

the curriculum of study. Admission is based on a sincere interest in e»ptorlng authentic Jewish heritage, observance. Torah study, and

on academic excellence The program >» open to students who have minimal or absolutely no background m Jewish studies arwl observance

Sponsored by the National Committee for the Furtherance of Jewish Education

New England Ccllege

A conglomeration of 1 5+ comedy improv troupes from all

ova. Doin' it up at:

University of Massachusetts at

Amherst- Campus Center

April 2CU.

10pm
Ishcws every he in

}

$3 tor student w 1

1

$<S tor ih n student
"439887 84

all proceeds go to AIDS foundation
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Live Music Lr Dance C(ub

J8+]
EVERY THURSDAY

m*l) l?T<ny

A FULL HOUSE EVERY WEEK

EVERY FRIDAY 9-2am ©
KMKm NUIII
FREE BEFORE 1 0:OOpm

MUSIC FROM THE 70 s, 80 $ & 90 s

continued from page 8

from the Connecticut River to a

reservoir on Northfield Mountain
and used as a source of hydjv-elec-
tric power.

However, more importantly.
Northfield Mountain is full of wild
woodlands and supports 25 miles of
hiking, biking and cross-country ski

trails. A majority of these trails are
wide and grassy, suitable for walk-
ing long distances. However some of

Northfield Mountain's foot paths
are designated only to hikers or
snowshowers due to their sleep
inclines.

All recreational trails are clearly

named and each junction is noted
with a sign and number. Northfield

Mountain Recreation and

Environment Center is known for its

elaborate trail maintenance and is a

pleasure to hike.

The Northfield Mountain
Recreation and Environment Center
is located on route 63 about 2.2
miles north of route 2 near Miller's

Falls about 18 miles north of
Amherst
The Pioneer Valley has a rich and

fascinating geological history.

Experience Spring's golden days
hiking in enchanting woodlands at

Quabbin Park, D.A.R State Forest,

and Northfield Mountain
Recreational and Environment
Center.

Lit Anderson is a Collegian
columnist

\+i-u;\
grilling

HIS SUM
AGES 15 19 • 7:30 1 1.30 PM

fkORlK ID AND DMSS MQUIRID

HIS
WOW» ID AND DKfSS SIQUIRID

\tuur*
32 APRIL 18-20 <S>

THE REALLY LOUD
MUSIC FESTIVAL
Advinatc $30 tor wtehend pass

Fn. Apr. 18 <3> 7:00 pm

OREAONOCHS/SHUTDOWH
ENSIQnVTHE MARSHES

Sot. Apr. 19 © 12:00 noon - Upstairs

wmmjm/MBB/t&m
DROWNIMmAWFASTBIIEAK/PltOJECT KATE
UWOHSUfT/IRE/JESUn/tAST IR0H HIKE

HAURAKEkVCRISIS

Sot Apr 19 @ 3:00 Downstairs

POP-A-WHEELMHl AfLKimmEl SIXTliH

MEWEU. BOf/'HOWITlEH'Umm SAHDWICH

THE HUTUS

Son. Apr. 20 12:00 noon Downstairs

mwmmoiimiwimm
ONSLAUQHT/EAKHTHIRTEEH/hVIDSTRCm

Sun Apr 20 5:30 pm Downstairs

wwmm inwmmammm
KOiM A/OS JABLE THf HUkwmW 4CW5

JOHHHY TOO BAD & THE STRIKEOUTS

Wad. Apr. 23 O 7:30 pm (t3\

STRIFE^
BANE LINE Of EIRE/ONE KIND DOWN

rhurs Apr 24 - 8 00 pm f£>

ACOUSTIC JUNCTION

continued from page 10

plete enclosure is needed).

Next, place the wrapped hens on
the top shelf inside the grill hood,
and place the Chateau potatoes on
the grill. Knock down the grill tem-
perature as low as it will go. close the

grill lid (hint: don't open the grill lid.

because the heat needs to be concen-
trated), and let everything cook for

20 minutes. Flip over potatoes on
grill, and check your hens with the

meat thermometer at the thickest

part of the breast meat (it's covered
with foil, fool, so wing/estimate it).

If they're done, take them off. and

they will stay warm in the foil — if

they're not. let 'em cook. Let every-

thing cook for another 20-25 min-
utes, and lake off the grill. The entire

meal should be done, but unwrap all

parties involved, and make sure. If

they're not, finish off in the
microwave. Don't worry, the taste is

grilled in.

If you want some more veggies
with the meal, use the tube-steak
idea previously used in this column.

Suggested Drink: Summertime is

on the horizon, so grab a nice wheat
beer. Samuel Adams Cherry Wheal is

nice, but a traditional microbrew
might be better. Add a little slice of

lemon to it for that certain dash of

panache.

lorma Kansanen is a Collegian
columnist.
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London $396

Paris 554

Frankfurt 554
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Athens 720
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STA TRAVEL
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www.sta-travel.com
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April 26 to 27

REGISTER NOW, SPACES ARE LIMITED!!!

THREE OR FOUR PLAYERS PER TEAM
REGISfRATION FEES: Before April 9, 1997 $15 per player

After April 9, 1997 $18 per player

If you have any questions call the

New Balance Haigis Hoopla office at (413) 545-5689

Remember: Registration Deadline Tomorrow April 18, 1997

CCKIKTISV SUSAN MANOVU
John Cusack and Dan Akroyd, playing arch-rivals, stop for a bite to eat in the recently released Crosse Point

Blank

Cusack takes a look back at last decade
By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

GROSSE POINTE BLANK
Directed by George Armirage

with John Cusock, Minnie Driver, Dan
Aykroyd

Playing at Mf Farms Four Theater

lohn Cusack will always be
remembered as one of the 1980s'

most endearing actors. He played
that excitable, yet charming
boy-next-door and was able lo cap-

ture the hearts and admiration of an
entire generation of high schoolers.

It is quite appropriate now thai

Cusack reflect on the decade thai

made him famous, and pay a rather

intriguing homage lo it.

Martin Blank (John Cusack) is a

prominent international hitman who
prides himself on his warped person

al ideology concerning proper moral-

ity. In the middle of an assignment,

his secretary (sister loan Cusack)
informs him that he is invited to

attend his 10-year high school
reunion. Seeing this as an opportuni-

ty to rekindle the romance wnh the

girl he left behind (Minnie Driver)

all those years ago. Blank decides to

go back home to Grosse Point,
Michigan. What he finds is that what
one does in the past is not as difficult

RfM as what one is doing in the

present.

Grosse Pointe Blank is a breath of

lre-h air from ihe current trend of

wanna-be hip mobster films

spawned by the success of Pulp
fiction. In fact. Blank is so careful

not to fall into that classification,

that we even see Cusack put a bullet

right through a Pulp Fiction display.

But. what really makes this movie
unique is that Cusack doesn't
attempt to play your typical hitman
type, instead he's still that excitable,

yet charming boy-next-door, but
now equipped with a k'un

The pitch for this film most have
read something like Peggy Sue Got
Married meets The Professional, and
strangely enough it all seems to come
together perfectly. After all. the simi-

larities are uncanny: a disturbed hit-

man develops a conscience as he
lakes a nostalgic look back at his lite

through his high school reunion.
However. Blank doesn't necessarily

attack or criticize the whole '80s

coming of age experience, rather it

cynically pokes fun at it. Wnat
appears to have happened was. as

the '90s approached, young Martin
got scared and decided to mysteri-

ously leave town, join the army and
eventually become a hired gun.
Blank is the perfect outlet for an '80s

star to find a home in '90s cinema.

Grosse Point Blank was directed

by George Armitage. who is no
stranger to this particular genre.
Armitage previously satirized mob-
ster films blending violence and dark

comedy in Miami Blues. The rest of

Blank's cast also delightfully adds to

the eccentricity of the film's premise.

Armitage uses (hem to capture a sort

of high brow B film flair, that he also

previously did with Miami Blues.
There are. however, enough loop-

holes in the plot to keep one ques-

tioning, like, for example, if Martin

is so secretive, then how did the

reunion committee find him. Yet.

Blank is an entirely entertaining film

and is equally as charming and
quirky as its lead. Grosse Point
Blank is nostalgic irony with thai

*B*s to*
1

but with a very '90s story

line. B

BIKE SALE
Threshold

Switchback

Hilltopper

Hilltopper SX

IBOC Zero 6

Was
$299.95

$329.95

$419.95

$579.95

$699.95

MM Price,

$259.95
(

$289.95

389.95

479.95

$599.95

<$

Other 96 Deals from Hon* & Trek. . . Get 'Em Befon They're Cone!

Shock Sale
96 Rock Shox Judys

Installation

Lock Sale
kryptonite Locks

startinsat $19."

Was Sale Price

$379 $289

$25 $15

97 Judys and Indys in

Stock "The Best Prices

In the valley"

, i> ,

Mm\

Bicycle Wold Too
63 S. Pleasant St. 32 Masonic St.

(Behind Bonducci's) Northampton
Amherst 253-7722 585-9 1 00

Cheerleading Try-Outs
on: 4/21, 4/22. 4/23, 4/24

6pm - 9pm
@ Curry Hicks Cage

Call Kevin Thompson 665-0056
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briefs
continued from page 16

lured the New England Regional

Championship at the University of

New Hampshire. They finished the

year undefeated and qualified for

the national tournament in

Arizona next week. This marks the

first time in history the UMass
club has qualified for national

competition.

On the way to the nationals, they

had to defeat a strong Dartmouth
team. The Big Green was ranked No.

2 in the nation and uas the same
squad that beat UMass last year. The
Minutemen exacted revenge, toppling

the Ivy League powerhouse I5-4S in

rally scoring.

UMass faced the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology in the finals,

disposing of MIT. 15-8. 15-5.

Offensively, Eric Blahut and
co-captain lason Greenlaw stepped

up and played inspired. During a

time out. Greenlaw told his team. "I

don't care where the ball is, set

me!" Setters Damian Gasparatto
and co-captain Micheal Shipee
granted his request and Greenlaw
delivered.

Also delivering kills were hitters

Wayne Chestna and Chris Blute. In

the blocking department, |.C. Laven.

Chris Lu. and Patric Morea led the

way. Defensive specialists Mike
Harrington, Roib Setembro. and
Pedro Fernandes showed why they

were specialists and kept any ball

that went near them in play long

enough for UMass to score.

"When we play like that, nobody

can touch us." Blute said.

Cheering off to Nationals

• The UMass women's cheerlead-

ing team finished in seventh place in

the all-girl division of the NCA
Collegiate National Cheerleading
Championship on April 5-7.

This marks the team's second
straight collegiate national appear-

ance. Last year, the 21 -member
co-ed cheerleading squad took ninth

among 19 Division I teams, finishing

Nth in the nation.

The 15-member dance team cap-

tured seventh place among 29 teams

in the Div. I dance competition.
Dance team member lessica Suraski

(Cranston, R.I.) took third place in

the individual competition in a field

of 50 women.
The top 10 teams from each divi-

sion were chosen for final round
competition which will be aired April

20 at 1:50 p.m. on CBS.
Sports Briefs was compiled by-

Chris Siamm.

NCAA wants

Tark's trial out

of Las Vegas

By Brendan Riley

Associated Press

CARSON CITY — The NCAA
urged the Nevada Supreme Court
yesterday to move a trial of former

UNLV basketball coach lorry

Tarkanian's lawsuit against the

organization away from Las Vegas
because the city still loves him.

NCAA lawyer Stewart Fitts

argued that Tarkanian. now coach-

ing at Fresno State, remains a

"hometown hero" in Las Vegas and
the NCAA remains "the embodi-
ment of evil."

Tarkanian was known for towel-

chewing and other antics as coach

at UNLV from 1975 to 1992. He
also faced a lengthy NCAA investi-

gation that focused on his rccruil

ing practices.

A survey in February 1996
showed 6-1 support in Las Vegas
for Tarkanian over the NCAA even

though he has been gone for several

years, Fitts said, adding that in

Reno — where he wants the trial

held — it's 21 in Tarkanian's
favor.

Dan Polsenberg, lawyer lor

Tarkanian and his wife. Lois, said

he couldn't buy Fitts' argument of

overwhelming prejudice. He said

the trial should begin as scheduled,

on )une 25. It's set to run for six

weeks.

Polsenberg was joined by lawyer

Kathy Freberg. who said the high

court would be hard pressed to find

that Clark District ludge lack

Lehman exhibited some "manifest

abuse of discretion" in refusing to

move the trial.

Freberg also rejected as false

an NCAA claim that there has
been inflammatory, anti-NCAA
publicity in Las Vegas for 20
years. She also said a pollster

hired by the Tarkanians discount-

ed the NCAA survey indicating
continued overwhelming support
for the coach.

And even if a "rabid basketball

fan* turns up among prospective
jurors. Freberg said it's easy enough
to ensure that person doesn't wind
up as an actual juror.

The high court will issue its rul-

ing at a later date. Given the fact

that the trial is set this summer.
Polsenberg asked for a swift deci-

sion.

Carroll prepares for draft

By Howard Ulman
Associated Press

FOXBORO — Don't expect

Pete Carroll to throw a tantrum if

he's overruled in the NFL draft.

The New England Patriots' new
coach is content to defer to the

personnel people. Bill Parcells

wasn't, a major reason he's now
calling the shots for the New York

lets.

Carroll has been too busy hir-

ing assistant coaches and evaluat-

ing veterans to spend enough
time assessing the players who
will be chosen Saturday and
Sunday.

So Bobby Grier. the team's vice

president of player personnel, and

his staff will have more input than

in future years.

"It's only natural." said Carroll,

who took over Feb. 5. "We are

not going to be as valuable to

them as we will in other years, so

the process will be different next

year." he added. "But, as far as me
saying. 'Boy. next year I'm going

to take over this sucker,' no.

that's not what I'm thinking at

all."

Parcells. who feuded with
owner Robert Kraft, got out of his

contract after the team's loss in

the Super Bowl to the Green Bay

Packers.

Parcells was livid in last year's

draft when Kraft made the deci-

sion to take wide receiver Terry

Glenn with the seventh pick of

the first round. Grier had rec-

ommended Glenn, but Parcells

prefered to have a defensive
player.

The rift between owner and
coach never closed after that,

although without Glenn, it's

unlikely the Patriots would have

made it to New Orleans.

Will Carroll be mere under-
standing?

"He's not getting in the meet-

ing room," the coach joked about

the owner. Then he added that

he wouldn't mind Kraft's input.

As well as Glenn worked out. the

Patriots now need defense. With
the 29th pick, the Patriots would
like to get a cornerback. one of

the deepest positions in the
draft.

That need was painfully evident

on Green Bay's second play of the

Super Bowl when Andre Rison
raced by Otis Smith for a 54-yard

touchdown reception.

Smith remains, and the Patriots

also signed Steve Israel, an unre-

stricted free agent from San
Francisco, where Carroll was
defensive coordinator.

"If we could come up with a

corner, we'd like to do that," he

said. "We're always looking for

pass rushers. In the 29th spot,

I'm not sure it's going to be
there."

The Patriots tried to avoid the

need to draft an offensive line-

man by offering restricted free

agent Rich Braham a contract.

But Cincinnati matched the
offer.

New England has the 29th
pick in each of the seven rounds,

plus the first in the third and
fourth. But there isn't much
room for rookies to make an
impact.

The Patriots' offensive starting

lineup seems set with quarterback

Drew Bledsoe, running back
Curtis Martin, wide receivers

Glenn and Shawn (efferson. tight

end Ben Coates and a young
offensive line.

"It's going to be hard for guys

to get on this team and play,"

Carroll said. "We don't need a guy

to come in and take a position

but, if we do. we're going to help

ourselves."

In Carroll's only other draft as

a head coach, Dick Steinberg

made the picks for the lets in

1994. Steinberg, who died in

1995. used to do that for the

Patriots, and Grier was part of his

staff.

"Bobby has proven that he is

very capable." Carroll said. "I

think it's going to be a very

smooth process."
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taotioa ttxm MrUatda fix ynar party

COOKING AT YOUR TABLE

tirlala« iriHatThn las. - Ftt ard

an**/ all day *e*tfi as you pencm
chrf ocatitx hu talarts in pnpnn; fa

Vtu tte Qrat fa* at yrar tata>

an matin} dupLay

(411) Mf, Ml
a*. iKSMfcfti

(«m!C«t»»Mlo.»ti.»Sw«>» ItU to SwitoM tw bM (a^ «**>>* oft ctw *<•••*•.

GOLDEN KEY
NATIONAL
HONOR
SOCIETY

'^ff Presents: >J^

ACAPELLA CONCERT

April 24, 1997 at 7:30 p.m.
UMass Campus Center. Room 168C

* Featuring: *
THE DOO WOP SHOP

&
MEANWHILE

Tickets: $4.00
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Going the distance
The UMass softball team has outscored its opponents /5- 12 in its

last 1 3 games, giving up an average of 1 .8 runs per game.

Find Y U 'R S E L F

#
1,

1 5 r a e /

1

nC1-800-27-ISRAEL)
•> O Study Abroad

«*> Summer

m> WlNTtH

O Kibbutz

<9 Internships

o and much, much, mori i 1

Call RBont Oifttti '97; Summit In i. Eutopt i ltra$l ?

SH&J
USMNfTCOM COM '•

HOE SWi Strttt 4tt> Fl

N«w York. NY 10O22

F|> 212-R5-47I1 J

> llll >l II t

CHECK OUT A GREAT CLASS!

Peer Health Educators...

...learn about cool stuff

.teach tvorkthopa in the residence halls and Greek area.

...jive out condomi and other joodiet at

the Campos Center and speeial events.

...make new friends.

...MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

PEER HEALTH EDUCATION

PUBLIC HEALTH 213/214 or EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits • 2 Semester Commitment Required

For permission of the instructor call the

Division of Health Education 577-5181.

Class will meet on Thursdays from 4:00 - 6:30pm

Priority is given to those who meet with the instructor before April 24th.

men's lax baseball Durant
continued from page 16

"One on one I felt good," Glass
said. "I felt great. It was important
for us to come out and score in the
third. We came to play for 60 min-
utes today and it felt good. It felt real

good."

Harvard could not do any damage
to UMass' lead in the fourth quarter,

as |on Lopez notched the Crimson's
only goal. )ason Heinze and
McKeefrey each tallied for the
Minutemen.

UMass coach Greg Cannella. how-
ever, implored his team after the
game not to be satisfied with the win.
Despite improving to 6-4 — while
Harvard falls to 5-4 — Cannella said

his players must now prepare to face

Notre Dame on Sunday (1:30 p.m.)

rather than celebrate a victory.

"I told them "Don't be satisfied

with a win and celebrate and carry it

into practice tomorrow,'" Cannella
said. "I'm not satisfied, they should

not be satisfied. We have a long way
to go and it is a big game for us on
Sunday."

softball
continued from page 16

This will not be the first time of

late that UMass has faced a potent
lineup. Last week, Henderson and
Wagner tamed a Virginia Tech
team that batted .285, while hitting

nine homeruns. The landcm
allowed only two runs in 12 innings

of work en route to a

Minutewomcn sweep.

Simply stated, pitching wins ball

gamcv

! TRAVEL;
! SMART! ;

continued from page 16

Turner made his second home run
of the day count. With two on and
two outs in the fifth. Turner worked
the count full, and then took
Cameron over the rightfield fence to

make it a 7-6 game.
"I just got the pitch up." Cameron

said. "Maine's a very aggiessivt team at

the plate, and they're real good about
taking advantage of mistakes."

But the Minutemen saved Cameron
in the bottom of the inning. Wolcott
homered to give the Minutemen an 8-6
lead, and second baseman Muchie
Dagliere's sacrifice fly drove in David
Giglio to make it 9-6.

UMass jumped out to the early 7-2
lead after three innings, paced by
Gome's homer. Gorrie added another
RBI in the third when he reached on a

catcher's interference, scoring UMass
rightfielder Pete Gautreau.

Massachusetts 9, Maine 8
Maine jumped on UMass starter

Adam Robinson for five runs in the

top of the first, but a Doug Clark
grand slam, his third of the year,

helped give the Minutemen a sweep
of the doubleheader.

Clark went 2-for-3 with four RBIs.

and now has nine home runs and 42
RBIs on the year. Freshman hurler

Travis Veracka pitched three innings of

two-hit relief for his second win in a

women s lax

UMass uniform.

"Maine is much more improved bat-

ter at the plate from last year," UMass
coach Mike Stone said. "They were
swinging the bats well. I'm just glad we
have Doug Clark on our side."

Clark provided his heroics during the

third, with the Minutemen down 6-0.

Wolcott and third baseman Ryan
Thistle led off with singles, and afier

Gorrie grounded into a fielder's choice,

senior catcher lason Kudrikow drew a

walk to load the bases. Maine starter

Bob Wiles then walked Dagliere to

force in the first run.

Clark worked the count to 5-and-2,

fouling off pitch after pitch, before tak-

ing Wiles deep over the rightfield fence

to make it 6-5.

UMass built off the momentum from

Clark's homerun and scored four more
runs in the fourth. Aaron Braunstein led

off with his ninth home run of the year

lo tie the game at 6- 6. and lason

Kudrikow gave them a one run lead

with a single. Clark then got a little

lucky, when his deep pop fly to left fell

between the Maine left and cenierlield-

Ml, scoring two runs.

Turner's fourth home run of the day

made it 9-8 after six innings. Steve Levy

got the first two outs ol the seventh, but

let up a single and two walks, loading

the bases. Sophomore Bill Cooke came
on to get the final out.

continued from page 16

matches played throughout her career,

and was a strong performer in doubles

competition as well. This season, she

held ihe No. 4 singles spot, going 7-2.

and in the fall posted a mark of 8-4.

Even with a 15-6 senior year cam-

paign that was incredibly strong, she

wanted more.
"1 would have liked to finish my

senior year totally undefeated," Durant

said. "You try to accomplish everything,

but you can never be happy with what

you have, so you're always trying to do
better."

Dixon knows that she'll be losing a

senior whose dedication and work
ethic exceeds many. A person who was

not only genuine as a tennis player, but

as a person as well.

"I've been really pleased with her

over the years, and her results have

been very good," Dixon said. "Mostly

what you can expect from Liz is thai

hhe is going to be there, everyday,

and that's been wonderful, and I

think the kids are going to be sad to

see her go."

Durant has accomplished a

tremendous amount in her four years

at UMass. She had great coun pres

ence. one who can hit the cover off

the ball with her forehand, helping

her team win its first ever New
England Championship last season.

Durant was ready for the challenge

that had faced her Irom day one and
said she enjoyed the experience of

beginning something special.

"I ihink that growing with a new
team is better than just coming on to

,i team ihat\ already built, and that

leaving it knowing that it could be a

nationally ranked team," Durant
said.

Durant's future looks bright.

"School was definitely number
one to me, because I know tennis

will always be a part of my life, but

I'm definitely not playing profes-

sional." Durant admitted. "But I

would like to use my tennis towards
something in the business world and
my sport management degree as

well."

Durant came to UMass only one
year after coach Dixon and the bond
which grew between the pair

stretched beyond the court.

"She taught me team ethics and
morals, and to do the right thing all

the time, and really proving some-
thing out there." Durant said. "She
taught me about putting the team
first and setting your priorities

straight, so you know what your prin-

ciples are and you're getting things

done."

The memories that Durant will

have from the University and from
UMass women's tennis are great.

along with the knowing that she
played an important part in the

rebuilding the program. She doesn't

feel that she's left anything behind.

"I love my friends I've made out

here, my sport management depart-

ment was phenomenal, and I think

that overall, this school. I took it for

all it was, and I got everything out of

it." Durant said. "I think I pretty

much got everything I expected out

of college."

Liz Durant will certainly leave a

legacy behind her in the women's
tennis program. With the accomplish-

ments that she made, and the way
that she became such a big part of

the program and to her teammates,
she will also leave behind many mem-
ories.

"I hold something special with
each person and I just hope that

everyone knows that I was very into

the team and 1 always wanted what
was best for the team, and I came on
this team for a reason and that was
to prove that UMass tennis was
going to grow and was going to be

successful and the sky's the limit."

Durant said. "I just hope that people

remember that I was part of the

team, and that I started a team to

rebuild it. and that I gave everything

that I could, and I am definitely

going to miss it."

continued from page 16

Minutewomen attempted a come-
back bid, but it was much too late.

Her two goals were academic, and
all the freshman could get out of

her effort was numbers.
"We did greai things in the first

half, but then we get into these ruts."

Pearsall said. "And that's another lru>

(rating part of all this, and is another

thing that just makes us speechless

"Unfortunately, we didn't come
out to play in the second half, and
we didn't come out with that

aggressiveness. We weren't down
by much, and we've been able to

score four and five goals in a row.

We are very capable people of
doing that," she said.

FROM NEW YORK
On* Way Rounttnp
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I
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I
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Yesterday, senior tri-captain Erica Bryan and the Minutewomen lost to the visiting Flying Dutchwomen.

RAFFLE NIGHT
TEE SHIRTS MIKES MAD MONEY

FREE SNACk BASKETS

<M0TO I0:i0

MIKES BIG ONE BEST DEAL IN TOWN
16 OUNCE BUD ICE $1.00

PLUS MGD BOTTLES $1.25

COME PARTY

GOLDEN KEY
NATIONAL

HONOR SOCIETY
Sophomore Recognition Program

Wednesday, April 23, 7:00p.m.

Campus Center, Rm. 1009

A social, informative program to recognize

sophmores' high academic achievement. Also,

introduction to Golden Key National Honor Society.

Refreshments will be served.

Hope to see you there!

r^oUo^Oa\^.
oU»4s 4od*tV|

TU**k-. to (Jf^ASS A-rii lit M • \o> H-W Mrluofi. ** tvms <ki

/
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We have your
reasons for living

off-campus!
Come by and see our model

Monday - Friday 8 am - 4 pn
or

Saturday A Sunday 10 am - 4 pn

Jl
|

I I || mm m tap

1 n n r w \\ \

Spacious 1 and 2 Bedrooms 'Beautiful Grounds •

On the Bus Line • Swimming Pool • Private Balconies
• On-site Laundry Facilities • Close to UMass •

Heat, Hot Water, Gas Included • Central Air

Conditioning • Private Parking • Sorry, No Pets

Brandywine Apartments 549-0600
16G Brandywine Dr., Amherst, MA 01002

RUSSELL'S
.„*** UQUORS »,,

V>* 18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441 ***lt

Featuring, "Genuine Draft & Light" 30 pk * 1 O.49

X So»m "i

*<!>
,Buysl

Beck's Reg, or Dark
$ 8.--/i2-Pk bots!

Elm City Ales
$
12.^/casebots!

.

"Fantastic Pricing!"

"MICRO MADNESS" CONTINUES!
hipyard Smuttynose

ffe "ALL FLAVORS!" Cotornount

Mix & Match "TWO" 6/pks . .

.

Wow!

•All Beers Plus Deposit* OPEN 9.00AM - 1 1:00PM VISA/MASTERCARD •Delivery Available*
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 F<ix: (413)545-1592

ACTIVITIES

SKVDIVE' Check out the UMass Sport

Parachute Club demonstration lump today

next to the pond at 1 2 45 Stop by our

office in 309SU or call 545-0005 to make

your first |umpi

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Congratulations to our three new sisters

Ruttiy Estudante. Tanyia Correal* Aubrey

Harmon and our three new members
Nicole Matin Amy Johnson Amy Ruda'

Love the Sisters of Tn-Sirjma

FOR RENT

2 bedioom/Brandywme Available 6/1

54*5132

2 bedroom apartment in The Boulders

Available 6/1 Cail2S3/B72

3 bedroom apartment on bus route

Available 6/1 Great location Call 256

6034

AUTO FOR SALE
1984 Crown Victoria Good reliable trans-

portation Passes emissions test $1300 or

BO 548-9229

87 Honda Civic Wagon blue CO Player

$800 or Best Offer 665-4349

88 Pontiac Grand Pru $300 in new parts

BA3 5874328

Honda Accord LX 1987 5 speed sedan

with arr Great running car $350u7ofter

549-2999

Toyota 40 87 runs great. $2000 or B/0

253 9938

1985 Mercury Capri black. 2 door, stan-

dard, sunroof good condition reliable

$1000 or 8/0 Must sell
1 Kara 549 6061

For Sal* 1979 VAN Bus runs well good

conation $1200 586-3074

Summer Jobs" $7 $10 par hour painting

locally Eiparianca helpful Vehicle hate-

ful Call ' £00-829 4 777 Hob flanders

EMPLOYMENT

Painters needed for summer fT 'PT

North Snore are* $7 8/nour phis bonus

m a i
m .-m Ma

Experienced Sua**.

and yard wort IS hourly liferents*
5*9-0413

Housecieanei Part time permanent

Responsible dapandatM* Peterantes

5*90413

Leaders Needed Summer teenage bey

ckesj tnps US. Canada. Europ* Mmmum
4-week time commitment Salary plus

sinenses paid Student Hostdieg
Program Aif-!i»W*d . Cenarey MA
01341 18000*3*132

EMPLOYMENT
Camp Canadensis. Pocono Mtns

Pennsylvania Excellent residential coed

summer camp Counselors to teach tennis.

scuba, water skiing, lakefront. motorcy-

cles, gymnastics arts and crafts. WSI.

and more Great salaries 6/21/97

8/18/9/ Call 18001632-8228 for an appli-

cation __________

HELP WANTEO ON MARTHA S VINEYARD

Positions available at Bed and Breakfast

Free room and board For info call

(5081693-1045

College Students

Summer Cruise Line Positions

Excellent Pay/ Benefits

Call today for more information

1504)429-9225 ent 5016CI5

Student Help Wanted- Earn $$$ before

your summer even starts by hosting the

biggest event of the year' The Alumni

Office is now accepting applications for

Reunion Weekend student help Must be

available June 5-8 Housing accommoda-

tions available Stop by the Alumni

Relations Office m Memorial Hall to fill

out your application today Questions'

Call Ann Thompson at 5-231

7

Summer in Maine Camp Androscoggin

needs staff to teach tennis, soccer

lacrosse, baseball, swimming, sailing

archery photography, nature, fishing,

mountain biking, art lopes, and radio

Have tun' Have an impact 1 Contact 601

West Street. Harrison. NY 10528

1914)835 5800 campandroOaol com or

visit us at

http //www coorworks conyshowme/cam

p/andro

Summer Employment

Experienced truck drivers for part time

Approximately 12 or more days in Mid

June and Mid-August $105 00 to $1 35 00

a day (5081653 7422

|MMI tT-o-.-Y

Looking for eitreverted people to hefp nan

our office Must have good telephone and

organisational skills $7 25 per hour

1508-53-0488 INatickl

FUN FRIENDLY' Coed Summer Camp
seeks staff for male groups Welcoming

and supportive environment Positions

include- Leaders and General Bunk

Counselors as well as Heads and

instructors for Swimming. Water tkimg

Hockey Archery Soccer and VoMeybett A

great summer k*>' Day off accessibmty to

Boston. New York. Montreal Call Today'

Camp Schodeck 1(001861 -i 184 * -men

schodacksTaol com

Now Hir'ng Painters tor employment Hi

The Southern Worcester County Area

Must have own transportation but no

eauoMOate required Can 546 4269

EMPLOYMENT
Child Care Provider seeking responsible,

loving, and active person Fun-filled sum

mer For boys 2 and 9 years Full time

weekdays Call 253 7973

National Parks Hiring' Plus Beach Resorts

Ranches. Rafting Companies, etc

Benefits bonuses' Nationwide openings

Call 19191918-7767 em R180

University Directories is hiring students to

sell Yellow Pages Advertising this sum

mer m Amherst tot the Official University

of Massachusetts Amherst Campus
Telephone Directory Weekly pay pius

bonus structure Training program, excel

lent Advertising. Sales. Marketing, and

Public Relations experience Call

(8001743-5556 e«t 122

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
NO SALES!!

' Farm and WiWemess

is now hiring summer staff We need peo-

ple who went to provide positive gwdance

a^xi t -*cor' 't MMMMwal _*a_| '' xor-

in the 90 s Counselors, meses coeks
'

Apply Now!
MA-TRS

489 Whitney Ave Ste 100

Holyoke MA 01040
413 493 11 0O

Cruise and Lend Tour Employment Earn

up to $2tXO«/month plus tree world trav-

el lEurope. Caribbean, ate I No aspen

enc* necessary Food lodging (9191918

7767 est C180

Environmental Sales Hello 7 Oo you

believe in being in the right place at the

right time' International Marketing Co is

rapidly expanding into the Western

Massachusetts area You n never know

unless you can (41 3B27 7555

Last Chance

Legal Assistants Wanted April 18th it the

last day to apply to the Student Legal

Services Office about Fall 1997

Intemshipsi Get hands-on experience m
the legal field Work dwecrty with amy
rays and chants Earn up to 15 undergrad-

uate credits No eaperience at the legal

piulsmun required— training is provid-

ed Contact Student Legal Sconces today

5*5-1995 922 Campus Center

PAINTF.RS- Full time summer EXPERI

ENCE PREFERRED vehicle. $6 50

$900/1*. heavy lifting required 900-500

FOR RENT
1 bedroom Putfton $525 Available June

1 Heat » H20 included Call 549-51 78

2 bedroom in a 3 bedroom apartment in

Salem Place Very modern On bus route

Best offer Contact Andrea 256-3585

2 bedroom Brandywme Fall Option 6/1

Call Patty 549-3740

Take over my lease! 1 bedroom (with pos

sible 5 other bedrooms) on campus in an

awesome house' 548 8901

1 bedroom in Amherst Located near

Downtown $255/montfi David 253-2183

Large 1 bedroom Near campus

$525/month A/C. free heat Available 6/1

with Fall Option 549 5770

Available June 1st One bedroom acort

ment $52S/month 10 minute walk to

campus 549-4561

UPTOWN' 2 bedroom apt Greatest loca-

tion in Amherst' Lease starts 6/1 Call

253 4682

Hobart lane Apartment Available 6/1 Call

549-4376

Sugarloaf Estates Ultra modern, two bed

room apartments Free heat/hot watei

New kitchens, baths carpeting, wash

ers/dryers. and more' On bus line

Minutes to Amherst Great specials' Now
leasing Spring and Fall Call 665-3856

3 bedroom Putfton Apartment Available

June 1 $855 Includes heat and hot

water 549-5378

Take our 1 bedroom apartment Available

June 1 Van/ quiet Putfton Apartment Call

548 8042

Available June 1st Renovated 3 bedroom

2 bath apartment in Putfton Call 549

6971

Room tor Rem Private home $335 I utiii

ties Kitchen privileges.

Kosher/Vegeianan preferred laundry

parking furnished Available May 1 549

4853

3 bedroom condos Hobart lane Gas. heat.

hardwood floors heated basement Now
showing tor June and September lease

$1300. 253-7879

Cape Cod group a summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

1508)477-8000

Macm_th 560 $850 Ball Python 2 years

old with cage $110 2534743

FOR SALE ROOMMATE WANTED! SUMMER SUBLET

Pentium lOOMh;

16MB RAM 1 26B HO
SND Card. Modem
Monitor included

546 5549

eSJ x» 't'li xl'r ''^"'

craft* Challenging wilderness environ-

e Green Mountains of Vermont

Contact Philip Tobin 1802)422 3761 or

'andw4*Sover net Ihttp //www tandw org)

CAPE COD West Yarmouth Resort needs

rehabfe me«ds Saturday only 9 30-4 30

$60 per day Bonus if you stay through

8 a mmmmm

law Mips Wanted 'Lead the

way into the 21 s' Century' wif* our fope-

right 'Slogan* sweatshirt Be your own

boss and earn aura money fast Send for

details at The 21st Century Group. 332

B-eeckerSt 040 NYC NY 100'4

l bedroom apt Colonial Village

$430. month Starting 6/1 2530313

FOR SALE

American Airlines Transferable $200

Voucher Pica $110 cash Can 546-3857

19 5' Gary fisher Paragon Mountain Bike

Excellent condition Comes with ecces

tones Also. (new). Shimeno MHO
.Mo^^Shse, S_ .2 5.13 Can

f ufl Sin Bed Bought Sept 96 $725 or

Best Offer Call 2&346_>

Weider horn* gym with stair stepper

Excellent condition $75 Electric keg cool

er $75 Both for $125 Will deliver 5*9

SOtt

Trek 950 only $450 Trek 830 only $300

Both brand new and each with kryptomte

locks' Weight bench and Olympic

Weights. $250 Playstation with games.

only $200 Call 548-8042 now'

Bicycles

Buying/Selling all styles, good quality

Large inventory (4131586-4781

laptop Notebook $99. VGA Color Monitor

$75. Hard Drive $10. Software $5. 386

Motherboard $25 Call Steve 566 3324

Ml. 2

Compaq Presavio Bought Sept tor $2500

1 5 GB Hard Once. 16 MEg Ram. 133

MHZ. 16XC0 & SUGA Monitor Selling

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
tor $1100 Call Connie at 5*6-6011

BOB.

Happy Birthday

This will be your year

I love You

N

Happy Birthday Nicole' Love The Sisters

of Tri-Sigma'

HOUSE FOR RENT

4 bedroom house Hobart lane On bus

line Available 6/1 $1200/month 549-

MOTORCYCLES

0481

1980 Si_uki GS7501 Good engine, needs

PERSONALS
some work $400 Call Even 323 951

7

Jao. I am so sorry I love you love. Al

INKU let s talk about the truth You

shouldn t be telling stones based on lies

ROOM FOR RENT
UNo-'

Room for rent in furnished house <n

Amherst $275 utilities not included

laundry Parking Available June 1 Call

Lauren 253-7S54

Looking for two people to sham double

bedroom m a 3 bedroom apt $230/mon!h

leas* begins 6/1 Two minutes waking

horn campus lease ends 5/3 1/98 Can for

mora info lUh* 5*9-57*1

2 bedroom fa sublet or lease from 6/1

On bus route Water paid 'or a great

ROOMMATE WANTED
place Call 253 4677
i-j _ ._ _ _ n . _.i_
.•1 *». **** [_!• \ O**"

tXdWOUri flpVl*JM-rt TOf SurflflssW jnd pc_

sibryFeli No dregs Can Alison 5*65612

Attention Graduating Seniors

I am a graduating senior looking lor one or

a few fun. interesting and cool people to

look for an apartment and be roomies

together in Boston Give me a ring a ling

it you are interested © 546-2227 and we

can take it from there
. _________

Looking tor 1 or 2 female non-smokers to

share 4 bedroom apartment Call 665-

7712

Female seeking female to share n room in

a 3 bedroom apartment On bus route

Real nice place with great roommates

Must see Please call Jessica 549-8513 to

SERVICES

set up meeting and get more information

Experienced Personal Trainer Get in shape

lor summer Call Lee at 546-0292

Rental Pioblems Questions about your

lease/security deposit deductions?

Questions about subletting/assigning

leases' Questions about the condition of

your new house or apartment? Contact

the Student legal Services Office. 922

Campus Center 545-1985

GRADUATING SENIORS Don t let poten

tial employers pass you by Put your

resume in front of millions Check us out

at www gr online com or call (407)481

8545

Pregnant? Need help? Call Birthright of

Amherst area for free testing and aisis

SUMMER SUBLET
tance 549 1906

2 bedroom Creshnew $650 a month Fall

Option Ask tor Dave 549-9210

4 bedroom apt

Northampton

Bus Route

Pets allowed

M _ •

5 bedroom house washer /dryer, porch, big

yard On bike and rail Sublet entire house

or/ustaroom Rte 9 Medley 5860363

3 bedroom Mill Valley 2 baths, first

floor, backyard. June-August Call 253

6467

SUBLET 1 bedroom in two bedroom

Puftton Apt June August FULLY fur

rushed $30Q/month inclusive Call Joanna

« Brian Q5*sVBb-

2 bedrooms m a 4 bedroom apt Huge lots

of light $332 each person per month

Southpoxrrt Apts 256-8966

Single bedroom m a 6 bedroom house 5

minute wait to campus H/HW included

$2f»month Chris 5498881

Hug* tour bedroom house Amherst

Center Furnished, cheep' 5*6-1 152 iBeet

or 5*9-5462 fTvtkel

I bedroom apt withW Option $430 fur

nished Call 256-1594 after 6pm

3 bedroom apartment Putfton Village

ll/l Can 5*95*05

2 bedroom Brandywme includes utilities

$550/month Available 5/26 5*8 8813

Sunny Spacious House Two bedrooms

available Great summer location with hik-

ing and bike paths, deck and backyard 5

miles from UMass 256 6336

1 bedroom apartment in Crestview 6/1

8/31 Short walk to UMass On bus line

Hot watei included Will be partially fui

nished $550/month Call 549-7605

2 bedroom apartment with Fall Option 1

month free rent Call 549-4089

2 bedroom renovated Putfton Apt Great

location near pool/courts Heat/hot water

included. $6*0/month Available 6/1 5*9

7762 ______________

1 bedroom apartment Fall Option On bus

route Spacious with closet space

$430/month 2_-8190

2 bedroom apartment in Sunderland

Available 6/1 to 8/31 Great deal' Call

665-8894 tor more details On bus route'

One large fully furnished bedroom in a 3

bedroom apartment On bus line, minutes

from campus June August Call Debra at

6658*63

3 bedroom apartment in North Amherst

Close to campus Starts 6/1 Call anytime

548-8976

1 room in Putfton m a 2 bedroom apart-

ment Easily tits 2 females Furnished, on

bus route 1 month free' Call Beth 549

5526

3 bedroom Putfton Just renovated

Furniture available Starts 6/1 5494334

2 bedrooms in The Boulders Apartments

Available 6/1 Call 256438*

2 bedroom apartment with swimming

pool. A/C On bus route in Brandywme

Call Francin* 5*9-4480 Available June 1

2 bedroom Brandywme $750/month

Available 6/1 549-4198 Take over our

3 bedroom apartment June August

Sunderland Pool/Courts Call 6654298

Ten minutes from UMass

2 beoYoom/Branoywine with Fall Option

ft/1 Cell 5*9-4982

TO SUBLET

3 bedroom renovated Putfton Apt

TRAVEL
Available 6/1 with Fall Option 5499224

If limn tCi.'ieetr Inure. 3ur.

2'0 Sylvan Avenue

En^cwuud (lifts. NJ 076)2

1-888-733-2742
t.xi2ohS7i isao

CHINA
Great

Experience

Student ltiurs:

Beijing 8D6N $235_r
Hcijing Shanghai Hongzhiu

uD7N$47l+_r
rtcijin,

9D7N 1423+air

Departure* May August

Fur detail*. ptc_c call ox visit our web

HI*

mj:))w.» .1_( laaafcJ—

Europe $169 0W Mexco/Cariobaan $189

R/T ONE WORLD TRAVEL It's your world

now you can afford to se it 14131587-000'

Ski and Party al Killington tor only $89 2

nights condo lodging and Two-Day lift

ticket Call UMass Ski Club 5*5-3437. 434

WANTED TO RENT

Student Union

We need a house 1 For a group of 7 with

S< bedrooms m Uptown Area Please call

m u.'bK

3 bedroom Putfton Available 6/1 549

SUMMER SUBLET

5841

Sublet $200 a month or one month free

Can Andy 253 5*82

Take over our lease' Two bedroom apart

ment m Brandywme Available June 1st

Call S*_»1___

2 bedroom Brandywme Apt Easily tits *

Excellent condition $7*0 Call Knsti or

Metres* 5*9-7474

3 bedroom renovated Puftton Apartment

Avertable 6/1-8/31 with Fall Option 5*9

9310

WANTED

What's your talent? Entertainers wanted

for Kids Karnrval Jugglers artists, magxc

etc For more mfo call 5*5-5590

COUPON!

TAKE THIS COUPON

TO THE CAMPUS

CENTER FOR V0UR

FREE COPY OF THE

MASSACHUSETTS

DAILY COLLEGIAMU

feituriAj: your tiiily

Matt, lfeirl»*r, Iffl.

horoteopo...

•mati f* fee •» Ctllliui

i tripkici - "sVs jetf Writ a*rt"

Vive College Community Calendar

THURSDAY. APRIL 1

ffcinvr - Thr LMass BeJIroum Dance Chin

it proud to announce its first "Hooked on
Ballroom" dance from 7 p m - I am in the

Student Lmon Ballroom Everyone i> imihrd to

foin u< in this free event Beginner dance
instruction* start at 7 p m and will include

Swmf. Hustle. Mennfue. Rumba. C ha C ha and

Tango General dancing *t*rt* at "HOpm
There will he a dance c\hibitmn b> dame pn>«

and cFuh members Casual attire reiommenoed
For mote info, call 2*6-V4 1 o

Ducuaton — The Institute for Science and

Interdtsciplman Studies tlSISi present* a Five

Cotscfe evening seminar and discusxior

Endangtllld Tortoise* to Mutated I ovr The
Slirsg of a Radioactive Waste Fecilitv" h> Sean

M Di-iarur t ampus tenter, room 162-75
Free and open to the publk

Inturr — Attorney I enruird Wetnghm will

speak on his defense of Mumia Abu lamal *

former radio reporter and black activist who
wax convicted in the 1981 'laying of a

Philadelphia police officer and sentenced to

death, and the death penalty at 7 30 p m in the

Main lecture Hall of Franklin Patterson Hall.

Hampshire I illege Free, handkapped etc* ail

Me
*SJ Ih- Robert ftl Thurman. the hry

Tiong Khapa Professor of Indo Tibetan
Ruddhivt Studies at lolumhia I nivervirv will

kvture on "The Inth Already Did It Once —
MM ihe Tibetans Can Save Civilization Ajtain"

at 4 1U p m in Stirn Auditorium. Amherst

College Free and open to the public

Rally — "Stop the Clock Women I nite

Against Violence' march and rally will lake

place at b p m . starting at the Iniianan
Church on Main Street in Northampton After

the first rally, there will be a candlelight march

IhlUtsgh the streets of Northampton which will

end at Oewev Hall. Smith College The second

rally will begin here al 8 p m and should last

until 1 iO p m Following ihix will be a

Coffeehouse at the Northampton Center for ihe

Arts Ml women are encouraged to perform at

the open mic at the Coffeehouse For more
information, contact Heather Foran at the

( v ems omen's Center at 5*5-5814

Vltjrxvnup — A Commuter* Workshop for

ihe Iniversitv I enter 2000 will be held in the

(. ampu* t entri MB le-2- l?s from 4-6 p.m

FRIDAY. APRIL 18

ihim Omm Hmmm wiit he «hc

and 1pm In the 1A.F..B l)u Boi» librarv.

room 1 120. es part of the Human Genomes and

Human Hiphi . l onference The film iv appmxi

matclv 50 minute" in length and documents
Human Genome Diversity Project scientists

taking MiihJ <ample< from indigenous commu
nilies without thc-tr consent

SATURDAY. APRIL 19

Pistuistow — A panel of speakers from

India. Hawaii the Philippines and Lnitrd

States will be discussing the future of human
genetic research and indigenous peoples

Vandana Shiva. Steve Newcomb. Birgil Kills

Straight. Nalani Minion, lonathan Marks and
\uioiia Tauli Corpux will speak in Marcus

111 al9am

NOTICES

resect Human (Genomes and Human
Rights conference will be taking place April

IP. II Fvents at UMaxx. Amherst tollege.

Smith College and Mount Holyoke College

(heck out our web page for more details

http //frost oil umass edu/-wirm/conf html

tnuftiiul \ij - I Ma** Financial Aid

Services would like lo announce that May I is

the last day lo apply for a new or increase

Federal Direct Student or Parent loan for the

current academic year

( immunity — "Rendezvous with the Soul."

meditation, music and prayer meetings, will be

held Irom 4-5 p m. in the Campus Center,

room H05 80*» weeklv on Tuesday* until the

end of the semester Sponsored by the UMass
Bah* t Club For more information, call Chn* at

549*-4*W2

/>m in>/iin tome experience the cultural

diversity of the Prince/Crampton Graduate

Residence Hall From Apnl * - May 10. real-

dents from many countries around the world

will be participating in discussions and presen

tation* about their experiences in their home
countries Scheduled topics Asia. April

15-21. Africa. April 22-26. North America.

April 29 - May 1. I aim America/Caribbean.

May 4-10 The program is free and open to

the public

r_e_sy — Spectrum Mogaztnr ix looking for

anyone interested in reading their poetry or

prow in the nest reading The reading will he

held on April 16 at IW pm in the Student

Union Visual Arts Space All leaders are wel

come Sign up at our office. 406E Student

I men or call 5*5-22*0

Conference — The Women of Color

Conference will be taking place from April

16-20. Sign-up sheets will be in the Student

Union, room *I6 and on the Campux tenter

Concourse

hitthni - The UMass luggling Club will

meet on Fridays at 3 p m nest to the

Information [>esk in the tampui tenter No

espenence required

rmanaal did — Applications for summer
financial aid are now available at Financial An!

Services You must be a continuing student

enrolled in a degree granting program al

I Mn> taking summer classes through

Continuing I ducat ion. going on approved sum

mer international exchange program through

working on a graduate dissertation

Deadline is Apnl 16 late applications will not

be accepted -

Vfrrtiitg — Common Ground will be holding

support and advocacy meetings for low -income

students and allies every Tuesday in the

Campus Center (room lo be announced) from

rsoon-2 p m For more information, contact

Mars Sutherland at (41 H 1211725 or leave a

message in our box in ihe GEO office, base-

ment of the Student Union

Iferring — The Peer Mentor Network is a

student organization for undergraduate and

graduate students with disabilities on campus

Everyone is welcome Meetings are Thursday

nights from 6-7 p m in tampus Center

Please bring your thoughts and concerns to the

meeting For more information contact Susan

Pilner al 545-0892 or Kregg Strehorn at

5* 5-4602

.Support group — REFI FCT th

College bereavement support program is offer

ing tsvo support groups this semester A grief

support group for those who have experienced

the death of someone close to them, and an ill-

oem group for those currently coping with the

serious illness of a loved one If you or someone

you know is interesled. please call us at

577-5516 for more information

Health serines — Confused, afraid, or

just curious ' Do you have question* about

FYh are pubsV service enno*jrK*sn*rvls printed

detty To submit en f VI. please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

rctuxdkng the name arid phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Marcaoxrvg. Editor by noon the prevsous day

*cx STDs. alcohol, drugs, eating disorders.

HIV/AIDS. »tre*s management or quitting

smoking or chewing tobacco'' Don't know
who to ask'' Call the Peer Health
Connections phoneline al UMass at 577-
5168 Trained students will anonymously
answer your question* and tell you where to

go for more help

(.timmencement Housing — A limited

number of residence hall rooms will be

available or the relatives and friends of

graduating UMass students for the night of

Saturday. May 24 Commencement Housing
applications are available at the University

Conference Service Office. 918 Campus
Center To guarantee a reservation, complel

ed forms with full payment must be
returned lo University Conference Services

by May I . There will be no on-site reserva-

tion*

Internships — Internships are available

working on Earth Day Hunger. Recycling and

Clean Air Call Melanie at Ma*>PIR(>
545-0199 or stop by the office at 421-A
Student Union Building

kv.
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Tired of the mmmo old over-priced, pub-style food?

Daily Listings sponsored by:WMlWk ^.,7..,: _3 ,'.'",.',:^".TS.V.",.,,.U'l MA,
IS *X"S1 . A M II t R **

1 We don't take anyone else seriously, either *l ROI.TWi"XSn*»4l AMHFRsl

HSCN Bulletin

Board

a CBS/ 3 Hartford

a CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

m PBS/57 Springfield

7 HSCN Movie

Channel

m UPN/20 Hertford

B Weather Channel

10 NBC/30 New
Britain

11 Fox/61 Hartford

m PBS/24 Hartford

13 WOCHtStHSCN
ia UMATV
Y7 HSCN Programming
\m TV-19O ABC/40 Springfield

ma NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
a CNN/Headline

News
B BET

B BET on Jazz

7 UCTV
B The Learning

Channel

B TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

jty_jsis im_j___
41 KfM IJliHil W,

This week's

$ 1 drink:

Gin & Tonic

THURSDAY EVENING c campus APRIL 17, 1997
C 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10.00 10:30 11:00 11:30

WEDH o tt Craeturee Business Rpt. fseseshour Wrth dim Lehrer X Auction Auction Continue*

WFSB o j N*x**I CBS New* Straight Talk Uve... Graoing Our Schoolt Moloney "Past Forgiveness" X a Hours (in Stereo) X News 1 LateShowX

WBZ o 4 NMM CBSNesrs Ent Tonight Diagnosis Murder (In Stereo) Moloney "Past Forgiveness" X 40 Hours (In Slereo) X News LeteShowX

WCVB o S Nml ABC nMrs Instoe Edition Chronicle X High Incident "Warrant Peace" World's Deadliest Vc*canoes Turning Point X News X Nightlme X
WLVI o Frtsh Pnnc* FrwhPriix« S_r Trsk: Next Omm. **Vs^jtfofKfl"(19ee,Drim« Patrick Swayze. bam Neeson. News Jenny Jones (In Slerec

WHOM o fsWwi NBC Newt Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! X Friends X |Sudd*n-Susan Seinfeld (R) X ]Fired Up X ER "You Bet Your Lite " X News Tonight Show

WTXX 1 Fret* Prince Martin Tt Judge Judy X Real TV I Cape "Judgment Car (R) X Baywstch Nights News |LAPD H Patrol Real TV X
wvrr to nrewa NBCffesxs _siTora_M ,H»rrJ Copy a Friends X Sudden-Susan Seinfeld (Rj X [Fired Up X ER "You Bet Your Lite" X News Tonight Show

WTIC $ Simpion* X RoseanneX Home Imp. svWtnfVfO
" MartkiX Living Single New York Undercover I News Coach X Deep Spec* 9

WWLP o 11 nwxVe. NBC News Whexsi-Fortune Jeopardy!

X

Friends X Sudden-Susan Seinfeld (R) X |Fired Up X ER "You Bet Your Life" X News Tonight Show

WGBY CD 1 Great New England Auction Great New England Auction Continues

WGGB _) 20 rfcwcX 1ABC Nee- SsinfoldX Ent Tonight High Incident "Warrant Peace" World's Deadliest Volcanoes Turning Point X NewsX NightKneX

WSBK OD Beverly Hllri, 90210 (In Stereo) SesnfeldX Mad Abo You *'i "Physical EvK)m»"{ 1989, Drama) Burt Reynolds News Martin X Mad Abo. You Real TV 1

WTBS
,
_> Family Matter* |

Family Metier

i

HOflrfl VKBOt Home Videos »** "City Stcktn II TheLtg»rridCurlysGokr(\9M,Com»a))oi *** "Sifport Your

A-E <D £3ncy Law l Order I Biography Henry VIII Scandals of a King" (R) Unexplained "Sexual Attraction Law 1 Order X
CNN CD » WorkftiowX Moneyiinel Crossfire X Prim* Net** X |Burden-Proof |L*rry King Uve X World Today X Sports lllus. Moneyiinel

COM _f ,0 ricfxi: Dream On Osily Shoss. [Rj Comic Relief **^ Vusf One of fhs Gias" (1985, Ccwedy) Joyce Hyser 1 Night Stand |Dream On Dally Show Comic Relief

DISC <_D Movie Magic Naif Step (R) Wings "The Phantom's Foe" (R) Wild Discovery: Hammerhead | Mystery Univ. [Movie Magic SNpwrsck-Fitigsrald Wild Discovery: Hammerhead

ESPN OD Up Clow Sportscenter |9tanl*y Cup Ptayofls Conference Quarterfinal Game 1 • Teams lo Be Announced , ] Stanley Cup Playoffs: Conf Quarterfinal

LIFE CB iupermeriet m Intimate Portrait Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo) | "When Innoctnce It lost" (1997, Drama) Ji Cliyburgh X Homicide Lite on the Street X
MTV _

)

(5 30) Music Videos fin Stereo) Singled Out Idiot Savants Music Videos (In Stereo} Vol (In Slereo) Singled Out LoveUn*

NICK ff> Tiny Toon Doug » RugrstsX Secret-of Alei [Happy Days I Love Lucy X |Bewitched hlewhartX |OddCoupteX Taxi | M T Moore

SCIfl 03
________
Tsssssghf Zone Darkjirte OuantumLesp In Stereo) X Seaquest DSV "Photon Bullet" Space (Part 4 of 5) Quantum Leap (In Stereo) X

TLC _> xy« Fumltur* Renovation Hometime X HornsftifTts* n Real Americs: 41 Hours Ghost Towns: Gold Rush |Mystery of Birth (R) Real America: 4* Hours (R)

TNT _• IntheHesfrythaNigWI In the Heel of the Night I * 7rv»fln*r(19f>*.r>eri8)rJ«IGI>son,SissyS^)aMk |»*'^ "tfi«Hcy'sL/re"(1993)RoberlDeNifo.

USA 03 fsenegsd* "Hard Evidence'' 1 Highlander: The Series X Murder, She Wrote (In Stereo) |»*t T«7 Men" (1987, Comedy-Drama) Richard Dreytuss (In Stereo) X |Silk Stalking*

HBO _) **'i "Sfar TrH G»nerafic<if"(l99*) Patrick Stewirt "The B« Fair (1997) C. Thomas Hosvell R" X |»'6 "Mrrag«"(1995) Edward James Olmos. 'R' X |Best of Tsiicsb Confessions

MAX • (5fl0) |*«"i It* Journey o< August toy- [)m)\B * "Strange Days"(1995, Scier>ce Fiction) Ralpfi Fiennes. (In Stareo) 'R' X |*e "Th*U«rrn«/Comm«»cfSi;icrde"(1997)

SHOW <_> »** "LA Story '(1991. Comedy) Steve Martin PG-13' eeeVi "T?»j l/sua/Scispecfs"(l995) "R" X |"Fasf Won»y"(1996. Drama) Ysncy Butler (In Stereo) 'R" rUhdenjun"
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Bruno By C. Baldwin
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Dilbert By Scott Adams

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winkle
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Generation X By Chris Lehman
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Non Sequitor By Wiley
Non Sequitor By Wiley

University 1 By Frank Cho
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Today'* P»C. Morm
Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger

jalapeno Shrimp *_ Rice

Veal Parm Sand.

Wciner S*rtirMtzef Sand.

Jroccofi

DINMfR
Szechuwr Beet/Br

Baked Ziti

Grilled Cheese Sand.

^tf

343-1 » tt tmt mtmrm imtmnmmHmm.

Worcester

LUN
Hamburge

Grilled Chicken Sand.

Veal Parm. Sand.

Weiner Schnitzel Sand

Chips, Veggies h Diftf\(A

tornpsnajxiiOj^ft^

NCH
Chicken Cut!

iVY,TieO»-

rger

Turt

Berkshire

\ DINNER
rwjan Beef/Broccoli

hicken Cacciatore

Szechuan Tofu/BrocO>li

Chips, Veggies ft Dips

cftW\V^'
erV_h« » Szechuan Beef /Bt<J_fp{ft () Cr_ckf_n CSzechuan Beef/B*j

e^ziti

Chips, Veggies ft Dips

tw
LUNCH

utlet Sand,

ore. Breakfast Sand.

Bow Ties ft Sauce Sand.

Lightburger Sand.

DINNER
Szechuan Beef/Broccoli

Chicken Cacciatore

Szechuan Tofu/Broccoli

Chips, Veggies ft Dips

By Mike Rybicki
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Close to Homo By John McPherson

(9!SeSJx553r<W3C_«H*rj_'r^^^^^""

ARIES
March 21 -April 20
Ynurr rhnnni:'

irua tflrk Voxi dan I rvrn nrrtt la U_r
a pmmlnnii rolr if vsm rr not fr«Hxn«

p In H Vmi rr lurkv HI «n_U rxxSux

xsiriy m the xnrli fisit ilo ynxir homr

seork arson- ukln* an anrthlfw larger

TAURUS
April 21 -ltay 21
Xvrrp v<Hir <>uimt*i*. in roiinxHf ihss

•STk li n e»«y lor nlhrnv lo ru—UfKtrr

•land vm;. and it * tiriirr ic nvoxd

rmllrxt rontrnvrrsv lims to an

rxtutallcral npportiinily If vou rr

axtxHxIng a new rarnxxnrr II rou r«*d

a favor, aak an oksrr prmon

GEMINI
May 22 -June 21

Don l stt around xvvnndetln* thra

xwrtk aak qurxtlon* tnatntd Br

lartfiil and a enod HutrtieT and vou

mukl srarn lar mo— than voxi rxprx-t

A htrnd » oflrr rould tuvT Mm
Mnrce* attarhrd fis-r uV full Mors

brsorr aorcpttn* or rrjesllmt

CANCER
June 22~July 22

Whrn antvlrxl a xtk kv prnhxem trv In

break It down mm It* romponrnl*

You nun haw belter «uirr««i lurklln*

one Mxic al a tune II wxnrone near >s

' ' «]>' || your efforts. axSttreM them

.llrerlrv and tartlullv Thrx weehrnd

ga eirplore svjmepxare you have nevsn

been before

LEO
July 23-Aa.ust 23

tf you re leeltiiit a bit down till* week

fie yourself a Itlllr extra T1X Peoplr

i lose lo you mean wetl but they nuy

not have Ihe enerxjr lo help you Don'i

heaMale to ask for asMManre from •

dtflerenl source Your hard work Is

beginning tn pay off

VIRGO
August 24-Septcmber 22

Feellnxt rlullrred Ulely'1 Take •

careful fnventory and then net rid of

eeerythln* you don I need He nilhle—

i

and youII brealhe a llllle eaalrr

Projecta •round ttr house demand

your attention tkm t skimp when

I to contribute In a group effnet

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

Thai la a good week to make a

imiranlli rornmitmeni If you rr rer_m

of arsMher perwsi . leehngs Iheu go

ahead and lake the plunge If you re

«-«* »HI" COO

prtwtdr axagxvUnre or xareaa relsrf

SCORPIO
October 24-November 22

A long held goal may he abnoM oiilun

rench It may be otffV nil but vou

must remain pallenl a while lonstrr

SVMrhmri lor douMe » eiiasse whet

you mean "light not be what another

perann Ihtrrk. ynu aa_l Ttxss si • *>_sl

time to aak far a rxnae

SAGITTARIUS
Nosrember 23-December 21

rlnn «>oK-ilung »tiexMl wtlh your

awertle Wheihei It » a mint getaway

or Jus* an evening out. you"H kmprnve

your frame of mind and have a

wonderful time Pay ckaw attention

to yoxir nblatatlons even II It meana

allertrm v«ir ptorx- sluthltv

CAPRICORN
December 22-Jenusry 20

Your orgargnttmi and ef_rakxv

plannliig help wai grt rhniugh a

rrKHinuxtn of reapnnaibllltlea earlv In

the week liar vour extra free thne lo

have a llltk- Inn He lareful when

fhrtlrat -odd* arr, aomemvr la paying

more attention than you had first

i bought I >nn l lead him or her on

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18

II vnu re lerllng Mm k lake a few

moments tn write down vmir rtreama

and hopea Then talk to aomeone who

can help you MM wava lo make your

dreams come true Be sure lo llalen

. .irelnlh' In what that perann ha* to

aa\ ne vou i-ould redaa an unapoken

inoaagr

PISCE8
February 19-March 20

A prtvale matter demanda dlariiaalnn

with Ihe rther people Imrorvcd Be

dlarrrel and you 11 enfoy a poaltrve

I When a person you reaped

speaks, lake careful notea You II find

a wealth of wisdom to draw on later

TUAHK YOV FOR CALLING TttTEQ
. COMPUTERS TECHNICAL SUPPORT HOU/M£.

CURRENTLX ALL Of OUR CUSTOMER SEPVK£
REPRESENTATIVES ARE BU^Y. BUT PIEA56

STAY OH THE LIME. YOUR CALL IS V£f?Y
IMPORTA/vT TO </S/ . . . TVAA/K YOU FOR

r^L-x^ CALUA?6 TR/TEC
ACROSS

Quote of* flic* I>iiy

• • My number one

goal in life is to

give birth to the

Messiah. ^^
- Overheard

10

14

The

m/gjgmtm
Piffypat eg
Med sut,

tS. Funny bone i locale

It Coses tiddlers e 9
17. Cmtmormt garb

It Church path

ft Color

20. Heady

22. Bewhle*
_

2*. CraWinef c4e>iucaxlon

25 Army doctor

2t Come to Ixirrris

». TT»e Ojuritry

(Stevrart fsvn)

St Urvforrn color

Mottled

Otto .
Beirnafck

MtrvJed

Kakoe and Smith

Wakflower » ()ueMy

Oave ot cartoons

34.

36.

M.
37

M.
40.

4t.

43. Gnaw through

45. (Oosrna«c**n Lauder

4t Favonle target of

47. Bssivyssts

40. Tined iraatures

50. Opie's portrayer

51. Voted into office

54. Genuine

SO. After soul or check

SO. Equip agam

01. a Dark Stranger

(Kan fssn) |2 wds 1

02. Church pxcture

03. Vexed

0* Spsxe

Ot Camper s eheaar

Ot Sssnator Kefauver

07. Sn-ettooisrs

DOWN
f. Beer from Ireland

1 about (2 wds I

t (^jmedsan Kaplan

4. Walked

t Comes close

t "Yes lad _ easy"

(rsouamen) (2 svds 1

7. Shews monogram

t PAT figure

0. Rough fabric

10. Type of case

11. ArTnatgedllon author

12. Cub* root of 729

13. VVeeones

21. Mary Todd* man
23. Two-wneeteri

25. Dernveanor

20. Csjckty

27. Frah lexrlures

2t Adjust agam
20. Eddie of vexidev_*

31. Bedeck

32. Excited with "up"

Type of (

FOftSl

Tra

Turn a deal to

Syrnbol of tnvsality

(2 svds)

f>je*ng sport

Bricks measure

33.

35

30

30.

44.

40.

47.

SO. Lu**ation et al

01.

52.

53. Rival of Harrow

54. Spot

St Jacobs tvssn

SO. Horse swap

57. Moray*

00.
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LGOlU (leoldOiavanet.com)

by Rogtr and SaUm SoUoons ci»»*

/ had nothing to do

last Saturday afternoon, so I

bought a bag ofchips and went to

this big fancy art musuem.

I stood so close to this

famous painting that I could see

the thickness of each paint stroke.

The paint even looked wet.

Wow, I wonder how long ago

the artist finished It?

Maybe the artist is standing

on the other side ofthe room

watching my reaction to his

pointing. Van Gogh, Corot,

Hopper... they're here!

They are talking to me
trying to show me what they felt.

Wowf
"Thank you Van Goghl

Thank you Mary Cassat!

Thank you Corot!"

They threw me out of the museum

for yelling at the paintings.

Tout

"IfJTr V

Life is good.
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Lax bludgeons Crimson Minutemen sweep Black Bears

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts 12

Harvard

CAMBRIDGE — Last year Brendan Glass' live goal

effort wasn't enough of a push for the Massachusetts

men's lacrosse team to beat Harvard. A year later four

goals from Glass was more than the Crimson could take

as the Minutemen romped 12-6 at Ohiri Field ye>tei-

day.

Glass, who scored three

of his four goals in the

third quarter was not

UMass' onl\ multiple scor-

er, but he was the most
proline. Chris Grande had two goals in the game — the

ninth time in 10 contests he accomplished that feat, while

Casey Costello and Mike McKeefrey each added a pair to

help the Minutemen.

McKeefrey started the scoring just over a minute into

the first quarter with a tally off a P.G. Mas^c\ MtsSt |im

Kennedy made it 2-0 with 10:12 remaining in the period

before Grande nailed both of his scores.

Harvard's Owen Leary got by UMass goalie lohn

Kiisselakis with one second left in the quarter to put the

Crimson on the board.

Three minutes into the second quarter. Costello put the

Minutemen back up by four, but Leary again beat
kassdakis to bring the score to 5-2.

Glass started his scoring spice when lay Neegus hit him
with an assist in front of the Harvard cage with 8:05 left

baton halftime.

Doug Crofton added another for the Crimson, but

Costello was able to find the back of the Harvard net with

two seconds remaining before the intermission to give

UMass a four-goal halftime advantage.

Much to Harvard's dismay, the third quarter was all

Glass. The senior attackman opened the second half with

a goal off a Kennedy assist just over three minutes into

the period.

Three minutes later he found the Crimson cage, this

time with an unassisted shot.

Max von Zuben and |im Bevilacqua each tallied for

Harvard, but Glass still had another shot in him. He
ended his scoring run with 2:04 left in the third to put the

Minutemen up 10-5.

Turn to MEN'S LAX. page 13

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

Massachusetts shortstop Brad
Gorrie was a little more fired up than

usual before yesterday's doubleheader

with Maine, because NESN came to

Earl E. Lorden Field to do a story on
the senior shortstop.

It's

Massachusetts

Maine

Massachusetts

Maine

COU.TNf» SMITH COUfCIAN

The Minutemen avenged last year's loss to Harvard beating the Crimson on their home turf yesterday.

n o t

often
that
t h e

Minutemen get much TV exposure, so

Gorrie responded by going showtime.

Gorrie's diving stop of a Black Bear

line shot with the bases-loaded and two

outs in the bottom of the seventh of

game two lifted UMass past Maine 9-8.

giving the Minutemen a sweep of the

Black Bears and pushing their winning

streak to seven games.

Gorrie ended game one by turning a

double

play
with
t w o

r u n -

ners on, and smacked a three run

homer in the Minutemen victory in the

opener, also a 9-8 score. UMass >ur

vived four home runs from Maine left-

fielder Rex Turner, and is now 17-6,

6-3 in the A- 10.

Massachusetts 9. Maine 8

Paced by four RBIs from Gorrie.

UMass snuck by Maine (17-17) 9-* in

the first game, lunior Matt Wolcott

went 3-4 with his first home run of the

season, and sophomore righthander

Ryan Cameron went six innings to pick

up the win in his first career start, lason

Bennett pitched a perfect seventh for his

second save.

Cameron took a 9-6 lead into the -*-\

enth. but let up a double and three sin-

gles before being pulled for Bennett

With two runners on, Bennett got Turner

to fly out to Gorrie, before inducing the

game-ending double plav Cameron
(2-0), given the starting nod after strik-

ing out eight and letting up only two

earned runs in his last four appearances,

struck out five Black Bears in his debut

"I felt good out there." Cameron said.

"It was a new experience, but I settled

down lafter some early nerves]."

Turn to BASEBALL page 13

Flying Dutchwomen fly past Minutewomen
By Jorma Kansanen
Colleg.on Staff

Pick a sport, any sport — no.
work with me here, people.

If you picked a sport that has a

goalkeeper, then let's go with this.

One of the most rare occurrences

in a sport that sports a goalie is

when said goalie scores a point.

Massachusetts 5

Hotstra 1

Whether it is an assist or a goal, it

does not matter, because when it

happens, it really hurts.

That is just one of the aspects

that really hurt in yesterday after-

noon's 12-5 loss to Hofstra for the

Massachusetts women's lacrosse

team (2-6), and for the rest of

those aspects — take a number.

The number for the Flying
Dutchwomen (7-5) today was 30.

I in senior goalie Stephanie
Clarke. The keeper recorded 20
quality saves, and one assist on
senior Tierney Clark's second goal

of the game at the 41:23 mark; the

low point of an afternoon of It

But. one highlight for L Ma"
today was the pla\ ol Irohmen mid-

fielder Rebecca Minaker (8 goals. 2

j»mMv 10 points for the MWOB),
who netted a career-high four goals

in the loss. Sophomore attacker

Laura Korutz continued her quiet.

\ct L.in-istent. offensive play with a

goal and two assists (lOg. 9a,

19pts). with junior tri-captain len

Bowen adding an assist to her 12

points this season (7g. 5a).

Assistant coach fill Pearsall had
a difficult time explaining the loss.

"I am speechless." Pearsall said.

"Its a tough one to put in words.

In the first half, we reallv started

out strong It was a close game,
we were very intense, and played

aggressively. And. then it just

came back to team effort.

"There's a couple of players that

really play intenseh for us. and
are looking to pull their team-
mates up. but arc then being
brought down. And that's frustrat-

ing, and not just for the coaches.

but tor the playerv"

SimpK said, this was a golden
opportunity for the Minutewomen
to pick up a win. and they did not.

But. it was not for the lack of tr>

ing, and in the first half. UMass'
offense came out fired up.

The set offense consistently
pressured Clarke, but the senior
goalie iamo up with big save after

bi^' save. Yet, after a counterat-

tack goal that put Hofstra ufJ 1-0

at the 8:11 mark. Minaker scored

her first goal of the day on a beau-

tiful left to right cut in front of the

net. on an assist from Korutz.

The Flying Dutchwomen took
control, pulling off a 5-0 run to

put the game up at 6-1. Minaker

was a one-man show with 4:07
left in the lirst half, pulling a right

to left spin move on her defender
to get the team within four goals

at the half.

A close enough margin to make a

comeback, but the second half did

not hold good fortune, and Hofstra

outscored UMass by a 6-3 score.

The Flying Dutchwomen took
advantage of a lost possession and
ground balls, and then Clarke got

into the other side of the game. One
of the most mane rules in women's
lacrosse is there is no time limit on

the goalie holding the ball.

Therefore. Clarke was able to

slowly waltz up the field, feeding

the other Clark from her spot in

the face oft circle to put the vim

tors up 1 1-3. Clark made a run
behind the defense to beat

Clarke's counterpart, freshmen
keeper Megan Haggerty (7 M
Following Minaker- lead, the

Tom to WOMEN'S LAX. page 13

Durant lead team from start to N. E. Championship

By Mike Corey
Collegian Staff

When you think of the

Massachusetts women's tennis team

and its recent resurgence, there are

certain names that come to mind.
There are certain people that brought

this program back up, and helped to

reinstate it from the days when there

were weeds growing out from under

the courts.

One of those people is a person

that has dedicated her life to UMass
tennis, the school itself, and to the

difficult task of rebuilding a team
that started out with nothing over

four years ago.

We're talking about a person who
not only has the highest GPA on the

team, but is a member of the academ-

ic honor roll. We're talking about a

player who has won over 67 percent

of her matches played, and has only

missed practice three times in four

years.

That person is the lone senior on

the UMass women's tennis team. Liz

Durant. From the time she set foot

on the upper Boyden courts, she

knew that this was where she wanted

to be for her college career, and to

build her future.

"I pretty much chose UMass
because of the sports management
program, and I fell in love with the

campus, and I loved the team when I

came here on my recruit vi-.it,"

Ourant said.

Durant took over a responsibility

as one of the few beginners that was
going to be called upon in putting

I Mass tennis back on the map.
"I knew it was going to be a grow-

ing team, and with the freshmen
coming in after me, we built up the

program." Durant said.

Coach ludy Dixon had only praise

for the senior that was the first player

the team recruited, and her contribu-

tions that have made UMass tennis

what it is today.

"Liz was the first player that I

recruited, and she helped develop the

program." Dixon said. "She has been

the workhorse of the team since the

day that she arnved."

Durant was a person with a great

competitive spirit that ignited her

teammates — her tennis ability spoke

for itself She came to UMass with a

goal, and thrived on the level of

achievement that the team has
attained.

"The whole reason why I started

playing tennis in the first place was so

I could get a scholarship and come to

school and play tennis on a college

team," Durant said. "The level is much
more competitive, and we're playing

tougher schools now than we did. and

I'm happy we built the team up."

Durant has won 62 of 93 singles

Turn to DURANT. page 13
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After sweeping Maine in two yesterday, the Minutemen look to face

Fordham next.

Pitchers lead team to URl
By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegton Stan

I i he naked eye. soflball appears

to be a very simple game. To win.

you must hit better, field better, run

better, and keep the other team from
scoring more runs than you. But

there is one undeniable, unn ers.il

key to softball: pitching wins ball-

games.

Don't believe it? lust ask the

Massachusetts Softball team's last

seven opponents — they all have
been stopped dead in their tracks

after running into two brick walls,

known to us as pitchers Danielle
Henderson and Liz Wagner.

Today at 3 p.m.. UMass looks to

tack on two more wins to their

I 3-game unbeaten streak when
Henderson. Wagner and the

Minutewomen bus it on down to

Kingston. R.I. to lock horns with the

Rams of Rhode Island.

Henderson and Wagner make up
the A-10's most overpowering pitch-

ing duo this season

Henderson leads the team with a

baffling 1.22 ERA. while Wagner
boasts a 2.54 mark. The two combine
to surrender under two runs a game,
at 1.80.

Henderson has emerged this sea-

son as the A-10's top hurler. recog-

nized with three A- 10 Pitcher of the

Week awards Her stat sheet reads 10
wins. | perfect game, and 6 shutouts

Henderson is also on pace to shatter

Kelly Daut's H9i UriMUl record ol

IM
Henderson and Wagner's af|

accompanied hy a resurgent offensive

attack, has told the story of UMass'
unbelievable comeback run this

month, that saw their record climb

Imm a disappointing 7-15 mark, all

the way up to staggering 1 9- 1 5-1.

7 in the A 10

Over this period. UMass has
outscored their opponents a whop-
ping 75-12.

lunior Kim Gutridge has placed

herself at the forefront of UMass'
offensive run. being named A- 10

Player of the Week this past week.

Gut ridge hit .429 in seven games for

the Minutewomen. She leads the

team with a 3 1 1 batting average, and
24 RBIs

The Rams will pose a decent
threat to UMm ihis weekend.

URl (14 14 1, 2-2-1) will start

one of the A-10's stronger lineups

against UMass.
Four starters bat well over .300.

This list includes Kellie Cookus at

400. Lisa Smith at .370, Susan
Kcssler at .344. and Kathy Bailey at

.342.

The creme of this crap k Cookus,

who has a team high 40 hits, half of

which have gone for extra bases,

highlighted bv 18 doubles

The pitching staff is not too shabby
•.iiher The Rams can throw any one
of four pitchers at you. Their top
hurler is Kathy Bailey, with 6 wins.

and a 2,52 ERA. Susan Chymbor and
lohanna Boisselte have also been
tough to hit. with F.RAs of 2.08 and
2.12. respectively, rheir team ERA is

2.59.

Turn to SOFTBALL poge 13

Club lax falls to Cadets
• Twelve hours after returning

from a solid winning (8-5) perfor-

mance at Williams College on April

8. the Massachusetts lacrosse Club
got back on the bus and roared off

to do battle with the Cadets of the

Army junior varsity team at West
Point. Despite an equal performance
between both teams for roughly
three quarters of the match, a lull in

second
quarter
action
cost
UMass

SPORTS

LAUHfN KOSKY / COUfCIAN

As the first recruit of a newly instated women's tennis program, Liz

Durant proved to be a cornerstone of the team

the win.

UMass got off to a great start, with

Jason McKenzie netting the first goal

of the game off an assist by Trevor

Spiers. While the UMass defense
adjusted to Army's out- front isola-

tion offense, they were slow in execu-

tion. Army fired off three of five

goals in the second with the isolation

set up. yet the Minutemen. who had a

goal recalled for having a shooter in

the crease COttM not recover, falling

14-7.

Though penalties hurt UMass.
with three Cadet goals coming on
man-down advantages. The defense,

sparked by defensemen Erik Becker
and Paul Barron, backed by Mike
Nowlan's goalkeeping kept the
squad together. Sunday's match
against the Coast Guard Academy
was rained out. The team traveled to

Cambridge yesterday to face the
Harvard |.V. squad and hosts
lacrosse powerhouse Bridgton
Academy on Lower Boyden Field
No. 2 on April 19 at 1 p.m.

Men's Club Volleyball captures
N.E. Championship

• Last weekend, the UMass
men's club volleyball team cap-
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Dance and music's

spring showcase

UMass's Dance &
Music Department

will bring you Prism

V this Friday. Check

out our preview (see

Arts & Living page

S).

Rain, rain

go away
After a rainout yes-

terday, the UMass
softball team will

escape the New
England weather

with a road-trip to

Philadelphia this

weekend (see

Sports, page 10).

WORLD

Canadian Indians

protest government

TORONTO (AP) — Native
Indians who accuse the govern-

ment of ignoring their problems

set up roadblocks and staged ral-

lies during a national day of

protest yesterday.

The biggest traffic jam
occurred outside Prime Minister

|«an Chretien's residence in

Ottawa. Cars were backed up
nearly two miles during the
morning rush hour while Indian

activists handed out pamphlets to

motorists inching past their

checkpoint.

Roadblocks also were set up on
several Indian reserves, including

some on the Trans-Canada
Highway. A protest march took

place in Winnipeg, and native

women in Terrace, British

Columbia, supported the protest

with a traditional dance.

Later in the day, protest leaders

staged a sit-in at the parliamen-

tary building housing Chretien's

office, demanding that the prime
minister meet with them. The
seven chiefs ended the occupa-
tion after getting a promise that

Chretien would respond to their

demand today

NATION

Aborted space mission

will resume in July

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) —
NASA said yesterday it will send

the space shuttle Columbia back

into orbit in |uly with the same
crew and same experiments that

flew on this month's aborted sci-

ence mission.

A defective power generator

forced Columbia to return to

Earth on April 8, four days after

blasting off on what should have

been a 16-day flight

It will be the first time in 36
years of US human spaceflight

that an entire crew has flown in

orbit together twice.

NASA is targeting July 1 or so

for Columbia's launch. Shuttle

managers bumped some other

missions later this year and early

next, in order to squeeze in the

flight

NASA, meanwhile, still is aim-

ing for a May IS launch of

Atlantis to the Russian space sta-

tion Mir despite bolt problems.

During an inspection of

Atlantis' engine compartment,
technicians discovered that some
bolt holes had become too long,

NASA spokesman |oel Wells said

yesterday. The same problem
was discovered on two other
shuttles and, in fact, prompted
this week's check of Atlantis.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Saturday Sunday

o€?
HIGH: 40 HIGH: 50 HIGH: 55

LOW: 35 LOW: 45 LOW: 30
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UM student arrested for assault;

Taylor pleads innocent in case
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

After a month and a half of entering residents' unlocked

rooms and allegedly sexually assaulting some women dur-

ing early morning hours in )ohn Quincy Adams Residence

Hall in Southwest Residential Area, a 26-year-old
University of Massachusetts student and IQA resident was

arrested on Wednesday.

Waco O. Taylor, of Spencer, who is being held at the

Hampshire County fail and House of Correction on

$10,000 cash bail, pleaded innocent in Northampton
District Court to six counts of daytime breaking and enter-

ing, eight counts of night time breaking and entering, three

counts of assault and battery, two counts of indecent assault

and battery and one count of assault with intent to rape.

According to Assistant Northwestern District Attorney

Ian Polumbaum. Taylor originally went to court to protest

restraining orders from victims of his alleged assaults.

"When he came to court yesterday to challenge restrain-

ing orders someone recognized him... and there was a war-

rant for his arrest," Polumbaum said.

The dates of the offenses range from Feb. 14 to March
29. However, the UMass Police Department did not

receive their first victim report until the last weekend of

March.

Chief of Police John Luippold said, "Some of what we
heard happened right before spring break, but incidents

were not reported until the last week in March."

"At least 1 1 [out of 12] of the women picked out his

photo out of a line up of nine pictures." Polumbaum said.

A victim speaks out

One victim who wished to remain unidentified said

Taylor allegedly entered her room on the night before

spring break.

"I was asleep, and I think it was about 4:30 a.m. My door

was unlocked and I didn't hear him come in, I didn't hear

anything." she said. "He took his pants and shoes off and

was in his boxer shorts, and with the sheet over me he

crawled into bed."

She added that when she woke up. Taylor had begun to

pull down the sheets to her waist.

"...Then he started to touch me and kiss my back. I woke

up and asked him who he was and told him to get out." the

victim said.

She said that she didn't report the incident until after her

Resident Assistant 1RA1 warned residents to keep their

doors locked. She then told her RA what had happened to

her.

"I never really reported it, the police tracked me down,"

the victim said.

"I still feel safe in my building and I'm not scared. I

didn't realize how serious it was until a few days after it

happened," she said.

Housing Services responds

"Several reports started coming in during the last week of

March and that was an indication that there was a pattern

developing and that this individual wasn't just systematical-

ly targeting certain residents," Director of Housing Services

Michael Gilbert said.

"When students on the floors started comparing notes, a

few more came forward. First there were three or four

reports, then we had a dozen reports," Gilbert said. "They

realized that they all had similar experiences and at that

point it became very evident that there was a pattern emerg-

ing." Gilbert said.

After a number of women reported being assaulted, the

University obtained a restraining order against Taylor for

the entire Southwest Residence Area.

In addition to the court-issued restraining order, the

Dean of Students also has the authority to decide how to

best protect the campus from incidents such as this.

Gilbert said the reason a restraining order was obtained

for Southwest and not just IQA building was that "the

Dean of Students decided that a larger community was at

risk and not just |QA residents."

The Dean of Students. |o-Anne Vanin. was not available

for comment yesterday.

After obtaining the restraining order. UMass police began

building evidence and communicating with the victims in

order to obtain a warrant for Taylor's arrest.

Taylor was immediately removed from University

Housing Services and was banned from entering any resi-

dential building.

Ozoemena Nnaji. Residence Director of |QA. refused to

comment.

Everywomcn's Center offers help to victims

Public Safety and Housing Services joined forces with

Everywomen's Center (EWC) and worked closely with the

victims and other residents of IQA. according to Gilbert.

Turn to ASSAULT page 2

Here's lookin' at you...

CHMSTOPHU <

Laura Keller a sophomore, cunningly pulls a paper from the news
box in downtown Amherst

Faculty Senate votes to

oppose Division I-A foot-

ball after heated debate
By Tomor Carrol

GoMQKjn Stan

After long discussion, the

University of Massachusetts
Faculty Senate voted yesterday to

oppose a move to Division I -A
Football status.

The issue has been hotly debated

since September of 1994 when
Chancellor David K. Scott first

appointed a task force to examine

the implications for the campus of

moving from Division l-AA to

I -A Football status.

Since then, various subcommit-

tees have presented their findings

on the subject to the Faculty

Senate, culminating in yesterday's

almost unanimous vote "that, given

the current campus priorities and
existing financial constraints... the

Faculty Senate oppose a move to

I -A Football status at this time."

The Senate began its considera-

tion of the idea with a moving
address by Michael Morris.

President of the Alumni
Association. Morris spoke about

his days at UMass under the influ-

ence of F.miritus English Professor

H. 1 eland Varlv. who died on April

I.

"Last week I noted with sadness

and warm memories the passing of

H. I eland Varly. my English pro-

fessor." Morris said.

Morris spoke about how Varly

had sparked his love of literature

and forever impacted his life.

"He challenged me and I am ter-

rihlv glad that he did." Morris said.

"IThat love of literature) made me
a better man and a better lawyer

and sustained me throughout mv
life."

Morris went on to say that Varly

had "given joy to his youth" and

Turn to SENATE page 3

Mount Holyoke student sit-in

staged over issues of diversity
By Mike Burke

and Thong Vo
Collegian Staff

Sixth provost candidate

Risa Palm visits UMass
By Laura Forsler

Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts
provost candidate Risa Palm shared

her vision of UMass in a forum last

night in the Campus Center.

Palm, who is currently the Dean of

the College of Arts and Sciences from

the University of Oregon, spoke to

the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

about how she would enhance the

quality of undergraduate education

and research, if she was appointed.

The meeting began with a discus-

sion of Chancellor David K. Scott's

Strategic Action Plan.

Palm showed full support for the

Strategic Action Plan's goal of UMass
entrance into the Association of

American Universities (AAU).

Palm called admission into the

AAU "a prestigious honor... which

sets out worthy plans in my mind."

The AAU is an association made
up of 57 schools which are consid-

ered to be the top research universi-

ties in the United States and Canada.

UMass entrance into the AAU would

require increasing both the amount

and quality of research done on cam-

pus.

Palm said that an increase in

research at UMass would allow

undergraduate students the opportu-

nity to work closely with faculty on
research experiments. Palm drew
upon her son's current involvement

in one such research experiment at

Stanford, in illustrating how the

experience can develop the awareness

a student has of their field.

When asked about her views on
the recent student takeover of

Goodell and the agreements made
between students and faculty. Palm
admitted to having a limited knowl-

edge on the subject.

However from what she observa-

tions she had made. Palm said "The
students show a great deal of human-

ness and I hope the students and
administration can come to see eye to

eye."

Commenting on her interest in the

University of Massachusetts, Palm
credited it to the good reputation

which UMass has received. But she

also noted that she found UMass'
reputation to be better outside the

state than inside.

Palm made a parallel to UMass
with her role as a dean at the

University of Oregon, since Oregon
has been pushing to diversify its cur-

riculum. Palm says she has found the

change within her University's cur-

riculum to be met with enthusiasm by

both faculty and students. In addi-

lurn to PALM, page 2

SOUTH HADLEY — After an
unsuccessful attempt at negotiations

with Mount Holyoke President

loanne Creighton yesterday after-

noon. Mount Holyoke student pro-

testers began a peaceful sit-in at the

college's Admissions Office.

The student sit-in follows a week
of discussions and rallies centered

around a list of unmet demands that

the students issued earlier this week
relating to the preservation of both

economic and racial diversity on cam-

pus.

The list of demands includes:

• "Keep need blind admission for

all students, including (non-tradi-

tional | and international students."

• "Create an Asian American stud-

ies program and hire at least one
tenure track Asian/Asian American
professor within this program."

• "Hire four permanent chaplains

of varied backgrounds, in place by

fall 1997. that are able to meet the

needs of a spiritually diverse commu-
nity and are selected by a search com-
mittee with at least 25 percent of the

students making up the committee."

Yesterday's events began with a

9:50 a.m. student rally as a precursor

to a planned meeting at 10 a.m. with

Creighton and student negotiators.

Approximately 100 MHC students,

faculty and staff gathered near the

Eliana Ortega House to protest what

they called a delay tactic by the MHC
administration in responding to their

1 1 demands.

Senior Fabiola Tafolla said that the

MHC administration are wording
their responses in such a way as to

stall negotiations with students.

Students feel that the administra-

tion's responses reflect what they

believe to be an administration

unwilling to heed to student voices.

"There is a large list of demands,

not everyone supports every demand,

but everyone does support student

voices being heard." said senior

Shannon Service.

After the initial meeting near the

Ortega House, the group moved to

the Blanchard Campus Center to dis-

cuss the next step in the negotiation

process with the administration.

These talks were then cancelled by

the administration.

Creighton responded in a press

release to the students. "Because you

have not acted in good faith in your

dealings with us. my administrative

colleagues and I will not be meeting

with you today... At the rally on
Tuesday, you deliberately misrepre-

sented, mocked and distorted the

tone and substance of our dialogue

with you earlier that day. You have

violated both our trust, and the trust

of the Mount Holyoke students who
expected that you report to them

truthfully
."

The student protesters, in their sec-

ond attempt of the day to communi-
cate with Creighton, waited outside

the president's office until her office

hours began at 2 p.m.

Much of the discussion that fol-

lowed centered on the students'

demand that need-blind admissions

must remain at Mount Holyoke aa a

means to preserve the college's aim
of diversity. Under a need-blind
admissions policy, an applicant's

financial situation is not taken into

consideration when being accepted

into Mount Holyoke. This system
prevents the college from discrimi-

nating against worthy applicants who
are in need of financial aid; less than

10 other academic institutions have

such a policy.

Due to financial reasons, the

College has decided to change their

existing need-blind admissions policy

to a need- sensitive policy. A change

from need-blind admissions to

need-sensitive admissions is expected

to drastically alter the make-up of

the student body at Mount Holyoke
by decreasing the number of lower

class students accepted into the col-

lege.

Many of the students at the all

women's college feel that the school

is moving away from its original pur-

pose by changing its admissions poli-

cy regarding financial aid.
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Students listened to a taped meeting with between students and Mount Holyoke College's president |oanne

Creighton in the Admissions building as part of a sit-in last night.
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tion. Palm says she sees diversity as

"necessary for students and faculty to

move forward."

In regards to disabled students'

access to buildings on campus. Palm

said that, since it was required by law

it had to be done — it was -"not an

option."

Although the search committee for

a new provost encourages students to

come ask questions and address

issues of concern, there were no stu-

dents present at Risa Palm's forum,

for reasons unclear.

Lia Wong, recently elected Student

Government Association President,

voiced disappointment in not being

informed by any of the administra-

tion as to when the candidates will be

present on campus, as well as lack of

awareness students have.

Palm was the sixth candidate to

interview at UMass. Her interview

lasted two days. During this time

she met with administration, facul-

ty, staff and student leaders. Palm
will continue on to Boston tomor-

row for a half-day visit with the

President's Office to complete her

interview.

Palm holds a PhD and MA. in

geography from the University of

Minnesota, and said that as a geogra-

pher, she finds the University land-

scape and surrounding area "a beau-

tiful place to be."

In addition to her degrees in geog-

raphy. Palm also holds a B.A. and

B.S. in history from the University of

Minnesota. In the past. Dean has also

served as Associate Vice Chancellor

for Research. Dean of the Graduate

School and Associate Vice

Chancellor for Academic Affairs at

the University of Colorado. Boulder.

The next candidate scheduled for

interview, Cora Marrett. will meet
with students at 6 p.m. Thursday.

April 24 in Campus Center lbJ-73.

continued from page 1

Public Safety conducted interviews

with witnesses and victims and the

EWC staff is providing counseling to

the victims as well.

"We worked with EWC to make
sure the victims received the support

and assistance they needed." Gilbert

said.

However, staff from the EWC feel

that communication between their

departments and to students was
inadequate.

Patricia Mota Guedes. the Director

EWC Educator/ Advocate program
said she found out about Taylor and

his alleged assaults "through a stu-

dent."

"We then reported it to Housing

and Public Safety and at that point

ITaylor) had moved off-campus,"
Mota Guedes said. "This specific situ-

ation raises a problem. Sexual assault

happens on this campus all the time,

and we don't have a way that all the

departments communicate with each

other. We need to coordinate our

responses to what happens and
address the larger systematic ques-

tions."

Gilbert said that one of Housing's

biggest problems was trying to keep

up with the "rumor mill."

"Residents were becoming alarmed

from all the information spreading.

People were only getting bits and
pieces of information." Gilbert said.

"Anytime we heard of a rumor we
tried to replace it with good informa-

tion.

"It is most important in a communi-

ty to feel safe and secure. It is impor-

tant for us in Housing to know what

we should be doing differently and

better in order to keep everyone safe."

Gilbert said the University will con-

tinue to offer assistance to the victims

on campus.

"The victims know if they need

support they can seek out residence

staff and they also know of many
other agencies available on campus.

We want them to receive all the help

and support that they need." Gilbert

said.

Kathy McGarvy. an EWC
Educator/Advocate, feels the

University focused too much on
Taylor's investigation and not on
warning the student body at large.

"The University's number one pri-

ority was the Department of Public

Safety. Their first priority should have

been the students — not the perpetra-

tor," McGarvy said.

Taylor may remain in jail

Randall P. Smith, an Amherst attor-

ney who represented Taylor at the bail

hearing Wednesday, said that "it is

unlikely bail will be posted."

Judge Avertus Morse set Taylor's

bail at $10,000. though Polumbaum
originally asked for $100,000.

Smith said it has not been deter-

mined yet whether he will represent

Taylor in his next court appearance.

Polumbaum said Taylor will to have

an attorney assigned to him from the

Public Offenders Office for the April

24 pre-trial hearing.

Collegian staff members Michelle

Hillman and Laura Stock contributed

to this article.

Correction

In yesterday's article entitled "Five

arrested after CVS found pot in photo-

graph," UMass student Alexander Lea
was misidentified as one of the five men
facing legal incrimination for drug pos-

session. This misinformation was
obtained from The Springfield Union
News. Amherst Police verified yesterday

that Lea is not identified on the police

affidavit filed at Northampton District

court, nor is he a resident of 249 East

Pleasant St., where the incident
occurred. The Collegian regrets the error.
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Artists! Get the Edge!
WORRIED about making it as an artist?

Artists have always been survivors.

But, the '90S pose an especially chal-

lenging environment Artists who know where

to seek opportunities, how to promote them-

selves and their work, and take control of their

career goats have the best chance of surviv-

ing the challenges of the '90s and living a

fulfilling life as working, earning artists.

All workshops in 12$ Bartlett Hall on the

UMass/Amherst campus. • Seating is limited

for this popular series! • Presented by the

Arts Extension Service, Division of Continu-

ing Education, University of Massachusetts at

Amherst • Funded by the UMass Arts Council

MAKING ART/MAKING A LIVING
Wednesday. April 23, 4 to 6:30 p.m.

The Legal and Financial Edge
Wednesday. April 23

Protecting your rights, budgeting for art projects,

making financial decisions

PLUS

CAREERS IN ARTS ADMINISTRATION
Wednesday, April 30, 4 to 6:30 p.m.

Settings, jobs, qualifications, opportunities in

museums, art centers, theater, and more!

Campus Police Log
Accident — Pedestrian Annoying Behavior Staff from the Fine Arts Center

April 15 April lb reported a vacuum cleaner stolen.

A motorist, passing a bus which An individual reported being Staff from the School of

had stopped for a pedestrian in the harassed by another individual in Management Building reported

crosswalk on Commonwealth Brown Residence Hall. three vacuum cleaners stolen over

Avenue, struck the pedestrian, April 17 this past weekend.

Madelyn McGarvey. 59. of 28 Park Threatening notes were affixed

St., Palmer. She was transported to to bathroom doors in the W.E.B. Vandalism

Cooley Dickinson Hospital com- Du Bois Library. April 15

plaining of pain. An individual reported damage
Health/Safety Hazard to his bicycle on North Pleasant

Accident — Property Damage April 17 Street.

April 15 There was a report of an unpleas- A vending machine was damaged

There was a minor two-vehicle ant odor in Moore Residence Hall. in Wheeler Residence Hall.

accident in parking lot 1 1 on April lb

Stadium Drive. Larceny Racial/homophobic graffiti was

April lb April lb written on a stall in a bathroom in

A vehicle swerved to avoid a A telephone was reported stolen Lewis Residence Hall.

stopped vehicle and struck a light from a room in Washington A bicycle was damaged at a bus

pole on Massachusetts Avenue. Residence Hall. shelter on North Pleasant Street.

rally

continued from poge 1

According to sophomore Amanda Sapir, Mount
Holyoke College was founded by Mary Lyon in 1837, on

the belief that anti-sexist and anti-racist thought would
create a beautiful place.

But yesterday the student's demands to preserve Lyon's

beliefs seemed to fall on deaf cars.

"I'd love to tell you that we don't need to [get rid of

need- blind admissions] but as the manager of this insti-

tution I can't say that is financially possibly." Creighton

said.

Throughout the talks, Creighton continually thanked

the students for expressing their concerns, but if anything,

her remarks only aroused anger in the students

"We basically didn't get anywhere with |Creighton|.

She refused to give us any solid details." said junior stu-

dent negotiator Sung Park dressed in a handmade t-shirt

covered with slogans relating to the Goodell takeover last

month at the University of Massachusetts.

Park stressed the overall importance of the MHC stu-

dent protest. "This effects the campus as a whole. But the

people who will be specifically harmed will be the lower

class, people of color, lesbians/ trangendered... We are

trying to maintain diversity on this campus."

Following the unsuccessful talks with Creighton, Park

and the five other student negotiators called for a peaceful

sit-in in the Admissions Office. Between 100 to 150 stu-

dents primarily from Mount Holyoke engaged in the

protest.

According to Park, "We plan to stay as long as it takes

until (Creighton | agrees to meet with us."

Protesters were well prepared to spend the night as they

brought in homework, blankets and food.

A group of UMass students joined in the protest carry-

ing signs that read "UMass Supports the Student
Protesters at MHC" and "Five College Solidarity."

UMass Student Trustee-elect Brian Tirrell joined in the

evening sit-in and endorsed the student's campaign
through an official letter of support.

Although at press time there were no signs that

Creighton would continue talks with the students last

night, students spirit's were high concerning the day's

events.

"The most effective [aspect] today was the students

coming out to hear Creighton [at her office hours], said

senior Elizabeth Simon Ruchti. "We have established a

way to get the students voices heard."

Ruchti also included that there was faculty support for

the student demands.

At the same time, student support of the protesters did

not extend throughout the small campus. There were sev-

eral student who voiced disagreement with the sit-in.

"I'm not pleased with the separation of students that

has occurred on campus," said senior Elizabeth

O'Donoghue referring to the polarization of the student

body. O'Donoghue was a member of the student commit-

tee that recommended the alteration in admission's policy

from need-blind to need-sensitive.

At press time, the sit-in was still on. According to

members of the student negotiators, the sit-in would offi-

cially become a take-over early this morning if Creighton

did not appear for continued discussions. The take-over

would precede the Department of Public Safety anticipat-

ed lock-down of the Admissions Building that was sched-

uled for 12:45 a.m. this morning.
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This horse poses for a picture for the cheap price of sugar cubes and oats.

To sign up and ensure your seat, call AES, 545-2360

Puf£ton Village . . .

Your First Choice
1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments

featuring
Newly renovated units that include:

New appliance! New carpeting New kitchen cabinets & counter tops Central air conditioners
Rent* starting ar $615 per month

or
Traditional units that are:

Fully applianced Freshly painted Carpeted/Tiled Floors Central Air Conditioned
Rent» Marring at $545 per month

All rents include Heat, Hot Water & Cooking Gas and use of an Olympic size pool,

5 tennis courts, basketball court, laundry rooms and on-site parking.
Now accepting rental applications for summer and fall. Call today 549-0145

Your Future Looks
BrighterAs Part Of
The American Drug
Stores Team!
Known nationally as Osco Drug and Sav-on drugs, American Drug Stores is a leading
retail drug chain with close to 1000 stores in 26 states across the US As part of the
$18 billion American Stores Company family, we can offer career-minded professionals
the opportunity to grow and learn about the exciting retail management industry while
establishing a strong base of experience with ADS

RETAIL MANAGEMENT
PAID SUMMER INTERNSHIPS

College students between their JUNIOR and SENIOR year* who have strong inter-

personal skills, a solid academic background and can show the initiative to become
tomorrows leaders, are encouraged to apply. Our 10-week training program combines
"hands-on" experience with more structured training to introduce you to the many as-
pects of retail store operations, including; Expense Control, Cash Handling, Openings/
Closing Procedures, Customer Service, Loss Prevention, Merchandising and much more 1

We are committed to the training and career development necessary to make you an
integral part of our future success. Just bring us your enthusiasm and your strong work
ethic and the rewards for your efforts will follow. For immediate consideration, please
forward your resume, including a current home phone/address where you can be
reached, to: American Drug Stores, L. Abrantes, RM College Recruiting, 1818 Swift
Dr., Oak Brook, IL 60521. FAX: 630-571-7963.

AMERICAN DRUG STORES

Sckvon <*U8»

/\ OscoOrua
www.am«ricindrug«tort«.com

We are in equal opportunity employer committed

to diversity and a drug-tree workplace for all our associates
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Catharine Porter's study shows women
add unique aspects to their businesses
By Michelle Hillman

Collegian Staff

Women starting their own businesses face unique chal-

lenges and bring different characteristics to businesses

thai men do not, according to Professor Catharine Porter

of the Consumer Studies Department at the University of

Massachusetts.

Today 50 percent of businesses are started by women
and 34 percent of women own businesses, according to

Porter. Porter discussed some of the unique qualities

women bring to their businesses on Wednesday.
Porter conducted a study in which she selected a sample

of Northampton stores solely owned and operated by

women and related to apparel marketing. She then spent

two hours in each of the 15 stores she selected, as a cus-

tomer and interviewer.

She found that most of the women she spoke with

never expected to own their own businesses. Many of

these women left other professions. Among these owners
included a former architect, librarian, teacher, abortion

counselor and Medieval Studies in order to start their own
businesses.

One aspect that the women found most frustrating was
the discrimination faced when trying to get financial sup-

port from banks.

"Not one woman got a bank loan, all the money came
from private sources,* Porter said. Porter added that one
bank would not even talk to a woman because she was
single and another couldn't get a loan without the signa-

ture of her husband.

The women also faced discrimination from sales repre-

sentatives and customers who would come in looking for

the owner, assuming the owner could not be female.

"People never assumed women were the owners, people

gave them credit for being managers... customers assume

the same thing, [that) only men own businesses," said

Porter.

The women were asked by Porter what did they, as

women, bring to their businesses that men may not.

According to Porter there was a unanimous answer —
the women brought sensitivity to people and their cus-

tomers.

According to Porter, women were sensitive to the needs

of female employees with children, provided full benefits

including time off, paid vacations and health benefits.

Other qualities Porter noted was that women were less

cutthroat, more flexible and able to handle more than one

thing at a time. They also were willing to work for little

money because they hold a passion for their business.

Porter said.

Porter also asked about the types of equipment the

women used and questioned why there were no comput-

ers. She found that most women said they didn't need

them and either did the books themselves or hired an

accountant. The women that did have computers used

them for mailing lists and organization.

One woman said she didn't understand why more
women didn't own businesses, saying "They can do it on
their own. they don't need a partner."

Other advice from the owners included comments like

"I>o it," "Go for it" and "Be prepared to not make a lot of

money, but the rewards are endless."

Porter plans on publishing her findings and sharing

them with her students and also interviewing the same
number of men in order to compare findings.

Senate
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thanked the current UMass faculty for

"giving joy to the youths of others."

He concluded his speech with a call

to the Faculty Senate to investigate

possible ways to more towards 1-A
Football.

"1 encourage you to continue to

research ways to build a quality 1-A

program without jeopardizing our

goals and missions." Morris said.

The debate before the packed
house then began in earnest as

Professor Marios Philippides, the

Chair of the Rules Committee of the

Faculty Senate, read the proposal to

oppose the move to 1-A status.

Marc Weinberg, associate dean for

(acuity development and a chair of

one of the subcommittees of the 1-A

Football Task Force, presented sever-

al reasons why he opposed the move.

Chief among Weinberg's reasons was

the Financial cost of building a new
stadium and adding players and staff

to the football program.

McGuirk Alumni Stadium, where

the UMass football team currently

plays its home games, has just 17,000

seats — no where near the minimum
capacity of 30.000 required for I- A
games by the National Collegiate

Athletic Association (NCAA).

Weinberg said $52.6 million was a

conservative estimate of the cost of

building an acceptable stadium, and

that an additional $7-8 million

increase in the football budget would

be needed.

Weinberg also noted that studies

have shown that while a winning

football team may cause alumni to

increase their donations to the athlet-

ic department, it would have no

impact on alumni giving to the gener-

al University fund.

Physics professor Kandula Sastry.

chair of the Academic Matters

Council of the Faculty Senate, also

spoke against moving to 1-A status.

"There are numerous academic
needs that should be met. such as

buildings and classrooms that must

be renovated." Sastry said. "It would

be foolhardy to jump into this adven-

ture. 1-A football is not a money
nuking venture.*

Director of Athletics Robert
Marcum questioned the estimated

cost of building a stadium as being

high, and said of 1-A programs.
"Certainly they make money."

interim Provost Patricia H. Croaaon

continued the argument against the

move, citing her $10 mjHten request

for funding for academic programs

and research to Scott in the 1998
budget, which went unmet.

"We must consider the other needs

at the same level as I- A football."

Crosson said.

When a Faculty Senate member
questioned him on the "real total

cost* of moving to 1-A football.

Marcum said that scholarship money

would also be needed both for

recruiting new football players and to

give to women's athletic teams, since

Title IX requires equal spending on

men's and women's athletics and
moving to 1-A football would throw

the University's balance off.

Scott was then asked to comment,

and he said that while he believes that

ultimately moving to 1-A Football

Status can have academic "payoffs."

he felt that the University was not in a

position, at this time, to wait the 10

to 1 5 years before its investment in a

I -A team would be profitable.

Professor Joseph l.arsen was the

last to speak on the issue, comment-

ing that a vote against the move was

"consistent with the priorities expect-

ed of us. as faculty, to adhere to.*

The motion passed with only one

Faculty Senate Member in opposition

THE

EDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI/AE CAREER FORUM

STPEC
DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

Friday, April 18, 1997

4:30 PM
Campus Center 903

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER
UMASS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

SOCIAL THOUGHT AND POLITICAL ECONOMY (STPEC)

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni/ae and discuss their experiences
in the working world. Don't miss this important panel discussion!

ALUMNI/AE PANELISTS:

Steve Matthews '82

Tanagra Melgarejo '96

Penny Schwartz 77

Christopher Williams '86

Attorney tor non-profit

South Middlesex Legal Services

Education and Outreach Coordinator

Housing Discrimination Project, Holyoke

Labor and Public Relations

Representative

Massachusetts Teachers Association

Professor ot History

Long Island University

For more information. Please contact:

Mather Career Center
545-2224

LSU provost candidate speaks
Daniel Fogel feels that he is well-prepared for provost position

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: Due to closure of campus during

the snowstorm, the Collegian was unable to cover

provost candidate Daniel Fogel's open forum with

students on March 51. The Collegian conducted a

telephone interview with Fogel about the forum and
his candidacy, the contents of which appear below.

Provost candidate Daniel Fogel said that he is well

prepared to meet the challenges and demands of

administrating at the University of Massachusetts.

"There is something about the campus climate at

UMass that really needs attention," Fogel said. "I feel

that 1 am the kind of person who could bring a lot of

constructive energies and skills to UMass."
Fogel, who is currently the Associate Vice

Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Dean of the

Graduate School at Louisiana State University

(LSU). said that while he enjoyed meeting with

UMass students, he was surprised by some of t^te

comments that students made at his open forum held

in Memorial Hall on March 31.

"It was great meeting with students," Fogel said. "I

was a little surprised by the intensity and the lack of

trust of the students for people in authority."

Fogel said that if he came to UMass as provost, he

would work to improve campus communication lines

and include student leaders on key decision-making

committees in order to combat some students' cur-

rent hostility towards, and lack of faith in. the

administration.

"I felt that there was a problem in communications

at UMass." Fogel said. "I would hope that the lines of

communication could be opened. I would have regu-

larly scheduled meetings at which the students could

bring their concerns to me."

Fogel also expressed concern in the questions stu-

dents raised about access to the University for dis-

abled students.

"I was shocked by things about UMass that 1 was

told by the students." Fogel said. "The students feel

that not as much has been done as could be or

should be."

Fogel said that he had a lot of experience working

on improving access at LSU. and that this issue was

of primary concern to him.

"These are issues 1 care about deeply. At LSU. we
have had a reputation of going the extra mile to

accommodate students with disabilities." Fogel said.

"We have incurred costs from this, but we meet them
without question."

Fogel said that because of the climate created by

student dissatisfaction with administration, he felt

that anyce who assumes the provost position will be

faced wt..i many challenges, but that aspect of the

job is appealing to him.

"In a way, I feel that anyone who comes into that

situation will have a difficult lime." Fogel said. "The

job is very attractive to me in part because the stu-

dent body is so diverse and active.

"I am not really interested in sitting quietly behind

a desk," Fogel said. "I have operated for a long time

in an atmosphere with a high degree of tension, and

you do not stay in the job unless you have an appetite

for the stimulation that brings."

Fogel said that his experiences at LSU. which
include handling faculty grievances, student appeals,

strategic planning and budgeting, leave him
well-qualified to assume the provost position at

UMass.
"I have been lucky to have a broad range of experi-

ence at LSU. From nuts and bolts to large policy

things. I have done them all." Fogel said. "1 know
that I am very well prepared."

UMass hosts women of color conference

By Michelle Hillman

Collegian Staff

The first annual Women of Color

Institute Conference will be held this

weekend, beginning today and run-

ning through Sunday. The confer-

ence will feature former president of

the University of Massachusetts
Student Government Association.

Christine Lopes.

The conference was the brainchild

of several UMass organizations
including the Educator/Advocate
Program at the Everywoman's
Center. Campus Activities Office.

Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc. and the

ALANA Graduate Students
Organization.

The coordinator of the

Educator/Advocate program. Patricia

Guedes. said the purpose of the con-

ference was "to begin dialogue, net-

works and identify resources that are

here on campus and in the communi-

ty •"

The conference, which will be

made up of three components —
education and career development,

enrichment of mind, body and spirit

as well as community building. The
conference will feature several speak-

ers from the UMass community and

several former students.

Saturday, the first full day of the

conference, will focus on career

development pertaining to women of

color and will feature Ruth Carey,

academic advisor at Mather Career

Center and advisors Shirley Tang and

leanette Berrios.

The conference will enable women
"io identify resources so women of

color can have different strategies for

success," Guedes said.

Topics will include financial aid

information, a talk about first gener-

ation college students by Sonia Pope,

a lecture and discussion facilitated by

UMass Women's Studies professor

Alexandrine Deschamps and a final

entertainment movement and dance
presentation or "cool out" featuring

poetry, inspirational readings and
nutritional pamphlets.

The final day of the conference will

focus on community building and will

create a dialogue with men of color.

"Even though this conference is

about women of color, there will be

a day we recognize men who have

been active in the community and
allies of women of color," Guedes
said.

The event will lake place in the

Campus Center rooms 803-1004.
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The dark side of the space program

Human genomes & human rights

Watts

Today and tomorrow, the Five-

College community will be
hosting a conference entitled

"Human Genomes and Human
Rights." its focus is to help shed light

on the Human Genome Diversity

Project, but the goal is to expose the

human rights violations perpetrated

by this project.

The Human Genome ^^^^^^
Diversity Project L097IW
(HGDP), also known as

the "vampire" project,

began 1 99 1 when a group

of scientists from the

industrialized nations got together

and decided that they wanted a

"global" map of human genetic varia-

tion. Indeed their proposal had very

little to do with a "global" map ol

genetic variation, but had much to do
with an "ethnic" map of genetic vari-

ation.

In their infinite and racist wisdom,

these scientists then proceeded to

create a list of some 700 indigenous

and "ethnic" groups that they were
going to target for "testing." By "test-

ing" they meant the procurement of

blood, hair and tissue samples from

the majority of the targeted groups.

This testing, backed by greedy multi-

national corporate and institutional

sponsors, was not done on a volun-

tary basis, and even less seldom on a

truthful basis.

Once they had their method and
strategy down, this group of scien-

tists flew around the world to take

their samples from the unsuspecting

indigenous people of the world.
Quite often they would enter a village

and tell the people residing therein,

that they were there of international

goodwill. Under this guise they

would explain to the

I HBHI at people that they

were there to test the

population for dis-

eases like diabetes.

Leaving the people
with scars and smiles, they would
jump back on a plane and head off to

their next point of exploitation.

Once the samples were taken, the

scientist would break them down to

a molecular level and then extract the

pieces of genetic material that v. ere

resistant to certain bacteria and dis-

eases. They would then patent these

genes, even though they were not

their own. and proceed to make
"medicines" with them. With the

assistance of the multi-national cor-

porate and institutional sponsors.

they mass produced these "medi-
cines" and made millions of dollars.

While these people made their mil-

lions of dollars, the indigenous and
"ethnic" people, who had been tar-

geted and who were the basis of their

fortune, still struggled through blind-

ing poverty- Not only weren't they

reimbursed, but they no longer had

the entitlement to their very own
genetic makeup since it had been
patented by the scientists and their

multi-national corporate and institu-

tional sponsors.

All who can afford to attend this

free conference should because this is

an issue that transcends race, gender,

class and sexuality. We must under-

stand as a community, that power
and wealth filters up higher and high-

er every year, and a couple decades

down the line, we will all be subject-

ed to this sort of biased and preju-

diced exploitation. If you do not

believe this statement, then attend

because the "vampire" project is alive

on this campus. This being said, we
must take a stance against the "vam-

pire" project dot only because it is

unethical, but because this campus is

a direct reflection of all of us, and we
must not let it soil the reputation of

the innocent students, faculty and
staff who are not involved.

For full information on the dates,

times, places and speakers please

look for fliers around campus, or

check out the conference*s web site

a t

http://frost.oit.umass.edu/-wmw/co

nf.html.

\\ ill Watts is the conference publi-

cist and a L Mass student.

There is something that you
ought to know about the
United States' space program,

something that has been kept much
quieter than the comings and goings

of astronauts, and the ups and
downs of the Hubble telescope. Very
simply, it is this: the United States is

putting plutonium into space.

First, some facts about plutonium:

According to Dr. Helen Caldicott,

founder and president of Physicians

for Social Responsibility, it is the

most carcinogenic substance known.
One pound of plutonium. if ade-
quately distributed, could kill every-

one on earth with lung cancer. The
total radiological life of

plutonium — the period

for which it is deadly —
is about half a million

Mandy

Simonsyears.

Second, some facts

about NASA's immediate plans: In

October. NASA is to launch a new
space probe called Cassini. This
probe will be equipped with nuclear

power generators to run its instru-

ments. The power source is plutoni-

um. of which Cassini will carry 72.3

lbs. Cassini is supposed to end up at

Saturn. NASA plans to get it there

using two fly-by maneuvers, in

which the probe circles close around
a planet, using the planet's gravita-

tional force to increase its velocity.

Cassini will do its first fly-by around
Venus; then it will come back to the

earth to execute the same maneuver
here. If something should go wrong
at this point — just a small misfire

of the rockets could do it — the

probe could end up on a collision

course with the earth. Travelling at

more than 40,000 miles an hour.

Cassini would either bum up in the

earth's atmosphere, or hit the earth.

In either case, the plutonium that it

carries would be released.

The famous Apollo 13 moon
probe, which burnt up in the earth's

atmosphere in 1964, was also
equipped with a nuclear power sup-

ply, with a mere 2. 1 lbs of plutoni-

um. According to a report by the

European Nuclear Agency, a world-

wide soil sampling program con-
ducted six years after the accident

showed nuclear debris to be present

at all continents and all latitudes. As
a result of that accident, every
human being on earth has a tiny bit

of plutonium in their bodies.

The consequences of a similar

accident involving Cassini, which
will carry almost 35 times the

amount of plutonium, would be less

subtle. Dr. Ernest Sternglass.
Professor Emeritus of Radiological

Physics at the University of

Pittsburgh. School of

Medicine, makes this

evaluation:

"Not counting all

the other causes of

death, infant mortali-

ty, heart disease, immune deficiency

diseases and all that, we're talking in

the order of 10 to 20 million extra

deaths. And if we call all the latent

deaths from other causes and can-

cer, it may be as much as 30 to 40
million people."

In recent years, European scien-

tists have developed high efficiency

solar cells for use on deep space
probes such as Cassini. Such solar

cells could be used instead of the

plutonium generators. Yet NASA
has chosen to stick with plutonium.

despite the enormous risk.

And NASA has further plans for

using nuclear power. The United
States is currently ground testing six

nuclear power plants designed for

space use. These are large scale

nuclear reactors which NASA plans,

at some point, to launch into space.

The kinds of accidents and malfunc-

tions which commonly occur in

space missions could have disas-

trous consequences if one of these

reactors were involved. At present.

I percent of booster rockets blow
up on the launch pad. or in outer

space. And things which have made

it up into space sometimes fall

down; the Russian Mars probe
which fell to the earth last

November is a recent example.
NASA's plans open up the prospect

of nuclear reactors falling into the

atmosphere, or back to the earth.

Then, of course, there is the simple

possibility of a nuclear reactor mal-

functioning in space, just as they do

on earth.

While the debate over the use of

nuclear power on earth continues,

NASA, in conjunction with the US
government, is quietly going ahead

with plans to use this power in

space. These plans have not been

subjected to public discussion or

public criticism, at least in part

because the information is so hard

to come by. Although the news net-

works regularly carry stories about

the appealing aspects of the space

program — women in space, the

possibility of life on Mars — they

are silent on this. Yet it is this aspect

of the space program which has

immediate and grave implications

for us all.

The information given here comes

from a documentary which was
researched by Professor Karl

Grossman of the State University of

New York. The documentary, enti-

tled Nukes in Space: The
Nuclearization and Weaponization

of the Heavens, is available on video

cassette from EnviroVideo. Box 311,

Ft. Tilden. NY 11695 (1-800-326-

8846. envirovideo@earthlink.net).

For information on efforts to halt

the use of nuclear power in space,

contact Citizens for Peace in Space.

Box 915, Colorado Springs.

Colorado, 80901 (tel:

719-389-0644), or the Global
Network against Weapons and
Nuclear Power in Space, c/o the

Florida Coalition for Peace and
justice. Box 90035. Gainesville.

Florida. 32607 (tel: 904-468-3295).

Mandy Simons is a I Mass stu-

dent.

Letters to the Editor

Palestine: the other

side of the story

To the Editor

Get your facts straight:

Act I : The Oslo agreement between the PI.O and Israel

clearly states that there shall be no change in the demo-
graphical status of all occupied territories seized during

the Six-Day War in 1967 with special references to East

lerusalem.

Act 2: Israel announces building a new settlement at

Abou Ghoniem mountain (Har Homa) in East lerusalem.

Act 3: The European Union presents a motion to the

Security Council asking it to condemn Israel's action.

Act 4. The U.S. independently vetoes the Security

Council motion.

Act 5: The Arab League presents a second motion to

the Security Council asking it to condemn Israel's action.

Act 6: The U.S. independent!) vetoes the Security

Council motion again.

Act 7: Violence spreads throughout the occupied terri-

tories.

Act 8: Israel continues building the settlement

Act 9: The whole process of peace is threatened.

Act 10: Act now to save peace.

Mr. Wurtzel. how can you make an ignorant statement

saying. "How can our leaders on both sides of the aisle

be wrong?" I have to ask. "Were you born yesterday?"

Open your eyes and see that people have their own agen-

das, and just because Democrats and Republicans hap
pen to agree on something does not mean it is OK or

right.

How can you say the press is distorting issues sur-

rounding the Arab-Israeli conflict? During the whole
Intifadah (Palestinian Uprising | in the late 80s] I. you did

not see the majority of the cruelty and punishment
Palestinians were receiving at the hands of merciless

> Israeli soldiers over the six year period. You would only

hear about Israeli casualties in detail in the media.

When you say there are more lews in East lerusalem

than Arabs t which is very misleading in itself) you know
why that might be: Well, it's because many Palestinians

have been senselessly, violently and carelessly massacred
by Israeli genocide, which has reduced the Arab popula-

tion. The population of lews in relation to Palestinians

prior to 1948 was far less in Palestine, and rapid increase

of lews and subsequent decrease of the Palestinian popu-
lation can be attributed as. much to ethnic cleansing of

Palestinians from their neighborhoods as lewish emi-
grants

I have a first hand account of how things were and arc

in Palestine. I was part of the Intifadah. I demonstrated
with my people. I threw rocks, suffocated from tear gas,

dodged bullets, witnessed my people suffering, and got

shot in the leg from a rubber bullet that has left me
scarred for life. I know how unsafe and dangerous it is: I

can tell you stories about my best friend Amjad Gabriel

being beaten to death by Israeli soldiers while on his way
to the local convenience store for milk because he was
suspected of throwing rocks with no evidence whatsoever.

I can tell you about how two other friends Amer and
Minaar were taken from their neighborhood by Israeli sol-

diers and were never heard from again. About how my
uncle, Yaser was jailed and cruelly beaten and tortured for

four years. About how my mother was shot in the leg by

Israeli soldiers during a peaceful and passive demonstra-
tion that I too was a part of. About how other relatives

have been beaten senseless by Israeli soldiers under "sus-

picion" of participating in the protests and demonstra-
tions.

You can not tell me what is going on in the Arab-Israeli

conflict unless you know from first-hand experience
what's going on. . I know you do not and that I certainly

do. It is people like you that frustrate me almost as much
as Zionists do and all because of your arrogant ignorance.

You disgust and disappoint me.

Also, about Israelis supposedly building 2.000 new
homes in East lerusalem for Arabs in addition to the

3.000 for Jews in Har Homa: what happened to the
18.000 new homes Israelis promised for Arabs many
years ago, to try mend things?

Do you know how many they built? Almost none. Get

your facts straight!

You speak of Palestinian crimes against Israeli citi-

zens in the past. Yet let's look at the casualties of the

Intifadah. a war of Palestinian stones against Israeli bul-

I he United Nations claims that there were 131,240
Palestinian casualties in this uprising (one-quarter of

which being children under (the age oH 16V Thi-

pared to 449 Israeli deaths! Where did )ou get the

information that Yasser Arafat has used Har Homa as

an excuse to kill Israeli citizens?

Perhaps you are just regurgitating some of the igno-

rant garbage the Israeli lobby might have fed you at the

AIPAC Conference had you gone to. It seems that it is

you. and not the media, are omitting background histo-

rs I know that the media is not run by Arabs, so I high-

ly doubt that anything is being distorted except in

Israel's favor — how many Arab- American writers

have you seen in the national media writing about this

issue? And how many pro-Zionist writers have you
seen?

So in regard to your column. "An Objective Press?";

before you can be an accredited columnist, get all the

facts right and not just the information you want to

publicize. Until that day comes. tr> writing for the

tabloids!

As a person of Palestinian descent on this campus. I

must do all that I can to voice my opinion. I know that I

might be attacked for the comments I've made, but I

also understand that there aren't too many Palestinian

voices on this campus willing to be heard until now. If I

have to. I will take full responsibility for the brunt of

what I have stated, and I know that I am not the only

one who shares these sentiments about this issue. I urge

you. the reader, not to just sit back and read articles.

such as the one Matthew Wurtzel inauspiciously wrote,

without >our frustrations and opinions.

Muhammad Youscf

CRC vs. CVS
Cen,r"

To the editor:

The UMASS Cannabis Reform Coalition would like to

dispel the rumors that we were the ones who started the

boycott against CVS pharmacy in Amherst. We have

gotten many calls regarding the boycott, but we cannot

offer any information since the people running the boy-

cott have not left any contact numbers.
What we can offer is a little advice. First for the peo-

ple boycotting: the boycott should only apply to the

CVS pharmacy in Amherst Center, not all CVS stores,

and perhaps only the photograph development counter.

The boycott is in response to the decision of a CVS
employee to turn over to Amherst police photographs

which five men got developed. These photographs were
pictures of the men standing in front of live marijuana

plants which they were cultivating indoors. The law

only requires photo development firms to turn over pic-

tures to the police if child pornography or sexual abuse

is discovered, so the CVS employee did this on ques-

tionable grounds.

Secondly we would like to remark that this whole
incident underscores the dangerous complacent atti-

tude which the Valley has started to acquire towards

marijuana prohibition. We hold ourselves partly

responsible for this, by demonstrating in student elec-

tions that the majority student opinion at UMass favors

marijuana legalization — but this does not. repeat not,

make it anywhere near legal.

Though the police cannot use the photographs as evi-

dence in court, they were legally allowed to send an
undercover agent posing as a stranded motorist into the

residence where the marijuana was being grown. Her
testimony about what she saw inside was used to obtain

the warrant and conduct the search.

The attitude "if we ignore it, it will go away" simply

does not apply to marijuana prohibition. Regardless of
what

President Clinton says in the news, there is still a

"war" on marijuana users. People, stop acting like there

isn't.

Brian S. Itilin

|ohn Lanzerotta

Cannabis Reform Coalition

UPC responds

To the Editor:

This letter is in response to lessica Miller's story

regarding UPC selling out. It seems that Ms Miller is a

very confuted and bitter individual whu ha* >U iflUo-

tions towards UPC. It seems that she is selling herself

out by preaching one thing and then doing another

Ms. Miller stated that UPC doesn't put on shows
which represent this university and that UPC does not

ask students on campus what they want to see. If Ms.

Miller had done her homework instead of blindly accus-

ing, she's seen that we do talk to students on campus
through our General Committee Meeting, which is held

once a week. She should also know that we have put

out promotional tables out on the Campus Center
Concourse and put out student music surveys at these

tables, which I might add. have gotten a lot of respons-

es.

Next I would like to discuss the comment regarding

L PC's booking of musical acts which fall into these so

called "music genres" that Ms. Miller says are stereo-

types. If we don't label these genres such as hip-hop.

alternative rock, blues or even jazz, how are people
going to distinguish one music from another? Ms.
Miller, are you suggesting that we eliminate these titles

and just pack every different types of music into one
giant box? I wish you much luck on this mission. Ms.

Miller, let's get one thing straight, just because there is

a title on a specific type of music doesn't make it a

stereotype. That's why we have something called diver-

sity — look it up.

Another issue I would like to discuss is Ms. Miller's

comment on segregation. People have different tastes in

the music world and if a person likes alternative rock or

techo then that is their choice and if they choose to lis-

ten to hip- hop. Latin music, then more power to them,

for being diverse. Ms. Miller. I am a little confused on
what you meant by "genres" will segregate this campus
more. Are you saying that by listening to a specific type

of music a person is segregating what's around them?
By having diversity in the music industry, it will unite

people more. For example, during the Lollapalooza
tour, where several music genres (or in your case
"stereotypes") were represented, and people were
brought together.

Ms. Miller, you said that you went out personally and
talked to most of the students on campus. (Boy. you
must have plenty of spare time). I'm wondering what
you told these students or what you didn't tell them.
Answer me this Ms. Miller, why is it that you started

your campaign for UPC during the week of Spring
Elation? Why didn't you say something during our other

shows that we put on this school year? Why now Ms.

Miller? Gee. could it be because it conflicts with what
you want on campus and not what others want? Also,

why is that you preach so much about UPC and how
they don't do things for the campus when you has en 't

shown up to one meeting? This is very interesting don't

you think? You said that you wanted a D.|. during the

Spring Concert. Why a D.|? Who is this going to cater

to. besides yourself? Why not preach for a Latino band
or an Asian band: does this conflict with what you want?
The final thing I like to address to Ms. Miller is that if

you are going to write a story or an editorial, make sure

you are fair by presenting both sides and not just yours.

You are attacking UPC for charging $2 for the up com-

ing Spring Concert. Why didn't you write about UPC's
reason's for charging people? First, this is something
that is not even definite yet. Secondly. SGA suggested

us to do this to help cover the large expenses of throw-

ing a Spring Concert.

Ms. Millet is obviously not speaking for me or mi
community, which is the Asian one But then she claims

she speaks for the students. Before you go on a personal

rampage, please do your homework and get involved

with UPC from the start. You said that you are for

unity, but girl, please know what it means first, and
then use the word. Until then, you can't "keep it real."

Don't play yourself or the students by saying, keeping it

real, when you don't yourself, 'nuff said.

Andy Aha
UPC member

Violence achieves nothing

To the Editor:

I am writing with an aim to highlight a point that has

been seriously overlooked by Paul Doheny and Sean
Horgan in their responses to a letter by Simon Burke
concerning the IRA in the April 18th Collegian. Both
authors launch an assault upon British policy towards
Ireland and through some perverse logic use this to

legitimize the IRA's use of violence against various tar-

gets. Let us get one thing straight before we proceed,

we British are well aware of out appalling treatment of

Ireland throughout history, we screwed up and we know
it. The fact that I am responding to two American crit-

ics would thus ensure that they both understand the

phenomenon of a 'historical screw up,' indeed it is a

quality with which their forefathers are much acquaint-

ed. The central point of the debate must be whether vio-

lence is a legitimate course of action for such an organi-

zation? Mr. Doheny is outraged when Mr. Burke
describes the IRA's actions as 'terrorism.' How else

would you define the systematic and indiscriminate
killing of men, women and children for the past 25
years? How else would you define an organization that

bombs a crowded shopping mall on Father's Day,
killing two children? Frankly Mr. Doheny, when you
state that it is "ridiculous to equate |this| violence with

the Oklahoma bombings," you succinctly prove that you
are blind to the facts. Both incidents are bombings for a

political end, both killed innocent people, and both are

totally despicable.

Mr. Horgan makes a clumsy and historically naire
parallel between IRA violence and the American War
for independence. Mr. Horgan. did George Washington
and friends bomb pubs, markets, concerts, hotels aid
town meetings? There is a great deal of difference
between the Battle of Saratoga and the Manchester City

Centre bombing. To link the American rebels with tae

IRA is a detriment to their status.

The overriding fact is that being part of a British con-

tingent at this University, we take offense to Americans
branding us as ignorant of the Irish situation. I undtr-
stand my country's mistakes, but I also understand that

it is my people that are being killed. Perhaps gentlemen,
you both need to take a closer look at American actions

throughout history before you are so quick to condemn
others. As LB| said to the Civil Rights movement durhg
his escalation of the Vietnam War — "Violence achieves

nothing."

Andrew Buschenfild

Sylttn

Letters to the editor must be typed, no more than
400 words, and Include name, address and phone
number for confirmation purposes. They can be
submitted to Mike Burke, Dally Collegian, 113
Campus Center Basement, UMass Amherst, MA ,

01003, or by e-mail to:

letters@oltvms.olt.umass.edu.
Letters may be edited for length, clarity and syle.
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Prism V: UMass's dance & music spring showcase
By Julia Casson
Collegian Staff

An unusual and distinct evening of entertainment entitled will hit the Fine
Arts, Center Concert Hall at the University of Massachusetts tonight. Prism V
is tty: Department of Dance and Music's Spring Showcase of some of the finest

ensembles here at UMass.
Malcolm W. Rowel I, |r., coordinator of the program said, "At a Prism con-

cert, it is as though the music of a traditional concert had passed through a

prism, with light and sound refracting everywhere." Prism V will be a spectacle
and multitude of visions and sound that will echo from one comer to the other
with performances by soloists and ensembles.

During this upbeat production, the audience members can expect non-stop
performances by this diverse group of entertainers.

The production will feature the talents of Wind Ensemble, Chamber Choir,

Chamber |azz Ensemble, Opera Workshop, Percussion Ensemble, Symphony
Band, UMass Marimbas and Saxophone Quartet. These ensembles will per-

form music by Percy Grainger, Benjamin Britten, Don Freund and Ron Nelson.

Scattered in between the multitude of ensemble performances will be several

fascinating and sometimes unusual combinations of musicians. Those present

will include a cellist performing the Prelude for Suite No. 2 by Bach, a tuba

soloist playing Scott (oplin's "Pineapple Rag, "a flute, harp and cello trio play-

ing music by Arthur Foote, an alto saxophonist performing Debussy and a jazz

combo playing "Topical |am" by Camilo.

Performing for the very first time anywhere, will be a premiere of music by

two UMass students. One piece by lain Moyer will feature guitar and vocals.

The second piece was written by Matthew Whittall for the Wind Ensemble and
Chamber Choir. Whittall's composition features the horn and soprano.

Also included in the evening's program will be two non- musical artists — a

rarity in the world of performance. English professor and poet Ron Welburn
will read from his vignette. Pelican. The audience will witness the silent and

graceful world of a mime artist as Robert Rivest will perform not only a solo.

but also a segment with the University Wind Ensemble, which promises to be a

new and interesting experience for all.

You truly may never see such a unique group of talents together in a one
night performance. This diverse and varied talent of UMass will hopefully cre-

ate a breathtaking night of entertainment and will eater to many different

tastes and styles.

The concert will take place tonight at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

Tickets are $6 for students, elders, and children, $1 1 for general public, and
UMass students are admitted free with a valid ID. Call 545-251 1 for more
information.
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Check out UMass's finest perfomers as they dance, sing and perform tonight.
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Hampshire Bicycle Exchange
would like to thank MassPirg for it's gracious invitation to

"Alternative Transportation Day" which was held on Wednesday as
part of the Clean Air Campaign We applaud your efforts and
appreciate your recognition of local businesses committed to

innovative and responsible business practices Congratulations'

come
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BICYCLES FOR THE PEOPLE BY THE PEOPLE

call us at (413) 586-4781 or visit us Sundays
9am-4pm at the Mt Farms Mall in Hadley on Rte

9 or right off the bike path at South Maple Street

The UMass Department of

Music & Dance
Presents

PrismI
A showcase of our finest ensembles

Malcolm W. Howell, Jr., Coordinator

Wind Ensemble, Chamber Choir, Chamber Jazz Ensemble, Opera

Workshop, Percussion Ensemble, Saxophone Quartet, UMass

Marimbas, various chamber ensembles & soloists

Guests: poet Ron Welburn & mime artist Robert Rivest

Friday, April 18,fc
, 8 pm Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Tickets - $6.°° students, elders and children; $11.°° general public:

UMass students admitted free with valid ID ~ are available at the

Fine Arts center Box Office (413-545-251 1) or at the door.

Co- Sponsored by:

"' ~
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"Science fair" shows off senior

design projects at Marcus Hall

CMBSIOfMft » CfSNtKN COUIGIAN

Senior Engineer students John Kraus, Luis Pabon, Syed Bokhari and jean-Robert Durocher display their final

project yesterday in Marcus.

By Mark MtGrafh
Collegian Staff

Over 30 University of Massachusetts electrical and
computer engineering students displayed their senior

projects yesterday in Marcus Hall.

The projects represent the culmination of a

two-semester four-credit course entitled "Senior Design

Project" (ECE 497). a requirement of students in the

major.

According to Baird Soules. the department's under-

graduate program director, this is the third year of the

popular "science fair" format, which replaced a presen-

tation format that drew little attention.

"Now everybody sees everything." Soules said. "It's

like a party atmosphere."

Soules said that the projects brings "many of the

[engineering! topics together." In addition to using their

classroom knowledge, students have to develop "non-
technical" field necessities, such as ordering parts and
scheduling meetings.

"It's the most realistic experience in the whole cur-

riculum." Soules said.

The projects covered everything from license plate

readers to swim lap counters. One of the most impres-

sive was the IEEE Micromousc project, which was put

together by Luis Pabon. Syed Bokhari, lean-Robert
Durocher and k>hn Kraus.

Their goal was to design a robotic, two-wheeled gar

"mouse" which, using infrared sensors and battery

power, could Find its way to the center of a maze. While
the team's mouse was not ready for a competition in

Princeton. N.J. on April 12, it was up and running yes-

terday.

"What we did could help cars find their way home in

the future." Pabon said.

Accompanying the Micromouse was a computer
introduction which incorporated three dimensional
graphics and the Mission: Impossible theme in a simula-

tion of the mouse's quest. The simulation was created by

the Micromouse team with the help of computer sys-

tems engineering student Greg Baribault.

Another project. "Wave Energy Module." involved

turning the energy of water waves into usable electricity.

Presented by )ason Kenaley. Ken Appell and Judith

Schonhoff module is a 20-year-old project which is

being tested in Holyoke.

The students produced an electric control circuit.

which makes subtle changes in the mechanism and
increases performance drastically. The module, which
measures 12 feet across, consists of a raft and a plate

attached to the bottom of the water body. The full-scale

model, which will be 10 times the size of the model, will

have the capacity lo produce a megawatt of power.

According to Kenaley, the new energy source would
be most useful on or near oil rigs or islands, where
power is a problem.

"The whole senior design took a lot of what we
learned and let us implement it." Appell said.

Another project involved digit recognition systems,

which could eventually be used effectively in post

offices. Presented by Thian Dang. Jack Gendron and
Richard Sturtevant. the project could eventually lead to

automatic handwriting anaivsiv

Weld appoints three to board of trustees

wf Gtsn Johnson

Auociofcd Prs»

BOSTON — Anxious to give the

University of Massachusetts a fund-

raising boost. Gov. William F. Weld
appointed his former chief fund-raiser

and a bank president to the system's

board of trustees yesterday.

Peter J. Berlandi. who raised money
for Weld's two gubernatorial cam-
paigns, and Robert M. Mahoncy. pres-

ident and chief executive officer of

Citizens Bank of Massachusetts, were
appointed to fill vacancies on the 23-

membcr board.

The governor also re-appointed
Heriberto Flores. executive director of

the New England Farm Worker's
Council in Springfield. While the jobs

are unpaid. Weld said he hoped
Berlandi and Mahoney in particular

would help the five-campus public

system with its private fund-raising.

"I've never agreed with the tradition

at a lot of public institutions that they

don't go out and do private fund-rais-

ing." the governor told reporters at the

Statehouse.

"The fear is that if they do private

fund-raising, the state will withdraw

its support of the institution to that

extent. That's not likely to happen
here, given the close relationship

between the president of the

University of Massachusetts, the gov-

ernor, the lieutenant governor and the

leadership in the Legislature." Weld
added.

Last fall UMass announced its first

major fund-raising drive, an effort to

raise $175 million. Some $125 million

would go to the flagship campus in

Amherst, while the remaining $50
million would be used at the Boston

campus.

By contrast, the University of
Michigan lopped its goal of raising $1

billion with a year remaining in its

fund-raising campaign The University

of California also recently announced
a drive aimed at raising $1.1 billion.

A total of $35.4 million was given

to UMass in 1995: $15.4 million at

the Amherst campus. $8 million at

Worcester, $5.4 million at Boston.

$4.3 million at Lowell and $2 million

at Dartmouth.

UMass President William M.
Bulger, who had pushed for the

University to expand its fund-raising

prowess while he was Senate presi-

dent, greeted the trustee appointments

with enthusiasm. "The governor has

shown great wisdom in the choice of

University of Massachusetts trustees."

Bulger said in a statement.

Berlandi graduated in 1969 from
Boston State College, which now
exists as part of the university system,

after receiving a bachelor of arts

degree in political science. He has

worked in the life insurance industry.

sales management field and. most
recently, as managing partner of

Custom House Street Associates, a

business consulting firm.

Mahoney graduated from UMass in

1970 with a bachelor of science
degree in chemistry and went on to

Columbia University, where he

received a master's degree in business

administration in 1971. Prior to join-

ing Citizens in 1993. he spent 22 years

working at the Bank of Boston.

Flores graduated from UMass-
Amherst in 1973 with a bachelor of

arts degree in education. He also

received a master's in education from

the school in 1991. From 1981 to

1985. Flores served on the Board of

Regents for elementary and secondary

education in Rhode Island.
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Mandela invites Mobutu for talks
By Alexandra Zavis
Associated Press

CAPE TOWN. South Africa — President Nelson
Mandela invited Zaire's president to talk with the rebel

leader trying to topple him, a sign of momentum yesterday

after weeks of delicate political maneuvering.
There was no clear sign from either President Mobutu

Sett Seko or rebel leader Laurent Kabila that they were
ready for talks to end Zaire's war. Each side has offered

contradictory positions on talks in the past, and there was
no direct word yesterday from Mobutu or Kabila.

U.N. envoy Mohamcd Sahnoun said Mobutu and Kabila

"have agreed that there will be a meeting at the highest

level" and called this a "remarkable achievement in view
of the complexity of the issue."

A rebel spokesman said a site had been picked for

Mobutu-Kabila talks, but neither the location nor the

planned date was announced. Kabila's Alliance of
Democratic Forces for the Liberation of Congo-Zaire has

MMd more than half of Zaire in its seven-month drive to

topple Mobutu. Rebels have encountered little resistance

from Mobutu's force*.

Kabila was in South Africa overnight for talks thai lust

ed into early morning, first with Mandela and ihen with

Sahnoun and South African officials.

He made no public comments during his visit, and after

returning to Lubumbashi — Zaire's second- largest city,

which he captured last week — he canceled a planned cel-

ebration and reportedly huddled with advisers at his

home.
A Mobutu envoy was taking Mandela's invitation back

to Mobutu in Kinshasa. Zaire's capital. U.N. and South
African mediators said in a statement.

"We are confident that the meeting will be held soon

and will discuss transitional arrangements affecting all lev-

els of government in the context of a peaceful and negoti-

ated solution," they said.

Mandela said he had spoken by phone with Mobutu
three times since Saturday and Mobutu was "very cooper-

ative."

In a sign of the changing situation. Mandela referred to

both Mobutu and Kabila as "president."

"President Kabila is making a great deal of advances, us

you are aware, but he doesn't want a military solution."

Mandela said. "He wants a solution that will receive the

support of President Mobutu and he has also made it clear

that he has no intention of doing anything which will

humiliate President Mobuiu."
Kabila has demanded that Mobutu give up power

before any cease-fire to slop his forces' advance. Mobutu
has been under increasing domestic and international

pressure to step down after nearly 32 years in power.

In Zaire, the rebels claimed that Mobutu was planning

attacks on foreigners in the capital to draw foreign mili-

tary intervention. U.S. forces are already on standby

across the border in Congo, ready to evacuate the hun-

dreds of American citizens in Kinshasa. The rebel finance

minister. Mawampanga Mwama Nanga. said Mobutu's
government had ordered elite Zairian iroops lo carry out

the attacks, with the idea ihui the world would blame the

rebels for the killings.

There was no independent verification of the claim and
no immediate reaction from Mobutu's government. In the

past, Zaire's warring sides have made claims alxiui each

other that have proved to be exaggerated or false

The finance minister urged Mobutu's people to surren-

der the capital and leave peacefully.

"We want to tell the world lhat we don't want foreign

intervention, especially under the pretext of getting out

expatriates." he said. "We want pressure on Mobutu to

take him out."

Also yesterday, ousted Zairian Prime Minister Leon
Kengo wa Dondo denied accusations from his successoi I

that he had stolen government money.

"It's easy to accuse." Kengo told The Associated PrCM
at a hotel in Geneva. "Where is the proof.' How much was
taken? From which accounts? When?"

In central Zaire, a spokesman for the U.N. refugee-

agency said regional officials had ordered a one-day delav

in the start of flights to take stranded refugees home to

Rwanda.
The local governor — appointed by the rebels - want

ed the Rwandan refugees screened lor cholera for tear a

cholera outbreak at the refugees' camp would spread. Paul

Stromberg said in Kisangaorrow instead. Stromberg said.
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Minutewoman track will face season's toughest rivals

By Greg Thurefl

Collog ion Correspondent

At noon on Saturday, the

Massachusetts women's track and field

team will make a return trip to the

University of Connecticut sports com-

plex to face its toughest challenge of the

season.

The 6-3 Minutewomen will face the

three teams they have lost to this sea-

son: Brown. UConn and Rhode Island.

In addition, they will face Boston
College and Army, both traditionally

very strong programs.

Last week UMass finished second to

Brown, while placing ahead of Boston

College, Northeastern, and Southern

Connecticut. Junior standout Rebecca

Donaghue returned to action in this

meet, finishing the 1 500m with a time

of 4:37.41.

Her return, along with the possible

return of junior Silifa Kenku in the

400m hurdles, will add to the strong

performances the rest of the

Minutewomen have turned in early this

season.

Freshman Andrea Comeau has been

a key contributor and will be an athlete

to watch in Saturday's meet. She won
both the high jump, with a jump of

5-foot-6. and the 100m high hurdles,

in an extremely fast time of 14.58. She

also placed third in the 200m and com-

peted in the javelin.

The sprints will be a key to this meet,

as UMass has been strong in these

events so far. Sophomore Shelanda

Irish has been impressive in the 200m
and 400m, holding the season's best

times so far, and she is also a scorer in

the 100m and on the 4x1 00m relay

team.

Along with Comeau and Irish, three

other Minutewomen have qualified for

the New England Championships:
Melanie Bell, Emma Gardner and Yves

Amazan. With all three also possible

point scorers in other sprint events,

UMass looks like it has great depth in

these events.

The relays are another area that

should excite this weekend. With the

aforementioned 4x1 00m, featuring

Gardner, Bell, Irish and Raqueil
Shelton (the Minutewomen 's top 100m
runner this season), running very

strongly, the all-time school record

could be in jeopardy. The 4x400m has

already qualified for the ECACs. and

the 4x200m has looked strong and the

possible return of Kenku should help

this.

Stephanie Townson and Shana
Mitchel have been strong in the throws

all season, as both are ECAC qualifiers

in the hammer throw and New England

qualifiers in the Discuss. Townson is

also the team's top shot putter.

Irish and Bell lead the teams long

jump group along with Melissa Ward.

Donaghue, Nicole Way and Lisa Flood

could all score in the 800m. Christy

Martin and Sally Hirsch look strong in

both the 1500m and 5000m. Kristen

Donaldson and Tracy Meagher are

both New England qualifiers in the

5000m.

Two, including only home race, on crew's weekend slate

By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Correspondent

Rowing is a sport which you start at speed zero

and in order to avoid floating into the middle of the

river you must gain speed and momentum with each

stroke to reach a higher level. This is kind of like

what the Massachusetts women's crew hopes to

achieve this weekend.

After defeating Boston College on March 29 and

crushing Villanova and Navy this past weekend, it

seems as though the Minutewomen have set a pace

to repeat as Atlantic 10 Champions and have a crack

at the NCAA championships.

Coach |im Dietz boasted of his squad stroking to

an excellent third place in the prestigious Whittier

Cup in San Diego. Dietz feels that this decisive finish

will "probably rank us in the top three in the coun-

try"

On Saturday, UMass heads to the Harlem River in

New York to face Northeastern and Columbia.
While Columbia isn't that strong a team
Northeastern stands undefeated at this early check-

point of the season and poses a threat to the UMass
juggernaut.

Dietz is confident in his team "coming off a couple

good races and having beaten B.C."

The Connecticut River (just below the Hadley

break by North Lane for interested fans) plays host

to UMass's only home regatta this season. New
Hampshire, Rhode Island and Mount Holyoke
College are all taking the plunge in attempting to

defeat UMass. With the starting time set at 9:30

a.m.. UMass has eight crews participating.

Dietz's first varsity boat is led by "a very experi-

enced crew," stroked by returning seniors Sarah

tones. Wendy Wilbur and Deanna Groark, all return-

ing from last year's crew. Also in the first boat arc

lennifer Strong, feanne Sussman. Neyla Leslie,

Nancy LaRocque and Kim Sleath.

Dietz feels that this weekend is critical for the sec-

ond varsity boat "because depending on how they do
[this weekend] the NCAA invitation will go out to

them."

The second fleet of rowers for UMass are Amy
Kenney, Melissa Allen, Carolyn McGonagle. Renee

Domina, Heather Schmitz, Nicotic LaFrenicre. Lori

Smith and Amy Coughlin.

On the Prowl
«NS»N€N I COUIGMN

Senior tri-captain Michele Warrington and the UMass women's
lacrosse team will face off with New Hampshire tomorrow morning at

10 a.m. at Totman Field.

softball
continued from page 10

base, was tabbed as Player of the

Week.
Henderson's honors came on the

heels of a week that included a

no-hitter and 51 strikeouts. She
picked up three wins and a pair of

saves over the course of last week
en route to breaking Lynn
Stockley's 1 1 -year-old school
record for strikeouts in a game.

Gut ridge has recorded a .311 bat-

ting average and 24 RBI* on the

year. She has recorded 33 hits that

include nine doubles and one home-

run. A week ago, Gutridge broke

Martha lamieson's career mark of

1.172 putouts.

While Gutridge and Henderson
took home the conference honors

this past Sunday, they were not the

only Minutewomen with lofty

accomplishments, hinior pitcher Liz

Wagner recorded a no-hitter in the

same outing as Henderson, only the

second occurrence in school history

of a double no-hitter. The first

no-hitter of her career. Wagner
only walked one batter.

The UMass record watch is also

not limited to Henderson and
Gutridge. Senior Sam Cardenas,
who handles the job at third base

and is batting .258. is only three

RBIs short of breaking the record

mark of 119. She is also only one

extra- base hit shy of ajlng Holly
Apple's career mark of 7 1 .^
For the Minutewomen. Tracy

Osier is batting .286. Mandy Galas

is at .279 and Katie Kendarski is

baiting .250. The Minutewomen
have connected for 32 doubles and
six triples — including a pair from

Galas. Nicole Faessler and Kelly

Buckly own the team's only other

homeruns.
Yesterday's game has not yet

been rescheduled.

water polo
continued from page 10

Harvard beat Brown by one goal

the last time the two teams met. and

Newcomb is confident that at New
Englands, it will also be a close

match.

"It could be either team,"

Newcomb said. "I think it will be

another one-goal game."

At the match this past weekend,

the Minutewomen beat then No. 19

Harvard 24-4. Earlier this year, the

Minutewomen won their match
against Brown 1 1-6.

Newcomb is confident that New
Englands will pose no problem for

his team, and that they will return

to Amherst victorious.

"Yes, I think we will win,"

Newcomb said. "This team is good
enough to be able to get through this

weekend with a positive attitude, and

they have the ability to get through

this weekend winning the tourna-

ment."

If the Minutewomen win this tour-

nament, they will enter next week-

end's Eastern Championships as the

No. 2 seed. Newcomb said he is look-

ing to help his team finish in the top

three at Easterns, which would guar-

antee the Minutewomen a trip to

Nationals.

"We are just trying to get every-

body exciting about playing this

weekend and setting us up for the

next three tournaments," Newcomb
said. "I think we are looking forward

to setting ourselves up for the weeks

to come and this is a good way to

sun."
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YOGURT SHAKES, SMOOTHIES, C AWARD WINNING CATERER

Now Hiring
The Collegian Graphics

Dept. Is Hiring

Day Advertising

Production staff.

Anyone Interested Is

welcome to stop by
/

our office In the /
Campus Center
basement and
rill out an
application.

Computer
experience

helpful.

Associate
Business Manager

paid Intemihip

muit be Sophomore

deadline 4/18
coll Ryan at 545-3500

hockey baseball
continued from page 10

er in the USHL with 88 points (32g,

56a). starring for the Rochester
Mustangs, and Wallis finished third in

scoring (43g, 78a. 121 pts) in the

British Columbia lunior Hockey
League for the Nanaimo Clippers.

The addition of more relatives of for-

mer Boston Bruins greats continues

with Hodge, son of Ken, who will join

freshman forward |eff Blanchard, the

nephew of Bobby Orr, on the team.

Hodge was named the best pro

prospect at Hockey Night in Boston

last year, and was the leading scorer

for the Boston Bulldogs of the North

American Hockey League.

Matt Smith will fit right in on the

neckline, as the 6-foot- 5. two-time

MVP of the Ontario Provincial Junior

Hockey League will join towers like

Brad Norton. Tom O'Connor and
Dean Stork on defense.

continued from page 10

him at the top of the list for

all-time runs scored for UMass.
tying Bill Knight's record of 157.

set between 1992-95. Gorrie's 26
steals is No. I in the nation.

Along with Gorrie's success,
two-time Atlantic 10 Player of the

Week Doug Clark answered the call

with a grand spank in the second
game against Maine, which kept the

Minutemen alive long enough to

take over the game. The poke was
Clark's ninth homerun of the sea-

son. He is currently leading UMass
with a .432 batting average, 42
RBIs and 38 hits.

Also for the Minutemen, Brian

Samela has risen to the top of the

charts with a .406 batting average,

five homeruns. 1 7 RBIs and 26 hits.

lason Bennett (5-1) will start on

the mound for the Minutemen. It's

the first game Bennett will pitch in

since becoming the winningest
pitcher in UMass history.

Now that the monkey is off his

back he can completely concen-
trate with the job at hand. Bennett

has two wins and two saves in the

last two weeks. His 4.61 ERA is

tops for Minutemen starting pitch-

ers.

Bill Cooke (3-2. with a 5.35

ERA) will start in the second game
of the doubleheader. He has only

allowed eight runs in the last two
games he has pitched.

Jeff Puleri (2-1. 5.20 ERA) has

become the third man in the

Minutemen rotation after his

impressive display last weekend
against Temple.

men s tennis
continued from page 10

by No. 1 singles player Todd
Chaney to John Cerga 3-6, 2-6.

The usually consistent Chaney suf-

fered many mental errors, while

there was no real talent disparity

between the two team leader*.

"It was unfortunate to lose first

singles, but I have no doubt Todd
will bounce back for the tourna-

ment." Knuth said.

Otherwise, the team was pretty

solid. No. 2 singles player Pat

Slyman came back to beat Alex

Bancila 2-6. 6-0. 6-4. while third

women's tennis

singles Rob Manchester took care

of Tony Silva 6-0. 6-4.

In the four spot, Alex Alter van-

quished Matt Kochis 7-5. 6-4. and

freshman Bo Navarro handled the

five spot 7-5, 6-0 over Tom Reis.

Parsa Samii won the sixth singles

match with ease 6-3. 6-2 over

Mike Coino.

UMass took the doubles point as

well.

Hopefully, for the Minutemen.
this win will propel them to the

next level heading into Virginia for

continued from page 10

matches.

Gerasmiova lost her set 6-2.

7-5 but was strong in the outing.

as was Gorodetskaya at No. 6 with

a 6-1. 6-4 defeat.

Caron at No. 2 and Braunstein

at No. 3 were both defeated 6-2.

6-2. respectively, and Steele at

No. 5 lost 6-1, 6-2. Durant fin-

ished off her senior campaign at

No. 4. but lost her match 6-2.

6-3

In the tournament this weekend,

the Minutewomen are almost
going in blind because they do not

play many of the teams in the

Atlantic 10 throughout the year.

but the level of competition from

Wednesday's match helps them to

prepare.

"It is really tough, because you

only see these teams once a year

and you don't get a chance to

scout them." Lowry said.

the weekend tournament.
Manchester, one of the team's

freshmen, was exuberant after his

easy victory.

"I believe this victory will give

us the confidence we need for the

A- 10 tournament. Everybody felt

good out on the court today,"

Manchester said.

"We all have high expectations

for the tournament after such a

great season."

Looking ahead to this weekend
at Virginia Tech, the field is pretty

tough. The seeds have not yet been

officially determined, but UMass
should receive either the No. 4 or

No. 5 slot.

While Knuth did not want to

make an official prediction, he

seems certain that the Minutemen
arc up to the task at hand

"Anything could happen in a

tournament like this," Knuth said.

"Every team is out there gunning

for each other.

"We will be depending on men-

tal preparation the whole way
through. It would be great to

knock off some of the top teams

in the conference." Knuth said.

YOU ASK, WE DELIVER COLLEGIAN SPORTS

Cheerleading Try-Outs
on: 4/21,4/22,4/23,4/24

6pm - 9pm
,

@ Curry Hicks Cage
Call Kevin Thompson 665-0056
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Nature Photo Weekend
Workthop in White Mt's May 2-4

Sign up in the Craft Center Post trip

slide show May 12 Contact Craft

Center for details Event sponsored

by the Arts Council and Outing Club

STARS PERFORM IN
NORTHAMPTON Susan Sarandon.

Mandy Patinkin. Ossie Davis and
more give dramatic performances to

celebrate the Children of Resistance

and benefit the Rosenberg Fund for

Children at John M Greene Hall on

April 26 at 7 30 pm $8 student tick

ets available at Tix Unlimited in the

Student Union

Concerned bent Sax. STD's.

Alcohol, Drugs. Eating Disorders.

Stress. HIV/AIDS, or Smoking'' Call

Peer Health Connections at 577-

5166 for answers to your questions

Completely Confidential

Trying to quit smoking or chewing

tobacco'' Support Group meets every

Wednesday from 7-8 pm in Campus
Center Room 801 Free Call 577
5181 for more info or just drop by

APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 bedroom/Brandywin* Available

6/1 549-5132

3 asdrsam apartment on bus
route Available 6/1 Great location

Call 256-6034

AUTO FOR SALE

19S4 Crown Victoria Good reliable

transportation Passes emissions

test $1300 or 670 548-9229

17 Honda Civic Wagon blue. CD
Player $800 or Best Offer 665-4349

M Pontiac Grand »ri« $900 in

new parts B/0 587-0328

Honda Accord IX 1*7 5 speed
sedan with air Great running car

$3500/offer 549-2999

EMPLOYMENT
Camp Canadensis. Pocono Mtns
Pennsylvania Excellent residential

coed summer camp Counselors to

teach tennis, scuba, water-skiing,

lakefront motorcycles, gymnastics,

arts and crafts. WSI. and more
Great salaries 6/21/97-8/18/97 Call

1800)832-8228 for an application

Student Halp Wanted- Earn $$$
before your summer even starts by

hosting the biggest event of the

year 1 The Alumni Office is now
accepting applications for Reunion

Weekend student help Must be
available June 5 8 Housing accom-

modations available Stop by the

Alumni Relations Office in Memorial

Hall to till out your application today

Questions7 Call Ann Thompson at 5-

2317

Summer in Maine- Camp
Androscoggin needs staff to teach

tennis, soccer, lacrosse, baseball,

swimming, sailing, archery, photog

raphy nature, fishing, mountain bik-

ing, art. ropes, and radio Have fun'

Have an impact 1 Contact 601 West
Street. Harrison. NY 10528 (914)835-

5800 campandroOaol com or visit

us at

http //www coolworks com/showme
/camp/andro

Experienced truck drivers for part

time Approximately 1 2 or more days

in Mid-June and Mid-August
$105 00 to $135 00 a day. 1508)653

7422

Looking tor extraverted people to

help run our office Must have good

telephone and organizational skills

$7 25 per hour 1508)653-0488

INatickl

Toyota 40 17 runs groat. $2000 or

253 9938

1MB Mercsry Capri black. 2 door.

standard, sunroof good condition.

reliable $1000 or 8/0 Must sell 1

Kara 549-6061

EMPLOYMENT

Summer Joes!! $7 $10 par hour
painting locally Experience helpful

Vehicle helpful Call 1-800-829-4777

Rob Flanders

Painters needed lar summer
FT/PT in Nsrth Shore area $7 8/hour

plus bonus*. Cart M*en4W403

FUN! FRIENOIV i

Camp seeks staff tor male group*

Welcoming and supportive environ-

ment Positions include- Leaders and

General Bunk Counselors, as well as.

Heads and Instructors for

Swimming. Water-skiing. Hockey.

Archery. Soccer, and Volleyball A
great summer fob 1 Day-ott accessi-

bility to Boston New York.

Montreal Call Today' Camp
Schodack (800)851 1164. e-mail

schodackCaol com

EMPLOYMENT
National Paries Hiring! Plus Beach
Resorts. Ranches. Rafting

Companies, etc Benefits, bonuses!

Nationwide openings Call (919)918-

7767 ext R180

Cruita and Land Tour
Employment- Earn up to

$2000+/month plus free world trav-

el (Europe. Caribbean, etc ) No
experience necessary Food, lodging

(919)918-7767 ext C180

Environmental Sales Hallo? Do
you believe in being in the right

place at the right time 7 International

Marketing Co is rapidly expanding

into the Western Massachusetts
area You'll never know unless you

call (413)82.7-7555

LAST CHANCE
Legal Assistants Wanted April

18th is the last day to apply to the

Student Legal Services Office about

Fall 1997 Internships' Get hands-on

experience in the legal field Work
directly with attorneys and clients

Earn up to 15 undergraduate credits

No experience in the legal profes-

sion required— training is provided

Contact Student Legal Services

today 545-1995. 922 Campus Center

PAINTERS- Fulltime summer
EXPERIENCE PREFERRED, vehicle.

$6 50 $9 00/hr. heavy lifting

required 9 00-5 00 ONLY 247-9480

Part Time Sales Raps Wanted
"Lead the way into the 21st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat-

shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332
Bleecker St • D40. NYC. NY 10014

1 bedroom apt. Colonial Village

$430/month Starting 6/1 253-0313

FOR RENT

$525 Available

H20 included. Call

FOR RENT
3 bedroom Putfton Apartment
Available June 1 $855 Includes

heat and hot water 549-5376

Take our 1 bedroom apartment
Available June 1 Very quiet Puffton

Apartment Call 548-8042

2 Rooms for Rent Private home
$335 utilities Kitchen privileges.

Kosher/Vegetarian preferred

Laundry, parking, furnished

Available May 1 549-4853

3 bedroom condos Hobart Lane

Gas. heat, hardwood floors, heated

basement Now showing for June

and September Lease $1300+ 253-

7879

Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

1508)477-6000

FOR SALE

4 Jaap Tires excellent condition,

30x9 50R15LT Kelly Tires $200 or

B/0 Call Jennifer 548-9770

Macintosh 550 $650 Ball Python 2

years old, with cage- $1 10 253-0743

19.5" Gary Fisbar Paragon
Mountain Bike Excellent condition

Comes with accessories Also,

(new). Shimano Ml 10 Mountain
Bike Shoes Size 12 5-13 Call John

at 546-2501

Full Size Bad- Bought Sept 96

$225 or Best Offer Call 253-4682

MOTORCYCLES
1980 Suzuki GS750L Good engine,

needs some work $400 Call Evan
323-9517

PERSONALS
I am so sorry I love you Love,

SERVICES
GRADUATING SENIORS Don! let

potential employers pass you by Put

your resume in front of millions

Check us out at www gr-onlme com
or call (407)481 -8545

Pregnant? Need halp? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

1

June 1 Heat

549-5178

_ m with stair step

pet Excellent condition $75 Electric

keg cooler $76 Both for $125 Will

deliver 549-5035

Pentium lOOMhz
16MB RAM! 26BH0
SND Card. Modem
Monitor included

546 5549

ROOM FOR RENT SUMMER SUBLET
Looking for female to share beau-

tiful one bedroom apt Uptown
above Newbury Comics Call 253-

0223

2 bedroom in a 3 bedroom apart

ment in Salem Place Very modern

On bus route Best offer Contact

Andrea 256-3585
i - - . — i .....- ».-

Free couch. TV. and Lazy Boy if you

take our spacious 2 bedroom apart-

ment 2 people $200 a month
Available 5/26 If you can beat this

deal. I'd like to know! Call Erik or

Alysia at 665-3695

Summer rental in North Amherst

for two large bedrooms in a four

bedroom home Near Puffer's Pond

and the Swim Hole Cheap rent! On
bus line Call Cara or Jenn 549- 1 597

2 bedroom Crestviaw $650 a

month Fall Option Ask for Oave
549-9210

4 bedroom apt.

Northampton

Bus Route

Pets allowed

584-8597

5 bedroom house washer/dryer,

porch, big yard On bike and rail

Sublet entire house or just a room

Rte 9 Hadley 586-0363

i for rent in furnished house in

Amherst $275, utilities not included

Laundry Paiking Available June 1

Call Lauren 253-7654

Looking for two peoplo to share

double bedroom in a 3 bedroom apt

$230/montti Lease begins 6/1 Two
minutes walking from campus Lease

ends 5/31/98 Call for more info

Katie 549-5741

2 bedroom for sublet or lease from

6/1 On bus route Water paid for. a

great place Call 253-4627

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking for roommate that will

pay $365/month Heat and hot water

included- Brandywine Call Amy 546-

0706

i for employ-

ment in The Southern Worcester
County Area Must have own trans-

portation but no experience required

Call 546-4269

Varmant Adveature! Farm and
Wilderness is now hiring summer
staff We need people who want to

provide positive guidance and sup-

port to adolescents coming of age in

the 90 s Counselors, nurses cooks,

general staff Organic farming, back

pacHnj. rook chmbtng. Waterfront

carpentry, crafts Challenging wilder

soJaV environment in the Green
Mountains of Vermont Contact
Philip Tobm (802)422 3761 or

fandwClsover net
(http //www fandw org)

2 bedroom Brandywine Fall

Option 6/1 Call Patty 549-3740

Take over my lease I 1 bedroom
(with possible 5 other bedrooms) on

campus m an awesome house' 548-

8901

1 bedroom in Amberst Located
near Downtown $255/month David

253^2183

Large 1 bedroom Neat campus
$525/month A/C free heat

Available 6/1 with Fall Option 549

5770

Trek lit only $450 Trek 830 only

$300 Both brand new and each with

kryptonite locks' Weight bench and
Olympic Weights. $250 Playstation

with games, only $200 Call 548
8042 now'

One person needed 2 bedroom. 2

bath apt for Fall and/or Spring in

Mill Valley Rent negotiable Call

253 0592

Wanted: Responsible female M
share two bedroom apartment for

Summer and possibly Fall No drugs

Call Alison 546-5612

ATTENTION
GRADUATING SENIORS

I am a graduating senior looking

for one or a few fun. interesting and

cool people to look for an apartment

and be roomies together in Boston

Give me a nng-a-ling it you are inter-

ested O 546-2227 and we can take

it from there „

Looking lor 1 or 2 female non-

smokers to share 4 bedroom apart

ment Call 665-7712

1 1st One bedroom
apartment $525/month 10 minute

walk to campus 549-4561

UPTOWN! 2 bedroom opt

Greatest location m Amhersfjkaase
staru 671 Call 253-4687

6/1 Call 549-43

Apeftseeot

$99, VGA Color

Monitor $75. Hard Drive $10.

Software $5 386 Motherboard $25
Call Steve 566-3324 est 2

HOUSE FOR RENT

4 bedroom house •
: ,i

-
! r ••

bus line Available 6/1

$1200/month 549-0481

MOTORCYCLES

M Suzuki GS 550 E Runs, looks.

sounds excellent SPORTY' $1300 or

B/0 Call for more info Randy O 6-

5280

i to share a

room in a 3 bedroom apartment On

bus route Real nice place with great

roommates Must see Please call

Jessica 549-8513 to set up meeting

and get more information

SERVICES
Know Your Righta Do you have

questions about your rights7 Do you

think your civil rights have been vio-

lated7 Find out' Contact the Student

Legal Services Office. 922 Campus
Center. 545-1996

Get in shape for

546-0292

3 bedroom- Mill Valley 2 baths

first floor, backyard. June-August

Call 253-6467

SUBLET: 1 bedroom in two bedroom

Puffton Apt June-August FULLY fur-

nished $300/month inclusive Call

Joanna or Brian O 549 8563

2 bedrooms in a 4 bedroom apt

Huge lots of light $332 each person

per month Southpomt Apts 256
8966

Single bedroom in a 6 bedroom
house 5 minute walk to campus
H/HW included $280/month Chris

549-6881

Hugo lour bedroom house
Amherst Center Furnished cheap'

546 1 152 (Ben) or 549-5462 IMikel

1 bedroom apt. with Fall Option

$430 furnished Call 256-4594 after

6pm

3 bedroom apartment Puffton

Village Available 6/1 Can 549-4465

SUMMER SUBLET
2 bedroom Brandywine includes

utilities $550/month Available

5/26 548-8813

Sunny Spncious House Two bed

looms available Great summer loca-

tion with hiking and bike paths, deck

and backyard 5 miles from UMass
256-6336

1 bedroom apartment in

Crestview 6/1-8/31 Short walk to

UMass On bus line Hot water

included Will be partially furnished

$550/month Call 549-7605

2 bedroom apartment with Fall

Option 1 month free rent Call 549-

4089

2 bedroom renovated Puffton Apt

Great location near pool/courts

Heat/hot water included

$640/month Available 6/1. 549-

7762

1 bedroom apartment Fall Option

On bus route Spacious with closet

space $430+/month 256-8190

2 bedroom apartment in

Sunderland Available 6/1 to 8/31

Great deal' Call 665 6894 for more

details On bus route!

One lerge fully-furnished bed-

room in a 3 bedroom apartment On

bus line, minutes from campus
June-August Call Oebra at 665-8463

3 bedroom apartment in North

Amherst Close to campus Starts

6/1 Call anytime 548-8976

2 bedrooms in The Boulders

Apartments Available 6/1 Call 256-

0384

2 bedroom- Brandywine
$750/month Available 6/1 549-

4198 Take over our lease

2 bedroom/Brendywrine with Fall

Option Available 6/1 Call 549 4982

3 bedroom Puffton Available 6/1

549-594'

TO SUBLET

I $200 a month or one month

free Call Andy 253-5482

Take over ear leaael Two bed-

room apartment in Brandywine
Available June 1st Call 549-6015

2 bedroom Brandywine Apt.

Easily fits 4 Excellent condition

$740 Call Knsti or Melissa 549-7474

3 bedroom renovated Puffton

Apartment Available 6/1 -8/31 with

Fall Potion 549-9310

TRAVEL
Ski and Party at Killmgtuii for only

$89 2 nights condo lodging and

Two-Day lift ticket Call UMass Ski

Club 545-3437, 434 Student Union

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for apartment on bus line

for Fall 97 Roommate/houseshare

possible Call Sharyn at 582-4314

Leave message w/ Bernie

WANTED

What's your talent? Inti

wanted for Kids Karmval Juggle".

artists, magic, etc For more info call

545-5590

EMPLOYMENT

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
NO SALES!!

Apply Now!
MA TRS

489 Whitney Ave. Ste 100

Holyoke MA 01040
413-493-1 tOC

BOOM!

IPdfftOnAfJr

Avaifsble 6/1 with Fetl Option M9-
9224

FRIDAY. APRIL 18

Film — Gene Hunters will be
shown at 1 . 2 and 1 p.m. in the

W.E.B. Du Bois Library, room 1 320.

as part of the Human Genomes and
Human Rights Conference. The film is

approximately 50 minutes in length

and documents Human Genome
Diversity Project scientists taking

blood samples from indigenous com-
munities without their consent.

SATURDAY. APRIL 19

aWASaSwa — A panel of speakers

from India. Hawaii, the Philippines

and United States will be discussing

the future of human genetic research

and indigenous peoples. Vandana
Shiva. Steve Newcomb. Birgil Kills

Straight. Nalani Minton. lonathan
Marks and Victoria Tauli-Corpuz will

speak in Marcus 131 al 9 a.m.

NOTICES
Conference — Human Genomes

and Human Rights conference will be

taking place April 18-19. F. vents at

UMass. Amherst College. Smith
College and Mount Holyoke College

Check out our web page for moredetails:
http://frost.oit.umass.edu/-wmw/conf

html

Financial Aid — UMass Financial

Aid Services would like to announce
that May I is the last day to apply for

a new or increase Federal Direct
Student or Parent Loan for the current

academic year.

Community — "Rendezvous with

the Soul." meditation, music and
prayer meetings, will be held from 4-5

p.m. in the Campus Center, room
805-809 weekly on Tuesdays until the

end of the semester. Sponsored by the

UMass Baha'i Club. For more infor-

mation, call Chris at 549-4982

Discussion — Come experience the

cultural diversity of the

Prince/Crampton Graduate Residence

Hall. From April 8 - May 10. residents

from many countries around the

world will be participating in discus-

sions and presentations about their

experiences in their home countries.

Scheduled topics: Asia, April 15-21:

Africa. April 22-28; North America.

April 29 - May 3; Latin

America/Caribbean. May 4-10. The
program is free and open to the public

Poetry — Spectrum Magazine is

looking for anyone interested in read-

ing their poetry or prose in the next

reading. The reading will be held on

April lb at 7:30 p.m. in the Student

Union Visual Arts Space. All readers

are welcome. Sign up at our office,

406F Student Union or call

545-2240.

Conference — The Women of Color

Conference will be taking place from

April 18-20. Sign-up sheets will be in

the Student Union, room 416 and on

the Campus Center Concourse.

luggling — The UMass (uggling

Club will meet on Fridays at 3 p.m.

next to the Information Desk in the

Campus Center. No experience
required.

Financial aid — Applications for

summer financial aid are now avail-

able at Financial Aid Services. You
must be a continuing student enrolled

in a degree granting program at

UMass: taking summer classes

through Continuing Education: going

on approved summer international

exchange program through IPO: or

working on a graduate dissertation.

Deadline is April 18. I .ate applications

will not be accepted.

-

Meeting — Common Ground will

be holding support and advocacy
meetings for low-income students and

allies every Tuesday in the Campus
Center (room to be announced) from
noon-2 p.m. For more information,

contact Mary Sutherland at (413)
323-9725 or leave a message in our
box in the GEO office, basement of

the Student Lnion.

Meeting — The Peer Mentor
Network is a student organization for

undergraduate and graduate students

with disabilities on campus. Everyone

is welcome. Meetings are Thursday
nights from 6-7 p.m. in Campus
Center. Please bring your thoughts

and concerns to the meeting. For more
information, contact Susan Pilner at

545-0892 or Kregg Strehorn at

545-4602.

Support group — REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support
program is offering two support
groups this semester: A grief support

group for those who have experi-

enced the death of someone close to

FYh arc public service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYl, please tend a press

release containing ail pertinent information,

ncludmg the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Colltgion, c/o the
Managing EcMor by noon the previous day

them: and an illness group tor those

currently coping with the serious ill-

ness of a loved one. If u>u M some-

one >ou know is mterc-led. please

call us at 577-5316 for more infor

mation.

Health services — Confused.
afraid, or just curious' Do \>>u ha\e

questions about -c\ Ml)-, alcohol,

drugs, eating disorder- MIX AIDS,
stress management or quitting

ing or chewing tobacco'' Don't kn,>\*

who to ask? Call the Peer Health
Connections phoneline at UM
577- 5168. Trained student- will

anonymously answer your qui

and tell you where to go for more
help.

*
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Daily Listings sponsored by: fflHRffl fiMLL
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VEGETABLE SONORA O SCAMPI o TBONE STEAK O CHICKEN BBQ O PASTA ROJA

PORTEBELLO MUSHROOMS O CHICKEN QUESADILLA o MUSHROOM ONION CHEESEBURGER
BLACKENED CA TFISH O SPANISH ORZO O STUFFED PORK CHOPS O NACHOS

BERKSHIRE BREWING COMPANY O MARGARITAS O BLACK FOREST CHEESECAKE

SCREAMING COWBOYS O AND MUCH MORE...

We AcceptAll
Major Credit

Cards!

ID

11

IB
13

17
IB

HSCN Bulletin

Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

BET

BET on Jazz

UCTV
The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

41 I*' 'I l*"">p »AI f * AMHrMSI

This week's

$ 1 drink:

Cm& Tonic

FRIDAY EVENING

WFSB
VVBZ

WCVB
WLVI
VYHDH
WTXX
wVfT
wnc I

6:00

r

6:30
Business Wot"

CBS

Ffwah rrtoc*

* *- frrlnr

X
WWLP
VVGBY

WQGB

r 11 1

WSBK
WTBS
ASE
"cwT
COM
PtSC

ISPtT
LIFE

MTV
NtCK
SCrfl

ac
TNT
USA

HBO
MAX
SHOW

1

»

ABCfawrt

Froth Princ*

NBC Newt

Martin X
NBC News

RoaoonntX

NoC PMWS

Auction

ABC rwWI

7:00 7:30
NawshourWfthJtmLanrorX

InairJa Edition

CBS

rnaksa Edition

Am.Journst

Ent Tonight

Star Tr#k: Ntit Gtntr.

LnfOntCif &

WhwwvrortuPa

Judoa

InTTc

Judy I
ontght

noflM hud.

WtmoVFortuna

in
TVX

Hard Copy X
Q. taaajalll WswnvtN JL

IX

C - Campus

Auction

8:00 1 8:30 I 9:00 9:30 I 10:00 10:30
APRIL 18, 1997

JAG "Randajvous"

JAG "Rendezvour

[In Sttrao)

Family

(In Stereo)

CoM Cats (In SWrtc) X
Cold Caen (In Stereo) X

«**

ly Manors |Boy-Wortd Sabrtno-WHch |Sfp by Stop

Unsolved Myilariaa (In Stereo)

*tn WammrilmM. Drama) Kyla

Unaofvod Mysteries (In Stereo)

SUdars firadtae Lot" (R) X
Unaohrod Mystnrtae (In Stetno)

Bevarhj Hmt, Main (In Stereo)

^Matters
| Family

"

Qulncy

WorMVtewX
TkkX
Movie Maple

UpOoaa
9up<nw»trtratt

Muotc Videos

CtarieeaEspr

Ttnmflht Zona

Furniture

Canned Ham
Noil Step (R)

SpwttCawrtof

a* - < .- a i a —
9f*WTIajfa .H,

Hoitx V1qio> Hofnt Vkwot

Law a Odor "Ana" X

Ent Tonight | Family Matters [Boy-Wortd

Dateline fin Slereo) XMine [In SI

iMactacnkn, KrnOreijt.

DatoHna (In Stereo) I
Millennium "Lamentation" X

(In Stereo) x

Naati Bridges "Leo's Big Score

Nash Bridges "Lao's Big Scon?'

20720 r

Homicide: Life on the Street X
ILAPO

Homicide: Life on the Street X

greet New England Auction Continue*

Homicide: LMe on the Street 'X

11:00 11:30
Auction Continue*

News X

News X

LateShowX
Late Show I
Njghttmel

Jenny Jones (In Slereo) X

H. Patrol

Coach X

Tonight Show

Baal TV X
Tonight Show

Poop Space 9

Tonight Show

NBA BaoKOtboB Boston Caltrcs at Philadelphia 76*rv (Uve

| Step fay Step" 20/201

Martini.

UrMTrtillaiai T*
PwUIPaT|W||a| Jfa

Comedy Nell

Cr .1

Horn* Video* |Hom* Video* |Ma)or League Baseball Atlanta Brtvet at Cotorarjo ftoOres (L/ve

L^.i^'iiiiu i

ii^iJfMLr^;i>i.i'"iaT^^(r;-i'7?rTi
,^cn

Coflwdy NaW 2

Wing* 'The Hovycrift" (R)

D*U
Woe* In Roc»

Tiny Toon

Daraara*

In the Hat of the NightX
Renegade 'Ohost Story" |R) X

Dish

Singled Out

Doug I

PrtnMN«w*X
| Burton-Proof

Young Comodmn* Beumon

WHd Ojacovtry: Rams Cam*

Larry Kwg Uv» I
Comedy D»l Sol

IWorto-Wond

World TodayX
Comics Com* Horn* (R)

Stanley Cup Playoff* Conference Quarterfinal Game 2 - Teams to Be Announced X
Adventure*-20ttiI Century

3BHndD*t»*

Wot Savant*

RugratsX

She-Wolf of UndonX
« «-

In the Heat of roe Night X
Highlander: Th* Sfla* X

**Vfr Tpfjh9 AiVaftNMn 1993, PrarT,*)) RuxeH Crow. 'PQ-17
.a~*~e. *)Tawi a'/tanla rw**vi*t Ablaut-. lii_! «_ JL. . MX ILI "

Wlr* iPandora

Mualc Video* (In Stereo;

Kabwml

Friday the 13th

_4
HatipyOey*

Th*S*ri*eX

Myth

NBA
America |Ugand*-l»*w

•HKHUkn Truer (199S, frame) KaH* Martin.

Baaabal

Amp (In Stereo)

ILowLucyX |B*wHcn»d

Spec* (Part 5 ofST

Baavis-Butt.

Nawhafl X
WortdTour(R)

Odd Couple X

Human Etpertent* (R)

Baaaotball Phoenix Sunt al San Antonio Spurt (Live) X
|Allon Hand (R)

BLJlEIiaLCrEfaiZEH^

eee Tan'OW), Drama) Oregon/ H*W (In S**»o)fan jt, -Unstrungrkmtrms) Andie ti&BoXJT.

**V, •CockMT (19M, Drama) Tom Crub. (InSareo) Iff

i, |8oilnaTger Jonesvs ike Quirley (In Slereo Uvel X

Inade-NBA

itJla F«mm* KfcHa "Rescue" X

NawsX
Mad Abo. You

NlghttneX

Real TV R

Law t Order "Volunteers" X
Sport* lllu*.

Comedy Natl

Moneyfln* X
Comedy Net 2

WHd Oitcovwy: Rains Cam*
SportscantetX

Homicide Lit* on th* Street X
Singled Out

TailX
Loveane

M.T. Moor*

She-Wolf of London I
Myth America

"m RotdWurtot"
'

1981

L*g*nd*-lsles

"Baba Watch: FoibkMtn"

g Tiger J

«H ^m^fe'tBtw»rroe"(fW)RcsarMAJI*ri.|*W "UndrySray»>'0*i1rT»fTitwy'(1995)'R'll [Erotic

reoLive) 3

Hi
I

PolRtot-AftermathTOuter Umlta |Poh)eq|e4ai: The Legacy X

Dennit Miller

"CenlerfoW"

"LaiwTiow'"
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Bruno By C. Baldwi

rc-KAY ammo, *<r mad
IS ILIA*.. .. MOW TCLU
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Rebotman By Jim Meddick

(WftaVJ QaxMThA

1 WAS rWlMSV
TMAT Off, BUTT
GUESS TO BETTER
<SCT IT OVER WITH

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

TWtR£.lTl^.'TWeOOG
TrW'56e£WftG6iNG

NtGMT

iT^r4arA\)eRv&,&
0O6...ACT0ALW,lT
ICXJK5MOR6UK6
ACAT

ABLACKCATluTTl
AuMrre
STRIPE DOOM
lutfvttDDie

Of..

Dllbert By Scott Adams

CATBERT: EVIL H.R. DIRECTOR

(WAXOf, TH€ COMPANY
BOUGHT K LIFE

INSURANCE POLICY

ON VOL)J
<J

I

OUR PlAN I!) TO RAISE
YOOR BLOOO PRESSURE
TO DANGEROUS LEVELS.

OIO YOU KNOW THAT OUR
CEO *A,K,ES FIFTY TIMES

\OUR SALARY EVEN
THOUGH OUR STOCK IS

OOU)N?J Vf

Frumpy Hie Clown By Judd Winick
0UT I DON'T WANT DYScttlA iT'SA-ReADil^DlioCDCR'lPI

DtSOCDex MEANS I'M
DlFFERCKlT I POJ' T
u>a*4ma 8e v\t*caojT, i

just want to Be u
evtTRYBcpY ei

Social Norm By Mr. K

CANT QElJevaT TWtt

DAM OOUQUBTTEf

OlSSft) OvAMAN
TDHNnfY FtrSkV. WHq)

THE HELL DOCS HI

THlUIC H£ IS.kfcKTN/

roHMNV OFFTMC
AeTO 5CPt Q0*ChI

TFiArT rWf CarT «OteT?^

|

CLErVLVS GO.THEN He?)

RAOeD CAMBCO. _
|
O'iS'N' TDtUVsrV WAi
h-HE LAST- SJ*AW.

"

Hon Sequitor By Wiley University 1 By Frank Cho

Vt=K

Non Sequitor By Wiley hum i

Today's D.C. Menu
III Call 545-2626 for more informati

Franklin Worcester

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet

Sandwich
Cheese Steak

Cheese Puua

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Meat Pie

Tofu Fajita

1/4 lb. Burger

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese
Sloppy |oe

Spaghetti

Vegan Sloppy |oe

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Tri-Bean Casserole

Italian Grinder

Half Time Deli

Hampshire Berkshire

Loodoo By Mike Rybicki

LA&-.ES

PtMb

'tNuirtN.

'Vnstrel

m;KE.

I

0H, Ii, SNQ SC ft Song

|
Wb HESEi Hctf'.T 6otS
It i Two Dpajus Lon&

lf*fi>U Sott TtTT '.T B«VS,

±

[JJ
WomMttfyL CoWC Slfc.? 'UtMl'

NAtes Ml orntR Co*«s Stem sat>y
Its MEW WEU boME
Borh Lj-.Try fvjb Porv

P»fo fat fabRS Ixawwri/ GRELDY.

I SuffiiSE THE Offs OUT of THE Brr&M toHffc'*N'$
v

fi B:t oF « DRft&
iuTftsk^botyaFTiiiS
tt You fr\o«*j Ant> Yoj f>;sS-

The;r /Ajney's

WORTH ToDfty.

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet

Handcut Cod Sub
YUM!

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Lite Cod with

Basil Garlic Sauce

YUM!

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese
Sloppy |oe

Spaghetti

Vegan SLoppy joe

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Meat Pie

Tri-Bean Casserole

Italian Grinder

ARIES
Much 21 -April 20
raw any a dMnrtfcm urtv m ihr

w* and foul br abk- id «•*;mm

aMrr iimh la am u

- *ajn i aaimlrda

TAURUS
April 21 lUy 21

Thh »frk hold» praraUr fc*r \trn$,

itfiutHiaBf preducitvr U>nc trip* and

•one, roablaTrai ronwrvedfaTM ylfM

truth* Inetfthts Your chretiul «nitud>

J «-»r.f.ltitf prtnaarwIlT, OJmM ItHH""

up mnothrr prrun » rottrn oood. «o

don I br «irv --tlranr Ihem out!

GEMINI
Mar 22-Jone 21

TnM to trrrtMr wrrk to Induhfr

rnOMOp No mattrr how fonrl -mir

bo tkerp your mouth rtoMd inared

Don t hrOtalr to help whrrr It * nmlnl
hrtnievrr. }uet oner R In *w open.

noiaaw Manner to •wom ttn roaly

rn>winrirnlavirtlnci

CANCER
June 22-July 22
St.nrlT.at ! hornr (nMrad of iootMnt for

•ttvrnturr hripa you bank a ttttlr extra

money It will ronr rn handy later tn

ihr wrfk or pnaatbry m a «eek or two

The ronf*errattvr approarh to best,

rtperiallv whrn II cornea to haatoug

vmir flnanre* thto week

LEO
July 23-Anfnat 23

Trral ymir^M and a frtrnd 10 • rutlnary

^prnnKTil Yfflivr (m nulhlna to kar.

and It could or a lot of fun tnla affiHt

la alan jond lor makma Mratyk rhanav*

that Invotvf your nVt or ntrrrlar Your

molw la (mutually arrona ao you ran

aura to your nra roullnf

VIRGO
Anfuat 24-Scptember 22

Hrad away from the beatfn path to add

a touch of aaVmlurr lo your Mr Tact

up a your itauuiMaTaaUtft No one cUr

ran handfc fhtn tar you. ao don't

opart lo br let off thr hook A cloar

frlrnd otVni auppon during a

partlrulariv dlftlrult llmr

LIBRA
September 23-October 23

A fn-r aptrard arouaaaaaa i baa a «rral

lN
ndahouhl I

Mart ihr .rrkrnd tarty m ibr «rrk.

raunl on Ihr untaparMd You aaay not

br ahk to plan lor H but youH br

bmrr prrparrd to rod wah lhaajra

SCORPIO
October 24-Norember 22

Get aomr buay work out O* *ne way

rariv in fnr wrrk lo dear ihe rear (nr

an entoyaak* wrekrnd If vou ran t

afford i rtaway tn, to treat your matt*

or awrettr to littk trtJn*t» ahr hrr atkfcat

in bed Donl let vourartf br lakrd into

anytfitTtf: back off and then oahe parr

own 0>r!atnn

SAGITTaARIUS
Norember 23-December 21

Getttntf a taftxatrvr prrwm to buckte

down and «rt wm»r «ork donr wffl br

arhorr but if you use your rharni n

rniat" not be as bad aa you rxpert t(

you rr ptannuiit a purrtMae don't

owrfook nontradntonal sourres for

rlndkni ihr thatta. you need at a

waatMack1 prtre

CAPRICORN
December 22^J«nuary 20

Use your rrnrttrlty to strrtrh your

budavt and rreatr i mtmanbk
orraaton rfomanxr to fovored toward
thr wrekrnd so take a rtok-aak thai

spenal somronr for a date, or srtarr

your frefonOi with your awrithrart Call

an ord frlrnd this week

AQUARIUS
January 21-Febru-jy 18

If you re frvin»t to keep a secret watch

out for inadvertent shpa If the wrontt

person hears the rtatil inirnt. afl your

rareful effort muld he m vatn Head

outdoors for an antidote to a bad rase

of sprtni fovrr You mtttfii even put

some roars ki your rheetuf

PISCES
February 19-March 20

Avoid rmpulae spendlntf- a btfl could

be rnorntnc This week to a food time

to reonjantw—whether tt't ctosetB.

draweri. rananres or prtorttlea If you

need a loan or some advice count on

a friend irhom you've known for years

Close to Home By John McPfterson

Tor Entertainment Purpotet Only

paj^vtifvaJtw&srfl ^

f. CAnnwtnice,ci*lPK!**Ye. rtw C i*P Jaa. latWan aaarOnl *

"What? Oh, gee*, no. Th« baby »

not due until September We just

got our sonogram results today."

Quote of the Day

*>{
-cry havoc and let

slip the dogs of war!

-William

Shakespeare

\
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P
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ACROSS
1. Elephant baby
S. Truck*

•. Th* Syalem
(1964 Mm)

14. Addict

15. Common Latm abbr

16. Manon Lescaut lor

on*
17. Building location

IS. Lawnmower makar
19. "Green Acre*" (tar

20. Lacking rose* m the

cheek*
22. Faculty mams
24. Gary* stale abbr

25. ' Si Si'

27. Make a choice

2S. Indian tribesman

29. Energy
32. Call ten milk

34. Bisect

36. Perplexed

38. Additionally

40. One at _ (2 twds )

44 Breathe

46. High- _ (dynamic)

46. Pine

49. Toothed wheel
51. Circus area
52. Yoko
54. Idttarod transport

56. Author Miller

57. Stitched

60. Arabian Nights bird

62. Clumsy on*
64. Pro-shop purchase

66. Dan s big cou*m
67. Porter » and Day
71. Native crl Mosul

73. Shap » pnaon
ra. yrrraar wieaei

76. Mannerly

77. dog* M*
(2wda)

78. Beany and Rorem
79. Ship spines

90. Cook's measures
abtx

91. What eggheads rJont

9*

DOWN
1. Point ol a crescent

moon
2. Pakistarv* continent

3. * Twist Again'

4. Create* worry kne*

5. Horse doctor, tor

short

6. On
7. Verrazano-

Bridge

8. Single-masted vessel

9. Fen*
10. " Lazy River"

(2wds)
11. Ledger item

12. Apian stud

13. Linear measure*
21. Irving Bertin song

with The"
23. Govt agcy

26. From one spring to

28 vocalize

29. Dtfter

30. Soothsayer * word*
(2wds)

31. City in the SaR River

valley

33. Designer CaMini
36. Detroit* gp
37. Cook 5 apperei

39. Girasol or hyalite

41. Spring bloom
42. Mouth-watering kst

43. Margin

45. Th* Album
(Browning)

47. Cookie )ar lavonte

SO. Convoys
S3. NHL great

56. Author Greenburg
(Exes)

Item lor FkJo to letch

Causing goose
bump*
Emulate Penelope
Planets path

DstS
Is under the weather

Thtntufl

Merriment

Pelt

ol the

D Urbervilles"

72. Naught
74. Type ol mask or

57.

59.

59.

61.

S3.

66

70

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle

nn annuo
p 1
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n
UtH.I

one a
uuuuu
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A I U VnanaO » i

nnnnri aa
a
annnnaaoa 3D

1 L 1
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*
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a *[rTT r

fllcl* a i

M A T iffm t n a i i n/ l

It'll <>!v!m *

LG 10 ( leoldOjavsost.conn

)

try Roger and Salem SatiaMsa eiss*

I know you've heard this

before but I have had such bad

tuck with girts I'm about ready

to give up.

Moybe I'll go out with a Cocker

Spaniel....

I don 't mean go out to the

movies or dinner.... I mean
maybe we'll go for walks in the

park, or play catch,... try on

leashes

together.

We have some things in

common we both need

leashes.
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Lax faces crucial contest against Notre Dame
By Jeremy R. Adorns
Collegian Staff

On the weekend of Paul Revere's

historic ride, on the day the original

Minutemen were first tested in bat-

tle, the Irish arc invading
Massachusetts. With blue and gold

in lieu of red coals, the Notre Dame
men's lacrosse team comes to

Richard F. Carber Field on Sunday
to commemorate the historic battle

at 1:30 p.m.

Or maybe it's just going to be one

heck of a lacrosse game between two
nationally ranked opponents looking

to claim a spot in the NCAA cham-

pionship tournament.

"They're a very good team."
L'Mass coach Greg Cannella said.

"They're very well disciplined on
offense, and they're very unselfish.

Hopefully we can get some good
matchups on them."

Currently ranked in the top 10,

Notre Dame is believed by many to

be a contender for a final four berth.

"I think anybody | ranked I from
No. 5 to No. 15 could be in the final

four, you just have to string together

a couple of wins." Cannella said.

Notre Dame is 6-1. not including

a late game against Air Force last

night. The lone blemish on the

Irish 'i record was a loss to Loyola,

which came from behind to beat the

Minutemen last weekend in

Amherst. Notre Dame also beat

llofstra. who was No. 4 at the time

and accountable for UMass' second

loss of the season on March 22.

No. 9 Notre Dame will be the sev-

enth top 20 team and the fifth top

10 team on the Minutemcn's docket,

with No. 6 Syracuse still to come on
April 2b at Warren P. McCuirk
Stadium.

UMass has won both meetings

with Notre Dame, including last

year's 8-5 contest at South Bend.

Ind. The Minutemcn's situation

going into the meeting in 1996 was

similar to this year. UMass had just

dropped a heartbreaker to Harvard

in Amherst, setting up a crucial con-

test with ND. Brendan Glass was the

only UMass multiple scorer, with

two goals, six others tallied once.

If recent trend is any indication.

Glass will likely come through again

this year against the blue and gold.

Since going goalless with three

assists against Duke. Glass has

notched multiple goals in every

game. Against New Hampshire and

Loyola he scored back to back hat

tricks, and his shots found twine

four times against Harvard.

"He's been great," Cannella said.

"Right now he's hitting his stride.

He's finally gotten over his shin

splints and gotten into reasonable

shape and feels good when he gels

out onto the field. Obviously that's

important for our offense."

Equally important, Cannella says,

has been the play of his defensive

midfielders and the added offensive

consistency of short stick middie

Chris Grande.

"He's consistently ready to play

for every game, physically and men-
tally." Cannella said. "He's a guy
that, stepping on to the field, brings

a lot of confidence and being able to

score those goals early brings a lot

of confidence to the rest of the

team."

The game will be broadcast from

Garber Field on 91.1 FM. WMUA.
Pregame will begin 15 minutes
before the 1:50 p.m. start.

COU»tM» IMIM I COUIGIAN

The Fighting Irish will have to keep UMass senior attackman Brendan Glass down if they want the upper-hand in

Sunday's game at Garber Field.

UM baseball faces Fordham in conference tilt

By Jonathan M. Place

ColUgion Staff

COUtTMf SMITH I eOUIGIAN

David Giglio and the Minuleman baseball team face conference foe Fordham this weekend, starting

tomorrow at noon.

Seven straight wins might be considered a hot

streak. Providence College. Central Connecticut.

Temple and Maine have all fallen victim to the

onslaught that has been unleashed by the

Massachusetts baseball team.

UMass (17-6. 6-3 A- 10) now must keep its

streak alive in this weekend's Atlantic 10

matchup against Fordham (21-1 1. 6-3 A-10).

Both teams are deadlocked with six wins apiece

in the A- 10. Therefore, this weekend's in-confer-

ence match could be the most important one

UMass has played in yet

The first two games of the series will be played

tomorrow at 12 p.m. in Bronx. N.Y. The third

and final game is on Sunday, also at 1 2 p.m.

This series against the Rams is even more cru-

cial as the Minutemen head into the second half

of the season. Every game counts, and for UMass
to be successful come tournament time, it must

win every series against conference opponents. It

will take a complete effort from the entire ball-

club.

Fortunately for the Minutemen coaching staff,

that's what it has had for the last seven games —
a team that can come back from behind, play

solid defense and give it's starting pitchers the

run support they need.

UMass will need those attributes, considering

Fordham s top hitter. Mike Marchiano. is among
the nation's leaders with 22 homeruns and 58

RBIs. while baiting .536.

On the Amherst side of things. Brad Gorric

(.398) has been on fire on the basepaths and had

a tremendous outing, both on the field and at

the plate against the Black Bears on Wednesday.

A three-run blast in the first game helped put

Softball escapes to Philly

to face conference pair

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

After rain wiped out yesterday's

doubleheader at Rhode Island,

and with worse weather predicted

for the coming weekend the

Massachusetts soflball team will

head south rather than stay in

state.

The Minutewomen will face a

pair of doubleheaders. with a

Saturday date against Temple (12

p.m.) and a Sunday tilt with St.

Joseph's ( 12 p.m.).

The Owls currently occupies

third place in the Atlantic 10

standings with a 15-22 overall

record and a 5-3 mark in confer-

ence. The Hawks, who sport a

25-9. 7-1 record are the No. 2

team in the A-10.

However, it is Massachusetts

which sits atop the standings with

a 19-15 overall record and a per-

fect 7-0 A-10 showing. The
Minutewomen have won 23

straight regular-season confer-

ence contests, two shy of the

school record of 25.

The Minutewomen have been

led by a pair of Atlantic 10 hon-

orees. Sophomore pitcher

Danielle Henderson was named
A-10 Pitcher of the Week, while

Kim Gutridge. who plays first

Turn to SOFTBALL, poge 7

*m* UNUMH ' COUIGMN

Liz Wagner and the Massachusetts soflball learn will play a pair in

Philly this weekend, when the Minutewomen travel lo Temple and St.

loeseph's

Hockey signs five recruits

to ease graduation crunch
By Jormo Konsonen
CoJUg-on Staff

Turn to BASEBALL poge 7

Four years ago. coach |oe Mallen

had lo recruit the best of what was

around for the newest edition of (he

Massachusetts hockey program. That

first class put UMass onto the Hockey

Fast scene, and this year's recruiting

class should help put the Minutemen
on the national scene.

Five new recruits, joining an early

season signce. will help fill the holes of

a large graduating class.

"I think that this recruiting class

provides our program with higher skill

level than any class in the past." Mallen

said. "This marks a big step for our

team to have some highly-sought after

recruits pick UMass."

One of the recruits for this class

marks a departure for UMass — but an

arrival at Logan Airport. Goaltendcr

Marcus Helanen will be the first major

recruit for UMass from across the

pond, coming to Amherst from

Vantaa. Finland. Helanen had the low

est goals-agaiast -average and save per-

centage in the Finnish lunior A League

for the 1996 European Cup champi
ons. lokerit of Helsinki.

A foursome of forwards should help

1996 All-Hockey East forward and

Maine transfer Tim Lovell fill the con-

siderable scoring gap left behind by

seniors Rob Bonncau ( 16 goals. 31

assists, 47 points) and Warren Norris

(20g. 26a. 46ptsl. Nick Stephens, lei I

Turner, Kris Wallis and Brendan
Hodge are coming off successful junior

league campaigns, and will compete for

playing time on the Minuleman squad

Stephens finished his season with

the Si. Paul Vulcans of the United

Stales Hockey League by scoring 17

points (lOg. 7a) in 48 games. The
1996 All-Minnesota selection signed

last November with UMass. and is pro-

jected as one of the lop prospects in

the 1997 NHL Entry Draft.

Turner was the second leading scor-

Tum to MOCKIY. pogE 7

Tennis teams head to Virginia for Atlantic 10 tourneys

Men strong after spring Minutewomen gunning for strong showing this year

By Sonford Appell

Collegian Correspondent

By Mike Corey
Collegian Staff

Winning has almost become a formality for the

Massachusetts men's tennis team this year. This trend

continued on Wednesday afternoon at Fordham
University, and in the first ever meeting between the

two schools UMass prevailed handily 6- 1.

This was an inspiring, if nol treacherous, victory for

the Minutemen. For one thing, it came against a divi

sion opponent with the Atlantic 10 tournament com-
mencing on Friday.

Additionly, while a 6-1 victory may not seem close on
paper, many matches did come down to the wire.

Even though Fordham came into the match with an

impressive record of ll-l. UMass was expected to

pull this one out going into it. However, the

Minutemen did have to show their grit to walk away as

winners.

"It was nol our prettiest win of the year, but menially

our guys showed up and took care of business when
they had to," assistant coach Doug Knuth said.

The big disappointment of the afternoon was the loss

Torn to MEN'S TENNIS poge 7

This afternoon the

Massachusetts women's tennis

team will compete in the highlight

of its season, the Atlantic 10 tour-

nament in Blacksburg. Va. The
tourney will continue through
Sunday, and the Minutewomen
are picked for their highest finish

ever at third place, with second

nol that far oul of reach.

"The expectation is there, and

last year we did what we had to

do in finishing fourth, but this

year there is a little more pressure

to keep our seed and to uphold

the expectation," assistant coach

Tom LowTy said.

The Minutewomen have had a

strong season up to this point.

Their last preparational match
was on Wednesday afternoon
when they fell to Boston

University 8-1.

However, considering that BU
is a nationally ranked team and

probably headed to the NCAA
tournament, the Minutewomen
put up a battle that could not

been seen from the score. The
match was a stepping stone for

the program, as the Minutewomen
are beginning lo face tougher
teams and are competing strongly

against them.

It couldn't of been a belter

match going inio the A-10's
according to Lowry.

"It was the first lime we played

them, and we got a lot of respect

out of them and they didn't take

us lightly." Lowry said. "It really

was a good loss. I told them to go

oul there with the attitude that

they do belong oul there on the

court with this learn, even though
the score might noi show it, every

game and every point was compet-

itive and fun lo watch, ii wasn't a

blowout."

The Minutewomen won the No.

3 doubles match for their only

point in the contest, as sophomore

Jackie Braunstein and junior Lana

Gorodclskaya won 8-4 over
Karen Shosiakovsky and Michelle

Magid.

"They really dominated them on

the overhead shots." Lowry said.

At No. 2 doubles junior

Marie-Chrisiine Caron and senior

Liz Durant contested their match

very well, and it was lied at 8-8

before they lost the tiebreaker

7-2.

The No. I doubles team of

freshman Ola Gerasimova and
junior Caroline Steele wasn't able

to come up with (he victory

cither, as they lost 8-2.

Individually though, they each

competed well in the singles

Turn to WOMEN'S TENNIS, poge 7

New England's next

for UM water polo
By Liso M. Oxiveri

Collegian Staff

The No. 8 Massachusetts women's water polo team
heads to Williamston this weekend as the No. I seed in

the New England Championships.

The Minutewomen just finished up a home tournament

in which they won all four matches. The Minutewomen
stand at 17-3 overall on the season, and arc 7-0 in

CWPA league play.

This is the first lime in school history that UMass enters

New Englands as the No. I seed. According to UMass
coach Bob Newcomb. being the lop seed doesn't really

affect the attitude of the team.

"Being the No. I seed is something the learn has

worked on all year long," Newcomb said. "It's something

we deserve. They are just going lo go in and do (he funda-

mentals thai got us there."

This weekend UMass is slated to play Boston
University. MIT, Wcslcyan and the winner of the

Harvard-Brown game. None of these games should
pose any problems for the Minutewomen. though
according lo Newcomb. playing the winner of the
Harvard-Brown game will be their toughest competi-
tion.

Turn to WATER POLO, poge 7
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Country legend

brings act northward

This past weekend,
Garth Brooks sang

to thousands of die

hard fans at the

Worcester Centrum.

Check out what the

Arts staff had to say

(see Arts Si Living,

page 6).

Irish eyes

aren't smiling

Led by sophomore
attacker Mike

McKeefrey, the

lacrosse team beat

Notre Dame this

weekend. Get the

scoop (see Sports,

page 12).

WORLD

Teens burn Brazilian

Indian chief as 'joke'

BRASILIA, Bra/il — Playing what they

said was "a joke," five teenagers set

fire to a Brazilian Indian chief sleep-

ing on a bench and burned him to

death

Galdino Jesus dos Santos, leader of

the Pataxo tribe, died early yester-

day at the Asa Norte hospital with

burns over 95 percent of his body.

Dos Santos was sleeping on a bus-

stop bench early Sunday because he

had stayed late at a party marking

National Indian Day and had been

locked out of his boarding house,

police said.

The youths, ages 1 7 to 1 9, squirted

a flammable liquid on dos Santos

and set him on fire, police chief

Marco Aurelto Martins said

Marcos Euclides, a passing

motorist, saw the man on fire and

the teenagers speeding away in a

car. He (otted down the license plate

number and raced back to help

douse the flames, then notified

police

Hours later, police arrested the dri-

ver, who confessed and named his

companions All were from upper

middle-class families from Brasilia,

the Brazilian capital

NATION

Chrysler strike affects

other plants in region

DtTROlT — The effects of an 11-

day strike at a Chrysler engine plant

spread yesterday to Indiana and

Mexico, where workers were told to

stay home.
The latest layoffs brought the

number of Chrysler workers idled to

22,393, including the 1,800 strikers

fifteen plants in the United States,

Canada and Mexico have been
affected

As contract talks continued by

telephone yesterday with the

United Auto Workers, Chrysler

refused to back down on its right

to farm out 300 union-covered

jobs to an independent supplier.

The contract in dispute is a local

one, affecting only the Detroit

engine plant The strike has shut

down North American production

of Chrysler's highly profitable

Dodge Ram and Dakota pickups

and |eep Grand Cherokee sport

utility vehicles. It also has stopped

production of the Dodge Viper

sports car and Dodge Ram vans.

Pickup assembly lines in Lago
Alberto and Saltillo in Mexico went

down last week and workers were

told yesterday they were laid off

indefinitely, spokesman Tony
Cervone said.

In Kokomo, Ind., 2,362 workers at

two parts plants were laid off yester-

day.
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Mount Holyoke student protest intensifies
By Mike Burke

Collegian Staff

SOUTH HADLEY — Standing
beneath the historic gates of Mount
Holyoke College, the first women's
institute of higher education in the

nation, student protesters gathered

yesterday to voice their frustration

over the lack of what they saw as

true negotiations between students

and administration. A significant

portion of the frustration and anger

was directed at Mount Holyoke
President loanee Creighton.

"The women of Mount Holyoke
College are women of honor. What
kind of woman are you |oanne
Creighton? When you refuse to give

a public apology [for racist com-
ments), what kind of woman are

you? (oanne Creighton, if you're

here, step up to the mike," said

senior student negotiator Fabiola

Tafolla during the 2 p.m. rally.

Moments after Creighton's

absence was known, and immediate-

ly following the rally, a procession

led to the Mary Lyon Building, the

head administrative office at Mount
Holyoke. Approximately 50 students

took over the building at 2:45 p.m.

Over 100 students remained outside

as they chanted slogans of solidarity

and support.

The takeover of Mary Lyon marks

the most dramatic event of this

tumultuous week on the usually

quiet South Hadley campus which
has been the scene of numerous ral-

lies since 300 students walked out of

class on April 15. Yesterday's
protest also marks the second
takeover of the week, on Thursday

approximately 75 students, with-

standing threats of suspension and

arrest, took over the Newhall
Admissions Office for 50 hours.

At press time, the takeover was in

its eighth hour and. according to

both student and college reports,

there were few signs of students

standing down.

According to Meghan Freed, stu-

dent press spokeswoman, the admin-

istration, in an effort to end the

take-over, issued letters of suspen-

sion to the students still inside Mary
Lyon at 4:40 p.m. if they did not

leave before 5 p.m. An estimated 25

students remained.

Dean of Students Regina E.

Mooney wrote on Friday that sus-

pended students are "required to

leave the campus within 48 hours

and lose credit for courses in which

[they] are now enrolled."

No other action was taken by the

college the with the exception of

increased police presence.

Student protesters inside Mary
Lyon sent Creighton a letter stating

that if she would agree with their

five altered demands (see sidebar)

they would leave the building.

Sophomore Stacy Haynes noted

that this letter intended to force

Creighton to agree to all of the

demands, unlike a letter issued by

the students during the initial

takeover that simply asked for fur-

ther negotiations.

"We can't trust her." said Haynes

referring to Creighton and her

alleged failure to compromise with

the students.

President Creighton has not issued

an official statement in regards to

either yesterday's events or the letter

from the student protesters.

According to Freed, Creighton has

been meeting with head college offi-

cials in an emergency meeting at the

President's House: at press time the

meeting was still on.

College Spokesman Kevin
McCafferty said, "it is safe to say

I Creighton] is deeply concerned and

saddened that our good faith effort

to resolve these issues have taken

this latest turn
"

The Demands
Yesterday's rally, preceding the

Mary Lyon takeover, focussed on
four main issues: the retainment of

need-blind admission standards, the

development of an Asian-American

Studies program, the hiring of four

religious chaplains and the establish-

ment of safe spaces for the

lesbian/transgendered and the

Asian/Asian-American population.

The rally came following u week
end of discussion with students and

administration. Though the students

and the administration met for over

8 hours this weekend, the two sides

differ on the progress actually

made.
"Over the course of those two

days (Saturday and Sunday] the

administration put forward a num-
ber of changed and evolved propos-

als that led the President and the

administration to believe that we
were optimistic that we were moving
to agreement on a number of key

issues." McCafferty said, pointing

out the administration's "Progress

Report" dated April 20.

But many student protesters saw

little progress in this report.

Sophomore Stacy Haynes said. "The

report did not address our
demands."
Throughout the hour long rally

student speakers voiced this similar

concern.

The first speaker. Amanda Sapir

discussed the importance that

Mount Holyoke maintains its pre-

sent admissions policy of

need-blind. Under this system, the

college does not base admission on
financial need. Mount Holyoke offi-

cials have maintained that this

process has become financially

impossible for the school to retain.

According to the College's

"Progress Report." "Failing to make
this change |from need-blind to

need-sensitivel would undermine
our ability to maintain an excellent

educational environment because it

would necessitate deep cuts in the

academic program, student services

and other areas."

Sapir acknowledged that the

Editor's note: The following is a

list of five revised demands made
by Mount Holyoke students who
their administration. As of2:45 on

Monday, the students have occu-

pied the Mary Lyon administra-

tion building.

List of revised demands (includ-

ing student compromises)

April 21. 1997

1. Postpone the decision to

instate need-sensitive admissions

for five to 10 percent of appli-

cants] for one year, pending fur-

ther education and understanding

by the whole Mount Holyoke com-

munity.

2. Allocate one separate space

each, not including dining rooms.

Blanchard Campus Center or base-

ment rooms to the

Lesbian/Bisexual/Transgendered

community and the Asian/Asian

American community by the end

of Spring of 1998.

3. Create an Asian American
Studies program in conjunction

with the Five Colleges and hire at

least one tenure track Asian
American professor within this

program by the end of Spring of

1998.

4. Maintain the Assistant Dean
of Students position as it currently

exists, as the liaison to the Al.ANA
groups, according to the descrip-

tion in the Student Handbook.

5. Ensure that the interim Dean
of the Chapel has the authority

and the funds in the Eliot House-

budget for the hiring of four per-

manent chaplains of varied back-

grounds, and that the search com-
mittee to find these chaplains will

be made up of at least 25 percent

students.

need-blind policy may be costly but

indispensable to upholding school

tradition

"The fact is: that Mount Holyoke

spends 5.75-6.5 percent of its

endowment for student services.

Peer institutions spend 5 percent —
this represents a deficit. The facts

are Mount Holyoke College spends

more, but Mount Holyoke College

offers a lot more," Sapir said, noting

the school's effort to prevent the

institution of classist policies and

the school's continuing effort to

afford "safe space" for women of

color.

"That little bit more (funding]

represents the intangible and pro-

found addition to this community
that we will not. and refuse to. list-

without... Sacrifices may need to be

made (but) need-blind admissions iv

not one of them." Sapir said, con-

cluding her speech

The status of on-campus chap-
lains has also been a key issue dis-

cussed over the past week.
According to the Mount Holyoke
News, on April 8 the three present

chaplains. Rabbi Devorah Lacobson.

Catholic Chaplain Mary Sue Callan-

Farley and Protestant Chaplain
Andrea Ayvazian were notified that

they would not be re-hired for the

fall semester. In their replacement.

Assistant Professor )ohn Grayson
would serve as interim Dean of the

Chapel

At yesterday's afternoon rally, stu-

dent protester Chavvah Penner
voiced her concern over the cohmiIi

dation of the chaplains

During her emotional speech.
Penner reminisced about the signifi-

cance of having the Rabbi who was
always there during here first year

at school.

Turn to PROUST poge 2

UM Nursing students travel

to Ghana health care clinic

By Loura Fooler

CoAegion Stofr

The University of Massachusetts

School of Nursing is providing 10 stu-

dents with the opportunity to travel to

Ghana where they will provide health

care to residents in a church-based

clinic.

The graduate students left last

Friday and will stay until May I . with

faculty members Leda McKenry and

Anita St Clair This is the second year

nursing students have had the oppor-

tunity to travel to Ghana.

In addition to the Ghana trip, nurs-

ing students also had the opportunity

to travel to Jamaica and Ireland last

lanuary Students worked in commu-
nity hospitals, staying either in dorms,

at the church parish or with families in

the surrounding community.

McKenry said that on their last trip

in the fall, the students used supplies

donated by pharmaceutical companies

to care for about 2.000 people in

seven days, as well as handing out

clothes and toy donations.

St. Clair explained the students'

work which includes providing acute

care to patients and educating the

community workers on how to stay

healthy through nutrition, hygiene and

sanitation.

On her second trip. St. Clair will be

able to tell whether the education the

students provided on the last visit

helped make a difference in the

lutnuican health care. St. Clair hopes

to bring immunizations for malaria

soon since it is currently a serious

problem there.

Drawing upon students' feedback.

St. Clair says that after completing the

clinic, students felt more "culturally

competent

"

"The students fed it has made them

more open-minded, regardless of race

and age. more patient, and better able

to listen and work with patients incor-

porating their own beliefs." St Clair

said.

St. Clair found that students were

faced with making adaptations to their

skills due to the different culture.

"We have some of our own precon-

ceived notions of what's best |for

medical treatment] and by working

with diverse populations, students are

much more sensitive and willing to

accept individuals who do not want

medicine." St. Gair said.

Tonya Carlino was one of the

undergraduate nursing students who
traveled to lamaica. A senior gradual

ing this May. Carlino worked in a

rural area not often visited by tourists,

at the St. Thomas parish hospital.

Carlino. who hopes to become an

emergency room nurse, said she chose

to go to lamaica because of the "direct

patient contact... and more hands-on

experience."

In regards to the difference in cul-

ture. Carlino noticed the lamaican

nurses using a lot of "eye and hand" in

contrast to the technology used in the

United States.

"It is not necessarily as quick but it

works," Carlino said.

Turn to CUNJC page 2
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Stop the violence!
Rachel Bogan, 19, a Smith College student marches in the Stop the Clock rally to fight violence against

women. For detailed coverage of the event, see Women's Issues on page 5.

Sanitary conditions primitive in flooded North Dakota
By Jeremiah Gardner
Associated Press

GRAND FORKS, ND. — With a

record flood filling most of the city

with filthy water, city officials said

yesterday they were considering

stringing a hose up to 22 miles across

the prairie to bring in clean water so

people could at least wash their

hands "What people take for granted

day to day. like taking a shower and

washing clothes, isn't going to happen

for quite a while." said National

Guard Capt. Greg Bowen. "The sani

tary conditions are primitive at best."

The Red River that had flooded 75

percent of the city also shut down the

municipal water treatment plant, and

there was no water service for the

estimated 10 percent of the city's

50,000 inhabitants who hadn't left

yet.

"The toilet part is the worst,"

Richard George said. "We just flush it

with melted snow. We were melting

snow on the barbecue grill."

Portable bathrooms and drinking

water stations were scattered

throughout the city's still-dry extreme

west end. In public and motel
restrooms. the stench built up until

crews could periodically come by with

flushing water.

The city also supplied most of the

water for Grand Forks Air Force
Base, where more than 2.000 of the

city's refugees were staying.

The base still had a reserve of clean

water, was pumping some water from

a nearby small town and planned to

bring in 20 large tanker trucks, said a

spokesman. Capt. Byron Spencer.

In the meantime, he said: "We're
asking people not to use the washing

machine, limit their shower usage.

things like that." President Clinton

planned to fly over the flooded area

and visit the Air Force base today, the

White House said.

City officials held a meeting yester-

day afternoon to discuss the proposal

for a long water pipeline.

The city water treatment plant and

sewer system are expected to be

flooded for weeks, and Bowen said

the temporary hose or pipeline also

could be used to speed up the process

of restoring service once the flood

ebbs. The city uses about 8 million

gallons of water a day.

The hose, probably about 6 inches

in diameter, would be made of a rub-

ber-like material with enough flexibili-

ty to conform to the contour of the

land, officials said.

However, there were no decisions

yet on where the pipeline would be

placed or even exactly where the

water would come from. Across the

river in East Grand Forks, Minn.,

Mayor Lynn Stauss said his city of

9,000 was "basically covered all the

way." "Some of the homes are float

ing off their foundations." he said.

Upstream at Fargo. N.D., however,

the water was beginning to recede.

There have been minor problems

with several dikes, "but for the most

part, things are holding together."

said Fargo Mayor Bruce Fumess.

North Dakota Gov. Ed Schafer said

the cleanup alone would easily cost

more than $40 million. And Sen.

Byron Dorgan. (D-N.D.) said the cost

of repairs could exceed $ I billion.

The river, moving slowly north

across the extraordinarily flat terrain

of the Red River Valley, was edging

toward an expected crest at 54 feet.

26 feet above flood stage. By yesterday

afternoon, it had reached 53.9 feet.

the U.S. Geological Survey said. The
flood from the melting of the winter's

record snowpack was flowing slowly

toward the U.S.-Canada border, where

the U.S. Customs Service said its bor-

der ports of entry at Pembina and
Neche would be shut down during the

night. Pembina, a major crossing on

Interstate 29. is right along the river

and Neche, a few miles west, has

flooding on low- lying roads.

Farther north, about 140 miles

from Grand Forks, the flood is

expected to hit Winnipeg. Manitoba.

in a couple of weeks on its way to vast

Lake Winnipeg and eventually to

Hudson Bay.

Students whose Grand Forks

schools are closed started enrolling

yesterday at nearby rural schools,

where they confronted unfamiliar

textbooks and often lacked such
basics as a pen or paper
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In addition, the students were

introduced to different sorts of illness-

es and problems of the Jamaican com-

munity.

Carlino said she found that because

the lamaican nurses did not have as

much "active research." the students

were able to exchange a great deal of

information. However. Carlino still

fell the students benefitted more from

the experience than the lamaican staff

benefitted from students.

In addition to the hands-on experi-

ence which the students will benefit

from. McKenry. one of the faculty

travel leaders, pointed out the impact

it has on them as individuals.

"For many students, this experience

is a turning point in their lives."

McKenry said.

McKenry and St. Clair say they are

currently looking into the possibility

for clinical training sites in countries

such as India, lapan. Haiti and Puerto

Rico.

"It's our responsibility to teach our

students the skills they need to prac-

tice nursing in the community."
McKenry said. "And we mean 'com-

munity' in the most literal, global

sense."

continued from page 1

"We don't want an administrator

running our spiritual life... we need

people who understand and be able

to talk heart-to-heart." Penner said.

"|How is it| that one person would

be able to take over the jobs of three

amazing women?"
The student demands call for the

hiring of four permanent chaplains

of varied backgrounds and increased

student involvement in the hiring

process. Besides chaplains of the

Catholic. Protestant and Jewish

faiths, protesiers are calling for a

full time Muslim chaplain.

Another student protester.

Carmen Lopez, issued a cry for the

need of safe space the lesbian/bisex-

ual/transgendered and
Asian/Asian-American communi-
ties.

"Mount Holyoke College was
founded on the idea of safe space —
giving women opportunity to edu-

cate themselves and having that safe

space to develop their identity,"

Lopez said

"What is it going to take to make

this administration understand? We
shouldn't have to stand on the side

of the road with signs." Lopez said

us several crowds drove by on Route

1 16 beeping their horns in support.

"The lesbian community has been

working on Igaining] safe space

since 1965." Lopez said.

Lopez's frustration with the

stalled negotiations and the lack of

concern given by the administration

mirrored Elizabeth Simon Ruchti

who dedicated her time on the

microphone to explaining the frus-

tration of hearing administrators

laugh at students during negotia-

tions meetings.

"This isn't a compromise, it's a

game. When you have to define the

word 'negotiation' to the president

of your college and repeal the same

question six times because she

wasn't listening — that's frustrat-

ing," Ruchti said regarding the failed

negotiation meetings with student

protesters and the administration.

As the rally ended, Fabiola Tafolla

quoted former Mount Holyoke presi-

dent Ellizabeth Kennan. "the gift we

give to another is honor." before

asking the crowd what type of

woman Creighton is.

Tafolla emphasized, "we're not

here because we're radicals... we're

here because we're right*

The group of protesters proceeded

to take over the Mary Lyon Building,

a stones-throw away from the Gates

of the College.

Weekend Events

On Friday night student negotia-

tors agreed to exit the occupied
Newhall Admissions Office under

the sole condition that President

Creighton would meet with students

to discuss their demands. The two
sides met twice over the weekend
for 3 1/2 hours on Sunday and 4 1/2

hours on Saturday but according to

student protester Amanda Sapir lit-

tle was accomplished with the

exception of a few minor conces-

sions.

Sapir noted that the administra-

tion did not compromise at all dur-

ing the meetings, and in that sense.

Creighton breached the signed con-

tract from Friday night.

According to a press release dis-

tributed by student protesters.

"During extensive hours over the

weekend, multiple compromises
were presented on the part of the

student negotiators. The administra-

tion refused to commit to any of the

proposed options, bringing the

process to a halt."

"The administration has put for-

ward clarifications, amplifications

and revised positions that we believe

will lead to an agreement with the

students or better understanding on

many issues as the process moves
forward." Mount Holyoke
spokesman Kevin McCaffrey said in

an interview with the Associated

Press.

Yesterday's student take-over

took place despite the fact that a

third meeting between students and

negotiators was planned for 9 a.m.

today. According to McCaffrey the

meeting is still scheduled.

The initial Takeover
On Thursday afternoon at 4 p.m.,

following two days of rallies and
protests, approximately 75-100
Mount Holyoke students took over

the Newhall Admissions Building.

The takeover lasted 50 hours.

The Newhall pull-out at 10 p.m.

on Friday came six hours after the

Dean of Students Regina E. Mooney
warned the students inside the occu-

pied building, "Should you choose to

remain, you will be suspended from

the college for the rest of the semes-

ter."

Approximately 15 students

remained inside, alter the College's

threats of suspension. The College

suspended the suspension.

At 10 p.m. President Creighton

and the students signed a contract

mandating subsequent negotiations

between the two sides.

Five College support has been

vocal throughout the last week.

University of Massachusetts Student

Government President Lea Wong,

the Graduate Student Senate (GSS)

and Student Trustee-Elect Brian

Tirrell have endorsed the student's

campaign. Also, several Five College

students have participated in the

on-going protests.

"There are certain issues that tran-

scend location. These are issues that

were fought for in Goodell. Why
wouldn't I fight for them just down
the road?" said UMass student Will

Watts, a sophomore legal studies

major.

Collegian staff member Christina

Poletto contributed to this article.

Got a tip?

Call the

Collegian

Tipline at 5-1762

and let us know.

Run for the border!
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Couple defends their prayers

after death of sick daughter

By Casey Combs
Associated Press

Pam Pyzocha, a junior industrial engineering student and manager at Amherst's own Taco Bell serves up

something special.

HOLLIDAYSBURG. Pa. — A cou-

ple who believed that prayer can heal

should not be prosecuted in the death

of their teen-age daughter because they

did not intend for her to die. their

attorney said today.

Lorie and Dennis Nixon of Altoona

went on trial on involuntary

manslaughter charges in the death of

16-year-old Shannon Nixon last year.

She died of a heart attack brought on

by untreated diabetes. The couple, who
belong to the Faith Tabernacle Church.

also lost a son to illness several years

earlier.

"This case is not about the prosecu-

tion of criminals This case is about the

persecution of well-intended, well-

meaning parents," defense attorney

Steven Passarello told jurors in Blair

County Court

District Attorney William

Haberstroh said doctors will testily this

week that "there is absolutely no rea-

son why this child should have died."

State law requires parents to protect

children who arc younger than 18. he

said. He pointed out that Shannon had

been to a doctor as a requirement for

her drivers' license and had seen a den-

tist. Shannon had complained to her

parents for several days that she wasn't

fueling well, she vomited repeatedly

and she was constantly thirsty, the par

cuts told police at the time. She asked

for a healing ceremony from the

church rather than a doctor. She was

unconscious for several hours before

she died, with a minister and her par

ents praying over her.

Five years earlier, the couple's 8-

year-old son. Clayton, died of an inner

ear infection. That time, they pleaded

no contest and were sentenced to pro-

bation. They also were ordered to per-

form community service in a hospital

at the request of Haberstroh. who
wanted them to see the positive effects

of medicine.

But no hospital would accept them

as volunteers, so they performed their

community service elsewhere, he said.

The couple have eight surviving chil-

dren and Mrs. Nixon. 44. is pregnant

again. Haberstroh has said he would

not seek more than a year in prison if

thev arc convicted.
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As close to..

..as you can get.

The UMASS MOUNTAIN BIKE

SALE
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National/International

Former drill sergeant faces rape trial Chirac orders early elections in France

By David Dishneau

Associated Press

ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, Md. — Two
trainees who accused a former Army drill sergeant of rape

made no secret of wanting to have sex with him, witnesses

testified yesterday.

One of the women said she "thought he was sexy" and

paraded by his office in short -shorts and a bikini top, Pfc.

Divina Scott testified yesterday at the court-martial of

Staff Sgt. Delmar Simpson. "She said she thought he was

sexy and if the chance was given to her that she would

have sex with him." added Pfc. Carnesia Jones.

Scott and |ones both characterized the woman as a

compulsive liar.

Both said the other accuser told them that she, too,

wanted to have sex with Simpson, (ones said she told her

"he had a sexy bald head."

Simpson, 32, is one of 12 Aberdeen Proving Ground
staff members charged with criminal sexual misconduct.

He is charged with 54 crimes ranging from sexual invita-

tions to rape involving 1 3 women from his former compa-

Simpson has already pleaded guilty to having sex with

1 1 women subordinates in violation of Army regulations

and he faces up to 32 years in prison for those charges.

He could be sentenced to life in prison if found guilty of a

single rape conviction.

His lawyers, who began presenting their case Friday,

contend the women participated willingly and Simpson is

not guilty of rape. They have argued the women only

pressed charges when investigators bullied them or

offered them leniency in disciplinary cases. One of

Simpson's lawyers, Capt. Edward Brady, said he expected

the defense to rest today. He said Simpson hasn't decided

whether to testify, In a major setback for the defense,

however, the judge in the case ruled Friday that drill

sergeants have so much power over trainees that they

don't need to use a weapon or threaten force to be found

guilty of rape.

The judge further stated that the women need not resist

or object, either, for Simpson to be found guilty of rape.

Also yesterday, an Army drill instructor at Fort Leonard

Wood in Missouri pleaded guilty to posing for a nude

photograph taken by two female trainees but pleaded

innocent to other charges. Drill Sgt. Calvin E. Daniels

said the trainees asked him to pose for a photograph with

his shirt off at their Dec. 7 graduation from the eight-

week basic training course. Daniels said that led to a pho-

tograph of him in his underwear, then to the nude shot. "I

got caught up in all the excitement and made a bad deci-

sion," said Daniels.

Daniels, 36. of Vienna, Ga., pleaded guilty to violation

of a lawful general regulation. He pleaded innocent to

charges of sodomy and adultery, and his court-martial on

those charges continued.

By Christopher Burns

Associated Press

PARIS — President (acques

Chirac ordered early parliamentary

elections yesterday in a risky move

intended to save his conservative

coalition and get a voter mandate

for tax and spending cuts.

Chirac asked voters to show their

support for his austerity measures in

elections May 25 and |une 1, about

nine months ahead of the originally

scheduled March 1998 vote.

Chirac is struggling with record

12.8 percent unemployment, is

down in the polls and faces battles

over budget cuts to qualify France

for participation in the single

European currency. He's gambling

that his coalition could run now and

still win.

"The time has come for you to

speak," Chirac told the French peo-

ple in an address televised nation-

wide, contending that "the interest

of the country demands that we
anticipate... the elections."

Netanyahu promises panel to screen future appointments

By Korin Laub
Associated Press

IERUSALEM — Benjamin
Netanyahu tried to shore up his

government and his reputation yes-

terday after escaping prosecution in

an influence-peddling scandal, but

opposition leaders demanded he

NH and face trial.

The opposition asked Israel's

Supreme Court to overrule prosecu-

tors' decision not to charge
Netanyahu for his role in a political

ally's short-lived appointment as

attorney general. The prosecutors,

wrapping up a three-month probe,

said Sunday that Netanyahu's
actions raised "bewildering ques-

tions" but that they lacked the evi-

dence to charge him with fraud and

breach of trust.

"There is no evidence because the

prime minister didn't remember,"

Yossi Sarid. leader of the left-wing

Merctz Party, said yesterday after

submitting one of four appeals. "I

hope that once he is before the

court, it will help him refresh his

memory." Sarid and the three oppo-

sition Labor Party legislators who
lodged appeals said prosecutors'

decision not to bring charges —
despite the recommendation of

police investigators — was unrea-

sonable.

But it appeared unlikely that the

high court — which is to hear the

four motions in early May — would

overturn the decision. Netanyahu

said he made a mistake, but did not

commit a crime. He lashed out at

the news media and opposition

politicians, saying they had twisted

facts of the case "beyond recogni-

tion" because they were unable to

accept his victory in last May's elec-

tion. Netanyahu moved quickly yes-

terday to keep his six-party coali-

tion together, announcing that next

week, after the end of the eight-day

Passover holiday, he would appoint

a ministerial committee to oversee

future appointments to senior gov-

ernment posts.

The panel will be led by Finance

Minister Dan Meridor and Trade

Minister Natan Sharansky, two
Cabinet members who reportedly

had considered resigning over the

scandal.

Two centrist parties, Sharansky's

Israel Be'Aliya party of Russian

immigrants, and the Third Way,
announced vesterdav that thev

would stay in the coalition, though

with some conditions.

The Third Way demanded that

Netanyahu improve decision-mak-

ing in his administration, and
Sharansky said the justice minister.

Tsachi Hanegbi. would have to be

fired. Sharansky said Netanyahu
promised him that changes in the

government would be made.

The scandal began in lanuary

when Netanyahu appointed

lerusalcm lawyer Roni Bar-On as

attorney general. News media sug-

gested that Netanyahu had made
the appointment in response to

threats by Arieh Deri, leader of the

religious Shas Party, to withdraw

his support. Deri expected Bar-On

to agree to a plea bargain that

would end Deri's three-year corrup-

tion trial without a jail sentence. In

exchange for the appointment. Deri

would guarantee the support of two

Shas ministers for an Israeli troop

pullback in the West Bank town of

Hebron.

In the end. prosecutors investi-

gating the influence-peddling decid-

ed to charge onlv Deri. That
angered Shas followers, who
blamed the decision on Israeli prej-

udice against Sephardim — lews of

Middle Eastern and North African

descent. Shas represents Sephardic

lews.

"The Sephardim are scapegoats."

Rabbi David Yosef. son of the Shas

spiritual leader. Rabbi Ovadia
Yosef, told the lerusalem Post. Shas

has 10 seats in Netanyahu's 66-

member coalition and could deprive

him of his majority in the 120-mem-

ber Parliament. However, it

appeared more likely that Shas will

stay in the government, but threat-

en not to support Netanyahu in key

votes.

Palestinians, meanwhile, worried

that the affair would further jeopar-

dize peace talks, already in a crisis,

and make Netanyahu more behold-

en to the right-wing parties that

supported him throughout the cri-
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Chirac challenged what he called

"archaic solutions founded on
always more state, always more
spending, always more taxes. It's a

new path I ask you to follow."

Referring to more than a decade

of Socialist government before him,

Chirac attacked what he called "a

long free-for-all for which we're still

paying."

Socialist leader Lionel lospin

called Chirac's move to dissolve the

Parliament and order elections "a

dissolution of convenience." He also

attacked proposed budget cuts.

Chirac's campaign battle cry was
increasing employment. But after he

was elected in May 1995 to a seven-

year term, his initial efforts to slash

long-held benefits and privileges to

create jobs triggered a series of

strikes.

Since then, unemployment has

crept upward and speculation grew

in recent months that Chirac could

lose his governing majority if he

waited for balloting next spring,

when the single-currency debate is

sure to intensify a year ahead of the

planned launch of the euro.

The president called yesterday for

reform "to allow a reduction in pub-

lic spending — the only way to light-

en the burden of taxes and social

charges that weigh too heavily on

you."

He said France must adopt the

euro "if we want to affirm ourselves

as a great economic and political

power, equal to the dollar and the

yen."

Proponents of the euro say it will

help turn the 15-nation European

Union into an economic superpower

and bolster a single, more efficient

European market.

Euro participants must cut their

deficits to 3 percent of gross domes-

tic product this year.

Finance Minister lean Arthuis yes-

terday unveiled euro coins for

France with Marianne and other

national symbols. If France qualifies

for the euro, it will begin stamping 7

billion of them in spring 1998. They

would go into circulation in 2002.

U.S. denies food aid to N. Korea

until peace negotiations clarified

By George Geddo
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The United

States will not consider North
Korean demands for more food aid

until Pyongyang clarifies its BUMS on

entering proposed peace negotiations,

the State Department said yesterday.

Expressing frustration with repeat-

ed North Korean delays in answering

U.S. and South Korean diplomats in

New York, department spokesman
Nicholas Bums said. "We can't wait

forever."

North Korea had promised a

response last Wednesday to a U.S.-

South Korean proposal for four-way

peace talks, but has remained silent.

A low-level meeting was held Sunday

evening in New York but no commit-

ments were made and no date was set

for the higher-level discussions the

United States has been seeking.

Burns said the North Koreans have

continued to ask for additional U.S.

food aid on top of the $25 million

already pledged. Officials from the

U.N. World Food Program, which

issued the appeal earlier this month
for additional aid. have said the U.S.

contribution might not be enough to

head off widespread starvation.

"We've always responded positively

to the United Nations when North

Korea has been in trouble on the ques-

tion of food," he said. "So I think we've

shown our good faith on that issue. But

clearly, the North Koreans just need to

make a fundamental decision."

Between April 14-May 2,
come to Hampden Lobby, South-

west and have your picture taken

for the new UMass I.D. Card;

Monday-Thursday, 3 p.m. to 8 p.m.

and Friday 3-5 p.m.

When you do, you'll get a coupon worth 50e at

Antonio's* plus a FREE small soda at

Hampden Snack Bar!

laapaai location only

The photo is FREE, takes about 2 minutes, and

you'll AVOID SOME BIG LINES IN THE FALL

The new card will be issued then, and it's going

to make your life a lot easier! THE ALL-CAMPUS

CARD can be used as your library card. Meal

Plan ticket, residence hall key, and as a cash

card for on-campus purchases.

I.D. Card photos are also taken in the I.D. Office,

Franklin Dining Hall anytime during regular

business hours.

Don't miss this photo opportunity!
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Proud to be...

Statey

Shackford

hat does it mean to be an American? Land of

Wthe free 9 Home of the brave? Are United

States Army commercials with stars and
stripes flapping in the breeze supposed to swell

my heart with pride?

Well, to tell you the truth, they don't — at all. I don't

need a flag placed strategically at the center of every resi-

dential area to remind me of where I am and what it

means; and it would be a harsh reminder at that, for I am
not exactly proud of what the flag represents.

Call me unpatriotic. Call me un-American — it

wouldn't be the first time. But before you do, I challenge

you to explore what it really means to be an American.

First things first, the term. "American." is such a mis-

nomer Last time I checked, the Americas

included more than just the United States.

And who can we exactly call a true

American? We are almost all immigrants

to this land. It seems to me that the only

people who have a right to claim the land

are the Native American people, the same people who.

ironically enough, have been termed "Indians" through-

out history

It is in this context that I find the recent immigration

scare ironic as all hell. God forbid we let too many for-

eigners in. especially those damn Mexicans trying to

cross the border.

My seventh grade geography and history teacher once

taught me that most of the Southern United States once

belonged to Mexico and was obtained by force. "I'm,

excuse me. you don't belong here." That sounds a little

hypocritical to me.

The war on drugs is another issue that intrigues me.

You might have noticed how South American countries

are being held almost solely responsible for providing the

drugs that have corrupted our beloved country. And
who's being corrupted? All those lower and middle class

children at the hands of African American drug dealers.

And don't forget the Native American and Irish

American drunks.

\-ian Americans were once depicted as living in

opium dens But those who have studied the history of

the Asian people might remember the way the English

introduced and pushed the popularity of opium as a drug

among many Asian people. Drugged people do not resist.

Cottxidenu;? Hrnmm
Its amazing what we can learn about the present by

studying the past, particularly the past of others. I find it

interesting that most of the people who have accused me

of being un-American are upper-class white male politi-

cal science or history majors. They have either been

brought into a political system made up of people have

been raised to the top for so long that they are no longer

in touch with the people whom they supposedly repre-

sent, or have been taught a history of the United States

written entirely by European white males. I challenge

the former to take a few lessons in anthropology. How
can you represent people whom you don't understand? I

challenge the latter to study histories written by other

representatives of society.

I don't exactly resent being called un-American.

Instead. 1 resent being called un-American by people

who rely on military power, a set of laws and a biased

history to paint their picture of what it

means to be an American.

I do not resent everything the

American flag stands for. On the con-

trary. I see much promise in the United

States of America.

It is a relatively young country which has yet to estab-

lish a cultural identity of its own. Instead, it depends on

the mixture of cultures of the people represented in its

population. Once termed the "melting pot," it has

almost always been populated by a diverse conglomerate

of people. Unfortunately, certain ingredients have gath-

ered at the top. The land of opportunity has been seized

time and time again by opportunists.

There have been certain moments where I have seen

the promise in this melting pot of a country in which we
live.

The Coodell Takeover was one of these moments. To
me. Goodell symbolized all that America could be — a

diverse group of people mixed together, making sure

that everyone's cultural identity and history was not lost

while working toward a common goal.

I challenge all those who consider me to be

un-American to reconsider their view of America.

Future leaders of this country, make sure the education

you are receiving here is not Euro-centric. The only way
you will truly understand your own "American" culture

is by studying the cultures of all those who make up the

United States of America. Represent us well, transform

the melting pot into a veritable stew, mixing it well and

stirring it constantly

Maybe then I'll be proud enough of what the United

States flag stands for to erect a flagpole in my front

yard.

Stacey Shackford is a I'Mass student.

Food for thought

Doctress

Neutopia

There has been a kit of talk about

the place of American flags on

campus lately. I have a flag story

that happened to me this semester at

Earth Foods Cafe. I was asked to put

up an art show at the Cafe for three

weeks. One of the works was of an
American flag with a hole in the middle

of it. Inside the hole there was a sign

reading. "Revolt* surrounded in a

shape of a big black heart. Beside the

American flag was an

I .irth flag with the word
Neutopia on it as well as

my World Wide Web
page address.

After the first week,

some vandal) s) stole the revolt sign. I

--imply replaced the sign with another

sign The next week the vandal(s) took

the American flag.

I went to the Collegian News Editor

with the story, but -he didn't think the

-tory was newsworthy. Before that. I

had gone to the Arts Editor who told

me that none of his reporters were

interested in reviewing my show. I

thought it was an important art show
and deserved to be reviewed because I

had had the courage to show my dis-

sent for American politics by desecrat-

ing the American flag. In many coun-

Uwt throughout the world, if I had
done such a thing to a national symbol.

I would have been imprisoned or

killed

So, my art work had been violated

and no one on campus seemed to give

a damn. And. I was being completely

ignored by the news media!

I told my contact person from Earth

Foods, collective member Stacy

Morganstem. that I would replace the

America Flag conceptional art piece

only if the Earth Foods Collective sup-

ported my efforts by giving me the $10
needed to replace the stolen flag.

Before the art show went into Earth

Foods, I asked Stacy if Earth Foods

would give me three free meals for my
three week show. She said that would

not be possible. She said that their

money was running short and even col-

lective workers couldn't

take ss much food as

they wanted any more.

I felt that if the Earth

Foods Collective really

believed in me. in my
work and in my lovolutionary cause,

then replacing the desecrated flag

would be a collective effort for eco-

nomic justice and artistic freedom.

Stacy left a message on my voice

mail saying that it had been decided at

the Earth Foods meeting that they

would not help me. Instead, they want-

ed me to take down my art show.

Later, after the show wss down.
Stacy told me that at the meeting $5

was raised from individuals in the col-

lective who wanted to support my
putting up another holey flag But the

official Earth Foods Collective didn't

want to be involved in helping me
because they felt that they were not

responsible for any damage or theft

that might happen to art work on their

walls. Nevertheless. I never received

the $5 which was collected.

She said that Earth Foods considers

themselves to be politically neutral.

Some of the Earth Foods "customers"

had complained about the politically

radical nature of my art show. These

"customers" said that they would stop

eating at Earth Foods if Earth Foods

continued to show such work. She said

that they wanted to show art work that

didn't upset any of their [yuppie] cus-

tomers, unlike the images in my art

show which made people think about

starvation, poverty and the inequality

of wealth in America.

But it appeared to me that those

were exactly the kind of questions the

Earth Foods Collective needed to

address to the public as well as to

themselves.

I asked Stacy: "What do you think

artists are supposed to do if places like

Earth Foods does not support us? Why
do you think the ancient clique of

'starving artists' still rings true today?

Is it because alternative places like

Earth Foods refuse to be sensitive to

the needs of artists who are struggling

against Corporate America so that we
can end starvation on this planet by

feeding everyone with an organic vege-

tarian diet?"

Then she said that if I wrote a letter

to the Collegian about what happened.

I would only be hurting the Earth

Foods Collective and helping

McDonalds establish itself at UMass.

But isn't the real problem that the

counterculture doesn't support the

counterculture? People, when divided,

have always been defeated. Will we
ever find the wisdom we need to unite

our species so that we may feed the

world with both good food and great

ideas?

Doctress Neutopia is a UMass stu-

dent.

Send your letters to Mike Burke, c/o Daily Collegian— or by e-mail to:

l«?tters&oitvms .oit.umam.edu
Letters may be edited for length, clarity and style.

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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GEO supports MHC
takeover
To the editor

Once again in the Pioneer Valley, it

is students who are leading the way to

create a more diverse community. The
courageous students who are occupy-

ing the Admissions office at the Mi
Holyoke College are part of a decade-

long movement led by students and
workers to hold those in power
accountable. As part of this movement,

the Graduate Employee
Organization/UAW 2322 both sup-

ports and applauds this latest battle

waged by our neighbors at Ml.

Holyoke.

GEO/UAW rejects the obvious
attempt by Ml. Holyoke President

(oanne Creighton to divide the stu-

dents on the campus. University and

college administrators, and all those in

power, will have to reckon with us

only on our terms until students' and

workers' voices are respected and
action is taken to address our con-

cerns.

As part of the student movement.
GEO/UAW believes that every campus

must be a place of diversity and oppor-

tunity As a union and part of the larg-

er labor movement, we are proud to be

fighting for the same things as the Mt.

Holyoke students: democracy, oppor-

tunity and freedom for all.

In Solidarity.

Patrick Crowley

President GEO/UAW 2322

Racism and America
To the Editor:

I recently read that a motion to

place a flag in the center of each resi-

dential area was voted down. My
immediate question was. "why?"
•Vcuming Diana Estrade speaks for

her colleagues. I now have an answer.

Let me start by saying that her letter

makes me sick. What kind of stupid

idea is that— hang up a flag for each

of the ethnic groups on campus? What
is this. The United Nations?

Millions of other Americans are very

proud of our flag. Unlike what the

ALANA caucus would have us believe,

it does not represen t racism or oppres-

sion. America has long been known as

a "melting pot." Certainly there are

problems with our system. However, I

challenge anyone to find a place with-

out any such problems.

All the people who feel they are

being treated as minorities should

wake up. Generally, these are the same

people who expect special compensa-

tion for whatever ethnic group they are

from. The more they ask for special

treatment, and the more they set up
separate groups, the worse the situa-

tion becomes. Personally. I would not

want special treatment because of my
ethnic group. To me. that would be

like saying that I can't rise to the top

without help.

Everyone should try and be part of

the group as a whole, instead of trying

to separate themselves even more. You
can't have it both ways. You can't

complain that people treat you differ

ently because of your ethnicity —not

when you create the schism yourself by

insisting on "special" rights and privi-

leges.

I am a member of the armed forces

and I am very proud of my flag. It rep-

resents freedom, diversity, hope and

the dreams of millions of Americans

who came before us. For the thou-

sands of immigrants who come here

every year, it most assuredly means
even more.

Letters to the Editor

When I think of an American. 1

don't think of a white person. I think

of black. Asian, white. Latino, Native

American and a variety of others. If

you can't see that, that is your prob-

lem, not mine. Maybe you are the

racist one. I have never been responsi-

ble for the suppression of any group. 1

have more nationalities in me than I

can list. But these constant slaps in the

face by ALANA and other groups will

undoubtedly perpetuate more prob-

lems with race, instead of solving

them.

1 love America, apple pie and the

flag. I would gladly die in defense of

my fellow Americans, even those who
hold ideals with which I strongly dis-

agree. I say if you don't love America.

get the hell out. If you want to see a

different flag than ours, go to that

country. 1 am sure you will find the

conditions less favorable. I am also

sure that you won't find our flag flying

"there" either.

|ohn Williams

Southwest

In defense of
Skindog s Army
To the Editor:

Hi there. As someone who is famil-

iar with the Slundog's Army. I'd like to

make a few observations about the

article about them. I first became
aware of Slundog's Army last summer
as a member of M.U.S.I.C. coalition

(Musicians Unity Supporting
Innovative Creativity). It is a

Springfield area group of musicians

and bands who perform original

musk. Every possible genre of musk
was represented— Rock. Rap.
Alternative, Hip-Hop. Thrash, you
name it. I was even there as the key-

board player of a Country band. Also,

there was every race, class and creed

you would care to name The only

thing that these people had in common
was the belief that they could create

something original. They would help

each other out not only with moral
support but with joint shows and the

lending of equipment to each otlier.

Now some of the most vocal and
enthusiastic supporters of M.U.S.I.C.

were Skindog and his army. I found it

hard to believe while reading the front

page (Collegian. April 17). that a

bunch of racists would be some of the

most active members in a group whose
motto is. "Boldly causing awareness,

respect and prosperity for original cre-

ations. United."— especially not one

founded and headed by an African-

American.

So, do I understand the original

impulse to call the flyer racist? Yes.

Do I think that the man who was. in

effect, demonized should be upset? I

know I would be. But do I think that

Skindog and his Army are racists? I've

talked with these people and they may
be many things, but I don't think that

they're racists. So. after thinking about

it, do I still see racism when I look at

the flyer? Only if I want to.

Lamry fuller

wfufter9ecs.umass.edu

Christians already

have spaceship
To the Editor:

In response to Martin (ones' article

"The dawning of the New Age" I'm

including excerpts from The Kingdom

of God, by the Champaign Vineyard.

What is the Kingdom (KOG) to

Christians? To many, it is that the

kingdom is not only a "tomorrow"
hope, but a present reality in our lives.

Yes. a new age is indeed approachinc;

and since the coming of the Messiah.

Jesus, we have been in a period of

overlap between "this age" and "the

age to come."

With the rent of the birth, death and

resurrection of lesus Christ, the KOG
burst into the present age. In |esuv

ministry, we see signs of the coming ol

God's kingdom — the overthrow of

Satan's rule (seen in the casting out of

demons), and healing. (Sodzo translat

ed "save" can also be. and is, translai

ed "heal") The salvation lesus brought

was for the whole man — spirit, soul

and body.

How can the KOG be both a future

and a present reality at the same time?

The KOG is "already here" but it i^ MM
yet "here." The redemptive process will

take place in at least two stages (Foi

more information see The Kingdom Of
God in its entirety at

http://www.champaignvinyard.org/pa

pers/kogsem.) "The classic anthology

of the already/not yet was offered by

Oscar Cullman in Christ And Time
World War II was concluded with two

events— D-Day and V-Day. The
question for historian* concerns when
the war was over. While the fighting

ended on V-Day. one could say t he-

war was really over on D-Day when
the troops landed at Normandy . Oddly

enough though, some of the fiercest

fighting of the war occurred because of

the atrocities caused by Germany's
anger at defeat. D-Day was the begin

ning of the end and V-Day was the

end of the end, the termination of the

fighting. This illustration offers insight

into the real problem with the KOG as

a present reality, namely why there i->

still so much evil. The already/not yet

is the only explanation for both the

tremendous defeats and rampant
evil...

"The designation 'in Christ' is a dec-

laration of what those who believe in

lesus already are. Despite the appear

ance of a finite perspective, those who
are in Christ are now raised to an eter-

nal perspective." They needn't be anx-

ious about anything in the finite realm

"At its heart of hearts, the coming

reign of God in the person of lesus is

nothing short of an unfathomable niir

acle. It is a mysterium tremendum... It

means that God is reestablishing his

original intent for humanity and cre-

ation... |esus came, as the second
Adam, to reestablish God's original

purpose ... The advance of the king

dom into the present means wholeness

for the humanity and creation." )«
healed people, and the nature of nut a

cles can be seen as redemptive as well

"Expect the miraculous because the

KOG is already. But also expect oppo
sition and set-backs because the KOG
is not yet. Let's not err on one side or

the other, as is so often the case. In

order to be healthy and biblically bal

anced we need both a theology of

power and a theology of pain Those of

us who know the implications of the

overlap of the ages should live in

expectation of the miraculous over-

throw of Satan's wreckage. We shall

remain unmoved by defeat of any kind,

continuously praying, continuously
exercising our kingdom authority,

always trusting God in the sovereignly

of His love power and wisdom."
So, you see. that to a Christian, our

spaceship to the heavenly realm has

already come in the person of lesus

Christ, and by opening our hearts to

Him. those who choose to can receive

today the a "righteousness, peace and
joy" that kingdom holds

Susan Scalisi

Amherst

MASSACH1 SI I

Calling all writers!

The Collegian Ed/Op page will be holding two workshops for anyone
interested in writing during the Fall '97 semester. Come down to the

Collegian Open House this Friday, April 25, from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m.

and speak with Mike Burke to sign up— or call 545-1491

.
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Hundreds gather to march against violence 7» <

7H<f IReadena;

Marchers gather and light candles before taking to the streets of Northampton in the "Stop the Clock" rally and march.

HfNNfTH W • SCOTT/COUfGtSN

CoHegton Staff

About 200 women, men and children gathered in

the rain to let their voices be heard through the

streets of Northampton in the annual march and rally

"Stop the Clock: Women Unite Against Violence."

last Thursday night.

The march was described by the director of the

Everywoman's Center Educator/Advocate program,

Patricia Mota-Guedes as "a way for women and men
in the Five College area to join forces and protest vio-

lence against women."
Tina Cincotti. a University of Massachusetts stu-

dent and march organizer began the first rally at the

Unitarian Church. Northampton by saying "1 hope

this event will not only educate people, but also

encourage women to Stop the Cloc k
"

Originally Take Back the Night, the event was
renamed to Stop the Clock because it was misleading

and perpetuated the name of the black rapist, accord-

ing to Cincotti. A second reason for the name change

was because women art not assaulted only at night or

hi dark areas according to Ojncutu.

"We not only need to take back the night, we need

to take back our bodies and neighborhood s." Cincotti

said.

The march and rally were attended by students

concerned about violence, women who experienced

battering and assault and men concerned about

women friends and violence against women.
"Even if you don't have a direct role as an aggressor

or victim you still have a responsibility to fight it (vio-

lence against women]." Katheryn Palmer, a Mount
Holyoke freshman said.

Members of the Men's Resource Center of Amherst

were also in attendance. "1 am really devoted to fight-

ing violence against women. If men don't take some

initiative against mafe violence then this sort of thing

will be going on for a long time," Chris

Land-Kazlauskas. a staff advisor for the Men's

Resource Center, said.

One woman who experienced violence in her life,

Karen Rock, a resident of Amherst said she attended

the event "so that people know that there is still a

problem. The government is part of the problem."

Rock elaborated that welfare provides women with

economic stability, enabling them to leave their bat-

terers.

The first speaker in the rally. Yoko Kato. a local

Northampton business woman and community
activist against domestic violence, told the story of her

daughter and grandson's tragic death.

Thirty-two years ago Kato came to America as a

student from lapan. She divorced her husband, who
drank and abused her "He was always sorry when he

did it and promised he would never do it again." Kato

said.

In 1990. her daughter, Sherri. became pregnant

while in college and decided to have the child. The

baby's father became jealous of Sherri and the time

she was spending with her son 18-month-old son.

Cedric. She left the father. John Seabrook. after he

had pushed her out of a moving car and left her in the

ryad, nod ^uutmvjttfdt "{her violent acts, according to

kai v
'" \k 199)! WUJrbrJ. went W Sherri*s apartment and

grabbed at knife from the dishwasher He stabbed her

57 times. 10 that went through her heart and he

stabbed his son Cedric 1 3, six of which went through

his heart. Seabrook left the knife stuck in Sherri's

face, "showing how much he hated her leaving him,"

Kato said. Sherri and Cedric died in each others

arms.

Kato said that two months prior to the stabbing

Sherri left Seabrook. "Leaving does not put an end to

violence. It is at this time when it is the most danger-

ous." Kato said.

"Violence against women is one issue that has not

been resolved." said Brenda Lopez. Domestic
Violence Prevention coordinator of the Springfield

Polke Department.

"All of us are here to talk about violence in our

own voke... we rarely hear about violence against

women. We don't see any task forces formed or com-

mittees raised," Lopez said.

Lopez called for zero tolerance and said "till all of

us are free, none of us are free."

lanet Aalfs. of Valley Women's Martial Arts, read

several of her own poems and addressed the crowd.

"It is all of our jobs together, it can't be just one of us

or a few of us," Aalfs said. Several of the Valley

Women's Martial Arts students demonstrated various

martial arts techniques and performed to music by

Sweet Honey and the Rock.

Following the rally, the marchers lit candles and

took to the streets of Northampton catching the atten-

tion of pedestrians, store owners and passers-by

singing and chanting words of empowerment and

inspiration.

The marchers ended on the steps of Dewey Hall on

the Smith College campus, where a second rally

began.

laney Gordon, co-chair of the Pioneer Clothesline

project, spoke about her friend, Patty Hennessey, the

last of the Framingham Eight, serving time for killing

their batterers Hennessey is currently serving 10

years In jail for killing her batterer in self defense.

Speakrhg about Hennessey. Gordon said "you find

yourself in a situation where you want to get out. but

it's a lot more complicated than that... the system is

not that honest."

Several other speakers followed Gordon including

a poetry reading by an Amherst High School student,

personal stories of childhood sexual assault from

Smith SAFE (Survivors and Allies for Education of

Childhood Sexual Abuse and Incest) members and

talks by community women.
The second rally was followed by a coffee house at

the Northampton Center for the Arts. University of

Massachusetts graduate student and
Counselor/Advocate volunteer at the Everywoman's

Center Nicok Pajer commented on the night. "It went

well, we had some really excellent speakers... even

though we didn't get the turnout we expected, the

people were here for the right i

How long is the University of Massachusetts, the Dean of Students,

Chancellor Scott, UMass police and housing going to allow sexual assault to

continue on this campus? I am disgusted at the lack of organization,

response and action taken by them in every instance of assault that have

occurred on this campus.

1 am sure everyone remembers last semester when a convicted rapist who
was featured on Dateline NBC was living side by side with women in a dormi-

tory in Northeast. First of all, why was this student allowed to live in a residen-

tial area where he could endanger women? Secondly, if the University unwisely

chose to admit a convicted rapist didn't they think that any of the women stu-

dents on this campus might want to know in order to protect themselves?

Last semester, they dealt with the situation in a highly unprofessional way,

this semester a 26-year-old man assaults 1 2 women in a dormitory and there

is no mention of it anywhere except to certain residents in Southwest? How
many times does the University have to be confronted with sexual assault

instances before they learn how to "deal" with them?
Why is it that this University has total disregard for women's safety? It took

an act from SGA to add lighting to the infamous "rape trail" to get the

University to consider adding lighting and still nothing has been done. The fact

that there is such a place called the "rape trail" on our campus is absolutely

insane. The University cannot act as though they did not know it existed,

because on numerous occasions there have been police patrolling the area.

In a memorandum sent to a member of the Undergraduate Student Senate.

Paul Page states "We share your concern for safety on this campus. This request

has been referred to a group from Pubtk Safety, Campus Planning and Physical

Plant for review and response. The date on this Httk note? February 4, 1997. Has

anything been done? Do assaults keep occurring? Does anyone care? Carbon

copies of this memorandum were also sent to Chancellor Scott, Vice Chancellor

Robinson and Bill Rose.

I'm sure they pushed this request aside just like they did with the ALANA
agreements.

TKicAeOe ^cOhuih
Women's Issues Editor

Women's safety not a UMass priority

Alison

Crawford

When you were little, your Mom or Dad tucked you

in at night and told you that nothing bad could happen

while you were in your bed. That was the safest place in

the world, the bad boogey men in the dark couldn't get

to you through the covers. Well, for some women in

|QA. their slumberland has been invaded. And while

UMass doesn't have to tuck us in at night, they should

have some responsibility to make sure that we are safe

while we sleep.

In the past few weeks, a story centered around sexual

assault and issues of womens' safety has been unfolding

before our very eyes. Waco Taylor, a 26-year-old student

living in |QA. was arrested on charges of breaking and

entering, indecent assault and assault with the intent to

rape. Putting it simply, in the middle of the night. Waco
would get up and open the doors to rooms where women
were living. If they were asleep, he would take off his cloth-

ing, either some or all. and get into bed with them. Some of

the women reported that he would touch them, and even

tried to kiss them.

Some people are saying that these women had their

doors unlocked during the middle of the night and they

were asking for trouble. There is something else that needs

to be said. The idea that these women were

asking to be sexually assaulted is like saying

that women are asking to be raped because

of the clothes that they wear. No one ever

wants to be a victim, to have their privacy

invaded, to feel powerless. But yet, people

seem to think since they didn't make damned sure that the

boogey man couldn't get in. he must have been an invited

guest.

The reason their doors were not barred to the outside is

not the issue, the issue is safety. The dates of the incidents

makes one wonder how safe the University administration

wants to make the campus. From Feb. 1 4 through March

29. there were at least 12 victims. Now let's do some
math. It averages out to one victim every 3 1/2 days. Why
was nothing done sooner? Like February 15th? It's the

middle of April and things are just starting to work them-

selves out.

Why didn't the University jump up and down,
screaming and waving their arms, trying to tell us that

there was a real danger lurking in our very dormito-

ries? I get angry e-mails from the Chancellor regarding

a letter criticizing the Administration for being slow on

their promises on Goodell. I did not, however, receive

one little note saying "Attention, it has been brought to

our attention that there is the possibility of some
potential danger in the dormitories..." I think the safe-

ty of the students is more important to us than a mes-

sage from Mr. Scott trying to change our opinions of

him. In fact, I think that students would have had a

positive reaction to him telling us the truth. Mr. Scott

does not need to read us a bedtime story and bring us a Alison Crawford is a UMass atudent.

drink of water, but if you have a bedtime story, that

will keep us safe and warm at night, pull up a chair and

let us know.
University Housing said they "realized that [the vic-

tims] all had similar experiences and at that point it

became very evident that there was a pattern emerging."

I guess that waiting for a pattern to emerge is more
important than the safety of the women attending the

University. If there is no pattern, there is no danger. Or
maybe if there is no pattern, there is nothing they can

do.

Hrnmm... is that something that we're going to plug to

the incoming female students? Read the disclaimer on the

brochure now. To incoming freshmen and women transfer-

ring: If you are involved in a pattern crime, you can expect

some help, untimely at best, but we'll get around to it. If

you are alone in your experience, we can't help, there is no

pattern. One woman's assault is not something that

demands attention, but if there are a enough, say 12, then it

is a good time to get involved.

1 can understand that panic would not have helped

anyone, but women have a right to know that they are in

danger The residents of my dorm never knew that right

across the street, people were being sexually

assaulted on average every 3 1/2 days. They
didn't know that the University had gotten

a restraining order on their behalf. They
were told that there was a "situation" in

|QA and to lock their doors at night.

Why were they never told that 100 feet from where they

lived there was a "emerging pattern" of sexual assault? I

don't think that this is the proper time for the University to

try and save face, it is a time to protect the people that it

was created to educate and serve. College is a place to learn

that not everyone in the world is nice. By hiding these dan-

gers from women who need to know how to protect them-

selves the University is not doing us any favors.

There is something else that is bothersome. Housing

had a restraining order against Taylor for all of

Southwest, which is better than only having it apply to

IQA. but I do believe that there are women living in the

other 4 areas on the campus. What would have stopped

him from trying to get into any of those other build-

ings? I admit that the chances of that happening actual-

ly is slim, but better safe than sorry.

Waco Taylor is in jail now. and it's $10,000 to post

bail. So for now. we don't have to worry about him. but

what happens the next time? Does the University wait

for another pattern to emerge or do they take action to

protect the other 1 1 women who can be spared from
sexual assault? The only thing that I can say is the

University can't get the boogey men under your beds,

and can't keep them out of your rooms, so lock your
doors and pleasant dreams.

Community Calendar

In recognition of Sexual
Assault Awareness Month the

Deana's Fund will present The
Yellow Dress." a one woman
play about relationship violence.

This event is sponsored by the

Everywoman's Center and the

University Health Services

Women's Health Project. The
event is located in Herter room
227 at 7 p.m.

Deana's Fund is a

not-for-profit organization
founded after the death of Desna
Brisbois, a young woman from

uld, MA., who was a vic-

tim of an abusive dating relation-

ship.

April. is Sexual Assault Awareness Month.

The following statistics and information were provided as a public ser-

vice announcement from the Everywoman's Center at the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst.

Fact: One out of every three women in the United States will be raped

in her lifetime. This is a current statistic from the FBI. For more infor-

mation about rape and sexual assault as well as counseling and support

services call the Everywoman's Center free 24-hour hotline at 545-5834

or 1- 8*8-337-0800.

A woman is beaten every nine seconds in this country. Domestic
Violence is the leading cause of injury to women between the ages 1

5

and 44 in the United States—more than car accidents, muggings and

rapes combined. Get involved in the fight against violence against

women The Educator/Advocate and Counselor/Advocate Programs at

the Everywoman's Center have a volunteer training program in the fall.

For more information call 545-5831 or 545-5835. This information was
compiled by Battered Women Fighting Back. Boston

Abufte c«a be physkaL emotional .sexual. «xoaomk*J and more often

than not. inore than one type of abuse usually occurs at the same time It

is important to recognise svhet's being dune so you and to know that you

don't have to accept it. For more information, support services and/or

crisis intervention, call the Everywoman's Center free 24- hour hotline.

In Massachusetts. 24 women, six children and six men were allegedly

murdered as a result of domestic violence in 1994. These figures are

from the Massachusetts Caucus of Women Legislators, Boston, 1995.

For more information, counseling and referral services call the

Everywoman's Center free 24rhour hotline.

Women who leave their batterers are at a 75 percent greater risk of

being killed by the batterer than those who stay. Nationally. 50 percent

of all homeless women and children are on the streets because of vio-

lence in the home. This information was compiled by Battered Women
Fighting Back, Boston. For more information, counseling and referral

services call the Everywoman's Center free 24-hour hotline.

Teen dating violence is a reality. More than one in 10 teenagers expe-

rience physical violence in their dating relationships. From "Preventing

Teen Violence* by the Dating Violence Intervention Project, distributed

bj the Educator/Advocate Program at the Everywoman's Center. For

information contact the Educator/Advocate Program at 545-5831

.

People who abuse their partners do not behave violently by accident.

mistake or as a result of low of control. Relationship violence is inten-

tional violence directed at partners in order to gain or maintain control

over them. This information is from the Bureau of justice Statistics.

Washington. DC: U.S. Department of hutke. 1991. For more informa-

tion, counseling and referral services call the Everywoman's Center free

24-hour hotline at 545-0000 or I- 888-337-0800.

As children we are warned not to talk to strangers. The fact is that we
are more likely to be sexually assaulted by someone we know: a friend, a

relative, an employer, a date or someone we have recently met. Sexual

assault is defined as forced, manipulated or coerced sexual activity—that

includes a range of abusive behaviors from sexual harassment to rape.

Sexual assault is a crime. If you or someone you know has been a vkrim

of sexual assault, please feel free to use the Everywoman's Center new
toll free 24-hour hotline number at 1-888-337-0800.

Assaulters protected instead of students

Kathy

What is going on? Why is it that

an identified perpetrator of sexual

assault who is a resident of IQA was

put up in the Campus Center Hotel?

And why were we as residents at

this University not made aware of

this? Why is it that Housing, the

Dean of Students and the

Department of Public Safety knew
what was going on. but evaded
inquiries by the

Collegian, even though
this is information that

is publicly accessible?

Why is it that last year

when a non-resident
perpetrator of sexual assault was
identified, there were sketches of

him published in the Collegian and

postered all over campus? We all

knew what was going on then. Why
did it take so long Mil time to find

out any information that was not

based on rumors?

What is all of this telling you? It's

telling me that the policies for resi

dents who commit sexual assault

are completely different than the

policies for non-residents. And yet.

who has greater access to campus?

There is a prevailing stereotype

that women need to be wary of the

McGarvey

stranger, the boogyman in the bush-

es who is going to rape us. The fact

is that women are more likely to be

sexually assaulted by someone they

know, whether it be a friend, a

lover or a family member. The fact

is women need to be wary of their

fellow residents, not the boogyman
who is walking off of the streets

and into their buildings.

The main problem
that I see with the

situation in IQA has

more to do with the

policies at UMass
that deal with perpe-

trators of sexual assault who are res-

idents of this campus than with the

perpetrator. I want to caution peo-

ple at this University not to make
Waco Taylor into the only perpetra-

tor on campus I think there is a

danger that follows the identifica-

tion of a perpetrator on campus,
mainly that people lean back with a

sigh of relief because that person

over there has been arrested for sex-

ual assault, so now we can all feel a

little bit safer. The fact is that every

1.3 minutes a woman is raped in this

country. That statistic is talking

about women right here at UMass.

and Waco Taylor is just one man
who has been identified.

I do not want to see another rally.

I want to start working to change
the policies at UMass so that when a

resident is identified as a perpetrator

of sexual assault, he automatically

forfeits his rights to guaranteed
housing, including being set up in

the Campus Center Hotel. There
needs to be an established network
of communication between Housing,

the Dean of Students, the
Department of Public Safety and the

Everywoman's Center. Any informa-

tion that is known about sexual

assaults, even if only speculation,

should be accessible to residents at

this University.

I do not want to see another situ-

ation like this occur again. I do not

want to continue to see sexual
assaults covered up in the name of

protecting the perpetrator's rights

We as residents of this University

have the right to know when sexual

assaults have occurred, when they

have been reported to the police,

housing or to the Dean of
Students.

Kafriy McGarvey is a UMass stu-

dent.
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Garth Brooks wows Worcester crowd;
proves country has Northern appeal

By Lisa M. Oliver!

Collegian Staff

GARTH BROOKS
Worcester Centrum

April 19-22

WORCESTER — Many concerts

have passed through this small area

of the world, but none have had
such intensity and passion us t he-

one Garth Brooks put on the other
night. Brooks was rumored to have
one of the most exciting shows in

country music, and he lived up to

every expectation.

He is the ultimate entertainer.

Using a mixture of flashy lighting,

sometimes crazy antics and just

plain great music, he produced one
of the best shows around today.

The last time Brooks played
Massachusetts was over four years

ago. on Halloween night in 1992.
Then, he played just one show at the

Centrum, but Garth Brooks* fans

and country music's popularity have
both dramatically increased since
then.

This time around. Brooks played
two shows in Boston and four in

Worcester, and there wasn't an
empty seat at any of the shows.
Brooks promises excitement and
something new at all of his shows,
and he most certainly doesn't disap-

point. He lives up to every expecta-

tion, and hearing his music live is so

much more fulfilling than listening

to it recorded — his genuine love for

playing live shines through in every

verse he sings.

Brooks prides himself on giving

his fans something worth waiting
for. At the start of the show, the
audience only heard a loud rum-
bling, like that of a spaceship, for a

good two minutes, before Brooks
exploded onto the stage for his

opening song. "The Old Stuff."
from his newest album. Fresh
Horses.

From then on, it was two and a

half hours of the most energetic
show Worcester has seen in a long

lime. With a wireless band and the

lack of a backdrop. Brooks was able

to run completely around the stage,

entertaining his fans who sat around
the perimeter o! the Centrum.
Brooks also mentioned another
incentive that made the crowd even
louder he uus using some of the

material at this show for his next
live album.

Brooks pleased the audience by
promising at the beginning of the

show thai it would be less of a pro-

motion of his new album, and more
of his old favorites. He played what
can be considered his greatest hits.

from "The Thunder Rolls" to

"Standing Outside the Fire" to

"Ain't Going Down Till' the Sun
Comes Up."

Throughout the show. Brooks
kepi commenting on how great the

audience was. and with each com-
plement, the audience grew louder

and more responsive. One thing
Brooks loves to do is let ihe crowd
take over, and during "Unanswered
Prayers." Brooks stopped singing
and directed the microphone lo his

irVAOMIl COUIC1AN
Country legend Garth Brooks rocked Worcester Centrum for the first of

four void-out shows Saturday night.
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fans, who serenaded him with his

own song.

"It really means a lot to me when
you know the verses and not just the

chorus." Brooks remarked.

The music of Garth Brooks tran-

scends just the typical country
genre, though he has been instru-

mental in bringing country into the

spotlight, making it more main-
stream. And one song which is a

prime example of this is. "Friends in

Low Places." Even folks who aren't

country fans have been known to

play this song in the local bar juke-

box. Brooks knows this is one of his

biggest hits, and the crowd went
crazy when they heard the opening
chords.

Though the album version of this

song received considerable airplay, a

live version was released to radio
stations a while back, with an added
verse. This seems to be the staple-

Brooks performs now. and he does it

with all the flair that he is famous
for. It's a long song, but there was
not a silent person in the house,
everybody joined together with
Brooks, singing the anthem of the
middle clasv

Brooks keeps ticket prices to a
minimum, thus making the show
affordable to everyone, which
makes this show all the more
remarkable. Brooks said earlier in a
press conference that is the reason
he plays smaller cities — the cheap-
er the labor costs of the arena, the

cheaper the ticket prices are for the

public.

"We like to say we are blue-collar

music, we are the middle class peo-
ple of music, so I like to be the com-
mon man's singer." Brooks said.

"We like $17 |per ticket), that's

what we've toured at for four years
and we all make a good living and
we all feel lucky to be doing what
we're doing."

Brooks ended his set with one of

his most meaningful songs, "The
Dance." Once again Brooks and the

crowd sang in unison his sad but
inspiring words. "I could have
missed the pain, but I'd have to miss

the dunce."

But the audience wouldn't let

Brooks leave just yet. Even though
he had played for two hours, ihey

demanded more He answered the
call with a multi-song encore that

included Elton |ohn's "Rocket
Man," and a bunch of songs off of
Fresh Horses and ended with Don
MacLean's "American Pie."

It was well worth the four-year
wait to see Brooks, and I can only
hope he doesn't take that long to

come back again. For all of the times

he has been voted Entertainer of the

Year, this show exemplified the rea-

sons why he was awarded that title.

Americana series focuses on train songs

By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Steel Rails: Classic Railroad Songs, Volume I

Mystery Train: Classic Railroad Songs. Volume 2
Rounder Records

As a child, I would always look.for trains going under
bridges and it was a little personal victory every time I

saw one in motion. I carried a little bit of fascination

with trains, but it didn't last long enough to have a train

set or any such thing like that. However, when it came
time to ramble on away from this Melancholy Valley
and change my surroundings to the Pacific Northwest
for a year, I decided to forego plane travel and instead

opted for a 5-day rail tour of the Northern United
States, going through Ohio. Minnesota and Montana
before ending in Seattle. Wash..

For three days, my life was one of constant motion,
tiny bathrooms (hey. they were clean, and that's what
matters), uncomfortable sleeps on coach chairs, and
frequently long layovers in various stations. All these
are the few bad things about cross-country rail travel

But there is a whole different world surrounding
trains. A world of dark railyards with B & M engines,
Burlington Northern cars, and twisting tracks create
fields of glistening steel. It is a world where trains run
through pilch black nights while most people sleep and
possibly hear the cry of some determined locomotive in

their dreams. It is a world of shuffling rhythms created
by shaking rail ties which continues to cast a macabre
fascination on us all.

This strong, steel realm came to influence anists as
early as the mid- 19th century, when trains came into

being. The earliest country artists must have loved
those shuffling rhythms and the strength that a locomo-
tive engine represented. Bluegruss musicians must have
loved the high, lonesome sound of a sad whistle being
blown under the blue moon of Kentucky. Folk musi
cians must have loved all the stories of strong men
whose names were synonymous with these "iron hors
•»" — legendary men such as |ohn Luther "Casey"
lones and |ohn Henry Musicians from these three scots

of music are represented on the commendable new
two-disc series of Classic Railroad Songs, part of

Rounder's new "Americana Series."

Steel Rails starts off just where it should, with Roy

Acuff's tribute to a train wailing out of Birmingham

called the "Wabash Cannonball." The blues-based

country of this tune provides a firm statement of the

respect these massive, powerful trains deserve. One of

the most famous train- related songs, the fast-paced

instrumental "Orange Blossom Special" is a live perfor-

mance by bluegrass' Johnson Mountain Boys, with

banjo and bass emitting that unmistakable throb of a

rail's rhythm.

Following these songs. Steel Rails is a fine collection

of tributes to memories of trains as young children by

musicians such as Guy Clark ("Texas — 1947"), and

Utah Phillips ("Daddy, What's A Train?"). It contains

tributes to meandering, suavely curving railroad tracks

(Alison Krauss' & Union Station's title track) as well as

a sad request lor the "Last Train" that has taken Peter

Rowan's love away to bring her back. This is a shake of

the head at how society has moved so quickly away
from the rail world.

Mystery Train is a continuation, sold separately from

Sieil Rails, which continues the themes presented on
its companion. The disc starts off with (ohnny Cash's

vctsion of the ballad of "Casey lones," a wild engineer

(not to be confused with the Grateful Dead song of the

same name— same type of idea, though). The
Whiistein Brothers' "Freight Train Boogie" continues

the topic of lones' fatal karma.

The original version of the well-known "City Of New
Orleans" (the actual name of an Amtrak line from
Chicago to New Orleans) is here, by the songwriter.

Steve Goodman. Bob Willis & His Texas Playboys'

rockabilly version of the Duke Ellington jazz standard

"Take the 'A' Train" is here to illustrate the role of

inner-cily train lines.

These two discs feature a delightful soundtrack to the

heritage ol one of the world's first industrialized modes
of transportation. Let all those planes fly overhead and
last <.ji- whiz down highway MM of us will take it

nice and easy, sitting back, watching America roll by
like an early picture show outside a cafe car window.

New World Beat releases are sure to satisfy
Loved and loathed, controversial

French singer Serge Gainsbourg creat-

ed strong reactions in his day.

Gainsbourg. son of Russian Icwish

immigrants, originally pursued painting

until he became absorbed in the Paris

music scene of the late '50s. From his

roots as a cabaret and cafe
pianist/singer to his later status as pop
icon. Gainsbourg produced an exien

sive body of recorded work.

Mercury Records has just rv-reraiscd

three CDs of Gainsbourg's '50s and
'60s pop tunes. Each CD focuses on a

phase of Gainsbourg's development.

The earliest. Du la:; Dans Le Rann.
charts the influence of jazz on
Gainsbourg's work. Although he never

was a specifically jazz musician, the dis-

tinctively American musical style was
dear to his heart. He invited many jazz

musicians of the time — Michel
Gaudry. Alain Goraguer— to play or

arrange work for his albums, and
focused for a while on a sort of
pop-jazz hybrid. It sounds horrible, but

Daniel

Bodah
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it really isn't. Gainsbourg's voice is

appropriately gritty, and the music,

while light, is always entertaining.

The second CD, Couleur Cafe.
moves into some new ground. Still out-

side the mainstream of the day.
Gainsbourg here delves into African

and Latin rhythmic influences
Although these kinds of explorations

were something of a trend at the time.

Gainsbourg'- pieces don't sound trite

ut this late date Strong rhythms work
ing underneath classic pup tunes make
for some interesting listening, and you
can imagine it was MMWNM IBM!
tional at its initial release.

The final CD of the tno. t omic Stnp.
is my favorite I lerc are a good number
ol the pieces that really

set Gainsbourg a place at

the table of French pop
culture. Icon of sexiness

Bridgette Rardot chimes
in for a pair of duets
("Bonnie and Clyde". "Comic Strip"!

Really it should have been three duets
— Bardot also recorded the languidly

sexy number called "|e TaimcMoi
Non Plus." but apparently decided it

was too racy to release |ane Birkin

sings it with Gainsbourg on Comic
Strip.

This album has such a goofy '60s

pup feel, sexy articulation and sardonic

Ciainsbourgian tone that it will contin

ue to grace the ears for years to come
For all three releases, the grade is a

solid B

Huun-Huur-Tu. the notorious
Tuvans who have brought their style of
throat-singing to the world at large .ire

back with a new release on the
Shanachie label. If Id Heen Horn an
Eagle often sounds like it could have
been bom in the American Southwest
It has the siripped-down twang of grit

ty old country, and the earthy, deep
Tuvan vocal mixes with it to evoke a

feeling of wide open spaces.

However Tu\a. tucked between the

plains of Mongolia and the far reaches

i)l eastern Russia, has its own vast dis-

tances and rural lifestyle to infuse into

music

This new album finds the band in

Ml shape. They play and sing com-
fortably, and have refined their style

even further since their already-excel-

lent earlier days. // I'd Been Born an
Eagle is 4MMftfc I oik with cuoMM
mate style and integrity B+ "

Alan l.omax has spent his enim
working life documenting the muBfOI
real people. From the prisons of the

deep South, to the fields of Ireland, to

the forests of Indonesia, l.omax has

made hundreds of field recordings of

music.

A lot of these record-

ings have been out of

print — until now. Folk

label Rounder Records
is embarked on an

ambitious project to reprint the Alan
I onus Collection, digitally remastered
for CD.

"I found out what I was really doing
was giving an avenue for people to
express themselves and tell their side of
the story." Lomax has sajd about his

work.

This perspective lets these recordings

light up with the spirit of the musicians
and singers. What we have here is an
attempt to break the Western main-
stream cultural monopoly, an attempt
to give voice ba.k to the people here on
the ground. And it is a success.

The songs, featuring musicians such
as Woody Guthrie. Son House,
Growling Tiger and Inez Munoz. are
clearly recorded and full of passion
There's great variety here, but in the
vunct\ we have a chance to glimpse the
spirit that gives us all something in

common. A.

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian
Columnist
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Roba cruises in Boston marathon

By Bert Rosenthal

Associated Press

BOSTON — Faluma Roba is

still looking for Heartbreak Hill.

Competing on a course she had

never run before, the 26-year-old

Ethiopian became the first

African woman to win the Boston

Marathon, proving that her

Olympic victory in Atlanta wasn't

just a one-race breakthrough.

Roba finished in 2 hours, 26

minutes, 23 seconds, the first

runner — male or female — to

win in Boston after the Summer
Games. She did it on a demand-

ing, undulating stretch known for

its steep hills, including the

famed Heartbreak Hill — a

course she was neither familiar

with nor afraid of.

"I am told there is a hill, but I

didn't find it," she joked after-

ward.

For the men, Lameck Aguta
ushered in the marathon's second

century the same way its first

century ended — with a Kenyan
champion.
The fourth-place finisher the

previous two years, he became
the seventh consecutive Kenyan
winner and the third different

champion in three years.

The 25-year-old pulled away
toward the end. finishing in

2:10:34

"It is magic." Aguta said. "I

have been waiting all my life lor

this."

Uta Pippig of Germany, trying

to become the first four-time

women's winner, finished fourth

in 2:28:51. more than 2 1/2 min-

utes behind Roba. She did not

decide to seek a fourth consecu-

tive title until March 7.

Pippig has been beset by physi-

cal problems. She was forced to

drop out of the Olympics
because of a stress fracture while

leading, then developed another

stress fracture four weeks later.

"I had less training than in other

years." she said, with her usual

gracious smile. "I'm fourth, it's

OK."
The victories by Roba and

Aguta in the 101-year-old
marathon appeared to signal the

end of an era not only for Pippig

but Kenya's Cosmas Ndeti. the

Boston champion from 1993-95

and third-place finisher last year.

Ndeti, never in contention, fin-

ished 27th in 2:22:56.

"My training didn't go as well

as the last (our years," said

Ndeti. who set the course record

of 2:07:15 in 1994. "The other

guys still have some homework
to do, though, because they

didn't break the course record."

As expected, the men's race

materialized into a battle

between the Kenyans and the

Mexicans, who never have won
at Boston. The Mexicans came
with a strong contingent of

three-time London Marathon
champion Dionicio Ceron, two-

time New York City Marathon
winner German Silva and 1993

New York City champion Andres

Espinoza.

As late as 25 miles, Ceron,

along with Kenya's Joseph

Kamau, was within two seconds

of Aguta. But the rangy Aguta.

trained by Pippig's coach, Dieter

Hogen, then began pulling away

and beat Kamau by 12 seconds.

Kamau. timed in 2:10.46, was

followed by Ceron in 2:10:59 in

his Boston debut. Silva. also in

his first race at Boston, finished

fourth at 2:11:21 and Tanui was

fifth at 2:11:38.

Tanui developed bronchitis a

week before the race and had lit-

tle stamina.

"That's why I had a problem

toward the end." he said.

Kenya's string of consecutive

victories began in 1991. when
Ibrahim Hussein won. Hussein

won again in 1992. then Ndeti

took over before Moses Tanui

won last year. The last non-

Kenyan winner was Italy's

Gelindo Bordin in 1990.

Aguta's winning time was the

slowest since Hussein's 2:11:06

in 1992. but the runners were
plagued by a headwind through-

out the 26 miles. 385 yards.

Aguta and Roba each earned

$75,000 from the purse of

$500,000. Roba's sum was more
than 10 times the amount she

received from the Ethiopian gov-

ernment after her Olympic tri-

umph, when she received about

$7,000.

As expected, no U.S. runner
came close to breaking the

American record and collecting

the $1 million bonus.

Can* looks done with Celtics

By Howard Ulmon
Associated Press

BOSTON — M.L. Carr coached

the Boston Celtics to the worst

record in their 51 seasons. Now
his job appears done.

He is expected to give up one or

both of his positions, coach and
director of basketball operations,

although general manager |an Volk
said yesterday no decisions have
been made.

"That doesn't mean discussions

haven't been undertaken." Volk
said. "Obviously, we've not been
dealing in a vacuum."
The Hotto/t Globe reported

terday that a decision already has

been made for Carr to give up
both |obs. with Larry Bird possibly

replacing him in the front office.

The newspaper, citing sources,

said Carr would retain an active

role with the team, possibly in

ownership
"It's been decided by whom?"

Celtics president Red Auerbach
said yesterday from his office in

Washington. "There's nothing 1

can even comment on until we
meet .*

The Globe also reported that the

Celtics have decided on a front-

office replacement for Carr and it

would not be a surprise for Bird,

now a Celtics special assistant, to

take that job. The newspaper did

not indicate who might become
coach

"That's premature," Carr told

the newspaper. "That's all I'm
going to say."

The Celtics offices were closed

yesterday for Patriot's Day, a state

holiday. Team owner Paul Gaston
did not respond to a message.

"Paul Gaston and I are on the same

page." Carr said after Sunday's
125-94 loss to the Toronto Raptors

ended his second season as coach.

"We have one goal and we're not

going to waver from it."

They've had talks already, he

said. But Carr didn't directly

address the question of whether
Gaston wanted him to return as

coach for a third season.

Carr did say he was the right

man to coach the team, and that

was in keeping with his eternally

upbeat mood.
Now these arc grim times for the

Celtics, who cai take some conso-

lation in holding the No. I pick in

the June draft and earning a shot

at Wake Forest center Tim
Duncan.
Carr also engineered a trade that

brought Dallas' first-round draft

choice, another lottery pick, for

center Eric Montross." Boston's
1 5-67 record was the second worst

in the NBA. Vancouver was 14-68

but cannot get the top pick in the

draft lottery because of the expan

sion agreement under which it

entered the league last season.

Carr said after Sunday's game
that he was going to the beach
before returning for organizational

meetings. Volk said no meeting
has been scheduled but one could

be arranged quickly.

"We will continue to have con-

versations over the next couple of

days. We don't put a timetable on
it. We don't need to." he said " We
need to do it the right way and not

be artificially pressured to make a

decision."

Bird, a Celtics special assistant,

already has talked with Rick
Pitino. who said he doesn't want

to leave as coach of Kentucky. The
Celtics also may be interested in

Larry Brown, who said Sunday he

will decide in 10 days whether to

remain coach of the Indiana
Pacers.

Whoever coaches next season

will take over a team with a glim-

mer of hope, considering the draft

position and the likely return divi-

sion games when they beat

Philadelphia on Friday to finish at

1-23 in Atlantic Division games.
And they tied the team record 1 3-

game losing streak.

"It's obvious how (horrible) they

were. We^tll know that." said

AucrbacnVwho won nine NBA
championships in his 16 seasons as

Celtics coach. "But they were com-
petitive. I think they were only
blown out about 10 times."

Given all the injuries. Carr had
few options in shuffling personnel.

"Out of the first 10 men
| Sunday |. you only had [David]
Wesley and [Antoinel Walker."
Auerbach said. "The rest of them
were CBA Itype) players, but they

were trying. Like I told them
I Sunday | night at the breakup din-

ner, 'you can't make chicken soup

out of chicken feathers."

He said that if the Celtics get

two outstanding draft choice- Md
sign a quality veteran free agent,

they could bounce back relatively

quickly.

And whether he's coach, basket-

ball boss or part owner. Carr still

may be a part of that.

"As decisions are made and. I

suppose, implemented, we'll let

everybody know." Volk said. "But

right now there's nothing to talk

about because none of those
aspects have come together."

COLLEGIAN OPEN HOUSE
aprfl 25th K)am to 4 pm campus center basement

food! drinks! food! drinks! food! drinks! food! drinks!

Brown loses discrimination suit

Softball lax

By Richard Carelli

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — In an action

hailed as a victory for sexual equality,

the Supreme Court refused to free

Brown University of rulings that the

Ivy League school discriminated

against female athletes.

Although yesterday's court action

is not a decision and therefore sets no

legal precedent for other universities

and colleges, the practical effect may
be enormous.

"I think the message that goes

across the entire country today is that

those who have been dragging their

feet are duly warned that the time is

now." said Christine Grant, athletic

director for women's sports at the

University of Iowa. "It's a very clear

message and long, long overdue."

Lawyers for Brown had argued
that lower court rulings in its case

could require schools nationwide to

offer varsity

opportunities for women based on

"a stark numerical quota." Those

courts had ruled that Brown violated

a 1972 law known as Title IX.

The law, credited by many with

changing the face of women's sports

and influencing society's attitudes

about women, bans discrimination in

education based on sex. All govern-

ment-run schools and private schools

that receive federal money are cov-

ered by the law.

Even before learning of the high

court's denial of review. Brown offi-

cials yesterday submitted for a federal

trial judge's approval a plan for com-

plying with Title IX.

The plan calls for increasing by

about 60 the number of varsity team

positions available to Brown female

athletes so their total number mirrors

the overall student population.

The school does not plan to cut

any men's teams, and gives varsity

status to three additional women's

teams — lightweight crew, equestrian

and water polo.

Speaking to reporters yesterday.

Brown spokesman Mark Nickel said

the school "has believed all along that

our program of athletics for men and

women meets the requirement of

Title IX. The school's appeal had

argued that "the use of Title IX to

mandate adherence to preferential

quotas presents an issue of exception-

al importance that warrants resolu-

tion now." It added: "Universities

with budgetary constraints must cut

academic offerings to fund additional

teams for women, cut teams for men,

or risk liability for damage and loss

of federal funds."

Lynette l-abinger, a lawyer for the

women who sued Brown, said, "It's

just a relief to see an end to litiga-

tion." She said the school spent more

than $1 million in defending steps it

took to save $66,000.

continued from page 12

the game.

The Minutewomen got their first and only
run of the second game in the second inning.

Galas hit a single to left field, stole second,
and then scored on an RBI from Osier.
Heather Brown of Temple put in a suicide
squeeze bunt in the seventh to bring in Kathy
Bederske and tie the game at one apiece. The
score would remain tied through extra
innings, until the ninth. Temple's Kathryn
Kulan made it to first after being hit by
UMass' Liz Wagner, who pitched the second
game. Henderson was brought in for Wagner,
but it wasn't enough to save the game for the
Minutewomen. Kulan advanced to second on
a sacrifice, and then scored for the Owls after

a couple of wild pitches from Henderson.

The Minutewomen played St. Joe's on
Sunday, and were swept by the Hawks, 1-0,

and 4-2. Henderson's consecutive shutout
inning streak was broken at 41.2 innings. She

pitched both games for UMass, entering in

relief of Wagner in the fourth inning of the

second game. She now stands at 11-11 on the

year.

Both teams remained scoreless in the first

game until the bottom of the fourth inning.

St. (oseph's Irish Treskot had an RBI single

to center to bring in Heather Sullivan, and
take the 1-0 lead. Osier had a 2 for 3 perfor-

mance and the Minutewomen got off eight

hits, but were unable to score in the game.

Henderson struck out seven, gave up five hits

and walked.

UMass hit the boards first in the second
game, scoring twice in the third. Mareina hit a

single and was advanced to third on a double
from senior Sam Cardenas. Both were
brought in to score on a single from Gutridge.

Cardenas' double gave her 72 extra base hits,

breaking the previous school record. Holly

Aprile, a 1992 graduate, was the former
record holder with 71.

The Hawks came right back in the bottom
of the third, with a home run from Candice

Clark and an RBI from Danielle Cavone. They
finished off the Minutewomen with two more
runs in the sixth. Clark had a double to bring

in Danielle Davaro, and then scored herself,

on an errant throw.

After this weekend the Minutewomen stand

at 20-18-1 overall and 8-3 in the Atlantic 10.

They fell from first in the conference to sec-

ond. St. Joseph's now holds the top position,

at 10-2. and La Salle holds third at 9-5.

Temple and Virginia Tech are tied for fourth

place, each with a 7-5 record.

The Minutewomen have plenty of games
this week to try and get back into things. They
head to Storrs, Conn, today for a doublehead-
er with UConn, at 3 p.m. On Thursday they

host Hofstra. then travel to Rhode Island on
Friday, and are back in Amherst on Saturday
to take on Fordham.

JSANEN\COLLECIAN
You can only hope to contain her...
Laura Korulz bagged five goals on Saturday, leading the Minutewomen past UNH for their third win of

the season.

GRADUATION

Sunfire

4$*
$400 Bucks of Incentive*

TOP US SALES
Mill*

IIMI»

iNinmiiii
• <ll*IIA

wnfl
r

1 • J

H Ike.
QMNOIO

FOOD SCIENCE

The mapr with JOBS AND CAREERSm
CHEMISTRY. MICROBIOLOGY. BIOTECHNOLOGY,

ENGINEERING RELATED TO FOOD QUALITY
.
SAFETY.

HEALTH, MANAGEMENT, ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT
AND FOOD PROCESSING

BE A PART OF THE LARGEST INDUSTRY IN THE U.S. !!

TWO NEW OPTIONS with emphas.s on

FOOD TECHNOLOGY

MANAGEMENT
FOOD INDUS Ik V

FOOD PROCESSING
MANAGEMENT

FOOD TECHNOLOGY

FOOD AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
SAFETY

FOOD SAFETY
FOOD AND HEALTH
FOOD AND THE ENVIRONMENT

«L
CALL 5-1 01

5

FOR MORE INFO

PuSfton Village . .

Your First Choice
I, x and 3 bedroom apartments

featuring
Newly renovated units that include:

New appliances New carpeting New kitchen cabinets & counter tops Central air conditioners

Renn Jtarting at $615 per month

or
Traditional units that are:

Fully applianced Freshly painted Carpeted/Tiled Floors Central Air Conditioned

Rcnu tuning at $545 per month

All rents include Heat, Hot Water 8c Cooking Gas and use of an Olympic size pool,

5 tennis courts, basketball court, laundry rooms and on-site parking.

Now accepting rental applications for summer and fall. Call today 549-0145

Hot Looks

Great Performance
Drives Like a Shoebox
Looks Like a Shoebox

Land Big Job Interview After Interview

Raises Working Two Jobs

Summer Home Living Back With Parents

Nobel Prizes Join Bowling Team

tr Excitement -*r Rapture w Bliss m- Boring w Dullsville w Miss

PONTIAC SUNRRE
DRIVING EXCITEMENT r=OR AROUND •13.SOO"

Coll 1 -800-SUNFIRE

©1997 GM Corp All nghh rejerved Atway» wear lofety beta. Mi with air bog»

'See yout porhcipating Ponhoc dealer tor details on In* $400 College Graduate purehoie incentive GMrmrvn ln« right to chonge of withdraw this ollar

•$13,514 MSSP including deoter prep and deihnahon charge fan, Ircante ond other optional equipment extfo Prion higher in CA AM and NY Price o» of 9/ 1 /96. jubieci to change

AFRAID OF OVER-STUDYING?? TAKE A BREAK! WATCH HARD ROCK LIVE PRESENTED BY PONTIAC SUNFIRE SUNDAY 8 P.M. AND 1AM.,
MONDAY 8 P.M., SATURDAY 5 P.M. ALL TIMES EST/PST. ONLY ON VH1 . www.hardrocklive.msn.com
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third quarter off an assist from Will

DeRiso.

"Things went our way in the first

half offensively and defensively."

Canaille said. "But you can't expect

to hold them scoreless for 60 min-

utes."

That opened the floodgates for the

Irish. A minute later, Dan Butler tal-

lied, and at 2:45, Chris Dusscau fin-

ished a Ned Webster pass for Notre

Dame's third goal of the game.

"As soon as they got one 1 knew
they were going to get a couple
more," Glass said. "They just had to

break ihe ice."

Hayes and Dusseau each added
another goal, but UMass' attempts to

slow the game in the waning minutes

would not allow Notre Dame another

solid look at the goal.

"We stuck together today and we
went out and got it," Glass said. "It

was a great team effort."

water polo
continued from page 12

Velazquez all scored three

goals.

The championship game took

place on Sunday against

Harvard, another team that

UMass beat during the previous

weekend. Their 12-3 win
against the Crimson marked the

first time in school history they

won this tournament.

"It's another step in building

the program. We've always fin-

ished third in this tournament."

Newcomb said. "(The win]
gives a little more recognition to

the program. Everybody was
real proud of it. and they

deserve it."

The Minutewomen came on
strong, scoring four goals in the

first quarter. Grogan tallied four

more goals, bringing her overall

total to 68 this season. She was
followed by Leeburg with two.

Goalie Peggy Nieves performed

well, making seven saves in this

match, and only allowing six

goals in the whole tournament.

Newcomb said he feels his

team played very well this week-

end.

"Everybody played really

solid." Newcomb said. "I don't

think there was one standout —
everybody contributed.

"The second game was a

highlight." Newcomb contin-

ued. "Our players really clicked

as far as playing together.
Everybody recognized where
they were supposed to be.*

Newcomb said that he want-

ed to accomplish three things

this year, the first being a win at

New Engiands. The second was
a win at Easterns and the third

was to finish in the top five at

Nationals. The Minutewomen
are well on their way to attain-

ing these goals.

Seeded No. 2. the
Minutewomen will face some of

thier toughest competition next

weekend in Cambridge as they

go up against Slippery Rock,
who have been the Eastern
Champions for a long time.

Newcomb has a positive out-

look for the weekend.

"Slippery Rock has been on
top for a while and it would be

nice to be able to knock off the

big one." Newcomb said

Garber
continued from page 12

and great sportsmanship. We always

want to make Coach proud."

At the start of the season. Garber

Field is a patch of mud emerging
from snow cover. At the end of the

season. Garber Field is a worn out

patch of mud. sometimes emerging
still from the snow cover of a week-

end Nor'easter. It is not by any means
the picture of an ideal lacrosse pitch,

but like Boston's Fenway Park or the

once great Garden, its flaws are what
give it character and make it special.

"It's so small and tight you can
hear everything that is said." Senior

goalkeeper lohn Kasselakis said.

"There's always lots of friends and
parents in the stands and on the hill,

and they're real loud. Other teams
don't like it."

This past Sunday. Kasselakis shut

out a potent Notre Dame offense for

over 40 minutes while sloshing
around in Garber Field's muddy
creases, with retaining boxes sparse

of grass. He still loves the field.

"This field is great." Kasselakis

said. "All the New England fields arc

like this. When you go down South
it's like you're playing on a putting

green."

"It's a tremendous honor to play on
that field." Cannella said. "It meant a

lot to the seniors today to get a win in

their last game there."

Cannella says the Syracuse game
this coming Saturday at Warren P.

McGuirk Stadium and the installation

of artificial turf at Garber Field is a

tip of the cap to Dick Garber.
because he has built the program to

merit top quality facilities.

"He's a grass guy. a throwback."
Cannella said. "But I think the

improvements to the field only show-
case further the field itself and his

name."
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ACTIVITIES
STUDENT UNION BIRTHDAY Clli
BRATIONI Come and celebrate witti us

m ttie Cape Cod lounge on Wednesday

April ?3 1997. from 10wn 1pm Find out

what having a Student Union is all about 1

There will be cake, cider, and student tal-

ent Sponsored by the Peer Advisors ol

Campus Activities

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Nature Photo Weekend Worksites

White Mt s May .'4 Sign up in the Craft

Center Post tnp slide show May 12

Contact Craft Center for details Event

sponsored by the Arts Council and Outing

Club

STARS PERFORM IN NORTHAMPTON
Susan Sarandon. Mandy Patmkin. Ossie

Davis and more give dramatic perfor

mances to celebrate the Children of

Resistance and benefit the Rosenberg

Fund for Children at John M Greene Hall

on April M at 7 30 pm $8 student tickets

available at Tn Unlimited in the Student

Union

APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 eedroom/Brandywine Available 6/1

54*5132

AUTO FOR SALE

1M4 Crewe Victerie Good reliable

transportation Passes emissions test

S1300orB/0 548 9229

17 Heaea Civic Weeea blue. CO Player

$800 or Best Offer 6654349

M Peetiac Greed Prix $900 new
parts B/0 5870328

Heaea Acceri LX 1*7 5 speed sedan

Great running car OSOQ/offer

5492999

I 87 runs great $2000 or B/0

EMPLOYMENT EMPLOYMENT
I College students, any-

one to sell Good Humor Ice Cream from

one of our vending trucks Work outdoors

this summer Be your own boss RTS
available in your area Earn $750 950

weekly Male or 'female Apply now Call

Mon Sat 9am 3pm only (2031366 2641

or 1800)699 1009

On South Shore

$7 IQ/hr 30-40 hrs/wk

Call 1 800 829-4777 ,

Ask for Kevin McGrath

Cane Caaadeasis. Pocono Mtns

Pennsylvania Excellent residential coed

summer camp Counselors to teach tennis,

scuba, water skiing, lakefront. motorcy-

cles, gymnastics arts and crafts WSI.

and more Great salaries 6/21/97-

8/18/97 Call 18001632 8228 for an appli-

cation

Full Time Summer Joe m Amherst area

training provided earn $6 $9/hr working

outdoors Can Tom O 534 2984

Yard Wert good pay. nearby transports

tion necessary 548-9635

Paietera Wealed for full-time summer in

Westwood. Oedhem area $6 $8 an hour

plus bonuses Can Mike 549 3759

tell $7 $10 per hour painting

locally Enperience helpful Vehicle help

ful Call 1-800-8294777 Rob Flanders

Painters aeeded tor I eraran FT/PT in

North Shore area $7 8/hour plus bonus-

es Call Mike 546 0403

253 9938

19so Mercery Caen black 2 door Stan

oard sunroof, good condition reliable

$1000 or B/O Must sell' Kara 54*6061

EMPLOYMENT
Summer lrrh>rmaie 20 hours paid per

week 4 to 6 weeks Minorities interested

broadcasting business encouraged to

apply Resumes by 5/2 to Evelyn Locke.

Todays 99 3 Boi 268 Nontempton MA
01060

• i $$S v •-

your summer even starts by hosting the

biggest event of the year' The Alumni

Office is now accepting applications tor

Reunion Weekend student help Must be

tveilabte June 5-8 Housing arxomrnoda

tions available Stop by the Alumm
Relations Office m Memorial Hall to fill

out your application today Questions'

Call Arm Thompson at 5231

7

aasaarjer ke Meeae- Camp Androscoggin

needs staff to teach tennis soccer,

lacrosse baseball, swimming, sailing.

archery photography nature 'ishing

mountain biking an. ropes and radio

Have fun' Have an impact' Contact 601

West Street Harrison NY 10528

19141635 5800 cernpandroOaol com or

visit us at

http //www cooiworks com/showme/cam
p/andro

Experienced truck drivers tor pert-time

Approximately 12 or more days in Mid

June and Mid August $106 00 to $135 00

a dee. 15081653 7422

Summer Employment

Looking for extravened people to help run

our office Must have good telephone and

organizational skills $7 25 per hour

15081653-0488 (Nattckl

FUN! FRIENDIY! Coed Su

seeks staff for male groups Welcoming

and supportive environment Positions

include- leaders and General Bunk

Counselors, as well as. Heads and

Instructors for Swimming. Water-skiing.

Hockey. Archery Soccer, and Volleyball A
great summer job 1 day off accessibility to

Boston. New Vork. Montreal Call Today 1

Camp Schodack 1800)851-1164. e-mail

schodackCaol com

Now Hiring Painter* for employment in

The Southern Worcester County Area

Must have own transportation but no

experience required Call 546 4269

Varment Adveatarel Farm and

Wilderness is now hiring summer staff

We need people who want to provide

positive guidance and support to adoles

cents coming of age in the 90s
Counselors, nurses, cooks, general staff

Organic farming, backpacking, rock climb-

ing, waterfront carpentry, crafts

Challenging wilderness environment in

the Green Mountains of Vermont Contact

Philip Tobin (802)422 3761 or

fandwkjsover net (http //www tandw org)

Nalieaal Parka Hiriarjl Plus Beach

Resorts Ranches Rafting Companies, etc

Benefits, bonuses' Nationwide openings

Call (9191918 7767 en R180

Cruise eed Lead Tear Employment

Earn up to $2000</month plus free work)

travel (Europe Caribbean etc ) No eiperi

ence necessary Food lodging (919)918

7767 eit C180

EMPLOYMENT
Pert Tim* Sales Reps Wealed "lead

the way into the 21st Century" with our

copyright "Slogan" sweatshirt Be your

own boss and earn extra money fast

Send for details at The 21st Century

Group. 332 Bleecker St D40. NYC, NY
10014

FOR RENT

Available Jeee let 1 bedroom Puffton

Apartment Call 549-7886

Svaarloaf Ettete* Ultra modern, two

bedroom apartments Free heat/hot

water New kitchens, baths, carpeting,

washers/dryers and more 1 On bus line

Minutes to Amherst Great specials' Now
leasing Spring and Fall 665-3856

s from 6/12 bedroom for sublet or le

Mill Valley Call 2534447

1 kedroeet apt Colonial Village

$430/month Starting 6/1 2530313

1 kedreem PttMoe $525 Available June

1 Heat H20 included Call 549-5178

2 kedreem Braadywiae Fall Option

6/1 Call Patty 549-3740

Take ever aw leeael I bedroom (with

possible 5 other bedrooms) on campus in

an awesome house 1 548-8901

1 Bedroom la Amherst Located near

Downtown $255/month David 253-2183

Large 1 kedreem Near campus
$525/month A/C free heat Available 6/1

with Fall Option 549 5770

UPTOWNI 2 kedreem apt. Greatest

location in Amherst' Lease starts 6/1 Call

.
-

I
it-.-.

1 bedroom Pafttea Apartment

Avertable June 1 $855 Includes heat and

hot water 549 5376

FOR SALE
Power Mocintosk 6100 including mom
tor CPU keyboard and mouse Upgraded

to 40MB RAM Excellent condition Call

546-4579

4 Jeep Tirea excellent condition.

30x9 50R15LT Kelly Tires $200 or B/0

Call Jennifer 548-9770

Full Site Bed- Bought Sept 96 $225 or

Best Offer Call 253 4682

Laptop Netekeek $99. VGA Color

Monitor $75. Hard Drive $10. Software

$5. 386 Motherboard $25 Call Steve 566-

3324 eit 2

HOUSE FOR RENT
4 bedroom home Hooart Lane On bus

line Available 6/1 11200/month 549-

0481

MOTORCYCLES

M Suzuki GS SM E Runs, looks, sounds

excellent SPORTY' $1300 or B/0 Call for

more info Randy O 6-5280

ltd*) faiakl atTIOl Good engine,

needs some work $400 Call Evan 323

9517

ROOM FOR RENT

1 lanje reeas in two bedroom apartment

Looking tor two females Available 6/1 «

Fall and Spring Option On bus route Very

specious, great location Call 549-3992

Reesa far reel in furnished house in

Amherst $275 utilities not included

laundry Parking Available June 1 Call

Lauren 253-7854

leaking tor two people to snare double

bedroom in a 3 bedroom apt $230/month

lease begins 6/1 Two minutes walking

from campus lease ends 5/31/98 Call for

more info Katie 549 5741

ROOMATE WANTED II SUMMER SUBLET
Wanted: Responsible female to shaie

two bedroom apartment for Summer and

possibly Fall No drugs Call Alison 546

5612

SERVICES
Rental Problems Questions about youi

lease/security deposit deductions'

Questions about subletting/assigning

leases? Questions about the condition of

your new house or apartment? Contact

the Student Legal Services Office 922

Campus Center, 545- 1 995

Legal Questions? The Student Legal

Services Office offers free legal assis

tance to fee-paying students Contact us

at 922 Campus Center 545-1995

Experienced Perseaal Trainer Get in

shape for summer Call Lee at 546-0292

GRA0UATIN6 SENIORS Don t let

potential employers pass you by Put your

resume m front of millions Check us out

at www gr online com or call (407)481

8545

PrsaasntT Need heipr Call Birthright of

Amherst area for free testing and assis-

tance 549-1906

SUMMER SUBLET
2 kodroems/Boaldora. 6/1 8/31 1

month free 1 Call 256 8513

3 bedroom- Mill Valley 2 baths, first

floor, backyard June-August Call 253

8467

SUBLET: 1 bedroom in two bedroom
Puffton Apt June August FULLY fur-

nished $300/month inclusive Call Joanna

or Brian 549-8563

2 kedrooma ia a 4 bedroom apt Huge

lots of light $332 each person per month

Southpoint Apts 256-8966

Huge lour kedroom keese Amherst

Center Furnished, cheap' 546-1152 (Ben)

or 54*5462 (Mike)

1 kedroom apt with Fall Option $430

furnished Call 256 4594 after 6pm

3 kedroom apartment Puffton Village

Available 6/1 Call 549-5406

Sunny Spacious Heaee Two bedrooms

available Great summer location with hik-

ing and bike paths, deck and backyard 5

miles from UMass 256-8338

2 kedroom apartment with Fall Option

1 month free rent Call 549 4089

2 kldrssm laasiaksd Puffton Apt Great

location near pool/courts Heat/hot water

included $l340/month Available 6/1 549-

7782

• Mill Valley 2 bed. 2

bath 2 an cond Fits 4 easy On bus route

2531657

Sever/el reesas available m large house

near campus Call 549-1570 or 548 7079

i to share beautiful

one bedroom apt Uptown above Newbury

Comes Call 2534223

HelleT Do you

believe m being in the right piece at the

right time? International Marketing Co is

rapidly expanding into the Western

Massachusetts area You'll never know

unless you call 14131627 7565

PAINTERS- Full time summer. EXPERI

ENCE PREFERRED, vehicle $6 50

S900/V heavy lifting required 900-500

ONLY 247 9480

2 Reesas tar Has* Private home $335 •

utilities Kitchen privileges.

Kosher/Vegetarian preferred laundry,

perking furnished Available May 1 549

4853

] eedreeoa ceedee Hobart Lane Gas.

neat, hardwood floors heated basement

Now showing tor June and September

Lease $1300. 253 7879

Cape Ced group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses Falmouth area

2 kedreem let seOnet or lease from 6/1

On bus route Water paid for a great

place Call 2534627

ROOMATE WANTED
leaking let resmmels that will pay
$365/month Heat and hot water mciud

ed Brandywine Call Amy 546-0706

2 kedreesa n» s 3 bedroom apartment in

Salem Place Very modern On bus route

Best offer Contact Andrea 2583585

I rn North Amherst for two

large bedrooms in a four bedroom home

Near Puffer s Pond end the Swim Hole

Cheap rent! On bus Ime Call Cera or Jam
54*1597

2 kedreem- Braadywiae $75Q/month

Available 6/1 549 4198 Take over our

lease

2 kedreem/RrendywIae with Fall

Option Available 6/1 Call 549-4982

] kedreem PaPJkee Available 6/1 549

5841

TO SUBLET
I $200 a month or one month free

Cell Andy 253-5482 _______

Teke ever ear leeael Two bedroom

apartment m arentn/wrna Available June

1st Call 5498015

I 2 bedroom. 2 bath

apt for Fall and/or Spring m Mill Valley

Rent negotiable Call 2538692

Northampton

Bus Route

2 ksdrseei Rrendywtae Apt Easily fits

4 Excellent condition $740 Call Knsti or

Melissa 5487474

] kedreem reeeveted Puffton Apt

Available 6/1 with Fall Option 549-9724

TRAVEL
Europe $175-

Within USA $79 $129

Canbb /Mexico $199 r/t

Cheap Fares Worldwide' 'HI

I

http //www airhitch org

AIHHITCH 1 800 326 2009

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for apartment on bus line for

Fall 97 Roommate/houseshare possible

Call Sharyn at 582-4314 leave massage

w/ Bernie

WANTED

Loekiag far ckeap Playstation and

Games Call 665-1278 Shootout 97

Tombfiaider

OFF CAMPUS
HOUSING

Looking for

OH Campus

Housing?

CSHRC presents

our annual

Apartment Complex

Rental Fair

Wednesday April 23

Campus Center

10am to 3pm

584 8597
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pVrvwvjK or a ****§rmnt m sWopa-ar. ***** are
i*ah*V IVrvxuk of * vtnrjerwv* or (tbestius

nature a*e not eHi*pta»b*> Personal* may not be
usi-d tpp the? purpoar at r_k**^*/T»»»nt

ft fVrfantty n_|> not br uwd in psifvurmk

? The personal* ejection t> ptk perstinal* nnry The per
Mpruik %ex tion m_> NOT be ustrd to v*»ll Mrm *•?*

raaHvnstoi jdvetine m*Htn&, etc

8 AH personal* nsusl halve the n*me ttRnaturt- and
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Students

20<t per word/day

. _ AH others
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$2.00
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Standard Headings
Acnvmcs

APARTMENT POP! RENT
AUTO FOR SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SAtE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

Calendar
TUESDAY. APRIL 22

Discussion — Ttie Renewable Energ>
Forum will present a discussion b> Celso

Avekar at 7 pm in the Campus Center,

room 80). Avelir will discuss major
renewable energy projects in Brazil.

These projects include wind and solar.

Avelar |v currently working on hybrid
pi'\»i' syMem* luMnj? n>lar and daawQ M
promote sustainable development This
discuvsion will be non-technical and
everyone i» welcome

Meeting — There will be an Amnesty
International meeting at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center Call 545-1925 for more
information.

Meeting — There will be an informa-

tion meeting for the 1998 UMas<< pm
gram in Siena. Italy at 7:50 p m in

Hertcr flail, third floor lounge (room
501)

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 23

Celebration - The Student Union
40th Birthday Celebration will be held in

the Cape Cod Lounge from 10 am I

p m Find out what having a Student
Union is all about There will be cake,

cider and -tudent talent. Sponsored by

the Peer Advisors of Campus Activities

fair — The Commuter Services and
Housing Resource Center (formerly the

Off-Campus Housing Office) will be
holding an Apartment Complex Rental

Fair from 10 a.m. - 5 pm on the
Campus Center Concourse Most major
apartment complexes and local rental

agents will be on hand to answer ques-

tions about summer and fall rentals.

Lecture — The Women's Studies
Proseminar Lecture Series features
Cecilia Rio. UMass economics depart-

ment, on "Doing the Dirty Work:
Towards a Marxist Feminist anal\->i~ of

African American DenSMStk Workers.
1900- I960." from 1215-150 p.m. in

the Campus Center 165-169.

Meeting — The Animal Rights
Coalition will hold a meeting at 7 p.m. in

room 506 Student Union. New members
welcome
Meeting — The Student Health

Advisory Board (SHAB) will hold a meet-

ing from 5 50-6:50 p.m. in room 504 of

University Health Services All are wel-

come to attend.

Presentation — The Friends of

Nitassinan (F.O.N.) presentation and
slide show on the current impact of mm
eral exploration in Voisey's Bay.

Labrador, "the homeland of the Innu
Nation" will be held at 6:50 pm in the

Franklin Patterson Hall faculty lounge.

Hampshire College Free and open to the

public

NOTICES

SGA — Due to lack of responses, the

deadline for SGA President's Executive

Cabinet has been extended to

Wednesday. April 25 at 5 pm The six

Cabinet positions arc as follow*

Attorney General. Secretary of Finance.

Secretary of Public Policy and Relation 1-.

Secretary of Administrative Affairs.

Secretary of University Policy and
Secretary of Registry. More info about

positions and applications are available

at the SGA office. 420 Student Union
No late applications will be accepted

without prior notice or arrangement.

Financial Aid — UMass Financial Aid
Services would like to announce that

May I is the last day to apply for a new
M increase Federal Direct Student or

Parent Loan for the current academic-

year.

Support group — Overeaters
Anonymous, a group of individuals who
share an addiction to food and suffer

from compulsive eating and other eating

disorders, meets every Saturday at 10

am in the Campus Center. The only

requirement for membership is a desire

to stop eating compulsively There are no
dues or fees.

Community — "Rendezvous with the

Soul." meditation, music and prayer
meetings, will be held from 4-5 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 805-809
weeklv on Tuesdays until the end of the

semester. Sponsored by the UMass
Baha'i Club For more information, call

Chris at 549-4982
Pistussion — Come experience the

cultural diversity of the Prince/Crampton

Graduate Residence Hall From April 8 -

May 10. residents from many countries

around the world will be participating in

discussions and presentations about their

experiences in their home countries

Scheduled topics: Africa. April 22-28;
North America. April 29 - May 5; Latin

America/Caribbean. May 4-10 The pro-

gram is free and open to the public

luggling — The UMass luggling Club
will meet on Fridays at J p.m. next to the

Information Desk in the Campus Center

No experience required

Meeting — Common Ground will be

holding support and advocacy meetings

for low- income students and allies every

Tuesday in the Campus Center (room to

be announced) from noon 2 p.m. For

more information, contact Mary
Sutherland at (4)5) 525-9725 or leave a

message in our box in the GEO office,

basement of the Student Union.

Meeting — The Peer Mentor Network
is a student organization for undergradu-

ate and graduate students with disabili-

ties on campus. Everyone is welcome
Meetings are Thursday nights from b 7

p.m. in Campus Center Please bring

your thoughts and concerns to the meet-

ing. For more information, contact Susan

FYts ere pubkc service announcements printed
daily To submit an FY1, please send a press
release containmg all pertinent information.
nctudrng ttst name and phone number of the
contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Manacang Editor by noon the previous day

Pilner at 545-0892 or Kregg Strehorn at

545-4602
Support group — REFLECT, the Five

College bereavement support program is

offering two support groups this semes-
ter: A grief support group for those who
have experienced the death of someone
close to them: and an illness group for

those currently coping with ihe serious

illness of a loved one. If you or someone
you know is interested, please call us at

577-5516 for more information

Health senices — Confused, afraid, or

just curious? Do you have questions
about sex. STDs. alcohol, drugs, eating

disorders. HIV/AIDS, stress manage-
ment or quitting smoking or chewing
tobacco? Don't know who to ask? Call

the Peer Health Connections phoneline
at UMass at 577- 5168 Trained students

will anonymously answer your questions

and tell you where to go for more help
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Daily Listings sponsored by: UMU'SMl
4 1 HI M I \X'( H> SJ/ M K . AMI II 11 '.

I

B HSCN Bulletin

Board

3 CBS/3 Hartford

4 CBS/4 Boston

B ABC/5 Boston

B PBS/57 Springfield

T HSCN Movie

Channel
a UPN/20 Hartford

B Weather Channel

lO NBC/30 New
Britain

H Fox/61 Hartford

m PBS/24 Hartford

13 WOCH&HSCNM UMATV
X7 HSCN Programming
IB TV-19O ABC/40 Springfield

MM NBC/22 Springfield

VEGETABLE SONORA O SCAMPI O TBONE STEAK O CHICKEN BBQ o PASTA ROJA

PORTEBELLO MUSHROOMS O CHICKEN QUESADILLA o MUSHROOM ONION CHEESEBURGER
BLACKENED CATFISH o SPANISH ORZO O STUFFED PORK CHOPS O NACHOS

BERKSHIRE BREWING COMPANYo MARGARITAS O BLACK FOREST CHEESECAKE

SCREAMING COWBOYS O ANDMUCH MORE...

a CNN
4 CNN/Headline

News
B BET

B BET on Jazz

T UCTV
B The Learning

Channel

B TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

li mil l»'i»ili*Alk'. AM IIP*.M

This week's

$1 drink-

Tom Collins

TUESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVTT
VVTIC

WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
VVTBS

A»E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC

"TnT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW _

6:00
Creatures

6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 [9:30 10:00 110:30 11:00 11:30
Business I

CBS News

News S
•resh Prince

Fresh Prince

8hwpaoma~

Creatures

News :

ABC News

Fresh Prince

NBC News

Martin
"

NBC News

Roaeanne s

NBC News

Business RpT

ABC News

Beverly HiUs, 90310 VroWetf

Family Matters | Family Matters

Quincy Never a Chikf

WorldVlewff

TldiT

Movie Magic

.4 30) 6oH(4 30)

&

Sup»-m nrkr-l

Dream On

Next Step (R)

Sportscentef

Newshour With Jim Lehrer *

Inside Edition Am Journal

CBS News

Inside Edition

EnL Tonight

Chronicle 'it

Star Trek: Neil Oner
Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy «

Ent Tonight

Home Imp.

Wheel-Fortune
|
Jeopardy 1

ft

Newshour With Jim Lehrer D

Jeopardy! IT.

Real TV »

Hard Copy It

Seinfeld u

Seinfeld I
Seinfeld X
Home Videos

Ent Tonight

I Abo You

Home Videos

Law a Order Jurisdiction" X
Moneyllne T

~

Daily Show (fli

Crossfire if

Comic Relief

Wings "The Last Generation

C -Campu s

Nova (In Stereo) X
Promised Land The Secref X
Promised Land The Secret I
Home Imp [Soul Man R Home Imp ||pin City "a

Frontline "Nuclear Reaction ' X Before I Die: Medical Care

APRIL 22, 1997

see ,

On»ffi«Lr^)e>"(t991,CornecV-L>OTa)Jcfin(^fruY"

^Iddprhg rVrffi Ifw Oevrr (1997, Drama) Shannen Ponerty X

ee'i T^ftwv»^IWafl"(l987)ArtwM5cl^anane^ge

Med Abo You

Moeshe |R)

X

Something So

Social Studies

Mad Abo. You Something So FrasierX [Caroline

Frasier I Caroline

Burning Zone (R) (In Slereo) X

Tornado'" (1996, Drama) Bruce Campbell (In Stereo) I
Mad Abo. You |Something So

Nova 'Siamese Twms" (R) X
Home Imp Soul Man «

Moesha (Rj X [Social Studies | Burning Zone iR) (In Stereo) X

Frasier X TCaroline

Frontline "Nuclear Reaction" X
Home Imp. [Spin CHy X

« "Prop Dttd Frtd" ( 1 99 1 . Comedy) Phoebe Cafes R* Mayi

Biography

Prime News

Qanatirj

i X IBur

Khan

Lounge Lil.

urden-Proof

Drew Carey

Wild Discovery: New Guinea

NYPO Blue "I Love Lucy" I

(In Slereo) X
ILAPD

Dateline (In Stereo) X

Detellne (In Slereo) X ~
Belore I Die: Medical Care

NYPD Blue I Love Lucy Iucy

I TV]Real TV ft

lvanhoe(Part3of3)X

Major League Baseball Atlanta

Larry King Live X
1 Night Stand [Tim Allen

New Detectives "Mind Hunler'

World Today X
Viva Variety |Dreem On

Debt

(5 30) Mutle Videos (In Slereo)

Clarissa Espl

Twilight Zone

Furniture

Tiny To

Derkside

Renovation

In the Heat of the Nigh: ft

Renegade "The L>)*houss
:

Intimate Portrait

| Stanley Cup Playoffs Conference Quarterfinal Game 4 - Teams lo Be Announced. I
Adventures-2Wh Century

Singled Out

DougX
Idiot Savants

RugrttsI

Matters of Fantasy (In StereoJ

Hometlme(R) [Hometime (R)

In Ihe Heat of the Nlghl X
Highlander: The Series X"

(5 30) *.«'/ "The Hunt lor Bed Ocfob»r"( 1990) Sean Conner/

e"i "looltrVnos Ulking" (1989) John TravoHii. "PG-13'X

(5:50) »** "**am)flhapsorjy""(i995)"PG-l3"I [JudrjeaJjonT

Unsolved Mysteries (In Slereo)

Unplugged (In Slereo)

Secret-of Ale» |HappyDays~
, 'PP1

Seaquesl DSV (In Stereo) I
Medical Defect jDanger Zone"

Murder, She Wrote

IBasebell

"Whtn Innocenct Is Lost" (1997, Drama) Jill Clayburrjh X
Connect

I love Lucy X
Movie Awards

Bewitched

forever Knight "Near Death" X
Castle Ghosts of England (R)

991, Drama) D B Sweeney

Boning (Liv

Buzzkill

Ntwhtrt I
World Tour (R)

VR.5 "Pilot" (In Slereo)

Odd Couple I

Body Atlas (R) |Body Atlas (R) IMedicsl Dated |Pa'noer Zone"
»«« "Heaven <5 a Pltygrowo" (M\, Drama) b.B. Sirwney~

Imaging America X
News '

News ft

Late Show X
Late Show *
Nighllme "

Jenny Jones (In Stereo) X
News

H Patrol

Coach ii

Tonight Show
Real TV a'

Tw^WShow
Deep Space »

Tonight Show
Charlie Hose (In Slereo)

News i!

Mad Abo. You M'A'S'HX

HightHneX

Iraves al San Francisco Giants

Law 1 Order It

Sports lllus

Daily Show
Moneyline X
Comic Relief

Wild Discovery: New Guinea

Sportscsnter X
Homicide: Life on the Street «

Singled Out

Taxi I

Loveline

MT. Moore

Masters of Fsntssy (in Slereo)

** "The Great mi» Hypt ""(1996, Comedy)"
1

??

'Nick ol rime" (1995) Johnny Depp "R" X
"

"rVeelrenrJ af Bemie s II" ( 1 993) 'PG' X

lSiHt StsHnngs "Cadillac JacV

Comedy Half \*^ "Money Tmm"(1995. Suspense) Wesi»y Snipes 1*X
nt "RumpflsMtskin" (1995) Kim Johnston Ulnch

»« "DriCiyla 0»JdantfLovir)flff"(1995) "PG-13"

Erotic

Red Shoe

"broken Arrow"

Love Street

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Bruno By C. Baldwin
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Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilberff By Scott Adams
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m 5TU0Y SHOU5 THAT

THE COttPANIF-S CJITH

FAMLY FMENCX.T"
POLICIES HAVE HIGHEFV

PROFITS

.

i

QOE5TION: DO FAKILV
POLICIES CAUSE HIGH
PROFITS OR DO HIGH
PROFITS SWPLY
CAMOUFLAGE THE TRUE
COSTS OF THE POLICIES?

LOE'LL TAKE A FIVE-]

MINUTE BREAK
SO THL MARRILO
PEOPLE CAN SLAP

YOU FOR ASKING
^THAT.

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winiclc
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Speedy By Todd Hartzler
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Hon Sequitor By Wiley Leedee By Mike Rybicki
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University 1 By Frank Cho
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mini Today's D.C. Menu Mill Call 545-2626 lor nse>re> information.

Franklin Worcester

LUNCH DINNER
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TAURUS
April 21 Mit 21
A haK imfh rou toM r«rntr> could

her >t tt> haunt yeu Hmkt a Hnn breeM

of n. and youV fed betier Voull ales

tarn ihr rraprri of tmrnrnw rou dtdn'r

knem vaa wiii hsTH Sprnd t?iira ranr

wHh an otdrr prraon they rouM be? m
ni-Pd af aeir attrntson

OEmm
May 22 June 21

A rroaacrjeda looana. and vow'rr of two

mlno» aa le what to do S**-p bartt ail

oVrwn and tnr to conildvr afl of trie?

raanatlreteona bHotv •prafctng your nund

Tartful aeVmrr la better than Httk

Ma aor pfCMiivlnp* th* piere1 1

wMhtnd don't ba drawn into an
•npimrni

CANCBR
June 22-July 22
In a ptnrh' Uar ynur In

rofnr up with a rtrathr aolutton you

wouldn I haw iiru^pnrd poaaaalr B«idajri

t arvfulW briVwe alk»wln»i yourarlf lo

Inituajr m aomrthin* ir it i not rralty

fraaditr hold off on any nwtjor purrhaara

tintll later

LEO
July 23 Ati^utt 2a
You're prearnled with an tnterevtlnai,

option earty In the week Solicit advVe
from a profraaiona) before makrrai your

TTtu weekend spend Mme wtlh

l and family to rerharar vour

batteries and lean, aome inieresitnjt

new* Cnkry some artrve jame*. arlthouf

being overlv romprtltrve

VTROO
Auefutt 24-Scptember 22
An old frtrnd raHs with an exemrtg ptere

of mformaikm If poaaibte art on H

You're movtrii into a lime of Inrreaaed

poaaibilittr* and $po4 lurk ao anike

while the iron la hot' Assist your sweetie

tn a boring teak, and you II be rscnty
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near future RetTaewtber all good powth
is slow growth Your male *. rxperlenrr

gives rim s nrw perapertlve on an old

nltlMdOI.

CAPRICORN
December 22-J«nuary 20
Tike rare of rpsporrslbtllttes early in

he week so you ran enjoy a carefree

weekend A plan thai sevens luaats]

rouM he fraught with pttfafts so be

sure to art a serond opinion Sornrone

in rmtr rirrlr has a great deal of

experience, so rely on his or her

enpenise

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18

A social event Is on the hortrori and

you re sn a position to add to Ihe fun. so

let your imagmation run wild' A dull

routine muld be numbing your vibrant

persons litv ao don't br afraid to shake

things up » little' A faraway friend routd

he feeling blue Why not rail them or

write a feBwl

PISCES
February lfr-March 20

You're full of energ> thts week so throw

your weight into the harness and youII

be amared it whal rouTI arcompllsh

Others may not share rour enihusiaam.

however, so he sure lo work on group

projects early in the week Later vmi

may fmd yourself alone on the )ob'

For Entertainment Purpomem Only

Quote of the Day

Nobody has a quote

of the day? •) *

-Overheard

Night Graphics

ACROSS
1. Treasures
5. Venue

10. Creator of Blondie

end Deawrood

14. Catchall (abbr)

15. Violin bow need

1S. Bum's

"Famous for 15

minutes" predictor

19. Smger Logan
20. Norma of a film

21. Concerning

22. Rouse
24. Not repealed

25. Young hernng

20. Renter

29. WHh fixed purpose

33. Qiraaofs

34. Partner of akin

" Can I Turn

Tor
Cher's as

37. Cumutus eg
38. PT boats WC

Tnck-or treat mo
40. Shingles

41. TartufAan

42. Uses a strop

44. Part of USPS
48. Like summertime ti

Flutterer

47. Osprey's "nest"

50. Time periods

51. Caustic substance

54 Fi

55 Malay or Javaoeae
58.

59. -Wrtae

61

62

(OeLnto)

W» The Living

author

Act

Von Strohetm fern

83. Bugs

DOWN
1. One of tour on

the floor

2. Lab heater

3. Formed
4. Furtive

8. Cavort

6. Peter of nsttw)

7. WirTibsadofi champ
of 1975

8. AFL's partner

9. Blown up
10. Make
11. Wrestler Hogen
12. Preeque . Maine

13. Mahayana sect

18. Napa exports

23. Accessories for Doty

Barbara

Condemns
Lived

apao
32. Smg without words

84, Ambition

37. Venmg "rah" and
•On»-

38. It s skmg at the dmer
40. Pound operators

(abbr)

AH Thar Jazz man

30.

81.

41.

43.

44. Gave zero I

48. Not tight

47. "Second Rose"

48. Basebaner Tommie
48. Nary aorta

50 • On The
Warpath"

81. FaJstaff. tor one
82. Tug sharply

83. Means lustifters

88. Munch's homeland

(abbr)

87. _ Lan«a

ea 24. King Herald Vs

25. Round in aome
game shows

28. Timber wotves

27. OnTttnctrve time

Answers to

Yesterday's

Puzzle

LGO10 ( leold«|4vanet com

)

by Roger and Salem SaUoom oivm

Sometimes I wake up

and I don 't feel too great...

but I get up anyway....

get dressed, and do all my
stuff to get ready.

Then I walk outside

and the sun hits me, and

the fresh air smells so

good... I feel great.

I feel grateful to be

alive another day. We 're all

hanging by the thinnest

thread.

Ofcourse, I could use

a companion.... maybe a

dog a dog who can pray.
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UM Lax makes statement; defeat Irish 6-5
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

UMASS

Notre Dame

Pot the Massachusetts men's
lacrosse team, three factors came
into play in this weekend's game
against Notre Dame. First. pcwUM
son implications;

i-nd . it was the
seniors' last game at

Richard F. Garber
Field and finally, it

was everybody's last game on
Garber's natural grass surface.

With the season entering
make-it-or-break-it time as far as

the NCAA Tournament js concerned,

the No 1 1 Minutemen (7-4) made a

statement to the tourney selection

committee Sunday with a 6-5 victory

oyer the No. 9 Fighting Irish (7- 2).

We're sitting there at No. 1 1 and
W«'va got really no one behind us. I

mean we do, but we don't have a

real strong team like Army last year,

someone really on the gun." senior

Brendan Glass said. "Since Notre
Dame's No. 9 it's a nice little push
and finally we showed the committee
we can win the close one."

Minuteman coach Greg Canella

agreed that the win will help UMass'
tourney hopes.

"I think it helps us tremendously.

obviously Notre Dame will be in the

Ni \A Tournament." he said. "So
when the committee looks at it. it'-- I

win against a tournament team."

The Fighting Irish did not look
like a tournament team in the first

half of Sunday's contest. After a

scoreless 14 59. the Minutemen put

the game's first tally on the board
when Mike McKeefrey shot a

buzzer-beater past Irish goalie Alex

Cade.

The shot came after Todd
wski brought the ball into the

Notre Dame zone. After an Irish

player picked up the ball, three

players knocked it loose. Ken
Susal picked up the ball and passed

McKeefrey, who was on Cade's

lelt side McKeefrey wasted no time

in letting the ball go. just beating the

dock for a 1-0 advantage at the end
of the first quarter.

"I knew there was no time.

because when Todd was coming
down the wing I was like Todd go to

the cage.' and I was telling him how
much time there was." McKeefrey
aid "I didn't think it was going to

some back to me. there wasn't that

much time left. Sussi picked up the

ball on the wing and threw it. so I

|ust threw the ball toward the goal."

McKeefrey did not stop there.

After Glass pocketed a shot at 1 1 :05

of the second with a low strike on
Cade McKeefrey pounced again.

The game's only
two scorars,
McKeefrey and Glass

combined to push the

UMass edge to 3-0.

Glass cut in on Cade's left to the

baseline extended, while McKeetrey
moved in front of the goal. With
Cade concentrating on Glass.
UMass' leading point man dished the

ball to his fellow attackman. and

McKeefrey dumped the ball into the

NDnet.
"He stepped up He finally gave

the old man some assists." Glass

joked.

lim Kennedy put in an unassisted

goal to make it 4-0 before
McKeefrey netted his final shot of

the game.

It was the Glass (0 McKeefrey
Combination that again beat Cade, as

Glass took the ball behind the net

and passed it over the net to

McKeefrey. who was waiting at the

crease's edge. In the blink of an eye.

the Minutemen had a 5 advantage

heading into halftime.

"Three goals in the first half. He

had a great shot right at the end of

the first period. All year we've been
lacking a guy inside on the crease

that finished opportunities. He's a

guy who works hard." Canaille said.

After the break, whatever Notre
Dame coach Kevin Corrigan said in

the locker room kicked in and the

Irish went gunning for the UMass
net.

lay Negus scored to open the sec

ond half for UMass, but that was all

the firepower the Minutemen could
muster

Burke Hayes broke through for the

Irish with 4:28 remaining in the

Turn to LAX, page 9

Garber goes artificial turf;

field a UMass tradition

IfHMv ADAM1 COUiGUh

Brendan Glass (No 45) and the No 1 1 ranked Minutemen staved off a late rally, and upset No. 9 Notre Dame
6-5 on Saturday.

There is a special place on the

University of Massachusetts cam-
pus, a place that symbolizes the

utmost in tradition, school spirit

and sportsmanship.

It is a beat up patch of grass,

bordered to the west by cold metal

bleachers and a cramped maroon
press box. across from which is a

sleep hill from where you get the

best view of UMass lacrosse

games and oh-so-scenic Boyden
Gym. It is Richard F. Garber
Field

It is a shrine.

Don't show up to wave
pom-poms or eat cotton candy.

Buy yourself a hamburger or "hot-

dogger," let the opposing team's

tans have the

bleachers, and
find yourself a

nice piece of grass

up on the hill.

"When you
come out and see the hill crowded
it's a nice feeling," senior Casey
Costello said. "The bleachers are

real close to the benches and the

field, you hear everything and you
really feel like you're playing for

the people."

The afternoon sun from over

the horizon-altering Holyoke
Mountain Range counters the cool

early spring New England bree/es.

but you may want to bring a

sweatshirt in case overtime trails

into early evening, when the sun

hides behind dinosaur esq uc (in

stature and age) Boyden. Bring

your love for lacrosse, and your
respect for the deep maroon and
white tradition — the Minuteman
lacrosse program thrives on it. the

field symbolizes it. and the players

and coaches, live by it.

Richard F. Garber Field is not

named after a philanthropic alum
nus looking for a tax write-off. it

is named after the man who built

one of the nation's most respected

men's lacrosse programs. Garber
took the reigns of the program in

1956. in its second year. He
recruited athletes from the physi-

cal education classes he taught,

going 0-7-1 in his first year.

"Garber's Gorillas" would go on
to earn a reputation for their tena-

JEREMY

ADAMS

cious play. The program enjoyed

31 winning seasons through
Garber's 36 year tenure, including

a 11-0 perfect season in 1969.

Seven starters on that undefeated

squad had never played lacrosse

before Dick Garber's influence,

and he did not have scholarship

athletes until 1980.

"He built such a strong founda-

tion to the program." Dick Garber

ward and current UMass lacrosse

coach Greg Cannella said. "I can't

say enough about him as a person

and what he did not only for me
but for thousands of alums."

Garber is the NCAA Division

I's all-time winningest coach, with

exactly 300 victories and only 141

losses. Dick Garber is

UMass lacrosse, and
Cannella is gravely

determined to pre-

serve the dignity upon
which Garber built

the Massachusetts progTam.

"Protecting the integrity of this

program and what Coach stood

for is something that concerns
me," Cannella said. "I have and
will continue to do my best to

uphold that."

Garber Field was dedicated in

1992 after the legendary coach's

1990 retirement. It will be con-

verted to artificial turf by next fall

to accommodate the field hockey

and lacrosse teams. It stands now
as a memorial to a great man. who
always regarded achievements off

the field before those on the field.

Cannella does not speak of his

mentor without reverence. He has

pushed for Garber's induction to

the UMass Athletic Hall of Fame,
and in just his third year at the

helm of the Minutemen. he contin-

ues the teachings of the man he
simply calls, "Coach."

"Every year the first time we
step on this field we step back and
I have | the players) look at the

press box and his name." Cannella

said "I just tell them that he's

looking over the field from up on
that press box so always play your

hardest on the field to respect

him, and always play with class

Turn to GARKR page 9

UNH
By Jof'Hiu Konsoncn
Colegran Staff

The color of money in the

Massachusetts women's lacrosse team's

15-8 win oyer New Hampshire last

Saturday was Wildcat Blue, but it was
m the way that the Minutewomen used

it that showed

Paced by 10 different scorerv UMass
(3-6) outshot UNH (3-5) by a 33-13

margin, and made change of goalie

Shelby Hodgkins. known as "Money"
by her teammates. for a well deserved

victory at rainy Totman Field It was a

day of record highs amidst low temper

atures on Saturday morning for the

Minutewomen. with two of ther

ers setting career scoring ni

Only sophomore Laura Korutz'
career-high five goals could have possi-

bly outshined senior Stephanie Walsh's

1 00th career tally . especially on such I

ckmdy day. Sandwiched around sopho-

BJ0M Melissa Anderson's 20th bnids)
present, a goal at the 2420 mark of the

first half. UMass could not have asked

for more in their 1 5-8 win.

For coach Francesca McOcllan. the

victor] was not only evident on the

score sheet, but on the field

"It was more of a team effort today."

Ian said "What I think was the

best thing was that some of our players

turned their performances around
today Not just in the goals, and we did

some some very nice things out there.

we took care of business and Laura

I
Korutz) was one of those things

"But the beauty of it was our bench,

and they came in and did a nisi |. .h

We had our ups and downs, but we
played like H mut-h of a team today

"

UNH got on (he board quickly, with

freshman midfielder Stephanie KasVl
goal just } 5 into the game lor the early

I lead. But UMass took the lead at

the 245 mark on a goal by junior mid-

fielder lennifer Herker (5 goals, 4

assists), capitalizing on the increasingly

murky play for her fifth goal of the sea-

son.

The Wildcats tied the game up. but

Walsh (I4g. 2a. I6pts) put the

Minutewomen on top for good at the

15:27 mark freshman goalie Megan
Haggerty held UNH to one more goal

in the half, with senior Iikj Bryan,

freshman Rebecca Minaker and
Anderson giving UMass the 6-3 lead at

the half

Walsh became the fifth player in

history to score 100 goals, but

Walsh wa^ more happy with the win
than career mark--

"I didn't really think about |thc s».or

ing mark] at all today, really." Walsh
said. "I haven't been shxiting well late

ly. and I've kind of been down on that.

But. its definitely relieving, and it feels

good, but I'm more impressed with the

overall game right now."

Minaker ( 1 3 points) scored her tenth

goal of the season at the 34:35 mark.

but alter a period of sloppy play, the

Wildcats were able to chop the lead

down to 7 5 Enter Korutz (I5g. 10a.

2Spts i. who quickly became the money
playeT on the field, scoring five ol the

next eight, and assisting on another
goal

In a perkd of 1 18. the sophomore
from Media. Pa. one- handedh stopped

I NH'i comeback attempt by scoring

three straight to put UMass up I I -5

The Wildcats attempted another run.

and a goal by freshman Stephanie
Pavlick and two more by Korutz
slammed the dot* on a I 5-8 win.

By Jackie Leroox

Collegian Staff

The city of "brotherly love" was
not very loving for the
Massachusetts Softball team this

weekend The Minutewomen were
riding high atop two winning
streaks, and held first place in the

Atlantic 10 standings They had
been on a 14 game unbeaten

that included I 3 wins and one tie

game, plus a 24 game regular sea-

son Atlantic 10 winning streak. But

it all came to an end this weekend

when they traveled to Philadelphia,

PA. for doubleheaders with the

Owls of Temple and the St. loseph's

Haw>
UMass won their first game

against Temple on Saturday. 4-0.

but lost the second 2-1. With a

shutout in the first game, sopho-
more pitcher Danielle Henderson
extended her consecutive shutout

inning streak to 38. tying her career

high She had 3 strikeouts. 3 hits.

and 2 walks.

The Minutewomen opened the

scoring in the first game with two

runs on the top of the third. Junior

Tracy Osier got the first score, moy
ing to third on a bunt single by
senior Stephanie Mareina. and then

stealing home. Two batters later

Mareina scored, off an RBI single

from junior Kim Gutridge

UMass scored twice more in the

tourth inning, when sophomore
Mandy Galas stole home plate, and
sophomore Octavia Brown scored
on an Osier ground out to short.

There the score would remain, as

Temple was unable to get a run in
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UMass sweeps Fordham; opens Beanpot today
By Luke Meredith
Collegian Staff

If the Massachusetts baseball
team can keep it up. the Beanpot
trophy |ii*t might reside in

Amherst tor another 12 months
The Minutemen extended their

winning streak to 10 games this

weekend, sweeping Fordham

(22-14. 5-7 A- 10) in a three
game series in the Bronx UMsH
beat the Rams 10-4 in the opener
on Sunday. 6-5 in game two and
17-8 in the final game yesterday.

The sweep gives Massachusetts
(20 b. 9-3 A- 10) a four game
lead over Fordham for first place

in the Atlantic 10s East Division

The hot streak gives the
Minutemen momentum heading

Minutewomen win N.E's;

oust Wesleyan, Harvard

By Lisa M OKveri

CoBagion Staff

The No 7 Massachusetts women's
water polo team captured their first

New England Championship title this

past weekend at Williams College. The
Minutewomen are now 21-3 overall,

and this tournament win puts them
'ep closer to a trip to Nationals.

UMass was slated to play Boston

University on Friday evening, but the

snow made it impossible for the

Terriers to make it The game had to

be forfeited, and ended in UM
favor with a score of 5-0.

On Saturday, the Minutewomen had

two matches, with the first coming
against Wesleyan. The 12-0 game was
the fifth shutout in program history.

The defense was on the mark for this

game, not allowing Wesleyan any
shots

Offense wise, the Minutewomen
played strong the whole way through,

scoring five goals in the first quarter,

and then four, one and two in the

remaining quarters. Leading scorer

Katie Grogan tallied two goals, as did

Cathy Leeburg and Andrea Vazquez.

"One of the things we tried to do
thr weekend was to work on the fun-

damentals," UMass head coach Bob
Newcomb said. "This weekend was
relatively easy competition

"

Following that match, the

Minutewomen took on MIT. crushing

them for the second weekend in a row.

winning 23- 3. fill Carroll. Mnuie
Hupp, lacqui Tichenor and Marin

Turn to WATM POLO page 9
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The UMass baseball team gears up for one of the more special weeks
of the season, the Beanpot tournament, which kicks off at Fenway park

this afternoon.

into this week's Beanpot tourna-

ment, to held at Fenway Park
today and Thursday. UMass will

face Northeastern at 200 p.m
today, following the Harvard BC
game, which kicks off at 11:00
a.m. If the Minutemen win. they'll

face the Harvard-BC winner at

2:00 p.m. Thursday for the

Beanpot championship. UMass
won the inaugural tournament last

year, beating the Huskies 1-0 in

the final behind a complete game
shutout from junior Scott
Barnsby.

Both games will be carried on
WHMP 1400 AM. with Mark Van
Dermeer and Mike Reiss calling

the action.

Massachusetts 17, Fordham 8
The Minutemen used an eight

run fourth inning to crush the
Rams 17 8 in the Patriots Day
finale. Sophomore catcher Brian

Samela went 2-for-3 on the day.

including a three-run bomb in the

fourth. Sophomore third baseman
Adam Correa also homered in the

fourth for UMass, who broke
open a tight 4-3 game with the

big inning.

Brad Gorrie stole two bases in

the win. giving him the all- time

record for steals at Massachusetts.

Gorrie now has 85. passing the

old mark of 83 set by Ryan lette.

Funior righthander Jeff Puleri

improved to 3-1 on the year, scat-

tering six hits in six innings of

work. Puleri allowed four earned

runs and struck out three.

Massachusetts 6. Fordham 5

Sophomore Aaron Braunstem
provided the heroics for the
Minutemen in game two. crushing
a two-run homer to lead UMass
to a come -from -behind win over
the Rams.
The Minutemen were down 5-3

after five innings, but first base-

man David Giglio hit the second
of two home runs, a 445 foot
blast that pegged the scoreboard
at lack Coffey field, in the top of

the sixth, cutting the lead to 5-4.

Ppte Gautreau hit a double to lead

off the seventh, and Braunstein
hit the game-winner two batters

later.

Bill Cooke started for
Massachusetts, but left for even-
tual winner Ryan Cameron in the

fifth Cameron pitched 2 2/3
innings of scoreless ball for his

third win of the year.

Massachusetts 10, Fordham 4
UMass opened the series by

jumping out to an early lead and
cruising behind another strong
effort from Jason Bennett, who
earned A- 10 Pitcher of the Week
for the second straight week.

Bennett (6-1) pitched a com-
plete game, his 10th in 22 career
wins, allowing four runs on seven
hits Gorrie set another record in

the second, scoring on a wild
pitch to give UMass a 5-2 lead.
With the run. Gorrie now has 158
runs scored in his career, a new
UMass record. Gautreau led the
offense with four hits, including
his sixth home run of the year.



Plymouth Neon Expresso $12,270* (Nicely equipped.) And that's a great

price for a car chock-full of features like roomy cab-forward design, a rear deck spoiler,

fog lights, dual air bags' and even a power bulge that tells you something's percolating

under the hood—ISO peak horses, to be exact! Visit your Plymouth dealer today or call
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SHovw student-
athlete* the money?

vXTiat iv this i rap about college ath

Ictes gruing paid CPlav Nice lan/feb

IffTH I believe Mi Sports Agent Drew

KuKiihiui said that \X hat the hell don

ht- think a full scholatsliip is' lK>n t you

think we "regular" students would lose

tn have a tree ride 10 school (and not

hive to hive the glides or ihe SA I

uwo requited ot nonathlctcs)? Mavbc

Roscnhaus should consider thai instead

mI working i minimum wage fast tt*HJ

job (ot rwo) 10 put themselves through

Khool. student athletes arc "working"

for the universits

Bmmmit Fortius, trniar, Virgin* lech

I agree with (>rcw Kosenhaus that

college athletes should be pud for

their contribution 10 the big business

of college spoils I teel salaries should

be negotiated on the basis principle ot

"what the market will bear." like it

does in the pros. However. I would

plan- these funds in

trusts tor the ath-

lete, pas tuition,

hooks, iiioiti and

board trom ihe

funds, pas a small

allowance (oi iiui

dentals and pay anv

balance m the aih

lele ssliell. and only

when, they gtadu

ate I his would

c e 1 1 a i n I s improve

gtaduation rates

among athlctCf. as

well as lellese the

schools ol the cost

ot pros iding ,n li

letes lice tides II

the individual

decides 10 leave

early or does not

graduate. ihe

miiiici goes to the

university scholai

IK til ltd I lie

toughest pan ot

this plan would be

convincing the ath-

letic departments

to give up then

golden BWM
NuhaUi B. Clark, trad undent.

OU Dominion U., Va.

I. M. not a crook
lice, thanks lot dressing "I.M.

Crook" CHav Sut." laiwlcb I

the shin used by mv country s national

teams including the shield' I hat shield

is a national symbol, and it represents

nu country It represents the units ot

mv country, an sdea tor which mans ot

nu tticitds have fought Having ~( n».k

wear u is like having him hold your Hag

I'm sure n was not an intentional

offense, but please be more careful with

this kind ol thing

Marilmx Oehma air OUa, read indent.

V. ofMiami

Buck U.
vX'c are deeply disappointed that you

dry ided to publish a cdebritory piece on

rodeo ("Back in ihe Saddle." Jan /Feb

1997) In no way iv rodeo a "sport." It's

the hrutilintion of peaceful, domestic

III i si us. i ion ai Nk s. Stakmi m. MrvMsMiti Si * 1 1 I

>V
«*^ *f--y

^H
FRIEND WT IET FRJENP5

Hjfr PR.WK AMP DREAM,
4st*nj «"

animals for nothing bin out Heeling

entertainment value Animals in todeos

ate choked, toped, spurred, shocked,

forced to the ground via a grotesque

twisting ol their necks, upended by their

necks via uui ropes altet teaching speeds

of neatly Mi miles per hour and have

snaps cinched lightly atomic! then sense

tive inguinal regions to totce huckine.

From I ')''! to I '>'Mi nine animals were

killed ai Cahlnrnia todeos Ihe entire

event is highly abusive, exploitative and

desemng ol outtight condemnation

Simon ( limit, h. prriident. Animal

t mancipation; Andrew ( nk, trod

Undent, V. of'(California, Santa

Barbara, and president ofUCSB
chapter ofAt

Bookworm
1 wis looking ai vour magaiine

because n wis slutted inside our

pathetic campus publication, and I was

aggravated thai you had music and

movie tcview sections hut no book

ics.ew section Although leading is

now mote than ever considered a lust

art. your audience obviously knows

how lo lead Give soul tauhlul readers

some ctedii and otter them some addi

nonal suggestions lo adsance their

minds and mavbc even promote some

inner growth

Tree Solomon, junior,

Muhlenberg I allege. Pa.

< Art * out the Hook I'age en our U"r» i;rr

at http llwww umagattmcom/

u/rocki — rat!

Prank's on
U. of Wisconsin

Many thanks and our humblest

apologies to ihe ptanksters and prank

appreciates who wrote in lo inform us

that the lady in the lake prank ("Pranks

a IjtH," Jan /Feb 1997) took place at the

U. of Wisconsin. Madison, not lames

Madison U.. Va. From rhe piles of let-

ters we received, it's obvious thai the Pail

and Shovel piankstert ire not lust leg-

ends — they're heroes One letter even

informed us thai one ot ihe creative

geniuses behind the original lady was

|im Mallon. one of the creators of My%-

trry \ irncr Theater iOOO

And the I.adv in the Lake prink

wis |ust one ol many legendarv stunts

the Party pulled A resident ol Midi

son writes: "During the Pail and

Shovel Party, we were ilso itrated to

iwikening to 1.000 plastic pink

flamingos on Bascom Hill (in the

middle ot campus) and to the first

Boom Bm Parade The Pail and

Shovel Pirty allegedly started every

meeting by throwing money all over

the room, thereby getting grail and

loriuptton out ot the way so they

could get down to the buviness ot sin

dent government."

In February 199k the lady in the

I ake teappeared it Madison s \X inter

( armval thanks to Hoolets. an outdoot

lecrcalion club list students involved

in the prink were given civic iccogni

tion awatds tin their revival of lady

I iberty. — ed

lllwirjior < .imrrnn Ituno ("(Juukin,

fan/heh 1 997) U a undent at the

I
'

<i/ Southern < alifornia

U. Rolls
Ever been a volunteer?

Jenny McCarthy or Carmen Electra?
0OO/6U VIEWS
(eaa-4397)

Ever been fired?
Yam: 00%
Mo: 3S%

No. but I'll probably get fired (torn

this |ob because I'm always on the

phone checking ins horoscopes and

calling 800 number Jrindm Smith,

aemor, eastern Michigan U. • I got

bred from Mi I >onald > when I wav in

high school I dropped this huge bag

of green shamrock shake mis all ovei

the floor I he manager told me to

clean n up. and I |usi laughed and

walked i >u i Scott Herman, eentot, U.

Of Connecticut * I was tired ttom my
|ob it Blockbuster my sophomore
seat in high school A robber put a

gun to my head and told me to give

him all of the money in my register I

did and was subsequently fired

because they said, "It is not corporate

policy to give money to robbers

Are you a
smoker?

Vans: 73%
Mo: 27%

Tech • I got hied for going to a lock

iiuuett the night before and calling

in vuk the nest ,\jt\

isjseapnj, U. at I

MM • Hell yes. I've been fired Ihe

(Hunt of higher education, presum-

ably, is to get vourselt ready for a

new. higher paying sob. Of course, we

all know that's hone shit and that's

not going to happen with any liberal

ana degree. ASMajaMMt, MMW, U. Of

li pisses me oft that nonsmokcrs
think thev can tike over the public

buildings, movie thcaietv and an-

plines We've given them eve-rv thing

they want, and they still gnpc when

we light up outside MtCtnjUt fitvM*,

|un*x Troy SsM* U., Ala. • Smoking

takes away my stress when I ni at

school Carotin* Rubenstern, trash-

man, Mfsej Tannessae State U. • I

smoke thereloie I bats' Brian David

BsknW, grad stodmit, Honds State U.

• I've tried to * limes, hut

vou h*Kk up i lung it win Iff) M
inhale the firvt time I tut I where I

gei contused — v«hv wnukl people

who ruik up 2 lung do it j£jm' GrWf

ftodtVi, mmof, Anions Stote U. • It

you went to mv %*,h«*>l *\nd hid the

dj.sei I have, believe me. you'd

moke, tiki 4nVMyvnouf, funiof, BM0-

ttm Stolst U. • I think the ban on

>m<>kinff, in rntuaran(\ vrwHiUi he lift-

ed because unoktfa> vpend more time

in a restaurant because thev like to

have after-dinner ugarette BfiMR

C**mr, 9**tor, U. HHtttBrnf* • I

think imoking it> lotalh diigu.tmg

and heinous. Smoking should not be

permitted in reudente halls.

•41

Isn't it ironic?

whit a rockfar couM

m

The ksw fiat I am wrttng Mm atMonal tor U't annual rnusac tsaue hw not i

my co-«wr1ian. Of at tie editors on our capable and rrawc -savvy staff of htoakn, Tm
Smmm to MsSmS you, ta sSSSM rs>»>dw. to t* bmm of al ktaos niuwcal

So tot me profaco tttas MtoducSan aafl Sm toSassytog akclianar Aratha

Franktoi rocks my world, not Poaai Jam. My katoa of a rlantog concart la partong. It

baaas omm. And whan I'm tooling giddy, thart's noSMaj Mha a MHa Smatra to kaaat

Which to why I'm a bit oafltod at Bw coneopt of God rock ("SaSorn To I

around a church and ptoying air gadtar on

do at a putoM. But Mm asatoowt odtoar* aaawrt nw SMt

mute is not onfy togit— It isn't half bad.

tjid itawj whoto itoibmiai aajjaw. tola, ("rktbunii

CssPfllFow v*SSif ^^* PI VvOaWM^S PlMaW. I W^Bmaow sTlsrM#aM^ ViaM/ss^^S^aasBf SJT y t

ol Batmrtr Ms* Cap and SMt *Ant r bmnj I cowMal gat out of my

. But I guass I'm past Majdrhd SMt whatovor Sm "noat big thing to. It

i an and to ad mat crap about grungs mussc, ftonnal and Saattto.

Tha ona groat thing about bring musicaffy chasMjsgad today Is ttsat no

how obscure or non-existent my taste In music is, there's bound to be a

solo ad to satisfy my craving for sound. Ftxtonately for me. many of today's

are rooted ("Digging The Roots." page 1 1) in the past, and I can usually find a

tanaWar tuna, or In soma cases a familiar name ("Like Father. Like Son," page 11)

on the radio when I'm scanning around tor a good sing-along song.

Oh sura, I've bean scoffed at tor my tdmHtoely narrow musical totoiaaU. but

I'm not ready Interested in what tha music snobs have to say about it They can

keep their didgeridoos screaming guitar nrts and melodic

i gat H. but even I can R-E-S-P-E-C T the beauty ot a
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C/. VIEWS
3 U. Mail, poll questions and the funniest damn editorial cartoon you've ever seen.

QUICKIES
8 Pithy campus anecdotes for those with attention deficit disorder.

U. MEWS
8 find out what the FUNC is going on with those U.S. News & World Report college rankings,

how one stats class is a big gamble for students and what the propeller heads have in store for a

faster, more efficient Internet.

U. LIFE
8 Trippin* / The Sound of Music

You may not be able to c.im I tune m a bucket, but collegiate I cappella groups can do, re, me

with the best of 'em. from cutting CDs to singing in competitions, a cappella groups know

the ssseet sound of success

8 Etc. / Art Smart
\\i\i: a Colu and a job? That s what some students are saying thanks to Coca-Cola's program

to help minority students break into a museum CMMT,

lO Electronic Avenue
GftMflf is ik.nl. and even hods s saving electronica. or techno music, is the Next Rig I hing.

find out what techno is all about, and what the talking heads in Washington (Seattle, that is)

and on campus arc sa\ mg about the bastatd child ol the music sum

11 For The Record
Deep thoughts and more Iron) today's up and coming bands. I he Roots. I he Wallflowers.

I'hc Mights Mights BonHOHH m4 fiona Apple.

S, IU<I

,*l

I t n fMM<KWni«<tlpnMla*<'
mxliifafrt MnfMiiiWi'r^

w 1 1 Indni* dH—laiy si—Lfn
4lli

COVER STORY
14 Reborn to be Wild

Is ( iiiiicmporarv I linstian musk the choice <>l I tciicvscd gineiatioti >
( liiistian musiv is

crossing over to mainstream radio, and record companies are tapping into a new market ol

born-agam listeners

81 The Celluloid College
Student filmmakers are learning the dirtv business ot shovs business carls in their c.u

And where there '| a vh ill, student filmmakers are finding a vvav to reah/e their dream ot vsnting

directing and producing their own film projects.

18 U. Magazine's 8th Annual Scholarship Competition
|ust think — you could vs.ilk awas sstth one ot twelse Si,000 scholarships

R + R
18 Rock

I lu latest fossil trom Dinosaur |r . plus l'ockct Band. Our Ticks and the (" tadio chart.

ftiw it i©ABC

20 Reel
Spring has sprung in the movie theater, plus Reel Deal and SotCA S.iver

22 Contests
< heck out the tin.il ssmnersot the month tor / s I'hoto ( ontest.

MM*
23 We Got the Beat ~ Again

Are you one of those Irc.iks ssho bins even NOs ( D compilation- Snll ssainrig tor another hn

song from Dex\ s Midnight Runner? Know all the words to Safety I >aiicc
•"'

It sou .inswcied

MB M Ml ot these questions, seek prolession.il help Or |iist seek solace in the words ol I

fellow Nils nostalgia addict.

GUEST EXPERT: Coolio
Rappct Coolio may live in a (iangsta's Paradise . but he

supcfsiar now lie plavs the patt ot .1 bookie in the upcoming

H,il»i,in iVid Robin and has a third album. ,\/y Soul, due out this

summer So the real burning e|uestion isn t whether < oolio

made the fantastic Voyage, but rather Who eloes his hair?

Answer: His sister. But Coolio Mjn he could teach anybody

how to do it.
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NO MORE BEERS
Clemson U., S.C.

It may not be the king of beer,

or even in the royal family, but

students were on edge after a nasty

rumor circulated about the sud-

den and untimely demise of a col-

lege staple I'absi Blue Ribbon

beer. "I don't know what to say,

man." said one student about this

revered drink of Middle America,

"li was cheap, ge>od beer. I didn't

want this to happen. I he turmoil

started when a local bar thai sold

dollar bullies of I'BR stopped

serving it. This prompted one stu-

dent newspaper columnist to urge

others M get it while II lasts, say

ing. "These arc trying tunes and

one day. even an American staple

sinh as I'absi Blue Ribbon might

tall victim to the horror e>l com
mercial extinction."

THE NAME GAME
U. of Minnesota, Dulutti

The term "statesman" has

alwavs been used to define a dism

tcrestcd leader working for the

public good, but for some people

at Minnesota, statesman" is a

elirtv weird A tew Dudley Do
Rights ate trying to torcc (he stu

dent newspaper, the I '.MP SmW-
man, te> change its name lei

represent a "progrc-ssise and more

inclusive vision of the future." for

now, the siatl members arc rcfus-

ing to become a slave to uptight

mmsm
lilt SIKAIHIVS HI RllhlRI SlRIM.IK. Mississippi SlAH U.

administrators They're taking it

like a man and won't smoke the

peace pipe until the tat lady sings.

How \ mm*km P.(

POTTY PARTY
Kansas State U.

A ribbon e utung ceremony was

held in honor ot a new women I

bathroom on campus The lavatory'

has been nicknamed the Judy

Roland I esiunonial Restroom in

honor of the woman credited with

us existence. Roland, in academic

adviser, was disturbed at the lack ol

women s restroom taciluic-s available

and made u her mission to get

invi >bed. "What we had to go

through to get a rcMroom is unreal,"

she says. "
1"his was a really hot issue

I've been ydlcd at and cussed at."

COOKIE CAPER
AND THE
HAMBURGLAR
Ohio State U./U of New Mexico

f oodnappers arc cropping up

on college cam-

puses taster than

you can civ.

"tiive me that

bologna sane)

vsieh I )hin

Siatc police are

looking tor a

man who accost

ed another man
and demanded

he surrender his

chocolate chip

eiH>kics I he vie

urn refused lo

ODE TO A GEODE
U. of Kansas

Some mav think he s stoned, but here at

i Ma^itzmt, we think geology prod

Roger kocsler rocks, and we're not gonna

take him tor granite His Rock of the Week"

display on catnput is ntt chic and comes

eompleie vsuh a rotating stand and rhyming

poems thai delight and inform Past mineral

honorees have included a bladder stone the

st/e ol i tennis ball, a stomach stone Irnm a

dinosaur, picics nl r he Berlin Wall and .1 rock

that resembles a penis Dine, when he duln I

have any selections for the week, Kocsler

grabbed a handful ol grasel and put u in the

displ.o i.ise with i poem titled "Ciravel Is

Our Friend.* If that dmtm't merit tenure,

what ii

HOT TO TROT
U. of Pittsburgh, Johnstown

A geology professor and a physics instructor teamed up to experi-

ment with thermal conductivity. Sound bottSg? Think again. I he

two invite-d students to witness them walk

across a 10 foot

bed of burn

ing coals

I hev claim

rherc s

absolutclv

no pain

involved in

the activity

and plan on

inviting stu-

dents to |oin

ihcm in the

future. We
just boat

rhci don I

get fired.

give up the cinikies and repelled

the attack by pummeling the

assailant with a wooden CMC
(Must have been some damn fine

cookies I In a similar ease ,u the l

of New Mexico, an unidentified

fast t«n«d thief attempted to swipe a

student's bag of McDonald s tries

PRESIDENTIAL
POSEUR
State U. of New York, Oswego

We all know politicians can I

be trusted, but Sl^NY students

were truly shocked to find out their

student bods presiefent wasn't

really a student ( hnsiopher Brodt

never re-enrolled lasi sear, but he

continued to accept his $.4,300

salary trom the student govern-

ment association Now the associa

lion is eonsidenng taking legal

j> in in against the impostor form

natch tot Brodt. the univcrsuv

can t charge him

with a violation

it i he school s

conduct code —
since he isn I a

student, the code

doesn't apply to

him. Gotta love

those universiis

loopholes, eh?

THE POLITE INTRUDER
Rice If, Texas

Two students awoke one morning lo find a strange man riHing

through their belongings A little freaked by the situation, one ol tin

sriidenis asked the burglar lo walk downsiaus wuh her to report the-

me idcnl to

authorities lb

did everything I

mid him to,"

said the stiule nr

"It was strange."

I he other stu-

dent described

the intruder as

mellow " When
the police hand

-iilteel the man.

he said he M I
,1

ed to call his

grandmother. All

criminals should be

• urieous

r

pndon mfc...^^ fa remote?

I

ORAL HIGH JINKS
Oral Roberts U., Okla.

I he best laid plans of mice,

men and zealots oft go awry.

With Bibles in hand. 40 Oral

Roberts U. students converged

on a mosque in Tulsa. Okla., in

an attempt to convert the Mus-

lims inside. The students sur-

rounded the building, put their

hands on the walls and prayed

out loud tor the ( hristian con

version of the worshippers inside

the mosque. The students agreed

to leave only attcr they realized

they had shown up on the wrong

day. They mistakenly thought it

was I .iil.il ul-tjuadr. holy night

expected ro draw 20(1 weirshipers.

As it turned out, there were only

a ti -w people in the mosque to

witness the spectacle. I he stu-

dents' activities were not sanc-

tioned bv the universitv, and

they'll receive "appropriate disei

plin.iry action," according to

school othe lals. I ike ineiuoii/ing

the Muslim calendar

BURNING MAD
Wartburg College, Iowa

Have MM ever gotten so upset

by | bad test grade that sou wanted

to hum down mhii Jurm' Well,

that almost happened when a dis-

giuntle-d student lit his less rhan-

iK-rfcc t science test on fire and

ci lutein t extinguish the Hames

Dorm residents were toiced to

evacuate when smoke trom ihe

burning te-si sci off the tire alarms.

Hale lo see what would happen if

his roommate bugged him.

PISSED OFF
Montana State U.

I'rotessor Paul Trout says he was teebng

bloated, not bubbly, atlcr he placed rwn and

a halt hours of lennis in the campus tennis

bubble finding the nearest bathroom facility

usually means heading over to the MM)
field house . but this tunc the field house was

closeel in the dead of winter So I rout and

some orders sought their latrine in the greai

outdoors am) peed in the snow. The assm i.iie

athletic diteeior savs making yellow snow

isn i normall) necessary because the field

bouse is rarelv closed Bui it the situation

Isn I lellesed soon, I rout s.u>. I miglll |lls!

piss on rhe court, and they will have lo deal

with the conscquciii
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Learning
Las Vegas

s
fold

ir dents in Bob Hannlm's business

statistics course at the U. of Denver

know when to hold 'em, know when to

em, know when to walk away and know

when to run.

Hannum. an associate professor

of statistics, reaches a four-crcdii

course cjllcd "Risky Business: Gam-
bling & Caming" between quarters.

It involves a five-day trip to Las

Vegas, when- \tudents learn the ins

and outs ol the casino industry. Stu-

dents write a paper and take a final

at the end or the week.

"It's definitely a unique way to

go about teaching statistics, but it

just made sense to me." Hannum
says. "Statistics are what the gaming

industry is all about."

The excitement of the bright

lights and big city doesn't come

cheap. Shelling out $ 1 .800

for tuition and the addi-

tional expenses ot airfare,

lodging and meals can break

you. But rhc trip is well worth it,

says senior Jennifer Williams. "I

learned as much during my five-day

stav in Vegas as I would have during

an entire quarter."

Williams didn't win big —
and neither has Hannum since he

started the course three years ago

But one student did cash out.

Hannum says. "Once, during a

I S-mmutc break between lectures,

a student slipped a quarter into a

video
poker

machine
and left rhc casino $1,000 richer."

Ariaiu Uhlenhopp, a junior, says

learning jhout the surveillance cameras

and tracking of cheaters was enlighten-

ing. "Not only was it easier for me to

learn visually, but I got to see sonic of

the behind-the-scenes work that most

people don't know about."

UJIHustntioti bf

FUNCthe
Rankings
IN

A FLASHBACK TO THE CAMPl'S Ac I IVISM OF THE

1960s, students at colleges across the nation are trum-

peting a new cause: the boycott of tV.5. News and

World Report's annual guide to "America's Best Colleges."

The movement started at Stan

ford It jiit in rhe spring of 19%,

when some students expressed con-

Thc forget US News ChHM
(FUNC), a group ot students from

about 60 schools, sjvs the maga-

zine s rankings ot institutions —
according to criteria such as faculty

resources and scleitisirv — portray

information that is unfair and some-

times inaccurate.

cern that administrators were more

interested in getting a good ranking

than in improving the college

FUNC has since encouraged oth-

er institutions to consider withhold

ing data from I S

.Vrti'j until changes

are made, while

other schools have

passed resolutions

condemning the

rankings. Among
them arc th,

( alitornia. Berke-

ley. Smith College.

Mass . Rice U..

\1.issjchu

serrs Institute of

Technology and Wcsleyan U.. Conn.

University presidents are follow-

ing FUNC's lead. In a letter to U.S.

News editor James Fallows. Stanford

president Gerhard Casper wrote: "I

am extremely skeptical that the

quality of a university — any more

than the quality of a magazine —
can he measured statistically How-

ever, even if it can. the producers of

the I'S Nmm rankings remain far

from discovering the method."

Senior |ctf I sai. student body

president at the U. of Texas, Austin.

sjvs the rankings arc a disservice to

readers because it's difficult to com-

pare entities as diverse as colleges.

And PUNCi efforts arc not |ust

"sour grapes" from schools that got

low rankings, he s.iss

Mel Elfin, the US Nrws guide's

executive editor, savs he has heard

criticism ol the rankings tor scars,

but he'll consider FUNCl ideas tor

future editions

Still. Stanford senior Nick

Thompson, It NCl coordinator

and the student bods sue president

there s n,i v. .is to r.ink a cisllcgc

"It's like ranking a religion."

The Great
Escaper
The U. of Chicago audifnc i hi i d its

breath as Mark Schwartz was locked in the

water-filled 55-gallon barrel. The container

had been built by the university to be absolutely

escape-proof.

Twenty seconds passed, and

audience members began

expelling their breath. Forts HI

onds. One minute. The stage

hands were nervous — they

kntw the barrel wasn't rigged.

fOnc minute,

^k onds Still

no sign

Two
m i n

utes ...

When
Schwartt finally em-
erged after nearly two

and a half minutes, he

was heaving and gasping

for breath He wasn't

faking it. This was. after

all, the escape that

killed Houdini

Schwartz is a

Northwestern U.

grad student and

self taught escape

artist His U. of

Chicago siunr is

lust one of many
escapes he has per-

formed at different

schools

When the

security guard

locked him in the barrel,

wasn't he at least a little

freaked out? "A lot freaked out.

actually." he says. "But Houdini

^jhI. If I am afraid, then all

is lost You learn ro concentrate

and avoid your fears. I think

that's one of the appeals for me."

Schwartz discovered escape

artistry in grade school, when he

read a book on Harry Houdini.

"I wasn't tall enough ro be great

in sports, Vhwarrz says. "Escape

jrusm was a way I could use

whac physical power 1 had."

Despue a lack of resources,

Schwartz managed to

learn a few escapes —
like getting out of hand-

cuffs and straitjackcts

\ from old magazines. But most of

the escapes he has performed

are his own crearions

Today Schwartz is focused

on getting his master's in

archaeology, although he still

plans to continue busting out

ot metal boxes, handcuffs and

straniackcts. And he does have

one secret escape route if his

academic career falls through.

"It the university curs

off my research funding.

I mighr have ro sell my
secrets to criminals,"

he says.

The Bu:
•Hi to tad tabs, according to a

o 8.2 percent increase

from • strong ocono-

r tor Mi year's t

>U stody Tboi

m lobe arto a 4 percerrt increase m i

my. These*

sauries, $42,758 a year, and torwHaU wiN have tht lowest. $22,102 a year.

• The College Board « ncreaung the scores ot 45.000 students who took the SAT
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percent ot toe tost takers were affected, and they'll tee an increase In •cores from 10

to 30 potato. The beard says toss Is toe first detective question to 14

1

and Marf/Photo fry Logan
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Love Bytes

F
OR STUDENTS Al NORTHWESTERN U., 111.,

lonely Friday nights are a thing of the past

thanks to a new Internet dating service.

A couple ol computer whizzes reliable as the users are honest

decided to plus matchmakci In

taking students love lives out ot

sleazy singles' bars and into

cyberspace The site, called

t I I' ID. (http://www.

cce.nwu.edu/-danm). helps pair

people with complementary
interests — or neuroses

Students fill out a question-

naire of 4S character-defining

questions ranging trom physical

appearance (75 percent rate

themselves above average! to how

tar tliev might go on a first date

(News Hash ol the scat I .uss aic

more willing to hit a home run

on the first date than girls !

According to junior Betsy

Tricdrich, who has used ihc free

sersuc, rhc questions arc only as

C.U.P.I.D.
i PriKt-vwvd Rutchmklng Done c»

about the author

register

login

averagejane/average joe

teamcup.id.

cretins

"It's a great idea, but n sucks

when people misrepresent them-

slie s.iss

With about 1 ,000 registered

S9H .is.iil.ihlc sonic students arc-

unscrupulous about skewing the

odds in their tasoi to get a date.

"I think us tine ro sell' your

positive attributes, but it'l not

lair to round your weight down

to the nearest fifty pounds or

something." says sophomoic

Brandon Mcrrit, who had a cou

pie of bad experiences with

( I I' I IV betON finding his

girltnend ot tour months through

the service

One desperate and dateless sin

dent — who wishes to remain

anonymous - took . test spin to

find out if his

soul mate was

hiding soim

where at North

western.
( I I' I D
found him sit

female matches

ranging from

intriguing to psy-

chotic. and even

one match wirh a

fraternits bej

Now that's a love

connection

U. ot CatNomia,

Superhighway
Construction
ANYONF. WHO HAS SPENT TIME NAVIGATING THE

information superhighway will warn you of the

hellish midmorning and afternoon commutes,

constant construction zones and nonstop gridlock.

But traffic jams may soon be types are expected within II months.

bypassed with Internet II. the dream

child of universirv ollicials who

hope to conned campuses for

research, digital libraries, distance-

learning and information sharing

"Higher cducanon has a new set

of imperatives to change the educa-

tional environment,"

says Cornell U.'s Mar-

ryne Hallgren, director

of the CU-SeeMe Con-

sorrium. "The new tech

nology is needed to satisfy

this demand."

Among the 98 universities

with the project arc Yale U.;

Carnegie Mellon U.. Pa.; Colorado

State U.; Vanderbilt U., Tcnn.;

Indiana U., and the U. of New
Hampshire Officials from the col

leges formed six committees ro

studs sanoiis aspects ol cytscrspace.

"Colleges were responsible tot

much ot the original Internet

growth, then it In-camc commercial-

ized," says les I lovd, a Rollins C ol

lege. Ha., assistant sice president tor

information technology "|lnternet

II) will be faster and will have -

bihtics the current Internet docsn i

The prospect ot Inicrnei II is

thrilling for students, as well

"An Internet designed spccihcjlh

for students and faculty would be as

remarkable as the transition from tele-

graph to telephone, savs Sjrj (
'.orncr,

a sophomore ai Stetson I . TIj

fjch pjrricipjnng school has

invested J2S.UU0 and verbally agreed

to provide half a million dollars tor

three consecutive years Schools will

also seek funding from the computer

industry and the government. Proto-

.iltliough a completed version isli t

expected tor three- to five, sens

By Andrew 0. Oehnart. Stetson U., BaJ
HkKtration fry Dominic Lobbia, U. ot

Camomia. San Diego

F

• Tht AJrican Vtrtttl IL,

1

fi~£

Charity
begins at
home

Student government officers at Gan-

non U., Pa., learned a lesson in creative

financing when they voted to award

themselves scholarships — straight out

ot the student activities fund.

Last May, when university officials

at Gannon reallocated scholarship

money to attract more freshmen, the

student government officers lost their

leederihip scholarships, which totaled

more than $18,000. On May 30, just

days before the school year ended, the

<SGA)

David Rubin's I

dtp into the $34,000

s

roll-over fund. SGA president Elizabeth

Alters walked away with an $1 1.000

scholarship, and an additional $7,200

was set aside tor six t

last fall, junior Brian Romito protested

and drafted a petition for a referendum

to overturn the vote With 325 signa-

tures — close to 10 percent ot the stu-

dent body — Romito attracted exten-

sive media coverage and even a few

death threats.

-SGA tried to hide the fact mat toey

gavel

they'd i

in tho history of Im uwvorwty, I

says "That's |ust not right

"

But before toe retorendum vote on

Oec 5, university officials and SGA tead-

ers met to re-evatuato toe decision to

chief oil

Mwspopior , toys N wW bo o lofiflj MM
before toe student body trusts toe sto-

fly Katie Ftttgeratd,

Harvard U. —

I toe rap rise rkeSoarce

Starting Morriaon — lefl

woob o •om** f0fiS0>v

m 1971 to i etU ef

Vmtn Halen — Required vermes to

rerte ef MMss with the erevra

the U of Seattwera Ceierade letted to

to 1M0, the band trashed the facilities to the time ef

$10,0M.

•Mallow Vollow" -Tnalyrtoatototo

iramiriitolavolQwajedaljaiiaiii M il I 'n|cran

Young tol.C. — vttosal»aaaiaBasBiea1afU.af

man ha ca-wroto Tana-tax's "Wtol Thing."

WtotlffM.
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The
Sound
of Music
SINGING IN THE

shower or croon-

ing in your car is

one thing. But belting out

tunes without instrumental

accompaniment in front of

crowds of people, includ-

ing Bill and Hillary Clin-

ton, is quite another.

home of the

Whiffenpoofs.
(he oldest colle-

giate male a cap-

pclla group,

which was form-

ed in 1909.

This month,

six a cappella

groups will be

crooning lor cash

at the National

Championship of

College A I Cap-

pella. The nat-

ional finalists

compete at Car-

negie Hall in

New York for a shot at $2,000.

That may seem like a wad of

cash, but $2,000 isn't much because

a cappella groups don't usually get

financial support from their univer-

sities Most groups loot their own
expenses with fund-raisers, says

brink Harris, a senior at the U. of

Southern California and member of

the SoCal Vocals

"For Valentine's Day, we did

singing a cappellagrams lor $10,*

Harris says. The group has also been

known to toss out a hat and do

street performances for donations.

Other groups dig into their own
pockets

"I personally chipped in $3,000

to make a CD." says Masi Oka, a

senior from the Btown I.'. Bear

Necessities

Regardless of the money, a

cappella singers do what thev do

because they love it. Null savs

"Imagine being in a semicircle

with 13 of your closest friends,

making the most intricate of

chords ring in perfect harmony
and filling the room with its

strength.

E>-

On a cappella:

College a cappella groups across

the nation arc getting the opportu-

nity to take their vocal talents out of

their VWs, assay from their shower

suds and into the cars ot students

The Vassar College (N.Y.)

Night Owls, one of the oldest colic -

giatc female I cappella groups, sang

during President Clinton I 1997

Inauguration.

"It was amazing," says senior

Mikie Benedict "We were singing

in the east driveway of the White

House. 1 he Clintons walked by,

and they were only 10 feet away."

Dike Sharon, a spokesperson tor

the (Contemporary A Cappella Soci

ety of America ((ASA), says there

are almost MM) collegiate a cappella

groups, and new groups are form

ing every semester

Singing for the Clintons is

just the icing on the cake. A
cappella gtoups get to strut

(heir stuff at local concerts,

fundraisers and out M
town gigs

"We have sung every-

where from the Haight-Ash-

bury district in San I rancis-

co, to (Carnegie Hall, to the

Great Western Forum in

L.A.." says sophomore
Insoo Suh, a member of

the Spi//ssinks(r). one

of YaJe U.'s a cappella '

groups Yale is also HOOk*d Oft fWrmonfCS wftft tha

• Carlo* Sawvtana
iotnti w ntaana. Wandy 0.

1

Low mo My nty Cyrusm i

• Nirvana — rajad 4

1

On Coke
curators:

wil

The feeling is indeed incredible

By Jo*
CMco/

u of

Stan a,

ot Geott Lmmg.

I VoCmlm.

Art Smart
AS A REQUIREMENT

for her scholar-

ship at Spelman

College, (ia., Adrienne

Edwards had to perform

some kind of volunteer

work. But instead of don-

ning candy stripes or doing

time at a soup kitchen, she

stepped over a museum's

velvet ropes.

She fell in love with working at

the museum and decided to pursue

a career in the held With the help

of a four-year pilot program
through the Atlanta History ( entet

and tin ( oca ( ola foundation, she

continued her ptactical training out

side the classroom.

"It was phenomenal, and it facil

itated my career — the program is

that thorough and dedicated." says

Fdwards. who is now working on

her museum studies master's at

Sam Hal U .N
I

Edwards isn't ihr onls one who
has benefited from the program. In

the past three years. 16 minority

students from Georgia schools like

Agnes Scott ( ollegt. I mory U..

Morris Brown ( ollege and
Oglethorpe U< have completed the

12-month, hands on fellowship

Interns receive academic credit and

a $6,000 stipend provided by the

( ikjI ola gram

"We saw a great opportunits to

MaoOH a program that was the first

ot its kind to introduce minorities

to careers in the museum field,

where (thevj arc undcrrcprcscnted."

savs ( oca ( ola s education director.

Michael Btvcns.

But (hai s changing, according

to fellow Kachcllc Boucrcc "It's a

field that s growing for African

Americans, and the program is

designed specifically to get them
involved," the Spelman |unior says.

The academic year focuses 00

basic museum functions, including

exhibition, research and fund rais

ing But center program director

Billic ( lames savs the cote concern is

breaking down barriers within the

profession for voung people.

"
I o see the results and work of the

fellows fulfills even dream I ever had

of what [minority students! can do it

given halt a chance," ( >aines says.

I hi program requires fellows to

intern at a US, museum for the sum-

mer and take a weektong tour 4,1

famous U S museums, like the Smith-

sonian, to network with curators.

I

meeting puts sou m con

tact with people who actually do the

work, as opposed to ptolessors

teaching out ot books, says (Clark

Atlanta U. senior Kinaldo Murray

"It fix uses on the practical versus

the theoretical."

And the rest, as (hey say. is

history.

By Amy Tmrnt, Moo* State UJ
muHntJon by Hon «a*n. State U of
Oat ITiuJ *---*
rVffw rOrW, rfwQOfmm

mm tocttno a una* rtot Vmy t

i ot hfa Scftoa/'* Out

lafpabaofna
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WHICH BLADES WOULD YOU RATHER CHANGE THIS WEEKEND?
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Electronica:
the new

alternative to
alternative.

BY TRICIA ROMANO
U . .1 \X MHMCrOM

honci I'HuiiK oi k 1
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IN

1991, THE MUSIC

charts were crowded

with benign R&B acts

like Paula Abdul and

Mariah Carey and

bland pop and country-

bands like Wilson Phillips

and Garth Brooks. The

world of popular music

was safe, formulaic and

incredibly dull.

Not long aftctward, a trio

named Nirvana releasted its stcllat

album Severmmd. which rocketed

to the numkr (iru- position on the

Billboard Junv Popular music

hasn t sounded the MM MM
Not !..i scars later, the top ot

the charts look suspiciously the

same as in 'M Bland RfkB (Tom

Braxton), bloated pop ikcnn

and generic country (leAnn Rimes)

acts arc perched alongside Pearl Jam

wannabes iRusln and whiny aggro-

girl rock (AIjiii> Morriaettc) It's a

pcrmd when R E M and Pearl |am

turn in critically acclaimed iccords

that flop with the tans Music, the

kids sav , ix not all right. And every-

one from the record induMrv to the

tans in taking a lug breath and wan-

ing tor the face ot popular music to

metamorphose once again.

Techno revolution
They may not know it ycat, but

they re waiting tor techno.

Techno (now called electronic)

music has been ignored, denounced

and ridiculed by American critics

and mainstream listeners for the

past decade. At the same time, elec-

tronica has quietly built a small

army of fans who learn or the musu

mainly through underground dance

parties ("raves") and electronica

insider magazines like Urb and

XI R8R. In the past few months,

Spin. Rolling Stone. Newsweek, Yhe

New York limes and even the Wall

Street journal ran stories posing the

question: Will electronic music be

the next big thing?

Neuronic music is |u»t going to

explode in the next 18 months,"

predicts iiinior lake Ruttingtnn

MS) manager at Arizona State U.'s

K\SR radio

Mans people in the musu. nidus

try agree Marco I ollins. DJ and

musu director at The Tnd 107.7

radio station in Seattle, has been

instrumental in getting electronic

based acts on the an 1 ike ans other

mainstream tadio station. 1 he 1 nd

has a predetermined format that

leaves little or no room tor expen

mentation. But ( ollins gave it a whirl

anvway. spinning bands like Prodigy,

chemical Brothers and Orbital on

prime time radio, unedited.

"It's a risk throwing electronic

music on." he says "But it's impor-

tani lor a station that is supposed to

be about change — new things and

new ideas — that we go there. You

know, actually delving into it before

it becomes a tad."

Euro stash
Funny thing. Because in hug

land, techno has been a staple ot

radio for roughly a decade. Bands

such as Prodigy, which is relegated

to playing to audiences of less than

1 ,000 in the States, will play to a

crowd of 60.000 in the Mother

Country. In England, it's not

uncommon to find a Chemical

Brothers ttack charting in the Top

10 with the likes of Oasis. Tlastica

or Echobellv

Nils Bernstein, a representative .it

the mother ot all grunge lalx-ls, Sub

Pop. explains the phenomenon quite

succinctly: "The youth culture in

I ngland and furope is far more ecu

tercd around dance clubs than it is

here," he savs Also. T ngland and

Europe are relatively tiny markets

compared to the U.S. — small

enough that a simple tad can have

seriously commercial consequences.

Andrea Mulrain. a regional rep

ntatise lot electronica trout -tun

ner I ondon Records, agrees "|l ng

land! is the mote progressive nation

when it come to dame stutt." she

explains Out country is grounded

in formatted radio Tvcrvthing is so

compartmentalized

Reborn in the U.S.

A

In a country where every little

nuance in music needs to be labeled

and defined, is Ametican music

rc.uiv tor such an extreme change 5

(ollins points out that traces ot

electronic music's influence have

already made a dent on the music

scene allien in a rock-hybrid

form. Trip-hoppers Massive Attack

remixed Garbage. The Chemical

Brothers remixed the Charlatans

UK. Tori Amos got special treat-

ment from Armand Van Heldcn

and Rabbit in the Moon. And
Bomb the Bass' Tim Simenon

remixed Depeche Mode.

Meanwhile, other artists have

been stealing stylistic snippets from

electtonica tracks and incorporating

them into a more traditional "verse,

chorus, verse" format. Spin's Artist

ot the Year, Beck, has been the most

successful at meshing all these styles.

Meanwhile, newcomers the Sneaker

Pimps (from England, natch) com

bine Garbage like layers ot manu-

factured beauty with saccharine-

sweet vocals and catchy melodies

Not cvetyone on the campus

musu scene is lumping on the elec-

tronic bandwagon "Since we're

close to 1 .A., we're big on ska," says

Tom M.ivbcrrv. kl'W assisi.nit

operations manager at the I

Nevada. I as Vegas But he adds that

icquests lor elcctionic music have

surged during the past tew months

I lie problem with promoting

elcctionic music as the "next big

thing is that it could spell an

inevitable doom tor the art lorm.

longtime fans ot techno MC watch

ing and listening with mixed

tions ot glee and hotroi as M I V
installs Amp. a new show desoted

i-minis to electronica

But l ollins remains optimistic

Iks obviously hit a nerve with his

listeners. The DJ relishes stories

about kids calling the station and

lequesting Tool. Nirvana, and...

Prodigy C ollins savs n doesn t mat-

ter if the music was created with

guitars or with a drum machine. If

kids connect with the music, then

the music will survive. "I said it

before, but the energy of Prodigy

[and other electronica bands| is par-

allel to that of Nirvana."

Only time will tell.

lion t let her fool you. iricia mil spends

her Seattle nights decked out in flannel

and huntingfor some good grunge.

Ex. Boris Dugcsch,

Techno Lowdown
A tectmo-ohobe s guide to electronic music:

M«>um: Originated In Chicago and ks noted leftist

— about 120 beat* per minute (bom) — and dhra-el

Love Tribe

Tmchno: The moat common and popular format it's eteo

. Vary high-energy with different layers ot sounds and

. Cm: Hardttoor. Prodigy

MMalryawreOTtodicand complex thaw your gardw-»ariety tech-

no. So named because the music should guide the audstnee into a trancetifce state.

Ex Underworld, Future Sound of London

Ambientf More soundecepe and sotting Man a cohestveformofmuaic.fi

rarefy has steady boats and is sometimes mixed wish otter house or techno. Ex:

The Orb, Brian Em

Drum and Bamm (a.k.a Junglm): Comes from London and is

characterized by erratic double-layered beats and baas Noes, with a second melody

floating over the top Ex Gotdie. Alex Reece

Trip Hop: Arrives straight from the Mother Country. Shitty, layered noise with

slow hip-hop beats and emphasis on vocals. Ex Tricky, Portishead

Acta* Jazx: A mixture ot hip-hop beats and pu-influenced sounds that usual

ry features tots of saxophone and some shek rappir* £* Guru, Courtis Pine - r*
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Digging
the Roots
WHEN ?UEST1.0VE AR-

rives late for this

interview, breathing

hard with pick in Afro and head-

phones buzzing, he has an interest-

ing excuse.

were foolin' ya. Half my troubles began the

day I signed on the dotted line. You think

you'll be paid and it'll be cool. But shit ain't

like that. Unless you're doing some mindless

R&B or whatever the flavor of the second is,

you're not gonna get the sales or the fantasy

Hey, didn't someone just do a video on tliatr

"1 don't think who my dad is should con-

cern people. If I write a bad song, I'm the

only one responsible. If I write a good song,

that's great and 1 deserve the pat on the

back," he says. "The band has to stand on its

own two lect."

Hy Came Hell. Assistant Editor I I'tsoto courtesy

„l !>< ,( Records

Like
Father,
Like Son
Jakob Dylan sounds

homesick when he hears

it's been another breezy,

sun-filled afternoon in his home

base of Los Angeles.

Rootm rooH.

"I got pulled over on the way. savs the

drummer formerly known as Ahmir. "I did-

n t know it was still illegal to |.ivvs.ilk in

Hollvvcoo.l As it lliev don t have something

mote important to do

NX ith that said, 'uestlove grabs the rec older

and is ready to talk about the latest successes

ot Philadelphia rap outfit the Roots — an

oiganic hip hop I P (their third with another

in progressl called HLulelph flatflt/e. an oft

iei|uestcd video poking fun at the cliche rap

lifestyle and a chance to be on Jenny

Md .irthvTV.

"I'm not gonna act nonchalant We're cxiit

ed people arc listening I like jenny Mc< Urthy

Eveiy time Singled Out is on, we plav iikc we're

the contestants." he says "It all started u> Mj

oft when M IV hnally accepted the video."

MTV' wasn t the only wall ; uestlovc and

the boss (lead lyricist Black Thought, rapper

Malik H. bassist Hub. keyboardist Kamal and

human percussionist Rahzel the ( .odfather of

|
hit before taking their street show to

"cha ching city
" The first was cultivating fans

tor their nostalgic rhymes a la 1"

"We're emulating the brand ot hip hop we

grew up on" ?ucstlov< s.ns I he Roots are

about what we wanted to be at 12 or 13

We te not some gun-brandishing, miv.gvnis

tic band You should In- responsible tor how

you deliver voui message. But remember Dan-

te s Injrm and rhe \2 sinks of helT Were

only ia the circle balow gangsta rap. so I can't

brapvh-it Mini Ii
" ^***^.

1 lie second wasijie uphill battle ot sig

wish 4»elicn Reeaerk a coitiM** best kno

tor its contnbdtiaiis to the alternative worl

I Nirvana. SoniC Yduth. Be. k)

"We chose vartMj because vveTud it*M tr.

MOMS rap groups ditW I Uc figured (jmi

vs.mld have more patience with m. Bui where do

cse tit or' ks, imfcofiing to tin

putters ol gnangr's gfanioui girls and hoys "^Jfc

wete guinea pips, jnd sometime*wc frgrettcd it

But uestlove knows us just one of the

mdnv things you learn after bejlg enticed into

the business bv the promise ol"a plava s life ot

rs girls anJ mansions \ |

•You find out the Yo' MT\' R«p< brothas

m^v

Hy ( arrie Hell. Aiu,iam hliior / I'lwio courtesy

oflnterscope Records

Dance
Hall
Crashers
WHIM GOLDFINGER

were watching

James Bond flicks

and Gwen Stefani was standing in

line for teacups at the Tragic King-

dom, Dicky Barrett and seven

friends were starting a band

inspired by the MtVrreggae move-

ment known as ska.

With more drinking songs and some

introspective pieces on their new album.

Let's Face It. the guys tren'l the least bit

worried about how it will tare in the skank-

Ineiidlv world.

"1 think the record will do tine, although I

can t complain it it doesn t. I nevei imagined

this: recording, 300 shows I yeai. tans. 1

spend my days living in a dream.'

Hy ( arne Hell. Assistant hdiior I I'l'nio courtesy

ofMercury

An Apple
A Day
FIONA Al'PlI KNOWS WHY

the caged bird sings.

"By putting the suffer-

ing in my life into songs, I've been

able to understand myself," she

savs from an Indiana U. tour stop.

Bth mvmnum hoartthrobm.

"

It s been cold on mv side of the world

But I'll be back soon enough." savs the 1~

vear-old vocalist/guitarist ot I he Wallflowers

(which includes Michael NX aid. Matio I aim-.

( ,reg Rkhling and Rami Jaffce).

His side ol the world refers to Pennsvl

vama. where the band is finishing a tour with

Shersl ( mw But with months ot headlining

gigs to follow, "soon " isn t soon enough.

Ijf day we see the same five laces on

the bus. he savs "We'd like to move on

But as long as people ate still buying this

album, we have to keep working it

And it seems fans and critics alike can't get

enough of the quintet I MSMMton effect

Hanging Down tlse Horse, which spawned the

hit (>th \venuc Heartache." The band s

appeal could be due to the laundry lis'

cut like Adam Duritz. Michart fctui Sim

Phillips and producer I Bone) Burnett enlisted

tor rise m-orcfirtu Or maf>«H» s Dylarr>««in-

mng yood look* and lanfous genealo I

I )v Ian is his dad) I >v Ian tSMfss it has
(

do wi# trie timelessness ol then sounc

"Merc s a better climatejfor a gr<

ours light now I he group it better

a consaway that s wovtrmt: rurAi t tot u-

learned aicvylc'ssons about making

thceW°nc
i
|99&''

all comes daw n

I hi cSspcrictKc is .

lulp noticing the vimikritics Ucwotw k>

his legerui-Of folk locfVtitjbM* the

colloquial IvTVs the classic sound,

shy guy irdage XVljcthci the

Isons get to him ot not. Dylan i

Boaton-feafceK*

VCt

When we were younger, we were alwavs

trying to sneak into dish .siting

bands We thought if we started our own

band, we d get into places lor tree." vocalist

Barrett savs In the course of time, we actual-

ly got pretty good at the music pan."

Ot rmWTT MM| good" is an understate-

ment when charting the career ot the Mights

Mighty Bosstones. who have five C IK three

IPs. II vcars of touring, an appearance in

Clueless and a t '.on verse commercial under

their belts Amidst all the commotion, the

Bosstones focused on creating horn tilled,

ewe-tone ska — even btfeft the cool kids

uifBcled then plaid, plaid world

meTabusc me * allot me." Barrett saw "Vj,,

dress from the ha«S> we lovqsjsJM^adrvets.

^^ci»tin|Mom«hil*^onptSl I rer

arvj go Wefcav the

Urhdugh ihA}osston

sjic partvMMfeem s like So

Oppose, thes don't Wind mine m

—

J(,bo. "is sick was most recently

seen svsffTtnesi insolvet»e»t in Srf/f™"

Stuni a < D paodtice.l B response

Broolfnc clinic aiurdi rs

ftlhant mag, fcut I know this

i _

music as a

not a

the,

npat

p?fTeTl*planei Wjlere's the halm in

ng something that will make piopK

Reading poetrs bv Mava Angelou inspired

\pplc s intros|H-ction I came across her |x>et

ry when I felt like everyone hated me She

wrote about het vulnerability when she felt

humiliated and ashamed."

So whs is the wait ish 19 vcar old so

pained'

I hose who hear smokv radio hits like

"Shadowboxcr" and Sleep to Dream" would

sav whatever her pain is. it s made het wise

luvotid her years According to the song-

wntcr singci/pianist. she was somewhat ot a

loner as a kid. but she s not ailing now I sc

lived a lot in mv little lite, but I'm not saving I

know something abour relationships or lite I

lust sas what I feel and what I know

Apple s not concerned with being the

"next big thing." either. "I don't care if

what Im doing is hip or cool I don t want

to spend the rest ot mv life trving to figure

that out."

( ompared to Apple s attention thirsty

peers, het attitude is a little utKonsentional

She was signed bv the first record exec who

heard het demo, pays little attention to

SoundVan results and never attended con-

trm kaferc fcer own "I trr\S oW«> Majw what

I m doitiej<>S) stage."

Modes* «s she rervuiU* aix>ut her

the hi/, tjlc liatise Ncav Yorl

herscll aw leajmg both expcrienc* and me

rietlcc bd het guide
j *> -

—

I/, die II

J

ll ley leaju

Isehefg,

rt.'tf Wl Idltor I Vholo CMS*
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Holy rock and
rollers keep the
faith and gain

fans.

BY CARRIE BELL
Assist \M rimoK

liU'MKAluiN W Mmiiiiw MMMN, taW I'mtU.

htoratoauKtma him M*nw (A

HlHIIHI WDM Tslksl.jAsONl'MI ARMMKONl.,

M'KINl. AKBOKl'iniK.I. Mil II. (RlHI. C*Sl |«M«)

ANoSuvmioM RhnmQmbOi I

T WAS A NORMAL DAY IN Till-

'80s when Chrissy*, then

attending a junior high in

Fresno, Calif., came home to find her

shrine to Depeche Mode missing.

When she went looking for an answer,

she found her mother burning posters

and magazine clippings and shredding

her cassettes.

Chrissy's mother was tired ot the

gloom-and-doom vision of David

C'.ahan and the other DM boys and

how it was affecting her daughter I atti-

tude. She gave Chrissy an ultimatum:

Christian music or no music at all.

What was a mod-rock fan to do

with a musical genre dominated by the

bubbly pop of Amy Grant and the

Bible tossing, big-hair metal band

Stryper?

Today the decision wouldn't be so

tough. Contemporary Christian music

(CCM) has grown into something <>f

an empire, with bands in every catego-

ry, from rap and pop to alternative and

country, to please concerned adults

and avid music fans alike.

DC/LA. Jesus Northwest and Cornerstone

I he mainstream world wasn't very accepting of

early ChromamW *• Tim Vet, 1
Ml i tail

u„ Music Group manage. '•' «d "•" ",d ""'^

inc. "The logic was .1 they wee Chrisms. Aey

couldn't be real rock and roll artists So i. ifcllWlM

as a subculture, taking care ol us own

Most of the force behind the movement stems

from the Bible Belt, whose- tpiOMfl W Nashville.

Mom-and-pop bookstores have iranstormc-d .mo

the rel.K.ous equivalent of Tower Reco.ds. shelving

M.chael W Smith s latest LP next to .con candles

and the Jonah and-whale play sets. Chu.chcs and

Christian colleges have become scouring grounds

to, talent scouts I.H.k.ng for the next b.g holy thmg.

Dawn of a now era
Ok UAKs. HI. CINKI DUSTED is ns

vcrt.callv integrated arena virtually ignored

bv general markets but happy 10 plav in <he

fields of the Lord to dedicated believers I hen sud

dcnlv. a JtllilMllfT song about Noah and his ark

.ailed "I LmkT made heavy rotation on the nation |

,op alternative radio stations, and |ats ol I lav

became overnight sensations

"We never made a conscious decision to itoss

over, savs |ars guitarist Matt Odmark. Vie neve

expend anyone but the contemporary ( hrisiian

market to In interested Bui it was a pleasant sut

prise What a gilt to make music likable enough to

challenge mindsets and build bridges between Mi

groups who don I normallv communi

Insiders lllllllirl the new attention paid to

I t M vs.is .1 long MM coming Perhaps the b.gges!

break came when V.undSsan the market research

riniirirr that tallies weekly musu sales

installed in religious bookstores in 1WS. giving

Christian bands a prayer at charting. When At

I ,lk s hu> Freak vM KcVIMMl copies us hist Ml
beaung icicn. chart debuts bv Dt la Soul. Ned

\-oung and Beck money-hungry, major label

CM discovered a potent and relativeb uniappcd

audience

"1 don i think the general industry ese. icah/cil

there was such a captive audience looking tor a pos

uive message in MNC,' ' I M managing editor

April Hcttiui savs Also, the bands aren't RW

,„g to sell the Bible put to music anymore I hes

ire more focused on the music and not caught in

religious i In lies

TheMM to be a valued musician as well as I

minister has also had a major influence on how the

genre is perceived.

And It was good
llM UUNIHMH MUM . Hi l It DOON

j_

eompare to really good Christian bands."

savs Tanya Francis, a |unior at Western

Washington U. "Christian mum is a spiritual

strengthening as well as entertainment. I he lord is

worshipped in many wavs. and the musk is reach-

ing oui to believers on their I

Hv ,he looks of it, the I .od Squad is preaching

,o the converted and turning CCM into a multi

million dollar industry Hundreds ot artists record

thousands ot I Os on do/ens ot religious labels tor

m.Hions ot passionate fans who attend a ganllion

,ome, ts a scar Bamls are no longer cheap knock

oils ol the vcculai industry's best offerings —
they're groups that rise above sonieallv. using the

same budgets, producers and side directors js the

Cm Blossoms or Nine Inch Nails

|M sell sutticem world ot I .od rock boasts its

own cable network. / Musi, 1
decision, and

clubs like Word Hired fans , an , aid. ihc latest hap

penings tn glossy mags like ( I M and HtUase Some

"00 stores i.mv the 1 ruth clothing MM lavcihli

for the divinely inspired Students at Creenvillc I d

lege. Ill . can take classes on the subject Hcd

even has .is own |csuspaloo/as. like Creation.

only woman in the room. 1 have to force myself to

hive svoia

1 he trend used to be to mirror a secular act to

give people a Christian version." says Mark Harris, a

singer/songwriter for the lite-rM act 4HIM. "Now

people are less accepting of copycat bands, so you

have to carve your own niche. It's more healths- to

set your own standards, and the bigger budgets and

better production help us do that.

I II course, most musicians agree

that promoting the Gospel still

takes priority, even for Silverchair-

ish lockers Audio Adrenaline.

whose roots arc at Kentucky ( hrm-

Mii College.

"I wanted to do something tor

Cod. but I wanted it to be radical,"

bassist Will Met iinniss savs ' It's cool

that vou can be in a rock band and

still sjv something meaningful and

cause-or.ellted The songs ate tools

to, die vounget generation to glontv

I ,od and get some energy

Scolt you may at the mention ot

energy, but don I be tooled bv

-.linotypes flic tans aren't sitting

in pews letting theirs souls be saved, ds I alk s I oby

Skkcehan has been known to pull an I ddie Ven-

der by dimbing the stage scaffolding to mute audi-

ences into chanting Icsus is the way' Mediums

reporis uncontrollable dancing, moshmg and even

stage diving at AA shows

"People definitely thrash, and we get pretty wild

"I wanted tn

do something

for Bod, dot

I wanted it to

be radical"

on stage." he says. "Even the union guys — who

might have worked Pantcra the night before — will

tell us, You guys rock!' 1 think they have the illu-

sion that we're going to be a big sissy band."

Kevin Hart, a Colorado Christian College

junior, says CCM concerts maintain a different vibe

from secular shows without losing the sound's edge.

"When I saw Rush. I felt out of

place. Everyone was drunk or

stoned, while 1 tried to enjoy the

music Vou can tell when you're in

a community of Christians f sen

one is accepted, and you feel the

presence of the l.ord."

Music for the ma
ls< USSION ol CCM BEGS ONI Ql ESTKJNJ

( .in it dwell in the house ot die I oril and

the palace ol pop culture simultaneously r

I don't want to be pigeonholed,' dc I .ilk s

Muli.iel l.nt savs. "ll s gie.il to have nuisu that can

be enjoved by all people, even atheists. We won t

scaler down our message, though
'

One example ot CJ'OSS OVei siratcgy is I Nil's No

I m campaign EMI is working with 16 campuses

(including C ot Arkansas fast 1 enncsscc State l !

.

U. of Kentucky and George Mason College, Va.) to

get the music out, and plans to take the program

nationwide this tall. A compilation CD and other

products will be donated to campus Chrisrian

groups, which can use them for conrests .mil other

promotional events. There will also be a college

lifestyle Web site (www.NoLies.com).

"We want the mainstream to hear what great

music this is," Vest says. "I hope one day bands can

exist in general categories, like ska, instead of being

segregated to a Christian section at Blockbuster.

They don't have a Krishna section for Live, even

though that's what they sing about."

Some artists say popular acceptance is a plus, but

prefer to concentrate on loyal fans

"I would rather focus on strengthening pre exist

ing religious families Musu can change lives when

the message is in a language they can understand,

although I also pray it gets in the hands of nonbe-

lievcrs and sheds some light," St. James says.

Audio Amonauni
mssisi WmMi Gississ

llttla pUgrlmaga
St. Jmmom .

Blooming atarm Audio Adronalln*
facm the mumlc.

Practicing what
they preach

I sl'lll I HI ISl REASING

musical similarities be

twecn secular and sacred

jets, the two remain worlds apart

when it comes to lilestvle Most ot

the time us the little things you

notice absence of the f -word,

high marriage rates, heavy religious imagery and

the most helpful PR reps this side ol St Peter s

gate Rebecca St |ames. the evangelical equivalent

of Alanis Morisscttc. even ptaved out loud prior to

hct interview.

1 lu puson behind the HMMJf and how they live

their life is basically what divides (vcoplc into Chris

nan and non Christian acts. -rlllM s Harris sjys

"If people know the I ord. and they want to sing

musu to represent him, they will perform it in

whatever genre thev feel most comfortable with

Most of the bands admit that temptation

remains I,. M darling Michael I nghsh

had an extramarital affair, and all hell, so to speak.

broke loose He was purged and his reiords yanked

from shclscs O.lnurk sjvs he deals with the same

things any .M year old single male does and must

remember to ihcck humcl!

I here are always things to struggle with

whethet vou re Christian, in a band, both or nei-

ther We all walk wounded through this world, try-

ing to dec ide the best path

Drummer and born again (hrisiian Peter f urler

ol the Newsboys explored the wild side first He and

his males trom down under formed the band to

drink beet, impress girls jnd even smoke a little poi

1 ,eah/ed mv faith was more important than

my indulgences You learn how to be in this world

but not ot it I ink rM < .od never puts uv in sit

uations we ian i handle t ^i maybe we're |ns4 too

ugly and too old B I'll groupies

Other problems common to the seciilai sid

ml i M as well .Vocalist I hristin. I Unicoi Out I >t

I he ( .iev notices the same abs< inc ot females

I find nn sell m a lot of situations where I'm the

Rock of ages?
mi s Goo n'l D Pi 1 1 r u> bui D his

church on rock, was this what he had in

mind? Probably not. but the band memlscfs

— who aren t out to reinvent the church — feel

music is an innovative was tfl reach people.

although the Cospcl with guitat has us op|vonents

How could tock ht evil it Gad neaied musu r

'

fait asks I In same bricks that build a whorehouse

can build a church 1 he message remains the same;

the dehvety is diftcrenl

1 inlet agrees tersentlv I has en t seen anv Bible-

passage where it talks about what dccilsel the devil

comes m
• Lut name omitted for pr, i

At />mi ruw. <W wai mil unaitiiUbU for mmmtni fur

(jrnr Belli nghteeui up*. Bui Jv kneu Jv mu.t rock en

Guest
Exp*

On God
rock:

Th

•

; a lot of
momy
thitt tur

\
me off. So,
I wouldn't

i listen to

I Christian
rock."

Moro than AO ttmym end AO
night* of fmmo tor Jar* Of Clay.
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U. OFFERS TWELVE S1,000 SCHOLARSHIPS

FOR
THE EIGHTH CON-

secutive year, U. The

National College Mag-

azine is offering twelve

$1,000 scholarships to

outstanding undergraduate

students in a variety of fields

of study.

Nine of the scholarships are

awarded in the names of U. Mag-

azine's Urges! advertisers — com-

panies that share tV.'s commitment

to College students. In addition, U.

Magazine offers three scholarships

to outstanding students in the

field of journalism.

Specific qualifications and cri-

teria arc listed for each scholar-

ship. Please read each one care-

fully; you may qualify for

more than one of the twelve

scholarships.

These scholarships arc funded

by U. The National College

Magazine. The awards are

given without regard to race,

gender, color or creed. Determi-

nation of scholarship recipients

is the sole responsibility of if.

Magazine. U. employees and

their immediate family members

are not eligible.

Scholarship winners will be

notified by August l l
), 1

4)97 and

will receive their scholarship

checks as soon as proof of

enrollment for the fall l
l)97

term has been received. Win-

ners' names and schools will be

published in the October issue

of U. Magazine.

Due to the large number of

scholarship applii-.it ions, U.

Magazine notifies winners only.

If you wish to receive .1 list of

1997 scholarship recipients.

please send a SAM |2<) to U.

Magazine, Who Won the 1997

Scholarships?, 1800 Century

Park Hast #820. los Angeles. CA
90067-1511.

Please print

Name
Ms./Mr. I -i>t

College or university you attend:

.

Fir* (Ml) Six. Set. No.

Enrollment status as of fall 1997: freshman Sophomore Junior Senior

(To qualify, you must be an undergrad and enrolled in the fall of 1997)

Minor ,
Cumulative GPA

Apt. #

Major

Your address at school:

City.

Phone:

State Zip.

(Where we can notify winners during summer)

Permanent Address:

City State

Phone.

Zip

Scholarship(s) you are applying for:

You may applyfor as many ofthe 12 scholarships you are qutilifiedfor with one application packet.

Specific requirements/criteria are listed for each scholarship on the opposite page.

Nike

1 discover Card

Texas Instruments

Mastercard

Warner Bros

U. The National

College Magazine

Plymouth

( Jnysler

U. The National

College Magazine

Chevrolet

GMAI

if. The National

(College Magazine

Application checklist

(all materials must be sent in one packet):

Application

A typed letter or essay of no more than 500 words describing your qualifications.

Ihis should include pertinent campus, community and extra-curricular activities

you are involved in and a brief explanation of financial need.

A photocopy of your most recent transcript

Iwo letters of recommendation

Your resume

(Optional) A non-returnable color photograph, which may be published in U. Magazine

if vou arc selected as a scholarship recipient.

Please send your scholarship application packet to:

U. The National College Magazine

1997 Scholarships

1800 Century Park East, Suite 820

Los Angeles, CA 90067- 1511

To be considered for a scholarship, your complete application packet

must be postmarked by midnight, June 27, 1997.
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INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT

Nllce
$1,000 Scholarship

To be eligible, applicants must meet

the following requirements:

• A minimum 3.0 GPA

• Demonstrate financial need

• Participate in outdoor sports

MARKETING

$ 1,000 Scholarship

To be eligible, applicants must meet

the following requirements:

' A minimum 3.2 GPA

• Demonstrate financial need

• Demonstrate academic excellence in the

field of marketing

• Involvement in activities that

benefit others

TECHNOLOGY/

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Texas
Instruments
S 1 ,()<)<> Scholarship

To be eligible, applicants must meet

the following requirements:

• A minimum 3.2 GPA

• Demonstrate academic excellence in the

field of technology/computer science

• Demonstrate financial need

^r* Texas
Instruments

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

$1,000 Scholarship

To be eligible, applicants must meet

the following requirements:

• A minimum 3.2 GPA

• Demonstrate academic excellence in the

field of business administration

• Demonstrate financial need

MasterCard

COMMUNICATIONS

Warner
Pros-

SI ,()()() Scholarship

To be eligible, applicants must meet

the following requirements:

• A minimum 3.0 GPA

• Demonstrate a commitment to excellence

in the field of communications

• Demonstrate financial need

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

u. Nlagj :in<

SI.(MM) Scholarship

To be eligible, applicants must meet

the following requirements:

• Maintain a minimum 3.2 GPA

• Combine excellence in the classroom,

co-currictuar and extra-curricular

JlllVltlO

• Demonstrate financial need

IVi.ts^ayiiM.-

TECHNOLOGY/

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Plymouth
$ 1 ,000 Scholarship

To be eligible, applicants must meet

the following requirements:

• A minimum 3.2 GPA

• Demonstrate academic excellence in the

field of technology/computer i

• Demonstrate financial need

MARKETING

$1,000 Scholarship

To be eligible, applicants must meet

the following requirements:

• Maintain a minimum 3.0 GPA

• Demonstrate financial need

• Demonstrate academic exceUence in the

field of marketing

LIBERAL ARTS/HUMANITIES

LB. Magazine
$1,000 Scholarship

To be eligible, applicants must meet

the following requirements:

• A minimum 3.0 GPA

• Demonstrate commitment to academic

excellence in the field of liberal

arts/humanities

• Demonstrate financial need

UlMag^>.ini?

SOCIAL SCIENCES

Chevrolet
$1,000 Scholarship

To be eligible, applicants must meet

the following requirements:

• A minimum 3.2 GPA

• Demonstrate academic excellence in your

chosen field of social sciences

• Demonstrate financial need

FINANCE

General

Corporation
SI,000 Scholarship

To be eligible, applicants must meet

the following requirements:

• A minimum 3.2 GPA

• Show academic commitment to finance

and knowledge of financial services

• Demonstrate financial need

GMAC
FINANCIAL SERVICES

JOURNALISM

U. IWIagaaelnc

$1,000 Scholarship

To be eligible, applicants must meet

the following requirements:

• A minimum 3.0 GPA

• Demonstrate commitment to and

achievement in the field of journalism

• Demonstrate financial need

UM;»4»iiAirie
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BY JAMES HIBBERD

Band

thm Egg
Those looking to <

tiously dip a toe into this

whole electronic music

hubbub can't go wrong

starting out with Orbital or

Chemical Brothers or, tor

that matter, the Egg.

This Oxford-based

trance group is known in

the United Kingdom tor Ha

psychedelic live perfor-

mances in which the band

wears white I

jumpsuits against a i

backdrop. The mliftoaaea

lai

is oroiectad ontoav paw vg^en#^aw vw^w

they dotngr sort at raac-

That's rtfM. CuttsrisL

The En art counting oil

to* debut Mbum to be

thoit Mg bfMk. Tm tnto

nanw for tho whrto of

Various Artists
Silencto • Musrte: Red Hot * Latin

Here's one GOMffl ai ion that

cannot be dismissed as anoth-

er collection of previously recorded

B-sides. After all, Melissa Etheridge

wouldn't have recorded "Sin Tener A

Donde Ir" if left to her own devices.

The tenth in the Red Hot series,

Stlemw^Mueru is an eclectic kick tor those who

Dinosaur Jr.
Hand tt Over

Heprnf

It sou re still not sick of

grungy. feedback-riddled.

distorted rock ll v.m'ic still not tited oi sstist slash

it Ivtics. And if | Maacta' tortured, strangled whine

still rock* sour amid well then, there's absolute

Iv nothing wrong wuh Dinosaur |r s latest

But lot those .1 little bored with rock stars who

ate so gosh darn unhappv all the time, tracks like

I m Insane. "Alone and "I Know You re Insane"

probablv won't revive your interest in angst-tock.

Admittcdb. Mast is. bassist Mike Johnson and

drummer George Ben do know how to deliver the

musical goods, the best parts ol the album are when

MaaCBI gises his voKt a rest and lets the instruments

do the talking

Switching between rwo singing styles (a regular

whins tMCf and a whiny falsetto) MaacM grinds

through 12 trasks of forlorn desperation peppered

with Ivrual gems like "I can't take myselt I I Itl

need a lot of help."

Sinks to be him. huh?

^|L4m ^tkyr

m

don't know "tcjano" from "me llamo." 1 Of 1 obcM

cheerfully start things off with the pepps I'cpc

& Irene." followed In David Byrne, who contin

ues Ins .iln.idv enttenched Ijtui tendencies with

"Volanda Niguas "
I os I abulosos Cadillacs and

rilhhnHf do > son ol I aim ska number called

' Vlh.ii \ Ness l'ussvcat?" And the hits just keep

on coining ssith several styles ot Anictkan music

— from rock to hip hop to funk successfully

given a Ijtin treatment. Although proceeds Irom

the album arc tor a serious c.uise and the liner is

decorated with bcautilully serious art. Silen

, m Mutrie is (series I tor a serious ticsi.i

John Mayall
and the

Bluesbreakers
Blum* For Tnm
Lost Day*

Stltrrlont

I nits -plus albums and one Clinton Inaugura

tion performance later, godfather ol British blues

|ohn Mavall is still producing incredible music that

both honors ctajek blues rifts and creates new stan

dards tot the next gcnetation

Once again taking up vocals, organ, piano, ssn

thesizers. M and six stnng guitars and harmonica.

Mavall leads the few backup musuians he needs on

this trip down memorv lane I ike the title suggests.

Blurt For Fix I oil Dun is a nostalgic album, with

Mavall reminiscing about All Those Heroes

"When I was a boy about the age of 10 / (.ot some

old records bv the blues men / Found a big connec-

tion to inv lunch lite."

Ma\all sometimes gets a bit heavy-handed when

bemoaning the woes ol war (" I relishes I or the evils

ot big cirv lite (I >c .i.i I itv." "How On You 1 ive

1 ike I hat") ( .i^s that s whv thev call it the blues

RADIO, RADIO
1. ApnexTwrto,n7cAan»0. Site

3. Pavement, Brighton me Coumen, Matador

A. BiiitttoSpUl, Perfect from Mow On,

W&mof Bros.

S. Moby, Anew* Rights, BeMn

S. Anal Cunt, lUktltmen..., Earache

7. Space Needte, The Mont, **$..., Zero Hour

S. Bjork, Tehgnm. Bektra

S. Space, Spiders, Got

lO. Tricky, Pie mmeiwmm Tension, Island

irt based soli K un .< .llegc radio play Coo-

B radio mnoo* KCR. California State U..

San Oicap; KFSfc. CaKforaia Soa?U., Fresno. KRl'l,

rgon, Euarne; RASR. Ari-

CRN I ol Michigan. Vt'V

! ech l' . I

tugrnr.ll/

zona Stat' •< Michigan; Wl

Miaiaappi Siau I . WNYII. New York U.

U. of Vermoni: WXJM. James Madnon V

Get the groove on U s music page:

hrtp //www umagazine com/rocks

Ul
Broadway e\

hollowing up the sun ess

ot Hand On The Tonh,

British producer Gcofl Vi ilkmson has una- again

plunged into the Blue Note |.i// catalog looking tor

diamond samples in the rough I Hiding a gem here

and thetc. he sets his treasures into the new grooses

he creates with I S rappers Shabaam Sahdeecj and

M H to make an original |a///hip hop hybrid

I his time pulling ntts (torn songs bv I on Don

aldson. Horace Silver and Bobbs Mslernn. Wilkin

son has produced 14 tracks that Haunt rhythniu

attitude vet won i scate ott the mainstream audi

ence I he first single. "Come on Everybody." mas

m>t have the addictive bounce of their previous hit

"(antaloop (Elip fantasia), but it s one oi the tew

blue notes on Hroadu-ay & 52n«r'tha! tails Hat

Otherwise. Hroadu-ay & 52nd— which refers M
the address of the famous Birdland \m club —
delivers on the creative promise ot the eatliet album,

from the spoken word poetrv ot "Sheep" to the east

crn-tinged sax in "Snakes." Join UaJ anytime.

Our Picki
Fox

NtoHotM Paayton

-r-^

Apocalyptical
Aoocalyotica Rtaym
Mmtaillca By Four CaMom
Mercury

MetaNica hits played on canoe. Just the dynamic duo cover 14 Jazz stan-

who. you wonder, is the target audience dards such as "Stardust." "Dinah" ar

tor these hybrid ditties? Boats us, but me album's high point. "How Deep Is

there is a certain odd pleasure in hearing meOcean."

" tranttcatly churned out Sotoootoiin

on a stringed iwatrumaM. So is toe album SatJ TWatve Point »Hata r Flan

any good? It's a ouastton aniy anawarad MCA

by another Comparad wMb what? It's the second American CivM War.

and tour young soldiers go AWOL and

start a rock band Sound corrtosmg' t>op rrslcsmi In tm '

their CO mto your computer to teem iiaR Inaatrad ay •fJa rack rtaadyi

hn togilhir an eager, 22-yaar-old •""•

*

arid a wizened. 91 -year-oid
(Thairpawai pop irhjan muaa: tani » ^rttofml «*»>T Ctotobwa leach's

'illllil and what da you "* "mm) crystaMne vocals are penearatod by

gat? EMnar a raaNy awtul buddy cop Orbit aBMty baas baas, a barrage ol senajiii

movie or a cheerful Jazz compilation to Uotdo Bpmmdvray (bom wator bangs to vinyl *,JM.\')

bring back those Merdi Gras mamortos. AIMRecon* and dub btekary. Cempfcated piiiduiboi

Luckily, wfth Doc Cheatham and Gravitate toward these tueoous and deep lyrics, but MUng M is so easy

it's the latter. Hare, w ayeaalvi rock sounds to keep your —-——
i) churning. The 4iilifeijf CdVfters nave i

art counHeethounerl

aMoonltockaackolpaioin find 9me ranmam elections for your

the space around you You may be
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Le sounds ofmusic,

brought to you

by Discover
8

Card,
[)iM<*vr GRAMMY I cstiiui: 50 concerts with GRAMMY Award

winners or nominees, and 100 community outreach events.

GRAMMY Showcase: A program providing visibility and recognition for unsigned

rock and alternative hands through a series ot local, regional and national concerts.

QRAMMY Ali-Aintniuii High School Juzz Ensembles: A showcase for some of the nations

most accomplished hi^h schtxil yazz instrumentalists, vocalists, music teachers and directors.

QRAMMY in the Schools: A music education program helping high schix>l and

college students define and explore career opportunities in the music field.

Ittshei Yeonoood <m 7i>ur: A 70-city live tour featuring

GRAMMY Award-winning artist Tirisha Yearwood.

Joq at Lincoln Center: Home of the nation's most celebrated jar: program, producing

jazz events at Lincoln Center in New York City and across the ciKintry.

American Voices: Musk at the Smithsonian Presented l>> I'mmo i u»d:

The music exhibit within the museums 150th Anniversary tour

Red, Hoi & Bfase: A celebration ot the American iniiMc.il

on exhibit at the National Portrait Cullery in Washington, 1

IMUSIC
lSC*Wi

ipply, call IT-PAYS-TO or visit us at www.dis* ffl

Cl**7 ( >rremw«»l Tni«t t .-niiMns, M, n\K t U Ml
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BY MELISSA GREGO

PR1NG HAS SPRUNG, AND SOME-

thing's fishy about the reawak-

ening of Hollywood. Check out this

month's movies. People — not birds

— are singing. A fresh-legged deer

leaps and lands in front of an oncom-

ing, exploding car. Soil faithfully

thaws, but volcanoes have the earth

trembling. That's because this is the

season of renewal, when music saves,

love pours from the grave and natural

disasters continue to flow into the

movie market.

Ripe
'inmark

Ro Graviinna'i
ftmllm

Roscanna (Mercedes Ruchl. Use Tisher king) is

dying, but her hubbv Matccllo (Jean Reno. Mmm
Impossible) is worrying jbouf everyone else She

wants to be buried in the local cemetery, but onlv a

hjndtul nt plots remain — and reservations aren't

accepted So Matccllo bla/es around tossn pulling

out cigarettes, getting medicine to the sick and hid

mg bodies in older to keep would-be plot occupants

out ot Koseanna s grave

Volcano
JM < rtlur, Am

Tommv lee Jones has been to heaven and e.irtli

chasing fugitives, asoiding natural bom MM MM
being blown awav But can he go with the How II

not. lava will Hood 1 os Angeles tones stars as the

I..A. cmcrgcncv chief in charge when a volcano

erupts beneath the la Brea Far Pits ("an he save the

< in i.t Angels trom yet another disaster' Amu
' Walking and Talking) 00 stars m this natur-

al born thriller

Paradise Road

(l.iui ( lose Francci McDocmaod (Eargo).

(uhanna Margulio f FY's /'/ft and Pauline I ollms

| Shirley Valentine) star as prisoners who can't take

the oppression at a World War II Japanese imucu-

tration camp so thes do what ans stmng woman

would do: Thev voice their opinions in the lorni m
a vocal orchestra Believe it or not. this note -toimg

drama is based on the true storv ot women captured

in the Far I asi

When the

family car hits

a deer and
explodes, twin

sisters are

relieved of a

sadistic, abu-

sive father.

They flee the

accident scene

and find a place to crash amidst young rowdies at a

run-down army base. That's when one ol the MM
begins to follow in her father's footsteps, (.'an they

break the cycle in this coming ot rage film?

Keys to Tuli
(irdmeny

I iu .Stolt/ and James Spader had a two day

thrill together in the valley, and now they're head-

ed to Oklahoma. Stolt/. as the shunned son ol a

well-to-do Tulsa lanuls. is lured home by black-

mail, courtesy of his high school sweetheart's

hubby (Spader).

That Old Feeling
l ml full

Reunited and it leels so . . wrong Paula Mar-

shall {A family Thing) plays a bride who's crying .u

her own wedding, and it's not because ol COM Ml
Her parents have been gladly divorced tot years ...

until they're caught heating it up at the ceremoiu

The divorces. Bette Midler and Dennis farina (del

Shorty). Inckei with and bed — each other to the

dismay of their daughter, friends and spouses.

( mJitmOu

An anthro-

pologist (fcric

Stolt/ 1, a doc-

umentar ian

(Jennifer
lope/, Selena)

and their cam

eraman (led

Cube. IruLty),

are in for the

boat ride of

their lives.

They nor only

brave the

Amazon on

their quest for

the monstrous

Anaconda,
but also must

thwart a villainous opportunist ilon \oight. Mission

Impossible). It s a inngli 0M the re

Breakdown
fSuausee

I osing an hour of drive time when the car

breaks down is one thing. But losing your wifc >

When a Mil couple (Kurt Russell, hsiape from

LA. and Kathleen (juinlan. Apollo /J) make a

cross-country trek lor a new |ob, they break down

on a deserted road. A so-called rescuer nabs the wife

and hubby s high action pursuit ensues

Murder at 1SOO

Snipes, camera, action' When a staffer at MM
Pennsylvania Ave is killed. DCs investigating

homicide detective (Wesley Snipes) discovers

R^P ; official White House documents arc

uuvsing and Secret Service agents don't always

plav In the book

(ioUuyn rultrlainmtnl Complinr

The swawawawawawawawaw.

undertaker,

the medical

student and

the corpse did

it in the

morgue with

the body
cloth. Accord-

ing to one

necrophiliac

undertaker's

lantasics, love-

knows no

boundaries.

When a love

triangle MM between her, a medic.il student and

MM she exposes the extent to which she

loves to take work into her own hands

Doubleteam
< flumbitV St,tntLiLiy

Dennis Rodman's not |ust a tree spirit — he

plays one in the movies As a makeup and

sequin -wearing CIA weapons specialist, he teams

up with Jean-Claude Van Damme, who plays i

world-class CIA terrorist assassin I lies break

cverv rule and explode every building, car. truck

and van in their path.

Halle
Berry ( I using

Isaiah) makes

an executive

dec MM to be

a rich man's

house guest

— not wite

Betty and
newcomer
Natalie Dei
selle plav Ccorgia glam gitls who find then way to

Beverlv Hills and mio the hearr of a dying million

aire (Martin landau. Ed Wood) When an unworthy

hcucss plots against their host, the divas hair MM
a counierplan of their own

You'd find everything but the Raismets on U s

movie page hrtp itmm umaaa/ine com

The Reel Deal

Nothing P&raon&l
Waning factions bloody

the streets of 1975 Belfast

in this chillingly intense

trom Irish director

O'Sullivan.

Nothing Personaltakes

place during a single night,

as s gang of ProMtant street

soldiers sets out to avenge a

gruesome IRA bombing. An

nevitable tn-tor-tat cycle of

Students take
director'!

i seat in the
chair.

to tocus less on the poMfcs of

who's right and who's wrong

in order to show the effects of

war on a community

"I wanted to give a vis-

ceral sense of what it's like

whan you're on the front

ane," OSublvw says, "living

in mayhem must be horrific
"

To capture the reality,

O'SuMivan spared none of

the carnage. But the film

doesn't intend to glorify or

bring sentiment to the

struggle "In 1975, things

were at their worst There

was more sectarian vio-

lence, more WA violence —
ft wm a darker period."

Although the fern focus-

es on the Loyalists, O'Sutft-

van comas from a Catholic

background. Hothmg for-

sonat has done wen in

Northern Ireland, but the

director was recently Herat

ad tor the Mm by a pastor

•I was sol

M, I OMfl 1W FlMn, ID©

flaw's about you!"

By Amy rtcknes.

Assistant Editor

Amy
ir/director Kevin Smiths nob

oaouta*v*s.becaMasunirMhltatM19»4Sun-

dance Rhn Fwbvsl. tw toM ffwyoM If WM vw Unt
-* oa

i
a j— «- - "*j— ! i ii sWt_w_**M *IMHIinn m IMS mw JmwWj unvyy.

-Wm jyBjfiH,' he cewtm si. To Mt said ft so i

do more Alms."

AM) ft worked. Mm he's delivered on his once-em

i to the aortas. Chasing Amy is the story of I

r), 9 NW JtVMy COflNC D00K WTtWf WftO i«MS Hi WW W1W ft •VtwVeMI \J09ty
•• a»^»^wA^*» - - - - — -^ >ji»»^ hiai eJiAMeitaaM lawiskaW frwaaraaftdt

n, who has dffttcufty coming to terms with his girtfrtend's wild

past. "We always knew this movie would offend the lesbian community," Smith says

"There's no way around it.

'

Being put on me defensive is nothing new to Smith, who was trounced by crWcs

1mmimltmh,mm iU.'iwmtmymttvMpotnttoi,-tmtar* "But to this day, I

stilt Tnmk Mniif ATS ts a Tine itfovpp

OMoutty trywMj to avoW future umtiuvtuy, Snuth purytxt N salt wWi Mt Mtrt Mm,

Dogntt, 1 road movto about Bit Catholic Church.

BY CARRIE BELL
Assisiani Eniink

Pmoiiisi DUKiisy or Mk Mai 1 Maki US, Fiokida Siaii U., and

KlIKNAN Hill I AND, U. or NtW MlXK tl

I.OM , I IME AGO IN A GALAXY FAR, f-AR AWAY, A U. OF

Southern California film student created a

dehumanized world where people lived under-

ground, emotion was outlawed and numbers

replaced names.

The futuristic love story and the young director caught

the eye of Francis Ford Coppola, who helped turn the

20-minute debut into a full-length feature. The film?

THX-1 138. The student? George Lucas.

Of course, not all cinema-obsessed college kids art-

launched at warp speed to fame by some Hollywood hot-

shot. But all filmmakers have to start somewhere, and

that somewhere is often a university.

School days
I .iris in a career, the worst him

Mm can nuke is mi tilin. according

to Colorado PntWsj Rim peofeaaai

I nm Sunn Although directing

ahilin sienis (torn natural talent, he

says, 1 lonnal education and trial

liln.s huild character, leach disci

plinc and act as a theraps ot sons

\l"\ uv 111 Amu tic a are like

hockes 111 t anada. Sanns -

\\r w |iist always done iliein well

M\ Net .is a professor is not to make

films. Inn to nuke tilimnak.

Most students lade into the hi/

with short propels and theors class

ci. Colorado junior Vanessa

I omasello savs the best was to

break into the Held is to tr\ eserv

lob, no mattct how small.

Helping out oldet students on

final probers lets me see how clillet

ent dircdois wotk and how to best

compensate lot ptoblems that might

ause when lin in charge." says

I omasello. who s working on a

to f/*o> cutting

sisual interpretation ot a William

Blake poem

A film Is born
Once ilu urols .ire mastered and

the confidence raised, tin adven

tute ot filmmaking begins often

with an idea.

Most plot^ arc inspired by esery-

day events. New York I grad stu

dent and Student Academy Award

winner I'lnl Bcttclsen tic tiuuali/ed

his parents interracial lose stors

"The rel.itionslup was a constant

source ot inquirv tor me," he says

It was hard to decide how much
artistic license to take. It proves lite

can be stranger than hetion

( omhII U. s ( hns Spurgin

wrote his 1 1 1 111 entitelv around a

prop. When he was vounger. Spur

gin bought a Moonwalk bounce

house, hoping 10 get rich quick

After hauling n lew places and

reah/ing how big a hassle it was. he

sold 11 on the condition that he

could use it later

in a film

Its an absurd

corned, MM a guv

whose life falls apart

alter he steals a

Moonwalk I he

metaphot ot the

plot and the prop

was too good to pass

up." the scniof sacs

Other diici lors

aren't so gracetulb

inspired In

hit Albanv State

.a., iiinior

Keith Wadi "w r

the head. Me made
Chtllm lilt We
Brratlse in MMM
to Terrs Mc Mil

Ian s Waiting To

Exhale.

"The movie is

my male response

to her woman's film. I wanted to

pull the covers ofll male emotion."

Reality bytes
After hearing endless stories of

actors' egos, set feuds and missed

lines, it's no wonder some students

opt to direct computer cursors

instead of flaky thespians. And with

user-friendly technology and I oy

Story's success, who can blame them?

"As a computer science major, I

felt the only hope I had was to

program database systems," says

Kiernan Holland, a U. of New
Mexico senior.

Holland used his sottwate skills

to create Rise of the Thorax, a short

that won $2,000 in an international

animation competition.

Holland and seven other I NM
students are making M.ilibu Hamlet,

a live-minute film that s "Shake-

speare with a surf-punk twist."

"It's easier in a group because

everyone shares their strengths to

complete .1 final goal." UNM senioi

I li/abcth IKsvcrsays "The comput-

er is a was lor me to be an artist,

even i hough I can t draw on paper."

Lights, cami
social action

Not .ill mow. bulfs tuni their

taknts loward big money, popuiaiiiv

uglis I nter the s.nully respon

sible. |xiliiic.illv aware director.

( hicago's Street level Youth
Mdia provides a creative outlet for

ii nsk youth using filmmaking to

address urban issues Hampshire

College, Mass . senior Andrew
|ii.u ken worked lot the program

last summer and hopes to use the

experience tot tuture documentaries.

I si sun .i lot ot triends drop

out and turn to drugs and gangs. It

could se iust as easily been me." he

savs Working tor this group helps

me do mi part not to let that hap-

pen to the next general ion

Instead of shedding light on cur-

rent issues, Honda State V. soplio

more Michael Marcus helps people

remember the past with his docu-

mentary. The HoUnau>t A Heiep

lion of I ruth

I he need M make it consumed

him altct he relumed home from a

loumev through I'olish eoiicenna

non camps

The trip made me realize it was

my responsibility as a child ol this

genetation to help expose the hor

rors ol the Holixausi,' Marcus sacs

"It was inoie important than school,

than wotk. than mv social lite 1 had

to share what I saw and It-It

Marcus spent months looking

tot the light images writing, edit

mg. seeking permission and raising

limds to complete the him. which is

now distributed as an educational

tool for high schools in four stales

Ttie money pit
laics of Spike I.cc maxing out

credit eatds to finish Do The Right

TInng remind students ot what it

takes to transtcf an idea trom paper

to reality: money, and lots ol n

Depending on length,

scale and quality, student

movies cost anywhere
from a few hundred dol-

lars to tens of thousands

to complete.

"No one wants to hear

about dreams unless you

have the money to make
them happen." Wade says.

Money comes from
|obs, giants, scholarships,

parents and loans. Cornell

senior and Filmmakers
( lub piesident Josh I agin

suggests making rich

friends. "You should

always be prepared to tack

on an extra $100 to the

price of everything."

James Madison V .

Va., seniors Jeff I.ofgrcn

and Rill Johnson founded

Gonial F.ntcitainment to

raise money for their

made- tor-TV movie. To

I It-lent, and give students

production experience.

Not being at a film

School forces us to be

resourceful trailblazers.

We want < icmini to help

people le.ilize their

dreams after we're g

Johnson sass

With cm iwliing thai

can go wrong, it's easy to

understand hoss an aspu

mg direciot could git dis

couraged quickK Har-

vard I l.iw student /ach

I ehman. who won i Sen

dent Academy Award lot his Jay-

mation film while at Daitmouth

(xillcge, N.H , says your best Iriend

is patience.

I tiple however long you
think it will take. He able to take

criticism Follow your heart Fight

lor lunding help. All ot this is

great advice, but won't help you

unless you keep in mind that no

mailer what happens, it s all in a

das s work."

<jme Bell doesn I know much about film-

making, except for thai hidden eamera she

itashed in her roommate s closet

Oscar Child
The stars have come out to play Sharon

is either wearing or saying something critics wHI moan about totnonow. It

be St Mofoet night of a student filmmaker's Hie— Se Student Academy

Now m its 24th year. I

tanr a fourth award noes Id a Ionian i

"The Academy is tmaresttd In the future of Se torn industry, and t

i Rich Miller, Se SAA's I

> to keep making movies.''

WW) more than 300 entries a year, convpetition is steep to say the least — fust

look at past winners Hke Robert Zemedus, Spike Lee and Bob Seget

"Se only send Se best nine fikns m each category to be screened by Academy

i," MSsr says. "The movies should be resume pieces Sat show you can

priM.aOwMofSepreelkis, wlmwo amtrseMlSaalphi
/ataatwrftw Haawaal Saafaants a^Sff

"The Now/wood people take ft very

i Jon Andrews, a Yaks U grad and SUM
lit

"in i wore*

a •« UCLA gred i

first place for The NMer Carrier, says

"Thie mm m amazing group of people who shared my commrtment to htm,"

i Cardoso, who is filming a romantic comedy for CSy , a French N

i to go forward. — C8
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CONTESTS

STH ANNUAL
U. PHOTO
FOUR $1,000
GRAND PRIZES

TtliS is your life! You're looking .11 the lasr

tout winner* 01' the month tot V M,i^ut>te\

photo OORM Thousands of students across the

country sent entries in the tout categories

Campus Life/Traditions, All Around

Sports, Road Trippin' and Funniest Sights

— and we loved every one of them! We've

seen everything from mud-wrestling MM sky-

diving to naked bird-watching and, well, just

naked people Ktnda gives new meaning to

overexposed film, eh?

Photos can be of anyone or anything on ot

oft campus, from normal (whatever that is) to

outrageous I or best results, keep the faces in

toe us jiicJ the background as light as possible.

Send entries on color print or slide film,

labeled (geiitlv) on the back with vour name.

school, .iddtcss, phone number (school and

permanent) and into on who. when. why.

what and where the photo was taken Include

names of people in the photos it possible

Entries cannot be returned and become the

property of U. Magazine.

look for the four $1,000 Cirand I'rwe

winning entries in U.'t May IW7 issue in

the fifth annual College Year in Review

special edition.

Missed out on this year's contest' Don't

tret, lust grab youi camera and start practicing

lor the 6th Annual V. Photo Contest. Winners

ot the month receive $S0 for each entry pub-

lished in V. during the year, and are put on

/ s Web sue at http.//www. unugj/ine.coin.

Winning entries are automatically eligible- tor

the $1,000 C.r.ind Pti/c awarded at the end of

the school ve.11.

Mail your entries to:

V. MAGAZINE PHOTO CONTEST
1800 C c-ntury l'.uk I asi. Suite 820

I os Angeles. CA W067- 1 5 1

1

FUMHimmr mtoHrm
Jon »»»«, U. ot
-HippM at Nelson Atkins Museum

m, Lincoln
Kama* City."

Believe it or not, everything you see in this magazine

Students just like you. • We're always looking for

student writers, photographers, illustrators and

graphic designers to contribute to the magazine.

Writers: We want compelling feature stories for

a national college audience, as well as interesting and

unusual news/trend stories about what's going on at

colleges around the nation. • Photogra-
phers: We need shooters to take color slides for

spot news, feature and cover stories. • IllUStra-
tors/Graphic Artists: We want artists to

contribute editorial cartoons, comic strips and story

illustrations.

We pay « and you get exposure in a national

magazine with a 1-5 million circulation.

What more could you ask for?

Please send a cover letter and samples of your work to:

Frances Huffman, Publisher & Editor

U- The National College Magazine
1 800 Century Park East, Suite 820

l os Angeles, CA 90067-15 1

1

OR: editor^umaga/ine.com

Hv^Jkoacipte
BY ALEXANDRA KLOSTER

NllHIHtRN Ml< Hlt.AN U.

IlllslltAIION BY R(1B hiWARlH. ClhMSON U.. S.C.

find a vein. Vacation is all 1 ever wanted. I have to believe that someday 1*11 be

able to listen to K-Tcl records or watch an A Team episode guest starring Boy

George without wondering, "Do they really want M hurt me? L)o they really

want to make me cry?"

I.

WIN A S10,000 SCHOLARSHIP!
In memory of our termer Publisher a, Editorial Director, tayto "orris Sweettond. If. Magume*

altering a $10,000 scisotarshto to an outstanding student**? graaaato Mudy in the held ot journal-

em TM* sdtotorshto Is not baaed an financial need and wiM be awarded to ana student to

IT m icU imT irr-
-~

'

"
"t *- * *"- **~*"w""""——

'

fay iiasim to a arsauato iiwaattow arearam who have at toast two 1

Double

You may not rule the wortd

yet, but you can start pHtogtog it

with the new book Cheaters

Always Prosper 50 Ways to

feuertbyU.ofCaMomia,

Santa Barbara, student

Brazil (not Ms real name) A tew

Brazilian hints:

• There is such a thing as a tree

lunch. Place shards ot glass

m your dessert at a fancy

1 ota low

1 torn* and sit on it Then

raise hall. The 1

• Catch a free ride. Tell a car

r you just got an tokart-

model, but you need to drive

it for a day before you make

a decision Take a Joy ride

and, whan you bring the car

back, say you'll ftraize the

aarchesa the next day. Don't

go back.

a Hot new wheats , ft you need a

new set of ores on your car but

cant bear to cough up the 400

bucks, get yourself a S36

IWbNT
TO A PARTY LAST SATURDAY NIGHT ..." t

Can you hear those words without instantly down-

loading an image of a leather-clad Lira Ford railing

around on her wantonly placed guitar? t Well, I

can't. The music of my youth — the 70s, '80s and

counting — is hurrowed so deeply in my subconscious that

even the most common words innocently strung together

send me into a fit of flashback frenzy.

(especially the tunes of the "Me" decade, when I hit my adolescent peak, and

boys and jellies were more important than careers with lull benefits. Maybe I m
culturally deranged because I enjoy bands with spandcx. fingerlcss gloves and

thrcc-times-atound-the-waist-is-bettct-than-once belts. Bands rocked the

nation's radio stations, threw tans in a tiuy with their one-hit wonders, inspired

trends like unisex hair frosting and faded into obscurity

I lock of Seagulls. I irtanv or (.Juiet Riot mean anything to you? Who's that

little blond gitl MMj donned erueifixes and lace? Whatever happened to the self

proclaimed Boy Toy anyway? Probably traded in fame (or motherhood.

Fortunately for those who think the music went to an eaily grave. America s

major media outlets are waking the dead VHI's Big tighttei show. It Came

From The KOs on MTV, as-seen M IVCD collections and local '
1 ightics for

1 jdies" bar nights are feeding the need for nostalgia.

But the love affair is, at best, bittersweet. The music excavates the most trau

matic moments from a sealed tomb called memory. 1 embrace the musical

genius ..I M1II1 Vanilh and the Nelson twins .is much as the next gal. but should

blue esc shadow, leg warmers and fluorescent pink lold over socks (I admit

under oath thai I wore them with black pumps in hopes of just having tun like

She hopper Cvndi lauper.) live on?

The diversity and originality represented by (^olor Me Badd, Menudo and

the New Kids |ust don 1 make up for the reign of terror I caused I'm barely 5

feet 2 inches now, but in high school I rose to a statuesque J feet 7 inches,

thanks to liberal amounts of Aqua Net, a kinky perm and the talent of eariy-

mormng bathroom beauticians I relished my newfound height until 1 nearly

OHM** •» MbJm ear aceulent I was bouncing to Lisa Lisa and the Gull Jam when

my aerodynamic hair KO'd the driver without missing a beat. Women like me

are hunted down as threats to the cwone layer.

1 his is a dilemma I'm a mnkie. I can't even leave the house when a good

Wham song comes on. I can't blame it on the rain Soon you won't be able to

? Time, Andy Farkas, East Carolina U.

like, umifpd. Alexandra Mailer u currently in rehab She has lurrendered her hats actd-

waihedjeans and Sebastian Bach patten at the first step 10 recovery

22 U. Magazine April 1997

ores. As nfiQ SB

your tires aren't beM, ahe

when thty check me car in.

Check out Ins fuR

with scam arttot Jamas Brarit at

http://wwwumagarine com/

u/rocks
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Jeep

WACKY IDEAS.

23 GAMES OF NERF BASKETBALL.

LIGHTNING STRIKES

GREAT OFFER
1997 DODGE
DAKOTA

• » •> « *>1 GET YOUR
! Ol ; ^GE GRADUATE BONUS

While you've been working hard to earn your

degree, we've been working hard on a project

of our own it's Chrysler Corporation's College

Gradyo *d Extra Credit '97, and

fers you a special $400 bonus All qualified

'95, '96 and '97 colacje graduates, grad students

and studerr btfl $ix month :, of graduation can

cash back on the pi. i

:

IP e of any new

Chrysler, Pi/mouth, Do-

Eagje vehki' - ?r> to any other

national and pur

Chrysler Financial has a variety d finance-

programs you may |udify -fet ~ «v«n wm *

established credit.

Gal, stop by your local dealership fer visit o

Web site at www.chrystercorp ft more

information Extra Cmdit '97 It's a really great

deal from a really great company

1997 PLYMOUTH
NEON

torn 31, (997

1997 JEEP
WRANGLER

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL

1-888-GREATCARS

w ^ CHRYSLER
>* FINANCIAL

Cr997 ChryiUr Corporahon Chrydsr Plytrwu* and Jeep or. ragntacd trademark, or ChryJ* Corporahon



Here's the Winners • • • •

TLMJim
A Antonios w

2: Cantonc's & Superior

. IJim-lLL-M-iirT'

A The Sub *
2: Subway

3: D'Angclos

rrri-.'Ttirx

Date: A Judic's *

2: Spaghetti Freddy's

3: The Pub

i liLi-M iia-iyuii-i

k Judic's

2: Pinocchio's

3: Carntelina's

TTTITTk* l ? j . »

;

TF1

A Bart's A

2: Friendly's

3: Bananarama

* Panda East *

2: China Dynasty

3: Kai Chi

rIWJlJ.i.Mi: at if

•SUBWAY"
Make any sandwich a

DEAL

just add '1 to the price off any sandwich

and get a medium soda & chips.

No coupon required!

Sttimnttf mmlmrteA ii»fi* «4f ie mil *w tie c—mt**. imt *me m
ec*UU*t+ mt 6—tt cm /4mit%At. TUt imm mm ttfttmifet Ue*U* /%*—

t4tAt* * {**** 44 tmcU 4U MM 4*l+M*i Si fiW*»< {*"* &*****U.

/4md «/ e*mn*e •** 4*t+d it l+/kcd jutA d*Ulm

iM *n* Mtm eoem.

4 Main Street, Amherst, MA • 256-1919

Sunday - Thursday 10am-12am
Friday & Saturday 10am-2am

1711illIIJTai-I-I-.

* Pinocchio's *

2: Carmelina's

3: Pasta E Basta

ITiMliTLlIT.

Stables '

2: Dove's Nest

3: friendly's A

McDonald,* & Whatley

Diner

rn*;irnBiirr-

A Brucgger's A

2: People's Market

3: Dunkin Donuts &

Claudia's Cafe

' Ulm.lL-LiLlALhl

* Earth Foods &
Bueno Y Sano *

2: Raw Carrot

3: Amber Waves

ITTm ': r:;#:7Tr;

A Liquors 44 A

2: Spirit Haus

3: Big Guy Liquors

ITiKfUiLTm'iLLT-

PANDA EAST
CHINESE RESTAURANT

&
SUSHI BAR

"We bring Chinatown to you"

&BEST CHINESE RESTAURANT IN THE VALLE]/^

SINCE 1987

umn

StAirnNG At

rTiUMEHU

Sashimi and
Teriyaici Is

Telephone:

(413)256-8923/256-8924
Fax:253-1173

103 North Pleasant St.
Amherst, MA 01002

We Deuver Thru ^
Delivery Express: 549-0077

i

A Rao's A A The Dorms & night out: A Bed * 2: Jagermeister

2: Starbuck's Time Out A 2: Charlie's 3: Kamikaze

3: Bluewall 2: Charlies

3: Ground Round

3: Antonio's

Best Beer;

r^TT/'^T »^n^B Besf Shot: * Sam Adams A

the night out: Best Place to finish the A Tequilla * 2: Budweiser

Qlva^s in 5t®m
Thank You for Voting!!

^Photographic Gallery

"A Photograph for Every Home and Office'

PHOTOGRAPHIC ART

LOCAL AMHERST PICTURES

SPORTS PHOTOS .J.<J

POSTERS

REASONABLY PRH ED
ANPCONVENIENTI.I I ( >i ATEI1 IN

AMHERST CENTER
39 S. PLEASANT ST.

413 -253 - 1707

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

Samuel
>pams

CO/VVE TO Trio BEST B(\K OT1 C^PcJS POR

THE BEST BEEK AT UMASS...

BEST^EER HBH SERVtrb b(ULY

(\T TriE TOCcJAAASS BEST
1997

1

Sett!
* IW7 A

llfh Floor • Lincoln Campus Center • (413) 545-3217

(?0*U}14,tul<lti&H4 tO

Matt league!

front your •*•**
the Ground

Round..

1 vs. ,. /vy^r
20C wings • Sun-Mon-Tues * 7:oo'til Closing

Don't forget our

April Draft Special:

Bud & Bud Light

14 oz. $1.29

25 oz. $1.99



c*£*
e

THE MOST
-._ important
bat meal of

Breakfast the day

•till 9~ !

Homaatyla Egg*
and Omallattea

^fe>

eat heavy, aat light, eat sweat, eat smart
eat natural, eat veggie, eat meat, eat aoup

EAT GOOD IT'S HERE

morningCnoonCnight
Mon.-Sat. 7""-9pm

Sunday Brunch 7am-3pm

168 N. Pleasant St. Amherst 253-2291

Bike Sale
Was

a£.Oo<

$329"

$419.*

$579."

Sale Price //*

ssl*
5

/fife

Zeros SMS." $589*
$479:- **%

K«w 7Vrfc

Bicycle World Too
32 Masonic St. Northhampton 585 9100

63 S. Pleasant St. (Behind Bonducci's) Amherst 253-7722

Was Sale

9i Rock Staf^fcs $379 $289
Jstatation \ $25 $15
17Judys and lndysn\Stock "TheBest Pricesm the Vah

Sale. . _
b Locks starting «$19.'

3: New Castle

TTg >nninrwrfT7rr-

A Asshole -

2: Quarters

3: Circle of Death

A Matt Teaquc
Ground Round *

2: Darren @ Cutty's

3: &y Smith @ Time Out

* Stop N' Shop
2: Bis V

3: Victory

rfimdL rnn.\

2: Stop N' Shop

3: Montgomery Florist

ijjiKiMiinrtLnn
"- Zanna ?fc

2: Salvation Army

3: TJ Maxx

* Mobil

2: BP
3: Shell

TrntilTf:

Always in Bloom

* Valley Bicycle

2: Bicycle World Too

3: Bike Co-op

Atticus/ Albion

imass i

Seat!

ThantX You
For Voting Us

1997 * BEST BOOKSTORE!

We Are Your
Full Service

Store For JVew + Used
General Books And Text Books

We Want to Buv Back Your Books!

Call For Details

^
* ^& <&

^

ATTICUS
Aworld of reading. Since 109 B.C

8 Main St. Amherst
Open Mon thru Sat 9anvllpm, Sun Ham. 8pm

2: Jeffery Amherst

3: Barnes & Noble

Best Hair $alqn:

>' Bucci *

2: Hair East

3: University Barbers

* Flex *

2: Kids Sports

3: Body Shop

MICHAEL 'S BI.

9 ft. fables * All Sporting

Events

* Every

Thursday

Night

$10 Cash 8-608

fbumament

Q Bigger

Silver Jewelry

Si'WJnh
flJjlQA

-fctUiinqA

236 71. Pttttuwit Si.

2S3W7
VhjtSni 11-6

I MM 1

I I*\IH

La Cucina at

Qinocchio
2 5 6-4110
Make your reservations for graduation TODAY.

30 BoKwood Walk, Amherst
Mon-Thurs. 1 1 :0(T to 2:00'

Fri.-Sat. 1 1:0(r to 3:0(T
Sun. 11:00"" to 1:00*™

Now... The lifestyle you've been waiting for...

Luxury two and three bedroom apartments in Amherst

Amenities Incluii
Central Location • Beautiful Golfcourse • Mountain Views • Private Entries

Select Apartments located on the PVTA Bos Stop

On site day care center • Play Areas • Laundry Room • Victory Gardens

Tennis & Basketball Courts

We Offer
Heat & Hot Water included in your rent • Wall to wall carpet • Washer/Dryer Hookups

,

"I

I Air Conditioning • Fully Applianced Kitchens w/ Disposal

Profesionol On Site Management • 24 hour

• Intercom Entry System

intenonce

Directions; Just off

Rt.9 lake West St

(Rt9 11 6s) to East

Hodley Rd Take first

left onto Riverglode

Drive



A Carta's Creation

2: The Club

3: Deborah's

2: Stop N' Shop

3: Health Services

* Pearl Street *

2: Iron Horse

3: Mullins Center

Hesr jml Band;

* Floater Clown

2: Scraggy Neck Rd

Earth Foods Cafe
open ll-3pm, monday-friday

serving inexpensive vegetarian food

Student Union

the student-run cafe where

staff, faculty and students

meet for fantastic food

can you dig It?*

Sitzhfo?

Stables would like to thank the faculty

and students of UMass for voting us

jJM«s' Best breakfast for the

year in a row.

Stables • Rtc l
> Hadley • Open daily 6am-3pm

FLEX Thanks UMass Students

For Choosing Us The Best!
j

!! AEROBICS !!

J

FREE WEIGHTS

Darren Pierce

Congrats for being

one of The Best.

Thursday night

South of the Border

S^*\ $2 * Coronas

$2.2 * 16 oz

Margaritas'

• 1997 *

L

dobifiTOui*
-A KA U 4. r S T

l_JI\/IASS'

Production Manager
Vdvertisiug Production Manager . .

.

( ]< )\ t r I )l sijjn

\il\criisin^ Manager
Assistant Advertising Manager
Special Issues Coordinator

Advertising Production Stall: Andrea

staff
losh Sylvester

David Voldan

Marc Dionne

OaijJ .1. Brod\

Luis I,una

Kyan Duqucs

iSfiggs, kcrin ( aiarles.

ill. \ Marianne I laner

*i&!fram
AMHERST

CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE MSG

• MANDARIN &
SZBCHUAN
(1 ISIM

• EATINORTAKi
OUT

• PULL LIQUOR
LiCENSl

• HOME STYLE
((K)KIN(i W\
USI OUR I ARM
ORGANICALLY
GROWN PRODUt 1

DURIN(. LOCAI
(iROWINC. SEASON

• OPEN 7 DAYS.

5/253-2813 • 62 Main Street, Amherst

We're Big On Friendly Service

Wc have a full selection of:
* wine * beet -tr liquor *

it krijjs a beerballs *

'Sat!
Thank you to the Minimis
of I'Muss for making us one

of i Mass bestlll
ZC4(!

NRWwmiikI hniWii«< sqt*. Wa0r nu* nr. H«iHmM«*i«nfHtt*lr Apfc.1

Montagu- Krt. • North Amhena. MA • 540- 3SS5

Thank you for

voting us

The Best Place to

Start the Night Out!

TIME OUT
Conn

v/hyi

3: The Mitchcles

* 993 WHMP
2: 91.1 WMUA
3: 95.7 & 96.5 & 102.1

* Media Play *
2: Newbury Comics

3: Mystery Train &

Strawberries

A Micheal's Billiards

2: Student Union

3: Packard's

* Hampshire Movie 6

2: Antonio's

3: Rent a movie

* Blockbuster *

2: Video To Go

3: Sounds Easy ft Captain

Video

* Jerry McGuire

2: Star Wars

3: Usual Suspects

* Seinfeld *

THANK YOU
UMASS

or Voting Us *1
and

Letting us Tan Your Buns!

9 Large Uniquely Themed
Tanning Rooms

Sunquest/Wolf f 26 Bulb Beds w/Face Units

Sunvision/Wolff 28 Bulb Beds w/3 Face Units

Check Out Our Newest k Biggett Bed Yet!

TheSunstar 32 Bulb w/3 face Unlit

Licenced Nail Technicians
Acrylic Nate * Manicures ' Pedicures

•Waxing * Ear Piercing

Full Seta $23 w Student ID

roaiions
fhe Valley s rfmiw Nail & Tannine So/on/

M06 Russell St (Rte 9) * 2nd Floor * Hadley, MA
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Award Winning!

-Sales

-Service

-Rentals

-Accessories

-Shipping

-Storage

ADVOCATE
* BEST *

mi \ \i i TV
ItE \di us roil

2: The Simpsons

3: Friends

R*€t Thing About UMass.

* Size & Diversity

2: Basketball

3: Girls

Best Apartment

Complex:

* Puffton

2: Mill Valley

3: Br&ywine

Best Class

* Public Health

2: Biology of Cancer &

Aids & Abnormal

Psychology

3: Philosophy 100

Best Reason To Hand

Hungovcr '

2: Sleeping

3: Sex

Best Professor:

* Stephen Oates

2: Professor Friedman

3: Professor Davoli

Best Place To Read

Hungovcr

2: Computer Problem

3: Sick

Best Reason T

Miss Class:

* Campus Center &

On The Toilet

2: In Class

3: DC

Best Emcuss For

Not Graduation In

jJlMATTt:

* Changed Major

2: Hungovcr

3: One More Year Of Fun

Best Place To Study:

Library

2: Newman Center

3: Bluewall

Zcjt' "out! G-£t

May 1,2,3,4

Giant
VALUES

Days
HUGE Markdowns

on Selected

and Accesories!!.

.downs I

Bikes
II

ries!!.. 1

1

SUBS GYROS

the Sub ^

Foi I ice Delivery for Lunch or Dinner

call 549-5160

"They'll catch your

snake for you all right"

A really big snake

stars In Anaconda.

There are a few
other people in too,

but they're not as

big as that there

snake. Check out

our review (see Arts

& Living, page 6).

Yes, yes Barnsby

gets no-no

UMass' Scott

Barnsby pitched

the first no-hitter in

Fenway Park since

1 965 and the first

Minuteman no-no
since 1957 (see

Sports, page 1 2).

WORLD

Space station fumes

reach clanger level

MOSCOW (AP) — Antifreeze fumes
leaking from a cooling pipe on the
aging Mir space station have reached
the maximum acceptable concentra-
tion and may become dangerous to

the Russian-American crew, a news
agency reported yesterday.

The crew has fixed two other leaks,

but a remaining leak in the Kvant-1
research module has eluded cosmo-
nauts trying to seal it. Mission Control

Center spokesman Viktor Blagov said at

a news briefing, according to Interfax

Blagov said officials were worried
about the situation, but it was not
immediately clear what would happen
to the station and its crew if the leak is

not found soon. The Russian space
agency did not answer calls from The
Associated Press last night.

NASA is unaware of any new serious

problems aboard the Mir and has not
heard of any plans to abandon the
space station, NASA spokesman Kyle

Herring said yesterday. He also said

that as far as NASA knows, the levels of

leaking antifreeze aboard the station

are allowable and safe.

About 0.4 gallons of ethylene glycol

nave already leaked, and the fumes
have reached a concentration of 1.2

milligrams per cudk meter — the max-
imum acceptable, Blagov said, accord
ing to Interfax.

NATION

AZT withheld from

pregnant test subjects

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States is paying tor experi-

ments in poor countries that could
allow 1,000 babies to die of AIDS
unnecessarily by withholding a pro-

tective drug from HIV-infected
pregnant women, the patient advo-

cacy group Public Citizen charged
yesterday.

The government says the studies

are ethical because they are the
only way to find new HIV protec-

tions that poor countries can
afford. But in a letter signed by
prominent bioethicists and Dr.

Wilbert lordan, head of the Black

Los Angeles AIDS Consortium,
Public Citizen compared the Un-
funded foreign research to the infa-

mous "Tuskegee experiment" in

Alabama in which the government
withheld syphilis treatment from
poor black patients

"We are confident that you
would not wish the reputation of

your department to be stained with
the blood of foreign infants," said

the letter to Health and Human
Services Secretary Donna Shalala

Shalala did not immediately
respond, but the National Institutes

of Health and Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention vigorously

defended the studies.

"In the absence of identifying

some regimen that is affordable,

hundreds of thousands of kids are

going to die," said the CDC's Dr.

Phillip Nieburg.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Thursday Friday

•7TTN

HIGH: 65 HKH: 60 HIGH: 60

LOW: 35 LOW: 40 LOW: 35
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Mount Holyoke occupation over

IMANC VOV COUiCIAN

Avery Ouelette, Mount Holyoke's student government president-elect, speaks to MHC students, faculty, staff,

and media presses on the lastest developments in negotiations with administrators

By Mike Burke

Collegian Staff

SOUTH HADLEY — The Mount
Holyoke student takeover of Mary
Lyon Hall ended last night at approxi-

mately 9 p.m. when the last two of

the protesters left the administrative

office; at 7:50 p.m. the first 21 stu-

dents left the building which had been
occupied since 5 p.m. on Monday.

Wording to the Mount Holyoke
News, the student protesters felt that

their presence could be of more use to

the cause if the) were outside.

No student protesters were avail-

able for contact following their exit.

The takeover ended approximately

five hours after College officials came
forward with their first public release

concerning the student » latest

demands.

In an hour long session held at the

campus's Amphitheater, over 500 stu-

dents, faculty and staff gathered to

hear the administration discuss issues

of admission policies, cultural space,

chaplaincy. Asian American Studies

program and Assistant Dean of
Students.

Avery Ouelette. Mount Holyoke's

student government president-elect

opened the discussion by reading "A
Letter to the College community from
President loanne V. Creighton" (§ee

page 4).

In comparison to the administra-

tion's release dated April 20.
"Progress Report." the latest docu-
ment featured one change in position

ion cultural space) and two clarifies

tiens (on the Asian

program and the Assistant Dean of

Students).

Student protesters, both inside and
outside of Mary Lyon, appeared sur-

prised by the lack of additional com-
promise.

Yesterday's letter highlighted an
administratis e "change in position* on
cultural space for

Asian/Asian-American and
lesbian/bi-sexual/transgendered stu-

dents; as well as two "clarifications"

on the Asian American Studies pro-

gram and the Assistant Dean of
Students.

Beyond these three alterations there

appeared no further compromise on
the part of the administration.

Senior Khanh Pham took the stage

Turn to tAUV.poge 2

UM graduate awarded fellowship
By Julie Siegal

Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts graduate Erin lackson was
awarded a prestigious fellowship to attend law school by

the Phi Kappa Phi National Honor Society.

lackson qualified for the fellowship in part because of

her involvement in a judicial internship at the U.S.
Supreme Court.

"The Phi Kappa Phi Fellowship is in some sense both a

culmination and a continuation of my honors thesis,'

lackson said. "As a UMass intern at the Supreme Court. I

saw how most individuals an! mystified by the court and
don't really understand what it actually does. I want to

make the law more accessible to the average citizen."

The fellowship caps lackson * distinguished undergrad-
uate career and attests to both her commitment and range.

As a Student Government Association (SGA) member,
she served as a senator and then as a chairperson of the

SGA's Public Policy committee. As founder, president and
Most Valuable Player of the UMass women's rugby team,

she almost singlehandedly brought the sport to campus.
All the while, she pursued a double major in political sci-

ence and women's studies through the University Honors
Program.

"She was one of the jewels here," said English professor

|ohn Nelson, who nominated lackson for the fellowship.

"She worked hard to achieve all she could, and she didn't

have a silver spoon in her mouth. She did it all while hav-

ing part-time jobs."

lackson received many honors while attending the

University, including the i°96 Senior leadership Award,
the 1996 Konieczy Leadership Award and the 1996
Kathryn Furcolo Outstanding Intern Award. She was also

president of the UMass chapter of the Golden Key Honor
Society, member of Phi Beta Kappa and a 1 995 William F.

Field Alumni Scholar. In addition, her senior thesis —
"Broadcasting the Supreme Court; The Implications of

Audio and Video Access to Oral Arguments" — was first

funded by an Honors Research Fellowship Award and
then received the 1996 Honors Director's Award.

lackson. who received her bachelor's degree in May
1996. is employed as a paralegal with Thornton. Early &
Naumes in Boston, where she is currently involved in

researching claims by asbestos exposure victims. She plans

to attend law school in the fall.

Jury selection in McVeigh trial completed
By Micriow fteeinon

Associated Press

DENVER — Seven men and five

women were selected yesterday to

hear the Oklahoma City bombing
trial, with the judge using a bingo-

style system of numbers to shield the

identities of the already anonymous
jurors.

"I now address you as members of

the jury," U.S. District Judge Richard

Matsch told them as they took their

assigned seats in the jury box.

"You've been selected as the jury to

try this case."

Although their names, back-
grounds, attitudes and races were not

disclosed, sources close to the case
said the jury consisted of seven men
and five women, with an alternate

panel of three men and three women.
The jury is blocked from the view

of reporters in the courtroom by a

wall, but can be partially seen by
members of the public. Those in the

courtroom said the panel appeared to

have 16 white members and two

whose race could not be determined,

but who appeared to be either

Hispanic or American Indian.

Those jurors who could be seen by

journalists included an elderly white

man who leaned over and stared at

reporters; a young white man with

glasses, a young white woman with

curly blonde hair; a white balding

man with a mustache: a man with

long dark hair who appeared to be an

American Indian and a white young
man with a beard.

Turn to MCVEKSH. page 2

UM budget to increase

only $3M for next year
By Tomar Carroll

Collegian Start

Currently, the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst is slated

for a $3 million increase in its

1998 budget, far less than the $28
million increase that the University

requested.

At last Thursday's Faculty
Senate meeting, Chancellor David

K. Scott gave an update on the

1998 budget for the UMass sys-

tem, which is currently under
debate in the Massachusetts State

Legislature House of
Representatives

Scott said that the final budget

represents a long planning procew
and that "we are still in the early

stages." but that the most recent

House budget figures showed only

a .8 percent increase in the total

budget for UMass Amherst.

Scott also said that the House
has designated $8 million to the

Massachusetts Board of Higher
Education, a portion of which the

Board may choose to give to

UMass Amherst. Last year, the

Board received $5.8 million from
the House and gave $200,000 to

UMass Amherst.

"We do not know how the

Board will allocate the $8 million

this year." Scott said.

In addition, an amendment to

extend the state's program of

"matching funds" in which the

state pledged $.50 for every $1 the

University generated in fundrais-

ing. has been defeated in the

House.

Scott called the matching funds

program "an important part of our

work" in Campaign UMass and
stated that it was "not in the budget

that will go forward to the Senate."

Professor Eric Einhom. chair of

the political science department,

expressed concern over the budget

and asked Scott to address the

chances for improvement in the

budget.

"Several of my colleagues are

dismayed by this. It is very dis-

heartening," Einhom said. "Is the

case desperate or merely difficult?"

In response. Scott noted that

while UMass is scheduled for a .8

percent increase, the state and
community colleges will receive a 5

percent increase in their overall

budgets.

"Clearly the University was
being treated differently," Scott

said.

Scott speculated thai this differ-

ence could be because of the 5 per-

Turn to BUOOET, page 2

On guard!
Mike Mcfarland and |.T. Kaminski from the UMass fencing team

demonstrate the art of fencing near the campus pond yesterday

afternoon

Peruvian hostages walk free

after soldiers storm mansion
Lederles give gift to equine studies

By Lynn Monohon
Associated Press

LIMA, Peru — In a bloody light-

ning assault, Peruvian troops
stormed the lapanese ambassador's

mansion yesterday, freed dozens of

hostages and ended a four-month
standoff with leftist guerrillas. All

the rebels — believed to number 1

5

— were reported killed. President

Alberto Fujimori said all 72 captives

were rescued, but an undetermined

number were injured in the gunfire

and explosions that rocked the com-
pound. A diplomat reported seeing

one dead hostage and three or four

wounded soldiers.

Peru's foreign minister, Francisco

Tudela, was carried away on a

stretcher. A congressman later said

he had broken his leg. As smoke
wafted over the compound, tri-

umphant soldiers hauled down the

guerrillas' flag, and ex-hostages and
their rescuers cheered and jubilantly

sang the Peruvian national anthem.
A large pool of blood could be seen

at the bottom of a stairway where
soldiers had led hostages to free-

dom.
The operatfon by a 150-man mili-

tary and police team climaxed an
international ordeal that had trans-

fixed two nations and focused global

attention on a little-known Marxist

guerrilla group. Tupac Amaru, and
its demands that jailed comrades be
freed in exchange for the captive
diplomats and businessmen.

Peruvian and Japanese news
media reported all the hostage-hold-

ers — including at least two teen-age

girls — were dead.

The report of a dead hostage and

Turn to PIW, poge 2

By Daniel E. Levenson

Collegian Staff

The Equine Studies program at the University of

Massachusetts, at Amherst, recently received a $168,000
gift from former UMass President John Lederle and his

wife Angie.

According to a recent press release, the contribution,

which was given as part of Campaign UMass. will "set up a

charitable remainder Unitrust. the ultimate proceeds of

which will create an endowment for the benefit of the

Equine Studies program."

Angie Lederle. a long-time fan of horse riding, first

became seriously involved with horsemanship when she

and her husband came to the University in I960 from

Michigan.

|ohn lederle. the University's 1 5th president, vastly con-

tributed to the changes that made the Amherst campus
what it is today.

While he was in charge, the number of students enrolled

and the faculty and buildings on campus increased signifi-

cantly.

"I was president during the building period." Lederle

said.

The fund, which will be entitled the Angie K. Lederle

Equine Studies Endowment, will provide funding for a vari-

ety of horse related purchases and activities, including riding

equipment, horse trailers, new horses and equine breeding.

Lederle. commenting from his western Massachusetts

home, said of the donation that "this is a small way of

expressing appreciation.

"It was an exciting period and I think we're in exciting

times now." said Lederle. referring to his tenure as presi-

dent and commenting on the current state of the
University.

"We love the University," he added.
While John Lederle was UMass president during the

1960s, his wife got a chance to meet and know many
UMass students with whom she continues to keep in con-

tact with.

In 1985 the Graduate Resource Center on the UMass
Amherst campus was named after the former president

According to information provided by the University.

Campaign UMass has among its goals: "Increasing excel-

lence in teaching and learning." and "creating a wiser and
better world."

In University literature, the drive to improve the school

is described, "Campaign UMass is intended to support the

University's basic agenda. This agenda begins by pmviding
and opportunity for the Commonwealth and the

nation's brightest and best students to receive a nationally

competitive university education."
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McVeigh
continued from page 1

lurors return tommorow to take

their oath and hear opening statements

as Timothy McVeigh stands trial in the

worst act of terrorism on U.S. soil.

The 28-year-old Gulf War veteran

is charged in the April 19, 1995,

truck bombing of the downtown
Oklahoma City federal building that

killed 168 people and injured hun-

dreds more. He could face the death

penalty if convicted.

Outside of court. McVeigh lawyer

Stephen (ones said: "We're ready to

go." Prosecutors declined comment.

Intent on preserving jurors* priva-

cy, Matsch concocted an unusual sys-

tem of exercising peremptory chal-

lenges, in which jurors were identi-

fied by a letter and a number.

Lawyers called out the codes — D-

2. A-4. E-6 and the like — of the

jurors to be dismissed. In peremptory

challenges, no reason must be stated

to excuse a juror. The process took

about a half hour.

Prosecutor loseph Hartzler tried to

make light of the system. "Like

bingo, your honor," Hartzler

quipped.

Matsch glared at the prosecutor

and said. "It's a lot more serious than

a bingo game."

By renumbering the jurors. Matsch

was creating an anonymous jury

because reporters and the public

would not be able to link panelists

with answers they gave during ques-

tioning.

Since the trial began three weeks

ago. Matsch has been meeting in

secret with lawyers to handle the dis-

missal of prospective jurors based on

their beliefs about the death penalty

or other views. He's even barred

reporters from seeing prospects'

faces and kept them from getting

transcript* ul twuri s

rally

continued from page 1

to voice her concern over their "clarification" of the

Asian American Studies program.

"What you are proposing us to do is what we have

done for five years... we want a real commitment to

Asian Americans." Pham said.

Several students also screamed out their concerns for

the suspended students inside Mary Lyon.

Pleas included: "loanne Creighton you owe us an

explanation on what is going to happen to those fine

women in Mary Lyon." and "Are the (protesters) going

to be stigmatized for caring about this institution?"

The administration offered no immediate answers

concerning the students' suspension except for they

were still in effect.

In her first public appearance since Monday's
takeover, Creighton addressed the crowd, "I want you

know that your voices have been incredibly important in

developing this document... I think these last few days

have been painful."

But according to many student protesters the pain

and frustration was far from over.

Student negotiator Fabiola Tafolla, speaking through

an open window in Mary Lyon voiced her discontent

with the process citing that "this document did not

address our revised demands" referring to a widely dis-

tributed list of five key demands posted by the student

protesters.

"Basically this says the decision [on the change in

admission policy] is made and. tells us why," Tafolla

said. "Basically there were no negotiations."

But the administration was adamant that their efforts

were just.

"This is a clear effort by the administration to move

ahead on cultural space. In fact it is a commitment."

said College spokesperson Kevin McCafferty on the

College's concession to grant cultural space to the Asian

and Asian-American and lesbian, bisexual and trans

gendered communities.

"The administration was negotiating with good faith

for seven hours this weekend... [But] a building

takeover would represent a break off in talks with the

students," McCafferty said, explaining the lack of nego-

tiations between protesters occupying Mary Lyon and

the administration.

Yesterday morning the Betty Shabazz House was the

sight of a seven hour meeting between administrators

and elected student officials.

McCafferty noted that student protesters inside Mary

Lyon were offered the chance to leave the occupied

building to take part in yesterday morning's discussions;

student negotiators claimed this morning's meeting was

not originally scheduled for negotiations but discussion

of administration process — no students left the build-

ing.

Yesterday's events followed a long night and a mid-

morning rally.

Over 40 students spent the night on the lawn of Mary

Lyon in a sign of solidarity with the students inside the

building.

The emotional high point of the morning rally took

place as sophomore Amanda Sapir addressed the crowd

from a second floor window citing all the wonderful

feats that the suspended students had accomplished in

their lives.

"We are not begging to come back to Mount
Holyoke. We are saying that Mount Holyoke needs

these women. Mount Holyoke can not lose these

women," Sapir said.

Local students spend day at

UM learning about science

By Jullietto Doro
Collegian Correspondent

budget
continued from page 1

cent reduction in tuition required of

the University (and not the state and

community colleges) by the Board of

Higher Education.

"I have heard that they are not

going to penalize the state colleges for

tuition reduction." Scott said. "You
can interpret that."

MPeru

Although he did not expect the

University to receive the $28 million

increase it requested, Scott was hope-

ful for some improvement over the

current House budget.

"Usually, the University does better

in the Senate than in the House."

Scott said.

The budget, when it is finalized,

will have to include $200,000 to

$800,000 to fund recruitment of vale-

dictorians and salutatorians. the oper-

ating costs of the Massachusetts
Information Highway, and a "few

other significant items." according to

Scott.

Students from local schools par-

ticipated in an Engineering and
Science Day on Saturday hosted by

the National Society of Black

Engineers at the University of

Massachusetts.

The children, ages 7 to 15, were

able to view some projects done by

University engineering students and

to participate in a model bridge

building contest to sharpen their

own skills.

According to Julius Randall.

Associate Director of Minority
Engineering and advisor to the

Society, Saturday was a chance to

expose the students to engineering.

"Most of them are first genera-

tion. There aren't any engineers at

home. This will give them a better

idea of what an engineer is,"

Randall said.

Each student will have a mentor

from the Sociely. who will take

them to activities throughout the

year and will tutor them if they

need It, The students will be

tracked until college. Several com-

panies, will donate all the children's

school supplies, including computer

software. Randall said that the

companies have chosen to remain

anonymous.
"It's a great opportunity for kids

to get to know some students and

get to see what it's like in college

and be in the engineering program,"

said Gayle Carvalho. whose 9-year

old son Michael had attended other

events with Randall in the past.

The students viewed and tested a

driving simulator, which they

thought was just like a video game.

The simulator is a car with the

engine replaced by a computer used

to test reactions to different driving

conditions.

Nine-year-old Tolu Onafowokan

said. "It was like a game. It didn't

feel real."

"It's like Sega Genesis 52X. but a

bigger screen." Michael Carvalho

said.

Students played a board game,

Bat Quest, designed by Pierre

Elysee, a senior electric and com-

puter engineering student. The

object of the game was to get the

"bats" from cages on one end of the

board to cages on the other, based

on traffic signals.

Elysee, who designed the game in

1994. said, "It has been my dream

to market the game at the end of my
senior year." He is currently looking

for an investor to sponsor the game.

"It (the game]" was fun. but it was

tough. You had to have a lot of

strategy." said child participator

Tosin Onafowakan.

The students were supposed to

see a demonstration of a "robotic

mouse." which uses infrared sensors

and battery power to find its way

through a maze. However. lean-

Robert Durocher, one of the seniors

who designed the "mouse" told the

kids it was not working.

At the end of the day, students

saw a computer bridge- building

demo, where they picked a bridge

design and broke off into teams to

build a bridge for their town. The

students will come back in a few

weeks with their completed bridges.

"The day gives kids some connec-

tion to what they do in school in sci

ence and math. It's a little bit more

concrete." Carvalho said.
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wounded soldiers came from Eloy Avila.

Bolivia's acting ambassador to Peru, who said

he had been inside the residence and seen the

victims.

The low casualty toll among hostages was

surprising to some. An armed forces assess-

ment early in the 126-day siege estimated such

an assault would cost the lives of 70 percent of

those in the compound.
The hostages, all male, were mostly

Peruvians, but also included 24 lapanese. 12

businessmen and 12 diplomats, including

lapanese Ambassador Morihisa Aoki. There

were no Americans among them. Less than an

hour after the raid. Fujimori strapped on a bul-

letproof vest and victoriously entered the com-

pound. He shook ex hostages.' hands and

joined with them and soldiers in singing the

national anthem.

Smiling and carrying a large red-and-white

Peruvian flag. Fujimori traveled with two bus-

loads of hostages, apparently unharmed, to a

military hospital. From inside the buses, the

freed men gave the thumbs-up sign and
smiled.

"We've received 72 friends alive and well."

an elated Fujimori said in the bus.

Other hostages were rushed off in ambu-
lances. Friends and family gathered at the

nearby hospital to look for loved ones.

"We're here to applaud the hostages and

police for their bravery." said one woman at

the hospital. Edith Gonzalez. "There was no

other alternative but to attack."

But the sister of one hostage said she wasn't

sure.

"I don't know if the attack was necessary."

said Nancy Dominguez. 55. "All I know is it

was a horrible shame."

In Tokyo. Japanese Prime Minister Ryutaro

Hashimoto said Peru had not told him in

advance of the raid, even though the com-

pound is technically Japanese soil.

"Our country was not informed in advance

and this is very regrettable." he said. But he

expressed support for Peru's leader, saying:

"There should be nobody who could criticize

Mr. Fujimori for his decision."

Hashimoto said ail the lapanese hostages

were safe, but some were slightly injured. He
also expressed 'regrets for "several people who

are injured or lost their lives."

Talks to peacefully end the crisis broke

down March 12 over the rebels' demand that

Peru free their jailed comrades. Fujimori

repeatedly ruled that out.

Fujimori had said he would use force to end

the crisis only as a last resort, but Peruvian

news media repeatedly reported military plans

to raid the compound.
The heavily armed guerrillas stormed the

residence on Dec. 17 during a cocktail party

marking the lapanese emperor's birthday and

took almost 500 hostages They quickly

released most of them. Rebels had warned
they had heavily mined the compound to pre-

vent an assault, and staged drills earlier this

month to prepare for raids.
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UM Prof to give lecture on

polymers and their functions
. ll l—. _l_! ._ l:l.- -: l._.

By Mark McGrath
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts
professor in the Department of

Polymer Science and Engineering

will give a lecture, entitled "Strings

of Life: Structure and Dynamics of

Polymers* today at 4 p.m. in

Memorial Hall as part of the

Distinguished Faculty Lecture
series.

Murugappan Muthukumar, who is

considered one of the world's fore-

most polymer theoreticians, will

deliver the fifth and final installment

of the lecture series, meant to high-

light some of the University's most
accomplished faculty members.

According to Muthukumar, the

lecture is intended for a general audi-

ence, and that a scientific back-

ground is not necessary.

The lecture will describe polymers

— long strands connecting very

many chemical units. These chains

are on the forefront of the technolog-

ical world, and can be found in med-
ical applications such as artificial

joints, heart valves and cartilage as

well everyday objects like airplanes

and musical instruments.

"This is about what polymers are

and their functions in life and soci-

ety," Muthukumar said.

Muthukumar also said that he will

explore how molecular aspects of

polymers lead to such diverse appli-

cations. His current research deals

with "environmentally friendly" com-

posites and methods of producing

them in a controlled way. The exam-

ple he uses is developing a paint that

is safe in the way that it will not

wash away in the rain.

The UMass Department of

Polymer Science and Engineering is

widely known as being the best in

the world, a reputation backed up by

a number one ranking from National

Research Council.

The success of the program is due

in large part to modern facilities of

the Silvio O. Conte National

Polymer Research Center, one of the

most recent additions to the UMass
campus.

Muthukumar's lecture is free and

open to the public, and will be fol-

lowed by a reception.

NPC plans day of protest

By Joseph R . Fountain

Collegian Staff

The National Peoples Campaign
(NPC). along with local student

activists and community organizers

are set for a "National Day of

Protest" on April 27. The protest

will be held in Philadelphia to

protest budget cuts to programs for

the poor, racism and police brutality.

The NPC has targeted

Philadelphia because of President

Bill Clinton's planned three-day

summit entitled. "The President's

Summit on America's Future,'

which is also meeting on April 27.

Vice President Al Gore and former

presidents George Bush, (imrny

Carter and Gerald Ford along with

current congressional leaders from

both parties and corporate CEO's
are scheduled to attend.

The purpose of the President's

Summit is to spur philanthropy to

aid non-profit organizations and
stimulate volunteer efforts to solve

social problems.

NPC is using its own experts and
has assembled a group of experts to

counter the summit's message.
According to Western Massachusetts

NPC organizer Nick Camerota. 300
civil rights, religious, labor, women's

rights, environmental and gay and

lesbian organizations from across the

country have endorsed the protest.

The endorsers for the protest

include Noam Chomsky, political

prisoners Mumia Abu-)amal and
Leonard Pelitier, author Alice

Walker, academics Howard Zinn

and Michael Parenti and former

U.S. Attorney General Ramsey
Clark who is a founding member
NPC.

"Philanthropy and voluntecrism

sound good but its going to take

more than charity to end poverty and

racism in this country." Camerota
said.

Citing figures provided by Peter

Edelman. former assistant secretary

of Health and Human Services who
resigned after Clinton signed the

Welfare Reform Act. Camerota said

"the legislation has put 2.6 million

people, half of them children, into

poverty.

"We need to stop budget cuts

directed at human need and stop

some of the breaks and massive sub-

sidies that big corporations get and
show opposition to these policies,"

Camerota said.

Those interested in attending
should contact National People's

Campaign at (413) 538-8537.

(Portraits ofa Struggle, by maruj Vo

From top left, clockwise: Senior Fabiola Tafolla is one of the many protesters

facing suspension by the administration; Lia Wong, L'Mass SGA president,

showed Five College unity by ascending into the occupied Mary Lyon adminis-

trative building Monday night; senior Khan Pham told the administrators the

lustrations in establishing an Asian Studies program at the college during the

information session Tuesday afternoon; and Mount Holyoke President, Joanne

Creighton, entertained questions from the crowd yesterday after negotiations

ended in the afternoon.
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Mather Building 545-2224

INTO AMHERST
A Day of Community Service Dedicated to

the Town of Amherst and Neighboring Communities

Saturday, April 26, 1997

9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

For more information, contact the

UMass Community Service Program at 545-3368

CEE majors!

AMREC is an environmental company who uses contami-

nated soils and process it for use as building materials. They

are currently recruiting applicants for a summer co-op position,

TURN TOXIC WASTE INTO CONCRETE.
For more information, come to the Field Experience Library.

WANT TO BE A U.S. MARSHAL?

Herter 227 on Monday, April 28th at 4pm
Susan Williams will discuss the training program and hiring process

Opportunities include Financial Investigation. Asset Seizure,

Witness Protection, Special Operations, Judicial Security

FIVE COLLEGE STUDENTS WELCOME!

For more information, call Ruth Carey at 545-6252.

MiSWESi

4i Hi
• ••

FRIDAY<<
APRIL 25, 1997
7:00PM-1:00AM

CAMPUS CENTER
AUDITORIUM
UMASS AMHERST

Lkfi

YOU'RE NOT TOO LATE!!

A FEW OF THE RECENT ADDITIONS TO OUR
SUMMER CO-OP LISTINGS...

HARTE HANKS DATA TECHNOLOGIES (CMPSCI.CSE)

STAR MARKET CORPORATE (SOM)

T CELL SCIENCES (CHEM.BIOCHM.BIOL)

TORRINGTON COMPANY (CHE.ME.CHEM.CMPSCI)

YANKEE THRIFT MOTEL (HRTA)

MICROCAL SOFTWARE (ACCTG)
NORTHFIELD MOUNT HERMON (HRTA, CAS. MKTG)

ALLIED DOMECQ (MKTG.COMM.CAS.SOM)
BAYER AGFA (CMPSCI.CSE)

GRUNTAL & COMPANY (MATH.SOM^CON)

For more information, call the Field Experience Office

at 545-6265 or visit the library in the Mather Building.
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A mall lover's memoirs
I'm

gonna Ire-akin' die, man. I'm gonna freakin' die.

They're closing down my mall, and there's noth-

ing you or I can do about it.

After 30 years as the heart of commerce in The City

known as the Town of Methuen, the Methuen Mall is

shutting down on Friday, the result of a lack of quality

stores, adequate facilities and a real mall five minutes

north.

All the stores are gone, and in their place will be a

series of doctor's offices and cheap chiropractors.

No longer will Methuen have a hang-out for various

Lawrence gangs, I 3-year old suburbanites, weird old

guys who look at high school girls and

hang out at the Food Court and hair

dressers who chant the motto, "Live by

the hairspray. die by the hairspray" (The

Methuen town creed. I think).

No longer will you be able to pick a

fight outside Papa Cino's or get a picture put on a

t—shirt with "Best Friends 4- Eva" airbrushed on the

front.

No more Dream Machine.

No more Dollar Store.

No more Manchu-Wok.
lis enough to make a man lose his head.

But instead of walking around my beloved hometown
muttering "Methuen's my mall" and trying to hitch rides

so I can shop at Olvmpia one last time. I've decided to

deal with it. Instead of crying about the future, I can

remember the past. It's the only thing that can keep me
going.

Here is a list of some of my top three favorite

Methuen Mall moments. And remember, getting upset

won't bring the mall back.

'Luke works at Papa Gino's." |une 1991

M\ dad told me to either get a job or "I couldn't live

under his roof anymore.'* So I got a job at Papa Gino's.

but Marshall* offered me a job on the same day. I fig-

ured I'd try Papa Gino's first, because I could hang out

at the mall after work (I was 16. Be gentle).

Well, after five hours of no break. 1 20 degree temper-

atures (dishwashers don't get to partake in the air- con-

ditioning), piles of dirty pizza plates and having my bike

thrown into the divider of the highway outside. I decid-

ed to leave Papa Gino and his little pizzeria for t he-

upward mobility df Marshall*. When I told my manager

I was leaving, he said. "It's a shame kid You got hus-

tle."

Thank you. sir.

(P.S. Marshalls fired me three months later. The only

memories of Marshalls are the Adidas t-shirt 1 stole — I

realize now that I was wrong, and a creepy sequence in

which the old register ladies sat in the break room, jab-

bering about "that cute new boy who works in the stock-

room." The thought of "getting it on" with the

check-out lady in Aisle 3 has left permanent scars. At

least now you know what makes me act the way I do).

"Luke buys obscene album," April 1990

One of the first signs of manhood is that

first purchase of a "risque album." For me.

that came my freshman year of high

school. Myself and four friends went on
our usual Friday night jaunt to the Mall. I

was worried the girl at TapeWorld
wouldn't let me get them, but she didn't care. I rushed

home, put on my headphones, and for one night, I was

in "Da Hood."
The purchase?

Nasty As They Wanna Be by 2-Live Crew, and
Straight Outta Compton by N.VV.A.

Thanks to the Mall. I was introduced to a world of

guns, 'ho's and gangstas 1 never would have known
without my Mall.

Thank you. girl at TapeWorld.

"Luke buys Christmas present for Mr. Meredith,"

December 1983

I had limited funds, so I figured a paperback from
Lauriats would do the trick. When my dad opened my
gift on Christmas Eve. he found a copy of Snake: the

Ken Stabler Story coming his way.

1 don't think Dad ever read the book.

There are tons of other stories, mostly centered

around me and my friends trying to score chicks at the

Dream Machine, but that's not the point. The point is

that we must remember the Mall, and what it did for all

those puberty-ravaged teenagers who lived in the

Merrimack Valley. Without the Methuen Mall, what
would we have done with our free time?

Read?
Exercise?

Screw that. Methuen's my mall, arid it always will be.

Thanks for everything, kid

Luke Meredith is a Collegian columnist

A new hope for education

Seema

Thirty years ago. it was possible

to get a good job with only a

high school diploma.

These days, in the era of corporate

downsizing, just getting your foot in

the door requires a college degree.

But even a Bachelor's degree doesn't

promise a well-paying job to pay off

the mountain of debt accumulated
from a college education.

Attending an institu-

tion of higher learning

will put many families

in debt and many stu-

dents are required to

work in order to meet
the rising cost of attaining that

degree.

At the University of

Massachusetts, the total cost for an

in-state resident runs about $9,64 1 a

year. For out-of-state students, like

me. attending UMass costs about
$16,408 a year. Ironically, the cost of

UMass is just slightly more than my
own home university, the University

of Vermont. Attending UVM as an
in-state resident would have cost my
family approximately $14,000 a year.

Why does higher education coat so

much? When you look at deteriorat-

ing buildings and lecture halls on
campus, it makes you wonder what
the money is being used for.

Asking for more financial aid — in

terms of loans — only increases debt

as well as the financial burden on
students who do not have any finan-

cial aid at all.

The state of Georgia though has

Gangatirkar

come up with a plan that will make
getting a college degree more accessi-

ble to students.

In a plan called HOPE (Helping

Outstanding Pupils Educationally).

Georgia Governor Zell Miller has

come up with a way for students

with good grades to get their degree

for free.

That's right. In Georgia, in-state

students with good
grades get a free ride

to any state school
and a $3,000 grant for

any Georgia private

institution. In addi-

tion, students receive a book
allowance.

A plan this good has to have a

catch. In Georgia's case, a student

needs to maintain a B average or bet-

ter, in order to keep the scholarship.

Even if grades are low, students can

still qualify for free tuition at techni-

cal institutes.

Since its implementation three

years ago. 239.000 students have
received money under the HOPE
program. Currently, at Georgia Tech
and the University of Georgia. 97
percent of in-state freshman are not

paying any tuition or fees.

The program costs about $190
million a year and is funded from an

unlikely source: the state lottery.

Not only does the lottery fund
tuition at colleges and universities,

Zell has also used money from the

lottery to make free daily pre-kinder-

garten classes available to every

4-year-old in the stale. Al a cost of

$210 million, the idea behind this

program is to get children ahead —
before they have a chance to fall

behind.

An idea like this has potential to

be implemented across all 50 states.

But how about nationally?

President Clinton likes Zell's idea

and wants to implement something

similar. Unfortunately, there is no
federal lottery and so Clinton'* \er-

sion is less ambitious than Zell's.

Under Clinton's plan, students who
maintain a B average will receive a

$1,500 tax credit and $10,000 tax

deduction for the first two years.

Families with an income of $100,000
or more don't qualify.

If you think about it. the HOPE
program is truly remarkable. Anyone
willing to work hard to get good
grades will be able to go to college,

without the financial worries. In this

way. HOPE looks more at academic
achievement — the ability to succeed
— rather than one's ability to pay.

Education strengthens a country

and increases its productivity, in

terms of services and technology.

Making higher education accessible

to everyone should be a priority.

Rather than increasing tuition and
fees every year, legislators should

instead focus on solutions to

decrease costs.

Georgia did it. Why not
Massachusetts?

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian

columnist.

Have something to say? Want to mouth off to the entire campus?

If you think you have what it tokos to write for the Editorial/Opinion page
next semester, come to the Collegian open house this Friday

(the 25th) and talk with Mike Burke. Or call him at 545-1491 - A workshop
for interested writers will be arranged before the spring ends.
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Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.
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A letter from inside Mary Lyon
Editor's Note: The following is a letter from the stu-

dents who are currently occupying the Mary Lyon
Building at Mount Holyoke College.

How to begin. We've been in this building since

2:30 p.m. yesterday afternoon. What have we
seen? Well, 21 students are "presently" sus-

pended. We received notice of our suspension roughly

five hours after the initial takeover Although we have

given the administration the chance to rescind the sus-

pension placed on us, we have heard nothing from
them.

What have we been suspended for? The students

here decided to takeover the Mary Lyon building

because of the lack of negotiations, i.e. the breach of

contract promised to us by the administration at the

end of our first takeover. Stalling, indecision and
unfair action have been taking place since the begin-

ning of our time here

Daily business in the Mary Lyon building ended
when we took control of the building, and we are told

that this was a violation of Mount Holyoke's Social

Honor Code. A peaceful clean takeover as a last resort

ha< been interpreted by those in authority as so dis-

Moortbie ai act ahat.it warraiTtfradminlsarators taking

a«V ion* agalrrM Mtfdarits in Mary f.ydn that wiM Keep

them from: 1) receiving credit lor this semester. 2)

graduating on time and 3) will limit future opportuni-

ties.

Seeing as none of our demands have been met
(specifically cultural space for Asian and Asian
American students, space for lesbian, bisexual and
transgendcred women, a year of re-evaluation regard-

ing the change from need-blind to need-sensitive

admissions and the chaplaincy i. this takeover was the

only action we felt we had left.

According to the letter signed by President loanne

Creighton and Dean of Studenis. Regina Mouney. and

delivered to us last night, "the meeting scheduled for

tomorrow for 9 a.m. at the Betty Shabazz Cultural

Center will proceed as planned."

According to our agreement with the administration

during the negotiation process, this meeting is not, nor

was it ever, intended to be another negotiation meet-

ing. Rather, the meeting was set up to discuss how to

develop better processes for student concerns and
complains to be dealt with in the future. As we have

had no success in this vein ourselves, we feel thai it is

more important for us to be inside the building fight-

ing for our demands than at Betty Shabazz talking

about process.

Being inside this building and realizing and acting

on what is important has made us come to know urn

mutely what this College is all about. Our founder.

Mary Lyon, was moved to establish our College on the

principle of giving all women an opportunity lor edu-

cation, and with that the creation of space for individ-

uals to grow, create and thrive on difference, fhit is

the tradition that we celebrate.

We do not believe that what this College, our
College, is about is human bureaucracy tet sve hare

not met an odniieilatrajor fcjbar hafavkna*4edgedUr
demands' as important -and poJiti%c. rather than
extreme and irrational.

Women currently inside the Mary Lyon building as

well as many on the outside have been active all week
sacrificing everything else. All we want is some rea-

sonable well deserved change — that the administra-

tion set their sight on how amazing this place and
these women are and will be.

We will continue to occupy this building until we
are confident that this time, President Creighton and
the administration negotiate with us in good fair. We
will not leave Mary Lyon until our list of demands arc

met.

Ortega and Khadafy for President!7
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l.ditor '> note (hi \la\ H. the Collegian will celebrate its

10th anniversary as a daily paper. To mark the occasion,

the Collegian is reprinting an editonal from each of the last

30 years. Today, we feature an editorial from March II,
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I
believe there are two strong candidates for President

in 1988. both of who have qualities that make them
desirable for the job. Who are they? Daniel Ortega and

Moammar Khadafy.

Now wait, calm down, hold the uproar.

Both of these men have strong backgrounds.

We elected dear old Ronnie for a great part,

because of his image as a tough guy cowboy.

He is our strong protector, a man who will

stand up and face down the bad guys. Mikhail, look out,

you've met your OK Corral. But Reagan was only an actor

Ortega and Khadafy both have stood up and spit in the face

of a tough guy who's packin' a whole more than a six-gun.

It takes a lot more chutzpah to stand up to the threat of our

dear, beloved Marines than the courage Reagan ever had to

show in a barroom duel. Reagan always knew the outcome,

and hell, if he got shot, it was no big deal. He could just get

up and find a new role for next week. There's a lot more at

stake in Libya and Nicaragua, and any wrong move will not

only make getting up impossible, it could make next week

disappear.

Both of these men have strong name recognition. In this

age of electoral politics, this is necessary. After all. we
knew that Ernest Hollings was running for President in

'84? No one knew who he was. and even now, no one
knows. Occasionally, he get credit for being a part of

Oramm- Rudman-Hollings. but for the most part the reac-

tion is. "Who is this Hollings?"

Our dear President, yes, that's right, gunslingin' Ronnie,

has given these two men more name recognition than either

deserve. After all. they're the leaders of small nations with

relatively few people. They don't have enough military

strength to make them much of a real threat. So what is

Ronnie doing? Seems to point to a cover-up of some sort.

While our attention is diverted, the magician does the trick,

lust look at the last week. Every major newspaper had
the issue of aid to the Contras as their lead stories. Bingo

lust a missile or two later and our attention

is diverted. Instead of an open debate on
Nicaragua, we can pause for a little pressure

through backroom politicking. And who
know what Nicaragua and Libya are helping

to hide. Maybe the issues surrounding
nuclear disarmament. Perhaps the new right's ravaging of

our environment.

Ortega has one final quality that needs mentioning. The
national media keeps suggesting that the Sandinista attack

on the Contras in Honduras was poorly timed. This
couldn't be further from the truth We all know that the

Contras will get some sort of aid Militarily, it was a wise

decision to attack them now. It would be sheer stupidity to

wait until they are fully armed. With this. Ortega has
shown that he can be decisive that he can act when he
should.

But the big question remains. Is this really true? Do I

really believe that these two men should be our President?

Perhaps the best light to view this in is by considering I am
an anarchist. Given my choice. I'd do away with the gov-

ernment. Oh. and could one of the kind people in the
UMass Republican Club, please support freedom of the

press and give a copy of this to lorge Rosales?

David Valade was a Collegian columnist.

Another perspective

on the IRA

To the Editor:

I am writing in response to the let-

ter written by Paul Doheny |and|

Carl Bromley (April 15) in support of

the Irish Republican Army. Yes. I do
think that the IRA are terrorists, not

simply because I am British, but

because they have been killing inno-

cent people for 25 years.

I do not condone all of the actions

of the British government and I do
not condemn the IRA for wanting to

unite Ireland, but to claim that the

IRA arc not terrorists is ludicrous. In

Letters to the Editor

1993. the IRA planted a bomb in a

shopping city in Warrington.
England, which injured 56 people

and killed two. I would be interested,

Mr. Doheny and Mr. Bromley, to

hear you justify the actions of the

IRA to the parents of the 3-year old

and 12-year old boys killed in the

explosion. Do you honestly believe

that it is acceptable for a 3-year old

boy to be killed because of a situation

he has no comprehension of or

involvement in?

The cease-fire was broken in

February of last year with a bomb in

London, which claimed another two
innocent victims. Four months later,

a bomb in Manchester injured over

200 people including a woman, who

required 300 stitches to her face, an
incident which President Clinton
described as a "brutal and cowardly
act of terrorism.

"

It is very easy for Mr. Doheny
(and | Mr. Bromley to criticize the
British when they don't have to live

under the constant threat of IRA
attacks we do. The simple fact of the

matter is that the IRA are terrorists.

The people of Britain are not against

the IRA because we arc anti-Irish or
are against a united Ireland, we are
against the IRA because we have to

live our lives in fear. Perhaps you
could think about this before you
next try to defend them.

Brian Doyle

Sylvan
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Jewish community celebrates Passover, a holiday full of history

Passover food is more than matzah

Sarah J.

Kimmel

It is all too often that we treat life as if it is a routine.

We go through the actions of each day without thinking

of why we are actually doing what we are doing.

Something 1 have recently learned is to think before I act.

I find now that even the smallest actions have volumes of

meaning. This includes eating.

Eating plays such a large role in our lives, yet very

rarely do we really put thought into the food we put in

our mouths. For instance, take this current holiday of

Passover. In past years I have eaten what my parents

have served me. I ate the matzot because they were the

only substantial products that I could make a sandwich

with.

Don't get me wrong, I went to Hebrew School and all.

I'm extremely well educated in my religion, but that

doesn't necessarily mean that I ever thought about the

symbolism of the week. I treated this special

holiday like it was just routine to eat matzah

for a week in April. Like all holidays, there

is a story behind it.

The history behind Passover is not any old

story. It involves the mysticism of G-d.

adventure, travel, death and the life of a people. It is

important for people to know why we celebrate the actu-

al holiday of Passover.

Like in every story, there is a bad guy and a good guy.

The bad guy here is Pharaoh of Egypt. He held the

Israelites in captivity and made them do manual labor

like building pyramids and tending the agricultural land.

Now here comes the good guy, Moses. Born in Egypt.

Moses was the son of a lewish woman. In fear that her

son would be tortured by Pharaoh's treatment of lews

the woman sent her son down the river in a basket. He

was found by none other than the daughter of Pharaoh.

This woman took the child in to be her own and named

him Moses, which in Hebrew means "she brought him

out of water."

As Moses grew up. he saw how Pharaoh treated the

lews. The young man decided that he would rather live

somewhere else than live in a land where the people were

treated so poorly. Moses traveled to be a shepard in a far

off land.

One day Moses was tending his herd when he saw a

burning bush. As he approached the bush he heard the

voice of G-d. This voice told him to go back to I gypt to

free his people, the lewish people

Moses went back to Egypt and approached Pharaoh.

He asked him to let his people go and Pharaoh replied

that there was no way the lews were going to be freed.

Because Pharaoh denied Moses' request. G-d sent the

first plague upon the people of Egypt and he turned all

the water into blood.

Each lime Moses asked Pharaoh to free the lews the

king ignored his request and each time G-d responded

with another plague. Frogs, vermin, beasts, cattle dis-

c-use. boils, hail, locusts and darkness invaded the land

of Kgypt. Pharaoh refused to budge. Finally, G-d
plagued the people with the death of the first born of

every household. In order to protect themselves from

this plague, the lews marked their doors with lamb's

blood so that the angel of death would pass over their

homes and spare their children. From this we get the

name Passover.

After this plague Pharaoh decided to give the Israelites

their freedom. Unfortunately, he also decided to send his

army after them as they fled. The lews were in such a

hurry to leave Egypt that they didn't have time to let their

bread rise, hence we have the unleavened

Matzah.

Here we get to the part of the Red Sea.

Everyone seems to love this part. The lews

are running and the Egyptian army is close

behind. It's a chase that O.I. Simpson

couldn't even try to compete with. There's the Red Sea in

front and some angry Egyptians behind. All of a sudden

the- waters part and the lews are free to cross, lust as the

Egyptian army get into the parted waters the waves come

crashing down around them. It would make a great

movie, maybe it could star Charlton Heston

So we don't eat leavened foods because of the lews

who didn't have time to make their bread. There are

other interesting food that we eat on Passover that carry

meaning as well The Seder plate is the central focus of

the first two dinner* during Passover. On this plate we

have maror (bitter herbs), charoset (a mixture of wine.

apples and nuts), zeroah (a shank bone), betzah (a hard

boiled as) and karpas (a green vegetable dipped in salt

water). The maror reperesents the bitter times the

Israelites endued as slaves in Egypt. The charoset repre-

sents the mortar that the slaves used to build the pyra-

mids The zeroah represents the lamb's blood that was

put on the doors of the lews to save them from death

The betzah represents the unity of life and the earth. The

karpas represents the tears that were shed by the slaves

m I gvpi

I atinj i- something that we do every day. yet it should

not always be treated like a routine trip to the dining

commons. During this week of Passover, and maybe even

altei the week is done, take into consideration why you

are eating what you are eating. There is more to a piece

of m.tt/ah than just a great big cracker.

Sarah I Kimmel is a Collegian staff member

Patinkin, Sarandon scheduled to appear

at Rosenberg Fund for Children event

By Sarah J. Kimmel
Collegian Staff

On Saturday, April 26 at 7:30

p.m.. the Rosenberg Fund for

Children and the Smith College

Chapter of Amnesty International

will be sponsoring a benefit event

entitled. "Celebrate the Children of

Resistance.

"

The Rosenberg Fund for

Children is a public foundation

which provides for the educational

and emotional needs of children

whose parents have been persecut-

ed in the course of their political

activities and are no longer able to

fully provide for their children

This may include parents who have

been imprisoned, injured or unem
ployed due to their progressive

activities, for example, a child

whose parents publicly protested

the building of a nuclear power
plant. The next day their pictures

were in the paper and they were

fired from their jobs due to their

militant beliefs.

The Fund was founded by

Robert Meeropol. son of lulius and

Ethel Rosenberg. The Rosenbergs

were the only Americans executed

for espionage. In 1950. they were

accused of passing United States'

secrets to the Soviets, including

information about the atomic

bomb. Meeropol was 3-years old

when his parents were arrested

and 6-years old when they were

executed.

This one-time showing features

actors Mandy Patinkin and Susan

Sarandon who will read prison

correspondence of the Rosenbergs.

Broadway and movie actor Ossie

Davis and University of

Massachusetts professor Martin

Espada will also give dramatic

readings to benefit the Rosenberg

Fund. Folk singers Pete Seeger.

Toshi Reagon and lane Sapp will

provide the musical entertainment

for the evening.

There will also be testimonial

readings from parents und children

who have benefited from the

Rosenberg Fund tor Children. They

will read letters and essays they

have written in thanks to the fund

that has awarded over $200,000 to

applicants.

"Celebrate the Children of
Resistance" will be held at the

John M. Greene Hall, Smith

College in Northampton on

Saturday April 26 at 7:10 p m.

Tickets for the college student sec-

tion are $8 in advance, $10 at the

door, tor orchestra and balcony

front seuts, tickets are $20 and tor

under 18 or over 65 tickets arc

$14. Tickets may be purchased at

the Northampton Box Office at

l-800-THE- TICK, local

586-8686. Tickets Unlimited at

the UMass Student Union, Food

for Thought Books in Amherst and

at the Odyssey Bookshop in South

HADLEY. For more information

call 411-719-9020

lAUMNKOVn

Robert Meeropol, son of |uliu$ and Ethel Rosenberg is bringing a

benefit, "Celebrate the Children of Resistance" to Smith College this

weekend.

JCA hosts benefit performance for PeaceBuilding

By ->oroh J. Kifnirwl

Collegion Staff

The lewish Community of

Amherst will host a special benefit

performance on May 3 for the

Karuna Center for PeaceBuilding

starring Deborah Lubar in A Story's

A Story.

In A Story's A Story Lubar plays

two immigrant women. One woman
is Rose Solomon, a Polish lew. The

other woman is I uigina Ponzini, an

Italian Catholic. These women are

long time neighbors in New York's

Lower East Side. Together, the two

women face the obstacles in their

lives with heart, humor, grit and

mystical stories from the Old
Countries

Lubar has previously starred in

her one-woman show. Blood and
Stones, in which she portrayed three

Israeli women and three

Palestinians grappling in personal

terms with the complexity of their

shared history. She has also been

seen locally in fredrick Wiseman's

Life and Fate which is about the

Holocaust and in Marianne Lust's

You Do What ) ou Ho. about
Countess Maria von Maltzen. who
risked her life to save lews during

the Holocaust

The Karuna Center for

PeaceBuilding focuses on teaching

non violent social change and con-

flict transformation in Asia (Burma.

Nepal, Sri Lanka. Thailand and
l.adakh). Africa (Rwanda. Zaire.

Zambia, Tanzania and Zimbabwe).

Israel, Palestine. Russia and Bosnia.

The center is under the direction of

Dr Paula Green, who designed and

facilitated the 1994 Convocation at

Auschwitz.

Many of the communities that the

Karuna Center serves are under the

pressures of ethnic violence and

wars. These communities are deeply

in need of social healing and peace-

building Hundreds of graduates of

the Karuna Center's training are

now assisting these communities
from the United States and abroad

The purchase of a ticket for A
Story's A Story will help Karuna
trainers to recruit local leaders t,,

train them to respond to ethnic con

diet and violence and to help them

to begin the healing of communities

torn by hatred and animosity.

A Story's A Story will be per

formed at 8 p.m. on May 1 at the

lewish Community of Amherst. 742

Main Street in Amherst. For more

information call Carol Drexler at

253- 2255

Preparing food for Passover
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is not only known as the holiday that remembers the

of Egypt, h k also a time that lews all over the world arc cat-

stacks of matzah and a bowling alky hid of matzah

of Passover is both filling and delicious, yet there

desserts ll is because of this, and my constant

Affairs desk is offering up five tasty treats thai you

in (ha dona. These recipes were taken off of the Internal.
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fMHH asstl atari cooking up some tasty Passover treats.
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lewish Affairs Editor
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Quiddities for Passover Observance

(Based on decisions of Rabbinical Assembly

Committee on Jewish Law and Standards)

A. Food— General Statement

Prohibited Foods:

Leavened bread, cakes, bis-

cuits, crackers, cereals, coffee

substance* derived from cereals,

wheat, barley, oats. rice, dry

peas and all liquids which con-

tain ingredients or flavors made
Irom grain alcohol.

Permitted Food:

1. Requiring no Kosher
L'Pesach label: the following are

permitted in unopened packages

or containers: natural coffee,

sugar, tea, salt, pepper, fresh

fruits and vegetables except for

legumes (such as beans) and
peas. All fruits and vegetables

should be washed thoroughly

before using.

2. Frozen fruits and vegeta-

bles: Those that are normally

permitted for Passover use arc

permitted in their frozen state.

3. If certified for Passover use

by Rabbinical Authority: Matzot.

matzah flour. Passover noodles,

candies, cakes, beverages,

canned and processed foods,

milk, butter, jams, cheese, jel-

lies, relishes, dried fruits, salad

oils, vegetable gelatin, shorten

ing. vinegar, wines and liquors.

The above are permitted if certi-

fied by competent rabbinical

authority and they bear a rab-

binical signature. Kosher
I Pesach labels are of no vahie if

they do not bear a rabbinical sig-

nature

Baking Soda — may not be

used.

String beans — are permissi-

ble. The reason is that as long as

the kernel has not been formed.

it is considered a kosher veg-

etable.

B Utensils

China — Pine translucent chi

naware which has not been used

for over a year may be used for

Pesach. if thoroughly scoured

and cleaned in hot water

Dishwasher — May be kash-

ered for Pesach by running a full

wash cycle after not using the

machine for 24 hours.

Earthenware — Can not hi

kashered

Glassware — Mat be kashcred

for Pesah by means of a thor

ough scouring

Gas stove — The stove as well

as the burners should be thor

oughly scrubbed and cleansed

and then turned on until red hot

Metal dishes and utensils

1 Utensils used in lire
I

spit, broiler) first they should be

thoroughly scrubbed and
cleansed and then made red hot

2 Silverware — first the\

should be thoroughly scrubbed

and cleansed and then dipped in

boiling water.

In both of these cases, the

utensils should not be used for a

period of al least 24 hours
between the cleansing and the

actual kashering. The above pro

cedures apply only to utensils

made wholly of metal and used

for cooking but not baking

Porcelain — Cannot be kash

ered for Pesah

Pressure Cooker — Can be

kashcred. Removable parts

should be kashercd separately

Pyrex — May be kashcred in

the same way as glassware.

r r
~S separa

1/2 cup
1/2 tsp.

1 12 cup
1/3 cup
3/4 cup
1/2 cup
1/4 tsp.

2/3 cup
1/2 tsp.

ted eggs

potato flour

ginger

sugar

chopped nuts

honey

cake meal

salt

strong coffee

cinnamon

Honey Cake

Beat egg whites stiff

Beat yolks, adding all

other ingredients.

Fold into whites. Turn

into a loaf pan and

bake in moderate

oven until a toothpick

comes out clean or

cake springs back at

the touch.

Happy
Passover

From the

Jewish

affairs desk

i
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Oh Danny, look out! Danny (Ice Cube) struggles to free himself from the deadly grip of the eponymous
Anaconda.

Anaconda: dangerously close to biting

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

ANACONDA
Directed by Luis Llosa

utth lennifer Lopez, Ice Cube. Ion Voight

Playing at Hampshire Six Theatres

With the revival of the disaster mowe genre, it was

probably only a matter of time before Hollywood
started cloning and repacking everything else from

the 1970's. Anaconda is a repackaged /cms. with a

touch of that "look at all these different kinds of peo-

ple who learn to work together in the face of hard-

ship" disaster-movie cliche. You can almost hear

Shelley Winters singing "There has to be a morning

after. "

A big snake is the main threat to the boatload of

documentary filmmakers who set off down the

Amazon into the heart of the Brazilian rainforest A
really big, computer- generated snake. The group is

lead by an anthropologist played by Eric Stoltz. For

those familiar with Stoltz' career of late might notiec

that the godfather of indie quirk has no shame in

appearing in big-budget studio pictures where he

world lor ,i WMk Mid a hall, collects his paycheck and

doesn't look buck It's strange that his characters never

seem to live through the first 20 minutes of these

films.

At the start of their journey, the film crew picks up a

man named Saronc, played hv )on Voight with a

strange hybrid accent that makes him sound a little

more than slightly retarded, stranded on his boat Not

surprisingly. Saronc turns out to be a mysterious loner.

and even less surprisingly he ends up being downright

evil Voight looks old and tired in the role, and per-

haps a little guilty for stealing Robert Shaw's perfor-

mance in ftwt.
Also on board lor the fun cruise are Owen Wilson,

one of the riotously lunny trio in lasi years Bottle

Rocket: Kari Wuhtei. MTV's answer to Vanna White.

and actor/rap artist Ice Cube as Danny the camera
man. Wilson and Wuhrer play young lovers who are

tormented in the forest when the leave the boat to get

naked — prime examples ol what we learned specifi-

cally not to do in a horror film from Scream. Ice Cube
is the most amusing of the bunch offering too few and
infrequent one liners and amusing looks when some-

Turn to ANACONDA, page l

Weekend dance concert is a success

By Tricia Van Winkle
Collegian Correspondent

The "Student Dance Concert" held

in Hampden Theater April 17-19 was
an exceptional blend of music and
dance. There were I ~S dances per-

formed. They ranged from slow and
passionate to last and humorous
The show was put on by the

Residential Arts and the Department of

Music and Dance. The dances were
performed and choreographed by stu-

dents involved with the Alive with
Dance Organization.

The lights in the theater went down
and the music came up. Four dancers

performed "F.ste Rilmo Se Baila Aai"

(This Rhythm Is Danced Like This).

The music was I'erc/ Ptldo'l "C 'onciero

Para Bongo." Concentrated moves lull

of grace fused with the music to set the

mood for the night. The dancers were
in top form and ready to entertain.

Next came "Don't Be Shy." The
music was Marvin Gaye's "Let's Gel It

on." This was an enthusiastic piece.

The dancers were anything but "Shy."

it was alluring and full of seductive

positions

The dance "Tempted" used Massive

Attack's "The Hunter Gets Captured

By the Game." This dance was sensual

and erotic. The dancers were all

women but some were in costume to

look like men. The others wore loflf

white men's dress shirts The moves
were very exact and sharp. For the Fin-

ishing touch, one of the dancers weni

out into the audience and smoked a

cigarette, it was distinguished

The dance "Against the Odds" with

music by Loreena McKcnnitt was
graceful and lull of delicate moves. The
dancers costumes were beautiful gypsy

style. The costumes added to the pace
Of their moves

"Production Problems" with music

by Bobby McFerrin was one of the

highlights of the evening. It was filled

with hilunous little movements — the

opening scene had one of the dancers

picking her nose, then a mother's out-

burst in the audience and a dancer

being "clothes lined" are just a few

examples I he dance was light hearted

anil enteii.iining. It left the audience in

stitches

The night ended with a dance called

"Slide" with music by Fluke and it was

Cm md upbeat. The dancers looked as

if they were truly enjoying themselves.

Everyone was having fun with this

dance
The night was one of music, dance.

color and art. The massive amounts of

talent that went into this night were

greatly rewarded when all was said and

done. The dances were powerful,

whether bringing a tear to your eye or a

smile to your lace each completed a dif-

ferent emotion

[TRAVEL"
SMART!

FROM NEW YORK

On* Way Rountlnp

London
$199 $370

Rome or Milan

$340 $635

, Costa Rica

$246 $460
Roundtnp

TOKYO $879
SYDNEY $898

Scheaulid flights

Fiiti lo werKwiit Oslinations

Euiiilpiitts available

Weekend suichat j-

Cuitomslmmigration ta«es apply

Faies subiect to change without

notice Int l student I cards

may be lequxed

RISM TRAVEL
M5 Fifth Ave NY NY 10017

212-986-8420*

800-272-9676

GOLDEN KEY
NATIONAL

HONOR SOCIETY

Sophomore Recognition Program

Tonight, 7:00p.m.

Campus Center, Rm. 1009

A social, informative program to recognize

sophmores' high academic achievement. Also.

introduction to Golden Key National Honor Society.

Refreshments will he served.

Hope to see you there!

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS

Earn $3,000 for 10 Weeks
Interested in Spending a Nontraditional Summer?
We offer a challenging 10-week program designed to see if you've got

the interest and aptitude to be a Marine Officer.

Available to underclassmen.

Women and minority students encouraged to apply!

For additional information, see Capt Peters or GySqt Thompson
at the Campus Center, Thursday 24 April 1 997

or Call

1 -800-255-8762
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Cannes Festival selections chosen
By Christopher Burns

Associated Press

PARIS — Six American films,

including Johnny Depp's directing

debut The Brave, led the list of selec-

tions announced today for the 50th
Cannes Film Festival.

Also in competition in the May 7-

1 9 festival is The Ice Storm by Ang
Lee. whose* last full-length feature

film was Sense and Sensibility.

For the festival's milestone celebra-

tion, a panel of past Cannes Golden
Palm directors voted Ingmar Bergman
to receive a special Palm of Palms
award.

French actress Isabclle Adjani
headed the 10-member jury, which
included directors Tim Burton and
Mike Leigh as well as actress Mira
Sorvino.

Along with Depp, other directing

debuts in competition include
Britain's Gary Oldman for Nil by
Mouth and Australia's Samantha
Lang for The Well.

Wim Wenders of Germany also is

in competition with The End of
Violence, while Bosnia's mark was
not lost on the festival with Welcome
lo Sarajevo by Michael
Winter-bottom.

France has four films, while Britain

and Italy both have three in the offi-

cial selection of 28 films.

PooH»^s
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Opening the festival will be The
Fifth Element by France's Luc Besson,

director of the shoot 'em up picture

/>on,| known in the United States as

The Professional. Closing out of

competition is Clint Eastwood's
Absolute Power, already released in

the United States.

Organizers plan special celebra-

tions marking the festival's 50th
anniversary, including a birthday cake-

to be blown out by veteran directors

and the presentation of the Palm of

Palms.

The festival's delegate general,

Gillcs |acob. said he doubted
Bergman was coming to receive the

award. "I hope he still comes, but

we'll give it to someone he desig-

nates," he said.

lacob promised major star power at

the festival, including Robert De
Niro, Angelica Huston, |ohn

Malkovich, Catherine Deneuve,
Michael Jackson, John Travolta,

leanne Moreau and others

Directors expected to attend

include Martin Scorsese. Claude
Lelouch, Robert Altman,
Michelangelo Antonioni, Constantin

Costa-Gavras, Steven Soderbergh,

David Lynch, |oel and Ethan Coen,

and Quentin Tarantino.

The four other American films

selected were Call it Love by Nick

Cassavetes, L.A. Confidential by

Curtis Hanson, Black Out by Abel

Ferrara, and Ghosts by Stan Winston.

PARIS — The official selections Nil by Mouth — Gary Oldman
of the Cannes Film Kini et Adams — Idrissa

Festival: Ouedraogo
Western — Manuel Poirier

In competition: La Tregua — Francesco Rosi

The Fifth Element — Luc Besson Happy Together — Wong Kar-

(opening film) Wai
The Ice Storm — Ang Lee The End of Violence — Wim
// Principe di Hombourg — Wenders

Marco Bellochio Welcome to Sarajevo — Michael

Call it Love— Nick Cassavetes Winterbottom

The Brave — Johnny Depp Keep Cool — Zhang Yimou

The Sweet Hereafter (De Beaux
Lendemains) — Atom Egovan Out of Competition:

Funny Games — Michael Hamlet — Kenneth Branagh

Haneke Al Massir — Youssef Chahine

L.A. Confidential — Curtis Black Out — Abel Ferrara

Hanson Nirvana — Gabriele Salvatorcs

La Femme Defendue — Philippe Viagem ao Principio do Mundo
Harel — Manoel de Oliveira

Unagj — Shohei Imamura Ghosts — Stan Winston.

Assassins — Matthieu Kassovitz Absolute Power — Clint

The Well — Samantha Lang Eastwood (closing film)

Anaconda

thing horrible happens.

Anaconda isn't a terrible

movie. It simply falls into this

ever-growing field of films that

we can simply label as "not good."

If only it tried to do something

more interesting than rehash pap

that once made money, then we

might have something worth giv-

ing serious attention to. The trag-

ic thing about Anaconda is that it

will no doubt make its share of

money and next year we'll be

encroached upon by even more
terrifying sequels like Doberman
and Siamese. C-

COUITtST COtuMtl* flCTUMS

Get a good look, he won't be around for long — Eric Stoltz collects

a paycheck in Anaconda.

-':• Lincoln *i

Real Estate

253-7879* X5 N. Pl«a«ant St.

las the host selection of i.:.ft">

bedroom "H" ^'"" gJS nedl

V
We begin showing
apartments in April

and May for lune or

Septem be r occ u pa n cy

PuSSton Village

Your First Choice
1, 2 and » bedroom apartments

featuring
Newlv renovated units that include:

New applunces New carpcttngkw k.tchen ctbtnets * counter tops Centra. a,r condtttoncrs

vv
Rents starting it $6 1 S per month

or
Traditional units that are:

Fully applianced Freshly pa.nted Carpc«ed/I Led Floors Centra. Atr Condtt.oned

' yV
Rents stirt.ng at $54S per month

All rents tncludc Heat, Hot Water 8c Cooking Gas and use of an olympc mzc pool,

5 tennts courts, basketball court, laundry rooms^^^^
Now accepting rental applications for summer and fall. Call today 549 0145

Coukusv vmctN mco«ds

They don't look too much like smack daddies, huh? The Chemical Brothers release their new album Dig Your

Own hole.

Techno duo's latest is fine clip-art work
By Rob Stevens

Collegian Staff

CHEMICAL BROTHERS
Dig Your Own Hole

Virgin Records

"Back with another one of those

block rockin' beats.* the Chemical

Brothers remind the avid music lis-

tener of just how far music has come
since the Beatles and the infinitive

ways in which music will advance to

On their new album. Dig Your Own
Hole, the popular techno duo truly

live up to their name, as their experi-

ments in the techno-rock genre dis-

play endless amounts of sampling

wizardry and lively electronic ere

at ions of sound. Uniquely, they Mend
samples of guitar riffs, bass lines and

hip-hop beats with mixes of techno

beats and other synthetic instruments

and noises to create a cohesive sound

of liveliness

The two prime players in the

Chemical Brothers. Tom Rowlands

and Ed Simons, are listed only as "the

players" inside the CD, and one can

only imagine how many electronic

musical devices or instruments this

group has access to At limes, when
first exposed to their music, one may
be taken aback by the many
machine-like noises. Wake up!

Contemporary music has now moved

way beyond the dawn of machine
music.

In some way or another, everything

on this disc is engineered. The
Chemical Brothers manufacture party

music — hands in the air. conquer

the world, stomp your feet in the

back seat of your jeep music. Similar

to the way that the famous producing

duo, the Dust Brothers, produce
hip-hop artists Beck and the Beastie

Boys, the duo's booming bass,

entrancing resorptions of sound and

adrenalized changes in drum beats

and tempo make this CD a perfectly

produced and packaged record of

rock explosions.

Although almost everything they

record is in no way live, the feeling ol

liveliness triumphs on each track. On
"Block Rockin' Beats." the first song.

a fast and energetic mix of a bass

beat of thumping funk and pounding

techno introduces the disc and sets

the tempo and anticipation for the

second song as "Leave Home" docs,

the first song on their debut album.

Exit Planet Dust

The second track. "Dig Your
Own Hole" exposes further the atti-

tude of the album: It's a mission.

Listening conjures up moments of

intensity. This is the type of music

that will make you feci like you are

driving behind a Fortune One race

car. like Commando running
through the jungle. The Brothers

make you want to jump in your
shoes and run a marathon, they hit

you with beat after beat, rhythm

after rhythm.

"Setting Sun" stretches its sampled

hcjis over music like the sun sets

across a desert plane. Very much like

the Beatles, incorporated electric

devices over the music in "Tomorrow
Never Knows," in "Setting Sun,"
Ojms Noel Gallagher replicates the

ccrincss and mystique of the hypnotic

and soulful |ohn Lennon.

The Chemical Brothers borrow
from the old school (they sample
from Schooly D). but their songs are

completely original. They use com-
mercialistic styles to entice the lis-

tener, but at the same time never

stray too far from the boundaries of

techno. Instead of singing a story.

like a drill sergeant, they command
you to dance such as the songs
"Don't Stop the Rock" and "Get On
Up It like This." They rock the

house with their transitions in

tempo and beat, not by changes in

verse or lyrics

The Chemical Brothers are an

injection, they can super- charge

your atmosphere. Their creations of

sound voice expression, impression.

The songs are so chemically power-

ful, they can make a volcano erupt.

\\ ith "Setting Sun" proving that the

jfegfajkjujnuiaaur* a hinanylc. Dig

¥mm Oxm Hole provct nVTChemicat

Brothers can engineer a mainstream

album without having to play any
instruments or rely on the voice of a

lead singer A
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FQOD SCIENCE

The mapr with JOBS AND CAREERS *£;
CHEMISTRY. MICROBIOLOGY, BIOTECHNOLOGY.

ENGINEERING RELATED TO FOOD QUALITY
,
SAFETY,

HEALTH. MANAGEMENT. ENVIRONMENT. MANAGEMENT
AND FOOD PROCESSING

BE A PART OF THE LARGEST INDUSTRY IN THE U.S. !!

LNTRQDyCJNS TWO NEW OPTIONS witti ejmpha_$i3J2D

FOOD TECHNOLOGY

MANAGEMENT
l< ><>D INDUSTRY
FOOD PROCESSING

MANAG! MINI
h Hi IINOLOGY

FOOD AND
ENVIRONMENTAL ,

SAFETY

FOOD SAFETY
IOOI) AM) HEALTH
FOOD AND THE ENVIRONMENT

«L
CALL 5-1 01

5

FOR MORE INFO
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With Carr leaving Celts
,

Brown is possible successor

By Howard Ulman
Associated Pren

COUHTNJV SMITH I COUIGCAN

The Massachusetts baseball team repeated last year's 1-0 blanking of

Northeastern yesterday at Fenway Park.

baseball
continued from page 1

2

threw to a covering Bamsby to save the

no-hitter. For his part. Barnsby
induced 1 3 ground ball outs on the

afternoon.

"Thistle got that ball that was des-

tined for the hole, and he made a great

play," Samcla said. "And Clark ends up

making a great catch. Everybody
played well defensively

"

The biggest threat to Barnsby's

no-no came in the seventh. After strik-

ing out the lead-off hitter, he walked

Pena and then hit Northeastern catcher

Patrick Mason to put runners on First

and second with only one out. But

Samela caught Pena sleeping off the

bag, and threw down to second to pick

him off. Husky Scott Bouchie then hit a

ball straight up the middle, but Brad

Gorrie scooped it up and tossed to&
ond to end the Husky threat.

According to many of the UMass
players, they didn't know the no-hitter

was going on until the very end.

"I didn't know until the seventh or

eighth inning, when the umpire told me
that there was a lot of zeros up on the

scoreboard," Samela said.

"Scott is a self-motivated player, and

he doesn't let things like this get to

him," Clark said. "I'm sure those hit-

ters will remember his name."

BOSTON — In a way, ML. Carr

has done a fine job as coach of the

Boston Celtics. He kept a lid on bick-

ering while guiding his team into

position for the best chance at the top

draft pick. Now his work appears

done.

Carr, known for waving a towel to

fire up the crowd when he played for

the Celtics, reportedly will throw it in

on his dual jobs as coach and basket-

ball boss and, possibly, take an own-

ership role.

That's because the teams he led

were much worse than the ones he

played for in six seasons with the

Celtics. Their 48 wins in Carr's two

years as coach are fewer than he had

in any one season as a Boston player.

Their 1 5-67 record this season was

the worst in their 5! years and sev-

enth-worst in NBA history. They also

gave up more points than any other

team.

"It's obvious how (terrible) they

were." Celtics president Red
Auerbach said Monday. "We all know
that, but they were competitive. I

think they were only blown out about

10 times."

Yet the unshakably upbeat Carr

kept his players happy, joked with

referees and opponents and absorbed

criticism with a smile and a snappy

reply while shielding his players from

such blows. No team officials would

confirm a report in Monday's Boston

Globe that a decision already has

been made for Carr to give up his

jobs as coach and director of basket-

ball operations.

"That's premature," Carr told the

newspaper.

"It's been decided by whom?"
Auerbach said from his office in

Washington. "There's nothing I can
even comment on until we meet."

General manager (an Volk said no
decision has been made. However.
Auerbach has said one man can't

handle both jobs. It's been expected

for some time that Carr, who had no
coaching experience when he took

over the team, would give up at least

one of his positions. The Globe
reported that Carr might become
involved in ownership of the team.

The newspaper also said that a

front-office successor already has
been determined and that it would
not be surprising if Larry Bird got the

job that Carr has held for three sea-

sons.

Bird said if that's true, it's news to

him.

"Paul Gaston has always told me
that if I wanted a more active role,

then we could sit down and talk

about it," he told the Globe. "But we
haven't."

Bird said he doesn't want to take

Carr's job. As a Celtics special assis-

tant, he is continuing to talk with

prospective coaches about the posi-

tion.

Three weeks ago. Bird talked with

Rick Pitino to see if he'd be interested

in coaching, but Pitino said he wants

to remain as coach of Kentucky.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ART LOCAL
AMHERST PHOTOS MAKE
GREAT GRADUATION GIFTS

r'

AUTO STRUCKRENTAL

North Amherst
Motors

78 Sundenand Rd

Norti Amntrst. MA

549-RENT

> Attention *

Class of 1997 $
If you are a member of the class of 1997 who
received Federal Perkins Loans while enrolled

at UMass you should have recently received a

certified letter about those loans.

We know this if a very busy dme for you so

we've mailed this information rather than

having you attend a meeting.

4/11/97 as mstrfjcted hi our bear. ~>

If you haven't received our letter but think

that you should have or if you have any ques-

tion* about what you did receive.

Call 545-1377.

MoonFridn.ollondnAM.SUrting «$59.95 ^(^^^f^^^<^^^J^^^

SPORTS PHOTOS^ POSTFP r

M ) - 25 ) - 1 707

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

Weekend Special

• Wa Rant to

QuaMad Drivtr*

21 years or Older

• Direct Billing To

Insurance Co

•one mile from the bus route.

•Cart 'Mini Vans

•Trucks

•Cargo Vans

•ISPasaangtrVant

•Low DaMaWaiUy/

I Rata*

e Mall's

hursday April 24 - Sunday April 27
S©«.What Are You Waiting For!

vingau..Everyday!
See You There!

none

Gilreath
Manor Condos

on Hobart Lane

Showings

Start in

for June or

September

Occupancy!

• 3 Bedroom
• I' 'Baths
• Heated
Basement

• Gat Heat

A Hot water
• Hardwood Floors

• 1/2 mile to

campus
• On Bus Route

llN«HN RlAl ESTATI IS M PUASANT ST. • 1M-7S7*

Route 9 • Baddy - Open Motvctat. io-v - tun 11*

GOLDEN KEY 9
NATIONAL
HONOR
SOCIETY

^y^ Presents: ^L^

ACAPELLA CONCERT

April 24, 1997 at 7s30 p.m.
UMass Campus Center, Room 168C

(fie

Aress
...A

* Featuring: *
THE OOO WOP SHOP

&
MEANWHILE
Tickets: $4.00

pcwtfuL

peifotrtuinceMHiW

the issue of

teUtumship

vioUnce. jil'k 'lm

tennis
continued from page 12

stuff. We are taught to stay focused

and play the next point.

"They were a pretty good team,
but they did not have the right atti-

tude on the court," he said.

The next matchup was against

first seeded Virginia Tech. The
Minutemen knew what they were up
against from the start. Tech, last

year's defending A-IO Champs, is

easily the best team in the confer-

ence.

The end result was predictable,

with the Hokies steamrolling to a

6-1 match victory.

No UMass singles player won a

set. but they did take the doubles
point.

Assistant coach Doug Knuth
stressed just how big of an accom-
plishment this was.

"To take any match over Virginia

Tech was unbelievable. They are
still at a higher level than we are at,

but some of our guys proved to be
very competitive," Knuth said.

Indeed, both Cheney and Bo
Navarro played very well in their

first sets, before falling prey to inex-

perience against such a high caliber

player. In the end, Tech rolled on to

win the tournament.

UMass had one more chance to

make its mark on the A- 10, against

third seeded George Washington.
Their performance was

admirable, but they let chances slip

away and fell by a count of 4-2 in

matches.

Cheney won his first match of the

tournament at No. 1 singles beating

Kent Wright, and Parsa Samii held

on in the No. 6 slot, defeating Rob
Frankel. However, Slyman,
Manchester and Navarro all lost

tough three set matches.

Alex Aller, who lost in straight

sets came away with a positive feel-

ing.

"The win over St. Bonaventure
was terrific. We knew Virginia Tech
was a step ahead of us. But it would
have been really satisfying to knock
off GW." Aller said.

If a couple of those close match-

es had gorte our way, we would

have pulled it off. Overall, it was a

great experience for us."

Coach Knuth sees tomorrow's

match against Hartford as adequate

preparation for the upcoming New
England Tournament.

"We have beaten several of our

rivals this year such as Tufts and

UConn. The guys all want to take

down Hartford as well, which will

really prepare them for this week-

end. The University of Hartford

team is not always the most talent-

ed, but they always come to play

hard."

at UMass Boston

London $396

Paris 554

Frankfurt 554

Rome 652

Madrid 566

Athens 720

Prajjue 690

U t*« art iMrt tn» lita S«t«

In mi MM* mot nrtnctiMt a

STA TRAVEL
We've been there.

Chfck out the iJtett tares 1 deals at:

www.sta-travel.com

(800) 777-0112

Sea why were on* of

the most popular programs

in New England!
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Here's how to get in touch!

Tel 617 2J7 7904

Fax: 117217-7922

Email: •caOumbsky.ee.umb «du

Web www conted umb • du

Mail:

UMass Boston Summer Sessions

Division of Continuing Education

100 Momssey Blvd

Boston. MA 02125 3393

tit from

our distinguished faculty

morning, midday, afternoon and

evening classes

ovar 400 course sections

our convenient Boston Harbor

location

sessions starting May 27. June 30,

and July 14

mail, phone, fax. or walk in

registration

Crty «**>.• UMass /To s t o n

oHettet <HaU, 'Room 22J
An ASL interpreter will be present,

ftnel discussion will follow.

/\ production eveiipme should see. 7£>tLn$ a friend.

Dcana's FAind presents The Yellow Dress, a Pastiche Production.

Written by Deborah Lake Fortson, with original music by Sydney Hayes

iyuneured by: the Evwywotnan's Center and the University Health Services,

Women's Health Project Rinded in part by the IMaae Arts Council.

soccer lacrosse
continued from page 1

2

upcoming season], will

be big games as well."

• It's official, with the

work starting on the turf-

ing of Garber Field this

summer, UMass will be

making the switch to

Totman Field. Their pre-

miere will not be next

season, though, but this

spring. After the comple-

tion of the women's
lacrosse team's schedule

against Boston
University on April 29th.

the field will be set up
for soccer season in the

fall.

The Minutewomen
will do a dry run for next

season on Saturday, May
3rd. facing the

Connecticut Lady
Wolves of the W-USISI.

at 2 p.m. The team is

stocked with former
Hartford and UConn
players, and will impose

a tough test for the team.

A tougher test will be to

replace the history of

Garber for women's soc-

cer, where they held a

1 18-14-8 alltime record.

"The Lady Wolves are

one of the better teams

around, either college or

club," Rudy said. "And
we want to start the

move to Totman already.

Garber was tremendous
for us, with its history,

environment and our
winning record there.

We want to develop that

same environment at

Totman.

"We want to take a

look at it before next fall,

break everything in, and

introduce it to all the

people who come to

watch our games."

The next scrimmage
for UMass is against

Yale, and will be some-

where amidst all of the

Mardi Gras festivities

this Saturday on campus.

But, more specifically,

the game against one of

the Northeast region's

top teams will be at 3

p.m. at Lower Boyden
Field. The Minutewomen
already hold a 5-1 win

over Syracuse from a

scrimmage two weeks
ago at Longmeadow
High School.

forma Kansanen is a

Collegian cvlumnist.

NHL
continued from poge 1

2

great things. I forgot

something. While this

well-crafted team is a

proto-typical NHL
playoff monster, the

Stars still have Andy
Moog in net — a great

regular-season goalie

who has done squat for

his career in the play-

offs, pulling a trio of

disappearing acts while

in Boston (Edmonton.
1990: Pittsburgh. 1991.

1992).

His renounced "one

bad goal a game" syn-

drome turned to a hor

ror show a few nights

ago, when the Stars set

an ugly NHL watershed

mark. Up 3-0 at

Edmonton with 4:00 to

play, Dallas lost 4-3 in

overtime, and became
the first team in the

104-year history of the

Stanley Cup to blow a

three goal lead with less

than five minutes to

play.

• Some people fore-

saw Pittsburgh pulling

together, pulling a "win

one for Mario" thing

and knocking off per-

fectly balanced
Philadelphia. Fat

chance. The Flyers

stormed out to a 3-0
scries lead and tonight's

game at the Igloo could

be the last of Lemieux's

storied career.

Garth Snow, while
no Martin Brodeur or

Patrick Roy. has proven

to be more than ade-

quate in the Flyer net.

The former Maine
standout made 35 saves

in Monday's 5-3 win in

Pittsburgh and has Sup-

planted Broad Street

legend Ron Hcxtall

from the starting role.

Like Snow and the

Devil's Mike Dunham
teamed up at Maine to

lead the Black Bears u>

a 42-1-2 record in

1993. Snow and Hextall

form the best one-two
punch in the NHL. liter-

ally. The two are one
and two in ihe NHL for

penalty minutes by
goalu

While Philly has

clearly supplanted
Pittsburgh for Keystone

State dominance, the

question for the next

month and a half

though, is whether the

Flyers' one-two punch
can top several teams'

number one. Only one

of them can be on the

ice at one time (minus a

massive bench clearing

brawl) after all.

Leigh Torbin is a

Collegian columnist.

continued from page 12

freshmen, especially with Rebecca
who's a walk-on. she's showing every-

one so much that your just like 'wow,'

and you almost drop your jaw."

Similar, yet different

The two freshmen prospects travelled

two separate roads to UMass, that on

the other hand, seem to be so similar.

Yeah, Young probably got to Amherst

by taking the New York Turnpike south

from Saratoga: while Minaker probably

took the secret backroad at Exit 8 on

the Pike from Newton (that says go

through Palmer), but that might be get-

ting a little too literal. Bui, literally

speaking, the two came to UMass with

similar, yet different, personal concep-

tions of what they would become as

lacrosse players.

Minaker was a two-sport athlete,

soccer and basketball, before her intro-

duction to lacrosse her freshman year at

Newton North, the alma mater of fellow

Minutewoman Stephanie Walsh. A let-

terwinner in all three sports, she some-

how slipped through the cracks, and

wus not offered a scholarship. Actually.

McClellan did not meet Minaker until

fall workouts, but her talent spoke for

itself. The walk-on will walk on the

field today in Burlington as UMass'
third leading scorer ( 10 goals. 3 assists).

"I wasn't recruited, but I wanted to

play, because I played all the way
through high school." Minaker said.

"UMass is relatively new compared to

other programs, and I thought that

would be a good thing to help build it

back up.

"I thought I would have more of a

chance to play, and my high school pro-

gram was a lot like that. too. From my
sophomore to senior year, the program

changed so much, so I kind of know
about 1 hat experience."

Luck has been as fickle as this

spring's weather for McClellan since the

reinstatement of the program, but luck

personified walked out on the field for

her last fall.

"The first time I saw Rebecca was

last fall at tryouts. and on a daily basis

she's had steady, up-hill improvement."

McClellan said. "You teach her some-

thing, and she learns it. period. She

really absorbs information, absorbs it

all, processes it and puts it out there. As

a walk-on, we certainly could not have

asked for a bigger surprise."

On the other hand. Young was also a

two-sport athlete, soccer and basket-

ball, before her introduction to lacrosse

in her freshman year at Saratoga

Catholic. Like Minaker. she was a let

terwinner in those same three sports,

but she did not slip through the cracks.

After a national tournament in her

junior year, Young was recruited by

many schools, including today's oppo-

nent. Vermont, in addition to Boston

University and George Mason.
McClellan kept in contact with her, and

next thing you know, the Pioneer Valley

replaced the Hudson River Valley as her

new home.

"I watched a couple of my sister's

lacrosse games, and her coach said it

was all about speed," Young said. "A
lot of my coaches had said that speed

was what I was blessed with, and it just

looked like fun. I didn't play a sport in

the spring, and I was looking for some-

thing to do. and it just happened to be

the strong sport for me."

The new love of lacrosse attracted

both players to the game, and their love

of the game has helped McClellan
develop a young, and steadying, base of

talent.

"As soon as we got Lynne on the

field, like Rebecca, she just kept step-

ping up and stepping up." McClellan

said "We had her stability and consis-

tency, but now. its getting consistently

stronger and stronger."

One hand shakes the other

The addition of Minaker and Young
to the offense and defense, has helped

the team on a overall basis. The fact of

the matter, though, is the relationship

between talent and winning has not

been consistently combined. It's like the

lottery — you think you have the right

numbers, but you can't seem to win the

big prize.

One of the reasons is the series of hot

goaltenders the Minutewomen have

faced this season. From Rutgers' Paula

Chamoun to Hofstra's Stephanie
Clarke, the last few weeks have held

better fortunes for the visitors to

Totman Field. But, last weekend against

New Hampshire, the offense paid divi-

dends off of goalie Shelby "Money"
Hodgkins, with 10 different scorers tal-

lying for UMass in their 15-8 win,

including two goals by Minaker. Added
to her four-goal performance against

Hofstra, the freshman attacker has

begun to feel the flow, but not without

the hard work.

"Yeah, |a 4-goal game] helps out a

little bit." Minaker kidded. "Yeah,
we've run into some good goalies, but

we still need to execute. I think we have

everything, but one thing that we're

lacking is finishing."

McClellan wanted Minaker on the

field just for her other skills, like pass-

ing and defense, but now the offense

has begun to develop in her young
lacrosse student

"We're pleased with her whole
game." McClellan said. "She did every-

thing else, except finish, and we worked
really hard with that. Now, she's put

that into her game. Really, she was on

the field for everything else, and now
she can do it all."

The departure of most of the defense

this year in seniors Erica Bryan and
Krister) Hockcr will leave a big hole for

the Minutewomen to fill. Those experi-

enced vets have helped, with Young not

just stepping into a starting spot, but as

a leader and a talker on the backline.

She's trying to keep everything in front

of her, but now, it's a matter of keeping

things in line behind her.

"I think I have a good game sense,

and I'm always opening my mouth in

the backfield," Young said, "lust recent-

ly, I've been stepping up more, staying

on my player, and I've been a little

strong in that sense.

"I still need to stay on the ball,

though, because I keep my eye on my
player. So, occasionally I'll lose the ball,

and it'll go right behind me. which kind

of sucks, but..."

The graduation of a senior defense

means responsibility will lie on the

shoulders of defenders like Young next

season, and distinctly concerning her

freshman defender, McClellan sees no

problem with that. The way the two

freshmen have started, combined with

next season's recruiting class, the coach

can not foresee too many other prob-

lems in the near future, either. Her fin-

gers are crossed, but that is another

cliche, altogether.

"Lynne's a natural leader," McClellan

said. "Among the freshman class, she

steps up among her peers as a personal-

ity, and the kids are really looking to

her. Her and Rebecca have those same

characteristics.*

Summer School
Registration begins May 5th

• Over 100 Undergraduate and Graduate Courses
• General Education and Major Courses
• Low Cost

Day and evening classes available

Session I Evenings May 27 - July 3

Session II Days July 7 - August 1

Session II Evenings July 7 - August 14

-For a free catalog call 413-572-5224-

Silver Jewelry
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Westfield
STATE COLLEGE

Division of Graduate and Continuing Education

Western Avenue • West/ieki, Massachusetts
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Fan the
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TAKE IT TO .

uno%
57 North Pleasant St.

253-5141 Proper ID a must

TWO NIGHTS OF
Music, Prizes, fun and Cheer!

(for those 21 years or older)

Friday, April 25 and Saturday, April 26

new balance
It's what's in the shoe.

Not who.

As close to..

..as you can get.

The UMASS MOUNTAIN BIKE

SALE

April 22-24, 9a.m. - 5 p.m.

On the Student Union Lawn (by the pond)

Join us with the Outing Club, Sailing Club and

battle it out with the Fencing Club.

Great Deals on Used Mountain Bikes from

®^*w^\\\PRESENTEE

,1 ^f , T
UMASS5KI CLUB
430 student union

•
s

RSO

545 3437
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ACTIVITIES

STUDENT UNION BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION! Come and cele

brate with us in the Cape Cod
Lounge on Wednesday. Apr>l 23.

1997 Itom 10am -1pm Find out

what having a Student Union is all

about' There will be cake, cider, and

student talent Sponsored by the

Peer Advisors ot Campus Activities

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Nature Pholo Weekend
Workshop in White Mi's May 2-4

Sign up in the Craft Center Post-trip

slide show May 12 Contact Craft

Center for details Event sponsored

by the Arts Council and Outing Club

STARS PERFORM IN
NORTHAMPTON Susan Sarandon

Mandy Patinkm. Ossie Davis and

more give dramatic performances to

celebrate the Children ot Resistance

and benefit the Rosenberg Fund for

Children at John M Greene Hall on

April 26 at 7 30 pm $8 student tick-

ets available at Ti« Unlimited in the

Student Union

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Uptown Apartment Great for one

or two Very affordable Call now!

253-7109

2 bsdroom/Brandywine Available

(5132

AUTO FOR SALE

87 Honda Civic Wagon blue, stan-

dard S800 or Best Offer S6M349

•I Pontiac Grand Prix $900 in

new parts B,0 587-0328

Honda Accord IX 1M7 5 speed

sedan with air Great running car

S3500'offer 549-2999

1915 Mercury Capri black. 2 door.

standard sunroof, good condition,

reliable $1000 or 6/0 Must sell'

Kara 549-6061

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYM FN!

spots No experience necessary Call

Keith 546-5199 for more info

Summer Internship 20 hours paid

per week 4 to 6 weeks Minorities

interested in broadcasting business

encouraged to apply Resumes by

5/2 to Evelyn Locke. Today's 99 3.

Box 268. Northampton. MA 01060

looking lor summit work? Spend

irrtmor outdoors with other

students painting houses Student

is looking for people to Ml

both production foreman and painter

r Painting

On South Shore

$7 10/hr 30-40 hrs/wk

Call 1-800-829-4777

Ask for Kevin McGrath

Full Tim* Summer Job in Amherst

area, training provided, earn $6-

$9/hr working outdoors Call Tom
534-2984

Vara* Work good pay. nearby, trans-

portation necessary 548-9635

Painters Wanted tor full-time sum-

mer m Westwood, Dedham area $6

$8 an hour plus bonuses Call Mike

549-3759

SwajMKJohell
$7-$10 per hour painting locally

Experience helpful Vehicle helpful

Call 1 -80M29-4777 Rob Flanders__

Painters needed lor summer
FT/PT in North Shore area $7-8/hour

plus bonuses Call Mike 546 0403

Student Halp Waatea- Earn $$$

before your summer even starts by

hosting the biggest event of the

year' The Alumni Office is now
accepting applications tor Reunion

Weekend student help Must be

available June 5-8 Housing accom

modations available Stop by the

Alumni Relations Office in Memorial

Hall to fill out your application today

Questions'' Call Ann Thompson at 5-

2317

Summer ia Maiaa- Camp
Androscoggin needs staff to teach

tennis, soccer, lacrosse, baseball,

swimming, sailing, archery, photog

raphy, nature fishing, mountain bik-

ing, art. ropes, and radio Have fun'

Have an impact' Contact 601 West

Street. Harrison. NY 10528(914835-

5800 campandroOaol com or visit

us at

hnp //vrtvw.coolworks corn/showme

/camp/andro

EMPLOYMENT

Summer Employment
Experienced truck drivers for part-

time Approximately 12 or more days

in Mid-June and Mid-August
$105.00 to $135.00 a day. (508)653-

7422

Summer Employment
looking for extraverted people to

help run our office Must have good

telephone and organizational skills

$7 25 per hour (508)653-0488

INatick)

FUN! FRIENDLVI Cood Summer
Camp seeks staff for male groups

Welcoming and supportive environ

ment Positions include- Leaders and

General Bunk Counselors, as well as.

Heads and Instructors for

Swimming, Water-skiing, Hockey.

Archery. Soccer, and Volleyball A

great summer job! Day-off accessi-

bility to Boston. New York.

Montreal Call Today' Camp
Schodack (800)851-1164. e-mail

schodack©aol com

Now Hiriag Painters for employ-

ment in The Southern Worcester

County Area Must have own trans-

portation but no experience required

Call 546-4269

Vermont Adventure! Farm and

Wilderness is now hiring summer
staff We need people who want to

provide positive guidance and sup-

port to adolescents coming of age m
the 90s Counselors, nurses, cooks.

general staff Organic farming, back-

packing, rock climbing, waterfront

carpentry, crafts Challenging wilder

ness environment in the Green

Mountains of Vermont Contact

Philip Tobm (802)422-376! or

fandwOsovernet
Ihttp //www fandw org)

National Parka Hiriag! Plus Beach

Resorts. Ranches. Rafting

Companies, etc Benefits, bonuses'

Nationwide openings Call 19191918

7767 est R180

Craiaa aad land Tear
Employment- Earn up to

S?OU(Wmontt\ plus tree world trav-

el (Europe. Caribbean, etc ) No
experience necessary Food, lodging

I9l9l918-7767ext CISC

EMPLOYMENT
Environmental Sales. Hello? Du

you believe in being in the right

place at the right time' International

Marketing Co is rapidly expanding

into the Western Massachusetts

area. You'll never know unless you

call (413)827-7555

PAINTERS- Full-time summer
EXPERIENCE PREFERRED, vehicle,

$6 50 $9 00/hr, heavy lifting

required 9 00-5 00 ONLY 247-9480

Part Time Sales Reps Wanted
"Lead the way into the 21 st Century"

with our copyright "Slogan" sweat-

shirt Be your own boss and earn

extra money fast Send for details at

The 21st Century Group. 332

8!eeckerSt-D40.NYC.NY10014

FOR RENT

1 bedroom in Amherst Located

near Downtown $255/month David

253-2183

Available Jaao 1st 1 bedroom
Puffton Apartment Call 549 7886

Sugarloaf Eatetea Ultra modern,

two bedroom apartments. Free

heat/hot water New kitchens,

baths, carpeting, washers/dryers

and more' On bus line Minutes to

Amherst Great specials' Now leas-

ing Spring and Fall 665-38513

2 bedroom tor sublet or lease from

6/1 Mill Valley. Call 253-6447

1 bedroom apt. Colonial Village

$430/month Starting 6/1 253-0313

2 bedrooaj Brandywme Fall

Option 6/1 Call Patty 549-3740

3 bedroom Pultton Apartment
Available June 1 $855 Includes

heat and hot water 549-5376

2 Rooms for Real Private home
$335 utilities Kitchen privileges.

Kosher/Vegetarian preferred

Laundry, parking, furnished

Available May 1 549-4863

FOR RENT
Cape Cod group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses. Falmouth area

1508)477-6000

FOR SALE

Bicycles

Buying/Selling all styles, good
quality Large inventory! (413)586

4781

Power Macintosh 6100 including

monitor, CPU. keyboard, and mouse

Upgraded to 40MB RAM Excellent

condition Call 546-4579

4 Jeep Tiraa excellent condition.

30x9 50R15LT Kelly Tires $200 or

B/0 Call Jennifer 548 9770

Laptop Notebook $99. VGA Color

Monitor $75. Hard Drive $10.

Software $5. 386 Motherboard $25

Call Steve 566 3324 ext 2

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Happy 22nd Birthday Staph
Peace. Love, and Happiness always

Joe

HOUSE FOR RENT

4 bedroom house Hobart Lane On

bus line Available 6/1

$1200/month 549 0481

MOTORCYCLES

1980 Suzuki GS750L Good engine

needs some work $400 Call Evan

323-9517

ROOM FOR RENT
1 largo room in two bedroom apart

ment Looking for two females

Available 6/1 Fall and Spring

Option On bus route Very spacious,

great location Call 549-3992

ROOMATE WANTED I SUMMER SUBLET

i ler rent m furnished house in

Amherst $275. utilities not included

Laundry Parking Available June 1

Call Lauren 253 7654

3 bedroom condos Hobart lane

Gas. heat, hardwood floors, heated

basement Now showing for June

and September lease $130u> 253

7879

2 badraem tar sublet or lease from

6/1 On bus route Water paid for. a

great place Call 253-4627

Looking lor roommate that will

pay $365/month Heat and hot water

included- 8randywine Call Amy 546-

0706

One person needed 2 bedroom. 2

bath apt for Fall snd/or Spring in

Mill Valley Rent negotiable Call

253-0592

Wanted: Hesponsibls female to

share two bedroom apartment for

Summer and possibly Fall No drugs

Call Alison 546-5612

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

SUMMER SUBLET

Clean 2 bedroom in Brandywme
A/C pool 6/1 with option $775

NEC On bus line UMass. one mile

549-0879

2 bedroom- Boulders One month

free $695/month Available 6/1

256-4767

2 good-sized rooms in a 6 bed-

room house right oH campus on

Sunset Ave : the red house across

from Southwest Rent is $265

285/month. utilities- shared with

others Fall Option available Ed or

John at 549-7550, 549-9954, 549

7464

With Fall Optioa- Mill Valley 2

bad. 2 bath. 2 air cond Fits 4 easy

On bus route 253 1657

Several rooms available in large

house near campus Call 549-1670 or

548 7079

Looking tor tomato to share beau

tiful one bedroom apt Uptown

above Newbury Comics Call 753-

0223

2 bedroom in a 3 bedroom apart-

ment in Salem Place Very modern

On bus route Best offer Contact

Andrea 256 3585

Northampton

Bus Route

AsaiaBoaMd
5B4«97

3 bedroom- Mill Valley 2 baths,

first floor, backyard, June-August

Call 253-6467

SUBLET: 1 bedroom in two bedroom

PutftonApt June-August FULIY fur-

nished $300/month inclusive Call

Joanna or Brian O 549-8563

2 bedrooms in a 4 bedroom apt

Huge lots of light $332 each person

per month Southpoint Apts 256-

8966

1 bedroom apt. with Fall Option

$430 furnished Call 256-4594 after

6pm

3 bedroom apartment Puffton

Village Available 6/1 Call 549-5405

Sunny Spacious House Two bed-

rooms available Great summer loca-

tio with hiking and bike paths, deck

and backyard 5 miles from UMass

256-6336

2 bedroom apartment with Fall

Option 1 month free rent Call 549-

4089

2 bedroom renovated Puffton Apt

Great location near pool/courts

Heat/hot water included

$640/month Available 6/1 549-

7762

2 bedroom- Brendywine
$750/month Available 6/1 549

4198 Takeover our lease

2 bodroom/Brandywiae with Fall

Option Available 6/1 Call 549-4982

3 bedroom PuHtoa Available 6/1

549-5941

TO SUBLET
Teacher end I yeer old son seat-

ing summer sublet furnished 6730 to

7/30 1909 981-5476. email
jmcguireQchs cusd claremont edu

looking lor a semmer rental or

summer sublet for June. July.

August Have dog Willing to pay 3

months rent up front and place

deposit to guarantee good condition

Call Amy 625-0010

SUBLET
Sublet $200 a month or one month

free Call Andy 253-5482

Take over our lease! Two bed

room apartment in Brandywme
Available June 1st Call 549-6015

TRAVEL
Europe $169 O/W

Mexico/Caribbean $189 R/T

ONE WORLD TRAVEL

It's your world, now you can afford

to see it

(413)587-0001

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for apartment on bus line

for Fall 97 Roommate/houseshare

possible Call Sharyn at 582-4314

leave message w/ Berme

WANTED

What's your talent? Entertainers

wanted for Kids Karmval Jugglers

artists, magic, etc For more info call

545-5590

Looking for

OH Campus

Housing?

CSHRC presents

our annual

Apartment Complex

Rental Fair

Wednesday April 23

Campus Center

10am to 3pm
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WEDNESDAY. APRIL 23

Cclcbtituin The SluJcni L'nion 40th

Birthday Celebration will be held in the Cape

Cod Lounge from 10 a ml p m Find out

whal haying a Student tnwn all about There

will be cake, cider and student talent

SpomurcJ by the Peer Advisors of Campus

I he Commuter Services and Housing

s Center i formerly the Off-Campus
i ig Office' will be holding an

Apartment Comples. Rental Fair from 10

ami p m on the Campus Center

Most ma|or apartment completes

and local rental agents will be on hand to

questions about summer and fall

rental'

Leaaan — The Women » Studies Proseminar

l.eciurc Scries features Cecilia Rio. UMass
lepartaaaM, on "Doing the Dirty

' owards a Marsisi feminist analysis of

African Amen, jn I)cme<tic Wurkers. 1400-

! 2 t«,-l JO p m in the Campus
ib4

Vrrtmit — The Animal Rights Coalition will

hold a meeting at 7 pm in room >06 Student

I members welcome

Meeting — There will be a UMass Poetry

. meeting di 1 ">0 p m in the Campus
room 40V New members are wel-Center.

come Call Tim at 546-0562 or Kaye at

V46- 1 454 for more information

Meeting — The Student Health Advisory

Board iSHABl will hold a meeting from
5 50-6 50 p m in room 504 of Universiry

Health Senico All are welcome to attend

Presentation — The Friends of Nitassinan

iF.O.N.I presentation and slide show cm the

current impact of mineral exploration in

Voisey's Bay. Labrador, the homeland of the

Innu nation, will be held at 6 50 pm in the

Franklin Patterson Hall faculty lounge.

Hampshire College. Free and open to the puMic

Symposium — In conjunction with the

University Gallery's exhibition "The Thin

Veneer The Peoples of Bosnia and their

Disappearing Cultural Heritage." the IASH
and the UMass Arts Council are co-sponsor

ing a symposium featuring scholars and
artists specialising in the multi cultural her-

itage and history of traditional Bosnia and its

suhsrquenl transition during ihr latest period

g4 .ml strife The symposium and perfor-

mance will be held in Memorial Hall at 7 50

p m

THURSDAY. APRIL 24

Forum — An educational forum, called

'Welfare Reform." will be held from 7-4

p m in the Campus Center, room 804 The
forum will concern itself with ihe impact of

welfare reform on human rights and access to

education This forum is sponsored in pan by

Common Ground
Lecture — "Hope and Despair The Slate of the

Oslo Peace Process in the Middle East." a dis

cussson of the Oslo Peace Accords, will be pre-y

sensed by fad Mtgdal. Robert F Philip Pi ofaaaui

of International Studies. University of

Washington School of International Studies, at

7 50 pm in Franklin Patterson Hall. Hampshire

College Passover reception to follow

Reading — Dean Young will read from his

poetry at 8 p m in Memorial Hall as part of

ihr \ iMiing "inters Series, sponsored by the

M I \ program at UMass Young's third col

lection of poems. Strike Anywhere, won the

Colorado Prize for Poetry He was included

in The Best American Poetry anthology in

1445 and 1444

NOTICES

SGA — Due Id lack of responses, the dead-

line for SGA President « Fseculive Cabinet

has been extended lo Wednesday. April 25 ar

5pm The six Cabinet positions are as fol-

lows: Attorney General, Secretary of Finance.

Secretary of Public Policy and Relations.

Secretary of Administrative Affairs. Secretary

of University Policy and Secretary of Registry

More info about positions and application*

are available at the SGA office. 420 Student

Union No late applications will be accepted

without prior notice or arrangement

Financial Aid — LMass Financial Aid

Services would like to announce that May I

is the last day to apply for a new or increase

Federal Direcl Sludeni or Parent loan for the

current academic year

Support group — Overeaters Anonymous, a

group of individuals who share an addiction

lo food and suffer from compulsive eating

and other eating disorders meets every

Saturday at 10 am in the Campus Center

The only requirement for membership is a

desire lo stop eating compulsively There are

no dues or fees

Community — "Rendezvous with the Soul
'

meditation music and prayer meetings, will

he held from 4 5pm in the Campus Center,

room 805-804 weekly on Tuesdays until the

end of Ihe semester Sponsored by thr I MaM
Baha'i C luh for more information, call Chris

at 544 4482
DeNeeaaaa • BS*J experience ihe cultural

diversity of the Prince/Crampton Graduate

Residence Hall from April 8 -May 10. resi-

dents from many countries around the world

will be participating in discussions and pre-

sentations about their experiences in iheir

home countries Scheduled lopu » Africa

April 22-28; North America. April 24-May
5, latin America/Caribbean. May 4-10 The

program is free and open lo Ihe public

luggling — The I Mass luggling Club will

meet on Fridays at 5 p m next to the

Information Desk in Ihe Campus Center No
experience required

Meeting — Common Ground will be holding

support and advocacy meetings for

low income students and allies every Tuesday

in the Campus Center (room to be

announced) from noon-2 p m For more
information, contact Mary Sutherland at

(4I5i 525-4725 or leave a message in our

box in ihe C.tC) office, basement of the

Student Union.

Meeting — The Peer Mentor Network is a

student organization for undergraduate and

graduate students with disabilities on cam-

pu> f veryone is welcome Meetings are

Thursday nights from 6-7 p m in Campus
Center Please bring your thoughts and con-

cerns to the meeting For more information,

contact Susan Pilner at 545-0842 or Krcgg

lllltallH at 545 4602
Support group — REFLECT. RSI Five College

bereavement support program is offering two

support groups this semester A grief support

group for those who have experienced the

death of someone close to them; and an ill-

ness group for those currently coping with

the serious illness of a loved one If rou or

someone you know is interested, please call

us at 577-5516 for more information

Health services — Confused, afraid, or just

FYh are pubkc service anrsouncernents printed

dairy To submit an FYI. please tend a press

release containing aa pertinent information.

rsdudkig tf» name and phone number of the

contact person to Ihe Collrgtan, c/o the

Managrsg IoHor by noon the previous day

curious'* Do you have quc»tion« about sex.

STDi. alcohol, drugs, eating disorders,

HIV/AIDS, stress management or quitting

smoking or chewing tobacco '

who to ask? Call the Peer Health

Connections phoneline at I Mass at 577-

5168 Trained students will anonymously

answer your questions and tell you where to

go for more help

Commencemenl Housing \ limned num
ber of residence hall rooms will be available

for the relatives and friends of graduating

UMass students for the night of Saturday.

May 24 Commencement Housing applica

tions are available ai the I siveraH)

Conference Service Office, 418 ( ampus
Center To guarantee a reservation complct

ed forms with full payment must be returned

to University Conference Semcc« by May I

There will be no on-site reservations

Internships — Internships are available work

ing on Earth Day. Hunger He. w ling and

Clean Air Call Melanie ai M.,

545 0144 or stop b> ih> .Mice at 425-A
Student Union Building

Daily Listings sponsored by: fMfJP GIM
4 1 IXfM IWOODWAIK • AMHF P - I

WEDNESDAY WINGS
at Walker's!

154 wings

after 10pm!
(tat-in only]

HSCN

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN

Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie

Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

a CNN
a CNN/Headline

News
BET

BET on Jazz

T UCTV
The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

4* Hoi i » ( *f >n * ai I* • amiiip'-i

This week's

$1 drink:

Tom Collins

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WEOH
WFlB

-

WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A*E
-CNrT
"COM"
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

"nTrv"

NICK

"SCifT

"TLtT

TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

*
6:00

Creatures

News I

I

I

6:30
Business Rpt Nawshour With Jim Lehrar T.

CBS Inside Edition I Am Journal

NetrsX

Freeh Princa

Freeh Prince

Simpsons!"

lilWI M,

ABC News

CBS News

Inside Edition

Fresh Prince

NBC
Martin I

NBC Haws

Roeeannt I

Judge Judy I

nol. rMWS

Business Rot.

ABC News

Bsrearty HtHa, 90210 (In fteteo)

Family Lsettsrs [Family Matters

"Hot Ice"

Tick I
ml

Movie Magic

qpei
Supermarket |0obt

Dream On

Nest Step (R)

Sportscentor

7:00 7:30
New ExptorsTs In Stereo) iff

Star Trek: Next

EnlTontofK

Nanny!

Chronicle I
Nanny I
Grace Under

Wheel -Fortune

Goner.

Ent Tonight

Home Imp.

Whaei-Fortuna Jeoperdyl

!

Jeopardy! T
Real TVS
Hard

seinrtm)w
rssfvseeifii w wva-»»""s j •»* vs"wv »^ \" * w^-«r-»>j ^^>

Sentinel light My Fire"(R)I [Star Trek: Voyager "Real L«V |Neare |LAP0

Academy ot Country Music Awards (In Siareo Uve) I

nwwsbour Wntt Jkw lehrer X
Seinfeld I IF.nL Tonight

Seinfeld ft

Home Videos

Mad Abo You

Metropolitan Opera rVeoonts "Andrea Chanwr" (In Stereo)

Grace Under l6oach X iDrew Carey I |Spin CityS

Home Videos

Sentinel "Light My Fn'ffl X "
Star Trek: Voyager "Real Life"

Law 4 Order "Guardian" I
Moneytine X ICrosanni XoyHno3

1 ShowDolly Show (R)|CCTnteReWef

Wings "Strange Shapas" (R)

(530) Music Videos (In Stereo)
| Singled Out [ Idiot Savants

Kids' Choice Awards

TwMightZoria

trds(R)

alee/Dark

Intimate Portrait

Furniture |iserwvation~

In the Heat of the Night -it

Renegade "Ace m the Hole'' X

Hometime E

RugratsX

:slds IQuantum Leap (Hi Stereo) X

In the Heel of the Night I
a

Highlander: The Series X
**\i "Days of Thunder*' (1990, Orama) Tom Cruise. 'PG-13' X
«% "fiunoHo" (1 986. Comedy) Michael Keaion 'PG-13'X

at 'Tap (1999. Drama) Gregory Httes. (In Slereo) 'PG-T

C- Campus

...

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 I 10:00 I 10:30 I 11:00 11:30
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Opera Presents "Andres Chenssr* (In Stereo)

Irinocenr j 1 990, Drama) Harrison Ford (In Stereo) X
***", "Pr»sum*dlnnoc6nt"l\&0. Drama) Harrison Ford (In Slereo) X
Coach X Drew Carey I I Spsn City" I

Sister, Sister [Smart Guy X IJamle Foss X |wsyans Bros. [News'

Primetlme Live I

Academy of Country Music Awards (In Sanyo Live) X

Beverly Hills, 90210 (In Stereo)

res (In

Pacific

Academy of r^sjntryMuelc Awards (In Stereo Lrvs) X
(In Slereo) X"

JX
Stereo)

News X

News X

Tropical Sweet

LateSnowX
Late Show X
Nigltiarys js

Jenny Jones (In Slereo)X
Tonight Show

H. Petrol

Coach X

I" (Pi) X
.Science

Voysaer

Id Schwa

Primetlme LiveX
Man fssy: Prophet

News X

t»
J

T ''Pnsoitc^(l9B^Scs^FiqiTy)An^ !« "Praoefc* r( 1990) fJonrw Glover

Biography: Audie Murphy-Hero

Prima News X |
Burden-Proof

American Justice "Kidnspped"

Aoootuloty Fabulous "The Last Shout" (R)

Larry King Live I
aWWWisesj > e»»*wvww s i rs» i.swsst y ivi y ;

Wild Discovery: Vaitowstone IMacwrerMegaiirie(R)
*--" ^ -.-ft- a J fl -.- "?

IMetor League laaaball: Teams to Be Announced^ (Lme) I

20th Century

Reel TV I Med Abo. You M'A'S'HX

tight

iTV
Tinileaiit **•*

~

Dttp Sp-aa€t9

Tonight Show
CeWfftftOM

Nightlin« ''

World Today X""

INsgrrtStend IDreemOn

Adventures-20th Century
-

Law I Order it

Sports lllus

Daily Show |Comic Reiief

MoneylineX

Wild Discovery: Yellowslone

Uneotved Mysteries (In Slereo) |t« •Seo»ts"(l995.L>arna) Veronica Hamel, RchardKliey

|Major League BasebeW: Teams TBA

Vtdeoe (In Stereo
j

Hey Arnold! 1 1 Happy Days I I Love Lucy X 1
Bewitched

Seequest DSV (In Slereo) X
Wondr-Weathr |uttras6ence

~
Castle Ghosts of Scotland (R)

Forever Knight "Crary Love" X

tt'fj "Who't fne Man?" (1993, Comedy-Drama) Ed Lover

leal World X Jenny M
rwWTwn M. Odd

yw
Couple]

Sightings (R) (In Stereo) X
Body Attaa: Human

fs^A Playoff Pre^rhnT

Homicide Life on the Street 8

Out

Quantum Leap

Wondr-Weathr Ultrascience

Lovelme

m t Heen
In Slereo) X

*** '(
.7 IV '

Silk Stalkingsvt Wrote (In Stereo) ]*** "Wonving Gw"'(t988, Comedy-Drama) tsselanie GriffUh. (m Stareo) X
"SO Yetrt of Teltvision: Acidtmy's GoWen Annrversan/" |Trecey Takes [Larry Sanders IComedy Hour: H

.'»"vi"'Ba/cirt>ac»"(t 984) Qrerjory Harrison R' r0«r»Byi»err(199S, Science Fction) Jack Seeks (In Slereo) W X
«^leavtiota»v/ec^«"(l9W. Drama) NJcoJasCaoeHT \"hth»PiwunetolMt)iErmltt"{l99T)

"ffids"(l995)

PoHeryist
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Bru n o By C. Baldwin

V CAT, WMt DO I FUL THAT
DCsriTC WHAT AM»WtfU WC
FOUND, THAT m JUST As LOST
AS EVtRT THAT I'M DRiMrtlNw FROM
Trti OCEAN, AND IVUstONt ti.il

MAS *UM StttMCD KM A bUA»».

DO I COOK LIKt
CAM f WHY DON'T VOSJ

CcRATCrt Mf. »tHINO VSt CAP,
AMD TUL Mt A»OVt It

Robotman By Jim Meddick

FOR k V4A»ft-0?, ST«tV:H VMWat
PWoeuiK^ F^SHtON hnASiVZlMES

Fer\TVAllVs& HvVPOSSIBWY TWvl, FIT,

MRWWSHW N\OVJtLS

...FOR TV* WORKOkJT, FOCUS «J WE
jttvNS v

fosj Bovfcwr tvn&R uo^i^g
10 fOUWOS «R>H\ ^ VTOWAOsAFLU ANP
MOW CAW OKuy GET IKTO WITH THE

PAD OF h SMOtHORVi

*"

•aviJu.yli.x.lZ-

.. P*ivR«TVst CCOt»-TO»%hS,TU\VIK

(XBOUT WC*M LOOKS PRE. ONOf WKIN-

OtEP A»)D SEETHE WW RASE AT CWR

PATRIARCHAL CULTURE M4T> ITS

NARfiOvM KFIhllTrON OF FENAlNlMfc

BEAUTf

HO
O "Ml by Mf A I

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

0*eN 1 tij*6 AmTW6
|NVL>)«eTV^TFiRU)i>r5

ePEOAL...

saS^'

!QnpM|a
O ISO? LHaad F««k.n> SymSLam H<

ITOJAftABeAOTlPsX

ftjiu^vij&yiTrVAMoee
^cceeM awo LOT»5 or

seA-TMrsftsoe:.

^eC)sJJlT^^elONC^AOF
UTTLeTUeA-T&Wb
CRA(We0lNr*!n0eA6l6
v0ARxucx»e, u)nM screens
5LK3WTLM LAReeRTMAW

TV56TO

OrA,u)eLL.
TTM6.

rAABCWe^
C*4,I
G066S

OAOTWe
iCOMMeJtlAb
AREA8O0T

M.

THIS SO CALLED "FArAILY

FMENOLY" POLICY IS

LIKE A TAX ON CHILDLESS

PEOPLE

.

YOy GET CHILD-CARE,

;

I GET LOUER PROFIT-

SHARING. 1£D GET TIfAE

OFF FOR FArAlLY', I GET
TO PICK OP YOUR
SLACK . .

.

I'rA A VICTIrA, OUT IN
SONE STRANGE
<**V I* rrHENWU'LL
ENJOYING | LovE THIS

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick

YOU r-EBL &ICK, rCiPPO?W
Speedy By Todd Hartzer

Non Sequitor By Wiley University' By Frank Cho

TUt pEW, IMPCoVCD
TAXPAYTiR-ri>lCMW.Y
INTtPHAL ecvomc

ttPVrCt...

•^^k ^i

ARIES
March 2 1 -April 20

tush atrcaa Irvrss arr sianms to en

rou down as*, lor a Bttsr hrtp from

aasseanr wtw knows what hr or ahr la

latest •"""' A pannrr or HmJ could

TAURUS
April 21-IUy 31

Your brttrr |

ihlna but Ihts tlmr you nrrd k> BaSns

lo sssur lassn. Look both ways besorr

you rraaa Ihr SUM but thm an and

don I look oar k- Trrat a Mend In a

swisssst of your laamapuii arnriuasty

Ml boost both ol your apsrtu

GEMDfl
May 23-Jniw 21

i to the atnspkr thinas in

Mir rouM prswr to br Hrst ihr llrfen lor

addlrai lo your happmrs* ouottrnt

Your proinuaonal air may nrrd In takr

a bark seal to your prrsonsl Hr naJK

now Try a new nobby sryouir

Intrrratrd In making a fnrnd

CANCER
June 22-Jal7 22

essrrrMr la thr key to your moatfa this

week ntrrr • no need lo e> oyerboan)

but a nice rhanfr ol pare otB do you a

lot of and Bewaee ol al aasra thss

week. It would be eaay so blow your

hiidr-i on eomethma you dont nsstr

nerd

LEO
July 23-Aufuat 23

A small event sets the auujr lor a

Ma*" rhan*r lo come Be sure you're

prepared, whether that means i

on rnends and lamSy lor suppon

domsaattVi
•head You re unbeatable now. so don I

be afraid to art out and do new lhlna>

VIRGO
Attfuat 24-September 22

irsr •;*

t

LGOlQ (leoldOiavarret.com)

by Rsgtr and Sala+rt Salloom cim

A dnantni event liana you I

sapped and worn A 1.

rouamtanre or friend has aome good

Ideas you rmild uae to replenlah your

energies llVatrh mil lor aomeone who

lant quae who Ihey seem lo be al fir*

Stance

Msararea yaw outsoak whee

to your perwmal Mr

SAGITTARIUS
Norember 23-Dcxeinber 21

You II surrerd al anything you Irv this

week, so am high The >ky • ihe limit'

Ensbark upon a new fnendahsp nr

, try a new hobby -even

return to srhonl Aa long aa you're al

«. why not take Imrntory of your

personal and un* satuiasl sfcaar?

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20

The long, boring, poat holloa) siretrh

ks nearly at an end Be mindful of

small changes In a friend's behavior

that could signal a need Your quiet

suppon wsll be appreciated Try to gel

outdoors rata weekend even * the

weather • a bit chary

AQUARIUS
January 21 -February 18

current obelarlee to create a votatar

mtt You may feel a bit al looar enda

and a ba unappreclaled loo Try not

to let B grt you down Instead, spend

aome quiet lime alone and Irv to gam

a new perspective on events

PISCES
February 19-March 20

A watt! through the snow with a loved

one means a perfect time to comrnunl

rale and have aome fun. loo [ion t be

afraid lo let the ktri In you have free

rem Whether It s a snowbal fight or

another special treat, you1 haves

good laugh and enkry ytmrwlf

Por Entertainment Purpomem Only

LAa at
Face place

Osdcar

Distnbuea

CXrerdoers' anguish

Poet

What one doesn't get

atabuNet

Oases

Agents ot retrtxibon

32. CMS, inyofTnaay

"I'm trying to ranTrr»jiT.bajr If hf* •••m this OOS

Ouolo of I lie* l>ity

u Don't you hesitate,

There is no need to wait,

they're signing up

the seamen fast. % %

-The Village People

41.

42

44.

45

46.

47.

SO.

52

SS.

Arnotes aaraessiy

depkjme
Storklike turd

L4te food mth a luck

Poet St Vincent

Mttlay

Brsseh cormc Smith

Orass wearers

Entertetns

•Purpss Ram" singer

Kind ot hygiene

Phoned, in the U K

Put out

SasaeJ

Guido s note

9a. byaeffie

M. What young George

couldn't ten (2 wds )

00. Plenty

•1. They ttiatesyay'

•2. Teasers

03. Ragarrkng

•4. Feteroi dale tor

DOWN
1. Backer

I The

(James Ssestrart tarn)

3. Transportation

4. Poet Robert

9. Drying cloths
af,

s s . fc . - _ _ i^ _.
1. rwotwm pfoprwi

7. St* up seowTsent

I. isoep srorkers

». Though

10. Cr»nelosvn counter

11. Cede/ chest outcast

12. Fonda's Ybu Only

LAse

13. Cheerteading shouts

If.

21. Makes darker

24. vVartske Greek god

29. Butchers svores

26. TV I

27. Henry Fonda ram

20. Potato eg
2*. Pnea

30. L#e tha black tooted

lerret

31. Like ultrasound

33.

31
37.

30.

40.

41.

43.

44.

47.

Throw beck

Leonsneruft

Nana author

Moran ot "Happy

Days*

KPlool

Troeey

Overcfiarges

Ctergyrnen

• See For Maes'

(The VVhoi 12 y»ds )

Shoe bottom

Voted

Drake, eg
Egyptian sun god

Aisle

Some condos (abbr

Govt agcy

Cotton maensne

rjouT/nboys battle

BTStS

Sometimes I wake up

and I don 't feel too great...

but I get up anyway....

get dressed, and do all my

stuff to get ready.

Then I walk outside

and the sun hits me, and

the fresh air smells so

good... I feel great.

I feel grateful to be

alive another day. We 're all

hanging by the thinnest

thread.

Of course, I could use

a companion.... maybe a

dog a dog who can pray.

Answers to

Puzzle
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Barnsby no-hits Huskies; 1-0
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

BOSTON— Given the way Northeastern starter

lohn Burns was throwing in yesterday's Beanpot

OfMWr, the Massachusetts baseball team knew it was
going lo need a special performance from junior

righthander Scott Barnsby if they were going to reach

the finals.

What they got was pure magic.

Nine days after losing his spot in the weekend rota-

tion. Barnsby pitched the game of his life, tossing the
first no- hitter in Fenway Park in M years and the

first UMass no- hitter in 40 years! to lead the
Minutemen past Northeastern 1-0 in the Beanpot
semi-finals yesterday at Fenway Park.

Massachusetts 1

Northeastern

routcuN mi

Yesterday Scott Barnsby pitched a no-hitter to shutout Northeastern 1-0 in Fenway Park in the first

round of the Baseball Beanpot.

Barnsby followed up on his shutout performance in

the 19% Beanpot championship by allowing only
four baserunners. none past second base, to improve
to 5-0 on the year. Despite managing only seven hits

off Bums, who pitched a gem himself, the Minutemen
(21-6, 9-3 A-10) won their 11th straight ballgame
and will now face Harvard in the finals on Thursday.
Harvard beat Boston College in the opener 9-2.

"It's real nice to see (Barnsby] pitch like that, since
he's struggled in his last few outings," UMass head
coach Mike Stone
said. "He was relaxed

and in the groove."

After letting up six

runs in only 1.2

innings in his last

start. Bamsby was moved out of the weekend rotation

for leff Puleri. According to Stone. Bamsby got the
start in part because of his great effort in last year's

Beanpot championship. Bamsby threw a complete
game four hitter, striking out 1 1 to lead UMass past

NU by an identical I -0 score.

"The key for me was to stay within myself."
Bamsby said. "I cante (to Fenway) with nothing to
lose, because I didn't think I could get any worse than
I was after last week. I had the adrenaline pumping
for the last couple innings."

Bamsby had to rely on the help of a stellar defense
to complete the no-no, culminating in a running
catch by UMass centerfielder Doug Clark to end the

ballgame. Bamsby tried to waste a slider in the din.
but Huskies clean- up hitter Carlos Pena lunged for

the ball and spanked it towards the Green Monster
Clark got a great jump on the ball and snagged it just

before the warning track, shoring up the no-hitter
and sending an ecstatic Bamsby straight out to greet

his centerfielder.

"I was hoping that either it would be a strikeout or
hit to me. because I didn't want it to fall. (After the

catch |. I saw him running out there and I knew he
was going to tackle me." Clark said.

UMass got all the runs it would need in the fifth

David Giglio singled to right, stole second and scored
on a single by third baseman Adam Correa. For the

day. the Minutemen would get seven hits off hard
luck loser Bums, who went the distance, striking out
five. Correa went 2-for-3 to lead the offense.

"We wanted to score more runs, especially after

scoring 17 yesterday (in the win against Fordham]."
Clark said. "Some days it's just not happening at the

plate."

The offense struggled to mount much of anything
against Bums, but time and time again Bamsby was
saved by his defense. In the sixth, Ryan Thistle made
perhaps the play of the game when he made a diving
stop of a Kevin Kim shot destined for rightfield. and
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UMass' 14-game streak

ends abruptly in Philly

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

Winning only one of four games
last weekend in Philadelphia against

A- 10 foes St. loseph's and Temple,
the Massachusetts
softball team saw
their 14-game
unbeaten streak end
rather abruptly. But

head coach Flaine
Sortino and the Minutewomen had
little time to mope before heading
south to Storrs yesterday to wage
war against a powerful UConn
team.

UMass (21-19-1) split the twin-

bill with the Huskies (24- 16),

dropping the first game in dramatic-

fashion 2-1. and blowing out
UConn in game two, 1 1-3.

A brilliant performance by pitch-

er Danielle Henderson went for not

in Game No. 1 for the

Minutewomen. Henderson went six

innings, surrendering just five hits,

no walks and no earned runs in a

losing effort.

Unfortunately. Huskies hurler
Bridgett McCaffery matched
Henderson's effort going the full

seven innings, allowing just four
hits, one walk and no earned runs

Trailing 2-0 in the seventh.
UMass' comeback attempt began

Massachusetts 1

1

Connecticut

when Nicole Faessler doubled in

Buckley. But Chris Martens ground-

ed out with two on. ending the

game.

UMass rebounded perfectly in

Game No. 2, lighting up three

UConn pitchers for

a season-high 19

hits.

Senior Sam
Cardenas had quite

a second game. She
scored five. runs in the contest, a

new UMass record. She knocked in

three RBI's. now placing her one
short in her career of a new UMass
record. And now Cardenas holds

team bests in 1 1 different cate-

gories, you guessed it. a new UMass
record. Not that anyone is counting,

hut Cardenas also had four hits in

the game, including a 3-run blast in

the fifth.

lunior Kelly Buckley was another

shining star in Game No. 2 for

UMass. Buckley went 4-4. with five

RBI's. two of which coming on a

seventh-inning homer.

Liz Wagner went the distance for

UMass. giving up just eight hits,

two walks and two earned runs.

Wagner pushed her season record

up to 10-7.

UMass returns to action
Thursday when they host Hofstra at

Totman Field at 3 p.m.

Great goalie key in NHL
OK. no more fun and games. No

more comparing the Buffalo Sabres
and Florida Panthers to the Spice
Girls in relation to New |ersey being

Abba No more KC and the Sunshine
band references to describe the
Dctroit-St. Louis series. I'm even
willing to concede that we just might
be better off because Dcf Leppard did

not perform at the

Dallas-F.dmonton

Around pitch with UM women's soccer
W iih warmer weather slowly, and painfully, emerg

tnp. thought* drift past the winter that can't get its

rj gnp off of us. and towards warmer realm* of

lonsneM.

soccer, for example.

The offseason has been a busy one for coach |im

Rud\ aikl the Massachusetts women's
am. with a stellar class of ah

athlete* graduating from UMass. and a

dees of five top prospects moving in to

fill their inimitable cleats. One of those

nioi- who helped the team to

four Lon-csiitivc NCAA Tournament appearances
and a Sweet Sixteen berth this past season, has found
herself a job already — her home country's national

leain

Midfielder Tina Lightning was selected to the
Fnghsh National Team this past week, and will com-

\ the \ike Victory Tour against Team LS \ m
the lir-i works of May. Training will start in San lose.

Ca. from May 3-10. with games against the reigning

gold medal winners, and former UMass keeper Briana

Scarry, lollowing on the 9th and 1 1th The
match will be at Spartan Stadium in San lose, with

• h at the University of Portland.

Pus is very meaningful, and it's not onlv great for

I ma but lor UMass." Rudy said. "This is what we try

to do BCN at UMass — get these kids a great educa-

JORMA

KANSANEN

lion, K»th academically and soccer-wise, and inMill

the will to move forward in life
"

• Another one of Rudy's graduating seniors has
found herself a good job. too All-time leading scorer

Rebecca Myers has landed an assistant ..siching posi-

tion at the Itmersitv of Dayton. Myers has bounced
back from a season-ending knee injury

suffered against Atlantic 10 opponent
I .a Salle, and will help another A- 10
opponent make the jump from regional

to national respectabilitv

That jump already started in the
stunning upset of UMass in the A- 10 Conference
Final last November, and to Rudy, will continue with

the help of one of the best players he's coached.
Myers will join former Minutewomen like Heidi
Keener (assistant at Colorado). Paula U ilkins (assis-

tant at Penn State I and Hermann Trophy winner
April Kater (head coach at Syracuse) as coaches at

the Division I level.

"We are very pleased with this situation as well."

Rudy said. "Rebecca can onlv help make Dayton bet

ter. and rhey are already good at this point, a* we
found out last November. Shell be a great role model
lor those Dayton kids, and will give them someone to

look up to.

"

• Initial schedules for the 1 997 and 1 99S regular

seasons have been released, and the return of the

UMass-Reebok Classic is one of the highlights of the

home slate for the Minutewomen in 1 998
Two possible top 20 opponents. Dartmouth and

William and Mary, will join Syracuse for the
four-team tournament occurring at a yet undeveloped
l> nation on campus. This past season. Connecticut.
Georgia and Southern Methodist University came to

Richard F. Garber Field for the Reebok Classic, with
UMass coming out with wins over both SMU and the

Bulldogs.

The home opener in 1 998 will be against Arizona
State University, which will be making its first-ever

appearance in the Pioneer Valley with a game that

will be played on campus, or at Agawam High
School With a still less than extremely competitive

A- 10 conference schedule, the addition of possible

top twenty teams to the non-conference schedule will

be key for national power rankings

Next season, former Hartford coach Austin Daniels
will be making his own return to Amherst with his

newly instated Colorado program. Also, on the home
slate will be the maize and blue of Michigan. The
Minutewomen will travel to Georgia and SMU for

tournaments later in the fall.

"Well, [the boosting of our non-conference sched-
ule in 1998 is | the intent." Rudy said. "And the
replays with Colorado and Michigan |from this

Turn to SOCCER, page 9

opener.

Even for this

wise as», there is a

time to be serious,

and that comes this

time of year when
the hockey work! is

churning, burning and heading for the

Cup. So. who's going the distance?

• Buffalo got dealt possibly a fatal

blow Monday night when Dominik
Hasck sprained his right knee and. Rj

his own estimation, could be out for

the series. Several people picked
Ottawa for their first-round upset
special despite the presence of the

deserved NHL MVP When Dixon
Ward scored to win the game with 20
seconds to play Monday night.
Hasek's presence was made... behind
the bench in street clothes.

Michigan product Steve Shields
filled in admirably for Hasek. stop-

ping 14 of 15 shots in a

come from behind 3-2 Sabre win.
hut some doubt if the 1994 Hobcy
Baker finalist can take the overachiev

ing team past the fired up Senators.

In his defense, he backboned the

Rochester Americans to last year's
Caldcr Cup Championship, as the
Amcrks came back from a 3-2 delis n

against Portland to win games six and
seven for the title. Shields, who led

LEIGH fORMN

the maize and blue to final four
appearances in 1992 and 1993, has
proven himself under playoff intensi

<>

The knock on the netminder
though is that the Sabres are 3-11-2
this year with "the dominator" out of

the lineup. Buffalo is a collection of

no-names and has-beens (Garry
Galley is their top

defenseman) that

relied on the capa-

ble Ha«ek like few

If | teams in Mil histo-

14 R ry counted on their

Uith Hasek's
completer) unortho-

dox style (hello, lohn Blue), he needs
to be in perfect health with every
nanosecond of reaction time being the

difference between making the great

saves section and the Blue's Bloopers

section of next year's Don Cherry
highlight film.

Since cracking a rib while making
an over-zealous poke check in

Montreal on March 8. Hasek has been
slowed and consequently beaten more
frequently. Rushing back with a knee
injury might be valiant, but wouldn't
stop Ottawa from advancing.

• The better team does not always
win a Stanley Cup Playoff game. The
smarter team wins. Case in point
Saturday's New lersey-Montreal
game two. The Habs' Dave Manson
pulled a playoff hockey taboo In

being whistled off for four separate
minors. The Devils scored three goals

on those chances, cruising to a win
and soon a second round date with
the Senators.

* When I predicted Dalla s to do

Turn to NHl. page 9

Mens tennis takes fourth;

goes to Hartford tomorrow
By Sanrord Appell
Collegian Staff

I he Massachusetts' men's ten-
nis lca „, continued its remarkable
M this past weekend at the

Atlantic 10 tournament in

Virginia,

I Mass had its best finish in the
tournament since. 1980. when they

finished in third place.

I he Minutemen finished in

fourth place in the 12 team tour
nament

l'he\ pla>ed three matches alto-

gether, winning one
However, this was good enough

ihe lourth place finish.

because of the way the event was
stria lured.

I Mass came into the tourna-
ment with the fourth seed, and as
it turned out. lived up to thai
expectation.

ning into the event with a

14 I record, the goals were very
high. However, realistically, the
players and coaches knew that
V irginia Tech and George
Waahmfton were extremely high
lated teams, with an abundance of
talent.

UMass opened up the event on
Friday against the fifth seed St.

Bonaventure. The match was
pushed indoors because of cold
weather and high winds. The
Minutemen finally expected to
have weather conditions on their

side, but it was not to be.

St. Bonaventure posed a decent
threat, because they have a similar

amount of talent on their team.
However, the focused UMass team
was up to the challenge, and pre-

vailed The match score was 4-2,

indicating it was a hard fought
victory.

Todd Cheney, who has strug-

gled in recent matches, fell in first

singles to lean Paul Gingras 2-6.

4-6. However, numbers two
through five won their singles

matches, to ensure thai UMass
posted the win. Pat Slyman, Rob
Manchester. Alex Aller and Bo
Navarro earned the victories

Cheney, who bounced back well

against George Washington, was
pleased with the team perfor-
mance against St. Bonnies.

"The main reason for beating
St. Bonaventure was a better dis

cipline on our part," Cheney said.

"They were out there throwing
their rackets after points. Our
coaches do not allow that kind of

Turn to TENNIS, page 8

Freshmen futures brighten the season
By Jorma Kansonen
Collegian Staff

The silver lining — darkest before the

dawn — light at the end of the tunnel

the i\x>ler side of the pillow.

These are some of those dandy clich

es we make up in our cranial cavity to

represent hope in the midst of apparent
hopelessness | ife gets better, but at

that lime, hope appears to be gone, and
that little metaphorical pick-me-up
keeps you going. Ain't it nice? — > rah.

it is.

In a season where the highs have
often been overshadowed by the lows,

there are some bright prospects for the

future of the Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team (3-6). This season, the

graduation of four seniors will induct a

Ireshmen class that has already begun to

build on their foundation.

Today at 4 p.m. in Burlington. Vt.,

two of those freshmen will be counted

upon to continue their good start

against the Catamounts of the

University of Vermont. Midfielder
Rebecca Minaker and defender Lynne

Young have already stepped into the

UMass starting lineup, making their

presence felt in a key transitional year

for both themselves and the team.

Life has not been metaphorically, or

mentally, kind to the Minutewomen this

season. No matter what cliche you use.

high expectations have often been over-

shadowed by missed opportunities. But

Minaker and Young have both provided

that silver lining — thai certain little

pick-me-up — for the team. The two
have combined to keep up thoughts of

bright prospects for the future: especial-

ly in a time where darkness has not yet

let in the light of dawn.

For coach Francesca McClellan. one
of her scholarship players. Young, and
one of her walk-ons, Minaker. have
combined with an entire class that

hopefully will walk on together for the

next four years.

"We've worked very hard on this

freshmen class, for both the scholarship

players and the walk-ons." McClellan
said. "We didn't want to rum away any-

body from coming here. The freshmen
that have started have been doing
tremendous, better than we imagined,

and the freshmen coming off the bench
go in and do their job. They really add a

lot of depth and support to our team."

Minaker and Young have those same
concerns for the future, and are already

looking toward a brighter one.

"It is a good thing now, and it will be
for the next few years, too," Minaker
said. "If we can take advantage of the

rest of our schedule, forget about what
has happened, and just come out with a

whole new us,' then we can play how
we can play."

"We need to find the spark, the thing

that makes us want to play lacrosse, and
just let that take us through," Young
said. "When we started out, everyone
was kind of shy, and it was just the

upperclassmen that were showing
through everyone. But now with the

Turn to LACROSSE, page 9
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Freshmen Rebecca Minaker and Lynne Young will look to bring the
women's lacrosse program into the next generati'in.
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Lots of things

come in boxes!

Things such as, I

don't know, CDs
and records. We
examine the wide
world of box sets.

Check out our fea-

ture articles (See
Arts & Living, page
5).

No ceiling

for Glass

Senior Brendan
Class has been one
of UMass' highest
scorers on the
lacrosse field, but
the senior is nearing

the end of his colle-

giate career (see

Sports, page 1 4).

WORLD

Dalai Lama says

China is changing

WASHINGTON (AP) — Welcomed
by President Clinton as an inspiration

for religious freedom, the Dalai Lama
expressed hope yesterday for win-
ning Tibetan autonomy from a China
beset by internal doubts and outside

pressures. The Clinton administration

urged direct China-Tibet talks

"The self-confidence among
Chinese leaders is no longer there,"

said the Dalai Lama, draped in a tra-

ditional maroon Buddhist robe and
yellow sash

The spiritual leader of Tibet con-
trasted today's China, with its

democracy movements and dissent,

to past decades when Communist
leaders had "genuine conviction that

their system could achieve some
happy society."

"I think the Chinese leadership
themselves are in some sort of state

of dilemma," the Dalai Lama said in a

speech to the World Parliamentarians

Convention on Tibet, which was
meeting for two days on Capitol Hill

"The People's Republic ol China is in

the process of changing."

At the same time, he added, "The
spirit of Tibet is strong We are really

determined. We never give up our
hope."

NATION

Rockies wreckage is

confirmed as A- 1 0's

EACH, Coto (AP) - Two pieces 01

wreckage found on a snowy Rocky

Mountain peak are from the Air Force

warplane that vanished on a training

mission over Arizona three weeks ago,

the military confirmed yesterday The

search tor the plane's missing pilot con-

tinued

"I can teM you now that through the

efforts of maintenance personnel at

Davis-Monthan Air Force Base we
have made positive identification that

these are pieces of the A-10
(Thunderbolt) aircraft," Air Force Ma|

Gen Nels Running told reporters last

night

But he said there was no sign of the

plane's pilot. Cap! Craig Button

"I don't know if Captain Button was

with the aircraft or was not with the air-

craft so I cannot talk about remains,"

Running said. "The search continues."

Col Denver Pletcher said two Army
National Guard helicopters made tnps

up to the mountain's 1 1,500-foot level

yesterday and dropped off four mem-
bers of a search team

"They plan to spend the night out

there," Pletcher continued "Their mis-

sion is to go up and see if they can find

any remains."

The weather on the mountain is bet-

ter than was anticipated, Pletcher said,

and the searchers should have no trou-

ble staying there overnight The plan

was to ffy them out Thursday, but if

they had to they could walk to

Interstate 70, he said.
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Students and administration
will brief civil rights committee

Thursday, April 24, 1997

Advisory Committees
help U.S. commission

State Advisory Committees to the U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights are established in each State to advise
the Commission on matters pertinent to discrimina-
tion or denials of equal protection of the laws because
of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age,
handicap, or in the administration of justice, and to

aid the Commission in its statuary obligation to serve
us a national clearinghouse for information on those

subjects.

Commission regulations call for each Advisory
Committee to:

• Advise the Commission, in writing, of any infor-

mation it may have regarding any alleged deprivation
of citizens' right to vote and to have the vote counted
by reason of color, race, religion, sex national origin,

age or handicap, or that citizens are being accorded
or denied the right to vote in Federal elections as a
result of patterns or practices of fraud or discrimina-

tion:

• Advise the Commission concerning legal develop-
ments constituting discrimination or a denial of equal
protection of the laws under the Constitution because
of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age. or
handicap or in the administration of justice: and as to

the effect of the laws and policies of the Federal
Government with respect to equal protection of the
laws:

• Advise the Commission upon matters of mutual
concern in the preparation of reports of the
Commission to the President and the Congress;

• Receive reports, suggestions, and recommenda-
tions from individuals, public and private organiza-
tions, and public officials about matters pertinent to

inquiries conducted by the State Advisory Committee:
• Initiate and forward advice and recommendations

to the Commission about matters thai the Advisory
Committee has studied: and

• Assist the Commission in the exercise of its clear-

inghouse function.

The first meeting of the Massachusetts State
\J\iiory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil

Rights will take place at 1 p.m. in the Board of
Director's room at the Smith College alumni house in

Sorthampton This meeting is open to the public.

By Lisa Chiu
Collegian Staff

Both University of Massachusetts students and adminis-

tration will step out of the current negotiations confronta-

tions to face yet another result of the takeover earlier this

semester.

Tomorrow, two students and one administrator have
been invited to brief the Massachusetts State Advison
Committee for the United States Commission on Civil

Rights on issues and events surrounding the Goodell
takeover.

The Stale Advisory Committee (SAC) will be holding its

annual meeting at I p.m. in the Board of Director's room
at the Smith College alumni house in Northampton. This

meeting is open to the public. Transportation will be pro-

vided to UMass students, a bus will leave the Student
Union at 12 p.m. for Northampton.

According to the chair of the committee, and Smith
College professor of psychology. Fletcher Blanchard. the

committee serves as a "conduit between citizens and the

United States Commission on Civil Rights."

The Commission is an "independent, bipartisan fact-

finding agency," and not an enforcement agency It has no
power to apply specific remedies in individual 6MM
Complaints about Jenials of rights are referred to appro-

priate Federal agencies for action.

The SAC, which will be meeting on Friday, advises the

Commission "on matters pertaining to discrimination or

denials of equal protection ol the laws because of race,

color, religion, sex, national origin, age. handicap or the

administration of justice " Another goal ol the committee
is "to aid the Commission in its statuary obligation to serve

as a national clearinghouse lor information on those sub-

jects." (See sidebar)

Blanchard said, "What it does is simply give advice to

the Commission, and provide a chance for people to speak.

Il has no powers or jurisdiction over law or propriety. It

really is an advisory committee that is organized around
helping the United States Commission get information."

According to Blanchard. one of the actions the SAC can
take is to hold hearings. Blanchard noted that the meeting

on Friday will not be an official hearing: it was scheduled

to be the first business Meeting of the committee, which
has been inactive for more than a year. It is at this meeting
where the agenda lor the next two years will be set.

Representing the UMass administration will be
Ombudsman. Robert Ackermann. and representing the

students will be one undergraduate and one graduate stu-

dent.

Students from area colleges

meet to hear about nursing

Turn to GOODELL page 7
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Visiting UMass with the Boys and Girts Club of Hartford, Stacey, 6,

looked at a painting of Jackie Robinson in the New Africa House yester-

day afternoon.

Fujimori: quick response needed
By Harold Olmos
Associated Press

By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

Nursing students from across
western Massachusetts met yesterday

to discuss the profession at a confer-

ence of the Massachusetts Nursing
Association (MNA).
Approximately 100 nursing stu-

dents from the University of
Massachusetts. Holyoke Community
College. Greenfield Community
College. Elms College. Bay State
College and Springfield Technical
Community College gathered in the

Campus Center.

The main goal of the conference
was to let students know the benefits

of belonging to the MNA and the

legislation that the MNA is currently

focusing on.

"We want to let people know that

the MNA is here to support you...

and to show students how healthcare

is legislated in Massachusetts." said

Pat Brigham. director of
Membership for the MNA and staff

advisor of the Student Nurses
Association.

Doctor Leda McKenry. associate

professor and director of the under-

graduate program in nursing.
showed the group slides of a recent

trip to Ghana, in Western Africa.

The nursing program at UMass gives

students the opportunity to partici-

pate in different cross cultural expe-

riences in areas such as Northern
Ireland. England, lamaica and
Ghana, where they administer care
to the underprivileged.

The clinic had to shut down on
three occasions because people were
leaping over boundaries to be seen

by the nurses.

"They really desired healthcare,"

McKenry said.

Many of the students felt uncom-
fortable arriving in Ghana at first,

but soon became attached lo the
patients that they were treating.

"The environment is so foreign,

there if the initial culture shock but

the community is so welcoming that

they cried when they left." McKenry
said.

Mary Manning, executive director

for MNA also spoke to the students

about the future of the nursing pro-

fession.

"You are entering the profession

that really is the caring profession...

more focus needs to be put on pri-

mary healthcare, communities,
schools, and the workplace,"
Manning said.

Senior nursing major and
co-president of the UMass Nursing
Association, Robin Levallee was one
of five students from UMass to

attend the National Nursing
Association (NNA) conference in

Phoenix, Ariz., earlier this month.
"I think we learned leadership

skills and empowerment... an
understanding of the capabilities

that a national organization can
have, how it can provide for stu-

dents and enhance the transition for

students to practicing the profes-

sional role of a nurse," Levallee
said.

National Conference attendees
were chosen based on an essay and
selected by faculty members of the

School of Nursing. These students

were sponsored by MNA, the School
of Nursing, and the Alumni School
of Nursing organization.

Catherine Saich, another UMass
attendee, was also elected to the
executive board of the NNA.

LIMA. Peru — President Alberto Fujimori approved u

daring daylight rescue operatioh because negotiations with

rebels holding 72 hostages were "deteriorating very quick
ly," he said yesterday. The raid on the lapanese ambas-
sador's residence Tuesday left one hostage and two id
diers dead. All 14 Tupac Amaru rebels were killed as well.

Fujimori told reporters yesterday thai quick action was
needed because on Sunday, rebel leader Nestor Cerpa had
said he would allow doctors to visit the hostages only once
a week. With several hostages said to be suffering front

health problems. Fujimori said he interpreted Cerpa's
statement as a threat

"We thought that the situation was deteriorating very

quickly — so that at any time anything could happen."
Fujimori said. Fujimori said commandoes had been in a
tunnel dug underneath the compound since Sunday, await-

ing the order to attack. He said Cerpa was among a hall

dozen surprised guerrillas who were gunned down after

they grabbed their weapons and began lo run up stairs

inside the residence

"There was a shootout a little more intense than we

expected." I-ujimort said.

The president said he would not have risked the attack

had he believed that even two or fqur of the hostages
would have died The goal was to get all out alive. "We
almost made il." he said. The Catholic archbishop who
tried in vain to mediate a peaceful end to the four-month
crisis wept yesterday for the dead, including the slain

rebels

"In truth. I carry with me a great suffering and I pray to

Gid lor their souls and lor their families." the Rev. |uan

I uis Cipriani said, breaking into tears ai a news confer-

ee I

Ml those who died were human beings. Peruvians and
"our brothers." he BlM He asked forgiveness for all "so
our v.H.ui\ san Icam to walk in peace and respect human

Cipriani, a frequent visitor to the residence of the
lapanese ambassador during the 126-day standoff, was
comforted h\ lellow mediator Anthony Vincent, who is

alas ambassador to Peru and was among the original

husniges Ireed ribortJ) alter the crisis began.

Family and friends held a wake for Supreme Court

Turn to LIMA page 2

Forum to discuss effects

of welfare reform laws
By Julliette Doro
Collegian Correspondent

A forum on welfare reform will be

held in the Campus Center tonight to

discuss recent welfare reform legisla-

tion and its effects on access to edu-

cation.

The night will begin with an expla-

nation of the history of welfare.

Susan Kirby. of the Human Rights

Monitoring Project will talk about

"lawlessness" in welfare offices

throughout the state.

According to Mary Sutherland,

one of the forum's organizers,

"Anything goes in a welfare office.

Social workers are confused on what

the policies are. You might be denied
child care while someone else gets it,

and yet your situations are similar."

Sutherland said when (he Human
Rights Monitoring Project did a

study on welfare the group discov-

ered that the situation of lawlessness

is state-wide.

The forum will also discuss basic

human needs and rights and access

to education for families receiving

welfare. Several student families will

talk about these issues on campus
and how the University can retain

lower income students.

"The issues that seem to be con-

TumtoKrORM page 2

Lookout below...
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jud Symmes, of the UMass Sport Parachute Club, floated down onto the grass near the Campus Pond yes-
terday afternoon.
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lusticc Carlos Giusti. tho lone hostage

to die in the rescue. Giusti, 54,

reportedly suffered a fatal heart

attack after being wounded

Elsewhere, Cerpa's mother

mourned for her son and angrily

accused Fujimori of deception.

"History will be the judge of what

happened." Felicita Cartolini Cerpa

said from Nantes. France, where she-

lives in exile and cares for her son's

two small children.

She said her son's "courage and

generosity will become an example to

his country.

"

"I can assure you that, knowing my
son. he preferred to face death before

killing a prisoner, keeping his word."

she said.

The bodies of the guerrillas were

carried out of the residence in black

body bags yesterday afternoon.

Fujimori said the remains would be

turned over to their families.

Fujimori visited wounded hostages,

including Foreign Minister Franci

Tudela. at a military hospital in the

morning. Tudela. shot in an ankle,

and another Supreme Court justice

suffered, along with Giusti, the most

serious wounds. Another 25 received

minor injuries, mostly shrapnel

wounds, cuts and scrapes.

Later yesterday. Fujimori again

toured the burned-out residence,

inspecting the building and apparent

ly retracing the movements of soldiers

and hostages during the rescue.

Bomb experts gingerly searched the

battered residence for remaining

explosives. Fire Chief Rafael Calvo

said there was a danger of leftover

booby traps set by the rebels.

The white brick mansion suffered

Lonsider»We. damage irum a tire

cause* b) wwliiisiu duriwg U» ww» ,

Calvo said.

continued from page I

Both parties have been invited by

the committee to inform the group

about the recent situation involving

Goodell. the current negotiation

process, as well as events in 1992

which led up to the 1992 ALANA
(Asian, Latino. African and Native

American) Agreements.

"The results will be really interest-

ing. I know which way I'd like it to go,

but it'll be interesting because there is

a big area of grey when we're talking

about Civil Rights issues. You never

know which way it will go. It will be

exciting and I encourage everyone to

go," said junior student negotiator,

Angela Oyola.

According to Ki-taek Chun, director

of the Eastern Regional Office in the

United States Commission on Civil

Rights, who will be flying up from

Washington DC. to attend this meet

ing, the SAC has called the two groups

from UMass for a briefing session, not

an interview.

"An official has to be present at the

advisory meeting, and the situation at

Amherst is of interest to me. I'd like to

know what is happening... we hear

that the students are unhappy and con-

cerned, and we would like to find out

why. and see [what steps | the adminis-

tration has taken at UMass in the past,

with such problems," Chun said.

According to Chun, the committee

will decide, when briefed by both

tide*, whether or not to take their

observations under advisement.

"They may say there are other

pressing issues and that this [Goodell 1

should hove priority, and give priority

to the UMass Amherst situation... it

may just be a student and administra-

tion dispute, rather than a Civil

Rights violation... As to what the

committee decides, it's in the air,"

Chun said.

Chun, who holds a doctorate in psy-

chology from the University of

California at Berkeley, stressed the

importance of being well grounded

and informed as to what Civil Rights

issues might be alleged. According to

Chun, the law prohibits discrimination

based on race, color, national origin,

religion, and disabilities.

Students involved in the Goodell

takeover and the current negotiations

said they see this as a positive sign

despite the fact that this meeting is

only a briefing and not an investiga-

tion.

"I think it's about time that there is

federal intervention, its obvious that

the administration of UMass lacks the

capacity to take responsibility for meet-

ing the needs of all students at this uni

versity. Its a travesty that our school is

drawing the attention of the govern-

ment." said senior student negotiator,

Viraphanh Douangmany.

"As far as I'm concerned. 1 think we

made our point, they are coming here

because we made an impact on the

campus. Hopefully they'll come to a

conclusion and students will continue

to build pressure and that's the key to

our survival." said graduate student

Mahmood Ketabchi.

Several other issues will be dis-

cussed at this meeting, including intro-

ducing several newly appointed mem-
bers to the committee. Other groups

and individuals invited to speak will be

the president of the Springfield

NAACP (National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People) on

allegations of police and voting dis-

crimination, and, possibly, the chair of

the Springfield Human Relations

Committee.

According to Blanchard. the com-

mittee's prior inaction was due to situ-

ations which occurred during the Bush

administration, when certain political

appointments made it difficult for the

commission to do its work. He said it

was because of changes in staffing,

that the advisory committee was not

called to order for so long.

reform
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tinuous are transportation and

vouchers for child care." Sutherland

said. She said the focus will be on

the recent welfare reform's effect on

access to education and the high

number of students that colleges will

lose because of the reform.

Community colleges have been espe-

cially effected by the new reforms

Rep. Ellen Story will also be pre

sent to talk about current legislation.

Common Ground, the group organiz-

ing the event, has three bills in the

State House of Representatives.

Story w that legisla

Gammon Ground is a group local

ed on college campuses state-wide

organized around issues of access to

education and poverty.

"Common Ground means that no

matter whether we are middle class,

on welfare, or working poor we have

something in common." Sutherland

said.

The event is co-sponsored by the

departments of social thought and

political economy and women's stud

ies. the Graduate Employee

Organization, the Everywoman's

Center and Student Legal Services

The event will be held in Room
goaCamrnrx Onter si T p.m. Child

care will be provided
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Properly Damage
April 17

A vehicle operator swerving to

avoid a vehicle while being tailgat-

ed by a second vehicle struck

curbing, causing extensive dam-

age.

April 18

A two vehicle accident that

occurred on Sunset Avenue was

referred to Amherst Police

Department.

Alarm — Fire

April 18
There was a fire in a trash can

near Whilmore Administration
Building.

A fire occurred in a room on the

16th floor of Coolidge Residence

Hall. The fire was extinguished by

the Amherst Fire Department.

Annoying Behavior

April 18

Individuals reported objects

being thrown from Washington
Residence Hall.

Individuals in Coolidge
Residence Hall were pulling fire

alarms and breaking windows.

April 20
An individual from Kennedy

Residence Hall reported receiving

offensive material on her comput-

Assist Agency
April 18

Coolidge Residence Hall staff

reported burned papers on the 9th

floor.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

April 17

A vehicle in parking lot 43 on

Eastman Lane was broken into

and a stereo and radar detector

stolen. The estimated damage and

property value was $1,000.

April 22
Student lounge and snack bar

was broken into in Marcus
Residence Hall. Nothing was

reported stolen.

Health/Safety Hazard
April 19

The freezer alarm sounded in

Paige Lab.

Larceny
April 1

7

A laptop computer was reported

stolen from Knowlton Residence

Hall.

April 18

The Astronomy building on
Natural Resources Road was dam-

aged.

An individual from Coolidge

Residence Hall reported his credit

card stolen.

A laptop computer was reported

stolen from Knowlton Residence

Hall. The estimated property value

was $2,000.

April 19

An individual from Dickinson

Residence Hall reported stolen

CDs.
A jacket containing eyeglasses

was reported stolen from
McNamara Residence Hall.

1/>n7 20
An individual from Coolidge

Residence Hall reported a televi

sion. VCR and CD player stolen.

April 22
Body Shop stickers were report-

ed stolen from Totman Building.

A CD player was reported

stolen from Bowker auditorium.

An individual from Whitmore
Administration Building reported

keys stolen from her purse.

A CD player was stolen from a

vehicle in parking lot 44 on
Sylvan Drive.

Liquor Law Violations

April 18

Timothy Tucker. 20. 18 Grace

Ave.. Lynbrook. NY., was arrest-

ed on Massachusetts Avenue for

possession and transporting liquor

and misuse of license.

Suspicious Person/Activity

April 19

Police investigated a number of

damage reports throughout

Coolidge Residence Hall and

obtained an arrest warrant for

Paul M. Vincent. 20. 19 Longview

Rd.. Port Washington. NY., for

malicious destruction of property,

disorderly conduct, arson of a

dwelling house, nighttime break-

ing and entering for felony, and

larceny under $250.

April 23

An investigation in parking lot

33 on University Drive resulted in

the arrests of Harold T. Delaney,

20, 111 Southwest Circle and

Marc |. Capomaccio, 21, 95

Audubon Road. Wakefield, for

night time breaking and entering

and larceny under $250.

Vandalism
April 18

A window was smashed in

MacKimmie Residence Hall. The

estimated damage was $200.

A vehicle was damaged in park-

ing lot 22 on University Drive.

A vehicle in parking lot 49 on

Van Meter Road was damaged.

April 19

There was a report of individu-

als breaking windows and tipping

over trash cans at Curry Hicks

Cage.

A vehicle was damaged in park-

ing lot 29 on Chancellors Drive.

4pn7 20
Three youths damaged a North

Village Apartment

Fireworks were reported in

Coolidge Residence.

Warrant Service

April 22
George Apolonides. 20. 218

Coolidge Residence Hall, was
arrested for malicious destruction

of property, disorderly conduct,

arson of a dwelling house, night

time breaking and entering, and

larceny under $250.
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Renowned Irish history prof, visits UMass
By Joseph Fountain

Collegian Staff

World renown Irish historian and

possible presidential candidate in

the Republic of Ireland. Margaret

MacCurtain, Emeritus Statutory

Lecturer and Senior Fellow at

University College-Dublin Women's
Studies Department spoke in front

of a packed audience in Herter Hall

on Tuesday.

The lecture, entitled, "The
Minority Seeks a Voice: Woman
Historians Woman's History and the

Canon of Irish History in the

1990's," was made possible by pro-

fessor Bruce Laurie, chair of the

University of Massachusetts history

department, and Catherine Shannon
of the Westfield State history

department.

Shannon introduced MacCurtain

by telling the audience of their long

friendship. They meet in Ireland

while in graduate school and always

kept in touch. MacCurtain, a pio-

neer in the study of women's histo-

ry, also started an all-female school

in one of Dublin's poorest areas.

She wrote a book on the Stuarts and

Tudors that would become the foun-

dation for secondary school classes

in history in Ireland. Shannon said

that MacCurtain, in her work, "lift-

ed the vail from Irish history about

women and their roles."

MacCurtain began by telling the

audience that this was not a lecture

but a talk. She spoke of the work

that Shannon has done in Irish his-

tory. MacCurtain said "[Shannon]

was one of the changing generation.

The student revolution in the '60s

and '70s that were very important."

According to MacCurtain. during

this time much debate was going on

about history of the 1916
Revolution in Ireland and they were

beginning the debate on revisionism

and Nationalist bias.

"People were once very

anti-women's history even though

revisionism had already started,"

MacCurtain said.

In history, revisionism has gone

hand and hand with the writing of

women's history. Very little is writ-

ten on the women who worked on

the Revolt of 1916.

MacCurtain told the story of Mary

Galway. a woman that led a strike in

textile factory where she was then

fired from her job. Galway went on

to learn how to print and actually

printed the proclamation starting

the revolt of 1916. The young
woman even delivered the proclama-

tion to lames Conolly at the Dublin

Post Office, yet almost nothing is

written of Galway.

According to MacCurtain,
women's history is not enough, fem-

inist history is needed and different

forms of oppression need to be writ-

ten about. Women's history needs to

show oppression of minorities.

MacCurtain finished her talk by

saying, "it is important that women
continue to write feminist history."

"It was a great moment and we
look forward to the these sorts of

things in the future." Laurie said of

MacCurtain's discussion. "Given

student demand to a good number

of our students for Irish history, we
would welcome the opportunity to

hire a full-time professor of Irish

History."

Professor Kevin Boyle, of the

UMass history department, who was

recently named Mary Ball

Washington (Fullbright) Scholar at

University College-Dublin had a

glowing review of MacCurtain's

talk.

"It is very exciting to hear a schol-

ar as distinguished as Professor

MacCurtain. She provided a won-

derful introduction to the vitality of

Irish Women's History and to Irish

Scholarship." Boyle said.

ikNKI JUT»AS / OOUIGUN

The most important meal of the day
Three year old Laura Maher-Patenaude ate breakfast in front of the Student Union yesterday morning.

1 1TH FLOOR • LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER
(413)546-3217

Karaoke This Friday!!!

M - 12:30 /V IVI

Sat OzOO PBff - 12:30 PBS
Weekly Drink Specials, Micro Brews, Free Popcorn

Munchie Specials Mon - Fri 4:00 to 7:00

III
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Bikes for sale
Kyle McPherson, of the Archadia Bike Co., getting a bike ready for sale at the bike sale on the Student

Union lawn.

4,
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COME IN TO

FORTHESEH

IN CAR AUDIO,
~

M0WLE COMMUNICATIONSAND AUTO SECURM

AIS0 THE BEST INSTALLATION AROUND

JTi rfusstll S/ ,RI <;, ll.ulln MA 0W.VS • il > 5.SY, 6JJ"

MBQUARTI

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES PRESENTS
Something Every Friday

"°S»
-aSOrtG**"*

Af>ril 25, f99, „

Tonys combination of funk, blues and folk with influences from Afro-Cuban, gospel and soul.

He will delight the audience with originals and a variety of covers. A talented musician, Tony

can play sax. flute, clarinet, guitar and bass. At his shows you may hear anything from Tonys

powerful originals to covers of Bob Marley, Bob Dylan or even a funked up version of the disco

classic "Ladies Might".

For more information check out our website:

http://www.umass.edu/campact/events/calendar2.htm

VH Ml M

EVITA

The movie "Evita" will be shown immediately after the performance in the

Student Gnion Ballroom.

This program is made possible by a Grant from the Auxiliary Services Office, the Vice Chancellor for Student Afla.rs.

and the Dairy Collegian.
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Time's most influential?

C. Taylor

Connor

Who arc our most 25 influential American-- '

lime lakes on this admirable, if not arduous

tdsk each year, attempting to determine in one

week's issue what many of us would hard-pressed to fig-

ure out even it gi\en a month's time. The magazine deep

ens its challenge by its definition of "influential." opting to

eschew the power we normally associate with influence

t the Clinton. Eisner, Gates, etc. type) for the might of

mass societal imprint (the Tiger Woods.
Dilbert. Trent Re/nor. etc. tvpei

Wait a minute Trent Re/noC
I ask nay, demand — that KMBOOtM

out there give me a break. This second-rate

Alice Cooper, this post-Robert Smith pur-

. .| dorkv clothing noir is one of the big guns of

American cuJtut

At bcsl thi- guv ensures another generation ol sell pits

ing. sulking geeks the chance to have a sell pitving. sulk-

ing hero, as well as providing them with basu lushion sen

sibilitv black on black on black on black isn't exactly

matching of Dolce and Cabbana's caliber

But at worst. Remor, who is also the vulpnt responsible

for the crime thai is Marilyn Manson, ensures that the

new generation ot thuggish high school bullies will have

someone to beat the tar out of. Though you'd hardly

notice the tat iJnOf the victims would probably be wearing

all black anyway
However Re/nor is not the only questionable character

in the Time article Consider the presence of Robert Earl.

Planet Hollywood s (. K). amongst tolks like Colin Powell

and Henrv I ouis Gates. |r What has Earl done other than

tilt on the original tune to pop restaurant success, the

Hard Rock Cafe?

For that matter, the only thing that distinguishes him

from any other head honchos ol mid line theme Cfl

his investors, 20 percent of whom are celebrities But when

stockholders including Bruce V> ilhs. Demi Moore and

Svlvester Stallone i whose egos in America avoid serious

hemorrhaging only when their recent overseas box office

tallies Jered) are your promotion people, this

-lick corporate entity probably couldn't go belly up

even it Clinton, hosier and •McDougal were tunning the

show

Perhaps the worst inclusion on the list is Steve Coz. the
; auirer Retrain front adjusting

your glasses — you did just tead the information above

correctly. Time asserts that the rag's coverage of current

events — from the O.I civil case to the Cosby son murder
— has stepped up in quality and accuracy, thus giving the

major media outlets a run for their money

What lime conveniently forgets to add is that lor every

remotely relevant piece of information the I nquirer prints,

we are lorced to endure at least 10 stories about Elvis' affair!

with lesbian aliens; the mating habits of the

Reptile people of the Southwest; the incestu

ous scxrels ot Siamese twins; or whoevei ioi

whatever i Michael lackson messing with this

week

And for the record, it was the Star.

Enquirer's big rival, that may have cracked the year'l

most shattering lb* scandal involving former

Clinton adviser Dick Morris (who, nonically enough.

ne of the previous v ear's selections for the influ-

ence list i This blow-up undoubtedly further impacted

the population's notions of the President '- character,

which was already nose deep in Whitewater and steeped

in the mire of alleged T&A lust

I nlike ihe depth ol Clinton s role in Whitewater, what

cannot be denied is that influence is not necessarily a poaj

live or proactive thing, the three list makers above may
otter some proof of that assessment But I do believe that

in order lor someone to trulv make a mark on our society.

the general populous must know exactly who the hell they

We all can. for better or worse, point out Rosie

O'Donnell in a crowd. But I'm almost certain you would

find it extremely difficult to even trip over Robert

Thurman and recognize him. Would saving you met Paul

Romer draw interest from anyone other than an econom-
ics hut!"

How about Mareia Angell'* Michael Price ' kirn Mate?
In spite of their accomplishments, it you rambled on

about these "influential tolks in atOH aienas your peers

might think you a bit Cliff Claven-esque for possessing

such random knowledge

But as I said at the start of this column, it h) an

admirable, if not arduous task Time has undertaken

\lav be they )u»t need to re evaluate their concept ol what

"influence

( laylor Cminer is a Collegian columnist

No news is good news for me...

Dunn

DfOU have one of those

Men
You know which ones I mean.

Ihe ones who everything seems to

work out tor all the tune? The guy

ned all the time and still

makes Dean's list The one who finds

out alout this great party at the last

minute, can't get a

hold of you
without you. has a

great time, doesn t

get busted by the

anal hi>oks up.

The one who gets phone calls from

their parents tull ol nothing but praise,

good new* and/or the pronn-

check

II you haven't guessed. I am not

one of these fortunate lew I'm the

guv with the busted Ivniky

Not only are these people unend-

ingly annoying, but they're screwing

it up for the rest of us. Let me
explain.

There's only si much good fortune

to fto around The planet is operating

on a "Karma Curve" where the aver-

age would be represented by people

who have as many good days as bad

and so on With any curve.

er. there's always someone
who blows it for the rest of U

remember the kid in class who would

always score too high on the test,

blowing the curve for everyone else?

Well, they're out there in spade

lecting an altogether loo large piece

of the good-fortune pie. leaving the

i amble for the little

i!ed chunks left clinging to the

side ol the tin

Don ( get me wrong. I wish the

best for the friends of mine who
were fortunate enough to be horn

under the proverbial good sign, but

there comes a time when they have

to Step out from underneath it Not a

lot. just once in a while

. now and then you

have to lean into the

strike zone and take one

(or the team. Have a

crappy week, so tin

of us can reap the benefits of a level

playing field.

For instance. I have this one
tnend whose entire year is gi

well, the only way she could be

doing better is il she had the Midas

touch and lived next door to a gold

merchant.

Ever) time we talk. It'l l>

this ternlic job for next year, my
internship is going great. I'm going

oversea*, blah blah, blah It

isn't a problem. I'm happy tot

her. The problem is people whose

month has been spending all of its

time on the South side of crappy,

certainly don't want to hear an

unceasing stream of happy tal>

e energy. I mean, would it kill

these people to have the bumper of

their car fall off on the highway dur

ing an ice stona? Would it be too

much to ask to have them get a

parking ticket and a lousy grade in

the same week? lust once in a

while?

But that never happens. The
blessed lew who park illegally all

day and don't get a ticket. The ones

who wait/ into a fantastic

post-graduation job with an inade-

quate resume and no experience

Ihese people iust effottlaeehj glide

through life while the rest ol us keep

taking that (utile running ki.k at

I ucv - football

li - not like I have a deep dislike

for people who have got their stuff

together and do well for them-
selves I don t What is it. though,

about great news that compels peo-

ple to share it with people who
don't warn to hear It? You don't

tell people with the stomach flu

about a great restaurant you iu-t

ate at the night before, whv would

you tell someone whose week
(month, year, etc) has degenerated

into a steaming pile ot poodk
about the friggin' oyster that com-
prises your little world, effectively

rubbing their nose in it'.'

The best advice I can give those of

you out there whose kites never get

stuck m trees, whose cars always past

m-|vction the first time and the ones

who pick up a loose scrap of paper on

the ground only to find that

twenty dollar bill is from Rroadnist

Sown

"WkM do fOti do when fOHt real

life exceeds your wildest expecta-

tions^"

it to yow
Huh Putin is a (ollegnin colum-

nist

Xenophobic proposal
Editor v note On May 8. the Collegian will celebrate its

yOth anniversary as a daily paper To mark the or.

tUegjan It reprinting an editorial from each of On

last ~>U /tan Today, we feature an editorial from Sept

II. 1987

The spirit of Massachusetts is no longer the spirit of

tchusetu,

The United States used to be known as a

land of opportunity, where people from

other lands were welcome to live and to

learn. That may -till be true in the other 49

states.

Over the summer, a bill was introduced to the state

ature. requiring non-resident aliens to pay the "tull

>f their education at Massachusetts slate colleges

and universities. The proposal, signed by Governor
Michael Dukakis Tu< md xenophobic

The point of public institutions is public support in

this case a partial subsidy Asking foreign students to "pay

their own way" while everyone else, including

out of -state student- pavs a rate based on state (Upporl

is unfair.

C 'haniellot loaeph D Dtlffaj has pointed out that the

new law will save each state resident about 50 cent

1967-1997

1987

bounty, some student is not receiving an education,

least not at a Massachusetts institution.

Totally aside from the injustice done to foreign stu

dents, there i- injustice to the stale system of higher edu-

cation included in this bill. The message il sends i> |
..

.

away, we don't want you here." It smack
turn of the century fears that inspired signs like "No

Irish need apply." That was in Boston

The University of Massachusetts has

begun to achieve the reputation it has

long deserved as an institution offering

opportunity to those who wish to learn,

and this |law| is an unneeded hindrance.

At a time when we are trying to emphasize diver-ity

our laws are trying to enforce homogeneity. As one
member of the Board ol Regents of Higher Education

put il. "This |c n ,,t the kind of legislation that mold
great institutions."

Chancelloi Duffey, Rep. Slan Rosenberg and others are

fighting the new measure, in the interests of the

I niversity and its students. But the students whom it will

really affect are not yet here, and they need others to fight

lor their right to a public education It is one of the great

punciples of American societv

I Ins unsigned editorial reflected the ma/ori/v opinion of

while we are enjoying the candy bars we bought with our the Collegian Hoard ofEdiion

Opinion/Editorial
The views and opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers

and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian.

Shame on Goodell
I am lurious Throughout the last

four years that I have attended
UMass. I have been a rabid siudent

activist There are tunes when I am
excited to be involved because il

-eems like things are being accom-

plished by the man) diverse groups

engaged in the struggles at this msti

tution.

Then there are days like toda)

I hi- morning I awoke to di-

two struggles in the world had been

c tushed overnight Par south ol us. in

I una. the butcher. ^^^^^^^^^
autocrat and presideti E^ffifl
of Peru. Fujimori, ^g^glij^^^^B

Instructed his paramil \\JirAfptP
itary forces to end the l»iv.rMtTC

tour month stand otl

with the MRTA rebels, by rushing

the lapanese I niba-sy and killing all

IS guerrillas The action alao HCtrl

Acad oat ho-iage and two Peruvian

soldiers.

Shortly alter turning oil CNN and

heading for campus | learned that

the Mount Holvoke takeover at Mar)

I von had caved in and the

Administration will likelv take disci

plinarv action against the students

involved. It is my suspicion that the

occupiers were not able to maintain

then position because ol a lack ol

-upport from the Five College com-

munity

In Peru the MR I \ had taken the

compound in protest ot FujinvorTi

neoliberal economic policies which

are slowly starving the majority ol the

population Ihe rebels were also

fighting against Peruvian military rule

which luthlcsslv punishes civilians

iust for being associated with an

opposition group or labor organi/a

lion The international press claims

that neither of the two rebel organi

/ation has support ttotn the popula

Hon This blatant lie promoted bv the

I S press, which can be (SpOted by

the mildest amocnt ol research,

makes it easier to justify the use of

force without drawing criticism liom

the international community
When the Goodell buildiny

being occupied, there were roughly

50 or so people calling tallies, con-

tacting the press, building local sup

port for the protest which forced the

administration to consider at least

some of the demands It it were not

lor the several hundred supporter

gathered outside the building bv

those 50 organizers the occupiers

would have been dragged out before

^^^^^ dav three \t least |Q0

m^^p ot the supporters were

Ml Holvoke students

The failure of the

struggle at Mt Holvoke

this weekend can be

Messed raaarat) est those involved u>

the Goodell situation who largelj

owe their academic amnesty to the

women ot Mt Holvoke Where MHC
women came in lull force the lust

week ot March the Goodell protest

ers did licit move to support the Mary

I von takeovei. and as a result the

protesters have been suspended,
pending appeals and could have been

expelled CaDl loi solidarity that ring

empty because ol a lack (it n<
•

no place in thtr moveme"

\t the Goodell li il an
event intended to further the bond-

forged during si\ intense d.o

action, much was said about main

taining alliance- supporting each
other and building a movement
Well, that must have been lip set

vice, tor only the most hardcoie
activists from the Goodell event were

on the ICOM at MHC Much thank-

to those comrades ' n the

test ot you

East week. I listened with

enthusiasm to Kwame line the

Stokelv CarmichaeH ol SNC(
(Student Son violent Coord

h

Committee i a« he encouraged the

attendants ol his talk to continue to

SttlflV fat the people. The revolution

did not die with SNCC, nor did it die

wiih the Black Panthers, nor did the

tall ol the false communism of the

I SSK in any way delegitimize the

class struggle which forever rages

within the capitalist system

Others present at the event

seemed lo agtee with lure, showing

then support m applause and

ing ovations (three ot 'em). Where
thOSS people ibis weekend '

Where were the voung revolutionar

ies who dut it ullv attend their

M PI C and fsfro \"i classes, talk-

ing about changing the world and

never lilting a linger to do some-

thing shout it

'

If you call yoursclt an otgam/et

activist or revolutionary, you must

understand that il you expect Sup-

port from other groups for you!

cause, iwi must reciprocate >udi

support \ ud. you do not

to look lur in order to find

struggles that need your support Is

GEO raisthg swar—ess about the

•nke being organized bv

the I nited \uto V\

own union'' I haven't seen It \v.i-

fhe \l ANA community calling

ttr-Sr • lo help efforts

|i ' • lunds lor cultural pro

Mt Holvoke? I! -

gh.

I am graduating in about live

weeks, and until this weekend. I was
hopelul thai alter lb

i the stniggle would continue

n momentum bringing together

and more diverse groups until

ihey can put some real press-

the administration. But perhaps

instead things will end u|

lo Peiu. and the movement will be

ciushed partly bv the system which

lot lo change, but mostly by

the selfishness of activists wb
not 10 change

•Uim-

tits'.

Animal cloning at UMass

Wilson

In
November l^o the I nivcrsitv of Nsasachuscttl

announced its acceptance of a two vear grant for

|l ,196,000 from Advanced Cell Technology. Inc

• U I i a transgenic and animal cloning research companv

Since I Mass jacutt) loiinded ACT they essentially grant-

ed themselves and then department over one million dol

continue their animal cloning research and lurther

their company interests

At first glance it appears that ACT was merely mvhsj

the interest- ol their parent company bv genetically altei

ing chickens in I Mass Paige laboratory to promote "early

growth, exceptional I v ability and special characteristics

lor K I C type and 8 10 piece cut up operations

htlp //www avainfarams.com/english/text/pr.htntl for

product description.) However. increasin|

the proportion ot edible flesh and ellicieticv

in up" operations (or cows, ehickens

and pigs is not the otilv purpose ol ACT —
they also hope to develop biomedical applica-

tions like xenotransplantation, which is the

process by which animal Ot m be transplanted into

humans Payoffs include 'rejection prooi lanimall

foi transplant, grown using techniques like the ones

i-h researcher! used to clone an adult shi

Questions such as |s it right to use animals as spate

lor humans'" And how might such transplants alter

our view ol whal is to be human'' poM ssriout chal-

lenges to current research protects According to

llorianne Koechlin in the May/|une I ^b Iconoiiu

animal organ transplanted into a human recipient is not

like a new radiator in a car; as a living hotly pan il il

sffectl the entire body, leading to animal cells being dis-

persed throughout ihe bodv

Why would ACT and Avian I arms invest million

a private company and negotiate patent rights if they were

not Interested In profits? The Springfield Sunday
Republican summed up the I Mass research well with

their headline. "Cashing In On C inning
"

ACT is funded by Avian laun- International a pouliiv

breeding company with a long history of Sponsoring St th

Hies on campus. According lo the UMass Annual Report

of Sponsored Projects, I '- n 1993 to 1995,

Avian has awarded approximately $840,000 to various

projects including $t>oo.ooo foi "Genetii Modification in

Domestic Animals
."

The projejl I summary states that, "it will be possible to

•mically and efficiently produce transgenic animals

expressing proteins ol interest m s v.nietv d different (is

sues resulting in animals with greatly enhanced economic

value."

If the University of Massachusetts was in the business

of producing animals with "proteins of interest" this

might be a valuable scientific effort However, the

I nivei-ity of Massai husetts in not in thi- business of pro

.mimals tot market and therefore the relevance
and benefits ol continuing

I
.leiests arc

unclear It is also unclear why the Universit]

renew this agreement in I ^o I his lime th

description involved cloning, in addition lo the produc-

tion of transgenic chickens cattle and swine
Bioha/ardous substance- use ol v ettebiate animals.

tive material- recombinant DNA and carcinogenic

substances an Sato involved in the ItSSanh, In addition,

this saBM type research, without I lliversil) regulation- i-

happening in downtown \mliei-i .it VCT*1 lah Ml 554)

Main Street.

The University lull- In it- mis

sum to provide diverse public higher edu-

cation every time it accept- funding from
industrial sources -uidcnl tuition and

public tax fund) pled by private

interests I Mas- facultj are working foi

u I therein, compromising the integrity ol I Mass as a

public Institution foi higher education b\ h.i-tilv accept

hislrv funding without examining the implications

ot ih.ii industry'- tcchnoloev I >u. lo the grow ing concern

about the inva-ivc nature ot tin- research, its dangerous

biomedical application, and the moral problems concern

ing the ownership ol life forms, we. the Undergraduate

Employment Organization, believe tranagenk animal
stopped until thus,- issues are addressed

In the University conimunilv

• We oppose transgenic animal research and animal
cloning as uncontrolled human intervention into nature

and animal hit

• We oppose ownership ol life forms
• We question the reductionist science that allows ani

mals to he "invented" and defined only by their genetic

structure.

• We oppose the biotechnological imperialism that

M I Inc. and the University ol Massachusstl
d in with this cloning and transgenic research mi

tiattvc

• We demand a moratorium on transgenic animal

m lnn>' and cloning at DM
• We demand the affiliationi between i nivcrsitv

resources and \c I Iik be discontinued until public

-ments of this technology can be BjBjds

• We demand more Student and community ur

ment tn grant and contract negOtUtkmi that involve the

biotechnology industry or research projects wiih mdustrl

al application or industry presence on cauipu-

Knnherly Wilson is a I Mass student and a nietnher ol

the ttidergradiiate Employee Organization

•aWaWflMWrvi
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In 1979, the Sex
Pistols released the mm
The Groat ffocfc N' toff

Swindle. They also

released a soundtrack
album and a home
video. However, the

Pistols never fully real-

ized the ultimate poten-

tial of the concept of the

word 'swindle.' Theft
because they never
released o boxed set.

The concept of the

boxed set is simple: a
mum-disc (at least three,

though usually four or

five CDs) retrospective of

an artisf s work which is

"digitally remastered*
and spiced up wiiS tome
previously unreleased
rrocks. Throw in e book-

let long on picturee and
short on text, poekeme it

all in a saiffy lime box,

and usudty price it at no
less mon MS Ani mere
you have it; me ultimate

collectors' item for the

fan who must have
everything. At least

toot s what me conniving

greed-headt in the

music business would
like you to believs.

In reality, though,
boxed sett very rarely

live up to me tdesdistk

concept of musical
integrity detailed above.

Instead, mey are simply
one part of a larger,

darker marketing
scheme. The set itself is,

geared towards two

rs of fans. The first h
casual listener who

wants a general
overview of the artisfs

entire catalogue without

having to buy every snoV

victual cdbum. Thus, mast

of ma known stocks are

liberoMy tw inkled with-

tfi, QelflCeflQ Wk% COfWtlVMkW

with something that

amounts to lithe more
than a gtorwtea greatest

hits coeection.

The second type of

customer it the

hord-core musk geek.

Thit it the person who
wiB Hiimedicseiy buy me
collection jutt

because thoy have to

own it. These people are

generally the victims,

myself included. For

example, in 1991 Rhino

Records issued the

Menkeet' Li$tmn To The

Bono* box. At mat point,

ai of me Monkeet' origi-

nal albums were out of

Cint, to I bought the

x wssmgly. Of course,

a couple ot years later

Rhino reissued the entire

Morsxeei cototoguo, thus

rendering the listen To

The Bond box utterly

uselett. Incidentally,

MCA jutt pulled the

same trick with the

Who's Thirty Yoort Of
Maximum fftU box and
tbeir subsequent individ-

ual album reittuet.

Pretty sneaky, if you ask

great

me Re

example of a
gone awry is

Rolling Stones' The

London Yoort: 1964-71

(AICKO) collection.

Compiling all of the

bond's tinglet during
their '60t heyday,
AtCKO't quest for

authenticity ultimately

ruins the copschon. Al of

the Stones sutgtos tram

mis era were originally

released in mono and
thus are presented in

mat form on The london

years. The only reason

the original tinglet

weren't relented in

stereo was because most

people still had mono-
phonic record playert

and mut could not play

vinyl recorded m storeo.

However, it it safe to

assume mot anyone wen
a CO player has storeo

capability, so why
release me lubslmiwuly

inferior mono mixes

fosy — to when AICKO
releases the presently

unavailable storeo ver-

sions of these songs,

anumpe sees me wel rush

out ana buy mem.
Perhaps the mott

egregsousty insulting box

<#

>»

"•il %<
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Teen to BOXED- page b

V
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^ati

• K ^V box sets.
We decided to sca/enge

the Collegian newsroom and

pick up iorne retommervdc

horn of deluxe CD box vets

from some of our wrile-rv

Joshua Boyd

Arts Associate

f,

t h

Montstrey Pop (Rhino

1992! — The Href great

rock festival did come at the

same time as hippies were
starting to become noticed

as a culture but it wasn I as

disastrous and backwards
as me Woodsftx k festival or

Altamont two years later

The music here was inspired

by a mm of ideas spawned
by the Beatles ot the time

Sg' Pepper "Strawberry

Fields Forever"; ond the

vibrant 60s California musk
scene here represented by

the Byrds in their finest

boor Also included are fiery

sets by Big Brother & The

Holdina Co., Otis Redding,

the Who and a full Jimt

Hendrm Experience per+or

martce as well

Also recommended The

Complete Bessie 5m/ff» vols

1-5 {Columbia! Allen

Ginsberg: Holy Soul Jelly

Roll poems and songs
1949 1993

Adorn Levirte

Arts Associate

The Clash — The Cfas/i on

Broadway (Epic 1993) —

definitive Clash collecha

chronicling the career or one

ol rock's most important

bands On Broadway
SB) lodes the major try of The

Clash s material from 1977

up until guitarist Mick Jones

left in 1983 Also, some live

tracks and previously unre

leaved rarities moke up

amazing three disc set The

first two discs portray the

Clash as one of punk's most

prominent pioneers while

the third pays more atten-

tion to the band s later,

more reggae- influenced

material which served as

the prime influence for mony
of today 5 sko-punk bonds

On Broadway olso contains

a complete book of Clash

lyrics and impressive liner

notes with some insightful

information about the

band's history.

Chrts Conner

RAY CHARU'S The Birth

of Soul 11951-19541
[Atco/Atfontk Records
1990) — Shortly oefore

Chuck Berry got folks rock

ing and hopping or foJStej

Brown made the house roll

and grind there was Ray

Charles His label, the

Atlantic subsidiary, Atco

was home to many of the

proto-soul artists of the

time. A funky

package of blues |sjBJ ond

mi at asssasj hossM r<xk

roll Charles eoily recorded

nateool was cheat fee ol

stomping, sexy rhythfl I

anchored by his rollick'

piano lines. Every .ingle

released by the blind

gruff voiced artist n here,

horn the song that boosted

his career "What I Say (Port

One " to lesser known
tunes like "Hard Times
'which Erie Ctaptori covered

on his Journeyman album

Fot thos« who know Charles

only from his lote'. less

inspired hits ["America* ar*d

"Georgia on My Mind " to

name a few: or his Diet

Pepsi sjdj gsh '» on snsaa

hoi intigh' into the mon who
helped spown the soul

genre ?o add to the fun

contrast this bo* set wen h«

S k with Betty ( arte! It

order to better grasp the

SCOPe of Chorlcs,' talent

Mikf Burke

Golaxie 500 — Box $ef

;Rykodi$c. 1996) — Fragile.

Breathtaking, oeautffui. Box

Set captures the entire

Galaxte 500 back catalog,

including their three

long-out-of-print albums
Today On fire and This h
Our Music Rykodisc
includes -o bonu* disc of

rarities and unreleased
recordings including cover*

of the Beetle* and Joy

CLASSIC , Kj*
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boxed
continued from page 5

sci is Elvis Costello's 2 1/2 Years (Rykodisc). This

simply features Costello's first three albums and a

fourth disc consisting of a 1978 concert in

Toronto. So basically, in order to get the live

album, the consumer has to also buy the other
three. And if said consumer already has one or all

of the other albums in the box? Too bad.

Dodgy marketing techniques and inferior sound
aside, there are some box sets which are truly

worth their large price tag. RCA/BMG's The King

Of Rock N' Roll — The Complete 50s Masters
collects everything Elvis Presley recorded from
1954 to 1959. Of the five discs contained within,

four contain previously released material.
However, the historical significance of these

recordings as well as a 100-page booklet with a

full sessionography and a disc full of unreleased

material, live tracks, and interviews make this col-

lection essential. The chronological track listing

also shows the evolution of Presley as an artist

and, as his popularity exploded, an icon. The
equally impressive From Nashville To Memphis
and Walk A Mile In My Shoes collections docu-

ment Elvis' career in the 1960s and '70s, respec-

tively.

Perhaps the most dynamic rock event of the

1960s was 1967's Monterey Pop Festival.

Featuring Otis Redding, the Who. and the |imi

Hendrix Experience among dozens of acts, Rhino

Records' four-disc Monterey Pop box captures all

of the festival's highlights. For other essential doc

uments of the most fabled decade in rock history.

Rhino's Otis! box devotes itself to soul great

Redding and Capitol's Good Vibrations Beach
Boys collection features cuts from the legendary

Smile. Brian Wilson's aborted "teenage symphony
to God."
Two collections from the late-'70s punk/new

wave boom offer the multiple treats for the avid

fan. Caroline Records has given punk legends the

Misfits the royal treatment, with a coffin-shaped

box featuring four discs of almost exclusively

out-of-print and unreleased material as well as a

really cool lapel pin to boot. Cheap Trick have
also recently been immortalized with Sex.
America. Cheap Trick (Legacy), a bonanza of stu-

dio demos and alternate takes for the serious

Trick fanatic.

As far as the '80s and '90s are concerned,
there's really nothing to report. Most artists don't

get the boxed treatment until about 1 5-20 years

after their commercial peak or career demise,

although it wouldn't be too surprising if Nirvana
gets a heart-shaped box in a couple of years to

commemorate the fifth anniversary of Kurt
Cobain's death. Egocentric alt-rock superstars
Oasis and Smashing Pumpkins are already issuing

boxed collections of their B-sides at exorbitant
sums (by compiling their singles in their original

form instead of cramming them all on one disc,

like the decidedly non-greedy, fan-friendly
R.E.M. did with 1987's Dead Letter Office.)

The bottom line, though, is that the consumer
should seriously consider the worth and value of
the enticing package high on the shelf behind the

cash register. Make sure you like the artist enough
to want to hear their "unreleased" tracks, because
odds are they've remained unreleased for a reason.

Don't get boxed in by record company marketing
ploys and look in the used bins to see how many
box sets have been resold. That should be a pretty

good indicator of whether the quality of the music
contained within carries more weight than the

quantity of consumer lures listed on the back of
the package.

John Hendrickson is a Collegian columnist
whose horoscope in this month's Details magazine
warned him to stay away from box sets. Honest.

classic
continued from page 5

Division. Few bands before or after

have been able to produce the sheer

fragility of Galaxie 500 as on songs

such as "Strange," "Sorry" and
"Blue Thunder."

Jeremy Hurewitz

Collegion Columnist

Aerosmith — Pandora's Box
(Columbia. 1991) — If you're like

me (a bitter crank who thinks that

Aerosmith are now boring
middle-aged corporate whores,
recycling the same album to keep up
their million-dollar appeal) then old

Aerosmith is the definition of what

rock and roll should be: sex. drugs

and Steven Tyler in an old lady out-

fit. This three CD collection cap-

tures Aerosmith in all their decadent

glory of the '70s. It contains unre-

leased nuggets like "Rattlesnake

Shake" and "I Live in Connecticut"

along with songs like "Lick and a

Promise" and "Kings and Queens"
that made Aerosmith the rock and

rull powerhouse of yesterday. It has

the hits and the song lyrics to all

your old favorites, cool quotes on
the band from other stars and awe-

some photographs of the band living

it up in rock and roll hedonism.

Evan Young
Collegian Columnist

Led Zeppelin — Led Zeppelin

(Atlantic. 1990) — Led Zeppelin is

still one of the most influential

groups in rock and roll history.

Zep's box set contains all the good
stuff. From "Travelling Riverside

Blues," |immy Page's ode to the slid-

ing rock guitar, to "Lemon Song," to

date the most incredible bass perfor-

mance ever by |ohn Paul lones, the

box set does a great job of covering

the Zep classics.

Bob Dunn
Collegion Columnist

Bruce Springsteen and the E
Street Band — Live 1975-85
(Columbia. 1986) — One of the

best live albums ever recorded and
an effective compilation of

Springsteen's career from Greetings

from Asbury Park. New jersey

through Born in the U.S.A. The
songs are recorded in venues rang-

ing from The Roxy to Olympic
Stadium and reflect Springsteen's

meteoric rise from bar-band front-

man to worldwide superstar.

Highlights of the three-disc set

include raw. down and dirty ver-

sions of Springsteen classics like

"Adam Raised a Cain" and "Candy's

Room," but also contains previously

unreleased versions of songs he
penned for other artists like "Fire"

and "Because the Night" as well as a

couple of cover tunes, most notably

Woody Guthrie's "This Land is

Your Land" and Tom Waits' "lersey

Girl." What sets this box set apart,

though, is the decision to include

several of Springsteen's talks to the

audience before and during some
songs, including a touching story

about his father which precedes
"The River." The accompanying
booklet contains complete lyrics and
rare photos, both of which are well

worth a look.

Lisa M. Oliveri

Sports/Arts Staff

ABBA — Thank You for the
Music — This is the definitive col-

lection for any ABBA fan. It chroni-

cles the band from their early days

of songs like "S.O.S." through the

early '80s. This four CD set includes

a lot of material that can be found
on any one of their recordings, and
also has a bunch of songs that were
B-sides or that were never released.

Until just recently, any ABBA CD
sold in the United States was an
import and therefore expensive, so

this box set was a nice way to hear

high quality ABBA tunes. Also
included in the box set is a detailed

booklet which explains why certain

songs were recorded and also

included a discography of the band.

I have every CD or record that

ABBA has ever released, but I still

listen to this all the time, it's defi-

nitely worth picking up.

SpRiNg WhnvwatEr!

^v^*

Whitewater Rafting

is one oi the best ways to

break out of the mid semesltf

blues! Our great Spring Rotes

moke the most exciting season

a real bargain

From Aprl 1 S^toy 1 5 rah for 05

Shle as $$4 on the Zoor Gap

section or the DeerW lorn

f

APPLIED DEGREE IN i

HORTICULTURE
jjflfafr

Z<OUTDOOR

lit Mjs.SJttlUM.lt*

Call HOW TO BOOK YOUR

SftdNC FUfTINC AlJVfKlURf!

800 532-7483

\

r
STEINBECK

COLLISION REPAIR & AUTOBODY

53 S. Prospect. Amherst Center

256-8157 • 256-1385

• Imports & other unibody vehicles are

our specialty

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-

1/2 mm)

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European technology painting

and refinishing systems

• We provide substitute transportation

• Users of Sikkens paint products

Remember it's your car and your

choice of repair facilities

^
Shop Registration # RSI 212

Move into management or start

your own Business by gaining

Advanced Technical and

Business Management

skills In Horticulture.

Program can be customized

to your career goals and

build upon your experience

and training.

Advanced standing Is considered

lor applicants with significant

horticulture oiperlence.

Ideal lor those in the Turtgrass. Garden

Centre. Landscape or Tree Care Professions

BOOST YOUR CAREER POTENTIAL

CALL NOW FOR INFORMATION

1-403-556-8281
or 1-800-661-6537 In western Canada

OLDS, ALBERTA, CANADA

ONLY APPLIED

DEGREE OF

ITS KIND IN

CANADA'

J

comtivt kkh snvtsift

This baby's got sauce...
C. Love & Special Sauce brought their garage funk to Amherst

College Tuesday night.

pcfoerfuL

petfotuvince

tke issue of

leLitioHsluto

violence.

^Zkuti/ii/xu, yAynd 24, 7 p*
<Hntei xHaU., TZocmt 227
An ASL intcrpnter will bv present
Ifcnel discussion will follow

A ptoductlon ewrtuvne should see. Srm^ a friend.

Deana's Fund presents The Yellow Dress, a Pastiche Production
Written by Deborah Lake Fortson. with original music by Sydney Hayes

%>oc»or«d by: the Evrrywonwn's Center and the University Health Service*,—1'» Health Project Funded in part by the LMaaa Arts Council

Our sales will keep you feeding your "piggy" with more than just pennies

Don't Drink
and Drive

BUD DRY
CASE OF .10-12 OZ. CANS

sio + DEP

LITE & LITE ICE
CASE OF 30-12 OZ. CANS

iS
PALE ALE 4 AMBER
12 PACK BOTTLES

Brewed In N.H.

9
+ DEP

RED HOOK
ALL FLAVORS

6 PK. BOTTLES

CIDER JACK
HARD CIDER 4
CRANBERRYHARD CIDER

6 PACK BOTTLES

sa + 0EP

1/2 KEGS
BUD. BUD Ll LITE. ICEHOUSE
RED DOG. MICH, MICH a.

MICH AMBER BOCK DEP

XWINE OF THE MOMfK]^
CONCHA YTORO
SC.\ RISE 100% VARIETALS,
CHARDONNAY. MERLOT.
SAVV1GHOX BLANC. CABERNET SAVVIGNON
7SDML

sa
FRANZIA WINES
5 LITER BAG IN-A-BOX

(II Mil is. BLUSH, RHINE.
CVVEE BLANC. FRENCH COLO.MBARI).
WHITE GRENACHE, CHIU-ABLE RED

s6
ST. FRANCIS
CHAfiOONNAY

4)|
CITRA WINES
MONTEPULCIANO, TREBBIANO,
SANGIOVESE
1SL

ss
CORBETT CANYON
MERLOT. CHARDONNAY,
< VtBERNETSAVVIGNON
15 L

s6
BOONE'S WINES
"THE ORIGINAL WINE COOLER'
ALL FLAVORS
750 ML

*f

g POPOV VODKA SALE -10.99
s^ 1 75L MAIL -IN REBATE -2. 00

FINAL

COST

WILD TURKEY
101 BOURBON
750ML

L SEAGRAMS V.O. sale '16.99
w HISKEY MAIL-IN REBATE -4.00

I INAl

COST

pSCHMANHi

1.7SL

s11
We Accept

Cans and Bottles

tor Redemption

HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS. 4/24/97 THRU

WEDS. 4/30/97

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYP0GRAPHICA
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'Amy' is afine 1990s film
By Adam Levin*

Collegian Staff

CHASING AMY
Directed By Kevin Smith

with Ben Affleck, Joey Lauren Adams,
Jason Lee

Playing at Academy of Music

At the central core of his new film,

director Kevin Smith attempts to
create a striking and provocative
statement concerning human sexuali-

ty. His claim being that relationships

are too contrived within the frame-
work of straight vs. gay and that
somewhere we are all missing the
point.

According to the circumstances in

which his characters partake.
Smith's view appears to be that each
of us are in search of that magnifi-
cent concept of true love. His theory
however, is about how much empha-
sis should we place on the smaller
details, like, for example — the gen-
der of our potential significant
other.

( basing Amy explores a new side-

to Kevin Smith's take on his genera-

lion. Of course the primary elements
still exist, such as our
borcd-with-nolhing-to-really-belie
ve-in attitudes. However, these con-
cepts were more apparent in Clerks

and Mallrats which portrayed the

post high school age level in a
humorous but very critical light.

Chasing Amy is a more personal and
sensitive project for Smith.
Although many of his comical trade-

marks are apparent. Smith's new
film is both so endearing and
anti-P.C. that many will be com-
pletely shocked and moved by his

subject matter

In many ways, Chasing Amy. is

still familiar territory, containing (he

cynicism that allowed Smith's first

two features to be taken seriously. It

is i his blunt conversational style and
familiar characters which allow
Smith's situations to remain hilari-

A FULL HOUSE EVERY WEEK te
EVERY FRIDAY 9-2am (f)

KIIKM NImIII
FREE BEFORE lO:OOpm

MUSIC FROM THE 70 s. 80 s a 90 s

FRIDAY • APRIL 2S

RITE9 OF 9PRING PARTY

SMIRNOFF

SATURDAY • APRIL Itt

TEEN NIGHT
AOIS 15 19 • 7:30 1 1:30 PM
•jom m ano o»tu mouhmo

WEDNESDAY • APRIL 30
BENEFIT FOR THE
rsraMMi'BtMlllW.i.l
RIDS R I D€ 3
untAuts DANCE PARTY <B
eommmm nsrmm* "HANK "CL

Wad. Apr. 23 O 7:30 pm (Xjfo

BAML/UHt OF FIRE/ONE Kim DOWN
pr 24 8 00 pm <£J>

ACOUSTIC MCWH
i r*w m\§F*

Fri. Apr. 23 O 7:00 pm
<g>

STIUSUIT/NOTHM FACE
KILLOORE SMUDQE/GRIMLOCK
Sol Apt 26 ' 8 00 pm • Up»tair\ (ffj

MAX CREEK
Thu. May 1 O 9:00 pm (TJJ)

SHAKEDOWN
(Grateful Dead tribute)

Qjjgl) Sol Moy I 8 00 pm <Q>

THE FLIRTATIONS
Wad. May 7 O 8:00 pm (Jg)

* DINOSAUR JR.
SWEET 7S/UTCH CROAKER

ous yet. identifiable at the same time.

Amy still includes the raunchy
humor, comic book fixations and
bizarre Slur Wars antics that have
become synonymous with Smith's
script writing. Not only does he
make references to his other films in

Amy. Smith also continues to build

up a strong cast of stock actors and
even reoccurring characters, includ-

ing the infamous lay and Smith's
own alter-ego Silent Bob.

Chasing Amy is really a story
about not how difficult it is to find

true love, but rather trying to secure

it. Holden (Ben Affleck ) is your typi-

cal nice guy who falls in love with

the cute and spirited girl-next-door

type Alyssa (|oey Lauren Adams).
Holden's world becomes crushed
when he finds out Alyssa is uclually a

lesbian and has nothing more than
friendship intentions. Regardless of

how unbelievable it may seem,
Holden persists with his courtship

and very shortly into the story Alyssa

realizes her affection for him.

Many of the situations and charac-

ters in Chasing Amy are borderline

ridiculous, such as when AUssd
explains to Holden that he is the first

guy she has ever met that doesn't

adhere to specific stereotypes. Also,

much of the film's naive cutcsincss

becomes <i bit agitating and the nar

ralive at times seems to force con
diet in order to keep the story from
becoming loo light. The film's entire

finale is so far fetched and unwar-
ranted that much of the integrity is

sacrificed. It appeared that Smith felt

the need to throw in some last shot

of drama instead of merely allowing

his characters to just he happy

Chasing Amy is an interesting film

nonetheless, and has many intriguing

insights about the complexity ol rela-

tionships. The supporting rolls more
than make up for the Haws of the

story's leads |HM Lm (Mallrats) is

the epitome of comic relief, playing

Holden's bitter best friend. New

AMY . ). ).- .

«af

*^ At^l P» W^A^L.

afl Lb _«f - ..^

Jr5
• 4T

J
*4* 1 Wfr Ljgjp

Strangefolk will get the audience moving at their show at the Northampton Center For The Arts tonight.

COUKtfSV S'««r.

Strangefolk shaking in Northampton tonight
By Joan Sienkewicz

Collegian Staff

Strangefolk is home. Not
Burlington. Vt.. home, but relatively

close. After spending much of March
and April criss-crossing and hopping

around the southern and western
parts of the country in no particular

order (a date with moc. in North
Carolina, some shows in Montana, a

week all over Colorado, a gig in the

nation's capital, and a ton of various

shows up and down the East coast),

it's nice to see these New England
boys hanging around for awhile —
or three days, at least.

Tonight's show at the

Northampton Center for the Arts

kicks off the first of three theater

shows in the region, followed by the

Somerville Theater tomorrow night

and then a show at the notable

Waterville Opera House in

Waterville. Maine, on Saturday.
Each night has much to offer folk

fans, but this Northampton gin
promises perhaps to be the best ol

the three. Although the much-publi-

cized Somj-Tvillc show, part of Road
Trip '97, boasts the announcement
of the winning dream scilist from
SF's contest (if they pick your KtliM

randomly from the pool of others

sent in, they play the songs you
wanted to hear in the order you
wanted to hear 'em during the sec

ond set), tonight is 3 %ttt ol live

music, not |iist two! With no open-

ing band, a huge dance floor in the

elegant, spacious Center for the Arts

in Noho. and the room's high ceil-

ings and sweet acoustics, not much
is left to be desired when it comes u>

going to a show. Except, perhjps. ,,

description of the band...

Many UMuss students may have
checked Strangefolk out. cither last

November or back in lanuary. when
they played Butlerlicld But they've

gotten loo big for dorm basements,

iheir blend of rock. folk, bluegrass

and a little bit of country (good old

Willie Nelson!) drew so many peo-

ple, a good number were turned
awav at the door So what makes
Strangefolk so good?

It's gutta be the power of the

lyrics: the emotions that issue lotih.

the characters ihe> create, the stories

they tell. etc. Or maybe it's the hai

monies: with rhvthm guitarist Reid

ucr's taking the reins on many
songs and both lead guiianst |on

Tralton's and bassist Erik Glockler's

backing vocals (or twist it and toss

Glockler in the lead, or even Trafton

ih.n's not sci rare anymore), it's

unthinkable to imagine Strangefolk's

sound any other way. But then again,

rhythm is a solid, more-than -neco
uninbution to the big picture

as well: just watching drummer I uke

Smith do his thing is enough to send

waves of dancing energy rushing
through and over your body.

Ah ves. that's it — the energy!

You dance. There's nothing left to

do at a Strangefolk show but close

your eves, listen to those boys jam
out. let yourself be carried away,
move your feet and let the music
take control.

Tickets fur tonight s all ages
Strangefolk shun at the

\orthampton Center for tin

HO Mam St . \oliu. are $10 ) vu
can buy them in advance r>v calling

l-SOO^THI III k or get them at

the door Ifor a slight additional
charge' Doors open at 8 p in . ami
the three set show begins at S -/V

-^T • n » vj xt/x^'x *:

The Asian American
International Film

Festival

in I Ijim.

Free ('.ill lm Mi

In Memory of

Prof, Enzhong Tong
Wesleyan University

Our deepest condolences to family and tnaxis

Ik will be greatly missed.

Memorial services will be held Friday, April 25th, 4:00 pm
East Asian Studies Certer, Wesleyan Urtv. MUdktowaCT

For further infcrmation please contact

Jonathan Best

(860)685-3025

Bfej

"eeeee-eeeee-

eeeee-eeee-
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Did you read the

Classifieds yet?-

eeeee-eeeee-

eeeee-eeee-
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D J i J U Oh A r h I l" N J h COLLEAGUE
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Alcohol and Drug Education Program. 248 University Health Services Room I

General information, referral, training, peer workshops 577-5181 Wkdays 8 30-5 00

I Ask for the Alcohol'Orug Educator in the Health Education Division

First Call for Help. Town of Amherst

Information about resources and self help groups in the local area 256-0121

ajjjg|A/na~ Weekdays 9 00-4 45

iT^¥~:

X
Athletic Health Enhancement Program (AHEP). 256 Boyden Gym

Information educational programs, consultation and referral for student athletes.

—i IJU coaches and staff 545-4588 Weekdays 8 30-5 00

i • .VKflLE IT* -Vtt Sfruc 3r* <

Imported mTtusfc*

Residential Education Alcohol Program (REAP). Moore Lobby in Southwest

Referral, multi-session education and court-mandated counseling, individual

1 counseling for students. 545-0137 Weekdays 9 00-5.00

jjthii information provided by University Health Services

UPCOMING \ZZZ
m. MAY • STASH

Comae
sat mat 10 MIPHISKAPHIUS AM

Royal Crowns
SUN. MAY 1 1 IMC JOHNSON

Carvin' Malon
m. MAY It JAMIS COTTON
WIO. MAYM KOKO TAYLOR
SAT. MAY SO SLIPKNOT
SAT. JUNI 14 ROOMFUL Of BLUIS
WID. JUNI IS CHARLII MUSSHWHITI
FRI. JUNI 17 ITCHY FISH It.

SAT. JUNI M BEN HARPf R II.

SAT. JULY I] MARCIA BALL
FRI. AUO. IS SON SIALS

It.

11.

SEASO

iloblf> (it rh* NorthortipTon l«t

nH.F* 916 1616 IIOOTHITtCK Vawberri**

Ittord Sterti For The fcVtO'd to Am \*r%1 About

iui« in Or»#nft»iH fin Unl-rtii»»d of U Moh
rHoff* rpu, Itxofdi <n Wviffeld Mjs < Outte* in

Mi«td A B ltd* Ifro'dt in Norttto npton 586 OS56

1 O PCflftL STI1CCT,
NOftTHflMPTON

*"*tj> www virtual lalliy •••> ••••' -*-

.413-584-7771 -

REDHOOK ESB
24 12boii

*1B" •rlr^

RTE 9 HADLEY 584-8174
MONDAY- SATURDAY 9:00**-1

1

:0V»
Not responsible for typos

BUSCH & LT
"30pk»-

dep

SMIRNOFF VODKA

•14"
I 751

FRANZIA
Bog in Box

CIDERJACK
24 12oi bolt

•IS" *p-

M.G.D. & LT
24 12oz boil$0"
TAT *oap

AFTERSHOCK

I mW 750ml

HEINEKEN
24 12 oz bolt

•19"..
MILW. BEST & LT

'30plV

$10"^
SEAGRAMS 7

13"
1 751

sa

WE DELIVER!*
584-8174

DISCOUNT
LIQUORS

BEER • WINE • KEGS • ICE • CIGARS

FOSTERS
24 1 2 or bo*16"

-dep

BUD DRY
"30 pW-

•IO"«
FOUR SEASONS

Vbdlta

1099• I 751

*NOT TO CAMPUS

BUD & LT.

•30 ok.'

•14"
>dep

GENESEE
'30p*i-

dap

LETS GO

^SPORTS.'

ANDRE QWAPfiGt*

730ml

MICRO
KEGS!

SAM ADAMS
HARPOON
MOLSON
IW DUNDEE
SAJtANAC

Plus tors Motfi

ICE!
10 lbs $1.29

50 lbs $5.99

100 lbs $9 99

Sola Thru 4 30 97

BUD IT. 8UD ICE ICEHOUSE. RED DOG UTE. MKHEL08
MIOmOB IT I OK, LOWINBRAU

KEGS!!!
i

$30"
^Aw JkW -t-dep

Keg of the Week!

Bud
$3899^

Natural Lt A lei
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Numerous web sites touch on current political topics
World Wide Activism: Hack the Planet Man.

For this week's column I thought I would
do something a bit serious. Then I thought to

myself, hmmm, what should I write about?
Then it occurred to me (hat I should do
something involving activism. Why? I am not

really sure. I think it is because of the recent

editorials contained in this paper last week
about the IRA. It made me think of other rad-

ical groups that people may
identify with and maybe
want to know more about

so that they could have
articulate and educated
conversations and not spit

out idle banter on the topic.

Trust me. many of us do it.

I know I used to when it

came the IRA. Now, how-
ever, I am able to use my
head instead of my heart

when entering into heated

debate over such issues.

At any rale. I felt that I

should give people the information regarding

web sites that are up their political alley. Not
all of these sites are radical groups. American
politics need not apply.

Sinn Fein

www.irlnet.com/sinnfein

With all politics aside, this is a very well

designed and good looking web site. This is

the homepage of the political arm of the IRA.
Contained within is a very good explanation

of the party and its goals as well as the trou-

bles presently occurring in Northern Ireland.

There are, however, no references to the mili-

tary extension of IRA made here.

MR r A Solidarity Page
burn.ucsd.edu/~ati/mrta.him

Do you remember the guys who seized the

home of a Japanese ambassador in Peru and
held 380 hostages? That's right, they have a

home page. The page is another that is put

together quite well. There is a lot of docu-
mentation on the group's struggle including

communiques, press releases and news arti-

cles. There are also a bunch of links to other
revolutionary movements around the world.

0p*n

Go To nanŵ ttp ., /www umaifr.^^r^^'coJ^jan^Bi

with Patrick
Iran-E-Azad Shanley
www.iran-e-azad.org

This she is managed by the National
Council of Resistance and gives detailed
documentation on the government's disre-

gard for personal freedoms. I take my hat

off to this page because the National
Council of Resistance opposes the funda-
mentalist government and fights for a racial-

ly diverse government system. As we all may
guess, opposing the government can be a

very dangerous thing in certain areas of the

world. A few topics covered on this page
include human rights violations and the
repression of women. Definitely check this

one out.

Free Tibet

www.manymedia.com/tibet/index.htmttcen-
tralindex

This text-driven site oilers insight into the

continual struggle of the exiled Dalai Lama,
the continual repression of the Tibetan peo-

ple, and what happens to those dissidents

who oppose the uncompromising Chinese
government. Not very many people
know too much about the struggle in

Tibet. This is a great site, with links to

other resources, that can help you
become knowledgeable about and
involved in the cause. Some cool peo-

ple who are involved in this cause-

include Zach Delarocha from Rage
Against the Machine and Ad Rock from
the Beast ie Hoys.

The Blacklands

www.pinki.com/RL/BL_Power
This is the home of the Blacklands

political party which is much like the

Black Panther Party. They promote veil

awareness, knowledge, and economic
self-sufficiency as the keys to Black
autonomy. This page has been put togeth-

er quite well and its main locus relies on role

models and also examines the desire to return

the ancestral homeland of Africa. This page is

really educational and put together well

Definitely a must see

Related Sites

PFLAG:
www.pflag.org

VOX POP:
n ii ii voxpop.org
American Indian Movement:
dickshoveinetgate.net/AAIM.hlml

Intcractivism:

www.imeractivism.com

Hatewatch:

hatvwatch.org

LaiinoWeb:
ii ii • ii la lino web.com
The Feminist Majority

www.feminisi.org

Antifeminist

www.webcom.com/~yeolde/wlo/antifem html

ttfaux

NAACP Online

www.naacp.org

Greenpeace
www.greenpeace. org

You gotta love these guys. I mean getting in

front of large whaling ships and risking life

and limb. That's awesome! I think you should

bookmark this page because these activists are

the real deal. This page contains inlormalion

on just about everything that is being done
wrong in the world. I think when I graduate il

1 don't get a job. I'll go throw myself in front

of a whaling ship and join Greenpeace!
Related Sites

Sierra Club:

www sierracluborg
Rainforest Action Network:

www ran.org/ran

So there you have it. There are a decent

amount of sites lor a wide range of people. I

know that there are a lot ol people thai I have
not covered, but the sites I have listed arc all

put together pretty well and provide a good
base ol inlormalion. II there is anyone who I

didn't locus on. sorry. I hope thai you look at

some ol these sites and get some more educa
lion about things that you know about, but

not thai much. Any questions or comments,
please send them to me al the Collegian

Patrick Shanley is a Collegian columnist

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE
HELD OVER 2ND WEEK! Onlv Local Showir.j

Curtain Daily 7:00 and 9:00

The nation's top critics arc all chasiimc 'Amy'
The ae w comedy from the director of 'Clerks'.

A BITTERSWEET COMEDY ABOUT LOVE,
SEXUAL IDENTITY, FRIENDSHIP AND THE
PRECARIOUS BOUNDARIES THAT SEPARATE
THEM

ir.iu.wxT.rr— i.::iti».miv::<i

REFRESHINGLY TNI FUNNIEST,
UNFLINCHING.' MOST HONEST
A.*9 i«"*.to'w** •? SEX-COMEDY*iilcf/d**rtor Kevin Smith

I VI EVER SEEN!

CHASIIMC
ArVIV

Sea is easy. Love ii hard.

>
Back

0$
Forward

ft
Home Peloid

ii
Images

£o

Open Print Find

••-

Go To: |Mtp://www.umass edu/rso/colegian/ (what a qood idea...

What's New?
|

What's Cool?
|

Destinations Net Search People Software

ACADEMY-JVOSC ^j^ 584.8435 .

Summer at
STCC

Need to take a couple of credit courses this

summer? STCC offers 5-week sessions,

morning or evenings, and an 8-week ses-

sion, that still leave you with a long week-

end, every weekend.

June 2 to July 1

Day Session I

Monday-Thursday mornings

Evening Session 1

Monday, Tuesday, It Thursday evenings

June 2 to July 29

8-Week Session

Mon. /Wed. or Tues./Thurs mornings

July 14 to August 12

Day Session 2

Monday-Thursday mornings

Etvning Session 2

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday evenings

Tuition is $57 per credit, a 3-credit course,

including tuition and fees, costs only $283.

If you're planning to transfer the credits,

check with your home institution before

you leave for the summer, as prior ap-

proval may be required.

Choose from 70 courses, in accounting,

marketing, Windows, CAD, photography,

entrepreneurship, keyboarding, on-line

communications, English, Spanish, pot-

tery, biology, anatomy & physiology,

chemstry, math, physics, economics, his-

tory, psychology, and sociology.

For more information, call Continuing

Education at (413) 781-1315 or 781-1316.

SPRINGFIELD TECHNICAL
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Screen Printed T-Shirts

On 100% Cotton!

unti ( MWA I" ( litioSc 11 mii.
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APPAREL UNUMmD
322 Russell Street • Hadley, Mass

1A M.n.m„m Inrludn I wcW I color En 4 31 97 CJf 1,J,„,

Puffton Village . .

Your First Choice
I, X and 3 bedroom apartments

featuring
Newly renovated units that include:

New appliances New carpeting New kitchen cabinets & counter tops Central air conditioners

Rents tuning it $615 per month

or
Traditional units that are:

Fully applianced Freshly painted Carpeted/Tiled Floors Central Air Conditioned

Kent* Stirling it $545 per month

All rents include Heat, Hot Water & Cooking Gas and use of an Olympic rise pool,

5 tennis courts, basketball court, laundry rooms and on-site parking.

Now accepting rental applications for summer and fall. Call today 549-0145

We have your
reasons for living

off-campus!
Come by and see our model

Monday • Friday 8 am - 4 pm
or

Saturday A Sunday 10 am - 4 pa

Spacious 1 and 2 Bedrooms -Beautiful Grounds •

On the Bus Line • Swimming Pool • Private Balconies

• On-site Laundry Facilities • Close to UMass •

Heat, Hot Water, Gas Included • Central Air

Conditioning • Private Parking • Sorry, No Pets

Brandywine Apartments 549-0600
16G Brandywine Dr., Amherst, MA 01002

RUSSELL'S
* LIQUORS r _

Xfi 18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 2S3-5441 ***tt

Featuring "Genuine Draft A Light" 30-pk $ 1 O.—

^ :
Sv

lm City Drought Ale..
s

1 2.'7«»e bots!

1

Honey Brown lager * 1 4.
4
'/cose bots!

"Fantastic Pricing!"

"MICRO MADNESS" CONTINUES!
Sam Adorns Smuttynose

1ST "ALL FLAVORS!" c^amouTt

Mix & Match "TWO" 6/pks . . .

$9^

•All Beers Plu. Deposit* OPEN 9:00AM - 1 1:00PM VISA/MASTERCARD •IXIiviry Available
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Fareed Haque (left), Everett Harp (center) and Charlie Hunter (right) have covered full albums by Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young, Marvin Gaye, and Bob
Marley 6t The Wailers, respectively, for Blue Note's new "Cover Series."

Young jazzmen take stab at classic '70s albums
Deja vu. That odd feeling you are doing some-

thing that you oddly remember doing shortly

beforehand. It's a feeling that could be brought on

by things like hearing Crosby, Stills, Nash &
Young's 1970 masterpiece Deja Vu as a new
release in 1997. yet not as a re-issue. Blue Note
Records is cashing in on this sensation, putting out

classic albums such as Deja Vu, Marvin Gaye's

What's Going On and Bob Marley & The Wailers'

Natty Dread with new interpretations by three

young jazzmen.

Half-Chilean. half-Pakistani guitarist Farced

Haque. spurred on by childhood memories of

hearing the sensational harmonies of CSN&Y's
mesmerizing singing and song- writing, has decid-

ed to cast his rendition of Deja Vu in an all new.

eclectic perspective. Having set his reputation as a

classical guitar master on past albums such as

Opaque and Sacred Addiction, he decided to go
all-out on this disc, mixing his classical sounds

with jabbing electronics of the Fender Rhodes
electric piano, plenty of electric funk guitar and

varied percussion, all relaxing on the bed ol BOBM
of rock's craziest compositions.

Haque employs the above funky lineup on Stills'

"Carry On." before laying back, and chilling on

Neil Young's "Helpless." on which he plays slide

with a 69-cent Bic lighter, and is accompanied by

earthy accordion in this line example of acoustic

jazz with a south-of-t he-border flavor. Elizabeth

Conant's accordion also brings oui the homeliness

of "Teach Your Children." |oni Mitchell's

"Woodstock" is taken in a real straight Latin-jazz

vein, with a three-guitar attack complimenting the

upbeat nature of the original. Trie rest of the

album, including Nash's "Our House." (done with

dueling acoustics by Haque and Dave
Onderdonk). and Young's "Country Girl" (real

sharp performance by Haque and Ron Perillo on

Rhodes with subdued rhythm) bring out the dusty

desert feel of Deja Vu.

Less engaging is R&B-oriented jazz saxophonist

Everett Harp's run-through of Gaye's classic soul

social commentary album, What's Going On. Il

doesn't seem like Harp did much to the original

album, in terms of re-inventing it in a new style.

He sticks to straighl-up R&B to change the dark

mood of the original album into an almost bouncy

performance all the way through. The mood ol dis-

turbing social problems is lost for ihe sake ol R&B
noodling.

Indeed, a lot of the songs just melt right into

each other, but not in the way an album from The

Beatles or Funkadelic or even Gaye himsell would

have, with variations in between ihe seamless

composition of a collection. Harp even adds the

overly-glam backing vocals "ooh"-ing and
"aah"-ing over Harp's breezy performances.
There's not many standout performances on here.

There is sonic nice flute touches by Najee on

"Right On" and there are silky vocals lent by

Yolanda Adams on the gospel I y "Wholy Holy" lhai

are also a little bit of a nice change from Harp's

over-produced new jazz swing.

Charlie Hunter, his 8 siring guitar (which

sounds at times like a Hammond organ), and his

San Francisco-based quartet get down and feel the

vibrations of one of Hunier's personal favorite

albums, Satty Dread, made by Bob Marley & The

Wailers in 1975 and yielding some timeless hits,

like "No Woman No Cry." which is done on
Hunter's Blue Note covei version wiih slide guitar

weeping Marley's vocal line and horn harmonies

giving it that Marley soul.

Other highlights ol this new \atty Dread is the

opener "Lively Up Yourself," which at first sounds

like soulful organ jazz, until you Find out that ain't

no organ — it's Hunier's unique lone You find a

raw Latin essence flowing through "Dent Belly

Full" complemented by Calder Spanier's flying alto

sax. "So |ah Sch" and "Natty Dread" both move-

along with a rock-steady shuffle with perfect

chemistry in the former by Hunter, drummer St oil

Amendola and tenor sax player Kenny Brooks.

Hunter closes a sweet interpretation of the album
with his loose, mellow version of "Revolution."

Cover versions are one thing one usually finds in

abundance on albums by jazz vocalists. Abbey
Lincoln breaks that mold with her slow and low

songwriting that makes it sound like every song

she writes is a standard. Unfortunately, we find

another vein of repetition in her new album, Who
Used To Dance (Gitanes/Verve).

Lincoln is not without dense emotion as is

shown in the opener "Love Has Gone Away,"
"Love What You Doin'." and the fine lyrical struc-

ture of "I Sing A Song." However, with all her

guests on the album, including Steve Coleman.

Oliver Lake and a few other sax slingers, the

album doesn't seem to vary much between somber

songs. The upbeat version of Bob Dylan's "Mr.

Tambourine Man" and the surrealism of "The
River" break up the blues a bit. but this is certain-

ly mood music primarily.

Fantasy. Inc. is back with iheir amazing and
ever lasting Original |azz Classics re-issue series.

The first sample of the latest batch 1 shall take on

in these last three weeks will be Mose Allison's

upbeat piano trio compilation Down Home Piano,

originally issued in the late '50s. before Allison

took on more blues influence.

If Down Home Piano is mood music it is cer-

tainly good mood music. Morning music, even.

Allison's sweel bu. soulful skill spreads over this

whole mix. He is always accompanied by either

Ronnie Free or Nick Stabulas on drums and
Addison Farmer on bass. "Crepuscular Air" moves
on over rising hills but settles into a few low val-

leys as well. "Devil In The Cane Field" captures

one fresh trio jam, and "Mojo Woman" is a flirt

with the blues. "Moon And Cypress." seems to

bring out the same Southern swampy but romantic

feeling as the title, earning itself the position as ihe

best track on the disc. Next Week: Some blues for

a change!

loshua Boyd is a Collegian columnist.
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Actress takes Zelda role
By Alex Iglesku

Collegian Correspondent

ZEIDA: THE LAST FIAPPER

The Curtain Theater

Apr" 25. 1997

As far as theatrical roles are con-

cerned, Wendy Remington has taken

on an endeavor which will test her

range in the fine art of acting. For

two consecutive nights. Remington

will be performing William Luce's

Zelda: The Last Flapper, a one-

woman play based on the writings of

Mrs. F. Scott Fitzgerald.

A theater major, Remington will

be using this performance as her

senior thesis project, not to mention

the enormous learning experience

she will gain. So why ihis show in

particular?

"I'm interested in the expatri-

ates..." she said.

Remington said she had been

researching one-woman plays lor a

while and this was the show thai def-

initely grabbed her attention. One-

woman plays — like many other

female roles — have been in the

shadow of a male dominated theater

and this was a chance to break out of

it, she said.

Zelda is ground-breaking theater

as far as Remington's career is con-

cerned. She is nowhere near an ama-

teur level of acting, with various

UMass Theater Department plays

under her bell. Remington is laced

with the challenge of portraying the

eccentric and passionate life of Zelda

Fitzgerald, wife of the famous writer

F. Scott Fitzgerald. Not to mention

the zany, role-reversals she ooejunN

up in the snap of a finger. Zelda is a

schizophrenic whose life has turned

into a constant battle between fanta-

sy and reality. Remington seemed to

become Zelda during her pre-

rehearsal warm-ups as she spoke to

her cast in her sweel, southern belle

character tone.

Friendship and fun are the

rehearsal*! fortes.

"If you aren't having fun, you
shouldn't be in theater," said Stage

Manager Brian Sparrow.

Zelda has a cast and crew of 1 2 in

total, with everyone the direct choice

of Remington. The show is under the

production of Smoking Gun
Productions who are making their

producing debut, and direction is in

the hands of Genevieve McLallan,

also a senior theater major. Music

accompaniment tends to fall towards

our new modernized -speaker control

with a small intermission surprise

selection of music for you '70s movie

fans.

All in all. this show is a huge step

in the career of Remington, whose
typical college roles of a "little girl in

piggy tails..." as one cast member
put it. are over with. At Remington's

career level, her role as Zelda
I it/gerald. reaches the equivalence of

Dusiin Hoffman's Broadway perfor-

mance in The Death of a Salesman.

Remington will take you with her

into character as she performs with

great conviction. So what lies ahead

in the near future was asked of

Remington in a recent rehearsal?

"I'm moving to New York...

Brooklyn. It's cheaper," said

Rewanohon
A captivating performance indeed

thai you must not mis^'

Zelda: The Last flapper will be

playing at The Curiam Theater April

25 & 2b at 8 p.m. Free Admission

Amy
continued from page 7

comer Dwight I well, who was the

best part of Hal Hartly's latest film

Flirt, serves brilliantly as ihe connec-

tion between the gay and straight

characters. Through Ewell. Smith is

able to address many issues regard

ing many straight males misconcep

tions pertaining to homosexuality

Chasing Amy is a gritty look into

the intimate lives of two contused

young adults. The film successlullv

shifts I ami sincere optimism to harsh

pessimism, allowing a very in- depth

look at the trials and pressures of

making it in the cold, dark world of

dating B

e

Between April 14-May 2,
come to Hampden Lobby, South-

west and have your picture taken

for the new UMass I.D. Card;

Monday-Thursday, 3 p.m. to 8 p.m.

and Friday 3-5 p.m.

When you do, you'll got a coupon worth 50c at

Antonio's* plus a FREE small soda at

Hampden Snack Bar!

n location only

The photo is FREE, takes about 2 minutes, and

you'll AVOID SOME BIG LINES IN THE FALL.

The new card will be issued then, and it's going

to make your life a lot easier! THE ALL-CAMPUS

CARD can be used as your library card, Meal

Plan ticket, residence hall key, and as a cash

card for on-campus purchases.

I.D. Card photos are also taken in the I.D. Office,

Franklin Dining Hall anytime during regular

business hours.

Don't miss this photo opportunity!
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Don't dis the young Scots in Bis
Teen trio arrives in US on the catchy hack of stellar dehut EP

By Martin |. Kcanc
Collegian Correspondent

The eclectic Scottish trio Bis' debut

U.S. release, the startlingly good EP
This Is Teen-C Power! (Grand
Royal), is a bold and confident state-

ment that youthful exuberance and

d.i.y. mentality are still a vital part of

the rock equation these days.

In this day and age of self-depreci-

ating (Pearl lam) and self-important

(U2) pseudo-heroes. Bis' carefree

attitude and punk spirit shine

through like a lonely beacon of light

on the otherwise desolate plain in

current rock music. Think of Bis as a

good kick in the pants to all the cor-

porate, mass- produced garbage
being forced down the throat of

music consumers by overzealous
record companies.

The three teenagers that comprise

Bis look like average, unexceptional

teens growing up in middle America
— Kansas City perhaps. However,
instead of hopelessly being relegated

to an adolescence where Gwen
Stefani and Marilyn Manson are their

"voices," Bis have gleefully taken on

the job of generational spokespeople

unto thems.-lv.--. Who knew such
enthusiasm could come out of the

barren dreariness of Glasgow.
Scotland?

After a heavy courtship on the part

of seemingly every record label, Bis

has signed on with Grand Royal,

known to most as the home of the

ubiquitous NYC smart-alecks, the

Beastie Boys. According to label hon-

cho Mike I), the "kids" in Bis will be

granted "full artistic freedom" which
should help to develop an already

present sardonic wit in their lyricism

even further on their forthcoming
full-length album. The New
Transistor Heroes.

With an average age of 18, Bis

clearly have a leg up on their compe-
tition. Their message flows with an

incontrivable urgency that is dearly

lacking in music today. They sincere-

ly have no pretenses, yet are unwa-

vering in their assessment that they

are "the future nobody knows." The

majority of the lyrics consist of Sci-Fi

Steven and |ohn Disco letting loose

on essential teen topics ranging from

boyfriends ("Kill Yr Boyfriend") to

the ever-present teen social scene in

"School Disco."

From the first sonic blast on the

tongue-in-cheek "Kill Yr Boyfriend."

This Is Teen-C Power! oozes a wave
of unnerving energy that never lets

up and the hit-and-run style of the

songs suit their rambunctious nature

brilliantly. Each of the six songs are

built around quirky machine-driven

beats and curious catchphrases that

redefine kitsch; "Sugar, sugar, kandy

pop, just don't let the music stop-

being one such example.

The most astonishing aspect of

This Is Teen-C Power! is the depth

and intellect with which Bis voice

their concerns. Their wit and cyni-

cism, combined with an undeniable

"Kandy Pop" charm make this a truly

unforgettable release.

COUIITlS» SANDHA USNIK

Marty Ehrlich brings his jazz ensemble to the Hampden Theatre
tonight at 8 p.m. Ehrlich, who plays alto and soprano saxes, clarinet

and flutes, will be joined onstage by Tony Malaby (tenor sax), Michael
Cain (piano), Michael Formanek (bass) and Bobby Previte (drums).

Escape the daily grind with weekend hiking expeditions
If you find your heart beating and lungs

breathing when sitting in a classroom, trekking

along campus sidewalks, or riding a PVTA bus.

but do not feel alive, then dance with the west

winds, feel mighty mountain tops, and climb

through sweeping valleys up to the sks

|oin the Holyoke and Hadley Eastern

Mountain Sports (EMS) Stores for an outdoor

adventure on the Appalachian Trail. Beginning

in Connecticut the EMS hiking series will travel

through the state of

Massachusetts. This

rt*r—

intense wilderness clinic

takes place on 12

Saturdays over the

course of the summer.
Participants will have

the opportunity to learn

the most advance tech-

niques in how to navigate

with a compass, wilder-

ness cooking, water sanitation, and how to pre-

pare for overnight backpacking trips. The EMS
Outdoor Skills series begins this weekend on

April 25, with a hike that will descend into the

Sages Ravine.

Surrounded by enchanted trees and wild

waterfalls, the hike will cross over Race
Mountain to Race Brook Cascade enveloped by

beautiful views of the valley below. The total

hike will cover 5.5 miles and will include a semi-

nar on water filtration.

On May 10. EMS will conduct the Outdoor

Skills Clinic on Mount Everett. This hike will

follow Race to Everett Ridge along vast

panoramic views of the region. During this hike

the clinic wifl focus on backcountry cooking.

The hike is a total of 6.6 miles.

Alfresco News
with

Liz

Anderson

The third hike of the EMS Outdoor Skills

Clinic is on May 24 along the Housatonic River.

This gentle ramble will travel through beautiful

fields and meadows offering great views of

Mount Everett. The 7.b mile hike will pass by

the Shay Rebellion Monument, which marks the

revolutionary battle of I 787.

On May St, EMS will take its participants to

Ice Gulch. On this leg of the EMS Outdoor
Skills Clinic the hike will trek along a ridge to

East Mountain.
This 5.5 mile sec-

tion offers great

views of the

Catskills and
Taconic Range.
Most of the ter-

rain is rolling and
the hike descends

over ledges with

views onto the

Ice Gulch.

The lesson of this journey will cover the basics

of the Global Positioning System (GPS).
Originally developed by the United States mili-

tary to enable troops in the field to pinpoint

their exact location anywhere in the world, the

GPS' trickle down technology and low cost elec-

tronics have made it possible lor ordinary folks

to benefit from its system.

The fifth hike of the EMS Outdoor Skills

Clinic is on |une 21 and is the longest hike in the

series with a total of 12.1 miles This hike will

travel through scenic marshlands up into an area

called the Ledges. From the summit-tops of the

Ledges there are beautiful views of East

Mountain. Warner Mountain. Mount Everett,

and the distant Catskills

The EMS Outdoor Skills Clinic will begin to

wrap up its hiking scries with an overnight
prepatory meeting on |uly 10 at 6 p.m. to review

wilderness camping skills for the final overnight

hike on |uly 19-20. This ultimate hike will climb

up to Upper Goose Pond, named for the abun-

dant goose population found there. The camp-
site and cabin will be at mile seven of the hike

and will take 3 1/2 hours to reach.

All outdoor enthusiasts who are interested in

improving their wilderness techniques in the

EMS Outdoor Skills Clinic are asked to sign up
at the Eastern Mountain Sport Stores in Holyoke

or Hadley three days in advance of each trip.

Each clinic is free of charge and participants are

required to bring food and appropriate footwear

for hiking.

For more information call the Eastern
Mountain Sports Stores in Holyoke at (415)
552-1662 or in Hadley at (41 5)548-3554.

Attention! All outdoor sportsmen and women
You must beware of dehydration before consid-

ering this wild clinic or any form of strenuous

outdoor activity. Hydration is the replacement of

body fluids lost through sweating, exhaling and

elimination. It is an old wives' tale that 6-8

glasses of water per day is enough water to sup-

port intense workouts. Water intake depends on

your size. It is crucial to be alert and listen to

your body when participating in outdoor recre-

ation continuously replenishing your muscles

with water.

Release pent up energy and feel alive through

Massachusetts' fantastic peaks. Participate in the

Eastern Mountain Sports Outdoor Skills Clinic

and learn how to maximize your energy in New
England's wild backcountry woods.

Liz Anderson is a Collegian columnut.
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Bonds ' inside-the-park homer lifts Giants

By Rob Glosler

AnodMed Press.

SAN FRANCISCO - Barry Bonds
and the San Francisco Giants have
built the best record in the majors
not with towering homers, but with a

pinch of luck and a large dose of late

inning heroics.

Bonds' slicing popup turned into a

three-run inside-the-park homer and
Bill Mueller singled in the winning
run in the ninth as the Giants beat

the AtLniiii Braves 4-3 yesterday for

their 10th win in 1 1 games.

The Giants have won four games
in the past week in their last at-bat —
including one in which the tying and
winning runs scored when Florida

outfielder Gary Sheffield lost a rou-

tine fly ball in the sun.

"We know we're not a power team
like the Braves or Marlins, so we
have to do the little things." Bonds
said. "Our pitching has been out-

standing. Our bullpen has been out-

standing. And we've been getting

clutch hitting."

The Giants' 14-4 mark matches
that of the 1971 team for the best

start since the club moved to San
Francisco in 1 958.

Bonds got only his second homer

of the year when he blooped a ball

down the left-field line in the first

inning and it bounced just out of the

reach of a diving Ryan Klesko, who
tumbled into the wall.

As a stunned Klesko slowly
retrieved the ball from the left-field

corner, Bonds sped around the bases

and scored standing up.

"The ball kind of faded on me. I

stretched out and dove for it, and
then I hit that rubber mat. I felt it in

my head, my neck and my shoulders.

It kind of dazed me," Klesko said. "I

just kind of sat there. By the time I

realized it was down the line, it was
too late."

Atlanta manager Bobby Cox said

the blustery afternoon made life mis-

erable for outfielders, but did not

al>solve Klesko of blame.

"The ball Barry hit was a routine

fly ball. That ball should be caught,"

Cox said.

Atlanta starter Tom Glavine settled

down after that. He allowed three-

runs on nine hits in eight innings, and
the Braves rallied for three runs in the

M.\cnth to tie the game.

Klesko hit a two-run homer, his

second of the season, to knock out

starter Kirk Rueter. With two outs.

Glavine drew a walk off lulian

softball
continued from page 14

including her team-high I 3 dou-

bles.

Alicia tips the batting scales at

.574. She's got the team lead with

52 hits and 34 RBIs. and she's also

hit two homeruns.

On the rubber, |en's 19 wins

and minuscule 1.82 ERA lead the

team. And Alicia's 9 wins and 3.07

ERA serve well in her side saddle

role.

Also contributing at the plate for

Hofstra is Chris Aigotti. Starting

all 41 games. Aigotti is batting a

robust .360.

|en Pawol leads the Flying

Dutchwomen with 4 taters. and
hits at a .358 clip. Marisa Semmel
has a couple of dingers herself, and

a .342 average.

And Nicole Newhart is yet

another one of Hofstra's many
weapons, hilling at a torrid .341

pace.

In addition to this, Hofstra has

fared well against some top-caliber

teams. The Flying Dutchwomen
dropped close decisions to No. 25
Michigan State and No. 12 Arizona

State, but upset No. 17 Florida

State.

Still the Minutewomcn have one
leg up on Hofstra. Pitchers Liz

Wagner and Danielle Henderson,
possibly the top pitching duo in

New England, have proven them-

selves capable of stopping
high-powered offenses dead in

their tracks.

And if knocking off a top team,

and getting themselves back on
track isn't enough motivation, try

this one on for size. The last time

these two teams saw each other.

Hofstra was on the Princeton
field celebrating after a 1995
Regional win eliminated the
Minutewomcn.

Tavarez. Rich Rodriguez came in to

pitch and allowed Kenny Lofton's

single and Mark Lemkc's game-tying

RBI double.

But the Giants, who are 7- 1 in one-

run games this season, scored off Alan

F.mbrec ( 1-
1 ) in the ninth for the win.

Marcus Jensen opened the ninth by

walking on four pitches. Dante Powell

ran for lensen and moved to second

on a sacrifice. Mueller then grounded

a single between first and second, and

Powell slid around the lag of catcher

|avy Lopez for the winning run.

"The first couple of weeks, if you

get some wins in the ninth inning it

makes you more confident," Mueller

said. "The later innings are becoming
the best part of our game."

Doug Henry (2-0) pitched the

ninth. Rueter allowed two runs on
four hits in 6 1-3 innings.

"There's that feeling in the eighth

or ninth that, if we're down, we
know we're come back before and
we can do it again," Rueter said.

Notes: Bonds' inside-the-park
homer was the second of his career.

His first was |uly 28. 1987. during

his first full season with the

Pittsburgh Pirates... Andrew |ones

went 0-for-3 for the Braves, includ-

ing a strikeout and two grounders to

the mound, on his 20th birthday...

Bonds surpassed 1 .000 RBIs for his

career He had been stuck on 999
RBIs for the previous eight games...

The Giants' bullpen is b-0 with 10

saves in its last I 7 appearances.

Rain, wind and opponents

can't stop UM men's track

crew

By Matthew Perrault

Collegian Staff

There is something special about a

team that can perform under adverse

conditions. This past weekend, the

Massachusetts men's track and field

team had more of an opponent in

Mother Nature than in Northeastern,

Dartmouth and Rhode Island and
showed that even the weather can't

keep it from victory.

During the nasty rain and wind
Saturday, the Minutemen traveled to

Boston in hopes of securing their sec-

ond straight, undefeated regular sea-

son. The meet was supposed to be

close — last year the Minutemen
barely defeated Dartmouth by one
point.

The linal results were UMass 87,

Dartmouth 41.5, Northeastern 37,

and Rhode Island 28.5. The
Minutemen finished the regular sea-

son 8-0. undefeated for the second

straight year.

Once again, the big names stepped

up for the Minutemen in the clutch.

Senior Christian Abbot recorded his

first ever collegiate victory in the

1 00m dash (I l.b8) and was also on
the first place 4x1 00m team.

Sophomore Tom Toye won the

400m (49.581 and junior Scott Price

won the 200m (22.50). and both
were also part of the winning

4x100m team with fellow teammate
junior Neil Concepcion.

In the field events, freshmen Vic

Morency had a great day throwing
ihe javelin, breaking 200 feet with a

throw of 200- 9. Sophomore |an

Stevens also threw the shot put well,

with a winning toss of 51-1.

"We had a great effort from every-

body. Everyone was solid and Coach
|Ken O'Brienl was very pleased,

especially because the weather was so

bad." sophomore Albie Vasquez said.

Next up for UMass is the Penn
Relayi at the University of
Pennsylvania. The meet is being held

today and Friday, starting at 1 1 a.m.

both days.

The Minutemen will get a good lest

at the relays and are sending a very

good team down to compete. The
record breaking 4x1 00m team of

Rise. Abbott, Concepcion. and Price

will be in competition and also will

be tackling the 4x200m as well.

Vic Morency will gel to measure
himself in the javelin and discus.

Morency is slowly closing in on
UMass' throwing records and these

big meets coming up may be the

showcase for him lo break a few.

Others to waich at the Penn Relays

for UMass are Stevens on ihe shot,

junior Andre Roaehe on the triple

jump, and senior Malt Behl on the

10.000m.

continued from poge 14

fcated. undaunted Minutewoman.
Unfortunately, their positive atti-

tudes and confidence could not be

carried over into Sunday. UMass'
only home regatta was a washout, lit-

erally. With snow melting and rain

further inducing the problem, the

Connecticut River's currents were
deemed too fast and flooded for a fair

race. It will not be rescheduled.

This weekend UMass looks for-

ward to the Atlantic 10
Championships in Philadelphia. Last

year the Minutewomen captured their

first championship since being rein-

stated three years ago.

Coach |im Dietz said he feels opti-

mistic about the weekend, though the

team will have to look out for their

competition.

"George Washington will be a lot

(aster; they were second in points

overall last year." he said.

baseball
continued from poge 14

Despite being held to just one run in

Tuesday's win over the Huskies, ihe

UMass bats have been on fire all year.

Leading the charge has been sopho-

more Doug Clark, who saved
Tuesday's no-hitter with a diving catch

at the foot of Fenway Park's Green
Monster. Clark is hitting .418 this sea-

tennis

son. with nine home runs and 43 RBIs,

and was named A- 10 Player of the

Week on April 1 3th.

Leading the team in home runs is

sophomore leftficlder Aaron
Braunstein, who has 10. Braunsiein.

who is a transfer from South Florida, is

hitting .312 with 23 RBIs. Fellow

South Florida defectee Matt Wolcott

has worked his way into playing lime

by going 6-for-12 in his last four

games, with two home runs.

Today's final will be broadcast lise

on WHMP 1400 AM. with Mark
Vandermeer on play-by-play and Mike
Reiss on color.

Mt writiM, ht $Mrti?l

continued from poge 14

defeated Holly Huntly 6-4, 7-5.

"She was very impressive going 3-0 this weekend,"

Lowry said. "She made some key adjustments in the GW
match and was the first one off the courts against St.

Bonaventure and Xavier."

The other lone point of the match for UMass came in

the No. 3 doubles match where Braunstein and Lana

Gorodetskaya were winners 8-2.

For the Xavier match, which closed out the weekend,

the Minutewomen came away with the 4-3 win. They
were powered by Gorodetskaya's play at No. 6 singles in a

win over Knsten Wolf 6-2. 3-6, 6-2. which tied things up

at three-all before the doubles point.

Gerisomova won her set 6-2. 6-1, and Braunstein blast-

ed Lindsay Weber of Xavier in straight shutout sets to

account for two of the first three points.

In the doubles, all three learns won their matches for

the doubles point and UMass took the win, 4-3.

Gerasimova and Steele won 8-2. Caron and Durant 8-3.

and Braunstein and Gorodetskaya 8-4.

The Minutewomen finish the year off ai 14-5, 9-3 in

the spring.

Tnis past season was one of dramatic improvement, and

one which will help the confidence and level of playing

ability for UMass next year. The schedule becomes ever

tougher with negotiations already on the way with teams

like Syracuse and Rutgers

UMass Ioscn onlv one player, but an important one ir

senior Liz Durant. one ol the cornerstone^ ai ihe prograrr

whose presence will definitely be misted.

briefs
continued from page 14

action has also been heated in

the Boyden Gym. Four teams
stand undefeated in volleyball

play. with International
Connection. Sideout, Black
Knights and RIH posting strong

records.

• Catch the action of the intra-

mural basketball championships
on HCSN Channel 17 at II p.m.

now through May 7.

The Graduaie/Faculty/Staff
game matches Sugar Free against

International Males. The
women's championship game
pits Floor Play against Suckin'

Wind, while the men's side has

Bad Boy Killas II vs. Tofu
Twinkies. The co-rec division

final features Hey DP against

Hoop Screams.
• Today is the final day to

enter the tennis doubles tourna-

ment. The player's meeting will

be tonight at 6 p.m. in 249
Boyden.

• For information regarding

hours of operation of all facilities,

call the 24-hour facility schedule

line at 545-2693.

Men's rugby All-Stars

Three UMass students were
selected as members of the New
England Men's Collegiate
All-Stars. The team faced off

against Quebec last Sunday.

Named to the team were
Warren McCallum in the back
row, Pere Berkowitz at wing and
Alren Gerritscn at prop forward.

Whether you're a player or just a spectator, participate in the following:

Take your best shot at driving away in a 1997 Volkswagen Jetta &LX in the

UMass Five College Federal Credit Union shootout. This contest will begin on both

days at 9am. The shots heard "round the world" will be taken

at 1 :45 on Saturday and 1 pm on Sunday

Win prizes such as New Balance sneakers; Champion warm up suits, and a clarion car

stereo and speaker system in the following contests:

Start Time
Saturday 9amNew Balance 3 Point Shootout

New Balance Around the World Competition

New Balance Hot Shot Competition

New Balance 'New Voices* Play-by-Play Contest

Champion Slam Dunk Contest

Champion Consecutive Free Throws Competition

Saturday 1pm

Sunday 9am

Sunday 9am

Saturday 1pm

Saturday 9am

Haigis Interactive

MEN'S
£ immm
•Bounce house

•Milton Bradley H
•Mini-Hoopla

•Gxjrospace

•Skills (Challenge f

FOOD COURT AND
PICINIC AREA

•Bueno YSano

•Pizza Hut

•Cornerstone Deli

•UMass Food Services

•Java Hut

•Riga Belo Fried Dough

•Amherst Regional H.8.

Jan Ensemble

**

*•
.* ym .

AT

'GHILLiir WITH

or buzz"

SPONSORED BY

®

new balance

UMass
FlveCoOegt
Federal Credit Union

HOWARD JOHNSON Bvi«^ Y wtWmf* I

Super Saturday

April 26
Kicking off at lUm is the Spalding women's

basketball clinic

To be followed by a basketball

exhibition

at U:4S with

The Mini-Minutemen

Get funky at high noon with the

UMass Funk Team

At 12:15 Haigis Hoopla proudly Presents

the New Balance-Champion

UMass legends game
Featuring:

Jim McCoy
Will Herndon

Tony Barbee

and other UMass hoop greats

WITH

author Marty Dobrow
signing copies of his book,

"Going Bigtime: The Spectacular Rise of

UMass Basketball"

normally $23.", the book will be sold

for only $10.M

A«MI»ltlH»l)LH

SPALDING

DAILY COLLEGIAN—! »» |1 | HI—

DAILY
HAMPSHIRE
GAZETTE

At Ipm brine your creativity and

your up's for the

Champion slam dunk contest and

at 2pm catch the finals of the

New Balance 3-Point shootout

Play, compete, or just watch.

Haigis Hoopla VII. IW there.

Presented bv the University of Massachusetts Sport Management Program
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Nvtvfc Pilot© WllIIH WontaWOej -

1

White Mt s May 2-4 Sign up in the Ciiti

Center Post tup slide show May 12

Contact Craft Cental tot details Event

sponsored by the Arts Council and Outing

Club

STARS KRKMM IN NORTHAMPTON
Susan Serandon. Mandy Patinkm. Ossie

Davis and mora give dramatic perlor

mances to celebrate the Children ol

Resistance and benefit the Rosenberg

Fund for Children at John M Greene Hall

on April 26 at 7 30 pm 18 student tickets

available at la Unlimited m the Student

Union

APARTMENT FOR RENT

3 kedreem reaevated Putfton

Apartment Great location. A/C. haat

included Available 6/1/97 Call 549-7123

Take ever ear lease Puftion, 2 3 peo-

ple Call 549 5079 Available 5/26

Uatowa Aearteteat Great tor one or

two Very affordable Call now 1 253 7109

2 »edioo»i/8ia»gywiee Available 6/1

549-5132

AUTO FOR SALE

Heade CM IM Great gas mileage 5

speed, sunroof CD Player $1500 or B/0

Call Alycia 549-3986

Velka Jena M white 5 speed S2850

Call 253-6449

Far Sate 137» VW Bee Runs good MOO
586-3074

1W Reseat! ksedtlloe Wagon auto

original owner good condition $1650

25MI53

Petckesief e •see' carT Having your

car repaired' Do you know your rights'

Contact the Student Legal Services Office

922 Campus Canter 545^1995

11 Heads Owe 12 CD Changer 4 tpee

ens autostart $4800 or B/O 885-0162

EMPLOYMENT
_ l Evenings/haoimngs

available Certified/Experienced Must be

able to work through summer Call Jen at

(4131323-0125

COMPUTER JOBS' SWUM. R PT. FT

Piogramming, PC Support. Hardware

Software

COBOL TS0. JCl. SOL. CfCS. Visual Bast.

Access

Win NT Novell. LAN Admin. DOS.

Windows

Springfield/Hartford

TSI Consulting

Phone (413)667 6842

Fan 14131796 6313

email tobmsysOmap com

WWW www tsiconsulting com

I
for summer

and immediate openings Looking lor 15

hard working ambitious people to assist

our outside sales force No experience

required Will tram

• On bus line

• Fun atmosphere

• Daily bonuses

• No selling involved

• Up to 40 hours

• Flexible schedule

Earn up to $7'$'0 hr For a confidential

interview please call and ask

tor Mr Bar 1 1 or Mr Boone between the

hours of 10am 8pm at 584-0215

CAPE COD RESTAURANT Cooks

servers, bartenders dishwashers Will

train housing available Eastham and

Orleans 15081255 9394

Painters needed fer teller Full oi

pan-time in Chicopee Springfield area

$6$10/ru -bonuses Call Chen 546 2130

EMPLOYMENT
Perk Rasters! Game Wardens. Park

Police $6 $20 per hour Year round posi-

tions tor men and women Call 8am 9pm

est 15041429 9231 ext 5016 P16

Looting lor assssaaaj veerfc? Spend your

summer outdoors with other students

painting houses Student Painters is look-

ing toi people to till both production fore-

man and painter spots No experience

necessary Call Keith 546 5199 for more

info ^^_^^

Summer Interaskie 20 hours paid per

week 4 to 6 weeks Minorities interested

m broadcasting business encouraged to

apply Resumes by 5/2 to Evelyn Locke.

Today's 99 3 Box 268. Northampton MA
01060

Fell Tune Summer Jot in Amherst area.

training provided, eain $6 $9/hi working

outdoors Call Tom O 534-2984

I tor full-time summer in

Westwood Dedham area $6 $8 an hour

plus bonuses Call Mike 549-3759

kail $7 $10 per hour painting

locally Experience helpful Vehicle help

tul Call 1 800-829-4777 Rob Flanders

Peiatert seeded tar saaaaer Fl/PT

North Shore area $7 8/hour plus bonus

es Call Mike 546 0403

Osssrtssrty of e lifetiatel Travel the

country All expenses paid Seeking ener

gate, outgoing, fun individuals Call us

toll tree at I 888 876 2'0S Must be 21 or

E Summer teenage bey

cling trips US Canada Europe Minimum

4-week time commitment Salary plus

eipenses paid Student Hostelmg

Program Ashfieid Rd Conway MA
01341 180013434132

« Teresa CeraMa DX loaded ST0 less

man 8000 miles Dark green Must sell

Theresa 549 2684

lt« Mercarv Capri black 2 door tar

dard sunroof good condition reliable

$1000 or B/0 Must sell' KeraS4M0»1

EMPLOYMENT

$7 $10

an hour plus bonuses with your tneeds m
Western Massachusetts Can Pete at '

800-829-4777

Crerae •< lead Tear Emeleymeat

Discover how to wort m exotic loutwnt

aid meet fan people wMe earning up to

OOOLVWiontn a tveee exattvj mdustran

Cruise Intormetion Services (2081971

3554 ext C50014

. _» 18-20 hours par weak North

Amherst area 2 1/2 and I 1/2 year olds

Cv required 548-9812 before 8pm

Pocono Mtns

Peansytvanie Excellent residential coed

tuatmer camp Counselors to teach terms

scuba water sk.ing laket'ont motorcy

clet gymnastics arts and crafts WSI

end more Great salaries 6 21/97

8/18/97 Call 1800)832 8228 for an apr>.

eajB

- Earn $$$ before

your summer even starts by hosting the

biggest event of the year' The Alumni

Office is now accepting applications tor

Reunion Weekend student help Must be

available June 54 Housing accommoda

lions available Stop by the Alumni

Relations Office in Memorial Hall to till

out your application today Questions''

Call Ann Thompson at 5-231

7

Experienced truck drivers for part time

Appioximately 12 or more days m Mid

June and Mk! August 1188 00 to $135 00

e 8a« 508)653 7422

looking tor extraverted people to help run

our office Must have good telephone and

organisational skills $7 25 pe> hour

(508I65J 048B INatickl

seeks staff tor male groups Welcoming

and supportive environment Positions

include Leaders and General Bunk

Counselors as well as Heeds and

Instructors tor Swimming Wafer skiing

Hockey Archery Socca and Volleyball A

great tumme |Ob' Day-oft acceisaMaiy to

Boston. New York Montreal Call Today'

Camp Schodeck I800PJ5I '164 a man

it com

EMPLOYMENT
Vermont Adventure! Faraj <i"i1

Wilderness is now hiring summer staff

We need people who want to provide

positive guidance and support to adoles

cents coming of age in the 90 s

Counselor, nurses, cooks, general staff

Organic farming backpacking rock climb

ing waterfront, carpentry, cratts

Challenging wilderness environment m
the Green Mountains ot Vermont Contact

Philip Tobin 18021422 3761 oi

tandwOsover net (http //www tandw org!

Netioael Perks Hiriagl Plus Beach

Resorts, Ranches Rafting Companies etc

Benefits, bonuses 1 Nationwide openings

Call (919)919 7767 ext RI80

Craiaa ead lead Tear Employment

Earn up to $2000«/month plus tree world

travel lEurope. Caribbean, etc ) No expen

ence necessary Food, lodging 1919)918

7767 est CI 80

Environmental Seles. HelleT Do you

believe in being in the right place at the

right time' International Marketing Co is

rapidly expanding into the Western

Massachusetts area You'll never know

unless you call (413)827 '555

PAINTERS- Full time summer EXPERl

ENCE PREFERRED vehicle $6 50

$900/hr. heavy lifting required 9 00-5 00

ONLY 247 9480

Part Time Seles Reps Wealed "Lead

the way into the 21st Century' with our

copyright 'Slogan" sweatshirt Be your

own boss and earn extra money last

Send tor details at The 21st Century

Gioup. 332 Bleecker St 040 NYC. NY

10014

FOR RENT

West Yermeetk Large house 4 bed

rooms Small house. 2 bedrooms 253

7436

1 kedreea ta Amherst Located neat

Downtown $255/month David 253 2183

aa lal 1 bedroom Putfton

Apartment Call 549-7886

Sag aileef Estates Ultra modem, two

bedroom apartments Free heat/hot

watei New kitchens baths carpeting

washers/dryers and more 1 On bus line

Minutes to Amherst Great specials 1 Now
leas-ng Spring and Fall 686-3856

tor sublet or lease from 6/1

Call 2534447

Fall Option

FOR RENT
3 bedroom coades Hobart Lane Gas.

heat, hardwood floors, heated basement

Now showing tor June and September

Lease $1300 253 7879

Cape Cad group & summer rentals

Waterfront houses, Falmouth area

150814776000

FOR SALE

Single Felon lor sole $40 Call Emily at

584 3986

4S8 GL Seiaki ft 20000 miles, needs

horn ($20) $700 4M 13 Computer CO

ROM. modem, sound card Call 256 6324

ROOM FOR RENT
Gigantic double room available. '

'

June 1 in 3 bedroom apt Next to campus

Fully furnished Robin 549 5164

1 large ream in two bedroom apartment

looking toi two females Available 6/1 I

Fall and Spring Option On bus route Very

spacious, great location Call 549-3992

Room lei real in furnished house in

Amherst $275. utilities not included

Laundry Parking Available June 1 Call

Lauren 253 7654

eytet/SeUieg all styles good quality

Large inventory 1 1413)586-4781

Power Mocintosk (180 including more

tor CPU keyboard, and mouse Upgraded

to 40MB RAM Excellent condition Call

5464579

laptop Nalekeak $99, VGA Color

$75. Hard Dnve $10, Software

$5. 386 Motherboard $25 Call Steve 566

3324 est 2

Color Prieter Super Quiet Panasonic

KXP-2123 24 pin Dot Matrix

$100 546-6963

Camere lound Fnday night 4/16.

between Campus Cent* and StockbrWge

Hall 6-1514

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

2 bedroom fer saeiet or lease from 671

On bus route Water paid for. a great

place Call 253 4627

ROOMATE WANTED
Looking lor roommate 'hat will pay

$365/month Heat and hot watei includ

ed Brandywine Call Amy 546-0706

SUMMER SUBLET
2 bedroom- Boulders Del mouth fine

$695/month Available 67' 256-4767

2 goad sued rooms in a 6 bedroom

house right off campus on Sunset Ave

the led house across from Southwest

Rent is $265 285/month. * utilities-

shored with others Fall Option available

Ed or John at 549 7550. 549 9954. 549

7484

With Fall Option- Mill Valley 2 bed. 2

bath 1 an cond Fits 4 easy On bus route

253 1657

Several raassts available in laige house

near campus Call 549- 1 570 or 548-7079

Looking let temele to share beautiful

one bedroom apt Uptown above Newbury

Comics Call 2534223

TO SUBLET
Sublet $200 a month or one month tree

Call Andy 253 5482

Teke ever our leesel Two bedroom

apartment in Brandywine Available June

1st Call 549-6015

TRAVEL

EUROPE $175.

Within USA $79 $129

Cant* /Mexico $199 r/l

Cheap Fares Worldwide' 'MM

http //www anhilch org

AIRHITCH 1 800-328-2009

Europe $169 0/W

Mexico/Caiibbean$189 R/T

ONE WORLD TRAVEL

It s your world, now you can afford to see

it

(413)687 0001

I 2 bedroom. 2 bath

apt lor Fall and/or Spring in Mill Valley

Rent negotiable Call 253-0592

Northampton

Bus Route

Pets allowed

584 8597

I to share

two bedroom apartment tor Summer and

possibly Fall No drugs Call Alison 546

5612

SERVICES

1 1 am so

glad that everything turns out well It it

almost one year May one year be torev

a 'Love You Always. LING

Happy 22ad Birtkcey Stepk Peace

love and Happiness always Joe

HOUSE FOR RENT

House Fer Rant $1 700 pa month 4 bed

looms, one-halt miles from Mullms

Cent* Gat. haat Call 253/879

MUSICIANS

: Part tune, permanent

Rasponiible dependable References

5490413

Experienced

and yard work $5 hourly References

54*0113

fa

The Southern Worcester County Area

Must have own transportation but no

aapanance required Call 546-4289

6/1 Cak Patty 549 3740

2 Reams far Real Private home $335 •

utilities Kitchen privileges

Kosher/Vegetarian preferred laundry

parking, furnished Available May 1 549

4853

t
'• •

held tor the 'Debi OeRose Band
"

Eaperieecee ealyl Vocals preferred

Gigs average 4 to 6 times a month Leave

neMasje « 141 31588- 1440

PERSONALS

Happy Birtkdey Andrew! i mm you

and I love you 1 Lo

I
Asatee. eVtee- Summer Squash

Subway and 340 What more could you

ask tor'

I help? Call Birthright ot

Amherst area tor free testing and assis

tance 549 1906

SUMMER SUBLET

3 bedroom Mill Velio,

floor, backyard June August Fall Option

Call 2534467

3 kedreem- Putfton Just renoveted

Furniture available Starts 6/1 549 4334

2 aeeVeem apereaiat 6/1 9/1 On bus

line $500/month including all utilities'

Great deal' 546 0026

STUOIO- Lincoln Apia. 1 minute to cam

pus $390/month Inclusrve 6/1 to 7/31

6 2385

Sellol ear owes ease two huge bedroom

apt right ne* Puffers Pond on bus route

Call us 549 4088

HEY! Year ewa bedroom a a 2 bedroom

apt Two fun girls seeking female room

mate S233 pa month H/HW Fully fur-

nished Close lo campus Call Mar, at

253 7247

Sngse ead suae double room available

in a 3 bedroom apt Next to campus Fully

furnished Fa I Option Room 5485164

Oae kedreem la Amherst House

Available 6/1 8/31 1275 • utilities

Andrew 549 2896

Breaeywiaa A/C

S'^OMOnbvs
549 0879

2 kedroeaos in a 4 bedroom apt Huge

i'it $332 each person pa month

Southpoini Apts 256 8966

3 kedreem opertnteat Puftion Village

Available 6/1 Call 549 5405

taaay Specious House Two bedrooms

available Great summer location with hi*

ing and bike paths, deck and backyard 5

miles horn UMast 2564336

2 bedroom apartment with Fall Option

1 month tree rent Call 549 4089

2 kedreem reaateaaed Putfton Apt Great

location ne* pool/courts Heat/hot wat*

included $64u7month Available 6/1 549

7762

2 kedreem- Braadywiee $750/month

Available 6/1 549 4198 lake ovei oui

lease

2 kedroom/lroodywiae with Fall

Option Avalable 6/1 Call 5494982

3 kedreem PefNea Available 6/1 549

5941

TO SUBLET

Teke ever oar leeee

Valley Apt Available Jun

7157

a'ltiita Ullaeeir (Inure.

Jlnc.

| ii Svlian Avcnur

hii«lc»n.«10iii> Ml IMS]

1-888-733-2742
Pau

CHINA
Great

Experience
Student laaW

Hniinj: Kl*>N USSMat
HfijintyShjuvgtiJi/Hang/hou

• uD7NV47U«ir

lirijiiuj/Xian

MM W2«*axr

Departures: May -August

lux dnaik. pleavc easel I Ml oui tarti

UK
ailp .»» iHaailiaaijaax

WANTED TO RENT

I on bus line for

Fall 97 Roommate/houseshae possible

Call Sharyn at 582 4314 Leave message

w/E

WANTED

Waal's year talent? Fntert*n*s want

ed tor Kids Karnival Jugglas artists

mat>c etc For mote into call 545-5590

4 8 pear old son seeking

summer sublet furnished 8/30 to 7/30 1

909 9815476 email

imcgu«eOchs cusd ciaremont adu

LeeknM let a eeaeaar lentai or somma

sublet for June. July August Have dog

Wimng to pay 3 months rent up front and

place deposit to guarantee good condi-

tion Cell Amy 6254010

pool 6/1 w.th

line UMass one

Personals Policy Rates

laMi nsfiwn MAY NOT be uoctj m p-ron***

hm fleWm t eMeJ Ifttedttt 4#- jllOWOJ-i Thr IkfWS r«*f>
turn wp tar taaTiMerv ot i cwmpshdMmins pt*v»wtv *n

•Afcartl CeH* at* <uM re*WSf rTWV t» lMkt>d

PtMjnr nu**mti ewe no* ^tawd m f>rt*#\M% fl^K^

*>!> MM I dtf* not a^lOMlld t% |

• Of mTllll kf> nj»»jr» aVO

I ol « *tnoVt.vr or HbtHutft

rVnoruU m** not hr

aMk**i tar fhr purpma* ret rt^«*av?irnt

rmlunUi nvn mM or v*tn) ** prr*A>natk

-\#K s#if«»ri .* kt* i»p**Oi«K iirtl> Ihr pr»

Mprvili trtlMin m*tv MOT hr w*d U, *** 4rrm. Wt*

All prrMMMlt m«i«l tuvr Ihr n.nw ttvrutfjre, *od

UMdkH I D numfarf c* ihr ttudVnt pi* if* thr an

(rMrd m on Ihr Hwvrmn ordrf Son WtMtrnH mw»
provkar a «>e«lf«d oVivrf » iHpntr and thr In rmr roum-

Drr muv] hr -r-ordrd on ihr *Me»ft».»n <an*r» Un at

UsHr krlrntifH «uon nr iimuwvnm nUtMin n **** I Mi

pTPaaTaYMPI uOCBW thr ldn»

I hr ( iMtrgt+r, rrj-awr^rk Ihr »»«N fc> f^rwir or m r-in

*n> prv%iana>l thatl cfart m* Tim thr ( i **-» *

daird* m in ntihnip w><"

C<afWnklje^k|a»r.ll*h Ot *><stt%ieath.i

Students

20<t per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
PU-.W vA-rth* < Irarly jnd

Iriiihlv Wr *fr nnt r«npom»bt> tor wftwi rwoh

ing bom .lit*Kidlr harMiwnlinR or rypr.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

AfaNOUNCaeCNTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND 12 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY MFTTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

e Community Calendar
FRIDAY. APRIL 25

fnrum — An educational forum celled

-Weltere Reforum." will be held from 7 X p m
in the Campus Center, room 804 The forum

will concern iiseti with the impact of wellare

reform on human rights and access lo cduca

tton This forum is sponsored in pert hy

Common Ground

IjKtun — 'Hope and Despair The Slate of

the Oilo Peace Process in the Middle BML' I

discussion of the Oslo Peace Accords, will he

presented hy loel Mipdal. Robert I Philip

Professor of International Stud*e> I nivet>it> ej

Washington School of International Mudiev at

7 >0 pm in Franklin Patterson Hall.

Hampshire College Passover reception

low

Rradirtf - T>ean Young will read from his

poetry at 8 p m m Memorial Hall as pan of the

siting Writer* Series sponsored by the

M I v program at UMass Young's third col-

lection of poemv SrriCe 4nti»fc«ve. won the

Colorado Pnie for Poetry He was included in

The Brii American Poetry anthology in l*IT

and l<»<M

Theater — The 4th Annual Massachusctt>

Fcsltval of the Arts (MIFAt presents fourMM
from the lumedir rVamsMtaf — Claude

Matlhieu Claire Vernn. Michel Favor\ and

lean Bapmte Malannr — in The Theater \\„rlj

a/ Muhere and louiet today and tomorruw at 8

p m and Saturday at 2 pm in lohnson C hapel

on the Amherst College campus Free lo UMa»»

ami Hampshire College students

APRIL 26

Comedy — The UMass Comedy Troupe will

hM if wcrklv improviiatiotsal comedy »h<i».

Mt««ion Improvable, at 8 p m in the Campus

Center basement Free and open to the publk

/rwii.j/ The UMa«s Cannabis Reform

CoelilKin/WoneeT Valkr. NORMI will hoot the

6th annual Fxtravaganga today From noon-7

p m al the Amherst Town Common in down-

town Amherst Along with the community

groups, sendors and speakers, featured bands

include Trick knee. Gaia Roots Rythin. the

Pangeanx. >ep' and lord Hill Free and open ti-

the public For more information, contact the

CKC -it 545-1122

rettiwl — A Christian musk festival will be

held from 8- midnight in the Campus Center

Auditorium The musical event, organized by

student Christian organisations throughout the

I ne College area, will combine different lorm»

of musical worship from a wide yariety of hack-

grounds and cultures There will be perfor

mances by New Breed, Boogie Down. Hands of

Mercy and others Free and open to the public

TeHnal — Van Meter Residence Hall is

hoMing a Free Fist starting it 1pm with live

hands in the orchard and D Is rocking the

house from H p.m - I am Call Andrea at

(46-07 1 7 for mure information

RMRMi — Students of the UMass depart

ment of veterinary and animal sciences of the

will host theii annual livestock Classic show al

Hadley Farm Students from many different

major* will be showing beef -.attic, dairy cattle,

sheep, goals, swine and horses for showman-

ship The Jas will consist of a variety of special

events including a herd dog demonstration, a

raffle, hay rides and face painting and a

three legged race for kid* of all age* All events

are free Refreshments and food as well as

lee-shirt*, hats and mugs will be available for

punha.«c throughout the day

/,-. n/r, Mel King, 11M Boston Mayoral

Candidate, will speak on how the Rainbow

Coalition is struggling for economk.. ratal and

political |ustice. al 1 1 a m in the Campus

Center, room W (N Other topics include

free higher education, job* aftei graduation and

ending police brutality and harassment

SUNDAY. APRIL 27

Meeting — A Cuban Independence

Committee i* forming A meeting will he held

at the Bang* Center in Amherst at 3 p m to

look at ways to create a unified C aribbean and

latin America, as well as examining

US-Cuban policy options

NOTICES

financial Aid — UMass Financial Aid

Services would like to announce that May I is

the last day lo apply for a new or increase

Federal MM Student or Parent loan for the

current academic year.

FYh are putsac service anrauncements printed

daily To submit an FYI. please send a press

release containing all pertinent inlormation,

mckidax) trie name ana phone number ot the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing. FdNor by noon the previous day

Support group — Overeaten Anonymous, a

group of individual* who share an addiction to

food and suffer from compulsive eating and

other eating disorders, meets every Saturday at

10 am in the Campus Center. The only

requirement fin membership is a desire lo Mop

eating compulvively There are no dues or fan.

< nmmumtv — "Rendervou* with the Sous."

meditation, musk and prayer meetings, will be-

held from 4-"< pm in the C ampu> Center

room 80) 804 weekly on Tuesdays until the

end of the semester Sponsored hy the UMas*

Baha'i Club For more information call Chns at

M4-4482

5
-
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Tired of the same old over-priced, pub-style food?

Daily Listings sponsored by: IMJ^M^ SIIMj roT9rLt°!loV !#..•.' tlV^rf^^^
n

lv

^

^^.^%%^^ll.

^^TTST!T?w7iTTTMuiflT7 We don't taho anyone else seriously, either. 4 i boitwood wai k

IMAfiilro fcRMaiM
AMHFRST

HSCN Bulletin

Board

3 CBS/3 Horfforc,

a CBS/4 Boston

m ABC/5 Boston

m PBS/57 Springfield

•7 HSCN Movie

Channel

M UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

ID NBC/30 New
Britain

11 Fox/61 Hartford

%M PBS/24 Hartford

13 WOCH&HSCN
14 UMATV
17 HSCN Programming

%M TV-19a ABC/40 SpringfieldM NBC/22 Springfield

3 CNN
4 CNN/Headline

News
B BET

BET on Jazz

IT UCTV
:8 The Learning

Channel

! TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

4 1 rU>I f W« *< >! ' W A I K • A MM,- H *-
I

This week's

$ 1 drink:

Tom Collins

THURSDAY EVEN
6:00

WEDH
WFSB
VVBZ

WCVB
WLVI
VVHDH
WTXX
vwrr
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WOGB
WSBK
VYTBS

ICitT
TLC

TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

12 Creatures

) News *

I
"
Froth Ptinoi~ Martin X

Bunnell Rpt.

CBSNtat
Ntwihour With Jim Lthrer «

Inside Edition Am Journal

Slmpaoni

CrMlur«s

ABCNawa
Freeh Prince

-

CBS Ntwi Ent Toniflhl

NBC News ~ Wheal-Forlune Ijeoparcfy! X

NBC Mews

NBC I

BuainaiiRpl.

ABCfssswi

Family Matters I
Matters

«jj Quincy Sweel Land ol Liberty" Law lOrder^ r

21 WorldViewTf

10 Tick B

Movie Magic

UpCloit

) Suparmarfcaf

Dream On

7:00 7:30

Inside Edition ChronkkiX

Star Trek: Naif Gener

Wheal-Forlune |Jeopardy! 3T

Real TV «T.

Hard Copy J Friends X
Roaaarmti' Home Imp SamfetdX kMrtinJL Livityg Single"

Newshour With Jim Lehrtr JT

Seinfeld V

Seinfeld X Mad Abo You •

8:00
Discover America

C - Campus

Mvttery 1

Diaonoais

t Stallonee« Vy tort t»"(l9W, Onftia) Syy*iilif Stall

Frkmda T ISuddan-Suaan SalisiaM T

Friends i:

T. Old Houae

Sudden-Susan

Dra. on Call

9:00 9:30 1 0:00
<ary| "Cadlaer The Sanctuary Sparrow X

Murder (In Slereo)

Wegnoeii Murdar (In Slaeo)

«e^ Spec^W'(i994, L>ama)%rv^stwSTallc»>» B

10:30
Watt for God

APRIL 24. 1997

41 Houri (In Slereo) X

11:00
Keeping Up

41 Houri (In Slereo) X
News

Baywitch Ntghii

[Fired Up X

SttnfaldX [RradUpX

New York Undarcovar X
SaJntatdX |FiredUpT

ER "Calling Dr Hathaway" X
LAPP

EB Calling Dr Hathaway" X
Newt

ER "Calling Dr Hathawiy"Bi

Mystery! "Cadlaer "The Sanctuary SpirTOw" X [Murdat-Horrid

High Incidant Camno High" X |«« '17w Sps>ci»fer(1994, Drima)'Sytvetla Satovi."!'High' _
"Boianfl Po»if

,,

(199a, Qrimi) Wnkyy Snip-, P^ Ĥo
fPf/

I TVS.

11:30
T Old House

Late Show «

Late Show «

iwyiiieite .».

Jenny Jones (In Stereo) X
[Tonight Show

H Patrol

Coach X

Real TV r

Tonight Show

DoopSpeceT

Charlie Rose (In Stereo
1

as X
Mad Abo. You

Show

Nighttme X
M'A-S-H X

Sportscanter

Debt

Daily Show (H)

Wktaa' Mt-163 Tti

NBA BaikefbatT Ptayoffi Teams lo Be Announced (Time Approximati) (Live)"x

I Ancient Mysteries (

Monayiina X I Crosanre X ~
Prima Nee/i xTBurdan-Proot |Urry King Uvt X

Comic BaitsTl !*#'/> "Souf Utr '(1966, Ccrneiv

Larry King

I
C. Thomas

Unaxptainad "Power of Prayer"

World Today X~
~

Jeff AHman [Dream On
Wlnga "Huggng the Deck" (R)

6 30) Muaic Vidoo* lj" Slereo)

Tiny Toon

Dark side

RenovationFurniture

In the Heat of the Night X
Renegade "Hrtman (In

!

£00j_

420j_

He Portrait

fheKomet" |Wttd DtKovafy: Grand Teton JMytliry Univ IMovia

M

agic
|
Wingi Hi^theDeck

| Stanley Cup HayoTfi Conference Quarterfinal Garni 6 - Teams lo Be Announced X ^llksaaball

rt ItJnitslvtdWyslafiaillnSlerioll'lvu^iScyitr^t^^

Doug ft

Out lldiol Savants

Rugrati »

Quantum Leap I In Slereo) X
Hometime ' [Hometime If

In the Heat o^theNighM

Slereo) [Highlander The Serial X

Music Videos (In Slereo)

Rugrati Paw, [Happy Diyi"

SaaquaH DSV Whale Song" I
Real America 41 Hours

llova Lucy I
|
st*waTlchad

Forew Knigttf "Baby, Baby 1

CaaMatttoattonrafcwd(R)

Yol (In Stereo)

Newhart X
Scl-Fl Bun

OddCouptal
Inaiaa Space

-

*»• , 'Indian* Jonts and the Lis! Cg/Ma»"(1989) Hamion Ford 'PG-13 X

NBA Basketball Ptayoffi Teams lo Be Arvwuncad (Uva) X
irPgW\\9K. Mymry) Andy GafoaMurder, She Wrote (In Stereof

«t "^Bflsffn^dlsav/amp<r»"(1988)
l

PG
,

X"

** "Jennifer

BodySts*tl(R)(Paii.lcrl2)

Uma Thurmin

Law A Order Tntoleranci" X
Sporti Hlus

Daily Show

MoneyllneX

Comic Relief

Wild Discovery: Grand Teton

Sporlscenter X
Homicide: Lifi on the Street X
Singled Out

TaiiX

QuanhaTi Leap

Loveline

M.T. Moore

(in

(In Stereo) X
Baal Ansarica: 41 Houri (Fl)

Playofls: Teams TBA

Slareo) X |SHk SlaHttngT
««» "Tr^LosI fj^yF(1987)J»i^Pa'tic_K» [Anaconda [Autopiy 3: Voicea-Grive

ea ^as<^l>a6c«3m«n-(l996,A(Knyntur8)TOT^r^^ l*«t
"

a35erTger5r(1992) Wesley Snipes, 'Ft'

^cy ,

«"(1990)DavWCaiiloV.Wiy l«*"r "JiWavr(t9^)FtoblnrV«liams Wl In* "The Santa Cl»usg-(1994,Comt»oV) Tm AHm 'PG'X
T*Jfft'(19ig)
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

Tm roofjvf

PUfTYi I4»J««

i» Fin.

Robofman By Jim Meddick

ff^TW €OCH>,

BUT OUR TARSxiT

WOlEMCt. I.S

WFFTiRErrr TViWJ

SY-pecTiSp.

\H%\iW Of yMOrflfe^.iNtiRfc

OVctvvMNG IrvEN rViytS 15 TO15
VNW) vrlfeFLvi WsVSeO tr4

HOfSEHlXTJS WITH S^W>*&.
WKAlNttRlNG KAOTViERS

tSSJEHTuVUV "WE SrVME.

AW6NCE. THAT WMCWtS,,
• »Wi\ VvlrVRRlOR WriCGSS.

Dilbert By Scott Adams Dilbert By Scott Adams

in GOING HOKE EARLY

BECAUSE rAY KI0 IS

SICK.

RErAEPMSER, U)E

HAVE A HEtO
"FtXrMLY FRIENOLT"
POLICY j

(\b THAT WHY KY
FAxPAlLY SE.E.«A5

SO FRIEN0LY?

CAT&ERT : EVIL H R OIRECTOR

I'rA (bEING OISCRIrAINA-

TE.0 AGAINST BECAUSC

I TRKE TIrAE OFF FOR

FAfAILY EMERGENCIES.

I'LL HANDLE. THIS BY
TELLING YOUR B05S
THAT YOU RATTED HlfA

OUT TO THE DIRECTOR
OF HUrAAN RESOURCES.

I THOUGHT rTHE KEY (OORCT

U)E HAO A
VIFA»AILY

FRIENDLY'

POLICY.

IS FRIENOLY ,

YOU'VE BEEN
ACTING Av&lF

VOU LOVE

YOUR FAfMLYJ

University* By Frank Cho University 1 By Frank Cho

Yean rAws

•MP Da*
fvyvws*

t iceoi ttau«

(

e*»y UM
Wry t»

axIkftsvaT

T«aiy

fcT M% vJaw *x*kt wrtN

r\?i4ilrwl> ^.sD~euar T»»

tPacias, an Favaac irtvc '«w

AuM ^t axeys»»v. MT Tup

I My ptx>( »I ujaas.

.

wi Mean TkV
LaTTt-c teJtat 7 Scats,

1 M TttUusaS tx. Hex
My ftJ-ftd Mrr t My

FavCT

Wkksk Sattfcy

aawr -jutr tit

Y»v K«soSvl Mnxl

Tk*» swy/
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cxtllaUM

tMaxTi n»

Waj if
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Non Sequitor By Wiley

to vvwat ir ire
UTTCBtV UCLLZU.?

JUCT DWkPC A
BUCTY Y<»i>*&

W*3*AAN oVCR iT,

PCoPLC WtUL TlAttvK

IT'LL AAAKL TJ-ICM
CCXY r TVCY
oVsfN ONE, AND,

VO/LA...
Wft'BC MVLLIoNAiVrCC

in

tuc mm of
rVDVtPTVilrssS rVvAN

Frumpy the Clown By Judd Winick

PJP SOOt A GsOOO f]i CAN'T 6CJ.IEJ/F, I fe£?TTAl

«5>o to school r:

III Today's D.C. Menu
franklin

Cull 545-2626 for more information.

Worcester

LUNCH
Hamburger

Pizza

Fiesta Rice and Cheese
Thingys with Cheese

DINNER
Chicken Tenders

Roast Beet

Lemon Grill Burger (?!?)

Grilled Cheese Sand

LUNCH
Cowburger

Bow Ties & Sauces

Red Beans

Oatburger

DINNER
Roast Beef

Lentil Chili

Endless Pastabilities

Wustah Dinnah Sandwich

Leodoo By Mike Rybicki

LUNCH
Cowburger

|
Grilled Chick. Sandwich

Macaroni and Cheese

Cheese and Macaroni

Hampshire Berkshire

DINNER
Chicken Tenders

Simmered Corned Beef

Something Yummy
Baked Stuff

LUNCH
Hamburger

Pizza

Bow Ties & Sauce

Spicy Black Bean Burger

DINNER
Chicken Tenders

Roast Beef

Lentil Chili

Baked Ziti

lie. A 10S£R. IfltR'sGHT.

Tit*. SvtM A lOSER Ho^ . T
TriffT N'.Kt TOLb Uitiwi'

iKi'lr*, THERE.

Of ft FEDMBL LftW PR0r):B r;»L,

THt USE OF iRR-.TAT^fc Tr?<f\i

HurTYjR CUCrlES, '.riCIHf.X, Bvjt
^J0T L:aA;nt> To TV6FR Iooobj

TVlE pVVCilvJsMA. ffsUBorf

Corr.sTS ryjb

"Show rr\E

THE ftyjwEy*

vOOU)'. Wo

OWE HAS

HvtK Aaustb
fttiE OF DomC
HviftYjA atfokE

Th.S IsAS 3vrST

ft WARN;MO
n lOKE ftfeOof

ExSOxXS Couit>

HPiVE GoTTEK'

|*»j TViE ChftiR

Close to Heme By John McPherson

March 21 April 20
for an ursttirarltaDk' xn ikimi ceaa

mi olrt fnrnd nut ol hlx m hrt ahrl

Youl both rnjov a frw x>mcl latsstss

Now u • ami taxir lu start lhal srlf

luaaiissi imiii plan vouvr brm
ctrksvail fkanaiaa itaMxn Itnns

fWirtah with a krur nlra atlrnllnii

Sosnrd thr md nf ihr wrrk

TAURUS
April 21-Mavy 21

riassrskaf a aprrtal VsKnitmr s Das lor

your tsavrtlr? Br surr In pay .iltrnunn

K thr thttxav hr or ihr un I savins,

k» TV n ixii li * l orsaurrs of law

ran or Ihr mo* protmind A Unxvy

mrmbrr oflns unraprrtcd insurjK mm
. lone xundtna prntarm

GEMDX1
May 22-Uane 21

Eertv in brd and r^rtv lo rsar makes

(hu oork pmturtlvr rut nine and

ktvrh Joai a nrsr acsnutnUnrr al an

oat haunt lor an entoyahtr nmr
( imfhrt rould be brrrlne Ih anothrr

arena—be mirr vou rr paylna attrnlam

Id thr proDk* i kiarat to you

CANCER
June 22-July 22

Enjoy a rousing, round nf phvatral

arltvtty to mrr a caar of Ihr mldwinlrr

blahs Thrn. trrat viHir*rtf and anothr-r

to a nonlradltlrmal Vafcmtlnr • Dav

rHrbratlon A day out could do yrai

a lot of sjond Be crrnuw-youll br

proud of yourartf for thinking; of aw h

x grand idea

LEO
July 23-Auguat 23
cV>mponr whn iiMiatllv holhrr* ymi

rouid br iiniUHi«atv plrauni Ihla

e/erk TTurt your ntr to (mtly forw«rd

your own e».fKiai If you rr MMLM
foul etcowpeah morr Ihen yuu rvrr

thought poeetMr Hnwinn with a qutrt

wrrkrnd al home

VIRGO
Autruat 24-Septembcr 22

A aatrawav trtriKl < ittrr* win.* *>l

•n-arVmi In <1-mIiii« vvtlh » iltlln nil

prreon or Hituaiioii Don t br ehy

bout dnkiiitz !•" rtrlp rtoert lo hnmr
loo Of ert-ond optninri rirfnrr

I an tDTportani rkrlalnn

LIBRA
25-October 23

i Hw rfcanf i kk»vr« and «fwiHn*r «df flfjen

a>noiirv II irxr rfuntye naekr -.

nvrrwhrtmeil t»r> wire lo <Wti.Vf*. Ihrni

wHh a taJaXr-d Irtrnd or rel-tnr Wiirt

in *{ain i iKiiidrniT in vuur own ikaVn.

and vouH br .1 winnrr no tOetttrr whan

irvi- 'jiiIi

SCORPIO
October 24-Norember 22

raastnlfcall argumrrria kad In happv

mmmra lh» *n-ek |u« In nmr lor a

link ValrnlHK » txav romam r

axasprenatar your prrsonal 0mk* fur thr

•aar of ararr. boairviT Your intrgntv

ts your asoal vahxabk posara alnn A

. •.Ik.igur !«-. •>•>•--. .1 \aliijl* Sag

SsAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

I iirrali»ln gnat* and 'hint nil

nrrusastaivm luuat br dragging

your snood down Opt (nr *>«i-

asjaggakk arhk*ssbtr goal* in katitrn

your spsnl* Snmrthlne a* atmpk a*

a laaty meal nt a mriry laugh rould

kg all lhal It lakra In rhaner your

prraprrirw

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 20

.SJllinugti vim rr pngjatitv ngti

ausux liana, you easy have a dxnVnli

tlmr i onvtia Ing olhrr* I ion l dig m
your hrrla Inatrad irv ihr l* ifnl

approarh Whalrvrr you do If you

rant art youi ««y. donl rrmr< m
saving I ink) you *»' It things don l

asirfc out

AQUARIUS
January 21-February 18

A sorlal rvml end* thr wrrk with a

bang You haw mrrgy In aparr and

lota of mthliataam "Khy nol nmMdrr

a new artHrtty Hkr voluntrrnng for a

•ranhy rauar ' You rr In a poMUiki now

lo makr a big Impai I on aomn.ii. . II!'

PISCES
February 18-Marcb 20

II * llmrs llkr th<-» lhat inn drtvr a

prrnmi-ia/y I.ikr ihlngs onr *trp al

a tanr and try not In dswll upon ihr

lading* of others Folly an Ir la iwn

punlahnvntt an ghv yonrxrll
|

alon lo rtar anovr A nrw rrlatlon*hlp

shows pronslar

ACROSS

U MJtiaxaifna' >» Untrw Uses K-ecao www uexp'SSt com » /

Oh, that. The landlord lives downstairs. This is

his way of verifying that we don't neve pets."

Quote of the Day

66 Who picks the

quote of the day?!

We should kill

them!

-Overheard

at Franklin DC

»

1. out (syaTidrawi)
t. Basvgaan Hurnptvrey

and Fort

10. Actor Bet/

14. incanland

It. Voting roeter

1e. Turkish regairinnt

17 POO
It. Rata

20. First name m

M. AflsKlaaWna

17. First Dog once

H Ivkctsaai Jordan, lo

court tana

t9. Free from Lsondapa)

M Dacoralaa. as a cake

tl L«*e grass »i me man

13. Tripod tor Tanguy

03 out (gets By)

DOWN

21. Sign, on Via Seine

30. Spotlad owl » alleged

21

22. Over

23, CurdkK

2f. Asian cuisme

IT. Panpnary

». Figtrl Nka a psrale

33. Bndga poaaions

33. Tape (over)

34. Labor gp
30. "Do others

37. One of ttve Jamas

brottiers

34 Where some svork

out labor)

30. Two prefix

40. Regular paths

41. Solemn

43. Alotfaafy

44. Dancer Ben

41. Wordplays

40. Mean ire ot length

47. Strong pomt

00. Obi. lor one

11. Traffic tie-op

1.

2

3

4

S

0.

7.

I

t

to

11

Hartequiri gam
Juarez coai

I io,'!r,-_rfiv OeVlOO

Have a late repast

travel

31. Carson eg
33. Ccritamporary of

It. Alert

17. Arp or Anoueh

30. Days gone by

4a\ rtxce

llawcaaler Mm)

41. Brottvar of Abel

43. Unabeenadfy

44. Boat

*ew» rtsxrat 9 W^WW

47. During

40. "Smooth Operator

Motany down home
And so forth labor

)

Teeny

Fekne tavonte

I wat . .

*

i2wdei

Have a tantrum

Twisted the truth

Somatidaa

12

13

10.

21

24. Wise

25. Pad of a plait

20. Goaxwh-wsn

27. Emuattetne

C^puletsend

Montagues

20 the wtme flag

's*Jhsjnc*eted)

I2wda)

40. Winfer practpttakon

t0. Concordes eg
52 Downwind

03. Where to read a

mtSAHl

K. Part of a French

address

0